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salaries
Congressional
December, 1923.
1928. Joint
Joint Resolution
payment of the salaries
Authorizing payment
Resolution Authorizing
salaries,December,
Congressionalsalaries,
of
the officers
officers and
of Congress
Congress for
December, 1923, on the 20th day of that
that
for December,
employees of
and employees
of the
month.
December 18, 1923
month. Decemberl8,1923--------------------------------------------each
Chippewa
An Act
Act Providing
for a
a per
per capita
capita payment
payment of $100
$100 to each
Providing for
Minn. An
Indians, Minn.
Chippewa Indians,
to
enrolled member
member of
the Chippewa
Chippewa Tribe
from the
the funds standing
standing to
Minnesota from
of Minnesota
Tribe of
of the
enrolled
their credit
in the
January 25, 1924 ------- States. January
United States.
the United
of the
Treasury of
the Treasury
credit in
their
Customs,
domestic animals.
animals. Joint
Joint Resolution
Extending the time during which
which certain
certain
Resolution Extending
Customs, domestic
domestic animals
have crossed
crossed the
boundary line into foreign countries may
may
the boundary
which have
animals which
domestic
-------------------be returned
January 25,
25, 1924----------1924
free. January
duty free.
returned duty
be
Bridge, Columbia
Columbia River.
River. An
An Act
Act To
extend the
the time
completion of the construction
construction
the completion
time for the
To extend
Bridge,
of a
a bridge
bridge across
River between
between the States of Oregon and
and Washington
Washington
Columbia River
the Columbia
across the
of
at or
westerly from
from Cascade
Cascade Locks
Locks in the State
State of Oregon. January
January
miles westerly
two miles
within two
or within
at
------------------------------------30,
1924 ------------------30, 1924
Bridge, Mississippi
River. An
An Act
Act Granting
Granting the
the consent
consent of
of Congress to the construction,
construction,
Mississippi River.
Bridge,
maintenance,
operation by
Transfer Railway
Railway Company,
Company, its successors
successors
Valley Transfer
the Valley
by the
and operation
maintenance, and
and
assigns, of
of a
a bridge
across the
the Mississippi
Mississippi River
River between
between Hennepin and Ramsey
Ramsey
bridge across
and assigns,
----Counties, Minnesota.
January 30, 1924 ---------------Minnesota. January
Counties,
South
Bridge,
An Act
Act Granting
Granting the
consent of Congress to the State of South
the consent
River. An
Missouri River.
Bridge, Missouri
Dakota
the construction
construction of
of a
bridge across the Missouri
Missouri River between
between Brule
Brule
a bridge
for the
Dakota for
January 30, 1924----------------County
1924
Lyman County, South Dakota. January
and Lyman
County and
Bridge,
River. An
Act Granting
Granting the consent of Congress to the State of South
South
An Act
Missouri River.
Bridge, Missouri
Dakota
for the
construction of
of a
a bridge
bridge across
across the
the Missouri
Walworth
between Walworth
River between
Missouri River
the construction
Dakota for
1924------------.----County
and Corson
Corson County,
County, South
South Dakota.
January 30, 1924
Dakota. January
County and
Francis Scott
Scott Key
Key Bridge,
An Act
Act To
authorize the National
National Society United
To authorize
tablet. An
C., tablet.
D. C.,
Bridge, D.
Francis
States
of 1812
to place
bronze tablet on the Francis
Francis Scott Key
Key Bridge.
a bronze
place a
1812 to
Daughters of
States Daughters
January
30, 1924--------------1924
January 30,
Federal
Resolution Extending
the time for
for the final report of the
Extending the
Joint Resolution
committee. Joint
reserve committee.
Federal reserve
joint
congressional committee
created by
Credits Act of 1923.
Agricultural Credits
by the Agricultural
committee created
joint congressional
----------------------------January
January 31, 1924 _
Bridge,
Rio Grande.
Grande. An
An Act
Act Granting
Congress to the
the construction
construction of aa
consent of Congress
the consent
Granting the
Bridge, Rio
bridge
the Rio
Rio Grande.
1924
February 1, 1924--------------------------Grande. February
across the
bridge across
Bridge, Chattahoochee
Chattahoochee River.
River. An
An Act
Act Authorizing
Authorizing the State of Georgia
Georgia to construct
construct a
a bridge
Bridge,
across the
Chattahoochee River,
River, between
the States
Georgia and Alabama,
Alabama, at or
of Georgia
States of
between the
the Chattahoochee
across
near Fort
Fort Gaines,
Georgia. February
February 1, 1924.--------------------------------1924.
Gaines, Georgia.
near
Bridge, Pee
Pee Dee
River. An
An Act
Act To
To authorize
authorize the
building of a
Dee
a bridge across the Pee Dee
the building
Dee River.
Bridge,
1924---------------------------------River
South Carolina.
February 2, 1924
Carolina. February
in South
River in
Lake
Bridge,
Act Authorizing
Kingston
Authorizing the building of aa bridge across Kingston
An Act
Lake. An
Kingston Lake.
Bridge, Kingston
------- ------at
South Carolina.
February 2, 1924
1924-------------Carolina. February
Conway, South
at Conway,
Dog
River, Ala.,
Ala., survey,
survey, etc.
etc. An
Act For
For the
survey of Dog River, Alaexamination and survey
the examination
An Act
Dog River,
bama,
Louisville and
Nashville Railroad
Railroad Bridge to the mouth of said river
river
and Nashville
the Louisville
from the
bama, from
1924 ---including
connection with
Mobile Bay Ship Channel. February 2, 1924
the Mobile
with the
a connection
including a
Naval
Directing the President
President to institute
institute and prosecute
prosecute
Resolution Directing
Joint Resolution
etc. Joint
leases, etc.
oil leases,
Naval oil
suits
leases of
oil lands
lands and
incidental contracts,
contracts, and
and for other
other purand incidental
of oil
certain leases
cancel certain
to cancel
suits to
1924--------------------------------------------------poses. February
8, 1924
February 8,
poses.
Leavenworth,
penitentiary. An Act To equip the United States penitentiary,
penitentiary, LeavenLeavenKans., penitentiary.
Leavenworth, Kans.,
worth, Kansas,
Kansas, for
for the
the manufacture
supplies for the use of the Government,
Government, for
manufacture of supplies
worth,
the compensation
compensation of
of prisoners
prisoners for
for other
other purposes.
purposes. February
February 11,
and for
labor, and
their labor,
for their
the
1924
1924 -----------------------------Bridge, Mississippi
the-time for the completion
completion of the municipal
municipal
Act To extend the-time
An Act
River. An
Mississippi River.
Bridge,
bridge
and extensions
additions thereto,
Louis,
the city of Saint Louis,
thereto, by the
or additions
extensions or
approaches, and
bridge approaches,
within
the States
of Illinois
Missouri. February
February 13, 1924---------------1924
and Missouri.
Illinois and
States of
within the
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Bridge, Pearl
Granting the
the consent
consent of
of Congress
Congress to
to the
boards of
of supervisors
Bridge,
Pearl River.
River. An
An Act
Act Granting
the boards
supervisors
of Rankin
Rankin and
and Madison
Madison Counties,
construct aa bridge
bridge across
across the
Pearl
of
Counties, Mississippi
Mississippi, to
to construct
the Pearl
River in
in the
State of
1924-.-----------------------February 13,
13, 1924
of Mississippi.
Mississippi. February
River
the State
Bridge,
Hudson River.
An Act
time of
of the
River Connecting
Connecting Railroad
Railroad
Bridge, Hudson
River. An
Act To
To extend
extend the
the time
the Hudson
Hudson River
Corporation
for the
completion of
of its
its bridge
the Hudson
Hudson River,
River, in
State of
Corporation for
the completion
bridge across
across the
in the
the State
of
New
York. February
February 14,
14, 1924
1924-------------------------------------------New York.
Bridges, Wilamette
Willamette River.
River. An
authorize the
county of
of Multnomah,
Multnomah, Oregon,
Bridges,
An Act
Act To
To authorize
the county
Oregon, to
to
construct
thereto across
Willamette River
River in
the city
of
construct a
a bridge
bridge and
and approaches
approaches thereto
across the
the Willamette
in the
city of
Portland,
to replace
replace the
the present
Street Bridge
in said
said city
city of
of PortPortPortland, Oregon,
Oregon, to
present Burnside
Burnside Street
Bridge in
land; and
Multnomah to
land-;
and also
also to
to authorize
authorize said
said county
county of
of Multnomah
to construct
construct a
a bridge
bridge and
and
approaches
in said
said city
city of
of Portland
Portland in
the vicinity
vicinity
approaches thereto
thereto across
across the
the Willamette
Willamette River
River in
in the
of Ross
Ross Island.
February 16,
16, 1924
1924 ----------------------------------------of
Island. February
Bridge,
Waccamaw River.
River. An
To authorize
authorize the
the building
of a
Waccamaw
Bridge, Waccamaw
An Act
Act To
building of
a bridge
bridge across
across Waccamaw
River in
the North
North Carolina
line. February
February 16,
River
in South
South Carolina
Carolina near
near the
Carolina State
State line.
16, 1924
1924-----Bridge ' Arkansas
River. An
Act To
extend the
time for
for the
construction of
bridge across
across
Bridge,
Arkansas River.
An Act
To extend
the time
the construction
of aa bridge
the
Arkansas River
River between
between the
the cities
cities of
of Little
Little Rock
and Argenta,
Arkansas. FebruFebruthe Arkansas
Rock and
Argenta, Arkansas.
ary 16,
16, 1924 ----.----------------------------------------

Bridge, Saint
Francis River.
maintenance, and
and
Bridge,
Saint Francis
River. An
An Act
Act To authorize
authorize the
the construction,
construction, maintenance,
operation of a
abridge
bridge across the Saint Francis
near Saint Francis,
Francis, Arkansas.
Arkansas. FebFrancis River near
ruary
ruary 16, 1924 --------------.--- ----- ---------------------Bridge ' Pamunkey River. An Act To extend
extend the time for the construction
construction of a
a bridge across
across
Bridge,
16,1924 ----------------------.-the Pamunkey
Pamunkey River,
River, in Virginia. February
February 16,1924
Granting the consent of Congress to the construction
construction of a
a
Bridge, Hudson River. An Act Granting
bridge over the Hudson
Hudson River at Poughkeepsie,
New York.
York. February
16, 1924
1924 -----Poughkeepsie, New
February 16,
Bridge, Yellowstone
Yelowstone River. An Act To authorize
authorize the Highway
Highway Commission of the State
State of
of
Montana to construct and maintain a
a bridge across the Yellowstone
River at or near
Yellowstone River
near
the city of Glendive, Montana. February
February 16, 1924------------------1924
--.
----Bridge, Tug Fork
Forkof Big Sandy River. An Act To authorize the Norfolk
Bridge,
Norfolk and Western
Western Railway
Company
Company to construct a
near
a bridge across the Tug Fork of the Big Sandy River at or near
Mingo County, West Virginia,
Virginia, and
and
aapoint about aamile and aahalf west
west of
of Williamson,
Williamson, Mingo
near the mouth of Turkey Creek, Pike County,
February 16,
County, Kentucky.
Kentucky. February
16, 1924
1924 -----Bridge
and dam, Fox
Fox River. An Act Extending
Bridge and
Extending the time
time for the construction
construction of a
abridge across
across
Fox River
River by the city of Aurora, Illinois, and
and granting
the consent
consent of Congress
Congress to
to the
granting the
the
removal of an existing dam and to its replacement
replacement with aa new
new structure. February
16,1924---------------------------------------------- --16, 1924
Bridges, Fox
Fox River.
River. An Act Granting
Granting the consent
consent of Congress to the city of Aurora,
Aurora, Kane
Kane
Illinois a
a municipal corporation,
corporation, to construct,
construct, maintain,
maintain, and operate
operate certain
certain
County, Illinois,
bridgesacross
bridges
across FoxRiver.
fox River. February
February 16,1924
16, 1924 -----------------------Bridge,
building of aa bridge
bridge across
across the Lumber
Lumber
Bridge, Lumber River. An Act To authorize
authorize the building
River in South Carolina,
Carolina, between
between Marion and lorry
February 16, 1924--1924.... _
Horry Counties. February
Bridge, Mississisippi
Mississippi River. An Act Granting
consent of Congress to the
Northern
Granting the consent
the Great
Great Northern
Railway
Company, a
a corporation,
Railway Company,
corporation, to maintain
maintain and operate
operate or reconstruct,
reconstruct, maintain,
maintain,
and operate
operate a
Mississippi River. February
February 16,1924
16,1924 -----------a bridge across the Mississippi
_
Bridge, Fox River. An Act To authorize
Bridge,
authorize the
the State of Illinois
maintain ' and
Illinois to
to construct,
construct, maintain,
and
operate
a bridge, and approaches
operate a
approaches thereto,
thereto, across the Fox River
River in the county
county of KenFebruary 16, 1924 ------------dall and State of Illinois. February
-Bridge, Rock
Bridge,
Rock River. An Act Granting
Granting the consent
consent of Congress
Congress to the State
State of Illinois
Illinois to conconstruct, maintain,
maintain, and operate a
abridge and approaches
approaches thereto across the
the Rock
Rock River,
River,
in the county of Winnebago,
Winnebago, State of Illinois, in section
section 24, township
township 46
46 north, range
1east,
thethird
principalmeridian.
February 16,1924
1
east, of the
third principal
meridian. February
16, 1924 ---.----------__
-Bridge, Mississippi
Mississippi River. An Act Granting
Bridge,
Granting the consent of Congress
Congress to the Chicago,
Chicago, Milwaukee and Saint Paul Railway Company to construct
construct a
a bridge over the
the Mississippi
Mississippi
Minneapolis, Minnesota. February
River between Saint Paul and Minneapolis,
February 16, 1924 ------Memorial to Americans
Joint Resolution
Resolution Authorizing
Authorizing the
on pubpubMemorial
Americans Lost at Sea, D. C. Joint
the erection
erection on
lic ground in the city of Washington,
Washington, District of
Columbia, of aamemorial
of Columbia,
memorial to the Navy
and marine
services, to be known as Navy
Marine Memorial
marine services,
Navy and Marine
Memorial Dedicated
Dedicated to AmerAmericans Lost
Lost at Sea. February 16,
16, 1924-1924
------------------------War Finance
Corporationadvances.
advances. An Act To extend
War
Finance Corporation
extend for nine months the power
power of
of the
War Finance Corporation
Corporation to make advances
advances under the provisions
provisions of the War Finance
Finance
Corporation
amended, and
Corporation Act, as amended,
and for other purposes. February
February 20, 1924 __----Bridge,
Mississippi River. An Act Granting
Bridge, Mississippi
Granting the consent
consent of Congress
Congress to the State of Illinois
and the State of Iowa,
construct a
a bridge
Iowa, or either of them, to construct
bridge across the Mississippi
Mississippi
River connecting the county of Whiteside,
Whiteside, Illinois,
Illinois, and
and the county of Clinton, Iowa.
February
1924
February 20,
1924---20, 1924
.......... ----------------------------------------

Naval oil reserve,
reserve, Calif.
Calif. Joint Resolution Directing
Secretary of the Interior to institute
Directing the Secretary
proceedings touching sections 16 and 36, township
township 30 south, range
proceedings
range 23 east, Mount
Mount
Diablo meridian.
meridian. February 21, 1924
1924---------------------------------------Bridge, Chattahoochee
Chattahoochee River. An Act To authorize
authorize the States
Bridge,
States of Alabama
Alabama and Georgia,
Georgia,
through their respective highway
highway departments, to construct
construct and maintain
maintain a
a bridge
across the Chattahoochee
Chattahoochee River at or near
Alabama, connecting
near Eufaula,
Eufaula, Alabama,
connecting Barbour
Barbour
County, Alabama, and Quitman
County, Georgia. February
Quitman County,
February 27, 1924-----------.
1924
Senate
contingent
expenses.
Joint
Resolution
Making
appropriation
for
contingent
expenses
Senate contingent
Resolution Making appropriation
contingent
of the United States Senate, fiscal year
year 1924. February 27, 1924
1924---------
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appropriation for the
Appropriation
suits. Joint Resolution To provide an appropriation
reserves suits.
naval oil reserves
Appropriation,naval
prosectition
certain leases,
February 27,
and for
for other purposes. February
leases, and
to cancel
cancel certain
of suits
suits to
prosecution of
1924
1924-------------------------------------------------------------------Bridge,
Granting the
consent of
of Congress to the State Highway
Highway
the consent
Act Granting
An Act
River. An
Peedee River.
Bridge, Peedee
Department of
construct a
Peedee River in
a bridge across the Peedee
Carolina to construct
of North
North Carolina
Department
North
Carolina between
Anson and Richmond
Richmond Counties.
Counties. February 29, 1924 -----between Anson
North Carolina
appointment of one
Volunteer Soldiers
Resolution For the appointment
Steadman. Joint Resolution
J. Steadman.
John J.
Home, John
Soldiers Home,
Volunteer
member
of the
Board of
of Managers
Managers of
of the
National Home for Disabled
Disabled Volunteer
Volunteer
the National
the Board
member of
Soldiers.
1924
February 29, 1924------------------------------------------------Soldiers. February
Hawaii,
laws extended
extended to.
to. An
Act To
To extend
of certain laws to the Territory
the provisions of
extend the
An Act
Hawaii, laws
1924-------------------------------------------------of Hawaii.
March 10, 1924
Bridge,
authorize the county of Multnomah,
Multnomah, Oregon,
Oregon, to conWillamette River. An Act To authorize
Bridge, Willamette
struct,
maintain, and
and operate
Willamette
thereto across the Willamette
approaches thereto
bridge and approaches
operate aa bridge
struct, maintain,
River, in
in the
the city
city of
Oregon, in the vicinity of present site of Sellwood
Sellwood
of Portland,
Portland, Oregon,
River,
Ferry. March
March 11,
11, 1924 --------------------------------------------------Ferry.
construction of aa bridge
Bridge,
bridge between the
authorize the construction
Newtown Creek. An Act To authorize
Bridge, Newtown
Boroughs
Brooklyn and Queens, in the city and State of New York. March 11,
Boroughs of Brooklyn
--1924
1924-------------------------------------------------------Bridge, Waccamaw
authorize the building
building of a
a bridge
bridge across the WaccaWaccaAn Act To authorize
Waccamaw River. An
Bridge,
maw
River in South
March 11, 1924 -------------------------------South Carolina. March
maw River
Bridge ' West Pearl
Pearl River. An Act Granting
Granting the consent
consent of Congress to the State Highway
Highway
Bridge,
a bridge
Commission of Louisiana
Louisiana to construct, maintain,
maintain and operate a
bridge across West
West
Commission
Pearl River
River in
in the
the State of Louisiana.
Louisiana. March
March 11,
11, 1924------------------------1924
Pearl
Bridge, Pearl
River. An
consent of Congress to the construction, mainAct Granting the consent
An Act
Pearl River.
Bridge,
tenance,
and operation
of a
across the
the Pearl
River between Saint Tammany
Tammany
Pearl River
a bridge
bridge across
operation of
tenance, and
11, 1924 _----Parish in
in Louisiana
Louisiana and
County in Mississippi. March 11,
Hancock County
and Hancock
Parish
Finland, war
debt. An
An Act
authorize the
settlement of the indebtedness of the Republic
the settlement
To authorize
Act To
war debt.
Finland,
of Finland to the United States of America. March 12, 1924 -------------------District of
Columbia statue
Resolution Authorizing
Authorizing the erection on public
statue "Serenity." Joint Resolution
of Columbia,
District
grounds
of Columbia
Columbia of
statue by
personifying "Serenity."
"Serenity."
Jose Clara personifying
by Jose
of aastatue
District of
in the
the District
grounds in
March 12,
12, 1924 ------------------------------------------------ -------March
Indian
claims. An Act For the relief of certain
certain nations or tribes of Indians in Montana,
Montana,
Indian claims.
Idaho,
13, 1924-------------------------------------1924
Idaho, and Washington. March 13,
Income
credits and
amend section 252 of the Revenue Act of 1921
and refunds.
refunds. An Act To amend
tax credits
Income tax
in respect of credits and refunds. March 13, 1924 ----------------------------Bridges, United
States Canal,
Canal, Fla.
authorize the Park-Wood
Park-Wood Lumber Company
An Act To authorize
Fla. An
United States
Bridges,
to construct
two bridges
across the
the United
United States
States Canal which
which connects
connects ApalachiApalachibridges across
to
construct two
cola River and Saint Andrews Bay, Florida. March 14, 1924 -------------------N. C., surveys. An Act Providing for the examination and survey of Mill
etc., N.
Mill Cut, etc.
Cut
and Clubfoot
Clubfoot Creek,
Creek, North
March 14, 1924-------------------1924
North Carolina. March
Cut and
Silver
Coin, Stone Mountain
coinage of 50-cent
50-cent pieces
pieces
Mountain Monument. An Act To authorize the coinage
Silver Coin,
carving
in commemoration
commemoration of the commencement
June 18, 1923,
1923, of the work of carving
commencement on June
in
on Stone
Mountain, in the State of Georgia,
Georgia, a
a monument
monument to the valor of the soldiers
Stone Mountain,
on
of the
the South,
inspiration of their sons and daughters
daughters and grandsons
grandsons
the inspiration
was the
which was
South, which
of
and granddaughters
of
Wars, and in memory of
and World Wars,
Spanish-American and
the Spanish-American
in the
granddaughters in
and
America, in whose adminisWarren
G. Harding,
Harding, President
President of the United States of America,
Warren G.
begun. March
March 17, 1924---------------------------------1924
the work
work was begun.
tration the
Francis
authorize the National Society
Society
tablet. Joint Resolution To authorize
D. C., tablet.
Key Bridge, D.
Scott Key
Francis Scott
United States
Daughters of 1812 to place aa marble tablet on the Francis Scott Key
States Daughters
United
Bridge.
1924 ------------------------------------------17, 1924
March 17,
Bridge. March
Congressional
amend section
section 72 of chapter 23, Printing Act, apapdocuments. An Act To amend
Congressional documents.
documents. March
proved
12, 1895,
relative to
allotment of public documents.
March
to the allotment
1895, relative
January 12,
proved January
18,
1924 ----------------------- ---------------------------------18, 1924
Dam,
Waccamaw River.
An Act
construct, maintain,
consent of Congress to construct,
To grant the consent
Act To
River. An
Dam, Waccamaw
and operate
operate a
a dam and spillway
Waccamaw River, in North Carolina.
spillway across the Waccamaw
and
-------------March
18, 1924 ---------------------------------March 18,
construction of aa bridge across the
Bridge,
Little Calumet
An Act
Act To authorize the construction
River. An
Calumet River.
Bridge, Little
Little Calumet
at Riverdale,
Riverdale, Illinois.
March 18, 1924 ------------------River at
Calumet River
Little
Greater Wenatchee
Bridge
consent of Congress
Congress to the Greater
Wenatchee
Granting the consent
River. An Act Granting
Columbia River.
Bridge.;Columbia
Irrigation District
construct, maintain,
maintain, and
and operate
Columbia
operate aa bridge across the Columbia
to construct,
District to
Irrigation
March 18, 1924---------------------------------------River. March
Bridge,
Pere Marquette
Marquette Lake. An Act
Ludington, Mason County,
Authorizing the city of Ludington,
Act Authorizing
Bridge, Pere
Marquette Lake. March
Michigan,
March
to construct aa bridge across an arm of Pere Marquette
Michigan, to
18,
1924
18, 1924--------------------------------------------------------------------.
1924
Bridge
Saint Louis
River. An Act To legalize a
a bridge
bridge across the Saint Louis River in
in
Louis River.
Bridge, Saint
'Carlton
Minnesota. March 18, 1924 -----------------------County, State of Minnesota.
Carlton County,
authorize the Clay County bridge district, in the State
River. An Act To authorize
Current River.
Bridge, Current
of Arkansas,
bridge over
over Current
March 18, 1924 --------Current River. March
a bridge
to construct
construct a
of
Arkansas, to
Bridge, Saint
Saint Croix
Granting the consent of Congress
Congress to construct
construct a
a bridge
An Act Granting
River. An
Croix River.
Bridge,
over
the Saint
Saint Croix
Croix River
between Vanceboro,
Maine, and Saint Croix, New BrunsVanceboro, Maine,
River between
over the
------------------wick.
March 18,
18, 1924 ---------------------wick. March
construction
Bridge,
River. An
An Act
consent of Congress
Congress for the construction
the consent
Granting the
Act Granting
John River.
Saint John
Bridge, Saint
Clairs, Proof a
a bridge
bridge across
across the
Saint John
John River
River between
Maine, and Clain,
Fort Kent, Maine,
between Fort
the Saint
of
vince of
Brunswick, Canada.
Canada. March
March 18, 1924
1924 -------------------------New Brunswick,
of New
vince
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Bridge
the construction
bridge across
the Ohio
River
Bridge, Ohio
Ohio River.
River. An Act Authorizing
Authorizing the
construction of
of aabridge
across the
Ohio River
'to
Benwood, West
West Virginia,
city of
of Bellaire,
Bellaire, Ohio.
Ohio. March
March
to connect
connect the
the city
city of Benwood,
Virginia, and the
the city
-----------------------------------------------------------18,
192427
18,1924
Cherokee Indians,
to
Cherokee
Indians, claims. An Act Conferring
Conferring jurisdiction
jurisdiction upon
upon the
the Court of Claims to
and enter
judgment in
in any
any claims
which the
the Cherokee
hear, examine,
examine, adjudicate,
adjudicate, and
enter judgment
claims which
Cherokee
1924Indians may have against the United States, and
and for other purposes. March 19,
19 ,
1924_
Bridge, Pearl
River. An
consent of
of Congress
Congress to
to the
the board
of supervisors
supervisors
Bridge,
PearlRiver.
An Act
Act Granting
Granting the
the consent
board of
of
Mississippi, to
to construct
across the
River in
in the
the
of Hinds
Hinds County,
County, Mississippi,
construct aa bridge
bridge across
the Pearl
Pearl River
State of Mississippi.
March 21, 1924
1924--------------------------------------Mississippi. March
Bridge Kankakee River.
the consent
of Congress
to the
the county
county of
KanBridge,
River. An
An Act
Act Granting
Granting the
consent of
Congress to
of Kankakee,
of Illinois,
Illinois, and
the counties
counties of
and Newton,
State of
Indiana, to
kakee, State of
and the
of Lake
Lake and
Newton, State
of Indiana
to
construct, maintain, and
approaches thereto
thereto across
across the KanKanand operate
operate a
a bridge
bridge and
and approaches
kakee River at or near the State line between
between section
section 19,
19, township 31 north,
north, range
15 east of the third principal meridian,
meridian, in the county
county of
and
of Kankakee, State of Illinois,
Illinois, and
township 31 north, range
principal meridian,
section 1,
1, township
range 10 west
west of
of the _second
second principal
meridian, in the
Newton, State of Indiana.
Indiana. .March
,March 21,
21, 1924 ---------------counties of Lake and Newton,
Bridge,
time for the construction
construction of a
abridge across
across
Bridge, Mississippi
MississippiRiver.
River. An Act To extend the time
17, township
township 28 north,
the fourth
the Mississippi River in section 17,
north, range
range 23 west of the
fourth
principal
principal meridian in the State of Minnesota.
Minnesota. March
March 21,
21, 1924 -----------------Bridge,
Chicago to
Bridge, Calumet River. An Act Granting
Granting the consent of Congress
Congress to the city of Chicago
to
construct a
a bridge across the Calumet River
and thirtieth
thirtieth
River at or near One hundred and
Street in the city of Chicago, county of Cook, State
State of Illinois. March
March 21,
21, 1924___
1924-- - _
Bridge, Missouri
consent of
of Congress
to the
the State
State of
of South
South
Bridge,
Missouri River.
River. An
An Act
Act Granting
Granting the
the consent
Congress to
construction of a
a bridge
bridge across the Missouri
between Potter
Potter
Dakota for the construction
Missouri River between
County and Dewey County, South Dakota. March 27, 1924 -----------------Bridge, Susquehanna
Granting the consent of
of Congress
Congress to
the Clarks
Clarks Ferry
Ferry
Susquehanna River. An Act Granting
to the
successors, to construct
across the Susquehanna
Bridge Company, and its successors,
construct a
a bridge across
Susquehanna
River at or near the railroad station
station of Clarks
Clarks Ferry, Pennsylvania.
Pennsylvania. March
March 27,
27, 19241924_
Right of way,
way, Fort
Fort Snelling,
consent of Congress
Congress to
to the conSnelling, Minn. An Act Granting
Granting the consent
construction,
maintenance, and operation
struction, maintenance,
operation by the Chicago, Milwaukee
Milwaukee and Saint Paul
Railway Company, its successors
assigns' of
of a
line
of
railroad
across
the
northsuccessors and assigns,
a line of railroad across the northeasterly portion of the Fort Snelling
Snelling Military
Military Reservation
in the
the State
State of
Minnesota.
easterly
Reservation in
of Minnesota.
March 28, 1924 -----------------------------------------------Cotton statistics.
statistics. An Act Authorizing the Director
Cotton
Director of the
the Census
Census to collect
collect and
and publish
publish
statistics of cotton. April 2, 1924----------------------------------------Appropriations,
appropriations to
to supply
supply
Appropriations, First
First Deficiency
Deficiency Ad,
Act, 1924.
1924. An
An Act
Act Making
Making appropriations
deficiencies in certain appropriations
deficiencies
appropriations for the
the fiscal year
June 30, 1924,
and
year ending June
1924, and
prior fiscal years, to provide supplemental
supplemental appropriations
appropriations for the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1924, and for other purposes.
April 2,
purposes. April
2, 1924 --------------------------United
States Courts
Hogg County,
County, Tex.
Tex. An
Hogg County
County from
from the
th e
United States
Courts, Jim
Jim Hogg
An Act
Act To
To detach
detach Jim
Jim Hogg
Corpus Christi division
division of the southern judicial
judicial district of the
the State
State of Texas
Texas, and
attach the same to the Laredo
Laredo division of the southern judicial
judicial district
district of said State.
April 3, 1924 ----------------------------------------------------Appropriations,
Treasury and Post Office Departments.
Appropriations, Treasury
Departments. An Act
Act Making
Making a
p propriations for
appropriations
for
Departments for the fiscal year ending June
the Treasury and Post Office Departments
June 30, 1925, and
for other purposes. April 4, 1924 -----------------------------------Bridge, Mahoning
Mahoning River.
River. An Act Granting the consent
Pittsburgh,
consent of Congress to The Pittsburgh,
Youngstown
Youngstown & Ashtabula Railway
Railway Company,
successors and
construct
Company, its successors
and assigns, to construct
a bridge
a
bridge across the Mahoning River in the State of Ohio. April 7, 1924----..-National
parks, etc., roads
roads and trails.
National parks,
the construction,
construction, reconstruction,
reconstruction,
trails. An
An Act
Act Authorizing
Authorizing the
necessary bridges, in the national
and improvement of roads and
and trails, inclusive
inclusive of necessary
national
monuments under the jurisdiction
parks and monuments
jurisdiction of the
the Department
Department of the Interior.
April 9, 1924 -.---------------------..----------.
Arkansas judicial
judicial districts.
districts. An Act To amend section
Arkansas
section 71 of the Judicial Code as amended.
amended.
April 12, 1924 ----------------------------------------------------Navajo Indians.
Indians. An Act To authorize the deposit of certain
certain funds in the
Navajo
the Treasury of
of the
United States to the credit
credit of Navajo Tribe
Tribe of
of Indians and to make
make same available
available for
for
appropriation
appropriation for the benefit of said Indians.
Indians. April 12,
12, 1924--------------------1924
Rapid City
City Indian
Secretary of the
Rapid
Indian School. An Act To authorize the Secretary
the Interior to sell certain
certain
lands not longer
longer needed for the Rapid City Indian
School. April 12,
lands
Indian School.
12, 1924 -------Zia
Pueblo Indians,
Indians, N.
N. Mex.
Mex. An Act Providing for the reservation
Zia Pueblo
reservation of certain lands in
in New
New
Mexico for the Indians of the Zia Pueblo.
Pueblo. April 12,
12, 1924
-------------Lac Courte
Courte Oreille
Oreille Indians
Indiansallotments.
validate certain
Lac
allotments. An Act To
To validate
certain allotments
allotments of land made
made to
to
Indians on the Lac Courte Oreille
Reservation in Wisconsin. April
Oreille Indian Reservation
April 12, 1924
1924_
Fort Apache
Apache Indian
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Ariz.,
Ariz., road.
road. An Act
appropriation for the
Fort
Act Authorizing an appropriation
construction
a road within the
Reservation, Arizona, and
construction of a
the Fort Apache
Apache Indian
Indian Reservation,
12, 1924 ----..
for other purposes. April 12,
.
Indian
u th ori
ze the sale of lands and plan t
no tl
onger needed for
Indian lands,
lands, sales.
sales. An
An Act
Act To
To a
authorize
the sale of lands and plantss not
longer
needed for
Indian administrative
administrative or allotment purposes. Apri112,
April 12, 1924
1924---------------------Fort
Yuma
Indian
Reservation,
Fort
Indian Reservatio n Calif. An
To authorize
au th or i
ze the
th e allotment
all otment of
of certain
cert ain lands
lands
An Act
Act To
within the Fort Yuma Indian
Reservation, California,
purposes. April
Indian Reservation,
California, and
and for other purposes.
12,
1924
12,-----------------------------------------
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30
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Osage
Indians, Okla., lands.
lands. An Act Amending
Osage Indians,
Amending an Act entitled "An
"An Act for
of
for the
the division
division of
the lands and funds of the Osage
Osage Indians in Oklahoma,
Oklahoma, and for other purposes,"
purposes,"
approved
amendatory thereof and
approved June 28, 1906,
1906, and Acts amendatory
and supplemental
supplemental thereto.
thereto.
April 12, 1924
1924--------------------------------------------------------------9494
Bridge, Minnesota
Minnesota River. An Act Granting
Granting the consent of Congress
to the
counties of
of Sibley
Sibley
Congress to
the counties
and Scott, Minnesota,
Minnesota, to construct
construct a
bridge across
River. April
April 12,
a bridge
across the
the Minnesota
Minnesota River.
12,
1924----------------------------------------1924
94
-----94
Dam,
Byram
River.
An
Act
Granting
Dam,
River.
Granting the consent
consent of Congress to
Port Chester,
Chester,
to the village of
of Port
New York, and the town of Greenwich, Connecticut,
Connecticut, or either
either of
of them,
them, to
to construct,
construct,
maintain,
a dam across the Byram River. April
maintain, and operate
operate a
1924 ------------95
April 12, 1924
95
Chippewa Indians,
Chippewa
Indians, Minn., annuities.
annuities. An Act To provide
provide for the payment
of claims
claims of
of
payment of
Chippewa Indians of Minnesota
Chippewa
Minnesota for back annuities. April 14, 1924 ----------- --95
95
District of Columbia,
Columbia, Georgia
District
Georgia Avenue
Avenue NW. An Act To authorize
authorize the widening
of Georgia
widening of
Georgia
Avenue
between Fairmont Street and Gresham
Avenue between
Gresham Place northwest.
April
95
April 14,
14, 1924 --95
Dixie Power
Power Company.
Company. An Act To authorize
Dixie
authorize the
to amend
the Federal
Federal Power
Power Commission
Commission to
amend
permit numbered 1, project
numbered
1,
issued
project numbered
to the Dixie Power Company. April
April
15, 1924 --------------------------------..
96
--.
- -.--....-.
96
Public
lands,
Miles
City,
Mont.
Authorizing the conveyance
Public lands,
An Act Authorizing
conveyance of certain
certain land to
to the
the
city of Miles City, State of Montana,
Montana, for park purposes. April
1924 --------96
April 15,
15, 1924
96
Public
County, Mont. An Act Granting to the county of
Public lands,
lands Custer
Custer County,
of
of Custer,
Custer, State
State of
Montana,
Montana, certain land in said county for use as a
1924 -------97
a fair ground. April
April 15,
15, 1924
97
Criminal Code, bird
bird and animal
animal reserves
Criminal
reserves offenses.
An Act To amend section
section 84
84 of
of the
the Penal
Penal
Code of the United States.
98
April 15,
15, 1924
19241
-1 ---..........................
98
Lewis
Clark National
National Forest,
construction of the Willow
Lewis and Clark
Forest, Mont. An Act To complete
complete the construction
Willow
Creek
Creek Ranger Station, Montana.
Montana. April 15, 1924
98
1924.---_-.
...-- ----------- __.
98
Tick infested cattle. An Act To repeal
repeal that part of an Act entitled "An
"An Act making
making appropriaappropriations for the Department
Department of Agriculture
Agriculture for the fiscal year ending
30, 1912,"
1912,"
ending June 30,
1911, relating to the admission
approved March
March 4, 1911,
admission of tick-infested
tick-infested cattle
from Mexico
cattle from
Mexico
into Texas. April 15, 1924 ------98
------------------------98
Fort
Fort Keogh Military
Military Reservation,
Reservation Mont., stock raising,
raising, etc.
etc. An Act To transfer
transfer jurisdiction
jurisdiction
over a
a portion of the Fort Keogh Military Reservation,
Reservation Montana,
the DepartMontana, from the
Department of the Interior to the United States Department of
Agriculture for
for experiments
experiments
of Agriculture
in stock raising and growing of forage crops in connection
in
99
connection therewith. April 15, 1924..
1924 99
New Orleans,
QuartermasterDepot.
Depot. Joint Resolution
Orleans, La., Quartermaster
the Secretary
Secretary of
War
Resolution Authorizing
Authorizing the
of War
to lease to the New Orleans Association
Association of
Commerce
New
Orleans
Quartermaster
of Commerce New Orleans Quartermaster
Intermediate
Intermediate Depot Unit Numbered
1924
100
Numbered 2. April
April 15,
15, 1924---------------------- -100
Texas cavalry
service
medals. An Act Authorizing
Authorizing the issuance
cavalry
issuance of service medals to officers
officers and
and
enlisted
enlisted men of the two brigades of Texas cavalry
cavalry organized under authority from
from the
the
War
War Department under date of December 8, 1917, and authorizing
authorizing an appropriation
appropriation
therefor; and further authorizing the wearing by
officers and
on
by such officers
and enlisted
enlisted men
men on
occasions of ceremony of the uniform
occasions
uniform lawfully
lawfully prescribed to be worn by them during
1924--------------------------------------their service. April 16, 1924
100
100
Right of way, Yuma, Ariz. An Act Authorizing the Secretary
Right
Secretary of War to
grant a
a right
to grant
right of
of way
way
over the Government
Government levee at Yuma, Arizona. April 17,
1924
101
17, 1924-------.-----------101
Bridge,
Bridge, Missouri
Missouri River. An Act Granting
Granting the consent
consent of Congress to
to the State of
of South
South
Dakota for the construction of aa bridge across the Missouri
Missouri River between
Hughes
between Hughes
County and Stanley
Stanley County,
County! South Dakota.
April 17, 1924 ------------------101
101
Bridge,
PearlRiver.
Bridge, Pearl
.River. An Act Granting
Granting the consent
consent of Congress to the Board of Supervisors
of Leake
Leake County, Mississippi, to construct
construct a
a bridge across the
the
the Pearl River
River in
in the
State
State of *Mississippi.
101
April 17, 1924 ----------------------------...-----101
Bridge, Pearl
River. An Act Granting
Bridge,
Pearl River.
Granting the consent of Congress to the Board of Supervisors
of Leake County,
Mississippi, to construct
County, Mississippi
construct a
the
a bridge
bridge across the
the Pearl River
River in
in the
State of Mississippi. April 17, 1924 ---------------------------. -----.---102
102
Bridge, Mississippi
Bridge,
Mississippi River. An Act To authorize
authorize the City of Minneapolis,
Minneapolis, in the State of
of
Minnesota, to construct a
a bridge
bridge across the Mississippi River in
in said city.
citv. April
April 17,
17,
1924 --.----------------------------------------------102
102
Bridge,
Savannah
River. An Act To revive
reenact the Act entitled "An Act authorBridge, Savannah River.
revive and reenact
authorizing the counties of Aiken,
Aiken, South Carolina, and Richmond,
Richmond, Georgia,
Georgia, to
to construct aa
bridge across the Savannah
Georgia," approved
Savannah River at or near
near Augusta,
Augusta, Georgia,"
approved August
August 7,
1919. April
April 17,
17, 1924 ----102
------------------------------ ------ 102
Bridge, Mississippi
Congress to the construction
Mississippi River. An Act Granting
Granting the consent of Congress
a bridge across the Mississippi River near and above the city of New Orleans,
of a
Louisiana. April 17, 1924-----------------------103
----- --103
Bridge,
Detroit River. An Act To extend
Bridge, Detroit
extend the time for commencing
commencing and completing
completing the
construction of a
a bridge
bridge across Detroit River within
within or near the city limits of Detroit,
Michigan.
Michigan. April 17, 1924 -------------------------------------------------103
103
Bridge,
Ohio River. An Act Authorizing
Bridge, Ohio
Authorizing the construction
construction of a
River
a bridge across the
the Ohio
Ohio River
approximately
Owensboro, Kentucky, and Rockport,
approximately midway
midway between
between the city of Owensboro,
Indiana. April 17, 1924 ---------103
--------------------------103
Bridge, Fox
Fox River. An Act To authorize
Bridge,
authorize the construction
construction of aa bridge across the
River
the Fox
Fox River
in Saint Charles Township, Kane County, Illinois. April 18, 1924 -----------104
104
Steamboat
Service. An Act To amend section 4414
Steamboat Inspection
Inspection Service.
Revised Statutes
Statutes of
of the
the
4414 of
of the
the Revised
United
United States, as amended by the Act approved July 2, 1918,
1918, to abolish the inspection
districts of Apalachicola,
Apalachicola, Florida, and Burlington,
Burlington, Vermont, Steamboat
Steamboat Inspection
Inspection
Service. April 19, 1924 ----------------104
-------------------------------104
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Coast Guard,
Guard, temporary
temporary increase.
An Act
Act To
To authorize
authorize a
temporary increase
of the
Coast
Coast
increase. An
a temporary
increase of
the Coast
enforcement. April 21, 1924 -----------------------------Guard for law enforcement.
District
Columbia, motor
a tax
on motor-vehicle
District of
of Columbia,
motor fuels tax,
tax, etc.
etc. An
An Act To provide
provide for
for a
tax on
motor-vehicle
purposes. April 23
fuels sold within the District of Columbia, and for other purposes.
23,,1924_
1924- _
Drought stricken
Resolution For
droughtDrought
stricken farmers
farmers relief,
relief New
New Mexico. Joint Resolution
For the
the relief
relief of
of the
the droughtstricken farm areas
areas of New Mexico. April 26, 1924 --------------------------stricken
Appropriation,
etc. Joint
Joint Resolution
Making an
Appropriation, animal
animal foot
foot and
and mouth
mouth disease, etc.
Resolution Making
an additional
additional
appropriation
for the
the Department
of Agriculture
Agriculture for
for the
fiscal years
years 1924
appropriation for
Department of
the fiscal
1924 and
and 1925.
1925.
April 26, 1924110
----------------------- ----------------------------------Nisgually Indian
Reservation, Wash., allottees.
allottees. An Act For the
NisquaUy
Indian Reservation,
the relief
relief of dispossessed
dispossessed allotted
allotted
Indians of the Nisqually
Nisqually Reservation,
Reservation, Washington. April 28, 1924
Indians
1924--------------Kam
An Act
authorize the
the leasing
for mining
Kaw Indian
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Kans.
Kans., mining
mining leases.
leases. An
Act To
To authorize
leasing for
mining
unnllotted lands in the Kaw Reservation in
Oklahoma. April
purposes of unallotted
in the
the State of
of Oklahoma.
April
28, 1924-------------------1924111
--------------------------------International
InternationalStatistical
Statistical Bureau.
Bureau. Joint Resolution Authorizing appropriations
appropriations for the mainmaintenance by the United States of membership
membership in the International
International Statistical
Statistical Bureau
Bureau
at The Hague. April 28, 1924--------------1924
----------------------------Pan American
Sanitary Conference.
appropriation to
Pan
American Sanitary
Conference. Joint Resolution
Resolution Authorizing
Authorizing an
an appropriation
to
provide for the representation
representation of the United
United States at
American
at the
the seventh
seventh Pan American
Sanitary Conference
Conference to be held at Habana, Cuba. April 28, 1924------------Inter-American
Inter-American Electrical
Electrical Communications.
Communications. Joint
Joint Resolution
Resolution To provide
provide for the representarepresentation of the United States at the meeting
meeting of the Inter-American
Committee
on
ElecInter-American
on Electrical Communications
City in
in 1924.
April 28,
28, 1924--------1924
Communications to be held in Mexico City
1924. April
Bridge,
Cumberland
River.
An
Bridge, Cumberland
Act To extend the time for the construction of a
a bridge
across the Cumberland River in Montgomery
Tennessee. April
1924_ _
Montgomery County,
County, Tennessee.
April 29,
29 1924_Bridge, Tennessee River. An Act
Bridge,
Act To grant the consent
consent of Congress to the Southern
Southern Railway
Railway
Company to maintain
maintain a
a bridge across the Tennessee
Tennessee River, at Knoxville, in the
county of Knox,
Knox, State of Tennessee. April 29, 1924
1924 --------------..Fort Crockett,
Fort
convention. An Act Authorizing
Authorizing use
use of
of Government
Government buildings
buildings at
Crockett, Tex., Shrine convention.
at
Fort Crockett, Texas, for occupancy
occupancy during State convention
Shriners.
convention of Texas Shriners.
April 29, 1924
1924-----------------------------------------------------Virginia Western Judicial
Virginia
the time
the terms
the United
United
Judicial District.
District. An Act To
To fix
fix the
time for
for the
terms of
of the
States District Courts
Courts in the Western
District of
Virginia.
April
30,
1924
Western District
of Virginia. April 30, 1924--_----Army
Memphis Tenn.,
Tenn., reunion.
reunion. Joint
Joint Resolution
Resolution AuthorizArmy cots, etc., Confederate
Confederate Veterans,
Veterans, Memphis,
Authorizing the Secretary of War to loan certain tents, cots, and chairs to the executive comcommittee
mittee of the United Confederate
Confederate Veterans
Veterans for use
annual reunion
reunion
use at
at the thirty-fourth annual
to be held at Memphis,
Memphis, Tennessee, in June, 1924. April 30, 1924 -----------Memorial Association. An Act To amend
McKinley Birthplace
Birthplace Memorial
amend section 3
3 of an
an Act
Act entitled
entitled
National McKinley
Birthplace Memorial
"An Act to incorporate the National
McKinley Birthplace
Memorial Association"
Association"
approved March 4, 1911. May
approved
May 1, 1924
1924 ------------ --.--.---- .-.
Revolutionary cannon, William and
Revolutionary
College of
of
and Mary
Mary College,
College, Va. An Act
Act To
To loan
loan to the College
William and Mary in Virginia
surrendered by the British at YorkVirginia two of the cannon
cannon surrendered
town on October
October 19
19, 1781.
1781. May 2,
2, 1924 -------------------------------Districtof Columbia,
District
change the
the name
Thirty-seventh
Columbia, Chevy Chase Parkway.
Parkway. An
An Act
Act To change
name of
of Thirty-seventh
Street between Chevy Chase Circle and Reno Road.
Road. May 3, 1924
1924 ---- -- __Cotton crop
crop reports.
reports. An Act Authorizing
Cotton
Authorizing the Department
Department of Agriculture
Agriculture to
to issue
issue semisemimonthly cotton crop reports and providing for their publication
publication simultaneously
simultaneously with
with
the ginning reports of the Department of Commerce.
Commerce. May 3, 1924 ------------Reclamation charges
charges deferred. An Act To authorize the deferring
Reclamation
deferring of payments
payments of reclamation
reclamation
charges.
1924 -------------------------------charges. May 9, 1924
Irrigationproject,
project, Fort
Fort Hall
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Idaho.
Irrigation
Hall Indian
Idaho. An Act Authorizing the acquiring
acquiring of
Indian lands on the Fort Hall Indian Reservation, in Idaho,
Idaho, for reservoir
reservoir purposes
in connection
connection with the Minidoka irrigation
irrigation project. May 9, 1924 -Madame Crignier,
John Paul
Paul Jones.
Jones. An Act Authorizing
Crignier, body of John
Authorizing an appropriation
appropriation to indemdamages caused
nify damages
caused by the search for the body of Admiral
Admiral John Paul Jones. May
13, 1924
1924 - --------------------------------------------------------Rio Grande
Grande waters.
waters. An Act Providing for a
a study regarding the equitable
equitable use of the waters
of the
the Rio Grande below Fort Quitman, Texas, in cooperation
cooperation with the United States
of
----------------------------of Mexico. May 13, 1924
InterparliamentaryUnion
Union meeting. Joint Resolution
Interparliamentary
Resolution Requesting
the
Requesting the President to invite
invite the
Interparliamentary Union to meet in Washington
Interparliamentary
Washington City in 1925, and authorizing an
appropriation
May 13, 1924appropriation to defray the expenses
expenses of the meeting.
1924
Narcotics
participation
Narcotics conferences. Joint Resolution
Resolution Authorizing
Authorizing an appropriation
appropriation for the participation
of the United States in two international
international conferences
conferences for the control of the traffic in
habit-forming
habit-forming narcotic
narcotic drugs.
May 15, 1924 ---------------District
Columbia Rents Commission. An Act To extend for the period of one year the
District of Columbia
provisions of Title II
II of the Food Control and the District of Columbia
Columbia Rents
Rents Act,
approved October 22, 1919, as a
men ded.
M ay 17,
17 , 1924 -----------amended.
May
World
War
Adjusted
Compensation
compensation for
for
World
Compensation Act. An Act To provide adjusted
adjusted compensation
veterans
veterans of the World War, and for other purposes.
May 19, 1924 ----Lac du Flambeau
FlambeauIndians,
Indians, Wis. An Act
ActFor
For the
th e enrollment and allotme
n to
mem bers o
allotment
offmembers
offthe
the
Lac du Flambeau
Flambeau Band of Lake Superior
Lae
Superior Chippewas,
Chippewas, in the State of Wisconsin,
and
for other
other purposes.
purposes.
and for

M ay 19,
1924
May
19, 1924

_-

Columbia
Columbia andColville
and Colville Reservation
s,W
as h.
A
n Act
ActToauthorize
To authorize the
the sale
of lands
allotted
Reservation land
lands,
Wash.
An
sale of
lands allotted
to Indians under the Moses agreement
-agreement of July 7, 1883. May 20, 1924---1924

105
106
106

110
110
110
111
111

111
112
112
112
112
112
112
113
113
113
113
113
113
114
114

114
114
114
114
115
115
115
115
115
116
117
117

118
118
118
119
119
119
119
120
120.

121

121
132
133
133
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Right of way, Lake Andes,
A ndes, S. Dak. An Act Authorizing
Authorizing the Commissioner of Indian
to
Indian Affairs
Affairs to
acquire
acquire necessary rights
rights of way across
across private lands, by purchase or condemnation
condemnation
proceedings, needed
proceedings
needed in constructing
and drainage
drai nage ditch
dit ch t
o lower
l
ower an
d
constructing a
a spillway
spillway and
to
and
maintain
maintain the level of Lake Andes, in South
20, 1924
133
South Dakota.
Dakota. May
May 20,
1924 --------------133
Seminole Indians,
Indians, claims.
claims. An Act Conferring
Conferring jurisdiction upon the Court
to
Court of
of Claims
Claims to
hear,
adjudicate, and enter judgment in any claims which the Seminole
hear, examine, adjudicate,
Seminole
Indians
Indians may have against the United States, and for other purposes.
20, 1924__
1924_ _ 133
133
purposes. May
May 20,
Daughters
Revolution, D. C. tax exemption.
Daughters of the American Revolution,
exemption. An
An Act
from taxation
Act To
To exempt
exempt from
taxation
certain property
property of the Daughters of the American
American Revolution
Washington, District
Revolution in
in Washington,
District
of Columbia. May 21,
21, 1924 ---------------------------------------------135
135
Chinese indemnity remission.
Chinese
remission. Joint
Joint Resolution
Resolution To provide
provide for
remission of
of further
further payfor the
the remission
payments of the annual
annual installments of the Chinese indemnity.
indemnity. May 21,
21, 1924
135
1924---___
135
Public building,
Cincinnati, Ohio. An Act To provide
Public
building, Cincinnati,
provide for
cleaning of
of the
the exterior
for the
the cleaning
exterior of
of the
the
post-office
post-office building at Cincinnati,
Cincinnati, Ohio.
May 22,
135
May
22, 1924 ------------------------135
Public
building, Washington,
Washington, Mo. An Act Authorizing the conveyance
Public building,
conveyance to the
city of
of WashWashthe city
ington,
ington, Missouri,
Missouri, of ten feet of the Federal
Federal building
building site in said city for the
the extension
extension
of the existing public alley through
through the entire block from Oak to Lafayette Streets.
May 22, 1924 .---.-----------------.--136
---------------------------136
Hungary, war debt. An Act To authorize the settlement of the indebtedness
Hungary,
Kingdom
indebtedness of
of the Kingdom
of Hungary to the United States of America.
America. May
136
May 23,
23, 1924
1924 ------------------136
Chippewa Indians
Chippewa
Indians in
in Michigan.
Michigan. An Act To amend
amend an Act
"An Act
the relief
Act entitled
entitled "An
Act for
for the
relief of
of
the Saginaw, Swan Creek, and Black River Band of Chippewa Indians
Indians in
in the
the State
State
purposes," approved
of Michigan, and for other purposes,"
approved June 25, 1910. May
May 24,
137
24, 1924
1924 .---- 137
Winnebago Indian
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Nebr., allotment.
allotment. An Act To cancel an allotment of
Winnebago
of land
land
made to Mary Crane
Crane or
Ho-tah-kah-win-kaw , a
deceased Indian,
Indian, embracing
embracing .land
or Ho-tah-kah-win-kaw,
a deceased
land
within the Winnebago
Winnebago Indian Reservation
Nebraska. May
May 24,
24, 1924-----------1924
138
Reservation in Nebraska.
138
Round Valley Indian
Indian Reservation,
Calif., allotments.
Reservation, Calif.,
To cancel
two
allotments
made
allotments. An Act To
cancel two allotments made
to Richard Bell, deceased,
deceased, embracing land within the Round
Round Valley
ReservaValley Indian
Indian Reservation in California. May 24,
1924 ------------------------------------------138
24, 1924
138
Choctaw and Chickasaw
sitefund. An Act To amend
Choctaw
Chickasaw town site
amend an Act entitled "An
"An Act authorizauthorizing the payment of the Choctaw and Chickasaw
Chickasaw town-site fund,
fund, and
purand for
for other
other purposes." May 24, 1924 -------------------------------------------------poses."
138
138
FortBert
Berthold
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, N. Dak., homesteads.
Fort
hold Indian
homesteads. An Act Authorizing
of time
time
Authorizing extensions
extensions of
for the payment
payment of purchase
money due
homestead entries
entries and
and Governpurchase money
due under certain
certain homestead
Government land purchases within the Fort Berthold Indian
North Dakota.
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, North
Dakota.
May 24, 1924
1924 -------------------------- -----------------------139
139
Creek Indians,
Creek
Indians, claims. An Act Conferring jurisdiction upon the Court of Claims
Claims to
to hear,
hear, *
examine, adjudicate,
adjudicate, and enter judgment
judgment in any claims which the
may
the Creek
Creek Indians
Indians may
have against
against the United States, and for other purposes.
24, 1924
1924 ----------139
May 24,
139
Foreign
An Act For the reorganization
Foreign Service Act.
reorganization and
improvement of
of the
and improvement
the Foreign
Foreign
Service of the United States, and for other purposes.
140
purposes. May
May 24,
24, 1924
1924 ------------140
Legislative
Branch, salaries.
Legislative Branch,
salaries. An Act To fix the compensation
compensation of officers
officers and
employees of
and employees
of
Legislative Branch of the Government.
the Legislative
Government. May 24, 1924
146
1924 -------------------146
Army,
Frederic K. Long. An Act To authorize the President to reconsider
Army, Frederic
the case
case of
Fredreconsider the
of Frederic K. Long and to reappoint him aa captain in the Regular Army.
May 24,
24, 1924_
192C_
152
Army. May
152
District
District of Columbia,
Columbia, Medical
Medical Society. An Act To amend
amend an
an Act
entitled "An
"An Act
revive,
Act entitled
Act to
to revive,
with amendments,
amendments 'an
incorporate the
the Medical
Society
of
the
District
of
Columan Act
Act to
to incorporate
Medical Society of the District of Columbia,"
bia.," approved July 7, 1838, as amended.
24, 1924
1924 ----------------------153
amended. May
May 24,
153
Immigration
Immigration Act, 1924. An Act To limit the immigration of aliens into the United States,
States,
and for other purposes. May 26, 1924 ---------------------------------------- 153
153
Appropriations, urgent
deficiencies. An Act Making appropriations
Appropriations,
urgent deficiencies.
supply urgent
urgent defiappropriations to
to supply
deficiencies in certain appropriations
appropriations for the fiscal
June 30,
1924, and
fiscal ending June
30, 1924,
and for
for other
other
purposes.
May 26, 1924 -------------------------------------------------170
170
Southern Pacific
Company, Colorado
Pacific Company,
Colorado River flood, 1907.
1907. An
An Act To
To confer
confer jurisdiction
jurisdiction upon
upon
the Court of Claims to ascertain
ascertain the cost to the Southern
Southern Pacific
Pacific Company,
Company, aacorporacorporation, and the amounts expended
it from December 1, 1906, to November
expended by it
in
November 30, 1907,
1907, in
closing and controlling
controlling the break in the Colorado
Colorado River,
and
to
render
judgment
River, and to render judgment
therefor,
1924-----------------------------------therefor, as herein provided.
provided. May 26, 1924
171
171
Bridge,
Calumet River. An Act Granting
Bridge, Calumet
of Congress
city of
of Chicago
Granting the consent
consent of
Congress to
to the
the city
Chicago
to construct
construct a
a bridge across
across the Calumet River in the vicinity of One hundred
hundred and
and
thirty-fourth
thirty-fourth Street, in the city of Chicago,
Chicago, county of Cook, State of Illinois.
May
Illinois. May
26, 1924 ..---172
--------------------------------------..
.
172
Bridge, Susquehanna
Bridge,
Susquehanna River. An Act Granting the
Congress to
the Millersburg
the consent of
of Congress
to the
Millersburg
and Liverpool
Liverpool Bridge Corporation,
Corporation, and its successors,
successors, to
construct a
to construct
a bridge
bridge across
across
the Susquehanna
Susquehanna River, at Millersburg,
Millersburg, Pennsylvania.
1924
172
Pennsylvania. May
May 26,
26, 1924-----------172
Bridge.
Mississippi River. An Act Granting
Bridge.. Mississippi
Granting the consent
the State
State of
consent of Congress to
to the
of Illinois,
Illinois,
and the State of Iowa, or either of
of them,
them, to
to construct
construct a
bridge
across
the
Mississippi
a bridge across the Mississippi
River, connecting the county of Carroll, Illinois, and the county of Jackson,
Jackson, Iowa.
Iowa.
May 26, 1924 .---------------.------------.------173
.-------------------.- 173
Bridge, North
North Branch
Branch of Susquehanna
Bridge,
Susquehanna River. An Act To extend the time for
construcfor the construction of a
a bridge across the North Branch
Branch of the Susquehanna River from the
the city
city of
of
Wilkes-Barre
Dorranceton, Pennsylvania.
Wilkes-Bane to the borough of Dorranceton,
26, 1924
173
Pennsylvania. May 26,
1924-------173
Bridge, Mississippi
Mississippi River. An Act Granting
Bridge,
Congress to
to the
city of
Granting the
the consent
consent of
of Congress
the city
of Saint
Saint
a bridge across the Mississippi River. May 26, 1924.
Paul, Minnesota,
Minnesota, to construct a
1924.
173
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Bridge, Calumet
Act Granting
Granting the
the consent
consent of
of Congress
Congress to
to the
city of
of Chicago
Chicago
the city
An Act
River. An
Calumet River.
Bridge,
to construct
Calumet River
River at
near One
One hundredth
Street,
hundredth Street,
at or
or near
the Calumet
across the
a bridge
bridge across
to
construct a
in
the city
of Chicago,
County of
of Cook,
State of
of Illinois.
26, 1924
1924 ---------May 26,
Illinois. May
Cook, State
Chicago, County
city of
in the
District
Columbia, police,
police, firemen
salaries of
salaries. An Act To fix the salaries
and park police salaries.
firemen,'and
of Columbia,
District of
officers and
and members
members of
Metropolitan police
force, the
police
park police
States park
the United
United States
police force,
of the
the Metropolitan
officers
force, and
and the
the fire
of the
the District
District of
27, 1924
1924 --------May 27,
of Columbia.
Columbia. May
department of
fire department
force,
Kansas
Okla., alienation
alienation restrictions.
Act To
authorize the
of the
the
extension of
the extension
To authorize
An Act
restrictions. An
Indians, Okla.,
Kansas Indians,
period
restriction against
on the
made to
to members
members
allotments made
the homestead
homestead allotments
alienation on
against alienation
of restriction
period of
of
the
Kansas
or
Kaw
Tribe
of
Indians
in
Oklahoma.
May
27,
1924
of the Kansas or Kaw Tribe of Indians in Oklahoma. May 27, 1924 -------------District
of Columbia,
Cathedral Avenue.
Avenue. An
Act To
change the
name of
of Jewett
west of
of
Street west
Jewett Street
the name
To change
An Act
Columbia,Cathedral
Districtof
Wisconsin
Cathedral Avenue. May
May 27, 1924 -----------------------Avenue to Cathedral
Wisconsin Avenue
District
of Columbia,
optometry. An
An Act
Act To
To regulate
the practice
District
the District
in the
of optometry
optometry in
practice of
regulate the
Columbia, optometry.
Districtof
of Columbia.
Columbia. May
28, 1924----------------------------------------------1924
May 28,
of
Appropriations
Act Making
appropriations for
the
for the
Making appropriations
An Act
service. An
and naval
naval service.
Department and
Navy Department
Appropriations, Navy
Navy Department
Department and the
year ending June 30, 1925,
the naval service for the fiscal year
Navy
and
purposes. May
May 28,
28, 1924
1924 ----------------------------------for other
other purposes.
and for
Appropriations, State,
State, Justice,
Justice, Commerce
appropriaLabor Departments.
Departments. An Act Making appropriaand Labor
Commerce and
Appropriations,
tions
for
the
Departments
of
State
Justice and
for the
the Judiciary, and for the
and for
and Justice
tions for the Departments of State and
Departments of
Commerce and
and Labor,
Labor, for
for the
fiscal year
year ending
June 30, 1925, and
ending June
the fiscal
of Commerce
Departments
for
other purposes.
1924
purposes. May 28, 1924-----------------------------------------for other
Crook
Forest, Ariz.
Act Providing
for a
a recreational
recreational area within the Crook
Providing for
An Act
Ariz. An
National Forest,
Crook National
National
Arizona. May 29, 1924 -----------------------------------Forest, Arizona.
National Forest,
Secretary of War to grant
National
Pa. An Act To authorize the Secretary
grant
Philadelphia,Pa.
cemetery, Philadelphia,
National cemetery,
permission to
Pennsylvania, to widen
widen Haines
front
Haines Street in front
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,
city of
of Philadelphia,
to the
the city
permission
--of
Pennsylvania. May 29, 1924 --------Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
cemetery, Philadelphia,
the national
national cemetery,
of the
Dairying Bureau,
Bureau, Department
Department of
To establish aa Dairy Bureau in the
of Agriculture.
Agriculture. An Act To
Dairying
Department of
Agriculture, and for other
other purposes. May 29, 1924--------------of Agriculture,
Department
Colorado judicial
judicial district.
amend an Act
.Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act to amend section
section 73
Act To
To amend
district. An Act
Colorado
of an
Act entitled
entitled 'An
'An Act
codify, revise, and amend the laws relating to the judiAct to codify,
an Act
of
ciary,' approved
approved June 12, 1916,"
1916," and for other
other purposes.
purposes. May 29, 1924 ------.--_
ciary,'
Indian reservations,
reservations, oil
leases. An Act To authorize
authorize the leasing for oil and gas
as
gas leases.
and gas
oil and
Indian
purposes of
unallotted lands on Indian
reservations affected
affected by the proviso
Indian reservations
of unallotted
mining purposes
----to
February 28, 1891. May 29, 1924 ----------.--of February
of the
the Act of
to section 33of
Texas northern
northern judicial
judicial district,
district, Reagan
Reagan County. An
Reagan County, in the
To detach
detach Reagan
An Act
Act To
Texas
State of
judicial district of Texas
Texas
El Paso division of the western judicial
the El
Texas, from
from the
of Texas,
State
and
attach said county
division of the northern
northern judicial district of
San Angelo division
county to the San
and attach
--------------------------------said State.
May 29, 1924------------1924
Camp Pike,
Authorizing and permitting
permitting the State of Arkansas to
to
Ark. Joint Resolution Authorizing
Pike, Ark.
Camp
construct, maintain, and use permanent buildings, rifle ranges, and utilities at Camp
construct,
Pike, Arkansas,
Arkansas, as are necessary
necessary for the use and benefit of the National
National Guard
Guard of
1924
-------- _
of Arkansas.
Arkansas. May 29, 1924--------------------------the State
State of
Sussex
Delaware certain land in the
An Act Conveying to the State of Delaware
land. An
Sussex County, Del., land.
county
31, 1924
1924---------------------------- --State. May 31,
that State.
county of Sussex, in that
Duplication of
office, retired
amend section 2
2 of the
officers. An Act To amend
retired enlisted men and officers.
of office
Duplication
approved July 31,
Legislative, Executive, and Judicial Appropriation
Appropriation Act, approved
31, 1894.
Legislative,
May 31, 1924-----.-----1924
--------------------------------------Flathead Indians,
Indians, Mont. An Act To provide for the addition of the names of certain persons
persons
Flathead
to
Indian Reservation, Montana. May
Indians of the Flathead Indian
to the final
final roll of the Indians
--------31, 1924
1924------------------------------------------Utah, school
reservation of certain land in
school site. An Act To provide for the reservation
Indians, Utah,
Ute Indians,
31, 1924 ----------------------.
Utah as aa school site for Ute Indians. May 31,
Paiute
Indians, Utah.
for
reservation of certain lands in Utah for
Utah. An Act Providing for the reservation
Paiute Indians,
certain bands of
31, 1924 -------_---------------------of Paiute
Paiute Indians. May 31,
certain
Public lands,
lands, Flomaton,
Flomaton, Ala. An Act To quiet titles to land in the municipality
municipality of Flomaton,
Public
State of Alabama.
Alabama. May 31,
31, 1924 --------------------------------------Granting the consent of Congress to the PittsFork of Big Sandy River. An Act Granting
Bridge, Tug Fork
burgh
Railroad Company to construct
construct a
a bridge across the Tug Fork
Land and Railroad
burgh Coal,
Coal, Land
of
Big
Sandy
River
at
or
near
Nolan,
in
Mingo County, West Virginia, to the
the KenKenof Big Sandy River at or near Nolan,
tucky side,
in Pike
Pike County,
County, Kentucky.
May 31,
Kentucky. May
31, 1924
1924 ----------.---------. _-- _
side, in
tucky
Quinaielt Indian
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Wash., lighthouse
lighthouse site. An Act To authorize
authorize the setting aside
Quinaielt
of certain tribal
tribal lands within the Quinaielt
Quinaielt Indian Reservation
Reservation in Washington,
Washington, for
of
lighthouse
31, 1924
1924 --------------------------------------lighthouse purposes.
purposes. May
May 31,
Fort
penitentiary. An Act Authorizing
directing the SecAuthorizing and directing
lands to penitentiary.
Kans., lands
Leavenworth, Kans.,
Fort Leavenworth,
Department of Justice all that
transfer to the jurisdiction of the Department
retary of War to transfer
retary
Leavenworth Military Reservation
portion of the Fort Leavenworth
Reservation which
which lies in the State of
of
1924----------------------. -----Missouri,
Missouri, and for other purposes. May
May 31, 1924
County, Idaho.
Public
Public lands,
lands, Ada County,
Idaho. An Act To authorize the sale of certain lands at or near
near
Adger, Ada County, Idaho, for railroad
railroad purposes. May 31, 1924 ------.--------Flood control
preliminary examinations
examinations and surveys of
Authorizing preliminary
controlof sundry streams. An Act Authorizing
Flood
sundry
floods. May
31, 1924
1924 --------sundry streams
streams with a
a view to the control of
of their floods.
May 31,
readjustment, Army,
"An Act to readjust
readjust
Army, Navy, etc. An Act To amend the Act entitled "An
Pay readjustment,
personnel of the Army,
commissioned and enlisted personnel
the pay and allowances
allowances of the commissioned
Navy, Marine
Guard, Coast and Geodetic
Geodetic Survey, and Public Health
Health
Marine Corps, Coast Guard,
-------Service," approved
approved June 10, 1922.
May 31, 1924 --------------Service,"
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174
174
176
176

177
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242
242

243
243
244
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244
245
245
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246
246
246
247
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248
249
249
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Engraving and
and Printing
Bureau Director.
Engraving
Printing Bureau
Authorizing the
the President
to
Director. Joint
Joint Resolution
Resolution Authorizing
President to
detail an officer
officer of the Corps of Engineers
as Director
Director of
of Engraving
Engraving
Engineers as
of the
the Bureau
Bureau of
and Printing, and for other purposes.
purposes. May
May 31,
1924
252
31, 1924__..._
.....__._______-__252
Colorado
National Forest.
Colorado National
Forest. An Act To transfer
the United
United States
from the
transfer certain
certain lands
lands of
of the
States from
the
Rocky
National Park to the Colorado
Rocky Mountain
Mountain National
Colorado National
Forest, Colorado.
Colorado. June
National Forest,
June
2, 1924 ----------------------------------------------252
-252
allotments. An Act To provide
Blackfeet Indians
Indians allotments.
provide for the disposal
disposal of
homestead allotments
allotments
of homestead
of deceased
deceased allottees within
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Montana.
June 2,
within the Blackfeet
Blackfeet Indian
Montana. June
2,
1924 -----------------------------------------252
252
Cheyenne and
Indians, Okla., final
and Arapaho
Arapaho Indians,
roll. An
Act
To
provide
for
the
addition
of
the
final roll.
An Act To provide for the addition of the
names of Chester Calf and Crooked
Crooked Nose Woman
to the
of the
the Cheyenne
Cheyenne
Woman to
the final
final roll
roll of
and Arapaho
Arapaho Indians,
Indians, Seger
Seger jurisdiction,
jurisdiction, Oklahoma.
June 2,
2, 1924
1924 -------------253
Oklahoma. June
253
Citizenship
Citizenship to Indians.
Indians. An Act To authorize
authorize the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Interior
certificates
of the
Interior to
to issue
issue certificates
of
June 2,
2, 1924
1924 -------------- _
253
of citizenship
citizenship to
to Indians.
Indians. June
___----------------- 253
Revenue Act of 1924.
reduce and
and equalize
equalize taxation,
taxation, to
to provide
provide revenue,
1924. An Act To
To reduce
revenue, and
and for
for
other purposes.
June 2,
2, 1924
253
purposes. June
1924 ---------------------------------------------253
Bridge, Niagara
NiagaraRiver and
and Black Rock Canal.
Granting the
consent of
of Congress
Congress to
to the
Canal. An Act
Act Granting
the consent
the
construction of aa bridge across the Niagara
construction
Niagara River
River and
Rock Canal.
June
3,
and Black
Black Rock
Canal. June 3,
1924 ---------------------------------------------------355
355
Dam, Tallahatchie
Tallahatchie River. An Act Granting
Congress
to
the
Panola-Quitman
Granting the
the consent
consent of
of Congress to the Panola-Quitman
Drainage District to construct,
construct, maintain,
maintain, and
in Tallahatchie
and operate
operate aa dam
dam in
Tallahatchie River.
River.
June 3, 1924-----------------------------------------------------355
355
Postal
service,
messengers, etc. An
Postal service, mail messengers,
to contract
contract
An Act
Act Authorizing the
the Postmaster
Postmaster General
General to
for mail messenger
messenger service. June
1924 -----------------------------------356
June 3,
3, 1924
356
Plumas and
and Lassen National
National Forests,
Plumas
Forests, Calif.
Calif. An Act To add-certain
add-certain lands
the Plumas
Plumes and
lands to
to the
and
to the Lassen
Lassen National
National Forests in California.
California. June
3, 1924
356
June 3,
1924 ..-----. _
--.-------356
Red Lake Indians
Indians, Minn.
An Act
Authorizing payment
to certain
out
Minn. An
Act Authorizing
payment to
certain Red
Red Lake
Lake Indians,
Indians, out
of the tribal trust funds, for
garden plats
plats surrendered
for school-farm
use. June
June 3,
for garden
surrendered for
school-farm use.
3,
1924
•
357
---------------------------357
Columbia Indian
Indian Reservation,
Columbia
Reservation, Wash., lands.
lands. An
Act
To
authorize
acquisition
of
unreserved
An A
ct To authorize acquisition of unreserved
public lands in the Columbia or Moses
Reservation,
State
of
Washington,
under
Moses Reservation, State of Washington, under
Acts of March
3. 1877, and
March 28, 1912, and March 3,
June 3,
357
and for
for other
other purposes.
purposes. June
3, 1924_
1924__ 357
Point
of
Woods
Range Lights, Mich. An Act Authorizing the Secretary
Point
Secretary of
of Commerce
Commerce to
to
exchange
exchange land
land formerly
formerly used as a
asite for the Point of Woods Range Lights, Michigan,
Michigan,
for other
other lands in the vicinity.
vicinity. June 3,
3, 1924
1924 ---------------------------357
357
District
Columbia, Grand
District of
of Columbia,
Grand Army
For the
the incorporation
incorporation of
the
Army of
of the Republic.
Republic. An
An Act
Act For
of the
Grand Army of the Republic.
Republic. June 3, 1924 -------------------------------358
35
District of Columbia,
Columbia, Inland
Inland Waterways
Waterways Corporation.
District
Corporation. An
create the
Inland WaterAn Act
Act To
To create
the Inland
Waterways Corporation
Corporation for the purpose of carrying
carrying out the mandate
mandate and
purpose
of
Conand purpose of Congress as expressed in sections
sections 201 and 500 of the Transporation
Act, and
and for
other
Transporation Act,
for other
purposes. June
June 3, 1924 ----------------------------360
360
National
Defense
Act,
1916,
amendments.
An Act Providing
National
1916,
Providing for sundry
sundry matters
matters affecting
affecting
the Military Establishment.
Establishment. June
3, 1924
363
June 3,
1924 ---- ------------------------363
Wichita,
etc., Indians
Wichita, etc.
Indians, Okla., claims. An Act
Authorizing the
chit a and
an d a
ffili ated b
an d
s
Act Authorizing
the Wi
Wichita
affiliated
bands
of Indians
Indians in Oklahoma
of
Oklahoma to submit claims
claims to the Court of Claims.
Claims. June
4, 1924
1924..--___ 366
366
June 4,
District of Columbia
Columbia public school
school teachers,
teachers, etc.
District
To amend
amend the
the Act
Act entitled
"An Act
Act
etc. An Act
Act To
entitled "An
to fix and regulate
to
regulate the salaries
salaries of teachers,
teachers, school officers,
officers 'and
and other
of the
the
other employees
employees of
Board
Columbia," approved
approved June
Board of Education
Education of the District of Columbia,"
1906, as
June 20,
20, 1906,
as amended,
amended,
and for other purposes. June
June 4, 1924 -------------------------------367
367
"Albany," U. S. cruiser,
service. An Act Authorizing
Authorizing the
"Albany,"
cruiser, silver service.
Secretary of
the Navy,
Navy, in
in
the Secretary
of the
his
discretion,
to
deliver
to
the
custody
of the Albany Institute and
his discretion,
and Historical
Historical and
and
Art Society
Society of the city of Albany, New
New York,
York, the
the silver
service which
was presented
presented to
silver service
which was
to
the United States cruiser Albany by citizens of Albany,
Alban3r, New
New York.
1924_ _ 375
York. June
June 4,
4, 1924_
375
Bridge,
Monongahela
Bridge, Monon ga hel
a Ri
ver . An
An A
ctG
ran ti ng the
th e consent
of Congress
Congress to
the commissioners
River.
Act
Granting
consent of
to the
commissioners
of Fayette and Greene Counties, Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, to
to construct
construct a
a bridge
bridge across
across the
the
Monongahela River near Masontown,
Monongahela
Masontown, Fayette
Fayette County, Pennsylvania.
June 4,
Pennsylvania. June
4,
1924-----------------------------------376
1924
376
Eastern Band
Band of
of Cherokee Indians,
Indians, N. C. An Act Providing for the final
eastern
final disposition
disposition of
the
of the
affairs of the Eastern Band of Cherokee
Cherokee Indians
Indians of
Carolina. June
4, 1924
376
of North
North Carolina.
June 4,
1924__
376
Public lands,
La. "An
Granting
Public
lands 'Shreveport,
Shreveport, La.
"An Act Granti
ng cer
t
ai
n public
public lands
lands to
to the
the city
of ShrewShrevecertain
city of
port, Louisiana, for reservoir purposes.
purposes. June 4, 1924 ..--- ____._
382
382
Army real
real estate,
estate, sale,
sale, etc. An Act Authorizing the sale
longer required
sale of
of real
real property
property no
no longer
required
for military purposes. June 4, 1924 -------------------382
-----382
Oklahoma judicial
districts. An Act To amend section 101 of
Oklahoma
judicial districts.
Judicial Code.
June 5,
5,
of the
the Judicial
Code. June
1924-----------------------------1924
387
--- -387
Wyoming judicial
judicial district.
district. An Act To amend
amend section 115
the Act
of March
3, 1911,
en115 of
of the
Act of
March 3,
1911, entitled "An Act to codify,
codify, revise,
revise, and amend the
relating to
to the
the judiciary."
judiciary."
the laws
laws relating
June 5, 1924---------------------------------------------------388
1924
388
Compensation to injured
Compensation
injured Government employees.
Act
employees. An
An Act
Act To
To amend
amend an
an Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
to provide compensation
compensation for employees of the
United States
suffering injuries
injuries while
while
the United
States suffering
in
the performance
performance of their duties,
purposes," approved
in the
duties, and for other purposes,"
September
approved September
7, 1916. June 5, 1924
1924-389
-------------------------------------------389
Veterans' Bureau
hospitals,etc. An Act To authorize
Bureau hospitals,
authorize an appropriation
appropriation to
to enable
enable the
the Director
Director
of the United States
of
States Veterans'
Veterans' Bureau to provide
provide additional hospital facilities.
facilities. June
June
5,1924---------------------------------------------------------------5,
1924
389
389
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Hawaii
Park. An
To repeal
repeal the
the first
first proviso
proviso of
of section
of an
an Act
Act to
to establish
establish
section 44of
Act To
An Act
NationalPark.
HawaiiNational
5, 1924_
1924 _ 390
1916. June
a national park in the Territory
approved Augus
June 5,
390
Augustt 1, 1916.
Territory of Hawaii, approved
a
Appropriations,
Interior Department.
Department. An
An Act
appropriations for
for the
the Department
Department of
of
Making appropriations
Act Making
Appropriations,Interior
the
Interior
for
the
fiscal
year
ending
June
30,
1925,
and
for
other
purpoSes.
June
the Interior for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1925, and for other purposes. June
5,
390
39
---------------------------------------------------1924.---5, 1924_
Rehabilitation
of persons
An Act
sections 1,
1, 3,
3, and 6
6of an Act
Act
amend sections
To amend
Act To
in industry.
industry. An
disabledin
persons disabled
Rehabilitationof
entitled
An Act
to provide
the promotion
vocational rehabilitation
rehabilitation of
of persons
persons
of vocational
promotion of
for the
provide for
Act to
"An
entitled "
disabled
in industry
industry or
otherwise and
their return
to civil
employment." June
June 5,
civil employment."
return to
and their
or otherwise
disabled in
1924
430
-------------------------------------------1924 -----------------Appropriations Agricultural
Department. An
An Act
appropriations for
for the
the DepartDepartMaking appropriations
Act Making
Agricultural Department.
Appropriations,
ment
of
'Agriculture
for
the
fiscal
year ending
ending June
June 30,
30, 1925,
and for
for other
purposes.
other purposes.
1925, and
ment of Agriculture for the fiscal year
432
June
5,
1924
_
432
June 5, 1924-----------------Northern Pacific
land grants.
Joint Resolution
Directing the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
to
the Interior
Interior to
Resolution Directing
grants. Joint
Pacific land
Northern
withhold
of the
the adjustment
of the
Pacific land grants,
and
grants, and
Northern Pacific
the Northern
adjustment of
approval of
his approval
withhold his
461
for
purposes. June 5, 1924 ---------------------------------------for other
other purposes.
District
of Columbia,
parks and
and playgrounds.
An Act
Act Providing
Providing for
comprehensive developdevelopfor aacomprehensive
playgrounds. An
Columbia,parks
Districtof
ment
park and
and playground
system of
National Capital.
June 6,
6, 1924
1924_-_-__ 463
463
Capital. June
of the
the National
playground system
the park
ment of
of the
District
of Columbia,
Columbia, Glover
Gkwer Parkway,
Parkway, etc.
authorize the Commissioners of the
An Act To authorize
etc. An
District of
District
Columbia to
to accept
accept certain
land in the
District oa
Columbia dedicated
dedicated by
by
of Columbia
e District
certain lan
of Colurthe
District of
Charles
for park
park purposes.
464
----------1924 --------.---June 6,
6, 192C
purposes. June
Glover for
C. Glover
Charles C.
Alaska salmon
etc. An
the protection
protection of the
the fisheries of Alaska,
Alaska, and for
for
For the
Act For
An Act
fisheries, etc.
salmon fisheries,
Alaska
other
purposes. June
464
-------------------------------6, 1924
1924--June 6,
other purposes.
Shipping
loan fund.
amend sections
and 12 of the Merchant
Marine
Merchant Marine
sections 11 and
To amend
fund. An Act To
Board loan
Shipping Board
467
-.
.-.---. ------Act,
467
- ----.--Act, 1920. June 6, 1924
Stock-raising
amend section 2
entitled "An
"An Act to pro2 of the Act entitled
Act To
To amend
An Act
homesteads. An
Stock-raising homesteads.
vide
homesteads, and
and for other purposes,"
purposes," approved
approved December
December 29,
stock-raising homesteads,
vide for
for stock-raising
1916 (Thirty-ninth
(Thirty-ninth Statutes
Statutes at
6, 1924
469
862). June 6,1924-----------------at Large,
Large, page 862).
1916
National
Defense Act,
Act, 1918,
particulars the NaAn Act To amend in certain particulars
amendments. An
1916, amendments.
National Defense
tional Defense Act of June 3, 1916, as amended,
amended, and
and for other purposes. June 6,
470
1924
-------------------------------------------------------------1924
Bridge, Saint
Saint Marys
Granting the consent
Georgia
consent of Congress to the States of Georgia
An Act Granting
River. An
Marys River.
Bridge,
a bridge
and Florida,
departments, to construct a
highway departments,
respective highway
their respective
and
Florida, through their
472
across the
Marys River
River at
Landing, Florida. June 6, 1924 ----Wilds Landing,
at or
or near Wilds
Saint Marys
the Saint
across
document the
a House
Veterans'
encampments proceedings.
Resolution To print as a
House document
proceedings. Joint Resolution
Veterans' encampments
proceedings
encampments of the Grand
Grand Army of the Republic,
Republic, the
national encampments
the national
proceedings of the
United
Spanish War
War Veterans,
Veterans, and
Legion, for the use of the House
House and
American Legion,
and the
the American
United Spanish
473
Senate. June 6, 1924-1924
--------------------------------------------Senate.
Florida
Territory centennial.
Government
Providing for the United States Government
Resolution Providing
centennial. Joint Resolution
Florida Territory
to
centennial of the first meeting of the
celebration of the centennial
representation at the celebration
to have
have representation
Legislative
June 6, 1924-------------------1924
473
of the
the Territory of Florida. June
Council of
Legislative Council
Federal Industrial
Industrial Institution
An Act
Act For
a Federal IndusIndusestablishment of a
For the
the establishment
for Women.
Women. An
Institution for
Federal
trial Institution
for other
other purposes. June 7, 1924 --------------- 473
Women, and for
trial
Institution for Women,
San Carlos
Carlos irrigation
irrigation project,
Act For the continuance
continuance of construction
construction work on the
Ariz. An Act
project, Ariz.
San
San
Carlos Federal
Federal irrigation
irrigation project
Arizona, and for other
other purposes. June
June 7,
project in Arizona,
San Carlos
475
1924
---------------------------------------------------1924--------------Secretary of the Interior to investigate
Authorizing the Secretary
Sioux Nation, claims.
investigate and
claims. An Act Authorizing
members of the Sioux
report to Congress
Congress the facts in regard
regard to the claims of certain members
Nation of Indians
Indians for damages occasioned
occasioned by the destruction
destruction of their
their horses. June
June 7,
- 477
1924
-----------------------------------1924----------Colorado Western State College. An Act
Act Granting one hundred
hundred and sixty acres of land to the
Colorado
Rocky
Western
Colorado at Gunnison, Colorado,
Colorado, for the use of the Rocky
Western State College of Colorado
Mountain biological
station of said college. June 7,
7, 1924
477
477
1924----------------------biological station
Appropriations,
Department and Army.
appropriations for the military
Making appropriations
Army. An Act Making
Appropriations,War Department
and nonmilitary
nonmilitary activities of the War Department
fiscal year ending
ending June
June 30,
Department for the fiscal
1925,
1924 --------------------------------477
477
7, 1924
1925, and for other
other purposes.
purposes. June '7,
Appropriations,
independent establishments.
Making appropriaappropriaestablishments. An Act Making
Appropriations,Executive Office and independent
independent executive
executive bureaus, boards,
sundry independent
Office and sundry
tions for the
the Executive Office
commissions, and offices, for the fiscal year ending June
June 30, 1925, and
and for other pur521
---------------------poses. June 7, 1924 ----------Fort
provide for a
girls' dormitory
a girls'
dormitory at the
Fort Lapwai
Lapwai Indian
Indian Sanatorium
Sanatorium,' Idaho. An Act To provide
Lapwai, Idaho. June 7, 1924
1924--------------------533
Fort Lapwai Sanatorium, Lapwai,
533
Authorizing the Secretary
Power Company.
Act Authorizing
Secretary of War to enter
Company. An Act
Alexandria Light and Power
into an arrangement, on behalf of the United
United States, with the Alexandria
Alexandria Light
Light and
a Governmentwhereby civilians
civilians may
Power Company, whereby
may obtain
obtain electric
electric current from a
GovernmentVirginia.
Alexandria to Fort Humphreys,
owned transmission
extending from
from Alexandria
Humphreys, Virginia.
transmission line extending
June 7, 1924 -------------...534
Authorizing the erection
Santa Monica,
Monica, Calif.,
An Act Authorizing
erection of a
a sanitary,
sanitary, fireCalif., Soldiers' Home. An
Santa
Soldiers
at
Santa
Monica,
for
Disabled
Volunteer
proof hospital at the National Home
Volunteer
California. June 7, 1924 -----. .
--------------------_
_
- 534
Act
To incorporate
incorporate the United
War.
An
of
World
Blind Veterans of
Columbia, Blind
Districtof Columbia,
District
United States
-------------- Blind Veterans of the World War. June 7, 1924----1924
535
National Cemetery, Miss. An Act Authorizing
Authorizing the Secretary
Secretary of War
War
Right of way, Vicksburg National
water
mains
to
construct
and
maintain
of
Vicksburg,
Mississippi,
to permit
the
city
permit
construct and maintain water
536
on and under the National Cemetery
Cemetery Road
Road at Vicksburg, Mississippi.
Mississippi. June
June 7, 1924
1924_ --
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Indianchildren
in public
public schools. An Act To pay tuition of Indian children in public schools.
Indian
children in
schools.
June 7, 1924 ---------------------------------------------------------Island penitentiary,
Wash. An Act To authorize
authorize an exchange
McNeil Island
penitentiary, Wash.
exchange of
State
of lands
lands with the State
of Washington. June 7, 1924
-------------------.
Choctaw and
and Chickasaw
Choctaw
Chickasaw Indians,
Indians, claims. An Act Conferring
Conferring jurisdiction
jurisdiction upon
upon the
the Court
Court of
of
Claims to hear, examine,
examine ' adjudicate, and enter
enter judgment
in any
the
judgment in
any claims
claims which
which the
Choctaw
Choctaw and Chickasaw
Chickasaw Indians may
have against
the
United
States,
and
for
other
may have
against the United States, and for other
purposes. June 7, 1924 -..-------.--------.....
..______.._----------------_
Public
lands, Golden, Colo.
Public lands,
of Golden,
Golden, Colorado,
Colo. An Act Granting
Granting public lands
lands to
to the
the city
city of
Colorado,
a supply of water for municipal
to secure a
municipal and domestic
domestic purposes.
June
7, 1924
1924 --June 7,
_
_
Appropriations,
Columbia. An Act Making appropriations
Appropriations, District
District of Columbia.
appropriations for
of
for the
the government
government of
chargeable in whole or
the District of Columbia and other activities chargeable
against
or in
in part against
the revenues
revenues of such
such District for the fiscal year
year ending
ending June
and for
June 30,
30, 1925,
1925, and
for other
other
purposes.
purposes. June 7, 1924 --------------------------------------------------Appropriations, Legislative
Appropriations,
Legislative Branch.
Branch. An Act Making appropriations
appropriations for
Legislative
for the
the Legislative
Government for the fiscal year ending
Branch of the Government
ending June 30, 1925,
1925, and
for other
and for
other
purposes.
purposes. June 7, 1924 -------------------------------------------------District
of
Columbia,
Military
District
Columbia, Military Road. An Act Changing
Changing the name of
in the
of Keokuk
Keokuk Street, in
the
county
Washington, District of Columbia, to Military
county of Washington,
Military Road. June
June 7,
7, 1924--1924
-Utah National
National Park.
Utah
Park. An Act To establish the Utah National
State of
Utah.
National Park
Park in
in the
the State
of Utah.
June 7, 1924 ------------------------------------------------------------Public
Lands, Michigan.
Public Lands,
Michigan. An Act Providing for the disposal of certain
certain lands on Crooked
Crooked
Michigan, and for other purposes. June 7,
and Pickerel Lakes, Michigan,
7, 1924 ------------Medicine Bow National
National Forest,
Medicine
the addition
of certain
certain lands
lands to
Forest, Wyo. An
An Act
Act Authorizing
Authorizing the
addition of
to
Medicine Bow National
the Medicine
National Forest, Wyoming,
for other
7,
Wyoming, and
and for
other purposes.
purposes. June
June 7,
1924-------------------------------------------------------------------1924
Bering Sea seal fishing claims.
claims. An Act To confer jurisdiction upon the United States District
Bering
District
Court, Northern
Northern District of California,
California, to
to adjudicate
claims of
of American
American citizens.
citizens.
adjudicate the
the claims
June
June 7, 1924 ------------------------------------------------------------PiuteIndian
lands, Nev.,
drainage. An Act To amend
Piute
Indian lands,
Nev., drainage.
amend an Act
"An Act
Act authorizing
Act entitled
entitled "An
authorizing
an appropriation
appropriation to meet proportionate expenses
expenses of providing a
drainage system for
for
a drainage
Piute Indian lands in the State of Nevada
Nevada within the Newlands
Newlands reclamation
project
reclamation project
Reclamation Service,"
Service," approved February
of the Reclamation
February 14,
1923. June
7, 1924
1924 --------14,-1923.
June 7,
Authorizing an appropriation
Temoak Indians,
Indians Nev.
An Act Authorizing
appropriation to
Secretary of
to enable
enable the Secretary
of the
the
Interior
Indians,
Interior to purchase
purchase a
a tract of land with sufficient
sufficient water right
the use
right attached,
attached, for
for the
use
and occupancy
occupancy of the Temoak Band of homeless Indians,
Indians, located
located at
at Ruby
Ruby Valley,
Valley,
Nevada. June 7, 1924----------.--.----------------------------------.
1924
Pyramid
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Nev.,
Nev., lands.
lands. An Act For the relief of
Pyramid Lake Indian
of settlers and town-site
occupants of certain lands in the Pyramid Lake Indian Reservation,
June
Reservation, Nevada.
Nevada. June
7,
7, 1924------------------------------------------..-----1924
World War trophies.
trophies. An Act To provide for the equitable
equitable distribution
distribution of
of captured
captured war
war
devices and trophies
Territories of the United States and to the
trophies to the States and Territories
District of Columbia. June 7, 1924 ----------------------------------------Counties, Wash. An Act To authorize the
Stevens and Ferry
Ferry Counties,
certain taxes
to
the payment of certain
taxes to
Stevens and Ferry Counties, in the State
Washington, and
and for
State of Washington,
for other
other purposes.
purposes.
June 7, 1924 ------------------------------.----------------------Bridges, Great
Kanawha River. An Act To repeal
Great Kanawha
repeal an Act authorizing
authorizing the construction
construction of
of
bridges
Kanawha River. June 7, 1924 -----------.----.----- bridges across the Great Kanawha
District
Columbia, dentistry.
District of Columbia,
dentistry. An Act To amend
amend an Act entitled "
An Act for the regulation
"An
regulation
of the practice of dentistry in the District
Columbia, and
and for
protection of
of the
the
District of
of Columbia,
for the
the protection
people from empiricism
empiricism in relation
relation thereto,"
1892, and
Acts amendathereto," approved
approved June
June 6,
6,1892,
and Acts
amendatory thereof. June 7,
7,1924
1924 -----------------------------------------------Oil Pollution
Pollution Act, 1924.
1924. An Act To protect navigation
navigation from obstruction and injury
Oil
by preinjury by
preventing the discharge
discharge of oil into the coastal navigable waters of the United
States.
United States.
June 7, 1924 ..--------.--------------------------------------------------Crater Lake National
National Park,
Park, Oreg.
Oreg. An Act Accepting
Crater
Accepting certain tracts
tracts of
of land
the city
land in
in the
city of
of
Medford,
Medford, Jackson County, Oregon. June
June 7, 1924 ------------------------------Navajo Indian
Indian Reservation,
Navajo
Reservation, N.
N. Mex.,
Mex. highway.
highway. An
An Act
Authorizing
annual
appropriations
for
Act Authorizing annual appropriations for
the maintenance of that portion of Gallup-Durango
Gallup-Durango Highway across the
the Navajo InReservation and providing
dian Reservation
providing reimbursement
reimbursement therefor. June 7, 1924-----------1924
United States courts, Kansas
Kansas City, Kans. An Act To designate the time and place of holding
United
holding
terms of the United States
States district court in the first
first division
division of the district
district at
at Kansas
Kansas
_----_--------City. June 7, 1924 --------------.-----------------------War Veterans' Act, 1924. An Act To consolidate, codify,
World War
codify, revise, and reenact
reenact the
laws affecting
affecting the establishment of the United States Veterans'
Veterans' Bureau
and the
the
Bureau and
administration
administration of the War Risk Insurance
Insurance Act, as
amended, and
and the
the Vocational
as amended,
Vocational
Rehabilitation Act, as amended.
Rehabilitation
amended. June
June 7, 1924 ---- _----------------__----_
--Porto Rico, customhouses.
customhouses. An Act To purchase grounds,
Porto
erect and
repair buildings
grounds, erect
and repair
buildings for
for
customhouses,
customhouses, offices, and warehouses
warehouses in
Rico. June
June 7,
in Porto
Porto Rico.
7, 1924
1924 -------------. .
Porto
officials and
and salaries.
Porto Rico officials
salaries. An Act To amend and reenact
reenact sections 20,
22, and 50
of
20, 22,
50 of
the Act of March 2, 1917, entitled "An
"An Act to provide
provide a
government for
for Porto
a civil
civil government
Porto
Rico, and for other purposes."
purposes." June 7, 1924 ----------------------------------District of Columbia,
Columbia, Howard
Howard University.
University. An Act To enable the trustees of Howard UniDistrict
University to develop an athletic field and gymnasium
gymnasium project,
project, and for
for other
other purposes.
purposes.
June 7, 1924 -----------------------------------------------.........
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Custer
Game Sanctuary.
Sanctuary. An
To amend
amend an
an Act
the Custer
Custer State
State Park
Act creating
creating the
Park
Custer Park
Park Game
An Act
Act To
Game
Sanctuary in
the State
State of
of South
June 7,
7, 1924
1924 -----------------in the
South Dakota.
Dakota. June
Game Sanctuary
Interstate
Commerce
suits.
An
Act
To
amend
paragraph
(3),
section
16,
of
the
Interstate
Interstate Commerce suits. An Act To amend paragraph (3), section 16, of the Interstate
Commerce
24633
Commerce Act. June 7, 19
1924
------------------------------------Game refuge,
refuge, S.
Dak. An
To authorize
of lands
lands for
for the
of
the protection
protection of
An Act
Act To
authorize the
the withdrawal
withdrawal of
Game
S. Dak.
antelope
and
other
game
animals
and birds.
June 7,
7, 1924
1924 ---------------------birds. June
antelope and other game animals and
War
Act claims.
To authorize
authorize the
the payment
payment of
of claims
claims under
under the
the proviproviWar Minerals
Minerals Act
claims. An
An Act
Act To
sions
the so-called
Relief Act.
June 7,
7, 1924---------------1924
Act. June
of the
so-called War
War Minerals
Minerals Relief
sions of
Indian Service
employees. An
Act To
provide for
for quarters,
light for
for employees
employees
fuel, and
and light
An Act
To provide
quarters, fuel,
Indian
Service employees.
of
the
Indian
field
service.
June
7,
1924
of the Indian field service. June 7, 1924---------------------------American Academy
Rome. An
An Act
the American
American Academy
Academy in
in Rome.
June
American
Academy at
at Rome.
Act Relating
Relating to
to the
Rome. June
7,
1924
-------------------------------7, 1924--------------Lighthouse
lands, unused.
transfer of
of certain
certain abandoned
unused
Lighthouse lands,
unused. An
An Act
Act Authorizing
Authorizing transfer
abandoned or
or unused
lighthouse reservation
by the United
United States to
to the State
State of New York
York for
lighthouse
reservation lands by
for
--------------------------------------park
ark purposes. June 7, 1924 -----Pueblo
Indian
land
grants,
N.
Mex.
An
Act
To
quiet
the
title
to
lands
within
Pueblo
Indian
Pueblo Indian land grants, N. Mex. An Act To quiet the title to lands within Pueblo Indian
land grants,
grants, and
7, 1924 ----------------------------June 7,
other purposes.
purposes. June
and for
for other
land
New
district. An
An Act
Act Designating
Designating the
State of
of New
New Mexico
Mexico as
judicial
the State
as aa judicial
New Mexico
Mexico judicial
judicial district.
district,
fixing the
for holding
holding terms of court
court therein, and for other
other
district, fixing
the time
time and
and place
place for
purposes.
•
------------------------June 7, 1924---------------purposes. June
Carson
acquirement by the Uuited
Carson National
National Forest,
Forest, N. Mex.
Mex. An Act
Act Providing
Providing for
for the acquirement
Arriba and Taos Counties,
Counties New Mexico,
Mexico,
States of privately owned lands within Rio Arriba
known
exchanging therefor
therefor timber,
exterior
known as
as the
the Las Trampas grant, by exchanging
timber, within the exterior
boundaries of any national forest situated within the State of New Mexico.
Mexico. June
---7, 1924 --------------------------------------------Public
lands, Phoenix,
Act Granting
Granting certain public lands
lands to the city of Phoenix,
Phoenix,
Public lands,
Phoenix, Ariz. An Act
Arizona,
municipal, park,
park, and other purposes.
June 7,
7, 1924---------------Arizona, for municipal,
purposes. June
Stockbridge
Stockbridge Indians,
Indians, claims.
claims. An Act Conferring jurisdiction upon the Court of Claims to
to
hear, examine,
examine, adjudicate,
claims which the Stockbridge
Stockbridge
adjudicate, and enter judgment in any claims
United States, and
and for other purposes.
purposes. June
June 7, 1924_
Indians may have against the United
Bridge White River.
authorize the Choctaw, Oklahoma
Oklahoma and Gulf
Bridge,
River. An Act To authorize
Gulf Railway
'Company
Chicago Rock Island
Island and Pacific Railway
Company to construct
construct
Company and the Chicago,
Railway Company
a
bridge across
the city of De VallEI
Bluff, Arkansas
Arkansas. June
June 7,
7,
a bridge
across the
the Chicago,
White River, near
near the
Valls Bluff,
1924 ...--------------- ------------------------------Chicago River, Ill. An Act For the abandonment
a portion
portion of the present
present channel of
Chicago
abandonment of a
the south branch of the Chicago River.
River. June 77, 1924 --------Bridge,
Pearl River. An Act Granting
Granting the
Bridge, Pearl
the consent of Congress to the Board of Supervisors
Supervisors
County, Mississippi,
Mississippi ' to construct
across the
the Pearl River
River in the
of Hinds County,
construct a
a bridge across
the
1924
State of Mississippi. June 7, 1924-------------------------------------Virginia battle
fields. An Act To
provide for
inspection of the
around
Virginia
battlefields.
To provide
for the inspection
the battle
battle fields in and around
Fredericksburg and Spotsylvania
Fredericksburg
Spotsylvania Court
House, Virginia.
June
1924
Court House,
June 7, 1924-----------District of Columbia,
To amend
an Act
Act regulating
regulating the height of
District
Columbia, height
height of buildings.
buildings. An Act To
amend an
buildings in the District of Columbia,
Columbia, approved
June 7, 1924 -- _--approved June 1, 1910. June
Trade
Trade marks,
marks, portraits.
portraits.
section 5
5 of the Trade Mark
Mark Act of 1905,
1905, as
An Act To amend section
amended, relative to the unauthorized
unauthorized use of portraits.
amended,
portraits. June 7, 1924 ------------Bridge,
Bridge, Peedee
Peedee River. An Act Granting the consent
consent of Congress to the counties
counties of Marion
Marion
and Florence, in the State of South Carolina, to construct
construct a
a bridge across
across the Peedee
River at or near Savage Landing, South
South Carolina. June
June 7, 1924 ----__--.._----_
Cumberland River.
Congress to the Cincinnati, New
Bridge, Cumberland
River. An Act to grant the consent of Congress
Orleans, and Texas Pacific Railway
Railway Company
Company to construct,
construct, maintain, and operate a
a
bridge
bridge across the Cumberland
Cumberland River, in the county of Pulaski, State
State of Kentucky,
near the town of Burnside. June
1924
near
June 7,
7, 1924------------------------Act Granting
consent of
of Congress
to the
Right of way, Fort
Fort Logan reservation,
reservation, Colo. An
An Act
Granting the consent
Congress to
the
construction, maintenance
maintenance and operation
construction,
operation by the Denver
Denver and
and Rio Grande
Grande Western
Western
Railroad Company, its successors and assigns, of a
a line
line of railroad
railroad across the
Railroad
the southLogan Military Reservation
westerly portion of the Fort Logan
Reservation in the State of Colorado.
1924-- -----.--.---..-June 7, 1924
Northern
Pacific Halibut
Northern Pacific
Halibut Act. An Act For the protection
protection of the northern
northern Pacific halibut
halibut
fishery. June
June 7, 1924
---------------.
---..-----__.- Upper
Mississippi River, bird,
Upper Mississippi
bird, etc., refuge. An
the Upper
Upper Mississippi
Mississippi
An Act
Act To establish
establish the
River Wild Life and Fish Refuge.
Refuge. June 7, 1924---------Postal Service, third
third class mail
mail indemnity, etc. An Act To extend the insurance
Postal
insurance and collectcollecton-delivery service to third-class
on-delivery
third-class mail,
mail, and
and for other purposes. June 7,
7, 1924 ----Forest Protection,
Forest
Protection, etc. An Act To provide
provide for the protection
protection of forest
forest lands, for the reforrefornational forests,
for other purestation of denuded areas, for the extension
extension of national
forests, and for
poses, in order to promote
promote the continuous
continuous production
production of timber on lands chiefly
chiefly
suitable therefor. June 7, 1924 -----Ketchikan, Alaska, bonds. An Act To amend
Ketchikan,
amend an Act
Act entitled "An Act to authorize the
incorporated
Ketchikan, Alaska,
Alaska, to issue its bonds in any sum not to exceed
incorporated town of Ketchikan,
exceed
$100,000
for
the
purpose
of
constructing
$100,000
constructing a
aschoolhouse
schoolhouse in said town and
and equipping
equipping the
same,"
approved
February
7,
1920.
June
7,
1924 ------------------same," approved February
June
Right of Way, Fort
Fort MacArthur
MacArthur Reservation, Calif. An
An Act To authorize
authorize the city
city of Los
Angeles, in the State of California,
to
construct
a line of railroad
railroad across
California,
construct and operate
operate a
the Fort MacArthur Military
Reservation,
Military Reservation, in the State of California.
California. June 7, 1924_
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Cordova,
bonds. An Act To authorize the incorporated
Cordova, Alaska, bonds.
incorporated town
to
town of
of Cordova,
Cordova, Alaska,
Alaska, to
issue bonds in any
any sum not exceeding
exceeding $100,000
of constructing
and
$100,000 for the purpose
purpose of
constructing and
equipping
equipping a
a public school
school building
building in
Alaska. June
June 7,
7, 1924
1924_
656
in said
said town of
of Cordova,
Cordova, Alaska.
656
Heroin prohibition.
Heroin
prohibition. An Act Prohibiting the importation
importation of crude
crude opium for
for the
the purpose
purpose
of manufacturing
manufacturing heroin. June 7, 1924 ------------------------------657
657
Carlisle
Barracks, Pa.
Carlisle Barracks,
Pa. An Act Authorizing the Secretary
Secretary of War to
to sell
sell a
a portion
portion of
of the
the
Carlisle Barracks
Barracks Reservation.
Reservation. June
7, 1924
1924 ----------------------------------657
June 7,
657
Government Printing
PrintingOffice, wages and salaries.
salaries. An Act To regulate and fix rates of
Government
for
of pay
pay for
employees
Government Printing Office. June
employees and officers of the Government
June 7, 1924-__________
1924
658
658
Safe locomotive boilers,
boilers, etc. An Act To amend
amend the Act entitled
entitled "An Act
promote the
the
Act to
to promote
safety of employees and travelers
by compelling
safety
travelers upon railroads
railroads by
compelling common
common carriers
carriers
engaged
commerce to equip their locomotives
engaged in interstate commerce
locomotives with safe and suitable
suitable
boilers and appurtenances
appurtenances thereto,"
thereto," approved
approved February
amended.
February 17, 1911,
1911, ass
aseamended.
June
June 7, 1924 ------.----659
_-------------.---..
------------------..........
659
Detroit, Mich., marine
Detroit,
marine hospital.
Authorizing the
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury
Treasury to
sell
hospital. An Act Authorizing
the Secretary
to sell
the United States marine hospital reservation
reservation and
improvements thereon
thereon at
and improvements
at Detroit,
Detroit,
Michigan, and to acquire
acquire a
locality and
to erect
erect thereon
thereon aa
a suitable site in the same locality
and to
modern hospital for the treatment
beneficiaries of the United States Public
treatment of the beneficiaries
Health Service, and for other
other purposes.
purposes. June
660
June 77, 1924
1924 ------------------------660
Customs duties remitted, War
War Department.
Department. An Act Directing
Directing the
the remission
remission of customs
customs
duties on certain
certain property of the United
United States imported
imported by the
the War
War Department.
Department.
-----------------------------------------------------------June 7, 1924
660
660
Bridge, Columbia
Columbia River. An Act Granting the consent of
counties of
of Congress
Congress to
to the counties
of Kittitas
Kittitas
and Grant, in the State of Washington,
Washington, to construct a
a bridge
bridge across
across the
the Columbia
Columbia
River at or near Vantage
Vantage Ferry, Washington.
Washington. June 7, 1924----------------------660
1924
660
North Carolina
Carolina judicial
judicial districts.
June
districts. An Act To amend section
section 98
98 of
of the
the Judicial
Judicial Code.
Code. June
7, 1924 ------------------------------------------------------------------661
661
Bridge,
Ohio River. An Act Granting the consent of Congress for
Bridge, Ohio
for the
of a
the construction
construction of
a bridge
bridge
Vanderburgh County,
County, Indiana,
Henderson County,
County,
across the Ohio River between
between Vanderburgh
Indiana, and
and Henderson
Kentucky. June 7, 1924 ---------------------------------------------.--. .
662
662
Bridge,
Bridge, Rio Grande.
Grande. An Act Granting the
the construction
the consent
consent of Congress
Congress to
to the
construction of
of a
a
bridge across
across the Rio Grande.
1924
662
Grande. June
June 7, 1924_--------------------_______------_
662
Bridge, Ohio
Ohio River. An Act Granting
Bridge,
Granting the consent
consent of Congress to the Fullerton
Fullerton and Portsmouth Bridge Company to construct a
connect the
a bridge across the Ohio River to
to connect
the
city of Portsmouth, Ohio, and the village of Fullerton,
663
Fullerton, Kentucky.
Kentucky. June
June 7,
7, 1924_
1924 ..
663
Bridge, Saint
Saint Marys River. An Act Granting
Bridge,
Granting the consent of
the States
of
of Congress
Congress to the
States of
Georgia
Georgia and Florida, through their respective highway departments,
departments, to construct a
a
bridge across the Saint Marys River. June 7, 1924----------1924
663
.
--------663
Bridge,
Chattahoochee
River.
An
Bridge, Chattahoochee
Act Granting the consent of Congress to the
the States of
Alabama and Georgia,
Georgia, through
respective highway
highway departments,
to construct
construct
Alabama
through their
their respective
departments, to
a bridge across the Chattahoochee
and maintain a
Chattahoochee River, at or
or near Alaga, Alabama,
connecting Houston County, Alabama,
connecting
Alabama, and Early County, Georgia.
Georgia. June 7, 1924-1924_ _
663
Bridge, Government
Government canal,
Bridge,
to the
Delaware
canal, Del. An Act Granting the
the consent
consent of
of Congress
Congress to
the Delaware
State Highway Department
Department to construct a
near Rehoboth,
a bridge across the canal near
Rehoboth,
Delaware. June
June 7, 1924 ---------------------------------------------------664
664
Bridge,
River. An Act Granting the consent of Congress
Bridge, Red River.
Texas Company,
Company,
Congress to
to the North
North Texas
a corporation
organized under the laws of the
of Saint
Saint Jo, Texas, a
corporation organized
the State
State of
of Texas,
to
Texas, to
construct a
a toll bridge across the Red River
River in the vicinity of Illinois Bend,
Bend, Texas.
Texas.
June 7, 1924 ------------------...........................................
664
664
Bridge,
Tombigbee River. An Act Granting
Bridge, Tombigbee
Granting the
consent of
of Congress
to the
the Board
Board of
Superthe consent
Congress to
of Supervisors of Lowndes County, Mississippi,
Mississippi, to construct
construct a
a bridge
bridge across
across Tombigbee
Tombigbee
River. June 7, 1924 -----------------------------------------------------665
665
Bridge,
Oconee River.
River. An Act Granting the consent of Congress to the
Bridge, Oconee
the State of Georgia,
Georgia,
through
department, to construct
a bridge across
through its highway department,
construct a
across the Oconee River.
June
June 7, 1924 ...--------------------------------------------------------. .
665
665
District
District of Columbia,
Columbia, memorial
War. Joint
relation to
to a
memorial to
to women of
of World War.
Joint Resolution
Resolution In
In relation
a
monument
monument to commemorate
commemorate the services
services and sacrifices
women of the
United
sacrifices of the women
the United
States
America, its insular possessions,
States of America,
Columbia in
in the
possessions, and the District of
of Columbia
the World
World
War. June
June 7, 1924 --.-----------------.-------------------.--------------665
665
District
of
Columbia,
memorial
Districtforces
forces in
War. Joint Resolution Providing
District
Columbia, memorial to District
in World War.
for the appointment
appointment of a
a commission
commission for
erecting in
in Potomac
Potomac Park,
Park, in
for the
the purpose of erecting
in
the District of Columbia,
a memorial to those members of the armed forces of
Columbia, a
of the
the
United
United States from
from the District of Columbia who served
served in the
June 7,
7,
the Great
Great War. June
1924 -------------------------------------------------------------------666
666
Fort Assinniboine
Fort
Assinniboine Reservation,
Reservation, Mont., lands.
lands. Joint Resolution Providing an
extension of
an extension
time for payment
payment by entrymen
entrymen of lands on the Fort
Fort Assinniboine
Assinniboine abandoned
abandoned military
military
reservation in the State-of Montana. June
reservation
666
June 7, 1924
1924 ---------------------------666
Fort Peck Indians,
Fort
Indians, Mont. Joint Resolution
Resolution Authorizing
expenditure of the Fort Peck
Authorizing expenditure
Peck 4
4 per
per
centum
centum fund now standing
standing to the credit of the Fort Peck
in the
Peck Indians
Indians of
of Montana
Montana in
the
Treasury
Treasury of the United
United States. June 7,
7, 1924
1924-------------------..--------- --667
667
District
of
Columbia,
statue
San Martin.
District
Columbia, statue of General
General San
Martin. Joint Resolution Authorizing the erection
on public grounds
grounds in the city of Washington,
Washington, District of Columbia,
Columbia, of
equestrian
of an equestrian
statue of General San Martin which the people of Argentina
Argentina have presented
the
presented to the
United States. June 7, 1924.-------.----------------------.-----------.-1924
667
667
45822*-251---2
45822°-25t-2
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Page.
Page.

Irrigation
projects. Joint
Joint Resolution
Resolution Authorizing
investigation of
the proposed
CasperIrrigationprojects.
Authorizing an
an investigation
of the
proposed CasperAlcove irrigation
irrigation project,
project, Natrona
County, Wyoming;
Deschutes project
project in
the
Alcova
Natrona County,
Wyoming; the
the Deschutes
in the
State
of Oregon,
Oregon, and
Southern Lassen
project in
Lassen County,
County,
State of
and the
the Southern
Lassen irrigation
irrigation project
in Lassen
California.
June 7, 1921
California. June
1924----------------------------------------Postal
service, Bible
Joint Resolution
Resolution To
To provide
for the
free transmission
transmission
Postal service,
Bible for
for the
the blind.
blind. Joint
provide for
the free
through
of certain
certain publications
publications for
the blind.
through the
the mails
mails of
for the
blind. June
June 7,
7, 1924
1924-------------Alaska,
game protection.
protection. Joint
Resolution To
To provide
the powers
duties conferred
Alaska, game
Joint Resolution
provide that
that the
powers and
and duties
conferred
upon
the Governor
of Alaska
Alaska under
under existing
for the
the protection
of wild
upon the
Governor of
existing law
law for
protection of
wild game
game
animals and wild
be transferred
exercised by
by the
the Secretary
wild birds in Alaska be
transferred to
to and
and be
be exercised
Secretary
of
June 7,
--------------------of Agriculture.
Agriculture. June
7, 1924
1924 --------------------Board
of Taz
Tax Appeals,
salaries.
Joint Resolution
Resolution In
respect of
of salaries
salaries of
appointees
Board of
Appeals, salaries.
Joint
In respect
of original
original appointees
Board of Tax
Appeals. June
to the
the Board
Tax Appeals.
June 7,
7, 1924
1924---------------------------------Classification, custodial
service. Joint Resolution
Resolution To
of the
the Act
Act entitled
entitled
Classifcation,
custodial service.
To amend
amend section
section 13
13 of
classification of civilian
positions within
within the
the District
"An Act To provide for
for the classification
civilian positions
District of
of
Columbia and
and the
field service."
service." June
June 7,
1924
Columbia
the field
7, 1924-------------------------------Immigration
aliens. Joint Resolution
permit to
United States
States
Immigration of aliens.
Resolution To
To permit
to remain
remain within
within the
the United
certain aliens in excess
excess of
of quotas
under authority
authority of
of the
May
certain
quotas fixed
fixed under
the Immigration
Immigration Act
Act of
of May
19, 1921.
1921. June
June 7,
7, 1924-_---------------------- - ------- ------Joint Resolution
Resolution Proposing
amendment to
to the
the Constitution
Constitution of
of the
the United
United
Child labor.
labor. Joint
Proposing an amendment
States, deposited
deposited in
Department of State, June 4, 1924-------------1924
in Department
------ ------

66.8
668
668
668

668
668
669
669
669
669
669
669
670
670

STATUTE
STATUTE 11-1924-1925.
11-1924-1925.

Page.
District of
Square 616.
Act To
provide for
District
of Columbia,
Columbia, Alley,
Alley, Square
616. An
An Act
To provide
for a
a rearrangement
rearrangement of
of the
the
facilities in square
square 616
of Columbia,
and for
for other
other
public alley facilities
616 in
in the District
District of
Columbia, and
purposes.
2, 1924--..---1924
purposes. December
December 2,
-------------------------------------671
George Washington
George
Washington Biceatennial.
Bicentennial. Joint
Authorizing an appropriation
appropriation for
Joint Resolution
Resolution Authorizing
for the
the
participation
participation of the United
United States
States in
in the preparation
preparation and completion of plans
plans for
for the
the
comprehensive
comprehensive observance
observance of that greatest of all historic
historic events, the bicentennial
bicentennial of
of
December 2,
2, 1921
the birthday
birthday of
of George
George Washington.
Washington. December
1924-------------------------6 671
Appropriations,
1924. An Act Making
Appropriations, Second Deficiency Act, /92'4.
Making appropriations
to supply
supply
appropriations to
deficiencies in
appropriations for the
deficiencies
in certain
certain appropriations
ending June
1924, and
and
the fiscal year ending
June 30,
30, 1924,
fiscal years, to provide
supplemental appropriations
prior fisecil
provide supplemental
appropriations for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
ending
June
1925, and
and for
purposes. December
5, 1924
June 30, 1925,
for other
other purposes
December 5,
1924----------------------672
Appropriations,
Appropriations, civilian
civilian field employees, 1925. An Act Making
Making additional
additional appropriations
appropriations
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1925, to enable
enable the heads of the several departdepartments and independent
independent establishments
establishments to adjust the rates
rates of
of compensation
compensation of
of civilian
civilian
employees in certain of the field services.
employees
6, 1924
services. December
December 6,
1924-------------------704
District
District of Columbia,
Columbia, deputy coroners.
of the
the Code
Code of
of Law
Law
coroners. An
An Act To amend
amend section
section 196
196 of
the District
December 13,
for the
District of
of Columbia.
Columbia. December
13, 1924
1924---------------_-------------713
District of Columbia,
architecturepractice.
District
Columbia, architecture
practice. An Act
Act To
To provide
the examination
examination and
and
provide for
for the
registration
architects and
architecture in the
registration of architects
and to regulate the practice
practice of architecture
District
the District
of
December 13,
13, 1924--------1924
of Columbia.
Columbia. December
---------------------------------13
713
District of Columbia,
Street NW.
District
Columbia, Fourth
Fourth Street
NW. An Act To authorize
authorize the widening
widening of
Fourth
of Fourth
Street, south of Cedar
Cedar Street northwest, in the District of Columbia,
Columbia, and
and for
other
for other
purposes. December
December 13.
13. 1924
1924--------------------------------------------_
718
718
Congressional
December, 1924, salaries.
Congressional employees, December,
salaries. Joint Resolution
Resolution Authorizing
Authorizing payment
payment
of salaries of the officers and employees
employees of Congress for December, 1921,
the 20th
1924, on
on the
20th
December 17,
1924
day of that month. December
17, 1924-----------------------------------718
718
Navy,
authorize alterations
alterations to certain naval
Navy, capital
capital ships and new vessels. An Act To authorize
vessels and to provide
provide for the construction of additional
December 18,
additional vessels.
vessels. December
18,
1924
1924---------------------- -----------i9
719
Lithuania,
debt. An Act To authorize the settlement
Lithuania, war
war debt.
of the
the indebtedness
indebtedness of
the
settlement of
of the
Republic
Republic of Lithuania to the United
22, 1924
United States
States of America.
America. December
December 22,
1924 ------n
719
Poland,
war debt.
debt. An Act to authorize
Poland, war
authorize the settlement of the indebtedness
indebtedness of
of the Republic
Republic
America, and for other purposes.
of Poland to the United
United States of America,
purposes. December
December
1924
22, 1924-----------------------------------------------------------------720
720
Irrigation,
Columbia
Basin.
Joint
Resolution
appropriation in connection
connection with
Irrigation, Columbia Basin.
Resolution Extending appropriation
Columbia Basin investigation.
investigation. December
December 22,
22, 1924
1924 ....-----------..-721
721
North Carolina
Carolina judicial
judicial district,
terms, Shelby.
Judicial
North
district, terms,
Shelby. An Act To amend section 98 of the Judicial
Code, providing for the holding of the United States District Court at Shelby, North
North
Carolina. December
24, 1924
Carolina.
December 24,
1924------------..
7
721
European
fowl
pest.
Joint
Resolution
Providing
for
the
European
pest.
Resolution
control and eradication
eradication of the
European
fowl
European
pest and similar
similar diseases
diseases in
24, 1924
1924 ----------in poultry. December
December 24,
22
722
Public
lands, Montana,
Public lands,
Montana, erroneous
erroneous surveys. An Act To extend relief to the claimants in
in
township 16 north, ranges 32 and 33 east, Montana
Montana meridian, Montana.
Montana. January
January
6,
1925
6, 1925----------------------------------722
722
Quapaw
Indian
Agency,
unrestricted
allotments.
An
Act
To
perfect
the
title
of
purchasers
722
Quapaw Indian Agency, unrestricted allotments. An Act To perfect
purchasers
of
Indian lands
the provisions
provisions of
of the
the Act of Congress
of Indian
lands sold
sold under
under the
Congress of March
March 3, 1909
(Thirty-fifth Statutes
at Large.
Large, page
page 751),
regulations pursuant thereto
(Thirty-fifth
Statutes at
751), and the regulations
as applied to Indians of the Quapaw Agency. January
January 6, 19"
1925
------------- 722
M
- 722
Quapaw
Agency
Indians,
homesteads. An
amend an Act approved
approved March 3, 1909,
Quapaw Agency Indians, homesteads.
An Act
Act To
To amend

entitled "An
"An Act
the removal
removal of
of the
the restrictions
restrictions on alienation
alienation of lands of
entitled
Act for
for the
allottees
the Quapaw
Agency, Oklahoma,
Oklahoma, and
and the
the sale of all tribal lands, school,
allottees of
of the
Quapaw Agency,
agency,
or
other
any of
within the
the jurisdiction
agency, or other buildings
buildings on
on any
of the
the reservations
reservations within
jurisdiction of such
agency, and
other purposes."
agency,
and for
for other
purposes."

January 6,
January
6, 1925_
1925 ..............................

~-.-------------.-__________
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Bridge,
Granting the
the consent
consent of
of Congress to the State of Alabama,
River. An
An Act Granting
Bridge, Coosa
Coosa River.
a bridge across
highway department, to construct and maintain a
across the
through its highway
River at or near
near Leesburg, Alabama.
Alabama. January
Coosa River
January 7, 1925
1925---------------------Industrial reformatory.
reformatory. An
An Act
a United
United States
States Industrial
Industrial
Act For
For the
the establishment
establishment of a
Industrial
January 7, 1925 ---------------------------------------------Reformatory. January
United
courts, bribery
Act To provide
provide for the disposition of moneys
bribery moneys. An Act
United States
States courts,
paid
received by any official as a
a bribe, which may be used as evidence
evidence in
paid to
to or
or received
any case growing
growing out of any such transaction.
January 7, 1925.-----------------1925_,
transaction. January
Omaha Indian
Reservation, Nebr., unallotted
unallotted lands.
To amend
amend an Act entitled
lands. An Act To
Omaha
Indian Reservation,
"An Act to provide for the disposal of the unallotted lands on the Omaha Indian
Reservation, in the State of Nebraska."
1925
January 7, 1925------------------------Nebraska." January
Coast
Guard vessel
construction of
of aa vessel for the
for the
the construction
An Act To
To provide for
vessel for
for Alaska.
Alaska. An
Coast Guard
Coast Guard.
January 7, 1925---------------------------------------1925
Coast
Guard. January
Five Civilized
public improvements.
improvements. An
Act
"An Act
An Act
Act To amend an Act entitled "An
Civilized Tribes,
Tribes, public
Five
to
amend an
Act entitled 'An Act making appropriations
current and
appropriations for the current
an Act
to amend
contingent
of the
Bureau of
Indian Affairs,
for fulfilling
treaty stipulations
stipulations
fulfilling treaty
Affairs, for
of Indian
expenses of
the Bureau
contingent expenses
with
purposes, for the fiscal year ending June
tribes, and for other purposes,
various Indian
Indian tribes,
with various
30,
1925-------January 7, 1925
approved June 30, 1913," approved May 26, 1920. January
30, 1914, approved
patents to
to
townsite lots. An Act To authorize and direct issuance of patents
Bowdoin, Mont., townsite
purchasers
of lots
lots in the
1925-------January 7, 1925
Montana. January
of Bowdoin, Montana.
the town site of
purchasers of
Botanic
addition. Joint Resolution Providing for the procurement
procurement of a
a
C., addition.
Garden, D. C.,
Botanic Garden,
•design
the use
of grounds
in the vicinity of
United States
of the Mall by the United
use of
grounds in
for the
-design for
Botanic
January 7, 1925
1925 -------------------------------------------Garden. January
Botanic Garden.
United
Juan, P. R. An Act To authorize
authorize the Court
court sitting,
sitting, San Juan,
courts, circuit
circuit court
States courts,
United States
of Appeals
Appeals for
for the
January
Porto Rico. January
San Juan, Porto
to hold
hold sitting
sitting at San
Circuit to
the First
First Circuit
of
1925 --------------------------------------------8, 1925
Ponca
An Act
Authorizing the
the Ponca
Tribe of
of Indians
the
in the
residing in
Indians residing
Ponca Tribe
Act Authorizing
claims. An
Ponca Indians,
Indians, claims.
Nebraska to submit claims to the Court of Claims. January
Oklahoma and Nebraska
States of Oklahoma
9,
9, 1925
1925 --------------- ------------------------------------------------Yankton
Conferring jurisdiction
An Act
Act Conferring
claims. An
Quarries claims.
Pipestone Quarries
Sioux Indians,
Indians, Red Pipestone
Yankton Sioux
on
the Court
Court of
Claims to
to determine
determine and
and report upon the interest, title, owernship,
of Claims
on the
and
possession of
Yankton Band of Santee Sioux Indians to the Red
of the Yankton
of possession
and right
right of
Pipestone
Quarries, Minnesota.
1925
January 9, 1925-------------------------------Minnesota. January
Pipestone Quarries,
Oklahoma
eastern judicial
Pauls Valley. An Act To amend the Act
terms, Paula
judicial district,
district, terms,
Oklahoma eastern
establishing
judicial district of Oklahoma,
term of the
Oklahoma, to establish aa term
the eastern
eastern judicial
establishing the
at
Judicial District of Oklahoma at
United States District Court for the Eastern Judicial
1925-----------------------------------Paula Valley, Oklahoma.
January 10, 1925
Oklahoma. January
Pauls
Oklahoma
eastern judicial
judicial district,
Poteau. An Act Providing for the holding of
district, Terms,
Terms, Poteau.
Oklahoma eastern
circuit courts at Poteau, OklahomaL
Oklahoma January
January 10,
the United States district and circuit
1925 ------------------------------------------------------1925
boundary agreement.
New York
York and Connecticut
Connecticut boundary
agreement. An Act Giving the consent of Congress
to
between the States of New York and Connecticut. January
agreement between
a boundary
boundary agreement
to a
10,
1925 ---------------------------------------------10, 1925
a
construction of a
Bridge.
extend the time for completing the construction
River. An Act To extend
Delaware River.
Bridge, Delaware
bridge across the Delaware River. January
1925----------------------------January 12, 1925
bridge
Public lands, lots, Pensacola,
Pensacola, Fla.
Authorizing the Secretary of the Interior to
Fla. An Act Authorizing
Public
determine and confirm
confirm by patent in the nature
nature of a
a deed of quitclaim
quitclaim the title to lots
determine
Pensacola, Florida. January 12, 1925---------------------------1925
in the city of Pensacola,
Carson
Forest, lands
lands added.
added. An Act Providing for the acquirement by the United
National Forest,
Carson National
States
privately owned
within Taos County, New Mexico, known as the
owned lands within
States of
of privately
Santa Barbara
Barbara grant, by exchanging
exchanging therefor timber, or lands and timber, within
the exterior
boundaries of any national forest situated within the State of New
New
exterior boundaries
Mexico.
January 12, 1925
1925--------------------------------------------Mexico. January
Alaska
Commission to protect game
game
Laev. An Act To establish an Alaska Game Commission
Alaska Game Law.
fur-bearing animals, and birds,
birds, in Alaska, and for other purposes.
animals, land fur-bearing
January
1925
-------------------------------------------------January 13, 1925------entitled "An
2 of the Act entitled
Customs
appointments. An Act To amend section 2
"An Act
Act
Customs service appointments.
provide the necessary
necessary organization
customs service for an adequate
adequate adminisorganization of the customs
to provide
tration and enforcement
revenue
enforcement of the Tariff Act of 1922 and all other customs revenue
tration
laws,"
March 4, 1923. January
January 13, 1925
1925------------------------------laws," approved March
Treasury Department,
entitled
temporary employees. An Act To amend the Act entitled
retired temporary
Department, retired
Treasury
other
"An
retirement of employees
service, and for other
classified civil service,
employees in the classified
"An Act for the retirement
purposes," approved May 22, 1920. January 14, 1925---------------------------1925
purposes,"
Lexington-Concord Sesquicentennial.
Sesquicentennial. Joint Resolution
commission for the
a commission
Resolution Establishing a
Lexington-Concord
participation of the United
United States in the observance
hundred and fiftieth
observance of the one hundred
anniversary
authorizing an appropriation
appropriation
of Lexington
Lexington and Concord, authorizing
Battle of
anniversary of the Battle
to
utilized in
connection with such observance,
observance, and for other purposes. January
January
in connection
to be utilized
--------14, 1925 ---------- *. ----------------------------------------------District
Nichols
of Columbia,
Columbia, Nichols Avenue. An Act To provide for the widening of Nichols
District of
Avenue
Road and
1925-------January 15, 1925
Street southeast.
southeast. January
and SS Street
Good Hope
Hope Road
Avenue between
between Good
Indiana
judicial district.
district. An Act To authorize
appointment of an additional district
district
authorize the appointment
Indiana judicial
divisions therein,
therein,
judge in and for the district of Indiana and to establish judicial divisions
purposes. January
1925
---------------------------January 16, 1925--------for other purposes.
and for
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RESOLUTIONS.
LIST OF
OF PUBLIC ACTS AND RESOLUTIONS.
Page.
Page.

District of
To amend
amend an
Act entitled
Act to
to fix
fix
District
of Columbia,
Columbia, fire
fre department.
department. An
An Act
Act To
an Act
entitled "An
"An Act

members of the Metropolitan
Metropolitan police
pollee force, the Unitel
the salaries of officers and members
United,
States park police force,
force, and the fire department
department of
of the
the District
District of Columbia,
Columbia,"
approved May 27, 1924. January
January 17, 1925---------------------------------1925752
approved
-

Appropriations,
Deficiency Act,
1925. An
Act Making
urgent
Appropriations,First
FirstDeficiency
Act, 1925.
An Act
Making appropriations
appropriations to
to supply
supply urgent
deficiencies in certain
certain appropriations
appropriations for the fiscal year ending June
and
June 30,
30, 1925, and
prior fiscal years, to provide urgent supplemental
year
supplemental appropriations
appropriations for the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1925,.and
1925,,and for other
other purposes.
purposes. January 20, 1925
1925------------------An Act
To amend
amend the
Act entitled
"An Act
Act to
to
World War
War Debt Commission, continued.
continued. An
Act To
the Act
entitled "An
create a
commission authorized under certain conditions to refund
refund or convert obligacreate
a commission
foreign Governments
America, and for other
other
tions of foreign
Governments held by the United States of America,
purposes," approved
approved February 9, 1922, as amended
amended February
purposes,"
February 28, 1923. January
21, 1925 -----------------------------------------------------Appropriations,
and Post
Appropriations, Treasury
Treasury and
Post OBfice
Office Departments.
Departments. An
An Act
Act Making
Making appropriations
appropriations
for the Treasury
Treasury and Post Office Departments for the fiscal
fiscal year ending June 30, 1926,
1926,
and for other purposes. January
January 22, 1925
1925------------------------------------Library of Congress,
Joint Resolution
Resolution To
accept the
the gift
gift of
Elizabeth
Congress, Coolidge
Coolidge gift. Joint
To accept
of Elizabeth
Sprague Coolidge for the construction of an auditorium
auditorium in connection
connection with the
Library
Library of Congress, and to provide for the erection
erection thereof. January
January 23, 1925
1925----and Washington
Right of way, Lakes Union
Union and
Washington ednal.
certain right
canal. An
An Act Granting aa certain
right
of way, with authority to improve the same, across the old canal right of way
way
between
between Lakes Union and Washington,
Washington, King County,
County, Washington. January
-24, 1925 ------------------------_--------------- ---------Bridge,
Bridge, White River.
construction of
River. An Act To extend the time for the construction
of aa bridge across
across
the White River at or near Batesville,
1925
Batesville, Arkansas. January 26, 1925--------------Bridge,
River. An Act Granting the consent
Bridge, Mississippi
Mississippi River.
consent of Congress to the city of Hannibal, Missouri, to construct a
a bridge across the Mississippi
Mississippi River at or near
near the
city of Hannibal,
Hannibal, Marion County, Missouri. January
January 26, 1925
1925------------------Bridge,
River. An Act Authorizing
Bridge, Ohio River.
Authorizing the construction
construction of a
a bridge across the Ohio
River to connect the city of Portsmouth, Ohio, and the village of Fullerton,
Kentucky.
1925----------___----Kentucky. January
January 26, 1925
-----------Bridge, Missouri
construction of aa bridge
Bridge,
Missouri River. An Act Authorizing the construction
bridge across
across the
Missouri River near Arrow Rock, Missouri. January
January 26, 1925------------------1925
Bridge, Missouri
Missouri River. An Act Authorizing
Bridge,
Authorizing the construction
bridge across
across the
the
construction of a
a bridge
Missouri River near Saint Charles, Missouri.
January 26, 1925
Missouri. January
1925-----------------Bridge, Ouachita
Bridge,
Ouachita River.
River. An Act Granting
Granting the consent of Congress to the Louisiana
Louisiana
Highway
Highway Commission to construct, maintain, and operate
across the
operate a
a bridge across
the
Ouachita River at or near Monroe,
Ouachita
Monroe, Louisiana. January
January 26, 1925--------------1925
Bridge,
Columbia River.
Bridge, Columbia
of WashRiver. An Act Granting
Granting the consent of Congress
Congress to
to the State
State of
Washington to construct,
construct, maintain, and operate a
Columbia River
a bridge across the Columbia
River
at Kettle
Kettle Falls,
January 26,
Falls, Washington. January
26, 1925
1925-------------------------------Bridge, Ohio
Ohio River.
River. An Act Authorizing
Bridge,
Ohio
Authorizing the construction
construction of aa bridge across the
the Ohio
River between the municipalities of Ambridge
Ambridge and WOOlnaWII,
Woodlawn, Beaver County,
County,
Pennsylvania. January
Pennsylvania.
1925
January 26, 1925-------------------------------- ------Bridge, Ohio
Bridge,
Ohio River. An Act Granting the consent of Congress to the Huntington
Huntington and
and 'Ohio
'Ohio
maintain, and operate aa bridge across the
Bridge Company to construct, maintain,
River
the Ohio River
between the city of Huntington, West Virginia, and a
a point opposite in
in the State
State
.------------------------of Ohio. January 26, 1925
Right of way,
way, Knoxville Veterans' Bureau
Right
Bureau Hospital
Joint Resolution
Authorizing
Hospital grounds.
grounds. Joint
Resolution Authorizing
Veterans' Bureau to grant aa right of way
the Director of the United States Veterans'
way over
over
United
reservation at Knoxville,
United States Veterans'
Veterans' Bureau hospital reservation
Knoxville, Iowa. January
------------26, 1925 --------------------------- ----------James Camp. An Act To authorize
Army, Thomas James
appointment of Thomas
authorize the appointment
Thomas James
James
Camp as aa major of Infantry, Regular
Army. January
Regular Army.
January 27,
27, 1925
1925----------------Menowinee
timber. An Act To amend the
Menominee Indian
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Wis., timber.
relating to
to timber
the law relating
timber
operations on the Menominee
Reservation in Wisconsin. January
Menominee Reservation
January 27, 1925 ..-----Interstate
larceny from cars,
etc. An Act To amend an Act
Interstate commerce, larceny
cars, etc.
entitled "An
Act to
to
Act entitled
"An Act
punish the unlawful breaking
railroad cars containing interstate or
breaking of seals of railroad
foreign shipments, the unlawful entering of such cars, the stealing of
freight and
of freight
and
express packages or baggage
baggage or articles
articles in process of transportation
interstate
transportation in interstate
shipment, and the felonious asportation of such freight or express
express packages
packages or
or
baggage
baggage or articles therefrom
therefrom into another district of the United
United States, and the
felonious possession or reception
reception of the same,"
same," approved
approved February
February 13, 1913 (Thirty(ThirtyStatutes at Large,
670). January 28, 1925 -----------------------seventh Statutes
Large, page 670).
District
Columbia, Foundlings
Honte. An Act To enlarge the
District of Columbia,
Foundlings Home.
of the
the Washington
the powers of
Washington
Hospital for Foundlings and to enable
enable it to accept the devise
devise and bequest contained
contained
in the will of Randolph
Randolph T. Warwick. January
January 28, 1925 -. ---------------lowa
southern
judicial
Iowa southern judicial district.
district. An Act To amend
amend section 81 of the Judicial Code.
January
January 28, 1925------------------------------------------------------1925
....................
Railroad
lands
relinquished to Indians
in Arizona. An Act To amend an Act
Railroad
relinquished
Indians in
entitled
Act entitled
"An
Act
"An Act for the relief of Indians occupying
occupying railroad lands in Arizona, New Mexico,
or California,"
4, 1913. January
1925---------------California," approved March
March 4,
January 29, 1925
James F.
F. Rowell,
Kiowa allottee.
allottee. An Act Providing for an allotment of land from the
James
Rowell, Kiowa
Kiowa,
Comanche,
Apache Indian
Indian Reservation,
Kiowa, Comanche, and
and Apache
Reservation, Oklahoma,
Oklahoma, to James P.
F. Rowell,
Rowell,
an intermarried
and enrolled
the Kiowa
Tribe. January
January 29, 1925
1925------an
interrarried and
enrolled member
member of the
Kiowa Tribe.
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La Plata
Plata compact,
Colorado and New Mexico. An Act Granting
La
compact, Colorado
Granting the consent
consent and approval
approval
of Congress to the La Plata River
River compact. January 29, 1925-------------------1925
Chippewa
Indians, Minn..,
Minn., per capita
capita payment. An Act Providing for a
a per capita payment
payment
Chippewa Indians,
of $50 to each enrolled member
member of the Chippewa Tribe of Minnesota
Minnesota from the funds
funds
1925--standing to their credit in the Treasury of the United States. January
January 30, 1925
District of Columbia,
Columbia, electrocution.
punishment
District
electrocution. An Act To prescribe the method of capital punishment
1925
in the District of Columbia. January
January 30, 1925-------------------------------District
Columbia, closing streets, etc.
etc. An Act To authorize
authorize the Commissioners
District of Columbia,
Commissioners of the
Columbia to close certain
District of Columbia
certain streets, roads, or highways in the District of
of
Columbia
unnecessary by reason of the opening, extension,
Columbia rendered useless or unnecessary
widening, or straightening, in accordance
accordance with the highway plan of other streets,
highways in the District of Columbia, and for other
other purposes. January
roads, or highways
30, 1925
1925 -------------------------------------30,
---------------------Bridge, Scan
Saen Juan
Bridge,
Juan River. An Act To provide
provide for the payment
payment of one-half
one-half the cost of the
construction
a bridge across
Mexico. January
construction of a
across the San Juan
Juan River, New Mexico.
January 30,
1925 ---------------------------------------------------------------------South Carolina
Carolina judicial
South
judicial districts.
districts. An Act To change the time for the holding
holding of terms
of court in the eastern
eastern district of South Carolina.
Carolina. January
January 30, 1925--------------1925
Military
Kansas City,
City, Mo. An Act Authorizing and directing
Secretary of War
Military Park,
Park, Kansas
directing the Secretary
War
to investigate
investigate the feasibility, and to ascertain
ascertain and report the cost of establishing
establishing
Kansas City, Missouri, commemorative
aa national military park in and about Kansas
commemorative of the
Westport, October 23, 1864.
1864. January 30, 1925-------------------------1925
Battle of Westport,
Interstate
freight rates
rates adjustment,
Interstate commerce, freight
Resolution Directing
adjustment, etc. Joint Resolution
Directing the Interstate Commerce
Commerce Commission to take action relative
relative to adjustments in the rate
common carriers
structure of common
carriers subject to the Interstate Commerce
fixing
Commerce Act, and the fixing
of rates and charges. January
January 30, 1925
1925---------------------------------------Earthquake
investigations. An Act Authorizing
Authorizing the Coast and Geodetic
Geodetic Survey
Earthquake investigations.
Survey to
to make
seismological investigations,
other purposes. January
1925
investigations, and for other
January 31,
31, 1925-----------Bridge, Monongahela
Monongahela River. An Act Granting
Granting the consent of Congress to the county
county of
Bridge,
of
Allegheny,
construct aa bridge across the Monongahela
Monongahela River in the
Allegheny, Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, to construct
Pennsylvania. January
January 31, 1925
city of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
1925----------------------------Bridge,
Savannah River. An Act Granting
Bridge, Savannah
Granting the consent
consent of Congress
Congress to S. M.
of
M. McAdams,
McAdams, of
Iva, Anderson
Anderson County, South Carolina, to construct
construct a
a bridge across the Savannah
Savannah
River. January 31, 1925 -------------------------------------------------Department
administering oaths,
oaths, etc.
etc. An Act To empower certain officers,
Department of Agriculture,
Agriculture, administering
officers,
agents, or employees
employees of the Department
administer and take oaths,
Department of Agriculture
Agriculture to administer
affirmations,
affirmations, and affidavits in certain cases, and for other purposes.
purposes. January
31, 1925 -------------------------------------------------------------------Bridge, Bull Creek.
consent of Congress to the Huntley-Richardson
Bridge,
Creek. An Act Granting the consent
Huntley-Richardson
Lumber
corporation of the State of South Carolina, doing business in
Lumber Company, a
a corporation
the said State, to construct
construct a
across Bull Creek at or near Eddy
a railroad bridge across
Eddy
1925
Lake, in the State of South Carolina. January 31, 1925-------------------------District
Columbia, adjustment
adjustment of certain
District of Columbia,
adjustment of accounts.
accounts. An Act Making an adjustment
accounts between
between the United States and the District of Columbia. February
2, 1925 -------------------------------------------------------------------Air Mail
encourage commercial aviation
aviation and to authorize the Postmaster
Postmaster
Mail Act. An Act To encourage
General to contract for air mail service. February
February 2, 1925
General
1925---------------------Army, William Schuyler Woodruff. An Act Authorizing
Authorizing the appointment
appointment of William
Schuyler Woodruff
officer, United States Army. February
February 3, MI5
Schuyler
Woodruff as an Infantry
Infantry officer,
1925--District
Columbia, compulsory
attendance. An Act To provide for compulsory
District of Columbia,
compulsory school attendance.
school attendance, for the taking of a
a school census in the District of Columbia,
February 4, 1925-----------------------------------1925
and for other purposes. February
Sons of the American
entitled
American Revolution,
Revolution, trustees.
trustees. An Act To amend section 44 of the Act entitled
"An Act to incorporate the National
National Society of the Sons of the American Revolution,"
Revolution,"
"An
approved June
June 9, 1906. February
February 6, 1925------------------------------------1925
Distilled spirits,
leakage allowance.
allowance. An Act To authorize
authorize the discontinuance
discontinuance of the sevenDistilled
spirits, leakage
year regauge
regauge of distilled spirits in bonded warehouses, and for other purposes.
February 6, 1925
February
1925-------------------------------------------------------------El Dorado,
Dorado, Ark., public building
exchange of land in El Dorado,
building land.
land. An Act For the exchange
Arkansas. February
February 6, 1925
1925----------------------------------------Quarantine,
health. An Act To amend section 2
2 of the Act approved
Quarantine, consular
consular bills of health.
February 15, 1893, entitled "An Act granting
granting additional
quarantine powers
powers and
additional quarantine
February
Marine Hospital
Hospital Service."
Service." February 7, 1925-_
1925
imposing additional duties upon the Marine
Public
entries. An Act Validating
Validating certain applications
applications for, and
homestead, etc., entries.
Public lands,
lands, homestead,
entries of public lands, and for other purposes. February 7,
1925----------------7, 1925
Delaware Indians,
Delaware
Indians, claims.
claims. An Act To refer the claims of the Delaware
Delaware Indians to the
Court of Claims, with the right of appeal to the Supreme Court of the United States
States.
February 7,
7, 1925--------------------------1925
February
----------------United States courts,
debtors indexes.
Act
United
courts, judgment debtors
indexes. An Act To amend section 22 of the Act
1925-.-357). February
7, 1925
August 1, 1888
1888 (Twenty-fifth
(Twenty-fifth Statutes at Large, page 357).
February 7,
of August
United States
courts, interlocutory
interlocutory admiralty
amend section
section 128 of
of
United
States courts,
admiralty decrees.
decrees. An Act To amend
1925-------the Judicial
Judicial Code, relating to appeals in admiralty cases. February 7, 1925
Bridge,
Mississippi River. An Act Granting
Congress to Board of County
County
Granting the consent of Congress
Bridge, Mississippi
Commissioners
a bridge across the
County. Minnesota,
Minnesota, to construct
construct a
Commissioners of
of Aitkin
Aitkin County,
Mississippi River. February
February 7, 1925------------------------------------Mississippi
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Bridge, Rock
Rock River.
An Act
Act To
To extend
extend the
the time
time for
the construction
bridge across
across the
the
construction of
of a
a bridge
for the
River. An
Bridge,
Rock
River in the State of Illinois. February 7, 1925
1925--------------------------Rock River
Bridge,
Susquehanna
River.
An
Act
Granting
the
consent
of
Congress
to
the
Harrisburg
Bridge, Susquehanna River. An Act Granting the consent of Congress to the Harrisburg
Bridge
and its
its successors,
reconstruct its
Susquehanna
its bridge
bridge across
across the
the Susquehanna
successors, to
to reconstruct
Bridge Company,
Company, and
River,
opposite Market
Street, Harrisburg,
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania.
Pennsylvania. February
February
at a
a point
point opposite
Market Street,
River, at

7,
7, 1925
1925 -------------------------------------------Bridge,
Act To
To revive
reenact the
Act entitled
to
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
and reenact
the Act
revive and
River. An
An Act
Bridge, Tennessee
Tennessee River.
authorize
construction of
Tennessee River
River at or near
near the
of a
a bridge
bridge across the Tennessee
authorize the
the construction
city
of
Decatur,
Alabama,"
approved
November
19,
1919.
February
7,
1925
1925-------February
city of Decatur, Alabama," approved November 19, 1919.
Bridge,
Grande. An
Act Granting
to the
the Valley
Bridge Company
Company
Congress to
Valley Bridge
Granting consent
consent of
of Congress
Bridge, Rio
Rio Grande.
An Act
for construction
construction of
of a
across the
Grande near Hidalgo,
February
Hidalgo, Texas. February
a bridge
bridge across
the Rio Grande
for
-------7, 1925 -------------------------------------7,
Bridge,
River. An
An Act
Act Granting
the consent
consent of Congress to the State of North
Granting the
Missouri River.
Bridge, Missouri
Dakota
to construct
construct aa bridge across the Missouri River between Williams County
Dakota to
and McKenzie County,
County, North Dakota. February
1925-----------------------February 7, 1925
and
Bridge, Missouri
River. An
Act Granting
consent of Congress to
to the
the State
State of North
An Act
Granting the consent
Bridge,
Missouri River.
Dakota
to construct
bridge across
the Missouri
River between
County
between Mountrail
Mountrail County
a bridge
across the
Missouri River
Dakota to
construct a
and
McKenzie County, North
North Dakota. February
February 7, 1925------------------------1925
and McKenzie
Bridge, Mississippi
construction of the bridge
Bridge,
Mississippi River. An Act Extending the time for the construction
across the
Mississippi River
Ramsey and
Counties, Minnesota,
by the
Hennepin Counties,
Minnesota, by
River in
in Ramsey
and Hennepin
across
the Mississippi
Chicago, Milwaukee
Milwaukee and Saint Paul Railroad
Railroad Company. February
February 7, 1925
1925--------Chippewa
credit to general
Chippewa
compensate the Chippewa
general fund. An Act To compensate
Indians, Minn.,
Minn., credit
Chippewa Indians,
Indians of Minnesota for lands disposed of under the provisions of the Free
Homestead Act. February
February 9, 1925
----1925-------------------Homestead
February 6,
Cordova Bay, Alaska,
townsite. An Act To amend section
section 7
7 of the Act of February
Cordova
Alaska, tawnsite.
1909,
entitled "An Act authorizing
authorizing the
head of
of Cordova Bay, in
the sale of lands at the
the head
1909, entitled
the Territory
1925
February 9,
9, 1925------------purposes." February
Territory of Alaska,
Alaska, and for other purposes."
Port
Indian Reservation
townsite. An Act Authorizing
Authorizing repayment
repayment of
of
Sanish totnsite.
Fort Berthold
Berthold Indian
Reservation Banish
excess amounts
amounts paid by purchasers
purchasers of certain lots in the townsite of Sanish,
Sanish,
formerly
Berthold Indian
Reservation, North Dakota.
Dakota. February
February 9, 1925-----1925
formerly Fort Berthold
Indian Reservation,
payment of certain
Mille Lac Chiefs of Chippewa
Chippewa Indians.
Indians. An Act To provide for the payment
claims against the Chippewa
Chippewa Indians of Minnesota.
Minnesota. February
February 9, 1925
1925-------------Bitka, Alaska,
authorize the incorporated
Alask4 to
Sitka,
Alaska, bonds.
bonds. An Act To authorize
incorporated town of Sitka, Alaska4
purpose of constructing
public
issue bonds in any sum not exceeding
exceeding $25,000 for the purpose
constructing aa public
school building in the town of Sitka, Alaska. February
February 9, 1925
1925------------------Pottamataini Indians
Wisconsin. An Act Authorizing the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
Interior to
Pottawatomi
Indians of Wisconsin.
pay certain funds to various
various Wisconsin Pottawatomi
Pottawatomi Indians. February 9, 1925_
1925-__
Customs,
Customs, Baltimore
Baltimore appraiser.
appraiser. An Act To diminish the number of appraisers
appraisers at the port
February 9, 1925
of Baltimore, and for other purposes.
purposes. February
1925-----------------------Chippewa Indians,
teachers. An Act To amend the Act entitled
entitled "An
Chippewa
Indians, Minn., high
high school teachers.
"An Act
Act
making
appropriations for the current
making appropriations
current and contingent
contingent expenses of the Bureau of
Indian Affairs, for fulfilling treaty
treaty stipulations
Indian
stipulations with various Indian tribes, and for
other purposes, for the fiscal year ending June
June 30, 1915,"
1915," approved August 1, 1914.
other
February
February 9, 1925--------------------------1925
---------Omaha
Indians, Nebr. An Act For the relief of the Omaha Indians of Nebraska.
Omaha Indians,
February 9, 19-25---------1925
----------------------------------Philippine Islands,
amend the Act entitled "An Act making appropriaappropriaPhilippine
Islands, taxes. An Act To amend
tions to supply urgent deficiencies
deficiencies in the appropriations
appropriations for the fiscal year ending
ending
June 30, 1909," approved February
February 9, 1909. February 9,
1925
June
9, 1925------------------Smithsonian
Institution, Robert S. Brookings,
Brookings, Regent. Joint Resolution
Resolution Providing
Smithsonian Institution,
Providing for the
a proximate
Regents of the Smithsonian Institufilling of a
proximate vacancy
vacancy in the Board of Regents
tion of the class other than Members
Members of Congress. February 9, 1925
1925-------------Smithsonian Institution,
Institution, George
Smithsonian
George Gray,
Gray, Regent. Joint
Joint Resolution Providing for the filling
of aa proximate vacancy
Smithsonian Institution
vacancy in the Board of Regents
Regents of the Smithsonian
of the class other than Members of Congress. February
February 9,
1925
9, 1925--_----------District of Columbia,
Columbia, notaries
District
notaries public.
public. An Act To amend
amend section 558 of the Code of Law
for the District of Columbia. February
February 10, 1925------------------------------1925
Navl, Richard
Navy,
Richard Evelyn Byrd, jr.
jr. An Act For the relief of Lieutenant
Lieutenant Richard
Richard Evelyn
Byrd, junior,
junior, United
United States Navy. February 10, 1925 -----------------------Appropriations, Department
Department of Agriculture.
Agriculture. An Act Making appropriations
appropriations for the DepartAppropriations,
ment of Agriculture for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1926, and for other
1925
purposes. February
February 10, 1925-----_----------------Hawaii, electric
electric plant,
plant, etc., Ilamakua
Hamakua district.
Hawaii,
district. An Act To authorize
authorize and provide for the
manufacture,
distribution, and supply of electric
manufacture, maintenance, distribution,
electric current
current for light
and power within
Hamakua, on the island and county of Hawaii,
within the district of Hamakua,
Territory of Hawaii. February
10, 1925------------_____--------------1925
Territory
February 10,
--Petersburg,
Ciril War battle fields.
fields. An Act To provide for the inspection
Petersburg, Va,,
Va„ Civil
inspection of the
battle fields of the siege of Petersburg, Virginia. February 11, 1925--------1925 ....
United States courts,
courts, fee schedule of clerks. An Act To provide fees to be charged
United
charged by
by
clerks
States. February
clerks of the district courts of the United States.
February 11, 1925 ----------Juneau,
bonds. An Act To authorize the incorporated
incorporated town of Juneau, Alaska,
Juneau, Alaska, bonds.
to issue bonds in any sum not exceeding
exceeding $60,000 for the purpose of improving
improving the
sewerage system of the town. February 11, 1925---------------------------1925
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accounts. An Act
authorize the General
Navy, supply officers' accounts.
Act To authorize
Accounting Office to pay
General Accounting
certain supply officers of the
to certain
the regular
Navy and
and Naval
Naval Reserve
Reserve Force
Force the pay
regular Navy
performed prior to the approval
and allowances
allowances of their ranks for services
services performed
approval of
of
their bonds. February
February 11, 1925
1925------- --------------------------World War
War service
service accounts.
accounts. An Act To extend the period
period in which
which relief may be granted
granted
accountable officers
accountable
officers of the War
War and Navy Departments, and
and for other
other purposes.
February 11, 1925
--------------------------------------------------------Distilled
spirits tax refunds.
refunds. An Act To refund
Distilled spirits
refund taxes paid on distilled spirits in certain
1925
cases. February
February 11, 1925------------------------------------------------Appropriations,
Act Making
Making appropriations
for the Navy DepartDepartAppropriations, Navy Department.
Department. An Act
appropriations for
June 30, 1926, and
and for other
ment and the naval service for the fiscal year ending June
other
purposes. February
February 11, 1925
1925
------------_---------------------------------Lexington"
and "
carriers. An
authorize an increase
Navy, "
" Lexington
" and
" Saratoga"
Saratoga" airplane
airplane carriers.
An Act To authorize
in the limits of cost of certain naval
naval vessels. February
11, 1925------------------1925
February 11,
Mississippi judicial
district. An Act To amend
Mississippi
judicial district.
amend section 90 of the Judicial
Judicial Code of the
United States, approved
approved March
March 3, 1911, so as to change
change the time of holding certain
terms of the District Court of Mississippi.
Mississippi. February
1925
February 12, 1925--------------------Arbitration
agreements
Arbitration Act. An Act To make valid and enforceable
enforceable written
written provisions
provisions or agreements
contracts, maritime
maritime transactions,
for arbitration
arbitration of disputes arising out
out of contracts,
transactions, or commerce among the States or Territories
Territories or with foreign nations.
nations. February
February 12, 1925_
1925-Indians
in Washington.
Washington. An Act Authorizing
Indians in
Authorizing certain
certain Indian
Indian tribes, or any of them,
certain claims
claims
residing in the State of Washington
Washington to submit to
to the Court of Claims
Claims certain
growing out of treaties or otherwise. February
February 12,
1925
12, 1925-----------------------Anacostia Park,
lands. An
An Act To validate
agreement between
between the Secretary
Secretary of
Anacostia
Park, D. C., lands.
validate an agreement
of
War, acting on behalf of the United States, and the Washington
Washington Gas Light Company.
February 12, 1925
1925-------------------------------------------------------Bridge,
Bartholomew. An Act Granting the consent
consent of Congress
Congress to
Bridge, Bayou Bartholomew.
to the
the police jury
of Morehouse
Morehouse Parish, Louisiana,
Louisiana, or the State
State Highway
Highway Commission
Commission of Louisiana
Louisiana
maintain, and operate
across the Bayou
Bayou Bartholomew
Bartholomew at
at
to construct, maintain,
operate a
a bridge across
each of the following-named
following-named points in Morehouse
Morehouse Parish, Louisiana:
Louisiana: Vester
Vester Ferry,
Ward Ferry, and Zachery
February 12, 1925-------1925
Zachery Ferry. February
-------------------Bridge,
consent of Congress
Congress to the county
county of
of InBridge, White River.
River. An Act Granting
Granting the consent
across the
dependence, Arkansas, to construct, maintain,
maintain, and operate aa bridge across
White River, at or near the city of Batesville,
Batesville, in the county of
of Independence,
Independence, in
Arkansas. February
1925
the State of Arkansas
February 12, 1925---------------------------------Bridge,
Harry E. Bovay, of
of
Bridge, Black River. An Act Granting the consent
consent of Congress to Harry
Stuttgart, Arkansas, to construct,
and operate
across the Black
Black
construct, maintain, and
operate aa bridge across
county of Lawrence, in the State
River, at or near the city of Black Rock, in the county
of Arkansas. February
February 12, 1925---------------------------------------1925
Rural
roads, etc. An Act To amend
provide that the
the
Rural post
post roads,
amend the Act entitled "An Act to provide
United States shall aid the States in the construction
construction of rural
rural post roads, and for
for
other purposes,"
purposes," approved July 11, 1916, as amended
supplemented, and for
for
amended and supplemented,
other purposes. February 12, 1925
1925---------------------- -------------Hawaii,
court. An Act To authorize
judges of the United
United States
States
Hawaii, district
district court.
authorize each of the judges
sessions of the said court
District Court for the District of Hawaii
Hawaii to hold sessions
separately at the same
same time. February
February 12, 1925--------------.-----.---------1925
separately
Public
lands, Battle
Battle Creek,
the city of Battle
Battle Creek,
Creek,
Public lands,
Creek, Mich. An Act To relinquish
relinquish to the
Michigan, all right, title, and interest of the United
islands
United States in two unsurveyed
unsurveyed islands
in the Kalamazoo
1925
Kalamazoo River. February
February 12, 1925---------------------------------Bridge,
revive and reenact
reenact the Act
Act entitled "An Act
Act
Bridge, Monongahela
Monongahela River. An Act To revive
granting the consent of Congress to the county
Allegheny, Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, to
county of Allegheny,
construct, maintain, and operate
bridge across the Monogahela
Monogahela River,
River, at or near
near
operate a
a bridge
the borough
borough of Wilson, in the county of Allegheny,
Allegheny, in the
the Commonwealth
Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania," approved February
Pennsylvania,"
February 27, 1919. February
February 12, 1925
1925-- ---------------Coosa River. An Act Granting
Granting the consent
consent of Congress
Congress to the State of Alabama
Alabama
Bridge, Coosa
to construct
construct a
across the Coosa River at Gadsden,
Gadsden, Etowah
Etowah County,
County, Alabama.
Alabama.
a bridge across
February 12, 1925
February
1925-------- ----------------------------------------------Bridge,
consent of Congress to the county
county of
Bridge, Allegheny River. An Act Granting
Granting the consent
of
Allegheny
Westmoreland, two of the counties of the State
State of
of
Allegheny and the county of Westmoreland,
Pennsylvania, jointly to construct,
construct, maintain,
maintain, and operate
operate a
a bridge
bridge across
across the
Pennsylvania,
Allegheny
point approximately
approximately nineteen
one-tenth miles above
above the
Allegheny River, at aa point
nineteen and one-tenth
mouth of the river, in the counties of Allegheny
Allegheny and Westmoreland,
Westmoreland, in the State
Pennsylvania. February
1925
of Pennsylvania.
----February 12, 1925--------------------------Appropriations, War
Department. An Act Making
Making appropriations
military and
appropriations for the ymilitary
Appropriations,
War Department.
nonmilitary activities of the War Department
year ending June
June 30,
nonmilitary
Department for the fiscal year
February 12, 1925-----------------------------1925
1926, and for other purposes.
purposes. February
District
Joint Resolution
permission to the
District of Columbia,
Columbia, Roosevelt Memorial.
Memorial. Joint
Resolution Granting
Granting permission
Roosevelt Memorial
Memorial Association
Association to procure
procure plans and designs
designs for a
a memorial
to
memorial to
Theodore Roosevelt
Theodore
Roosevelt February
February 12, 1925
1925-------------------------------------Wabash, River. An Act To authorize
State of Illinois,
Illinois,
Bridge, Wabash
authorize the State of Indiana,
Indiana, and the State
construct a
acioss the Wabash
River at the city of Vincennes,
Knox
to construct
a bridge
bridge across
Wabash River
Vincennes, Knox
February 13, 1925----------------------------------------1925
County, Indiana. February
Judicial
amend the Judicial
Judicial Code, and to further
further
Judicial Code amendments,
amendments, etc. An Act To amend
define the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of the circuit
circuit courts
appeals and of the Supreme
Supreme Court,
courts of appeals
1925----------------------------------February 13,
13, 1925
and for other purposes.
purposes February
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Patent
Office models.
Act To
To authorize
authorize the
of a
a commission
to select
select
commission to
the appointment
appointment of
models. An
An Act
Patent Office
such
the Patent
Patent Office
Office models
models for
retention as
value and
and
be of
of value
to be
as are
are deemed
deemed to
for retention
such of
of the
historical interest
and to
to dispose
dispose of
models, and
for other
February
purposes. February
and for
other purposes.
of said
said models,
interest and
historical
13,
1925
942
13, 1925 -------------------------------------------------------Bridge,
River. An
An Act
consent of
Congress to
county of
of
to the
the county
of Congress
the consent
Act Granting
Granting the
Monongahela River.
Bridge, Monongahela
Allegheny in
Commonwealth of
construct, maintain,
maintain, and
and operate
operate
to construct,
of Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, to
in the
the Commonwealth
Allegheny
a
bridge across
the Monongahela
Monongahela River
River at
or near
near its
with the
the Allegheny
Allegheny
its junction
junction with
at or
across the
a bridge
River
the city
of Pittsburgh,
Pittsburgh, in
in the
the county
in the
the Commonwealth
Commonwealth
Allegheny, in
county of
of Allegheny,
city of
River in
in the
of
Pennsylvania.
February
13,
1925
943
----------------of Pennsylvania. February 13, 1925-------------------Inauguration of
of the
Joint Resolution
Authorizing the
granting of
permits to
to
of permits
the granting
Resolution Authorizing
the President.
President. Joint
Inauguration
the
Committee
on
Inaugural
Ceremonies
on
the
occasion
of
the
inauguration of
the
of the
the Committee on Inaugural Ceremonies on the occasion of the inauguration
President
elect
in
March,
1925,
and
so
forth.
February
1925
13,
1925----------------President elect in March, 1925, and so forth. February
Oklahoma
judicial districts.
districts. An
Act To
amend section
section 101
of the
the Judicial
Judicial Code
Code as
as
101 of
To amend
An Act
Oklahoma judicial
amended.
1925
16, 1925----------------------------------------February 16,
amended. February
Sweden,
indemnity
for
boat
"
Lilly."
An
Act
To
authorize
the
payment
of
an
indemnity
Sweden, indemnity for boat "Lilly." An Act To authorize the payment of an indemnity
to
the Swedish
Swedish Government
Government for
losses sustained
its nationals
nationals in
sinking
in the
the sinking
by its
sustained by
the losses
for the
to the
of
Swedish fishing
Lilly. February
February 16,
1925---------------------------16, 1925
boat Lilly.
fishing boat
the Swedish
of the
Shipping,
home
port.
An
Act
To
establish
home
ports
of
vessels
of
the
United
States,
Shipping, home port. An Act To establish home ports of vessels of the United States,
to validate
validate documents
documents relating
vessels, and
February
purposes. February
for other
other purposes.
and for
to such
such vessels,
relating to
to
16,
1925
------------------------16, 1925 -- - -amended.
Arkansas
judicial districts.
districts. An
An Act
amend section
section 71 of the Judicial
Judicial Code, as amended.
Act To
To amend
Arkansas judicial
------February
17,
1925
February 17, 1925------------------------------------Bridge, Rock
An Act
Authorizing the
the construction
construction of
River
across Rock
Rock River
of a
a bridge
bridge across
Act Authorizing
Rock River.
River. An
Bridge,
1925------at the
city of Beloit,
February 17, 1925
of Rock, State of Wisconsin. February
county of
Beloit, county
at
the city
Michigan
judicial district,
Act To
To provide
provide for
an additional
additional district
district
for an
judge. An
An Act
district, judge.
western judicial
Michigan western
judge
the western
western district
district of
of Michigan.
February 17, 1925-1925
-------------Michigan. February
for the
judge for
Postal service
order accounts.
To amend
of the
the Revised
section 4044
4044 of
amend section
An Act
Act To
accounts. An
money order
service money
Postal
Statutes,
amended. February
February 18,
18, 1925
1925--------------------------------- as amended.
Statutes, as
Quarantine
Authorizing the
the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury
Island, Ala. An Act Authorizing
station, Sand
Sand Island,
Quarantine station,
to remove
remove the
quarantine station
now situated
at Fort
Fort Morgan,
Alabama, to Sand
Sand
Morgan, Alabama,
situated at
station now
to
the quarantine
Island, near
the entrance
of the
Mobile, Alabama,
and to
construct thereon
thereon
to construct
Alabama, and
the port
port of
of Mobile,
entrance of
Island,
near the
a new
new quarantine
station. February
February 19, 1925
-----------------1925------ - --quarantine station.
a
District
of Columbia,
Standards Bureau.
Bureau. An
An Act
Act Authorizing
Secretary of
Commerce
of Commerce
Authorizing the
the Secretary
Columbia, Standards
District of
to acquire
acquire by
or otherwise,
certain 'tract
-tract of
land in the
of land
the District of
a certain
otherwise, a
by condemnation
condemnation or
to
Columbia
enlargement of the present
present site
site ot the Bureau of Standards.
Columbia for the enlargement
February
1925
-------------------------- -------February 19, 1925----------------Public
An Act
Act Granting
certain claimants
claimants the
the preference
preference right
to
right to
Granting to
to certain
Public lands,
lands, Louisiana.
Louisiana. An
purchase
public lands.
February 19,
19, 1925
lands. February
1925----------- -----------purchase unappropriated
unappropriated public
Plumas,
etc.,
National
Forests,
Calif.
An
Act
For
the
inclusion
of
certain
lands
in
the
in
the
Act
inclusion
Plumas, etc., National Forests, Calif.
Plumas National
National Forest,
Forest, California,
for other
purposes. February
1925
and for
other purposes.
February 20,
20, 1925---.
Plumas
California, and
Walapai
Indian
Reservation,
Ariz.,
lands.
An
Act
To
provide
exchanges of
Government
for exchanges
of Government
WalapaiIndian Reservation, Ariz., lands. An Act To provide for
and privately
privately owned
owned lands in the Walapai
Walapai Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Arizona.
Arizona. February
February
20, 1925
1925 ------------------------------------------------------------------20,
National
oath of
An Act
Act To
section 5147
5147 of
of the
the Revised
Revised Statutes.
Statutes.
of directors.
directors. An
To amend
amend section
National banks,
banks, oath
February 20,
February
20, 1925
1925--------------------------------------------------------Postal
service,
preconceled
envelopes.
An
Act
Authorizing
the
Postmaster
General
to
Postal service, precanceled envelopes. An Act Authorizing the Postmaster General to
permit the use of
of precanceled
stamped
envelopes.
February
20,
1925
precanceled stamped envelopes. February 20, 1925-...-------.
.
Norway,
Hassel." An Act To authorize
authorize the payment
payment of an indemnity to
to
"Hassel."
Norway, indemnity for "
the Government of Norway
Norway on account
account of losses sustained
by
the
owners
of
the
sustained
Norwegian
collision between
steamship
a collision
between that steamship
Norwegian steamship Hassel as the result of a
and the American
American steamship
steamship Ausable. February
21,
1925
February
1925-----------------------Irrigation, refunds
refunds to World War
War veterans.
veterans. An Act To provide
Irrigation,
provide for refunds
refunds to veterans
veterans
of the World War
War of certain amounts paid by them under Federal irrigation
projects. February 21,
21, 1925
1925------------------------------------------Customs,
appraiser. An Act To provide for the appointment of an
Customs, Portland,
Portland, Oreg., appraiser.
an
appraiser of merchandise
merchandise at Portland, Oregon.
February 21, 1925
appraiser
February
1925---------------Right of way, Lopez and
Shaw
Islands,
Wash.
An
Act
Granting
to
the
county
authorities
and
Islands,
Granting
of San Juan
Juan County, State of Washington, aa right of way for county roads over
certain described
tracts
of
land
on
the
abandoned
described
abandoned military reservations on Lopez
February 21,
1925
and Shaw Islands, and for other purposes. February
21, 1925------------------Indian school pupils.
pupils. An Act To amend the Act of June 30, 1919, relative
Indian
relative to per capita
capita
cost of
of Indian
Indian schools.
schools. February
1925
cost
February 21,
21, 1925..---------------------------------National
Parks, Appalachian
Mountains, etc.
etc. An Act To provide for the securing
National Parks,
Appalachian Mountains,
securing of lands
in the southern Appalachian
Appalachian Mountains
Mountains and in the Mammoth
Mammoth Cave regions of
of
perpetual preservation
preservation as national parks. February
Kentucky for perpetual
February 21, 1925 .....
Right of way, Anastasia
Anastasia Island,
Fla. An Act To authorize
Right
Island, Fla.
authorize the Secretary
Secretary of War to grant
aa perpetual
perpetual easement for railroad right of way over and upon a
a portion
portion of the
military
February
military reservation
reservation on Anastasia Island,
Island, in the State of Florida.
21, 1925 ----------------------------------------Postal emergency service,
Postal
service, Alaska. An Act Authorizing the Postmaster
Postmaster General to provide
emergency
February 21, 1925
1925----- ------------------.
emergency mail service in Alaska.
Providence, R.
Providence,
R. I., appraisers'
stores. An Act To authorize
appraisers' stores.
authorize the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury
to sell the appraisers'
February
appraisers' stores property in
in Providence,
Providence, Rhode Island.
1925------ --------21, 1925
---------------------------
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District of Columbia,
Columbia, Abbey
Abbey Place.
District
Place. An Act To change the name of Third Place northeast
northeast
to Abbey Place. February 21, 1925
1925-----------------------------------------F. Mulloy. An Act To authorize
Navy, Henry F.
authorize the appointment
appointment of Machinist
Machinist Henry
Henry F.
Mulloy, United States Navy, as an 'ensign
ensign in the regular
regular Navy. February
February 21, 1925
1925-Tokyo,
Japan, foreign service buildings.
buildings. An Act To authorize
Tokyo, Japan,
authorize the Secretary of
of State
to enlarge the site and erect buildings thereon for the use of the diplomatic and
establishments of the United
consular establishments
United States in Tokyo, Japan. February 21, 1925-1925_
Flood control,
Caloosahatchee River,
River, Fla.
Fla. An Act Authorizing
Flood
control, Caloosahatchee
Authorizing preliminary examination
and survey
survey of the Caloosahatchee
Caloosahatchee River, in Florida, with a
a view to the control
of floods. February
February 21, 1925--------------------------------------------1925
District of Columbia%
buildings. An Act To amend
District
Columbia, height of buildings.
amend an Act regulating
height
regulating the height
of buildings in the District of Columbia,
Columbia, approved June 1, 1910, as amended by
by
the Act of December
December 30, 1910. February
February 21, 1925-----------------------------1925
Virginia
eastern
judicial
district,
term,
Alexandria.
Virginia eastern judicial district,
Alexandria. An Act To fix the time for holding
holding
the terms of the United States District Court for the Eastern
Eastern District
District of Virginia, at
at
Alexandria. February
February 21, 1925
1925---------------------------------------------Alexandria.
Yuma
Irrigationproject,
project, Ariz., Mesa unit.
Yuma Irrigation
unit. Joint Resolution
Resolution To authorize
authorize the appropriation of certain
certain amounts tor the Yuma irrigation project, Arizona,
Arizona, and for
for other
other
purposes. February
February 21, 1925----------------------------------------------1925
Customs,
Customs, animals
animals crossing
crossing border.
border. Joint Resolution
Resolution Extending
Extending the time during
during which
which
certain domestic animals which have crossed the boundary
boundary line into foreign
foreign
countries
countries may be returned duty free. February
February 21, 1925------------------------1925
Lexington-Concord Commission,
Lexington-Concord
Commission, member added.
added. Joint
Joint Resolution
Resolution To
To authorize
authorize the
appointment of an additional
appointment
additional commissioner
commissioner on the United States Lexington-Concord
Lexington-Concord
Sesquicentennial Commission.
21, 1925
Sesquicentennial
Commission. February
February 21,
1925 ------- ----------------------Japanese
Japanese earthquake
earthquake sufferers. An Act For the relief
relief of sufferers from earthquake
earthquake in
Japan. February 24, 1925
1925---------------------------------------------Fort Bliss,
Bliss, Tex., land.
land. An Act For the purchase
Fort
purchase of land adjoining Fort Bliss,
Bliss, Texas.
Texas.
February
February 24, 1925---1925
---------------------------------------------War Risk allotments.
War
allotments. An Act Regulating the recovery
allowances
recovery of allotments and
and allowances
heretofore
heretofore paid to designated
designated beneficiaries.
beneficiaries. February
February 24,
21, 1925
1925---------------__
Island, Spanish
claim. An Act Referring
Rhode Island,
Spanish War claim.
Referring the claim of the State of Rhode
expenses during the war with Spain to the Court of
Island for expenses
of Claims
Claims for
for
adjudication.
adjudication. February
February 24, 1925---------------------------------1925
----------Court of Claims,
Claims, commissioners.
Court
commissioners. An Act To authorize
commissioners
authorize the appointment of commissioners
prescribe their
February
by the Court of Claims and to prescribe
their powers and compensation.
compensation. February
24, 1925 ----------------------------------------------------------Silver 50-cent commemorative
commemorative pieces.
pieces. An Act To authorize
authorize the coinage
Silver
coinage of silver 50-cent
50-cent
pieces in commemoration
commemoration of the one hundred and fiftieth anniversary
Battle
anniversary of the Battle
of Bennington
Bennington and the independence
Vermont, in commemoration
independence of Vermont,
commemoration of the seventyfifth anniversary
anniversary of the admission of California
California into the Union and in commemcommemoration of the one hundredth anniversary
anniversary of the founding
founding of Fort Vancouver,
Vancouver,
State of Washington.
Washington. February
February 24, 1925-------------------------------------1925
Corporation, D.
Corporation,
Mothers. An Act To
American War
War
D. C., American War Mothers.
To Incorporate
incorporate the American
Mothers. February 24, 1925-----------------------------------------------1925
Angeles National
National Forest,
Forest, Calif.,
Calif., camp
supercamp grounds.
grounds. An Act To enable the board of
of supervisors of Los Angeles
Angeles County to maintain public camp grounds within the Angeles
Angeles
National Forest. February 24, 1925----------------------------------------1925
Port
grounds for a
a park.
authorize the
the Secretary
Port Huron,
Huron, Mich., lighthouse
lighthouse grounds
park. An
An Act
Act To
To authorize
Secretary
of Commerce
Michigan, aa portion of the
Commerce to transfer to the city of Port Huron,
Huron, Michigan,
Fort Gratiot Lighthouse
Reservation, Michigan.
Michigan. February
Lighthouse Reservation,
February 24, 1925
1925--------------Zachary
Taylor, memorial,
authorize an
appropriation for
for the
care,
Zachary Taylor,
memorial, etc.
etc. An Act
Act To authorize
an appropriation
the care,
maintenance,
improvement of the burial
burial grounds containing the remains
maintenance, and improvement
remains of
of
Zachary Taylor, former President of the United
United States, and of the memorial
memorial shaft
shaft
erected
purposes. February 24, 1925
1925----------------erected to his memory, and for other purposes.
Army, Chiefs of Finance,
Finance, and
To amend
Defense
and Chemical
Chemical Warfare.
Warfare. An Act To
amend the
the National
National Defense
Act.
February 24,
1925
Act. February
24, 1925------------_----------------------Agricultural
Agricultural experiment stations,
authorize the more
stations, additional
additional allowance.
allowance. An Act To authorize
more
endowment of agricultural
agricultural experiment
complete endowment
experiment stations, and for other purposes.
purposes.
February 24, 1925 ---------------------------------February
-------------Internal revenue
Internal
collected, suits
suits for. An Act To amend
amend paragraph
paragraph 20 of
of
revenue erroneously
erroneously collected,
section 24 of the Judicial
Judicial Code as amended by Act of November 23, 1921, entitled
"An Act to reduce
other
"An
reduce and equalize
equalize taxation, to provide
provide revenue, and for other
purposes." February 24, 1925
1925-------------------------------------------------' purposes."
York River,
River, Va., pier.
pier. An Act To legalize a
a pier and wharf
wharf in New York at Gloucester
Gloucester
February 24, 1925--------------------Banks, near Gloucester
Gloucester Point, Virginia.
Virginia. February
1925
-Rocky Mountain
Mountain National
Rocky
National Park.
Park. Colo. An Act To authorize
authorize the exchange
exchange of certain
patented lands in the Rocky Mountain
Mountain National Park for Government
Government lands in
in
the park. February 24, 1925----1925
------------------- ---------------------Dam and
bridge, Lafayette River,
River, Va. An Act To authorize the city of Norfolk,
Dam
and bridge,
Norfolk, Virginia,
Virginia,
to construct a
a combined
combined dam and bridge
bridge in Lafayette River
River at or near Granby
Street, Norfolk, Virginia. February 24, 1925------------------------------1925
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Memorial Bridge,
Potomac River,
C. An
An Act
Act To
for the
the construction
construction of
of a
a
provide for
To provide
D. C.
River, D.
Bridge, Potomac
Memorial
memorial
bridge across
across the
the Potomac
River from
from a
point near
near the
the Lincoln
Memorial
Lincoln Memorial
a point
Potomac River
memorial bridge
in
the city
city of
of Washington
Washington to
appropriate poirkt
in the
the State
and for
for
Virginia, and
of Virginia,
State of
point in
an appropriate
to an
in the
other
purposes. February
February 24,
974
1925--------------------------------------24, 1925
other purposes.
District of
Columbia, Red
Resolution To
To authorize
American
authorize the American
Joint Resolution
buildings. Joint
Cross buildings.
Red Cross
of Columbia,
District
National
the use
temporary buildings
buildings now erected on
use of temporary
to continue
continue the
Cross to
Red Cross
National Red
square numbered
numbered 172,
172, Washington,
Washington, District
Columbia. February
February 24, 1925-----1925
District of Columbia.
square
Vise
fees, alien
alien passports.
passports. An
To authorize
authorize the
the President
modify
cases to modify
certain cases
in certain
President in
An Act
Act To
Visd fees,
-------------------vise fees.
fees. February
February 25, 1925
976
1925---------------------vise
Interpleader in
in insurance
insurance claims.
claims. An Act To amend
authorizing
amend an Act entitled "An Act authorizing
Interpleader
insurance
or associations
societies to file bills
beneficiary societies
and fraternal
fraternal beneficiary
associations and
companies or
insurance companies
of
interpleader," approved
22, 1917.
1925
25, 1925----------------February 25,
1917. February
February 22,
approved February
of Interpleader,"
Postal
offenses, stealing,
stealing, etc.,
etc., mails.
mails. An
An Act
To amend
amend section 194 of the Penal Code of
Act To
Postal offenses,
the United
United States.
States. February
25, 1925
1925 -----------------------------------February 25,
the
Bain
P. R.,
land for
Federal land
Secretary of War
bank. An Act Authorizing the Secretary
land bank.
for Federal
R., land
Juan, P.
San Juan,
to convey
convey to
Federal Land Bank
certain land in the city of San
Baltimore certain
Bank of Baltimore
the Federal
to the
to
Juan, Porto
Porto Rico. February
-1925---------------------------------February 25, 1925
Juan,
Alaska, industrial
industrial schools,
etc. An
industrial schools for
establishment of industrial
the establishment
An Act For the
schools, etc.
Alaska,
Alaskan
native children,
February 25, 1925--------------1925
and for other purposes. February
children, and
Alaskan native
District
of Columbia,
Columbia, Archbold
Parkway. An
Authorizing the Chief of Engineers of
Act Authorizing
An Act
Archbold Parkway.
District of
the United
United States
Anne Archbold
Archbold
Mrs. Anne
tract of land from Mrs.
certain tract
accept aa certain
Army to accept
States Army
the
1925--------------donated to
United States for park purposes.
purposes. February
February 25, 1925
to the United
donated
recognize and reward
Army
fliers, promotions,
etc. An Act To recognize
reward the accomplishment
accomplishment
promotions, etc.
world fliers,
Army world
of the
the world
flyers. February
February 25,
25, 1925------------------------------------1925
world flyers.
of
Public lands,
lands, Redlands,
Secretary of the Interior to issue
Authorizing the Secretary
Redlands, Calif. An Act Authorizing
Public
patent to
city of
Redlands, California,
California, for certain
certain lands, and for other
of Redlands,
the city
to the
patent
purposes. February
February 25, 1925------------.------------------------------------1925
purposes.
Silverton,
Public
lands, Bilverton,
Granting public lands to the town
town of Silverton,
Colo. An Act Granting
Silverton, Colo.
Public lands,
Colorado, for public park purposes.
purposes. February
February 25, 1925-----------------------1925
Colorado,
exchange of lands between Anton
North Platte
Irrigation project.
Providing for an exchange
project. An Act Providing
Platte Irrigation
North
IrrigaHiersche and the United
United States in connection
connection with the North Platte Federal irrigaHiersche
tion
tion project. February 25, 1925-----------------------------------Public
reservations. An
homestead rights in certain
An Act
Act To restore homestead
Indianreservations.
lands, entries
entries in Indian
Public lands,
------- -cases. February
1925
February 25, 1925.-----.....----------------------cases.
Public
hatchery. An Act Granting
Granting to the State of Oregon certain lands
fish hatchery.
Oregon fish
lands, Oregon
Public lands,
to be used by it
it for the purpose
purpose of maintaining
maintaining and operating thereon a
a fish
------------------------hatchery. February
February 25, 1925
------------Public
lands, Red Bluff, Calif.
public lands to the city of Red
Red Bluff,
Calif. An Act Granting public
Public lands,
California, for
public park.
park. February
February 25,
25, 1925---------------------------1925
for aa public
California,
Public
lands, desert
desert land
land entries.
entries. An
Granting desert-land
desert-land entrymen
entrymen an extension
extension of
of
An Act
Act Granting
Public lands,
-__
---- .
making final proof. February
1925
February 25, 1925---------------------time for making
Public Buildings
Buildings and
and Parks,
Parks, D.
consolidate the office of Public Buildings
An Act To consolidate
D. C. An
Public
office of
Engineers, United States Army, and the office
under the
the Chief of Engineers,
Grounds under
and Grounds
Buildings. February 26,
superintendent of the State, War, and Navy Department
Department Buildings.
superintendent
---------1925
---------------------------1925
Hoboken
Manufacturers' Railroad.
Railroad. An Act To permit the Secretary of War to dispose of
of
Hoboken Manufacturers'
Hoboken Manufacturers'
Manufacturers'
and the Port of New York Authority to acquire the Hoboken
-----------------------February 26, 1925--------Railroad. February
Pittsburgh,
Pa., land
authorize the sale of lands in Pittsburgh, PennsylPennsylland sale. An Act To authorize
Pittsburgh, Pa.,
vania.
February 26, 1925------1925
-----------------------------------------vania. February
District
building plan. An Act To authorize
authorize a
a five-year building
building
Columbia, public school building
District of Columbia,
program for the public school system of the District of Columbia which
which shall provide
provide
program
school buildings adequate
adequate in size and facilities
facilities to make possible an efficient
efficient system
system
education in the District of Columbia. February
of public education
February 26, 1925--------------1925
a bridge across the
Bridge, Colorado
Colorado River. An Act Authorizing
Authorizing the construction
construction of a
Bridge,
Colorado River
Ferry, Arizona.
26, 1925------------------1925
February 26,
Lee Ferry,
Arizona. February
Colorado
River near
near Lee
Revised Statutes,
Internal
unpaid taxes.
amend section 3186 of the Revised
taxes. An Act To amend
Internal revenue, unpaid
--------------------------------as amended. February 26, 1925 ------China
Act amendments.
amendments. An Act To amend the China Trade Act, 1922. February
China Trade Act
26, 1925 ---------------------------------------Bridge, Monongahela
Bridge,
Monongahela River. An Act Granting the consent of Congress to the county of
construct a
a bridge across the Monongahela
Monongahela River from
Pennsylvania, to construct
Allegheny, Pennsylvania,
Duquesne. February
Cliff Street, McKeesport,
opposite in the city of Duquesne.
McKeesport, to aa point opposite
26, 1925 -------------------------------------Calumet River.
River. An Act Granting
Little Calumet
Bridge, Little
Granting the consent of Congress to The Pittsburgh,
Bridge,
Cincinnati, Chicago and St. Louis Railroad Company, its successors and assigns, to
construct aa bridge
construct
bridge across the Little Calumet
Calumet River. February 26, 1925
1925----------North. An Act To extend the times for commencing
Dam, Red River of the North.
Darn,
commencing and completcompleting the construction
construction of a
a dam across the Red River of the North. February
26, 1925 -------------.-----------------------.
_----Falls canal.
Bridge,
Bridge, Willamette Falls
canal. An Act To revive and reenact the Act entitled "An
"An Act
drawbridge
authorizing
authorizing the construction,
construction, maintenance,
maintenance, and operation
operation of a
a private drawbridge
over and across
across Lock Numbered 4
4 of the canal and locks, Willamette
Willamette Falls,
Clackamas
Clackamas County, Oregon,"
Oregon," approved
approved May 31, 1921. February
February 26, 1925----------1925
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Bridge,
Bridge, Kanawha
Kanawha River. An Act Granting the consent of Congress to the
the Kanawha
Kanawha Falls
Falls
Bridge Company, Incorporated, to construct a
a bridge across the Kanawha
Kanawha River at
Bridge
at
Kanawha Falls, Fayette County,
West
Virginia.
County,
Virginia. February
February 26, 1925-------------1925
Bridges,
Mississippi
and
Ohio
Rivers.
Bridges, Mississippi
Ohio Rivers. An Act Granting
Granting consent
consent of Congress to the States
States
of Missouri, Illinois, and Kentucky to construct, maintain, and operate bridges
bridges
over the Mississippi and Ohio Rivers at or near
near Cairo, Illinois,
Illinois, and
and for other
other
purposes. February 26, 1925
-----------------------------------------------_
Bridge, White River.
Bridge,
River. An Act Granting
Granting the consent of Congress to
of Saint
to G. B.
B. Deane, of
Saint
Charles, Arkansas, to construct,
construct, maintain, and operate a
a bridge across the White
White
River, at or near the city of Saint Charles, in the county of Arkansas,
Arkansas, in
in the
the State
State
of Arkansas. February 26, 1925
1925---------------_____________-999
----------Flood
control, rivers
rivers in
in Washington.
Washington. An Act
Flood control,
Act Authorizing
Authorizing preliminary
examinations
and
preliminary examinations and
surveys of sundry rivers with a
a view to the control of their floods. February
February
26, 1925 ------------------------------Bridge,
Ohio River. An Act To extend the time for
Bridge, Ohio
of a
over
for the construction
construction of
a bridge
bridge over
the Ohio River near Steubenville, Ohio. February
February 26, 1925
1925--------------------District
diseases. An Act For the prevention
District of Columbia,
Columbia, venereal
venereal diseases.
prevention of venereal
venereal diseases
diseases
in the District of Columbia,
Columbia, and for other purposes.
26, 1925
purposes. February
February 26,
1925-----------Kiowa, etc., Indians
Okla. An Act Authorizing
Indians cemetery, Okla.
Authorizing the
Interior
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
to sell certain land to provide funds to be used in the purchase
purchase of
of a
suitable tract
tract of
of
a suitable
land to be used for cemetery purposes
purposes for the use and
and benefit
members of
the
benefit of
of members
of the
Kiowa, Comanche, and Apache Tribes of Indians
Indiana February 26, 1925
1925____
------- _
District
regulations. An Act To regulate
District of Columbia,
Columbia, milk regulations.
regulate within
District of
of
within the
the District
Columbia the sale of milk, cream, and ice cream, and for other purposes. February
27, 1925 -------------------------------------Osage Indians,
Indians, Okla.
Okla. An Act To amend the Act of Congress of March 3,
Osage
3, 1921,
1921, entitled
"An Act to amend section 33 of the Act of Congress of June
"An
June 28, 1906, entitled
entitled `An
'An
Act of Congress for the division of the lands and funds of the Osage
Osage Indians
in
Indians in
Oklahoma, and for other
other purposes.'"
February 27,
1925
purposes.'" February
27, 1925----------------------United States topographical
United
topographical survey. An Act To provide
provide for the completion
the
completion of
of the
topographical
topographical survey of the United States. February
February 27, 1925----------------1925
Public
authorize the Secretary
Public lands,
lands, Florida.
Florida. An Act To authorize
Interior to
adjust
Secretary of the
the Interior
to adjust
disputes or claims by settlers, entrymen, selectors, grantees, and patentees
patentees of the
the
United States
States against
against the United
United States and between
between each other, arising
arising from
infrom incomplete or faulty surveys in township
complete
township 28 south, ranges 26 and 27 east, Tallahassee
meridian, Polk County, in the State of Florida, and for other purposes.
purposes February

27, 1925
1925 ---------------------------_ ---------Marine Corps,
Corps, John
John L. Dobbertin.
Dobbertin. An Act For the relief of John L. Dobbertin. February
Marine
February
27, 1925 ----------------------------------------------------Public
Wisconsin. An Act Granting
Public lands,
lands, Wisconsin.
Granting to certain claimants
claimants the preference
preference right to
to
purchase unappropriated
unappropriated public lands.
February 27, 1925
1925--------------------Appropriations,
State, Justice,
Commerce, and Labor'Departments.
Appropriations, State,
Justice, Commerce,
Labor -DePartments. An Act Making
Making apappropriations
Department of State and Justice and for the Judiciary,
propriations for the Department
Judiciary, and
and for
for
the Departments
Departments of Commerce
Labor, for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1926,
Commerce and Labor,
and for other purposes. February 27, 1925---------------------------------1925
Chippewa
Indians, Minn. An Act To compensate
compensate the Chippewa
Chippewa Indians of Minnesota
Chippewa Indians,
Minnesota
for timber and interest in connection
connection with the settlement for the Minnesota
Minnesota National
National
---------Forest. February 28, 1925----------------------------Bridge, Columbia
Columbia River. An Act Granting the consent
Bridge,
consent of Congress to W.
and
W. D.
D. Comer
Comer and
Wesley Vandercook
construct aa bridge
Vandercook to construct
bridge across the Columbia River between Longview, Washington,
Washington, and Rainier, Oregon. February
28, 1925
1925 -----February 28,
------- -_
Bridge, Columbia
Columbia River. An Act Granting
Bridge,
of Congress
Congress to
the State
State of
Granting the consent
consent of
to the
of
Washington to construct, maintain,
maintain, and operate a
Columbia River.
a bridge across the Columbia
River.
February 28, 1925
1925------------------------------------------------------ Postal
and corrupt
practices Act. An Act Reclassifying
Postal Service reclassification,
reclassification, and
corrupt practices
salaries
Reclassifying the salaries
of postmasteis
postmasters and employees of the Postal Service, readjusting
readjusting their salaries
salaries and
and
compensation
compensation on an equitable basis, increasing
increasing postal rates to provide
provide for such
such
readjustment,
readjustment, and for other purposes. February 23,
1925
28, 1925----------------------Snoqualmie National
National Forest.
Forest. An Act To consolidate certain
certain lands
lands within
within the
the Snoqualmie
Snoqualmie
National
National Forest. February 28, 1915
1925------------------------------------------Public lands,
lands, Boulder
Wis. An Act Providing
Public
Boulder Lake, This.
Providing for the sale and disposal of public
public
lands within the area heretofore
heretofore surveyed as Boulder
Boulder Lake
Lake in
in the
the State
State of
of
Wisconsin. February 28, 1925
1925--------------------------------------------National
Defense
National
Act 1916, amendments.
amend in
certain particulars
particulars the
amendments. An Act To amend
in certain
the
3, 1916, as amended, and for
National Defense Act of June 3,
for other purposes.
purposes.
February
1925-------------------------------------------------------February 28, 1925
Mount Hood
Hood National
National Forest.
Forest. An Act To authorize
authorize the addition of certain
the
certain lands
lands to
to the
Mount
National Forest. February 28, 19
Mount Hood National
95
1925------------------------------Santiam
Santiant National
National Forest.
Forest. An Act To add certain
certain lands to the Santiam
Santiam National
Forest.
National Forest.
February
1925---------------------------------------------------------February 28, 1925
Naval Reserve and
and Marine
Marine Corps
Corps Reserve. An Act To provide for the creation, organization, administration,
maintenance of a
administration, and maintenance
Reserve and
and a
a Naval Reserve
a Marine
Marine Corps
Reserve. February
1925---------------------------------------------------February 28, 1925
National forests,
forests, additions
to. An Act To amend an Act entitled "An Act to consolidate
National
additions to.
consolidate
national forest lands."
lands." February 28, 1925 ---------------------------------
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Ozark National Forest,
An Act
Act To
To authorize
the creation
creation of
of game
refuges on
on
game refuges
authorize the
refuges. An
game refuges.
National Forest, game
Ozark
1091
the
Ozark National
in the
the State
State of
of Arkansas.
Arkansas. February
February 28,
28, 1925-----------1926
1091
Forest in
National Forest
the Ozark
White House, D.
furniture donations,
etc. Joint
donations of
of
accept donations
To accept
Resolution To
Joint Resolution
donations, etc.
C., furniture
House, D. C.,
White
furniture
for use
the White
White House.
House. February
February 28, 1925
1925--------- 1091
in the
use in
furnishings for
and furnishings
furniture and
Naval radio
radio stations.
Joint Resolution
Resolution To
of the
public resolution
resolution entitled
entitled
the public
section 22 of
amend section
To amend
stations. Joint
Naval
"Joint
resolution to
authorize the
of Government-owned
Government-owned radio
radio stations
stations
operation of
the operation
to authorize
"Joint resolution
for the
the use
of the
general public,
public, and
and for
for other
other purposes,"
purposes," approved
approved April
April 14, 1922.
the general
use of
for
February 28,
1925_-________-____-_______
- ----------- 1091
28, 1925-__-------------------------------February
Bridge, Pend
To authorize
authorize the
the construction
construction of
of a
bridge across
across
a bridge
Act To
An Act
iver. An
g'Oreille River.
Bridge, Pend d'Oreille
the
Pend d'Oreille
d'Oreille River
at or
or near
Newport-Priest River
River Road
Washcrossing, WashRoad crossing,
the Newport-Priest
near the
River at
the Pend
1092
ington and
and Idaho.
Idaho. March
1925__________________
1092
-----------------------2, 192
March 2,
ington
Bridge, Allegheny
An Act
Act Granting
the consent
consent of
to the
commissioners
the commissioners
Congress to
of Congress
Granting the
River. An
Allegheny River.
Bridge,
of
County, Pennsylvania,
construct a
a bridge
bridge across
across the
the Allegheny
Allegheny River.
River.
to construct
Pennsylvania, to
McKean County,
of McKean
March 2,
1092
----------------------------------------------19
2, 1925
March
Corpus Christi,
Tex., hospital.
hospital. An
Act Authorizing
Authorizing the
the sale
of the
the United
Veterans'
United States Veterans'
sale of
An Act
Christi, Te~.,
Corpus
1093
------Bureau
hospital at
Corpus Christi,
Texas. March
March 2,
2, 1925-----------1925
Christi, Texas
at Corpus
Bureau hospital
Passenger vessels,
on. An
provide and
penalties for
adjust penalties
and adjust
To provide
Act To
An Act
restrictions on
automobile restrictions
vessels, automobile
Passenger
1093
violation
the navigation
for other
other purposes
purposes. March
March 2,
1093
1925--- -----2, 1925
and for
laws, and
navigation laws,
of the
violation of
Bridge,
Sabine River.
An Act
To revive
revive and
reenact the
the Act
entitled "An
authorize
"An Act to authorize
Act entitled
and reenact
Act To
River. An
Bridge, Sabine
the construction
construction of
bridge across
across the
the Sabine
Sabine River
River at or near
near Orange, Texas."
of aa bridge
the
1093
March 2,
1925 -----------------------2, 1925
March
Bridge,
Hudson River.
River. An
the Port
Port of
New York
York Authority
Authority to construct,
construct,
of New
authorize the
To authorize
Act To
An Act
Bridge, Hudson
maintain, and
and operate
across the
River between
between the States
States of New
the Hudson River
bridge across
operate aa bridge
maintain,
1094
York and
New Jersey.
Jersey. March
1925
2, 1925-----------------------------------March 2,
and New
York
Bridges, Arthur
Kill. An
Act To
To authorize
authorize the
the Port
of New
New York
York Authority
Authority to construct,
construct,
Port of
An Act
Arthur Kill.
Bridges,
maintain, and
bridges across
across the
Arthur Kill between
between the States of New
New
the Arthur
operate bridges
and operate
maintain,
1094
York and
and New
New Jersey.
March 2,
1925
--------------------2, 1925-----Jersey. March
York
Bridge,
Van Kull.
To authorize
authorize the
Port of
New York
York Authority
Authority to construct,
construct,
of New
the Port
Act To
An Act
Kull. An
Kill Van
Bridge, Kill
maintain, and
and operate
operate a
across the Kill Van Kull between
between the States
States of New
a bridge
bridge across
maintain,
1094
York
2, 1925
1925------------------------------------March 2,
Jersey. March
New Jersey.
and New
York and
Bridge, Saint
Saint Louis
River. An
construction, maintenance, and operaAuthorizing the construction,
An Act Authorising
Louis River.
Bridge,
tion of
of a
a bridge
Louis River between
between the cities
cities of Superior,
Superior, WisSaint Louis
bridge across the Saint
tion
1095
-------consin, and
and Duluth,
---------- ----1925--------2, 1925---------March 2,
Minnesota. March
Duluth, Minnesota.
consin,
Medal, Norse-American
Norse-American Centennial.
An Act
To authorize
the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury
authorize the
Act To
Centennial. An
Medal,
to
prepare a
a medal
appropriate emblems and
and inscriptions
inscriptions commemorative
commemorative of
medal with appropriate
to prepare
the Norse-American
Norse-American Centennial.
Centennial. March
1925
-------------------------- 1096
March 2, 1925----the
Cedar
City, Utah,
for Piute
Piute Indians.
Indians. An
An Act
Act To
To authorize
authorize an
appropriation for the
an appropriation
lots for
Utah, lots
Cedar City,
purchase of
of certain
certain lots
lots in
in the
town of
of Cedar
for the use and benefit
benefit
Cedar City, Utah, for
the town
purchase
of a
a small
small band
of Piute
Plate Indians
Indians located
located thereon.
March 2, 1925-----------1925
1096
thereon. March
band of
of
District
of Columbia,
Columbia, Lamond
crossing. An Act To provide for the eliminagrade crossing.
railroadgrade
Lamond railroad
District of
tion
of Lamond
Lamond grade
in the
the District
Columbia, and for the extension
extension
District of Columbia,
crossing in
grade crossing
tion of
1096
of Van
Van Buren
1096
1925-----------------------------------2 1925
March 2,
Street. March
Buren Street.
of
Weather
Bureau building,
building, East
An Act
Act To
To authorize
authorize the transfer
transfer of the
Mich. An
Lansing, Mich.
East Lansing,
Weather Bureau
the
to
Michigan,
Lansing, Michigan,
Weather Bureau site and buildings at East Lansing,
States Weather
United States
State
exchange for
site on the grounds
grounds
Weather Bureau site
another Weather
for another
in exchange
Michigan in
of Michigan
State of
of
Michigan State
Agriculture and other considerations
considerations. March
March
State Board of Agriculture
the Michigan
of the
1097
2,
2, 1925
1925 --------------------------------------district
Minnesota
judicial district
Act To
To create
create an
an additional
additional judge in the
the district
An Act
judge. An
district judge.
Minnesota judicial
1096
------------------of Minnesota.
Minnesota. March
1925
1098
2, 1925-------------------March 2,
of
Bunker Hill
Resolution Establishing
Establishing a
a commission
commission for the parSesquicentennial. Joint Resolution
Hill Sesquicentennial.
Bunker
annififtieth
and
ticipation of
observance of the one hundred
hundred
United States in the observance
the United
of the
ticipation
versary of
of the
authorizing an appropriation
appropriation to be utilized in
Bunker Hill, authorizing
Battle of Bunker
the Battle
versary
1099
connection with such observance,
March 2, 1925---------1925
observance, and for other purposes. March
connection
Army,
details. An Act
Act To define
define the status of retired
retired officers of
retired officers on school details.
Army, retired
professors
the Regular
Regular Army
professors and
and assistant
assistant professors
Army who have been detailed as professors
the
institutions, and for other purposes.
of military
tactics at educational
educational institutions,
science and tactics
military science
of
1099
-- - - -------March
1925
3, 1925---------------------------------------------March 3,
a leader
appointment of a
Army. band
leader of the
the Army
Army
leader. An Act To provide for the appointment
band leader.
Army.
1100
band. March 3, 1925- ------------------------------- ............
Army,
Planter Serrice
Service wcarrant
ican-ant officers.
Secretary of War
War
officers. An Act To authorize the Secretary
Mine Planter
Army, Mine
to reappoint
discharge or retire certain warrant
warrant officers
officers of the
the
immediately discharge
and immediately
reappoint and
to
1101
Planter Service. March 3, 1925
1925-----------------------------Navy Mine Planter
to
Interior
the
of
Los Angeles,
Calif., lands
Secretary
the
authorize the Secretary
to. An Act To authorize
lands sold to.
Angeles, Calif.,
Los
by
purchased
heretofore
California heretofore purchased
certain lands in California
the city of Los Angeles certain
sell to the
1101
the Government
the relief
1925
March 3, 1925---------------_
homeless Indians. March
of homeless
relief of
for the
Government for
the
ClaIlam
Indians, Wash.
Appropriating money for the relief of the Clallam
Clallam Tribe
An Act Appropriating
Wash. An
Clallam Indians,
1102
of Indians in the State of Washington,
Washington, and
and for other
other purposes. March
March 3, 1925--1925
1102
District
of Columbia
Columbia Code,
office. An Act To amend, revise, and
and reenact
reenact
recorder of deeds' office.
Code, recorder
District of
section
relating to the
subchapter 44 of the Code of the District of Columbia relating
of subchapter
section 549 of
appointment of deputy
deputy recorder
recorder of deeds, and fixing
fixing the compensation
compensation therefor.
appointment
1102
--March 3,
3, 1925
1925------------------------------March
conditional sales. An Act To
District of
Columbia Code,
Code, chattel
To amend, revise,
deeds and conditional
chattel deeds
of Columbia
District
District
the
subchapter 3, sections
sections 546 and
and 547 of the Code of Law of
District
and reenact subchapter
110
relating to the recording
recording of deeds
deeds of chattels. March
March 3, 1926---------1925
no3
of Columbia relating
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Roads to
parks. An Act To authorize
authorize the Secretary of War to
military parks.
and military
to cemeteries and
Roads
approach
convey to the States in which located Government
Government owned or controlled
controlled approach
roads to national cemeteries and national military parks, and for other purposes.
March 3, 1925-----------------------------------------------------------1925
Territories,
official papers.
papers. An
Act To
To authorize
authorize the
the collection
official papers
papers
collection and editing of official
An Act
Territories,official
March
Territories of the United States now in the national archives.
of the Territories
3, 1925
3,
1925 --------------------------------------------------------------------

Postal Service,
Service, rental
Authorizing the Postmaster
General to
Postmaster General
rental payments monthly. An Act Authorizing
Postal
make
office premises
premises under lease. March
March
payment of rental for post office
make monthly payment

3, 1925
1925 -------------------------------------------------------------------3,
Public
and binding,
binding, amendments.
approved
amendments. An Act To amend the Printing Act approved
printing and
Public printing
January
discontinuing the printing
certain Government
Government publications,
printing of certain
by discontinuing
12, 1895,
1895, by
January 12,
and for
March 3, 1925-----------------------------------1925
for other
other purposes. March
and
Maryland
judicial district,
district, terms at
at Denton. An Act To provide for terms of the United
Maryland judicial
March 3,
1925
3, 1925----------------------district court at Denton, Maryland. March
States district
a Library of Congress Trust
Library
Congress Trust
Fund Board.
Board. An Act To create a
Trust Fund
Library of Congress
-----1925------------------Fund Board, and for other purposes. March 3, 1925
Forest
station. An Act To authorize the establishment
establishment and maintenance
maintenance of a
a
experiment station.
Forest experiment
1925-forest
station in
March 3, 1925_
surrounding States. March
California and the surrounding
in California
experiment station
forest experiment
Fort
and reenact chapter 100, 1914,
Park. An Act To repeal and
National Park.
Fort McHenry, Md., National
Public, Numbered
Numbered 108, to provide
provide for the restoration
restoration of Fort McHenry,
McHenry, in the State
Public,
of Maryland,
permanent preservation
preservation as a
a national park
park and perpetual
perpetual
Maryland, and its permanent
shrine as the birthplace
birthplace of the immortal
Star-Spangled Banner,"
immortal ""Star-Spangled
memorial shrine
national memorial
written by Francis
necessary funds, and for
appropriation of the necessary
Key, for the appropriation
Scott Key,
Francis Scott
written
1925------------------------------------------March 3, 1925
other purposes. March
Helium
gas production..
Authorizing the conservation,
conservation, production, and exploitaAct Authorizing
An Act
production. An
Helium gas
tion
resource pertaining
pertaining to the national
national defense, and to the
helium gas, aa mineral resource
tion of helium
development of commercial
commercial aeronautics, and for other purposes. March 3, 1925---1925
development
Fort Revere,
Mass. An
An Act To authorize the Secretary
Secretary of War to sell real property,
Revere, Mass.
Fort
to
portion of
the Fort Revere Reservation,
March
Reservation, at Hull, Massachusetts. March
of the
a portion
to wit,
wit, a
3, 1925
3,
1925 -------------------------------------------------------------------collisions, by public vessels. An Act Authorizing suits against the
for collisions,
suits for
Admiralty suits
rendered to
United
States in admiralty
damage caused by and salvage services rendered
admiralty for damage
United States
public vessels
and for other purposes. March
March
States, and
the United States,
belonging to the
vessels belonging
public
--------------------3, 1925
----------------------------------------3,
19251112
Old
Stockade, Wash. An
restoration of the Old
To provide for restoration
An Act To
Vancouver Stockade,
Fort Vancouver
Old _Port
Fort
Vancouver Stockade. March
March 3, 1925-----------------------------------19251113
Fort Vancouver
Springfield
lease of
parcel to
Authorizing the Secretary of War
to city.
city. An Act Authorizing
of parcel
Armory, lease
Springfield Armory,
to convey
by revocable
Massachusetts, a
a certain
certain
Springfield, Massachusetts,
to the
the city of Springfield,
revocable lease to
convey by
to
parcel
of land
the Springfield
Military Armory
Reservation, Massachusetts.
Armory Reservation,
Springfield Military
within the
land within
parcel of
March 3, 1925
1925-----------------------------------------------------------Winnebago
Indian Reservation,
Nebr., land
of
Secretary of
authorize the Secretary
An Act To authorize
patents. An
land patents.
Reservation, Nebr.,
Winnebago Indian
the Interior
Interior to cancel
cancel restricted
lands on the Winnebago
Winnebago Indian
covering lands
restricted fee patents covering
the
1925-------------Reservation
March 3, 1925
trust patents in lieu thereof. March
and to issue trust
Reservation and
Public lands
lands withdrawn
for Navajo
perMex. An Act To provide for the perN. Mex.
Indians, N.
Navajo Indians,
withdrawn for
Public
withdrawal of a
a certain
certain forty-acre tract of public land in New Mexico
manent withdrawal
benefit of the Navajo Indians. March
March 3, 1925------------------1925
the use and benefit
for the
Navajo
exchanges of Governin. An Act To provide for exchanges
lands in.
Ariz., lands
Reservation, Ariz.,
Indian Reservation,
Navajo Indian,
ment
privately owned
owned lands in the additions
additions to the Navajo Indian Reservation,
Reservation,
and privately
ment and
Arizona,
orders of January
January 8, 1900, and November
November 14, 1901. March
March
by Executive
Executive orders
Arizona, by
3,
3, 1925 --------------------------------------- --------------------------Government
Hawaii,
lands. An Act To extend the time for the exchange
exchange of Government
exchange of lands.
Hawaii, exchange
lands
owned lands
lands in
in the Territory
March 3, 1925
1925-------of Hawaii.
Hawaii. March
Territory of
privately owned
for privately
lands for
of
Income tax
tax credits
refunds. An Act
amend section 281 of the Revenue
Revenue Act of
To amend
Act To
and refunds.
credits and
Income
1924.
March 3,
------------1925----------------------------3, 1925
1924. March
Coast
Guard enlisted
enlisted men.
certain enlisted
enlisted men of the Coast
men. An Act For the relief of certain
Coast Guard
Guard.
March 3, 1925
1925---------------------------------------------------Guard. March
additional judges.
Authorizing the President
President to
judges. An Act Authorizing
circuit, two additional
judicial circuit,
Eighth judicial
appoint two
two additional
circuit judges
March 3, 1925--------1925
judges for the eighth circuit. March
additional circuit
appoint
Customs,
Relating to the use or disposal of
or vehicles. An Act Relating
vessels or
use of seized vessels
Customs, use
vessels or
forfeited to the United States for violation of the customs laws
vehicles forfeited
or vehicles
vessels
1925----------March 3, 192
5
Prohibition Act, and for other purposes. March
National Prohibition
the National
or the
Bridge, Columbia
Columbia River.
An Act
Act Granting
consent of
of Congress to the State of Washthe consent
Granting the
River. An
Bridge,
ington
to construct,
at
bridge across the Columbia River at
a bridge
maintain, and operate a
construct, maintain,
ington to
1925----------------------------------Vantage Ferry,
Ferry, Washington. March 3, 1925
Vantage
Custer National
National Forest,
Forest, Mont. An Act For the exchange
exchange of lands
lands in the Custer National
Custer
Montana. March 3, 1925--------------------------------------1925
Forest, Montana.
exDenver,
customhouse. An Act Authorizing
Authorizing the Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury to exColo., customhouse.
Denver, Colo.,
change the present
present customhouse
customhouse building
building and site located in Denver, Colorado.
March
1925 -------------------------------------------------------------3, 1925
March 3,
Alaska,
placer mining
mining claims. An Act
their
Act To modify and amend the mining laws in their
Alaska, placer
1925---3, 1925
application
to the
Territory of Alaska, and for other purposes. March 3,
the Territory
application to
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District of
of Columbia
Columbia Traffic
Traffic Act.
An Act
Act To
provide for
for the
regulation of
motor-vehicle
of motor-vehicle
the regulation
To provide
Act. An
District
traffic
of Columbia,
increase the
of judges
judges of
court,
police court,
of the
the police
number of
the number
Columbia, increase
District of
in the
the District
traffic in
1119
and
purposes. March
March 3
19251119
3,,1925------------------------------------other purposes.
for other
and for
Bridge,
Congaree
River.
An
Act
To
authorize
the
building
of
a
bridge
across
the
Congaree
Bridge, Congaree River. An Act To authorize the building of a bridge across the Congaree
1126
River
South Carolina.
3, 1925
1925-------------------------------------March 3,
Carolina. March
in South
River in
Bridge,
River. An
authorize the
the building
building of
of a
a bridge
bridge across
across the
the Catawba
Catawba
To authorize
Act To
An Act
Catawba River.
Bridge, Catawba
River
in South
South Carolina.
March 3,
1925
1127
3, 1925-------------------------------------1127
Carolina. March
River in
Bridge, Broad
River. An
of a
the Broad
Broad
across the
bridge across
a bridge
building of
the building
To authorize
authorize the
Act To
An Act
Broad River.
Bridge,
1127
River
in
South
Carolina.
March
3,
1925
1127
River in South Carolina. March 3, 1925----------------------------------Forest
protection, watersheds
watersheds for
for domestic
water supply,
An Act
section 2
2
amend section
To amend
Act To
etc. An
supply, etc.
domestic water
Forest protection,
of the
the Act
Act of
of June
June 7,
7, 1924
270), entitled
to provide
provide for
for the
prothe proact to
"An act
entitled "An
(Public, 270),
1924 (Public,
of
tection of
forest lands,
lands, for
for the
the reforestation
reforestation of
denuded areas,
areas, for
the extension
extension of
of
for the
of denuded
of forest
tection
national forests,
forests, and
and for
other purposes,"
purposes," in
in order
the continuous
continuous
promote the
to promote
order to
for other
national
1127
production of
lands chiefly
March 3,
1925
3, 1925------------therefor. March
suitable therefor.
chiefly suitable
on lands
timber on
of timber
production
Bridge,
Detroit River.
River. An
To extend
extend the
the times
for commencing
competing the
the
and competing
commencing and
times for
Act To
An Act
Bridge, Detroit
construction of
of a
across Detroit
Detroit River
River within
within or
the city
limits of
city limits
near the
or near
a bridge
bridge across
construction
1128
---------------Detroit, Michigan.
March 3,
1128
1925--------------------3, 1925
Michigan. March
Detroit,
Bridge, Chowan
An Act
Granting the
Congress to
Highway
State Highway
to the
the State
of Congress
consent of
the consent
Act Granting
River. An
Chowan River.
Bridge,
at
or
Commission
of
North
Carolina
to
construct
a
bridge
across
the
Chowan
River
the
Commission of North Carolina to construct a bridge across
near the
the city
city of
Edenton, North
March 3,
3, 1925
1925------------------------ 1128
Carolina. March
North Carolina.
of Edenton,
near
Presidio
San Francisco,
Francisco, Calif.,
Calif., portion
city. An
Authorizing the
the SecreSecreAct Authorizing
An Act
to city.
conveyed to
portion conveyed
of San
Presidioof
tary of
convey certain
certain portions
portions of
military reservation
Presidio
the Presidio
of the
reservation of
the military
of the
to convey
War to
of War
tary
of
San Francisco
to the
city and
county of
Francisco for
for educational,
educational, art,
San Francisco
of San
and county
the city
Francisco to
of San
1129
----1925--------------------------exposition, and
purposes. March
March 3, 1925
park purposes
and park
exposition,
Bridge, Arkansas
Act Granting
Granting the
to the
Yell and Pope
Pope
the Yell
Congress to
of Congress
consent of
the consent
An Act
River. An
Arkansas River.
Bridge,
County
bridge district,
Dardanelle and
Arkansas, to
mainconstruct, mainto construct,
Russellville, Arkansas,
and Russellville,
district, Dardanelle
County bridge
tain,
and operate
operate a
bridge across
near the city of
or near
River, at or
Arkansas River,
the Arkansas
across the
a bridge
tain, and
1129
Dardanelle,
County, Arkansas.
March 3,
1925
1129
3, 1925-----------------------------Arkansas. March
Yell County,
Dardanelle, Yell
a bridge across the
Bridge, Colorado
Act Authorizing
construction of a
Authorizing the construction
An Act
River. An
Colorado River.
Bridge,
Colorado
River near
Blythe, California.
California. March
March 3,
3, 19251130
1130
----------------1925-near Blythe,
Colorado River
Bridge, White
River. An
consent of
of Congress
Congress to
L. Gaster, his
R. L.
to R.
the consent
Granting the
An Act
Act Granting
White River.
Bridge,
successors
and assigns,
construct a
a bridge
March
bridge across the White River. March
to construct
assigns, to
successors and
1131
3, 1925
1925 -----------------------------------------3,
in
the
Bridge,
Wabash
River.
An
Act
To
authorize
the
States
of
Indiana
and
Illinois
Illinois
and
Indiana
Bridge, Wabash River. An Act To authorize the States of
at
States of
Indiana and
and Illinois
Illinois to
to construct
bridge across the Wabash
Wabash River at
construct aa bridge
of Indiana
States
the city
city of
Carmel, Wabash
Wabash County,
Illinois, and
and connecting
connecting Gibson
Gibson County;
County, Illinois,
Mount Carmel,
of Mount
the
Indiana.
March 3,
--------------------- 1131
3, 1925
1925 -------------------------Indiana. March
Bridge, White
White River.
River. An
An Act
Granting the
of Congress
Jackson,
the county
county of Jackson,
to the
Congress to
consent of
the consent
Act Granting
Bridge,
at
Arkansas, to
to construct,
and operate
operate aa bridge across the White River, at
maintain, and
construct, maintain,
Arkansas,
or near
near the
the city
the county
in the
State of Arkansas.
Arkansas.
the State
of Jackson,
Jackson, in
county of
in the
Newport, in
of Newport,
city of
or
1131
March
3, 1925-------------------------------------1925
---------------March 3,
Bridge, Ohio
River. An
An Act
To extend
the time
for constructing
constructing a, bridge across the Ohio
time for
extend the
Act To
Ohio River.
Bridge,
River
Vanderburg County,
and Henderson
Kentucky.
Henderson County, Kentucky.
Indiana, and
County, Indiana,
between Vanderburg
River between
March
3, 1925
1132
1925-----------.-------- -------- ----------------------------------- 1132
March 3,
National
An Act
Act To
simplify the
the Forest
the work of the
and simplify
facilitate and
To facilitate
reforestation. An
forests, reforestation.
National forests,
Service,
United
States
Department
of
Agriculture,
promote
reforestation_
reforestation.
to
promote
and
Service, United States Department of Agriculture,
1132
March 3,
1925
3, 1925---------------------------------------------------------March
Public
lands, leases
leases near
springs, etc.
etc. An
To authorize
the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
Interior
authorize the
Act To
An Act
near springs,
Public lands,
1133
to
lease certain
certain lands.
lands. March
3, 1925
1925-------------------------------------March 3,
to lease
Conferring jurisdictions
Kansas or
or Kato
Indians, claims.
claims. An
jurisdictions upon the Court of
An Act Conferring
Kaw Indians,
Kansas
Claims
hear, examine,
adjudicate, and enter judgment
judgment in any and all claims,
examine, adjudicate,
to hear,
Claims to
of
whatever nature,
Kam Tribe of Indians may have or claim
Kansas or Kaw
nature, which the Kansas
of whatever
1925-------- 1133
to
have, against'the
against•the United
United States,
States, and
for other
other purposes. March 3, 1925
and for
to have,
District Training
Training School,
C. An
An Act
commitments to, maintenance
maintenance in,
provide for commitments
To provide
Act To
D. C.
School, D.
District
and, discharges
from the
the District Training School, and for other purposes. March
discharges from
and,
3,
--------------------------------------------------------1135
3, 1925
1925 ----------------------------------1135
Bridge,
River. An
An Act
Act To
To extend
extend the
the time
construction of a
a bridge across
for the construction
time for
Pearl River.
Bridge, Pearl
the
Pearl River
at approximately
approximately one
one-half miles north of Georgetown, in
in the
one and one-half
River at
Pearl
. 1141
State of
of Mississippi.
Mississippi. March
_
1925----------------------------------3, 1925
March 3,
State
Appropriations,
Department. An Act Making appropriations for the Department
Department
Interior Department.
Appropriations, Interior
of
the Interior
Interior for
fiscal year
year ending June 30, 1926, and for other purposes.
purposes.
for the fiscal
of the
1141
.--------.
March 3,
3, 1925
1925-----------------------------------------.- ......
March
of
a bridge
construction
the
for
the
time
extend
To
Creek. An Act
Bridge, Humphreys
extend
construction
a
Humphreys Creek.
Bridge,
across
Creek at
of Sparrows
Sparrows Point, Maryland. March
or near
near the city of
at or
Humphreys Creek
across Humphreys
3,1925
1925 ----------____________________________________________________________
1184
1184
--------------------------------------------3,
Reservations. An Act To amend an Act entitled
Cheyenne River
Indian Reservations.
entitled
Standing Rock Indian
and Standing
River and
Cheyenne
purchase
of
for
of
"An
Act
authorizing
extensions
time
the
payment
purchase
money
due
"An Act authorizing
Government-land purchases
under certain
certain homestead entries and Government-land
purchases within the
former Cheyenne
Cheyenne River and Standing
Standing Rock Indian Reservations, North Dakota and
former
South Dakota."
1184
----------------1925--------------- ---------March 3,
3, 1925
South
Dakota." March
Authorizing the issuance of patents
Custer
lands to South Dakota.
patents to
Dakota. An Act Authorizing
Park, lands
State Park,
Custer State
the State
purposes of certain
certain lands within the Custer State
for park purposes
of South
South Dakota for
State of
the
United States general mining laws, and for other
now claimed under the United
Park, now
purposes. March
1925
------------------------------------ 1185
3, 1925-------------March 3,
purposes.
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Public lands,
lands, Washington.
Public
Washington. An Act To grant certain public lands to the State of Washington for park and
and other purposes. March 3, 1925---------------------------1925
River and
and harbor
harbor improvements. An Act Authorizing
and preRiver
Authorizing the construction, repair, and
servation of certain public works on rivers and harbors, and for other purposes.
March
1925
March 3,
3, 1925------------------------------------------Appropriations, Executive Office and independent
Appropriations,
independent establishments.
establishments. An Act Making
Making appropriations for the Executive Office and sundry independent
independent executive
propriations
executive bureaus,
boards, commissions,
fiscal year ending
for
commissions, and offices, for the fiscal
ending June 30, 1926,
1926, and for
other purposes. March 3, 1925-------------------------------------------1925
other
Hospitals,
Veterans' Bureau.
Bureau. An Act To authorize
Hospitals, etc., Veterans'
authorize an appropriation to provide addiadditional
tional hospital and out-patient
out-patient dispensary
dispensary facilities for persons entitled
entitled to
to
hospitalization
hospitalization under the World
World War Veterans'
Veterans' Act, 1924. March 3, 1925---------1925
Public
lands, Phoenix,
Public lands,
Phoenix, Ariz. An Act Granting
Granting certain public lands to the city of Phoenix,
Arizona, for municipal
municipal park and other purposes. March 3, 1925
1925-----------------Harney
National Forest,
Forest, memorial.
Harney National
memorial. An Act To authorize
authorize the creation
creation of a
national
a national
memorial in the Harney National Forest. March 3, 1925-----------------------1925
Bridge, Rio Grande.
Grande. An Act Granting
Granting the consent of Congress to the construction
construction of a
a
bridge across the Rio Grande. March
1925
March 3,
3, 1925--------------------------------Conservation of watersheds,
watersheds, etc.
etc. An Act To amend section
Conservation
section 7
7 of an Act entitled "An
"An Act
Act
enable any State to cooperate
to enable
cooperate with any other State or States, or with the United
United
States, for the protection
protection of the watersheds
watersheds of navigable streams, and to appoint
appoint
a commission for the acquisition
a
acquisition of lands for the purpose of conserving the navigability
rivers," approved March
gability of navigable rivers,"
March 1, 1911 (Thirty-sixth
(Thirty-sixth Statutes at
at
March 3, 1925-------------1925
Large, page 961).
961). March
------------------- Bridge, Grand
Grand Calumet
Bridge,
Calumet River. An Act Granting the consent
consent of Congress for the construction of a
a bridge across the Grand Calumet River on the north and south center line
of section 33, township 37 north, and range
range 9
the second
second principal meridian
9 west of the
meridian
in Lake County, Indiana,
Indiana, where said river
river is crossed by what is known as Kennedy
Avenue.
March 3, 1925------1925
Avenue. March
_-------------------------------------------Bridge,
Calumet River.
River. An Act Granting
Bridge, Grand
Grand Calumet
Granting the consent
consent of Congress for the construca bridge
Calumet River at Gary, Indiana. March
1925-tion of a
bridge across the Grand Calumet
March 3, 1925_
Bridge,
NiagaraRiver. An Act To extend the time for the commencement
commencement and.
and completion
Bridge, Niagara
completion
American Niagara Railroad
Railroad Corporation across the
Niagara
of the bridge of the American
the Niagara
River in the State of New
New York. March 3, 1925
1925-- ------ ___----------------Appropriations,
Columbia. An Act Making
Appropriations, District
District of Columbia.
Making appropriations
appropriations for the government of the District of Columbia and other activities chargeable
chargeable in whole or in
in part
part
against the revenues of such District for the fiscal year ending June 30,
30, 1926, and
for other purposes. March
March 3, 1925------------------1925
-----------------------Georgia cyclone sufferers,
sufferers, 1920. Joint Resolution
Georgia
Resolution Approving the action of the Secretary
issuance of quartermaster
of War
War in directing
directing the issuance
quartermaster stores for the relief of sufferers
sufferers
from the cyclone at Lagrange
Lagrange and at West Point, Georgia,
Georgia, and vicinity, March,
March,
1920. March
March 3, 1925--------------1925
----------------------------------------Webster and Clay
Clay portraits.
portraits. Joint Resolution
Resolution To provide for the loaning
loaning to the Pennsylvania Academy
Academy of the Fine Arts of the portraits
portraits of Daniel Webster
Webster and Henry Clay.
March 3, 1925----------------------------------------------------------1925
Capitol, frieze in Rotunda.
Capitol,
Rotunda. Joint
Joint Resolution
Resolution Authorizing.the
Authorizing. the Joint Committee on the
Library
Library to provide
provide for the restoration
completion of the historical
frieze in the
restoration and completion
historical frieze
1925--------------------------------------Rotunda of the Capitol. March
March 3, 1925
New
Orleans International
International Exposition.
Exposition. Joint Resolution
New Orleans
Resolution Authorizing
Authorizing the President
President to
to
invite
invite the States of the Union and foreign countries to participate
participate in aa permanent
permanent
international
international trade exposition at New Orleans, Louisiana, to begin September
September 15,
1925. March
March 3, 1925-----------------------------------------------------Declaration
Declaration of Independence,
Independence, Sesquicentennial
Sesquicentennial Exhibition.
Exhibition. Joint Resolution Providing
Providing
cooperation of the United
United States in the sesquicentennial
sesquicentennial exhibition comfor the cooperation
memorating the signing of the Declaration
Declaration of Independence,
memorating
Independence, and for other purposes.
March
3, 1925---------------------------------------1925
March 3,
--New York
York Canal
and Great
Corporation contracts.
contracts. Joint Resolution Authorizing
Authorizing
Canal and
Great Lakes Corporation
Secretary of War to modify certain
the Secretary
certain contracts entered into for the sale of boats,
facilities intended for operation
operation upon the New
barges, tugs, and other transportation
transportation facilities
New
York State Barge Canal. March
March 3, 1925---------------------------------------1925
Army, posthumous
posthumous commissions
commissions to officers. Joint
Joint Resolution
Resolution To provide
provide for the posthumous
humous appointment to commissioned
commissioned grades
grades of certain enlisted men and the
postl4umous promotion
promotion of certain commissioned
posthumous
commissioned officers.
officers, March
March 3, 1925 ----------International Exposition.
Seville, Spain,
Spain, International
Exposition. Joint
Joint Resolution
Resolution For the participation
participation of the
United States in an international
international exposition
exposition to be held at Seville, Spain, in 1927.
March 3,
March
3, 1925
1925-------------- ---------------------------Toledo, Ohio,
Ohio, building.
building. Joint Resolution
Authorizing the sale of the old Federal building
Toledo,
Resolution Authorizing
1925----------------------------------------------at Toledo, Ohio. March 3, 1925
Judge George W. English.
English. Joint Resolution
Resolution Providing
Providing for an investigation of the official
Judge
official
conduct of George W.
W. English, district judge for the eastern district of Illinois.
Illinois.
March 3,
----------March
3, 1925
1925---------------------------------National forests,
Authorizing and directing
directing the Secretary
Secretary
National
forests, grazing
grazing fees. Joint Resolution
Resolution Authorizing
of Agriculture
Agriculture to
to waive
waive one-half
one-half of the
the grazing
grazing fees
fees for the use
use of the
the national
forests during the calendar year 1925. March
March 3, 1925------------------------1925
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House OJffce
Commission. Joint
Joint Resolution
the Speaker
of the
the
Speaker of
Empowering the
Resolution Empowering
Building Commission.
House Office Building
House of
to appoint
appoint a
a Member-elect
of the
the Sixty-ninth
Congress
Sixty-ninth Congress
Member-elect of
Representatives to
of Representatives
House
as
Commission in Control of the House
H ouse Office
Office Building. March
as a
a member
member of the Commission
3, 1925
1925 - -------1259
------------------------------------------------3,
United
States
courts,
probation
system.
An
Act
To
provide
for
the establishment
establishment of
of
United States courts, probation system. An Act To provide for the
a probation
the United
the District
District of
Columbia.
of Columbia.
in the
except in
courts, except
States courts,
United States
in the
system in
probation system
a
March 4,
1925
1259
--------------12-59
March
4, 1925--------------------Dam,
Missouri River.
River. An
An Act
Act To
the 13roadwater
Montana
District, aa Montana
Irrigation District,
Broadwater Irrigation
To Authorize
Authorize the
Dam, Missouri
organization, to
dam across
across the
March 4, 1925
1925-------- 1261
River. March
Missouri River.
the Missouri
construct aa dam
to construct
organization,
Lighthouse Service,
retirement. An
Act To
for retirement
retirement for
in the
disability in
for disability
provide for
To provide
An Act
Service, retirement.
Lighthouse
Lighthouse
Service. March
March 4,
1925
1261
1261
-------- ----------4, 1925--------------Lighthouse Service.
Intermediate
etc. An
An Act
Act To
To amend
Federal Farm
Farm Loan
and the
Act and
Loan Act
the Federal
amend the
banks, etc.
credits banks,
Intermediate credits
Agricultural Credits Act of
March 4,
251262
1262
4, 19
1925------------------------------of 1923. March
Agricultural
Walter Reed
Reed Army
Hospital, D.
D. C.
Act Authorizing
Authorizing the
additional
of additional
the construction
construction of
An Act
C. An
Army Hospital,
Walter
facilities
at Walter
Walter Reed
Reed General
General Hospital, in the District of
March
of Columbia.
Columbia. March
facilities at
4, 1925
-------------------------- 1264
-------------------4,
1925 ---------------Judicial Code,
Code, suits
additional period of one
Act To
To extend for an additional
the Government. An Act
suits by the
Judicial
year the
chapter
to amend
amend section 51 of chapter
Act entitled "An Act to
of the Act
the effective
effective period of
year
4
of the
Judicial Code,"
Code," approved
September 19,
Act
"An Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
and an Act
19, 1922, and
approved September
the Judicial
4 of
to
Statutes," approved
approved September
September 19, 1922. March
the Revised
Revised Statutes,"
of the
section 876 of
to amend
amend section
-------------v.---------------4,
1264
4, 1925
1925 --------District
Columbia, merger
merger of
car lines.
lines. An Act
street railway
merger of street
the merger
Act To
To permit the
of car
of Columbia,
District of
corporations
operating in
the District
District of
Columbia, and
March
other purposes.
purposes. March
and for
for other
of Columbia,
in the
corporations operating
4, 1925
1265
1925 --------------------------------------- ---------------4,
Bridge,
River. An
An Act
To authorize
authorize the
the building
building of
bridge across
Santee
across the Santee
of aa bridge
Act To
Santee River.
Bridge, Santee
River
March 4, 1925 --------------------------------1265
South Carolina. March
River in South
Bridge, Santee
Santee River.
Santee
across the Santee
a bridge
bridge across
the building of a
Act To authorize
authorize the
An Act
River. An
Bridge,
River in
March 4,
4, 1925-------1925
1266
------------------------South Carolina.
Carolina. March
River
in South
Bridge, Savannah.
River. An Act
a bridge across the
Act To authorize
authorize the building of a
Savannah. River.
Bridge,
Savannah River,
March 4, 1925
1925------------1266
Georgia. March
South Carolina and Georgia.
between South
Savannah
River, between
Postal Service offenses.
Revised Statutes
Statutes of the United
To amend section 409, Revised
offenses. An Act To
Postal
States, relating
relating to
to fines,
fines, penalties,
penalties, forfeitures,
in the
the Postal Service.
and liabilities
liabilities in
forfeitures, and
States,
March 4, 1925
1.266
-------------------------------------------------------- 1266
1925---Mecklenburg
Establishing a
a commission
participation of
commission for the participation
Sesquicentennial. An Act Establishing
Mecklenburg Sesquicentennial.
observance of the one hundred and fiftieth anniversary
the United States in the observance
of
the patriotic
North
Mecklenburg County of North
people of Mecklenburg
taken by the
the people
action taken
of the
patriotic action
declaring their independence
independence of the English Crown.
Carolina in May,
May, 1775, in declaring
-------- 1267
6
March 4, 1925
1267
1925-------------.-----------------------------------March
Public
Fort Peck
Peck Reservation.
Reservation. An Act To provide for extension of
Public lands,
lands, homesteads,
homesteads, Fort
payment
Reservation,
payment on
on homestead
homestead entries
entries on ceded lands of the Fort Peck Indian Reservation,
Montana, and for other purposes. March
March 4, 1925 ----------1267
_---------State of Montana,
Columbia River,
River, etc.,
diversion of
water supply.
permit a
a compact
compact or agreeAn Act
Act To
To permit
of water
supply. An
etc., diversion
Columbia
between the States of Washington,
respecting
Montana respecting
Washington, Idaho, Oregon, and Montana
ment between
the disposition and apportionment
apportionment of the waters of the Columbia River
River and its
tributaries, and for other purposes. March 4,
4, 1925
- --------------------------- 1268
1268
Patents and trade
trade marks.
amend the patent and trade-mark
trade-mark laws, and for
.To amend
marks. An Act To
Patents
March 4, 1925-----------------------------------------------1925
1268
other purposes. March
matters. An Act Providing for sundry matters affecting
affecting the naval
Navy, miscellaneous
miscellaneous matters.
purposes. March 4, 1925----1925
service, and for other purposes.
---------------_--------1269
John I. Conroy.
Conroy. An Act For the relief of First Lieutenant John I. Conroy.
Marine
Corps, John
Marine Corps,
1279
March 4, 1925
1925------------------------1279
National
certain lands to the Umatilla, Wallowa,
Wallowa, and
National forests, Oregon.
Oregon. An Act To add certain
1925----------------------- -- 1279
Whitman
Whitman National
National Forests in Oregon. March 4, 1925
Secretary
construction, Army
authorize and direct
direct the Secretary
Army tractors,
tractors, etc. An Act To authorize
Highway construction,
of War to transfer certain materials,
materials, machinery,
machinery, and equipment
equipment to the Department
Department
of Agriculture. March
March 4, 1925----------------------1925
1281
1281
Canada,claims. An Act For the relief
Canada,
relief of the Government
March 4, 19°5
1282
Government of Canada. March
1925----Forest, Oreg. An Act To authorize
Whitman National
National Forest,
authorize the addition of certain lands to
the Whitman Nation Forest. March 4,
1282
4, 1925
1925----- ---_------__--------------__
1282
Shipbuilding Corporation.
Corporation. An Act For the relief of the New York ShipNew York Shipbuilding
building Corporation
Corporation for losses incurred by reason of Government
Government orders in the
construction of battleship No. 42. March
March 4, 1925---------------------------1283
_
1283
construction
Public
Washington
Public lands, Washington.
Washington. An Act Granting certain lands to the State of Washington
for public
public park and recreational
recreational grounds, and for other purposes. March
March 4,
4, 1925
1925-.
1283
Public
lands, Kootenai
Kootenai County, Idaho.
Idaho. An Act To provide for the relinquishment
relinquishment by the
Public lands,
United States of certain lands to the county of Kootenai,
Kootenai, in the State of Idaho.
March 4, 19251925 1284
-------------------.-------Columbia, engineers'
licenses. An Act To amend the Act entitled
District
District of Columbia,
engineers' licenses.
entitled "An
"An Act to
to
regulate
engineering in the District
regulate steam engineering
District of Columbia,"
approved February
Columbia," approved
February 28,
1925---------------------------------1887. March
March 4, 1925
-' 1284
Bridge, Rainy River.
River. An Act Granting
Bridge,
Granting the consent of Congress
Congress to the village
village of Spooner, 1
Minnesota,
March 4, 1925 --------1285
Minnesota, to construct a
a bridge across the Rainy River. March
eSew Bern, N. C., fire sufferers,
sufferers, 1922. An Act For the relief of sufferers
New
sufferers from the fire at
1925------------------- 1285
New Bern, North Carolina, in December,
December, 1922.
19°2. March 4, 1925
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Mississippi
An Act For the relief of sufferers
sufferers from
from cyclone in
sufferers, 1923. An
Mississippi cyclone sufferers,
northwestern
1923. March
1925-----------------------March 4, 1925
IMarch, 1923.
Mississippi in March,
northwestern Mississippi
Legislative Branch of
Appropriations,
appropriations for the Legislative
of
Making appropriations
legislative. An Act Making
Appropriations, legislative.
Government for the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
ending June 30, 1926,
1926, and
and for other purposes.
the Government
March
1925
March 4, 1925------------------------------------------------------Crow
and Oklahoma
Oklahoma oil lands.
the time for
for repayment
repayment of
Extending the
lands. An Act Extending
Indians, and
Crow Indians,
Crow Indians. March
1925
March 4, 1925-----------the benefit of the Crow
fund for
for the
the revolving
revolving fund
appropriation of
Authorizing the appropriation
Memorials
and John Quincy
of
Quincy Adams. An Act Authorizing
John and
Memorials to John
or other
other form of memorials
memorials in the city of Quincy,
Quincy,
erection of tablets or
$5,000 for the erection
Massachusetts, in
memory of
Quincy Adams. March
March 4, 1925__
1925_
of John
John Adams and John Quincy
in memory
Massachusetts,
Bridge,
Mississippi River. An Act Granting
Congress to the State of
Granting the consent of Congress
Bridge, Mississippi
Minnesota and the counties
counties of Sherburne
Sherburne and
and Wright
Wright to construct
construct a
a bridge across
Minnesota
Mississippi River. March
March 4, 1925
1925------------------------------------the Mississippi
Veterans' Act
Act amendments. An Act To amend
amend the World War Veterans'
Veterans'
War Veterans'
World War
Act, 1924.
March 4, 1925---------------------------------------------------1925
Bridge, Mississippi
Mississippi River.
extend the time for
for the commencement
commencement and
and comRiver. An Act To extend
Bridge,
corporation,
a corporation,
pletion
of the
the bridge
bridge of the Valley Transfer
Transfer Railway
Railway Company, a
pletion of
across the
the Mississippi
River in the State
State of Minnesota.
Minnesota. March
March 4, 1925----------1925
Mississippi River
across
Bridge,
commencement and
Bridge, Red River of the North. An Act To extend the times for the commencement
completion
county of Norman
Norman and
and the town
town and village of
of
completion of the bridge of the county
Halstad, in said county, in the State of Minnesota,
Minnesota, and the county of Traill and the
Halstad,
town of
of Herberg,
Herberg, in
State of North
North Dakota,
Dakota, across
across the Red River
River
the State
county, in the
said county,
in said
town
of the
the North
the boundary
between said States. March
March 4, 1925
1925-----------boundary line between
on the
North on
of
Appropriations,
Making appropriations
appropriations to supply
1925. An Act Making
Appropriations, Second Deficiency Act, .1925.
deficiencies
fiscal year ending June 30, 1925, and
appropriations for the fiscal
certain appropriations
deficiencies in certain
ending
appropriations for the fiscal years
prior fiscal years, to provide
provide supplemental
supplemental appropriations
years ending
prior
March 4, 1925---------1925
30, 1925, and June 30, 1926, and for other purposes. March
June 30,
Bridge,
Rock River.
Act Granting
Granting the consent
consent of Congress
Congress to
to the
the city
city of Rockford,
Rockford,
An Act
River. An
Bridge, Rock
in
Winnebago and State of Illinois, to construct,
construct, maintain, and operate
in the county of Winnebago
a
approaches thereto
thereto across
across the Rock
Rock River. March
March 4, 1925-----------1925
bridge and approaches
a bridge
Upper
section 10 of the Act
Act
Resolution To amend section
refuge. Joint Resolution
game refuge.
River game
Mississippi River
Upper Mississippi
entitled
"An Act
upper Mississippi
Mississippi River wild life and fish refuge."
Act to establish the upper
entitled "An
March 4, 1925-------------------------------------------------------------1925
March
Authorizing the enlargement
Veterans' Bureau
Resolution Authorizing
enlargement
hospital, Muskogee, Okla. Joint Resolution
Bureau hospital,
Veterans'
of the
the Federal
Muskogee, Oklahoma,
the purchase
purchase of an
Oklahoma, by the
Veterans' Hospital at Muskogee,
Federal Veterans'
of
adjoining city
city hospital
and authorizing
the appropriation
appropriation of $150,000
$150,000 for that
that
authorizing the
hospital and
adjoining
-----------------------purpose. March
March 4, 1925
-----------1925-----provide for
Pan
Congress. Joint Resolution
Resolution To provide
for the expenses
expenses of
of
Highways Congress.
American Highways
Pan American
delegates of
of the
the United
United States
Congress of Highways. March
March
American Congress
States to the Pan American
delegates
4,
-----------------------------------------------------------------4, 1925
1925 Railroad accounts.
accounts. Joint Resolution
disbursing agents of
relief of special disbursing
Resolution For the relief
Alaska Railroad
payment of certain claims,
Engineering Commission, authorizing
authorizing the payment
the Alaskan
Alaskan Engineering
and
other puposes,
management of the Alaska
March
Alaska Railroad. March
affecting the management
puposes, affecting
for other
and for
4,
1925 ---------------------------------------------4, 1925
restoration of the
Authorizing the restoration
Arlington
Resolution Authorizing
Va., restoration.
restoration. Joint Resolution
Mansion, Va.
Arlington Mansion,
1925-------Lee
Arlington National
National Cemetery,
Cemetery, Virginia. March
March 4, 1925
the Arlington
Mansion in the
Lee Mansion
Swains Island.
Island. Joint
over
sovereignty of the United States over
Extending the sovereignty
Resolution Extending
Joint Resolution
Swrains
of American
Samoa. March 4, 1925--1925—
American Samoa.
Island and making the island aa part of
Swains Island

45822°-25t--3
45822°-25-1----3

12S6
1286
1286
1286
1301
1301
1302
1302
1302
1302
1312
1312

1312

1313
1313
1354
1354
1354
1354

1354
135
1355

1355
1356
1356
1357
1357
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UNITED STATES
UNITED
STATES
Passedat the first
first session,
session, which was begun and held at the city of Washington,
Passed
Washington, in
in the
the
District
Columbia, on Monday, the third
District of Columbia,
third day of December,
December, 1923,
1923, and
and was
was adadjourned 'without
without day on Saturday,
Saturday, the seventh day of June,
journed
June, 1924.
CALVIN COOLIDGE,
CALVIN
COOLIDGE, President;
ALBERT B.
B. CUMMINs,
Cumm-s, President
of the
the Senate
Senate pro
pro
President; ALBERT
President of
tempore;
CHARLES CURTIS, Acting
tempore; CHARLES
Acting President
President of the Senate pro
tempore, March
March. 7,
7,
pro tempore,
12, and 13, 1924; GEORGE H.
Acting President
H. MOSES,
MosEs, Acting
of the
Senate pro
tempore,
President of
the Senate
pro tempore,
March
March 10,
10, 24,
24, and
25, May
26, 1924;
JAmEs W.
W ADSWORTH, Jr.,
Jr., Acting
and 25,
May 26,
1924; JAMES
W. WADSWORTH,
Acting PresiPresident
of the
the Senate
March 14
14 to
ELDEN P.
P. SPENCER,
SPENCER, Acting
Acting
dent of
Senate pro
pro tempore,
tempore, March
to 18,
18, 1924;
1924; S
SELDEN
President of
of the
the Senate
Senate pro
President
tempore, May
24, 1924;
1924; FREDERICK
H. GILLETT,
Gil:LP:TT,
pro tempore,
May 24,
FREDERICK H.
Speaker of
of the
the House
Speaker
of Representatives.
House of
Representatives.
CHAP. 1.—Joint
1.-Joint Resolution Authorizing payment of the salaries of the officers
and employees of Congress for December,
December, 1923, on the 20th day
day of
of that
month.
that month.

December 18,
18, 1923.
1923.
December
[H. J.
I. Res. 70.]
[Pub. Res., No. 1.]

[H. Res. 70.1
(Pub. Res., No. 1.]

Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
Resolved by the Senate
me.. nal on.
States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary of the cerongeSona
oia
States
Senate
of
and
America
the
Clerk
in
of
Congres
the
House
s assembled,
of
Representatives
That
the
Secretary
are
authorized
of
the
eeabepaid
"
"
Senate and the Clerk of the House of Representatives are authorized cember
sie
De
cember 20, 1923.
employees of
and directed to pay to the officers
officers and employees
of the
the Senate
Senate andmber,23.
and
of Representatives,
House of
Representatives, including
the Capitol
police, the
Legislaincluding the
Capitol police,
the Legislaemployees paid on
tive Drafting
Drafting Service,
Service, and employees
on vouchers
vouchers under
authorunder authority of resolutions,
resolutions, their
their respective
respective salaries
the month
of DecemDecemsalaries for
for the
month of
ber, 1923, on the 20th
20th day of
of that
that month.
month.
Approved,
Approved, December
December 18,
18, 1923.
1923.
TIM

CHAP.
CHAP. 2.-An
2.—An Act Providing
Providing for a
a per capita
capita payment
payment of
of $100
$100 to
to each
each
enrolled member
member of the Chippewa Tribe of Minnesota
funds standing
standing
Minnesota from
from the
the funds
to their credit in the Treasury
Treasury of the United
United States.

eateries

De-

January 25, 1924.
[H. R. 185.1
[Public, No. 1.]

Jannar251924.
[Public, No. 1.]

and House
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
United States of America
America in
assembled, That the
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
Secretary cPPrw
chiPPetr Indians
Ind ian sof
the Secretary
of
authorized to withdraw
of the Interior be, and he is hereby, authorized
withdraw from
from Per capita
capita payment
payment
fund to
necessary of the frmbmeSiJ
to
the Treasury
Treasury of the United States
States so much as may be necessary
t
f
i
mPi
re,:en.nd
fund on
deposit to
principal fund
on deposit
credit of
the
Chippewa
Indians
in
v(
4
25,
P642
to the
the credit
of the Chippewa Indians in Vol.25,p.642.Minnesota, arising
7 of the Act
the State of Minnesota,
arising under
under section 7
Act of
of JanJan(Twenty-fifth Statutes at Large, 642),
642), entitled
"An
uary 14, 1889 (Twenty-fifth
entitled "
An
for the relief
relief and
Act for
Chippewa Indians
in the
and civilization
civilization of
of the
the Chippewa
Indians in
the
State of Minnesota,"
Minnesota," and to
make therefrom
therefrom aa per
per capita
capita payment
payment
to make
or distribution of $100
member of
$100 to each enrolled
enrolled member
of the
the tribe,
tribe, under
under
regulations as
such rules and regulations
the said
Secretary may
may prescribe:
prescribe:
as the
said Secretary
Provided, That before any
payment is
is made
Provided,
any payment
hereunder the
the Chippewa
Chippewa Proviso.
made hereunder
rt"ice
Acceptance by tribe.
manner
as may
Indians of Minnesota
Minnesota shall, in
in such mnn
ner as
may be
be prescribed
prescribed A
nc by tribe.
11
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Not subject to any
lien.
ien.

SEss.
I. CHs.2,3,5,6.
CHS. 2, 3, 5, 6.
SESS.I.

1924.
1924.

by the
the Secretary
of the
the Interior,
Interior, ratify
ratify the
the provisions
provisions of
this Act
by
Secretary of
of this
Act
and accept
accept same:
paid to
the
and
same: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
That the
the money
money paid
to the
Indians as
as authorized
authorized herein
shall not
not be
be subject
subject to
hen or
or claim
Indians
herein shall
to any
any hen
claim
of attorneys
or other
other parties.
of
attorneys or
parties.
1924.
Approved, January
January 25,
25, 1924.

January 25, 1924.
January

J. Res. 82.
82.1
[H. J.
Res., No. 2.
2.1
- [Pub.
[Pub.Res.,

CHAP. 3.—Joint
the time
during which
which certain domesCHAP.
3.-Joint Resolution
Resolution Extending
Extending the
time during
certain domestic
animals which
which have
have crossed
crossed the
the boundary
boundary line
into foreign
may
tic animals
line into
foreign countries
countries may
be returned
returned duty
duty free.
free.

Resolved
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of the
Resolved by
by the
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
Domestic animals.
United States
DFmeeadsnimals.
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That despite
despite the
the
States of America
America in
assembled, That
Free admission of, United
crossing
frontier before
roesing frntdier
betoe provisions
provisions of paragraph
paragraph 1506 of Title II
II of the Tariff Act of
of 1922,
May 1,
1924, if
if brought
1,1924,
back
by
31, horses,
mules,
asses, cattle,
cattle, sheep,
sheep, goats,
goats, and
and other
domestic animals,
lbck by December
December 31,
horses,
mules,
asses,
other
domestic
animals,
1924.
which heretofore
have strayed
strayed across
across the
the boundary
any
Vol.
42, pp.
923, 1562.
Vol. 42,
52. which
pp.923,
heretofore have
boundary line
line into
into any
foreign
across such
such boundary
by the
the
foreign country,
country, or
or been
been driven
driven across
boundary line
line by
owner for
temporary pasturage
pasturage purposes
only, or
which may
owner
for temporary
purposes only,
or which
may so
so
before May
May 1,
shall, together
together with
offstray or be driven before
1, 1924,
1924, shall,
with their
their offspring, be
be admitted
duty under
be prescribed
'Prescribed
spring,
admitted free
free of
of duty
under regulations
regulations to
to be
by
of the
the Treasury,
if brought
brought back
back to
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
Treasury, if
to the
the United
United
States at
any time
States
at any
time before
before December
December 31,
31, 1924.
1924.
duties
Refund autber4ed
of
ct
oEo
Any duties
duties paid
paid on
such domestic
domestic animals
and offduRties
padoaaUt animals
SEO.• 2
2.• Any
on any
any such
animals and
off1
paid on
retured
h 1
i,,spring thereof returned to
returned ater
after March
United States
1, 1923,
1923, and
an d
to the United
States after
after March
March 1,
923.
before the enactment
enactment of
of this
resolution shall
refunded by
this resolution
shall be
be refunded
by the
the
Secretary of
Treasury, and
the necessary
moneys to
to make
Secretary
of the
the Treasury,
and the
necessary moneys
make such
such
refunds
authorized to
to be
refunds are
are hereby
hereby authorized
be appropriated.
appropriated.
Approved, January
January 25,
25, 1924.
1924.

January 30, 1924.
1924.
[S. 4S4.]
484.]
IS.
[Public, No. 2.1
[Public,
2.]

CHAP.
CHAP. 5.-An
5.—An Act
Act To
for the
of the
the conTo extend
extend the
the time
time for
the completion
completion of
construction
a bridge across the Columbia
of Oregon
struction of a
Columbia River between
between the States of
Oregon
and Washington
two miles
miles westerly
Washington at or within two
from Cascade
Cascade Locks
in the
the
westerly from
Locks in
State of
Oregon.
State
of Oregon.

Be it
enacted by
the Senate
and House
House of
the
Representatives of
of the
by the
Senate and
of Representatives
Be
it enacted
extended for United
United States
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
for
assembled, That the
the time
time for
by
construction of a
a bridge
the completion of the construction
bridge and
and approaches
approaches thereto
thereto
near
Locks, across the Columbia River at a
a point suitable to the interests of
of
oi.
navigation at
near aapoint
miles westerly
westerly from
Cascade
at or near
point within
within two
two miles
from Cascade
amended.
Locks, in the county of Hood River,
of Oregon,
River, State of
Oregon, authorized
authorized by
by
approved February 3, 1920, is hereby extended
the Act of Congress
Congress approved
extended
to
February 15,
to February
15, 1926.
1926.
Amendment.
Amendment.
SEC.
SEC. 2. That the right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
expressly reserved.
expressly
reserved.
Approved, January
Approved,
January 30,
30, 1924.
1924.
Columbiaiv

Columbia River.
Time extended for
bridging,
Interstate
bridging, by Interstate
ConstructionCompany,
near Cascade
scade Locks,
Oreg.
Vol. 41,
41, pp.
1101,
pp. 401,
401, 1101,
amended.

january 30, 1924.
January
1924.
[S.
801.]
[S. 801.

[Public, No.
No. 3.]
[Public,

CHAP.
6.-An Act Granting
CHAP. 13.—An
Granting the consent of Congress
Congress to the construction,
construction,
maintenance,
operation by the Valley Transfer
maintenance, and operation
Transfer Railway Company,
Company, its sucsuccessors and assigns, of aa bridge
bridge across the
Mississippi River
River between
between Hennepin
Hennepin
the Mississippi
and Ramsey
Minnesota.
and
Ramsey Counties,
Counties, Minnesota.

Be it
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
Be
dit enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
Unitee
States of America
America in
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the consent
consent
way Cmbepteen
of Congress
yen
hereby granted
Valley Transfer
of
Congress is
is hereby
granted to
to the
the Valley
Transfer Railway
Railway ComCompntie an, Ramse pany, aa corporation organized
organized and
under the
and existing
existing under
the laws
laws of
of MinMinnesota, its successors
successors and assigns, to construct,
operate
construct, maintain,
maintain, and
and operate
aa bridge and approaches
approaches thereto
thereto across the Mississippi River between Hennepin
Hennepin and Ramsey
Ramsey Counties,
Counties, Minnesota,
Minnesota, at aa point suitable to the interests of navigation
navigation and near where the line between
between
Misiiiver.
rasisleWaleyans
i
ssyTagefialll
Ra-

way Company may
bridge, between
between HenHenbridge,
nepin and
Ramsey
Counties, Minn.
Post, p. 312.
Potp.312
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3

1924.

Reservation,
the
of Minneapolis
Minneapolis and
and the
Military Reservation,
Snelling Military
Fort Snelling
the Fort
city of
the city
extended, would
would cross
cross said
said river,
in accordance
accordance with
the provisions
with the
river, in
extended,
of the
the Act
Act entitled,
"An Act
Act to
to regulate
regulate the
bridges
of bridges
construction of
the construction
entitled, "An
of
over navigable
navigable waters,"
approved March
March 23, 1906.
waters," approved
over
SEC. 2.
the right
right to
or repeal
hereby
is hereby
Act is
this Act
repeal this
amend, or
alter, amend,
to alter,
That the
2. That
SEC.
expressly reserved.
Approved, January
January 30, 1924.
Approved,
of
State of
CHAP. 7.—An
Act Granting
Granting the
the consent
Congress to
the State
to the
of Congress
consent of
7.-An Act
CHAP.
River beSouth
for the
bridge across
the Missouri
Missouri River
beacross the
of aa bridge
the construction
construction of
Dakota for
South Dakota
Dakota.
South Dakota.
tween Brule
County and
County, South
Lyman County,
and Lyman
Brule County
tween

Construction.
Construction.
34, p.
p. 84.
Vol. 34,
84.

Amendment.
Amendment.

January
1924.
30, 1924.
January 30,
1367.]
[s.
[S. 1367.)
4.]
[Public, No. 4.]

River.
of the
the I
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
and House
Representatives of
of Representatives
House of
Senate and
the Senate
Be
Dakota
South
the consent
United States
States of
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
consent of
of §
outh D
a
rot:t may
Congress assembled,
America in
of America
United
Brle
bridgebetween
Dakota to
Congress
is hereby
granted to
to the
State of
of South
to construct,
construct and
tyman Counties.
•
South Dakota
the State
hereby granted
Congress is
liss uri lt

brid

maintain,
approaches thereto across the
bridge and approaches
operate aa bridge
maintain, and operate
navigation
a
at
Missouri
River
,
a
point
suitable
to
the interests of navigation
River,
Missouri
acDakota, in
between
Brule 'County
Lyman County,
South Dakota,
in acCounty, South
and Lyman
County and
between Brule
regulate
cordance
with the
provisions of
of an
entitled "An
to regulate
Act to
"An Act
Act entitled
an Act
the provisions
cordance with
March
the
of bridges
bridges over
waters," approved March
navigable waters,"
over navigable
the construction
construction of
23,
23, ,1906.
SEc. 2.
That the
the right
to alter,
alter, amend,
amend, or
this Act
Act is
hereby
is hereby
repeal this
or repeal
right to
2. That
SEC.
expressly
expressly reserved.
Approved,
January 30, 1924.
1924.
Approved, January

CHAP.
8.—An Act
Act Granting
the consent
consent of
of Congress
Congress to
of South
South
State of
the State
to the
Granting the
CHAP. 8.-An
between
Dakota for
for the
bridge across
across the
the Missouri
Missouri River
River between
of aa bridge
construction of
the construction
Dakota
Walworth
County and
Corson County,
County, South
Dakota.
South Dakota.
and Corson
Walworth County

Be it
enacted by
by the
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
and House
Senate and
the Senate
Be
it enacted

the consent
That the
United States
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
consent of
assembled, That
in Congress
States of
United

e ..

between B nile

construction.

Construction.

84
34 p. 84.
Vol. 34,

Amendment.

January 30, 1924.
[S.
1368.1
[s. 1368.
[Public, No. 5.]
[Public,

River.
issouri River.
Missouri

Dakota may
South Dakota

bridge, between Wal-

bnoe baendtwoeen
Congress is
is hereby
granted to the
and
Corson
State of South Dakota to con- worth
the State
hereby granted
Congress
counties.
approaches thereto
struct,
maintain, and
and operate
operate a
thereto across Counties.
bridge and approaches
a bridge
struct, maintain,
navigation
the
Missouri River
River at
at aapoint
suitable to
interests of navigation
the interests
to the
point suitable
the Missouri
Construction.
in construction.
Dakota,
between
Walworth
County
and
County,
South
County,
Corson
and
County
Walworth
between
Vol. 34, p. 84.
to reguaccordance
provisions of
of an
an Act
"An Act
Act to
reguentitled "An
Act entitled
the provisions
with the
accordance with

approved
late the
the construction
construction of
bridges over
over navigable
navigable waters,"
waters," approved
of bridges
late
March 23, 1906.
March
SEC.
2. That
amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
hereby
right to alter, amend,
the right
That the
SEC. 2.
expressly
reserved.
expressly reserved.
Approved, January
January 30, 1924.
Approved,
CHAP.
To authorize
authorize the
United States
States
Society United
National Society
the National
Act To
9.-An Act
CHAP. 9.—An
Daughters of
of 1812
1812 to
to place
the Francis Scott Key Bridge.
tablet on the
bronze tablet
place aa bronze
Daughters

Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
and House
Senate and
the Senate
Be it

United States
in Congress
Congress assembled, That the National
America in
of America
States of
United
Society
United States
States Daughters
Daughters of
is authorized
on
to place,
place, on
authorized to
1812 is
of 1812
Society United
a bronze tablet,
Potomac River, a
Bridge across
the Francis
Francis Scott
Scott Key Bridge
across Potomac
the

Vol 34p 84

Amendment.

Amendment.

1924.
January 30, 1924.
[S.
627.]
[S. 627.]

[Public, No. 6.]

[Public, No. 6.]

Francis Scott Key
ctt
BridnD
Bridge, D. C.
Tablet
by
Daughters
byDaugters
Tablet
of 1812 authorized on.
Post,p.
Post,
p. 21.
21.

inscribed
insignia of such society and with the last verse of
the insignia
with the
inscribed with
the
Star
Spangled
Banner, after
after the plans and specifications
specifications for
for
the Star Spangled Banner,
such tablet
tablet have
have been
been submitted
submitted to,
to, and
approved by the Commission
Commission
and approved
such
of
Fine Arts
Arts on
installation of said
specifications, the installation
and specifications,
plans and
such plans
on such
of Fine
tablet
to be
be under
the direction
direction of the Commissioners
Commissioners of the District
under the
tablet to
of
No Government
of Columbia.
Columbia.
Government expense.
SEC. 2.
2. Such
Such tablet
tablet shall
shall be
expense to the GovernGovern- pense.
erected without expense
be erected
SEC.
ment of the United States.
Approved, January
January 30;
30, 1924.
Approved,
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January
31,1924.
January 31,
1924.
[H.
Has. 151.]
[H. J.
J. Res151.1
[Pub.
Res.,
No.
[Pub. Res., No. 3.]
3.1

SEss.
I.
SESS. I.

CHs. 10-13.
10-13.
CHS.

1924.
1924.

CHAP.
10.—Joint Resolution
Extending the
for the
final report
joint
of the
the joint
the time
time for
the final
report of
CHAP. 10.-Joint
Resolution Extending
congressional committee
created by
by the Agricultural
Agricultural Credits Act of 1923.
1923.
committee created
congressional

Resolved by
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
of
Representatives of
by the
Resolved
America in
United States
States of America
United
in, Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That section
Time extended
extended for
for of the Agricultural Credits Act of 1923 is amended by striking
the Agricultural Credits Act of 1923 is amended by striking
Joint Correportof
report
of Joint
Com- of
mittee
Re- 4
ittee on
on Federal
Federal ReJanuary 31"
and inserting
inserting in
" June
June 30."
"January
31" and
in lieu
lieu thereof
thereof "
30."
serve System inquiry.
48
Vol.
42, p.
p. 1
1482,
31,
Approved,
January
2,
Voae42'
January
31,
1924.
amended.

cturl

Agricultural Credits

I.M
Act,
Act, 1923.

February 1,
February
1, 1924..
[H. R.
R. 5196.]
[H.
5196.1
[Public, No.
7]
No. 7.]
[Public,

the
the
506
out
out

CHAP. 11.-An
11.—An Act Granting the consent
consent of Congress
Congress to the construction
construction
of
abridge
bridge across
across the
Rio Grande.
Grande.
the Rio
of a

Be
enacted by
the Senate
of Representatives
of the
the
Representatives of
Senate and
and House
House of
Be it
it enacted
by the
United
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
consent
the consent
America in
of America
United States
Paso Electric Railway Comof
of Congress
Congress is hereby granted to the El Paso
RiilSaycotary
pany and
the El
Paso and
and Juarez
Juarez Traction
Traction Company,
corporations
Company, corporations
pany
and the
El Paso
El aso, organized
organized and existing under
under and
and by
by virtue
virtue of the laws
laws of the State
State
construct, maintain,
successors and
and assigns, to
to construct,
maintain, and
of Texas,
Texas, and their
their successors
operate
foot bridge,
operate an electric
electric street railway, vehicular, and foot
bridge, and
and
approaches
across the
Rio Grande
Grande at
to the
approaches thereto,
thereto, across
the Rio
at a
a point
point suitable
suitable to
the
interests
navigation at or near
near the
where South Stanton
Stanton
interests of
of navigation
the point where
crosses the
Street, in said city
city of El
El Paso,
Paso, crosses
the Rio
Rio Grande,
Grande, in
in the county
county
State of
replace the
use
of El
El Paso,
Paso, State
of Texas
Texas (to
(to replace
the wooden
wooden bridge
bridge now
now in
in use
Vol.
22, p. 179.
179.
Vol.2,
at or near the aforesaid location, operated
operated by said corporations
corporations under the
authority of
an Act
of Congress
der
the authority
of an
Act of
Congress passed
passed and
and approved
approved July
July
Construction.
28, 1882),
with the
the provisions
provisions of
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An
Vol. 34,
of the
the Act
28,
1882), in
in accordance
accordance with
Vol.
3, p. 84.
Act to regulate
regulate the construction of bridges
navigable waters,"
waters,"
bridges over
over navigable
Consent
of Mexico
ousent of
xico approved
approved March 23, 1906, such construction
construction to be made only with the
required.
consent and
and approval
Republic of Mexico.
of the Republic
approval of
consent
Amendment.
Amendment.
SEC.
SEC. 2. That the right
right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
expressly
reserved.
expressly reserved.
Approved,
February 1,
1924.
Approved, February
1, 1924.

Rio Grande.
e
El Paso Electric
Railway Company and
El Paso and Juarez
Traction
Company
ompany
Traction
may bridge, El Paso,
a bridge,
Tex.

February 1, 1924.
Febf6'92]
[S. 160.]
[Public,
8.1
[Public, No. 8.]

ChattahoocheeRiver.
Chattahoochee River.

may

Georgia may bridge,
Fort
Fort Gaines, Ga.

Gains,a.

Construction.
Vol. 34, p. 84.

Construction.

Amendment.
Amendment.

February 2, 1924.
[El. R. 3.
3679.]2
FebTuary
[Public, No. 9.]
9.1
[Public,

eeDeiver

CHAP.
12.-An Act Authorizing
of Georgia
to construct
bridge
CHAP. 12.—An
Authorizing the State of
Georgia to
construct aa bridge
across
Chattahoochee River,
River, between
States of
of Georgia
Georgia and
Alabama,
the Chattahoochee
between the
the States
and Alabama,
across the
at
or near
near Fort
Gaines, Georgia.
Georgia.
at or
Fort Gaines,

Be it
enacted by
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
the
Representatives of
the Senate
by the
Be
it enacted
State of
Congress assembled,
United States
States of
of America
America in
United
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
the State
of
Georgia be, and is hereby,
hereby, authorized
Georgia
authorized to construct, maintain, and
operate a
a bridge and approaches
the Chattahoochee
Chattahoochee
approaches thereto
thereto across
across the
River, at
at aapoint
the interests
interests of
navigation, between
between the
River,
point suitable
suitable to
to the
of navigation,
the
States of
Georgia and
at or
or near
near Fort
Fort Gaines,
Gaines, Georgia,
in
Georgia, in
Alabama, at
and Alabama,
of Georgia
States
regu"An Act
to reguthe Act
with the
accordance with
accordance
the provisions
provisions of
of the
Act entitled
entitled "An
Act to
late the construction
construction of bridges
approved
bridges over navigable
navigable waters,"
waters," approved
March
23, 1906.
1906.
March 23,
SEC.
2. The
The right
right to
amend, or
or repeal
SEc. 2.
to alter,
alter, amend,
Act is
is hereby
hereby exrepeal this
this Act
expressly reserved.
reserved.
pressly
Approved,
February 1,
1924.
Approved, February
1, 1924.

CHAP.
13.—An Act
Act To
building of
of a
bridge across
across the
the Pee
Pee
a bridge
the building
To authorize
authorize the
CHP. 13.-An
Dee River
Carolina.
in South
South Carolina.
River in
Dee

Be it
enacted by
of Representatives
the
of the
Representatives of
and House
House of
by the
the Senate
Senate and
Be
it enacted

United States
of America
assem,bled, That
That the
counties
Hory and George- United
States of
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled
the counties

Pee Deeand
River.
Horry
George-

torwnidgtisah-

town
Connties
bridge,
Yawhant%

Ferry, s.c.

Ferry, S. C.

of Horry
and Georgetown,
in the
of South
South Carolina,
Carolina, be,
and
of
Horry and
Georgetown, in
the State
State of
be, and
they are hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized to construct, operate, and maintain aa

SIXTY-EIGHTH
SIXTYEIGHTH CONGRESS
ESS. I.
I. CHS.
ens. 13-16.
CONGRESS.. S
SESS.
13-16.

1924.
1924.

5
5

approaches thereto
bridge and approaches
thereto across the Pee Dee River
River at aa point
point
suitable to
to the
navigation and
at or
near a
point known
known
suitable
the interests
interests of
of navigation
and at
or near
a point

as
Yawhannah Ferry
in accordance
accordance with
with the
the provisions
as Yawhannah
Ferry in
in said
said State
State in
provisions
of the
Act entitled
Act to
to regulate
of bridges
the construction
construction of
bridges
of
the Act
entitled "An
"An Act
regulate the
navigable waters,"
over navigable
waters," approved
approved March 23, 1906.

SEC. 2.
right to
to alter,
alter, amend,
That the
the right
amend, or
or repeal
repeal this
this Act
Act is
is hereby
hereby
SEC.
2. That

expressly reserved.
Approved, February
Approved,
February 2, 1924.

CHAP. 14.—An
Authorizing the building
building of a
a bridge
bridge across
across Kingston
14.-An Act Authorizing
Kingston
Lake at Conway,
Conway, South Carolina.

construction.
Construction.
Vol. 34, p. 84.
34 p. 84
Vol.
Amendment.

Amendment-

February 2,
February
2, 1924.
[H. R. 3680s.
3680.]

[Public,
[Public, No. 10.1

enacted by the
Representatives of
Be it
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
and House of
of Representatives
of the
Lake.
Lake.
United States of America in Congress
United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the county Kingston
Horry County may
bridge,
Conway,
S. C.
Conway,
S.
of
lorry,
in
the
State
of
South
Carolina,
be,
and
is
hereby,
authorized
of Horry, in the State of South Carolina, be, and is hereby, authorized
to
construct, operate,
operate, and maintain a
bridge and
and approaches
approaches thereto
to construct,
a bridge
thereto
across
across Kingston
Kingston Lake
Lake at
at a
a point
point suitable
suitable to
to the interests of naviganavigation
Fourth Avenue
Avenue in the city
tion at a
a point near
near the end
end of Fourth
city of
of Conway,
in said
said State,
State, in accordance
accordance with
with the provisions of
of the Act entitled
entitled Construction.
Vol. 34, p. 84.
"An Act to
regulate the construction
"An
to regulate
construction of bridges over navigable
waters," approved
approved March
March 23,
23, 1906.
1906.
waters,"
Amendment.
S
EC. 2. That the right
SEC.
right to alter, amend, or
or repeal
repeal this
this Act
Act is
is hereby Amendment.
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved,
2, 1924.
1924.
February 2,
Approved, February

CHAP. 15.-An
15.—An Act For the examination and survey of Dog River, AlaAlabama,
Nashville Railroad
Railroad Bridge
said
Bridge to
to the mouth of said
bama, from the
the Louisville
Louisville and Nashville
including a
connection with the Mobile
Mobile Bay Ship
Channel.
a connection
Ship Channel.
river including

February 2, 1924.
[H. R. 3770.]
[H.
3770.1
In
[Public, No. 11.]

and House of Representatives
Representatives of
by the
the Senate
Senate and
of the
the Dog
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
polal
v Ala.
River,
e
exUnited
of America
assembled, That
provi- Prelminary
United States
States of
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
the proviexsion
in
section
12
of
the
River
and
Harbor
Act
approved
September
manlir!atig
n,
etc.,
of,
aninaion,
September
and
Harbor
Act
approved
sion in section 12 of the River
and survey
22,
1922, providing
examination and
survey of
of vol.
Vol- 42, p.
p. 1045,
1015,
a preliminary
preliminary examination
for a
providing for
22, 1922,
"
Channel from the mouth
" Channel
mouth of Dog River,
River, Alabama,
Alabama, to the
the ship
ship chanchan- amended.
nel
Mobile Bay,"
Bay," is
amended to
to read
follows: "Dog
"Dog
is hereby
hereby amended
read as
as follows:
nel in
in Mobile
River,
Railroad Bridge
Bridge
River, Alabama,
Alabama, from the Louisville
Louisville and
and Nashville
Nashville Railroad
to the
of said
river, including
channel connection
with the
the
to
the mouth
mouth of
said river,
including aa channel
connection with
Mobile
Ship Channel."
Channel."
Mobile Bay
Bay Ship
Approved, February
February 2, 1924.
re

ina

wAla.

Mended.

CHAP. 16.-Joint
16.—Joint Resolution
Resolution Directing the President to institute and prosecute
prosecute
suits to
to cancel
cancel certain
leases of
of oil
lands and
and incidental
incidental contracts,
contracts, and
and for
for other
suits
certain leases
oil lands
other
purposes.
purposes.

February
February 8, 1924.
1924.
[s. J. Res. 54.]
[s.
[Pub, Res.,
Res., No. 4.]

[Pub.

j. Res. 54.1
No. 4.]

Nava
Navall oil
Whereas it
it appears
evidence taken
taken by
by the
on Public
Public leases,
Whereas
appears from
from evidence
the Committee
Committee on
etc.
Preamble.
certain lease
States Senate
Senate that
that certain
leasePreamble.
Lands and Surveys
Surveys of
of the
the United States
of Naval
Wyoming, bearing
bearing
Reserve Numbered
Numbered 3, in the State of Wyoming,
of
Naval Reserve
date April 7,
7, 1922, made
made in form by the Government
Government of
of the
the
United
United States,
States, through
through Albert
Albert B. Fall, Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior,
and Edwin Denby,
Denby, Secretary
Secretary of the Navy, as lessor, to the Mammoth
contract between
between
as lessee,
lessee, and that
that certain contract
moth Oil Company, as
the
Government of
United States and the Pan American
American
the Government
of the
the United
signed
Petroleum and Transport Company, dated April 25, 1922, signed
Edward C. Finney,
of the
the Interior,
Interior, and
Finnev, Acting
Acting Secretary of
by Edward
Edwin
Denby, Secretary
Secretary of
the Navy,
relating among
other things
among other
things
Edwin Denby,
of the
Navy, relating
to
construction of
of oil
tanks at Pearl
Harbor Territory
Territory of
of
Pearl Harbor,
oil tanks
to the
the construction
Hawaii,
Reserve Numbered
Numbered 1,
1, in
in
Hawaii, and
and that
that certain
certain lease of Naval Reserve
,ete.

reserves,

reserves,

SIXTY-EIGHTH
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.
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SEss. I.
I.
SESS.

Cris.
16, 17.
CHs. 16,17.

1924.
1924.

the
California, bearing
bearing date
date December
December 11,
1922, made
made in
in
11, 1922,
of California,
State of
the State
form by
Government of
of the
United States
through Albert
Albert B.
B.
States through
the United
by the
the Govermnent
form
Fall, Secretary
Secretary of
the Interior,
Interior, and
and Edwin
Edwin Denby,
Denby, Secretary
of
Secretary of
of the
Fall,
the Navy,
lessor, to
to the
the Pan
Pan American
American Petroleum
Petroleum Company,
Company, as
as
as lessor,
Navy, as
the
lessee, were
were executed
executed under
circumstances indicating
fraud and
and
indicating fraud
under circumstances
lessee,
corruption; and
and
corruption;
Whereas the
said leases
contract were
entered into
into without
without
were entered
and contract
leases and
the said
Whereas
authority
the part
the officers
officers purporting
purporting to
to act
in the
the
act in
part of
of the
on the
authority on
execution
of the
the same
same for
the United
States and
and in
in violation
violation of
of
United States
for the
execution of
the
Congress; and
and
of Congress;
laws of
the laws
'Whereas
such leases
leases and
in defiance
defiance of
of the
the
were made
made in
and contract
contract were
Whereas such
settled policy
policy of
of the
the Government,
Government, adhered
adhered to
through three
three sucsucto through
settled
cessive administrations,
maintain in
in the
ground a
great reserve
reserve
a great
the ground
to maintain
administrations, to
cessive
supply of
of oil
the needs
of the
in any
any emergency
emergency
Navy in
the Navy
needs of
to the
adequate to
oil adequate
supply
threatening the
security: Therefore
be it
it
Therefore be
national security:
the national
threatening
Resolved by
Representatives of
of the
Resolved
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
the
United States
.America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
the said
said
assembled, That
of .America
States of
United
public interest and that the lands
leases and
and contract
contract are
against the public
lands
are against
leases
embraced
therein should
be recovered
and held
held for
for the
the purpose
purpose to
to
recovered and
should be
embraced therein
which
they were
dedicated; and
and
were dedicated;
which they
President to institute
Resolved
That the
the President
President of
of the
United States
States be,
the United
further, That
Resolved further,
suitresitdenttoinstittet
to cancel leases, etc.
and
he hereby
hereby is,
is, authorized
authorized and
and directed
immediately to
suit
to cause
cause suit
directed immediately
and he
Post, pp. 16, 1315.
to be
be instituted
instituted and
and prosecuted
the annulment
and cancellation
cancellation
for the
annulment and
prosecuted for
to
PoSa
pp. ,315.
of
said leases
and all
contracts incidental
incidental or
or supsupall contracts
and contract
contract and
leases and
of the
the said
plemental
to enjoin
the further
further extraction
extraction of
of oil
oil from
from the
the
enjoin the
thereto, to
plemental thereto,
said,
reserves under
said leases
leases or
territory covered
covered by
by the
the
or from
from the
the territory
under said
said reserves
same,
any further
further appropriate
appropriate incidental
incidental relief,
relief, and
and to
to
to secure
secure any
same, to
prosecute
other actions
proceedings, civil
civil and
criminal, as
and criminal,
or proceedings,
such other
actions or
prosecute such
may be
be warranted
warranted, by
by the
facts in
making of the
the facts
in relation to the making
may
said leases
contract.
leases and
and contract.
said
Special counsel to
And the
the President
is further
and directed
directed to
to appoint,
appoint,
authorized and
further authorized
prosecute to be apPresident is
And
prosete
pointed.
pointed.
by
and
and
of
Senate,
special
counsel
with
the
advice
and
consent
the
counsel
Post, p. 16.
Pp
16.
who
shall have
have charge
prosecution of such litigawho shall
charge and control
control of the prosecution
tion, anything
anything in
in the
statutes touching
touching the
of the
the Attorney
Attorney
powers of
the powers
the statutes
tion,
General
of the
of Justice
Justice to
to the
the contrary
contrary notwithnotwiththe Department
Department of
General of
standing.
standing.
Approved, February
February 8,
8, 1924.
1924.
Approved,
Leases, etc., declared

against public interest.
aaitpublicinterest

February 11, 1924.
94".
"[S.[S. 7941
[Public, No. 12.1

CHAP.
17.—An Act
Act To
To equip
equip the
United States
States penitentiary,
penitentiary, Leavenworth,
Leavenworth,
the United
.
17.-An
CA19P2

the manufacture
manufacture of
of supplies
supplies for
for the
use of
Government, for
fo r the
the comco
m the Government,
of the
the use
for the
Kansas, for
[Public, No. 12.1 Kansas,
pensation
prisoners for their
labor, and
and for
pensation of
of prisoners
their labor,
for other purposes.

Leavenworth, Kans.,
LeavenworthKans.,
Penitentiary.
Penitentiary.
Shoes, brooms,
brooms, and
Shoes,
brushes to be
manuactured at.
t b m a ufactured

lther work not abolOther
ished.
Sale limited to the
to the
Government.

ale mite

Inmates to be embu edi
plIntes
ployed, andt.dbuildings
erected.
erected.

Sale, etc.,
of products.
Sale,
etc.,otproducts.

Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate
House of
of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
Senate and
and House
Representatives of
of the
the
Congress assembled,
States of America in Congress
United States
United
assembled, That the Attorney
authorized and directed
ney General of
of the
the United States is
is authorized
directed to
maintain, and
operate at the
the United
United States peniand operate
equip, maintain,
establish, equip,
tentiary,
or factories
factories for
for the
the
tentiary, Leavenworth,
Leavenworth, Kansas,
Kansas, a
a factory
factory or
manufacture
shoes, brooms,
manufacture of shoes,
brooms, and brushes
brushes to supply
supply the
the requirerequirements
of the
the various
departments of
the United
United States
States GovernGovernof the
various departments
ments of
be so operated
ment.
operated as to abolish
abolish
factory or
or factories
factories shall
shall not be
ment. The factory
the articles
manufactured
workshop, and the
articles so
so manufactured
any existing
existing Government
Government workshop,
shall be sold only to the Government
Government of the United
United States.
The Attorney
Attorney General
General is hereby
hereby further authorized
authorized to employ the
the
The
inmates
herein
mentioned,
inmates of the institution
institution
.
herein mention
ed, under
un d
er such
suc h regulations
regu l
at i
ons
as he may prescribe,
prescribe, in the work
work or business of manufacturing
manufacturing shoes,
shoes,
brooms,
and brushes,
erecting all
all buildings
buildings necessary
necessary to
to conconbrooms, and
brushes, and
and in
in erecting
duct
businesses, and the products
duct said
said businesses,
products of such businesses
businesses shall
shall be
Government of the United
utilized in said penitentiary
penitentiary or sold to the Government
United
States
States for the use of the military
military and naval forces and other Government
ernment departments.

SIXTY-EIGHTH
S
IXTYEI GHTH CONGRESS.
CO NGRE SS.

I. CIS.
CHs. 17,
SESS. I.
17, 18.
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1924.
1924.

SEC.
2. That
articles so
S
EC. 2.
That articles
so manufactured
manufactured shall
shall be
the current
current
be sold
sold at
at the

Receipts
credited to
Receipts credited
to

workingfund.
market prices as determined by
General or
hi s au
by the
the Attorney
Attorney General
or his
au--w or g n
thorized
thorized agent, and all moneys or reimbursements
reimbursements received
received from
such sales shall be deposited to the credit of
of the
the working
working capital
capital
fund created by this Act.

to be
SEC.
General is
hereby authorized
foInmte
be paid
paid
S
EC. 3. That the Attorney
Attorney General
is hereby
authorized and
and foi
Tif,aot
r
es to
empowered to provide for the payment of the
empowered
the inmates or
or dependdependents upon inmates of said penitentiary
penitentiary such pecuniary
pecuniary earnings
earnings as
as
he may deem
deem proper, under such rules and regulations as
as he may
may
prescribe. Such earnings shall be paid out of the working capital
capital
fund.
fund.
Sum
authorized for
for
Sum authorized
SEC.
authorized to
S
EC. 4. That there
there is hereby
hereby authorized
to be
be appropriated
appropriated the
the buldings,
equipments,
buildings, e
quipments,
etc.
sum of $200,000,
$200,000, to be used
the erection
erection of
used for
for the
of aa factory
factory or
or facfac- etc.o
p 45
Post, p.
45.
tories, and such other buildings
necessary, and for the
buildings as
as may
may be necessary,
the
purchase of suitable
suitable equipment and machinery to carry out
out the
purposes of
purposes
of this Act.
Act.
Workingcapitalafund
SEC.
5. That
is to
to be
be created
a fund,
fund, to
SEC. 5.
That there
there is
created a
as the
the createdpitalu
to be
be known
known as
d
crea ted.
working capital,
capital, which shall be available
available for the carrying
carrying on
on the
the
industrial
industrial enterprises authorized herein or which may
authorized
may be
be authorized
Sum
authorized.
hereafter by law to be carried on in said penitentiary. The working
sn apt4h5zed.
hereafter
working Post,
p. 45.
capital shall consist of the sum of $250,000,
$250,000, which sum is
capital
authorized
is authorized
tReceipts to
be credReceipts
ed
be
ccredto be
to
be appropriated.
The receipts
receipts from
from the
the sale
sale of
of the
the products
products or
or ited
appropriated. The
ited thereto.
oto tbe
by-products
by-products of the said industries
industries and the sale of condemned mamachinery or equipment shall be credited to the working capital fund
chinery
and
available for
appropriation by
annually.
and be
be available
for appropriation
by Congress
Congress annually.
Detailed annual1 re8
SEC.
regular session
the port
portetttoodn
S
EC. 6. That at the opening of
of each
each regular
session of
of Congress
Congress the
res
Congress.
Attorney General
General shall make a
a detailed report
report to Congress
Congress of the
the
expenditures made hereunder, the quantity of material
receipts and expenditures
material
of different kinds bought or otherwise acquired
acquired and used, the number
number
employed, the
of persons employed,
the hours of labor and the wages paid, the
the
amount and kind of goods manufactured
prices paid theremanufactured and the
the prices
for, the amount used in said penitentiary,
penitentiary, the
the amount
amount sold,
sold, the prices,
prices,
and total amount
amount received
received therefor.
Expenses pcapbl
payable
SEC.
said working
working capital
SEC. 7. That said
capital shall
shall be
be disbursed
disbursed under
under the
the frpeing
from workin g
capital.
direction of the Attorney
direction
Attorney General and
and shall
shall be available for the
the purchase, repair, or replacement
equipment, for
purchase,
replacement of
of machinery
machinery or equipment,
for the
the purchase of raw materials or parts, for the employment
employment of necessary
necessary
civilian officers and employees at
at the
the penitentiary
penitentiary and in Washington,
Washington,
for the repair
repair and maintenance
buildings and
equipment, and for
maintenance of buildings
and equipment,
for
all other necessary
necessary expenses in carrying out the
the provisions
provisions of this
this Act.
Disposal
pro du
SEC.
the products of said industries
S
EC. 8. That the
industries shall not be disposed restricted.
,restn ofof products
ct
of except as provided
provided in
in this Act.
Purchase ofy
of products
products
SEC.
It is hereby
oblcto
S
EC. 9. It
hereby made
made obligatory
obligatory upon the various departments
departments obli
gatory upon
Govof the Government
purchase the
the products
of the
the business
Government to purchase
products of
business herein
herein ernment
emrnent departments.
departments.
authorized
penitentiary at Leavenworth,
authorized to be carried on in the penitentiary
Leavenworth,
Kansas, until the supply therein produced is exhausted
exhausted before
before purpurelsewhere.
chasing elsewhere.
w rree
Conflicting la
laws
SEC.
and parts of
of laws
laws to
to the
extent that
that they
they are
are pealed.
pecfed.c
s
S
EC. 10. That all laws and
the extent
in conflict
conflict with this Act are repealed.
Approved, February
February 11,
Approved,
11, 1924.

CHAP.
18.—An Act
To extend
extend the
time for
for the
the completion
municipal
CHAP. 18.-An
Act To
the time
completion of
of the
the municipal
bridge approaches,
approaches, and
and extensions
or additions
additions thereto,
thereto, by
Saint
bridge
extensions or
by the
the city
city of
of Saint
States of Illinois and Missouri.
Missouri.
Louis, within
within the States

Be it
and House of Representatives
it enacted by the,
the Senate and
Representatives of
of the
the

February 13,
February
1924.
13, 1924.
[11. R.
4S6.]
[H.
R.486.]
[Public,
No.
13.1
[Public, No. 13.]

Mi‘qicsippi River.

United States
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
time for
United
of America in
assembled. That
That the
the time
for Time
exitended for
Time extended
for
brid ging, by
Swint
the construction and completion
completion of the municipal
municipal bridge ap- bLidgino
Louis, Mo. by Saint
34, p.
p. 461;
461 ;Vd.
Vol.
preaches, and also extensions
or additions thereto,
thereto, which
which said
said conol. 34,
proaches,
extensions or
con- Vol.

40, p.
struction and completion was
"An 40.7P
was authorized by an Act entitled, "An
1077.

436; *Vol. 41,

; Vol 41,

p.
p.

8
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ens. 18-20.
CHS. 18-20.

1924.
1924.

Act to
authorize the
corporation organized
organized
Saint Louis,
Louis, aa corporation
of Saint
the city
city of
Act
to authorize
under
of the
State of
bridge across
across
to construct
construct aabridge
of Missouri,
Missouri, to
laws of
the State
the laws
under the
the
approved June
June 25,
25, 1906,
1906, be,
be, and
and the
same is
is
the same
River," approved
the Mississippi
Mississippi River,"
hereby,
for the
three years
years from
from February
February 11,
11,
of three
period of
the period
extended for
hereby, extended
1924.
Condemnation, etc.,
S
EC. 2.
2. That
That for
for the
the purpose
effect the objects
into effect
carrying into
purpose of carrying
SEC.
etc.,
Condemnation,
may receive, purchase, and also
the
city
of
Saint
Louis
ropproache
author- of
f
this
Act,
aPPmehes
ized.
acquire by
by lawful
appropriation and
in the
the States
States
and condemnation
condemnation in
lawful appropriation
acquire
of Illinois
Illinois and
Missouri, upon
making proper
proper compensation
therefor,
compensation therefor,
upon making
and Missouri,
of
to
be ascertained
ascertained according
to the
which the
the
within which
of the
the State
State within
laws of
the laws
according to
to be
same
is located,
located,, real and
property and rights of property,
property,
and personal property
same is
facilitate and support interstate
interstate commerce may
order to facilitate
and in order
make
necessary and proper for the
every use of the same necessary
any and every
make any
acquirement, construction,
construction, maintenance,
maintenance, and
said mumuof said
operation of
and operation
acquirement,
nicipal
approaches and extensions or additions thereto, conbridge approaches,
nicipal bridge
sistent with the laws of the United States.
alter,, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
SEC.
Amendment.
Amendment.
SEC. 3. That the right to alter
Proviao.
Provio.
Additional aexpressly
ap- expressly reserved:
reserved: Provided,
Provided, That the city of Saint Louis may
Additional
approaches,, additions, or extensions, in addition to those
grergran
construct approaches
,a tc.ia E r construct
now existing, connecting
connecting said bridge with any railroad or highway
within or
or through
through the city of East Saint Louis, Illinois; but before
within
location
constructing
constructing such approaches, additions, or extensions the location
certificate of public
thereof shall
approved by, and aacertificate
shal first have been approved
convenience and necessity therefor
therefor shall first have been obtained
obtained
convenience
East

Subject t approval
Commerce Commission. Full jurisdiction and
and
Interstate Commerce
to arprova from, the Interstate
Outbiect

of interstateocommerce

ommission.
Commission,

Vol. 41, p.477.
p. 477.
vol.41,

February 13, 1924.
Febrn
s R. 1,124.
[H.
657.]
[Public, No.
No 14.1
14.]

Pearl River.
and Rankin
Rankin
adison and
Madison
Counties,
Miss., may
counties, Ms.,
may
bridge,
Meeks
Ferry.
bridge
vol.'41,
Vol. 41, p. 572.

572.

construction.

Construction.
Vol. 34, p. 84.

Vol. 3, p.84.

Amendment.
Amendment.

February 14, 1924.
Februy
124.
[H. R. 4796.1
[P bli.
[Public, No. 15.1
blic, o. 15

authority to consider
consider and determine such questions
questions is hereby
hereby conferred
upon the
Interstate Commerce
Commerce Commission, in the same manthe Interstate
ferred upon
ner and to the same extent as in the case of other proceedings
proceedings for
certificates
convenience and necessity under paragraphs
certificates of public convenience
(18),
(19), and
and (20)
(20) of
Commerce Act.
Interstate Commerce
1 of the Interstate
of section
section 1
(18), (19),
Approved, February 13, 1924.
&
CHAP.
19.—An Act
Granting the
consent of
Congress to the boards of superof Congress
the consent
Act Granting
CHA
P. 19.-An
visors
of Rankin
bridge across
across
a bridge
construct a
to construct
Mississippi, to
Counties, Mississippi,
Madison Counties,
and Madison
Rankin and
visors of
the Pearl
River in
the State
of Mississippi.
in the
State of
Mississippi.
the
Pearl River

Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
the
Be it
it enacted
Senate and
Representatives of
United States
of .America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the consent
consent
That the
in Congress
America in
States of
United

of Congress is hereby granted to the boards of supervisors
supervisors of Rankin
Rankin

and Madison Counties, Mississippi,
Mississippi, to construct, maintain, and
operate
approaches thereto across
River at
operate a
a bridge and approaches
across the
the Pearl
Pearl River
at a
a
point
suitable to
to the
the interests
of navigation
Meeks Ferry,
Ferry, in
point suitable
interests of
navigation at
at Meeks
in the
the
State of M_ississippi,
Mississippi, in accordance
accordance with the provisions
provisions of the
Act
the Act
"An
bridges over navientitled "
An Act to regulate
regulate the construction of bridges
navigable waters."
waters," approved
1906.
March 23,
23, 1906.
gable
approved March
SEC. 2. That the right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
SEc.
expressly
reserved.
expressly reserved.
Approved. February
Approved.
February 13.
13. 1924.
1924.
CHAP. 20.-An
Act To
To extend
extend the
of the
the Hudson
Hudson River
Connecting
CHAP.
20.—An Act
the time
time of
River Connecting
Railroad
bridge across
the Hudson
Hudson River,
Railroad Corporation
Corporation for
for the
the completion
completion of
of its
its bridge
across the
River,
in the
the State
State of
of New
New York.
York.

Be
enacted by
Senate and
of the
the
Representatives of
of Representatives
House of
and House
the Senate
by the
it enacted
Be it
iver.
Hudson River.
United States
of America in
Congress assembled,
a-ssembled, That
That the
for
Time extended
extended for United
Time
States of
in Congress
the time
time for

by
Hudson River Connecting
Connecting Railcompletion of the bridge of the Hudson
by Hudson
Hudsn the completion
RailRiver Connecting RailRiver Connecting RailCorporation.
road
Corporation.
road
Corporation.
under
the
Act
approved
FebruCorporation,
under
the
provisions
of
approved
Vol. 41, p. 1101,
extended to the 1st day of January, 1925.
15, 1921,
1921, be
be extended
ary 15,
, ary
amended.
amded.
Amendment.
SEC.
SEC. 2. That the right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby

bridging,
bridgig,

expressly reserved.
expressly
Approved, February 14, 1924.

SIXTY-EIGHTH
CONGRESS.. SESS.
SIXTYEIGHTH CONGRESS
SESS. I
I.. CHS.
CHS. 21-23.
21-23.

1924.
1924.

CIAP.
21.-An Act To authorize
CHAP. 21.—An
authorize the county of Multnomah, Oregon,
to
Oregon, to
approaches thereto across the Willamette
construct a
a bridge and approaches
Willamette River
River in
in the
the
city of Portland, Oregon,
Oregon, to replace the present Burnside
Burnside Street Bridge in said
said
city of Portland;
Portland; and also to authorize
authorize said county of Multnomah
Multnomah to construct
construct
a
a bridge
bridge and approaches
approaches thereto across the Willamette
Willamette River in
city of
in said
said city
of
Portland in the vicinity of Ross Island.

9
9
February
February 16,
16 1924.
1924.
[S. 152.J
152.]
'
[S.
[Public, No.
No. 16.]
16.]
[Public,

it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
House of
Be it
Representatives of
of the
the
of Representatives
United States
assembled, That
That the
the county
county Multnomah
ittoiveriy,
United
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
County
bridge,
of Multnomah,
Multnomah, in the State of Oregon,
Oregon, be, and is hereby,
hereby, granted
granted Oreg.,
i
clreg' ,.my
maY bride,
urnside Street,
Port-

authority
authority to construct, maintain,
maintain, and operate
operate aa bridge and
and ap- land.
land.
preaches thereto across the Willamette
proaches
Willamette River in the city of Portland,
Oregon, at a
a point suitable to the interests of navigation,
navigation, at or near
near
Burnside Street, in said
said city
city of
of Portland,
Portland, to
replace the
the present
to replace
present
Construction.
city, in
in accordance
Burnside Street Bridge
Bridge in said city,
the proaccordance with
with the
pro- votl.Sto
p. 83.
Vol. 34, p.
visions of the Act entitled "An Act to regulate
regulate the
of
the construction of
bridges
over navigable
bridges over
approved March
March 23,
23, 1906.
1906.
navigable waters,"
waters," approved
Portland, ne
near Ross
SEC.
That the
S
EC. 2. That
the said
said county
county of
Multnomah, in
State of
of Multnomah,
in the
the State
of Oregon,
Oregon, Island.
sland.'
be, and is hereby, also granted authority to
to construct,
construct, maintain, and
and
operate
a bridge and approaches
operate a
approaches thereto across the Willamette
Willamette River
River
in the city of Portland, Oregon, at a
suitable to the
a point suitable
the interests
interests of
of
navigation,
navigation, approximately
the mouth
mouth of
approximately thirteen
thirteen miles
miles above
above the
of said
said
Willamette
River, in
Willamette River,
the vicinity
vicinity of
of Ross
Ross Island,
with Construction.
in the
Island, in
in accordance
accordance with
construction
the provisions
34, p. 84.
84.
Act entitled
provisions of said Act
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
regulate the
con- Vol.
to regulate
the conVol.34,p.
struction
struction of bridges
bridges over navigable
navigable waters,"
waters," approved
approved March
23,
March 23,
1906.
1906.
Amendment.
SEC.
alter, amend,
S
EC. 3. That the right to alter,
amend, or
or repeal
is hereby
hereby Amendmentrepeal this
this Act
Act is
expressly reserved.
Approved, February
February 16, 1924.
Approved,
1924.
22.-An Act To authorize
authorize the building
building of a
a bridge
bridge across WaccaWaccaCHAP. 22.—An

Carolina
River near
in South
the
North
Carolina
State
line.
maw River in
Carolina
near
the North
in South maw
Carolina
the
North Carolina
line.
Carolina State
State line.

i
February
16 19244
Feb"rury
[S. 384.i192
17.]
[Public,
[Public, No.
No. 17.]
17.]

Be it
and House
House of Representatives
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
Representatives of the
the
Waccamaw River.
Waccamaw
River.
United States
States of America in
United
Congress assembled,
in Congress
assembled, That the
the North
North North
North and
and South
South
Carolina
Waccamaw
Carolina
Waccamaw
and South Carolina Waccamaw
Waccamaw Bridge Company, be, and the same Brid
geCompany
Company may
may
Bridge
bridge, Bellamy
LandBellamy Landis, hereby authorized
authorized to construct,
bridge, bridge,
construct operate,
operate, and maintain
maintain a
a bridge,
ing,
S.
C.
ing, S. C.
approaches thereto, across the Waccamaw
with approaches
Waccamaw River,
River, at a
a point
point
suitable to the interests
of
navigation,
interests
navigation, north of and near
Bellamy
near Bellamy
Construction.
Construction.
Landing,
Horry County, South Carolina,
accordance with the Vol.
Landing, lorry
Carolina, in accordance
84.
Vol. 34,
34, p.
p. 84.
provisions
provisions of the Act entitled "An Act to regulate
regulate the
the construction
construction
of bridges over navigable waters, approved March
1906."
March 23,
23, 1906."
Amendment.
SEC.
S
EC. 2. That the right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
hereby Amendment.
expressly
expressly reserved.
reserved.
Approved,
Approved, February
February 16,
16, 1924.
1924.
CHAP. 23.—An
23.-An Act To extend
extend the time for the construction of a
a bridge
across the Arkansas
Arkansas River
River between
between the cities of Little
and Argenta,
Argenta, Arkansas.
Arkansas.
Little Rock
Rock and

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
Be
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
by the
the Senate
and House
of the
the
United
United States
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
States of
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
the times
times for
for
commencing and completing the construction
construction of
commencing
bridge authorized
authorized
of aabridge
by the Act of Congress approved
approved October
6, 1917,
1917, as
revived and
October 6,
as revived
and
reenacted by
by the
the Act
Act of
of February
15, 1923,
by the
the
February 15,
1923, to
to be
be constructed
constructed by
across the Arkansas
county of Pulaski across
Arkansas River
River at
the city
Little
at the
city of
of Little
Rock on
on the
the site
now occupied
the free
free highway
highway bridge
consite now
occupied by
by the
bridge constructed by
said county
county in
in the
the years
years 1896
1896 and
and 1897
1897 are
are hereby
hereby exexstructed
by said

February 16 1924.

Fe [bsa6of1924.
[S. 602.f
[Public, No.
No. 18.]
[Public,
18.]

Arkansas
Arkaims River
River.
Time extended
for
Time
extended for
brid ging, by Pulaski
rognty, Litte
oc,
County,
Little PRock,
Ark.
ArvoL
39
Vol. 40, p,
p. 396.
Vol.
42,
p. 1258,
42, p.
Vol
1258,
amended.

amended.

SIXTYEIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRES S.

10
10

SIXTY-EIGHTH

S
Ess. I. Cis.
CRS. 23-26.
23-26.
SESS.I.

1924.
1924.

tended
three years,
years, respectively,
of approval
approval
date of
the date
from the
respectively, from
and three
one and
tended one
hereof.
hereof.
SEC.
S
EC. 2. That the right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is
hereby expressly
expressly reserved.
reserved.
hereby
Approved,
February 16,
16, 1924.
1924.
Approved, February

Amendment.
Amendment.

February 16,1924
161 1924.
February
[S. 601
[Public,
[PublcNo19

No.19.1

the construction,
CHAP.
Act To
construction, maintenance, and
authorize the
To authorize
24.-An Act
CHAP. 24.—An
operation of abridge across the Saint Francis River near Saint Francis,
Francis, Arkansas.
Arkansas.
operation of a bridge across the Saint Francis River near Saint

Be it enacted by the
and House
Representatives of
of the
the
of Representatives
House of
Senate and
it enacted by the Senate
Be

in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Saint
Saint
Seth- United States of America in
and
organized
a
corporation organ
western
Railway ComCompany,
Railway
Cor- Louis Southwestern
western Railway
Southwestern
Company,
a
corporation
ized and
party
may bridge, Saint
pay
Francis, Ark.
existing under
the State
Missouri, be,
it is
hereby,
is hereby,
be, and
and it
of Missouri,
State of
of the
laws of
the laws
under the
existing
rany, Ark.
authorized to
construct, maintain,
maintain, and
and operate
bridge and
and
a railroad
railroad bridge
operate a
to construct,
authorized
approaches
the Saint
Saint Francis
at aapoint
suitable
point suitable
River at
Francis River
across the
thereto across
approaches thereto
to
of navigation
Francis, Arkansas,
to
or to
Arkansas, or
Saint Francis,
near Saint
navigation near
interests of
the interests
to the
reconstruct, maintain,
maintain, and
and operate
operate the
the present
bridge of
said comcoinof said
present bridge
reconstruct,
the
accordance with the provisions of
in accordance
pany
84n.
Vonctio.
Constru.
ction
pany across
across the said river
river in
of the
84.
Act
entitled "An
Act to
the construction
construction of bridges over
over
regulate the
to regulate
"An Act
Act entitled
. 3
navigable
waters," approved
approved March
1906.
23, 1906.
Iarch 23,
navigable waters,"
Amendment.
SEC. 2.
That the
to alter,
alter, amend, or
repeal this Act is
or repeal
right to
the right
2. That
SEC.
menment
hereby expressly
expressly reserved.
reserved.
hereby
Approved, February
February 16,
1924.
16, 1924.
Approved,
Saint
Francis
Saint
Louis River.
South- United States
SantFanci

-

February
643
16 1924.
Februaryl.61924.
[Public,
20.]
[PbUbic, No. 2.]-

CHAP. 25.-An
25.—An Act To extend the time for the construction
construction of a
a bridge
across the
River, in
in Virginia.
Virginia.
Pamunkey River,
the Pamunkey
across

Be it
by the
Senate and
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
and House
the Senate
enacted by
it enacted
Be
for
That the times for
United States of America in Congress assembled, That
bridging, by Pamun- commencing and completing the
a bridge authorized
construction of a
- commencing and completing the construction
oP
FerrygbyCompany,
bkey
key Ferry
1922, to be built by the
Sweet
Hall, Va.
Congress, approved
approved January 30, 1922,
Act of Congress,
' by Act
seevt Hal,
Vol. 42,p. 360, amendnear
Pamunkey
Ferry
Company,
across
the
Pamunkey
River, at or near
Pamunkey
the
across
Company,
Ferry
a,p.3,end munkey
ed.
ed.
Sweet
Hall, in
in King
William County,
County, to
to aa point opposite in New
King William
Sweet Hall,
hereby
Kent
in the
the Commonwealth
Commonwealth of Virginia, are hereby
County, in
Kent County,
of
extended one
one and
three years,
years, respectively,
respectively, from
the date of
from the
and three
extended
approval
hereof.
approval hereof.
Pamunkey River.

Time extended for
Time

Amendment.
Amendment.

United States of America in Congress assembled,

SEC. 2. That the right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
SEC.
expressly
reserved.
expressly reserved.
Approved,
16, 1924.
1924.
February 16,
Approved, February

February
16, 1924.
try731
Feb
[S.
733.]
[Public, No. 21.1
[Public,
1

CHAP. 26.-An
26.—An Act
Granting the consent
consent of Congress to the construction
Act Granting
CHAP.
of
over the
the Hudson
River at
Poughkeepsie, New
York.
New York.
at Poughkeepsie,
Hudson River
bridge over
a bridge
of a

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
consent
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the consent

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
Hudson River.
York
may United States of America in Congress assembled,
Poughkeepsie.
bridge, Poughkeepsie.
New
New

cons-ctiro.

Construction.
Vol. 34, p. 84.

vol. 3, p. 4.
Amendment.

Amdent.

of
of highways
highways of
commissioner of
of Congress is hereby granted
granted to
to the
the commissioner
a
operate
the
State
of
New
York
to
construct,
maintain,
and
a
bridge
maintain,
to
construct,
York
the State of New
a point suitable
and approaches
Hudson River at a
across the Hudson
thereto across
approaches thereto
and
to the
of navigation,
navigation, at
city of
of Poughkeepsie,
Poughkeepsie,
the city
or near
near the
at or
interests of
the interests
to
"An
New York, in accordance
accordance with the provisions of an Act entitled
entitled "An
Act
regulate the construction
construction of bridges over navigable waters,"
Act to regulate
approved March
23, 1906.
1906.
March 23,
approved
right to
2. That
SEC.
SEC. 2.
That the
the right
to alter, amend, or repeal
repeal this Act is hereby
expressly
reserved.
expressly reserved.
Approved, February
February 16, 1924.
Approved,

S
IXTYEIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRE SS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH

SESS. I
CHs. 27-29.
27-29.
SESS.
I.. CHS.
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1924.
1924.

CHAP.
Highway Commission of the State
authorize the Highway
27.-An Act To authorize
CHAP. 27.—An
Montana to
across the Yellowstone
Yellowstone River at
at
maintain aa bridge across
to construct and maintain
of Montana
Glendive, Montana.
Montana.
or near
near the city of Glendive,

Be
it enacted
Representatives of the
and House of Representatives
by the Senate and
Be it
enacted by
assembled, That
United States of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the Highway
Highway
America in
United

Commission of
of the
of Montana
Montana be,
be, and
is hereby,
authorized
hereby, authorized
and is
State of
the State
Commission
approaches thereto, comand approaches
to
construct and
maintain a
a bridge
combridge and
and maintain
to construct
prising part
part of
the Federal
Federal aid
aid highway
system of
of Montana,
across
Montana, across
highway system
of the
prising
the
to the
interests of naviganavigathe interests
suitable to
point suitable
at aa point
River at
Yellowstone River
the Yellowstone
Montana,
tion, at
at or
near the
city of
of Glendive,
Glendive, Dawson
Dawson County, Montana,
the city
or near
tion,
in section
35, township
township 16
north, range
range 55
east, Montana
Montana meridian,
meridian,
55 east,
16 north,
section 35,
in
to
in accordance
with the
Act to
"An Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
the Act
of the
provisions of
the provisions
accordance with
in
regulate the
of bridges
bridges over
navigable waters,"
waters,"
over navigable
construction of
the construction
regulate
approved March
March 23,
23, 1906.
approved
Act is
this Act
or repeal
repeal this
SEc.
That the
the right
right to
alter, amend,
amend, or
to alter,
2. That
SEC. 2.
hereby
reserved.
expressly reserved.
hereby expressly
Approved, February
February 16,
16, 1924.
1924.
Approved,

Western Railway
CHAP.
authorize the Norfolk
Norfolk and Western
Railway CorCom28.-An Act To authorize
CHAP. 28.—An
pany
to construct
construct a
bridge across the Tug Fork of the Big Sandy River
River at or near
near
a bridge
pany to
a
amile
mile and
and a
a half
half west
west of
Williamson, Mingo County, West Virginia,
of Williamson,
about a
a point
point about
Creek, Pike County, Kentucky.
Turkey Creek,
and near the mouth of Turkey

February 16, 1924.
1924.
February
[S. 1170.1
1170.]
[S.
[Public, No. 22.]
[Public,

Yellowstone
Yellowstone River.
Montana may bridge,
bridge,
Montana
Glendive.
Glendive.

Construction.
Construction.
34, p.
p. 84.
Vol. 34,

Amendment.
Amendment.

February 16, 1924.
137924.
[S. 1374.]
[Public, No. 23.]
23.]

FebIa.
[Public,

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
of Representatives
the Tug Fork
Be
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of
of the
rf of B
Big
andg River.
United
of America
in, Congress
assembled, That
the Norfolk
Norfolk Sandy
That the
Congress assembled,
America in
States of
United States
Norfolk and Western
NorfolkandWetern
organized under
corporation organized
Railway Company,
Western Railway
and
Company, a
a corporation
under the Railway
and Western
Company
may bridge,
between
bridge, between
in the may
business in
to do business
laws
State of
of Virginia
and authorized
authorized to
Virginia and
of the
the State
laws of
Counties of Mingo, W.
w.
fio,
cVa..anPei
in
Kena
railway
State
of
West
Virginia
and
to
possess
and
operate
a
railway
in
Kenoperate
and
possess
Va..
and
Pike,
Ky.
and
to
State of West Virginia
authorized
are hereby,
tucky,
its successors
and they
they are
hereby, authorized
be, and
and assigns,
assigns, be,
successors and
tucky, its
bridge and
a bridge
to
construct, maintain,
operate, a
and approaches
approaches thereto
and operate,
maintain, and
to construct,
to
suitable to
across the
the Tug
Tug Fork
of the
at a
a point
point suitable
River at
Sandy River
Big Sandy
the Big
Fork of
across
a half
the
navigation at
at or
or near
near a
about aamile
mile and a
half
a point
point about
of navigation
interests of
the interests
west
of Williamson,
Williamson, Mingo
County, West
West Virginia,
and near
near the
Virginia, and
Mingo County,
west of
County, Kentucky, where the
mouth
Pike County,
the said Tug
Tug
Creek, Pike
of Turkey
Turkey Creek,
mouth of
construction.
WXest Virginia Construction.
Fork
boundary line
between the
the States
States of West
line between
the boundary
Fork forms
forms the
Vol. 34, p. 84.
34,p.8.
to reguAct to
and Kentucky,
Kentucky, in
in accordance
with the
the provisions
of the
the Act
regu- Vol
provisions of
accordance with
and
over navigable
late
the construction
construction of
of bridges
bridges over
navigable waters, approved
approved
late the
March
23, 1906.
1906.
March 23,
mendmet.
Amendment.
SEC. 2.
That the
the right to alter, amend, or repeal
repeal this Act is hereby
hereby
2. That
SEC.
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved,
1924.
16, 1924.
February 16,
Approved, February
February 16, 1924.

CHAP.
29.—An Act
Act Extending
Extending the
the time
time for
construction of aa bridge
the construction
for the
CHAP. 29.-An
across
by the
city of
of Aurora,
Aurora, Illinois,
and granting
granting the
the consent
consent of
of
Illinois, and
the city
Fox River
River by
across Fox
Congress to
to the
of an
an existing
existing dam
replacement with a
new
a new
its replacement
and to its
dam and
r6moval of
the removal
Congress
structure.
structure.

16924.
Februarys
[S. 1539.]
[Public, No.
No. 24.]
24.]

Be
enacted by
of Representatives
of the
the
and House
House of
Representatives of
it enacted
by the
the Senate
Senate and
Be it
United States
States of
in Cangress
That the
the times
times
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
of America
America in
United
construction of aabridge
for commencing
bridge authorauthorcommencing and completing the construction
for
1923, to be built
15, 1923,
ized
Act of
of Congress
approved February
February 15,
Congress approved
an Act
by an
ized by
across the west
by the
city of
County, Illinois,
Illinois, across
west branch
branch
Kane County,
Aurora, Kane
of Aurora,
the city
by
respecof the
the Fox
Fox River,
River, are
extended three
and five
five years,
years, respecthree and
hereby extended
are hereby
of
tively, from
the date
hereof.
tively,
from the
date of
of approval
approval hereof.
to the
granted to
S
EC. 2.
2. That
That the
the consent
of Congress
is hereby
hereby granted
Congress is
consent of
SEC.
removal
of the
now existing
existing in
the west
west branch
branch of
of Fox
Fox River
River
in the
dam now
the dam
removal of
new dam
with aa new
near
in said
said city,
its replacement
replacement with
and its
city, and
Street, in
Main Street,
near Main
hundred and sixty-five
approximately
of one
sixty-five feet northerly
northerly
one hundred
distance of
approximately aadistance

Fox River.
Time extended for
bridginguwet branch
of,Vol. 42, P.•1256,
Vol. 42, p. 1,
amended.
Fox River.
Time extended for
bridging west _branch
Aurora, liI

amended.

Dam to be removed
an replace d.
andreplaced.

iani to b e removed
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1924.

of
and upstream
upstream from
the site
site of
of said
said present
present dam:
Provided, That
That
dam: Provided,
from the
of and
the
shall not
not be
be commenced
the plans
therefor have
been
have been
until the
plans therefor
commenced until
the work
work shall
approved by
by the
the Chief
Chief of
of Engineers,
Engineers, United
States Army,
and by
by
Army, and
United States
approved
Time
construc- the Secretary of War:
Time for construProvided further,
further, That the actual
War: Provided
actual construction.
tion of
dam is
is commenced
years and
and completed
completed
three years
commenced within
within three
tion
of the
the dam
within five
five years
from
the date
of approval
approval hereof.
hereof.
Paent
of
damages
within
years
from
the
date
of
Payment of damages
SEC. 3.
3. The
said city
Aurora shall
shall pay
pay all
all damages
damages which
which may
may
SEC.
The said
city of
of Aurora
by AuroOra
Aurora.
be legally
legally assessed
assessed to
to any
person or
for damage
to
damage to
or corporation
corporation for
any person
be
person or
property caused
erection of
the work
mentioned
of the
work mentioned
caused by
by the
the erection
person
or property
herein.
herein.
Amendment.
Amendment.
SEC. 4.
4. That
the right
alter, amend,
amend, or
or repeal
repeal this
this Act
is hereby
SEC.
That the
right to
to alter,
Act is
hereby
expressly reserved.
expressly
reserved.
Approved, February
1924.
Approved,
February 16,
16, 1924.
Provisos.
Approval of plans.

provisaos,
o o

February 16, 1924.
Fb'rTs
IS. 1540.]
25.]
[Public
[Public, No. 25.]

15 ]1924

CH
C.
CHAP. 30.-An
30.—An Act
the consent
Congress to
to the
Aurora,
Act Granting
Granting the
consent of
of Congress
the city
city of
of Aurora,
Kane
Illinois, a
municipal corporation,
maintain, and
and
to construct,
construct, maintain,
corporation, to
a municipal
County, Illinois,
Kane County,
operate certain
certain bridges across
across Fox
Fox River.
•

Be
enacted by
Senate and
and House
Representatives of
of the
the
House of
of Representatives
by the
the Senate
Be it
it enacted
United States
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
consent
the consent
assembled, That
may United
States of
municipal
a municipal
of
Aurora, a
Congress is hereby granted to the city of Aurora,
of Congress
corporation, situated in the county of Bane
Kane and State of Illinois, to
to
maintain, and
and operate
operate two
two bridges
bridges and
and the
construct, maintain,
the approaches
approaches
thereto, one of said bridges
bridges being across
across the
east branch
branch of
Fox
the east
of the
the Fox
River, reaching
reaching from
Stolps Island
Island to
mainland and
and connecting
River,
from Stolps
to the
the mainland
connecting
the west end lo'f
Stolps Island,
Island, and
and the
other
of Benton
Benton Street
Street with Stolps
the other
bridge across
the west
branch of
reaching from
from Stolps
Stolps
bridge
across the
west branch
of Fox
Fox River,
River, reaching
Island to the mainland
mainland and connecting
connecting the
east end
end of
of Holbrook
the east
Holbrook
Street with
with Stolps
Island, both
both situated
in the
said city,
city, county,
county,
the said
situated in
Stolps Island,
Street
and State,
State ' in accordance with the provisions of the Act entitled
entitled
"An
Act to
construction of
of bridges
bridges over
over navigable
"An Act
to regulate
regulate the
the construction
navigable
waters,"
23, 1906:
1906: Provided,
Provided, however,
however, That
That the
the
waters," approved
approved March
March 23,
construction of
of said
shall be
be commenced
within three
actual construction
said bridges
bridges shall
commenced within
three
years and completed within five years from the date of passage
hereof.
hereof.
SEC.
SEC. 2. That the right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act
Act is
is hereby
hereby
expressly
expressly reserved.
Approved.
February 16,
16, 1924.
Approved. February
1924.

FoxRi.
Fox
River.
HI.,
n, may
bridge east and
w es t
an
d west
o
branches of.

Aurora,

bgat

Construction.
construction.
Vol.
vol. 34,
34, p. 84.

Proviso.
Time limit.

Timrelit.
Amendment.

February 16, 1924.
[S. r1634.
1634.]

Is.

[Public,
26.1
[Public, No.
No. 2a.1

CHAP.
Act To
To authorize
CHAP. 31.—An
31.-An Act
authorize the
the building
building of
of
River in
South Carolina,
Carolina, between
between Marion
Marion and
lorry
River
in South
and Horry

the Lumber
Lumber
aa bridge
bridge across
across the
Counties.
Counties.

Be
the Senate
House of
of the
the
Be itit enacted
enacted by
of Representatives
by the
Senate and
and House
Representatives of
the State
assembled, That
That the
of America
America in
Lnited States of
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
counties
Highway Department
Department of
of South
South Carolina
in cooperation
with the
bridge, Highway
Carolina in
cooperation with
the
properly
Counties,
properly constituted
constituted authorities
authorities of Marion
Marion and Horry
Horry Counties,
South Carolina,
Carolina, be, and they are hereby, authorized to construct,
a bridge and approaches thereto
the
maintain, and operate
operate a
thereto across the
bridge near
Lumber River to replace the present highway bridge
near Nichols,
Nichols,
South
Carolina, between
between the
Counties of
of Marion
Marion and
South
and lorry,
Horry, South
the Counties
South Carolina,
Construction.
Construction.
Vol.
34, p.
Vol. 34,
p. 84.
84.
Carolina, in accordance
with the provisions of the Act entitled "An
"An
Carolina,
accordance with
Act to regulate
regulate the construction
construction of bridges over navigable
navigable waters,"
approved
1906.
23, 1906.
March 23,
approved March
Amendment.
SEc.
SEC. 2. That the right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
expressly
reserved.
expressly reserved.
Approved,
Approved, February
February 16,
16, 1924
1924

Lumber
Lumber River.
South Carolina,
arolina, and
and
Marion and
and Horn
Horn
Marion
Counties may bridge,
near Nichols.
near
Nichols.

South

SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH
CONGRESS.

SESS.
I.. CHS.
32-34.
SEss. I
CHs. 32-34.
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1924.
1924.

CHAP.
tict Granting
Granting the consent
consent of Congress
Northern
Congress to the Great Northern
32.-An Act
CHAP. 32.—An
Railway Company,
operate or reconstruct,
reconstruct,
Company, aa corporation, to maintain and operate
Railway
maintain,
operate a
bridge across
across the
the Mississippi
Mississippi River.
River.
a bridge
and operate
maintain, and

February 16,1924.
16, 1924.
February
[H.
R. 4366.1
[H.R.4366.]
[Public,
No.
27.]
[Public, No. 27.]

Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
of the
the Ml&stqsippi
Be it
the Senate
and House
Representatives of
.i.ssp
River.
River.
Great Northern Railin Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the consent
consent GreatNorthernRailUnited States
States of
of America
That the
United
America in
way
Company
may
way
Company
may
of
the Congress
is hereby
hereby granted
Railway bridge,
of the
Congress is
granted to
to the
the Great
Great Northern
Northern Railway
ridgemPMinneapolis,
eaplis
Minn
Minn.
State
of
laws
of
the
under
the
Company,
a
corporation
organized
under
the
of
organized
Company, a corporation
Minnesota, its
successors and
and assigns,
assigns, to
maintain and
and operate
operate or
or
to maintain
Minnesota,
its successors
reconstruct, maintain,
an existing
bridge and
and approaches
approaches
existing bridge
reconstruct,
maintain, and
and operate
operate an
thereto
across the
the Mississippi
River at
Nicollet Island
Island in
in the
the vicinity
vicinity
at Nicollet
thereto across
Mississippi River
of Second
Second Avenue,
Avenue, within
the city
city of
of
within the
of Minneapolis,
Minneapolis, State
State of
of MinneMinne- cotruction.
Construction.
Vol. 34,
p. 84.
84.
34, p.
of an
an Act
Act entitled "An
sota, in
in accordance
accordance with
with the
provisions of
"An Act Vol.
the provisions
sota,
to regulate
regulate the
the construction
bridges over
navigable waters,"
over navigable
waters,"
construction of
of bridges
to
approved March
23, 1906.
1906.
approved
March 23,
Amendment.
Amendment.
SEC. 2.
the right
to alter,
alter, amend,
amend, or
repeal this
this Act
is
Act is
or repeal
SEC.
2. That
That the
right to
hereby
expressly reserved.
reserved.
hereby expressly
Approved,
1924.
February 16,
16, 1924.
Approved, February

CHAP. 33.-An
33.—An Act To authorize
Illinois to construct, mainCHAP.
authorize the State of Illinois
tain,
and operate
operate a
thereto, across
across the
the Fox
Fox River
River in
in the
tain, and
a bridge,
bridge, and
and approaches
approaches thereto,
the
county of Kendall
Kendall and State
State of Illinois.
Illinois.

it enacted
Representatives of
of the
Be it
enacted by the Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives

February 16, 1924.
[FebR.y 4498.]
16,984.
[H.
[Public, No.
[Public,
No. 28]
28.]
Fox River.
Ri•
ve
r.

United States
of America in
assembled, That
That the
Statemayy
ge,
Illinois may brid
bridge,
the State
in Congress
Congress assembled,
United
States of
of
is hereby,
to construct,
maintain, and
and in
i
nKendall
Kendall coty.
County.
construct, maintain,
authorized to
and is
hereby, authorized
be, and
of Illinois
Illinois be,
operate
bridge, and
the Fox
River at
at
across the
Fox River
and approaches
approaches thereto,
thereto, across
operate a
a bridge,
at a
suitable to
the interests
navigation, in
the county
of
in the
county of
at
a point
point suitable
to the
interests of
of navigation,
Kendall,
State of
of Illinois,
the spur
spur of
of State
Road numbered
numbered
on the
State Road
Kendall, and
and State
Illinois, on
Bristol in
in said
said county
18,
connecting the
Yorkville and
18, connecting
the villages
villages of
of Yorkville
and Bristol
of
replace the
bridge now
connecting the
the said
said villages
of
of Kendall,
Kendall, to
to replace
the bridge
now connecting
villages of
Yorkville and
and Bristol,
Bristol, in
in accordance
accordance with
of the
the Act
Act Construction.
onstruction.
with the
the provisions
provisions of
Yorkville
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
to regulate
regulate the
of bridges
over V
Vol. 34,p.
34, p. 84.
84.
bridges over
the construction
construction of
entitled
navigable waters,"
navigable
approved March
1906.
waters," approved
March 23,
23, 1906.
Amendment.
this Act is hereby
amend, or repeal this
SEC. 2.
The right
right to
alter, amend,
hereby A
to alter,
SEc.
2. The
expressly
reserved.
expressly reserved.
Approved, February
February 16,
1924.
Approved,
16, 1924.

CHAP. 34.—An
Granting the consent
consent of Congress to the State
State of
of
CHAP.
34.-An Act Granting
Illinois to construct,
maintain, and
operate a
bridge and approaches
thereto
construct, maintain,
and operate
a bridge
approaches thereto
across
across the Rock River, in the county of Winnebago,
Winnebago, State of Illinois,
Illinois, in section
section
24, township
1 east, of the third principal
township 46 north, range 1
principal meridian.
meridian.

ofFebruar16,
1924.
February
16, 1924.
Fe[f.
[H. R.499
R. 4499.1
[Public, No.
[Public,
No. 29
29.]

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
and House of

Rock River.
United States
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the consent
consent Illinois
United
of America
America in
That the
noisray
may bridge
bridge,
in
Winnebago county
County.
of Illinois
of Congress
Congress is
is hereby
granted to
to the
State of
Illinois to construct,
construct, in winnebago
the State
hereby granted
of
maintain, and
operate a
and approaches
approaches thereto
across the
the
maintain,
and operate
a bridge
bridge and
thereto across
Rock River,
suitable to
the interests
navigation, in
in the
the
of navigation,
to the
interests of
Rock
River, at
at aa point
point suitable
in section
township 46
of Illinois,
Illinois, in
county of
Winnebago, State
State of
section 24, township
county
of Winnebago,
principal meridian,
north. range
east, of the third principal
range 11 east,
meridian, in accordance
accordance conctim
Construction.
Vol. 34, p. 84.
Act to regulate
regulate the con- vol.34,p.84.
with
the provisions
the Act
Act entitled
entitled 'An
".An Act
of the
provisions of
with the
approved March 23,
waters," approved
over navigable
navigable waters,"
struction of
of bridges
bridges over
struction
1906.
S
EC. 2.
right to
to alter,
or repeal
this Act
Act is
is hereby
hereby
repeal this
amend, or
alter, amend,
the right
SEC.
2. That
That the
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved, February
1924.
February 16, 1924.
Approved,

Amdment.
Amendment
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SIXTY-EIGHTH
SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.

February 16,
1924.
I6,1924.
[H.
H. R.
R. 5273.]
73.]
[Public, No.
No. 30.]
[Pubic,
30.

SESS. I.
35-37.
SESS.
I. CHS.
CHS. 35-37.

1924.
1924.

CHAP.
Act Granting
Granting the
the consent
of Congress
Congress to
to the
the Chicago,
Chicago,
CHAP. 35.—An
35.-An Act
consent of
Milwaukee and
Milwaukee
and Saint
Saint Paul
construct a
the
Paul Railway
Railway Company
Company to
to construct
a bridge
bridge over
over the
Mississippi River
between Saint
Saint Paul
Paul and
River between
and Minneapolis,
Minneapolis, Minnesota.
Minnesota.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
Senate and
House of
Representatives of
of the
the
Be
by the
the Senate
and House
of Representatives

Mississippi River.
United States
assembled, That
That the
the consent
consent
America in,
in Congress
Congress assembled,
SipilRiver. United
States of
of America
Cl
Chicago, Milwaukee,
Chicago,
Milwaukee,
and
Rail- of
of Congress
is hereby
granted to
the
Chicago, Milwaukee
and Saint
saint Paul
and Saint
Paul RanCongress
is
hereby
granted
to
the
Chicago,
Milwaukee
and
Saint
way, Company may
Paul Railway
Railway Company,
Company, a
the laws
laws of
Minneapolis,
bbridge,,Ydgc^nneapo.
, Paul
a corporation
corporation organized
organized under
under the
of

Minn.
M
n.

81&

Post, P. 816.

Construction.
constructin.
Vol.
34, p. 84.

Amendm

Amendment.

February
FeIbrsry 16,
1924.
6 1924.
[S. I.
Rm. 68.1
681
ISu
T.Reso.
ub. Res, No. 5.]
5.1
[Pub.

Navy
and Marine
Navy, and
Marine
Memorial to Americans
cans lost at sea.
Erection
Erection authorized
authorized
of, in Washington,
Washington, D.
C.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Approval
Approval of Commission of Fine Arts.

No Government
Government expense.

February 20, 1924.
1924.
[S.
22491
[S.2249.]
[Public, No. 31.]
31.]

the State
of Wisconsin,
and assigns,
assigns, to
to construct,
construct, mainmainthe
State of
Wisconsin, its
its successors
successors and
tain, and
operate a
approaches thereto
the MissisMissistain,
and operate
a bridge
bridge and
and approaches
thereto across
across the
sippi
to connect
line of
railway of
said company,
sippi River
River so
so as
as to
connect the
the line
of railway
of said
company, in
in
the
city of
of Saint
Saint Paul,
railway of
of said
said company
company near
near the
the
the city
Paul, with
with the
the railway
south
limits of
of the
the city
city of
location suitable
suitable to
the
south limits
of Minneapolis,
Minneapolis, at
at a
a location
to the
interests
of navigation,
navigation, in
m accordance
with the
the provisions
of the
the Act
interests of
accordance with
provisions of
Act
entitled "An
"An Act
to regulate
regulate the
construction of
bridges over
entitled
Act to
the construction
of bridges
over navinavigable waters"
approved March
March 23,
1906.
gable
waters," approved
23, 1906.
SEC.
SEC. 2. That the right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
expressly reserved.
expressly
reserved.
16, 1924.
Approved, February
February 16,
1924.

CtAP. 36.-Joint
Authorizing the erection
CHAP.
36.—Joint Resolution
Resolution Authorizing
erection on public grounds in
in the
city
Washington, District
Columbia, of
of aamemorial
memorial to
the Navy
Navy and
marine
to the
and marine
of Washington,
District of
of Columbia,
city of
services,
as Navy
Navy and
services, to be known as
to Americans
and Marine
Marine Memorial
Memorial Dedicated
Dedicated to
Americans
Lost
Lost at
at Sea.
Sea.

Resolved
by the Senate and
ResoLved by
Representatives of
the
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
United States
States of
of America
United
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Chief
Chief of
of
Engineers,
be, and
Engineers, United States Army,
Army, be,
authorized
and he
he is hereby,
hereby, authorized
and directed
directed to
the honorary
honorary national
committee
and
to grant
grant permission
permission to
to the
national committee
committee of the Navy
and executive
executive committee
memorial for
for the
Navy and marine
marine memorial
the
erection on public grounds
grounds of
of the
States in
the city
of WashWashthe United
United States
in the
city of
other than those
ington, District of Columbia, other
Capitol, the
the
those of
of the
the Capitol,
Library
and the
the White
memorial to
to the
Library of Congress, and
White House,
House, of
of aa memorial
the
services, to
to be
be known
known as
Navy and
and marine
marine services,
as Navy
Navy and
and Marine
Marine
Dedicated to Americans
Lost at Sea: Provided,
Memorial Dedicated
Americans Lost
Provided, That
the
That the
site chosen and the design of the memorial shall
be approved
approved by
by the
the
shall be
National Commission of
National
that the
of Fine Arts,
Arts, and
and that
the United
United States
States shall
shall
maintenance of the said
be put to no expense
expense in or by the erection or maintenance
said
memorial.
memorial.
Approved,
Approved, February
February 16,
1924.
16, 1924.

CHAP.
37.--An Act To extend
the power of
CHAP. 37.—.1n
extend for nine months the
of the
War Finance
the War
Finance
Corporation to make advances under the provisions
provisions of the War Finance Corporation
Corporation
Act, as amended,
for other
purposes.
amended, and for
other purposes.

Be it
enacted by the Senate and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of .the
it enacted
United States
States of America in
Congress assembled,
United
in Congress
That the
assembled, That
the time
time
Corporation may make advances
during which the War Finance
Finance Corporation
advances and
and
purchase notes,
drafts, bills of exchange,
exchange, or other securities
under
purchase
notes, drafts,
securities under
the terms of sections
the
sections 21, 22, 23, and 24 of the War Finance Corporation Act, as amended, is hereby extended
extended to and including NovemNovemProviso.
Proviso.
Application received
received ber 30, 1924: Provided,
Application
Provided,
if
That
if
any application
application for
advance or
for an
an advance
or
termination,
on day of termination,
for the purchase
etc.
for
purchase by the War
War Finance Corporation of notes, drafts,
bills
or other
securities is received
bills of
of exchange,
exchange, or
other securities
received at the office of the
corporation in
November
corporation
in the
the District
District of Columbia
Columbia on or before November
30. 1924,
1924. such application may be acted upon and approved, and the
30.
advance may be made or the notes, drafts, bills of exchange, or other
other
advance
securities
may be purchased
purchased at any time prior to December
securities may
December 31,
31, 1924.

War Finance
Finance Corporation, etc.
poration,
Time extended
extended for
Time
advances,
advances, etc., by.
Vol. 40,
Vol.
Vol.
40, p.
p. 1313;
1313; Vol.
42, pp. 181, 634, 1480.
1480.
Post.
Post. p. 763.
73.

SIXTY-EIGHTH
CONGRESS.
SIXTYEI GHTH CO
NGRE SS.

SESS. I.
SEss.
I. ats.
CHS. 37-39.

1924.
1924.

SEC.
2. That paragraph
paragraph 33 of section 15 of Title II of
SEC. 2.
the War
War
of the
Finance
Corporation Act, as amended,
amended, be
Finance Corporation
be amended
by striking
striking out
out
amended by

15
Liquidation time
time exLiquidation
extended.
tended.
Vol.
42,
p.
Vol. 42, p. 1481,
1481,

amended.
at the
at
the beginning of said paragraph
paragraph the words
words ""beginning
beginning April 1, amended
1924," and
and inserting
thereof the words
1924,"
inserting in lieu thereof
words ""beginning
January
beginning January
1, 1925."'
1925."
Deposit of funds.
SEC.
amended by
SEC. 3.
3. That
That paragraph
paragraph 4
4 of said section 15 be amended
by strikstrik- vo"l.
Vol. 42,
42,f p.. s
1481,
4 81
ing out
out at
at the
beginning of
of said paragraph
paragraph the words "After April amended.
amended.
ing
the beginning
1,
1924,"
and
inserting
1, 1924," and
in lieu thereof
thereof the words
words "After January
January 1,
1925."
1925."
r
SEC.
corporation may from
newalffor
time, through
S
EC. 4.
4. That
That the
the corporation
from time to time,
through rere- paFurther
upa
er orrenewal
yment
advances
newals,
substitutions
of
new
obligations,
otherwise, extend
newals, substitutions of
obligations, or otherwise,
extend the
the on
on agricultural
agricultural prodproducts, etc.
etc.
uets,
time
of payment
payment of any advance
time of
advance made under authority
authority conferred
conferred in
in Vol.
Vol.42,
42, p. 182.
section
Limitation.
section 24 of the War Finance Corporation
Corporation Act, as amended;
amended; but
but Limitation.
the time
time for
for the
the
the payment of any such advance
advance shall not be extended
extended
beyond January
January 1,
1, 1926, if such advance
beyond
advance was originally made
on or
made on
or
before January
1, 1923, or beyond
before
January 1,
beyond three years from the date upon
upon
which
made, if such advance
which such
such advance
advance was originally made,
advance was origoriginally made after January
January 1, 1923.
Approved,
Approved, February 20, 1924.
1924.

CHAP.

38.-An Act
Act Granting
CHAP. 38.—An
Granting the consent
consent of Congress to the State of Illinois
and the
the State
of Iowa,
construct aa bridge
bridge across
and
State of
Iowa, or
or either of them,
them, to construct
across the Mississippi
Mississippi
River
River connecting
connecting the county of Whiteside, Illinois, and
and the county of Clinton, Iowa.
Iowa.

February 20, 1924.
February
20,1924.
411. R. 4817.]
[Public,
No. 32.]
32.]
Public, No.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
Be
by the Senate
Senate and House
House of Representatives of
of the
the Mississip
M
ppi iver.
n gress
p
iRiver.
United States of America
Coongress
assembled, That
United
Americ a in
i
n C
That the
the consent
consent nanoisaeowalmy
linsslisandlowamay
of
Congress
is
hereby
granted
to
the
State
of
Illinois
and
the
State
obdge
Witweein
of Congress is hereby granted to
State
State tnesd
goe
iareepde c
,
o
n
u
z
coof Iowa,
Iowa, or
or either of them, to construct,
construct, maintain,
of
maintain, and operate
operate aaand Clinton, Iowa.
Iowa.
bridge and
and approaches
approaches thereto across the Mississippi
bridge
Mississippi River at a
apoint
point
suitable
to
the
interests of navigation,
suitable
navigation, at or near
near the western terminus
of the
Lincoln Highway
Highway in the county of Whiteside,
of
the Lincoln
Whiteside, Illinois, and
and
the
eastern terminus of the Lincoln
the eastern
Lincoln Highway
Highway in the county
of ClinClin- Construction.
county of
Construction.
ton,
Iowa, in
in accordance
Vol. 34,
34, p.
84.
ton, Iowa,
accordance with the provisions
provisions of the Act entitled
entitled "An VO.
P-84.
Act
to regulate
regulate the
the construction
construction of bridges over navigable
Act to
navigable waters,"
March 23, 1906.
1906.
approved March
Amendment.
Amendment.
SEC.
S
EC. 2. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act
Act is hereby
hereby
expressly reserved.
reserved.
Approved, February
February 20, 1924.
1924.
CHAP.
39.-Joint Resolution Di
Directing
Secretary
CHAP. 39.—Joint
rec ti ng the
th e S
ecre t
ary of
o fthe
th e Interior
Interi
or to
i
nst i
FernarKe2
s1
.,
71924.
1
1
014.
to instiFebruary
21,
tute
proceedings touching
tute proceedings
touching sections
sections 16 and
and 36, township
township 30 south, range
range 23
23 east,
east, -[pub
[Pub. Res
Res., No
No.
7] 6.]
Mount Diablo
Mount
Diablo meridian.
meridian.

[ub. es., N.

Resolved
the Senate
and House
House of
Representatives of
Resolved by
by the
Senate and
of Representatives
of the
Naval oil reserves, ,
United States of America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the
l eserves
oal
United
in Congress
the SecreSecre- cCalif.
tary
Interior be,
and he hereby
hereby is, directed forthwith
proceedings directed
directed
tary of
of' the
the Interior
be, and
forthwith to insti- Proceedings
establish title of
of
to establish~
tute proceedings to assert and
establish the
the title
and establish
title of
of the
the United
United States
States United
United States
States to.
AR
p.
5.
to
sections 16
south, range
'ep.5.
to sections
16 and
and 36, township
township 30 south,
range 23 east, Mount
Mount
Diablo meridian, within the exterior
naval reserve
reserve numexterior limits
limits of
of naval
numbered
bered 1
1in the State of California, and the President
of the
United
President of
the United
Special counsel, etc.,
States
is hereby authorized
authorized and directed
""cu, etc.
States is
directed to employ special counsel auStcnrid
authorized.
to prosecute such proceedings
proceedings and any suit or
ancillary thereto
thereto
or suits
suits ancillary
or necessary
necessary or desirable to arrest the exhaustion
exhaustion of
of the
the oil
within
oil within
said sections 16 and 36 pending
pending such
proceedings.
such proceedings.
Approved,
Approved, February
21, 1924.
February 21,
1924.
45822 0-25 -- 4
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CHAP.
40.—An Act
the States
States of
Alabama and
and Georgia,
Georgia, through
through
of Alabama
Act To
To authorize
authorize the
CHAP. 40.-An
their respective
respective highway
highway departments,
departments, to construct and maintain
maintain a
a bridge across
Chattahoochee River at or near Eufaula, Alabama, connecting
the Chattahoochee
connecting Barbour County,
Alabama, and Quitman
Georgia.
Quitman County, Georgia.
Alabama,

February 27,1924.
27, 1924.
February

[H. R. 3198.]
No. 33.

[H. R. 3198.1
[Public,
Public, No. 33.1

of the
Be
Senate and
House of
Representatives of
of Representatives
and House
the Senate
by the
enacted by
Be itit enacted

Cliattahoocheefliver.
ChattahoocheeRiver.

labama
taulab'dge ,

SEss.
CHs. 40-42.
40-42.
I.. CHS.
SESS. I

assembled, That the States of
Congress assemble,
States of America in Congress
United States
of

.Alabama and
Gearand Georruiama
,Ay
La. bridge,
EuEu

their respective
respective highway
departhighway departthrough their
Georgia, through
and Georgia,
Alabama and
- Alabama

ments,
be, and
are hereby,
hereby, authorized
to construct
construct and
and maintain
maintain a
a
authorized to
and are
ments, be,
bridge
and approaches
approaches thereto
thereto across
Chattahoochee River,
River, at
at a
a
the Chattahoochee
across the
bridge and
point suitable
of navigation,
navigation, at
or near
Eufaula,
near Eufaula,
at or
the interests
interests of
suitable to
to the
point
County,,
Alabama, and Quitman County
Alabama,
Alabama, connecting
connecting Barbour County, Alabama,
Georgia, in
in accordance
accordance with
the provisions
of the
Act entitled
entitled
the Act
provisions of
with the
Georgia,
"An Act
Act to
to regulate
regulate the
the construction
bridges over
over navigable
navigable
"An
construction of
of bridges
waters," approved
approved March
1906.
23, 1906.
March 23,
waters,"
alter, amend,
amend, or repeal
SEC. 2. That
repeal this Act is hereby
That the
the right to alter,
SEC.
expressly
expressly reserved.
Approved, February
February 27, 1924.
1924.
Approved,

Construction.

3 p. 84.
Vol. 34,
vo
4,p. 84:

Amendment.

February
27,1924.
February 27,
1924.

ts.

e4.]

J. Res. 84.]
FiRes.
[Pub.
No.7.]
7.]
[Pub. Res., No.

CHAP.
appropriation for contingent
contingent expenses of
41.-Joint Resolution Making appropriation
CHAP. 41.—Joint
the
United States
Senate, fiscal
fiscal year
1924.
year 1924.
States Senate,
the United

of the
Resolved
by the
the Senate
and House
Representatives of
of Representatives
House of
Senate and
Resolved by
United
of America
America in
in Congress
the sum
sum of
United States
States of
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
of
and
' est
is hereby
appropriated, out
out of
in the
the Treasury
Treasury
of any
any money
money in
hereby appropriated,
- ' $125,000
$125,000 is
and mn
not
otherwise appropriated,
expenses
not otherwise
appropriated, for the fiscal year
year 1924, for expenses
investigations ordered
ordered by
Senate, including
including
of inquiries and
and investigations
by the
the Senate,
compensation
compensation of stenographers
stenographers to committees
committees at such rate as may
may
be
to Audit
and Control
Control the
the Contingent
be fixed by
by the
the Committee to
Audit and
Contingent
Expenses
exceeding 25 cents
per hundred
hundred
Expenses of the
the Senate,
Senate, but
but not exceeding
cents per
words.
Approved,
1924.
Approved, February
February 27,
27, 1924.

Senate.
senate.

Appropriation for inApproprationfarinve

g i
n
i
lea
tis

February
27, 1924.
res.'
FIe
[H. J.
Res. 160.
160.]
[Pub. Res.,
No. 8.]
8.]
Res., No.
[lub.

Naval oil

eve

Naval oil reserves.
Appropriation for leAppropriation
legal expenses of suits to
cancelpeaes
of, etc.
cancel leases of,
Ante, p. 6.
.
Pot, p.1315,

Ant, .p.

for
et

Pot' p.15

thof

Authority of counsel

employed.
employed.

CHAP.
Resolution To
an appropriation
appropriation for
for the
the prosecution
prosecution
provide an
To provide
42.-Joint Resolution
CHAP. 42.—Joint
of suits
cancel certain
leases, and
and for
for other
other purposes.
purposes.
certain leases,
to cancel
suits to
of

Resolved by
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
Resolved
by the
the Senate
United States
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That there be, and
United
is
from any
in the
not
any moneys
moneys in
the Treasury
Treasury not
is hereby,
hereby, appropriated,
appropriated, from
appropriated, the sum of $100,000,
$100,000, or so much thereof
otherwise appropriated,
thereof
as may
necessary, to be expended by the President
President for
as
may be
be necessary,
for the
the purpurpose
of employing
employing the
the necessary
necessary attorneys
attorneys and
agents and
for such
such
pose of
and agents
and for
other
other expenses
necessary in
and carrying
expenses as
as may be necessary
in instituting
instituting and
carrying on
on
any
suits or
other proceedings,
any suits
or other
proceedings, either
either civil
criminal, which
which he
he
civil or
or criminal,
may cause to be instituted or which
or to
take any
which may
may be instituted,
instituted, or
to take
any
other steps
steps deemed necessary
necessary to be
relation to
the cancellabe taken
taken in relation
to the
cancellation of any leases on oil lands in former
former naval reserves, in the proseprosecution of any person or persons guilty
infraction of
laws
guilty of
of any infraction
of the
the laws
of the United States in connection
other
connection with said leases or in any other
measures which
United
measures
which he may take
take to protect
protect the
the interests
interests of the
the United
States and the people thereof
thereof in connection
connection therewith.
counsel
therewith. Any counsel
under the authority
employed by the President under
resolution
authority of this
this resolution
shall be appointed
appointed by, and with the advice and consent of the Senate
and shall have
have full
full power
power and authority to
on said
said proceedings,
to carry
carry on
proceedings,
any law to the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding.
Approved,
February 27,
27, 1924.
Approved, February
1924.
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46.
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CHS. 43, 44, 46.
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CHAP. 43.—An
43.-An Act Granting
the State
Granting the consent
consent of Congress to
to the
State Highway
Highway
Department
Carolina to construct a
a bridge
across the
the Pedee
River in
Department of North Carolina
bridge across
Pedee River
in
North Carolina between
Anson and
and Richmond
between Anson
Richmond Counties.
Counties.

it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House
House of Representatives
Be it
Representatives of the
the
United States of America
America in,
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the consent
United
consent
of Congress
Congress is hereby
hereby granted to the State Highway Department
Department of
North Carolina and its successors and assigns, to
to construct,
construct, maintain, and operate a
Peedee
a bridge and approaches
approaches thereto across the
the Peedee
River at aapoint suitable
suitable to the interests of navigation,
navigation, at or near the
town of Pee Dee, between the counties of Anson
Anson and Richmond,
Richmond, in
in
the State of North Carolina, in accordance
accordance with
with the provisions
provisions of
of the
Act entitled "An Act to regulate
regulate the construction of bridges
bridges over
over
navigable waters,"
waters," approved
23, 1906.
approved March
March 23,
1906.
SEc.
amend, or repeal
Act is
SEC. 2. That the right to
to alter,
alter, amend,
repeal this
this Act
is hereby
hereby
expressly reserved.
reserved.
Approved, February 29,
29, 1924.
1924.
CHAP. 44.—Joint
44.-Joint Resolution For the appointment
appointment of one member of the Board
of Managers
Managers of the National Home for Disabled
Disabled Volunteer
Volunteer Soldiers.

February 29,
29, 1924.
February
1924.
2189.]
[S. 2189.]
[Public, No.
[Public,
No. 34.]
34.]
Peedee River.
North Carolina
Carolina may
may
bridge, Pee Dee.
bridge,
Dee.

Construction.
Construction.
Vol. 34, p. 84.
Amendment.
Amendment.

February 29,
29, 1924.
Febiary
1924.
[S. J. Res. 83.]
[Pb.. Res.No9.

9.1
[Pub. Res., No. 9.]

Senate and
Resolved by the Senate
and House of Representatives
of the
Representatives of
the
National Home for
National
United
United States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That John J.
J. Disabled
Disabled Volunteer
Volunteer
Soldiers.
Steadman, of California,
California, be, and he is hereby,
hereby, appointed
appointed a
a memmem- Soldiers.
John I.
J. Steadman apapber of the Board of Managers
Managers of the National Home for Disabled
Disabled pointed aa Manager.
Manager.
Volunteer
Volunteer Soldiers of the United States, to fill the unexpired
unexpired
term of Henry II.
H. Markham,
Markham, deceased.
deceased.
Approved, February
Approved,
February 29, 1924.
CHAP. 46.-An
provisions of
of certain
CHAP.
46.—An Act To extend
extend the
the provisions
certain laws
laws to
to the
the Territory
Territory
of Hawaii.
Hawaii.

March 10, 1924.
March
1924.

[H. R.
[H.
R. 4121.]
4121.]
[Public, No. 35.]
[Public,
35.]

Be it
it enacted by the Senate
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
Senate and
and House
of the
the Hawaii.
awaii
Federal
Highway
United
United States of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That beginning Federal
America in
Highway
Act appropriations exwith the fiscal year ending June 30,
with
30, 1925,
1925, the
Territory of
the Territory
of Hawaii
tAwCndedpr
IHawali tended
exto.

39, p. 355; Vol.
shall
entitled to
in appropriations'now
appropriations now or
or which
shall be
be entitled
to share
share in
which may
may herehere- 42,Vol.
po.
39, p. 355; vo.
p. 212.
available for
for apportionment
after become available
apportionment under
under the
entitled
the Act
Act entitled
"An Act to provide
provide that the United States
aid the
the States
in
States shall aid
States in
the construction of rural post roads, and for other
other purposes,"
purposes,"
approved July 11, 1916, known as
and
as the Federal
Federal Highway
Highway Act, and
any Act amendatory
amendatory thereof or supplementary
supplementary thereto, upon
upon the
same terms and conditions as any of the several States, and such
such
Territory shall be included in the calculations
calculations to
to determine
determine the
the
0
basis of
of apportionment
Provided, That in approv- Proviso.
- to ro
apportionment of such funds: Provided,
Preference
Preference to road
to receive
receive Federal
ing road projects
projects in such Territory
Territory to
aid, the
Federal aid,
the SecSec- projects to
to complete
complete
system, etc.
retary
retary of Agriculture shall give preference
preference to
to such projects
projects as
as will
will systemetc.
expedite the completion
expedite
completion of an adequate
adequate system of highways
highways for
for
the national defense
defense or which will connect
connect seaports with units of
of the
national parks.
national
parks.
Federal Farm Loan
S
EC. 2. The
The provisions
of the
Federal Farm
and any
any Act
SEC.
provisions of
the Federal
Farm Loan
Loan Act,
Act, and
provisios exAct
previsions
tended
to.
Act amendatory
thereof
or
supplementary
thereto,
are
extended
to. p. 360;
amendatory
extended to tended
Vol.
360: Vol.
Vol.
Vol. 39, p.
the Territory
42, p. 1454.
Territory of Hawaii.
Hawaii. The Federal
Federal Farm Loan Board shall 42,p.
i4L
Branch banks auinclude
a Federal land bank district,
bank
include the Territory
Territory in a
district, and such thorize
thorized.
Federal land bank as the board may designate is authorized
authorized to,
to
establish branch
branch banks in the Territory.
, and
InSEC.
S
EC. 3. The Territory
Territory of Hawaii shall be entitled
entitled to share
share in
in the
the fanMaternity
Act benefits
benefit exex:
Act
D
tended
to.
benefits of the Act entitled "An Act for the promotion
promotion of the wel- tenV.
edt42, p. VA.
poip.
s
p. 688.
fare and hygiene of maternity
maternity and infancy, and for other pur- Post,
poses,"
approved November
November 23,
1921, and
and any
any Act
Act amendatory
poses," approved
23, 1921,
amendatory
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1924.
1924.

thereof
or supplementary
supplementary thereto,
upon the
same terms
and conconterms and
the same
thereto, upon
thereof or
year ending
For the
of
any of
of the
several States.
States. For
the fiscal
fiscal year
ending
the several
as any
of ditions
ditions as
June 30, 1925, there is authorized
fun
authorized to be appropriated,
appropriated, out of any
money
in
the
Treasury
not
otherwise
appropriated,
the sum
sum of
of
money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the
$13,000, to
under such
such Act
to the
the
Act to
for apportionment
apportionment under
available for
to be
be available
$13,000,
Territory,
and annually
annually thereafter
thereafter such
such sum
sum as
be apporapporas would
would be
Territory, and
tioned to
.
if such
such Act
Act had
included the
the
originally included
had originally
Territory.if
to the
the Territory
tioned
Territory.
Territory.
the
to share
shall be
of Hawaii
Vocational
SEC. 4.
The Territory
Hawaii shall
be entitled
entitled to
share in
in the
Territory of
4. The
SEC.
Vocational education
provisionsextended
to.
provisionsextended
Vols.
39,
p.
929
itled
An
Act
to
provide
for
the
promotion
benefits of the Act entitled "An Act to provide for the promotion
TvOl.
39, p. 9.e
of vocational
to provide
provide for
with the
the States
States
cooperation with
for cooperation
education; to
vocational education;
of
in the
the promotion
of such
education in
trades
the trades
and the
agriculture and
in agriculture
such education
promotion of
in
and industries;
industries; to
cooperation with
States in
in the
the
the States
with the
for cooperation
to provide
provide for
and
preparation of
of teachers
teachers of
of vocational
to appropriate
appropriate
and to
subjects; and
vocational subjects;
preparation
money
expenditure," approved
approved February
February 23,
1917,
23, 1917,
its expenditure,"
regulate its
and regulate
money and
and
any Act
amendatory thereof
or supplementary
supplementary thereto,
thereto upon
upon
thereof or
Act amendatorv
and any
A
d.
11otment
authorhe same
erms and
an d con
diti ons as
yo
the sev
eral States.
There
States. There
several
offthe
as an
any
conditions
same t
terms
the
author- t
Allotment
ize
ized.
is authorized
authorized to be appropriated,
appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury
Treasury
not
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, for
fiscal year
year ending
ending June
June 30,
1925,
30, 1925,
for the
the fiscal
not otherwise
and annually
annually, thereafter,
the sum
$30,000, to
available for
for
to be
be available
of $30,000,
sum of
thereafter, the
and
allotment under
under such
such Act
Act to
the Territory.
Territory.
the
to
allotment
rb.
vocionl
Vocational rehabiliin the
the
shall be
tation
of persons
SEC. 5.
5. The
Hawaii shall
be entitled
entitled to
to share
share in
of Hawaii
Territory of
The Territory
SEC.
ilS
rons dinttionoe
abled
in industry provi- benefits
benefits of
of the
the Act
"An Act
the promotion
promotion
for the
to provide
provide for
Act to
entitled "An
Act entitled
ainextndestdryvi
sions
extended to.
Vol.
p. 735.
of
rehabilitation of
of persons
persons disabled
disabled in
in industry
industry or
otheror othervocational rehabilitation
735.
of vocational
Vol. 41,
41, p.
wise
and their
civil employment,"
approved June
June 2,
1920,
2, 1920,
employment," approved
to civil
return to
their return
wise and
and any
any Act
amendatory thereof
thereof or
or supplementary
upon
thereto, upon
supplementary thereto
Act amendatory
and
Allotment
the same
same terms
terms and
conditions as
several States.
There
States. 'There
any of
of the
the several
as any
and conditions
author- the
lotment authorhied.
Treasury
any money
money in
out of
of any
to be
be appropriated,
is
Post, p.izo2.
is authorized
authorized to
appropriated, out
in the
the Treasury
Poet,
p. 12.
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1925,
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, for the
not
and
thereafter ' the
the sum
of $5,000,
to be
be available
for
available for
$5,000, to
sum of
annually thereafter,
and annually
allotment
such Act
to the
the Territory.
Territory.
Act to
under such
allotment under
Approved, March
10, 1924.
March 10,
Approved,

f

Agportionment
Apportionment

March 11, 1924.
R11
194.
M
[H. 11.
584.]
[Public, No. 343.1
3.]
[Public,

47.-An Act To authorize
CHAP.
authorize the county of Multnomah,
Multnomah,
CHAP. 47.—An
construct, maintain,
maintain, and
thereto
approaches thereto
and approaches
bridge and
a bridge
operate a
and operate
construct,
Willamette
in the
the vicinity
vicinity
Oregon, in
city of
of Portland,
Portland, Oregon,
River, in
in the
the city
Willamette River,

site of Sellwood Ferry.

winamette

Oregon,
Oregon, to
to
across
the
across the
of present
of
present

Be it
enacted by
by the
Senate and
House of
Representatives of
of the
the
of Representatives
and House
the Senate
Be
it enacted
the county
United States
of America
America in
That the
county
assembled, That
in Congress
Congress assembled,
States of
United
in the State of Oregon,
,of Multnomah,
Multnomah, in
Oregon, be, and is hereby, granted
granted
to construct,
construct, maintain,
maintain, and
operate aa bridge
authority
authority to
and operate
bridge and
and
approaches
approaches thereto
thereto across
Willamette River, in
Portacross the Willamette
in the city of
of Portland, Oregon,
suitable to
interests of navigation,
navigation,
to the
the interests
at a
a point
point suitable
land,
Oregon, at
approximately
approximately fifteen and one-half miles above the mouth of said
Willamette River,
the vicinity
the present
present site
Sellof the
the Sellsite of
of the
vicinity of
in the
River, in
Willamette
wood Ferry, in accordance
accordance with the provisions of the Act entitled
entitled
"An Act to regulate the construction
construction of bridges over navigable
waters,"
March 23,
23, 1906.
1906.
waters," approved
approved March
is
SEC.
SEC. 2. That the right to alter, amend,
amend, or repeal this Act is
hereby
hereby expressly
expressly reserved.
reserved.
Approved, March
11, 1924.
Approved,
March 11,
1924.

River.
Multnomah
Couent
ultnomaeh County
may bridge,
Portland
bridge, Portlan,
may
Oreg.
O

reg.

Construction.
Constnction.
Vol. 31, p. 84.

voi. 3, p.

Amendment.
Amendment.

March 11.
11. 1924.
1924.
[H.
R. 3265.]
[H. R.
[Public,
37.1
[Public, No. 374
Newtown Creek.
reek.
Newtown

CHAP. 48.—An
Act To
To authorize
authorize the
of a
between the
bridge between
a bridge
construction of
the construction
48.-An Act
CHAP.
of Brooklyn
Brooklyn and Queens, in the city and State of New York.
Boroughs
Boroughs of

Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
Representatives of the
of Representatives
House of
Be it
United States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the city of
United
States of America in Congress
New York is hereby authorized
authorized to construct,
construct, maintain,
maintain, and operate

SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH
CONGRESS.

SEss.
SESS. I.

Cris. 48-51.
Cus.

19
19

1924.

bridge and
Newtown Creek,
Creek, at
point
and approaches
aa bridge
approaches thereto
thereto across
across Newtown
at aa point

New York City may
New York
City
bridge,
Borou
ghsmay
of
bridge,
Boroughs
of

and Queens.
suitable
the interests
interests of
of navigation,
navigation, at
or near
near Maspeth
Avenue Brooklyn
suitable to
to the
at or
Maspeth Avenue
Brooklynand
Queens.

between the Boroughs
Boroughs of Brooklyn and Queens in the city
between
city and State
State
of New York, one end of said bridge to be in the Borough of BrookYork, and the
Queens,
lyn and city of New
New York.
the other
other in
in the Borough
Borough of Queens,
city of
of New
the provisions
provisions of
city
York, in
Newv York,
in accordance
accordance with
with the
of the
the Act
entitled: "An Act
Act to
to regulate
regulate the
the construction
construction of
over navientitled:
of bridges
bridges over
navi-

gable waters,"
waters," approved
approved March
1906.
gable
March 23,
23, 1906.

SEC.
SEC. 2. That the right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act
Act is
hereby expressly
expressly reserved.
reserved.
Approved, March 11, 1924.
CHAP. 49.-An
49.—An Act To authorize
authorize
Waccamaw
Waccamaw River
River in
in South Carolina.

across the
the building
building of
of aa bridge
bridge across
the

Be it
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
United States
States of America in Congress
United
Congress assembled, That the county
of Horry,
Horry, in the State of South Carolina,
Carolina, be, and is hereby,
authorized
authorized to construct,
construct, operate, and maintain
maintain a
a bridge and
and
approaches
of
approaches thereto across
across the Waccamaw
Waccamaw River,
River, in
in the State of
South Carolina,
Carolina, at a
a point suitable to the interests of navigation,
and at or near
near a
a point known
known as
as Star
Star Bluff,
at or
or near
point
Bluff, or
or at
near a
a point
known as Bellamys
accordance with the
Bellamys Landing, in said State, in accordance
provisions of the Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
to regulate
"An Act to
regulate the construction
construction
of bridges over navigable waters,"
approved March
March 23,
waters," approved
23, 1906.
1906.
SEC. 2. That the right to alter, amend,
amend, or repeal this Act is
SEC.
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved, March
March 11,
11, 1924.
Approved,

CHAP. 50.—An
50.-An Act Granting
Granting the consent of Congress to the State Highway
Highway
Commission of Louisiana to construct, maintain, and operate a
a bridge across West
West
Pearl River
River in the State of Louisiana.
Louisiana.

it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Be it
Representatives of the
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
United States of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
United
assembled, That the consent
consent
of Congress is hereby
hereby granted
granted to the State Highway
Highway Commission
Commission
of Louisiana to construct,
bridge and
and
construct, maintain,
maintain, and
and operate
operate aa bridge
approaches thereto across the West Pearl River at a
approaches
a point suitable
interests of navigation,
to the interests
navigation, approximately
approximately one
one mile
mile north of Pearl
Pearl
Louisiana, and in accordance
River station in the State of Louisiana,
accordance with the
provisions of an Act entitled "An Act to regulate the construction
construction
of bridges over navigable
navigable waters,"
waters," approved
approved March 23, 1906.
SEC.
S
EC. 2. That the right
right to alter, amend,
amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
expressly reserved.
expressly
reserved.
Approved, March
11, 1924.
Approved,
March 11,
1924.
CHAP. 51.—An
CHAP.
51.-An Act
Act Granting
Granting the
the consent
consent of Congress to
to the construction,
maintenance, and operation
operation ot a
a bridge across
across the Pearl River between
between Saint
Saint
maintenance,
Tammany Parish
Parish in Louisiana and Hancock
Tammany
Hancock County in Mississippi.
Mississippi.

Construction.
Construction.

Vol.
w 34, p. 84.

V

34, P. 84-

Amendment.
Amendment.

March 11,
1924.
March
11, 1924.
[H. R.
R. 368s.
3681.1
[Public, No. 38.]

Waccamaw River.
W-acRCaw'iver.
Horry County, S. C.,

may bridge.
Location.

Location.

Construction.
Construction.

Vol. 34, p. 84.
p 84
Vo-34
Amendment.
Amendment-

March 11,
11, 1924.
March
1924.
[H. R.4807.]
R. 4807.]
[H.
[Public, No.
No. 39.]

West Pearl River.
Louisiana
Louisiana may
bridge.
bridge.
Location.
Location.

Construction.
Vol. 34, p. 84.
S4.

Amendment.

March
11, 1924.
March 11,
1924.
[H. R. 4808.]
48th.]
[H.
[Public,
40.]
[Public, No.
No. 40.]

enacted by the Senate
Representatives of
Be it enacted
Senate and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
the
Pearl River.
United
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the consent
consent PearlRiver.
United States
States of
of America
That the
Lonisiqnv, etc.,
etc., may
may
Louisiana,
bridge, between Saint
Saint
of Congress
Congress is
granted to
Commission bridge,
of
is hereby
hereby granted
to the
the State
State Highway
Highway Commission
Tammamy Parish, La.,
cooperation with the proper authorities
of Louisiana in cooperation
authorities of the State and
admmamPcaroish.L,
Hancock County,
Miss.
of Mississippi,
Mississippi, or of Hancock
Mississippi, MHancock County in the State of Mississippi,
to construct,
construct, maintain, and operate aabridge and approaches
approaches thereto
across
River at
the interests
navi- Location.
across the
the Pearl
Pearl River
at aa point
point suitable
suitable to
to the
interests of
of naviILOatiOn-
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Construction.
Vol. 34, p. 84.

volSt34

n.

Amendment.

mendment.

March 112, 1924.
[H. R.
R. 5557.]
57.
[H.
[Public, No. 41.]

SEss.
SESS. I.
I.

Cus. 51,
52.
CHS.
51, 52.

1924.
1924.

gation
between the
the Parish
Parish of
of Saint
in the
the State
State of
gation between
Saint Tammany
Tammany in
of
Louisiana
and the
the County
County of
Hancock in
in the
the State
of Mississippi,
Louisiana and
of Hancock
State of
Mississippi,
approximately four
four and
one-half miles
northeast of
of Pearl
Pearl River
approximately
and one-half
miles northeast
River
station in
in the
State of
miles south
Nicholson
station
the State
of Louisiana
Louisiana and
and five
five miles
south of
of Nicholson
in the
the State
State of
of Mississippi
and in
in accordance
accordance with
with the
the provisions
in
Mississippi and
provisions
of an
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
to regulate
the construction
bridges
of
an Act
regulate the
construction of
of bridges
over navigable
navigable waters,"
waters," approved
1906.
over
approved March
March 23,
23, 1906.
SEC.
SEC. 2. That
That the right to
to alter, amend,
amend, or repeal
repeal this
this Act
Act is
is
hereby
expressly reserved.
reserved.
hereby expressly
Approved,
March 11,
1924.
Approved, March
11, 1924.

CHAP. 52.-An
52.—An Act
Act To
To authorize
of the
the indebtedness
indebtedness of
of the
authorize the
the settlement
settlement of
the
Republic of
of Finland
Finland to
the United
United States
States of
of America.
Republic
to the
America.

Be
Senate and
and H
OUSE of
of Representatives
of the
the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
House
Representatives of
United States
of America
America in
assembled, That
That the
United
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
the settlesettlement of the indebtedness
indebtedness of the Republic
Republic of Finland to the United
United
States
Foreign Debt CommisStates of America,
America, made
made by the World War Foreign
Commission and approved by
by the President,
the following
following terms
terms is
is
President, upon
upon the
hereby
approved and
and authorized:
hereby approved
authorized:
Funding of
of principal
prinipl
Principal
obligations to be funded, $8,281,926.17;
Principal amount of obligations
$8,281,926.17;
and interest Into bonds.
andintesttobs.
interest accrued
44
accrued thereon to December 15, 1922,
1922, at the rate
rate of 4-1
per centum
$1,027,389.10, less
payment in
in cash
cash made
made
centum per
per annum,
annum, $1,027,389.10,
less payment
March 8,
of interest,
interest, $300,000,
$300,000, leaving
8, 1923, on account
account of
leaving
• by Finland March
a balance
a
balance of $727,389.10; total principal and
and interest
interest accrued
accrued and
and
unpaid as of December
December 15,
15, 1922,
1922, $9,009,315.27;
$9,009,315.27; less
in cash
cash
less payment
payment in
made
1, 1923,
made by Finland
Finland on May 1,
1923, $9,315.27.
$9,315.27. Total
Total indebtedness
indebtedness
bonds, $9,000,000.
$9,000,000.
to be funded
funded into bonds,
in The principal
rnpalpyable
Principal
payable in
principal of the bonds
bonds shall be paid in annual installments
installments
installments,
December, up to and including December
on the 15th day
day of each December,
December
15,
a fixed schedule, subject to the right of the Government
15, 1984,
1984, on a
Government
of Finland to make these payments
payments in three-year
three-year periods;
periods; the
amount
amount of the first year's installment
installment shall be $45,000, the annual
annual
installments
increase with due regularity
installments to increase
regularity until,
in the
the sixtyuntil, in
sixtvsecond year, the amount
the
amount of the installment
installment will be $345,000,
$345,000, the
aggregate
aggregate installments
installments being equal
the total
pri
nc ip alof
o fthe
th e debt.
debt.
equal to the
total principal
Prior payments
payments alPror
The
have the
right to
The Government
Government of
of Finland
Finland shall
shall have
the right
to pay
pay off
off addiaddilowed.
tional amounts of the principal
principal of the bonds on any interest
interest date
ninety days'
days' notice.
notice.
upon ninety
Interest
Interest rates.
rates.
Interest
balances at the followInterest shall
shall be payable
payable upon the unpaid
unpaid balances
ing rates on December
December 15 and June 15
year:
15 of each year:
At the rate of 3
3 per centum per
per annum
annum,' payable
payabl e semiannually,
semian nually,
from December 15,
15, 1922,
1922, to
t
o D
ecem b
er 15,
1932, and
December
15, 1932,
and thereafter
thereafter at
at
the rate of 3½
34- per centum
centum per annum.
annum, payable
payable semiannually,
semiannually, until
until
final
payment.
final payment.
Aceptance of
Acceptance
of addiadi-T
tio
ndse for adGovernment of Finland shall have
have the
tional
bonds
acright to
The Government
the right
to pay
pay up
up to
to
crued
interest.
cruedinterest.
one-half of
interest accruing
accruing between
and
one-half
of any
any interest
between December
December 15, 1922,
1922, and
December 15, 1927, on the $9,000,000,
$9,000,000, principal
principal amount of bonds
first to
first
to be
be issued,
issued, in bonds of Finland
Finland dated
dated as of the respective
dates when the interest
as
dates
interest to be paid thereby
thereby becomes
becomes due,
due, payable
payable as
to principal
principal on the 15th day
day of December in each succeeding
succeeding year,
up to and including
including December 15, 1984,
1984, on aa fixed schedule,
schedule, in
in
annual installments,
increasing with due
proportion
annual
installments, increasing
due regularity
regularity in proportion
provided for, the
payments to be made on
to, and in the manner
manner provided
the payments
on
account of
of principal
principal of the original issue of bonds, and bearing the
account
same rates
rates of
of interest
being similar
in other
other respects
same
interest and
and being
similar in
respects to
to such
such
original
issue of
bonds.
original issue
of bonds.
A
Payment in United
of interest
interest or of principal
ny payment
asttymnt
nted
States
bondsin
accepted.
Any
payment of
principal may be made,
made, at
at the
the
option of
of the
Government of
States Govoption
the Government
of Finland,
Finland, in
in any
any United
United States
GovFinland.

Settlement
of
Settlement
of
its
World War
War indebtedindebtedWorld
ness approved.
Vol. 42, p.36.
p. 363.
vo.42,
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SEss. I.

CI's. 52-54.
CHS.
52-54.

1924.
1924.

21
21

ernment obligations
obligations issued after April 6, 1917, such bonds to
to be
be
taken at par and accrued interest.
interest.
Approved, March
March 12, 1924.
1924.
CHAP. 53.-Joint
Authorizing the
53.—Joint Resolution
Resolution Authorizing
the erection
erection on
on public
public grounds
in the
the
grounds in
District
a statue by Jose Clara personifying
personifying "Serenity."
District of Columbia of a
Serenity."

March 12, 1924.

[S.c.J. Res.
es. 57.]
[S.
57.]
[Pub. Res., No. 10.]
10.1

House of
Resolved by the Senate
Senate and House
of Representatives
of the
the
Representatives of
erenitsatu
"Serenity," statue.
United
assembled, That
United States of
of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
the Chief
Chief Erection
That the
Erection of, authorized in District of Coof Engineers,
is hereby, authorized
authorized iuedmbnDtri.
Engineers, United States Army, be, and is
t ofolumbia.

and directed
a suitable site and to
directed to select a
grant permission
permission to
to
to grant
Deering for the erection,
erection, as
Charles Deering
the people
of the
as a
a gift
gift to
to the
people of
the
United States, on public
public grounds
grounds of
of the
United States
in the
the United
States in
the city
city

of Washington, District of Columbia, other than those
those of the
the
Capitol, the Library of Congress,
Congress, the
and White
White House,
House,
the Mall,
Mall, and
of aaCarrara
" Serenity,"
Serenity," by
Carrara marble
marble statue
statue of
of "
by Jose
Provided,
Jose Clara:
Clara: Provided,
That the site chosen
chosen and the design of
memorial shall
be
of the
the memorial
shall be
approved by the Joint
Joint Committee on the Library, with
the advice
advice
with the
of the Commission
Commission of Fine Arts, that it
be erected
under
it shall
shall be
erected under
the supervision
supervision of the Chief of Engineers,
and that
Engineers, and
that the
the United
United
States shall be put to no
no expense
expense in or by the erection
erection of
statue.
of the
the statue.
Approved, March
March 12,
12, 1924.
1924.
CHAP. 54.-An
54.—An Act For the relief of certain nations
tribes of
of Indians
in
nations or
or tribes
Indians in
Montana,
Washington.
Montana, Idaho, and Washington.

Sitesexcluded.
Sites excluded.
Proviso.
proaofsite,etc.
Approval
of site, etc.

March 13, 1924.
1924.
March

[H.
R.3444.]
[H. R.
3444.]
[Public, No. 42.]

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
Indians in Montana,
United States
States of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That jurisdiction
jurisdiction IIndian
in Montana,

is hereby
Claims, with
hereby conferred
conferred upon the Court of
of Claims,
with right
right of
of appeal
appeal
to the Supreme
Supreme Court of
of the
the United
United States,
States, to
deterto consider
consider and
and deteragainst the
mine all legal
legal and equitable
equitable claims against
the United
United States
of the
the
States of
Blackfeet,
Blackfeet, Blood, Piegan,
Piegan, and Gros Ventre
Ventre Nations or Tribes
of
Tribes of
Indians, residing upon the Blackfeet
Blackfeet and Fort Belknap
Belknap Indian
Reservations,
Reservations, in the State of Montana;
Montana; and
Kooteand the
the Flathead,
Flathead Kootenais, and Upper Pend d'Oreilles
d'Oreilles Nations
Nations or Tribes
Indians,
Tribes of
of Indians,
residing
Flathead Indian
residing upon the Flathead
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, in
in the
State of
the State
of
Montana; and the Nez
Montana;
Nez Perce Nation or Tribe of
of Indians,
Indians, residing
residing
upon the Lapwai
Lapwai Indian Reservation,
Reservation, in the State of
of Idaho;
and
Idaho; and
upon the Colville Indian
Reservation, in the State of Washington,
upon
Indian Reservation,
Washington,
for lands or hunting rights claimed to be existing
existing in all said
nations
said nations
or tribes of Indians by virtue of the treaty
treaty of
of October
October 17,
or
17, 1855
1855
(Eleventh
(Eleventh Statutes at Large, page 657,
657, and the
following), and
the following),
and
in said Flathead, Kootenais,
Kootenais, and Upper Pend d'Oreilles
d'Oreilles Nations
Nations
or Tribes of Indians by virtue of the treaty
treaty of
of July
16, 1855
July 16,
1855
(Twelfth
page 975,
(Twelfth Statutes at Large, page
975, and
and the
following), with
the following),
with
said Indians, and all claims arising directly
directly therefrom,
therefrom, which
which lands
lands
and hunting rights are alleged
alleged to have been taken from the said
said
Indians
Indians by the United States, and also any legal or equitable
equitable
defenses,
defenses, set-offs,
set-offs, or counterclaims,
counterclaims, including gratuities,
gratuities, which
the
which the
United States may have against the said nations or
tribes, and
and to
or tribes,
to
enter judgment thereon, all claims and defenses
defenses to be considered
considered
without regard
regard to lapse of time; and the final judgment
judgment and satissatisfaction
faction thereof shall be in full settlement of all said claims..
claims. .
the filing
That suits under this Act shall be begun
begun by the
filing of
of aapetipetition within two years
years of the date of the approval
approval of this Act, to
to
be verified
verified by the attorney or attorneys selected by the
claimant
the claimant
Secretary of the Interior,
Indians, with the approval
approval of the Secretary
Interior, ememployed under contracts executed and approved
ployed
approved in accordance
accordance with
with

Idaho, and Washington.
Claims
f
l
ol
tribes of,ofdesignated
s
talon,
etc., to be detertaken,
be determined by Court of
Claims.

ton.
ctras

ofT
for ated
etc.bto

claims.

Vol. 11, p. 65
657.
7

VO'

Vol. 12, p. 875.

Vol.2p.-975

filing suits.
suits.
Time for
oriling
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existing law. The claimant Indians
Indians shall
plaintiff and
shall be
be parties
parties plaintiff
and
the
be party
such suits
suits shall
shall
the United
United States
States shall
shall be
party defendant,
defendant, and
and such
on
be advanced
on the
the docket
docket of
of the
the Court
on motion
motion of
of either
either party
party be
advanced on
Court
Compensation
to at- of Claims and of the Supreme Court of the United States.
The
States. The
ComrPcation
tonaey-s
limited. to at- of Claims and of the Supreme Court of the United
compensation
to be
be paid
paid the
the attorneys
for the
Indians
compensation to
attorneys for
the claimant
claimant Indians
shall
determined by
by the
the Court
Court of
of Claims
Claims in
accordance with
shall be
be determined
in accordance
with
terms
of the
the said
be paid
of any
terms of
said approved
approved contracts
contracts and
and shall
shall be
paid out
out of
any
sum
sums found
found and
adjudged to
to be
be due
due said
said Indians:
But in
in
sum or
or sums
and adjudged
Indians: But
no
shall said
said compensation
compensation exceed
10 per
per centum
centum of
the amount
amount
no event
event shall
exceed 10
of the
of
the respective
for the
the Indians
Indians
of the
respective judgments,
judgments, nor
nor exceed
exceed $25,000
$25,000 for
Proviso.
Attorney for
for Nez
residing on
each respective
reservation: Provided.
Provided. however,
Nez residing
Attoey
on each
respective reservation:
howoever, That
That
Perces.
said compensation
said
not exceed
exceed $25,000
for the
the Nez
Nez Perce
compensation shall
shall not
$25,000 for
Perce Nation
Nation
or
Tribe of
residing •
on
both the
Lapwai and
and Colville
or Tribe
of Indians
Indians residing
on both
the Lapwai
Colville
Indian Reservations,
exceed 10
10 per
per centum
of the
amount of
Indian
Reservations, nor
nor exceed
centum of
the amount
of
any, judgments
rendered in
in favor
favor of
Perce Nation
any
judgments rendered
of said
said Nez
Nez Perce
Nation or
or
Tribe, said compensation to be exclusive of all actual and necessary
dgents pd
Judgments
placed tto Tribe, said compensation to be exclusive of all actual and necessary
Parties,
etc.
Parties, etc.

credit
Indians.
credit of Indtia

March 13
1924.
March
13,1924.

H. R. 6001.]
[H.R.6901.]
[Public, No.
No. 431
43.1
[Public,

expenses
prosecuting said
balance of
of any
any such
such judgexpenses in
in prosecuting
said suits. The
The balance
judgments shall be
ments
be placed
placed in
in the
the Treasury
Treasury of
of the
the United
United States
States to
to the
the
credit
of the
Indians entitled
thereto and
and draw
interest at
at the
the rate
credit of
the Indians
entitled thereto
draw interest
rate
of
per centum
centum per
per annum.
annum.
of 44per
Approved,
13, 1924.
Approved, March
March 13,
1924.

CHAP.
Act To
To amend
amend section
the Revenue
Revenue Act
Act of
1921 in
CHAP. 55.—An
55.-An Act
section 252
252 of
of the
of 1921
in
respect
of credits
and refunds.
refunds.
respect of
credits and

Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
of the
the
Be
it enacted
Senate and
House of
Representatives of
United States
of America
America in
That the
the second
United
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
second ,
of subdivision
subdivision (a)
section 252
the Revenue
Revenue Act
of
refnd or proviso
proviso of
(a) of
of section
252 of
of the
Act of
" An Act
1921 as amended by the Act entitled
entitled "
Act to
amend the
the Revenue
to amend
Revenue
Act of 1921 in
in respect
credits and
and refunds,"
refunds," approved
approved March
March 4.
4,
respect to
to credits

Income tax.
Vol. 42,
Vol.
42,
t. p. 1505,
1505
amended.
ame
Credit or refund for
excess payments.
payments.
excess
Time extended for,
extendd
if waiver
of right to
hve tax determined
have
within five years has
been fled.

amended to read as follows: "Provided further,
for, 1923, is amended
further, That
That if
if the
taxpayer has, within five years from the
the time
the return
return for
time the
for the
the
bnhiede yer has taxable
taxable year 1917
1917 was
was due,
due, filed
filed a
a waiver
waiver of
have the
of his
his right
right to
to have
the
taxes due
for
such taxable
taxable year
determined
and
assessed within
five
taxes
due
for
such
year
determined
and
assessed
within
five
Taxable year 1918,
Tialue
year 191 years
included.
years after
after the
the return
filed, or
has, on
on or
before June
June 15,
15,
return was
was filed,
or if
if he
he has,
or before
1924, filed such aawaiver
waiver in
respect of
of the
due for
the taxable
taxable
in respect
the taxes
taxes due
for the
year 1918, then such
such credit
credit or
or refund
relating to
to the
taxes for
the
refund relating
the taxes
for the
year in respect of which the waiver was filed shall
shall be
be allowed
allowed or
or
made if
if claim therefor
therefor is
is filed
either on
on or
or before
April 1,
filed either
before April
1, 1925,
1925, or
or
within two years from the time the tax was paid."
paid."
Approved,
March 13,
1924.
Approved, March
13, 1924.

Time

14, 1924.
March 14,1924.
(S. 2014.1
[S.
l
l
44.1
Iibublic,
ublic, No. 44

CHAP. 56.-An
CHAP.
6.—An Act
To authorize
Park-Wood Lumber
Act To
authorize the
the Park-Wood
Lumber Company
Company to
to
construct two bridges across the United
construct
United States
States Canal
Canal which
which connects
connects ApalachiApalachicola
River and
and Saint
cola River
Saint Andrews
Andrews Bay,
Bay, Florida.
Florida.

Be
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
nited
tates Canal
e it
it enacted
enacted by
United States
States of
of America
assembled, That
the ParkParkLumanlr United
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
Lumber Company,
corporation organizing
organizing and
and existing
ood Lumber
Wood
Company, aa corporation
existing
under the laws of the State of New Hampshire,
Hampshire, its successors and
assigns, be, and it is hereby, authorized
authorized to construct,
construct, maintain, and
operate
operate two
two bridges
bridges and
and approaches
United States
States
approaches thereto
thereto across
across the
the United
Canal which connects Apalachicola
Apalachicola River
River and
and Saint
Saint Andrews
Andrews Bay,
Bay
at a
a point
the interests
interests of
of navigation,
navigation, in
in the
the county
county of
of
at
point suitable
suitable to
to the
Construction.
Con4st
Calhoun, in
in the
the State
State of
Florida, in
in accordance
accordance with
with the
the provisions
provisions
Calhoun,
of Florida,
Vol. 34,uction.
p. 8-4.
of the
Act entitled
entitled "An Act to regulate
of
the Act
regulate the construction
construction of bridges
Proviso.
Poio.
over navigable waters." approved March 23,
23, 1906: Provided,
Provided, That
That
Right of way for ap- over navigable waters," approved
trp s.
Ped•
the Secretary of War
War is herebv
hereby authorized,
authorized, upon the recommendarecommendaUnited States Canal.
Park-Wood
arkSWooe Lumber
Company
may bridge,
bdge,
ompany may
connecting
Apalachiconnecting Apalachicola River
cola
Rivr and
and Saint
saint
Andrews Bay, Fla.
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CHs. 56-58.

23
23

1924.
1924.

tion of the Chief of Engineers,
Engineers, United
United States Army, to grant
pergrant permission to the said Park-Wood
Park-Wood Lumber Company, under
under such
such terms
terms
and conditions
Secretary may
conditions as the said Secretary
deem equitable
may deem
equitable and
and fair
fair to
to
the public, to cross and occupy such public lands
lands pertinent
pertinent to
the
to the
United States Canal as may be necessary for the
the bridge
bridge and
and
approaches thereto.
approaches
SEC.
S
EC. 2. That the right to alter, amend, or
this Act
Act is
is hereby
or repeal
repeal this
hereby Amendment.
Amendment.
expressly
reserved.
expressly reserved.
Approved, March
Approved,
March 14,
14, 1924.
1924.
March 14, 1924.
[H.
[II. R. 4577.]
4577.1
[Public, No. 45.]

57.-An Act Providing for the examination
CHAP. 57.—An
examination and survey
of Mill
survey of
Mill Cut
Cut
and Clubfoot Creek, North
North Carolina.
Carolina.
the Senate
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
the
Senate and
Representatives of
United States
States of America in
in Congress
assembled, That
United
Congress assembled,
That the
the proviproviin section 12 of the River and
and Harbor
sion in
Harbor Act
Act approved
approved SeptemSeptember 22,
22, 1922,
1922, providing for aa preliminary
preliminary examination
examination and
and survey
survey
of Mill Cut, North Harlowe,
Harlowe, Craven County, North
Carolina, is
is
North Carolina,
hereby amended
amended to read as follows: "
Clubfoot Creek,
Creek,
" Mill Cut and
and Clubfoot
North Harlowe, Craven County, North Carolina."
Carolina."
Approved, March 14,
14, 1924.
1924.
,

Mill
Mill Cnt
Cut and Clubfoot creek,
Creek, N.
N. C.
C.
foot
Preliminary
Preliminary examtexamination
nation, etc.,
etc., of, di-

reC e
rected.
42
Vol. 42,
amended.

p

p.

04

1014,

March
17, 1924.
march 17
1924.
[S. 684.]
[Public, No.
[Public,
No. 46.]

CHAP.
CHAP. 58.-An
58.—An Act To authorize the coinage of 50-cent pieces in commemoration
memoration of the commencement
commencement on June 18, 1923, of the work of carving
carving on
on
Stone Mountain,
Mountain, in the State of Georgia, a
soldiers
a monument to the
the valor of
of the
the soldiers
of the South, which was the inspiration
inspiration of their sons and daughters
daughters and
and grandsons and granddaughters
granddaughters in the Spanish-American
Spanish-American and World
and in
World Wars, and
in
memory of Warren G. Harding, President of the United States of America, in
in
whose administration
administration the work was begun.

[.684.]

46.]

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
Senate and
of Representatives
of the
the StoneMountainMonby the
the Senate
and House
House of
Representatives of
Stone Mountain MonUnited
That in
commemo- ument.
United States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
in commemounmeont.n
tiver
orized50-ceir pcoiele:
ration of the commencement
commencement on June 18,
of the
work of
of carving
18, 1923, of
the work
carving auStze
t Pn
M
a on of commemsration
on Stone
Mountain, in the State of Georgia, aamonument to the
Stone Mountain,
the valor meneang
nfmemo
-ti
carving of.
of the soldiers of the South, which was the inspiration of their sons
of
and daughters
daughters and grandsons
grandsons and granddaughters
granddaughters in
Spanishin the
the SpanishAmerican
American and World Wars, and in memory of Warren
Warren G.
Harding,
G. Harding,
President of the United States of America,
whose administration
administration
America, in
in whose
the work was begun,
begun, there shall be
the mints
mints of
of the
the United
United Nber
be coined at
at the
States silver 50-cent pieces to the number of not
not more than five
five Number
Nmr allowed.
ed
million, such 50-cent pieces to be of the
comthe standard
standard troy
troy weight,
weight, composition, diameter, device,
device, and design as
be fixed
fixed by
by the
as shall be
the Director
Director
au

with the
of the Mint, with
the approval
the Secretary
the Treasury,
Treasury, Legal
approval of
of the
Secretary of
of the
egal tender.
tender.
which said 50-cent pieces shall be legal tender
tender in
in any
any payment
payment to
to
the amount of their
face value.
their face
value.
Issued to Stone
Stone
SEC.
coins herein
herein authorized
SEC. 2. That the coins
authorized shall
shall be
be issued
only upon
upon Mountain
issued only
Mountain Conedete
Confederate
i:n
n.
the request of the executive committee
committee of the
the Stone
Mountain ConCon- r
Stone Mountain
"umental A280ciaAoiIm
federate Monumental
Association, aacorporation
Monumental Association,
corporation of
Atlanta, Georgia,
Georgia,
of Atlanta,
and upon payment
payment by such executive
executive committee
and on
committee for
for and
on behalf
behalf of
of
the Stone Mountain Confederate Monumental
Monumental Association
the
Association of
of the
the Payment.
ayment.
par value of such coins, and
it shall
and it
the said
said
shall be
be permissible
permissible for
for the
Stone Mountain
Mountain Confederate
Confederate Monumental
obtain said
Monumental Association
Association to
to obtain
said
coins upon
upon said
said payment,
payment, all
all at
or at
times, and
in
at one
one time
time or
at separate
separate times,
and in
separate amounts,
separate
it may
may determine.
determine.
amounts, as
as it
SEC.
Coinage laws applies.
force relating
to the
SEC. 3. That all laws now in force
relating to
silver coinagelawsapplie.
the subsidiary
subsidiary silver
ble.
coins of the United States and
and the
the coining
coining or
or striking
of the
same,
striking of
the same,
regulating
regulating and guarding the process of coinage,
providing for
coinage, providing
for the
the
purchase
purchase of material and for the transportation,
transportation, distribution, and
and
redemption
redemption of coins, for the prevention
prevention of
or counterfditof debasement
debasement or
counterfEit-
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Proviso.

No
vi
XTe
for
Nooe
expenses
for dies,

dies,

etc.

SEss.
I. CHS.
CUB. 58-61.
SESS.I.
58-61.

1924.
1924.

ing,
for any
whether said
said
ing, for security of the
the coin, or
or for
any other
other purposes,
purposes, whether
otherwise 'shall, so
far as
as applicable,
apply to
to the
the
laws are penal or
or otherwise,
so far
applicable, apply
coinage herein authorized:
coinage
authorized: Provided,
Provided, That the United States shall
not be subject to the expense
expense of making
making the
dies and
the necessary
necessary dies
and other
other
preparations for this coinage.
coinage.
Approved, March
17, 1924.
Approved,
March 17,
1924.

March 17, 1924.
March
17 1924
[S. J. Res.
91.1

[Pb.. Res.,.No.
Res.,No1.l
[Pub.
[Pub.
Res., No. 1
114

59.-Joint Resolution
To authorize
CHAP. 59.—Joint
Resolution To
authorize the
the National
National Society
Society United
United States
States
on the
the Francis
Francis Scott
to place
aa marble
marble
Daughters of
of 1812
Daughters
1812 to
place
Daughters
1812
place a
tablet on
Scott Key
Key Bridge.
Bridge.
marble tablet
tablet
Scott
Key
Bridge.

Senate and House of Representatives
Resolved by the Senate
Representatives of
of the United
United
States of America in Congress
Congress assembled, That the
National Society
the National
Society
United
United States Daughters of 1812 is authorized
authorized to
to place,
place, on the
the
Francis
Francis Scott Key Bridge across Potomac River, a
a marble tablet,
inscribed
inscribed with the insignia of such society and with the
the last verse
of the Star-Spangled
Star-Spangled Banner,
specifications for
Banner, after the plans and specifications
such tablet have been submitted to, and approved by, the Commission
Commission
of Fine Arts on such plans and specifications.
specifications.
No Government exSEC.
S
EC. 2. Such tablet shall be erected without expense to the Govpense.
ernment
ernment of the United States.
Approved, March
March 17, 1924.
1924.

Francis Scott Key
Key
Bridge, D.
C.
Bridge,
D.C.
Marble tablet authorized on,
on, by Daughters
ized
of 1812.
3.
Ante, p. 3.

March
March 18,
18 1924.
1924.

R.7i9.]
[H. R.
7039.]

[Public, No. 47.]
[Public,
47.1

Public printing
printing and
Public
binding.
Vol. 28,
Vol.
28, p.
p. 612,
amended.
amended.
Documents printed
printed
Documents
after term of Senator,
Senator,
etc., has expired,
expired, to be
delivered to successor.
delivered
Forfeiture of balance
convening
on hand at convening
of each Congress.
Congress.

March 18, 1924.
March
1924.

281i8.
[H. R. 2818.1
[Public, No. 4s.j
48.]
[public,

CHAP.
approved
approved

60.-An
60.—An Act To amend section 72 of chapter
chapter 23, Printing Act,
January 12,
1895, relative
relative to
January
12, 1895,
to the
the allotment
allotment of
public documents.
of public
documents.

it enacted by the Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
Be it
the
United States
States of America in Congress
United
Congre,ss assembled,
mat section
section 72
72 of
of
assembled, That
chapter 23, Printing Act approved January
January 12, 1895, be amended
amended
so as to read as follows:
follows:
"That
"
That the congressional
congressional allotment
allotment of public documents
documents printed
printed
after the expiration
expiration of the term of office of any Senator,
Senator, RepreRepresentative, or Delegate shall be delivered to his
successor in
his or her successor
in
office.
"Any Senator, Representative,
Representative, or
having public
docuor Delegate
Delegate having
public documents to his credit at the expiration of his term of office shall take
take
the same prior to the convening
convening of the next succeeding
succeeding Congress,
and if he shall not do so within such period he shall forfeit
forfeit them
them to
to
his or her successor in office."
office."
Approved, March 18, 1924.
CHAP.
CHAP.
tain, and
Carolina.
Carolina.

61.-An Act
61.—An
To grant
grant the
consent of
of Congress
Congress to
construct, mainAct To
the consent
to construct,
mainoperate aa dam and spillway across
the Waccamaw
Waccamaw River,
in North
across the
River, in
North

Waccamaw
it enacted by
Be it
and House
Representatives of
of the
the
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
of America
ongress assembled,
the consent
consent
K.C. Council et a., United
United States
States of
America i
inn C
Congress
assembled, That
That the
across.
of Congress
Congres is hereby granted
across.
granted to K. C. Council, F.
F. B. Gault, and
and
representatives or assigns, to construct,
Oscar High, or their legal representatives
W 3PPATTIFIW River.
K. C. Council et aL,
may build, etc.,
etc., dam

Location.

Pro
isss.
prbost.
Approval.
Approval.

sresected.
Use
restricted.

maintain,
and operate
operate a
dam and
spillway, together
together with
with the
maintain, and
a dam
and spillway,
the embankembankments necessary to its protection
protection and
and operation,
operation, across
across the
the WaccaWaccamaw River, or in
Waccamaw Lake,
in North
in Waccamaw
Lake, in
.North Carolina,
Carolina, at
at or
or near
near
the outlet of said lake into said river and at a
to the
the
a point
point suitable
suitable to
interests of
of navigation:
interests
navigation: Provided.
Provided, That the work shall not be commenced until the plans therefor have been submitted to and approved
approved
by
the Chief
of Engineers,
States Army,
Army, and
by the
Secreby the
Chief of
Engineers, United
United States
and by
the Secretary of War:
Provided further,
further, That this Act shall not
War: Provided
not be
be conconstrued to authorize
authorize the use of said dam and spillway to
develop
to develop

SIXTY-EIGHTH
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.

SESS. I.
Cns. 61-64.
SEss.
I. Cus.
61-64.
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1924.
1924.

water power
power or
or generate
generate electricity:
further, That
That there
there
water
electricity: Provided
Provided further,

Fishways
required.
Fishwaysrequired.

shall be placed and maintained
said dam
dam and
and
maintained in connection
connection with
with said
such fishways
as may
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of
spillway such
fishways as
may be
be prescribed
prescribed by
Commerce.
SEC. 2.
2. That
this Act
be null
void unless
actual Time
Time for
for construeSEC.
That this
Act shall
shall be
null and
and void
unless the
the actual
construc
construction of
and spillway
hereby authorized
authorized is
construction
of the dam
dam and
spillway hereby
is comcommenced within
completed within
within four
four years
years from
from the
the
within two
two years
years and
and completed
date
Act.
date of
of the
the approval
approval of
of this
this Act.
Amend
S
EC. 3.
alter, amend,
this Act
Act is
is hereby
herebyment.
SEC.
3. That
That the
the right
right to
to alter,
amend, or
or repeal
repeal this
Ama dmntexpressly
reserved.
expressly reserved.
Approved,
March 18,
18, 1924.
1924.
Approved, March
CHAP. 62.-An
62.—An Act To
authorize the construction
construction of
across the
the
CHAP.
To authorize
of aa bridge
bridge across
Little
Little Calumet
Calumet River
River at
at Riverdale,
Riverdale, Illinois.
Illinois.

March
1924.
March 18,
18, 1924.
R.3845.]
[H.R.3845.]
[Public,
No.
49.1
[Public, No. 49.]
•
LittleCal
tRiver
LittleCalumetRiver.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
United States of America
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
Acme Acme
Goods
America in
assembled, That
That the
the Acme
Acme Steel Goods
Company
may bridge,
corporation organized
organized and
existing under
cired7rraY bn
dge'
Steel Goods
Goods Company,
Company, a
a corporation
and existing
under Chicago,
IIl.
the
and assigns,
assigns, be,
be, and
is
the laws of
of the State
State of Illinois, its successors
successors and
and is
hereby, authorized
authorized to
operate aabridge
bridge and
and
to construct,
construct, maintain,
maintain, and
and operate
approaches
approaches thereto across the Little
Calumet River
River at
Little Calumet
at a
a point
point suitsuitable to the interests of navigation in
in the
the village
village of Riverdale
Riverdale and
and
city limits
limits of
city of
of
State of Illinois, and
and at or
or near
near the
the south
south city
of the
the city
Chicago in the State of Illinois, in accordance
construction.
accordance with Act
Act of
of Congress Constructon.
34, p.
84.
entitled
"An Act
to regulate
the construction
construction of
of bridges
bridges across
Vol. 34,
p.84.
entitled "An
Act to
regulate the
across Vol.
navigable
approved March 23,
navigable waters,"
waters," approved
23, 1906.
SEC. 2.
That the
the right
right to
to alter,
this Act
is hereby
Amendment.
SEC.
2. That
alter, amend,
amend, or
or repeal
repeal this
Act is
hereby Amendment.
expressly
expressly reserved.
reserved.
Approved, March
Approved,
March 18,
18, 1924.
1924.
63.—An Act Granting
Granting the
Greater
CHAP. 63.-An
the consent
consent of
of Congress to
to the
the Greater
Wenatchee
Irrigation District to
construct, maintain,
maintain, and
and operate
bridge across
across
Wenatchee Irrigation
to construct,
operate a
a bridge
the Columbia
Columbia River.
River.

March 18,
18, 1924.
1924.
March
[H. R. 4120.1
[H.R.4120.]
[Public, No.
No. 50.]
[Public,
60.]

it enacted
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
of the
Be it
enacted by
by the
Senate and
House of
Representatives of
the Columbia River.
United
of America
That the
the consent
Columbia
River.
Greater Wcnatchee
Wenatchee
Greater
United States
States of
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
consent Irr
i
l
ogrlon District,
District,
Irrigation
of Congress
Congress is hereby granted to the Greater
Greater Wenatchee
Irrigation Wash.,
W
Wenatchee Irrigation
may bridge.
bridge.
may
District, a
organized and existing
laws of
of
a corporation
corporation organized
existing under
under the laws
the State of Washington,
successors, and assigns
assigns to
to construct,
'Washington, its
its successors,
construct,
maintain, and operate
operate a
approaches thereto
thereto across the
a bridge and
and approaches
Location.
Columbia
the interests
interests of
of navigation,
navigation,Location.
Columbia River, at
at aa point
point suitable
suitable to
to the
within or near section 15, in township
range 23 east
township 20 north, of
of range
east
of Willamette
Washington, in accordance
accordance Construction.
Willamette meridian, in the State of Washington,
Construction.
Vol. 34,
34, p.
p. 84.
84.
with the provisions
to regulate
the concon- Vol.
provisions of
of the
the Act
Act entitled "An Act to
regulate the
struction
struction of bridges over navigable waters,"
waters," approved
approved March
March 23, 1906.
SEC. 2.
That the
the right
right to
to alter,
this Act
Act is
is hereby
hereby Amendment.
Amendment.
SEC.
2. That
alter, amend,
amend, or
or repeal
repeal this
expressly
reserved.
expressly reserved.
Approved,
Approved, March
March 18,
18, 1924.
1924.

CHAP. 64.—An
64.-An Act
CHAP.
Act Authorizing
Authorizing the
Ludington, Mason
County,
the city
city of
of Ludington,
Mason County,
Michigan,
construct a
across an
arm of
of Pere
Marquette Lake.
Lake.
Michigan, to
to construct
a bridge
bridge across
an arm
Pere Marquette

March 18,
18, 1924.
1924.
March
R. 4182.]
4182.]
[H.R.
[Public, No.
No. 51.]
51.]
[Public,

Be
it enacted
enacted by
by th,e
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
the Per
Be it
the Senate
Senate and
Representatives of
Pere Marquette
Mar quette
United States
States of America in
assembled, That the
ci tT of Lake.
lake.
in Congress
Congress assembled,
the city
Mich.,
Ludington,
Michigan, be, and it is hereby, authorized
BMch,
Ludington, Mason
Mason County, Michigan,
authorized aLdI,
maintain, and operate
approaches thereto
thereto
to construct,
construct, maintain
operate a
a bridge
bridge and
and approaches
across
across an arm of Pere Marquette
Marquette Lake at Washington
Washington Avenue
Avenue in
in
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said city, in accordance
accordance with the provisions
provisions of the Act entitled
"An
Act to
to regulate
bridges over navigable
"An Act
regulate the
the construction
construction of bridges
waters,"
waters," approved
approved March 23, 1906.
S
EC. 2.
2. The
right to
to alter,
repeal this
this Act
Act is
is hereby
hereby
or repeal
alter, amend,
amend, or
SEC.
The right
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved, March
18, 1924.
March 18,
1924.
Approved,

Construction.

Construction.
Vol. 34, p. 84.
Vl.34,p.84.
Amendment.
Amendment.

CHAP. 65.-An
legalize a
a bridge
across the Saint Louis
CRAP.
65.—An Act To legalize
bridge across
Louis River
River in
in
Carlton
County, State
Minnesota.
of Minnesota.
State of
Carlton County,

March
1924.
18,124.
arch 18,
[H. R. 4187.1
[Public,
No.
52.]
[Pub ic, No. 52.l

Be
it enacted
Senate and
of the
the
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
United States
States of
America in
assembled, That the highway
in Congress assembled,
of America
United
Minn., bridge built by the authorities
authorities of the State of Minnesota across the
legalized.
Saint Louis
Louis River,
River , in
section 30,
township 49,
16, Carlton
Carlton
in section
30, township
49, range
range 16,
•
County,
ilinnesota, is
hereby legalized
legalized and
the consent
consent of
of
and the
is hereby
of Minnesota,
State of
County, State
Congress
is
hereby given
to its
maintenance
by
the said
State
for
for
State
the
said
by
maintenance
to
its
given
hereby
is
Congress
Probo.
Proviso.
Changes to be made. the
the use
use of
general public:
changes in
in said
said
Provided, That
That any
any changes
of the
the general
public: Provided,
Changestobemade.
bridge which
which the
the Secretary
Secretary of
bridge
of War
War may
may deem
deem necessary
necessary and
and order
order
in
interest of
of navigation
shall be
promptly made
in the
the interest
navigation shall
be promptly
made by the said
State.
State.
Amendment.
Amendment.
SEC.
amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
SEC. 2. That the right to alter,
alter, amend,
hereby
expressly
reserved.
expressly reserved.
Approved,
Approved, March 18,
18, 1924.
1924.

jSaindt

acSiVeCarl.
Bagit
gea
l er
lis
o
.sZirMrlton county,
County, Minn.,
legalized.

March 18,
March
18, 1924.
1924.
[H.
4984.1
[H. R. 4984.]
[Public, No.
No. 53.]
53.]

CHAP. 66.—An
authorize the Cla_y
district, in the
Clay County bridge district,
66.-An Act To authorize
State
Arkansas, to
Current River.
a bridge over Current
to construct
construct a
of Arkansas,
State of

R.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
of Representatives
the
Be it
Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of
of the

Current River.

United States
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
the consent
consent of
of
That the
Congress assembled,
veounty, United
Cayton
Clayton
County,
Ark.,
bridge, at
Ark., may
is
hereby
granted
to
the
Clay
County
bridge
district,
in
ay bridge,
at Congress
Congress
hereby
in
Finley's Ferry.
the State
State of
Arkansas, to
to construct,
construct, maintain,
operate a
FnsFerry.
the
of Arkansas,
maintain, and
and operate
a bridge
bridge

Current River, at aapoint suitable
and approaches
approaches thereto
thereto across the Current
suitable
interests of
of navigation,
at or
near what
to the interests
navigation, at
or near
what is
is known
known as
as Finley's
Finley's
Ferry, which
which is
is near
near the point
line
point where
where the
the said river
river crosses the
the line
between
and 20,
20, in
in township
township 21
north, range
east, in
in
between sections
sections 17
17 and
21 north,
range 33 east,
Clay
County, Arkansas,
in accordance
accordance with
with the
provisions of
of the
the Act
Clay County,
Arkansas, in
the provisions
Act
entitled
to regulate
over navinavibridges over
construction of bridges
the construction
Act to
regulate the
"An Act
entitled "An
gable waters"
gable
waters," approved
approved March 23,
23, 1906.
1906.
SEC.
That the right to alter, amend,
SEC. 2. That
amend, or repeal
repeal this Act is hereby
expressly
expressly reserved.
reserved.
Approved, March
March 18,
Approved,
18, 1924.
1924.

Construction.
p.:84.
Vol. 34, p.

oVol.

Amendment.

Amendment.

March 1924.
[Pubic 5.i

March 18,
18, 1924.
[H. R. 5337.]
R No. 54.]
[Public,

bl, No.

CHAP.
67.-An Act Granting the consent of Congress to construct
construct a
a
CHAP. 67.—An
bridge over
over the
the Saint
Saint Croix
Croix River
Maine, and
Saint Croix,
Croix,
and Saint
Vanceboro, Maine,
River between
between Vanceboro,
bridge

New Brunswick.
New
Brunswick.

.

Be it
the Senate
and House
of the
the
Representatives of
House of
of Representatives
Senate and
by the
Be
it enacted
enacted by
ir
St Ci
Saint Croix
River.
Maine and
and Canada
Caada United
United States of America in.
Congre ss ct.ssembled,
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
the consent
consent

may bridge, Vanceboro of

to
construct,
off M
Maine
of Congress is hereby
hereby granted to the State o
ai
ne t
o cons
t
ruc t,
of Canada
Canada a
a bridge
bridge
maintain, and operate jointly with the Dominion of
to be located over the Saint Croix River at aa point suitable to the
navigation, between
and
interests of navigation,
between Vanceboro,
Vanceboro, State of Maine,
Maine, and
Construction.
Saint Croix, Province
VConstrucio.
accordance with the
Province of New Brunswick, in
in accordance
Vol.
34, p. 84.
provisions of the Act entitled "An Act to regulate
regulate the construction
construction
bridges
over
waters,"
approved
March
23,
1906: Proof
navigable
waters,"
approved
March
ProProviso.
Proviso.
not be
commenced
bridge shall
said bridge
the construction
construction of
of C
Canada
vided, That the
ana da vided,
of said
shall not
be commenced
Consent of
required.
required.
until the
the consent
of the
the Parliament
until
consent of
Parliament or
or other
other proper authority of the

brige, Vance boo
may
Me., to Saint Croix
New Brunswick
Brunswick..
New

,
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S
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I. CHs.
67-70.
CHS. 67-70.
SESS.
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1924.
1924.

Dominion of
of Canada
erection of the structure shall have
for the erection
Canada for
Dominion
been
been obtained.
Act is
SEC. 2.
2. That
right to
or repeal
this Act
is hereby
hereby
repeal this
amend, or
to alter,
alter, amend,
the right
That the
SEC.
expressly
expressly reserved.
Approved, March 18, 1924.
Approved,

CHAP.
the consent
consent of
of Congress
Congress for
for the
construction
the construction
Granting the
Act Granting
68.-An Act
CHAP. 68.—An
of
bridge across
the Saint
Saint John
between Fort Kent, Maine, and Clairs,
River between
John River
across the
a bridge
of a
Province
Brunswick, Canada.
Province of New Brunswick,

Amendment.
Amendment.

March 18,
1924.
March
18, 1924.

[H. R.
R. 5343.]
[H.
534S.]
[Public,
55.]
[Public, No.
No. 55.]

Be it
enacted by
by the
Senate and
the Saint
Saint John
of the
Representatives of
John River.
River.
of Representatives
House of
and House
the Senate
Be
it enacted
Maine
Canada
and Canada
aine and
assembled, That the consent may
Congress assembled,
in Congress
United
United States of America in
ge, Fort
Kent,
bridge,
Fort Kent,
may brid
Me., to
Clairs, New
New
to Clairs,
of
Congress is
is hereby
the construction,
maintenance, Me.,
construction, maintenance,
for the
granted for
hereby granted
of Congress
Brunswick.
runsw
and operation
operation by
Maine and
and the
the Dominion
Canada, B
ck.
of Canada,
Dominion of
of Maine
State of
by the
the State
and
a
jointly, of
of a
River , at a
across the Saint John River,
be erected across
to be
a bridge
bridge to
jointly,
Kent,
point
to the
interests of navigation,
navigation, between
between Fort kent,
the interests
suitable to
point suitable
construction.
Canada, in
Maine, and
and Clairs,
Province of
New Brunswick,
Brunswick, Canada,
in accord- Construction.
of New
Clairs, Province
Maine,
Vol.
34, p. 34.
ance
of the
the Act
Act entitled
Act to
the Vol. 34, p- 84
to regulate
regulate the
"An Act
entitled "An
provisions of
the 'Provisions
with the
ance with
approved March
construction of
bridges over
navigable waters,"
waters," approved
March Proviso.
over navigable
of bridges
construction
Consent
Canada
of Canada
conent of
23, 190t:
19015: Provided,
Provided, That
construction of said bridge
bridge shall not required.
the construction
That the
23,
be commenced
commenced until
until the
of the
of the
the required.
authorities of
proper authorities
the proper
consent of
the consent
be
Dominion of
of Canada
structure shall have
the structure
of the
erection of
the erection
for the
Canada for
Dominion
been
obtained.
been obtained.
Amendment.
S
EC. 2.
2. That
right to
alter, amend,
repeal this Act is hereby
or repeal
amend, or
to alter,
the right
That the
SEC.
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved,
Approved, March 18, 1924.

CHAP.
69.—An Act
Act Authorizing
across the
of aa bridge across
construction of
the construction
Authorizing the
CHAP. 69.-An
Ohio River
Virginia, and the city of
connect the city of Benwood, West Virginia,
to connect
River to
Ohio
Bellaire, Ohio.
Bellaire,

the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
House of Representatives
Representativcs of the
and House
Senate and
the Senate
Be
United
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled, That the InterAmerica in
of America
United States
organized and existing under
state
corporation organized
a corporation
Company, a
Bridge Company,
state Bridge
the
Ohio its successors and assigns, is hereby
of the State of Ohio,
the laws of
authorized to
to construct,
maintain, and operate a
a bridge and apconstruct, maintain,
authorized
proaches thereto
thereto across
across the
River, at a
suitable to the
a point suitable
the Ohio River,
proaches
Benwood, Union
interests
of navigation,
to and
into the city of Benwood,
and into
navigation, to
interests of
District, county
Marshall, in the State of West Virginia, from
county of Marshall,
District,
the central
central part
Belmont, in the
part of the city of Bellaire, county of Belmont,
the
State
of
Ohio,
in
accordance
provisions
of
the Act entitled
provisions
the
with
State of Ohio, in accordance
"An Act
to regulate
construction of bridges over navigable
the construction
regulate the
Act to
"An
waters,"
approved March
March 23, 1906.
waters," approved
SEC. 2.
2. That
the right
to alter,
or repeal
hereby
repeal this Act is hereby
amend, or
alter, amend,
right to
That the
SEC.
expressly reserved.
reserved.
March 18, 1924.
Approved,
Approved, March
CHAP. 70.—An
jurisdiction upon the Court of Claims to
Conferring jurisdiction
Act Conferring
70.-An Act
CHAP.
claims which the Cherokee
in any claims
hear,
examine, adjudicate,
adjudicate, and
enter judgment
Cherokee
judgment in
and enter
hear, examine,

March 18,
18, 1924.
1924.
March
[H.
[H. R.
R. 5624.]
5624.]

Public, No.
[Public,
No. 56.1
56.]

Ohio River.
Ohio
River.
Interstate
Interstate Bridge
Brid ge
Company
bridge,
may bridge,
Company may
Benwood,
W. Va.,
Va., to
to
Benwood, W.
Bellaire,
Ohio.
Bellaire, Ohio.

Construction.
Construction.
Vol. 34,
84.
34, p.
p. 84.
Vol.

Amendment.
Amendment.

March 19,
March
19, 1924.
1924.

[H.R.
R. 4457.1
4457.]
[H.
[Public,
No. 57.]
57.]
[Public, No.

Indians may have against the United States, and for other purposes.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
nians
Representatives of
of the
the Cherokee Indians.
Be
gnst
United
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That jurisdiction
Claims of, a
g
a.rist
jurisdiction clbnmsee
in Congress
of America
States of
United Stases
'United States to
tobe be
be,
and is
hereby, conferred
upon the
the Court
Court of
United States
notwith- adjudicated
of Claims,
Claims, notwithconferred upon
be, and
is hereby,
by Court
Claims.
ofclams.
standing
time or
or statutes of limitation, to hear, examine, of
of time
lapse of
the lapse
standing the
equiand
in
render
and
adjudicate
and
judgment
any
all
legal
and
adjudicate
and
agreement
table claims arising under or growing out of any treaty or agreement

28
28

SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH
CONGRESS.

SEss.
I.
SESS. I.

CHs. 70,
CHS.
70, 71.
71.

1924.
1924.

between the
United States
and the
Cherokee Indian
Tribe,
the United
States and
the Cherokee
Indian Nation
Nation or
or Tribe,
arising under
or arising
under or
or growing
growing out
out of
Act of
in relation
relation
of any
any Act
of Congress
Congress in
to Indian affairs, which
which said
Cherokee Nation
may have
said Cherokee
Nation or
or Tribe
Tribe may
have
the United
against the
United States,
States, which
have not
been dedewhich claims
claims have
not heretofore
heretofore been
termined and
termined
on their
their merits
by the
the Court
Court of
or
and adjudicated
adjudicated on
merits by
of Claims
Claims or
the
Court of
of the
the United
the Supreme
Supreme Court
United States.
States.
orfiling.
2.. Any
Time for
filing.
SEC. 2
Any an
da
ll claims
United States
States within
and
all
claims against
against the
the United
within the
the
purview
purview of
of this
Act shall
barred unless
suit be
be instituted
this Act
shall be
be forever
forever barred
unless suit
instituted
or
petition filed
filed as
herein provided
Court of
Claims within
within
or petition
as herein
provided in
in the
the Court
of Claims
five years
years from
from the
five
date of
of this
this Act,
such suit
suit shall
the date
of approval
approval of
Act, and
and such
shall
make
Nation party
party plaintiff
plaintiff and
United States
States
make the
the Cherokee
Cherokee Nation
and the
the United
Procedure.
party defendant. The petition
Procedure,
petition shall be
be verified
verified by
by the
the attorney
attorney or
or
attorneys employed
attorneys
employed to
to prosecute
prosecute such
such claim
claims under
under contract
claim or
or claims
contract
with the Cherokees
with
Cherokees approved
approved by
Affairs
by the
the Commissioner
Commissioner of
of Indian
Indian Affairs
and the Secretary
of the Interior;
Secretary of
Interior; and
and said
said contract
contract shall
shall be
be executed
executed
a committee
in their behalf by a
committee chosen
by them
the direction
chosen by
them under
under the
direction
and approval
the Commissioner
Commissioner of
approval of the
Indian Affairs
and the
of Indian
Affairs and
the SecreSecreEvidence
Official letters,
letters, papers,
Evidence admitted.
admitted. tary of the Interior.
Official
and records,
records,
papers, documents,
documents, and
or certified copies thereof, may
may be
be used
used in
in evidence,
the departdepartevidence, and
and the
the Government
Government shall
ments of the
give access
atshall give
access to
to the
the attorney,
attorney. or
or attorneys of said Indian nation to
such treaties,
treaties, papers,
papers, correspondto such
correspondence, or records
as may
may be
records as
be needed
by the
or attorneys
attorneys of
of
needed by
the attorney
attorney or
said
Indian nation.
nation.
said Indian
Counterclaims.
SEC.
In said suit the court shall
shall also
Counterclaims.
S
EC. 3. In
examine, consider,
also hear,
hear, examine,
consider,
and adjudicate
which the United
adjudicate any claims which
United States
States may
may have
have against
against
payment which
said Indian nation, but any payment
which may
by
may have
have been
been made
made by
the United States upon any
any claim
claim against
the United
United States
not
against the
States shall
shall not
operate as an estoppel, but may be
be pleaded
pleaded as
as an
offset in
such suit.
an offset
in such
suit.
Cotral
to Supreme
SEC ,4.
4. That
That from
decision of
of th
ourtof
ofCl ai
ms i
n any su i
Appeal to
Supreme
SEC.
from the
the decision
thee C
Court
Claims
in
any suitt
prosecuted under the authority of this Act, an appeal
prosecuted
appeal may
may be
be taken
taken
by either party as in other cases to
to the
the Supreme
Supreme Court
United
Court of
of the
the United
States.
States.
Attorney 's fees, etc.,
Attorney's
SEC. 5.
5. That
That upon
upon the
the final
final determination
ofany
an y su
it instituted
i
nst i
tu t
ed
SEC.
determination of
suit
by court decree. etc.,
under this Act, the Court of Claims shall
shall decree
decree such
such amount
amount or
or
amounts
amounts as it
it may find
reasonable to
to be
be paid
attorney or
or atatfind reasonable
paid the
the attorney
Indian nation
torneys so employed
employed by said Indian
for the
and exnation for
the services
services and
expenses of said attorneys
attorneys rendered
rendered or
or incurred
incurred prior
or subsequent
to
prior or
subsequent to
Limitation.
Protito.
the
approval of
this Act:
Act: Provided,
in no
no case
case shall
the date
date of
of approval
of this
Limitation.
Provided, That
That in
shall the
the
aggregate amounts decreed by said
said Court
in
Court of
of Claims
Claims for
for fees
fees be
be in
excess of the amount or
or amounts
amounts stipulated
in the
contract of
emstipulated in
the contract
of employment, or in excess of aasum equal to 10
10 per centum
ployment,
centum of
of the
the amount
amount
against the
uef orders and off recovery
recovery against
the United
United States.
States.
pIe
orders and
an
Issue of orders
SEC. 6.
The Court
Court of
full authority
authority by
by proper
proper
SEC.
6. The
of Claims
Claims shall
shall have
process.
have full
orders and process to bring in and make
make parties
parties to
any or
to such
such suit
suit any
or
all
all persons
persons deemed
deemed by it necessary
necessary or proper to
to the
the final
final determinadetermination of
of the
the matters
in controversy.
matters in
controversy.
Ane'
alneofeAttdrAppearance
of AttorSEC. 7.
A copy
copy of
the petition
such case,
case, be
served upon
SEC.
7. A
of the
petition shall,
shall, in
ney
General
directed.
in such
be served
upon
the
some attorney
the Attorney
Attorney General
General of the United States,
States, and he, or some
attorney
from
the Department
designated by him,
from the
Department of Justice
Justice to be designated
him, is
is hereby
hereby
directed to appear and defend the interests
interests of
United States
States in
in
of the
the United
such case.
case.
such
Approved, March
March 19,
Approved,
19, 1924.
1924.
March 21,
1924.
March
2i,1924.

7

[Har.
523,12
[H.
R. 5633.1
o.l58.]
No.

CIAP. 71.—An
1.-An Act
CHAP.
Act Granting
Granting the
the consent of Congress
Congress to the board
board of supervisors of Hinds County,
visors
County, Mississippi, to construct
construct a
a bridge
bridge across
the Pearl
across the
Pearl
River in the State
State of
Mississippi.
of Mississippi.

earl
RBe
Pearl
Pearl Ricer.
River.
ndsCouty,
Hinds
County, Miss.,
Miss.,

it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House
House of Representatives
Be it
Representatives of
the
of the
United
offA
America
United States o
meri
ca in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the consent
consent
board of
of Congress is hereby granted to the board
of supervisors
of Hinds
supervisors of
Hinds

[Public,

may
acksn.
may bndge,
bridge, Jackson.

SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH
CONGRESS.

SEss. I
SESS.
I.. CHs.
CHS. 71-74.
71-74.

29
29

1924.
1924.

County, Mississippi,
and operate
operate a
County,
Mississippi, to
to construct,
construct, maintain,
maintain, and
a bridge
bridge and
and
approaches thereto
across the
Pearl River,
River, at
at a
suitable to
to the
the
a point
point suitable
approaches
thereto across
the Pearl

interests of
of navigation,
navigation, at
at or
of Jackson,
State of
interests
or near
near the
the city
city of
Jackson, State
of MissisMississippi,
accordance with
the provisions
provisions of
the Act
Act entitled
"An Act
Act
entitled "An
of the
with the
sippi, in
in accordance
to
of bridges
over navigable
apnavigable waters,"
waters," apthe construction
construction of
bridges over
to regulate
regulate the
proved March 23,
23, 1906.
is hereby
this Act
amend, or
SEO. 2. That
the right
right to
to alter,
alter, amend,
or repeal
repeal this
Act is
hereby
That the
SEC.
exprmsly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved, March 21, 1924.
1924.
Approved,

CHAP.
72.—An Act
Granting the
the consent
Congress to
to the
CAP. 72.-An
Act Granting
consent of
of Congress
the county
county of
of
Kankakee,
counties of Lake and Newton,
Newton, State of
Kankakee, State of Illinois
Illinois, and the counties
a bridge and approaches
approaches thereto
Indiana, to construct, maintain, and operate a
across the
Kankakee River
or near
between section
19, townState line
line between
section 19,
across
the Kankakee
River at
at or
near the
the State
ship 31
31 north,
north, range
15 east
third principal
meridian, in
in the
county of
the county
range 15
east of
of the
the third
principal meridian,
ship
Kankakee,
State of
Illinois, and
section 1,
1, township
31 north,
north, range
10 west
west of
range 10
of
of Illinois,
and section
township 31
Kankakee, State
the second
Newton, State
Lake and
and Newton,
State of
the counties
counties of Lake
principal meridian,
meridian, in the
the
second principal
Indiana.

Be it
enacted by the Senate
it enacted
Representatives of
of the
the
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives

Construction.

vol.
Vol. 34,
34, p.
p. 84
84.

Amendment.

Amendent.

March 21, 1924.

[H. R.
5737.]
MaH.
R, 57371

[Public,
[Public, No. 594
9.]

Kankakee
River.
akeeRiver.

United States
States of
assembled, That
the consent
consent Kankakee County
That the
in Congress
Congress assembled,
United
of America
America in
of Congress
Congress is
county of
of 1,11
:44„,8:8„tr iet
of
is hereby
hereby granted
granted to
to the
the county
Kankakee, State
of Kankakee,
State of
IeateounLakesnd,
Illinois, and
and the
the counties
counties of
and Newton,
Newton, State
Indiana, to
bridge.
to may
maybridge.
State of
of Indiana,
of Lake
Lake and
Illinois,

t

construct, maintain,
operate a
thereto
and operate
a bridge
bridge and
and approaches
approaches thereto
construct,
maintain, and

across the
Kankakee River
River at
point suitable
suitable to
the interests
interests of
of
at a
a point
to the
the Kankakee
across
navigation, at
between section
192 township
31
township 31
State line
line between
section 19,
at or
or near
near the
the State
navigation,

Location.
n

Lake and
and Newton,
Newton, State
State of
Indiana, in
in accordance
accordance with
the proproLake
of Indiana,
with the
visions of
of the
the Act
entitled "An
to regulate
regulate the
the construction
of
Act to
construction of
Act entitled
"An Act
visions
bridges over
over navigable
navigable waters,"
waters" approved
23, 1906.
bridges
approved March
March 23,
1906.
SEc.
2. That
the right
to alter,
or repeal
repeal this
this Act
Act is
hereby
is hereby
right to
alter, amend,
amend, or
SEC. 2.
That the
expressly
expressly reserved.
reserved.
Approved, March
1924.
Approved,
March 21,
21, 1924.

Construction.
Vol. 34, p. 84.

no, range
15 east
meridian in
in the
the county
county
of the
the third
third principal
principal meridian,
north,
range 15
east of
Kankakee, State
township 31
1, township
31 north,
of Kankakee,
State of Illinois,
Illinois, and section
section 1,
range 10
10 west
second principal
principal meridian,
counties of
of
range
west of
of the
the second
meridian, in
in the
the counties

CHAP.
73.-An Act To extend the time for the construction
construction of a
a bridge
CHAP. 73.—An
across
Mississippi River
township 28
range 23
23 west of
28 north, range
the Mississippi
River in section
section 17, township
across the
the fourth principal meridian
meridian in the State of Minnesota.

Locati

-

vol. 34, 84

Amendment.

Amendment.

1924.
March 21,
21,1924.

[H.
R.6420.
4
1. R.
64204

bile,
No. 604
No.
so.1
[Pubic,

Be
enacted by
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
ppl
Be it
it enacted
by the
the Senate
the Mississippi
River.
the times
extended for
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
United States
of America
assembled, That
United
States of
That the
times for
for Time extended
for
briclidng, by Minnecommencing and
completing the
the construction
construction of
a bridge
the br'di,
Minnecommencing
and completing
of a
bridge across
across the
apolis and by
Saint
Paul,
nn
Mississippi
at a
apoint
suitable to
to the
in aVol.
Mississippi River
River at
point suitable
the interests
interests of
of navigation
navigation in
ndS.
u,
42, p. 1323,
or
near the
17, township
township 28
north, range
range amended.'
P'
or near
the northwest
northwest quarter
quarter of
of section
section 17,
28 north,
amended.
23
west of
of the
the fourth
between the
the cities
cities of
23 west
fourth principal
principal meridian,
meridian, between
of MinneMinnein the
the State
as provided
provided for
apolis and
and Saint
Saint Paul,
Paul, in
State of
of Minnesota,
Minnesota, as
for in
in
apolis
Public
27, 1923,
1923, are
are hereby
hereby extended,
extended,
Public Law
Law 451,
451, approved
approved February
February 27,
one
and three
three years,
years, respectively,
respectively, from
the date
date of
of approval
hereof.
one and
from the
approval hereof.
Amendmet.
Amendment.
SEC. 2.
That the
amend, or
is hereby
Act is
hereby
SEC.
2. That
the right
right to
to alter,
alter, amend,
or repeal
repeal this
this Act
expressly reserved.
expressly
reserved.
Approved,
21, 1924.
1924.
Approved, March
March 21,
.

CHAP. 74.-An
74.—An Act Granting
Granting the consent of Congress
Congress to the city of Chicago to construct
construct a
a bridge across
near One
One hundred
across the
the Calumet
Calumet River
River at or
or near
hundred and
and
thirtieth Street
Stmet in the city of Chicago,
Chicago, county of Cook,
Cook, State of Illinois.

2 1924.
March 31,
Mch
59
21R6
[H. R.
6925.]
[Public, No. 614

[Public, No. 61.]

est of
House of
of Representatives
Represen
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
Be
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
of the
the
United States
States of
in Congress
That the
the consent
81
1lliumet,Rimve;r
,
United
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
consent of
of CImEtRl
Congress is
is hereby
hereby granted
granted to
to the
the city
city of
of Chicago,
Chicago, a
a corporation
corporation bridge»
abrg.
Congress

may
a
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SIXTYEIGHTH CONGRESS.
ESS. I
Cris. 74-77.
SIXTY-EIGHTH
CONGRESS. S
SEss.
I.. CHS.
74-77.

Construction.
Vol.
Vol.334, p.84..

Amendment.

Amendment.

March 27,
1924.
27,1924.
M[S.
[S. 24204
[Public,
No.
62.]
[Public, No. 62.]

s2420.

Missouri Rivr
River.
MiSouri
y
South Dakota may
bridge, between
otter
between Potter
andeyCounties.
and
Dewey Counties.

construction

Construction.
Vol.
Vol. 34,
34, p. 84.

p. S

Amendment.
Amendment.

March 27,
1924.
March
27,1924.
[S.
[S. 2446.]
2446.]
PuNbic, No
63j[Public,
No. 63.]

1924.
1924.

organized
the laws
the State
of Illinois,
organized under
under the
laws of
of the
State of
Illinois, and
and its
its successors
successors
and assigns,
maintain, and
apand
assigns, to
to construct,
construct, maintain,
and operate
operate a
a bridge
bridge and
and approaches thereto
the Calumet
point suitable
to the
the
proaches
thereto across
across the
Calumet River
River at
at aapoint
suitable to
interests of
of navigation,
navigation, at
near One
thirtieth Street
Street
interests
at or
or near
One hundred
hundred and
and thirtieth
in the city of Chicago, county of Cook, and
and State of Illinois,
acIllinois, in
in accordance
the provisions
cordance with
with the
provisions of the Act entitled "An Act to regulate
regulate
the construction
construction of
bridges over
navigable waters,"
the
of bridges
over navigable
waters," approved
approved March
March
23, 1906.
23,
1906.
SEC.
S
EC. 2. That the right to alter, amend, or repeal
repeal this
this Act
Act is
is hereby
hereby
expressly
expressly reserved.
reserved.
Approved,
March 21,
1924.
Approved, March
21, 1924.

CHAP. 75.—An
75.-An Act
CHAP.
Act Granting
Granting the
the consent
consent of
of Congress
Congress to
State of
to the
the State
of South
South
Dakota
construction of
of a
bridge across
across the
between PotDakota for
for the
the construction
a bridge
the Missouri
Missouri River
River between
Potter
County
and
Dewey
County,
South
Dakota.
ter County and Dewey County, South Dakota.

Be
enacted by the
of Representatives
of the
Be it
it enacted
the Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of
the
United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
United States
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
the consent
consent
of
or Congress is hereby granted
granted to the
to con.
the State of South Dakota to
construct, maintain, and operate
and approaches
thereto across
across
operate aabridge
bridge and
approaches thereto
the Missouri River at a
apoint suitable to the interests
navigation
interests of
of navigation
between Potter County
County and
and Dewey
Dakota, in
in acDewey County,
County, South
South Dakota,
accordance with
Act entitled "An Act to regulate
cordance
with the provisions of an .Act
the construction of bridges over navigable waters,"
waters," approved
approved March
March
23,
23, 1906.
1906.
SEC.
SEC. 2. That the right to alter, amend,
amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
hereby
expressly reserved.
Approved,
March 27,
27, 1924.
Approved, March
1924.

CHAP.
76.-An Act
Granting the
CHAP. 76.—An
Act Granting
the consent
consent of Congress to the Clarks Ferry
Bridge Company,
to construct
construct a
bridge across
SusqueBridge
Company, and
and its
its successors,
successors, to
a bridge
across the
the Susquehanna River at or near the railroad
railroad station
station of
of Clarks
Clarks Ferry,
Ferry, Pennsylvania.
Pennsylvania.

Be
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
Be itit enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of the
America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the consent
consent
parnymaybridge,
of
Clarks Ferry, Pa.
of Congress
Congress is
hereby granted
granted to
Ferry Bridge
Bridge Company,
is hereby
to the
the Clarks
Clarks Ferry
Company,
aacorporation
corporation organized
organized under the laws of
of the State
State of
of Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania,
and its successors
successors and assigns to construct, maintain, and
and operate
operate aa
bridge and approaches
approaches thereto across the Susquehanna
Susquehanna River, at
at a
a
point suitable
suitable to the interests of navigation
navigation at or near
near the railroad
railroad
station of Clarks Ferry, located about fifteen miles north of the city
of Harrisburg, in the county of Dauphin,
Dauphin, in
in the
Pennsylthe State
State of
of PennsylConstruction.
vania,
in accordance
Construction.
vania, in
accordance with
the Act
Act entitled
with the
the provisions
provisions of
of the
entitled "An
"An
Vol. 3-1, p. 84.
\.pol.. 8
Act
the construction
Act to
to regulate
regulate the
construction of bridges over navigable
navigable water,"
approved
March 23,
1906.
approved March
23, 1906.
Amendment.
Aenent.
SEC.
this Act
S
EC. 2. That the right to alter, amend, or repeal
repeal this
Act is
hereby
is hereby
expressly reserved.
reserved.
Approved. March 27, 1924.
1924.
susquehanna River.

Clars Ferry Bridge
Etgrtela=
lAvdeg
re• United
United States
States of
of
Company may bridge,

March
larch 28,
2, 1924.
1924.
[S. 19
1982.1
[s.
2]
[Public, No.
No. 64.1
[Public,
64.

77.-An Act Granting
Congress to
CHAP. 77.—An
Granting the consent of Congress
construction,
to the
the construction,
maintenance,
Milwaukee and Saint
maintenance, and operation by the Chicago,
Chicago, Milwaukee
Paul RailRailSaint Paul
way Company, its successors and assigns, of a
a line of
of railroad across
across the
the northnorth-

easterly portion
Reservation in the State of
portion of the Fort Snelling
Snelling Military Reservation
Minnesota.
Minnesota.

Fort
MiliFort Snelling
Snelling Military
Reservation,Minn.
aigyReaservioynMinn
Right of
of way
way across,
acrosS,.
Right
granted
Chicago, Milgranted Chicago,
ilwaukee and Saint Paul
Railway Company.

RilwayC ompany.

enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Be itit enacted
Representatives of the
the
United
States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
United
States
America in
assembled, That
the Secretary
Secretary
of War
War is
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to grant to the Chicago, Milwaukee
and Saint Paul Railway Company,
under
Company, aa corporation organized
organized under

S
IXTYEIGHTH CONGRE
SS. SESS.
SESS. I
80.
77,80.
CHS. 77,
I.. CIEs.
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH
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1924.
1924.

the
of the
Wisconsin, its
successors and
and assigns, aaperits successors
of Wisconsin,
State of
the State
laws of
the laws
mit
locate, construct,
maintain, and
and operate
railroad
of railroad
line of
a line
operate a
construct, maintain,
to locate,
mit to
across
northeasterly portion
portion of
the Fort
Fort Snelling
Snelling Military
of the
the northeasterly
across the
Reservation in
upon such
such location
under
location and under
Minnesota upon
of Minnesota
State of
the State
in the
Reservation
such
regulations and
and conditions
conditions as
be approved
approved by
by the
Secrethe Secreshall be
as shall
such regulations
tary of
proper compensation
for use
of the
the land
land
use of
compensation for
including proper
War, including
of War,
tary
covered by
permit.
by the
the permit.
covered
S
EC. 2.
2. That
right to
to alter,
amend, or
this Act
Act is
hereby
is hereby
repeal this
or repeal
alter, amend,
the right
That the
SEC.
expressly
reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved,
1924.
28, 1924.
March 28,
Approved, March

CHAP.
Act Authorizing
Authorizing the
Director of
Census to collect and
of the Census
the Director
80.-An Act
CHAP. 80.—An
publish statistics
of cotton.
cotton.
statistics of
publish

Compensation.

Compti
Amendment.

Amendment.

April 2, 1924.
1924.
April2,
IS.
2113.].1
Is. 211
3
[Public, No. 65.]

[Pubic, No. 65.]

Be it
it enacted
Representatives of
of the
the Cottonsatistics.
Cotton statistics.
of Representatives
House of
and House
Senate and
the Senate
by the
enacted by
Be
Director of Census to
United
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
the
Director
DirectorofCensuste
Director
the
That
assembled,
collect
and publish
United States of America in Congress
pecifed.
of
be, and
he is
authorized and
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1.—An Act
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Act Making
Making appropriations
appropriations to
supply deficiencies
deficiencies in
cerJune 30, 1924,
fiscal
tain appropriations
appropriations for the fiscal year ending June
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years,
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year ending
ending June
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30,
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Be
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of the
the
Be it
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House of
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States of America
America in
ing
out of
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Treasury not
not
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appropriated, out
of any
any money
in the
the Treasury
otherwise appropriated,
supply deficiencies
deficiencies in certain
appropriaappropriated, to supply
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prior fiscal
fiscal years,
tions for
for the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
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1924, and
and prior
appropriations for the
ending
to provide supplemental
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[H.
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Deficiency Act,
First Deficiency
1924.
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Legislative.
Legislative.
Senate.

Senate

Knute Nelson.
sole surviving
child and
and heir
at law
law of
of putONenter.
To pay
pay Ida G. Nelson,
Nelson, sole
surviving child
heir at
Pay to daughter.
Honorable Knute Nelson,
Nelson, late aa Senator
from the State
Honorable
Senator from
State of Minnesota, $7,500.
$7,500.
sota,
William P. Ming.
To pay Paul
Dillingham, sole
heir at
at law
law of
of Honorable
William has]m
sole heir
Honorable William
P. DillingTo
Paul Dillingham,
ham.

Pay to
heir.
toheir.
P.
Dillingham, late
late a
a Senator
Senator from
from the
of Vermont,
Vermont2 $7,500.
$7,500. Pay
the State
State of
P. Dillingham,
Samuel D. Nicholson.
To pay
To
pay Edward
Edward D.
Ruth Nicholson
Nicholson Melville,
sole payutocldron
D. Nicholson
Nicholson and
and Ruth
Melville, sole
Pay to children.
surviving
children and
and heirs
at law
law of
of Honorable
Samuel D.
Nicholsurviving children
heirs at
Honorable Samuel
D. Nicholson,
late a
Senator from
State of
Colorado, $7,500.
$7,500.
son, late
a Senator
from the
the State
of Colorado,
Henry
G. Tegn.
Teigan.
To enable
enable the
to pay
from the
To
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Senate
Senate to
pay from
the appropriaappropria- Services.
Heny G.
tion
for
1924,
for
compensation
for
clerical
assistance
to
Senators
tion for 1924, for compensation for clerical assistance to Senators
not chairmen
of committees,
to Henry
Teigan for
for services
services as
as clerk
clerk
not
chairmen of
committees, to
Henry G.
G. Teigan
rendered
Johnson, Senator
Senator from
from the
of
rendered Honorable
Honorable Magnus
Magnus Johnson,
the State
State of
Minnesota,
annum, and
increase of
of comcomMinnesota, at the
the rate of $2,500 per
per annum,
and increase
pensation
annum from
July 17
31, 1923.
1923.
pensation at the rate
rate of $240 per annum
from July
17 to
to 31,
R. Wick.
Wick.
For payment
payment to
to James
Wick for
rendered the
the ComCom- James
ames R.
For
James R.
R. Wick
for services
services rendered
Services.
mittee
of Columbia
the investigation
investigation of
traffic Sece
mittee on
on the
the District
District of
Columbia during
during the
of traffic
conditions
the District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, from
November 10,
10, 1923,
1923, to
to
conditions in
in the
from November
February
February 10,
10, 1924,
1924, $1,000.
$1,000.
Deputy
Sergeant at
at
For additional
additional salary
salary of
the Deputy
Deputy Sergeant
Sergeant at
at Arms
and storeDeputy .Sergeant
For
of the
Arms and
store- Arms,
etc
keeper
the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1924,
1924, $860.
As,et.
keeper of the
the Senate
Senate for the
For payment
expenses incurred
incurred by
by the
Sergeant at
at Arms
Arms on
on Funeral
President
For
payment of
of expenses
the Sergeant
Funeralof President
a ing
account of attendance of the Committee of Senators
Senators at the funeral HHarding.
u
of
of the
the late
late President Warren
Warren G.
G. Harding, $5,000.
Furniture.
For purchase
purchase of
of furniture,
$5,000.
Furitue.
furniture, $5,000.
For
Stationery.
For stationery
for Senators
Senators and
the President
of the
the Senate,
Senate, inin- Statiooy.
For
stationery for
and the
President of
cluding
committees and
and officers
officers of
of the
the Senate,
$5,000.
cluding stationery
stationery for
for committees
Senate, $5,000.

HOUSE
HOUSE OF
OF REPRESENTATIVES.
REPRESENTArivES.

To
from
To pay the
the widow
widow of J.
J. C. Cantrill,
Cantrill, late
late aa Representative
Representative from
$7,500.
the State of Kentucky, $7,500.
To pay the mother of H. Garland
Representative
Garland Dupre, late a
a Representative
from the State of Louisiana, $7,500.
Representative from
To pay the widow of
of J.
J. V. Ganly, late a
a Representative
from the
the
State of New York, $7,500.
To pay
widow of
of B.
G. Humphreys,
To
pay the
the widow
B. G.
Humphreys, late
late a
a Representative
Representative
from
Mississippi, $7,500.
from the State of Mississippi,
$7,500.
To pay the widow of Claude Kitchin, late a
a Representative
Representative from
$7,5100.
the State
State of North
North Carolina
Carolina, $7,500.
To
the widow
of L.
Mott, late
Representative from
from the
To pay
pay the
widow of
L. W.
W. Mott,
late aa Representative
the
State of New York, $7,500.
$7,500.
To pay the widow of J.
J. W. Rainey, late a
Representative from
a Representative
Illinois, $7,500.
the State of
of Illinois,
$7,500.

House
House of Representa
Representatives.
tives.
C. Cantrill.
J. C.

Pay
Pay to
to widow.
widow.
H.
Garland Dupre.
Dupre.
H. Garland
Pay
mother.
Pay to mother.

J. V. Ganly.

Pay
to widow.
widow.
Pay to

B. G.
G. Humphreys.
B.
Humphreys.
Pay
widow.
Pay to widow.
Claude Kitchin.
Kitchin.
Claude
Pay
widow.
Pay to widow.

L. W. Mott.

Pay to widow.
widow.
Pay

J. W. Rainey.
Pay to widow.
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D.
I. Riordan.
Riordan.
D.3.
ay.widowrda.
Pay
toa ywidow.
t oo w

To pay
widow of
J. Riordan,
Representative from
from
late aa Representative
Riordan, late
D. J.
of D.
the widow
pay the
To
the
State of
of New
New York,
York, $7,500.
the State
$7,500.
L. E.t Sawyer.
To pay
pay the
L. E.
late aa Representative
Representative from
Sawyer, late
E. Sawyer,
of L.
widow of
the widow
To
widyew.
L.a
Pay
to widow.
the
Pay to d.
the State
State of
of Arkansas,
Arkansas, $7,500.
$7,500.
J..Py
M.t C.mith.
C. Smith.
To pay
of J.
J. M.
M. C.
late aaRepresentative
Representative from
from
C. Smith,
Smith, late
the widow
widow of
To
pay the
Pay
to
Pay
to widow.
widow
the
of Michigan,
Michigan, $7,500.
the State
State of
$7,500.
Representative from
J. R. Tyson, late aa Representative
J..R.Tysofd.
R. Tyson.
To pay the
the widow
widow of J.
Pay toPay
widow.
w
the
State
of
Alabama,
the State
Alabama, $7,500.
The
shall be
the Sergeant
at Arms
Arms
Sergeant at
by the
disbursed by
be disbursed
sums shall
foregoing sums
The foregoing
House.
of the House.
Miscellaneous
items,
Contingent expenses:
expenses: For
miscellaneous items
items and
and expenses
expenses of
of
For miscellaneous
Contingent
items
isellaneous
special
and select
comspecial and
of salaries
salaries and
labor, unless
and labor,
unless
exclusive of
and select
select committees,
committees _exclusive
mittees.
special
mittees.
specifically ordered
ordered by
by the
the House
House of
of Representatives,
Representatives, fiscal
fiscal year
year
specifically
1923,
$13,086.98.
1923, $13,086.98.
Stationery
For
Representatives, Delegates,
and Resident
ComResident ComDelegates, and
for Representatives,
For stationery
stationery for
Stationery
missioners
$750.
missioners,'$750.
winiancryier
Page.
To pay
pay William
William Tyler
Tyler Page,
of the
Representaof RepresentaHouse of
the House
Clerk of
Page, Clerk
To
Pstage
T contested
Cowngilmam
Compiling
election
cases docudocu- byes,
service in
arranging for the printer,
reading
printer, reading
compiling, arranging
in compiling,
for service
tives, for
election cases
ments.
proof, indexing testimony, stenography
meats.
stenography and typewriting, supervision of
of the
work, and
and expenses
expenses incurred
in the
contested-election
the contested-election
incurred in
the work,
sion
Congress, as authorized
Vd.
cases of the Sixty-eighth Congress
24, p.
Vol. 24,
p. 4&
445.
cases
authorized by the Act entitled
entitled
"An
Act relating
to contested
elections" approved
approved March 2, 1887,
1887,
contested elections,"
relating to
"An Act
additional sum to such persons as were actually
aast--$2,483.68
Additional or
Additions'
f" ags'st
$2 483.68 and an additional
actually
MOB.
a n ce
engaged
in the
the work,
work, designated
and in
in such
such proportions
proportions
designated by
by him,
him, and
engaged in
.
as he
he may
may deem
the assistance
in the
the work,
work,
rendered in
assistance rendered
for the
just for
deem just
as
$1
516.32; in
$4,000.
in all, $4,000.
$1,516.32;
on
payment of expenses
For
Funerall of Peident
President
l'or payment
expenses incurred by the Sergeant
Sergeant at Arms on
Harding.
Haring
attendance of the committee
House
account of attendance
committee of Members of the louse
of Representatives
Representatives at
at the
the funeral
of the
the late
late President
President Warren
G.
Warren G.
funeral of
of
Harding, $5,500.
$5,500.
Harding,
Folding.
Folding.
For folding
speeches and
at aa rate
exceeding $1
For
folding speeches
and pamphlets,
pamphlets, at
rate not
not exceeding
$1
per
thousand,
$7,500.
per thousand, $7,500.
wd

7

Public Bildings
Buildings
Public

PUBLIC
PUBLIC BUILDINGS
BUILDINGS COMMISSION.
COMMISSION.

Commission.
Commission.
Expenses.
Expe.-

$10,000, to
For expenses of the Public Buildings Commission, $10,000,
remain available
available until
until expended.
expended.
remain

Architect
CapArchitect of
of the
the Capitol.
tol.

ARCHITECT OF
ARCHITECT
OF THE
Pfii. CAPITOL.
CAPITOL.

Capitol
Power Plant.
Plant.
Power
Liapltol
ghting the dome.

the new
Capitol Power
Capitol
Power Plant: For the complete installation of
of the
new
fiscal year
dome of
the dome
for the
system for
of the
the Capitol,
Capitol, fiscal
year 1923,
1923,
$5,000.
$5,000.
Senate Omfce
Office BuildSenate
BuildSenate Office
Office Building:
For construction
construction of
of an
additional suite
of
Senate
Building: For
an additional
suite of
intew
etc.
ew rooms,
rooms, etc.
rooms, including painting, and personal and other services, as authorized
by the Senate Committee
thorized by
Committee on Rules, $12,000.
Rugs,
etc.
Rugs,etc.
For the purchase of rugs and repair of old rugs for
for the Senate
$12,500.
Office Building, including personal
personal and other services, $12,500.
Lightngthdomeflood-lighting
flood-lighting

Executive.
Executive.

EXECUTIVE.
EXECUTIVE.

President Harding.
PrSenteHadeng.
To pay the expenses incurred on account of the sickness and
Expenses of sickness,
death,
and burial.
deth,andbuil.
death of
of President
President Harding,
including compensation
compensation of
physicians,
death
Harding, including
of physicians,
undertakers' charges,
telegraphing, postage, stationery,
undertakers'
charges, telegraphing,
stationery, automobile
automobile
hire, railroad and Pullman
Pullman expenses,
expenses, and
hire,
necessary expenses
expenses
and other
other necessary
incident
to the
the removal
removal of
his remains
remains from
from San
Francisco, CaliCaliincident to
of his
San Francisco
fornia to
to Washington,
Washington District
District of
of Columbia,
and
thence t
o Marion,
to
Marion,
thence
and
Columbia,
fornia,
Proviso.
expenses and
only such
Ohio, '$28,000:
That only
such expenses
and services
services as
Provided, That
$28,000: Provided,
Ohio,
Restriction.
Restriction.
shall be
be determined
determined to
to be
be just
and reasonable
and were
were necessary
necessary
reasonable and
just and
shall
Time or prin
Tinta
me fir Presanting
shall be
be paid.
paid. Al
All accounts shall be presented within two months
months
shall
pre
'commis.
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from the
the date
of this
Act, and
and no
no payment
payment shall
shall
this Act,
of the
the approval
approval of
date of
from
be
made from
from this
to any
employee of
of the
or employee
any officer
officer or
appropriation to
this appropriation
be made
Government
for personal
personal or
or professional
professional services,
to
these accounts
accounts to
services, these
Government for
be
paid by
the disbursing
disbursing officer
officer of
of the
White House
on vouchers
vouchers
House on
the White
by the
be paid
approved
by the
President.
the President.
approved by
ALIEN
PROPERTY CUSTODIAN.
CUSTODIAN.
ALIEN PROPERTY

Alien Property
Property CusCusAen
todian.

Austro-Hungarian
incurred GoveStr-ungarian
To
enable the
Property Custodian
pay expenses
expenses incurred
to pay
Custodian to
the Alien
Alien Property
To enable
Government.
Care
of seized
seized propand to
incurred in
for, insuring,
and returning
returning to
to their
their erty
prop
careof, of
insuring, and
in caring
caring for,
to be
be incurred
and
etc.
owners
certain
valuable
works
of
art
loaned
to
the
Panama-Pacific
owners certain valuable works of art loaned to the Panama-Pacific erty ofet.
International Exposition
Exposition upon
request made
made of
of the
the Austrian-HunAustrian-Hunupon request
International
garian Government
by the
the Secretary
of State,
art
State, which works of art
Secretary of
Government by
garian
were seized
seized by
the Alien
custodian in
1918, and
are now
now
and are
in 1918,
Property Custodian
Alien Property
by the
were
to
returned, $8,514.83.
$8,514.83.
to be
be returned,

AMERICAN BATTLE
COMMISSION.
BATTLE MONUMENTS'
MONUMENTS' COMMISSION.
AMERICAN
For every
for and
incident to
to the
work
the work
and incident
requisite for
expenditure requisite
every expenditure
For
of the
the American
American Battle
Monuments Commission
Commission authorized
by the
the
authorized by
Battle Monuments
of

Act entitled
Act for
American Battle
of an
an American
creation of
the creation
for the
"An Act
entitled "An
Act
Monuments Commission
Commission to
to erect
erect suitable
suitable memorials
memorials commemoratcommemoratMonuments
other
ing
services of
of the American
American soldier in Europe, and for other
the services
ing the
purposes," approved
March 4,
4, 1923,
1923, including
acquisition of
the acquisition
including the
approved March
purposes,"
land
or interest
in land
foreign countries
for carrying
out the
the
carrying out
countries for
in foreign
land in
interest in
land or
purposes of
of the
the said
said Act
Genpurposes
Act without
without submission
submission to
to the
the Attorney
Attorney Genof
355 of
section 355
eral
the provisions
provisions of
of section
under the
States under
United States
of the
the United
eral of

American Battle
Battle
MoAmernan
Monuments Commission.
Expensesfor work of.
Flses frork of.
Vol. 41,ir. 1509.
Post, pp.
1199.
522,1199.
pp. 522,

post,

Title to land.
R. S.,tosec. 355, p. 60.

Ttle

, pld.
p

the
Statutes; employment
personal services in the
employment of personal
the Revised
Revised Statutes;
District
elsewhere; the
the transportation of, mileage
and elsewhere;
Columbia and
of Columbia
District of
of,
reimbursement of actual travel
travel expenses or per diem in lieu
of, reimbursement
thereof
to the
personnel engaged
engaged upon
the work of the
the commission,
commission,
upon the
the personnel
thereof to
Offices,
etc., in
in forforas
authorized by
by law;
law; the
establishment of
ffices,
etc.,
of eign
of offices and the rent of
the establishment
as authorized
countries.
t
office
space in
printing, engraving,
engraving, lithographlithograph- esign cuntes.
countries; printing,
in foreign
foreign countries;
office space
ing, binding,
typewriting; and the actual exphotographing, and typewriting;
binding, photographing,
ing,
penses of
members of the commission
$95,750,
commission and its secretary, $95,750,
the members
of the
penses
Provisos.
r
.Pr
Provided, That not ex- Allowance
to remain
remain available until June 30, 1925: Provided,
for prior
expenses.
expenses.
be
availshall
ceeding
$1,600
of
the
herein
appropriated
appropriated
herein
amount
the
ceeding $1,600 of
able to meet such expenses of the commission
commission as may have been
incurred
Act,
this Act
the passage
passage of this
prior to the
4, 1923, and prior
March 4,
incurred since
since March
the chairman
chairman of
the commission:
as may
may be approved
approved by
by the
of the
commission: Provided
Provide Travel expenses
eses of
of
cers.
the busior on
on the
further,
That when
when traveling
traveling with
with the
commission or
busi- Army officers.
the commission
further, That
ness of
of the
members or
as members
of the
the Army serving as
officers of
commission officers
the commission
ness
as
commission shall be reimbursed
reimbursed for actual exas secretary
secretary of the commission
penses
Provided Special
pecial disbursing
disbursing
members of
of the commission:
commission: Provided
penses as
as provided for other members
abroad.
agentabroad.
further,
disbursements for
for expenditures
expenditures outside of continental
continental agent
That disbursements
further, That
United
States may
special disbursing agent designated
a special
be made by a
may be
United States
by
the commission
and under
such regulations
regulations as it may prescribe.
under such
commission and
by the
FEDERAL
FOR VOCATIONAL
BOARD FOR
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION.
EDUCATION.
FEDERAL BOARD

Federal
Federal Board for
Vocational Education.
Vocational
Education.

Agricultural educaeducationAg.ia
Cooperative vocational
vocational education
education in agricultural
agricultural education: For tion.
Cooperative
Vocational Vol. 39, p. 930.
an additional
additional amount to enable the Federal Board for Vocational

-

0
39,p.930
the Act
Act entitled
Education
to comply
the requirements
requirements of
of the
entitled Vol
with the
comply with
Education to
education,"
vocational education,"
promotion of vocational
"An Act to provide for the promotion
"An
approved
approved February 23, 1917, $27,502.12.
home econom-edhonr
Tradei
economics, and ics,Trade,
Cooperative
vocational education
education in trade, home economics,
Cooperative vocational
and industrial education.
industrial
additional amount to enable the Fed- cation
an additional
For an
education: For
industrial education:
eral
for Vocational
Vocational Education
Education to
comply with
with the
requirethe requireto comply
Board for
eral Board
ments
Act entitled
"An Act
Act to
promotion
for the
the promotion
provide for
to provide
entitled "An
the Act
ments of
of the
of vocational
$48,179.97.
February 23, 1917, $48,179.97.
approved February
education," approved
of
vocational education,"
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UNITED
UNFTED STATES
STATES HOUSING
HOUSING CORPORATION.
CORPORATION.

HousingCorporation.
HousinCorporatio.
Government
hotels,
Government hotels,
D.
C.
D.C.
nat.
Ground rent.

SESS. L
L CH.
CH. 81.
81.
SESS.

Government
Washington, District
District of
For
Government hotels,
hotels, Washington,
of Columbia:
Columbia: For
ground
rent for
632, 681,
and part
of 680,
in the
District
ground rent
for squares
squares 632,
681 and
part of
680, in
the District
of Columbia,
Columbia, occupied
by the
overnment hotels
and inof
occupied by
the G
Government
hotels from
from and
including
November 15,
15, 1922,
follows:
cluding November
1922, as
as follows:
Fiscal year
year 1923, $46,653;
$46,653;
Fiscal year 1924, $74,315.
UNITED
STATES VETERANS'
UNITED STATES
VEJERANS' BUREAU.
BUREAU.

Veterans'
Bureau.
Veterans' Bureau.
Vocational
Vocational rehabilirehabilitation.
f
Expenses of, for discharged soldiers, etc.
.40, p. 617; Vol.
42v
42, p. 1244. p. 617;

Vocational rehabilitation:
For carrying
out the
of
tsaens.
d
Vocational
rehabilitation: For
carrying out
the provisions
provisions of
an Act
entitled "An
"An Act
to provide
provide for
the vocational
vocational rehabilirehabilifor the
Act to
Act entitled
chadieds, etc. an
employment of disabled
disabled persons dis40,
Vol tation and return to civil employment
charged
from the
military or
or naval
forces of
the United
United States,
States,
P. 1
charged from
the military
naval forces
of the
and
for other
approved June
June 27,
27, 1918,
1918, as
as amended,
amended,
purposes," approved
other purposes
and for
optro.
Provisos.
Army
camps restrirestric- fiscal
year 1923,
1923, $900,000:
Provided, That
That no
part of
forey cas
fiscal year
$900,000: Provided,
no part
of the
the foretion.
tl.

going sum shall be used for the establishment, maintenance,
maintenance, or
operation of
of training schools
schools at
at any Army
Army camp or
or cantonment
cantonment
acquired for
use
as a
a training
training center,
center, except
Camp Sherman,
Sherman,
acquired
for
use
as
except
Camp
on construeChillicothe, Ohio:
Ohio: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
the foregoing
That no
no part
part of
of the
foregoing
woruk.
Chillicothe,
i Limit
thin
work.on
appropriation shall
construction work
work except
except necnecappropriation
shall be
be expended
expended for
for construction
essary repairs.
repairs.
wHi etc.,, for essary
Hospitals,
World
War patients,
Hospital facilities
services: For
For further
out the
woiSwar
tients, Hospital
facilities and
and services:
further carrying
carrying out
the
etc.
provisions
entitled "An
"An Act
to authorize
authorize an
an appropriappropriof the
the Act
Act entitled
Act to
etc.
p. 496.
496.
provisions of
Vol. 4,
42, p.
ation to enable the Director
Director of the
the United
United States Veterans
Veterans' Bureau
Bureau
to
for the
the construction
construction of
additional hospital
and
to provide
provide for
of additional
hospital facilities
facilities and
to
surgical, and
and hospital
hospital services
services and
supplies for
for
to provide
provide medical,
medical, surgical,
and supplies
persons
who served
the World
Spanish-American War,
War,
persons who
served in
in the
World War
War the
the Spanish-American
the Philippine
Philippine insurrection,
insurrection, and
boxer rebellion, and
are paand the
the Boxer
and are
patients of the United States Veterans'
Veterans' Bureau,"
Bureau," approved
approved April
20,
April 20,
1922, $5,000,000,
$5,000,000, for
Director of
of the
the United
United States
States Vetfor which the
the Director
Veterans'
erans' Bureau, subject to the approval of the President, was auvol.42,p.507.
thorized
thorized to incur
obligations by
entitled "An
"An Act
Act making
making an
an
incur obligations
Vol. 42,P. 507 '
by an
an Act
Act entitled
appropriation
appropriation for additional
additional hospital
hospital facilities
facilities for
or the
for patients
patients of
the
United
Bureau!" approved
approved May
May 11,
1922.
United States
States Veterans'
Veterans' Bureau,"
11, 1922.
to privste
private
Damages
Damage claims: To pay claims for damages
Damages to
damages to or losses of
of
property.
privately
owned property
property adjusted
adjusted and
the United
PPY
privately owned
and determined
determined by
by the
United
Vol. 42, p. 1066.
1066.
Vol.42,p.
States
Veterans' Bureau, under the provisions
,States Veterans'
provisions of the Act entitled
entitled
provide a
a method
"An Act to provide
method for the settlement
settlement of claims arising
arising
Government of
against the Government
United States
States in
sums not
not exceeding
of the United
in sums
exceeding
$1,000 in any one case,"
case," approved December 28, 1922, as fully
set
fully set
forth in House Document
Document Numbered
Numbered 183,
183, reported
to Congress
Congress at
reported to
at
its
its present
present session,
session, $626.16.
$626.16.
District
Columbia. •
ofColumbia.
District of

DISTRICT
DISTRICT OF
COLUMBIA.
OF COLUMBIA.

office.
Executive office.
Plumbinginspeetors,
Plumbinginspectors,
etc.
etc.

EXECUTIVE
EXECUTIVE OFFICE.
OFFICE.
Plumbing inspection
employment of
inspection division:
division: For
For temporary
temporary employment
of
additional inspectors of
plumbing and
and laborers
for such
as
of plumbing
laborers for
such time
time as
services may
be necessary,
$2,000.
their services
may be
necessary, $2,000.

Rent Commission.
Rent
Commiion.

RENT COMMISSION.
COMMISSION.
RENT

SalarksandexPcises *
Rent Commission,
VOla
Vol.l, 41, p.de;eos
. 298; Vol. Rent
Commission,
42,
pp. 200
2, ,543.
42,
pp.
542 penses authorized
authorized by
penses
by

District o
ol
umbi a: For sa l
ari
es an d exDistrict
off C
Columbia:
For salaries
and exsection
II, of
the Food
section 103, Title
Title II,
of the
Food Control
Control and
and
the District of Columbia Rents Act, approved
approved October
October 22, 1919,
1919, as
as
amended
amended by the Act approved
approved August 24, 1921, extending
extending the Rent
Rent
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Commission
and the
the Act
22, 1922,
May 22,
approved May
Act approved
1922, and
22, 1922,
until May
May 22,
Commission until
extending the
said commission
until May
22, 1924,
1924, $4,040.
$4,040.
May 22,
commission until
the said
extending
CONTINGENT AND
MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES.
EXPENSES.
AND MISCELLANEOUS
CONTINGENT
For printing
copies of
zoning regulations, zoning
zoning maps and
of zoning
printing copies
For
atlases,
stationery,
clerical
assistance,
preparation
of
studies
of zoning
zoning studies
preparation
assistance,
clerical
atlases, stationery,
and
to remain
available until
1925, $1,500.
30, 1925,
June 30,
until June
remain available
reports, to
and reports,

For
revised edition
the building
building code,
code, $2,000.
$2,000.
of the
edition of
printing aa revised
For printing
For
carrying out
provisions of
of the
the Act
"An Act
to
Act to
entitled "An
Act entitled
the provisions
out the
For carrying
authorize
the Commissioners
the District
remove
to remove
Columbia to
of Columbia
District of
of the
Commissioners of
authorize the
dangerous or
unsafe buildings,
buildings, and
and parts
parts thereof,
other
and for other
thereof, and
or unsafe
dangerous
purposes," approved
approved March
March 1,
1, 1899,
to pay
member of
of the
the
such member
pay such
1899, to
purposes,"
board
provided for
for therein,
other than
than the
of
inspector of
the inspector
therein, other
survey provided
of survey
board of
buildings,
at a
of not
to exceed
$10 for
each survey,
survey,
for each
exceed $10
not to
compensation of
a compensation
buildings, at
to pay
pay the
the cost
safe or
or removing
such buildings
buildings upon
upon
removing such
making safe
of making
cost of
to
the
owners so
so to
do, $8,400.
to do,
$8,400.
the refusal
refusal or
or the
the neglect
neglect of
of the
the owners
For rent
rent of
the recorder
$1,600.
of deeds,
deeds, $1,600.
recorder of
of the
offices of
of offices
For
PUBLIC CONVENIENCE
STATIONS.
CONVENIENCE STATIONS.
PUBLIC
For maint3nance
maint3nance of
of public
convenience stations,
stations, including
including corncompublic convenience
For
pensation
necessary employees,
employees, $3,000.
$3,000.
of necessary
pensation of
SEWERS.
SEWERS.
For assessment
permit work,
$100,000.
work, $100,000.
and permit
assessment and
For
P
OLICE AND
FUND.
RELIEF FUND.
FIREMEN'S RELIEF
AND FIREMEN'S
POLICE

Printing zoning regulations, etc.

tgio.fnsge

Building code.

Buidingcode.

Removing dangerous
buildings.
Vol. 30,
923.
30, p. 923.

Remogdangerous
vol. p.
•

Recorderofdeeds.
Recorder
of deeds.
Office rent.
rent.
Office
Public
Public
stations.

convenience
convenience

Maintenance.
Maintneance.

Sewers.
Sewers.
Assessment and pe
perand r
mtwo
mit
work.
Police,
fPndce,
fund.

etc.,

etc.,

relief

relief

from.
To
other allowances
by law,
Paymentsrom.
law, aa Payments
authorized by
as authorized
allowances as
and other
relief and
the relief
pay the
To pay
further
sum
not
to
exceed
$85,000
is
appropriated
from
the
policethe
further sum not to exceed $85,000 is appropriated from
men
firemen's relief fund.
and firemen's
men and

SCHOOLS.
PUBLIC SCHOOLS.
PUBLIC

For
principals of
school buildings,
buildings, for
for services
services
of grade
grade school
to principals
allowance to
For allowance
rendered
as
such,
in
addition
to
their
grade
salary,
be
in
paid
be
to
salary,
grade
their
to
addition
rendered as such, in
strict conformity
the provisions
provisions of
the Act
Act
"An Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
of the
with the
conformity with
strict
to fix
and regulate
regulate the
salaries of
of teachers,
teachers, school
school officers,
officers, and
other
and other
the salaries
to
fix and
employees
of Education
the District
District of
of Columbia,"
Columbia,"
of the
Education of
Board of
of the
the Board
employees of
approved
1906, $17,390.
June 20, 1906,
approved June
• For
the instruction
instruction of
deaf and
and dumb
dumb persons
of deaf
attending the
expenses attending
For expenses
admitted
the Deaf
Deaf from
from the
District
the District
for the
Institution for
Columbia Institution
the Columbia
to the
admitted to
of Columbia,
under section
section 4864
4864 of
Revised Statutes,
and as
as
Statutes, and
of the
the Revised
Columbia, under
of
provided
for in
Act approved
March 1, 1901,
and under
under aa concon1901, and
approved March
in the
the Act
provided for
tract
to be
be entered
the said
said institution
institution by
the commisby the
with the
into with
entered into
tract to
sioners,
sioners, $2,750.
$2,750.
To complete
School, an
an eight-room
To
complete construction
construction of
of the
the Bancroft
Bancroft School,
eight-room
extensible
Ingleside section. $22,260.
in the
the Ingleside
building in
extensible building
For
the erection
an eight-room
eight-room extensible
extensible building between
between
of an
erection of
For the
Georgia Avenue
Avenue and
Sixteenth Street
Street northwest,
northwest, north of Park
and Sixteenth
Georgia
Road (Raymond
(Raymond School),
$10,000.
School), $10,000.
Road
METROPOLITAN
POLICE.
METROPOLITAN POLICE.ole.

Public
schools.
Public schools.
Principals of grades
school building,*
Vol. 34, p. 320.

PrincPas O grad

vol.ap. .:

Deaf and dumb InIn
Dc and
struction.

dumb

R. S., sec. 4864, p.
R. S., sec. 4s64, p.
942.
p.844.
Vol.
31, p.
844.
Vol.31,

cool

Bancroft School.
Completing.

crSp

.

Raymond
School.
Raymond8old.
Construction.

Police.

pli-ce
Harbor police
quav
ce quar-

For
heating plant
for head house, located on Wharf
Wharf Numbered
Numbered bars.
teas.
plant for
For heating
6,
Washington Channel
Channel ,Potomac
River front,
be used as quarters
to be
front, to
Potomac River
6, Washington
Harbor Police
$1,700.
Precinct, $1,700.
Police Precinct,
the Harbor
for the
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Courts.
Courts.
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1924.

Courrrs.
COURTS.

Supreme Court, District
of Columbia:
miscellaneous
District of
Columbia: For
For such
such miscellaneous
be authorized
expenses as may be
authorized by
Attorney General
for the
the
by the
the Attorney
General for
Supreme Court of the
Columbia and
officers, includincludthe District
District of
of Columbia
and its
its officers,
ing the same objects
this head
the District
District of
objects specified
specified under
under this
head in
in the
of
Acts for
the following
following fiscal
fiscal years:
years:
Columbia Appropriation
Appropriation Acts
for the
For 1922,
1922, $39.41;
$39.41;
For
For 1923,
1923, $2,024.53;
For
$2,024.53;
For
1924, $21,000.
For 1924,
$21,000.
Support of convict.
Support of ' let' Support
Support of
convicts: For
For support,
support, maintenance,
maintenance, and
and transportaof convicts:
transportatransferred from
tion of convicts transferred
the District
of Columbia;
expenses
from the
District of
Columbia; expenses
of shipping remains
remains of deceased
deceased convitts
homes in
convitts to
to their
their homes
in the
the
United States, and expenses
expenses of interment
interment of unclaimed
remains of
unclaimed remains
of
deceased
deceased convicts; expenses
expenses incurred
incurred in
pursuing
in identifying
identifying and
and pursuing
escaped convicts and
rewards for
for their
and rewards
their recapture,
recapture, fiscal
fiscal year
year 1923,
1923,
$10,105.58; to be expended
$10,105.58;
expended under the
direction of
the direction
of the
the Attorney
Attorney
General.
General.
Board of Charities
Charities.
Board
nommi OF
OF CHARIIES.
CHARIITES.
BOARD

Supreme
Supreme court.
court.
Miscellaneous
Miscellaneous
pmms.
penses.

childr's
Children's

exex-

Hospital.

Hospital-

Children's
care and treatment
Children's Hospital: For care
treatment of
of indigent
indigent patients
patients
under contracts
contracts to be made
the Board
of Charities
Charities with
the
made by
by the
Board of
with the
Children's
Children's Hospital,
Hospital, $5,000.
$5,000.
JUDGMENTS.
JUDGMENTS.

Payment
Payment
ments.

of
of

For payments
payments of the judgments, including
including costs,
costs, rendered
For
rendered a
g ainst
against
the District of Columbia,
Columbia, as
as set
set forth
House Document
Document Numforth i
inn -House
Numbered
bered 170 of the present
further
present session,
session, $3,720.28,
$3,720.28, together
together with
with aa further
sum to pay the interest at not exceeding
per centum
exceeding 44 per
centum per
per annum
annum
on such judgments, as
as provided
provided by
law, from
the date
date the
the same
same
by law,
from the
become due
until date
date of
due until
m become
of payment.
payment.
Sixty per centum of
foregoing sums
the District
District of
of the
the foregoing
sums for the
of
specifically provided,
Columbia, unless otherwise
otherwise therein specifically
provided, shall
be
shall be
paid out of the revenues
revenues of
of the
District of
and 40
40 per
per
the District
of Columbia
Columbia and
centum
centum out of the Treasury
Treasury of
the United
of the
United States.
States.

judgludg-

mentfi

trict revenuer

trict revenues, etc.

Water Department.
Department.

ExtendingdistributExtending
distribut-

ingsste
in
gsystems.

Gallinger Hospital.
Hospital.
Gallinger
Employment
Employment of expert service.
pertservice

Agricultural DepartAgicultural
Depart-

ment.

Secretary's Office.
Secretary's
Office.

Amican
iverity.
American
Univ
unity.
Rent.

WATER DEPARTMENT.
WATER
DEPARTMENT.

For extension of the water department
department distribution
distribution system,
system, laylaying of such service mains
may be
be necessary
necessary under
assessment
mains as
as may
under the
the assessment
system,
system, $50,000,
$50,000, to be paid from
the water
water
from the
the revenues
revenues of
of the
department.
department.
GALLINGER MUNICIPAL
MUNICIPAL HOSPITAL.
GALLINGER
HOSPITAL.

The Commissioners
Commissioners of
The
of Columbia
Columbia are
are authorized
authorized
of the
the District
District of
to
employ necessary
necessary expert
traveling and
to employ
expert services,
services, and pay
pay traveling
and other
other
expenses
expenses in connection
connection with the study, criticism,
criticism, and
of
and revision
revision of
the existing plans for the
the Gallinger
Gallinger Municipal
Municipal
the development
development of
of the
appropriations provided
Hospital, from appropriations
provided for
for the
erection of
the erection
of said
said
hospital at
at aacost
not exceeding
exceeding $2,500.
hospital
cost not
$2,500.
DEPARTMENT OF
AGRICULTURE.
DEPARTMENT
OF AGRICULTURE.
OFFICE
OF THE
OFFICE OF
_CHI, SECRETARY.
SECRETARY.

For an additional amount
required to
pay rental
rental to
the trustees
trustees
amount required
to pay
to the
of American
American University for use of
fixed nitrogen
nitrogen research
research
of the
the fixed
laboratory for the fiscal year 1924, $10,000,
to be
be paid
from the
the
$10,000, to
paid from

S
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ESS. I.
I. Cii.
81.
CH. 81.
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SIXTY-EIGHTH

Department
funds
transferred from
Department to the Department
War Department
from the War
funds transferred
of
Agriculture.
of Agriculture.
General expenses,
Office of
of Experiment
Experiment Stations:
Stations: For
necessary
For necessary
expenses, Office
General
and so
fences, and
expenses to
to repair
typhoon to
so
to buildings,
buildings, fences,
by typhoon
damage by
repair damage
expenses
forth,
of the
agricultural experiment
experiment station on the island of Guam,
the agricultural
forth, of
$3,500.
FOREST
SERVICE.
FOREST SERVICE.
General
expenses: For
For fighting
fighting and
fires,
forest fires,
preventing forest
and preventing
General expenses:
this amount
$6,000 of this
exceed $6,000
$55,000: Provided,
Provided, That
That not
to exceed
amount shall
not to
$55,000:
the Kaibab
be used
used in
in meeting
meeting an
emergency caused
by insects
insects on
on the
Kaibab
caused by
an emergency
be
National Park.
National
Forest and
and in
in the
the Grand
Grand Canyon
Park.
Canyon National
National Forest
Insect infestations:
The appropriation
of $150,000
$150,000 provided
provided by
appropriation of
infestations: The
Insect
fiscal year 1922, approved
the
Deficiency Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
Act, fiscal
First Deficiency
the First
calendar
December
15, 1921,
through the
the calendar
available through
continued available
and continued
1921, and
December 15,
year
ending December
31, 1923,
by the
Deficiency ApproApproSecond Deficiency
the Second
1923, by
December 31,
year ending
priation Act,
approved January
January 22, 1923, for the prevention of
Act, approved
priation
loss
infestations on public lands
lands in Oregon
Oregon
from insect infestations
timber from
of timber
loss of
December 31, 1924.
remain available until December
and California,
California, shall remain
and California
Protection of
so-called Oregon
Oregon and
California railroad lands and
of the
the so-called
Protection
Coos
Bay wagon
road lands:
lands: To
enable the Secretary
of AgriculSecretary of
To enable
wagon road
Coos Bay
and to
ture
to establish
to prevent
prevent trespass
trespass and
to
patrol to
maintain aa patrol
and maintain
establish and
ture to
the United
guard
and check
check fires
the land
land revested
in the
United
revested in
upon the
fires upon
guard against
against and
known as
the lands known
States by
Act approved
approved June
9, 1916,
1916, and
and the
June 9,
the Act
by the
States
the
Coos Bay
Bay wagon
wagon road
lands involved
in the case of Southern
involved in
road lands
the Coos
Oregon
Company against
United States (Numbered
(Numbered 2711)
2711) in the
against United
Oregon Company
Circuit Court
Circuit, $11,900.
$11,900.
Ninth Circuit,
the Ninth
of the
of .Appeals
Appeals of
Court of
Circuit
BUREAU
ENTOMOLOGY.
OF ENTOMOLOGY.
BUREAU OF
Preventing
spread of
Secretary of AgriTo enable the Secretary
of moths: To
Preventing spread
culture to
to meet
meet the
the emergency
continued spread of the
by the continued
caused by
emergency caused
culture
gipsy moth
moth by
operations in the New Engcontrol operations
field control
conducting field
by conducting
gipsy
land States,
States, New
New York,
York, and
Jersey, in
cooperation with the
in cooperation
New Jersey,
and New
land
States
including the
the employment
means
of persons and means
employment of
concerned, including
States concerned,
in the
the city
city of
of Washington
and elsewhere
elsewhere and all
necessary
all other necessary
Washington and
in
expenses, $70,000.
$70,000.
expenses,
BUREAU OF
OF AGRICULTURAL
AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS.
ECONOMICS.
BUREAU

39
39

1924.

Ruarn
epai i.riing typhoon
typhoon

damages.
damages.

Service.
Forest Service.
Fighting forest fires.
Prgg
Proviso. orest fires.
Kaibab Forest and
abab Forst and
Grand Canyon Park.

tt

Insect
infestations,
Oregon and Calfortna.
Oregon
California.
Appropriation availavailu
able.
Vol.
42, pp.
331, 115
1156.
pp.33,
Vol.42,
Post,
os p.1325.

and
ablAeproprition
P t, .325l

Oregon-California
Oregon-California
railroad
lands, etc.
etc.
railroad lands,
Fire protection,
n etc.,
etc.,
of revested.
Vol. 39, p. 218.

ofreprtect '
Vol.39p.218.

o Bay
Roadlands.

Coos Bay
Road lands.

Wago

Wagon

Entomology Bureau.
Bureau.
Entomology

Cipsy
Gipsy moths.

Preventing spread of.
Preventngspreadot.

Agricultural EconomEconom.
E
ics
iS Bureau.

StandardsAct
Cotton StandardsAct

Enforement of.
Enforcement of
States Cotton
Cotton Standards
Standards Act:
To Enforcement
Act: To
United States
the United
of the
Enforcement
Vol. 42, p.1517.
ol.42,p.157.
enable the
the Secretary
Secretary of
into effect
the proproeffect the
to carry
carry into
Agriculture to
of Agriculture
enable

visions
the United
including the
Standards Act, including
Cotton Standards
States Cotton
United States
of the
visions of
payment
of such
such rent
of the District of Columbia and
outside of
rent outside
payment of
Secretary of
the employment
employment of such persons and means as the Secretary
the
Agriculture
deem necessary
necessary in
Washington and Proviso.
in the city of Washington
may deem
Agriculture may
elsewhere, $25,550:
Provided, That
Must any
any moneys
moneys received
received from
from or Reuse
from
yfrom
of money
eeof
$25,550: Provided,
elsewhere,
etc.
sals,etc.
purchased sales,
cotton now
in
now on hand or purchased
of cotton
sale of
the sale
with the
connection with
in connection
for
the preparation
preparation of
official cotton standards,
condemned,
standards, and condemned,
any official
of any
for the
or
the sale
prepared from cotton now
cotton standards prepared
sale of cotton
or from
from the
6
on
hand or
or purchased,
authorized by section 6
as authorized
used as
be used
may be
purchased, may
on hand
of
said
Act.
of said Act.
Warehse Act.
Warehouse
Act.
of.
Administrtionof.
Warehouse Act: To enable Administration
States Warehouse
the United
Administration of
of the
United States
Administration
Vol. 39, p. 486; Vol.
4s6; Vd.
p. 1282.
a
the
Secretary of
of Agriculture
into effect
effect the
the provisions
provisions 42,
carry into
to carry
Agriculture to
the Secretary
42, p.
of the
Warehouse Act, approved August 11, 1916,
United States Warehouse
the United
of
as
payment
Act of February 23, 1923, including the payment
by the
the Act
as amended
amended by
employment
of such
Columbia and the employment
outside of the District of Columbia
such rent outside
of
of such
such persons
Agriculture may
may
means as the Secretary of Agriculture
and means
persons and
of
Washington and elsewhere,
elsewhere, $10,000.
$10,000.
necessary, in the city of Washington
deem necessary,
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Vol. 39, p. 355.

vol.39p55

Damage
damage to privately owned
the claim for damage
Damage claim: To pay the

property adjusted
adjusted and
determined by
Agriculof AgriculDepartment of
the Department
by the
and determined
property

ture under
under the
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
to provide
provide
the Act
of the
provisions of
the provisions
ture
a
method for
of claims
claims arising
against the
Govthe Govarising against
settlement of
the settlement
for the
a method
eminent
of
the
United
States
in
sums
not
exceeding
$1,000
in
any
any
in
$1,000
exceeding
not
sums
in
States
United
ernment of the
one
approved December
December 28,
28, 1922,
1922, as
fully set
House
forth in House
set forth
as fully
case," approved
one case,"
Document Numbered
Numbered 191,
191, reported
to Congress
Congress at
at its
its present
sespresent sesreported to
Document
sion, $196.93,
$196.93, to
to be
be paid
from the
the administrative
proallotment proadministrative allotment
paid from
sion,
vided
in the
Federal Aid
Road Act
July 11,
1916, as
amended.
as amended.
11, 1916,
of July
Act of
Aid Road
the Federal
vided in

Seed
grain loans.
loans.
Seed grain

COLIZOTION OF SEED GRAIN LOANS.
LOANS.
COLLECTION

the Secretary
enable the
to enable
For an additional
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture
amount to
additional amount
made
to
collect moneys
moneys due
due the
the United
United States
States on
on account
loans made
of loans
account of
to collect
under the
loan provisions
provisions of
of March
3, 1921,
1921,
March 3,
the Act
Act of
of the
seed-grain loan
the seed-grain
under
and the
the seed-grain
seed-gram loan
loan Act
Act of
including the
emthe em1922, including
20, 1922,
March 20,
of March
and
ployment of
persons and
Washington
in the city of Washington
means in
and means
such persons
of such
ployment
and
necessary, $13;000.
as may be necessary,
elsewhere as
and elsewhere

of,
347;

Collections
from
collections of, from
farmers.
farme8rs.
Vol.
p. 1347; Vol.
Vol.
41,p.
Vol. 41,
42,
p. 467.
42,p.467.

Contagious
Contagious
l
animRals.
of animals.

1924.
1924.

BUREAU OF
OF PUBLIC
PUBLIC ROADS.
BUREAU

BuPublic Roads Bureau.
Payment
damage
of dam
Payment of
cLsim.
Vol. 42, p. 1066.

SESS. I. CH.
CH. 81.
81.
SESS.I.

diseases
dise

ERADICATION
FOOT-AND-MOUTH DISEASE.
DISEASE.
ERADICATION OF FOOT-AND-MOUTH

Expenses for eradi-

cating designated.
degatred-.
caiEt
Post, pp. 110, 458.

Pop.,4.

Payment of claims
ceais
forPams
animals destroyed.

dest
f

Proviso.

of
App aisement of
Appraisement
values.

For
personal services
other expenditures
expenditures in
the District
District of
of
in the
and other
services and
For personal

Columbia and
and elsewhere
eradicaconnection with the arrest and eradicaelsewhere in connection
Columbia
rinderpest, contagious
contagious pleuropneufoot-and-mouth disease, rinderpest,
of foot-and-mouth
tion of
monia, or
contagious or infectious
infectious disease of animals, includor other
other contagious
monia,
past and future purchases
ing the payment of claims
claims growing out of _past
ing
affected
cooperation with the States, of animals affected
destruction, in cooperation
and destruction,
by or
of materials
materials contaminated
contaminated by
by or exposed to,
to, or
or of
or exposed
exposed to,
by
irrespective of ownership,
wherever found and irrespective
disease, wherever
any such disease,
under like
owner
circumstances, when such owner
similar circumstances,
like or substantially-similar
under
has
complied with
quarantine regulations,
regulations, and including
including
all lawful quarantine
with all
has complied
necessary investigations
whether such diseases have
to determine
determine whether
investigations to
necessary
been
eradicated in
in districts
districts where they previously existed,
completely eradicated
been completely
$1,000,000, to be expended
expended by the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture, when,
$1,000,000,
in
emergency exists which threatens the livestock
livestock
judgment, an emergency
in his judgment,
remain available until June 30, 1925:
1925:
and to remain
country, and
of the country,
industry of

Provided,
That the
the payment
payment for
for animals
may
purchased may
hereafter purchased
animals hereafter
Provided, That

be made on an appraisement
appraisement based on the meat, dairy, or breeding
breeding
appraisement based on breeding
breeding value no apvalue, but in case of appraisement
praisement of any animal shall exceed
exceed three times its meat or
dairy
emergency,
extraordinary emergency,
in case of an extraordinary
except in
dairy value, and except
to be
Agriculture, the payment by
of Agriculture,
Secretary of
by the Secretary
be determined
determined by
to
exceed
the
Government for any animal shall not exceed
the United States Government
one-half
appraisements.
such appraisements.
one-half of any such

Department of ComDepartment
ConM
merce.
merce.

DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE.
COMMERCE.

Printing and
and bindPrinting
binding.

PRINTING AND
AND BINDING.
BINDING.
PRINTING

Allowance from
rom rubber investigations appropriation.
propriation.
Vol. 42, p. 1536.

"Investigating
appropriation "Investigating
$20,000 of the appropriation
exceed $20,000
Not to exceed
sources of crude rubber,
rubber, Department
Department of Commerce,
Commerce, 1923 and 1924,"
1924,"
is
hereby made available
available for
binding for the Deand binding
for printing and
is hereby
partment of Commerce.
Commerce.

Standards
Bureau.
Standards Bureau.

BUREAU
BUREAU OF STANDARDS.
STANDARDS.

Altitude
chambers.
Altitude chambers.

Replacement of altitude
altitude chambers: For replacement
replacement of the altiReplacement
experimental work on
chambers, equipment, and accessories for experimental
on
tude chambers,

beAllowance

-
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CONGRESS . S
ESS. I.
I. CH.
Cu. 81.
SESS.
81.

1924.
1924.

41
41

1
(twines
internal-combustion engines,
engines, recently damaged
internal-combustion
damaged by explosion,
explosion, in- to,Replacing
Replacing
damages
by explosion.
eluding
cluding provisions
provisions for safety
safety in operation,
personal servoperation, including personal
services in the District of Columbia,
Columbia, $72,000.
$72,000.
Automotive p
power
Automotive
power plants, their
fuels, lubricants,
lubricants, and
Automotive power
their fuels,
and accessories:
accessories: plats,et
ower
plants, etc.
Investigation
of
basic
trans- pIestuatondofbase
For the promotion of economy and
and efficiency
efficiency in automotive
automotive transprinciples underlying,
etc.
portation by land and by air through investigations
investigations of the
the basic etc.
principles underlying
underlying the design, performance,
performance, operation,
operation, and testtestautomotive engines, their
their fuels,
fuels, lubricants,
lubricants, accessories,
ing of automotive
accessories, and
and
the power transmitting
connection with
also such
such
transmitting system in connection
with them,
them, also
elements as brakes
brakes and brake
in the
the
brake linings; to
to promote
promote economy in
use of liquid fuels and safety in vehicular
traffic; including
including pervehicular traffic;
personal services in the District of Columbia and in the field, $10,000.
$10,000. claipayment
Paent ofof damage
damage
Damage claim: To pay the claim for damage
damage to privately
privately owned
owned clai.m .
0
Vol. 42, p.1066.
property adjusted
adjusted and determined
determined by the Department
Department of CornCom- Vol.42 p.
the' Act
merce under the provisions of the
Act entitled
entitled "An Act to
to provide
a
settlement of claims arising
the Gova method for the settlement
arising against
against the
Government
ernment of the United States in sums not exceeding $1,000 in
any one case," approved
approved December
December 28, 1922, as
as fully set forth
forth in
House Document Numbered 127, reported
reported to
to Congress
Congress at its
its present
present
i
session, $294.25.
BUREAU OF LIGHTHOUSES.
LIGHTHOUSES.
BUREAU

Lighthouse
Lighthouse vessels: For salaries
salaries and wages
wages of
of officers and
and crews
of light vessels and lighthouse tenders, including
including temporary
temporary ememployments when necessary,
pluments
necessary, $70,000.
Retired pay: For retired pay of officers and employees
employees engaged
engaged
Lighthouse Service,
Service, except
except
in the field service or on vessels of the Lighthouse
persons continuously
continuously employed in district offices and shops,
shops, $12,000.
$12.000.
Damage claims: To
To pay claims adjusted
adjusted and determined
determined by
by the
the
Department of Commerce
Commerce under the provisions of
Department
of section 44 of
of the
the
Act approved
approved June 17, 1910 (Thirty-sixth
on
(Thirty-sixth Statutes, page
page 537),
537), on
account of damage occasioned
occasioned to
private property
collision with
with
to private
property by
by collision
Lighthouse Service and for which the vessels of the
vessels of the Lighthouse
Lighthouse Service were
were responsible,
responsible, certified
certified to
present ConConLighthouse
to the
the present
Document Numbered 129, $262.09.
$262.09.
gress in House Document
COAST
GEODETIC SURVEY.
SURVEY.
COAST AND
AND GEODETIC

Damage
claims: To
pay the
and determined
determined by
Damage claims:
To pay
the claim
claim adjusted
adjusted and
by
the Department
of Commerce
Commerce under
under the
the provisions
provisions of
the Act
the
Department of
of the
Act
approved June 5,
5, 1920 (Forty-first
(Forty-first Statutes,
Statutes, page 1054),
1054), on
on account
account
approved
which the
the Coast
and Geodetic
Geodetic
of damage occasioned
occasioned by acts
acts for which
Coast and
Survey has been
certified to
to the
the present
Survey
been found
found to be responsible,
responsible, certified
present
Congress in House Document
Document Numbered
Congress
Numbered 128, $20.
$20.
DEPARTMENT
INTERIOR.
DEPARTMENT OF
OF THE INTERIOR.
OFFICE
OFFICE OF

ink SECRETARY.
THE
SECRETARY.

Care
and custody
the insane
Alaska: For
For care
care and
and custody
Care and
custody of
of the
insane of
of Alaska:
custody
of persons legally adjudged insane in
in Alaska, including
including transportatransportation and other expenses, fiscal year 1923, $500: Provided,
Provided, That
That
authority is granted to the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior to pay from
this appropriation
appropriation to the Sanitarium Company
Company of Portland, Oregon,
Oregon,
not to exceed $600
$600 per capita per annum for the care and maintenance of Alaskan
Alaskan insane patients during the fiscal year 1923.
BUREAU
BUREAU

OF PENSIONS.
PENSIONS.

Lighthouses Bureau.
Bureau.
Lighthouses

Lighthouse
Lighthouse vessels.
vessels.
ft:Wies,
Salaries, etc.

Retired pay.

Damage claims.
claims
Payment
Payment of collision.
collision.
Vol. 36, p. 537.
537.

Coast and Geodetic
Geodetic
Survey.
Collision damage
Collisiondamage

o,p.iost.
Vol.4,p.o106

Interior Department.
Interior
Department.
Secretary's Office.
Secretary's
Office.
Alaska
lasa insane.

insane.

Proviso.
SP°i"rim
Sanitarium cornCom-

pany.

Pensions Burm
Bureau..
Pesions

For fees and expenses of examining surgeons, pensions, for Examthingsnmecal•
EBmn"gsg
services rendered
following fiscal
years:
rendered within the following
fiscal years:
For 1923, $40,000;
$40,000;
For 1924, $260,000.
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1924.
1924.

INDIAN AFFAIRS.
OFFICE OF INDIAN
AFFAIRS.
OFFICE

Indian
Office.
Indian Offie.

supplies: For expenses
Purchase
expenses
Indian supplies:
of Indian
transportation of
and transportation
Purchase and

Purchase and
transand transPurchase
portation of
of supplies.
suppes.
portation

Indian
for the
and supplies
goods and
necessary
necessary to the purchase of goods
supplies for
the Indian
Service,
including
inspection,
pay
of
necessary
employees,
and
all
employees,
necessary
of
pay
Service, including inspection,
other
expenses connected
including advertising, storage,
therewith, including
connected therewith,
other expenses
and
Indian goods
goods and
following
for the following
supplies, for
and supplies,
of Indian
transportation of
and transportation
fiscal
years:
years:
fiscal
For 1923,
1923, $21,126.28;
$21,126.28;
For
For
For 1922, $9,102.03.
Omaha Indins.
Indians.
Court
case of Omaha Indians against United States (tribal
Court costs, case
Omaha
Coart costsin case of.
of court costs incurred in the case of the
funds) :For
balance of
For the balance
funds):
Courtcotsincao.
Omaha
Tribe
of
Indians
decided by the
against the United States, decided
Omaha Tribe of Indians against
Supreme
Court of
of the
the United
States, June
$44.90, payable
1920, $44.90,
1, 1920,
June 1,
United States,
Supreme Court
from
the tribal
tribal funds of the Omaha
Omaha Indians.
from the
Walter Runke.
Reimbursement
to
Walter
Runke:
For payment
payment to
Walter Runke,
to Walter
Runke: For
Walter
to
Reimbursement
walter Runke.
Reimbursement
to.
Reimbursement to

former superintendent
Western Navajo
Navajo Indian Agency,
Agency,
of the Western
superintendent of
former
Arizona, as
as authorized
by the
of February
February 26,
$3,999.52.
1923, $3,999.52.
26, 1923,
Act of
the Act
authorized by
Arizona,
Wind River ReservePayment to
Indians of
of Wind
Wyoming: For
For
Reservation, Wyoming:
River Reservation,
Wind River
to Indians
Payment
WindverReservaSon,
Wyo.
Payment
Indians making
payments to
Wind River Reservation, in
in
of the Wind
Indians of
to Indians
making payments
to Indians
ayment to
or.
of.

Vol. 33, p. 1021.
.
Vd.33,p.

accordance with the provisions
provisions of the Act entitled "An Act to ratify
accordance
and amend
amend an
an agreement
with the
Indians residing on the Shoshone
the Indians
agreement with
and
or Wind
River Indian Reservation
the State of Wyoming, and
Reservation in the
Indian
Wind River
or
to make
appropriations for carrying
effect," approved
approved
carrying the same into effect,"
make appropriations
to

March 3,
1905 (Thirty-third
Statutes at
Large, page
page 1021),
$50,
1021), $50,
at Large
(Thirty-third Statutes
3, 1905
March

reimbursable
receipts from the sale of the lands ceded and
from the receipts
reimbursable from
relinquished
to such
Act.
such Act.
pursuant to
relinquished pursuant
for Chippewa Indians
sanatorium
Tuberculosis
Chippewasinnec'IPPe'
i
n
min'
Tuberculosis
sanatorium
Indians in Minnesota
Minnesota
sots.
school
Indian school
of Indian
remodeling of
repairing and remodeling
sanato" (tribal funds):
cTubercuar
Tubercular
funds): For repairing
rinse for, frompriucipal
sum to their credit.
buildings at
Minnesota, for the
the purpose
purpose of converting
converting
Onigum, Minnesota,
at Onigum,
buildings
sunmtoteircrSt.
same
tubercular sanatorium
sanatorium for the benefit of the Chippewa
Chippewa
into aatubercular
same into
of
Indians
of Minnesota,
Minnesota, and
maintenance and operation of
and for the maintenance
Indians of
said
to remain
available until June 30, 1925,
1925,
remain available
$50,000, to
sanatorium, $50,000,
said sanatorium,
and to
be paid
paid from the principal
deposit to the credit
credit of
of
principal sum on deposit
to be
and
January
Vol. 25,
25, p.
p. 65
64.5.
said Indians
Indians arising:
approved January
the Act approved
of the
7 of
section 7
under section
arising under
said
vol.
14,
1889, entitled "An Act for the relief and civilization
civilization of the
14, 1889,
Chippewa
Minnesota."
Indians in the State of Minnesota."
Chippewa Indians
Gila River ReserveGila
Reservation, Arizona:
Arizona: For completing
completing the construcconstrucGila River Reservation,
ReservaGia
tion,
Ariz.
a bridge superstructure
Completing
dam,
etc.,
tion
by
the
Indian
Service
of
a
dam
with
a
superstructure
with
Compinigdam,etc., tion by the Indian Service of a dam
from the
water from
diverting water
for diverting
and the necessary
necessary controlling
for and
ver for
dirting river
for
controlling works for
for diverting
the
Irrigating
irrigating Indian
India lands,
lands,
etc.,
Gila River for the irrigation
irrigation of Indian land and Indian allotments
Gila
etc., in.
on the
recommended
Arizona, as recommended
Reservation, Arizona,
Indian Reservation,
Gila River Indian
the Gila
on
by the
Board of Engineers
paragraph
Engineers of the United States Army in paragraph
the Board
by
War of February
217 of
its report
to the
February 14, 1914,
Secretary of War
the Secretary
report to
of its
217
as
Repayment.
$300,000, to remain available until June 36,
reimbursable as
30, 1925, reimbursable
$300,000,
Repayment.
(Thirty-seventh
2 of the Act of August 24, 1912 (Thirty-seventh
Vol 37,p.
37, p. 522.
provided
in section
section 2
provided in
2
vol.
Statutes at
Large, page
522).
page 522).
at Large,
Statutes
and
Chilocco, Ola.
Okla.
Chilocco Indian
School,
Chilocco,
rebuilding and
Oklahoma: For rebuilding
Chilocco Oklahoma:
School,
Indian
Chilocco
chfloco,
Rebuilding
barn,
Chilocco Indian
reequipping
school.
reequipping the horse barn at the Chilocco
Indian School, Chilocco,
Chilocco,
etc., at scio.
Oklahoma, which
which was
was destroyed
February 14, 1924,
by fire on February
destroyed by
Oklahoma,
$12,000; and
and for
replacement of horses
horses, mules, harness, and
the replacement
for the
$12,000;
feed,
$17,000, to
available until June 30, 1925,
remain available
to remain
in all,
all, $17,000,
$5,000; in
feed, $5,000;
$17,000.
$17,000.
Sanath

Park servNational
National Park
Ice.
ice.

Yellowstoe,

Yellowstone, Wyo.
Wyo
Repairing flood damagesd
Pageiri

SERVICE.
NATIONAL PARK
NATIONAL
PARK SERVICE.

repairing damage
Yellowstone
Wyoming: For repairing
Yellowstone National Park, Wyoming:
in
bridges, and retaining walls in
roads, bridges,
washouts to
caused by
by flood
flood washouts
to roads,
caused
Yellowstone National
National Park and to the road leading out of the
Yellowstone
$27,700.
park
from the
the east
east boundary,
boundary, $27,700.
park from
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1924.
1924.

For
appropriations enuof the
the appropriations
found due
due on account of
For amounts found
merated
below for
for the
fiscal years
follows:
years named,
named, as follows:
the fiscal
merated below
I.
Chance, Glacier
Glacier National
National Park,
$72;
I. M.
M. Chance,
Park 1919,
1919, $72;
Grand
Railway Company, Grand Canyon National
National Park,
Grand Canyon Railway
1921, $60.15;
$60.15;
1921,
California
Company, Grand
Grand- Canyon
Canyon National
National Park,
Hardware Company,
California Hardware
1922, $33.69;
1922,
$33.69;
$595.28;
Fred
Canyon National
National Park, 1922, $595.28;
Fred Harvey, Grand Canyon
Grand
Railway Company, Grand Canyon National
National Park,
Grand Canyon Railway
$939.84;
1922, $939.84;
In
all, $1,700.96.
$1,700.96.
In all,

Unpaid
thipaid accounts.
accounts.
Glacier.
Glacier.
Grand Canyon.

Education
Education Bureau.

BUREAU OF
BUREAU
OF EDUCATION.
EDUCATION. •

Alaska.
Alaska.
Educating natives.
natives.
Educating
We:flees.
Use of balances.

Education
Alaska: Of
unexpended balances
balances of
Of any unexpended
natives of Alaska:
Education of natives
appropriation
specific objects
objects included
included under
under the
the appropriaappropriafor specific
appropriation for
tion
"Education of
of Alaska,
and 1924," a
not
a sum
sum not
1923 and
Alaska, 1923
of natives
natives of
tion "Education
exceeding
$12,000 may be
payment of "Freight,
"Freight,
to the payment
be applied to
exceeding $12,000
including
the United
United States
Boxer," in
addition
in addition
States ship
ship Boxer,"
of the
operation of
including operation
to
the $19,000
$19,000 allotted
allotted for
purpose for
for that
year.
that year.
that purpose
for that
to the
THE
THE

Alaska Railroad.

ALASKA RAILROAD.
RAILROAD.
ALASKA

Maintenancee and
Maintenance
an op-

eration.
in the
of railroads
For expenses
expenses of
of maintenance
operation of
railroads in
the eratin.
and operation
maintenance and
For

°

Territory
excess of
of revenues)
revenues) during
the fiscal
fiscal year
year . Proviso.
Territory of
of Alaska
Alaska (in
(in excess
during the
roviso
Hotel construction
constructi
1924,
Provided, That no part of this sum shall be expended fHotel
1924, $245,000: Provided,
forbidden.
f
for
construction of
of hotels.
hotels.
for construction
Repairs,
renewals,
ne
pa
re was,
etc.eP i'
tie renewals,
old trestles,
trestles, tie
filling old
For bridge
renewals, including
including filling
renewals, etc.
For
bridge renewals,
rod, p.1332
1432.
ballasting,
bank widening,
telegraph Pop.
reconstruction of televaph
riprapping, reconstruction
widening, riprapping,
ballasting, bank
$865,000,. to remain
remain available
additional rolling stock, $865,000,.
line, and for additional
until
until December 31, 1924.
BUREAU
BUREAU

OF

Reclamation
Reclamation Bureau.

RECLAMATION.
RECLAMATION.

Payment of
of property
property

claims.
Damage claims:
claims: To pay claims for damages to or losses of pri- damage claims.
Vol.
42,
p.
Vol.
p. 1066.
1066.
vately owned property adjusted and determined
determined by the Department of the Interior under the provisions
provisions of the Act entitled,
entitled,
"An Act
provide a
a method for the settlement
settlement of claims arisAct to provide
"An
ing against
against the Government
Government of the United States in sums not excase," approved December
$1,000 in any one ease,"
December 28, 1922, as
ceeding $1,000
151 reported
fully set forth in House Document Numbered
Numbered 151,_
reported to Proviso.
Proviso.
Payments from
Congress
Congress at its present session, $612.85: Provided,
Provided, That claims 1
1lamation
fund.
and 33shall be paid out of the ""reclamation
reclamation fund."

DEPARTMENT OF
OF JUSTICE.
JUSTICE.
DEPARTMENT

reoMO-

Department of JusInstice.

EXPENSES.
CONTINGENT EXPENSES.
CONTINGENT

payment of telegraph
For
expenditures to cover the payment
telegraph
For miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenditures
and telephone
bills, fiscal
year 1923,
1923, $3,226.13.
$3,226.13.
and
telephone bills,
fiscal year

Contingent expenan.

cotingentexpen

OBJECTS.
MISCELLANEOUS
MISCELLANEOUS OBJEt.
Books
Books for judicial
judicial officers: For books for judicial officers, in- arks

same objects
eluding
eluding the
the same
objects specified
specified under this head in the Acts

making
appropriations for the Department of Justice for the folmaking appropriations
lowing fiscal
fiscal years:
years:
For 1918, $6;
$6;
For 1920, $8.75;
$8.75;
For 1921, $14.

o

for Judicial
for
judiial
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Defending
Defending
etnims
claims.

uits in

suits in

Traveling, etc., exetc., epenses.

8 p.
it.
3648,
R. S.,
S., sec.
sec 36
p.
718.
718.
Federal
American
Federal
k
a.
National Bar
Bank.
National
Payments
to,
authorPayments toauthorized.

Judicial.
Judicial.
Retired
judges.
Rttiredjudg
Vol. 40, p. 1157.

.

p

Marshals.

Masals.

strictatta

District attorneys.

Proviso.
Per diem in lieu
lieu of
subsistence.
subistence.

r diem

1924.
1924.

Defending suits in claims: For defending
defending suits in claims against
against
the
the same
objects specified
under this
this
the United
United States,
States, including
including the
same objects
specified under
head
in Sundry
Sundry Civil
Appropriation Act
the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1922,
1922,
head in
Civil Appropriation
Act for
for the
$526.25.
$526.25.
Traveling and miscellaneous
Traveling
For traveling
traveling and
miscellaneous expenses:
expenses: For
and other
other
miscellaneous and
emergency expenses,
expenses including
including advances
advances made
made
miscellaneous
and emergency
by
clerk, authorized
authorized and
and approved
approved by
by the
the Attorney
by the
the disbursing
disbursing clerk,
Attorney
General,
General, to be expended
expended at his discretion,
discretion, the provisions
provisions of
of section
section
3648, Revised
to the
the contrary
contrary notwithstanding,
notwithstanding, fiscal
fiscal year
year
3648,
Revised Statutes,
Statutes, to
1923, $684.68.
$684.68.
1923,
Detection and
The appropriation
appropriation "De"DeDetection
and prosecution
prosecution of
of crimes:
crimes: The
tection
crimes for the fiscal year 1923
tection and prosecution
prosecution of crimes
1923"
made
" is
is made
available for
available
payment of
American National
National
for the
the payment
of $500
$500 to
to the
the Federal
Federal American
Bank for
for the rental,
under contract,
by special
rental, under
contract, of
of rooms
rooms used
used by
special agents
agents
the bureau
of the
bureau of investigation
investigation during
during the
months of
April and
and
the months
of April
May, 1923,
1923, and the General
General Accounting
Accounting Office
Office is
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized
directed to allow
and directed
the accounts
accounts of
the disbursing
disbursmg clerk
clerk of
of
allow in
in the
of the
Justice like payments
the Department of Justice
made by
him for
the
payments made
by him
for the
months
1922, to
to March,
March, 1923,
inclusive.
months of
of November,
November, 1922,
1923, inclusive.
JUDICIAL.
JUDICIAL.

Retired
Retired judges: For
retired under
under section
section 260
For salaries
salaries of
of judges
judges retired
260
Code, fiscal
$3,923.16.
of the
the Judicial
Judicial Code,
fiscal year
year 1923,
1923, $3,923.16.
and expenses
Salaries, fees, and
expenses of
of marshals:
marshals: For
For salaries,
salaries, fees,
fees, and
and
expenses of United
United States marshals and
and their
their deputies,
deputies, including
including
the same objects specified
specified under
this head
head in
in the
the Sundry
Sundry Civil
Civil
under this
Appropriation
Appropriation Act
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1921,
$408.44.
Act for
1921,
$408.44.
a
S
laries and expenses
Salaries
expenses of district attorneys:
attorneys: For salaries
salaries of
of United
United
States
States district
attorneys and
and expenses
United States
States district
district attorneys
expenses of
of United
district
attorneys
attorneys and
and their regular assistants,
including the
the office
office expenses
assistants, including
expenses
of United States district
district attorneys
in Alaska,
for salaries
of
attorneys in
Alaska, and
and for
salaries of
regularly
regularly appointed
appointed clerks to United
United States
States district
district attorneys
attorneys for
for
services rendered during
during vacancy in
the United
in the office of
of the
United States
States
district attorney,
That United
United
district
attorney, fiscal
fiscal year
year 1923
1923,.,$18,754.28:
$18,754.28: Provided,
Provided,That

States district
district attorneys
States
attorneys and their regular assistants
assistants may be granted
a per diem of not to exceed
in lieu of subsistence,
a
exceed $4 in
instead of,
of,
subsistence, instead
but under the conditions
conditions prescribed for,
for, the
for
the present
present allowance
allowance for
actual
expenses of
of subsistence.
subsistence.
actual expenses
Commissioners.
ommissioners.
Fees of
commissioners: For fees of United
Fees
of commissioners:
United States commissioners
commissioners
and justices
justices of the peace
peace acting
acting under
under section
section 1014,
Revised Statutes,
1014, Revised
Statutes,
for the fiscal
fiscal years that
follow:
that follow:
For 1919,
1919, $155.85;
$155.85;
1920, $740.25;
$740.25;
For 1920,
For 1921,
1921, $1,909.70;
$1,909.70;
1922, $21,553.02.
$21,553.02.
For 1922,
Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneous
expenses, United States courts:
Miscellaneous expenses
courts: For
For m
i
sce ll aneous
miscellaneous
expenses
including the same objects
expenses of United States
States courts,
courts, including
objects specispecified under this head
head in the Acts making
making appropriations
appropriations for
the
for the
Expeaauthoried.
authori
zed. Department
for the
the following
following fiscal
fiscal years:
years: Provided,
That
Department of
of Justice
Justice for
Provided,That
the amounts
amounts herein
herein and heretofore
heretofore appropriated
appropriated for
for ""miscellaneous
miscellaneous
expenses, United States Courts,"
expenses
expenses,
Courts," shall be available
available for expenses
chargeable thereto when authorized
authorized or
properly chargeable
approved for
payor approved
for payment by
by the
the Attorney
Attorney general:
General:
For
For 1920,
$219.24;
1920, $219.24;
For
$31,998.49.
For 1923,
1923, $31,998.49.
PENAL
INSTITUTIONS.
PENAL INSfITUTIONS.

Support
Support of
of prisoners.
prisone.

Support of prisoners: For support
support of United States prisoners
prisoners,
including the same objects specified under this head in the Acts
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1924.
1924.

making appropriations
appropriations for
of Justice
for the
the folfolmaking
for the
the Department
Department of
Justice for
lowing
years:
lowing fiscal
fiscal years:
For 1916, $40;
$40;
For 1919,
1919, $276;
$276;
For
$60,053.93.
For 1923,
1923, $60,053.93.
Penitentiary, Leavenworth,
Leavenworth, Kansas: For
For the erection
Penitentiaries.
Penitentiary,
erection of aa fac- Penitentiaries.
Leavenworth, Kans.
tory or factories,
factories, and other buildings as may be
be necessary
necessary and for Leonstrnctiwgtory,
Constructing factory,
the purchase
suitable equipment
equipment and
and machinery
machinery for
for the
the manufacmanufac- etc.
purchase of suitable
tcnt,
Ante, p. 7
7.
1032.
ture
and brushes,
brushes, $200,000
as authorized
authorized by
the Post,
ture of
of shoes,
shoes, brooms,
brooms, and
$200,000 as
by the
Post, p.
p. 1032.
February 11, 1924, to remain
remain available
available during the fiscal
Act of February
year
1925.
year 1925.
Working capital.
For
working capital,
capital, as
authorized by
the Act
of February
11, Ante, p.
p.7.
by the
Act of
February 11,
as authorized
For working
7.
Proviso.
1924, $250,000:
$250,000: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
the said
said working
working capital
capital fund
fund and
1924,
and Use
as revolving
revolving
lund.
revolving fund
fund durthe
receipts credited
credited thereto
the receipts
thereto may
may be
be used
used as
as a
a revolving
dur- fund.
Post, p. 1032
1032.
ing the
the fiscal
fiscal years
years 1924
1925.
ing
1924 and
and 1925.
Post, p.
McNeil
Island,Wash.
McNeiisland,wash.
and Water
Washington: For
For drilling
Penitentiary, McNeil
Island, Washington:
drilling wells
wells and
Penitentiary,
McNeil Island,
supply.
providing necessary
necessary storage
storage facilities
providing
facilities for
for water,
water, $60,000,
$60,000, to
to remain
32.
remain Past,
Poat, p. 1032.
available until June
available
June 30, 1925.
1925.
etc.
For the
the construction
a scow
For
construction of
of a
scow and
gridiron for
for the
same, $4,500.
$4,500. Scow,
and gridiron
the same,
cow, etc.
DEPARTMENT OF
OF LABOR.
LABOR.
DEPARTMENT

Department of
LaDOartment
ot
Labor.

BUREAU
IMMIGRATION.
BUREAU OF
OF IMMIGRATION.

ImmigrationBureau.

Immigration Bureau.

Ellis Islandn ImmiEllis Island, New York, Immigrant
Immigrant Station: For emergent
tiSstatio
n
emergent altera- gran
grant
Station.

ra
Emergent
alteraEmerge
alte
tions,
remodeling of
of buildings,
buildings, including
including the
t
tions, repairs,
repairs, and
and remodeling
the purchase
purchase tions,
etc.
incident thereto, $326,000.
of supplies and equipment incident
t
French Line.
For refund
refund to French Line, New York City, of immigration
fine Refund.
immigration fine
FhLnd.
erroneously assessed and collected in the case of the alien Pasquale
erroneously
Fabbri, $200.
te a
ip
Canard
For
Cunard Steamship
Steamship Company
Company (Limited),
(Limited), New
msl
For refund
refund to
to Cunard
New Coy
cnuard
sSteamship
York
immigration fine erroneously
erroneously assessed
assessed and collected
collected cK'd
York City, of
of immigration
in the case of the alien Toni
Toni A. Alanciks,
Alanciks, $200.
slaUo ComEast A
Asiatic
Eas
For refund
Corefund to East Asiatic Company (Incorporated),
(Incorporated) 1 San Fran- pany.
Refund.
Bolvia. of immigration
cisco,
California, agents of the steamship
cisco, California,
steamship Bolivia.
immigration PRund.
fines erroneously
erroneously assessed
assessed and collected
collected in
m the case of forty-three
alien
alien seamen, $430.
$430.
am
Cunard
Steamship
For
refund to
Cunard Steamship
Company (Limited),
New York
ste
hip
For refund
to Cunard
Steamship Company
(Limited), New
York Cnard
City, of immigration fine erroneously
erroneously assessed
assessed and collected in the R=d.'
case
$25.
case of the alien Michael Fargen, $25.
Damages to
to private
Pd-Ste
privately owned
claim for
damage to
to privately
Damage claim:
for damage
owned Dpusee
claim: To
To pay
pay the
the claim
Damage
7 ertY
yment of claim.
property
and determined
determined by
by the
property adjusted
adjusted and
the Department
Department of
of Labor
Labor PPFmentoftclaim
VOL 42, p. 106.
under
the provisions
provisions of
1066
of the
"An Act
Act to
provide aa V.42,p.
under the
the Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
to provide
method for the
against the Government
Government
method
the settlement
settlement of claims
claims arising
arising against
of
exceeding $1,000
$1,000 in any one case,"
case,"
of the
the United States in sums not exceeding
approved
House Document
Document
approved December 28,
28, 1922,
1922, as
as fully set forth in House
Numbered
Numbered 106, reported to Congress
Congress at its present
present session, $1,000.

EMPLOYMENT SERVICE.
EMPLOYMENT
SERVICE.

Employment armsereEmployment
ice.
ice.

Expenses.
For expenses
expenses of the
the Employment
Employment Service, including the same Expense.
objects
objects specified
specified under this head in the Sundry Civil Appropriation
Appropriation
Act for the fiscal year 1920, $125.29.

NAVY DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
The
$6,500,000 for making
making changes
changes in
turret
The appropriation
appropriation of $6,500,000
in the turret

Navy Department.
NavyDepartment.
Pattleships.
Bat
Repeal a authority

for turret-gun changes.
guns
of certain
as to
to increase
the range
hanges.
guns of
certain battleships
battleships so as
increase the
range of such guns,
guns, forturret-gun
Vol.42
contained
i 42,
contained in the Deficiency Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
Act, approved
approved March
March 4, pe
pealed.
repealed.
1923, is hereby
hereby repealed.

p. 1
1544, re-
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Navigation Bureau.
Bureau.
Navigation
Gunnery and engineering exercises.
eenng

SESS. I.
I.
SEss.

Cu. 81.
81.
CH.

1924.
1924.

BUREAU OF
NAVIGATION.
OF NAVIGATION.
BUREAU

Gunnery
engineering exercises:
For prizes,
prizes, trophies,
and
trophies, and
exercises: For
Gunnery and
and engineering
badges for
for excellency
excellency in
gunnery, target
target practice,
and so
so forth,
forth,
practice, and
in gunnery,
badges
including
objects specified
specified under
in the
the naval
naval
this head
head in
under this
the same
same objects
including the
appropriation Act
Act for
for the
the fiscal
year 1924,
1924, $24,300.
$24,300.
fiscal year
appropriation

DepartPost Office
Office Department.
Postal service.
service.
Postmaster
General's
Postmaster General's
office.
office.

POST OFFICE
POST
OFFICE DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
OUT
Tlit. POSTAL
POSTAL
OUT or
OF THE

REVENUES.
REVENUES.

OFFICE
or POSTMASTER
GENERAL.
POSTMASTER GENERAL.
OFFICE OF

claims: To
damages to or losses of priDamage claims:
To pay claims for damages
private
vately owned
owned property
adjusted and
and determined
determined by
by the
the Post
Post Office
Office
property adjusted
porPayment of claim vately
Department
the provisions
of the
the Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
to
provisions of
under the
Department under
vol. p. l0.
provide a
a method
settlement of
of claims
claims arising
against the
the
arising against
for the
the settlement
method for
provide
Government
United States
in sums
sums not
exceeding $1,000
$1,000 in
in
not exceeding
States in
of the
the United
Government of
any one
case," approved
approved December
1922, as
as fully
fully set forth in
in
28, 1922,
December 28,
any
one case,"
House
Documents Numbered
113, 142,
and 180,
180, reported
reported to
to
142, and
Numbered 107,
107, 113,
House Documents
Congress
its present
session, $20,313.06.
$20,313.06.
at its
present session,
Congress at
Department contintin
Contingent
Post Office
Office Department:
Department: For
For miscellaneous
miscellaneous
expenses, Post
Contingent expenses,
gent epen
expenses. on items,
including the
objects specified
specified under
under this
head in
in the
the
this head
the same
same objects
items, including
Post
Office Department
Appropriation Act
for the
fiscal year
year 1924,
Act for
the fiscal
Department Appropriation
Post Office
$12,000.
$12,000.
Washington, D.
wpoasington,
City Post Office
D. C.,
C.,
Office Building,
Building, Washington,
Washington? District of Columbia:
Columbia:
post office.
Reimbursement for
for For reimbursement
Reimbursement
reimbursement of the Government
Government Printing
Printing Office for the cost
cost
heat, light, 1and
power
re
of furnishing
for heating
heating and
and electric
electric current
current for
for lighting
lighting
furnishing steam
steam for
ftnisnhttdo
op
of
furnished
to.
and power
the Post
Post Office
Building at
Massachusetts
and
power to
to the
Office Department
Department Building
at Massachusetts
Avenue
District of Columbia,
Columbia, fiscal
fiscal year
year
Avenue and North
North Capitol
Capitol Street,
Street, District
1923,
$2,592.20.
1923, $2,592.20.
Rewards
invenRewards for
for inveRewards
postal employees
Rewards to postal
employees for inventions:
inventions: Not exceeding
exceeding $730
$730
tions.
tions.
Payment
for "Rewards
"Rewards to
to postal
postal employees
employees for
Payment for
for prior of
of the
the appropriation
appropriation for
for inveninvenimprovements.
tions"
expended for
for payment
payment by
by
may be
be expended
year 1924,
1924, may
fiscal year
for the
the fiscal
ol.
tions" for
p p.. 1250.
2so.
ol , 42,
the Postmaster
Postmaster General
General of
of a
a cash
for any
any invention,
invention, sugsugthe
cash reward
reward for
gestion, or
suggestions for an improvement
improvement or economy
gestion,
or series
series of suggestions
economy in
in
device, design,
process applicable
the Postal
Postal Service
Service submitted
submitted
device,
design, or
or process
applicable to
to the
by one
one or
or more
more employees
of the
the Post
Post Office
Office Department
the
by
employees of
Department or
or the
Proviso.
Postal
Service
during
the
fiscal
years
1920,
1921,
and
1922:
ProPro1922:
and
1920,
1921,
years
fiscal
the
during
Service
Postal
reqd
erire.ate
Certificate required.
Postmaster General shall certify
vCided, That the
vided,
the Postmaster
certify that the invention,' suggestion,
suggestion, or series
tion
series of suggestions,
suggestions was adopted
adopted for
for use and
effected
material economy
efficiency.
effected aamaterial
economy or
or increased
increased efficiency.

Damages to
to private
property.
Payment of claims
for.
Vol. 42, p. 1066.

Chief
Chief Inspector's
Inspector's office.

Payment of rewards.
rewards.

First Assistant PostPostmaster General.
General.
master
Postmasters.

Clerks, etc.

OFFICE

OF CHIEF
LULU INSPECTOR.
INSPECTOR.
OF

Payment
rewards: For
payment of
rewards for
for the
the detection,
Payment of
of rewards:
For payment
of rewards
detection,
arrest,
conviction of post-office
arrest, and conviction
post-office burglars,
burglars, robbers,
robbers, and highway
mail robbers, including
objects specified
this head
including the same
same objects
specified under this
head
in Post
Post Office
Department Appropriation
Acts for
for the
the following
following
in
Office Department
Appropriation Acts
years:
fiscal vears:
For 1922, $40,000;
For
1923, $25,000.
For 1923,
$25,000.
OFFICE OF FIRST
FIRST ASSISTANT
OFFICE
ASSISTANT POSTMASTER
POSTMASTER GENERAL.
GENERAL.

compensation to postmasters for the
For compensation
following fiscal years:
years:
the following
For 1922,
1922, $101,985.44;
$101,985.44;
For
For 1923, $1205,416.57.
$1,205,416.57.
For compensation
compensation to
to clerks
clerks and employees
employees at first and
and second
second
class post offices, including substitutes
substitutes for clerks and employees
employees
without pay, $3,600,000.
absent without
$3,600.000.
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1924.
1924.

For compensation
compensation to watchmen,
watchmen, messengers,
messengers, and laborers,
laborers, $506,250.
$506,250.
For temporary
auxiliary clerk hire
hire and
and for
temporary and auxiliary
substitute clerk
clerk
for substitute

hire for clerks and employees
employees absent with pay at first and second
class post offices
offices and temporary and auxiliary clerk hire at summer
summer
winter resort post offices
offices as follows:
and winter
follows:
Fiscal year 1924, $2,000,000;
$2,000,000;
Fiscal year 1923, $543,768.14.
offices
For miscellaneous items necessary
necessary and incidental
incidental to post offices
$65,557.
of the first and second classes, $65,557.
For pay of letter carriers
offices already
established, including
carriers at offices
already established,
including
substitutes for letter carriers
carriers absent without pay, City Delivery
Service as follows:
follows:
Service,
Fiscal year
year 1924,
1924, $3,375,000;
$3,375,000;
1923, $192,571.20.
$192,571.20.
For fiscal
fiscal year 1923,
letter carriers
carriers absent
For pay of substitutes
substitutes for letter
absent with
with pay, and
of auxiliary and temporary
offices where
detemporary letter
letter carriers
carriers at
at offices
where city
city delivery is already
already established, as follows:
follows:
Fiscal year 1924, $1,000,000;
$1,000,000;
Fiscal year 1923,
1923, $843,413.82.
$843,413.82.
For fees to special-delivery
special-delivery messengers,
messengers, fiscal
fiscal year
year 1923,
1923, $59,336.03.
$59,336.03.
For vehicle
hiring of
of drivers,
vehicle allowance,
allowance, the hiring
drivers, the
the rental
verental of
of ve-

Watchmen, etc.
Watchmen,
etc.
Temporary,
auxiliand
substitute
and substitute
clerks.

ary,
ary,

clerks.

Miscellaneous.
msCe""neus.
City delivery.
Ci
ivery
Carriers.

Substitute, etc., carriers.

rs

etcca

Special delivery fees.

Special delvery fees
Vehicle allowances.
Vehicleallowances.

Wagon service
hides,
hicles, and the purchase
purchase and exchange and maintenance, including
including wagonservice
stable and garage
garage facilities, of wagons or automobiles
automobiles for,
for, and
and the
the
operation of, screen
screen wagon and city delivery
delivery and collection
service,
collection service,
Proviso.
$400,000::Provided,
$400,000
Provided, That the Postmaster
Postmaster General
General may, in his dis- Paeae.
Garage leases.
appropriation apply aapart
bursement of this appropriation,
part thereof
thereof to the
the leasing
leasing
of
of quarters for the housing of Government-owned
Government-owned automobiles at a
a
reasonable
a term not exceeding ten years.
reasonable annual rental for a

•

OFFICE OF
OFFICE

SECOND ASSISTANT
ASSISTANT POSTMASTER
GENERAL.
POSTMASTER GENERAL.
*N L

Second Assistant
Seond Assistantl
Postmaster
PostmasterGeneral.
General.

Foreign mails.
mails
For transportation
transportation of foreign mails by steamship, aircraft, or Foreign
otherwise, $800,000.
Balance due foreign
countr
due or lg
For balances due foreign countries,
countries as follows:
counties.
Fiscal year 1923, $515,350;
$515,350;
Fiscal year 1922,
1922, $235,000.
$235,000.
OFFICE
OFFICE

OF

THIRD
ASSISTANT POSTMASTER
GENERAL.
THIRD ASSISTANT
POSTMASTER GENERAL.

Third Assistant PostThirdAsistantPeostmuter General.
master
General.

a
Indemnity,
internaFor payment
for the loss
loss of
of registered
payment of limited indemnity for
registered arar- ti^ndl
ty, intern
tional mails.

tides
accordance with convention stipticles in the international
international mails, in accordance
ulations, fiscal year 1921, $10,000.
DEPARTMENT OF
OF STATE.
DEPARTMENT

Department of State.
DepartmentofState.

RELIEF AND
AND PROTECTION
PROTECTION OF AMERICAN
AMERICAN SEAMEN.
SEAMEN.
etc., of AmeriAmerican seamen
countries, Relief,
Relef,etc.,ofAmeriFor relief and protection
protection of American
seamen in foreign
foreign countries,
including the same objects specified
specified under this head in the Diplo- ccan 88E1men.
including
matic and Consular
Consular Appropriation
Appropriation Act for the fiscal year 1922,
$4,311.31.
$4,311.31.

TRANSPORTING
REMAINS OF DIPLOMATIC
TRANSPORTING REMAINS
DIPLOMATIC AND
CONSUAND CONSULAR
CONSULAR OFFICERS,
OFFICERS, CONSUASSISTANTS, AND CLERKS
LAR ASSISTANTS,
HOMES FOR INTERMENT.
CLERKS TO THEIR
THEIR HOMES
INTERMENT.

For defraying the expenses
of transporting
transporting the
expenses of
the remains
of diplodiploremains of

matic
officers of the United States, including
matic and consular officers
including the same
objects
objects specified under
under this head in the Act making appropriations
appropriations
for the Departments
Departments of State and Justice and for the
the Judiciary
Judiciary for
for
the fiscal year 1923,
$1,675.74.
1923, $1,675.74.
45822--25t--6
45822°-25t---6

Bringing home
Bring
mains of officers.

home rer-

of
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International RadioRadioInternational
telegraphic
telegraphic
conventions.
Additional
Additional contribution.

1924.
1924.

INTERNATIONAL RADIOTELEGRAPHIC
RADIOTELEGRAPHIC CONVENTIONS.
CONVENTIONS.
INTERNATIONAL

For
meet the
the share
share of
of the
the United
States,
United States,
to meet
amount to
an additional
additional amount
For an
as
party to
to the
the International
Radiotelegraphic Conventions
Conventions herehereInternational Radiotelegraphic
as aaparty
tofore signed,
signed, of
of the
the radiotelegraphic
radiotelegraphic service
of the
the
service of
expenses of
of the
the expenses
tofore
International Bureau
Bureau of
of the
Telegraphic Union
Berne, for
for the
the
at Berne,
Union at
the Telegraphic
International
fiscal years
that follow:
follow:
fiscal
years that
For 1922
1922 and
1923, $2,439.76;
$2,439.76; for
and 1924,
1924, $3,500.
$3,500.
for 1923
1923 and
and 1923,
For

France.
Paris, France.

EMBASSY BUILDING
BUILDING AND
AND GROUNDS,
GROUNDS, PARIS,
FRANCE.
PARIS, FRANCE.
EMBASSY

Embassy
buiding.
Embay building.
Acquiring,
furnishAcquiring, furnishing, etc.

ing,

Februapproved Februwith the
the Acts
For
the acquisition
acquisition in
accordance with
Acts approved
in accordance
For the

March 3,
1923, of a
ary 170911,
17, 1911, and March
3, 1923,
a site
site and
and building or
or buildings

in Paris,
Paris, France,
France, to
to be
be used
used as
the American
American Embassy,
and for
for the
vol. in
as the
Embassy, and
the
repair,
repair , alteration, and furnishing of said building
building. or buildings,
$150,000, in
addition to the
appropriated.
the amount
amount already appropriated.
$150,000,
in addition

vol. 41, p.

Vol. 41, p. 1214; Vol.
42, p. 1483.

42, p. 1483.

International
International
way Congress.
Congress.

Rail-

INTERNATIONAL RAILWAY CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
INTERNATIONAL

Payment of
of quota.
Payment

To pay
pay the
United States
States as
adhering member
of
member of
as an
an adhering
the quota
quota of
of the
the United
To
the
$400.
the International
International Railway
Railway Congress,
Congress, $400.

International
Bureau
International Bureau
Permanent
ArbitraArbitraPermanent
tion Court.
Court.
Additional
Additional contribution.
ti

INTERNATIONAL BUREAU
PERMANENT COURT OF ARBITRATION.
ARBITRATION.
BUREAU OF THE PERMANENT
INTERNATIONAL

contribu-

Vol. 32, p.
p 1793.

Vol2

'

793'

For an additional
additional amount
amount to meet the share of the United States
of the
for the
the calendar
calendar year
year 1922
of the
International BuBuof
the expenses
expenses for
1922 of
the International
reau
of the
Arbitration created
created under
under article
article
reau of
the Permanent
Permanent Court
Court of
of Arbitration
22
of the
the convention
convention concluded
29, 1899,
concluded at
at The
The Hague,
Hague, July
July 29,
1899, $575.
$575.
22 of
INTERNATIONAL
SANITARY BUREAU.
INTERNATIONAL SANITARY
BUREAU.

International
tary
Bureau.
tInaryBauina

Sani-

sani

For
additional amount
to meet
share of
of the
United
the United
For an
an additional
amount to
meet the
the annual
annual share
States
States for the maintenance
maintenance of the
the International
International Sanitary
Sanitary Bureau,
Bureau,
$154.29.
$154.29.
CAPE
SPARTEL LIGHT,
MOROCCO.
CAPE SPARTEL
LIGHT, COAST
COAST OF
OF MOROCCO.

CapeSpartelLight.

Cape Spade' Light.

International Institute
of Agriculture.
Agriculture.
tuteo

For annual proportion of expenses of Cape Spartel and Tangier
Tangier
Light on the coast of Morocco,
Morocco, including
by exchange,
including loss by
exchange, $136.
$136.
INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE
INS1:1T U'Ph OF
OF AGRICULTURE
AGRICULTURE AT
AT ROME,
ROME, ITALY.
ITALY.
INTERNATIONAL

Expenses of delegates

For expenses
expenses of
of delegates
delegates to
to the
assembly of
of the
the InterInterthe general
general assembly
For
toEgeneraeasebley.e
to general assembly.
national
Institute
of
Agriculture,
to
be
held
at
Rome
during
the
the
during
Rome
at
to
be
held
of
Agriculture,
Institute
national
Additional
memberAdditional

ship quotas.
ship
quotas.

Pronvi.
Proviso.
Travel on American
ships required.

year 1924, $10,045,
$10,045, to be expended under the direction
direction and in the discretion of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
State, and'for
and-for the
the payment
cretion
of State,
payment of
of additional
additional
quotas of the United
United States
incident to
admission of Hawaii,
States incident
to the
the admission
Hawaii,
the Philippines,
Philippines, Porto Rico,
Rico, and the Virgin Islands to membership
membership
in the
the International
International Institute
Institute of
Agriculture at
Rome, Italy,
$5,000,
Italy, $5,000,
at Rome,
of Agriculture
in

on American in
available until
30, 1925:
1925: Provided,
Provided,
in all,
all, $15,045,
$15,045, to
to remain
remain available
until June
June 30,
That
no part
part of
appropriation shall
shall be
be used
used for
for travel
pay of
of
That no
of this
this appropriation
travel pay
any
unless said
said person
person travels
on United
ships.
any person
person unless
travels on
United States
States ships.

shipsreque
Treasury
eury
ment.

Depart-

Depart

Bookkeepin
and
Bookkeeping
and
Dvision.
Warrants Division.
expenses,
Contingent
Contingent expenses,
public moneys.
moneys.
public

TR EASTJRY DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
TREASURY
DIVISION OF BOOKKEEPING
AND WARRANTS.
WARRANTS.
DIVISION
BOOKKEEPING AND

Contingent expenses,
contingent expenses
expenses
public moneys:
moneys: For
For contingent
expenses, public
Contingent
R.S.sec. 65, p. 9. under
under the
requirements of
the requirements
of section
section 3653
of the
Revised Statutes,
Statutes, for
for
3653 of
the Revised
the collection,
collection, safekeeping, transfer, and disbursement
disbursement of the public moneys, and so forth, including the same objects specified under

R. S. sec. Is53, P. 712.
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1924.

Treasury Dethis head
the Acts
making appropriations
appropriations for the Treasury
Acts making
in the
head in
this
partment
the following
following fiscal years, respectively:
respectively:
for the
partment for
$323.34;
For 1922, $323.34;
For 1923,
1923, $2,175.63;
$2,175.63;
For
For 1924,
$50,000.
1924, $50,000.
For

Secretary of the TreasRecoinage of
coins: To
To enable
Trea,senable the Secretary
minor coins:
of minor
Recoinage
ury
to
continue
the
recoinage
of
worn
uncurrent
uncurrent minor coins
and
worn
of
ury to continue the recoinage
of the
United States now in the Treasury
hereafter received,
received, and
and
Treasury or hereafter
of
the United
difference
to reimburse
reimburse the Treasurer
States for the difference
Treasurer of the United States
to
between
the nominal
nominal or
or face
amount
face value of such coin and the amount
between the
$15,000.
produce in new coin, $15,000.
same will produce
the same
SERVICE.
PUBLIC
DEBT SERVICE.
PUBLIC DEBT

eeoiage
wiR
nefinage

i
of m
minor
or
of

Public Debt
Debt Service.
Service.
Public

Distinctive paper for
for
Deistinivepaper
Distinctive paper
paper for
United States
States securities:
securities: For additional
additional securities.
for United
Distinctive
Additional
quantiAddtionaldquantipurchase of one hundred
amount necessary
to complete
complete the
hundred and ties
the purchase
necessary to
amount
authorized.
seventy-three million
million two
fifty thousand
thousand sheets of tiesthoed.
and fifty
hundred and
two hundred
seventy-three

United States
States currency,
currency, national-bank
reserve
currency, and Federal reserve
national-bank currency,
United
transportation of
bank currency,
salaries of employees,
employees, transportation
including salaries
currency, including
bank
empaper, traveling,
traveling, mill,
necessary expenses, $276,827.35.
$276,827.35. Temporary
Temporary
emother necessary
and other
mill, and
paper,
ployees authorized.
ployeesauthorized.
than
operate
to
During
such
period
as
it
may
be
necessary
to
more
than
necessary
be
may
it
as
period
such
During
Secretary
one
distinctive paper the Secretary
manufacture of distinctive
the manufacture
mill for the
one mill
temporarily such emof
authorized to employ temporarily
of the Treasury is authorized
corresponding to those
ployees
necessary at rates of pay corresponding
may be necessary
as may
ployees as
temporary
of the
expenses of any such. temporary
the expenses
employees, the
regular employees,
the regular
of
employees
to be
against the appropriation
appropriation available
available for the
charge against
be aa charge
employees to
manufactured.
distinctive paper then manufactured.
distinctive
CUSTOMS SERVICE.
SERVICE.
CUSTOMS
For
revenue from customs,
customs, including
including the detection
detection
the revenue
collecting the
For collecting
and
prevention
of
fraud
upon
customs
revenue,
as follows:
follows:
customs
the
upon
fraud
of
and prevention
$60,000;
Fiscal
Fiscal year 1923, $60,000;
Fiscal
$1,110,000.
Fiscal year 1924, $1,110,000.
FEDERAL
FARM LOAN
LOAN BUREAU.
BUREAU.
FEDERAL FARM

reve
cturg

orenlect

customs
customs

Federal Farm
Farm Loan
Loan
Federal

Bureau.
Bureau.

Additional Board
Board
Additional
For salaries
of two
additional members
Farm Loan
Loan members.
Federal Farm
the Federal
of the
members of
two additional
salaries of
For
vol.42,pp.1473,1583.
1923,
Vol.42,
pp.
1473,
1563.
Board,
appointed under
of the
Act of
March 4, 1923,
of March
the Act
authority of
under authority
Board, appointed

fiscal
$4,055.57.
fiscal year 1923, $4,055.57.
For
expenses of
members of the board and its offithe members
of the
traveling expenses
For traveling
cers and
and employees;
per diem
in lieu
lieu of
exceeding
subsistence not exceeding
of subsistence
diem in
employees; per
cers
$4;
and
contingent
and
miscellaneous
expenses,
including
of
books of
including
expenses,
miscellaneous
and
$4; and contingent
reference and
exclusive of stationery
stationery and printing
printing and
and exclusive
maps, and
and maps,
reference
joint-stock
binding, payable
pay-able from
from assessments
Federal and joint-stock
upon Federal
assessments upon
binding,
land
$5,000.
$5,000.
banks,
land
BUREAU OF
OF INTERNAL
REVENUE.
INTERNAL REVENUE.
BUREAU

Contingentpen
Contingent expenses.

Internal revenue.
revenue.
Internal

Refunding collec.
e
col
. To
To enable
Secretary of
of the
Treasury to
refund money covered
covered tiR"nd"g
to refund
the Treasury
the Secretary
enable the
Vol.
35,
p.m
into
the Treasury
collections, under the pro- vo.35,p.320.
internal-revenue collections,
as internal-revenue
Treasury as
into the
visions of
of the
Act approved
1908, $242,000.
$242,000.
27, 1908,
May 27,
approved May
the Act
visions
Refunding illeggally
a
I.
Refunding
illegally collected:
collected: For
refunding taxes
taxes illegally
Refedinle.
illegally collected
taxes.
For refunding
taxes illegally
Refunding taxes
Vol.
42,
p.
314.
collected under
under the
of sections
and 3689,
3689, Revised
Revised Vol.42,p.314.
3220 and
sections 3220
provisions of
the provisions
collected
Statutes,
as amended
amended by
Acts of
February 24,
24, 1919,
and NovemNovem- Proviso.
po
1919, and
of February
the Acts
by the
Statutes, as
Report to Congress.
ber
23,
1921,
including
the
payment
of
prior
year
claims, Vol.
Roe 41, to
p.1. Congess.
1145;Vol.
ber 23. 1921, including the payment of prior year claims,
42, p. 314.
$105,467,000: Provided,
report shall
be made to Congress
Congress 42,p.34.
shall be
a report
That a
Provided, that
$105,467,000:
of
the disbursements
hereunder as
required by
the Acts
Acts of
of February
February
by the
as required
disbursements hereunder
of the
1921.
24,
1919,
and
November
23,
November
24, 1919, and
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SESS. I.
I. CH.
Cn. 81.
81.
SEss.

1924.
1924.

The
appropriation "Collecting
"Collecting the
the internal
internal revenue,
revenue, 1924"
1924" is
is
The appropriation
made available
available for
rental, care,
maintenance, and
and protection
of
protection of
care, maintenance,
for rental,
terlremvmade
quarters
in the
Columbia, including
including such
such alterations
alterations and
of Columbia,
District of
the District
quarters in
repairs to
quarters as
necessary, in
in an
an amount
amount not
not
be necessary,
may be
as may
rented quarters
to rented
repairs
ol.42,p.1097.
exceeding $23,500,
$23,500, provided
provided suitable
suitable or
be
not be
can not
space can
adequate space
or adequate
exceeding
assigned
the Bureau
of Internal
Internal Revenue
by the
Buildings
the Public
Public Buildings
Revenue by
Bureau of
to the
assigned to

Rent,
D. C.
C.
Rent, D.
Allowance for, from
collecting internal revenue
taxes, 1924.
924.
enuetases,
Vol. 42, p. 1097.

colecging

Proviso.
Care,
buildCa, etc., of buildings.

ings.

tc., of

'

Commission in
under its
control: ProProits control:
buildings under
in Government-owned
Government-owned buildings
Commission

vided. That
superintendent State,
and Navy
Department
Navy Department
War, and
State, War,
the superintendent
That the
vided.
Buildings
shall be
be responsible
for the
maintenance, and
proand procare, maintenance,
the care,
responsible for
Buildings shall
tection
of such
buildings as may be so rented.
such buildings
tection of

Coast Guard.
Guard.
Coast

COAST
COAST GUARD.
GUARD.

boats and their equipment for the use of the
For
additional motor boats
For additional
enforcing the
the laws
laws of
of the
the United
United States
in perperand in
States and
in enforcing
Guard in
Coast Guard
Navy, Coast
etc.
etc.
forming the duties with which the Coast Guard
Guard is charged,
charged, to be
constructed or
or purchased
purchased in
in the
the discretion
the Secretary
of the
the
Secretary of
of the
discretion of
constructed
Treasury, and
and for
for repairs
repairs or
to or
for equipping
and
equipping and
or for
or alterations
alterations to
Treasury,
placing
or boats
transferred from
from the
the Navy
boats transferred
vessels or
commission vessels
in commission
placing in
Department
Treasury Department
the use
use of
of the
the Coast
Coast
for the
Department for
to the
the Treasury
Department to
Guard,
$12,194,900, to
1925;
30, 1925;
June 30,
until June
available until
to remain
remain available
Guard, $12,194,900,
commissioned
allowances prescribed
Pay,etc., officers and
prescribed by law for commissioned
For pay and allowances
Payetc.,officerand
erdisted men.
enstmen.
officers, cadets and cadet engineers,
officers,
officers,
engineers, warrant
warrant officers,
officers, petty officers,
and
other enlisted
retired, temporary
temporary cooks
cooks and surfsurfand retired,
active and
men, active
enlisted men,
and other
men,
substitute surfmen,
one civilian
civilian instructor,
$945,179;
instructor, $945,179;
and one
surfmen, and
men, substitute
Rations.
Rations.
thereof for petty officers
For rations or commutation
commutation thereof
officers and other
enlisted
$80,701;
men, $80,701;
enlisted men,
Fuel, etc.
etc.
For
and water
water for
vessels, stations, and houses of refuge,
for vessels,
fuel and
For fuel
Fuel,
$170,783;
$170,783;
Outfits, stores,
etc.
For outfits,
chandlery, and
engineers' stores
same,
stores for
for the same,
and engineers'
ship chandlery,
For
outfits, ship
outfits,
stores,etc.
$265,351;
$265,351;
required for
for the
the purchase
and installation
Radio equipmentfor
equipment for
purchase and
installation
additional amount
amount required
For additional
ice patrol service, etc.
Additional
Additional

rat%

motor
Tr ic, Nve. ;

transferred

ice patrolservice, etc.

Stations,
stations,
refuge, etc.

refuge, etc.

service,
of improved
improved radio
equipment for
for international
international ice
ice patrol
patrol service,
radio equipment
of

$24,000, and
and for
developing apparatus
apparatus to
in developing
work in
for experimental
experimental work
$24,000,
locate icebergs,
icebergs, $10,000;
$10,000; in
$34,000; to
available until
until
to remain
remain available
in all
all $34,000;
locate
December
1924;
December 31, 1924;
houses of
For rebuilding
and houses
of refuge,
refuge, temtemhouses of
repairing stations
stations and
rebuilding and
and repairing
houses
For
improvements of property for Coast Guard
porary
porary leases, rent, and improvements
purposes, including
the use
additional land
land where
where necessary,
necessary,
use of
of additional
including the
purposes,
$24,775;
$24,775;

4, 1920,
1920, as
as
of the
Act of
of June
the provisions
provisions of
For carrying
carrying out
For
out the
the Act
June 4,
follows:
follows:
Fiscal year
$1,728;
year 1923,
1923, $1,728;
Fiscal
Fiscal
year 1924,
$2,500;
1924, $2,500;
Fiscal year
actual
officers, and
and actual
allowed by
by law,
and expenses
expenses allowed
Traveling expenses.
For
law , for
for officers,
For mileage,
mileage, and
expenses
traveling expenses,
per diem
lieu of
of subsistence
subsistence not
not exceeding
exceeding $4
in lieu
diem in
expenses, per
traveling
for
other persons
persons traveling
traveling on
duty under
orders from
from the
Treasury
the Treasury
under orders
on duty
for other
Department, $100,000;
$100,000;
Department,
expenses, including the same objects specified
contingent expenses
Contingent expenses.
For
specified
For contingent
Contingentexpenses.
the TreasTreasunder
this heading
heading in
in the
Act making
making appropriations
appropriations for the
the Act
under this
$56,333;
ury
the fiscal
year 1924, $56,333;
fiscal year
for the
ury Department
Department for
Commandant's
office.
Office
For additional
additional employees
employees from
from April
April
Office of
of the
the commandant:
commandant: For
Commandadint's
emfy
eesAdditional
to June 30, employ1924.
June 30,
30, 1924,
1924, inclusive, at annual rates of compensation
11to June
compensation as folees
to June 30,192.
lows: Ship
draftsman ' at
$2,400; engineer
$2,400;
draftsman, at $2,400;
engineer draftsman,
at $2,400;
Ship draftsman,
lows:
clerks—eight of class 3, twelve
twelve of class 2, five of class 1; in all,
clerks-eight
$10,100:
$10,100:
Payment of
of damages
Damage
pay claims
to or
or losses
pHdamges
Damage claims:
claims: To
To pay
claims for
for damages
damages to
losses of
of priPaymet
claims.
Vol. 42, p.
vately owned
owned property
determined by
Treasury
by the
the Treasury
and determined
adjusted and
property adjusted
vately
p..1066.
106
e'.ol
Department, under the provisions of the Act entitled
Department,
entitled "An Act to
to
settlement of claims arising against
a method for the settlement
provide a
against the
provide
Death
allowances.
Deathallowances.
41, p. 825.
Vol. 41,
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1924.

Government
of the
United States
in sums
sums not
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000
$1,000 in
States in
the United
Government of
any
one
case,"
approved
December
28,
1922,
as
fully
set
forth in
set
fully
as
1922,
28,
December
any one case," approved
House Document
Numbered 154,
reported to Congress at its present
present
154, reported
Document Numbered
House
session,
$657.07.
session, $657.07.
In
all, Coast
$13,887,007.07.
Guard, $13,887,007.07.
Coast Guard,
In all,
Engravingand
PrinPrintand
inEngraving
gBureau.
Additional
au
work auAdtional work
repay work, thorized.
of repay
For the
of engraving
and printing,
exclusive of
printing, exclusive
engraving and
work of
the work
For
Vol.
42,
p.
1099.
during
1924 of
not exceeding
twenty-seven million Vol. 42, p. 1099.
exceeding twenty-seven
of not
year 1924
fiscal year
the fiscal
during the
delivered sheets
sheets of
United States currency
currency and national-bank
national-bank curof United
delivered
rency
in
addition
to
the
number
sheets
of
currency
of this charsheets
of
number
rency in addition to the
acter
authorized in
the Act
Act making
Treasury
for the Treasury
appropriations for
making appropriations
in the
acter authorized
Department for
the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1924,
follows:
as follows:
1924, as
for the
Department
aaes.
For
salaries of
all necessary
necessary employees,
employees, other than plate printers Salaries.
of all
For salaries
and
plate printers'
printers'. assistants,
be expended
expended under
under the
to be
$267,975; to
assistants, $267,975;
and plate
direction of
of the
Secretary of the Treasury.
Treasury.
the Secretary
direction
ages. "
For
wages
of
plate printers
piece rates, to be fixed by the Wagesat piece
printers at
plate
of
For wages
Secretary
the Treasury,
not to
to exceed
rates usually paid.
exceed the rates
Treasury, not
of the
Secretary of
for such
such work,
when
printers' assistants when
of printers'
wages of
the wages
including the
work, including
for
the
of
direction
employed,
$195,750;
to
be
expended
direction
the
under
expended
be
to
$195,750;
employed,
Secretary of
Treasury.
the Treasury.
of the
Secretary
orders and
Opium ordees
Opium
The limitation
limitation in
in the
the Treasury
Treasury Department
Appropriation Act :La
Department Appropriation
inwm
et ssheets and
The
sheets in
a p.1099.
for the
1924 as
as to
the number
number of
delivered sheets of Vol. 42,
of delivered
to the
year 1924
fiscal year
the fiscal
for
under the Act of Vol42, . 109.
opium
orders and
and special-tax
required under
stamps required
special-tax stamps
opium orders
December
17,
1914,
is
hereby
increased
from
eight
hundred and
from
increased
hereby
is
1914,
17,
December
thirty-six
thousand six
six hundred
hundred sheets to two million eight hun- internal-revenue
thirty-six thousand
internal-revenue
dred
thousand six
hundred sheets, and the limitation stamps
six hundred
thirty-six thousand
and thirty-six
sheets reduced.
dred and
Vol.
42, p.1099.
vo.a,p.109.
is
on
the
number
of
delivered
sheets
of
internal-revenue
stamps
internal-revenue
of
sheets
delivered
of
on the number
hereby
from one
hundred and
two million
million two
two hundred
and two
one hundred
reduced from
hereby reduced
and forty-three
thousand eight
eight hundred
thirty-five sheets to
and thirty-five
hundred and
forty-three thousand
and
one hundred
million two
hundred and
forty-three thousand eight
and forty-three
two hundred
hundred million
one
hundred
hundred and thirty-five sheets.
Public Health ServPUBLIC
SERVICE.
HEALTH SERVICE.
PUBLIC HEALTH
ice.Public Health ServAND PRINTING.
BUREAU
ENGRAVING AND
PRINTING.
OF ENGRAVING
BUREAU OF

Damage
claims for damages to or losses of pripay claims
To pay
claims: To
Damage claims:
Treasury
vately
owned property
property adjusted
adjusted and
and determined
determined by the Treasury
vately owned
Department
under the
the provisions
of the
the Act
"An Act to
entitled "An
Act entitled
provisions of
Department under
provide a
a method
for the
settlement of
of claims arising against the
the settlement
method for
provide
Government of
States in sums not exceeding
exceeding $1,000
$1,000 in
United States
the United
of the
Government
set
any
one
case,"
approved
December
28,
1922,
forth in
fully
as
1922,
28,
any one case," approved December
House Document
at its present
present
154, reported to Congress at
Numbered 154,
Document Numbered
House
session, $52.25.
session,
MINTS
OFFICES.
ASSAY OFFICES.
AND ASSAY
MINTS AND

claim
Jaayoment
r
n
r
n
i
v
e
a ofp
°„fproperty
r
g
np
laig,s
private
for
damage.
aIwakes
.
: —
Vd. 42'
Vd.
P.1066.

ay
,ah ass
oai'e Id
office: For
For incidental
Idaho,
assay
ex-- Jr,
contingent ex
and contingent
incidental and
assay office:
Boise, Idaho,
Idaho, assay
Boise,

penses,penses,
$300.
$300.

Public buildings.
Public
buildings.

BUILDINS.

PUBLIC BUILDINGS.
BUILDINGS.
PUBLIC

Boston,
Massachusetts, appraisers'
stores: For
improvements to
For improvements
appraisers' stores:
Boston, Massachusetts,
dock
construction of
storage house, $3,500.
of storage
and construction
dock and
steam, gas
Operating supplies
supplies for
public buildings:
buildings: For fuel,
fuel, steam,
for public
Operating
for lighting
and heating
heating purposes,
purposes, and
including the
and so forth, including
lighting and
for
Department
Treasury Department
same
specified under this head in the Treasury
objects specified
same objects
1923,
year
fiscal
Appropriation
Act
the
$105,000.
for
Act
Appropriation
MARINE HOSPITALS.
HOSPITALS.
MARINE
Key West,
Hospital:
Marine Hospital:
Florida, Marine
West, Florida,
Key
house,
electric
feeders,
pneumatic-pressure
pneumatic-pressure
feeders,
electric
house,
to
provide water
water supply
for plumbing
and
plumbing and
supply for
to provide

For wells, pump,
pump, pump
For
tank,
piping and
and fittings,
tank, piping
$5,500.
for fire protection, $5,500.

Boston, Mass.

Apps^nMa's.
Appraisers' stores.
Operating
supplies.
Operatingsupplies.

Marine
hospitals.
Marine hospitals.

p,,rae.
tw
et
t
„Trz
ipctote.
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War Department.
Department.
Judge
Judge Advocate
Advocate GenGenoffice.
eral's office.

Sass. I.
SEss.
I.

Cu.
CH. 81.
81.

1924.
1924.

WAR DEPARTMENT.
WAR
DEPARTMENT.
OFFICE OF JUDGE
GENERAL.
JUDGE ADVOCATE
ADVOCATE GENERAL.

For the employment
employment of
and other
other employees
employees as
may
of such experts and
as may
nfgement be required
required by the Judge Advocate General of the Army for
for the
the
preparation of
evidence for
in behalf
preparation
of evidence
for use in
behalf of
of the
the Government
Government in
in
suits
in Federal
courts on
account of
alleged patent
patent infringeinfringesuits filed
filed in
Federal courts
on account
of alleged
ments and for necessary
expenses in
connecessary per diem and traveling expenses
in conby law,
to remain
nection therewith, as
as authorized
authorized by
law, $35,000,
$35,000, to
remain available
available
until June 30, 1925.
1925.

Experts
etc., for
for
Experts,t etc.,
infringement

patent
spatt
.
suits.

Quartermaster
Corps.
QuartermasterCorps.

QUARTERMASTER
QUARTERMASTER

CORPS.
CORPS.

Water, sewers, etc.,
Water,
at pasts.

Water and sewers
sewers at
at military
posts: For
procuring and
Water
military posts:
For procuring
and introducintroducing water to buildings and premises at such military posts and stations as from their situations
from a
situations require
require to be
be brought from
a distance;
distance;
installation and extension
extension of
for the installation
of plumbing
plumbing within buildings
buildings
where the same is not specifically
specifically provided
provided for
n other
approprifor i
in
other appropriations; for the purchase
purchase and repair of
apparatus, including
of fire apparatus,
including
fire-alarm systems; for the disposal of sewage, and expenses infire-alarm
cident thereto; for repair to water and sewer systems and plumbing; for hire of employees;
employees; $55,000,
$55,000, to remain available
available until
until June
June
30, 1925.
Camp Knox,
Caumin
ox, Ky.
Ky.
Camp Knox, Kentucky: For acquisition of land at Camp Knox,
Knox,
Acquiring land.
Kentucky,
inciuding the
the payment
Kentucky, including
payment of
of judgments
judgments in
in condemnation,
condemnation,
$180,000.
$180,000.
Fort
Eustis, Va.
Fort EustiVa
Fort Eustis, Virginia: For the completion
acquisition of
completion of
of the
the acquisition
of
Acquiring land.
Eustis, Virginia, under
land at Fort Eustis,
the authority
of the
the Act
Act of
under the
authority of
of
Vol. 41,
p. 4.
454.
41, p.
February 28, 1920, including the
February
payment of
of judgments
judgments in
conthe payment
in condemnation, $20,000.
$20,000.
demnation,
Scott
Field, Ill
Ill.
ScottField,
Scott Field, Illinois: For completing the acquisition of aa right
right
Right of way.
Vol.
41, p. 455.
455.
Vol.41,p.
of way at Scott Field, Illinois, under
under the authority contained
contained in
in
the Act of February
February 28, 1920,
1920, $150.
$150.
Muscle
Shoals, Ala.
scle Shorals,
la.
Nitrate plant numbered 2, Muscle
Muscle Shoals, Alabama:
Alabama: For the
Land
for
nitrate
plant.
plant.
completion of the acquisition of land at
United States
States nitrate
plant
at United
nitrate plant
numbered
Shoals, Alabama,
numbered 2,
2, Muscle
Muscle Shoals,
Alabama, $4,200.
$4,200.

sewes, etc.,

National cemeteries.
National
cemeteries.
Headstones for solsolHeadstones
diers'
graves.
diers'graves.

NATIONAL
NATIONAL CEMETERIES.
CEMETERIES.

Headstones for
Headstones
of soldiers:
soldiers: For
For continuing
work of
of
for graves
graves of
continuing the
the work
furnishing headstones
headstones of durable stone or other durable
durable material,
material,
including the same objects specified under
this head
in the
under this
head in
the Act
Act

appropriations for the military and nonentitled "An Act making appropriations
military
year
military activities of the War Department for the fiscal year
ending
June 30,
and for
os
es ," $107,852.
$107,852 .
ending June
30, 1924,
1924 and
for other
other purp
purposes,"
For American dead
dead
For furnishing and erecting
in European
Europe.
for the
the graves of
of Amererecting headstones
headstones for
American
in Europe,
Europe, $548,550, to remain available
ican soldiers
soldiers in
available until exProviso.
Prsiand
eri pended: Provided,
Provided, That the headstones furnished
shall
furnished hereunder
hereunder shall
Designoand material.
be
of such
such design
material as may be a
agreed
be of
design and material
g reed upon by the Secretary
War and
and the
the American
Ameri
can Battle
Battle Monuments
Commission.
retary of
of War
Monuments Commission.
Natchez, M'ss.
Roadway
oadway to cemeRepairing roads to national cemeteries:
cemeteries: For
completing repairs
Repairing
For
completing
repairs to
to
tery.
tery.
the roadway
roadway to
to the
the Natchez
Natchez National
National Cemetery,
the
Cemetery, Mississippi,
Mississippi, $36,292,
$36,292,
available until June
to remain available
June 30,
30, 1925.
1925.
Engineer
Engineer
ment.

Depart-

River and harbor collision damages claims.
Vol. 41,
1015.
41, p. 1015.

ENGINEER
DEPARTMENT.
ENGINEER DEPARTMENT.

River and harbor
To pay
the claims
harbor damage claims:
claims: To
pay the
claims adjusted
adjusted
and settled by the Chief of Engineers, United States Army, with
with
the approval
approval of
of the
the
the Secretary
Secretary of War, in accordance with the au-
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1924.

thority contained
contained in
the River
River and
and Harbor
AppropriaHarbor Appropriaof the
section 99 of
in section
thority
tion Act,
Act, approved
June 5,
1920, and
certified to Congress in House
and certified
5, 1920,
approved June
tion

Document
the present
Provided,
$1,574.92: Provided,
session, $1,574.92:
present session,
of the
189 of
Numbered 189
Document Numbered
That
this sum
to pay
the claim
claim designated
pay the
used to
be used
shall be
sum shall
of this
part of
no part
That no
(b) in
in such
such document.
(b)
WASHINGTON.
BUILDINGS
AND GROUNDS
IN AND AROUND WASHINGTON.
GROUNDS IN
BUILDINGS AND

of the bulkhead,
To pay
the J.
value of
bulkhead,
the value
Company, the
Dove Company,
Maury Dove
J. Maury
pay the
To

structures, and
and improvements
of the
the said
on lands of the
company on
said company
improvements of
structures,
United
States in
west of
of square
numbered 9
9 in the District
square numbered
square west
in square
United States
of
as set
set forth
Supreme Court of the
the decree of the Supreme
in the
forth in
Columbia, as
of Columbia,
District
1923, $9,505.08.
entered July 24, 1923,
Columbia entered
of Columbia
District of
DISABLED VOLUNTEER
NATIONAL HOME FOR DISABLED
VOLUNTEER SOLDIERS.
SOLDIERS.
NATIONAL

Proviso.

rred.
cla
Claim barred.

Buildings
Bgruiding
grounds,
D. C. s

and

and

I.Maury Dove ComIPaury
pany.
Payment
to.
Paymentto.

Dove corn-

Volunteer
Volunteer
Home.

Soldiers'
Soldiers'

mnHopringsNational Home for Disabled
For
the support
of the
the National
Disabled Volunteer
Volunteer Sol- itaBiut
itaBriauni
ttle
:Vo r an:
support of
For the
diers:
For "
Current expenses,"
expenses," "Subsistence,"
"Subsistence," and
"Hospital," at 8S'Dak.
Dak '
and "Hospital,"
"Current
diers: For
the
Battle Mountain
Mountain Sanitarium,
Sanitarium, Hot
Springs, South Dakota, inHot Springs,
the Battle
cluding the
same objects
the War Departin the
specified in
respectively specified
objects respectively
the same
cluding
ment Appropriation
_Appropriation Act
for the
the fiscal
each of such
1924 under each
year 1924
fiscal year
Act for
ment
namely:
heads
Central Branch, namely:
for the Central
heads for
For current expenses, $4,000;
$13,000;
For subsistence, $13,000;
For hospital, $5,000;
$5,000;
For
In
all, $22,000.
$22,000.
In all,

JUDGMENTS, UNITED
COURTS.
STATES COURTS.
UNITED STATES
JUDGMENTS,
For payment
payment of
the final
and decrees,
including costs
costs
decrees, including
final judgments
judgments and
For
of the

of suits,
which have
have been
provisions of the Act
under the provisions
rendered under
been rendered
suits, which
of
of
3, 1887,
entitled "An
"An Act
provide for the bringing
bringing of
to provide
Act to
1887, entitled
March 3,
of March
the United States," as amended
suits
against the
of the
Government of
the Government
suits against
certified to Congress
by
approved March 3, 1911,
1911, certified
Congress
Judicial Code, approved
the Judicial
by the
during
present session
Docuthe Attorney General in Senate locusession by the
the present
during the
ment Numbered
Numbered 69
and House
Document Numbered
Numbered 146,
146, and which
House Document
69 and
ment

have
not been
namely:
appealed, namely:
been appealed,
have not
Under the
Agriculture, $9,010.20;
$9,010.20;
of Agriculture,
Department of
the Department
Under
Under the
$7,500;
Commerce, $7,500;
Department of Commerce,
the Department
Under
Under
Department of
$2,000;
Justice, $2,000;
of Justice,
the Department
Under the
Under
Department of Labor, $3,074.30;
$3,074.30;
Under the Department
Under
Department, $19,564.38;
$19,564.38;
the Navy Department,
Under the
Under
$4,488.69;
Treasury Department, $4,488.69;
the Treasury
Under the
$12,381.44;
Under the War
Department, $12,381.44;
War Department,
Under
Under
Corporation, $178.75;nterest
$178.75;
United States Housing Corporation,
Under the United
Under the
States Shipping
Shipping Board, $4,782.47; in all,
United States
the United
Under
$62,980.23,
with such
sum as may be necessary
additional sum
such additional
together with
$62,980.23, together
to pay
respective judgments
judgments at the rate of 4
4 per
on the respective
interest on
pay interest
to
centum
from the
date thereof
thereof until
the time this appropriation
until the
the date
centum from
is
is made.
made.
For
payment of
final judgments
which have
have been
been rendered
rendered against
against
judgments which
of final
For payment
the
Government of
of the
United States
by the
States District
the United States
States by
the United
the Government
Court for
for the
the District
of New
New Mexico
Mexico in connection
connection with condemnacondeirmaDistrict of
Court
Reclama7 of the Reclamation
proceedings under
under the provisions of section 7
tion proceedings
tion Act
Act of
17, 1902
(Thirty-second Statutes
Large, page
at Large
Statutes at
1902 (Thirty-second
June 17,
of June
tion
389), certified
certified to Congress
present session in House DocuCongress during the present
389),
ment Numbered
Numbered 144,
144, as
follows:
as follows:
ment
Under the
of the Interior, $20,87.29.
$20,187.29.
the Department
Department of
Under
For
payment of
judgments, including
rendered
of suits, rendered
costs of
including costs
of judgments,
For payment
azainst the
the Government
of the United
United States, by the United States
Government of
against

StS

g

Judgments,
States courts.

United

Payment of.
o
.
24,pp. 505.
VPaom24,
Vol.

Vol.
36, p.
p. 1137.
1137.
Vol.36,

classiication.

Interest.

Ne
co'
u
s
Tertw
. Meico
Meade° district

district

Reclamationondemrtvlarnation
?)nde131111
414
1
,='
1

nvol. p,

Yek
dir
tilft. Ym
di

o.d.

eastern
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District Court
the Eastern
Eastern District
New York,
in
District of
of New
York, sitting
sitting in
District
Court for
for the
admiralty,
to Congress
the present
present session
session in
House
in House
certified to
Congress during
during the
admiralty, certified
Document
as follows:
follows:
145, as
Document Numbered
Numbered 145
John
Moore ComJohn E.
CorE. Moore
Under the provisions
provisions of an Act entitled "An Act for the relief of
pany.
the
E. Moore
Moore Company,"
approved March
March 3,
(Forty-first
Vol. 4
3, 1921
1921 (Forty-first
the John
John E.
Company," approved
P^i.
,p.p. 1553.
141,
1553 .
Statutes,
amount of
decree in
in favor
favor of
of
1553), amount
of final
final decree
Statutes, part
part 22, page
page 1553),
John E.
Moore Company,
Company, $9,904.18;
$9,904.18;
John
E. Moore
Merritt and
and ChapChapprovisions of an Act
entitled "An
relief
Merritt
Under the provisions
Act entitled
"An Act for the relief
man
Derrick
and
of the
derrick Capitol,"
Capitol," approved
approved April
April 28,
1922
Wrecking
Company.
Wncomrpany.
of
the owner
owner of
of the
the derrick
28, 1922
Vol. 42 ,p. 1587.
of decree
(Forty-second
Statutes, part
1587), amount
amount of
decree in
ol42,p. 1587.
(Forty-second Statutes,
part 2, page
page 1587),
favor
of Merritt
and Chapman
and Wrecking
Company,
Chapman Derrick
Derrick and
Wrecking Company,
favor of
Merritt and
$1,279.68;
$1,279.68;
In
under the
the Navy
Department, $11,183.86.
$11,183.86.
In all,
all, under
Navy Department,
Payingdee
for
ioi
co
....
a roPer
t
e
l
de);
For payment
including costs
costs of
of suits,
rendered
suits, rendered
payment of
of judgments,
judgments, including
For
coprn
mmdeefe
.

Lever Act.
Vol.
40, p. 27
276.
Vol.4,p.

Judgments, Court of
Claims
Claims.
Payment
ayment of.

Exclusion.
Exclusion.

Clasification.
Classification.

Interest.

Right
of appeal.
Rightof

Audited claims.
Payment of, certified
by
by General Accounting
Office.

Gaenral cetined

office.

Vol.
18, p.110.
p. 110.
Vol. 18,

Vol.
23, p. 254
254.
Vol. 23,p.

against the Government
Government of the United States by United States Dis
Dis.trict Courts
Courts under
under the provisions
provisions of the Act entitled, "An
"An Act
to
provide further
the national
security and
and defense
defense by
by enennational security
further for
for the
to provide
couraging the
the production,
production, conserving
supply, and
and controlling
controlling
the supply,
conserving the
couraging
the distribution
distribution of
of food
and fuel,"
fuel," approved
approved August
August 10,
food products
products and
the
1917,
certified to
to Congress
Congress during
present session
in House
House
session in
during the
the present
1917, certified
Document Numbered
Numbered 143,
follows:
as follows:
143, as
Document
Under the
Navy Department,
Department, $533,653.52;
$533,653.52;
Under
the Navv
Under
Department, $2,482,485.47;
$2,482,485.47;
Under the
the War
War Department,
In
all, $3,016,138.99,
$3,016,138.99, together
together with such additional
may
as may
additional sum
sum as
In all,
be necessary
to pay
pay interest
interest thereon
thereon at
legal rate
rate per
annum as
the legal
per annum
at the
be
necessary to
and
where specified
said judgments.
specified in
in said
judgments.
and where
JUDGMENTS, COURT OF CLAIMS.
JUDGMENTS,
For payment of the judgments
judgtuents rendered by the Court of Claims
and reported
reported to Congress during the present session in Senate Document Numbered
Numbered 70 and House Document
Numbered 147, excluding
Document Numbered
excluding
the judgment in favor
favor of the New York and Porto Rico Steamship

Company,
namely:
Company, namely:
Under the Navy Department,
Department, $547,837.05;
$547,837.05;
Under the Treasury Department, $17,918.82;
$17,918.82;
$1,050,592.46;
Under the War Department, $1,050,592.46;
In
In all, $1,616,348.33,
$1,616,348.33, together with such
such additional
additional sum
sum as
as may
may,be
be
necessary to pay interest on judgment Numbered
necessary
Numbered A-177 as specified
specified
in such judgment.
None of
of the
the judgments
judgments contained
the
None
contained herein shall be paid until the
right of appeal shall have expired.
AUDITED CLAIMS.
S
EC. 2. That for the
follow i
ng claims, certified to
to
thee following
the payment
payment of th
SEC.
be
by the General
Accounting Office under
be due
due by
General Accounting
under appropriations
appropriations the
balances
balances of which have been exhausted
exhausted or
or carried
carried to
to the surplus
surplus fund
fund
5 of the Act of June 20, 1874, and
and
under the provisions
provisions of section 5
under
heretofore treated
under appropriations
appropriations heretofore
treated as permanent,
permanent, being
for
being for
and prior
prior years, unless otherwise
the service of the fiscal year 1921 and
certified to Congress under section 22
stated, and which have been certified
of the Act of July 7, 1884,
Document
1884, as fully set forth in House Document
Numbered
Congress at its present session, there
Numbered 130, reported to Congress
is appropriated as follows:
LEGISLATIVE.
LEGISLATIV.h.

Public printing.
Library
Congres.
Library of Congress.

For public printing
printing and
and binding,
binding, $6.04.
For increase
increase of Library of Congress,
Congress, $31.97.
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1924.
1924.

EXECUTIVE.
EXECUTIVE.

forth,
and so
For lighting,
lighting, and
and so
Mansion, and
so forth,
Executive Mansion,
forth, Executive
so forth,
For

Executive Mansion.
Mansion
Executive

$162.53.
For repairs,
and so
so forth,
forth, Executive
$17.60.
Mansion, $17.60.
Executive Mansion,
fuel, and
For
repairs, fuel,
INDEPENDENT
INDEPENDENT OFFICES.

For national
security and
and defense,
Committee on Public
executive, Committee
defense, executive,
national security
For
Information, $2.25.
$2.25.
Information,
For salaries
salaries and
and expenses,
Committee on
Information, $5.
$5.
Public Information,
on Public
expenses, Committee
For
For salaries
salaries and
Educafor Vocational EducaBoard for
Federal Board
expenses, Federal
and expenses,
For
tion, $293.81.
$293.81.
tion,
For Federal
Federal Trade
Commission, $8.29.
Trade Commission,
For
For salaries
salaries and
and expenses,
Administration,
expenses, United States Food Administration,
For
$55.12.
$55.12.
For contingent
expenses, United States
States •Housing
Corporation,
'Housing Corporation,
United
contingent expenses,
For
$17.59.
$17.59.
For housing
war needs,
$1,400.
needs, $1,400.
for war
housing for
For
For Interstate
Commission, $81.58.
$81.58.
Commerce Commission,
Interstate Commerce
For
For Advisory
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, $63.48.
$63.48.
For
For salaries
expenses Railroad
$117.32.
Railroad Labor Board, $117.32.
and expenses,
salaries and
For
For preservation
preservation of
of collections,
Museum, $29.47.
collections, National Museum,
For
Department
For
fuel, lights,
lights, and
so forth,
State, War,
War, and Navy Department
forth, State,
and so
For fuel,
buildings,
$523.09.
buildings, $523.09.
For medical
medical and
and hospital
Veterans' Bureau, $47,460.37.
services, Veterans'
hospital services,
For
For salaries
salaries and
Veterans' Bureau,
Bureau, $364.17.
expenses, Veterans'
and expenses,
For
$1,273.25.
For
Bureau, $1,273.25.
Veterans' Bureau,
rehabilitation, Veterans'
vocational rehabilitation,
For vocational

Independent offices.
offices.
Independent

DISTRICT OF
OF COLUMBIA.
COLUMBIA.
DISTRICT

Coof CoFor improvement
and care
care of
public grounds,
grounds, District
District of
of public
improvement and
For

lumbia,
$359.08.
lumbia, $359.08.
For
fees of
Supreme Court,
District of Columbia,
Court, District
witnesses, Supreme
of witnesses,
For fees
$33.75.
$33.75.
The two
two foregoing
foregoing sums
sums shall
one-half from
revenues
from the revenues
be paid
paid one-half
shall be
The
of the
Treasury
of
the
District
of
Columbia
and
one-half
from
the
Treasury
from
one-half
and
of
Columbia
District
of the
United States.

District
of Columbia.
Columb
Districtof

Ralf
from
aMsfmin

District
Ddtriot

DEPARTMENT
AGRICULTTRE.
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.

$5.65. fje artment ofBAgriri
Agriculture, $5.65. ujDten.t of A
expenses, Department of Agriculture,
miscellaneous expenses,
For miscellaneous
general expenses,
Relations Service,
Service, $2.75.
States Relations
expenses, States
For general
For
general expenses,
expenses, Weather
$549.13.
Bureau, $549.13.
Weather Bureau,
For general
general expenses,
expenses, Bureau of
Industry, $487.72.
of Animal Industry
For general
expenses, Bureau
Bureau of
Industry, $622.71.
$622.71.
Plant Industry,
of Plant
general expenses,
For general
and distribution
distribution of
valuable seeds, $35.58.
of valuable
purchase and
For purchase
expenses, Forest Service, $550.44.
general expenses,
For general
expenses, Bureau of Chemistry,
Chemistry, $46.61.
For general
general expenses,
$1.71.
Bureau of Soils, $1.71.
expenses, Bureau
For
general expenses,
For general
expenses, Bureau
Bureau of Entomology,
Entomology, $1.55.
$1.55.
For
general expenses,
For general
Bureau of Biological
Biological Survey, $32.83.
.
expenses, Bureau
For
general expenses,
For general
agriculture and facilitating distribution of prodFor
For stimulating agriculture
ucts,
ucts, $31.82.
For
pink boll
cotton, $47.96.
boll worm of cotton,
of pink
spread of
suppressing spread
For suppressing
en

e.

DEPARTMENT
COMMERCE.
DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE.

For contingent
contingent expenses,
Steamboat-Inspection Service, $29.90.
expenses, Steamboat-Inspection
For
For gauge
gauge standardization,
Bureau of
Standards, $2.30.
of Standards,
standardization, Bureau
For
For industrial
research, Bureau
of Standards,
Standards, $6,102.17.
Bureau of
industrial research,
For

1
DeptP
De

artmeat

O'0
Of
Of C"'''
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For
expenses, Lighthouse
Service, $1,245.03.
$1,245.03.
Lighthouse Service,
general expenses,
For general
For party
and Geodetic
Geodetic Survey,
Survey, $18.65.
$18.65.
Coast and
expenses, Coast
party expenses,
For
For
miscellaneous
expenses,
Bureau
of
Fisheries,
$36.96.
$36.96.
Fisheries,
of
Bureau
For miscellaneous expenses,
DEPARTMENT
OF THE
THE INTERIOR.
INTERIOR.
DEPARTMENT OF
Interior Department.
Department.
Interior

For increase
$8.72.
the Interior, $8.72.
Department of the
compensation, Department
of compensation,
increase of
For
For national
and defense,
Interior,
Department of the Interior,
defense, Department
security and
national security
For
$29.87.
For
forth, $50.39.
protecting public lands, timber, and so forth,
For protecting
For expenses of
entries, $23.
$23.
of hearings in land entries,
For
For
For surveying the public lands, $114.12.
For salaries
and expenses,
Act, Bureau
Bureau
Retirement Act,
Employees' Retirement
expenses, Employees'
salaries and
For
$11.60.
of Pensions, $11.60.
Education, $30.64.
Bureau of Education
library, Bureau
For library,
For international
international protection
of industrial
property, Patent
Patent Office,
Office,
industrial property,
protection of
For
$1385.11.
$1,185.11.
$19.27.
natives of Alaska, $19.27.
education of natives
For education
For Geological Survey, $38.34.
For
$86.24.
For investigating mine accidents, $86.24.
For
Bureau of Mines, $267.03.
$267.03.
For helium gas leasing fund, Bureau
$25.
For
General Grant
Grant National
National Park, $25.
For General
For Yellowstone National Park, 90 cents.
Elizabeths Hospital, $43.20.
For Saint Elizabeths
conagent expenses,
expenses Territory
Territory of Alaska,
Alaska, 48 cents.
For contingent
$93.29.
plant,, $93.29.
For Capitol power plant
For increase of compensation,
Indian Service, $21.
$21.
compensation, Indian
For
relieving distress
distress and
prevention, and so forth, of diseases
diseases
and prevention,
For relieving
among Indians, $2.10.
$2,204.05.
For Indian schools, support, $2,204.05.
For purchase
purchase and transportation
transportation of Indian supplies, $875.74.
For
$17.79.
Indian Service, $17.79.
general expenses, Indian
For general
Arizona, $827.63.
Indians in Arizona,
For support of Indians
For the support
support of Indians in Arizona
Arizona and New Mexico,
Mexico, $17.31.
For
Indians in Nevada,
Nevada, $8.22.
$8.22.
support of Indians
the support
For the
For
affairs of Five Civilized Tribes, Oklaadministration of affairs
For administration
homa, $3.06.
Salem, Oregon,
Oregon, $4,251.22.
$4,251.22.
For Indian school, Salem,
different tribes, subsistence and civilizacivilizaFor support of Sioux of different
tion,
$21.60.
Dakota, $21.60.
South Dakota,
tion, South
For education,
South Dakota,
Dakota, $23.90.
Nation, South
Sioux Nation,
education, Sioux
For
For
drainage system,
system, Yakima
Yakima
diversion dam and distribution and drainage
For diversion
$5.65.
Reservation, Washington
(reimbursable), $5.65.
Washington (reimbursable),
Reservation,
irrigation project,
project, Yakima
Yakima
Toppenish and Simcoe Creeks irrigation
For Toppenish
Reservation,
Washington (reimbursable),
$85.28.
(reimbursable), $85.28.
Reservation, Washington
DEPARTMENT OF
OF JUSTICE.
JUSTICE.
DEPARTMENT

Department of
Department
of Justice.
tice.
jU3-

For
Department of Justice:
Justice: Miscellaneous
Miscellaneous
contingent expenses, Department
For contingent
items, 85
85 cents.
cents.
items,
For
of crimes, $232.18.
prosecution of
and prosecution
detection and
For detection
marshals, United
For salaries,
salaries, fees,
fees, and
expenses of marshals,
United States courts,
courts,
and expenses
For
$439.05.
$439.05.
For
and expenses
attorneys, United States
of district attorneys,
expenses of
salaries and
For salaries
courts, $15.56.
$15.56.
courts,
For
special assistant
assistant attorneys,
attorneys, United States courts,
of special
pay of
For pay
$1,310.49.
$1,310.49.
For
salaries and
district
clerks, United States district
of clerks,
expenses of
and expenses
For salaries
$3.28.
courts, $328.
For
fees of
of commissioners,
United States
States courts, $2,505.25.
$2,505.25.
commissioners, United
For fees
For
fees of
of jurors,
jurors, United
$2,342.15.
States courts, $2,342.15.
United States
For fees
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For
United States courts, 27 cents.
For fees of witnesses, United
miscellaneous expenses,
expenses, United States courts, $106.53.
For miscellaneous
For supplies for United States courts, $88.13.
'For books for judicial officers, $51.
For support of prisoners,
$20.84.
prisoners, United States courts, $20.84.
DEPARTMENT
OF LABOR.
LABOR.
DEPARTMENT OF
For
For
For
For
For
For
For
For
For

increase
compensation, Department of Labor, $157.
increase of compensation,
Emergency Employment
Employment Service, $21.43.
War Emergency
national security and defense, Department of Labor, $2.62.
$229.51.
expenses of regulating immigration,
immigration, $229.51.
expenses
expenses
interned aliens, $50,909.84.
$50,909.84.
expenses of interned
miscellaneous
Bureau of Naturalization,
Naturalization, $7.92.
expenses, Bureau
miscellaneous expenses,

of La.
Las
Department of
boDrepartment
bor.

NAVY DEPARTMENT.
NAVY
DEPARTMENT.
For
miscellaneous, $452.20.
pay, miscellaneous
For pay,
increase of compensation,
compensation, Naval establishment, $13.34.
For increase
For
Navigation, $3,803.85.
Bureau of Navigation,
transportation, Bureau
For transportation,
Engineering, $9,739.
$9,739.
For engineering, Bureau of Engineering,
Construction and Rerepair, Bureau
Bureau of Construction
For construction
construction and repair,
$205.01.
pair, $205.01.
For ordnance
and ordnance stores, Bureau of Ordnance,
Ordnance, $2,606.41.
$2,606.41.
ordnance and
For
Ordnance, $2,235.35.
$2,235.35.
•
For experiments, Bureau of Ordnance,
$16,162.50.
For pay of the Navy, $16,162.50.
For provisions,
Navy, Bureau
Bureau of Supplies and
and Accounts, $351.27.
provisions, Navy,
For
Bureau of Supplies and Accounts,
Accounts, $45.60.
For maintenance,
maintenance, Bureau
For freight,
$11,285.14.
and Accounts,
Accounts, $11,285.14.
of Supplies
Supplies and
Bureau of
freight, Bureau
For
For
Accounts,
transportation, Bureau of Supplies and Accounts,
fuel and
and transportation,
For fuel
$13.20.
$13.20.
For aviation, Navy, $3,846.62.
$3,846.62.
For
$140.56.
Marine Corps, $140.56.
pay, Marine
For pay,
Marine Corps,
Department. Marine
maintenance, Quartermaster's
Quartermaster's Department.
For maintenance,
$1,095.95.
$1,095.95.
STATE.
DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF
OF STATE.
For salaries, Department of State, $102.38.
Department of State, $18.
compensation, Department
For increase
increase of compensation,
$74.83.
secretaries, diplomatic service, $74.83.
For salaries of secretaries,
For
embassies and legations, $107.33.
$107.33.
For clerks at embassies
For
missions, $274.86.
expenses, foreign missions,
contingent expenses,
For contingent
consulates, $1,128.15.
For
allowance for clerks at consulates,
For allowance
$1,901.96.
For
contingent expenses, United States consulates, $1,901.96.
For contingent
For
relief and
and protection
protection of American
American seamen, $1,315.30.
For relief
salaries, diplomatic and consular
receiving inconsular officers while receiving
For salaries,
structions
and in
in transit,
$11.10.
transit, $11.10.
structions and
For transportation
consular officers,
$12.66.
officers, $12.66.
and consular
of diplomatic
diplomatic and
transportation of
For

Navy Department.
Navy
Department.

State
Department.
State Departmont.

TREASURY
DEPARTMENT.
TREASURY DEPARTMENT.
Treasury
For increase
increase of compensation,
Treasury Department: $23.47.
T71.1E3117.Depart$23.47.
compensation, Treasury
For
ment.
For
contingent expenses,
Department: Fuel and so
expenses, Treasury Department:
For contingent
forth, $78.67.
amended,
For
September 24, 1917, as amended,
loans, Act September
expenses of loans,
For expenses
$9,179.84.
$9,179.84.
For
of Auditor
Auditor for Treasury
Treasury Department,
Department, $40.
office of
salaries, office
For salaries,
For
For collecting the revenue from customs, $433.78.
For
contingent expenses, Independent
Treasury, $1.19.
Independent Treasury,
For contingent
For salaries, office of Treasurer
Treasurer of United States (national curFor
rency
reimbursable), $7.50.
$7.50.
rency reimbursable),
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For
printing, Bureau
of Engraving
Engraving and
and Printing,
$2.90.
Printing, $2.90.
Bureau of
For plate
plate printing,
For materials
miscellaneous expenses,
expenses, Bureau
Bureau of
Engraving
of Engraving
and miscellaneous
materials and
For
and Printing, $39.44.
For
and so
forth, commissioned
commissioned officers
and pharmacists,
pharmacists,
officers and
so forth,
pay, and
For pay,
Public
Health Service,
$180.
Public Health
Service, $180.
For
other employees,
employees, Public
Public Health
Health Service,
$9.75.
Service, $9.75.
pay of
of other
For pay
For freight,
transportation, and
and so
so forth,
forth, Public
Service,
Health Service,
Public Health
freight, transportation,
For
$76.07.
For
maintenance, marine
Health Service,
$29.33.
Service, $29.33.
Public Health
hospitals, Public
marine hospitals,
For maintenance,
For
care of
seamen, and
so forth,
forth, Public
Public Health
Health Service,
$34.28.
Service, $34.28.
and so
of seamen,
For care
For
personnel and
Health
Public Health
of hospitals,
hospitals, Public
and maintenance
maintenance of
of personnel
For pay
pay of
Service,
$507.40.
Service, $507.40.
For quarantine
quarantine service,
service, $3.77.
For
field investigations
investigations of
$2.
health, $2.
of public
public health,
For field
For
interstate quarantine service,
service $18.69.
For interstate
For control
control of
biologic product;,
Public Health Service,
Service, $16.28.
$16.28.
products, Public
of biologic
For
For
division of
Health Service,
diseases, Public Health
of venereal
venereal diseases,
expenses, division
For expenses,
$1.68.
$1,069.85.
For
and hospital
Health Service, $1,069.85.
Public Health
services, Public
hospital services,
medical and
For medical
For
expenses, office
director of
$3.06.
mint, $3.06.
of the
the mint,
of director
office of
contingent expenses,
For contingent
internal
For
expenses of collectors, and so forth, of internal
and expenses
salaries and
For salaries
revenue,
$191.81.
revenue, $191.81.
$87.11.
For salaries
salaries and
and expenses
expenses of
of collectors
internal revenue, $87.11.
of internal
collectors of
For
For collecting
collecting the war revenue, $431.09.
For enforcement
enforcement of National Prohibition Act, internal revenue,
For
$506.91.
$506.91.
Prohibition Acts, inFor
Narcotic and National
National Prohibition
For enforcement
enforcement of Narcotic
ternal
$1,100.85.
revenue, $1,100.85.
ternal revenue,
on estates,
estates, munitions,
munitions and so forth, $216.73.
collecting the
the tax on
For collecting
For
of opium, and so 'forth, $10.01.
the sale of
For restricting
restricting the
Service, $63.27.
For
miscellaneous expenses, Internal
Internal Revenue Service,
For miscellaneous
revenue collections,
collections, $2,442.62.
For
refunding internal revenue
For refunding
For
payment of judgments against internal revenue
revenue officers,
For payment
$371.23.
$371.23.
revenue laws,
laws, $206.70.
$206.70.
of internal
internal revenue
For punishment
punishment for violation of
revenue), $736.01.
allowance or drawback
drawback (internal
(internal revenue),
For allowance
For
For Coast Guard, $48,578.40.
$792.65.
For repairs
repairs to Coast
Coast Guard
Guard cutters, $792.65.
For
repairs of same for public buildings, $40.46.
For furniture
furniture and repairs
For operating
operating supplies
buildings, $473.40.
supplies for public
public buildings,
For
Searcy, Arkansas,
Arkansas, $15.
For post office,
office, Searcy,
For
office, Warrenton,
Warrenton, Virginia
Virginia, $8.
$8.
For post office,
For repairs
repairs and
and preservation
$128.41.
For
preservation of public buildings, $128.41.
For
$126.05.
buildings, $126.05.
equipment for
for public buildings,
For mechanical
mechanical equipment
$4.60.-.
For vaults
vaults and safes for public buildings,
buildings, $4.60
For
$63.59.
For general expenses
expenses of public buildings, $63.59.
WAR
WA_R DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.

War Department

War Department

For increase of compensation,
compensation, Military Establishment.
Establishment, $40,927.11.
$40,927.11.
For
Service of
Army, $168.32.
Signal Service
of the
the Army,
For Signal
For
$34,878.38.
For Air
Air Service, Army, $34,878.38.
production, $1,639.70.
For Air Service, production,
$6,462.40.
Signal Corps, $6,462.40.
aviation, Signal
For increase
increase for aviation,
For pay, and
and so forth, of
of the Army, $321,297.25.
$321,297.25.
For mileage to officers and contract
contract surgeons, $1,317.29.
$1,317.29.
For general
appropriations, Quartermaster
$287,701.11.
Quartermaster Corps, $287,701.11.
general appropriations,
For
For clothing
clothing and camp
and garrison
equipage, $46.71.
camp and
garrison equipage,
$46.71.
For transportation
transportation of the Army and its supplies, $3,486.69.
For barracks
barracks and quarters, $22,293.03.
$22,293.03.
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For roads, walks, wharves,
$2,012.79.
wharves, and
and drainage,
drainage, $2,012.79.
repair of
of hospitals,
$4,406.87.
For construction
construction and
and repair
hospitals, $4,406.87.
For supplies, services,
services, and transportation,
transportation, Quartermaster
Quartermaster Corps,
Corps,
$163,161.97.
$163,161.97.
Medical and
For Medical
and Hospital Department,
Department, $25,677.85.
$25,677.85.
For Engineer
operations in
Engineer operations
in the
the field, $6.
$6.
For
For Ordnance
Ordnance Service, $4,117.50.
$4,117.50.
Ordnance stores, ammunition,
ammunition, $3,168.38.
For Ordnance
$3,168.38.
For
Ordnance stores and
For Ordnance
and supplies,
supplies, $65.13.
$65.13.
For automatic
$41.60.
automatic rifles,
rifles, $41.60.
For arming, equipping, and training the National
National Guard,
Guard, $4,121.38,
$4,121.38,
For gun and mortar batteries,
batteries, $11.52.
$11.52.
For fire control at fortifications,
fortifications, $9.73.
$9.73.
armament of fortifications,
fortifications, $125,106.16.
$125,106.16.
For armament
For proving
proving grounds, Army,
Army, $1.50.
$1.50.
facilities, $600.
$600.
For proving ground facilities,
fortifications in insular
insular possessions,
For fortifications
possessions, $21.92.
$21.92.
For replacing ordnance
ordnance stores,
ordnance and ordnance
stores, $79.38.
$79.38.
For repairs of arsenals, $817.95.
$817.95.
For quartermaster
quartermaster supplies, equipment, and
and so
so forth, Reserve
Reserve
Officers Training
Training Corps
Officers'
Corps,.$444.10.
For armament
armament of fortifications,
fortifications, Panama
Panama Canal,
Canal, $7,321.18.
$7,321.18.
For aviation, seacoast
defenses, $3,234.
$3,234.
seacoast defenses,
For arms, uniforms,
uniforms, equipment,
field service,
equipment, and so
so forth, for
for field
service,
National
National Guard, $16.68.
For barracks
barracks and quarters, seacoast
seacoast defenses,
defenses, $450.
$450.
For Chemical Warfare Service, Army,
$29.68.
Army, $29.68.
For contingencies, Military
Military Information
General Staff
Information Section, General
Staff
Corps, $10.50.
For extra-duty
extra-duty pay to enlisted
enlisted men as clerks,
at
clerks, and
and so
so forth,
forth, at
Army division and department
headquarters, $466.20.
department headquarters,
For Engineer School, $10.
$10.
For inland and port storage and shipping facilities,
facilities, $10,291.26.
$10,29126.
expenses, Quartermaster
For incidental expenses,
Quartermaster Corps,
Corps, $2,279.90.
$2,279.90.
For increse
increose of compensation,
compensation, War
Department, $82.95.
$82.95.
War Department,
For pay and so forth of
of the Army,
Army, war with
with Spain,
Spain, $57.31.
$57.31.
For increase
increase of compensation,
$5.32.
compensation, war, miscellaneous,
miscellaneous, civil,
civil, $5.32.
For National
National Home for Disabled Volunteer
Volunteer Soldiers,
Soldiers, eastern
eastern
branch, $17.73.
For disposition of remains of officers,
officers, soldiers,
soldiers, and civil ememployees, $1,920.79.
$1,920.79.
For headstones for graves of soldiers, $22.47.
POST OFFICE
DEPARTMENT—POSTAL SERVICE.
sravicz.
POST
OFFICE DEPARTMENT-POSTAL

For
For
For
For
For
For
For
For
For
For
For
For
For
For
For

airplane service between New York and San Francisco, $9.50.
balances
balances due foreign
foreign countries, $47,217.21.
$47,217.21.
city delivery
delivery carriers, $1,205.86.
clerks, contract stations, $2.50.
clerks,
$3,905.92.
clerks, first and
and second class post offices,
offices $3,905.92.
compensation to assistant postmasters, $246.52.
compensation
compensation
compensation to postmasters, $438.47.
foreign mail transportation, $22,192.13.
$22,192.13.
freight on stamped paper and mail bags, $22.95.
$22.95.
mail, $8,350.80.
indemnities, domestic mail„
350.80.
indemnities,
indemnities, international
international registered
registered mail, $1,500.82.
mail messenger
messenger service, $1,258.55.
$1,258.55.
miscellaneous
miscellaneous items, first and second class post offices,
offices, $5.
office appliances, $13.50.
post office equipment and supplies, $3.75.
$3.75.
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For
power boat
boat service,
service, $428.35.
$428.35.
For power
For
railroad transportation,
transportation, $27,417.39.
$27,417.39.
For railroad
For Railway
Railway Mail
$386.08.
salaries, $386.08.
Service, salaries,
Mail Service,
For
For Railway
Mail Service,
Service, travel
travel allowance,
$15.
allowance, $15.
Railway Mail
For
For rent,
rent, light
light and
and fuel,
$898.95.
fuel, $898.95.
For
For
Delivery Service,
Service, $437.07.
Rural Delivery
For Rural
For
$647.67.
separating mails, $647.67.
For separating
For shipment
shipment of
$34.
supplies, $34.
of supplies,
For
For special
special delivery
delivery fees, $76.32.
For
For star
star route
route service,
Alaska, $87.50.
$87.50.
service, Alaska,
For
For stationery,
stationery, $38.60.
$38.60.
For
For
temporary city
carriers, $428.42.
$428.42.
delivery carriers,
city delivery
For temporary
For
clerk hire,
hire, $3,899.41.
$3,899.41.
temporary clerk
For temporary
For vehicle
vehicle service, $533.86.
For
Total audited
2, $1,458,297.09.
$1,458,297.09.
section 2,
claims, section
audited claims,
Total
Audited
claims.
Audited claims.
Payment
of, certified
certified
paymentof,
by General Accounting
boyGneral
Office.
Vol. 18, p. 110.

Acn

Vol. 8,p. 110.

VW. 23, p. 254.
25.
v.

CLAIMS.
AUDITED
AUDITED CLAIMS.

certified
SEC. 3. That for the payment of the following claims, certified
Accounting Office under appropriations
to be due by the General Accounting
appropriations
the
balances of
have been
carried to
the surplus
surplus
or carried
to the
exhausted or
which have
been exhausted
of which
the balances
fund under
provisions of
of section
of June
June 20, 1874,
Act of
of the
the Act
section 55of
the provisions
under the
fund
and under
permanent, being
being
as permanent,
treated as
heretofore treated
appropriations heretofore
under appropriations
and
service of the fiscal year 1921 and prior years unless otherwise
for the service
stated, and
and which
been certified
certified to
to Congress
2
section 2
under section
Congress under
have been
which have
stated,
of the
1884, as
as fully
fully set
set forth
Senate Document
Document
in Senate
forth in
7, 1884,
of July
July 7,
Act of
the Act
of
Numbered 68,
session, there is
68, reported to Congress at its present session,
Numbered
appropriated
follows:
appropriated as follows:
LFARSLATILVE.
LEGISLATIVE.

House ofRepresent-

Rouse of RePresenta"
fives.
tives.

Representatives, miscellaneous
For contingent
contingent expenses,
expenses, House of Representatives,
miscellaneous
items,
items, $991.85.
$991.85.
INDEPENDENT OFFICES.
INDEPENDENT

Independent offices.
Independent

For
of collections,
Museum, $5,50.
$5,50.
National Museum,
collections, National
preservation of
For preservation
For
housing for
for war needs, $825.
For housing
For
security and
defense, food
food and fuel
administrations.
fuel administrations.
and defense,
For national
national security
educational,
educational, $4.81.
For Federal
Commission, $21.11.
$21.11.
Trade Commission,
For
Federal Trade
For contingent
contingent expenses,
Compensation
States Employees' Compensation
United States
expenses, United
For
Commission, $5.
$5.
Commission,
$16.
Tariff Commission, $16.
For United States
States Tariff
For
$25.98.
For Interstate
Interstate Commerce
Commerce Commission, $25.98.
For
Federal Board for Vocational Educaand expenses,
expenses, Federal
For salaries and
tion,
tion, $28.37.
$28.37.
For medical and hospital services,
For
services, Veterans'
Veterans' Bureau, $15,144.47.
$15,144.47.
For
Bureau, $5,552.70
For vocational
vocational rehabilitation,
rehabilitation, Veterans'
Veterans' Bureau,
$5,552.70
DEPARTMENT
AGRICULTURE.
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICuLTITRE.

Department
ot AgriDepartmen at
culture.

For library,
$28.25.
For
library, Department
Department of
of Agriculture,
Agriculture, $28.25.
general expenses,
expenses, Bureau
Industry, $14.40.
$14.40.
Bureau of
of Animal Industry,
For general
For general
general expenses,
expenses, Forest Service,
Service, $62.
general expenses,
expenses, Bureau of Chemistry,
Chemistry, $20.66.
For general
office of public roads and rural engineerFor
general expenses,
expenses, office
engineerFor general
ing,
$4.81.
ing, $4.81.
For
Bureau of
of Plant
Industry, $34.80.
general expenses,
expenses, Bureau
Plant Industry,
For general
For
expenses, Bureau of Crop
Crop Estimates, $40.
For general
general expenses,
distribution of prodFor stimulating agriculture
agriculture and facilitating
facilitating distribution
ucts,
ucts, $101.58.
$101.58.
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DEPARTMENT OF
DEPARTMENT
OF COMMERCE.
COMMERCE.

For
For
For
For
For

contingent expenses, Steamboat Inspection Service,
Service, 75
75 cents.
cents.
industrial research,
research, Bureau of Standards, $779.53.
promoting commerce
commerce in
in the Far
Far East,
East, $57.50.
$57.50.
general expenses, Lighthouse Service,
Service $207.88.
$207.88.
miscellaneous expenses, Bureau
miscellaneous
of Fisheries,
$10.85.
Bureau of
Fisheries, $10.85.

Department
Department of ComCom-

merce.
merce.

DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF TJiI
INTERIOR.
THE INTERIOR.

For scientific library, Patent Office, $4.
$4.
For fees of examining
examining surgeons, $3.
$3.
For purchase and transportation
transportation of Indian supplies, 52 cents.
cents.
For support of Indians in California, $428.40.
diversion dam and distribution
For diversion
distribution and
system, Yakima
Yakima
and drainage
drainage system,
Reservation
$7.14.
Reservation,'Washington, reimbursable,
reimbursable, $7.14.
For canals
canals and laterals, ceded portion of Wind
Reservation,
Wind River Reservation,
Wyoming, reimbursable,
Wyoming,
reimbursable, $24.
For diversion
diversion dam,
dam canals,
canals, and
and laterals,
laterals, ceded
ceded portion
Wind
portion o
off Wind
River Reservation,
Reservation, Wyoming, reimbursable,
River
reimbursable, $20.
$20.

InteriorDepartment.
InteriorDepartment.

DEPARTMENT OF
DEPARTMENT
OF JUSTICE.
JUSTICE.

For salaries, fees, and expenses
expenses of marshals, United
States courts,
United States
courts,
$226.30.
For salaries
salaries and expenses of district attorneys, United
States
United States
courts, $2.89.
For fees of commissioners, United States
States courts,
courts, $5.50.
$5.50.
For fees of witnesses,
witnesses, United
United States
States courts,
$30.70.
courts, $30.70.

of Jos.
IZePartment of
tiepartent
Jus

DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF
OF LABOR.
LABOR.

For enforcement
enforcement of
of the
the child
child labor
$1.02.
labor law,
law, $1.02.
expenses of regulating immigration,
For expenses
immigration, $10.
$10.

Department
epartment of La-

bo

bor..

NAVY
NAVY DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.

For aviation, Navy, $3.20.
$3.20.
For pay, miscellaneous,
miscellaneous, $12.31.
$12.31.
For pay, Marine
Marine Corps, $2.90.
$2.90.
For contingent, Marine Corps, $24.43.
For maintenance, quartermaster's
quartermaster's department, Marine Corps,
Corps,
$103.41.
For transportation,
transportation, Bureau of Navigation,
Navigation, $2,326.70.
For ordnance
ordnance and ordnance stores, Bureau of Ordnance, $81
$81
For maintenance, Bureau of Yards and Docks, $8.05.
$8.05.
For pay of the Navy, $3,740.71.
$3,740.71.
For provisions, Navy, Bureau
Bureau of Supplies and Accounts, $263.16.
For fuel and transportation, Bureau of Supplies and Accounts,
$3.46.
For freight, Bureau of Supplies and Accounts,
Accounts, $1,460.46.
$1,460.46.

Navy Department.
Navy

DEPARTMENT OF STATE.
DEPARTMENT
STATE.

For contingent
For
contingent expenses, foreign missions, $243.49.
For transportation of diplomatic
diplomatic and consular officers, $24.73.
$24.73.

State Department.
State

TREASURY
DEPARTMENT.
TREASURY DEPARTMENT.

For
For
For
For
For
For

Treasry Depart.
Depart.
increase of compensation,
compensation, Treasury Department, $113.49.
increase
„LT"
ment.
labor-saving machines,
machines, Treasury
Treasury Department,
Department, $1.80.
$1.80.
expenses
amended, $1.39.
expenses of loans, Act September
September 24, 1917, as amended,
salaries and expenses
salaries
expenses of collectors of internal revenue, $16.40.
$16.40.
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For salaries
salaries and
of collectors,
and so
so forth,
forth, of
of internal
internal
collectors, and
expenses of
and expenses
For
revenue,
$5.46.
revenue, $5.46.
For collecting
collecting the
the war
war revenue,
revenue, $138.18.
$138.18.
For
For enforcement
Narcotic and
Prohibition Acts,
Acts, ininNational Prohibition
and National
of Narcotic
enforcement of
For
ternal
$135.85.
revenue, $135.85.
ternal revenue
For refunding
internal revenue
revenue collections,
$10.
collections, $10.
refunding internal
For
For punishment
revenue laws, $242.78.
$242.78.
internal revenue
of internal
violation of
for violation
punishment for
For
For Coast
Coast Guard,
Guard, $2,316.96.
$2,316.96.
For
For
of employees,
Bureau of
of Engraving
Engraving and Printemployees, Bureau
compensation of
For compensation
ing, $36.11.
$36.11.
ing,
For
pay of
personnel and
maintenance of
of hospitals,
hospitals, Public Health
Health
and maintenance
of personnel
For pay
Service,
$2,198.25.
Service, $2,198.25.
For medical
services Public
Health Service, $390.55.
Public Health
hospital services,
and hospital
medical and
For
For contingent
contingent expenses,
expenses, office
ofDirector
of the Mint, $68.
Director of
office of
For
For vaults
safes for
buildings, $5.15.
public buildings,
for public
and safes
vaults and
For
For
expenses of
$12.37.
buildings, $12.37.
public buildings,
of public
general expenses
For general
For
operating force
force for
buildings, $5.50.
public buildings,
for public
For operating
For
furniture and
repairs of
of same
same for public buildings, $7.10.
and repairs
For furniture
For
courthouse, and
and customhouse,
customhouse, Honolulu,
office, courthouse,
post office,
furniture, post
For furniture,
Hawaii, $13.08.
$13.08.
Hawaii,
WAR
DEPARTMENT.
WAR DEPARTMENT.
Wer
Departmnt.
Wa Department.

For additional
additional employees, War Department, $12.22.
$12.22.
For
For
War Department,
Department, $1.50.
expenses, War
contingent expenses,
For contingent
For
increase of
Establishment, $9,231.52.
$9,231.52.
Military Establishment,
compensation, Military
of compensation,
For increase
For
increase of
compensation, rivers
and harbors,
harbors, $1,811.87.
$1,811.87.
rivers and
of compensation,
For increase
For registration
registration and
and selection
military service,
service, $1,301.76.
$1,301.76.
for military
selection for
For
For
Service of
Army, $19,038.08.
$19,038.08.
of the
the Army,
Signal Service
For Signal
For
Service, Army,
$12,363.27.
Army, $12,363.27.
Air Service,
For Air
For
Service, military,
$20,652.97.
military, $20,652.97.
Air Service,
For Air
For pay,
and so forth, of the Army, $842,234.18.
pay, and
For
$16.66.
For
to officers
officers and
contract surgeons, $16.66.
and contract
mileage to
For mileage
For
Quartermaster Corps, $29,021.86.
appropriations, Quartermaster
general appropriations,
For general
For transportation
transportation of
and its
its supplies,
supplies, $23.17.
Army and
the Army
of the
For
For barracks
and quarters,
$2,021.69.
quarters, $2,021.69.
barracks and
For
For incidental
incidental expenses,
Quartermaster Corps, $99.83.
expenses, Quartermaster
For
For roads,
walks, wharves,
and drainage,
drainage, $713.35.
wharves, and
roads, walks,
For
subsistence of the Army, $1.50.
For subsistence
For
transportation, Quartermaster
Quartermaster Corps,
and transportation,
services, and
supplies, services,
For supplies,
$38,877.99.
$38,877.99.
For
medical and
hospital department,
department, $3,983.50.
$3,983.50.
and hospital
For medical
For
operations in
$2,390.12.
in the
the field, $2,390.12.
engineer operations
For engineer
For ordnance
ordnance service, $303.47.
$303.47.
For
For
ordnance stores,
stores, ammunition,
$35,985.20.
ammunition, $35,985.20.
For ordnance
For
ordnance stores
stores and
$321.34.
supplies, $321.34.
and supplies,
For ordnance
For
$8,120.50.
rifles, $8,120.50.
automatic rifles,
For automatic
$4.22.
For armored
armored motor
cars, $4.22.
motor cars,
For
For gun
batteries, $154.86.
$154.86.
mortar batteries,
and mortar
gun and
For
For armament
armament of
of fortifications,
fortifications, $13,977.09.
For
For fortifications
fortifications in
in insular
insular possessions,
possessions, $463.91.
For
For searchlights
searchlights and
electrical installations
installations at seacoast fortificaand electrical
For
tions, $45,971.74.
$45,971.74.
tions,
For manufacture
of arms,
$1.88.
arms, $1.88.
manufacture of
For
For proving-ground
proving-ground facilities,
$6,491.48.
facilities, $6,491.48.
For
For
replacing ordnance and
ordnance stores, $307.44.
and ordnance
For replacing
OffiFor
quartermaster supplies,
supplies, equipment,
and so
Reserve Offiso forth,
forth, Reserve
equipment, and
For quartermaster
cers'
Corps, $96.94.
$96.94.
Training Corps,
cers' Training
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For armament
armament of
of fortifications,
fortifications 'Panama
Canal, $4.90.
Panama Canal,
For
defenses, $7,483.66.
seacoast defenses,
$7,483.66.
aviation stations, seacoast
For aviation
For transportation
transportation of
of disabled
marines on fursoldiers, sailors, or marines
disabled soldiers,
For
lough,
$58.18.
lough, $58.18.
For maintenance,
United States
Military -Academy,
Academy, $15.32.
States Military
maintenance, United
For
For arming,
and training
the National
Guard, $2,056.52.
$2,056.52.
National Guard,
training the
equipping, and
arming, equipping,
For
For encampment
encampment and
Organized Militia,
Militia, $194.85.
$194.85.
maneuvers, Organized
and maneuvers,
For
For extra-duty
enlisted men as clerks, and so forth, at
extra-duty pay to enlisted
For
Army
headquarters $265.36.
$265.36.
department headquarters,
and department
division and
Army division
$543.72.
For
For arrears of pay, bounty, and so forth, e543.72.
For
forth, of
$169.52.
Army, war with Spain, $169.52.
of the Army,
so forth,
and so
pay, and
For pay,
For National
Home for Disabled
Volunteer Soldiers, Pacific
Disabled Volunteer
National Home
For
$1.61.
Branch, $1.61.
For
National Home
Home for
Disabled Volunteer
Central
Volunteer Soldiers, Central
for -Disabled
For National
Branch, $167.59.
For National
National Home
Disabled Volunteer
Volunteer Soldiers, Northfor Disabled
Home for
For
western Branch,
$27.99.
Branch, $27.99.
western
For National
National Home
Home for
Disabled Volunteer
Volunteer Soldiers,
Soldiers, Eastern
Eastern
for Disabled
For
Branch, $51.24.
$51.24.
Mountain
For National
National Home
Home for
Volunteer Soldiers, Mountain
Disabled Volunteer
for Disabled
For
Branch,
$8.10.
Branch, $8.10.
For
medical and hospital
hospital services, National
National Home for Disabled
Disabled
For medical
Volunteer Soldiers, $20.18.
Volunteer
cemeteries? $8.45.
For national cemeteries,
For
officers, soldiers, and civil employees,
of remains
remains of officers,
disposition of
For disposition
$20.78.
headstones for graves of soldiers, $5.62.
For headstones
$122.40.
For prevention
prevention of
York, $122.40.
of deposits, harbor of New York,
For
For transportation
waterways
facilities, inland and coastwise waterways
transportation facilities,
For
service,
service, $3,369.37.
For
payment of
for loss of firearms, and so forth, taken by
of claims for
For payment
United States troops during labor strikes in 1914 in Colorado, $15.
POST.
01/ ICE DEPARTMENT.
DFPARTMENT.
POST. OFFICE
Post Office
Office DepartDepartP
countries, $6,141.88.
For
foreign countries,
$6,141.88.
due foreign
balances due
For balances
ment.
For city delivery carriers, $1,750.12.
$1,750.12.
For
offices, $3,730.67.
$3,730.67.
first and second class post offices,
clerks, first
For clerks,
$475.31.
postmasters, $475.31.
For
compensation to assistant
assistant postmasters,
For compensation
For compensation
$101.
postmasters, $101.
to postmasters,
compensation to
For
$564.97.
electric and cable car service, $564.97.
For electric
For
$32.87.
For freight on stamped paper and mail bags, $32.87.
$966.50.
For indemnities,
indemnities, domestic
domestic mail, $966.50.
For
registered mail, $454.28.
international registered
For indemnities, international
$65.
equipment and supplies, $65.
post-office equipment
For post-office
$50.51.
For
power-boat and airplane
service, $50.51.
airplane service,
For power-boat
For
power-boat service, $132.01.
$132.01.
For power-boat
For
transportation, $18,837.39.
$18,837.39.
For railroad transportation,
For rent,
$1,316.18.
and fuel, $1,316.18.
rent, light, and
For
rural-delivery service,
service, $20.97.
For rural-delivery
For shipment
shipment of supplies, $290.71.
For
$5,838.26.
temporary clerk
clerk hire, $5,838.26.
For temporary
service, $64.84.
For vehicle service,
Total,
audited claims,
claims, section
$1,190,204.64.
section 3, $1,190,204.64.
Total, audited
Title of Act.
"First
S
EC. 4.
That this
be referred
as the "
First TitleofAct.
to as
referred to
may be
hereafter may
Act hereafter
this Act
4. That
SEC.
1924."
Deficiency Act, fiscal year 1924."
Deficiency
Approved, April 2, 1924.
Approved,

45822°-251-7
45822°-25t-7
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Cns. 82,
82, 84.
84.
CHS.

1924.
1924.

CHAP.
82.—An Act
Act To
detach Jim
Hogg County
County from
from the
the Corpus
Christi
To detach
Jim Hogg
Corpus Christi
CHAP. 82.-An

[S. 26253
[Public, No.
No. 67.]
[Public,

division of the southern
southern judicial district of the State of Texas, and attach the
Laredo division
southern judicial district of said State.
same to
to the
the Laredo
division of the southern

Texas southern
Judisouthern judiTexas
cial
district.
cial district.
County
Jim Hogg County
transferred
Cortransferred from Corpus
Christi to Laredo
Laredo
pus Christi
division.
division.
36, p.
1127,
Vol. 36,
amended.
amended.

Be it
it enacted
the Senate
and House
Representatives of
of the
the
House of
of Representatives
by the
Senate and
Be
enacted by
United
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
Jim Hogg
Hogg
That Jim
in Congress
States of
of America
United States
County of
Corpus Christi
Christi division
of the
district of
the
division of
of the
the southern
southern district
the Corpus
County
of the
State
of Texas
be, and
same is
said
the said
detached from
from the
the same
is hereby,
hereby, detached
Texas be,
and the
State of
Corpus
attached to
to and
and made
made a
of the
a part
part of
the
and attached
Christi division
division and
Corpus Christi
Laredo
division of
of the
the southern
district of
of said
said State.
State.
southern district
Laredo division
Approved, April
April 3,
1924.
3, 1924.
Approved,

Is. 2625.1

67.

4,
April
4, 1924.
1924.
[H. R. 6349.]
[H.
R. 6349.1
[Public, N
O. 681
—
No.
681~

[Public,

CHAP. 84.—An
Making appropriations
the Treasury
Treasury and
and Post
Post
for the
appropriations for
84.-An Act
Act Making
CHAP.
Office Departments
Departments for
ending June
and for
for other
other purpur1925, and
June 30,
30, 1925,
fiscal year
year ending
for the
the fiscal
Office
poses.
poses.

Be it
by the
the Senate
of Representatives
the
Representatives of the
and House
House of
Senate and
Be
it enacted
enacted by
United States
of America
in Congress
assembled,
Congress assembled,
America in
States of
United
TITLE
I—TREASURY DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
TITLE I-TREASURY
Treasury DepartDepartment appropriations.

The following
following sums
appropriated, out
of any
any money
money in
in the
the
out of
are appropriated,
sums are
The
Treasury
appropriated, for
for the
the Treasury
Department
Treasury Department
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
Treasury not
for
fiscal year
year ending
ending June 30,
1925, namely:
namely:
30, 1925,
the fiscal
for the

Secretary's Office.
Office.
Secretary's

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY.
SECRETARY.

Secretary.
Secretary of
Treasury, $12,000;
$12,000; Undersecretary
Undersecretary of
of
of the
the Treasury,
eSecretary.
(Salaries: Salaries: Secretary
Undersecretary.
Appointment
President and
and appointed
by
appointed by
Treasury, to be
be nominated
nominated by the
the President
and the
Appointment
the Treasury,
duties o.
of.
duties
him, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate, who shall
shall
hereafter receive
receive compensation
compensation at
and
at the
the rate of
of $10,000
$10,000 per
per annum and
hereafter
hereafter shall
perform such
such duties
office of
Secretary of
of the
the
hereafter
shall perform
duties in
in the
the office
of the
the Secretary
Treasury
Treasury as
as may be
be prescribed
prescribed by
by the
the Secretary
Secretary or
or by law, and
and under
under

provisions of section 177, Revised Statutes, in case of the death,
the provisions
resignation,
or sickness
of the
the Secretary
of the
Treasury,
resignation, absence,
absence, or
sickness of
Secretary of
the Treasury,
hereafter
shall perform
duties of
until aasuccessor
is
hereafter shall
perform the
the duties
of the
the Secretary
Secretary until
successor is
Assistant erearlaes
Secretaries appointed
appointed or
or such
shall cease,
cease, $10,000;
$10,000; three
three AsAssuch absence
absence or
or sickness
sickness shall
adssistant
and
office personnel.
sistant
Secretaries of
the Treasury,
the
sistant Secretaries
of the
Treasury, and
and other
other personal
personal services
services in
in the
District of
accordance with
"The Classification
District
of Columbia
Columbia in accordance
with "The
Classification Act of
Provisos.
$178,280; Provided,
Provided, That
aplimited t 1923," $156,280;
Prosi
$156,280; in
in all, $178,280:
That in
in expending
expending apSalaries limited to
average rates under propriations
appropriations, contained in this Act,
Act,
propriations or portions of appropriations,
average
Classification18.
Act,
for the
payment for
for personal
services in
of Columbia
Columbia
District of
the District
in the
personal services
the payment
for
42t,p•
p. 1488
CVol.
Vol. 42,
*
in accordance
accordance with
The Classification
Act of
of 1923,"
the average
average
in
with "
"The
Classification Act
1923," the
of
the salaries
salaries of
number of
of persons
any g
rade or
of the
of the
the total
total number
persons under
under any
grade
or
class thereof
or other appropriation
thereof in
i
n any bureau, office,
office, or
appropriation unit,
shall not at any time exceed the average
average of the compensation
compensation rates
Provided, That this restricto specified
Not applicable to
Not
specified for the grade
grade by such Act: Provided,
clerical-mechanical
tion shall not apply (1)
(1) to grades
services.
grades 1, 2, 3, and 4
4 of the clericalclericalsalaries notreFixed salaries
mechanical service, or (2)
(2) to require the reduction
Fixed
not re- mechanical
reduction in salary of
of
duced.
compensation is fixed, as of July 1, 1924, in
any person whose
whose compensation
accordance with the rules of section 66 of such Act, or (3)
accordance
(3) to prePayments at
at higher
higher
a
higher
under
payment
of
a
salary
Payments
vent
the
payment
a
any
grade
at
a
rate
higher
rates permitted.
than
maximum rate of the
than the
the maximum
the grade
grade when
when such
such higher
higher rate is
permitted by
"The Classification
Act of
of 1923,"
1923," and
specifically
permitted
by "The
Classification Act
and is
is specifically
authorized by
authorized
by other
other law.
law.
R.S., sec. 177,
R.
177, p. 2.
28.

Chief Clerk's Office.

Chief
clerk and
and offce
office
hiefclerk
personnel.

OFFICE
OFFICE OF
OF CHIEF
CH.I.LF CLERK.
CLERK.

executive
Salaries:
Salaries: For the chief clerk, who shall be the chief executive
designated by the SecreSecreofficer of the department
department and who may be designated
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tary
Treasury to
tary of
of the
the Treasury
to sign official
official papers
papers and documents
documents during
during
the
temporary absence
Secretary, Undersecretary,
Undersecretary, and Asthe temporary
absence of
of the Secretary,
sistant
of the
department, and
sistant Secretaries
Secretaries of
the department,
and for
for other
other personal
personal servservices
Columbia, in accordance
accordance with the
Classifithe Classifiices in the District
District of
of Columbia,
cation
Act of
Op
ngfor
1923, $285,000.
$285,000.
cation Act
of 1923,
y
ing f
an,
orce
For
the operating
of the
the Liberty
Loan and
and Register's
Register's Annex
Annex Liberty
2
For the
operating force
force of
Liberty Loan
Lan, RegisBuildings and
for the
of the
the Bureau
Bureau enue
ter's, and
Internal
RevBuildings
and buildings
buildings for
the accommodation
accommodation of
ters,
Reve
and
Internal
Buildings.
of
Internal Revenue,
necessary clerical
assistance in
and the
the necessary
clerical assistance
in the
the
of Internal
Revenue, and
office
accordance with the
superintendent, in accordance
the
office of
of the
the chief clerk
clerk and
and superintendent,
Classification
$126,000.
Classification Act
Act of
of 1923,
1923, $126,000.
Buildin
f
b
For
employees for
and protection
buildings for
reaBuusi,l
Buildings
e
n.
or
For employees
for the
the care
care and
protection of
of buildings
for the
the reaus,
etc.
or
accommodation
department as may
the department
may be
be asasaccommodation of such bureaus of the
signed
thereto, in
in accordance
with the
Classification Act
Act of
of 1923,
1923,
accordance with
the Classification
signed thereto,
$32,600.
$32,600.
Madison Place AnTreasury Department
Department Annex, Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Avenue and Madison
neMx. edieen Place An"
Madison nex.
Place:
personal services
services for
maintenance and prothe care,
care, maintenance,
Place: For
For personal
for the
tection of
Act
tection
of the building, in
in accordance
accordance with
with the
the Classification
Classification Act
of
of 1923, $41,500.
$41,500.
r
arae.
Treasury
garage.
Treasury garage:
garage: For personal
personal services,
Treasury
services, in accordance
accordance with the
e
grg
the
Classification
Act of
of 1923,
1923, $6,100.
$6,100.
Classification Act
Fourteenth
Treasury Department
Department Annex, Fourteenth
Treasury
and B
B Streets
Streets northwest:
and B e ireetSNW.
Fourteenth and
northwest: andexStreets
rh
services, for the
maintenance, and protection
For personal
personal services,
the care, maintenance,
protection of
of
the
accordance with the Classification
Classification Act of 1923,
the building, in accordance
$63,800.
$63,800.
CONTINGENT
TREASURY DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
EXPENSES, TREASURY
OONTINGENT EXPENSES,

Department
continDepartment contin-

gent expenses.

For newspaper
journals, law
direc- Reference
books, etc.
etc
Refeence books,
law books,
books, city
city direcFor
newspaper clippings,
clippings, financial
financial journals,
tories,
and
other
books
of
reference
relating
to
the
business
of
the
tories, and other books of reference relating to the business of the
department, $500.
department,
For freight,
and telephone
telephone service,
service, $10,000.
$10,000. etc. Freight,
Fright, etcFor
freight, expressage,
expressage, telegraph
telegraph and
litril
a
t: District of Co.
For rent
of buildings
in the
District of
of Columbia
the use
lam
Columbia for
for the
use lum
Districtof co
For
rent of
buildings in
the District
of
of the
the Treasury
Treasury Department, $14,650.
For purchase,
purchase, exchange,
exchange, maintenance,
maintenance, and
and repair
repair of
of motor
For
motor trucks.
trucks. Motor vehicles.
maintenance and
repair of
passenger automobile
the
automobile for the
and repair
of one passenger
and maintenance
Secretary of the Treasury, all to be used for official purposes
purposes only,
Secretary
$7,500.
$7,500.
For purchase
file holders
holders and
and file
file cases,
cases, $4,000.
$4,000.
File holderseto.
holders. eta.
Fie
For
purchase of
of file
For
wood, engine
engine oils, and
etc.
For purchase
purchase of
of coal, wood,
and grease,
grease, grate
grate baskets
baskets Fuel,
Fueletc.
and fixtures,
blowers, coal
.coal shovels,
shovels, pokers,
and tongs,
tongs,
and
fixtures, blowers,
coal hods,
hods,.coal
pokers, and
$24,000.
$24,000.
For
electric current
current for
for lighting
lighting and
and power
power purpur- Lightin
Lightn,g, eta.
etc.
For purchase
purchase of
of gas,
gas, electric
poses, gas
gas and
and electric-light
electric-light fixtures,
electric-light wiring
wiring and
and mamaposes,
fixtures, electric-light
terial,
candles, candlesticks,
and tubing,
tubing, gas
droplights and
gas burners,
burners, gas
gas
terial, candles,
candlesticks, droplights
torches, globes, lanterns, and wicks, $24,000.
For
washing and
hemming towels,
awnings and
p a iscellanewS
.
SUPFor washing
and hemming
towels, purchase
purchase of
of awnings
and pmiMbsn-oS
sap
fixtures,
alcohol, benzine, turpentine,
fixtures, window
window shades
shades and fixtures, alcohol,
turpentine,
varnish, baskets, belting, bellows, bowls, brooms, buckets
buckets, brushes,
canvas,
canvas, crash, cloth, chamois skins, cotton
cotton waste,
waste, door and window
fasteners,
fasteners, dusters; flower garden, street, and engine hose; lace
leather,
lye, nails,
powders, stencil
stencil
oils, plants,
plants, picks,
picks, pitchers,
pitchers, powders,
leather, lye,
nails, oils,
plates,
soap, matches,
stamps and
and repairs
repairs of same,
same, spittoons, soap,
matches,
plates, hand stamps
tools,
tacks, traps, thermometers, toilet
toilet paper,
paper, tools,
match safes,
safes, sponges,
sponges, tacks,
wire, zinc, and
and for blacksmithing,
tumblers, wire,
towels, towel racks, tumblers,
repairs of machinery,
machinery, removal
sharpening tools, streetremoval of rubbish, sharpening
car fares not exceeding $300,
$300, advertising
advertising for proposals,
proposals, and for sales
at public
public auction in the District of Columbia of condemned
condemned property
property
auctioneer fees,
belonging
Treasury Department,
belonging to the Treasury
Department, payment of auctioneer
articles, $14,000.
and
absolutely necessary articles,
and purchase
purchase of other absolutely
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Labor-saving
chines, etc.

ma-

Lavborng
s,

ma-

etc.

Carpets,
etc.
apetsetc.

Furniture.
Furniture.

Operating expenses.
Madison Place An-

MadisonPlA-

Dn.

n-

Annex, Fourteenth
Annex,
Furteenth
and
B Streets
NW.

Darby
Building.
Darby Buiding.
Designated Treasury
DetaT-ssy
buildings
transferred to
care,
etc., of Superinienec.,
tendent of State, etc.,
etc.
Department Buildings.

D ep

of supeintste,

etc.

Appropriations, etc.,
in connection
therewith to be transferred.

in connection therte
with to be tnsfeed.

Stationery.

tat

.

General Supply
General
Sunpply Com-

mittee.

Personal services.
Personal
services.
Salaries and expenses,
transferring
sttarmagneflup-office supplies
departments,
plie
etc.

SEss. I.
SEss.I.

CH.
CH. 84.
84.

1924.
1924.

For purchase
purchase of labor-saving
labor-saving machines
machines and
and supplies
for same,
same,
supplies for
including the purchase and exchange
exchange of registering accountants,
accountants,
numbering
numbering machines,
other machines
similar character.
machines, and
and other
machines of
of a
a similar
character.
including
time stamps
date of
of official
official mail
m ail'
including time
stamps for
for stamping
stamping date
of receipt
receipt of
and
and repairs
repairs thereto,
and purchase
purchase of
for
and telegrams, and
thereto, and
of supplies
supplies for
photographic
photographic copying
copying machines,
machines, $20,000.
$20,000.
For purchase
purchase of carpets, carpet border
border and lining, linoleum, mats,
mats,
rugs, matting, and
for cleaning,
making, laylayand repairs,
repairs, and
and for
cleaning, cutting,
cutting, making,
ing,
relaying of
the same,
by contract,
$500.
ing, and relaying
of the
same, by
contract, $500.
For
chair cane,
cane, chair
For purchase
purchase of boxes, book rests, chairs,
chairs, chair
chair covers,
covers,
desks,
cloth for
for covering
covering desks,
desks, cushions,
cushions, leather
leather
desks, bookcases,
bookcases, clocks,
clocks, cloth
for covering chairs and sofas, locks, lumber, screens,
screens, tables,
tables, typetypewriters,
including the
the exchange
same, wardrobe
cabinets, washwashwriters, including
exchange of
of same,
wardrobe cabinets,
stands,
and stands,
and for
for replacing
other wo
rn an
stands, water
water coolers
coolers and
stands, and
replacing other
worn
andd
unserviceable
articles, $4,500.
$4,500.
unserviceable articles,
For operating
of the
Treasury Department
NumFor
operating expenses
expenses of
the Treasury
Department Annex
Annex Num1 (Pennsylvania
(Pennsylvania Avenue
bered 1
Avenue and
and Madison
Place), including
including fuel,
fuel,
Madison Place),
electric current, ice,
ice, ash
items, $13,500.
$13,500.
ash removal,
removal, and
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous items,
For operating
expenses of
of Treasury
Department Annex
Annex NumNumFor
operating expenses
Treasury Department
bered
bered 2
2 (Fourteenth and B
B Streets
Streets northwest):
northwest) :For
heating, elecelecFor heating,
tric current, .electrical
electrical equipment,
equipment, ice, removal
and mismisremoval of
of trash,
trash, and
cellaneous
$32,000.
cellaneous expenses,
expenses, $32,000.
Darby Building:
Darby
Building: For
For heating,
heating, electric
electric current,
current, electrical
electrical equipequipment, ice,
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous items,
ment,
ice, and
items, $4,000.
$4,000.
On
and after
after July
July 1,
1924, the
Superintendent of
the State,
War,
On and
1, 1924,
the Superintendent
of the
State, War,
and
Department Buildings
shall be
the care,
care,
and Navy
Navy Department
Buildings shall
be responsible
responsible for
for the
maintenance, and
of the
the buildings
buildings known
known as
as Treasury
Treasury
maintenance,
and protection
protection of
Department Annex
Department
Numbered 2,
2, located
located at
at Fourteenth
Fourteenth and
and B
Streets
Annex Numbered
B Streets
northwest,
northwest, the Winder Building,
Building., located
located at
Seventeenth and
and F
F
at Seventeenth
Streets northwest, and the Cox Building, located
located at
New York
at 1709
1709 New
York
Avenue
Avenue northwest, all in the city of Washington,
Washington, District
ColumDistrict of
of Columbia, including
the furnishing
furnishing of
heat, gas,
gas, and
electricity therein;
therein;
bia,
including the
of heat,
and electricity
and
any funds
funds appropriated
all machinery,
machinery,
and any
appropriated therefor,
therefor, together
together with
with all
tools, equipment,
equipment, and supplies
connection theretools,
supplies used, or for use, in connection
with, shall be transferred
transferred on July 1,
from the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the
1, 1924,
1924, from
Treasury
Treasury to
Superintemlent of
of the
the State,
State, War,
War, and
Navy
to the
the Superinten-lent
and Navy
Department
Buildings.
Department Buildings.
tationertationeryationery,
and index
Stationery:
For stationery, including
including tags, labels,
labels, and
index
cards,
for the
the Treasury
Treasury DeDecards, printed
printed in
in the
the course
course of
of manufacture
manufacture for
partment
its several
several bureaus
bureaus and
and offices,
partment and
and its
offices, $350,000.
$350,000.
GENERAL
SUPPLY COMIITTEE.
COMMITTEE.
GENERAL SUPPLY

Salaries: For
personal services
in the
District of Columbia in
Salaries:
For personal
services in
the District
in

accordance with
with "The
"The Classification
Classification Act
Act of
1923,"" $39,780.
$39,780.
accordance
of 1923

For
salaries of
of employees,
equipment, fuel,
fuel, light,
For salaries
employees, office
office equipment,
light, electric
electric
for departments, current,
other
current, telephone
telephone service, maintenance
maintenance of motor trucks,
trucks, and
and other
necessary expenses
carrying into effect
necessary
expenses for carrying;
effect the Executive
Executive order
order of
of
December 3, 1918,
December
1918, regulating
the transfer
regulating the
transfer of
of office
office materials,
materials, supsupplies, and equipment in
of Columbia
falling into
into disuse
disuse
in the
the District
District of
Columbia falling
Provisos.
the cessation
war activities,
activities, $115,840:
Provided, That
That
Pro continued
ntinu to
because of
of the
cessation of
of war
$115,840: Provided,
Service
to because
30, 1825.
June 30,1925.
the
said Executive order shall continue in
effect until
the said
in effect
until June
June 30,
1925,
30, 1925,
without modification,
modification, except that the
shall be
be the
the curcurthe price
price charged shall
rent market value
issue, less
less a
a discount
discount for
for usage,
usage, but
in
value at
at time
time of
of issue,
but in
no instance
instance shall the discount
discount be more than 25 per centum, and that
that
the proceeds
proceeds from the transfer
transfer of appropriations
appropriations thereunder
thereunder shall
be covered into the Treasury as miscellaneous
miscellaneous receipts:
Provided
receipts:
Provided
Cooperation of defurther, That
That the
depar t
men t
s and
and independindependCooperation etc.,
of dethe heads
heads of
of the
the executive
executive departments
partments,
in further
transfers,
trsta etc.
etc.
ent establishments
establishments and the Commissioners
ent
Commissioners of the District of ColumSecretary of the Treasury
bia shall cooperate
cooperate with the Secretary
Treasury in
in connection
connection
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1924.
1924.

with the
and delivery
equipment
and equipment
supplies, and
delivery of material, supplies,
storage and
with
the storage
transferred under
foregoing order
and for
for effecting
effecting the transfer
order and
under the
the foregoing
transferred
or disposition
surplus and
supplies:
or supplies:
waste material
material or
and waste
other surplus
of other
or
disposition of

'Use of unfit typeof unfit typeProvided further,
further, That
typewriters and
and computing
computing machines
machines trans- wre
That typewriters
Provided
writers, etc., for exchanges.
changes.
such
ferred
to
the
General
Supply
Committee
as
surplus,
where
such
ferred to the General Supply Committee as surplus, where

machines have become
further use, may, in the discretion
discretion
become unfit for further
machines
of the
Secretary of
the Treasury,
Treasury, be
issued to other
Government
other Government
be issued
of the
the Secretary
of
the
departments and
establishments at
prices quoted
quoted in the
exchange prices
at exchange
and establishments
departments

current general
supplies or
or sold
sold commercially.
Repairs to
commercially.
of supplies
general schedule
schedule of
current
Repairs
to typewrittypewritSupply commitCommitRepairs
to typewriting
typewriting machines
(except bookkeeping
bookkeeping and
billing ers by Supply
and billing
machines (except
Repairs to
tee.

machines) in
in the
Government service
Columbia tee.
District of Columbia
in the
the District
service in
the Government
machines)
may be
be made
made at
cost b
;
the
General
Supply
Committee,
payment
payment
Committee,
Supply
the
General
b.
at cost
may
7
therefor to
to be
be effected
transfer and
counter warrant,
charging
warrant, charging
and counter
by transfer
effected by
therefor
the proper
appropriation ""General
General
the appropriation
crediting the
and crediting
appropriation and
proper appropriation
the
Supply
Committee, Transfer
of Office
Office Material,
Supplies, and
Material, Supplies,
Transfer of
Supply Committee,
Ec
uipment."
Equipment."
Typewriting

by this or any other Act
No
any money
money appropriated
appropriated by
of any
part of
No part
shall be
during the
the fiscal
fiscal year
the purchase
of any
any
purchase of
for the
1925 for
year 1925
be used
used during
shall
standard
except bookkeeping
bookkeeping and
and billing
billing
machines, except
typewriting machines,
standard typewriting
machines, at
excess of
the following
models with
for models
following for
of the
in excess
a price
price in
at a
machines,
carriages which
will accommodate
following widths,
of the following
accommodate paper of
which will
carriages
to wit:
wit: Ten
(correspondence models)
models), $70; twelve
twelve inches.
inches, $75;
$75;
inches (correspondence
Ten inches
to
fourteen inches,
inches,
eighteen inches,
$82.50; eighteen
inches, $82.50;
sixteen inches,
$77.50; sixteen
inches, $77.50;
fourteen
$87.50; twenty
inches, $94;
twenty-four
inches, $95; twenty-four
$94; twenty-two inches,
twenty inches,
$87.50;
inches,
$97.50; twenty-six
twenty-six inches,
$103.50; twenty-eight
$104;
inches, $104;
twenty-eight inches,
inches, $103.50;
inches, $97.50;
thirty inches,
thirty-two inches, $107.50.
$105; thirty-two
inches, $105;
thirty
the fiscal year
All
machines during
during the
typewriting machines
of typewriting
purchases of
All purchases
1925 by
by executive
independent establishments
for
establishments for
and independent
departments and
executive departments
1925
use
the District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia or
or in
in the
the field,
field, except as hereinafter
hereinafter
in the
use in
provided,
shall be
surplus machines
stock
in the
the stock
machines in
the surplus
from the
be made
made from
provided, shall
of the General
General Supply Committee. The War Department
Department shall
furnish
the General
General Supply
Committee, immediately
immediately upon
the apapupon the
Supply Committee,
furnish the
proval
of this
this Act,
Act, a
complete inventory
various makes,
of the
the various
inventory of
a complete
proval of
models,
and classes
of typewriters
in its
its possession,
possession, the
condition of
the condition
typewriters in
classes of
models, and
such
point of storage, and shall turn over to
the point
and the
machines, and
such machines,
the
General Supply
Supply Committee
typewriting machines
machines in such
such typewriting
Committee such
the General
quantities
the Secretary
Secretary of the
Treasury from time to time
the Treasury
as the
quantities as
may
call for
by specific
requisition for
to the
the various
various services
services
for sale
sale to
specific requisition
may call
for by
of
the Government.
the General
Supply Committee
is unable
unable
Committee is
General Supply
If the
Government. If
of the
to
furnish serviceable
machines to
service of the GovernGovernsuch service
to any such
serviceable machines
to furnish
ment, it
it shall
shall furnish
furnish unserviceable
machines at
exchange
current exchange
at current
unserviceable machines
ment,
machines shall then be applied by the service
prices, and such machines
of
the Government
receiving them
payment for new mapart payment
as part
them as
Government receiving
of the
chines
commercial sources
sources in
accordance with
prices fixed
chines from
from commercial
in accordance
with the
the prices
fixed
typewriting machines
in
the preceding
paragraph. And
And in
in selling
machines
selling typewriting
preceding paragraph.
in the
accept
to the
the various
Committee may accept
General Supply Committee
services the General
various services
to
thereon
an equal
equal number
number of
payment thereon
unserviceable machines as part payment
of unserviceable
an
of
at the
exchange prices quoted
quoted in the current general schedule of
the exchange
at
supplies.
supplies.
AND DEPOSITS.
OFFICE OF
COMMISSIONER OF
or ACCOUNTS
ACCOUNTS AND
DEPOSITS.
OF COMMISSIONER
OFFICE

For
of Accounts
Accounts and
personal
other personal
and other
Deposits and
and Deposits
Commissioner of
For Commissioner
services in
of Columbia,
Columbia, in
in accordance
with "The
"The
accordance with
District of
the District
in the
services
Classification
1923," $18,180.
Classification Act of 1923,"
DIVISION OF
or BOOKKEEPING
BOOKICFEPING AND
WARRANTS.
AND WARRANTS.
DIVISION

mamacheswriting
chines.
Prices of stand.d
Prices of standard
of
stabedda
mhies
machines established
for
1925.
forl925.

All purchases
purchases to
to be
be
oll
from surplus
surplus stock
stock of
of
from
Committee.

Committee.

Immediate
inveninvetormediat
tory, etc.,
Deof War
War Detory,
etc., of
partment
stock
to be
be
to
s
fpsiart
furnished.

Urable
unserviceable

ma-

ma-

exchines allowed
allowed for ex
change.
ch
ange.

part

Acceptance
Acceptance in
in part
payment.

payment.

Accounts and
Accounts
posits Offce.
posits
Office.

IeDe-

and
Commissioner, and
Comifssioner,
office personnel.
personnel.

Bookkeeping
and
Dinon.
WBrrnts Division.
Warrants

ivisind
the oChiefeof
For the
the chief
division, and
in the
Chief
of .
services in
personal services
other personal
and other
the division,
of the
chief of
For
o
personnel
Classification Act
"The Classification
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, in
in accordance
with "The
Act
"
accordance with
District
divisi°11 and

of
$166,160.
of 1923,"
1923," $166,160.
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1924.
1924.

Contingent
expenses,
Contingent expenses,
contingent expenses
expenses
Contingent expenses, public moneys: For contingent
public moneys.
the requirements
requirements of
section 3653
of the
the Revised
Statutes, for
for
Revised Statutes,
R. S., sec. 3653, p. 71
719.
of section
3653 of
under the
PUR.s.,mCmsp.
9. under

the
transfer, and
and disbursement
the public
of the
disbursement of
safe-keeping, transfer,
the collection,
collection, safe-keeping,
money,
transportation of
of the
other securities
securities of
notes, bonds, and
and other
of notes,
money, transportation
United States,
States, salaries
of special
agents, actual
exactual expenses of exsalaries of
special agents,
United
aminers
on
accounts, and money on
examine the
the books, accounts,
detailed to examine
aminers detailed
hand at
at the
depositories, including
including national banks acting
acting
the several
several depositories,
hand
n.s.,sec.3649,p.ns. as
depositaries under
under the
of section
section 3649
of the
the Re3649 of
the requirements
requirements of
as depositaries
R.s,sec.3649,p.n8.
vised Statutes, also including examinations
accounts at
at
examinations of cash accounts
mints and cost of insurance on shipments
shipments of money by registered
mail when necessary, $160,000.
$160,000.
of gold Recoinage
Reconage of
gold coins:
Recolnage
Recoinage of gold
uncurrent gold coins
coins: For
For recoinage
recoinage of
of uncurrent
coins.
coins.
in the Treasury,
Treasury, to be expended under the direction
direction of the SecreR. S., sec. 3512, p. 696. tary of the Treasury,
Treasury, as
as required
required by
by section
section 3512
of the
R.S.,sec3512.
3512 of
the Revised
Revised
Statutes,
$3,000.
Statutes, $3,000.
oofminor
mi
Recoinage
Recoinage
Recoinage of
Recoinage of minor coins: To enable the
Treasury
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the Treasury
COMB. c o i n
.
to continue
continue the recoinage of worn
worn and
and uncurrent minor coins of the
the
hereafter received,
received, and to
United States now in the Treasury or hereafter
reimburse
reimburse the Treasurer
Treasurer of the United States for the difference
between the nominal or face value of such coins and the amount
amount
the same will nroduce
$10,000.
produce in new coin, $10,000.
Deposits Division.
Division.
Deposits
Chief of division and

office
pdionand
office personnel.

Public
Service.
Public Debt
Debt Service.

DIVIION
DIVISION OF DEPOSITS.
DEPOSITS.

Salaries: For
of the
the division
other personal
services
personal services
chief of
division and
and other
Salaries:
For the
the chief

in the District
Columbia, in accordance
accordance with the Classification
District of Columbia,
Classification
$17,780.
Act of 1923, $17,780.
PUBI
DEBT SERVICE.
rLenic
DEBT SERVICE.

Office personnel and
peronnel and
other expenses.

necessary expenses connected with the administration of any
any
For necessary
public
issues and
United States
States paper
paper currency
currency issues with
with
public debt
debt issues
and United
which the Secretary of the Treasury is charged, including rent
rent
in the District
Columbia, and including
the Commissioner
District of
of Columbia,
including the
Commissioner of
of
the Public Debt and other personal services in the District of
Columbia
Classification Act
Act of
of 1923,
Columbia in
in accordance
accordance with
with the
the Classification
1923,
Proviso.
$3,416,000: Provided,
That the
the indefinite
appropriation "
" Expenses
Expenses
indefinite appropriation
Provided, That
Indefinite appropriaappropria- $3,416,000:
Indeiite
tion discontinued.
of
Loans," Act
Act of
of September
September 24,
as amended
amended and
and extended,
extended,
of Loans,"
24, 1917,
1917, as
Vol.
d4,
p.292
Vol.
40, p.
292
shall not be used during the fiscal year 1925 to supplement the
the
appropriation herein made for the current work of the Public
appropriation
Debt Service.
Expenses under specn51E Uwe.
~.eundderPv
For expenses
imposed
expenses incident to the discharge of the duties imposed
ified
Vol. 41, p. 456.
upon
the
Secretary
of
the
Treasury
by
the
Transportation
Act,
1920,
41'i;
vol
vol.
upon
the
Secretary
of
the
Treasury
by
the
Transportation
Act,
1920,
Vol. 40, p. 451; Vol.
41, pp.3s,1145.
pp. 360, 1145.
4,
the Federal
Federal Control Act, approved
approved March 21, 1918, as amended,
amended,
28 and for expenses arising in connection
connection with loans and credits to
Vol. 40, pp. 35, 288,
foreign
the Liberty
Liberty Loan
Acts and
and the
Vic504,
1312.
foreign governments
governments under
under the
Loan Acts
the Vics, 844,
8i4. 1312.
tory Liberty
Liberty Loan Act and in connection
granted
connection with credits granted
Vol.
41, p..
p. 548.
Vol. 41,
or conditions entered
entered into under the Acts providing for
relief
for the
the relief
Vol. 41, p.949.
p. 949.
Vol.41,
of populations
populations in Europe and contiguous
contiguous countries, and in connection with credits granted or conditions entered
entered into under the
providing for the sale of surplus war material, including perAct providing
sonal services in the District of Columbia,
Columbia, $9,100.
$9,100.
Distinctive
paper for
ctive paper
D
for
Distinctive
paper for
securities: For
distinctive
Distinctive paper
for United
United States
States securities:
For distinctive
secunnes.
quantities
authorpaper f
or Un it ed Stat
es currency, nat i
ona l-b ank currency, and Fedeantities
author- paper
for
United States
currency, national-bank
currency, and Fed-

otffie

Irma.

Personal services,

eral reserve
reserve bank currency, not exceeding
exceeding 157,500,000
157,500,000 sheets, including transportation
transportation of paper, travelin
traveling,
mill,
necessary
g ,m
ill, and
an d other
oth er necessary
expenses, and salaries of employees
employees and expense of officer detailed
detailed
from the Treasury Department, $50
$50 per month when actually
actually on
on
$1,095,000.
duty; in all, $1,095,000.
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Temporary employemploy
During such
such period
period as
as it
it may
may be
to operate more than eesTemporary
necessary to
be necessary
During
for increased
production.
duction.
of
one
mill
for
the
manufacture
of
distinctive
paper,
the
Secretary
of
Secretary
the
paper,
distinctive
of
one mill for the manufacture
the
employ temporarily
as
employees as
such employees
temporarily such
to employ
authorized to
is authorized
Treasury is
the Treasury
may
rates of
of pay
pay corresponding
corresponding to
the
of the
those of
to those
at rates
necessary at
be necessary
may be
regular employees,
compensation of
such temporary
employees
temporary employees
of such
the compensation
employees, the
regular
to
be aacharge
charge against
the appropriation
appropriation available
for the distinctive
available for
against the
to be
paper
then manufactured.
manufactured.
paper then
WORLD
FOREIGN DEBT COMMISSION.
COMMISSION.
WORLD WAR FOREIGN

For
expenses of
of the
the World
Foreign Debt
Commission, ininDebt Commission,
War Foreign
World War
For expenses
cluding personal
District of
of Columbia,
printing
and printing
Columbia, and
the District
in the
services in
personal services
eluding
and binding,
$5,000.
binding, $5,000.
and
DIVISION OF APPOINTMENTS.
APPOINTMENTS.
DIVISION

Foreign Debt ComForeign
mission.
mission.

Expense

vfeT.

s.
33.
p
s1363.

Appointments Division.
sion.
division and
Chief of division

office personnel.
personnel.
services office
Salaries:
the chief
chief of
the division,
division, and
other personal
personal services
and other
of the
For the
Salaries: For
in
District of
accordance with
"The Classification
Classification
with "The
in accordance
Columbia in
of Columbia
the District
in the
Act
1923," $64,580.
$64,580.
of 1923,"
Act of
DIVISION OF PRINTING.
PRINTING.
DIVISION

Printing Division.
Division.
Printing
Chief of
of division
division and
and
Chief

office personnel.
services office
Salaries:
For the
the chief
chief of
of the
the division,
division, and
other personal
personal services
and other
Salaries: For
in
the
District
of
Columbia
in
accordance
with
"
The
Classification
Classification
"The
with
accordance
in
Columbia
of
in the District
Act
of 1923,"
1923,." $58,000.
Act of
Printing and bindPrinting
Treasury Department, including ing.
For
printing and
ing.
and binding for the Treasury
For printing
all of
of its
offices, institutions,
located in Washinstitutions, and services located
bureaus, offices.
its bureaus,
all
Work excluded.
ington, District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, and
including work Work
not including
elsewhere, not
and elsewhere,
ington,
p.1270.
1270.
Vol. 40, p.
the
by
authorized
bindery
done
at
the
New
York
customhouse
authorized
Joint
customhouse
done at the New York
Committee
Printing in accordance
accordance with the Act of March 1,
on Printing
Committee on
1919,
1919, $850,000.
Postage.
addressed to Postal Union
For postage
prepay matter addressed
to prepay
required to
postage required
For
countries, and
postage for
for the
the Treasury
Treasury Department,
$1 :000.
Department, $1,000.
for postage
and for
countries,
Bookbinding.
Bookbinding.
For
the use of the bookbinder
bookbinder located in the
for the
materials for
For materials
Treasury Department,
Department, $250.
$250.
Treasury
DIVISION
MAIL AND
AND FILES.
DIVISION OF MAIL

Mail and Files Division.
Chief of division
division and

offiopeironwnl.
Salaries:
the division,
division, and
services office
personnel.
personal services
other personal
and other
of the
chief of
the chief
For the
Salaries: For
in
the District
of Columbia
accordance with "The
"The Classification
in accordance
Columbia in
District of
in the
Act
$19,960.
Act of 1923," $19,960.
OFFICE
DISBURSING CLERK.
CLERK.
OFFICE OF DISBURSING

rSo
oDbmc
Salaries: For
disbursing clerk
clerk and
services in offioe
personnel.
personal services
other personal
and other
the disbursing
For the
Salaries:
accordance with "The
the District
District of
Columbia, in
"The Classification
Classification
in accordance
of Columbia,
the

Disbursing clerk ami

Act of
of 1923,"
$52,960.
1923," $52,960.
Act

CUSTOMS SERVICE.
SERVICE.
CUSTOMS

service.
Cutoms
Customs service.
Personal services in

Dviion.
of customs
Division of
personal services
in the
District of
c:snto c
i
l
is
nabi
s
v
e
lgtice
i
.
s
the District
services in
For personal
Customs: For
of Customs:
Division

Classification Act of 1923,"
Columbia
accordance with
"The Classification
with "The
in accordance
Columbia in
$64,000.
csoms
Colecting
Collecting customs
$64,000.
reVelltle.
customs, and for the detection revenue.
For
collecting the
the revenue
revenue from
from customs,
For collecting
and
customs revenue,
revenue, including not
frauds upon the customs
prevention of frauds
and prevention
passenger-carrying
to
exceed
$15,000
for
the
hire
of
motor-propelled,
passenger-carrying
motor-propelled,
of
hire
the
for
$15,000
exceed
to
vehicles
of which
such amount
may be
be necessary
necessary Reted
Retired I
.as may
amount as
which such
$13,680,140, of
vehicles, $13,680,140,
shall
be available
for salaries
salaries of
appraisers retired under iraiss.
praisers.
of general
general appraisers
available for
shall be
VsnItp9t
the provisions
provisions of
of section
1922, and $33,820
$33,820 v
agrarte Dn.
i.
Tariff Act of 1922,
of the Tariff
518 of
section 518
the
t kL shall be
be available
for personal
personal services
in the District of Columbia Wet
'
services in
available for
shall
in addition
otherwise authorized
authorized by law.
amounts otherwise
addition to the amounts
in
ap.
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Automatic scales.
Antomatcscaies.

Comiensationinlieue

of Cmn
ieties
Pensatim in lien
mo.

1924.

Scales for customs
of
customs service: For construction
construction and installation
installation of
special
automatic and
and recording
weighing merchandise,
special automatic
recording scales
scales for
for weighing
merchandise,
and
so forth,
in connection
with imports
at the
the various
various ports
ports of
of
and so
forth, in
connection with
imports at
entry
under direction
direction of
the Secretary
of the
entry under
of the
Secretary of
the Treasury,
Treasury, $100,000.
$100,000.
Compensation
Compensation in lieu of moieties:
moieties: For compensation
compensation in lieu of
of
moieties
in certain
cases under
the customs
moieties in
certain cases
under the
customs laws,
laws, $30,000.
$30,000.

Budget Bureau.
Budget
Director,

C. 84.
Cu.

BUREAU OF 1H2,
THE BUDGET.
BUDGET.

Assistant,

Director, $10,000;
Assistant Director,
Director, $7,500;
$7,500; for
for all
all other
other necnecDirector,
$10,000; Assistant
essary
of the
the bureau,
including compensation
of attorattoressary expenses
expenses of
bureau, including
compensation of
neys
and other
District of
Columbia, telegrams,
telegrams,
neys and
other employees
employees in
in the
the District
of Columbia,
telephone
law books,
of reference,
periodicals, stationstationtelephone service,
service, law
books, books
books of
reference, periodicals,
ery,
furniture, office
equipment, other
supplies, traveling
traveling expenses,
expenses,
ery, furniture,
office equipment,
other supplies,
street
car fares,
fares, per
of subsistence
subsistence not
not exceeding
exceeding $4
for
street car
per diem
diem in
in lieu
lieu of
$4 for
officers
absent from
the seat
seat of
of government
officers and employees
employees while absent
from the
government on
on
official
all, $160,010.
$160,010.
official duty,
duty, $142,510,
$142,510, in
in all,
Printing
and binding.
Printingandbinding.
For printing
printing and binding, $25,000.

assistant,
Director and
personnel,
other
personnel,
expenses.
expenses.

Federal Farm
Farm Loan
Loan
Bureau.
Bureau.

FEDERAL
LOAN BUREAU.
BUREAU.
FEDERAL FARM
FARM LOAN

For six members
Salaries: For
members of the board,
board, at $10,000
$10,000 each; for
for perpersonal services
services in the District of Columbia in accordance
with "The
"The
accordance with
Classification
Classification Act of 1923,"
1923," and for personal
personal services
field,
services in the
the field,
$137,000;
in all,
assessments upon
upon Federal
Federal
$137,000; in
all, $197,000,
$197,000, payable
payable from
from assessments
and joint-stock
joint-stock land
land banks;
banks;
Reviewing appealsFor
reviewing appraisers
at not
not to
to exceed
exceed $5,000
$5,000
appraisers at
For salaries
salaries of
of four
four reviewing
appras
ersevtieg
era
etc.
.42, p.
p. 776.
vol.,
776
each per annum,
traveling expenses
reviewing apannum, and the traveling
expenses of such reviewing
praisers, $15,000,
in all,
all, $35,000,
$35,000, payable
payable from
upon
praisers,
$15,000, in
from assessments
assessments upon
Federal and
land banks;
Federal
and joint
joint stock
stock land
banks;
Contingent expenses.
Contngent exses.
For traveling
traveling expenses
expenses of
of the
the board
board and
and its
its officers
officers
of the members
members of
and employees;
per diem
diem in
in lieu
of subsistence,
not exceeding
exceeding $4;
$4; and
and
and
employees; per
lieu of
subsistence, not
contingent
contingent and
and miscellaneous
expenses, including
books of
of reference
miscellaneous expenses,
including books
reference
and maps,
exclusive of
of stationery
and printing
binding;
and
maps, and
and exclusive
stationery and
printing and
and binding;
Examinations.
Examinations
and for the examination of National
National Farm Loan Associations,
inAssociations, including personal services
services and
and traveling
traveling expenses;
expenses; $122,040,
$122,040, payable
Provisos.
Prnion.
from assessments
assessments upon Federal and
and joint-stock
land banks:
banks: ProProjoint-stock land
Pay restriction.
Payrestton
vided, That no person shall
shall be
employed hereunder
hereunder at
rate of
be employed
at aa rate
of

Members
the
Members of
of the
board, office personnel,
pae,
etc.

.o
tcd

lee

ClerksintheDistrict. compensation
compensation exceeding
exceeding $2,500 per annum: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
That
$2,500
be expended
for clerk
clerk hire
hire in
in the
the District
$2,500 of this
this sum
sum may
may be
expended for
District
of
Columbia;
of Columbia;
In
Farm Loan
Loan Bureau,
In all, Federal
Federal Farm
Bureau, $354,040.
$354,040.

Clerks in the District.

Treasuer's
Treasurer's Office.

TIIE UNITED
UNITED STATES.
STATES.
OFFICE OF TREASURER
TREASURER OF THE

Treasurer, and office
office
Treasurer,
personnel.

Salaries: For Treasurer
Salaries:
States, $8,000;
$8,000; for
for personal
personal
Treasurer of
of the
the United
United States,
services in
in the
District of
of Columbia
in accordance
accordance with
with the
"The
services
the District
Columbia in
the "The
Classification Act
Act of
$1,084,000; in
in all,
all, $1,092,000.
Classification
of 1923,"
1923," $1,084,000;
$1,092,000.
For personal
the District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, in
accordance
For
personal services
services in
in the
in accordance
with
"The Classification
Act of
1923," in
in redeeming
rewith "The
Classification Act
of 1923,"
redeeming Federal
Federal reserve
national currency,
currency, $450,000,
$450,000, to
to be
reimbursed by
by the
the
serve and
and national
be reimbursed
Federal
reserve and national
Federal reserve
national banks.
banks.
For repairs to canceling and
in the
the office
office of
of
and cutting machines
machines in
the Treasurer
Treasurer of
States, $200.
the
of the
the United
United States,
$200.

Redemption of
of FedRedemption
and naeral reserve
reserve and
tional currency.
Personal services.
services.
Canceling machines.

Office of Comptroller
Comptroller
Office
of the Currency.
of
Currency.

Comptroller,
and ofofComptroller, and
lice personnel.
personnel.
Sice

OFFICE

THE CURRENCY.
OF THE COMPTROLLER
COMPTROLLER OF TIE
CURRENCY.

Salaries:
the Currency,
$5,000; for
for personal
personal servservSalaries: Comptroller
Comptroller of
of the
Currency, $5,000;
ices in the District of Columbia,
Columbia, in accordance
accordance with
"The Classifiwith "The
cation
1923," $233,520;
in all,
$238,520.
cation Act
Act of
of 1923,"
$233,520; in
all, $238,520.
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1924.

es er v and
Federal rreserve
in the
District of
For personal services
services in
the District
of Columbia,
Columbia, in
in accordance
accordance national
Federal
currency.e and

with ""The Classification
Classification Act of 1923,"
1923," in connection
connection with Federal
Personal servces.
services.
Federal Personal
reserve
reserve and national currency,
currency, $76,650, to be reimbursed
reimbursed by the
Federal reserve
and national
national banks.
banks.
Federal
reserve and
Special examinations.
plates, Specialexamlnations.
For special examinations
examinations of national
national banks and bank plates,
keeping
keeping macerator
macerator in Treasury
Treasury Building in repair,
repair, and for
for other
other
incidental expenses
expenses attending the working
working of the
the macerator,
macerator, and
and
for procuring
procuring information relative to
to banks
banks other than national,
national,
$2,000.
$2,000.

INTERNAL
INTERNAL REVENUE
REVENUE SERVICE.
SERVICE.

Internal Revenue
Internal
Revenue

Service.
Service.

Commissioner,
Commissioner, and
and
Office
commissioner: Commissioner
office personnel.
personnel.
Office of commissioner:
Commissioner of Internal Revenue,
Revenue, office
$10,000;
$10,000; for the assistant to the commissioner
commissioner,:,five deputy commissioners, and other personal
personal services
services in the District
of Columbia,
Columbia,
District of
in accordance with "The
"The Classification
Classification Act
Act of
of 1923,"
1923," $825,120;
$825,120;
in all, $835,120.

For one stamp
stamp agent,
agent, $1,600,
For
$1,600, to
the stamp
to be
be reimbursed
reimbursed by
by the
stamp manumanu-

Stamp agent.
agent.
stamp

facturers.
0 rs, gaugers,
Collectors,
gau gers,
For salaries
collectors of internal revenue,
revenue, dep- storekeepers,
salaries and expenses of collectors
cotrol
etc.
uty collectors, gaugers, storekeepers,
storekeepers, and storekeeper-gaugers,
storekeeper-gaugers,
clerks, messengers,
internal-revenue offices,
messengers, and janitors
janitors in internal-revenue
offices, rent of
of
offices outside of the District of Columbia, telephone
telephone service, injuries to horses not exceeding
exceeding $250 for
or killed,
killed,
for any horse crippled
crippled or
expenses of seizure and sale, and other necessary
necessary miscellaneous exPi:seism
penses in
in collecting
collecting internal-revenue
internal-revenue taxes, $3,900000:
$3,900,000: Provided,
Provided, Distilled
Pd spirits
spirits may
may

wareThat
for purpose
That for
purpose of
of concentration,
concentration, upon
upon the
initiation of
the be
the initiation
of the
be removed
removed to
to wrehouse for bottlin
g in
Commissioner
prescribed bond.
o fon.bottling n
Commissioner of Internal
Internal Revenue and under regulations
regulations prescribed

by him, distilled spirits may be removed
removed from any
any internal-revenue
internal-revenue
bonded warehouse
warehouse to
bottled
to any
any other such
such warehouse,
warehouse, and
and may
may be
be bottled
in bond
bond in any such warehouse
warehouse before or after payment of the
the
tax, and the commissioner
commissioner shall
prescribe the
and penal
penal sums
shall prescribe
the form
form and
sums
of bond covering distilled spirits in internal-revenue
internal-revenue bonded warehouses, and in transit between such warehouses:
warehouses: Provided
Provided further,
further, Witness
fees.
itnesstees.
be used
used in
the exexThat no
no part
part of this
this amount
amount shall be
in defraying
defraying the
penses
penses of any officer,
officer, designated
designated above, subpcenaed
subpoenaed by
by the
the United
United
States court to attend any trial before
States
before a
a United
United States court
court or
or
preliminary
examination before any United States commissioner,
preliminary examination
commissioner,
p. 221.
which
expenses shall be paid from the appropriation
which expenses
appropriation for "Fees
"Fees of Post,.P-221.
witnesses, United
United States
courts."
witnesses,
States courts."

o
Assessing,
For expenses of assessing
etc.,
ta~e. collecting,
assessing and collecting the internal-revenue
internal-revenue etc.,
taxes.
Expenses
taxes, including the employment
employment of the necessary
necessary officers,
officers, attorneys, Expenses
experts,
accountants, inspectors,
experts, agents, accountants,
inspectors, deputy collectors,
collectors, clerks,
clerks,
janitors, and messengers
messengers in the District
and the
District of
of Columbia
Columbia and
the sevseveral collection
collection districts, to be appointed
law, teleteleappointed as
as provided
provided by law,
graph and telephone
telephone service, rental of quarters outside the District
District
of Columbia, postage, freight, express,
express, and
and other
other necessary
necessary miscelmiscellaneous expenses, and
equipment, furand the purchase
purchase of such supplies,
supplies, equipment,
furniture, mechanical
mechanical devices, law books and books of reference,
reference, and
and
such other articles as may be necessary
necessary for use in
in the District
District of
of
Columbia
Columbia and the several
several collection districts,
districts, $31,735,000:
$31,735,000: Provided.
Provided. Precis*.
"et
etc, violations otfitera
of internal rereThat not more than $100,000
amount appropriated
$100,000 of the total
total amount
appropriated tos
venue laws.
herein
herein may be expended
expended by the Commissioner
Commissioner of Internal
Internal Revenue
Revenue venelaws.
for detecting
detecting and bringing
guilty of
violating the
bringing to trial persons guilty
of violating
the
internal
conniving at
at the
the same,
same, including
internal revenue
revenue laws
laws or
or conniving
including paypayments for
for information
ments
information and
and detection
detection of
of such
such violation.
violation.
Prohibition
Prohibition and
and
Prohibition
and
Acts.
For expenses
to enforce
expenses to
enforce the
the provisions
the National
Prohi- Narcotic
provisions of
of the
National ProhiNarcoticActs.
Enforcement
Enforoement exebition Act and
and the Act entitled "An Act to provide for the regis- penses.
Vol. 44
P. 3°6.
collectors of internal
internal revenue,
tration of, with
with collectors
revenue, and to impose
impose a
a spe- voi
41.p,
p.
a
cial tax upon,
upon, all
who produce,
produce, import,
manufacture, comcomall persons
persons who
import, manufacture,
pound, deal in, dispense, sell, distribute, or
or
or give
give away opium
opium or
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Vol. 38,
Vol.
s

785.
p. 7s.

Vol. 40, p. 1130.
Vol.

Vol. 42, p. 298.

Vol. 42, p. 29.

Provisos.

Nartic Acts eenNarcotic
forcement.
forcement.
Advances to disbursdisb
Advgtesto
ing
agents.

Restriction on payment for storage of
seized goods in
pivate
in private
warehouses.

Restriuton on

y-

zedgoods
areoss.

Refunding
collections.
Vol.
325.
Vol. 35,
35, p.
p. 325.

andins c

Refunding taxes illegally collected. "'
Vol.
1145; Vol.
40, p. 1145;
Vol. 40,
42, p. 314.

gRedcointas
Vol.
p.

42,

314.

Proviso.
Reportto
Report
to Congress.

ongrss.

Coast Guard.
Office
personnel.
Office personnel
Port, p. 105.

Port, p. 105

services
Technial services.
Technical

Po, p. 7.

Post, p. 73.
Proviso.
Proiro.
Limit.
Post, p.1342.

Pot, p.U34.

S
ESS. I.
I. Cn.
CH. 84.
SESS.

1924.
1924.

derivatives, or
preparations, and
for
cocoa leaves, their
their salts,
salts, derivatives,
or preparations,
and for
other purposes," approved
approved December 17, 1914,
1914, as
amended by
by the
as amended
the
Revenue.
Act of
of 1918,
1918, and
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
to amend
amend
the Act
and the
Revenue- Act
an Act entitled 'An
'An Act to prohibit
prohibit the
the importation
importation and use of
of
opium for other than medicinal
approved February
medicinal purposes,'
purposes,' approved
February
9, 1909," as amended
1922, known
as
amended by
by the
the Act
Act of May
May 26, 1922,
known as
"the
Narcotic Drugs
Export Act," including
including the
"the Narcotic
Drugs Import
Import and Export
employment
officers, agents,
agents, inspectors,
inspectors, chemists,
asemployment of
of executive
executive officers,
chemists, assistant chemists,
chemists, supervisors, clerks, and messengers
messengers in the
field
the field
Bureau of Internal
and in the Bureau
Internal Revenue
Revenue in
in the District of Columbia, to be appointed as authorized
of
authorized by
by law;
law; the securing
securing of
evidence of violations of the Acts, and for the purchase of such
such
evidence
supplies, equipment, mechanical
mechanical devices, laboratory
laboratory supplies, books,
and such other expenditures
expenditures as may
may be necessary
necessary in the District of
Columbia and the several
offices, and
rental of
necessary
several field
field offices,
and for
for rental
of necessary
quarters,
$10,629,770: Provided,
That not
of
quarters, $10,629,770:
Provided, That
not to
to exceed
exceed $1,250,000
$1,250,000 of
the foregoing
foregoing sum shall be expended
expended for
for enforcement
enforcement of
the proviproviof the
sions of the said Acts of December
December 17, 1914, and May 26, 1922:
1922:
Provided
further That
to exceed
exceed $50,000
$50,000 of
of the
the total
amount
total amount
not to
That not
Provided further,
appropriated
shaft be
available for
for advances
advances to
to be
be made
made by
special
appropriated shall
be available
by special
disbursing agents when authorized
authorized by the Commissioner
Commissioner of Internal
Internal
Revenue and approved
approved by the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury,
Treasury, the provisions of section 3648 of the Revised Statutes to the contrary notwithstanding:
further, That
no money
herein appropriappropriwithstanding: Provided
Provided further,
That no
money herein
ated for the enforcement
enforcement of
Prohibition Act,
Act, the
of the National
National Prohibition
the cusinternal revenue
toms laws, or internal
revenue laws,
laws shall be used to pay for storage
in any private warehouse
warehouse of intoxicating
intoxicating liquors or
property
or other property
therewith seized
in connection
connection therewith
seized pursuant
pursuant to said Acts and necessary
necessary
to be stored, where there
there is available
available for that purpose space in a
a
warehouse or other
Government warehouse
other suitable
Government property
property in
in
suitable Government
the judicial district wherein
wherein such property was seized, or in an
an
adjacent judicial district, and
seized property
property is
stored
and when
when such
such seized
is stored
jurisdiction over
in the
in an adjacent
adjacent district, the jurisdiction
over such
such property in
the
district
wherein it
it was
seized shall
shall not
not be
be affected
affected thereby.
thereby.
district wherein
was seized
To
the Secretary
Secretary of
money covered
covered
To enable
enable the
of the
the Treasury
Treasury to
to refund
refund money
into the Treasury as internal-revenue
internal-revenue collections, under the proviprovisions
approved May
sions of the Act
Act approved
May 2'4
27, 1908,
1908, $200,000.
$200,000.
For refunding
refunding taxes
taxes illegally
illegally collected
collected under
under the provisions
provisions of
of
sections 3220 and 3689,
of
3689, Revised
Revised Statutes, as amended by the Acts of
February 24, 1919, and November
November 23
23, 1921,
including th
payment of
of
1921 including
thee payment
prior
claims, $12,000,000:
$12,000,000: Provided,
report shall
shall be
be
prior year
year claims,
Provided, That
That aa report
made to Congress
hereunder as required by
Congress of the disbursements
disbursements hereunder
by
the Acts of February
February 24, 1919,
1921.
1919, and November
November 23, 1921.
COAST

ARD.

COAST GUARD.

Office
commandant: For personal services in the District
Office of the commandant:
District
accordance with
"The Classification
Classification Act
Act of
of 1923,"
1923,"
of Columbia in accordance
with "The

$134,705.
$134,705.
The services of skilled draftsmen
draftsmen anci
ana sucn other technical services
services
Secretary of the
may deem
necessary, may
may be
be emas the
the Secretary
the Treasury
Treasury may
deem necessary,
employed only in the office
office of the Coast Guard in connection
connection with
with the
the
construction
of Coast
to be
be paid
paid from
from the
the
Coast Guard
Guard cutters,
cutters, to
construction and
and repair
repair of
appropriation
to Coast
Guard cutters":
cutters": Provided,
Provided, That
That
appropriation "Repairs
"Repairs to
Coast Guard
the
on this
this account
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1925
1925 shall
not
the expenditures
expenditures on
account for
shall not
exceed
A statement of the persons employed
exceed $8,400. A.
employed hereunder,
their
the compensati
on p
aid to
t
o each
eac h shall
shall be
be ma
de to
to
their duties,
duties, and
and the
compensation
paid
made
;
Congress each year in
in the Budget.
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1924.
1924.

For
requisite for and
authorized Service
Service expenditures.
expenditures.
to the authorized
and incident
incident to
expenditure requisite
For every
every expenditure
work
of the
the Coast
Guard, as
as follows,
including not
not to
exceed $600
$600
to exceed
follows, including
Coast Guard,
work of
for purchase,
purchase, exchange,
exchange, maintenance,
maintenance, repair,
repair, and
and operation
of motormotoroperation of
for
propelled passenger-carrying
vehicles, to
be used
only for
official
for official
used only
to be
propelled
passenger-carrying vehicles,
purposes
purposes:
Pay, etc., officers
mern
etste.d men.
andi
commissioned and
law for
for commissioned
For pay
and allowances
prescribed by
by law
allowances prescribed
pay and
For
enlisted
p.105.
officers, cadets
warrant officers, petty
officers, Post,
Po8,p.105.
petty officers,
and cadet
cadet engineers,
engineers, warrant
officers,
cadets and
and
temporary cooks and
retired, temporary
active and retired,
enlisted men, active
other enlisted
and other
sui
men, substitute
surfmen, and
$7,659,924;
and one
one civilian
civilian instructor, $7,659,924;
surfmen,
substitute surfmen,
Rations.
For rations
commutation thereof
thereof for
officers and
and other
other Rationspetty officers
for petty
or commutation
For
rations or
enlisted
men,
$405,000;
enlisted men, $405,000;
water.
Fuel and
and water.
For fuel
fuel and
water for
vessels, stations,
stations, and
houses of
of refuge,
refuge, Fuel
and houses
for vessels,
and water
For
$725,000;
$725,000;
Outfits, stores, etc.
For outfits,
ship chandlery,
chandlery, and
engineers' stores for
stores, etc.
for the same, Outfits,
and engineers'
For
outfits, ship
$665,000;
$665,000;
Stations,
houses of
of
tations, houses
For rebuilding
repairing stations
stations and houses
houses of refuge
refuge, tem- refuge,
and repairing
rebuilding and
For
etc.
porary
of property
property for
for Coast
Coast Guard
Guard
and improvements
improvements of
rent, and
porary leases,
leases, rent,
purposes,
use of
of additional
purposes, including
including use
additional land
land where
where necessary,
necessary, $250,000;
$250,000; Death
Da allowances.
allowances.
vol. 41, p. 825.
4, 1920,
1920, $17,000;
June 4,
For carrying
carrying out
out the
the Act
Act of
$17,000; Vol.
of June
of the
the provisions
provisions of
For
expenses.
Traveling expenses.
actual Traveling
For
mileage, and
and expenses
allowed by
law, for
and actual
for officers;
officers; and
by law,
expenses allowed
For mileage,
traveling
of subsistence
not exceeding
exceeding $4,
$4,
subsistence not
per diem
diem in
in lieu
lieu of
traveling expenses,
expenses, per
for other
duty under orders from the Treasury
traveling on
on duty
other persons
persons traveling
for
Department,
Department, $120,000;
$120,000;
Draft animas.
Draft animals.
For
draft animals
animals and
and their
maintenance, $27,000;
For draft
their maintenance,
$27,000;
Dftanims.
Coastal communicaFor
communication lines
lines and
mainte- tion.
and their mainteand facilities
facilities and
For coastal
coastal communication
nance, $50,000;
nance,
$50,000;
Field employees
Field
employees.
For
employees in
in the
the field,
including
field, including
of civilian
civilian employees
compensation of
For compensation
clerks
to district
district superintendents,
superintendents, $79,020;
$79,020;
clerks to
expenses.
For contingent
expenses, including
Continentepeses.
communication service, sub- Contingent
including communication
For
contingent expenses,
sistence
of
shipwrecked
persons
succored
by
the
Coast
Guard,
for
for
Guard,
by
the
Coast
succored
persons
sistence of shipwrecked
the
recreation amusement,
amusement, comfort,
the
contentment, and health of the
comfort, contentment,
the recreation,
i
enlisted men
men of
of the
the Coast
be expended
n the
the discretion
of
discretion of
expended in
Guard, to
to be
Coast Guard,
enlisted
the Secretary
the Treasury,
Treasury, not
not exceeding
exceeding $15,000;
wharfage,
$15,000; wharfage,
Secretary of
of the
the
advertising
apparatus, advertising,
repairs to station apparatus,
storage, repairs
towage, freight, storage,
surveys,
labor, newspapers
newspapers and
periodicals for statistical
statistical
and periodicals
medals, labor,
surveys, medals,
purposes,
and all
all other
expenses which
included
which are
are not
not included
necessary expenses
other necessary
purposes, and
under any
under
any other
other heading,
heading, $145,000;
$145,000;
Repairs to cutters.
Repis to cutters.
For repairs
Guard cutters,
$374,000;
cutters, $374,000;
to Coast
Coast Guard
repairs to
For
Total
exclusive of commandant's
commandant's office,
$10,516,944.
office, $10,516,944.
Coast Guard,
Guard, exclusive
Total Coast
BUREAU
ENGRAVING AND
OF ENGRAVING
BUREAU OF

PRINTING.
PRINTING.

Engraving and Printing Bureau.
BureingandPunt
Director,
Director, and

office
office

Office
of director:
the director
other ,
personal
services in personnel.
personnel.
personal services
and other
director and
For the
director: For
Office of
the
Columbia in
accordance with "The
"The Classification
Classification
in accordance
of Columbia
District of
the District
Act
$435,000.
Act of
of 1923,"
1923," $435,000.
Work authorized
authorized for
fiscal yer.
year.
For the
of engraving
engraving and
printing, exclusive
work, the
the fiscal
of repay
repay work,
exclusive of
and printing,
work of
For
the work
during the
of not
exceeding 150,000,000
150,000,000 delivered
delivered
not exceeding
1925, of
year 1925,
the fiscal
fiscal year
during
sheets
United States
national-bank currency,
currency,
and national-bank
currency and
States currency
of United
sheets of
90,000,000
internal-revenue stamps,
stamps, 75,000
75,000 delivdeliv- Vol. 88, p. 785; Vol.
sheets of
of internal-revenue
90,000,000 delivered
delivered sheets
ered
stamps, 2,031,250
delivered sheets
of withered sheets
sheets of
of customs
customs stamps,
2,031,250 delivered
sheets of
with- 40,V^0,
p. Vol.
785;42,
volt
p. 1130;
p.
o. ,.
drawal permits,
delivered sheets of opium orders
orders and special- 295.P
593,100 delivered
drawal
permits, 593,100
tax stamps
December 17,
17, 1914, and
Act of December
required under the Act
stamps required
tax
miscellaneous work,
7,603,487 delivered
delivered sheets of checks, drafts, and miscellaneous
7,603,487
as follows:
as
follows
: .Salariesofemployees.
Salaries of employees.
For salaries
salaries of
of all
other than
aofem
employees
than employees
employees, other
all necessary
necessary employees,
For
required for
administrative work of
of the class
of the
the bureau of
for the
the administrative
required
provided for
and specified
specified in
Treasury Department
Department AppropriaAppropriain the
the Treasury
for and
provided
tion Act
Act for
fiscal year
year 1924,
and plate
plate printers
printers and
and plate
plate
1924, and
for the
the fiscal
tion
printers' assistants,
assistants, to
be expended
under the
direction of the
the SecSecthe direction
expended under
to be
printers'
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promo.

Proviso.
LargeLnotes.
ag

not.

Vol.
31, p.4.
p. 45.
Vol.31,

Wages.
waes.

Proviso.

Proviso.
Large notes.

1924.

retary
$2,844,900: Provided,
Provided, That
retary of the Treasury, $2,844,900:
That no portion of
of
expended for
for printing
printing United
United States
notes or
or
this sum shall
shall be expended
States notes
Treasury notes
denominations than
than those that may be
notes of
of larger
larger denominations
Treasury
canceled or
or retired,
retired, except
except in
far as
as such
such printing
printing may
necesmay be necesin so
so far
canceled
sary
executing the requirements
sary in executing
requirements of the
"To define
and fix
fix
the Act
Act "To
define and
parity of all forms
the standard
maintain the parity
forms of money
money
to maintain
of value,
value, to
the
standard of
issued or
by the
the United
to refund
refund the
the public debt, and
States, to
United States,
or coined
coined by
issued
for
1900.
March 14,
14, 1900.
approved March
purposes," approved
for other
other purposes,"
For wages of plate
plate printers, at piece rates to be fixed by the Secretary
Treasury, not
not to
to exceed
exceed the rates
rates usually paid
such
paid for such
the Treasury,
retary of
of the
work,
the wages
printers' assistants, when
when employed,
employed,
of printers'
wages of
including the
work, including
$1,425,000, to
to be
the Secretary
Secretary
the direction
direction of the
expended under
under the
be expended
$1,425,000,
Provided, That no portion
of the Treasury:
Treasury: Provided,
portion of this sum shall be

United States
notes or
for printing
expended
printing United
States notes
or Treasury
Treasury notes
notes of
of
expended for
larger
denominations than
than those
those that
may be
be canceled
canceled or
or retired
that may
larger denominations
except in
in so
as such
printing may
necessary in executing
executing
may be necessary
such printing
so far
far as
except
Vol.
31, p.
45.
the Act
Act "to
fix the
the standard
the
requirements of
"to define and fix
standard of
of
p.45.
the requirements
of the
Vol.31,
value, to
maintain the
the parity
money issued or
or
of money
forms of
parity of all forms
value,
to maintain
coined by
by the
the United
United States,
the public
public debt,
debt, and
and for
for
to refund
refund the
States, to
coined
other
purposes," approved
approved March
March 14, 1900.
other purposes,"
Materials, etc.
etc.
Materials,
For
printers' materials
materials and
and other
For engravers'
engravers' and
and printers'
other materials
materials except
except
distinctive paper,
paper, miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses,
paper for inexpenses, including paper
distinctive
ternal-revenue stamps,
purchase, maintenance,
maintenance, and driving
driving
ternal-revenue
stamps, and for purchase,
of necessary
passenger-carrying
motor-propelled and
and horse-drawn
horse-drawn passenger-carrying
of
necessary motor-propelled
vehicles, when,
in writing,
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
Treasury,
of the
the Treasury,
writing, ordered
ordered by
vehicles,
when, in
$1,240,775,
expended under
direction of
of the
Secretary of
of
under the
the direction
the Secretary
$1,240,775, to
to be
be expended
the Treasury.
Treasury.
to the
Proceeds
roceeds of work to
During the
the fiscal
year 1925
all proceeds
proceeds derived
derived from
from work
perwork perDuring
fiscal year
1925 all
be credited to Bureau.
reau.
formed
formed by
by the
the Bureau
Bureau of
of Engraving
Engraving and Printing,
Printing, by direction
direction
of
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Treasury,
not covered
embraced in
in
of the
Treasury, not
covered and embraced
of the
bureau for the
the appropriation
appropriation for said
said bureau
the said fiscal year, instead
instead
receipts, as
of being
being covered
covered into the
the Treasury
Treasury as
as miscellaneous
miscellaneous receipts,
as
Vol. 24,
Vol.
p..227.
24, p.
provided by
by the
the Act
August 4,
4, 1886
provided
Act of
of August
1886 (Twenty-fourth
(Twenty-fourth Statutes,
Statutes,
page 227),
227), shall
shall be
be credited
received to
to the
the appropriation
appropriation for
for
page
credited when
when received
said
the fiscal
year 1925.
1925.
for the
fiscal year
said bureau
bureau for
Lnotes.

Secret Service Division.
Chief of division and
office personnel.

prvsionand
Coffi

Suppressing countercounterSupprest
feiting,
etc.

SECET SERVICE.
SECRET SERVICE.
SERVICE.
SECRET

Secret
Service Division,
salaries: For
For the
the chief
chief of
of the
the Division
Division
Division, salaries:
Secret Service

and other
other personal
services in
the District
of Columbia
Columbia in
in acacand
personal services
in the
District of
cordance with
The Classification
Act of
1923," $27,540.
cordance
with "
" The
Classification Act
of 1923,"
$27,540.

counterfeiting and other crimes:
Suppressing counterfeiting
Suppressing
crimes: For expenses
expenses inin-

curred under
with the
approval of
of the
the Secretary
curred
under the authority
authority or
or with
the approval
Secretary
of
the Treasury
and delivering
delivering, into
into the
the
of the
Treasury in
in detecting,
detecting, arresting,
arresting, and
custody
custody of the United States
having jurisdiction
jurisdiction dealers
dealers
States marshal
marshal having
and
dealers in
in counterfeit
counterfeit money
and persons
persons engaged
and pretended
pretended dealers
money and
engaged
in
g ing, and
altering United
States notes,
notes, bonds,
bonds,
in counterfeiting,
counterfeiting, for
forging,
and altering
United States
national-bank notes,
reserve notes,
Federal reserve
reserve bank
national-bank
notes, Federal
Federal reserve
notes, Federal
bank
notes, and other
and
other obligations
oblgations and securities
securities of the
the United States and
of
Governments, as
well as
the coins
coins of
the United
United States
of foreign
foreign Governments,
as well
as the
of the
States
and of
of foreign
foreign Governments,
Governments, and
and other crimes
crimes against
against the
the laws
laws
of the
the United
United States
States relating
to the
and
of
relating to
the Treasury
Treasury Department
Department and
the several
several branches
of the
public service
service under
under its
its control;
control; hire
hire
the
branches of
the public
and operation
operation of
of motor-propelled
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles
when
and
vehicles when
Per diem subsistence. necessary;
Perdiemsnubistence.
necessary; per diem in lieu of subsistence,
pursuant
subsistence, when
when allowed
allowed pursuant
Vol.
38, p. 680..
Vol. 38,p6.
to section 13 of the Sundry Civil Appropriations
Appropriations Act approved
approved
August 1, 1914, and for no other purpose whatever,
whatever, except in the
Protecting
person of
of
person
thotetig
protection of the person of the President and the members of his
the President.
immediate family
family and
and of
of the
to be
President of
of
immediate
the person
person chosen
chosen to
be President
Provisos.
the
United States.
States. $433.800:
$433.800: Provided,
Provided, That
of this
the United
That no
no part
part of
this amount
amount
Witness fees.
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subpoenaed by the
be used
used in
in defraying
the expenses of any person
person subpoenaed
defraying the
be
United
courts to
attend any
United States
before aa United
trial before
any trial
to attend
States courts
United States
court or
preliminary examination
United States
States comcomany United
before any
examination before
or preliminary
court
missioner, which expenses
expenses shall be paid
paid from the appropriation
appropriation
missioner,
for
"Fees of
of witnesses,
United States
further,
Provided further,
courts": Provided
States courts":
witnesses, United
for "Fees
That no
no person
compensation
a compensation
at a
hereunder at
employed hereunder
be employed
shall be
person shall
That
greater than
law.
by law.
allowed by
that allowed
than that
greater
PUBLIC
PUBLIC

HEALTH
HEALTH

SERVICE.
SERVICE.
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1924.

Post,
p. 221.
221.
Post, p.
Pay restriction.

Public Health Service.

Public Health Service.
Office personnel.

Salaries,
of Surgeon
General: For
For personal
services in
in the
the Offcepersonnel
personal services
Surgeon General:
Office of
Salaries, Office
of
"The
District
of Columbia,
Columbia, in
The Classification
Classification Act of
accordance with "
in accordance
District of
1923," $104,405.
$104,405.
1923,"
Pay, etc., Surgeon
Pnay etc.
For
allowance, and
commutation of quarters
commis- General,
quarters for commisand commutation
etc. Surgeon
pay, allowance,
For pay,
assistant
General,
sioned
medical
officers,
including
Surgeon
General,
assistant
Surgeon
the
including
sioned medical officers,
surgeon generals
not exceeding
exceeding three
three in number, and pharlarge not
at large
generals at
surgeon
macists, $1,135,000.
Actig
$1,135,000.
macists,
Acting assistant surFor pay
pay of
of acting
acting assistant
geons
medical geons.
(noncommissioned medical
surgeons (noncommissioned
assistant surgeons
For
officers), $300,000.
$300,000.
officers),
Other employees.
For pay
pay of
of all
employees (attendants,
(attendants, and
so forth),
forth), O
and so
other employees
all other
For
$840,000.
$840,000.
travel, etc.
Freight, travel,
$8401000.
etc.
eigtravel,etc.
traveling expenses,
transportation ' and traveling
expenses, including
including the
For freight, transportation,
detailed
expenses,
officers when officially
officially
membership fees, of officers
except membership
expenses, except
associations for the promotion
to attend
meetings of
promotion of public
of associations
attend meetings
to
health,
$30,000.
LaboraHygienic
health, $30,000.
Hygienic
Laboratory.
For maintaining
maintaining the
the Hygienic
Hygienic Laboratory,
Laboratory, $44,600.
For
Transporting officers,
rnsportingoffcers,
For
preparation for shipment
transportation to their former remains.
shipment and transportation
For preparation
s.
$3,000.
homes of
of remains
officers who
who die
die in the
line of duty, $3,000.
the line
of officers
remains of
homes
Books.
Books.
For
journals and
and scientific
scientific books,
books, $500.
$500.
For journals
Medical
examinaM hopital
necessary for tions,
examinations, including the amount necessary
For medical examinations,
hospital services
services
to beneficiaries,etc.
the medical
inspection of
as required
by section
section 16
of the
the toVol.
beneficiaries, etc.
16 of
required by
aliens, as
of aliens,
medical inspection
the
39, p. 885.
Act of
February 5,
5, 1917,
1917, medical,
medical, surgical,
surgical, and
and hospital
hospital services
services vol 39,p 885.
of February
Act
and
supplies for
for beneficiaries
beneficiaries (other
than patients
United
patients of the United
(other than
and supplies
States
of the
Public Health
Health Service,
Service, and persons
the Public
Bureau) of
Veterans' Bureau)
States Veterans'
detained under
under the
Laws and
Regulations at Ellis
and Regulations
Immigration Laws
the Immigration
detained
necessary
Island
Immigration
Station,
including
necessary
personnel, regincluding
Station,
Island Immigration
ular and
commissioned officers
Public Health Service,
Service, General expenses.
of the Public
officers of
reserve commissioned
and reserve
ular
elsewhere, main- Oeneralepenses.
personal services
in the
District of
Columbia and elsewhere,
of Columbia
the District
services in
personal
tenance, minor
minor repairs,
equipment, leases,
leases, fuel
fuel, lights, water, freight,
repairs, equipment,
tenance,
transportation
travel, maintenance
maintenance and
and operation
operation of motor
motor
and travel,
transportation and
transportation, care,
trucks
and passenger
vehicles, transportation,
care, mainmainmotor vehicles,
passenger motor
trucks and
expenses
tenance,
treatment of
of lepers,
costs, and other expenses
court costs,
lepers, court
and treatment
tenance, and
incident to
to proceedings
heretofore or
hereafter taken for commitor hereafter
proceedings heretofore
incident
ment of
persons to
hospitals for the care
to hospitals
incompetent persons
mentally incompetent
of mentally
ment
and
treatment
of
the
insane,
and
reasonable
burial
expenses (not
(not
burial expenses
reasonable
and
insane,
the
of
and treatment
exceeding
$100 for
any patient
dying in
in hospital),
hospital), $4,900,000:
$4,900,000: pv
patient dying
for any
exceeding $100
Provisos.
Lsland
UsefElis
of Ellis Island
Provided, That
That the
Service shall
the Public
Public Uvse
permit the
shall permit
Immigration Service
the Immigration
Provided,
hospitals.
Health
Service
to
use
the
hospitals
at
Ellis
Island
Immigration
hospitals.
Immigration
Island
Ellis
at
hospitals
the
use
to
Service
Health
free of exStation
of Public
Service patients,
patients,.free
Health Service
Public Health
care of
the care
for the
Station for
for
pense
charge of actual cost for
a charge
with a
but with
upkeep, but
physical upkeep,
for physical
pense for
to
services,
and
fuel,
light,
water,
telephone,
and
similar
supplies
services,
supplies
similar
and
telephone,
water,
light,
fuel,
be
covered into
into the
the proper
proper Immigration
Immigration Service
Service appropriations;
be cvcovReeipts to be
appropriations; Receipts
be covered
ered into the Treasury.
Tasury.
and moneys
collected by
the Immigration
Immigration Service
on account of ereintothe
Service on
by the
moneys collected
and
immigration laws
hospital
of persons
persons detained
under the immigration
detained under
expenses of
hospital expenses
and regulations
regulations at
Immigration Station
Station shall be
Island Immigration
Ellis Island
at Ellis
and
covered
into
the
Treasury
as
miscellaneous
receipts:
Provided furen.
fur- Uses forbidden.
covered into the Treasury as miscellaneous receipts: Provided
ther, That
no part
of this
this sum
shall be
the quarantine
for the
used for
be used
sum shall
part of
That no
ther,
service, the
the prevention
epidemics, or
or scientific
work of the charscientific work
of epidemics,
prevention of
service,
acter
provided for
for under
under the
appropriations which follow.
the appropriations
acter provided
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Disposal of
Disposal
of receipts.
receipts.

Quarantine
service.
Quarantine service.
Prevention of
of epiepiPrevention
demics.

Field investigations.

ield investigations

Interstate

tinetste
tine service.

quaran-

quara

Rural
Ral sanitation.
saitatio

SESS. I.
I. CH.
Cu. 84.
84.
SESS.

1924.
1924.

All sums received
during the fiscal
fiscal
All
received by the Public
Public Health
Health Service during
year 1925,
allotments and
on account
account of
of
and reimbursements
reimbursements on
year
1925, except
except allotments
patients
the United
United States
Bureau, shall
shall be
be covered
covered
patients of
of the
States Veterans'
Veterans' Bureau,
into the
the Treasury
Treasury as
receipts.
into
as miscellaneous
miscellaneous receipts.
Quarantine service:
service: For
maintenance and
and ordinary
ordinary expenses,
expenses, exexFor maintenance
Quarantine
clusive
officers and
and employees,
United States
States quaranquaranemployees, of
of United
clusive of
of pay
pay of
of officers
tine stations,
$479,000.
tine
stations, $479,000.
Prevention of epidemics:
epidemics: To enable
enable the President, in case only
of
threatened or
actual epidemic
epidemic of
of cholera,
cholera, typhus
typhus fever,
yellow
fever, yellow
or actual
of threatened
fever, smallpog,
smallpox, bubonic
bubonic plague,
Chinese plague
plague or
or black
black death,
death,
plague, Chinese
fever,
trachoma, influenza,
fever, or
or infantile
infantile
Rocky Mountain
Mountain spotted
spotted fever,
trachoma,
influenza, Rocky
paralysis,
aid State
or otherwise,
otherwise, in
in his
his discrediscreto aid
State and
and local
local boards
boards or
paralysis, to
tion,
the spread
spreaa of
of the
the same,
same, and
and
and suppressing
suppressing the
tion, in
in preventing
preventing and
in
in the
execution of
of any
any quarantine
quarantine laws
laws which
which
in such
such emergency
emergency in
the execution
may
be then
in force,
force, $332,910
$332,910 including
the purchase
purchase of
of newspapers
newspapers
then in
including the
may be
and
clippings from
from newspapers
relating to
information relating
to
newspapers containing
containing information
and clippings
the
prevalence of
of disease
disease and
and the
the prevalence
the public
public health.
health.
investigations of diseases
diseases of man
investigations: For investigations
man and
Field investigations:
conditions influencing
influencing the
the propagation
thereof, includincludand spread
spread thereof,
propagation and
conditions
ing sanitation
and sewage,
sewage ' and
pollution of
of navigable
navigable streams
streams
and the
the pollution
ing
sanitation and
and lakes
of the
the United
United States,
States, including
including personal
personal service,
service, $275,086.
$275,086.
and
lakes of
Interstate quarantine
quarantine service:
cooperation with
with State
State and
and
For cooperation
Interstate
service: For

municipal health
health authorities
authorities in
the prevention
of the
the spread
of
prevention of
spread of
in the
municipal
contagious and
infectious diseases
diseases in
in interstate
interstate traffic,
traffic ' $21,900.
$21,900.
and infectious
contagious

Rural
For special
special studies
of, and
work
Rural sanitation:
sanitation: For
studies of,
and demonstration
demonstration work

in, rural
rural sanitation,
including personal
services, and
and including
including not
not
sanitation, including
personal services,
in,
to exceed
$5,000 for
for the
the purchase,
maintenance, repair,
repair, and
and operoperto
exceed $5,000
purchase, maintenance,
Proviso.
Provio.
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles,
$74,300: Proation of motor-propelled
vehicles, $74,300:
ProSubject
to local coop- vided,
Sbect to localcoop vided,
appropriation shall
That no part of this appropriation
shall be available
available for
eration.
demonstration
work in
rural sanitation
in any
any community
community unless
demonstration work
in rural
sanitation in
unless
the State,
State, county,
or municipality
which the
community is
is located
the
county, or
municipality in
in which
the community
located
agrees
to pay
one-half the
the expenses
expenses of
of such
such demonstration
demonstration work.
work.
agrees to
pay one-half
Biologic products.
Biologic
products.
sale of
of viruses,
Biologic products: To regulate
regulate the propagation
propagation and sale
Regulating sale
Regulating
sale of
of
serums, toxins,
analogous products,
products, including
arsphenamine, and
and
viruses,
etc.
serums,
toxins, and
and analogous
including arsphenamine,
viruses, etc.
for
the preparation
preparation of
of curative
and diagnostic
diagnostic biologic
biologic products,
products,
for the
curative and
including personal
personal services
services of
reserve commissioned
commissioned officers
officers and
and other
other
including
of reserve
personnel, $41,320.
$44320.
personnel,
8
Venereal
DiFor the maintenance
Veinereal"Diseases
DseseDiFor
maintenance and
and expenses
expenses of
of the
the Division
Division of
of Venereal
Venereal
vision.
Maintenance.
Maintenance.
Vol.
Vol. 40,
4 p.
p..888.

Diseases, established
established by sections 33 and
XV, of
Act
and 4,
4, Chapter
Chapter XV,
of the
the Act
approved
July 9,
9, 1918,
1918, including
including personal
personal and
services in
in the
the
approved July
and other
other services
field
and
in
the
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, $149,000,
$149,000, of
which
sum $25,000
$25,000
A t to S,
field
and
in
the
District
of
which
sum
Allotment to States.
otmt to tts
shall be allotted to the States for cooperative
cooperative work in the prevention
prevention
and
and control
control of such
such diseases.
diseases.

Mints
and assay
assay ofofMints and
fices.
fices.
Office
of Director
of
Office of
Director of
tbe
the Mint. Directorof
Director
Director and
and office
offce
personnel.

MINTS
M INTS AND
AND

AssAY OFFICES.
ASSAY
OFFICES.

OFFICE OF
OF THE
THE MINT.
MINT.
OF DIRECrOR
DIRECTOR OF
OFFICE

Salaries:
Director of
other personal
services
Salaries: -For
For the
the Director
of the Mint
Mint and other
personal services
of Columbia,
Columbia, in
in the District of
"The Classification
Classification
in accordance
accordance with
with "The
Act of
of 1923," $31,040.
$31,040.
Frei ght on
on bullion
bullion
For freight
on bullion
and coin,
coin, by
mail or
For
freight on
bullion and
by registered
registered mail
or otherwise,
otherwise,
andraceight
coin.
between mints
assay offices,
offices, $5,000.
between
mints and
and assay
$5,000.
Contingentexpenses.
For contingent
Contin
gent expenses.
contingent expenses of the Bureau
of the
the Mint,
to be
be exexBureau of
Mint, to
pended under the
direction of
of the
assay laboratory
laboratory
pended
the direction
the director:
director: For
For assay
chemicals, fuel,
balances, weights,
and other
necessaries
chemicals,
fuel, materials,
materials, balances,
weights, and
other necessaries,
including books, periodicals,
coins, ores,
ores, and inciperiodicals, specimens
specimens of coins,
incidentals, $1,000.
$1,000.
Examinations,
etc.
Examinations, etc.
For examinations
examinations of mints, expense
expense in visiting mints for the purpose of
of superintending
superintending the
settlements, and
special examiexamithe annual settlements,
and for special
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nations and
and for
collection of
statistics relative
to the
the annual
annual protis.I'i
r
es
ecious metals sta.
nations
for the
the collection
of statistics
relative to
pro- trcious
sta-

duction
duction and
and consumption
consumption of the
the precious metals
metals in
in the United
United States,
$5,500.
CARSON
CITY, NEVADA,
NEVADA, MINT.
CARSON CITY,
MINT.

Salaries: Assayer
in charge,
who shall
the duties
Salaries:
Assayer in
charge, who
shall also
also perform
perform the
duties

of melter, chief clerk, and cashier, $1,800;
$1,800; assistant
assistant assayer, $1,200;
$1,200;
in
in all, $3,000.
workmen and other employees,
For wages of workmen
employees, $1,000.
$1,000.
For incidental and contingent
contingent expenses, $600.

cs
Mints.
Mints.

Carson City, Nev.

DENVER, COLORADO,
DENVER,
COLORADO, ,MINT.
MINT.
Salaries: Superintendent,
Superintendent, $4,500; assayer,
assayer, $3,000; superintendsuperintendSalaries:
ent,
refining department,
department, $3,000;
superintendent, coinent, melting and refining
$3,000; superintendent,
coining department, $2,500; chief
deposit
chief clerk, $2,500; cashier, $2,500; deposit
weight
weight clerk,
clerk, $2,000; bookkeeper,
bookkeeper, $2,000;
$2,000; assistant assayer, $2,200;
$2,200;
assayer's
a-%sistant cashier, $1,800;
clerks-two at
assayer's assistant,
assistant, $2,000; assistant
$1,800; clerks-two
at
$2,000 each, three at $1,800 each, two at $1,600 each, one at $1,400;
$1,400;
private secretary, $1,200;
$43,200.
$1,200; in all, $43,200.
wages of workmen
workmen and other employees,
employees, $90,000.
For wages
incidental and
contingent expenses,
expenses, including
including new
For incidental
and contingent
new machinery and
wastage in
department and
and
and repairs, wastage
in melting
melting and refining department
coining
department, and loss on sale of sweeps arising
arising from the
coiing department,
the
treatment of bullion and the manufacture
$50,000.
manufacture of coin, $50,000.
treatment

Denver,
DBnV er Colo.

COO.

NEW ORLEANS,
LOUISIANA, MINT.
MINT.
NEW
ORLEANS, LOUISIANA,
perform the duties
-duties
Salaries: Assayer
Assayer in charge,
charge, who shall
shall also
also perform
of
of melter, $2,500; assistant
assistant assayer, $1,500;
$1,500; in
in all, $4,000.
$4,000.
For wages of workmen and other employees,
employees, $3,720.
incidental and contingent
contingent expenses,
For incidental
expenses, $1,500.

New Orleans,
La.
New
Orlean, La.

pTHLATDELTPA MINT.
PHILADELPHIA
MINT.

Superintendent, $4,500; engraver, $4,000; assayer, $3,000;
$3,000;
Salaries: Superintendent,
superintendent, melting and
refining department,
department, $3,000;
$3,000; superinsuperintendent,
and refining
tendent, coining department, $2,500; chief clerk, $2,500; assistant
assistant
assayer, $2,200; cashier,
cashier, $2,500;
$2,500; bookkeeper,
bookkeeper, $2,500; assistant
assistant bookbookassayer,
keeper, $2,000; deposit weigh clerk, $2,000; assistant cashier, $1,800';
$1,800; clerks-one
clerks-one $2,000, one $1,700,
$1,700, eight at $1,600 each,
curator, $1,800;
one $1,500,
$1,500, six at $1,400
$1,300, three at $1,200 each, one
$1,400 each,
each. one $1,300,
$1000; in all, $66,600.
$1,000;
$66,600.
For wages of workmen and other employees,
employees, $438,640.
$438,640.
expenses, including new machinFor incidental and contingent expenses,
eases and enameling
enameling for medals manufactured,
manufactured,
ery and repairs, cases
commission, wastage
wastage in melting and
expenses of the annual assay commission,
refining and in coining deparments, and loss on
on sale
sale of sweeps arising from the treatment
treatment of bullion and the manufacture
manufacture of coins,
and not exceeding
exceeding $1,000 in value of specimen coins and ores for
for
the cabinet
cabinet of the mint,
mint, $119,790.
$119,790.

Philadelphia,
Philadelphia, Pa.

SAN FRANCISCO,
MINT.
FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA,
CALIFORNIA, MINT.
SAN
Salaries: Superintendent,
superintendent,
$3,000; superintendent,
$4,500; assayer,
assayer, $3,000;
Superintendent, $4,500;
Salaries:
melting and refining department, $3,000; superintendent,
superintendent, coining
coining
department, $2,500; chief clerk, $2,500; cashier, $2,500; bookkeeper,
bookkeeper,
department,
$2,000;
$2,000; assistant assayer,
assayer, $2,200; assistant cashier, $1,800; assistant
assistant
bookkeeper, $1,800; assayer's assistant, $2,000; deposit weigh clerk,
bookkeeper,
$,000, three
$2,000; clerks-one
clerks--one $2,000,
three at $1,800
$1,800 each, four at $1,600 each,

San Francisco, Calif.
Francisco, Cau
san
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one $1,400,
at $1,000
$1,000 each;
private secretary,
$1,400; in
all
one
$1,400, two
two at
each; private
secretary, $1,400;
in all
$48,400.
$48,400.
other employees,
For wages of workmen
workmen and other
employees $175,000.
$175,000.
For incidental
incidental and contingent
expenses, including
including new
new machinmachincontingent expenses,
ery and
and repairs,
wastage in
in the
the melting
melting and
refining department
and
ery
repairs, wastage
and refining
department and
department, and
and loss
loss on
on sale
sale of
in the
the coining department,
of sweeps
sweeps arising
arising from
from
the treatment
treatment of
of bullion
manufacture of
of coin,
coin, $50,000.
the
bullion and
and the
the manufacture
$50,000.
Assay
Assay office.
offices.

BOISE,
DAHO, ASSAY
ASSAY OFFICE.
BOISE, I
IDAHO,
OFFICE.

Boise,
Boise, Idaho.
Idaho.

Salaries:
Salaries: Assayer in charge, who shall also perform
perform the duties
of
$1,800; assistant
assistant assayer,
in all,
$3,000.
of melter,
melter, $1,800;
assayer. $1,200;
$1.200; in
all, $3,000.
For wages of workmen
workmen and other
employees, $1,900.
other employees,
$1,900.
and contingent
For incidental
incidental and
contingent expenses,
expenses, $1,000.
$1,000.
DEADWOOD, SOUTH
DEADWOOD,
SOU in. DAKOTA,
OFFICE.
DAKOTA, ASSAY
ASSAY OFFICE.

Deadwood,
S. Dak.
Dak.
Deadwood, S.

Salaries: Assayer
Assayer in charge, who shall also
Salaries:
of melter, $1,800;
$1,800; assistant
assistant assayer,
assayer, $1,200;
$1,200; in
in
For wages of workmen
and other
employees,
workmen and
other employees,
For incidental
incidental and contingent
$300.
contingent expenses,
expenses, $300.

perform the duties
all, $3,000.
$3,000.
all,
$1,000.
$1,000.

HELENA,
HELFNA, MONTANA,
MONTANA, ASSAY
ASSAY OFFICE.
OFFICE.

Helena, Mont.

Helena,

ont.

Salaries: Assayer in
charge, who
in charge,
who shall
shall also
duties
also perform
perform the
the duties
of melter, $1,800;
assistant assayer,
assayer, $1,200;
in all,
all, $3,000.
$1,800; assistant
$1,200; in
$3,000.
For wages of workmen and other
other employees,
employees, $900.
$900.
For incidental
incidental and contingent expenses,
expenses, $1,000.
$1,000.
.Ne.,W
YORK ASSAY
ASSAY OFFICE.
NEW YORK
OFFICE.

New York, N. Y.
New

York, N. Y.

Salaries: Superintendent,
superintendent,
Salaries:
Superintendent, $5,000; assayer, $3,000;
$3,000; superintendent,
melting and refining department,
department, $3.500;
$3,500; chief
chief clerk,
clerk, $2,500;
cash$2,500; cashier, $2,500; deposit weight clerk, and assistant
assayer, at
at $2,500
$2,500
assistant assayer,
each; assayer's assistant,
assistant, $2,000; bookkeeper,
bookkeeper, $2,350;
$2,350; assistant
cashassistant cashier, $1,800;
$1,800; clerks-two
clerks—two at $2,000 each, five
five at
$1,800 each,
one
at $1,800
each, one
$1,600, one $1,500,
$1,500, one $1,250, seven at
each; private
private secresecreat $1,000
$1,000 each;
tary,
$1,400; in
all, $53,400.
$53,400.
tary, $1,400;
in all,
For wages
wages of workmen and other employees,
employees, $170,000.
$170,000.
For incidental
incidental and contingent
contingent expenses,
expenses, including
including new machinery
machinery
and repairs, wastage
wastage in the melting and
and
and refining
refining department,
department, and
loss on sale of sweeps arising from the treatment
treatment of
of bullion,
bullion, $90,000.
$90,000.
SALT
SALT LAKE
LAKE CITY,
CITY, UTAH,
UTAH, ASSAY
OFFICE.
ASSAY OFFICE.

Salt LakeCity,Utah.

SaltLakeCity,Utah.

Salaries: Assayer
Assayer in charge,
charge, who shall also perform the duties
of melter,
melter, chief clerk, and
$1,800.
and cashier, $1,800.
For wages of workman
workman and other
$1,500.
other employees,
employees, $1,500.
For incidental
incidental and contingent expenses,
expenses, $300.
$300.
SEATTLE, WASHINGTON,
WASIINGTON, ASSAY
SEATTLE,
ASSAY OFFICE.
OFFICE.

Seattle,
Wash.
Seattle, wash.

charge, who shall also perform the duties
Salaries: Assayer
Assayer in charge,
duties
of melter, $2,750; assistant assayer, $2,000; clerks-one
clerks—one $1,700,
$1,700, one
$1,600;
$1,600; in all,
all, $8,050.
$8,050.
For wages of workmen,
workmen, and other
other employees,
employees, $8,200.
$8,200.
For incidental
incidental and contingent
contingent expenses,
expenses, $5,000.
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PITI3LIC
PUBLIC BUILDINGS.
BUILDINGS.
OFFICE OF
ARCHITECT.
OF SUPERVISING
SUPERVISING ARCHITECT.
OFFICE

Public
gs.
Public Buildin
Buildings.
Supervisin
ArchiSupervisingg Archi-

tect's office.
office.
tect's

Supervisin
g ArchiSalaries: For
other personal
personal servArchiserv- tect,
Supervising
Architect, and
and other
Salaries:
For the
the Supervising
Supervising Architect,
and office
persontect, and
office
ce personices
"The Classi- nel.
Columbia in accordance
accordance with "The
in the
the District of
of Columbia
ices in
fication Act of
of 1923,"
1923," $272,460.
$272,460.
PUBLIC BUILDINGS,
RENT.
PUBLIC
BUILDINGS, CONSTRUCTION
CONSTRUCTION AND
AND RENT.

Construction
Construction
rent.
rent.

and
and

Baltimore, Md.,
Md., imimBaltimore, Maryland,
Maryland, immigration
immigration station: Not to exceed
exceed $20,000 Baltimore,
migrant station.
of
unexpended balance
balance of
of the
appropriation for
immigrant migrant station.
for immigrant
the appropriation
the unexpended
of the
station, Baltimore,
available for
for repairs
repairs to work
work
Maryland, is
is made
made available
station,
Baltimore, Maryland,
already
in place.
place.
already in
Carville, La.,
Carville,
leper
La., leper
For completion,
Carville, Louisiana,
National Leper
Home: For
completion 7home.
Leper Home:
Louisiana, National
Carville,
$150,000.
$150,000.
Chicago, m
Ill., post
Chicago,
Chicago, Illinois,
office, courthouse,
courthouse, and
and so.
For inin- office,
so. forth:
forth: For
Illinois, post
post office,
Chicago,
etc. I ., post
thereto, $30,000.
$30,000.
terior painting
painting and work
work incidental
incidental thereto,
Fairmont, Minn.,
Minn.,
Fairmont,
Fairmont,
office: The
The Secretary
of the
the Treasury
Treasury 5site.
Secretary of
post office:
Minnesota, post
Fairmont, Minnesota,
is authorized
authorized to pay from amounts heretofore appropriated
appropriated for
for
the purchase
of aa site
construction of
of aa building
building for
postfor postthe
purchase of
site and
and construction
exceeding $15,000
$15,000
Fairmont, Minnesota,
Minnesota, a
a sum not
not exceeding
office purposes
purposes at Fairmont,
for the purchase
purchase of a
a suitable site.
New
Louisiana, Mint:
La.,
repairs and miNew
Mint: For
For miscellaneous
miscellaneous repairs
New Orleans, Louisiana,
ll
nry Orleans,
Orleans '
$15,000.
painting to building and fence,
fence, $15,000.
New York
York City,
City,
New
customhouse: For repairs
repairs to roof,
New
roof, $16,000.
$16,000. customhouse.
New York,
York, New
New York, customhouse:
SubtreasurY•
New
York, Subtreasury:
exterior and
interior Subtreasury.
and interior
Subtreasury: For
For exterior
New York,
York, New
New York,
repairs, replacements,
mechanical equipment,
equipment, $15,000.
repairs,
replacements, painting, and mechanical
For construction of underground
underground passageway
passageway from assay office
basement vaults,
incident
vaults, and changes incident
subtreasury basement
building to subtreasury
subtreasury buildings, $20,000.
thereto in
i
n assay office and subtreasury
$20000.
Washington, D.
C.
Washington,
Annex Numbered
Numbered 2:
Washington, District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, Treasury
Treasury Annex
2: Treasury
WaAhington,
D.x.
Annex
NO.2.
ryAeNo
certain office
office floors
floors with
For
worn-out floors,
floors, covering
covering certain
with
For relaying
relaying worn-out
linoleum, constructing
constructing fire proof room or building for receiving
receiving
waste
paper, and
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous repairs,
repairs, $16,000.
$16,000.
waste paper,
Remodeling,
etc., 00Remodeling, and so forth, public
public buildings: For remodeling,
remodeling, en- cuRemodebindc.
copied buildings.
extending completed
completed and occupied
occupied public
public buildings,
buildings,
larging, and extending
including any necessary
changes in
incidental additions to or changes
necessary and incidental
mechanical
make available
mechanical equipment thereof, so as to provide or make
aggregate of
additional space in emergent cases, not to exceed an aggregate
of
building, $400,000.
at any
any one building,
$20,000 at
MARINE HOSPITALS.
HOSPITALS.
MARINE

Marine hospitals.
hospitals.
Marine

Baltimore, Maryland,
Maryland, Marine
Marine Hospital
1: For
For inHospital Numbered
Numbered 1:
Baltimore,
creasing water distribution system and for fireproofing
fireproofing corridors,
creasing
$15,000.
$15,000.
Carville,
Louisiana, Marine
Hospital Numbered
Numbered 66:
66: For
For improvimprovMarine Hospital
Carville, Louisiana,
ing existing
$25,000.
existing facilities, $25,000.
ing
Detroit,
Michigan, Marine
Marine Hospital
Numbered 7: For enlarging
enlarging
Hospital Numbered
Detroit, -Michigan,
boiler
boiler house, $12,000.
Saint
Numbered 18:
For im18: For
Marine Hospital
Hospital Numbered
Missouri, Marine
Saint Louis,
Louis, Missouri,
$35,000.
proving
proving existing facilities, $35,000.

Baltimore, Md.
Md.
Baltimore,

QUARANTINE
STATIONS.
QUARANTINE STATIONS.
Boston,
Massachusetts, Quarantine
Quarantine Station:
Station: For improving
improving exBoston, Massachusetts,
isting
facilities, $25,000.
isting facilities,
Marcus
Quarantine Station:
Station: For
For purchase
Hook, Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, Quarantine
Marcus Hook,
of
floating equipment
equipment and
and repairs,
repairs, $70,000.
of floating
45822*-24--8
45822°-25t-8

Carville, La.
La.
Carville,
Detroit, Mich.
Mich.
Detroit,
Saint Louis,
Mo.
Saint
Louis, Mo.
Quarantine stations.
stations.
Quarantine
Boston,
Boston, Mas.
Mass.

Marcus Hook,
Hook, Pa.
Pa.
Mareus
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Portland, Maine,
Quarantine Station:
Station: For storehouse
storehouse for inflamMaine, Quarantine
Portland,
mable material,
$500.
material, $500.
mable
Tampa, Florida,
Florida Quarantine
Quarantine Station:
For additional
additional facilities
facilities
Station: For

and improving
$3,000.
existing facilities,
facilities, $3,000.
and
improving existing

Astoria,
Astoria, Oregon,
Station: For
For new
new kitchen;
mateOregon, Quarantine
Quarantine Station:
kitchen; materials
to electric
light plant,
extensions
rials for
for improvements
improvements to
electric light
plant, including
including extensions
to the
hulk Concord,
Concord, $4,000.
$4,000.
to
the hulk
Galveston,
Tex.
alveston, Tel.
Galveston,
Texas, Quarantine
Quarantine Station:
Station: For
For improving
improving existing
existing
Galveston, Texas,
facilities,
and so
$7,350.
so forth, $7,350.
facilities, and
Ship Island, Miss.
ShipIsland
Miss.
Gulf
Gulf (Ship Island),
Island), Mississippi,
Quarantine Station:
Station: For
For rereMississippi, Quarantine
frigerating plant and
installation of electric
electric genand materials
materials for
for the
the installation
frigerating
erator
wiring of station;
wrecking of hurricane
hurricane tower;
tower;
erator and
and electric
electric wiring
station; wrecking
repairs
to emergency
emergency hospital,
water tower,
so forth,
$8.250.
tower, and
and so
forth, $8250.
hospital, water
repairs to
Reedy
Island, De.
Del.
Reedysland,
Reedy Island, Delaware
Station:
Delaware River, Delaware Quarantine
Quarantine Station:
For improving
improving existing
facilities, and
and so
forth, $3,500.
$3,500.
so forth,
For
existing facilities,
an Francisco, Calif.
af. San
Francisco, California,
San
San Francisco,
California, Quarantine
Quarantine Station:
Station: For
For additional
additional
improving existing facilities, and so forth, $3,000.
$3,000.
facilities and improving
san Juan,
Juan, P.R.
Juan, Porto Rico,
San
P. R.
San Juan
Quarantine Station:
new refrigeratRico, Quarantine
Station: For
For new
refrigeratWork
rimier Super- ing plant, $3,500.
ork under
Super- ing plant, $3,500.
vising
Architect.
The
work under
marine hospitals
and quarantine
quarantine stastavisingArchitect.
The foregoing
foregoing work
under marine
hospitals and
supervision and direction of
of
tions shall be performed
performed under the supervision
Supervising Architect
the Supervising
Architect of the
the Treasury.
Astoria, Oreg.
Astoria
Oreg.

ea l
:
ePairs'equipment '

Repatrs

equipmentc

Repairs and preservation.
va

aon.

eos.
pr
Provisos.
Marine
hospitals,
quarantine
stations,
quarantine
etc.

Marine

hosits
staton,

Treasury
DepartTreasury
ment
buildings.

Dnepar-

Personal service restriction.
striction.

Perona serice r.

Mechanical
eating, lighting,
etc,

Mechanical
equipequipment.
Heating,
lighting,
plumbing,
pumbing, etc,

PUBLIC
REPAIRS, EQUIPMENT,
EQUIPMENT, AND
PUBLIC BUILDINGS,
BUILDINGS, REPAIRS,
AND GENERAL
GENERAL EXPENSES.
EXPENSES.

Repairs and
preservation: For repairs
repairs and preservation
Repairs
and preservation:
preservation of all
completed and occupied
thereof
occupied public buildings and the grounds thereof
under the control of the Treasury Department,
Department, and for wire parpartitions and fly screens
screens therefor; Government
Government wharves
wharves and piers
under the control of the Treasury Department, together with the
necessary dredging adjacent thereto; care of vacant sites under
under
the control of the Treasury Department, such as necessary
necessary fences,
filling dangerous holes, cutting grass and weeds, but not for any
permanent improvements thereon; repairs
repairs and preservation
preservation of
of
buildings not reserved
reserved by vendors on sites under
under the control
control of the
acquired for public buildings or the enlargeTreasury Department
Department acquired
ment of public buildings, the expenditures
expenditures on this account for the
current fiscal
year not
to exceed
15 per
per centum
annual rentals
rentals
of the
the annual
exceed 15
centum of
fiscal year
not to
current
of such buildings: Provided,
Provided, That
appropriated
That of
of the
the sum
sum herein
herein appropriated
not
exceeding $115,000
$115,000 may
may be used
used for the
the repair and preservation
preservation
not exceeding
of marine hospitals, the national leprosarium, and quarantine
quarantine stations (including
completed and occupied
(including Marcus Hook) and completed
occupied outpartitions and fly
same), and
and
buildings (including wire partitions
fly screens
screens for
for same),
not exceeding
exceeding $28,000
$28,000 for
the Treasury,
Treasury Annex,
Annex, Treasury
Treasury
not
for the
Treasury, Treasury
Butler, Winder,
Annex Numbered
Numbered Two, Liberty Loan
Loan, Butler,
Winder and Auditors' Buildings in the District
ol
umbi a: Provided
further,
tors'
District of
of C
Columbia:
Provided further
That this
this sum
not be
be available
available for
for th
aymentof
of personal
persona l
thee p
payment
shall not
sum shall
That
services except for work done by contract
contract or for temporary
temporary job
exceeding at one time the sum of $100
$100
labor under exigency
exigency not exceeding
at any one building, $733,000.
Mechanical
equipment: For
For installation
mechanical
Mechanical equipment:
installation and repair of mechanical
equipment in all completed and
buildings under
and occupied
occupied public
public buildings
under
the control
control of the Treasury Department, including heating, hoisting, plumbing, gas piping, ventilating, vacuum
vacuum cleaning, and refrigerating apparatus,
frigerating
apparatus, electric-light
electric-light plants, meters, interior
interior pneupneumatic-tube and intercommunicating
intercommunicating telephone systems, conduit,
conduit,
wiring, call-bell
maintenance and recall-bell and signal systems, and for maintenance
pair of tower
mechanical
tower clocks; for installation and repair of mechanical
equipment, for any of the foregoing
foregoing items, in buildings not
not rere-
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served
on sites
sites under
under the control
control of the Treasury Deserved by
by vendors on
partment
acquired for
for public
the enlargements
public buildings
buildings or
or the
enlargements of
of
partment acquired
public
buildings, the
this account
account for
for the
public buildings,
the total expenditures
expenditures on this
current
annual
of the annual
fiscal year
year not
not to
to exceed
exceed 10 per centum of
current fiscal
rentals
buildings: Provided,
herein apProvided, That of the sum herein
such buildings:
rentals of
of such
propriated,
$100,000 may
may be
be used
used for
for the
the installainstallapropriated, not
not exceeding
exceeding $100,000
tion
and repair
hospitals,' the
equipment in marine hospitals
repair of mechanical
mechanical equipment
tion and
national
leprosarium and
quarantine stations
stations (including
(including Marcus
Marcus
and quarantine
national leprosarium
Hook),
exceeding $40,000
$40,000 for
for the
'treasury,
Treasury Anthe t
treasury, Treasury
Hook), and
and not
not exceeding
nex
Two Liberty
Liberty Loan, Butler, Winder,
Treasury Annex Numbered
Numbered Two,
nex,'Treasury
Auditors' Buildings
not inDistrict of Columbia, but not
and Auditors'
Buildings, in the District
cluding
generating Plant
maintenance in
in the Auditors'
plant and
and its maintenance
cluding the
the generating
Building,
and not
not exceeding
$10,000 for
for the
maintenance, changes
changes
Building, and
exceeding $10,000
the maintenance,
in,
and repairs
appraisers'
between the appraisers'
system between
repairs of
of pneumatic-tube
pneumatic-tube system
in, and
warehouse at Greenwich,
Greenwich, Christopher,
Christopher, Washington, and Barrow
warehouse
Streets and
and the
customhouse in
in Bowling
Bowling Green,
Green, Borough of
of
the new
new customhouse
Streets
Manhattan, in the city of New York, including
including repairs to the
Manhattan,
street
subsurface necessary
necessary incident to or resulting
pavement and subsurface
street pavement

Proisos.
Provi.s.
qumarnne

qua
mrar
ani
triie st
h
n

etc.'
etc

T

menbuildings.ar
menras
ulgings.Depart-

icePneumoicrerv.

ice,
Pneumatic
New York
tube
City.

Provided further, That stPeo'
k r ,1 ,

changes,
or
repairs:
fromsum
such
maintenance,
this
froth
suchshall
maintenance,
not be available
changes, for
or repairs:
the payment
Provided
of personal
further, servThat

this sum shall not be available for the payment of personal services
temporary job labor
labor
or for
for temporary
contract, or
for work
work done
done by contract,
ices except
except for
under exigency
exigency not
not exceeding
exceeding at one time the sum
at
of $100 at
sum of
under

itn
aiss
:

hostatns,

st

e 0

11

serice

service

re-

any
one building,
$521,700.
any one
building, $521,700.
Vaults
v
ka
s
u
.
l
t
s' sa
lcvas
s'fes' and
nd
Vaults and
and safes:
safes: For vaults
vaults and lock-box
lock-box equipments
equipments and re- we
under
pairs
completed and occupied
buildings under
occupied public buildings
thereto in all completed
pairs thereto
the
Department, and for the necessary
necessary
of the Treasury
Treasury Department,
the control
control of
safe
equipments and
and repairs
repairs thereto
in all
public buildings
buildings under
under
all public
thereto in
safe equipments
the
whether completed
completed and
and
control of
of the Treasury
Treasury Department, whether
the control
occupied or
or in
course of
services,
personal services,
exclusive of personal
construction, exclusive
of construction,
in course
occupied
except
by contract
for temporary
temporary job
labor under
under
job labor
or for
contract or
for work
work done
done by
except for
$50 at any one
time the sum of $50
not exceeding
exceeding at one time
exigency not
building, $85,000.
$85,000.
building,
Oeneralepenses
Treasury to
General expenses:
expenses: To
To enable
of the
the Treasury
to Additional
21ing
r
i
.
s
t
li
eon al pay,
p.ity,
the Secretary
Secretary of
enable the
General
.3.1.chi
Supersing tArchitect.
the Act
Act of
oftect.
6 of
of the
provisions of
of section
execute
and give
effect to
to the
the provisions
section 6
give effect
execute and
May 30,
30, 1908
1908 (Thirty-fifth
(Thirty-fifth Statutes,
Statutes, page
page 537):
Technical service.
salaries of
of Technicalservice.
537): For
For salaries
May
architectural and
and inspectors
inspectors in
Eve
of superin
superinin the
the DisDis- Expenses
and engineering
engineering personnel
personnel and
architectural
trict
etc.
tendenoe,etc.
expenses tendence,
$379,000; expenses
not exceeding
exceeding $379,000;
and elsewhere,
elsewhere, not
Columbia and
trict of
of Columbia
of
superintendence, including
other
including expenses of all inspectors and other
of superintendence,
connection with
with work
work
or detailed
detailed in
in connection
officers and employees, on duty or
equipment thereof, and
on public
public buildings
buildings and
and the furnishing
furnishing and equipment
the
Supervis:ng Architect's
Architect's Office, under orders from
the work of
of the Supervising
household
Treasury Department;
transportation of household
for the transportation
Department; for
the Treasury
supervising superinheadquarters of supervising
goods, incident to change of headquarters
tendents,
superintendents, and
superintendents of construcand junior superintendents
tendents, superintendents,
tion ' and inspectors,
inspectors, not in excess of five thousand pounds at any
tion,
packing
necessary expense
expense incident
incident to packing
time, together
together with the necessary
one time,.
and
the same,
exceed in
any one
expendione year
year a
a total
total expendisame, not
not to
to exceed
in any
and draymg
draying the
ce ent,
ture of
office rent
rent and
superintendents, including
rent, scpplies,
supplies,
etrce
including et
of superintendents,
expenses of
and expenses
$4,500; office
ture
of $4,500;
temporary, stenographic,
preparation
assistance, in the preparation
temporary,
stenographic, and other assistance,
care of
and so forth; advertisthe care
of public
public property,
property, and.
of reports and the
ing;
including drafting
prepared
drafting materials,
materials, specially prepared
office supplies, including
ing; office
paper, typewriting
typewriting machines,
machines' adding machines,
machines, and other mechanimechanipaper
cal labor-saving
labor-saving devices, and exchange of same; furniture, carpets,
electric-light fixtures,
telegraph and
and telephone
telephone
and office
office equipment
equipment; telegraph
electric-light
fixtures, and
service;
expressage, and
incident to shipments
shipments of
and postage incident
service; freight, expressage,
drawings,
supplies, testing
testing instruinstrufurniture and supplies,
drawings, superintendent's
superintendent's furniture
ments, and
forth, including
supplies not
not usually
usually
ments,
and so
so forth,
including articles
articles and supplies
payable from other appropriations:
°permpayable
appropriations: Provided,
Provided, That no
no expendiexpendioPt
"
sup- Ain
for transportation
transportation of
of operating
tures
be made
tures shall
shall be
made hereunder
hereunder for
operating suphaiiiiiikm opMP
plies for
exceed $1,000
books of refernot to exceed
$1,000 for books
plies
for public
public buildings; not
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Y..• ence, law books,
amanca,,N.
salamanea
N• Y
journals; ground
ground rent
rent at
at
books, technical
technical periodicals
periodicals and journals;
Other contingencies.
Salamanca, New
New York;
contingencies of
of every
and description,
description,
r Salamanca,
York; contingencies
every kind
kind and
traveling
expenses of
and other
traveling expenses
of site
site agents,
agents, recording
recording deeds
deeds and
other evievidences of
instruments, chemicals,
chemicals, plates,
plates, and
and
dences
of title,
title, photographic
photographic instruments,
photographic
and supplies
supplies and
photographic materials,
materials, and
and such
such other
other articles
articles and
and
such
and incidental
incidental expenses
not enumerated,
enumerated, connected
such minor
minor and
expenses not
connected
solely with
of sites,
sites, and
solely
with work
work on
on public
public buildings,
buildings, the
the acquisition
acquisition of
and
the
connected with
with the
annual appropriations
the administrative
administrative work
work connected
the annual
appropriations
under
Supervising Architect's
Architect's Office
as the
the Secretary
under the
the Supervising
Office as
Secretary of
of the
the
Objects ecluded.
excluded.
Treasury
may deem
deem necessary
necessary and
or approve,
approve, but
Objects
Treasury may
and specially
specially order
order or
but
not
including heat,
light, janitor
curtains, or
or any
any
not including
heat, light,
janitor service,
service, awnings,
awnings, curtains,
expenses
the general
of the
the Treasury
Treasury Building,
or
expenses for
for the
general maintenance
maintenance of
Building, or
surveys, plaster
plaster models,
models, progress
progress photographs,
photographs, test
or
surveys,
test pit
pit borings,
borings, or
$474,000.
mill and
and shop
shop inspections,
inspections, $474,000.
Operating expenses.
expenses.
Operating
force.
Operating force.

PUBLIC
EXPENSES.
PUBLIC BUILDINGS,
BUILDINGS, OPERATING
OPERATING EXPENSES.

Operating force:
Operating
force: For such personal
personal services
services as the Secretary
Secretary
Personal services, asthe Treasury
Treasury may
necessary in
connection with
care,
sisPae
csertois,
se etc. of
of the
may deem
deem necessary
in connection
with the
the care,
sistant custodians,
maintenance,
maintenance, and repair
repair of all public buildings
buildings under the control
control
of the
the Treasury
(except as
hereinafter provided),
provided),
of
Treasury Department
Department (except
as hereinafter
together
with the
the grounds
thereof and
the equipment
furnishtogether with
grounds thereof
and the
equipment and
and furnishings therein,
ings
including assistant
janitors, watchmen,
therein, including
assistant custodians,
custodians, janitors,
watchmen,
laborers,
engineers, firemen,
elevator conductors,
conductors,
laborers, and
and charwomen;
charwomen; engineers,
firemen, elevator
dynamo tenders,
coal passers,
passers, electricians, dynamo
tenders, lampists, and
and wiremen;
wiremen;
mechanical
mechanical labor
connection with
with said
buildings, including
including
labor force
force in
in connection
said buildings,
Pay restriction.
Pay restriction
carpenters, plumbers,
plumbers, steam
steam fitters,
painters, but
but in
in
carpenters,
fitters, machinists,
machinists, and
and painters,
no case
of compensation
case shall the rates of
compensation for
labor
for such
such mechanical
mechanical labor
force be in
of the
rates current
at the
the time
time and
and in
in the
force
in excess of
the rates
current at
the place
place
Proviso.
where such
services are
employed, $3,867,000:
$3,867,000: Provided,
Provided, That
the
That the
are employed,
Buildings for which where
such services
available.
available.
appropriation shall be available for use in
in connection
foregoing appropriation
connection
with all public buildings under
under the control of
Treasury Departof the Treasury
Department, including
including the customhouse
customhouse in the District
but
District of Columbia,
Columbia, but
including any
any other
other public
of
not including
public building
building within
within the
the District
District of
Columbia, and exclusive of
of marine
marine hospitals, quarantine
quarantine stations,
stations,
mints, branch
branch mints,
and assay
assay offices.
offices.
mints,
mints, and
Furniture,
etc.
Furnitre,et.
Furniture and
and repairs
carpets, and
and
Furniture
repairs of furniture: For furniture,
furniture, carpets,
repairs
repairs of same, for completed and
and occupied public buildings
buildings under
under
the control
of the Treasury
control of
Treasury Department,
hosDepartment, exclusive
exclusive of
of marine
marine hospitals, quarantine stations, mints, branch
branch mints, and assay
assay offices,
offices,
and
for gas
gas and
and electric-lighting
electric-lighting fixtures
fixtures and
repairs of
of same
same for
for
and for
and repairs
the control
completed and occupied
occupied public buildings
buildings under
under the
control of
of the
the
quarantine
Treasury Department,
Department, including
including marine hospitals
hospitals and quarantine
stations, but exclusive
exclusive of mints,
branch mints,
mints, and
and assay
assay offices,
offices, and
mints, branch
and
for furniture
furniture and carpets for public
public buildings and extensions
extensions of
of
construction which are
public buildings in course
course of construction
are to
to remain under
under
the custody and control of the Treasury
Treasury Department,
Department, exclusive
exclusive
of
stations, mints,
mints, branch
branch mints,
mints, and
of marine
marine hospitals,
hospitals, quarantine
quarantine stations,
and
assay
offices, and
constructed for
for other
other executive
executive departdepartassay offices,
and buildings
buildings constructed
Provisos.
m
ments
of establishments
establishments of
of the
the Government,
$614,000: Provided.
Provided,
PrL
servic
ents of
Government, $614,000:
Personal
service re
restriction.
striction.
That the
appropriation shall
That
the foregoing
foregoing appropriation
not be
be used
used for
for personal
personal
shall not
services
services except for work
under contract
for temwork done
done under
contract or
or for
temporary
porary job
job labor
labor under
exigency, and
not
exceeding
at one
under exigency,
and
not
exceeding
at
one
Use of present furnitime
time the
the sum of
at any
building: Provided
Provided further,
further,
of $100
$100 at
any one
one building:
ture.seopresentturni
That all furniture now owned by the United States in other
other
buildings rented
rented by
shall
public buildings
buildings or
or in
in buildings
by the
the United
United States
States shall
be used, so far as practicable,
practicable, whether
whether it
the
it corresponds
corresponds with
with the
present regulation
plan for
for furniture
furniture or
present
regulation plan
or not.
not.
Operating
Operating supplies.
spplie.
Operating supplies:
fuel, steam,
steam, gas
supplies: For fuel,
gas for
and heatheatfor lighting
lighting and
Fuel, light, power,
water, etc.
supplies. electric current for lighting purposes,
purposes, water,
water, ice, lighting supplies,
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purposes, telephone service for custodial forces;
forces;
ing and power purposes,
removal of ashes and rubbish, snow, and ice; cutting grass and
weeds, washing towels, and miscellaneous
miscellaneous items for the use of the
maintenance of completed
completed and
and
in the care
care and
and maintenance
custodial forces
forces in
occupied public
public buildings
buildings and
and the
the grounds
thereof under
conunder the
the congrounds thereof
occupied
trol
Treasury Department,
maintenance
Department, and in
in the care and maintenance
trol of
of the
the Treasury
of
equipment and furnishings
furnishings in
miscellaneous
in such buildings;
buildings; miscellaneous
of the equipment
supplies,
tools, and
and appliances
appliances required
in the
the operation
operation (not
(not ememrequired in
supplies, tools,
bracing repairs)
repairs) of
the mechanical
mechanical equipment,
including heating,
equipment, including
heating,
bracing
of the
plumbing,
piping, ventilating,
ventilating, vacuum-cleaning
vacuum-cleaning and
and
hoisting, gas
gas piping,
plumbing, hoisting,
refrigerating
meters, interior pneuapparatus, electric-light
electric-light plants, meters,
refrigerating apparatus,
matic-tube and
and intercommunicating
telephone systems, conduit
conduit wirintercommunicating telephone
matic-tube
ing, call-bell
call-bell and signal systems in such buildings, and for the
transportation
or supplies
supplies authorized
authorized herein (including
(including
transportation of
of articles
articles or
Columbia, but excluding
any
excluding any
in the District
District of Columbia,
the customhouse
customhouse in
other public building under the control of the Treasury Department
Department
within
the District
District of
excluding also marine hospitals
hospitals
Columbia, and excluding
of Columbia,
within the
and
stations, mints,
mints, branch
branch mints, and assay offices,
and quarantine
quarantine stations,
and
personal services,
services, except
for
work done by contract or for
except for work
and personal
temporary
under exigency
time the
the
exceeding at one
one time
exigency not
not exceeding
temporary job labor under
sum
building), $3,070,000.
$3,070,000. The appropriation
appropriation
at any
any one
one building),
sum of $100
$100 at
made
herein for
for gas shall
shall include the rental and use of gas govmade herein
ernors
ordered by the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury in writing:
writing:
ernors when ordered
Provided,
rentals shall not be paid for such gas governors
Provided, That rentals
saved
value of
of the
the gas
gas saved
centum of the actual value
greater than
than 35
35 per
per centum
thereby, which saving shall be determined
determined by such tests as the
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury shall direct: Provided
further, That
Provided further,
Secretary
authorized to contract for the
the Treasury is authorized
the Secretary
Secretary of the
purchase
control of the
the
purchase of
of fuel
fuel for public buildings under the control
Treasury Department
Department in advance
advance of the availability
availability of the apTreasury
propriation for the payment thereof.
Such contracts, however,
shall
shall not
not exceed the necessities of the current fiscal year.
Lands and other property of the United States: For custody,
care, protection,
protection, and expenses
expenses of sales of lands and other property
of the United States, acquired
acquired and held under sections 3749 and
3750 of the Revised Statutes, the examination
examination of titles, recording of
therewith, $50.
deeds, advertising, and auctioneers'
connection therewith,
auctioneers' fees in connection
deeds,

Buildings
Buildings

excluded
excluda

Gas
governors.
Gas governors.

Procisos.
Provisos.
Rentals.
Rentals.

Advance
Advance fuel contracts authorized.
tracts

Custody of lands.
lands.
R S.,
secs. 3749,3750,
3749,3750,
R
S., secs.
p. 739.
739.

M ISCELLANEOUS I
TEMS, TREASURY
DEPARTMENT.
ITEMS,
TREASURY DEPARTMENT.
MISCELLANEOUS
AMERICAN
PRINTING HOUSE
HOUSE FOR
FOR
AMERICAN PRINTING

TELL
THE

BLIND.
BLIND.

American Printing House for the Blind more
To enable the American
adequately to provide books and apparatus
apparatus for the education
education of
provisions of the Act approved
approved
the blind in accordance with the provisions
1919, $40,000.
August 4, 1919,

Printing
House for
Printing House
for
the Blind.
Expenses.
Expenses.
Vol.
Vol. 41,
41, p. 272.
272.

TITLE II.-POST
11.—POST OFFICE DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
Post Office
Office DepartPost

appropriations.
The following
following sums
conformity with
with the
the ment
in conformity
ment appropriations.
sums are
are appropriated
appropriated in
The
Vol. .5, p. 80.
fiscal Vol-5. p.80.
Act of
of July
July 2,
1836, for
for the
Post Office
Office Department
Department for
for the
the fiscal
Act
2, 1836,
the Post

year ending June 30, 1925,
1925, namely:
namely:

OF COUTMBIA.
COLUMBIA.
DEPARTMENT,
WASHINGTON,
POST OFFICE
POST
OFFICE DEPARTMENT,
W
ASHINGTON, DISTRICT
DISTRICT OF

Department
exDepartment expenses.
penses.

OFFICE OF
THE POSTMASTER
POSTMASTER GENERAL.
GENERAL.
OFFICE
OF THE

Office of
Postmaster
Office
of Postmaster
General.
General.
Postmaster General,
Poetmaster
General,

office personnel.
personal services
andofsiperonnl.
Postmaster
Postmaster General, $12,000;
$12,000; for personal
services in the office and
of the Postmaster General in the District of Columbia
Columbia in accordance with "
Classification Act of 1923," $201,740; in all, $213,740.
$213,740.
" The Classification

84
84
Department
Department
ings.
ings.
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POST
OFFICE DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT BUILDINGS.
BUILDINGS.
POST OFFICE
For
personal services
in the
the District
of Columbia
in accordance
accordance
Columbia in
District of
services in
For personal
with "
The Classification
1923," for
maintenance,
Act of
of 1923,"
for the
the care,
care, maintenance,
with
"The
Classification Act
and
protection of
of the
the main
Office Department
the
Department Building,
Building, the
main Post
Post Office
and protection
Washington
Post Office
and the
Mail Equipment
Equipment
the Mail
City Post
Office Building,
Building, and
Washington City
Shops
Shops Building, $225,632.
SALARIES IN
AND OFFICES.
OFFICES.
SALARIES
IN BUREAUS
BUREAUS AND

Department
bureaus
Department bureaus

For personal
personal services in the District of Columbia, in accordance
accordance
with "The
"The Classification
1923," in bureaus and offices of
with
Classification Act of 1923,"
of
the Post
to exceed
amounts,
the
Post Office
Office Department
Department in
in not
not to
exceed the
the following
following amounts,
respectively:
respectively:
Allotments.
Allotments.
Office of the First Assistant Postmaster
Postmaster General, $387,500.
Office of
Assistant Postmaster
Postmaster General,
General, $263340.
$263,340.
Second Assistant
of the
the Second
Office
Office
$682,760.
Postmaster General, $682,760.
Third Assistant Postmaster
Office of
of the Third
Office of
of the
General, $361,700.
the Fourth
Fourth Assistant
Assistant Postmaster
Postmaster General,
$361,700.
Office
Office
Office Department,
for the Post Office
Department, $55,760.
$55,760.
Office of
of the
the Solicitor for
Inspector, $132,520.
Office of the
the Chief
Chief Inspector,
$132,520.
Office of the Purchasing
Purchasing Agent, $33,300.
Bureau of Accounts, $34,320.
Restriction on
on aggre
aggreRestriction
appropriations in the foregoing
foregoing paragraphs
paragraphs under
under
In expending
expending appropriations
gate number of specific
gaednber
this title for personal services
of spc
Columbia, in
in accordaccordservices in the District of Columbia,
grades.
ance with "
The Classification
"The
Classification Act of 1923,"
1923," the number of persons
professional and scientific service above grade 2
2
in grades of the professional
shall not exceed ten in the aggregate,
aggregate, and the number of persons in
in
grades of the clerical, administrative,
administrative, and fiscal service above grade
aggregate.
77shall not exceed fifty-six in the aggregate.

and
offices.
andoffices.

Department continDepartment
contingent expenses.
gent
expenses.
Stationery,
Stationery, etc.
etc.

CONTINGENT EXPENSES,
POST OFFICE
OFFICE DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
CONTINGENT
EXPENSES, POST

For stationery and blank books, index and guide cards,
folders,
cards, folders,
and
devices, including
of free
and binding
binding devices,
including purchase
purchase of
free penalty
penalty envelopes,
envelopes,
$28,000.
$28,000.
Heatin
g,
lighting, etc.
Heating,lghtingetc.
For fuel and repairs to heating, lighting,
ice, and
and power
power plant,
plant,
lighting, ice,
including
repairs to
elevators, purchase
purchase and
and exchange
exchange of
tools and
including repairs
to elevators,
of tools
and
supplies, and
and removal
ashes, $57,000.
electrical supplies,
removal of
of ashes,
$57,000.
Tele
graphing.
Telegraphing.
telegraphing, $6,500.
For telegraphing,
Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneous.
For
including purchase,
For miscellaneous
miscellaneous items
items including
maintepurchase, exchange,
exchange, maintenance,
machines, and
nance, and repair
repair of
of typewriters,
typewriters, adding
adding machines,
and other
other laborlaborVehicles.
Vehicles.
saving devices; not to exceed $3,000 for purchase,
purchase, exchange,
exchange, hire,
and
trucks and
and motor-driven
and maintenance
maintenance of
of motor
motor trucks
motor-driven passengerpassengercarrying
vehicles; street
car fares
fares not
not exceeding
$540; plumbing;
carrying vehicles;
street car
exceeding $540;
plumbing;
repairs to department
department buildings; floor coverings;
coverings; postage stamps
stamps
for
correspondence addressed
addressed abroad
not exempt
under
for correspondence
abroad which
which is
is not
exempt under
article
11 of
of the
convention of
of the
the Universal
Universal Postal
Union;
article 11
the Rome
Rome convention
Postal Union;
$55,000,
sum not
exceeding $14,500
$14,500 may
expended for
for
$55,000, of
of which
which sum
not exceeding
may be
be expended
telephone
service, not
expended for
purtelephone service,
not exceeding
exceeding $1,800
$1,800 may
may be
be expended
for purchase
exchange of
law books,
books, books
chase and exchange
of law
books of
of reference,
reference, railway
railway guides,
guides,
city
city directories,
directories, and books necessary
necessary to
to conduct
conduct the
the business
business of
of the
the
department,
and not
not exceeding
exceeding $500
department, and
and
$500 may be
be expended
expended for actual and
necessary expenses
expenses of
of the purchasing
agent while traveling
on busipurchasing agent
traveling on
business of
of the
department.
ness
the department.
Furniture.
Furniture.
For furniture and filing
$8,500.
filing cabinets,
cabinets, $8,500.
Printing and bindFor printing
printing and binding for the Post Office Department,
Department, including.rinting and binding all of its bureaus,
ing
offices, institutions,
institutions, and
located in
in
bureaus, offices,
and services
services located
Washington, District
of
Columbia,
and
elsewhere, $975,000.
Waeshington,
District
of
Columbia,
and
elsewhere,
$975,000.
Reimbursing for
For reimbursement
reimbursement of
the Government
Government Printing
Printing Office
Office or
or Capitol
Capitol
etc., Washin
Wasingheating, etc.,
For
of the
heating,
gton
city post
ton city
ost office.
office.
steam for
and elecelecPower Plant for the cost of furnishing
furnishing steam
for heating
heating and
tric current for lighting
hghting and power
power to the Post Office
Department
Office Department
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Building
at Massachusetts
Massachusetts Avenue
Avenue and
North Capitol
Capitol Street,
and North
Building at
District
of Columbia,
$52,000.
Columbia, $52,000.
District of
pped
Appropriations
hereinafter made
for the
field service
service of
of the
Post priatldnsrttcbe
gt1
,;:atc:"—
used
the Post
the field
made for
Appropriations hereinafter
Office
except as
as otherwise
provided, shall
be exfor the Department.
ex- fortheDepartment.
not be
shall not
otherwise provided,
Department, except
Office Department,
pended
for any
of the
the purposes
purposes hereinbefore
herembefore provided
on
for on
provided for
any, of
pended for
account of
of the
the Post
Department in
the District
Columbia.
of Columbia.
in the
District of
Post Office
Office Department
account
FIELD SERVICE,
POST OFFICE
DEPARTMENT.
OFFICE DEPARTMENT.
SERVICE, POST
FIELD
OFFICE OF
OF POSTMASTER
POSTMASTER GENERAL.
GENERAL.
OFFICE

Field service.
service.
Field
Field service.
Postmaster General.

Postmaster General.

Equipment shops
For
electric power
and the
the repair
machinery, building.
bEuidpent shops
of machinery,
repair of
light, and
and light,
power and
For gas
gas,' electric
United States
Office Department
equipment shops
shops building,
building,
Department equipment
Post Office
States Post
United
$8,500.
$8,500.
Cash
Cash rewards
rewards to
to ememThe
General is
is hereby
authorized to
cash reward
reward ployees
for inventions
inventions
ployees for
to pay
pay aacash
hereby authorized
Postmaster General
The Postmaster
for any
invention,
of suggestions
suggestions for
an imi
m- etc.
for
service,
improving service
eorirovi
for an
series of
or series
suggestion, or
invention, suggestion,
any .
for
provement or
in device,
design, or
or process
process applicable
applicable to
to
device, design,
economy in
or economy
provement
the
Postal Service
or more
more employees
Post
of the
the Post
employees of
one or
by one
submitted by
Service submitted
the Postal
Office
Department or
or the
Postal Service
be adopted
adopted for
for
shall be
which shall
Service which
the Postal
Office Department
use
and will
will clearly
clearly effect
effect a
material economy
increase efficiency,
efficiency,
or increase
economy or
a material
use and
Provisos.
and
for that
purpose the
appropriated: Proto re
gular
Pro- Additional
Adtional to
regular
hereby appropriated:
the sum
sum of
of $4,000
$4,000 is
is hereby
and for
that purpose
vided, That
so paid
in accordance
accordance with
Paythis PaY•
with this
employees in
to employees
paid to
the sums
sums so
That the
vided,
Amountlimited.
Act shall
shall be
be in
addition to
to their
compensation: Provided
limited.
Provided Amount
their usual
usual compensation:
in addition
Act
further
the total amount paid under the provisions of this
That the
further,, That
.Act
not exceed
$1,000 in
in any
or for
for any
invention
any one invention
any month
month or
exceed $1,000
shall not
Act shall
reqred
use re
eementuse
That no
or suggestion:
suggestion: Provided
further
no employee
employee shall be paid ernment
quired.
further, That
Provided
or
a reward under this Act until he
Agreement for Govhas properly
an agreeagreeexecuted an
properly executed
a reward under this Act until he has
ment to
the effect
the use
thq United
invention,
of the
the invention,
States of
United States
use by
by the
that the
effect that
ment
to the
suggestion,
of suggestions
made by
not form
shall not
him shall
by him
suggestions made
series of
or series
suggestion, or
the basis
claim of
of any
nature upon
States Restiction.
Restriction.
the
basis of
of a
a further
further claim
any nature
upon the
the United
United States
by
his heirs,
this approThat this
further, That
Provided further,
or assigns:
assigns: Provided
heirs, or
him, his
by him,
priation
shall be
available for
for no
no other
other purpose.
Shipment of
e
quippriation shall
be available
purpose.
of equipShipment
For
transportation and
delivery of
of equipment,
equipment, materials,
supplies, etc.
etc.
and merit,
ment, supplies,
materials, and
and delivery
For the
the transportation
supplies for
Department and Postal Service by
Post Office Department
the Post
for the
supplies
freight,
incidental
other incidental
and other
transportation, and
motor transportation,
or motor
express, or
freight, express,
expenses,
Travel, etc.
etc.
expenses, $600,000.
$600,000.
Travel,
For
and miscellaneous
expenses in
the Postal
office
Service, office
Postal Service,
in the
miscellaneous expenses
travel and
For travel
of the
the Postmaster
General, $1,000.Damage
$1,000.
Damageclaims.
claims.
of
Postmaster General,
To
to pay
pay claims
claims for
p.3.
to Vol p.
for damages
damages to
General to
the Postmaster
Postmaster General
To enable
enable the
63.
persons or
in accordance
of the Defiprovisions of
the provisions
with the
accordance with
property in
or property
persons
ciency
Appropriation Act
approved June
$20,000.
ciency Appropriation
Act approved
June 16,
16, 1921,
1921, $20,000.pors.
Inspectors.
inspectors in
fifteen inspectors
OFFICE
or CliniF
INSPECTOR: For
For salaries
of fifteen
salaries of
CHIEF INSPECTOR:
OFFICE OF
charge of
divisions at
$4,200 each;
each; and
and five
five hundred
and twenty
twenty Po
charge
of divisions,
at $4,200
hundred and
Civil
gieligiivil service
service eli
That the ap- bles.
Provided, That
insyectors
in all,
$1,750,000: Provided,
all, $1,750,000:
$1,687,000; in
inspectors, $1,687,060;
pointment
of additional
additional inspectors
shall be
be made
certification b
upon certification
made upon
inspectors shall
pointment,of
of
the Civil
Traveling expenses,
of the
Civil Service
Service Commission,
Commission, as
as heretofore
heretofore practiced.
practiced.
Traveling
expenses,
For traveling
traveling expenses
inspectors in charge, and etc.
inspectors, inspectors
expenses of inspectors
For
the
traveling expenses
expenses of four
inspector, and for the traveling
post-office inspector,
the chief
chief post-office
clerks performing
stenographic and clerical assistance
post-office
assistance to post-office
performing stenographic
clerks
inspectors
in the
important fraud cases,
cases $455,000.
misixmano.ni.
s.
Misc
$455,000.
the investigation
investigation of important
inspectors in
miscellaneous expenses
expenses at division headquarters,
headquarters,
For necessary
necessary miscellaneous
$14,000.
$14,000.
Clerks,
division
Clerks, division
For
compensation of
of one
hundred and
and fifteen
fifteen clerks
clerks at
quarters.
headquarters.
division head
at division
one hundred
For compensation
headquarters, $252,750.
$252,750.
Rewards,
etc.
headquarters,
Rewards, etc.
For payment
the detection,
detection, arrest,
and conviction
For
payment of
of rewards
rewards for
for the
arrest, and
conviction Provisos.
pr,
of
robbers, and
and highway
highway mail
offender.
offender.
Death of
Pro- Death
robbers: Promail robbers:
burglars, robbers,
post-office burglars,
of post-office
vided, That
That rewards
may be
paid, in
of the
the Postmaster
Postmaster
the discretion
discretion of
in the
be paid,
rewards may
vided,
General, when
the class
mentioned was
in the
the
was killed in
of the
class mentioned
offender of
when an
an offender
General,
act of
of committing
Provided Limitatica.
act
committing the
the crime
crime or
or in
in resisting
resisting lawful
lawful arrest:
arrest: Provided
rewards
any rewards
to pay
pay any
further, That
sum shall
used to
be used
shall be
this sum
part of
of this
no part
That no
further,
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at
in Post
Office Department
Order
Post Office
Department Order
of those
those specified
specified in
at rates
rates in
in excess
excess of
7708 , dated
dat
ed J
ul
y 1,
1922 : Provided
Prov ided f
ur th er ,Th
at of
of th
ount
Securing informa- 7708,
July
1, 1922:
further,
That
thee am
amount
tion
herein
herein appropriated not to exceed
exceed $5,000 may be expended,
expended, in the
discretion
the Postmaster
of securing
securing
for the
the purpose
purpose of
of the
Postmaster General,
General, for
discretion of
information concerning
concerning violations
postal laws
laws and
servfor servinformation
violations of
of the
the postal
and for
ices and
and information
information looking
looking toward
toward the
apprehension of
criminals,
of criminals,
the apprehension
ices
$30,000.
$30,000.

ioSne.curing informst

First
Assistant PostFirst Assistant
Postmaster General.
General.

OFFICE
ASSISTANT POSTMASTER
POSTMASTER GENERAL.
GENERAL.
OFFICE OF THE
THE FIRST
FIRST ASSISTANT

Postmasters.

For
compensation to
$46,000,000.
to postmasters,
postmasters, $46,000,000.
For compensation
For
compensation to
postmasters at
at first
first and
second
assistant postmasters
and second
For compensation
to assistant
class
post offices,
$6,000,000.
offices, $6,000,000.
class post
Printers, meehanis,
merbsoirA.,
Printers,
For compensation
compensation to printers, mechanics, and skilled laborers.
laborers.
etc.
$97,400.
$97,400.
Clerks and employ'For
compensation to
to clerks
clerks and
second
at first
first and
and second
employees at
and employees
'For compensation
st andepd
eelfifirst
ees,
and second
class
lass offices.
class post offices,
offices, including
including auxiliary
auxiliary clerk
and
clerk hire at summer
summer and
winter post
offices,
$124,937,100.
$124,937,100.
post
offices,
winter
Watchmen, messenFor compensation
to watchmen,
messengers, and
and laborers,
laborers,
For
compensation to
watchmen, messengers,
waeetc.men, mesengers,
$5,759,150.
e$5,759,150.
rs.
station
t
tract
clnContract
station For compensation
compensation to clerks in charge of contract
contract stations,
clerks.
$1,550,000.
$1,550,000.
Separating mails.
Separating mails.
For separating
For
separating mails at third and fourth
class post
post offices,
offices, $750,000.
$750,000.
fourth class
Unusual conditions.
nusual conditions.
For unusual
unusual conditions at post
post offices,
offices, $150,000.
$150,000.
Clerks, third class
For
allowances to
third-class post
cover the
cost of
of
offi'
thd
For allowances
to third-class
post offices
offices to
to cover
the cost
offices.
clerical
services,
$4,400,000.
services,
$4,400,000.
clerical
Rent, light, and
Rantlight,
andU.fuel. For rent,
rent, light, and fuel
fuel for first, second,
second, and third class post
offices,
$14,416,600.
Mct
offices,
$14,416,600.
Miscellaneous, first
For miscellaneous
necessary and incidental to post offices
offices
and
second class offices.
andsecondclassoffices.
miscellaneous items necessary
of the
first and
and second
second classes,
$925,000.
of
the
first
classes,
$925,000.
Village delivery.
Vilage deivery.
For village
village delivery service
service in towns and villages
villages having post
post
offices of
second or
third class
and in
in communities
to
offices
of the
the second
or third
class, and
communities adjacent
adjacent to
cities
city delivery,
$1,500,000.
cities having
having city
delivery, $1,500,000.
Detroit River.
For Detroit River postal service,
Detroit R iver.
service, $18,250.
$18,250.
Car fare and bicycles.
CarareandbicyleS.
For car
For
car fare
fare and
and bicycle allowance, including special-delivery
special-delivery
car
fare,
$980,000.
$980,000.
fare,
car
City delivery
care ve
r
For
pay of
of letter
carriers, City
riers.
riers.t
d
For pay
letter carriers,
City Delivery
Delivery Service
Service, $87,398,000.
$87,398,000.
Special delivery fees_
For
fees to
to special-delivery
messengers,
$6,100,0450.
$6,100,000.
messengers,
special-delivery
fees
For
SpemaldeliveesPneumatic
tubes,
Pneumatic
tubes'
New
New York
York and BrookBrookFor the
mail by
by pneumatic
pneumatic tubes
or other
other simsimthe transmission
transmission of
of mail
tubes or
n
lyn.
ly .
ilar devices in the city of New York,
of
York, including the Borough of
Brooklyn of the
the city of New
York, including
labor, and
New York,
including power,
power, labor,
and
all other operating expenses, $526,373.25.
Vehicle
Vehicle allowance
allowance for all other operating expenses, $526,373.25.
delivery, collection, etc.
For vehicle
allowance, the
hiring of
of vedelivery.colleetion.etc.
For
vehicle allowance,
the hiring
of drivers,
drivers, the
the rental
rental of
vehicles, and the purchase
and exchange
purchase and
exchange and
maintenance, including
and maintenance,
including
stable and garage facilities, of wagons
wagons or automobiles
the
automobiles for,
for, and
and the
operation of,
of, screen-wagon
and city
collection
ooperation
screen-wagon and
city delivery
delivery and
and collection
Proviso.
Leasing
easing of garages, service,
$15,400,000: Provided,
Postmaster General
service, $15,400,000:
Provided, That the Postmaster
General may,
may,
tc
.
eetc.
appropriation, apply a
a part thereof
in his disbursement of this appropriation,
thereof
to the
quarters for
for the
of Government-owned
to
the leasing
leasing of
of quarters
the housing
housing of
Government-owned
automobiles
reasonable annual
term not
automobiles at
at a
a reasonable
annual rental
rental for
for aa term
not exceedexceeding ten
years.
ten years.
ing
Travel,
Travel etc.
For travel and miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses
expenses in the Postal Service, Office
Office
of
the First
General. $1,000.
of the
First Assistant
Assistant Postmaster
Postmaster General.
$1,000.

Postmaste

Assistant
ters.

Assistant

postmas-

ostma

Second
Assistant
S
e c o n d Assistant
Postmaster General.
Postmaster
General.
Star routes, Alaska.

Star routes, Alaska.
Proviso.
Emergency service.
Emergencyservice.

OFFICE
THE
OFFICE OF THE

SECOND
POSTMASTER
SECOND ASSISTANT POSTMASTER

GENERAL.
GENERAL.

For inland transportation
transportation by star routes in Alaska, $180,000:
$180,000:
Provided, That out of this appropriation
Provided,
appropriation the Postmaster General
General
authorized to provide difficult or emergency
emergency mail service
is authorized
service in
Alaska, including the establishment
establishment and equipment
equipment of relay
relay sta-
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tions, in such manner
manner as he may think advisable,
advisable, without advertising therefor.
Steamboat
powertransportation by
by steamboat
steamboat or
or other
other power-boat
Steabosat
o orrpowerFor inland transportation
power-boat boat
routes, etc.
routes,
including ship,
ship, steamboat,
steamboat, and
and way
way letters,
routes, including
letters, $1,550,000.
$1,550,000.
Railroad routes and
For inland transportation
transportation by railroad
railroad routes
serite.
routes and for mail
mail messenger service.
Provisos.
Provided, That not to exceed Freight
train
conmessenger service, $104,450,000:
$104,450,000: Provided,
train conFreight train
conveyance.
$1,500,000
may be
expended for
for pay
pay of
freight veyance.
be expended
of freight
$1,500,000 of
of this
this appropriation
appropriation may
conveyed
of mails
mails conveyed
and incidental charges for the transportation
transportation of
under
trains or otherwise: And
And
under special arrangement
arrangement in
in freight
freight trains
Messenger service acprovided
Messengerservicea
provided further,
further, That
That separate
separate accounts
accounts be
be kept
kept of
of the
the amount
amount counting.
expended for
for mail
messenger service.
service.
expended
mail messenger
Airplane service,
operation and maintenance
For the operation
maintenance of the airplane mail service
service NeAirlneo
ervSce
New York and
San
Francisco.
between
New
York,
New
York,
and
San
Francisco,
California,
between New York, New York, and San Francisco, California, Francisco.
Chicago, Illinois, and Omaha, Nebraska, including necessary
necessary
via Chicago,
incidental
expenses and employment
employment of necessary
personnel,
necessary personnel,
incidental expenses
$1,500,000.
$1,500,000.
Installing night flyFor
for the
the installation
equipment, and
For an
an additional
additional amount
amount for
installation,; equipment,
and ing
mgasitapneirvie.
airplane service.
operation
airplane mail service
flying, and to
service by
by night
night flying,
to enable
operation of
of the
the airplane
charges for
to make
make the
the additional
additional charges
for both night
night and
the department
department to
day
first-class mail matter,
matter, in accordance
accordance with existing
existing
day service on first-class
law, $1,250,000.
$1,250,000.
law,
Railway
Mail Servay M
er
Railway Mail Service: For fifteen
fifteen division superintendents,
Railway
superintendents, fifteen ice.
ice.
Division
superinassistant division
two assistant
assistant
division superintendents
superintendents, two
assistant superintendents.
superintendents. tendents,
Divisionetc. superinone assistant
superintendent
superintendents,
in
in charge of car construction
construction, one
one
assistant superintendent
hundred
clerks, one hundred and twenty-one
twenty-one chief clerks,
hundred and twenty-one
assistant chief clerks, clerks in charge of sections in the offices of
of
division superintendents,
superintendents, railway postal clerks, substitute railway
railway
clerks, joint employees,
employees, and laborers in the Railway Mail
Mail
postal clerks,
Service, $47,400,000.
Service,
$47,400,000.
Travel allowance
allowance to
Travel
For travel allowance
allowance to railway
railway postal clerks
clerks and substitute rail- clerks.
clerks, $2,775,000.
way postal clerks
Traveling expenses,
For
necessary expenses,
ropeead
For actual
actual and
and necessary
expenses, general superintendent
superintendent and etcra.,
etc., away
away from
headquarters.
superintendent, division superintendents,
superintendents, assist- quarters
assistant general superintendent,
division superintendents,
chief
superintendents, assistant superintendents,
superintendents, and chief
ant division
clerks, and assistant chief clerks,
Railway Mail Service, and railclerks, Railway
clerks,
way postal clerks, while actually traveling on business of the
Department and away from their several designated
designated
Post Office Department
headquarters,
headquarters, $62,000.
$62,000.
sceleo
Miscellaneous
exFor rent, light, heat,
miscellaneous and office
heat, fuel, telegraph, miscellaneous
office penses.
Mpeses.
expenses, telephone
telephone service,
service, and
and badges
for railway
railway postal
expenses,
badges for
postal clerks,
clerks, Rent
for terml
Rent for terminal
offices.
for the dis- offices.
and
rental of
of space
space for
railway post
post offices
offices for
for terminal
terminal railway
and rental
tribution of mails when the furnishing
space for such distribufurnishing of space
tion can not, under the Postal
Postal Laws and
and Regulations,
Regulations, properly
properly be
additional compensation,
compensation,
required of railroad companies without additional
and for equipment and miscellaneous
miscellaneous items necessary to terminal
terminal
railway post
offices, $1,150,000.
railway
post offices,
$1,150,000. Electric
and cable
Electric and
cable
cars.
cars.i ma
cable car
car service,
service, $625,000.
For electric and
and cable
Foreign mails.
For transportation
transportation of
of foreign
steamship, aircraft,
or Pre
For
foreign mails
mails by
by steamship,
aircraft, or
mals.
Provisos.
allowance.
$150,000 of this Aircraft allowance.
otherwise,
$7,500,000: Provided,
otherwise, $7,500,000:
Provided, That not to exceed
exceed $150,000
sum may be expended for carrying foreign mail by aircraft:
aircraft: ProProSea post service.
vided
vided further,
further, That
That the
the Postmaster
Postmaster General
General shall
shall be
be authorized
authorized to
to Seapostserce.
expend such
sums as may be necessary,
$150,000, to
necessary, not to exceed $150,000,
expend
such sums
cover the cost to the United States for maintaining sea post service
steamships conveying
on ocean steamships
conveying the mails
mails to and from the United
States.
States.
B
to fo
Balances to foreign
countries.
contries.
For balances
balances due
due foreign
countries,? $1,500,000.
$1,500,000.
foreign countries
For
Assistant
superinSuperintendent, _Division
Division of Foreign
For Assistant
Assistant Superintendent,
Foreign Mails,
Mails, with tendent
tendent, New-York
New York.
Universal
Postal
Uniersal P s
$2,500.
headquarters
:500.
headquarters at New York, New York. $2
Congress.
s of
at Expenc
of deledleExpenses
For expenses
expenses of delegates
delegates to the Universal Postal Congress
Con
gates to.
Postmaster General in the
Stockholm
Stockholm to be appointed
appointed by the Postmaster
tlii:sPost *t*.O-
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Travel, etc.
etc.
Travel,

Third Assistant
Assistant PostPostThird
master General.
General.
master
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Office Department,
Department, $7,500,
immediately available
available and to be
to be immediately
$7,500, to
Office
expended
of the
Postmaster General
General and to be
the Postmaster
the discretion
discretion of
in the
expended in
accounted
certificate, which certificate
certificate shall be conclusive
conclusive
on his
his certificate,
for on
accounted for
on the accounting offices
offices of the United
United States.
For travel
travel and miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses in the Postal Service,
Service,
office of the Second Assistant Postmaster
$1,000.
Postmaster General, $1,000.
office
OFFICE
THE THIRD
ASSISTANT POSTMASTER
GENERAL.
OFFICE OF TILE
THIRD ASSISTANT
POSTMASTER GENERAL.

tamps, stamped enFor manufacture
manufacture of adhesive
adhesive postage stamps, special-delivery
special-delivery
stamped envelopes, newspaper
newspaper wrappers,
wrappers,
of stamps, stamped
stamps, books of
pet, p
cards, and for coiling of stamps, $8,100,000.
postal cards,
Distribution
agency.
Distribution agency.
For pay of agent
agent and
and assistants
assistants to examine
examine and distribute
distribute stamped
stamped
envelopes and newspaper
expenses of agency, $21,500.
wrappers, and expenses
newspaper wrappers,
Indemnity lost regisFor
for the injury or loss of pieces
pieces
payment of limited indemnity for
For payment
IteremnitylS.tregW
tered,
etc., mail.
Domestic.
Domestic.
of domestic registered
registered matter, insured
insured and collect-on-delivery
collect-on-delivery mail,
$4,500,000.
International.
International.
For payment of limited indemnity
indemnity for the injury
injury or loss of interinteragreement
national mail in accordance
convention, treaty, or agreement
accordance with convention,
stipulations,
$40,000.
stipulations, $40,000.
Travel. etc.
Traveetc.
For travel and miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses in the Postal Service, office
office
of the Third Assistant
General, $1,000.
Assistant Postmaster
Postmaster General,

Stamps, stamped envelopes, postal cards,
etc.

Fourth
Assistant
Fourth
Postmaster
Postmaster General.
General.
Stationery.
stationery.
Postal Savings supsup-

Postal Savins

OFFICE OF
TM. FO
uIiTII ASSISTANT
POSTMASTER GENERAL.
GENERAL.
ASSISTANT POSTMASTER
FOURTH
OF THE
OFFICE

For
stationery for
the Postal
Service, including
including the
For stationery
for the
Postal Service,
the money-order
money-order
and
purchase of
for.the
and registry systems; and also for the purchase
of supplies
supplies for

Postal Savings System, including rubber stamps, canceling devices,
certificates,
envelopes and stamps for use in evidencing deposits, and
certificates, envelopes
Bond expenses.
ond expenses.
free penalty
reimbursement of the Secretary
penalty envelopes;
envelopes; and for the reimbursement
Secretary
of
incident to
of the
the Treasury
Treasury for
for expenses
expenses incident
to the preparation,
preparation, issue, and
and
Vol. 36, p. 817.
Vol.3a6,p.a7.
registration
authorized by
registration of the bonds authorized
1910,
by the
the Act of June 25, 1910,
$900,000.
$900,000.
Miscellaneous equipFor miscellaneous
equipment and
and supplies,
supplies, including
the purchase
purchase
including the
For
miscellaneous equipment
suppuesq.
ment and supplies.
ment
and repair of furniture,
furniture, package
package boxes, posts, trucks, baskets,
baskets, satchels, straps, letter-box
letter-box paint, baling machines, perforating
perforating machines,
duplicating machines, printing presses,
presses, directories,
directories, cleaning
cleaning supplies
and the
the manufacture,
and exchange
exchange of
of equipment,
equipment, the
the
plies and
manufacture, repair,
repair, and
ter xes, ec.
Letter boxes, etc.
erection and painting of letter-box
erection
letter-box equipment, and
and for
for the purchase
and
of presses
presses and
dies for
for use
in the
the manufacture
manufacture of
of letter
letter
and repair
repair of
and dies
use in
Postmarking, etc.,
postmarking, rating,
rating, money-order
money-order stamps,
stamps, and
and electroelectrostampsmag, etc., boxes; for postmarking,
stamps.
type
plates and
and repairs
repairs to
to same;
same; metal,
metal, rubber,
type plates
rubber, and
and combination
combination
type, dates and figures, type holders, ink pads
pads for canceling
canceling and
and
stamping purposes,
purposes, and for the purchase,
purchase, exchange,
exchange, and repair of
of
typewriting
machines, envelope-opening
envelope-opening machines, and computing
computing
typewriting machines,
machines, copying
machines, time recorders,
recorders,
copying presses, numbeting
numbering machines,
letter balances,
balances, scales,
miscellaneous articles purscales, test weights, and miscellaneous
Post-route,
Post-route, etc.,
chased and
etc., chased
and furnished
directly to
to the
the Postal Service;
furnished directly
Service; for miscellamaps.
neous expenses
expenses in the preparation
preparation and public
ati on of
of post-route
post- rout
e
publication
maps and rural-delivery
maps or blue
blue prints,
tracing for
for
rural-delivery maps
prints, including
including tracing
photolithographic
expenditures necessary
necessary
photolithographic reproduction;
reproduction; for other expenditures
incidental to post offices
offices of the first, second,
second, and third classes,
classes,
and incidental
and offices of the fourth class having or to have rural-delivery
rural-delivery
Sale
sale of maps, etc.
boxes, $1,303,500;
$1,303,500; and
and the
Postmaster General
General
service, and
and for letter
letter boxes,
the Postmaster
may authorize
authorize the sale to the public
public of post-route
post-route maps and ruraldelivery maps or blue prints at the cost of printing and 10 per
per
centum thereof added;
added; of this amount
amount $1,500
$1,500 may be expended in
the purchase of atlases, and geographical
geographical and technical
technical works:
works:
ro
Proviso.
Pi io.Provided, That $200,000
$200,000 of this appropriation
appropriation may be used for the
Provided,

Pli.

SIXTY-EIGHTH
SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.

SEss.
SESS. I.
I.

Cu. 84.
CH.
84.

89
89
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1924.

purchase of
of equipment
equipment and
and furniture
furniture for
for post-office
quarters and
and
purchase
post-office quarters

for no other purposes.

Amount for
for equipAmount
equipment and furniture.

For
wrapping twine
$518,500.
For wrapping
twine and
and tying
tying devices,
devices, $518,500.
Twine, etc.
For
incident to
the shipment
shipment of
supplies, inFor defraying
defraying expenses
expenses incident
to the
of supplies,
in- shipping
Shipping supplies.
cluding
the pay
of employees
employees in
in Services
eluding hardware,
hardware, boxing,
boxing, packing,
packing, and
and the
pay of
Services.
connection therewith at the following
following annual rates: Storekeeper,
connection
Storekeeper,
$2,650;
requisition fillers, at
$2,650; foreman, $1,800;
$1,800; ten
ten requisition
at $1,600
$1,600 each; two
requisition
$1,200 each;
$1,600 each;
each; two
two
requisition fillers, at
at $1,200
each; ten
ten packers,
packers, at
at $1,600
packers
each; and
chauffeurs, at
at $1,400
$1,400 each;
in all,
all,
packers at $1,200
$1,200 each;
and two chauffeurs,
each; in
$80,000.
$80,000.
Canceling and laborFor rental,
purchase, exchange,
exchange, and
and repair
of canceling
machines saving
nd etbo.rFor
rental, purchase,
repair of
canceling machines
csacnineg
machines,
etc.
and
other laborlabor- sav
and motors,
motors, mechanical
mail-handling apparatus
and other
mechanical mail-handling
appin
saving devices,
devices, including
of power
power in
n rented
and
saving
including cost
cost of
rented buildings
buildings and
miscellaneous expenses
expenses of
same, inmiscellaneous
of installation
installation and
and operation
operation of
of same,
in- Traveling mechanimechancluding
mechanicians and for per diem cTraelin
cluding salaries
salaries of five traveling mechanicians
cians.
allowance
traveling mechanicians
actually traveling
traveling on
on
allowance of traveling
mechanicians while
while actually
away from their homes and
their official domiciles,
official business
business away
and their
at
fixed by
General, not
not to
to exceed
exceed $4
at aa rate
rate to
to be
be fixed
by the
the Postmaster
Postmaster General,
per day, $500,000.
$500,000.
Mail bags, locks, etc.
For
manufacture, and
and repair
repair of
of mail
bags and
and Mail
For the
the purchase,
purchase, manufacture,
mail bags
bags, locks, etc.
containers and attachments,
other mail
mail containers
attachments, mail
mail locks,
locks, keys, chains,
machinery, and material
material necessary
necessary for same, and for incitools, machinery,
Equipment shops
dental expenses
thereto; also material,
Equipment
shops
dental
expenses pertaining
pertaining thereto;
material, machinery,
machinery, and material,
etc.
tools necessary
necessary for the manufacture
manufacture and repair in the equipment
equipment maeraletc.
District of
of such
such other
equipshops at Washington,
Washington, District
of Columbia,
Columbia of
other equipLabor.
expedient; for Labor.
deemed expedient;
ment for the Postal Service as may be deemed
compensation to labor employed
compensation
employed in the equipment
equipment shops at Wash- poio.
Proviso.
Distinctive
equipDistinctive
equip
$1,960,000: Provided,
ington,
ington, District of Columbia,
Columbia, $1,960,000:
Provided, That out
out f ment
ment for departments,
departments,
Alaska,
and
insular
this appropriation
Postmaster General
to use
use Alask1a
authorized to
this
appropriation the
the Postmaster
General is authorized
and insular
possessions.
as much of the sum, not exceeding
exceeding $15,000,
$15,000, as may be deemed
deemed possesso D
necessary
material and
purchase of material
and the manufacture
manufacture in
necessary for the purchase
the equipment shops of such small quantities of distinctive
distinctive equipequipments
required by other executive
executive departments;
departments; and for
for
ments as may be required
service
in Alaska,
Porto Rico,
Philippine Islands,
Hawaii, or
or other
other
service in
Alaska, Porto
Rico, Philippine
Islands, Hawaii,
island
island possessions.
possessions.
Star route transporFor inland
inland transportation
star routes
routes (excepting
For
transportation by
by star
(excepting service
service in tat
tation. route transporAlaska),
including temporary
temporary service
service to
established offices,
newly established
offices,
to newly
Alaska), including
$12,900,000.
$12,900,000.
Rural delivery.
For pay of rural carriers,
carriers, substitutes for
for rural
rural carriers
carriers on annual
nrdeUvry.
annual
and
clerks in charge of rural
rural stations, and
and tolls
tolls and
and sick
sick leave,
leave, clerks
ferriage, Rural
Rural Delivery
Service, and
the incidental
ferriage,
Delivery Service,
and for
for the
incidental expenses
expenses Establishing new
Erout.bii
thereof, $89,250,000,
$89,250,000, of which amount $300,000,
$300,000, or so much thereof routes.
immediately available
be immediately
available for
for the esas may be
be necessary,
necessary, shall be
tablishment of
of new
recommended and
approved by the Deand approved
tablishment
new routes
routes recommended
partment.
partment.
etc.
For
expenses in
the Postal
Service, office
office Travel,
For travel
travel and miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses
in the
Postal Service,
Trave etc.
of
the
Fourth
Assistant
Postmaster
General,
$1,000.
General,
$1,000.
of the Fourth Assistant Postmaster
Appropriation from
If the
the revenues
revenues of
of the
the Post Office
Department shall
shall be insufficient
If
Office Department
insufficient the^pTapsr'natpp
the Treasury to supply
deficiencies
in postal
postal
defiecies
II
of
this
Act,
a
made
under
Title
to
meet
the
appropriations
to meet the appropriations made under Title II
a revenues. in
such department
revenues of such
department is
sum equal to
to such
such deficiency
deficiency in the revenues
hereby appropriated,
appropriated, to be paid
money in the
the Treasury
Treasury
paid out
out of any
any money
hereby
not otherwise
appropriated, to
to supply
supply such
deficiency in the reveotherwise appropriated,
such deficiency
not
nues of the Post Office
Office Department
Department for the fiscal
fiscal year ending June
30, 1925,
1925, and the sum needed may be advanced
advanced to the Post Office
Office
Department
Department upon
upon requisition
requisition of the
the Postmaster
Postmaster General.
Approved, April 4,
4, 1924.
1924.

a
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April 7,1924.
7, 1924.
[H. R.
R. 6623.]
6623.]
[H.
[Public, No. 69.1

[Public, No. 69.1

SEss. I.
I.
SESS.

Cm. 85-87.
85-87.
CIS.
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1924.

CHAP. 86.-An
85.—An Act
the consent
of Congress
Congress to
to The
The Pittsburgh,
Pittsburgh,
consent of
Granting the
Act Granting
CHAP.
to
Youngstown
Youngstown &
& Ashtabula
Ashtabula Railway
Railway Company, its successors
successors and assigns, to
construct a
bridge across
across the
Mahoning River
in the
State of
of Ohio.
Ohio.
the State
River in
the Mahoning
a bridge
construct

Be
it enacted
by the
the Senate
Representatives of
of the
the
of Representatives
House of
and House
Senate and
enacted by
Be it
United
States of
in. Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the consent
consent
That the
America in
of America
United States
of Congress
Congress is
to The
Pittsburgh, Youngstown
Youngstown &
The Pittsburgh,
granted to
is hereby
hereby granted
of
Ashtabula Railway
Railway Company,
Company, and
successors and
and assigns,
to conconassigns, to
its successors
and its
Ohiao Ashtabula
brdgeHasltono
struct,
bridge and
and approaches
thereto across
across
approaches thereto
a bridge
and operate
operate a
maintain, and
struct, maintain,
the Mahoning
River at
the interests
interests of
of navigation,
navigation,
to the
suitable to
point suitable
at a
a point
Mahoning River
the
at
or
near
Haselton,
in
the
county
. of
of
Mahoning,
in
the State
State of
of
Mahoning, in the
Construction.
at or near Haselton, in the county
Vol. 34,
Ohio, in accordance
p. 84.
8.
accordance with the provisions
provisions of the Act entitled "An Act
Act
34, p.
Vol.
to
the construction
construction of
bridges over
navigable waters,"
waters," apover navigable
of bridges
to regulate
regulate the
proved March
March 23,1906.
23, 1906.
proved
Amendment.
AmendmeSE.
SEC. 2. That
That the right to alter,
alter, amend, or repeal
repeal this Act is hereby
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved,
April 7,
7, 1924.
1924.
Approved, April

Mahoning River.
Mahoinng
Pittsburgh, Rier.
Youngstown
& Ashtabula Railtown&AshtabulaRaiiway Company may
bridge, HeseIton, Ohio.

April 9, 1924.

9i3682.]
1924
[A
[H. R.
R.
3682.1
[H.
[Public, No. 70.]
70.1
[Public,

CHAP. 86.-An
88.—An Act
Authorizing the
construction, reconstruction,
imand imreconstruction, and
the construction,
Act Authorizing
CHAP.
provement of
trails, inclusive
of necessary
bridges, in
in the
the national
national
necessary bridges,
inclusive of
and trails,
roads and
of roads
provement

parks and
monuments under the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of the Department
Department of the Interior.
Interior.
parks
and monuments

the
Be
enacted by
by the
and House
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
Senate and
the Senate
it enacted
Be it
United States
States of
of America
in Congress
ecrethe SecreThat the
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
America in
United
National Park
tary
the Interior,
Interior, in
the National
administration of the
his administration
in his
of the
tary of
Service, is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to construct, reconstruct,
reconstruct, and improve
Service,
roads and
necessary bridges, in the national parks
of necessary
inclusive of
trails, inclusive
and trails,
roads
and
monuments under
Department of the
jurisdiction of the Department
the jurisdiction
under the
and monuments
Interior.
Interior.
Annual appropriaappropriaS
EC. 2.
2. That
That for
for such
such purposes,
purposes, including
making of necessary
necessary
the making
including the
SEC.
tions authorized
authorized for
for sursurtions
appropriated,
veys, construction,
surveys and
is hereby
authorized to be appropriated,
hereby authorized
there is
plans, there
and plans,
etc. surveys
construction, etc.
veys,
Po, p.
Post,
p. 686.
686.
out
of any
any moneys
Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
the
in the
the Treasury
moneys in
out of
following
sums, to
to be
be available
available until
expended: The sum of $2,500,000
$2,500,000
until expended:
following sums,
for the
the fiscal years ending
ending June
30, 1925;
1925; the
June 30, 1924, and June 30,
for
the
sum of
of $2,500,000
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
30, 1926; and the
ending June 30,
year ending
$2,500,000 for
sum
sum of
$2,500,000 for
for the
fiscal year
June 30,
30, 1927.
year ending June
the fiscal
sum
of $2,500,000
Transfer of Army
Army
S
EC. 3.
3. That
That the
the Secretary
of Agriculture
Agriculture is
is authorized
authorized to
to reserve
reserve
Secretary of
SEC.
road material distribroad
10 per
uted under
under Highway
Highway from
distribution to
the several
several States,
States, in
in addition
addition to the 10
to the
from distribution
authorized.
Act, authorized.
Act,
centum
authorized
by
section
5
of
the
Act
of
November
10,
1921
10,
1921
of
November
of
the
Act
section
5
by
centum
authorized
Vol. 42,
42, p.
p. 213.
213.
Vol.
(Forty-second
Large, page
213), not exceeding
exceeding 55 per
page 213),
at Large,
(Forty-second Statutes at
centum
the material,
equipment, and
and supplies hereafter
hereafter received
received
material, equipment,
centum of
of the
material, equipment,
from
of War,
and to transfer
transfer said material,
equipment,
War, and
the Secretary
Secretary of
from the
and
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Interior
Interior for
for use
use in
constructing,
in constructing,
of the
to the
supplies to
and supplies
the
reconstructing, improving,
improving, and
maintaining
trails in the
roads and
and trails
maintaining roads
and
reconstructing,
Proiso.
Provided, That no charge
Vs=
monuments: Provided,
charge shall be
lim- national parks and monuments:
charges limTransfer charges
ited.
ited.
made
except such
be agreed
agreed upon
upon as
as
as may
may be
such transfer
transfer except
such sums
sums as
made for
for such
being
charges for freight,
freight, handling,
handling, and conditioning
conditioning for
being reasonable
reasonable charges
efficient use.
efficient
Approved,
9, 1924.
1924.
April 9.
Approved, April

National parks,
National
parks, etc.
etc.
Roads,
etc.,
trails, etc.,
Roads, trails,
authorized in.

April
1924.
12, 1924.
April 12,
[11. R. 4439.1
[H.
4439.1

[Phhli. No.
71.1
[Public,
No. 71.]

amended.
section 71 of the Judicial Code
CHAP. 87.-An
87.—An Act To amend section
Code as amended.

Representatives of the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
tatescourts. United
of America
America in,
in Congress
Congress assembled,
section 71
United States
States of
assembled, That
That section
71
of the Judicial
Judicial Code, as amended,
amended to read as follows:
follows:
amended, is amended
Aransas
dis- ""SEC.
(a) The State of Arkansas
SEC. 71. (a)
Arkansas is divided into two districts,
to be known as the western
western and eastern districts
districts of Arkansas.
Western district.
western
district.
" (b) The western
"
western district shall include three
three divisions
divisions constituted
constituted
Texarkana divio
division. as follows: The Texarkana division, which shall include the terriTexarkana
Texarkana
include
tern-

United
United States courts.
Vol. 36, Pp.
1106,
amended. '
amenLded.
Arkansas judicial disjudicial
tricts.
Post,
p. 948.
Pods,p.94s.
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I.

CHs. 87, 88.
CHS.
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tory embraced
embraced on July 1, 1920, in the counties of
Howard,
of Sevier,
Sevier, Howard,
Little River, Pike, Hempstead,
Hempstead, Miller, La
Columbia, NeNeLa Fayette,
Fayette, Columbia,
Fort Smith
Smith division.
division.
Ouachita, Union, and Calhoun; the Fort Smith division, which
vada, Ouachita,
which Fort
shall include the territory embraced
in the
counties of
of
embraced on such date
date in
the counties
Polk, Scott, Logan, Sebastian,
Sebastian Franklin,
Franklin, Crawford,
Crawford, Washington,
W ashi ngt
on ,
Harrison division.
division.
Benton,
and Johnson;
Johnson; Sebastian
and
,
division, which
include Harrison
Benton, and
and the
the Harrison
division,
which shall
shall include
the territory
territory embraced
date in
the
counties
of
Baxter,
Boone,
embraced on
on such date
in the counties of Baxter, Boone,
Carroll, Madison,
Madison, Marion, Newton, and
and Searcy.
"(c) Terms of the district
"(c)
district court
Texarkana division
division shall
shall Terms.
court for the
the Texarkana
be held at Texarkana
Texarkana on
second Mondays
in
May
and
November;
on the
the second
Mondays in May and November;
for the Fort Smith division,
division, at Fort
second Mondays
Mondays
Fort Smith
Smith on
on the
the second
in January and June; and for the Harrison
division, at
at Harrison
Harrison on
on
Harrison division,
April and
October.
the second
second Mondays
Mondays in
in April
and October.
Offices of
of clerk.
clerk.
" (d) The clerk of the court for the western
"
western district
main- Offices
district shall
shall maintain an office in charge of himself or a
Fort
a deputy
deputy at
at Texarkana,
Texarkana, Fort
Smith, and Harrison. Such offices
offices shall
open at
at all
all times
times
shall be
be kept
kept open
the business
the court.
court.
for the transaction
transaction of the
business of
of the
Eastern district.
""(e)
(e) The eastern
include four
eastern district
district shall
shall include
four divisions
divisions constituted
constituted Eastern
Eastern division.
as follows: The eastern division, which
the territory
territory Eastern
which shall include
include the
embraced on July 1, 1920, in the
of Desha,
Desha, Lee,
Phillips,
the counties
counties of
Lee, Phillips,
Northern division.
Saint Francis,
Francis, Cross,
Monroe, and
Cross, Monroe,
and Woodruff;
Woodruff; the
the northern
northern division,
division, Northern
which shall include
include the
tie territory embraced
counembraced on
on such date
date in
in the
the counties of Independence,
Independence, Cleburne,
Stone, Izard,
and Jackson;
Jackson;
Cleburne, Stone,
Izard, Sharp,
Sharp, and
division.
Jonesboro division.
the Jonesboro division,
division which
embracedon
which shall include
include the
the territory
territory embraced
on Jonesboro
such date in the counties of Crittenden,
Clay, Craighead,
Greene,
Crittenden, Clay,
Craighead, Greene,
division.
Western division.
Mississippi,
Mississippi, Poinsett,
Poinsett, Fulton, Randolph,
Randolph, and
Lawrence; and
the Western
and Lawrence;
and the
western division, which shall include the territory embraced on such
such
Arkansas, Ashley,
date in the counties of Arkansas,
Ashley, Bradley, Chicot,
Chicot, Clark,
Clark,
Cleveland, Conway, Dallas
Garland, Grant,
Grant, Hot
Hot
Dallas, Drew, Faulkner
Faulkner, Garland,
Lonoke, Montgomery,
Springs, Jefferson,
Jefferson, Lincoln, Lonoke
Pope,
Montgomery, Perry,
Perry, Pope,
Prairie, Pulaski, Saline, Van
Buren, White,
VVhite, and
and Yell.
Yell.
Van Buren,
Terms.
" (f)
(f) Terms of the district
district court
court for
the eastern
"
for the
be Terms.
eastern division
division shall
shall be
on the
held at Helena
Helena on
the second
second Monday
and the
the first
first MonMonMonday in
in March
March and
day
in October;
day in
October; for
the northern
division at
at Batesville
the fourth
fourth
for the
northern division
Batesville on
on the
Monday
May and
Monday in
in May
Monday in
in December;
for the
the JonesJonesand the
the second
second Monday
December; for
boro division, at Jonesboro on
May and
and the
the
on the
the first Monday
Monday in
in May
fourth Monday
Monday in November;
November; and
and for
for the
the western
western division,
division, at
at Little
Little
Rock on the first Monday
Monday in
Monday in
in April and the
the third
third Monday
in October.
October.
Offices of clerk.
clerk.
"(g)
"
(g) The clerk of the court for the
district shall
shall mainmain- Offices
the eastern
eastern district
tain an office in charge of himself or a
Helena, Batesville,
a deputy
deputy at Helena,
Batesville,
Jonesboro,
Jonesboro, and Little Rock. Such
offices shall
be kept
Such offices
shall be
kept open
open at
at all
all
transaction of
the business
business of
of the
times for
for the
the transaction
of the
the court."
court.
Acts repealed.
repealed.
Acts
SEC.
SEC. 2. The following
following Acts are
are hereby
hereby repealed:
repealed:
Vol.
38,
Vol.
38,
p. 713.
(a) The Act entitled
(a)
entitled "An Act to
fix the
for holding
holding the
the
to fix
the time
time for
term of the district court
division of
eastern
court in
in the Jonesboro
Jonesboro division
of the
the eastern
Arkanests," approved
approved September
9, 1914;
1914; and
and
district of Arkansas,"
September 9,
38, p.
p. 1193.
1193.
entitled "An
Act to
to transfer
transfer certain
certain counties
in the
the Vol. 38,
(b) The Act
Act entitled
"An Act
counties in
several
several judicial
judicial districts in the
State of Arkansas,"
Arkansas," approved
approved
the State
March 4, 1915.
1915.
Approved, April
April 12, 1924.

CHAP 88.—An
88.-An Act To
To authorize
the deposit
authorize the
deposit of
of certain
certain funds
funds in
in the
the
Treasury
of the
States to
Treasury of
the United
United States
the credit
of'Navajo
Indians and
and to
to
to the
credit of
Navajo Tribe
Tribe of
of Indians
make
make same
same available
the benefit
of said
said Indians.
available for
for appropriation
appropriation for
for the
benefit of
Indians.

Aoril 12,
1924.
Aril
12, 1924.
[H. R.
R.472.]
[H.
472.1
[Public,
No.
[Public, No. 72.]
72.1

enacted by
and 110218e
Be it
it enacted
by the
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the NavajoIndians.
N
l
House of
United States
States of
of America
United
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
sum of
of allotment
„Bill.
frtinn Pete
Co.
America in
Congress assembled,
the sum
nOu from
alseco
to Pete
Co.
$995
sale of
allotted to
Coberly , aaNavajo
iTea3,70-t; deao
(lei;stied
$995.derived
derived from
from the
the sale
of land
land allotted
to Pete
Pete Coberly,
Navajo beriytobe.
to
Secertary of the interior
Indian, who has been adjudged by the Secertary
Interior to
va o

t"redi" Tribe.
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SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH

SEss. I.
SESS.
I.

CHs. 88-91.
88-91.
CHS.

1924.
1924.

be
have died
died without
may be
be deposited
deposited in
be legally
legally dead
dead and
and to
to have
without heirs,
heirs, may
in
the Treasury
Treasury of
the credit
credit of
the Navajo
Tribe
the
of the
the United
United States
States to
to the
of the
Navajo Tribe
of
Indians and
and is
available for
for appropriation
appropriation by
by Conof Indians
is hereby
hereby made
made available
Congress
benefit of
of said
gress for
for the
the benefit
said Indians.
Indians.
Approved, April
12, 1924.
April 12,
1924.
Approved,
April 12, 1924.

[H. R.
[H.
R.2512.1
2812.1
[Public, No.
[Public,
No. 72.]
73.1

CITAr. 89.-An
89.—An Act
Act To
To authorize
authorize the
Secretary of
the Interior
Interior to
sell cercerto sell
of the
the Secretary
CHAP.
tain
lands not
longer needed
needed for
City Indian
School.
tain lands
not longer
for the
the Rapid
Rapid City
Indian School.

Be it
it enacted
by the
Senate and
and House
Representatives of
the
Be
enacted by
the Senate
House of
of Representatives
of the
Scet
of America
the Secretary
SchoolddS. a
Dai Indian
UdUnited
United States
States of
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
Secretary
Part
off grouds
grounds of,
of, of
the Interior
Interior is
hereby authorized
authorized to
to sell
sell and
and convey
at not
not less
less
convey at
is hereby
of the
o sold.
tPat
to
be
than their
their appraised
rules and
regulation to
to be
prethan
appraised value,
value, under
under rules
and regulation
be prescribed
him, two
of land
within the
the Rapid
scribed by
by him,
two parcels
parcels of
land included
included within
Rapid City
City
Indian
Grounds, South
first containing
containing approxiIndian School
School Grounds,
South Dakota,
Dakota, the
the first
approximately fifty-five
fifty-five one-hundredths
acre in
corner
mately
one-hundredths of
of an
an acre
in the
the southeast
southeast corner
of
the northwest
quarter of
of the
the southeast
southeast quarter,
quarter, section
section 4,
4, townof the
northwest quarter
township 1
north, range
range 7
Black Hills
meridian, lying
and
ship
1 north,
7 east,
east, Black
Hills meridian,
lying south
south and
east of
of the
County Highway;
east
the Penrungton
Pennington County
Highway; the
the second,
second, containin
containingg
approximately three
acres in
the southsouthapproximately
three and
and fifty-nine
fifty-nine one-hundredths
one-hundredths acres
in the
east corner
corner of
quarter of
of the
section
east
of the
the southeast
southeast quarter
the northeast
northeast quarter,
quarter, section
8,
east, Black
Black Hills
meridian lying
lying south
south
8, township
township 11north,
north, range
range 7
7 east,
Hills meridian,
and east
the Rapid
City, Black
Black Hills
and Western
Western Railroad
and
east of
of the
Rapid City,
Hills and
Railroad
Proceeds
Proviso.
available for right
right of
the net
proceeds derived
derived from
from the
sale
the sale
net proceeds
That the
Provided, That
of way:
way: Provided,
Proceedsavaflableor
school improvements.
improvements. of
of these
school
these tracts
appropriation for
for improvements
tracts shall
shall be
be available
available for
for appropriation
improvements
at
City Indian
at said
said Rapid
Rapid City
Indian School.
School.
Approved,
Approved, April
April 12,
12, 1924.
1924.
April 12,
12 1924.
1924.
April
[H. R.
[H.
R.2277.1
28774
[Public,
No. 74.]
74.3
[Public, No.

CHAP. 90.—An
Act Providing
for the
the reservation
of certain
certain lands
lands in
in New
New
CHAP.
90.-An Act
Providing for
reservation of
Mexico for
the Indians
the Zia
Pueblo.
of the
Zia Pueblo.
for the
Indians of
Mexico

it enacted
Be it
enacted by the Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the
the
Zia Pueblo
Indians,
Zia
Pueblo Indians,
N.
N. Mex.
Mex.
United States
America in
Congress assembled,
That there
there is
is hereby
United
States of America
in Congress
assembled, That
Tract
for use
use
Tract reserved
reserved for
reserved
reserved and
and withdrawn
withdrawn from
settlement, occupancy,
or disposal
from settlement,
occupancy, or
disposal
of.
of.
under
under the
the laws
laws of
of the
United States
and set
reservation
the United
States and
set apart
apart as
as a
a reservation
for the
occupancy of
the Indians
Indians of
the Zia
Zia Pueblo
Pueblo
for
the benefit,
benefit, use,
use, and
and occupancy
of the
of the
the tract of
of land
land in
in the
the State
State of
of New
Mexico particularly
particularly described
described
New Mexico
Description.
Description.
as
as follows:
follows: Lots
Lots 4,
east half
quarter section
section 7;
4, 5,
5, and
and 6
6 and
and east
half southwest
southwest quarter
7;
lots 1, 2, 3, and 4
4 and east half northwest quarter and east half southsouthwest quarter section 18,
18, .all
all in
in township
township 15
15 north,
range 22east,
north, range
New
east, New
Mexico principal
principal meridian,
containing approximately
app rox i
ma t
ely
Mexico
meridian, New
New Mexico,
Mexico, containing
three hundred and eighty-six and
and eighty-five
eighty-five one-hundredths
one-hundredths acres.
acres.
Approved,
Approved, April
1924.
April 12,
12, 1924.
April
Apri1 12,
12, 1924.
[H. R. No.
2883.17.
[Hublic
No.
[Public,
75.]
Lac Courte
Courte
Oreille
Lnan
Oeine
Indian
Reservation,
Wi.
W is.
Alotments
certain
Allotments to
to certain
Indians
of, valdated.
Indians of,
validated.

vol.
p. 1110.
Vol. 10, p.

CHAP.
Act To
To validate
validate certain
ll otmen ts of
of l
and ma
de t
CHAP. 91.—An
91.-An Act
certain a
allotments
land
made
too
Indians
on the
the Lac
Oreille Indian
in Wisconsin.
Wisconsin.
Indians on
Lac Courte
Courte Oreille
Indian Reservation
Reservation in

enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
Representatives of the
the
United States
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That any allotUnited
of America in
ments of land to Indians on
naents
Lac Court
reill e Indian
Indi an ReservaReserva on the
the Lac
Courtee O
Oreille
tion in Wisconsin,
t10/1
Wisconsin, and the restricted fee patents issued therefor.
therefor,
under the provisions of article 33of the
the treaty
30, 1854
1854
treaty of September
September 30,
(Tenth
Large, page
(Tenth Statutes at Large
page 1109),
which are
ar
e in
i
n con
fli ctw
ith th
e
1109), which
conflict
with
the
provisions of
provisions
of the
the treaty
because of
of the
the fact
was under
under
treaty because
fact that
that the
the allottee
allottee was
years of
of age
twenty-one years
age and
and not
not the
the head
family when
when allotted,
allotted,
head of
of aafamily
was aa female and
and married
or because the allottee was
married but
not the
the head
but not
head
of aafamily when allotted, be, and the
the same are
are hereby,
hereby, validated.
validated.
Approved, April
12, 1924.
1924.
Approved,
April 12,

SIXTY-EIGHTH
SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.

SEss. II.
SESS..

efts.
92, 93.
93.
H.S. 92,

93

1924.
1924.

CHAP. 92.-An
92.—An Act
Act Authorizing
for the
the construction
of
construction of
CHAP.
Authorizing an
an appropriation
appropriation for
a
road within
Fort Apache
Apache Indian
Indian Reservation,
Arizona, and
and for
for other
a road
within the
the Fort
Reservation, Arizona,
other
purposes.
purposes.

April 12,1924.
12, 1924.
April
[H. R. 4117.]
iH.
R.4117.1
[Public, No.
No. 76.i
76.]
[Public,

Be
Representatives of the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives

Fort Apache Indian
That there
Fort
AtpachAriz.
Indian
United
States of
America in
United States
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assem,bled, That
there is
is R
Reservation,
eservation,
Ariz.
Amount
for wagon
wagon
hereby
an appropriation
appropriation of
any tribal
tribal funds
Amount
for
of $50,000
$50,000 from
from any
funds road
hereby authorized
authorized an
road between
between C
ooley
Cooley
on deposit
deposit in
the Treasury
to the
the credit
credit of
the Indians
of the
the Fort
Whiteriver in,
Fort andd Whiteriver
on
in the
Treasury to
of the
Indians of
authorized from tribal
and utorized from tribal
year 1925,
1925, and
Arizona, during
during the
Apache
Indian Reservation,
the year
Reservation, Arizona,
Apache Indian

$50,000 from
from any
funds during
year 1926—in
all, $100,000$100,000—
like funds
during the
the year
1926-in all,
$50,000
any like
to
remain available
until expended,
one-half the
the cost
cost of
conto remain
available until
expended, to
to pay
pay one-half
of constructing
road between
and Whiteriver,
within said
said
wagon road
between Cooley
Cooley and
Whiteriver, within
structing aawagon
reservation:
Provided, That
reservation: Provided,
part) of
the appropriations
appropriations herein
herein Proviso.
That no
no part
of the
uion from
Contr
ibution
from
State authorities.
authorized shall
be expended
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
Interior State
authorities. •
until the
authorized
shall be
expended until
shall have
the proper
of the
the State
State of
of
shall
have obtained
obtained from
from the
proper authorities
authorities of
Arizona satisfactory
satisfactory guaranties
guaranties of
of one-half
one-half of
of the
the
of the
the payment
payment of
Arizona
cost of
of said road
one-half of the cost of
of
road or
or of
of one-half
cost
of the
the construction
construction of
such part
part thereof
thereof as
as may
be constructed
in any
any year.
year.
such
may be
constructed in
Whiteriver Agency.
SEC. 2.
There is
is hereby
authorized an
appropriation of
of $10,000
$10,000 Amount
SEC.
2. There
hereby authorized
Amount authorized
authorized
an appropriation
for building for.
from
tribal funds
funds on
on deposit
deposit in
in the
the Treasury
Treasury to
the credit
credit of
of for
buildingfor.
to the
from any
any tribal
the
of the
the Fort
Reservation, Arizona, for
for
Apache Indian Reservation,
Fort Apache
the Indians
Indians of
the
construction of
suitable building,
including fireproof
fireproof vault,
vault,
building, including
of a
a suitable
the construction
heating
apparatus, for
the use
use and
and accommodation
accommodation
for the
and ventilating
ventilating apparatus,
heating and
of the
the United
United States
States Indian
Whiteriver, on
on said
said reserreserof
Indian Agency
Agency at
at Whiteriver,
vation.
vation.
Approved, April 12, 1924.
Approved,
CHAP. 93.—An
authorize the
the sale
sale of
lands and
plants not
not longer
CHAP.
93.-An Act
Act To
To authorize
of lands
and plants
longer
needed
administrative or
or allotment
allotment purposes.
purposes.
needed for
for Indian
Indian administrative

Be
it enacted
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the
Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House

April 12, 1924.
1924.
[H. R.
R. 4s8.]
4803.]
[A.
77.1
[Public, No. 77.l
Indian lands.

United States
America in
That the
the Secretary
Secretary Idaeian
United
States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
Sale o tancdso.ovof Government or tribal
or
tribal
of the
Interior be,
is hereby,
authorized in
in his
his discretion
ernment
of
the Interior
be, and
and he
he is
hereby, authorized
discretion to
to owned,
owned, not needed
needed for
for
administrative purpursell
convey by
by deed
deed or
patent, under
such terms
terms and
and conditions
conditions administrative
under such
or patent,
sell and
and convey
poses, etc.
as he
he may
prescribe, at
not less
less than
their appraised
appraised value,
non- posesetc.
as
may prescribe,
at not
than their
value, non-

reservation Government
Government tracts or
plants or tribal administrative
administrative
or plants
reservation
plants
reserves, or
or parts
thereof, not
exceeding forty
forty acres
acres in
in area
area
not exceeding
or reserves,
parts thereof,
plants or
$2,000 in value, not longer needed
needed for Indian
exceeding $2,000
and not exceeding
administrative
or allotment
purposes, and small unallotted tracts
allotment purposes,
administrative or
exceeding forty
acres, where
where a
sale will
the tribal
tribal interests.
not exceeding
forty acres,
a sale
will serve
serve the
interests. Auction sales rere
qAuion sd
the qtured.
shall be
be at
at public
All
sales made
under this
this Act
Act shall
public auction,
auction, to
to the
made under
All sales
highest and
and best
best bidder.
highest
bidder.
Payment
cost
of
for
Payment for cost of
And
the Secretary
the Interior
Interior is
is further
surveys.
authorized where
where aasurveys.
further authorized
Secretary of
of the
And the
tract
the
or any
any other Act authorizing
authorizing the
be disposed
disposed of under this or
tract to be
disposition of
lands requires
survey as
as basis
basis for
for a
a deed
deed or
or
requires survey
of tribal
tribal lands
disposition
patent,
from the
the grantee,
in addition
the purchase
price,
to the
purchase price,
grantee, in
addition to
patent, to
to accept
accept from
sufficient to
to cover
cover the
costs.
an amount sufficient
the survey
survey costs.
Deposit of proceeds
Deposit of proceeds.
The net
net proceeds
tribal site,
site, plant,
plant, or
tract shall
shall De
ofp
or tract
any tribal
of sale
sale of
of any
The
proceeds of
be deposited
deposited in
in the
United States
States to the credit
credit of
of the
the United
the Treasury
Treasury of
be
the Indians
Indians owning
same, to
disposed of
of for
for their
their benefit
benefit in
in
the same,
to be
be disposed
the
owning the
accordance
existing law;
law; and
the net
net proceeds
proceeds of
of sales
of
sales of
and the
with existing
accordance with
Government-owned
deposited' in
plants or lands
lands shall
shall be deposited
nontribal plants
Government-owned nontribal
the Treasury
Treasury of
of the United States.
Approved, April
April 12, 1924.
Approved,
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SIXTY-EIGHTH
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.

April
1924.
Aril 12,
12,1924.
[H.
48041
[i. R.. 4804.]
[Public,
78.]
[Public, No. 78.]

SEss. I.
I.
SESS.

Cns. 94-96.
94-96.
CHS.

1924.
1924.

CHAP. 94.—An
To authorize
authorize the
the allotment
allotment of
within
lands within
certain lands
of certain
Act To
94.-An Act
CHAP.
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, California,
the Fort Yuma Indian
California, and for
for other purposes.
purposes.

Fort Yuma Indian
Reservation,
Reervation, Calif.
Withdrawals
for
for
Withdrawals
town
site and
and school
school
town site
farm on, vacated.
tarmon,vacated.
Vol. 35, p.77.
Vol.35,p.77.
Vol. 38,
587.
3, p.
Vol.
p.587.

t
Allotment to Indians
of vacated
vaated lands.
oft

Other lands to be set
fat
aside for school farm.

side

April
12, 1924.
1924.
April 12,
[H. R. 6.
6183.]
483.1
[Hi.
[Public,
No.
79.]
[Public, No. 79.]

Be
it enacted
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
the
Representatives of
Be it
enacted by
United States
of America
America in
in, Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
assembled, That
States of
United
his discretion
of
the Interior
Interior be,
hereby is,
is, authorized
authorized in
in his
discretion to
to
he hereby
be, and
and he
Of the
vacate
in whole
or in
in part
part the
withdrawal of
of lands
for town-site
town-site
lands for
the withdrawal
whole or
vacate in
purposes
as the
the town
town site
site of
of Powell
Powell on
on the
Fort Yuma
Yuma Indian
Indian
the Fort
known as
purposes known
Reservation, California,
California, made pursuant to the Act of April 30, 1908
withdrawal for
(Thirty-fifth Statutes at Large, page 77),
77), and
and the
the withdrawal
for
(Thirty-fifth
Indian school
school farm
made pursuant
the Act
Act of
of August
1,
August 1,
to the
pursuant to
farm purposes
purposes made
Indian
1914 (Thirty-eighth
Statutes at
Large, pages
pages 582-587),
areas so
so
582-587), all areas
at Large,
(Thirty-eighth Statutes
1914
vacated being
for allotment
severalty under
under
allotment in severalty
available for
hereby made
made available
being hereby
vacated
existing laws
laws to
to any
Indians entitled
to allotment
allotment on
on said
said reservation
reservation
entitled to
any Indians
existing
who
have not
an allotment.
allotment.
received an
not heretofore
heretofore received
who have
The
of the
Interior is
is hereby
hereby further
further authorized
authorized to
to set
set
the Interior
Secretary of
The Secretary
aside and
for Indian
Indian school
any other
other lands
lands
purposes any
school farm
farm purposes
and reserve
reserve for
aside
heretofore been otherwise
reservation which
which have
have not heretofore
within said reservation
disposed of.
Approved,
Approved, April 12,
12, 1924.

division
Act for the division
CHAP.
95.—An Act Amending
Amending an
an Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
CHAP.95.-An
of the lands and funds
funds of
of the Osage Indians
Indians in
in Oklahoma,
Oklahoma, ard for other purActs amendatory
poses,"
and Acts
amendatory thereof
thereof and
and supplesuppleJune 28,
28, 1906, and
approved June
poses," approved
mental
mental thereto.
thereto.

Be it
House of
of Representatives
of the
the
Representatives of
and House
the Senate
Senate and
by the
enacted by
Be
it enacted
That any
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
in Congress
States of America in
United States
any right
right
provided
inteiest in the lands, money,
of rights inof persons to or intekest
money, or mineral
mineral interests,
interests, as provided
in
Act of
of Congress
approved June
28, 1906
(Thirty-fourth
1906 (Thirty-fourth
June 28,
Congress approved
the Act
in the
539), entitled
page 539),
entitled "An
"An Act for the division
division of
of
Statutes at Large, page
and funds
Osage Indians
the lands and
funds of
of the
the Osage
Indians in Oklahoma, and for
for
purposes," and
Acts amendatory
amendatory thereof
thereof and
other purposes,"
and in
in Acts
and supplemental
supplemental
thereto, vested in,
determined, or adjudged
right or
or
thereto,
in, determined,
adjudged to be the right
property of
of any
person not
not an
an Indian
blood, may
may with
with the
the
property
any person
Indian by
by blood,
approval
otherwise be
be sold,
sold,
approval of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the Interior
Interior and not otherwise
assigned,
such rules and regulations
assigned, and transferred
transferred under such
regulations as the
the
Secretary
of the
the Interior
Interior may
may prescribe.
prescribe.
Secretary of
Approved, April
12, 1924.
1924.
Approved,
April 12,

Osage Indian
Indian lands,
etc., in Oklahoma.
etc.,iOklhoma.

Sale, etc., authorized
of rights in, of persons
not of Indian blood.
nol.
Vol.34,
34, p. 539.
539.

1924.
April 12, 1924.
[H.
R. 6724.]
6724.]
[. R.
[Public, No.
No. 80.]
s80.
[Public,

CHAP.
96.—An Act
Act Granting
Granting
CHAP. 96.-An
Sibley and Scott, Minnesota,
Minnesota, to
River.

the
consent of
of Congress
Congress to
to
the consent
construct aa bridge
construct
bridge across
across

the
the
the

counties
of
counties of
Minnesota
Minnesota

Be
of the
the
of Representatives
Representatives of
House of
and House
Senate and
by the
the Senate
enacted by
Be itit enacted
United States
of America
America in
That the
the consent
consent
Scott United
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
counties of
the counties
.ln. may Of
of Congress
Congress is hereby
hereby granted
granted to the
of Sibley
Sibley and
and Scott
Scott
of
of Minnesota
and their
their successors
and assigns,
assigns, to
to conconof the
the State
State of
Minnesota and
successors and
struct, maintain, and operate
struct,
bridge and
approaches thereto
thereto across
operate aabridge
and approaches
across
the Minnesota River
a point suitable to the interests of navigation,
River at a
navigation,
tir near
Blakely, Minnesota,
more particularly
particularly described
described as
as in
in
at 'or
near Blakely,
Minnesota, more
section
township numbered
section 8,
8, township
numbered 113
113 north of range
range 25 west of
of the
the
fifth principal
principal meridian
in the
counties of
of Sibley
Scott, in
in the
the
fifth
meridian in
the counties
Sibley and
and Scott,
State of
of Minnesota,
accordance with
with the
provisions of
of an
Act
an Act
the provisions
in accordance
Minnesota, in
State
Construction.
Vol.
34, p. 84.
Vol.34,p.84.
"An Act to regulate
over
entitled "An
regulate the
the construction
construction of
of bridges
bridges over
navigable
March 23,
23, 1906.
navigable waters,"
waters," approved
approved March
1906.
Amendment.
SEC.
hereby
SEC. 2. That the right to alter, amend,
amend, or
or repeal
repeal this Act is
is hereby
expressly
reserved.
expressly reserved.
Approved, April
Approved,
April 12, 1924.
1924.

MinnesotaRiver.
Minnesota
River.
Sibley
and
Scott
Counties, Minn.. may
Cougties,at Blakely.
bridge,

SIXTY-EIGHTH
SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.

SESS. I
Cm. 97, 101,
102.
SESS.
I.. CHS.
101, 102.

95

1924.
1924.

97.-An Act Granting
CHAP. 97.—An
Granting the consent of Congress
Congress to the village of
Greenwich, Connecticut,
Connecticut, or either
Port Chester, New York, and the town of Greenwich,
either of
a dam across
them, to construct, maintain, and operate
operate a
across the Byram River.
River.

enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
Representatives of the
United States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
consent
United
assembled, That
the consent

1924.
April 12, 1924.
[H. R.
R. 6943.1
[H.
6943.1

[Public, No.
No. 81.]
81.1
[Public,

Byrum River
hesterN. Y.,
Y,
Port Chester,
and Greenwich,
reenwic, Conn,
Conn
may dam.

of
Congress is
hereby granted
village of
of Port
of Congress
is hereby
granted to
to the
the village
Port Chester,
Chester, New
New anad

York, and the town of Greenwich,
Greenwich, Connecticut,
Connecticut, or either
either of them, may dam.
to construct, maintain, and operate, at a
apoint suitable to the interests
near such
such village
village
of navigation, aadam
dam across the
the Byram
Byram River at
at or
or near
Provisos.
and
town: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
shall not
be Commenced
commenced until
until Approval
and town:
the work
work shall
not be
Apprvl of
of plans.
the plans therefor
therefor have been submitted to and approved
Chief
approved by the Chief
of Engineers,
States Army,
and by
the Secretary
of War:
War: Use
of
Engineers, United
United States
Army, and
by the
Secretary of
Userestricted.
restricted.
Provided
Provided further,
further, That this Act
Act shall not be construed
construed to authorize
the use of such dam to develop
develop water power or generate hydroelectric
hydroelectric
energy.
energy.
Time of construction.
SEC. 2. That the
authority granted
granted by this Act shall cease and be Timeofconstruction.
SEC.
the authority
construction of the dam hereby
hereby
null and void unless the actual construction
authorized is commenced within one year
year and completed
completed within
within three
authorized
Proviso.
from the
the date
date of
of approval
approval of
of this
That from
from Terminated
years from
this Act:
Act: .Provided,
Provided, That
Terminated if
if waterpower development inand
thirty: days'
notice from
from the
the Federal
Federal Power
Power Commission,
and after
after thirty
days' notice
Commission, terfered
owerdevelopmentinwith.
th
States, to said village
or other authorized
agency of the United States,
authorized agency
village and
development will
will
desirable water-power
water-power development
town, or either
either of them, that desirable
be interfered
interfered with
authority hereby
hereby
of said dam, the
the authority
with by the existence
existence of
be
operate said dam shall terminate Authority of grantee
granted
granted to construct, maintain, and operate
and
grantee or
licensee of
of the
the United
States orAp
and be
be at an
an end;
end; and any
any grantee
or licensee
United States
thprown
t
of power
project.
proposing
proposing to develop aapower project at or near said dam shall have Conditions.
oi D
authority
utilize said
dam under
conunder such
such conauthority to
to remove,
remove, submerge,
submerge, or
or utilize
said dam
ditions as said commission or other agency may determine,
determine, but such
such
conditions shall not include compensation
compensation for the removal,
removal, submergence,
utilization of said dam.
mergence, or utilization
Amendment.
Sxc. 3.
alter, amend,
amend, or repeal this Act is expressly Amendment.
SEC.
3. The right to alter,
reserved.
Approved,
Approved, April 12, 1924.
1924.
Aprli 1,
14,1,1924.
1924.
A

CHAP. 101.—An
101.-An Act To provide
provide for the payment
payment of claims
claims of Chippewa
Chippewa
Minnesota for back annuities.
Indians of Minnesota

Be
Senate and
and House
Representatives of
of the
the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
House of
of Representatives

[
[H.

R.. 2876.1

[Publi,
[Public, No.
No. 82.
NI
ndans of

C
ul
l
gppe:ro
t
Indians of

United States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
States of
of America in
assembled, Th
at the
Secretarym CMi.Po taof b
That
the Secretary
Par e
nt of back anInterior be, and he is hereby, authorized
of the Interior
aniri PaSntent
authorized to pay, out of any
ofbak
nmoneys belonging
of Minnesota,
Minnesota, such
such
belonging to
to the
the Chippewa
Chippewa Indians
Indians of
amounts
as he
he may
find due
any persons
persons of
of Chippewa
Chippewa blood
Vol.
p. 648
2525,p.
blood whose
whose V
due any
amounts as
may find
erroneously omitted or stricken
names may have been erroneously
stricken from
from the Chippewa
annuity rolls,
rolls, or
found enhave been
been or
or may
may hereafter
hereafter be found
pewa annuity
or who have
titled to enrollment
payments authorized
authorized by section 7
7of
of
enrollment for annuity
annuity payments
the Act of Congress
Congress approved
January 14,
1889 (Twenty-fifth
(Twenty-fifth Statapproved January
14, 1889
Stat- priro
ti

P

to

r

any
found due
due and Not subject
page 642)
642)::Provided,
Provided,That
any moneys
utes
at Large,
Large, page
ute
:
sat
That any
moneys found
subject to any
n
paid to any Indian under the provisions
provisions of this Act shall not be 'attorneys or other parties.
subject to any lien or claim of attorneys
parties.
Approved, April
14, 1924.
April 14,
Approved,

CHAP.
102.-An Act To authorize
CHAP. 102.—An
authorize the widening
Avenue between
between
widening of Georgia
Georgia Avenue
Fairmont Street and Gresham
Gresham Place northwest.

April 14, 1924.
1924.
[S.
[S. 1339.1
83.1
[Public, No. 83.]

Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of the
the
Be it
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
United States
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
under
United
States of
of America
Congress assembled,
That under
and
aqcordance with the
chapter
and in accordance
the provisions of subchapter
subchapter 11 of chapter
15 of the Code of Law for the District of Columbia,
Columbia, within six

fr
coituniat
OegAMfalmoNW.
c
w=
ig• lau to
vol.
p.
vol:34.lm.

45822--25t-9
45822*-25t---9

strict

la

d t°
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pow.

Proviso.

baDamages
fiasessed
messed

benefits,

SESS. I.
I. CH.
Cris. 102,
102, 105, 106.
106.
SEss..

1924.
1924.

passage of this Act, the Commissioners
months after the passage
of the
DisCommissioners of
the District of Columbia
Columbia be, and
and they are hereby, authorized
authorized and directed
directed to
institute in the Supreme Court of the District
District of
Columbia aa proof Columbia
proceeding
condemn the land that may be necessary
ceeding in rem to condemn
necessary for
for widenwidenof Georgia Avenue
ing of
Avenue between
between Fairmont Street and
and Gresham
Gresham
Place northwest, with a
than ninety
ninety feet,
feet, in
in acaca width of not less
less than
cordance with maps
the office
the surveyor
surveyor of
the DisDiscordance
maps on
on file
file in
in the
office of
of the
of the

a trict of Columbia:
Columbia: Provided,
Provided, however, That
That the
amount found
found
the entire
entire amount

as

to be due and awarded
awarded by the jury in said proceedings
as damages
damages
proceedings as
for, and in respect
respect of, the land
land to be condemned
condemned for
widening,
for said
said widening,
plus the costs and expenses
expenses of the proceedings
proceedings hereunder, shall be
be
assessed by the jury as benefits
benefits against the property
property which the
the jury
shall find
find to be benefited.
benefited.
Sec.
2. That
That there
there is
is hereby
u thori
zed t
be appropr
i
at
ed, out
Slc. 2.
hereby a
authorized
too be
appropriated,
out

authorized
authoried
forAmount
expenses and
award.

xAmount

of the
the revenues
the Astrict
District of Columbia,
sufficient to
of
revenues of
of the
Columbia, an amount sufficient
to
pay the necessary
necessary costs and expenses
expenses of the condemnation
condemnation proceeding
proceeding
taken
pursuant hereto,
or the
the payment
payment o
amounts awarded
taken pursuant
hereto, an
anddf
for
offth
thee amounts
awarded
as damages to be repaid to the District of Columbia
from the
assessColumbia from
the assessments
benefits, and
the Treasury
to the
credit
ments for
for benefits,
and covered
covered into
into the
Treasury to
the credit
of the revenues
revenues of the District of
of Columbia.
Columbia.
Approved, April 14, 1924.

Repayment.
Repayment.

April 13, 1924.
[S.
April
NI.
[s. 1[.6.
2686.1
[Public, No. 843
[Public,

CHAP. 106.-An
105.—An Act To authorize
authorize the Federal Power Commission
Commission to
to
numbered 1,
amend permit numbered
project numbered
numbered 1, issued
to the
Power
1, project
issued to
the Dixie
Dixie Power
Company.
Company.

No. 84.1

om.1 of
Be it
by the
the Senate
and Howe
of the
the
Be
enacted by
it enacted
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representatives
United States
of America
assembled, That
the Federal
mUnited
States of
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
Federal
oPe^er poyPiot Power
it is hereby,
Power Commission
Commission be, and
and it
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed, on
on
madebee application
app
ton made therefor
therefor by the Dixie
Dappe Power
amend
Power Company,
Company, to
to amend
preliminary
preliminary permit
permit numbered 1, project
project numbered
numbered 1,
1, on
the White
White
on the
Arkansas issued
issued on
March 3,
3, 1921,
as amended
amended by
by order
of
River in Arkansas
on March
1921, as
order of
said commission
commission on March
March 14, 1923,
1923, extending
extending the
the expiration
of
expiration of
said amended
to March
March 1,
as to
to extend
extend said
said permit
permit
amended permit
permit to
1, 1924,
1924, so
so as
as
amended by
authority of
this Act
Act for
for eighteen
eighteen months
months from
the
as amended
by authority
of this
from the
Purposes.
Purpas .
approval of this Act,
extension being desired
approval
Act, such extension
desired and
and necessary
necessary
in order to enable the permittee to prepare
prepare maps,
plans, and
estimaps, plans,
and estimates, for incorporation
incorporation in its application
application for license and
and to finance
finance
its project and to enable
enable it to further test the river bed by core
core drilldrilling to determine
determine the most suitable foundation
foundation for its dam under
under
said permit, and to enable
enable it to comply
comply with any
requireany other
other requirements of law and regulations
regulations of
in making
of said
said power
power commission
commission in
making
application for a
an application
a license.
Approved,
Approved, April 15, 1924.

Dixie Power Comorpany.
pany.
o
Preliminary permit
of, for power project on
White
River may
idver
ay be
extended.

April
April 15,1924.
15,
3031924.
[S. 303.1
rPublic, No. 8.5.1

PtS. 1
[Public, No. 85.1

Public lands.
Public
Granted to
Granted
City, Mont. to

city,.

Deription.

Description.

CHAP. 106.-An
CHAP.
106.—An Act Authorizing
Authorizing the conveyance
conveyance of certain land to the
city of Miles City, State
State of
Montana, for
for park
park purposes.
purposes.
of Montana,

Be it
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
it enacted
enacted by the
the Senate and
House of
the
Miles
Mnes
United States
United
of America in
the SecreStates of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the
Secretary of the Interior be, and he hereby is,
authorized and
and directed
directed
is, authorized

to convey by patent to the city of Miles City,
municipal corcorCity, a
a municipal
poration organized
organized and existing under the
the State
State of
of
the laws of
of the
Montana, the
the following
following tract
of public
land, to
to wit:
Montana,
tract of
public land,
wit:

Beginning at aa point which is south eighteen degrees
degrees fifteen
fifteen
minutes west from the center of section
section thirty-three,
thirty-three, township
township eight
eight
north, of range forty-seven
forty-seven east, Montana
Montana principal meridian,
meridian, and
and

SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.
Suss. I. ens.
107.
SIXTY-EIGHTH
CONGRESS. SEss.
CHs. 106,
106,107.
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distant
therefrom one thousand
hundred and sixty
sixty feet; thence
thousand six hundred
distant therefrom
north thirty-six
degrees no
no minutes
one thousand
thousand eight
north
thirty-six degrees
minutes west
west one
eight hunhundred
eighty-five feet;
feet; thence
north sixty-eight
degrees ten
ten
dred and
and eighty-five
thence north
sixty-eight degrees
minutes east
east one
five feet;
feet; thence
north
minutes
one thousand
thousand one
one hundred
hundred and
and five
thence north
eighty-eight degrees
minutes east
east three
hundred and
and eighty
three hundred
eighty
degrees forty
forty minutes
eighty-eight
feet;
fifty-nine degrees
hundred
feet; thence
thence south
south fifty-nine
degrees five
five minutes
minutes east
east three
three hundred
and seventy-five
seventy-five feet;
feet; thence
degrees thirty-five
thirty-five
and
thence south
south twenty-eight
twenty-eight degrees
minutes east
east three
hundred and
and sixty-five
feet; thence
thence south
south twelve
twelve
minutes
three hundred
sixty-five feet;
degrees fifty
fifty minutes
minutes east
hundred and
feet; thence
degrees
east two
two hundred
and eighty-five
eighty-five feet;
thence
south fourteen
fourteen degrees
degrees ten
ten minutes
minutes west
west two
two hundred
and fifteen
fifteen
hundred and
south
feet;
forty degrees
twenty-five minutes
minutes west
west three
feet; thence
thence south
south forty
degrees twenty-five
three hunhundred and
twenty-five feet;
thence south
south forty-six
forty-six degrees
twenty-five
degrees twenty-five
feet; thence
dred
and twenty-five
minutes
west five
hundred and
and five
five feet;
feet; thence
thence south twenty-nine
twenty-nine
minutes west
five hundred
degrees
thirty minutes
and ninety
to the
feet to
the
ninety feet
three hundred
hundred and
minutes west
west three
degrees thirty
point
of beginning.
forty-eight and
three-tenths acres,
acres,
and three-tenths
beginning, containing
containing forty-eight
point of
more or less.
That
the payment
of $1.25
per acre,
acre, and
Payment required.
rqied.
and Payment
upon the
payment of
$1.25 per
That this
this grant
grant is
is made
made upon
before patent
issue the
Secretary of
the Interior
Interior shall
cause aa
shall cause
of the
the Secretary
patent may
may issue
before
survey
to be
be made
made of
of the
the tract
tract herein
that there
shall
there shall
granted, and
and that
herein granted,
survey to
be
excepted from
from such
such survey
the grant
grant herein
the
herein made
made the
and from
from the
survey and
be excepted
land covered
by the
the Tongue River.
land
covered by
To be used as apubSaid
be issued
upon the
condition that
the liccTo
that the
the express
express condition
shall be
issued upon
patent shall
Said patent
park.eused as a puba
city
of
Miles
City
shall
use
said
tract
of
land
for
municipal
purpurcity of Miles City shall use said tract of land for municipal
poses
said city:
citizens of said
for the benefit
benefit of the citizens
poses as
as a
a public
public park for
Provisos.
Provided,
whenever said
said lands
cease to
be used
used by
by said
said Reversion
ReveS
or mint'
nD*.
lands shall
shall cease
to be
That whenever
Provided, That
for
user.
city
for
municipal
purposes
or
attempted
be
or
conveyed,
sr.
to
be
sold
city for municipal purposes or attempted
then,
event, title
title to
to such
and the
the whole
thereof Mineral
then, and
and in
in that
that event,
such lands
lands and
whole thereof
mnera deposits
deposi re
rs
served.
shall
revert to
the United
United States:
States: Provided
That such
such served.
further, That
Provided furth,er,
to the
shall revert
patent
reservation to
the United States of all gas,
to the
contain aa reservation
shall contain
patent shall
oil,
other mineral
mineral deposits
deposits as may
land
found in such
such land
may be
be found
and other
oil, coal,
coal, and
and the
to the
of the
land for
for extracting
extracting and
removing
and removing
the land
the use
use of
the right
right to
and
the
same.
the same.
Approved.
Approved, April 15, 1924.

Montana, CHAP.
Granting to
the county
county of
of Custer,
Custer, State of Montana,
to the
107.-An Act
Act Granting
CHAP. 107.—An
certain land
in said
as a
afair
fair ground.
ground.
for use
use as
land in
said county
county for
certain

April 15, 1924.
1924.
April
18.308.)
38.
IS.
(Public, No. 88.)
No. 86.
[Public,

Be
it enacted
enacted by
and House
House of
Representatives of
cts
Be it
by the
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
of the
the pubii
Pubic lands
United
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the Secretary
Secretary orma
c
eaanto
to .Custer
Ousta
Granted
That the
States of
United States
of
be, and
is hereby,
authorized and
to County,
County, Mont.
Mont
directed to
and directed
he is
hereby, authorized
and he
the Interior
Interior be,
of the
patent to
Montana, for use
to the
the county of Custer, State of Montana,
convey by patent
as a
the following
following tract
tract of public land:
fair ground,
ground, the
as
a fair
Description.
Beginning
which is south five
thirty minutes Decption.
five degrees
degrees thirty
at aa point
point which
Beginning at
west of
section thirty-three,
thirty-three, township
north, range
township eight
eight north,
of the
the center
center of
of section
west
forty-seven east,
of Montana
meridian, and
and distant
distant therethereMontana principal
principal meridian,
east, of
forty-seven
from
two thousand
thousand two
two hundred
and eighty
eighty feet;
feet; thence
thence south
south
hundred and
from two
forty-one degrees
thirty minutes
one thousand
thousand and
eighty feet;
feet;
and eighty
west one
minutes west
forty-one
degrees thirty
thence north
seventy-three degrees
degrees twenty
west one
one thouthouminutes west
twenty minutes
north seventy-three
thence
sand
hundred and twenty-five
sixteen degrees
degrees
north sixteen
feet; thence
thence north
twenty-five feet;
nine hundred
sand nine
forty
minutes east
east two
two thousand
thousand three
three hundred
hundred and
and seventy-five
seventy-five
forty minutes
feet;
thence north
sixty-eight degrees
ten minutes
minutes east
east three
three hundegrees ten
feet; thence
north sixty-eight
dred and
and forty
feet; thence
forty-five
degrees forty-five
south thirty-five
thirty-five degrees
thence south
forty feet;
dred
minutes east
fifty-five feet, to the
and fifty-five
east two thousand six hundred and
minutes
point of
of beginning,
beginning, containing
containing ninety-six
ninety-six and
acres, more
more
and one-tenth
one-tenth acres,
point
or
or less.
That this
this grant
grant is
is made
upon the
payment of
of $1.25 per
per acre,
acre, and
quired,
and earnent
tj aP t required,
the payment
made upon
That
before patent
patent may
may issue the Secretary
a
shall cause
cause a
Secretary of the Interior shall
before
survey
to be
be made
and that
that there shall
granted, and
the land herein granted,
made of
of the
survey to
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1924.
1924.

be
from such
such survey
and from
from the
grant herein
herein made
made land
land
the grant
survey and
excepted from
be excepted
covered
by
the
Tongue
River
and
the
new
channel
thereof.
thereof.
channel
the
new
and
River
Tongue
by
the
covered
condition that
To be usedfor
used for public
Which patent shall be issued
issued upon the express
express condition
that
Tobe
fair ground.
the county
county of
shall use
said tract
tract of
fair ground
ground for
for
as aafair
of land
land as
use said
of Custer
Custer shall
the
air ground.
Provisos.
the benefit
of the
the citizens
of
said
county: Provided,
Provided, That
That whenever
whenever
county:
of
said
citizens
of
benefit
nn. the
Pri
Reversion for nonfair ground or
said
cease to
county for
for use
or
use as
as aafair
to be
be used by said county
lands cease
said lands
uSeer.ion
user.
are attempted
attempted to
to be
be sold
sold or
or conveyed,
conveyed, then,
and in
in that
that event,
event, title
title to
to
then, and
are
such lands
and the
whole thereof
thereof shall
shall revert
United States:
States:
to the
the United
revert to
the whole
lands and
such
Mineral deposits
deposits rere- Provided
Provided further,
further, That such patent
patent shall contain a
a reservation
reservation to
Mineral
served.
s e r ve d
coal, and other mineral
of all
all gas, oil, coal,
the
States of
mineral deposits
United States
the United
.
that
may be
be found
found in
in such
such land
and the
the right
right to
to the
the use
use of
of the
the land
land
land and
that may
for
removing the
same.
the same.
and removing
extracting and
for extracting
Approved, April
April 15,
15, 1924.
1924.
Approved,
April 15, 1924.
12

AIs
[5. 2146.
21461
No. 973
87.1
[Public, No.

CHAP. 108.-An
108.—An Act
To amend
section 84
of the
Penal Code
of the
the United
United
Code of
the Penal
84 of
amend section
Act To
CHAP.
States.
States.

Be it
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
by,the
Be
it enacted
Utd'
United
States
of America
in Congress
assembled, That
section 84
84 of
of
That section
Congress assembled,
America in
States of
United
the penal
penal laws
the Act
to codify,
revise, and
and amend
laws
amend the
codify, revise,
"An Act
Act to
Act entitled
entitled "An
the
of
the United
United States,"
States," approved
approved March
4, 1909 (Thirty-fourth
(Thirty-fourth StatStatMarch 4,1909
of the
utes,
page 1088),
1088), be,
the same
as to
to read
read
so as
amended so
hereby, amended
is hereby,
same is
and the
be, and
utes, page
as follows:
as
follows:
Bird and
animal
or
animal rereBrd
a
" SEC. 84. Whoever shall
shall hunt, trap, capture, willfully
willfully disturb, or
serves.
•Punishment
for hunt- kill any bird or wild
pnnishmentforhuntwild animal
animal of any kind whatever,
whatever, or take or destroy
ing, taking eggs, etc.,
lands of the United States which
which
ng, taking egg etc the eggs of any such bird on any lands
on.
Animals added.
have been
been set
set apart
reserved as
as refuges
refuges or
or breeding
breeding grounds
grounds for
for
or reserved
apart or
have
Animals added.
such birds
animals by
any law,
or Executive
Executive order,
order,
proclamation, or
law, proclamation,
by any
or animals
birds or
such
Secretary of Agriexcept
regulations as
as the
the Secretary
and regulations
rules and
such rules
under such
except under
culture
from time
to time,
or who
who shall
willfully
shall willfully
prescribe, or
time, prescribe,
time to
may, from
culture may,
injure,
destroy any
any property
property of
of the
the United
United States on any
or destroy
molest, or
injure, molest,
such
lands shall
be fined
fined not
imprisoned not
not more
more
or imprisoned
than $500,
$500, or
more than
not more
shall be
such lands
than
or both."
both."
six months,
months, or
than six
Approved,
April 15,
15, 1924.
1924.
Approved, April

criminal Code.

Criminal Code.
1104.
Vol.
ol. 35, p. 1104,
amended.
amended.

April 15, 1924.
[S.
2147.1
[.2147.1
[Public, No. 88.]
[Public,
88.I

CHAP. 109.-An
Act To
To complete
109.—An Act
complete the constiction
constuiction of the Willow Creek
Ranger
Ranger Station,
Station, Montana.
Montana.

Be it
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
the
Representatives of
it enacted
by the
Be
assembled, That the Secretary
States of America in Congress
United
Fores
United States
Congress assembled,
Secretary
authorized to expend,
is hereby
hereby authorized
at Willow of Agriculture
Station at
Agriculture is
expend, out of any moneys
moneys
Creek in, authorized,
expenses of the Forest Service, not to exCreek in,authozed appropriated
general expenses
appropriated for general
Willow
ceed the
of $500
$500 to
complete the
the construction
construction of
of the
the Willow
to complete
the sum
sum of
ceed
Creek ranger
ranger station
station in
and Clark
Clark National
Forest,
National Forest,
the Lewis
Lewis and
in the
Creek
Mont ana.
Montana.
Approved,
April 15,
15, 1924.
1924.
Approved, April

NationalFaonrecist,Montix.
National nd Cork

15, 1924.
April 15,
[S. 2164.]
[S.2164.1
[Public,
No. 89.]
89.1
[Public, No.

CHAP. 110.-An
110.—An Act To repeal
repeal that part of an Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act makmakAgriculture for the fiscal year ending
ing
appropriations for the
the Department
Department of Agriculture
ing appropriations
June
approved March
1911, relating
relating to
the admission
admission of
of ticktickto the
4, 1911,
March 4,
1912," approved
June 30,
30, 1912,"
Texas.
infested
cattle from
Mexico into
into Texas.
from Mexico
infested cattle

Be it
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
and House
House of
Be
enacted by
by the
United
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled.
assembled, That that part
America in
of America
United States
admitting,
from
appropriations for
" An Act
of an
an Act
from MexiMexi- of
admitting,
Act entitled
entitled "An
Act making
making appropriations
for the DepartDepartto part
part of Texas.
co to
Texas.
Vol. 36, p.
p. 1240,
ment of
of Agriculture
for the
year ending
ending June
30, 1912,"
1912, apapJune 30,
fiscal year
the fiscal
Agriculture for
240, re- ment
pealed.
pealed.
March 4, 1911 (Thirty-sixth
(Thirty-sixth Statutes at Large, at page
proved March
Tick-infested cattle.

Permifestpealed
Permit repealedtor
for
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SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.

SEss.
SESS. I.
I.

CHS. 110,
110, 111.
111.

CHs.

1924.
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'99

1240),
amended the
Act of
of August
30, 1890,
1890, so
so as
as to
to authorize
authorize
1240), which
which amended
the Act
August 30,
the
Secretary of
regulations prescribed
prescribed by
by
the Secretary
of Agriculture
Agriculture under
under joint
joint regulations
the
Secretary of
Treasury to
the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture and the
the Secretary
of the Treasury
from Mexico
Mexico into that
that
permit the
the admission
admission of tick-infested
tick-infested cattle
cattle from
part
part of
of Texas
Texas below the southern
southern quarantine
quarantine line,
line, be,
be, and
and the same
same
repealed.
is hereby,
hereby, repealed.
Approved,
Approved, April 15, 1924.

CHAP.
Act To
To transfer
transfer jurisdiction
jurisdiction over
portion of
of the
Fort
over aa portion
the Fort
CHAP. 111.—An
111.-An Act
Keogh
Reservation, Montana,
the Department
of the
the Interior
Interior to
to
Keogh Military
Military Reservation,
Montana, from
from the
Department of
the
States Department
Agriculture for
experiments in
in stock
stock raising
the United
United States
Department of
of Agriculture
for experiments
raising
and growing
growing of
crops in
and
of forage
forage crops
in connection
connection therewith.
therewith.

April 15, 1924.
- AI.[S. 26924.
2690.]
[Public, No.
No. 90.]

Be
by the
the Senate
the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
Fort Keogh Military
United States
United
States of
Congress assembled,
of America in
in Congress
assembled, That the Secre- Resetieongh
Mintar
Reservation, Mont.
Portion
of, transtransdetermined that the lands embraced
tary
tary of
of War having
having determined
embraced in
in the Fort Portion of,
ferred to Agricultural
Keogh M ir
Department for
stockKeogh Military
Military Reservation,
Reservation, in
the State
State of
of Montana,
are no
longer Department
Keogh
in the
Montana, are
no longer
for stockraising experiments,
experiments,
order of
purposes, an
needed
for miitary
military purposes,
needed for
an Executive
Executive order
of February
February 2,
2, reisg
etc.
1924,
lands to the Department
1924, having
having transferred
transferred the
the said lands
Department of
of the
Interior for disposition, the said lands are hereby transferred
transferred to and
placed
under the
control of
of the
United States
Department of
of AgriAgriplaced under
the control
the United
States Department
culture for use by that department
department for experiments
raisin
experiments in stock raising
and
Provide, Provisos.
therewith: Provided,
n
i us
and growing of
of forage crops
crops in
in connection
connection therewith:
Reversion if use
abandoned.
That
the lands
lands are
are not
for the
the purpose
purpose mentioned
herein, or
or abandoned.
mentioned herein,
That if
if the
not used
used for
subsequently abandoned
abandoned as
having been used for such purpose, are subsequently
being
purpose, then, and
being no
no longer
longer needed for
for such purpose,
and in that event,
the said land shall revert to, and
and become
become subject to the control and
jurisdiction of
of the
Department of
jurisdiction
the Department
the Interior:
Interior: Provided
further, Existing rights
of the
Provided further,
rihts not
affected.
legal rights
That this transfer
transfer shall not
not affect
affect any
any existing
existing legal
rights to lands
lands aff"dted
pe
Lands excepted.
in
reservation: And
further, That
in the
the reservation:
And provided
provided further,
That there
there shall
shall be excepted from
reservation decepted
from the
the effect hereof
hereof that portion
portion of
of said reservation
follows:
scribed as
as follows:
Description.
a point
point which
is south
south eighteen
A
tract beginning
beginning at
at a
A tract
which is
eighteen degrees
degrees Desciption.
fifteen
center of section
fifteen minutes
minutes west
west from
from the center
section 33,
33, township
township 88north
north
Montana principal
distant therefrom
of range
range 47 east,
east, Montana
principal meridian,
meridian, and distant
thence north thirty-six
thirty-six
six hundred and sixty feet;
feet; thence
one thousand six
degrees no
hundred and eightydegrees
no minutes
minutes west one
one thousand
thousand eight
eight hundred
sixty-eight degrees
five feet;
feet; thence north sixty-eight
degrees ten
ten minutes
minutes east one
thousand
eighty-eight dethousand one
one hundred
hundred and
and five
five feet; thence
thence north
north eighty-eight
deminutes east three hundred and eighty feet; thence south
grees forty minutes
fifty-nine degrees
degrees five
hundred and seventy-five
seventy-five
fifty-nine
five minutes
minutes east
east three hundred
thirty-five minutes
minutes east three
feet; thence south twenty-eight
twenty-eight degrees
degrees thirty-five
hundred
sixty-five feet;
degrees fifty minutes
feet; thence south
south twelve
twelve degrees
hundred and sixty-five
east
two hundred and eighty-five
eighty-five feet; thence
deg rees
thence south fourteen
fourteen degrees
east two
fifteen feet;
feet; thence
thence south
south forty
ten minutes
minutes west two hundred
hundred and
and fifteen
three hundred
hundred and twenty-five
degrees twenty-five
twenty-five minutes west three
feet; thence
thence south
degrees twenty-five
twenty-five minutes
five
forty-six degrees
minutes west
west five
feet;
south forty-six
hundred
degrees thirty mintwenty-nine degrees
hundred and five feet; thence south twenty-nine
hundred and ninety
beginning,
utes west
west three hundred
ninety feet to the point of beginning,
containing
and three-tenths
three-tenths acres,
acres, more
more or less.
containing forty-eight
forty-eight and
beginning at a
apoint which is south five degrees
degrees thirty
Also aatract beginning
township 8
8north, range 47
minutes west
west of the center of section 33, township
east of
of Montana
Montana principal
meridian, and distant therefrom
therefrom two
principal meridian,
east
thousand
hundred and eighty
thence south forty-one
forty-one deeighty feet;
feet; thence
thousand two hundred
and eighty
eighty feet; thence north
thousand and
thirty minutes
minutes west
west one thousand
grees thirty
seventy-three degrees
twenty minutes west one thousand nine hundegrees twenty
seventy-three
dred
feet; thence
thence north
sixteen degrees
degrees fortyforty minnorth sixteen
dred and
and twenty-five
twenty-five feet;
utes east
hundred and
seventy-five feet;
feet; thence
thence
and seventy-five
east two
two thousand
thousand three
three hundred
utes
north sixty-eight
three hundred
hundred and
and forty
forty
ten minutes
minutes east
east three
sixty-eight degrees
degrees ten
north

SIXTY-EIGHTH
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.

100
100

SESS. I. CHS.
Cus. 111,
112, 117.
111,112,117.
SEss.I.

1924.
1924.

feet;
thence south
thirty-five degrees
minutes east
east two
two
forty-five minutes
degrees forty-five
south thirty-five
feet; thence
thousand
fifty-five feet,
feet, to
to the
the point
of beginning,
beginning,
point of
and fifty-five
six hundred
hundred and
thousand six
containing ninety-six
ninety-six and
acres, more
more or
or less.
less.
one-tenth acres,
and one-tenth
containing
Approved, April
15, 1924.
1924.
April 15,
Approved,

April 15, 1924.
72.
Res. 72.]
[S. I. Res.
[Pub.
12.1
es., No. 121
[Pub. Res.,

CRAP. 112.—Joint
Resolution Authorizing
Authorizing the
Secretary of
of War
War to
to lease
lease to
the
to the
the Secretary
112.-Joint Resolution
CHAP.

pril.

New Orleans
of Commerce
Commerce New
Orleans Quartermaster
Quartermaster Intermediate
Intermediate
New Orleans
Association of
Orleans Association
New
Depot Unit
Unit Numbered 2.
Depot

Resolved by
by the
the Senate
and House
House of
of the
United
the United
of Representatives
Representatives of
Senate and
Resolved
States
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
secretary of
of
Congress assembled,
America in
of America
States of
a period
War
authorized to lease
lease for a
period of two years, without
without conWar is authorized
sideration or
or on
on such
such terms
terms or
or conditions
as he
he deems
deems advisable,
advisable, to
to
conditions as
sideration
the New
New Orleans
Orleans Association
Association of Commerce
nonprofit corporation
corporation
Commerce (a nonprofit
the
tion of Commerce.
organized under
laws of
its successors
successors and
and assigns,
assigns,
Louisiana), its
of Louisiana),
the laws
under the
organized
the
New Orleans
Orleans Quartermaster
Quartermaster Intermediate
Intermediate Depot
Depot Unit
Numbered
Unit Numbered
the New
2
general exhibition
exhibition purposes
in respect
fabricated and raw
respect of fabricated
purposes in
for general
2 for
products
of the
the United
products of foreign
foreign councounand similar products
States and
United States
products of
tries;
but if
if such
corporation, its
its successors
or assigns,
shall cease
cease to
to
assigns, shall
successors or
such corporation,
tries; but
use and
and occupy
the
depot
for
purposes the
the lease
lease shall
shall become
become null
null
for such
such purposes
the
depot
occupy
use
Proviso.
void: Provided,
Provided, That
may void
void the
lease any
any
the lease
States may
United States
the United
That the
Voidable
and void:
Voidable on thirty and
day notice.
notice.
day
time within the lease
lease period by giving aa thirty day notice to the
lessees.
lessees.
Alterations permittdltation
permitSEC.
Association of Commerce,
SEc. 2. That the New Orleans
Orleans Association
Commerce, under
ted.
regulations prescribed
prescribed by the Secretary
War, may, without
without exexSecretary of War,
regulations
pense to
to the
alterations in respect
respect of such
such
such alterations
make such
States, make
United States,
the United
pense
depot
as may
may be
which the building
building is
for which
purposes for
for the purposes
necessary for
be necessary
depot as
compatible with the public interest.
leased,
far as may be compatible
and in so far
leased, and
Approved, April 15, 1924.
Approved,

New Orleans. La:
Lease
Army
oafAramy
Lease of
Quartermaster
depot,
uartermaster depot,
for exhibition uses to
AsociaNew Orlean
Orleans Association of Commerce.

16, 1924.
April 18,

CHAP. 117.-An
117.—An Act Authorizing
Authorizing the issuance of service
service medals to officers
officers
organized under
and enlisted men of the two brigades
brigades of Texas
Texas cavalry organized
under authority
December 8, 1917, and authorizing
from the War Department
Department under
under date of December
authorizing an
an
authorizing the wearing by such officers
appropriation therefor; and further authorizing
officers
occasions of ceremony
and enlisted men on occasions
ceremony of the uniform
uniform lawfully
lawfully prescribed
prescribed
to be worn by them during their service.

[H. R. 593.]
[Public, No. 91.]

[HI.. 593.1

Texs
Texas

gades.
gdes

cavalry
cavalry

ca

Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of the
House of
and House
Be itit enacted
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary
- United States

bribri-

Issue of bronze moddais,
to officers and
etc.,tooficerand
das etc.,
enlisted
men of,
enlistedmen
of, servserving prior to November
November
11,
1,1918.
1918.

of
be, and
and he
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
and directed
directed to
to procure
procure a
a
authorized and
War be,
of War
bronze medal of appropriate design,
desi gn, with
with aabar and ribbon,
ribbon, together
together
with aa rosette
rosette or other
other device
device to be worn in lieu
lieu thereof,
thereof, to be presented to each
several officers
enlisted men of the two
officers and enlisted
each of
of the several
sented
cavalry organized by the State
brigades
brigades of cavalry
State of Texas, under authority
December 8, 1917, who
from
Department of date
who served
served
date of December
the War Department
from the
therein prior
to November
November 11,
1918: Provided,
Provided, That
medals
such medals
That such
11, 1918:
prior to
therein
prosio,.
Provisos.
Deserters,
%- scDeserters, etc.,
etc.,
shall not be presented to men
men who have, subsequent
subsequent to such
such service,
service,
eluded.
been
discharged from the service, or deserted:
deserted: ProProbeen dishonorably
dishonorably discharged
Sum
authorized for vided further,
That the sum of $5,000,
$5,000, or so much thereof as may be
sum authorized
further,
expenses.
necessary, is
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to be appropriated,
necessary,
appropriated, out of any
any money
money
exp,
s.
Part,p.
p.695.
in the
Treasury not
appropriated, for the purpose of carrycarrynot otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
in
the Treasury
Wearing on
on cerem
ceremo- ing this last paragraph
iearing
paragraph into effect:
effect: Provided
Provided further, That the sevauthornial
nial occasions
occasions authoreral officers and enlisted men
ized.
men to whom such medals
medals may
may be presented
presented
occasions of ceremony,
ceremony, the uniform
authorized to
to wear, on occasions
are hereby
hereby authorized
lawfullv
lawfully prescribed
prescribed to be worn by them at the time of their service:
service:
No rights
upon the
not be
be considered
rights conferred
conferred Provided,
No
Provided,
This Act shall
shall not
considered as
as conferring
conferring upon
the
under War Risk Insurtinder
members
ance Act, etc.
members of said organizations
organizations the benefits
benefits of the War Risk Insurance
Insurance
pensionable status to the members
to confer
confer aapensionable
members of said organAct or to
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SESS.
I. CHS. 117-120.
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a preceizations, and
and that
that this Act shall
shall not be deemed to constitute a
izations,
dent
of such rights.
future granting of
the future
for the
dent for
Approved, April 16, 1924.
Approved,
April
17, 1924.
April 17,124.
[S. 514.1
514.]

CHAP. 118.—An
Authorizing the
Secretary of
of War
right of
grant aa right
to grant
War to
the Secretary
Act Authorizing
118.-An Act
CHAP.
way over
the Government
Government levee
levee at
at Yuma,
Yuma, Arizona.
Arizona.92.]
over the
way

[s.

[Public,
[Public, No. 92.]

Be it
the Senate
Representatives of the
of Representatives
House of
and House
Senate and
by'the
enacted by
it enacted
Be
United
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled, That the Secretary
America in
States of
United States

Right of way.
IGtigtgiwthern
Southern
Granted

ComRailroad CornPacific Railroad
of
War is
is hereby
hereby authorized
to grant
to the
Southern Pacific
Pacific
Pacific Rail- par'
the Southern
grant to
authorized to
of War
across tGovernGovernpany iacross
at
levee
ment
road
Company,
a
corporation
of
the
of
California,
Arizona,
m
nt
evee
a
Yuma,
California,
of
States
the
of
road Company, a corporation

and
successors and assigns, a
a right of way for
Mexico, its successors
New Mexico,
and New
railroad and
purposes over
over and across the levee built by
telegraph purposes
and telegraph
railroad
the
United States
States on
on the Gila River near its junction with the
the United
Colorado River
at Yuma,
Yuma, Arizona,
Arizona, including
construct
including the right to construct
River at
Colorado

Ariz.

Ariz '

embankments and other works thereon: Provided,
Provided, That
maintain embankments
and maintain
the
grant
shall
be
subject
to
such
stipulations
as,
in
judgment of
the
stipulations
such
to
subject
be
shall
grant
the
maintenance of said levee
War,, will insure the maintenance
Secretary of War
the Secretary
without
without further cost to:the United States.
this Act
repeal
or repe
SEC. 2. That the right to amend, alter, revoke,
revoke, or
al this
Act
is hereby expressly reserved.
Approved, April 17, 1924.
Approved,

of
CHAP. 119.—An
Granting the
Congress to
to the
the State
State of
of Congress
consent of
the consent
Act Granting
119.-An Act
CHAP.
South
the construction
bridge across
across the
the Missouri
Missouri River
River between
between
of aabridge
construction of
for the
Dakota for
South Dakota
Hughes
County and
and Stanley
County, South Dakota.
Stanley County,
Hughes County

Proviso
Proviso.
Conditions.
Conditions.

Amendment.
Amendment.

April 17, 1924.
1924.
April
[S.
2332.]
s. 23321

[Public, No. 93.]

Be it
it enacted
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the M
enacted by
Be
United States
States of
America in
assembled, That
.g
ura
Z
i Z -may
Dakota
outh
That the consent It:
Congress assembled,
in Congress
of America
United

of
is hereby
granted to
to the
of South
South Dakota
Dakota to
to conState of
the State
hereby granted
Congress is
of Congress

bridge,
between
betwe n
ge,
brid
hos
es.

counties.
struct,
approaches thereto across coulginu
Stanley
and
maintain, and operate aa bridge and approaches
struct, maintain,
navigation,
of
interests
the
Missouri
at
a
to
the
navigation,
suitable
point
a
River,
Missouri
the
onstruction.
in ac- Construction.
between
Stanley County, South Dakota,
Dakota, in
Hughes County and Stanley
between Hughes
p.84.
cordance with
the provisions
an Act
entitled "An
"An Act to regulate
34, p.
84.
Vol.34,
regulate Vol.
Act entitled
of an
provisions of
with the
cordance

March
navigable waters,"
the
construction of
waters," approved March
of bridges over navigable
the construction

23, 1906.
SEC. 2. That the right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
reserved.
expressly reserved,

Amendment.

Amen

Approved, April 17, 1924.

CHAP.
120.—An Act
Act Granting
Granting the
the consent
consent of
of Congress
Board of
of
to the
the Board
Congress to
CHAP. 120.-An
Supervisors of
Mississippi, to
to construct
bridge across
across the
Pearl
the Pearl
construct aabridge
County, Mississippi,
of Leake
Leake County,
Supervisors

River in
in the
Mississippi.
of Mississippi.
the State of
River

Representatives of the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and House of Representatives
Be
consent
the consent
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
United
assembled, That the
United States of America

Apr11 17, 1924
ASlS. 2436.]
1,124
[Public, No. 94.]
94.]

Pe

Pearl River.

Peae
Leake iutyeMss.
County,Miss.,

brdge,
of
Congress is
granted to the
Supervisors of Leake may
mayFerry.
bridge, at
Board of Supervisors
the Board
hereby granted
is hereby
bys
of Congress
e
b
bridge
a
County,
Mississippi,
construct,
maintain,
and
operate
a
bridge
operate
maintain,
construct,
to
County, Mississippi,
a point suitable to
approaches thereto across the Pearl River, at a
and approaches
interests of navigation,
navigation, at or near Grigsbys
Grigsbys Ferry, Leake County,
the interests
State
accordance with the provisions of the Act construction.
Construction.
in accordance
Mississippi, in
of Mississippi,
State of
entitled
"An Act
construction of bridges over navi- Vol.34,p.84.
Vol. 34, p.84.
the construction
regulate the
to regulate
Act to
entitled "An

gable
waters," approved
approved March
March 23, 1906.
gable waters,"
SEC.
2. That
alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
the right to alter,
That the
SEC. 2.

expressly reserved.

Approved, April 17 1924.
Approved,

Amendment.
Amendment.

rigsGrigs-
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April
17, 1924.
April 17,1924.
[S.. 2437.1
[Public,
No. 95.1
95.1
[Public, No.

2437.]

Pearl River.
Rivers.
Pearl

Leake County,Miss.,
bridge, at
Battle
bridge,
atBtte
Bluff Crossing.

may
may

BluffCrossing.

Construction.
onstruction.
Vol. 34, p. 84.

Amendment.

AmendmentSEC.

1924.

CHAP. 121.—An
of Congress
Congress to
to the
the Board
Board of
of
consent of
the consent
Granting the
Act Granting
121.-An Act
CHAP.
a bridge
Supervisors of Leake
Leake County, Mississippi,
Mississippi, to construct
construct a
bridge across
across the Pearl
Pearl
River
River in the State of Mississippi.
Mississippi.

Be
it enacted
by the
the Senate
and House
Representatives of
of the
the
of Representatives
House of
Senate and
enacted by
Be it
United
of America
in Congress
That the
the consent
consent
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
America in
States of
United States
of Congress
is hereby
hereby granted
the Board
Board of
Supervisors of
Leake
of Leake
of Supervisors
to the
granted to
Congress is
of
maintain, and
construct, maintain,
County,
Mississippi, to
to construct,
and operate
operate aa bridge
County, Mississippi,
and
approaches thereto,
across the
the Pearl
River at
at a
point suitable
to
suitable to
a point
Pearl River
thereto, across
and approaches
the interests
interests of
at or
near Battle
Bluff Crossing,
Crossing, Leake
Leake
Battle Bluff
or near
of navigation,
navigation, at
the
County, State
State of
Mississippi, in
accordance with
with the
the provisions
provisions of
of the
the
in accordance
of Mississippi,
County,
Act
entitled "An
to regulate
regulate the
the construction
of bridges
bridges over
over
construction of
Act to
"An Act
Act entitled
navigable waters,"
waters," approved
approved March
March 23,
1906.
23, 1906.
navigable
SEC. 2.
2. That
That the
right to
amend, or
or repeal
this Act
Act is
hereby
is hereby
repeal this
alter, amend,
to alter,
the right
expressly
reserved.
expressly reserved.
Approved,
April 17,
17, 1924.
1924.
Approved, April

April 17, 1924.
[i. S94.]
[S.
2488.]
No. 96.1
[Public, No.

Mkeksippi River.
River.
Mississippi
Minn.,'.
Minneapolis, Minn
may bridge.
maybridge.

Location.

Location.

Construction.

Vol. 34, p.84.
VConstrionp.

Amendment.

Amendment.

April
1924.
7,1924.
April 17,
[S. 2.538.]
971
[Public No
[Public,
No. 97.]

Savannah
Savannah River.
River.
S. C.,
C.,
Aiken County, S.
Richmond Counand Richmond
Ga., may bridge,
ty, Ga.,
Augusta, Ga.
Augusta,
Vol.
V61. 41, p. 275.

Proviso.
Proviso.
construction.
Time of construction.

Amendment.
Amendment.

SESS. I. CHS.
CHs. 121-123.
121-123.
SESS.I.

CHAP. 122.—An
of Minneapolis,
Minneapolis, in
in the
the State
State of
the City
City of
Act To
To authorize
authorize the
CHAP.
122.-An Act
Minnesota, to
construct a
across the
Mississippi River
River in
city.
said city.
in said
the Mississippi
bridge across
a bridge
Minnesota,
to construct

Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
of the
the
Representatives of
House of
Be
it enacted
assembled, That the city of
United States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
Minneapolis,
in the
Minnesota, a
a
Minneapolis, in
the county
county of Hennepin
Hennepin and State of Minnesota,
municipal
corporation
under the
the laws
laws of
of the
the State
of
State of
organized under
municipal corporation organized
Minnesota, be,
it is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
construct, maintain,
maintain,
to construct,
authorized to
be, and
and it
Minnesota,
and operate
operate aabridge
bridge and
and approaches
the Mississippi
Mississippi
across the
thereto across
approaches thereto
and
River,
at a
point suitable
suitable to
the interests
interests of
of navigation,
navigation, extending
extending
to the
a point
River, at
from aapoint
point at
or near
near the
the intersection
of Cedar
Cedar Avenue
Avenue and
and Second
Second
intersection of
from
at or
Street
the Mississippi
Mississippi River
to aa point
or near
the
at or
near the
point at
River to
south across
across the
Street south
intersection
Tenth Avenue
Avenue and
and University
University Avenue
Avenue southeast,
southeast, in
of Tenth
intersection of
the
of Minneapolis,
the State
State of
of Minnesota,
in accordance
accordance with
with
Minnesota, in
in the
Minneapolis, in
the city
city of
the
provisions of
of the
the Act
Act entitled
"An Act
Act to
to regulate
the construcconstrucentitled "An
regulate the
the provisions
tion of
navigable waters,"
approved March
March 23,
23, 1906.
1906.
of bridges
bridges over
over navigable
waters," approved
tion
SEC.
amend, or repeal
S
EC. 2. That the right to alter, amend,
repeal this Act is hereby
hereby
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved, April
April 17,
17, 1924.
1924.
Approved,

"An Act
CHAP. 123.-An
CRAP.
123.—An Act To revive and reenact the Act entitled "An
Act
authorizing
the counties
counties of
of Aiken,
South Carolina,
Carolina, and Richmond,
to
Georgia, to
Richmond, Georgia,
Aiken, South
authorizing the
construct aa bridge across
construct
across the Savannah
Savannah River
River at or near
near Augusta,
Augusta, Georgia,"
Georgia,"
approved August 7, 1919.

the
enacted by the Senate and
and House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
Representatives of the
United
Congress assembled, That the Act apUnited States
States of America in Congress
proved August 7, 1919,
1919, authorizing
authorizing the counties
counties of Aiken, South
Carolina, and
Richmond, Georgia,
Georgia, to
maintain, and opto construct, maintain,
and Richmond,
Carolina,
erate
thereto across the Savannah River
River
approaches thereto
erate aa bridge and approaches
interests of navigation
navigation at or near Augusta,
at a
a point suitable to the interests
Georgia, be, and the same is hereby,
revived and reenacted:
reenacted: ProProGeorgia,
hereby, revived
vided,
unless the actual convided, That
That this
this Act
Act shall be null and
and void unless
construction
bridge herein
herein authorized
authorized be completed
completed by August 7,
struction of
of the bridge
1925.
SEC.
SEC. 2. That the right to alter, amend, or repeal
repeal this Act is hereby
hereby
expressly reserved.
Approved,
1924.
Approved, April
April 17, 1924.
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CONGRESS. SESS.
I.. CHS.
CHS. 124-126.
124-126.

1924.
1924.

CHAP.
124.—An Act
Granting the
the consent
of Congress
Congress to
to the
the construction
construction
Act Granting
consent of
CHAP. 124.-An
the Mississippi
above the
the city
city of
New Orleans,
Orleans,
of
bridge across
across the
Mississippi River
River near
near and
and above
of New
of aabridge
Louisiana.
Louisiana.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
United
in Congress
consent
United States
States of
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the
the consent
of
hereby granted
municof Congress
Congress is hereby
granted to
to the city of
of New
New Orleans, a
a municipal
corporation existing
ipal corporation
existing under the
the laws of the
the State of
of Louisiana,
Louisiana,
its successors and assigns, through its Public
Public Belt Railroad
Railroad Commisauthorized by the constitution
sion, as authorized
constitution of the State of Louisiana, to
construct,
approaches thereto
construct, maintain, and
and operate
operate aa bridge
bridge and
and approaches
thereto
across the Mississippi River, at a
of
a point suitable to the interests of
navigation,
accordance with the pronavigation, near
near and above
above the
the said city,
city, in accordance
construction of
visions of
of an Act entitled
entitled "An Act
Act to
to regulate
regulate the
the construction
of
bridges over
navigable waters,"
waters," approved
March 23, 1906.
bridges
over navigable
approved March
SEC.
SEC. 2. That this Act shall be null and void unless the
construction
the construction
of said
said bridge
bridge is
is commenced
commenced within
within two
two years and completed
completed within
five years
years from
from the
the date of approval
approval hereof.
hereof.
S
EC. 3.
Act is hereby
SEC.
3. That the
the right
right to
to alter,
alter, amend,
amend, or repeal this Act
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved, April 17,
Approved,
17, 1924.
1924.
CHAP.
Act To
To extend
the time
for commencing
commencing and
and completing
completing
CHAP. 125.—An
125.-An Act
extend the
time for
the
of aa bridge
River within
near the
the construction
construction of
bridge across
across Detroit
Detroit River
within or
or near
the city
city limits
limits
of Detroit,
of
Detroit, Michigan.
Michigan.
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17, 1924.
April 17,1924.
[S. 2656.]
[. 265s.]
[Public, No. 98.]

[Public, No. 98.]

Mississippi River.
River.
Mississippi
New
New Orleans, La.,
may
bridge.
maybridge.

Location.
Location.
Construction.
Vol. 34, p.84.
p. 84.
Vol.34,

Time of construction.

Amendment.
Amendment.

1924.
April 17,
17,1924.

[s. 2825.1
2s25.]
[Public, No. 99.]
(Public,

Be
it enacted
enacted by
Be it
by the
the Senate
and House of
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the Detroit
Detroit River.
River.
Time extended for
for
Time
assembled, That the times for bridging,
Congress assembled,
America in
of America
United
United States
States of
in Congress
by American

Traidgsi Com
commencing
and completing
the construction
of the
the bridge
author- Transit
mpany,iat
commencing and
completing the
construction of
bridge authorDetroit, ?fich . '
ized by Act of Congress
approved March 4, 1921, to be built by the DetroitMich.
Congress approved
1439,
American
Transit Company,
Company, its
its successors
and assigns,
assigns, across
De- amenaed.
amended.
American Transit
successors and
across DePea,. p. 1128.
112.
troit River,
within or
near the
the city
of Detroit,
Wayne County,
County,
A
troit
River, within
or near
city limits
limits of
Detroit, Wayne
i

paay

,

a

P.

Michigan, are hereby extended
extended one year and five years, respectively,
respectively,
from the date
approval hereof.
hereof.
slate of approval
Amendment.
is hereby
hereby Amendment.
amend, or
the right to
to alter, amend,
SEC.
2. That
S
EC. 2.
That the
or repeal
repeal this
this Act
Act is
expressly reserved.
reserved.
Approved, April
April 17, 1924.

Act Authorizing
CHAP. 126.—An
126.-An Act
Authorizing the
the construction
construction of
of aa bridge
bridge across the
the
Ohio River approximately
approximately midway
midway between
between the city of Owensboro,
Owensboro, Kentucky,
Kentucky,
and Rockport, Indiana.

April
[. 2914.]
[Public, No. 100.]

1924.
April 17, 1924*
[S.2914.]
[Public, No. 100.]

House of
Representatives of the
Senate and
and House
enacted by
Be
by the
the Senate
of Representatives
the Ohio River.
Be it
it enacted
Edward T. Franks
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That Edward T. Edward
United States
States of America
America in
and
Thomas
H. HazelIlazeland
homas
bridge,
H. Sm
m
aigg Tmay
Franks
Thomas H.
H. Hazelrigg,
Hazelrigg, or
or their
their assigns,
assigns, are
are hereby
hereby rigg
bTid.
Franks and
and Thomas
Owensboro,
Ky.,
to
to
ap- Rockport,
Owensboro, ky.,
operate a
a bridge
authorized
to construct,
bridge and
and apmaintain, and
and operate
construct, maintain
authorized to
Ind.
proaches
across the
the
maintain,
Ohio
at aa point
point suitable
the Rockport, d.
suitable to
to the
Ohio River, at
thereto across
preaches thereto
interests
navigation, approximately
between the city of
interests of navigation,
approximately midway
midway between
Construction.
Owensboro,
Owensboro Davless
Daviess County,
County, Kentucky, and Rockport, Spencer
Spencer Construction.
p. 84.
County,
County, Indiana,
Indiana, in
in accordance
accordance with the provisions of an Act en- v.34,p.i .
regulate the construction
construction of bridges over navigable
navigable
titled "An Act to regulate
waters," approved
approved March
March 23, 1906.
waters,"
SEC. 2.
2. That
That the
to alter,
amend, or
Act is
Amenmet.
this Act
is hereby
hereby Amendment
or repeal
repeal this
alter, amend,
the right
right to
SEC.
expressly reserved.
Approved, April 17, 1924.
Approved,
m ay
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April 18,, 1924.
April
1124.
[S. 2597.]
10
.l
[Public,
No.
101.1
[Public,
101.i

SESS. I
127, 129.
SESS.
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CHS. 127,129.
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1924.

authorize the
CHAP. 127.-An
127.—An Act To authorize
the construction
construction of
of aa bridge
across the
the
bridge across
Township, Kane
Kane County,
Fox River in Saint Charles
Charles Township,
County, Illinois.
Illinois.

Be
by the
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
Be itit enacted
enacted by
Senate and
House of
United
of America in
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
United States
assembled, That the consent
consent
of Congress
is hereby
hereby granted
to the
the Aurora,
Aurora, Elgin,
Elgin, and
and Fox
Fox River
River
Company
Compx y may bridge,
bridge, of
Congress is
granted to
in
Saint
Charles Town- Electric
nSn
tCharlesTownCompany,
a corporation
organized
and
existing
under
the
Electric
Company,
a
corporation
organized
under
ship, Ill.
laws
of Illinois,
Illinois, and
and its
successors and
and assigns,
to
iaws of the
the State
State of
its successors
assigns, to
construct,
construct, maintain, and operate
operate a
bridge across the
the Fox
Fox River
a bridge
River at
at
suitable to
in section
section 11
11 of
of townaapoint
point suitable
to the
the interests
interests of
of navigation,
navigation, in
township 40
40 north,
north, range
of the
third principal
principal meridian,
meridian, being
being
ship
range 8
8 east
east of
the third
Construction.
Constrution.
Saint Charles
Township, Kane
Saint
Charles Township,
Kane County,
County, Illinois,
in accordance
accordance with
Illinois, in
with
Vol. 34, p. 84.
the Act
of Congress
Congress entitled
Act to
to regulate
regulate the
construction
the
Act of
entitled "An
"An Act
the construction
of
waters," approved
March 23,
23, 1906.
1906.
of bridges
bridges over
over navigable
navigable waters,"
approved March
Amendment
Amendment
SEC.
2. That the right to alter, amend,
SEC. 2.
amend, or repeal
repeal this Act is
hereby
hereby expressly
expressly reserved.
reserved.
Approved, April
April 18,
Approved,
18, 1924.
1924.
Fox River.

and
Aurora, Elgin,
Elgin, and
Fox River Electric

April
April 19,
19, 1924.
1924.
[S. 1724.]
[Public, No. 102.]

steamoat
Inspec-

Steamboat

p
tion Service.
service.
Apalachicola,
Fla.,
Vat
andritron,
and
Burlington, Vt.,
inspection districts
abolished.

Inspectors of
of hulls
Inspectrs
hulls
and of boilers.
Collection
collection districts
and ports.
aR.
, R. S., sec.4414, p.854,
p.854,
amended.
Vol.40, p.740, amended.
ed.

districts

sec.444,
a"!menvd.p7aend

Salaries for inspectors
Salariest'orins"ectos
at Apalachicola,
Apalachicola, Fla.,
Flai.,
and Burlington,
Burlington, Vt.,
repealed.
repealed.

and

Vt.,

Salaries at specified
Slriesand
at ports.
spcife
districts
R
R. S., sec. 4414, p. &SS,
amended.
Vol.40,p.741
Vol.
40, p.741, amended.
ed'

S..sec.4414, p.855,

CHAP.
amend section
section 4414
4414 of
of the
Revised Statutes
Statutes of
of the
the
CHAP. 129.—An
129.-An Act
Act To
To amend
the Revised
United States,
United
amended by
by the
approved July
July 2,
2, 1918,
1918, to
to abolish
the
States, as amended
the Act
Act approved
abolish the
inspection
districts of
of Apalachicola,
Apalachicola, Florida,
and Burlington,
Burlington, Vermont,
Vermont, SteamSteaminspection districts
Florida, and
boat Inspection
boat
Inspection Service.
Service.

Be
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
and House
House of
it enacted
by the
Be it
United
States of
of America
Congress assembled,
That the
the first
first
United States
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
paragraph
of section
Revised Statutes
Statutes of
the United
United
paragraph of
section 4414
4414 of
of the
the Revised
of the
of Congress approved
States, as amended by the
the Act
Act of
approved July
July 2,
2, 1918,
1918,
be, and is hereby,
hereby, amended
by striking
striking out
out the
the words
words "Apalachicola,
"Apalachicola,
amended by
Florida; " and
Florida;"
and Burlington,
Vermont;"
by inserting
inserting the
the
and "
"and
Burlington, Vermont;
" and
and by
word "and"
"and" immediately
immediately before
before the words "Point
"Point Pleasant,"
so
Pleasant," so
that the said paragraph
paragraph as amended
as follows:
follows:
amended shall
shall read
read as
""S
SEC.
EC. 4414. There
There shall be in each of the following
following collection
collection
districts, namely,
namely, the
of Philadelphia,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania;
Pennsylvania; San
San
districts,
the districts
districts of
Francisco,
Francisco, California;
California; New
London, Connecticut;
Connecticut; Baltimore,
New London,
Baltimore, MaryMaryland;
Maine; New
New
land; Detroit,
Detroit, Michigan;
Michigan; Chicago,
Chicago, Illinois;
Illinois; Bangor,
Bangor, Maine;
Haven, Connecticut;
Connecticut; Michigan,
Michigan, Michigan;
Haven,
Michigan; Milwaukee,
Milwaukee, Wisconsin;
Wisconsin;
Willamette, Oregon;
Oregon; Puget
Savannah, Georgia;
Georgia;
Willamette,
Puget Sound,
Sound, Washington;
Washington; Savannah,
Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania; Oswego,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania;
New York;
York; Charleston,
Charleston, South
South
Oswego, New
Carolina;
Duluth, Minnesota;
Carolina; Duluth,
Galveston, Texas;
Texas;
Minnesota; Superior,
Superior, Michigan;
Michigan; Galveston,
Mobile,
Mobile, Alabama;
Providence, Rhode
Island; and
and in
in each
of the
the
Alabama; Providence,
Rhode Island;
each of
following
following ports: New
York, New
New York;
Jacksonville, Florida;
Florida;
New York,
York; Jacksonville,
Tampa, Florida;
Florida; Portland,
Portland, Maine;
Buffalo,
Maine; Boston,
Boston, Massachusetts;
Massachusetts; Buffalo,
New York; Cleveland, Ohio;.
Ohio;. Toledo, Ohio; Norfolk, Virginia;
Virginia;
Evansville, Indiana; Dubuque,
Iowa; Louisville,
Louisville, Kentucky;
Albany,
Dubuque, Iowa;
Kentucky; Albany,
New York; Cincinnati,
Cincinnati, Ohio; Memphis,
Memphis, Tennessee;
Nashville, TenTenTennessee; Nashville,
nessee; Saint
Saint Louis,
Port Huron,
New Orleans,
Orleans,
Louis, Missouri;
Missouri; Port
Huron, Michigan;
Michigan; New
Louisiana; Los Angeles, California;
California; Juneau, Alaska;
Alaska; Saint Michael,
Michael,
Alaska; and Point Pleasant,
Pleasant, West Virginia;
Honolulu, Hawaii;
and
Virginia; Honolulu,
Hawaii; and
San Juan, Porto Rico,
Rico, one
one inspector
hulls and
and one
one inspector
inspector
inspector of
of hulls
of
boilers."
of boilers."
SEC.
Revised
SEC. 2. That the seventh
seventh paragraph
paragraph of
of section
section 4414
4414 of
of the
the Revised
Statutes of the United States, as
amended by
by the
as amended
the Act
Act of
of Congress
Congress
approved
2, 1918,
approved July
July 2,
1918, be, and is hereby,
hereby, amended
amended by striking out
out
the words "and
Florida ;" and
and "Burlington,
"Burlington, Ver"and Apalachicola,
Apalachicola, Florida;"
Vermont;"
mont
;" and by inserting
inserting the word "and"
"and" immediately
immediately before
before the
word "Bangor,"
"Bangor," so that
shall read
read
that the
the said
said paragraph
paragraph as
as amended
amended shall
as
follows:
as follows:
"For the
"For
the districts of Pittsburgh,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania;
Pennsylvania; New
New Haven,
Haven,
Connecticut; Savannah,
Charleston. South Carolina:
Connecticut;
Savannah, Georgia;
Georgia; Charleston,
Carolina; Galveston,
Texas; New
Connecticut Superior,
Michigan; and
and
veston, Texas:
New London,
London, Connecticut;
Superior, Michigan;
Maine; and the ports of Dubuque,
Bangor, Maine;
Dubuque, Iowa; Toledo, Ohio;
Ohio;
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Evansville, Indiana;
Indiana '
• Memphis,
Tennessee; Nashville,
Nashville, Tennessee;
Tennessee;
Memphis, Tennessee;
Evansville,
Point Pleasant,
Virginia; Jacksonville,
Jacksonville, Florida;
Florida; Tampa,
Tampa, FlorPoint
Pleasant, West
West Virginia;
Florida;
Louisville ' Kentucky;
rate of
of
Cincinnati, Ohio,
Ohio, at the
the rate
ida; Louisville,
Kentucky; and Cincinnati,
$2,100 per
year for
each local
inspector."
local inspector."
per year
for each
$2,100
SEC.
effective on and after the date of
SEC. 3. That
That this Act shall be effective
its approval.
approval.
its
Approved,
19, 1924.
1924.
Approved, April 19,

CHAP. 130.-An
130.—An Act To authorize
authorize a
a temporary
temporary increase of the Coast Guard
for
law enforcement.
for law
enforcement.

Be
Representatives of the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
the

United
States of America
in Congress assembled,
America
United States
the Sat in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
Department of the
authorized to transfer to the Department
of
of the
the Navy
Navy is
is authorized
Navy,
the Navy,
vessels of
Treasury, for
for the
use of
of the
Coast Guard,
Guard, such
of the
such vessels
the Coast
the use
Treasury,

with their outfits and armaments, as can be spared by the Navy and

Effective
pEffetive
proval.

on

on

ap-

ap-

Ar
211924.
Ai
rp
.an.
[Public,
No. 103i
.—
[Public, No.
101.1
Coast
euard.
Coast Guard.
Navy vessels,
vessels, etc., to
Navy
be
transferred to, for
be transferred
law enforcement.
la enforcement

as are
are adapted
adapted to
use of
Coast Guard.
Guard.
as
to the
the use
of the
the Coast
Temporary officers
rs e to
t
appoint, by and with beTappoPmta.
authorized to appoint,
SEC. 2.
The President
President is
is authorized
2. (a)
(a) The
SEC.
be appointed.

Senate, the following
following temporary
temporary offithe advice
advice and
and consent of the Senate,
offi- Grades.
commanders twenty-five
cers of
of the
the Coast
Coast Guard: Two captains, ten commanders,
lieutenant commanders, forty-eight
and forty-two
forty-two lieulieuforty-eight lieutenants, and
lieutenant
of the
the line;
line; and five comand ensigns,
ensigns, of
tenants (junior grade) and
manders,
lieutenant commanders,
commanders ' nineteen lieutenants, and
manders, eleven
eleven lieutenant
forty
(junior.grade)
Engineer Corps.
grade) and ensigns, of the Engineer
lieutenants (junior
forty lieutenants
Pay, etc., of
0 similar
Navyrdes.
temporary 'officers
(b) Such temporary
officers while in service shall receive the Navy
grades. ' smil
same
permanent commissioned
commissioned offias permanent
allowances, and benefits
benefits as
same pay, allowances
cers of
the Coast
Coast Guard
Guard of
of corresponding
corresponding grade
and length
length of
of Nn retirement augrade and
cers
of the
retirement thorized.
service, except that no
no such
such officer shall be entitled to retirement
service,
because of his temporary commission.
Tenure.
(c)
Temporary appointments
appointments shall continue until the President Tenure.
(c) Temporary
otherwise
directs
or
otherwise provides.
Congress otherwise
directs
or
otherwise

officers
may Permanent officers
S
EC. 3.
3. Permanent
officers of
the Coast
Coast Guard
Guard may
of the
commissioned officers
Permanent commissioned
SEC.
may have temporary
be
promotion,' in order of seniority and without promoaon
be given
given temporary
temporary promotion
promotions. temporr
Regular status
status rreexamination,
fill any
any such
such temporary
temporary grades.
Notwithstanding tained.
Rgular
grades. Notwithstanding
to fill
examination, to
holdined
such
officer shall continue to hold
promotion, any
any such officer
temporary promotion,
such temporary
his
commission and
advanced in lineal
lineal rank,
rank,
be advanced
and shall be
his permanent
permanent commission
promoted,
and retired
in the
had
though this Act had
the same
same manner as though
retired in
promoted, and
not become law.
Examinations, etc.,
etc.,
Examinations,
SEC.
temporary appointments under this Act fior
4. (a)
(a) All original temporary
SEC. 4.
for original
appointoriginal appointshall
made in
in grades
grades not
not above
in the
or ments.
the line
line or
lieutenant, in
that of
of lieutenant,
above that
shall be
be made
the
Engineer Corps,
Corps, and
be made
made only
only after
after the
the candidate
has
candidate has
shall be
and shall
the Engineer
satisfactorily
passed such
pre- Alimit.
satisfactorily passed
such examinations
examinations as
as the
the President
President may
may preAge limit.
temporary appointappointbe given an original temporary
scribe. No person shall be
ment
is more
more than
than forty
years of
age.
of age.
forty years
ment who
who is
g'ermanenc
enlnt
Red
(b) Any
warrant officer
or enlisted
enlisted man
man of
permanent Coast
Coast o
OPeran
of the
the permanent
officer or
(b)
Any warrant
enlisted
men
allowed tempotempomen
iloyed
this
under
appointment
temporary appointment
given an original temporary
may be
be given
Guard
Guard may
rary
appointments.
rary appointments.
Act, under
under such
regulations as
prescribe, and
and Status for retirement
may prescribe,
as the
the President
President may
Act,
such regulations
retirement
retained.
without reduction
Notwithstanding such retained.
or allowances. Notwithstanding
in pay or
reduction in
without
temporary
appointment, any
such warrant
officer or enlisted man
warrant officer
any such
temporary appointment,
shall be
entitled to
retirement in
manner as
had
though he had
as though
same manner
in the same
to retirement
be entitled
shall
continued to
hold his
permanent grade
or rating,
the terterupon the
rating, and
and upon
grade or
his permanent
to hold
continued
mination of
of such
such temporary
temporary appointment
shall be
be entitled
to revert
revert Service
appointment shall
entitled to
in
ervice included
incudea in
mination
longevity.
ap- longevty.
temporary apsuch temporary
to such
rating. Service
Service under
under any
any such
grade or
or rating.
to
such grade
a
pointment shall
determining length of service
service as a
shall be included in determining
pointment
warrant
officer or
or enlisted
enlisted man.
warrant officer
Special list for tem*
(c)
names of
all persons
this section
shall porary offices
officers.
section shall
under this
appointed under
persons appointed
of all
The names
(c) The
be placed
special list
list of
of temporary
officers, as
as distinguished
distinguished Promotions, etc., autemporary officers,
upon a
a special
placed upon
be
OthPr'"" 0',anfrom
permanent officers,
officers of
the Coast Guard. The Presi- thorised.
of the
of permanent
the list
list of
from the
dent is
authorized, without
to length
length of
or seniority,
seniority,
of service
service or
regard to
without regard
is authorized,
dent
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to
grades not
not above
the line
line or
or Engineer
to promote to grades
above lieutenant,
lieutenant, in
in the
Engineer
Corps
to reduce
reduce officers
officers on
such special
special list,
list, within
number
Corps, or
or to
on such
within the
the number
specified
each grade,
grade, and
may, in
in his
his discretion,
discretion, call
call for
for the
specified for
for each
and he
he may,
the
resignation
any such
such officer
unfitness or
or misconmisconresignation of, or dismiss,
dismiss, any
officer for
for unfitness
duct.
duct.
Chief warrant offichief
warrant offSEC.
regulations as he may prescribe,
SEC. 5. (a)
(a) Under
Under such regulations
prescribe, the
the
cers.
Appointment of
25
Appointment
of 25
authorized to appoint, by and with
President is authorized
with the advice
advice and concontemporary, by
by promopromotemporary,
tion from permanent
permanent sent of the Senate, twenty-five
twenty-five temporary
temporary chief warrant
warrant officers of
of
warrant officers.
warrant officers.
the Coast Guard from
from the permanent list of warrant officers
officers of the
Coast Guard.
Pay, allowances,
etc.
Pay,
allowances, etc.
(b) Such chief warrant officers shall receive
receive the same pay, allow(b)
ances, and benefits as
ances,
commissioned warrant
warrant officers
officers of
of the
the Navy,
Navy,
as commissioned
that any
officer shall
shall continue
continue to
to hold
hold his
his permanent
permanent
except that
any such
such officer
grade, and
and shall
be retired
retired in
in the
same manner
manner as
though this
this Act
Act
grade,
shall be
the same
as though
had
had not become
become law.
law.
Temporary warrant
S
EC. 6.
6. (a)
(a) Under
Under such
such regulations
prescribe, the
the SecSecofficers and enrted
enlisted
officersoand
SEC.
regulations as
as he
he may
may prescribe,
men authorized.
authorized.
men
retary of the Treasury
authorized to
Treasury is authorized
to appoint temporary
temporary warrant
warrant
officers, and
to make
make special
enlistments, in
in the
the Coast
Coast
officers,
and to
special temporary
temporary enlistments,
No retirement auNo person
be entitled
entitled to
of his
his
a- Guard.
thoreiment
Guard. No
person shall
shall be
to retirement
retirement because
because of
thorized.
temporary
enlistment under
this section.
section.
temporary appointment
appointment or
or enlistment
under
this
Permanent enlisted
(b)
Any enlisted
enlisted man
in the
the permanent
Coast Guard
be
menmaybe
(b) Any
man in
permanent Coast
Guard may
may be
men
may be appoinsted
appointed
temporary warrant
warrant offitemporary
appointed as
as a
a temporary
officer. Notwithstanding
Notwithstanding such
such •
offi- appointed
temporary warrant
warrant officer.
cers.
Retirement, etc.,
etc., not temporary
enlisted man
man shall be entitled to
retirement,
temporary appointment, any such enlisted
affected.
affected,
retirement in the same manner as though he had continued
retirement
continued to hold
rating,
and
upon the
the termination
termination of
of such
such temporary
temporary
Seeincluded inhishis permanent
permanent
rating,
and
upon
Service included in
shall be
be entitled
to such
such rating.
rating. Service
Service
longevity.
d i appointment
appointment shall
entitled to
to revert
revert to
longevity.
under any
under
appointment shall
shall be
included in
any such
such temporary
temporary appointment
be included
in deterdetermining
length of
of service
service as
enlisted man.
mining length
as an
an enlisted
man.
Naval Reserve Porce.
S
EC. 7.
7. The
The temporary
temporary appointment
of any
member of
of the
the Naval
Naval
appointment of
any member
n
SEC.
NTaalr servSie
Temporary
service in
Coast Guard
aGard not to Reserve
Reserve Force to an enlisted, warrant
warrant or commissioned
commission ed grade
gra d
e i
n the
th e
in
prejudice status.
rejudice status.
Coast Guard shall not prejudice
prejudice his status in the
the Naval
Naval Reserve
Reserve
Force when
in the
Coast Guard
Guard shall
shall have
have
Force
when his
his temporary
temporary service
service in
the Coast
Pay while serving.
Paywhe serving
terminated. While
While serving
serving 'with
the Coast
Coast Guard
Guard members
members of
with the
of the
the
Force shall
shall not
be entitled
to retainer
retainer pay
or any
any
Naval Reserve
Reserve Force
not be
entitled to
pay or
other special privileges by reason of their
their former
service in
in the
the Navy
Navy
former service
Credit for service.
Credit
for service,
or Naval Reserve
Reserve Force, except
except that service in the Coast Guard
Guard may
be
as service
service in
in the
Naval Reserve
Force.
be counted
counted as
the Naval
Reserve Force.
No regular grade,
SEC. 8.
8. Nothing contained
Act
operate to
to reduce
the
etc..
tern
SEC.
etc., reduced
reduced by temcontained in this
this
Act
shall
operate
reduce the
porary service.
porary
service.
allowances, or benefits
grade, rank, pay, allowances,
benefits that any person in the Coast
Coast
Guard would
Guard
would have
have been
been entitled
entitled to
this Act
had not
not become
to if
if this
Act had
become law.
law.
Approved, April
April 21,
1924.
Approved,
21, 1924.
April 23, 1024.
1924.

[11.
It. 8551
[H.R..55.1
[Public,
[Public. No.
No. 104.1
104.1

CHAP. 131.-An
a tax
131.—An Act
Act To provide for a
tax on
on motor-vehicle
motor-vehicle fuels sold
sold
within the District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, and
and for other purposes.
purposes.

B
Be
by the
the 'Senate
and House
of
e it
it enacted
enacted by
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
nited States
States of America
America in Congress
United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That a
a tax
Tax on sales, etc., of,
byT importers.
importeres.
by
2 cents per gallon on all motor-vehicle
motor-vehicle fuels within
of 2
within the District
District
of Columbia,
Columbia, sold or otherwise
otherwise disposed
an importer,
importer, or
or
disposed of
of by
by an
used by him in aamotor vehicle operated
operated for
for hire
hire or
or for
for commercial
commercial
purposes,
purposes, shall be levied, collected,
collected, and paid in the manner
manner herehereProceeds
available
ndvatrill
inafter provided. The proceeds
proceeds of the tax, except as provided in
in
roads and
streets.
forrrocaeds
roads
streets.
Exception.
Exception.
section 10,
10, shall
shall be paid into the Treasury of the United States
States
Post, p. 108.
Post,p.O.
entirely
entirely to the credit of the
the District of Columbia and shall
shall be
available
available for appropriation
appropriation by
by the
Congress exclusively
exclusively for
for road
road
the Congress
and street improvement
improvement and
and repair.
repair.
Terms
Terms construed.
construed.
SEC.
SEG. 2. That as used
used in this Act—
Act"Motor vehicle."
Motorvehle.
(a)
(a) The term "motor
"motor vehicle"
vehicle" means all vehicles propelled by
by
internal-combustion engines,
internal-combustion
electricity, or
or steam,
steam, except
traction
engines, electricity,
except traction

Districtofolmbia.
District
of Columbia.

Motor-vehicle fuels.
Motor-vehicle
fuels.
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engines, road rollers, and vehicles
vehicles propelled
and
propelled only
only upon rails and
tracks.
tracks.
"Motor-vehicle
(b)
The term
term "motor-vehicle
(b) The
"motor-vehicle fuels"
fuels" means
means gasoline
gasoline and
and other
other fuels."
,'"Motor-vehicle
inflammable liquid fuels produced
volatile and inflammable
produced or
or compounded
compounded for
the purpose
purpose of operating or propelling
internal-combustion engines:
propelling internal-combustion
engines: Proviso.
proiso
Kerosene
inProvided,
a motor- eluded.
Provided, That kerosene shall not be considered
considered to be a
Kerosene not invehicle
in the
the meaning
of this
Act.
vehicle fuel
fuel in
meaning of
this Act.
eluded.
(c)
"importer"
(c) The term "
importer "means any person who brings into, or
mporter
or "Importer."
who produces, refines, manufactures,
manufactures, or
compounds in, the District
District
or compounds
of
motor-vehicle fuel to
to be
of Columbia
Columbia motor-vehicle
be sold
sold or
or otherwise
otherwise disposed
disposed
of by him or to be used by him in a
operated for
hire
a motor vehicle operated
for hire
or
commercial purposes.
purposes.
or for commercial
r o
(d) The
includes individual,
individual, partnership,
(d)
The term ""person
person ""includes
partnership, corporacorpora- "Person."
association.
tion, and association.
(e)
"Commissioners" means
(e) The term "Commissioners"
means the Board
Board of Commis- "Commissioners."
"c mml iner."
the
District
of
Columbia.
sioners of
of the District of Columbia.
Importers to file cerSEC.
motor-vehicle fuel shall file with the tificate
S
EC. 3. That each importer
importer of motor-vehicle
timpe
to file
s with
of business
the
assessor.
assessor
assessor of the District of Columbia, a
aduly acknowledged
acknowledged certificate,
certificate, thsse
Details.orprescribed, prepared,
and furnished
furnished by
said assessor,
on forms prescribed,
prepared, and
by the
the said
assessor,
containing the
such importer
importer is
is transacting
transacting busicontaining
the name under which such
businames and
and addresses
addresses of
of the
ness within the District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, the names
the
persons constituting
partnership, and,
and, if
if a
several persons
constituting the association
association or
or partnership,
a
corporation, the
authorized to
transcorporation,
the corporate
corporate name under which it
it is
is authorized
to transact business,
names and
addresses of
its .principal
officers,
act
business, and
and the
the names
and addresses
of its
principal officers,
No sales, etc., pergeneral agent,
attorney in
in fact.
fact. No
No importer
importer shall
shall sell
sell mitted untI
resident general
agent, and attorney
icenat
until certificate
ffiled.
l
or otherwise
otherwise dispose of or use any motor-vehicle
motor-vehicle fuel
fuel within
within the
the DisDis- ed.
trict of Columbia
Columbia until such certificate
certificate is
is filed
filed as
as is required by
by this
this
Act.
SEC.
S
EC. 4. That each importer engaged in the District of Columbia
Columbia pMotny
sorne
pc/1 °4317=7:
1
:f fuel
disposed of.
of.
in the sale or other disposition or use of motor-vehicle
motor-vehicle fuel shall
shall diposed
Columbia on or before the
render to
to the assessor
assessor of
of the District
District of Columbia,
the
last day of each calendar
prescribed, prepared,
prepared, and
calendar month, on forms prescribed,
and
furnished
a sworn report of
furnished by the said assessor, a
of the
the total
total number of
of
gallons of
of motor-vehicle
motor-vehicle fuel
fuel within
within the
the District of Columbia
Columbia sold
sold
or otherwise
otherwise disposed
disposed of
by such
such importer
him in
or
of by
importer or
or used
used by
by him
in aamotor
motor Amount exported,
erted
etc.
vehicle operated for hire or for commercial
commercial purposes, and
and of
of the etc.
e
t
number of
of gallons
gallons of
of such fuel so sold or
or otherwise
otherwise disposed of
of for
for
exportation from and resale without
without the
the District of Columbia,
Columbia, durreport shall
ing the
the preceding
preceding calendar
calendar month. Such report
shall be
be sworn
sworn to
to
by one of the principal
principal officers
officers in case
case of a
corporation, by
a domestic corporation,
the resident general agent, or attorney in fact, or by a
a chief
chief accountant or officer in case of a
countant
corporation, or by
a foreign corporation,
by the managing
or owner
owner in
ease of
of aapartnership
partnership or
association.
ing agent
agent or
in case
or association.
Invoices to purchasSEC.
invoices shall be rendered
rendered by
importers to
all purS
EC. 5. That invoices
by importers
to all
pur- ers
ersexceptof
except ofretaosae
retail sales.
chasers from them
motor-vehicle fuel within the
them of motor-vehicle
the District
District of
of Contents.
o
Columbia, except in cases of retail sales. Said invoices shall
contain
shall contain
conspicuous place,
liability
aastatement,
statement, printed
printed thereon in a
a conspicuous
place, that
that the liability
to the District of Columbia for the tax herein imposed has been asit on or
or
sumed, and that the importer
importer has
has paid
paid the
the tax
tax or will
will pay
pay it
calendar month next succeeding
succeeding the purbefore the last day of the calendar
chase.
chase.
T
paid
Tax t,to be
S
EC. 6.
tax in
fuel so
so sold
sold or
monthly o be paid
SEC.
6. That
That the
the tax
in respect
respect to
to motor-vehicle
motor-vehicle fuel
or monthly.
otherwise disposed of or used in any
calendar month
month shall
shall be
be paid
paid
any calendar
by the importer
importer on or before the last day of the next succeeding
succeeding
calendar month
calendar
month to the collector
collector of taxes
taxes of the
the District of
of Columbia,
Columbia,
who
importer therefor.
therefor.
who shall
shall issue
issue aa receipt
receipt to
to the
the importer
Business records subSEC.
7. That
of all
purchases, receipts,
SEC. 7.
That the
the records
records of
all purchases,
receipts, sales,
sales, other
other disdis- ject
inspection by
ject to inspectio
by
officials.
positions, and uses of motor-vehicle
motor-vehicle fuel of every
every importer
importer shall, at District
Distri t oa
all
the day,
inspecall times
times during
during the business
business hours
hours of
of the
day, be
be subject
subject to
to inspecof
tion by the assessor and the
the collector
collector of taxes of
of the
the District
District of
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Columbia,
Columbia, or
duly authorized
or by
by any
any other
other agent
agent
or by their
their duly
authorized agents,
agents, or
duly authorized
the Commissioners
Commissioners to
to make
make such
such inspection.
inspection.
duly
authorized by
by the

Acceptanceirseptance
of
fuel
SEC.
fuel
of statewithout required
mnt on invoice, nn- accept
ment

8. That
be unlawful
unlawful for
any person,
person, to
to receive
receive or
or
for any
shall be
That itit shall
SEC. 8.

n- accept from any
importer, except
except in
in cases
of retail
retail sales,
sales, any
any motormotorany importer,
cases of
.
vehicle fuel,
fuel, unless
for in
unless the
the statement
statement provided
provided for
in section
section 55 of
of this
this
Double t
tax if
if statstate- Act
Act appears
appears upon
the fuel.
such motormotorIf any
any such
invoices for
for the
fuel. If
upon the
the -invoices
inOtubto
inent
not on invoice.
vehicle
fuel is
is received
and accepted
by any
any person
upon the
vehicle fuel
received and
accepted by
person upon
the invoice
invoice
of
said statement
statement does
not appear,
appear, such
such person
person shall
shall pay
pay to
of which said
does not
to
the
collector of
the tax
tax herein
herein imposed
or be
be liable
liable to
to the
the DisDisthe collector
of taxes
taxes the
imposed or
trict
of Columbia
Columbia for
double the
amount of
the said
which
trict of
for double
the amount
of the
said tax,
tax, which
amount may be recovered
action in
in any
any court
court of
of comrecovered by
by civil suit or action
competent jurisdiction.
jurisdiction.
petent
No tax on exports.
exports
S
EC. 9.
no tax
on motor-vehicle
fuels exported
or sold
SEC.
9. That no
tax on
motor-vehicle fuels
exported or
sold for
for
exportation
from the
the District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia to
to any
any other
other jurisdiction
jurisdiction
exportation from
or nation
nation shall
be imposed.
or
shall be
imposed.

S
EC. 1.0.
That any
any person
person who
purchases any
motor-vehicle fuel
fuel
SEC.
10. That
who purchases
any motor-vehicle
in the District of Columbia
to be
used for
operating or
or propelling
propelling any
Columbia to
be used
for operating
any
stationary
gas engine,
engine, tractor
tractor used
used for
for agricultural
purposes, motor
stationary gas
agricultural purposes,
motor
boat, aeroplane, or aircraft
aircraft of any
or for
cleaning or
dyeany character,
character, or
for cleaning
or dyeor for
for any
any other
other purpose
purpose other
other than
in aamotor
motor vehicle
oping, or
than use
use in
vehicle operated, or intended to be
in whole
in part
part upon
upon any
any of
of
be operated,
operated, in
whole or
or in
the
of the
the District
of Columbia,
Columbia, on
on which
which motormotorthe public
public highways
highways of
District of
imposed by this Act
vehicle fuel the tax imposed
shall have
have been
paid, shall
shall
Act shall
been paid,
be refunded the amount of such
so paid
by the
the importer,
importer, upon
such tax
tax so
paid by
upon
statemnt
Statement required
required presenting to the collector
collector of taxes of the District of
of Columbia
Columbia a
a
for refund,
d.
sworn statement accompanied
accompanied by the invoices showing
for
sworn
showing such
such purchase,
which statement shall set forth the total amount
amount of such
motorsuch motorpurchased and used by
by such consumer
vehicle fuel so purchased
other than
than in
consumer other
in
motor vehicles
vehicles operated, or intended
intended to
to be
operated, on
on any
any of
of the
be operated,
the
Payment by collector public
highways of
of the
District of
of Columbia.
Such refunds
shall be
be
public highways
the District
Columbia. Such
refunds shall
setor
PaymentbycO
from
retained
from
retained taxes.
taxes.
made by check by the collector of taxes from moneys paid
paid for
taxes
for taxes
on
motor-vehicle fuels
fuels and
and retained
on deposit
as hereinafter
hereinafter in
on motor-vehicle
retained on
deposit as
in this
this
spedal
mad anthor
For the purpose
SPecial fund
author' section provided.
purpose of such refunds
refunds the collector
collector of
of
ised.
taxes
all times
special fund
fund on
deposit
taxes is
is authorized
authorized at
at all
times to
to retain
retain in
in aaspecial
on deposit
in
paid him
him for
for such
such taxes,
the total
total
in a
a Government
Government depositary
depositary moneys
moneys paid
taxes, the
amount so retained
retained on deposit not
any one
time.
not to
to exceed
exceed $1,000
$1,000 at
at any
one time.
Applications to be
fiWd
within° 30 days.
refunds, as
provided herein,
herein, must
must be
with the
ficahitns
Applications for
oldbe Applications
for refunds,
as provided
be filed
filed with
the
collector of
of the
of Columbia
days
thirty days
the District
District of
Columbia within
within thirty
collector
of taxes
taxes of
. (a
Proviso.
Sworn
statement refrom the
of purchase:
Provided, That
That before
before any
any refund
refund shall
shall
wornstatement
re from
the date
date of
purchase: Provided,
qnired.
milled.
be made the applicant
applicant shall furnish to the collector
collector of taxes of the
District of Columbia satisfactory
evidence by
by sworn
statement of
of the
satisfactory evidence
sworn statement
the
exempted
use of
fuel purchased
purchased by
him.
exempted use
of such
such fuel
by him.
a
sobstmcmeanor.
SEC. 11.
That any
person violating
violating any
provi si
on of
ofsections
sec ti ons
tions etc,
mi^eSEC.
11. (a)
(a) That
any person
any provision
thins,
e a o retc., aa misden
'
.
3 to 6, inclusive,
inclusive, or refusing or obstructing
obstructing inspection under
3
section
under section
7, or falsely making
making any
any statement
statement or
or report
report required
required by
by this
this Act,
Act,
shall
guilty of
misdemeanor and
and upon
conviction thereof
thereof
Punishment
shall be
be deemed
deemed guilty
of aamisdemeanor
upon conviction
punishment fr.
for.
a fine
shall be punished by a
than $50
$50 nor
nor more
more than
than $500,
$500,
fine of not
not less
less than
or by imprisonment for not
not more
than one
one year,
year, or
or by
by both
both such
more than
such
fine and
and imprisonment.
imprisonment.
fine
(b) Any person
nonpayto pay any
Penalty for nonPaY(b)
person who fails to
any tax upon motor-vehicle
motor-vehicle fuels
fuels
ment of tax,
me o
imposed
a
imposed by this Act
Act shall be liable to the District of Columbia for a
penalty
penalty equal to twice the
amount of
of such
such tax.
tax. Such
Such penalty
may
the amount
penalty may
be collected
collected in aacivil suit in any court of competent
competent jurisdiction.
jurisdiction.
Registration
SEC.
Registration
Motor
vehicles.
fees.
S
EC. 12.
12. (a)
(a) That
there shall
sh all be
be levied,
collected, and
and paid
paid a
aregisregisThat there
levied, collected,
tration fee of $1
$1 for each
each calendar
calendar year for each
vehicle opopeach motor
motor vehicle
erated in the
Columbia; except
that for
for motor
motor vehicles
vehicles
the District
District of
of Columbia;
except that
propelled
propelled by steam or electricity
electricity the fee
shall be
as provided
provided in
fee shall
be as
in subsubdivision
(b).
division (b).
Refund of
of tax if
fuel
Refund
if mofel
for other
used
othertar
than
motor
tor vehicles,
ehides.
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(b) Owners
electrically driven
and steam
operated motor
motor veve(b)
Owners of
of electrically
driven and
steam operated

hides
hicles shall be charged
charged the following annual registration
registration fees:
fees:ee.
All
annum.
All motor
motor vehicles
vehicles operated
operated by
by steam,
steam, $15
$15 per
per annum.
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Electrically driven
$11 per annum.
Electrically
driven passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles,
vehicles, $11
Electrically operated
Electrically
operated trucks, having one
one thousand
thousand pounds or less
rated
minimum charge
charge of
$20 per
annum, plus
rated carrying
carrying capacity, a
a minimum
of $20
per annum,
plus
additional one
carrying
$2 for each
each additional
one thousand
thousand pounds or
or less rated carrying
capacity.

Other
motor
Other power motor
vehicles.

power

Steam.

Steam.

Electric
passenger.
ec
p ssenge

E

t

.

Electric trucks.

cr

Identification tags
(c) The
The registration
registration fee
fee shall
be paid
paid to
(c)
shall be
to the
the collector
collector of
of taxes.
taxes. Identification
on
tags on
payment of fee.
Upon the payment of any such registration
registration fee there shall be issued payment of ee.
for the motor vehicle two identification
identification tags of
of such
such design
design and aa
registration
Commissioners may preregistration certificate
certificate in such form as the
the Commissioners
prescribe.
to be paid into
(d)
any fiscal
shall theFFees
(d) All registration
registration fees collected
collected during
during any
fiscal year
year shall
Stopaid
into
Treasury
to credit
of
United
States and
and
be paid into the Treasury of the United States to the credit of the the
of United
States
District in proporDistrict
proporUnited States and to the credit of the District of Columbia in the ton
anpproprations.
tion to
to appropriations.
appropriations for the District of Columbia
Columbia
same proportions
proportions as appropriations
are paid from the Treasury of the United States
States and from the
the
revenues of the District of Columbia during the fiscal year in which
revenues
the fees are collected.
Government vehicles
SEC.
Sze. 13. That all motor vehicles owned
by the
the subject
owned and officially
officially used
used by
buv
tmeo
atioe'e
to
regulations,
etc.
United States or by the District of Columbia shall carry registra- etc.
tion tags of the same character
character and the operator of any such motor
motor
vehicle shall be subject to the same regulations
regulations and provisions as
apply to all other motor vehicles operated within the District of No charge for ta.
tags,
Columbia,
tags and
and all
certificates etc.
Columbia, all such
such registration
registration tags
all registration
registration certificates
furnished without charge.
to be furnished
Sales by a GovernSze.
SEC. 14. That when under authority of law gasoline
gasoline or
or other ment
aency forrpveriment agency
private use
use to
have tax
motor-vehicle fuel is sold by an agency
motor-vehicle
agency of the United
United States within
within collected.
vate
tax
to have
the District of Columbia, for use in privately
privately owned vehicles,
vehicles, such coected
agreement with the Commisagency of the United States shall, by agreement
sioners of the District of Columbia, arrange for the collection of
of
authorized to be imposed, and
and
the tax of 22 cents per gallon herein authorized
accounting to the collector of taxes of the District of Columbia
for accounting
Columbia
for the proceeds of such tax collections.
Prosecutions in police
roPt'"cutonsinpoUce
S
EC. 15.
provisions of court.
That all
all prosecutions
prosecutions for violations of the provisions
SEC.
15. That
this Act or regulations
regulations prescribed
prescribed thereunder
thereunder may be in the police
court of the District of Columbia,
Columbia; upon information
information filed by the
corporation
corporation counsel of the District of Columbia or any of his Suits for collection of
assistants;
and all
all suits
suits for
for the
the collection
of any
any tax
or penalty
penalty under
assistants; and
collection of
tax or
under tax,
taSetc. colton of.
this Act or such regulations shall be instituted by the corporation
corporation
counsel or any of
of his
his assistants.
License tax on operSEC.
or hire,
"hre
SEC. 16. That nothing in this Act shall be construed
construed in any wise atingvehiles
ating vehicles for
etc.,
not affected.
affect the provisions of paragraphs
paragraphs 11, 13, and 14 of section 7
7etcVol.notafetd
to affect
32, p. 624.
to license
taxes, approved
July 1,
1, v
of the Act
Act of
of Congress relating
relating to
license taxes,
approved July
.
1902.
Fuel tax effective
effe tive in
in
SEC.
S
EC. 17. (a) That the provisions of this Act relating
relating to the tax 30Fueltax
days.
motor-vehicle fuels shall take effect 30 days after the enactment
on motor-vehicle
enactment 0
of this Act.
Registration
ef(b) The provisions of this Act relating to the registration
R January
tio tax
ta 1925.
f(b)
registration tax on fective
fective January
1,
1, I19.
Former provisions remotor vehicles shall take effect January 1,
1, 1925; and the provisions Formerprovisionsrpealed.
of.the
of
.the twenty-ninth
twenty-ninth paragraph
paragraph under the heading
heading; "
"Contingent
Contingent and Po
Vol. 39,
39, p. 1012.
Miscellaneous Expenses"
Miscellaneous
Expenses in the District of Columbia Appropriation
Appropriation
Act for the fiscal year 1918, except the third, fourth, and fifth
fifth provisos thereof, are repealed.
repealed.
. of
Prosecutions, etc.,
regulation issued viotionsf
prior
laws
(c) Any violation of any provision of law or regulation
violations
of prior
laws
otin
prior
thereunder which
which is
is repealed
by this
this Act,
Act, and
liability arisinc
continued.
thereunder
repealed by
and any
any liability
arising,continued.
regulations may, if the violation
violation occurred
under such provisions
provisions or regulations
occurred
prosecuted or enforced
or the
the liability
liability arose
arose prior
prior to such
such repeal,
repeal, be
be prosecuted
enforced
to the same extent as if this Act had not been enacted.
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Personal
property
tax
e c t eon vehicles not af-

(d) Nothing
in this
this Act
Act shall
shall be
affecting the appliNothing in
be construed as affecting
(d)
cation
to
motor
vehicles
of
the
personal
personal property
property
tax in force at the
Vol. 42, p. 668.
Vol. 42 p.
time
time of the
enactment of
of this
this Act,
Act, which
personal property
property tax
tax
the enactment
which personal
shall continue
be levied,
collected on
on motor
motor vehicles.
continue to
to be
levied, assessed,
assessed, and
and collected
vehicles.
Regulations,
penale
pe
Szc. 18.
That the
the Commissioners
make such
such regulations
regulations as
as
Commissioners may
may make
tReg
SEC.
18. That
utions,
ties,
etc.,
to be nalprescribed.
scribed.
e
necessary for the administration
in their
their judgment
judgment are necessary
administration of
of this
this Act
Act
and may affix thereto
thereto such fines
as in
in their
their judgment
judgment
fines and
and penalties
penalties as
are necessary
are
to enforce
such regulations
regulations (in
(in cases
cases in
in which
which aa
necessary to
enforce such
penalty is
is not
by law).
penalty
not otherwise
otherwise provided
provided by
law).
Approved, April
23, 1924.
Approved,
April 23,
1924.

tPearonalprolerty

ffected.
d.

April 26
1924.
26,1924.

[8.P.J. Res. 32.1
S2
[s.
lies., No. 13.]
[Pub. Res.,

Resolution For
drought-stricken farm
CHAP. 132.-Joint
132.—Joint Resolution
For the relief
relief of the drought-stricken
areas
New Mexico.
areas of
of New
Mexico.

ResoLved
the Senate
of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
of the
United
Senate and
and House
House of
Resolved by
by the
States of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
States
assembled, That
That the
Secretary of
the
Secretary
of
Loans to farmers in,
Agriculture is
for the
spring and
fall planting
planting
forl
seed, Agriculture
is hereby
hereby authorized,
for purchasof
purchase of seed,
authorized, for
the spring
and fall
etc.
etc.
of 1924, to make
make advances
advances or loans to farmers in the
the droughtstricken areas of New Mexico,
Mexico, where he shall find that special need
exists for such assistance,
assistance, for the purchase
seed and feed
purchase of seed
feed for
for
actual farming
not including
including the
purchase of
of equipment,
equipment,
actual
farming purposes
purposes, not
the purchase
as
may find.
for die
cultivation of
lands within
within the
the said
as he
he may
find need
need for
the cultivation
of farm
farm lands
said
Terms and condinot to
exceed in
in any
any instance
instance the
sum of
$6 per
per acre.
acre. Such
Such
tions.
tions
and ondi State,
State, not
to exceed
the sum
of $6
advances
advances or loans shall be made upon such terms and conditions and
and
subject to
such
regulations as
as the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Agriculture
Agriculture shall
shall preU
fo
de
d
subject
to
such
regulations
preUse for designated
scribe including
farmer to
t
o use
use the
the money
money
crops,
to be a
prior scribe,
crps and
andtobe
apror
including an
an agreement
agreement by
by each
each farmer
lien en
thereon.
thereon.
obtained
obtained by him for the production
production of such crops as the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of
Agriculture
may designate
designate and
to give
give a
valid lien
on the
the growing
growing
Agriculture may
and to
a valid
lien on
crops to
crops
produced from
obtained through
such loan
or adadto be
be produced
from money
money obtained
through such
loan or
as required
vance in manner
manner and form
form as
laws of
of New
New Mexico,
Mexico,
required by
by the
the laws
recorded, shall
which said lien, when recorded,
in payment
payment over
over
shall have
have priority
priority in
all
other
liens
or
encumbrances
of
whatsoever
kind
on
such
crops.
all
other
liens
or
encumbrances
of
whatsoever
kind
on
such
crops.
Lien deemed sufficient security.
security.
A first
first lien
lien on
A
on the
the crop
crop to
produced from
money obtained
obtained through
to be
be produced
from money
through
loan or advance
this loan
advance made
made under
Act shall,
shall, in
in the
the discretion
of
under this
this Act
discretion of
Secretary of Agriculture,
the Secretary
be deemed
sufficient security
therefor.
Agriculture, be
deemed sufficient
security
therefor.
Agencies to be desigloans or
or advances
advances shall
shall be
made through
through such
such agencies
agencies as
as
naencies to be desig- All
All such
such loans
be made
nated.
the Secretary
Agriculture shall
and in
in no
no instance
instance shall
shall
se of
ounds
restrict-the
Secretary of
of Agriculture
shall designate,
designate, and
Use
funds restricted.
any portion
portion of
of funds
funds obtained
through the
the administration
administration of
this
ed.
any
obtained through
of this
Act
for the
obligations other
than those
inAct be
be used for
the payment
payment of
of obligations
other than
those incurred under the regulations
regulations as
provided by
by the
the Secretary
of AgriAgrias provided
Secretary of
culture
administration and
culture in the administration
accordance with
with the
the provisions
provisions
and in
in accordance
herein contained.
contained.
Appropriation.
Appropriation.
SEC.
S
EC. 2. That for the purposes
purposes of this Act there is hereby appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury
appropriTreasury not
not otherwise
otherwise approprisum of $1,000,000,
ated, the surf"
be immediately
available, and
and not
$1,000,000, to
to be
immediately available,
not
more than $10,000
$10,000 may be
in the
the District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia by
by the
the
be used
used in
of Agriculture
Agriculture in
in the
the administration
administration of
of this
this Act.
Act.
Punishment for
for false
false Secretary
Secretary of
Punishment
representations, etc.
representations,
SEC.
S
EC. 3. That
That any person who
who shall
shall knowingly make any false
representation
representation for the
purpose of
of obtaining
loan or
or advance
advance under
under
the purpose
obtaining aaloan
the
section upon
upon conviction
conviction thereof
thereof shall
shall be
be punished
punished by
the foregoing
foregoing section
by aa
fine of not exceeding $1,000
imprisonment not exceeding
$1,000 or by imprisonment
exceeding six
six
months, or
or both.
both.
months,
Approved,
26, 1924.
1924.
Approved, April
April 26,
New
Mexico droughtNewMexicodroughtstricken farm
areas.
stricken
farmareas.

April 26,
1924.
April
28, 1924.
Re. 2471
247.]
[IL J.. Res.
14.1
[Pub. Res., No. 1
4.1

CHAP. 133.—Joint
133.-Joint Resolution
Resolution Making
Making an additional
additional appropriation
appropriation for the
Department
Department of Agriculture
Agriculture for the
and 1925.
1925.
the fiscal years
years 1924 and

Resolved by
by the
of the
the United
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
United
Agri- States
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the sum
of $1,500,000
$1,500,000
sum of
is appropriated, out of any money
money in the Treasury not otherwise

Department of
of AgriDepartment
culture,

SIXTY-EIGHTH
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.

SEss.
I.
SESS.I.

CHs. 133-135.
133-135.
CHs.

111
111

1924.
1924.

personal services and other expenditures in the

for personal services and other expenditures in the Additional appropriappropriated, for
appropriated,
arresting, etc.,
ation
ation for
for arresting,
of
diseases of
contagious diseases
District of
of Columbia
Columbia and
in connection
connection with
with the
the arrest
arrest and contagious
elsewhere in
and elsewhere
District
animals.
40.
mntep.
eradication
of
foot-and-mouth
disease,
rinderpest,
contagious
pleuropleurocontagious
Ante, p.
eradication of foot-and-mouth disease, rinderpest,
pp. 458, 85L
Post,pp.458,85
pneumonia,
or other
contagious or
infectious disease
disease of
of animals,
animals, in- Post,
or infectious
other contagious
pneumonia, or
Payment of claims
of claims
pur- forPayment
future purcluding
claims growing
out of
of past
and future
past and
growing out
of claims
payment of
the payment
eluding the
animals destroyed,
etc.
chases
the States, of animals etc.
cooperation with the
in cooperation
destruction,' in
and destruction
chases and
affected by
or exposed
exposed to,
to, or
or of
of materials
contaminated by or exmaterials contaminated
by or
affected
irrespective of ownerposed
any such
disease, wherever
wherever found and irrespective
such disease,
to, any
posed to
ship,
under like
circumstances when such
substantially similar circumstances,
or substantially
like or
ship, under
owner
has complied
lawful quarantine
quarantine regulations
regulations, and inall lawful
with all
complied with
owner has
diseases
cluding
investigations to determine whether such diseases
necessary investigations
cluding necessary
Discretionary exhave
eradicated in
in districts
districts where
they previousl
previously Discretionary
where they
completely eradicated
been completely
have been
expenditure.
Agriculture penditure.
existed;
such sum
sum to
be expended
Secretary of .Agriculture
by the Secretary
expended by
to be
existed; such
when,
his judgment,
judgment, an
threatens the liveexists which threatens
emergency exists
an emergency
in his
when, in
stock
the country,
until June
30, proo.
June 30,
Proviso.
available until
remain available
to remain
and to
country, and
of the
industry of
stock industry
Appraisement of
of
Appraisement
1925: Provided,
That the
the payment
hereafter purchased
purchased value
for animals
animals hereafter
payment for
Provided, That
1925:
of animals, etc.
e
may
be
made
on
an
appraisement
based
on
the
meat,
dairy,
of
e
or
breeddairy,
meat,
on
the
may be made on an appraisement based
ing
value, but
but in
in case
appraisement based
based on
on breeding
breeding value no
of appraisement
case of
ing value,
appraisement of
any,animal
animal shall
shall exceed
exceed three
its meat or dairy
times its
three times
of any
appraisement
value,
and,
except
in
case
of
an
extraordinary
emergency,
to be deemergency,
extraordinary
an
of
value, and, except n case
termined by
the Secretary
Agriculture, the
the payment
by the United
United
payment by
of Agriculture,
Secretary of
by the
termined
States
Government for
any animal
shall not
not exceed
exceed one-half
one-half of
of any
animal shall
for any
States Government
such
appraisement.
appraisement.
such
1924.
Approved, April 26, 1
1
324.
Approved,

CHAP.
dispossessed allotted Indians of the
134.-An Act For the relief of dispossessed
CHAP. 134.—An

Nisqually Reservation,
Reservation, Washington.
Nisqually

Be it
it enacted
by the
Senate and
and House
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
the Senate
enacted by
Be
in Congress
Congress assembled,
America in
of America
United
assembled, That there is hereStates of
United States
by
to be
appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury
Treasury
be appropriated,
authorized to
by authorized
not otherwise
appropriated, the
sum of
of $85,000,
$85,000, in
settlement
full settlement
in full
the sum
otherwise appropriated,
not
of the
the claims
heads of
United States of twenty-five heads
the United
against the
claims against
of
being
families of
Nisqually Reservation
Washington, said sum being
Reservation in Washington,
of the
the Nisqually
families
between the appraised
compensation for the difference
difference between
appraised value and
compensation
the
compromise price -paid
paid for approximately, three thousand three
the compromise
hundred
acres of allotted
allotted Indian land taken for military purposes,
hundred acres
and
for surrender
surrender of treaty
out
treaty rights and removal expenses, as set out
and for
in Senate
Senate Document
Numbered 243, Sixty-sixth Congress, second
Document Numbered
in
session, containing
containing the
the report
dated February
February 28,
the Acting
Acting
of the
28, 1920,
1920, of
report dated
session,
approved
Secretary
of the
Interior, pursuant
pursuant to the Act of Congress approved
the Interior,
Secretary of
3-28).
June 30,
1919 (Forty-first
(Forty-first Statutes at Large, pages 3-28).
30, 1919
June
SEC. 2.
That said
sum of
of $85,000
$85,000 hereby authorized
authorized to oe approsaid sum
2. That
SEC.
Secretary of the
discretion of the Secretary
the discretion
priated shall
be expended,
expended, in
in the
shall be
priated
dispossessed families or indiInterior, for
benefit of the said dispossessed
the benefit
for the
Interior,
prescribe.
vidual Indians,
Indians, under
under such rules and regulations as he may prescribe.
vidual
Approved, April .28. 1924.

CHAP.
135.—An Act
purposes of unalauthorize the leasing for mining purposes
Act To authorize
CHAP. 135.-An
lotted lands
lands in
Kaw Reservation
Reservation in
State of Oklahoma.
in the
the State
in the
the Kaw
lotted

Additional appropri-

April 28, 1924.
'[s.l704.
[S. 1704.1
105.1
[Public,
[Pubic, No. 105.]

qually Indian
Indian

Nisqually

Wash.
Reservation,
Reservation, Wash.

Payment authorized
easediotto
to dispossessed
allot.
tees for lands taken for
teesforlandstakenfor
military
purposes, etc.

militaypurposesetc.

2s.
vol.
Vol. 41,
41, p. 28.

Expenditure of autEnditure
thonzed
amount for
benefit
of Indians.
beneft ofndians.
Post, p. 684.

of au-

Po p.6s"

28, 124.
April
April 28,
1924.
[s. 278.1
[S.
2798.1
[Public,
No.
106.1
[Public, No. 1064

the
Be
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
it enacted
Be it

Kaw Indian ReservaIawdInianReSr
Congress assembled,
United States
in Congress
assembled, That the Secre- tion,
America in
of America
States of
Olds,.
United
Lease for mining purLeaseforminigprfor
lease
to
authorized
he is
tary
Interior bet
be and
and he
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
the Interior
of the
tary of
of lands
posesof
lands in,
in, for
efit of
InKansas Inof Kansas
a nenfit
used as a
be used
mining
purposes lands
reserved from
from allotment
to be
allotment to
lands reserved
mining purposes
dians.

cemetery and
needed for
for that
purpose, and lands reserved for dnthat purpose,
not needed
and not
cemetery
school
purposes in
the Kaw
Kaw Reservation in the State
in the
agency purposes
and agency
school and
of
Oklahoma, and
benefit of the members of the
use and benefit
the use
for the
and for
of Oklahoma,
4582V-25t-10
458220-25t-10

112
112

S
IXTYEIGHTH CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH
CONGRESS.

S
ESS. I.
I. CHs.
Cas. 135-138.
135-138.
SES.

1924.
1924.

Kansas
or Kaw
of Indians,
Indians, at
at public
public auction,
auction, upon
upon such
such terms
terms
Kansas or
Kaw Tribe
Tribe of
and conditions
such rules
rules and
and regulations
as he
may
and
conditions and
and under
under such
regulations as
he may
Provisos.
S"
on po
prescribe:
Provided,
That
prescribe:
Provided,
the production
production
oil and
and gas
gas and
other
of. oil
and
other
State tax on produc.
.
. .
.
.
,
n,
...........
i
tion
authorized.
minerals on
tion authorized.
minerals
may be
be taxed
by the
in which
said
on such
such lands
lands may
taxed by
the State
State in
which said
lands are
located in
all respects
the same
as
production
on
unrelands
are located
in all
respects the
same as production on unrestricted lands,
Secretary of
the Interior
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized
stricted
lands, and
and the
the Secretary
of the
Interior is
to cause
cause to
to be
paid the
the tax
so assessed
assessed against
against the
the
and directed to
be paid
tax so
Tax not a
alienaginst
lien against royalty
Taxnot
royalty interests
interests on said lands:
lands: Provided,
however, That
That such
such tax
Provided,
however,
tax
Indian owner.
Indian owner.
shall not become a
a lien or charge of any kind or character
character against
against
the land
or the
the property
the Indian
the
land or
property of
of the
Indian owner.
owner.
Approved,
1924.
Approved, April
April 28,
28, 1924.
April 28, 1924.
1924.
AprU

[S.
[. J. Res. 76.1
[Pub. Res., No. 15.1
15.1

136.-Joint Resolution
CHAP. 138.—Joint
appropriations for
for the
the maintenance
maintenance
Resolution Authorizing
Authorizing appropriations
Bureau at
by the United States of membership
membership in
in the International
International Statistical Bureau
at
The Hague.
The
Hague.
*•

Resolved by the Senate and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
is hereby
hereby
ntrnaioal Statis States
assembled, That
That there
there is
t
o apuauthorized
authorized to
appropriated, out
out of
of any
any sums
sums in
in the
the Treasury
Treasury not
to be appropriated,
not
or mem- otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, sums not
exceeding $2,500
$2,500 per
per annum
annum to
not exceeding
to
enable the
the United
States to
membership in
in the
Internaenable
United States
to maintain
maintain membership
the International Statistical Bureau at The
Hague, such
sums to
be expended
The Hague,
such sums
to be
expended
under the
direction of
the Secretary
Secretary of
State
under
the direction
of the
of State
Approved, April 28,
28, 1924.
1924.

International Statistical Bureau.
reaion
Authorization of appropriation
propron for menash1P
poQtpp.6a2,ro24.
Post,
pp.692, 1024.

April
28, 1924.
April92S,
4.

CHAP. 137.-Joint
137.—Joint Resolution
Authorizing an
an appropriation
to provide
provide for
for
[S. T. Res..e77.1
77.1
[S.s.
CHAP.
Resolution Authorizing
appropriation to
representation of
the United
States at
at the
Pan American
[Pub. Res.,
es., No. 16.1
16.] the
the representation
of the
United States
the seventh
seventh Pan
American Sanitary
Sanitary
Conference
Habana, Cuba.
Conference to be held at Habana,
Cuba.

Resolved by the Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
the
United States of America
United
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
PresiAmerica in
Congress assembled,
the President is hereby
appoint not
to exceed
exceed four
hereby empowered
empowered to
to appoint
not to
four persons,
persons,
including not less than two officers
officers of the
the United States Public
Public
delegates to
Health Service,
Service, as delegates
the United
States at
at the
the
to represent
represent the
United States
seventh Pan American
American Sanitary
Sanitary Conference
Conference to
to be
held in
in the
city
be held
the city
of
Habana, Cuba.
of Habana,
Cuba.
Amount authorized
Amount
authorized
For the expenses of such delegates
delegates in attending
attending the
the conference,
conference,
delegates, etc.
for delegates,
Post,
p. 692.
692.
Post, p.
including
assembly of
of necessary
necessary data,
data, the
the employment
of inincluding the
the assembly
employment of
interpreters, and the preparation
preparation of
of a
$3,000, to
to be
available
a report,
report, $3,000,
be available
fiscal year
during the fiscal
to be
be appropriated
appropriated
year 1925,
1925, is
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
out
a any money
in the
the Treasury
Treasury not
appropriated, to
to
out of
money in
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
be expended
expended under
the direction
direction of
of the
Secretary of
of State.
State.
under the
the Secretary
Approved, April
1924.
Approved,
April 28,
28, 1924.

Pan American
American Sanitary Conference.
Confernce.
Delegates to Seventh,
Seventh,
Delegates
authorized.
authorized.

April 28, 1924.

April
2e, 1924.
(S. J. Res.
79.]
[Pub.
No 17.]
171
[Pub. Res.
Res., No.

Inter-American ComInter-American
mittee on Electrical
Electrical
mittee
Communications.
Communications.
Sum authorized
authorized for
delegates to meeting in
delegates
Mexico
Me.zico City.
Post, p. 170.
Provisos.
Provsos.
Appointment
of primAppointment ofprinclpal
c¢pal delegates.

CHAP.
Resolution To
provide for
the representation
of the
the United
United
for the
representation of
To provide
CHAP. 138.—Joint
138.-Joint Resolution

States at
the meeting
meeting of
the Inter-American
Committee on
on Electrical
Electrical CommuniCommuniStates
at the
of the
Inter-American Committee
cations to
to be
held in
in Mexico
Mexico City
cations
be held
City in
in 1924.
1924.

Resolved by the Senate and House of _Representatives
of the
Representatives of
the
United
in Congress
United States of America in
Congress assembled, That
That there
is
there is
hereby
out of
hereby authorized
authorized to be appropriated,
appropriated, out
any money
in the
the TreasTreasof any
money in
ury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
of $33,000
$33,000 (to
(to be
be expended
expended
the sum of
under the direction
direction of the Secretary
Secretary of State),
State), to defray
cost
defray the
the cost
of representation
representation of the
United States at the meeting
the United
meeting of the InterAmerican
Electrical Communications
Communications to be held in
American Committee on Electrical
in
Mexico
1924: Provided,
Mexico City, Mexico,
Mexico, in 1924:
That the
the prinprinProvided, however, That
cipal delegates
exceed three in number
delegates shall not exceed
number and shall
shall be appointed by the President
President by and with the advice and consent
consent of the

SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH

SESS. I.
I.
SEss.

CHS.
Cris. 138,
141-143.
138, 141-143.

113
113

1924.
1924.

Provided, further,
That no
no person
person engaged
engaged in
any private
Senate: Provided,
further, That
in any
private Disqualifications
Disqualifications
Senate:
business related
related to
the subject
matter of
of said
meeting shall
sh all be
said meeting
be appointment.
appointme
business
to the
subject matter

for
for

appointed as delegate,
delegate, technical expert, secretary,
secappointed
secretary, or assistant secretary.
retary.
Approved, April 28, 19244.
1924.

April 29, 1924.
April29,
1924.
[S. 431.]
[Public
.]
[Public, No]
No. 10
107.]

CHAP.
141.-An Act
Act To extend
extend the
the time for the construction
of a
a bridge
CHAP. 141.—An
construction of
across the
Cumberland River
River in
across
the Cumberland
in Montgomery
Montgomery County,
County, Tennessee.
Tennessee.

it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of the
Be it
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
the

Cumberland River.
United
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the times for Time
Cumberlad
River.for
United States
extended
Time extended
for
by Montgomcommencing and
completing the
the construction
construction of
bridge authorized
authorized bridging, byMontgomcommencing
and completing
of a
a bridge
ery County, Tenn.,
31, 1919,
1919, to be built by
by the near
near Clarksville.
Clarvse.Ten"'
by Act
of Congress
Congress approved
approved August
by
Act of
August 31,
Vol.41, p.282, amendeVol.4l,p.282,amendcounty
of Montgomery,
Tennessee, across
Cumberland ed.
county of
Montgomery, State of Tennessee,
across the Cumberland
River at
at a
apoint
point suitable
to the
interests of
navigation and
River
suitable to
the interests
of navigation
and within
within a
a
distance of
of seven
seven miles
from Clarksville
in said
said county
are
distance
miles from
Clarksville in
county and
and State,
State, are
hereby
extended one
three years,
years, respectively,
respectively, from
from the
the date
date of
of
hereby extended
one and
and three
approval hereof.
hereof.
approval
SEC. 2.
2. That
or repeal
repeal this
is hereby
hereby Amendment.
SEC.
That the
the right
right to
to alter,
alter, amend,
amend, or
this Act
Act is
amendment.
expressly
expressly reserved.
reserved.
Approved, April
April 29,
29, 1924.
Approved,
1924.

29, 1924.
April 29,1924.

CHAP. 142-An
142—An Act To grant
grant the consent
consent of Congress
Congress to the Southern
Railway
Railway Company to maintain
maintain a
a bridge across the Tennessee River, at Knoxville, in the county
Knox, State of Tennessee.
county of Knox,
Be it
by the
Senate and
and House
Representatives of
of the
the
Be
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
House of
of Representatives
United
of America
United States
States of
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the consent
consent of
of
Congress is
is hereby
hereby granted
granted to
to the
Company, and
and
the Southern
Southern Railway
Railway Company,
Congress
its successors
successors and
and assigns,
assigns, to
to maintain
operate a
apand apits
maintain and
and operate
a bridge
bridge and
proaches thereto,
thereto, originally
originally constructed
the Knoxville
Knoxville and
and
by the
constructed by
proaches
Charleston Railroad
Company, across
across the
River at
Knoxthe Tennessee
Tennessee River
at KnoxCharleston
Railroad Company,
in accordance
with
of Knox,
State of Tennessee,
ville,
ville, in
in the
the county
county of
Knox, State
Tennessee, in
accordance with
Act to
to regulate
Act entitled "An Act
the
the provisions
provisions of the Act
regulate the construcMarch 23,
23, 1906.
tion of
tion
of bridges
bridges over
over navigable
navigable waters,"
waters," approved
approved March
Act is hereby
or repeal this Act
the right
right to
alter, amend,
SEC. 2.
to alter,
amend, or
hereby
SEC.
2. That
That the
expressly
expressly reserved.
reserved.
Approved, April
April 29,
29, 1924.
1924.
Approved,

CHAP.
143.—An Act
Act Authorizing
of Government
Government buildings
Fort
CHAP. 143.-An
Authorizing use
use of
buildings at
at Fort
Crockett,
Texas, for
for occupancy
during State
State convention
convention of
of Texas
Texas Shriners.
Shriners.
Crockett, Texas,
occupancy during

[S.
S. 2108.)
2108.]
[Public, No. 108.]

Tennessee River.
Tennessee
Southern Railway
Railway
Company may operate
bridge across, Knoxblue, Tenn.
bille,

Construction.
Construction.
Vol. 34, p. 84.

Amendment.
Amendment.

April 29, 1924.

IS. 2738.1
[s.
27,6.1
No. 109.]
109.]
[Public, No.

Be
enacted by
the Senate
House of
of Representatives
of the
the Fort Crockett, Tex.
Be it
it enacted
by the
Senate and
and House
Representatives of
United States
States of
in Congress
the El
klocke y
Tex.
Mina Elir Mina
Temple,
That the
El Mina
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
United
of America
Temple, Ancient
Arabic Order
Order of
Nobles of
of the
the Mystic
Mystic Shrine,
Shrine, cMpytduhring'
etriedsuhrrininge,layonTemple,
Ancient Arabic
of Nobles
Galveston,
Texas, be,
be, and
and hereby
hereby is,
is, authorized
authorized to
use the
the buildings
buildings tion
tion at
at Galveston.
Oalveston.
to use
Galveston, Texas,
on the
United States
at Fort
Fort Crockett
in that
that city
city for
for
Crockett in
States reservation
reservation at
on
the United
the occupancy
members of
of the
ten Shrine
temples of
of Texas
durTexas durthe ten
Shrine temples
by members
occupancy by
the
ing
their coming
convention and
joint ceremonial,
said use
con- Bnd
ing their
coming convention
and joint
ceremonial, said
use to
to conrequired.
Bond required.
tinue from
the 1st
1st to
the 16th
16th of
of August,
August, 1924;
1924; provided
provided a
a bond
bond
to the
from the
tinue
satisfactory to
the Secretary
of War
War is
said El
El Mina
Mina
the said
is given
given by
by the
to the
Secretary of
satisfactory
Temple
against any
any damage
damage to
to the
property used.
used.
the property
Temple against
Approved,
1924.
29, 1924.
April 29,
Approved, April
Ft

E

a
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SIXTY-EIGHTH
SIXTYEIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. SESS.I.
SEM. I. CHs.
this. 144-146.
144-146.

April
30, 1924.
1924.
April 30,
[S. 1609.]
bli1,.]
[.Pu
[Public,
No.
110.]
[Public, No. 110.]

CHAP. 144.-An
CHAP.
144.—An Act To
To fix the time
time for
the terms
terms of
of the
the United
United States
States
for the
District
Courts in
in the
District of
Virginia.
District Courts
the Western
Western District
of Virginia.

Vrginia 'western
western jujuVirginia
dicial district.
Terms of court fied.
fixed.
Vol.40,p.605,amnend-

ed.Vol.40, p.605, amend-

April 30, 1924.
1924.
[H.
J. Res. 163.]
[H.J.
[Pub.
Res.,
No.
18.1
-[Pub. Res., No. 18.1

1924.
1924.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
the
by the Senate
Senate and
Representatives of
United
States of
of America
United States
America in
Congress assembled,
That the
the terms
terms of
in Congress
assembled, That
of
the United States
States District
Court for
Western District
District of
Virginia
District Court
for the
the Western
of Virginia
shall be held at
Lynchburg on
on the
first Monday
Monday in
in January
January and
July;
at Lynchburg
the first
and July;
Charlottesville on
at Charlottesville
the first
in February,
February, and
and on
on the
the
on the
first Monday
Monday in
Wednesday after the first
Wednesday
in August;
at Danville
Danville on
on the
the
first Monday
Monday in
August; at
first Monday
in March,
Monday in
the second
second Monday
in September;
at
March, and
and the
Monday in
September; at
Harrisonburg
Harrisonburg on the
the third Monday
Monday in March, and the fourth
fourth Monday
Monday
in October; at Abingdon on the
and NovemNovemthe second
second Monday
Monday in
in April
April and
ber; at Big Stone Gap on the
in May
October; at
at
the first
first Monday
Monday in
May and
and October;
Roanoke
Roanoke on the first Monday
Monday in
in June,
June, and
and the
the fourth
Monday in
in
fourth Monday
November.
November.
Approved, April
Approved,
April 30,
30, 1924.
1924.

CHAP. 145.-Joint
Authorizing the
of War
145.—Joint Resolution
Resolution Authorizing
the Secretary
Secretary of
War to
to loan
loan certain
certain
tents, cots, and chairs
to the
tents,
chairs to
executive committee
committee of
of the
the United
the executive
United Confederate
Confederate
Veterans for use at the thirty-fourth
thirty-fourth annual
annual reunion
to be
at Memphis,
Memphis,
reunion to
be held
held at
Tennessee,
in June,
June, 1924.
Tennessee, in
1924.

Resolved by the Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Resolved
Representatives of
the
of the
eted Conederate United
United States
Congress assembled,
That the
the SecreSecreStates of
of America
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
Lo of tenn tc. tary of War be,
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
to loan,
loan, at
at his
his discretion,
discretion,
be, and is
authorized to
to the executive committee of the United Confederate
Confederate Veterans,
Veterans, for
use in connection
connection with
with the
the thirty-fourth
thirty-fourth annual
of the
United
annual reunion
reunion of
the United
Confederate
Veterans, to be held
Confederate Veterans,
held in Memphis,
Memphis, Tennessee,
Tennessee, June
June 4
4to
to 6,
6,
1924, such tents, with necessary
necessary poles, ridges
ridges and
and pins,
pins, cots,
blankets,
cots, blankets,
pillows,
chairs or
camp stools,
forth, as
as may
may be
be required
required at
pillows, chairs
or camp
stools, and
and so
so forth,
at
Provisos.
said
no expense
shall be
be caused
caused the
the United
No expense,
expense, etc.
said reunion:
reunion: Provided,
Provided, That
That no
expense shall
United
States Government
delivery and
and return
said property,
the
Government by
by the
the delivery
return of
of said
property, the
same to be delivered to said committee
committee designated
at such
designated at
such time
prior
time prior
to the holding of
convention as
may be
agreed upon
upon by
by the
of said
said convention
as may
be agreed
the
Secretary of War and Thornton Newsum,
chairman of
of said
said executive
executive
Newsum, chairman
Bond required.

United Confederate
Veterans.
Loans of tents, etc.,
for reunion at Memphis, Tenn.

Bond required.

committee:
And provided
provided further,
shall,
committee: And
further, That the Secretary
Secretary of
of War
War shall,

before delivering
delivering such property, take
from said
Thornton Newsum
Newsum
take from
said Thornton
aa good and
sufficient bond
bond for
the safe
safe return
return of
of said
said property
in
and sufficient
for the
property in
good order and condition, and the whole without
expense to
to the
the
without expense
United
United States.
States.
Approved,
April 30,
30, 1924.
Approved, April
1924.
s 1,
May
1924.
May
Msy
11,1924.
.
[S. 2821.]
[Public, No. 111.]
111.]

CTAP. 146.-An
Act To amend
to
CHAP.
146.—An Act
amend section
section 3
3 of an Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act to
incorporate the
National McKinley
McKinley Birthplace
Memorial Association,"
Association," approved
approved
incorporate
the National
Birthplace Memorial
March 4, 1911..
1911..

Be it
it enacted
Senate and House
House of Representatives
Be
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of the
the
Memorial AocBitipon,e United
States of
of America in
United States
in Congress
assembled, That
section 33
Congress assembled,
That section
of the
Act entitled
"An Act
Act to
to incorporate
incorporate the
of
the Act
entitled "An
National McKinley
McKinley
the National
amenlded.
Memorial Association,"
approved March
4, 1911,
1911, be
be
13 Birthplace
Birthplace Memorial
Association," approved
March 4,
amended to
to read
read as
amended
as follows:
follows:
Board of trustees.
oard o trustees.
"S
SEC.
3. That
That the
EC. 3.
the management
management and direction
direction of the affairs
affairs of the
the
corporation and the control and disposition
disposition of its property
property and
and
funds shall be vested in aa board
board of trustees, five in number, to be
be
composed
composed of the individuals named in section
section 11 of this
this Act,
Act, who
who
shall
shall constitute
constitute the first board of trustees. Vacancies
caused by
by
Vacancies caused
death, resignation,
resignation, or
shall be
filled by
the remaining
or otherwise,
otherwise, shall
be filled
by the
remaining
trustees in such manner
manner as shall
shall be prescribed
from time
time to
to time
time by
by
prescribed from
the
by-laws of the corporation. The persons so elected
the by-laws
elected shall there-

McKinley Birthplace
Memorial Assnciation,
National.
National.
Vol.
36,
p.
1361,
amended.

146-149.
SESS.
SIXTYEIGHTH CONGRESS.
ESS. I.
I. CHS.
thas. 146-149.
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SIXTY-EIGHTH
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1924.

upon
trustees and
and also
also members
corporation: Pro,,
the corporation:
members of the
become trustees
upon become
Provided,
if the
the interests
of the
hereinbefore named
named Additional
Addidonal
association hereinbefore
the association
interests of
That if
Provided, That
authored.
shall
at any
time in the judgment
judgment of the incorporators
incorporators named in authoaized.
any time
shall at
section
1, their
associates and
successors, require
require the services of an
an
and successors,
their associates
section 1,
successors
additional trustee,
trustee, said incorporators,
incorporators, their associates and successors
additional
shall
authority to
so that the total
trustee, so
additional trustee,
an additional
elect an
to elect
have authority
shall have
number of
trustees at
any time
exceed six."
time may
may not exceed
at any
of trustees
number
Approved, May 1, 1924.
p

CHAP. 147.-An
147.—An Act
loan to the College
College of William and
and Mary in VirAct To loan
CHAP.
Yorktown on October
ginia two of
October 19,
cannon surrendered by the British at Yorktown
the cannon
of the
ginia
1781.
1781.

roviso.

trustee
trustee

May 2,
2, 1924.
1924.
May
(H. R. 1831.]
[Public, No.
No. 112.]
112.]

[H. R. 1831.]

Be it
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
of the
the Wiliam
w .. and Mary
„
A
.
and House
Representatives of
it enacted
enacted by
Be
Va.an"
That the
United
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the Secretary
Secretary College,
college, va.
States of
United States
of
War be,
be, and
hereby, directed
to loan
loan to
the College
College of
Revol
utionary cancanof noloaedr
to the
directed to
is hereby,
he is
and he
of War
William
and Mary
Mary in Virginia
Virginia two of the cannon
cannon surrendered
surrendered by
William and
at
the British
British at
at Yorktown
which are
are now at
1781, which
October 19, 1781,
on October
Yorktown on
the
Old Point
Comfort, Virginia,
Virginia, the
same to be
by said college
held by
be held
the same
Point Comfort,
Old
subject to
to the
Congress at
time to
amend or
or repeal
repeal Pro.
at any
any time
to amend
the right
right of
of the
the Congress
subject
Proviso.
this Act:
Act: Provided,
the War
War Department
not incur any Noexpenseincurred.
No expense incurred.
shall not
Department shall
That the
Provided, That
this
authorized herein.
expense because
because of
loan of the cannon authorized
of the loan
expense
Approved, May 2, 1924.
Approved,
—arY

non ioan ed to .

May 3,1924.
3, 1924.
May

Thirty-seventh Street
change the name
CHAP. 148.-An
148.—An Act To change
name of Thirty-seventh
Street between
Chevy Chase Circle
Circle and Reno
Reno Road.

[S. 1932.1
[S.
1932.1

[pblNo.13 ]
[Public, No. 113.]

District of Columbia.
Columbia.
Be
it enacted
Representatives of
of the Districtof
by the Senate and House of Representatives
enacted by
Be it
Part of ThirtyUnited States
States of America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the name
Part
of
Th'i'to
in Congress
name of seventh
Street
to be
named Chevy
Chevy Chase
Chase
the street
street now
now known
known as
as Thirty-seventh
Street between
Chevy Chase named
between Chevy
Thirty-seventh Street
the
Parkway.
Circle
Reno Road
hereby, changed to Chevy Parkway.
same is hereby,
the same
and the
be, and
Road be,
and Reno
Circle and
Chase Parkway,
Parkway, and
and the
of the
the District
District of Columbia is
surveyor of
the surveyor
Chase
hereby
to enter
change on the records of his office.
such change
enter such
directed to
hereby directed
Approved, May
May 3, 1924.
Approved,

3, 194.
1924.
May 8,

CHAP.
149.—An Act
the Department
Department of
of Agriculture
to issue
issue
Agriculture to
Act Authorizing
Authorizing the
CHAP. 149.-An
semimonthly
cotton crop
publication simultasimultaproviding for their publication
reports and providing
crop reports
semimonthly cotton
neously with
ginning reports
]Department of Commerce.
of the Department
reports of
the ginning
with the
neously

[8. 2112.]

82112.1
[P
[Public,
No. 114.1
Pub No.114.

Be it
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
the cotton
Cotton statistics.
statistics.
of the
House of
and House
by the
the Senate
enacted by
it enacted
Be
Farmers' acreage reUnited
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
hereafter
the
poFrtdies'ontu'
the
hereafter
That
assembled,
Congress
in
America
United States of
ports discontinued.
Semimonthly reports
Secretary
of Agriculture
shall discontinue
discontinue acreage
acreage reports
reports based ofSemimonthlyreports
Agriculture shall
Secretary of
condition, progress,
and
probable progress
producafnd
probne
be
upon
farmers'
intention
to
plant
shall
to
issued
cause
shall
and
cotton
upon farmers' intention to plant
tion to be issued.
between July
July 11and
and December
December 1
semimonthly reports
as to
the condicondi- ti Subject
t
to the
reports as
1 semimonthly
to approvalbeed
approval
between
of designated board.
tion, progress,
and probable
probable production
production of
cotton. No
No such
report of
designated board.
such report
of cotton.
progress, and
tion,
until
Agriculture
shall
be
approved
and
released
the
Secretary
of
Agriculture
Secretary
the
by
shall be approved and released
it shall
been passed
upon by
reporting committee
committee
by aacotton crop reporting
passed upon
have been
shall have
it
or board
board consisting
of five
five members
or more
be designated
him,
designated by him,
to be
more to
members or
consisting of
or
statisticians
field
not
less
than
three
of
which
shall
be
supervisory
field
statisticians
supervisory
be
shall
which
of
three
than
not less
of the
of Agriculture
Agriculture located
different sections
sections of the
located in different
Department of
of
the Department
cotton-growing
States, experienced
experienced in
estimating cotton production
production
in estimating
cotton-growing States,
condition of the cotton
and who
cotton
knowledge of the condition
first-hand knowledge
have first-hand
who have
and
crop
based on
on recent
observations, and
and, aamajority
majority of which comfield observations,
recent field
crop based
mittee or
board shall
shall be
be familiar
familiar with
with the
the methods
methods and
practices of po Proviso.
and practices
or board
mittee
Dates
of simu
simultaDatesissueof
the
of
as
reports
foregoing
Provided, That the foregoing
producing
producing cotton: Provided,
reports
as 1,
of
the
with Cenfollowing
1, dates,
September
August
nn
August
16,neous
September
sus
ginning
reports.
following dates,
September 1,
1, September
16, us.ginni.reports.
September 16,
16, September
August 16,
1, August
August 1,
dates, August
following

116
116
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SEss. I.
ens. 149,
149, 150.
150.
I. CHs.
SESS.

1924.
1924.

October 1,
18, November
November 1,
November 14,
14, and
December 1,
1,
and December
1, November
1, October
October 18,
October
shall be
be released
reports of
of
the cotton-ginning
cotton-ginning reports
with the
simultaneously with
released simultaneously
shall
the Bureau
Census relating
relating to
to the
same dates,
the two
two reports
reports
dates, the
the same
of the
the Census
Bureau of
the
to
be issued
place at
at eleven
eleven o'clock
o'clock antemeridian
antemeridian of
of
the same
same place
from the
issued from
to be
the
day following
that to
the respective
respective reports
reports relate.
relate.
to which
which the
following that
the eighth
eighth day
When
of release
falls on
on Sunday
Sunday or
or a
legal holiday,
holiday, the
the
a legal
release falls
date of
such date
When such
report shall
be issued
issued at
eleven o'clock
o'clock antemeridian
antemeridian of
of the
the next
next sucsucat eleven
shall be
report
Inconsistent laws
Inconsstent

pealed.
d.
pele

re-

May 9, Mi.
4
La1631.1
. 181
[8.
[Public,
No.
1151
115.1
[Puble, No.

ceeding workday.
workday.
ceeding
SEC. 2.
2. All
laws and parts of laws inconsistent
with the provisions
inconsistent with
All laws
SEC.
of
are hereby
hereby repealed
the extent
of such
such inconsistency.
inconsistency.
extent of
to the
repealed to
Act are
this Act
of this
Approved,
May
3,
1924.
May
Approved,

CAAP. 150.—An
Act To
deferring of
of payments
payments of
of reclamation
reclamation
the deferring
authorize the
To authorize
150.-An Act
CHAP.
charges.
charges.

Be it
enacted by
the Senate
Representatives of
of the
the
of Representatives
House of
and House
Senate and
by the
it enacted
Be
United
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
the
Secretary
Secretary
the
That
assembled,
United States of America in Congress
discretion,
empowered, in his discretion,
Interior is hereby authorized
authorized and empowered,
ffthe Interior
defer the
the dates
dates of
of any
any charges,
charges rentals,
rentals, and
and penalties
penalties
of payments
payments of
chfor rojeets on to defer
hich have
accrued prior to the 2d day of March, 1924, under the
prior to the 2d day of March, 1924, under the
have accrued
which
nVl
act
(Thirty-second Statutes
Statutes at Large, page 388),
17, 1902 (Thirty-second
of June 17,
act of
and
amendatory and
supplemental acts or prior
prior to that
that date,
date, as
and supplemental
and amendatory
against
irrigation project being
being constructed
or
constructed or
any irrigation
water users on any
against water
operated
under the direction of the Commissioner
Commissioner of
of
maintained under
operated and maintained
neceRsary in or concernconcernjudgment, be necessary
Indian Affairs, as may, in his judgment,
Provisos.
Provided,
under said act: Provided,
project now existing under
ing any irrigation project
provim.
Time limit.
That
payment shall be deferred
deferred under
section in
Timelimit.
That no payment
under this
this section
in any parAccrued
penalties
, ticul
ar case
case beyond
March 1,
1, 1927:
1927: Provided,
Provided, That
That upon
upon such
such adjustadjustticular
beyond
March
Accred
penalties,
etc.,
canceled.
_
ment being made, any penalties
penalties or interest
interest which may have accrued
accrued
in connection
connection with such unpaid
unpaid construction
construction and operation
operation and maintenance charges shall be canceled,
thereof the amount so
canceled, and in lieu thereof
Interest
due ,an
d the
the payment
payment o
draw inInterest to
to be
be paid,
paid.
due,
and
offwhich
which is
is hereby
hereby extended,
extended, shall
shall draw
inannum, paid annually
annually from the
5 per centum per annum,
terest at the rate of 5
amount became
became due
due to date of payment: And provided
provided
time said amount
for
and interest herein
principal
principal further,
Penalty if principal
further, That in case
case the principal
herein provided
provided
for
pro
prnia
paid
interest not paid
and interest
hereafter,
are
and at
this section,
section,
are not
not paid
paid in
in the
the manner
manner and
at the
hereafter.
the time
time provided
provided by
by this
any penalty now provided by law shall thereupon
thereupon attach from the
date of such default.
tinpaid
SEC. 2.
2. That
That where
where an
user, or
individual applienpaid charges may
SEC.
an individual
individual water
water user,
or individual
be added to construccant for
right under
under aaFederal
irrigation project
project constructed
constructed
Federal irrigation
water right
cant
for aawater
tion charges,
charge.
Vol. 32,p.38.
32, p. 388.
or b
ei
ng constructed
under the
of June
June 17,
1902 (Thirty-second
(Thirty-second
17, 1902
the act
act of
being
or
constructed under
Vol.
Statutes at
at Large,
any act
act amendatory
thereof or
or supsupamendatory thereof
388), or
or any
Large, page
page 388),
Statutes
plementary thereto,
thereto, makes
makes application
prior to
January 1,
1, 1925,
1925, alapplication prior
to January
alplementary
leging that
be unable
to make
make the
the payments
payments as
required in
in
unable to
as required
leging
that he
he will
will be
section
hereof, the
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
Interior is
is hereby
hereby authorized
in
the Secretary
authorized in
section 11hereof,
March 1, 1925,
accrued and
his discretion prior to March
1925, to add
add such accrued
and unpaid
unpaid
charges
the construction
charge of
or
user or
construction charge
of the
the land
land of such water user
charges to
to the
Payments in
in 20year
20 year applicant,
applicant, and
to
distribute
such
accumulated charges
charges equally
over
over
equally
such
accumulated
to
distribute
and
Payments
period beginning with
each of
of the
the subsequent
subsequent years,
years, beginning
year 1925, or, in the
beginning with the year
each
eb.g
g
discretion of
of the
the Secretary,
one-fourth over
over
distribute aa total of one-fourth
Secretary, distribute
discretion
beginning
the first half of the remaining
remaining years
years of the 20-year period beginning
with the
year 1925,
1925, and
three-fourths over
second half of such
such
over the second
with
the year
and three-fourths
period, so as to complete
payment during the remaining years
years of
of
complete the payment
the 20-vear
20-year period of payment
payment of the original construction
charge:
construction charge:
Prorisos.
.
Provided,
That upon
upon such
such adjustment
any penalties
pena lti es or
or
being made,
made, any
adjustment being
penalties,
Provided, That
Prrod
Accrued penalties, .
Ere.,
canceled.
interest which
have accrued
accrued in
connection with
with such
such unpaid
unpaid
in connection
which may
may have
to be
becanceled.
interest
., to
construction and operation
operation and maintenance
maintenance charges
charges shall be cancanconstruction
celed, and
thereof the
amount so due, and the
the payment
of
payment of
the amount
and in
in lieu
lieu thereof
celed,
rate of
of 55 per
which is
extended, shall
draw interest
interest at the rate
shall draw
which
is hereby
hereby extended,

Reclamation Act.
Time extended for
Timesatended
payment by water
water o
payment
users, of any accrued
charges for projects on to
Indian lands,
w
. s.388.
Vol. 3,
32, p.
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centum per
per annum,
time said
said amount
amount became
became
paid annually
annually from
from the
the time
centum
annum, paid

Inability
Inability

to
make
to make

payments, etc.,
etc., must
due to
date of
of payment:
payment :Provided
That the
applicant for
for the
must
the payments,
the applicant
further, That
Providedfurther,
to date
due
be shown.

extension
shall first
first show
show to
to the
satisfaction of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the
the satisfaction
extension shall
Interior
of his
probable
and probable
assets and
and liabilities and
his assets
detailed statement
statement of
Interior detailed
inability to
payment at
at the
the time
in section
section 1:
1:
to make
make payment
time required
required in
inability
And
the principal
principal and
and interest
interest herein
herein
in case
case the
further, That
That in
provided further,
And provided
provided
in the
manner and
and at
at the
time provided
provided by
by
the time
the manner
are not
not paid
paid in
provided for
for are
this
any penalty
penalty, now
attach
shall thereupon
thereupon attach
by law
law shall
now provided
provided by
this act,
act, any
from
And provided
further, That
That similar
from the
the date
date of
of such
such default:
default: And
provided further,
similar
relief in
in part
part may
may be
be extended
by the
Secretary of
of the
the
the Secretary
extended by
in whole
whole or
or in
relief
Interior
to a
legally organized
group of
users of
of aa project,
project,
of water
water users
organized group
a legally
Interior to
upon presentation
presentation of
showings made
individual showings
number of individual
of a
a sufficient
sufficient number
upon
in accordance
accordance with
foregoing proviso
the Secretary
Secretary of
of
satisfy the
proviso to
to satisfy
the foregoing
with the
in
the Interior
Interior that
that such
such extension
is necessary.
necessary.
extension is
the
Approved, May 9,
1924.
9, 1924.
Approved,

CHAP. 151.-An
151.—An Act
Act Authorizing
Authorizing the
the acquiring
acquiring of
of Indian
lands on
on the
Fort
the Fort
Indian lands
CHAP.

Hall
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, in
Idaho, for
in connection
connection with
with the
the
purposes in
for reservoir
reservoir purposes
in Idaho,
Hall Indian
Minidoka irrigation
irrigation project.
Minidoka

beshown.

i principal
Penalty if
Penalty
principal
and interest not paid
paid
hereafter.

and

hereafter.

Extended
Extended to groups

of water users.
of
waterusers.

llgay 9,
9, 1924.
May
194.
S. 2902.]
IS.
2902.]

No. 116.]
116.]
[Public, No.

Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
of Representatives
the Fortt Hall
a
Indian
Be
it enacted
Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of
of the
Indian
Reservation, Idaho.
daho.
United
assembled, That
subject to
to Reservation,
That subject
in Congress
Congress assembled,
America in
States of
of America
United States
Lands on, to be acpayment
granted to
to quired
ofr,American
payment being
being made
made as
as provided
provided herein,
herein, there
there is
is hereby
hereby granted
LandS for
to be
Falls
Reservoir in Minthe
States, its
proposed AmeriFalsReservoirinMin
Ameri- idoka
the proposed
for the
assigns, for
and assigns,
successors and
its successors
United States,
the United
irrigation
project.
idokairrigation project.
Post, p. 417.lr
417.
can
Reservoir on
the Snake
Snake River
the Minidoka
Minidoka Federal
Federal Poret,
under the
River under
on the
can Falls
Falls Reservoir
irrigation project,
in Idaho
and interest
interest the
the Indians
Indians
right, tide
title, and
Idaho, all
all right,
project, in
irrigation
have
to the
and allotted lands
section of the Fort
within that
that section
lands within
the tribal
tribal and
have to
Hall
as the
the Fort
Fort Hall
Hall Description.
Desrption.
to as
Hall Indian
Indian Reservation
commonly referred
referred to
Reservation commonly
Bottoms, which
which lands
inundated by
of one
one
the impounding
impounding of
by the
be inundated
lands will
will be
Bottoms,
million seven
seven hundred
hundred thousand
thousand acre-feet
within said proof water
water within
acre-feet of
million
posed reservoir,
with a
freeboard the
the elevation
elevation of
of
a five-foot
five-foot freeboard
together with
posed
reservoir, together
which shall
be established,
established, using
million five
five hunhun—
one million
basis the
the one
using as
as aabasis
which
shall be
dred
known
in what is known
shown in
contour line as shown
acre-foot contour
thousand acre-foot
dred thousand
as
the Dyer-Dietz-Banks
appraisal of
of Indian
Indian lands
dated December
December
lands dated
as the
Dyer-Dietz-Banks appraisal
30,
1922 2and
and on
the Department
of the
the Interior
Interior subject
subject to
to the
the Rigts
30, 1922,
on file
file in
in the
Department of
Rights o
of Indians
Indians for
for
bunting, etc,
reservation of
easement to
to the
the Fort
Fort Hall
to use
use the
the said
said grazing,
etc,
gra nunting,
Indians to
Hall Indians
an easement
of an
reservation
reserved.
lands for
for grazing,
grazing, hunting,
hunting, fishing,
fishing, and
and gathering
gathering of
of wood,
wood, and
and so
so red.
lands
forth, the
way as
obtained prior
to this
enactment, in
in so
far
so far
this enactment,
as obtained
prior to
forth,
the same
same way
as
uses shall
interfere with
with the
the use of said
lands for
said lands
not interfere
shall not
as such
such uses
reservoir purposes.
reservoir
purposes.
Agreement or conS
EC. 2.
That the
the Interior
Interior be,
be, and
and he
degrenauthoricod
is hereby,
hereby, demnation
he is
of the
Secretary of
the Secretary
SEC.
2. That
authorized.
authorized
to acquire
acquire by
by agreement
agreement or
proceedings
or condemnation
condemnation proceedings
authorized to
Appraisal of value.
the
area of
of allotted
allotted lands
lands described
section 1.
value fixed
fixed by
of value.
by Appraisal
The value
1.. The
in section
described in
the area
agreement
the allottees,
allottees, and
in any
any case
case where
where it
may become
become
it may
and in
with the
agreement with
necessary
institute condemnation
condemnation proceedings
for such purpose,
proceedings for
necessary to
to institute
the
of the
the allotment
allotment or
involved as
determined by
by
as determined
allotments involved
or allotments
the value
value of
Payment from sum
frodanssm
Payment
sum deposited
of the
paid out
such
proceedings, shall
be paid
out of
the sum
deposited to the credited
shall be
such proceedings,
to Indians.
credit
of the
in section
hereof.
section 33 hereof.
as provided
provided in
Hall Indians
Indians as
the Fort
Fort Hall
credit of
Amount to
be taken
Amont
to be
SEC.
S
EC. 3. That in consideration
consideration of the rights granted
granted in section
section 1
1fromreservoirconstruc
from reservoir construction
money
and
deposmoney and deposin the
deposited in
hereof,
tribal and
shall be
the tion
be deposited
there shall
allotted lands,
lands, there
and allotted
both tribal
hereof, of
of both
ited to credit of Indians.
itedtocditoIndians
Fort Hall
Treasury
of the
United States
States to
to the
of the
the Fort
Hall Indians
Indians
the credit
credit of
the United
Treasury of
the
total sum
$700,000, which
taken from
moneys apfrom moneys
ap- pProviso.
which sum shall
shall be taken
the total
sum of
of $700,000,
propriated
the construction
construction of
of said
said reservoir:
reservoir: Provided,
interestanlowed.
That Interest
allowed.
Provided, That
for the
propriated for
the
of $700,000,
so deposited,
deposited, shall
shall draw
draw interest
interest at
at
$700,000, when
when so
the said
said sum
sum of
the rate of 4
4per centum per annum.
Appraisal of damager
SEC. 4.
4. Should
Should any
any lands
above the
the five-foot
five-foot freeboard,
as propro- to
oAppraialofdamaed
freeboard, as
lands above
SEC.
adjoining lands.
ds.
the toad
vided in
in section
section 1,
be damaged
the reservoir,
reservoir, the
of the
account of
on account
damaged on
1. be
vided
amount of
of the
determined by
by a
board consisting
consisting of
of
a board
be determined
damage shall
shall be
the damage
amount
three members
two of
be appointed
appointed by the Secretary,
of which shall be
members-two
three
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of
Interior—one from
from the
Bureau of
of Indian
Indian Affairs,
and one
one
Affairs, and
the Bureau
the Interior-one
of the
from the
of Reclamation,
shall be
be a
a
who shall
member, who
third member,
the third
Reclamation, the
Bureau of
the Bureau
from
disinterested
party,
to
be
selected
by
the
two
so
appointed.
The
Payment for,
from
appointed.
so
two
the
by
selected
be
to
party,
Payment for, frm disinterested
construction fund, tto
o amount of
as fixed
fixed by
by the
board shall
taken from
moneys
from moneys
be taken
shall be
the board
damage as
amount of damage
credit ondian'
of Indians.
cret
appropriated
for
the
construction
of
said
reservoir
and
deposited
deposited
and
reservoir
said
of
appropriated for the construction
in
the United
States to
credit of
of the
Hall
Fort Hall
the Fort
the credit
to the
United States
of the
Treasury of
the Treasury
in the
Indians.
Fort
irrigation
SEC. 5.
That there is hereby authorized to be appropriated
appropriated not to
5. That
SEC.
Hall irrigation
Fort Hall
project.
exceed
$100,000
of
the
money
when
deposited
to
the
credit of the
the
the credit
to
deposited
when
money
the
of
Amount
for
reloca$100,000
PrAmeount for reloca- exceed
ting, etc., canal on, to Fort Hall Tribe of Indians for use in relocating, enlarging,
reenlarging, and
reand
relocating,
in
use
for
Indians
of
Tribe
Hall
Fort
t
ndianlasn,
etc
inig,
Irrigate Indian lands in
irrigation project to
southern
of ReserHall irrigation
constructing the
main
canal of
of the
the Fort
Fort Hall
main canal
the
Reser- constructing
part of
southern part
vation.
provide irrigation
for Indian
lands situated
in the
the southsouthsituated in
Indian lands
facilities for
irrigation facilities
provide
Post, p.684.
Vostp.6M4.
ern portion
portion of
of the
Hall Reservation,
commonly known
known as
as the
the
Reservation, commonly
Fort Hall
the Fort
ern
Reimbursement by
by Michaud
reimbursed to
shall be reimbursed
Flats, which
amount
so
expended
shall
to
expended
so
amount
which
Flats,
Michaud
Reimbursement
Indians benefited.
the tribe
tribe by
by the
Indians whose
whose lands
lands are
benefited, on aa per acre
are benefited,
the Indians
the
basis in
accordance with
with such
such rules
the SecreSecreas the
regulations as
and regulations
rules and
in accordance
basis
Proviso.
tary of the Interior may prescribe: Provided, That in all cases where
Party
acquiring In- tary of the Interior may prescribe: Provided, That in all cases where
Partyacquiring
dian
title
total reimbursement
Indian title
title becomes
becomes extinguished
reimbursement
to total
prior to
extinguished prior
the Indian
pay the
to pay
title to
dian
charges, before allowed
particular allotment, the party acof the
against any
any particular
assessed against
water.
the sum assessed
e aowof
water.
quiring title
title to
shall be
agreeexecute an agreeto execute
required to
be required
allotment shall
such allotment
to such
-quiring
ment before
water will
providing for the
therefor, providing
furnished therefor,
be furnished
will be
any water
before any
ment
payment of
of construction
construction charges
against such
lands, and for
such lands,
assessed against
charges assessed
payment
the payment
payment of
of the
the annual
annual operation
maintenance charges.
operation and maintenance
the
Approved, May 9, 1924.
1924 •
13, 1924.
May 13,

[S. 2392.1
2392.1
[S.
[Public,
No. 117.1
[Public, No.

damages
indemnify damages
to indemnify
CHAP.
152.—An Act
Act Authorizing
appropriation to
an appropriation
Authorizing an
CHAP. 152.-An
Jones.
Paul Jones.
caused by
by the
the search
search for
for the
the body
body of
of Admiral
Admiral John
John Paul
caused

the
Be
by the
the Senate
Representatives of
of the
of Representatives
House of
and House
Senate and
it enacted
enacted by
Be it
n Pl
Admiral John Paul
Pa United States
J
of
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
appropriaan appropriaThat an
Congress assembled,
America
of
States
United
Jones.
ohn
JoAedmi
e
Payment a
authorized
Paymnt I

tion
is authorized
authorized to
be made
made for
to be
be paid
the GovernGovernpaid to the
$13,511.13 to
for $13,511.13
to be
tion is

to France for damages
caused
Madame Crig-* ment of the Republic of France as amatter of grace and without refcaused Madame
flier in search for body
erence to the question of liability therefor as full indemnity for loss
for
fer
of.
Post, p.692.
and damage to property suffered by Madame Crignier, a citizen of

n search
'o<,p.692.

rig- ment of the Republic of France as a matter of grace and without refbody erence to the question of liability therefor as full indemnity for loss
and damage to property suffered by Madame Crignier, a citizen of

May 13, 1924.
l24.
My
[S. 1,
2998.1
[Public,
118.1
No. 118.1
[Public, No.

orande.

Rio
Rio Grande.
Commission
Commission

auanreprewith Mexican reprsentatives
as to
using
as
to using
sentatives
waters
of, below
,
below Fort
waters of,
Quitman, Tex.
Tex.
Quitman.
Post, pp. 892,1340.
92
, 3
Pt, pp.
thorized to cooperat
cooperate
thorized

Expenses
authorized.
Expenses authorized.

France,
by reason
the search
search for
Admiral John Paul
the body of Admiral
for the
of the
reason of
France, by
Jones,
undertaken in
1899 by
Horace Porter, at that time
General Horace
by General
in 1899
Jones, undertaken
American
ambassador to
completed by the finding of the
and completed
France, and
to France,
American ambassador
body
1905, as set forth in the messages of the President of the
in 1905,
body in
United States
Representatives dated
States to the Senate and the House of Representatives
United
June
1918, July 21,
1921, and January
January 3, 1924.
21, 1919, July 11, 1921,
June 4, 1918,
Approved, May 13, 1924.
Approved,
of
CHAP. 153.—An
Act Providing
equitable use
use of
the equitable
regarding the
a study
study regarding
for a
Providing for
153.-An Act
CHAP.
the waters
Rio Grande
Grande below
below Fort
Texas, in
cooperation with
in cooperation
Quitman, Texas,
Fort Quitman,
the Rio
of the
waters of
the
the
of Mexico.
Mexico.
States of
United States
the United

the
Representatives of the
Be
enacted by
Senate and House of Representatives
by the Senate
it enacted
Be it
United
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
the
President
President
the
That
assembled,
Congress
in
America
of
United States
commissioners to
is hereby
designate three special commissioners
to designate
authorized to
hereby authorized
is
cooperate with
with representatives
representatives of
of the
United States of Mexico
Mexico in aa
the United
cooperate
regarding the equitable
study regarding
equitable use of the waters
waters of the Rio Grande
study
e
ua
a view to their proper utilization
below Fort Quitman,
Quitman, Texas, with a
One of the commissioners
uses. One
for
other beneficial
beneficial uses.
commissioners
and other
irrigation and
for irrigation
Upon
work. Upon
so
appointed shall
an engineer
engineer experienced
such work.
in such
experienced in
be an
shall be
so appointed
be reported to Congress.
completion
such study
the results
results shall
shall be
study the
of such
completion of
be appropriated
to be
is hereby
$20,000 is
SEC.
SEC. 2. The sum of
of $20,000
hereby authorized
authorized to
appropriated
for
appropriated
otherwise
not
out
of
any
moneys
in
the
Treasury
not
otherwise
appropriated
Treasury
out of any moneys in the
hereof,
carrying out
the provisions
provisions hereof,
out the
carrying
Approved, May
May 13, 1924.
Approved,
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154.—Joint Resolution
Resolution Requesting
Requesting the President
President to invite the InterCHAP. 154.-Joint
parliamentary
1925, and authorizing an
Washington City in 1925,
meet in Washington
parliamentary Union to meet
appropriation
defray the
the expenses
meeting.
the meeting.
of the
expenses of
to defray
appropriation to

May 13, 1924.
1924.
[S. J. Res. 104.]
XRes. 104.
[so.
[Pub. Res., No. 19.]

Whereas
Congress, in
requested
in an
an Act approved June 30, 1914, requested
the Congress,
Whereas the
Interparliamentary
President to extend an invitation
invitation to the Interparliamentary
the President
Union
year 1915 in the city
meeting for the year
its annual
annual meeting
to hold
hold its
Union to
of
appropriated the sum of
same Act appropriated
the same
and in the
of Washington,
Washington, and
$40,000
meeting; and
the expenses
expenses of the said meeting;
to defray the
$40,000 to
postponements of
repeated postponements
Whereas when the World War led to repeated
Whereas
the
said meeting
extended the approrepeatedly extended
Congress repeatedly
the Congress
meeting the
the said
it and made it
priation:
the Act
Act of July 1, 1916, extended it
First, the
priation: First,
available for
for the
the calendar
calendar years 1916
second, the Act
1917; second,
1916 and 1917;
available
of March
March 3,
1917, extended
it availappropriation and made it
the appropriation
extended the
3, 1917,
of
15 1918,
calendar year 1918; third, the Act of April 15,
for the calendar
able for
extended
the appropriation
appropriation and made
calendar
it available
available for the calendar
made it
extended the
year
year 1919;
1919; and
Whereas
this appropriation,
extended, has
has lapsed,
and
lapsed, and
repeatedly extended,
appropriation, repeatedly
Whereas this
no
it having been expended, and the meeting thus arpart of it
no part
ranged for
in Washington
Therefore be it
Washington City has not been held: Therefore
for in
ranged

rparliamentary
I nte
n te rparliamentary
Union.
UnPiroena.mble.
Preamble.
38, p. 450.
Vol. 38,

Resolved by
the Senate
of Representatives
Representatives of the
House of
Senate and Howe
by the
Resolved
United States
States of
President
assembled, That the President
in Congress
Congress assembled,
of America in
United
be
requested to
Interparliamentary Union to hold its
to invite
invite the Interparliamentary
be requested
annual
Washington.
year 1925 in the city of Washington.
for the year
meeting for
annual meeting
incident
S
EC. 2.
2. That
defraying the expenses
expenses incident
purpose of defraying
the purpose
for the
That for
SEC.
to
said meeting
the appropriation
appropriation of
of $50,000,
to be
under
be expended
expended under
$50,000, to
meeting the
to said
such
and regulations
regulations as
as the
the Secretary
of State may prescribe,
prescribe,
Secretary of
such rules
rules and
is
hereby authorized.
authorized.
is hereby
Approved,
1924.
May 13, 1924.
Approved, May
Resolution Authorizing
155.-Joint Resolution
CHAP.
CHAP. 155.—Joint
Authorizing an appropriation
appropriation for the partici-

pation
conferences for the control of
international conferences
pation of the United States in two international
the traffic in habit-forming
habit-forming narcotic
narcotic drugs.

May 13,

[Pub.

es., No. 19.

Vol. 29, pp. 260,
1056.
260,1056.

Vol. 40,
p. 527.
527.
Vol.
40, p.

Invited to meet in
Washington in 1925.
1925.
Washington

Expenses
Expenses authorized.
Post,
Post, p.692.

May
15, 1924.
1924.
May 15,
[H. J.
J
.
.Res
Res. 195.]
195.]
[Pub.
Res.,
No.
20.1
[Pub.

Res., No. 20.]

Opium and narcotic

Whereas President
President Roosevelt
Roosevelt on
on October
an InterInter- ddrugs
Whereas
October 14,
14, 1907,
1907, called
called an
rug control conerconferences.
national Commission
met in
in Shanghai,
Shanghai, China,
in 1909
1909 to
to enembl
China, in
which met
Commission which
national
Preamble.
opium
of the
the opium
out of
growing out
make an
an investigation
of the
the abuses
abuses growing
investigation of
make
the
and thus
thus the
traffi
. cand
means for
for their
their prevention,
prevention, and
suggest aa means
and to
to suggest
traffic
United States,
States, as
pointed out
out by
by President
President Wilson
Wilson in
message
his message
in his
as pointed
United
to Congress
April 21,
1913, "initiated
"initiated the
the world-wide
world-wide move21, 1913,
on April
to
Congress on
narcotic
in habit-forming
habit-forming narcotic
ment toward
toward"
of the
the traffic
traffic in
" the
the abolition
abolition of
ment
drugs; and
drugs;
and
Hague proposed
Whereas
the International
Conference at
at The
The Hague
proposed by
International Conference
Whereas the
international effect
President
Taft on
on September
September 1,
to give
give international
effect
1909, to
1, 1909,
President Taft
and
resolutions of
of the
Shanghai Opium
Opium CommisCommisthe Shanghai
to the
the resolutions
and sanction
sanction to
912
p.1912.
38, p.
Vol. 38,
sion,
resulted in
the adoption
The Hague
Hague Opium
Opium Convention
Convention Vol.
of The
adoption of
in the
sion, resulted
and effect
in full force and
is in
which is
of
the powers
assembled, which
powers assembled,
by the
of 1912
1912 by
ratified it; and
which have
the nations
between the
nations which
have ratified
and
between
Whereas the
the original
convention delegated
administrative
certain administrative
delegated certain
original convention
Whereas
constituting
functions
to the
Netherlands Government
Government (thereby
(thereby constituting
the Netherlands
functions to
of the
execution of
the
said Government
Government an
an agent
agent for
for the
the execution
the treaty),
treaty),
the said
to
in 1913
1913 and 1914 to
conferences in
and said
said Government
Government called
called two
two conferences
and
convention;
the execution
consider
growing out
out of
of the
execution of the convention;
problems growing
consider problems
and
and
in the
the
have vested
Whereas certain
certain of
of the
the powers
powers parties
parties thereto
thereto have
vested in
Whereas
the convenLeague of
of Nations
agency or
or duty
of executing
convenexecuting the
duty of
the agency
Nations the
League
provides
23, of
of which
tion by
treaty, dated
dated June
June 28,
which provides
1923, article
article 23,
28, 1923,
by treaty,
tion
as
"Subject to
and in
provisions of
of
with the
the provisions
in accordance
accordance with
to and
as follows:
follows: "Subject
international
conventions existing
or hereafter
hereafter to
to be
agreed upon,
upon,
be agreed
existing or
international conventions
with
the
of the
the league
league *
the league with
intrust the
will intrust
* *
* will
* *
members of
the members
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the general supervision
supervision over the
agreements with
the execution
execution of
of agreements
with
regard to *
* ** *
* the traffic
regard
traffic in opiums and
dangerous
and other
other dangerous
drugs ** ** ** ;"
;" and
and
Whereas the United States, for the reasons that
only by
interthat it
it is
is only
by international
national cooperation
cooperation that the suppression
suppression of
of the
world-wide traffic
the world-wide
traffic
in habit-forming
habit-forming narcotic drugs
can be
be accomplished,
accomplished, and
drugs can
and that
that
this Government is bound by The
Opium Convention
The Hague
Hague Opium
Convention
equally with other governments
governments to work toward this end,
end, accepted
accepted
an invitation
invitation from said agency to cooperate with
in the
execuwith it
it in
the execution of said
treaty; and
and
said treaty;
Whereas as the result of
conferences in
January, May,
of conferences
in January,
May, and
and SeptemSeptembetween the representatives
representatives of
ber of 1923,
1923, between
of the
United States
States and
the United
and
governments
governments represented by the League
of Nations,
Nations, the
the latter
League of
latter
governments
the United
governments agreed
agreed that the
States construction
construction of
The
United States
of The
Hague Opium
Opium Convention, as provided in Public Resolution NumHague
bered 96, Sixty-seventh
Sixty-seventh Congress, approved
approved March
2, 1923,
1923, reprepMarch 2,
resented the objects
objects which
which the treaty
treaty was intended
intended to
to accomplish,
and that any other construction
construction would
would render
render the
the treaty
treaty ineffective
ineffective
and of no practical
practical value, and accordingly
accordingly it
it was
was decided:
decided:
"1.1. If
If the purpose of The Hague Opium Convention
"
Convention is
be
is to
to be
achieved according
to its
and true
intent; it
recogaccording to
its spirit
spirit and
true intent;
it must
must be
be recogproducts for other
nized that the use of opium products
medical and
and
other than
than medical
scientific
scientific purposes is an
not legitimate.
legitimate.
an abuse
abuse and
and not
""2. In
In order to prevent the abuse of these products
is necesproducts it
it is
necessary to exercise
exercise the control of
of raw
in such
of the
the production
production of
raw opium
opium in
such
a manner that there will be no surplus
a
available for
surplus available
for nonmedical
nonmedical
and
and nonscientific
nonscientific purposes";
purposes "; and
and
Whereas it was further
further decided at
Whereas
that two
interat said
said conferences
conferences that
two international
national conferences should be called in the latter part
year
part of
of the
the year
1924 to agree
agree upon
upon aa plan
plan to
to enforce
enforce said
i
n accordance
accor dance
said treaty
treaty in
with said construction
construction and interpretation
interpretation bearing
bearing in
mind that
that
in mind
the gradual
gradual suppression of
traffic in
in and
of prepared
prepared
of the traffic
and use
use of
opium as provided
of the
the convention
convention is
i
s no
yet
provided in
in Chapter
Chapter II
II of
nott yet
accomplished,
reservations to that effect
accomplished, reservations
effect having
been noted
noted by
having been
by
certain powers (Great
(Great Britain,
Britain, France,
France, Germany,
Germany, Netherlands,
Netherlands,
Japan, British India, and Siam, in regard
to prepared
prepared opium)
regard to
opium): :
Now,
therefore, be
be it
it
Now, therefore,
Senate and
Resolved by the Senate
House of
of the
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
United

Appropriation
auAthozedoreiopnses-t
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the
thorized for expenses of States
the appropriation
appropriation
conferences.
conferences.
Post, p.692.

Proviso.
oion
Condition.

May 17,
May
7, 1924.
1924.
[1.1. R. 7962.1
[
[Public, No. 119.]

Pubic, No91.]

of
as may be necessary,
not to
exceed $40,000,
of such
such sum
sum as
necessary, not
to exceed
$40,000, for
for the
the
participation of the United States in one or both
participation
of these
these conconboth of
ferences, or any postponement
thereof, to
be expended
postponement thereof,
to be
expended under
under the
the
direction of the Secretary
Secretary of State, is hereby
hereby authorized: Provided,
Provided,
That the representatives
representatives of the United
United States
shall sign
sign no
no agreeagreeStates shall
ment which does not fulfill
fulfill the conditions
conditions necessary
for the
the supsupnecessary for
pression
pression of the habit-forming
habit-forming narcotic
narcotic drug
traffic as
as set
drug traffic
set forth
forth
in
in the
the preamble.
preamble.
Approved,
15, 1924.
Approved, May
May 15,
1924.

CHAP.
156.-An Act To extend
CHAP. 156.—An
extend for the period
period of one year the provisions
provisions of
of
Title II
Control and
and the
the District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia Rents
Act, approved
approved
II of the Food Control
Rents Act,
October 22,
October
22, 1919,
1919, as
as amended.
amended.

Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
Representatives of the
the
Be
it enacted
and House
House of
of Representatives
umba United
nitedStates
States of Ame7ica
America in
mssembled, That
That it
is hereby
here by
in Congress
Congress assembled,
it is
Emergency declared
Emergency
declared declared that the emergency
emergency described
of the
the Food
described in
in Title
Title II
II of
Food ConConfor extending.
vol. 41,
41, p.
p..298.
trol
and the District
District Rents Act
still exists
Vol.
trol and
Act still
exists and
and continues
continues in
in the
the
District of Columbia, and that the present housing
and rental
rental conconhousing and
o

Rentstrct
Rents
District
Act.of Columbia
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of
ditions therein
require the
the further
further extension
extension of the provisions of
therein require
ditions
such title.
such

of
District of
SEc. 2.
That Title
II of
of the Food Control and the District
Title II
2. That
SEC.
Columbia
Act, as
as amended,
is reenacted,
extended, and
conand conreenacted, extended,
amended, is
Rents Act,
Columbia Rents

Provisions reenacted
reenacted

Provisions

May
and continued
to May
continued to
and
22, 1925.
22,1925.
Vol.
42,
pp.
200,
544.
Vol. 42, pp. 200, 544.

Po, p.674.
p. 674.
tinued,
as hereinafter
hereinafter amended,
amended, until
until the
the 22d
day of May, 1925, Post,
22d day
tinued, as
"An
notwithstanding
the
provisions
of
section
2
the
Act
entitled
"An
of
2
section
of
provisions
the
notwithstanding
Act
extend for
for the
the period
period of
the provisions
provisions of Title II
years the
two years
of two
to extend
Act to
of
the
Food
Control
and
the
District
of
Columbia
Rents Act,"
Columbia
of
of the Food Control and the District
approved
October
22,
1919,
as
amended,
approved
May
22,
1922.
Term of commission
1922.
22,
May
approved
amended,
as
approved October 22, 1919,
Food Control extended
SEC. 3.
That subdivision
of section
102 of
the Food
yol.
T
eendedof
42, p. commission
544, amendof the
section 102
(a) of
subdivision (a)
SEC. 3. That
section 44edo. 42, P 44 amendby section
and
of Columbia
Rents Act,
Act, as
amended by
as amended
Columbia Rents
District of
the District
and the
of
Act of
of May
is hereby
hereby amended
by striking
striking out the
amended by
1922, is
22, 1922,
May 22,
such Act
of such
thereof
in lieu thereof
figures
"1924"
in
said
subdivision
inserting
and
figures "1924" in said subdivision
the
figures
"
1925."
"1925."
the figures
Ratesofeargestobe
other person in
That the
the proprietor,
manager, owner,
in charge
charge Rates
Ofcharges to be
or other
owner, or
proprietor, manager,
That
posted in
in each
each room,
room,
posted
post
shall
Columbia
of
of
and
conducting
any
hotel
in
the
District
of
Columbia
District
the
in
hotel
etc.
of and conducting any
in a
place in
in each
thereof a
a card or sign plainly e
room thereof
each room
conspicuous place
a conspicuous
in
stating
price per
per day
day of
of such
such room,
copy of such rates for
and aacopy
room, and
the price
stating the
each
room
shall
be
filed
with
the
Commissioners
of
of
District of
the District
of the
Commissioners
the
with
each room shall be filed
Columbia.
case the
the hotel
hotel is
is conducted
conducted on the American
American plan, the
In case
Columbia. In
rates
be posted
in aa conspicuous
conspicuous place in each room
posted in
shall be
meals shall
for meals
rates for
restricted
Advance restricted.
of
the
hotel.
Such
cards
or
signs,
both
with reference
reference to
rooms and
and Advances
to rooms
with
both
signs,
or
cards
Such
hotel.
of the
meals,
shall be
dated as
the day
on which
which they
they are
are posted.
posted. The
day on
of the
as of
be dated
meals, shall
rates
for rooms
not be
advanced m
in less than thirty
be advanced
shall not
rooms shall
charged for
rates charged
of
days from
from the
the said
commissioners of
said commissioners
of the
approval of
the approval
of the
date of
the date
days
in
advance
the
written
application
therefor,
and
in
the
an
event
the written application therefor, and in the
rates
granted the
reference to posting
with reference
requirements with
same requirements
the same
is granted
rates is
of
notices and
filing copies
copies thereof
thereof with
with the
Commissioners of the
the Commissioners
and filing
of notices
District
as above
shall apply.
provided, shall
above provided,
Columbia, as
of Columbia,
District of
for violations
Porctynorvioltions
the orPenalty
of the
who shall violate any of
Any person,
or corporation
corporation
who
firm,A or
excess of
charging excess
of
person, firm,
Any
for
posted rates.
rates.
provisions of
of this
or who
who shall
any guest
guest a
arate in
in excess
excess posted
charge any
shall charge
Act or
this Act
provisions
of
posted rates
rates shall
deemed guilty
guilty of
of a
and
misdemeanor and
a misdemeanor
be deemed
shall be
said posted
of said
upon conviction
conviction thereof
shall be
be fined
than $10 nor more
not less than
fined not
thereof shall
upon
than $100
$100 for
each offense.
for each
than
Enforcement.
hereby charged Enforcement.
The
Commissioners of
District of
of Columbia
Columbia are
are hereby
the District
of the
The Commissioners
with
the enforcement
of this Act.
enforcement of
with the
Approved, May
May 17, 1924.
Approved,
ex
c

oels
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157.—An Act
Act To
compensation for veterans of the
the
adjusted compensation
provide adjusted
To provide
CHAP.

World War,
War, and
for other
purposes.
other purposes.
and for
World

of the
Be it
the Senate
Senate and
and House
Representatives of
of Representatives
House of
by the
enacted by
it enacted
Be
assembled,
Congress
in
United
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
America
of
States
United
TITLE
I.—DEFINTrioNs.
TITLE I.-DEFINITIONS.

May 19,
1924.
19, 1924.
May
[H. R.
R. 7991.
7959.1
[H
[Public, No.
No. 12.1
1211.1
[Public,

War Adjusted
Word War
World
Adjusted
Compensation
Compensation Act.

Act.

Definitions.
Definitions.

Title of
Act.
ofAct.
Adjusted Title
"World
SEcTiox
Act may
be cited
the "
World War
War Adjusted
as the
cited as
may be
This Act
1 This
SECTION 1
Compensation Act."
Compensation
Terms construed.
Terms construed.
ActSEC. 2.
2. As
this Act—
in this
used in
As used
SEC.
"Veteran."
veteran."
a
(a)
The
term
"
veteran"
includes
any
individual,
a
member
of
individual,
any
includes
(a) The term "veteran"
after
time
any
the
military
or
naval
forces
of
the
United
States
at
United
the
of
forces
naval
or
military
the
not included.
Personsnotincdded.
but does not include Persons
April 5,
1917, and
and before
before November
1918; but
12, 1918;
November 12,
5, 1917,
April
(1)
thereafter
time during such period or thereafter
any time
at any
individual at
any individual
(1) any
conditions,
separated
such forces
under other
honorable conditions,
than honorable
other than
forces under
from such
separated from
(2) any
objector who
who performed
military duty
performed no military
conscientious objector
any conscientious
(2)
alien at any
any
whatever
or
refused
to
wear
the
uniform
or
(3)
(3)
or
uniform,
the
wear
to
refused
or
whatever
the military
from
time
during such
or thereafter
thereafter discharged
period or
such period
time during
alienage;
his
of
account
or naval
naval forces
alienage;
forces on account
or
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(b)
The term
service" means service
service on shore in
in
" oversea service"
term "oversea
(b) The
Europe or
or Asia,
Asia, exclusive
exclusive of
of China,
China, Japan,
Japan, and
the Philippine
Philippine
and the
Europe
Islands; and
and service
service afloat,
on receiving
ships; including
including in
in either
either
not on
receiving ships;
afloat, not
Islands;
case the
date of
embarkation for
for such
service to
to
such service
of embarkation
from the
the date
the period
period from
case
the date
date of
of disembarkation
disembarkation on
on return
from such
such service,
service, both
both dates
dates
return from
the
inclusive
inclusive;;
"Home
service."
(c)
term "home
"home service"
oversea
means all service not oversea
service" means
The term
(C) Te
"Homeservice."
service;
service;
"Adjusted
service credit"
(d) The term ""adjusted
sere
"Adjusted
adjusted service
credit" means
means the amount of the
credit."
credit computed
computed under
provisions of Title II; and
credit.'1
under the provisions
"Person."
partnership, corporation,
(e)
"person"
"Person."
(e) The term "
person" includes a
a partnership,
corporation, or
an individual.
association, as
individual.
as an
as well
well as
association,
"Oversee service."
service."
"Oversea

service

Adjusted
Adjusted

Allowed for
for each day
in
excess of 60 of active
active
in excess
World War
War service
with United
States
ta te s
nited
fos
forces.

Allowed

SERVICE CREDIT.
TITLE
TITLE II.-ADJUSTED
H.—ADJUSTED SERVICE
CnEurr.

Service

Credit.
Credit.

each day

S
EC. 201.
The amount of adjusted service credit shall be comSEC.
201. The

allowing the following
following sums for each
each day of active servputed by allowing

ice,
in excess
or naval
naval forces
forces of
the
of the
military or
in the
the military
days, in
of sixty
sixty days,
excess of
ice, in
United States
after April
April 5,
5, 1917,
1917, and
July 1,
1919, as
as shown
shown
1, 1919,
before July
and before
States after
United
by the
the service
service or
or other
record of
of the
$1.25 for
for each
each day of
of
the veteran:
veteran: $1.25
other record
by
oversea
and $1
for each
day of
service; but the amount
amount
Maximum.
home service;
of home
$1 for
each day
service, and
oversea service,
Maximum.
oversea service shall
of
of a
veteran who performed
shall
performed no oversea
a veteran
the credit
credit of
of the
not exceed
$500, and
the amount
amount of
of the credit
veteran who
who
credit of aa veteran
and the
not
exceed $500,
performed
exceed $625.
service shall not exceed
any oversea
oversea service
performed any
Service
S
EC. 202. In computing
computing the adjusted
adjusted service credit
credit no allowance
allowance
SEC.
Service excluded.
excluded.
shall be made toto—
Commission officers
officers
(a)
grade of captain
commission
(a) Any commissioned
commissioned officer
officer above the
the g,rade
captain in the
above
designated
above designated
Army or
Marine Corps,
lieutenant in
lieutenant or
Navy, first lieutenant
in the
the Navy,
Corps, lieutenant
or Marine
grades, etc.
Army
first lieutenant
lieutenant of
or passed
passed assistant
assistant
Coast Guard,
Guard, or
in the
the Coast
of engineers
engineers in
first
surgeon in
Service, or
or having
having the
pay and
and allowallowthe pay
Health Service,
in the
the Public
Public Health
surgeon
such
to any of such
ances, if
if not
of any
officer superior
rank to
superior in rank
rank, of
any officer
not the
the rank,
ances,
grades—in
period of service
service as such;
such;
the period
grades-in each
each case for the
Individuals
while
Individuals while
(b)
permanent or provisional
(b) Any individual
individual holding
holding aa permanent
provisional commiscommisholding commissions
commissions in
holding
sion
in any
of the
the military
military
higher
any branch
branch of
or acting
acting warrant
warrant in
sion or
or permanent
permanent or
higher grades,
grades, etc.
etc.
or naval
or (while
(while holding
such commission
warrant)
commission or warrant)
forces, or
holding such
or
naval forces,
serving under
temporary commission
commission in aa higher
grade—in each
each
higher grade-in
a temporary
under a
serving
case for
for the
period of
of service
commission or
or warrant
warrant
under such commission
service under
the period
case
or in such hioher grade after the accrual of the right to pay thereNoncommissioned
Noncommissioned or in such higher grade after the accrual of the right to pay thereofficers excepted.
excepted.
under.
This subdivision
subdivision shall
shall not apply
noncommissioned
apply to any noncommissioned
officers
under. This
officer
•
officer;'
r or employee
(fc)iAny civilian
officers. desCivilian officers,
(c)
civilian officer
of any
branch of
of the
military
the military
any branch
employee of
officer or
(c) Any
gnated classes ofservignated
service, etc.
or
contract surgeon,
cadet of the
the United States Military
or naval
naval forces,
forces, contract
surgeon, cadet
Academy, midshipman,
cadet engineer
engineer of the
the Coast Guard,
midshipman, cadet
cadet or cadet
Academy,
member of the
the Reserve
Reserve Officers'
Training Corps, member
member of the
Officers' Training
member
Students Army
Army Training
(except an enlisted man detailed
detailed
Training Corps
Corps (except
Students'
thereto),
member of
of the
the Philippine
Philippine Guard,
Guard, memScout, member
thereto), Philippine
Philippine Scout,
ber
member of
of the
the National
National Guard
Guard
Constabulary, member
ber of
of the
the Philippine
Philippine Constabulary,
of Hawaii,
Hawaii, member
member of
the insular
insular force
of the
the Navy,
member of
of
force of
Navy, member
of the
of
the Samoan
Samoan native
native guard
of the
Indian Scout—
or Indian
Scoutand band
band of
the Navy,
Navy, or
the
guard and
in
each case
case for
for the
the period
of service
service as
such;
as such;
in each
period of
Entering
service after
Enteingserviceafter
armistice.
Officers

on

home

without troops.
service without
troops.
Post, p. 123.
Pot,p.
123.

Public
health memmemPublic health
with
bers not detailed
detailed with

forces.
forces.

During farm,
furong pefaro
furlough
period.

e
tc,
etc.,

individual entering
(d)
(d) Any
Any individual
entering the military or naval
naval forces
forces after
after
November
period after
after such
entrance;
such entrance;
1918-for any
any period
November 11,
11, 1918—for
(e)
warrant officer
performing home
servhome servofficer performing
or warrant
commissioned or
Any commissioned
(e) Any
ice not
with troops
troops and
and receiving
receiving commutation
of quarters
or of
ice
not with
commutation of
quarters or
of
subsistence—for the
of such
service;
such service;
the period
period of
subsistence-for
(f)
member of the Public Health Service-for
(f) Any member
Service—for any period
period
during
he was
duty with
with the
the Army
Army or
or the
the
during which
which he
was not
not detailed
detailed for
for duty
Navy;
Navy;
(g) Any
Any individual
individual granted
farm or
or industrial
industrial furlough-for
furlough—for
granted aa farm
(g)
the
period of
such furlough;
furlough;
of such
the period
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(h) Any individual
or other
other conconindividual detailed
detailed for work
work on
on roads
roads or

wltc
c;

While on
pay
While
road
work,
etc.,
withonpay
equal
to
equal

employ:e s.
struction or
or repair
repair work-for
work—for the'period
the period during
his pay
struction
during which
which his
pay ectivc.,ian
civilian employees.
u

was
equalized to
to conform
conform to
compensation paid
paid to
civilian ememto civilian
to the
the compensation
was equalized

ployees in
the same
or like
like employment,
to the
the provisions
provisions Vol. 40,
ployees
in the
same or
employment, pursuant
pursuant to
40, p.
p. 1202.

of section
of the
the Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
Act making
making appropriations
for
appropriations for
"An Act
of
section 9
9 of
the service
the Post
Office Department
the fiscal
year ending
ending
for the
fiscal year
Department for
of the
Post Office
the
service of
June 30,
1920, and
and for
for other
other purposes,"
purposes," approved
February 28,
28,
approved February
30, 1920,
June
1919;
1919; or
Persons released
from
ea edfrom
(1)
individual who was
discharged or
(i) Any
Any individual
was discharged
or otherwise released
released drsonsrel
draft.
from
period of
terminating with such
such
service terminating
of service
from the
the draft—for
draft-for the period
discharge
release.
discharge or
or release.
Exceptionally
haz-

SEC.
203. (a)
(a) The
S
EC. 203.
referred to
in subdivision
subdivision (e)
(e) of
of section
section ardous
The periods
periods referred
to in
Exceptionally
hasece
home service
be included.
in the case of any individual
aybeincluded.
202 may be included
included in
individual if
if and
and to the may
Ante, p. 122.
extent
the Secretary
of War
and the
Secretary of
the Navy
Navy
the Secretary
of the
that the
Secretary of
War and
extent that
jointly find that such service
service subjected such individual to excepexceptional
hazard. A full statement
under this subdivision
subdivision
statement of
of all
all action under
tional hazard.
shall be included
included in the reports of the Secretary
Secretary of War and the
Secretary
Navy required
required by
by section
section 307.
Secretary of
of the
the Navy
307.
A
appiAll exclusions applicomputing
(b) In computing the credit to any veteran
veteran under this title cable in computing
(b)
credit.
effect
subdivisions of section 202 which are credit.
given to all subdivisions
effect shall be given
applicable.
applicable.
Computing 60 days'
(c) If
days'
(c)
If part of the service is oversea service
service and part is home sComputing
service if part 60
overseas
and
home.
computing the sixty andhome.
service, the home service shall first be used in computing
days'
period referred
referred to
in section
section 201.
days' period
to in
201.
Service computed m
in
referred 60daympeo
(d) For
For the purpose
purpose of computing
computing the sixty days' period referred
60 days' period. uted
after April 5, 1917, and
and
to in section
section 201, any period of service after
capacity
before July 1, 1919, in the military
military or naval forces in any capacity
may
such
allowance of credit for such
be included,
included, notwithstanding
notwithstanding allowance
may be
prohibited under
Excusions.
is prohibited
under the provisions of Exclusions.
period, or
or a
a part
part thereof,
thereof, is
Ante, p.
122.
to in
subdivisions (b),
(b), Ante,
p. 122.
the periods
referred to
section 202,
except that
that the
periods referred
in subdivisions
section
202. except
(c), and
that section
section shall
shall not
not be
be included.
Rction
(c),
and (d)
(d) of
of that
included.
Recognition of National
Guard and
and ReReSuard
(e)
(e) For the purposes of section 201, in
in the case
case of members
members of tional
serve service before
before
the National Guard or of the National Guard Reserve called
called into Auugst5
.
gust 5, 191.7.
President dated July 3, 1917, the
service by
by the proclamation
proclamation of the President
time
call into the service as specified in
in
date of
of call
service between
between the date
time of service
such proclamation
proclamation and August
August 5, 1917, both dates inclusive, shall be
deemed
service in the military
military or naval forces of the
deemed to be active service
United
United States.
TITLE III.-GENERAL
III.—GENERAL Pito
mums.
PROVISIONS.
TrILE
BENEFITS GRANTED
GRANTED VETERANS.
VETERANS.
BENEFITS

SEC. 301.
entitled:
SEC.
301. Each
Each veteran
veteran shall be entitled:

(1)
"adjusted service pay"
pay" as
IV,
as provided
provided in Title
Title IV,
(1) To receive "adjusted
if
of his
his adjusted
50 or
or less;
less;
service credit
credit is
is $50
the amount
amount of
adjusted service
if the
(2) To receive an ""adjusted service
certificate" as provided
provided in
(2)
service certificate"
$50.
credit is
is more
service credit
Title
V, if
the amount
of his
his adjusted
adjusted service
more than
than $50.
Title V,
if the
amount of

APPLICATION BY VETERAN.

APPLICATION BY VETERAN.

S
SEC.
EC.

General
provisions.
ner provisions.
Benefits.
Benefits.
Granted veterans.
ransted service
seterns.pay.
Adjusted
ay.
o,
Post, p. 125.
Post p. 125.
Adjusted
service certificate.
tifdcate.t
ce
Post, p. 125.
Post p. 125Applications.
Applications.

To be
filed indepartin departTo
befled
A veteran
veteran may
302. (a)
(a) A
302.
may receive the benefits
benefits to which he is ment
last service.
service.
of last
ment of
application claiming
Act
entitled by filing an application
claiming the benefits
benefits of this Act
with the Secretary
Secretary of War, if he is serving in, or his last service
Secretary of the Navy, if
was.with, the military forces; or with the Secretary
if
he
in, or
or his
last service
service was
with, the
the naval
was with,
naval forces.
forces.
his last
he is
is serving
serving in,
Before aTannery
Jnmr a
11,
Befo
application shall be made on or before January
(b) Such application
January 1, 1928, 1928.
and
not made
made on
or before
date shall
shall be
void.
and if
if not
on or
before such
such date
be held
held void.
Personally by vet(c) An application shall
shall be
by the
eran unless
Pnylphysically
(c)
be made
made (1)
(1) personally
personally by
the veteran,
veteran, eran
bpy
stdisqualified.
prevents the making disquafied.
mental incapacity
incapacity prevents
or (2)
(2) in
in case
case physical
or
physical or
or mental
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regde
ulations
to be made.
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of aapersonal application,
application, then by such representative
veteran
representative of
of the veteran
and in such manner as the Secretary of War and
Secretary of
and the Secretary
of
the Navy shall jointly by regulation
regulation prescribe.
prescribe. An application
application
made by aa representative other than one authorized by any such
such
regulation
regulation shall be held void.
(d) The
The Secretary
and the
the Secretary
the Navy
Navy shall
. .(d)
Secretary of
of War
War and
Secretary of
of the
shall
necessary to the efficient administration
jointly make any regulations
regulations necessary
administration
of the provisions
provisions of this
this section.
section.
TRANSMITTAL
TRANSMITTAL

Transmittal.

SEss. 1.
1..
SEss.

OF APPLICATION.
OF
APPLICATION.

Certificate of service

SEC. 303.
303. (a)
(a) As
As soon
as practicable
after the
the receipt
receipt of
valid
SEC.
soon as
practicable after
of a
a valid
application
the
Secretary
of
War
Secretary
or
Secretary
of
the
Navy,
as
the
Secretary
of
the
Navy,
as
tion.
n
the case may be, shall transmit to the Director of the United States
the
States
(hereinafter in this Act referred to
Veterans' Bureau (hereinafter
to as the
Contents of
of certificertif- ""Director
Director ")
application and aa certificate
certificate setting
") the application
setting forthforth—
cate.
e
(1) That the applicant is a
(1)
a veteran;
veteran;
2) His name and address;
(2)
address;
(3) The date and place of his birth; and
and
(4) The amount of his adjusted service credit together
with the
the
together with
facts of record
record in his department
department upon which such above conclusions
conclusions
are based.
Benefits extended
extended on
on
Benefits
receipt
d
(b) Upon receipt
receipt of such certificate
receipt theof.
thereof.
certificate the
Director shall
shall proceed
the Director
proceed to
to
Post,
125.
Pot,p. 125.
extend
veteran the benefits provided for in Title IV or
extend to
to the
the veteran
V
or V
to be transmitted
trasmtei to
tc
to
Director with
applicaDirector
with appliea

Pblity.
Publicity.

PUBLICITY.
PUBLICIT X.
PUBULCTY.

Explanatory
pamtobe
prepr
phlets
to
be prepared
I
amd published.
and
published.

pExts

SEC.
S
EC. 304. (a) The Director
Director shall, as
soon as
as practicable
practicable after
as soon
after the

the
enactment
enactment of this Act, prepare
prepare and publish
publish a
pamphlet or pamphlets
pamphlets
a pamphlet

containing
explanation of
containing a
a digest and explanation
of the
the provisions
of this
this Act;
Act;
provisions of
and shall from time to time
time thereafter
prepare and
such
thereafter prepare
and publish
publish such
additional or supplementary
supplementary information as
additional
as may
found necessary.
necessary.
may be
be found
(b)
(b) The publications provided for in subdivision (a)
(a) shall
shall be
be
distributed in such manner
distributed
manner as the Director
determine to
Director may
may determine
to be
be
most effective
most
effective, to inform veterans and their dependents
dependents of
of their
their
rights under
under this
Act.
this Act.
STATISTICS.
STATISTICS.

Distribution.

Dstribtn.

Statistics.
Diansucs.
Individual
service
Individual
service
record of each
each veteran
zecord
veteran

SEC.
S
EC. 305. Immediately upon
the enactment
this Act
upon the
enactment of
of this
Act the
the
Secretary of
of War
War and the Secretary
Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Navy
Navy shall
ascertain
shall ascertain
the
individuals who are veterans as defined
defined in section
the individuals
section 2,
and, as
as
2, and,
to each veteran, the number of days
of oversea
oversea service
service and
home
days of
and of
of home
service, as defined
2, for
defined in section 2,
he is
is entitled
to receive
receive
for which
which he
entitled to
Findings, and payments
ndertogovern
service credit,
and their findings shall
ments
under,
to govern adjusted
shall not
adjusted service
credit, and
not be
be subject
subject to
to
accounting officers.
accountingofiers.
review by
the General
General Accounting
Accounting Office,
Office, and payments
review
by the
payments made
made by
by
disbursing officers
officers of the United
United States
States Veterans'
made in
in
Veterans' Bureau
Bureau made
accordance with such findings
accordance
findings shall
passed to
their credit.
credit.
shall be
be passed
to their
to
be ascertained.
tobe
ascertained.

Administrative
Administrative regulations.
lations.

Officers
Officers
necessary.
necessary.

to

to

make

make

Reports.
To be made annually

be made annually
toTo
Congress.
y

onegdeann.

ADMINISTRATIVE
ADMINISTRATIVE REGULATIONS.
REGULATIONS.

SEC.
306. Any
Any officer
S
EC. 306.
officer charged
charged with any function
function under
under this
this Act
Act
shall
inconsistent with this
shall make
make such regulations, not inconsistent
this Act,
Act, as
as may
may
be necessary to the efficient
efficient administration
such function.
function.
administration of
of such
REPORTS.
REPORTS.
S
EC. 307.
officer charged
with the
th e a
dm i
ni
st
rat i
on ofany part
SEC.
307. Any
Any officer
charged with
administration
of any part
of this
this Act
a full report to Congress on
on the first
of
Act shall
shall make a
first Monday
Monday
of
of December
December of each year as to his administration
administration thereof.
thereof.
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CONGRESS.
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SESS.
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SEss. I.

CH. 157.
157.

125
125
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AND TAXATION.
EXEMPTION
FROM ATTACHMENT
ATTACHMENT AND
TAXATION.
EXEMPTION FROM

Exemptions.
Exemptions.

SEC. 308.
payable under
under this
Act to
veteran or
or his
his und
r payable
herepayable hereSumS
to aa veteran
this Act
SEC.
308. No
No sum
sum payable
dependents, or
or to
his estate,
to any
any beneficiary
beneficiary named
Title attac
r
hmeeni,mpt
t
axato
om
n,
taxation,
attachment,
under Title
named under
or to
estate, or
to his
dependents,
e

V, no
adjusted service
service certificate,
proceeds of
made et
etc.'
of any loan made
no proceeds
and no
certificate, and
V,
no adjusted
on
such certificate,
to attachment,
or seizure
attachment, levy, or
subject to
shall be
be subject
certificate, shall
on such
under
any legal
or equitable
process, or
National or
or State
State taxation.
or to
to National
legal or
equitable process,
under any
FEES.
UNLAWYUL FEES.
UNLAWFUL

S
EC. 309.
309. Any
Any person
person who
collects, or
or attempts
to
attempts to
or collects,
who charges
charges or
SEC.
charge
or collect,
collect, either directly
i
indirectly, any fee or other
directly or
or indirectly,
charge or
a veteran
compensation
veteran or his dependents
dependents
for assisting in any manner a
compensation for
in obtaining
obtaining any
any of
the benefits,
he is
is
to which he
or loans to
privileges, or
of the
benefits, privileges,
in
entitled under
the provisions
of this
Act shall,
conviction
upon conviction
shall, upon
this Act
provisions of
under the
entitled
thereof, be
be subject
subject to
to a
a fine
of not
more than $500,
imprisonment
$500, or imprisonment
not more
fine of
thereof,
for not
or both.
both.
one year, or
not more
more than
than one
for
TITLE IV.-ADJUSTED
W.—ADJUSTED SERVICE
SERVICE PAY.
PAY.
TITLE
Sic.
There shall
paid to
to each
each veteran
Director
by the
the Director
be paid
veteran by
SEC. 401.
401. There
shall be
(as soon
soon as
as practicable
receipt of
of an
(as
practicable after
after receipt
an application
application in
in accordance
accordance
with
the provisions
provisions of
1925),
March 1, 1925),
of section
section 302, but not before March
with the
in addition
addition to
such veteran
veteran in pursuance
amounts due such
to any other amounts
in
of law,
law, the
amount of
his adjusted
only if,
if, and only
service credit,
credit, if,
adjusted service
of his
the amount
of
such credit
than $50.
$50.
such
credit is
is not
not more
more than
SEC. 402.
402. No
right to
adjusted service
pay under
under the
provisions
the provisions
service pay
to adjusted
No right
SEC.
of
this title
title shall
shall be
as security
security for
for any
any loan.
loan.
serve as
or serve
be assignable
assignable or
of this
Any
assignment or
made in
in violation
of the
of this
this
provisions of
the provisions
violation of
or loan
loan made
Any assignment
section
shall be
held void.
void. Except
as provided
provided in
in Title
Title VI,
VI, the
the
section shall
be held
Except as
Director shall
shall not pay the amount
amount of adjusted service pay to any
Director
person other
than the
the veteran
veteran or
such representative
representative of the
the veteran
veteran
or such
other than
person
as
regulation prescribe.
by regulation
as he
he shall
shall by
TITLE
SERVICE CERTIFICATES.
CERTIFICATES.
V.-ADJUSTED SERVICE
ITLmE V.—ArausTim

Unlawful
fees.
Unlawful fees.
ing
P,
unishment
for char

Prihmentforcha-

g ec.

Adjusted service pay.
AdJustedservicepay.

Amount payable if
mri^nOtbl
service
aedit not over
$60.
Pose, pp.681,1212.
s$5app.681
22,

agnmnt,
etc.,
No assi
gnment, etc..

allowed.
allowed.

Payment only to veteranmretonldene
eran,
or dependent. t
Post, p.
p. 128.
128.
Po,

Adjusted service cerservce
ti
tificates.

Issue of, authorized
SEC. 501.
501. The
The Director,
upon certification
certification from the
autiorzed
toense
,veterans entitled.
the Secretary
Secretary of to
Director, upon
SEC.
p. 124.
War
or
the
Secretary
of
the
Navy,
as
provided
in
section
303,
is
Ane, p. 124.
War or the Secretary of the Navy, as provided in section 303, is Ante,
hereby directed
directed to
without cost
cost to
designated
veteran designated
to the veteran
issue without
to issue
hereby
therem
non-participating adjusted
service certificate
certificate (hereinafter
(hereinafter Face value to equal
adjusted service
therein aa non-participating
in
certificate ")
face value
value equal
equal to
to 20
endenea
toin2Fya
of aa face
as aa "
" certificate
") of
this title
title referred
referred to
to as
in this
year endowment
the amount
in dollars
dollars of
20-year endowment
insurance that
the =trance.
ance
that the
endowment insurance
of 20-year
amount in
the
amount
service credit
increased by
per centum
by 25 per
credit increased
his adjusted
adjusted service
of his
amount of
would purchase,
purchase, at
age on
on his
his birthday
birthday nearest
the
nearest the date of the
his age
at his
would
certificate,
if applied
applied as
net single
in Calculation.
calculation.
calculated in
premium,' calculated
single premium
a net
as a
certificate, if
the
accordance
accepted actuarial
actuarial principles and based upon the
accordance with accepted
American Experience
Experience Table of Mortality
at 4
4 per Effective date, etc.
interest at
Mortality and interest
American
centum
compounded annually.
The certificate
ivedet
be
shall be
certificate shall
annually. The
annum, compounded
per annum,
centum per
dated, and
all rights
under the
provisions of
of this
this title
title
the provisions
conferred under
rights conferred
and all
dated,
shall take
effect, as
of the
as of
the 1st day of the month in which the
take effect,
shall
application
January 1, 1925. The
filed, but in no case before January
application is filed,
veteran shall
shall name
of the
the certificate
certificate and
may from
and may
the beneficiary
beneficiary of
name the
veteran
Payable in
in 200 years.
years.
such Payable
the Director,
Director, change
of the
time to
to time,
time with
the approval
approval of
change such
with the
time
beneficiary. The
The amount
amount of
face value
of the
the certificate
certificate
value of
the face
of the
beneficiary.
(except
subdivisions (c),
(c), (d),
(d), (e),
of section
section
(f) of
(e), and
and (f)
in subdivisions
as provided
provided in
(except as
502)
shall be
be payable
out of
the fund
by section
505 (1)
502) shall
payable out
of the
fund treated
created by
section 505
(1) to
to Tobenefr.y
oresTo beneficiary, or
of veteran.
the veteran
veteran twenty
years after
the date
date of
the certificate,
(2) upon
vetean
upon tate
tat of
certificate, or (2)
of the
after the
twenty years
the
the
twenty-year
the death of the veteran prior to the expiration of such twenty-year
period,
the beneficiary
beneficiary named;
except that
that if
if such
beneficiary
such beneficiary
named; except
to the
period, to
dies before
the veteran and
named, or if
beneficiary is named,
new beneficiary
and no new
before the
dies

126
126
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157.
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1924.

the
beneficiary in
in the
the first
has not
yet been
been named,
the
named, the
not yet
instance has
first instance
the beneficiary
amount of
the face
face value
certificate shall
paid to the
be paid
shall be
the certificate
of the
value of
of the
amount
Amount if
be- estate
the veteran
dies after
after making
making application
application
veteran dies
If the
veteran. If
the veteran.
of the
estate of
dying beAmount if dying
fore Ja1111817 1, 1925.
under
section 302,
302, but before
before January
January 1,
1, 1925,
1925, then
then the amount
amount of
under section
y
fo Ja
the face
of the
the certificate
certificate shall
paid in
in the
the same
manner
same manner
be paid
shall be
value of
face value
the
as if
if his
his death
death had
January 1, 1925.
after January
occurred after
had occurred
as
Loan
privileges.
Loan privileges.

noAig
LOAN

PRIVILEGES.
PRIVILEGES.

A loan
S
EC. 502.
(a) A
loan may be made
made to aaveteran
veteran upon his adjusted
adjusted
502. (a)
SEC.
with
service
certificate
only
in
accordance
the provisions of this
accordance
in
only
service certificate
uponcertificate.
section.
Bank
to
(b) Any
Any national
national bank,
bank, or
or any bank or trust company incorpoincorpo(b)
authorized to
Bank authorized
loan veteran on his
or the
possession,
promissory notesecured rated
under
the
laws
of
any
State,
Territory,
possession,
Territory,
State,
any
of
laws
ronmisoternonhis rated under the
by certificate.
District
Columbia (hereinafter
this section
section called
called "bank
"bank "),
"), is
is
in this
(hereinafter in
of Columbia
District of
by certificate.
the
authorized,
after
the
expiration
of
two
years
date
of
the
after
years
two
of
expiration
the
after
authorized,
certificate,
to loan
loan to
any veteran
veteran upon
upon, his
his promissory
secured
promissory note secured
to any
certificate, to
by his
certificate (with
(with or
consent of
or without the consent
service certificate
adjusted service
his adjusted
by
Amount
the beneficiary
thereof) any amount
amount not in excess of the loan
loan basis
beneficiary thereof)
restricted, the
Amount restricted,
certificate.
the
of
Pod,
p.
in.
(as
defined
in
subdivision
(g)
of
this
section)
of
the
certificate.
section)
this
of
(g)
subdivision
in
defined
(as
Pos,p..127.
the loan
Interest allowed.
The
rate of
of interest
charged upon
upon the
loan by the bank
bank shall
shall not
interest charged
The rate
alowed.
Interest
at
charged
rate
the
exceed,
by
more
than
2
per
centum
per
annum,
charged
at
annum,
exceed, by more than 2 per centum
the date
of the
loan for
for the
discount of 90-day
90-day commercial
commercial paper
paper
the discount
the loan
date of
the
under
section 13
Reserve Act by the Federal
Federal reserve
Federal Reserve
the Federal
of the
13 of
under section
bank for
for the
Federal reserve
reserve district
district in
which the
the bank
is located.
located.
bank is
in which
the Federal
bank
bank.
Sale, etc., by holding Any bank holding a note for a loan under this section 'secured
secured by
Any bank holding a note for a loan under
baek.etcbod
certificate (whether
originally making
making the loan or a
a
bank originally
the bank
(whether the
aa certificate
bank
to which
which the
certificate have
have been transferred)
transferred) may
and certificate
note and
the note
bank to
sell the
the note
to, or
discount or
or rediscount
rediscount it with,
bank
with, any bank
or discount
note to,
sell
and
section
this
under
D
t etc.,
etc. by
by authorized
to
make
a
loan
to
a
veteran
under
section
and
veteran
a
to
loan
a
make
to
authorized
Disnt,
iscoun,
,
Federal
reserve bank.
transfer
certificate to
to such
such bank. Upon the indorsement
indorsement of any
the certificate
transfer the
Federalreservbank.
notice, and protest
bank,
which shall
shall be
be deemed
waiver of
of demand,
demand, notice
protest
deemed aawaiver
bank, which
by
bank as
own indorsement exclusively,
exclusively, and subject to
its own
to its
as .to
such bank
by such
such
regulations to
to be
prescribed by
Reserve Board, any such
Federal Reserve
the Federal
by the
be prescribed
regulations
eligible
be
a
by
held
note
secured
a
certificate
and
a
bank
shall
eligible
certificate
a
by
note secured
for
discount or
or rediscount
by the
Federal reserve
reserve bank for the
the Federal
rediscount by
for discount
is located.
bank
the
which
Federal
reserve
district
which
bank
located. Such note
in
reserve
Federal
shall
eligible for
whether or not the bank
rediscount whether
discount or rediscount
for discount
be. eligible
shall be,
a member of the
offering the
discount or rediscount
rediscount is a
for discount
note for
the note
offering
Federal Reserve
Reserve System
System :rid
acquired the note in
whether or not it acquired
.nd whether
Federal
the first
from the
the veteran
veteran or
or acquired
acquired it by transfer upon
upon
instance from
first instance
the
bank. Such
any other bank.
Maturity
required.
the
of any
Such note shall
shall not be eligible
indorsement of
the indorsement
Matrity required
for discount
or rediscount
discount or
unless it has at the time of discount
rediscount unless
discount or
for
rediscount a
excess of nine months exclusive of
maturity not in excess
a maturity
rediscount
Federal reserve
Interest.
days of
of grace.
grace. The
The rate
rate of
interest charged
charged by
by the
the Federal
of interest
days
Interest.
bank shall
shall be
charged by it for the discount or
same as that charged
be the same
bank
Rediscount
90-day notes
notes drawn
drawn for
for commercial
commercial purposes.
purposes. The
The
of 90-day
rediscount of
Fed- rediscount
by FedRediscount by
ra twerve bank
eral
of Federal Reserve
Reserve
Board
is
authorized
to
permit,
or
on
the
affirmative
affirmative
the
on
or
permit,
to
authorized
is
Board
Federal
r
ter
rheeldby
les
nnotes held by other reBoard to
serve banks,
vote of
least five
five members
the TFederal
Reserve Board
to
Federal Reserve
of the
members of
at least
of at
vote
banks.
serve
require, a
Federal reserve
reserve bank to rediscount,
rediscount, for any other
other
a Federal
require,
Federal
reserve bank,
notes secured
secured by aa certificate.
certificate. The rate of
bank, notes
Federal reserve
interest for
such
rediscounts
fixed
Federal Reserve
fixed by the Federal
be
shall
rediscounts
such
for
interest
Notice to veteran of
Board. In
the note
note is
rediscounted the
or rediscounted
discounted, or
sold, discounted,
is sold,
case the
In case
f Board.
notetern
o
salie.
sale,
etc., of note.
veteran by
bank making
the transfer
transfer shall promptly
promptly notify the veteran
making the
bank
Action
if
note
not
mail
at
his
last
known
post-office
address.
post-office
known
last
his
at
mail
not
note
ction i
paid
at maturity.
(c) If
veteran does not pay the principal and interest of the
If the veteran
(c)
maturity.
paid at
loan
its maturity,
the bank
the note
note and certificate
holding the
bank holding
maturity, the
upon its
loan upon
may,
at any
after maturity
maturity of
of the
the loan
loan but
but not
not before
before the
time after
any time
may. at
expiration
of six
the loan was made, present
present them
after the
months after
six months
expiration of

Allowed to
veteran
to veteran
Allowed
upon certificate,
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Director may
accept
to
the Director.
The Director
Director may,
in his
his discretion,
the certificate,
mayand
accept
Director
accept the
discretion, accept
may, in
to the
Director. The
and
canpay
certificate,
pay
cancel
note.
certificate
certificate), and pay cel note.
the certificate),
not the
(but not
note (but
the note
cancel the
note, cancel
and note,
certificate and
the
in full
full satisfaction
satisfaction of
of its claim, the amount of the unpaid
bank, in
the bank,
principal
due it,
it, and
the unpaid
unpaid interest
at the
the rate fixed
fixed
accrued, at
interest accrued,
and the
principal due
Certificate restored to
in the
note, up
up to
of the
issued to the
paoinedtgg
vetrciotee on payin
the bank. The veteran
the check
check issued
to the
the date
date of
the note,
in
amount
for canceled
canceled
amount
time prior
at any
any time
Director
to the
prior to its note,
veteran, at
the veteran,
restore to
shall restore
Director shall
and for
interest.
maturity, any
accepted, upon receipt from him of an
certificate so accepted,
any certificate
maturity,
amount
to the
the sum
sum of
(1) the
amount paid
paid by
by the
the United
United
the amount
of (1)
equal to
amount equal
States
to the
in cancellation
of his
his note,
note, plus
plus (2)
(2) interest
interest on
on
cancellation of
bank in
the bank
States to
such
amount from
from the
time of
of such
such payment
to the
the date of such
payment to
the time
such amount
receipt, at
at 6
per centum
centum per
per annum,
annum compounded
e not recer
annually.
compounded annually.
6 per
receipt,
If certificate
amount
etc.,eamount
deemed,
certificate from the deemed,
amount
his certificate
redeem his
(d) If
the veteran
to redeem
fails to
tc.,
veteran fails
deemed,eetc.,
If the
(d)
forrte
canceled
note,
with
eduthe
tcelednote
veteran, interest,
Director before
its maturity,
maturity, or
or before
before the
the death
death of
of the
the veteran,
before its
Director
to be deducted
from
its
face
value.
the
Director
shall
deduct
from
the
face
value
of
the
certificate
(as
fromitsfacevalue.
(as
certificate
the
of
the Director shall deduct from the face value
determined in
in section
section 501)
501) an
amount equal
the sum
sum of
of (1)
(1) the
to the
equal to
an amount
determined
amount
the United
United States
account of
the
of the
on account
bank on
the bank
to the
States to
by the
paid by
amount paid
note
of the
the veteran,
plus (2)
interest on
such amount
amount from
from the time
on such
(2) interest
veteran, plus
note of
of
such payment
payment to
the date
date of
maturity of
the certificate
or of
of the
the
certificate or
of the
of maturity
to the
of such
ent of
Payment
of remainremaindeath of
of the
per centum
centum per annum, com- dPym
6 per
the veteran,
veteran, at the rate of 6
death
der.
Ante, p.125.
pounded
annually, and
and shall
shall pay
pay the
remainder in accordance-with
accordance-with Ante,p.25.
the remainder
pounded annually,
the provisions
of section
the
provisions of
section 501.
501.
Settlement if veteran
(e)
before the
the maturity
maturity of
the loan,
loan the
lbefntr
loanf
the dies before
of the
loan madies before
the veteran
veteran dies
(e) If
If the
tures.
amount
the unpaid
unpaid principal
the unpaid
unpaid interest accrued up ture.
principal and the
of the
amount of
to
the date
his death
death shall
shall be
immediately due and
and payable. Note to be paid and
be immediately
of his
date of
to the
In
if the
the veteran
veteran dies
on the
the day
the loan
loan matures
Notetobead and
matures canceled.
day the
dies on
or if
such case,
case, or
In such
or
within six
six months
months thereafter,
thereafter, the
bank holding
holding the note
note and
and
the bank
or within
certificate shall,
upon notice
notice of
death, present
present them to the
the death,
of the
shall, upon
certificate
Director,
shall thereupon
thereupon cancel
cancel the note (but not the
who shall
Director, who
certificate) and
and pay
pay to
full satisfaction
of its
its claim,
claim,
satisfaction of
in full
bank, in
the bank,
to the
certificate)
the
the unpaid
unpaid principal
principal and
and unpaid
at the
the
interest, at
unpaid interest,
of the
the amount
amount of
rate fixed
in the
the note,
note, accrued
accrued up
the date
date of
of the
the check
check issued
issued to the Interest limitation.
to the
up to
fixed in
rate
bank;
except that
that if,
prior to
to the
the payment,
the bank
is notified
notified of Interestlimitation.
bank is
payment, the
if, prior
bank; except
the
by the
fails to
the certificate
certificate and
and note
note
present the
to present
and fails
Director and
the Director
death by
the death
to
after the
such interest
interest Dedncon
ace
notice,' such
the notice
days after
fifteen days
Director within
within fifteen
to the
the Director
Deduction from
from face
value and
remainder
remainder
and
shall be
only up
up to
the fifteenth
fifteenth day
day after
after such notice. The value
to the
be only
shall
payable to beneficiary.
Director shall
shall deduct
deduct the
the amount
so paid
paid from
from the
the face
value (as
"
to beneiciary.
(as paable
Ante, p.125.
face value
amount so
Director
determined
under section
501) of
certificate and
and pay
pay the
the
the certificate
of the
section 501)
determined under
remainder in
the provisions
provisions of section
section 501.
501.
with the
in accordance
accordance with
remainder
Payment of notice by
(f)
If the
veteran has
has not
of the
the Director
note by
DPrymtof
of
Director
on failure
failu
on
maturity of
the maturity
before the
died before
not died
the veteran
(f) If
veteran.
certificate, and
failed to
to pay
to the
bank or
or the
the Federal
Federal veteran.
the bank
his note
note to
pay his
has failed
and has
certificate,
reserve bank
bank holding
holding the
certificate, such
such bank
at
bank shall, at
and certificate,
note and
the note
reserve
the maturity
maturity of
of the
certificate, present
the note
note and
and certificate
to the
the
certificate to
present the
the certificate,
the
Director , who
thereupon cancel the note (but not the certifishall thereupon
who shall
Director,
cate)
to the
bank, in
in full
full satisfaction
of its claim, the
satisfaction of
the bank,
pay to
and pay
cate) and
amount of
the unpaid
at the rate
interest, at
unpaid interest,
and unpaid
principal and
unpaid principal
of the
amount
accrued up to the date of the maturity of the
note, accrued
the note
in the
fixed in
Deduction
from.face
face
certificate.
note,
shall deduct
deduct the
amount so
so paid
from the
from
Deduction
the value
paid from
the amount
Director shall
The
certificate. The
and remainder
payable
to
beneficiary.
tobeneficiary.
payable
pay
and
certificate
the
face
value
(as
determined
in
section
501)
of
certificate
501)
face value (as determined in section
Ante, p. 125.
a p. 15.
the remainder
accordance with
provisions of section 501.
501.
the provisions
with the
in accordance
remainder in
the
lf
Loan basis of certificLoabeas
(g) The
certificate at
at any
any time
time shall, for the cate
any certificate
of any
basis of
loan basis
The loan
(g)
calculated. ceT 'Reserve value at close
excess of 90 ofReervevalueatclose
is not
not in
purpose of
this section,
section, be
amount which
which is
in excess
an amount
be an
of this
purpose
any year.
per
reserve value
certificate on the last day of o anyyear.
of the certificate
value of
of the
the reserve
centum of
per centum
a certificate
the
current certificate
certificate year.
reserve value of a
certificate on
year. The reserve
the current
the
last day
of any
year shall
reserve required
required
the full reserve
be the
shall be
certificate year
any certificate
day of
the last
on
certificate, based
based on
premium for twenty
twenty
annual level net premium
an annual
on an
on such
such certificate,
years
and calculated
calculated in
in accordance
with the
the American
American Experience
Experience
accordance with
years and
Table
and interest
interest at
4 per
centum per annum, comper centum
at 4
of Mortality
Mortality and
Table of
pounded annually.
0
45822°--25t----11
-25t-11
45822
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Bank presenting note
Bankpresentingnote
to make
make affidavit that
that
to

charged
etc., for loan.

veteran
fee,
nofee,
eteran charged no
etc., for loan.
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made under
(h) No
No payment
shall be
be made
under this section
section
note shall
any note
upon any
payment upon
(h)

by the
the Director
to any
unless the
presented to
to him
him
when presented
note when
the note
bank, unless
any bank,
Director to
by

Penalty
charging
for charging
Penalty for

fee, etc.
fee,
etc.

Other
negotiation,
Other negotiation,
etc.,
for
certificate forof certificate
etc., of
bidden,
and void.
void.
bidden, and

is accompanied
accompanied by
an affidavit
affidavit made
officer of
of the
the bank
bank which
which
an officer
by an
made by
by an
is
made the
before a
notary public
public or
other officer
officer designated
designated for
for
or other
a notary
loan, before
the loan,
made
the purpose
by regulation
regulation of
of the
and stating
stating that
that such
such
Director, and
the Director,
purpose by
the
bank has
has not
not charged
or collected,
collected, or
or attempted
attempted to
to charge
charge or
collect,
or collect,
charged or
bank
directly
or
indirectly,
any
fee
or
other
compensation
(except
interest
interest
(except
compensation
directly or indirectly, any fee or other
as authorized
authorized by
this section)
section) in
respect of
of any
any loan
loan made
made under
under
in respect
by this
as
this
by the
to aaveteran.
veteran. Any
Any bank which,
which, or director,
director,
bank to
the bank
section by
this section
attempt
thereof who, does so charge,
employee thereof
charge, collect,
collect, or attempt
officer, or employee
to
charge
or
collect
any
such
fee
or
compensation,
shall
be
liable
to
to
liable
be
shall
to charge or collect any such fee or compensation,
the veteran
penalty of
of $100,
$100, to
to be
be recovered
in a
a civil
suit
civil suit
recovered in
a penalty
for a
veteran for
the
brought by
by the
the veteran.
veteran. The
The Director
upon request
request of any
shall upon
Director shall
brought
bank
blank form
affidavit.
such affidavit.
for such
form for
furnish aablank
veteran furnish
or veteran
bank or

SEC. 503.
503. No
No certificate
certificate issued
right conferred
conferred under
under the
the proproor right
issued or
SEC.

visions of
of this
this title
shall, except
as provided
provided in
in section
section 502,
502, be
be
except as
title shall,
visions
Any negonegotiable
as security
for a
loan. Anynegoa loan.
security for
serve as
or serve
assignable or
or assignable
negotiable or
any, provision
in violation
tiation, assignment,
assignment, or
or loan
violation of any
provision of
of
made in
loan made
tiation,
this
be held
held void.
void.
shall be
section shall
this section
of this title
Conditions
SEC. 504.
certificate issued
issued under
the provisions
provisions of
under the
Any certificate
504. Any
SEC.
be
Conditions to be
printed on face of cershall have
upon its
the conditions
and terms
terms upon
upon
conditions and
face the
its face
printed upon
have printed
shall
iedonacecer
tificate.
which it
it is
is subject,
subject, including
including loan
loan values
it is
which it
to which
and to
issued and
is issued
which
under section
section 502.
502.
under
Adjusted Service CerAdjusted
tificate Fund.

ADJUSTED SERVICE
SERVICE CERTIFICATE
(A.W.1.161CATE FIND.
FUND.
ADJUSTED

S
EC. 505.
hereby created aa fund in the Treasury of the
505. There is hereby
SEC.
Adjusted Service Certificate
United
United States
States to
to be
be known
known as
SS "The
" The Adjusted Service Certificate
title called "fund".
Fund ", hereinafter
in this
this title
"fund ". There
There is hereby
hereby
hereinafter in
Annual appropria- Fund",
Annual
tions authorized for.
authorized
be appropriated
appropriated for
(beginning
calendar year (beginning
each calendar
for each
to be
authorized to
tionsathorzedfor.
with the
calendar year
year 1925
1925 and
calendar year
ending with the calendar
and ending
the calendar
with
1946) an
amount sufficient
as an
an annual
annual premium
provide for
to provide
premium to
sufficient as
an amount
1946)
the
payment of
face value
value of
each adjusted
service certificate
certificate in
adjusted service
of each
the face
of the
the payment
twenty years
years from
date or
or on
on the
the prior
prior death
death of
of the
the veteran,
veteran,
its date
from its
of twenty
Determination
Determination of
in accordance
amount.
such
to be
be determined
determined in
accordance with accepted
accepted actuarial
actuarial
amount to
such amount
amount.
principles
and based
based upon
upon the
the American
Table of
of
Experience Table
American Experience
principles and
Mortality and
centum per
per annum,
compounded
annum, compounded
per centum
at 44 per
interest at
and interest
Mortality
Amounts
to be
set annually.
be set
Amounts to
The amounts so appropriated
appropriated shall be set aside
aside in the
the
aside.
fund
day of
the calendar
calendar year
year for
which appropriated.
appropriated.
for which
of the
first day
the first
on the
fund on
as l e
1925 shall not be in excess
The
the calendar
calendar year
year 1925
excess
Limit for
for 1925.
for the
appropriation for
The appropriation
1925.
Limit

Creation
of, in
in the
Creation of,
Treasury.
Treasury.

Post, pp.682,1212.
pp. 682, 1212.
Pos,

of $100,000,000.
$100,000,000.
of
the Treasury
SEc. 506.
The Secretary
Secretary of the
Treasury is authorized
authorized to invest
506. The
SEC.
and reinvest
reinvest the
moneys in
in the
fund, or
or any
part thereof,
thereof, in
in interestinterestany part
the fund,
the moneys
and
bearing
obligations of
of the
the United
States and
and to
to sell
sell such
such obligations
obligations
United States
bearing obligations
Interest,
United States for the purposes
of the United
purposes of the fund. The interest on
eta., added of
Interest, etc.,
to.
to.
and the proceeds
proceeds from the sale of any such obligations
obligations shall
shall become
a
part of
of the
fund.
the fund.
a part
Payments from fund • S
SEC.
Paymentsfromfund.
EC. 507. All amounts
amounts in the fund shall be available
available for payment,
by
Director, of
upon their
their maturity
certificates upon
service certificates
of adjusted
adjusted service
the Director,
by the
Ante,
p. 126.
126.
of the
or the
prior death
death of
the veteran,
veteran, and for payments
payments under
under section
section 502
502
or
the prior
Ante, p.
to
account of
of notes
of veterans.
veterans.
notes of
on account
banks on
to banks
Investment of
of funds.
funds.
Investment

Dependents.
Dependents.

Order of
Order
of preference.
preference.
Payment of
of service
Payment
service
credit, etc.,
etc., on death
death of
credit,
veteran before
applybefore applyveteran
ing, etc.
Postpp.681,1212
Post,
pp. 681,1212.

TITLE
VI.—PAYMENTS TO VETERAN'S
DEPENDENTS.
VETERAN'S DEPENDENTS.
TrrITLE VI.--PAYMENTS
ORDER
OF PREFERENCE.
PREFERENCE.
ORDER OF

SEC.
(a) If
If the veteran
SEC. 601. (a)
veteran has died
died before
before making application
application
under
section 302.
302, or,
or, if entitled to receive adjusted service
service pay,
under section
he has received
has
making application
application but
but before
before he
received
after making
died after
has died
payment under Title IV, then the amount of his adjusted service
service
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application
credit
(as soon
soon as
practicable after
after receipt
receipt of an application
as practicable
shall (as
credit shall
in accordance
accordance with
of section 604, but
but not before
provisions of
the provisions
with the
in
March
paid to
his dependents,
in the following
following order of
dependents, in
to his
be paid
1, 1925)
1925) be
March 1,
preference:
preference:
(1) To
widow or
or widower
unmarried;
widower if unmarried;
the widow
To the
(1)
(2)(2)If
no unmarried
widow or
or widower,
then to the children,
widower, then
unmarried widow
If no
share and
and share
alike;
share alike;
share
(3)
If no
no unmarried
unmarried widow
widow or
or widower,
then to
to
children, then
or children,
widower, or
(3) If
the mother;
mother;
the
(4)
If no
no unmarried
unmarried widow
widow or
children, or mother,
widower, children,
or widower,
(4) If
then
to
the
father.
then to the father.
under
(b) For
the purposes
of this
this section
payments made under
section payments
purposes of
For the
(b)
paragraph
of subdivision
of section
section 301
War Risk
301 of the War
(g) of
subdivision (g)
(2) of
paragraph (2)
Insurance
Act shall
not be
United
made by the United
payments made
considered payments
be considered
shall not
Insurance Act
States on
on account
the death
death of
veteran.
the veteran.
of the
of the
account of
States
DEPENDENCY.
DEPENDENCY.
S
EC. 602.
602. (a)
payment shall
shall be
be made
to any
any individual
individual under
under
made to
No payment
(a) No
SEC.
this
title unless
at the
time of
of the
the death
such
death of the veteran such
the time
unless at
this title
individual
dependent.
individual was dependent.
section:
(b)
purposes of this section:
the purposes
For the
b) For
(1) A
presumed to have been;
been
veteran shall be presumed
child of the veteran
A child
(1)
dependent upon
upon him
him at
at the
of his
death if
if at such time such
such
his death
time of
the time
dependent
child was
under 18
age;
of age;
years of
18 years
was under
child
presumed to have been
(2) The
widow or
or widower
widower shall
be presumed
shall be
The widow
(2)
dependent
upon
the
veteran
upon
showing
respectively,
by them, respectively,
showing
upon
veteran
the
dependent upon
the marital
marital cohabitation;
cohabitation; the father
father and mother, respectively,
respectively, shall
the
submit under
under oath
statement of
of the
the dependency,
dependency, to be filed with
with
oath aa statement
submit
the
application.
the application.
PAYMENT IN
IN INSTALLMENTS.
INSTALLMENTS.
PAYMENT

Order of
of preference.
preference.
Order

Burial expenses
expenses not
not
Burial
included.
included.
Vol. 42,
42, p.
p. 1523.
Vol.
1523.

Dependency.
Dependency.
Presumption of.
of.
Presumption

Child
under 18.
Child under

and parent.
parent.
Spouse and
Statement to be subStatement
mitted.
mitted.

Payment in installPayment
ments.
ments.

'
1;:.. be made quarbe made quarS
EC. 603.
603. The
The payments
by section
section 601
601 shall
shall be
made terTo
be made
authorized by
payments authorized
SEC.
2.
Post
,
p.1212.
p.121
Pot,
the
of
amount
total
in
ten equal
equal quarterly
quarterly installments,
installments, unless
unless the
in ten
ationto
payment
is less
than $50,
$50, in
it shall
paid on
on the first Iimitat
be paid
shall be
case it
which case
in which
less than
payment is
(ogr
ood
tolgifr
os
of d
dependents.
installment
date. No
No payments
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this title ofdecased
under the
payments under
installment date.
shall
or legal
representatives of any dependents
dependents
legal representatives
heirs or
the heirs
to the
made to
be made
shall be
entitled thereto
thereto who
receiving all the installment
installment
die before receiving
who die
entitled
payments,
remainder of
such payments
shall be made to the
payments shall
of such
the remainder
but the
payments, but
dependent
or
dependents
in
the
next
order
of
preference under
under Director to pay.
preference
of
order
next
the
in
dependent or dependents
section 601.
601. Ah
All payments
shall be made by the Deeortopay.
this title shall
under this
payments under
section
Director.
Application by
Application
Dy deeDEPENDENT.
BY D
APPLICATION
EPENDENT.
APPLICATION BY
pendent.
pendent.

S
EC. 604.
604. (a)
dependent may
may receive
the benefits
benefits to
which he is
to which
receive the
A dependent
(a) A
SEC.
application therefor
entitled under
therefor with the
this title by filing an application
under this
entitled
Secretary
Secretary of War, if the last service of the veteran was with the
Navy, if his last
Secretary of the Navy,
or with the Secretary
forces, or
military forces,
service was with the naval forces.
(b) Applications
Applications for
such benefits,
whether vested or contingent,
contingent,
benefits, whether
for such
(b)
shall be
made by
of the
the veteran
veteran on or before
before January
January
dependents of
the dependents
by the
be made
shall
1
1928; except
that in
case of
veteran during the
death of the veteran
the death
of the
in case
except that
1,: 1928;
six months
months immediately
preceding such date the application
application shall
shall
immediately preceding
six
be made
made at
any time
time within
six months after the death of the
within six
at any
be
dependents
veteran. Payments
under this
title shall be made only to dependents
this title
Payments under
veteran.
who
have made
application in
in accordance
this
accordance with the provisions of tins
made application
who have
subdivision.
(c) An
An application
shall be
made (1)
personally by the dependent,
dependent,
(1) personally
be made
application shall
(c)
or (2)
in case
case physical
or mental
mental incapacity
incapacity prevents
prevents the
making of
the making
physical or
(2) in
or
personal application,
dependent
of the dependent
representative of
such representative
by such
then by
application, then
aapersonal
*

To be ffied with Desrtmentof veteran's
partment
veteran's
last servce.
service.

To be fild with rD
t

Timelimitapply-

Time limitt for apply.

ing.

Ereptn.
Exception.

on

Payments
Payments oly
only when
when
required
application
application
required
made.

made

Personally by ded
reby
penSntOoy
pendent, or
or representarepresenta.
pendent,
tive,
if physically
physically innif
ive,
capable.
eaple.
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Other
Other
void.
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On. 157.
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SIXTY-EIGHTH
applications
applications

void.

Regulations
Regulations
naade.
made.

1924.
1924.

and in
in such
such manner
the Secretary
Secretary of
of
Secretary of War and the Secretary
as the
manner as
and
regulation prescribe. An application
application
the Navy shall jointly by regulation
such
made
authorized by any such
representative other than one authorized
made by aa representative
regulation
regulation shall be held void.

to be

of War and the Secretary of the Navy shall
Secretary of
(d) The
The Secretary
(d)
regulations necessary
jointly make any regulations
necessary to the efficient
efficient administraadministration
of the
this section.
provisions of this
the provisions
tion of

Transmittal of
appliof appliTransmittal
cation.
cation.

TRANSMITTAL OF APPLICATION.
APPLICATION.
TRANSMITTAL

valid
SEC. 605.
as practicable
practicable after
after the
the receipt
receipt of
of aa valid
(a) As
As soon as
605. (a)
SEC.
Certificate of veterapplication
Secretary of the Navy, as
as
Secretary of War or the .Secretary
the Secretary
application the
tsteOirector.

Certificate of veteran's service to be transmitted to Director.

Director the application
the
application and
and
transmit to the Director
case may be, shall transmit
the case
a
forth—
certificate setting fortha certificate
(1) The
The name
and address
applicant;
of the applicant;
address of
Contents of
name and
(1)
certifiof certificontents
cate.
(2)
claim
whom the applicant bases his claim
the individual
individual upon whom
(2) That
That the
cate.
to
veteran;
payment was aaveteran;
to payment
(3) The name
such veteran and
and the date and place of his
name of such
(3)
birth; and
(4) The amount
amount of the adjusted service credit of the veteran,
veteran,
(4)
together with
department upon which
which
facts of record in the department
with the facts
together
such above
above conclusions
based.
conclusions are based.
such
(b) Upon
Upon receipt
of such
certificate the
Director shall
proceed
shall proceed
the Director
such certificate
Benefits extended
extended to
receipt of
(b)
to
Beneits
applicant on receipt
if the
title
this
provided
benefits
to
to
the
applicant
the
benefits
provided
in
the
to
extend
to
receipt
on
applicant
thereof.
Director
dependent entitled thereto.
applicant is the dependent
Director finds that the applicant
Assignments.
Assignments.

ASSIGN3fENT'S.
ASSIGNMENTS.

S
EC. 606.
provisions of this title
payment under the provisions
606. No right to payment
SEC.
shall
assignable or serve
any loan. Any assignfor any
as security
security for
serve as
be assignable
shall be
ment
made in violation of the provisions
provisions of this section
section
loan made
ment or loan
Payments restricted,
shall be
held void.
shall not
not make
make any
any payments
payments
Director shall
The Director
void. The
be held
restricted, shall
payments
such
under this title to
other than the dependent
dependent or such
person other
to any
any person
under
regulation
representative of the dependent
dependent as the Director shall by regulation
representative
prescribe.

No right
right assignable,
assignable,
No

etc '

etc.

Definitions.
Definitions.

DEFINITIONS.
DEFINITIONS.

SzE.
ActS
EC. 607. As used in this Act—
"dependent" means aa widow,
(a) The term "dependent"
widow, widower,
widower, child,
mother;
father, or mother;
"Child."
includes (1)
"child" includes
(b) The term "child"
"Child."
(b)
(1) aa legitimate child; (2)
(2) a
a
child legally
adopted,- (3)
(3) aastepchild, if a
amember of the veteran's
veteran's
legally adopted,
child
household;
illegitimate .
child, but, as to the father
father only,
only, if
an illegitimate
(4) an
household; (4)
acknowledged
him, or if he has been judicially
judicially
signed by him,
in writing
writing signed
acknowledged in
ordered or decreed to contribute to such child's support, or has been
been
father of such child;
judicia.
ly decreed
decreed to be the putative father
child; and
judicially
"Father," "mother."
"mother."
(
C) The terms "father"
"father" and "
mother" include stepfathers
stepfathers and
and
"mother"
(c)
"Father,"
through adoption, and persons
persons
stepmothers, fathers and mothers through
who have,
have for aa period of not less than one year, stood in loco
who
parentis
have,
veteran at any time prior to the beginning
beginning of his
parentis
to the veteran
service.
service.
TITLE VII.--MISCELLANEOUS
VII.—MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS.
PROVISIONS.
TITLE
Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneous.

Meaning
of terms.
Meaning of
terms.
"Dependent."
"Dependent."

Appointment of ernSEC.
Appointment
ployees,
officialof emexpenses,
penses, etc., authorizecL of the

having charge
charge of
of the
the administration
administration of
of any
any
officers having
The officers
701. The
SEC. 701.
officers,
authorized to appoint such
Act are
are authorized
this Act
provisions of this
such officers,
etc., authorized of the provisions
employees, and
agents in the District of Columbia and elsewhere,
elsewhere,
and agents
employees,
equipment,
furniture, office
office equipment,
expenditures for rent, furniture,
and to make such expenditures
telephone, law books, books of referprinting, binding, telegrams, telephone,
motor-propelled vehicles
stationery, motor-propelled
ence, stationery,
vehicles or trucks used for official
official
purposes, traveling expenses
expenses and per diem in lieu of subsistence
subsistence at
at
purposes,
not
exceeding $4
$1 for
officers, agents, and other employees,
employees, for the
for officers,
not exceeding
*
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purchase
of reports
reports and
and materials
materials for
for publications,
for
publications, and for
purchase of
other
contingent and
and miscellaneous
expenses, as may
may be necessary
necessary
miscellaneous expenses,
other contingent
efficiently
to execute
execute the
purposes of
this Act
Act and
provided
and as may be provided
of this
the purposes
efficiently to
for
Congress from
time to
time. All
such appointments
appointments
All such
to time.
from time
the Congress
by the
for by
shall be
made subject
the civil
civil service
service laws.
In all
all appointments
appointments
laws. In
to the
subject to
be made
shall
under this
this section
practicable, be given
far as practicable,
so far
shall, so
preference shall,
section preference
under
to veterans.
veterans.
to
For the
administration of
of the
the provisions
President
provisions of this Act, the President
the administration
For
may
except
from
the
operation
of
section 4c
of the Act entitled
entitled
4c of
of section
operation
may except from the
effectual provision
"
An Act
for making
making further
further and
provision for the
and more effectual
Act for
"An
national
purposes," approved
approved June
June 3,
3, 1916,
1916,
other purposes,"
for other
and for
defense, and
national defense,
supplemental
or
as
amended,
or
of
any
Act
amendatory
thereof
supplemental
thereof
amendatory
Act
any
of
or
as amended,
thereto,
more than
than seven
seven officers
officers of the Army.
not more
thereto, not
SEC. 702.
fraudulent
or fraudulent
false or
any false
makes any
knowingly makes
Whoever knowingly
702. Whoever
SEC.
or docustatement
of
a
material
fact
in
any
application,
certificate
certificate,
application,
any
in
fact
material
a
of
statement
ment made
the provisions
of Title
Title III,
III, IV,
IV,
certificate,
V, or
of
or of
or VI, or
V,
provisions of
under the
made under
ment
conviction
any
regulation
made
under
any
such
title,
upon
conviction
upon
shall,
title,
such
any
any regulation made under
thereof, be
not more
$1,000, or
or imprisoned
more than
imprisoned not more
than $1,000,
more than
fined not
be fined
thereof,
five
years, or
or both.
both.Estimtes
five years,
Secretary of
the Secretary
S
EC. 703.
The Secretary
the Navy,
Navy, and
and
of the
Secretary
the
War, the
of War,
Secretary of
703. The
SEC.
the
Director shall
severally submit
submit in
the manner
manner provided
provided by
by law
law
in the
shall severally
the Director
estimates
the amounts
amounts necessary
necessary to
carrying out
out
in carrying
expended in
be expended
to be
of the
estimates of
administering,
such
provisions
of
this
Act
as
each
is
charged
with
administering,
with
charged
is
each
as
Act
this
of
such provisions
and there
authorized to
be appropriated
amounts sufficient
sufficient
appropriated amounts
to be
hereby authorized
is hereby
there is
and
to
expenditures. The
Director shall also submit estiThe Director
such expenditures.
defray such
to defray
mates
for appropriations
created by
by section 505.
fund created
the fund
for the
appropriations for
mates for
F. H.
Grumrr
H. GwETrr
F.
Speaker of
of the
the House
House of
of _Representatives.
Representatives.
Speaker
ALBERT B.
B.CUMMINS
CUMMINS
ALBERT
Senate.
President
pro
tempore
of the Senate.
President pro tempore of

Appointments

from

civIpiirviteenblets
civil service eligibles.

Preference to
veterto veterPreference

ans.

Assignment of Army
Army

officers permitted.
offcers
Vol. 41, p. 762.
ol 41, p.762.

Punishment for
faudulenr statements,
fraudulent
etc.
etc.

or adminadminEstimates for

to
Act
istering
istering
the Act
be
to be
Act to
istrithe the
submitted.
gte 681, 688,
subp
Pea, d.
pp.

695.
so6

Apropations
Appropriations anauthorized.
thornd.
For certificate fund.
fun
128.
Ar
128.
nte,rcte
eAnte,

IN THE
HOUSE OF
OF REPRESENTATIVES,
REPRESENTATIVES, U. S.,
THE HOUSE
IN
May
17, 1924.
1924.
May 17,

Passage
by the House
pursuance of the
The House
proceeded, in
in pursuance
the Constitution, to
to of
of,PasseebytheoUafl
Representatives.
having proceeded,
House having
Representatives.
The

reconsider
(H. R.
R. 7959)
7959) entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
adjusted
Act to provide adjusted
bill (H.
the bill
reconsider the
other
and
compensation
for
the
veterans
of
World
War,
for
purWorld
the
of
veterans
the
for
compensation
poses,"
the House
President of the United States,
the President
by the
House by
to the
returned to
poses," returned
message of the President
with his
objections thereto,
thereto, with
President rewith the message
his objections
with
turning the
the bill;
bill; and
turning
RESOLVED, That
That the
do pass,
of
two-thirds of the House of
pass, two-thirds
bill do
the bill
RESOLVED,
the
to
Representatives
agreeing
pass
same.
Representatives agreeing
Attest:
Attest:
W M. TYLER
TYLER PAGE
PAGE
WM.
Clerk.
Clerk.
certify that
originated in
in the
Representatives.
House of Representatives.
the House•
Act originated
this Act
that this
IIcertify
W
31. TYLER
TYLF.R PAGE
PAGE
WM.
Clerk.
Clerk.

STATES.
IN
OF 1.LLE
UNITED STATES.
THE UNITED
SENATE OF
THE SENATE
IN THE
May
May 19, 1924.
The
Senate having
having proceeded
reconsider the bill (H. R. 7959)
7959)
proceeded to reconsider
The Senate
adjusted compensation
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
provide adjusted
compensation for the veterans
veterans
to provide
entitled
returned by the Presiof
World War,
War, and
for other
other purposes,"
purposes," returned
Presiand for
the World
of the
dent of
of the
United States
to the
Representatives, in which
which
of Representatives,
House of
the House
States to
the United
dent
it originated,
with his
his objections,
passed by
by the
the House
a reconHouse on a
and passed
objections, and
originated, with
it
sideration of
it was
same, it
of the same
sideration
RESOLVED, That
bill pass,
present
Senators present
the Senators
two-thirds of the
pass, two-thirds
the bill
That the
RESOLVED,
having
affirmative.
having voted in the affirmative.
Attest:
GEORGE
SANDERSON
A. SANDERSON
GEOOEG A.
Secretary.
Secretary.

Passage by the SenPassage

ate.
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[H. R. 3684.1 ,
[Public,
No.
[Public'
No. 121.]
121-1
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I.
SESS. I.

Cu. 158.
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CHAP. 158.—An
For the
the enrollment
enrollment and
and allotment
allotment of
of members
members of the
Act For
158.-An Act
CHAP.
of Wisconsin,
State
in the
Superior Chippewas,
Lac du Flambeau Band of
of Lake
Lake Superior
Chippewas , in
the S
ta
te of Wisconsin,
and for
other purposes.
and
for other
purposes.

Be
enacted by
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
o the
the
Representatives of
House of
by the
the Senate
it enacted
Be it
United States
States of
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Secreecrein Congress
America in
United
be, and he hereby
hereby is, authorized
authorized and directed
directed
Interior be,
of the Interior
born
born prior
prior tary
Flambeau Band of
hereto,
to
add to
the existing
existing rolls
the Lac
Lac du Flambeau
of
of the
rolls of
to the
to add
to to
be added
added to
to be
hereto,
nal
final
roll.
fi roll.
Chippewa Indians
Chippewa
Indians the names of all persons
persons legally
legally entitled
entitled to enenrollment
prior to
to the
approval of
this Act,
Act, such
such roll
roll to
to conconof this
the approval
born prior
rollment born
stitute
the final
du Flambeau
Flambeau Band.
Band. In
In the
preparathe preparaLac du
of the
the Lac
roll of
final roll
stitute the
tion of
of this
the said
said Secretary
Secretary shall
assisted by
by aa committee
committee
be assisted
shall be
roll the
this roll
tion
of two
two members
members of
of the
the said
said band,
appointed at
coungeneral counat aageneral
duly appointed
band, duly
of
du Flambeau
Allotments
to
be Cil
cil of
the Lac
Flambeau Band called for that purpose. As
Lac du
of the
Allotments
made to enrolled members,
soon
roll the
the Secretary
of
Secretary of
the roll
of the
the approval
approval of
after the
practicable after
as practicable
soon as
bers.
the Interior
Interior shall
shall cause
of land
the Lac
Lac du
du
within the
land within
allotments of
cause allotments
the
Flambeau
Reservation to
be made
made to
to the
the members
members of the
to be
Indian Reservation
Flambeau Indian
band
appear on
on said
said additional
additional roll
roll (exclusive
of the
the
(exclusive of
names appear
whose names
band whose
merchantable
timber
on
such
land)
in
conformity
with
the
proviprovithe
with
in
conformity
land)
such
on
timber
merchantable
(TwentyVol.
p. 388,
Vol. sions
sions of
of the
General Allotment
Act of February
February 8,
8, 1887 (TwentyAllotment Act
the General
38, Vol
24, p.
Vol. 24,
26, p. 794; Vol. 36, p.
9p. 74; o. 36, p fourth Statutes
388), as amended,
859.
Statutes at Large,
Large, page 388),
amended, the trust patents
patents
Provisos.
to
said allotments
contain the
the usual
usual twenty-five
twenty-five year
year restriction
restriction
to contain
allotments to
to said
Proisos.
if there is
Provided, That
and taxation:
to alienation
Prorating
'clause
as to
alienation and
taxation: Provided,
That if
clause as
,Prorating i acreage.
insufficient.
•
not sufficient
on the
reservation to
to give
give each
each
the reservation
land on
unappropriated land
sufficient unappropriated
not
member the
the full
full acreage
to which
he or
or she
she is
is entitled,
entitled, the
the Secretary
Secretary
which he
acreage to
member
of the
the Interior
may prorate
prorate the
the lands
lands as
as nearly
as practicable
practicable
nearly as
Interior may
of
Lac dambe

Lac du Flambeau
Band of Chppewas,
Chippewas,

Band of
wis.
Persos
Persons

if

acreage

among the
the members
memb
ers so enrolled.
enrolled
. The
The pa
t
en t
s f
or the
the allotments
all ot
men t
s
for
patents
Issue of trustpatents among
practicable
to the
the allottees
issue to
made
shall issue
allottees as early
early as practicable
hereunder shall
made hereunder
sold.
after
the merchantable
has been
been removed,
removed, and
and the
thereon has
timber thereon
merchantable timber
after the
to cut and market
right is
hereby reserved
reserved to
United States
market
States to
the United
to the
is hereby
right
the
merchantable timber
on the
the lands
so allotted,
allotted, the
the proceeds
proceeds to
lands so
timber on
the merchantable
merchantable timber
go
Timber
to allottee.
remaining
be disposed
disposed of
of as
provided. When
When the merchantable
herein provided.
as herein
to be
" ng to
otee
goTimbo
has
from the
allotted the
the title
title to
timber
such timber
to such
so allotted
lands so
the lands
cut from
been cut
has been
as remains
on
said lands
shall thereupon
thereupon pass
pass to
to the
the respective
respective
lands shall
on said
as
remains
Intoxicants
prohib,ted.
allottees: Provided
Provided further,
further That
the land
land allotted
allotted or
or reserved
reserved
That the
Idtoxants prib- allottees:
of the United States
hereunder shall
be subject
all the
laws of
the laws
subject to all
shall be
hereunder
prohibiting the
the introduction
into the
the Indian
Indian country
country
of intoxicants
intoxicants into
introduction of
prohibiting
until
otherwise
provided
by
Congress.
timbeuntil otherwise provided by Congress.
Merchantable
Merchantable timber
Interior be, and he hereby is,
of the
on
allotments to
be sold.
SEC. 2.
2. That
That the
Secretary of
the Interior
the Secretary
SEC.
tobesold.
onMallotment
authorized to
merchantable timber
timber on
on the
the lands
lands allotted
allotted
the merchantable
sell the
to sell
authorized
under the
at the
the current
current market
market value
value at
at
this Act,
Act, at
of this
the provisions
provisions of
under
the
is made
such rules
rules and
and regulations
regulations as
as
under such
made,' under
sale is
the sale
time the
the time
therefrom, together
he
may prescribe,
prescribe, the
net proceeds
proceeds derived
derived therefrom,
together
the net
he may
with any
proceeds derived
from the
the sale
of timber
timber
sale of
derived from
any undistributed
undistributed proceeds
with
Pro rata thstribution
lands, shall be distributed
proceeds to
compe- heretofore cut
cut and
and sold
sold from
from such lands,
distributed per
per
strion
oof ProraseeSdi
tent Inlians.
Indians.
capita and
and paid
paid to
of the
the band
enrolled under
under the
the
band enrolled
members of
to the
the members
capita
tent
provisions of
of this
this Act
Act where
where such
members are
or may
may hereafter
hereafter
are or
such members
provisions
be
adjudged by
of the
the Interior
Interior to
to be
be competent
competent
Secretary of
by the
the Secretary
be adjudged
and
To credit
of incomIncoin- to
to
manage
their
own
affairs
and
care
for
their
own
business;
and
business;
own
their
for
care
and
affairs
own
their
manage
of
eTo
credit
petents.
in cases
cases where
have not
not been
adjudged competent
competent by
been adjudged
members have
where members
in
the
Secretary of
Interior, their
their shares
shares shal
shall be
be deposited
deposited to
to
of the
the Interior,
the Secretary
their individual
individual credit
individual Indian
Indian moneys
moneys are now
as individual
credit as
their
deposited
and paid
for their
their benefit
benefit under
the
under the
used for
or used
to them
them or
paid to
deposited and
Proviso.
Early distribution of
of supervision
the Secretary
Secretary of
Provided, That of the
Interior: Provided,
of the
the Interior:
bf the
supervision bf
Earlydistribution
funds
on deposit, etc.
etc.
amount
deposit and
hereafter derived
derived from
of
the sale
sale of
from the
and hereafter
now on
on deposit
amount now
funds ondeposit,
tribal
timber, at
$50,000 shall
shall be
be distributed
distributed among the
least $50,000
at least
tribal timber,
provisions of this Act as early as
members
enrolled under
under the
the provisions
members enrolled
practicable after
of the
the roll
roll as
as herein
herein provided.
provided.
the approval
approval of
practicable
after the
m
reserved from allotment
SEC.
Ladendt
aul=
s
ntrese
,
etZ'ed from
SEc. 3. That there
there be reserved
allotment or other disposition
disposition
the following
the village
village of
of Lac
Lac du
du Flambeau
Flambeau the
For the
lands: For
following lands:
the
southwest
quarter of
of the
the southeast
southeast quarter and lots 33 and 44 of
southwest quarter

after
Issue
merchantable
of trust patents
tim-

after merchantable tim-

her sold,
ber

0

ed fr
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section 5
and lots
of section
section 8, township 40 north, range
and 44 of
lots 33 and
5 and
section
5
the Indian
Indian village lots 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 66 of section
for the
east; for
5 east;
1, lots
lots 1
and 7
7 of
2, and lots 1, 2, and 33 of section 12,
section 2,
of section
1 and
1,
township 40
40 north,
range 4
and for the school and agency
4 east; and
north, range
township
farm
the unappropriated
sections 66 and 7, township 40
in sections
land in
unappropriated land
farm the
north, range
range 55 east,
in the
that
section 31, and that
half of section
east half
the east
that in
east, that
north,
in the
the west
half of section 32, township
township 41 north, range 55 east.
west half
in
S
EC. 4.
$5,000, or as much thereof as may be
of $5,000,
sum of
the sum
That the
4. That
SEC.
needed,
is hereby
money in the Treasury
of any money
out of
appropriated out
hereby appropriated
needed, is
a tribal
not otherwise
appropriated for
purpose of preparing
preparing a
for the purpose
otherwise appropriated
not
roll
provisions of this Act and also for
with the provisions
accordance with
in accordance
roll in
the
surveys and
and other
making the allotments
in making
necessary in
expenses necessary
other expenses
the surveys
herein authorized.
authorized.
herein
Approved, May 19, 1924.
Approved,

Indians
CHAP.
Act To
the sale
sale of
of lands
lands allotted
allotted to
to Indians
authorize the
To authorize
160.-An Act
CHAP. 160.—An
7, 1883.
of July
July 7,
under the
the Moses
Moses agreement
agreement of
under

Representatives of the
Be it
by the
and House of Representatives
the Senate and
enacted by
it enacted
Be
United
of America
in Congress
assembled, That any allottee
Congress assembled,
America in
States of
United States
hereafter be
to
patent has heretofore
heretofore been or shall hereafter
trust patent
a trust
whom a
to whom
concluded on July 7, 1883, with
issued by
agreement concluded
the agreement
by virtue of the
issued
Chief Moses
other Indians
Indians of
Columbia and Colville
the Columbia
of the
and other
Moses and
Chief
1884
Reservations, ratified
Congress in the Act of July 4, 1884
ratified by Congress
Reservations,
(Twenty-third
80), may sell and
Statutes at Large, pages 79 and 80),
(Twenty-third Statutes
allottee
convey any
or all
all the
the land
land covered
covered by
if the allottee
by such patents, or if
any or
convey
is
deceased the
the heirs
heirs may
may sell
accordance with
land, in accordance
convey the land,
or convey
sell or
is deceased
the provisions
Act of
Congress of June 25, 1910 (Thirtyof Congress
the Act
of the
provisions of
the
sixth Statutes
Statutes at Large, page 855).
sixth
Approved,
May 20, 1924.
Approved, May
to
CHAP. 161.—An
Act Authorizing
Authorizing the
Indian Affairs to
of Indian
Commissioner of
the Commissioner
161.-An Act
CHAP.
acquire necessary
rights of
across private
purchase or condemnaprivate lands, by purchase
way across
of way
necessary rights
acquire
tion
proceedings, needed
needed in
in constructing
constructing a
drainage ditch to lower
lower
spillway and drainage
a spillway
tion proceedings,
maintain the level of Lake Andes, in South Dakota.
and maintain

Appropriation for
preparing
preparing roll, etc.

May
20, 1924.
May 20,1924.
[H. R.
R. 2878.]
2878.1
[Public, No. 122.]
122.1

Col-Columbia
-Columbia and Colville Indian Reservations,
Wash.
tions, Wash.

may
y disAllottees ma
pose
patented lands.
lands.
pose of patented
p. 79.
Vol.
Vol. 23, p.

Sales by heirs.
Vol. 36, p. 855.

May 20,1924.
20, 1924.
[H.
4161.1
R. 4161.l
[H. R.

123.1
[Public,
[Public, No. 123.1

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
and House
Representatives of the Lake
House of Representatives
Senate and
Be
Lake Andes, S. Dak.
Rights of way to be
Rights
United
of America
assembled, That the Com- acquired
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
States of
United States
spillway,
acquired for spillway,
missioner
of Indian
Indian Affairs
Affairs is hereby authorized,
authorized, m
in order to carry etc.
etc.
missioner of
42, p. 990.
Vol.
out
of an
an Act
Act approved
approved September
September 21, 1922 (Fortyprovisions of
the provisions
out the
second
Statutes, page
page 990),
"An Act
providing for the conAct providing
entitled "An
990), entitled
second Statutes,
struction
of
a
spillway
and
drainage
ditch
to
maintain
lower and maintam
to
ditch
drainage
and
spillway
a
struction of
the
of Lake Andes,
necessary rights
Andes, South Dakota," to acquire necessary
level of
the level
of way
way across
condemnation under Appropriation
or condemnation
purchase or
by purchase
lands by
private lands
across private
of
Appropriation availjudicial
not to
to exceed
money heretofore
heretofore ap- able. 42,
the money
of the
$5,000 of
exceed $5,000
and not
process, and
judicial process,
p. 1051.
Vol. 42, p.
propriated for the construction
construction of this project shall be available
available for
propriated
such purpose.
Approved,
Approved, May 20, 1924.

jurisdiction upon the Court of Claims to
CHAP.
Conferring jurisdiction
162.-An Act Conferring
CHAP. 162.—An
hear,
adjudicate, and
and enter
enter judgment
judgment in any claims which the Seminole
Seminole
examine, adjudicate,
hear, examine,
Indians may
may have
have against
against the
the United
States, and for other purposes.
United States,
Indians

House of Representatives
and House
Be
Representatives of the
enacted by the Senate and
it enacted
Be it
United States
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That jurisdiction
jurisdiction
assembled, That
America in
of America
United

May
1924.
20,1924.
May 28,
[H. R.
R. 57991
57,9.1
[H.

124.]
[Public, No.
[public,
No. 1241

ns :
ims oeI agdianst
ell#n,?lenriaagainst
be,
and
.
is
hereby,
conferred
upon
the
Court
of
Claims,
notwithtrulLets.t
atei
by ,toourta
be d;
nitedStatestobead
notwithClaims,
of
Court
the
upon
conferred
hereby,
be, and is
by Cotl
standing
time or
limitation, to hear, examine,
examine, Jcded
VrarrOr.
of limitation,
statutes of
or statutes
of time
lapse of
the lapse
standing the
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judgment in any and all
and
and adjudicate
adjudicate and render judgment
all legal
legal and
growing out of any treaty
treaty or agreeequitable claims arising under or growing
ment between the United States and
and the
the Seminole Indian
Indian Nation or
or
growing out of
in
Tribe, or arising under or growing
of any Act
Act of Congress
Congress in
relation to
Affairs, which
Seminole Nation
or Tribe
Tribe
to Indian
Indian Affairs,
which said
said Seminole
Nation or
may have against the United
United States, which claims have not heretofore been determined and adjudicated
adjudicated on
on their
their merits
merits by the Court
Court
of Claims or the Supreme Court of the United States.
Time
for filing.
filing.
Time for
SEC.
S
EC. 2. Any and all claims against the United States within
within the
purview of this Act shall be forever barred unless
instituted
unless suit be instituted
or petition filed as herein provided in the Court of Claims
within
Claims within
five years from the date of approval
approval of this Act, and such suit shall
make the Seminole Nation party
party plaintiff and
and the
the United
United States
Procedure.
Procedure,
party defendant. The petition shall be verified by
by, the
or
the attorney
attorney or
attorneys employed
employed to prosecute
elaims under contract
prosecute such claim or claims
contract
with the Seminoles approved by the Commissioner
Commissioner of Indian Affairs
and the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
Interior; and said contract shall be
executed in their behalf by a
a committee
committee chosen by them under the
the
direction and approval of the Commissioner
Commissioner of
of Indian
Indian Affairs and
Evidence admitted.
admitted. the Secretary of the Interior.
Evidence
Official
Official letters, papers, documents,
and
- and records, or certified copies thereof, may be
be used in evidence,
evidence, and
departments of the Government
the departments
Government shall give access to the attorney
or attorneys of said Indian nation to such treaties, papers, correspondence, or records as may be needed by the attorney or attorneys
attorneys
of said Indian nation.
Counterclaims
niterd
ms adadSEC.
SEc. 3. In said suit the court shall also hear, examine, consider,
consider,
mitted.
and adjudicate
have
adjudicate any claims which
which the United States
States may
may have
against said Indian nation, but any payment
payment which may
may have
have been
been
made by the United States upon any claim against the United States
States
shall not operate
operate as an estoppel, but may be pleaded as
as an offset in
such suit.
pr
Appeal to Supreme
Appeal
eme
Court.

SEC.
S
EC. 4. That from the decision of the Court of Claims in any suit
prosecuted
authority of this Act, an appeal
prosecuted under the authority
appeal may be
be taken
taken
by either party as in other cases to
to the
Supreme Court
Court of
the United
the Supreme
of the
United
States.
Attorneys' fees, etc.,
SEC.
fees, etc.,
S
EC. 5. That upon the final determination of any suit instituted
byAttorneys'
decree of court.
under
Act, the
the Court
Court of
of Claims
Claims shall
such amount
under this
this Act,
shall decree
decree such
amount or
or
amounts as it may find reasonable to
to be
paid the
attorney or
be paid
the attorney
or
attorneys so employed by said Indian nation for the services and
and
expenses of
of said
said attorneys
or incurred
incurred prior
prior or
or subsequent
subsequent
expenses
attorneys rendered
rendered or
Proviso.
to the
approval of
Act: Provided,
That in
in no
no case
case shall
shall
of this
this Act:
Provided,That
itio.
to
the date
date of
of approval
Limitation.
the aggregate
aggregate amounts decreed by said Court of Claims for fees be
be
in excess of the amount or amounts
amounts stipulated
stipulated in
in the
the contract of
of
employment, or in excess of aa sum equal to
of the
the
to 10
10 per
per centum
centum of
amount of recovery against the United
United States.
States.
Issue
of orders
orders and
Issue of
and
SEC.
S
EC. 6. The Court
shall have
have full
full authority
authority by
by proper
proper
Court
of
Claims
shall
process.p r
cess
orders and process
process to bring in and make parties to such suit any or
deemed by it necessary
or proper
to the
the final
all persons deemed
necessary or
proper to
final determinadetermination of the matters in controversy.
ppearance
ftSEC. 7.
copy of
shall, in
in such
case, be
served upon
upon
be served
such case,
petition shall,
of the
the petition
A copy
7. A
SEC.
Generaf dito rnea General
torney
directed.
rpcted.
the Attorney
Attorney General
General of
and he,
he, or
some attorney
the
of the
the United
United States,
States, and
or some
attorney
of Justice
Justice to
to be
be designated
hereby
from the Department
Department of
designated by
by him,
him, is
is herebv
directed to appear and defend the interests of
of the
the United States
States
in such case.
Approved, May 20, 1924.
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CHAP. 163.-An
163.—An Act
from taxation
taxation certain
certain property
of the
the
property of
To exempt
exempt from
Act To
CHAP.
Daughters
Columbia.
of Columbia.
District of
in Washington,
Washington, District
Revolution in
of the
the American
American Revolution
Daughters of

May 21, 1924.

May211924.
[H. R. 837.]
[Public, No. 125.]
125.]
[Public,

Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
offColumbia.
the District
of the
Representatives of
it enacted
Be
istrig o
Ameri
United
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
the
property
of AmeriDaughters of
property
the
That
assembled,
United States of America in Congress
can Revolution exempt
Cn Revolutionexempt
numbered 173 in the city of Washington,
situated in square numbered
Washington, District from
from
tax
designated
tax on designated
lots in.
in.
inclusive, occupied by lots
10, inclusive,
and 10,
of Columbia,
as lots
8, 9,
9, and
lots 8,
described as
Columbia, described
of
Vol. 39, pp. 514, 1009.
Vol.
1
2, r847.
".
42,
p. 846. 1
Vol.
is
the
Daughters
of
the
American
Revolution,
be,
and
the
same
is
same
the
and
be,
Revolution,
American
the
the Daughters of
hereby, exempt
taxation, so
so long
long as
the same
same is
hereby,
exempt hereafter
hereafter from
from all
all taxation,
as the
is Vol. 19,
1 p.
p..399.
so occupied
used, subject
subject to
of section
the ol.9399.
8 of
of the
section 8
provisions of
the provisions
to the
and used,
occupied and
so
Act approved
3, 1877,
for exemptions
exemptions of
church
of church
providing for
1877, providing
March 3,
approved March
Act
and
school property,
property, and
amendatory thereof.
Acts amendatory
and Acts
and school
Approved,
21, 1924.
May 21,
Approved, May
Ba

ers

,39

CHAP.
Resolution To
To provide
for the
the remission
payof further
further payremission of
provide for
164.-Joint Resolution
CHAP. 164.—Joint
ments
of the
indemnity.
Chinese indemnity.
of the
the Chinese
installments of
the annual
annual installments
ments of

4,

May 21, 1924.
May
21 1924.
[H.
J. Res.
248.1
21.
[Pub. Res., No. 21.]

indemnity.
Whereas
of a
of Congress
approved Chinese
Chineseindemnity.
Congress approved
resolution of
joint resolution
a joint
authority of
by authority
Whereas by
Vol. 35, p. 577
May
1908, the
the President
President of
the United
United States
States was
Fe 577.'
V°ol
authorized Preamble.
was authorized
of the
25, 1908,
May 25,
to
remit
unto
China
the
sum
of
$11,961,121.76
Boxer
the
of
to remit unto China the sum of $11,961,121.76
indemnity fund
to the
the United
States, which
the
which sum the
United States,
accredited to
fund accredited
indemnity
President on
duly remitted
remitted and
and which,
at the
the
which, at
1908, duly
28, 1908,
December 28,
on December
President
request of
China, was
specified to
educational purfor educational
used for
to be
be used
was specified
of China,
request
poses;
and
poses; and
Whereas
it is
deemed proper as aa further act of friendship to remit
is deemed
Whereas it
the
balance
of said
indemnity fund
fund amounting
to $6,137,552.90
$6,137,552.90 in
amounting to
said indemnity
the balance of
order
further to
develop the
educational and other cultural acthe educational
to develop
order further
tivities
of China:
therefore be
be it
it
Now therefore
China: Now
tivities of
Resolved
Senate and
and House
Rmion of payof the
the Remission
Representatives of
of Representatives
House of
the Senate
by the
Resolved by
ments of further installUnited States
assembled, That
President mentsoffurtherinstallthe President
That the
Congress assembled,
in Congress
of America
America in
States of
United
ments for Boxer disturbances.
is
discretion, to
remit to
as an
an act
act turbances.
China as
to China
to remit
his discretion,
in his
authorized, in
hereby authorized,
is hereby
of
friendship
any
or
all
further
payments
of
the
annual
installinstallannual
the
of
payments
further
or
all
any
of friendship
ments
of the
the Chinese
Chinese indemnity
due under
under the
bond received
received from
from
the bond
indemnity due
ments of
China pursuant
pursuant to
to the
1901, as
modified by
by
as modified
7, 1901,
September 7,
of September
protocol of
the protocol
China
Executive order
on the
28th day
day of
of December,
December, 1908,
pursuant to
to the
the vol.
p. 577.
677.
Vol. 3,
35, p.
1908, pursuant
the 28th
order on
Executive
authority of
of the
joint resolution
resolution of
Congress approved
approved May
25,
May 25,
of Congress
the joint
authority
1908,
indemnity against
expenses incurred
by reason
reason
incurred by
and expenses
losses and
against losses
for indemnity
1908, for
of the
so-called Boxer
China during
during the
year 1900,
the year
in China
disturbances in
Boxer disturbances
the so-called
of
such remission
to begin
begin as
as from
October 1,
and to
be at
such
at such
to be
1917, and
1, 1917,
from October
remission to
such
times and
in such
manner as
as the President
President shall deem just.
such manner
and in
times
Approved, May
21, 1924.
May 21,
Approved,

CHAP. 165.—An Act
the exterior
of the
the postpostexterior of
of the
the cleaning
cleaning of
for the
To provide
provide for
186.-An Act To
CHAP.

office building
building at
at Cincinnati,
Cincinnati, Ohio.
Ohio.
office

May
22,4200.]
1924.
[H. R.

May

0124.

[Public, No. 126.]

Be it
it enacted
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
of the
the Cincinnati, Ohio.
Representatives of
House of
Senate and
by the
enacted by
Be
of exterior
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
Secretary of Cleaning
exterior
Cleaning
the Secretary
That the
assembled, That
of America
America in
States of
United States
post officeofbuilding,
permitted.
of
the
Treasury
be,
and
he
is
hereby,
authorized
and
directed
to
building,
tte
to
p
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed
permit the
the cleaning
of the
post-office building at
the post-office
exterior of
the exterior
of the
cleaning of
permit
No
exGovernment exNo Government
Cincinnati, Ohio,
Ohio, in
in connection
the improvements
in the
blocks pense.
the blocks
improvements in
with the
connection with
Cincinnati,
known
as
Fountain
Square,
said
cleaning
to
be
without
expense
to
pense
to
expense
without
be
to
known as Fountain Square, said cleaning
the United
States and
and to
entire satisfaction
of the
representative
the representative
satisfaction of
to the
the entire
United States
the
of the
the Treasury
Treasury Department
Department who
may be
be detailed
detailed for
the final
final inspecinspecfor the
who may
of
tion thereof.
Approved, May
1924.
May 22, 1924.
Approved,
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May 22, 1924.
[H. R.
R. 6059.1
6.
[Public, No.
No. 127.]
[Public

[H.

Was
iMo..
Parthington
of pubc
l
,
buildbuildofpubic
Part
ing
conv
extension.
eyed to
to
sie, conveed
ing sit,e,
for alley

oitityyto

ey exio.

Provisos.
Maintenance, etc., at

antance,.,at

city.

expense
of city.
expenseof

Reversion
user, etc.

serin

"
r no
fot

for

May 23, 1924.
197A.
[H.
8905.]
R. 805.]
[. R.
[Public,
No. 128.]
[Public, No.

SEss.
I.
SEss. I.

Cris.
167.
166, 167.
CHS. 166,

1924.
1924.

CHAP. 166.—An
the conveyance
Washington,
of Washington,
city of
the city
to the
conveyance to
Authorizing the
Act Authorizing
166.-An Act
CHAP.
Missouri,
Federal building site in said city for the extension
extension of
of the Federal
feet of
of ten feet
Missouri, of
the existing
through the
Lafayette Streets.
entire block from Oak to Lafayette
the entire
alley through
public alley
existing public
the

Be
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
the
of the
Representatives of
by the
Be it

Secretaryy
assembled,,That
United
of America
That the
the Secretar
Congress assembled
America in Congress
States of
United States
to the
off the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized to convey to
the
of Missouri,
Missouri, by
State of
in the
Washington, in
city
city of
of Washington,
the State
by quitclaim
quitcla im deed,
deed, the
of
north
ten
feet
of
the
Federal
building
city
of
said
the
in
site
north ten feet of the Federal building
Washington,
for an
extension of
the existing
existing
of the
an extension
used for
be used
to be
Missouri, to
Washington, Missouri,
public
through the
the entire
entire block
block from
from Oak
Lafayette Streets,
to Lafayette
Oak to
alley through
public alley
which
said existing
existing public
now extends
extends but
but half
through
way through
half way
alley now
public alley
which said
said block,
block, to
to be
be used
public alley
and for
no other
purpose:
other purpose:
for no
alley and
for aapublic
used for
said
Provided, however,
That the
the city
Washington shall
open said
shall open
of Washington
city of
however, That
Provided,
extension
to the
the existing public alley as herein authorized
authorized to be
extension to
granted,
and improve
improve and
and maintain
maintain the
the same
public alleys
as other public
same as
granted, and
of said
are improved
improved and
and maintained;
maintained; also,
that the
the city of
also, that
city are
said city
of
Washington
shall
bear
all
expense
incident
to
the
of the
moving
the
to
incident
expense
all
bear
shall
Washington
north curb,
partial rebuilding
the driveway
driveway entrance
entrance to
of the
rebuilding of
the partial
and the
curb, and
north
the
Government lot,
lot, made
by the
the establishment
establishment of the new
necessary by
made necessary
the Government
alley line
line along
along the
the northern
northern boundary
site:
building site:
Federal building
the Federal
of the
boundary of
alley
Provided further,
further, That
shall not
the
have the
not have
Washington shall
of Washington
city of
the city
That the
Provided
right
to sell
or convey
the land
authorized to be granted, or
herein authorized
land herein
convey the
sell or
right to
any part
part thereof,
devote the same
same to any other purpose than
to devote
or to
thereof, or
any
as
described, and
the event
event that the said land shall
in the
and in
hereinbefore described,
as hereinbefore
not be
of aapublic alley it shall revert to the
purpose of
the purpose
for the
used for
be used
not
United States.
Approved,
May 22,
22, 1924.
Approved, May
indebtedness of the
C1TAP. 167.-An
167.—An Act
Act To
To authorize
the settlement
settlement of the indebtedness
authorize the
CHAP.
Kingdom
of Hungary
Hungary to
United States of America.
the United
to the
Kingdom of

Be
enacted by
the Senate
House of
of Representatives
the
Representatives of the
and House
Senate and
by the
Be itit enacted
Hungary.
Hungar.
Settlement
of its
its United
in Congress
America in
of
United States
of
America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the settlement
settlement
States
settlement of
indebtedWorld War indebtedUnited
Hungary to the United
of
Kingdom of Hungary
the Kingdom
of the
indebtedness of
the indebtedness
ness
of the
approved.
ness approved.

by the World War Foreign
States
of America,
America, made
made by
Foreign Debt ComStates of
mission
and approved
approved by
President upon the following terms,
by the President
mission and
authorized:
is hereby
hereby approved and authorized:
Funding
Principal amount of obligation to be funded, $1,685,835.61;
$1,685,835.61;
Principal
principl
of principal
Funding of
and interest into bonds.
rate of
at the
15, 1923,
to December
andintrestintobonds. interest
interest accrued thereon to
December 15,
1923, at
the rate
of 44
principal and interest
$253,917.43; total principal
per centum per annum, $253,917.43;
accrued
unpaid as of December 15, 1923, $1,939,753.04; less
accrued and unpaid
payment
in cash
cash by
Hungary on April 25, 1924, $753.04; total
by Hungary
payment in
indebtedness to be funded into bonds, $1,939,000.
indebtedness
Principal payable in
the bonds shall be paid in annual installments
principal of
of the
The principal
Pripa l payable in
installments.
including December 15,
on the
the 15th
and including
to and
up to
December, up
of December,
day of
15th day
on
Government of
of the Government
right
the
1985,
on
a
fixed
schedule,
to
subject
schedule,
1985, on a fixed
Hungary to
to make
payments in three-year periods; the amount
amount
these payments
make these
Hungary
of
first year's
installment shall be $9,600,
$9,600, the installments
installments to
year's installment
the first
of the
increase
with due regularity
regularity until, in the sixty-second
sixty-second year, the
increase with
$75,000, the aggregate
amount of
aggregate installinstallment shall be $75,000,
the installment
of the
amount
ments
being equal to the total principal of the debt.
ments
Prior payments alshall have
The Government
of Hungary
Hungary shall
have the
the right to pay off
off
Government of
The
payments al
lo,
lowed.
interest
of the bonds on any interest
additional
principal of
the principal
of the
amounts of
additional amounts
date upon
upon ninety
ninety days'
notice.
days' notice.
date
Interest rates.
unpaid balances
upon the
be payable
Interest
shall be
payable upon
the unpaid
balances at the
the
Interest shall
nterest rates.
following
December 15 and June 15 of each year:
on December
rates, on
following rates,
centum per annum, payable semiannually,
3 per
At
the rate
rate of
per centum
of 3
At the
thereafter at
from
December 15,
15, 1923,
1923, to
to December
December 15, 1933, and thereafter
from December
Vol. 42, p. 363.

ol. 42 p. 363.
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the rate
per annum,
payable semiannually
until
semiannually until
annum, payable
centum per
per centum
31 per
of 3/
rate of
the
final payment.
payment.
final

d
res
dii
addiofinterest
Acceptance
up to
pay up
to pay
right to
Government of Hungary shall have the
The Government
The
the right
to tional
tioA
nal lirdslor
1nta
e
bonds for°
interest.
one-half
of
any
interest
accruing
between
December
15,
1923,
and
on
accrued
interest.
accrued
on
one-half of any interest accruing between December 15, 1923, and
December
15, 1928,
on the
$1,939,000 principal
principal amount of the bonds
the $1,939,000
1928, on
December 15,
first
be issued
in bonds
bonds of
of Hungary
Hungary dated
as of
of the
the respective
dates
respective dates
dated as
issued in
to be
first to
when
interest to
to be
paid thereby
thereby becomes due, payable as to
be paid
the interest
when .the
principal
on the
the 15th
December in
succeeding year,
year,
each succeeding
in each
of December
15th day
day of
principal on
up to
to and
including December
December 15,
15, 1985,
fixed schedule,
in
schedule, in
on aa fixed
1985, on
and including
up
annual installments,
with due
due regularity
in proportion
regularity in
increasing with
installments, increasing
annual
to
the manner
manner provided
for payments
payments to
to be
on account
account
made on
be made
provided for
in the
and in
to and
of principal
principal of
original issue
of bonds,
bonds, bearing
rates
same rates
the same
bearing the
issue of
the original
of the
of
of
interest
and
being
similar
in
other
respects
to
such
original
issue
issue
original
such
to
respects
other
in
of interest and being similar
of
of bonds.
Of bonds.
Payment in gold coin
Any
payment of
of interest
or of
of principal
principal shall
i
iini
Yit
n
:ing i
Zt
bonds.
ornitednStates
United or
in United
be made
made in
shall be
interest or
Any payment
States
gold
coin
of
the
present
standard
of
value
or
option
the
at
or
value
of
standard
present
the
of
States gold coin
of the
the Government
Government of
United States
States Government
Government
any United
in any
Hungary, in
of Hungary,
of
obligations
issued
after
April
6,
1917,
such
obligations
to be taken
obligations
such
1917,
6,
obligations issued after April
at
accrued interest.
at par
par and
and accrued
interest.
Security for pay
The payment
of the
the principal
principal and
interest of
of the
shall be
setr Y for
pay'
ments.
be men
bonds shall
the bonds
and interest
payment of
The
secured
in
the
same
manner
and
to
the
same
extent
as
the
obligation
p
rovi80.
Provo.
obligation
as
the
extent
same
to
the
secured in the same manner and
in cooperaRelease
of
Hungary which
is to
to be
funded: Provided,
however, That
That all
or t
Release
al or
Provided, however,
be funded:
which is
of Hungary
nio
agow
nsit,
h
fo
o
r
tinhercooperscredNe
r
any
security may
may be
released by
by the
Secretary of
of the
the nations,
for immediate
nitotnshe
'credite
the Secretary
be released
such security
any part
part of
of such
Treasury
on such
terms and
he may
needs.
reconstruction needs.
necessary reconstruction
deem necessary
may deem
as he
and conditions
conditions as
such terms
Treasury on
or
appropriate in
order that
that the
the United
United States
States may
may cooperate
in
cooperate in
in order
or appropriate
any program
be able
able to
to finance
finance its
its immediate
immediate
may be
Hungary may
whereby Hungary
program whereby
any
needs
by the
flotation of
of a
a loan
reconstruction purposes
purposes,? if and
for reconstruction
loan for
the flotation
needs by
when substantially
other creditor
obligations
holding obligations
nations holding
creditor nations
all other
substantially all
when
similar
to
that
held
by
the
Unite'd
States
which
is
to be
funded,
be funded,
is to
which
States
United
the
by
held
that
similar to
to wit,
Denmark, France,
France, Great
Great Britain,.Holland,
Sweden,
Norway, Sweden,
Britain,.Holland, Norway,
wit, Denmark,
to
and
to a
extent the
enjoyed
security enjoyed
the security
similar extent
a similar
release to
shall release
Switzerland, shall
and Switzerland,
of
decision of
Subject
by such
obligations.
Subject to
to decision
by
such obligations.
The Secretary
Secretary of
of the
shall be
be authorized
decide when
Secretary
Tressthe Tressof the
secretary of
when WT.
to decide
authorized to
Treasury shall
the Treasury
The
u ry
this
has been
substantially taken.
taken.
been substantially
action has
this action
Approved, May
May 23, 1924.
Approved,

"An Act for the relief of
CHAP. 176.—An
amend an
an Act
Act entitled "An
To amend
Act To
176.-An Act
CHAP.

the
Saginaw, Swan
Swan Creek,
Black River Band of Chippewa Indians in the
and Black
Creek, and
the Saginaw,
State
Michigan, and
for other
other purposes,"
purposes," approved June 25, 1910.
and for
of Michigan,
State of

May 24,1924.
24, 1924.
May
[H.
R. 6941
64.]
[H.yR.
(Public,
No. 129.1
129.1
[Public, No.

Be
it enacted
the Senate
of Representatives
of th
the Chippewa
Indians in
in
Chippewa Indians
Representatives of
House of
and House
Senate and
by the
enacted by
Be it
Michi gan.
United
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
section
2
of Michigan.
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 2 of
Claims of Saginaw,
the Act
of June
1910, entitled
"An Act
the relief
relief of
Court of
o
inourt
ands in
etc. lands
the etc.,
of the
for the
Act for
entitled "An
25, 1910,
June 25,
Act of
the
Claims.
Saginaw,
Band of
Indians Claims.
Chippewa Indians
of Chippewa
River Band
Black River
and Black
Creek, and
Swan Creek,
Saginaw, Swan
in
of Michigan,
Michigan, and
and for
for other
other purposes,"
be, and
hereby
and hereby
purposes," be,
State of
in the
the State
is,
amended
so
as
to
read
as
follows:
be filed
laims to be
is, amended so as to read as follows:
Claims
filed by
by
attorneys.
"
SEC. 2.
suit or
or suits
be begun
attorneys.
approved
within approved
begun within
shall be
Act shall
this Act
under this
suits under
any suit
That any
2. That
" SEC.
Vol. 36, p.829, amendof a
three
years after
after passage
passage hereof
the filing
filing of
a petition
petition to be ed.Vol. 36,p.829,amendby the
hereof by
three years
verified
by the
or attorneys
employed by
by the claimant
attorneys employed
attorney or
the attorney
verified by
Indians
contract approved
approved by
by the
the Secretary
the Interior
Interior
of the
Secretary of
under contract
Indians under
and
the
Commissioner
of
Indian
Affairs,
in
accordance
with
existing Fs
Fees allowed.
allowed.
existing
with
accordance
in
Affairs,
Indian
of
and the Commissioner
law.
The compensation
compensation to
paid such
attorney or
shall
attorneys shall
or attorneys
such attorney
be paid
to be
law. The
be
determined by
by the
the Court
Claims and
shall not
Mar.imm.
sum Maximum.
the sum
exceed the
not exceed
and shall
of Claims
Court of
be determined
of
10 per
of the
the amount
amount of
of the
recovered, and
and in
judgment recovered,
the judgment
centum of
per centurn
of 10
the
no event
event shall
shall such
fee or
or fees
the sum
$25,000, and the
sum of $25,000,
exceed the
fees exceed
such fee
no
the
same shall
shall be
be paid
out of
of any
or sums found
found to be due the
sum or
any sum
paid out
same
Indians."
Indians."
Approved,
May 24, 1924.
Approved, May
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May 24,
1924.
24,1924.
May
[H.
R. 38O0.
3800.]
[H. R.
[Public,
No. 1303
130.
[ublic, No.

SESS. I.
I. CHS.
CHs. 177-179.
177-179.
SESS.

1924.
1924.

CHAP. 177.-An
177.—An Act
Act To
To cancel
allotment of
or
land made to Mary Crane or
of land
an allotment
cancel an
CHAP.
a deceased Indian,
Ho-tah-kah-win-kaw, a
Indian, embracing
embracing land within the Winnebago
Winnebago
Ho-tah-kah-win-kaw,
Indian Reservation
Reservation in Nebraska.
Nebraska.
Indian

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
the
of the
Representatives of
House of
the Senate
Be
assembled, That the Secretary
Congress assembled,
United
States of
of America
in Congress
America in
United States
of
the Interior
and he
hereby, authorized
authorized to
to cancel
cancel the
the restricted
restricted
is hereby,
he is
be, and
Interior be,
of the
canceled and fee patent issued to Mary Crane or Ho-tah-kah-win-kaw, deceased
Crane
deceased
allotment
otment
e
caned
r
es
tored
t
o
Ho-tah-kah-win-kaw,
or
allotment restored to fee patent issued to Mary Crane
tribal property of.
in
Winnebago
allottee numbered
43 on
on the
Reservation in
Winnebago Reservation
the Winnebago
numbered 43
Winnebago allottee
property of.
tribal
Nebraska,
embracing
the
southwest
quarter
of
the
northeast
quarter
quarter
northeast
the
of
quarter
southwest
Nebraska, embracing the
of
20, township
township 26
east, of
of the
postsixth postthe sixth
range 99 east,
north, range
26 north,
section 20,
of section
meridian
in Nebraska,
containing forty
forty acres;
acres; and
to thereupon
thereupon
and to
Nebraska, containing
meridian in
restore
to the
status of
of the
the
property of
tribal property
of tribal
the status
involved to
land involved
the land
restore the
Winnebago
Reservation.
Indian Reservation.
Winnebago Indian
Approved,
May 24,
24, 1924.
1924.
Approved, May
Winnebago
Indian
Indian
Reservation,
Reservation, Nebr.
Patent
Mary
to Mary
P
at en t to

Winnebago

eel

an d

1924.
May
May 24, 1924.
MI[.
[H. R.3900.]
[Public, No. 131.]

R. 39.
[Pubic, No. 131.T

CHAP. 178.-An
178.—An Act
Act To
To cancel
allotments made
to Richard
Richard Bell,
made to
two allotments
cancel two
CHAP.
deceased, embracing
embracing land
the Round
Round Valley
Valley Indian
Reservation in CaliIndian Reservation
within the
land within
deceased,
fornia.

Be
it enacted
by the
House of
of the
the
Representatives of
of Representatives
and House
Senate and
the Senate
enacted by
Be it
Secretary
the
United
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
the
Secretary
That
assembled,
Congress
in
America
of
States
United
eservationCalif.
certain
two certain
authorized to
hereby, authorized
he is
be, and
to
Richard
Patents
of the Interior
Interior be,
and he
is hereby,
to cancel
cancel two
Bell
Patents
canceled
to and
Richard
allot- Of
allotand
canceled
Bell
ments restored
to tribal
trust patents
patents issued to Richard Bell, deceased, Round Valley
tribal trust
restoredto
ments
662, on
allottee, numbered
property of.
property
allottee,
numbered 604
604 and
and 662,
on the
the Round
Round Valley Indian
Indian ReservaReservasection
tion
embracing lands
as lot
lot 13,
13, in
in section
described as
lands described
California, embracing
in California,
tion in
2,
west of
of Mount
Mount Diablo
Diablo meridian,
13 west
range 13
north, range
22 north,
township 22
2, township
containing
ten acres,
trust patent was issued as of date
which aatrust
for which
acres, for
containing ten
southwest
of
15, 1895;
1895; also
the northwest
of the southwest
quarter of
northwest quarter
also the
April 15,
of April
southwest quarter
quarter and
of the
the southwest
quarter
of the
half of
north half
the north
half of
north half
the north
and the
quarter
23 north, range 13
of
the southwest
section 21,
21, township
township 23
of section
quarter of
southwest quarter
of the
*
containing fifty
west of
Mount Diablo
meridian, in
in California,
California, containing
Diablo meridian,
the Mount
of the
west
22, 1910;
acres,
on December
December 22,
issued on
was issued
patent was
trust patent
a trust
which a
for which
acres, for
of tribal
status
and
to
thereupon
restore
the
lands
involved
to
the
status
the
to
involved
lands
the
restore
thereupon
to
and
Reservation.
property
the Round
Valley Indian
Indian Reservation.
Round Valley
of the
property of
Approved,
1924.
24, 1924.
May 24,
Approved, May
Roundyalley Indian
Reservation, Calif.

May
1924.
24,1924.
May 24,
R.442.1
[11. It.
4462.1
[Public, No. 132.1
1321

[.
[Public, No.

Choctaw
Chickand ChickChoctaw and
asaw town site fund.

authorizing the
Act entitled "An Act authorizing
CHAP. 179.-An
179.—An Act
an Act
amend an
To amend
Act To
CHAP.
payment
the Choctaw
Choctaw and
and Chickasaw
purposes."
town-site fund, and for other purposes."
Chickasaw town-site
of the
payment of

the
Representatives of the
Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
and House
House of
of Re/resentatives
Senate and
it enacted
Be

of
section 33 of
That section
assembled, That
Congress assembled
America in
States of America
United
United States
in Congress

authorizing the
Act approved
a tonsite fundthe
the Act
approved April
April 28,
28, 1904,
1904, entitled "An Act authorizing

town-site fund, and for
payment of
of the
the Choctaw
Choctaw and
Chickasaw town-site
and Chickasaw
payment
other
purposes," be
be and
hereby amended
amended so as to read as follows:
follows:
is hereby
and is
other purposes,"

upon the
name appears
whose name
"
SEc. 3.
That if
if any
any person
person whose
appears upon
the rolls
rolls
3. That
"SEC.
Payments ofamonts
day of
as herein
provided shall
shall have
died subsequent
subsequent to
the 25th
of
25th day
to the
have died
herein provided
as
heirs.
his pro-rata
receiving his
before receiving
September , 1902;
and before
pro-rata share
share of the
1902, and
Vol.33,p.571,amend- September,
accumulated town-site
the money to which such person would
would
fund, the
town-site fund,
accumulated
direct
have
been entitled,
entitled, if
if living,
living, shall
distributed and paid direct
be distributed
shall be
have been
distribution, as
and distribution,
to
heirs, according
laws of
descent and
of descent
the laws
to the
according to
his heirs,
to his
provided in
in chapter
chapter 49
of Mansfield's
of the
the Statutes
of
Statutes of
Digest of
Mansfield's Digest
49 of
of provided
.ce...t
of
Ascertainment
ascertained and determined
Arkansas, said
to be
determined by the
be ascertained
heirs to
said heirs
Arkansas,
heirs.
heirs.
as said Secretary
rules as
Secretary
of the
the Interior,
Interior, under
under such
Secretary may
such rules
Secretary of
so far as distribution of tribal
prescribe,
therein, so
decision therein,
his decision
and his
prescribe, and
conclusive."
is concerned,
funds is
funds
concerned, shall be final and conclusive."
Approved, May
May 24, 1924.
Approved,

Payments of amounts
deceased persons
due deceased
persons
from, to their
their heirs.
Vol. 33, p.571, amended.
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' 139
•
139

1924.
1924.

May 24, 1924.
May,1924.
[H. R. 4494.]
14494.1
[pH. No.
[Public,
133.1

CHAP.
time for
for the
of
payment of
the payment
of time
extensions of
Authorizing extensions
Act Authorizing
180.-An Act
CHAP. 180.—An
purchase money
money due
due under
under certain
homestead entries
entries and
Government land
land
and Government
certain homestead
purchase
Dakota.
purchases
the Fort
Berthold Indian
North Dakota.
Reservation, North
Indian Reservation,
Fort Berthold
within the
purchases within

[Pubc, No.1.

Be
the Senate
the FortBertholdIndian
of the
Representatives of
of Representatives
House of
and House
Senate and
by the
it enacted
enacted by
Be it
Fort Berthold Indian
N. Dak.
United States
Congress assembled,
That any
any homehome- Reservation,
Reservation, N.
assembled, That
in Congress
America in
of America
States of
United
Entrymen, etc., on,
fon
etc., for
alEtymen,
Fort
stead
entryman
or
purchaser
of
Government
lands
within
the
Fort
the
allowed
extension
within
lands
stead entryman or purchaser of Government
payments.
purchase payments.
is unable
Berthold
Indian Reservation
in North
North Dakota
who is
unable to purchase
Dakota who
Reservation in
Berthold Indian
make
payment of
of purchase
purchase money
or contract
contract Application as to inentry or
his entry
under his
due under
money due
make payment
ability.
of
purchase
as
required
by
existing
law
or
regulations,
on
applica- ability.
applicaon
regulations,
or
of purchase as required by existing law
tion
duly verified
verified showing
he is
is unable
unable to
to make
payment as
make payment
that he
showing that
tion duly
required,
to the
the 1925
the
anniversary of the
1925 anniversary
extension to
an extension
granted an
be granted
shall be
required, shall
date
of
his
entry
or
contract
of
purchase
upon
payment
of
interest
interest
of
payment
upon
purchase
of
date of his entry or contract
er extension
in advance
the rate
rate of
of 55 per
centum per
per annum
annum on
on the amounts Further
extension
per centum
at the
advance at
in
permitted.
due
maturity thereof
the said
and if
if at
at permitted.
anniversary; and
said anniversary;
to the
thereof to
the maturity
from the
due from
the expiration
of the
the extended
purclaaser is
is
or purchaser
entryman or
the entryman
period the
extended period
expiration of
the
still
unable to
to make
make the
the payment
upon the
the same
same terms
terms and
may, upon
he may,
payment he
still unable
conditions, in
Secretary of
Interior, be
the Interior,
of the
the Secretary
of the
discretion of
the discretion
in the
conditions,
granted such
further extensions
extensions of
of time,
exceeding a
a period
period of
of
not exceeding
time, not
such further
granted
three years,
years, as
as the
facts warrant.
the facts
three
Approved, May
May 24,
24, 1924.
Approved,
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181.—An Act
Conferring
Act Conferring
181.-An
hear
examine adjudicate,
enter
and enter
adjudicate, and
hear,, examine,
Indians may
have against
against the
United
the United
may have
Indians

to
jurisdiction upon
the Court
Court of
of Claims
Claims to
upon the
jurisdiction
judgment in
in any
any claims
claims which
which the
the Creek
Creek
judgment
for other
States, and
and for
other purposes.
purposes.
States,

.

the.
Be
it enacted
the Senate
and House
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
Senate and
by the
enacted by
Be it
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United States
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
jurisdiction Clms
—
larms
— Of
,agaist
Sgainst
of,ans
That jurisdiction
America in
States of
United
be, and
is hereby,
hereby, conferred
conferred upon
upon the
Court of
of Claims,
Claims, notwithstandnotwithstand- j
u
urel
ea t
taby
b
teys
t
ofi
sourt
undited
the Court
and is
be,
be ed
o

Chims.
mg
or statutes
statutes of
of limitation,
limitation, to hear,
examine, and Claims.
hear, examine
time or
of time
lapse of
the lapse
ing the
adjudicate
and render
judgment in any and all legal and equitable
render judgment
adjudicate and
claims
under or
out of
of any
any treaty
treaty or
agreement
or agreement
growing out
or growing
arising under
claims arising
between
the
United
States
and
the
Creek
Indian
Nation
Tribe,
Tribe, or
or
Nation
Indian
Creek
the
and
States
between the United
arising
out of
of any
Act of
of Congress
Congress in
to
relation to
in relation
any Act
growing out
or growing
under or
arising under
Indian affairs
which said
Tribe may have against
said Creek Nation or Tribe
affairs, which
Indian
the United
United Sates,
which claims
have not
not heretofore
determined
heretofore been determined
claims have
States, which
the
and
on their
merits by
by the
the Court
Court of
of Claims
Claims or
or the
Pov.,,, of Loyal
the pro
their merits
adjudicated on
and adjudicated
Supreme Court
Court of
United States:
States: Provided,
Provided, however,
the cirausigil
of Loyal
E.cusion allotment
That the
however, That
the United
of the
Supreme
provisions
of this
this Act
not be
confer jurisdiction claims.
claims.
construed to confer
be construed
shall not
Act shall
provisions of
upon
to hear,
consider , and
adjudicate any
any
and adjudicate
examine, consider,
hear, examine,
court to
the court
upon the
or
Creek
Loyal
balance
claimed
to
be
due
on
the
so-called
claim,
or
so-called
the
on
due
balance claimed to be
any
claimed to
to be
to equalize
equalize allotments
members
among members
allotments among
due to
be due
amount claimed
any amount
fling.
Time
of the
Creek Tribe.
Tribe.
Time for
for filing.
of
the Creek
SEC. 2.
against the
the United
United States within the
claims against
all claims
and all
Any and
2. Any
SEC.
purview of
of this
this Act
Act shall
shall be
unless suit
suit be
instituted
be instituted
barred unless
forever barred
be forever
purview
or
petition
filed
as
herein
provided
in
the
Court
of
Claims
within
within
Claims
of
or petition filed as herein provided in the Court
shall
suit
five
years
from
the
date
of
approval
of
Act,
and
such
shall
Act,
this
of
approval
of
date
the
from
years
five
party Procedure.
make
Creek Nation
Nation party
and the
the United
United States party
plaintiff and
party, plaintiff
the Creek
make the
defendant.
The petition
shall be
be verified
verified by
by: the
attorney or attorthe attorney
petition shall
defendant. The
neys employed
employed to
such claim
claim or
contract with
under contract
claims under
or claims
prosecute such
to prosecute
neys
the
by the
Affairs and the
Commissioner of Indian Affairs
the Commissioner
approved by
Creeks approved
the Creeks
Secretary
the Interior;
Interior; and
and said
said contract
contract shall
be executed in
shall be
of the
Secretary of
their behalf
behalf by
by a
acommittee
under the
the direction and
them under
by them
chosen by
committee chosen
their
approval
of Indian
Secretary Evidncdm
the Secretary
and the
Affairs and
Indian Affairs
Commissioner of
the Commissioner
of the
approval of
Evidence admitted.
or
of
the
Interior.
Official
letters,
papers,
documents,
and
records,
or
records,
and
documents,
papers,
letters,
Official
of the Interior.
certified
used in
evidence, and
and the departdepartin evidence,
be used
may be
thereof, may
copies thereof,
certified copies
ments
of
the
Government
shall
give
access
to
the
attorney
or
attoror
attorney
the
to
access
give
shall
ments of the Government
neys
of said
said Indian
Indian nation
nation to
such treaties,
papers, correspondence
correspondence,
treaties, papers,
to such
neys of
or records
records as
as may
by the
the attorney
attorney or
or attorneys
said
of said
attorneys of
needed by
be needed
may be
or
Indian nation.
nation.
Indian
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SEC.
In said suit the court shall also hear, examine,
consider,
SEC. 3. In
examine, consider,
and adjudicate
adjudicate any
claims which
which the
States may
may have
have against
against
and
any claims
the United
United States
said Indian
Indian nation.
nation, but
which may
may have
have been
said
but any
any payment
payment which
been made
made by
by
the United
United States
any claim
the United
the
States upon
upon any
claim against
against the
United States
States shall
shall
not operate
operate as
an estoppel,
estoppel, but
but may
be pleaded
pleaded as
as an
such
not
as an
may be
an offset
offset in
in such
suit.
suit.
Appeal to Supreme
Appeal
Supreme SEC.
the, decision of the Court of Claims in any
any
SEC. 4. That from the,
Court.
Court.
suit prosecuted
suit
prosecuted under
under the
the authority
authority of this Act, an appeal
appeal may be
be
taken by
by either
either party
cases to
to the
the Supreme
Supreme Court
Court of
of the
the
taken
party as
as in
in other
other cases
United States.
United
States.
Attorneys'
etc.,
Attorneys' fees,
fees, etc.,
SEC.
S
EC. 5. That upon the final determination
determination of any suit instituted
instituted
by court decree.
Counterclaims.

under this Act, the Court of Claims shall decree
decree such amount or
amounts
it may find reasonable
paid the
the attorney
attorney or
or attoramounts as it
reasonable to
to be
be paid
attorneys
employed by
by said
said Indian
Indian nation
nation for
and expenses
expenses
neys so
so employed
for the
the services
services and
of said
rendered or
subsequent to
to the
the
of
said attorneys
attorneys rendered
or incurred
incurred prior
prior or
or subsequent
Proviso.
Promo.
date
approval
of
this
Act:
Provided,
That
in
no
case
shall
the
of
approval
of
this
Act:
Provided,
That
in
no
case
shall
the
Limitation.
l on
tat
aggregate amounts
by said
of Claims
for fees
fees be
aggregate
.
amounts decreed
decreed by
said Court
Court of
Claims for
be in
in
of the
the amount
amounts stipulated
contract of
of
excess of
amount or
or amounts
stipulated in
in the
the contract
employment, or
in excess
excess of
10 per
per centum
employment,
or in
of aa sum
sum equal
equal to
to 10
centum of
of the
the
amount of
of recovery
recovery against
the United
States.
amount
against
the
United
States.
Issue of orders and
Sac.
The Court
shall have
full authority
proper
pre
ss.
orders and
SEC. 6. The
Court of
of Claims
Claims shall
have full
authority by
by proper
process.
orders and
and process
bring in
and make
parties to
to such
such suit
any
orders
process to
to bring
in and
make parties
suit any
or all
persons deemed
deemed by
by it
i
tnecessary
necessary or
or proper
deteror
all persons
proper to
to the
the final
final determination of
the matters
matters in
Aprc o At- mination
of the
in controversy.
controversy.
Appearance of AtS
EC.
7.
A
copy
of
the
petition
shall, in
such case,
case, be
upon
SEC.
7.
torney
Gneral
directA
copy
of
the
petition
shall,
in such
be served
served upon
torney General
eed.
d
.
the Attorney
Attorney General of the United States, and he, or some attorney
from the Department
Department of Justice
be designated
designated by
by him
hereby
Justice to
to be
him is
is hereby
directed
appear and
and defend
interests of
States in
in
directed to
to appear
defend the
the interests
of the
the United
United States
such
case.
such MIRA.
Approved, May
May 24,
Approved,
24, 1924.
1924.
by court decree.

May 24, 1924.
May24,
124
[H.
[H. R.
u. 63573
357.1
[Public
No. 135.1
135.
[Public, No.

CIAP. 182.—An
182.-An Act For the reorganization
reorganization and improvement
CHAP.
improvement of the Foreign
of the
the United
United States,
and for
other purposes.
States, and
for other
purposes.
eign Service
Service of

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
United
in Congress
assembled, That
hereafter
porma ServiconUnited States of
.
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
That hereafter
sular Srvice to
the Diplomatic and Consular
Consular Service of the United
United States shall
be
as the
Service of
the United
be known
known as
the Foreign
Foreign Service
of the
United States.
States.
Official designation
Sac. 2.
2. That
designation "Foreign
Service officer"
SEC.
That the
the official
official designation
"Foreign Service
officer"
of ofcal
officers. designation
cers.
as employed
employed throughout
throughout this Act shall be deemed
deemed to denote
permanent officers
permanent
officers in
in the
Service below
grade of
of
the Foreign
Foreign Service
below the
the grade
minister, all of whom are subject
subject to promotion on merit, and who
duty in
either the
may be
be assigned
assigned to
to duty
in either
the diplomatic
diplomatic or
or the
the consular
consular
branch
of the
the Foreign
Service at
at the
discretion of
of the
the President.
President.
branch of
Foreign Service
the discretion
Officers graded
graded and
Officers
and SEC.
Sac. 3. That the officers
officers in the Foreign Service shall hereafter
hereafter
classified.
and classified
classified as
as follows,
follows, with
the salaries
salaries of
of each
class
be graded
graded and
with the
each class
herein affixed thereto,
thereto, but not
in number
each class
class
not exceeding
exceeding in
number for
for each
proportion to
to the
total number
of officers
officers in
in the
the service
service reprereprenumber of
the total
Percentage
a proportion
Percentage of allot- a
ments
ments and salaries. sented in the following
limitations: Ambassadors and
following percentage
percentage limitations:
and
ministers as now or hereafter
hereafter provided;
provided; Foreign
as
Foreign Service
Service officers
officers as
follows: Class 1,
7 per
per centum,
1, 6
6per centum, $9,000; class 2, 7
centum, $8,000;
$8,000;
class 3,
3, 88 per
per centum,
4, 9
9 per
centum, $6,000;
$6,000; class
class
centum, $7,000;
$7,000; class
class 4,
per centum,
5, 10 per centum, $5,000; class 6, 14 per centum,
centum, $4,500; class
class 7,
$4,000; class
class 8,
class 9,
9, $3,000;
unclassified, $3,000
$1,500:
$4,000;
8, $3,500;
$3,500; class
$3,000; unclassified,
$3,000 to
to $1,500:
Proris.o.
Provided, That
as many
officers above
class 6
6 as
Detlorspection.
That as
many Foreign
Foreign Service
Service officers
above class
Details forinspection. Provided,
as
may be required for the purpose
purpose of
of inspection
may be
be detailed
detailed by
inspection may
by
of State
the Secretary
Secretary of
State for
for that
that purpose.
purpose.
Appointments, diploAppointments,
dip'SEC.
Service officers
officers may
secreS
EC. 4.
4. That
That Foreign
Foreign Service
may be
be appointed
appointed as
as secrematic, consular, or both.
,
t
taries in
the Diplomatic
as consular
consular officers
taries
in the
Diplomatic Service
Service or as
officers or both:
both:
Foreign Service.
Diplomatic and Consular Service to be
known as.
as.
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Provided,
made by
and with
6roval of
en
of the
the Sen.
ppa
with
by and
be made
shall be
appointments shall
such appointments
all such
That all
Provided, That
the advice
advice and
consent of
Senate: Provided
further, That
That all
all ate.Ofcial
ate.P p
acts acodProvided further,
of the
the Senate:
and consent
the
ns.
to
commissio
to commissions.
official
of such
officers while
while on
th e diplomatic
diplomatic ing
m
•g
°fficial
acts accordeither the
in either
duty in
on duty
such officers
acts of
official acts
or
the
consular
branch
of
the
Foreign
Service
shall
be
performed
performed
be
shall
Service
Foreign
the
of
branch
or the consular
under
respective commissions
or as
consular
as consular
secretaries or
as secretaries
commissions as
their respective
under their
officers.
officers.
Appointments
SEC. 5. That hereafter appointments to the position of Foreign jeAp
t
p
o
oin
ext
a
me
nts nssububr.
or
or
SEC. 5. That hereafter appointments to the position of Foreign jettoieamnation
service.
Service
officer
shall
be
made
after
examination
and
a
suitable
period
Department
service.
period
a
suitable
Service officer shall be made after examination and
of probation
probation in
in an
unclassified grade
or, after
conof conyears of
five years
after five
grade or,
an unclassified
of
tinuous service
service in
the Department
of State,
State, by
transfer therefrom
therefrom
by transfer
Department of
in the
tinuous
under such
such rules
rules and
and regulations
as the
the President
President may
prescribe:
.
may prescribe:
regulations as
under
Provided, That
That no
no candidate
candidate shall
eligible for
for i
sr
me.
rimc*;n citizenship
citizenship
American
examination for
for examination
be eligible
shall be
Provided,
by
Foreign
Service
officer
who
is
not
an
American
citizen:
Provided
re
:e
i"
..atement
by
reinstitement
Provided
citizen:
Foreign Service officer who is not an American
further,
That
reinstatement
of
Foreign
Service
officers
separated
Executive
Order
perperOrder
Exeentive
separated
officers
Service
Foreign
of
reinstatement
further, That
from
service by
of appointment
some other
mited
other nimed.
to some
appointment to
reason of
by reason
classified service
the classified
from the
order
position
in
the
Government
service
may
be
made
by
Executive
order
Executive
by
made
be
may
service
position in the Government
of
under such
as he
may
he may
regulations as
and regulations
rules and
such rules
President under
the President
of the
prescribe.
Appointments to be
prescribe.
All appointments
Service officers
shall be
be by
corn- by
b=eizivotob:
appointments to a
by cornofficers shall
Foreign Service
of Foreign
appointments of
All
mission
cass.
post, class.
particular post,
any particular
to any
commission to
by commission
not by
and not
class and
a class
to a
mission to
and such
such officers
officers shall
shall be
assigned to
posts and
and may
be transferred
transferred
may be
to posts
be assigned
and
from
one
post
to
another
by
order
of
the
President
as
the
interests
,i
interests
the
as
President
the
of
order
by
another
to
post
one
from
of
the service
service may
classification of
sec- Presentcommissions
Present commissions
of secthe classification
That the
Provided, That
require: .Provided,
may require:
of the
notimpaired.
retaries in
Service and
and of
i
s herebyimpaired.
not
consular officers is
of consular
Diplomatic Service
the Diplomatic
in the
retaries
abolished,
without, however,
any wise
the validity
of
validity of
impairing the
wise impairing
in any
however, in
abolished, without,
the present
commissions of
of secretaries
secretaries and
consular officers.
officers.
Promotions
Promotions and
and consular
present commissions
the
Vol.
38, p. 806, amendFebruary 5, 1915 (Public, tVo.sep.soamendS
EC. 6.
6. That
section 5
of the
the' Act
t
ran
d'
of February
Act of
5 of
That section
SEC.
edeport
Presi:
242)
hereby amended
amended to
ed.R eirt rto the Presifollows:
as follows:
read as
to read
is hereby
242), is
off reommendagEC. 5. That the
the
Secretary
of
State
is
directed
to
report
from
dentc
enda
dent
from
report
to
directed
is
State
of
en
promotion,
Secretary
.s for
"SEC. 5. That
promotion
time
time to
to the
the President,
President, along
along with
the teltot
recommendations, the
his recommendations,
with his
to time
time to
efficient
names
of those
those Foreign
who by
by reason of efficient
officers who
Service officers
Foreign Service
names of
service
have
demonstrated
special
capacity
for
to the
promotion
for
capacity
special
demonstrated
service have
grade of
minister, and
the names
officers Efficiency record to
Service officers
Foreign Service
those Foreign
of those
names of
and the
of minister,
grade
be kept.
erdpt to
k
Department of be
and employees
employees and
officers and
and employees
the Department
employees in the
and officers
and
which
accurate record of which
State who
reason of
efficient service, an accurate
of efficient
by reason
who by
State
ps
shall
kept in
of State,
have demonstrated
demonstrated special Appointments
State, have
Department of
the Department
in the
to
be kept
shall be
efficiency,
and
also
the
names
of
persons
found
upon
taking
the
prelower
grades.
grades.
lower
prethe
taking
upon
found
of
persons
efficiency, and also the names
scribed examination
to have
have fitness
fitness for
lower
appointment to the lower
for appointment
examination to
scribed
Efficiency record of
grades
of the
service."
the service."
grades of
officerr to
the present
SEC. 7.
the date
this Act
effective the
Ein e officers
al be
it
becomes effective
Act becomes
which this
on which
date on
on the
That on
7. That
SEC.
Secretary
of
State
shall
certify
to
the
President,
with
his
recomrt
n
ttl
it
lo
the
Pres
et!:
rmenicentiedth
recomhis
Secretary of State shall certify to the President, with
mendation
in each
case, the
the record
of efficiency
dation&
of the several sec- dations.
efficiency of
record of
each case,
mendation in
retaries
Diplomatic Service,
general, consuls,
consuls, vice
consuls general,
Service, consuls
the Diplomatic
in the
retaries in
consuls of
of career,
consular assistants,
assistants, interpreters,
interpreters, and student
career, consular
consuls
interpreters
then
in
office
and
shall,
except
in
cases of persons found
in cases
except
shall,
and
office
in
then
interpreters
to merit
merit reduction
reduction in
rank or
the service,
recommend Recommissions with
service, recommend
from the
dismissal from
or dismissal
in rank
to
examnation.
out exammation.
to
the
President
the
recommissioning,
without
further
examination,
examination, out
further
without
recommissioning,
to the President the
as
Cl
of
those
then
in
office
as
follows:
Class
one.
follows:
as
office
in
then
those
of
Secretaries
of
class
one
designated
as
counselors
of
embassy,
and
and
embassy,
of
Secretaries of class one designated as counselors
consuls general
general of
Foreign Service
Service officers
officers of
as Foreign
two as
and two
one and
classes one
of classes
consuls
class
class one.
Class two.
ss t
Secretaries of
of class
one designated
counselors of
of legation
and
legation and
as counselors
designated as
class one
Secretaries
consuls
general of
three as
as Foreign
Foreign Service
Service officers
officers of
of class
two. Class the.
three.
class two.
class three
of class
consuls general
Secretaries
of class
one not
not designated
designated as counselors, consuls
class one
Secretaries of
general of
class four,
and consuls
consuls general
general at large as Foreign Service
four, and
of class
general
officers
officers of class three.
Class four.
Secretaries of
class two
consuls general
consuls of Cu
five, consuls
class five,
of clogs
general of
two, consuls
of class
Secretaries
classes
one, two,
two, and
and three,
three, and
and Turkish
Turkish
Japanese, and
Chinese, Japanese,
and Chinese,
classes one,
class four.
secretaries
as Foreign
officers of
of class
Service officers
Foreign Service
Claes five.
secretaries as
C
Consuls of
of class
four as
as Foreign
Service officers
of class five.
five.
officers of
Foreign Service
class tour
Consuls
p

rovi
so.
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Secretaries
Secretaries of class three, consuls of class five,
and Chinese,
Chinese,
five, and
Japanese,
Japanese, and Turkish
Turkish assistant secretaries
secretaries as
Foreign Service
Service officers
officers
as Foreign
of
six.
of class
class six.
Consuls of class
class six as Foreign Service officers
officers of
of class
class seven.
seven.
Secretaries
Secretaries of class four and consule
seven as
as Foreign
Foreign
consult of
of class
class seven
Service officers
officers of
eigkt.
Service
of class
class eight.
Consuls of classes
classes eight and nine as Foreign Service
Consuls
of
Service officers
officers of
class nine.
nine.
class
Vice consuls of career, consular assistants,
assistants, interpreters,
interpreters, and
and
student interpreters
as Foreign
Foreign Service
officers, unclassified.
unclassified.
interpreters as
Service officers,
SEC. 8.
sEc.
8. That
That consuls
consuls general
class one
one and
general of
of class
and consuls
consuls of
of class
class one
one

holding office at the time this Act takes effect
shall not,
effect shall
not, as
as aa result
result
of their recommissioning
recommissioning or
or reclassification,
reclassification, suffer
in
suffer a
a reduction
reduction in

incum- salary
salary below
which they
they are
then receiving:
receivi ng: P
ro
v ided, h
owever ,
to incumbelow that
that which
are then
Provided,
however,

Consular assistants
made unclassified offi-

That this provision
provision shall apply only to the incumbents of
of the
the offices
offices
mentioned
mentioned at the time this Act becomes effective.
effective.

madeunclasstnedtoffiThat the grade
of consular
consular assistant
assistant is
hereby abolished,
ab
oli shed, an
d
grade of
is hereby
and
crs.,
that all consular assistants now in
in the
service shall
shall be
the service
be recommisrecommisas Foreign
sioned as
officers unclassified.
unclassified.
Foreign Service
Service officers,
98
secs.
That sections
sections 1697
and 1698
of the
Revised Statutes
are
RIt. S.,S.
, 1697, 1HOS,
.,sdeds
SEC. 9.
9. That
1697 and
1698 of
the Revised
Statutes are
p. 303, amended.
hereby amended
amended to
to read
follows:
read as
as follows:
Bonds required
of
"E very secre
t
ary ,consul
consu l genera
l
, consu
l
, vice
vi
ce consul of career,
Bonds
required of
"Every
secretary,
general,
consul,
consul of career,
Service officers.
officers.
Foreign Service
.
.
or Foreign Service officer, before he receives
his commission
or
receives his
commission or
enters upon the duties of his office,
shall give
to the
the United
United States
office, shall
give to
States
aa bond, in such form as the
the President
President shall
shall prescribe,
with such
prescribe, with
such
Amount
condi- sureties,
sureties, who
who shall
be permanent
permanent residents
of the
the United
Un it ed States,
St at
es ,
amount and
and condishall be
residents of
tions.
as the Secretary of State shall approve,
approve, in
tions,
in a
not less
a penal
penal sum
sum not
less
than the annual
compensation allowed to such officer,
annual compensation
conditioned
officer, conditioned
for the true and faithful accounting for, paying
paying over,
delivering
over, and
and delivering
up of all fees, moneys, goods, effects,
effects, books,
papers, and
books, records,
records, papers,
and
other property
come to
property which shall come
to his
his hands
to the
the hands
hands of
of
hands or
or to
any other person to his use as such officer under
now or
or
under any
any law
law now
hereafter enacted,
hereafter
enacted, and
for
the
true
and
faithful
performance of
and
for
the
true
and
faithful
performance
of
Provisos.
Existing
all other
now or
or hereafter
hereafter lawfully
lawfully i
m pose d upon
upon hi
m
as
Existi
bonds not all
other duties
duties now
imposed
him
as
impaired.
such
Provided, That
That the
the operation
impaired,
such officer:
officer: Provided,
operati on o
exis ti ng bond
bon d
off no existing
shall in any wise
impaired by
by the
the provisions
provisions of
this Act:
wise be
be impaired
of this
Act:
All official acts cover offa ts o Provided
ered.
That such
on d s
hall cover
cover b
y it
st i
pu l
at i
ons all
Proidedfurther,
further, That
such b
bond
shall
by
itss stipulations
all
official acts of such
Service officer
officer or
such officer,
officer, whether
whether as
as Foreign
Foreign Service
or as
as
secretary in
Diplomatic Service,
Service, consul
consul general,
general, consul,
consul, or
Deposit with
Secre- secretary
in the
the Diplomatic
or vice
vice
Deposit
with Secretary
of the Treasury.
career. The
bonds herei
n men
ti one d s
hall b
depos i
ted
tary ofthe
Treasury. consul
consul of
of career.
The bonds
herein
mentioned
shall
bee deposited
with the Secretary
the Treasury."
Secretary of
of the
Treasury."
Inspectors of
consuof consuSEC.
section 4
1stInspectors
es.
S
EC. 10. That the provisions of section
of th
ct o
pr il 5,
4 of
thee A
Act
offA
April
5,
Voi.
4,
o,amend1906, relative
Vol. 34, p.
p.100,
amend- 1906,
relative to
to the
the powers,
powers, duties,
duties, and
and prerogatives
of consuls
prerogatives
of
consuls
ed.
Duties applicable
applicable to general
general at
made applicable
Foreign Service
Service
at large
large are
are hereby
hereby made
applicable to
to Foreign
inspection
inspection officers.
er officers
ffe detailed
the purpose
officers
detailed for
for the
purpose of inspection, who
who shall,
shall, under
the
under the
direction of the Secretary
inspect the
Secretary of State, inspect
the work
work of
offices in
in
of offices
the Foreign Service, both in the diplomatic
diplomatic and
the consular
and the
consular
branches.
branches.
Fees etc.
Fees,
Appication of proApplication
SEC. 11.
That the
the provisions
sections 88 and
and 10
of the
the Act
Act of
of
SEC.
11. That
provisions of
of sections
10 of
visions.
vios4
101102
April 5,
5, 1906, relative to
official fees
fees and
and the
the method
method of
accounting
to official
of accounting
Vol. 34, pp. 101, 102.
therefor
therefor shall include both branches
branches of the
Foreign Service.
Service.
the Foreign
Representation
alRepresentation
lSEC. 12. That the President is
SEc.
to grant
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
grant
lowance where no diplomaatic
to
diplomatic missions
missions and to consular offices at
at capitals
lomatic mere
mission.no d
countries
to diplomatic
capitals of
of countries
where
of the United
where there is no diplomatic
diplomatic mission of
States repreUnited States
representation
allowances out
out of
of any
may be
app ro pri
at
ed
Accounting.
sentation allowances
any money
Accounting.
money which
which may
be appropriated
for such purpose from time to
t
o time
t
ime by Congress,
the expenditure
Congress, the
expenditure
of such representation
representation allowance
allowance to be accounted
for in
in detail
to
accounted for
detail to
the Department of State quarterly under
under such
rules and
regulations
such rules
and regulations
as
may prescribe.
prescribe.
as the President
President may
cers
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SEC.
SEC. 13. Appropriations
Appropriations are authorized for the salary
salary of a
a private
private
secretary
secretary to each ambassador
ambassador who
who shall
shall be appointed
appointed by the
the
ambassador
office at
ambassador and
and hold
hold office
at his pleasure.
pleasure.
SEC.
S
EC. 14. That any foreign
foreign Service officer
officer may be assigned
assigned for
for duty
duty
in the Department of State without loss of
such
of class
class or
or salary, such
assignment
of not
more than
three years,
unless
assignment to be for a
a period of
not more
than three
years, unless
assignment
the public interests demand further service, when such
such assignment
may be extended for a
a period not to exceed one year. Any Foreign
Service
officer of
of whatever
class detailed
duty not
at his
his
Service officer
whatever class
detailed for
for special
special duty
not at
post
Department of
post or in the
the Department
of State
State shall
shall be paid his actual
actual and
necessary expenses for travel and not exceeding
exceeding an
an average
average of $8
$8
per day for subsistence during such special detail: Provided,
Provided, That
such
more than
than sixty
sixty days,
days,
such special duty
duty shall
shall not continue
continue for more
unless in
in the
trade conferences
conferences or
or international
unless
the case
case of
of trade
international gatherings,
gatherings,
congresses,
subsistence expenses
expenses shall
congresses, or conferences,
conferences, when such
such subsistence
run
period of
run only
only during
during the
the period
period thereof and
and the
the necessary
necessary period
transit to and from
place of
gathering: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
transit
from the
the place
of gathering:
That
the
prescribe a
a per
per diem
diem allowallowauthorized to prescribe
the Secretary
Secretary of State is authorized
ance
Foreign Service
exceeding $6,
$6, in
in lieu
lieu of subsistence
subsistence for Foreign
ance not exceeding
officers
Service inspectors.
inspectors.
duty or
or Foreign Service
officers on
on special duty
S
EC. 15.
Secretary of
SEC.
15. That
That the
the Secretary
of State
State is
is authorized,
authorized, whenever
whenever he
public interest, to order
order to the United States on
deems it
it to be
be in
in the
the public
Service officer who has
his statutory leave
leave of absence any Foreign Service
performed three
three years
abroad:
service abroad:
years or
or more of continuous service
performed
Provided, That the
transportation and subsistence of
Provided,
the expenses of transportation
their
such officers
officers and their immediate families, in traveling from their
posts
United States
and return, shall be paid
in the
the United
States and
to their homes in
posts to
under the
the same
same rules
officers
the case
case of officers
rules and regulations
regulations applicable in the
under
going to
to and returning
returning from
from their
their posts under orders of the
going
Secretary of
of State
not on
leave: Provided
while
That while
Provided further,
further, That
on leave:
State when
when not
Secretary
in
services of
shall be available
the services
of such officers shall
United States
States the
in the United
for
trade conference
work or
or for
in the
the Department
Department of
of
duties in
for such
such duties
for trade
conference work
State as
as the
the Secretary
prescribe.
may prescribe.
Secretary of State may
State

SEC. 16.
part of
the Act
July 1,
1, 1916
(Public,
1916 (Public,
Act of
of July
of the
16. That
That the
the part
SEC.
Numbered
the President
President to
and
to designate
designate and
authorizes the
131), which
which authorizes
Numbered 131),
assign any
any secretary
of class
class one
as counselor
counselor of
or legation,
legation,
of embassy
embassy or
one as
secretary of
assign
as follows:
follows:
to read
is
is hereby
hereby amended
amended to
read as
"Provided,
the President
President may,
considers it
it
he considers
may, whenever
whenever he
That the
"Provided, That
advisable
so to
to do,
do, designate
assign any
any Foreign
Service officer
officer
Foreign Service
designate and
and assign
advisable so
as counselor
counselor of
of embassy
embassy or
or legation."
legation."
as
S
EC. 17.
the President,
any Foreign
Foreign
President, any
of the
the discretion
discretion of
That within
within the
SEC.
17. That
Service officer
officer may
may be
be appointed
appointed to
act as
as commissioner,
commissioner, charge
charge
to act
Service
d'affaires,
resident, or
or diplomatic
diplomatic agent
such period
period as
as
for such
agent for
minister resident,
d'affaires, minister
the public
interests may
require without
without loss
loss of
of grade,
class, or
or
grade, class,
may require
the
public interests
salary: Provided,
Provided, however,
however, That
That no
no such
officer shall
more
receive more
shall receive
such officer
salary:
than
one salary.
than one
salary.
Act
amended by
the Act
Statutes as
as amended
That
1685 of
the Revised
by the
of the
Revised Statutes
section 1685
That section
entitled "An
"An Act
Act for
for the
Foreign Service,
Service,
of the
the Foreign
the improvement
improvement of
entitled
approved February
February 5,
5, 1915,"
1915," is
is hereby
hereby amended
amended to
to read
read as follows:
follows:
approved
EC. 1685.
1685. That
That for
for such
such time
as any
any Foreign
Foreign Service
officer
Service officer
time as
"S
SEC.
shall be
lawfully authorized
act as
charge d'affaires
ad interim
interim
to act
as charge
d'affaires ad
be lawfully
authorized to
shall
or to
assume charge
general or
during
or consulate
consulate during
of a
a consulate
consulate general
or
to assume
charge of
shall
post to
which he
the absence
absence of
of the
the principal
principal officer
officer at
at the
the post
to which
he shall
the
of
have been
been assigned,
assigned, he
he shall,
shall, if
if his
his salary
is less
that of
salary is
less than
than one-half
one-half that
have
officer, receive
receive in
in addition
his salary
such
such principal
principal officer,
addition to
to his
salary as Foreign
Foreign
between such
such
Service officer
compensation equal
Service
officer compensation
equal to the difference
difference between
provided by
by law
law for
the
salary and
and one-half
one-half of
salary provided
for the
of the
the salary
salary
6fficer, as the case
consular officer,
ambassador, minister,
ambassador,
minister, or
or principal
principal consular
may be."
be."
may
45822°-2Z4------12
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Ambassadors
Ambassadors allowed
allowed
private
private secretaries.
secretaries.

Assignments
Assignments to Department
duty for
partment duty
for limlimited periods.
periods.
For
elseFor special
special duty
duty elsewhere.

Travel
Travel and subsistexpenses.
ence expenses.

Provisos.
Provisos.
Details
Details limited.

Per
subsistence
Per diem
diem subsistence
allowance.
allowance.

Statutory leave
Statutory
leave may
may
be
after three
three
be ordered
ordered after
years'
years' service
service abroad.
abroad.

Provisos.
Transportation
Transportation
allowed
allowed officers
officers and
and
their families.
families.

be prepreDuties may be
scribed.

Counselors
of ememCounselors of
legations.
bassies or legations.
Vol.39,
amendVol.
39, p.252,
p. 252, amend-

ed.

Any Foreign Service
officer may be so desigdesignated, etc.
etc.
nated,
Temporary appointTemporary
ments for specified
specified
duties.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Salary
restriction.
Salary restriction.
Chargé
Charge d'affaires
d'affaires ad
ad
interim.
interim.
2 5
R.
S. sec.,
sec., 1685,
p.295.
R. S.
1685, p.
9 .
p. 805, amendVol.38,p.805,amended.
ed.
Pay
acting
of officer
officer acting
Pay of
a
charge of a
as, or in charge
consulate.
consulate.
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SEC.
18.
is authorized
authorized to
to prescribe
prescribe rules
rules and
and
President is
The President
18. The
SEC.
Foreign Service
establishment of aa Foreign
regulations
Service retirement
retirement
regulations for the establishment
and disability
disability system
to be
be administered
under the
direction of
the
of the
the direction
administered under
system to
and
Secretary
of
State
and
in
accordance
with
the
following
principles,
principles,
following
the
with
accordance
in
and
of
State
Secretary
to wit:
wit:
to
Annuities.
(a) The
The Secretary
Secretary of
of State
State shall
annually a
coMparative
a comparative
submit annually
shall submit
(a)
Annuities
Annual
report
of
receipts,
disburse- report
on account of refunds,
refunds,
disbursements on
and disbursements
receipts and
all receipts
showing all
report showing
and dbursereceipts and
merits on account of, to allowances, and annuities, together with the total number of persons
submitteed.'t° allowancances, and annuities, together with the total number of persons
beesu
receiving annuities
paid them,
them, and
and shall
submit
shall submit
amounts paid
the amounts
and the
annuities and
receiving
annually
estimates of
of appropriations
appropriations necessary
necessary to
to continue
continue this
this
annually estimates
section in
in full
force and
and such
hereby authorized:
authorized:
are hereby
appropriations are
such appropriations
full force
section
Proviso.
Proviso.
Provided, That in no event shall the aggregate total
total appropriations
appropriations
Appropriations
Appropriations for
for, Provided, That in no event shall the aggregate
limited
to contribucontribu- exceed
exceed the
the aggregate
total of the contributions
contributions of the Foreign
Foreign
aggregate total
limited to
theretofore made, and accumulated
Service
tions.
Service officers
officers theretofore
accumulated interest thereon.
a special fund to be known
created a
Specialfund
Special
fund created.
created "
(b) There is hereby created
known as the
Foreign
Service
retirement
and
disability
fund.
fund.
disability
Foreign Service retirement and
Contributions by deService
Foreign Service
Five per
centum of
of the
salary of
of all
all Foreign
basic salary
the basic
per centum
(c)
salaries
ductions from
ductions
from salaries
cs
) Five
of
eligible officers.
officers,
officers
contributed to the Foreign
retirement shall be contributed
to retirement
eligible to
officers eligible
of eligible
Service
retirement and
disability fund
and the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the
fund and
and disability
Service retirement
Deductions transtrans- Treasury
which this Act takes effect to
directed on the date on which
is directed
Treasury
Deductions
ferred to funds.
cause
deductions to
and the
the sums
sums transferred
transferred on the
made and
be made
to be
such deductions
cause such
erred tofnds.
books
Department to
to the
the credit
credit of
of the
Foreign
the Foreign
Treasury Department
the Treasury
of the
books of
Service retirement
retirement and
disability fund
fund for
for the
payment of
of annuities,
annuities,
the payment
and disability
Service
Proviso.
refunds and allowances: Provided, That
That all
all basic
basic salaries
salaries in
excess
in excess
Maimum salary
Maximum
sal ary refunds, and allowances: Provided,
-as $9,000.
basis.
of $9,000
per annum
be treated
treated -as
shall be
annum shall
$9,000 per
of
basis.
officer has reached the age of
Retirement age.
(d)
When any
Service officer
of
Foreign Service
any Foreign
(d) When
age.
Retirement
sixty-five
years
and
rendered
at
least
fifteen
of service
service he
he
years of
fifteen years
least
at
and rendered
years
sixty-five
Proviso.
Discretionary
shall be
be retired:
retired: Provided,
Provided, That
may in
in his
his discretion
discretion
President may
the President
That the
reten- shall
iscretionary retenperiod not exceeding
duty for such
active duty
on active
tion.
retain
any such
officer on
such period
exceeding
such officer
retain any
tion.
five
years
as
he may
may deem
deem for
the interest
the United
United States.
States.
of the
interest of
for the
he
as
years
five
Classification of an/
officers
shall be paid
nuities
based on
on service
service
k
e) Annuities
Annuities shall
paid to retired
retired Foreign Service officers
(e)
nuities based
upon length
classification, based
the following
following classification,
under the
based upon
length of
of service
service and
and
under
and salary,
salary.
Percentages.
Percentage.
average annual
at the following percentages
percentages of the average
annual basic salary for
retirement: Class A, thirty
the ten
next preceding
preceding the
date of
of retirement:
the date
years next
ten years
the
years or
60 per
centum,-_ class
twenty-seven to
to thirty
thirty
from twenty-seven
B, from
class B,
per centum;
more, 60
or more,
years
twenty-seven
years,
per centum;
centum; class
class C,
from twenty-four
twenty-four to twenty-seven
C, from
54 per
years, 54
years,
centum; class
D, from
from twenty-one
twenty-one to
to twenty-four
twenty-four
class D,
per centum;
48 per
years, 48
to twenty-one
years,
42 per
per centum;
class E,
twenty-one years,
eighteen to
from eighteen
E, from
centum; class
years, 42
36 per
per centum;
centum; class
to eighteen
eighteen years, 30 per
fifteen to
from fifteen
F, from
class F,
36
centum.
cntrib- centum.
Officers not contributing for
each year
year of
of
(r) Those
Those officers
officers who
who retire before having contributed for each
(f)
for each
uting
the
to the
service,
to
have
that
year
of
service
shall
have withheld
from their
annuities to
their annuities
withheld from
have
shall
service
of
year
rtioithaveldon
pero
proportion withheld on
retiring.
credit of
of the
retirement and
and disability
retiring,
credit
the Foreign
Foreign Service
Service retirement
such
disability fund
fund such
years in which they
proportion
of 55 per
centum as
the number
number of years
as the
per centum
proportion of
did not
contribute bears
bears to
the total
total length
of service.
service.
length of
to the
not contribute
did
in
Fund
Federal
to securities.
be invested
(g)
The Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Treasury is
is directed
directed to
to invest
invest from
from
the Treasury
(g) The
soecuries
nFndera
States such
time to
time in
in interest-bearing
securities of
of the
the United
United States
interest-bearing securities
to time
time
portions of
of the
retirement and
and disability
disability fund as
Service retirement
Foreign Service
the Foreign
portions
in his
his judgment
may not
be immediately
immediately required
required for the payment
payment
not be
judgment may
in
of
allowances, and
and the
income derived
derived from
the income
and allowances,
refunds, and
annuities, refunds,
of annuities,
such investments
shall constitute
constitute a
of said
said fund.
fund.
part of
a part
investments shall
Monesuch
Moneys
not assignsection shall
this section
in this
able,
attach(h) None
the moneys
moneys mentioned
mentioned in
shall be
be assignassignof the
None of
(h)
to atitansubject to
able, subject
ment, etc.
able, either
ment,
etc.
either in law or equity, or be subject to execution,
execution, levy, or
attachment, garnishment,
or other
legal process.
process.
other legal
garnishment, or
attachment,
Annuitant dying bereceived in annuifore
receiving total
(i)
case an
an annuitant
dies without
having received
without having
annuitant dies
In case
(i) In
of
totl of
fore receiving
ties an amount equal
contributions,
equal to the total amount of his contributions
contributions from
from
contributions, etc., ex- ties
cess payable
payable to legal
legal
ces
4 per
per centum
representative.
salary with
thereon at
at 4
centum per annum
annum compounded
compounded
interest thereon
with interest
salary
representative.
annually up
up to
time of
of his
death, the
the excess of the said accumuhis death,
the time
to the
annually
Retirement, etc. sys-

Retirement, etc. systern established,
established.
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lated
over the
said annuity
annuity payments
shall be
paid to
to Iff officer
officer die before
before
be paid
payments shall
the said
lated contributions
contributions over
retirement,
contrihis contritirement, his
his or
or her
her legal
legal representatives;
representatives; and
and in
in case
case a
a Foreign
Service butions to be paid
paid to
to
Foreign Service
his
officer
shall die
die without
reached the
age the
the total
representative.
total legal representative.
retirement age
the retirement
having reached
without having
officer shall
contributions with
with accrued
interest shall be paid to
accrued interest
amount of
of his
his contributions
his
legal representatives.
representatives.
his legal
(j) That
Foreign Service
Service officer
officer who
before reaching
age before
Disability allowance
the age
befreitechnwire
reaching the
who before
(j)
That any
any Foreign
reaching retireof
totally disabled
disabled for
for useful
and efficient
efficient ment
age.
mentage.
useful and
becomes totally
of retirement
retirement becomes
service
disease or
due to
to vicious
vicious habits,
or injury not due
service by
by reason
reason of
of disease
intemperance,
upon his
misconduct on his part, shall, upon
or willful misconduct
intemperance, or
own
application or upon
order of
retired on an Proisos.
Provisos.
upon order
of the President,
President, be retired
own application
annuity
under paragraph
(e) of
Provided, however,
however, Medical
Medicallexamination
examination
section: Provided,
of this
this section:
paragraph (e)
annuity under
That in
in each
each case
such disability
disability shall
be determined
determined by
by the
the report
report requred.
r
red.
shall be
case such
That
of
duly qualified
qualified physician
physician or
by the
Secretary
the Secretary
or surgeon
surgeon designated
designated by
of a
a duly
of
State to
to conduct
examination: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
unless SubsequentexaminaSubsequent examineof State
conduct the
the examination:
That unless
the disability
disability be
be permanent,
permanent, a
a like
like examination
examination shall
be made
made tions
Mons of
disability not
not
of disability
shall be
the
permanent, etc.
annually
in order
order to
to determine
degree of disability,
disability, and the
the pormaent, ec.
the degree
determine the
annually in
payment
annuity shall
shall cease
date of
of the
the medical
medical Toceaseonrecovery.
To cease on recovery.
the date
from the
cease from
of annuity
payment of
examination showing
recovery.
pbe
from
showing recovery.
examination
Fees payable from
om
Fees for
for examinations
examinations under
this provision,
provision, together
with retirement
retirement fund.
fund.
together with
under this
Fees
reasonable traveling
traveling and
and other
other expenses
submit
expenses incurred
incurred in order to submit
reasonable
to examination,
Foreign Service retirement
retirement
the Foreign
out of
of the
shall be paid out
to
examination, shall
and disability
disability fund.
fund.
and
When the
annuity is
is discontinued
discontinued under
provision, before
If annuity
disconrety otaconbefore tinued
this provision,
under this
the annuity
When
tinued before total con.
the annuitant
annuitant has
to the
amount of
of his
his tribution
tribution received,
received, difdiftotal amount
equal to
the total
sum equal
received aa sum
has received
the
contributions
with accrued
the difference
difference shall
shall be
to ference
to be paid.,
erencebepaid
paid to
be paid
interest, the
accrued interest,
contributions with
him or
or to
his legal
legal representatives.
representatives.
him
to his
(k)
is authorized
authorized from
from time
time to
to establish,
establish, Unhealthy
posts,
(k) The
The President
President is
time to
to time
rithy of
feaptsad
Credit
year
and aa
ea r
of
countries which
tropical countries
by Executive
Executive order,
which by h"i
half forath
for each y
year
of
places in
in tropical
list of
of places
order, aa list
by
reason of
or other
other extreme
extreme conditions
conditions are
classed as service at.
are to be classed
of climatic
climatic or
reason
unhealthful posts,
such posts, while so
of duty at such
and each
each year of
posts, and
unhealthful
classed, inclusive of
regular leaves
counted as
of absence,
absence, shall be counted
leaves of
of regular
classed,
a half, and so on in like proportion
one year and a
proportion in reckoning
reckoning the
the
length of
of service
service for
for the
purposes of
retirement.
of retirement.
the purposes
length
(1)
Whenever aa Foreign
Foreign Service
officer becomes
from fore
Officer
separated
ten
retrem
separated from
becomes separated
Service officer
(1) Whenever
fore
retirement
a
ge, beto-o
cent of
the
disability before
reaching the
the age
age of
of retireretire- have 75 per
per cent
of
before reaching
for disability
except for
the service
service except
'tient, 75
per centum
of the
the total
total amount
amount of
of contribution
contribution from
his contribution
contribution returned.
retuned
from his
centum of
75 per
ment,
salary without interest
returned to
interest shall
shall be
be returned
to him.
him. .
Annuity reduced
if
Annuity
reduced if
Service officer,
(m) Whenever
Whenever any
any Foreign
Foreign Service
officer, after
after the date of his officer accepts employ(m)
ment at
at greater
than
than
tt
emoluments of
retirement, accepts aa position of employment
employment the emoluments
of mnoet
amount
thereof.
retirement,
from the United
United
received by him from
greater than the annuity received
which are greater
retirement under
Government by virtue of his retirement
under this Act, the
States Government
amount of
annuity during the continuance
continuance of such employemploy- Proviso.
of the said annuity
amount
Year'y notification
Provided, That all Yearly
equal amount: Provided,
ment
by an equal
notification to
to
ment shall be reduced by
of amount
made
retired Foreign
Service officers
notify the
the Secretary
of State
State be
made of
amount
Secretary of
shall notify
officers shall
Foreign Service
retired
received.
stating
accepted by them stating
once
employment accepted
positions of employment
any positions
a year
year of any
once a
Annuity suspended
whenever any Annuity
therefrom and whenever
the
amount of compensation
compensation received therefrom
suspended
the amount
the Secretary
be the
such officer
to so
report it
it shall
shall be
the duty.
duty, of
of the
Secretary of until
until report
report received.
received.
so report
fails to
officer fails
such
State
until
State to order the payment of the annuity to be suspended until
such
report is
is received.
received.
such report
a authorized
thoraepe
.rmoM
(n) The
Secretary of State is
expend from surplus from
Amount
authorized to expend
is authorized
The Secretary
(n)
fund for
expenses.
money to the credit of the Foreign Service retirement
retirement and
and disability
disability
exceeding $5,000 for the expenses
fund an amount not exceeding
expenses necessary
necessary in
carrying out
the provisions
this section
including actuarial
actuarial advice.
advice. Officers entitled to
provisions of
of this
section, including
carrying
out the
(o) Any
diplomatic secretary
secretary or
or consular
consular officer
has been
been or
or retirement
benefits.
retiremntbenefits.
who has
officer who
(o)
Any diplomatic
promoted from
hereafter be promoted
Foreign Service
officer who may hereafter
Service officer
any Foreign
the classified
classified service
service to the grade
or
ambassador or minister, or
grade of ambassador
the
entitled
appointed to
to a
position in
Department of State shall be entitled
in the
the Department
a position
appointed
to
manner and under
under the
in the same manner
this section
section in
benefits of this
to all
all the benefits
same conditions as Foreign
Foreign Service-officers.
Service officers.
i
ret
coPservice shall be computed
Periodssd of
(p) For the purposes of this Act the period of service
for service
retire.
computed
from the
of original
office as secretary
secretary in the ment.
meat.
oath of office
original oath
date of
the date
computed from
equi

have
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vice consul,
Diplomatic Service,
Service, consul
general, consul,
consul, vice
consul, deputy
deputy
consul general,
Diplomatic

consul,
consular assistant,
consular agent,
agent, commercial
commercial agent,
agent, interassistant, consular
consul, consular
preter, or
or student
student interpreter,
shall include
periods of
service
of service
include periods
and shall
interpreter, and
preter,
at
diferent
times
in
either
the
Diplomatic
or
Consular
or
Service,
Consular
or
Diplomatic
at different times in either the
while on
assignment to
to the
of State,
State, or
or on
on special duty,
Department of
the Department
on assignment
while
but
of separation
separation from
from the
and so much of any
service and
the service
periods of
all periods
but all
period
of leave
leave of
of absence
absence as
as may
may exceed
exceed six
six months shall be
period of
Proviso.
excluded: Provided, That service in the
the Department
Department of
of State
State prior
prior
Specialcontributions
Special contributions excluded: Provided, That service in
to appointment
Foreign Service
officer may
included in the
be included
may be
Service officer
from
officers having
having to
as aaForeign
appointment as
from officers
prior department serv- period of service, in
the officer
officer shall
shall pay into the Foreign
case the
period of service, in which case
por
ice. department servService
retirement
and
disability
fund
a
special contribution
contribution equal
equal
a
special
fund
disability
and
retirement
Service
to 55per
per centum
centum of
of his
his annual
each year
year of
of such
such employfor each
salary for
annual salary
to
ment, with
with interest
interest thereon
thereon to
date of
of payment
compounded annually
annually
payment compounded
to date
ment,
at
4 per
per centum.
at 4
Full
to retired ofSEC. 19.
In the
of public
public emergency
emergency any retired
retired Foreign
event of
the event
19. In
SEC.
pa toretircedtofFurl pay
ficers recalled to active
Service officer
officer may
may be
be recalled
to active
active service
service by the
temporarily to
recalled temporarily
Service
service.
sericle.
lieu of his
in
President
and
while
so
serving
he
be
entitled
be
shall
he
serving
President and while so
retirement allowance
allowance to
to the
the class
class in which he is temof the
pay of
full pay
the full
retirement
porarily serving.
serving.
porarily
relating
SEC. 20.
20. That
That all
all provisions
provisions of
law heretofore
heretofore enacted
enacted relating
of law
Laws relating todip
to dipSEC.
Lawsrelating
lomatic
secretaries
and
lomatic secretaries and to secretaries in the Diplomatic Service and to consular
officers,
consular oers
officers made
made to secretaries in the Diplomatic Service and to consular officers,
consar
applicable to
to DiploDiplo- which
are
not
inconsistent with
with the
the provisions
provisions of
of this Act, are hereby
inconsistent
not
are
which
applicble
matic Service affairs.
designated
made applicable
applicable to Foreign
Foreign Service officers when they are designated
made
consular officers,
Inconsistent laws
re- for
diplomatic or as consular
officers, and that all Acts
service as diplomatic
for service
laws rInconsistent
pealed.
of Acts inconsistent with this Act are hereby
or parts of
or
hereby repealed.
repealed.
pealed.
State Department
I of the
Title
S
EC.
21.
That
the
appropriations
contained
in
Title
I
in
contained
appropriations
the
That
21.
SEC.
aprriation art1925t
appropriation
for 1925,
Departments
made applicable.
applicable.
Act
entitled "An
"An Act
Act making
appropriations
the Departments
appropriations for the
making
entitled
Act
nde
Post, pp. 205, 891.
d for
for th
for the
the Departments
De artments
and for
off State
and Justice
Judiciary and
theeJudicia
and
Justice an
State and
,pp. 5,8
of Commerce
Commerce and
Labor for
for the
fiscal year
year ending
June 30, 1925,
1925,
ending June
the fiscal
and Labor
of
and for
for other
other purposes,"
such compensation
compensation and expenses as are
for such
purposes," for
and
affected
by the
available and may
this Act are made available
provisions of this
the provisions
affected by
be applied
toward the
the payment
payment of
the compensation
and expenses
expenses
compensation and
of the
toward
applied
be
Retirement annuities herein provided for, except that no part of such appropriations
appropriations
such
of
part
no
that
except
for,
Reieentnnuitie herein provided
excepted.
shall be
be available
for the
the payment
of annuities
annuities to
Foreign
to retired Foreign
payment of
available for
shall
Service
officers.
officers.
Service
Department of State.
Department
S
EC. 22.
22. The
The titles
titles "Second
"Second Assistant
Assistant Secretary
Secretary of
of State"
State" and
and
SEC.
Second
and Third
Seond and
Assistant
Secretaries "
" shall hereafter
Secretary
"Third
Assistant
Secretary of State
State"
hereafter be known
known as
as
Assistant
Third
Secretaries
Assistant
made
Assistant
SecreSecremade Assistant
"Assistant
State" without
without numerical
distinction of
numerical distinction
of State"
taries.
Secretary of
"Assistant Secretary
taries.
commisway impair
Commissions,
in no way
change of title shall in
etc., rank; but the change
impair the
the commiscommissions, etc.,
not impaired.
sions,
salaries,
and duties
duties of
of the
present incumbents.
incumbents.
the present
and
salaries,
sions,
i
A
nAdditonl
Additional Assistant
There is
hereby established
established in
in the
Department of
of State
State an addithe Department
is hereby
Secretary to be apThere
aSecretar
pointed.
appointed by
tional
"Assistant Secretary
Secretary of State,"
State," who shall be appointed
tional "Assistant
pointed.
the
President,
by
and
with
the
advice
and
consent
the Senate,
of
consent
the President, by and with the advice and
Compensation.
and shall
be
entitled
to compensation
at
the rate
rate of
of $7,500
$7,500 per annum.
at the
compensation
to
entitled
be
shall
and
Compensation
Director of Consular
The position
position of
of Director
of the
Consular Service is abolished
abolished
the Consular
Director of
The
abolished.
Service abolished.
Salary
available
for and the salary provided
made available
is hereby
that
for
.vailable
lary
provided
for
office
hereby
available
additional Assistant
Assistant
additional
Secretary.
for
the
salary of
of the
additional
Assistant Secretary
Secretary of State herein
herein
Assistant
additional
the
salary
the
for
Secretary.
Post,
p. 205.
205.
Post, p.
authorized.
authorized.
SEc. 23.
23. That
That this
on July
July 1,
1, 1924.
1924.
effect on
take effect
shall take
Act shall
this Act
SEC.
Act effective Jvly 1,
Act
Approved, May
May 24,
24, 1924.
Approved,
1924.
1924. effective Jely 1
May
1924.
MIay 24, 1924.
in. R.
R. 8282.1
s262.1
[I.
[Public,
126.1
No. 136.1
[Public, No.

CHAP. 183.-An
183.—An Act
To fix
compensation of officers
officers and employees
employees of
of
the compensation
fix the
Act To
CHAP.
the Legislative
Government.
the Government.
Branch of the
Legislative Branch
the

Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
of Representatives
Representatives of the
House of
and House
Senate and
it enacted
Be
United
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
assembled,
Congress
in
America
of
States
officers United
Legislative officers
Legislative
and
employees.
SEcTiox
The following
following positions
and annual
annual (except
(except where
where
positions and
1. The
SECTION 1.
and employees.
Positions andpa
pay esestablished:
are
tablished.
specified
otherwise)
rates
of
compensation
are
hereby
established:
compensation
of
rates
otherwise)
tabisioed
tablished. and ye specified
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SENATE.
SENATE.
PRESIDENT.
VICE PRESIDENT.
OFFICE
1HE VICE
OF THE
OFFICE OF

$1,940; assistant
Secretary
to the
Vice President,
President, $4,200; clerk, $1,940;
assistant
the Vice
Secretary to
clerk,
$2,080; messenger,
$1,310.
messenger, $1,310.
clerk, $2,080;

Senate.
Senate.

ofPresident's orVice President's
lice.
fice.
Secretary,
clerks, etc.
Secretary, clerks,

CHAPLAIN.
CHAPLAIN.
Chaplain of
the Senate,
$1,520.
Senate, $1,520.
of the
Chaplain

Chaplain.
Chaplain.

Ok
kICE OF
TUE SECRETARY.
SECRETARY.
OF THE
OFFICE
ecrqs
agivezi
of the Sen-:
Secretary

Secretary of
of the
Senate, including
compensation as
as disbursing
disbursing ate,
atZ assistantsecretary,
including compensation
the Senate,
Secretary
clerks,
Senate,
officer
of
salaries
of
Senators,
and
of
contingent
fund
of
the
Senate,
clerks, etc.
the
of
fund
contingent
of
officer of salaries of Senators, and

reading clerk,
$6,500; assistant
M. Rose, $5,500; reading
Henry M.
secretary, Henry
assistant secretary,
$6,500;
$4,500; financial
financial clerk,
clerk, $4,500;
chief clerk,
clerk, $3,420;
assistant financial
financial
$3,420; assistant
$4,500; chief
$4,500;
clerk,
$3,600;
minute
and
Journal
clerk,
$3,600;
principal
clerk,
principal
$3,600;
clerk,
clerk, $3,600; minute and Journal
clerk,
$3,150;
librarian,
$3,000;
enrolling
clerk,
$3,150;
printing
$3,150;
clerk,
enrolling
$3,000;
librarian,
$3,150;
$3,000;
$2,890; file
bookkeeper, and
and
chief bookkeeper,
clerk, chief
file clerk,
clerk, $2,890;
executive clerk,
$3,000; executive
and
assistant
Journal
clerk,
at
$2,880
each;
first
assistant
librarian,
librarian,
assistant
first
each;
$2,880
assistant Journal clerk, at
keeper
of stationery,
each; assistant
assistant librarian,
$2,150; skilled
librarian, $2,150;
$2,780 each;
stationery, $2,780
keeper of
$2,590
laborer,
$1,520;
clerks-three
at
$2,880
each,
two
at
$2,590
each, one
laborer, $1,520; clerks-three at $2,880 each,
$2,360;
stationery,
$2,460,
one
$2,100,
one
$1,770;
assistant
keeper
of
stationery,
$2,360;
assistant
$1,770;
one
$2,100,
$2,460, one
assistant in
in stationery
room, $1,520;
$1,520; messenger
messenger in library, $1,310;
$1,310;
stationery room,
assistant
laborers-three at
special
$2,150; assistant
assistant messenger,
messenger, $1,520; laborers-three
officer, $2,150;
special officer,
$1,140
each, three
three at
at $1,010
stationery room, $1,440.
one in stationery
$1,010 each, one
$1,140 each,
DOCUMENT
ROOM.
DOCUMENT ROOM.

Document room.
room.
Document
Superintendent,
up
asSuperintendent,

two clerks,
$2,880;
Superintendent,
$3,500; first assistant, $
2,
880 ;
clerks, at
at $1,770
$1,770 sistant,
As
t
an etc.
Superintendent, $3,500;
each;
skilled laborer,
laborer, $1,520.
each; skilled
COMMITTEE EMPLOYEES.
EMPLOYEES.
COMMITTEE

Committee employCommittee
ees.

assis tant

liie
clerks ,
and messengers
iese
Clerks
to the
the following
following committees:
committees: Agriculture clerksand
messengers to
and messengers
Clerks and
to designated
.
e
commitodesgnated commitclerk,
assistant
and
Forestry-clerk,
$3,300;
assistant
clerk,
$2,150;
assistant
clerk,
$2,150;
clerk,
assistant
$3,300;
and Forestry-clerk,
$1,830; additional
additional clerk,
$1,520.
Appropriations-clerk,
Appropriations-clerk, $6,000;
clerk, $1,520.
$1,830;
assistant
clerk,
$3,300;
assistant
clerk,
$3,000; three assistant clerks,
clerks,
$3,000;
clerk,
assistant clerk, $3,300; assistant
at $2,700
$2,700 each;
each; two
assistant clerks, at $2,100 each;
each; messenger,
two assistant
at
$1,440.
Contingent Expenses
Expenses of the
the Contingent
Control the
and Control
Audit and
To Audit
$1,440. To
clerk, $1,830;
assistant
Senate-clerk,
$3,300;
assistant
$1,940;
assistant
$1,830;
$1,940;
clerk,
assistant
$3,300;
Senate-clerk,
$3,300;
additional
$1,520. Banking
Banking and Currency-clerk,
Currency-clerk, $3,300;
clerk, $1,520.
additional clerk,
$1,830
at
assistant
clerk,
$2.150;
two
clerks,
$1,830
each.
Civil
assistant
assistant clerk, $2.150; two
$1,830;
$1,940; assistant
Service-clerk, $3,300;
assistant clerk, $1,830;
assistant clerk, $1,940;
$3,300; assistant
Service-clerk,
additional clerk,
$1,520.
Claims clerk, $3,300; assistant clerk,
Claims-clerk,
clerk, $1,520.
additional
$2,570;
assistant
clerk,
$2,360;
two assistant
$1,830 each.
each.
clerks, at $1.830
assistant clerks,
$2,570; assistant clerk, $2,360; two
Commerce clerk, $3,300;
$2,590; assistant
assistant clerk,
clerk, $2,590;
assistant clerk,
$3,300; assistant
Commerce-clerk,
$2,150,
assistant clerk,
clerk, $1,830.
$1,830. Conference
SenateMinority of the SenateConference Minority
$2,150, assistant
$1,830
at
clerks,
clerk,
$3,300;
assistant
clerk,
$2,150;
two
assistant
clerks,
$1,830
two
$2,150;
clerk,
assistant
$3,300;
clerk,
each.
$2,480;
$3,300; assistant clerk, $2,480;
Columbia-clerk, $3,300;
of Columbia-clerk,
District of
each. District
assistant clerk,
$1,830; additional
additional clerk, $1,520. Education
Education and
and
clerk. $1,830;
assistant
Labor-clerk,
assistant clerk,
$1,830;
clerk, $2,150; assistant clerk, $1,830;
$3,300; assistant
Labor-clerk, $3,300;
additional clerk,
Bills clerk, $3,300; assistant
assistant
Enrolled Bills-clerk,
$1,520. Enrolled
clerk, $1,520.
additional
$1,520.
clerk
additional
clerk,
$1,940;
assistant
$1,830;
additional
$1,520.
$1,830;
clerk,
assistant
clerk, $1,940;
Expenditures
in the
the Executive
Departments clerk, $3,300;
$3,300; assistExecutive Departments-clerk,
Expenditures in
ant
$1,940; assistant
$1,520.
additional clerk, $1,520.
$1,830; additional
clerk, $1,830;
assistant clerk,
clerk, $1,940;
ant clerk,
$3,150;
Finance--clerk,
$3,600;
special
assistant
committee,
$3,150;
committee,
the
to
assistant
special
$3,600;
Finance-clerk,
$1,940;
assistant clerk,
clerk, $2,590;
$2,590; assistant
clerk, $1,940;
$2,460; assistant clerk,
clerk, $2,460;
assistant clerk,
assistant
majority
the
(one
experts
two
assistant
clerks,
at
$1,830
two
experts
(one
for
majority
each;
$1,830
at
two assistant clerks,
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and one for the minority),
minority), at
$1,520.
at $2,360
$2,360 each; messenger,
messenger, $1,520.
Foreign Relations
Relations-clerk,
clerk, $3,300; assistant
assistant clerk,
clerk, $2,590;
$2,590; assistant
assistant
clerk, $2,150; assistant
assistant clerk, $1,830;
clerk, $1,520.
Immi$1,830; additional
additional clerk,
$1,520. Immigration-clerk,
gration-clerk, $3,300; assistant
assistant clerk,
assistant clerk,
$1,830;
clerk. $2,150;
$2,150; assistant
clerk, $1,830;
additional
additional clerk, $1,520. Indian
Affairs-clerk, $3,300;
Indian Affairs-clerk,
$3,300; assistant
assistant
clerk, $2,570; assistant clerk,
clerk, $2,040;
assistant clerk,
$1,830; addi$2,040; assistant
clerk, $1,830;
additional clerk, $1,520. Interoceanic
Interoceanic Canals-clerk,
Canals-clerk, $3,300;
$3,300; assistant
assistant
clerk, $2,150; assistant
assistant clerk, $1,830;
$1,830; additional
$1,520. Interadditional clerk,
clerk, $1,520.
Interstate Commerce-clerk,
Commerce-clerk, $3,300;
assistant clerks,
clerks, at
$2,150 each;
each;
$3,300; two
two assistant
at $2,150
assistant clerk, $1,830. Irrigation
Irrigation and Reclamation-clerk,
Reclamation-clerk, $3,300;
$3,300;
assistant
assistant clerk, $1,940; assistant clerk,
clerk, $1,830;
$1,830; additional
additional clerk,
clerk, $1,520.
$1,520.
Judiciary-clerk,
Judiciary-clerk, $3,300;
$3,300; assistant
two assistant
assistant clerk, $2,590;
$2,590; two
assistant clerks,
clerks,
at $2,150 each; assistant clerk, $1,830. Library-clerk,
Library-clerk, $3,300;
$3,300; assistassistant clerk, $1,940; assistant clerk, $1,830; additional
additional clerk,
clerk, $1,520.
$1,520.
Manufactures-clerk, $3,300; assistant clerk,
Manufactures-clerk,
$2,040; assistant
clerk, $2,040;
assistant clerk,
clerk,
$1,830;
$1.830; additional clerk, $1,520.
Military
Military Affairs-clerk,
Affairs-clerk, $3,300;
$3,300;
assistant clerk, $2,590; additional
additional clerk, $1,940;
three assistant
$1,940; three
assistant clerks,
clerks,
at $1,830 each. Mines and Mining-clerk,
assistant clerk,
Mining-clerk, $3,300;
$3,300; assistant
clerk,
$1,940; assistant clerk, $1,830; additional
additional clerk,
clerk, $1,520.
$1,520. Naval
Naval
Affairs-clerk,
Affairs clerk, $3,300; assistant clerk, $2,590;
two assistant
$2,590; two
assistant clerks,
clerks,
at $1,830 each. Patents-clerk, $3,300; assistant
assistant clerk,
assistclerk, $1,940;
$1,940; assistant clerk, $1,830; additional clerk,
clerk, $1,520.
$1,520. Pensions
clerk, $3,300;
$3,300;
Pensions-clerk,
assistant clerk, $2,150; four assistant clerks, at $1,830 each.
each. Post
Post
Roads-clerk, $3,300; assistant
Offices and Post Roads-clerk,
clerk, $2,460;
assistant clerk,
$2,460; three
three
assistant
assistant clerks, at $1,830 each.
each. Printing-clerk,
Printing-clerk, $3,300;
assistant
$3,300; assistant
clerk, $2,150; assistant clerk, $1,830;
$1,830; additional
additional clerk, $1,520.
Privi$1,520. Privileges and Elections-clerk,
Elections-clerk, $3,300; assistant
assistant clerk,
clerk, $2,040;
$2,040; assistant
assistant
clerk, $1,830; additional
additional clerk, $1,520.
Public Buildings
Buildings and
and
$1,520. Public
Grounds-clerk,
Grounds-clerk, $3,300; assistant clerk, $1,840;
$1,840; assistant
clerk, $1,830;
assistant clerk,
$1,830;
additional clerk, $1,520. Public Lands and Surveys-clerk,
Surveys clerk, $3,300;
$3,300;
assistant clerk,.
clerk, $2,360; assistant clerk, $2,150;
$2,150; two
assistant clerks,
two assistant
clerks,
at $1,830
$1,830 each. Revision
Revision of
$3,300; assistant
clerk,
of the
the Laws-clerk, $3,300;
assistant clerk,
$1,940;
$1,830; additional
$1,520. Rules$1,940; assistant
assistant clerk,
clerk, $1,830;
additional clerk,
clerk, $1,520.
Rulesclerk, $3,300, to
include full
to include
full compensation
compensation for
for the
the preparation
preparation
biennially of the Senate Manual
Manual under
under the direction
the ComComdirection of
of the
mittee on Rules; two assistant
assistant clerks,
clerks, at
at $2,150
each; assistant
assistant clerk,
clerk,
$2,150 each;
$1,830;
$1,830; additional
additional clerk,
clerk, $1,520. Territories
Territories and
and Insular
Insular PossesPossessions-clerk
sions-clerk, $3,300; assistant clerk,
$1,940; assistant
assist an t c
l
erk, $1,830
clerk, $1,940;
clerk,
$1,830;;
additional
$1,520.
additional clerk,
clerk, $1,520.

Clerical assistance
assistance to
Clerical
Senators.

CLERICAL ASSISTANCE
ASSISTANCE TO
CLERICAL
SENATORS.
TO SENATORS.

Clerks to Senators
Senators
not chairmen of specispecified committees.

Clerical assistance
assistance to Senators
Senators who are not
comnot chairmen
chairmen of
of the
the committees specifically
specifically provided
provided for herein,
herein, as
as follows:
follows: Seventy
clerks
Seventy clerks
at $3,300
$3,300 each, seventy assistant clerks at $1,940 each,
seventy
each, and
and seventy
assistant clerks at $1,830 each. Such clerks and assistant clerks
assistant
clerks shall
shall
be ex officio clerks and assistant
assistant clerks
which
clerks of
of any
any committee
committee of
of which
their Senator is
is chairman.
chairman.
Seventy-one
at$1,520
h, one
one f
or eac h Senator
Seventy-one additional
additional clerks
clerks at
$1,520 eac
each,
for
each Senator
having no more than one clerk and two assistant clerks
for himself
himself
clerks for
or for the committee
committee of
he is
of which
which he
is chairman.
chairman.

Additional.
Additional.

Scrzeant at Arms
Sergeant
Arms
and Doorkeeper.

OFFICE
SERGEANT AT
Ok ICE OF
OF SERGEANT
AT ARMS
ARMIS AND
DOORKEEPER.
AND DOORKEEPER.

Sergeant
Sergeant at Arms,
Arms,
assistants, messengers,
assistants,
messengers,
and other
other employees.
employees.

Sergeant at Arms
Arms and Doorkeeper,
Doorkeeper, $6,500;
$6,500; Assistant
Assistant Doorkeeper,
Doorkeeper,
$4,200;
,200; Acting Assistant
Assistant Doorkeeper,
Doorkeeper, $4,200;
$4,200; two
two floor
floor assistants,
assistants,
each: messengers-five
messengers-five (acting
(acting as
at $3,600 each;
assistant doorkeepers,
doorkeepers,
as assistant
including one for minority),
2, 150 each; thirty-eight
minority), at $2,150
thirty-eight (including
(including
each: one, $1,310; one
one for minority),
minority), at $1,770 each;
at card
card door,
door,
one at
$1,940; clerk
clerk on Journal work for Congressional
$1,940;
Congressional Record,
Record, to be
be
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selected
storekeeper, $2,740;
$2,740;
official reporters, $2,800; storekeeper,
by the official
selected by
stenographer in
$1,520;
accounts and records, $1,520;
furniture accounts
charge of furniture
in charge
stenographer
upholsterer and
cabinetmaker, $1,520;
$1,520; three carand locksmith, $1,770; cabinetmaker,
upholsterer
penters, at
at $1,390
$1,390 each;
$1,520; five skilled laborers, at
janitor, $1,520;
each; janitor,
penters,
$1,310 each;
each; laborer
charge of
$1,340; three
of private passage, $1,340;
laborer in charge
$1,310
female
attendants in
ladies' retiring rooms, at $1,240
charge of ladies'
in charge
female attendants
each; three
to women's toilet rooms, Senate Office
attendants to
three attendants
each;
Building, at
telephone operators-chief,
operators chief, $2,040, four,
each; telephone
$1,010 each;
at $1,010
Building,
at
each; night
$1,010;
telephone page, $1,010;
$1,010; telephone
night operator, $1,010;
$1,200 each;
at $1,200
laborer in
Senate toilet rooms in old library space,
space, $950;
$950;
of Senate
charge of
in charge
laborer
press gallery—superintendent,
superintendent,
assistant superintendent,
$2,740; assistant
gallery-superintendent, $2,740;
press
$1,840; messenger
for service
$1,240;
correspondents, $1,240;
press correspondents,
to press
service to
messenger for
$1,840;
laborers three, at $1,100
thirty-four at $1,010 each; twentyeach; thirty-four
$1,100 each;
laborers-three,
one pages
pages for
Senate Chamber,
rate of $3.30 per day
at the
the rate
Chamber, at
the Senate
for the
one
each,
each, during the session.
Police
for Senate
Senate Office
Office Building
under the
the Sergeant
Sergeant at
Building under
force for
Police force
officer, $1,520.
Arms:
special officer,
privates, $1,360 each; special
Sixteen privates,
Arms: Sixteen
POST OFFICE.

Postmaster,
clerk, $2,150;
mail carriers
carriers and
and
eight mail
$2,150; eight
chief clerk,
$2,740; chief
Postmaster, $2,740;
one wagon
$1,520 each; three riding pages, at $1,220 each.
master, at $1,520
wagon master,
one
FOLDING ROOM.
ROOM.
FOLDING

Superintendent, $1,940;
$1,940; assistant, $1,730; clerk,
foreman, $1,940;
$1,940; foreman,
Superintendent,
$1,520; folders—seven
$1,310 each, seven at $1,140
$1,140 each.
folders-seven at $1,310
$1,520;
CAPITOL POLICE.
POLICE.
CAPITOL
Captain, $2,150;
lieutenants, at
special
two special
each; two
$1,520 each;
at $1,520
three lieutenants,
$2,150; three
Captain,
officers,
three sergeants,
at $1.410
$1,410 each; forty-four
forty-four
sergeants, at
each; three
at $1,520
$1.520 each;
officers, at
$1,360 each.
privates, at $1,360
JOINT COMMITTEE
COMMIT LEE ON
ON PRINTING.
JOINT
Clerk,
$4,000: inspector,
inspector, $2,490;
$2,490; stenographer,
stenographer, $1,740.
$1,740.
Clerk, $4,000:
OFFICE
ARCHITECT OF THE CAPITOL.
OFFICE OF ARCHITECT

Pages.

Police, Senate Office
Z i
t)
Senate Office
Building.
Post
office.
Post office.

other
Postmaster and
and other
employees.

em
Praster
13

y

Folding
room.
Folding room.

and
Superintendent
Superinte
ndent and
otheir
employees.
other

Capitol
police.
Capitol police.
Captain, lieutenants,
Captain,
lieutenants,
etc.

Joint Committee on
Printing.
Printing.

Clerk, etc.
Architect
Architect of
of the Capitol's office.
Architect, chief
chief clerk,
clerk,
Architect,

other employees.
andotheremployees.
Architect of
the Capitol,
Capitol, $6,000;
$6,000; chief
accountant, and
chief clerk and accountant,
of the
Architect
$3,150;
civil engineer,
construction draftsman,
draftsman, $2,360; two
$2,770; construction
engineer, $2,770;
$3,150; civil
clerks,
at $1,520
$1,520 each;
laborers—two at
$1,010 each, two at $950
at $1,010
each; laborers-two
clerks, at
at
charwomen, at
each;
forewoman of
of charwomen,
charwomen, $760;
twenty-one charwomen,
$760; twenty-one
each; forewoman
$410
elevator conductors,
conductors, at
$1,520 each.
at $1,520
forty-eight elevator
each; forty-eight
$410 each;

HOUSE
OF REPRESENTATIVES.
REPRESENTATIVES.
HOUSE OF
SPEAKER.
OFFICE OF THE SPEAKER.
OFFICE

House
House of
of RepresentaRepresentatives.
Speaker's
office.
Speaker's office.
Secretary,

clerk

to

'st table,
eeader
Speaker's table. ther
Secretary to
Speaker, $4,200;
$4,200; clerk
the Speaker's
the Speaker's
to the
clerk to
the Speaker,
to the
Secretary
etc.
$3,600, and
for preparing
preparing Digest
the Rules,
annum; etc.D
per annum;
$1,000 per
Rules, $1,000
of the
Digest of
and for
$3,600,
Digest of th
the Rules.

clerk to
the Speaker,
$1,940; messenger
messenger to the Speaker's table,
Speaker, $1,940;
to the
clerk
Speaker, $1,440.
$1,520; messenger
messenger to the Speaker,
$1,520;
CHAPLAIN.
CHAPLAIN.

Chaplain
of the House
Representatives, $1,520.
House of Representatives,
Chaplain of
OFFICE
OFFICE

OF
OF

Chaplain.

lair,
CLERK.
THE CLERK.

Clerk of
of Representatives,
compensation
including compensation
Representatives, including
House of
the House
of the
Clerk
as
officer of
the contingent
contingent fund,
journal clerk,
$6,500; journal
fund, $6,500;
of the
disbursing officer
as disbursing
at
d two
two reading
disbursing clerk, $3,570;
$3,570;
clerks, at $4,200 each; disbursing
reading clerks,
and

otheandHoue
clerk
cierkcakutzuse,
other
clerk,
Journal

employees.
employes.
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tally clerk, $3,470; file clerk,
$3,420; enrolling
and
clerk, $3,420;
enrolling clerk,
clerk, $3,200
$3,200 and
$1,000
$1,000 additional
additional so long as the position
the present
position is
is held
held by
by the
present
incumbent; property custodian
custodian and superintendent
superintendent of
of furniture
furniture
and repair shop, who shall be
cabinetmaker or
or upholsterer
be aa skilled cabinetmaker
upholsterer
experienced in the construction
and experienced
construction and
and purchase
of furniture,
purchase of
furniture,
$3,600; two assistant custodians
custodians at $3,000 each;
bill clerk,
clerk,
each; chief
chief bill
$3,150;
enrolling clerk, $2,880; assistant to
$3,150; assistant enrolling
to disbursing
clerk,
disbursing clerk,
$2,780;
$2,780; stationery
stationery clerk, $2,570; librarian,
librarian,
librarian, $2,460;
$2,460; assistant
assistant librarian,
$2,240; assistant file clerk, $2,250;
assistant librarian,
librarian, and
assistant
$2,250; assistant
and assistant
journal
journal clerk, at $2,150 each; clerks-one
clerks one $2,150,
at $2,020
$2,020
$2,150, three
three at
each; bookkeeper,
bookkeeper, and assistant
assistant in disbursing office,
at $1,940
$1,940 each;
office, at
each;
four assistants to chief
chief bill clerk, at $1,830
stenographer
$1,830 each;
each; stenographer
to the Clerk, $1,730; locksmith and typewriter
typewriter repairer,
repairer, $1,620;
$1,620;
messenger
messenger and clock repairer,
in stationery
room,
repairer, $1,520;
$1,520; assistant
assistant in
stationery room,
$1,520; three messengers,
messengers, at $1,410
$1,410 each;
each; stenographer
stenographer to
to Journal
Journal
clerk, $1,310; nine telephone operators,
operators, at
each; three
session
at $1,200
$1,200 each;
three session
telephone
telephone operators, at $100 per
substitute telephone
telephone
per month each;
each; substitute
operator,
operator, when required,
required, at
day; laborers-three
at
at $3.30 per
per day;
laborers-three at
$1,200
$1,200 each, nine at $1,010
$1,010 each.
each.
Committee employCommittee
employyees.

Clerks, messengers,
and janitors
janitors to
following committees:
messengers, and
to the
the following
committees:
Accounts-clerk, $2,880;
Accounts-clerk,
clerk, $2,150;
$2,150; janitor,
janitor, $1,310.
$2,880; assistant
assistant clerk,
$1,310.
Agriculture-clerk, $2,880; assistant clerk,
Agriculture-clerk,
janitor, $1,310.
clerk, $2,150;
$2,150; janitor,
$1,310.
Appropriations-clerk,
Appropriations clerk, $5,000,
$5,000, and
so long
long as
as the
and $1,000
$1,000 additional
additional so
the
position is held by the present
assistant clerk,
clerk, $4,000;
$4,000;
present incumbent;
incumbent; assistant
six assistant clerks, at $3,000
$3,009 each; assistant
assistant clerk,
clerk, $2,440;
$2,440; janitor,
janitor,
$1,440.
$1,440. Banking and Currency-clerk,
$2,360; assistant
assistant clerk,
clerk,
Currency-clerk, $2,360;
$1,520; janitor, $1,010.
Census-clerk, $2,360;
$2,360; janitor,
janitor, $1,010.
$1,010.
Claims-clerk,
Claims-clerk, $2,880; assistant clerk, $1,520; janitor,
$1,010. Coinage,
janitor, $1,010.
Coinage
Weights
and Measures-clerk,
anit or ,
$1,010.
spos iti on of
Weights,'and
Measures-clerk, $2,360;
$2,360; j
janitor,
$1,010. Di
Disposition
of
Useless Executive
Executive Papers-clerk, $2,360. District
of ColumbiaColumbiaDistrict of
clerk, $2,880; assistant
assistant clerk, $2,150; janitor, $1,010.
$1,010. EducationEducationclerk, $2,360. Election of President, Vice
President, and
and RepreVice President,
Representatives in Congress-clerk,
Congress-clerk, $2,360.
Elections Numbered
Numbered 1-clerk,
1-clerk,
$2,360. Elections
$1,010. Elections
$2,360; janitor.
janitor. $1,010.
Elections Numbered
Numbered 2-clerk, $2,360;
$2,360; janitor,
janitor,
$1,010.
Elections Numbered
Numbered 3-clerk, $2,360; janitor,
$1,010.
janitor, $1,010.
$1,010.
Enrolled
Bills-clerk,
Enrolled Bills
clerk, $2,360; janitor, $1,010.
Con t
ro l-clerk,
$1,010. Flood
Flood Control-clerk,
$2,360; janitor, $1,010. Foreign Affairs-clerk,
Afairs-clerk, $2,880;
$2,880; assistant
assistant
clerk, $2,150;
$2,150; janitor,
janitor, $1,010. Immigration
Immigration and
and NaturalizationNaturalizationclerk,
Indian Affairs-clerk, $2,880;
clerk, $2,360; janitor, $1,010.
$1,010.
$2,880;
assistant clerk, $2,150; janitor, $1,010.
$1,010. Industrial Arts and
Expoand Expositions-clerk, $2,360; janitor, $1,010.
sitions-clerk,
Insular
Affairs-clerk,
$1,010.
Insular Affairs-clerk,
$1,010. Interstate
$2,360; janitor, $1,010.
Commerce-clerk,
Interstate and
and Foreign
Foreign Commerce-clerk,
$2,880; additional clerk, $2,360; assistant
assistant clerk,
clerk, $1,830;
$1,830; janitor,
janitor,
$1,310. Irrigation and Reclamation-clerk,
Reclamation-clerk, $2,360; janitor,
$1,310.
$1,010.
janitor, $1,010.
Invalid Pensions-clerk,
Pensions-clerk, $2,880; stenographer, $2,560;
$2,560; assistant
assistant
clerk, $2,360; janitor,
janitor ' $1,240:
erk, $2,880;
$2,880 ; ass
i
st
ant
$1,240: Judiciary-cl
Judiciary-clerk,
assistant
clerk, $1,940; janitor, $1,240. Labor-clerk,
Labor-clerk, $2,360; janitor,
janitor, $1,010.
$1,010.
Library-clerk,
Library-clerk, $2,360; janitor, $1,010.
Merchant Marine
and
$1,010.
Merchant
Marine and
Fisheries-clerk,
$1,010. Military
Fisheries clerk, $2,360;
$2,360; janitor, $1,010.
Military Affairs-clerk,
Affairs-clerk,
$2,880; assistant
assistant clerk,
clerk, $1,830;
$1,830; janitor, $1,310.
$1,310. Mines
Mines and
Miningand Miningclerk, $2,360; janitor, $1,010. Naval Affairs--clerk,
Affairs clerk, $2,880;
assist$2,880; assistant clerk,
clerk, $1,830; janitor, $1,310.
$1,310. Patents-clerk, $2.360;
janitor,
$2.360; janitor,
$1,010. Pensions-clerk,
Pensions-clerk, $2,880; assistant
assistant clerk,
$1,940; janitor,
clerk, $1,940;
janitor,
$1,010.
Roads-clerk,
$1,010. Post Offices and Post Roads
clerk, $2.880;
$2.880; assistant
assistant clerk,
clerk,
$1,730; janitor, $1,310. Printing-clerk,
Printing-clerk, $2,360; janitor,
janitor, $1,310.
$1,310.
Public
Public Buildings and Grounds-clerk,
Grounds clerk, $2,880; assistant clerk,
$1,520; janitor, $1,010.
Public Lands-clerk,
Lands-clerk, $2,360; assistant
$1,010.
assistant

Clerks W
andic=
janitort_
to designated
commitrts

toCc
ti
ks

tees.
tees.

gus
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clerk, $1,520;
$1,520; janitor,
janitor, $1,010.
Service-clerk, $2,360; janitor,
Civil Service-clerk,
$1,010. Civil
clerk,
$1,010.
Revision
of
the
Laws
clerk,
$3,000; janitor, $1,010.
Laws-clerk,
the
of
Revision
$1,010.
Rivers
and Harbors
clerk, $2,880;
$2,880; assistant clerk, $2,150; janitor,
Harbors-clerk,
Rivers and
$2,360,
Rules-clerk,
$1,310.
Roads-clerk, $2,360;
$2,360; janitor,
clerk, $2,360,
$1,010. Rules
janitor, $1,010.
$1,310. Roads-clerk,
$2,360;
assistant clerk,
Territories-clerk, $2,360;
$1,010. Territories-clerk,
$1,830; janitor, $1,010.
clerk, $1,830;
assistant
janitor, $1,010.
$1,010. War
War Claims-clerk,
$1,520;
Claims-clerk, $2,880; assistant clerk, $1,520;
janitor,
janitor, $1,010.
Ways and
and Means-clerk,
$3,600; assistant clerk
Means-clerk, $3,600;
$1,010. Ways
janitor,
and
stenographer, $2,360;
$2,250; janitors-one
clerk, $2,250;
assistant clerk,
$2,360; assistant
and stenographer,
$1,310,
one $1,010.
World War
Veterans' Legislation-clerk,
Legislation-clerk,
War Veterans'
$1,010. World
$1,310, one
$2,880;
assistant clerk,
clerk, $2,150.
$2,880; assistant
SERGEANT AT
AT ARMS.
ARMS.
OFFICE OF SERGEANT

Sergeant at Arms,
Sergeant at
Deputy Sergeant
Arms ' $2,880; deprgeatadotheArem
dese
pgy, a
t
rici ao
t
theAr
m n.
$6,500; Deputy
Arms, $6,500;
at Arms,
Sergeant
Sergeant
each;
cashier
$4,000;
two
bookkeepers,
at
2,640
Deputy
Sergeant ployees.
PloYees•
$2,640
cashier $4,000; two bookkeepers,
at
in charge
charge of
$2,150;
pairs, $2,150; pair clerk and messenger, $2,150;
of pairs,
Arms in
at Arms
messenger,
$1,730; stenographer
stenographer and
typewriter, $1,200; skilled
and typewriter,
messenger, $1,730;
laborer, $1,140.
Police Force,
Force House
Office Building,
under the Sergeant at Arms:
Building, under
House Office
Police
Lieutenant,
$1 ,520; nineteen
Ar
nineteen privates,
privates, at
at $1,360
$1,360 each.
Lieutenant, $1,520;

poice, House
Hous Office
oice
Police,.
Building.
B

OFFICE OF
OF THE
THE DOORKEEPER.
DOORKEEPER.
OFFICE
ml00
0r
ykee!):,

smirs
s
.1,

of emDooreeessengers,
employee, $2,040; superintendent
Doorkeeper, $5,000; special
special employee,
superintendent of
e
Doorkeeper,
an other employees.
other employees.
House press
gallery, $2,240;
$2,240; assistant
assistant to the superintendent of the ndr
press gallery,
House

House press
messengers seventeen
$1,520; janitor, $2,040; messengers-seventeen
press gallery, $1,520;
House
laborersat
$1,500 each,
soldiers' roll at $1,520 each; laborerson soldiers'
fourteen on
each, fourteen
at $1,500
seventeen
$1,010 each, two known as cloakroom men at $1,140 each,
at $1,010
seventeen at
eight known
known as
as cloakroom
$890
at $1,010, and seven at $890
one at
cloakroom men, one
eight
each; two
two female
attendants in
ladies' retiring
at $1,440
rI00131 em$1,440
rooms at
retiring rooms
in ladies'
female attendants
each;
m
pioym. g
each;
superintendent of
$2,880; foreman of folding pigr
room, $2,880;
folding room,
of folding
each; superintendent
$2,150;
room,
$2,340; chief
chief clerk
clerk to
superintendent of folding room, $2,150;
to superintendent
room, $2,340;
three
clerks at
at $1,940
laborer, $1,010;
$1,010; thirty$1,010; laborer,
janitor, $1,010;
each; janitor,
$1,940 each;
three clerks
one
folders,
at
$1,200
each;
shipping
clerk,
$1,520;
two
drivers, at
at P
drivers,
two
clerk,
$1,520;
shipping
at
$1,200
each;
folders,
one
Pages, etc.
$1,140
each; two
two telephone
telephone pages,
each; two
$1, 40 each;
at $1,740
pages at
chief pages
two chief
$1,140 each;
telephones (one for the
at $1,440
each; two
managers of telephones
two floor managers
$1,440 each;
at
of
minority), at
at $2,400
each; assistant
assistant messenger
messenger in charge of
$2,400 each;
minority),
telephones, $1,830;
forty-two pages during the session at $3,30 per
$1,830; forty-two
telephones,
day each;
laborer, $1,100;
superintendent of
$3.050; Document
D
room em-.
room, $3.050;
document room,
of document
$1,100; superintendent
each; laborer,
day
ployees.
assistant
superintendent of
document room,
$2,460; clerk, $2,040; ploy.
room, $2,460;
of document
assistant superintendent
assistant
clerk, $1,940;
$1,940; eight
eight assistants,
assistants, at $1,600 each; janitor,
assistant clerk,
$1,220; messenger
messenger to pressroom,
pressroom, $1,310.
$1,220;
ocument room em

SPECIAL
SPECIAL

AND
AND

MINORITY EMPLOYLES.
EMPLOYEES.
MINORITY

m or t
Speciales.
and minority
employeL
employees.

Joel Grayson.

$2,740. Joe lGrayson.
Special
employee (Joel
(Joel Grayson)
Grayson) in
the document
document room,
room, $2,140.
in the
Special employee
employees.
Minority employees.
Six
minority employees
employees at
at $2,150
each, authorized
authorized and named in Minority
$2,150 each,
Six minority
resolution of December 5, 1923.
the resolution
in the Assistant
ant in folding
in olding
room.
Assistant
authorized in the rom.
foreman of the folding room, authorized
Assistant foreman
resolution of
September 30,
1913, at
Lbor
per day.
day.
at $4.76
$4.76 per
30, 1913,
of September
resolution
Laborers.
Laborer, authorized
and named
named in the resolution of April 28, 1914,
authorized and
Laborer,
$1,140.
$1,140.
Laborer, authorized
December
authorized and named in the resolution of December
Laborer,
19,
1901, $1,140.
$1,140.
19. 1901,
of
Clerk under Clerk of
the House.
Clerk,
under the
direction of the
the Clerk of the House, named in the the
the direction
Clerk, under
os
resolution of February
February 13, 1923, $2,740.
$2,740.pointment
resolution
Appointment of sucof s
APrsPn
Successors to
of the employees provided for in the five cessors.
any of
to any
Successors
Representapreceding
paragraphs may be named by the House of Representapreceding paragraphs
tives at any time.
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Legislative clerk,
Majority Floor
Office of Majority
Floor Leader:
Leader: Legislative
clerk, $3,600;
$3,600; clerk,
clerk,
$1,830; janitor, $1,310.
$2,880;
$2,880; assistant clerk, $1,830;
Conference Minority:
assistant clerk,
$1,740;
clerk, $1,740;
$2,880; assistant
Clerk, $2,880;
Minority: Clerk,
Conference
foregoing employees to be appointed
janitor, $1,310. The
Tip foregoing
appointed by the
minority leader.
leader.
cauus minority
caucus
Two messengers,
one in
in the
the majority
room, and
and one
one in
in the
the
caucus room,
majority caucus
Two
messengers, one
minority caucus
appointed by
majority and
minority
and minority
by the
the majority
to be
be appointed
room, to
caucus room,
minority
whips, respectively,
at $1,520
$1,520 each.
respectively, at
whips,

Majority
Majority Floor
Floor
Leader.
Clerks,
lerks, etc.
MinorConference
Minoree
ity.
Clerks, etc.
Clerks,etc.

ity

Messengers,
Messengers,
rooms.
rooms.

•

Post office.
office.

POST OFFICE.
OFFICE.

Postmaster,wistant,
postmaster,assistant,
and other employees.

$2,570; reoistry
registry and
Postmaster,
postmaster, $2,570;
Postmaster, $4,200;
$4,200; assistant
assistant postmaster,
one
clerk,
$1,830; thirty-four
thirty-four messengers
clerk, $1,830;
messengers (including
(including one
to
transportation of
mails), at
$1,520 each;
substitute
each; substitute
at $1,520
of mails),
to superintend
superintend transportation
messengers and
and extra
extra services
services of
employees, when
when required,
required,
regular employees,
of regular
messengers
at the
to exceed
exceed $105
laborer, $1,010.
$1,010.
each; laborer,
per month
month each;
$105 per
of not
not to
the rate
rate of
at

money-order
and employeesmoney-order
oter

DEBATES.
REPORTERS OF DEBATES.
OFFICIAL REPORTERS
Official reporters of
debates,
etc.
debates, etc.

Six
official reporters
and debates
of the
House,
the House,
debates of
the proceedings
proceedings and
of the
reporters of
Six official
at $6,000
assistant, $3,000;
$3,000; six
expert transcribers,
transcribers, at
$1,520
at $1,520
six expert
each; assistant,
at
$6,000 each;
each;
janitor, $1,220.
$1,220.
each; janitor,
COMMIiTTEE
COMMIrrta. STENOGRAPHERS.
STENOGRAPHERS.

•
* Stenographers
Stenographers
committees.

to

to

Four stenographers
stenographers to
to committees,
at $6,000
$6,000 each;
each; janitor,
$1,220.
janitor, $1,220.
committees, at
Four
CLERK HIRE,
MEMBERS, DELEGATES,
DELEGATES, AND
COMMISSIONERS.
AND RESIDENT
RESIDENT COMMISSIONERS.
CLERK
HIRE, MEMBERS,

Clerk hire, Members,
ClerkhiareaMemers
Delegates,
and Resi-

dent Commissioners.
Rates.
Rates.
ol. 42, p. 1217.
Vol.
1217.

Resident ComComMember, Delegate,
for each
each Member,
The
clerk hire
hire for
The clerk
Delegate, and
and Resident

missioner
missioner shall be at the rate of $4,000 per annum and shall be paid

in
the Act
of January
January 25,
(Forty-second
1923 (Forty-second
25, 1923
Act of
with the
in accordance
accordance with
Statutes, chapter
chapter 43,
Provided, That
That no
person shall
shall
no person
1217)::Provided,
43, page
page 1217)
Statutes,
receive aa salary
from such
clerk hire
hire at
$3,300
receive
salary from
such clerk
at a
a rate
rate in
in excess
excess of
of $3,300
Salary limit
per annum.
per
annum.
Act
4ct effective
effective July
July 1,,
SEC.
SEC. 2. This Act shall take
effect on
on July
July 1,
1, 1924.
1924.
take effect
1924.
Approved,
1924.
24, 1924.
Approved, May
May 24,
Proviso.
Proviso.
Salary limit.

May
May 24,
24, 1924
1924

j. 2922.1
i:.
(Public, No. 137.1
[i'ublic,

Army.

may
Frme. K. Long
Frederic
Long may
he reppointedcaptain
reappointed captain
be
of
Infantry.
of Infantry.

Date of rank, etc.

ateornk,etc.

CHAP.
184.—An Act
Act To
authorize the
the President
to reconsider
case of
the case
of
President to
reconsider the
To authorize
CHAP. 184.-An
Frederic K.
K. Long
and to
to reappoint
reappoint him
the Regular
Army.
Frederic
Long and
him a
a captain
captain in
in the
Regular Army.

Representatives of
Be it
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
it enacted
and House of Representatives
the United
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled, That the PresiStates of
United States
the
hereby, authorized
authorized to reconsider
dent be, and he is hereby,
reconsider the record of
trial
Frederic K.
trial of
of Frederic
K. Long
Long who
who on March 19, 1924,
1924, while
while aa captain
captain
of
Army, was
was dismissed
dismissed the
the service
service of
of the
of Infantry
Infantry in
in the
the Regular
Regular Army,
the
United
sentence adjudged
adjudged by
by general
States pursuant
pursuant to
to a
a sentence
general courtcourtUnited States
martial;
upon reconsideration
reconsideration of
of said
the
martial; and
and if
if upon
said record
record of
of trial
trial the
President shall
determine that
the ends
ends of
of justice
justice and
discipline,
President
shall determine
that the
and discipline,
and the
would be
by loss
loss of
and
the public
public interest,
interest, would
be served
served better
better by
of aa certain
certain
in military
military rank
rank and
and in
in position
number of
of files
files in
position on
on the
the promotion
promotion list
list
than by
the military
military service,
service, the
Presithan
by permanent
permanent separation
separation from
from the
the Presihereby authorized,
of the
the
dent is
is hereby
authorized, by and with
with the
the advice
advice and consent
consent of
Senate,
to reappoint
said Frederic
K. Long
Long a
a captain
of Infantry
Infantry
Senate, to
reappoint said
Frederic K.
captain of
in
Regular Army,
Army, to
to fill
the next
any subsequent
subsequent vacancy
in
in the
the Regular
fill the
next or
or any
vacancy in
the grade
grade of
of captain,
captain, with such date
earlier than his
date of rank
rank not
not earlier
former date of rank and such place upon the promotion list not above
his former place upon that list as to the President
President may seem just
and
and advisable.
advisable.
24, 1924.
1924.
Approved,
Approved, May 24,
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CHAP.
Act To
amend an Act entitled
w ith
revive, with
"An Act to revive
entitled "An
To amend
185.-An Act
CHAP. 185,—An
amendments, an
an Act
incorporate the
Society of
the District
of dolum
District of
Colum- of the
the Medical
Medical Society
Act to
to incorporate
amendments,
bia,"
approved July
1838, as
as amended.
amended.138.]
7, 1838,
July 7,
bia," approved

.

May 24, 1924
May24,1924
l R. 41Z2.]
J [H.
. R-4122.]

[Public,
No.
Public, No.

138.]

Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Representatives of the
the
House of
of Representatives
and House
Senate and
it enacted
Be it
p
erralictsoo
i
ziumbia
ofcc
Columbia
District
Congress assembled,
United States
in Congress
assembled, That the Act mM
America in
of America
States of
United
l
., p. 741.
Vol.6,p.741.
entitled
"An Act
to revive
with amendments,
incorporateVo6
to incorporate
amendments, an Act to
revive with
Act to
entitled "An
1
the Medical
Medical Society
Society of
of the
District of
approved July
Vol. 18,
p. 511, amend
8,p.511,amendJuly Vol.
Columbia," approved
of Columbia,"
the District
the
ed
be,
and
7,
1838
(Sixth
Statutes
at
Large,
page
741),
as
amended,
741),
7, 1838 (Sixth Statutes at Large, page
follows:
amended so as to read as follows:
is, amended
hereby is,
the same hereby
Incorporators.
George Wythe
Wythe Cook, William
William Gerry Morgan, JohnIncorporators.
Doctors George
""That
That Doctors
S.
Roy,
Philip
B.
Nichols
John
D.
Thomas,
E.
Y.
A.
L.
Davidson,
Y.
B. Nichols, John D. Thomas,
Stavely, Henry
C. Macatee,
J. Russell
Verbrycke,
Russell Verbrycke,
G. Sibert,
Sibert, J.
E. G.
Macatee, E.
Henry C.
Stavely,
junior,
W. Boswell,
Charles S.
S. White,
White, J.
A. Gannon,
Gannon, D. S. Lamb,
J. A.
Boswell, Charles
A. W.
junior, A.
and
Virgil B.
B. Jackson,
and such
other persons
as they
they may
may associate
persons as
such other
Jackson, and
and Virgil
with
and their
their successors, be, and they hereby are,
themselves,' and
with themselves
constituted
corporate not
not for
for profit,
of the
the District
of Purpose.
urpose
District of
profit, of
a body
body corporate
constituted a
Columbia,
the purpose
purpose of
promoting and disseminating
disseminating medical
medical
of promoting
for the
Columbia, for
and surgical
surgical knowledge,
knowledge, and
for no
no other
other purpose,
the
not for the
purpose, and not
and for
and
a medical school or schools.
establishing a
purpose of establishing
holdings
SEc. 2.
2. That
Medical Society
Society of
the District
District of
tPropert holdings,
of Columbia be, ef,P:rcPertY
of the
the Medical
That the
" SEC.
and
is hereby,
hereby, empowered
to own,
own, mortgage,
mortgage, and convey such
empowered to
it is
and it
property as
as may
may be
be necessary
its purposes,
purposes, and
to make such
and to
for its
necessary for
property
rules and
as it
may require,
require, and
and which
be
may not be
which may
it may
regulations as
and regulations
rules
repugnant
to the
Constitution or
or laws
of the
the United States.
laws of
the Constitution
repugnant to
"
SEC. 3.
3. That
That Congress
Congress may
may at
at any
alter, amend,
amend, or
or annul
Amendment.
annul Amendment.
any time
time alter,
" SEC.
this Act
incorporation of
society."
said society."
of said
of incorporation
Act of
this
Approved,
1924.
24, 1924.
May 24,
Approved, May
ie

ed

CHAP.
Act To
immigration of aliens into the United
the immigration
limit the
To limit
190.-An Act
CHAP. 190.—An
States, and
purposes.
for other
other purposes.
and for
States,

May 26, 1924
May

[H.
7995.]
R.7995.1
[H. R.
lic
[Public,, No.
139.1
No. 139.]
[ub

Be
the Senate
Representatives of
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
the Im
Immigraton Act of
United
of America
assembled, That
924.of
migration Act
may 1liai.
Act may
this Act
That this
in Congress
Congress assembled,
America in,
States of
United States
" Tmmigration
Immigration Act of 1924."
be cited as the "
1924."
IMMIGRATION VISAS.
VISAS.
IMMIGRATION

Immigration visas.

Immigration visas.

SEC.
2. (a)
(a) A
A consular
officer upon
the application
application of
anyonppli
Consuls
ue, o
Concationto issue,
of any
upon the
consular officer
SEC. 2.
immigrant (as
section 3)
of immigrant.
conditions gran
the conditions
(under the
may (under
3) may
in section
defined in
(as defined
immigrant
hereinafter prescribed
prescribed and
limitations prescribed
prescribed in
and subject
subject to the limitations
hereinafter
this
Act or
or regulations
regulations made
to the
number of
of
the number
as to
thereunder as
made thereunder
this Act
immigration
may be
be issued
issued by
by such
to
issue to
officer) issue
such officer)
which may
visas which
immigration visas
such
an immigration
shall consist
consist of
of one
one
which shall
visa which
immigration visa
immigrant an
such immigrant
copy
the application
section 7,
7, visaed
visaed by
Post,p.16.
such Pod.p.iss.
by such
in section
for in
provided for
application provided
of the
copy of
consular
officer. Such
specify (1)
nationality of
the oConten
C: tent of
applcaof aPPlica'
of the
the nationality
(1) the
shall specify
visa shall
Such visa
consular officer.
immigrant; (2)
(2) whether
whether he
quota immigrant (as
(as defined
defined in
is a
a quota
he is
immigrant;
section 5)
5) or
non-quota immigrant
immigrant (as
in section
(3)
section 4)
4);;(3)
defined in
(as defined
or a
a non-quota
section
the date
date on
validity of
of the
shall expire;
expire;
visa shall
the immigration
immigration visa
the validity
which the
on which
the
and
(4) such
such additional
additional information
information necessary
proper
the proper
necessary to the
and (4)
enforcement of
of the
the immigration
immigration laws
and the
as
naturalization laws as
the naturalization
laws and
enforcement
may be
be by
by regulations
prescribed.
regulations prescribed.
may
(b)
immigrant shall
shall furnish
furnish two
two copies
of his
to be
be
PhtraPh to
photograph f Photograph
his photograph
copies of
(b) The
The immigrant
to the
the consular
consular officer.
One copy
copy shall
shall be
be permanently
attached Disposition.
Disposition.
permanently attached
officer. One
to
by
the consular
consular officer
to the
visa and the other copy
the immigration
immigration visa
officer to
by the
shall
be disposed
may be
by regulations
regulations prescribed.
prescribed.
shall be
disposed of
of as
as may
be by
(c) The
The validity
of an
immigration visa
visa shall
expire at
the end
period.
Expirationpeiod.
end Expiration
at the
shall expire
an immigration
validity of
(c)
of
such period,
the immigration
immigration visa,
visa, not
exceeding four
four
not exceeding
in the
specified in
period, specified
of such
t.

tio
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dmonths,

an
prescribed. In
as shall be by regulations
regulations prescribed.
In the
the case
case of
of an
immigrant
arriving
in
the
United
States
by
water,
or
arriving
by
by
or
arriving
water,
by
States
the
United
in
arriving
immigrant
o U
water in foreign contiguous
Conditions.
contiguous territory on aa continuous voyage to
to
Conditions,
the United
States, if
if the
the vessel,
before the
the validity
validity
of the
expiration of
the expiration
vessel, before
the
United States,
of his
immigration visa,
departed from
from the
the last
last port
port outside
outside the
the
visa, departed
of
his immigration
United States
and outside
outside foreign
territory at
which the
the
at which
contiguous territory
foreign contiguous
States and
United
immigrant
and if
if the
the immigrant
immigrant proceeds
on a
acontinuous
continuous
proceeds on
embarked, and
immigrant embarked,
voyage
to the
the United
United States,
then, regardless
of his
his
the time
time of
of the
regardless of
States, then,
voyage to
arrival in
validity of
of his
his immigration
visa
immigration visa
the validity
States, the
United States,
the United
in the
arrival
shall not
be considered
considered to
expired.
to have
have expired.
not be
shall
Accepted
required by any law, or regulations
If an immigrant
immigrant is required
as visa
visa of
(d) If
Accepted as
regulations or
or
passport.
by
passport by
of his
orders
pursuant to
law, to
to secure
secure the
his passport
the visa
visa of
to law,
orders made
made pursuant
passport.
a
officer before
before being
being permitted
permitted to
to enter
enter the
States,
United States,
the United
a consular
consular officer
such
not be
be required
required to
secure any
other visa of
any other
to secure
shall not
immigrant shall
such immigrant
his passport
passport than
than the
immigration visa
visa issued
issued under
under this Act, but aa
the immigration
his
bl
record of
of the
the number
and
date
of his
his immigration
immigration visa
shall be
be
visa shall
of
date
and
number
record
Notapplicable
Not applicae to
temporary
permits.
noted on
on his
his passport
without charge
subdivision
This subdivision
therefor. This
charge therefor.
passport without
noted
temporaryperits.
Post,
p.162.
shall
relieved, under subdivision
subdivision
immigrant who is relieved,
to an immigrant
not apply
apply to
shall not
Post,p.162.
an immigration
(b) of
13, from
from obtaining an
immigration visa.
section 13,
of section
(b)
To
beente
entered
(e) The
The manifest
manifest or
or list
list of
passengers required
required by
immigration
by the immigration
of passengers
(e)
d on
onM
be
To
passenger
Est.
laws shall
shall contain
contain a
of
place of
date, place
the date,
thereon the
entering thereon
for entering
a place
place for
laws
issuance,
and
number
of
the
immigration
visa
of
each
immigrant.
immigrant.
each
visa
of
immigration
of
the
number
issuance, and
The
immigrant shall
shall surrender
surrender his
his immigration
to the
the immiimmivisa to
immigration visa
The immigrant
gration offea etc
gration officer
officer at
port of
inspection, who
at the
the time of
shall at
who shall
of inspection,
at the
the port
gration
inspection indorse
indorse on
on the
the immigration
immigration visa
visa the date, the port of
inspection
immigrant
entry, and
the name
any, on which the immigrant
if any,
vessel, if
of the
the vessel,
name of
and the
entry,
arrived.
The immigration
be transmitted
by
forthwith by
transmitted forthwith
shall be
visa shall
immigration visa
arrived. The
the
immigration officer
officer in
charge at
at the
the port
to the
the
inspection to
of inspection
port of
in charge
the immigration
Department
regulations prescribed
prescribed by
by the
the Secretary
under regulations
Labor under
of Labor
Department of
of
of Labor.
(f)
issue
forbiddentoinIssue forbidden
to in(f) No immigration
immigration visa shall be issued to an immigrant if it
admissibles.
admissibles.
appears
to the
the consular
consular officer,
statements in the application,
application,
from statements
officer, from
appears to
or
in the
the papers
papers submitted
that the
inadis inadimmigrant is
the immigrant
therewith, that
submitted therewith,
or in
missible
the United
United States
under the
the immigration
immigration laws,
nor shall
shall
laws, nor
States under
to the
missible to
such immigration
visa be
comply
application fails to comply
if the application
issued if
be issued
immigration visa
such
immigration visa
with the
the provisions
of this
this Act, nor
nor shall such immigration
provisions of
with
be issued
issued if
if the
the consular
officer knows
has reason
believe that
reason to believe
or has
knows or
consular officer
be
the immigrant
immigrant is
inadmissible to
to the United States under the
is inadmissible
the
immigration laws.
laws.
immigration
found
in(tr)
Nothing in
in this
this Act
be construed
entitle an
an
to entitle
construed to
shall be
Act shall
Holder,e,ifnot
allowed
stn.
Nothing
(g)
Innond
admissible,
admissibl
enter,
immigrant,
to whom
whom an
an immigration
has been
enter
to enter.
immigration visa
visa has
been issued,
issued, to
to enter
immigrant, to
the
upon arrival
arrival in
in the
the United States,
is found
found
States, he is
if, upon
States, if,
the United
United States,
laws.
to
be inadmissible
inadmissible to
to the
immigration laws.
under the immigration
States under
the United
United States
to be
The
of this
subdivision shall
shall be
be printed
conspicuously
printed conspicuously
this subdivision
substance of
The substance
upon every
every immigration
immigration visa.
visa.
upon
Fee.
(h)
fee of
be charged
immiof each immithe issuance
issuance of
for the
charged for
shall be
of $9
$9 shall
(h) A
A fee
Fee.
Treasury as miscellacovered into the Treasury
gration visa,
shall be covered
visa, which
which shall
gration
neous receipts.
receipts.
neous
" IMIGRANT."
"Immigrant."
DEFINITION OF
OF "IMMIGRANT."
DEFINITION
"Immigrant."
on
Extension
Extension
a
o while
whleo^
Unite

statw.
stat

l

of

Term
construed.
Term construed.
Aliens excepted.

Aliens ecepted.

" immigrant"
S
EC. 3.
When used in this
immigrant " means any
this Act the term "
3. When
SEC.
destined
the United
United States
alien
from any
any place
place outside
outside the
States destined
departing from
alien departing
government official, his family,
(1) aa government
except (1)
United States, except
for the United'
employees, (2)
attendants,
servants, and employees,
12) an alien visiting the United
attendants, servants,
States temporarily
temporarily as
as aa tourist
tourist or
or temporarily
for ''business
or
business or
temporarily for
States
pleasure,
(3) an alien
continuous transit
United
transit through the United
alien in continuous
pleasure, (3)
States,
lawfully admitted to the United States who
States, (4)
(4) an alien lawfully
later goes
one part
part of
of the
another
the United
United States to another
from one
in transit
transit from
later
goes in
(5) aabona fide alien seaman
foreign contiguous territory, (5)
through foreign
serving as
as such
on a
vessel arriving
the United States
arriving at
at aaport of the
such on
a vessel
serving
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and
to enter
enter temporarily
the United
United States
in the
solely in
States solely
temporarily the
seeking to
and seeking
pursuit of
of his
his calling
calling as a
entitled to enter
(6) an alien entitled
a seaman,
seaman, and (6)
pursuit
the
United States
States solely
solely to
on trade
trade under
in pursuance
pursuance
and in
under and
carry on
to carry
the United
of
the provisions
present existing treaty of commerce
commerce and
of aa present
provisions of
of the
navigation.
navigation.
NON-QUOTA
IIMMIGRANTS.
NON-QUOTA IMMIGRANTS.

Non-quota
Non-quota
grants.

immi-

construed.
Term construed.
S
EC. 4.
4. When
non-quota immigrant"
immigrant" Term
term ""non-quota
the term
in this Act the
used in
When used
SEC.
means—
meanswife
orcitizen
wife
child or
Minor child
(a) An immigrant
immigrant who
the unmarried
unmarried child under 18 years of of Minor
is the
who is
(a)
resident
applicant.
States
age,
or
the
wife,
of
a
citizen
of
the
United
who
resides
therein
a
age,
Post, p. 157.

at
of the
the filing of aapetition under section 9;
time of
the time
at the
(b) An
previously lawfully
lawfully admitted
the United
United
to the
admitted to
An immigrant
immigrant previously
(b)
abroad;
returning from a
a temporary
temporary visit abroad;
States, who is returning
(c)
immigrant who was born in the Dominion of Canada,
An immigrant
(c) An
Newfoundland, the
Republic of Mexico,
Mexico, the Republic of Cuba, the
the Republic
Newfoundland,
Republic of Haiti, the Dominican Republic, the Canal Zone, or an
independent
country of Central or South America, and his wife,
independent country
accompanying
and
his unmarried
unmarried children under 18 years of age, if accompanying
and his
or
following to
or following
to join
oin him;
him;Minister
(d)
immigrant who
continuously for
least two
two years
immeyears immeat least
for at
who continuously
An immigrant
(d) An
for admission to the
application for
diately
time of
his application
of his
the time
preceding the
diately preceding
United States has been, and who seeks to enter the United States
solely
minister of
for the purpose of, carrying on the vocation of minister
solely for
any religious
denomination, or professor
professor of a
acollege, academy,
academy, semireligious denomination,
any
nary,
unmarried children under
nary, or university; and his wife, and his unmarried
18 years
of age,
accompanying or
join him; or
to join
following to
or following
if accompanying
age, if
years of
18
(e) An immigrant
bona fide student at least 15 years
abona
who is a
immigrant who
(e)
the
States solely for the
of age
and who
who seeks
seeks to
the United
United States
enter the
to enter
age and
of
purpose of
of study
study at
an accredited
accredited school,
school, college, academy, semiat an
purpose
nary, or
university, particularly
particularly designated
designated by him and approved
or university,
nary,
by the
of Labor,
Labor, which
to
report to
agreed to report
have agreed
shall have
which shall
Secretary of
the Secretary
by
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Labor
Labor the termination
termination of attendance
attendance of each immithe
grant
learning fails to make
if any such institution of learning
student, and if
grant student,
withdrawn.
such reports
reports promptly
promptly the
approval shall be withdrawn.
the approval
such
QUOTA IMMIGRANTS.
IMMIGRANTS.
QUOTA
S
EC. 5.
used in
in this
this Act
"quota immigrant"
immigrant"
term "quota
the term
Act the
When used
5. When
SEC.
An alien
means
immigrant who
non-quota immigrant.
immigrant. An
a non-quota
not a
is not
who is
any immigrant
means any
a non-quota
this Act
in this
who
particularly specified
Act as a
non-quota immispecified in
is not
not particularly
who is
a non-quota
grant
non-immigrant shall
admitted as a
non-quota
shall not be admitted
or aa non-immigrant
grant or
mdiimmigrant
or
a
non-immigrant
by
reason
of
to any indirelationship
of
by
reason
a
non-immigrant
or
immigrant
vidual
who is
is so
so specified
excepted from the
or by reason of being excepted
specified or
vidual who
operation of
of any
other law
or forbidding
immigration.
forbidding immigration.
regulating or
law regulating
any other
operation
PREFERENCES
QUOTAS.
WITHIN QUOTAS.
PREFERENCES WTTELTN
SEC. 6.
(a) .In the
the issuance
issuance of
quota immiimmito quota
visas to
immigratior visas
of immigratior
6. (a).In
SEC.

st, p. 157.

Returning from temporary visit abroad.

aromtademRetupo

Born in contiguous
corn
countries,ncontigu°os
Central or
South America,
etc.
America, etc.
South

etc., prac-

Ministers, etc., prac-

profession two
ticing profession

years preceding appliapplication.

itSOprecding

Bona fide students.
onsditioetents.
Conditions.

immigrants."
"
Quota immigmnts."
"Quota
Means all nonquota
Immigrants. nquot
Restriction of admissions as nonquota immigrants.

fnmall
Restritlonofadms
in=s.onqa

Preferences
Preferences
quotas.

within
within

To be given in issuing
Tobegivenin ssug
visas.

grants
preference shall
given—
grants preference
shall be
be givenSpecified relatives of
ed relativesof
aSc
citizen.
(1)
To a
a quota
immigrant who is the unmarried
unmarried child under a
quota immigrant
(1) To
age, the father, the mother, the husband, or the wife, of
of age,
21 years of
a
of the
the United
United States who is 21 years of age or over; and
a citizen
citizen of
Skilled in agricul(2)
To a
a quota
who is
in agriculture,
agriculture, and
and his
his ture.
Sled in
is skilled
skilled in
immigrant who
quota immigrant
(2) To
wife,
his dependent
dependent children
children under
under the
the age
of 16
years, if
if Limitation.
16 years,
age of
wife, and
and his
provided
accompanying or
or following
preference provided
join him. The preference
following to join
accompanying
in
this paragraph
paragraph shall
apply to immigrants of any nationality
shall not apply
in this
the
quota for which is less than 300.
annual quota
the annual
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not in the
shall
(a) sh
subdivision (a)
(b) The preference
preference provided in subdivision.
all not in the
Maximum of quota
centum
per
50
exceed
nationality
any
of
immigrants
quota
of
case
r
immigrants
nationality exceed 50 per centum
culturists forbidden,
of
annual quota
quota for
such nationality.
section
Nothing in this section
nationality. Nothing
for such
of the annual
cuiorists orbidden

Maximum of quota
allowed. o we d
priority

over

ag

Application
Appliatio issues. n
monthly

ri-

to

to

shall
be construed
construed to
to grant
to the
immigrants specified in
of immigrants
class of
the class
grant to
shall be
paragraph
(1)
of
subdivision
(a)
a
priority
in preference
preference over the
in
priority
a
paragraph (1) of subdivision (a)
class specified
in
paragraph (2).
(2).
paragraph
in
specified
class
,
of
shall,, in the case
(c) The
The preference
provided in this section shall
case of
preference provided
(C)
quota
of any
any nationality,
calendar
be given in the calendar
nationality, be
immigrants of
quota immigrants
month in
in which
which the
the right
to preference
preference is established, if the numright to
month

may be issued in such month to
quota immigrants of such nationality has not already
month.
otherwise
in the next calendar month
otherwise in

which may has
visas
immigrationof visas
ber
quotaimmigrants
ber of
of immigration
such which
nationality
be issued
not already
in such
been
month
issued;
to
issued;
been

Application for
for vis
visa.
Application
To be made in duplicate.

To be made in du-

APPLICATION FOR
FOR IMMIGRATION VISA.
VISA.
APPLICATION

SEC.

. (a) Every immigrant applying for an immigration visa

sha
Slr 7
a
.
ke aapplication
2,pplivc
e
a
r
t
3T
ion therefor
thereLnr
t in
i
ai
duplicate
iril
forir
immigration
f
orm as shall
shall
form
such
in such
duplicate
make
shall
be by
regulations prescribed.
prescribed.
by regulations
be
(1) the immiSpecified
(b)
application the immigrant shall state (1)
the application
In the
(b) In
inormation
reqieed information
required in.
grant's full
and true
true name;
name; age,
race the date and place of
sex, and race;
age, sex,
full and
grant's
preceding
birth; places
for the
the five
five years
immediately preceding
years immediately
residence for
of residence
places of
birth;
his
application;
whether
single,
and
the
names
and
or
married
whether
his application;
children, if any;
places
of wife or
husband and minor children
any;
or husband
residence of
of residence
places of
calling or
description (including height, compersonal description
occupation; personal
or occupation;
calling
ability
plexion, color
color of
of hair
hair and
and eyes,
eyes, and
and marks
of identification)
identification);;ability
marks of
plexion,
to
speak,
read,
and
write;
names
and
addresses
parents,
and
if
of
addresses
and
names
write;
and
to speak, read,
neither
then the
name and
and address
nearest relaaddress of his nearest
the name
living, then
parent living,
neither parent
the
tive
which he
he comes;
comes; port
port of entry into the
from which
country from
the country
in the
tive in
United
entry;
destination, if any, beyond the port of entry;
final destination,
States; final
United States;
whether
whether he
has a
to such final destination; whether
through to
ticket through
a ticket
he has
whether
going
to join
join a
arelative
or friend,
friend, and,
so, what relative or friend
and, if so,
relative or
going to
and his
the purpose
purpose for which he is
address; the
complete address;
and complete
name and
his name
and
going to
the length of time he intends to remain
States; the
United States;
the United
to the
going
in the
States; whether
whether or
not he
he intends
abide in the United
intends to abide
or not
United States;
the United
m
States permanently;
permanently; whether
whether
whether ever in prison or almshouse; whether
States
he
or either
either of
his parents
parents has
has ever
been in
institution or hosan institution
in an
ever been
of his
he or
to
Additional for
for nonnon- Dital
pital for the
treatment of the insane; (2)
(2) if he claims to
the care and treatment
Additional
quota
immigrants.
quota immigrants.
be a
the facts
facts on
on which
he bases
claim;
such claim;
bases such
which he
immigrant, the
non-quota immigrant,
a non-quota
be
quotaimgra
enforceand (3)
(3) such
such additional
information necessary to the proper enforceadditional information
and
ment
and the
naturalization laws, as may
the naturalization
laws and
immigration laws
the immigration
of the
ment of

regulations prescribed.
s
of
cops
of specifi
ed be by
by regulations

Copies

documents sto
to
aocuments

be fur-

nished consul.

nishedniedconsu
consul.

ur-

Disposition of.

Dispositiono
Exe .
Exception.

Exception

Discretionary
issue
Discretionary issue
without documents, if
made
before SeptemSeptemmade before
ber
ber 1,1 1924.
924.

consular offi(
The
immi grant shall
to the
the consular
available, to
if available,
furnish,:if
shall furnish
The immigrant
(c)

"dossier"
dossier" and prison
cer, with his application, two copies of his "
record and
military record,
record, two
two certified copies of his birth certifiand military
record
cate, and
and two
copies of
other available
available public records concernall other
of all
two copies
cate,
ing
by the
allegiance. One
which he owes allegiance.
to which
the Government
Government to
kept by
him kept
ing him

copy of
of the
the documents
so furnished
shall be
attached
permanently attached
be permanently
furnished shall
documents so
copy
to
copy of
the application
a part thereof. An
become a
and become
application and
of the
each copy
to each
immigrant having
having an
unexpired permit issued under the provisions
an unexpired
immigrant
In the case
of. section 10 shall not be subject to this subdivision. In
to the
o
f
an
application
made
before
September
if
appears
appears
it
1924,
1,
September
before
of an application made
satisfaction of the consular officer that the immigrant
immigrant has obtained
obtained
satisfaction
a
visa of
of this Act, and is
enactment of
before the enactment
passport before
his passport
of his
a visa
subdivision
unable
to obtain
obtain the
documents referred
referred to
to in this subdivision
the documents
unable to
without
undue expense
expense and
absence from the country
delay, owing to absence
and delay,
without undue
from
such documents
documents should be obtained, the consular officer
officer
which such
from which
may
relieve such
such immigrant from the requirements of this
may relieve
subdivision.
subdivision.
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Statement whether
whether
In the application the immigrant
Statement
(d) In
immigrant shall also state (to such-o
suck
. i. .
or not of an excluded
excluded
prescribed) whether or not he is class.
class.
extent as shall be by regulations
regulations prescribed)
a member of each class of individuals
a
individuals excluded
excluded from
from admission
admission to
such classes
classes shall
shall
the United
United States
States under
under the
the immigration
immigration laws,
laws, and such
be stated on the blank in such form as shall be by regulations
regulations
prescribed, and the immigrant
immigrant shall
shall answer
as to
prescribed,
answer separately
separately as
to each
each
class.
Other
for ex(e)
unable to
state that
he does
does not
not come
come emption.
Other claims
claims for
ex(e) If
If the
the immigrant
immigrant is
is unable
to st4e
that he
within any of the excluded classes, but claims to be for any legal
reason
exclusion, he shall state fully
reason exempt
exempt from exclusion,
fully in the
the application
application
the grounds
grounds for such alleged exemption.
exemption.
Signature and veri(f)
Each copy
of the
signed by
by the
SItire and veri(f) Each
copy of
the application
application shall
shall be
be signed
the immigrant
immigrant fication.
in the
presence of
the consular
consular officer
verified by
by the
of To
in
the presence
of the
officer and
and verified
Tobecometheimmithe oath
oath of
become the immigration visa.
administered by the consular
the immigrant administered
consular officer. One copy of the grationvisa.
application, when
become the
application,
when visaed by
by the consular
consular officer
officer,, shall
shall become
immigration visa, and the other copy shall
immigration
shall be disposed of as may
may
be by regulations prescribed.

Applies tion for
(g) In the case of an immigrant under eighteen years of age mnorscation
minors.
the application may be made and verified by such individual as
shall be by regulations
regulations prescribed.
pp l at o
(h)
fee of
charged for the furnishing
etc.Fee ofor applications,
verifica- etc.
furnishing and verificashall be charged
A fee
of $1
$1 shall
(h) A
tion
application, which
include the furnishing
furnishing and
which shall include
tion of each application,
covered into the Treasury
verification of the duplicate, and shall be covered
as miscellaneous
miscellaneous receipts.
receipts.

the(g)
application
In the case
mayofbeanmade
immigrant
and verified
under by
eighteen
such individual
years of age
as

NON-QUOTA
NON-QUOTA

IMMIGRATION
IMMIGRATION VISAS.
VISAS.

Non-quota
Non-quota visas.

Nonuota visas.

Issue
of, allowed
allowed unIssue of,
der prescribed regulations

SEC.
S
EC. 8. A consular officer
officer may, subject
subject to the limitations provided der prescribed regain
non-quota tion
and 9,
9, issue
issue an immigration
immigration visa to aa non-quota
in sections
sections 22 and
regulations
immigrant
immigrant as such upon satisfactory
satisfactory proof,
proof, under regulations
prescribed
under this
that the
the applicant is entitled to be rethis Act,
Act, that
prescribed under
garded
garded as
as a
a non-quota
non-quota immigrant.
ISSUANCE
ISSUANCE OF IMMIGRATION
IMMIGRATION VISAS
VISAS TO RELATIVES.
RELATIVES.

Visas to relatives.
No issue of, for non

SEC.
9. (a)
case of
immigrant claiming in his application
application quNot
immrant run
t
S
EC. 9.
(a) In
In case
of any
any immigrant
quota immigrants
until
consul authorized.
authoried.
for
immigration visa
a non-quota
non-quota immigrant
reason consul
for an
an immigration
visa to
to be
be a
immigrant by
by reason
of
the provisions
provisions of subdivision
(a) of
of section
section
subdivision (a)
under the
of relationship
relationship under
4, or to be entitled
entitled to preference by reason of relationship to a
a
citizen
United States
provisions of section 6, the
under the
the provisions
of the
the United
States under
citizen of
consular officer
officer shall not issue such immigration
immigration visa or grant such
preference
hereinafter in
until he has been authorized to do so as hereinafter
preference until
this
provided.
this section
section provided.
Petition for, to be
(b) Any citizen
claiming that any filed
flied
b.
citizen of the United States claiming
by citi'
citizen.
immigrant is his relative,
immigrant is properly
relative, and that such immigrant
immigrant
admissible to
immigrant under the
non-quota immigrant
United States as a.a non-quota
admissible
to the United
provisions
section 4
4or
entitled to
to preference
preference
or is
is entitled
(a) of section
of subdivision
subdivision (a)
provisions of
Statements required.
may file
file with
with the
Commissioner statementsrequire
as a
6, may
the Commissioner
as
a relative
relative under
under section
section 6,
General a
apetition
regulations prescribed,
prescribed,
by regulations
petition in
in such form as may be by
General
(1) the
name and address;
address; (2)
(2) if
if aa citizen
citizen by
petitioner's name
stating (1)
the petitioner's
a naturalized
naturalized citizen,
place of his birth; (3) if a
citizen,
birth, the
the date
date and place
number
citizenship and the number
the date and place of his admission to citizenship
of his
his certificate,
certificate, if any; (4) the name and address
address of his employer
employer
of
place of business or occupation
occupation if he is not an
his place
the address of his
or the
for
(5) the degree of the relationship
employee;
employee '
•(5)
relationship of the immigrant for
whom
places where
all the
the places
the names
names of all
is made,
made, and the
whom such petition is
such immigrant
resided prior to and at
at the
the time when the
such
immigrant has resided
petition
(6) that the petitioner is able to and will support
support
petition is filed; (6)
necessary to prevent such immigrant
immi' grant from
the immigrant if necessary
information
becoming a
charge; and
additional information
and (7)
(7) such additional
a public
public charge;
becoming
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necessary to
the proper
proper enforcement
enforcement of
the immigration
laws and
immigration laws
of the
to the
necessary
prescribed.
regulations
by
be
may
as
the
naturalization laws
laws
regulations prescribed.
the naturalization
anyy
by an
oath administered
Execution of
of petipetition shall
The petition
(C) The
Execution
tion.
Peti- (c)
shall be
be made
made under
under oath
administered by
the
in
if
executed
oaths,
to
administer
power
having
individual
ton
individual having power to administer oaths, if executed i
n th e
States,
United
States, but,
but, if
executed outside
the United
United States,
outside the
if executed
States,
United
Supporting evidence,
be supported
shall be
consular officer. The petition
administered by aa consular
petition shall
supported
Supportng evidenc. administered
prescribed
by
by regulations
regulations prescribed
required by
evidence required
documentary evidence
any documentary
by any
for
under this
Application may
be made
made in
in the
petition for
same petition
the same
may be
Act. Application
this Act.
under
admission of
than one
one individual.
individual.
more than
of more
admission
by
statements by
of two
Sworn statements
(d)
petition shall
accompanied by
by the
the statements
statements of
be accompanied
shall be
The petition
(d) The
aeens
citi
citizens asaocrediblity
to
credibility
the.
of
or
responsible citizens
citizens of the United
United States, to whom the
more responsible
or more
petitioner.
of petitioner.
that to
petitioner has
known for
for at
at least
one year,
year, that
least one
personally known
been personally
has been
petitioner
the best
best of
of their
their knowledge
and belief
the statements
statements made
in the
made in
belief the
knowledge and
the
individual
petition are
and that
that the
the petitioner
petitioner is
responsible individual
a responsible
is a
true and
are true
petition
able
to support
the immigrant
immigrants for
admission
whose admission
for whose
or immigrants
immigrant or
support the
able to
Attestation.
Attestation.
in the same
application is
is made.
made. These
These statements
statements shall
shall be
be attested
attested in
application
way as
petition.
as the
the petition.
way
General finds the facts
(
e) If
If the
Commissioner General
facts stated
stated in the
the Commissioner
(e)
of whom the
in
mitted
to
Secretary
of
petition
to
be
true,
and
that
the
immigrant
respect
immigrant
the
that
and
true,
be
to
petition
mitted to Secretary of
State.
State.
petition is made
nutde is entitled to be admitted
admitted to the United States as
or is
non-quota immigrant
subdivision (a)
of section
section 44 or
(a) of
under subdivision
immigrant under
aa non-quota
entitled to
relative under
under section
he shall,
with
shall, with
6, he
section 6,
as aa relative
preference as
to preference
entitled
the approval
approval. of
the Secretary
of
Labor, inform
inform the
Secretary of
of
Secretary
the
Labor,
of
Secretary
the
of
the
to
given
Authorit
Authority
authorize
of State shall then authorize
consul.
State of
of his
his decision,
Secretary of
the Secretary
and the
decision, and
State
coraul.
the
with whom
whom the
for the
the immigration
immigration
application for
the application
officer with
consular officer
the consular
visa
issue the
the immigration
immigration visa
the
grant the
or grant
visa or
to issue
filed to
been filed
has been
visa has
preference.
preference.
Entry restriction.
(f)
in this
section shall
roe construed
to entitle
entitle an
an
construed to
shall oe
this section
Nothing in
(f) Nothing
Entry retriction.
immigrant, in
in respect
whom a
a petition
petition under
under this section is
of whom
respect of
immigrant,
granted,
to enter
the United
as a
if,
immigrant, if,
a non-quota
non-quota immigrant,
States as
United States
enter the
granted, to
not to be aa nonupon
arrival in
he is
is found
found not
States, he
United States,
the United
in the
upon arrival
quota
immigrant.
quota immigrant.
Approval by Com-

mprsioneto
io to be
be tcorntrans-

Permit to
reenter
to reenter
Permit
after temporary
temporary absence.
senee.
Application
alien
by alien
Aplication by
rest ient for, prior to
pri
departure.
departre.

PERMIT

TO

REENTER

UTNITED
UNITED

STATES

AFTER TEMPORARY
AFTER
TEMPORARY

ABSENCE.
ABSENCE.

S
EC. lb.
alien about to depart temporarily from the
(a) Any alien
10. (a)
SEC.
General
may make
the Commissioner
Commissioner General
to the
application to
make application
States may
United States
to United
of his
for
a
permit
to
reenter
the
United
States,
stating
the
length
hie
length
the
stating
States,
United
the
reenter
to
a
permit
for
application shall
intended absence,
absence, and
and the
the rePsons
therefor. Such
Such application
rePsons therefor.
intended
Form, etc.
such
be
made under
be in
in such form and contain such
shall be
and shall
oath, and
under oath,
be made
Form, etc.
information as
regulations prescribed,
prescribed, and shall be
by regulations
be by
may be
as may
information
accompanied by
by two
copies of
of the
the applicant's
applicant's photograph.
photograph.
two copies
accompanied
Issue on approval
approval of
(b)
If the
the Commissioner
Commissioner Genera
General finds
finds that the alien has been
been
If
(b)
of
on
Issue
Commissioner General.
admitted to the United States,
legally admitted
States, and that the application
application is
is
ommissioner eneral legally
made
good faith,
faith, he
he shall,
shall, with
the approval
Secretary of
of
approval of the Secretary
with the
in good
made in
of time, not
Labor,
the permit,
permit, specifying
specifying therein
therein the
the length
not
length of
issue the
Labor, issue
Form, etc.
The permit
valid. The
exceeding
one year,
year, during which it shall be valid.
permit
exceeding one
Form, etc.
shall be
be in
in such
form as
by regulations
regulations prescribed
prescribed and shall
be by
shall be
as shall
such form
shall
have permanently
attached thereto
thereto the
the photograph
photograph of the alien to
to
permanently attached
have
deemed
matter as may be deemed
whom
with such
such other
other matter
together with
issued, together
whom issued,
alien.
of the alien.
necessary
for the
identification of
complete identification
the complete
necessary for
be
may be
of the
the validity
Extension permitted
(C) On good cause shown the
permitted
Extension
(c)
validity of
the permit
permit may
for cause.
each,
six
months
exceeding
not
or
periods,
period
for
such
extended
or caue
extended
period
months each,
and under
under such
conditions, as shall be by regulations prescribed.
such conditions,
and
Fee.
For the issuance of the permit, and for each extension
(d) For
extension
Fee.
$3, which shall be covered into
of $3,
thereof,
there shall
be paid
paid a
afee
fee of
shall be
thereof, there
the Treasury
Treasury as
as miscellaneous
miscellaneous receipts.
the
Surrender on retrn.
the permit
permit
States the
Srrender on return • (e)
(e) Upon the return of the alien to the United States
officer at the port of
shall
surrendered to
immigration officer
the immigration
to the
be surrendered
shall be
inspection.
inspection.
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under Effect
(f) Apermit
under this
shall have
have no
no effect
effect under
Effect of permit limsection shall
this section
issued under
A permit issued
(f)
the immigration
immigration laws,
laws, except
is
show that the alien to whom it ised.
to show
except to
the
issued is
returning from
visit abroad; but
but nothing in
temporary visit
from aa temporary
is returning
issued
the exclusive
this
section
shall
be
construed
as
making
permit
such
making
as
construed
be
this section shall
means
that the alien is so returning.
establishing that
of establishing
means of
itc d

NUMERICAL
LIMITATIONS.
NUMERICAL LIMITATIONS.

Numerical
Numerical
tions.
tions.

limitalimita-

Annual quota, 2 per

residetnatinbe 2
S
EC. 11.
11. (a)
The annual
annual quota
2 per
per cent
shall be
nationality shall
cent of resident
nationany nationality
of any
quota of
(a) The
SEC.
18
ality in
90
in 1890.
such nationality
of such
c,entum
number of
of foreign-born
individuals of
nationality ality
foreign-born individuals
the number
of the
centum of
resident in
in continental
continental United
United States
States as
determined by the
the United
as determined
resident
nationality
any
States
census
of
1890,
but
the
minimum
quota
nationality
of
quota
minimum
the
but
1890,
of
census
States
shall
be 100.
100.
shall be
Ratio for fiscal year
for fscal year
Ratio
year 1927,
(b)
any nationality
for the
the fiscal year
nationality for
of any
quota of
annual quota
The annual
(b) The
and thereafter.
beginning July
for each fiscal year thereafter, shall Computation of.
and for
1927, and
1, 1927,
July 1,
beginning
be a
which bears
the same
ratio to
to 150,000
as the
the number
number Computationof.
150,000 as
same ratio
bears the
number which
a number
be
that
having
of
inhabitants
in
continental
United
States
in
having
1920
in
States
United
continental
in
of inhabitants
national
as hereinafter
provided in
in this section)
hereinafter provided
(ascertained as
origin (ascertained
national origin
bears
to the
in continental
continental United
United States
States in Minimum.
Mimum
inhabitants in
of inhabitants
number of
the number
bears to
1920, but
but the
the minimum
minimum quota
of any
nationality shall
be 100.
shall be
any nationality
quota of
1920,
Method of determindeterminng national orin.
origin.
(c) For
purpose of
subdivision (b)
(b) national origin shall ing
of subdivision
the purpose
For the
(c)
be ascertained
determining as
as nearly
nearly as
may be,
be, in respect of
as may
by determining
ascertained by
be
each geographical
area which
section 12
is to
treated
be treated
to be
12 is
under section
which under
geographical area
each
as
separate country
country (except
(except the
the geographical
specified
areas specified
geographical areas
as aa separate
in
subdivision (c)
section 4)
number of
inhabitants in
of inhabitants
the number
4) the
of section
(c) of
in subdivision
for
etc., for
Sttist s, etc.,
continental
States in
whose origin
by birth
ancestry Statistics,
or ances
birth or
origin by
1920 whose
in 1920
United States
continental United
basis.
shall
is
attributable
to
such
geographical
area.
Such
determination
determination
Such
area.
is attributable to such geographical
not
be made
or descendants
descendants of
particular
of particular
ancestors or
the ancestors
tracing the
by tracing
made by
not be
individuals,
and
based upon statistics of immigration and
shall be based
but shall
individuals, but
emigration,
together with
with rates
rates of
of increase
increase of
population as shown
of population
emigration, together
by
decennial United
other data
such other
and such
censuses, and
States censuses,
United States
successive decennial
by successive
Persons not included
as
may
be
found
to
be
re'able.
as may be found to be reliable.
(d) For
the purpose
(b) and
the term
asy:=Irttvsiioepedoend.
"inhabitants of conterm as
(c) the
and (c)
subdivisions (b)
of subdivisions
purpose of
(d) For the
"inhabitants
inhabitants in
contmental United
United States
States in
in 1920"
1920" does
does not
tinentalUnitedStates."
include tinentalUnitedStates."
not include
in continental
(1)
immigrants from
the geographical
areas specified
subdivision
in subdivision
specified in
geographical areas
from the
(1) immigrants
(c) of
their descendants,
descendants, (2)
aliens ineligible
ineligible to
(2) aliens
or their
4 or
section 4
of section
(c)
citizenship or
their descendants,
(3) the
slave immidescendants of slave
the descendants
descendants, (3)
or their
citizenship
grants,
(4) thedescendants
of
Nationality
American aborigines.
of American
the descendants aborigines
or (4)
grants, or
Nationality on
on joint
joint
secof Secdetermination of
(e) The
determination provided
provided for
(c) of this determination
in'subdivision (c)
for inssubdivision
The determination
(e)
retaries of State, ComLabormreteeand
of
Secretary
the
State,
section
shall
be
made
by
the
Secretary
of
State,
the
Secretary
of
merce,
and
Labor.
Secretary
the
by
made
be
shall
section
assistance.
Expert assistance.
Commerce, and
the Secretary
Secretary of
Labor, jointly.
jointly. In
In making such Expert
of Labor,
and the
Commerce,
expert
and
information
determination
such
officials
may
call
for
information
expert
may
determination such officials
assistance
of the
the Census.
Such officials shall,
Census. Such
Bureau of
the Bureau
from the
assistance from
of quoquojointly,
President the
quota of
of each
nationality Proclamation of
each nationality,
the quota
the President
to the
report to
jointly, report
tas reported.
tasreorted.
shal
and
(b),
determined
as
provided
in
subdivision
(b),
the
President
shall
subdivision
in
Post, p.1958.
determined as provided
proclaim
known the
quotas so
so reported.
reported. Such proclamaproclama- Tie.
Time.
the quotas
make known
and make
proclaim and
tion
be made
made on
April 1,
1, 1927.
If the proclamation
proclamation
1927. If
before April
or before
on or
shall be
tion shall
is not
not made
proclaimed therein
date, quotas proclaimed
before such date,
or before
on or
made on
is
shall not
not be
be in
beginning before the expira- Effect of proclamayear beginning
fiscal year
any fiscal
for any
effect for
in effect
shall
tion.
proclam.
mak- tioEnect
ti on of
90 days
days a
fter the
of the
After the
the makproclamation. After
the proclamation.
of90
date of
the date
after
tion
proclaimed
ing of
of a
proclamation under
subdivision the
the quotas proclaimed
this subdivision
under this
a proclamation
ing
specifically stated
therein shall
shall continue
continue with
if specifically
effect as if
the same effect
with the
therein
except
herein,
and shall
shall be
final and
conclusive for every purpose except
and conclusive
be final
herein, and
(1)
far as
made to
to appear
to the
the satisfaction
such
satisfaction of such
appear to
is made
it is
as it
so far
in go
(1) in
officials and
proclaimed by
by the
President, that an error of fact
the President,
and proclaimed
officials
has
proclamation, or
determination or in such proclamation,
such determination
in such
occurred in
has occurred
first
Continaton ofnust
section 12. '
of section
(2)
in
the
case
provided
for
in
subdivision
(c)
of
(c)
subdivision
in
for
(2) in the case provided
proda
nif
this subdivision are quootao
If for
for any
quotas proclaimed
under this
nrir
p
rodama.
proclaimed under
reason quotas
any reason
If
a
i
not in
in effect
effect for
for any
any fiscal
fiwal year,
year, quotas
quotas for
i
for such year shall be =1,,.mad•branYfisca
not
determined
under
subdivision
(a)
section.
this
of
(a)
subdivision
under
determined
45822°-24-13
45822°-25t--13
n

o
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Limitation on
on issue
Limitation
issue
of
immiof visas
visas to
to quota
quota immigrants.
grants.

For
calendar months.
Forcalendarmonths.

Issue to
issue
to non-quota
non-quota as
as
quota immigrant
immigrant perperquota
mitted.
mitted.

Nationality.
?ationality.
Determination of, by
bfrth.b
coDutri of birth.
country

Children under
21,
Children
under 21,
not born In United
States.
States.
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(f) There shall be issued to
immigrants of
(f)
to quota immigrants
of any
any nationality
Mr
(1) no
no more
more
immigration
fiscal year
year than
than the
the quota
for
(1)
immigration visas
visas in
in any
any fiscal
quota for
such nationality,
nationality, and
(2) in
in any
any calendar
calendar month
month of
of any
year
any fiscal
fiscal year
and (2)
such
no more
immigration visas
visas than
10 per
centum of
of the
the quota
for
quota for
than 10
per centum
no
more immigration
such nationality,
except that
if such
such quota
is less
than 300
300 the
the
quota is
less than
that if
such
nationality, except
number to
to be
be issued
calendar month
be prescribed
prescribed by
by
month shall
shall be
issued in
in any
any calendar
number
the Commissioner
General, with
with the
the approval
the Secretary
Secretary of
of
approval of
of the
Commissioner General,
the
Labor, but
but the
the total
number to
to be
be issued
issued during
the fiscal
year
during the
fiscal year
total number
Labor,
shall
not be
be in
in excess
excess of
of the
the quota
nationality.
for such
such nationality.
quota for
shall not

(g) Nothing
Nothing
in this Act
Act shall prevent
prevent the
issuance (without
in
the issuance
(without
tnf
increasing
immigration visas
visas which
be
the total
total number
number of
of immigration
increasing the
which may
may be
issued)
of an
an immigration
to an
immigrant as
as a
quota
a quota
visa to
an immigrant
immigration visa
issued) of
immigrant even
even though
he is
is a
immigrant.
a non-quota
non-quota immigrant.
though he
immigrant

NATIONALITY.
NATIONALITY.
S
EC. 12.
the purposes
of this
this Act
nationality shall
shall be
be
Act nationality
purposes of
(a) For
For the
12. (a)
SEC.

determined by
country of
treating as
as separate
separate countries
countries the
the
of birth,
birth, treating
determined
by country
colonies, dependencies,
or self-governing
for which
which
self-governing dominions,
dominions, for
dependencies, or
colonies,
separate
enumeration was
was made
made in
the United
United States
census of
of
in the
States census
separate enumeration
1890; except that (1)
a child under twenty-one
(1) the nationality of a
years of
of age
not born
born in
in the
United States,
States, accompanied
accompanied by
years
age not
the United
by its
its
alien
parent not
not born
born in
in the
United States,
shall be
by
States, shall
be determined
determined by
the United
alien parent
the
country of
of such
parent if
if such
such parent
entitled to
to
parent is
is entitled
such parent
the country
of birth
birth of
an immigration
visa, and
under
nationality of
of aa child
child under
immigration visa,
and the
the nationality
an
twenty-one
)Tears of
of age
born in
accompanied
in the
the United
United States,
States, accompanied
twenty-one years
age not
not born
by both
both alien
parents not
not born
in the
the United
shall be
United States,
States, shall
be
by
alien parents
born in

determined by
by the
country of
birth of
of the
the father
if the
the father
father is
is
determined
the country
of birth
father if
immigration visa;
visa; and
and (2)
if aawife
wife is
of a
different
wife of dfierent na- entitled
entitled to
to an
an immigration
(2) if
is of
a different

Wife of different nationality
from
husband.
band.

nationality from her alien husband and the entire number of
nationality
immigration visas
visas which may
may be
be issued to quota immigrants of
of
her nationality
nationality for the calendar
calendar month has already
already been issued,
her
nationality may
determined by the country
country of
her nationality
may be determined
of birth of her
husband if she is accompanying
accompanying him and he is entitled to an
immigration visa, unless the total number
number of immigration
immigration visas
which may
may be
be issued
quota immigrants
the nationality
nationality of
of the
the
which
issued to
to quota
immigrants of
of the
Expatriated persons.
Expatrited persons husband for the calendar
calendar month has already
already been issued. An
immigrant
immigrant born in the United States who has lost his United States
citizenship shall be con.dered
congidered as having been born in the country
of which he is a
a citizen
citizen or subject,
subject, or if he is not aacitizen or subject
subject
of any
any country,
then in
in the
country
from which
which he
he comes.
of
country,
then
the
country
from
comes.
Statement of natIon(b)
Secretary of
of State,
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Commerce,
and the
alStamresit
oI n;its
(b) The
The Secretary
State, the
Commerce, and
the
ality ni rceidents
int'cen0
sus of 1890 to be preafter
the
us of 18l to be pre- Secretary of Labor, jointly, shall, as soon as feasible
feasible
pared as basis of quota.
enactment
showingo. the number
number of
of
enactment of this Act, p
prepare aa statement
statement showing
individuals of the various nationalities resided'
resident in continental
continental
United States as determined by the United States census of 1890,
which statement shall be the population basis for the purposes of
Of countries not sepsubdivision
(a) of
of section
11. In
In the
the case
case of
country recognized
en-r,
araOft
se erot
subdivision (a)
section 11.
of aa country
recognized
arately
enumerated.
enumeration was
was
by the United States, but for which aa separate enumeration
not made in the census of
individuals born
born in
of 1890,
1890, the number of
of individuals
in
such country
country and resident in continental
continental United
United States in
in 1890,
1890, as
as
estimated by such officials jointly, shall
considered for
shall be considered
for the
purposes of subdivision
subdivision (a)
(a) of section 11 as
as having
having been
been determined
determined
Colonks, dependeniesokls,
a colony or
depcsn- by the United States census of 1890. In the case of a
cies,
or protectorates.
s,
orrtorate.
dependency
dependency existing before
before 1890, but for which aa separate
separate
enumeration
enumeration was not made in the census
census of
of 1890
1890 and
and which was
was
not included in the enumeration
enumeration for the country to which such
colony or dependency
dependency belonged,
belonged, or in the case of territory
administered under
administered
under a
individuals born
a protectorate,
protectorate, the number of individuals
in such colony, dependency,
dependency, or territory, and resident in continental
continental
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United
States in
in 1890,
1890, as
as estimated
estimated by
by such
jointly, shall
United States
such officials
officials jointly,
shall
considered for the purposes
subdivision (a)
(a) of section
be considered
purposes of subdivision
section 11
11 as
having
determined by the United
having been
been determined
United States
States census
census of 1890 to
have
have been born in
in the
the country
country to
to which
which such colony
colony or
or dependency
dependency
belonged
or which
administers such
protectorate.
belonged or
which administers
such protectorate.
Where boundaries
(c)
In case
in political
boundaries in
in foreign
(c) In
case of
of changes
changes in
political boundaries
foreign countries
countries changed,
new councoun
changed, new
tries created, etc., since
tiscreated, etc., since
occurring
subsequent to
1890 and
the creation
creation of
of new
new 1890.
in the
to 1890
and resulting
resulting in
occurring subsequent
which are
recognized by
countries, the Governments
Governments of
of which
are recognized
by the
the United
United
States, or
in the
the establishment
establishment of
or in
in the
the
States,
or in
of self-governing
self-governing dominions,
dominions, or
country to another, such
transfer
such transfer
transfer of
of territory
territory from one
one country
being recognized
by the
States, or in the
the surrender by
by one
one
being
recognized by
the United
United States,
country of
of territory,
territory, the
the transfer
transfer of
of which
to another
country has
another country
which to
country
not been
the United
or in
the administration
administration Quota
not
been recognized
recognized by
estimates to be
by the
United States,
States, or
in the
Quota estimates to be
based on area
of territories
(1) such
officials, jointly,
jointly, shall
shall estimate
area of
of counsuch officials,
estimate based
of
territories under
under mandates,
mandates, (1)
try transferred, etc.
transferred, etc.
in continental
number of
of individuals
the
the number
individuals resident
resident in
continental United States in try
1890
in such new
new countries
within the
the area included
included in
1890 who were born within
or
dominions or
or in
in such
so transferred
or
such territory
territory so
transferred or
self-governing dominions
or self-governing
surrendered
administered under
(for the
the
a mandate,
mandate, and
and revise
revise (for
or administered
under a
surrendered or
purposes
of subdivision
subdivision (a)
11) the
to
purposes of
(a) of
of section
section 11)
the population
population basis
basis as
as to
Allotment to be reeach
country involved
involved in
in such
change of
and (2)
visedforen
rfte
such change
of political
political boundary,
boundary, and
(2) vised
nbe after
each country
for changes
proclamation.
if
such
changes
in
political
boundaries
occur
after
the
determination
proclamation.
the
determination
occur
after
in
political
boundaries
if such changes
provided
for in
in subdivision
(c) of
section 11
has been
proclaimed,
11 has
been proclaimed,
of section
provided for
subdivision (c)
such
officials, jointly,
shall revise
such determination,
determination, but
so far
far
but only so
revise such
jointly, shall
such officials,
as necessary
involved in
in such
the countries involved
quotas among the
as
necessary to allot the quotas
Birthplace deterdeterchange
of political
boundary. For
For the
the purpose.of
such revision
Birthplace
revision and
and mined
purpose.of such
political boundary.
change of
as in new counfor
the
purpose
of
determining
the
nationality
an
immigrant,
(A)
n
co
(A)
mties.
tries.
nationality
of
an
immigrant,
for the purpose of determining the
aliens
born in
the area
in any
any such
new country
or selfselfcountry or
such new
area included
included in
in the
aliens born
governing dominion
shall be
be considered
such
born in
in such
having been born
considered as having
dominion shall
governing
country or
or dominion,
dominion, and
aliens born
born in
in any
territory so
transferred
so transferred
and aliens
any territory
country
shall be
considered as
as having
having been
the country
which such
shall
be considered
been born
born in
in the
country to
to which
such Separate treatment
territory
was transferred,
territory so
so surrendered
surrendered or ofeardated
and (B)
(B) territory
territory was
transferred, and
of mandated tretmoent
territory.
administered
under a
be treated
treated as
as a
a separate
separate country.
a mandate
mandate shall
shall be
administered under
Such treatment
treatment of
territory administered
mandate shall
not of No
Inferred consent
consent
o inferred
a mandate
shall not
under a
administered under
of territory
Such
amandate.
constitute
consent
by
the
United
States
to
the
proposed
mandate
mandate.
mandate
proposed
to
the
United
States
by
the
constitute consent
where
consented in aa treaty
treaty to the
States has
has not consented
where the United
United States
administration of
of the
power.
the territory
territory by
by a
a mandatory
mandatory power.
administration
Annual revision of
(d)
revisions provided
provided in this
of
Annual revision
this statements,
and revisions
estimates, and
(d) The
The statements,
statements, estimates,
etc.
ffect on quotas speosection
shall be
be made
made annually,
any fiscal
which E
Effectonquotaspeofiscal year
year for
for any
for which
annually, but
but for
section shall
ified.
quotas
in effect
effect as
(e) of
section 11,
11, ted.
under subdivision
subdivision (e)
of section
are in
as proclaimed
proclaimed under
quotas are
shall be
be made
for the
the purpose
determining the
nationality
of determining
the nationality
only (1)
(1) for
purpose of
shall
made only
of immigrants
immigrants seeking
admission to
to the
during such
such
the United
United States
States during
of
seeking admission
year, or
the purposes
(c) of
this
of this
clause (2)
(2) of
of subdivision
subdivision (c)
purposes of
of clause
year,
or (2)
(2) for
for the
section.
section.
At
t
Annual _report
to
(e)
(e) Such officials shall, jointly, report annually to the President
President President offnationalnationality quotas.
the quota
quota of
of each
nationality under
(a) of
section 11,
11, ityquotas.
of section
under subdivision
subdivision (a)
each nationality
the
together
the statements,
and revisions
revisions provided
for
together with
with the
statements, estimates,
estimates, and
provided for
a
.
Proclamation, and efon quotas.
in
section. The
proclaim and
and make known
known the fect
fecton.quotas.nd
shall proclaim
this section.
The President
President shall
in this
quotas
thereafter such
quotas shall
shall continue, with
such quotas
so reported and thereafter
quotas so
the
effect as
if specifically
specifically stated
for all
all fiscal
fiscal years
stated herein,
herein, for
as if
the same
same effect
except
are in
in effect
effect as
as proclaimed
proclaimed under
under
for which
which quotas
quotas are
except those
those years
years for
subdivision
of section
section 11,
11, and
and shall
shall be
and conclusive
for
final and
conclusive for
be final
(e) of
subdivision (e)
every
every purpose.
purpose.
Exclusion from
from
United States.
States.
EXCLUSION
FROM UNITED
United
STATES.
UNITED STATES.
EXCLUSION FROM
S
EC. 13.
13. (a)
shall be
admitted to
United States fro
ininli
m :granisexcePted
TmI"g""xcepted
to the United
be admitted
(a) No
No immigrant
immigrant shall
SEC.
(1) has an unexpired
unexpired immigration visa or was born
unless he (1)
subsequent to
to the
the issuance
of the
the immigration
immigration visa
visa of
of the
the
issuance of
subsequent
accompanying
specified in the visa
nationality specified
(2) is
is of the nationality
parent,.,(2)
accompanying parent
if specified
specified in
(3) is aa non-quota immigrant if
immigration visa, (3)
in the imn:ugration
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the
visa in
in the
such, and
is otherwise
otherwise
(4) is
and (4)
as such,
visa as
immigration visa
the immigration
the visa
admissible
under
the
immigration
laws.
No visa required
required if admissible under the immigration laws.
(b) In
In such
such classes
cases and
under such
such conditions
as may
may
returning
conditions as
and under
of cases
classes of
(b)
temporeturning from
from temporary
absence.
ary absence.
be by regulations
regulations prescribed
prescribed immigrants who have been legally
admitted
the United
and who
who depart
depart therefrom
temporarily
therefrom temporarily
States and
United States
to the
admitted to
may be admitted
required to
admitted to the United States without being required
may
obtain
an
immigration
visa.
'Aliens
ineligible to obtain an immigration visa.
Alieus ineligible
citizenship
not
adadmitted to the
ineligible to citizenship shall
citizenship
not
ad(C)
(c) No alien ineligible
shall be admitted
mitted.
United States
unless such
alien (1)
(1) is
is admissible
admissible as
non-quota
as aa non-quota
such alien
States unless
United
Exceptions.
Exceptions.
immigrant
under the provisions
provisions of subdivision
subdivision (b),
(d), or (e)
(e) of
of
(b), (d),
immigrant under
section
4, or
is the
child under 18 years
unmarried child
the wife, or the unmarried
(2) is
or (2)
section 4,
of age,
of an
immigrant admissible
(d), and
and
subdivision (d),
such subdivision
under such
admissible under
an immigrant
of
age, of
is accompanying
or following
(3) is
immigrant
an immigrant
or (3)
is not an
him, or
to join
join him,
following to
accompanying or
is
defined in
3.
section 3.
in section
as defined
ad- as
Discretionary
Discretionary
mission of
otherwise
any
the United States any
admit to the
(d)
The
Secretary
of
Labor may
may admit
The
Secretary
of Labor
of otherwise
(d)
mission
admissibles
excluded
admissible immigrant
admissible under clause (2)
not admissible
by unintentionalluesmis- otherwise
immigrant not
otherwise admissible
byunintentional
take
in visa,
etc.
takein
visa, etc.
(a) of this section,
such
or (3)
(3) of subdivision (a)
section, if
if satisfied that such
inadmissibility
was not
not known
and could
could not
been
have been
not have
to, and
known to,
inadmissibility was
ascertained
diligence by,
such
by, such
reasonable diligence
exercise of reasonable
by the exercise
ascertained by
immigrant
to the
the departure
of the
the vessel
the last port
vessel from
from the
prior to
departure of
immigrant prior
outside the United
United States and outside
outside foreign contiguous
contiguous territory,
or,
foreign contiguous
contiguous
of an immigrant
immigrant coming
coming from foreign
or, in the
the case
case of
territory, prior to the application of the immigrant for admission.
Effect on nationality
nationality territory, prior to the application of the immigrant for admission.
Effect
quota.
(e) No quota immigrant
subdivision
(e)
immigrant shall be admitted under
under subdivision
(d) if the entire number
number of immigration
immigration visas which may be issued
issued
(d)
to
quota immigrants
of the
same nationality
fiscal year
for the
the fiscal
year
the same
nationality for
to quota
immigrants of
has already been issued. If
If such entire number of immigration
immigration
visas has not been issued, then the Secretary
Secretary of State, upon the
admission of a
aquota immigrant
immigrant under subdivision
subdivision (d),
(d), shall reduce
number of immigration
by one the number
immigration visas which may be issued to
quota immigrants of the same nationality
in
nationality during the fiscal year in
which such immigrant is admitted; but if the Secretary
Secretary of State
finds that it will not be practicable to make such reduction before
the end of such fiscal year, then such immigrant
immigrant shall not be
admitted.
admitted.
or
Nothing in this section shall authorize the remission or
(f)
poremissionoltransb
(f)
po :t. atr ;i irrsgila ;f
refunding
of
a
fine,
liability
to
which
has
accrued
under
section
16.
accrued under
refunding of a fine, liability
Post,p.
Pot, p. 13.
163.
1 °r " i

i

l t

ans-

Deportation.
Deportation.

DEPORTATION.
DEPORTATION.

At any time of aliens
not entitled to enter
enter or
remain.

SEC. 14.
Any alien
alien who
who at
time after
entering the
the United
United
after entering
any time
at any
14. Any
SEC.
is found to
to have
have been
been at the
the time
time of
States is
entry not
under
of entry
not entitled
entitled under
this Act to enter the United States, or to have remained
remained therein for
for
aa longer time than permitted
permitted under this Act or regulations
regulations made
thereunder, shall
be taken
and deported
the same
in the
same
Vol. 39,
890. thereunder,
deported in
taken into
into custody
custody and
shall be
pp. 889,
889, 80.
Vol.
39, pp.
manner
as provided
provided for
for in
and 20
20 of
of the
the Immigration
19 and
Immigration
manner as
in sections
sections 19
Prwio.
Proviso.
Temporarily
ad- Act of 1917: Provided, That the Secretary of Labor may, under such
emporarily adProvided,
such
mitted minor
minor child of
mitted
citizen
conditionally al- conditions and restrictions
restrictions as to support and care as he may deem
citizenconditionallyaldeem
lowed to remain.
necessary,
permit permanently
to remain
remain in
in the
any
lowed to remain
necessary, permit
permanently to
the United
United States,
States, any
alien child who, when under sixteen years of age was heretofore
heretofore
temporarily
within
temporarily admitted
admitted to the United States and who is now within
the United States and either of whose parents is a
a citizen of the
United States.
MAINTENANCE
EXEMPT STATUS.
STATUS.
OF EXEMPT
MAINTENANCE OF
Maintenance
Maintenance of ex-

not entitled to

remain.

empt status.

Regulations
Regulations to be
prescribed
for insuring,
prescibed forinsuring
by admitted aliens.
admitte aliens.

S
EC. 15.
the United
alien excepted
excepted
States of
of an
an alien
United States
admission to
to the
SEC.
15. The
The admission
(4), (5),
by clause (2),
from the
the class
from
class of immigrants by
(2), (3),
(3), (4),
(5), or (6)
(6) of
of
subdivision
immigrant by
non-quota immigrant
be aa non-quota
to be
section
section 3, or declared
declared to
by subdivision
(e) of section 4, shall be for such time as may be by regulations
(e)
prescribed, and under
under such conditions as may be by
regulations
prescribed,
by regulations
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prescribed
(including, when
deemed necessary
for the classes
necessary for
when deemed
prescribed (including,
mentioned
clauses (2),
or (6)
(6) of
of section 3, the giving
(4), or
(3), (4),
(2), (3),
in clauses
mentioned in
of bond
bond with
with sufficient
containing such
such sum and containing
in such
surety, in
sufficient surety,
of
conditions
as may
may be
be by
by regulations
prescribed) to insure that, at
regulations prescribed)
conditions as
the
expiration of
time or
maintain the status
to maintain
failure to
upon failure
or upon
such time
of such
the expiration
under which
which admitted,
he will
depart from
the United States.
from the
will depart
admitted, he
under
PENALTY
TRANSPORTATION.
ILLEGAL TRANSPORTATION.
FOR ILLEGAL
PENALTY FOR

Illegal
Illegal
tion.
Bringing

transportaortatran
sp

in
in

immiimmi-

S
EC. 16.
shall be
be unlawful
unlawful for
for any
person, including
including any
any grants without unexany person,
It shall
(a) It
16. (a)
SEC.
un
c., unpired
etc.,
unvisas, et
red
etc.,
fisaswu
or lawful.
transportation company,
or the
master, agent,
charterer, or
agent, charterer,
owner, master,
the owner,
company, or
transportation
from
water
by
consignee
of
any
vessel,
to
bring
to
the
United
States
consignee of any vessel, to bring to the United
any place
thereof (other
foreign contiguous
contiguous territory)
than foreign
(other than
outside thereof
place outside
any
immigration
(1)
immigrant who
does not
have an unexpired immigration
not have
who does
any immigrant
(1) any
the
visa, or
(2) any
any quota
quota immigrant
having an immigration
immigration visa the
immigrant having
or (2)
visa,
a non-quota
visa
in which
non-quota immigrant.
him as a
specifies him
which specifies
visa in
Penalty.
(b)
If it
it appears
satisfaction of
the Secretary
Secretary of Labor Penaltyof the
the satisfaction
to the
appears to
(b) If
that
any immigrant
has been so brought, such person, or
immigrant has
that any
transportation
the master,
master, agent,
or
owner, charterer, or
agent, owner,
or the
company, or
transportation company,
consignee of
of any
any such
shall pay to the collector of customs
vessel, shall
such vessel,
consignee
of the
in which
which the port of arrival is located the Amount paid for his
district in
customs district
the customs
of
transportation, in adtiansportation, in adsum
of $1,000
for each
each immigrant
immigrant so
brought, and
addition aadition.
in addition
and in
so brought,
$1,000 for
sum of
for
sum
equal
to
that
paid
by
such
immigrant
his
transportation
immigrant
such
by
sum equal to that paid
the
from
the initial
departure, indicated
indicated in his ticket, to the
of departure,
point of
initial point
from the
be wit
learance to
port of
of arrival,
arrival, such
latter sum
collector of Clearance
to be delivered by the collector
sum to
such latter
port
to be withcustoms
to
the
immigrant
on
whose
account
assessed.
No
vessel
held.
held.etbew
vessel
No
assessed.
account
whose
on
immigrant
customs to the
shall be
be granted
granted clearance
determination of the liability
pending the determination
clearance pending
shall
to
the
payment
of
such
sums,
or
while
unpaid, D
remain unpaid,
sums remain
such sums
to the payment of such sums, or while such
Deposit to secure
except
that
clearance
may
be
granted
prior
to
the
determination
of clearance.
clearnce.
of
determination
the
to
prior
granted
be
may
clearance
except that
such
upon the
the deposit
amount sufficient
sufficient to
to cover such
an amount
of an
deposit of
question upon
such question
payment
secure
sums,
or
of
a
bond
with
sufficient
to
the payment
surety
sufficient
with
bond
sums, or of a
thereof approved
collector of customs.
the collector
by the
approved by
thereof
Remission or refund
Remission or refund
it forbidden.
unless it
(c) Such
Such sums
shall not
not be
remitted or
refunded, unless
or refunded,
be remitted
sums shall
(c)
Exception if
act
the act
if the
Secretary of Labor that such anException
appears
the satisfaction
of the
the Secretary
satisfaction of
to the
appears to
unintentional error.
u
person,
and
the
owner,
master,
agent,
charterer,
and
consignee
of
person, and the owner, master, agent, charterer, and consignee
the
vessel, prior
prior to
of the
vessel from
from the last port
the vessel
departure of
the departure
to the
the vessel,
outside
States, did
not know,
know, and
and could
could not have
did not
United States,
the United
outside the
the
ascertained by
by the
the exercise
exercise of
reasonable diligence,
diligence, (1)
that the
(1) that
of reasonable
ascertained
individual
transported
was
an
immigrant,
if
the
fine
was
imposed
imposed
was
fine
the
if
immigrant,
an
was
individual transported
for bringing
unexpired immigration visa,
an unexpired
without an
immigrant without
an immigrant
bringing an
for
it
or (2)
(2) that
individual transported
was aa quota
immigrant, if
quota immigrant,
transported was
the individual
that the
or
the fine
imposed for
for bringing
bringing a
quota immigrant
visa in
in
the visa
immigrant the
a quota
was imposed
fine was
the
whose
immigration visa
visa specified
specified him
as being
being a
a non-quota
non-quota
him as
whose immigration
immigrant.
ENTRY FROM
FOREIGN CONTIGUOUS
TERRITORY.
CONTIGTOUTS TERRITORY.
FROMI FOREIGN
ENTRY

Entry from
contigufrom contiguEntry
ous
territory.
ous territory.

Contracts with transwith the approval of the pCntractospahtiesar
Commissioner General,
The Commissioner
SEc.
companies for
portationcompaniesfor
SEC. 17.
17. The
General, with the approval of the portation
inspection,
etc.,
of

contracts with
Secretary
of Labor,
have power
power to
into contracts
enter into
to enter
shall have
Labor, shall
Secretary of

transportation lines
lines for
the entry
coming
and inspection of aliens coming
entry and
for the
transportation

etcd. of

ispctiouth
aliens,
authorized.

to
States from
through foreign
contiguous territory.
territory. Discriminations for
foreign contiguous
or through
from or
United States
the United
to the
forIn
prescribing
rules
and
regulations
and
making
contracts
for the bidden.
contracts
making
and
regulations
and
rules
In prescribing
entry and
and inspection
of aliens
aliens applying
applying for
admission from or
for admission
inspection of
entry
exercised to
through
foreign
contiguous
territory
due
care
be exercised
to
shall
care
due
territory
through foreign contiguous
avoid any
action in
in favor
favor of
transportation comof transportation
discriminatory action
any discriminatory
avoid
United compian
the United
panies
territory aliens
to the
destined to
aliens destined
such territory
to such
Compliance with regtransporting to
panies transporting
required.
nationmequired.
as ulations
required,
States,
and
all
such
transportation
companies
be
required,
shall
companies
transportation
States, and all such
examination under such
a
precedent to
to the
such
the inspection or examination
condition precedent
a condition
rules
and contracts
the ports
ports of such
contiguous territory of
such contiguous
at the
contracts at
rules and
aliens
brought thereto
to and
and comply with all
submit to
to submit
them, to
by them,
thereto by
aliens brought
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the
Act which
would apply
apply were
were they
they bringing
bringing
which would
of this
this Act
the requirements
requirements of
such
aliens directly
directly to ports of the United States. After this section
section
ting admissions hereafter.
effect no
alien applying
admission from
or through
foreign
for admission
from or
through foreign
takes effect
no alien
applying for
admissions ere- takes
contiguous
an alien
alien previously
admitted
lawfully admitted
previously lawfully
(except an
territory (except
contiguous territory
to
the United
United States
States who
who is
returning from
from a
temporary visit
to such
such
visit to
a temporary
is returning
to the
territory) shall
shall be
permitted to
upon
States unless
unless upon
United States
the United
to enter
enter the
be permitted
territory)
proving that
that he
he was
was brought
brought to
to such
such territory
by a
a transportation
transportation
territory by
proving
company which
and complied
complied with
all the
the requirerequirewith all
to and
submitted to
which had
had submitted
company
ments of
of this
or that
entered, or
has resided
resided in,
in, such
such territory
territory
or has
he entered,
that he
this Act,
Act, or
ments
more than
years prior
of his
his application
application for
admisfor admistime of
to the
the time
prior to
two years
than two
more
sion to
to the
the United
United States.
sion
•
Conditions

permitPermit -

UNUSED IMMIGRATION
VISAS.
UNUSED
IMMIGRATION VISAS.

Unused visas.
visas.
Unused
No additional visa to
beisseddiieonthereof
be
issued in lieu thereof.

Alien
Alien seamen.
seamen.

tnadits

such

inadmissible, not permitted to land.

notper-

For medical
treatFor
medical treatment,
etc., excepted.
excepted.
ment, etc.,

SEC. 18.
18. If
quota immigrant
immigrant of
an
having an
nationality having
any nationality
of any
a quota
If a
SEC.
immigration visa
visa is
is excluded
excluded from
United States
from admission to the United
immigration
under
the immigration
immigration laws
deported, or
or does
not apply
apply for
for
does not
and deported,
laws and
under the
admission
the United
before the
expiration of
validity
the validity
of the
the expiration
States before
United States
to the
admission to
of
the immigration
immigration visa,
or if
if an
an alien
nationality having
having
of any
any nationality
alien of
visa, or
of the
an
issued to
to him
him as
as a
quota immigrant
found
is found
immigrant is
a quota
visa issued
an immigration
immigration visa
not
to be
immigration visa shall
shall
no additional
additional immigration
immigrant, no
a quota
quota immigrant,
be a
not to
be
thereof to any other immigrant.
in lieu thereof
be issued in
ALIEN SEAMEN.
SEAMEN.
ALIEN

SEC.
SEC. 19. No alien seaman excluded from admission into the United
United
States under
under the
immigration laws
employed on
any
on board any
and employed
laws and
the immigration
States
vessel
the United
States from
from any
place outside
thereof,
outside thereof,
any place
United States
in the
vessel arriving
arriving in
shall
be permitted
permitted to
the United
States, except
temporarily
except temporarily
United States,
land in
in the
to land
shall be
for medical
medical treatment, or pursuant to such regulations
regulations as the Secre-

tary
may prescribe
ultimate departure,
departure, removal,
removal,
for the
the ultimate
prescribe for
tary of
of Labor
Labor may
or
such alien
alien from
from the
States.
United States.
the United
of such
deportation of
or deportation
Penalty for
for failing
failing to
SEC. 20.
20. (a)
(a) The
charterer, agent,
agent, consignee,
consignee, or
or master
master of
of
Penalty
to
The owner
owner,, ,charterer,
SEC.
detain
for inI
detain seamen for
inany vessel
vessel arriving
United States
States from
from any
any place
place outside
spection, ortodeport,
or to deport, if any
thereof
outside thereof
in the
the United
arriving in
spection,
required.
who
fails to
detain on
board any
alien seaman
seaman employed
employed on such
vessuch vesany alien
on board
to detain
who fails
rquired.
sel
until the
officer in
at the
port of
of arrival
arrival has ininthe port
in charge
charge at
immigration officer
sel until
the immigration
spected
(which inspection
all cases
cases shall
shall include
a perperinclude a
inspection in
in all
spected such
such seaman
seaman (which
sonal
physical examination
examination by
the medical
medical examiners),
examiners), or
who fails
fails to
to
sonal physical
by the
or who
detain such
board after
after such
such inspection
inspection or
or to
to deport
deport such
such
detain
such seaman
seaman on
on board
seaman if
officer or
the Secretary
Secretary of
seaman
if required
required by
by such
such immigration
immigration officer
or the
of
Labor
to do so,
so, shall
shall pay to the
Labor to
the collector
customs
collector of customs of the
the customs
district in
in which
which the
port of
of arrival
arrival is
is located
the sum
district
the port
located the
sum of
of $1,000
$1,000
Clearance
Clearance withheld.
withheld. for
for each
each alien
alien seaman
seaman in
in respect
of whom
occurs. No
respect of
whom such
such failure
failure occurs.
No
vessel
of the
the
vessel shall
shall be granted clearance
clearance 'lending
pending the
the determination
determination of
liability
to the
payment of
of such
such fine,
or while
the fine
fine remains
liability to
the payment
fine, or
while the
remains
Deposit to
to secure
secure unpaid,
unpaid, except that clearance
Deposit
clearance may
granted prior to the
may be granted
the determiclearance.
enationnation of such question upon the deposit of a
a sum sufficient
sufficient to
to cover
cover
such
fine, or
or of
bond with
with sufficient
surety to
secure the
the payment
payment
sufficient surety
to secure
such fine,
of a
a bond
thereof
the collector
collector of
of customs.
customs.
thereof approved
approved by
by the
Proof of failure to de(b) Proof
did not
appear upon
upon the
the
not appear
seaman did
an alien
alien seaman
that an
(b)
Proof that
tai,
tain, etc., from manimanifest of
vessel.
test
of vessel,
outgoing manifest
manifest of the vessel on which he arrived
arrived in the United
States from
from any
any place
outside thereof,
or that
that he
reported by
States
place outside
thereof, or
he was
was reported
by
the
of such
such vessel
shall be
be prima
prima facie
facie evidence
evidence
vessel as
as a
a deserter,
deserter, shall
the master
master of
of
detain or deport
immigration
of a
a failure to detain
deport after requirement
requirement by
by the
the immigration
officer
or the
of Labor.
Labor.
Secretary of
officer or
the Secretary
Deportation by andeportation of the alien
Secretary of Labor
(c)
avod
othervestati
(c) If
If the Secretary
Labor finds that deportation
other vessel toy
to avoid
hardship.
hardship.
seaman
on the
on which
he arrived
arrived would
undue
seaman on
the vessel
vessel on
which he
would cause
cause undue
hardship
to such
such seaman
seaman he
cause him
him to
to be
be deported
deported on
hardship to
he may
may cause
on another
another
vessel at
of the
vessel on
on which
which he
such
vessel
at the
the expense
expense of
the vessel
he arrived,
arrived, and
and such
Clearance withheld
vessel shall
be granted
granted clearance
such expense
expense has
been
has been
clearance until
until such
vessel
shall not
not be
until epenses
expenses paid.
e eeee
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paid
guaranteed to
satisfaction of the Secretary
to the
the satisfaction
payment guaranteed
or its
its payment
paid or
Labor.
of Labor.
Former
provisions
provisions
is repealed,
repealed, but forFormer
(d) Section
32 of
of the
the Immigration
Act of
of 1917
1917 is
Immigration Act
Section 32
(d)
nonadmission of seanonadmission
men
repealed.
men
owners,
vessels,
all
to
as
shall
remain
in
force
as
to
all
their
agents,
shall remain in force
Vol. 39, p. 895, re, r
peale3d.
consignees, and
seamen, arriving in the United pealed.
masters, and as to all seamen,
and masters,
consignees,
States
enactment of this Act.
the enactment
prior to the
States prior
OF DOCUMENTS.
PREPARATION
PREPARATION OF
DOCUMENTS.

Documents.
Documents.

Permits to be printed

S
EC. 21.
(a) Permits
Permits issued
section 10
shall be
printed on
Pe
be printed
on safety 13paper.
on onrsearfieTy-ts
be printed
10 shall
under section
issued under
21. (a)
SEC.
under
issued
and
prepared
distinctive safety
safety paper and
.
and shall be prepared
distinctive
Blnksfornifests,
regulations prescribed
prescribed under
under this
this Act.
Act.
regulations
(b)
The Public
Public Printer
Printer is
to print
for sale
the etc.,lto
Blanks
manifests,
byeubeforsold
to the
sale to
print for
authorized to
is authorized
(b) The
ec
b Sut tob er
Docuof
Docuperintendnt
prepayupon
Documents,
public
Superintendent of
prepay Public Documents,
of Public
the Superintendent
by the
public by
nts.
ment,
manifests and crew lists ments
blank forms of manifests
of blank
additional copies of
ment, additional
39, pp.
vol. 39
to. be
be
prescribed by
by the
the Secretary
of
pursuant to
to the
the proviprovi - vol
pp* 883-884.
Labor pursuant
of Labor
SecretaryVol.
prescribed
to
s96
1917.
of
Act
Immigration
the
of
36
and
14,
13,
12,
Immigration
1917 .
sions of sections 12,
tao

t
d ea
p erinen

r

af

896'

WITH DOCUMENTS.
OFFENSES
IN CONNECTION
CONNECTION WITH
DOCUMENTS.
OFFENSES IN

Offenses.
Offenses.

ternishmntfoscounperson who
Any person
(a) Any
SEC.
S
EC. 22. (a)
who knowingly
knowingly (1)
(1) forges,
forges, counterfeits,
counterfeits, terteiting,
terfetlittShg,Meetlel.t,f0vrea0
13 S 0;
or
etc., visas
alters,
or
falsely
makes
any
immigration
visa
or
permit,
or
(2)
permits.
permits.
(2)
or
permit,
or
visa
immigration
any
makes
falsely
alters, or
receives
utters, uses,
uses, attempts
use, possesses,
accepts, or receives
possesses, obtains, accepts,
to use,
attempts to
utters,
any
immigration visa
or permit,
permit, knowing
to be forged, counterit to
knowing it
visa or
any immigration
feited,
altered, or
falsely made,
made, or to
have been procured by means
to have
or falsely
feited, altered,
of
any false
claim or
or statement,
statement, or
to have
procured
been otherwise procured
have been
or to
false claim
of any
by
fraud
or
unlawfully
obtained;
or
who,
except
under direction
direction of
under
except
who,
or
obtained;
by fraud or unlawfully
the
Secretary of
other proper
officer, knowingly
(3) posknowingly (3)
proper officer,
or other
Labor or
of Labor
the Secretary
sesses any
blank permit, (4)
(4) engraves, sells, brings into the United
any blank
sesses
States,
has in
control or
possession any plate in the likeness
or possession
his control
in his
or has
States, or
of a
plate designed
the printing
of permits,
(5) makes any
any print,
permits, (5)
printing of
for the
designed for
a plate
of
photograph, or
impression in the likeness
Pssessingdistinctive
any immigration visa Possessingdistinctive
of any
likeness of
or impression
photograph,
or permit,
permit, or
or (6)
his possession
possession a
distinctive paper
has paper.
paper which has
a distinctive
in his
has in
(6) has
or
been
adopted by
by the
Secretary of
of Labor
for the
printing of immithe printing
Labor for
the Secretary
been adopted
gration
visas or
conviction thereof, be fined not
not
shall, upon conviction
permits, shall,
or permits,
gration visas
more
than $10,000,
$10,000, or
or imprisoned
for not
than five years, or
more than
not more
imprisoned for
more than
both.
etc., in
personation, te9
for an
(b)
individual who
who (1)
an immigration
immigration pe
applying for
when applying
(1) when
Any individual
(b) Any
or
visa
permit, or
to the
the United
United States,
personates applying for visas or
States, personates
admission to
for admission
or for
or permit,
visa or
another, or
falsely appears
appears in
name of
deceased individual, or perts.
a deceased
of a
the name
in the
or falsely
another,
evades
immigration laws
appearing
laws by appearing
the immigration
evade the
to evade
attempts to
or attempts
evades or
under
name, or
(2) sells or otherwise
or (2)
fictitious name,
or fictitious
assumed or
an assumed
under an
disposes of,
of, or
to sell
sell or
otherwise dispose
dispose of, or utters, an
an
or otherwise
offers to
or offers
disposes
immigration
visa or
or permit,
permit, to
to any
person not
authorized by law
not authorized
any person
immigration visa
to
such document,
document, shall,
shall, upon
conviction thereof, be fined.
fined.
upon conviction
receive such
to receive
not
than $10,000,
$10,000, or
or imprisoned
imprisoned for
nOt more than
than five years,
for not
more than
not more
or
both.
for false
»Punishment
Or both.
makes under oath any false statement in

statements in applii-

knowingly
Whoever
(c) application,
any
(c)
Whoever knowingly
affidavit, makes
or other
underdocument
oath any required
false statement
by the
in tiMS'
statern.entmseinnt
etc*
any application, affidavit, or other document required by the tions.etc.
immigration
laws or
or regulations
thereunder, shall, upon
prescribed thereunder,
regulations prescribed
immigration laws
conviction
thereof, be
$10,000, or imprisoned
imprisoned
than $10,000,
more than
not more
fined not
be fined
conviction thereof,
for
for not more than five years, or both.
BURDEN
PROOF.
OF PROOF.
BURDEN OF

Burden of
of proof.
proof.
Burden
Required of alien at-

to enter,
temRepti
S
EC. 23.
Whenever any
any alien
attempts to
to enter
enter the
the United States tempting
alien attempts
23. Whenever
SEC.
against
deportaon.
agaist deportation,
be upon such alien to establish
shall be
proof shall
the burden
burden of
of proof
establish that he is etc.
the
not subject
to exclusion
provision of the immigration
immigration
exclusion under any provision
subject to
not
proceeding against
laws; and
deportation proceeding
against any alien the burand in any deportation
laws;
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den
of proof
shall be
be upon
such alien
to show
he entered
entered the
the
den of
proof shall
upon such
alien to
show that
that he
lawfully,-,and the time, place, and manner of such
United States lawfully
such
entry into
United States,
but in
in presenting
presenting such proof he shall
entry
into the
the United
States, but
shall
be entitled
entitled to
the production
his immigration
immigration visa,
be
to the
production of
of his
visa, if
if any,
any, or
or
of
documents concerning
concerning such
the custody
custody of
the
of other
other documents
such entry,
entry, in
in the
of the
Department
of Labor.
Department of
Labor.
REGULATIONS.
RULES AND REGULATIONS.

Commissioner Geneneral to prescribe.

SEC.
24. The
SEC. 24.
The Commissioner
Commissioner General,
General, with the approval
approval of the
Secretary of
Labor,
shall
prescribe
rules
and
regulations
the
Secretary
of Labor, shall prescribe rules and regulations for
for the
enforcement
enforcement of
the
provisions
of
this
Act; but
but all
all such
rules and
of
the
provisions
of
this
Act;
such
rules
and
By Secretary of State
regulations, in
in so
far as
relate to
to the
the administration
of this
this
forBY
csf ofScestat
so far
as they
they relate
for
consular
officers. e regulations,
administration of
Act by
officers, shall
shall be
be prescribed
prescribed by
the Secretary
Act
by consular
consular officers,
by the
Secretary of
of
State
of the
the Secretary
Labor.
State on
on the
the recommendation
recommendation of
Secretary of
of Labor.
Commiioner

Effect of
Act.
of Act.

ACT TO BE
BE IN
IN ADDITION
IMMIGRATION LAWS.
LAWS.
ACT
ADDITION TO IMMIGRATION

Provisions
SEC.
to and
S
EC. 25. The provisions of this Act are in addition
addition to
and not
in
not in
tion of, immigration substitution
for the
laws, and
substitution for
the provisions
provisions of
of the
the immigration
immigration laws,
and shall
shall
be
be enforced
enforced as
as a
a part of such laws, and all the penal or other
other
provisions
of such
laws,
not inapplicable,
shall apply
to and
and be
provisions
of
such
laws,
not
inapplicable,
shall
apply
to
be
Restriction on entries, itif eclnded
enforced in
in connection
the provisions
of this
this Act.
Act. An
alien,
connection with
with the
provisions of
An alien,
excluded by enforced
laws
than, or
or by, although admissible
laws other
otherthan
provisions of
admissible under the provisions
this Act,
shall not
of this
Act, shall
not be
be
this Act.
admitted to the
the United
States if
is excluded
excluded by
provision
United States
if he
he is
by any
any provision
of the
immigration laws
laws other
other than
than this
Act, and
alien, although
of
the immigration
this Act,
and an
an alien,
although
admissible
admissible under the provisions
provisions of
of the
the immigration
immigration laws
laws other
other than
than
this Act, shall
shall not
not be
admitted to
the United
United States
States if
excluded
be admitted
to the
if he
he is
is excluded
by any
any provision
of this
by
provision of
this Act.
Act.

•Provisions additions
additons
to,
and not
not in
in substitnsubstituto, and
tion of, immigration
laws.
laws.

Steamship
fines.
Steamship fines.
Vol .39,p .881, amended.

Vol.39,p.8ssmend-

Bringing or landing
aliensih
esgnated
aliens
with designated
diseases unlawful

STEAMSHIP FINES
FINES UNDER
STEAMSHES`

1917

ACT.

SEC.
9 of
SEC. 26. Section 9
of the
Immigration Act
Act of
1917 is
amended
the Immigration
of 1917
is amended
to read
read as
as follows:
follows:
"
9 T
"SEC.
SEc. 9.
That itit shall
shall be
any person,
including any
9. That
be unlawful
unlawful for
for any
person, including
any

transportation company other than railway lines entering the
transportation
United States from
from foreign
foreign contiguous
territory, or
or the
contiguous territory,
the owner,
owner,
master, agent,
agent, or
or consignee
any vessel
vessel to
to bring
bring to
to the
the United
United
master,
consignee of
of any
country or
States either from aa foreign country
or any
any insular
insular possession
possession of
of
the United States
States any
insanity, imbecility,
imbecility,
any alien
alien afflicted
afflicted with
with idiocy,
idiocy, insanity,
feeble-mindedness,
feeble-mindedness, epilepsy, constitutional
constitutional psychopathic
psychopathic inferiority,
inferiority,
tuberculosis in
chronic alcoholism,
alcoholism, tuberculosis
in any
any form,
form, or
or a
loathsome
a loathsome
or dangerous contagious
contagious disease
and if
it shall
shall appear
app ear t
o the
the
disease,' and
if it
to
satisfaction
of the
the Secretary
satisfaction of
Secretary of
Labor that
that any
any alien
alien so
so brought
of Labor
brought to
to
with any
the United States was afflicted with
any of
the said
diseases or
of the
said diseases
or
disabilities at
at the time
time of
disabilities
and that
existence
of foreign
foreign embarkation,
embarkation, and
that the
the existence
of such disease
disease or disability
disability might have been
been detected
detected by
of a
by means
means of
a
Fine Imposed.
Fine mposed.
competent medical examination
examination at such time, such person or transportation
agent, owner
portation company,
company, or the master, agent,
consignee of
of any
any
owner,, or
or consignee
such vessel shall pay to the collector
collector of
of customs
customs
customs of
of the
the customs
district in which the port of arrival is located the sum of $1,000,
In additionto amount district in which the port of arrival is located the sum of $1,000,
Inaddi
tiontoamont and in addition a
a sum equal to that paid by such alien for his transpaid
for passage.
in his
his
portation from the initial point of departure,
departure, indicated
indicated in
ticket, to the port of arrival for each and
and every
of the
the
every violation
violation of
provisions of this section, such latter sum to be delivered by the
Aliens physical
physically in- provisions of this section, such latter sum to be delivered by the
capabletoearnaliving.
capable to earn aliving. collector of customs to the alien on
on whose account
account assessed.
assessed. It
It shall
shall
also be
for any
any such person to bring to any port of the
also
be unlawful
unlawful for
United States any alien afflicted with any mental defect other than
than
those above specifically
specifically named, or physical defect of a
a nature
those
which may affect his ability to earn aa living,
living, as
contemplated in
as contemplated
in
unlawful
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p. 875.
Vol. 39, p.875.
if it
it shall
the satisfaction
satisfaction of
the Vol.
section
section 33of
of this
this Act,
Act, and
and if
shall appear
appear to
to the
of the
Secretary
of Labor
that any
any alien
so brought
Secretary of
Labor that
alien so
brought to
to the
the United
United States
States
was so afflicted at the time of foreign embarkation,
embarkation, and that the
existence of such mental
mental or physical defect
defect might
have been
might have
been detected
detected
Fine imposed.
time, such
imposed.
by
competent medical
examination at
by means
means of
of aa competent
medical examination
at such
such time,
such Fine
person
shall
pay
to
the
collector
of
customs
of
the
customs
district
person shall pay to the collector of customs of the customs district
In addition, amount
in
which the
port of
arrival is
located the
$250, and
and in
in padfdorpaage.mount
in which
the port
of arrival
is located
the sum
sum of
of $250,
paid for passage.
a sum equal to that paid by such alien for his transportaaddition a
transportaof departure,
tion from the initial point of
departure, indicated
indicated in his ticket, to
to
arrival, for each and every
every violation
violation of this provision,
the port of arrival,
provision,
collector of customs to the
such latter
latter sum
sum to be
be delivered
delivered by the collector
Illiterates,
excluded
excluded
miterate
alien for whose account assessed. It
It shall also be unlawful
unlawful for any Asiatics,
etc.
such *person to bring to any port of
ics,et
of the United
United States any alien
who is excluded
excluded by the provisions
provisions of section 33 of this Act because
Vol. 39, p. 876.
of section
of this
unable to
to read,
who is
is excluded
excluded by
the terms
terms of
section 33 of
this vol.39,p.876.
read, or
or who
by the
unable
Continent of Asia and
and the
Act as aa native of that portion of the Continent
islands adjacent thereto
thereto described
described in said section,
section and if
if it
it shall
Secretary of Labor that these
appear to the satisfaction of the Secretary
disabilities might have been detected
detected by the exercise
exercise of reasonable
reasonable
disabilities
precaution prior
prior to
to the
the departure
such aliens
aliens from
from a
foreign Fine
precaution
departure of
of such
a foreign
Fine iposed.
imposed.
collector of customs
port, such person shall pay to the collector
customs of the
of
located the sum of
arrival is located
district in which
which the port of arrival
customs district
In addition,
amount
addition, amount
$1,000,
and in
in addition
sum equal
equal to
paid by
by such
alien for
for his
his In
$1,000, and
addition a
a sum
to that
that paid
such alien
paid for passage.
transportation
indicated in his paid or passage.
transportation from the initial point of departure,
departure, indicated
ticket, to
for each
each and every violation of this
port of
of arrival,
arrival, for
ticket,
to the
the port
provision, such latter sum to
delivered by
collector of
customs
of customs
to be
be delivered
by the collector
provision,
account assessed.
assessed.
alien on whose
whose account
to the
the alien
Additional line for
"If a
fine is
is imposed
imposed under
this section
for the
the bringing
bringing of
of an
an accompanying
"If
a fine
under this
section for
Additional yine eor
excluded alien.
United States,
by cluded aen.
alien to the
the United
States, and
and if
if such
such alien is accompanied
accompanied by
another
alien who
who is
is excluded
admission by
by the
proviso Vol.
another alien
excluded from
from admission
the last
last proviso
Vol. 39,p.
8.
39, p. 888.
of
person liable for such fine
fine shall pay
of this Act, the person
of section
section 18 of
to
collector of
fine but as aa part
part
addition to such fine
customs, in
in addition
of customs,
to the collector
thereof,
sum equal
that paid
accompanying alien for
for
paid by such accompanying
equal to
to that
thereof, aa sum
his
transportation frhis
from his
point of departure
indicated in
in
departure indicated
initial point
is initial
his transportation
his
arrival, such sum to be delivered
delivered by the
his ticket,
ticket, to
to the point of arrival,
withheld.
collector
customs to
to the
the accompanying
alien when
.deported. And
And Clearance
Clearancewithheld.
when.deported.
collector of
of customs
accompanying alien
no
shall be
granted clearance
papers pending
pending the determinadeterminaclearance papers
be granted
no vessel
vessel shall
tion
the liability
liability to
to the
or
the payment
payment of such fines, or
the question
qutioion of
of the
tion of
of the
while
the fines
fines remain
remain unpaid,
unpaid, nor
nor shall
such fines
fines be
be remitted
remitted or
or Prro.
while the
shall such
Provisos.
Deposit
to seere
secure
may be granted
Deposit to
refunded: Provided,
That clearance
refunded:
Provided, That
clearance may
granted prior to the clearance.
determination
upon the
the deposit
deposit of aa sum
sum sufficient
sufficient eanc
determination of
of such
such questions upon
to
cover such fines or of a
a bond with sufficient
sufficient surety to secure the
to cover
payment
approved by
by the
of customs:
customs: Provided
Provided Not applicable to expayment thereof,
thereof, approved
the collector
collector of
further, That nothing
further,
nothing contained
construed to
contained in this section
section shall be construed
to empted
Notedaicasle
classes. to e
subject
transportation companies
companies to
of
a fine for bringing to ports of
to a
subject transportation
the
aliens who
who are
are by
or exceptions
the United
United States
States aliens
by any
any of
of the
the provisos
Vol. 39, p. 877.
provisos or
exceptions vol.
77.
to
of this
Act exempted
exempted from
from the excluding
excluding provisions of
of
this Act
to section
section 33 of
said
said section."
section."
V
,
,
Vol. 39,p. 881, amendSEC. 27.
the Immigration
Act of
amended edl.39,P
ed.
SEC.
27. Section
Section 10
10 of
of the
Immigration Act
of 1917
1917 is
is amended
881amend
to read as follows:est
follows:
on
Restriction on ad"Sec. 10.
10. (a)
(a) That
That it
the duty
duty of
of every
person, including
including mitting
other place
plade
Rttng to other
every person,
it shall
shall be
be the
"SEC.
etc.
transportation oof landing,
landing, etc.
owners,
and agents
vessels of
of transportation
officers, and
agents of
of vessels
owners, masters,
masters, officers,
lines,
international bridges
than railway
railway lines
toll roads, other than
bridges or toll
lines, or international
Vol. 39, p. 892.
which may
may enter
contract as
provided in
in section
section 23,
bringing Vol
39, p-82into aa contract
as provided
23, bringing
which
enter into
United
an alien to,
means for
alien to come to, the United
a means
for an alien
providing a
to, or
or providing
an
Ante, p. 163.
United States
States,
States
prevent the landing of such alien in the United
States at A. p.163.
any
States, to prevent
other than as designated
immigration
by the immigration
designated by
or place
place other
any time or
Punishment for vioo
officers. Any such person, owner, master, officer,
officer , or agent who,,ohmen.t
lations.
requirements shall be guilty of
fails to comply with the foregoing
foregoing requirements
of
a
on conviction
thereof shall
by a
a
be punished
punished by
shall be
conviction thereof
and on
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and
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$1,000, or
by
fine in each case of not less than
than $200 nor
nor more than
than $1,000,
or by
imprisonment
imprisonment for aaterm not exceeding
exceeding one year, or by both such fine
imprisonment; or, if in the opinion
opinion of the Secretary
and imprisonment;
Secretary of Labor,
it is impracticable
impracticable or inconvenient
inconvenient to
to prosecute
prosecute the
the person,
person, owner,
owner,
master, officer,
officer, or agent of any such vessel, such
such person, owner,
owner,
master, officer,
officer, or agent shall be liable to aapenalty
of $1,000,
$1,000, which
penalty of
which
a lien upon the vessel whose
shall be a
agent
whose owner,
owner, master, officer,
officer, or
or agent
violates
violates the provisions of this section, and such vessel shall be libeled
libeled

Lien on vessel.
vessel.

Evidence of
lanEdinC
o
landing.

SESS. I.
I.
SESS.

illegal

General definitions.
definitions.

therefor in
the appropriate
United States
States court.
therefor
in the
appropriate United
court.
failed to present himself
himself at the time
time
"(b) Proof that the alien Jailed

and place designated by the immigration officers
officers shall be prima facie
evidence that such alien
States at
at a
a
aien has landed in the United States
time or place other than
than as designated
designated by the immigration officers."
officers."
GENERAL DEFINITIONS.
GENERAL
DEFINITIONS.

SEC. 28. As used in this ActSzc.
Act—
(a) The term "United
(a)
"United States," when used in a
geographical
a geographical
Territories of Alaska
sense, means the States, the Territories
Alaska and Hawaii, the
District of Columbia, Porto Rico, and the Virgin Islands; and the
the
"continental
term "
continental United States"
States" means the States and the District
District
of Columbia;
Columbia;
"Alien."
"Alien."
(b) The term
"alien"
individual not aa native-born
term "
alien" includes any individual
native-born
naturalized citizen of the United States
States, but this definition shall
or naturalized
not be held to include Indians
Indians of the United States not taxed,
nor
taxed, nor
citizens of the islands under the jurisdiction of the United States
States;•
;
"Ineligible
"Ineligible to citicit(c) The term "
"ineligible
(c)
ineligible to citizenship,"
citizenship," when used in reference
zenship."
Persoins
clded.
to any
any individual, includes
individual who
who is
is debarred
from
includes an
an individual
Persons Included.
debarred from
R. S., sec. 2169,
p.380. becoming
R.S.,
269,p.380.
a citizen of the United
United States
becoming a
States under
under section
2169 of
the
section
of
the
Vol. 22, p. 58.
Vol.22 p.58.
Revised
Revised Statutes, or under section 14
14 of
of the
entitled "An
"An
the Act
Act entitled
Act to
certain treaty
treaty stipulations
Chinese,"
R.
sees 1996-1998,
1996-1998 Act
. secs.
to execute
execute certain
stipulations relating
relating to
to Chinese,"
R. S.,
p.
3.50.
p3o.
.
approved
approved May 6, 1882, or under
under section 1996, 1997, or
1998 of
of the
or 1998
the
Vol. 37, p. 356.
Revised Statutes,
or under
the Act
Act entitled
40
Revised
Statutes, as
as amended,
amended, or
Vol.
40, p. 77.
77.
under section
section 22of
of the
entitled
"An
"An Act to authorize the President
President to increase
increase temporarily
temporarily the
Military Establishment
Establishment of the United States," approved May 18,
1917, as amended, or under law amendatory
amendatory of, supplementary to,
or in substitution
for, any of such
substitution for,
such sections;
sections;
"Immigration visa."
"mmgrton
visa."
(d) The
term "immigration
"immigration visa"
immigration visa
(d)
The term
visa" means an immigration
visa
issue
Act;
issued by a
aconsular officer under the provisions of this Act;
"Consular
officer."
"Consular officer."
(e The
he term
term "consular
means any
any consular
diplomatic
(e)
"consular officer
officer" means
consular or diplomatic
officer
of
the
United States designated,
officer
designated, under regulations
regulations prescribed
prescribed
under this Act, for the purpose of issuing immigration
under
immigration visas
visas under
Application to
to Canal
Application
Canal this
In case
case of the Canal Zone and the insular
possessions
this Act.
Act. In
insular possessions
Zone and insular possessions.
of the United States the term "consular
(except as
as used
"consular officer"
officer" (except
used
in section 24) means an officer designated
designated by the President, or by
his authority, for the purpose of issuing immigration visas under
under
this ActAct ,•
"Immigration
"immigration Act
Act of
of
(f) The term "Immigration
Act of
of 1917"
means the
the Act
(f) The term
"Immigration Act
1917" means
Act of
of
1917."
Vol.
p. 874.
ol. 39,
39, 84.
p.
February
February 5, 1917, entitled "An
"An Act to regulate the immigration
immigration of
of
to and
of aliens
aliens in,
n ited States
Stat
es "
;
aliens to,
and the
the residence
residence of
in, th
thee U
United
;
"
Immigration laws."
"Immigraton
laws."
(g)
The term
term "immigration
"immigration laws"
laws" includes such Act, this Act,
(g) The
and all laws, conventions, and treaties of the United States relating
relating
to the
the immigration,
to
immigration; exclusion,
or expulsion
expulsion of
aliens;
exclusion, or
of aliens;
er o n
"Person."
LPs
."
(h)
(h) The
The term "person"
"person" includes
includes individuals,
individuals, partnerships,
partnerships, corporations, and associations;
associations;
"Commissioner
Commissioner GenGen(i) The
The term
Commissioner
(i)
term "Commissioner
"Commissioner General"
General" means the Commissioner
eral."
General
General of
of Immigration;
Immigration;
Terms construed.
construed.
"united States."
"United
States."
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has reference to the
for admission"
(j)
"application for
admission" has
term "application
The term
(j) The
application for
to the United
United States and not to the
admission to
for admission
application
application for
the issuance
the immigration
immigration visa;
issuance of
of the
visa;
application
for the
under section 10;
a permit
permit issued
(k)
permit ""means
means a
issued under
"permit
term "
The term
(k) The
to any
in reference
(1) The
The term
"unmarried," when
when used
ieference to
any
used in
term "unmarried,"
(1)

individual as
time, means
means an individual who at such time
any time,
as of
of any
individual

"Application
adApplication for admission."

"Permit."

"Permit."
Ante, p. 158.
Ante,

p. 158.
"Unmarried."
"Unmarried."

is not
or not
married;
previously married;
not previously
whether or
not married,
married, whether
is
" ather."
(m) The
"child," "father,"
"father," and
and "
mother" do
not include
m"octtieird.;," "father,"
include "mot.","
do not
"mother,"
terms "child,"
The terms
(m)
or parent
unless the adoption took place before
by adoption
adoption unless
parent by
aa child
child or
January 1, 1924;
January
wife
a wife
do not include a
and "husband"
"wife"
(n) The
wife" and
"husband" do
terms "
The terms
(n)

or husband
reason of a
aproxy or picture
picture marriage.
by reason
husband by
or

-Wife," "husband."

"Wife," "husband."

AUTHORIZATION
APPROPRIATION.
AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATION.
Necessary appropriaappropriaNecessary

authorized.
SEC. 29.
29. The
The appropriation
sums as
as may
may be
be necessary
necessary for
for tions
tionsauthorized.
of such
such sums
appropriation of
SEC.

the
Act is
authorized.
is hereby
hereby authorized.
o this
this Act
the enforcement
enforcement of
ACT
MAY
ACT OF
OF MAY

19, 1921.
1921.
19,

Act of May 19, 1921.

ActofMay19,1921.
Continuance
Continuance

of
its
of its

penalties, etc.
immigration of penalties,
limit the
S
EC. 30.
"An Act
Act to
to limit
the immigration
entitled "An
Act entitled
30. The
The Act
SEC.
Vol.
42, pp.
5, 540,
M
l
40
42, pp - 5,
lom
amended 1065.
1921, as
aliens into
the United
19, 1921,
as amended
May 19,
approved May
States," approved
United States,"
into the
aliens
and extended,
expiration on June 30,
notwithstanding its expiration
shall, notwithstanding
extended, shall,
and
1921,
thereafter for
collection, and
for the imposition, collection,
force thereafter
in force
remain in
1924, remain
enforcement of all penalties that may have accrued
accrued thereunder, and
enforcement
entered the United
any alien
alien who prior to July 1, 1924, may have entered
thereunder may
States
violation of
or regulations
regulations made thereunder
Act or
of such Act
in violation
States in
if such Act had not expired.
be deported
manner as if
be
deported in the same manner
TIME OF TAKING
TAKING E'FECT.
EFFECT.

Time
of taking
taking effect.
effect.
Time of

On July 1,.lW4.
1924.
on
SEC. 31.
8, 13,
13, 14,
16, and
Ante pp.153,
157,161pp. 153,157,161and subdivision
subdivisionAne,
2, 8,
14, 15,
15, and
and 16,
SEC.
31. (a)
(a) Sections
Sections 2,
160.
163,160.
(f)
of section
shall take
on July
July 1,
1, 1924,
except that
that 163,
1924, except
effect on
take effect
11, shall
section 11,
(f) of

Prior issue
of visas
visas
ssue of
Prior
to that date, and
prior to
immigration visas
visas and
and permits
may be
be issued
issued prior
permits may
immigration
permits.
t
a
before
which
valid for
the United
United States
States before
to the
admission to
for admission
be valid
not be
shall not
which shall
Quota visas
prior to
to
sa prior
jQuota
nationality, July
of any
July 1,
In the
the case
case of
of quota
quota immigrants
immigrants of
any nationality,
1, 1924.
1924. In
July
1, 1924.

the
number of
of immigration
immigration visas to
issued prior to July 1, 1924,
to be issued
the number
shall not
not be
be in
of 10
centum of the quota
for such
such
quota for
10 per
per centum
excess of
in excess
shall
nationality, and
and the
immigration visas
visas so issued shall
of immigration
number of
the number
nationality,
be deducted
deducted from
from the
the number
number which
be issued
during the Visas to run from
issued during
may be
which may
be
month of
the case
of immigration
issued July
July11, 12
visas issued
immigration visas
case of
In the
1924. In
July, 1924.
of July,
month
1924. rn from
3
Ante, p.
p. 153.
1i.
to in
referred to
before July
July 1,
1, 1924,
in subdivision
subdivision Ate,
period referred
four-month period
the four-month
1924, the
before
at
(c)
of
section
2
shall
begin
to
run
1,
instead
of
1924,
1,
on
July
(c) of section 2 shall begin to run
the
time of the issuance of the immigration visa.
the time
Remainder on enactRmainder on enactshall take
Act shall
this Act
(b) The
The remainder
remainder of
of this
take effect upon its enactment.
enactment. ment.
(b)
Aliens
arriving be
beaTrring
before July 1, 1924, foreAliens
United States
(c) If
If any
in the
the United
States before
arrives in
alien arrives
any alien
(c)
July 1, 1924.
p. 165.
li.
Ante,p.
the Ante,
regard to
his 'light
admission shall
to the
without regard
determined without
be determined
shall be
to admission
right to
his
provisions
provisions of this Act, except section 23.
SAVING CLAUSE
UNCONSTITUTIONALITY.
EVENT OF UNCONSTITUTIONALITY.
IN EVE*T
CLAUSE IN
SAVING

Saving clause.

Saving lause.

Invalidity of any proS
EC. 32.
If any
application thereof v-isi"n',ty.notpo
any provision of this Act, or the application
32. If
SEC.
vision, etc., not to
affect remainder of Act.
to
any
person
or
circumstances,
is
held
invalid,
the
remainder
of
affectremainderofAc
of
remainder
the
invalid,
held
is
circumstances,
or
to any person
the
application of such provision to other persons or
the application
and the
the Act,
Act, and
circumstances,
circumstances, shall not be affected thereby.
Approved,
1924
Approved, May 26, 1924.
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1924.
May
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It. 9192.1
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9192.]
[Public,
No.
140.1
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S
ESS. I. CH.
CH. 191.
191.
SESS.I.
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1924.

CHAP. 191.—An
191.-An Act Making
Making appropriations
appropriations to
supply urgent
to supply
urgent deficiencies
deficiencies
in
appropriations for the fiscal year
in certain appropriations
ending June
30, 1924,
1924, and
year ending
June 30,
and for
for other
other

purposes.
purposes.

•

Be it
it enaceted
House of Representatives
enacted by the Senate and House
Representatives of
of the
the
United States of America in
Congress assembled,
United
in Congress
assembled, That
followThat the
the following sums
sums are
are appropriated,
appropriated, out
money in
the Treasury
Treasury not
out of
of any
any money
in the
not
to supply
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
certain
supply urgent
urgent deficiencies
deficiencies in
in certain
appropriations
appropriations for the
year ending
ending June
June 30,
30, 1924,
1924, and
and for
for
the fiscal year
other purposes,
namely:
other
purposes, namely:
SENATE
SENATE

Urgent

deficiency apUrgentdeficencyappropriations
for fiscal
propriations for
fiscal .
year, 1924.
924.

Senate.
senate.
Contingent expenses.
Contingent
expenses.

CONTINGENT
CONTINGENT EXPENSES
EXPENSES

Inquiries
Inquries and
and invesinvestigations.

tigations.

District
District of Columbia.

For expenses of inquiries and
investigations ordered
ordered by
and investigations
by the
the
Senate, including compensation
compensation of stenographers
stenographers to committees
committees at
at
such rate as may be fixed by
Committee to
and Control
Control
by the Committee
to Audit
Audit and
the Contingent
Contingent Expenses of the Senate
but not
not exceeding
Senate but
exceeding 25
25 cents
cents
per
hundred words,
words, $100,000.
$100,000.
per hundred

DISTRICT OF
OF COLUMBIA
COLUMBIA
COURTS
COURTS

Supreme Court.
Court.
Supreme
Jurors' fees.

Jrors
f.

Rent Commission.
Rent
Commission.

Balances reappropri

Balances
ated.
ated.

reaPPr°Pri-

Ante, p.
p. 36.
36.
Ante,

Supreme Court, District of
of Columbia:
Columbia: For
For fees
fees of
of jurors,
jurors, $16,000,
$16,000,
60 per centum of said sum shall be paid out of the
of the
the revenues
revenues of
the
District of Columbia and
and 40
per centum
out of
of the
the Treasury
Treasury of
the
40 per
centum out
of the
United States.
States.
United
RENT
RENT COMMISSION
COMMISSION

Any unexpended
unexpended balances
balances of
of appropriations
appropriations made
made for
the Rent
for the
Rent
Commission
Commission of
of the
the District
are hereby
reappropriated and
ad
e
District are
hereby reappropriated
and m
made
available
available during
the life
life of
commission.
during the
of said
said commission.

State
Department.
State Department.

DEPARTMENT OF
DEPARTMENT
OF STATE
STATE

Inter-American ComInter-American
Committee
on Electrical
mittee on
Electrical
Communications.
Communications.

INTER-AMERICAN COMMITTEE
INTER-AMERICAN
COMMITTEE ON
ON ELECTRICAL
ELECTRICAL COMMUNICATIONS
COMMUNICATIONS

Expenses of
of represenExpenses
representation at
at meeting
tation
meeting in
in
Mexico City.
Mexico
City.
Post, p.
p.1340
Post,
1340.
Ante,
Ante, p.
p. 112.
112.

partnient of
Jusl)epirtmrent
of Justice.
tice.

To defray the cost of representation
representation of
the
of the
the United
United States
States at
at the
meeting of
of the Inter-American
Electrical Communimeeting
Inter-American Committee on Electrical
Communications to be held in Mexico
Mexico City, Mexico,
Mexico, in
1924, as
in 1924,
as authorized
authorized
by the joint resolution approved
approved April
28, 1924,
1924, including
April 28,
including payment
payment
of salaries
salaries of a
a secretary and other employees,
employees, travel
travel and
and subsistence
subsistence
expenses
.
expenses (notwithstanding
(notwithstanding the
the provisions
of any
and
provisions of
any other
other Act),
Act), and
such other expenses as the President
President may
may deem
deem necessary
necessary to
to the
the
accomplishment
expressed in
accomplishment of the purposes
purposes expressed
resoluin the
the aforesaid
aforesaid resolution, to be disbursed
direction and
disbursed under the direction
and subject
subject to
to the
the approval
approval
of the Secretary
Secretary of State,
State, $30,000,
$30,000, to
to remain
available during
remain available
during the
the
fiscal year 1925.
1925.
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
DEPARTMENT
JUSTICE
MISCELLANEOUS
MISCELLANEOUS OBJECTS

investia
War frauds, investigationt,
proseicution
gation,
prosecution,
etc., of.

etc., tf.

Investigation
prosecution of war frauds:
For the
Investigation and prosecution
frauds: For
the investigainvestigation and
and prosecution
prosecution of
of alleged
tion
alleged frauds, either civil
civil or
or criminal,
criminal, or
or
other crimes
crimes or offenses against
other
against the United States,
States, growing
growing out
out
of or arising in connection
of
connection with the preparation
preparation for
for or
or prosecution
prosecution
of the
late war, including
of
the late
including the institution and prosecution
prosecution of
of suits
suits
for the
the recovery
for
recovery of moneys which contain no element
element of
fraud but
of fraud
but
arose
to the investigation
including
arose incident
incident to
investigation of alleged frauds, including

SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH

S
ESS. I
CiEs. 191,
191, 192.
192.
I.. CHS.
SESS.
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1924.
1924.

the
under this head in the Act making
specified under
objects specified
same objects
the same
appropriations for
the Departments
Departments of State and Justice and the
for the
appropriations
judiciary for
for the
fiscal year
year 1924, $200,000,
$200,000, to remain available
the fiscal
judiciary
until June
June 30,
1925.
30, 1925.
until
UNITED
STATES COURTS
COURTS
UNITED STATES
Salaries, fees,
expenses, United
United States marshals: For salaries,
and expenses,
fees, and
Salaries,
fees,
and expenses
United States
marshals and their deputies,
States marshals
of United
expenses of
fees, and
including
objects specified
under this head in the Act
Act
specified under
same objects
the same
including the
Justice
State
making
appropriations
for
Departments
and
of
Departments
the
for
appropriations
making
and
judiciary for
for the fiscal year 1924, $530,000.
the judiciary
and the
attorneys: For
Salaries
of United
United States district attorneys:
expenses of
and expenses
Salaries and
salaries
and
expenses
of
United
district
attorneys,
including
States
United
of
expenses
and
salaries
the
same objects
specified under
under this head in the Act making
objects specified
the same
appropriations for
for the
the Departments
Departments of State and Justice and the
appropriations
judiciary for the
the fiscal year 1924, $210,000.
judiciary
Salaries and
expenses of
of clerks,
United States
States courts.:
courts: For salaries
clerks, United
and expenses
Salaries
of
clerks
of
United
States
circuit
courts
of
TJnited
and of United
appeals
of
courts
circuit
of clerks of United States
specified under
States district
courts, including
including the
objects specified
the same objects
district courts,
States
this
in the
making appropriations
appropriations for the Departments
Act making
the Act
head in
this head
of
State
and
Justice
and
for
judiciary for the fiscal year 1924,
judiciary
the
for
and
Justice
and
of State
$35,000.
Fees
States commissioners:
United States
commissioners: For fees of United
United States
of United
Fees of
commissioners
justices of
of the
the peace
peace acting under section 1014,
and justices
commissioners and
Revised
Statutes of the
United States, $125,000.
the United
Revised Statutes
$250,000.
Fees of
For fees of jurors, $250,000.
jurors: For
of jurors:
Fees
payment of the
Fees
witnesses: For fees
fees of witnesses and for payment
of witnesses:
Fees of
actual expenses
of witnesses,
witnesses, as
as provided
provided by section 850, Revised
Revised
expenses of
actual
Statutes
of
the
United
$200,000.
States,
United
the
of
Statutes
Miscellaneous
States courts:
For such
such miscelcourts: For
United States
expenses, United
Miscellaneous expenses,
the
laneous
expenses
as
may
be
authorized
or
approved
by
Attorney
approved
or
laneous expenses as may be authorized
including
General,
United States
courts and their officers, including
States courts
the United
for the
General, for
Attorney
so
be necessary
necessary in
in the
the discretion
discretion of the Attorney
may be
as may
much as
so much
courts
and
Alaska
of
General
for
such
expenses
the
District
Alaska
in
the
in
expenses
General for such
other
$35,000.
courts, $35,000.
Federal courts,
than Federal
other than

United States
States courts.
United
Marshals.
Marshals.

District attorneys.

Clerks.

Commissioners.
Commissioners.
It. S.,
S., sec.
1014, p.
p. 189.
sec. 1014,
R.
Jurors.
Witnesses.
Witnesses.
S., sec. 850, p.
p. 160.
R. S.,
Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneous.

PENAL
INSTITUTIONS
PENAL INSTITUTIONS

United States
Support of
prisoners: For
For support
of United
support of
States prisoners:
United States
of United
Support

Support of prisoners.

support of prisoner

prisoners, including
including the
specified under this head in
the same objects specified
prisoners,
the
Act
making
appropriations
for
the
Departments
and
Departments of State and
the
for
the Act making appropriations
$602,000.
Justice
for the fiscal year 1924, $602,000.
judiciary for
the judiciary
and the
Justice and
Approved, May 26, 1924.
Approved,
CHAP.
—An Act
Act To
To confer
confer jurisdiction
Court of Claims to
jurisdiction upon the Court
192.-An
CHAP. 192.
the
ascertain the
cost to
Company, aa corporation,
corporation, and the
Southern Pacific Company,
the Southern
to the
the cost
ascertain
closing
November 30, 1907, in closing
amounts expended
expended by
1, 1906, to November
December 1,
from December
it from
by it
amounts
and controlling
the break
break in
the Colorado
River, and to render judgment therefor,
Colorado River,
in the
controlling the
and
as herein provided.

May 26, 1924.
1924.
May

[11.
R. 6012.]
6012.1
[H. R.
[Public, No. 111.]
141.1

[Public,

Pacific
Southern Padfl
Whereas at
at the
request of
President Roosevelt,
and under the
the stress coSmouthyern
Roosevelt, and
of President
the request
Whereas
Preamble.
of
from December
November 30, 1907, Preamble.
December 1, 1906, to November
emergency, from
great emergency,
of great
the
Pacific Company
and controlled the break in
Company closed and
Southern Pacific
the Southern
the
prevented the overflow
overflow and
thereby prevented
and thereby
River and
Colorado River
the Colorado
thousand
destruction
one million
fourteen thousand
hundred and fourteen
two hundred
million two
of one
destruction of
acres
irrigable land
land in
in the
southern CaliImperial Valley in southern
the Imperial
of irrigable
acres of
fornia, and
and saved
to the
Government the Laguna Dam and the
the Government
saved to
fornia,
Yuma reclamation
reclamation project
therewith in Arizona, as well
connected therewith
project connected
Yuma
as thousands
thousands of
acres of
other Government land along the Coloof other
of acres
as
rado River: Therefore
Therefore
rado
the
Representatives of the
Be it
it enacted
and House
House of Representatives
Senate and
the Senate
by the
enacted by
Be
of
United
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
the
claim
of
That
assembled,
United States of America in Congress
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SEss.
I.
SESs.I.

CHs.
192-194.
CHS. 192-194.

1924.
1924.

the Southern
Southern Pacific
Pacific Company,
Company, a
a corporation,
corporation, against the United
United
States
reimbursement and repayment
repayment to such company of the
for reimbursement
States for
expended by it
cost of
said. company
amounts expended
it from December
December
and the amounts
company and
of said
in,
ctaeferred cost
brtek
1,
November 30, 1907, in closing
controlling the
break
closing and controlling
the break
to November
1, 1906, to
in
referred to the
River, be, and such claim is hereby, referred
Colorado River,
in the Colorado
Court
of Claims,
full jurisdiction
jurisdiction is
hereby vested
court
in said court
vested in
is hereby
and full
Claims, and
Court of
to
amounts actually
actually expended and the actual costs
the amounts
to ascertain the
Southern Pacific Company in closing
closing and
incurred by the said Southern
ren- controlling said break within said period
and to render judgment
judgment
Judgment to be renperiod
dered for amount found
Southern Pacific Company and against the United
United
favor of said Southern
in favor
due.
States of
America for
for such
proportion
amounts, less such proportion
such aggregate
aggregate amounts,
of America
States
of such
such expenditures
reasonable to be
and costs
costs as
as would be fair and reasonable
of
expenditures and
deducted
company's share of such expenditures
expenditures and costs
said company's
costs and
deducted as said
corporation of said Southern
Southern Pacific
the share of any subsidiary corporation
Company, because
because of the amount and probable value of the land and
improvements
to said
any
improvements thereon
thereon belonging
belonging at
at the
the time
time to
said company,
company, or
or any
subsidiary corporation
which
of said Southern Pacific
Pacific Company,
Company, and which
subsidiary
corporation of
in the opinion of said court were saved by the closing and controlling
controlling
of
break, as
compared with
of
with the amount
amount and
and probable
probable value
value of
of said break,
as compared
property belonging at the
the other land, improvements, and other property
time to the United
United States Government
Government and occupants and settlers,
holdings, and holdings of any subsidiary
and exclusive of railroad holdings,
corporation
Southern Pacific Company,
Company, which,
which, in the opinion
corporation of said Southern
opinion
of said court, were
were also saved by the closing and controlling
said
controlling of said
Right
of appeal,
appeal, etc.
etc. break; with the right of appeal
Right of
appeal to both parties, and no statute of
of
Evidence
admitted. limitations shall apply to the right of recovery by said claimant.
Evidence admitted.
In
limitations
recovery
In
ascertaining and determining
aforesaid costs, expenses, facts, and
and
ascertaining
determining aforesaid
matters, the court
court may receive and consider all papers,
depositions,
papers, depositions,
records,
heretofore at any time filed
records, correspondence,
correspondence, and documents heretofore
filed
in Congress, or with committees thereof, and in the executive
executive departdepartGovernment, together with any other evidence
evidence offered.
ments of the Government,
offered.
Approved, May 26, 1924.
Colorado
River.
Colorado River.
Claim of Company
expenses closing
closin
expenes
break, etc., in, referred
to Court of Claims.

for

May 26, 1924.
26651
[H. R. 2665.1
[Public, No. 142.1
[Public,

CHAP. 193.—An
Granting the
the consent
consent of
to the
city of
of Chicago
Chicago
CHAP.
193.-An Act
Act Granting
of Congress
Congress to
the city
to construct
bridge across
across the
Calumet River
River in
the vicinity
One hundred
of One
hundred
in the
vicinity of
the Calumet
to
construct aa bridge
and thirty-fourth
city of
Chicago, county
county of
Cook, State
Illinois.
and
thirty-fourth Street,
Street, in
in the
the city
of Chicago,
of Cook,
State of
of Illinois.

Be it
enacted by
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
House of
Senate and
the Senate
by the
it enacted
Be
States
.America in
in Congress
Congress assembled, That the
the consent
consent
States of
of America

CalumetRiver
Calumet River.

Chicago may bridge ,United
United
Chicago

of Congress
Congress is
is hereby
hereby granted
granted to
the city
of Chicago,
artnehundretdet
an of
to the
city of
Chicago, a
a corporation
corporation
thirty-fourth Street.
organized
organized under the laws of the State of Illinois, to construct,
construct,
at

thae

hundred

and

maintain ' and operate a
bridge and
and approaches
appro aches thereto
th ere t
o across
the
maintain,
a bridge
across the
Calumet
Calumet River at aa point suitable to the interests of navigation in
in
the vicinity of One hundred and thirty-fourth
thirty-fourth Street, in section
section
36, township
township 37 north, range 14 east of the third principal meridian,
meridian,

Construction.
Construction
Vol.
34, p. 84.

in the
the city
city of
Chicago, county
county of
of C
ook, State
St at
e of
of Illinois,
in accordance
accordance
Illinois, in
Cook,
of Chicago,
in
with the provisions of the Act entitled "An
An Act to regulate the

Amendment.
Amendment.

construction of bridges over navigable waters,"
waters," approved March
March
23,
1906.
23. 1906.
Src.
repeal this -Act
Act is hereby
hereby
SEC. 2. That the right to alter,
alter, amend, or repeal
expressly
reserved.
expressly reserved.
Approved,
1924.
Approved, May
May 26,
26, 1924.

May 26.
26, 1924.
8 10
(11.
R. 6s
6810.1
.
[H. R.
(Public,
143.]
[Public, No.
No. 143.]

Susquehana River.
Millers burg
and
Miflers
burg
a
Liverpool Brid ,
re Coroe
rs t
) ja.
irtipon
-Lido

CHAP.
194.-An Act Granting
CHAP. 194.—An
Granting the consent of Congress to the Millersburg
Millersburg
and Liverpool
Corporation, and
and its successors, to construct
a bridge
and
Liverpool Bridge
Bridge Corporation,
construct a
across the Susquehanna Rive.,
Rivee-, at Millersburg, Pennsylvania.

Be it
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
of the
Be
it enacted
by the
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
United
in Congress
consent
United States of America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the consent

t
iot
1ma
ma bridge, of Congress
Congress is hereby granted to the Millersburg
Millersburg and Liverpool
Liverpool
"t, P
Bridge Corporation, aa corporation organized under the laws of
Bridge

SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH
CONGRESS.

SESS.
S
ESS. I.
I. CHS.
CHs. 194-197.
194-197.

1924.
1924.

the State of Pennsylvania,
successors and assigns, to conPennsylvania, and its successors
struct, maintain, and operate a
abridge and approaches thereto across
the Susquehanna
Susquehanna River at aa point suitable
suitable to the interests
of navinaviinterests of
gation, at or near Millersburg, Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, in the
the County
of
County of
Dauphin, in the State of Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, in accordance
accordance with
prowith the provisions of the Act entitled
regulate the construction
entitled "An Act to regulate
construction of
bridges over navigable
navigable waters," approved
approved March
March 23,
23, 1906.
1906.
SEC.
SEC. 2. That the right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
expressly reserved.
Approved,
Approved. May 26, 1924.
CHAP. 195.—An
195.-An Act Granting
consent of Congress
CHAP.
Granting the consent
Congress to the
the State
of
State of
Illinois, and the State of Iowa, or either of them, to construct
construct a
a bridge
bridge across
across
the Mississippi River, connecting
connecting the county
county of Carroll,
Carroll, Illinois,
county
Illinois, and the
the county
of
Jackson, Iowa.
of Jackson,
Iowa.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House
HOUSE of
of Representatives
of the
the
Representatives of
United States of America in Congress assemrled, That the consent

173
173

constrction.
Construction.
Vol. 34, p. 84.
Vol.34'
. 8Aendment.

Amendment.

May
May 26, 1924.

[H.
f R.
063.
[H.
R. 7063.]
[Public, No. 144.]
144.]

mftsoisspapnRiv

United
of Congress
States
is
hereby
America
granted
in Congress
to
the State
assembled,
of Illinois,
Illinois,
That
and
the
the
consent
State
Sabula,Savanna,
Iowa.
maytobridge,
bridge,
of
Congress
is of
hereby
granted
to the
State
of
and
the
State may
Svanna,

of Iowa, or either of them, to construct, maintain, and operate
,
operate a
a
Mississippi River
bridge and approaches
approaches thereto
thereto across the Mississippi
River at
at aa
point suitable
suitable to the interests
interests of navigation,
navigation at or
city
or near the city
Savanna, in the countyof Savanna,
Carroll, Illinois,
Illinois and
county of
of Carroll,
and the
the city
city of
of
Construction.
Sabula,
Sabula, in the county of Jackson,
Jackson, in the State of
accordance cotfsption.
of Iowa, in
in accordance
Vol. 34. p. 84.
with the provisions
of
the
Act
entitled
"An
Act
provisions
"An
to regulate the
the
construction
waters," approved
construction of bridges over navigable waters,"
approved March
March
23, 1906.
m end
Amendment.
SEC.
S
EC. 2. That the right to alter, amend,
amend, or repeal
repeal this
this Act is
is A
me
hereby
hereby expressly
expressly reserved.
Approved,
Approved, May 26, 1924.
CHAP.
CHAP. 196.-An
196.—An Act To extend the time for the construction
construction of a
a bridge
bridge
across the North Branch of the Susquehanna
from the
of Wilkes-Barre
Wilkes-Barre
Susquehanna River
River from
the city
city of
to the borough
borough of Dorranc,eton,
Dorranceton, Pennsylvania.
Pennsylvania.

May 28, 1924.
Maj
R'27848.]
[H. R.
[Public, No
146.No. 145.1

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House of
Representatives of the
of Representatives
North Branch of SusUnited States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
United
That the
the time
time qNorthBrancofSusquehanna River.
T
commencing and completing
completing the
e ded for
reconstruction of
for commencing
the reconstruction
of a
a bridge
bridge briTdging
ine extended
extended for
t
authorized
by
Act
of
Congress
approved
authorized
Congress approved September
September 7,
1916, as
as Barre,
7, 1916,
Luzerne
Barrn, by
byt LWzee
County,
ty,
Pa.
renewed
resolution approved
February 15,
renewed and extended by joint
joint resolution
approved February
15, CVonty 9P p. 751
751; Vol.
Vol.
41, p.116.
'
1921,
Luzerne, State
1921, to be constructed
constructed by the county of Luzerne,
State of
of 41,p.
11s.
Pennsylvania, across the North Branch
Branch of
of the
Susquehanna River,
the Susquehanna
River,
Wilkes-Barre to the borough of Dorranceton,
from the city of Wilkes-Barre
Dorranceton, in
said county of Luzerne
Luzerne and the State of Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, are
are hereby
hereby
respectively, from
extended one and three years respectively,
from the
the date of
of approval
approval
hereof.
hereof.
Amendment.
SEC.
this Act
is hereby
S
EC. 2. That the right to alter, amend,
amend, or repeal
repeal this
Act is
hereby Amendamt.
expressly reserved.
Approved,
Approved, May
May 26,
26, 1924.
1924.
consent of Congress
CHAP. 197.-An
197.—An Act Granting
Granting the consent
Congress to the city of
of Saint
Saint
Paul, Minnesota, to construct a
a bridge
bridge across the Mississippi
Mississippi River.
Paul,

May 26, 1924.
Ma,9
[H. R. 8229.1
[Public
[Public, No.
No. 146.]
146.1

Be it
it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the

3
United
United States of
of America
America in
the l'ellaskti
in Congress
Conqress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
sit E 4River•
iR ,
consent of
of Congress
consent
Congress is
is hereby
hereby granted
granted to
to the
city of
may bridge, at
at Jacbs
Jackson
the city
of Saint
Saint Paul,
Paul,mybde

Minnesota,
successors and assigns, to construct,
construct, maintain,
Minnesota, and its successors
maintain, Bstreet'
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197-199.
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1924.
1924.

and operate
temporary bridge
bridge and
and approaches
approaches thereto,
thereto, across
the
and
operate a
a temporary
across the
River at
point suitable
suitable to
the interests
interests of
of navigation
navigation
Mississippi River
at aapoint
to the
at
near the
the point
where Jackson
Street, in
in said
said city
of Saint
at or
or near
point where
Jackson Street,
city of
Saint
Paul, crosses
the Mississippi
Mississippi River
the county
the
Paul,
crosses the
River in
in the
county of
of Ramsey,
Ramsey, in
in the
Construction.
State
Minnesota, in
the provisions
of the
Act
State of
of Minnesota,
in accordance
accordance with
with the
provisions
of
the
Act
Vol. 34, p. 84.
Vol. 34, p.4.
entitled "An Act to regulate the construction
construction of
of bridges
bridges over
over
navigable waters," approved March
23, 1906:
Provided, That
That all
all
soawhen
hnRobMarch 23,
1906: Provided,
Removal
Rob- navigable waters," approved
erts Street bridge comcorn- parts of the said temporary
erts
temporary bridge shall
be removed
watershall be
removed from
from the
the waterpleted.
pleted.
way
within one
the date
date that
the new
Pol.
way within
one year
year from
Vol. 42, p. 1221.
1221.
from the
that the
new Robert
Robert Street
Street
Bridge,
authorized by
Congress approved
January 31,
1923,
Bridge, authorized
by Act
Act of
of Congress
approved January
31, 1923,
is
to traffic.
is opened
opened to
traffic.
Amendment.
.
Amendment.
SEC.
SEC. 2. That the right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is
hereby
is hereby
expressly reserved.
expressly
reserved.
Approved,
Approved, May
May 26,
26, 1924.
1924.
Precise.

May
26, 1924.
May 26,1924.

CHAP.
198.—An Act
Act Granting
the consent
consent of
of Congress
Congress to
city of
of Chicago
CHAP. 198.-An
Granting the
to the
the city
Chicago
to
across the
the Calumet
near One
One hundredth
hundredth Street,
Street,
to construct
construct aa bridge
bridge across
Calumet River
River at
at or
or near
in the
the city
Chicago, County
of Illinois.
in
city of
of Chicago,
County of
of Cook,
Cook, State
State of
Illinois.

[H.
8304.1
[H. r..
R. 8304.1
[Public, No. 147.1
14.1

enacted by the Senate
Be it
it enacted
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
Senate and
and House
of the
Riv. may United
States of America
America in
in Congress
United States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the consent
consent
bridge, at
at 100tb
Street. of Congress
100th Street.
Congress is
is hereby
hereby granted
the city
granted to
to the
city of
of Chicago,
Chicago, a
a corporation
corporation
organized under the laws
the State
Illinois, and
and its
successors
laws of
of the
State of
of Illinois,
its successors
and assigns, to construct, maintain,
bridge and
maintain, and
and operate
operate a
a bridge
and
approaches thereto across the
approaches
the Calumet
at a
point, suitable
Calumet River,
River, at
a point
suitable
to the interests of navigation,
navigation, at or near One hundredth
hundredth Street,
Street,
Construction,
in
city of
of Chicago,
Chicago, in
the county
Cook, in
in the
State of
of
construction.
in the
the city
in the
county of
of Cook,
the State
vol
8.
accordance with the provisions
Vol.. 34, p. 84.
Illinois, in accordance
provisions of
of the
the Act
Act entitled
"An
entitled "An
Act to regulate
construction of -bridges
regulate the construction
-bridges over
over navigable
navigable waters,"
waters,"
approved
March 23,
23, 1906.
approved March
1906.
Amendment.
Amendment.
SEC.
S
EC. 2. That the right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
hereby
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved,
1924.
Approved, May
May 26,
26, 1924.
Calumet River.
Chicagot El, may
Chicago,

May 27, 1924.

727, 1924.
[U. R.
R. 5&5.5 I
[Lt.
-Public,
[Public, No. 14s.
148.]
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CHEAP.
CHAP. 199.—
Act To
salaries of
of officers
officers and
the
199.- An
An Act
To fix
fix the
the salaries
and members
members of
of the
Metropolitan
police force,
the United
States park
park police
police force,
and the
the fire
fire
Metropolitan police
force, the
United States
force, and
department
department of
of the
the District
District of
of Columbia.
Columbia.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
United States
States of America
Ameicea in Congress
That the annual
United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
annual
basic salaries of the officers
officers and members
members of
the Metropolitan
Metropolitan police
police
of the
Major, etc.
force
shall be as follows: Major
Major and superintendent,
superintendent, $5,200;
$5,200; assistant
force shall
assistant
Provisos. in c.
Piors
superintendents, $3,500 each;
superintendents,
each; inspectors,
inspectors, $3,250
$3,250 each:
Provided, That
each: Provided.
That
Inspector in charge
of
detectivebureau.
bureau
of detective
supervision and
the inspector
inspector assigned
assigned to the supervision
command of
the deand command
of the
detective bureau shall during
during the period of such assignment
be rated
assignment be
rated as
as
shall receive
receive the
the pay
pay of
superintendent; captains,
Lieutenant assistan
assistat and
and shall
of an
an assistant
assistant superintendent;
captains,
Lieutenant
in detective bureau.
in
$3,000
lieutenants, $2,700
$2,700 each:
$3,000 each;
each; lieutenants,
Provided, That
That the
lieutenant
each: Provided,
the lieutenant
assigned as assistant
assigned
assistant to the inspector
inspector commanding
commanding the detective
bureau, shall during the period of such assignment
assignment hold the rank
Sergeants, privates,
etcrgeants,
etc.
pvates, and receive
receive the pay of aa captain;
captain; sergeants,
sergeants, $2,400
each; privates
privates
$2,400 each;
of class 3, $2,100
$2,100 each; privates of class 2,
each; privates
privates of
2, $1,900
$1,900 each;
of
class 1. $1,800
$1,800 each. Driver-privates
Driver-privates shall have
have the
the same rank
rank
Allowance formountfor mount- and pay
elowance
as privates
Members of said police
Members
ed and motor vehicle
vehicle and pay as privates of the above classes.
services.
services.
force
who may
may be
be mounted
on horses,
horses, furnished
furnished and
and maintained
force who
mounted on
maintained
bv themselves, shall each receive an extra
by
extra compensation
compensation of
of $450
$450
per annum; members of said force who may be called upon to use
per
use
motor vehicles,
themselves, shall
Headquarters dede-motor
vehicles, furnished
furnished and
and maintained
maintained by
by themselves,
shall
Headquarters
tectives, etc.
compensation of
of $480
per annum;
annum; members
members
each receive an extra compensation
$480 per
District of Columbia.
Police salaries fixed.

DisrictFofColtrnaim

I.. CH. 199.
SIXTYEIGHTH CONGRESS.
SESS. I
CONGRESS. SESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH
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of
detailed to
prevention
in the prevention
detective headquarters
headquarters in
said force detailed
to detective
of said
and detection
detection of crime
compensation of
each receive extra compensation
crime shall
shall each
and
$600
per annum;
said force who may be mounted on
members of said
annum; members
$600 per
bicycles
receive an extra
extra compensation
$70 per ancompensation of $70
bicycles shall each receive
num;
special service in the
detailed for special
members of said force detailed
num; members
various precincts
precincts in the prevention
shall
detection of crime shall
prevention and detection
various
each receive
receive an
an extra
extra compensation
compensation of
$240 per annum;
annum; and memof $240
each
bers
detailed to
to the
the motor-cycle
service shall
receive an extra
shall each
each receive
motor-cycle service
bers detailed
compensation of $120
$120 per annum.
compensation
S
EC. 2.
basic salaries of the officers and members
the annual
annual basic
2. That the
SEC.
of the
the fire
fire department
department of
of the
Columbia shall be as folof Columbia
the District
District of
of
lows: Chief
engineer, $5,200;
$5,200; deputy
deputy chief
each;
chief engineers, $3,500 each;
Chief engineer,
lows:
battalion chief
marshal, $3,250; deputy
fire marshal,
each; fire
$3,050 each;
engineers, $3,050
chief engineers,
battalion
fire
$2,500; inspectors,
$2,500 each;
each;
each; captains, $2,500
$2,160 each;
inspectors, $2,160
fire marshal,
marshal, $2,500;
superintendent of
of
sergeants, $2,200 each; superintendent
each: sergeants,
$2,350 each;
lieutenants, $2,350
$2,500;
machinery, $3,250;
assistant superintendent
machinery, $2,500;
superintendent of machinery,
$3,250; assistant
machinery,
pilots,
each; assistant
assistant marine
$2,250 each; marine engineers, $2,250 each;
pilots, $2,250
engineers,
$2,150 each;
$1,800 each;
each; privates of
of class
class
fireman, $1,800
marine fireman
each; marine
engineers, $2,150
3,
privates of
of class
class 2, $1
,
900 each; privates
privates of class 1,
$1,900
each; privates
$2,100 each;
3, $2,100
$1,800
$1,800 each.
SEC. 3.
in lieu
there shall
shall be granted
the
granted to the
Sunday there
lieu of
of Sunday
3. That
That in
SEC.
Metropolitan
and to
each officer
officer and
and member
member of the fire deto each
police and
Metropolitan police
partment
Columbia one day off out of each week
of Columbia
District of
partment of the District
of
be in
in addition
leave and sick
annual leave
to his
his annual
addition to
shall be
which shall
days, which
of seven
seven days,
the
leave
now allowed
allowed by
by law:
however, That whenever the
Provided, however,
law: Provided,
leave now
Commissioners of
the District
Columbia declare
declare that an emerof Columbia
District of
of the
Commissioners
gency exists
such a
acharacter
character as
service
continuous service
to require
require the continuous
as to
of such
exists of
gency
of all
all the
members of
Metropolitan police
force and
the memmemand the
police force
the Metropolitan
of the
the members
of
bers of
of the
the fire
department, the
major and
superintendent of police
and superintendent
the major
fire department,
bers
and
engineer of
have authority,
authority,
shall have
department shall
the fire
fire department
of the
chief engineer
and the
the chief
and
shall be
be their
their duty,
to suspend
suspend and
of
the granting of
discontinue the
and discontinue
duty, to
it shall
and it
the said
said one
day off
offe in
the continuation
continuation of such
during the
in seven
seven during
one day
the
emergency.
emergency.
UNITED
STATES PARK
POLICE.
PARK POLICE.
UNITED STATES

Bicycle mounts.
Bicycle

Motor cycle service.
service.

Fire department salaries fixed.
aries
Rates.
Post,
7.52.
p. 752.
Post, p.

Police and
and firemen
firemen
granted one
one day off
off
granted
each week in lieu of
each
Sundays.
Sundays.

Proviso.
Proviso.

Suspended in
in case
case of
Suspended
emergency.
an emergency.

police.
Park police.
in
officer in
Under oMeer

• S
EC. 4.
That the
the United
States park
park police
police shall
CI targe of
of!public buildbuil(t.
the charge
shall be under the
United States
4. That
SEC.
and grounds.
build - ings and grounds.
charge and control of the officer in charge of public buildexclusive charge
ings
under the
the general
direction of the
the Chief of En- C o m p osition and
general direction
grounds, under
and grounds,
ings and
gineers, United
United States
States Army.
Army. It
It shall
consist of
forceand
active officer of grades ofof force.
of an active
shall consist
gineers,
the
the War
War Department,
Department, one
one lieulieuby the
detailed by
Army, detailed
States Army,
United States
the United
tenant
corresponding to
(Metropolilieutenant (Metropoliof lieutenant
that of
to that
grade corresponding
with grade
tenant with
p.674.
tan police),
first sergeant,
sergeants with
grade correspondcorrespond- Pog,
Post, p.674.
with grade
five sergeants
sergeant, five
one first
police), one
tan
ing
to
that
of
sergeant
(Metropolitan
police),
and
fifty-four
priing to that of sergeant (Metropolitan police), and fifty-four privates, all
of whom
served three
three years
to be
grade
be with
with grade
years to
have served
shall have
whom shall
all of
vates,
corresponding to
to private,
private, class
class 3
all of
of whom
whom
police);;all
3 (Metropolitan
(Metropolitan police)
corresponding
shall
have served
served one
to be
be with
with grade
grade corresponding
corresponding to
private,
to private,
year to
one year
shall have
class
(Metropolitan police)
and all
shall have
less
served less
have served
whom shall
all of
of whom
police);;and
2 (Metropolitan
class 2
than one
one year
grade corresponding
corresponding to
to private,
1
class 1
private, class
with grade
to be
be with
year to
than
(Metropolitan
Salaries.
Salaries.
(Metropolitan police).
police).
S
EC. 5.
the annual
salaries of
the members
members of
of the
the United
United
of the
annual salaries
5. That
That the
SEO.
States park
police force
be as
follows: Lieutenant,
Lieutenant, $2,700;
$2,700;
as follows:
shall be
force shall
park police
States
first
sergeant,
$2,400;
sergeants,
$2,300
each;
privates,
class
3,
$2,000
$2,000
3,
class
privates,
each;
$2,300
sergeants,
$2,400;
sergeant,
first
each;
,800 each;
each; privates,
1, $1,700
$1,700 each.
Uniforms,
eq pequipUniforms,
class 1,
privates, class
$1,800
2, $1
class 2,
privates, class
each; privates,
SEC. 6.
the members
of the
United States
States park
park police
police force
force ment, etc., to be furthe United
members of
That the
6. That
SEC.
nished.
shall
means of
of transportation,
transportation, and
and nieb.11
uniforms, means
with uniforms,
be furnished
furnished with
shall be
such
may be
the proper
performproper performfor the
necessary for
be necessary
as may
equipment as
other equipment
such other
transportation
ance of
of their
their duties,
duties including
badges, revolvers,
MotransartatIces
ammunition; orMotor
and ammunition;
revolvers, and
including badges
ance
sperintendent.
the United
United States
detailed as
as superintendent
superintendent of
of the for saPerin
officer detailed
Army officer
States Army
the
United
police, who
on official
business motor
motor
official business
use on
shall use
who shall
park police,
States park
United States
transportation
furnished and
and maintained
himself, shall
receive
shall receive
maintained by himself,
transportation furnished
45822°-25t--14
45822°-25t-14
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an extra
of not
not to
to exceed
exceed $480
$480 .per
annum. Members
Members
per annum.
compensation of
an
extra compensation
detailed to
to motor-cycle
service shall
shall each
each receive
an extra
extra compensacompensareceive an
motor-cycle service
detailed
tion of
of $120
$120 per
per annum.
tion
annum.
Entitled
SEC.
Act
Entitled to
to benefits
benefits
SEC. 7. That under and in accordance
accordance with
with section 12 of the
the Act
of policemen
policemen and
and firefireof
men's
entitled
Act making
making appropriations
appropriations to
to provide
for the
the expenses
expenses
provide for
relef fund.
fund.
entitled "An
"An Act
men's relief
39,p.
ol. 39,
718.
of the
government of
Vol.
p. 718.
of
the government
of the
of Columbia
Columbia for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year
the District
District of
ending
June 30,
and for
for other
other purposes,"
purposes," approved
September
approved September
ending June
30, 1917,
1917, and
1,
1916, as
as amended,
amended, members
members of
the United
United States
police force
force
park police
of the
States park
1, 1916,
shall
be
entitled
to
all
the
benefits
of
relief
and
retirement
therein
therein
retirement
and
relief
of
the
benefits
to
all
be
entitled
shall
required
aymnt
Payments required.
authorized
payment by
by each
each member
member into
into the
the policemen
policemen
authorized upon
upon the
the payment
and firemen's
firemen's relief
relief fund,
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, of
of an
an amount
amount equal
equal
and
fund, District
to
centum of
of the
the total
total basic
salary received
received by
by him
him since
since
to 1
1J per
per centum
basic salary
September 1,
1, 1916,
1916, as
as a
member of
of such
such United
United States
park police
police
September
a member
States park
force, and
watchman of
the United
United States
in any
any public
public square
square
ose.
p
force,
and as
as a
a watchman
of the
States in
Provisos.
Member
serve on
on or
or reservation
reservation in
in the
the District
District of
That a
amemmemof Columbia:
Columbia: Provided,
Provided, That
Member to
to serve
reef
board.
ber of the United
relief board.
United States park
park police force, to be designated
designated by
by the
the
officer in
of public
public buildings
and grounds,
grounds, shall
shall be
be aa memmemofficer
in charge
charge of
buildings and
ber of
of the
police and
firemen's retirement
retirement and
relief board
in all
all
ber
the police
and firemen's
and relief
board in
of the United States
cases
cases of
of relief
relief and
and retirement
retirement of members
members of
States park
from po
police
Proportions
Proportions from
li ce
District and
United
and United
District

Provided further,
force
and
offth
thee White House
f
orce an
do
House police force: Provided
further,
July 1, 1924, appropriations
appropriations to pay
pay relief and
Statesrevenuesforrelief
Statesrevenuesforrelief That on and after
after July
and
funds, etc.
funds,
etc.
other allowances
allowances authorized
authorized by said section 12 of the Act of
of SepSeptember 1,
be paid
60 per
from the
of the
the
tember
1, 1916,
1916, shall
shall be
paid 60
per centum
centum from
the revenues
revenues of
District of Columbia
Columbia and 40 per centum from
revenues of
of the
District
from the
the revenues
the
July
1,2
on
and
after
further,
That
Deductions
hereafter
United
States:
And
And
provided
provided
further,
and
after
1
United
States:
hafter
Domedpuci
from police saltutes.
1924
1924, the rate of deduction from
from the monthlv
monthly salary
salary of members
members of
of
the Metropolitan
Metropolitan police force, United States
States Park
Park police,
police, and
and the
the
White
House
police
force shall
be 2.
2* per
centum: .And
provided
White
House
police
force
shall
be
per
centum:
And
provided
Other credits to fund
conteued.
t'ton
d
further, That such monthly deductions
continued.
further,
deductions and other
other moneys now
authorized
by law to be
be credited
credited to
authorized by
to the
the policemen
policemen and
and firemen's
firemen's
relief
fund shall
be so
relief fund
shall continue
continue to
to be
so credited.
credited.
Refund
topd^
park
SEC
the refund
in section
section 11
11 of
of the
the Act
Act
for in
provided for
refund provided
8. That
That the
to to police
ckvpi SEC.
ofoRfndS
sums paid
civil
,
. "8
serviceretirementfund.
"An Act
Act for
for the
serviceretirement
fund. entitled "An
the retirement
retirement of
employees in
in the
the classified
of employees
classified
ol. 41,
p.619.
civil service,
service, and
and for other purposes,"
Vol.
41, P.
619.
civil
purposes," approved
approved May 22,
22, 1920, as
as
amended, shall be paid to all members
members of the United
United States
States park
park
police force, who, on the date on which
which the provisions
provisions of this Act
Act
become effective
effective are entitled
become
entitled to
to such
such refund,
by reason
contriburefund, by
reason of
of contributions previously made by
by them
to the civil service retirement
retirement fund.
them to
fund.
Special
policemen,
S
EC
9
That
the
officer
in
charge
of
public
buildings
and
grounds
and
grounds,
of
public
buildings
the
officer
in
charge
SEC.
9.
That
,
fmnpa
Wt
oit
wi thout pay, authorized
duty in
ized for
for duty
in parks,
parks, in
n his discretion,
discretion, may appoint
appoint special policemen,
policemen, without
without compensacompensaetc.
etc.
tion,
for duty
duty in
connection with
the policing
tion, for
in connection
with the
policing of the public
public parks
and other reservations
reservations under
jurisdiction within
under his jurisdiction
within the District
District of
of
Powers, etc.
Columbia, such special policemen
policemen to have
powers and perPowers,
etc.
have the same powers
perform the
the same
same duties
duties as
as the
the United
United States
States park
police and
Metropark police
and the
the Metropolitan police
police of
of said
said District
to be
be subject
subject to
politan
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, and
and to
to
Prods°
• •
i i limited.
Chief of
Engineers may
prescribe: Provided,
Prov ided,
Jurisdction
limited. such
such regulationsasthe
regulations as the Chief
of Engineers
may prescribe:
That the jurisdiction and police power
power of such special policemen
policemen
shall be restricted
the public
restricted to the
public parks
parks and
other reservations
reservations under
under
and other
the
control of
the control
the officer
officer in
in charge
charge of
of public
buildings and
and grounds.
grounds.
of the
public buildings
salaries herein
Salaries
effective from
SEC. 10. That
herein provided
provided for shall
shall be payable
That the
the salaries
Jaiieseectivr
July
1, 1924.
on and after July
July 1,
on
1, 1924.
1924.
Approved,
May 27,
Approved, May
1924.
27, 1924.
j

t on

27, 1924.
May 27
1924.

flEf.
[H. R. 2887.]
287.1
[Public,
[Public, No.
149.1
No. 149.]

Be it
the Senate
Representatives of
of the
the
of Representatives
and House
House of
Senate and
by the
it enacted
enacted by
Be
aas
Indians,
States of
America in
assembled, That
period of
of America
ndia ns United
United States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
the period
of

Kanans

O
Okla.

CHAP. 200.—An
200.-An Act
restriction
CHAP.
Act To
To authorize the extension
extension of the period of restriction
against alienation
homestead allotments
against
alienation on the homestead
allotments made to members
members of
of the Kansas
Kansas
or Kaw Tribe of Indians
Indians in
in Oklahoma.
Oklahoma.
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I. Css.
OHS. 200-202.
200-202.
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Alienation restri crestricAlienation
restriction against
alienation on
homestead lands
lands allotted
to mem- tions
allotted to
on homestead
against alienation
restriction
to,
on allotments
continued
another
another
for
continued
the
bers
of
the
Kansas
or
Kaw
Tribe
of
Indians
in
Oklahoma,
under
the
under
Oklahoma,
in
Indians
of
Tribe
bers of the Kansas or Kaw
y years.
Io 32,years.
p
twnty
provisions of
of the
the agreement
agreement with
with said
said tribe of Indians as ratified and twcn
provisions
confirmed
by
the
Act
of
Congress
of
July
1,
1902
(Thirty-second
confirmed by the Act of Congress of July 1, 1902 (Thirty-second
Statutes
at Large,
page 636),
be, and
is hereby,
hereby, extended for aaperiod
and is
636), be,
Large, page
Statutes at
of
years from
from January
1928: Provided,
That the
the extension
extension .
to coAloents
Provided, That
1, 1928:
January 1,
Alagg ints to
cornof twenty
twenty years
petents not affected.
affected.
authorized
by this
this Act
Act shall
shall not
affect the
the homestead
homestead allotment of petentsnot
not affect
authorized by
any
member of
Tribe who
been or
or may
may be declared to
has been
who has
Kaw Tribe
the Kaw
of the
any member
be
competent by
of the
the Interior, after proper inquiry
Secretary of
the Secretary
by the
be competent
e

t

1r

6.

s

il etc.,
may deem Oil,
as he
and investigation
such manner
he may
manner as
in such
conditions in
of conditions
etc., production
production
investigation of
and
taxable
by the
the State.
State.
by
taxable
and
gas
and
oil
of
necessary:
Provided
further
!
That
the
production
of
oil
production
the
That
further,
necessary: Provided
other
minerals on
on such
such restricted
restricted lands may be taxed by the State of
other minerals
unrestricted
Oklahoma in
all respects
production on unrestricted
as production
same as
the same
respects the
in all
Oklahoma
authorized
lands,
and
the
Secretary
of
the
Interior
is
hereby
authorized
and
Interior
the
of
Secretary
the
and
lands,
directed
paid the
assessed against the royalty
so assessed
tax so
the tax
be paid
to be
cause to
to cause
directed to
interests
of the
respective Indian
owners in such production
production from the
Indian owners
the respective
interests of
held under his No lien, etc., on
royalties
or
from
any
other
individual
Indian
funds
Indian
individual
other
any
from
or
royalties
property of Indian
land: Provided,
supervision belonging
to the
owner of
of the
the land:
Provided, prperty
Indian owner
the Indian
belonging to
supervision
owner.
w n
er
o
of
charge
or
however,
That
such
tax
shall
not
become
a
lien
any
a
become
not
however, That such tax shall
kind or
or character
character against
against the land or other property of the Indian
kind
owner.
Sale
restricted alSale of restricted
pp
on approval
lom
is hereby, lotments
and he
SEc.
That the
the Secretary
of the
the Interior
Interior be,
be, and
he is
Secretary of
2. That
SEC. 2.
of
Secretary.
of
Seretary.
restricted
authorized, when
it would
would be
for the
interests of aa restricted
best interests
the best
be for
when it
authorized,
Kaw
homestead allotment
allotment under
his homestead
of his
sale of
the sale
permit the
to permit
Indian, to
Kaw Indian,
and
prescribe
such
rules
and
regulations
as
prescribe
upon
such terms
terms
may
he
as
regulations
and
rules
such
as
he may approve.
as he
Approved,
May 27, 1924.
Approved, May
CHAP. 201.-An
201.—An Act
Act To
of Jewett
Wisof Wiswest of
Street west
Jewett Street
name of
the name
change the
To change
CHAP.
consin
Avenue to
to Cathedral
Cathedral Avenue.Publi,
Avenue.
consin Avenue

May 27,
27, 1924.
[H. R. 66281
[H
[Public, No. 150.1

-i628-

No. 10.

Be it
the Senate
of the
Columbia.
Districtcf
the District
Representatives of
of Representatives
House of
of Columbia.
and House
Senate and
by the
it enacted
enacted by
Be
Jewett Street changed
United
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
the
name
Jewettstreetchanged
name
the
That
assembled,
Congress
in
America
of
States
United
to Cathedral Avenue.
of
the street
now known
known as
Jewett Street west
Wisconsin Avenue
Avenue to Cathedral Avenue.
of Wisconsin
west of
as Jewett-Street
street now
of the
be, and
and the
the same
same is
is hereby,
to Cathedral
Avenue, and the
Cathedral Avenue,
changed to
hereby, changed
be,
surveyor
of the
the District
District of
of Columbia
is hereby
hereby directed
enter
directed to enter
Columbia is
surveyor of
such
records of
his office.
of his
the records
on the
change on
such change
Approved,
May 27, 1924.
Approved, May

CHAP. 202.—An
To regulate
practice of
of optometry
optometry in the District
the practice
regulate the
Act To
202.-An Act
CHAP.

of
Columbia.
of Columbia.

May 28,
1924.
28, 1924.
May

[R. R. 32361
[Public,
151.
No. 1511
[ublic, No.

[. R. 3238.1

Representatives of the District of Columbia.
Be
it enacted
the Senate
and House
Howe of Representatives
Senate and
by the
enacted by
Be it
Optometry.
United
States of
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the practice Practice
in Congress
of America
United States
of, defined.
principles
optical
of
optometry
is
defined
to
be
the
application
of
prmciplas
application
the
be
to
defined
is
of optometry
the
through technical
technical methods
methods and
devices in
examination of the
in the examination
and devices
through
defects,
human
eye
for
the
purpose
of
determining
defects,
and
the
visual
determining
of
human eye for the purpose
withadaptation
Practicing, etc., withPracticing,
lenses for the aid and relief thereof.
of lenses
adaptation of
out a
license, unlawful.
unlawful
a license,
S
EC. 2.
2. That
after six
from the passage
passage of this Act out
months from
six months
and after
on and
That on
SEC.
it shall
shall be
be unlawful
unlawful for
any person
the District of Columbia to
in the
person in
for any
it
engage in
in the
practice of
or represents
represents himsPlf
himself to be aa
optometry or
of optometry
the practice
engage
by an examinadetermine
practitioner
of
optometry,
or
attempt
to
determine
examinaattempt
or
practitioner of optometry,
tion of
the eyes
of eyeglasses
eyeglasses required by any person, or
kind of
the kind
eyes the
of the
tion
represents
himself to
be a
alicensed
licensed optometrist
optometrist when not so licensed,
licensed,
to be
represents himself
examining
of
or
to
represent
himself
as
capable
of
examining the eyes of any percapable
as
himself
or to represent
son for
of fitting
fitting glasses
hereinafter
those hereinafter
excepting those
glasses, excepting
purpose of
the purpose
for the
son
comexempted, unless
unless he
shall have
requirements and cornfulfilled the requirements
have fulfilledthe
he shall
exempted,
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plied
with the
the conditions
of this
this Act
Act and
shall have
a
have obtained
obtained a
and shall
conditions of
plied with
license from
from the
the District
of Columbia
of Optometry,
Optometry, created
created
Board of
Columbia Board
District of
license
False impersonation,
False
impersonaton, by this Act; nor shall it be lawful for any person in the District of
failure to register, etc.,
that he
is a
a lawful
holder of
license as
as
of aa license
lawful holder
he is
represent that
olumbia to represent
unlawful. regter, etc., Columbia
unla
provided by
Act when
in fact
fact he
he is
not such
such lawful
holder, or
or
lawful holder,
is not
when in
by this
this Act
provided
to impersonate
practitioner of
of optometry,
to
shall fail to
optometry, or shall
licensed practitioner
any licensed
to
impersonate any
Poet,
180.
register the certificate
certificate as provided in section 13 of this Act.
p. 180.
Post, p.
Puaishment
vioAny person violating any of the provisions
provisions of this Act shall be
ishment for
for vilations.
sght
it beof a
mn
isd
ntie
o
o
n
nv
fo
ier
tit
o
h
neffirst
fi
or
rstanoffense
offense
for
the
and upon conviction
aedmisdemeanor,
guilty
suben tha
an
n $500,
507,oand
a
nnci
coupon
u
np
vi
o
e conviction for any subthan
shall be fined not more
sequent
offense
shall
be
fined
not
less
than
$500
nor
more
0.,000,
$1,000,
than
sequent offense shall be fined not less than $500 nor more
or
less than
than three months nor
not less
be imprisoned
imprisoned in the District jail not
or be
more than
more
than one year, or both, in the discretion of the court.
Board of Optometry.
S
EC. 3.
That the
Commissioners of
of the
Columbia shall
shall
of Columbia
District of
the District
the Commissioners
3. That
SEC.
oftrby
Appointment of,
by
Appointment
Commission- appoint a
a
Board of Optometry
Optometry consisting
consisting of five persons, such perDistrict commissionfurnished
ers from list furnished
sons and
thereafter appointed
hereinafter provided
for to
to be
provided for
as hereinafter
appointed as
by
Optometric
So- sons
and those
those thereafter
by
Optometric
ciety.
ciety.
a majority vote
selected from a
alist of ten optometrists
optometrists submitted by a
at
Columbia Optometric
of the
the District of Columbia
meeting of
regular meeting
some regular
at some
Qualifications.
Qualifications.
a citizen of the United States, over
Society, each of whom shall be a
the
age of
of twenty-one
actually engaged in the practice of
twenty-one years, actually
the age
1 of this Act, and who shall have
177
defined in section 1
Ante, p.. 177.
optometry as defined
been engaged
continuous practice of the same in
and continuous
the actual and
been
engaged in the
the
preceding his
three years next preceding
Columbia for at least three
of Columbia
District of
the District
Terms
Optometry shall be so appointed
of first apap- appointment.
Terms of
appointment. The said Board of Optometry
appointed
pointees.
pointees.
within
approval of
of this Act, and of the first
within thirty
thirty days
days after
after the
the approval
appointees the
designate two, who shall
said commissioners
commissioners shall designate
the said
appointees
serve
for a
a term
term of
of two years, and one
two for aaterm
one year,
year, two
term of
of one
serve for
appointment, and
years from the date of said appointment,
for aa term of three years
Subsequent.
thereafter the commissioners
commissioners shall appoint successors to
each year thereafter
Subsequent.
those whose terms expire as members of said board to serve for aaterm
resignation, or removal of any
of three years; and in case of death, resignation,
vacancy for the unexpired term shall be filled by the
the vacancy
member the
commissioners in the same manner as other appointments.
appointments.
said commissioners
Qualifying oath.
oath.
Each appointee to the Board of Optometry
Optometry as hereinbefore
hereinbefore profifteen days from the date of his appointvided for shall, within fifteen
following oath of office before any
subscribing to the following
ment, qualify by subscribing
officer
authorized to administer
administer oaths in the District of Columbia:
Columbia:
officer authorized
swear that IIwill faithfully, impartially,
impartially, with fidelity,
""I
I do solemnly swear
and according
according to law, perform the duties of a
amember of the Board
of Optometry
Optometry of the District of Columbia,
Columbia, to the best of my ability,
so help me God."
Certificate
of apUpon
commissioners, they shall
Upon such oath being filed with the commissioners,
pcttieate of appointment.
issue to said member a
acertificate
certificate of his appointment.
appointment.
Removal, etc.
The commissioners
commissioners are herewith vested with authority to remove from office at any time any member of said board for neglect
neglect
of
incompetency, improper
improper conduct,
of duty, incompetency,
conduct, or when
when the license
license to
to
practice optometry
optometry of any member of said board shall have been
been
suspended or
revoked.
or revoked.
suspended
Organization,
Organization, etc.
etc.
SEC.
SEc. 4. That the first meeting of the Bpard of Optometry
within thirty
created
under the
shall be held within
of this Act shall
the provisions
provisions of
created under
days
of appointment,
appointment, at which
which meeting
meeting and
and at each
each
days from the
the date
date of
annual
members shall organize
organize by electing
electing
annual meeting thereafter
thereafter the members
a president,
president, vice president, and aa secretary-treasurer,
secretary-treasurer, who shall
a
hold office for one year or until their respective successors have
Meetings.
Meetings.
been appointed
appointed and have qualified. Said board shall hold its meetbeen
ings at
end of
every six
six months
months thereafter
ings
at the
the end
of every
thereafter at
at such
such hour
hour and
and
place as it may designate
designate for
of applicants
for the
the examination
examination of
applicants for
for
license to practice
practice optometry
optometry in the District of Columbia. and for
the transaction
transaction of such other business as may legally come before
it; and may hold such additional
additional meetings -upon the call of the
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president of the said board, or
or upon
upon a
call of
the
president
a call
of a
a majority
majority of
of the
members
members of the board as the same become
become necessary
necessary for the examination of applicants for licenses or for carrying into effect
effect the
amination
provisions of this Act. If
provisions
If the date of any of said meetings shall
fall upon aa Sunday
Sunday or a
a legal holiday, said meeting shall be held
on the first business day thereafter.
thereafter.
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Three members
members of
shall constitute
the Quorum.
Quorim.
Three
of the
the board
board shall
constitute aa quorum
quorum for
for the
transaction
transaction of business, and should a
a quorum not be present on the
day appointed
appointed for any meeting
meeting those present may adjourn from
from
day
until a
be present.
present.
day to
to day
day until
a quorum
quorum be
SEC. 5.
5. That
the board
authority and
and it
it shall
be its
its tioBns:.a
ti o.
T.,.r: laws and
and regulaSEC.
That the
board shall
regula
shall have
have authority
shall be
duty
duty to
to make
make all
all by-laws
by-laws and necessary
necessary regulations
regulations for the proper
proper
discharge of its duties, and
discharge
and submit
submit same to the Commissioners of the
District of
of Columbia
Columbia for approval.
approval.
Secretary-treasurer.
Secnreqtarurea.urer
SEC.
SEC. 6. That before
before entering
entering upon the discharge
discharge of the duties
duties Bond
required.
of his office the secretary-treasurer
secretary-treasurer of the board shall give such bond
bond
for the performance
performance of his duties as the Commissioners
Commissioners of the District of Columbia
Columbia shall require, the premium of
of such bond
bond to
to be
paid
from the
the board.
board.
paid from
the funds
funds in
in the
the possession
possession of
of the
Compensation,
etc.,
fromrondso
SEC.
secretary-treasurer shall receive as compensaSEC. 7. That the secretary-treasurer
compensa- from
funds of boato.
board.
services an annual salary to be determined
determined by the board,
tion for his services
which salary and all other expenses of the board necessary
necessary in
in
which
carrying out the provisions
carrying
provisions of this Act shall be paid from the funds
in the custody of the secretary-treasurer
secretary-treasurer for the use of the board
upon requisition signed by the secretary-treasurer
secretary-treasurer and countersigned by
by the
president of
of the
the board:
board; and
on the
of June
June b
rm
signed
the president
and on
the 30th
30th day
day of
bers
e
P
rsafrom
iLmnaesurpluse
if any surplus remains the members of the board shall
of each year if
reasonable compensation
be paid such reasonable
compensation out of the funds in the cusCommissioners of the District of Columbia
tody of the board as the Commissioners
Proviso.
Provided, however, That
and Lmit.
Limit.
may determine: Provided,
That said
said compensation
compensation and
expenses
shall not exceed
under
expenses shall
exceed the amount received
received by the board under
the
the provisions of
of this
this Act.
S
EC. 8.
8. That
That the
District Board
of Optometry
Optometry shall
shall have
anetc.Sea,
Seal, record,
SEC.
the District
Board of
have an
recordetc.
official
seal and
and shall
record of
proceedings, aa record
record of
official seal
shall keep
keep a
a record
of its proceedings,
registered
registered optometrists
optometrists and of licenses by it revoked. Its records
shall be open to public inspection between the hours of nine and
and
three o'clock of any business day, and it shall keep on file all exa period of one year after each examination.
examination.
amination papers for a
entry in such records, certified by the secretaryA
A transcript of an entry
treasurer, under
the seal
board, shall
shall be
prima facie
facie evidence
evidence Annual
treasurer,
under the
seal of
of the
the board,
be prima
nnual repo
reprt
rt to
of
stated. The
The board
shall on
on or
before the
the 10th
10th Commissioners.
cominissionei
or before
board shall
of the
the facts
facts therein
therein stated.
day
each year
year make
make aareport to
to the Commissioners of the
day of July in each
District of Columbia of its official acts during the preceding twelve
and disbursements,
disbursements, and
receipts and
June 30, and of its receipts
months ending June
a
conditions pertaining to optometry
complete report of the conditions
a full and complete
in the District of Columbia.
S
EC. 9.
9. That
on and
and after
from the
the passage
passage of
authority
Examinpra
toations
ctice.for
SEC.
That on
after six
six months
months from
of this
this athoritytopractice.
Act,
desiring to practice
2 hereof, every person desiring
Act, as set forth in section 2
optometry,
optometry, or, if now in practice,
practice, to continue the practice thereof,
except as herein otherwise provided,
provided, shall take an examination as
requirements as in
provided in this Act and shall fulfill the other requirements
this Act
Act provided.
this
provided.ed
eaminSEC. 10.
any person
person who
has been
been engaged
engaged in
in the
practice of
examinaSEC.
10. That
That any
the practice
of tioLimited
who has
for present
pracoptometry
for at
at least
full years
years (one
(one of
been tions
titimers'
for present
titioners.
of which
which must
must have
have been
least two
two full
optometry for
in
Columbia), immediately
immediately prior to the passage of
of
in the District
District of
of Columbia),
good
this Act, who is more than twenty-one
twenty-one years
years of age and of good
moral character,
character, shall be entitled to take the limited examination
examination
covering
the following
only:
Subjects.
nubjects.
covering the
following only:
(a) The limitations of the sphere of optometry.
(a)
(b) The essential
essential scientific instruments used in optometry.
(b)
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(c) The
form and
of lenses
used in
optometry.
in optometry.
lenses used
power of
and power
The form
(c)
(d) A
A correct
correct method
of measuring
measuring hypermetropia,
hypermetropia, myopia,
asmyopia, asmethod of
(d)
tigmatism, and
presbyopia.
and presbyopia.
tigmatism,
(e)
The writing
writing of
formulas or
or prescriptions
prescriptions for
for the
adaptation
the adaptation
of formulas
(e) The
of
in aid
aid, of
of vision.
vision.
of lenses
lenses in

Any person
person who
previously taken
the limited
limited examination
examination and
and
taken the
who has
has previously
Any

received certificate
certificate of
of the
herein provided
may also,
also, if he
provided may
the same
same as
as herein
received
so desires,
desires, take
the standard
standard examination
examination at
any provisions
provisions
any time,
time, any
at any
take the
so
in
section 11
11 hereof
to the
contrary notwithstanding:
Provided,
notwithstanding: Provided,
the contrary
hereof to
in section
however, That
That failure
failure to
to pass
pass the
the standard
standard examination
after having
having
examination after
however,
qualified
under the
the limited
as in
in this
this paragraph
paragraph set
set
examination as
limited examination
qualified under
forth shall
shall not
not disqualify
disqualify him
lawful practitioner.
practitioner.
a lawful
as a
him as
forth

of
of twenty-one
twenty-one years,
SEC. 11.
person over
the age
age of
years, of
over the
any person
11. That
That any
SEC.
good moral
moral character,
character, who
preliminary education
equivaeducation equivaa preliminary
had a
who has
has had
good

a two years' course in aafirst-grade high-school
fent to a
lent
high-school (which shall
shall
be determined
either by
examination or
certificate acceptable
acceptable to
to
or by
by certificate
by examination
determined either
be
the
board as
work done
done in
and who
who
institution), and
approved institution),
in such
such approved
as to
to work
the board
is
graduate of
in good
(as dedestanding (as
good standing
optometry in
of optometry
school of
of a
a school
is aa graduate
termined
board and
course in
optometry
in optometry
maintains aacourse
which maintains
and which
by the
the board
termined by
of
less than
than one
thousand hours),
hours), shall
be entitled
the
to take the
entitled to
shall be
one thousand
not less
of not

standard
Such standard
standard examination
of
shall consist
consist of
examination shall
examination. Such
standard examination.
tests
tests inbinPractical
(a)
1
Practical
Theoretic optics.
optometry.
b) Theoretic optometry.
c Anatomy
and physiology
physiology and
and such
pathology as may be
such pathology
Anatomy and
c)
applied to
to optometry.
optometry.
applied
(d)
Practical optometry.
optometry.
(d) Practical
(e)
Theoretic and
and physiologic
physiologic optics.
(e) Theoretic
Subsequent
SEC.
EC. 12.
12. That
That the
the approval
approval of
changes
ubsequent changes
the board,
board, with
with the
of the
the Commissioners
Commissioners
of educationald standn
alter,
of
of Columbia,
authorized and
to alter,
empowered to
and empowered
is authorized
Columbia, is
ards
District of
of the
the District
afds permitted.
permitte
amend, and
otherwise change
change the
educational standards
standards at any time,
the educational
and otherwise
amend,
but
altering, amending,
or changing
changing said standards the board
amending, or
but in
in altering,
shall not
not be
lower the
same below
the standards
standards herein
herein
below the
the same
to lower
permitted to
be permitted
shall
set forth.
forth.
Applications to
Applications
to be
SEC.
S
EE. 13. That every person
person desiring to be licensed as in this Act
filed.
upon
of the
secretary-treasurer of
Requirements.
provided shall
shall file
file with
with the
the board
board upon
the secretary-treasurer
provided
Requirements.
appropriate
to be
furnished by
secretary-treasurer an
by said secretary-treasurer
be furnished
blank to
appropriate blank
application
recommendation of two reputable
accompanied by the recommendation
application accompanied
citizens,
entitled the
by oath,
oath, setting forth the facts which entitled
verified by
citizens, verified
applicant to
to examination
and license
under the
the provisions
of this
this
provisions of
license under
examination and
examination applicant
second examination
Second
allowed on failure at
hold at
least two
two examinations
at Act.
Act. The
The said
said board
board shall
shall hold
at least
examinations each
each year.
year.
allowel
first.
first.
In case
case of
of failure at any standard
standard examination
examination the applicant,
applicant, after
after
the
expiration of
of six
years, shall
shall have
have the
the
two years,
six months
months and
and within
within two
the expiration
privilege
examination by
the
by the
the board
board without the
taking aa second examination
privilege of taking
failure at the limited exof an additional
additional fee.
fee. In case of failure
payment of
applicant shall, after the
amination hereinbefore
amination
hereinbefore provided
provided for the applicant
expiration of six
privilege
and within two
two years, have the privilege
expiration
six months
months and
of taking a
a second examination without the payment of an additional fee.
fee.
License to practice
Every applicant
applicant who
examination or the
standard examination
the standard
pass the
shall pass
who shall
Every
practice
gicenen
given
on tp
passage
of
examination,
examination, etc.
et.
limited examination, as the case may be, and who shall otherwise
receive from the said
comply with the provisions of this Act, shall receive
board under
under its
its seal
seal aalicense
license entitling
entitling him
him to
to practice
practice optometry
optometry in
board
in
the
registered in
be duly registered
Columbia, which license shall be
the District of Columbia,
a record book to be properly
a
properly kept by the secretary-treasurer
secretary-treasurer of the
inspection;
board for that purpose which shall
shall be open to public
public inspection;
Certified
Certified copy
copy to be
be and a
a duly certified
certified copy of said record
record shall be recorded in the
recorded
recorded in
in office of
of
of Columbia,
office of
of the
District of
Columbia,
the District
Court of
Supreme Court
the Supreme
of the
clerk of
District su-- clerk's
clerk's office
of District
cler
preme court.
preme
court,
and shall be admitted as prima facie evidence in all courts of the
the
District of Columbia
Columbia in the trial of any cause, and it
it shall be the
Tesfor.

Tests
Tests for.
for.
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duty of the clerk of the Supreme Court of the District of Columbia
to
special book
book for
to keep
keep aa special
for the
the purpose
purpose of
of recording
recording said
said licenses,
licenses,
Fee for certificate
of
ii
and
shall, upon
upon application
the payment
payment of
of aa fee
50 record.
record.
and shall,
application and
and by
by the
fee of
of 50
cents, deliver to any person
person applying therefor
therefor a
a certificate
certificate that the
the
license
has been
in compliance
the provisions
this
license has
been recorded
recorded in
compliance with
with the
provisions of
of this
License to be disAct. Each
person to
to whom
certificate of
of license
be issued
by played, etc.,
Act.
Each person
whom aacertificate
license shall be
issued by
etc., by pradi
practitioner.
said board shall keep
keep same displayed in a
a conspicuous
conspicuous place in his titioner.
principal office
office or place of business wherein
wherein said person shall pracwhenever required, exhibit
tice optometry,
optometry, and shall, whenever
exhibit the said
said certificate to
to any
or agent
the board.
board.
tificate
any member
member or
agent of
of the
Fees authorized.
nnuathried.
SEC.
14. That the
the said board
board shall charge
charge the
the following
following fees for Annual.
SEC. 14.
examinations,
renewals of certificates: The sum
examinations, registrations, and renewals
examination. Every registered
registered
of $25 for a
a standard or a
a limited examination.
optometrist who desires
optometrist
desires to continue
continue the
the practice
practice of
of optometry
optometry shall
shall
annually, on
on or
or before
before the
the 10th day
day of January
January of
of each
each year,
year, pay
pay to
to
secretary-treasurer of the
renewal registration
the secretary-treasurer
the board
board aarenewal
registration fee to be
be
fixed annually
annually by
the board,
board, not
to exceed
exceed $10,
he shall
fixed
by the
not to
$10, for
for which
which he
shall License
revoked if
License revoked if
receive
his certificate.
case of
the annual
receive aa renewal
renewal of
of his
certificate. In
In case
of neglect
neglect to
paid.
to pay
pay the
annualfeenot
fee not paid.
registration fee as herein provided the board shall have
renewal registration
authority to revoke such license and the holder thereof may be reinstated by complying
complying with the conditions
conditions specified
specified in this section,
to delinquent.
Noticetodelinquent.
may be
giving sixty
sixty days'
days' Notice
but no
license or
be revoked
revoked without
without giving
but
no license
or permit
permit may
notice to the delinquent,
delinquent, but the board shall only have the right to
renew such license on the payment of the renewal fee with penalty
Proviso.
of $5:
$5: Provided,
of not
of
Provided, That
That retirement
retirement from
from practice
practice for
for a
a period
period of
not Rnewa
Renewal after
after retire.
retirement.
exceeding five years shall not deprive
deprive the holder of said license of the mentexceeding
right to renew the same upon the payment of the fee herein
herein required.
required.
Form of seal and
SEC. 15.
That the
the board
board shall
shall adopt
adopt a
a seal
and license of
of suitable
SEC.
15. That
seal and
suitable lice
license. of sel and
design and shall have an office in the District of Columbia where examinations shall be held and where
where all of the permanent
permanent records
records
shall be
be kept.
kept.
shall
Licenses may be reSEC. 16.
That the
the board
in its
refuse to
SEC.
16. That
board may
may in
its discretion
discretion refuse
to grant
grant a
a fused,
caceled, etc.
fused, canceled,
etc.
license to any applicant
applicant and may cancel, revoke, or suspend the operation
eration of any license by it granted for any of the following reaReasons specified.
turpitude, habitual Reasonsspecified.
sons:
The conviction
crime involving
involving moral
moral turpitude,
sons: The
conviction of
of crime
intellect
use of narcotics, or any other substance which impairs the intellect
incapacitate anyone for the Aide, p. 178.
and judgment to such an extent as to incapacitate
duties
of optometry,
or for
for a
conviction as
provided in
in section
section 2
2 of
of
P 178.
optometry, or
a conviction
as provided
duties of
this Act.
ea"'"r.
a license or who is Hearings.
SEC. 17. That any person who is the holder of a
SEC.
an applicant for aa license against whom any charges are preferred
a copy of the complaint
shall be furnished
furnished by the board with a
complaint and
before the board at which hearing
hearing he may be
shall have aa hearing before
represented by counsel. At such hearing witnesses
witnesses may be examined
examined
represented
accused respecting
respecting such charges;
charges; the board shall
for and against the accused
thereupon
thereupon pass
pass upon
upon said
said charges.
charges.
Issue
ithout examiexamiissue without
to holder
of
nation to
holder of
examined nation
SEC. 18.
18. That
That any applicant
applicant for aa license who has been examined
SEc.
State, etc., license.
by the
Board of
of Optometry
Optometry in
in any
any of
of the
States of
of the
States State, et., license.
the United
United States
the States
by
the Board
which
which through reciprocity
reciprocity similarly accredits
accredits the holder of a
alicense
issued by the Board of Optometry
Columbia to
Optometrv of the District of Columbia
the full privileges
privileges of practice
practice within such State may on the payment of a
a fee of $25
$25 to the said board and on filing in the office of
a true and attested copy of said license, certified by the
the board a
president and secretary-treasurer
showing the same
secretary-treasurer of the said board, showing
and also showing that the standard of requirements
requirements adopted and enforced by said board
board is equal to that provided by this Act, shall
without further examination
examination receive
receive the
license: Provided,
such Proviso.
without
the license:
Provided, That
That such
CPdion
Condition.
the
applicant has
has not
at any
any examination
examination held by the
previously failed
failed at
applicant
not previously
Board
Board of Optometry
Optometry of the District of Columbia.
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S
EC. 19.
nothing in this
construed as conferring
conferring
this Act shall be construed
19. That
That nothing
SEC.
on the
of any
any license
license issued
issued by
right to use
use any
any
the right
board the
by said
said board
the holder
holder of
e conferd hereby. on
title or
or any
or abbreviation
abbreviation indicating
indicating that
in the
the
engaged in
he is
is engaged
that he
word or
any word
title
practice
of
medicine,
surgery,
or
the
treatment
of
the
eye,
of
the
of
the
eye,
the
of
the
treatment
or
surgery,
of
medicine,
practice
diagnosis
diseases of
injuries to
to the
the human
human eye,
eye, or
or the
the writing
writing
or injuries
of or
of diseases
diagnosis of
or
issuing of
of prescriptions
the obtaining
drugs or
medicine in
in
or medicine
of drugs
obtaining of
for the
prescriptions for
or issuing
any form
for the
the treatment
treatment or
or examination
of the
the human
human eye.
eye.
examination of
any
form for
applyPersons
affected • ' S
EC. 20. That
the provisions
this Act shall not apply—
provisions of this
That the
SEC.
not affected.
Persons not
Practicing phYsioi(a)
physicians and
and surgeons
surgeons practicing
authority or
under authority
practicing under
To physicians
(a) To
physiiPracticing
sins
license
under the
the District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia for
for the
the
of the
the laws
laws of
issued under
license issued
ns and
surgeons.
and surgeons.
practice
medicine and
and surgery.
surgery.
of medicine
practice of
If only
dealers in
(b) To
persons selling
selling spectacles
spectacles and
and who
who do
do
eyeglasses and
(or) eyeglass
and (or)
To persons
in (b)
opl dealers
spectacles, etc.
the eye,
not
either directly
or indirectly
adapt them to the
eye,
to adapt
indirectly to
directly or
attempt either
not attempt
and who
do not
not practice
profess the practice of optometry.
or profess
practice or
who do
and
it
singular number
SEC.
21. That
That wherever
wherever in
in this
number is used it
Act the singular
this Act
Meaning of words.
SEC. 21.
shall
be interpreted
interpreted as
meaning either
either singular
or plural
compatible
if compatible
plural if
singular or
as meaning
shall be
when in this Act the maswith
the language
and when
used, and
language used,
of the
sense of
the sense
with the
culine gender
gender is
is used
be construed
as meaning
meaning also
the
also the
construed as
it shall
shall be
used it
culine
feminine
if not
not inconsistent
inconsistent with
such use.
use.
with such
gender if
feminine gender
vision
I.nvalidity
not
oftoany
affecei
pr
S
EC. 22.
provision of
or the application
application thereof
thereof to
to
Act, or
this Act,
of this
any provision
22. IfIf any
SEC.
notloaffect
visaion
circumstances, is held invalid, the remainder of the
any person or circumstances,
remainder of Act.
Act,
any
Act,
and the
the application
application of
other persons or cirsuch provision
provision to other
of such
Act, and
cumstances,
not be
be affected
thereby.
affected thereby.
shall not
cumstances, shall
Approved, May
28, 1924.
1924.
May 28,
Approved,

No
etc.,
No medical,
medical, etc.,
title conferred hereby.

May 28,
28, 1924.
May

[H. It.
68201
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[ai.
[Public, No.
No. 152.1
152.]
[Pubiic,

Navy Department
Department
Navy
and naval service appropriations.
propriations.

Secretary's
Office.
Secretary's Office.

CHAP.
Act Making
Making appropriations
appropriations for the Navy Department
Department and
203.-An Act
CHAP. 203.—An
the naval
naval service
for the
the fiscal
year ending
June 30,
1925, and
other purpurand for
for other
30, 1925,
ending June
fiscal year
service for
the
poses.

Be
by the
the Senate
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
and House
Senate and
enacted by
Be it
it enacted
following
United
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the following
of America in
United States
Treasury not othersums
appropriated, out
out of
of any
any money
in the
the Treasury
money in
are appropriated,
sums are
appropriated, for the Navy Department
Department and the naval service
wise appropriated,
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1925, namely:
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY.
SALARIES,
SECRETARY'S OFFICE,
NAVY DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
OFFICE, NAVY
SALARIES, SECRETARY'S

Secretary, Assistant,
Assistant,
and civilian personnel.

anecrtsry,

Prorimm.
Prris.
d
Salaries
limited to
Salaries limited

average rates under
average

Classification Act.
At.
Cilssificatpin
Vol. 42, p. 1488.

Not applicable
e to
ictal
clerical -mechanical
service.
not
serice.
Fixed salaries not
reduced.
reduced

clericalmlechan

t
Payments
at higher
higher
s at
rates permitted.

raymen

General Board.
Civilian
personnel.
Civilian personnel.

other
Secretary of
of the
the Navy,
Secretary, and other
$12,000; Assistant Secretary,
Navy, $12,000;
Secretary
accordance with the
personal
in the
the District
of Columbia
Columbia in accordance
District of
services in
personal services
Classification
$136,080; in all, $148,080:
$148,080: Provided,
Classification Act of 1923,
1923, $136,080;
Provided,
That in
appropriations or
of appropriations
appropriations
portions of
or portions
in expending
expending appropriations
That
contained
contained in this Act for the payment for personal
personal services
services in the
District of
of Columbia
Columbia in
accordance with
Act of
of
with the
the Classification
Classification Act
in accordance
District
1923,
of the
salaries of
of the
the total
total number
of persons
persons
number of
the salaries
the average
average of
1923, the
under
bureau, office, or other
other apunder any
any grade or
or class
class thereof
thereof in
in any bureau,
propriation
shall not
exceed the
the average
of the
the
average of
time exceed
not at
at any
any time
unit shall
propriation unit
Provided,
compensation
for the
by such
such Act:
Act: Provided,
grade by
the grade
specified for
rates specified
compensation rates
4 of
That
this restriction
restriction shall
shall not
not apply
apply (1)
of
to grades
grades 1,
1, 2,
2, 3, and 4
(1) to
hat this
the
service, or
(2) to require
in
reduction in
require the reduction
or (2)
clerical-mechanical service,
the clerical-mechanical
of July
July 1,
1, 1924,
salary
any person
compensation is
is fixed as of
person whose
whose compensation
salary of
of any
6 of such Act, or (3)
of section
section 6
the rules
in accordance
accordance with the
rules of
(3) to prea rate higher than
a salary under any grade at a
payment of a
the payment
vent the
the maximum rate of the grade when such higher rate is permitted
permitted
specifically authorized
by
authorized by
by the Classification
Classification Act of 1923 and is specifically
other law.
law.
GENERAL BOAR

GENERAL
BOABD.
OEGNEB.AL BOARD.

Salaries, Navy
Navy Department:
Department: For
services in
in the
District
Salaries,
For personal
personal services
the District
of Columbia
Columbia in
in accordance
accordance with
Classification Act
of
with the
the Classification
Act of
of 1923,
1923. $9,720.
$9,720.

SIXTY-EIGHTH
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.

SEss. I.
I.
SESS.

Cm
203.
CH. 203.

BOARDS.
NAVAL
EXAMINING AND
RETIRING BOARDS.
AND RETIRING
NAVAL EXAMINING
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1924.
1924.

Examining
and ReReExamining and
' tiring
tiring Boards.
Boards.

Salaries,
Navy Department:
For personal
services in
in the District
personal services
Department: For
Salaries, Navy
of
Columbia in
accordance with the Classification Act of 1923, $9,720.
in accordance
of Columbia
COMPENSATION BOARD.
BOARD.
COMPENSATION

Salaries, Navy
personal services in the District
District
Department: For personal
Navy Department:
Salaries,

accordance with the Classification
Classification Act of 1923,
in accordance
of Columbia in
$32,940.
$32,940.
CONTINGENT
EXPENSES,
CONTINGENT EXPENSES,

NAVY
DEPARTMENT.
NAVY DEPARTMENT.

Civilian
c
personnel.
ivilian personnelCompensation
Compensation
Board.
Civilian personnel.

Civilian personnel.

Department continDepartment
contin-

gent expenses.
expenses.
gent
Library.

For
books, Library.
technical books and periodicals, law books,
professional and technical
For professional
directories, railway
and
railway
necessary reference books, including city directories,
and necessary
department
passenger, and express tariff
tariff books, for department
guides, freight, passenger,
library, $2,000.
furniStationery,
$2,000.
library,
Stationery, furAiture, vehicles, etc.
For stationery,
stationery, furniture,
plans drawings, and ture,
newspapers, plans,
furniture, newspapers,
For
exchange of motor trucks or motor
drawing materials; purchase
purchase and exchange
delivery
operation of motor trucks
maintenance, repair, and operation
wagons, maintenance,
delivery wagons,
or
motor-propelled passengeror motor delivery wagons, and one motor-propelled
carrying vehicle,
purposes; garage
garage rent;
rent;
vehicle, to be used only for official purposes;
carrying
street-car
exceeding $500; freight, expre-ssage
expressage, postage,
not exceeding
street-car fares not
typewriters,
computing machines; and other absolutely necestypewriters, and computing
sary
expenses
of
the
Department and its various bureaus and Naval service approsary expenses of the Navy Department
to be
prations not to
offices, $78,000;
lawful toe
•:lid, unless otherwise
otherwise priations
to expend,
shall not be lawful
it shall
$78,000; it
offices,
used for
for Department
Department
used
the
specifically
provided
herein,
for
any
of
the
oh
ces
of
bureaus
or
offices
the
of
any
specifically provided herein, for
purposes.
Navy
the District
District of
Columbia, any sum out of ppoes
of Columbia,
in the
Department in
Navy Department
appropriations made
made for the naval service for any of the purposes
appropriations
mentioned or
paragraph.
authorized in this paragraph
or authorized
mentioned
PRINTING AND
BINDING.
AND BINDING.
PRINTING
Printing and bind-

and bind
ing.
For
printing and
and binding
for the
Department and
and the
the Naval
Naval ig'rnting
Navy Department
the Navy
binding for
For printing
Iydrographic ofEstablishment
Government Printing Office, $475,000, IIydrographic
at the Government
ofEstablishment executed at
fice.
fe.
including not
not exceeding
exceeding $85,000
$85,000 for
for the Hydrographic
Hydrographic Office.
including
PAY,
MISCELLANEOUS.
PAY, MISCELLANEOUS.

Pay, miscellaneous.

Pay, miscellaneous.

Expenses
p
For commissions
and interest;
transportation of
exchange; natex
of funds; exchangenaiad. ense
interest; transportation
commissions and
For

desig•

desig-

mileage
and actual
actual and
and necessary
of
expenses and per diem in lieu of
necessary expenses
mileage and
Naval
and
Navy
the
subsistence
as
authorized
by
officers
of
to
law
authorized
subsistence as
Reserve
Force while
while traveling
traveling ex- Mileage to midshipunder orders, and for traveling
traveling under
Reserve Force
Naval
penses
civilian employees,
employees, and
for mileage,
mileage, at 5
5cents per mile, to men entering Naval
and for
of civilian
penses of
Academy.
midshipmen
entering the Naval
Naval Academy
proceeding from Academy.
while proceeding
Academy while
midshipmen entering
their
to the Naval Academy
Academy for examination
examination and appointment
appointment
homes to
their homes
as midshipmen;
midshipmen; for
actual traveling
traveling expenses
nurses;
female nurses;
expenses of female
for actual
as
actual expenses
of officers
while on shore
patrol duty; hire of
of
shore patrol
officers while
expenses of
actual
launches or
other small
small boats
in Asiatic
Asiatic waters;
waters; for rent of buildboats in
or other
launches
ings and
and offices
not in
in navy
expenses of courts-martial,
courts-martial, inyards; expenses
navy yards;
offices not
ings
cluding law
prisoners and prisons,
prisons, and courts
reference books, prisoners
law and reference
cluding
and
of inquiry,
inquiry, boards
boards of
inspection, examining
boards, with clerks, and
examining boards,
of inspection,
of
naval
witnesses'
fees, and
expenses of naval
expenses and costs; expenses
traveling expenses
and traveling
witnesses fees,
defense
and recording;
religious books; news- -Advertising,
v
recording; religious
stationery and
districts; stationery
defense districts;
etc.
ve et
papers
and
periodicals
for
the
naval
service;
all advertising
advertising for the
all
service;
naval
the
for
periodicals
and
papers
Navy Department
Department and
(except advertising
advertising for recruits
its bureaus (except
and its
Navy
for
the
Bureau
of
Navigation)
;
copying;
ferriage;
tolls; costs of
ferriage;
for the Bureau of Navigation); copying;
suits; relief
vessels in
recovery of valuables
valuables from shipdistress; recovery
in distress;
of vessels
relief of
suits;
wrecks;
quarantine expenses;
investigation;
professional investigation;
reports; professional
expenses; reports;
wrecks; quarantine
cost
of
special
instruction
at
home
and
abroad,
including
mainte- Information
Inormation from
mainteincluding
abroad,
and
home
at
from
cost of special instruction
abroad, etc.
tca
nance
students and
attaches; information
information, from
and at abroad,
abroad and
from abroad
and attaches;
of students
nance of

•
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SIXTY-EIGHTH
SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.

Interned prisoners
prisoners
of
war, etc.
ofwar,

etc.

Damage claims

Damag claims
Vol. 41, p. 132.
Vol. 41, p. 132.

Provisos.
Restriction
use in
Resrction on
onusein
naval districts.

naval districts.

SESS. I
I.. CH.
CH. 203.
203.

SESS.

1924.
1924.

home, and the collection
charges perpercollection and
and classification
classification thereof;
thereof; all
all charges
taining to the
Department and
bureaus for
for ice
ice for
for the
coolthe Navy Department
and its
its bureaus
the cooling of drinking water
water on shore
naval hospitals),
hospitals), and
shore (except
(except at
at naval
and not
not
to exceed $200,000
$200,000 for telephone
telephone rentals
rentals and
and tolls,
tolls, telegrams
telegrams and
and
cablegrams;
rentcablegrams; postage,
postage, foreign
foreign and
and domestic,
domestic, and
and post-office
post-office box
box rentals; for necessary
necessary expenses for interned
persons and
interned persons
and prisoners
prisoners of
of
war
war under
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
of the
the Navy
Navy Department,
including fufuunder the
Department, including
neral
such interned
interned persons
prisoners of
of war
war as
neral expenses
expenses for
for such
persons or
or prisoners
as may
may
die while under such jurisdiction,
and for
claims for
jurisdiction, and
for payment
payment of
of claims
for
damages under Naval Act approved
July 11,
1919; and
damages
approved July
11, 1919;
and other
other necesneces-

sary and
and incidental
expenses; in
in all,
all, $2,550,000:
Provided, That
sary
incidental expenses;
$2,550,000: Provided,
That no
no

part
of this
appropriation shall be available for
the expense
expense of
part of
this appropriation
for the
of any
any
naval district
commandant thereof
district unless the commandant
shall be
be also
thereof shall
also the
the comcommandant of
of a
naval training
training station,
naval operating
operating
Clerica, etc.,
et services
Clerical,
services mandant
a navy
navy yard,
yard, naval
station, or
or naval
at yards
at
yards and
and stations.
stations. base:
That the
sum to
to be
base: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
the sum
be paid
out of
of this
this appropriappropripaid out
ation, under
under the direction
the Secretary
of the
the Navy,
Navy, for
for clerical
clerical
direction of
of the
Secretary of
inspection,
inspection, and
and messenger
service in
navy yards
messenger service
in navy
yards and
and naval
naval stations,
stations,
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1925, shall not
$560,000.
not exceed
exceed $560,000.
CONTINGENT, NAVY.
CONTINGENT,
NAVY.
Contingent, Navy.
Contingent,Navy.

Virgin
Virgin Islands.
lands.

For
all emergencies
and extraordinary
For all
emergencies and
extraordinary expenses, exclusive
exclusive of
of perpersonal services
services in the Navy
Navy Department
Department or
of its
its subordinate
subordinate
or any
any of
bureaus
Washington, District
bureaus or offices
offices at Washington,
of Columbia,
Columbia, arising
District of
arising at
at
home or abroad, but impossible to be anticipated
or classified,
be
anticipated or
classified, to
to be
expended
approval and
expended on the approval
of the
the Secretary
and authority
authority of
Secretary of
of the
the
Navy, and for such purposes as he may deem proper,
proper, $40,000.
$40,000.
TEMPORARY

ISLANDS.
TEMPORARY GOVERNMENT
GOVERNMENT FOR
FOR WEST
WEST INDIAN
INDIAN ISLANDS.

Temporary governgovernment
in.
mTemponry
Vol. 39,
39, p. 1132.
Vol.
1132.

For
For expenses incident
occupation of
the Virgin
incident to
to the
the occupation
of the
Virgin Islands
Islands and
and
to the
the provisions of the Act providing aatemporary
to
the execution
execution of
of the
government for the
government
West Indian
Islands acquired
acquired by
by the
the United
United
the West
Indian Islands
States from Denmark, and
purposes, approved
approved March
March 3,
3,
and for
for other
other purposes,
Additional
from in- 1917,
to
1917,
to
be
applied
under
the
direction
of
the
President,
$270,150,
be
applied
under
the
direction
of
the
President,
$270,150,
Additional from inin- plus SO
$53,850
as may
sular
revenues.
so much
much of $53
1
850 additional
additional as
sum of
of revenue
revenue
may equal
si lar revenesm
equal the
the sum
collected and paid into the treasuries of said islands
islands in
excess of
of
in excess
$270,150.
ne schools.
chools.
$270,150.
Marine schools.
Marine
fMARINE SCHOOLS.
STATE MARINE
SCHOOLS.

ReimbursingNew
Reimbursing
New
York, Massachusetts,
Massachusetts
York,
Pennsylvania for.
and Pennsylvania
for.
Vol. 35, p. 1353.

Vo 36p133.

Lepers, etc.
lepers,
Care, etc.,
P. 1.

New York,
To reimburse
reimburse the State of New
$25,000; the
the State
State of
of MassaMassaYork, $25,000;
chusetts,
and the
the State
State of
of Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, $25,000,
chusetts, $25,000;
$25,000; and
$25,000, for expenses incurred
in the
maintenance and
and support
support of
schools in
in
incurred in
the maintenance
of marine
marine schools
those States in accordance
accordance with section
of the
the Act
entitled "An
section 22 of
Act entitled
"An
Act for the establishment
establishment of marine schools, and for other purposes,"
purposes,"
approved March 4, 1911; in all, $75,000.
approved
$75,000.
CARE
OF LEPERS, AND
SO FORTH,
OF GUAM.
CARE OF LEPERS,
AND SO
FORTH, ISLAND
ISLAND or
GUAM.

Calton,
Culon,

Experimental
Experimental and
and
research laboratory.
research
laboratory.

Erperiments, opera-

Experiments, operation, etc.
Vol.
Vol. 39, p. 570.

50.

Naval
station, island of Guam: For maintenance and care of
Naval station, island of
Guam: For maintenance and care of
lepers, special
special patients, and for other purposes, including
of
including cost
cost of
transfer
transfer of lepers
lepers from Guam
the island
island of
of Culion,
Culion, in
Guam to
to the
in the
the PhilipPhilippines, and their maintenance,
maintenance, $18,000;
$18,000; for educational
educational purposes,
purposes,
$12,000; in all,
$12,000;
$30,000.
all, $30,000.
EXPERIMENTAL AND
EXPE,RIMENTAL
RESEARCH LABORATORY.
AND RESEARCH
LABORATORY.

For laboratory and research work and other necessary work of
For
and research
research work
or laboratory
laborato
and
work and other necessary work of

and other necessary work of
the experimental
experimental and
and research
the
research laboratory
laboratory for the benefit of the naval
naval

service, as
authorized in the Naval Appropriation
approved
service,
as authorized
Appropriation Act approved

SIXTYEIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS . S
ESS. I.
I. CH.
CH. 203.
203.
SIXTY-EIGHTH
SESS.

1924,
1924.

August 29, 1916, including operation
operation and maintenance
laboratory,
maintenance of laboratory.
additions to
equipment necessary
properly to
to carry
carry on
work in
hand,
additions
to equipment
necessary properly
on work
in hand,
maintenance
maintenance of buildings and grounds, and the temporary
temporary employment of such scientific civilian assistants as may become necessary,
necessary, to
be expended
expended under the direction
Secretary of
direction of the
the Secretary
of the Navy,
$125,000: Provided,
$25,000 of
appropriation shall be
$125,000:
Provided, That $25,000
of this
this appropriation
available
available for the temporary
temporary employment
scientists and
and
employment of civilian scientists
technicists required
required on special problems: Provided
Provided further,
technicists
further, That
That the
the
appropriation for technical, drafting,
sum to be paid out of this appropriation
clerical,
messenger service
service shall
not exceed
clerical, and
and messenger
shall not
exceed $25,000
$25,000 in
in addition
addition
amount authorized
to the amount
authorized by
by the
the preceding
preceding proviso.
OFFICE OF NAVAL RECORDS
RECORDS AND LIBRARY.
OFFICE
LIBRARY.
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Provisos.
Prorisos.
Temporary
Temporary
tists, etc.
etc.

edenscien-

Technical,
Technical, etc.,
etc., servservices.
ices.

Naval
Naval Records
Records and
Library.
Library.

SALARIES, NAVY
NAVY DEPARTMENT.
SALARIES,
DEPARTMENT.
Civilian personnel.
Civilian
personnel.

For personal
personal services
services in the District of Columbia
Columbia in accordance
accordance
with the Classification
Classification Act of 1923, $24,840.
NAVAL
RECORDS.
NAVAL WAR
WAR RECORDS.

Naval Records
Naval
Records
World
World War.
War.

of
of

Toward
the collection
collection or
or copying
copying and
and classification,
classification, with
with aaview
in tc
eznse
.
s of collectcollectToward the
view to
to fingestcs
publication,
records of
publication, of
of the naval records
of the war with the
the Central
Central Powers
of
services in
in the
Columbia in
of Europe,
Europe, including
including personal
personal services
the District
District of
of Columbia
in
accordance with the Classification Act of 1923 and including the puraccordance
chase of books, periodicals, photographs, maps, and other publicapublications,
documents, and
Navy in said
said war and
and
and pictorial records
records of the Navy
tions, documents.
other necessary
necessary incidental expenses, $20,800.
OFFICE
OF JUDGE
JUDGE ADVOCATE
ADVOCATE GENERAL.
GENERAL.
OFFICE OF

Judge
Advocate OerGent
JudgeAdvocate
eral.
eral.

SALARIES NAVY
NAVY DEPARTMENT.
SALARIES,
DEPARTMENT.

accordance
For personal
personal services in the District of Columbia in accordance
with the
Classification Act
of 1923,
$99,220.
with
the Classification
Act of
1923, $99,220.
OPERATIONS.
OFFICE OF
OF CHIEF OF NAVAL OPERATIONS.

ioffvan
'Z
i
t
;lan personnel
personnel,

of

Chief of Naval Operations.

SALARIES,
NAVY DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
SALARIES, NAVY
Civilian
Civilian

offici
e
For personal
services in
the District
of Columbia
in accordance
accordance officeof.
District of
Columbia in
personal services
in the
For

Classification Act of 1923. $66,840.
with the Classification

personnel,
personnel,

rso

BOARD OF
OF INSPECTION
INSPECTION AND
AND SURVEY.
SURVEY.
BOARD

Board of Inspection
and Survey.
and

Salaries, Navy
Navy Department:
Department: For
personal services
services in
the District
in the
District
Salaries,
For personal
of
Classification Act of 1923,
the Classification
Columbia in accordance
accordance with the
of Columbia
$22,260.
822.260.
OFFICE 02
DIRECTOR OF
OF NAVAL
NAVAL COMMUNICATIONS.
COMMUNICATIONS.
OFFICE
Oe DIRECTOR

Civilian personnel.
Civilian
personnel.

Salaries, Navy
Department: For
For personal
in the
the District
District
personal services
services in
Salaries.
Navy Department:

of
1923,
Classification Act
Act of 1923,
accordance with the
the Classification
of Columbia
Columbia in accordance
$133,240.
$133.240.
O
TICE OF
INTELLIGENCE.
OFFICE
OF NAVAL
NAVAL INTELLIGENCE.
Salaries, Navy
For personal
services in
in the
the District
District
personal services
Department: For
Salaries,
Navy Department:

of
Classification Act of 1923,
of Columbia
Columbia in accordance
accordance with the Classification
$42,820.

Director of Naval
Communications.
Communications.

officie an

offi

Naval
Naval
Office.
Office.

personnel,

personnel

Intelligence
Intelligence

Civilian personnel.

Civilianpersonnel.
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Bureau
tion.

SIXTYEIGHTH CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH
CONGRESS.
of Naviga-

S
ESS. I.
I. Ca.
SESS.
CI. 203.
203.

1924.
1924.

BUREAU
NAVIGATION.
BUREAU OF NAVIGATION.
TRANSPORTATION AND
RECRUITING.
TRANSPORTATION
AND RECRUITING.

For travel
allowance or for transportation
transportation and subsistence
travel allowance
subsistence as authorized
by law
law of
of enlisted
men upon
upon discharge;
transportation of
thorized by
enlisted men
discharge; transportation
of
enlisted
applicants for
for enlistment
at
enlisted men
men and
and apprentice
apprentice seamen
seamen and
and applicants
enlistment at
home
and transfers
or cash
cash in
in
home and
and abroad, with subsistence
subsistence and
transfers en
en route,
route, or
transportation to
United
lieu thereof; transportation
to their
their homes,
homes, if residents of
of the
the United
seamen discharged
discharged on medical
medical
States, of enlisted men and apprentice
apprentice seamen
survey, with
subsistence and
transfers en
en route,
route, or
or cash
cash in
in lieu
lieu
survey,
with subsistence
and transfers
thereof; transportation
transportation of
of sick
sick or
or insane
enlisted men
apprentice
thereof;
insane enlisted
men and
and apprentice
seaman to
to hospitals,
with subsistence
and transfers
or cash
cash
seaman
hospitals, with
subsistence and
transfers en
en route,
route, or
in
apprehension and
delivery of
of deserters
deserters and
stragin lieu thereof;
thereof; apprehension
and delivery
and stragglers,
and for
for railway
railway guides
guides and
other expenses
incident to
to transtransexpenses incident
and other
glers, and
portation;
expenses of
of recruiting
recruiting for
rent of
of renrenportation; expenses
for the
the naval
naval service;
service; rent
dezvous
and expenses
of maintaining
same; advertising
advertising for
for and
and
dezvous and
expenses of
maintaining the
the same;
obtaining
men and
and apprentice
seamen; actual
actual and
necessary expenses
expenses
obtaining men
apprentice seamen;
and necessary
in
lieu of
of mileage
mileage to
on duty
with traveling
traveling recruiting
recruiting parparin lieu
to officers
officers on
duty with
of e
entransportation of
$3,600,000.
of n- ties;
ties; transportation
of dependents
dependents of
of enlisted
enlisted men;
men; in all, $3,600,000.
etc.

Transportation,
Transportation, etc.

Recruiting.
Recruiting.

Dependents

listen
listed men.

RECREATION FOR
FOR ENLISTED
MEN.
ENLISTED MEN.
RECREATION
Recreation
Recreation
listed men.

for

en"

en-

Proviso.
Proviso.
Pay restriction.

•
Contingent.
Contingent.

Gunnery
Gunnery and engineering exercises.
neering
exercises.
Prizes,
Prizes, badges,
badges, etc,
etc,

For the recreation,
recreation, amusement,
amusement, comfort, contentment,
contentment, and health
health
of the Navy, to be expended
expended in the discretion
diseretion of the Secretary
Secretary of the
Navy, under such regulations
prescribe, $500,000:
$500,000: ProProregulations as he may prescribe,
vided,
more than two persons shall
shall be
be employed
herevided, That not more
employed hereunder at a
compensation exceeding
exceeding $1,800
$1,800 per annum.
a rate of compensation
CONTINGENT.
CONTINGENT.
For continuous-service
certificates, commissions,
warrants, diplodiploFor
continuous-service certificates,
commissions, warrants,
mas, discharges, good-conduct
good-conduct badges,
badges, and medals
men and
and
medals for
for men
boys;
gymnastic apparatus;
apparatus; transportation
transportation of
of effects
effects
boys; purchase
purchase of
of gymnastic
deceased officers
officers and
and enlisted
enlisted men
of the
Navy, and
and of
of officers
officers
of deceased
men of
the Navy,
while on
duty; books
and men
men of
of the Naval
Naval Reserve
Reserve Force
Force who
who die
die while
on duty;
books
for training
training apprentice
apprentice seamen
seamen and
landsmen; packing
boxes and
for
and landsmen;
packing boxes
and
materials; books
and models;
stationery; and
other contingent
contingent exexmaterials;
books and
models; stationery;
and other
penses and emergencies
emergencies arising
of the
the Bureau
arising under
under cognizance
cognizance of
Bureau of
of
Navigation,
Navigation, unforeseen
unforeseen and impossible to classify,
classify, $18,000.
$18,000.
GUNNERY
GUNNERY AND
AND ENGINEERING
ENGINEERING EXERCISES.
EXERCISES.

For prizes,
badges for
for excellence
excellence in
nery, target
target
For
prizes, trophies,
trophies, and
and badges
in gun
gunnery,
practice, engineering
engineering exercises,
and for
economy in
fuel consumpconsumpexercises, and
for economy
in fuel
awarded under
tion, to be awarded
under such rules
rules as the Secretary
Secretary of the Navy
Navy
may
recording ,classifying,
classifying, compilcompilmay formulate;
formulate; for
for the
the purpose
purpose of
of recording,
ing, and
publishing the
the rules
rules and
and results;
for the
and
ing,
and publishing
results; for
the establishment
establishment and
maintenance of
maintenance
shooting galleries,
targets, and
and
of shooting
galleries, target
target houses,
houses, targets,
ranges; for hiring
hiring established
established ranges,
transporting equipequipranges, and for transporting
and from
from ranges,
$95,000.
ment to
to and
ranges, $95,000.
INSTRtU3ENTS
INSTRUMENTS AND
AND SUPPLIES.
SUPPLIES.

Equipment supplies,
etc.

Equipmentsappies,

For supplies for seamen's
and for
for the
the purchase
purchase of
of all
all
seamen's quartersquarters; and
other articles of equipage
equipage at home
the paypayhome and abroad;
abroad; and
and for
for the
ment of labor in equipping
equipping vessels
vessels therewith and manufacture
manufacture of
of

several navy yards:
yards; all pilotage and towage
towage of
such articles in the several
wharfage, dock and port charges, and
ships of war; canal tolls, wharfage,
other necessary incidental
incidental expenses of a
a similar nature; services
services and
and
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materials in repairing,
testing compasses
compasses
repairing, correcting,
correcting, adjusting,
adjusting, and testing
on shore
shore and
astronomical instruments
instruments
and on board
board ship; nautical
nautical and astronomical
on
and repairs
repairs to
caretakers; libraries
libraries
and pay
pay of chronometer
chronometer caretakers;
and
to same,
same, and
papers; mainand papers;
professional books,
books, schoolbooks, and
for ships
ships of war, professional
compass
tenance of gunnery
gunnery and other
other training
training classes; compasses, compass
including binnacles,
appendages of ship's
ship's
fittings, including
binnacles, tripods,
tripods, and other appendages
compasses;
measuring the ship's way,
other appliances
appliances for
for measuring
compasses; logs and other
and
appliances for sounding;
sounding; photographs,
photographs, photoand leads
leads and other appliances
grahic instruments
printing outfit
materials;
outfit and materials;
materials, printing
instruments and materials,
grahic
and
the necessary
civilian electricians
electricians for
testing
for gyrocompass testing
for the
necessary civilian
and for
and
inspection; in
$640,000.
in all,
all, $640,000.
and inspection;
SURVEYS.
OCEAN
OCEAN AND
AND LAKE
;Kg F. SURVEYS.
Ocean and
and lake surstir
For
hydrographic surveys,
necessary veys.
surveys, including
including the pay of the necessary
For hydrographic
hydrographic
cartographic draftsmen,
draftsmen, and
and
and recorders, and
hydrographic surveyors, cartographic
for the
purchase of nautical
nautical books, charts,
charts, and
directions,
and sailing
sailing directions,
for
the purchase
$85,000.
$85,000.
NAVAL
NAVAL TRAINING
TRAINING STATIONS.
STATIONS.

Training stations.

For
maintenance, including
labor and
and material,
heat, light,
light, water,
water,
material, heat,
including labor
For maintenance,
general care,
and improvement;
school books; and all other
other
improvement; school
care, repairs,
repairs, and
general
incidental expenses
expenses for
for the
naval training
training stations
stations that follow:
follow:
the naval
incidental
San Diego,
California, $150,000;
$150,000; California.
San
Diego, California,
Newport,
Island, $250,000;
$250,000;
Rhode Island,
Newport, Rhode
Great
Illinois, $250,000;
$250,000;
Lakes, Illinois,
Great Lakes,
Hampton
$260,000:
Virginia, $260,000:
Roads, Virginia,
Hampton Roads,
Provided, That
be paid
paid out of each of the forethe amount
amount to be
That the
Provided,
going
the direction
direction of the Secretary
Secretary of the
the Navy for
sums under
under the
going sums
clerical,
inspection, and
and messenger
messenger service
service for
for the fiscal
fiscal
drafting, inspection,
clerical, drafting,
$12,600, except
year
ending June 30, 1925, shall not exceed $12,600,
except for
year ending
Great
not exceed
$13,500.
exceed $13,500.
shall not
which shall
Lakes, which
Great Lakes,

Maintenance,
Maintenance, etc.
etc.

NAVAL RESERVE FORCE.
FORCE.
NAVAL

For expenses
organizing, administering,
recruiting the
administering, and recruiting
expenses of organizing,
Naval Reserve Force and Naval Militia;
Militia; 'for
maintenance and
for the maintenance
rental of armories, including
including the pay of necessary janitors, and
and for
wharfage,
allowances of officers and enrolled
and allowances
$170,000; for pay and
wharfage, $170,000;
men
of the
other than class one, while
while on
the Naval
Naval Reserve Force, other
men of
mileage for officers
officers while traveling
traveling under
active duty for training; mileage
transportation of enorders to and from active duty for training; transportation
training, and subsistence
subsistence
rolled men to and from active duty for training,
transfers en
subsistence of encash .in lieu thereof; subsistence
en route or cash
and transfers
rolled men during the actual period of active duty for training;
training; pay
and
Force and pay, alReserve Force
allowances of officers of the Naval Reserve
and allowances
enrolled men of the Naval Reserve
lowances, and subsistence of enrolled
lowances,
Force when
ordered to active duty in connection
connection with
instrucwith the instrucwhen ordered
Force
tion, training,
training, and
and drilling
of the
Force; and
reand reReserve Force;
Naval Reserve
the Naval
drilling of
tion,
tainer
Reserve Force,
tamer pay of officers and enrolled
enrolled men of the Naval
Naval Reserve
other
than class
class one,
$3,409,826; for
for aviation
aviation material,
material, equipment,
equipment,
one, $3,409,826;
other than
hangars, $320,174; in all, $3,900,000,
$3,900.000, not more
fuel, and rental of hangars,
amount shall be available,
available, in addition to
than $1,242,289
$1,242,289 of which amount
other appropriations,
appropriations, for fuel
thereof and
the transportation
transportation thereof
fuel and the
other
maintenance, operaconnection with the maintenance,
expenses in connection
for all other expenses
aircraft assigned
tion, repair, and upkeep of vessels and aircraft
assigned for traintramProvided, That
ing
mg the Naval Reserve Force: Provided,
That no part
part of the money
money
appropriated in
this Act
Act shall
shall be
used for the training of any
be used
in this
appropriated
consent
Reserve Force except with his own consent:
member of the Naval Reserve

California.
Rhode
Rhode Island.
Island.
Illinos.
Virginia.
Virginia.
Proio.
Pr.
ovisol

Cl,
Clerical,
ices. etc
ices.erica

etc., serv-

Naval ReserveForce.
ReserveForce.

* 1Organl

n et.

gn, recruitexpenss.

in g,
Organizing,
etc., expenses.

ui

Pay, etc., on active
active
trainingduty.
training duty.

a y.
eta nc pay.
Retainerrp
R
ation material,
materi
Aviation
etc.

dditional
a Addi
opriations
tional fo other

to other

appropriations for ves-

sels,
ppror
etc.
sels,etc.

Cs
to trathing
traini
P .miwsito
requnire
required.
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Uniforms to VolunUniforms
teer Naval Reserve.

to Volu- Provided
Provided further,
further, That
That until
June 30,
members of
Voluntil June
30, 1925,
1925, members
of the
the Volunteer Naval Reserve
Reserve may,
may, in
in the
discretion of
the discretion
of the
Secretary of
the Secretary
of
the Navy, be issued such articles of
as may
required
of uniform
uniform as
may be
be required
for their drills and training, the
thereof not
not to
the value
value thereof
to exceed
exceed that
that
authorized
authorized to be issued to other classes
the Naval
Naval Reserve
Reserve Force
classes of
of the
Force
and to be charged
charged against
the clothing
clothing and
small stores
against the
and small
stores fund.
fundNaval Militia.
onsaitutia from
further, That
until June
June 30,
30, 1925,
the Organized
rom Provided
Providedfurther,
That until
Constituted
1925, of
of the
Organized Militia
Militia
State, etc.,
etc., Organized
State,
organized as provided
provided by law, such part as may
any
may be
be duly
duly prescribed
prescribed in
in any
Militia.
Until June
Vintil
June 30, 1925, State,
Territory, or
State, Territory,
or for
of Columbia
shall
constitute
for the
the District
District of
Columbia
shall
constitute
made part of Naval
mader Force.
reof Naval a
a Naval
Militia; and
Naval Militia;
and until
until June
30, 1925,
1925, such
of the
the Naval
Naval Militia
June 30,
Reserve
such of
Militia
Vol. 38,
Vol.
38, p.
p. 235.
285.
now is
is in
existence, and
as now
in existence,
and as
the
as now
now organized
organized and
and prescribed
prescribed by
by the
Secretary of the Navy under authority
authority of
the Act
Act of
of Congress
of the
Congress apapproved February 16, 1914,
part of
the Naval
Naval Reserve
Reserve
1914, shall
shall be
be aa part
of the
Force,
Force, and the Secretary
Secretary of
the Navy
Navy is
to maintain
maintain
of the
is authorized
authorized to
and
for said
Naval Militia
provided in
and provide
provide for
said Naval
Militia as
as provided
in said
said Act:
Act: ProProBenefits
to enrolled
Benefts to
enrolled vided
ided further,
further, That upon their enrollment in
in the
the Naval
Naval Reserve
Reserve
men.
Force,
Force, and
and not otherwise
otherwise until June
June 30, 1925, the members
members of
of said
said
Naval Militia shall have all the benefits,
privileges, and
benefits, gratuities,
gratuities, privileges,
and
emoluments provided
by law
law for
for other
other members
of the
Reredit
or
temoluments
provided by
members of
the Naval
Naval ReCredit for militia
duty,
serve Force;
Force; and
and that,
that, with
with the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
duty.
serve
the approval
approval of
of the
the
Navy, duty
the Naval
Naval Militia
Militia may
be counted
Navy,
duty performed
performed in
in the
may be
counted as
as
active service for the maintenance of efficiency required by law for
No retainer pay if active service for the maintenance of efficiency required by law for
faling
trin.
failing to train.
members of
of the
Naval Reserve
members
the Naval
Force: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
Reserve Force:
That reretainer
tainer pay provided by existing law shall
to any
shall not
not be
be paid
paid to
any member
member
of the Naval Reserve Force who
who fails
fails to
to train
law
train as
as provided
provided by
by law
during
during the year for which
which he
he fails
fails to
to train.
train.
teerNav
Re

Naval
College.
Naval War
WarColege.
Maintenance.
Maintenance.

Proviso.
olerica
Clerical,

ices.
ices.

NAVAL WAR
NAVAL
WAR COLLEGE,
COLLEGE, RHODE ISLAND.
ISLAND.

For maintenance
Naval War College on
on Coasters
Coasters Harbor
For
maintenance of
of the
the Naval
Harbor
Island, including the maintenance,
maintenance, repair, and
and operation
operation of
of one
one
horse-drawn
horse-drawn passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicle
vehicle to
to be
used only
only for
official
be used
for official
purposes;
purposes; and care of ground
ground for
same, $91,800;
services of
of a
for same,
$91,800; services
a proprofessor
international law,
fessor of international
$2,000; services
services a
civilian lecturers,
lecturers,
law, $2,000;
of civilian
rendered
rendered at the War College, $1,200;
and preservation
of the
the
$1,200; care
care and
preservation of
library,
including the
the purchase,
purchase, binding,
of books
library, including
binding, and
and repair
repair of
books of
of

etc.,
etc., serv- reference
reference and
and periodicals
periodicals, $5,000;
all, $100,000:
$100,000: Provided,
Provided, That
$5,000; in
in all,
That

Naval Home.
Rome.
Naval

Pay of
of employees.
Pay
employees.

Maintenance.
Maintenance.

the sum to be paid out of this appropriation
the
appropriation under
the direction
direction of
of
under the
the Secretary
Secretary of the Navy for clerical, inspection,
inspection, drafting,
drafting, and
mesand messenger
senger service for the fiscal year
year ending
30, 1925,
1925, shall
shall not
ending June
June 30,
not
exceed $62,500.
$62,500.
exceed
NAVAL HOME,
ROME, PHILADELPHIA,
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA.
PENNSYLVANIA.

Pay of employees: Secretary, $2,200; foreman mechanic, $2,200;
Pay of employees: Secretary, $2,200; foreman
$2,200;

superintendent
superintendent of grounds, $1,200;
$1,200; steward,
steward, $1,600;
seamstress, $360;
$1,600; seamstress,
$360;
beneficiaries'
beneficiaries' attendant, $480;
cook, $660;
$660; asas$480; baker,
baker, $720;
$720; chief
chief cook,
sistant cooks-one $600,
sistant
$600, one $540; laundresseschief
laundresses-chief $480,
$480, five
five at
at
scrubbers-chief $420, three at $360
$360 each; scrubbers--chief
each; waitresses$360 each;
waitresses$600, twelve at $360
head $600,
$360 each; kitchen
kitchen attendant,
attendant, $540;
$540; laborerslaborersfour at $600 each, seven at $540
$540 each;
each; firemen-one
four at
firemen-one $840,
$840, four
at
$720 each; gardener, $840;
$720
$975; helper,
helper, wood$840; helper,
helper, pipe
pipe fitter,
fitter, $975;
woodworker,
worker, $975; stable keeper
keeper and driver, $660; master
at arms,
$900;
master at
arms, $900;
two
house corporals,
$600; carpenter,
two house
corporals, at $600 each; barber, $600;
carpenter, $1,400;
$1t400;
painters-one
painters
one $1,400, one $1,020; engineer, $1,080; chauffeurs-one
chauffeurs one
for coal truck, $960, one for small truck,
truck, $840;
$840; electrician,
$1,400;
electrician, $1,400;
stenographers and typewriters
typewriters-one
$1.800, one $1,400,
$1,400, two at
stenographers
one $1.800,
$1,200
at $1,200
each; telephone operator, $900;
for employees,
$900; total
total for
employees, $50,450;
$50,450;
Maintenance:
For water rent, heating, and lighting; cemetery,
Maintenance: For
cemetery,
burial
expenses,
and
burial expenses, and headstones; general care and improvements
improvements of
of
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grounds, buildings, walls, and fences; repairs to power-plant
power-plant equipment, implements, tools, and furniture,
furniture, and purchase
same;
purchase of the same;
music in chapel
chapel and entertainments
entertainments for beneficiaries;
beneficiaries; stationery,
indigent and destit
ut
e
books, and
and periodicals
periodicals;; transportation
transportation of indigent
destitute
beneficiaries
beneficiaries to the Naval Home, and of
of sick
sick and
and insane
insane beneficiaries,
beneficiaries,
necessary subsistence for
other
their attendants and necessary
for both,
both, to
to and from
from other
Government hospitals; employment
employment of such beneficiaries
Government
and
beneficiaries in and
about the Naval Home as may be authorized
authorized by the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the
Navy, on the recommendation
recommendation of the governor; support of
of benebeneficiaries and all other contingent expenses,
expenses, including the maintenance
nance, repair, and operation
operation of one horse-drawn passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying
vehicle, two motor-propelled
motor-propelled vehicles, and one motor-propelled
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
senger-carrying vehicle, to be used only for
for official purposes,
purposes,
$127,100;
$127,100;
In
Home, $177,550,
paid out
out of the
In all, Naval
Naval Home,
$177,550, which sum shall be paid
income from the naval pension fund.
fund.

Fom
fun
F,rin

D
son
naval pe
naval
Pension

SALARIES, NAVY
SALARIES,
NAVY DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
For
personal services
the District
in accordance
Civilian personnel in
services in
in the
District of
of Columbia
Columbia in
accordance DCepartmnentrso
For personal
Department.

with the
Classification Act
1923, $425,000.
with
the Classification
Act of
of 1923,
$425,000.

HYDROGRAPHIC OFFICE.
HYDROGRAPHIC
OFFICE.

Hydrographic Office.
HydrographicOffice.

SALARIES,
SALARIES, NAVY
NAVY DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
Civilianpersonnel.
personnel.
For personal
personal services
services in
the District
District of
in accordance
accordance civan
in the
of Columbia
Columbia in
with the
the Classification
Act of
of 1923,
with
Classification Act
1923, $300,000.
$300,000.
Contingent and misCONTINGENT
AND MISCELLANEOUS
MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES,
H YDROGRAPIIIC OFFICE:
CONTINGENT AND
EXPENSES, HYDROGRAPHIC
OFFICE: cellaneous
expenses
cellaneous expense-s.
For purchase
purchase and printing
printing of
of nautical
nautical books,
books, charts,
charts, and sailing
sailing
copperplates, steel plates, chart paper, packing boxes,
directions, copperplates,
chart portfolios, electrotyping
copperplates;
electrotyping copperplates,
copperplates, cleaning copperplates;
tools, instruments, power, and materials
materials for drawing, engraving,
and printing;
printing; materials
for and
mounting charts;
reduction of
and
materials for
and mounting
charts; reduction
of
charts
photolithographing charts
immediate
charts by photography;
photography; photolithographing
charts for
for immediate
purphotolithographic and other charts
charts to copper;
copper; puruse; transfer
transfer of
of photolithographic
chase
making charts
charts
of plates used
used in making
chase of equipment
equipment for the
the storage of
and for the storage of Hydrographic
Hydrographic Office charts and publications;
publications;
modernization,
modernization, care and repairs to printing presses,
presses, furniture, instruments,
engraving; translating
translating from
ments, and
and tools;
tools; extra
extra drawing
drawing and engraving;
from Pilot
charts.
Pilot charts.
languages; telegrams
preparation of
telegrams on public business; preparation
foreign languages;
pilot
charts and
their supplements,
supplements, and
and mailing
same;
mailing same;
and printing
printing and
pilot charts
and their
purchase
nautical
purchase of data for charts and sailing directions and other nautical
publications; books of reference
reference and works and periodicals relating
publications;
relating
to
hydrography, marine
navigation, surveying, oceanto hydrography,
marine meteorology,
meteorology, navigation,
ography,
magnetism, and to other professional
and
professional and
ography, and terrestrial magnetism,
technical
subjects connected
connected with
work of
of the
technical subjects
with the
the work
the Hydrographic
Hydrographic
Office, $75,300.
CONTINGENT
EXPENSES, BRANCH
BRANCH HYDROGRAPHIC
HYDROGRAPILIC OFFICES.
CONTINGENT EXPENSES,
OFFICES.

Branch offices.
offices.
Branch

For contingent
contingent expenses
of Con t
.ingent..
expenses
expensd
hydrographic offices
offices at
at Boston,
Boston, ofCt
For
expenses of
of branch
branch hydrographic
New
Savannah, New OrNew York, Philadelphia, Baltimore,
Baltimore, Norfolk, Savannah,
Orleans, San Francisco, Portland (Oregon),
(Oregon), Portland (Maine),
(Maine), Chicago, Cleveland, Buffalo, Duluth, Sault Sainte Marie, Seattle, PanGalveston, including furniture,
furniture,
ama, San Juan (Porto Rico),
Rico), and Galveston,
fuel, lights,
lights, works,
relating to
to hydrography,
hydrography, marine
fuel,
works, and
and periodicals
periodicals relating
meteorology,
terrestrial
meteorology, navigation,
navigation, surveying, oceanography,
oceanography, and terrestrial
magnetism, stationery,
stationery, miscellaneous
articles, rent and care of offices,
miscellaneous articles,
magnetism,
care
ferriage in
vesin visiting
merchant yesvisiting merchant
car fare
fare and ferriage
care of
of time
time balls, car
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sels, freight
telegrams, and
and other
other necessary
necessary
charges, telegrams,
express charges,
and express
freight and
sels,
expenses
incurred in
information for
for pilot
pilot
latest information
the latest
collecting the
in collecting
expenses incurred
charts, and
for other
for which
which the
the offices
offices were
established,
were established,
purposes for
other purposes
and for
charts,
$14,670.
$14,670.
For
services of
necessary employees
employees at
at branch
offices, $25,380.
$25,380.
branch ofices,
of necessary
For services

Employees.
Employees.
Naval Observatory.
Observatory.
Naval

OBSERVATORY.
NAVAL OBSERVATORY.
NAVAL
SALARIES,
NAVY DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
SALARIES, NAVY

Civilian
personnel
civilian personnel
in Department.
Department.

For
the District
Columbia, in accordance
accordance
District of Columbia,
in the
services in
personal services
For personal
with the Classification
Classification Act
Act of 1923,
1923, $79,260.
CONTINGENT AND
AND MISCELLANEOUS
MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES,
EXPENSES, NAVAL
NAVAL OBSERVATORY.
OBSERVATORY.
CONTINGENT

Miscellaneous computations:
computations: For
For personal
personal services
District
the District
in the
services in
Miscellaneous
of
in accordance
with the
Classification Act
of 1923,
1923,
Act of
the Classification
accordance with
Columbia, in
of Columbia,
$7,500.
$7,500.
Library,
For professional
professional and
and scientific
hooks, books
books of
of reference,
reference, periodiperiodiscientific books,
For
ibrary.
$1,000.
cals, engravings,
engravings, photographs,
futures for
for the
the library, $1.,000.
and fixtures
photographs, and
cals,
of the same,
Apparatus, etc.
For
and instruments,
and for
for repairs
repairs of
instruments, and
apparatus and
For apparatus
etc.
Apparatus,
$2,500.
$2,500.
Repairs to buildings,
For
to buildings,
fixtures, and
and fences;
furniture, gas,
fences; furniture,
buildings, fixtures,
repairs to
For repairs
Repairstobuildings,
etc.
chemicals
public docudocu transmission of public
including transmission
stationery, including
and stationery,
chemicals, and
etc.
ments through
through the
Smithsonian exchange,
exchange foreign
foreign postage;
postage; plants,
the Smithsonian
ments
sup. fertilizers
and all
expenses; $:3,500.
$3,500.
contingent expenses;
all contingent
fertilizers, and
Miscellaneous
plies, etc.
etc.
For
oil, grease,
grease, pipe,
wire . and'other
other materials
materials needed
needed for
for
pipe, wire,
fuel, oil,
For fuel,
pies,
heating
the
maintenance
and
repair
of
boilers,
engines,
heating
apparatus,
engines,
boilers,
of
repair
and
the maintenance
electric
and power
and water-supply
system; purwater-supply system;
plant, and
power plant,
lighting and
electric lighting
chase
and maintenance
maintenance repair, or operation
operation
teams; maintenance,
of teams;
maintenance of
chase and
horse-drawn pasof
motor truck
truck and
automobile and
and of horse-drawn
passenger automobile
and passenger
of motor
senger-carrying
material for boxing
boxing nautical instruments
vehicles; material
senger-carrying vehicles;
for
transportation; paints,
paints, telegraph
service, and
and
telephone service,
and telephone
telegraph and
for transportation;
$12,000.
incidental labor,
labor, $12,000.
incidental
Grounds
and roads.
For
repair, and
and upkeep
of grounds
grounds and
and roads,
roads, including
including
upkeep of
cleaning, repair,
For cleaning,
roads.
Grounds and
personal
services in
District of
Columbia, in
accordance with the
in accordance
of Columbia,
the District
in the
personal services
Classification
Act of
1923, $7,410.
of 1923,
Classification Act
Computations.
computations.

Nautical
Nautical
Office.
Office.

Almanac
Almanac

Civilian personnel.
personnel.
Civilian

on pieceComputers on
piece-

work.
work.

Bureau
Engineerof EngineerBureau of
ing.

NAUTICAL ALMANAC
SALARIES, NAUTICAL
ALMANAC OFFICE.
OFFICE.
SALARIES,

in accordance
of Columbia,
For personal
personal services
services in
in the
District of
Columbia, in
accordance
the District
For
with
the
Classification
Act
of
1923,
$28,460.
$28,460.
1923,
of
Act
with the Classification
publication
For
pay of
on piecework
piecework in preparing
preparing for publication
computers on
of computers
For pay
improving
the American
American Ephemeris
and Nautical
Nautical Almanac
Almanac and
and in improving
Ephemeris and
the
the
the planets,
and stars, $2,500.
moon, and
planets, moon,
of the
tables of
the tables

BUREAU
BUREAU OF ENGINEERING.
ENGINEERING.
ENGINEERING.
ENGINEERING.

Engineering, repairs
epairs
of machinery, etc.

Engineering,

Equipment
supplies.
Equipment supplies

renewal of machinery,
and renewal
preservation, and
For repairs,
machinery, auxiliary
repairs, preservation,
For

machinery, and
and boilers
naval vessels, yard craft, and ships' boats,
of naval
boilers of
machinery,
distilling
and
refrigerating
apparatus;
repairs, preservation,
preservation, and
apparatus; repairs,
refrigerating
and
distilling
signal communications
renewals
of electric
electric interior
and exterior
exterior signal
communications
interior and
renewals of
naval
and
electrical appliances
of whatsoever
whatsoever nature
nature on
on board naval
appliances of
all electrical
and all
vessPls,
except range
range -finders,
battle order
order and range transmitters
transmitters
-finders, battle
vessels, except
apparatus used to
and
indicators, and
and motors
motors and
their controlling
controlling apparatus
and their
and indicators,
operate
bureaus; searchlights
searchlights and
and
to other bureaus;
belonging to
machinery belonging
operate machinery
fire-control equipments
stations;
antiaircraft defense at shore stations;
for antiaircraft
equipments for
fire-control
maintenance
maintenance and operation of coast signal service;
service; equipage,
equipage, sup-
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plies,
cognizance of the
th e b
ureau requ
i
re d f
or
plies, and materials
materials under
under the
the cognizance
bureau
required
for
operation of
vessels, yard
yard cra
ft, an
the maintenance
maintenance and
and operation
of naval vessels,
craft,
andd
cu.stody, and operation
ro l
eum
ships' boats; care, custody,
operation of
of the
the naval pet
petroleum
reserves; purchase,
purchase, installation, repair, and preservation
preservation of mamachinery, tools, and appliances
of
chinery,
appliances in navy yards and stations, pay of
classified field force under the bureau; incidental expenses
for
classified
expenses for
naval vessels, navy yards, and stations, inspectors'
inspectors' offices, the engineering experiment
experiment station, such
such as
as photographing,
photographing, technical
technical books
books
Radiotelegraphy,etc.
and periodicals,
periodicals, stationery,
stationery, and
and instruments;
and appaappa- Radiotelegraphy,etc.
instruments and
and
instruments; instruments
t
o
ratus, supplies, and technical
technical books
books and
and periodicals
periodicals necessary
necessary to
carry on experimental and research
research work i
n radiotelegraphy
radiotelegraphy at the
in
Submarine
motive
naval radio
radio laboratory;
in all,
all, $17,550,000,
of which $2,100,000
shall power
Submarne
motive
laboratory; in
$17,550,000, of
$2,100,000 shall
tests.
$600,000 of the amount w r e
be available
available immediately, and not less than $600,000
developing and
last named shall
shall be available
available for
for developing
and testing
testing submarine
submarine
power under
service conditions:
conditions: Provided
motive power
under actual service
Clerletc.services
Provided2? That the
the Provisos.
Clerical,etc.,servioes.
sum to be paid out of this appropriation, under the direction of
of
Secretary of the Navy, for clerical, drafting, inspection,
the Secretary
inspection, and
messenger
naval stations,
stations, and offices
offices of
of United
United
messenger service in navy yards, naval
States
inspectors of
and engineering
engineering material
material for
the
States inspectors
of machinery
machinery and
for the
Restriction on mainfiscal year
June 30,
30, 1925,
1925, shall
$1,475,000: ProPro- tainig
fiscal
year ending
ending June
shall not
not exceed
exceed $1,475,000:
taining designated
designated
types of ships.
or any other appropriation
con- types of ships
That no
of this
this or
vided
further, That
no part
part of
appropriation convided further,
tained in this Act shall be available
maintaining in commission,
commission,
available for maintaining

exclusive of vessels of other types, more than four cargo ships, two

transports,
exclusive ofand
vessels
one of
ammunition
other types,
ship,
more
unless,
than i
four
n case
cargo
of emergency,
ships, two

transports, and one ammunition ship, unless, in case of emergency, Return
Return to
to port
port alal
the
should otherwise
direct. Nothing
Nothing in
this proviso
shall lowed
the President
President should
otherwise direct.
in this
proviso shall
lowed for decommisioning.
be construed
construed to
the return
of any
port where
to the
the port
where sioning.
any vessel
vessel to
return of
to hinder
hinder the
be
decommissioned.
it will be decommissioned.

Engineering
Engineering Experi-

ACADEMY, ment
menttatin
ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT
EXPERIMENT STATION,
STATION, UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES NAVAL
NAVAL ACADEMY,
ENGINEERING
Station. Eperi
ANNAPOLIS,
MARYLAND.
ANNAPOLIS, MARYLAND.

Experimental work

For original
investigation and
and extended
extended experimentation
experimentation of
of naval
naval ,tEerimenta
For
original investigation
at.
appliances,
testing implements
implements and apparatus;
apparatus; purchase
purchase and instalappliances, testing
machines and auxiliaries
lation of such machines
auxiliaries considered
considered applicable
applicable for
for
equipment
maintenance and
test and use in the naval service, and for maintenance
and equipment
$175,000.
of buildings and grounds, $175,000.

work

SALARIES,
DEPARTMENT.
NAVY DEPARTMENT.
SALARIES, NAVY
Civilian personnel in
personal services
services in the District of Columbia in accordance
For personal
accordance Dcidienaperso
nnelin
Department.
$283,800.
Act
of
1923,"
Classification
" The Classification
with "
1923,"

BUREAU OF
OF CONSTRUCTION
CONSTRUCTION AND
AND REPAIR.
BUREAU

Bureau of Construe.
tion
andRepair.
Lion and
Repair.

CONSTRUCTION
REPAIR OF VESSELS.
VESSELS.
CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR

For
and completion
completion of
on the
in reccmostrync9,0,netea.n
nrenofeseion etnd
For preservation
preservation and
of vessels
vessels on
the stocks
stocks and
and in
ordinary; purchase of materials and stores of all kinds; steam steerers,
steam capstans, steam windlasses, and all other auxiliaries; labor in
machinery and tools
navy yards
yards and on foreign stations; purchase of machinery
carrying on work of experimental
experimental model
model tank and
for use in shops; carrying
designing naval vessels; construction
construction and repair of
of
wind tunnel; designing
yard craft, lighters, and barges; wear, tear, and repair of vessels
afloat;
afloat; general care and protection
protection of the Navy in the line of conincidental expenses
expenses for
repair; incidental
for vessels and
and navy yards,
yards,
struction and repair;
inspectors' offices, such as photographing,
photographing, books, professional
professional magainspectors'
zines,
and instruments
instruments for
for drafting
room, and
and Eip
zines, plans,
plans, stationery,
stationery, and
drafting room,
t
Equipment supplies.
classified field force under
under the bureau; for hemp, wire,
for pay of classified
iron, and other materials for the manufacture
manufacture of cordage, anchors,
45822°--25j
45822 0-25- --15
15
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1924.

cables, galleys,
and chains;
chains; specifications
thereof shall
shall
cables,
galleys, and
specifications for
for purchase
purchase thereof
be
so prepared
as shall
shall give
give fair
fair and
and free
competition; canvas
canvas for
be so
prepared as
free competition;
for
the
hammocks, and
other work;
inthe manufacture
manufacture of
of sails,
sails, awnings,
awnings, hammocks,
and other
work; interior
appliances and
manufacturing purposes
navy yards
yards
terior appliances
and tools
tools for
for manufacturing
purposes in
in navy
and naval
naval stations;
for the
the purchase
purchase of
of all
and
stations; and
and for
all other
other articles
articles of
of
equipage at
for the
the payment
of labor
labor in
in
equipage
at home
home and
and abroad;
abroad; and
and for
payment of
equipping vessels
vessels therewith
and manufacture
manufacture of
equipping
therewith and
of such
such articles
articles in
in the
the
several navy
yards; naval
signals and
apparatus, other
several
navy yards;
naval signals
and apparatus,
other than
than electric,
electric,
namely, signals,
running lights,
namely,
signals, lights,
lights, lanterns,
lanterns, running
lights, and
and lamps,
lamps, and
and their
their
appendages
for general
general use
use on
for illuminating
illuminating purposes;
purposes;
appendages for
on board
board ship
ship for
and
oil and
in connection
therewith; bunting
other
and oil
and candles
candles used
used in
connection therewith;
bunting and
and other
materials
making and
repairing flags
flags of
of all
all kinds;
for all
all permaterials for
for making
and repairing
kinds; for
permanent
fittings and
and equipage;
rugs, carpets,
carpets, curtains,
curtains, and
and
manent galley
galley fittings
equipage; rugs,
Proviso.
vessels, $15,605,000:
the sum
sum
hangings on
on board
board naval
naval vessels,
$15,605,000: Provided,
Provided,That
That the
Cleric,etc.,se
ces. hangings
Clerical,etc.,services.
Clerical,etc.,services.
to be
of this
of the
to
be paid
paid out
out of
this appropriation,
appropriation, under
under the
the direction
direction of
the
Secretary
of the
Navy, for
for clerical,
clerical, drafting,
inspection, watchmen
watchmen
Secretary of
the Navy,
drafting, inspection,
(ship
and messenger
messenger service
service in
navy yards,
stations,
(ship keepers),
keepers), and
in navy
yards, naval
naval stations,
and
offices of
superintending naval
naval constructors
for the
the fiscal
year
and offices
of superintending
constructors for
fiscal year
ending June
June 30,
19251and
and shall
not exceed
$1,630,000.
ending
30,1925,
shall not
exceed $1,630,000.
SALA
RMS., NAVY
NAVY DEPARTMENT.
SALARIES,
DEPARTMENT.

Civilian
personnel in
in
Civilian Personnel
Department.
Department.
Bureau of
Ordnance.
of Ordnance.
Bureau

For personal services in the District of Columbia
Columbia in accordance
accordance
with the Classification
Classification Act of 1923, $313,000.
BUREAU OF
OF ORDNANCE.
ORDNANCE.
BUREAU
ORDNANCE AND
AND ORDNANCE
ORDNANCE STORES.
ORDNANCE
STORES.

For procuring, producing, preserving, and handling ordnance
material;
of ships, for
material; for the armament of
and labor
labor to
for fuel, material,
material, and
to
be
used in
in the
the general
under the
cognizance of
of the
the Bureau
of
be used
general work
work under
the cognizance
Bureau of
Ordnance; for
for furniture
furniture at
naval ammunition
depots, torpedo
staOrdnance;
at naval
ammunition depots,
torpedo stations, naval
naval ordnaice
ordnance plants,
grounds; for
technical
for technical
proving grounds;
and proving
plants, and
Plantappliances,etc.
Plant appliances, etc. tions,
appliances as
as now
Navy Classificabooks; plant
plant appliances
now defined
defined by
by the
the "
"Navy
Classification of
machinery and
machine tools;
mainof Accounts"; for
for machinery
and machine
tools; for
for maintenance of proving grounds, powder
powder factory,
gun
factory, torpedo
torpedo stations,
stations, gun
factory,
ammunition depots,
depots, and
naval ordnance
factory, ammunition
and naval
ordnance 'plants,
plants, and
and for
for
target practice;
practice; not to exceed $10,000
$10,000 for
improvements to
for minor
minor improvements
to
buildings, grounds,
appurtenances, and
at a
a cost
to exceed
exceed
grounds, and appurtenances,
and at
cost not
not to
$750
$750 for any
and operaany single
single project;
project; for the
the maintenance,
maintenance, repair,
repair, and
operation of horse-drawn
motor-propelled freight
horse-drawn and motor-propelled
freight and
and passengerpassengercarrying
carrying vehicles, to be used only
purposes at
nava lam
only for
for official
official purposes
at naval
am-munition depots,
depots, naval
proving grounds,
grounds, naval
naval ordnance
and
naval proving
ordnance plants,
plants, and
naval
naval torpedo
torpedo stations; for the pay of chemists,
chemists, clerical,
clerical, drafting,
drafting, inspection, and messenger
messenger service
service in navy yards, naval
naval stations,
stations, naval
naval
Schools at designated
stchoolats
esIg at ordnance
ammunition depots, and
and for care
stations.
ordnance plants, and naval ammunition
and
care and
operation of schools during the fiscal year 1925 at ordnance stations
at
Maryland, Dahlgren,
Dahlgren, Virginia,
Virginia, and
South Charleston,
Charleston,
at Indianhead,
Indianhead, Maryland,
and South
hm
i
Proviso.
West Virginia,
$9,025,000: Provided,
That
the
sum to
to be
paid out
out of
of
cthemical,
Chemical,
etc., se
serv- West
Virgnia,
$9,025,000:
Provided,
That
the
sum
be
paid
ices. i c e s
under the direction
this appropriation
appropriation
.
under
the Secretary
Navy
direction of
of the
Secretary o
offth
thee Navy
for
clerical, drafting,
drafting, inspection,
messenger
for chemists,
chemists, clerical,
inspection, watchmen,
watchmen, and
and messenger
service in navy yards, naval stations,
stations, naval
naval ordnance
ordnance plants,
plants, and
and
naval ammunition
ammunition depots for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1925,
1925.
shall not exceed
exceed $900,000.
$900,000.
Smokeless
and manufacture
manufacture of
smokeless powder,
powder, $772,000.
Smokeles powder.
For purchase
purchase and
of smokeless
$772,000.
Torpedoes,
For the purchase and manufacture
Torpedoes, etc.
manufacture of
torpedoes and
and appliances,
appliances,
of torpedoes
to
be available
expended, $850,000.
$850,000.
to be
available until
until expended,

Procuring,
ordProin etc-,
etc., nrdnance and ordnance

stores.
stores.
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EXPERIMENTS,
BUREAU OF
EXPERIMENTS, BUREAU
OF ORDNANCE.
ORDNANCE.

experimental work in the
For experimental
armor-piercing and
the development
development of
of armor-piercing
and
other projectiles,
projectiles, fuses, powders, and high explosives, in
in connection
connection
with problems of the attack of armor with
fire
with direct
direct and inclined
inclined fire
at various
various ranges, including the purchase
purchase of armor, powder, proprojectiles, and fuses for the above purposes and of all necessary
necessary mamaterial and labor in connection
connection therewith;
therewith; and for other
other experimental
experimental
cognizance of the Bureau of Ordnance, in connection
work under the cognizance
connection
with the development
development of ordnance material
material for the Navy,
Navy, $195,000.

Experimental
work.
Experimental work.

SALARIES,
SALARIES, NAVY DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
Civilian personnel in
For personal services
Department.
services in the District of Columbia
Columbia in accordance
accordance Depatmennt.n
with the
Classification Act
Act of
1923, $142,600.
$142,600.
the Classification
of 1923,

BUREAU OF SUPPLIES AND ACCOUNTS.
ACCOUNTS.
PAY OF THE NAVY.
NAVY.

Bureau
Bureau of Supplies
and Accounts.
Pay of the
the Navy.
Navy.

Officers.
For pay and allowances prescribed
prescribed by law of
sea duty
duty Pay,
of officers on
on sea
rental, and
rental,
and subsistence allowance.
and other duty, and officers
officers on waiting orders-pay
orders—pay $26,431,298,
$26,431,298, sistence
rental allowance
allowance $5,438,284,
$5,438,284, subsistence allowance
in all
all
allowance $3,331,700,
$3,331,700, in
quarters, etc.
$35,201,282; officers on the retired list, $3,804,292;
$35,201,282;
$3,804,292; for
of quarfor hire
hire of
quar- Hire of quarters.
ters for officers
officers serving with troops where there are
quarare no
no public
public quarters belonging to the Government,
Government, and where there
there are not
not sufficient
sufficient
quarters possessed
possessed by the United States to accommodate
and
accommodate them,
them, and
hire of quarters for officers and enlisted men
on sea
sea duty
duty at
such
men on
at such
times as they may be deprived
deprived of their quarters on board ship
ship due
due
to repairs or other conditions which may render them uninhabitable,
uninhabitable,
Enlisted men.
men.
$20,000; pay of enlisted men on
retired list,
$1,554,489; extra
pay Enlisted
on the
the retired
list, $1,554,489;
extra pay
to men reenlisting after being honorably
honorably discharged,
discharged, $1,527,225;
$1,527,225;
interest on deposits by men, $7,500; pay of petty officers,
seamen,
officers, seamen,
apprentice seamen, including
including men in the engineer's
landsmen, and apprentice
engineer's
force and men detailed
detailed for duty with the Fish Commission,
Commission, enlisted
enlisted
men, men in trade schools, pay of enlisted men of the Hospital Corps,
extra pay to men for diving, $66,961,412;
$66,961,412; pay of enlisted
underenlisted men underMachinists, apprenapprengoing sentence
sentence of court-martial,
court-martial, $198,000; and as
as many
many machinists
machinists ticeMachinists,
seamen.
seamen.
as the President may from time to time
deem necessary
time deem
necessary to
to appoint;
appoint;
and apprentice
apprentice seamen under training at training stations and on
on
board training ships, at the pay prescribed
prescribed by law, $1,512,000;
$1,512,000; pa
pay Nurse Corps.
and allowances
allowances of the Nurse Corps, including assistant superintendsuperintendents, directors, and assistant directors—pay
directors-pay $713,680, rental
rental allowallowance $31,200,
allowance $22,740,
$31,200, subsistence allowance
$22,740, in all $767,620;
$767,620; rent
rent of
of
quarters for members
members of the Nurse Corps, $2,000;
retainer pay
pay and
and
$2,000; retainer
active-service
active-service pay and allowances
allowances of members
members of
the Naval
of the
Fleet Naval
Naval Reserve
Reserve.
Naval Reserve
Reserve Fleet
Force class 1
1 (Fleet Naval Reserve),
Reserve), $5,309,180;
Property losses.
losses.
$5,309,180; reimbursement
reimbursement for Property
Vol. 40, p. 389.
losses of property under
Act of
of October
October 6,
6, 1917,
$10,000; payment
payment of
of Vol.
under Act
1917, $10,000;'
six months'
months' death gratuity, $125,000; in all, $117,000,000;
$117,000,000; and
and the
the Accounting, etc.
money herein specifically
specifically appropriated
appropriated for "Pay
"Pay of
of the Navy,"
Navy," shall
shall
be disbursed and accounted for in accordance
accordance with existing law as
as
" Pay of the Navy."
Navy." and for that purpose shall constitute
"
constitute one fund:
fund:
Provisos.
Provisos.
Provided,
Provided, That additional
additional commissioned, warranted,
warranted, appointed,
appointed, enen- Additional
medical
listed, and civilian personnel of the medical department
department of
personnel for Veterans'
of the
Veterans'
the Navy,
Navy, personnel
Burean
Bureau
patients
at narequired for the care of patients of the United States
Veterans' BuStates Veterans'
Bu- val
val hospitals.
hospithLs.
reau in naval hospitals, may be employed
the
numbers
employed in addition to
to the numbers
Restriction on adappropriated for in this Act: Provided
appropriated
further, That
no part
Provided further,
That no
part of
of missionsto
missions to NavalAcadNavalAcadthis appropriation
appropriation shall be
be available
available for
for the
of any
any midshiphereafter.
emy hereafter.
the pay
pay of
midship- emy
men whose admission subsequent
subsequent to
9, 1924,
1924, would
to February 9,
would result
result
in exceeding at any time an allowance of three midshipmen
midshipmen for
for each
each
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Appointments
at
Apporntments
at
large and
from enlisted
and from
enlisted
personnelot
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Senator,
Senator, Representative,
Representative, and Delegate
Delegate in
one midshipin Congress; of
of one
midshipman for Porto Rico, aa native of
appointed on
nominaof the
the island, appointed
on nomination of the governor,
governor, and
and of
of two
two midshipmen
midshipmen from
from Porto
Porto Rico,
apRico, appointed on nomination
nomination of the Resident
of two
two
Resident Commissioner;
Commissioner; and
and of
midshipmen
midshipmen for the District of Columbia: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
That

be construed
to repeal
modify in
in any
any way
way
afected. nothing
nothing herein
herein shall
shall be
construed to
repeal or
or modify
existing laws relative
relative to the appointment
appointment of midshipmen
midshipmen at
large or
at large
or
Discharge
Dharge Permitted
permitted from the enlisted personnel
personnel of the naval service:
service: Provided
Provided further,
further,
of minors enlistingwithout consent
consent of
of parent.
That hereafter
That
hereafter upon
upon the
the presentation
of satisfactory
satisfactory evidence
to
presentation of
evidence as
as to
application for discharge
his age and upon application
parent or guardian
discharge by his
his parent
guardian
presented to the Secretary
Secretary of the Navy within
within sixty days after
after the
the
date of his enlistment,
enlistment, any man
man enlisted
1924, in
in the
the
enlisted after
after July
July 1,
1, 1924,
naval service or Marine Corps
Corps under twenty-one
twenty-one years of age
age who
who
was enlisted without the written
written consent
consent of his
parent or
guardian,
his parent
or guardian,
Longevity
not allodngevty not
al- if
if any, shall
shall be discharged
for his
own convenience:
And provided
provided
discharged for
his own
convenience: And
lowed officers
time
lowed
officers for
for time
at Naval
Naval or Military fwuther,
Pother, That in
any purpose
the
length of
of service
service
in computing
computing for any
purpose
the
length
Academy
A
y after
ater March
Marh of
of any
any officer
officer of the Navy, of the Marine
Marine Corps, of
of the
the Coast
Coast Guard,
Guard,
4, 1913.
of the Coast and Geodetic
Public Health
Health Service,
Service,
Geodetic Survey, or of the Public
who was appointed to the United States
States Naval
Naval Academy
or to
to the
Academy or
the
United States Military Academy after
March 4,
4, 1913,
time spent
spent
after March
1913, the
the time
at either academy
academy shall not
not be
be counted.
Provisions.
Commuted
Commuted
etc.

PROVISIONS, NAVY.
PROVISIONS,
NAVY.
rations,
rations,

tc.

ubsitence,

Subsistence, if
if absent
from ships.

from ships.
rom

For provisions
provisions and commuted
commuted rations for
for enlisted
enlisted men
men of
of the
the Navy,
Navy,

which commuted
commuted rations may be paid to caterers
caterers of messes in case
of death or desertion upon orders
commanding officers,
at 50
orders of the commanding
officers, at
50
cents per diem, and midshipmen
midshipmen at 80
cents per
diem, and
and comcom80 cents
per diem,
muted rations stopped
stopped on a:ccount
of sick
in hospital
hospital and
and credited
credited
account of
sick in
at the rate of 75 cents
cents per ration to the naval
naval hospital
hospital fund;
subfund; sub-

unavoidably detained
sistence of men unavoidably
detained or absent
absent from
from vessels
vessels to
to
which attached
attached under orders (during which
subsistence rations
which subsistence
rations to
to
be stopped on board
and no
credit for
for commutation
commutation therefor
board ship
ship and
no credit
therefor
Naval Reserve
to be
be given)
quarters and
subsistence of
of men
men on
on detached
detached duty;
duty;
Reserve Force.
Force. to
given);;quarters
and subsistence
Naval
subsistence
Reserve Force during
subsistence of members
members of the Naval Reserve
during period
period of
active service; expenses of handling provisions and for
for subsistence
subsistence
in kind at hospitals and on board
board ship
of subsistence
subsistence allowallowship in
in lieu
lieu of
ance of female nurses and Navy and
and Marine
Marine Corps
general courtsCorps general
courtsmartial prisoners
undergoing imprisonment
prisoners undergoing
imprisonment with
with sentences
of disdissentences of
honorable
discharge from the service
honorable discharge
expiration of
of such
conservice at the
the expiration
such conProvisos.
prrte.r.
finement;
fmement; in all, $9,590,000:
$9,590,000: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the
Commuted rations
Commuted
rations
for prisoners.
Navy is
is authorized
to commute
commute rations
such general
general courtscourtsauthorized to
rations for
for such
martial prisoners
prisoners in such amounts
amounts as seem to
to him
him proper,
proper, which
which
accordance with the
may vary in accordance
the location
location of the naval
naval prison, but
but
which shall
no case
case exceed
per diem
diem for
for each
ration so
rmy emergency
ra- which
shall in
in no
exceed 30
30 cents
cents per
Army
emergency raeach ration
so
tion.
tion.
commuted; and for the purchase
commuted;
purchase of United States Army
Army emergency
emergency
Unexpended
balance rations as required: Provided further,
Vnegeuded balance
required: Provided further, That the unexpended
unexpended balance
balance
available.
vol. 42,
2, p. 1144.
Vol.
1144.
of the appropriation
appropriation "Provisions,
"Provisions, Navy,"
Navy," carried in the Naval
Naval Appropriation Act for the fiscal
fiscal year 1924,
shall be
to
1924, shall
be transferred
transferred to
and merged with the appropriation
fiscal year
year 1925.
appropriation for the fiscal
1925.
ss.

MAINTENANCE.
MAINTENANCE.
Maintenance.

Maintenance.

For fuel; the
transportation of
the removal and transportation
of ashes
and garbage
garbage
ashes and

from ships of war; books, blanks, and stationery,
stationery, including
including stationery
commanding and navigating
tionery for commanding
navigating officers
officers of ships, chaplains
chaplains

on shore and afloat, and for the
the use of courts-martial
courts-martial on
on board
board ships;
ships;
purchase. repair, and exchange
purchase.
exchange of typewriters
typewriters for
for ships;
ships; packing
packing
boxes and materials; interior
boxes
interior fittings for general
general storehouses,
storehouses, pay
pay
navy yards;
offices, and accounting offices
offices in navy
expenses of
yards; expenses
of disbursing
disbursing
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officers;
repair thereto;
expenses of naval clothing
thereto; expenses
and repair
mills and
coffee mills
officers; coffee
factory and
machinery for
for the
equipment; purlaboratory equipment;
same; laboratory
the same;
and machinery
factory
Equipment supplies.
chase of
of articles
articles of
of equipage
equipage at
at home
and abroad under the cogni- Equipmentsupplies.
home and
chase
zance
of
the
Bureau
of
Supplies
and
Accounts,
and
for
payment
payment
the
for
and
zance of the Bureau of Supplies and Accounts,
of
labor in
in equipping
equipping vessels
therewith, and
and the
manufacture of
the manufacture
vessels therewith,
of labor
instruments and
such
the several
navy yards;
and
yards; musical instruments
several navy
in the
articles in
such articles
music;
mess outfits;
outfits; soap
board naval
naval vessels;
tolls, ferriage,
ferriage,
vessels; tolls,
on board
soap on
music; mess
yeomen's
stores, safes,
safes, and
other incidental
incidental expenses;
expenses; all
and bureaus.rt
freight anFdrebilgihret;aDz.epartment
all freighi
and other
yeomen's stores,
and
express
charges
pertaining
to
the
Navy
Department
and
its
and express charges pertaining to the Navy Department
bureaus; labor
general storehouses,
paymasters' offices, and acstorehouses, paymasters
in general
labor in
bureaus;
counting offices
offices in
in navy
naval stations, including
including naval
naval
and naval
yards and
navy yards
counting
the
stations
in island
the control of the
under the
possessions under
island posSessions
maintained in
stations maintained
United
States,
and
expenses
in
handling
stores
purchased
and
manupurchased
stores
handling
in
expenses
and
United States,
factured under
under "the
"the naval
supply account
$9,800,000:
all, $9,800,000:
in all,
fund "; in
account fund";
naval supply
factured
P

under
this appropriation,
of
out
paid
be paid
to
sum
That
Provided,
Provided,
the direction
That
ofthe
the
thesum
Secretary
to be
of the
out Navy,
of this for
appropriation,
chemists and
under
for
for
and
chemists
for
Navy,
the
of
Secretary
the
of
the direction
acand
supply
clerical, inspection,
inspection, and
service in the
messenger service
and messenger
clerical,
and
counting
departments
of
the
navy
yards
and
stations
naval
and
yards
navy
the
of
counting departments
disbursing
year ending
ending June
1925, shall not
30, 1925,
June 30,
fiscal year
the fiscal
for the
offices for
disbursing offices
exceed
$2,850,000.
exceed $2,850,000.
The clothing and
small-stores fund
shall be
be charged
with the
the
charged with
fund shall
The clothing and small-stores
value
of
all
issues
of
clothing
and
small
stores
made
to
enlisted
value of all issues of clothing and small stores made to enlisted
men and
required as
as outfits
outfits on
on first
first enlistment,
enlistment,
seamen required
apprentice seamen
and apprentice
men
not to
to exceed
and for
gratuity to
to enrolled
enrolled men
uniform gratuity
for uniform
each, and
$100 each,
exceed $100
not
exceed
of
Reserve Force,
clothing not
not to exceed
civilian clothing
for civilian
and for
Force, and
Naval Reserve
the Naval
of the
unde$15
per
man
to
men
given
discharge
for
bad
conduct,
for
conduct,
bad
for
discharge
given
men
$15 per man to

sirability,
or inaptitude,
gratuity paid
to officers
the
of the
officers of
paid to
the uniform
uniform gratuity
inaptitude, the
sirability, or
and
Naval Reserve
authorized issues of clothing and
Force, and the authorized
Reserve Force
Naval
equipment to
the members
members of the Naval Nurse Corps.
to the
equipment

rovi
so.

Chemieal, etc.,serv-

ices*
Chemical,

etc.,

clothng and sma

do
Clotpfund.
t
i
m
n
i and small
stores

Eaut
r°nfirstethg:

enuttSnlo grelt-n
chaged
etc., charged

tffitYl
tity, ,. etc.,
ere

Nwvam
uses Corps.
Noe
NVai

FUEL AND
TRANSPORTATION.
AND TRANSPORTATION.
FUEL

0

Fuel, transportation,

Fti"l

For
coal and
and other
other fuel
for steamers'
and ships' use, including etc. tuspot"
steamers' and
fuel for
For coal
expenses
of
transportation
storage,
and
handling
the same;
same •mainthe
handling
and
storage,
transportation,
of
expenses
tenance and
and general
general operation
machinery of
fuel' depots
naval fuel
of naval
of machinery
operation of
tenance
and
fuel
plants;
water
for
all
purposes
on
board
naval
and
vessels;
naval
board
on
purposes
all
for
and fuel plants; water
ice
the cooling
expense of
transportation Proving.
of transportation
the expense
including the
water, including
of water,
cooling of
for the
ice for
Issues charged to apand
storage of
of, both,
both, $14,500,000:
$14,500,000: Provided,
fuel acquired
acquired other
other propriation
I^°hargtoet
That fuel
Provided, That
and storage
than
purchase shall
shall not
issued without
without charging
applicable Propon
the applicable
charging the
be issued
not be
by purchase
than by
appropriation
the cost
of such
such fuel
fuel at
at the
the rate
rate current
the Price for fuel on
at the
current at
cost of
with the
appropriation with
time
of
issue
for
fuel
purchased:
Provided
further,
That
the
Presi- hand.
on
f. fl
ha
Presithe
That
further,
time of issue for fuel purchased: Provided
dent
may
direct
the
use,
wholly
or
in
part,
of
fuel
on
hand,
however
however
hand,
on
fuel
of
part,
in
or
wholly
use
the
direct
may
dent
acquired, to
be charged
at the
rate for
fuel acquired
by
acquired by
for fuel
last-issue rate
the last-issue
charged at
to be
acquired,
purchase,
when,
in
his
judgment,
prices
quoted
for
supplying
fuel
fuel
supplying
for
quoted
prices
judgment,
purchase, when, in his
Permanent
special
Permaent
are
exceP..sive.
are excessive.
working fund.
The
Secretary
of
the
Treasury
is
authorized
and
directed
to
transsngspi
wor
to
transTransfer front sa
The Secretary of the Treasury is authorized and directed
account for esta
fer
from
the
naval
supply
account
fund
an
amount
not
exceeding
tfran
acount
exceeding
not
amount
an
fund
account
supply
fer from the naval
ment of.
$100,000
the establishment
establishment of
permanent special
working fund,
of.
fund, ment
special working
a permanent
of a
for the
$100,000 for
Functions specified.
which shall
with the
the net
net proceeds
sales of
of surplus
id
surplus F neo
all sales
of all
proceeds of
charged with
be charged
shall be
which
and
condemned stores;
bidders at
sales and
to special
special
and to
at sales
to bidders
refunds to
with refunds
stores; with
and condemned
depositors;
and with
material, and
and services
services
overhead, material,
labor, overhead,
all labor,
with all
depositors; and
incident
to
work
done
not
chargeable
to
naval
appropriations;
and
and
appropriations;
naval
to
chargeable
not
done
work
incident to
which
shall be
as payment
payment or
or
received as
funds received
all funds
with all
credited with
be credited
which shall
advances
for
surplus
stores,
for
condemned
stores,
and
for
all
all
for
and
stores,
condemned
for
stores,
advances for surplus
Japaneseearthquake.
expenses
incident to
work not
chargeable to
naval appropriations.
pe.
appropriations. Ja
to naval
not chargeable
to work
expenses incident
for relief
madere
The
General of
of the
the Navy
Navy is
is hereby
and ofIssues
slues made
authorized and
hereby authorized
sufferers
by, authorPaymaster General
The Paymaster
ized from naval simply
directed to
expend
from
the
naval
supply
account,
without
reimiedfomnavnluw
directed to expend from the naval supply account, without rei - account.
bursement
the naval
naval supply
supply account
account fund,
made by
by order
order act.
issues made
fund, issues
to the
bursement to
of
the Secretary
the Navy,
the directions
directions of the
to the
pursuant to
Navy, pursuant
of the
Secretary of
of the
President, for
sufferers in
Japan following
following the
earththe earthin Japan
of sufferers
relief of
the relief
for the
President,
quake
winch
occurred
September
1,
1923.
1,1928.
quake which occurred September

==~.
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SALARIES,
NAVY DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
SALARIES, NAVY

Civilian
personnel i
in
Civilian Personnel
n
Department.

Cn. 203.
Cu.
203.

1924.
1924.

'

For
personal services
District of
For personal
services in
in the
the District
of Columbia,
Columbia, in
in accordance
accordance
with
of 1923,
1923, $840,000.
$840 ,000.
with the
the Classification
Classification Act
Act of
BUREAU OF
OF MEDICINE
BUREAU
MEDICINE AND
AND SURGERY.
SURGERY.

Bureau of Medicine
Bureau
Medicine
and
Surgery.
and Surgery.

MEDICAL
MEDICAL DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
Surgeon's necessaries.

sureon'secessales.

Civil establishment.

For surgeon's
surgeon's necessaries
necessaries for
for vessels
vessels in
commission, navy
navy yards,
in commission,
yards,

Civi estabshent. naval stations, and Marine
for the
the civil
civil establishment
Marine Corgs;
Corps; and
and for
establishment

at
the several
navy yards,
supply
at the
several naval
naval hospitals,
hospitals, navy
yards, naval
naval medical
medical supply
depots,
Naval Medical
Medical School
School and
and Dispensary,
Dispensary, Washington,
Washington, and
depots, Naval
and
Proviso.
eMriao.ete services Naval
$1,840,000: Provided
That the
sum to
to be
be paid
Naval Academy,
Academy, $1,840,000:
Provided, That
the sum
paid out
out
Clerical,etc.,services.
appropriation, under
of this appropriation,
of the
Secretary of
the
under the
the direction of
the Secretary
of the
Navy,
for clerical
clerical service
service in
naval hospitals,
hospitals, dispensaries,
Navy, for
in naval
dispensaries, medical
medical
supply depots,
depots, and
and Naval
Naval Medical
Medical School,
School, for
the fiscal
year ending
ending
supply
for the
fiscal year
June 30,1925,
30, 1925, shall
shall not
not exceed
$150,000.
June
exceed $150,000.

•

CONTINGENT, BUREAU
BUREAU OF
MEDICINE AND
CONTINGENT,
OF MEDICINE
AND SURGERY.
SURGERY.

For tolls and ferriages; purchase
purchase of books and
and stationery;
stationery; hyhygienic and
and illustration;
hygienic
and sanitary
sanitary investigation
investigation and
illustration; sanitary,
sanitary, hygienic,2and special
gienic
special instruction,
instruction, including
including the
issuing of
naval medical
the issuing
of naval
medical
bulletins and
supplements; purchase
repairs of
nonpassengerand supplements;
purchase and
and repairs
of nonpassengercarrying wagons,
harness; purchase
carrying
wagons, automobile
automobile ambulances,
ambulances, and
and harness;
purchase
of and feed for
for horses
cows; maintenance,
maintenance, repair,
and operation
horses and cows;
repair, and
operation
of three
three passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying motor
naval dispensary,
of
motor vehicles
vehicles for
for naval
dispensary,
Washington, District of Columbia, and
of one
motor-propelled veand of
one motor-propelled
veofficial use only for
hicle for official
officer on
out-patient medifor the medical
medical officer
on out-patient
medical service at the Naval
Naval. Academy; trees, plants,
plants, care
care of
of grounds,
grounds,
garden tools, and seeds;
articles for
for the
the Naval
Naval -Medical
Medical
seeds; incidental
incidental articles
School and naval dispensary, Washington,
Washington, naval
supply
naval medical
medical supply
depots, sick quarters
quarters at Naval
Academy and
marine barracks;
Naval Academy
and marine
barracks; washwashing for medical
medical department
department at Naval Medical
Medical School and
disand naval
naval dispensary, Washington,
pensary,
Washington, naval medical supply
supply depots,
depots, sick
sick quarters
quarters
at Naval Academy
Academy and marine barracks, dispensaries
yards
dispensaries at
at navy
navy yards
and naval stations, and ships;
minor repairs
on buildings
ships; and for
for minor
repairs on
buildings
and grounds of the United
United States Naval Medical
School and
and naval
naval
Medical School
medical
medical supply depots; rent of rooms
rooms for naval
naval dispensary,
dispensary, WashWashCare
of insane
insane on
Care of
on ington,
ington, District of Columbia, not to exceed
exceed $1,200:
$1,200; for the
care,
the care,
Pacific coast.
maintenance, and treatment of the insane of the Navy and Marine
maintenance,
Corps on the Pacific
Pacific coast,
supernumeraries held
coast, including
including supernumeraries
held for
for
transfer to the Government
Government Hospital for
the Insane;
dental
for the
Insane; for
for dental
outfits and dental material, and all
contingent exexall other necessary
necessary contingent
Provis o.
Repars,ete
.atdesig$395,000: Provided,
Provided, That
the Secretary
That the
Secretary of
Repairs,
,
etc.,
at desig- penses; in all, $395,000:
of the Navy
Navy
nated hospitals.
be,
he is
hereby, authorized
be, and
and he
is hereby,
authorized to replace
replace the present old frame
buildings
buildings at the naval hospitals, Canacao.
Canacao, Philippine
Philippine Islands,
and
Islands. and
Mare Island,
Island, California,
modern reinforced
reinforced concrete
concrete buildings,
Mare
California. with modern
and to construct necessary
additional buildings at the
necessary additional
hospithe naval
naval hospitals at San Diego. California.
California, Pearl Harbor,
Hawaii, and
Harbor, Hawaii,
and Mare
Mare
Island, California, at
at aa total cost
cost not
not to
$2.257,500. which
which
to exceed
exceed $2.257,500.
hospital total expenditure for the purposes aforesaid shall be made
From naval hospital
from the
total expenditure for the purposes aforesaid
fund.
hospital fund.
naval hospital
fund.
Contingent apenses.
epenses.

Care of
the dead.
dead.
or the
('are

Expenses
interring
interring
remains of
remains
of officers,
officers' etc.,
etc.,
dying
in
service.
dying in service.

rempnsof ofieetc,

CARE OF THE DEAD.

F

c

o

t

the dead;
for purchase
purchase of
of cemetery
cemetery lots;
For care
care of the
dead; for
lots; for
for funeral
funeral
expenses and
expenses
and interment
interment or transportation
transportation to their homes or to designated cemeteries
cemeteries of the remains of officers (including
(including officers
officers who
die
within the
supernumerary patients who die
die within
the United
United States
States and supernumerary
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in naval
naval hospitals)
hospitals) and
enlisted men
men of the Navy and Marine
and enlisted
in
Corps
of members
officers and enlisted
of the Nurse Corps, and of officers
members of
Corps, of
men
Of
the
Naval
Reserve
Force,
when
service with the
active
on
when
Force,
Reserve
Naval
the
men of
Navy,
or are
are killed
killed in action ashore or afloat, and also to
die or
who die
Navy, who
enable the
Secretary of
the Navy, in his discretion, to cause to be
of the
the Secretary
enable
Civilian employees
employees
cvilan
transported
their homes
remains of civilian employees
employees of dying
the remains
homes the
to their
transported to
abroad.
while
the
Navy
Department
and
Naval
Establishment
who
die
the Navy Department and Naval
States,
employed outside
continental limits of the United
United States
the continental
of the
outside of
employed
Proviso.
$40,000:
the sum herein appropriated
appropriated shall be
That the
Provided, That
$40,000: Provided,
available
for transportation
transportation of the remains of officers
payment for
for payment
available for
and men
men who
have died
died while on duty at any time since April 21,
who have
and
1898.
1898.

tion of
Application
of fund.
fund.

SALARIES, NAVY
NAVY DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
SALARIES,
Civilian personnel in
DCvilanpersonnelin
in accordance
of Columbia
For personal
in the
the District
District of
Columbia in
accordance Department.
services in
personal services
For

with the
Classification Act of 1923, $72,620.
the Classification
with

BUREAU OF
AND DOCKS.
YARDS AND
OF YARDS
BUREAU

Bureau
Bureau

and Docks.

of

Yards

MAINTENANCE.
MAINT-ENANCE.
General
General

mainmain-

tenance. ra
ainFor
the labor,
labor, materials,
supplies necessary,
as determined
determined ten
necessary, as
and supplies
materials, and
For the
the
of
maintenance
by
the
Secretary
of
the
Navy,
for
the
general
maintenance
general
the
for
Navy,
the
of
Secretary
by the
, etc.
e
activities
hereafter, under
the cognizance
cognizance Vehicles,
under the
or hereafter,
now,, or
properties now
and properties
activities and
of
the Bureau
of Yards
Docks, including
including the
the purchase,
purchase, main- Vcetc
and Docks,
Yards and
Bureau of
of the
e servtenance,
and operation
operation of
passenger-carrying vehicles for Clerical, etc.,
of passenger-carrying
repair, and
tenance, repair,
ices.
c.,
the Naval
Establishment not
not otherwise
provided for,
and including
including ices.
for, and
otherwise provided
Naval Establishment
the
Proo.
not
to
exceed
$950,000
for
clerical,
inspection,
drafting,
messenger,
messenger,
Provisos.
drafting,
inspection,
clerical,
not to exceed $950,000 for
of
psssenof passenPurchase
and other
in the
the field,
$6,217,500: Provided,
Provided, That gerPurchase
field, $6,217,500:
work in
classified work
vehicles limited.
other classified
and
reemited
authorized
is
Navy
during
the
fiscal
year
1925
the
Secretary
of
the
Navy
authorized
the
of
during the fiscal year 1925 the Secretary
to purchase
purchase not
more than
than five
passenger-carrying motor-propelled
motor-propelled
five passenger-carrying
not more
to
vehicles,
to exceed
exceed $1,500
passenger-carrying
$1,500 each, twenty passenger-carrying
not to
cost not
to cost
vehicles, to
motor-propelled
cost not
not to
exceed $500 each, and fifteen
to exceed
to cost
vehicles, to
motor-propelled vehicles,
operating,
not to ex- Limit for operating,
motor
cycles
with
passenger-carrying
side
cars, to
cost not
to cost
cars,
side
passenger-carrying
with
cycles
motor
etc.
ceed
$300 each:
further, That
That expenditures
expenditures from appro- etc.
Provided further,
each: Provided
ceed $300
maintenance, operation,
priations
this .Act
operation, and
Act for the maintenance,
in this
contained in
priations contained
repair
of motor-propelled
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles, including the
repair of
Marino Corps, outcompensation
operators, shall
shall not
not excele
exceed $175,000
exclusive of Marin
$175,000 exclusive
of operators,
compensation of
side continental limits.
continentalimits.
side
connecin
Corps
such
vehicles
owned
and
operated
by
the
Marine
Corps
connecMarine
the
by
operated
and
such vehicles owned
tion
expeditionary duty
duty without
the continental
limits of the
continentallimits
without the
with expeditionary
tion with
United States.
CONTINGENT.
CONTINGENT.

For contingent
contingent expenses
expenses and
and minor
minor extensions
extensions and
and improvements
improvements
For

Contingent.

Contingent.

of
stations, $125,000.
$125,000.
and stations.
yards and
navy yards
at navy
works at
public works
of public
SALARIES, NAVY
DEPART M FNT.
NAVY DEPARTMENT.
SALARIES,

in
Civilian personnel
personnel in
Civilian

For personal
Columbia in
Department.
accordance Departmezt.
in accordance
of Columbia
District of
the District
in the
services in
personal services
For

with
the Classification
1923, $237,480.
$237,480.
of 1923,
Act of
Classification Act
with the

PUBLIC
BUREAU OF
DOCKS.
AND DOCKS.
YARDS AND
OF YARDS
WORKS, BUREAU
PUBLIC WORKS,

for
Navy yard,
Portsmouth, New
New Hampshire:
Hampshire: Electric
Electric capstans
capstans for
yard, Portsmouth,
Navy
dry
dock,
$10,000;
repairs
to
quay
wall,
$20,000;
circulating
pumps
circulating
$20,000;
wall,
quay
to
repairs
dry dock, $10,000;
for
system, $10,000;
all $40.000.
$40.000.
in all
$10,000; in
heating system,
for heating
Navy yard,
Boston. Massachusetts:
Massachusetts: Additional
Additional facilities,
facilities, Dry
Dry
yard, Boston.
Navy
Dock
No.
3,
$175,000;
for
the
renewal
of
the
roof
of
foundry
buildbuildfoundry
of
roof
the
of
renewal
the
for
$175,000;
3,
No.
Dock
ing
42—C, $45,000,
in all, $220,000.
$45,000, in
No. 42-C,
ing No.

Public works.

Publicworks.

Portsmouth,
N. H.
H.
Portsmouth, N.

Portsmouth

Boston, M .S.W.

Bostn, Mss.
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New
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York,
N. Y.
York, N.Y.

Philadelphia, Pa.
Pa.
Philadelphia
Washington, D.
D. C.
C.
Washington,

system, building
building
Navy yard,
yard, New York, New York: Sprinkler
Sprinkler system,
Navy

No. 4,
repairs and
extensions to
to steam-heatmg
distributing
steam-heating distributing
and extensions
No.
4, $13,500;
$13,500; repairs
system, $17,500;
all,
plant improvements, $40,000; in all,
central power plant
$17,500; central
system,
$71,006.
$71,000.

Navy Yard,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania:
Toilet facilities,
facilities, Dry
Dry
Pennsylvania: Toilet
Navy
Yard, Philadelphia,

Dock No.
3, $25,000;
$25,000; dredging,
to continue,
continue, $25,000;
$25,000; in
$50,000.
in all,
all, $50,000.
dredging, to
No. 3,
Dock
Navy
District of
Columbia: Repairs to steam
steam
of Columbia:
yard, Washington,
Washington, District
Navy yard,
distributing system, $50,000.
Navy yard,
Norfolk, Virginia:
Replace caisson,
Dry Dock
Dock No.
No.
Navy
yard, Norfolk,
Virginia: Replace
caisson, Dry

Norfolk, Va.
Norfolkva.
Charleston,
C.
Charleston, S..C.
Mare Island,
Calif.
sland,Cal.

Mare

PugetsoundWash.
Sound,Wash.
Puget

Guantanamo, Cuba.
Gantanamo,
Cuba.
Saint Thornas,V.. L
SaintThomasV.
Pearl
Pearl
Hawaii.

1924.
1924.

Harbor,
Harbor,

Tutuila, Samoa.

ta samoa

ouam.

Guam.

Cavite, P. I.
Cavite.P.I.

Bayport, Wash.,
torpedo station.

1, $50,000.

Navy
yard, Charleston,
South Carolina:
Carolina: Dredging,
Dredging, to
to continue,
continue,
Charleston, South
Navy yard,

$30,000.

Navy yard,
Mare Island,
Island, California:
wharves,
dikes, wharves,
Rebuilding dikes,
California: Rebuilding
yard, Mare
Navy

and quay
and maintenance
cost, $2,800,000),
$2,800,000),
(limit of
of cost,
dredging (limit
maintenance dredging
walls, and
and
quay walls,
to complete,
dol$150,000; mooring dol$550,000; dredging
dredging equipment, $150,000;
to
complete, $550,000;
phins, replacement,
replacement, $28,000;
plant renewals,
coal depot,
depot,
naval coal
renewals, naval
$28,000; plant
phins,
Tiburon,
$785,500.
California, $57,500; in all, $785,500.
Tiburon, California,

Navy yard,
yard, Puget
plant and
and
Central power
power plant
Puget Sound,
Sound, Washington:
Washington: Central
Navy

distributing systems, improvements,
improvements, $100,000; repair and fitting out
out
distributing
pier (limit
(limit of
of cost,
$1,190,000), $250,000;
$350,000.
$250,000; in all, $350,000.
cost, $1,190,000),
pier

Naval station, Guantanamo,
$14,000.
Guantanamo, Cuba: Fresh-water
Fresh-water tank, $14
2000.
Naval station, Saint Thomas, Virgin Islands: Refrigerating
Refrigerating

$3,500.
plant, extension, $3,500.

station, Pearl Harbor, Hawaii:
Naval station
Hawaii: Harbor moorings, $45,000;
$45,000;

boundary fence,
fence, $23,000;
water
$23,000, water
power plant extension,
extension, $100,000; boundary
system, extension,
marine railway
$20,000;
railway accessories house, $20,000;
system,
extension, $10,000; marine
in
$198,000.
in all,
all, $198,000.
Naval station, Tutuila, Samoa: Fire protection,
protection, $10,000; rebuildrefrigerating plant, $65,000; rebuilding station
ing power and refrigerating
wharf, $12,000;
7,000.
$12,000; in all, $87,000.
Naval station, Guam: Sanitary
Sanitary improvements,
improvements, $12,000; fire protection, $9,000; replacing timber dock with concrete
concrete quay
quay wall,
tection,
coaling
station, $12,000;
$12,000; in
all, $33,000.
$3;000.
coaling station,
in all,
Naval station,
Cavite, Philippie
station Cavite
Philippine Islands: Rebuilding pontoon
pontoon
for twenty-ton
twenty-ton 'derrick, '$45,000; moving power plant equipment
equipment
worn out equipment
from Olongapo and replacing
replacing worn
equipment at Cavite (limit
(limit
renewals, $30,000;
$30,000; in all,
of cost $120,000),
$120,000), $66,000; coaling plant renewals,
$141,000.

Naval torpedo
Numbered 1,
torpedo station, Keyport, Washington:
Washington: Pier Numbered
1,
extension,
torpedo storehouse,
$42,000; power
power
extension, $15,000;
$15,000- torpedo
storehouse, extension
extension, $42,000;
plant, extension,
extension, $10,000;
$10,000; fresh-water
fresh-water system, extension, $13,000;
$13,000;
sewer system, extension, $5,000,•
$5,000, in all,
all, $85,000.
San
Diego, Calif.,
Nava ltraining
t
ra i
ni
ng station,
st
ati on ,San
San Diego,
Diego, California:
Roads, walks,
and
walks, and
California: Roads,
Naval
San Dieto
training
station. Calif.,
distributing system, $40,000.
distributing
Great Lakes training
GreatLakestraining
Lakes Illinois,
Water
Naval training station,
station, Great
Great Lakes,
Illinois, buildings:
buildings: Water
station, Ill.
station
improvements (limit
of
intake, extension, $75,000; railroad system,
system, improvements
(limit of
cost $50,000),
$50,000), $15,000;
$15,000; sewerage system,
system, improvements, $20,000; railreplacement, $5,000;
all, $115,000.
road trestle
trestle, replacement,
$5,000; in
in all,
San
Calif.
Naval
Diego , Calif.,
an Diego,
Naval fuel depot, San Diego, California:
California: Storage
Storage for war heads,
heads,
fuel depot.
fuel depot.
$60000
$60,000.
Pearl Harbor ssubHawaii: Distributing
Harbor, Hawaii:
9Submarine base,
Harbor a
Parl
base, Pearl Harbor,
Distributing systems,
systems,
marine base.
extension, $50,000.
$50,000.
extension,
San Diego, Calif.,
station San
Diego, California:
California: Floating
Floatin l pile
navst
Die
Cali., Naval
Naval station,
San Diego,
pile driver,
driver, with
with
naval
station.
sand pump. $15,000;
$140,000;;in all, $155,000.
$15.000; storage for torpedoes,
torpedoes,$140,1
San Francisco, Calif.,
Supply Depot,
Depot, Marine
Marine Corps,
San Francisco,
California: ConConFrancisco, California:
Corps, San
Supply
ppCly
orps supply
MSarine
Marine Corps
depot.
depot.
struction of extensible
extensible building, including
including grading of site, $500.000,
$500.000,
Condition.
condition
no part of such sum to be obligated
no
obligated until the Secretary
Secretary of the Navy
Navy
shall have determined
determined that it is adequate completely
completely to construct,
construct,
equip, and otherwise
occupancy and
otherwise make said building ready for occupancy
toyporttin

ash.,
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Proviso.
TresProom from Treasuse, including
including the
preparation and
site: ProPro- Transfer
of site:
conditioning of
final conditioning
and final
the preparation
use,

of
Department of
ury Department
to ury
vided, That
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Treasury
Treasury is
is hereby
authorized to
hereby authorized
of the
That the
vided,
land for site.
transfer
to the
Navy Department
Department a
land situated
situated in the land for site.
of land
tract of
a tract
the Navy
transfer to
fifty-vara lots
city
California, consisting of four fifty-vara
Francisco, California,
San Francisco,
of San
city of
fronting two
two hundred and seventy-five
seventy-five feet on the north side of
fronting
Harrison
Street, and
and extending
extending back,
back, bounded
Spear and Main
by Spear
bounded by
Harrison Street,
the
Streets
two hundred
hundred and
and seventy-five
seventy-five feet,
for use as aa site for the
feet, for
Streets two
building herein
authorized.
herein authorized.
building
BUREAU
AERONAUTICS.
OF AERONAUTICS.
BUREAU OF

Bureau of Aero-

nautics.
nautics.

OfAero

AVIATION, NAVY.
NAVY.
AVIATION,

aviation
For aviation,
as follows:
For navigational,
photographic, aero- exsia
aviation
navigational, photographic,
follows: For
aviation, as
For
logical,
radio, and
miscellaneous equipment,
equipment, including repairs
and miscellaneous
logical, radio,
thereto, for
for use
with aircraft
aircraft built
built or
or building
building on
faye!
1924, Aire r
30, 1924,
June 30,
on June
use with
thereto,
ill
t
t
a e
ory,
$325,000;
for
maintenance,
repair,
and
operation
of
aircraft
factory,
hei
etc.' °r
plant,
heim
factory,
aircraft
of
operation
and
repair,
for
maintenance,
$325,000;
helium plant
fleet activities, testing laboratories, and
stations, fleet
air stations,
plant,?,air
helium
etc.
for
overhauling
of
planes,
$6,716,950, including
including $300,000
$300,000 for the Catapults,
Catapults,etc'
$6,716,950,
planes,
for overhauling of
equipment
for continuing
experiments
continuing experiments
catapults; for
with catapults;
vessels with
of vessels
equipment of
New construction,
m st ti
uc oo
cn
for ^af,
and
on all
types of
of aircraft,
$1,573,224; for
aircraft, etc.
aircraft, $1,573,224;
all types
work on
development work
and development
$710,000;
messenger
drafting,
clerical,
inspection,
and
messenger
service,
$7
10
,
000
;
for
inspection,
clerical,
drafting,
new
of aircraft
equipment,
,
.,
and equipment,Bu
aircraft and
procurement of
and procurement
construction and
new construction
$5,264,826;
for new
new construction,
construction, buildings,
buildings, and
delli
glitligd
s
gtfon:s
e :
at
at desigatedstations.
improvements at
and improvements
$5,264,826; for
air stations
stations at
total cost
cost not
not to
exceed $560,000,
$560,000, as follows: Pearl
to exceed
a total
at a
air
Harbor, Hawaii,
$173,000; Coco
Solo, Canal
Zone, $237,000;
$237,000; PensaAmounting.
Pensa- Acconnting
Canal Zone,
Coco Solo,
Hawaii, $173,000;
Harbor,
cola, Florida,
$15,150,000; and
the money
herein spemoney herein
and the
all, $15,150,000;
in all,
$150,000; in
Florida, $150,000;
cola,
accounted
cifically
appropriated for
for "Aviation"
shall be disbursed and accounted
"Aviation " shall
cifically appropriated
Provisos.
Pwroa.i
pur- Shore
for
accordance with
with existing
existing laws
and for
for that
that pur"Aviation" and
as "Aviation
laws as
in accordance
for in
stdtin
oiite stations
pose
constitute one
one fund: Provided,
Provided,That no part of this appro- limited.
shall constitute
pose shall
priation
shall be
be expended
than six heavier- Airplane factory
more than
of more
maintenance of
for maintenance
expended for
priation shall
than-air
stations on
of the
States: Profctory
orbidd
Pro- forbidden.
United States:
continental United
the continental
coasts of
the coasts
on the
than-air stations
vided
no part
part of
of this
this appropriation
shall be
be used
for the
the Adjustment
of damAdJustent of
used for
appropriation shall
damThat no
further,That
vided further,
ge
claims.
claims.
age
construction of
for the
airplanes: ProPro- a
of airplanes:
manufacture of
the manufacture
factory for
a factory
of a
construction
vided
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized
Navy is
the Navy
of the
further, That
vided further,
to
adjust, determine,
pay out of this approand pay
determine, and
ascertain, adjust,
consider, ascertain,
to consider,
priation
the amounts
amounts due
due on
on claims
claims for
for damages
damages which
occurred
have occurred
which have
priation the
or
occur to
to private
property growing
growing out
out of
of the
operations of
the operations
private property
may occur
or may
naval
where such
such claim
claim does
of $250:
$250:
sum of
the sum
not exceed
exceed the
does not
aircraft, where
naval aircraft,
Report to Congress.
Provided
further
That
all
claims
adjusted
under
this
authority
ReporttoCoo
authority
this
under
adjusted
claims
all
That
Provided further,
during
the fiscal
be reported
the Congress
to the
in detail to
reported in
shall be
year shall
fiscal year
during the
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
Navy.
of the
the Navy.
by
The
of the
Navy is
directed by
by the
Peirr
p an
l
a
4Fil
of
land
land
fL
Aco,
the Ace
when directed
authorized, when
is authorized,
the Navy
Secretary of
The Secretary
President,
to
accept
on
behalf
of
the
United
States,
free
from
encumetc.,
for
air
station
President, to accept on behalf of the United States, free from encum- etc., for air station
brances and
and without
cost to
the United
such lands
lands Watersupply.
Water s
uPPI
Y.
to such
title to
the title
States, the
United States,
to the
without cost
brances
as he
may deem
deem necessary
necessary or
desirable in
the vicinity
Pensacola,
of Pensacola,
vicinity of
in the
or desirable
he may
as
Florida,
site and
and right
right of
of way
way for
for the
the construction
construction and
and
as aasite
use as
for use
Florida, for
maintenance
wells, and
and pipe
pipe line
provide a
a
to provide
line to
station, wells,
pumping station,
of aa pumping
maintenance of
suitable
water
supply
for
the
United
States
Naval
Air
Station,
Station,
Air
Naval
suitable water supply for the United States
Pensacola,
and such
such additional
additional water
water supply
hereby provisoo.
is hereby
supply is
Florida; and
Pensacola Florida;
use of
authorized: Provided,
the sum
sum of
of $150,000
$150,000 hereinbefore
herembefore approappro- cmuntieu
of
on use
Conditin en
That the
Provided, That
authorized:
priated
for new
Air aPin°Priati°
11
appropratonfor.
at Air
improvements, at
and improvements,
buildings and
construction, buildings
new construction,
priated for
Station,
Florida, shall
not be
available until
until the
the SecreSecrebe available
shall not
Pensacola, Florida,
Station, Pensacola,
tary of
that •
in
his judgment
water
a water
judgment a
in his
determine that
shall determine
Navy shall
the Navy
of the
tary
system capable
of furnishing
supply of
such
for such
water for
of water
adequate supply
an adequate
furnishing an
capable of
system
station can
be completed
completed within
within the
the limits
of the
the funds
funds herein
herein proprolimits of
can be
station
vided,
until the
of the
the Navy,
at the
direction of
the
of the
the direction
Navy, at
Secretary of
the secretary
and until
vided, and.
President,
has
accepted
the
conveyance
of
lands
and
rights
of
way
as
as
way
of
rights
and
lands
of
conveyance
the
accepted
has
President,
herein
authorized.
herein authorized.
ex

J°1
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Civilian personnel in
Cvillanpersonnelin
Department.

Department.

Naval
Naval Academy.
Academy.

1924.
1924.

DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.

personal services
services in the District of Columbia in accordance
accordance
For personal
with
Classification Act of 1923, $178,500.
with the Classification

ACADEMY.
NAVAL ACADEMY.
NAVAL

professors and others, Naval
Pay
Pay, Naval Academy:
Academy: Pay of professors
Naval AcadAcademy:
Pay
of
professors
and
instructors,
including
one
professor as
as
one
professor
including
and
instructors,
professors
of
Pay
emy:
Precise.
librarian,
$275,000: Provided,
Provided, That
That not
not more
more than
than $36,500
$36,500 shall
be
shall be
librarian, $275,000:
resction.
Pay restriction.
paid
for masters
masters and.
instructors in
swordsmanship and
and physical
physical
in swordsmanship
and instructors
paid for
training.
If
of civilcivilian
Until
30, 1925,
any cause the number
number of civilian
1925, if for any
Untir f June
June 30,
civilIf number
number of
ian professors, etc.
reduced,
no
detail
of professors
professors or instructors
instructors employed
Naval
employed in the United States Naval
eta of
s
no
reduced,
naval
offcers allowed
naval officers
s
o
u
r
ch
alll
o
a
w
tt:d
r
of
,
th
s
e
h
all
a
be
sh
re
all
uced
latter
such
after
reduced
be
shall
1924,
1,
January
on
to
teach
subjects
Academy
to teach subjects Acadenmoy
da
coomnmiJanuary
ssioned f
d1r924
be de
after
tailed or allowed
taught by displaced
detailed
be
shall
Navy
the
of
officer
commissioned
no
date,
displad
sbyso
eghet
professors.
theretofore taught by such civilian
subject or subjects theretofore
civilian
to teach the subject
professors
instructors whose
connection with the Academy
Academy
service connection
whose service
or instructors
professors or
P
Provisos. om.
No violation
violation of
may have
been so
so terminated:
terminated: Provided,
Provided, That in reducing
reducing the
have been
of civil
vlmay
No
contracts.
contractsnumber number of civilian professors no existing
existing contract
contract shall be violated:
violated:
Dismissal
of dvilian
civilian Provided
further, That no civilian professor, associate
associate or assistant
assistant
further,
Provided
Dismssal of
professors,
etc.,
withprofessors. etc,,
instructor shall be dismissed, except for sufficient
sufficient
or instructor
out
notice, professor,
professor, or
monthsnotice
si months'
outsix
forbidden.
forbidden,
cause, without six months' notice to him that his services
services will be no
longer
needed.
employees longer needed.
civilian
Civilian employees.
Assistant
librarian, $2,500;
cataloguer, $1,800;
$1,800; two shelf assist$2,500; cataloguer,
Assistant librarian,
ants, at
secretary of
Academy, $3,000;
of the Naval Academy,
each; secretary
at $1,400
$1,400 each;
ants,
clerks—two
$1,900 each, two at $1,800
$1,800 each,
clerks-two at $2,100 each, two at $1,900
nine
each, twenty-three
twenty-three at $1,300
$1,300 each,
$1,400 each,
four at $1,400
$1,600 each, four
nine at $1,600
seven
each; repair
man or
or seamstress,
seamstress, $1,000; surveyor,
surveyor,
repair man
at $1,00
$1,200 each;
seven at
$1,700;
services of
choirmaster and organist at
chapel, $1,700;
$1,700; capat chapel,
of choirmaster
$1,700; services
tain
$1,600; second
second captain
captain of
of the
the watch, $1,500; thirty
watch, $1,600;
the watch,
of the
tain of
watchmen, at $1,400
telephone switchboard
switchboard operators,
operators, at
$1,400 each; five telephone
watchmen,
$840 each;
messenger, $1,200;
$1,200; in
$134,900.
in all, $134,900.
mail messenger,
each; mail
$840
Department of ordDepartment of Ordnance
Ordnance and Gunnery:
Gunnery: For leading ordnanceordnanceDepartment
DnacePandgfunerd
nance
and gunnery.
men,
ordnancemen, ordnance
helpers, electricians, and other emordnance helpers,
men, ordnancemen,
$16,952.
ployees, $16,952.
of elec- ployees,
Depent of
Department
of Electrical
Engineering and
and. Physics:
Physics: For
For elecelecElectrical Engineering
Departments of
trical
ngneering and Departments
tl engineering
physics.
mechanics, laboratorians,
physics.
trical machinists,
machinists, mechanics,
laboratorians, and other employees,
employees,
$17,727.
Department of seaDepartment
Department
seaDepartment of seamanship:
seamanship: Three
Three coxswains,
coxswains, at $1,176.88
$1,176.88 each;
each;
manship.
$1,001.60 each; seaman, $826.56; in all, $7,362.
three seamen,
seamen, at $1,001.60
Department of
Department
of maDepartment
engineering and naval
maDepartment of marine engineering
naval construction:
construction: For
rine
ii d
rine engineering
engineering a
and
en o m i
en*ine
master
machinists, assistants,
blackmakers, blackmakers, boiler makers,
pattern makers,
assistants, pattern
naval
construction.
master machinists,
naval
smiths, machinists, molders,
molders, coppersmiths,
coppersmiths, who shall be considered
considered
practical
instructors of midshipmen,
midshipmen, and
and other employees, $47,922.
$47,922.
practical instructors
Commissary departagent,
and
purchasing
For chief
chief clerk
Commissary department:
Commissary
Commissary
department:
For
clerk
and
purchasing
agent,
ment.
chief
steward and
and assistant stewards,
stewards, stenographers,
stenographers,
chief cook and cooks, steward
typists,
head pantrymen,
pantrymen,
typists, head waiters and assistant head waiters, head
chief baker and bakers, butchers,
butchers, truck
truck chauffeurs,
mechanicians for
for
chauffeurs, mechanicians
seamstresses, and necessary
pantrymen,
necessary pantrymen,
firemen, seamstresses,
repair of trucks, firemen,
butcher's
helpers, baker's
baker's helpers,
helpers, waiters,
waiters, coffeemen,
coffeemen, dish pantrypantrybutcher's helpers,
men, utility men, linen men, laundrymen,
scullions, and other unlaundrymen, scullions,
unclassified occupations,
skilled and unclassified
occupations wages
wao-es to be determined
determined by the
Academy, and
Superintendent of the Naval
Superintendent
Naval Academy,
and in no case to exceed
exceed
employees,
unskilled and unclassified
$75 per month in case of unskilled
unclassified employees,
paid under
Proriso.
$190,000:
That no
employee paid
under the
the provisions
no employee
Provided, That
Proriso.
$190,000: Provided.
Payrestrction.
Pay
restriction,
of this paragraph
paragraph shall
shall receive
receive aa salary in excess
excess of $2,000.
$2,000.
Department of buildDepartment
of buildings
and grounds:
grounds: Necessary
Necessary building atbuildings and
Department of
iDepartmentfbildins
and grounds.
and messengers,
messengers. $131,794.
$131,794.
tendants and
Pay of professors, etc.
Payoofprossorsetc.
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text
For text
expenses, Naval
Current and
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses,
Naval Academy:
Academy: For
Current
and reference
reference books for use of instructors; stationery, blank books
periodicals; apparatus
apparatus and materials
and forms, models, maps, and periodicals;
for instruction
instruction in physical
physical training and athletics; expenses
expenses of leclecentertainments, not exceeding
and
tures and
and entertainments,
exceeding $1,000,
$1,000, including
including pay and
expenses of
of lecturer;
chemicals, philosophical
apparatus andinstruand instruexpenses
lecturer; chemicals,
philosophical apparatus
ments, stores,
tools fittings,
apparatus, and
and materials
materials
ments,
stores, machinery,
machinery, tools,
fittings, apparatus,
for instruction purposes, $81,300.
$81,300.
For purchase, binding, and repair of books for the library (to be
purchased in the open
open market on
on the
the written
written order of
of the
the superinsuperintendent),
$2,500.
tendent), $2,500.
For expenses of the Board of Visitors
Visitors to the Naval Academy,
$3,000.
$3,000.
contingencies for the superintendent
superintendent of the academy,
academy, to be
For contingencies
expended
discretion, $3,000.
his discretion,
expended in
in his
For contingencies
commandant of
midshipmen, to
to be
be exexof midshipmen,
for the
the commandant
For
contingencies for
pended
$1,200.
in his
his discretion,
discretion, $1,200.
pended in
Maintenance and
repairs, Naval
necessary repairs
repairs
Naval Academy:
Academy: For
For necessary
and repairs,
Maintenance
of
wharves, and
the grounds
grounds of
of the
the
of public
public buildings,
buildings, wharves,
and walls inclosing the
Academy, improvements,
Naval Academy,
improvements, repairs, and fixtures; for books,
periodicals,
models, and
drawings; purchase
of fire
fire
periodicals, maps,
maps, models,
and drawings;
purchase and
and repair
repair of
engines;
apparatus and
and plants,
mainteand maintepurchase and
plants, machinery;
machinery; purchase
fire apparatus
engines; fire
nance of all horses and horse-drawn
horse-drawn vehicles for use at the academy,
including
the maintenance,
and repair
repair of
of three horse
maintenance, operation,
operation, and
including the
drawn passenger-carrying
be used
used only for official purpassenger-carrying vehicles
vehicles to be
drawn
poses;
repairs of the same; stationery;
stationery;
poses; seeds and plants; tools and repairs
Government buildings and offices at the academy, infurniture for
for Government
cluding furniture
furniture for midshipmen's
midshipmen's rooms; coal and other fuels;
cleaning
attendance on light and power plants; cleaning
candles, oil, and gas; attendance
and
attendance on fires,
buildings; attendance
up station and care of 'buildings;
clearing up
and clearing
lights, fire engines,
engines, fire apparatus,
apparatus and plants, and telephone,
telephone' telegraph,
systems; incidental
advertising, water tax,
labor; advertising,
incidental labor;
clock systems;
and clock
graph, and
postage,
tolls, and
and ferriage;
ferriage; flags
awnings;
flags and awnings;
telegrams, tolls,
postage, telephones,
telephones, telegrams,
quarters;
packing boxes
heating and lighting bandsmen's quarters;
for heating
boxes,, fuel for
packing
pay
inspectors and
astronomical instruand draftsmen;
draftsmen; music and astronomical
pay of
of inspectors
ments;
of employees
$1,050,000.
on leave,
leave, $1,050,000.
and for
for pay
pay of
employees on
ments; and
For
commutation of
of rent
rent for
for bandsmen,
each,
per month, each,
at $15
$15 per
bandsmen, at
For commutation
$13,500.
$13,500.
Any
money that
may not
not be
be required
required under
under any
of the
foregoing
Any money
that may
any of
the foregoing
the result
appropriations for
the objects
objects for
for which
as the
result of
of
which provided
provided as
for the
appropriations
decommissioning, or
or placing
placing in
commission, or
in reserve,
reserve,
or in
in reduced
reduced commission,
decommissioning,
any capital
capital ship or other types
vessels, may be applied, in the distypes of vessels,
any
cretion of
the Secretary
the Navy,
Navy, to
to the
the repair,
repair, exclusive
exclusive of
of the
Secretary a
of the
cretion
changes and
and alterations,
of vessels
vessels and/or
changes
alterations, of
and/or to
to supplement
supplement the
the approappropriation
Bureau of
Yards and
and Docks."
Docks." Prior
the
to the
Prior to
of Yards
" Maintenance,
Maintenance, Bureau
priation "
obligation of
such sums
sums as
pursuance of this
diverted in pursuance
as may be diverted
of such
obligation
authority the
the Secretary
Navy shall
shall certify
certify to the
Secretary of
the Secretary
of the
the Navy
Secretary of
authority
the
the sum
diverted and the appropriation
appropriation
to be diverted
sums to
sum or sums
Treasury the
the Treasury
to be debited and credited.
MARINE
CORPS.
MARINE
,':[ARINE CORPS.
CORPS.
PAY,
MARINE CORPS.
PAYT MARINE
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Contingent expenses
expenses.

Contingent

Library.
Library.

Board

Board o
ofVLstors.
Visitors.

uperitendent.

Superintendent.
Commandant.

Commandant.

General maintenance
and
and repairs.m''
repairs.

Horse-drawn
cleorSedraw
cles,
etc.

vehivehi-

Rent
commutation.
nt commuatlon.
R

My

buNt
li
c
itTLre
appropriated
i

butnotrequo

to decommissioning
ow i
ni
of
to
decommilSsoninoft
ships,
etc., may be appliedfor
for repairs,
etc.
Ved
ra, etc.

Transfer
er of ccredits.

etc.
etc.Ts

o

edts

Marine Corps.

Marine Corps.

Pay, etc.

Pay,etc.

e
Pay of
of officers,
reserve list: rer
resa-v
meers
e.'
active and class 1, Fleet Marine Corps reserve
officers, active
Pay
For pay
pay and
and allowances
allowances prescribed
officers on the active
for all officers
by law for
prescribed by
For
and class
Marine Corps
reserve list--pay
and allowances,
list-pay and
Corps reserve
1, Fleet
Fleet Marine
class 1,
and
$3,422,809; subsistence
allowance, $484,823;
rental allowance,
$715,allowance, $715,$484,823; rental
subsistence allowance,
$3,422,809;
428; in all, $4,623,060.
$4,623,060.

active
v and
a ti
and
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For pay of officers prescribed
prescribed by law on the retired list, $451,157.
1, Fleet Marine Corps reserve
Pay of enlisted men, active and class 1,
list: For pay and allowances of noncommissioned
noncommissioned officers, musicians,
musicians,
and privates,
privates, as
prescribed by
law, and
for the
expenses of
clerks of
of
of clerks
the expenses
and for
by law,
as prescribed
and
the United
United States
orders, and
and includincludunder orders,
traveling under
Corps traveling
Marine Corps
States Marine
the
ing additional
additional compensation
enlisted men
the Marine
Corps
Marine Corps
men of
of the
for enlisted
compensation for
ing
qualified
as
expert
riflemen,
sharpshooters,
marksmen,
or
regularly
regularly
or
marksmen,
sharpshooters,
riflemen,
qualified as expert
detailed
signalmen,
messmen, signalmen,
cooks, messmen,
pointers, cooks,
gun pointers,
captains, gun
as gun
gun captains,
detailed as
or
holding
good-conduct
medals,
pins,
or
bars,
including
interest on
on
interest
including
bars,
or
pins,
medals,
good-conduct
holding
or
deposits by
men, post
post exchange
exchange debts
debts of
of deserters,
deserters, under
under
enlisted men,
by enlisted
deposits
such
rules as
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Navy may
may prescribe,
prescribe, and
and the
the auauthe Navy
as the
such rules
thorized
allowance of
of discharged
enlisted men,
men, and
prizes
and for
for prizes
discharged enlisted
travel allowance
thorized travel
for excellence
exercises and
and target
practice, and
pay
for pay
and for
target practice,
gunnery exercises
in gunnery
for
excellence in
of enlisted
enlisted men
designated as
mail clerks
clerks and
and assistant
Navy
assistant Navy
as Navy
Navy mail
men designated
of
mail clerks,
afloat and
and ashore—pay
1
/
51;
$9,791,751;
allowances, $9,791,
and allowances,
ashore-pay and
both afloat
clerks, both
mail
allowance
for lodging
subsistence, $817,782;
$817,782; in
all, $10,609,533.
$10,609,533.
in all,
and subsistence,
lodging and
allowance for
Retired enlisted
men.
For pay
prescribed by law
of enlisted
enlisted men
men on the
law of
pay and
and allowances
allowances prescribed
enlistedmen.
retired list,
list, $345,864.
$345,864.
retired
'I:Indrawn
clothing.
Undrawn
clothing: For
payment to
to discharged
discharged enlisted men for
For payment
draw clothing:
ndracloUndrawnothing.
clothing
undrawn, $250,000.
$250,000.
clothing undrawn,
For pay
pay and
and allowances
allowances of
Reserve Force,
1, Fleet
For
of Reserve
Force, excepting
excepting class
Reserve Force.
class 1,
Fleet
Marine Corps
Reserve, $78,025.
Corps Reserve,
Marine

Retired
offcers.
Retired officers.

Enlisted men, active
active
Enlisted
and reserve.
an
id reserve.

MILEAGE.
MILEAGE.

necessary expenses and per diem in
For mileage and actual and necessary
lieu
subsistence as
authorized by law to officers traveling under
as authorized
of subsistence
lieu of
orders without
troops, $125,000.
$125,000.
without troops,
orders
sbusing and
and acIn
appropriated
Disbursing
In all, $16,482,639,
$16,482,639, and the money
money herein specifically appropriated
oormting.
accounted for
disbursed and accounted
the Marine Corps shall be disbursed
pay of the
for pay
accordance with existing
existing law as pay of the Marine Corps, and for
in accordance
that purpose shall constitute one fund.
Transportation .in
No money
appropriated by
this Act
be expended
expended for
transfor transAct shall
shall be
by this
No
money appropriated
Transportation
foreign vessels
vessels restrictemployees
ed.
portation
foreign vessels
vessels of
of officers,
men, or employees
officers, enlisted
enlisted men,
n foreign
portation on
ed.
a certificate
under the jurisdiction of the Navy Department without a
designated
from the Secretary of the Navy or other official authority
authority designated
by him that there are no American vessels then available for the
transportation
officers, enlisted men, or employees.
transportation of such officers,
Restriction on pay,
No officer
of the
the Navy
Navy or
or Marine
Marine Corps,
on leave
absence
of absence
leave of
while on
Corps, while
officer of
eny, No
os 0of Navy
rafi
etc.,
of officers
Marine Corps
engaged in
in aa service other
of the
the Government
Government of the
that of
other than that
corps on engaged
or tarne
a period
l
eave'
engage
in United
United States,
be entitled
to any
allowances for a
any pay or allowances
entitled to
shall be
States, shall
ce.aedd in
ove
riservice.
other
in excess of that for which he is entitled to full pay, unless the
President otherwise directs.
Mileage, etc.
Mileage,etc.

Civil force.
Civilian
personnel at
Civilian personnel
headquarters.
headquarters.

Elsewhere.
Elsewhere.

General expenses.
expenses.
General

objects.
Authorized objects.

PAY
PAT

OF (AVM
FORCE.
OF
CIVIL FORCE.

For personal services in the District of Columbia in accordance
accordance
with "
" The Classification Act of 1923," as follows:
Offices of the major general commandant
adjutant and inspecinspeccommandant and adjutant
Offices
tor, $61,420;
Office of the paymaster,
Office
paymaster, $23,320;
$23,320;
$72.520; in all,
all. $157,260.
Office of the quartermaster, $72,520;
elsewhere
For personal services in Marine Corps offices located elsewhere
than at Marine Corps Headquarters, $13,601.
$13,601.
GENERAL EXPENSES,
GENERAL
EXPENSES, MARINE
CORPS.
MRINE CORPS.

For every
every expenditure
expenditure requisite for, and incident to, the authorappropriated for under
ized work of the Marine
Marine Corps, other than as appropriated
under
the headings
headings of pay and salaries,
salaries, as follows:
follows:
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For provisions,
provisions, subsistence,
board, and
of enlisted
Provisions, etc.
men, Provisions,
enlisted men,
and lodging
lodging of
subsistence, board,
For
recruits,
recruiting parties,
parties, and
applicants for
for enlistment,
casl
enlistment, cash
and applicants
recruits, and
and recruiting
allowance
for lodging
lodging and
traveling on
enlisted men traveling
to enlisted
and subsistence
subsistence to
allowance for
duty;
ice machines
maintenance, $3,619,000;
$3,619,000;
their maintenance,
and their
machines and
ice, ice
duty; ice,
loth
For
for enlisted
$1,385,000;
Clothing.
men, $1,385,000;
enlisted men,
For clothing
clothing for
For
fuel, heat,
and power,
power, including
including sales
etc.
sales to officers, Fuel, etc.
light, and
heat, light,
For fuel,
$600,000;
$600,000;
suppliers,
MPiiary
and equipment,
For
supplies and
equipment, including their purchase, itt
rY su
r
P
o
P
gIrs,
For military
military supplies
repair, preservation,
preservation, and
and handlingrecreational, school,
educational, etc.
school, educational,
handling;' recreational,
repair,
library,
supplies,
gymnasium supplies,
field sport
sport and gymnasium
amusement, field
musical, amusement,
library, musical,
equipment,
and incidental
marking
purchase and marking
expenses; purchase
incidental expenses;
services, and
equipment, services,
of prizes
for excellence
excellence in
practice, good-conduct
good-conduct
and rifle
rifle practice,
in gunnery
gunnery and
of
prizes for
awarded to
to officers
enlisted men
by
men by
and enlisted
officers and
and buttons
buttons awarded
medals, and
badges, medals,
the Government
gallant, and
and special
service; rental
rental
special service;
conspicuous, gallant,
for conspicuous,
Government for
the
and maintenance
of target
target ranges
entrance fees
fees for
for competicompetiand entrance
ranges and
and
maintenance of
tions,
tions, $371,000;
$371,000;
For
transportation of
troops and
applicants for
for enlistment,
Treportation and
in- ri=riaiiels
enlistment, inand applicants
of troops
For transportation
eluding cash
in lieu
lieu of
i
e
srd
en route;
toilet kits
for
kits for
route; toilet
transfers en
and transfers
of ferriat
ferriage
cash in
eluding
issue
their first enlistment
incidental exexand other
other incidental
enlistment and
recruits upon
upon their
issue to
to recruits
penses of
the recruiting
recruiting service;
transportation for
Of dependents.
dependents.
dependents of
for dependent's
and transportation
service; and
of the
penses
of
officers and
and enlisted
enlisted men,
men, $625,000;
$625,000;
of officers
For
repairs and
to barracks,
barracks, quarters,
quarters, and
and other
Hepairs to
barracks,
to barracks
other etcRepairs
and improvements
improvements to
For repairs
public buildings
buildings at
stations; .for
the renting,
leasing, and
and
renting, leasing,
for the
and stations;
at posts
posts and
public
improvement
in the
Columbia with the apthe District
District of Columbia
buildings in
of buildings
improvement of
proval
Public Buildings
at such other places
and at
Commission and
Buildings Commission
of the
the Public
proval of
as
public
the exigencies
erection
of temporary
temporary
require, of
and
anction
the
the publ
public exigencies require, and
as the
buildings upon
the approval
Navy at
at a
total
a total
of the
the Navy
Secretary of
of the
the Secretary
approval of
upon the
buildings
cost
.7000 during
etc
Frage etc.
of not
not to exceed
exceed $10
$10,000
during the year, $375,000;
$375,000;
cost of
Fonige,
For forage
forage and
and stabling
of public
public animals
animals and
the authorized
authorized
and the
stablng of
For
number of
officers' horses,
Contingent.
number
of officers'
horses, $60,000;
$60000;
ontingent.
For miscellaneous
supplies, material,
equipment, personal
personal and
and
material, equipment,
For
miscellaneous supplies,
other services,
expenses for
for the Marine
Marine
incidental expenses
other incidental
for other
and for
services, and
other
Corps not
otherwise provided
for •purchase,
purchase, repair,
repair, and
and exchange
exchange of
Corps
not otherwise
provided for;
of Vehicles
, ,etc.
typewriters
machines; purchase
repair of
of fur- Vehi
and repair
purchase and
and calculating
calculating machines;
typewriters and
niture
and
repair of
motor-propelled and
and
of motor-propelled
andpair
es;aspurchase
purchase and
fixtures;
and fixtures;
niture and
horse-drawn passenger-carrying
vehicles •veterinary
veterinary servservother vehicles;
and other
passenger-carrying and
horse-drawn
ices
and medicines
for public
animals and
and the
the authorized
Horses, etc.
ices and
medicines for
public animals
authorized number
number of
of Hae,
etc.
officers' horses;
horses; purchase
purchase of
equipment for
all
for all
horse equipment
and horse
mounts and
of mounts
officers'
officers below
below the
the grade
grade of
of major
major required
required to
to be
be mounted;
mounted; shoeing
shoeing
officers
for
the authorized
authorized number
number of
of officers'
horses;
officers' horses;
and the
animals and
public animals
for public
books, newspapers
newspapers, and
and periodicals;
periodicals; printing
printing and binding; packing
books,
and
officers' allowance
expenses of
of
funeral expenses
baggage; funeral
of baggage;
allowance of
of officers'
crating of
and crating
officers
accepted applicants
enlistment and
and
for enlistment
applicants for
and accepted
men and
enlisted men
and enlisted
officers and
retired
on active
active duty
and retired
enlisted men
men of
of the
the Marine
retired enlisted
duty and
officers on
retired officers
Corps,
including
the
transportation
of
their
bodies,
arms,
and
wearand weararms,
bodies,
of
their
Corps, including the transportation
ing apparel
of demise
to the
the homes
of the
-"'ddeceased Laundries.
the deceased
homes of
demise to
place of
the place
from the
apparel from
ing
in the
States; construction,
operation, and
of
maintenance of
and maintenance
construction, operation,
United States;
in
the United
laundries; and
and for
all emergencies
and extraordinary
extraordinary expenses,
.
expenses,
emergencies and
for all
laundries;
$1,876,800: Provided,
Provided, That
That there
there may
expended out
out of
of this
motor
of motor
urchase of
ap- Purchase
this apbe expended
may be
$1,876,800:
propriation for
for the
the purchase
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
Passenger veides.
vehicles'
passenger-carrying P8&S6U
of motor-propelled
purchase of
propriation
vehicles not
than $33,000,
as follows:
follows: One
to cost
not
cost not
vehicle to
One vehicle
$33,000, as
not more
more than
vehicles
more than
than $2,500,
four vehicles
to cost
cost not
more than
than $1,500
each,
$1,500 each,
not more
vehicles to
$2,500, four
more
ten
to cost
than $1,200
$1,200 each,
each, and
twenty-five veveand twenty-five
more than
not more
cost not
vehicles to
ten vehicles
hicles
to cost
not more
than $500
$500 each;
each;
hicles to
cost not
more than
Accounting
In all,
accounted for
for as
as one
one fund.
fund.Aommong.
to be
be accounted
all, $8,911,800,
$8,911,800, to
In

THE NAVY.
OF THE
INCREASE
INCREASE OF

Increase of the Navy.

Imc

of

y.

,SS
The
of the
may use
the unexpended
unexpended balances
u
Mrded wine"
balances on av
use the
Navy may
the Navy
Secretary of
The Secretary
the
date of
of the
this Act
under appropriations
hretoapppriatios heretoAct under
of this
approval of
the approval
the date
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fore made on account
account of "Increase
"Increase of the Navy,"
Navy," together with the
sum
of
$8,450,000,
which
is
hereby
appropriated
for the
the prosecution
prosecution
sum of $8,450,000, which is hereby appropriated for
o
Work on vessels under treaty limitation,
of
work
on
vessels
under
construction
on
such
date,
the
constructhe
construcdate,
such
on
construction
under
vessels
on
dewrraty iitation. of work
tion
which may
may be
with under
under the
terms of
the treaty
treaty
of the
the terms
be proceeded
proceeded with
of which
tion of
Aircraft
carriers.
providing for
continuing the
armament; for continuing
naval armament;
of naval
the limitation
limitation of
for the
providing
Aircraftcas.
conversion of
two battle
cruisers into
including
carriers, including
aircraft carriers,
into aircraft
battle cruisers
of two
conversion
their complete
complete equipment
equipment of
aircraft
and aircraft
aircraft accessories,
in
in
accessories,
and
of
aircraft
their
Fleet submarine.
accordance with
the terms
treaty; toward
toward the
the construction
construction
of such
such treaty;
terms of
with the
accordance
etsbmaie.
of one
one fleet
type) heretofore
heretofore authorized,
authorized, to
to
(mine-laying type)
submarine (mine-laying
fleet submarine
of
have the
the highest
highest practicable
practicable speed
speed and
greatest desirable
of
radius of
desirable radius
and greatest
have
action and
to cost
cost not
not to
maand maconstruction and
for construction
$5,300,000 for
exceed $5,300,000
to exceed
and to
action
chinery
$850,000 for
for armor,
armament, and
and ammunition,
and the
the
ammunition, and
armor, armament,
and $850,000
chinery and
Plans,
etc., for
scout' Secretary
secretary of
the Navy
Navy shall
cost
of cost
plans and estimates of
prepared plans
have prepared
shall have
of the
for scotaet.,
plans,
Lug submarine, etc.
of a
scouting submarine
submarine and
and aa submarine
accompanying
of accompanying
capable of
submarine capable
a scouting
of
the
fleet, each
the highest
highest practicable
practicable speed and greatest desirto have
have the
each to
the fleet,
able radius
action, such
for
in readiness
readiness for
be in
to be
estimates to
and estimates
plans and
such plans
of action,
radius of
able
Payment for vessels submission
submission to
on the
the first day of
regular session;
slssion;
the next regular
of the
Congress on
to Congress
already delivered, ete
etc. for
settlement of
contracts on
delivered
already delivered
of vessels
vessels already
account of
on account
of contracts
the settlement
for the
alreadydealvered,
to
Department; for
for reimbursement
contractors and subreimbursement to contractors
Navy Department;
the Navy
to the
contractors of
of carrying
carrying charges
charges heretofore
heretofore approved
approved by
by the Secrecontractors
tary of
of the
Navy to
cover additional
additional expenses
resulting from the
expenses resulting
to cover
the Navy
tary
deferring
of deliveries
payments under
contracts and subconunder contracts
or payments
deliveries or
deferring of
tracts
for
materials
the
construction of which may be
construction
the
vessels
for
materials
for
tracts
Gyro compasses and
procurement of
fire-control
instra- continued
under the terms of such treaty; for the procurement
continued under
onreco ntrolsmai
fire-control
"ArnnMr.etcforships
Al
'
a,
ete,., for ships gyro
compass
equipments,
and
for
of fire-control
installation
the
for
and
equipments,
gyro compass
instruments on destroyers
ooction.
umd er const
under
ruction*
destroyers not already
already supplied; and for the completion
of armor,
armament, ammunition, and torpedoes
torpedoes for the supply
armor, armament,
tion of
and
complement of
of vessels
vessels which
with as
as hereinhereinproceeded with
be proceeded
may be
which may
and complement
v.
Transfers from naval before
before mentioned: Provided,
Provided, That in addition to the funds hereinTramnhmnaval
fund. before made available for "Increase
uppy accountt fund*
supply
"Increase of the Navy,"
Navy," the Secretary
Secretary of
the
Treasury is
transfers during the
directed to make transfers
is authorized
authorized and directed
the Treasury
fiscal year
from the
supply account fund to the appronaval supply
the naval
1925 from
year 1925
fiscal
priation
"
Increase
of
the
Navy,"
aggregating $22,500,000.
$22,500,000.
sums aggregating
of sums
Negotions re- priation "Increase of the Navy," of
Negotiations reThe President
President is
is requested
requested to
into negotiations
negotiations with
with the
Govthe Goventer into
to enter
The
iath other
queste
quested
Governments
to li't ernments of Great Britain, France, Italy, and Japan and such other
orentoa
construction, and
and numnumconstruction,
reaching
ber of
officers and
en- governments
governments as he may deem proper with the view of reaching
and enber
of officers
listed men.
relative to limiting the construcagreement relative
an understanding
understanding or agreement
listed men.
subsurface and surface craft of 10,000
tion of all types and sizes of subsurface
standard displacement
aircraft, and limiting the
displacement or less, and of aircraft,
tons standard
Use for Department number
number of officers
officers and enlisted men.
the Navy shall be exfor the
expenses restricted.
No part
part of
of any
appropriation made for
any appropriation
No
expensesrestriPted.
pended for any of the purposes herein provided for on account of
the Navy
Department in the District
including perColumbia, including
District of Columbia.,
the
Navy Department
sonal services
of civilians
civilians and
of
enlisted
men
of the
the Navy,
except
Navy, except
men
of
enlisted
and
of
of
services
sonal
Provisos.
That there may be deProvided, That
Details
expressly authorized:
authorized: Provided,
as herein
herein expressly
o as
Bureau of
Dtail to Bureau
Navigation,
tailed to
to the
the Bureau
Navigation not
not to
at any
any one
one time
to exceed
exceed at
of Navigation
Bureau of
ntailed
Navigation.
Specified service not
further, That enProvided further,
deemed
Department twenty-four
twenty-four enlisted men of the Navy: Provided
deemedDepartment
details.
listed men detailed to the Naval Dispensary and the Radio Communidetails,
cation Service shall not be regarded
regarded as detailed to the Navy Department
in
the
District
of
Columbia.
Columbia.
of
the
District
in
partment
y to ofers,
No pay
No
officers,
eta., using
using time
time messappropriations made in this Act shall be available
of the appropriations
No part of
mea
etc.,
superintendent, forenor:troyieC:
work for
fo the salary or pay of any officer, manager, superintendent,
ring devices on work
man, or other person having charge of the work of any employee of
the United
while making
making or causing to be made
Government while
United States Government
the
with
time-measuring device aatime study of any
with aastop watch or other time-measuring
job of any such employee
completion thereemployee between the starting and completion
of, or of the movements of any such employee while engaged
engaged upon
appropriations made in this
Gash rewards,
etc., such work;
work; nor shall any part of the appropriations
et
d
CSd
restricted.
Act be available
available to pay any premiums or bonus or cash reward to
any employee in addition to his regular wages, except for suggesNewaPPm

Newappropriaton.
Priati°1"
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any
tions
improvements or
or economy
economy in
in the
operation of
of any
the operation
in improvements
resulting in
tions resulting
no part of the moneys herein
that no
and that
Government plant;
plant; and
herein approGovernment

Restriction l:reon
nacquiremen
parstin
pairs and acquirement

vessels ma
nval etc.,
Establishment or herein made available
priated for the Naval Establishment
available there- of.
priated
girTry,etc.,
at 'oThe';
other
chinery,
I

v al

navy yards or
or
under contracts
for
used or
contracts hereafter
hereafter made for than isavy"yards
expended under
or expended
be used
shall be
for shall
arsenals
arsena
conprivate
any
the
repair,
purchase,
or
acquirement,
by
or
from
any
private
conor
from
by
the repair, purchase, or acquirement,
tractor, of
vessel, machinery,
machinery, article
article or articles that at
naval vessel,
any naval
of any
tractor,
the
time of
proposed repair,
repair, purchase,
purchase or acquirement,
acquirement, can be
the proposed
of the
the time
repaired,
produced in each or any of the Governmanufactured, or produced
repaired, manufactured,
ment
navy yards
or arsenals
and
United States, when time and
the United
of the
arsenals of
yards or
ment navy
*•
facilities permit,
permit, and
when, in the judgment of the Secretary of
and when
facilities
the
Navy, such
purchase, acquirement,
acquirement, or production,
production, would
would
repair, purchase,
such repair,
the Navy,
not involve
appreciable increase
cost to the Government.
in cost
increase in
an appreciable
involve an
not
Approved, May
28 1924.
May 28
Approved,
CHAP. 204.-An
204.—An Act
the Departments
of State
State
Departments of
for the
appropriations for
Act Making
Making appropriations
CHAP.
Commerce and
and Justice
Departments of Commerce
for the
the Departments
and for
Judiciary and
for the
the Judiciary,
and for
Justice and
and
Labor, for
June 30, 1925, and
and for other purposes
purposes
year ending June
fiscal year
the fiscal
for the
Labor,

May 28, 1924.

R.28350.
[H. R.
8350.]
[Public, No. 153.]

Approprations for
of the Appropriations
Be
the Senate
Representatives of
of Representatives
House of
and House
Senate and
by the
it enacted
enacted by
Be it
for
of State
state
Departments of
following Departments
the following
United
States of
America in
That the
assembled, That
Congress assemble,d,
in Congress
of America
United States
and Justice and Judisums
are appropriated,
of any
money in
afnd
ffor Depurtother- anary,
not otherTreasury not
in the
the Treasury
any money
out of
appropriated, out
sums are
ciary, and
Departof
Commerce
Commerce
of
ments
wise appropriated,
for the
the Departments
Departments of
of State
State and
and Justice
Justice and for ments
appropriated, for
wise
and Labor.
bor.
the Judiciary,
for the Departments of Commerce and Labor,
and for
Judiciary, and
the
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
1925, namely:
June 30, 1925,
ending June
for

STATE
OF STATE
TITLE
I—DEPARTMENT OF
TITLE I-DEPARTMENT

Department of State.
State.

Department o

OFFICE
STATE
OF SECRETARY OF STATE
OFFICE OF
Secretary, Undersec-

Salaries:
of State,
Undersecretary of State, rtsaerand
$12,000; Undersecretary
State, $12,000;
retary, and omcer.
ofice perSecretary of
For Secretary
Salaries: For
D
sonnel.
nelDistrict of Columbia in
the District
in the
and other
other personal
personal services
services in
in accordance
accordance M
and
employees,
with the
the Classification
Act of
of 1923,
1923, including
including temporary
temporary employees,
Classification Act
with
Provisos.
ntted to
rS' limited
$1,057,600; in
in all,
$1,069,600: Provided,
Provided, That
in expending
expending appropriaappropria- Salaries
That in
all, $1,069,600:
$1,057,600;
to
r.te under
average rates
ct, for the average
this Act,
in this
tions
portions of
appropriations, contained
contained in
of appropriations,
or portions
tions or
Classification Act.
148.
voi.^42
ac- Vol.
in acof Columbia
payment
personal services
in the
the District
District of
Columbia in
42, p.
p. 1488.
services in
for personal
payment for
cordance
with
the
Classification
Act
of
1923,
the
average
of
the
of
average
the
1923,
of
Act
Classification
cordance with the
salaries of
the total
number of
of persons
persons under
under any grade or class
total number
of the
salaries
thereof
in any
any bureau,
bureau, office,
office, or
appropriation unit, shall not
other appropriation
or other
thereof in
to
at any
average of
the compensation
compensation rates
rates specified
appcabe to
specified Not applicable
of the
the average
exceed the
time exceed
at
any time
clerical-mechanical
shall not
for the
Provided, That
this restriction
restriction shall
not clerical-mechanical
That this
Act: Provided,
such Act:
by such
grade by
the grade
for
ce.
service.
apply
to grades
grades 1,
and 4
of the
the clerical-mechanical
service, srv
clerical-mechanical service,
4 of
3, and
2, 3,
1, 2,
(1) to
apply (1)
no t ree s not
Fixed salaries
recorn- duiedsalar
whose comor
to require
require the
reduction in
of any
any person
person whose
salary of
in salary
the reduction
duced.
(2) to
or (2)
t
ed
ofs
rules
the
pensation
July 1,
in accordance
accordance with
of Payments at higher
1924, in
1, 1924,
of July
as of
is fixed,
fixed as
pensation is
section
of such
such Act,
Act, or
or (3)
prevent the
of a
salaries permitted.
under salariespermttehd.
a salary
salary under
payment of
the payment
to prevent
(3) to
6 of
section 6
any grade
rate higher
than the
rate of the grade when
maximum rate
the maximum
higher than
a rate
at a
grade at
any
such higher
higher rate
is permitted
permitted by
by the
the Classification
Classification Act
1923 and
of 1923
Act of
rate is
such
is specifically
authorized by other law.
is
specifcally authorized
Contingent and misFor
contingent and
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses,
expenses, including
including stationery,
mis
ontngent
stationery, cellaneous
expenses.
For contingent
furniture,
fixtures, typewriters,
typewriters, exchange
exchange of same, repairs and material
material
furniture, fixtures,
for
books, maps,
maps, and
and periodicals,
periodicals, domestic
domestic and foreign, for
repairs; books,
for repairs;
the library,
not exceeding
maintenance, repair,
repair, and storage
$4,000; maintenance,
exceeding $4,000;
library, not
the
of
vehicles, to
used only
only for
for official
official purposes;
purposes;
be used
to be
motor-propelled vehicles,
of motor-propelled
automobile mail
mail wagons,
including storage,
repair, and exchange•of
exchange of-•
storage, repair,
wagons, including
automobile
same; street-car
street-car fare
other miscellaneous
miscellaneous
and other
$150; and
exceeding $150;
not exceeding
fare not
same;
items not
not included
included in
foregoing; $40,000.
$40,000.
in the
the foregoing;
items
PRINTING
BENDING
PRINTITG AND BINDIG

For all
printing and
and binding
binding in
the Department
includ- tini
turinting
.
State, includof State,
Department of
in the
all printing
For

ing
its bureaus,
offices, institutions,
and services
located in
services located
institutions, and
bureaus, offices,
of its
all of
ing all
Washington,
District of
and elsewhere,
elsewhere, $154,785.
$154,785.
Columbia, and
of Columbia,
Washington, District

bind-

angd

bind-
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Passport bureaus.
bureaus.
Passport

PASSPORT BUREAUS
BUREAUS
PASSPORT

exSalaries
Salaries and
and expenses.
penses.

For
expenses of
including rent
rent outside
outside
of maintenance,
maintenance, including
For salaries
salaries and
and expenses
the
passport bureaus
of passport
bureaus at
at New York City,
the District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, of
New York;
York; San Francisco, California; Chicago,
Chicago, Illinois; Seattle,
Washington;
and New
Washington; and
New Orleans,
Orleans, Louisiana, $49,130.

Diplomatic
Diplomatic Service.
Service.

DIPLOMATIC
ERVICE
SERVICE
DIPLOMATIC S

Ambassagors
and
Ambassadors and
ministers.
ministers.

AMBASSADORS AND
AND MINISTERS
MINISTERS
AMBASSADORS

Ambassadors.
Ambassad
Belgium
Belgium
emburg.
emburg.

o r

and Luxand Lux-

Ministers.
Ministers.
China an,
andd NetherNetherChina
lands.
lands.
Other
countries.tes
Other cou:

tes.

Ambassadors extraordinary
plenipotentiary to Argentina,
Ambassadors
extraordinary and plenipotentiary
France Germany,
Germany, Great Britain, Italy, Japan,
Brazil, Chile, Cuba, France,
Mexico,
Turkey, at
at $17,500
Mexico, Peru, Spain,
Spain, and
and Turkey,
$17,500 each,
each, $227,500;
$227,500;
For ambassador
ambassador extraordinary
plenipotentiary to Belgium
extraordinary and plenipotentiary
minister plenipotentiary
plenipotentiary to Luxemburg,
Luxemburg,
and envoy extraordinary
extraordinary and minister
$17,500;
$17,500;
Envoys extraordinary
and ministers
China, and
extraordinary and
ministers plenipotentiary
plenipotentiary to
to China,
and
Envoys
the Netherlands,
$12,000 each,
each, $24,000;
$24,000;
the
Netherlands, at
at $12,000

Envoys extraordinary
extraordinary and ministers plenipotentiary
plenipotentiary to Albania,
Bolivia, Bulgaria,
Austria, Bolivia,
Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia,
Czechoslovakia, Colombia
Colombia, Costa Rica,
Rica,
Denmark, Dominican
Dominican Republic,
Republic Ecuador, Egypt,
Greece,
Denmark,
Egypt, Finland,
Finland, Greece,
Guatemala,
Hunga
ry, Nicaragua,
Norway, PanGuatemala, Haiti,
Haiti, Honduras,
Honduras, Hungary,
Nicaragua, Norway,
ama, Paraguay, Persia,
Persia Poland,
Poland, Portugal, Rumania, Salvador,
Sweden, Switzerland,
Switzerland, Uruguay, and
$10,000
Siam, Sweden,
and Venezuela,
Venezuela, at
at $10,000
$320,000;
each, and to the Serbs, Croats, and blovenes,
Slovenes, $10,000; in
in all,
all, $320,000;
Envoy
extraordinary and minister
minister plenipotentiary
Envoy extraordinary
plenipotentiary to
to Esthonia,
Esthonia,
Latvia" and
Lithuania, $10,000;
Latvia,
and Lithuania,
$10,000;

Minister resident.
Minister
r
Minister resident and consul general to Liberia, $5,000;
aesdent.
$5,000;
Agent, etc.,
Agent,
etc Tangier.
Agent
and
general
at
Tangier, $7,500;
$7,500;
.
Tae
Agent
and
consul
general
at
Tangier,
Proviso.
Proiso.
Provided? That
no salary
herein appropriated
shall be
Provided,
That no
salary herein
appropriated shall
be paid
paid
Salary
Salary restriction.
restriction.

to any
any
to

official receiving
receiving any
Governofficial
any other
other salary
salary from
from the
the United
United States
States Government;
ministers, $611,500.
$611,500.
Total, ambassadors
ambassadors and
and ministers,
CHARGES
CHARGESD'AFFAIRES
D'AITAIRES AD
AD INTERIM
INTERIM

Charges
d'affaires.
Charges d'affaires.

d'affaires ad interim,
$40,000.
For salaries for
for charges
charges d'affaires
interim, $40,000.
SECRETARIES
IN THE
THE DIPLOMATIC
SECRETARIES IN
DIPLOMATIC SERVICE
SERVICE

D i
Secretaries,
secretaries in the Diplomatic Service, as provided
ecretaries, DiploploFor salaries of secretaries
matic Service.
Vol. 38,
p.
as3,
8O;;Vol. in the Act of February
p. 805
An Act for the improveFebruary 5, 1915, entitled "
"An
39,
3 p. 252.
p.252.
ment of the foreign service,"
Actmaking
ma ki ng ap
service," as amended
amended by
by the Act
ap-Vol.
p. 740.
Vol. 41,
41, p.
propriations
740.
propriations for the Diplomatic
Diplomatic and Consular Service
Service for the fiscal
Aide, p. 140.
Ante,p.140.
year
ending .June
approved July 1, 1916,
year ending
June 30, 1917, approved
1916, and the Act making appropriations
for the
appropriations for the Diplomatic
Diplomatic and Consular Service
Service for
the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1921, approved June 4, 1920,
1920, $386,875;
$386,875;
Designated salare
salaries,
Desgnated
secretary of embassy to Japan,
Japanese secretary
$5,500;
Japanese
Japan, $5,500;
JJapan, Turkey, and
c hina'.
Chins.
'
secretary of embassy
embassy to Turkey, $5,500;
Turkish secretary
$5,500;
Chinese secretary
secretary of
of legation
to China,
legation to
China, $5,500;
$5,500;
Chinese assistant secretary
secretary of legation to China,
$4,000;
China, $4,000;
Japanese assistant secretary
Japanese
secretary of embassy to Japan, $4,000;
$4,000;
Turkish assistant secretary
secretary of embassy to Turkey, $4,000;
$4,000;
Total, $415,375.
$415,375.

CLERKS AT
CLERKS
AT EMBASSIES
EMBASSIES AND
AND LEGATIONS
LEGATIONS

Clerks at
embassies
Clerks
at embassies
and legations.
legations.
and

For the employment of necessary
necessary clerks at the embassies
embassies and legawhenever hereafter
tions, who, whenever
hereafter appointed,
appointed, shall be citizens
citizens of the
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appointed
United States,
as practicable
practicable shall be appointed
far as
and so far
$350,000; and
States, $350,000;
United
under civil-service
civil-service rules and regulations.
under
AND LEGATIONS
EMBASSIES AND
INTERPRETERS TO
TO EMBASSIES
LEGATIONS
INTERPRETERS

Interpreters.
Interpreters.

Persia.
Persia.
Interpreter
legation and consulate
consulate general to Persia, $2,000;
Interpreter to legation
Sia m.
Interpreter
to legation and consulate general to Bangkok, Siam, Siam.
Interpreter to
$2,500;
$2,500;
Student Interpretehnt
For
at the
legation to China and the ters,
the legation
interpreters at
student interpreters
fifteen student
For fifteen
China, nterpre
Japan,
Turkey.
nd Turkey.
citizens of the United and
embassies to
to Japan
Japan and
Turkey, who
who shall
shall be
be citizens
and Turkey,
embassies
Ants, p. 140.
States and
and whose
it shall be to study the language of the coun- A p 10.
whose duty it
States
try
to
which
assigned
with
a
supplying interpreters to the
a view
view to supplying
with
assigned
try to which
.
legation or
consulates in such country, at $1,500
$1,500 each,
each, Provisos.
and consulates
or embassy
embassy and
legation
Nonpartisan selecselec$22,500:
Provided, That
the method of selecting said student in- Nonpartisan
That the
$22,500: Provided,
terpreters shall
shall be
nonpartisan: And
provided further,
tTerm
That upon °
further, That
And provided
be nonpartisan:
terpreters
erm ofservice.
of service.
receiving such
such appointment
appointment each
interpreter shall sign an
each student interpreter
receiving
agreement to
an. interpreter
interpreter at the legato continue in the service as an
agreement
tion,
consulate in
country to which assigned so long
in the country
or consulate
embassy, or
tion, embassy,
as his
his services
services may
years;
period of five years;
be required
required within aa period
may be
as
Tuition.
For the
the payment
payment of
the cost
cost of
interpreters Tuition.
of student interpreters
tuition of
of tuition
of the
For
each,
in
China, Japan,
Japan, and
rate of $350
per annum each,
$350 per
the rate
at the
Turkey, at
and Turkey,
in China,
$5,250;
$5,250;
restriction.
salary restriction.
interpreter Salary
No person
the salary
salary of
interpreter or student interpreter
of interpreter
drawing the
person drawing
No
as
provided shall
allowed any part of the salary
salary approbe allowed
shall be
above provided
as above
secretary of legation or other officer;
officer;
priated for any secretary
Total,
$32,250.
Total, $32,250.
INTERPRETERS AT
EMBASSIES
AT EMBASSIES
QUARTERS
b1UDENT INTERPRETERS
FOR STUDENT
QUARTERS FOR
For
rent of
of quarters
for the
student interpreters
Quarte rsf.
orstudent
student
intepretr
the intapretrse
to the
attached to
interpreters attached
the student
quarters for
For rent
embassy
$1,200;
Japan, $1,200;
to Japan,
embassy to
For
rent of
for the
interpreters attached to the
student interpreters
the student
quarters for
of quarters
For rent
embassy
to Turkey,
Turkey, $600;
$600;
embassy to
Total,
$1,800.
Total, $1,800.
CONTINGENT EXPENSES,
EXPENSES, FOREIGN
MISSIONS
FOREIGN MISSIONS
CONTINGENT
Contingent expenses,
To enable
the President
President to
to provide,
at the
the public
Contingentexpenses,
such missions.
expense all such
public expense,
provide, at
enable the
To

stationery, blanks,
records, and
and
fags, and
presses, flags,
seals, presses,
books, seals,
other books,
and other
blanks, records,
stationery,

signs as
necessary for
several embassies and legathe several
for the
think necessary
shall think
he shall
as he
signs
tions in
in the
of their
their business,
and also
also for
repairs,
rent, repairs,
for rent,
business, and
transaction of
the transaction
tions
postage, telegrams,
furniture, typewriters,
exchange of
including exchange
typewriters, including
telegrams, furniture,
postage,
same, messenger
maintenance of
launch for
of launch
and maintenance
operation and
service, operation
messenger service,
same,
embassy
at
Constantinople
not
exceeding
$2,500,
compensation
of
of
compensation
$2,500,
exceeding
not
Constantinople
embassy at
kavasses, guards,
dragomans, and
and porters,
porters, including
including compensation
compensation
guards, dragomans,
kavasses,
of
interpreters, translators,
the compensation
and rent for
compensation of and
and the
translators, and
of interpreters,
dispatch agents
agents at
at London,
Seattle, and
Francisco, Seattle,
San Francisco,
York, San
New York,
London, New
dispatch
New Orleans,
traveling and
miscellaneous expenses of emand miscellaneous
for traveling
and for
Orleans, and
New
exchange to and from
bassies and
and legations,
legations, and for loss on bills of exchange
bassies
embassies
legations, including such loss on bills of exchange
exchange to
and legations,
embassies and
China, and payment
officers of
the United
payment in adStates Court for China
United States
of the
officers
domestic) under
(foreign and domestic)
vance of
of subscriptions
subscriptions for
newspapers (foreign
for newspapers
vance
this appropriation
appropriation is
is hereby
hereby authorized,
$720,000: Provided,
Provided, That
That
authorized, $720,000:
this
no part
of this
this sum
sum appropriated
appropriated for
foreign
expenses, foreign
contingent expenses,
for contingent
no
part of

mison.

Launch, ConstantiLaunch Constantinople.

Dispatch a
gents.
Dispatchagents.
Loss
by exchange.
Loss byexchange.

Proviso.
No
payment for cleriNopaymentfor
cal
servicesto
persons
topersons
c serces
not
Americans.
missions,
shall be
be expended
expended for
for salaries
salaries or
of persons
not not mca
persons not
wages of
or wages
missions, shall
officially
American
citizens performing
clerical services, whether officially
performing clerical
American citizens
designated
as clerks
in any foreign mission.
or not, in
clerks or
designated as
GROUND
JAPAN
TOKYO, JAPAN
AT TOKYO,
EMBASSY AT
OF EMBASSY
BENT OF
GROUNTD RENT
For annual
ground rent
the embassy
at Tokyo,
Tokyo Japan,
Japan, for
for the
embassy at
of the
rent of
annual ground
For

year ending
ending March
March 15,
15, 1925, $250.
year
0
45822*-25f----16
45822 -25t-16

Ground rent. Zorn.

Groud n la.
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CONSULAR
SERVICE
CONSULAR SERVICE
SALARIES OF TUE
CONSULAR SERVICE
SERVICE
THE CONSULAR
SALARIES

Consuls general, conConsulsgeneral,onsuls,
and vice
suls, and
vice consuls.
consuls.
Vol. 38, p. s.
805.
Ante, p. 140.

as,

For salaries
salaries of consuls general, consuls, and vice consuls, as provided in
Act approved
February 5,
5, 1915,
1915, entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
Act for
for
vided
in the
the Act
approved February

the improvement of the foreign service,"
service," $1,940,000. Every
Every consul
general, consul, vice consul, and wherever
wherever practicable
practicable every consular
consular
agent,
shall be
be an
an American
American citizen;
r
agent,
shall
citizen;
Consular Inspectors.
For
salaries of
seven consular
consular inspectors,
inspectors, at
ColarnsFpetos
or salaries
of seven
at $5,000
$5,000 each,
each, $35,000;
$35,000;
Total, $1,975,000.
$1,975,000.

An" p. 1.

Citizenship
Citizenship
ed

requirrequir-

EXPENSES OF
INSPECTORS
OF CONSULAR
CONSULAR INSPECTORS
EXPENSES
Expenses,
Inspectors.

pn.eS.

Proviso.

Subsistence
Sblence

ce s
ances.
an
.

consular

For
the actual
actual and
necessary traveling
traveling and
and subsistence
subsistence expenses
and necessary
For the
expenses of
of
consular
inspectors while
and inspecting
inspecting under
under instructions
instructions
consular inspectors
while traveling
traveling and
allow- from
from the
the Secretary
Secretary of
State, $22,000:
Provided, That
That inspectors
shall
inspectors shall
$22,000: Provided,
of State,
salowallowed actual and necessary expenses for subsistence,
subsistence, itemized,
not be allowed
exceeding an
exceeding
an average
average of
of $8
$8 per day.

consular

SALARIES OF CONSULAR
SALARIES
CONSULAR ASSISTANTS
Consular assistants.
assistants.
.
140o
AC,
Ante, p. 140.

For fifteen
$19,424.
assistants, $19,424.
consular assistants,
For
fifteen consular
ALLOWANCE*
CLERK HIRE
UNITED
ALLOWANCE FOR
FOR CLERK
HIRE AT
AT UNITED

Clerk hire, CODS/1consulates.

STATES
CONSULATES
STATES CONSULATES

For
allowance for clerk hire
under
hire at consulates,
consulates, to
to be expended
expended under
For allowance
the direction of the Secretary
Secretary of State, $1,550,000.
$1,550,000. Clerks, whenever hereafter
appointed
hereafter appointed, shall, so far as practicable, be appointed
under civil-service
civil-service rules and regulations.
CONTINGENT
CONTINGENT EXPENSES,
EXPENSES, UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES CONSULATES
CONSULATES

Contingent expenses,

consulates.
epenses'
contingent"

Loss

byexchange
Loss by
exchange.

For expenses
of providing
providing all
all such
stationery, blanks,
blanks, record
record and
and
such stationery,
For
expenses of
other books, seals, presses, flags, signs, rent (so much
much as may be necessary),
sary), repairs
repairs to consular buildings
buildings owned by
by the
the United
United States,
States,
postage, furniture, including
same,
including typewriters
typewriters and
and exchange of same,
statistics, newspapers, freight (foreign and
and domestic),
domestic), telegrams,
telegrams,
service, traveling
traveling expenses
expenses of consular
advertising, messenger service,
consular officers
officers
and consular
assistants, compensation
compensation of
kavasses,
interpreters, kavaRes,
of interpreters,
consular assistants,
and
guards, dragomans, translators, and Chinese writers, loss by
by exexchange, and such other miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses as the President
President may
think necessary
several consulates and consular
consular agencies
agencies in
necessary for the several
the transaction of their business and payment
payment in advance of
of subscriptions for newspapers (foreign
(foreign and domestic)
domestic) under this appropriation is hereby authorized, $980,000.
$980,000.
RELIEF AND PROTECTION
PROTECTION OF AMERICAN
AMERICAN SEAMEN
SEAMEN

Relief, etc., of Ameri-

seamen.
can seament.

Diplomatic and Consnlar.
sular.

For relief and protection of American
American seamen in foreign
foreign countries, and in the Panama Canal Zone, and shipwrecked
shipwrecked American
American
seamen in the Territory of Alaska, in the Hawaiian
Hawaiian Islands, Porto
Rico, and Philippine
Philippine Islands, and the Virgin Islands, $200,000.
$200,000.
DIPLOMATIC
DIPLOMATIC AND CONSULAR
CONSULAR
SALARIES,
DIPLO3MATIC AND CONSULAR
WHILE RECEIVING ININSALARIES, DIPLOMATIC
CONSULAR OFFICERS WHTI.F
STRUCTIONS
AND IN
IN TRANSIT
TRANSIT
STRUCTIONS AND

itntructio

anrd tranand
sitInstruction
pay,

To
the salaries
consuls, vice
To pay the
salaries of
of ambassadors,
ambassadors, ministers,
ministers, consuls,
vice consuls,
consuls,
and other officers of the United States for the period actually and
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necessarily
occupied in
in receiving
making transits
instructions and in making
receiving instructions
necessarily occupied
to
from their
and while awaiting
awaiting recognition
recognition and authority
authority
posts, and
their posts,
and from
to and
section 1740 of the Reof section
to act
provisions of
the provisions
with the
pursuance with
in pursuance
act in
to
vised Statutes,
Statutes, $40,000.
vised

R. S., see. 1740, p.
p. 309.
309.
R.S.,sec.1740,

TRANSPORTATION
DIPLOMATIC AND
AND CONbuLAR
OFFICERS
CONSULAR OFFICERS
OF DIPLOMATIC
TRANSPORTATION OF

To
itemized and
and verified
verified statements
statements of
of the
the actual
and TraneSrBtion,
TranTortation, ec.,
etc.,
actual and
the itemized
pay the
To pay
necessary
expenses of
of transportation
and subsistence,
under such
such expe
subsistence, under
transportation and
necessary expenses
regulations
as the
State may prescribe, of diplomatic
Secretary of State
the Secretary
regulations as
and consular
consular officers
officers and
and clerks
clerks in
in embassies,
embassies, legations,
conlegations, and conand
sulates, including
including officers
officers of
China, and
and
of the United States Court for China,
sulates,
their families
families and
in going
going to
returning from their posts,
to and
and returning
effects in
and effects
their
or of
of such
clerks when
traveling under orders
orders of the
when traveling
and clerks
officers and
such officers
or
proo.
Secretary
State, but
not including
rovi
so .
expense incurred in con- p
any expense
including any
but not
of State,
Secretary of
Passag: on "reign
reign
sPasageion
nection with
leaves of
of absence,
$275,000: Provided,
Provided, That no part of shi
absence, $275,000:
with leaves
nection
said
shall be
vessels without
without ships
foreign vessels
on foreign
transportation on
for transportation
paid for
be paid
sum shall
said sum
a
certificate from
of State
American
that there are no American
State that
Secretary of
the Secretary
from the
a certificate
vessels
clerks may
may be transported.
and clerks
officers and
such officers
which such
on which
vessels on
ex pe

ps

ric

CONSULAR SERVICE
AND CONSULAR
EMERGENCIES
SERVICE
THE DIPLOMATIC AND
IN THE
ARISING IN
EERGENCIES ARISING

emergencies arising in
To
enable the
President to meet unforeseen emergencies
the President
To enable
the Diplomatic
Diplomatic and
Service, and to extend the commercial
commercial
and Consular Service,
the
and
other interests
interests of
of the
the United
United States
States and to meet the necessary
necessary
and other
be
Act, to
expenses
attendant upon
upon the
of the
the Neutrality
to be
Neutrality Act,
execution of
the execution
expenses attendant
expended
pursuant to
the requirement
of section
291 of
of the Revised
section 291
requirement of
to the
expended pursuant
Statutes, $400,000.
$400,000.
Statutes,

Emergencies.

mergencs.

Neutrality Act.
At.
Netlity
R. S., sec. 291, p. 49
S. SeC 291 p. 49.R-

EIRS OF DIPLOMATIC
ALLOWANCE
DIPLOMATIC OR CONSULAR
CONSULAR
OR HEIRS
WIDOWS OR
TO WIDOWS
ALLOWANCE TO
OFFICERS
WHO DIE
DIE ABROAD
ABROAD
OFFICERS WHO
Allowance for officers
dAllwnOcdOrfficer
1749 of the Revised
For payment
payment under
the provisions
section 1749
Revised dying
of section
provisions of
under the
For
abroad.
R.
S., see. 1749m.
311.
l749p. 311.
iR.S.,sec.
of
law
at
heirs
Statutes
of the
the United
States to the widows or
United States
Statutes of

diplomatic or
or consular
consular officers of the United States dying in foreign
diplomatic
countries in
discharge of their duties, $2,000.
in the discharge
countries

Hazeltine, late
For
Carrie Kitchin
Kitchin Hazeltine,
widow of
of Ross
late consul
Ross Hazeltine,
Hazeltine, widow
For Carrie
at Lourenco
Marques, Portuguese
Portuguese East
Africa,' one year's salary of
East Africa
at
Lourenco Marques,
her deceased
deceased husband,
husband, who
while at
illness
at his post of duty, of illnes
died while
who died
her
incurred
Consular Service, $4,500.
in the Consular
incurred in
For
Pauline M.
M. Robinson,
of Fred
Robinson, late
late consul
consul
Fred R. Robinson,
widow of
Robinson, widow
For Pauline
to
Saltillo, Mexico,
Mexico, one
year's salary
deceased husband,
husband, who
who
her deceased
of her
salary of
one year's
to Saltillo,
died
returning to
United States
States from his post of duty, of
to the United
while returning
died while
illness incurred
incurred in
the Consular
Consular Service,
Service, $3,500.
in the
illness
For
of Hunter
Sharp, late
consul
late consul
Hunter Sharp,
widow of
Sharp, widow
Adelaide Sharp,
May Adelaide
For May
at Edinburgh,
Edinburgh, Scotland,
year's salary
salary of
of her
deceased husband,
husband,
her deceased
one year's
Scotland, one
at
who died
died while
while at
at his
his post of
illness incurred
incurred in the Conduty, of illness
of duty,
who
Service,' $5,000.
sular Service
Loop, late consul at
Carl R. Loop,
of Carl
For
Loop, widow
widow of
Roberts Loop,
Ethel Roberts
For Ethel
who died
Catania
Italy, one
salary of
her deceased
deceased husband,
husband, who
of her
year's salary
one year's
Catania,' Italy,
while
at his
his post
of illness
incurred in
the Consular Service,
in the
illness incurred
duty, of
of duty,
post of
while at
$4,000.
Kirjassoff, minor
For
B. Kirjassoff
Kirjassoff and
minor chilDavid M. Kirjassoff,
and David
William B.
For William
Japan,
Yokohama,
at
dren
of
Max
D.
Kirjassoff,
late
consul
at
Yokoha
Ivo
0,
Japan, one
consul
late
Kirjassoff,
D.
Max
dren of
year's
of their
their deceased
deceased father,
father' who died in the earthquake
salary of
year's salary
and
at his
post of
of duty,
3,
500.
fire, while
while at
his post
duty, $
$3,500.
and fire,
For
Scidmore, sister
George H.
H. Scidmore,
late consul
consul
Scidmore, late
of George
sister of
R. Scidmore,
Eliza R.
For Eliza
general
at Yokohama
of her
deceased
her deceased
salary of
year's salary
one year's
Japan, one
Yokohama,'.Japan,
general at
brother,
of illness,
incurred in the Consular
Consular Service,
Service,
illness, incurred
died of
who died
brother, who
$8,000.
$8,000-

Mrs. Carrie Eitchin
Kitchin
Hazeltine.
Payment to.
to.
Payment

Mrs Cae

sorrs.

Pauline Robin.

Mrs. Pauline

n.

to.
Payment to.

Robin

Mrs. May Adelaide
l
A.dela de
Sharp.
Payment
to.
Paymentto.

M. Ma

er
Mrs. Ethel Roberts
Ethel Rob ts
Ms.
Loop.
Payment
to.
Payment to.

vic
r MB.

ant Da-

Wilim B.and
vid M. Kirjassoff.

Da-

Payment to.

Payment to.

Eliza R. Seidmore.

Rt to. mo
El,
Payment
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Mrs. Frances
Jewett.
Payment to.

Frances
payment to.

R.
R.

Mrs. Teresa
Handley.
Payment
Payment to.
to.

Han.

B.
Teresa B.

1924.
1924.

For Frances R. Jewett,
Jewett, widow
Jewett, late consul
widow of Milo A. Jewett,
of
consul of
United States
States at
$3,500, one
one year's
year's salary
salary
the United
at Trondhjem,
Trondhjem, Norway,
Norway, $3,500,
husband, who died
duty of
of illness
illness
of her deceased husband,
died while at his post
post of
of duty
incurred in the Consular Service.
incurred

For
widow of
of William
William W.
W. Handley,
Hanclley, late
lath
For Teresa
Teresa B.
B. Handley,
Handley, widow

consul general
general at Callao-Lima,
$5,500, one
one year's
year's salary
salary of
of
Callao-Lima, Peru, $5,500,
her deceased husband, who died while
while at
at his
his post
post of duty of illness
incurred in the Consular Service.
incurred
Mrs.
Irene Gracie
Mpotr.
oIrene
Gracie For
or Irene Gracie
Gracie Pontius,
Pontius, widow
widow of Albert
Albert W. Pontius, late conPontius.
Pontius.
su general at Mukden..
Mukden. China,
sul
China, one
one year's
salary of
of her
her deceased
deceased
year's salary

Payment
Payment to.
to.

husband, who died while at his
incurred in
husband,
his post of duty of illness incurred
in
the Consular Service, $5,500.
TRANSPORTING REMAINS
DIPLOMATIC AND
AND CONSULAR
CONSULAR OFFICERS,
CONTRANSPORTING
REMAINS OF
OF DIPLOMATIC
OFFICERS, CONSULAR ASSISTANTS,
HOMES FOR
FOR INTERMENT
INTERMENT
SULAR
ASSISTANTS, AND
AND CLERKS
CLERKS TO
TO THEIR
THEIR HOMES
Bringing
Bringing home
home
mains
officers.
mains of
of officers.

re-

re-

Post allowances.
Special allowances to
Special
to
officers to meet
meet living
living
expenses.
expenses.

For defraying the expenses
expenses of
transporting the remains
diploof transporting
remains of
of diploincluding consular
consular
matic and consular officers of the United States
States, including
assistants and clerks, who have died or may die abroad
a' broad or in transit,
while in the discharge of their official duties, to
to their
former homes
homes
their former
in this country for interment, and for the
the ordinary and
and necessary
necessary
expenses of such interment,
interment, at their
at home,
home, $5,000.
$5,000.
their post
post or
or at
POST ALLOWANCES
DIPLOMATIC AND
ALLOWANCES TO DIPLOMATIC
AND CONSULAR
CONSULAR OFFICERS
OFFICERS

To enable the President, in his discretion,
with
discretion, and in accordance
accordance with
such regulations
regulations as he may prescribe, to
allowances
to make special
special allowances
by way of additional compensation
consular offiofficompensation to diplomatic and
and consular
cers and consular assistants and officers
officers of the United
United States Court
Court
for China in order to adjust their official income
income to
the ascertained
ascertained
to the
cost of living at the posts to which they may be assigned,
$125,000.
assigned, $125,000.
INTERNATIONAL OBLIGATIONS,
INTERNATIONAL
OBLIGATIONS, COMMISSIONS,
COMMISSIONS,
BUREAUS,
BUREAUS, AND SO FORTH
FORTH
CAPE SPARTEL
SPARTEL LIGHT,
LIGHT, COAST
COAST OF MOROCCO
MOROCCO

Cape Spartel
Spartel Light.

For annual proportion of the expenses of Cape Spartel and
and
Tangier Light on the coast of Morocco,
Morocco, including
including loss by exchange,
exchange,
$250.
RESCUING
AMERICAN SEAMEN
RESCUING SHIPWRECKED
SHIPWRECKED AMERICAN
SEAMEN

Life saving testimoLife
nials.

For expenses which may be incurred
incurred in the acknowledgment
acknowledgment of
of the
the
services of masters and crews of foreign vessels
vessels in rescuing AmeriAmerican seamen or citizens
citizens from shipwreck
catastrophe at sea,
shipwreck or other catastrophe
sea,
$3,000.
INTERNATIONAL BUREAU
INTERNATIONAL
BUREAU OF WEIGHTS
WEIGHTS AND MEASURES
MEASURES

International BuInternational
reau of Weights and
Measures.
Measures.
1714.
Vol. 20, p. 1714.

For contribution
contribution to the maintenance
maintenance of the International
International Bureau
Bureau
of Weights and Measures,
Measures, in conformity with the terms of the convention of May 20, 1875,
1875, the same to be paid, under
direction of
under the direction
of
the Secretary
Secretary of State, to said bureau
bureau on its certificate
certificate of apportionment, $3,000.
$3,000.
tionment,
INTERNATIONAL
BUREAU FOR PUBLICATION
INTERNATIONAL BUREAU
PUBLICATION OF
OF CUSTOMS
CUSTOMS TARIFFS

International
International Customs Tariffs Bureau.
1518.
Vol. 28,
26, p. 1518.

To meet the share of the United States in the annual
annual expense
for the year ending March
March 31, 1925, of sustaining the international
international
bureau
translation and publication
bureau at Brussels for the translation
publication of customs
customs
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tariffs,
pursuant to
to the
the convention
convention proclaimed
December 17,
17, 1890,
proclaimed December
tariffs, pursuant
$2,187.
$2,187.
REVISION
CHINESE CUSTOMS
CUSTOMS TARIFF
TARIFF
OF CHINESE
REVISION OF

Chinese
tariff.

customs
customs

Unexpended balbleton confor revising,
ance
appropriation of $47,750 to enable ance
The
balance of the appropriation
unexpended balance
The unexpended
for
tinued
available.
tinuedavailable.
arising
the
United
States
Government
to
carry
out
its
obligations
arising
obligations
its
the United States Government to carry out
VO. 42, pp. 610, 1548.
Post, p.1019.
customs tariff
under
the treaty
treaty relating
relating to
to the
the Chinese
Chinese customs
tariff made in
in the Pod,
under the
Act
making appropriations
Departments of State and Jusfor the Departments
appropriations for
Act making
tice and
and for
Judiciary, approved
approved June 1, 1922, shall remain
remain
the Judiciary,
for the
tice
available for
therein described for the fiscal year 1925.
purposes therein
the purposes
for the
available
Extraterritorialty
in
Extraterritorialty in
China.
China.

INQUIRY
EXTRATERRITORIALITY IN
IN CHINA
INTO EXTRATERRITORIALITY
INQUIRY INTO

Vane:,
Unexpendedbalance

forufn
iquir
in
quiry regarding
regarding,
The
balance of
the appropriation
of $21,000
$21,000 to
to enable
enable for
exPe
appropriation of
of the
unexpended balance
The unexpended
l
the United
States Government
Government to
to carry
out its
obligations arising
conteinued.1tr4t.ilable.
able.
nuda
arising Co
its obligations
carry out
United States
the
under Resolution
Resolution Numbered
Conference on the
by the Conference
adopted by
4, adopted
Numbered 4,
under
o
Limitation of
of Armament,
December 10,
1921, regarding
regarding extraterri- Vol.
10, 1921,
Armament, December
Limitation
42, pp. 610, 1548.
, 6
toriality in
China, made
made by
by the
the Act
appropriations for the
making appropriations
Act making
in China,
toriality
Departments
approved
State and Justice and for the Judiciary, approved
Departments of State
June
shall remain
remain available
purposes therein dethe purposes
for the
available for
1922, shall
1, 1922,
June 1,
scribed for the fiscal year 1925.
INTERNATIONAL
INTERNATIONAL

BOUNDARY
BOUNDARY

COMMISSION,
COMM'ISSION,

UNITED
UNITED

STATES
STATES

AND
AND

MEXICO

Mexican Boundary

commission.
United co
To
enable the
President to
to perform
of the
the United
M
mem
xiis
cronB
.oundary
obligations of
the obligations
perform the
the President
To enable
Vol.
24,
1011;34,
Vol.
States under the treaties of 1884, 1889,
1889 1905,
1905 and 1906, between
between the 26,Vol.
24, p.
p. Vol.
1011;
Vol.
p.
p 1512;
1512;
p.
United
States
and
Mexico,
including
'not
to
,
exceed
$900
for
t,
:
k
:
23.
rent,
for
$900
exceed
to
not
United States and Mexico, including
$40,000:
Provided,
.
That
to exceed
sum may
Li:airtrwatergangmayi in Limitforwatergangsuch sum
of such
$6,000 of
exceed $6,000
not to
That not
$40,000: Provided,
the
of the
the President
be used
for taking over the waterIng.*
used for
President be
discretion of
the discretion
gauging
being done by the State of Texas.
now being
gauging now
22 3 n

ing

BOU
1.)ARY
BOUNDARY

LINE,
ATATSA
LINE, ALM:WA

AND
AND CANADA,
AND THE
UNITED STATES
STATES AND
TEE UNITED
CANADA, AND
AND
CANADA
CANADA
Boundary, Alaska

Canada.
To
the Secretary
State to
to mark
the boundary
boundary and
make and
antdt°Cuanntr11:
and make
mark the
of State
Secretary of
enable the
To enable
the surveys
surveys incidental
incidental thereto
between the
the Territory
of Alaska
Alaska and
191.
ol. 32, p. 1981.
and Vol.
Territory of
thereto between
the
the
of
with
conformity
the
Dominion
of
Canada,
in
conformity
the
award
the Dominion of Canada,
Alaskan Boundary
Tribunal and
and existing treaties, including emBoundary Tribunal
Alaskan
ployment at
the seat
government of
of such
computers, Ld
and water
surveyors, computers,
such surveyors,
seat of
of government
at the
ployment
sad
=
boundary United
draftsmen, and
clerks as
the more
more effective
effective boundery
for the
and for
necessary; and
as are
are necessary;
and clerks
draftsmen,
demarkation and
mapping, pursuant
pursuant to
11, 1908,
1908, vostl.d
States
and
Vol. 35,
p. Canada.
2003.
Ca.
2aa.
April 11,
of April
the treaty
treaty of
to the
and mapping,
demarkation
water
and
land
the
between the United States and Great Britain, of
water
between
boundary
line between
between the
the United
United States and the Dominion of
boundary line
Canada,
established under
treaties, to
be expended under
to be
existing treaties,
under existing
as established
Canada, as
the direction
of the
Secretary of
of State
including the
salaries of the
the salaries
State,2 including
the Secretary
direction of
the
commissioner
and
the
necessary
engineers,
surveyors,
draftsmen,
draftsmen,
surveyors,
engineers,
necessary
the
and
commissioner
computers,
and clerks
the field
and at
government, exof government,
seat of
the seat
at the
field and
in the
clerks in.
computers, and
pense of
of necessary
traveling, for
for payment
for timber
timber necessarily
necessarily
payment for
necessary traveling,
pense
cut in
in determining
determining the
the boundary
line not
$500, and
comand comexceed $500,
to exceed
not to
boundary line
cut
mutation to
members of
field force
duty or
actual
or actual
field duty
on field
while on
force while
the field
of the
to members
mutation
expenses
per day
day each,
accordexpended in accordto be expended
each, to
$5 per
exceeding $5
not exceeding
expenses not
ance
by the
Secretary
when
h
i rovir•e.
S
the Secretary
prescribed by
time prescribed
to time
time to
from time
regulations from
with regulations
ance with
washigfrom
absent
absent
is
of
State,
$38,515:
Provided,
That
when
the
commissioner
is
absent
from
Washingcommissioner
the
when
That
Provided,
State, $38,515:
of
from
from Washington
and from
his regular
regular place
place of
residence on
official on.
on official
of residence
from his
Washington and
from
business he
he shall
shall not
allowed actual
actual and necessary expenses of
be allowed
not be
business
subsistence in
excess of $8 per day.
in excess
subsistence
Alaska

d

ly.

ri-

COMMISSION
INTERNATIONAL PRISON
PRISON COMMISSION
INTERNATIONAL

For
subscription of
of the
United States
adhering memberc of c
as an adhering
States as
the United
For subscription
the
International
Prison
Commission,
and
the
expenses of
of a
coma comexpenses
the
and
Commission,
Prison
International
the
mission,
preparation of
of reports,
reports, $2,550.
$2,550.
including preparation
mission, including

"

a

c internatimal Pliwn
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PAN AMERICAN
PAN
AMERICAN UNION
UNION
Pan American
Pan
American
Union.
Proviso.
Use of money from
r om
othesepubncy
other Republics. f

Proeio.

Printing
and bindPrinting and
binding.
Monthly Bulletin.
Bulletin.

Monthly

Pan American Union,
Provided, That
Union $100,000:
$100,000: Provided,
any moneys
moneys rereThat any
the other
ceived from the
other American
Republics for
for the
the support
support of
of the
American Republics
the
union shall be paid into the
the Treasury
Treasury as
as a
credit, in
in addition
to the
the
a credit,
addition to
appropriation, and may be
appropriation,
drawn therefrom
upon requisitions
requisitions of
of
be drawn
therefrom upon
the chairman of the governing
the union
union for
for the
the purpose
purpose
governing board
board of
of the
of meeting the expenses of the
union and
and of
of carrying
carrying out
orders
the union
out the
the orders
of the said governing
governing board.
board.
For printing and binding for the Pan
For
Pan American
American Union,
and the
the
Union, and
Public Printer is authorized
print an
authorized to print
an edition
of the
the monthly
edition of
monthly
bulletin
bulletin not to exceed 6,000 copies per
per month,
month, for
distribution by
by
for distribution
the union during the fiscal
June 30,
30, 1925,
1925, $20,000.
fiscal year ending
ending June
$20,000.
INTERNATIONAL
BUREAU OF
INTERNATIONAL BUREAU
THE PERMANENT
COURT OF
ARRUILATION
OF THE
PERMANENT COURT
OF ARBITRATION

International
International BuBureau, Permanent Court

reatpeintaCou-t
bittion.
ofof
Arbitration,
Vol. 32, 13. 1793.

To meet the share of the United States
States in
in the
the expenses
expenses for
for the
the
calendar
calendar year 1923 of the
the International
Bureau of
of the
the Permanent
Permanent
International Bureau
Court of Arbitration,
created under
Arbitration, created
under article
article 22
22 of
of the
the convention
convention

concluded
concluded at The Hague, July 29,
the pacific
settlement of
29, 1899,
1899, for
for the
pacific settlement
of
international disputes,
disputes, $2,0(30.
international
$2,000.
BUREAU
BUREAU

Interparliamen-

Interparliamentary
Union
Union for
for propro-

moting International
International
moting
Arbitration,
Arbitration.

OF INTERPARLIAMENTARY
INTERPARLIAM:ENTARY UNION
UNION FOR
FOR PROMOTION
OF INTERPROMOTION OF
INTERNATIONAL ARBITRATION
NATIONAL
ARBITRATION

For the contribution
contribution of the
the United
United States
States toward
toward the
maintenance
the maintenance
of the Bureau of the Interparliamentary
for the
promotion
Interparliamentary Union
Union for
the promotion
of international arbitration,
arbitration, to be immediately
immediately available,
available, $4,000.
$4,000.
INTERNATIONAL
INTERNATIONAL COMMISSION
COMMISSION ON ANNUAL
ANNUAL TABLES
TABLES OF CONSTANTS,
CONSTANTS, AND
AND
SO FORTH
FORTH

International
International Commission on Tables
Tables of
of
Constants, etc.

International Commission on Annual
• To the International
Annual Tables of
of Constants
Constants
and Numerical
Numerical Data, Chemical, Physical,
Physical, and Technological,
and
as esesTechnological, as
tablish by the Seventh International
International Congress of Applied
Applied Chemistry
Chemistry
in London and as continued
congress in
continued by the eighth congress
New York,
York, as
in New
as
a contribution
a
contribution by the United
United States toward
toward the
the publication of
of annual
annual
tables
technological, $500.
tables of constants,
constants, chemical,
chemical, physical,
physical, and technological,
$500.
INTERNATIONAL
INTERNATIONAL COMMISSION
COMMISSION ON PUBLIC AND
AND PRIVATE
INTERNATIONAL
PRIVATE INTERNATIONAL
LAW
LAW

International ComInternational
mission on InternInternational Law.
tionalLaw.
Appropriation made
Appropriation
made
available.
Vol. 42, p. 608.

,lable.

Vol.
42,

M

International InstiInternational
tute of Agriculture.
tute
Agriculture.
Quota.
Quota.
Post, p.
p. 1338.
1338.
Post,

Membnct
Member
rnittee.
mittee.

of

corncon-

Translating
Translating publications.

appropriation of $15,000
The appropriation
$15,000 for the payment
payment of
of compensation
compensation
to and
and the
the necessary
necessary expenses
the representative
to
expenses of
of the
representative or representarepresentatives of the United States
tives
States on the International
International Commission
Commission of
of
Jurists, made by the Act making
appropriations for
making appropriations
the Departments
for the
Departments
of State
Judiciary, approved June
of
State and Justice and for the Judiciary,
June 1, 1922,
1922,
is hereby made available
is
available for the purposes therein described
described for
for the
the
fiscal year 1925.
INTERNATIONAL
INSTITUTE OF AGRICULTURE
INTERNATIONAL INSIITLTL
AGRICULTURE AT
ITALY
AT ROME,
ROME, ITALY

For
the payment
For the
payment of the quota
quota of the United
United States for the support
support
of the International
International Institute
Institute of Agriculture
Agriculture for the calendar
year
calendar year
1925, $19.577;
$19.517;
1925.
For salary of the one member
member of the permanent
permanent committee
committee of
the
of the
International
International Institute
Institute of Agriculture
Agriculture for the calendar
calendar year 1925,
$5,000;
$5,000;
For the
payment of the quota
For
the payment
quota of the United States for the cost
of translating into and printing in the English
of
English language
language the
the pubpub-

SIXTY-EIGHTH
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.

SEss. I.
I. CH.
204.
CH. 204.
SESS.
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1924.
1924.

lications
International Institute of Agriculture
Agriculture at Rome,
the International
lications of the
$5,000;
Total,
$29,577.
Total, $29,577.
INTERNATIONAL
RAILWAY CONGRESS
INTERNATIONAL RAILWAY

To pay
pay the
the quota
quota of
the United
United States
member
an adhering
adhering member
as an
States as
of the
To
of
the International
for the
the year
April
year ending April
Congress for
Railway Congress
International Railway
of the
15,
1925, $800.
15, 1925,

International
wIntrnatoal
way
Congress.

RailRal-

International
International
tary Bureau.

Sani-

INTERNATIONAL
SANITARY BUREAU
BUREAU
INTERNATIONAL SANITARY

For the
share of
maintenance of
of
the maintenance
for the
States for
United States
of the
the United
the annual
annual share
For
the
$11,154.29.
Bureau for the year 1925, $11,154.29.
the International
International Sanitary Bureau
HEALTH
INTERNATIONAL OFFICE OF PUBLIC
PUBLIC HEALTH
INTERNATIONAL

For the
the payment
payment of
the quota
the United
United States
States for
for the
year
the year
of the
quota of
of the
For
1925
International Office of Public Health,
the International
support of the
1925 toward
toward the support
created
the international
signed at Rome, December
December
arrangement signed
international arrangement
by the
created by
9,
1907, in
article 181
International Sanitary
181 of the
the International
in pursuance
pursuance of article
9, 1907,
Convention signed
Paris on
on December
December 3,
3, 1903,
1903, $3,860.
$3,860.
at Paris
signed at
Convention

International
International Office
Office
of Public Health.
35, p.
2061.
Vol.
Vol. 35,
P. 2061.
p
ol..
13
85
i3p.
p
..
1834;
1834; Vol.
Vol.
Vol.
35,
42
42, p. 1823.

ARBITRATION OF
OUTSTANDING PECUNIARY
PECUNIARY CLAIMS
11,16. UNITED
CLAIMS BETWEEN THE
OF OUTSTANDING
ARBITRATION
STATES AND
BRITAIN
AND GREAT BRITAIN
STATES

the arbitration of outstanding pecuniary
of the
For the
the expenses
expenses of
pecuniary claims
For

o
PeBtsIh-Amelcan

BritishAneris
ca&P
rne:

on-•
missi
between
States and
accordance with the Inissim
Britain, in accordance
and Great Britain,
United States
the United
between the
Vol. 37. p. 1635.
and
special agreement
agreement concluded
a
olla3r
7i
e) 16a
3
L exthat purpose August 18, 1910, and 73Salaries
for that
concluded for
special
pe" '
the
thereunder, including salary and expenses
expenses of PAnse
s"
schedules of claims thereunder,
the schedules
appointed by the President, by
the tribunal, and of the agent to be appointed
Senate, counsel, joint secretary
with the
the advice and consent of the Senate,
and with
and other
personal services and
expenses, and personal
contingent expenses,
assistants, contingent
and
other assistants,
under
elsewhere, to be expended under
the District of Columbia, and elsewhere,
rent in the
the direction
direction of the Secretary
Secretary of State, $66,750.
the
INTERNATIONAL RADIOTELEGRAPHIC
CONVENTION
RADIOTELEGRAPHIC CONVENTION
INTERNATIONAL

RadioInternational
engtreamp c
i
ona&R
na
v
d
ei
n
o

te.I
For the share of the United States for the calendar year 1925, as telegraphic
Convenparty to
to the
conventions heretofore tion.
tloi
,9a 37,
p.1569.
radiotelegraphic conventions
the international
international radiotelegraphic
aa party
Vol.
37, p.
1569.
signed, of the expenses of the radiotelegraphic
radiotelegraphic service of the Intersigned,
national Bureau
of the
at Berne,
Berne, $5,750.
Union at
Telegraphic Union
the Telegraphic
Bureau of
national
UNITED STATES
STATES SECTION
SECTION OF THE
COMMISSION
INTER-AMERICAN HIGH COMMISSION
THE INTER-AMERICAN
UNITED

Inter-American High
To defray
actual and
necessary expenses
of the coinnatienr
part of
the part
on the
expenses on
and necessary
the actual
defray the
To
itimoned.can High
Commission.
secUnited States
United
States
section
of
the
Inter-American
High
Commission,
United
States seeCommission,
United States section of the Inter-American High
tion.
S20,000,
be expended
expended under
under the
the direction
direction of
the Secretary
of ti ti.
p. 8.
Vol. 39,
39, p.
8.
Secretary of
of the
to be
$20,000, to
State.
BRITAIN: INTERNAAND GREAT BRITAIN:
WATERWAYS TREATY,
TREATY, UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES AND
INTERNAWATERWAYS
TIONAL JOINT
JOINT COMMISSION,
STATES AND
GREAT BRITAIN
BRITAIN
AND GREAT
UNITED STATES
COMM3ISSION, UNITED
TIONAL

For
salaries and
commissioners
salaries of commissioners
expenses, including salaries
and expenses,
For salaries
and salaries
salaries of
clerks and
other employees
appointed by the comemployees appointed
and other
of clerks
and
missioners on
the United States, with the approval solely
of the
part of
the part
on the
missioners
of the
the Secretary
of State,
State, cost
cost of
of law
books, books
books of reference,
reference, and
law books,
Secretary of
of
periodicals, and
of
traveling expenses, and for one-half of
necessary traveling
and necessary
periodicals,
all reasonable
reasonable and
necessary joint
expenses of
of the
International
the International
joint expenses
and necessary
all
Joint Commission
incurred under
the terms
terms of the treaty between
between
under the
Commission incurred
Joint

Canadian Boundary
Boundary
Canadian
Waters Joint
Joint CommisWaters
,
sion.

Vol.
2148.
p. 2448.
Vol. 36,
36, p.
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1924.

the United States and Great Britain concerning
concerning the
the use
use of
of boundary
boundary
waters between
between the United States and
and for
other purand Canada, and
for other
purposes, signed January 11, 1909, $33,000, to
under
the
to be disbursed
disbursed
under
the
Provisos.
ros
e wos.
direction of the Secretary
State: Provided,
Secretary of State:
Provided, That
no part
this
That no
part of
of this
Subsistence when
Subsistence
when
absent from
from Washing- appropriation
appropriation shall be expended for
for subsistence
subsistence of
of the
the commission
commission
ton.
ton.
or secretary, except for actual and necessary
necessary expenses, not in
excess
in excess
of $8 per day each, when absent from Washington
Washington and
and from
from his
his
regular place
place of
of residence
residence on
entntheDistrictregular
on official
official business:
business: Provided
Provided further,
further,
Rent in the District.
appropriation may
That aa part of this appropriation
may be
be expended
expended for
for rent
rent of
of
offices for the commission in the District of
in the
of Columbia in
the event
event
that the Public Buildings Commission is unable to supply suitable
office space.
space.
Pan American ScienScientific Congress.

THIRD PAN AMERICAN
AMERICAN SCIENTIFIC
SCIENTIFIC CONGRESS
CONGRESS

Unexpended
Unexpended balbalance available
available for delegates to Third.
Vol. 42, pp.
pp. 608, 1547.

egtl.42tT

unexpended balance
balance of
The unexpended
appropriation of
$20,000 for
for the
of the
the appropriation
of $20,000
the
147. expenses of the delegates
delegates of
of the
the United
United States
States to
to the
the Third
Pan
Third Pan
American Scientific
Scientific Congress to
held at
of Lima,
Peru,
to be
be held
at the
the city
city of
Lima, Peru,
the Act
made by the
for the
the Departments
Act making
making appropriations
appropriations for
Departments of
of
State and Justice and for the Judiciary,
approved June
June 1,
1, 1922,
is
Judiciary, approved
1922, is
hereby made available
for the
year 1925.
available for
the fiscal
fiscal year
1925.
PAYMENT
PAYMENT TO THE
rah GOVERNMENT
GOVERNMENT OF PANAMA
PANAMA

Panama.
Panama
Annualpaymentto.
Annual payment to.

Vol. 33,
p. 2.
2238.
vol.
33, p.

Secretary of
To enable the Secretary
of State
State to
the Government
Government of
to pay
pay to
to the
of
Panama
Panama the thirteenth annual payment, due
due on
February 26,
on February
26, 1925,
1925,
from the Government
Government of
of the
United States
to the
the Government
of
the United
States to
Government of
Panama
under article 14 of the treaty of November
November 18,
Panama under
18, 1903,
1903,
$250,000.
$250,000.
PAYMENT TO THE GOVERNMENT
PAYMENT
GOVERNMENT OF
OF COLOMBIA
COLOMBIA

Colombia.
Colombia.
Payment to.
to.

To enable the Secretary
Secretary of State to pay to the Government
Government of
of
Colombia
Colombia the third payment from the
Government of
the Government
of the
the United
United
States to the Republic of Colombia under article 2
treaty of
of
2 of the treaty
April 6, 1914, $5,000,000.
$5,000,000.

2124.
Vol. 42, p. 2124.

INTERNATIONAL
INTERNATIONAL
International ReInternational
search Council,
3eareh
Council, etc.
eto.

RESEARCH

COUNCIL
COUNCIL

To pay the annual share of the United States, as
adhering
as an
an adhering
member of the International
International Research
Research Council and
and of
of the
Assothe Associated Unions, organized
organized at Brussels, July 18-28, 1919,
follows:
1919 as
as follows:
International
International Research
Research Council,
Co unc il, $240
$240;; International
International Astronomical
Astronomical
Union, $1,440; International
International Union of Pure and
and Applied
Applied Chemistry,
Chemistry,
$540; International
International Union of Geodesy
Geodesy and Geophysics,
Geophysics, $2,496;
$2,496; InInternational
Mathematics, $120; International
ternational Union of Mathematics,
International Union
Union of
of
Scientific
Scientific Radiotelegraphy,
Radiotelegraphy, $192; in all, $5,028,
under
$5,028, to be expended under
the direction of the Secretary
Secretary of State.
INTERNATIONAL HYDROGRAPHIC
INTERNATIONAL
HYDROGRAPHIC BUREAU
BUREAU

graphic ureau

rd

International
graphic
Bureau.Hydro-

For the
the annual
annual contribution
contribution of
of the
the United
United States
States toward
toward the
For
the

maintenance
maintenance of the International
International Hydrographic
Hydrographic Bureau, $3,860.
$3,860.
FOREIGN HOSPITAL AT CAPE
FOREIGN
CAPE TOWN
TOWN

Somerset Hospital,
Cape Town. Hospital,

Smerset

For annual
annual contribution toward the support
For
support of the Somerset
Somerset
Hospital (a
hospital), at Cape Town, $50, to be paid by
Hospital
(a foreign
foreign hospital),
the Secretary
Secretary of State upon the assurance
assurance that suffering
suffering seamen
seamen
and citizens of the United States will be admitted to the privileges
privileges
of said hospital
hospital

SIXTY-EIGHTH
SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.
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SEss. I.

CH.
Cu. 204.
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INTERNATIONAL
INTERNATIONAL TRADE-MARK
REGISTRATION BUREAU,
BUREAU, QUOTA
QUOTA OF UNITED
TRADE-MARK REGISTRATION
STATES
International Trade.
for the
the expenses
expenses of MIategtistalration'
States for
of the United States
For
share of
annual share
For the
the annual
Mark Registration.
Bureau exexabana Bureau
of the
the International Trade-Mark
the maintenance
maintenance of
the
Trade-Mark Registration
Registration Habana
penses.
penses.
Bureau at
including salaries
salaries of
of the
and counselor,
counselor, Vol.
Bureau
at Habana,
Habana, including
the director
director and
Vol. 39, p.
p. 1680; Vol.
5
33.
41, p.
p. 533.
assistant
assistant director
director and counselor, clerks, translators, secretary to the 41,
stenographers and
director, stenographers
and typewriters,
typewriters, messenger, watchmen,
watchmen, and
and
laborers,
quarters, stationery
laborers, rent
rent of
of quarters,
stationery and supplies,
supplies, including
including the
the purchase of books, postage, traveling
traveling expenses, and the
the cost of printing
printing
the bulletin, $4,961.

INTERNATIONAL
INTERNATIONAL BUREAU OF THE UNION
UNION FOR THE PROTECTION
PROTECTION OF INDUSINDUSTRIAL
PROPERTY
TRIAL PROPERTY

For the share of the United States in the expense of conducting
conducting
International Bureau of the Union for the Protection of Industhe International
trial Property, at Berne, Switzerland,
Switzerland, $1,700.
$1,700.

Industrial Property
Industrial
Property
Bureau.
Bureau.

MIXED CLAIMS
UNITED STATES
STATES AND
AND GERMANY
MIXED
CLAIMS COMMISSION,
COMMISSION, UNITED
GERMANY
German
German

Mixed
Mixed

For the
the expenses
the amounts
of claims
claims against
against claims
For
expenses of
of determining
determining the
amounts of
Claims Commission.
Vol. 42, p. 2200.
p 2200the Vol-42
established under the
Germany
by the
Mixed Claims
Commission established
the Mixed
Claims Commission
Germany by

agreement concluded between the United States and Germany
Germany on
on
agreement
paid
determination of the amount to be paid
August 10,
10, 1922, for
for the determination
by
Germany
obligations of
of Germany
financial obligations
in satisfaction
satisfaction of the financial
by Germany
Germany in
concluded between the Governments
Governments of the
under the treaty concluded
1921, including the
the
Germany on August 25, 1921,
United States
States and Germany
expenses which
August
agreement of August
under the terms of such agreement
expenses
which under
10, 1922, are chargeable
chargeable in part to the United States; and
expenses of an agency
agency of the United States to perform all necesthe expenses
the
preparation of claims and the
in. connection with the preparation
sary services in
presentation thereof
including salaries
said mixed commission, including
thereof before
before said
presentation
of an
and necessary
counsel and
other assistants
assistants and
employees,
of
an agent
agent and
necessary counsel
and other
and employees,

kgency expenses.

gecy expenses.

Printing and
Printing
and bindbind-

ing.
rent in
the District
Columbia, printing
printing and binding, contingent ing.
of Columbia,
in the
District of
rent
expenses,
(and
of subsistence
subsistence (and
diem in lieu of
and per diem
expenses and
traveling expenses
expenses, traveling
the
of State
may allow
subsistence
of subsistence
lieu of
diem in lieu
allow per diem
State may
the Secretary
Secretary of
exceed $8),
$8), and such other expenses
expenses in
for foreign travel at not to exceed
the
United States
and elsewhere
elsewhere as
deem proper,
proper,
President may deem
as the
the President
States and
the United
$182,140.
$182,140.

JUDICIAL

UNITED STATES
FOR CHINA
COURT FOR
STATES COURT
UNITED

Judge,
district attorney,
marshal, $3,000;
$3,000; clerk,
clerk,
$4,000; marshal,
attorney, $4,000;
$8,000; district
Judge, $8,000;
stenographer and court reporter, $2,400; court expenses, in$3,000; stenographer
cluding reference
$8,500; in all, $28,900.
law books, $8,500;
reference law
cluding
The
attorney shall, when
when
the said court and the district attorney
of the
The judge
judge of
the sessions of the
Shanghai,
are held at other cities than Shanghai,
court are
the court
the
receive
necessary actual expenses
expenses
salaries their necessary
to their salaries
addition to
receive in addition
exceed $8 per day each, and so much as
during such session, not to exceed
necessary for
ending
for said purposes during the fiscal year ending
may be
be necessary
1925, is
appropriated.
is appropriated.
June 30, 1925,
Ottoman EmFor
maintaining in .China, the former Ottpman
expenses of maintaining
For expenses
pire, Egypt,
Egypt, and.
and Persia
Persia institutions
institutions for
for incarcerating
incarcerating American
American
pire,
declared insane
insane by the United States Court for
and persons declared
convicts and
China
or any
any consular
consular court,
salaries of
not exceeding
exceeding
of not
court, including
including salaries
China or
$1,800 for
for the
the deputy
deputy marshal
and $1,200
three assistant
assistant
$1,200 each for three
marshal and
$1,800
deputy marshals
marshals at
at Shanghai;
wages of prison
prison keepers; rent of
Shanghai; wages
deputy
quarters for
prisons, and
and for
for the
the expenses
keeping, feeding, and
and
of keeping,
expenses of
for prisons,
quarters

United States
States Court
Court
for China.
China.
Salaries.
Sessions
Sessions other
other than
than
at Shanghai.
Shanghai.

Consular
prisons.
Consular prisons.

quarters,
Keepers, quarters.
rent, etc.
etc.
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CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH
transportation
of prisoners
prisoners and
transportation of
and
United
or
United States
States Court
Court for
for China
China or
former Ottoman
former
Ottoman Empire,
Empire, Egypt,
Egypt,
necessary;
in all,
necessary; in
all, $15,000.
$15,000.

SESS. I.
I.

SESS.

Cu. 204.
204.
CH.

1924.
1924.

persons declared
persons
declared insane
insane by
by the
the
any
consular court
the
any consular
court in
in China,
China, the
and
so much
may be
and Persia,
Persia, so
much as
as may
be

BRINGING
BRINGING HOME CRIMINALS

For actual
expenses incurred
incurred in
in bringing
bringing home
home from
from foreign
Bringing home
home crimBriging
For
actual expenses
foreign councouninals.
tries
crime, $2,000.
$2,000.
itna s
tries persons
persons charged
charged with
with crime,
restriction in
appropriated in
of this
this Act
shall,
Rent restriction
No portion of
of the
the sums appropriated
in Title
Title IIof
Act shall,
United
United States.
States.
unless expressly authorized, be expended for rent in the District of
of
Columbia or
the United
Columbia
or elsewhere
elsewhere in
in the
United States.
States.

TITLE
II.-DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
TITLE II.—DEPARTMENT
JUSTICE

Department of JusDepartment
tice.
tice.

11LE ATTORNEY
ATTORNEY GENERAL
GENERAL
OFFICE OF THE

Attorney General,

Solicitor
AsSolicitor General, Assistants,
Solicitors, and
sstats, Solitors
and
office personnel.

Salaries:
For
Salaries: For

Attorney
Attorney

General, $12,000;
General,
$12,000;

Solicitor
Solicitor

General,
General,

$10,000; Assistant to the Attorney
Attorney General, $9,000; and other per-

offcepersonnel. sonal
services in
in the
the District
accordance with the
sonal services
District of Columbia in accordance

Classification Act of
including the
of the
Classification
of 1923,
1923, including
the solicitors
solicitors of
the State,
State, TreasTreasury, Interior, Commerce,
Departments, the
of
Commerce, and
and Labor
Labor Departments,
the Solicitor
Solicitor of
Internal Revenue,
and the
the office
forces of
of the
Internal
Revenue, and
office forces
of the
the solicitors
solicitors of
the TreasTreasCommerce, and
Departments, $553,040;
$584,040.
ury, Commerce,
and Labor
Labor Departments,
$553,040; in
in all,
all, $584,040.
For the purchase
purchase of law books,
books, books
books of
of reference,
reference, and
and periodicals,
periodicals,
including the exchange thereof, for the
of Justice,
Justice, $7,700.
the Department
Department of
$7,700.

Law books etc.
etc.

CONTINGENT EXPENSES,
CONTINGENT
EXPENSES, DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF .TOSTICE
JUSTICE
Contingent
and misContingent
expenses.

.

For s
t
ati onery, furniture,
furnitex
ure ,an
d repairs,
repa i
rs, fl
oor cover
i
ngs not
For
stationery,
and
floor
coverings
not exceed-

ing
mg $500, file holders
holders and cases; miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenditures,
expenditures, includinclud-

cellneous expenss.

ing telegraphing and telephones, foreign
labor, typewriters
typewriters
foreign postage,
postage, labor,
and adding
adding, machines and the exchange
exchange thereof and
and repairs
repairs thereto,
thereto,
street-car fares not exceeding
newspapers, press clippings, and
exceeding $300, newspapers,
and
Vehicles, etc.
etc.
Vehicles,
other necessaries
necessaries ordered
ordered by the Attorney
Attorney General;
General; official
official transportatransportation, including
including the repair, and
and maintenance,
maintenance, operation
operation of
of a
motora motordriven passenger
passenger car, delivery
and motor
used only
only
delivery truck, and
motor cycle,
cycle, to
to be
be used
for
purchase and
and repair
repair of
$58,287.
Rent.
for official
offic lal purposes,
purposes, and
and purchase
of bicycles,
bicycles, $58,287.
Rent.
For rent of buildings
buildings and parts of buildings
buildings in the District
District of
of
Columbia,
Columbia, $75,000,
$75,000, if space can not be assigned
assigned by the
Buildthe Public
Public Buildings Commission in buildings under
that commission.
commission.
under the control
control of
of that
Printing and
irntng
and bi
bind- For
For printing
the Department
the
printing and
and binding
binding for
log.
for the
Department of
of Justice
Justice and
and the
courts
of
the
United
States,
$200,000.
courts
of
the
United
States,
$200,000.
Traveling, etc.,
peTjelng, etc., eFor
penses.
ex"
For traveling and other miscellaneous
miscellaneous and emergency
emergency expenses,
expenses,
including advances
disbursing clerk, authorized
advances made by the disbursing
authorized and
and
approved by
by the
the Attorney
General,
to be
be expended
at his
discretion,
approved
Attorney
General,
to
expended
at
his
discretion,
R.S.,sec.
364S,p.71.
the provisions
R. S., sec. WAS,
p.718. the
provisions of section 3648, Revised Statutes, to the contrary
notwithstanding, $7,500.
$7,500.
1-

Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneous.
Conduct
Conduct of customs
cases.
Assistant
Assistant Attorney
Attorney
General, attorneys,
etc.
n
Vol. 36, p. 168.
Services,
supplies,
etc.

Conduct of
of customs
General, $8,000;
$8,000;
Conduct
customs cases: Assistant Attorney General,
special attorneys
attorneys and counselors
counselors at law in the conduct
special
conduct of customs
cases, to be employed and
and their compensation
the Attornev
compensation fixed
fixed by
by the
Attorney
General, as
authorized by
30 of
of section
section 28
the Act
Act of
pplies, General,
as authorized
by subsection
subsection 30
28 of
of the
of
August
necessary clerical
clerical assistance
August 5.
5, 1909; necessary
and other
other employees
assistance and
employees at
at
the seat of government and elsewhere, to be employed
their comthe
employed and their
compensation fixed by the Attorney General;
General; supplies,
supplies, Supreme Court
Reports and
Digests, and
Federal Reporter
Reports
and Digests,
and Federal
Reporter and Digests, traveling,
traveling,

of customs

etc.

0 sP
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and other miscellaneous
miscellaneous and incidental
incidental expenses,
expenses, to be expended
expended
the Attorney
General; in
all, $89,470.
under the direction of
of the
Attorney General;
in all,
$89,470.
Defendin
suits in
Defending suits in claims against the United States: For neces- claims.
efendingg suits
in
Defending
sary expenses
expenses incurred in the
the examination
examination of
of witnesses,
witnesses, procuring
procuring
evidence, employment
of experts,
experts,
and
such
other
expenses
as
may
be
necessary
evidence, employment
in defendingof
i
nthe and
Court
such
of other
Claims,
expenses
including
as may
Indian
be Indian
ia depredation
necessary in
defending suits
suits in
the Court
of
Claims,
including
Indian
Indian
cl aim
s
. depredation
depredation claims, to
depredation
to be
be expended
expended under
under the direction of
of the
the

Attorney-General,
General, $79,500.
Attorney
$79,500.

Detection
an dproseDetection and prosecution
prosecution of crimes: For the detection and prosecu- cution
of crimnes.
crim

tion
crimes against
the United
for the
protection of
per- cuPtiroontection
Protection of
of the
the
tion of
of crimes
against the
United States;
States •for
the protection
of the
the perPresident.
son of the President of the United States;
Staies •the acquisition, collection, resident.
classification, and preservation
preservation of criminal
criminal identification
and
classification,
identification records
records and
their exchange
exchange with the officials of States, cities
cities, and other
other institutions;
investigations regarding
tions; for
for such other
other investigations
regarding official
official matters
matters under
under
the control of the Department
Justice and
Department of Justice
and the Department
Department of
of State
State
Vehicles, etc.
etc.
as may be directed by the Attorney General; hire, maintenance,
maintenance, vehicles.
motor-propelled or horse-drawn
passengerupkeep, and operation of motor-propelled
horse-drawn passengercarrying vehicles when necessary;
necessary; firearms and ammunition, such
stationery and supplies
stationery
supplies for use at the seat of government or elsewhere as the Attorney General may direct,
including not
direct, including
not to
to exceed
exceed
$10,000 for taxicab
taxicab lure
exclusively for the purposes
purposes set
hire to be used exclusively
set
n this
paragraph
forth i
in
this paragraph
and eto
to baeexpeecoiin
be expended
of
under the
directionn of
hand
nded
fing
under
th;e per
the Attorney
Attorney General,
General, whose certificate
eaenditure
ce
thereof
certificate as to the expenditure
thereof
Per diem subsistence.
shall
conclusive on the General Accounting
hail be
zp conclusive
A
Office; per diem in PVrdlemsub8stance.
Vol. 88, p. 680.
lieu
pursuant to section 13 of the
lieu of
of subsistence
subsistence when allowed
allowed pursuant
Sundry Civil Appropriation
Appropriation Act approved August 1, 1914, including not
exceed $260,000
for necessary
cluding
not to
to exceed
$260,000 for
necessary employees
employees at
at the
Director, Investigathe seat
seat Director,
Investigaon Bureau.
of government,
a Director of the Bureau of Investi- tition
Bureau.
government, and including a
gation at
per annum,
for the
gation
at not
not exceeding
exceeding $7,500
$7,500 per
annum, $2,188,862;
$2,188,862; for
the Investigating
offcial
Investigatingofficial
acts, etc.
investigation
of the
official acts,
acts, records,
and accounts
etc.
investigation of
the official
records, and
accounts of
of marshals,
marshals, acts,
attorneys, and clerks of the United States courts and the territorial
territorial
attorneys,
courts
courts, and United
United States commissioners,
commissioners, for which
which purpose all
all
the official
official papers, records, and dockets of said officers, without
without
Attorney General
exception, shall be examined by the agents of the Attorney
General
requested by
judge, the
also, when
when requested
by the
the presiding
presiding Judge,
at any time;
time; and also,
records and accounts of referees
official acts, records
referees and trustees of such
such
courts,
including $35,260
$35,260 for
necessary employees
for necessary
employees at the
the seat
seat of
of
courts, including
government, $112,860;
$112,860; in all, $2,301,722;
$2,301,722; to be expended
expended under Pr..
Provisos.
Advances.
That this
General: Provided,
Provided, That
of the
the Attorney
Attorney General:
the
the direction
direction of
this approappro- Advances.
priation shall
shall be
for advances
advances to
to be
by the
the disbursing
priation
be available
available for
be made
made by
disbursing R.s.,sec.36S,p.
R. S., sec. 3648, p. 718.
718.
clerk
of the
the Department
when authorized
and approved
clerk of
Department of
of Justice
Justice when
authorized and
approved
by
the Attorney
Attorney General,
of section
section 3648
by the
General, the
the provisions
provisions of
3648 of
of the
the
Revised Statutes
Statutes to
further, Spedia
Revised
to the
the contrary
contrary notwithstanding:
notwithstanding: Provided
Provided further,
agents
Special a
gents a
auThat
for the
the purpose
of executing
executing the
duties for
provision thorized.
That for
purpose of
the duties
for which
which provision
thorized.
is
authorized
this appropriation
appropriation, the
the Attorney
Attorney General
General is authorized
is made
made by
by this
to
appoint officials
who shall
shall be
vested with
with the
the authority
authority necessary
necessary Ciin
to appoint
officials who
be vested
identicaCriminal identification records.
for the
execution of
of such
Provided further,
not exex- tionrecords.
for
the execution
such duties:
duties: Provided
further, That
That not
ceedin
g $10,000
available
appropriation shall be
be immediately
immediately available
ceeding
$10,000 of this appropriation
to
incurred on
expenses incident to
on account
account of expenses
to meet obligations incurred
criminal
identification records.
criminal identification
records.
Enforcingg antitrust
antitrust
Enforcin
laws.
Enforcement
enforcement of antitrust
antitrust laws.
Enforcement of
of antitrust
antitrust laws: For
For the enforcement
$10,000 for clerical
laws, including not exceeding
exceeding $10,000
clerical services
services and not
exceeding $40,000
$40,000 for compensation
of
exceeding
compensation of attorneys at the seat of
Provisos.
government,
That no
part of
this uAseor'prosecating
government, $201,200:
$201,200: Provided,
Provided, however,
however, That
no part
of this
Use for prosecuting
labor
or
ganizations,
money shall
in the
the prosecution
prosecution of
of any
any organization
organization or
orgaiiza
money
shall be
be spent
spent in
or latbo
etc., forbidden.
having
individual for
entering into
into any
combination or
or agreement
any combination
agreement having
individual
for entering
wages, shortening
in view the increasing
increasing of wages,
shortening of hours, or bettering
bettering
the
labor,or
or for
for any
act done
n furtherance
furtherance there°,
the conditions
conditions of
of labor,
any act
done in
thereof, .oAssociationsi of fannnot in
in itself
itself unlawful:
i
That
no part
this appronot
unlawful: :Provided
Provided further,
further,
That no
part of
of this
etc.
appro- ers,, ete.
prosecution of producers
priation shall be expended for the prosecution
priation
producers of farm
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products and
and associations
of farmers
organize
products
associations of
farmers who
who cooperate
cooperate and
and organize
m an effort to
to and
and for
purpose to
to obtain
obtain and
in
for the
the purpose
and maintain
maintain a
a fair
fair
for their
their products.
and reasonable
reasonable price
price for
products.
Enforcing
interstate
Enforci,
nterstate Enforcement
commerce: For salary and exEnforcement of Acts to regulate commerce:
excommerce laws.
penses of assistant to
in representing
representing the
the GovGovto the Solicitor
Solicitor General
General in
Vol.
Vol. ernment in all matters arising under the Act entitled "An Act to
Vol. 34,
P;p. 3.379;3 Vol.
34p
ntial,
p.1 ;
,
6, P.
6; 701.
3 37 ,P. 7
7o;PvoL.
2,lTvol.
701;
Vol. 38,
p. 21.9; vol. regulate commerce,"
commerce," approved
approved February
as amended,
February 4,
4, 1887,
1887, as
amended, inin40, p. 272; 'Vol. 41, p.
4p
27 Vo
P cluding
eluding traveling expenses
expenses, to be expended
expended under
the direction
direction of
of
under the
474the Attorney General, including salaries
the District
District
salaries of
of employees
employees in
in the
of Columbia
$10,000.
of
Columbia,?$10,000.
rands.
war
War frauds.
3

63

1

2

Investigation
Investigation
and
prosecution of.
Vol. 42, p, 643.

Vo. 42,p 0 .

Provisos.
nt in
in the District.
Rent

'heDisti

Pay restrictions.
restrictios.

Attorney General: Provded,
Provided, That
appropriation shall
shall not
be
That this
this appropriation
not be
available for rent of buildings in the District of Columbia
Columbia if
if suitsuitby the
able space is provided
provided by
the Public
Public Buildings
ProBuildings Commission:
Commission: Profurther, That not more than two
vided further,
employed
two persons
persons shall
shall be
be employed
a rate of compensation
hereunder at a
exceeding $10,000
compensation exceeding
$10,000 per
per annum
annum
each, whose aggregate
aggregate compensation
compensation shall
shall not exceed
exceed $30,000,
but
$30,000, but
Attorney General may fix the compensation
the .Attorney
to exceed
compensation of
of not
not to
exceed
six persons at not to exceed
exceed $10,000 each.
each
J
UDICIAL
JUDICIAL

Judicial
Judicial.
United States
United
preme Court.

Investigation
Investigation and prosecution
prosecution of
of war
frauds: For
investigawar frauds:
For the
the investiga-

tion and
alleged frauds,
frauds, either
civil or
tion
and prosecution
prosecution of
of alleged
either civil
or criminal,
criminal,
or other crimes or offenses against the United States, growing
growing out
out
of or arising in connection
connection with the preparation
preparation for or prosecution
prosecution
of the late war, including the institution and prosecution
prosecution of suits
for the recovery of moneys which contain no
of fraud
but
no element
element of
fraud but
arose incident to the investigation of alleged frauds, to be available
available
for the employment of counsel and other assistants,
assistants, rents, and all
all
other purposes in connection
connection therewith, whether in the District of
of
Columbia or elsewhere, including not
$10,000 for
for communinot to
to exceed,
exceed $10,000
communication service, the purchase
purchase of
ofu
furniture,
'ture, law books, books of reference, and other necessary equipment
equipment and supplies
supplies at the seat of the
government; $500,000, to be expended in the
of the
the discretion
discretion of
the

Su-

Salaries.
Salaries.

Printingandbinding.
Printing and binding.

Reporter.
Reporter.

Judges.

UNITED STATES
UNITED
SUPREME COURT
STATES SUPREME
COURT

Salaries:
Salaries: Chief Justice, $15,000;
$15,000; eight
at $14,500
eight associate
associate justices,
justices, at
$14,500
each; marshal, $4,500; nine law clerks, one for the Chief Justice
Justice
and one for each associate justice, at
not exceeding
$3,600 each;
at not
exceeding $3,600
each;
nine stenographic clerks, one for the Chief Justice and one for
for
exceeding $2,240 each; in all,
each associate justice, at not exceeding
all, $188,060.
$188,060.
For
printing and
and binding
Supreme Court
Court of
the United
United
For printing
binding for
for the
the Supreme
of the
States, $25,000, and the printing
printing and binding for the Supreme Court
Court
shall be done by the printer
printer it
it may
employ, unless
may employ,
unless it
it shall
shall otherwise
otherwise
order; and for printing and binding the official
official reports of
of the
Supreme Court of the United States, and advance pamphlet
pamphlet installments thereof,
thereof, during the fiscal year 1925, to be expended as required,
without allotment by quarters, $25,000; in all, $50,000.
For the
the salary of the Reporter, $8,000; and for his expenses for
For
for
professional and clerical assistance
assistance and stationery, to be paid upon
vouchers signed by him and approved by the Chief
vouchers
Justice, $3,500;
Chief Justice,
$3,500;
in all, $11,500.
SALARIES OF
OF JUDGES
JUDGES
SALARIES

Salaries of circuit,
district, and
retiret
and retired.

For salaries of thirty-three
judges,
thirty-three circuit judge
s,
at$8,500
$8,500 each;
eac h; one
at
one hunhundred and twenty-eight district judges (including two in the Territory
Territory
of Hawaii and one in the Territory
Territory of Porto Rico),
Rico), at $7,500 each; and
and
Vol. 40,
40, p.. 1157.
1157.
vol.
judges
retired under
under section
260 of the Judicial Code, as amended
by
judges
retired
section
amended
Proriso.
o
Available
for
all
the
Act
of
February
25,
1919;
in
all,
$1,380,500
: Provided,
That
this
e
for
ai.
the
of
February
25,
1919;
in
all,
$1,380,500:
Provided,
That
this
dg
for
appropriation shall be available

Judges.
judges.

salaries of
of
all
United States
States
appropriation shall
the salaries
of all
all United
appropriation
shall be available for the
States
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justices, and circuit and district judges lawfully entitled thereto,
whether active or retired.
whether
For salary of reporter, Territory of Hawaii,
Hawaii, $1,200.
NATIONAL
COMMISSIONERS
NATIONAL PARK
PARK COMMISSIONERS
For commissioners
commissioners in the Crater Lake, Glacier,
Glacier, Mount
Mount Rainier,
Rainier,
Yellowstone, Yosemite, and Sequoia and General
Yellowstone,
General Grant National
$1,500 each, $9,000.
provisions of
section 21 of the
Parks, at $1,500
$9,000. The
The provisions
of section
the
Legislative,
Legislative, Executive, and Judicial
Judicial Appropriation
Appropriation Act approved
approved
May 28, 1896, shall not be construed
construed as impairing the rights of said
commissioners
salaries provided
herein.
commissioners to receive
receive the salaries
provided herein.

Reporter, Hawaii.
Reporter,
Hawaii.
National park
park commissioners.
Salaries.
Salaries.
p. 184.
184.
Vol. 29, p.

COURT
OF CUSTOMS
CUSTOMS APPEALS
COURT OF
APPEALS

of
Court of
Appeals.
Appeals.

Salaries:
Presiding judge
judge and
judges, at
at $8,500
$8,500
Salaries: Presiding
and four
four associate
associate judges,
each;
each; marshal,
marshal, $3,000;
$3,000; clerk, $3,500; assistant
assistant clerk,
clerk, $2,000;
$2,000; five
five
stenographic clerks,
clerks, at $1,600 each; stenographic
stenographic reporter,
reporter, $2,500;
$2,500;
messenger,
$840; in
in all,
$62,340.
messenger, $840;
all, $62,340.
For rent of necessary quarters
quarters in the District of Columbia and
elsewhere, $10,000;
elsewhere,
$10,000; books and periodicals,
periodicals, including
including their
their exchange;
exchange;
stationery, supplies,
supplies, traveling
traveling expenses;
expenses; heat,
heat, light,
light, and
and power
power servstationery,
service;
chemicals, cleansers, furniture,
other
ice; drugs, chemicals,
furniture, pay
pay of bailiffs
bailiffs and all other
necessary employees
employees not otherwise
otherwise specifically
specifically provided
provided for; and for
for
necessary
miscellaneous expenses as
approved by
such other miscellaneous
as may
may be
be approved
by the presidpresidin all,
all, $13,960.
$3,960; in
ing judge, $3,960;

Salaries.
Salaries.

COURT
OF CLAIMS
CLAIMS
COURT OF

Customs

Rent miscellaneous
miscellaneous
Rent,
expenses, etc.
etc.
expenses,

Court of Claims.

Salaries.
$8,000; four judges, at $7,500 each; chief salarie
Salaries: Chief justice, $8,000;
$1,500; clerks—two
clerks-two at
clerk, $5,000; assistant clerk, $2,500; bailiff, $1,500;
$1,600 each
each (one of whom shall be a
a stenographer),
stenographer), one at
at $1,400;
$1,400;
$1,600
$1,200 each; four stenographers, at $1,200
$1,200 each; chief mestwo at $1,200
senger, $1,000; two assistants messengers, at $720 each; three firemen,
at $720 each; three watchmen,
each; elevator
watchmen, at $720 each;
elevator conductor, $720;
charwomen, at $240 each; in all,
two laborers, at $660 each; two charwomen,

$68,080.
$68,080.stoian

Custodian.

For
custodian of
of Claims, R.
R.S.,sec.
1765,p.314.
the building occupied
occupied by the Court of
For custodian
of the
S., sec. 1765,
p.314.
18, p. 109.
$500, to be paid on
notwithstanding section Vol.
p 109Vol 18,
court, notwithstanding
order of
of the court,
on the
the order
$500,
1765 of
Revised Statutes
Statutes or
or section
the Act
1874. Printng an bind
1765
of the
the Revised
section 3
3 of
of the
Act of
of June
June 20,
20, 1874.
Printing a
and bindn
lrgi
For
Court of Claims, $35,000.
for the Court
binding for
and binding
printing and
For printing
Auditors, etc.
,tc.
For
additional stenographers,
stenographers, when deemed
deemed necessary,
necessary, Adtetc
For auditors and additional
in the
Court of
of Claims,
Claims, to
to be
disbursed under the direction
direction of the
be disbursed
in
the Court
court, $14,000.
court,
$14,000.
Contingent expenses.
For
bicycles,
epenses.
to bicycles,nt
court library, repairs, including repairs to
stationery, court
For stationery,
fuel, electric
electric light,
light, electric
electric elevator,
miscellaneous expenses,
elevator, and other miscellaneous
fuel,
$6,600.
Rpog
decisions.
$6,600.
Reporting decisions.
For
the decisions
decisions of
of the
the court
superintending the
epotg decs
and superintending
court and
reporting the
For reporting
fifty-ninth volume of the reports of the Court of
of the fifty-ninth
printing of
Claims,
$1,000, to
be paid
on the
the order
order of
of the
the court
Claims, $1.000,
to be
paid on
court to
to the
the reporter,
reporter, R.
R...
.314.
S., sec. 1765, p.314.
notwithstanding
of the
Revised Statutes
Statutes or
or section
2 p. 3.
section 22 of
of Vol.
the Revised
section 1765
1765 of
notwithstanding section
Vol. 28, p. 235.
the Legislative,
Executive, and
Judicial Appropriation
approved Vo
the
Legislative. Executive,
and Judicial
Appropriation Act
Act approved
Vol. 39,126.
39, 126.
July
1894, or
or section
section 6
Legislative, Executive,
Executive, and
and Judicial
Judicial
the Legislative,
6 of
of the
July 31,
31, 1894,
Appropriation
1916.
approved May 10, 1916.
Act approved
Appropriation Act
TERRITORIAL
COURTS
TERRITORIAL COURTS
ALASKA:
Four judges,
each; four
attorneys, $5,000
each;
$5,000 each;
four attorneys,
at $7,500
$7,500 each;
judges, at
ALASKA: Four
four marshals,
at $3,500
$3,500 each; in all,
clerks, at
each; four clerks,
at $4,000 each;
marshals, at
four
$80,000.
$80,000.

Territorial courts.
courts.
Territorial
Alaska.

Ala.
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HAWAn:
HAWAII: Chief justice, $7,500; two associate
associate justices, at $7,000
each;
all, $21,500.
$21,500.
in all,
each; in
For judges
at $6,000
$6,000 each,
each, $48,000.
$48,000.
courts, at
circuit courts,
of circuit
For
judges of
MARSHALS,
DISTRICT ATTORNEYS,
ATTORNEYS, CLERKS,
CLERKS, AND OTHER
OF
EXPENSES OF
OTHER EXPENSES
MARSHALS, DISTRICT
UNITED

STATES
COURTS
STATES COURTS

their
For
of United
United States marshals and their
expenses of
salaries, fees,
fees, and expenses
For salaries,
deputies,
including services
rendered in
in behalf of
of the
the United States
services rendered
deputies, including
United
or otherwise,
otherwise, services in Alaska
collecting evidence for the United
Alaska in collecting
or
Alaska.
Alaa
States
so specially
specially directed
by the
the Attorney
Attorney General,
General, and maindirected by
when so
States when
tenance, alteration,
repair, and
and operation
operation of
passengerof motor-driven
motor-driven passengeralteration, repair,
tenance,
carrying vehicles
vehicles used
used in
in connection
connection with
transaction of
of the
offithe offiwith the
the transaction
carrying
cial
business
of the
the United
United States
States marshal
for the
the District
of ColumColumfor
District of
marshal
business
of
cial
Provisos.
bia, $2,931,000:
$2,931,000: Provided,
That there
there shall
shall be
paid hereunder
any
hereunder any
be paid
Provided, That
Keeping attached
attached bia,
Keeping
vessels, etc.
vessels or
or other property attached
necessary
attached or libeled
of keeping vessels
necessary cost of
vessels, etc.
in
such amount
amount as
court, on
petition setting
setting forth
forth
on petition
as the
the court,
in such
in admiralty
admiralty in
Per diemsubsi'stence. the facts under oath, may allow: Provided
Perdiemsubsistence.
Provided further,
further, That marshals
marshals
and office
office deputy
deputy marshals
in the
the District
of Alaska)
Alaska) may
may be
be
District of
(except in
marshals (except
and
granted
per diem
diem of
of not
not to
to exceed
instead
subsistence, instead
lieu of subsistence,
$4 in lieu
exceed $4
a per
granted a
of, but
the conditions
conditions prescribed
the present
allowance
present allowance
for, the
prescribed for,
but under
under the
of,
subsistence.
for actual
expenses of subsistence.
actual expenses
for
District attorneys..
For salaries of United States district attorneys and expenses of
of
Ditritattornes
Salaries, etc.
United States district attorneys and their regular assistants, inalaies, etc.
cluding
office expenses
United States
States district
district attorneys
in
attorneys in
expenses of
of United
the office
cluding the
Alaska,
for salaries
salaries of
of regularly
regularly appointed
clerks to United
United
appointed clerks
and for
Alaska, and
States district
vacancy in
the
in the
during vacancy
rendered during
for services
services rendered
attorneys for
district attorneys
States
office of
United States
attorney, $1,199,780:
$1,199,780: Provided,
Provided,
district attorney,
States district
Proviso.
office
of the.
the. United
Proso.
Per diemsubsistence.
assistants
perdiemsstence. That United States district
district attorneys and their regular assistants
may be granted
exceed $4 in lieu of subsistence,
subsistence,
granted aaper diem of not to exceed
for, the
present allowunder the
conditions prescribed
prescribed for,
thc present
instead of,
of, but
but under
the conditions
ance for
for actual
expenses
of
subsistence.
of
subsistence.
actual
expenses
ance
Regular assistants.
Regularassist.
For regular
regular assistants
assistants to United States district
district attorneys
attorneys who
who
are
by the
the Attorney
General at
at aafixed
fixed annual
are appointed
appointed by
Attorney General
annual compensacompensation, $652,800:
Provided, That
otherwise prescribed
prescribed by
law
by law
except as
as otherwise
That except
tion,
$652,800: Provided,
Proiso.
Proviso.
Compensation.
the compensation
attorneys auCompensation,
compensation of such of the assistant district attorneys
thorized
section 8
the Act
Act approved
approved May
May 28,
1896, as
Atas the
the At28, 1896,
8 of
of the
by section
thorized by
Vol. 29,
29, p. 181.
deem necessary,
may be
not exceeding
exceeding
torney General
General may
may deem
necessary, may
be fixed
fixed at
at not
$3,500
per annum.
annum.
$3,500 per
Assistants in specia
special
assistants to the Attorney
Attorney General and to United States disFor
C
as
cases.
.
special
trict attorneys employed
employed by the Attorney
Attorney General
General to aid in special
including not
to exceed
exceed $60,180
for clerical
help for
for such
cases, including
not to
$60,180 for
clerical help
such asassistants, and
for payment
payment of
of foreign
employed by
Atby the
the Atcounsel employed
foreign counsel
and for
sistants,
Foreign counsel.
consel.
Oath.
General in
(such counsel shall not be required to
to
in special cases (such
ath
, p. 6. torney General
R. S., sec. 366, p. 62.
., se
take oath of office in accordance
accordance with section 366, Revised Statutes
of the
the United
States), .$840,000,
available for
for expenditure
in
of
United States),
$840,000, to
to be
be available
expenditure in
Provisos.
Prom.
the District
Provided, That the amount paid as comDistrict of Columbia: Provided,
Pay
a y restriction.
person emherein appropriated
restrict.
pensation out of the funds
funds herein
appropriated to any person
Prohibition enforceProhibition
enfore- ployed
ployed hereunder
hereunder shall not exceed $10,000: Provided,
Provided, That not more
ment counsel.
ment counsel.
than $150,000 of the $840,000
$840,000 herein appropriated shall be available
for special
special counsel
to enforce
enforce the
National Prohibition
Prohibition Act.
Act.
for
counsel to
the National
Clerks of courts.
lerks
of
orts.
For
salaries
of
clerks
United
courts
of appeals
of
States
circuit
appeals
Salaries, etc.
and United States
courts; their deputies, and other assistants,
States district courts,expenses
subsistence, and other expenses of conductexpenses of travel
travel and subsistence,
ing
their
respective
offices,
in accordance
accordance with
the
of the
provisions of
the provisions
with the
in
offices,
respective
their
ing
o,.
182
vo
Vol. 40, p. 1182.
Vol. 42
42, p.. 616.
Vol.
616.
February 26, 1919, and the Act approved
approved June 1,
1
Act approved
approved February
the Departments
Departments of
1922, making appropriations
appropriations for the
of State
State and
and
Justice and for the
the judiciary
ending June
judiciary for
for the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
June 30,
30,
Proviso.
Proims
bsistac 1923, $1,504,405:
Provided,That per diem in lieu of
$1,504,405: Provided,
of subsistence
subsistence not
not
Perdiemsubsi'sLance.
to exceed $4 per day may be granted
granted to deputy
deputy clerks and clerical
clerical
Marshals.
Marshals.

Salaries, etc.

Vola.
Vol.4242,pc.
p. 1560.
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assistants to clerks of United States district courts, instead
instead of
of but
but
under conditions applicable to the allowance for actual expenses of
of
subsistence,
provided in
subsistence, as
as provided
in the
the abov
emen ti one d A
cto
February 26,
26, Vol.
above-mentioned
Act
offFebruary
Vol. 40,
40, pp. 1182.
1182.
1919.
For fees of United States commissioners
commi ssioners an
usti ces of
ofth
andd j
justices
thee peace
peace etc. Commissioners,
Commissoners,etc.
1014, Revised
acting under section 1014,
at
ut
es of
of the
th e U
ni
te d States,
States,p.189.
R.
sec. 1014,
Revised St
Statutes
United
R.S.,
S.,sec.
1014, p.89.
$500,000.
$500,000.
For
For fees
fees of
of jurors,
jurors, $1,600,000.
$1,600,000. Jurors.
Jurors.
For fees of witnesses and for payme
payment
n to
t
ua l
expenses of
wit- Witnesses.
offth
thee ac
actual
expenses
of witWitnesses.
nesses, as
as provided
provided by section 850, Revised Statutes of the United 13WeWe
-er.S se.a850",
.e0.
nesses,
s
ri(;e8r5 S',Tat
States, including
including the fees and expenses of witnesses on
on behalf
behalf pf
of the
the eral
eral appraisers.
Government before the Boards of United States General
Government
General Appraisers,
Appraisers,
such payments to be made on the certification of the
the attorney
attorney for
for the
the
United States and to be conclusive
provided in
in section
section 850,
conclusive as provided
850, ReB. -, sec.
sec-80,,p.
P. 160.
Re- R.s.,
60.
vised Statutes of the
States, $1,430,000.
the United States,
$1,430,000.
For rent of
of rooms
rooms for
for the
courts and
an djudicial
j
udi ci
alo
fficers , Rent
of court
court rooms.
rooms.
the United
United States
States courts
officers,
Rent of
$80,000.
$80,000.
ree b
ailiffs an
i
er in
i
n
Bailiffs,
For bailiffs
bailiffs and criers,
criers, not exceding
exceding th
three
bailiffs
andd one
one cr
crier
Baili etc.
etc.
each court, except in the southern district of New York and the
the Proviso.
northern
northern district of Illinois, $290,000:
$290,000: Provided,
Provided, That
That all
persons Attedance.
Attendance.
all persons
employed
employed under
715 of
Revised Statutes
Statutes shall
shall be
be deemed
deemed R.
R. S., sec.
715, p.
136.
under section
section 715
of the
the Revised
sec. 715,
p. 136.
to be in actual attendance
attendance when they attend
upon the
the order
order of
the
attend upon
of the
Traveling
courts,
no such
courts, but
but no
such person
person shall
shall be
be employed
tion; ex
judges.expenses,
employed during
during vaca
vacation;
ex--JTveling
expenses,
penses of circuit
circuit and district judges of
United States
and the
the
of the United
States and
judges of the district courts of the United
United States
States in
in Alaska,
Alaska, Porto
p. 1161.
Porto Vol.
ol. 36,, p.
1161.
Hawaii, as provided by
Rico, and Hawaii,
259 of
of the
Act entitled
entitled
by section 259
the Act
revise, and
and amend
"An Act to codify, revise,
relating to
amend the
the laws
laws relating
to the
the Jyese
judiciary," approved
approved March
3, 1911;
1911; meals
meals and
lodging for
for jurors
jurors IttrY exPenses.
judiciary,"
March 3,
and lodging
in United States cases, and of
bailiffs in
attendance upon
upon the
the same,
same,
of bailiffs
in attendance
when ordered by
by the
court, and
the court,
and meals
lodging for
rors in
Vol.
meals and
and lodging
for ju
jurors
in Alaska.
Vol. 31, p 363
Alaska, as provided by section 193, Title II,
Alaska,
II, of
of the Act of
of June
June 6,
6,
1900; and compensation for jury commissioners,
commissioners, $5
$5 per day, not
not exexceeding three days for any
of court.
court.
any one
one term of
For such miscellaneous
as may
may be
authorized or
approvedMiscellaneous.
miscellaneous expenses
expenses as
be authorized
or approved
Msenes
by the Attorney General,
General, for the United States
States courts
and their
courts and
their
officers, including
including so much as may be necessary
necessary in the discretion of
of
the Attorney
Attorney General
General for such expenses
in the
District of
of Alaska,
expenses in
the District
Alaska,
and in courts other
Federal courts,
courts, $739,000.
$739,000.
other than Federal
typewriting and
adding suPPus.
supplies.
For supplies, including
including the
the exchange
exchange of
of typewriting
and adding
machines, for the United
courts and
and judicial
officers, includUnited States courts
judicial officers,
including firearms and ammunition therefor, to
expended under
under the
the dito be expended
direction of the Attorney General,
General, $73,000.
Books ffor
udia
For purchase
purchase of law
including the
the exchange
exchange thereof,
f
or oOkl
law books,
books, including
thereof, for
tor judisial
United States
other judicial
judicial officers,
officers, °facets.
United
States judges, district
district attorneys,
attorneys, and
and other
including the nine libraries of
of the United
United States
States circuit
circuit courts
courts Federal Rep
r
orter.
of appeals,
not to
of
appeals, including
including not
exceed $4,000
the pur
chase o
to exceed
$4,000 for
for the
purchase
offcon
con-- Federa Reporte
tinuations
tinuations of the Federal Reporter
Reporter as issued,
be expended
under the
the
issued, to
to be
expended under
direction
direction of the Attorney General:
General: Provided,
Provided, That
books shall
shall Pirin
Proviso
That such
such books
to s
in all
all cases
be transmitted
to their
in office;
cessors.
Transmittal to
in
cases be
transmitted to
their successors
successors in
office; all
all books
books cessors.
purchased thereunder
purchased
thereunder to be marked
marked plainly, "The
"The property of the
the
United States," $38,860, of which not to exceed
exceed 20 per centum, in
in Unted
S
"CTnited States Bathe discretion of the Attorney General,
the
General, may be used for the pur- ports,etc.
ports, etc.
chase of United States Reports and the Federal Reporter.
Reporter.
8

PENAL
INSTITUTIONS
PENAL INET11
UriONS

850

e
Penal
nal Institutions.
stitios.

th
Leavenworth,BanS.
Leavenworth, Kansas,
Kansas, Penitentiary:
Penitentiary: For subsistence,
subsistence, including
Leavenworth,
including Leaewo
I
Subsistence.
supplies from the prison stores for warden,
warden' deputy
deputy warden,
warden, and
and
physician, tobacco
tobacco for prisoners,
prisoners, kitchen
kitchen and dining-room
dining-room furniture
furniture
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and for
of ice
ice if
if necesnecesand utensils
utensils, seeds
seeds and implements,
implements, and
for purchase
purchase of
sary, $185,000.
sary,
$185,000.
tansporta
For clothing, transportation,
traveling expenses,
including
C othing,
ot ing tra
sPc ta"
transportation, and traveling
expenses, including
tion, etc. etc
materials for
for making
making clothing
penitentiary; gratuities
materials
clothing at the penitentiary;
gratuities for
prisoners at
release, provided
shall be
be furnished
furnished to
prisoners
at release,
provided such
such gratuities
gratuities shall
to
prisoners
sentenced for
of not
not less
less than
than six
prisoners sentenced
for terms
terms of
of imprisonment
imprisonment of
six
months and
transportation to
of conviction
conviction or
place of
of bona
bona
months,
and transportation
to place of
or place
fide
in the
the United
States, or
such other
other place
place within
the
fide residence
residence ii
United States,
or to
to such
within the
United
as may
may be
be authorized
authorized by
the Attorney
Attorney General;
General; exexUnited States
States as
by the
penses
remains of
of deceased
deceased prisoners
to their
homes in
penses of
of shipping
shipping remains
prisoners to
their homes
in
officials while
while traveling
traveling
the United States;
States; expenses
expenses of penitentiary
penitentiary officials
on
and identifying
on official duty;
duty; expenses
expenses incurred
incurred in
in pursuing
pursuing and
identifying
escaped
and for
rewards for
their recapture,
recapture, $101,900.
escaped prisoners,
prisoners, and
for rewards
for their
$101,900.
Miscellaneous.
For miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenditures
expenditures in the discretion
discretion of the Attorney
Attorney
Maseelnoa.
stationery, fuel for
General, fuel, forage, hay,
hay, light,
light, water,
water, stationery,
for generating steam, heating apparatus
burning bricks and
for
apparatus, burning
and lime; forage for
issue
and straw for bedding;
bedding; not exceedexceedissue to public animals, and
and hay
hay and
horseing $500 for
for maintenance
maintenance and repair
repair of motor-propelled
motor-propelled and horsedrawn passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles;
vehicles; blank
blank books, blank
forms, typetypedrawn
blank forms,
memorandum books
guards, books
writing supplies,
supplies, pencils
pencils and
and memorandum
books for guards,
for use in chapel, paper, envelopes,
postage stamps for issue
envelopes, and postage
issue to
to
prisoners labor and materials
materials for
heating plant,
prisoners;
for repairing
repairing steam heating
plant,
electric plant, and water circulation,
drainage; labor
labor and
and mamacirculation, and drainage;
terials for construction
construction and repair
repair of buildings, general
general supplies,
machinery, and tools for use
use on farm
farm and
in shops,
shops, brickyards,
and in
brickyards,
quarry, limekiln, laundry
photograph
laundry,, bathrooms,
bathrooms, printing office,
office, photograph
gallery, stables, policing
policing buildings
and grounds;
grounds; purchase
of cows,
buildings and
purchase of
cows,
horses
veterinary supplies;
lubricating oils,
oils,
horses, mules, wagons, harness
harness, veterinary
supplies; lubricating
furniture stoves, blankets, bedding,
paints, and
and
office furniture,
bedding, iron bunks, paints,
electrical supoils, library books, newspapers
newspapers and periodicals,
periodicals, and electrical
plies; payment
payment of water supply, telegrams,
telegrams, telephone service, notarial
notarial
and veterinary
advertising in newspapers;
newspapers; fees to consultveterinary servicesservices; advertising
consultcalled to determine mental
conditions of supposed
supposed
ing physicians called
mental conditions
insane prisoners, and for other services in case of emergency;
emergency; pay
of extra guards or employees
employees when deemed necessary
necessary by the
the Attorney
l

h

,

n

Proviso.
Prorbo.
Livestock.

vestoc.

Hospitospitl.
Hospital.

e

General: Provided,
Provided, That
That livestock
may be
be exchanged
exchanged or
or traded
traded when
when
General:
livestock may
authorized
authorized by the Attorney
Attorney General, $179,520.
spital supplies, medicines,
For hospital
medicines, medical
medical ano
ano surgical
surgical supplies,
supplies,

and all other articles for the care and treatment
treatment of sick prisoners;
prisoners;
and for expenses
expenses of interment
interment of deceased
deceased prisoners on the
the penitentiary reservation,
reservation, $10,000.
$10,000.

For salaries
and
salaries of all officers
officers and employees,
employees, including
including guards
guards and
foremen, $182,700.
$182,700.
In all, Leavenworth,
Leavenworth, Kansas, Penitentiary, $659,120.
$659,120.
Atanta, Ga.
Oa.
Georgia, Penitentiary:
Penitentiary: For subsistence,
Atlanta,
Atlanta, Georgia,
subsistence, including
including the
istence.
same objects
Subsistence,
objects specified
specified under this head
at
head for
for the penitentiary
penitentiary at
Leavenworth, Kansas,
Kansas, $200,000.
$200,000.
Leavenworth,
sp
Clothing, tran
transportaFor clothing,
and traveling
tothig,
rtaFor
clothing, transportation,
transportation, and
traveling expenses
expenses, including
including
tion, ete.
the same objects specified
specified under this head for the penitentiary at
Leavenworth, Kansas, $110,000.
Leavenworth,
$110,000.
Miscellneous.
For miscellaneous expenditures,
Miscellaneous.
expenditures including
including the same objects
objects specified under this head for the
the penitentiary
at Leavenworth,
Kansas, of
of
penitentiary at
Leavenworth, Kansas,
port,
which $20,000
$20,000 shall be available only for drainage,
Post, p.
p. 133.
Inc
which
drainage, and not exceedexceeding $500 for maintenance
maintenance and repair of horse-drawn
horse-drawn and motor-propelled passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles,
vehicles, $176,880.
$176,880.
Hospital.
For hospital
H ospital.
hospital supplies,
supplies, including the same objects
objects specified
specified under
under
this head for the penitentiary
penitentiary at Leavenworth,
Leavenworth, Kansas, $8,000.
salaries.
For salaries of all officers
employees, including
Salaries.
officers and employees,
including guards and
and
foremen, $188,740.
foremen,
$188,740.
salaries.
Salaries.
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$150,000 for the fiscal year
year 1923,
1923, for aaworkThe appropriation
appropriation of $150,000
fund, is
is reappropriated
available for
ing capital
capital fund,
reappropriated and
and made
made available
for the
the fiscal
fiscal

year 1925;
the said
fund and
credand all
all receipts
receipts credcapital fund
said working
working capital
year
1925; and
and the

ited thereto
may be
be used
fiscal
during the fiscal
a revolving
revolving fund
fund during
thereto may
used as a
ited
year 1925.
$683,620.
Penitentiary, $683,620.
In all, Atlanta, Georgia,
Georgia, Penitentiary,
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Working
capital
Working
capital
fund
reappropriated.
re.appropriated.

86.

Vol. 42p.
Vol.
42, p. 1086.
Post, p.1032.

P04tp

McNeil Island,
Island,
MsNeil
subsistence, inMcNeil Island, Washington,
McNeil
Washington, Penitentiary:
Penitentiary: For subsigtence,
in- Wash.
cluding
the
same
objects
specified
under
this
head
for
the
penitenSubsistence.
eluding the same objects specified under this head for the peniten- Subsistence.
tiary
Leavenworth. Kansas,
supplies for
guards $44,500.
for guards,
at Leavenworth.
Kansas, and for supplies
tiary at
Clothing, transportaClothing,
transportaFor
clothing, transportation,
and traveling
traveling expenses,
expenses, including
including tion,
For clothing,
transportation, and
etc,
the
same objects
objects specified
specified under
head for
for the
the penitentiary
aton, etc
penitentiary at
under this
this head
the same
Leavenworth,
Kansas, $31,000.
Leavenworth Kansas,
Miscellaneous.
For
objects specispeci- Miscellaneous
including the
the same
same objects
For miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenditures,
expenditures, including
Leavenworth, Kansas,
penitentiary at Leavenworth,
fied under
under this
this head
head for the penitentiary
$49,760.
$49,760.
nOpt
For hospital supplies, including the same
same objects specified
specified under Hospital.
this
penitentiary at Leavenworth,
Kansas, $2,000.
$2,000.
Leavenworth, Kansas,
the penitentiary
this head for the
ries.
Salaries.
For
all officers
and employees,
employees, including
guards and
and Sala
including guards
the salaries
salaries of
of all
officers and
For the
foremen $45,600.
foremen,
In
McNeil Island
Penitentiary, $172,860.
$172,860.
(Washington) Penitentiary,
In all
all,, McNeil
Island (Washington)
sell:rf
n
or
al Training
National
Training School for
Superintendent, $2,500;
$2,500; as- school
for
Boysi
for Boys: Superintendent,
National Training
sistant superintendent,
superintendent, $1,500;
and assistants,
assistants, $12,900;
aaries.
$12,900; chief
chief Salaries.
sistant
$1,500; teachers
teachers and
clerk, $1,000;
$600 each;
each;
nurse, at $600
matron of
of school
school and nurse,
$1,000; nurse, $900;
$900; matron
clerk,
storekeeper
storekeeper and
and steward,
steward, $720; farmer,
farmer, $660; baker,
$720;
baker, $660; tailor, $720;
parole
officer, $900;
office clerk, $720;
assistant office
office clerk,
$480;
parole officer,
$900; office
$720; assistant
clerk, $480;
physical
$720; six
six matrons
matrons of
of families
families at $240
each;
$240 each;
director, $720;
physical director,
foremen
assistant farmer
and
farmer and
of shop
shop and skilled
skilled helpers, $4,200;
$4,200; assistant
foremen of
assistant engineer,
engineer, at $420 each;
each; laundress,
laundress, $360; teamster.
teamster , $420;
$420;
each; cook, $600;
florist, $540; engineer and shoemaker,
shoemaker, at $600 each;
$6d0; dinhousemaid, $216; seamofficers $240; housemaid,
ing-room
$300, officers
attendants-boys $300,
ing-room attendants—boys
stress,
$300; eight
eight watchmen,
watchmen, at
at $420
$420 each;
each; secsecstress, $240;
$240; assistant
assistant cook,
cook, $300;
retary
and treasurer,
$40,736;
in all
all $40,736;
$900; in
treasurer, $900;
retary and
Maintenance, etc.
For
of inmates,
inmates, including
including groceries,
flour, feed,
meats, dry
dry Maintenance
feed, meats,
ete
For support
support of
groceries, flour,
hardware, furniture,
tableware, farm
furniture, tableware,
goods, leather, shoes, gas, fuel, hardware,
implements, seeds, harness
harness and repairs to same, fertilizers, books and
and
implements,
periodicals,
painting, glazing,
stationery, entertainments,
entertainments, plumbing, painting,
periodicals, stationery,
maintenance, repair, and
medicines
attendance stock, maintenance,
and
medicines and medical attendance,
operation
passenger-carrying vehicles,
roads, all repairs
vehicles, fencing,
fencing, roads,
operation of passenger-carrying
to
including compensation,
compensation, not
necessary items, including
to buildings, and
and other necessary
identifying and
exceeding
labor or services,
services, for identifying
and
exceeding $2,000, for additional labor
not
recapture, and not
escaped inmates, for rewards
rewards for their recapture,
pursuing escaped
exceeding
transportation and other necessary
necessary expenses
expenses inciexceeding $500 for transportation
dent
securing suitable
boys, $19,700;
$19,700;
discharged boys,
suitable homes for discharged
dent to securing
In
all, National
National Training
Training School
School for
for Boys,
Boys, $60,436.
In all,
New
buildings re
$60,436.
New buildings re,
Appropriations
this Act
Act under
under the
the Department
of Justice
shall sleeted.
strited.
Justice shall
Department of
in this
Appropriations in
not be used for beginning the construction
construction of any new or additional
additional
building, other than those specifically
specifically provided
provided for herein,
herein, at any
Federal penitentiary.
Federal
penitentiary.
sp
of
Support
of,oneprisoners.
Support of
of prisoners:
For support
of United
States prisoners,
so
upport
United States
prisoners,
support of
prisoners: For
Support
discharge gratuities
necessary clothing and medical aid, discharge
including necessary
including
of
provided by law and transportation
transportation to place
place of conviction
conviction or place of
provided
bona
States, or such other place
place within
within
United States,
residence in the
the United
bona fide residence
General;
authorized by the Attorney General;
the United States as may be authorized
insane during
during imprisonment,
and who
who
imprisonment, and
prisoners becoming
becoming insane
support of prisoners
continue insane
expiration of sentence
sentence who have
friends to
to
have no friends
continue
insane after
after expiration
whom
be sent;
deceased prisoners
prisoners to
to
remains of
of deceased
sent; shipping
shipping remains
whom they
they can
can be
States and interment
interment of
of deUnited States
their friends
friends or relatives in the United
unclaimed; expenses
ceased
whose remains are unclaimed;
expenses incurred in
ceased prisoners whose
identifying
prisoners and for rewards
rewards for their
their
escaped prisoners
identifying and pursuing escaped
0
45822°-25t-----17
-25t--17
45822
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recapture; and
repairs, betterments,
betterments, and
imrecapture;
and not
not exceeding
exceeding $2,500
$2,500 for
for repairs,
and improvements of United
United States
jails, including
sidewalks, $1.795.000.
provements
States jails,
including sidewalks,
$1.795.000.

Inspection o prison
Inspection of prisons and prisoners:
inspection of United
prisoners: For the
the inspection
United
prisoners.
States prisons
prisoners, including
salary of the
States
prisons and
and prisoners,
including salary
the assistant superintendent
to be
be expended
expended under
the direction
of the
the AtAtintendent of
of prisons;
prisons; to
under the
direction of
torney
torney General,
General, $15,890.
$15,890.
Expenses of addiThe unexpended
unexpended balance
balance of
of the
the appropriations
of $100,000
for
appropriations of
$100,000 for
EtonpentsO
The
tional
courts. f addiexpenses
courts, contained
in the
Third Deficiency
Deficiency Act
Reappropriation.
expenses of
Reap
propriation.
of additional
additional courts,
contained in
the Third
Act
Vol. 42, p.
p. 1542.
542.
approved
available during
approved March 4, 1923,
1923, shall remain available
during the
fiscal
the fiscal
year 1925.
year
1925.

Inspection of prisons
and
an prisoners.

Department of
Commerce.

Comerce.

of

Secretary's Office.
Secretary's
Office.

TITLE
OF COMMERCE
COMMERCE
TITLE IIL—DEPARTMENT
III.-DEPARTMENT OF
OFFICE
THE SECRETARY
OFFICE OF TkIJ
SECRETARY

Salaries:
Secretary of Commerce,
Salaries: Secretary
Commerce, $12,000;
$12,000; Assistant
Assistant Secretary,
Secretary,
and other
in the
the District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia in accordance
accordance
and
other personal
personal services
services in
T
h
e
Chief clerk
chief
clerk authorwith "
author" The Classification
1923," including the chief
Classification Act of 1923,"
chief clerk
and
clerk and
ized to sign
sign official
offic/al
ized
papers.
papers.
superintendent who
superintendent
be chief
executive officer
officer of
of the
department
who shall
shall be
chief executive
the department
and who
designated by
by the
of Commerce
Commerce to
sign
and
who may
may be
be designated
the Secretary
Secretary of
to sign
official papers
documents during
during the
the temporary
absence of
the
official
papers and
and documents
temporary absence
of the
Secretary and
and the
the Assistant
Secretary of
the department,
department, $218,380;
Secretary
Assistant Secretary
of the
$218,380;
in all,
$230,380.
in
all, $230,380.
Secretary, Assistant,
secretary,
and
office personnel.
an oe
personne.

Assistant,

CONTINGENT EXPENSES,
OF COMMERCE
CONTINGENT
EXPENSES, DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF
COMMERCE
For contingent
contingent and miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses
expenses of the offices
and
offices and
bureaus of the department,
department, including
which appropriations
including those
those for
for which
appropriations
for contingent
contingent and miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses
expenses are
are specifically
made, ininspecifically made,
cluding professional
professional and scientific books, law books, books
of refbooks of
reference, periodicals,
books, pamphlets,
newspapers (not
(not
erence,
periodicals, blank
blank books,
pamphlets, maps,
maps, newspapers
exceeding
exceeding $2,500);
$2,500) ;stationery;
stationery; furniture
furniture and
repairs to
to same:
same; carpets,
carpets,
and repairs
matting, oilcloth,
ice, brooms,
brooms, soap,
soap, sponges;
sponges; fuel,
fuel,
oilcloth, file cases, towels,
towels, ice,
Vehicles.
Vehicles.
lighting, and heating;
heating; purchase
and exchange
motor trucks
trucks and
and
purchase and
exchange of
of motor
bicycles; maintenance,
maintenance, repair,
repair, and
and operation
operation of
of two
motor-propelled
bicycles;
two motor-propelled
passenger-carrying vehicles
passenger-carrying
vehicles and of motor trucks
trucks and bicycles,
bicycles, to
to be
be
used only for official
official purposes;
express charges;
charges; postage
postage
purposes; freight
freight and
and express
to foreign countries;
countries; telegraph
telegraph and
telephone service;
service; typewriters,
typewriters,
and telephone
adding machines, and other labor-saving
labor-saving devices,
devices, including
including their
their
repair
repair and
exchange; first-aid
first-aid outfits
for use
the buildings
buildings occupied
occupied
and exchange;
outfits for
use in
in the
by employees
department; street car
employees of this department;
fares, not
not exceeding
exceeding
car fares,
$300; and all other miscellaneous items and necessary expenses not
for field
alable for
Available
field $300; and all other miscellaneous items and necessary expenses not
services.
included in
in the
the foregoing,
which sum
sum shall
constitute the
the
included
foregoing, $225,000,
$225,000, which
shall constitute
appropriation
appropriation for contingent
expenses of
of the
the department
department and
and shall
shall
contingent expenses
available for the purchase
also be available
purchase of necessary
necessary supplies and
and equipment
equipment
for field services of bureaus and offices
offices of the department
for which
which
department for
contingent and miscellaneous appropriations are specifically made in
urchases through
Purchases
through contingent and miscellaneous appropriations are specifically made in
Di,-iion
Division of supplies.
Supplies.
facilitate the purchase
purchase through
through the central purchasing
order to facilitate
purchasing office
office
Vol. 36,
36, p.
531.
p. 531.
(Division of Supplies),
Supplies), as provided
1910
(Division
provided in the Act of June 17, 1910
(Thirty-sixth
Large, page
page 531).
(Thirty-sixth Statutes
Statutes at
at Large,
531).
Rent,
Rent, D.
D. 0..
For rent
For
rent of buildings
buildings in the District
District of Columbia,
Columbia, $66,500.
For rent of storage
storage space
space outside the
the Commerce
Commerce Building.
Building, $1,500.
$1,500.
Printing
rining and bindFor all
all printing
printing and
and binding
binding for the Department
Department of Commerce,
Commerce,
For
ing.
including all of its bureaus, offices,
offices, institutions,
services in
in the
institutions, and
and services
the
PProvisos.oerisos
District of Columbia
Provided, That an
Columbia and elsewhere, $475,000:
$475,000: Provided,
Detail of copy eclitoa
py
- amount
tars.
amount not to exceed
exceed $2,000 of this allotment
allotment may be expended
expended for
for
Government
salaries of persons detailed
detailed from the Gover
nmentPrinting
Printing Office
Office for
for
service as
service
as copy editors.

ontingent

Contingent and mismiscellaneous
e expenses.
pe

eens5
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Foreign
Foreign and
and domestic
domestic
Commerce Bureau.
Commerce

Salaries: For the director
Director, and
and office
office
director and
personal services
the DisSalaries:
and other personal
services in
in the
Dis- personnel.
Director,
trict of
in accordance
accordance with "
" The Classification
Classification Act of
trict
of Columbia
Columbia in
of ersonel.
1923," $266,477.
$266,477.
1923,"
attaches.
m
attaches: For commercial
commercial attaches,
Commercial attaches:
attaches, to be appointed
appointed Commercial
mercialat t achs.
Secretary of Commerce, after examination
examination to be held under
by the Secretary
unde r
his direction to determine
competency and to
determine their competency
accredited
to be
be accredited
through the State Department, whose duties shall be to investigate
and report upon such conditions in the manufacturing
manufacturing industries
and trade of foreign countries
countries as may be
be of
the United
of interest
interest to the
United
Clerks, etc.
States; and for the compensation
compensation of a
a clerk
etc.
clerk or clerks
clerks for each com- Clerks
mercial attache at the rate of not to exceed
exceed $3,000 per annum
annum for
for
each person so employed, and for janitor
messenger service,
service,
janitor and
and messenger
Outside rent.
traveling and subsistence expenses
expenses of officers
and employees,
employees, rent
officers and
rent Outs
derent.
outside of the District of Columbia, purchase
furniture and
purchase of furniture
and equipequipment, stationery
stationery and supplies, typewriting,
typewriting, adding
and computing
computing
adding and
machines,
machines, accessories
accessories and repairs, books
books of reference,
reference, and
periodicals,
and periodicals,
reports,
plans, specifications,
reports, documents, plans
specifications manuscripts
manuscripts, newspapers
newspapers
exceeding $400,
(both foreign and domestic) not exceeding
$400, and all other publications, travel to and from the
United States,
States, and
and all
all other
other inciincithe United
dental
expenses not included
dental ex
included in the
comme rc i
al
the foregoing;
foregoing; such
such commercial
attaches
shallseserve
attaches srat
s
s
erve directly
directly under the
Secretary of
and
the Secretary
of Commerce
Commerce and
Profiso.
shall
shall report directly
directly to him, $261,000:
$261,000: Provided, That not
to exceed
exceed Pi
not to
t to
Assignment to duty
two commercial
commercial attaches
attaches employed
employed under this appropriation
appropriation may
in Department.
Department.
may be
be in
recalled from
recalled
from their foreign posts
for duty
duty in
in the
Deposts and
and assigned
assigned for
the Department of Commerce without
without loss
loss of
of salary.
salary.
Promotingcommerce,
Promoting
commerce, Europe and
areas: For
Promoting commerce
and other
other areas:
For all
all necessary
necessary Europe,
EProtm-O""e'c
etc.
expenses,' including investigations
expenses
investigations in Europe
Europe and other areas,
areas, purpurfurniture and equipment,
equipment, stationery
chase pf furniture
stationery and
and supplies,
supplies, typewrittypewritcomputing machines, accessories
ing, adding,
adding, and computing
accessories and repairs, purpurchase of books of reference
periodicals, maps,
chase
reference and periodicals,
maps, reports,
reports, documents,
documents,
plans, specifications,
specifications, manuscripts,
manuscripts, newspapers
newspapers (both
(both foreign
foreign and
and
domestic) not exceeding
exceeding $400
$400, and all other
domestic)
for the
other publications
publications for
the
the commercial
rent.
commercial interests
interests of
promotion of the
States, rent
rent Outside rent.
of the
the United
United States,
outside the District of Columbia,
Columbia, traveling
and subsistence
subsistence expenses
expenses
traveling and
of officers and employees,
employees, and
and all other incidental
incidental expenses
inexpenses not
not included in the foregoing, to further
further promote
the foreign
foreign
promote and
and develop
develop the
and domestic
domestic commerce
commerce of the United
$400,000, to
to be
be exexUnited States
States $400,000,
PT06801.
pended under the direction of the Secretary
Secretary- of
of Commerce:
Commerce: Provided,
Provided, Sr
Dis
Service iin the District.
That not more than $25,000 of the foregoing
foregoing sum may
be used
used for
for trict.
may be
personal services in
Washington, District
personal
in Washington,
District of
of Columbia:
Columbia: Provided
Provided AAssignment
ent to
to duty
duty
further,
further That not more than
than four
four trade
trade
commissioners
employed inDepartment.
in Department.
commissioners
employed
further,
under
under this appropriation
appropriation may be recalled
recalled from
their foreign
foreign posts
posts
from their
and assigned to duty in the Department
Department of Commerce.
Commerce.
District and CooperDistrict and Cooperative
Cooperative Office
Office Service:
all expenses
expenses necessary
necessary atie,'Otnd
Service: For
For all
CePer"
ative Office Service.
etc.
cooperative offices,
to operate
operate and maintain
maintain district and
and cooperative
offices, including
including Maintenance,
Maintenance, etc.
personal services
services in the District of Columbia and elsewhere,
rent
elsewhere, rent
outside of the District of Columbia,
Columbia, traveling
traveling and subsistence
subsistence exexpenses of officers
officers and employees,
employees, purchase
and equipequippurchase of
of furniture
furniture and
ment, stationery and supplies, typewriting,
typewriting, adding and computing
computing
machines, accessories
accessories and repairs, foul-chase
purchase of maps, books
machines,
books of reference and periodicals,
periodicals, reports, documents, plans, specifications,
specifications,
manuscripts, newspapers
newspapers (both foreign and domestic)
domestic) pot exceeding
exceeding
$400, and all other publications
publications necessary
necessary for the promotion
the
promotion of the
commercial
commercial interests of the United
United States,
other incidental
incidental
States, and
and all
all other
expenses not included in the foregoing,
foregoing, $181,000.
expenses
$181,000.
Preinatingeonsinerek
Promoting commerce,
America: To further
commerce, South and
and Central America:
further South
snd~ and o Comer
Asnerice.
United States with South A^im.
promote and develop the commerce
commerce of the United
and Central
America, including
personal services
Central America,
including personal
services in the District
District
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of Columbia
elsewhere, purchase
purchase of
of furniture
and equipment,
equipment,
furniture and
and elsewhere,
Columbia and
of
stationery and
and supplies,
supplies, typewriting,
and computing
macomputing maadding and
typewriting, adding
stationery
chines' accessories
repairs, books of reference
reference and periodicals,
period ica ls,
and repairs,
accessories and
chines,
reports,
plans, specifications,
specifications, manuscripts,
documents, maps,
maps, newsnewsmanuscripts, documents,
reports, plans,

papers
(both foreign
not exceeding
exceeding $400,
$400, and
all other
other
and all
domestic) not
and domestic)
foreign and
papers (both
publications, rent
rent outside
outside of
traveling and
Columbia, traveling
of Columbia,
of the District of
publications,
subsistence expenses
expenses of
of officers
officers and
and employees,
employees, and
and all
all other
incidental
other incidental
subsistence
expenses not
not included
in the
the foregoing,
to
be expended
under the
the
expended under
to
be
foregoing,
in
included
expenses
Proviso.
Assignment
duty direction
of the
the Secretary
243 ,
000 :Provided,
Provided , That
That
$243,000:
Commerce, $
of Commerce,
Secretary of
direction of
to duty
Asignment to
employed under
two trade
in
Department.
not
trade commissioners
commissioners employed
under this approthan two
more than
not more
in Department.
priation
recalled from
from their
posts and
and assigned
assigned to
to
foreign posts
their foreign
be recalled
may be
priation may
duty
in
the
Department
of
Commerce.
Commerce.
of
duty in the Department
Promoting commerce
er
further promote
Promoting
commerce in
in the
Far East:
East: To
To further
promote and
the Far
Promoting commerce
in Far Eatmm
in
East. o
develop the
commerce of
with the
the Far
East, ininFar East,
States with
United States
the United
of the
the commerce
develop
cluding personal
of Columbia
Columbia and
and elsewhere,
elsewhere,
District of
the District
in the
services in
personal services
cluding
purchase of
equipment, stationery
typesupplies, typeand supplies,
stationery and
and equipment,
furniture and
of furniture
purchase
writing,
adding and
computing machines,
machines, accessories
and repairs,
repairs,
accessories and
and computing
writing, adding
books
of reference
reference and
documents, plans,
speciplans, specireports, documents,
periodicals, reports,
and periodicals,
books of
fications,
newspapers (both
domestic)
and domestic)
foreign and
(both foreign
maps, newspapers
manuscripts, maps,
fications, manuscripts,
of the
not
$400, and
all other
rent outside
outside of
the
Outside
rent
publications, rent
other publications,
and all
exceeding $400,
not exceeding
Outside rent
District
subsistence expenses
expenses of
officers
of officers
and subsistence
traveling and
Columbia, traveling
of Columbia,
District of
expenses not included in the
and
and all
incidental expenses
all other incidental
employees, and
and employees
foregoing,
be expended
expended under
Secretary of
of
under the direction of the Secretary
to be
foregoing, to
trade comProvided, That not more than two trade
Proviso.
Assignment to duty Commerce, $233,000: Provided,
corn Pruio.
in
Department.
missioners employed
employed under
appropriation may be recalled from
under this appropriation
missioners
inDepartent.
their
foreign posts
to duty
in the
the Department
Department of Comduty in
assigned to
and assigned
posts and
their foreign
merce.
of
out the
To carry
carry out
Enforcement
of China
Trade Act:
the provisions
provisions of
Act: To
China Trade
Enforcement of
China Trade Act.
perExpen
e 2s,es,.
the Act
Trade Act,
including $23,520
for per$23,520 for
1922," including
Act, 1922,"
China Trade
entitled ""China
Act entitled
e4c.eSTuti lig. the
voTIesr.
sonal services
services in
the District
Columbia and
elsewhere, traveling and
and
and elsewhere,
of Columbia
District of
in the
sonal
subsistence expenses
expenses of
of officers
officers and
employees, purchase of furniture
and employees,
subsistence
and
equipment, stationery
typewriting, adding and comsupplies, typewriting,
and supplies,
stationery and
and equipment,
puting
and repairs,
purchase of books of reference
reference
repairs, purchase
accessories and
machines, accessories
puting machines,
and
specifications, manudocuments, plans, specifications,
reports, documents,
periodicals, reports,
and periodicals,
Outside
rent.
Outside rent.
scripts, and all other publications
publications; rent outside the District of Columforegoing. $31,020.
bia,
all necessary
necessary expenses
included in the foregoing.
$31,020.
expenses not included
and all
bia, and
and
Domestic
Export tindustrie;
industries..
To enable
Enpot
Export Industries:
Industries:.n To
enable the
the Bureau
Bureau of
of Foreign
Foreign
and Dmsi
Domestic
Investigating prohprob- ,
r
foreign
as well
well as
Commerce
investigate and
and report
as foreign
on domestic
domestic as
report on
to investigate
lems of.
Commerce to
lems
problems
relating to
to the
distribution, and
and marketing
marketing in
the production,
production, distribution,
problems relating
so far as they relate
relate to the important
important export industries of the United
States,
services in the District of Columbia,
Columbia, travStates, including personal services
purchase
eling
employees, purcht
,se of
of
expenses of officers and employees,
eling and subsistence
subsistence expenses
furniture
furniture and equipment. stationery and supplies, typewriting, adding and
machines, accessories and repairs, books of refcomputing machines,
and computing
ing
specifications,
documents, plans, specifications,
erence
periodicals, reports, documents,
erence and periodicals,
Outside rent
of
manuscripts,
and all
all other
other publications,
publications, rent outside District of
manuscripts, and
Outside rent
Columbia,
incidental expenses
expenses connected therewith,
other incidental
and all
all other
Columbia, and
$597.550.
Raw materials and
including
expenses, including
Raw-material investigations:
For all
necessary expenses,
all necessary
investigations: For
Raw-material
m.nufacurs, i
manufactures.
Compiling data
as to
elsewhere, purchase
and elsewhere
of
Columbia
District
the
services
personal
services
in
the.
Columbia
to personal
Compiling dat, as
disposition, etc., of.
of
reference and periodicals, rent outside of the District of
books of reference
of books
outide rentt.
Outside
rent.
Columbia,
Columbia, traveling
traveling and subsistence
subsistence expenses
expenses of officers and emnecessary incidental expenses not included
included in
ployees, and all other necessary
the foregoing,
Bureau of Foreign
Foreign and Domestic Comenable the Bureau
foregoing, to enable
the
merce to
compile information
regarding the disposition
information regarding
to collect
collect and compile
merce
and
handling of
raw materials
and manufactures,
manufactures $50,780.
$50,780.
of raw
materials and
and handling
ereh
BBringing home
Transportation and
interment of
of remains
remains of
of officers
officers and
and employees:
employees:
and interment
Transportation
of cers.etc.
mr
in of officers,
maths
etc.
For
transporting the remains of officers
officers
For defraying
defraying the expenses of transporting
and
employees of the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce
and employees
who
diseharge of their
their
who may die abroad or in transit, while in the discharge
Outside rent.
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official duties,
duties, to
former homes
in this
country for
for interment,
interment,
homes in
this country
to their
their former
official
and for
the ordinary
ordinary expenses
such interment at
their post or
or at
at their
of such
expenses of
for the
and
home,
home, $1,500.
$1,500.

Transporting

andeffect
Transportation of
of families
effects of
of officers
officers and
and employees:
employees: lies
and effects
families and
Transportation
lies and
effects
cers, etc.
To pay
pay the
the itemized
and verified
verified statements
statements of
and necesetc.
neces- cers,
the actual
actual and
of the
itemized and
To

sary expenses
expenses of
of transportation
and subsistence,
such regulaunder such
regulasubsistence, under
transportation and
sary
tions as
of Commerce
may prescribe,
prescribe, of
and
families and
of families
Commerce may
Secretary of
as the
the Secretary
tions
effects of
of officers
officers and
employees of
the Bureau
Bureau of
of Foreign
Domesand DomesForeign and
of the
and employees
effects
tic Commerce
Commerce in
and returning
from their
posts, or
when.
or when
their posts,
returning from
going to
to and
in going
tic
traveling under
Secretary of Commerce, but not
the Secretary
under the order of the
traveling
including
expenses incurred
in connection
of absence
absence
with leave
leave of
connection with
incurred in
any expenses
including any
of
the officers
of the
of Foreign
and Domestic
of the
officers and
and employees
employees of
the Bureau
Bureau of
Foreign and
Domestic
Commerce, $25,000:
$25,000: Provided,
That no
no part
part of
of said
sum shall
be paid
paid
shall be
said sum
Provided,That
Commerce,
from the
a certificate
certificate from
for
transportation on
on foreign
without a
the
vessels without
foreign vessels
for transportation

Secretary
Commerce that
there are no
American vessels
which
vessels on which
no American
that there
of Commerce
Secretary of
such
be transported
transported at rates not in excess of
and clerks
clerks may be
officers and
such officers
those
foreign vessels.
vessels.
those charged
charged by
by foreign
Customs statistics:
operation of
expenses necessary for the operation
For all expenses
statistics: For
Customs
statistics,' transferred
the section of customs statistics
transferred to the Department of
Commerce from the Treasury
Treasury Department
approved
by the
the Act approved
Department by
Commerce
January
services in the District of Columpersonal services
1923, including
including personal
January 5,
5, 1923,
purchase of tabulating, punching, sortelsewhere; rent of or purchase
bia and elsewhere;
ing,
other mechanical
labor-saving machinery
devices, includmachinery or aevices,
mechanical labor-saving
ing, and
and other
ing adding,
adding, typewriting,
mimeographing, multibilling, computing, mimeographing,
typewriting, billing,
ing
graphing,
duplicating machines
machines and
and devices
indevices, inand other
other duplicating
photostat, and
graphing, photostat,
service;
telegraph and telephone service;
cluding
exchange and repair; telegraph
cluding their exchange
employees while
subsistence
expenses of officers and employees
subsistence and traveling expenses
official business; freight, express, drayage; tabulating
traveling on official
miscellaneous office supplies; furniture and
and miscellaneous
cards, stationery
stationery and
equipment; ice,
ice, water,
water, heat,
heat, light,
light, and
and power;
power •' street-car
fare; and
street-car fare;
equipment;
all other
an incidental
incidental expenses
not included
in the
the foreforeincluded in
expenses not
necessary and
all
other necessary
going,
$294,000.
going, $294,000.
Lists
including perexpenses, including
all necessary
necessary expenses
foreign buyers: For all
Lists of
of foreign
purchase
and elsewhere,
sonal services
services in
in the
the District
Columbia and
elsewhere, purchase
of Columbia
District of
sonal
of
equipment, stationery
stationery and supplies,
supplies, typewriting,
and equipment,
of furniture
furniture and
adding
computing machines,
machines, accessories
accessories and
and repairs
of forlists of
forrepairs,'lists
and computing
adding and
eign
buyers, books
periodicals, reports,
reports, documents,
documents,
eign buyers,
books of
of reference,
reference, periodicals,
plans,
of the
of Columbia,
Columbia, traveltraveloutside of
the District
District of
plans, specifications,
specifications, rent
rent outside
ing
subsistence expenses
expenses of
officers and
and employees,
employees, and all other
other
of officers
and subsistence
mg and
incidental expenses
included in
in the
foregoing, to
to enable
enable the
the BuButhe foregoing,
not included
expenses not
incidental
reau
Domestic Commerce
Commerce to
and compile
compile lists
lists
to collect
collect and
and Domestic
of Foreign
Foreign and
reau of
of
foreign buyers,
$9,300.r
of foreign
buyers, $9,300.
Investigating sources
sources of
crude rubber:
rubber: To
enable the
Department
To enable
the Department
of crude
Investigating
of
Commerce
to
investigate
and
report
upon
the
possibilities
of
possibilities of
the
of Commerce to investigate and report upon
developing the
rubber plantation
plantation industry
the Philippine
Islands
industry in
in the
Philippine Islands
developing
the rubber
and Latin
Latin America;
of production
and
production and
conditions of
the conditions
investigate the
to investigate
America; to
and
marketing
other essential
essential raw
materials for
American industries
for American
raw materials
of other
marketing of
including nitrate
nitrate and
to investigate
related problems
in
problems in
investigate related
and to
sisal; and
and sisal;
including
the development
foreign trade
trade of
United States,
States, including
including
the United
of the
of the
the foreign
the
deve opment of
personal
services in
in the
of Columbia
Columbia and
traveling
elsewhere; traveling
and elsewhere;
District of
the District
personal services
and
officers and
purchase of
of necesnecesemployees, purchase
and employees,
of officers
expenses of
and subsistence
subsistence expenses
sary
and equipment,
stationery and
typewriting,
supplies, typewriting,
and supplies,
equipment, stationery
furniture and
sary furniture
adding, and
and computing
machines accessories
medical
repairs, medical
and repairs,
accessories and.
computing machines,
adding,
supplies
outfits book;
reference, periodicals,
reports,
periodicals, reports,
books of
of reference,
first-aid outfits,
and first-aid
supplies and
documents,
specifications, manuscripts,
manuscripts, and
all other
publicadocuments, plans,
plans, specifications,
and all
other publications, rent
outside the
the District
District of
Columbia •and
all other
other incidental
incidental
and all
of Columbia;
rent outside
tions,
expenses not
foregoing, $94,000.
expenses
not included
included in
in the
the foregoing,
$94,000.
Investigation
of foreign
trade restrictions:
restrictions: For
necessary exall necessary
For all
foreign trade
Investigation of
penses including
penses,
including personal services
services in
in the
the District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia and
elsewhere, purchase
furniture and
stationery and
and supsupequipment, stationery
and equipment,
of furniture
purchase of
elsewhere,

fami-

oiof offi-

Proviso.
Restriction
using
Restriction on using
foreign
vessels.
or e

f

ig vesses.

statistics.

Customs statistics.

Expenses of
of collectcollectExpenses

ing, compiling, etc.
Vol. 42, p. 1109.

opl.g
tf.

vol.'42

of foreign
Directory
Directory of
foreign

buyers.
Expenses of com°oco
pEpe"nses
piling.

Outside rent.

Outsderent.

bber
Crude rubber.
Investigating sources
investiabbiso
of, production, etc.
of production etc.
Other essential raw
material.
r

matesrena

oti

t.

Outside rent.

Fretr trade restritiForeign
tions.
Expenses of collecting, compiling, etc., information of.

t ons.

of
Expee Se
frmation o.
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plies,
adding, and
and computing
accessories and
and
plies, typewriting,
typewriting, adding,
computing machines,
machines, accessories
repairs, books
books of
of reference
and periodicals,
periodicals, reports,
reports, documents,
documents, plans,
plans,
repairs,
reference and
specifications,
manuscripts, and all other publications,
specifications, manuscripts,
publications, rent outside of
of
the District
of Columbia,
Columbia, traveling
traveling and
and subsistence
the
District of
subsistence expenses
expenses of
of ofofficers
and employees,
incidental expenses
not included
ficers and
employees, and
and all
all other
other incidental
expenses not
included
in
the foregoing,
the Bureau
of Foreign
Domestic ComComin the
foregoing, to
to enable
enable the
Bureau of
Foreign and
and Domestic
merce to
collect and
information regarding
regarding the
the restrictions
restrictions
merce
to collect
and compile
compile information
and
of trade
trade imposed
imposed by
countries, $25,550.
$25,550.
and regulations
regulations of
by foreign
foreign countries,

Outside rent.
Ouide

Census
Bureau.
Censs Bureau.

BUREAU
BUREAU OF THE CENSUS
CENSUS

Director, and Oka
personnel. and

er,

SEss. II.
SESS..

ofic

Collecting informaCollecting
information for reports.

ton for reports.

Salaries: For
For the
the Director
Director and
other personal
services in
in the
the
Salaries:
and other
personal services

District of Columbia
Columbia in accordance with the Classification
District
Classification Act of
of
1923, $973,000.
Collecting
Collecting statistics: For securing information
information for census reports,

provided
provided for by law, semimonthly
semimonthly reports of cotton production,
production, peri-

odical
reports of
stocks of
of baled
baled cotton
the United
and of
of
odical reports
of stocks
cotton in
in the
United States
States and
the domestic and foreign consumption of cotton; quarterly reports
agents and expenses
of tobacco; per diem compensation
compensation of special agents
of same
same and
of detailed
detailed employees,
whether employed
employed in
in Washingof
and of
employees, whether
WashingTemporary employ.
Columbia, or elsewhere;
elsewhere; not to
eeTma
employ- ton, District of Columbia,
to exceed
exceed $100,000
$100,000 for
for
sea,
etc.
temporary personal
personal services
services in
in the
of Columbia,
be selected
selected
temporary
the District
District of
Columbia, to
to be
Vital statistics.
registers of the Civil
from the registers
Civil Service Commission; the
ita statistics.
the cost
cost of
of
Outside rent.
outside
transcribing
rent.
transcribing State, municipal, and
and other records;
records; temporary
temporary rental
rental
Special agents.
Specalagents.
of quarters outside of the District of Columbia; for supervising
supervising
special agents, and employment
employment by them of such temporary service
as may
be necessary
necessary in
in collecting
collecting the
required by
by law,
law, ininstatistics required
the statistics
as
may be
Toba
Tobacco statistics
statistics.
cluding $15,000
for collecting
collecting tobacco
tobacco statistics
statistics authorized
by law
law
cluding
$15,000
for
authorized
by
Proviso.
in addition
to any
any other
fund available
therefor: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
in
addition to
other fund
available therefor:
the
Pay restriction.
a ct
y n
compensation of not to exceed
provided for in this
compensation
exceed ten special agents provided
ens f
paragraph
exceed $8
$8 per
per day,
day, $805,000.
$805,000.
paragraph may be fixed
fixed at a
a rate not to
to exceed
Census of agriculCensus of
of Agriculture:
salaries and
and necessary
necessary expenses
expenses for
for
tnee.
o
Agriculture: For salaries
ture.
Expenses of taking,
preparing for,
for, taking,
compiling, and
publishing the
census of
agrietc.P
e of taking, preparing
taking, compiling,
and publishing
the census
of agrietc.
Vol. 40, p.
Vol.
p. 1301.
1301.
culture of the United
of office
office quarters
United States
States for
for 1925;
1925; for rent
rent of
quarters outoutside the District of Columbia; for purchases of supplies, including
cards, materials, and other contingent expenses; printing and bindbind:
ing
construction, and repair of card-punching, carding;;the rental, construction,
cardsorting, and card-tabulating
card-tabulating machinery; personal services on aapieceprice basis or otherwise
otherwise in the District of Columbia and in the field;
field;
salaries and traveling
traveling expenses
expenses of supervisors,
supervisors, enumerators, clerks,
clerks,
salaries
and
$3,500,000, to
une 30,
30,
to continue
continue available
available until
until J
June
and interpreters
interpreters, $3,500,000,
Pro.iso
Proviso.
anS
dutti
l
lt
ig, etc
printing
Provided, That
That existing
shall not
to prohibit
the
prohibit the
not operate
operate to
law shall
existing law
1926: Provided,
eprcnting 1926:
nduid
appropriation as
use of such portion of this appropriation
necessary for
for
as may
may be
be necessary
the purchase
purchase of supplies,
supplies, printing
and binding,
binding, and
and other
other contingent
printing and
contingent
expenses in connection
connection with
census of
of agriculture.
with the
the census
agriculture.
Tabulating =Whines,
etbtatnmgmachin
Tabulating machines:
Tabulating
tabulating machines,
machines, and
machines: For
For constructing
constructing tabulating
and
etc.
repairs to such machinery
machinery and other
other mechanical appliances, includincluding technical
technical and mechanical
mechanical service in connection
therewith, whether
whether
connection therewith,
elsewhere, and purchase of necessary
in the District of Columbia or elsewhere,
necessary
machinery
machinery and supplies, $39,470.
Steamboat
Steamboat
tion.

InspecInspe-

u1ns=,-

Supervising InspecSupervising
tor General, and ot'fice
personnel.

personnel.

Supervising inspcSupervising
insp-x.-

STEAMBOAT INSPECTION
SERVICE
STEAMIBOAT
INSPECTION SERVICE

Salaries:
Salaries: For the Supervising
Supervising Inspector General and other per'Dersonal services
accordance with "The
"The
services in the District
District of Columbia in accordance

Classification Act of 1923,"
1923," $27,960.

Steamboat inspectors:
supervising inspectors, at $3,450
$3,450
inspectors: For ten supervising
$34,500;
each, $34,500;
iInspectors.
o.nspectors. Inspectors
ns
ors of hulls and inspectors
inspectors of boilers, as follows: Two at
$2,950
twenty-eight at $2,500 each,
$2,950 each, fourteen
fourteen at $2,700 each, twenty-eight
twelve at $2,350 each,
$217,500;
each, thirty-six at $2,100 each; in all, $217,500;

tors.
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Ci.
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law, for
for the
the following
Assistant inspectors,
as authorized
authorized by
by law,
following ports:
orts
Assistant
inspectors, as
New
thirty-four at $2,500 each;
each; New
New Orleans, six at $2,350
S2,350
New York,
York, thirty-four
each; Baltimore,
$2,350
each; Providence,
Providence, four at $2,350
Baltimore, eight
eight at $2,350
$2,350 each;
each;
each; Boston, six at $2,350
each; Philadelphia,
fourteen at
$2,350
Philadelphia, fourteen
at $2,350
$2,350 each;
each;
$2,100
San Francisco, twelve
twelve at
at $2,350
$2,350 each;
each; Buffalo, six
six at $2,100
each; San
each; Cleveland,
Cleveland, six
each; Milwaukee,
four at $2,100
$2,100 each;
each;
six at
at $2,100
$2,100 each;
Milwaukee, four
each;
Chicago,
$2,100 each;
$2,100 each; Grand Haven,
Haven, two at $2,100
Chicago, four at $2,100
each; Norfolk, eight at $2,100 each;
each; Seattle,
Detroit, four at
at $2,100
$2,100 each;
Portland (Oregon),
$2 5100 each; Al(Oregon), four at $2,100
twelve at $2,100
$2,100 each;
each; Portland
(New York),
each; Duluth,
bany (New
York), two
two at
at $2,100
$2,100 each;
Duluth, two at $2,100
$2,100 each;
each;
Portland
Portland (Maine),
(Maine), two at $2,100 each; Los Angeles, two at $2,100
$2,100
Mobile, two at $2,100
Galveston, two at $2,100 each; Mobile,
$2,100 each;
each; Galveston,
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Assistant
toiAssistant

inspecinspec-

two at
at $2,100
two at
at $2,100
$2,100 each;
Savannah, two
travelinginspiencstpoercst,ors,
Savannah,
each; Toledo,
Toledo, two
$2,100 each;
each; three
three
traveling inspectors, at $3,000 each; in all $350,100;
$350,100;
In
Steamboat Inspection
Inspection Service, $602,100.
$602,100.
In all, for inspectors, Steamboat
Clerk hire.
Clerk
Steamboat Inspection
Service: For compensation,
compensation, not Clerkhire
Clerk hire,
hire, Steamboat
Inspection Service:
exceeding $1,500
boards of steamyear to each
each person,
person, of clerks to boards
exceeding
$1,500 aayear
boat inspectors,
inspectors, to be
Secretary of
of Commerce in acbe appointed by the Secretary
boat
cordance with
$115,700.
with the provisions
provisions of law, $115,700.
cordance
Contingent expenses.
Contingent
expenses: For
For the
fees to
to witnesses;
for Contingent
epense
of fees
witnesses; for
the payment
payment of
Contingent expenses:
traveling
official business
business of the
the SuperSuperand other
other expenses when
when on
on official
traveling and
vising Inspector
Inspector General, Deputy
General,
Inspector General,
Deputy Supervising
Supervising Inspector
vising
supervising inspectors,
tors, traveling inspectors,
m.spectors, local and
and assistant
assistant insupervising
ler
ks; for instruments, furniture,
stationery, janitor
janitor
furniture, stationery,
spectors, and
and c
clerks;
service,
every other
effect the
the propro- pp
a
. S., Title
LII,
9Titl L
other thing
thing necessary
necessary to
to carry
carry into
into effect
ppR.8
service, and
and every
visions
Statutes, $139,110.
52, Revised
Revised Statutes,
of Title
Title 52,
visions of
NAVIGATION
BURCEAU
BUREAU OF NAVIGATION

Salaries: For
personal services in the
other personal
commissioner and
and other
Salaries:
For the commissioner
District
accordance with ""The
The Classification
of
Classification Act of
Columbia in accordance
District of Columbia
1923,"
1923," $55,140.
$55,140.
Admeasurement
To enable
enable the
the Commissioner
Commissioner of Navivessels: To
of vessels:
Admeasurement of
gation to secure uniformity in the admeasurement
admeasurement of vessels,
vessels, includand
ing
employment of an
admeasurements, purchase
purchase and
an adjuster of admeasurements,
ing the employment
exchange
admeasuring instruments,
traveling and incidental
incidental
instruments, traveling
exchange of
of admeasuring
expenses,
expenses, $4,500.
For
repair of
of instruments
passengers,
for counting
counting passengers,
and repair
instruments for
For purchase
purchase and
$250.
$250.
Enforcement of
enable the
the Secretary
Secretary of ComComEnforcement
of navigation laws: To
To enable
merce to provide and operate such motor boats
boats and
and employ
employ thereon
thereon
necessary for
for the enforcement,
enforcement, under
under his
be necessary
such persons as may be
direction by
customs officers,
laws relating
and
navigation and
relating to
to navigation
of laws
officers, of
by customs
direction
inspection of
vessels, and
and counting
counting of
of passengers
passengers
boarding of
of vessels,
inspection
of vessels,
vessels, boarding
on excursion
excursion boats,
on
boats, $67,915.
$67,915.
Preventing
passenger vessels:
enable the
the
vessels: To
To enable
of. passenger
Preventing overcrowding
overcrowding of.

Navigation Bureau.
Bureau.
Navigation

aafE
lom
pe
missioner, and

offepSOne

and

Admeasurement
Admzasurement
ofAsele.re

Counting passengers.
Counting
passens.
Motor boats etc.
M
to eatene navigation
laws.

to enolrce ngaetio
laws.

Preventing
over.
Preventing
over.

crowdingotvessels.
crowdingofvaels.

Secretary
such persons
persons as
as may
may
to employ,
employ, temporarily,
temporarily, such
Secretary of
of Commerce
Commerce to
be
necessary, of
whim not
not more
than two
at any
any one
one time
time may
may be
be
two at
of whom
more than
be necessary,
employed in
in the
the District
of Columbia,
Columbia, to
to enforce
enforce the
to prevent
prevent
the laws
laws to
District of
employed
overcrowding of
passenger and
and excursion
vessels, and
and all
expenses
all expenses
excursion vessels,
of passenger
overcrowding
in connection
connection therewith
therewith,
$14,000.
Wireless communiin
$14,000.
wirels
2
on steam yesWireless
enable the
Secretary of
of Comatio on
steam vs
Corn- cation
laws: To
To enable
the Secretary
Wireless communication
communication laws:
t& 36,p..
36, p. 629.
merce
of Congress
Congress "to
"to.require
apparatus and
and sevo.
require apparatus
Acts of
to enforce
enforce the
the Acts
merce to
Vol. 37, pp. 199,1565.
operators
radio communication
on certain
ocean steamers"
steamers" and
and vola37, pp.199.15.
communication on
certain ocean
operators for
for radio
"to
radio communication"
international
carry out
out the
the international
and carry
communication" and
"to regulate
regulate radio
radio telegraphic
felegraphic convention,
convention, examine
and settle
international radio
radio
settle international
examine and
radio
accounts including
including personal
personal services
in the
the District
of Columbia
and
District of
Columbia and
services in
accounts
to
employ such
persons and
necessary, traveling
traveling
may be necessary,
and means
means as
as may
such persons
to employ
and subsistence
expenses, purchase
purchase and
and exchange
exchange of
of instruments,
instruments,
subsistence expenses,
and
other office
office machinery
machinery
technical books, tabulating, duplicating, and other
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Transfer of
of naval
naval
Transfer
radio equipment, etc.
etc.
radioequipment,

SEss.
CH.
204.
204.
.
.. CI
SESS. I

1924.
1924.

and devices,
rent and
all other
other miscellaneous
miscellaneous items
items and
and necessary
necessary
and all
devices, rent
and
expenses not included
transfer from
included in the foregoing, including the transfer
expenses
the office of the Director of Naval Communications
Communications to the Department
of
Commerce
of
mechanical
and
office equipment
equipment and
supplies
and supplies
office
and
mechanical
of
ment of Commerce
now
in use
use in
connection with
examination and
and settlement
settlement of
of
the examination
with the
in connection
now in
international radio
radio accounts,
accounts, $180,278.
$180,278.
international

Commissioners: For salaries
Shipping Commissioners:
Shipping
salaries of shipping commissioners
commissioners
in
amounts
not
exceeding
the
following:
Baltimore,
$2,000; Boston,
Baltimore, $2,000;
following:
the
in amounts not exceeding
$3,000; New
Orleans, $2,500;
$1,500; New
New York,
York,
News, $1,500;
Newport News,
$2,500; Newport
New Orleans,
$3,000;
$5,000;
$1,800; Philadelphia,
$2,400; Portland,
Portland, Maine,
Philadelphia, $2,400;
Norfolk, $1,800;
$5,000; Norfolk,
$1,300;
San
$1,800; Galveston, $1,800; San
Providence, $1,800;
$3,500; Providence,
Seattle, $3,500;
$1,300; Seattle,
Francisco,
$4,000; in
all, $30,600.
$30,600.
in all,
Francisco, $4,000;
Clerk hire: For compensation,
Secretary of
compensation, to be fixed by the Secretary
Clerk
Clerk hire.
hir.
Clerk
Commerce, of
to exceed
exceed $1,600
per annum to each person or clerk
$1,600 per
not to
of not
Commerce,
commissioners, $70,000: Provided,
Provided, That one
in the
the offices of shipping commissioners,
Proviso.
Piiso.
Pay allowance.
clerk may
may be
be employed
hereunder at a
a compensation
exceed
compensation not to exceed
employed hereunder
clerk
Payallowance.
$2,200 per annum.
Contingent
expenses: For
For rent,
rent, stationery,
stationery, and
and other
other requisites
requisites
Contingentexpenses.
Contingent expenses:
Contingentexpenses.
for transaction
transaction of
of the
the business
commissioners' offices,
offices,
of shipping commissioners'
business of
for
and for
the commissioners'
commissioners' office at New York, $840; in all
in the
janitor in
for janitor
and
$10,000.
$10,000.

Shipping
sihping

sioners.

commiscommis-

Standards Bureau.
Bureau.
Standards
Director,
Director, and
personnel.
p ers

office
omoe

onel.

STANDARDS
BUREAU
BUREAU OF STANDARDS

Salaries: For the director and
and other personal
personal services in the DisClassification Act of 1923,
Columbia in accordance
accordance with the Classification
trict of Columbia
$500,000.
$500,000.

machinery, tools, and
Equipment: For apparatus, machinery,
and appliances
appliances used
Equipment:

Equipment.
Equipment.

in connection
connection with
with buildings
laboratory supbuildings or work of the bureau, laboratory
in
plies, materials,
construction of apparatus,
apparatus,
in the construction
supplies used in
and supplies
materials, and
plies,
including their exchange;
machinery, or other
other appliances,
exchange; piping,
appliances, including
machinery,
wiring,
apparatus,
incident to the installation of apparatus,
construction incident
and construction
wiring, and
laboratories and offices,
machinery,
offices,
appliances; furniture for laboratories
machinery, or appliances;
cases
apparatus, $71,000.
$71,000.
for apparatus,
cases for
General
General expenses:
epenses.
oeneral expenses.
General
expenses: For fuel for heat, light, and
and power; office
office expenses,
periodicals, which may be exchanged
exchanged
stationery, books and periodicals,
penses, stationery,
when not needed for permanent
(including
permanent use; traveling expenses (including
expenses of
attendance upon
technical and professional
professional
upon meetings of technical
of attendance
expenses
societies when
when required
required in
standardization, testing
testing
connection with standardization,
in connection
societies
exceeding
bureau);;street car fares not exceeding
official work of the bureau)
other official
or other
attendance of
International Corn- $100;
$100 ; expenses of
athe visiting committee;
committee •expenses of attendance

mittee of Weights and
Measures.
Meassurets.

at the
international Committee of
of
the meeting
meeting of the International
member at
an American
American member

maintenance, and
Weights
Measures; supplies
supplies for operation,
operation, maintenance,
and
and Measures;
Weights and
repair of passenger
passenger automobiles
official use,
automobiles and motor trucks for official
including
and contingencies
contingencies of all kinds, $44,500.
exchange; and
including their exchange;
Care,
etc., of grounds.
Improvement
Care,etc.,ofgrounds.
Improvement and care
care of grounds: For grading, construction
construction of
roads
grounds fpr
for water supply,
supply, lamps, wiring
and walks, piping grounds
roads and
for lighting purposes, and other
other expenses
expenses incident to the improvement and care of grounds,
grounds, including foreman
foreman and laborers
laborers in the
of
Columbia,
$11,460.
$11,460.
Columbia,
of
District
Structural materials
Testing
structural materials:
materials: For
For continuation
continuation of
investigathe investigaof the
Testing structural
tinvestiglation
investigations.
tion of
structural materials,
materials, such
stone, clays, cement,
cement, and so forth,
as stone,
such as
tion
of structural
including personal
personal services in the District
District of Columbia
Columbia and in the
including
Proviso.
as necessary
necessary shall
Pinaing
Provided,
as
this
sum
field,
$230,000:
Provided,
That
much
of
Disseminating acquired
information.
disseminate such scientific, practical, and
and
be used to collect and disseminate
quiredinformation.
to
procured, showing
information as may be procured,
statistical information
showing or tending to
show approved
approved methods
methods in building, planning, and construction,
construction,
structural units, including
adaptability of structural
standardization,
including buildstandardization, and adaptability
utilization
materials and codes, economy
economy in the manufacture
manufacture and utilization
ing materials
may
of building materials and supplies, and such other matters as may
construction and housing.
cheapen construction
improve, and cheapen
tend to encourage, improve,
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Testing machines
Testing machines:
maintenance and
and operation
operation of
of testing
machines: For maintenance
testing mama- Testing
machines
for physical constants.
connection therewith
tants
chines, including
including personal services in connection
therewith in the for physical
District of Columbia and in the field, for the determination by the
the
Bureau of Standards of the physical
physical constants
constants and the properties
of materials
materials as authorized
authorized by law,
$39,460.
law, $39,460.
Fire-resisting build.
buildInvestigation
fire-resisting properties:
of fire- ingFire-resisting
Investigation of fire-resisting
properties: For investigation of
materials.
resisting properties
properties of building materials and conditions under
under which
which
they may be most efficiently
standardization of
of
efficiently used, and for the standardization
types of appliances
appliances for fire prevention,
personal services
prevention, including personal
services
in
the District
District of
and in
in the
field, $29,000.
$29,000.
in the
of Columbia
Columbia and
the field,
Investigation
Investigation of
public-utility standards:
standards: For
For investigation
investigation of
of the
the of Mpueglsiucruefftle;.
of public-utility
public utilities. etc.,
standards
measurements of public utilities,
standards of practice
practice and methods of measurements
such as gas, electric
electric light, electric
electric power, water, telephone, central
central
station heating, and electric railway service, and the solution of the
problems
connection with standards in such service,
problems which arise in connection
including personal
personal services in the District of Columbia
including
Columbia and in
in the
field, $105,000.
$105,000.
Testing miscellaTesting
miscellaTesting
miscellaneous materials:
miscellaneous mate- neous
Testing miscellaneous
materials: For testing
testing miscellaneous
neus
materimals
materials
rials, such as varnish materials, soap materials, inks,
chemicals,
inks, and
and chemicals,
including supplies for the Government
departments and independent
independent
Government departments
establishments, including personal services in the District of Columestablishments,
bia and in the field, as authorized
authorized by law, $45,260.
$45,260.
li
nad
,e
standardizeRadio research:
investigation and standardization
research: For investigation
standardization of methods tiodi
standardizainstruments employed
and instruments
employed in radio communication,
communication, including
including perpersonal
services in
Columbia and
and in
sonal services
in the
the District
District of
of Columbia
in the
the field,
field, $45,680.
$45,680.
ndstria
color
tio
Industrial
color
Color standardization:
standardization: To
To develop
develop color
color standards
standards and
and methods
methods standardization,
standardization, etc.
special reference
of manufacture
manufacture and of color
color measurement,
measurement, with special
reference to
to
their industrial use in standardization
standardization and specification
specification of colorants
colorants

such as dyestuffs, inks, and pigments, and other products, paint,
paper,
such asand
dyestuffs,
textiles, inks,
in which
and color
pigments,
i
pertinent
and other
property,
products,
including
paint,
paper,
and
textiles,
in which
color
issaapertinent
property,
including
personal services
services in
in the
the District
District of
Columbia and
the field,
personal
of Columbia
and in
in the
field, $10,000.
$10,000.

Clay products proc-

esy
ewes.

products proc-

Investigation of clay products: To study methods of measurement
Investigation
measurement
and technical
technical processes used in the manufacture
manufacture of pottery, brick,
tile, terra
terra cotta, and other clay products, and the study
propstudy of the properties of the materials
materials used in that industry, including
including personal services
the District
of Columbia,
the field,
field, $30,000.
$30,000.
ices in
in the
District of
Columbia, and
and in
in the
Standardizing meStandardizing mechanical
mechanical appliances:
Standardizing
appliances: To develop
develop methods of test- chanicaSiappianes.
chanical appliances.
ing and standardizing
standardizing machines, motors, tools,
measuring instrutools, measuring
instru- Mechanical, hyments, and other apparatus
apparatus and devices used in mechanical,
mechanical, hydraulic,
hydraulic, draulic.and
draulic, and aoernautic
aeronautic
devices, etc.
and
and aeronautic
aeronautic engineering;
engineering; for
study of
types of
of devices
for the
the comparative
comparative study
of types
etc.
apparatus
apparatus and methods
methods of
of operation, and for the establishment
of
establishment of
standards of
accurate determination
standards
of performance;
performance; for the
the accurate
determination of fundafundamental physical
execution of
of this
physical constants
constants involved
involved in
in the proper
proper execution
this
work; and
the scientific
scientific experiments
experiments and
investigations needed
work:
and for
for the
and investigations
needed
solving the
the problems
problems which
may arise
in connection
connection therewith,
in solving
which may
arise in
therewith,
especially in response
especially
response to the
the requirements
requirements of aeronautics
aeronautics and
and aviaaviation for information of a
a purely scientific nature, including
including personal
personal
services in the District of Columbia
Columbia and in the field, $30,000.
Optical glass producInvestigation
Investigation of optical glass: For the investigation of the prob- tion.
optical glssproduc
lems
optical glass,
personal
lems involved in
in the production
production of
of optical
glass, including
including personal
services
the District
District of
in the
the field,
$25,000.
services in
in the
of Columbia
Columbia and
and in
field, $25,000.
Textiles, paper, et
etc.,
Investigation
To investigate
investigate textiles,
textiles, paper,
Investigation of textiles:
textiles: To
paper, leather,
leather, standardizing.
stBtdiep
erw.
c.
and rubber in order to develop
develop standards of quality and methods of
of
measurement,
including personal
personal services in the District of Columbia
measurement, including
and in the field,
field, $27,000.
$27,000.
Sugar
standardizastan
Sugar standardization:
Sugar
standardization: For the standardization
standardization and design of tiosnur
tion.
sugar-testing
development of technical
specifications
sugar-testing apparatus;
apparatus; the development
technical specifications
for the various grades of sugars, with particular reference
reference to urgent
urgent
problems
made pressing
pressing by
by conditions
conditions following
especially
problems made
following the
the war,
war, especially
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involving the standardization
standardization and manufacture
manufacture of sugars; for the
the
study of the technical
problems incidental
technical problems
collection of
the
incidental to the collection
of the
revenue
determine the fundamental
revenue on sugar and to determine
confundamental scientific
scientific con-

and unusual
unusual stants of sugars and other substances;
substances; for the standardization
standardization and
and

production
production of rare and unusual types of sugars required
required for the
the
medical service of the Government
Government departments;
techdepartments; and for other
other technical and scientific
scientific purposes,
purposes, including
in the
the Disincluding personal
personal services
services in
District of
and in
the
field,
$40,000.
of
Columbia
and
in
the
field,
$40,000.
Gauges and screw
thorS
and crew
Gauge standardization:
standardization: To
To provide
provide by
Bureau
Gauge
threads.
by cooperation
cooperation of
of the
the Bureau
Cooperative standstandrierantive
Of
Standards,
the
War
Department,
of
War
Department,
and
the
Navy
Department
for
and
the
Navy
Department
for
ardization, etc.
,
the standardization
of the
the standard
standardization and testing
testing of
standard gauges,
screw
gauges, screw
threads' and standards
standards required
througho utthe
th e
threads,
required in
in manufacturing
manufacturing throughout
United States, and to calibrate
calibrate and
and test
test such
standard gauges,
gauges, screw
screw
such standard
threads,
threads, and standards, including
including necessary
necessary equipment
and personal
equipment and
personal
services in the District of Columbia and
and in
in the
the field,
field, $40,000.
$40,000.
Coal weighing,
weighing, etc.,
Coal
etc.,
Investigation
Investigation of mine scales and cars:
investigating the
concars: For investigating
the conat mines.
methods of use of scales
ditions and methods
and mine
cars used
used for
for weighing
weighing
scales and
mine cars
measuring coal dug by miners, for the purpose of determining
and measuring
determining
wages due, and of conditions affecting the accuracy
accuracy of the
weighing
the weighing
measuring of coal at the mines, including
or measuring
including personal
personal services
services in
in the
the
District of
and in
field, $15,000.
$15,000.
of Columbia
Columbia and
in the
the field,
'Metallurgical
Metallurgical rereMetallurgical research:
research: For metallurgical
metallurgical research,
Metallurgical
research, includincludsearches.
ing
alloy steels,
and standards
standards for
.
ing alloy
steels, foundry
foundry practice,
practice, and
for metals
metals
and sands; casting, rolling, forging,
the properties
properties of
of alumialumiforging, and the
num alloys; prevention
prevention of corrosion
metals and
and alalcorrosion of
of metals
loys; development
development of •metal substitutes, as for
platinum;
for platinum;
behavior of bearing metals; preparation
metal specifications;
specifications;
preparation of metal
investigation
processes and study of methods
investigation of new metallurgical
metallurgical processes
Raiway
Railway equipment. of conservation in metallurgical
metallurgical manufacture
manufacture and
and products;
products; invesinvestigation of materials
materials used
used in the construction
construction of
of rails,
wheels, axles,
axles,
rails, wheels,
and other railway equipment, and
and the
the cause
cause of
of their
failure; inintheir failure;
cludinc
in the
the District
District of
of Columbia
Columbi a and
an d in
i
n the
th e
cluding, personal
personal services in
field,
field, 44,000.
$44,000.
High
temperature
measrements
investigations: For
nw
osurements, etc.
etc. e
High temperature
temperature investigations:
For laboratory
laboratory and
inand field
field investigations of suitable methods
methods of high temperature
temperature measurements
measurements
and control in various
various industrial processes
and to
to assist
assist in
in m
aki ng
processes and
making
available
available directly
industries the
results of
bureau's inindirectly to the
the industries
the results
of the
the bureau's
vestigations in this field, including personal
personal services in
District
in the
the District
of Columbia
Columbia and
field, $10,000.
$10,000.
and in
in the
the field,
Sound
investigations.
sound investigations.
Sound
Sound investigation:
investigation: For the investigation
investigation of the principles
principles of
of
sound and their application
application to military
military and industrial
industrial purposes,
including personal services in the District of Columbia and
and in
in the
the
field, $5,580.
$5,580.
Industrial develop.
mIndutrial
dgevelo.
Industrial research:
Industrial
research: For
For technical
technical investigations
investigations in
in cooperation
cooperation
men
tinvestigations.
upon f
un d
amen t
alproblems
problems involved
involved in
n induswith the industries upon
fundamental
indusi
development following
trial development
following the war, with a
aview
view to
assisting in
in the
the
to assisting
permanent
establishment of the new American
permanent establishment
American industries,
industries, including
including
scalespersonal
personal services in the District
District of Columbia and
and elsewhere,
elsewhere, $173,820.
$173,820.
Tetinglargeles.
Testing large scales.
Testing railroad track and of Columbia
For investigation
investigation and
Testing railroad track and other
other scales:
scales: For
and
testing of railroad
railroad track scales, elevator scales, and other
other scales used
used
in weighing commodities
interstate shipments and to
commodities for interstate
to secure
secure
equipment and assistance
assistance for testing
equipment
testing the scales used by the Government in its transactions with the public, such as post office,
office, navy
yard, and customhouse
customhouse scales,
scales, and for the purpose
purpose of cooperating
cooperating
with the States in securing
securing uniformity in the weights
weights and
and measures
measures
laws and in the methods of inspection,
inspection, including
including personal services
services
in
the
District
of
Columbia
in
the
field,
$40,000.
and
in
the
field,
$40,000.
Cooperative standardization of industrial
iudustrial
Standardization
equipment: To enable the Bureau of Standards
ardization
Standardization of equipment:
devices,
etc.
devices, etc.
to cooperate
cooperate with Government
Government departments, engineers,
to
engineers and manufacturers
facturers in the establishment
establishment of
stand ards,methods
me th od
s of
of testing,
testing, and
of standards,
and
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inspection,
of instruments,
equipment, tools,
electrical and
and electrical
tools, and
instruments, equipment,
inspection of
mechanical
used in the industries
Government,
by the
the Government,
industries and by
devices used
mechanical devices
including
practical specification
specification for
performance of
of
quality and performance
for quality
the practical
including the
such devices,
of inspection,
inspection, labomethods of
the formulation
formulation of methods
and the
devices, and
such
service tests,
including personal services
services in the District
District
tests, including
ratory, and service
of Columbia
Columbia and in
$110,000.
the field,
field, $110,000.
in the
of
checkfor checkStandads for
analysis, and
Standard
For purchase,
and disdis- ingStandards
purchase, preparation,
preparation, analysis,
Standard materials:
materials: For
chemical analyses.
analyses
tribution
materials to be used in checking chemical
chemical
of standard materials
tribution of
analyses and in
apparatus, inof physical
physical measuring
measuring apparatus,
in the testing of
analyses
cluding personal
services in
District of Columbia
Columbia and in the
in the
the District
personal services
cludmg
$10,000.
field, $10,000.
Radioactive investiinvestiRadioactive
an investigation
investigation of gations.
Investigation of
of radioactive
substances: For
For an
radioactive substances:
Investigation
measurements and gaons.
and the
radioactive substances
the methods
methods of
of their measurements
substances and
radioactive
testing, including
Columbia and
of Columbia
services in
in the District of
personal services
testing,
including personal
in
$11,000.
in the
the field, $11,000.
Studies, etc., of ropes
ropes
Rope
For determining
fundamental data
data required
required anSud'estc.of
determining fundamental
investigation: For
Rope investigation:
and cables.
by
engineers and
and
internal strains of ropes and
and others,
others, regarding internal
by engineers
cables used
forth; for
for
rigging, and so forth;
used in
in mines,
mines, elevators, bridges, rigging,
cables
developing instruments
instruments and
and methods
methods suitable
suitable for
for field
use, for
for indifield use,
developing
cating
and incipient
incipient flaws
flaws and
and defects
defects in
advance of
of ruprupin advance
stresses and
cating stresses
ture;
defective ropes and cables with aa view
for the study of defective
and for
ture; and
g proper
r
i
tabge
ia,
usage,
determining
manufacture, in
methods
to improving
rool;:tihng; includding
o
i
d
ns
g of
opfermsoannaulfsaecrtrees,
the District
andinsiopf
oofpcerol
Columbia
of
including personal services in the District

and so forth;

and
the field,
$8,000.
field, $8,000.
in the
and in
Investigation of automotive
automotive engines:
engines: For the promotion of
Investigation
economy
and efficiency
by
by land
land and by
transportation by
in automotive
automotive transportation
efficiency in
economy and
air through
through investigations
investigations of
of the
basic principles
underlying the
principles underlying
the basic
air
design, performance,
operation,
of automotive
automotive engines,
ng of
and testing
operation, and
performancepance,
design,
their
fuels, lubricants,
lubricants, accessories,
and the power
transmitting syspower transmitting
accessories, and
their fuels,
tem used
used in
in connection
connection with
with them, also such
such elements
elements as brakes and
tem
brake linings;
in the
the use
and
liquid fuels and
use of livid
economy in
promote economy
to promote
linings; to
brake
safety
in vehicular
vehicular traffic;
including personal
services m
in the
District
the District
personal services
traffic; including
safety in
of Columbia
and in
in the
the field,
field, $25,000.
$25,000.
of
Columbia and
During the
the fiscal
year 1925
the head
head of
of any
any department
department or
or indeinde1925 the
fiscal year
During
available
pendent establishment
the Government
having funds
funds available
Government having
of the
establishment of
pendent
for
scientific investigations
investigations and
cooperative work
work by the
requiring cooperative
and requiring
for scientific
Bureau of
of Standards
on scientific
scientific investigations
investigations within the scope
Standards on
Bureau
of the
the functions
of that
that bureau,
bureau, and
the Bureau
Bureau of
Standards
of Standards
which the
and which
functions of
of
is unable
unable to
within the
the limits
of its
may,
appropriations, may,
its appropriations,
limits of
to perform
perform within
is
with
the approval
of the
Commerce, transfer
transfer to the
of Commerce,
Secretary of
the Secretary
approval of
with the
Bureau
of Standards
Standards such
such sums
be necessary
to carry
carry on
on
necessary to
as may
may be
sums as
Bureau of
such
The Secretary
Secretary of
transfer
Treasury shall transfer
of the
the Treasury
investigations. The
such investigations.
on the
the books
of the
Treasury Department
Department any
any sums
which may
be
may be
sums which
the Treasury
books of
on
authorized
and such
amounts shall
be placed
placed to
to the
the credit
credit
shall be
such amounts
hereunder, and
authorized hereunder,
of the
of Standards
for the
the performance
of work
work for
for the
the
performance of
Standards for
Bureau of
the Bureau
of
department or
the transfer
transfer is
is made.
made.
which the
from which
establishment from
or establishment
department
BUREAU* OF
OP LIGHTHOUSES
LIGHTHOTTSES
BUBEAU

Automotive engines
investatitons'.
investigations,
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e
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withdeprtentsetc.,

In scientific invekiget

in sientifc
ton

investig
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tofteBruorfeatuun.ds
tdsto

Lighthouses
Bureau.
Lighthouses Bureau.
and

Salaries:
For the
and other
other personal'
services in
the ofne
crubs
ksier: and
o-°mro3
in the
personal services
commissioner and
the commissioner
Salaries: For
District of
of Columbia
Columbia in
accordance with
with the
Act of
of
Classification Act
the Classification
in accordance
District
1923,
$90,000.
Grp
1923, $90,000.
General expenses..
General expenses:
supplies, repairs
maintenance, and
and inciee.
inci- Objects specified.
repairs, maintenance,
For supplies,
expenses: For
General
dental
expenses of
and other
lights, beacons
buoyage, ObjessCB
beacons,' buoyage,
other lights,
lighthouses and
of lighthouses
dental expenses
fog
signals, lighting
lighting of
heretofore authorized
authorized to
to be
be lighted,
lighted,
rivers heretofore
of rivers
fog signals,
light
vessels, other
other aids
aids to
and lighthouse
lighthouse tenders,
tenders, ininto navigation,
navigation, and
light vessels,
cluding
the
establishment,
repair,
and
improvement
of
beacons
cluding the establishment, repair, and improvement of beacons
and
day marks
marks and
and purchase
of land
fand for
for same;
establishment of
of Oil, elm. houses.
same; establishment
purchase of
and day
t .o~,
post lights,
buoys, submarine
signals, and
fog signals;
signals; establishestablish- oi^
and fog
submarine signals,
lights, buoys,
post
Provisos.
p
ment
of
oil
or
carbide
houses,
not
to
exceed
$10,000:
Provided,
e,
Provid
$10,000:
to
exceed
not
ment of oil or carbide houses,
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That
any oil
oil or
or carbide
carbide house
hereunder shall
exceed
That any
house erected
erected hereunder
shall pot
not exceed
$550
construction of necessary outbuildings
a cost
$550 in cost; construction
outbuildings at a
cost not

exceeding
exceeding $500 at any one light station in
improvein any fiscal
fiscal year;
year; improve-

Restoring stations.

Restoring stations

Rations,
etc.
Rations, etc.

and buildings
buildings connected
light stations
ment of
of grounds
grounds and
connected with
with light
stations and
and
restoring light
light stations
and depots
depots and
depots; restoring
stations and
and buildings
buildings connected
connected

therewith:
therewith: Provided,
shall be
limited to
to the
Provided, That such restoration
restoration shall
be limited
the
original purpose
of the
structures; wages
of persons
attending post
post
original
purpose of
the structures;
wages of
persons attending
lights; temporary
employees and
and field
while engaged
engaged on
on works
lights;
temporary employees
field force
force while
works
repair and
and maintenance,
and laborers
laborers and
and mechanics
at
of general
general repair
maintenance, and
mechanics at

lighthouse depots; rations and provisions or commutation
commutation thereof for
for

keepers
keepers of lighthouses,
working parties
field, officers
and
lighthouses, working
parties in
in the
the field,
officers and
and officials
other authorized
authorized
crews of light
light vessels
vessels and
and tenders,
tenders, and
officials and
and other
persons of
Lighthouse Service
duty on
on board
of such
such tenders
tenders
of the Lighthouse
Service on
on duty
board of
or vessels, and money
accruing from
from commutation
money accruing
commutation for
for rations
rations and
and
provisions for
for the
the above-named
above-named persons
persons on
board of
of tenders
tenders and
provisions
on board
and
or in
working parties
parties in
in the
the field
field may
be paid
on proper
light vessels
vessels or
in working
may be
paid on
proper
vouchers
vouchers to the person having
having charge.
vessel or
charge of
of the
the mess
mess of
of such
such vessel
or
under rules
prescribed by
the Secretary
Secretary of
party; reimbursement
reimbursement under
rules prescribed
by the
of
Commerce
Commerce of keepers
keepers of
of light
light vessels
vessels
of light
light stations
stations and
and masters
masters of
and of
for rations
rations and
and provisions
clothing
of lighthouse
lighthouse tenders
tenders for
provisions and
and clothing
furnished shipwrecked
shipwrecked persons
persons who
who may
may be
temporarily provided
provided
furnished
be temporarily
for
them,
by them
exceeding
in
all
$5,000
in
any
fiscal year;
fuel and
not
exceeding
in
all
$5,000
m
any
fiscal
year;
fuel
and
Purchase, etc., of
of quarters
quarters where
necessary for
keepers of
of lighthouses;
lighthouses; purpursiteCh,
etc., of rent
rent of
sites.
where necessary
for keepers
chase of land sites for fog signals;
signals •rent of
necessary ground
for all
all
of necessary
ground for
such
lights and
and beacons
beacons as
are
signals;
for
such lights
as are
for temporary use or to mark
mark changechangeable channels
channels and which in consequence
consequence can
not be
be made
can not
made permanent;
permanent:
rent
of offices,
depots, and
•mileage;
mileage;
rent of
offices, depots,
and wharves;
wharves; traveling
traveling expenses
expenses;'
light stations and vessel
vesselss and
library books for light
books and
and technical
technical books
and
periodicals
periodicals not exceeding
exceeding $1,000; traveling
traveling and
subsistence expenses
and subsistence
expenses
of teachers while actually employed by States or private persons to
Contingent expenses. of teachers while actually employed by States or private persons to
Contingent expse. instruct the children
children of keepers of lighthouses;
lighthouses; all other
other contingent
contingent
expenses
expenses of district offices and
depots; and
and not
and depots;
not exceeding
exceeding $8,500
$8,500 for
for
contingent
contingent expenses
expenses of
of the
office of
of the
the Bureau
Lighthouses in
the office
Bureau of
of Lighthouses
in
the District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, $4,192,500.
$4,192,500.
the
Keepers.
Keepers
Keepers of lighthouses:
lighthouses: For
For salaries of
of not
exceeding one
not exceeding
one thousand
thousand
eight hundred
lighthouse and fog-signal
fog-signal keepers
hundred lighthouse
keepers and
attendand persons
persons attendexclusive of
of post
post lights,
lights, $1,283,200.
ing light
light exclusive
$1,283,200.
Lighthouse vessels,
Lighthouse
and wages
and crews
crews
Loffigandd crvews
Lighthouse vessels:
officers,
crews.
vessels: For
For salaries
salaries and
wages of
of officers
officers and
tenders, including
of light vessels and lighthouse tenders,
including temporary
emtemporary employment
necessary, $1,650,000.
$1,650,000.
ployment when
when necessary,
Superintendents,
Superti ntendents,
Superintendents, clerks, and so forth: For salaries of seventeen
Superintendents,
seventeen
clerks, etc.
superintendents of lighthouses, and of assistant superintendents,
superintendents
superintendents,

Retired pay.
Retired
pay.

Public
sels.

lPublic

works, ves-

wrs

Aids
navigation.
Aids to
to navigtion.

Coast
Coast and Geodetic
Survey.
Survey.
expenditures.
All expenditures.

authorized permanent
clerks, draftsmen, and other authorized
permanent employees
employees in
the
in the
district offices and depots of the Lighthouse Service,
Service, exclusive
exclusive of
of
those regularly
regularly employed in the office of the Bureau of Lighthouses,
District of Columbia, $410,000.
Retired pay: For retired pay
and employees
engaged in
in
pay of
of officers and
employees engaged
the field service or on vessels of the Lighthouse Service, except persons continuously
employed in
in district
offices and
and shops,
shops, $90,000.
sons
continuously employed
district offices
$90,000.
constructing or
Public Works: For constructing
or purchasing
purchasing and
and equipping
equipping
lighthouse tenders and light vessels for the Lighthouse
Lighthouse Service as
may be specifically approved
approved by the Secretary
Secretary of Commerce
Commerce not
to exceed
$100,000, and
establishing and improving aids to
to
exceed $100,000,
and for establishing
to
navigation and other works as may be specifically
app rove d b
y the
the
specifically approved
by
Secretary
Secretary of Commerce, $473,000; in all, $573,000.
$573,000.
COAST
AND GEODETIC
SURVEY
COAST AND
GEODETIC SURVEY

For every expenditure
expenditure requisite for
incident to
the work
for and
and incident
to the
work of
of
the Coast and Geodetic Survey,
including maintenance,
maintenance, repair,
Survey, including
repair, or
or
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operation of
of motor-propelled
motor-propelled or
horse-drawn vehicles for use in
or horse-drawn
operation
field
purchase of
surveying instruments, includof surveying
the purchase
for the
and for
work, and
field work,
ing
to exceed
per day for each station
exceed $1 per
not to
at not
compensation at
extra compensation
ing extra
to
of the
the Lighthouse
Service and the
Weather Bureau
the Weather
Lighthouse Service
employees of
to employees
while
currents, and
and the services of one tide obor currents,
tides or
observing tides
while observing
server
in the
District of
Columbia at not to exceed $1 per day, and
of Columbia
the District
server in
including
compensation, not
otherwise appropriated
appropriated for,
persons
for, of persons
not otherwise
including compensation,
employed
work, and
and commutation
commutation to officers of the field
field
field work,
the field
in the
employed in
force while
while on
field duty,
at a
arate
exceeding $3 per day each,
each, to
to
rate not exceeding
duty, at
on field
force
be
expended in
in accordance
with the
the regulations
regulations relating
relating to the Coast
accordance with
be expended
and Geodetic
Survey prescribed
by the
Secretary of Commerce, and
the Secretary
prescribed by
Geodetic Survey
and

Distribution.

under
following heads:
heads:
Distribution
the following
under the
Field
Field
expenses, Atlantic'Coast:
Atlantic 'Coast: For
resur- Atlantic
e
trand
and Gulf
Gulf
surveys and
and necessary
necessary resurFor surveys
Field expenses,
coasts.
veys
of the
the Atlantic
and Gulf
of the
United States, including
including coasts.
the United
coasts of
Gulf coasts
Atlantic and
veys of
the coasts
of outlying
outlying islands
islands under
under the
the jurisdiction
of the
the United
United Proviso.
p,.oo
jurisdiction of
coasts of
the
Islands, etc.,
etc., limitlimitaStates:
That not
than $45,000
of this
shall tions.
Islands,
amount shall
this amount
$45,000 of
more than
not more
Provided, That
States: Provided,
tons
Atlantic
be
expended
on
the
coasts
of
said
outlying
islands,
the
Atlantic
and
islands,
outlying
said
be expended on the coasts of
entrance to
the Panama
Panama Canal,
$120,000.
Canal, $120,000.
to the
entrance
Pacific coast.
Pacific
For surveys
resurveys of coasts on Paificcoast.
necessary resurveys
and necessary
surveys and
coast: For
Pacific coast:
the
Pacific Ocean
the United States,
jurisdiction of the
the jurisdiction
under the
Ocean under
the Pacific
$314,300.
$314,300.
Physical
hydrohyd
Tides,
currents, and
and so
so forth:
continuing researches
researches in physi- grphyet,
graphy, etc.
For continuing
forth: For
Tides, currents,
cal
relating to
to harbors
and curand for tidal and
and bars, and
harbors and
hydrography, relating
cal hydrography,
rent observations
observations on
on the
of the
the United
States, or otherother coasts
United States,
coasts of
the coasts
rent
under the
the jurisdiction
of the
United States
coat
$29,000.
States, $29,000.
the United
jurisdiction of
under
Coast Pilot.
Pilot.
Coast Pilot:
Pilot: For
For compilation
of the
Pilot, including
the ememincluding the
Coast Pilot,
the Coast
compilation of
Coast
ployment of
such pilots
in the
office
and office
field and
the field
experts in
nautical experts
and nautical
pilots and
of such
ployment
as
$6,800.
observ
Magnetic
be necessary
necessary for
for the
the same,
same, $6,800.
as may
may be
Magnetic
observaetc.
For continuing
continuing magnetic
observations and
and to
to establish
establish meridian
meridian tions,
tios,etc.
magnetic observations
For
lines
in connection
connection therewith
in all
all parts
parts of
the United
United States;
States;
of the
therewith in
lines in
magnetic
in other
other regions
regions under
of the
the
jurisdiction of
the jurisdiction
under the
observations in
magnetic observations
United
of additional
magnetic instruments;
instruments; lease
additional magnetic
purchase of
States; purchase
United States;
of sites
sites where
where necessary
necessary and
erection of
magnetic buildtemporary magnetic
of temporary
and erection
of
ings;
the line
exact levels
between the
the Atlantic, Pacific,
levels between
of exact
line of
continuing the
ings; continuing
and
Gulf coasts;
lines of
exact levels
in Alaska;
Alaska; deterlevels in
of exact
establishing lines
coasts; establishing
and Gulf
mination of
of geographical
geographical positions,
positions, by
by triangulation
triangulation or
or traverse
traverse for
mination
the
of Federal,
State, boundary,
and other
surveys and
and enother surveys
boundary, and
Federal, State,
control of
the control
gineering
works
in
all
parts
of
the
interior
of
the
United
States
and
States
United
the
of
interior
the
gineering works in all parts of
Alaska;
determination of
of field
for continuing
continuing
positions; for
astronomic positions;
field astronomic
Alaska; determination
Cgrervatory, Ukiah,
gravity observations;
the maintenance
maintenance and
of the Ohiervatory, Iklah,
operation of
and operation
for the
observations; for
gravity
latitude observatory
observatory at
exceeding $2,000; and
not exceeding
California, not
Ukiah, California,
at Ukiah,
latitude
including
in the
field and
and office
office of
of such
magnetic
such magnetic
the field
employment in
the employment
including the
observers
as
may
be
necessary,
$134,800.
observers as may be necessary, $134,800.
Earthquake regions.
For
triangulation and
sub- Earthquake regions.
regions subin regions
leveling in
and leveling
precise triangulation
executing precise
For executing
ject
earthquakes $12,000;
$12,000;
tria
aiian
to earthquakes,
ject to
asv"11
a
triangu'taHawaiian
triangulation: For
For adjusting
adjusting the
the triangulation
the tion.
triangulation of the
Hawaiian triangulation:
Hawaiian Islands,
Islands, including
services in
District of
of
the District
in the
personal services
including personal
Hawaiian
latSiopnec.ial°surveys.
Columbia
the field,
Columbia and
and in
in the
peiasurveys
field, $5,000;
$5,000;
..
For
special
surveys
that
may
be
required
by
the
Bureau
of
Lightesueys
For special surveys that may be required by the Bureau of Lighthouses or
other proper
proper authority,
and contingent
expenses incident
incident
contingent expenses
authority, and
or other
houses
thereto,
thereto, $4,500;
$4,500;
Miscellaneous.
For
objects not
hereinbefore named
named that
that may
deemed urgent,
urgent, Misellaneos.
be deemed
may be
not hereinbefore
For objects

and
plans
offplaen
purchase
the preparation or r
including
.the same;
o
th
sreaimbursement,
n specifications
specificati undoer
ons of
of
inc luding
asmay

the
eb
preparation
enecessar
y or
for
vessels and
the
employment
of such
draftsmen in
in the
field and
and
the field
hull draftsmen
such hull
of
employment
and the
vessels

office
office as may be necessary for the same; the reimbursement, under
rules prescribed
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Commerce,
of officers
of the
the
officers of
Commerce, of
prescribed by
rules
Coast and
and Geodetic
Survey
for
food,
clothing,
medicines,
and
other
other
and
medicines,
Geodetic Survey for food, clothing,
Coast
supplies furnished
temporary relief
distressed persons
persons in
in
of distressed
relief of
the temporary
for the
furnished for
supplies
remote
localities
and
to
shipwrecked
persons
temporarily
provided
remote localities and to shipwrecked persons temporarily provided
for by
them, not
to exceed
exceed a
atotal
total of
necessary expense
expenses
actual necessary
$550; actual
of $550;
not to
by them,
for

Relief of shipwrecked,
shipof persons.
Relief etc.,
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Attendance,
Attendance, InterInternational
Research
Council.
Council.

Vessels.

Repairs, etc.
etc.
Repais,
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of officers
officers of
of the
the field
force temporarily
ordered to
to the
the office
in the
of
field force
temporarily ordered
office in
the
District of
for consultation
consultation with
with the
the director,
director, and
and not
not
District
of Columbia
Columbia for
exceedi ng $500
or th
ofthe
the attendance
att en d
ance of
ofrepresentatives
re presen t
ati ves
exceeding
$500 f
for
thee expenses
expenses of
of
Geodetic Survey
Survey who
who may
be designated
designated as
as deledeleof the
the Coast
Coast and
and Geodetic
may be
te from
from the
the United
United States
meetings of
the International
International
gates
States at
at the
the meetings
of the
Research
its branches,
$4,620;
Research Council
Council or
or of
of its
branches, $4,620;
In all,
expenses, $631,020.
$631,020.
In
all, field
field expenses,
Vessels: For
repairs of
including traveling
traveling expenses
ex penses of
of
Vessels:
For repairs
of vessels,
vessels, including
persons
the repairs
exclusive of
engineer's supplies
persons inspecting
inspecting the
repairs, and
and exclusive
of engineer's
supplies

ship chandlery,
$75,000.
Equipment emem- and
and other
other ship
chandlery, $75,000.
Equipment

ployees.

Pa,
etc.,
Pay, etc., commissioned officers.
officers. c
sioned

For all
all necessary
necessary employePA
For
equip the
the vessels,
vessels, includincludemployees to
to man
man and
and equip
ing professional
seamen serving
serving as
as mates
mates on
on vessels
of the
survey,
ing
professional seamen
vessels of
the survey,
to
the work
of the
provided for
and auauto execute
execute the
work of
the survey
survey herein
herein provided
for and
thorized
law, $530,000.
$530,000.
thorized by
by law,
Pay, commissioned
officers: For
and allowances
prescribed by
by
" Pay,
For pay and
allowances prescribed
commissioned officers:
law for
commissioned officers
on sea
duty and
and other
other duty,
holding
law
for commissioned
officers on
sea duty
duty, holding
relative rank
rank with
including one
director with
with
relative
with officers
officers of
of the
the Navy,
Navy, including
one director
relative
rank of
of captain,
two hydrographic
amf geodetic
geodetic engineers
engineers
relative rank
captain, two
hydrographic and
with
captain, seven
seven hydrographic
hydrographic and
geodetic enenwith relative
relative rank
rank of
of captain,
and geodetic
gineers
with relative
relative rank
rank of
of commander,
commander, nine
nine hydrographic
hydrographic and
and geogineers with
geodetic
with relative
relative rank
of lieutenant
lieutenant commander,
commander, thirtythirtydetic engineers
engineers with
rank of
eight
and .geodetic
engineers with
with relative
of
eight hydrographic
hydrographic and
geodetic engineers
relative rank
rank of
lieutenant,.
fifty-five junior
hydrographic and
and geodetic
geodetic engineers
lieutenant, fifty-five
junior hydrographic
engineers
with relative rank of lieutenant (junior grade), twenty-nine aids
with relative rank of
of ensign,
lieutenant
and(junior
including
grade),
officers
twenty-nine
retired in aids
acwith relative rank of ensign, and including officers retired in ac-

cordance
Provided, That the Secretary
Secretary
cordance with.
with existing law, $500,000: Provided,
of
may designate
the hydrographic
and geodetio
geodetic
of Commerce
Commerce may
designate one
one of
of the
hydrographic and
engineers
to act
as assistant
Losi.sztsint director.
director.
act as
engineers to
ice personnel.
Office
personnel.
office
force: For
personal services
in the
Columbia in
iii
Office force:
For personal
services in
the District
District of
of Columbia
accordance with
the Classification
of 1923,
$402,380.
accordance
with the
Classification Act
Act of
1923, $402,380.
exee.
Office expenses:
Office expenses.
expenses: For
For purchase
purchase of
surveyof new
new instruments
instruments (except
(except surveying instruments),
instruments), including
including their
exchange, materials,
materials, equipment,
equipment,
ing
their exchange,
and supplies
supplies required
required in
the instrument
instrument shop,
shop, carpenter
carpenter shop,
shop, and
and
and
in the
drawing division; books, scientific
scientific and
and technical
technical books,
books, journals,
journals,
books of
refereme, maps,
charts, and
copper plates,
plates,
books
of reference,
maps, charts,
and subscriptions;
subscriptions; copper
chart paper, printer's
printer's ink,
ink, copper,
copper, zinc,
and chemicals
chemicals for
electrozinc, and
for electrotyping and
and photographing;
photographing; engraving,
engraving, printing,
printing, photographing,
typing
photographing,
and electrotyping
electrotyping supplies;
supplies; photolithographing
photolithographing charts
and printprintcharts and
ing
stone and
and copper
copper for
for immediate
immediate use;
use; including
including the
eming from
from stone
the employment in the
the District
of Columbia
ployment
District of
Columbia of
of such
such personal
services other
personal services
other
than
clerical as
as may
be necessary
necessary for
the prompt
prompt preparation
preparation of
of
than clerical
may be
for the
charts,
not to
exceed $8,220;
$8,220; stationery
for office
field parties;
parties;
charts, not
to exceed
stationery for
office and
and field
transportation
of instruments
supplies w
hen not
not charged
te
transportation of
instruments and
and supplies
when
charged to
party
expenses; office
wagon and
or automobile
truck; heatparty expenses;
office wagon
and horses
horses or
automobile truck;
heating,
lighting, and
and power;
operation of
ing, lighting,
power; telephones,
telephones, including
including operation
of switchswitchboard;
ice, and
furniture, repairs,
repairs, traveltravelboard; telegrams,
telegrams, ice,
and washing;
washing; office
office furniture,
ing expenses of officers
officers and
and others
others employed
employed in
the office
office sent
in the
sent on
on
special duty in
special
in the
the service
service of
of the
office •miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses,
expenses, conconthe office;
tingencies
of all
kinds, and
and not
exceeding $900
$900 for
extra labor,
labor,
tingencies of
all kinds,
not exceeding
for extra
Subsistence
allow _ $79,500.
Subistence allow$79500.
ancerestricted.
Appropriations herein made for the
ance restricted.
Appropriations
the Coast and Geodetic
Geodetic Survey
Survey
shall not be available
available for allowance
allowance to civilian or other
other officers for
subsistence while
duty at
at Washington
as hereinbefore
while on duty
Washington (except
(except as
provided
the field force
provided for officers
officers of the
force ordered
ordered to
to Washington
for
Washington for
short periods for
for consultation
consultation with
with the director),
director), except
except as
as now
now
provided by
by law.
heries
Bu.
provided
law.
Fisheries
Bureau.
Fisheries
Bureau.
Assistant director.
Asnt

BUREAU
BUREAU OF
OF FISHERIES
FISHERIrSI

Commissioner,
Commissioner,
office personnel.
office
personel.

and
and

Commissioner's Office:
personal
Office: For the Commissioner
Commissioner and other personal
services in
in the
the District
District of
of Columbia
services
Columbia in
in accordance
accordance with
with the
the Classifica,
Classification
Act of
$160,760.
tion Act
of 1923,
1923, $160,760.
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Alaska
service: Pribilof
Pribilof Islands-superintendent,
service.
Alask service.
two Alaska
$2,400; two
Islands-superintendent, $2,400;
Alaska service:
Pribilof
Islands.
agents
$1,200;
caretakers, at $2,000 each; assistant to agent, $1,200;
and caretakers,
agents and
two physicians,
physicians, at $1,800
school-teachers, at $1,200
$1,200 each;
each; three school-teachers,
$1,800 each;
two
large-agent,
two storekeepers,
storekeepers, at $1,800
$1,800 each; Alaska
Alaska service
service at large
agent,
two
$1,800, one $1,500; At large.
$2,500; assistant
$2,000 each,
each, one
one $1,800,
at $2,000
agents-two at
assistant agents-two
$2,500;
$1,000 each; in all,
inspector, $1,800;
$1,800; wardens-one
wardens-one $1,200,
$1,200, seven at $1,000
inspector,
$38,200.
$38,200.
Employees at
at large:
field superintendent,
Employees at large.
$1,800; Employees
superintendent, $1,800;
$2,520; field
Assistant, $2,520;
large: Assistant,
Employees
$1,200;
field
assistants-one $1,500,
$1,200; scientific assistant, $1,200;
one $1,200;
$1,500, one
field assistants-one
clerks-one
one $900;
fish-culturists one $960,
$960, two at $900
$900
$900; fish-culturists-one
$1,200, one
clerks-one $1,200,
each; three
three local
local agents,
at $600
$600 each; five machinists,
machinists, at $960 each;
agents, at
each;
two coxswains,
coxswains, at
at $720
each; in
$21,120.
in all, $21,120.
$720 each;
two
* Distribution
Distribution (car)
Five captains,
each; six DistributionemDistribution em$1,400 each;
at $1,400
captains, at
employees: Five
(car) employees:
plyees'
$1,000 each; P1°Yees
messengers
$1,100 each;
each; five assistant messengers, at $1,000
at $1,100
messengers, at
five
messengers, at
at $840
five cooks, at $720 each; in
each; five
$840 each;
apprentice messengers,
five apprentice
all,
$26,400.
all, $26,400.
Employees at
at fish-cultural
fish-cultural stations:
Thirty-four superintendents,
superintendents) Y'i
n
g loy
cultstral
iiral stastaFish
stations: Thirty-four
Employees
at $1,500
foremen-thirteen, at $1,200
$1,200 each, one $1,080,
$1,080, one tions.
tions.
each; foremen-thirteen,
$1,500 each;
at
$1,000,
thirty-six at $900
$900
each, thirty-six
at $960
$960 each,
fish-culturists--four at
$960; fish-culturists-four
one $960;
$1,000, one
each;
apprentice fish-culturists-six
fish-culturists six at $900
$900 each, one $780, seven at
each; apprentice
$720
each, eighty-eight
custodian of lobster pound,
at $600 each; custodian
eighty-eight at
$720 each,
$720;
custodian, $360;
$360; engineers-two
$1,100 each, one $1,000;
$1,000; two
at $1,100
engineers-two at
$720; custodian,
$600
machinists ' at
$960 each;
firemen-two at $720 each, eight at $600
each; firemen-two
at $960
machinists,
each;
cooks-two
at
$900
each,
one
$480;
in
all,
$184,620.
$184,620.
all,
in
$480;
one
each,
$900
at
cooks-two
each;
Fish-rescue
station Mississippi
District supervisor,
supervisor, Mississippi
Fish rescue
station,
vleytiOn.
MiFsppi
Valley: District
River Valley:
Mississippi River
Valley.
Fish-rescue station,
p.
2a.
Pos,
four
$2,500;
superintendent,
$1,500;
two
field
foremen
at
$1,200
each;
four
Post,
p.
238.
each;
$1,200
at
foremen
field
two
$1,500;
$2,500; superintendent,
fish-culturists at
at large
large at
each; engineer,
engineer, $1,200;
$1,200; clerk,
$1,200;
clerk, $1,200;
$960 each;
at $960
fish-culturists
two
coxswains at
large at
$720 each;
apprentice fish-culturists
fish-cultinists
two apprentice
each; two
at $720
at large
two coxswains
at $600;
$15,280.
sta
in all,
all, $15,280.
at
$600; in
Employees at
at biological
biological stations:
Biological
stations
tatio
eplo
superintendent, employees.
$1,800; superintendent,
Director, $1,800;
stations: Director,
Employees
fish$1,800;
Superintendent
and
director
,
superintendent
of
superintendent
$1,500;
$1,800; superintendent and director,
culture ' $1,500;
$1,500; scientific
at $1,400
$1,200;
$1,400 each, one $1,200;
assistants-two at
scientific assistants-two
culture,
laboratory
$900; shell
shell expert,
expert, $1,200;
$1,200; foreman,
foreman, $1,200;
clerk,
$1,200; clerk,
aid, $900;
laboratory aid,
$900;
two
fish-culturists,
at
$900
each;
five
apprentice
fish-culturists,
apprentice
five
each;
$900
at
$900 two fish-culturists,
at
$1,000 each;
at $600
$600 each;
each;
firemen, at
two firemen,
each; two
at $1,000
engineers, at
two engineers,
each; two
$600 each;
at $600
in
all, $22,800.
$22,800.
in all,
Vessels.
Steamer Albatross:
Albatross: Naturalist,
Naturalist, $2,750;
general assistant,
assistant, $1,400;
Epoyees.
$1,400; Employees.
$2,750; general
Steamer
fishery
$1,400; clerk,
clerk, $1,200;
all, $6,750.
$1,200; in all,
expert, $1,400;
fishery expert,
Steamers Gannet,
Gannet, Halcyon,
$1,700,
Masters-one $1,700,
Phalarope:.:Masters-one
and Phalarope
Halcyon, and
Steamers
one $1,500,
first officer,
engineers-one $1,400,
$1,400, two
$1,200; engineers-one
officer, $1,200;
$1,400; first
one $1,400;
$1,500, one
one
at $1,200
$1,200 each;
each; assistant
assistant engineer,
$1,200; firemen-one
firemen-one $840,
$840, four
four
engineer, $1,200;
at
at
$780
each;
seamen-five
at
$810
each,
two
at
$780
each;
cooks
cooks
two
each;
$780
at
two
each,
$810
at
seamen-five
at $780 each;
at $870
in all,
$22,710.
boy, $600;
$600; in
all, $22,710.
each; cabin
cabin boy,
at
$870 each;
For officers
of vessels
vessels for
for Alaska
service, $31,630.
$31,630. Alaska
Alaska service
service."
fisheries service,
Alaska fisheries
crew of
and crew
officers and
For
Administration: For
expenses of
of the
the office
of the
commissioner, in.
m '. ''"
pensm.
in- p
the commissioner,
office of
For expenses
Administration:
eluding
and reference
reference books,
and
periodicals and
books, periodicals
scientific and
stationery, scientific
cluding stationery,
newspapers
for
library,
furniture
and
equipment,
telegraph
and
teleteleand
telegraph
equipment,
and
furniture
library,
for
newspapers
phone
service, compensation
temporary employees,
employees, and
other
all other
and all
of temporary
compensation of
phone service,
necessary
expenses
connected
therewith,
$3,900.
$3,900.
necessary expenses connected therewith,
Propagation of
of food
food fishes:
fishes: For
repair' a
l
terat i
on,
Propagation
exPropagation exalteration,
penses.
maintenance, repair,
For maintenance,
Propagation
improvement,
equipment,
and
operation
of
fish-cultural
instations,
improvement, equipment, and operation of fish-cultural
cluding $15,000
Wyoming, of
not to
to exceed
exceed
which not
of which
Saratoga, Wyoming,
for Saratoga,
$15,000 for
cluding
$8,000 shall
be available
for construction
propageneral propaof buildings,
buildings, general
construction of
available for
shall be
$8,000
gation of
food fishes
their distribution,
distribution, including
movement,
including movement,
and their
fishes and
of food
gation
maintenance, and
of cars,
of equipment
equipment and
apparaand apparapurchase of
cars, purchase
repairs of
and repairs
maintenance,
tus, contingent
contingent expenses,
expenses, temporary
not to
$10,000
to exceed
exceed $10,000
and not
labor, and
temporary labor,
tus,
for
distribution of
and the
m'
h mussel&
R water
nec- Presh
the neemussels and
fresh-water mussels
of fresh-water
and distribution
propagation and
for propagation
essary
expenses
connected
therewith,
$386,250.
essary expenses connected therewith, $386,250.
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The appropriation
appropriation of $40,000 for the fiscal year
for the
estabyear 1923,
1923, for
the estabfish-rescue station on
lishment of aa fish-rescue
Mississippi River
River made
made by
on the
the Mississippi
by
.
the deficiency
deficiency appropriation
the
appropriation Act
Act approved
approved July
is hereby
July 1,
1, 1922,
1922, is
hereby
continued and made
available during
during the
the fiscal
fiscal year
1925.
made available
year 1925.
Vessels.
vessels.
Maintenance of vessels: For maintenance
Maintenance
maintenance of
of vessels
vessels and
and launches,
launches,
Maintenance.
Maintenance.
including
purchase and
and repair
apparatus, machinery,
including purchase
repair of boats, apparatus,
machinery, and
and
with the same,
other facilities required for use with
hire of
and all
same, hire
of vessels,
vessels, and
all
necessary expenses in connection therewith,
other necessary
and money
accrutherewith, and
money accruing from commutation
commutation of rations and
provisions on
on board
and provisions
board vessels
vessels
may be paid on proper vouchers
to the
charge of
of the
the
vouchers to
the persons
persons having
having charge
Supplies
to Pribilof
Supplies to
Pribilof mess of such vessels,
$107,175,
vessels,
$107,175,
of
which
$10,000
shall
be
immediately
of
which
$10,000
shall
be
immediately
Islands.
available for the procurement
procurement of supplies and equipment
equipment required
required
for shipment to the Pribilof
Pribilof Islands
service of
the fiscal
fiscal
Islands for
for the
the service
of the
year ending
June 30,
1925.
year
ending June
30, 1925.
Commutation of raiommato
no
n ra
Commutation of rations
rations (not
to exceed
exceed $1
per day)
paid
(not to
$1 per
tions.
day) may
may be
be paid
to officers and crews of vessels of the Bureau of
during the
of Fisheries
Fisheries during
the
fiscal year 1925 under regulations
prescribed by
Secretary of
of
regulations prescribed
by the
the Secretary
Commerce.
Commerce.
Food
fishes
inquiry.
Food fishes inquiry.
Foodfshequi.
Inquiry
Inquiry respecting
into the
the causes
of the
respecting food
food fishes:
fishes: For
For inquiry
inquiry into
causes of
the
decrease of food fishes in the waters
decrease
of the
States, and
and for
for
waters of
the United
United States,
investigation and experiments in
investigation
in respect
to the
respect to
the aquatic
aquatic animals,
animals,
plants
plants and waters, in the interests of
fish culture
fishery inof fish
culture and
and the
the fishery
industries,
dustries, including
including maintenance,
repair, improvement,
equipment,
maintenance, repair,
improvement, equipment,
and operations
operations of biological stations,
stations, expenses
expenses of
and preparapreparaof travel
travel and
tion
of reports,
tion of
reports, $38,170.
$38,170.
Statistical inquiry.
tatistical inquiry.
Fishery
For collection
collection and
and compilation
Fishery industries: For
of statistics
compilation of
statistics of
of
the fisheries and the
study of
their methods
methods and
the study
of their
and relations
relations, and
and the
the
methods of preservation
of fishery
preservation and
and utilization
utilization of
fishery products,
products, includincluding compensation
temporary employees
and preparation
preparation
compensation of
of temporary
employees,.,travel
travel and
of reports, including temporary employees
employees m
in the
the District
District of
of ColumColumbia not to exceed
$1,800, and
and all
all other
expenses in
in connecexceed $1,800,
other necessary
necessary expenses
connection
therewith, $26,200.
$26,200.
tion therewith,
Sponge fisheries.
protecting, etc.etc.
Protecting,
Sheriesfisheries:
For protecting
Sponge fisheries: For
protecting the
the sponge
fisheries, including
including
sponge fisheries,
employment
employment of inspectors, watchmen,
watchmen, and
assistants, hire
hi re
and temporary
temporary assistants,
of boats, rental of office
office and
storage, ca
re of
seized sponges
sponges and
and
and storage,
care
of seized
Vol. 38, p. 692.
other
other property,
property, travel,
expenses necessary
to carry
carry out
out
travel, and
and all
all other
other expenses
necessary to
the provisions
provisions of the Act of
to regulate
the sponge
sponge
of August
August 15,
15, 1914,
1914, to
regulate the
fisheries, $2,000.
Alaska, general serv- fisheries,
$2,000.
ice.
ieal
fisheres protAlaska, general
general service:
Alaska,
service: For
protecting the
the seal
of Alaska,
For protecting
seal fisheries
fisheries of
Alaska,
Seal fisheries protection,
tion, food to
to natives, including the furnishing
furnishing of food,
food, fuel,
clothing, and
fuel, clothing,
and other
other necesnecesetc.
sities of life to the natives of the Pribilof
Pribilof Islands of Alaska
transAlaska, transportation of supplies
portation
and from
from the
th e islands,
travel
supplies to
to and
islands, expenses
expenses of
of travel
subsistence while
of agents and other employees and subsistence
islands,
while on
on said
said islands,
hire and maintenance
maintenance of vessels, including
to be
used in
proincluding $10,000
$10,000 to
be used
in providing
supply of
of food,
clothi ng,medicines,
me di ci
nes, and
an d other necesviding a
a reserve
reserve supply
food, clothing,
other necesvol. 3,
sities on
the Pribilof
Pribilof Islands,
and for
all expenses
necessary to
to
on the
Islands, and
for all
expenses necessary
Vol.
36, p.
P. 3.
326.
carry out
out the provisions
provisions of the Act entitled "
An Act
Act to
protect the
"An
to protect
the
seal fisheries of Alaska,
Alaska, and for
other purposes,"
purposes," approved
approved April
for other
April 21,
21,
1910, and
and for the protection
Alaska, including
1910,
protection of the fisheries of Alaska
including
travel, subsistence
subsistence (or per diem in
i
n li
eu of
ofsubsistence)
su b
si
stence) of
of employees
employees
lieu
while on
duty in
in Alaska,
employment of temporary
while
on duty
Alaska, hire of boats, employment
temporary
labor, and all other necessary expenses
labor,
expenses connected
connected therewith,
therewith,
$217,000, of which $100,000 shall be
be available
available immediately.
immediately.
Mississippi River
Mississippi
rescue station.
Amount for construcAmountforcontru
tion continued.
Voontinued,
Vol. 42, P. 772.

Department of Labor.

TITLE IV.—DEPARTMENT
IV.-DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
LABOR
TITLE

Secretary's
Office.
Secretary's Office.
OFFICE OF THlE
.1.11k, SECRETARY
SECRETARY

Secretary,
Secretary, Assistants,
Assistants,

and
officepersonnel.
and office
personnel.

Salaries: Secretary
Secretary of Labor,
Labor, $12,000;
Secretary, Sec$12,000; Assistant
Assistant Secretary,
Second
Secretary, and other personal services
ond Assistant
Assistant Secretary,
services in
in the
District
the District

SIXTY-EIGHTH
SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.

SEss. I.
I.
SESS.

Cu. 204.
CH.
204.

239
239

1924.
1924.

accordance with the
of Columbia in accordance
the Classification
Classification Act of
of 1923,
$171,900; in all, $183,900.
$183,900.
Commissioners
Commissioners of conciliation: To enable
enable the Secretary
Labor
Secretary of Labor
to exercise the authority vested in him by section
8 of the Act creatsection 8
ing the Department of Labor, and to appoint commissioners of
of
conciliation, for per diem in lieu of subsistence
subsistence at not exceeding
exceeding $1
$4
traveling expenses, and not to exceed
exceed $13,300 for personal
personal services
services
telephone service,
in the District of Columbia, and telegraph
telegraph and telephone
service,
$200,000.
$200,000.

Commissioners
Commissioners
conciliation.
conciliation.
Vol. 37, p. 738.

of
of

CONTINGENT EXPENSES,
LABOR
CONTINGENT
EXPENSES, DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF LABOR

miscellaneous expenses
For contingent and miscellaneous
expenses of the offices and bureaus of the department, for which appropriations
appropriations for contingent
contingent
and miscellaneous
expenses are not specifically
including the
miscellaneous expenses
specifically made,
made, including
purchase
purchase of stationery, furniture, and repairs to the same
same, carpets,
matting, oilcloth, file cases, towels, ice, brooms, soap, sponges,
sponges,
laundry, street-car
street-car fares not exceeding
exceeding $200; lighting and heating;
heating;
purchase, exchange, maintenance,
and
maintenance, and repair of motor cycles and
motor trucks; purchase,
purchase, exchange,
exchange, maintenance, and repair of a
a
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicle,
motor-propelled
vehicle, to be used only for offiofficial purposes; freight and express charges, newspaper
newspaper clippings
clippings, not
to exceed
exceed $900, postage to foreign
foreign countries, telegraph and telephone service,
service, typewriters, adding machines, and other labor-saving
labor-saving
devices; purchase of law books, books of reference,
reference, and 'Periodicals
periodicals

Contingent expenses.
Contingentexpenses.

not
$2,500; in
in all,
all, $36,500;
$36,500; and
in addition
from .
Imsuch miAgrdigoinone
migration expenses.
and in
addition thereto
thereto such
not exceeding
exceeding $2,500;
$13,500, to facilitate the
sum as may be necessary, not in excess of $13,500,
purchase, through the central purchasing
purchasing office as provided in the
38, p. 531.
Act of
of June
June 17,
1910 (Thirty-sixth
p. 3
531), Vol.
ol. 36
17, 1910
(Thirty-sixth Statutes at Large, page 531),
Act
of certain
certain supplies for the Immigration
Immigration Service,
Service, shall be deducted
deducted Post, p. 240.
from
"Expenses of
ost' p. 2
of regulating
regulating immigration"
immigration"
from the
the appropriation
appropriation "Expenses
made for the fiscal year 1925 and added to the appropriation
appropriation
"
Contingent expenses,
for that year; and
and
"Contingent
expenses, Department of Labor," for
the total
sum thereof
be and
for Expended
the
total sum
thereof shall be
and constitute
constitute the
the appropriation
appropriation for
Expended through
through
contingent expenses
for the
the Department
Department of
to be
Publication
of Labor,
Labor, to
be expended
expended Division
Division of Publication
contingent
expenses for
and Supplies.
through the
purchasing office
Supplies.
Publications and
and ani
office (Division
(Division of Publications
the central
central purchasing
through
Supplies),
Department
of
Labor.
Supplies), Department of Labor.
Rent:
Rent'
rent of buildings and parts of buildings in the District Rent.
Rent: For rent
of Columbia
for the
of Labor,
Labor, $24,000.
$24,000.
use of
of the
the Department
Department of
of
Columbia for
the use
Printing and bind.
Printing
Department ingring
and tindprinting and
For printing
and binding
binding for Department
Printing and
and binding:
binding: For
Ing.
of Labor, including
including all
and services
services
bureaus, offices,
offices, institutions,
institutions, and
all its
its bureaus,
of
located in
of Columbia,
Columbia, and
and elsewhere,
$215,000.
elsewhere, $215,000.
District of
located
in Washington,
Washington, District
BUREAU OF
STATISTICS
OF LABOR
LABOR STATISTICS
BUREAU

Salaries: For
For the
the Commissioner
Commissioner and
and other
other personal
personal services
services in
in the
the
Salaries:
Classification Act of
accordance with the Classification
of Columbia
Columbia in accordance
District of
1923, $215,000.
1923,
$215,000.
exceeding $4
Per diem in lieu of subsistence not exceeding
$4 of special
transportation; experts and
and employees,
employees, and for their transportation;
agents, and
temporary
assistance for field service outside of the District of Cotemporary assistance
lumbia, to be paid at the rate of not exceeding $8 per day; comexperts in the District of Columbia not to exceed in
pensation of experts
$10,000; temporary
temporary statistical
statistical clerks, stenbgraphers,
stenOgraphers, and typeall $10,000;
writers
Columbia, to
to be selected from civil-service
the District of
of Columbia,
writers in the
registers, the same person to be employed for not more than six consecutive
expenditure for such temporary
temporary clerical
clerical
secutive months, the total expenditure
assistance in the District of Columbia not to exceed $6,000; traveling
traveling
assistance
expenses of officers
officers and employees
materials
employees, purchase of reports and materials
expenses
for
reports and
bulletins
employees,
of the
the Bureau of Labor
Labor Statistics,
Statistics, $72,840.
$72,840.
of
for reports
and bulletins
45822°-25f-18
45822--25t-18

Labor Statistics
Statistics Bureau.

Commissioner,
Commissioner,
office personnel.
personnel.

and
and

Special agents, exexperts, etc.
perts,

Temporary statistiTemporary
cal clerks, etc., in the
District.

Traveling
Traveling
etc.

expenses,
expenses,

240
240
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For periodicals,
newspapers, documents,
and special
reports for
special reports
documents, and
periodicals, newspapers,
For
the purpose
purpose of
procuring strike
strike data,
data, price
price quotations,
quotations, and court
of procuring
the
decisions for
Labor Statistics, $300.
Bureau of Labor
for the Bureau
decisions

Periodicals, etc.
etc
Periodicals,

Immigration
Bureau.
Immigration Bureau.
Commissioner,
Commissioner,
office personnel.

SEss.
SESS. I.
I. CH. 204.

and
and

office personnel.

BUREAU OF
IMMIGRATION
OF IMMIGRATION
BUREAU

Salaries: For the Commissioner and other personal services
services in the

District of
in accordance
accordance with the
of
Classification Act of
the Classification
Columbia in
of Columbia
District

1923, $91,840.
immigration: For enforcement of the laws regulating
Regulating immigration:
regulating
including the conimmigration of aliens into the United States, including
Vol. immigration
tract labor
labor laws;
of reports
reports of
courts,
the Federal
Federal courts,
of the
decisions of
of decisions
cost of
laws; cost
tract
and
the use of the Commissioner General of Imfor the
digests thereof, for
and digests
•
migration; salaries
expenses of all officers, clerks, and emand expenses
salaries and
migration;
ployees
appointed to
to enforce
said laws,
services
personal services
including personal
laws, including
enforce said
ployees appointed
Per diemsubsistence.
8
in
District of
of Columbia
Columbia not
diem in
to exceed $50,000, and per diem
not to
the District
in the
ed38,msubstence.
Vol.
p. 680.
to section 13 of the
lieu
of subsistence
subsistence when
when allowed
pursuant to
allowed pursuant
lieu of
4 Vol. Sundry Civil Appropriation Act approved
Vol. 39, p. 874;
1914; . en1, 1914;
enCivil Appropriation Act approved August 1,
874;
Vol.
;. Vol.
40'Vp. 39
40,
542;
41, p. Sundry
1008;
Vol. 42,
5.
provisions'of
forcement
of the Act of February
February 5, 1917, entitled
entitled
forcement of the provisions
42, p.
p. 5.
LOS; Vol.
Ante,
p. 155.
155.
Ante, p.
"A Act to regulate the immigration
"Au
immigration of aliens to and the residence
residence of
aliens
in
the
States,"
and
Acts
amendatory
necesthereof;
and
States,"
United
the
in
aliens
sary
supplies, including
typewriting machines, alteraof typewriting
exchange of
including exchange
sary supplies,
tions and
expenses authorized by said
all other expenses
and for all
repairs, and
and repairs,
tions
Act; preventing
preventing the unlawful
unlawful entry of aliens into the United States,
Act;
by the
of suitable
suitable officers
the laws in relaofficers to enforce the
appointment of
the appointment
by
Chinese exclusion.
tion
expenses of returning
returning to China all Chinese persons
thereto; expenses
tion thereto;
Chinese exson.
found
unlawfully in the United States, including the cost of
found to be unlawfully
imprisonment
conveyance of Chinese persons
actual expenses of conveyance
imprisonment and actual
Refunding head tax.
refunding of head tax,
Refunding headta
to the frontier or seaboard
seaboard for deportation;
deportation; refunding
maintenance
presentation of eviimmigration fines upon presentation
bills, and immigration
maintenance bills,
dence showing
showing conclusively
collection was made through error
error
that collection
conclusively that
dence
of Government
Government officers;
officers; all
to be
the direction
direction of
under the
expended under
be expended
all to
of
Provisos.
the Secretary of Labor, $4,500,000: Provided, That at least $1,000,000
Additional land
bor- the Secretary of Labor, $4,500,000: Provided, That at least $1,000,000
land borAdditional
der ptrol.
patrol.
of this amount shall be expended
expended for additional land-border patrol
Vehicles outside the of which $100,000 shall be immediately available: Provided further,
ehices outside the of which $100,000 shall be immediately available: Provided further
District.
of
That
purchase, exchange,
maintenance, and operation
operation of
exchange, use, maintenance,
That the purchase,
horse
motor vehicles
vehicles required in the enforcement
enforcement of the immigraimmigraand motor
horse and
tion
exclusion laws outside
outside of the District of Columbia
Columbia
tion and Chinese exclusion
may be
be contracted-for
contracted-for and the cost thereof paid from the appropriamay
tion
tion for the enforcement of those laws, under such terms and conLimit
Provided further,
purchae, ditions as the Secretary
or purchase,
Limit for
Secretary of Labor may prescribe: Provided
further,
etc., of motor vehicles.
than $50,000 of the sum appropriated
That not
appropriated herein may be
not more than
That
expended
in the
the purchase
purchase and
motor vehicles:
vehicles:
such motor
of such
maintenance of
and maintenance
expended in
For border
land
For land
border
d e
Provided
further, That not more than $38,000
$38,000 of this amount shall
Provided further,
patrol.
o
petrol.
maintenance of motor vehicles for
be expended in the purchase and maintenance
land-border patrol.
additional land-border
additional

Enforcing
immigaEnforcing immigration laws.
Vol.
41, p. 1008;
108; Vol.
Vol.41p.
42, p.
42,
p. 5.
15.
A42p. p. 155.
Ante,

Immigrant stations.
u i I dRemodeling bbuildings,
ings, equipment,
equipment, etc.
Natur alit gtfon
Naturalization
Bureau.
Commi's
sloner, and
Commissioner,
office
personnel.
office personnel.

Pay of examiners,
examiners, interpreters, clerks, etc.
terpreters,

IMMIGRATION STATIONS
IMMIGRATION
STATIONS

ferryboat,
repairs to the ferryboat,
For
remodeling, repairing
(including repairs
repairing (including
For remodeling,
Ellis
renovating buildings,
purchase of equipment,
equipment ;
buildings, and purchase
Island), renovating
Ellis Island),
$100,000.
BUREAU OF NATURALIZATION
NATURALIZATION
BUREAU

Salaries:
Commissioner and other personal services in the
the Commissioner
For the
Salaries: For
District of
of Columbia
accordance with the Classification
Classification Act of
Columbia in accordance
District
1923, $108,920.
$108,920.
1923,
General
compensation, to be fixed by the SecreFor compensation,
Expenses: For
General Expenses:
stenographers,
clerks, and stenographers,
tary of
of examiners,
examiners, interpreters,
interpreters, clerks,
of Labor,
Labor, of
tary
Bureau of Natufor the
work of the Bureau
on the work
carrying on
of carrying
the purpose
purpose of
for

SIXTY-EIGHTH
SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.

SESS.
SEss. I.

CH.
Cn. 204.
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P. 596.
34, p.
596.
ol. 34,
the Act approved
ralization, provided
provided for
for by
by the
approved June 29, 1906,
1906, as Vol.
ralization,
p. 736.
amended by
by the
approved March
March 4, 1913 (Statutes
(Statutes at Large,
Large, Vol. 37, p.
Act approved
the Act
amended
Vol. 40, p. M2.
542.
volume 37,
37, page
page 736),
736), and
and May 9, 1918 (Statutes
(Statutes at Large, volume Vol.40,
volume
Services
in
the
in
trvices
for
$52,000
exceed
to
not
including
40, pages
to 548,
inclusive),
548, inclusive),
542 to
pages 542
40,
trict.

DisDis

actual
personal
personal services in the District of Columbia, and for their actual
official
and necessary
necessary traveling
traveling expenses while absent from their official
and
stations, including
official business at cfficial stastreet car fare on official
including street
stations,
Per
subsistence
dpemsubsistence
Per diem
tions,
tions, together with per diem in lieu of subsistence, when allowed Vol.
38, p. 680.
apAct
Appropriation
pursuant to section
section 13 of the Sundry Civil Appropriation
pursuant
proved
August 1, 1914, and for such per diem together
together with actual
proved August
necessary
expenses of
employees of the Bureau
of officers
officers and employees
traveling expenses
necessary traveling
of Naturalization
Naturalization in
in Washington
while absent
absent on official duty outWashington while
of
side
of the
District of
telegrams, verifications
legal
verifications of legal
Columbia; telegrams,
of Columbia;
the District
side of
th
nt outsid
papers, telephone
offices outside
outside of the District of Coo- Rent
in offices
service in
telephone service
papers,
outside the
rent of offices outside of the Dis- District.
for rent
lumbia; not
to exceed
$20,000 for
exceed $20,000
not to
lumbia;
trict of
Columbia where
where suitable
suitable quarters
can not
obtained in
to clerks
in Aistance
be obtained
not be
quarters can
of Columbia
trict
Assistance to clerks
courts.
of June of courts.
public buildings;
buildings; carrying
carrying into
into effect
section 13
of the
Act of
the Act
13 of
effect section
public
Vol. 34, p. 600; Vol.
Vol.
. 830; Vol.
3Vol.
amended by the Act 36,
29, 1906
(Thirty-fourth Statutes,
600), as amended
page 600),
Statutes, page
1906 (Thirty-fourth
29,
pp.
Vol.
pp.3,765,
765, 80;
40,
p. 171.
71
765), and in 40, p.
approved June
25, 1910
1910 (Thirty-sixth
(Thirty-sixth Statutes,
Statutes, page 765),
June 25
approved
accordance with
the provisions
provisions of
the Sundry
Act of June Witn
Sundry Civil Act
of the
with the
accordance
Witness fees.
f
12,
1917; and
for mileage
mileage and fees to witnesses subpoenaed
subpcenaed on behalf
and for
12, 1917;
of the
the United
United States,
appropriation shall
this appropriation
expenditures from this
the expenditures
States, the
of
be
manner and under
under such regulation as the Secretary
the manner
in the
made in
be made
Proviso.
sistants to clerks
of
may prescribe,
Prouvided, That no part of this Assistants
$561,560: Provided,
prescribe, $561,560:
Labor may
of Labor
of
Federal
cxcourts exFedera courts
of
assistants
of
compensation
appropriation shall
be available
available for
assistants cluded.
for the compensation
shall be
appropriation
to
clerks
of
United
States
courts.
courts.uded.
States
United
to clerks of
CI
UANS

CHILDREN'S
BUREAU
CHcIhfDEN'S BUREAU

Salaries: For
For the
chief, and
and other
District
services in the District
personal services
other personal
the chief,
Salaries:
of Columbia
in accordance
Classification Act of 1923,
with the Classification
accordance with
Columbia in
of
$117,820.
$117,820.
To
report upon matters pertaining to the welfare
and report
investigate and
To investigate
of children
children and
and especially
investigate the questions
*questions
to investigate
especially to
life, and
child life,
and child
of
of infant
infant mortality,
personal services
services in
in the District
District of
including personal
mortality, including
of
Columbia
$136,080.
elsewhere, $136,080.
and elsewhere,
Columbia and
For traveling
traveling expenses
expenses and per diem in lieu of subsistence
subsistence at not
For
exceeding $4
$4 of
of officers,
officers, special
special agents,
and other
other employees
employees of the
agents, and
exceeding
Children's
Bureau;
experts
and
temporary
assistants,
to be paid at
assistants,
temporary
and
experts
Bureau;
s
Children
rate not
not exceeding
and interpreters
interpreters to be paid at a
a rate
a day,
day, and
$6 a
exceeding $6
aa rate
not
exceeding
$4
a
day
when
actually
employed;
purchase
of
reports
purchase
employed;
actually
when
not exceeding $4 a day
and material
the publications
of the
Children's Bureau,
newspaBureau, newspathe Children's
publications of
for the
material for
and
pers
and clippings
clippings not
exceeding $700
to enable
enable the
the Children's
Children's Bureau
Bureau
$700 to
not exceeding
pers and
affecting
to
secure
data
regarding
the
progress
affecting
chillegislation
of
progress
the
regarding
data
to secure
dren
and the
of public
public and
and private
dealing
organizations dealing
private organizations
activities of
the activities
dren and
with children,
and for
reprints from
from State,
State, city,
city, and
publiprivate publiand private
for reprints
children, and
with
cations for
for distribution
distribution when
when said
said reprints
can be
procured more
be procured
reprints can
cations
cheaply than
can be
be printed
printed by
the Government,
$72,000.
Government, $72,000.
by the
they can
than they
cheaply
Promotion
of
the
welfare
and
hygiene
of
maternity
infancy:
and infancy:
maternity
of
hygiene
and
welfare
the
of
Promotion
For carrying
out the
the provisions
provisions of
of the
the Act
Act entitled,
"An Act
Act for
for
entitled "An
carrying out
For
the
promotion of
of the
the welfare
welfare and
and hygiene
hygiene of
of maternity
infancy,
and infancy,
maternity and
the promotion
and for
other purposes,"
purposes," approved
November 23,
23, 1921,
$1,007,092.51:
1921, $1,007,092.51:
approved November
for other
and
Provided,
That the
the apportionments
apportionments to
to the
the States
States and
to the
Chilthe Chiland to
Prided,That
dren's
Bureau
for
administration
shall
be
computed
on
the
basis of
basis
the
on
computed
be
shall
dren's Bureau for administration
not
exceed $1.240,000,
the Act
Act entitled
entitled "An Act
Act
by the
authorized by
as authorized
$1.240,000, as
to exceed
not to
for
of the
welfare and
hygiene of
of maternity
maternity and
and
and hygiene
the welfare
promotion of
the promotion
for the
infancy, and
other purposes,"
purposes," approved.
November 23,
23, 1321.
1921.
approved November
for other
and for
infancy,
BUREAU
WOMEN'S BUREAU

Children's Bureau.
Children's
°Mee
and office
Chief of, and

personnel.
personnel.

infant
Child welfare,
welfare, infant
mortality, etc.

Traveling
expenses,
Traveling expenses,
experts, etc.
experts,

Material
Material for publication.

Maternity and InMaternity
fancy Hygiene
Act.
Hygiene Act
fancy
Expenses executing.
Vol.
2M.
42, p. 224.
Vol. 42,

Proviso.
Provs.
Apportionment
to
Apportionment to
States.

Women's 13orean.
Bureau.

and eaSalaries
ex8»lSrlare and

ad
For carrying
carrying out
out the
provisions of
of the
Slrl
entitled "An Act to peam.
the Act entitled
the provisions
For
van, P.M

establish
in the
the Department
bureau to
to be
be known
known as
as the
the
a bureau
Labor a
of Labor
Department of
establish in

'.
VO P7
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CONGRESS.

SESS. 1.
1.
SESS.

CHS. 204,
204, 206,
207.
CHs.
206,207.

1924.
1924.

Women's
approved June
June 5,
personal services
services
Women's Bureau,"
Bureau," approved
5, 1920,
1920, including
including personal
in the
the District
of Columbia
and elsewhere,
of material
in
District of
Columbia and
elsewhere, purchase
purchase of
material
for reports
reports and
and educational
educational exhibits,
newspaper clippings
for
exhibits, including
including newspaper
clippings
not
exceeding $200,
$200, and
and traveling
traveling expenses,
expenses, $107,380.
not exceeding
$107,380.
Employment
Employment ServServ-

ice.
ice.

EMPLOYMENT
EMPLOYMENT SERVICE
SERVICE

Promoting welfare
Promoting
welfare of
of
wageearners.
wage
earners.
Objects
gnated.
Objects desi
designated.

To enable
enable the
the Secretary
of Labor
Labor to
develop
To
Secretary of
to foster,
foster, promote,
promote, and
and develop
the
welfare of
of the
the wage
United States,
including
the welfare
wage earners
earners of
of the
the United
States, including
juniors legally
improve their
their working
conditions, to
to
juniors
legally employed,
employed, to
to improve
working conditions,
advance
for profitable
regularly
advance their
their opportunities
opportunities for
profitable employment
employment by
by regularly
collecting,
information as
as to
to
collecting, furnishing,
furnishing, and
and publishing
publishing employment
employment information
opportunities
for employment;
employment; maintaining
for clearing
opportunities for
maintaining a
a system
system for
clearing
labor
between the
States; cooperating
cooperating with
with and
coordinating
labor between
the several
several States;
and coordinating
the
employment offices
offices throughout
including
the public
public employment
throughout the
the country,
country, including
personal
in the
of Columbia
and elsewhere,
personal services
services in
the District
District of
Columbia and
elsewhere, and
and for
for
their
actual necessary
expenses while
absent from
their actual
necessary traveling
traveling expenses
while absent
from their
their
Per diem
diem subsistence.
Per
subsistence. official station, together with their per diem in lieu of subsistence,
official station, together with their per diem in lieu of subsistence,
Vol. 38,
p. 680.
680.
Vol.
38, p.
pursuant to
to section
section 13
the Sundry
Sundry Civil
Civil AppropriaAppropriawhen allowed
allowed pursuant
13 of
of the
tion Act approved
approved August
1914; supplies
supplies and
August 1,
1, 1914;
and equipment,
equipment, teleteletelephone service,
graph and telephone
miscellaneous expenses,
expenses, $206,284.
service, and
and miscellaneous
$206,284.
28, 1924.
1924.
Approved, May
May 28,
May
1924.
May 29, 29,
1924.

[H. R'.
R. 4.l
498.1
[Public, No. 154.1
154.1

CHAP. 206.—An
Providing for
for a
a recreational
recrsational area
the Crook
CHAP.
206.-An Act
Act Providing
area within
within the
Crook
National
Forest, Arizona.
Arizona.
National Forest,

Be
enacted by
by the
the
of the
of Representatives
Representatives of
and House
House of
the Senate
Senate and
Be it
it enacted
United States
States of
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
United
America in,
in Congress
Gila Ciountygrted
County granted of
is hereby
hereby authorized,
his discretion
Gla
of Agriculture
Agriculture is
authorized,f in
in his
discretion, upon
upon applicaapplicalands
in, for recreation
r
a ea.
tion by
area.
tion
Supervisors of
o Gila
Arizona, to
to desigdesigby the
the Board
Board of
of Supervisors
Gila County,
County, Arizona,
nate and segregate for recreational
recreational development
development any
any lands,
lands, not
not to
to
exceed six
hundred and
and forty
within the
exceed
six hundred
forty acres,
acres, within
the Crook
Crook National
National
Forest, Arizona,
Arizona, which
in his
opinion, are
for such
purpose,
Forest,
which in
his opinion,
are available
available for
such purpose,
and he is hereby
authorized to enter
enter into such form of
hereby authorized
of cooperation
cooperation
with said Board of Supervisors
Supervisors as
as in
his opinion
the
in his
opinion will
will permit
permit the
Not subject to mm. bt
- fullest
fullest use
use of
of the
lands for
for recreational
purposes
without interfering
i
n te rf
er i
ng
without
purposes
recreational
the
lands
n
ingt
forest was established.
in glaws, bect to m - with the objects for which the national forest
Lands
established. Lands
designated and
of this
this Act,
Act, shall
so designated
and segregated,
segregated, under
under the
the provisions
provisions of
shall
not be
be subject
subject to
to the
laws of
of the
not
the mining
mining laws
the United
United States.
States.
Approved,
29, 1924.
1924.
Approved, May
May 29,
rook Natina
Crook
National ForForwt,
,st.Ariz.

Ariz.

?May 29,
29, 1924.
May
1924.
[H. R.
R. 498.1
[H.
498.1
[Public,
[Public, No.
No. 155.]
155.]

Philadelphia, Pa.
Pa.
Philadelphia,
Granted use
use of
of part
part
Granted
of national
national cemetery
of
cemetery
for
for street
street purposes.
purposes.

Proviso.
Proriso.

Conditions.
Conditions.

CHAP.
207.-An
Act To
To authorize
authorize
the
of
to St
grant
permisCHAP.
to the207.—An
city of Philadelphia,
Act
Pennsylvania,
the Secretary
Secretary
to widen
of War
War
Hai nes
to
grant
ree tin
n front
sion
to
the city
of Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania,
to widen Haines Street in front
ot
national cemetery, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
of the national
Pennsylvania.
Be
and House
of Representatives
of the
the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
Representatives of
United
United States of
assembled, That
That the
Secreof America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
the Secretary
tary of War be, and he is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
in his
his
and empowered,
empowered, in
discretion, to
to permit
city of
of Philadelphia,
discretion,
permit the
the city
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, to
to use
use
for street
all or
part of
of land,
and occupy for
street purposes
purposes all
or any
any part
of a
a strip
strip of
land,
side of
Philadelphia
eight feet six inches
inches in
in width,
width, off
off the
the south
south side
of the
the Philadelphia
National
National Cemetery, in said city, and along the Haines Street
Street
frontage
frontage of said cemetery:
Provided, That
the said
said city
remove
cemetery: Provided,
That the
city shall
shall remove
wall marking
marking the boundary
the present stone wall
line between
between said
said
boundary line
cemetery and said street and grade,
grade, build, and maintain
maintain a
a sidewalk
sidewalk
cemetery and
and curb along the frontage
frontage of said cemetery
care for
and mainmainand care
for and
tain said street
street the same as
said city.
city.
as other public
public streets
streets of
of said
Approved,
May 29,
Approved, May
29, 1924.
1924.

SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH

SEss.
I.
SESS. I.

Oils. 208,
208, 209.
CHS.

Bureau in
CHAP. 208.-An
208.—An Act
Act To
establish aaDairy
in the
the Department
Department of
of
Dairy Bureau
To establish
CHAP.

Agriculture, and
for other
purposes.
other purposes.
and for
Agriculture,
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1924.

May 29, 1924.
May29,1924.
[H. R. 71131
No. 15.1
[Public, No.
[Public,
156 1

of AgriBe it
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of
of the
the Department
of Representatives
enacted by
it enacted
Be
Department of Agriculture.
is
United
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
there
there
That
United States of America in Congress assembled,
:o tdriing Bureau
in,
Bureau in,
a bureau to be rDairing
hereby
Agriculture a
Department of Agriculture
the Department
in the
established in
hereby established
etc.,
Appointment
known
the Bureau
Bureau of
of Dairying.
Dairying.
as the
known as
Appointment, etc.,
Bureau.
of Chief of Bureau.
shall be ap- of
SEC. 2.
That a
of the
Dairying shall
of Dairying
Bureau of
the Bureau
Chief of
a Chief
2. That
SEC.
Duties.
pointed by
Secretary of
Agriculture, who shall
shall be subject
subject to the Duties.
of Agriculture,
the Secretary
by the
pointed
shall
He
general direction
direction of
of the
shall devote
Secretary of Agriculture.
the Secretary
general
the disand
industry,
his
time
to
the
investigation
of
the
dairy
the
of
his time to the investigation
Tranfer of Departsemination
of
information
for
the
promotion
of
the
dairy
industry.
industry.
dairy
the
of
promotion
the
for
Transfer of Departinformation
of
semination
activities
relating
activities relating
ment
Agriculture
of
S
EC.
3.
For
the
purpose
of
enabling
the
Secretary
of
Agriculture
Secretary
the
SEC. 3. For the purpose of enabling
to dairy industry.
dairyindustry.
to
purposes
the
out
and
the
Chief
of
the
Bureau
of
Dairying
to
carry
out
purposes
carry
to
Dairying
of
Bureau
the
of
and the Chief
of
this Act,
Act, the
the Secretary
of Agriculture
authorized to
hereby authorized
is hereby
Agriculture is
Secretary of
of this
activities
transfer
to
the
Bureau
of
Dairying
activities
of
the Departsuch
Dairying
of
transfer to the Bureau
relate primarily
ment
of Agriculture
Agriculture as
as he
he may
may designate
primarily
which relate
designate which
ment of
to
dairy industry,
industry, and
to employ
employ such additional persons in the
and to
the dairy
to the
sums au
Necessary
city
and elsewhere,
necessary.
be necessary.
Necessary sums
aumay be
as may
elsewhere, as
Washington and
of Washington
city of
approthorzed to be approSEc. 4.
out the
the provisions
provisions of this thorized
carrying out
of carrying
purpose of
the purpose
For the
4. For
SEC.
priated.
332
prtdpp.
pp. 439,1326.
Act and
the activities
of the Bureau of Dairying,
Dairying, such sums of Post,
activities of
and the
Act
to
authorized
money
as
Congress
may
deem
necessary
hereby
authorized
are
necessary
deem
may
Congress
as
money
be appropriated,
appropriated, in
addition to
to such
provided for in the Agrisums provided
such sums
in addition
be
cultural
Appropriation
Act
for
the
fiscal
year
ending
June 30, 1925.
1925. Effec'dve July 1,1924.
ending June
year
fiscal
the
for
cultural Appropriation Act
24
SEC. 5.
5. That
That this
shall be
be in
effect on and after EffectveJuly,10
and effect
force and
full force
in full
Act shall
this Act
SEC.
July
July 1, 1924.
Approved, May
29, 1924.
May 29,
Approved,
ur u

May 49.'13699214.

May 29, 1924.

[H. R. 169.]
secto amend
Actt to
"An Ac
CHAP. 209.-An
209.—An Act To amend an Act entitled "An
amend secCHAP.
[Public, No. 157.]
relating
laws
the
amend
and
revise,
tion
73
of
an
Act
entitled
'
An
Act
to
codify,
revise
,
and
amend
t
h
e
laws
1571
[Public,
No.
tion 73 of an Act entitled ' An Act to codify,
to
approved June
12, 1916,"
other purposes.
1916,' and for other
June 12,
judiciary,' approved
the judiciary,'
to the

courts.
ates courts
nted States
the United
Be it
Senate and
and House
Howe of
of Representatives
of the
Representatives of
the Senate
by the
enacted by
it enacted
Be
United
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
section '73
of vol.39,p.225,amendVol. 39, p. 22,am end:
73 of
That section
assembled, That
United States
an
"An Act
Act to
codify, revise,
revise, and amend the laws relat- ed '
to codify,
entitled "An
Act entitled
an Act
1916, be, and the same is
ing to
the judiciary,"
judiciary," approved
approved June
June 12,
12, 1916,
to the
ing
udiads
hereby,
amended
to
read
as
follows:
hereby, amended to read as follows:oo
cotriaot.
SEC. 73.
That the
constitute one judicial
judicial tricot.
judicial disshall constitute
Colorado shall
of Colorado
State of
the State
73. That
""SEC.
district, to
to be
known as
the district
district of
of Colorado.
Colorado. Terms
Te
Terms of the dis- Terms.
as the
be known
district,
May
in
Tuesday
trict
court
shall
be
held
at
Denver
on
the
first
Tuesday
and
first
the
on
Denver
at
held
be
shall
court
trict
November, at
at Pueblo
the first
Junction
Tuesday in April, at Grand Junction
first Tuesday
on the
Pueblo on
November,
the
on
on
the
second
Tuesday
in
September
,
at
Montrose
third
Tuesat
September,
in
on the second Tuesday
day
in September,
the fourth
fourth Tuesday
Tuesday in
September,
in September,
on the
Durango on
at Durango
September, at
day in
Adonmentsauthorand
at Sterling
Sterling on
on the
the second
second Tuesday
Tuesday in
June: Provided,
That if at rdr°1148°**
Provided, That
in June:
and at
the
of the
the holding
of said
court in
in any
any year
year in
in either
either ized,
lied, if no business
business at
said court
term of
a term
of a
holding of
time of
the time
Sterling.
of said cities
of
Grand
Junction,
Durango,
and
Sterling,
Colorado
ran
an
g
o
,
Sterling.
and
rango,
Colorado,
Sterling,
and
of said cities of Grand Junction, Durango,
there is
business to
transacted by said court, the term may be
be transacted
to be
no business
is no
there
adjourned
continued by
of the
judge of said court in chamthe judge
order of
by order
or continued
adjourned or
bers
at
Denver,
Colorado:
Provided
further,
That the
the marshal
' '
marshal and Oficeset
That
further,
Provided
bers at Denver, Colorado:
clerk of
of said
said court
each, respectively,
respectively, appoint
one deputy
least one
at least
appoint at
shall each,
court shall
clerk
to
reside at
at and
shall maintain
maintain an
each of the five
five said
said
office at each
an office
who shall
and who
to reside
Pro- 8 og to be
places where
court is
to be
held by
terms of this Act: Prothe terms
be p
by the
be held
Pro.
is to
said court
where said
places
d.
vided.
holding
accommodations
vided
further
.
That
suitable
rooms
and
accommodations
for
'Acte
Rooms
and
vided further, That suitable rooms
court
at Sterling
free of
expense to
States."
the United States.
to the
of expense
furnished free
are furnished
Sterling are
court at
Approved,
May 29, 1924.
Approved, May
rt

ed

rms-

entsauthor-

Offices

etc

Sterlin ,
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May 29, 1924.
1924.
[II.
629.
[H. R.. 6298.]
[Public.
Public. No.
No. 158.]
18.]

SEss. I. CHs.
CHs. 210-212.
210-212.
SESS.I.

1924.
1924.

CHAP. 210.—An Act
Act To
for oil
oil and
and gas
gas mining
mining purpurleasing for
the leasing
authorize the
To authorize
CHAP.210.-An
poses of
lands on
Indian reservations
reservations affected
affected by
by the
the proviso
proviso to
to secon Indian
of unallotted
unallotted lands
poses
February 28, 1891.
tion 3
3 of the Act of February
1891.

Be it
it enacted
by the
Senate and
Representatives of
of the
the
of Representatives
House of
and House
the Senate
enacted by
Be
.
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
unallotted
unallotted
That
nited States of America in Congress assembled,
United
oi
gas mining,' of unal- land on Indian
gas
Indian reservations
reservations other than lands of the Five Civilized
Civilized
lot
anlands
lotted landn
thorized
for ten
years.
Tribes
the Osage
Osage Reservation
subject to
to lease
for mining
mining purpur,
lease for
Reservation subject
te °years.a
thorized for
and the
Tribes and
Indian
reser
Indian reservations.
Leasing
and U
for oil and
Leasing for
ted
mining s ao
t

unal

poses
for aaperiod
period of
of ten
under the
the proviso
proviso to
to section
of the
the
section 33of
ten years
years under
poses for
Act
of
February
28,
1891
(Twenty-sixth
Statutes
at
Large,
page
page
Large,
at
Statutes
(Twenty-sixth
1891
28,
Act of February
795), may
may be
leased at
at public
public auction
auction by
Secretary of
of the
Interior,
the Interior,
by.the
the Secretary
be leased
795),
Consent
of Indians. with the consent of the council speaking for such
Consent of
oil
Indians, for oil
ndans. with the consent of the council speaking for such Indians,
and
gas mining
mining purposes
for a
period of
of not
not to
to exceed
exceed ten years, and
a period
purposes for
and gas
as much
much longer
thereafter as
oil or
or gas
gas shall
be found
found in
in paying
paying
shall be
as oil
longer thereafter
as
Extension authorand the
terms of
any existing
existing oil and gas mining lease
lease may
may
of any
the terms
quantities, and
author- quantities,
Extension
ized.
in
like
manner
be
amended
by
extending
the
term
thereof
for
as
long
as
long
for
thereof
term
the
by
extending
in like manner be amended
Provisos.
Provisos.
Production subject
EtS oil
be found
in paying
quantities: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
paying quantities:
found in
shall be
gas shall
oil or
or gas
subject as
Production
to
State taxat
taxation.
to State
production of
of oil
gas and
and other
other minerals
minerals on
on such
lands may
may be
be
such lands
and gas
oil and
production
Jiontaxed by
which said
lands are
are located
respects the
the
in all
all respects
located in
said lands
in which
State in
by the
the State
taxed
same
as production
unrestricted lands,
and the
Secretary of
the
of the
the Secretary
lands, and
on unrestricted
production on
same as
No lien on Indian Interior
is
hereby
authorized
and
directed
to
cause
to
be
paid
the
tax
tax
the
paid
be
to
cause
to
directed
and
authorized
hereby
is
Interior
No lien o Indian
owner,
so
assessed against
the royalty
interests on
on said
said lands: Provided,
Provided,
royalty interests
against the
owner.
so assessed
haujever,
That such
such tax
tax shall
shall not
become a
a lien
charge of
of any
any
or charge
lien or
not become
however, That
kind
or character
against the
or the
the property
Indian
property of the Indian
land or
the land
character against
kind or
owner.
owner.
Approved, May
May 29, 1924.
1924.
Approved,
Vol. 26,
795.
Vol.
26, p.
p. 795.

May 29,
1924.
29, 1924.
May

H. B.
8050.1
[H.
R. 8050.]
[Public, No.
No. 159.]
169.]
[Public,

CHAP.
Reagan County, in the State of Texas,
Texas,
211.-An Act To detach Reagan
CHAP. 211.—An
from the
the El
Paso division
division of the
the western
western judicial district of Texas and attach
El Paso
from
Angelo division
division of the
the northern
northern judicial
judicial district of said
the San
San Angelo
to the
said county
county to
State..
State..

Be
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
and House
enacted by
Be itit enacted
Congress assembled,
in Congress
States
United
United States
of America in
assembled, That Reagan
Reagan
cial district.
is hereby,
hereby, detached
County.,in
State of
of Texas,
Texas, be,
same is
detached
the same
and the
be, and
Reagan CoLiaty trans- County,
in the
the State
RieganCttytransferred from
El Paso
to from the El
Texas
of
western
the
of
Paso
to
from
El
fered
from
Paso
division
western
judicial
district
Texas
San Angelo division.
and attached to and made aapart of the San Angelo
Angelo division
division of the
judicial district
district of
State.
said State.
of said
northern judicial
Service of process,, northern
Service
SEC. 2.
persons resident
resident in said county
county of
against persons
all process
process against
etc.
SEC.
2. That
That all
etc.
shall
district
court
United
States
before
the United
Reagan and
cognizable
beissued
Reagan
and
outcognizable
of and made
before
returnable
the
to said
States
court
district
at San
court
Angelo,
shall
be issued out of and made returnable to said court at San Angelo,
committed in
persons for offenses
and
that all
all prosecutions
prosecutions against
against persons
offenses committed
and that
said
county of
Reagan shall
shall be
be tried
tried in
in said
said court
at San
San Angelo:
Angelo:
said
county
of
Reagan
court
at
Proriso.
tnited States courts.
United
Texas western
western judiludiTexas

Pending
Pending causes not
affected.
affected.

124.
May 29, 1924.
[S.
Res. 891
89.1
IS. .1.
J. Res.
22.1
[Pub. Res., No. 22.]

Provided,
That no
no civil
civil or
or criminal
criminal cause
cause begun
begun and pendin
pendingg prior to
Provided,That
the passage of
of this Act shall be
be in any way affected
affected by
by it.
it.
Approved. May
May 29,
29, 1924.
1924.
Approved.

Authorizing and
CHAP.
CHAP. 212.-Joint
212.—Joint Resolution Authorizing
and permitting
permitting the State
State of Arkand use permanent
ansas to
to construct,
construct, maintain,
maintain, and
permanent buildings,
buildings, rifle ranges,
ranges, and
ansas
benefit of the
are necessary
necessary for
for the use and
at Camp Pike,
Pike, Arkansas,
Arkansas, as are
utilities at
and benefit
utilities
National Guard
the State
State of
of Arkansas.
of the
Arkansas.
National
Guard of

Resolved
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of the
the
Resolved by
of Representatives
Representatives of
assembled, That the Secretary
Congress assembled,
America in Congress
States of America
United States
United
Secretary
building, etc.,
at, for
for of War be, and he is hereby, authorized to permit the State of
tc., at
building,
hereby, authorized to permit the State of
use of National Guard.
erect, maintain,
Arkansas to erect,
Arkansas
maintain, and use such permanent
permanent buildings,
buildings,
areas
at Camp
Camp Pike, Arkansas,
Arkansas, within the
rifle ranges,
ranges, and
utilities at
the areas
rifle
and utilities
suitable, as
as are necessary
necessary for the use and benefit
most suitable,
most
benefit of the NaProviso.
roiso.
tional Guard
Guard of
of the
the State of
of Arkansas:
tional
Arkansas: Provided,
Provided, That no expense
expense
No Government exauthorization.
of this
the United
United States
to the
shall accrue
pso
Government e- shall
accrue to
States by
by reason
reason of
this- authorization.
pense.
29, 1924.
1924.
pesApproved, Approved, May
May 29,
29, 1924.
Approved, May
Camp Pike, Ark.

eay erect
Arnsas
Arkansas may

SIXTYEIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS . S
ESS. I.
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CHs. 213. 214.
214.
SESS.
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1924.

CHAP. 213.
213.-An
Act Conveying
Conveying to
to the State
State of Delaware
CHAP.
— An Act
Delaware certain
certain land
land in
in
the county
Sussex, in
in that
that State.
State.
of Sussex,
county of
the

Be
enacted by
Representatives of
of the
and House
House of
of Representatives
by the Senate
Senate and
Be it
it enacted
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the United
United States
States of America in
States
to the
the State of
of
and reconveys to
hereby grants,
grants, quitclaims, and
States hereby
Delaware all
Lewes
situate in Lewes
or parcel
parcel of
of land situate
piece or
Delaware
all that certain piece
and
Hundred, Sussex
County, and
of Delaware,
Delaware,
and State of
Sussex County,
Broadkill Hundred,
and Broadkill
bounded and described
described as follows: Beginning at a
marked
a stone, marked
bounded
"IL S.
S. 1,"
on the
opposite the
the town
town of
Lewes, Delaware,
Delaware, and
of Lewes,
".U.
1," on
the beach
beach opposite
located
degrees
to Henlopen
Henlopen Light south eighty degrees
as follows: Bearing to
located as
Henlopen Light
Peter's
Light and
and Saint Peter's
between Henlopen
forty minutes
minutes east; angle
angle between
spire one
one hundred
minutes and
and
fourteen degrees
degrees twenty-three
twenty-three minutes
spire
hundred and
and fourteen
fifteen seconds;
between Saint
spire and
and Greenhill
Greenhill
Saint Peter's
Peter's spire
seconds- angle between
fifteen
Light eighty
eighty degrees
thirty-three minutes
minutes and
and fifty-five
seconds;
fifty-five seconds;
degrees thirty-three
Light
Greenhill Light
Breakwater Light one
Light and Upper Breakwater
between Gfreenhill
angle between
hundred
and twenty-two
minutes and
thirteen
and thirteen
thirty-two minutes
degrees thirty-two
twenty-two degrees
hundred and
seconds;
between Upper and
and Lower
Lower Breakwater Light nine
angle between
seconds; angle
degrees twenty-eight
twenty-eight minutes
and seventeen
seventeen seconds;
seconds; angle
between
angle between
minutes and
degrees
Lower
Breakwater Light
Light and
Henlopen Light thirty-three
thirty-three degrees
degrees
and Henlopen
Lower Breakwater
two
and twenty
one thousand
thousand
southerly one
Thence southerly
seconds. Thence
twenty seconds.
minutes and
two minutes
a circle
six hundred
or less, along the arc of a
feet, more or
six
hundred and thirty feet,
seventy-two and forty-one
of one
thousand eight hundred
hundred and seventy-two
of
one thousand
one-hundredths feet
feet radius
side of South Street, the
to the north side
radius to
one-hundredths
center of
circle, bearing
degrees thirteen
thirteen
fifty-nine degrees
bearing south fifty-nine
of said
said circle,
center
minutes east
east from said
thence south forty-five
forty-five degrees west
said stone; thence
minutes
two hundred
and thirty
thirty feet,
said north side of
along said
feet, more or less, along
two
hundred and
South
to lands
of the
United States
America; thence
with
thence with
of America;
States of
the United
lands of
Street to
South Street
said lands
lands in
direction one
hundred and eighty
feet,
eighty feet,
one hundred
a northwesterly
northwesterly direction
in a
said
more or
or less,
less, to
to a
point; thence
thence leaving
leaving said
lands, northerly
northerly along
along
said lands,
a point;
more
the
of two
two thousand
hundred and
seventy-two
and seventy-two
one hundred
thousand one
a circle
circle of
of a
the arc
arc of
and
one-hundredths feet radius having the aforementioned
aforementioned
forty-one one-hundredths
and forty-one
or
center,
one thousand
eight hundred
hundred and
feet, more or
thirty-eight feet,
and thirty-eight
thousand eight
center, one
less,
three hundred
hundred feet distant from the place
is three
point which is
less, to
to aapoint
of beginning;
thence north
forty-seven minutes
minutes east
east
degrees forty-seven
thirty degrees
north thirty
of
beginning; thence
low-water
five
and seventy-five
seventy-five feet,
more or less, to the low-water
feet, more
hundred and
five hundred
line
Breakwater Harbor;
Harbor; thence
thence easterly
easterly along
Delaware Breakwater
of the
the Delaware
line of
said
low-water line
hundred and
and twenty
or less;
less;
more or
feet, more
twenty feet,
line three
three hundred
said low-water
thence
thirty degrees
hundred
six hundred
minutes west six
forty-seven minutes
degrees forty-seven
south thirty
thence south
and fifty
fifty feet,
feet, more
more or
to the
the place
of beginning;
containing
beginning; containing
place of
less, to
or less,
and
sixteen
seven-tenths acres,
acres, more
or less.
less.
more or
and seven-tenths
sixteen and
Approved, May
31;1924.
1924.
May 31,
Approved,

CHAP.
214.—An Act
Act To
To amend
amend section
section 2
of the
the Legislative,
Executive, and
Legislative, Executive,
2 of
CHAP. 214.-An
Judicial
approved July
July 31,
31, 1894.
Act, approved
Appropriation Act,
Judicial Appropriation

245
May
31, 1924.
May31,1924.
[S.
24311
[S. 2431.1
[Public,
[Public, No.
No. 160.]
160.]
Delaware.
Delaware.
Lands
Lands in Sussex
County conveyed
conveyed to.
Description.
Description.

Mav
1924.
ay 31
31, 1924.
IA- 240-1
[Public, No. 161.]
161.1

[8. 1240.
[Public, No.

Be
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of the
the
of Representatives
Representatives of
House of
by the
Be it
enacted by

D
Duplication
of offices.

proved July
July 31,
31, 1894,
1894, is
is amended
by adding
new
thereof aanew
at the
the end
end thereof
amended by
adding at
proved
sentence to
to read
as follows:
Retired enlisted
enlisted men
Army,
the Army,
of the
men of
"Retired
follows: "
read as
sentence
Navy,
Marine Corps,
retired for
for any
any cause,
retired
and retired
cause, and
Guard retired
or Coast
Coast Guard
Corps, or
Navy, Marine

trestricException to r
tion
on, extended to re
retionon
tired enlisted
ste d men and
men and
officers.

p. 205,
amendUnited States
States of
That section
2no0amend2 V01.28,
voL2ap.
section 2
assembled, That
in Congress
Congress assembled,
America in
of America
United
d Vo. 3 p.
of the
the Legislative,
Executive, and
and Judicial
'judicial Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
ap- eed.
Act, apof
Legislative, Executive,
vol. 39, p. 582.

officers
Army, Navy,
Navy, Marine
or Coast Guard who have
Corps, or
Marine Corps,
the Army,
of the
officers of
been retired
injuries received in battle or for injuries or incapaincaparetired for injuries
been
city incurred
incurred in
line of
duty shall
shall not,
within the meaning of this
not, within
of duty
in line
city
section,
hold or
an office
office during
during such
such
held an
to have
have held
or to
to hold
be construed
construed to
section, be
retirement."
Approved, May
May 31,
31, 1924.
1924.
Approved,

oln
.
extended to
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May
1924.
May 3Si,1924.
[H. R. 28751
[Hc,.
. 2-75.
[Public, No. 162.)

an es
Flathead
Flathead
InIndian Reservation, Mont.
Additions
to
final
roll
Additons tofinalroll
of Indiana
Indians of.
Vol. 40, p. 591; Vol.
41, p. 9.

1924.
1924.

Act To
To provide
provide for
CHAP. 215.-An
215.—An Act
addition of
of certain
certain
for the
the addition
of the
the names
names of
persons
persons to
to the
the final
final roll
roll of
the Indians
of the
Flathead Indian
Indian Reservation,
of the
Indians
of
the
Flathead
Reservation,
Montana_
Montana.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
of the
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
United
United States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
of the Interior be, and he is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized to add to the final
final

Vol. roll
roll of
of the
the Indians
Indians
Montana,
Montana, approved

p.

p.

Gas.
-218.
CHS. 215
215-218.

of
the (Jocko)
(Jocko) Flathead
Reservation,
of the
Flathead Indian
Indian Reservation,
January
January 22, 1920, under the Act of
of May
May 25,
25,

1918 (Fortieth Statutes, page 591),
591), and
the Act
June 30,
30, 1919
1919
and the
Act of
of June
(Forty-first Statutes
9), the names of
persons,
(Forty-first
Statutes, page 9),
of the
the following persons,
descendants of the Confederated
Confederated Flathead Tribes
Tribes of Indians:
Indians: Lucy
Lucy
Contesto, Mary Sophie Contesto, Clifford
Gendron, Adolph
Clifford Gendron,
Adolph Squeque,
Squeque,
Peter Joseph Chalwain, Dennis McLeod,
McLeod, Margaret
Ashley,
Margaret Louise
Louise Ashley,
Veona Carlson, Lois May Houle, Norbert
Norbert Marage,
Marage, Eva Matilda
Matilda Matt,
Woodcock, Wilton Sidney
Worley, Harry
Harry Leon
Leon BeauBeauEneas Isadore Woodcock,
Sidney Worley,
chaine, Henry
aita aentchaine,
Henry Louzeau,
Louzeau, and
and Louise
Louise Isaac.
Isaac.
Per capita payment
The
Secretary of
of the
Interior is
also authorized
to pay
to each
t funds.
fotrPnbPal
s*n.
The Secretary
the Interior
from
tribal
is also
authorized to
pay to
each
of the persons named a
asum equal to that heretofore paid per capita
to those whose names were on the approved roll, such payments to
to
be made from any tribal funds in the Treasury
of the
the
Treasury to the credit
credit of
Flathead Indians.
Flathead
Approved,
May 31,
Approved, May
31, 1924.
May 31,
31, 1924.
1924.
[H. R. 2882.)
2ss2.1
(Public, No.
163.)
[Public,
No. 163.1
Ute

Me Indians, Utah.
Tract reserved as
school
school site for.

site for.

May 31,
1924.
31, 1924.
[H. R. 2884.1
[Public, No. 164.1

for the
CHAP. 216.-An
218.—An Act To provide
provide for
the reservation
reservation of
of certain
certain land
land in
in Utah
Utah
as aa school site for Ute Indians.

Be
enacted by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House of
of Representatives
of the
the
it enacted
Be it
BIn
Representatives of
United
States of America
America in
United States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That there is
is

hereby withdrawn
from settlement, occupancy,
occupancy, or disposal
hereby
withdrawn from
disposal under the
laws of the United
United States, and set apart and
for and
and as
and reserved
reserved for
as
aa school site for
for the benefit
the Ute
Ute Indians,
Indians, an
unsurveyed
benefit of
of the
an unsurveyed
tract of land in San Juan
County, Utah,
Juan County,
Utah, located
located in
in township
township 36
36
south, range 21 east, Salt Lake meridian,
northmeridian, approximately
approximately the
the northeast quarter of the southwest
southwest quarter
quarter of
section 7.
7.
of section
Approved,
Approved, May
1924.
May 31,
31, 1924.
Act Providing
CHAP. 217.-An
217.—An Act
Providing for
reservation of
of certain
lands in
for the
the reservation
certain lands
in Utah
Utah
for certain
certain bands
bands of
of Paiute
for
Paiute Indians.
Indians.

Pauteindans Itah
Be itit enacted
the Senate
of the
Be
enacted by
by the
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
Pautelndi
ns '
uta
b*United
United States
States of
in Congr
ess assem
bled, Th
atthere
there is
i
s hereby
hereby
Lands set a
apart
for
Lands
or
of America
America in
Congress
assembled,
That

withdrawn
withdrawn from
from settlement,
settlement, occupancy,
occupancy, or disposal under the laws
of
the
United
States, and set apart and reserved for the use, benefit,
of the
and occupancy of certain bands of Paiute Indians, and such other
other
Indians of this tribe as the Secretary of
Interior may
see fit
fit to
to
of the
the Interior
may see
settle thereon, subject,
subject, however, to any valid existing
rights of
existing rights
of any
any
persons thereto,
persons
thereto, the tracts of land in the State of Utah, particularly
described as follows: Sections 21, 22, 23, and 24,
described
township 29
24, township
29 south,
south,
range
Salt Lake
meridian.
range 18 west,
west, Salt
Lake meridian.
Approved, May
Approved,
May 31,
31, 1924.
1924.

use of, etc

use of, etc.

May 31, 1924.
H. R.
4437.]
[H.
R. 4437.1
[Public, No. 165.1
165.l
[Public,

enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
Representatives of
of the
the
Un i
te dStates
States of
all the
right,
United
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That all
the right,
and int
erest of
of the
the U
ni
te d S
tates of
America in
the
in title,
title, and
interest
United
States
of America
in and
and to
to the
eqita
municipality of Flomaton, State
lands situated
situated in the municipality
State of
of Alabama,
Alabama,

Flomaton, Ala. tates
Flomton,
Title
of United
Tjmted States
statesi
Title
t
described lands
to descibed
lands in,

oreesd

owners.
r:leaseci

to

CHAP. 218.-An
municipality of
218.—An Act To quiet titles to land in
in the municipality
of FloFlomaton,
of Alabama.
Alabama,.
maton, State
State of

equitable
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being
quarter of the southof land described
described as southwest quarter
acres of
being forty acres
west
quarter of section 34,
8 east,
east, of Saint
Saint
34, township 11north, range 8
west quarter
Stephens meridian,
meridian, be,
granted, released,
released,
hereby, granted,
and the
the same
same are hereby,
be, and
Stephens
and
relinquished by the
the United States to the equitable owners of
and relinquished
the
equitable titles
thereto and
and to
heirs and assigns
to their respective
respective heirs
titles thereto
the equitable
forever,
as fully
and completely
n every
every respect
respect whatever
whatever as could
could Proo.
completely i
in
fully and
forever, as
Proviso.
of
law: Provided,
be
issued according
Provided, That
That the
the Only right, etc., of
to law:
according to
by patents
patents issued
be done
done by
Umted States relinsUnited States relina relinquishment
only to a
confirmations
hereby shall
shall amount
amount only
relinquishment quished.
granted hereby
confirmations granted
of
title that
that the
United States
has or
is supposed
No valid right min No
to have in
or is
supposed to
States has
the United
any title
of any
valid right imand
any of
of said
said lands,
be construed
construed to abridge, im- paired.
shall not be
and shall
lands, and
and to
to any
pair,
prejudice, or
or divest
any manner
valid right, title,
any valid
in any
manner any
divest in
pair, injure,
injure, prejudice,
and
corporate whatever, the true
interest of
of any person or body corporate
and interest
intent
of this
and
abandon all right, title, and
and abandon
to concede
concede and
Act being to
this Act
intent of
interest
United States
to those
persons, estates,
estates, firms,
corfirms, or
or corthose persons,
States to
interest of
of the
the United
porations
who would
be the
true and
and lawful
lawful owners
of said lands
lands
owners of
the true
would be
porations who
under the
laws of
Alabama, including
prescription, in the
the
of prescription,
the laws
laws of
including the
of Alabama,
under
the laws
absence
title, and estate of the United States.
interest, title,
of said interest,
absence of
Approved, May 31, 1924.

CHAP.
Granting the consent of Congress
Congress to the Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh
219.-An Act Granting
CHAP. 219.—An
a bridge across the Tug Fork
Coal, Land
Land and
and Railroad
Company to construct a
Railroad Company
Coal,
the
of Big
Big Sandy
Sandy River
at or
near Nolan,
County, West Virginia, to the
Nolan, in Mingo County,
or near
River at
of
Kentucky aide,
Kentucky.
County, Kentucky.
in Pike
Pike County,
side, in
Kentucky

Be
of the
of Representatives
Representatives of
and House of
Senate and
by the
the Senate
Be it
it enacted
enacted by

May
31, 1924.
May 31,
[H. It. 5218.1
[Public, No. 16.]
166.1

[H. R. 5218.
[Public, No.

g

Tug

ork of
of

Park

ig

Big

River.
sandy River.
United States
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the consent Sandy
of America
States of
United
Pittsburgh Coal,
PidttsbugndK
of Congress is hereby granted to the Pittsburgh Coal, Land and Rail- Land
of
and
Railroad

Company may
road Company,
Company, of
of Pittsburgh,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania,
and its
successors and
bridge
may bridge,
and company
its successors
Pennsylvania, and
road
Nolan, W. Va.

assigns,
maintam, and operate
operate a
abridge and approaches
approaches Noln, W. a.
construct, maintain,
assigns, to construct,
thereto
a point suitable
of Big Sandy River at a
thereto across the Tug Fork of
to
the interests
interests of navigation
navigation at or near Nolan, in the county of
of
to the
Mingo,
to the
Kentucky side,
side, in
the county
county Construction.
Mingo, State
State of
of West
West Virginia,
Virginia, to
the Kentucky
in the
c
on.
Vol. 3,
34, p. 84..8
of
Pike, State
Kentucky, in
accordance with the provisions of the vol.
in accordance
of Kentucky,
State of
of Pike,
Act
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
the construction
bridges over
over
construction of bridges
regulate the
to regulate
Act entitled
navigable
waters," approved
approved March
1906.
navigable waters,"
March 23,
23, 1906.
Amendmnt.
Amendment.
SEC. 2.
2. That
to alter,
this Act is
repeal this
or repeal
amend, or
alter, amend,
right to
the right
That the
SEC.
hereby expressly
expressly reserved.
hereby
Approved,
Approved, May 31, 1924.

CHAP.
Act To
To authorize
lands
setting aside of certain tribal lands
the setting
authorize the
220.-An Act
CHAP. 220.—An
within the
Quinaielt Indian
Indian Reservation
Washington, for
for lighthouse
purposes.
lighthouse purposes.
in Washington,
Reservation in
the Quinaielt
within

May 31, 1924.
1924.
May
[H.
6416.]
HI. R. 5416.1
[Public, No. 167]

[Pub,

R.
No. 167.

Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
Indian
Be
it enacted
House of
of the
the Quinaielt
Quinaielt
Indian
Reservation, Wash.
United
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
Secretary Reservation,
the Secretary
America in
States of
United States
Lands in, set aside for
of
use.d
ighthnoS use.
set aside
aside for light- lighthouse
to set
he is hereby,
hereby, authorized to
and he
be, and
Interior be,
of the
the Interior
house
purposes, lot
lot 5
5in
lot 11section 24, township 21
and lot
13 and
in section 13
house purposes,
Quinaielt
north, range 13 west of Willamette meridian, within the Quinaielt
Indian Reservation,
Washington, containing
containing a
a total of forty-three Provisos.
Reservation, in Washington,
Indian
Payment for, from
and twenty-hundredths
acres: Provided,
Secretary of Com- Payent
the Secretary
Provided,That the
twenty-hundredths acres:
and
8e e apService
merce shall
pay the
Indians therefor,
from the
for the
the Lighthouse
ap Ligphtho
appropriation for
the appropriation
therefor, from
the Indians
shah pay
merce
propriation.
general
expenses
of
the
Lighthouse
year
in
fiscal
for
the
Service
Lighthouse
the
of
expenses
general
which this reservation is made, such price for the lands set aside
hereunder as
as may
may be
agreed upon
the Interior
Interior Funds
Fds to be depositdepotSecretary of
of the
be agreed
upon by
by the
the Secretary
hereunder
ed to
of Resernsre
and
Secretary of
Commerce: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
creit of
ed
to credit
funds tion
the funds
That the
of Commerce:
the Secretary
and the
Indians.
.
United States "n
thus
derived shall be deposited in the Treasury
Treasury of the United
thus derived
to
Reservation, and shall
the Quinaielt R':,-,.t.rvation,
Indians of the•
of the
the Indians
the credit of
to the
expenditure for their benefit in such manner as the
be subject to expenditure
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
Interior may deem for their best interests.
interests.
Secretary
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Rights
Rights of
of Indians
India rereserved
etc., deserved for
for oil,
oil, etc.,
deposits.

posits.

May
May 31, 1924.
1924.
H. 6207.1
[H. R.
6297.1
[Public, No.
No. 168.]
168.1

trnsferred tfrvaton

Leav-

or

uses

Appropriation for
d to
transferred

bridge,

tran

to

Department of
ustice.
Department
of J
Justice.
42, p. 1393.
Vol. 42
393

Addo

t

Additional amount
auitorit
for bridge
idge
authorized for
rld; ;P
p.688.
,,p .
l'ea ys

Iday 31,
1924.
May
31, 1924.
[H. B. 75
7500.]
[Public, No. 169.]

[H.R.

CRS.
220-222.
CGs. 220-222.

1924.
1924.

SEC. 2.
2. That
That there
hereby reserved
use and
and benefit
of the
there is
is hereby
reserved for
for the
the use
benefit of
the
Indians of
of the
the Quinaielt
Reservation in
gas, coal,
coal, or
or
Indians
Quinaielt Reservation
in common
common all
all oil,
oil, gas,
other minerals
minerals in
in the
the lands
lands set
aside hereunder
hereunder for
for lighthouse
lighthouse purpurother
set aside
poses, and
the right
prospect for
for and
and mine
mine these
under
and the
right to
to prospect
these commodities
commodities under
such
rules and
and regulations
regulations as
may be
agreed upon
by the
of
such rules
as may
be agreed
upon by
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Interior
and the
Secretary of
of Commerce.
the
Interior and
the Secretary
Commerce.
Approved,
May 31,
Approved, May
31, 1924.
1924.

CHAP. 221.-An
CHAP.
221.—An Act
Act Authorizing
Authorizing and
and directing
directing the
War to
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War
to
transfer
the jurisdiction
of Justice
that portion
portion of
the
transfer to
to the
jurisdiction of
of the
the Department
Department of
Justice all
all that
of the
Fort Leavenworth
Leavenworth Military
Military Reservation
the State
and
Reservation which
which lies
lies in
in the
State of
of Missouri,
Missouri, and
for other
purposes.
for
other purposes.

Fort Leavenworth,
rns Leavenwr
Bans.
Part of, reservation
transferred to Federal
transferred
Federal
penitentiary at
at Leavpenitentiary
enworth, for farm uses.

enor

SEss.
I.
SEss.I.

0.]

Be it
it enacted
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate
House of
Representatives of
of
United States of America
America in
the United
in Congress
That the
the
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
Secretary
War is
Secretary of War
is hereby
hereby authorized
directed to
to transfer
to
authorized and
and directed
transfer to
the
Department of
of Justice
Justice for
for use
use as
as aa farm
farm in
in
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
of the
the Department
connection with the United States
States penitentiary,
connection
Leavenworth,
penitentiary, Leavenworth,
Kansas, all
Kansas,
all of
of that
the Fort
Fort Leavenworth
Military Reserthat portion
portion of
of the
Leavenworth Military
Reservation
in the
State
of
Missouri,
and
including
the bridge
bridge
vation which
which lies
lies in
the State of Missouri, and including the
across the
Missouri River.
River. And
appropriation for
for
across
the Missouri
And $50,000
$50,000 of
of the
the appropriation
in the
roads, walks, wharves, and drainage
drainage contained in
the War
War DepartDepartfiscal year
ment Appropriation
Appropriation Act for the fiscal
year 1924,
1924, which
which was
was
appropriated for
for the
of said
said bridge,
be transferred
appropriated
the repair
repair of
bridge, shall
shall be
transferred to
to
the
Department of
of Justice
making necessary
necessary repairs
repairs to
to
the Department
Justice for
for use
use in
in making
said
bridge
and
the
approaches
thereto.
said bridge and the approaches thereto.
There is hereby authorized to be appropriated,
appropriated, out
of any
out of
any moneys
moneys
in
not otherwise
appropriated, the
additional amount
in the
the Treasury
Treasury not
otherwise appropriated,
the additional
amount
so much thereof
of $50,000, or so
thereof as
may be
to make
make the
as may
be necessary,
necessary, to
the
Said repairs
repairs on said bridge. Said
repairs shall
shall be
be made
made with
with all
all reasonreasonable diligence
diligence and said moneys shall
shall be
be available
available until
expended.
until expended.
Approved, May
May 31,
31, 1924.
1924.
Approved,

CHAP. 222.-An
222.—An Act To authorize the sale of certain lands at or near Adger,
Ada
County, Idaho,
for railroad
railroad purposes.
Ada County,
Idaho, for
purposes.

Be
enacted by
and House
of Representatives
of the
the
Be it
it enacted
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
Representaties of
United States of America
America in
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
Secretary
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
of the Interior be,
be, and hereby
hereby is,
is, authorized
authorized to
sell and
convey to
to
to sell
and convey
Ada
Oregon Short
Line Railroad
Railroad Company,
Company, a
the
Oregon
Short Line
organized
a corporation
corporation organized
Me
under the laws of the State of
of Utah,
Utah, and
and authorized
authorized to
to do
do business
business
in the State of Idaho, its successors
successors and
and assigns,
assigns, for
for aa sand
sand and
and
gravel pit for railroad
be fixed
railroad purposes, and at aa price to be
fixed by
by
appraisement
acre, and
appraisement at not less than $25 per acre,
and under
under such
such terms,
terms,
conditions,
conditions, and regulations as
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
may
as the
Interior may
prescribe,
the following-described
following-described lands,
lands, situated
situated in
in Ada
Ada County,
rescribe, the
County,
Idaho:
'Idaho:
Description.
D t oripu
All
of the
south half of the northeast quarter, the north
All that
that part
part of
the south
half of the southeast quarter,
quarter, and
and the
the southeast
southeast quarter
quarter of
of the
the
southeast
township 1
southeast quarter of section 25, township
north, range
range 22 east,
1 north,
east,
Boise meridian, and lot 3
3 and lot 4
of section
section 30,
30, township
4 of
township 11north,
north,
3 east, Boise meridian,
following-described area:
range 3
meridian, within the following-described
area:
Beginning
intersection of the present southwesterly
southwesterly rightrightBeginning at the intersection
of-way boundary of the main line of the Oregon
Oregon Short
Short Line
Line Railroad
Railroad
Company,
Company'with
with the
the range
ne common
township 1
th, range
range li
line
common to
to township
1 nor
north,
range 2
2
1 north, range
range 33east
east, and township
township 1
east of
the Boise
one
of the
Boise meridian,
meridian, one
hundred
angles, from
hundred feet southwesterly, measured at right angles,
the cencenfrom the
ter
line of
of main
track of
of said
said railroad, said intersection
intersection also bearing
bearing
ter line
main track

lands.
Public lands.
Sale
Oregon Short
Short
sale to Oregon
Line Railroad ComRailroad
Lne for
pany
railroadCorpurlands in
,of
o lands
in Ada
im
sly, Idaho.
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north, sixteen
sixteen hundred
hundred and nineteen
nineteen and sixty-three
sixty-three one-hundredths
one-hundredths
feet from the section corner common to sections 25
of said
25 and
and 36
36 of
said
township 11north, range 2
2 east, and sections 30 and 31 of
of said
said towntownship 1
1 north, range 3
3 east; thence
thence north fifty-one
fifty-one degrees
degrees seven
seven
minutes west, along said southwesterly right-of-way
right-of-way boundary,
boundary, being
being
one hundred
hundred feet southwesterly
southwesterly from and parallel
center line
parallel to said
said center
line
of main track, for a
a distance of twenty-six
twenty-six hundred and sixty and
and
twenty-two
twenty-two one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet; thence
thence south six hundred
hundred and
and fortytwo and thirty-two
one-hundredths feet to aa point in
thirty-two one-hundredths
in the
the east and
and
west center line of said section 25, which is
hundred feet
feet southsouthis six
six hundred
westerly, measured at right angles, from the
center line
line of
of
the said
said center
main track; thence south fifty-one degrees seven
minutes east
east along
along
seven minutes
a line which is six hundred feet southwesterly
a
southwesterly from
from and
and parallel
parallel to
to
said center line of
of main
track for
distance of
oft
wenty- six hundred
hundred
main track
for a
a distance
twenty-six
and sixty and twenty-two
one-hundredths feet to
twenty-two one-hundredths
point in
in the
to a
a point
the
said range line common
to township
township 1
and towncommon to
1 north,
north, range
range 2
2 east,
east, and
township 1
1 north, range 33 east; thence
degrees fiftyfiftythence north
north eighty-nine
eighty-nine degrees
six minutes east, seven hundred and ninety-five
and thirty-six
ninety-five and
thirty-six oneonehundredths feet, to aa point in
hundredths
right-of-way
in the said
said southwesterly
southwesterly right-of-way
boundary; thence
thence north fifty-one
seven minutes
west, along
along
fifty-one degrees
degrees seven
minutes west,
said southwesterly
southwesterly right-of-way
being one
one hundred
hundred feet
right-of-way boundary,
boundary, being
feet
southwesterly
southwesterly from and parallel to said center
center line
line of
track,
of main
main track,
for aa distance of ten hundred and twenty-one
twenty-one and seventy-six
seventy-six onehundredths feet, to the point of begimung,
containing, in
all,
beginning, and
and containing,
in all,
Pqwoso. etc.,
thirty-six and thirty-nine
one-hundredths acres, more or less: Prothirty-nine one-hundredths
Pro- Mineral,
Minerra,
etc.,
vided, That there shall be reserved to the United
United States all
oil, its
reserved.
all gas,
gas, oil,
its reserved.
coal, or other mineral deposits found
in the
lands
found at
at any
any time in
the said
said lands
and the right to prospect
and remove
remove the
same.
prospect for, mine, and
the same.
Approved,
31, 1924.
Approved, May
May 31,
1924.

CHAP.
CHAP. 223.-An
223.—An Act Authorizing
Authorizing preliminary
examinations and
and surveys
of
preliminary examinations
surveys of
sundry streams
sundry
streams with
view to
floods.
with aaview
to the
the control
control of
of their
their floods.

de

depos-

1924.
May 31,
31, 1924.
I[H.
Ra.
8070
[H.
R. 80704

(Public, No. 170.]
170.)
[Public,

it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
Be it
Representatives of
of the
the
and House of
of Representatives

Floodl control.
United
States of
America in
United States
of America
Congress Assembled,
Assembled, That
That the
in Congress
the Preliminary
Flso cntroeml
examl.
Secretary of War be, and
and he is hereby, authorized
nations
to be
of
authorized and
and directed
Secretary
directed to
to
e made oi

streams for.
cause preliminary
examinations to be made of the following
preliminary examinations
following sundry
sundrysteamsfor.
streams with aa view to the control
control of
of their
their floods
in accordance
accordance
floods in
Vol. 39, p. 850.

with
provisions of
with the
the provisions
of section
"An Act
Act to
to provide
provide for
the V Oa p9.9O
section 3
3 of
of "An
for the
control of
River and
the Sacramento
of the
the floods
floods of
of the
the Mississippi
Mississippi River
and of
of the
Sacramento
River, California, and for other purposes,"
purposes," approved
approved March
1917:
March 1,
1, 1917:
designated.
Texas; Brazos
Brazos River,
Trinity River,
River, Texas;
River, Texas;
River, New
New Streams
Texas; Canadian
Canadian River,
Strms dedgad.
Mexico,
Texas,
and
Oklahoma;
North
Fork
Canadian,
Texas
and
Mexico, Texas, and Oklahoma; North Fork Canadian, Texas and
Oklahoma;• Deep Fork, Virdigris, and Little River,
Oklahoma
River Oklahoma;
Oklahoma;
River, New Mexico and
Cimarron 'River,
Oklahoma; Wolf
Wolf and
Fox
and Oklahoma;
and Fox
Rivers, Wisconsin;
Wisconsin •West Fork of
of White
White River
River, Indiana;
Indiana; Guadalupe
Guadalupe
River,
River, Texas; Columbia River,
Martins Bluff
River, between
between Martins
Bluff and
and mouth
mouth
of Lewis River, Washington;
Washington; Skagit River
River, Washington;
Washington; Pond
Pond
River, Kentucky; Colorado
Texas; RedRiver,
Arkansas, and
Colorado River
River,'Texas;
Red River, Arkansas,
and
Arkansas
in Kansas,
Kansas, Oklahoma,
Oklahoma, and
Arkansas River
River in
and Arkansas.
Arkansas.
Sum authorised Sr.
The sum
sum of
of $6,000,
The
$6,000, or
or so
as may
may be
necessary, is
is smanthOiedr.
so much
much thereof
thereof as
be necessary,
hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to be expended
of any
any funds
funds heretofore
expended out of
heretofore Post, p. 516.
appropriated
for examinations,
examinations, surveys,
appropriated for
of rivers
surveys, and
and contingencies
contingencies of
rivers A p.58.
and harbors
harbors to
to carry
carry out the provisions
provisions of
of this
this section.
section.
Surveys directed Sr
Site.
Secretary of
of War
War is
authorized and
and flood
SEC. 2.
2. That the Secretary
is hereby
hereby authorized
doSq
d and- apward,
cause surveys
authorsurveys to
be made
made of
the following
directed to cause
to be
of the
following streams
with =nisi/eta
streams with
fpstionsntho
aa view to the control
control of their floods in accordance
accordance with
with the
the
39, p.956.
provisions
of section
provisions of
section 3
3of
An Act
Act to
provide for
for the
control of
of the
the Vol.
of "
"An
to provide
the contol
vl P-S

250
250
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Hoods
Mississippi River
River and
Sacramento River,
River,
the Sacramento
and of
of the
of the
the Mississippi
floods of
California,
and
for
other
purposes,"
approved
March
1, 1917:
1917:
California, and for other purposes," approved March 1,
North Branch of SusNorth
of the
Pennsylvania and
and New
New
Susquehanna River,
River, Pennsylvania
Branch of
the Susquehanna
us
North Branch
quehanna
River, Pa.,
quehanna River,
r Pa., York, and the sum of $8,000
is hereby
authorized to
to be
be appropriated
appropriated
hereby authorized
and
N. Y.
York, and the sum of $8,000 is
and N.Y.
Post, p. 696.
Po, p.6.
for this purpose.
for
purpose.
Puyallup River,
River,
Puyallup
WPyallup
Washington, and the
the sum
sum of
of $5,000
is hereby
hereby
Puyallup River, Washington,
$5,000 is
Wash.
authorized to
to be
be appropriated
for this
this purpose.
purpose.
for
authorized
appropriated
eghey
ad
Mo
Allegheny and MoAllegheny and
Monongahela Rivers,
Rivers, and
and the
$25,000 is
is
sum of
of $25,000
the sum
nongahela Rivers.
and Monongahela
Allegheny
nogaRive.
Proviso.
hereby
authorized
to
be
appropriated
for
this
purpose:
Provided,
Provided,
purpose:
Contribution from
from hereby authorized to be appropriated for this
Contribution
Pennsylvania
required. That
no money
money hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
to be
be appropriated
shall be
be
appropriated shall
That no
Pennsylvaniarequired
expended
unless and
and until
assurances have
have been
given satisfactory
to
satisfactory to
been given
until assurances
expended unless
the
Secretary of
that the
the Commonwealth
Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania will
will
of Pennsylvania
of War
War that
the Secretary
contribute
$25,000 for
purpose of
making the
the
of making
the purpose
for the
sum of
of $25,000
like sum
contribute aa like
Expenditure
authoris
hereby
penditure
authorsurvey
survey
hereby
hereby
authorized;
authorized;
and
and
the
the
Secretary
Secretary
of
of
War
War
is
hereby
ized of sum received.
authorized
to receive
from the
the Commonwealth
Commonwealth of
such
of Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania such
receive from
authorized to
sum
of $25,000
$25,000 and
and to
to expend
expend the
the same
same as
as the
the $25,000
$25,000 hereby
hereby auausum of
thorized to
appropriated may
be expended.
expended.
may be
to be
be appropriated
thorized
Approved, May
May 31, 1924.
Approved,
May
31,11924.
May 31,
1924.
[H. R. 48201
[Public, No. 171.1
171.1

. M.
[HMa.

C1TAP. 224.—An
amend the
Act entitled
"An Act
Act to
the
readjust the
to readjust
entitled "An
the Act
Act To
To amend
224.-An Act
CHAP.
pay
allowances of
the commissioned
commissioned and
enlisted personnel
personnel of
Army,
of the
the Army,
and enlisted
of the
and allowances
pay and
Marine Corps,
Guard, Coast and Geodetic Survey, and Public
Corps, Coast Guard,
Navy, Marine
Health Service,"
Service," approved
approved June 10, 1922.
Health

Be
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
of the
the
Representatives of
House of
the Senate
by the
enacted by
Be itit enacted
in Congress
assembled, That section 33
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
' United
United States of
e.o42ep27,amend- of the Act entitled "
"An
An Act to readjust the pay and allowances
allowances
of
commissioned and
and enlisted
of the
the commissioned
enlisted personnel
personnel of the Army, Navy,
Marine
Geodetic Survey, and Public
Marine Corps, Coast Guard, Coast and Geodetic
Health
approved June 10, 1922, be, and the same is hereby,
Health Service," approved
amended
immediately after the first sentence thereof
thereof
amended by inserting immediately
sentence:
following sentence:
the following
and the
ard and
National Guard
National
Reserves.
"Such officers
entitled to
to Federal pay,
except armory
"Such
officers whenever
whenever entitled
pay, except
Reserves.
armory
Officers receiving
drill and
administrative function
receive as
pay,
longevity pay,
as longevity
pay, shall
shall receive
Federal
entitled drill
function pay,
and administrative
Oederapay,
raycentited
to longevity pay.
pay.
tol
in addition
exceeding the maximum
maximum
addition to base pay provided
provided but not exceeding
pay prescribed
by law,
centrun and
and
at the
the per centum
thereof at
an increase
increase thereof
law, an
prescribed by
pay
Vol. 42, 1
time
paragraph of
Voi42
p3.626 .
time rates
rates up to
to thirty years
years provided in the
the tenth paragraph
section. 1."
1."
section
allowances.
Rental allowances.
SEC. 2.
section 6
6 of
of said
and the
is hereby,
hereby,
the same
same is
be, and
said Act
Act be,
That section
2. That
VoL 42,
SEC.
6 amend42. p. 628,
Vol.
ed.
amended to read as follows:
Officers
below brigbrig" SEC.
Ofadcers belo
"
SEo. 6. Except as otherwise
otherwise provided
provided in the fourth paragraph
paragraph
general, etc.,
adler general,
adier
etc-, enentitled to, onactiveduty
on active duty of
titedto,
of this
this section,
section, each commissioned
commissioned officer
officer below
below the
grade of
the
grade
of
or entitled to active
in any
any of the services
or its equivalent, in
services mentioned
mentioned
brigadier general
general or
dutyrntled
to active brigadier
duty
pay.
in the title of this Act,
-while either on active duty or entitled to
Act,-while
shall be entitled at all
all times
times to a
a money allowance
tactiveactive duty pay shall
allowance
Yearly determination
for rental
rental of
of quarters.
quarters. The
The amount
of such
money allowance
allowance for
for
of
rate for
one room.
room.
such money
amount of
for
forone
of ra
determined by the rate for one room
the rental
rental of quarters shall be determined
room
accordance with
to be fixed by the President
President for each fiscal year in accordance
a
Secretary of
showing the cost
a certificate
certificate furnished by the Secretary
of Labor
Labor showing
cost
in
the
States
for
preceding
calendar
year as
of
rents
in
the
United
States
for
the
preceding
calendar
year
as
Rate for fiscal year
rents for
for the
the calendar
calendar year
1922. Such rate for
for
year 1922.
with rents
compared with
192,
standard for compared
1923, and standard
subsequent years.
subsequent years.
one room is hereby
month for
for the
the fiscal year
hereby fixed at $20 per month
year 1923,
1923,
and this rate shall be the maximum and shall be used by the
President as the standard in fixing the same or lower rates for
President
subsequent years.
years.
subsequent
o
Basis of allotments to
"To
having a
dependent, receiving
the base
base pay
pay of
of the
the
officers
officers with dependdependTo an
an officer
officer having
a dependent,
receiving the
ents.
ents.
first period the amount of this allowance
allowance shall be equal to that for
receiving the
base pay
the second
two rooms, to
to such an officer
officer receiving
the base
pay of
of the
second
period the amount of this allowance
allowance shall be equal to that for three

Payreadjment,
Pay
readjustment,
ete.S
Army, etc.
oL 42,p. 627, amended.

Ana
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rooms,
to such
an officer
of the
the third
third period
period the
pay of
base pay
the base
receiving the
officer receiving
such an
rooms, to
amount
of this
allowance shall
shall be
be equal
equal to
to that
that for four rooms,
this allowance
amount of
to
receiving the
pay of the fourth period the
base pay
the base
officer receiving
an officer
such an
to such
and
amount
of this
this allowance
allowance shall
shall be
equal to
to that
five rooms, and
of five
that of
be equal
amount of
to
such
an
officer
receiving
the
base
pay
of
the
fifth
period
period
sixth
or
fifth
the
of
pay
base
the
to such an officer receiving
the
amount of
of this
for six
rooms. peO
Ofier
six rooms.
that for
to that
be equal
equal to
shall be
allowance shall
this allowance
the amount
nT
ec
ne
t
r
. with no de"An
receiving the
the base
base pay
pay of the pendent.
dependent, receiving
no dependent,
having no
officer having
"An officer
first or
allowance for
rooms,
for two rooms,
the allowance
receive the
shall receive
period shall
second period
or second
first
such an
an officer
officer receiving
the base
base pay
period
fourth period
or fourth
third or
the third
of the
pay of
receiving the
such
officer
an
shall
receive
the
allowance
for
three
rooms,
and
officer
such
and
rooms,
three
for
allowance
the
shall receive
receiving the
base pay
of the
sixth period
receive the
shall receive
period shall
or sixth
fifth or
the fifth
pay of
the base
receiving
rental
Cases where
allowance
four rooms.
wir
io
re norrt
aal
e.
rooms.
for four
allowance for
an officer,
"
shall accrue
accrue to
to an
officer, having no depend- allowances
airowases
ances do not ac
allowance shall
rental allowance
No rental
" No
e
cruents, while
or sea
duty, nor
nor while
while an officer with or cm.
sea duty,
field or
on field
is on
he is
while he
ents,
station
permanent
without
dependents
is
assigned
as
his
permanent
at
quarters
as
assigned
is
without dependents
the number
number of
of rooms
rooms provided
provided by
law for
for an
officer of
of his rank or
an officer
by law
the
a
of rooms
rooms in
in any
any particular
particular case
case wherein, in the
number of
less number
a less
judgment of
superior authority
the service
concerned,
service concerned,
of the
authority of
competent superior
of competent
judgment
a
less number
of rooms
adequate for
the occupancy
of
occupancy of
for the
be adequate
would be
rooms would
number of
a less
the
officer
and
his
dependents.
nform regulatons
the officer and his dependents.
"Regulations
execution of
this section
to be made by the
in tougonmnadmuox
section in
of this
provisions of
the provisions
of the
in execution
"Regulations in
peace and
and in
shall be
made by
by the
President and
and shall,
when- President
for all servPreident for
shall, whenthe President
be made
war shall
in war
peace
services
ever
practicable
in
his
judgment,
be
uniform
for
all
the
of
all
for
uniform
be
judgment,
his
in
ever practicable
concerned, including
including adjunct
forces thereof."
Navy and
Navy
and Coast
Coast
thereof."
adjunct forces
concerned,
S
EC. 3.
10 of
of said
same is
Guard.
hereby, Guard.
is 'hereby,
the same
and the
be, and
Act be,
said Act
section 10
That section
3. That
SEC.
Vol. 42, p.630, amended.2p
amended
adding thereto
thereto the
ed.
following paragraphs:
the following
by adding
amended by
"
The retainer
pay of
transferred fened
members of Fleet
fRetanersyoftransday transferred
that day
on that
were on
who were
men who
all men
of all
pay
retainer
"The
members of the Fleet Naval
Naval Reserve
or the
Fleet
Marine
Corps Reserve.
Reserve.
Retainer pay of
Corps
Marine
Fleet
the
or
Reserve
Fleet
the
of
members
Reserve shall
shall be
be computed
on the
rates of
pay authorized
authorized for
of pay
the rates
computed on
Reserve
enlisted men
the naval
Act approved
oo.
10, 1922: Proviso.
June 10,
approved June
the Act
by the
service by
naval service
of the
men of
enlisted
of.
Bass of.
Provided, That
That the
retainer pay
pay of such reservists shall be not less Basis
the retainer
Provided,
than
which they
they were
under
30, 1922, under
June 30,
on June
entitled on
were entitled
to which
that to
than that
decisions
of the
of the
Treasury in
force on
that date.
date.
Longevty pay for enon that
in force
the Treasury
Comptroller of
the Comptroller
decisions of
Longevity
men as warrant
warrant
"
That all
all enlisted
enlisted men
of all
the services
mentioned in
the title
listed men
of listed
title of
in the
services mentioned
all the
men of
"That
officommiss
r commissioned
of or
an of
this Act
as warrant or commissioned officers
officers in any
serve as
cers
April 6,oned
1417,offito
who serve
Act who
this
December 3, 1921.
1921.
3,
December
said
services,
including
adjunct
forces
thereof,
shall
be
credited
credited
be
shall
thereof,
forces
adjunct
including
services,
said
with all
active service
during the
from April
April
period from
the period
performed during
so performed
service so
all active
with
enlisted
6,
1917,
to
December
31,
1921,
in
the
computation
enlisted
their
of
computation
the
in
1921,
6, 1917, to December 31,
service for
for longevity
purposes, and
accordingly."
paid accordingly."
be paid
shall be
and shall
pay purposes,
longevity pay
service
Flying duty.
SEC. 4.
That section
section 20
Act be,
same is
is hereby,
F'Ltn42, duty.
hereby VoL
the same
and the
be, and
p. 633, amendsaid Act
of said
20 of
4. That
SEC.
ed.
med
4
amended
striking out
out the
last sentence
of said
said section 20 and ed.
sentence of
the last
by striking
amended by
thereof the
followincr
inserting in lieu
lieu thereof
the following:
inserting
National Guard parencamp"
Officers, warrant
warrant officers,
and enlisted
men of
the National
Guard ticipating
mpNtcipatingalin aed
National Guard
of the
enlisted men
officers, and
"Officers,
ments, etc., and rereparticipating
exercises or
provided for
for by
etc. ad
by ments,
duties provided
serves, entitled
entitled
to inperforming duties
or performing
in exercises
participating in
pay, etc., for.
sections
94, 97,
as amended,
amended, creased
etc.,
for.207;
resdpay,
Act, as
Defense Act,
the National
National Defense
99 of
of the
97, and
and 99
92, 94,
sections 92,
Vol.
39, pp.
206,
p.11035. 20 ;
42, p.
Vol. 42,
and of
mentioned in the title of this Act Vol.
services mentioned
the services
of the
reserves of
the reserves
of the
and
called
to active
shall receive
receive an
increase of
of 50
50 per
centum of
per centum
an increase
duty shall
active duty
called to
their pay
pay while
them to
to participate
participate regularly
regularly
requiring them
duty requiring
on duty
while on
their
and frequently
in aerial
when such
flying duty
duty involves
involves ,
such flying
and when
flights, and
aerial flights,
frequently in
and
travel they
shall also
same allowances
traveling
for traveling
allowances for
the same
receive the
also receive
they shall
travel
expenses
may be
for the
the Regular
Regular Uniformity of regulaauthorized for
be authorized
hereafter may
are or
or hereafter
as are
expenses as
y
Army.
Regulations in
in execution
execution of
provisions of
egu i
oUnsn
.
section tions.
this section
of this
the provisions
of the
Army. Regulations
shall be
shall, whenever
in
practicable in
whenever practicable
and shall,
President and
the President
by the
made by
be made
shall
his
be uniform
all the
concerned."
contined.
aytc.,
the services
services concerned."
for all
uniform for
Pay,
etc., continued.
his judgment,
judgment, be
Vol.42, p.633, amendSEC. 5.
5. That
That section
section 21
21 of
of said
Act be,
the same is hereby,
hereby, ed.vol.42p.a3,aendand the
be, and
said Act
SEc.
amended
by substituting
substituting a
colon for
for the
the period
adding the
the ed.
and adding
period and
a colon
amended by
Academy
Naval Academy
following
proviso at
at the
Naval
thereof:
end thereof:
the end
following proviso
Band to receive same
Provided, That
the pay
and allowances
the pay
rve 30,
B as to
of the
members of
of the
the members
allowances of
pay and
°nine*
That the
"Provided,
3
Naval Academy
Academy Band
shall be
not less
less than
than that
author- p"Je"
was authorwhich was
that which
be not
Band shall
Naval
ized for
the various
said bands
bands on
30,
June 30,
on June
in said
ratings in
and ratings
ranks and
various ranks
for the
ized
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SEss. I.
I.
SESS.

Cris. 224,
224, 225,
230, 231.
231.
CHs.
225, 230,

1924.
1924.

1922,
under decisions
decisions of
of the
Comptroller of
of the
Treasury in
force
the Treasury
in force
1922, under
the Comptroller
on that date."

That section
be, and
and the
is hereby,
the same
same is
hereby,
17 of
of said
said Act
Act be,
6. That
section 17
SEC. 6.
Retired pay.
Vol. 42, p.632, amendamended by
by adding
adding to
to the
the first
sentence thereof
the following:
following:
edVoL
42, p
amended
first sentence
thereof the
Pay
reduc- "i
Pay saved
saved on
on reducProvided, That the pay saved to an officer by section 16 of this
"Provided,
tion of grade computed
computed
Act or
or by
by the
the Act
shall be
be construed
the
for retired
retired pay.
pay.
Act
Act of
of September
September 14,
14, 1922,
1922, shall
construed as
as the
Effective from
from July
July 1,
Effective
1,

1922.

pay provided
in this
Act for
for the
the purpose
of computing
computing retired
retired pay."
pay."
purpose of
this Act
provided in
pay
SEC. 7. That the provisions of this Act shall be effective
SEC.
effective from
and after
1, 1922.
1922.
and
after July
July 1,
May 31, 1924.
Approved, May

May 31,
31, 1924.
1924.
[S. J.
J. Res. 10.
105.1
[Pub. Res.,
Res, No. 23.]

CHAP.
Authorizing the President
President to detail an officer
Resolution Authorizing
CHAP. 225.—Joint
225.-Joint Resolution
of the
the Corps
Corps of
as Director
the Bureau
Bureau of
of Engraving
of the
Engraving and
and Printing,
Printing,
of
of Engineers
Engineers as
Director of
and
for other
other purposes.
and for
purposes.

Remixed
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
Resolved by the
and House
of the
the United
United
House of
States
assembled, That
the President
and
President be,
be, and
That the
in Congress
Congress assembled,
of America
America in
States of
Wallace
in
discretion, to direct Major
n his discretion,
Major Wallace
h6 is hereby, authorzied, i
ofDetal aDiretor he
W. Kirby to report to the Secretary
Treasury for duty for
Secretary of the Treasury
for
months, authorized.
a period of six months, and that said Major Wallace
a
Wallace W. Kirby may,
under the direction
direction of the Secretary
the
Secretary of the Treasury, perform the
duties of
the Bureau
Bureau of
and Printing
Printing for
for a
duties
of Director
Director of
of the
of Engraving
Engraving and
a
R.
1 S., sec. 1222, 1224, period not to exceed six
months, notwithstanding
the provisions
of
provisions of
notwithstanding the
, period not to exceed six months,
S.s216.
21226
pp. .pp
215,
.
Vol.
19, p. 243.
243.
ol.19,p
section 1222, Revised Statutes, and section
section 1224, Revised
Statutes,
Revised Statutes,
Proviso.
as amended
of February
February 28,
1877: Provided,
Provided, That
the
To
receive only Army as
28, 1877:
That the
ToreceiveonlyArmy
amended by
by the
the Act
Act of
pay, etc.
pay,
etc.
said Major Wallace
emoluments by reason
reason
Wallace W. Kirby shall receive
receive no emoluments
performance of said duties, but shall receive
receive the same pay
of the performance
and allowances
allowances from appropriations
appropriations made for
for the support of the
Army as he would receve
receive if he were performing
performing military duty at
the War Department.
Approved, May 31, 1924.
•
MajorWalac

.

Major Wallace W.
Kirby, U. S. Army.
Anny.
Detail of, as Director
Engraving
of Bureauof,of Engravinf
and
Printing for
for six
and Printing
six
months, authorized.

June
June 2,
2, 1924.
1924.
R. 273.]
2713.]

[H.

No.
[Public, N
O.

172.]
in.)

Colorado National
National
Colorado
Forest, Colo.
Tracts
transferred
Tracts transferred to,
to,
Mountain
from Rocky Mountain
National Park.
National

June 2, 1924.
1924.
[H. R. 25791
2879.i
[Public, No. 173.1
Blackfeet
Blackfeet Indian
Reservation, Mont.
Reservation,
Homestead
Homestead allotments on, subject to
to
alienation,
etc.,
on
etc.,
alienation,
death of allottee.
death
Vol. 41, p. 16.

CHAP.
CHAP. 230.-An
230.—An Act To transfer
transfer certain
certain lands of the United States from
from
the Rocky
Rocky Mountain National Park to the Colorado National Forest, Colorado.
enacted by the
of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
the Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of
of the
the
United States
of America
assembled, That
United
States of
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That those
those portions
portions
of
now within
of the following-described
following-described tracts
tracts now
within the
the Rocky
Rocky Mountain
Mountain NaNational
be, and
and are
are hereby,
hereby, transferred
transferred to
to the
Colorado National
National
tional Park
Park be,
the Colorado
hereafter be
be subject
laws relating
to the
the use
and
Forest and
and shall hereafter
subject to
to all
all laws
relating to
use and
administration
of the
the national
national forests:
Section 10;
10; northwest
quaradministration of
forests: Section
northwest quarter
quarter, southwest
quarter,
ter of
of southeast
southeast quarter,
southwest quarter
quarter of
of the
the northeast
northeast quarter,
and the southwest
southwest quarter of section
section 11; northwest quarter of the
northeast quarter, north half of the northwest
northwest quarter,
northeast
quarter , and the southnortheast
west quarter
quarter of the
the northwest
northwest quarte
quarterr o
offsection
section 15;
15; and
and the
the northeast
quarter
of section
16; township
township 6
north, range
range 75
75 west,
west, sixth
sixth prinprinquarter of
section 16;
6 north,
cipal
meridian.
cipal meridian.
Approved,
2, 1924.
Approved, June
June 2,
1924.

CHAP.
Act To
CHAP. 231.—An
231.-An Act
To provide
provide for
for the
the disposal
disposal of
of homestead
homestead allotments
allotments
of deceased allottees
allottees within the Blackfeet
Blackfeet Indian
Montana.
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Montana.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
Be it
and House
House of
of the
the
United States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the allotUnited
States of America in
in Congress
allotdesignated as homesteads
ments of Blackfeet Indians designated
homesteads under section 10 of the Act of June
June 30, 1919 (Forty-first
(Forty-first Statutes at Large,
Large,
page 16),
16), imposing restrictions
death
restrictions on alienation, shall after the death
of the original allottee be
issuance of
be subject
subject to
to partition,
partition, sale,
sale, issuance
of
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SEss.
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1924.
1924.

disposition authorized by existing law
fee, or any other disposition
relating
relating to Indian allotments.
Approved, June 2, 1924.

patents in

CHAP. 232.—An
addition of the names of Chester
232.-An Act To provide for the addition
Calf and Crooked
Crooked Nose Woman to the final roll of the Cheyenne and Arapaho
Indians, Seger jurisdiction,
jurisdiction, Oklahoma.
Oklahoma.

June 2, 1924.
[H. R. 6857.1
[H.
[Public, No.
174.]
[Public,
No. 174.1

Pe
it enacted
Be it
enacted by the Senate and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
the Cheyenne and AraUnited States
Secre- pLhoelynmeis,agliclaA.raUnited
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Secrepaho Indians, Okla.

Names
added to final
tary
of the
the Interior
hereby is,
to add
the roi
7i0I
F es added to final
tary of
Interior be,
be, and
and he
he hereby
is, authorized
authorized to
add to
to the
roll of.
final roll of the Cheyenne
Cheyenne and Arapaho Indians of the Seger jurisOklahoma, approved
approved May 18, 1921, the names of Chester
Chester
diction, Oklahoma,
Calf and Crooked Nose Woman, which names were inadvertently
inadvertently Per
capita payment.
Per capita
omitted from the said roll, and to pay to each of these persons
persons a
a
heretofore paid per capita
capita to tho
those whose
se names
sum equal
equal to that heretofore
appear
appear on
on the approved roll, such payment to be made from any
Arapaho Indians.
tribal funds to the credit of the Cheyenne and Arapaho
Approved, June 2, 1924.
Approved,

Interioi to issue
authorize the Secretary
CHAP. 233.—An
Secretary of the
the• Interioi
233.-An Act To authorize
certificates of citizenship
citizenship to Indians.
certificates

the
Representatives
and House
House of Re
Senate and
resentatives of the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
United
in Congress
all nonassembled, That All
ongress a88emb1ed,
America in
States of America
United States
territorial limits of the United
Indians born within the territorial
citizen Indians
States
declared to be citizens of the United
States be, and they are hereby, declared
States:
Provided, That the granting
granting of such citizenship shall not
States: Provided,
in any manner impair or otherwise affect the right of any Indian
property.
to tribal or other property.
Approved,
June 2,
2, 1924.
1924.
Approved, June
CHAP.
234.-An Act
Act To reduce and equalize taxation, to provide revenue,
CHAP. 234.—An
and for other purposes.

Representatives of the
Be
it enewted
enacted by the Senate and
the
and House
House of Representatives
Be it
United States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
America in
of America
United
TITLE I.—GENERAL
DEFINITIONS.
I.-GENERAL DEFINITIONS.
TITLE
&mow 1.
Act may
1924."
Revenue Act of 1924."
as the ""Revenue
cited as
may be cited
1. This
This Act
SECTION
SEc. 2. (a)
Act—
(a) When used in this ActSEC.
(1)
person" means an individual,
individual, aa trust or estate,
estate,
"person"
(1) The term "
a
partnership, or
or aacorporation.
a partnership,

associations, joint-stock
(2)
term "
corporation ""includes
joint-stock comincludes associations,
" corporation
The term
(2) The
panies, and
and insurance
companies.
insurance companies.
panies,
(3)
The term
term "
domestic ""when
when applied
applied to
or partpartto a
a corporation
corporation or
"domestic
(3) The

nership
under
or organized
organized in the United States or under
created or
nership means created
the
the law
law of the United States or of any State or Territory.
part(4)
The term
"foreign" when
to aa corporation
corporation or partwhen applied
applied to
term "foreign"
(4) The
nership
partnership which is not domestic.
a corporation
corporation or partnership
nership means a
(5)
The term
term "United
"United States"
used in
in a
sense
a geographical
geographical sense
States " when
when used
(5) The
includes
only the States, the Territories of Alaska and Hawaii, and
includes only
the District of Columbia.
(6) The
Secretary"
means the
the Treasury.
Treasury.
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
" means
"Secretary
term "
(6)
The term
(7)
The term
Commissioner "means
the Commissioner
Commissioner of
Interof Intermeans the
"Commissioner"
term "
(7) The
nal
Revenue.
nal Revenue.

1924.
June 2, 1924.

[H.
R. 6355.]
6355.]
[H. R.
[Public, No.
17.]
No. 175.]
[Public,

Indians.
in United
Born in
States declared
declared citizens.
Proriso.
Tribal rights not affected.

June 2,
2, 1924.
[H. R. 6715.]
[Public,
176.
IPuIc, No. 176T

[H. R.
r75.]
No.

Revenue
Revenue Act of 1924.

General definitions.
General
definitions.

Title
Title of Act.
Terms construed.
Terms
""Person."
Person."
"Corporation."
"Corporation."
"Domestic."
"Domestic."

"Foreign."
"Foreign."
"United
"United States."
States."

"Secretary."
"SeCaeta."
"Coanmtilom,."
"Couurdsrioner.”
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"Collector."
"Collector."
"Taxpayer."
"Taxpayer."
"Military and naval
naval
"Military
forces of the United
United
States."
States."

"Includes" and "in"in"Includes"
cluding."
eluding."

S
ESS. I
234.
SESS.
I.. Cu.
Cu. 234.

1924.
1924.

(8)
The term
collector" means
collector of
internal revenue.
(8) The
term "
"collector"
means collector
of internal
revenue.
(9) The
The term
"taxpayer "means
means any
any person
person subject
subject to
to a
im(9)
term "taxpayer"
a tax
tax imposed by
by this
this Act.
Act.
posed
(10) The
The term
term "military
"military or
or naval
of the
United States"
States"
(10)
naval forces
forces of
the United
includes
the Marine
Marine Corps,
the Coast
Coast Guard,
Guard, the
the Army
Nurse Corps,
includes the
Corps, the
Army Nurse
Corps,
Female,
the Navy
Navy Nurse
Corps, Female.
Female.
Female, and
and the
Nurse Corps,
(b) The
and "including
"including "
when used
in a
defini(b)
The terms
terms ""includes
includes ""and
" when
used in
a definition
in this
not be
be deemed
to exclude
exclude other
other things
things
tion contained
contained in
this Act
Act shall
shall not
deemed to
otherwise
the meaning
of the
the term
term defined.
defined.
otherwise within
within the
meaning of
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Definitions.
Definitions.

DEFINITIONS.
DEFINITIONS.

SEp. 200.
used in
in this
titlethis title—
When used
200. When
SE.
(a)
term "taxable
means the
the
(a) The
The term
"taxable year"
year" means
the calendar
calendar year,
year, or
or the
fiscal
ending during
such calendar
calendar year,
basis of
Fiscal ear
iscal year
year ending
during such
year, upon
upon the
the basis
of which
which
"Fiscal year."
the net
is computed
computed under
212 or
or 232.
The term
the
net income
income is
under section
section 212
232. The
term
""fiscal year"
year" means
means an
an accounting
accounting period
of twelve
twelve months
months ending
ending
period of
Fractions Included.
Fractins included. on the last day of
of any
Th
any imonth other
other than
than December.
The term
term
December. The
' taxable year"
year " includes, in
a return
return made
made for
nthe case of a
for a
fractional
a fractional
part
year under
this title
or under
regulations
part of
of aayear
under the
the provisions
provisions of
of this
title or
under regulations
by the
the Commissioner
Commissioner with
prescribed by
with the
approval of
the Secretary,
Secretary,
the approval
of the
Taxable
Year 1924.
Taxable year
194.
the period for which such return is made. The first taxable
taxable year, to
be called the taxable year 1924, shall be the
the calendar
year 1924
calendar year
or
1924 or
any
ending during
1924.
any fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
during the
the calendar
calendar year
year 1924.
"Fiduciary."
FIduy.
b) The term "fiduciary"
(b)
"fiduciary" means a
a guardian, trustee, executor,
executor,
administrator,
any person
person acting
acting in
any
administrator, receiver,
receiver, conservator,
conservator, or
or any
in any
fiduciary
for any
person.
fiduciary capacity
capacity for
any person.
"Withholding
( s
agenithholding
(c)
agent."
) The term "withholding
"withholding agent"
agent" means
required
means any
any person
person required
Post,pp.
Post,
pp. 277, 28.
33.
to deduct and withhold any
any tax
tax under
under the
the p
rovisions of
section 221
provisions
of section
221
or
237.
or 237.
"Paid
"
Paid or incurred"
Incurred" or 237.
and
(d) The
The terms
terms "paid
and "paid
"paid or accrued."
accrued."
(d)
"paid or
or incurred"
and "
paid or
accrued" shall
shall
incurred" and
"paid
or accrued"
be construed according
according to
the method
method of
of accounting
to the
accounting upon
upon the
the basis
basis
Application to dedulcationor
ore
of which the net income is
is computed
computed under section
section 212
212 or
or 232.
The
232. The
ductions
credits. de-. of
credits provided
provided for
deductions and credits
for in
this title
title shall
taken for
for
in this
shall be
be taken
year in
in which "
the taxable year
or accrued"
incurred ",
'
" paid
paid or
accrued" or
or "
" paid
paid or
or incurred
dependent
dependent upon the
the method
method of
basis of
which
of accounting
accounting upon
upon the
the basis
of which
Post, pp. 267. 283.
P pp. 267. 2.
the net income is computed under section
section 212
212 or
232, unless
order
or 232,
unless in
in order
or credits
to clearly reflect the income the deductions
deductions or
credits should
shoula be
be
taken
different period.
period.
taken as
as of
of a
a different
"Stock."
"Stock."
(e) The term "stock"
"stock ' includes the share in an association,
association, jointjointstock
company, or
or insurance
insurance company.
stock company,
company.
"Shareholders."
"hareholders."
(f) The term "
"shareholder"
(f)
shareholder" includes
member in
an associaassociaincludes aa member
in an
tion, joint-stock
joint-stock company, or
or insurance
insurance company.
company.
Meaning of terms.
term."
Meanng oyear."
"Taxable

" e

''

c

2

Distributions by
by
corporations.

DISTRIBUTIONS
CORPORATIONS.
DISTRIBL _LIONS BY CORPORATIONS.

From earnings, etc.,

From
earnings,
SEC. 201.
etc.,
201. (a)
SEC.
term "
dividend " when
used in
title (ex(a) The
The term
"dividend"
when used
in this
this title
(exFebruary
after
February
28, 1913,
deemed dividends.
deemed
cept in
paragraph (9)
subdivision (a)
cept
in paragraph
(9) of
of subdivision
(a) of section 234 and para-

graph (4)
of subdivision
(a) of
section 245)
distribution
graph
(4) of
subdivision (a)
of section
245) means
means any distribution
corporation to
made by a
a corporation
to its
its.shareholders,
eth er in
i
n money or
n
shareholders, wh
whether
or i
in
of its
its earnings
earnings or
other property, out of
or profits
Februprofits accumulated
accumulated after
after February
28, 1913.
1913.
ary 28,
Application.
Application.
(b) For the purposes
(b)
purposes of this Act every
every distribution is made out
of
earnings
or
to
the
extent
thereof, and
profits
extent
thereof,
and from
most
from the
the most
Accumulations, etc.,
befccmulations,
etc., recently
earnings or
profits. Any
Any earnings
earnings or
profits
before
Marcia
1, 1913,
before
March 1,
recently accumulated
accumulated earnings
or profits.
or profits
1913,
exempt.
exempt.
accumulated,
increase in value of property
accumulated, or increase
property accrued, before
March 1, 1913, may be distributed
distributed exempt
from tax,
tax, after
March
exempt from
after the
the
To
To insurance
insurane reserve
reserve
excepted.
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earnings and
and profits
profits accumulated
accumulated after
after February
have
1913, have
28, 1913,
February 28,
earnings
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Condition. TAX.

been distributed,
any such
shall be
be applied
applied
distribution shall
tax-free distribution
such tax-free
but any
distributed, but
been
against
reduce the
the stock
provided in
section 204.
204.
in section
stock provided
of the
basis of
the basis
and reduce
against and
Distribution
(c)
distributed in
in complete
complete liquidation
liquidation of
corporation liquidation.
liqstidbtution
of aacorporation
Amounts distributed
(c) Amounts
shall
be
treated
as
in
full
payment
in
exchange
for
the
stock,
and
shall be treated as in full payment in exchange for the stock, and
amounts
distributed in
partial liquidation
shall
corporation shall
of aa corporation
liquidation of
in partial
amounts distributed

in

in

be treated
as in
in part
payment in
stock. Determination
Determination of
for the
the stock.
exchange for
in exchange
or full
full payment
part or
treated as
be
of
The
the distributee
distributee resulting
from such
exchange shall
shall gain or loss.
such exchange
resulting from
to the
loss to
or loss
gain or
The gain
be determined
determined under
section 202,
recognized only
to the
liquidation
only to
the Partial
shall be
be recognized
202, but
but shall
under section
be
Partial liquidation
distribution.
distributed distribution.
case of
extent provided
in section
In the
of amounts
amounts distributed
the case
203. In
section 203.
provided in
extent
in
partial liquidation
(other than
distribution within the provisions
than aadistribution
liquidation (other
in partial
of subdivision
subdivision (g)
203 of
connection
or securities in connection
stock or
of stock
of section
section 203
(g) of
of
with aareorganization)
part of
such distribution
which is propdistribution which
of such
the part
reorganization) the
with
a distribuerly
chargeable to
to capital
capital account
considered a
not be considered
shall not
account shall
erly chargeable
tion
earnings or
or profits
profits within
within the
meaning of
subdivision (b)
(b) of
of subdivision
the meaning
of earnings
tion of
this section
section for
for the
the purpose
of -determining
the taxability of subsedetermining the
purpose of
this
quent
distributions by
corporation.
by the
the corporation.
quent distributions
Distribution not
value
(d)
liquidation) froirebut
complete liquidation)
or complete
in partial
partial or
(not in
from increase of value
distribution (not
any distribution
If any
(d) If
before
March
1,
1913,
1, 1m13
March
increase in
made by
to its
in bore
of increase
out of
is not
not out
shareholders is
its shareholders
corporation to
by aa corporation
made
and
nor out
out of earnings and
profits.
of
out
not
value
of
property
accrued
before
March
1,
1913
2
and
is
not
out
of
is
and
19132
1,
value of property accrued before March
earnings or
profits, then
then the
the amount
of such
shall be
distribution shall
such distribution
amount of
or profits,
earnings
section
applied
and reduce
reduce the basis of the stock provided in section
applied against and
204, and
and if
in excess
such basis,
basis, such
such excess
be taxable
taxable in
excess shall be
of such
excess of
if in
204,
the same
as a
a gain
gain from
from the
the sale
sale or
exchange of
of property.
property. Depletion of mines.
or exchange
manner as
the
same manner
distributions Depleion o mine
apply to
The
provisions of
also apply
to distributions
shall also
paragraph shall
of this
this paragraph
The provisions
from
on the
the discovery
value of
of mines.
from depletion
depletion reserves
reserves based
based on
discovery value
mines.
Exemption
Exemption of disof
previously
(e) Any
corporation, which
classified tributees
of previously
tributees
was classified
which was
a corporation,
by a
made by
distribution made
Any distribution
(e)
taxable earnings of personal
service
corporaas
a
personal
service
corporation
under
the
provisions
of
the
Revenue
onablseOricegoofrpaRevenue
of
the
as a personal service corporation under the provisions
tion.
1
Act
1918 or
the Revenue
Act of
of 1921,
of its
or profits
p 1070;
ol
profits tion.
its earnings
earnings or
out of
1921, out
Revenue Act
or the
of 1918
Act of
Vol. 40, p.
Vol.
42, p.
p. 245.
24.
which
provisions of section 218 42,
the provisions
with the
accordance with
in accordance
taxable in
were taxable
which were
of the
Act of
Revenue Act of
218 of the Revenue
section 218
or section
1918 or
of 1918
Revenue Act
the Revenue
of
1921,
from tax
tax to
distributees.
1921, shall
shall be
be exempt
exempt from
to the
the distributees.
toc dividends not
Stock
(f) A
dividend shall
tax, but
if before
before taxable.
taxable.
but if
to tax,
subject to
not be
be subject
shall not
(f)
A stock
stock dividend
Proceeds of redeemed
or
distribution of
of any
any such
dividend the
corporation propro- stocktreated
astaxable
stock treated as
taxable
the corporation
such dividend
the distribution
or after
after the
ceeds to
cancel or
stock at
at such
such time
and in
dividends.
manner dividends.
in such manner
time and
its stock
redeem its
or redeem
to cancel
ceeds
as
and cancellation
cancellation or redemption in
distribution and
the distribution
make the
to make
as to
whole or
or in
in part
part essentially
of aa
distribution of
to the
the distribution
equivalent to
essentially equivalent
whole
canceltaxable
dividend,
the
amount
so
distributed
redemption
or
redemption
in
distributed
so
amount
the
taxable dividend,
lation
to the
it represents
represents a
distribution of
of
a distribution
that it
extent that
the extent
stock, to
the stock,
of the
lation of
earnings
or profits
profits accumulated
accumulated after
February 28, 1913, shall be
after February
earnings or
treated
taxable dividend.
i n of
Mean
dividend.
a taxable
Meaning
of
as a
treated as
"amounts distributed
(g) As
section the
term "
amounts distributed
in in
distrited
"armous
distributed in
"amounts
the term
this section
in this
As used
used in
(g)
partial liquidation."
partial
distribution by
by aa corporation
corporation in
in comcom- Inp'p a l liquidatio
means aa distribution
liquidation" means
partial liquidation"
plete
cancellation or
or redemption
stock, or one of aa
its stock,
of its
a part
part of
of a
redemption of
plete cancellation
series of
distributions in
or redemption of all
cancellation or
complete cancellation
in complete
of distributions
series
or
stock.
its stock.
of its
portion of
or a
a portion
DETERMINATION OF
GAIN OR
LOSS.
O LSS.Gain
AMOUNT OF GA
OF AMOUNT
DETEaMINATION

Gain or loss.

or

Basis of determining,

SEG. 202. (a) Except
as hereinafter provided in this section, the orpasis of dapro
etermgisg,
ty.
SEc. 202. (a) Except as hereinafter provided in this section, the ondisproalofproperty.
the
be
shall
gain from
the sale
sale or
or other
other disposition of property
from the
gain
excess of
the amount
amount realized
realized therefrom
therefrom over
over the
in
provided in
basis provided
the basis
of the
excess
subdivision (a)
204, and
and-the
shall be
excess
the excess
be the
loss shall
the loss
of section
section 204,
(b) of
or (b)
(a) or
subdivision
of such
such basis
basis over
A
realized.
the amount
amount realized.
over the
of
Adjustment for capiexpenditures,
(b)
In computing
computing the
gain or
or loss
loss under
subdivision tal
pes,
expendtur loss,
tad
under subdivision
of gain
amount of
the amount
(b) In
depletion, etc., of propetc., of propdepletion
(a)
proper
adjustment
shall
be
made
for
(1)
any
expenditure
propexpenditure
erty.
(a) proper adjustment shall be made for (1) any
erly chargeable
to capital
and (2)
(2) any
item of
of loss,
exhausloss, exhausany item
account, and
capital account,
chargeable to
erly
tion,
tear, obsolescence,
amortization, or
depletion, previprevior depletion,
obsolescence, amortization,
and tear,
wear and
tion, wear
ously allowed
with respect
to such
such property.
property.
respect to
allowed with
ously
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Computation
of
amount
from sale, etc.,
etc.,
amountfrom
of
property.
of property.

sale,

On sales
or exchanges.
On
salesor
exhanges.

infra.
Installment
paynnstallment payments taxable.

Gain or loss from
sales
or exchanges.
exchanges.
sales or
.Entire amount recogo
nEtiredamOntre.
rimed.

No gain or loss.
On echanges
exchanges
On
similar uses
uses, etc.
etc.
similar
Exceptions.

SEss. I.
I.
SESS..

CH.
234.
CH.234.

1924.
1924.

(c) The
realized from
or other
disposition of
of
other disposition
the sale
sale or
from the
The amount
amount realized
(c)
property
shall be
sum of
any money
received plus
the fair
marfair marplus the
money received
of any
be the
the sum
property shall
ket value of the property
property (other
(other than money)
money) received.
(d) In the case
case of aasale or
or exchange,
exchange, the extent
extent to which
(d)
which the gain
or loss
loss determined
under this
this section
recognized for the
be recognized
section shall
shall be
determined under
or
purposes
this title,
title, shall
shall be
secprovisions of secunder the
the provisions
be determined
determined under
of this
purposes of
tion
tion 203.
203.
(e) Nothing in this section shall be construed to prevent
prevent (in the
(e)
case
property sold
sold under
contract providing
providing for
for payment
in inpayment in
under contract
of property
case of
stallments)
installment payment
payment
of any installment
of that portion of
the taxation
taxation of
stallments) the
representing gain
profit in the
the year
year in which
which such payment is
gain or profit
representing
received.
received.
RECOGNITION OF
EXCHANGES.
RECOGNITION
OF GAIN
GAIN OR
OR LOSS
LOSS FROM
FROM SALES
SALES AND
AND EXCHANGES.

SEC. 203.
(a) Upon
Upon the
-or exchange
of property
the entire
entire
property the
sale-or
exchange of
the sale
203. (a)
SEC.
amount of the gain or loss,
determined under
under section 202, shall be
loss, determined
amount

recognized, except
as hereinafter
in this
recognized,
except as
hereinafter provided
provided in
this section.
section.

for
for

Exceptins.

(b) (1)
or loss
loss shall
recognized if
for
held for
property held
if property
be recognized
shall be
gain or
No gain
(1) No
(b)
productive
including
productive use in
m trade or business or for investment
investment (not including

other property
property held primarily for sale, nor stocks,
in trade
trade or other
stock in

bonds,
certificates of trust or beneficial inbonds, notes, choses in action, certificates
evidences of indebtedness
indebtedness or interest) is
securities or
or evidences
terest, or
or other securities

exchanged
property of
of a
kind to
held either
either for
for proproexchanged solely
solely for
for property
a like
like kind
to be
be held
ductive use
use in
or business
or for
for investment,
investment, or
or if
stock
if common
common stock
business or
trade or
in trade
ductive
exchanged solely for common stock in the same
in aa corporation is exchanged
corporation
preferred stock in a
acorporation is exchanged
exchanged solely
corporation, or if preferred
for preferred
stock
in
the
same corporation.
corporation.
the
same
in
stock
preferred
for
Stock received on reorganization.
or loss
shall be recognized
recognized if
in aa
stock or securities in
if stock
loss shall
No gain
gain or
°re- (2)
(2) No
orga.onA
,corporation
corporation a
aparty to aareorganization
pursuance of the plan
reorganization are, in pursuance
of reorganization,
reorganization, exchanged solely for stock or securities in such
such
corporation or
corporation aaparty
corporation
or in another corporation
party to the
the reorganization.
reorganization.
corporation aa party
a corporation
(3)
foran
Property
for stock of
(3) No gain or loss shall be recognized
recognized if a
paroprt
party
to reorganization.
to a
exchanges property,
property, in pursuance
a reorganization
reorganization exchanges
pursuance of the
the plan
plan
of reorganization,
securities in another corporareorganization, solely for stock or securities
corporation aparty to the reorganization.
Transfers
Transfers for stock of tion a party to the reorganization.
corporationunder
(4)
transferred
corporation wider same
same
(4) No gain or loss shall be recognized
recognized if property
property is transferred
control.
a corporation
control,
to a
corporation by one or more persons solely in exchange
exchange for stock
stock
securities
in
corporation,
or securities
such corporation,
and
immediately
after the exchange
Limitation.
Limitation,
such person
or persons are in control of the corporation;
corporation; but in the
such
person or
case of an exchange by two or more persons this paragraph
paragraph shall
received by each
apply only
only, if
if the amount
amount of the stock
stock and
and securities
securities received
each
is substantially
substantially- in proportion
proportion to his
his interest in the property prior to
the exchange.
If involuntarily,
etc., t
incpart,
involuntarily, etc.,
converted
into similar
(5)
(as aaresult
result of its destruction
destruction in whole or in part,
If property (as
converted into
smilar
(5) If
theft or seizure, or an exercise of the power of requisition or conproperty, etc.
demnation, or the threat or imminence thereof)
thereof) is compulsorily
compulsorily or
or
involuntarily converted into property similar or
service
or related in service
or use to the property so converted, or into money which is forthwith in good faith, under regulations prescribed
prescribed by the Commissioner
approval of
expended in the
sioner with the approval
of the Secretary,
Secretary, expended
the acquisiacquisition of other property similar or related in service
the
service or
or use to
to the
property so converted, or in the acquisition
acquisition of control of a
acorporasuch other
other property,
the establishment
a replaceof a
in the
establishment of
or in
property, or
owning such
o tion
tion owning
Ga
Gain recoged
recognized on
soused.
ment fund,
fund, no gain or
or loss shall
shall be recognized.
recognized. If
of the
the
part not so
used.
ment
If any part a
but
money is not so expended, the gain, if any, shall be recognized,
recognized, but
in an amount not in excess of the money which
which is
is not soso expended.
expended.
Additional stock received
on reorganira(C)
there is
plan of
za a plan
of reorgani
reorganizain pursuance
pursuance of
of a
is distributed,
distributed, in
(c) If
If there
eeditvonretorganizatifm
to a
shareholder in aacorporation
to the
tion and
and holding not tion.
a shareholder
corporation aaparty
party to
the reorganization,
reorganization,
tion, to
.urrendered.
in such corporation or in another corporation a
securities
or
rrenderedock
stock or securities
corporation aa
securities in such corporation
corporation or in another
another corporation

sim

For similar stock in

For

same corporation.

same corpration
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by such
such shareINCOME
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sharesurrender by
without the
arty to the
holder
of
stock
or
securities
in
such
a
corporation,
no
gain
the
the
to
gain
no
older of stock or securities in such a corporation,
distribute°
the receipt
of such
or securities shall be recstock or
such stock
receipt of
from the
distributee from
ognized.
ognized.
(d) (1)
would be
be within
within the
the provisions
of parapara- if property
Recognition
of
gain
ofedgaieopgtioereceived
adprovisions of
exchange would
an exchange
If an
(1) If
(d)
on
that
to
fact ditional
the fact
graph (1),
(2) or
(b) if
if it
it were
not for
for the
ditional
to
that
on
were not
subdivision (b)
of subdivision
(4) of
or (4)
(1), (2),
graph
that the
property received
only of
none recognized.
whichnonerecognied.
property which
of property
not only
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of the
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If the
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the
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of the
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for the
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the
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to the
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of the
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of the
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the
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cost, the basis for depletion shall be the fair market
the
property at the date of discovery or within thirty days thereafter;
thereafter;
property
Limitation.
Limitation.
on discovery
but such depletion allowance
allowance based on
discovery value shall
shall not
exnot ex(computed without allowance
allowance
ceed 50 per centum
centum of the net income (computed
for depletion)
property upon which the discovery
discovery was
was
depletion) from the property
allowance be
made, except that in no case shall the depletion allowance
be less
less than
it would be if computed
computed without
without reference
to discovery
reference to
discovery value.
value.

Depletion, oxhaus
exhaustion, etc., allowed.

Inventories.NVENOES.
Inventories.
17se of, in determining sineof
incontes.
in determin.

Net
losses.
Net losses.

Desstermedti

Losses not connected
with the business.

d

Capital losses, by
other than
corporations.

other

tions.

loetserps

Depletion.

SEC. 205.
205. Whenever
in the
opinion of
of the
Commissioner the
the use
use
the Commissioner
the opinion
Whenever in
SEC.
of inventories is necessary in order clearly to determine the income
of any taxpayer, inventories shall be taken by such taxpayer upon
upon
such basis as the Commissioner,
Commissioner, with the approval
approval of the Secretary,
may prescribe as conforming as nearly as may be to the best accounting practice in the trade or business and as most clearly reflecting
reflecting
the income.
NT LOSSES.
LOSES.
NET

Determined by exbOover
e
cess of deductions
gross
income.
grossincome.

with senbotsote

INVENTORIES.

"net
SEC.
S
EC. 206. (a)
(a) As
As used in this section the term "
net loss"
loss" means
the excess of the deductions
deductions allowed
allowed by section 214 or 234 over the
gross income, with the following exceptions and limitations:
limitations:

(1)
Deductions otherwise
otherwise allowed
allowed by
law not
not attributable
attributable to
(1) Deductions
by law
to the
the

operation of aatrade or business regularly carried on by the taxpayer
taxpayer
shall be allowed only to the extent of the amount
amount of the gross income
not derived from
business;
from such
such trade or business;
(2)
corporation, deductions
deductions
( 2 ) In
In the
the case of a
a taxpayer
taxpayer other
other than
than a
a corporation,

for capital
capital losses otherwise
for
otherwise allowed by law shall be allowed only to
gains;
the extent of the capital gains;

(3) The
amount
(3)
The deduction
deduction for depletion
depletion shall not exceed the amount
allowable if computed
computed without reference
reference to discovery
discovery
which would be allowable
value;
value;
On corporation dividendnotalonedi.(4)
dends
not allowed.
(6) of subdivision
(4) The deduction provided for in paragraph
paragraph (6)
(a)
received as dividends shall not be
(a) of section 234 of amounts received
allowed;
allowed;
Interest to be incluIed in
income
(5)
cluded
in gros
gross income.
(5) There shall be included in computing
computing gross income
income the amount
amount
of interest received free from tax under this title, decreased
decreased by the
amount of interest paid or accrued and losses sustained which is
not allowed as a
a deduction
deduction by paragraph
paragraph (2)
(a)
(2) of subdivision (a)
or by paragraph
(2) of subdivision (a)
(a) of section
of
section
214
paragraph
(2)
section
234.
Net loss to be de(b) If,
If, for
taxable year,
year, it
upon the
ductetd from
fro tax
(b)
for any
ducted
tax for
any taxable
it appears
appears upon
the production
production of
of
succeeding
taxable
succeeding
taxable evidence
evidence satisfactory
satisfactory to the Commissioner that any taxpayer
taxpayer has susyear.
ear.
tained a
a net loss, the amount thereof shall be allowed
a deduction
deduction
allowed as a
in computing
succeeding
computing the net income of the taxpayer
taxpayer for the succeeding
"second
year"), and
taxable year (hereinafter in this section called "
second year"),
if such net loss is in excess of such net income
income (computed
(computed without
without
deduction), the amount of such excess shall be allowed as a
such deduction),
a
deduction
deduction in computing the net income for the next succeeding
succeeding
(hereinafter in this section
year");;the
taxable year (hereinafter
section called "third
"third year")
deduction in all cases to be made under
regulations prescribed by
under regulations
approval of the Secretary.
the Commissioner
Commissioner with the approval
Secretary.
Depletion.
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(c) (1)
taxpayer (other
(other than
than a
corporaa corporasecond year
year the
the taxpayer
(1) If
If in
in the
the second
(c)

INCOME TAX.
ApNCOME
TAX
tion) sustains
capital net
loss, the
deduction allowed
allowed by subdi- loss sustained second
net loss,
the deduction
a capital
tion)
sustains a

Application if capital
loss sustained in second
year.

a deduction in year.
vision (b) of this section shall first be applied as a
computing the ordinary net income for such year. If
If the deduction
deduction
(computed without such
such
is in excess of the ordinary net income (computed
deduction) then the
deduction)
the amount
amount of such
such excess
excess shall
shall be allowed
allowed as aa
deduction in computing
computing net income for the third year.
year.
deduction
to capicapi(2) If
Application to
corporation) talApplication
If in
in the
the second
second year the taxpayer (other than aacorporation)
(2)
gain for second year.
capital net gain
subdivision (b) of ta gin for second year.
deduction allowed by subdivision
gain,' the deduction
has aacapital
this section
section shall first be applied
applied as aa deduction
deduction in computing
computing the
the
ordinary net income for such year.
year. If
of
deduction is in excess of
ordinary
If the deduction
income (computed
(computed without such deduction)
deduction) the
the ordinary net income
amount
amount of
of such excess
excess shall
shall next
next be
be applied
applied against the capital
capital net
net
amount
gain for such year and if in excess of the capital net gain the amount
of that
that excess
be allowed
allowed as aa deduction
deduction in computing
computing net
net inexcess shall
shall be
of
the third
third year.
come for
for the
Application to
to third
third
(d) If
deduction in com- Application
If any portion of aanet loss is allowed as aa deduction
year.
income for the third year, under the provisions of either year.
puting net income
subdivision (b)
(c), and the taxpayer
corporation)
taxpayer (other than aacorporation)
(b) or (c),
subdivision
has
loss then the
a capital net loss,
a capital net gain or a
has in such year a
method of allowing such deduction
deduction in such third year shall be the
same
(c).
as provided
provided in subdivision (c).
same as
Application to in(e) If
taxPayer sustained a
(e)
If for the taxable year 1922 aataxpayer
a net loss in
in come
Application
to infor 1922, under
year 1923 (such
excess of
his net
net income
for the
the taxable
taxable year
(such net loss
income for
excess
of his

Act
of 1921.
Act ofi.

r

income being computed under the Revenue
Revenue Act of 1921),
1921),
and net income
a deduction in comthe amount of such excess shall be allowed as a
puting
taxable year 1924 in accordance
accordance with the
the
income for the
the taxable
puting net income
method provided in subdivisions
subdivisions (b) and (c)
(c) of this section.

Allowance
for year
year
net loss
loss 1923.
Allowance for
sustained aa net
a taxpayer
taxpayer sustained
(f) If
If for
taxable year
year 1923
1923 a
the taxable
(f)
for the
of
Revenue Act of 1921, the amount
within the provisions of the Revenue
amount of
such net loss shall be allowed as a
a deduction in computing
computing net insucceeding taxable years to the same extent and in
come for the two succeeding
the same manner
manner as a
anet loss sustained for one taxable year is, under
under
this
deduction for the two succeeding
succeeding taxable
this Act,
Act, allowed
allowed as aa deduction
years.
Application if loss in
(g) If
If a
a taxpayer
a period beginning
Applicaardionilossoin
taxpayer makes return for a
beginning in one cal- fiscal
fiscal
yeardiffers
year differs from
from year.
endar
(hereinafter in
in this
called "first
"first calendar
calendar calendar
calendaryear.
this subdivision
subdivision called
year (hereinafter
endar year
(hereinafter
year") and ending in the following
following calendar year (hereinafter
in
calendar year") and the law
called "second
"second calendar
in this
this subdivision called
applicable
calendar year is different from the law
second calendar
applicable to the second
Proportional allowProportional allow
applicable
the first
first calendar
calendar year,
year, then his net loss for the period ance.
to the
applicable to
ending
ending during
during the second calendar year shall be the sum of: (1) the
same
determined
entire period,
period, determined
a net
net loss
loss for the entire
of a
same proportion
proportion of
calendar year, which the portion
under the law applicable to the first calendar
of
period falling
falling within such calendar
calendar year is of the entire
such period
of such
period;
(2) the same proportion
a net loss for the entire
proportion of a
period; and (2)
period,
applicable to the second calendar
calendar
law applicable
determined under the law
period, determined
year,
calendar
period falling within such calendar
such period
the portion of such
year, which the
entire period.
year is of the entire
Benefits allowed
(h) The
Benefts allowed
(h)
The benefit of this section shall be allowed to the members
members partners,
partners,
estates
estates or
or
insurance
insurance companies
of
an estate
or trust,
and to
to insurance
companies trusts, and insurance
trust, and
to an
estate or
of a
a partnership,
partnership, to
companies.
subject
imposed by
section 243 or 246, under reaulations
regulations companies
by section
to the tax imposed
subject to
Secretary.
prescribed by the Commissioner
approval of the Secretary.
Commissioner with the approval
prescribed

ISCAL

ERS.

FISCAL YEARS.
FISCAL
TEARS.

Fiscal years.
Fiscal
years.

SEC. 207. (a) If the taxpayer makes return for a period begin- begtin
Returns

if

perdar

period

SEC. 207. (a) If the taxpayer makes return for a period begin- begins
in
beg
in
ins first
frst calendar
ilendar
year ands
and ends in
in sec
sec(hereinafter in this subdivision
subdivision calledyear
ning in one calendar year (hereinafter
ond.
year
"first calendar
calendar year
year")
following calendar year
") and ending in the following
"first
year")
(hereinafter
(hereinafter in this subdivision called "second calendar year")
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from
and
the law
law applicable
applicable to
to the
the second
calendar year
year is
is different
different from
second calendar
and the
the
applicable to
the first
calendar year, then his tax under this
first calendar
to the
law applicable
the law
title
for the
the period
ending during
during the
the second
second calendar
calendar year
year shall be
be
period ending
title for
Proportion for differdifer- the sum of: (1)
Proportion
(1) the same proportion
proportion of aatax for the entire
entire period,
period,
en
rates.
en trat.
determined
under the
applicable to
to the first
first calendar
calendar year
and
determined under
the law
law applicable
year and
at the
the rates
such year,
year, which
which the
the portion
portion of such period falling
falling
for such
rates for
at
within the
the first
first calendar
the entire
entire period;
period; and (2)
(2) the
of the
is of
year is
calendar year
within
same proportion
proportion of
of a
entire period,
period, determined
determined under the
the entire
for the
tax for
a tax
same
law
to the
year and
at the
rates for
for
the rates
and at
calendar year
second calendar
the second
applicable to
law applicable
such year,
portion of
of such
period falling
within the
second
the second
falling within
such period
the portion
which the
year, which
such
calendar year
year is
of the
the entire
period.
entire period.
is of
calendar
n-a—to
Parr(b) If
If a
afiscal
fiscal year
year of
of a
partnership begins in one calendar
calendar year
year
a partnership
(b)
to part
eatOn
„Ia
ps
and
ends in
another calendar
calendar year,
year, and
and the
the law
law applicable
applicable to the
in another
and ends
second calendar
calendar year
year is
different from
from the
the law
law applicable
applicable to the first
first
is different
second
calendar year,
then (1)
rates for
for the
calendar year
year during
during which
which
the calendar
the rates
(1) the
year, then
calendar
such
fiscal year
amount of each partner's
to an amount
apply to
shall apply
begins shall
year begins
such fiscal
share of
such partnership
net income (determined
(determined under the law
partnership net
of such
share
applicable
applicable to such calendar year) equal to the proportion which the
part
of such
falling within such calendar year bears to
to
such fiscal
fiscal year falling
part of
during
calendar year during
the
(2) the rates for the calendar
the full fiscal year, and (2)
which
year ends shall
shall apply
apply to an amount of each partwhich such fiscal year
income (determined
such partnership
(determined under the
partnership net income
ner's share of such
which
proportion which
calendar year) equal to the proportion
law applicable
applicable to such calendar
the part
fiscal year
falling within
-within such
calendar year
year bears
bears
such calendar
year falling
such fiscal
of such
the
part of
Added to other income of
taxpayers.
to the
full fiscal
fiscal year.
year. In
such cases
cases the
the part
part of
of such income subject
subject
In such
the full
to
of taxpayers.
come
to the rates in effect
effect for the most
most recent
recent calendar
calendar year shall be added
added
to
the other
to such rates and the
taxpayer subject to
the taxpayer
income of the
to the
other income
resulting
brackets of the rate
placed in the lower brackets
shall be placed
amount shall
resulting amount
schedule
applicable to
part of such income
income subto such year, and the part
schedule applicable
ject
calendar year shall
preceding calendar
ject to
to the
the rates in effect for the next preceding
be
placed in
in the next higher brackets of the rate schedule applicable
be placed
to such year.
Credit or refund for
,c ,
) Any
Any amount
amount paid
paid before
or after
the enactment
enactment of
of this
this Act
Act dn
On
after the
before or
(c)
for
r rnd
n former
taCre
tax paidid
under
fiscal year
year beginning in 1923 and
tax Imposed
for aa fiscal
account of the tax
law,
account
imposed for
and
law.
II of the Revenue
Revenue Act of 1921 shall be
ending. in 1924 by Title II
imposed for such fiscal year
year
payment of the tax imposed
the payment
toward the
credited toward
by this
Act, and
amount so
such
so paid exceeds the amount of such
if the amount
this Act,
and if
by
301.
tax imposed
this Act,
Act, the
the excess
excess shall
be credited
or refunded
refunded
credited or
shall be
by this
imposed by
tax
Po,
Post, p. 30L
in accordance
accordance with
with the
provisions of
section 281.
of section
the provisions
in
INCOME TAX
lINCOME

Capital
gains
Capital gains
losses.
losses.

and
and

Meaning
Meaning of terms.

"
Capital gain."
"Capitalgain."

CAPITAL GAINS
CAPITAL
GAINS AND LOSSES.

S
EC. 208. (a)
(a) For the purposes
purposes of
title—
SEC.
of this title(1)
(1) The
The term "capital
"capital gain"
gain" means taxable gain from the sale

December 31,
consummated after
or exchange
exchange of capital
capital assets consummated
after December
31, 1921;
1921;
(2)
(2) The term "capital
capital loss
loss"
means deductible
loss resulting
resulting from
from
" means
deductible loss
the sale or exchange of capital assets;
assets;
meanss such deductions
deductions" mean
"capital
(3)
deduct"Capital
"Cap
(3) The term "
capital deductions"
deductions as are
tons.
" ital dedueincome, and
of
computing
purpose
for
the
214
allowed
allowed by section
section
purpose
computing net income,
and
are properly
against capital
assets sold
sold or
or
capital assets
chargeable against
to or chargeable
allocable to
are
properly allocable
exchanged
year;
taxable
year;
during
the
exchanged
deductions" means the
(4) The term "ordinary
dedun "ordinary
(4)
"ordinary deductions"
the deductions
deductions
"OrBdinarydeduedons."
and capital
losses
capital
allowed by section 214 other than
capital
deductions;
deductions;
"Capital
gain."
(5)
term "capital
"capital net
gain"" means
means the
excess of
of the
the total
total
the excess
net gain
The term
net gain."
(5) The
Capital net
capital gain over the sum of (A) the capital
capital deductions
deductions
amount of
of capital
(B) the amount, if any, by which the ordiand capital
capital losses, plus (B)
nary deductions exceed
exceed the gross income
income computed
computed without
without including capital gain;
"Capitalloss."
"Capital loss."
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T^Xoss.
,OE
(6)
capital net
net loss"
means the
the excess of the sum of "
loss" means
"capital
term "
The term
(6) The
amount
total
the capital
the capital
over the
amount
Capital nnet loss."
deductions over
capital deductions
plus the
losses plus
capital losses
the
of
capital gain;
gain;
4
of capital
in"Orinary net
comnet
(7)
The
term
"
ordinary
net
income"
means
the
net
income,
corn"Or,clinary
net
inthe
means
income"
net
"ordinary
term
The
(7)
excluding
puted
in
accordance
with
the
provisions
of
this
title,
after
excluding
wine.
puted in accordance with the provisions of this
t
tal assets."
all items
of capital
capital loss,
loss, and
capital deductions;
deductions; and „Capital
and capital
gain, capital
capital gain,
items of
all
ital ts
(8)
term "
capital assets"
means property held by the taxassets" means
"capital
The term
(8) The
payer
than two
two years
(whether or not connected
connected with his
years (whether
more than
for more
payer for
trade or business), but
does not
include
stock
in trade
of the
tax- edPr
asert
o
.
perty not
not indincludthe taxtrade of
in
stock
include
not
does
but
trade or business),
included
payer
or
other
property
of
a
kind
which
would
properly
be
included
payer or other property of a kind which
in the
inventory of
taxpayer if
on hand
hand at the close of the taxif on
the taxpayer
of the
the inventory
in
able year,
year, or
or property
held by
primarily for sale in the
taxpayer primarily
the taxpayer
by the
property held
able
course
of
his
trade
or
business.
of his trade or
course
iteu of
awedi
gTn
(b) In
the dase
of any
taxpayer (other
than a
a corporation)
Jnaxanoonweqapnittieuneott
corporation) who gain
(other than
allowed in lieu of
any taxpayer
case of
In the
(b)
surtax.
or
noal
the
shall
for
any
taxable
year
derives
a
capital
net
gain,
there
shall
(at
normal
there
gain,
net
capital
a
for any taxable year derives
election
of the
the taxpayer)
be levied,
an paid, in lieu of the
collected and
levied, collected
taxpayer) be
election of
taxes
imposed
by
sections
210
and
211
of
determined
title, aatax determined
this
taxes imposed by sections 210 and 211 of
as follows:
follows:omputation
deComputation to d
.nuatinto
termine.
of the ordi- te
A
tax shall
first be
computed upon
basis of
the basis
upon the
be computed
shall first
partial tax
A partial
nary net
income at
the rates
rates and
in the manner provided
provided in secsecand in
at the
net income
nary
124
plus
amount
tions
210
and
211,
and
the
total
tax
be
this
amount
shall
tax
total
the
and
211,
and
tions 210
per centum
centum of
the capital
capital net gain.
of the
per
On capital net loss.
a corporation)
than a
(c) In
In the
the case
any taxpayer
taxpayer (other
corporation) who On captal net los.
(other than
of any
case of
(c)
levied,
be
for any
any taxable
taxable year
sustains a
acapital
capital net
loss, there shall
net loss,
year sustains
for
collected, and
paid, in
lieu of
imposed by sections 210
taxes imposed
of the taxes
in lieu
and paid,
collected,
omputation to deand
211
of
this
title,
a
tax
determined
as
follows:
Computation
follows:
as
determined
tax
and 211 of this title, a
A
partial tax
shall first
first be
be computed
upon the
the basis
terraine.
basis of the ordi- termine.
computed upon
tax shall
A partial
nary net
at the
the rates
manner provided
provided in sections
sections
in the manner
rates and in
income at
net income
nary
12i per
210
211, and
total tax
tax shall
be this amount minus 124
shall be
the total
and the
and 211,
210 and
under
centum of
the capital
capital net
net loss;
loss; but in no case shall the tax under
of the
centum
and
210
sections
by
this
subdivision
be
less
than
the
taxes
imposed
and
imposed
taxes
the
than
less
be
this subdivision
p
collection
211
to the
this section.
section.
Collection and pay.
of this
provisions of
the provisions
regard to
without regard
computed without
211 computed
ment.
ment.
shall
(c)
(d)
The
total
tax
determined
under
subdivision
(c)
or
(b)
subdivision
under
(d) The total tax determined
be
in the
same manner,
manner, at the same time, and subthe same
paid in
and paid
collected and
be collected
ject
to
the
same
provisions
of
law,
including penalties,
penalties, as other
other
ject to the same provisions of law, including
partApplication to
to partAplilcation
taxes
under this
this title.
title.
taxes under
nerships,
stat es or
sp etc. estates
(e)
In the
the case
case of
of the
members of
partnership, of
of an
an estate
estate or ner
of aa partnership,
the members
trusts,
(e) In
part of t1UtS
trust, or
of the
the beneficiary
of an
estate or
trust, the
the proper
proper part
or trust,
an estate
beneficiary of
or of
trust,
ordiof
each share
of
the
net
income
which
consists,
respectively,
respectively,
consists,
which
income
net
each share of the
nary net
net income,
income, capital
capital net
net gain,
gain, or capital
capital net loss, shall
shall be
nary
determined
under rules
and regulations
prescribed by the
regulations to be prescribed
rules and
determined under
Commissioner with
with the
the approval
of the
the Secretary,
Secretary, and
and shall be Returns and rates.
of
approval
Commissioner
separately
shown in
in the
the return
or estate
estate or trust, Retu and rate
partnership or
the partnership
of the
return of
separately shown
and shall
be taxed
taxed to
member or
or beneficiary
beneficiary or to the estate or
the member
to the
shall be
and
trust as
in sections
sections 218
218 and
and
219, but at the rates and
and 219,
provided in
as provided
trust
or (c)
in
the
manner
provided
in
subdivision
(b)
(c) of this section.
section.
in the manner provided in subdivision

I
E.
EARNED
EARNED INCOME.
INCOME.
EARNED

"Earned income."
Income."
"Earned

Meaning of terms.
Meaningofteorms
S
EC. 209.
209. (a)
purposes of
of this
section—
this sectionthe purposes
For the
(a) For
SEC.
"Eamed Income."
Earned income."
(1) The
term "earned
"earned income"
means wages,
salaries, profesprofeswages, salaries,
income" means
The term
(1)
compensation for persional
fees, and
and other
received as compensation
amounts received
other amounts
sional fees,
sonal services
services actually
actually rendered,
does not
of
include that part of
not include
but does
rendered, but
sonal
services
personal
the
compensation
derived
by
the
taxpayer
personal
services
for
taxpayer
the
by
derived
the compensation
a distribution
rendered
corporation which
which represents
represents a
distribution of
to aacorporation
him to
by him
rendered by
for personllowacorpeRnearnings
or
profits
rather
than
a
reasonable
allowance
as compen- al ABOWSDee
allowance
reasonable
earnings or profits rather than a
services if
combinyi
itcombin.d
alsevies
a
of
sation
for
the
personal
services
actually
rendered.
In
the
case
a
case
the
In
rendered.
with
capital
iu
bushwee.
actually
services
personal
the
sation for
iin
'wthc'
personal
taxpayer
engaged
in
a
trade
or
business
in
which
both
personal
which
in
taxpayer engaged in a trade or business
services and
capital are
material income
factors, a
a reasonproducing factors,
income producing
are material
services and capital
able allowance as
as compensation
the personal
actually renservices actually
personal services
for the
compensation for

able allowance
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dered by the taxpayer,
not in
taxpayer, not
in excess
excess of
of 20
20 per
centum of
of his
his share
share
per centum

net profits
of such
business, shall
be considered
considered as
as
of the
the net
profits of
such trade
trade or
or business,
shall be
earned income.
earned

*

(2) The
The term
term "earned
"earned income
deductions" means
such deducdeduc(2)
income deductions"
means such
tions as are allowed
allowed by section
section 214 for the purpose
purpose of computing
computing net
net
income, and
properly allocable
allocable to
to or
chargeable against
against earned
and are
are properly
or chargeable
earned
income.
income.
In"Earned
net
"Earned n
e t in(3) The term "earned
"earned net income"
(3)
income" means
means the excess
excess of the
come."
come.amount
amount of the earned income over the sum of the earned income
deductions. If
taxpayer's net
income is not more than
$5,000,
If the taxpayer's
net income
than $5,000,
his entire net income
income shall be considered
earned net
income,
considered to be earned
net income,
and
if his
his net
is more
his earned
earned net
net income
income
and if
net income
income is
more than
than $5,000,
$5,000, his
Maximum allowed.
ow
e
shall not be considered to be less than $5,000. In no case shall the
earned net
considered to
to be
than $10,000.
$10,000.
earned
net income be considered
be more
more than
indidl alloed
In the
an individual
(b) In
the case of an
individual the
the tax
tax shall,
shall, in
in addition
addition to
to the
the
credit on normal tax
tax
for
credits
for earned
earned Income
income.
credits provided in section 222, be credited
credited with 25 per centum
centum of
of
the amount of tax which would be
income
be payable
payable if his
his earned net
net income
constituted his entire net income; but in no case
case shall the
the credit
credit
allowed under this subdivision exceed 25 per centum
centum of his tax
under section 210.
Application to partApplication
to part() ) In
of aapartnership
ners.
In the case of the members
members of
partnership the-proper
the proper part
part
of each share of the net income
income
income which consists
consists of earned income
determined under rules and regulations
shall be determined
to be
regulations to
be prescribed
prescribed
by the Commissioner
Commissioner with the approval
approval of the Secretary
Secretary and shall
Pop
275.
be separately shown in the return
of the
partnership and
and shall
shall be
be
return of
the partnership
Post, p. 275.
provided in
section 218.
218.
taxed to the
the member
member as
as provided
in section

Earned

"Earned incomedeincome de-

ductiona."
ductions."

Individual

albwed

,c ,

Individuals.

PART
II.-IINnDIUAS.
PART H
.—INDIVIDUALS.

Normal tax.

NORMAL
TAX.
NORMAL TAX.

ineuoformerrat".
Inlienofformerrates.
SEC.
In lieu
of the
imposed by
of the
the
SEc. 210.
210. (a)
(a) In
lieu of
the tax
tax imposed
by section
section 210
210 of
ol. 42,
42, p.
p.. ..
Revenue Act of 1921,
Revenue
1921, there
there shall be levied, collected,
collected, and paid
paid for
for
taxable year
each taxable
year upon the
of every
every individual
individual (except
(except
the net income
income of
as provided
provided in subdivision (b) of this section)
section) a
a normal
tax of
normal tax
of 6
6
per centum of the amount of the net income in
excess
of
the credits
credits
in
excess
of
the
Post, p. 272.
provided in
the case
citizen or
or resiresiEpo2oridtizens
in section
section 216,
216, except
except that
that in
Exception for citizens provided
in the
case of
of a
a citizen
or residents.
residents.
or
dent of the United States the rate upon the
such excess
excess
the first $4,000
$4,000 of
of such
amount
amount shall be 2
2 per centum,
centum, and upon the next $4,000 of
such
of such
excess amount
shall be
be 4
4 per
centum;
excess
amount
shall
per
centum;
Alien residents in
contuousuntres
(b)
In lieu of the tax imposed
contiguous countries.
(b) In
imposed by subdivision
subdivision (a),
(a), there
there shall
be
shall be
levied, collected, and paid for each taxable year
year upon the
net ininthe net
come of every nonresident
nonresident alien individual,
resident of
of aa conconindividual, aa resident
tiguous
country,
a
normal
tax
equal
to
the
sum
of
the
following:
tiguous
country,
a
normal
tax
equal
to
the
sum
of
the
following:
On compensation for
persn
seriensain
(1)
amount by
(1) 2
2 per centum
centum of the amount
the part
of the
the net
net
by which
which the
personal
services
in
part of
United States.
lnited
states.
income attributable
attributable to
to wages,.
wages, salaries, professional
professional fees, or other
other
income
amounts received
received as compensation
compensation for personal
personal services
services actually
actually perperformed in the United
United States, exceeds
exceeds the credits provided in subLimitation.
divisions (d)
(d) and (e)
(e) of section
216: but
divisions
section 216;
but the amount taxable
taxable at
at such
such
2
per centum
centum rate
shall not
not exceed
exceed $4,000;
2
rate
shall
$4,000;
Additional, if exceeding family credits and
(2) 4
4 per centum
ing
and
(2)
centum of the amount by which
which such part of
of the
the
$4,000.
$4.00
net income
income exceeds the sum of (A)
(A) th
cre dit s provided
provided in subthee credits
divisions (d)
(d) and (e)
(e) of section
section 216, plus (B)
(B) $4,000; but the
the
amount
4 per centum rate shall not exceed $4,000;
amount taxable at such 4
and
Additional, if in exif in ex
(3) 66 per
centum of
of the amount
cess ditionl
thereof.
(3)
per centum
amount of the
the net income
income in excess
excess of
the sum of (A) the amount taxed
taxed under paragraphs
paragraphs (1)
(1) and (2),
(2),
(B) the credits provided in section
plus (B)
section 216.
-Vol.
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TAX.
SurINCOME Ta.
Surtax.
Additional to normal

Additionalto
SEC.
211. (a)
of the
imposed by
section 211
211 of the tax,
by section
tax imposed
the tax
lieu of
In lieu
(a) In
on incomes normal
exceedSEC. 211.
$10,000.
ngo.$10,00.
Revenue
1921, but
in addition
addition to
the normal
imposed by ing
tax imposed
normal tax
to the
but in
of 1921,
Act of
Revenue Act
section 210
this Act,
Act, there
there shall
shall be
levied, collected, and paid for
be levied,
of this
210 of
section
each taxable
taxable year
upon the
net income
income of every
every individual
individual aasurtax
the net
year upon
each
as
follows:
as follows:
Rates.
Upon
$10,000 there
be no
surtax •upon
upon net Ra^.
no surtax;
shall be
there shall
of $10,000
income of
net income
a net
Vol. 42, p. 235.
Upon a
per
1
$14,000,
excess
in
incomes
in
excess
of
$10,000
and
not
of
$1
4
,
000
,
1
per
incomes in excess of $10,000
centum of
of such
excess.
such excess.
centum
$40
incomes of
$14,000; and upon
upon net incomes
incomes in excess
of $14,000;
net incomes
upon net
$40 upon
of
$14,000
and
not
in
excess
of
$16,000,
2
in addition of
centum
2
per
$16,000,
of
of $14,000 and not in excess
such excess.
$80
upon net
net incomes
incomes of
of $16,000;
$16,000; and
incomes in excess
upon net incomes
and upon
$80 upon
in addition of
of
$16,000
and
not
in
excess
of
$18,000,
3
centum
centum
per
3
$18,000,
of
excess
in
not
of $16,000 and
such
excess.
such excess.
$140 upon
upon net
incomes of
of $18,000;
net incomes in excess
upon net
$18,000; and upon
net incomes
$140
of
and not
excess of
4 per
per centum in addition
addition of
$20,000, 4
of $20,000,
in excess
not in
$18,000 and
of $18,000
such excess.
$220 upon
net incomes
of $20,000;
$20,000; and upon net incomes in excess
excess
incomes of
upon net
$220
5 per centum in addition of
of $20,000
and not
$22,000, 5
in excess of $22,000,
not in
$20,000 and
of
such
excess.
such excess.
$320 upon
of $22,000;
$22,000; and
and upon
upon net
in excess
excess
incomes in
net incomes
incomes of
net incomes
upon net
$320
of $22,000
$22,000 and
in excess
of $24,000,
$24,000, 6
per centum
centum in addition of
6 per
excess of
not in
and not
of
such excess.
excess.
such
$440 upon
upon net
net incomes
of $24,000;
$24,000; and
and upon
upon net
incomes in excess
net incomes
incomes of
$440
of $24,000
$24,000 and
not in
$26,000, 7
centum in addition
addition of
7 per centum
of $26,000,
excess of
in excess
and not
of
such excess.
$580
net incomes
incomes of
$26,000; and
upon net
net incomes
incomes in excess
excess
and upon
of $26,000;
upon net
$580 upon
of
addition
n
in
centum
of
$26,000
and
not
in
excess
of
$28,000,
8
centupi
in
of
per
8
$28,000,
of
excess
in
not
of $26,000 and
such excess.
$740
upon net
incomes of
of $28,000;
$28,000; and upon net incomes in exnet incomes
$740 upon
9 per centum
cess
of $28,000
not in
in excess
centum in addiof $30,000, 9
excess of
and not
$28,000 and
cess of
tion
•
tion of such excess.
$920 upon
incomes of
$30,000; and upon net incomes in exof $30,000;
net incomes
upon net
$920
cess of
of $30,000
$34,000, 10 per centum in addiof $34,000,
excess of
in excess
not in
and not
$30,000 and
cess
tion of such
such excess.
tion
in
$1,320 upon
of $34,000;
$34,000; and
incomes in
and upon net incomes
incomes of
net incomes
upon net
$1,320
in
excess of
not in
$36,000, 11 per centum in
of $36,000,
excess of
in excess
and not
$34,000 and
of $34,000
excess
addition of such excess.
in
$36,000; and upon net incomes
$1,540
incomes in
net incomes of $36,000;
upon net
$1,540 upon
in
in
centum
$38,000,
of
excess
of
$36,000
and
not
in
$38,000,
12
per
centum
excess
excess of $36,000 and not
addition of such excess.
$1,780 upon
net incomes
incomes in ex$38,000; and upon net incomes
of $38,000;
incomes of
upon net
$1,780
in addiper
cess
of
$38,000
and
not
in
excess
$42,000,
13
centum
$42,000,
of
excess
in
not
and
$38,000
cess of
tion of such
excess.
such excess.
tion
$2,300 upon
$42,000,• and upon net incomes in
incomes of $42,000,
upon net incomes
$2,300
excess of
$42,000 and
and not
not in
per centum
centum in
$44,000, 14 per
excess of $44,000,
in excess
of $42,000
excess
addition of such excess.
$2,580
upon net incomes in exincomes of $44,000; and upon
net incomes
upon net
$2,580 upon
cess of
and not in excess
excess of $46,000,
$46,000, 15 per centum in addi$44,000 and
of $44,000
cess
tion of such excess.
$2,880 upon
upon net
upon net incomes in
in
$46,000; and upon
incomes of $46,000;
net incomes
$2,880
$48,000, 16 per centum in
excess
of $46,000
excess of $48,000,
in excess
not in
and not
$46,000 and
excess of
addition
addition of such excess.
$3.200 upon
upon net
net incomes
$48,000; and upon net incomes
incomes in
incomes of $48,000;
$3.200
excess
of $48,000
excess of $50,000,
$50,000, 17 per centum
centum in
$48,000 and not in excess
excess of
addition
addition of such excess.
$3,540
incomes in
$50,000; and upon net incomes
incomes of $50,000,net incomes
upon net
$3,540 upon
excess
of $50,000
$50,000 and
centum in
of $52,000, 18 per centum
excess of
not in excess
and not
excess of
excess.
such
of
addition
addition
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$3,900 upon
incomes of
$52,000; and
net incomes
in
incomes in
net incomes
of $52,000;
upon net
and upon
$3,900
upon net
excess
and not
not in
excess of
of $56,000,
$56,000, 19
19 per
per centum
centum in
in
in excess
of $52,000
$52,000 and
excess of
addition of
of such
exeess.
such exeess.
addition
$4,660
net incomes
incomes of
of $56,000;
upon net
net incomes
incomes in
in
and upon
$56,000; and
upon net
$4,660 upon
excess of
$56,000 and
not in
excess of
of $58,000,
$58,000, 20
20 per
per centum
centum in
in
in excess
and not
of $56,000
excess
addition of
of such
such excess.
excess.
addition
$5,060
upon net
incomes of
in
net incomes
incomes in
and upon
upon net
$58,000; and
of $58,000;
net incomes
$5,060 upon
excess
$58,000 and
$62,000, 21
21 per
per centum
centum in
in
of $62,000,
in excess
excess of
and not
not in
of $58,000
excess of
addition
of such
excess.
such excess.
addition of
$5,900 upon
net incomes
incomes of
upon net
net incomes
in
incomes in
and upon
of $62,000;
$62,000; and
upon net
$5,900
excess
of $62,000
in excess
of $64,000,
22 per
centum in
in adadper centum
$64,000, 22
excess of
not in
$62,000 and
and not
excess of
dition of
such excess.
excess.
dition
of such
$6,340
upon net
of $64,000;
in
incomes in
net incomes
and upon
upon net
$64,000; and
incomes of
net incomes
$6,340 upon
excess of
and not
not in
in excess
excess of
of $66
7
000 7 23
per centum
centum in
in adad23 per
$66,000,
of $64,000
$64,000 and
excess
dition
of such
such excess.
dition of
excess.
$6,800 upon
upon net
net incomes
incomes of
and upon
upon net
net incomes
in
incomes in
of $66,000;
$66,000; and
$6,800
excess
per centum
in adadcentum in
24 per
of $68,000,
$68,000, 24
in excess
excess of
and not
not in
of $66,000
$66,000 and
excess of
dition of
such excess.
dition
of such
excess.
$7,280 upon
upon net
of $68,000;
and upon
upon net
net incomes
in
incomes in
$68,000; and
net incomes
incomes of
$7,280
excess of
$68,000 and
and not
not in
in excess
excess of
of $70,000,
per centum
in adadcentum in
$70,000, 25
25 per
excess
of $68,000
dition of
of such
such excess.
excess.
dition
$7,780
of $70,000;
and upon
upon net
net incomes
incomes in
in
incomes of
$70,000; and
$7,780 upon
upon net
net incomes
excess of
$70,000 and
and not
not in
of $74,000,
per centum
centum in
in adad26 per
$74,000, 26
in excess
excess of
of $70,000
excess
dition
of such excess.
excess.
dition of
$8,820
net incomes
incomes of
$74,000; and
and upon
upon net
net incomes
incomes in
in
of $74,000;
upon net
$8,820 upon
excess
of $74,000
in excess
$76,000, 27
27 per
centum in
in adadper centum
excess of
of $76,000,
and not
not in
excess of
$74,000 and
dition
of such
such excess.
dition of
$9,360 upon
of $76,000;
net incomes
incomes in
in
$9,360
upon net
net incomes
incomes of
$76,000; and
and upon
upon net
excess of
and not
in excess
per centum
centum in
in
$80,000, 28
28 per
excess of
of $80,000,
$76,000 and
not in
excess
of $76,000
addition of
of such,
excess.
such excess.
addition
$10,480 upon
net incomes
incomes of
of $80,000;
$80,000; and
and upon
upon net
in
net incomes
incomes in
$10,480
upon net
excess
in excess
29 per
in
per centum
centum in
and not
not in
excess of
of $82,000,
$82,000, 29
excess of
of $80,000
$80,000 and
addition of
of such
such excess.
excess.
addition
$11,060 upon net incomes of $82,000;
$82,000; and
$11,060
and upon
upon net incomes
incomes in
in
• excess
excess of
of $82,000
$82,000 and
not in
excess of
of $84,000,
$84,000, 30
30 per
per centum
centum in
in
in excess
and not
addition of
excess.
such excess.
of such
addition
$11,660
upon net
$84,000; and
net incomes
incomes in
in
$11,660 upon
net incomes
incomes of
of $84,000;
and upon
upon net
excess
of $84,000
and not
excess of
centum in
in
of $88,000,
$88,000, 31
31 per
per centum
excess of
$84,000 and
not in
in excess
addition
of such
such excess.
excess.
addition of
$12,900
$88,000; and
$12,900 upon net
net incomes of
of $88,000;
and upon
upon net incomes in
in
excess of
of $88,000
$88,000 and
and not
not in
of $90,000,
$90,000, 32
32 per
per centum
centum in
in
excess
in excess
excess of
addition of
such excess.
excess.
addition
of such
$13,540 upon net
$13,540
net incomes
incomes in
net incomes
incomes of
of $90,000;
$90,000; and
and upon net
in
excess of
of $90,000
and not
33 per
per centum
centum in
in
excess
$90,000 and
not in
in excess
excess of
of $92,000,
$92,000, 33
addition
addition of
of such excess.
$14,200 upon net incomes
of $92,000:
and upon
$14,200
incomes of
$92,000; and
upon net incomes
incomes in
in
excess
not in
in excess
centum in
excess of
of $92,000
$92,000 and
and not
excess of
of $94,000,
$94,000, 34
34 per
per centum
in
addition
addition of such excess.
excess.
$14,880
$1-1,880 upon net incomes of $94,000:
$94,000; and upon net incomes in
excess of $94.000
$94.000 and not in excess
excess of $96.000,
$96.000, 35 per centum in
addition
such excess.
addition of such
$15,580
$15,580 upon net incomes of $96,000:
$96,000; and upon net
incomes in
net incomes
$96,000 and
and not
in excess
of $100,000,
$100,000, 36
per centum
centum in
excess of
of $96,000
not in
excess of
36 per
in
addition of such excess.
excess.
addition
$17.020 upon
net incomes
$17,020
upon net
net incomes of $100,000;
$100,000; and
and upon
upon net
incomes in
in
excess of $100.000 and not in excess of $200.000, 37 per centum
centum in
in addition
of such
excess.
in
addition of
such excess.
$54,020 upon net
and upon
upon net
incomes in
net incomes of $200.000;
$200.000; and
net incomes
in
excess of
excess of
$300.000, 38
in
excess
of $200,000
$200,000 and
and not
not in
in excess
of $3000000,
38 per
per centum
centuml in
addition of such excess.
addition
excess.
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INCOME TALI.
ICOME TAX.
incomes of
$92,020
of $300,000;
$300,000; and upon net incomes in
in Surtax—Continued.
net incomes
upon net
$92,020 upon
excess
$300,000 and
$500,000, 39 per centum in
in excess of $500,000,
not in
and not
of $300,000
excess of
of such
such excess.
addition of
$110,020
$500,000; and upon net incomes in
net incomes of $500,000;
upon net
$170,020 upon
excess of
of $500,000,
$500,000, in
in addition
addition 40
centum of
excess.
Mines, oil or gas
of such
such excess.
per centum
40 per
excess
oil or gas
wells.in."'
mines, oil or gas wells, or %A
of mines,
(b)
of aabona
bona fide
fide sale
sale of
case of
the case
In the
(b) In
on
MaimUeve
of the
any
interest therein,
therein, where
value of
the property
property has sales
on
principal value
the principal
where the
salMaiimum
es of, developed
develotoad
d by
any interest
by
exploration and discovery
been demonstrated
by prospecting
prospecting or exploration
discovery work taxpayer.
p ye .
demonstrated by
been
done by
taxpayer, the
the portion
portion of
of the
the tax
tax imposed
imposed by
p 237.
Vl. 42, p.
section Vol.
this section
by this
the taxpayer,
by the
done
attributable
to such
such sale
exceed 16 per centum
selling
of the selling
centum of
not exceed
shall not
sale shall
attributable to
price of
property or interest.
such property
of such
price
tax

tax

DEFINED.
NET
INDIVIDUALS DEFINED.
OF INDIVIDUALS
INCOME OF
NET INCOME

a

r

Pe

Individual
Individual net
come.
come.

Inin-

from
Dgductions
income " g
" net
the term
term "
case of
212. (a)
SEC.
S
EC. 212.
(a) In
In the
the case
of an
an individual
individual the
net income"
rag
u
eoc
int
.
!
o
cong-t
o
u
r
t!
constitutincome
gross
ingmeans
the
gross
income
as
defined
in
section
213,
less
deductions
big.
deductions
the
less
213,
section
in
means the gross income as defined
allowed
sections 214
and 206.
206.
214 and
by sections
allowed by
Basis of computing.
(b)
income shall
computed upon
the taxtax- Bassofcomputing.
of the
basis of
the basis
upon the
be computed
shall be
net income
The net
(b) The
payer's
accounting period
calendar year, as
(fiscal year or calendar
period (fiscal
annual accounting
payer's annual
the
may be)
be) in
in accordance
accordance with
with the
the method
accounting regmethod of accounting
case may
the case
ularly
in keeping
the books
books of
taxpayer; but if no
of such taxpayer;
keeping the
employed in
ularly employed
such
method of
of accounting
accounting has
has been
method
or if the method
so employed, or
been so
such method
employed
clearly reflect
reflect the
the income,
computation shall
the computation
income, the
not clearly
does not
employed does
be
made in
accordance with
with such method
method as in the opinion of the
in accordance
be made
Commissioner
does clearly
clearly reflect
reflect the
If the
taxpayer's
the taxpayer's
income. If
the income.
Commissioner does
annual
accounting period is other than aa fiscal year as defined in
annual accounting
section
the taxpayer
taxpayer has
no annual accounting
accounting period or
has no
if the
or if
200 or
section 200
does
not keep
keep books, the net
computed on the basis
net income shall be computed
does not
of the
calendar year.
the calendar
of
(c)
his accounting
period from
nl
a
i
t
iriXriZ'a.nges
fccotinrgpiod.
year acco
fiscal year
from fiscal
accounting period
changes his
taxpayer changes
If aa taxpayer
(c) If
to
calendar year,
calendar year
fiscal year, or from one
to fiscal
year to
from calendar
year, from
to calendar
fiscal
approval of the
to another, the net income shall, with the approval
fiscal year to
Commissioner,
computed on
accounting
of such new accounting
basis of
the basis
on the
be computed
Commissioner, be
Post 1.281.
p. 281
Pt,
period,
subject to
provisions of
section 226.
226.
of section
the provisions
to the
period, subject
, 5

GROSS
GROSS INCOME
INCOME DEFINED.
DEFINED.

Gross Income.
income.
Gross
Vol.
p.237.
Vol. 42, p.
237.

Sources Included.
included.
Sources

S
EC. 213.
213. For
For the
the purposes
of this
except as
pro- Port,
pout, p.
2s3.
as otherwise
otherwise prothis title,
title, except
purposes of
SEC.
p. 283.
-o,Ppersonal salavided
in section
section 233233—
vided in
From personal
income ries, etc.
(a)
"gross income"
profits, and
and income
gains, profits,
includes gains,
income" includes
term "gross
The term
(a) The
etc
derived
salaries, wages,
or compensation
compensation for
for personal
personal service
F
service Federal
wages, or
derived from
from salaries,
officials, etc.,
(including in
the President
President of the United States, the included.
the case of the
in the
(including
judges
and inferior
of the United States,
courts of
inferior courts
Supreme and
of the
the Supreme
judges of
appointed,
employees, whether elected
and all other officers and employees,
elected or appointed,
of
subdivision
of the United States, Alaska, Hawaii, or any political subdivision
thereof,
or the
the District
District of
the compensation
received as Professions, trades,
compensation received
Columbia, the
of Columbia,
thereof, or
etc.,
buPonsmes, etc.,
such), of
of whatever
whatever kind
kind and in whatever form paid, or from pro- businesses,
such),
fessions,
trades, businesses, commerce, or sales, or dealfessions, vocations, trades,
ings in
in property,
property, whether
growing out of the Interest, rents, divipersonal, growing
real or
or personal,
whether real
ings
di
dends et
ownership or use of or interest
interest in such property;
property; also from interest, dends,
ownership
etc.
rent, dividends, securities, or the transaction
transaction of any business carried
carried
rent,
for taable
or profits and income derived from Inluded
on for
for gain
gain or profit, or gains or
Included for taxable
when received.
yearwhenreceived.
be inin- year
shall be
items shall
any source
source whatever.
The amount
such items
all such
of all
amount of
whatever. The
any
cluded
in the
the gross income for the taxable year in which received
cluded in
by
the taxpayer,
taxpayer, unless, under methods of accounting permitted
by the
under
subdivision (b)
section 212,
212, any such
amounts are to be
such amounts
of section
(b) of
under subdivision
properly accounted
accounted for
as of
empted Items.
tems.
for as
of aadifferent
different period.
properly
Exempted
(b)
term "gross
"gross income"
income" does
does not
not include
include the
the following
following
The term
(b) The
items,
be exempt
exempt from
under this
title:
intrance poL_ insurance
this title:
from taxation
taxation under
which shall
shall be
items, which
Life
policies.
(1)
The proceeds
proceeds of
of life
life insurance
insurance policies
policies paid
death cis.
the death
upon the
paid upon
(1) The
of
the insured;
insured;
of the
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(2)
The amount
amount received
received by
by the
(2) The
the insured
insured as
as aa return
return of
of premium
premium
or premiums
him under
under life
life insurance,
insurance, endowment,
endowment, or
or ancon or
premiums paid
paid by
by him
an-

INCOME TAX.
TAX.
Returns
under life,
e
etc., insurance
insurner con-

etc.

SEss.
234.
CH. 234.
SESS. I
I.. CH.

tracts.

nuity contracts,
contracts, either
either during
term or
or at
at the
maturity of
nuity
during the
the term
the maturity
of the
the
term mentioned
in the
contract or
or upon
upon surrender
of the
contract;
the contract;
term
mentioned in
the contract
surrender of

(3)
acquired by
gift, bequest,
bequest, devise,
(3) The
The value
value of
of property
property acquired
by gift,
devise, or
or
descent
(but the
from such
shall be
be included
included in
descent (but
the income
income from
such property
property shall
in
gross
income);;
gross income)
Interetstsateetc.
Interest
on State,etc.,
(4) Interest
State, Territory,
Territory, or
or
(4)
Interest upon
upon (A)
(A) the
the obligations
obligations of
of a
a State,
obligations.
obligations.
any
political
subdivision
thereof,
or
the
District
of Columbia;
Columbia; or
or
of
the
District
or
thereof,
subdivision
any
political
bods.
lon
bFarm
Farm loan 375
bonds.
p. 375.
(B)
issued under
under the
the provisions
Federal Farm
39, p.
.
(B) securities
securities issued
Vol. 39,
provisions of
of the
the Federal
Farm
Federal, etc., obligetiedero
a
etc., obliga Loan
Act, or
under the
provisions of
as amended;
amended; or
or (C)
Loan Act,
or under
the provisions
of such
such Act as
(C)
tions.
Statement
United States or
or its
Statement required the obligations
obligations of the United
its possessions.
possessions. Every
perEvery perin returns.
son
owning any
any of
the obligations
obligations or securities
enumerated in
in
securities enumerated
of the
son owning
clause
(A), (B),
(B), or
(C) shall,
shall, in
the return
required by
this title,
title,
or (C)
in the
return required
by this
clause (A),
submit
showing the
number and
of such
submit a
a statement
statement showing
the number
and amount
amount of
such obligaobligations
securities owned by
income received
received theretheretions and securities
by him and the income
from, in
such
form and
and with
such
information as
as the
the Commissioner
Commissioner
Ltto
n Li from,
in
such
form
with
such
information
Limitation on Liberty
bonds, et
etc. L i
may require.
require. In
In the
the case
of the
the United States issued
case of
of obligations
obligations of
may
erty bonds
after September
(other than
than postal
postal savings
savings certificates
of
after
September 1,
1, 1917
1917 (other
certificates of
deposit)
the interest
shall be
be exempt
exempt only
only if
and to
extent
deposit), the
interest shall
if and
to the
the extent
respective Acts authorizing
authorizing the issue
provided in
in the
the respective
issue thereof
thereof as
amended and
and supplemented,
supplemented, and
and shall
shall be excluded
excluded from gross inincome
come only
only if and to the extent it is wholly exempt to
to the
the taxpayer
taxpayer
from income
income taxes;
domesincome from
Income
from domes(5)
governments received
from investinvestreceived from
foreign governments
of foreign
The income
income of
(5) The
securities,
tic
securities,
etc.,
owned by foreign
foreign gov- ments in the United
United States in stocks, bonds, or other domestic securiernments.
ernments.
ties, owned
owned by such
ties,
such. foreign governments,
governments, or from interest on deposits in banks in the United States
States of moneys
moneys belonging to such
foreign
foreign governments,
governments, or from any other source within the United
States;
States;
Paymentses for per(6) .Amounts
received, through
through accident
health insurance
insurance or
or
accident or
or health
ts.P (6)
Amounts received,
soPnjufr,
sonal
injuries, etc.
under workmen's
workmen's compensation
compensation acts, as compensation
compensation for personal
personal
injuries or sickness, plus the amount
amount of any damages received
received
whether by suit or agreement
agreement on account
account of
injuries or
or sickness;
sickness;
of such
such injuries
States, etc., on recelpts
from
public
(I)
Income derived
or the exercise
exercise of any
any public
public utility or
from any
derived from
(7) Income
from
pubtlic
ceita
utilities.
essential
function and
accruing to
to any
utities
essential governmental
governmental function
and accruing
any State,
State, TerriTerritory, or the District of Columbia, or any political subdivision of a
a
State or Territory, or income accruing
accruing to the Government
Government of any
any
possession
possession of the United States, or any political
political subdivision thereof.
Under prior contracts
Whenever
an State,
State, Territory,
District of
Col umbi a,or
or
Whenever any
Territory, or
or the
the District
of Columbia,
forrnorperaioontereocts
operation thereof.
any political subdivision of aaState or Territory,
September
Territory, prior to September
8, 1916, entered in good faith into a
person, the
a contract with any person,
object and purpose of which is to acquire, construct, operate,
operate, or maintain aapublic utility—
utilityTax levied on pre- thin
ceeds,
prior to division
division
(A)
contract the tax
t
ax imposed
i
m pose d by thi
e
thiss titl
title
If by the terms of such contract
ceeds priorto
(A) If
thereof
etc. i
to be paid out
thereof with
with State,
State, etc.
iss to
of the proceeds from the operation of such public
utility, prior to any division of such proceeds
proceeds between
between the person
person and
the State, Territory, political
political subdivision, or the District of Columbia, and if, but for the imposition of the tax imposed by this title, aa
part of such proceeds for the taxable year would accrue directly to
or for the use of such State, Territory, political subdivision, or the
District of Columbia,
a tax upon the net income
Columbia, then a
income from the operation of such public utility shall be levied,
assessed, collected,
and
levied, assessed,
collected, and
to State,
etc., paid
in the
the manner
prescribed in
this title,
in this
title, but
but there
there
paid in
manner and
and at
at the
the rates
rates prescribed
of Refund
of tc.
proportion
proportion
of
tax•
shall be refunded
refunded to such State, Territory, political subdivision, or
or
the District of Columbia,
regulations to be preColumbia, (under rules and regulations
Secretary)
scribed by the Commissioner
Commissioner with the approval
approval of the Secretary)
an amount which
which bears the same relation to the amount of the tax
as the amount which (but for the imposition
imposition of the tax imposed by
this title) would have accrued
accrued directly to or for the use of such State,
Gifts, bequests, etc,
etc.,
Gifts
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TAX.
INCOME
of Columbia,
Territory, political
the District
Columbia, bears
bears to
District of
or the
subdivision, or
political subdivision,
Territory,
such
of
the
amount
of
the
net
income
operation
public
operation
the
from
income
the amount of the net
a
utility for
such taxable
taxable year.
year.t
for such
utility
If no part accrue to
the proceeds
State, etc..
etc.. the net
net inin(B) If
If by
terms of
such contract
no part
part of
of the
proceeds from state,
contract no
of such
the terms
by the
(B)
come of person taxable.
txable.
ofperson
come
irrewould,
taxable
the
for
the
operation
of
the
public
utility
for
the
taxable
year
would,
utility
public
the
of
the operation
the
spective of
of the
tax imposed
by this
accrue directly
directly to or for the
title, accrue
this title,
imposed by
the tax
spective
use of
such State,
Territory, political
subdivision, or the District of
political subdivision,
State, Territory,
of such
use
Columbia,
the tax
the net
income of
of such
from the
person from
such person
net income
upon the
tax upon
then the
Columbia, then
operation
such public
public utility
utility shall
levied, assessed, collected,
collected,
be levied,
shall be
of such
operation of
and paid
in the
the manner
at the
the rates
prescribed in
in this
title;
this title;
rates prescribed
and at
manner and
paid in
and
Earnings from fornomoreshinby
eign
foreign corporation
(8)
The income
of a
a nonresident
alien or
or foreign
corporation e2;iegnlt
nonresident alien
income of
(8) The
ps br
si
alien,
e c.nonresialien, etc.
dent
of
which
consists
exclusively
of
earnings
derived
from
the
operation
of
operation
the
from
which consists exclusively of earnings derived
Conditions.
country Conditions
a
or ships
ships documented
the laws
laws of
of aa foreign
foreign country
under the
documented under
a ship
ship or
which
grants an
an equivalent
exemption to
citizens of the United
to citizens
equivalent exemption
which grants
States
and to
organized in
States;
WarriskandrehablUnited States;
in the
the United
to corporations
corporations organized
States and
War
on risk and rehabil
dand
and itationallowances,
(9) Amounts
received as
family allotments
allotments and
compensation, family
as compensation,
Amounts received
(9)
Pensions.
it
allowances
of the
the War
War Risk
Insurance and the penons.
Risk Insurance
provisions of
the provisions
under the
allowances under
Vocational
Acts or
or the
War Veterans'
Veterans' Act,
World War
the World
Rehabilitation Acts
Vocational Rehabilitation
1924,
or as
as pensions
the United
States for
service of the benebenefor service
United States
from the
pensions from
1924, or
ficiary
military or naval forces
forces of the United
ficiary or another in the military
States
of war,
war, or
State pension
services rendered
rendered
pension for services
as aa State
or as
time of
in time
States in
by the
beneficiary or another for which
which. the State is paying a
apension;
pension;
the beneficiary
by
Dividends from
from d
doJanuary 1, Dividends
(10)
The amount
amount received
an individual
individual before
before January
by an
received by
(10) The
mestic
relereinIganuasasr°y.
beforeuary
cations
loan
and
building
domestic
1927, as
dividends or
or interest
interest from
from domestic
loan 1, 1927.
as dividends
1927,
1.
associations, substantially
substantially all the business
business of which is confined to Limit.
associations,
making loans
members, but
excluded from gross in- Limit.
amount excluded
the amount
but the
to members,
loans to
making
ste
shall not
year shall
come under
this paragraph
taxable year
not exceed
exceed $300; Rent of ministers'
in any
any taxable
paragraph in
under this
come
m
a dwelling
(11) The
dwelling house and appurtenances
appurtenances dwellings.
dwellings.
The rental value of a
(11)
thereof
furnished to
to a
aminister
minister of the gospel as part of his compensacompensathereof furnished
tion;
tion;
Receipts
.
Receipts of ship
shipmutual associowners'mutalassoiindemnity owners'
(12)
receipts of
shipowners' mutual
mutual protection
protection and
and indemnity
of shipowners'
The receipts
(12) The
ations.
associations, not
not organized
organized for
no part
of the
the net
net earnestritions.
earn- Restrictions.
part of
profit, and
and no
for profit,
associations,
ings of
of which
benefit of any private shareholder;
shareholder; but
the benefit
to the
inures to
which inures
ings
such
shall be
be subject
persons to the tax upon
as other persons
subject as
corporations shall
such corporations
seal
rents;
and rents;
their
net income
income from
interest, dividends,
dividends, and
from interest,
their net
Special dividends
dividends to
to
Chinese
from
from
residents
ChineseTrade
(13) In
In the
case of
of an
as dividivi- Chinn
distributed as
amounts distributed
individual, amounts
an individual,
the case
(13)
Act corct cos.
o
Chinratde
under the porations.
dends to
benefit by
corporation organized
organized under
by aa corporation
his benefit
for his
or for
to or
dends
6.
Vol. 42, p. 856.
Vol 42,85
China
Trade Act,
Act, 1922,
1922, if,
if, at
time of such distribution,
distribution, he is aa Post,
the time
at the
China Trade
p. 997.
o
citizen of
equitable right to the
and the equitable
resident therein, and
China, resident
of China,
citizen
corporation is in good faith
income
faith
the shares of stock of the corporation
of the
income of
vested in
him.
Nonresident aliens.
vested
in him.
Nonresident
aliens.
income of,
ross income
(c) In
In the
case of
nonresident alien
individual, gross
gross income
income Gross
alien individual,
a nonresident
of a
the case
(c)
of, only
only
from United
United States
States
means
only the
income from
from sources
sources within
within the
the United
United States, from
gross income
the gross
means only
sources.
sor.
determined under
provisions of
section 217.
of section
the provisions
under the
determined

Deductions allowed.
allowed.
Deductions
DEDUCTIONS ALLOWED
INDIVIDUALS.
ALLOWED INDIVIDUALS.
DEDUCTIONS

'SEC.
SEC. 214.
income there shall be allowed as
as
In computing net income
(a) In
214. (a)
deductions:
deductions:

Items specified.
specified.
Items
Business expenses.

ss expenses.
(1)
the ordinary
expenses paid
paid or
or incurred
incurred durdurnecessary expenses
and necessary
ordinary and
All the
(1) All
including
ing
the taxable
carrying on
trade or business,
business, including
any trade
on any
in carrying
year in
taxable year
ing the
compensation for per- Traveling, etc., ina
reasonable allowance
for salaries or other compensation
allowance for
a reasonable
s.
traveling expenses
cluded as.
sonal
services actually
actually rendered;
rendered; traveling
expenses (including
(including the
the eudedal'
sonal services
from
away
while
entire
amount
expended
for
lodging)
and
meals
for
entire amount expended
home
of aatrade
or business;
business; and rentals or other paytrade or
pursuit of
in the
the pursuit
home in
ments
required to be made as aacondition to the continued
continued use or posments required
which
property to which
session,
purposes of the trade
trade or business, of property
for purposes
session, for
the
has not
has
not taking title or in which he has
or is not
not taken or
taxpayer has
the taxpayer
no
no equity;
equity;
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(2)
interest paid
accrued within the taxable year on inor accrued
paid or
All interest
(2) All
debtedness,
incurred or
or continued
debtedness, except
except on indebtedness
indebtedness incurred
continued to
to purchase
purchase
or
carry obligations
(other than
than obligations
obligations of
or carry
obligations or
or securities
securities (other
of the
the
United
States issued
after September
24, 1917,
and originally
United States
issued after
September 24,
1917, and
originally subsubscribed
interest upon
is wholly
wholly exscribed for
for by
by the
the taxpayer)
taxpayer) the
the interest
upon which
which is
exempt from
from taxation
taxation under
under this
this title;
title;
empt
Taxes paid.
Taxes
paid.
(3)
accrued within
within the
the taxable
(A) in(3) Taxes
Taxes paid
paid or
or accrued
taxable year
year except
except (A)
inEcepons.
come,
excess-profits taxes imposed by the authority
Exceptions.
come war-profits,
war-profits, and excess-profits
authority
of the
the United
United States,
so much
of the
the income,
income, war-profits
of
States, (B)
(B) so
much of
war-profits and
and
excess-profits taxes,
the authority
of any
excess-profits
taxes, imposed
imposed by
by the
authority of
any foreign
foreign country
country
or possession
of the
the United
is allowed
allowed as
under
or
possession of
United States,
States, as
as is
as aa credit
credit under
section 222,
assessed against
local benefits
benefits of
of aakind
kind tendtendsection
222, (C)
(C) taxes
taxes assessed
against local
ing
assessed, and (D) taxes
ing to increase
increase the
the value of the
the property
property assessed,
imposed upon
upon the
upon his
his interest
interest as
as shareholder
of a
taxpayer upon
shareholder of
a
imposed
the taxpayer
corporation,
which
are
paid
by
the
corporation
without
reimbursereimbursecorporation, which are paid by the corporation without
Acal i of estate,
ee
Accrual
etc., taes.
taxes.
ment
from the
For the
the purpose
of this
this paragraph,
paragraph, estate,
estate,
the taxpayer.
taxpayer. For
purpose of
ment from
inheritance, legacy, and succession taxes accrue
accrue on the duo date
inheritance,
thereof
except as
as otherwise
provided by
the law
jurisdiction
thereof except
otherwise provided
by the
law of
of the
the jurisdiction
BUSiS
imposing
such
taxes
•
imposing such taxes;
ses
Business
lleS losses.
(4)
year and not compensated
compensated
(4) Losses sustained
sustained during the taxable year
for
by
insurance
or
otherwise,
if
incurred
in
trade or
business;
or business;
Los not connected
for by insurance or otherwise, if incurred in trade
con
Losses
with trade or business.
(
5) Losses
sustained during
during the
taxable year
and not
not compensated
compensated
(5)
Losses sustained
the taxable
year and
for
by insurance
insurance or
or otherwise,
otherwise, if
if incurred
transaction entered
for by
incurred in
in any
any transaction
entered
into
profit, though
with the
the trade
trade or
or business;
business; but
but
into for
for profit,
though not
not connected
connected with
in
of a
anonresident
alien individual
only if
the profit,
profit, if
if such
in the
the case
case of
nonresident alien
individual only
if the
such
transaction had resulted in aprofit, would be taxable under this title.
strictonatosales
Restriction
as to sales transaction had resulted in a profit, would be taxable under this title.
ofstok,etc.
of stock, etc.
No
be allowed
under this
this paragraph
paragraph for
for any
No deduction
deduction shall
shall be
allowed under
any loss
loss
claimed
been sustained
or other
other disposition
disposition of
claimed to
to have
have been
sustained in
in any
any sale
sale or
of
shares
of stock
or securities
securities where
that within
shares of
stock or
where it
it appears
appears that
within thirty
thirty days
days
before
after the
the date
such sale
sale or
or other
the taxpayer
taxpayer
before or
or after
date of
of such
other disposition
disposition the
has
(otherwise than
by bequest
has acquired
acquired (otherwise
than by
bequest or
or inheritance)
inheritance) or
or has
has enentered into aa contract
contract or
or option
tered
to acquire
acquire substantially
substantially identical
option to
identical
property,
and the
the property
so acquired
the taxpayer
property, and
property so
acquired is
is held
held by
by the
taxpayer for
for
Allowance for part
any period
after such
other disposition.
If such
acquisition
Alowanesor.
prt of any
period after
such sale
sale or
or other
disposition. If
such acquisition
kiss.
or
option to
to acquire
acquire is
to the
the extent
of part
or the
the contract
contract or
or option
is to
extent of
part only
only of
of
substantially
identical property,
property, then
then only
only a
part of
of
substantially identical
a proportionate
proportionate part
the
be disallowed
the loss
loss shall
shall be
disallowed;
Casualty losses not
of property
not concoannd with
lith the
(6) Losses
Losses sustained
taxableinyear
year of
connected
(6)
sustained during the taxable
property not
conbusiness.
nected with
with the trade or business (but in
a nonresibusiness.
nected
n the case of a
dent alien individual
individual only
only property
property within
within the
the United
if
United States)
States) if
arising from
from fires,
fires, storms,
storms, shipwreck,
or other
casualty, or
or from
from
other casualty,
shipwreck, or
Basis
for determining arising
Bais fordetermning
deductions.,
theft, and if
if not compensated
deductions
compensated for
by insurance
insurance or
The
for by
or otherwise.
otherwise. The
basis for
for determining
determining the
the amount
of the
deduction under
under this
paraamount of
the deduction
this paragraph,
paragraph (4)
(4) or
(5), shall
the same
same as i
rovid ed in
i
n
graph, or
or paragraph
or (5),
shall be
be the
iss p
provided
section
204 fo
forr determining
determining the
Ante, p. 268.
258.
sec t
ion 204
gain or
or loss
loss from
from the
sale or
other
the gain
the sale
or other
disposition of
property;
of property;
disposition
Worthess
Worthless dbts.
debts.
and charged
charged off
off within
(7)) Debts
Debts ascertained
ascertained to
to be
be worthless
worthless and
within the
the
taxable
discretion of the Commissioner, a
a reasonable
taxable year (or, in the discretion
reasonable
addition to
bad debts)
that aadebt
addition
to a
a reserve
reserve for
for bad
debts);;and
and when
when satisfied
satisfied that
debt
is recoverable
recoverable only
only in
in part,
the Commissioner
may allow
allow such
part, the
Commissioner may
such debt
debt
to be charged off in part;
hastion, etc.,
etc., of
Exhaustion,
of to be charged off in part;
business
(8) A
for the
the exhaustion,
wear and
tear of
bosiness property.
propert.
(8)
A reasonable
reasonable allowance
allowance for
exhaustion, wear
and tear
of
property
including a
a reasonable
reasonable allowproperty used in the trade or business, including
allowance for
obsolescence;
for obsolescence;
Mines, oil and gas ance
Mines,
wells, etc.
(9)
(9) In
In the case of mines, oil and gas wells, other natural
natural deposits,
eaonbleti allowallow- and timber, a
reasonable allowance for depletion and for depreciaReasonable
a reasonable
depreciaanee for depletion, etc.
tion of improvements,
improvements, according
peculiar conditions in each
according to the peculiar
each
case; such reasonable
reasonable allowance
allowance in all cases to be made under rules
regulations to be prescribed
prescribed by the Commissioner,
and regulations
Commissioner, with the apIn the case of leases the deduction
Leases.
proval of the Secretary. In
deduction allowed
allowed
INCOMIC
.
on TAX.
Intre
Interest
on
debts.
Exception.
Exception.
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INCOME TAX
by
shall be
equitably apportioned
between the
the lessor
lessor
apportioned between
be equitably
by this
this paragraph
paragraph shall
and lessee;
Gifts, etc.
(10) Contributions
Contributions or
made within
taxable year
to or
or Gifts etc.
year to
the taxable
within the
gifts made
or gifts
(10)
For public
uses.
F
pub uses
for the
United States,
any State,
State, Territory,
Territory, or
or any
any
(A) The
The United
States, any
for
the use
use of:
of: (A)
political subdivision
subdivision thereof,
or the
of Columbia,
Columbia, for
for exex- Corporations, comDistrict of
the District
thereof, or
political
clusively
(B) any corporation,
corporation, or trust, or cornmunity chests, reigclusively public purposes;
purposes; (B)
com- munity
religious, scientific, etc.,
munity
fund, or
organized and
and operated
operated exex- ios,
etc..
sientific,
or foundation,
foundation, organized
chest, fund,
munity chest,
organizations.
tio.
clusively
charitable, scientific,
literary, or
educational og
or educational
scientific, literary,
for religious,
religious, charitable,
clusively for
purposes,
of cruelty
or animals,
animals, Condition.
purposes, or
or for
for the
the prevention
prevention of
cruelty to
to children
children or
Condition.
no
of the
net earnings
of which
which inures
to the
the benefit
benefit of
of any
any Votion
no part
part of
the net
earnings of
inures to
Vocational rehabilirehabiliprivate
special fund for vocavoca- tation.
shareholder or individual;
individual; (C)
(C) the special
private shareholder
Vol. 440,
0 p. 619.
tional
rehabilitation authorized
authorized by
by section
section 7
the Vocational
Vocational ReRe- Vol. , p. 61gn9
tional rehabilitation
7 of
of the
iz
etc.
war veterans,
Act; (D)
(D) posts
organizations of
habilitation Act;
habilitation
posts or
or organizations
of war
veterans, or
or izations,
auxiliary units
organizations, if
if
societies of any such posts or organizations,
units or societies
auxiliary
organized in the
such posts, organizations, units, or societies are organized
net
United States or any of its possessions, and if
if no part of their net
earnings
inures to
benefit of
of any
or indiearnings inures
to the
the benefit
any private
private shareholder
shareholder or
indi- Fraternal
Frternllodges,
lodges, etc.
Conditions.
operating Conditions.
vidual;
fraternal society, order, or association, operating
a fraternal
vidual; or (E) a
under
if such
such contributions
contributions or gifts are to
system, but only if
under the
the lodge system,
be
for religious,
religious, charitable,
literary, or
or Preventionofcruelty
be used
used exclusively
exclusively for
charitable, scientific,
scientific, literary,
Prevention of cruelty
to children,
children, etc.
to children
educational
purposes, or
or for
the prevention
of cruelty
cruelty to
children or
or to
for the
prevention of
educational purposes,
Limit. etc.
animals;
animals; to an amount which
which in all the above cases combined does Limt.
not exceed
exceed 15
per centum
centum of
of the
the taxpayer's
taxpayer's net
income as
as computed
computed Allowance
not
15 per
net income
Anowance of
of ful
full
amount in spolalcases.
without the benefit of this paragraph, except that if
if in the taxable amotuntlispcicases.
Conditions.
year and
each of
the ten
ten preceding
preceding taxable years
years the amount
amount in cnditi
in each
of the
year
and in
centum of the taxpayers
taxpayer's
combined exceeds 90 per centum
cases combined
all the above cases
of
net income for each such year, as computed without
without the benefit of
this paragraph,
to the
the full
full amount
amount of
contributions and
and By
this
paragraph, then
then to
of such
such contributions
By nonresident
nonresident
aliens.
a nonresident
In case of a
gifts made
taxable year. In
nonresident alien aliens.
made within the taxable
gifts
deduction shall be allowed
allowed only as to contributions
contributions
individual this deduction
or gifts
gifts made
chests, funds
funds,
corporations, or to community chests,
to domestic corporations,
made to
or
or foundations, created in the
the United
United States, or to
to such vocational Verification
erificationrequired.
required.
rehabilitation fund. Such contributions
contributions or gifts shall be allowable
rehabilitation
deductions only if
verified under rules and regulations
regulations prescribed
prescribed
if verified
as deductions
by the
Commissioner, with
approval of
Secretary.
by
the Commissioner,
with the
the approval
of the
the Secretary.
Nonrsidentelins.
Nonresident aliens.
deductions Allowances
Allowances connet(b)
In the
individual, the
the deductions
connecta nonresident
nonresident alien
alien individual,
(b) In
the case
case of
of a
ed
income
from
allowed in subdivision (a),
paragraphs (5),
niedwithsth
come
srom
(a), except those allowed
allowed in paragraphs
(5), United
States
sources.
(6), and
and (10),
be allowed
allowed only
only if
and to
to the
the extent
extent that they are
if and
shall be
(10), shall
(6),
connected
with income
United States; and
within the United
sources within
from sources
income from
connected with
the
of the
the deductions with
allocation of
apportionment and allocation
the proper
proper apportionment
respect
of income
income within and without the United States
to sources
sources of
respect to
shall
be determined
determined as provided
provided in section 217 under rules and reguregushall be
lations
by the
with the
the approval
approval of
of the
the Appicabletocitizens
lations prescribed
prescribed by
the Commissioner
Commissioner with
Applicable to citizens
sources in
United
from
sources
tnited
in
a citizen entitled
Secretary. In
entitled to the benefits of sec- from
In the case of a
States possessions.
s
tion
same and shall be determined
determined sLtP
the deductions
deductions shall be the same
tion 262 the
Post, p. 244..Smi
individual
nonresident alien
manner as in the case of a
anonresident
alien individual
the same manner
in the

War
veterans ' organi.,.

ITEMS NOT
DEDUCTIBLE.
ITEMS
NOT DEDCWIBLE.

Items not
not deductible.
deductible.
Items

Objects specified.
Sic.
In computing
computing net
no deduction
shall in
in any
any Objects specdled.
net income
income no
deduction shall
SEC. 215.
215. (a)
(a) In
case
be allowed
case be
allowed in
respect ofof—
in respect
Personal, etc.,
etc., exexpenses.
(1)
expenses:
(1) Personal, living,
living, or
or family
family expenses:
penses.
Property improve(2)
buildings or for permanent
permanent PeS
(2) Any amount
amount paid out for new buildings
pro.
ments.
increase the value of any
betterments made
improvements
made to increase
improvements or betterments
property or
or estate;
property
estate;
Resringetc
Restoring, etc., p
prop,
expended in restoring
(3) Any
(3)
Any amount expended
restoring property or in making
making erty.,ty.
;thereof for which
which an allowance
allowance is or has been
exhaustiontereof
good the exhaustion
made; or
or
20
458220-25t
4582P-251-20
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employees.

employees.

(4)
on any
any life
policy covering
covering the
the life
life
(4) Premiums
Premiums paid
paid on
life insurance
insurance policy
of any
any officer
or of
of any
any person
financially interested
interested
of
officer or
or employee,
employee, or
person financially

Deductions
in
inDeductions
in income
from I
ile interests,
comefromlifeinterests,
etc.,
by gift,
bequest,
etc., by
ift, bequest,

(b)
Amounts paid
of any
any State,'Territory,
State, Territory, DisDis(b) Amounts
paid under
under the
the laws
laws of
trict of
of Columbia,
Columbia, possession
possession of
of the
States, or
or foreign
foreign country
country
the United
United States,
trict

INCOME TAX.
TAX.

INCOME

for
Life ilCOMEX
insurance for

in any
any trade
trade or
or business
business carried
on by
the taxpayer,
taxpayer, when
when the
the taxtaxcarried on
by the
in
payer is
directly or
beneficiary under
policy.
payer
is directly
or indirectly
indirectly a
a beneficiary
under such
such policy.

or nhertance

or inheritance.

Credits allowed.
allowed.
Credits
Vol. 42,
p. 242.
4 p.?2.
Vol.
Items for normal tax
tax

as income to the holder
holder of
terminable interest
interest acquired
by
of aalife or
or terminable
acquired by
bequest, or inheritance
inheritance shall
diminished by
shall not be reduced or diminished
gift, bequest,
any
deduction for
shrinkage (by whatever
called) in the
whatever name
name called)
for shrinkage
any deduction
value
due to
the lapse
lapse of
of time,
time, nor by any deduction
deduction
to the
such interat
interest due
value of
of such
allowed
by this
this Act for the purpose
purpose of computing
computing the net income
income of
of
allowed by
an estate
but not
allowed under
under the
the laws
laws of
of such State,
trust but
not allowed
an
estate or
or trust
Territory,
Columbia, possession of the United States,
Territory, District of Columbia,
or
foreign country for the purpose of computing the income to which
or foreign
such
such holder is entitled.
CREDITS
INDIVIDUALS.
INDIVIDUALS.
AL.OWED
CREDITS ALLOWED

SEC. 216.
216. For
For the
of the
the normal
tax only
there shall
shall be
be
only there
purpose of
normal tax
SEC.
the purpose
allowed
the
following
credits:
Dividends
Dividends from cor- allowed the following credits:
porations.
(a) The
The amount
amount received
from a
domestic corcorporations.
(a)
received as
as dividends
dividends (1)
(1) from
a domestic
Domestic.
Domestic.
poration other than a
acorporation
corporation entitled to the benefits
benefits of section
section
262, and other than acorporation organized under the China Trade
orfromUnited
Foreign,
from United 262, and other than a corporation organized under the China Trade
states
States sources.
sources.
Act, 1922, or (2)
(2) from aaforeign corporation
corporation when it
it is shown to the
satisfaction
of the
the Commissioner
Commissioner that
that more
more than
than 50 per centum of
satisfaction of
the
income of
such foreign
foreign corporation
corporation for
the three-year
for the
three-year
of such
the gross
gross income
period
with the
the close
close of
preceding the decof its
its taxable year preceding
period ending
ending with
laration of
for such
such part
part of
of such
period as
a the
the
such period
(or for
of such
such dividends
dividends (or
laration
corporation
has been
in existence)
existence) was
was derived
derived from
sources within
corporation
has
been
in
from
sources
within
Post, p. 273.
the United States
States as
determined under
under the
the provisions
of section
section 217;
217;
teet on eea the-United
as determined
provisions of
Interest on Federal
(b)
amount received
received as
as interest
upon obligations
obligations of
of the
the
interest upon
(b) The
The amount
securities.
securities.
United
States which
which is
included in
gross income
income under
under section
section 213;
213;
United States
is included
in gross
Personal exemptions.
(c)
single person,
personal exemption
exemption of
of
eoaeemptions.
(c) In
In the
the case
case of
of aa single
person, aa personal
or in
of the
the head of
of aa family
or aa married
person
married person
family or
head
case of
in the
the case
$1,000; or
One exemption for $1,000;
husband
and wife
liv- living with
husband and
wife livwith husband or
or wife,
wife, a
a personal
personal exemption of
of $2,500.
$2,500. A
A
ing
together.
ingtogether.
husband
and wife living together shall receive but one personal
husband and
personal
exemption. The amount
amount of
exemption.
of such personal
personal exemption shall be $2,500.
$2,500.
If such
make separate
personal exIf
such husband and wife make
separate returns, the personal
emption may
may lee
taken by
either or
divided between
between them.
them.
or divided
by either
he taken
d emption
Allowance for dependents.
(d) $400 for each
person (other
husband or
or wife)
wife) dependent
dependent
each person
(other than
than husband
receiving his chief support
the taxpayer
taxpayer if
if such
such deupon and receiving
support from
from the
des
ears of
of age
age or
or is
incapable of
of selfselfpendent person
person is under eighteen
eighteen years
is incapable
support
mentally or
or physically
physically defective.
defective.
s
upport because
because men
Nonresident alienstally
aliens.
(e) In the case of a
alien individual
citizen
onresin
a nonresident
nonresident alien
individual or of a
a citizen
entitled to
to the
the benefits
benefits of
262, the
the personal
shall
exemption shall
personal exemption
section 262,
of section
For dependents
dependents limlim- entitled
ited to contiguous
contiguos be only $1,000.
$1,000. The credit provided
provided in
subdivision (d)
shall not
not be
in subdivision
(d) shall
be
country residents.
allowed in the case of a
anonresident
nonresident alien individual
individual unless he is a
a
country reidents
resident of a
acontiguous country,
country, nor in the case of aacitizen entitled
entitled
resident
to the benefits of section 262.
Status of taxpayer
taxpayer to the benefits of section 262.
for personal
tor
personal credits.
credits.
(f)
subdivisions (d) and
(f) (1) The credits allowed
allowed by subdivisions
and (e) of this
section shall be
be determined
by the
the status
section
determined by
status of
the taxpayer
on the
the
of the
taxpayer on
year.
Personal exemptions
exemptions last
Personal
last day
day of
of his
his taxable
taxable year.
taxable
on
change o
on change
of taxable
(2) The credit
allowed by
by subdivision
(2)
credit allowed
subdivision (c)
(c) of
this section
shall,
of this
section shall
years.
years.
in
status of the taxpayer
in case the status
taxpayer changes during his taxable year,
be the sum of (A)
amount which bears the same ratio
ratio to
to $1,000
$1,000
(A) an
an amount
as the number of months during which the taxpayer
taxpayer was single
bears
which bears
bears the same
bears to 12
12 months, plus (B) an amount
amount which
same ratio
ratio
to $2,500 as the number
number of
which the taxpayer
taxpayer was
of months
months during which
was
a
living with husband
husband or wife
head of
a married person living
wife or
or was the
the head
a family bears to 12 months. For the purposes
a
purposes of this paragraph
paragraph
specified.
spefi
ed.
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a fractional
a month
month shall
unless it
a
fractional part
part of
of a
shall be
be disregarded
disregarded unless
it amounts
amounts
INCOME
to more than half aa month, in
case it
shall be
be considered
considered
in which
which case
it shall
as
as a
a month.
month.
d
Credits
allowed in
in
(3)
of an
(3) In
In the
the case
case of
an individual
individual who dies
dies during
during the
the taxable
taxable case
Cre
its allowed
of death in taxable
subdivisions (c),
(c), (d),
year, the credits allowed by subdivisions
(d), and (e)
(e) shall
shall yca
year. death intaxable
be determined by his
death, and
and in
in such
such
his status
status at
at the time of
of his
his death,
case full credits shall be allowed
allowed to the
surviving spouse,
if any,
any,
the surviving
spouse, if
according
according to his or her status
taxable year.
status at
at the
the close
close of
of the
the taxable
year.

NET INCOME
INCOME OF
OF NONRESIDENT
T.TFN IN
DIvIDTTALS ,
NET
NONRESIDENT A
ALIEN
INDIVIDUALS.

SEC.
217. (a)
S
EC. 217.
(a) In
the case
of a
nonresident alien
individual or
or of
of
In the
case of
a nonresident
alien individual
aa citizen
benefits of
of section
citizen entitled
entitled to
to the
the benefits
section 262,
262, the
following items
the following
items

Nonresident
aliens.
Nonresident aliens.
Items deemed
deemed gross
gross
Items
income from
from United
income
United

statessonrces.
States sources.

of gross income
income shall
sources within
within the
shall be
be treated
treated as
as income
income from sources
the
United
States:
United States:
Interest on
(1) Interest
Interest
on bonds,
bonds,
Interest on bonds, notes,
notes or other
other interest-bearing
interest-bearing obligations
obligations etc.,
of residents.
A) interest
cepoesidents.
of residents, corporate
corporate or otherwise, not including
including (A)
interest Exceptions.
on deposits with persons
persons carrying on the
banking business
business paid
the banking
paid to
to
persons not engaged in business within
United States and
not
within the
the United
and not
having an office or place of business therein,
therein, or (B) interest received from aa resident alien
foreign corporaalien individual,
individual, a
a resident
resident foreign
corporation, or a
it is
is shown
shown to
the satisfaction
satisfaction
a domestic corporation,
corporation, when
when it
to the
of the Commissioner
Commissioner that
that less
less than
20 per
per centum
of the
the gross
gross
than 20
centum of
income of such resident
resident payor
domestic corporation
has been
been
payor or
or domestic
corporation has
derived from sources within the United
as determined
United States,
States, as
determined under
under
the
the three-year
ending
the provisions
provisions of this
this section,
section, for
for the
three-year period
period ending
with the close of the
year of
such payor
payor preceding
preceding the
the
the taxable
taxable year
of such
payment of such interest, or for such part of such period as may
be applicable;
applicable;
Dividends from
(2) The amount received as dividends
a domestic
Dividends
corfrom cor(2)
dividends (A)
(A) from a
domestic porations.
porations.
corporation other than a
a corporation entitled
corporation
entitled to
to the
the benefits
benefits of
of Domestic, etc.
Exceptions.
other than
than aa corporation
than 20 per centum
centum Exceptions.
section 262, and other
corporation less than
of whose gross income is
of the
Commisis shown to the
the satisfaction
satisfaction of
the Commisfrom sources
sources within
within the
the United
States,
sioner to
to have been derived
derived from
United States,
as determined
determined under the provisions
provisions of
threeof this section,
section, for the threewith the
the close
close of
year of
of such
year period ending
ending with
of the
the taxable
taxable year
such corcorporation preceding the
declaration of
such dividends
dividends (or
(or for
for such
such
the declaration
of such
part of such period as the corporation
corporation has
has been
been in
or
in existence),
existence), or
Foreign.
(B) from a
corporation unless less
centum of
a foreign corporation
less than 50 per centum
of Foreign.
the
gross income
income of
of such
foreign corporation
Limitation.
the gross
such foreign
corporation for
for the
the three-year
three-year Limitation.
period ending
ending with
of its
its taxable
year preceding
preceding the
the
with the close of
taxable year
declaration of
(or for
such part
part of
of such
such period
as
declaration
of such
such dividends
dividends (or
for such
period as
the corporation
corporation has been in existence)
existence) was
derived from sources
sources
was derived
determined under
under the
of this
this
within the United
United States
States as
as determined
the provisions
provisions of
section;
section;
Personal
services In
in
(3) Compensation
(3)
Compensation for
labor or
or personal
in the
for labor
personal services
services performed
performed in
Pesnl
servies
the United
States.
United States;
Rents, royalties,
royalties, etc,
etc.,
(4)
(4) Rentals or royalties from
from property
property located
located in the United Rents,
pr
perty in
from
property
States or from any interest
interest in such property,
rentals or
or fUnied
property, including
including rentals
United Sprae
States.
royalties for the use of or for the privilege
privilege of using in the United
United
States, patents, copyrights,
copyrights, secret processes
processes and
and formulas,
formulas, good
good
will, trade-marks, trade brands,
franchises, and other like
brands, franchises,
like property; and
Real estate sales.
(5)
Gains, profits,
profits, and
and income
from the
the sale
of real
(5) Gains,
income from
sale of
real property
property Realestatesales.
located in the United States.
Deductions of des
Dednctions
of desig(b) From the items of gross income
income specified
specified in subdivision (a)
(a) natedticgconstituetlep:stes
Income
e
losses, and
ntnome
there shall
shall be deducted
deducted the expenses,
expenses, losses,
and other
other deductions
deductions consautte
United States.
a ratable part of any iin United
tate
properly apportioned
apportioned or allocated
allocated thereto
thereto and a
expenses,
expenses, losses, or other deductions
deductions which can not definitely
definitely be
allocated
allocated to some item or class of gross
The remainder,
remainder,
gross income.
income. The
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Income from without
UotedSm
United
States. witho
Other interest.

Otherinterest.

Other dividends.
dividends.
Labor,
etc., without
without
Labor etc.,

United States.
tates.
united

ents or royalties
Rents
without United States.

without nitedstates.

Real estate
sales
without United
States.
without
United States.

Eerses cocted

Expenses connected
excepted items
items to
to
be deducted.

with
with

excepted

bededucted

Remainder

Remainder treated
as
treatedas

net income.
net
income.

Apportionment
Apportionment of
items witn
within and
and without United States.

items

with-

From United
nited States
tates
From
sOurees.

st

Partly within
within
Partly
partly
without.
partly without.

1924.

shall be
included in
as net
income from
from sources
within
ifif any,
any, shall
be included
in full
full as
net income
sources within

INCOME TAX.

INcoiM

S
ESS. I
CH. 234.
234.
SESS.
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and
and

o

Determination
Determination of
United
income.
United States
Statesincome.

From
From transportation
transportation
Services.
Sale of property within and without.

inaSropertywith.

Purchase and sale of

personahproperty.
personal property.

Synonymous ,meaniSynDwords
mean
ing
of words.

the United
United States.
the

(c)
The following
shall be
treated as
as income
income
be treated
income shall
of gross
gross income
items of
following items
(c) The
from
from sources
sources without the United
United States:
States:
(1)
Interest other than that derived from sources within the
(1)
United States
as provided
provided in
in paragraph
paragraph (1)
of subdivision
(a) ;
subdivision (a);
(1) of
States as
United
(2)
other than those
from sources within the
those derived from
(2) Dividends
Dividends other
United States
as provided
paragraph (2)
(2) of
of subdivision
subdivision (a)
(a);;
provided in
in paragraph
United
States as
(3)
performed with(3) Compensation for labor or personal services performed
out
the United
United States;
States;
out the
(4) Rentals
Rentals or
the
without the
(4)
or royalties
royalties from
from property
property located
located without
United
or from
from any
such property,
property, including
in such
including
any interest
interest in
United States
States or
rentals
royalties for
the use
of or
privilege of
withof using
using withuse of
or for
for the
the privilege
or royalties
for the
rentals or
out the
the United
United States,
States, patents,
copyrights, secret
secret processes
and
processes and
patents, copyrights,
out
formulas, good
good will,
will, trade-marks,
trade-marks, trade
trade brands,
franchises, and
and
brands, franchises,
formulas,
other
like property;
and
other like
property; and
(5) Gains,
Gains, profits,
profits, and
income from
sale of
of real
real property
(5)
and income
from the
the sale
property
located
without
the
United
States.
located without the United States.
gross income
in subdivision
(c)
(d) From the items of gross
income specified
specified in
subdivision (c)
there shall be deducted the expenses, losses, and other deductions
properly apportioned
apportioned or
allocated thereto,
thereto, and
and a
ratable part
of
a ratable
part of
or allocated
properly
any
expenses,
losses,
or
other
deductions
which
can
not
definitely
any expenses, losses, or other deductions which can not definitely
remainder,
gross income. The remainder,
allocated to some item or class of ems
be allocated
if
be treated
treated in full as net income from sources without
if any, shall
shall be
the United States.
(e) Items of gross income, expenses, losses and deductions, other
than those
specified in
(a) and
be allocated
and (c),
(c), shall
shall be
allocated
than
those specified
in subdivisions
subdivisions (a)
or
to sources
within or
United States
under
sources within
or without
without the
the United
States under
or apportioned
apportioned to
rules
ulations prescribed
prescribed by
rules and
and reg
regulations
by the
the Commissioner
Commissioner with
with the
the
approval
approval of the Secretary. Where
Where items of
of gross
gross income
income are
are sepaseparately allocated
allocated to
to sources
sources within
the United.
States, there
rately
within the
United States,
there shall
shall be
be
deducted
computing the
therefrom)
deducted (for
(for the purpose
purpose of computing
the net income
income therefrom)
the expenses,
expenses, losses
losses and
and other
other deductions
properly apportioned
or
the
deductions properly
apportioned or
allocated
ratable part
part of
losses or
allocated thereto
thereto and
and a
a ratable
of other
other expenses,
expenses, losses
or
other
allocated to
other deductions
deductions which can not definitely be allocated
to some
some item
or
of gross
gross income.
The remainder,
if any,
be included
included
any, shall
shall be
income. The
remainder, if
or class
class of
in full as net income
income from sources
sources within the
In
the United States.
States. In
the
case of
of gross
gross income
sources partly
the case
income derived
derived from
from sources
partly within
within and
and
partly without the United States, the net income may first
first be comcomputed
deductions apporputed by
by deducting
deducting the
the expenses, losses or
or other deductions
tioned or allocated
allocated thereto and a
ratable part of any expenses,
expenses,
a ratable
losses
or other
deductions which
which can
can not
be allocated
allocated to
to
not definitely
definitely be
other deductions
losses or
such
some items or class of gross income; and the portion of such
net income
income attributable
attributable to sources within the United States may be
be
determined by processes or formulas
formulas of general
general apportionment
apportionment prescribed
Commissioner with
approval of
the Secretary.
Secretary.
scribed by the
the Commissioner
with the
the approval
of the
Gains,
profits and income from (1)
Gains, profits
(1) transportation
transportation or other services
services
rendered
rendered partly within and partly without the United States, or
(2) from
from the
sale of
of personal
personal property
(2)
the sale
property produced
produced (in
(in whole
whole or
or in
in
part)
within and
and sold
sold without
the United
United States,
States,
part) by
by the
the taxpayer
taxpayer within
without the
or produced (in whole or in part) by the taxpayer without
sold
without and
and sold
within the United States, shall be treated as derived partly from
sources
without the United States.
sources within and partly from
from sources without
personal
Gains profits
profits and
and income derived
from the
the purchase
purchase of
of personal
derived from
Gains,
property within and its sale without the United States or from the
purchase of
of personal
the
purchase
personal property
property without
without and
and its
its sale
sale within
within the
entirely from sources
United States, shall be treated as derived entirely
within the country
country in
in which sold.
(f) As used i
in
n this section the words "sale"
"sale" or "sold"
"sold" include
"exchange"
"exchanged";
"exchange" or "
exchanged "; and the word "produced"
"produced " includes
includes
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"
created," "
fabricated," ""manufactured,"
processed,"
extracted," ""processed,"
manufactured," ""extracted,"
"created,"
" fabricated,"
"cured," or "aged."
"aged."
"cured,"
Returns to
to be
made
be made
(g)
(1) Except
Except as
provided in
paragraph (2)
(2) a
a nonresident
nonresident ofReturns
in paragraph
as provided
(g) (1)
income from
all
total income
from all
States sources.
United States
sources.
section 262
262 United
entitled to the benefits of section
alien individual
individual or
or a
a citizen
citizen entitled
deductions and credits allowed
allowed in
shall receive
receive the
the benefit
benefit of the deductions
this title
only by
or causing
causing to
be filed
filed with
with the
the collector
collector aa
by filing
filing or
to be
this
title only
true and
accurate return
his total
received from
from all
all
of his
total income
income received
true
and accurate
return of
Other Information.
information.
sources
the United
the manner
manner prescribed
prescribed in
in this
this title;
title; Other
United States
States, in
in the
sources in
in the
including
therein all
all the
the information
information which
which the
Commissioner may
may
the Commissioner
including therein
deem
necessary for
for the
the calculation
of such
and credits. Personal
deem necessary
calculation of
such deductions
deductions and
Personal exemption
exemption
credits, etc.,
by
etc., allowed
allowed by
(2) The
credits allowed
subdivisions (d)
and credits,
(2)
The benefit
benefit of
of the
the credits
allowed in
in subdivisions
(d) and
filing claim with with(e) of
and of
of the
reduced rate
of tax
tax provided
provided for
holding agent.
for in
in holding
216, and
the reduced
rate of
(e)
of section
section 216,
subdivision
(b) of
of section
210, may,
may, in
the ComComsection 210,
in the
the discretion
discretion of
of the
subdivision (b)
missioner
and under
prescribed by
by him
the approval
approval
him with
with the
missioner and
under regulations
regulations prescribed
of
the Secretary,
be received
received by
by a
a nonresident
nonresident alien
enalien individual
individual enof the
Secretary, be
titled
thereto, by
by filing
filing a
aclaim
therefor with
the withholding
withholding agent.
agent.
titled thereto,
claim therefor
with the

PARTNERSHIPS.
PARTNERSHIPS.

Partnerships.
Partners
Partners

taxed
taxed

as

SEC. 218.
carrying. on business in
partnership Individuals.
individuals.
SEC.
218. (a)
(a) Individuals
Individuals carrying
in partnership
shall be
be liable
liable for
for income
only in
in their individual
individual capacity. Computation
income tax
tax only
shall
Computation of ininThere shall
shall be
included in
in computing
income of
come.
of each partner
partner come.
the net
net income
computing the
There
be included
his distributive
distributive share,
share, whether
distributed or
not, of
of the
the net
income
or not,
net income
whether distributed
his
of
the taxable
taxable year,
or, if
net income
income for
for
year, or,
if his
his net
partnership for
for the
of the
the partnership
such
year is
computed upon
different
the basis
basis of
of a
a period
period different
is computed
upon the
such taxable
taxable year
from
of the
partnernet income
income of
the partnerbasis of
of which
which the
the net
that upon
upon the
the basis
from that
of the
the net income
income of
of the
the
distributive share of
ship is
is computed,
computed, then his distributive
partnership for
period of
of the
partnership ending
the partnership
ending
any accounting
accounting period
partnership
for any
within the
the taxable
year upon
the-basis of which the
net
the partner's
partner's net
upon the-basis
within
taxable year
income is computed.
Additional
credits
Additional credits
(b)
partner shall,
shall, for
for the
purpose of
of the
the normal
normal tax,
tax, be
be from
the purpose
(b) The
The partner
partnership exemptions.
emptions.
allowed as credits, in addition
under
allowed -to him under
to the credits
credits allowed
addition to
allowed
section 216,
216, his
proportionate share
share of
of such
such amounts
amounts specified
in
specified in
his proportionate
section
subdivisions (a)
(a) and.
are received
received by the
the partpart(b) of
of section
section 216
216 as
as are
subdivisions
and (h)
nership.
Computation of
net
Computation
of net
(c) The
The net
income of
the partnership
partnership shall
be computed
Income.
the Income.
computed in
in the
shall be
of the
(c)
net income
same
manner and
and on
on the
same basis
as provided
provided in section
section 212 except
except
basis as
the same
same manner
that the
in paragraph
paragraph (10)
(a)
subdivision (a)
(10) of
of subdivision
provided in
the deduction
deduction provided
that
of section
214 shall
not be'
be- allowed.
shall not
of
section 214
ESTATES AND
AND TRUSTS.
ESTATES
TRUSTS.

this title
title shall
shall
I and
and II
of this
SEC. 219.
219. (a)
(a) The
The tax
imposed by
by Parts
Parts I
II of
tax imposed
SEC.

Estates and trusts.
Estates
Incre of, taxed.

Incme of taxed.

apply including—
to the income of estates or of any kind of property held in
trust,
trust, includingTrst accmulations.
Trust accumulations.
(1) Income accumulated in trust for the benefit
benefit of unborn or un(1)
ascertained persons or persons with contingent
contingent interests, and income
ascertained
accumulated or held for future distribution under the terms of the
accumulated
will or trust;
trust;
will
Periodically distribPeriodically
uted.
(2) Income
Income which is to be distributed currently
currently by the fiduciary
fiduciary uted.
to
infant
to the beneficiaries,
beneficiaries, and
and income collected by aaguardian of an infant
which is
distributed as
the court
may direct;
is to be
be held or
or distributed
as the
court may
direct;
Received during administration.
(3)
Income received
received by
by estates
of deceased
persons during
(3) Income
estates of
deceased persons
during the
the ministration.
period
of administration
administration or
or settlement
of the
the estate;
estate; and
period of
settlement of
and
Discretioary distriDiscretionary
may be
be either
either butions.
butions.
(4) Income
Income which,
discretion of
the fiduciary,
in the
the discretion
of the
fiduciary, may
which, in
distributed to
distributed
to the
the beneficiaries
beneficiaries or
or accumulated.
accumulated.
Payment by fiduciary.
(b) Except as otherwise
otherwise provided
provided in subdivisions (g) and (h), ciary.
(b)
the tax shall be computed upon the net income of the estate or trust, Computation
Com
of n
of net
and shall be paid by the fiduciary. The net income of the estate
estate Income.
income.
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or trust shall be computed
computed in the same manner
manner and on the same basis
basis
as
provided in
section 212,
except that—
as
provided
in
section
212,
except
thatDeduction of gifts,
(1)
be allowed
as aa deduction
deduction (in
(in lieu
lieu of
of the
the deducdeducetc., underwill
otrst,
(1) There
There shall
shall be
allowed as
under will or
trust,
without limitation.
withoutlimitation.
(10) of subdivision
subdivision (a)
tion authorized by paragraph
paragraph (10)
(a) of.section
section 214)
214)
any part of
limitation, which
pursuant
of the gross
gross income,
income, without
without limitation,
which pursuant
to
the will
the trust,
trust, is
is during
during the
the
.
to the terms
terms of
of the
will or
or deed
deed creating
creating the
taxable
paid
or permanently
permanently set
aside for
for the
purposes and
and.in
in
taxable
year
paid
or
set
aside
the
purposes
Ante, p.271.
Atep.m
the manner specified
specified in
in paragraph
subdivision (a)
(a) of
of section
section
paragraph (10)
(10) of
of subdivision
214,
to be
be used
used exclusively
for religious,
scientific,
214, or
or is
is to
exclusively for
religious, charitable,
charitable, scientific,
or for
for the
.. .
of cruelty
literary, or
or educational
educational purposes,
purposes, or
the prevention
prevention
of
cruelty
animals or for the
mainto children or animals
the establishment,
establishment, acquisition,
acquisition, maintenance or
operation of
a
public
cemetery not
not operated
operated for
for profit;
profit;
tenance
or
operation
of
a
public
cemetery
Additional deduction
(2)
as an
an additional
additional deduction
deduction in
in comcomor current
current distribution
distribution
(2) There
There shall
shall be
be allowed
allowed as
for
to beneficiaries.
beneficiaries.
puting the net income of the estate
estate or trust
trust the
the amount
amount of
of the
the income
income
.
of the estate or trust for its taxable year which is to be
be distributed
distributed
currently
currently by the fiduciary to the
beneficiaries, and the
the amount
amount of
of
the beneficiaries,
the income collected by aaguardian
which is to be held
held
guardian of an infant which
or distributed
distributed as the court may direct, but the amount
amount so
so allowed
allowed
as
deduction shall
be included
included in
computing the
the net
net income
income of
the
of the
in computing
shall be
a deduction
as a
Restiction.
Restriction.
beneficiaries
beneficiaries whether distributed
distributed to them or not.
not. Any
amount alalAny amount
lowed as a
paragraph shall
not be
be allowed
as
a deduction under this
this paragraph
shall not
allowed as
a
deduction under
paragraph (3)
(3) in
the same
same or
any succeeding
succeeding taxtaxa deduction
under paragraph
in the
or any
year;
able
year;
Additionaldeduction
Additional
deduction
I
(3) In
income received
estates of
deceased persons
persons
payn made
(3)
In the
the case
case of
of income
received by
by estates
of deceased
for payments
made or
credited to beneficicredited
benefci- during the period
period of administration
administration or settlement
settlement of
of the
estate, and
and
the estate,
aries.
in the case of income
income which, in the discretion
discretion of the fiduciary,
fiduciary, may
be either distributed
distributed to the beneficiary
accumulated, there
there shall
shall be
beneficiary or
or accumulated,
be
allowed
deduction in computing the
allowed as an additional
additional deduction
income of
the net income
the estate or trust the amount
amount of the income of the estate
trust
estate or trust
for its taxable year which
properly paid or credited
which is properly
credited during
during such
such
beneficiary, but the amount
year to any legatee, heir, or beneficiary,
allowed
amount so allowed
as aadeduction
included in computing
deduction shall be included
computing the net income
income of
of the
legatee,
or beneficiary.
oala
legatee heir,
heir, or
beneficiary.
Normal tax personal
(c)
purpose of
the normal
tax the
the estate
estate or
or trust
trust shall
shall
exemptions allowed.
For the
(c) For
the purpose
of the
normal tax
be allowed
allowed the same credit as is allowed
allowed to aa single person under
under
subdivision
subdivision (c)
of the
the
(c) of section 216, and,
and, if no part of
of the
the income
income of
estate or trust is included in computing
computing the net income of any legatee,
heir, or beneficiary,
beneficiary, then in addition
addition the same credits
credits as are allowed
allowed
(a)
and
(b)
of
section 216.
216.
by
subdivisions
(a)
and
(b)
of
section
Credits allowed benefciaries
in computing
ompingn
(d) If
part of the
the income
If any part
income of
an estate
estate or trust
is included
included
of an
trust is
ficiaries
in
income.
income
in computing the net income
income of any legatee, heir, or beneficiary,
such
beneficiary, such
legatee,
legatee, heir, or beneficiary,
beneficiary, shall, for the purpose of the normal tax,
be allowed
as credits,
credits, in
to the
th e credits
cre dit s allowed
all owe d to
to him
him under
under
,
be
allowed as
in addition
addition to
proportionate share of such amounts specified
section 216, his proportionate
specified in
in subsubdivisions
(a) included
and (b)
sectionn 216
216 as .are,
are, under
(b) of sectio
under this
this section,
section, reredivisions (a)
computing his net income. Any remainquired to be included in computing
ing portion of such amounts
amounts specified
specified in
in subdivisions
subdivisions (a)
and (b)
(b)
(a) and
of section
section 216 shall, for the purpose
purpose of
the normal
tax, be
be allowed
allowed
of the
normal tax,
as credits to the estate or trust.
C
Computation
Computation
if tax- as credits to the estate or trust.
able years
of estate and
sble
arsof
ad
(e) If
If the taxable year of a
a beneficiary
beneficiary is different
that of
(e)
different from that
of
beneficiary differ.
beeficary differ.
the estate
estate or
or trust,
trust, the
the amount
amount which
the
i
s required,
requ i
re d
, under
un d
er parapara which h
hee is
graph
of subdivision
subdivision (b)
this section,
se cti on ,to
t
o include
i
nc l
ud
e in
i
n comcom graph (2)
(2) of
(b) of
of this
puting
his net
net income,
income, shall
be based
based upon
upon the
the income
i
ncome of
ofthe
the estate
estate
puting his
shall be
or trust.
trust for its taxable year
or
year ending within his taxable
taxable year.
Profit sharing trusts
(f) A
A trust
by an
an employer
empl oyer as
as a
a part
part o
stock bonus
bonus or
shng
trusts
(f)
trust created
created by
offaa stock
or
foroProfit
employees
not
taxed.
taxed,
profit-sharing plan for the exclusive
all of
of his
profit-sharing
exclusive benefit of some or all
his
to which
employees, to
which contributions
are made
by such
such employer,
employer, or
or
contributions are
made by
employees, or
or both,
both, for
rp
ose of
of distributing
di str ibut i
ng to
to such
such ememployees,
for the
the pu
purpose
employees the
principalof
ofthe
th e fund
f
un d accumulated
by the
the
plovees
the earnings
earnings and
and principal
accumulated by
accordance with such plan, shall not be taxable under this
trust in accordance
INCOME
INCOME
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section,
but the
amount actually
actually distributed
distributed or
or made
made available
available to
to
the amount
section, but
the year
year in which
him in
any distributee
shall be
to him
in the
which so disbe taxable
taxable to
any
distributee shall
tributed or made available to the extent that it exceeds
exceeds the amounts
paid
in by
by him.
him. Such
shall for
for the
the purpose
the nornorof the
purpose of
Such distributees
distributees shall
paid in
mal
tax be
as credits
credits such part of the
distributed
the amount so distributed
be allowed
allowed as
mal tax
or
subdivisions
specified in subdivisions
the items specified
as represents
represents the
or made available
available as
(a) and (b)
(b) of section 216.
(a)
(g)
the grantor
trust has,
the taxtaxany time
time during
during the
a trust
has, at
at any
grantor of
of a
(g) Where
Where the
a benebeneable
year , either
alone or
or in
in conjunction
conjunction with
with any
any person
person not a
able year,
either alone
ficiary
of the trust, the power to revest in himself
himself title to any part
ficiary of
of
the corpus
corpus of
of the
the trust
trust
income of
of such
such part of
then the
the income
of the
the trust, then
of the
for such taxable year shall be included in computing
computing the net income
of
grantor.
of the grantor.
(h)
Where any
any part
part of
the income
income of
of a
trust may,
may, in
in the
discretion
of the
a trust
the discretion
(h) Where
of the
the grantor
grantor of
the trust,
any
with any
or in
in conjunction
conjunction with
either alone
alone or
of the
trust, either
of
person
grantor
a beneficiary
beneficiary of the trust, be distributed to the grantor
person not a
or
or accumulated
or where
him, or
distribution to him
for future distribution
accumulated for
or be
be held
held or
income of
of aatrust is or may be applied to the payment
of the income
any part of
of premiums
premiums upon
upon policies
of insurance
insurance on the life of the grantor
grantor
policies of
of
(except
insurance irrevocably
irrevocably payable
payable for the purposes and
and
policies of insurance
(except policies
specified in
paragraph (10)
(a) of
(10) of subdivision (a)
in paragraph
in the
the manner
manner specified
section 214),
part of the income
income of
shall be included in
of the trust shall
214), such
such part
section
of the grantor.
net income of
computing the net
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la()ME TAX.
ed
on
DrsTNCO
D.

3

lS
St
on
taxed on
Distributees
t

v e

r
amount received.
amo

ed

Credits allowed.
allowed.
credits

t Inri
zuttfternocgt:

ncomeof revocable

of grantor.

f
r(
)m
Distributions from

Ittir
t
i
cbu
oin
t
e
lotns
o

tor

etc., included in income
etc.,includedinincom
thereof.

there o f.

Evasion of
surtaxes
Evasion
of surtaxes
by incorporation.

Tax on income
of
Tax
income of
acumu
organized, is corporations
corporations
SEC. 220. (a) If
If any corporation,
corporation, however created or organized,
SEC.
accumuto
ating
sr
formed
formed or availed of for the purpose of preventing the imposition
imposition lating
sgt aZ etc.,
v
on g
its
avoid
surtax
g

ns

shareholders.
its shareholders
surtax upon
upon its
of the
the surtax
shareholders through the medium of permit- shareholders.
of

accumulate instead of being divided
divided or
ting its gains and profits to accumulate
distributed, there shall be levied, collected, and paid for each taxable
distributed,
equal to 50 per
year upon the net income of such corporation
corporation a
a tax equal
dtio to orpo
Additional to corpocentum of the amount thereof, which shall
sha be in addition to the tax ration
raton tax.
tax.
282.
Post, p.p.282.
as provided in Post,
imposed by section 230 of this title and shall (except asprovided
subdivision (d) of this section) be computed, collected,
collected., and paid
paid
upon the same basis and in the same manner and subject to the same
provisions of
of law,
including penalties,
penalties, as
as that
tax.
provisions
law, including
that tax.

Evidence of purpose

of corporation.
a mere holding or investment
corporation is a
(b) The fact that any corporation
investment of
company,
permitted to accumulate
that the
the gains or
or profits
profits are permitted
company, or
or that
beyond the reasonable
reasonable needs of the business, shall be prima facie evia purpose to escape the surtax.
dence of a
Statement

to be
(c) When
requested by
by the
the Commissioner,
Commissioner, or
every madeteoginst
or any
any collector,
collector, every
When requested
(c)
made of gains, tbe
names,

et ocorporation
statement of such gains etc.
a correct statement
corporation shall forward to him a
and profits and the names and addresses
addresses of the individuals or shareholders who would be entitled to the same if
if divided or distributed,
distributed,
holders
and
of the
the amounts
amounts that
that would
would be
to each.
and of
be payable
payable to
each.
Meang
oet
Meaning
er
of '‘net
come as
used.
asused.
(d) As
in this
section the
net income"
means the
the net oome"
term "
"net
income" means
this section
the term
(d)
As used
used in
amount
income as defined in section
section 232,
232, increased by the sum of the amount
of
allowed under paragraph
paragraph (6)
(6) of subdivision (a)
of
(a) of
of the deduction
deduction allowed
amount of the interest on obligations of the
section 234, and the amount
United
subject
would be subject
1917, which would
September 1, 1917,
after September
United States issued after
to tax in whole or in part in the hands of an individual owner.

PAYMENT OF
OF INDIVIDUAL
INDIVIDUAL'S
PAYMENT
S TAX
TAX AT
AT SOURCE.
SOURCE.
.

inin.

at
Payment of tax at
source.
source.
Normal tax of non-

pya bon
aliens payable
'reS aliens
SEC.
S
EC. 221. (a) All persons, in whatever capacity acting, including resident
t
thereat.
lessees or
personal property,
property, fiduciaries,
fiduciaries, emem- therea
or personal
of real
real or
or mortgagors
mortgagors of
lessees
employees of the United States having
ployers, and all officers and employees
havmg
ployers,
(exthe control, receipt, custody, disposal, or payment of interest (ecarrying on the banking busibustcept interest on deposits with persons carrying
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ness paid
paid to
engaged in
business in
in the
United States
States
to persons
persons not
not engaged
in business
the United
and
not having
having an
an office
place of
business therein),
salaries,
and not
office or
or place
of business
therein), rent,
rent, salaries,
wages, premiums,
compensations, remunerations,
remunerations, emoluemoluwages,
premiums, annuities,
annuities, compensations,
ments,
or other
fixed or
periodical gains,
ments, or
other fixed
or determinable
determinable annual
annual or
or periodical
gains,
profits,
and income,
alien individual,
or .of
profits, and
income, of
of any
any nonresident
nonresident alien
individual, or
of any
any
partnership not
in trade
trade or
or business
within the
the 'United
United
partnership
not engaged
engaged in
business within
States
and not
office or
or place
of business
business therein
therein and
comStates and
not having
having any
any office
place of
and composed in
whole or
in part
aliens, (other
(other than
than income
income
posed
in whole
or in
part of
of nonresident
nonresident aliens,
received as
dividends of
allowed as
as a
acredit
credit by
by subdivision
received
as dividends
of the
the class
class allowed
subdivision
(a)
of section
216) shall'
shalr (except
(except in
the cases
provided for
for in
sub(a) of
section 216)
in the
cases provided
in subdivision (b)
(b) and
except as
as otherwise
provided in
regulations prepredivision
and except
otherwise provided
in regulations
scribed by
the Commissioner
Commissioner under
section 217)
217) deduct
deduct and
and withwithscribed
by the
under section
Rate
Rate
hold from such annual or periodical
periodical gains, profits,
profits, and income a
a tax
tax
Proviso.
equal to
thereof: Provided,
That the
Commissioner may
may
the Commissioner
Provided,That
centum thereof:
to 6
6 per
per centum
iterest of unknown
unknown equal
Interest
owners included.
included.
authorize such tax to be deducted and withheld
interest
withheld from the interest
upon
any securities
securities the
owners of
which are
are not
not known
to the
the withwithupon any
the owners
of which
known to
By corporations holding
holding agent.
agent.
By
interest
(b) In
where bonds,
mortgages, or
or deeds
of trust,
trust, or
or
agreeing to pay
(b)
In any
any case
case where
bonds, mortgages,
deeds of
payinterest
free
from tax.
free fromta.
obligations of aacorporation
corporation contain
contract or proother similar
similar obligations
contain a
a contract
vision
vision by which the obligor
obligor agrees
agrees to pay any portion
portion of the tax imposed by this
posed
obligee, or
or to
the obligee
obligee for
for
this title upon the
the obligee,
to reimburse
reimburse the
portion of
of the
pay the
the interest
interest without
without deduction
for
any portion
the tax,
tax, or
or to
to pay
deduction for
any tax
tax which
which the
the obligor
obligor may
be required
permitted to
to pay
pay
Tax to be
be withheld. any
may be
required or
or permitted
thereon, or
to retain
under any
any law
law of
the United
United States,
States,
thereon,
or to
retain therefrom
therefrom under
of the
the obligor shall
shall deduct and
tax equal
equal to
to 2
2per
per centum
of
and withhold
withhold aatax
centum of
the interest
interest upon
deeds of
of trust,
or other
other
upon such
such bonds,
bonds, mortgages,
mortgages, deeds
trust, or
obligations, whether such interest
interest is payable
payable annually
annually or at shorter
shorter
or longer
longer periods
periods and
whether payable
to aa nonresident
alien indiand whether
payable to
nonresident alien
individual or
to an
an individual
individual citizen
citizen or
of the
the United
States or
or
United States
vidual
or to
or resident
resident of
Proviso.
Of
owners. to
partnership: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
the Commissioner
Commissioner may
may authorize
authorize
of unknown
unown owners.
to aa partnership:
such tax to be deducted
withheld in
case of
of interest
upon any
any
deducted and withheld
in the
the case
interest upon
such bonds,
bonds, mortgages,
of trust,
or
other obligations,
obligations, the
the
such
mortgages, deeds
deeds of
trust,
or
other
Exception on notice
not blown
the withholding
agent. Such
Such deofEcims
fo crets
owners of
of which
which are
are not
known to
to the
withholding agent.
deof
claims for
credits owners
withheld by
individ- duction and withholding
withheld
by individrequired in the case of a
a citizen
withholding shall not be required
uals.
als.
receive such interest, if
or resident entitled to receive
with the
the withif he files
files with
withholding
before February
holding agent on or before
February 11 a
notice in
in writing
writing
a signed
signed notice
claiming
the benefit
benefit of
the credits
provided in
subdivisions (c)
(c) and
in subdivisions
and
claiming the
Nonresident alens.
of the
credits provided
Nonresident
aliens.
(d)
of section
section 216;
in the
the case
case of
of a
nonresident alien
individual
(d) of
216; nor
nor in
a nonresident
alien individual
if so provided for in regulations prescribed
by the Commissioner
if
prescribed by
Commissioner ununder
subdivision
(g)
of
section
217.
217.
der
subdivision
(g)
of
section
Returns, etc.,
etc.,
by
by
withholding agent rewithholding
(c)
re(c) Every
Every person
person required
required to deduct and withhold
withhold any
any tax
tax under
under
quired.
quired.
this section
thereof on or before March
each
this
section shall make return thereof
March 15 of each
shall on
before June
15 pay
the tax
tax to
to the
official of
of the
Indemnity for py
ear and
and shall
on or
or before
June 15
pay the
the official
the
Indemnity
pay- year
ment.
ment.
United
Government authorized
authorized to receive
United States Government
receive it. Every such
such
hereby made
is hereby
indemnified
person is hereby
made liable
liable for
for such
such tax
tax and
and is
hereby indemnified
against the claims
claims and
person for
for the
the amount
amount of
of
and demands
demands of any person
any payments
payments made
made in accordance
accordance with
with the provisions
provisions of this
this
section.
section.
Returns
Returns by recipient section.
of tax withheld.
(d)
required to be withheld
(d) Income upon which any tax is required
withheld at
at
the source under
under this
included in
the return
of the
the
this section shall
shall be
be included
in the
return of
recipient
recipient of such
such income, but any amount of tax so withheld
withheld shall
be credited against
such
against the
the amount
amotuit of income tax as computed
computed in such
return.
return.
Tax paid by
recipient ieturn.
bvrecipient
not recollectible,
recollectible, etc.
(e) If
If any
tax required
required under
section to
be deducted
deducted and
and
not
etc.
(e)
any tax
under this section
to be
withheld is paid by the recipient
recipient of the income, it shall
shall not be recollected
thecollected from the withholding
withholding agent; nor in cases
cases in which the
tax is so paid shall any penalty
collected from
penalty be imposed upon
upon or collected
the recipient of the income
income or the withholding
withholding agent for
for failure
failure to
to
return or pay the same,
same, unless such failure
failure was fraudulent
fraudulent and for
for
the
of evading
evading payment.
the purpose
purpose of
payment.
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INCOME TAX.
INCOME
TAX.
Credit for
taxes paid.
paid.
Credit
for taxes

TAXES IN
IN CASE
CASE OF INDIVIDUALS.
INDIVIDUALS.
CREDIT FOR TAXES

Allowances.
SEc.
(a) The tax computed under
under Parts I
SEC. 222. (a)
I and II
II of this Allowances.
title
shall
be
credited
with:
title shall be credited with:
To citizens, of taxes
(1)
In the case
United States
States the
amount of
of toforeigecountries.
(1) In
case of a
a citizen
citizen of
of the
the United
the amount
to foreign countries.
any income, war-profits
war-profits and excess-profits
excess-profits taxes paid or accrued during the taxable year to any foreign country
country or to any possession of
the
States; and
the United
United States;
and
Residents, to United
(2)
(2) In the case of aa resident of the United States, the amount of stateposstesion.
States possessions.
Or accrued
accrued during the taxable
taxable year to any
any such taxes paid or
possession
the United
United States;
States; and
possession of
of the
and
Alien residents, to
(3) Tn
In the case of an alien
(3)
alien resident of the United States,
States, the foreign
foreign country
country aowallowing
similar credit.
amount of any such taxes paid or accrued
accrued during the taxable year ingsimilarcredit.

to
any foreign
country,
the foreign
foreign
country
of which
aliena
to
resident
any foreign
is a citizen
country,
or if
subject,
the
in imposing
country such
of
which
taxes,such
such
allows
alien
resident
is a citizen
or if
subject,
in
imposing
such
taxes,
allows
a
similar credit to citizens of the United
United States residing in such
such
countryj and
countryand

Partners and

trust

Partners and trust
(4) In
case of
of any
any such
such individual
individual who
who is
member of
of aabeneiciaries
(4)
In the
the case
is aa member
beneficiaries, to foreign
foreign
countries.

partnership or a
a beneficiary of an estate
estate or trust, his proportionate
partnership
proportionate countries.

share of such taxes of the partnership or the estate or trust paid
paid
accrued during the taxable year
year to a
a foreign country
country or to any
or accrued
possession of the United States, as the
the case may be.
(5)
(5) The above credits
credits shall not be allowed
allowed in the
the
benefits of
section 262;
262; and
no
citizen entitled
entitled to the benefits
of section
and in
in no
shall the amount
amount of credit taken
taken under
this subdivision
subdivision
under this

Exceptions.

case of
case
of a
a Amont
Amount of
of credits
other
case limited.
other case
"lm
Post, p.ed
p. 294.
exceed the
the
exceed

same proportion
proportion of the tax (computed
(computed on the basis of the taxpayer's
taxpayer's
net income without the deduction
war-profits, or
or
deduction of any income, war-profits,
excess-profits
allowed to him as a
acredit
credit
excess-profits tax any part of which may be allowed
section), against which such credit is taken, which the
by this section),
taxpayer's net income (computed
taxpayer's
(computed without the deduction
deduction of any
such income,
income, war-profits, or excess-profits
sources withexcess-profits tax) from sources
to his entire net income
out the United States bears to
income (computed
(computed without
such deduction)
deduction) for
for the
same taxable
taxable year.
year.
out such
the same
Redetermination
Redetermination If
if
from
(b) If
If accrued taxes when paid differ from the amounts
amounts claimed tax paid differ from
credits claimed.
as credits by the taxpayer, or if any tax paid is refunded
refunded in whole credits imed.
or in part, the taxpayer
notify the Commissioner,
Commissioner,_ who
taxpayer shall notify
who shall
redetermine the amount of the tax due
due under
under Parts
Parts II and
II of
of this
this
and II
title for the year or years affected,
upon
affected, and the amount of tax due upon
such redetermination,
redetermination, if any, shall be paid by the taxpayer
taxpayer upon
notice and demand by the collector, or the amount of tax overpaid, if
if
any, shall be credited or refunded
refunded to the taxpayer
taxpayer in accordance
accordance with IIf accrued
accrued but
but not
not
the provisions of section 281. In the case
case of such a
a tax accrued paid.
paid.
Bond required.
paid, the Commissioner
precedent to the Bondrequred.
but not paid,
Commissioner as aa condition precedent
allowance of this credit may require the taxpayer
taxpayer to give a
allowance
a bond with
sureties satisfactory to and to be approved
Commissioner in
approved by the Commissioner
such sum as the Commissioner may require, conditioned upon the
payment by the taxpayer
taxpayer of any amount
amount of tax found due upon any
such redetermination;
redetermination; and the bond herein
herein prescribed
prescribed shall contain
such further conditions as the Commissioner
Commissioner may require.
s fr foreign
for
C
eigu
rediii for ,ete
ftw.
eign
Credfts
(c)
credits provided
provided for
for in
in subdivision
subdivision (a)
(a) of
of this
this section
section taxes may be
(c) The
The credits
in
be taken in
the year in which actaxpayer and
and irrespective
irrespective of the method crued.
may, at the option of the
the taxpayer
thed inwhieh ac
of accounting
employed in keeping his books, be taken
accounting employed
taken in the year
year
in which the taxes of the foreign
foreign country or the possession of the
accrued, subject,
however, to
to the
the conditions
preUnited States
States accrued,
subject, however,
conditions preOn same basis for
scribed in subdivision (b) of this section. If
taxpayer elects susquent
e
for
If the taxpayer
subsequent years.
to take such credits in the year in which the taxes
taxes of the foreign
country or the possession of the United States accrued,
accrued, the credits
for all subsequent
subsequent years shall be taken upon the same basis.
ired of
Evidence required of
furnishes rdeldnomeetc
(d) These credits shall be allowed
allowed only if the taxpayer
taxpayer furnishes
evidence satisfactory to the Commissioner
Commissioner showing the amount of
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Individual returns.
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income derived from sources without the
the United
United States,
States, and
and all
other
necessary for
other information
information necessary
for the
the verification
verification and
and computation
computation of
of
such credits.
credits.
such
credits.
such
INDIVIDUAL
RE1 URNS.
INDIVIDUAL RETURNS.

Sworn statement
Sworn
statement of

gross income, credits,
credits
etc.
etc.

S
EC. 223.
The following
individuals shall
shall each
each make
make under
SEC.
223. (a)
(a) The
following individuals
under
oath a
a return stating specifically the items of his gross income and
and
the
deductions and
and credits
credits allowed
allowed under
under this
the deductions
this title—
title-

(1)
Every individual
net income
the taxable
(1) Every
individual having
having a
a net
income for
for .the
taxable year
year
of $1,000
over, if
if married
and not
of
$1,000 or
or over,
if single,
single, or
or if
married and
not living
living with
with husband
husband
or wife;
or
wife;
Over $2,500,
and mar0
(2) Every
net income
income for
taxable year
year
oe0derte$2
(2)
Every individual
individual having
having aa net
for the
the taxable
ried,
etc. 50 adms of $2,500
$2,500 or
or over,
over, if
married and
with husband
husband or
or wife;
and
of
if married
and living
living with
wife; and
Gross income $5,000
st
(3) Every
individual having
gross income
(3)
Every individual
having a
a gross
income for
for the
the taxable
taxable year
year
or Gross
over. income s5 0
of $5,000
or over,
over, regardless
amount of
his net
income.
of
$5,000 or
regardless of
of the
the amount
of his
net income.
Husband and wile
(b) If
If a
aggregate net
uivSn
eand w if e
(b)
a husband and wife living together have an aggregate
living
together.
income
the taxable
year of
$2,500 or
or an
an aggregate
aggregate gross
gross
income for
for the
taxable year
of $2,500
or over,
over, or
income
for such
year of
of $5,000
income for
such year
$5,000 or
or over—
over(1) Each shall
(1)
make such
return, or
shall make
such a
a return,
or
. (2)
income of each shall
shall be
in a
asingle
(2) .The
The income
be included
included in
single joint
joint return,
return,

If net income $1,000,
orovnertsincle$,et000.
or
over, if single, etc.

By agents, etc.

in which case the tax shall be computed
computed on the aggregate income.
income.

Partnership returns.
Partnership
returns.

taxpayerTETU

Sworn statement of
grossincome,
gross income, etc.

etais.

Details.

Fiduciary
return
Fiduciary returns.
of
Sworn statement
statement of
income, etc., of benefiia ri e s
ciaries.
c
.

income, etc., otemeneff

Individual

with

$1,000 net
income,
income, if

single.
single.

Married,
etc.,
r e
s$25i
$2,600 or
or overtc.
over.

with

with

Gross income $5,000
or over. income

or

Estates or trusts of

$1,0i
$1,000 net income.

Gross income $5,000

or
ovs
or over.

come

000

Noe t alien

Nonresident alien
obeneficdtaries n
beneficiaries.
By joint fiduciaries.

By jointfiduciaries.

Oath,
required.
ath, etc., required.

etc.,

(c)
(c) If
If the taxpayer is
own return,
return
is unable
unable to
to make
make his
his own
return, the
the return
shall be made by aaduly
authorized agent
agent or by the
duly authorized
the guardian
guardian or
or other
other
person
charged with
person or
or property
person charged
with the
the care
care of
of the
the person
property of
of such.
such
taxpayer.
taxpayer.
S.
PARTNERSHIP RETURNS.
PARTN'RSEI1
RETUIRNS.

SEC. 224. Every partnership
partnership shall make a
areturn for each taxable
taxable
SEC.
year,
stating specifically
and the deducdeducthe items of its gross income and
specifically the
year, stating
tions allowed by this title, and shall include
include in the return the names
names
and addresses of the individuals
individuals who would be entitled to share in
if distributed and the amount
the net income
income if
amount of
share
of the distributive
distributive share
of each individual.
individual. The
The return
to by.
by. any
any one
one of
return shall be
be sworn
sworn to
of
the
partners.
the
partners.
the partners.
FIDUCIARY
FIDUCIARY RETURNS.
RETURNS.

SEC.
S
EC. 225. (a)
(a) Every fiduciary
fiduciary (except
(except a
a receiver
receiver appointed
appointed by
by
authority of
of law in possession of part only of the property of .an
authority
an
individual) shall make under oath a
individual)
a return for any of the
the following
following
individuals, estates, or trusts for which he acts, stating specifically
specifically
the items of
thereof and
deductions and
of gross
gross income
income thereof
and the
the deductions
and credits
credits
allowed
under this
title—
allowed under
this title(1)
(1) Every
Every individual
individual having
having aanet
net income
taxable year
year of
income for
for the
the taxable
of
$1,000 or over, if
if single, or if
with husband
if married and not living with
husband
or
wife;
or wife;
(2) Every individual
a net income
(2)
individual having a
income for the taxable
year
taxable year
of $2,500
over, if
married and
and living
with husband
husband or
wife;
living with
or wife;
of
$2,500 or
or over,
if married
(3)
individual having
having a
income for
for the
(3) Every
Every individual
a gross
gross income
the taxable
taxable year
year
of $5,000
or over,
over, regardless
regardless of
of his
of
$5,000 or
of the
the amount
amount of
his net
net income;
income;
(4) Every
the net
net income
of which
for the
taxable
(4)
Every estate
estate or
or trust
trust the
income of
which for
the taxable
year is
or over;
over;
year
is $1,000
$1,000 or
(5) Every
Every estate
estate or
or trust
the gross
gross income
income of
which for
the taxable
(5)
trust the
of which
for the
taxable
year is $5,000
of the
the amount
the net
net income;
income; and
and
$5,000 or over,
over, regardless
regardless of
amount of
of the
(6)
(6) Every estate
estate or
any beneficiary
beneficiary is
or trust of which
which any
is aanonresident
nonresident
alien.
alien.
(b) Under such regulations
regulations as the Commissioner with the apprescribe a
a return made by one of two
proval of the Secretary
Secretary may prescribe
or more joint fiduciaries
fiduciaries and filed in the office of the
collector of
of the
the
the collector
district where such fiduciary resides shall be sufficient compliance
compliance
with
Such fiduciary
fiduciary shall
shall make
oath (1)
with the
the above
above requirement.
requirement. Such
make oath
(1)
that he has sufficient
sufficient knowledge
knowledge of the affairs of the individual, estate
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to make
make the
or trust for which the return is made, to enable
enable him to
the
return, and (2)
(2) that the return is,
is to the best
best of his
his knowledge
knowledge and
and
belief, true and correct. Any fiduciary required
required to
to make
return
make aa return
under this Act shall be subject to all the
Act
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this Act
which apply to individuals.
individuals.

INCOME TAX.
TAX.
INCOME

RETURNS FOR A PERIOD OF
LESS THAN
THAN TWELVE
IWELVE MONTHS.
MONTHS.
OF LESS

Returns for less than
Retunsforlessthan
ayear.

SEC.
(a) If
a taxpayer, with the approval
approval of
SEC. 226. (a)
If a
of the
Commisthe Commissioner, changes the basis of computing
computing net income
income from
fiscal year
from fiscal
year

Basis for determining, when
ing,
when accounting
accounting
period
changed.
period changed.

and the date designated
of the
the new
designated as the close of
new fiscal
fiscal year.
year.me
(b)
a separate
separate return
is so
(b) Where a
return is
in all other cases
cases
so made,
made, and
and in

bd
Income based
period
periodoreturn.
of return.

to calendar year a
separate return
return shall
be made
for the
the period
a separate
shall be
made for
period
between
between the close of the last fiscal year for which return
made
return was made
and the following December 31. If
change is
is from
calendar
If the change
from calendar
year to fiscal year, a
a separate return shall be made for
period
for the period
between the close of the last calendar
calendar year for which return was made
and the date designated
designated as the close of
the change
change
of the
the fiscal year. If
If the
is from one fiscal year to another
another fiscal year
year a
shall
a separate
separate return
return shall
be made for the period between
between the close
fiscal year
close of
of the
the former
former fiscal
year

on

where a
a separate
permitted, by
separate return is required
required or permitted,
regulations preby regulations
•
scribed by the Commissioner
Commissioner with
with the
of the
the approval
approval of
the Secretary,
Secretary, to
to
be made for aa fractional part of a
a year, then the income
income shall be
be
computed on the basis of the period
separate return
return is
is
period for
for which separate
made.
Computation
of taxComputation of ttax(c) If
separate return is made under
(c)
If a
a separate
under subdivision (a)
(a) the net ableoincome.
°
able income.
income, computed
income
computed in accordance
of subdivision
subdivision
accordance with the
the provisions
provisions of
(b),
(b), shall be placed on an annual
multiplying the
amount
annual basis by multiplying
the amount
thereof by twelve and dividing
dividing by
of months
included
by the
the number
number of
months included
in the period for which
which the
is made.
made. The
tax shall
shall
the separate
separate return
return is
The tax
computed on
on such
such annual
the number
number
be such part of the
the tax computed
annual basis
basis as
as the
of months in such
such period
is of
of twelve
twelve months.
months.
period is
Application
Application to
to cap
capi(d) The Commissioner
Commissioner with the approval of the Secretary
Secretary shall
shall tal gain, los,
loss, and
rn
income.
by regulations
regulations prescribe
prescribe the method of applying
applying the provisions
provisions of
of earned
ea edlncome.
(b) and (c)
subdivisions (b)
(c) to cases
cases where
makes a
asepasepawhere the taxpayer
taxpayer makes
rate return under subdivision (a)
appears that for
the period
(a) and it appears
for the
period
for which
which the
so made
made he
has derived
derived a
capit alnet
netgain,
the return is so
he has
a capital
gain, or
or
sustained aacapital net
sustained
loss, or
or received
received earned
income.
net loss,
earned income.
Reduction of perReduction of per(e)
In the case of a
a return made
(e) In
made for
for a
a fractional
of a
ayear,
year, sonal
fractional part
sonal exemption
exemption credcredpart of
its.
i
s
except a
a return made under subdivision
except
in .
subdivision (a),
(a), the credits provided
provided in
(d), and (e)
subdivisions (c), (d),
(e) of section
section 216
shall be
reduced re216 shall
be reduced
respectively to amounts which bear the
same ratio
ratio to
to the
full credits
credits
the same
the full
provided in
provided
i
n such subdivisions as
the number
number of
the period
period
as the
of months
months in
in the
for which return is made bears to
twelve months.
months.
to twelve
TIME AND PLACE FOR FILING
FILING INDIVIDUAL,
INDIVIDUAL, PARTNERSHIP,
PARTNERSHIP, AND
AND FIDUCIARY
FIDUCIARY
RETURNS.
RETURNS.

Filing returns.

F

turns

Time designated for
S
EC. 227.
(except in
in the
the case
case of
nonresident aliens)
aliens) epic:
SEC.
227. (a)
(a) Returns
Returns (except
of nonresident
tidens..designatedd for
shall be made on or before the fifteenth day of the third month
month folfollowing the close of the fiscal year, or, if the return
return is
made on
on the
is made
the
basis of
calendar year,
year , then
the return
be made
made on
or before
of the calendar
then the
return shall
shall be
on or
before Nonresident
Noresident aliens
aliens.
the 15th day of March. in
case of a
anonresident
nonresident alien
alien individual
individual
In the case
returns shall be made on or before the fifteenth
fifteenth day of
the sixth
sixth
of the
month following
following the close of the fiscal year, or,
if the return
return is
is
or, if
made on the basis of the calendar
calendar year, then
the return
return shall
shall be
be made
made
then the
on
the 15th
The Commissioner
Commissioner may
onExtension permitted
on or
or before
before the
15th day
day of
of June.
June. The
may grant
grant oniEatppsieonrmitted
application.
a reasonable
a
reasonable extension of time for filing returns,
if application
application theretherereturns, if
for is made before the date prescribed
prescribed by law
return
law for filing
filing the
the return,
whenever
whenever in his judgment good ca
us
e exis
t
s,
and shall
shall keep
keep a
a recor
d
cause
exists,
and
record
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Of every such extension and the reason therefor. Except in the
of
case of taxpayers who are abroad, no such extension shall be for
for
more than six months.
tri
of
(b)
shall be
to the
the collector
district in
in which
tn Tao. collector
cct.
dis(b) Returns
Returns shall
of cllsbe made
made to
collector for
for the
the district
which
is
place of
of business
business of
of the
the peris located the
the legal
legal residence
residence or principal
principal place
person
making the return, or,
son making
or, if
if he
he has
has no
no legal residence
residence or
or principal
principal
At Baltimore, Md.
the United
United States,
then to
the collector
collector at
at BaltiBaltiplace of business
business in
At Baltimore, Md. place
in the
States, then
to the
more, Maryland.
INCOME TAX.
INCOME

TAX.

Limit.

Corporations.
Corporations.

Tax imposed.

income.

Exemptions.
Exemptions.

Labor, agricultural,
agricultural,
Labor,
etc.
Mutual savings
Mutual
banks.

savings
banks.by
Fraternal
beneficiary
Fraternal beneficiary
loges, etc.
societies, lodges,

building

Domestic
building
associations,
and loan associations,
etc.
etc.

Mutual cemetery
companies, etc.

comptua esetceer

Corporations, communitychests,
munity chests, etc.. for
religious,
scientific,
etc., upurposes.

etcifor,

sientifc

Business
Business leagues, etc.

leagues, etc.

Civic leagues, employees'
associations,
et
c
etc..

plv

S
EC. 230.
230. In
lieu of
of the
the tax
tax imposed
imposed by
section 230
of the
SEC.
In lieu
by section
230 of
the
Revenue
Act of
there shall
shall be
collected, and
and paid
Revenue Act
of 1921
1921 there
be levied,
levied, collected,
paid for
for
every corporation
corporation aa tax
each taxable year
year upon
upon the net income of
of every
of
of the
income in
in excess
excess of
of 124
124 per
per centum
centum of
the amount
amount of
of the
the net
net income
of the
the
credits
credits provided
provided in sections
sections 236 and
and 263.
263.
CONDITIONAL AND OTHER EXEMPTIONS
CONDITIONAL
EXEMPTIONS OF CORPORATIONS.
CORPORATIONS.

Designated organizatDsignated organize
tions.

retigipo,

III.-CoRPORATIONS.
M.—CORPORATIONS.

TAX
ON CORPORATIONS.
CORPORATIONS.
TAX ON

Rate
on net income.
Rateonne2t
Vol. 42, p. 252.

Domestic

PART

leagseatioms

Pleasure clubs.
Pleasure
clubs.

SEC. 231. The following
following organizations
organizations shall be exempt from taxation
under this
this title—
tion under
titlehorticultural organizations;
(1) Labor, agricultural,
agricultural, or horticultural
organizations;
(2) Mutual savings banks not having
a capital
represented
(2)
having a
capital stock represented.
by shares;
shares;
y (3) Fraternal beneficiary societies, orders, or associations, (a)
(3) Fraternal beneficiary societies, orders, or associations, (a)
operating
or for
for the
exclusive benefit
operating under the lodge
lodge system
system or
the exclusive
benefit of
of the
the
members
itself operating
under the
the lodge
members of
of aa fraternity
fraternity itself
operating under
lodge system;
system;
and
for the
and (b)
(b) providing
providing for
the payment
payment of
of life,
life, sick,
sick, accident,
accident, or
or other
other
benefits
or association
or their
benefits to the
the members
members of
of such
such society,
society, order, or
association or
their
dependents;
dependents;
(4)
Domestic building
and loan
loan associations
associations substantially
substantially all
(4) Domestic
building and
all the
the
business of which is confined to making loans to members; and cocapital stock
stock organized
organized and
for
operative banks without
without capital
and operated
operated for
mutual purposes
mutual
purposes and
and without
without profit;
profit;
(5)
Cemetery companies
companies owned
exclusively for
the
(5) Cemetery
owned and
and operated
operated exclusively
for the
benefit
which are
are not
operated for
and
benefit of
of their members
members or
or which
not operated
for profit;
profit; and
any
corporation chartered
chartered solely
purposes as
as aa cemetery
any corporation
solely for
for burial
burial purposes
cemetery
corporation
and not
not permitted
permitted by
its charter
any busicorporation and
by its
charter to
to engage
engage in
in any
business
incident to
to that
that purpose,
purpose, no
no part
of the
earnness not necessarily
necessarily incident
part of
the net
net earnings of which inures to
the benefit
of any
any private
private shareholder
or
to the
benefit of
shareholder or
individual;
individual;
(6)
Corporations, and
and any
any community
fund, or
or foundation,
foundation,
(6) Corporations,
community chest,
chest, fund,
organized and
and operated
operated exclusively
exclusively for
for religious,
religious, charitable,
charitable, scientific,
organized
scientific,
literary, or
for the
the prevention
of cruelty
or educational
educational purposes,
purposes, or
or for
prevention of
cruelty
to children or animals, no part of the net earnings of
of which
which inures
inures
to the benefit of any private shareholder
shareholder or
or individual;
individual;
(7)
commerce, or boards of trade,
(7) Business leagues, chambers
chambers of commerce,
not
organized for
no part
which
not organized
for profit
profit and
and no
part of
of the
the net
net earnings
earnings of
of which
individual;
inures to
to the benefit of any
any private
private shareholder
shareholder or
or individual;
(8) Civic
Civic leagues
leagues or
or organizations
for profit
profit but
(8)
organizations not
not organized
organized for
but opopcrated
welfare, or local assoerated exclusively for the promotion of social welfare,
ciations of employees, the membership
membership of which is limited
limited to
to the
employees
a designated
designated person or persons in a
a particular municiemployees of a
pality, and the net earnings of which are devoted exclusively
exclusively to
charitable, educational,
charitable
educational, or recreational
recreational p
urposes;
purposes;
(9) Clubs
Clubs organized
(9)
organized and
and operated
operated exclusively for pleasure,
pleasure, recreation, and other nonprofitable
nonprofitable purposes.
purposes, no part of the net earnings
of which
wItich inures to the benefit of any private shareholder;
shareholder;
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INCOME TAX.
(10) Benevolent
life insurance
insurance associations
associations of
purely local
local char-.
char- it Local
(10)
Benevolent life
of aapurely
I COME TAX.n
Local associations
associations for
for
life insurance,
farmers'
acter, farmers'
other mutual
or fire insur- life
acter,
farmers' or
or other
mutual hail,
hail, cyclone,
cyclone, casualty,
casualty, or
insurance, farmers'
mutual and cooperaance companies,
companies, mutual ditch or irrigation
or tive
asociatin eras
ance
irrigation companies,
companies, mutual
mutual or
tive associations.
Conditions.
cooperative telephone
telephone companies,
or like
like organizations;
only if
cooperative
companies, or
organizations; but
but only
if Conditions.

85
collected
85 per
per centum
centum or
or more
more of
of the income
income consists
consists of
of amounts
amounts collected
from
members for
for the
the sole
sole purpose
purpose of
of meeting
meeting losses
and expenses;
expenses;
from members
losses and
(11) Farmers',
fruit growers',
associations, organized
organized and
and
(11)
Farmers', fruit
growers', or
or like
like associations,
operated as sales agents for the purpose
products
operated
purpose of marketing the
the products
of members
turning back
back to
to them
them the
proceeds of
of sales,
less the
the
of
members and
and turning
the proceeds
sales, less
necessary
quantity of
necessary selling expenses, on
on the basis
basis of
of the quantity
of produce
furnished by
them; or
organized and
and operated
as purchasing
agents
furnished
by them;
or organized
operated as
purchasing agents
purchasing supplies and
and equipment
equipment for the use
for the purpose of purchasing
supplies and
to such
such
of members
members and turning over
over such supplies
and equipment
equipment to
members at
actual cost,
cost, plus
plus necessary
expenses;
members
at actual
necessary expenses;
(12) Corporations
for the
the exclusive
purpose of
hold(12)
Corporations organized
organized for
exclusive purpose
of holding title
title to
property, collecting
collecting ilicome
therefrom, and
over
ing
to property,
income therefrom,
and turning
turning over
to an
organization which
which
the entire
entire amount
amount thereof, less
less expenses,
expenses, to
an organization
the tax
tax imposed
title; and
and
itself is exempt
exempt from
from the
imposed by
by this
this title;
(13) Federal
national farm-loan
and
associations, and
farm-loan associations,
land banks,
banks, national
(13)
Federal land
Federal intermediate
intermediate credit
provided in
Federal Farm
Farm
Federal
credit banks,
banks, as
as provided
in the
the Federal
Loan Act, as
as amended.
amended.
NET INCOME
NET
ICOME OF
OF CORPORATIONS
CORPORATIONS DEFINED.
DEFINED.

A

tions for m

Associations for mar-

keting farm
farm products,
products,
keting
etc.

etc.

As pur
g agets
As purchasing agents
for supplies,
supplies, etc.,
for
for
etc., for
members.
membersAs trustees
As
trustees for
for exexempted corporations.
emptedcorporations.
•Federal land
land banks
banks,

associations,
farm-loan
associations
etc.
Vol. 39,
39, p.
380.
eVol.
p. 380.

Corporation net income.
come.
Computation of do-

mestic.
S
EC. 232. In
imposed mestic.
SEC.
In the case of aa corporation
corporation subject to the tax imposed
by
"net income"
by section
section 230
230 the term
term "net
income" means
means the gross income as
as
defined in section 233 less the
the deductions allowed
allowed by sections
sections 234 and
and
206, and the net income
income shall
shall be computed
computed on the same
same basis as is
subdivision (b) of section 212 or
section 226. In the Foreign.
provided in subdivision
or in
in section
case
of
a
foreign
corporation
or
of
a
corporation
case
a foreign corporation
of a corporation entitled to the
benefits
benefits of section 262 the computation
computation shall also be made in the
manner provided in section 217.
manner
217.

GROSS INCOME
CORPORATIONS DEFINED.
GROSS
INCOME OF
OF CORPORATIONS
DEFINED.

SEC.
In the case of a
a corporation
SEC. 233. (a)
(a) In
corporation subject to the tax immeans the gross
posed by section 230 the term "gross
"gross income"
income" means
income as defined in sections 213 and 217,
217, except that mutual marine
insurance companies
companies shall include
premiinclude in gross
gross income
income the gross premiums collected and received
received by them less amounts
amounts paid for reinsurance.
reinsurance.
(b)
foreign corporation,
corporation, gross income
income means
(b) In the case of a
a foreign
means only
United States,
gross income from sources within
within the United
States, determined
determined
(except in the case of insurance
insurance companies
(except
companies subject to the tax imposed
imposed
by sections
sections 243
246) in
in the
section 217.
217.
243 or
or 246)
the manner
manner provided
provided in
in section
CORPORATIONS.
DEDUCTIONS
ALLOWED CORPORATIONS.
DEDUCTIONS ALLOWVED

S
EC. 234.
234.* (a)
In computing the net income
income of a
acorporation
corporation subSEC.
(a) In
ject to the tax imposed by section 230 there shall be allowed
allowed as
deductions:
deductions:
(1)
(1) All the ordinary
ordinary and necessary
necessary expenses
expenses paid or incurred
incurred during the taxable year in carrying on any trade or business, including
including
aa reasonable
allowance for salaries or other compensation
compensation for perreasonable allowance
including rentals or other paysonal services actually rendered,
rendered, and including
ments required to be made as aa condition
condition to the continued use or
or
possession of property to which the corporation
corporation has not taken or
or
is not taking title
equity;
title, or innwhich it
it has no
no equity;
(2)
i
taxable year
(2) All
All interest
interest paid
or accrued
accrued within
within the taxable
year on
on its
indebtedness, except on indebtedness
incurred or continued
continued to purindebtedness incurred
chase or carry obligations or securities
securities (other than obligations of the

Corporation
gross inCorporation gross
in-

come.
come.

Sources of domestic.
Sources

Exception.
Exception.

Foreign, from United
limited
sources.
States sources.

Deductions.

Deductions.

Allowed in
computAllowed
in computing net income.
income.

Business expenses.
expenses.
Business

Interest
Interest on
on debts.
debts.
Exceptions,
Exceptios,
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States
September 24,
24, 1917,
1917, and
States issued
issued after
after September
and originally
originally subsubfor by
interest upon
which is
is wholly
wholly
for
by the
the taxpayer)
taxpayer) the
the interest
upon which
from
taxation under
this title;
from taxation
under this
title;
Domestic taxes.
(3)
Taxes paid
or accrued
accrued within
taxable year
(A)
except (A.)
year except
the taxable
within the
paid or
(3) Taxes
Exception.
Exception.
. posed by
income,
war-profits, and
and excess-profits
excess-profits taxes
taxes imposed
by the
authority
income, war-profits,
the authority
Forei
gn
taxes.
of the
States, (B)
of the
Foreigntaes
of
the United
United States,
(B) so
so much
much of
the income,
income, war-profits
war-profits and
and
excess-profits taxes
the authority
authority of
of any
any foreign
country
excess-profits
taxes imposed
imposed by
by the
foreign country
or possession
possession of
of the
States as
allowed as
under
or
the United
United States
as i
issallowed
as a
a credit
credit under
For
local benefits.
Forlocalbenefits.
section 238, and (C)
(C) taxes assessed against local benefits
benefits of a
a kind
Not
applicable to
Not applicable
to tending to increase
increase the value of the property
property assessed.
assessed. In the case
corporationsgurantee
guaranteecorporations
ing interest
free from
obligors specified
subdivision (b)
(b) of
of section
section 221
221 no
no deduction
ing
nterestree
from of obligors
specified in
in subdivision
deduction
taxes.
of the
the tax
imposed by
this title,
any other
tax
for the payment
payment of
tax imposed
by this
title, or
or any
other tax
paid pursuant
pursuant to
to the
the tax-free
covenant clause,
shall
be
allowed,
nor
paid
tax-free
covenant
clause,
shall
be
allowed,
nor
Allowed if paid on shall
tax be
be included
included in
the gross
gross income
of the
the obligee.
obligee. The
income of
The
shall such
such tax
in the
if
ineesta
shaolder
interest
of shareholder.
deduction
allowed by
by this
this paragraph
shall be
be allowed
the case
case of
of
deduction allowed
paragraph shall
allowed in
in the
taxes imposed
shareholder of
of a
upon his
his interest
interest
taxes
imposed upon
upon a
a shareholder
a corporation
corporation upon
as shareholder,
which are
are paid
by the
the corporation
corporation without
without reimreimas
shareholder, which
paid by
bursement
from the
the shareholder,
shareholder, but
in
such
cases no
deduction shall
shall
bursement from
but
in
such
cases
no
deduction
Accrual of estate, etc., be
taxruiofestateeet.,
shareholder for the amount of such taxes. For
For the
allowed the shareholder
taxes.
purpose of
paragraph, estate,
estate, inheritance,
and succession
purpose
of this
this paragraph,
inheritance, legacy,
legacy, and
succession
taxes
the due
due date
date thereof
thereof except
except as
taxes accrue
accrue on
on the
as otherwise
otherwise provided
provided
by law
law of
of the
the jurisdiction
imposing such
by
jurisdiction imposing
such taxes;
taxes;
Losses.Lo s s e
(4) Loess
sustained during
the taxable
compensated
s(4)
Losses sustained
during the
taxable year
year and
and not
not compensated
Restriction of, on
by insurance
insurance or
No deduction
deduction shall
be allowed
allowed under
under
shall be
or otherwise.
otherwise. No
for by
sa of
tsriies
sales
securities,fetc.n
etc. for
this
paragraph for
any loss
loss claimed
claimed to
sustained in
this paragraph
for any
to have
have been
been sustained
in any
any
sale
or other
other disposition
disposition of
of shares
shares of
of stock
stock or
or securities
securities where
it
sale or
where it
appears that
within thirty
days before
before or
after the
the date
date of
appears
that within
thirty days
or after
of such
such
sale
or other
disposition the
has acquired
sale or
other disposition
the taxpayer
taxpayer has
acquired (otherwise
(otherwise than
than
or inheritance)
inheritance) or
has entered
entered into
into a
option
by bequest or
or has
a contract
contract or
or option
to
property, and
and the
so
to acquire
acquire substantially
substantially identical
identical property,
the property
property so
acquired is
by the
taxpayer for
acquired
is held
held by
the taxpayer
for any
any period
period after
after such
such sale
sale or
or
other disposition
unless such
such claim
by a
a dealer
stock or
other
disposition,? unless
claim is
is made
made by
dealer in
in stock
or
securities .and
and with
with respect
respect to
made in
securities
to aa transaction
transaction made
in the
the ordinary
ordinary
course of
such acquisition
or the
the co
n tr ac tor
or o
pti on
course
of its
its business.
business. If
If such
acquisition or
contract
option
to acquire is to the extent of
of part
part only of substantially
identical
substantially identical
property, then
only a
proportionate part
part of
the loss
shall be
property,
then only
a proportionate
of the
loss shall
be disdisBasis for determinBnsis for determn- allowed. The basis for determining
determining the amount of
of the
the deduction
deduction for
for
ing.
2
Ante,
p.258.
Ante, p.
8.
losses sustained
sustained shall be the same as
as is
n section
sec ti on 204
204 f
or
is provided
provided i
in
for
determining
determining the
the sale
sale or
of
the gain
gain or
or loss
loss from
from the
or other
other disposition
disposition of
property;
property;
Worthless debts.
Wortless
(5)
ascertained to be worthless and charged
(5) Debts
Debts ascertained
charged off within the
taxable year (or in the discretion
discretion of the
the Commissioner, a
a reasonable
reasonable
addition to aareserve
reserve for
bad debts)
satisfied that
that aadebt
debt
for bad
debts);;and
and when
when satisfied
recoverable only in part, the Commissioner
is recoverable
Commissioner may allow such debt
debt
to be
in part;
to
be charged
charged off
off in
part;
Dividends from domeDidcends
fr'ordo(6)
amount received
dividends (A)
a domestic
(6) .The
The amount
received as
as dividends
(A) from
from a
domestic corcormestic corporations.
poration other
other than
than aacorporation
poration
corporation entitled
benefits of
entitled to
to the
the benefits
of section
section
than aacorporation
262, and other than
the China
China Trade
Trade
corporation organized
organized under
under the
From foreign, from
From
from Act, 1922, or (B) from any foreign corporation when it is shown
osei,
United States sources. Act, 192.2, or (B) from any foreign corporation when it is shown
to
the Commissioner
atmore
an 50
to the
the satisfaction
satisfaction of
of the
Commissioner th
that
more th
than
50 per
per centum
of the gross income
of
the three-year
thre e-y ear
income of such foreign
foreign corporation
corporation for
for the
period
ending with
with the
the close
of its
its taxable
taxable year
yea r preceding
prece di ng the
th e decladec l
aperiod ending
close of
(or for
for such
ar tof
of such
such p
er i
od as
th e
ration of
of such
such dividends
dividends (or
such p
part
period
as the
foreign corporation
has been
been in
ence ) was
der i
ve d f
rom sources
foreign
corporation has
in exist
existence)
was derived
from
within the United States
determined under
under section
section 217;
States as
as determined
217;
Exhaustion, etc., of
prExhstion,
etc., of
A reasonable
(7) A
reasonable allowance for the exhaustion,
exhaustion, wear
wear and tear of
of
property.
property
property used
used in
in the
the trade
trade or
or business,
business, including
including a
a reasonable
reasonable
allowance
allowance for
for obsolescence;
obsolescence:
Mines,
wells, timMines, oil wells,
tim(
*
(8)
the case
of mines,
mines,
oil and
ll s,o
th er na
t
ura ldeposits.
deposi
ts.
ber,
br, etc.
et.
(8) In
In the
case of
oil
and gas we
wells,
other
natural
Allowance
for deple- and timber, a reasonable allowance for depletion and for depreciantionoarnendepletion, depreciation, etc. and timber, a reasonable allowance for depletion and for depreciation
of improvements,
according
each to
the pecuiar
conditions in
tion
of
improvements,
according
to the
tion of
improvements, according
peculiar conditions
conditions in each
INCOME TAX.
INCOMr
TAX.

United
United
scribed
scribed
exempt
exempt
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INCOME TAX.
case;
reasonable allowance
allowance in
made under
under rules
case; such
such reasonable
in all
all cases
cases to
to be
be made
TAX.
INCOME
rules
and
Commissioner with the
and regulations
regulations to
to be
be prescribed
prescribed by
by the Commissioner
Le a
approval of the Secretary.
Secretary. In the case of leases the deductions Leases.
approval
sesallowed by this paragraph
paragraph shall be equitably
apportioned between
between
equitably apportioned
the lessor
and lessee;
lessee;
the
lessor and
Insurance companies.
(9)
the case
case of
insurance companies
companies (other
life insurance
(9) In
In the
of insurance
(other than
than life
insurance Insurancecompnesee
Additional for reserve
etc., except life
companies), in
addition to the above (unless
fuAddsitialceptlive
otherwise allowed)
allowed)::funds,
companies),
in addition
(unless otherwise
insurance.
(A) The net addition required by law to be made within the taxable insurance.
year to
to reserve
reserve funds
funds (including
(including in
in the case
case of assessment
assessment insurinsurcompanies the
Territorial
ance companies
the actual
actual deposit of
of sums with
with State
State or
or Territorial
officers pursuant to law as
guarantee or reserve funds);
funds) ;
officers
as additions
additions to guarantee
and (B) the sums other than dividends
dividends paid within the taxable year
year
on
and annuity
contracts. This
paragraph shall
shall apply
apply only
only Restriction.
on policy
policy and
annuity contracts.
This paragraph
Restriction.
lire insurance
companies; Mutual
to mutual
mutual insurance
insurance companies
companies other than life
insurance companies;
Mutual marine companies.
(10) In
the case
(10)
In the
there pam'es.
case of
of mutual
mutual marine
marine insurance
insurance companies,
companies, there
Additional allowed
allowed
Additional
shall be
be allowed,
in addition
the deductions
paragraphs for
repayshall
allowed, in
addition to
to the
deductions allowed
allowed in
for premium
premium repayin paragraphs
ments.
(1) to (9),
(1)
(9), inclusive, unless otherwise
otherwise allowed, amounts repaid to

allowed, amounts repaid to ments.

policyholders on account of premiums previously
previously paid by them, and
and
interest paid upon such amounts
amounts between
between the ascertainment
ascertainment and the
payment
payment thereof;
(11) In the case of mutual insurance
insurance companies
companies (including interinsurers and reciprocal
insurers
reciprocal underwriters,
underwriters, but
not including
including mutual
life
but not
mutual life
or
marine insurance
companies) requiring
requiring their
their members
members
or mutual
mutual marine
insurance companies)
to
premium deposits to provide for
to make premium
for losses and
and expenses,
expenses, there
shall
allowed, in addition
paragraphs
shall be allowed,
addition to the
the deductions
deductions allowed
allowed in
in paragraphs
(1)
inclusive, unless otherwise
(1) to
to (9),
(9), inclusive,
otherwise allowed,
allowed, the
the amount
amount of prereturned to their
mium deposits returned
their policyholders
policyholders and the amount of
premium deposits retained for the payment of losses, expenses, and
reinsurance reserves.
reinsurance
(b) In
the case
of a
foreign corporation
or of
of a
a corporation
encorporation en(b)
In the
case of
a foreign
corporation or
titled to
to the
the benefits
of section
section 262
in subsub262 the
the deductions
deductions allowed
allowed in
benefits of
titled
division
allowed only
if and
to the
the extent
extent that
they are
are
division (a)
(a) shall
shall be
be allowed
only if
and to
that they
connected with income from sources within the United States; and
and
the proper apportionment
allocation of the deductions with
apportionment and allocation
with
respect to sources within and without the United
United States shall be
determined as provided in section 217 under rules and regulations
regulations
prescribed by the Commissioner
approval of
prescribed
Commissioner with the approval
of the Secretary.
Secretary.
ITEMS
NOT DEDUCTIBLE
BY CORPORATIONS.
CORPORATIONS.
ITEMS NOT
DEDUCTIBLE BY
S
EC. 235. In
net income
income no
deduction shall
in any
any case
case
SEC.
In computing
computing net
no deduction
shall in
be allowed in respect of any of the items specified
specified in section 215.
215.
CREDITS ALLOWED
CORPORATIONS.
CREDITS
ALLOWED CORPORATIONS.

ther mutual
Other
mutual comcompanies.
panies.
Ad
e
d
c
i
i
tio
p
n
r
al
for
c
r
l
e.
eturn
dditiponal

posits,
etc.
posits,etc.

for re-

Foreign corporations.
only , on

Allowances
Allowances

only on

income
from
United
come sources.
froms United
States
Apportionment, etc.

Items not
not deductible.
deductible.
Items
Same as
individuals.
as Individuals.
Same
Ante,
Ante, p.
p.271.
271.
Credits allowed.
Credits
allowed.
Designation of.

SEC.
S
EC. 236. For the purpose
purpose only of the tax imposed by section
230 there shall be allowed
allowed the following credits:
Interest
from Federal
Interest from
Federal
(a) The amount
amount received
received as interest
interest upon obligations
of the
the United
obligations.
(a)
obligations of
United obligations.
which is
is included
included in
in gross
gross income
income under
under section
and
States which
section 233; and
Domestic
corporaDomestic corporacase of
domestic corporation
corporation the
(b) In the case
of aadomestic
the net
net income
income of
of which
which tions.
tions.
Specific
money
c
se. ic
money
is $25.000
$25,000 or less, a
a specific credit
credit of $2,000; but if the net income is credit.
more
section 230
more than $25.000 the
the tax
tax imposed by section
230 shall
shall not
not exceed
exceed the
tax which would be payable if the $2,000 credit were
were allowed,
allowed, plus
the amount of the net income in excess of $25,000.
AT SOURCE.
SOURCE.
PAYMENT OF
CORPORATION INCOME
INCOME TAX
TAX AT
PAYMENT
OF CORPORATION

Payment at source.

Payment at source.

SEC.
notign
tion
S
EC. 237. In
In the case of foreign corporations
corporations subject to taxation ii0
F
n"sno
fi usines
e°
W
-

under this title not engaged
engaged in trade or business within the United Unitedstates.
United States'
States and not having any office or place of business
business therein, there
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shall be deducted and withheld
withheld at the source in the same manner
manner
and upon the same items of income as is provided in section 221 a
a
tax equal to 12½
121 per centum thereof, and such tax shall be returned
and paid in the same
same conditions
same manner
manner and
and subject
subject to
to the
the same
conditions as
as
provided
in that
that section:
section: Provided,
Provided, That
That in
the case
of interest
provided in
in the
case of
interest dedesubdivision (b)
the deduction
and withwithscribed in subdivision
(b) of
of that
that section
section the
deduction and
holding shall be
be at
at the
the rate of
of 2
2 per
per centum.
centum.

Credit
for taxes.
Credit for
taes.
Domestic corporaDomestic
corporations.
tions.
Paid to foreign
o nn coun
tsid
tries. to oeig

SEss.
I.
SESS. I.

CREDIT FOR
FOR TAXES
TAXES IN
CORPORATIONS.
CREDIT
IN CASE
CASE OF CORPORATIONS.
.

.

SEC. 238. (a)
(a) In
In the
the case
case of
of a
the tax
tax imima domestic
domestic corporation
corporation the
posed by
by this
the amount
amount of
any income,
income,
posed
this title
title shall
shall be
be credited
credited with
with the
of .any
war-profits, and excess-profits taxes paid or accrued
accrued during
war-profits,
during the same
same
taxable
any foreign country,
or to
to any
any possession
possession of
of the
year
to
country,
or
the
Proviso.
Proviso.
United States:
States: Provided,
Provided, That
the amount
amount of
of such
credit shall
in no
LiitatioL.
Limitation.
United
That the
such credit
shall in
no
the same
same proportion
on the
basis
case exceed the
proportion of
of the
the tax
tax (computed
(computed on
the basis
taxpayer's net income without
without the deduction of any income,
of the taxpayer's
war-profits, or
excess-profits taxes
imposed by
by any
any foreign
country
war-profits,
or excess-profits
taxes imposed
foreign country
or possession of the United States),
States), against which such credit
credit is
is
net income
income (computed
(computed without
without the
detaken, which the taxpayer's net
the deduction of any such income, war-profits, or excess-profits
excess-profits tax) from
sources
without
the
United
States
bears
to
its
entire net
net income
income (com(comet
iom
of
d
sources
without
the
United
States
bears
to
its
entire
Net income of domstic insurance corncorn- puted
puted without
the same
year. In
the
without such
such deduction)
deduction) for
for the
same taxable
mestic
taxable year.
In the
panies.
case of domestic insurance companies
companies subject to the
imposed by
the tax imposed
by
"net income"
income" as
used in
this subdivision
subdivision
section 243 or 246, the
the term "net
as used
in this
Redetermination if
if means net income as defined
Redetermination
and 246, respectively.
defined in sections 245 and
respectively.
tax paid differ from
tPredaited.r
(b)
If accrued
accrued taxes
amounts claimed
(b) If
taxes when
when paid
credit
claimed.
paid differ
differ from
from the
the amounts
claimed
as credits by the corporation,
corporation, or if any tax paid is refunded
refunded in 'hole
whole
or in part, the corporation shall at once notify the Commissioner,
Commissioner,
who shall redetermine
redetermine the amount of
year or
or years
years
.
of the taxes
taxes for
for the year
affected, and the amount of taxes due Lpon
affected,
i.pon such redetermination,
redetermination, if
if
any, shall be paid by the corporation
corporation upon notice and demand by
the collector, or the amount of taxes overpaid,
credoverpaid, if
if any,
any, shall
shall be credin accordance
accordance with
the proviproviTax accrued but not
Tas
not ited,
ited, or
or refunded to
to the
the corporation
corporation in
with the
paid.
paid.
sions of section 281. In the case of such a
atax accrued
accrued but not paid,
condition precedent
precedent to
the allowance
allowance of
of this
this
Bond required
before the Commissioner
required before
Bond
Commissioner as
as aacondition
to the
allowance.
allowance,
a bond with sureties satiscredit may require the corporation
corporation to give a
approved by
him in
such sum
sum as
factory to and to
to be
be approved
by him
in such
as he
he may
may rerequire, conditioned
conditioned upon the payment
payment by
of any
amount
by the
the taxpayer
taxpayer of
any amount
of taxes found due upon any such redetermination;
bond
redetermination; and the
the bond
prescribed shall contain such further conditions
herein prescribed
conditions as
as the
the ComComCredits for
for taxes,
taxes, al- missioner may require.
lowed in the year
accded
the yea
(C) The credits provided for in
(c)
this section
section
in subdivision (a)
(a) of
of this
accrued.
irrespective of the method
may, at the option of the taxpayer
taxpayer and irrespective
method
of accounting
accounting employed in keeping
keeping its books, be taken in the year in
which the taxes of the foreign
foreign country or the possession of the
of.
Effect ot
United States
United
States accrued,
subject, however,
conditions prescribed
accrued, subject,
however, to
to the
the conditions
prescribed
in subdivision
subdivision (b)
(b) of this section. If
If the taxpayer
taxpayer elects to take
such credits in the year in which the taxes of the foreign country
or the possession of
of the United States accrued, the credits for all
subsequent years
years shall
shall be
be taken
taken upon
the same
same basis.
upon the
basis.
Evidence
foreign subsequent
Evidence of foreign
Income
iequired.
ncome ,equired.
(d) These credits shall be allowed
(d)
allowed only
only if
if the
taxpayer furnishes
the taxpayer
furnishes
evidence
evidence satisfactory to the Commissioner
Commissioner showing the amount of
of
income derived
derived from sburces without the United States, and all
other information
for the verification
information necessary for
verification and
computation of
and computation
of
Domestic
corpora- such
Domestic corporasuch credit.
credit.
tions
fortios controlling
controlling for(e)
of this
this section
section a
a domestic
domestic corporation
corporation which
which
(e) For
For the
the purposes
purposes of
eign.
owns a
a .majortty
majority of the voting stock of a
a foreign
foreign corporation from
which it receives dividends (not deductible under section 234) in
in
SEC.
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INCOME TAX .
any
year shall
have paid
paid the
same proportion
proportion Proportion
any taxable
taxable year
shall be
be deemed
deemed to
to have
the same
INCOME TAX.
of
foreign
Proportion
of foreign
taxes
on dividends
dividends reretaxes
on
such
forpaid
by
of
income, war-profits,
war-profits, or
or excess-profits
excess-profits taxes
taxes
of any
any income,
ceived, deemed to have
ceived,
have
eign
to any
country or
any possession
of the
the been
possession of
to any
been paid by.
or to
any foreign
foreign country
eign corporation
corporation to
United States,
States, upon
upon or
or with
accumulated profits of
of
respect to the accumulated
with respect
United
such foreign
corporation from
such dividends were paid,
which such
from which
foreign corporation
such
which the
amount of
such dividends
of such Pr
amount of
dividends bears to the amount
of such
which
the amount
Proviso.
Limitation on
credit
accumulated profits:
Provided, That
That the
allowed to
do- Limitation
on credit
to any
any dothe credit
credit allowed
profits: Provided,
accumulated
all
allowed.
exceed owed.
mestic corporation
under this
this subdivision
subdivision shall
shall in
no case
case exceed
in no
corporation under
mestic
the same
which it
which
it is credited, which
of the taxes against which
proportion of
same proportion
the
the amount
amount of
of such
such dividends
net
to the
the amount of the entire net
dividends bears to
the
income
domestic corporation
corporation in which such
dividends are
of "nceu
are inin- Mening
such dividends
of the
the domestic
income of
Meaning of "accuprofits."
cluded.
The term
term "accumulated
"accumulated profits"
profits" when used in this sub- mulated profits."
eluded. The
of
division in
in reference
foreign corporation,
means the amount
amount of
corporation, means
to aa foreign
reference to
division
its gains,
income in
income, war-profits,
war-profits, and
and
in excess of the income,
or income
profits, or
its
gains, profits,
excess-profits taxes
taxes imposed
imposed upon
upon or
respect to
such profits
profits Determination
Determination by
to such
or with
with respect
excess-profits
by
Commissioner.
or
Commissioner with the approval
approval of the Secre- commissioner.
the Commissioner
and the
or income; and
accumulated profits
determine from the accumulated
tary shall have full power to determine
tary
of
years such
were paid; treating dividends
dividends were
such dividends
or years
what year
year or
of what
paid
the first
sixty days
days of any year as having been paid from the
first sixty
in the
paid in
preceding year or years (unless
profits of the preceding
accumulated
accumulated profits
(unless to his satisfaction shown otherwise),
otherwise), and in other respects
respects treating diviisfaction
dends
paid from the most recently
recently accumulated
Acounting period
period of
accumulated Accounting
as liaving
having been
been paid
dends as
of
foreigncorporations.
corporations.
foreign corporation,
profits, or earnings. In
corporation, the foreign
In the case of aa foreign
gains, profits.
determined
excess-profits taxes of which are determined
war-profits, and excess-profits
income, war-profits,
on
accounting period of less than one year, the word
on the
the basis of an accounting
' year"
"
year" as used in this subdivision
subdivision shall be construed to mean such
such
accounting
period.
accounting period.
Corporations
Corporations in
States
possesStates possesthe United
uniteddeemed
(f) For
purposes of
of this
this section
section aa corporation
entitled to
to the
corporation entitled
the purposes
For the
(f)
sions
foreign.
s
deemed
foreign.
slo
treated as a
aforeign corporation.
262 or 263 shall be treated
benefits of section 262
Corporation
Corporation returns.
returns.
CORPORATION RETURNS.
RETURNS.
CORPORATION
Specific
requirements
Specific requirements
for making.
(a) Every corporation
SEC.
SEC. 239. (a)
corporation subject to taxation
taxation under this formaing.
specifically the items of its gross
a return, stating specifically
title shall make a
income and the deductions
deductions and credits allowed by this title. The
return
shall be
sworn to
to by
president, vice
vice president,
president, or
or other
return shall
be sworn
by the
the president,
other Foreign,
Foreign, wthout
without
office.
American office.
If any American
or assistant treasurer. If
principal
by the
the treasurer
treasurer or
and by
officer and
principal officer
foreign
United
corporation has no office or place of business in the United
foreign corporation
the return
return shall
shall be
be made
made Receivers,
States Lut
has an
agent in
in the
an agent
the United
United States, the
States
but has
Receivers, trustees,
trustees,
etc .
receivers, trustees in bankruptcy, or etc.
In cases where receivers,
by the agent. In
assignees are operating the property
property or business of corporations, such
such
receivers,
receivers, trustees, or assignees shall make returns for such corporations in the same manner and form as corporations
corporations are required
required to Coleions.
Collections.
make returns. Any tax due on the basis of such returns made by
receivers, trustees, or assignees
assignees shall be collected in the same manner
manner
receivers,
collected from the corporations
corporations of whose business or property
as if collected
they have custody and control.
Accounting.
Accounting.
(b) Returns
under this
this section
be subject
to the
the provi(b)
made under
section shall
shall be
subject to
provi- Reduction
Reduction for
or part
Returns made
part oof
year.
In the case of a
a return made for aa fractional aayear.
section 226. In
of section
sions of
(a) of section
section
part of aayear, except aareturn made under subdivision (a)
provided in subdivision
subdivision (b)
(b) of section
section 236 shall be
226, the credit provided
credit
reduced
reduced to an amount which bears the same ratio to the full credit
which
therein provided as the number of months in the period for which
the
made bears
twelve months.
the return
return is
is made
bears to
to twelve
months.
Detaledv.,statement
statement
D.etailed
e;:ccom
y
to accompny returns.
(c)
in the
the return
thereto aa toreturns.
appended thereto
or appended
return or
be included
included in
shall be
There shall
(c) There
of such facts as will enable the Commissioner to determine
statement of
the portion
portion of the earnings or profits of the corporation
corporation (including
(including
the
gains,
taxed) accumulated
accymulated during the taxable
taxable
gains, profits and income not taxed)
year for which the return is made, which have been distributed or
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ordered
be distributed,
distributed, respectively,
respectively, to
shareholders during
during
to be
to its
its shareholders
ordered to
such
year.
such year.
Consolidated returns.
returns.
Consolidated
CONSOLIDATED REfillINS
CORPORATIONS.
OF CORPORATIONS.
RETURNS OF
CONSOLIDATED
INCOMC

NCOM TAX.

Affiliated corporaAffiliated
corporaSEC.
SEC. 240. (a) Corporations which are affiliated
affiliated within the meantions
or .
may make,
make, or
tions may
ing
this section
for any
taxable year,
make separate
separate returns
separate.
sparate.
ing of
of this
section may,
may, for
any taxable
returns
year, make
regulations prescribed
Commissioner with
with the apapby the Commissioner
or, under
under regulations
prescribed by
proval
the Secretary,
make a
net income
return of
of net
income
proval of
of the
Secretary, make
a consolidated
consolidated return
for the
purpose of
of this
this title,
title in
in which
case the
the taxes
taxes thereunder
thereunder shall
shall
which case
for
the purpose
be
such return.
return. If
If return
return
upon the basis
basis of such
be computed
computed and determined upon
is made
made on
on either
either of
such bases,
thereafter made
made shall
shall be
be
of such
bases, all
all returns
returns thereafter
is
upon
permission to
change the
the basis
is granted
granted
to change
basis is
basis unless
unless permission
upon the
the same
same basis
by the
the Commissioner.
Commissioner.
by
Computation of
Computation
(b) In any case in which aa tax is assessed upon the basis of aa
of proproportionate
assessments.
portionateaee.
consolidated
consolidated return, the total tax shall be computed
computed in the first instance as
as a
unit and
then be
be assessed
the respective
respective
upon the
stance
a unit
and shall
shall then
assessed upon
affiliated
corporations in
proportions as
be agreed
agreed upon
upon
in such
such proportions
as may
may be
affiliated corporations
among
them, or
in the
the absence
absence of
any such
agreement, then
then on
on the
among them,
or, in
of any
such agreement,
the
Only one
specific basis
the
neeincome
properly
assignable
to
each.
There
shall
be
oniy
specific
one
basis
of
the
net
income
properly
assignable
to
each.
There
shall
be
credit allowed.
Ante,
p. 285.
one specific
specific credit
credit comcomAnm, p.285.
allowed in computing the income
income tax only
only one
puted
as provided
(b) of
of section
in subdivision
subdivision (b)
section 236.
236.
puted as
provided in
Corporations deemed
(c)
purpose of
of this
this section
section two
or more
more domestic
domestic corporacorporatwo or
the purpose
(C) For
For the
Corporationsdeemed
affiliated.
Stock ownership.
ownership.
tions
shall be
be deemed
deemed to
to be
(1) if
if one
one corporation
at
stock
tions shall
be affiliated
affiliated (1)
corporation owns
owns at
least 95
95 per
per centum
centum of
of the
stock of
of the
or others,
or
the other
other or
others, or
least
the voting
voting stock
(2) if
two or more
more
of the voting stock
stock of
of two
(2)
if at least
least 95 per centum
centum of
China Trade corpora- corporations is
A
orChinaTradecorpoacorporations is owned by the same
same 1,interests.
A bcorporation
corporation
ortions not
affiliated.
tions
not affiliated.
sa
de
dtb
Vol.
ganized
under the
Trade Act,
1922, shall
shall not
be deemed
deemed to
ol. 42, p. 849.
84.
ganized under
the China
China Trade
Act, 1922,
not be
to be
be
affiliated with
with any
any other
corporation within
the meaning
meaning of
of this
this
other corporation
within the
affiliated
section.
Consolidation of ac(d) In
case of
of two
or more
or businesses
businesses
trades or
related trades
more related
two or
any case
In any
(d)
ConsobyCidaonmio^f
counts
by Commission-er, of business
business control- (whether unincorporated
incorporated
and
unincorporated or incorporated
whether organized
organized in
led
by
same
interests.
led by same interests the
States or not)
( United
not) owned or controlled directly or indirectly
indirectly
the
United States
may and at
at the
the request
request of
by the
the same
same interests,
interests, the Commissioner
Commissioner may
the taxpayer
taxpayer shall,
shall, if
if necessary
in order
to make
an accurate
accurate distridistrithe
necessary in
order to
make an
bution or
gains, profits,
bution
or apportionment
apportionment of
of gains,
profits, income,
income, deductions,
deductions, or
or
capital between or among such related trades or businesses, consolidate
accounts of
related trades or
or businesses.
businesses.
solidate the accounts
of such
such related
Corporations in
(e) For
For the
the purposes
this section
section a
entitled to
to the
the
a corporation
corporation entitled
of this
purposes of
(e)
oss
Cnioeortations
Unit
States possessions
deemed foreign.
foreign. benefits of section 262 shall be treated as aaforeign corporation.
sions deemed
Corporation returns.
Corporation
returns.
Time for tiling.
Ante, p.
Ante,
281.
p. 281.

TIME AND PLACE
PLACE FOR
CORPORATE RETURNS.
RETURNS.
TIME
FOR FILING
FILING CORPORATE

SEc.
241. (a)
Returns of
of corporations
corporations shall
shall be
be made
at the
SEC. 241.
(a) Returns
made at
the same
same
(a) of
time as is provided in subdivision (a)
of section
section 227,
227, except that
that in
in the
the
case of foreign corporations
corporations not having any office or place of business
business
in the United States returns shall be made at the same time as pro-

vided in
in section
in the
the case
of aanonresident
nonresident alien
individual.
of disdi vided
section 227
227 in
case of
alien individual.
To colector
collector of
Returns shall
shall be
be made
made to
the collector
the district
in which
(b) Returns
to the
collector of
of the
district in
which
is located
located the principal
principal place of business or principal office or agency
of the corporation, or, if it has no principal place of business
business or
principal
office
or
agency
in
the
United
States,
then
to
the
collector
the
collector
then
to
States,
United
I Baltimore, Md. principal office or agency in the
At
at
at Baltimore,
Baltimore, Maryland.
Maryland.

trict.

Insurance
Insurance companies.
companies.

of "life
Meaning of
"life
surance company."
company."
surance

inin-

TAXES ON
TAXES
ON INSURANCE
INSURANCE COMPANIES.
COMPANIES.

SEC.
S
EC. 242. When used in this title the term "life
"life insurance
insurance company"
insurance company engaged in the business of
pany" means an insurance
issuing life insurance
dicluding contracts
of
insurance and annuity contracts ((including
contracts of
combined life, health, and macident
accident insurance),
insurance), the reserve
combined
reserve funds of
which held for the fulfillment
fulfillment of such contracts
contracts comprise more than
50 per centum of its total reserve funds.
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TAX.
S
EC. 243.
lieu of
230 and
700, TaxINCOME
SEC.
243. In
In lieu
of the
the taxes
taxes imposed
imposed by
by sections
sections 230
and 700,
CTan°
on
netTncomeAX.
income.
there shall be levied, collected, and paid for each taxable year upon
upon
the
net income
income of
of every
every life
life insurance
insurance company
tax as
company a
a tax
as follows:
follows:
the net
D
t cli life.
e
(1)
a domestic life insurance company, the same Domestic
(1) In the case of a
percentage
corporations
percentage of its net income as is imposed upon other corporations
Foreig life, from
by
by section
section 230;
230;
Foreign life, from
(2)
In the
the same
United States sources.
sources.
same united
company, the
foreign life
life insurance
insurance company,
(2) In
the case
case of
of aa foreign
percentage
sources within the United States
percentage of its net income from sources
as is imposed upon the net income
income of other corporations by section 230.
Sources of gross
of gross inncomeur
company the term
SEC. 244.
the case
of a
life insurance
insurance company
term come.
case of
a life
244. (a)
(a) In
In the
SEC.
gross income"
income" means the gross amount of income received
received during
"gross
the taxable
taxable year
year from
from interest,
interest, dividends,
dividends ' and
rents.
the
and rents.
Application
of "re"reApplication of
funds required by
servefundsrequiredby
includes, in the
the serve
by law"
law " includes,
(b) The
The term
reserve funds
funds required
required by
term "
"reserve
(b)
law" to ass
assessment
me
t
actually deposited
deposited by any com- companies.
of assessment
case of
assessment insurance,
insurance sums actually
case
pany or association with State or Territorial
officers pursuant to law
law
Territorial officers
as guaranty or reserve
maintained under the
reserve funds, and any funds maintained
company or association
charter or articles of incorporation
incorporation of the company
exclusively
under certificates
certificates
exclusively for the payment of claims arising under
of membership or policies issued upon the assessment plan and not
not
subject
any other
other use.
subject to
to any
use.
Net income.
S
EC. 245. (a)
(a) In
In the
the case
case of
of a
life insurance
company the
the term
term Deductions
SEC.
a life
insurance company
from
D edu cti
on s from
gross
gross income.
income.
" means
the gross income
"net
net income
income"
means the
income lessler.-'Exempt Interest.
(1)
The amount
of interest
interest received
during the
(1) The
amount of
received during
the taxable
taxable year
year Exemptitert
which under paragraph
paragraph (4)
(4) of subdivision
subdivision (b) of section
section 213 is
taxation under
under this
this title;
title;
exempt from taxation
Resve fus
Reserve funds for
weeklypaymentasssess
excess, if
(2) An amount
amount equal
equal to the excess
if any, over the deduction
deduction weekly
payment assessmentscentum of the snouts.
4 per centum
specified
specified in paragraph
paragraph (1)
(1) of this subdivision,
subdivision, of 4
mean of the reserve
reserve funds required by law and held at the beginning
beginning
insurance companies
companies
and end of the taxable year, plus (in case of life insurance
issuing policies covering life, health, and accident insurance
insurance combined in one policy issued on the weekly premium payment plan,
4 per centum
continuing for life and not subject to cancellation)
cancellation) 4
of the mean of such reserve funds (not required by law) held at the
beginning and end of the taxable year, as.
Commissioner finds
finds
as, the Commissioner
to be necessary
necessary for the protection
protection of the holders
holders of such policies
policies
only;
only;
Dividends from do(3)
received as
from aa domestic
domestic corcor- mestiIeororations.
as dividends
dividends (A)
(A) from
(3) The
The amount
amount received
mestic corporations.
poration
other than
than a
acorporation
corporation entitled
section
of section
poration other
entitled to
to the
the benefits
benefits of
corporation organized
organized under the China Trade
Trade
262, and other than aacorporation
From
foreign, from
Act, 1922, or (B) from any foreign corporation
corporation when it
mslntre
rm
it is shown
showq unfir
United
States sources.
Commissioner that more than 50 per centum
to the satisfaction
satisfaction of the Commissioner
income of such foreign corporation for the three-year
of the gross income
three-year
period ending with the close of its taxable year preceding the declaration of such dividends
dividends (or for such part of such period as the
foreign corporation
corporation has been in existence)
existence) was derived from sources
Ante, p. 273.
Ante p. 27.
United States
within the
the United
States as determined
determined under section 217;
within
Percentage
of re(4)
An
amount
2 per centum
e-d
(4)
equal to 2
centum of any sums held at the serPesorfo'terr
serves for deferred dividends.
dends.
than
divi(other
end of the taxable year as aa reserve for dividends
dividends
dends payable during the year following the taxable year) the paydeferred for aa period of not less than five years
ment of which is deferred
from the date of the policy contract;
contract;
expesevestment expenses.
(5) Investment
Investment expenses
(5)
expenses paid during
during the taxable
taxable year: Provided,
Provided, Investment
Proviso.
That if any general expenses are in part assigned to or included
included in taion.
Limitation.
the investment expenses
paragraph
expenses, the total deduction under this paragraph
value of the
shall not exceed
one-fourth of 1
1 per centum of the book value
exceed one-fourth
the
invested assets held at the beginning and end of the
mean of the invested
taxable year;
Real setae tam.
(6) Taxes and other expenses paid during the taxable
taxable year
(6)
year
s exex- Eiceeptimr.
Rstts.
clusively upon or with respect to the real estate owned by the corncorn-
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pany, not including
pany,
including taxes assessed
assessed against local benefits of
kind
of aa kind
tending to increase
increase the value
property assessed,
assessed, and
not invalue of the
the property
and not
including any amount
amount paid out for new buildings,
buildings, or for
imfor permanent
permanent improvements or
or betterments
made to
increase the
value of
of any
any proppropFor
t
paid on i provements
betterments made
to increase
the value
For taxes paid on interests of shareholders
shareholders.n-. erty.
'ty.
The deduction
terests
The
deduction allowed
allowed by
this paragraph
shall be
allowed in
by this
paragraph shall
be allowed
in
the case of taxes imposed
imposed upon a
company upon
a shareholder
shareholder of
of aa company
upon
his interest as shareholder,
shareholder, which are
company without
are paid
paid by
by the
the company
without
reimbursement
but in
reimbursement from the shareholder,
shareholder, but
cases no
in such
such cases
no deduction
deduction
shall be allowed the shareholder for the amount of such taxes;
Exhastio,
Exhaustio.1, etc.,
etc., of shall be allowed the shareholder for the amount of such taxes;
property.
property.
of
(7) A reasonable
reasonable allowance
for the
the exhaustion,
and tear
tear
allowance for
exhaustion, wear
wear and
of
property,
including
a
reasonable
allowance
for
obsolescence;
Interest
on
debts,
of
property,
including
a
reasonable
allowance
for
obsolescence;
Interest on debts.
(8) All interest
accrued within
year on
on its
its
interest paid
paid or
or accrued
within the
the taxable
taxable year
Exception.
Ecepti.
indebtedness incurred
incurred or continued to
indebtedness, except on indebtedness
to purpurchase
chase or carry obligations or
(other than
obligations of
or securities
securities (other
than obligations
of
the United States issued after September
September 24,
24, 1917,
originally
1917, and
and originally
subscribed
subscribed for by the taxpayer) the interest
is wholly
wholly
interest upon
upon which
which is
money
exempt
from taxation under
this
title; and
under
this
title;
and
Specific
money
critF
me
credits.
(9)
(9) In
In the case
company, the
the net
case of aa domestic
domestic life
life insurance
insurance company,
net inincome of which (computed
(computed without the benefit
benefit of this paragraph)
paragraph)
is $25,000 or
sum of
of $2,000;
$2,000; but
but if
if the
the net
net income
income is
more
or less,
less, the
the sum
is more
than $25,000
$25,000 the tax imposed
243 shall
not exceed
the tax
tax
imposed by
by section
section 243
shall not
exceed the
which
which would
would be payable
if the
the $2,000
payable if
$2,000 credit
credit were
were allowed,
allowed, plus
plus
the amount
net income
income in
$25,000.
the
amount of
of the
the net
in excess
excess of
of $25,000.
Real estate deductionsalimte
tions limited. deduc.
(b) No deduction shall be made
made under paragraphs
paragraphs (6)
(7)
(6) and
and (7)
of subdivision
subdivision (a) on account
any real
real estate
estate owned
and occupied
occupied
account of
of any
owned and
a life insurance
in whole or in part by a
insurance company
company unless
is ininunless there
there is
cluded in the return of gross income the rental
space so
so
rental value
value of
of the
the space
occupied. Such rental value
value shall be
not less
than a
a sum
in
be not
less than
sum which
which in
received from other tenants
addition to any rents received
tenants shall
shall provide
provide a
a
net income
income (after deducting
taxes, depreciation,
depreciation, and
deducting taxes,
and all
all other
other exexpenses)
penses) at the rate of
4 per
per centum
per annum
the book
book value
value
of 4
centum per
annum of
of the
at the end of
year of
of the
the real
real estate
estate so
so owned
owned or
or occupied.
occupied.
of the taxable
taxable year
Foreign companies.
eterminatompaniesn
(c)
In the
the case
(c) In
case of
of a
foreign life
company the
of
a foreign
Determination
of inlife insurance
insurance company
the amount
amount of
come of,
from United
come
of. from
United its
net income
from sources
sources within
within the
its net
income for any taxable year from
the United
United
States sources.
States shall be the same proportion
proportion of
of its
net income
for the
its net
income for
the taxable
taxable
year from sources
sources within and
the United
States, which
and without
without the
United States,
which the
the
reserve funds
'reserve
by law
held by
it at
end of
the taxtax funds required
required by
law and
and held
by it
at the
the end
of the
able year upon business
business transacted
States is
is of
of the
the
transacted within
within the
the United
United States
reserve funds held by it
it at
end of
of the
the taxable
taxable year
upon all
all
at the
the end
year upon
business
transacted.
business24eu
transacted.
Insce
ompanies
Insurance
companies
(a)
other"a
SEC.
(a) In
In lieu
other
than nlife
Cr
SEC. 246.
246. (a)
lieu of
of the
taxes imposed
imposed by
by sections
sections 230
700,
the taxes
230 and
and 700,
mutual.
mutual.
there shall
paid for each
there
shall be
be levied,
levied, collected,
collected, and
and paid
each taxable year upon
upon
the net income
income of
every insurance
company (other
than a
life or
or
of every
insurance company
(other than
a life
mutual insurance
as follows:
follows:
Domestic.
mutual
insurance company)
company) a
a tax
tax as
Domestic.
(1) In
(1)
In the case
c
a domestic
insurance compa
ny the
the same
company
case of
of such a
isestic insurance
percentage of its net income as
percentage
imposed upon
corporations
as issimposed
upon other
other corporations
by
section 230;
230;
Foeign.
by section
Foreign.
(2)
In the case of such a
(2) In
surance company
he same
a foreign
foreign in
insurance
company t
the
same
percentage
percentage of its net income from sources within
within the
United States
the United
States
as is imposed upon the net income of
of other
other corporations
corporations by
by secsection
230.
Meaning
tion 230.
Meaning of terms.
(b)
In the case of
(1)) In
of an
an insurance
to the
the tax
tax imiminsurance company
company subject
subject to
posed by
section—
"Orossincome."
by this
posed
this section"Gross income."
(1)
"gross
income" means th
thee combined gross
(1) The term "
gross income"
gross amount,
amount,
earned
during .the
taxable year, from investment
earned during
the taxable
investment income and from
underwriting
underwriting income as provided in this subdivision,
subdivision, computed
computed on
on
the basis
basis of the underwriting
the
underwriting and investment exhibit of
the annual
annual
of the
statement
sta.te.
ment approved
the National
onven ti on of
of I
nsurance ComComapproved by
by the
National C
Convention
Insurance
missioners;
missioners;
INCOME
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gross income
(2) The
The term
income" means
means the
the gross
income as
as defined
defined
"net income"
term "net
(2)
in paragraph
subdivision less
less the
deductions allowed
allowed by
by
the deductions
of this
this subdivision
in
paragraph (1)
(1) of

INCOME
TAX.
INCOME TAX.

"Net income."

ncome

247;
section 247;
"Investment
in(3) The
The term
"investment income"
income" means
means the gross amount of
inof comle.tment
(3)
term "investment
come."
income earned
taxable year
and
income
earned during
during the
the taxable
year from
from interest,
interest, dividends and
rents, computed
follows:
rents,
computed as
as follows:
urs of
Sources of.
To all
interest, dividends
during the
the taxable
taxable
received during
To
all interest,
dividends and
and rents
rents received
year, add
interest, dividends
dividends and
due and
accrued at
the end
end
add interest,
and rents
rents due
and accrued
at the
year,
of
the taxable
taxable year,
and deduct
interest, dividends
and rents
due
rents due
all interest,
dividends and
of the
year, and
deduct all
and
at the
of the
year;
the preceding
preceding taxable
taxable year;
and accrued
accrued at
the end
end of
"Underwriting
in•
(4)
The term
underwriting income
income"
the premiums
premiums earned
earned c"Uderwriting
ins
means the
" means
term "
" underwriting
(4) The
come."
on
insurance
contracts
during
the
taxable
year
less
losses
incurred
on insurance contracts during the taxable year less losses incurred
and
incurred;
expenses incurred;
and expenses
"Premiums earned
(5)
The term
on insurance
contracts during
during on"Ptrematsm
(5) The
term "premiums
"premiums earned
earned on
insurance contracts
et"d
on contracts, etc."
the
taxable year"
means an
computed as
follows:
an amount
amount computed
as follows:
the taxable
year" means
Computation of.
From
amount of
of gross
con- Computation of.
written on
on insurance
insurance conthe amount
gross premiums
premiums written
From the
tracts
taxable year,
year, deduct
return premiums
premiums and
and preprededuct return
tracts during
during the
the taxable
miums paid
To the
so obtained
obtained add
add unearned
unearned
for reinsurance.
reinsurance. To
the result
result so
miums
paid for
premiums on
on outstanding
outstanding business
business at
the end
the preceding
preceding taxtaxat the
end of
of the
premiums
able
and deduct
unearned premiums
at
business at
on outstanding
outstanding business
deduct unearned
premiums on
able year
year and
the end
end of
the taxable
taxable year;
year;
of the
the
n u red
(6)
incurred"" means
incurred during
during the
the "Losses
" L oss incurred."
means losses
losses incurred
term ""losses
losses incurred
(6) The
The term
taxable
on insurance
insurance contracts,
follows:
taxable year
year on
contracts, computed
computed as
as follows:
Computation
Computation o
of.
To losses
paid during
taxable year,
add salvage
reinsursalvage and
and reinsuryear, add
during the
the taxable
To
losses paid
ance recoverable
recoverable outstanding
at the
the end
of the
the preceding
taxable year,
year,
end of
preceding taxable
outstanding at
ance
and
salvage and
and reinsurance
recoverable outstanding
outstanding at
at the
reinsurance recoverable
and deduct
deduct salvage
end of
taxable year.
To the
the result
result so
so obtained
add all
all unpaid
unpaid
obtained add
end
of the
the taxable
year. To
taxable year and
deduct unpaid
the end of
of the
the taxable
and deduct
losses outstanding
outstanding at the
losses
end of
the preceding
preceding taxable
taxable year;
losses outstanding
outstanding at
at the
the end
of the
year;
,,"pesesmcued."
"Expensesincurred."
(7)
incurred" means
means all
on
(7) The
The term
term "expenses
expenses incurred"
all expenses
expenses shown
shown on
the annual
annual statement
statement approved
approved by
National Convention
Convention of
of
by the National
the
Insurance Commissioners,
be computed
as follows:
follows:
Insurance
Commissioners, and
and shall
shall be
computed as
Computationof.
Computation of.
To
all expenses
expenses paid
the taxable
taxable year
year add
add expenses
unpaid
To all
paid during
during the
expenses unpaid
at the end of the taxable year and deduct expenses
expenses unpaid at the end
end
of
the preceding
preceding taxable year.
purpose of computing
computing the
the
year. For
For the
the purpose
of the
net income subject to the tax imposed by this section
section there shall be
deducted from expenses incurred
incurred as defined
defined in this paragraph
paragraph all exexdeducted
penses incurred which
as deductions
deductions by
by section
section 247.
'247. Net
which are
are not
not allowed
allowed as
Net income.
Income.
S
EC. 247.
In computing
the net
net income
insurance comcom- Deductions allowed.
SEC.
247. (a)
(a) In
computing the
income of
of an
an insurance
pany
allowed
section 246
246 there shall be allowed
pany subject
subject to
to the tax imposed
imposed by
by section
as
as deductions:
deductions:
Business expeses.
Business
expenses.
(1)
ordinary and necessary
necessary expenses
expenses incurred,
incurred, as provided
in
(1) All ordinary
provided in
paragraph (1)
of subdivision
of section
paragraph
(1) of
subdivision (a)
(a) of
section 234;
234;
Interest
Interest on
on debts.
debts.
(2)
(a)
(2) All interest as provided
provided in paragraph
paragraph (2)
(2) of subdivision (a)
234;
of section 234;
Taxes.
al es
(3) Taxes
(3) of subdivision
(a) of
of T
(3)
Taxes as provided
provided in
in paragraph
paragraph (3)
subdivision (a)
section 234;
234;
section
Losses.
Losses.
(4)
Losses incurred;
(4) Losses
incurred;
Worthless dbts.
Worthless debts.
(5)
nature of
oesse
(5) Bad
Bad debts in the
the nature
of agency balances and bills receivable ascertained
ascertained to be worthless and charged
taxable
charged off within the taxable
year;
doDdeds f
year;
Dividends from do(6)
received as dividends
dividends from
(6) The
corporations as
as pro- msti
The amount received
from corporations
mestic coporations.
corporations.
vided in paragraph
vided
paragraph (6)
(6) of subdivision
section 234;
234;
subdivision (a)
(a) of
of section
Exempt interest.
(7) The
The amount
taxable year
which Exemptintet.
(7)
amount of
of interest
interest earned
earned during
during the
the taxable
year which
under paragraph
exempt
paragraph (4)
(4) of subdivision (b)
(b) of section 213 is exempt
taxation under this title, and the amount
amount of interest allowed
allowed
from taxation
section 236;
236;
as aacredit under
under section
Ehaston, etc., of
Exhaustion, etc.
(8) A
A reasonable
allowance for
for the
exhaustion, wear
wear and
and tear
of property.
property.
the exhaustion,
tear of
(8)
reasonable allowance
property, as
provided in
(a) of section
section
(7) of
of subdivisiorr
subdivisioir (a)
as provided
in paragraph
paragraph (7)
property,
234;
234;
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(9)
the case
of such
insurance company,
company, the
the net
(9) In
In the
case of
such aa domestic
domestic insurance
net
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234.

money
m
o
income
of which
which (computed
without the
the benefit
benefit of
of this
this paragraph)
paragraph)
(computed without
income of

is $25,000
$25,000 or
or less,
$2,000; but
but if
if the
income is
is more
than
more than
is
less, the
the sum
sum of
of $2,000;
the net
net income
$25,000 the
by section
246 shall
exceed the
the tax
tax which
which
$25,000
the tax
tax imposed
imposed by
section 246
shall not
not exceed
would
be payable
payable if
the $2,000
$2,000 credit
were allowed,
allowed, plus
amount
if the
credit were
plus the
the amount
would be

of
net income
income in
in excess
excess of
of $25,000.
of the
the net
$25,000.
Foreign corporations.
(b)
the case
of a
foreign corporation
corporation the
the deductions
deductions allowed
allowed in
in
a foreign
fo
(b) In
In the
case of
Deductions for
United States
business.
section
shall be
be allowed
allowed to
the extent
extent provided
provided in
in subdivision
(b)
business this
United
States
this
section
shall
to
the
subdivision
(b)
Ante,
285.
Ante, p. 285.
of
section 234.
234.
of section
No duplications.
duplications.

(c)
in this
or in
246 shall
be construed
construed to
(c) Nothing
Nothing in
this section
section or
in section
section 246
shall be
to
permit the
the same
to be
twice deducted.
deducted.
permit
same item
item to
be twice

Administrative proAdministrative
visions.
visions.
Dividend payments.
Dividend
payments.
Corporations to make
specific returns
specific
returns of.
of.

Ccorporations tomake

RETURNS OF
OF PAYMENTS
OF DIVIDENDS.
RETURNS
PAYMENTS OF
DIVIDENDS.

SEC. 254.
254. Every
Every corporation
corporation subject
subject to
to the
the tax
tax imposed
SEC.
imposed by
by this
this
title
shall,
when
required
by
the
Commissioner,
render
a
correct
title shall, when required by the Commissioner, render a correct rereturn,
duly verified
verified under
of its
its payments
payments of
dividends, stating
stating
turn, duly
under oath,
oath, of
of dividends,
the
name and
address of
each shareholder,
shareholder, the
the number
number of
of shares
shares
the name
and address
of each
owned by
him, and
the amount
amount of
of dividends
paid to
him
owned
by him,
and the
dividends paid
to him.
RETURNS
OF BROKERS.
BROKERS.
RETURNS OF

Brokers.
Sworn returns
of all
all
Sworn
returns of
business
bnsiness transactions
tobe
to
be madeby.
made by.

Information
Information
source.
source.

PART IV.—ADMINIBTRATIVE
PROVISIONS.
PART
IV.-ADMINISTRATIVE PROVISIONS.

at

SEC.
S
EC. 255. Every person doing business as a
abroker shall, when required
Commissioner, render
return duly
duly verified
verified
quired by
by the
the Commissioner,
render a
a correct
correct return
under
oath, under
rules and
and regulations
the Commissioner,
regulations as
as the
Commissioner,
under such
such rules
under oath,
with
the approval
Secretary, may
prescribe, showing
the names
may prescribe,
showing the
names
with the
approval of
of the
the Secretary,
of
for whom
whom such
person has
has transacted
any business,
with
of customers
customers for
such person
transacted any
business, with
such
details as
profits, losses,
losses, or
information which
such details
as to
to the
the profits,
or other
other information
which the
the
Commissioner may
require, as
to each
each of
such customers,
customers, as
enCommissioner
may require,
as to
of such
as will
will enable the
the Commissioner
Commissioner to
determine whether
whether all
on
able
to determine
all income
income tax
tax due
due on
been paid.
paid.
or gains
gains of such customers
customers has been
profits or
INFORMATION
SOURCE.
INFORMATION AT
AT SOURCE.

Persons making fixed
SEC. 256.
256. All
All persons,
persons, in
acting, including
lessees
including lessees
capacity acting,
whatever capacity
in whatever
oers tto •SEC.
payments
payments m'to
to others
render returns
thereof. or mortgagors
returns thereof.
personal property,
property, fiduciaries,
emmortgagors of
of real
real or
or personal
fiduciaries, and
and employers,
payment to
to another
another person,
ployers, making payment
interest, rent,
rent, salaries,
person, of
of interest,
salaries,

premiums, annuities,
annuities, compensations, remunerations,
remunerations, emoluwages, premiums,
emolu-

Exception.
Exception.
Supra.

Supra.

ments, or other fixed or determinable
determinable gains, profits, and
and income
income
(other than payments
payments described
described in sections 254 and 255),
255), of $1,000
or more
any taxable
taxable year,
year, or,
in the
the case
such payments
payments made
made by
or
more in
in any
or, in
case of
of such
by
the United
or employees
of the
the United
United States
States havthe
United States,
States, the
the officers
officers or
employees of
having information as to such
such payments
and required to
to make
payments and
make returns
returns
in regard
thereto by the
the regulations
in
regard thereto
regulations hereinafter
hereinafter provided
provided for,
for, shall
shall

a true and accurate
accurate return
render a
return to the Commissioner, under such
such
regulations and in such form and manner and to such extent
extent as
may be prescribed
prescribed by him
him with
may
the approval
approval of
the Secretary,
setting
with the
of the
Secretary, setting
forth the
the amount of
of such
such gains,
gains, profits,
profits, and
income, and
name
and income,
and the
the name
and address
address of
of the
of such
and
the recipient
recipient of
such payment.
payment.
Interest on corporareturns may
required, regardless
regardless of
of amounts,
the
o
neBigatsion
tInt
Such returns
Such
may be
be required,
amounts, (1)
(1) in
in the
tion obligations.
of payments
payments of
of interest
interest upon
mortgages, deeds of trust,
bonds, mortgages,
upon bonds,
case of
ollection of foreign
Collection
foreign case
coupons, etc.
copons,
or other similar obligations
of corporations,
(2) in
the case
obligations of
corporations and (2)
in the
case of
of
collections
collections of items (not payable
pay able in
i
n the United States) of interest
upon the bonds of foreign countries
countries and interest
interest upon the bonds of
and dividends
corporations by persons undertaking
undertaking as
dividends from foreign corporations
as
a matter of business or for profit the collection of foreign payments
a
of such interest
of
interest or dividends by means of coupons, checks, or bills of
exchange.
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When
necessary to
to make
effective the
provisions of
of this
the Name
Naecand
dadTre
this section
section the
the provisions
make effective
When necessary
address on
demand.
name
and
address
of
the
recipient
of
income
shall
furnished
upon
demand.
be
name and address of the recipient of income shall
demand
person paying
paying the
income.
the income.
of the
the person
demand of
Not applicable to
The
this section
not apply
of Federal
securities.
the payment
payment of
Federal serities.
shall not
apply to
to the
The provisions
provisions of
of this
section shall
interest
interest on obligations of the United States.

RETURNS TO
BE PUBLIC
RECORDS.
PUBLIC RECORDS.
TO BE
RETURNS

Publicity.
Publicity.

Returns to be public
S
EC. 257.
257. (a)
which the
the tax
tax has
been determined
determined by record
has been
records. to b publ
upon which
(a) Returns upon
SEC.
ection restricted.
the
shall constitute
constitute public
public records;
but they
they shall
Inspectionrestricted.
be Insp
shall be
records; but
the Commissioner
Commissioner shall
open
order of
the President,
President and under rules
of the
upon order
only upon
to inspection
inspection only
open to
and regulations
by the
approved by
by the
and approved
the Secretary
Secretary and
prescribed by
regulations prescribed
and
Provisos.
President: Provided,
the Committee
Committee on
Ways and
of Datafrom,
Data from, to
to be
be furfuron Ways
and Means
Means of
President:
Provided, That
That the
nished
committees of
of
the
House of
of Representatives,
the Committee
Committee on
on Finance
the SenSen- nished
committees
of the
Finance of
Representatives, the
the House
Congress.
ate,
or
a
special
committee
of
the
Senate
or
House,
shall
have
the
ate, or a special committee of the Senate or House, shall have the Congr.
right to
to call
call on
the Secretary
Secretary of
it shall be his
and it
for, and
Treasury for,
the Treasury
of the
on the
right
duty
to furnish,
furnish, any
of any
any character
contained in or
shown by
or shown
character contained
data of
any data
duty to
Inspection by
by comcomInspection
the returns
any of
of them,
them, that
may be
be required
required by
committee; mittees,
the committee;
by the
that may
or any
the
returns or
etc.
and
any such
such committee
committee shall
shall have
the right,
acting directly
directly as aa mttees.etc.
right, acting
have the
and any
committee,
through such examiners
examiners or agents as it may
or by and through
committee, or
designate
appoint, to
inspect all or
such
any of the returns at such
or any
to inspect
or appoint,
designate or
times
such manner
manner as
as it
relevant or
and any relevant
it may
may determine; and
in such
and in
times and
useful
obtained may be submitted by the commitinformation thus obtained
useful information
tee
obtaining it
the Senate
or the
the House,
House, or
both the Senate and Access allowed State
or to
to both
Senate or
it to
to the
tee obtaining
Statio
ocess
House,
as the
be: Provided
further, That the proper officers officers
Providedfurther,
may be:
case may
the case
House, as
officers to
corporation
to Uowed
corporation
of any
any State
returns.
thereof, have returns.
governor thereof,
the governor
of the
the request
request of
upon the
may, upon
State may,
of
access
to the
the returns
abstract thereof
thereof
an abstract
corporation, or to an
of any
any corporation,
returns of
access to
showing
the name
and income
of the
corporation, at
such times and
at such
the corporation,
income of
name and
showing the
in such
such manner
as the
the Secretary
Secretary may
Provided further,
further, Shareholdersallowed
in
manner as
may prescribe:
prescribe: Provided
Shareholders allowed
to examine
income reThat
bona fide
fide shareholders
shareholders of
record owning
owning 1
reexamine
income
or to
centum or
1 per
per centum
of record
all bona
That all
corporaturns of
their corporaturns
of their
th, cpora
tis
more
the outstanding
outstanding stock
corporation shall, upon mak- tions.
of any corporation
stock of
of the
more of
.
request
examine the annual Punishment
unshment for ununof the
the Commissioner,
Commissioner, be allowed to examine
ing
request of
authorized divulging oof
income returns
returns of
corporation and
of its
its subsidiaries.
subsidiaries. Any
Any authorizeddivulging
and of
of such
such corporation
income
information from.
of this
this section
shareholder who
pursuant to
to the
the provisions
provisions of
section is allowed nformationfrom.
who pursuant
shareholder
to examine
examine the
the return
known
corporation, and who makes known
return of
of any corporation,
to
in any
whatever not
amount or source
law the amount
provided by law
not provided
any manner
manner whatever
in
of
particular thereof,
any particular
expenditures, or any
profits, losses, expenditures,
of income,
income, profits,
set forth
in any
misdeof a
a misdeguilty of
shall be guilty
return, shall
any such
such return,
or disclosed
disclosed in
set
forth or
punished by a
$1,000 or by ima fine not exceeding $1,000
be punished
meanor and be
prisonment
exceeding one
one year,
or both.
both.
prisonment not
not exceeding
year, or
List of Income
income taList
taxpayers to
to be
be prepared
prepared
(b)
The Commissioner
as soon
as practicable
practicable in
in.each
year for
(b) The
Commissioner shall
shall as
soon as
each year
payers
inspection
in office
of tcoiectors.n
collectors.
cause to
prepared and
inspection in
in such
such of
to public
public inspection
and made
made available
available to
to be
be prepared
cause
manner as
as he
may determine,
determine, in
in the
the office
office of
of the
the collector
in each
each
collector in
he may
manner
internal-revenue district and in
such other places as he may deterin such
internal-revenue
mine, lists
the name
the post-office
address of
of each
each
post-office address
and the
name and
containing the
lists containing
mine,
person making
making an
an income-tax
return in
such district,
district, together
with
together with
in such
income-tax return
person
the amount
person.
by such person.
the income
income tax paid by
amount of the
the
Statistics.
Statistics.
PUBLICATION
OF STATISTICS.
STATISTICS.
PUBLICATION OF
Annual
publication
Annual publication
di'rected of
of opration
operation,
SEC. 258.
258. The
Commissioner, with
the Secretary,
directed
of the
Secreta
approval of
with the
the approval
SEC.
The Commissioner,
etc., of income
laws.
shall prepare
annually statistics
available
reasonably available
statistics reasonably
publish annually
and publish
prepare and
shall
with
operation of
war-profits and excessthe income, war-profits
of the
to the
the operation
respect to
with respect
profits tax
laws, including
taxpayers and of income,
classifications of taxpayers
including classifications
tax laws,
profits
the amounts
exemptions, and credits, and any
as deductions, exemptions,
allowed as
amounts allowed
the
other facts
deemed pertinent
and valuable.
pertinent and
facts deemed
other
Collection of
forign
of foreign
Collection
items.
COLLECTION OF
FOREIGN ITEMS.
ITEMS.
itms.
OF FOREIGN
COLLECTION
Licenses
requiredorIce
eLicnses rbeqtrd
collecting foreign
SEC. 259.
undertaking as
matter of
of business
or for
for coLkwtns
oreignetc.
Scoubusiness or
a matter
as a
persons undertaking
259. All
All persons
SEC.
pons, dividends,
profit
collection of
of foreign
foreign payments
of interest
interest or
or dividends
dividends by
by pO". <id. .
payments of
the collection
profit the
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hforcenle
t license,
lecting
lecting wi
without

means
obtain aalicense
checks, or bills of exchange shall obtain
of coupons,
coupons, checks,
means of
from the
Commissioner and
to such
regulations enensuch regulations
be subject
subject to
shall be
and shall
the Commissioner
from
abling
obtain the
required under
under this
this
information required
the information
to obtain
Government to
the Government
abling the
title as
as the
the Commissioner,
approval of
of the
Secretary, shall
shall
the Secretary,
the approval
with the
Commissioner, with
title
prescribe;
and whoever
whoever knowingly
undertakes to
to collect
collect such
such paypayknowingly undertakes
prescribe; and
obtained a
a license
ments without
ments
without having
having obtained
license therefor, or without complying
regulations, shall
be guilty
guilty of
of a
amisdemeanor
misdemeanor and
and
shall be
such regulations,
with such
plying with
shall
be fined
fined not
more than
$5,000, or
or imprisoned
imprisoned for
not more
more than
than
for not
than $5,000,
not more
shall be
one
year, or
or both.
both.
one year,

Citizens of
Citizens
of United
States possessions.
possessions.
States

CITIZENS
OF POSSESSIONS
POSSESSIONS OF
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES.
STATES.
OF THE
CITIZENS OF

INCOME
TAX.
ICOME TAX.

Punishment for col-

etc.
etc.

Nonresidents
of
Nonresidents of
taable
United States, taxable

S
EC. 260.
Any individual
individual who
of any
any possession
possession of
of the
the
citizen of
is aacitizen
who is
260. Any
SEC.
not otherwise
a citizen of the United
United States)
United
States
(but
otherwise a
States) and
United States
sources.
United
ates sours.
who is
not aaresident
the United
United States,
States, shall be subject to taxawho
is not
resident of
of the
tion
under this
title only
only as
as to
income derived
derived from
from sources
within
sources within
to income
this title
tion under
the
States, and
and in
in such
such case
the tax
shall be
be computed
and
computed and
tax shall
case the
the United
United States,
paid
in the
the same
subject to
to the
the same
same conditions
as in
in
conditions as
and subject
same manner
manner and
paid in
to income
only as to
the
of other
persons who
who are
taxable only
income derived
derived
are taxable
other persons
case of
the case
from such
sources.
such sources.
from
gi I
Virgin Islands.
amend the
section shall
shall .be
construed to
to alter
alter or amend
the
be construed
Payment
in this
this section
Nothing in
payment of taxes in, Nothing
not affected.
affected.
provisions
of
the
Act
entitled
"An
Act
making
appropriations
for
for
appropriations
making
Act
"An
entitled
Vol.
42,
p.
123.
Act
the
of
provisions
4
123
Vol.
30, 1922,
1922, and
for
the naval
naval service
service for
the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
ending June
June 30,
and for
the
for the
12, 1921,
1921, relating
other
July 12,
relating to
to the
the imposition
other purposes,"
purposes," approved
approved July
of income
income taxes
taxes in
in the Virgin
Virgin Islands
Islands of the United
of
United States.
States.

states

only on
on income
only
from
income from

Porto Rico
Rico
Philippines.
Philippines.

and
and

Insular officials
officials to
to
coecttax.
collect
tax.
Vol. 38, p. 180; Vol.
39,
Vol. 40,
40, p.
P.
39, p.
p. 776;
776; Vol.
1087.
1087.
Authority of insular
legislatures.
legislatures.

PORTO RICO
RICO AND
AND THE
PHILIPPINE ISLANDS.
ISLANDS.
THE PHILIPINE
PORTO

SEC. 261.
261. In
In Porto
Porto Rico
Rico and the Philippine
Philippine Islands the income tax
SEC.
prior
0;
V3ol 38, Pv 8vol.
shall be levied, assessed, collected, and paid as provided
provided by law prior
to the
the enactment
enactment of
to
of this
this Act.
Act.

Income from United
United
States possessions.
piLsse.;sions.
Gross income of citioffrom
zens, etc.,income
deemed
United States
States sources.
sources.
United

The
Porto Rican
Philippine Legislature
Legislature shall
power
shall have
have power
or the
the Philippine
The Porto
Rican or

by
due enactment
by due
enactment to
to amend,
amend, alter,
alter, modify,
repeal the
the income
income tax
modify, or
or repeal
tax
laws in force in Porto
Porto Rico
Rico or
laws
or the
the Philippine
Islands, respectively.
respectively.
Philippine Islands,

INCOME
WITHIN THE
POSSESSIONS OF
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES.
STATES.
OF THE
THE POSSESSIONS
SOURCES WITHIN
INCOME FROM
FROM SOURCES

In the case
omt SEc.
SEC. 262. (a)
(a) In
case of citizens of the United
United States or domestic corporations,
following conditions,
corporations, satisfying
satisfying the following
conditions, gross
gross .income means only gross income from
United
from sources
sources within the United
StatesStates—
If 80 per cent derived
(1) If
If 80 per centum or more of the gross
entderStaed
fr0pero
(1)
gross income
income of such
such citizen
citizen
from
United
States
sources.
or
sources.
or domestic
domestic corporation
corporation (computed
(computed without
without the
the benefit
benefit of
of this
this secsecthree-year period
preceding the
tion), for the three-year
period immediately
immediately preceding
the close
close of
of
the taxable year (or for such
presuch part
part of such period
period immediately
immediately preceding the close of such taxable year as may be applicable)
applicable) was
derived from
sources within
within a
apossession
possession of
of the
the United
United States;
and
States; and
from sources
Corporations derivde-derived
ing 50 per cent
cent from
from
If, in the case of such corporation,
(2)
corporation, 50 per centum
(2) If,
centum or more of
active
business
therein.
active businesstherein. its
its gross
gross income
income (computed
(computed without
without the benefit of this section)
section) for
for
such period
or such
part thereof
was derived
from the
the active
conduct
such
period or
such part
thereof was
derived from
active conduct
a possession
a trade or business within a
possession of the United States; or
Citizen deriving 50 of a
Citizens deriving 50
percercent from
active
(3)
from active
(3) If,
If, in the case of such
such citizen, 50 per centum or more of his
his
business
therein.
usinesstherein.
gross income
income (computed
without the
gross
(computed without
the benefit
benefit of this section)
section) for such
thereof
period or such part .
thereof was derived from the active conduct of aa
trade or business within a
a possession of the United States either on
on
his
own
account
or
as
an
employee
or agent
of another.
another.
or
agent of
employee
or
as
an
account
his
own
1Aimountsreceived
All amounts received
in
in United
United States inin(b)
Notwithstanding the provisions
(b) Notwithstanding
provisions of subdivision (a)
(a) there
there shall
shall
cluded
in grossincome.
gross income. be included in gross income all amounts received by such citizens or
cludein
be included in gross income all amounts received by such citizens or
corporations within the United
corporations
United States, whether derived
derived from sources
within
without the
the United
within or
or without
United States.
States.
eGrss
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INCOME TAX.
(c) As
the term
term "
possession of the United
(c)
United VVirgin
As used
used in
in this
this section
section the
" possession
ICOfMTAX.
Islands
included.
States"
does not
not include
the Virgin
of the
States.
included.
Virgin Islands
Islands of
the United
United States.
States " does
include the

CHINA
CHINA

TRADE ACT CORPORATIONS.
CORPORATIONS.
TRADE

China Trade
Trade
China
porations.
porations.

ot

not

CorCor-

Credit for proportion
forfrom
proportion
SEC. 263.
263. (a)
purpose only
only of
of the
the tax
tax imposed
imposed by
by section
section offinedt
the purpose
SEC.
(a) For
For the
income
China
sources bears
to shares
shares
230
there shall
shall be
be allowed,
allowed, in
case of
of a
corporation organized
bears to
organized sources
a corporation
in the
the case
230 there
of
residents in
in China.
China.
of residents
under
the China
China Trade
Act, 1922,
equal to
to the
the voi.d4,
Vol. 42, s
p. 855. hina
credit of
of an
an amount
amount equal
Trade Act,
1922, aacredit
under the

Post, p.996.
proportion
income derived
P 996derived from
from sources
sources within
within China
China Po,
proportion of
of the
the net
net income
(determined in
in a
a similar
similar manner
to that
section 217)
217)
manner to
that provided
provided in
in section
(determined
which
the par
value of
of the
the shares
shares of
of stock
stock of
of the
the corporation
owned
corporation owned
par value
which the
on
on the last day of the
the taxable
taxable year by
by individual
individual citizens
citizens of the
United
or China,
China, resident
in China,
to the
the par
value of
of
United States
States or
resident in
China, bears
bears to
par value
the
whole number
number of
of shares
shares of
outstanding
of stock of
of the corporation
corporation outstanding
the whole
Proviso.
on
such date:
date: Provided,
case shall
the amount
by which
on such
Provided, That
That in
in no
no case
shall the
amount by
which Pnoto.
Limitation.
the
tax imposed
imposed by
of such
such credit
by reason
reason of
credit
by section
section 230
230 is
is diminished
diminished by
the tax
exceed
certified under subdivision
subdivision
exceed the amount of
of the special dividend
dividend certified
(b) of this section.
section.
Conditions.
(b)
Such credit
the Secretary
Com- Conditions.
unless the
Secretary of
of Comcredit shall
shall not
not be
be allowed
allowed unless
(b) Such
merce
to the
merce has
has certified
certified to
the Commissioner—
CommissionerCredit
subject
to
l
(1) The
which, during
the year
year ending
on the
(1)
The amount
amount which,
during the
ending on
the date
date fixed
fixed spiea
special tdividends
dividends to
to
residents in China.
by law
law for
return, the
corporation has
has distributed
distributed as
as aa residents in china.
the corporation
for filing
filing the
the return,
by
dividend to or
or for the benefit of such individuals as on the
special dividend
citizens of the United
United States or
or
last day of the taxable year were citizens
China, resident in
of stock
stock of
of the corporain China,
China, and
and owned shares of
China,
tion;
tin 'Additional
Additional to other
(2) That such special
special dividend
(2)
dividend was in addition to all other dividends.
dividends.
amounts,
payable to such individuals
individuals or for their
amounts, payable or
or to
to be payable
benefit, by
of their
in the
the corporation;
and
benefit,
by reason
reason of
their interest
interest in
corporation; and
Dividends in propor(3)
been made to or for the benefit of tionoiddstockin
pone
(3) That such distribution has been
tion to stock owned.
such individuals in proportion
stock
proportion to the par value of the shares of stock
of the corporation
corporation owned by each; except that if the corporation
corporation has
more than one class of stock, the certificate
certificate shall contain
contain a
astatement
statement
that the articles of incorporation
incorporation provide a
a method
method for the apportionment
dividend among such individuals,
tionment of such special
special dividend
individuals, and that
that
the amount certified
certified has been distributed in accordance
accordance with the
method so provided.
Ownership of stock.
(c) For
purposes of
of this
this section
of a
corpora- Ownersh
(c)
For the
the purposes
section shares
shares of
of stock
stock of
a corporastock
tion shall be considered
considered to be owned by the person in whom the
equitable
equitable right to the income from such shares is in good faith
vested.
Meaning of" China."
(d)
As used
China "
shall have
have the
the same
same Meninof"China.
the term
term "
" China
" shall
(d) As
used in
in this
this section
section the
meaning as when used in the China Trade Act, 1922.

AND REFUND
PART V.-PAYMENT,
V.—PAYMENT, COLLECTION,
COLLECTION, AND
REFUND OF TAX
TAX AND
AND

Payment
etc.. of tax,
e

'

etc
etc.

tc.. o t

PENALTIES.
PENALTIES.
DATE

TAX SHALL
ON WHICH TAX
SHALL BE
BE PAID.
PAUL
ON

subdivisions (b),
in subdivisions
(a) Except as provided
SEC.
SEC. 270. (a)
provided in
(b), (c),
(c), and

Date of payment.
Date
of payment.

d
Tne
esgnatd
Time designated.

(d)
(d) of this section
section the total amount of tax imposed by this title
title
shall be
be paid—
paidshall
For
(1) In
a taxpayer, other than a
a nonresident
(1)
In the case of a
nonresident alien thannonresident
th2 nonr esident
individual, and
and other
other than
corporation not
not having
having an
office alies 'etc.'
individual,
than a
aforeign
foreign corporation
an office
United States,
or place of business
business in the United
States, on or before the fifteenth
fifteenth
day of March following the close of the calendar year, or, if the
return should
a fiscal
shoul4 be made on the basis of a
fiscal year, then on or before
the fifteenth
following the close of the fiscal
fifteenth day of the third month following
year; and
r

aliens

Y

etc
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(2)
case of
of a
alien individual,
individual, and
of aaforeign
foreign
(2) In
In the
the case
a nonresident
nonresident alien
and of
corporation
not having
having an
an office
place of
of business
business in
in the
the United
United
office or
or place
corporation not
States,
on or
or before
the fifteenth
fifteenth day
day of
of June
following the
close
the close
June following
before the
States, on
ffceinSt
tUnitedt
of the
year, or,
or, if
if the
the return
should be
be made
made on
the basis
basis
of
the calendar
calendar year,
return should
on the
of
on or
or before
before the
day of
of the
the sixth
sixth
of a
a fiscal
fiscal year,
year, then
then on
the fifteenth
fifteenth day
month following
the close
of
the
fiscal
year.
month
following
the
close
of
the
fiscal
year.
Allowed in four in(b) (1)
The taxpayer
may elect
elect to
to pay
pay the
the tax
in four
four equal
equal
o^ted in four in(b)
(1) The
taxpayer may
tax in
stallments.
installments,
which case
the first
installment shall
shall be
be paid
paid on
on or
or
installments, in
in which
case the
first installment
before
the latest
in subdivision
subdivision (a)
(a) for
for the
the payment
payment
before the
latest date
date prescribed
prescribed in
of
the tax
tax by
the second
second installment
shall be
be paid
paid
of the
by the
the taxpayer,
taxpayer, the
installment shall
on or
or before
day of
of the
the third
third month,
the third
third installinstallon
before the
the fifteenth
fifteenth day
month, the
ment
on or
or before
before the
fifteenth day
of the
the sixth
month, and
and the
the
ment on
the fifteenth
day of
sixth month,
fourth installment
installment on
or before
the fifteenth
fifteenth day
day of
of the
the ninth
ninth month,
month,
fourth
on or
before the
date.
such date.
after such
le amut n after
Whole amount on
default.
(2) If
If any
any installment
installment is
paid on
on the
date fixed
fixed for
for its
its paypaydefault.
(2)
is not
not paid
the date
ment, the
the whole
amount of
of the
the tax
unpaid shall
shall be
be paid
notice
ment,
whole amount
tax unpaid
paid upon
upon notice
demand from
from the
the collector.
collector.
and demand
alled on and
Extesio allowed
Extension
(c) (1)
the request
taxpayer, the
the Commissioner
request.
(c)
(1) At the
request of the taxpayer,
Commissioner may
may
extend the
the time
time for
for payment
payment of
of the
the amount
as the
tax
extend
amount determined
determined as
the tax
by
the taxpayer,
or any
for a
a period
period not
to
any installment
installment thereof,
thereof, for
not to
by the
taxpayer or
exceed six
six months
from the
the date
in subdivision
subdivision (a)
(a) or
or
exceed
months from
date prescribed
prescribed in
Payment on expira(b)
for the
payment of
the tax
tax or
or an
an installment
installment thereof.
In such
such
thereof. In
of the
the payment
(b) for
ep
tion
tiPonof.
case
respect of
extension is granted
granted shall
shall
case the amount
amount in respect
of which the extension
be paid
on or
or before
before the
date of
the expiration
of the
the period
period of
of the
the
be
paid on
the date
of the
expiration of
extension.
extension.
Interest on extension.
Interestonextenson.
(2) IfIf the time for payment
payment is thus extended
extended there
there shall be
be
collected,
thereon at
collected, as aa part of such
such amount,
amount, interest thereon
at the rate
of
centum per annum
annum from
payment
of 66 per centum
from the date
date when such
such payment
should
made if
extension had been granted,
should have been
been made
if no extension
granted, until the
expiration
of the
the period
period of
the extension.
extension.
expiration of
of the
Not applicable to
(d)
The provisions
this section
section shall
shall not
not apply
apply to
to the
the payment
payment
of this
(d) The
provisions of
pa^entSpoa.e
payments
at source. to
Ante,
pp. 277,285.
of aa tax
tax required
to be
be withheld
withheld at
at the
under section
section 221
221
An pp.
of
required to
2285.
the source
source under
or 237.
INCOME
INCOME

TIi.

Nonresident aliens,
and foreign corporacororations without office in
United States.

and

reExamination
Examination of ireturns, etc.
,

To be as soon
soon
practicable.

as

as

Overpayments.
Overpayments.

EXAMINATION
OF RETURN
EXAMINATION OF
RETURN AND
AND DETERMINATION
TAX.
DETERMINATION OF
OF TAX.

Sac. 271.
the return
is filed
filed the
the
SEC.
271. As
As soon
soon as practicable
practicable after
after the
return is
Commissioner
examine it and shall determine
determine the correct
correct
Commissioner shall examine
amount of the tax.
OVERPAYMENTS.
OVERPAYMENTS.

Credit if installme
installment
payment
payment exceeds corc
rect amount.
amount.

SEC. 272. If
If the taxpayer
taxpayer has paid
Sac.
paid as an installment
installment of the tax
determined to be the correct
more than the amount determined
correct amount of such
such
f
installment,
the
shall
credited
against
unpaid
excess
be
against
the
unpaid
installif
already paid, whether
ments, if any. If
If the amount
amount already
whether or not on the
basis of installments, exceeds
exceeds the amount determined to be the
correct amount of the tax, the excess shall be credited
credited or refunded
refunded
section 281.
281.
as provided
provided in section

nt

Credit or refund
refund
Credit
paid.

Post,
301.
Post, p.
p. 301.

Deficiency
Deficiency in tax.
Meaning
Meaning of term.
If amount of tax exceeds return
ceed
return by
by taxtaxpayer.

odition

Conditions.

DEFICIENCY IN
DEFICIENCY
IN TAX.
TAX.

SEC.
deficiency""meansSEC. 273. As used in this title the term ""deficiency
means—
(1)
amount by
by which
imposed by
exceeds
(1) The
The amount
which the
the tax
tax imposed
by this
this title
title exceeds
the amount shown
tax by the taxpayer
shown as the tax
taxpayer upon his
his return;
return;
increased by
but the amount so shown on the return shall first be increased
the amounts
amounts previously
previously assessed (or collected without
without assessment)
assessment)

a deficiency,
decreased by the amounts
as a
deficiency, and decreased
amounts previously abated,
abated,
credited,
refunded,
or
otherwise
repaid
in
respect
of
such
tax;
or
or
tax;
of
such
in
respect
refunded, or otherwise repaid
mount of tax
Amount
tax ecredited,
ex
ceedingpreviousassess(2)
taxpayer upon
ceeding previouss.csi.ss-2) If
If no amount is shown as the tax by the taxpayer
upon
ment.
his return, or if no return is made
ment,
made by the taxpayer, then the amount
amount
1
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by which
which the
tax exceeds
the amounts
assessed (or
(or colcolamounts previously
previously assessed
by
the tax
exceeds the

INCOME
NCOME TAX.
TAX.
lected
but such amounts
lected without
without assessment)
assessment) as aa deficiency;
deficiency; but.
amounts
previously assessed; or collected
collected without assessment, shall first
first be
be
previously
decreased by
the amounts
amounts previously
abated, credited,
or
previously abated,
credited, refunded,
refunded, or
decreased
by the
otherwise repaid
respect of
of such
such tax.
tax.
otherwise
repaid in
in respect
SEc. 274.
274. (a)
in the
the case
case of
any taxpayer,
the Commissioner
Notice to
taxpayer
to taxpayer
Commissioner Notice
taxpayer, the
of any
(a) If,
If, in
SEC.
determines
that there
in respect
of the
the tax
tax imposed
imposeddeficiency.
of
enc
is aa deficiency
deficiency in
respect of
determines that
there is
by this
this title,
title, the
(d),
bv
the taxpayer
taxpayer,' except
except as
as provided
provided in
in subdivision
subdivision (d),
shall
be notified
such deficiency
deficiency by
by registered
registered mail,
but such
mail, but
such Appeal to
notified of
of such
shall be
deficiency
shall be
assessed only
only as
hereinafter provided.
Within Tax
Appeals.of
Board
TAepet
Board of
provided. Within
as hereinafter
deficiency shall
be assessed
60
after such
such notice
notice is
mailed the
may file
an appeal
appeal
is mailed
the taxpayer
taxpayer may
file an
60 days
days after
with the
the Board
Board of
of Tax
Appeals established
Post,
p. 336.
Pos, p.
336.
established by
by section
section 900.
900.
with
Tax Appeals
(b) If
If the
the Board
determines that
there is
deficiency, the
amount mination
Payment
on
deteron ardete
nPayntf
the amount
is aadeficiency,
that there
Board determines
(b)
of Board.
so determined
shall be
be assessed
assessed and
and shall
and
shall be
be paid
paid upon
upon notice and
so
determined shall
demand from
from the
the collector.
No part
part of
Suit for
byamount
Commisdemand
collector. No
of the
the amount
amount determined
disdetermined as
as sioner
soer
forbao^ut
dia
Commissioner but
as such
such by
by the
theallowed.
allowed.
but disallowed
disallowed as
by the
the Commissioner
a deficiency
deficiency by
Board
assessed, but a
a proceeding
proceeding in
begun,
in court
court may be begun,
Board shall be assessed,
without assessment,
assessment, for
the collection
collection of
of any
any part
part of
of the
the amount
amount
without
for the
so
The court
court shall
include in
judgment interest
Interest
byctornjudgent
interest by
in its
its judgment
shall include
disallowed. The
so disallowed.
court. on judgment
upon
annum
of 6
6 per
per centum per annum
the rate of
upon the
the amount thereof at the
from
the date
date prescribed
for the
payment of
of the
tax to
to the.
the, date
the tax
the payment
prescribed for
from the
of the
judgment. Such
begun within
within one
one year
year Tine
" limit
prolimi t for
for proTime
shall be
be begun
the judgment.
Such proceeding
proceeding shall
of
after
Board, and
may be begun
such
begun within such
and may
of the
the Board,
the final
final decision
decision of
after the
year even
though the
the period
limitation prescribed
prescribed in
section 277
in section
of limitation
period of
even though
year
has expired.
expired.
has
Payment on demand
appeal with the
the Board
Board iffnonpaympdalfined
the taxpayer
(c) If
(c)
If the
taxpayer does
does not
not file
file an
an appeal
no appeal filed.
witlun
time prescribed
(a) of this
section, the
this section,
in subdivision
subdivision (a)
prescribed in
within the
the time
deficiency of which
taxpayer has been
notified shall be assessed,
been notified
the taxpayer
which the
deficiency
from the collector.
and demand
demand from
paid upon
upon notice
notice and
and shall be
be paid
mmeediatiea
(d) If
If the Commissioner
Commissioner believes that the assessment or collec- ment,
m
ent, etc. ,i
collection
etc., iffcollection
tion of
such deficiency
by delay.
Jeopardizedbydelay.
shall ieoPardized
delay such
deficiency shall
by delay
will be
be jeopardized
jeopardized by
of a
a deficiency
deficiency will
tion
be
immediately and notice and demand
demand shall be made by the
be assessed
assessed immediately
collector
payment thereof.
thereof. In
In such
the assessment
assessment
case the
such case
the payment
collector for
for the
may
be made
provided in subdivision
subdivision
the notice
notice provided
may be
made (1)
(1) without
without giving the
(a) of
this section,
or (2)
(2) before
before the
the expiration
expiration of the
60-day period
period
the 60-day
section, or
(a)
of this
provided
subdivision (a)
(a) of this section even though such notice
provided in subdivision
has
(3) at any
the final
final decision by the
any time prior to the
or (3)
has been given,
given, or
Board upon such
has filed
filed an
an
such deficiency
deficiency even
even though the
the taxpayer
taxpayer has
demand
abatement fas
appeal.
If the
the taxpayer
appeal. If
taxpayer does not file a
a claim in abatement
pro- if Payment
Payment
demand
filed.
aeproif
no appeal
appealon
filed.
if the
so
the deficiency
deficiency so
so assessed (or, if
the claim so
vided in
in section
section 279
279 the
filed
the amount not
not covfiled covers only a
a part
part of
of the
the deficiency,
deficiency, then the
ered
claim) shall be paid upon notice and demand from the
ered by the claim)
collector.
collector.
(e) If
the taxpayer
has elected
the tax
installments and
Prorating
ofallment
deftt:installent
inst
dencyto
to pay
pay the
tax in
in installments
and =g
(e)
If the
taxpayer has
elected to
to the
shall be
be prorated
a
has been
the deficiency
deficiency shall
prorated to
the payments.
assessed, the
been assessed,
a deficiency
deficiency has
four
Except as
(d) of
this
of this
provided in
in subdivision
subdivision (d)
as provided
four installments.
installments. Except
section,
prorated to any installment the
deficiency so prorated
section, that part of the deficiency
date
payment of
of which
which has
has not
arrived, shall
shall be collected at the
not arrived,
date for
for payment
same
and as part
part of such installment. That part of the desame time as
as and
ficiency so
prorated to
to any
any installment
installment the date for payment of
ficiency
so prorated
which has arrived, shall be paid upon notice and demand from the
collector.
collector.
nterest a i
f interest
(f) Interest
Interest upon
amount determined
deficiency, or,
or, if
i
authorized.
as a
a deficiency,
determined as
upon the
the amount
(f)
the tax
tax is
in installments,
installments, upon
the part
part of
of the
the deficiency
prodeficiency proupon the
the
is paid
paid in
rated to
to each
installment, shall be assessed at the
the same time as the
each installment,
rated
deficiency, shall be paid upon notice and demand from the collector,
and shall be collected as aapart of the tax, at the rate of 6
6per centum
per
prescribed for the payment of the tax,
tax or
the date prescribed
per annum
annum from the
deficiency is assessed.
date the deficiency
payment of
of such
such installment,
installment, to the date
the payment
edi ate

by

en

.

.
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(g) Where
Where it
it is
shown to
to the
the satisfaction
satisfaction of
of the
the Commissioner
Commissioner
is shown
(g)
that
payment of
upon the
date prescribed
for the
the
deficiency upon
the date
prescribed for
that the
the payment
of aa deficiency
payment thereof will result in undue hardship
hardship to the taxpayer the
Commissioner, with
approval of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary (except
where the
the
the approval
(except where
Commissioner,
with the
deficiency is
is due
disregard of
of rules
rules and
and
to intentional
intentional disregard
due to
to negligence,
negligence, to
deficiency
regulations, or
or to
to evade
evade tax),
may grant
grant an extax), may
with intent
intent to
to fraud
fraud with
regulations,
tension
payment of
of such
any part
part thereof
for aa
the payment
such deficiency
deficiency or
or any
thereof for
tension for
for the
Bond required.
period
If an extension
extension is granted,
granted,
eighteen months. If
eireqed.
period not in excess of eighteen
Bond
the
Commissioner may
may require
the taxpayer
taxpayer to
furnish a
bond in
in
a bond
to furnish
require the
the Commissioner
such
not exceeding
of the
the deficiency,
deficiency, and
amount of
and
exceeding double
double the
the amount
such amount,
amount, not
with
necessary, condias the Commissioner
Commissioner deems necessary,
such sureties,
sureties, as
with such
tioned
payment of
of the deficiency
accordance with
with the
deficiency in accordance
the payment
tioned upon
upon the
Interest of deficiency. terms
a
of the extension. In such case there shall be collected, as a
Interstofdefiiency.
part
of the
the part
the deficiency
deficiency the time
for
time for
part of
of the
the tax,
tax, interest
interest on
on the
part of
payment
extended, at the rate
rate of 66 per centum per
payment of which is so extended,
annum for
for the
period of
of the
the extension,
and no
be
no other
other interest
interest shall
shall be
annum
the period
extension, and
Additional interest
collected
on
such
part
of
the
deficiency
for
such
period.
If
the
part
If
the
part
such
period.
for
of
the
deficiency
on
such
part
collected
Additionalinterest
if not paid on extension.
extended is not
of the deficiency the time for payment of which is so extended
paid
with the
the terms
terms of
of the
extension, there
there shall
shall be
be
the extension,
accordance with
paid in
in accordance
collected, as
part of
of the
the tax,
interest on
on such
unpaid amount
amount at
at the
the
tax, interest
such unpaid
collected,
as a
a part
period from the time fixed
month for the period
of 11 per
per centum
centum aa month
rate of
by the
for its
payment until
until it
it is
is paid,
and
paid, and
its payment
of the
the extension
extension for
by
the terms
terms of
interest shall
collected on
amount for such
such
on such
such unpaid amount
shall be collected
no other
other interest
period.
INCOME TAX.
Eensionlloed

to

Extension allowed to
avoid undue
undue hardship
to
to taxpayer.

avoid
taxpayer.

Additions to
totax.
tax.

Additontta.

If deficiency due
negligence, etc.

ADDITIONS
IN CASE OF DEFICIENCY.
ADDITIONS TO THE TAX IN
DEFICIENCY.

SEC. 275. (a) If
any deficiency
deficiency is due to negligence,
negligence, or
SEC.
If any part of any
intentional disregard of rules and regulations
to
regulations but without intent to
defraud,
deficiency (in ad5 per centum of
of the total amount of the deficiency
defraud, 5
dition to such deficiency)
deficiency) shall be assessed, collected,
collected, and paid in the
saine.manner
same
manner as if it were aadeficiency, except that the provisions of
of section
274 shall
shall not
not be
rom
fraudulent subdivisions
subdivisions (e)
(e) and
and (f)
(f) of
section 274
be applicable.
applicable.
If from fraudulent
(b)
deficiency is due to fraud with intent to
to
evasion.
(b) IfIf any part of any deficiency
deficiency
evade tax,
tax, then 50 per
per centum
centum of the total amount of the deficiency
(in addition to such deficiency)
deficiency) shall be so assessed,
assessed, collected, and
paid, in
lieu
the
50
centum
to
the
provided in
in
lieu
of
the
50
per
centum
addition
to
the tax
tax provided
in
Post, p. 329.
'section
Po?.33.
section 3176 of the Revised
Revised Statutes, as amended.

ne deieneet

due to

t°

Delinquencies.
Delinquencies.
Interest if tax
paid when due.
paid

n iduentnot
not

ADDITIONS TO THE TAX

IN CASE
CASE OF
OF DELINQUENCY.
DELINQUENCY.
ADDITIONS TO THE TAX IN

SEC.
(a) (1)
determined by
by the
the taxpayer
taxpayer
the amount
amount determined
276. (a)
(1) Where
Where the
SEC. 276.

as the tax imposed by this title, or any installment thereof, or .any
part of such amount or installment, is not paid at the time prescribed
prescribed
for its payment, there shall be collected as a
a part of the tax, interest
upon such unpaid
unpaid amount
amount at the rate of 1
1per centum aamonth from
the date prescribed
prescribed for its
its payment
payment until
until it is
is paid.
paid.

If tax and interest on
extension not
(2) Where
extension of
for payment
payment of
of the
the amoun
amounttso
so
of time
time for
Where an
an extension
not paid
paid in
in
(2)
extension
full.
determined as the tax by the taxpayer, or any installment thereof,

Interest, if deficiency,

D
etIc
not paidon
etc., not
paid on notice
and
and demand.
demand,

Pot P9

Past, p. 339.

has been granted, and the amount the
the time for
for payment
payment of
of which
which
thereon determined under parahas been extended, and the interest thereon
graph
graph (2)
(2) of subdivision (c)
(c) of section 270, is not paid in full prior
prior
to the expiration of the period of the extension, then, in lieu of the
paragraph (1) of this subdivision,
interest provided for in paragraph
subdivision, interest
at the rate of 11 per centum aa month shall be collected
collected on such
unpaid amount from the date of the expiration of the period of
the extension
extension until it
it is paid.
paid.
(b) Where
Where a
deficiency, or
or any
any interest
amounts asasa deficiency,
interest or
or additional
additional amounts
(b)
sessed in connection therewith under subdivision
subdivision (f) of section 274,
or
under section
or any
delincase of
of delinto the
the tax
tax in
in case
section 275,
275, or
any addition
addition to
or under
quency provided for in section 3176 of the Revised Statutes, as
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INCOME
TAX.
full within ten
ten days from
from the
the date
amended, is not paid in full
notice
date of
of notice
INCOME TAX.
and demand
demand from the collector, there shall be collected
collected as part of
the tax, interest
interest upon the unpaid amount at the rate of 1
centum
1 per centum
a month from the date of such notice and demand
a
demand until
until it is paid.
Nonpayment of proIf any part of a
a deficiency
deficiency prorated
prorated to any unpaid
If
unpaid installment under
under rated
rated islmeSntproinstallments.
subdivision (e)
(e) of section 274 is not paid in
in full on
on the
the date
date preprescribed
scribed for the payment of such installment, there shall
collected
shall be collected
as part of the tax interest upon the unpaid amount at the rate of
of
1 per centum
1
centum a
amonth from such date until it is paid.
Interest rate on es(c)
(c) In
In the
the case
case of
of estates
estates of
of incompetent,
insolvent tates
incompetent, deceased,
deceased, or
or insolvent
Interest
rate on sof incompetents
persons, there shall be
collected interest
be collected
interest at
at the
the rate
of 6
per centum
rate of
6 per
centum and
and insolvents.
insolvents.
and
per annum in lieu of the interest
interest provided
provided in subdivisions
subdivisions (a)
(a) and
(b)
of this section.
(b) of
Not applicable to
(d) If
claim in
in abatement
provided in
in section
section 279,
279, claims
(d)
If aa claim
abatement is
is filed,
filed, as
as provided
cNinot
lto
inaplnScab
abatement.
the provisions of subdivisions
subdivisions (b)
(b) and (c)
(c) of this
section shall
this section
shall not
not Post,
300.
Post, p. 300.
abatement.
apply to the amount covered by the claim in abatement.

TAX.
OF TAX.
AND COLLECTION
COLLECTION OF
ASSESSMENT AND
PERIOD
OF LIMITATION
PERIOD OF
LIMITATION UPON
UPON ASSESSMENT

Limitation on
on assessassessLimitation
ment and collection.

Periods designated.
SEC.
277. (a)
(a) Except
Except as
S
EC. 277.
as provided
section 278
and in
in subdivision
subdivision Periods designated.
provided in
in section
278 and
(b)
of section
in subdivision
subdivision (b)
of section
(b) of
section 274
274 and
and in
(b) of
section 279—
279For assessing income,
(1)
(1) The amount of income,
income, excess-profits,
excess-profits, and war-profits
taxes etc.,
war-profits taxes
For
assessing
under
Act inco2me,
of 1921,
etc.,
under
Act
of
1921,
this Act.
Act.
imposed
the Revenue
Revenue Act
imposed by the
Act of
by such
such Act
Act as
as amended,
amended, and
of 1921,
1921, and
and by
and this

for the taxable year 1921 and succeeding
succeeding taxable years, and the
the
amount of
amount
of income
income taxes
taxes imposed
imposed by
this Act,
Act, shall
assessed
by this
shall be
be assessed
Proceedings for colwithin four
years after
filed., and
no proceeding
proceeding in
in lection
four years
after the
the return
return was
was filed,
and no
lection restricted.
restricted.
court for the collection
collection of such taxes shall be begun after the expiration of
of such
such period.
For taxes under prior
(2) The amount
amount of income,
income, excess-profits,
excess-profits, and war-profits
war-profits taxes Acts.
AcPts.aundeprior
Vol.
p. 112.
imposed
36, p.
112.
imposed by the Act entitled "An
"An Act to provide revenue,
revenue ' equalize
equalize Vol. 36,
duties, and encourage
encourage the industries
industries of
for
of the United States, and for
Vol. 38, p. 166.
purposes," approved
approved August
August 5,
other purposes,"
the Act
Act entitled
"An V
5, 1909,
1909, the
entitled "An
o.38 p.16.
Act to reduce tariff duties and to provide
revenue
for
the
Governprovide revenue
Vol. 39, pp. 756, 1004;
ment, and for other purposes,"
purposes," approved
approved October
1913, the
Reve- Vol.
October 3,
3, 1913,
the Revevol. 40,
40, pp.
pp. 30o,
300, 107.
1057.
nue Act of 1916, the Revenue
Revenue Act of 1917, the Revenue Act of 1918,
1918,
and by any such Act
as amended,
within five
five years
Act as
amended, shall
shall be
be assessed
assessed within
years Proceedings for colafter the return was filed, and no proceeding
proceeding in court for the
lertion retn
teo.
the colcol- lection
restricted.
lection of such taxes shall be begun after
after the expiration
expiration of
of such
such
period.
period.
Income received dur(3) In
received during
of aa ing
n life of a^
In the case of income
income received
during the lifetime of
a decedent,
decedent,
on request of executor.
be assessed,
assessed, and
and any
any proceeding
proceeding in
decedent, the tax shall be
in court
court etc.
n requst of eecuto,
after
for the collection of such tax shall be begun, within one year after
written request therefor
therefor (filed after the return
return is made)
made) by the
executor
administrator, or
executor,' administrator,
or other fiduciary
fiduciary representing
representing the estate
of such decedent,
decedent, but not after the expiration of the period preparagraph (1)
(1) or (2)
scribed for the assessment of the tax in paragraph
of
(2) of
this
this subdivision.
subdivision.
Time extension on
assessment is required
made noticerodefciency.
(b) The period within which an assessment
required to be made
notice of deficiency.
by subdivision (a)
(a) of this section in respect of any deficiency
deficiency shall
shall
(1) by 60 days if a
be extended (1)
deficiency has been
been
a notice of such deficiency
taxpayer under subdivision (a)
a
mailed to the taxpayer
(a) of section 274 and If appeal
filed.
the Board
Board of Tax
Tax Appeals,
Appeals, or
no appeal has been filed with the
(2)
or, (2)
if an appeal has been filed,
filed, then by the number
number of days
between
days between
the date of the mailing of such notice and the date of the final decision by
by the
the Board.
Board.
seent
etc at
Assessment, etc.. at
SEC.
any tie
time in
in case
case of
In the case
a false or fraudulent
with any
S
EC. 278. (a)
(a) In
case of a
fraudulent return with
of
fraud.
intent to evade tax or of a
a failure to file aa return
return the tax may be raud.
assessed,
a proceeding
proceeding in court for the
the collection
collection of
of such
such tax
tax
assessed, or a
may be begun
begun without assessment, at any
time.
any time.
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(b) Any
Any deficiency
deficiency attributable
attributable to
to a
achange
in a
deduction tentatentaa deduction
change in
(b)
tively
under paragraph
paragraph (9)
(9) of
(a) of
section
of section
subdivision (a)
of subdivision
allowed under
tively allowed
paragraph (8) of subdivision (a)
214, or paragraph
(a) of section 234, of the
Revenue
Act of
1918 or
or the
the Revenue
Act of
be assessed,
may be
of 1921, may
Revenue Act
of 1918
Revenue Act
or
proceeding in
collection of such tax may be
in court for the collection
or aa proceeding
begun without
assessment, at
at any
any time.
begun
without assessment,
time.
With written con(c)
Where both
both the
the taxpayer
have concontaxpayer have
and the
Commissioner and
the Commissioner
() Where
o Comrmintoner
senthof
sent
Commissioner
and taxpayer.
taxpayer.
sented in writing
writing to the assessment of the tax after the time preand
sented
scribed in
in section
at
assessed at
may be assessed
assessment the tax may
section 277 for its assessment
scribed
any
time prior
prior to
the
expiration
of
the
period
agreed upon.
any
time
to
the
expiration
of
the
period
agreed
upon.
Collection by dis(d) Where
the assessment
assessment of
of the
tax is
period
the period
made within
within the
the tax
is made
(d)
Where the
oetionetc. by di
traint,
prescribed
section 277 or in this section, such tax may be collected
collected
in section
prescribed in
by distraint
or by
by a
a proceeding
years
by
distraint or
proceeding in
in court,
court, begun
begun within
within six
six years
Court
proceedings after
vv
the assessment
of the
tax. Nothing
this Act
shall be
be conconAct shall
in this
Nothing in
the tax.
the
assessment of
withot parsed
without
etc
etc
strued as preventing
preventing the beginning, without assessment, of aa proceedingin
the collection
collection of the tax at any time before
in court
court for the
ceeding
the expiration
expiration of
the period
period within
which an
an assessment may be
of the
within which
the
made.
if No assrug
ra
nt4; etc
assessment,
etc.,
(e)
This section
(1) authorize
authorize the
the assessment
assessment of
tax
a tax
of a
shall not
not (1)
section shall
(e) This
if barred by tie limi
tations. etc.
collection thereof by distraint
distraint or
or by
in court
court
tations.etc.
or the
the collection
by aa proceeding
proceeding in
if at
time of
of the
enactment of
of this
this Act
assessment, disdisAct such
such assessment,
if
at the
the time
the enactment
proceeding was
barred by the
of limitation
limitation then
then
the period
period of
was barred
traint, or
or proceeding
distraint or proor distraint
Prbr
asse""ts'in
in existence,
existence, or
or (2)
(2) affect
any assessment
made, or
assessment made,
affect any
afssessents,
Petio
notaffected.
etc.,
ceeding
ceeding in court begun, before
before the enactment of this Act.
INCOME TAX.

AssINCOME TAX.
Assessment,
etc., of
deficiencies
under prior
deficienciesnnderppror
Acts.
Acts.

C oims in abatement.
Claimsinabatement.
Time for filing, with
ith
Time forafter notice
collector,
of
of deficiency, and
and demand
for payment:
mand for
payment.

iing,

defency,

CLAIMS I

ABATEMEN.

CLAIMS IN ABATEMENT.

subdivision
a deficiency has been assessed under subdivision
279. (a)
S
EC. 279.
(a) If
If a
SEO.
de- (d)
(d) of
of section
section 274,
274, the
the taxpayer,
taxpayer, within
within 10
10 days
days after
after notice
notice and
and

demand from
collector for the payment
payment thereof,
demand
from the
the collector
thereof, may file with the
a claim for the abatement of such deficiency,
collector a
deficiency, or any part
part
interest or additional amounts
amounts assessed in
conthereof, or of any
any interest
in connection
therewith, or of any part of any such interest
interest or additional
additional
Bond required.
amounts. Such
Such claim shall
shall be
be accompanied
by aa bond,
bond, in such
such
Bond reired.
amounts.
accompanied by
amount, not exceeding double the amount of the claim, and with
such sureties, as the collector deems necessary, conditioned upon the
payment of so much of the amount of the claim as is not abated
abated,
together
with
interest
thereon
as
provided
in
subdivision
(c) of
of
(c)
subdivision
in
provided
as
thereon
interest
with
together
tobe
Collection
Collection to be
this
section. Upon
the filing
such claim
claim and
and bond,
the collection
this section.
Upon the
filing of
of such
bond, the
collection
stayed.
of so much of the amount assessed as is covered by such claim and
shall be
the final
final disposition
of the
the claim.
Notication
as bond
bond shall
be stayed
stayed pending
pending the
disposition of
claim.
Notification of action
by Commissioner.
(b) If
tion by
Commissioner.
If aa claim is filed as provided
(b)
provided in subdivision (a)
(a) of this
collector shall
,
section the
the collector
shall transmit the
the claim
claim immediately
immediately to
to the
the
Commissioner who
who shall
by registered
registered mail
mail notify
of
the taxpayer
taxpayer of
notify the
shall by
Commissioner
Board.
, Appealto
Appeal to Board.
his decision on the claim. The taxpayer may within 60 days after
after
such notice is mailed file an appeal with the Board of Tax Appeals.
If
If the claim is denied in whole or in part by the Commissioner
Commissioner
(or by the Board in case an appeal
appeal has been filed)
filed) the amount, the
claim for which is denied, shall be collected
collected as part of the tax upon
notice
and
demand
from
the
collector,
and the
amount, the
the claim
Proceedings
in
court
notice
and
demand
from
the
collector,
and
the amount,
claim
Proceedings in court.
A proceeding
for which is allowed, shall be abated. A
proceeding in court may
may
be
begun
for
any
part
of
the
am
ou
nt, claim
for
which
is
allowed
by
by
allowed
is
which
for
claim
amount,
the
of
any
part
for
begun
be
Time for.
the Board. Such proceeding
proceeding shall be begun
begun within one year after
after
the final decision of the Board, and may be begun within such year
year
even though the period of limitation prescribed in section 277 has
expired.
Interest on amount expired.
Interest
of claim denied.
claim denied.
of
(c)
(c) If
If the claim in abatement is denied in whole or in part, there
shall be collected, at the same time as the part of the claim denied,
6 per centum per
and as aa part of the tax, interest at the rate of 6
per
annum upon the amount of the claim denied, from the date of notice
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and
from the
the collector
collector under
under subdivision
subdivision (d)
(d) of
of section
274
section 274
demand from
and demand
to the
of the
the notice
and demand
demand under
this
of this
(b) of
subdivision (b)
under subdivision
notice and
date of
to
the date
section. If
included in
in the
notice and
demand from
the
from the
and demand
the notice
amount included
If the
the amount
section.
collector
under
subdivision
(b)
of
this
section
is
not
paid
full
in
paid
not
is
section
this
of
(b)
subdivision
collector under
within
10 days
such notice
demand, then there shall be
notice and demand,
after such
days after
within 10
collected,
part of
of the
the tax,
tax, interest
upon the
the unpaid
unpaid amount at
at the
interest upon
as part
collected, as
rate
of 1
1per
per centum
(or, in
ease of
of estates
estates of
incomof incomthe case
in the
a month
month (or,
centum a
rate of
petent,
deceased, or
or insolvent
insolvent persons,
persons, at
at the
the rate
rate of
6 per centum
of 6
petent, deceased,
it
per annum)
annum) from
from the
of such
demand until it
notice and demand
such notice
date of
the date
per
is
paid.
is paid.
(d) Except
as provided
in this
this section,
section, no
no claim
abatement
in abatement
claim in
provided in
Except as
(d)
shall be
be filed
any assessment
after the
the enactment
enactment
made after
assessment made
of any
in respect
respect of
filed in
shall
of this
any income,
income, war-profits,
war-profits, or
or excess-profits
excess-profits
of any
in respect
respect of
Act in
this Act
of
tax.
tax.
TAXES UNDER
UNDER PRIOR
PRIOR ACTS.
ACTS.
TAXES

INCOME TAX.

ICOME TAX.

pat:La :Te
al, g
demand.

paiddon

not

her claim
claim for
No other
for

abatement
abatement to
to be
be filed
filed
hereafter.
hereafter.
under prior
prior
Taxes under
Taxes

Acts.
Acts.

Assessment and
payand payAssessment
ment under
under provisions
provisions
Commissioner de- ment
the Commissioner
this Act
• SEC.
SEc. 280.
280. If
If after
after the
the enactment
of this
Act the
enactment of
thereof.
termines
any assessment
assessment should
ol..39, pp. 756777
756-777.
in respect of any in- thvrf.,
should be made in
that any
termines that
5
,77o
l
i
.40,
p 300-308;
3308;
40 pp.
vol.
Act 101
come,
war-profits, or
excess-profits tax
tax imposed
by the
Revenue Act
the Revenue
imposed by
or excess-profits
come, war-profits,
227-271.
of 1916,
1916, the
Act of
of 1917,
1917, the
Revenue Act
Act of
of 1918,
or the
the Vol,
pp. 27-271.
ol. 42,2,pp.
1918, or
the Revenue
Revenue Act
the Revenue
of
Revenue Act
1921, or
or by
by any
Act as
amended, the
amount
the amount
as amended,
such Act
any such
of 1921,
Act of
Revenue
which should
should be
be assessed
assessed (whether
or as
interest,
as interest,
deficiency or
as deficiency
(whether as
which
penalty, or
addition to
be computed
this
if this
as if
computed as
shall be
tax) shall
the tax)
to the
other addition
or other
penalty,
Act
had
not
been
enacted,
but
the
amount
so
computed
shall
be
be
shall
computed
so
amount
the
but
Act had not been enacted,
assessed, collected,
collected, and
and paid
paid in
in the
same manner
to the
manner and subject to
the same
assessed,
same
limitations (including
(including the
the provisions
provisions in
case of
in case
and limitations
provisions and
same provisions
delinquency
in
payment
after
notice
and
demand)
as
in
the
case
of Exception.
of
the
case
as
in
demand)
and
notice
Exception.
after
in
payment
delinquency
p. 299.
299.
Ant, p.
in secthe
taxes imposed
imposed by
except as
otherwise provided
sec- Aide,
provided in
as otherwise
title, except
by this
this title,
the taxes
refunds.
and
Credits
Credits
and
refunds.
tion
277.
tion 277.
CREDITS AND
REFUNDS.
AND REFUNDS.
CREDITS
excess
Allowed
for excess
Allowed for
this
under this
payments under
SEC. 281.
(a) Where
Where there
has been
been an
an overpayment
of any
any inin- payments
overpayment of
there has
281. (a)
SEC.
anlo
fry4ie,rpA
come,
or excess-profits
excess-profits tax
tax imposed
imposed by this Act, the
the Act nol.l. 34, p. 112.
war-profits, or
come, war-profits,
entitled "
An Act
Act to
equalize duties, and encourage
revenue, equalize
to provide
provide revenue,
"An
entitled
the
United States,
and for
ap- Vol.
p. 16.
3, p.
purposes," apfor other
other purposes,"
Vol. 38,
166.
States, and
of the
the United
industries of
the industries
Vol. 39,
pp. 756,
1004;
proved
5, 1909,
the Act
Act entitled
entitled "
An Act
756,1004;
Vol.
tariff Vol.
to reduce
reduce tariff
"An
Act to
1909, the
August 5,
proved August
40,39,pp.pp.300,
1057.
other Vol.40, pp.300,1057.
for other
duties
and to
provide revenue
revenue for
the Government,
and for
Government, and
for the
to provide
duties and
the Vol. 42, p. 227.
Revenue Act of 1916, the
purposes," approved
3, 1913, the Revenue
October 3,
approved October
purposes,"
Revenue Act VO. 4 p. 7.
the Revenue
of 1918,
Revenue
of 1917,
1917, the
Act of
1918, or the
Revenue Act
the Revenue
Act of
Revenue Act
of
1921, or
any such
Act as
amount of such overpayas amended,
amended, the amount
such Act
or any
of 1921,
war-profits, or excessment
any income, war-profits,
against any
credited against
be credited
shall be
ment shall
profits
thereof then due from the taxpayer, and
installment thereof
or installment
tax or
profits tax
any balance
of such
shall be
immediately to the taxrefunded immediately
be refunded
excess shall
such excess
balance of
any
be filed in
in
Claims to be
payer.
Claims
payer.
years.
fouryes.
(b)
as provided
in subdivisions
(e) of
sec- four
this secof this
and (e)
(c) and
subdivisions (c)
provided in
Except as
(b) Except
Exceptions.
tion,
such credit
credit or
or refund
be allowed
allowed or
after Exceptions.
made after
or made
shall be
refund shall
no such
(1) no
tion, (1)
four
the time
the tax
was paid,
before the expiraunless before
paid, unless
tax was
time the
from the
years from
four years
tion of
years a
claim therefor
therefor is
filed by the
taxpayer,
the taxpayer,
is filed
a claim
four years
such four
of such
tion
nor
(2) shall
the amount
the credit
exceed the portion
portion
refund exceed
or refund
credit or
of the
amount of
shall the
nor (2)
of
paid during
four years
the
preceding the
immediately preceding
years immediately
the four
during the
tax paid
the tax
of the
filing of
claim or,
or, if
if no claim
filed, then during the four
claim was filed,
the claim
of the
filing
years immediately
preceding the allowance
Alowance without
credit or
or refund.
of the credit
allowance of
immediately preceding
years
Allowance
without
iffinvested
invested cpicapi(c)
invested capital
of a
decreased by
Com- claim
the Cornby the
is decreased
a taxpayer
taxpayer is
capital of
the invested
(c) If
If the
tal im
decreased
by
Coind by Cor
missioner,
and
such
decrease
is
due
to
the
fact
that
the
taxpayer
i
missioner, and such decrease is due to the fact that the taxpayer mllsioner.
failed
adequate deductions
deductions in previous
result
previous years, with the result
take adequate
to take
failed to
that
there has
has been
been an
overpayment of income, war-profits, or exan overpayment
that there
cess-profits
in any
year or
years, then the amount
amount
or years,
previous year
any previous
taxes in
cess-profits taxes
filing
of such
such overpayment
overpayment shall be credited
credited or refunded, without the filing
of
of a
a claim therefor,
notwithstanding the period of limitation protherefor, notwithstanding
of
vided for
subdivision (b) has expired.
in subdivision
for in
vided
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(d) Where
there has
an overpayment
of tax
section
INRCO
Md
(d)
Where there
has been
been an
overpayment of
tax under
under section
Refund
or Ti
credit to
made under
provisions of
this
withholdin
a
gent.
221 or 237 any
withholdinggagent.
any refund
refund or
or credit
credit made
under the
the provisions
of this
section
shall be
be made
to the
the withholding
withholding agent
the amount
amount
unless the
agent unless
made to
section shall
of
actually withheld
withheld by
by the
withholding agent.
of such
such tax
tax was
was actually
the withholding
agent.
Extension if waiver
(e)
within five years from .the time the rehas, within
taxpayer has,
the taxpayer
If the
(e) If
tx
rint
of
of ri
ght to have
have tax
determined
within five turn for the taxable year 1917 was due, filed aawaiver
determnedwithnfive
waiver of his right
right
years
been filed.
years has
has been
filed.
to
the taxes
taxes due
year determined
and assessed
Post, p.1115.
assessed
determined and
such taxable
taxable year
due for
for such
lll5.
to have
have the
Po-t,.
within five
years after
return was
was filed,
filed, or
has, on
on or
or before
before
or if
if he
he has,
the return
after the
within
five years
June 15,
filed such
such aawaiver
waiver in
of the
the taxes
taxes due
due for
for the
the
in respect
respect of
June
15, 1924,
1924, filed
taxable year
year 1918,
then such
such credit
refund relating
relating to
taxes
to the
the taxes
credit or
or refund
1918, then
taxable
for
the year
in respect
respect of
the waiver
waiver was
was filed
filed shall be alof which
which the
for the
year in
lowed or
or made
made if
therefor is
before April
April 1,
1,
either on
on or
or before
is filed
filed either
if claim
claim therefor
lowed
1925, or
within four
four years
years from
the time
the tax
tax was
was paid.
paid.
or
within
from
the
time
the
Allowances
of prior 1925,
Allowances of prior
(f) This
section shall
shall not
not (1)
(1) bar
from allowance
for
claim for
allowance aa claim
bar from
(f)
This section
claims not
barred.
claims
not barred.
credit
to the enactment
which but
but
of this Act which
enactment of
filed prior
prior to
or refund
refund filed
credit or
for such
enactment would
have been allowable, or (2)
(2) bar
bar from
would have
for
such enactment
allowance aa claim in respect of a
or
a tax for the taxable year 1919 or
allowance
1920
is filed
filed before the expiration
expiration of five years after
after
claim is
1920 if
if such
such claim
the date the return
return was due.

Closingg of
taxable
Closin
of taxable
yesar.
year.
Immediate
Immediate

CLOSING
BY COMMISSIONER
COMMISSIONER OF
TAXABLE YEAR.
YEAR.
OF TAXABLE
CLOSING BY

ayment(
payment

SEC. 282.
282. (a)
If the
the Commissioner
Commissioner finds
that a
taxpayer designs
designs
a taxpayer
finds that
Commissioner find
find
SEC.
(a) If
ifif Comtsnoner
acts of
taxpayer
preju- quickly
States or to remove his property
United States
the United
property
depart from
from the
quickly to
to depart
tlle
prjueretc.
dices
dice ofcollection,
therefrom, or
or to
to conceal
conceal himself
himself or
or his
his property
therein, or
or to
to do
therefrom,
property therein,

any other act tending to prejudice or to render wholly or partly
ineffectual
proceedings to collect the tax for the taxable year then
ineffectual proceedings
proceedings be
last past or the taxable year then current
current unless such proceedings
brought without delay, the Commissioner
Commissioner shall declare
declare the taxable

period for
for such
immediately terminated
enf
such taxpayer
taxpayer immediately
terminated and
and shall
shall cause
cause
NoticeNoctobe
to be given
of period
notice of
such finding
and declaration
declaration to
to be
the taxpayer,
taxpayer, totofinding,
demand, etc.
etc. notice
of such
finding and
be given
given the
findin
g,
demand,
immediate payment of the tax for the taxgether with aademand for immediate
able period so declared
declared terminated
terminated and of the tax for the preceding taxable year or so much of such tax as is unpaid, whether or
or
not the time otherwise allowed by law for filing return and paying
paying
tax has
expired; and
such taxes
shall thereupon
imbecome imthereupon become
taxes shall
and such
has expired;
the tax
Commi the
of CommisFinding of
Finding
proceeding in court brought
a presumption
presumption mediately due and payable.
sioner, a
sioner,
payable. In any proceeding
brought
of
intent.
o intent.
to enforce
payment of
taxes made due and payable
to
enforce payment
of taxes
payable by virtue of the
provisions of
this section
section the
provisions
of this
finding of
the finding
of the
the Commissioner,
Commissioner, made
made as
as
taxpayer or not,
herein provided, whether made after notice to the taxpayer
purposes presumptive
presumptive evidence of the taxpayer's
taxpayer's
shall be for all purposes
design.
design.
Bond accepted
tax- design.
Bond
accepted ifif tax(b) A
A taxpayer
taxpayer who
is not
not in
in default
default in
making any
return or
or
any return
in making
who is
(b)
payer
not in default.
payer not
default.
paying
excess-profits tax under any
of
paying income,
income, war-profits,
war-profits, or
or excess-profits
any Act of
Congress may furnish to the United States, under regulations
regulations to be
prescribed by the Commissioner,
prescribed
Commissioner, with the approval of the Secretary,
Secretary,
security approved
Commissioner that he will duly make
approved by the Commissioner
make the return
turn next
to be
be filed
filed and
and pay
pay the
therenext thereafter
thereafter required
required to
the tax
tax next
next thereCondition of aaccepcc
after
Commissioner may approve
approve and accept
accept
after required
required to be paid.
paid. The Commissioner
tance.
in like manner security for return
return and payment of taxes made due and
payable
provided the taxpayable by virtue of the provisions of this section,
section, provided
payer has paid in full all other income, war-profits,
war-profits, or excess-profits
excess-profits
taxes due
due from
Act of
of Congress.
Congress.
any Act
under any
him under
from him
Enforcement
Enforcement proceedproceed- taxes
in
gssuspended,
suspended, °mapoP
igs
(C) If
If security is approved
accepted pursuant
(c)
approved and accepted
pursuant to the proviproval of bond.
provl f bd.
sions of this section
section and such further
further or other security
security with respect
respect
to the tax or taxes covered
covered thereby
thereby is given as the Commissioner
Commissioner shall
from time to time find necessary
necessary and require, payment
payment of such taxes
shall not be enforced
enforced by any proceedings
proceedings under the provisions of this
section prior to the expiration of the time otherwise allowed for paying such respective
respective taxes.
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(d) In the case of a
a citizen of the United
United States about to depart Discretionary
Discretionary waivwaivfrom the United States the Commissioner
Commissioner may,
may, at his
his discretion,
requirements
discretion, ing
i
ngof
of re
quirements of
of
citizens.
citizens.
waive any or all of the requirements
requirements placed
placed on the
the taxpayer
taxpayer by this
this
sect
ion.
section.
Aliens before
goin g
Aliens
before going
(e) No alien shall depart from the United States
States unless
unless he
he first
first abroad
must furnish
furnish
abroad must
certificate
of
taxes
paid.
certificate
of
taxes
paid.
procures from the collector
collector or agent in charge a
a certificate
certificate that
that he
he has
has
complied with
the income,
income,
with all
all the
the obligations imposed
imposed upon him
him by
by the
excess-profits tax laws.
war-profits, and excess-profits
laws.
Additional tax
for
Additional
tax for
(f) If
If a
ataxpayer
taxpayer violates or attempts to
to violate
violate this
this section
section there violations
hereof.
violations hereof.
shall,
penalties, be
be added
part of
of the
the tax
tax
shall, in
in addition
addition to
to all other
other penalties,
added as
as part
25
per centum
of the
the tax
or deficiency
25 per
centum of
the total
total amount
amount of
of the
tax or
deficiency in
in the
the tax,
tax,
together
of 1
per centum
centum a
month from
together with
with interest at
at the
the rate
rate of
1 per
a month
from the
the
time
time the
the tax became due.
due.
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Effective date.
Effective
date.

kLCTIVE DATE
DATE OF
OF TITLE.
TITLE.
EFFECTIVE
S
EC. 283.
283. This
take effect
effect as
of January
January 1,
as of
1, 1924.
1924.
SEC.
This title
title shall
shall take

Title
Title III.

TITLE III.
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ESTATE
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ESTATE TAX.

PART I
.—ESTATE TAX.
TAX.
PART
I.-ESTATE
Sw. 300. When used in Part IIof this titletitle—
SEC.
The term "executor"
"executor" means the executor or administrator of the
decedent,
executor or
or administrator
appointed,
decedent, or,
or, if
if there is no
no executor
administrator appointed,
qualified,
qualified, an
and acting within the United States, then
then any person in
actual or constructive
constructive possession
possession of any property of
of the decedent;
decedent;
The term "net estate"
estate means the net estate as determined
determined under
under
303;
the provisions of section 303;
month" means calendar
calendar month;
and
The term "
"month"
month; and
The term "collector"
"collector" means the collector of internal revenue of
the district in which was the
the domicile
domicile of
of the decedent
decedent at
at the time
time
of his death, or, if there was no such domicile in the United States
States,
then the collector
collector of the district in which is situated the part of
of
the gross estate of the decedent
if such
such
decedent in the United States,
States, or, if
part of the gross estate is situated in more than one district, then
the collector of internal revenue of such district as may be designated by the Commissioner.
Commissioner.
S
EC. 301.
301. (a)
SEC.
(a) In lieu of the tax imposed
imposed by Title IV of
of the Revenue Act of 1921,
1921, aa tax equal to the sum of the following percentages of the value of the net estate (determined
(determined as provided in section
section
303) is hereby imposed upon the
the net
every
303)
the transfer
transfer of
of the
net estate
estate of
of every
decedent dying after the enactment of this Act, whether aa resident
resident
or nonresident
nonresident of the United States:
of
11 per centum of the amount of the net estate not in excess of
$50,000;
$50,000;
2 per centum of the amount by which the net
2
$50,000 and does not exceed
exceed $100,000;
$100,000;
3 per centum
3
centum of the amount by which the net
$100,000 and does not exceed $150,000;
$100,000
$150,000;
4
4 per centum of the amount by which the net
$150,000
$150,000 and does not exceed $250,000;
$250,000;
66 per centum of the amount by which the
the net
net
$450,000;
$250,000 and does not exceed $450,000;
9
9 per centum of the amount by which the net
$450,000 and does not exceed $750,000;
$750,000;
12 per centum of the amount by which the net
$750,000 and does not exceed
exceed $1,000,000;
$1,000,000;
$750,000
centum of the amount by which the net
15 per centum
$1,000,000 and does not exceed $1,500,000;
$1,000,000
$1,500,000;
4582V-2E4-22
22
45822--25t

Artif January
1, 1924.
Asof
January 1,
1924.

estate exceeds
estate exceeds
estate exceeds
exceeds
estate
estate exceeds
estate exceeds
estate exceeds
estate exceeds
exceeds

Terms construed.
construed.
Terms
"Executer."
"Executcr."

"Net estate."
"Net
estate."
"Month."
"Month."
"Collector."
"Collector."

levied on
transTax levied
on transfers
of estates
hereafter.
fers of
estates hereafter.
Vol. 42,
42, p.
277.
Vol.
p. 277.

Rates.
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18 per centum
centum of the amount by which
$1,500,000 and
does not
exceed $2,000,000;
$2,000,000 i
$1,500,000
and does
not exceed
21 per
of the
the amount
by which
21
per centum
centum of
amount by
which
$2,000,000 and
does not
not exceed
exceed $3,000,000;
$3,000,000;
and does
24 per centum of the amount by which
which
$3,000,000 and
does not
not exceed
$4,000,000;
$3,000,000
and does
exceed $4,000,000;
centum of the amount by which
27 per centum
which
$4,000,000 and
does not
exceed $5,000,000;
$5,000,000;
$4,000,000
and does
not exceed
30 per centum
centum of the amount
amount by
by which
$5,000,000 and does not exceed $8,000,000;
$8,000,000;
$5,000,000
35 per centum of the
the amount
amount by
by which
$8,000,000 and does not exceed $10,000,000;
$8,000,000
$10,000,000;
40
which
40 per centum
centum of
of the
the amount by which

1924.
1924.

estate exceeds
the net
net estate
exceeds
estate exceeds
the
the net
net estate
exceeds
estate exceeds
the
the net
net estate
exceeds
estate exceeds
the
the net
net estate
exceeds
net estate
exceeds
the
the net
estate exceeds
the
estate exceeds
the net
net estate
exceeds

the
exceeds
the net estate
estate exceeds
$10,000,000.
$10,000,000.
ta
ol ed for
for
Credit
awed
(b)
tax imposed
by this
be credited
Creditetc.,
(b) The
The tax
imposed by
this section
section shall
shall be
credited with
with the
the
estate,
etc.,
taxes of
estate,
taxes
of
States,etc.
States, etc.
of any
legacy, or
or succession
taxes actuamount of
any estate,
estate, inheritance,
inheritance, legacy,
succession taxes
actu•
ally paid
to any
State or
the District
District of
Columbia, in
ally
paid to
any State
or Territory
Territory or
or the
of Columbia,
in
Maximum.
Ma'im-m..
respect of any property
property included in the gross estate. The credit
credit
allowed by this subdivision
exceed 25 per centum of the
allowed
subdivision shall not exceed
the
tax imposed by this section.
Orossestate.
SEc.
Gross
estate.
Site. 302. The value of the gross estate of the decedent
decedent shall
shall be
be
Propertyincldedas
PrePertY
included es• determined
determined by including the value at the time of
all
of his death
death of
of all
property, real or personal,
intangible, wherever
wherever situproperty,
personal, tangible or intangible,
situatedated—
ubjet to adulb
adminis
the interest
Subject
213(a) To the extent of the
of the
decedent at
at the
interest therein
therein of
the decedent
the
tration.
the payment
payment of
of
time of his death which after
after his death
death is subject
subject to the
the charges against his estate and the expenses of
of its
its administration
administration
and is subject to distribution as part of his estate;
estate;
Dower or
curtesy iinDoer
or cartesy
(b) To the extent
terests.
(b)
extent of any interest therein of the surviving spouse,
existing at the time of the decedent's death as dower, curtesy, or
or
by virtue of a
astatute creating an estate in lieu
lieu of
of dower or
or curtesy;
curtesy;
Transfers of
con(c) To
interest therein
therein of
which the
the decedent
decedent
of which
any interest
extent of
of any
To the
the extent
(c)
death.
of in
temptation
templation
death.
has at any
has
any time made
made a
a transfer, or
or with respect to
to which
which he
he has
at any time created
created a
atrust, in contemplation
contemplation of or intended to take
effect in possession or enjoyment at or after his death, except
except in case
case
consideration in
money's
of aa bona fide sale for a
a
fair
consideration
in
money
or
money's
Transfers within two
yearsinlded
Any transfer
transfer of
years
included. two worth. Any
of aamaterial
material part
part of
of his
his property in the nature
nature
of a
a final disposition or distribution thereof,
by the
the decedent
thereof, made
made by
decedent
within two years prior to his death without such aa consideration,
consideration,
shall, unless shown to the contrary, be deemed
deemed to have been made
contemplation of
of death
death within
within the
the meaning
of Part
Part I
of this
this title;
in contemplation
meaning of
I of
title;
Revocable transfers
prior
to death,
etc.
(d)
To the
extent of
any interest
interest therein
of which
decedent
prior to
death, etc.
(d) To
the extent
of any
therein of
which the
the decedent
a transfer, or with respect to which
has at any time made a
which he has at
at
any time created aa trust, where the enjoyment
subject
enjoyment thereof
thereof was subject
at the date of his death to any change
change through the exercise of a
a
power, either by the decedent
decedent alone or in conjunction with any
person, to alter, amend, or revoke,
revoke, or where
where the decedent relinquished
relinquished
any such power in contemplation
contemplation of his death, except
except in case of a
a
bona fide
fide sale
for a
afair
consideration in
in money
money or
or money's
money's worth;
worth;
fair consideration
sale for
Extent
oint inter- bona
Extent of
of joint
ests,
(e)
To the
the extent
the interest
interest therein
held as
as joint
ests, etc.
etc.
(e) To
extent of
of the
therein held
joint tenants
tenants by
by
the decedent and any other person, or as tenants by the entirety
entirety by
the decedent and spouse, or deposited, with any person carrying on
on
the banking business, in their joint names and payable
payable to either
or
either
or
Exception.
Exception.
the survivor, except such part thereof
thereof as may be shown to have
originally belonged
belonged to such other person and never to have been
been
received or
acquired by
rom the
the decedent
deceden tfor
for l
ess than
th an
received
or acquired
by the
the latte
latterr f
from
less
Provisos.
If property
quired a
fair consideration
consideration in money
money's worth:
w orth: Provided,
Provided, That
acquired
property ac
a fair
money or
or money's
That
from aadecedent,
decedent, etc.
where such
such property
considerafrom
etc. where
property or any part thereof, or part of the consideration with which such property was acquired, is shown to have been
been
at any time acquired by such other person from the decedent
decedent for
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less than
than a
afair
fair consideration
in money
money or
worth, there
shall
less
consideration in
or money's
money's worth,
there shall
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be excepted
excepted only such part of the value
property as
as is
is
value of
of such property
proportionate to
to the
the consideration
furnished by
other person:
person:
proportionate
consideration furnished
by such
such other
If acquired
by gift,
r
Provided further,
any property
has been
Provided
further, That
That where
where any
property has
been acquired
acquired by
by etc
etc. acqu ed by gift
bequest, devise, or inheritance,
entirety by
gift, bequest,
inheritance, as aa tenancy by
by the entirety
by
the
and spouse,
then to
to the
extent of
one-half of
of the
value
the decedent
decedent and
spouse, then
the extent
of one-half
the value
thereof, or,
the decedent
decedent and
any other
thereof,
or, where
where so
so acquired
acquired by
by the
and any
other person
person
as
and their
their interests
interests are
not otherwise
as joint
joint tenants
tenants and
are not
otherwise specified
specified or
or
fixed by law, then to the extent of the value of a
fractional part to
a fractional
be
determined by
the value
value of
be determined
by dividing
dividing the
of the
the property
property by
by the
the number
number
of
tenants;
of joint
joint tenants;
Passing under agen(f)
the extent
of any
property passing
(f) To
To the
extent of
any property
passing under
under a
a general
general power
power eral
Passingnder
ap genpower off appointment.
of
by the
the decedent
decedent (1)
(1) by
by will,
will, or (2)
(2) by
by deed ment.
of appointment
appointment exercised
exercised by
executed
contemplation of,
or intended
possession
executed in contemplation
of, or
intended to
to take
take effect
effect in
in possession
or enjoyment at or after, his death, except in case of a
abona fide sale
for
fair consideration
in money
or money's
money's worth;
worth; and
and
for aafair
consideration in
money or
eceved on isurReceived
insurpolicy of decedent.
(g)
the extent
the amount
amount receivable
receivable by
as ance
decedent.
(g) To
To the
extent of
of the
by the
the executor
executor as
ancepolicy
insurance
insurance under policies taken out by
by the decedent
decedent upon his own
life;
extent of
of the
excess over
over $40,000
of the
the amount
life; and
and to
to the
the extent
the excess
$40,000 of
amount
receivable
receivable by all other beneficiaries as insurance under policies
policies taken
out
own life.
out by
by the
the decedent
decedent upon
upon his
his own
life.
Appicabe to
to prior
prior
Applicable
trusts, etc.
p
(h) Subdivisions
Subdivisions (b),
(b), (c), (d),
(d), (e), (f),
(f), and (g) of this section truts,etc.o
shall
to the
trusts, estates,
estates, interests,
shall apply
apply to
the transfers,
transfers, trusts,
interests, rights,
rights, powers,
powers,
relinquishment of powers, as severally enumerated
and relinquishment
enumerated and described
described
therein,
whether made, created,
therein, whether
created, arising,
arising, existing,
existing, exercised,
exercised, or
relinquished
before or
of this
this Act.
Act.
relinquished before
or after
after the
the enactment
enactment of
Net value deterS
EC. 303. For the purpose of the tax the value of the net estate mined.
SEC.
miet. value deter
shall be determined—
determined-esf
atuof
o
e
fs
li e
rn
mt
n
s.gre6s
(a) In
resident, by deducting
deducting from the
(a)
In the case of aa resident,
the value of estate
residents.
the gross
Funeral and admnestatethe
gross estate—
Funeral and admin(1)
(1) Such amounts for funeral
funeral expenses, administration
administration expenses, istration
istration epenses,
expenses, taxtaes, etc.
mortgages upon, or any
claims against the estate, unpaid
unpaid mortgages
any indebtedindebted- es,
etc.
(except, in the case of a
a resident
ness in respect to, property (except,
decedent, where such property
property is not situated in the United States),
to
to the
the extent that such claims, mortgages,
mortgages, or indebtedness
indebtedness were
were incurred or contracted bona fide
consideration in
curred
fide and
and for a
a fair
fair consideration
in money
money
Casualty losses durlowSS
e duror money's worth, losses incurred during the settlement of the estate
estate ingcasuaty
settlement.
arising from
from fires,
fires, storms,
other casualty,
or from
arising
storms, shipwreck,
shipwreck, or
or other
casualty, or
from
compensated for by insurance or
theft, when such losses are not compensated
otherwise, and such amounts reasonably
reasonably required
required and actually
actually expended for the support
support during the settlement of the estate of those
pended
the
dependent upon the decedent,
decedent, as are allowed by the laws of the
dependent
jurisdiction, whether
or without
without the
the United
United States,
States, under
under T
jurisdiction,
whether within
within or
etc
on income
receTaxes onai
t
ite
ctiFtmte
at
t
c
ti:
which the
the estate
estate is
is being
administered, but
but not
any income
which
being administered,
not including
including any
income recived after death,
not included.
taxes
received after
the death
death of
of the
the decedent,
decedent, or
or any
taxes upon
upon income
income received
after the
any not included.
estate,
or inheritance
estate, succession,
succession, legacy,
legacy, or
inheritance taxes;
taxes;
Property received
ttm
rreecceived
(2) An amount
amount equal
equal to
the value
value of
of any
any property
property (A)
(A) forming
forming from
prior deeedent.
(2)
to the
a
United States of any person
a part of the gross estate situated in the United
decedent, or
or
who died within five years prior to the death of the decedent,
(B)
transferred to the decedent by gift within five years prior to
(B) transferred
to
his death, where such property
property can be identified
identified as having been received by the decedent
decedent from such donor by gift or from such prior
prior
decedent
bequest, devise,
devise, or inheritance,
decedent by gift, bequest,
inheritance, or which can be
identified as
having been
been acquired
acquired in
property so
so Rected
identified
as having
in exchange
exchange for
for property
to pro
Restricted to
propwhich gift
received.
deduction shall be allowed
allowed only where a
a gift tax or erty
received. This deduction
on
gft oror
erty on
which
estate
taxpa
paid.
sta
ta
an estate tax under this or any prior act of congress
L
Congress was paid by e
or on behalf of the donor or the estate of such prior decedent as the
case may be, and only in the amount
amount of the value placed
placed by the Commissioner on such property in determining the value of the
the gift or La
missioner
extent that
the gross
gross estate
estate of such
such prior decedent,
decedent, and
and only
only to the extent
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estate
the value of such property is included
included in the decedent's
decedent's gross estate
and
not deducted
under paragraph
paragraph (1)
or (3)
of this
this subdivision;
subdivision;
of
or
(3)
(1)
under
deducted
not
and
Bequests, etc., for
(3)
bequests, legacies,
legacies, devises,
devises, or
transfers,
or transfers,
all bequests,
of all
amount of
The amount
(3) The
eetc.,
reigset.,
public, religious,
public
purposes.
except bona
bona fide
consideration in
money's
in money or money's
fair consideration
for aa fair
sales for
fide sales
except
purposes.
worth, in
in contemplation
of or
or intended
to take
or
possession or
in possession
effect in
take effect
intended to
contemplation of
worth,
enjoyment at
after the
ust of the
decedent's death, to or for the use
the decedent's
at or
or after
enjoyment
United States
any State,
State, Territory,
Territory, any
subdivision thereof,
political subdivision
any political
States,'any
United
or
the District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia for exclusively
exclusively public
purposes, or to
public purposes,
or the
or
for the
use of
corporation organized
operated exclusively
and operated
organized and
any corporation
of any
the use
or for
for religious,
literary, or
or educational purposes,
scientific, literary,
charitable, scientific,
religious, charitable,
for
including
encouragement of
prevention of cruelty
and the prevention
art and
of art
the encouragement
including the
to children
children or
earnings of which inures
or animals,
animals, no part of the net earnings
to
to the
the benefit
of any
any private
individual, or
a trustee
to a
or to
or individual,
stockholder or
private stockholder
benefit of
to
or
trustees,
or
a
fraternal
society,
order,
or
association
operating
operating
a fraternal society, order, or association
orortrustees
Condition.
under the lodge system, but only if such contributions
contributions or gifts are
to
used by
by such
trustee or
fraternal society,
by such fraternal
or trustees,
trustees, or by
such trustee
be used
to be
order, or
or association,
exclusively for
religious, charitable,
scientific,
charitable, scientific,
for religious,
association, exclusively
order,
of cruelty to
literary, or
or educational
educational purposes, or
for
the
prevention
prevention
the
or
for
literary,
If tax payable from
or animals.
animals. If
by section
any
or any
301, or
section 301,
imposed by
tax imposed
the tax
deductible
bequests, children
If the
children or
deductible bequests,
etc.,exemptionreduced estate, succession
taxes, are, either by the
inheritance taxes
or inheritance
legacy, or
estate, succession, legacy,
byetae.eemotoredued
by
that amount.
terms
jurisdiction under
under which
which the
terms of the will, by the law of the jurisdiction
imposing
administered, or by the law of the jurisdiction
jurisdiction imposing
estate is administered,
the particular
tax, payable
or in
in part out of the bequests,
payable m whole or
the
particular tax,
paragraph, then
legacies,
devises otherwise
otherwise deductible
deductible under this paragraph,
legacies, or devises
the amount
paragraph shall
of
shall be the amount of
this paragraph
under this
deductible wider
amount deductible
the
such
legacies, or devises
devises reduced
reduced by the amount of such
such
bequests, legacies,
such bequests,
taxes; and
Exemption of
of $50,$50,- taxes; and
(4) An exemption
exemption of $50,000.
000.
(4)
ooo.
Deductions ftom
from
Deductions
(b) In
In the
the case
case of
of a
a nonresident,
from the
value
the value
deducting from
by deducting
nonresident, by
(b)
gross estate
gross
estate of non
nonresidents.
residents,
of that part of his gross estate which
which at the time of his death is
United States—
Statesthe United
in the
situated in
ad- situated
Proportion of
Proportion
paragraph
ministration expenses,
expenses,
(1) That proportion of the deductions specified in paragraph
(1)
etc.
etc.
(1)
of subdivision
subdivision (a)
(1) of
(a) of this section which the value of such part
bears to the value of his entire gross estate, wherever situated, but
Limitation as to part bears to the value of his entire gross estate, wherever situated, but
States.
of
in no case shall the amount so deducted exceed 10 per centum
in United States.
centum of
the value
of his
his gross estate which at the time of his
part of
that part
value of that
the
death is
is situated
situated in
the United
States;
United States;
in the
estat
death
Property of estate in
(2)
An amount
the value
value of
any property
property (A)
(A) forming
forming
of any
equal to
to the
United States, received
amount equal
(2) An
UnitedStatesTrecieed
from prior
decedents.
from
prior decedents.
a part
of the
the gross
situated in
States of
any person
a
part of
gross estate
estate situated
in the
the United
United States
of any
person
who died
died within
within five years
or
to the death of the decedent, or
years prior to
who
(B)
to the
within five years prior to
by gift
gift within
the decedent
decedent by
(B) transferred
transferred to
been
his death, where such property can be identified as having been
received
decedent from such
such donor
donor by gift or from such
such
the decedent
received by
by the
inheritance, or which
which
gift, bequest, devise, or inheritance,
prior decedent by gift,
can be identified as having been acquired in exchange for property
Restricted
Restricted to prop- can be identified as having been acquired in exchange for property
erty on
on which gft
gift or SO
so received.
received. This deduction shall be allowed
allowed only where aa gift tax
etc.
paid,
tx
es
tate
estate tax paid, etc.
este
tax paid, etc.
orr an estate tax under this or any prior act of Congress was paid
by or on behalf of the donor or the estate of such prior decedent as
the
the value placed by
be, and only in the
the amount of the
the case
case may be,
of
the Commissioner on such property in determining
determining the value of
the
decedent, and only to the
of such
such prior decedent,
or the
the gross estate
estate of
the gift
gift or
of
extent that the value of such property is included in that part of
the decedent's
situated
decedent's gross estate which at the time of his death is situated
deducted under paragraph
paraffraph (1)
(3)
(1) or (3)
in the United
United States and not deducted
of this
this subdivision;
subdivision; and
Bequests,
Bequests, etc., for of
public, religious, etc.,
or transfers,
devises, or
(3)
amount of
all bequests,
bequests, legacies,
transfers,
legacies, devises,
of all
(3) The
The amount
et
pulic religious
purrgk.es
in the United
States.
except
except bona fide sales
sales for aafair consideration,
consideration, in money or money's
money's
worth, in contemplation
contemplation of or intended to take effect in possession
possession
or enjoyment
enjoyment at or after the decedent's
decedent's death, to or for the use of
of
the
Territory, any
politicalsubdivision
subdivision
any political
States, any State, Territory,
the United
United States,
ESTATE
TAX.
ESTATE TA.
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ESTATE TAX.
thereof,
or the
of Columbia,
Columbia, for
for exclusively
thereof, or
the District
District of
exclusively public
public purpurSTATE TAX.
poses, or to or for the use of any domestic
domestic corporation
corporation organized
organized
religious, charitable,
charitable, scientific,
scientific literary,
and operated exclusively
exclusively for religious,
or
encouragement of
or educational
educational purposes, including
including the encouragement
of art and
and
the prevention
net
prevention of cruelty
cruelty to
to children
children or animals,
animals, no
no part
part of
of the net
earnings
private stockholder
earnings of which inures to the
the benefit
benefit of any
any private
stockholder
or individual, or to a
a trustee or trustees, or a
a fraternal
fraternal society,
order, or association operating
operating under the lodge system, but only Conditions.
con tio
if
such
contributions
or
gifts
are
to
be
used
within
the
United
States
if such contributions or gifts are to be used within the United States
trustee or trustees, or by such fraternal
by such trustee
fraternal society, order, or
or
association, exclusively for religious, charitable, scientific, literary,
association,
or educational
purposes, or
for the
cruelty to
to children
payable from
or
educational purposes,
or for
the prevention
prevention of
of cruelty
children If tax
tax payable
from
or animals.
animals. If
If the
imposed by
suc- deductible
or
the tax
tax imposed
by section
section 301,
301, or any estate
estate, suCdductible bequests,
be quests,
etc.,
exemption
recession,
legacy
or
inheritance
taxes,
are,
either
by
the
terms
estate,
cession, legacy or inheritance taxes, are, either by the terms of the duced
etc., by
exemption
that amount.e
will, by the law of the jurisdiction under which the estate is adminjurisdiction imposing the particular
istered, or by the law of the jurisdiction
particular
tax, payable in whole
whole or in part out of the bequests, legacies, or
devises otherwise
otherwise deductible under this paragraph,
paragraph, then the amount
devises
amount
deductible under this paragraph
paragraph shall be the amount of such bereduced by the amount of such taxes.
•
quests, legacies, or devises reduced
No deduction unless
(c)
(c) No
No deduction
deduction shall
shall be
be allowed
allowed in
in the
case of
nonresident ful
the case
of aa nonresident
retur of
nonresifull return
of nonresigross estate filed.
estatefiled.
unless the
executor includes
includes in
in the
required to
be filed
filed under
to be
under dent's
dent's gross
the return
return required
unless
the executor

section 304 the value at the time of his death of that part of the
nonresident not
gross estate
estate of
of the
the nonresident
not situated in
in the United States.
States.

Property of nonresi(d)
the purpose
purpose of
of Part
Part II of
of this
this title,
stock in
in a
domestic dent
n as within
thin
(d) For
For the
title, stock
a domestic
dent included
inoudedas
United
States.
corporation owned
held by a
shall be
be UnitedStates.
a nonresident
nonresident decedent
decedent shall
owned and
and held
corporation
of
deemed property within the United States, and any property of
which the decedent
respect to which
which
decedent has made aa transfer or with respect
he has
within the
the meaning
meaning of
of subdivision
subdivision (c)
trust, within
(c) or
or
he
has created
created aa trust,
(d) of section 302, shall be deemed to be situated in the United
United
States, if
if so situated either at the time of the transfer or the creation
decedent's death.
of the trust, or at the time of the decedent's
Insurance and bank
(e) The amount
receivable as
insurance upon
(e)
amount receivable
as insurance
upon the
life of
of a
the life
a deposits
deIpoutsofnonredents
of nonresidents
not
deemed property
nonresident decedent,
any moneys
moneys -deposited
deposited with
deemed
any person
person in
notUnited
property
with any
nonresident
decedent, and
and any
States.
carrying on
the banking
banking business,
business, by
or for
nonresident decedent
decedent inite
by or
for aa nonresident
States.
carrying
on the
United States at the time of
who was not engaged in business in the United
his
purpose of
title, be deemed
deemed
his death,
death, shall not,
not, for the purpose
of Part IIof
of this title,
property within the United States.
Status of missionaries
boards dying
dyingt'sbroatdssonaries
(f) Missionaries
duly commissioned
(f)
Missionaries duly
commissioned and serving
serving. under boards
abroad.
of foreign
foreign missions
denominations in the
missions of
of the various
various religious denominations
of
missionary service
service of such
such
United States, dying while in the foreign missionary
boards, shall not, by reason merely of their intention
intention to permanently
permanently
remain
foreign service,
deemed nonresidents
nonresidents of the
the United
United
service, be
be deemed
remain in
in such
such foreign
States,
but shall
shall be
be presumed
to be
be residents
residents of
of the
State, the
the
presumed to
the State,
States, but
Columbia, or the Territories
Hawaii
Territories of Alaska or Hawaii
District of Columbia,
commission
wherein they respectively
respectively resided at the time of their commission
departure for
and their departure
for such foreign
foreign service.
service.
o authority
Notice of
SEC. 304.
executor , within two months after
the to cNtoemtor
SEC.
304. (a)
(a) The executor,
after the
collector fro
from executor.
decedent's death, or within a
qualifying as
as such,
such, ecutor.
decedent's
a like period after qualifying
Returns to be filed.
be fled
The executor
shall give
give written
notice thereof
thereof to
to the
the collector.
executor Reto
collector. The
shall
written notice
shall
also,
at
such
times
and
in
such
manner
as
may
be
required
by
shall also, at such times and in such manner as may be required by
regulations made pursuant
pursuant to law
law,, file
file with
with the collector
collector aa return
returnten Contents.
regulations
under oath in duplicate,
(1) the value of the gross
under
duplicate, setting forth (1)
estate of the decedent athe
at the
time of his death, or, in case of a
e time
a
nonresident, of that part of his gross estate situated in the United
United
States; (2)
deductions allowed
allowed under section 303; (3)
(3) the value
States:
(2) the deductions
of
decedent as defined in section
section 303; and
and (4)
of the
the net
net estate
estate of
of the
the decedent
(4)
thereon; or such part of such information
the tax paid or payable thereon;
ascertainable and such supplemental
supplemental data
as may at the time be ascertainable
as may be necessary
necessary to establish the correct tax.
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at
made in all cases where the gross estate at
(b)
Return shall be made
(b) Return
of the
the decedent
exceeds $50,000,
$50,000, and in the case of the
decedent exceeds
death of
5o000; the
the death

ESTATE
TAX.
ESTATE TAX.
Returns required if
$50,000;
and of nonresident all
in United
States, a
ntedSdent'
iand
Partial
returns,
Partialretuns.

estate exceeds
estate
rceeds

SESS. I.
I. CH.
234.
CH. 234.
SESS.

Time of payment.

memnt.

ensn patted
Extension
to avoid harp.

toavoihardhp.

nonresident any part of whose gross estate is
of every nonresident
estate of
a
If the executor
United
situated in the United States. If
executor is unable to make a
complete
part of
gross estate
of the
the decedent,
decedent,
estate of
the gross
of the
to any
any part
as to
return as
complete return
he shall
shall include
include in
in his
his return
of such
part and
and the
such part
description of
return aa description'
he
name
of every
holding aa legal
or beneficial
beneficial interest
therein,
interest therein,
legal or
person holding
every person
name of
and
upon notice
notice from
collector such
such person
person shall
shall in
in like
like manner
manner
the collector
from the
and upon
make
return as
to such
estate.
such part
part of
of the
the gross
gross estate.
make a
a return
as to
S
EC. 305.
I of this
this title
title shall be due
imposed by Part I
SEC.
305. (a)
(a) The
The tax imposed
and
payable one
one year
after the
decedent's death,
paid
and shall be paid
death, and
the decedent's
year after
and payable
by
to the
the collector.
executor to
collector.
by the
the executor
(b) Where
Where the
finds that
due
the due
on the
the payment
payment on
that the
the Commissioner
Commissioner finds
(b)
executor as the
determined by the executor
amount determined
of the amount
date of any part of

tax would impose undue hardship upon the estate, the Commissioner
may
the time
payment of
of any
part not
five
to exceed
exceed five
not to
such part
any such
for payment
time for
extend the
may extend
of
years
respect of
due date. In such case the amount in respect
from
the
years
missioner
undue
hardship
upon
estate,
Commissioner
the date
which
on orthebefore
bethe
paid
shall
is granted
the extension
extension
which the
of the
the expiration
expiration of
of the
period of
extension.
the extension.
of the
the period
Interest
extend- of
nterest frometnded time.
edtime.
(c)
If the time for the
the payment
is thus extended
extended there shall be
be
(c) If
payment is
collected, as aapart of such amount, interest thereon at the rate of 6
6
collected,
per centum per annum from the expiration of six months after the
the tax
tax to the
the expiration
expiration of the period of the extension.
due date of the
Extension under Act

1teni.onund
of 1921.
Vol.42, p. X/7,amendedvol.p..27amended.

determination
Early determination
offta.
tax.
ee

the Commissioner
time for
for which
(d) The
The time
which the
Commissioner may extend
extend the time
(d)
of theamount
Revenue
ofexamine
by Title
for payment
the estate
tax shall
imposed
Revenue
taxwould
shall
impose
it and
determine
theIV
correct
of
Act
of 1921
increased from
from three
three years
years to
five years.
years.
to five
is hereby
hereby increased
1921 is
Act of
practicable after the return is filed
SEC.
SEc. 306. As soon as practicable
filed the Com-

missioner shall examine it and shall determine the correct amount of

the tax.
tax.
Meaning of "des"defi- the
Meaning

SEC. 307. As used in Part I
"deficiency"
SEC.
I of
of this
this title
title the
the term "deficiency"
means—
means(1)
I of this title
(1) The amount
amount by which the tax imposed by Part I
exceeds
the
the tax
upon his
his return;
return;
executor upon
the executor
by the
tax by
as the
shown as
amount shown
exceeds the amount
but
increased by the
first be increased
the return
return shall first
the amount
amount so
so shown on the
but the
amounts
assessed (or
without assessment)
assessment) as a
a
(or collected
collected without
amounts previously
previously assessed
deficiency, and decreased
previously abated, refunded.
refunded.
amounts previously
decreased by the
the amounts
deficiency,
or otherwise
otherwise repaid
repaid in
in respect
respect of
of such
tax; or
or
such tax;
previous as- or
Exceeds preous
sessment if no aamount
nt
(2)
If
no
amount
is
shown
as
the
tax by
by the
the executor
upon his
his
executor upon
the
tax
as
is
shown
amount
If
no
(2)
mo
shonetc.o
shown, etc.
return,
is made
made by
by the executor,
executor, then
then the amount by
return, or if no
no return
return is
Condition.
Condition.
assessed (or
which the tax exceeds the amounts previously
previously assessed
(or collected
collected
a deficiency;
without assessment)
assessment) as a
deficiency; but such amounts previously
previously
assessed,
he decreased
decreased by
assessed, or collected without assessment, shall first be
the
previously abated, refunded,
refunded, or otherwise repaid in
the amounts
amounts previously
of such
tax.
such tax.
respect of
Notice to executor of respect
Notice
deficiency.
deficiency.
SE.
S
EC. 308. (a)
(a) IfIf the Commissioner determines
determines that there is a
a
deficiency in respect of the tax imposed by Part II of this title, the
executor,
of
executor, except
except as provided in
in subdivision
subdivision (d),
(d), shall
shall be
be notified of
such deficiency
deficiency by
by registered
registered mail,
mail, but
but such
deficiency shall
shall be
be
such deficiency
Appeal
Appeal to Board of such
Ap.
assessed
as
hereinafter
provided.
Within
60
days
such
peals. 3
only
hereinafter
provided.
after
such
osi, p. 338.
3' '
notice is mailed the executor
of
executor may file an appeal with the Board of
Payment
Tax Appeals
Appeals established
established by:
by section
section 900.
900.
Payment on deter- Tax
mination
of Board.
ination of
Board.
(b)
Board determines
determines that
that there
there is a
a deficiency,
amount
(b) If
If the
the Board
deficiency, the amount
Suit by Commis- so determined
determined shall be assessed and shall be paid upon notice and
and
sioner
amount dis- demand from the collector.
sioner for amount
No part
part of
of the
the amount
amount determined
demand from the collector. No
determined as
as aa
allowed.
deficiency by the Commi
Commissioner
but
disallowed
as
such
by
the
Board
sdheafilcliency
the assioner
teroocfee6dpib
neu
rg
tcienn
disacourt
llowed
mra
a
ay
s
nn
s
bu
u
ec
mhbeb
gy
uon
t,
ht
e
whB
ieth
o
da
oar
utd
et
b y
but
shall bee assessed,
assessed,
but
ap
proceeding in court may be begun, without
part
for the
the collection
collection of
any p
a
of
the amount
amount so
disso dispart
of the
of any
Interestonjudgment
assessment, for
Interest
on judgment assessment,
t
of
court..
ofcour
allowed. The court shall include
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If any part of the gross estate con-

sists of proceeds of policies of insurance upon the life of the decedent
receivable by a beneficiary other than the executor, the executor shall
be entitled to recover from such beneficiary such portion of the total
tax paid as the proceeds, in excess of $40,000, of such policies bear to
the net estate. If there is more than one such beneficiary the executor
shall be entitled to recover from such beneficiaries in the same ratio.
Sea. 315. (a) Unless the tax is sooner paid in full, it shall be a

lien for ten years upon the gross estate of the decedent, except that

such part of the gross estate as is used for the payment of charges
Release on payment.

Relese

on pament.

Lien on transfers in

contemplation of death.
contemplationof
death.

Lie insurance
Life insurance.
Persons liable.

Perable

Innocent praser
for value at sale proteted.

due°under formerla
1o0; vol.
P 1096;
40,V0pl.
pp.39,
324,
Vol
42,

p. 27.

against the estate and expenses of its administration, allowed by any

court having jurisdiction thereof, shall be divested of such lien. If
the Commissioner is satisfied that the tax liability of an estate has
been fully discharged or provided for, he may, under regulations prescribed by him with the approval of the Secretary, issue his certificate, releasing any or all property of such estate from the lien herein
imposed.
(b) If (1) the decedent makes a transfer of, or creates a trust with

respect to, any property in contemplation of or intended to take
effect in possession or enjoyment at or after his death (except in the
case of a bona fide sale for a fair consideration in money or money's

worth) or (2) if insurance passes under a contract executed by the
decedent in favor of a specific beneficiary, and if in either case the
tax in respect thereto is not paid when due, then the transferee,

trustee, or beneficiary shall be personally liable for such tax, and
such property, to the extent of the decedent's interest therein at the
time of such transfer, or to the extent of such beneficiary's interest
under such contract of insurance, shall be subject to a like lien equal
to the amount of such tax. Any part of such property sold by such

transferee or trustee to a bona fide purchaser for a fair consideration
in money or money's worth shall be divested of the lien and a like
lien shall then attach to all the property of such transferee or trustee,
except any part sold to a bona fide purchaser for a fair consideration
in money or money's worth.
SEC. 316. If after the enactment of this Act the Commissioner de-

termines that any assessment should be made in respect of any estate
tax imposed by the Revenue Act of 1917, the Revenue Act of 1918,

or the Revenue Act of 1921, or by any such Act as amended, the
amount which should be assessed (whether as deficiency or additional tax or as interest, penalty, or other addition to the tax) shall
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except that the period
period of limitation prescribed
prescribed in section 1009 shall Limitation.
LPiittin.
Post, p. 341.
A nte, p. 310.
be applied in lieu of the period prescribed
prescribed in subdivision (a)
(a) of
of Ante,p.310.
section 310.
Punishment for false
SEC.
Whoever knowingly makes any false statement in statements,
SEC. 317. (a)
(a) Whoever
stPSent
for lse
etc.
I of this title
any notice or return required to be filed under Part I
shall be liable to a
apenalty
penalty of not exceeding $5,000,
imprisonment
$5,000, or
or imprisonment
not exceeding
year,, or both.
exceeding one year
Penalty for not mak(b) Whoever
Whoever fails to
io comply with any duty imposed
imposed upon him ing
inPealty
frcotceahk
returns,
concealing
information,
etc.
304, or, having
by section 304,
having in his
his possession
possession or
or control
file, infoenation, etc.
control any
any record,
record, file,
or paper, containing or supposed
supposed to contain any
any information
information concernconcerning the estate of the decedent, or, having
having in his possession
possession or control
any property
property comprised in the gross
of the
the decedent,
gross estate
estate of
decedent, fails
fails to
to
exhibit the same upon request to the Commissioner
Commissioner or any collector
collector
or law officer of the United States or his duly authorized
authorized deputy or
or
agent, who desires to examine
examine the same in the performance
performance of
of his
I of this title, shall be liable to a
duties under Part I
not
a penalty of not
$500, to be recovered,
exceeding $500,
recovered, with costs of suit,
suit, in aa civil action
action
in the name of the United States.
Administration pproSEC.
"resident"
SEC. 318. (a)
(a) The term "
resident" as used in this title includes a
a ceedings
Aedmnistrtion
in
United
citizen of
citizen
of the
with respect
respect to
pro- states
States court
the United
United States
States with
to whose
whose property
property any
any procourt for China.
China.

bate or administration
administration proceedings
proceedings are had in the United
United States Court
Tax payable to clerk
for China.
China. Where
Where no part of the gross estate of such
decedent is
such decedent
is if Tax
payable toUnited
clerk
no estate
estate in United
no
situated in the United States at the time of his death, the total States.
situated,
states.
amount of tax due under
I of this title shall be paid to or
under Part I
or
collected
of such court,
collected by the clerk of
court, but
but where
any part
part of
of the
gross
where any
the gross

r part
a r t in United
For
Fo
p
in
States,
collector of
States, to collector
district.

estate of such decedent
decedent is situated in the United States at the time
time district.
of his death, the tax due under Part II of this title
to
title shall
shall be paid to
collected by the collector of the district in which is situated the
or collected
the
part of the gross estate in the United States, or, if such part is
is
situated in more than one district, then the collector of such district
district

vUted

as may
may be
by the
as
be designated
designated by
the Commissioner.
Commissioner.

of court to
to act
act
(b)
United'States asClerk
(b) For the purpose of this section the clerk of the United"States
collector
collector.
'
a collector
Court for China shall be a
collector for the territorial jurisdiction
of such court, and taxes shall be collected
collected by and paid to him in the
same manner and subject to the same provisions
including
provisions of
of law
law,, including
penalties, as the taxes collected
collected by and paid to a
collector in
in the
a collector
the
United States.
GIFT TAX.

PART
II.—GIfT TAX.
TAX.
PART II.-Grr

oG TAX.

Tax
Tax on transfers of
of
proerty by gift.
property
gift.

SEC.
and each
each calendar
Sze. 319. For the calendar
calendar year 1924 and
calendar year
year therethereimposed
after, aa tax equal to
to the
the sum
sum of the following
following is
is hereby
hereby imposed
upon the transfer by a
a resident by gift
gift during such
such calendar
calendar year
year
wherever situated, whether
directly or
of any property wherever
whether made
made directly
or indiindi- By nonresidents, of
rectly. and upon the transfer by a
a nonresident by gift during
rectly,
during such property
proBp rsiden"
,te
in United
States.
calendar year of any property
property situated within
within the
the United
United States,
States, StRa
whether made directly
directly or indirectly:
indirectly:
1
taxable gifts
1 per centum of the amount of the taxable
gifts not inin- excess
excess of
of
$50,000;
$50,000;
22 per centum of the amount by which the taxable gifts exceed
exceed
$50,000 and do not exceed $100,000;
$100,000;
$50,000
33 per centum of the amount by which the taxable
taxable gifts exceed
exceed
$100,000 and do not exceed $150,000;
$150,000;
44 per centum of the amount
amount by which the taxable gifts exceed
exceed
$150,000 and do not exceed
$150,000
exceed $250,000;
$250,000;
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gifts
6
per centum
of the
by which
which the taxable
taxable gifts
amount by
the amount
6 per
centum of
$250,000 and
and do
exceed $450,000;
$450,000;
do not
not exceed
$250,000
taxable gifts
per centum
of the
by which
which the
the taxable
gifts
amount by
the amount
centum of
99 per
$450,000
and do
exceed $750,000;
$750,000;
not exceed
do not
$450,000 and
taxable gifts
gifts
12
per centum
amount by
the taxable
by which
which the
the amount
of the
centum of
12 per
$750,000 and
do not
not exceed
exceed $1,000,000;
$1,000,000;
and do
$750,000
taxable gifts
15
per centum
centum of
the amount
amount by
which the
gifts
the taxable
by which
of the
15 per
.$1,000,000
$1,000,000 and
and do
$1,500,000;
exceed $1,500,000;
not exceed
do not
gifts
the taxable
taxable gifts
which the
18
centum of the
amount by which
the amount
per centum
18 per
$1,500,000
and do
do not
not exceed
exceed $2,000,000;
$2,000,000;
$1,500,000 and
the taxable
gifts
taxable gifts
21
centum of the
the amount by which the
21 per
per centum
$2,000,000
not exceed
exceed $3,000,000;
$3,000,000;
do not
and do
$2,000,000 and
24 per
per centum
centum of
of the
by which
taxable gifts
the taxable
which the
the amount
amount by
24
$3,000,000 and
and do
do not
$4,000,000;
not exceed
exceed $4,000,000;
$3,000,000
•
27 per
per centum
centum of
the amount
which the
gifts
the taxable
taxable gifts
by which
amount by
of the
27
$4,000,000 and
and do
do not
not exceed
exceed $5,000,000;
$5,000,000;
$4,000,000
30 per
centum of
amount by
by which
which the
the taxable
gifts
taxable gifts
the amount
of the
per centum
30
$8,000,000;
$5,000,000
exceed $8,000,000;
$5,000,000 and do not exceed
35
per centum
centum of
of the
the amount
amount by
which the
the taxable
gifts
taxable gifts
by which
35 per
$8,000,000 and
exceed $10,000,000;
$10,000,000;
not exceed
and do not
$8,000,000
40
centum of
of the
by which
the taxable gifts
which the
amount by
the amount
40 per
per centum

exceed
exceed
exceed
exceed
exceed
exceed
exceed
exceed
exceed
exceed
exceed
exceed
exceed
exceed
exceed
exceed
exceed
exceed
exceed
exceed

exceed
exceed
$10 7
000 7
000 •
$10,000,000.
Value of property
or pe
Sw.
made in
market value
in property,
property, the fair market
is made
gifts.
320. If
If the gift is
SEC. 320.
giftse
of
thereof
at the
the date
of the
the gift
gift shall
considered the amount of
be considered
shall be
date of
thereof at
Sold,
etc., for
fair
a fair
for less
le the
Sold,
the gift. Where
'Where property
property is sold or exchanged for less than a
than
fairetc.,
consideration
deemed
taxable gift.
gift.
which
worth,7then the amount by which
money or money's worth
consideration
deemedtaxable
consideration in mone
the
fair market
market value
value of
exceeded the consideration
consideration
the property
property exceeded
of the
the fair
received shall,
purpose of the
imposed by section 319,
the tax imposed
the purpose
for the
shall, for
received
amount
computing the amount
be
deemed a
shall be included in computing
and shall
a gift, and
be deemed
of gifts
made during
the
calendar
year.
year.
during
the
calendar
gifts
made
in
deterof
Dedions
Deductions in deterthe
S
EC. 321.
computing the amount of the gifts subject to the
321. InIn computing
SEC.
miningamounts.
amounts.
mining
tax imposed
imposed by
by section
319, there
shall
be allowed
allowed as
deductions:
deductions:
as
be
shall
there
319,
section
tax
By
residents.
By residents.
(a) In
In the
case of
of aaresident—
residentthe case
(a)
Exemptionof$50,000.
Exemption
of $50,000.
(1)
An
exemption
of $50,000;
$50,000;
of
exemption
An
(1)
religious
public
For public, religious,
etc.. purposes
in United
(2) The
made within
within the
contributions made
(2)
The amount of all gifts or contributions
etc.,
purposesinUnited
States.
States.
calendar
calendar year to or for the use of the United
United States, any State,
Territory, any
any political
political subdivision
subdivision thereof,
the District
of
or the
District of
thereof, or
Terrifory,
for the
the use of
Columbia, for
of
or to or
or for
for exclusively
exclusively public purposes, or
Columbia,
any corporation
corporation organized
and operated
religious,
for religious,
operated exclusively for
organized and
any
charitable, scientific,
scientific, literary,
educational purposes,
including
or educational
purposes, including
literary, or
charitable,
children
prevention of cruelty to children
of art
art and the
the prevention
the encouragement
encouragement of
or
the net
net earnings
earnings of
of which
which inures
of the
inures to
to the
the benefit
benefit
or animals,
animals, no
no part
part of
of
any private
private stockholder
stockholder or
or individual,
individual, or
trustee or
or trustees,
trustees,
or to
to aa trustee
of any
or
order, or
operating under
under the
or fraternal
fraternal society,
society, order,
or association,
association, operating
the
Conditions.
lodge
,crifts or
contributions are
to be
used
lodge system,
system, but
but only
only if
if such
such gifts
or contributions
Conditions,
are to
be used
or
such trustee
by such fraternal
trustee or trustees
trustees or
or bv
fraternal society,
society, order,
order, or
by such
scientific, literary,
religious, charitable, scientific,
association,
association, exclusively
exclusively for religious,
or
purposes, or
or for
for the
cruelty to
to children
children
or educational
educational purposes,
the prevention
prevention of
of cruelty
or
animals, and
amount of
of all
gifts or
contributions made
or animals,
and the
the amount
all gifts
or contributions
made
within the calendar
calendar year by such corporation, trustee, or fraternal
fraternal
a religious, charitable,
society, order, or association for a
charitable, scientific,
scientific,
literary,
or educational
educational purpose,
purpose, or
for the
prevention
of cruelty
of
cruelty
literary,
or
or
for
the
prevention
Vocational rehabilitaor contributions
contributions
gifts or
to
children or
and the
amount of
of all
all gifts
the amount
or animals,
animals, and
to children
tin funlr.
tion
fund.
made within
calendar year
year to
the special
fund for
for vocational
made
within the
the calendar
to the
special fund
vocational
Vol. 40, p. 015.
rehabilitation authorized
authorized by
by section
section 7
7 of
of the
the Vocational
ol. 40, p. .
rehabilitation
Vocational
Rehabilitation Act;
Rehabilitation
Act;
Not exceeding
$.51:4)
Not
exceeding $300
(3) Gifts the aggregate
to one person.
(3)
aggregate amount
amount of which to any one person
does not
exceed $500;
does
not exceed
$500;
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(4) An amount equal to the value of any
GIFT
any property
property transferred
by
transferred by
of T ecei
Value of gift receivift within
identified (A) as
gift
within the calendar
calendar year, which can be identified
as having
having ed by donor
donor within
within
five years by gifts, etc.,
received by
by the
the donor
been received
within five
the time
time of
donor within
five years
years prior
prior to
to the
of five
fromyearsbygifts,retc.,
another person.
his making such gift, either
either from
from another
another person
gift or
person by
by gift
or from
from aa
gift, bequest,
decedent by gift,
devise, or
or inheritance,
inheritance, or
or (B)
as having
having
bequest, devise,
(B) as
0
been acquired
acquired in exchange for property so received.
received. This
theregn
wegargen
t
r
ax
o•
This deduction
deduction thereonehad
benit p
prea gift tax or an estate
estate tax
shall be allowed only where
where a
tax under
under this
this viously
vi'uslY paid.
paid.
or any prior act of Congress was paid by
on behalf
by or
or on
behalf of
of the
the
donor or the estate of such decedent, as
case may
as the
the case
may be,
be, and
and only
only
in the amount of the value placed by
on such
such
by the Commissioner
Commissioner on
determining the
property in determining
the value
the gift
gift or
or the
the gross
gross estate
estate Ltati.
value of
of the
Ltation
of such decedent,
decedent, and only to the extent that the value
of such
such L ta on
value of
property is included in the
total amount
of gifts
gifts made
the
the total
amount of
made within
within the
calendar
calendar year and not deducted
deducted under
paragraph (2)
or (3)
(3) of
of
under paragraph
(2) or
this
this subdivision.
subdivision.
(b) In
(b)
In the
the case
of a
Nonresidents.
case of
a nonresident—
nonresidentNonresidents.
(1) The amount
Frpublicreligious,
(1)
amount of all gifts or contributions
contributions made within the etroprpubac,irdelgrs,
calendar year to or for the use of the United States, any State, stites•
S.ptates.
in
Territory,
Territory, any political subdivision thereof,
District of
of
thereof, or
or the
the District
exclusively public purposes,
Columbia, for exclusively
or to
purposes, or
to or
or for
for the
the use
use of
of
any domestic corporation
corporation organized and
exclusively for
for
and operated
operated exclusively
religious, charitable,
charitable, scientific, literary, or educational
purposes, inineducational purposes,
encouragement of
cluding the encouragement
prevention of
of cruelty
cruelty to
to
of art and the
the prevention
children
children or animals, no part of the net
of which
net earnings
earnings of
which inures
inures to
to
the benefit of any private stockholder
stockholder or individual, or to
to a
trustee
a trustee
or trustees, or fraternal society, order, or association,
operating under
association, operating
under
Conditions.
lodge system,
the lodge
system but
if such
or contributions
contributions are
are to
be conditions.
but only
only if
such gifts
gifts or
to be
used
within
system,
the
used within the United States by such trustee or trustees
such
trustees or by such
fraternal
fraternal society, order, or association,
for religious,
religious,
association, exclusively
exclusively for
charitable,
literary, or educational
charitable, scientific, literary,
educational purposes,
or for
for the
the
purposes, or
prevention
prevention of cruelty to children or animals,
animals, and the amount of all
gifts or contributions
contributions made within the calendar
year by
calendar year
by such
such corcorporation,
fraternal society,
poration, trustee,
trustee, or fraternal
society, order, or association
for a
association for
a
religious, charitable, scientific,
scientific, literary, or
or educational
educational purpose,
purpose, or
or
for the prevention of cruelty
cruelty to children
children or animals,
animals, and the
the amount
amount
of all gifts or contributions
contributions made
within the
to the
o
o
t
c
l
ational rehahllrehabili•
made within
the calendar
calendar year
year to
the tZ
vocational
special fund for vocational
authorized by
vocational rehabilitation
rehabilitation authorized
by section
section 7
vol. 40,
4o, p.
p. 619.
7 of
of vol.
619.
the Vocational
Vocational Rehabilitation
Act;
Rehabilitation Act;
(2)
(2) Gifts the aggregate
aggregate amount
amount of
which to
to any
person does
does tNot
Not oeeding
exceeding
POO
of which
any one
one person
r
0O
tO one person.
not exceed
not
exceed $500;
$500;
(3)
An amount equal to the value of any property
property situated
valuebydonor
ofZtf._!szlivr;
gift within
receiv(3) An
situated in
in the ezte
ed
United States transferred
transferred by
by gift
gift within
which flve
five years
g
i
ft, etc.,
within the
the calendar
calendar year,
year, which
years by
bygt,etc.,
can be identified (A) as having,
having been received
donor within
received by the donor
within from another person.
person.
five years
years prior
prior to the time of his making such gift, either
either from
from
a decedent
another person by gift or from a
decedent by gift, bequest, devise,
devise,
or inheritance,
inheritance, or (B) as having been
been acquired
exchange for
acquired in
in exchange
for
n
wed only if tax
property
so received.
received. This deduction
property so
deduction shall be allowed only where
where thoeohd
thAll°lOeen tpa
a gift tax or an estate
or any
a
estate tax under this or
any prior
prior act
act of
Congress viouslypaid.
viouslYpaia.
of Congress
was paid by or on behalf
behalf of the donor or the estate of
of such
such decedent,
decedent,
as the case may be, and only in the amount
amount of
placed by
of the value placed
by
the Commissioner on such property in determining
determining the value of
of the
the
gift or the gross estate of such decedent, and only to the extent that
that
the value of such property
property is included
included within the total amount of
of
gifts made within the calendar year of property
in the
property situated
situated in
the
United States and not deducted
deducted under paragraph
paragraph (1)
(1) or
or (2)
tlais
(2) of
of this
subdivision.
SEC.
a tax has been imposed
T tedimposed
to tt:
be
SEC. 322.
322. In
In case a
imposed under section 319 upon TtF
hawst!d t°
any
thereafter upon the death of the donor the amount estate,
estate, etc.pondeath
any gift,
gift, and thereafter
etc., upon death
thereof is required
uired by any provision of Part II of this title to be of donr.
donor.
included in thet gross estate
estate of the decedent
decedent then there 41811
be
shall be
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tax, which
credited against and applied in reduction of the estate tax
which
would
otherwise
be
chargeable
decedent
decedent
of
the
estate
the
against
would otherwise be chargeable
under the
the provisions
of section
section 301,
301, an
equal to
to the
the tax
tax
amount equal
an amount
provisions of
under
azgivisi
non
on oldetaxE.
,bie. paid with respect to such gift; and in the event the donor has in
with respect to such gift; and in the event the donor has in
and nontaxablegift. paid
any year
the tax
section 319
319 with
respect to aa
with respect
by section
imposed by
tax imposed
paid the
year paid
any
gift or
gifts which
upon the
the death
of the
donor must
must be
be included
included
the donor
death of
which upon
or gifts
gift
in
his gross
or gifts not required to be so included,
gift or
and aagift
estate and
gross estate
m his
then the
the amount
amount of
of the
the tax
tax which
which shall
shall be
be deemed
deemed to
been paid
paid
to have
have been
then
with
respect
to
the
gift
or
gifts
required
to
be
so
included
shall
be
shall be
included
so
to
be
required
or
gifts
gift
the
to
with respect
that
of the
on account of all such gifts
paid on
entire tax paid
the entire
proportion of
that proportion
which
of the
gift or
or gifts
required to
included
be so included
to be
gifts required
the gift
amount of
the amount
which the
bears
to
the
total
amount
of gifts
gifts in
in that
year.
year.
that
of
amount
total
the
to
bears
Returns to be
e
y
early of all gifts,
mad
etc.,
SEC. 323.
323. Any
who within
within the
year 1924
1924 or
or any
any calendar
calendar
the .year
person who
Any person
SEC.
git etc.,
yerltyof
in
excess
of
deductions.
year
therea ft er makes
ma k
es any
ift or gifts
g ifts .in
of the deductions
deductions
in excess
excess of
gift
any g
ofdeducto.
year thereafter
inexcess
allowed by
by section
on or
the 15th day of March,
before the
or before
shall, on
321 shall,
section 321
allowed
file with
with the
return under
oath in duplicate,
duplicate, listing and
under oath
collector aa return
the collector
file
Details required.
setting forth
forth therein
contributions made by him during
and contributions
all gifts
gifts and
therein all
setting
Details required.
such
(3)
paragraph (3)
gifts specified in paragraph
(other than the gifts
year (other
calendar year
such calendar
of
subdivision (a)
(a) and
paragraph (2)
(2) of subdivision (b) of
in paragraph
and in
of subdivision
section
and the
fair market
market value thereof when
made, and
when made,
the fair
321), and
section 321),
also all
exchanges of property owned by him made within
and exchanges
all sales and
also
money's
such year
year for less than a
consideration in money or money's
a fair consideration
such
worth, stating
therein the
sold
value of the property so sold
market value
the fair market
stating therein
worth,
or
exchanged and
and that
received by him, both
consideration received
of the consideration
that of
or exchanged
of the
the date of such sale or exchange.
Time of payment by as
as of
donor.
SEo. 324.
imposed by section 319 shall be paid by the
The tax imposed
324. The
SEC.
donor."
donor on
before the
the 15th
15th day
and shall be assessed,
of March, and
day of
or before
on or
donor
collected, and
the same manner and subject, in so far as
in the
paid in
and paid
collected,
applicable,
provisions of law as the tax imposed by
same provisions
to the same
applicable, to
section 301.
GIFT
TAX.
GIT TAX.

TAX

ON CIGARS
TOBXCCO.
TOBACCO.

AND

ATITLE

by
Payable
Payable on sales by

manufacturer or imia manufacturer
porter.
po r t

er.

R. S., sec. 3394,
p 6p. 666,
amensded
amended.

c

Vol. 42,
42,
Vol.
Rates.
Rates

94.,

p. 236.

p. 26.

Cigars.
Cigars.
Small.
Small.

Basis, on retail
retail price.
price.

TITLE IV.-TAX
IV.—TAX ON
AND
TOBACCO, AND
ON CIGARS,
CIGARS, TOBACCO,
MANTTFACTURES
THEREOF.
THEREOF.
MANUFACTURES

imSEc. 400.
400. (a)
and cigarettes
or immanufactured in or
cigarettes manufactured
cigars and
Upon cigars
(a) Upon
SEC.

hereafter sold by the manufacported into the United States, and hereafter

turer or
or importer,
or removed
removed for
consumption or
or sale,
sale, there
shall
there shall
for consumption
importer, or
turer

be levied,
provisions of existing law,
paid under the provisions
be
levied, collected, and paid
in
section
internal-revenue taxes now imposed thereon by section
of the internal-revenue
in lieu of
700 of the Revenue
Revenue Act of 1921,
1921, the following taxes, to be paid by

the manufacturer
manufacturer or importer thereofthereof—

On cigars of all descriptions
descriptions made of tobacco,
tobacco, or any substitute
substitute
therefor,
therefor, and weighing not more than three pounds per thousand,
thousand,

thousand;
$1.50
per thousand;
thousani;
$150 per
therefor,, and weighing
On mows made of tobacco, or any substitute therefor
weighing

On cigars made of tobacco, or

more than three pounds per thousand,
thousand, if manufactured
imported
manufactured or imported
to retail at not more than 5
5cents each, $4 per thousand;
thousand;
If manufactured
manufactured or imported to retail at more than 5
5 cents each
If
each, $6 per thousand;
thousand;
8 cents each,
and not more than 8
8 cents each
If
manufactured or imported
imported to retail at more than 8
each
If manufactured
$9 per thousand;
thousand;
and not more than 15 cents each, $9
each
If manufactured
imported to retail at more than 15 cents each
If
manufactured or imported
thousand;
and not more than 20 cents each, $12 per thousand;
If
manufactured or imported to retail at more than 20 cents each,
If manufactured
$15 per thousand;
Cigarettes,
on weight. $15 per thousand;
Cigarettes,onweight.
On cigarettes
cigarettes made of tobacco, or any substitute therefor.
therefor, and
thousand;
weighing
weighing not more than three pounds per thousand, $3 per thousand;
Weighing more
than three
three pounds
per thousand,
thousand, $7.20
$7.20 per
thousand.
thousand.
per
per
pounds
than
more
Weighing
i
did
i
Retail price defined.
(b) Whenever
Reta prce deed.
Whenever in this section reference
reference is made to cigars manufaca certain price each, then in
tured or imported to retail at not over a
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C
A D
ON CIGARS
determining
had to
to the ordinary
determining the tax to be paid regard
regard shall be had
ordinary TAX
TAX ON
GARS AND
TOBACCO.
retail
price
retail price of
single cigar.
of a
a single
cigar.OBAC
(c)
by regulation,
regulation, require
(c) The Commissioner
Commissioner may, by
the manufacmanufac- Label
require the
Label required.
required.

turer
tUrer or importer
importer to affix to each box,
package, or
conbox, package,
or container
container a
a conspicuous label indicating
indicating the clause of this section
the
section under
under which
which the
cigars therein contained have been tax-paid, which must correspond
correspond
with the tax-paid stamp on
on such
such box
or container.
box or
container.

Packages authorized
(d) Every manufacturer
manufacturer of cigarettes
cigarettes (including
(including small
small cigars
cigars for
orPckages
authorzed
cigarettes,
etc.
Domestic.
weighing not more than three pounds per thousand)
thousand) shall
shall put
up Dometic.
put up
Vol. 40.
40, p.
1117.
manufactures or
all the cigarettes and such small cigars that he manufactures
or has
has Vol
p. 1117

manufactured for him, and sells or removes
manufactured
removes for consumption
consumption or sale,
sale,
packages or
sixteentw
in
packages
five,
or ,parcels
containingy,fity
five,
eight,
ten,
twelve,
e
,
oro
tw
e
n
lv
fifteen,
ptawrecnetlsy
sixteen, twenty,
iinfteen,
-four,
,forty,
forty, fifty, eighty, or one h
sixteen,
twenty-four,
hundred
dred
cigarettes
cigarettes each, and shall securely affix to each
each of such
packages or
such packages
or Stamps.
Stamps.
parcels a
a suitable
suitable stamp denoting
denoting the tax thereon
properly
thereon and shall
shall properly
cancel the same prior to
or
to such sale or
or removal for
for consumption
consumption or
sale under such regulations
regulations as
with the
the approval
approval
as the Commissioner, with
Imported.
of the Secretary,
Secretary, shall
shall prescribe;
all cigarettes
cigarettes imported
prescribe; and
and all
imported from
from I
ted
aaforeign country shall be packed,
packed, stamped, and the stamps canceled
canceled
in a
a like manner, in addition to the import stamp indicating inspecinspection of the customhouse before they are withdrawn therefrom.
therefrom.
Cigars.
(e) Section 3392 of
Revised Statutes,
Statutes, as
amended, is
amended clas
of the
the Revised
as amended,
is amended
follows:
to read as follows:
1;zcsk,
aistecz3392,
"SEc.
weighing more
"SEC. 3392. All cigars weighing
three pounds
more than
than three
pounds per
per RSac.kt
rrequired.
q p.om,
thousand
be packed
packed in
thousand shall be
in boxes
used for
purpose amend;ed,.3.
boxes not
not before
before used
for that
that purpose
amended.
Vol.
amendv l 37'P' 664,
664' a end
containing, respectively,
twelve, thirteen,
respectively, three, five, seven,
seven, ten,
ten, twelve,
thirteen, ed.
ed.
twenty-five,
twenty-five, fifty,
fifty, one
one hundred,
hundred, two
hundred, two
hundred and
and fifty,
two hundred,
two hundred
fifty,
for a
for sale
or five hundred cigars each;
every person
or offers
offers in
each; and
and every
person who
who sells,
sells, or
inPunishment
other than new
ne
other
boxes, etc.
etc.
for sale,
or delivers,
for
sale, or
or offers
any cigars
cigars in
in any
any other
other boxes.
delivers, or
offers to
to deliver,
deliver, any
form than in new boxes as above described,
described, or
or who packs in
in any
any
provided by
by
box any cigars in excess of or less than
than the
the number
number provided
put in each box, respectively,
law to be 'mit
respectively, or who falsely brands any
any
box, or affixes a
a stamp on any box denoting
denoting aa less amount of tax
than that required by law, shall be fined for each
offense not
more Provisos.
each offense
not more
AP
than $1,000 and
and be
be imprisoned
imprisoned not
two years:
years: Provided,
Provided, Retail
not more
more than
than two
Reta sales.
sales.
That nothing in this section shall be construed
construed as preventing the
the sale
of cigars
at retail
retail by
by retail
from boxes
boxes packed,
packed, stamped,
stamped, and
and N
of
cigars at
retail dealers
dealers from
r allowed
Number allowed
branded in the manner
prescribed by law: Provided
employee withProvided further,
manner prescribed
further, That
That each
each employee
out stamps, etc.
each employee
a manufacturer
manufacturer of
of cigars
employee of a
cigars shall
shall be
be permitted
permitted to
use, out stamps, etc.
to use,
for personal consumption
consumption and for experimental
not to
experimental purposes,
purposes, not
to
exceed twenty-one
twenty-one cigars per week without the manufacturer
manufacturer of
cigars being required to pack the same in boxes or to
or
to stamp
stamp or
pay any internal-revenue
internal-revenue tax thereon, such exemption to be allowed
allowed
under such rules and regulations
regulations as the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury
may
prescribe."
may prescribe."
Manactared
Manufactured tobacco and
SEC.
(a) Upon all tobacco
snuff manufactured
in or
SEC. 401. (a)
tobacco and snuff
manufactured in
or co
and snuff.
snuff.
Tax payable on
on sales
sales
imported
and hereafter
imported into the United States, and
hereafter sold
the manusold by
by the
manu- by mPnufactrer
manufacturer or
or
t sec.,p.
importer.
facturer or importer, or removed
removed for consumption
consumption or sale, there shall
shall iSpo
It. S., sec. 3368, p.658,
amended.
be levied, collected,
collected, and
and paid,
paid, in
in lieu
lieu of
of the
the internal-mTnue
internal-revenue taxes
taxes amended.
Vol. 42, p.
287.
now imposed thereon by section 701 of the Revenue
1921, a
a tax
tax
l 4Z p 27.
Revenue Act of 1921,
of 18 cents per pound, to be paid by the manufacturer
manufacturer or importer
importer
thereof.
thereof.
Packages(b)
(b) Section
Section 3362 of the Revised Statutes, as amended
section
amended by section
701 of the Revenue
Revenue Act of 1918, is re-enacted
re-enacted without change, as
follows:
follows:
Requirements.
"SEc.
manufactured tobacco shall be
R. 8..
S., sec.
3362, p.
be put
put up
"
SEc. 3362. All manufactured
up and
and prepre- R.
se. 3362a
p.
657, amended.
pared by the manufacturer
for
manufacturer
sale, or removal for sale or consump- 57'Vol.
vofne.S.
42, p. 287.
tion, in packages
packages of the following description
description and
manner: Sizes
and in no other manner:
s aoed.
allowed.
Vol.
1117..
chewing tobacco, all cut and vol
s.40, p.. 11p
"All smoking tobacco, snuff, fine-cut chewing
granulated tobacco, all shorts, the refuse of fine-cut
granulated
which
fine-cut chewing,
chewing, which
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has passed through aa riddle of thirty-six meshes
meshes to the square
square inch,
and all refuse scraps, clippings, cuttings, and sweepings of
tobacco,
of i
tobacco,

and all other kinds of tobacco
tobacco not otherwise provided for,
n packfor, in
packages containing
containing one-eighth of an ounce, three-eighths
three-eighths of an ounce, and
and
further packages
packages with a
between each
and the
a difference between
each package
package and
the
one next smaller of one-eighth
one-eighth of an ounce up to
two
to and
and including two
ounces,
ounces, and further packages with a
a difference between each packpackage and the one next smaller of one-fourth
and
one-fourth of an ounce up to
to and
including four ounces, and packages
packages of five ounces, six ounces,
ounces, seven
seven

ounces, eight
eight ounces,
ten ounces,
twelve ounces,
fourteen ounces,
ounces, and
and
ounces,
ounces, ten
ounces, twelve
ounces, fourteen
sixteen
sixteen ounces: Provided,
Provided, That
may, at
at the
the manuThat snuff
snuff may,
the option
option of
of the
manufacturer,
facturer, be put up in
bladders and
and in
containing not
in bladders
in jars
jars containing
not exceeding
exceeding
twenty pounds.
pounds.
Wooden
packages. twenty
Wooden packages.
wAll cavendish,
cavendish, plug, and twist tobacco,
tobacco, in
in wooden
wooden packages
packages not
not
M
g,
ec.
exceeding
exceeding
hundred, pounds
net weight.
weight.
two hundred
pounds net
Marking, etc.
etc.
Marking,
In
"And every
every such wooden
wooden package
package shall
shall have
have printed
printed or
or marked
marked
thereon the manufacturer's
manufacturer's name and place
the
place of
of manufacture,
manufacture, the
registered number
of the
the manufactory,
manufactory, and
and the
weight, the
the
registered
number of
the gross
gross weight,
Provisos.
tare, and the
of the
tobacco in
in each
Provided,
the net
net weight
Exports exepted.
excepted.
weight of
the tobacco
each package:
package: Provided,
That these limitations
descriptions of
That
limitations and descriptions
packages shall
not apply
apply
of packages
shall not
Bulk sales of
of perique,
perique, to tobacco
and snuff
snuff transported
bond for
for exportation
exportation and
and actuactutobacco and
transported in
in bond
Bulk sales
etc., to
to manacturer,
manufacturers, ally exported:
atc.,
provided further,
exported: And provided
perique tobacco,
snuff
further, That
That perique
tobacco,
snuff
without tax.
without
tax.
flour, fine-cut
fine-cut shorts,
the refuse
refuse of fine-cut
flour,
shorts, the
fine-cut chewing
chewing tobacco,
tobacco, refuse
refuse
scraps, clippings,
clippings, cuttings, and sweepings of
may be
sold in
in
of tobacco,
tobacco, may
be sold
bulk as material, and without the
the payment
payment of
of tax,
manufactax, by
by one
one manufacturer
turer directly to another manufacturer,
manufacturer, or
for export,
export, under
under such
or for
such
Materials
con- restrictions, rules, and regulations
regulations as
of Internal
as the
the Commissioner
Commissioner of
Materials for
for conInternal
tainer.
Revenue
prescribe: And provided
provided further,
Revenue may prescribe:
further, That
That wood,
wood, metal,
metal,
paper, or other materials
materials may be used separately or
combination
or in
in combination
for packing tobacco, snuff, and cigars, under such
such regulations
regulations as
as the
the
Commissioner
of
Internal
Revenue
may
establish."
p
d
Commissioner
of
Internal
Revenue
may
establish."
Cigarette papers and
tnCbes.
SEc.
tubes.
S
EC. 402. There shall be levied,
levied, collected, and paid, in
in lieu
lieu of
of the
the
Tax onsalestoother
on sales to other
Tax
taxes imposed
imposed by section 703 of the
Revenue Act
Act of
of 1921,
1921, upon
the Revenue
than
manufacturers.
than
upon
Vol. 42, p. 288, amend- cigarette
vol.42,p.288,amendcigarette paper made up into packages, books,
or tubes,
tubes, made
made
books, sets,
sets, or
ed.
up in or imported
imported into the United States
States and
and hereafter
hereafter sold
sold by
by the
the
manufacturer
to any person
manufacturer or importer to
person (other
(other than
than to
to aa manufacmanufacturer of cigarettes
turer
cigarettes for use by him in the manufacture
manufacture of
of cigarettes),
cigarettes),
Bates
the following
following taxes, to be paid
paid by
by the
manufacturer or
or importer:
importer:
Rates.
the manufacturer

Proio.

Proviso.

Additional for snut.
snuff.

package, book, or set containing more than twenty-five
On each package,
but
twenty-five but
not more than fifty papers,
papers, i cent; containing
more than
fifty but
but
containing more
than fifty
not more than one hundred papers,
1 cent; containing
containing more than
papers, 1
than one
one
hundred papers, j cent for each fifty papers
papers or fractional
fractional part
part
thereof;
1 cent for each fifty tubes or
thereof; and upon tubes, 1
fractional part
part
or fractional
thereof.
thereof.
Use of
of tubes by
t
mnfau
Use
o
rmanufactreu
manufacturers.
tureranuacturer
Every
manufacturer of cigarettes purchasing
purchasing any
paper
any cigarette
cigarette paper
required. made up into tubes (a)
Bond, etc., required.
made up into tubes (a) shall
shall give
give bond in an amount and with sureties
satisfactory to the Commissioner that he will
ties satisfactory
tubes in
will use
use such
such tubes
in
the
manufacture of
of cigarettes
the manufacture
cigarettes or pay thereon aatax equivalent
equivalent to
to the
the
tax
imposed by this section, and (b) shall keep such
tax imposed
such records
records and
and
render under oath such returns as
as the
finds necessary
the Commissioner
Commissioner finds
necessary
to show
show the
the disposition
disposition of all tubes purchased
to
purchased or
or imported
imported by
by such
such
manufacturer of
of cigarettes.
cigarettes.
Leaf tobacco.
manufacturer
R. S.,., se.3360,
SEC. 403.
R.
sec. 3360, p.7,
p. 657,
Section 3360
403. Section
3360 of
Revised Statutes,
Statutes, as
by
of the
the Revised
as amended
amended by
amended.
amended.
section 704
704 of the Revenue
Revenue Act of 1918,
1918, is
read as
as
is amended
amended to
to read
follows:
Dealers.
follows:
Notice
of business
Notice of
to
business to
be
filed with collector.
beVol.
filed
collector.
40,
40, p.
p. 1118.
1118.
VoL 42, p. 28.
288.

4wth

VoL42,p.

SEC. 3360. (a)
"SEc.
(a) Every dealer
dealer in leaf tobacco shal
shall file
file with
with the
the
collector
collector of the district in which his business
business is carried
carried on a
a statestatement
in duplicate,
ment .in
duplicate, subscribed
subscribed under oath, setting forth
the place,
place,
forth the
and, if
if in a
a city, the street and number of
of the
the street,
street, where
where his
his busibusicarried on, and the exact
ness is to be carried
exact location
of each
each place
where
location of
place where
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leaf tobacco is held by him on storage, and, whenever
whenever he adds to or TAX oN
ON CIGARS AND
AND
discontinues
his leaf
leaf tobacco
tobacco storage
storage places,
places, he
he shall
discontinues any
any of
of his
shall give
give TOBACCO.TOBACCO.
immediate notice to the collector of the district in which he is registered.
""Every
Every such dealer shall give aabond with surety,
satisfactory to
to, Bond
surety, satisfactory
Bond required.
required.
and to be approved by, the collector of the district, in such penal
sum as the collector may require, not less than $500; and a
anew bond
may be required in the discretion of the collector, or under instructions of the
the Commissioner.
District number
number to
to
District
"Every
"
Every such dealer shall be assigned
assigned a
number by the
collector of be
be assigned,
assigned, etc.
etc.
a number
the collector
appear in
every inventory,
inventory, invoice
invoice
the district,
district, which
which number
number shall
shall appear
in every
and
report rendered
by the
the dealer,
dealer, who
who shall
shall also
also obtain
obtain certificates
certificatesCertificates.
and report
rendered by
certiiate.
collector of the district setting forth the place where his
from the collector
business is carried on and the places designated by the dealer as the
tobacco, which certificates shall be posted
places of storage of his tobacco,
posted
conspicuously within the dealer's registered place of business, and
conspicuously
within
Annualinventoryto
within each designated place of storage.
Annual inventory to
"(b) Every
Every dealer in leaf
leaf tobacco
tobacco shall
shall make and deliver
deliver to the be flied.lned.
collector of the district a
a true inventory of the quantity of the different kinds of tobacco held or owned, and where stored by him, on
the 1st day of January of each year, or at the time of commencing
commencing
and at the time of concluding
concluding business, if before or after the 1st
day of January,
January, such inventory
inventory to be made under oath and rendered
rendered
form as
in such form
as may
may be
be prescribed
prescribed by
by the
the Commissioner.
Commissioner.
Daily
records of busiDalyrecordsofbusi"Every
" Every dealer in leaf tobacco
tobacco shall render
flees, etc., to
to be kept.
render such
such invoices and
and keep ness,etc,
kept.
such records as shall be prescribed by the Commissioner, and shall
enter therein
therein,, .day
day by day, and upon the same day on which the circumstance,
cumstance, thing
ting or act to be recorded is done or occurs, an accurate
hogsheads, tierces,
tierces, cases and
account of the number of hogsheads,
and bales,
bales and
quantity of leaf tobacco contained
contained therein, purchased
purchased or received
received by
him, on assignment, consignment, for storage, by transfer or otherwise, and of whom purchased
purchased or received, and the number
number of hogsheads, tierces, cases and bales, and the quantity of leaf tobacco conheads
tained therein, sold by him, with the name and residence in each
each
instance of the person to whom sold, and if shipped, to whom
shipped, and to what district; such records shall be kept at his place
place
of business at all times and 'Preserved
preserved for aaperiod of two years, and
the same shall be open at all hours for the inspection of any internalrevenue
Montly repts
o
revenue officer or agent.
Monthly
reports of
"Every
"
Every dealer in leaf tobacco on or before
before the tenth day of each transactions.
transactions.
month, shall furnish to the collector of the district a
a true and complete
leaf
plete report of all purchases, receipts, sales and shipments
shipments of leaf
tobacco made by him during the month next preceding, which report
verified and
shall be verified
and rendered
rendered in
in such form
form as the Commissioner,
Commissioner,
with the approval of the Secretary, shall
prescribe.
shall prescribe.
Restriction on sales
"(c) Sales or shipments
shipments of leaf tobacco
tobacco b
oc shipments.on
shipments.
by aadealer
dealer in leaf tobacco
tobacco or
sl
shall be in quantities
a hogshead,
hogshead, tierce, case, or bale,
quantities of not less than a
except loose leaf tobacco comprising the breaks on warehouse
warehouse floors,
floors,
and except to a
a duly registered manufacturer
manufacturer of cigars for
for use
use in
in his
his
exclusively.
own manufactory
manufactory exclusively.mets
limited
4.
Shipments limited.
""Dealers
in leaf
tobacco shall
make shipments
Dealers in
leaf tobacco
shall make
shipments of
leaf tobacco
tobacco only
of leaf
only Shi
mi
to other dealers
dealers in leaf tobacco, to registered manufacturers
manufacturers of tobacco, snuff,
cigars or
or for
bacco,
snuff, cigars
or cigarettes,
cigarettes, or
for export.
export.nattaorio
P
for viola"(d) Upon
'Upon all leaf
sold, removed
removed or
Peea.nalty
leaf tobacco sold,
or shipped
shipped
tions.
pped by any dealer tin
t1 tax
in leaf tobacco in violation of the
of subdivision
subdivision (c),
(c), or
or
the provisions
provisions of
in respect to which no
in accordno report
report has
has been made
made by
by such
such dealer
dealer in
accord(b), there shall be levied,
ance with the provisions
provisions of subdivision
subdivision (b),
assessed, collected and paid aatax equal to the tax then
then in force
assessed,
upon
force upon
manufactured
such tax
tax to
to be
be assessed
assessed and
collected in
the
manufactured tobacco
tobacco, such
and collected
in the
same manner as the tax
tax on manufactured tobacco.
45822?-25t--23
45822°-25t-23
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(e) Every dealer in leaf tobacco"(e)
tobacco—
"
(1) who
to furnish
furnish the statement, to give bond,
or refuses
refuses to
neglects or
who neglects
"(1)
to file inventory
keep books,
books, to
inventory or to render the invoices,
invoices, returns or
or
to keep
Fmalreto girecbond, to
reports required
by the
the Commissioner,
Commissioner, or to notify the collector of
required by
reports
the district
district of
of additions
additions to
to his
his places
places of
of storage;
storage; or
or
the
Illegal shipments.
"(2)
who ships
ships or
except as
herein provided;
provided;
as herein
delivers leaf
leaf tobacco, except
or delivers
(2) who
llegal shipments.
or
or
repurchased, re"(3)
omlsFraudulent
Fraudulent
onlia44
(3) who fraudulently
fraudulently omits to account for tobacco purchased,
gions.
ceivl,
sold, or
or shipped;
shipped;
ceived, sold,
Punishment
for,
shall be
be fined
fined not
less than
more than
$500, or
imprisoned
or imprisoned
than $500,
$100 or more
than $100
not less
Punisshall
not
more than
both.
one year, or both.
than one
not more
Farmers,
growers,
of
"
For the
the purpose
purpose of
this section
section a
farmer or
grower of
or grower
a farmer
of this
(f) For
" (f)
includee.
etc.,ntnot i'ncluded.
Vol.
42. p.289, amend- tobacco or a
vol.42p.289,amenda tobacco growers' cooperative
cooperative association
association shall not be
ed.
ed.
regarded as aa dealer in leaf tobacco
tobacco in respect to the leaf tobacco
Provisos.
produced by
or handled
handled by
by such
association: Provided,
Provided, That
That
such association:
him or
by him
of produced
requied of
cords required
Records
growers, associations.
associations shall be required
such cooperative
cooperative associations
asoiations.
growers,
required to keep available
tobacco, such records
records to be
all purchases
purchases and sales of tobacco,
records of all
associati
ons_S
°I
el
="'
open
to
inspection
by
the
agents
of
Government.
As used in
Government.
the
of
agents
the
by
inspection
,to
open
. "ea~'
aso
'tobacco growers'
this section
section the term 'tobacco
growers' cooperative
cooperative association'
association'
means
growers of tobacco organized
organized
of farmers or growers
association of
means an association
and
operated as
purpose of
marketing the tobacco
tobacco
of marketing
the purpose
sales agent for the
as sales
and operated
produced
members and
proceeds
and turning
turning back to them the proceeds
by its
its members
produced by
necessary selling expenses,
expenses, on the basis of the
less the necessary
of sales, less
furnished by them."
and quality of tobacco furnished
quantity and

TAX ON
CIGARS AND
ON CIQABS
AND
TOBACCO.
Designated offenses.
offenses.
Designated
Failure to give bond,
make returns, etc.

ADICISSIONS AND
AND DU.
DUES.
ADISIONS

TITLE V.-TAX
ON ADMISSIONS
ADMISSIONS AND
TITLE
V.—TAX ON
AND DUES.

SEC. 500.
500. (a)
(a) On
the date
date this title takes effect,
effect, there
after the
and after
On and
SEC.
shall
shall be levied, assessed, collected, and paid, in lieu of the taxes imposed
1921Revenue Act of 1921—
of the Revenue
by section
section 800 of
posed by
Rates.
(1)
A tax
cents or fraction thereof of the
for each 10 cents
cent for
of 11 cent
tax of
(1) A
Vol. 42p.
42, p.29,
290,amendamendVol
ed.
ed.
amount
amount paid for admission to. any place on or after such date, insubscription, to be paid by the
ticket or subscription,
season ticket
admission by season
cluding admission
person
such admission;
.
for
the amount paid for
but where
for such
admission; but
paying for
person paying
admission
is
50
cents
or
less,
no
imposed;
imposed;
be
shall
tax
no
less,
or
cents
50
is
admission
Additional,
on
sales
Additional
at
(2)
and
at
at advanced
advnced' price at
(2) Upon tickets or cards of admission to theaters, operas, and
other than ticket offices.
and places
places
sold at
at news
amusement, sold
otherthanticketoffice. other places of amusement,
news stands,
stands, hotels,
hotels, and
other than the ticket offices
offices of such theaters,
theaters, operas,
operas, or other places
of amusement,
amusement, at not to exceed 50 cents in excess of the sum of the
established
therefor at such ticket offices
offices plus the amount of any
price therefor
established price
tax
equivalent to 5
5per centum
centum
tax equivalent
paragraph (1),
(1), aatax
under paragraph
tax imposed under
of
and if sold for
in
for more than 50 cents in
the amount
amount of such excess; and
of the
excess
such established price plus the amount of any
sum of such
excess of the sum
tax equivalent to 50 per centum
paragraph (1),
(1), aatax
under paragraph
tax imposed under
of
the
whole
amount
of
such
excess,
such
to be
returned and
and
be returned
taxes to
such taxes
excess,
such
of
of the whole amount
p32.
Pt,
Pod, P.
324..
paid, in
the manner
and subject
to the
the interest
provided in
section
in section
subject to
interest provided
in the
manner and
paid,
603, by
person selling
tickets;
such tickets;
selling such
by the
the person
603,
Sales by proprietors,
(3)
centum of
the amount
which
for which
amount for
of the
50 per
per centum
to 50
equivalent to
A tax
tax equivalent
(3) A
etc., inexcess
etc.,
excess of
of reguregular
prices.
lar prices.
employees of any opera house, theater,
the proprietors,
proprietors, managers, or employees
or other place of amusement
amusement sell or dispose of tickets or cards of adcharge theremission in excess of the regular or established
established price or charge
for, such tax to be returned
returned and paid, in the manner and subject to
such
the interest provided in section 603, by the person selling such
tickets:
box tickets;
Payable by
(4) In the
the case
case of
having the
permanent use
use of
of boxes
boxes or
or
holders, etc.
of persons
persons having
the permanent
etc.
(4)
holders,
a lease for the
opera house.or any place of amusement or a
seats in an opera
use of such box or seat in such opera house or place
place of amusement
amusement (in
(in
paragraph (1)),
(1)), a
a tax equivalent
equivalent to 10 per
lieu of the tax imposed by paragraph
per
centum of the amount for which aa similar box or seat is sold for
each performance
performance or exhibition at which the box or seat is used or
or
Tax on admissions.
Vol2.
4.nas
Vol.
42, F. 290.
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reserved
by or
for the
lessee or
or holder,
holder, such
tax to
to be
be paid
by the
AND DUEs.
the ADMIONS
such tax
paid by
the lessee
reserved by
or for
lessee
and
lessee or
or holder;
holder; and
g
Roof gardens,
caba(5) A
A tax
each 10
10 cents
or fraction
etc.
the rets,
retcsetc.
of the
thereof of
fraction thereof
cents or
for each
of 13
1½ cents
cents for
tax of
(5)
Vol. 42, p. 290, amendamount paid
admission to
to any
any public
performance for
for profit
at ed.Vol. 42, p. 290, amendprofit at
public performance
paid for
for admission
amount
any roof
or other
other similar
which the
to which
similar entertainment, to
any
roof garden,
garden, cabaret,
cabaret, or
charge for
admission is
part included
included in
in the
the price
price paid
paid
or in
in part
is wholly
wholly or
charge
for admission
for refreshment,
refreshment, service,
service, or
or merchandise;
merchandise; the
the amount
amount paid
paid for
for such
such
for
admission to be deemed
deemed to be 20 per
of the
the amount paid for
per centum
centum of
admission
refreshment, service,
and merchandise;
paid by
by the
the
to be paid
such tax to
service, and
merchandise; such
refreshment,
person paying
paying for
service, or
or merchandise.
merchandise. Exem
person
for such
such refreshment,
refreshment, service,
Exemptions.
Where the amount paid for admission
shall
admission is 50 cents or less, no tax shall
Where
be imposed.
be
imposed.
entertainentertainertain(b)
ent
(1) any m Extesmpt
shall be
be levied
levied under this title in respect of (1)
(b) No
No tax
tax shall
Religious, educationeducationadmissions all
all the
which inure
inure (A)
(A) exclusively
exclusively to
the al,Religious,
to the
of which
the proceeds
proceeds of
admissions
etc.
benefit
of religious,
religious, educational,
charitable institutions,
institutions, societies,
societies, a etc.
or charitable
educational, or
benefit of
organizations, societies
or
prevention of cruelty to children or
societies for the prevention
or organizations,
animals, or
conducted for the sole purpose
societies or organizations
organizations conducted
animals,
or societies
symphony orchestras
orchestras and receiving
receiving substantial supof maintaining symphony
contributions, or of improving any city, town,
port from voluntary contributions,
village,
cooperative or
a cooperative
of maintaining
maintaining a
municipality, or of
village, or other municipality,
Conditions.
community
moving-picture theater-if
theater—if no part of the net earn- conditions.
center moving-picture
community center
or
instockholder
ings thereof
thereof inures to the benefit of any private
Additional
exempf emp'
in the military tions. 0
of persons
persons in
to the
the benefit
benefit of
dividual; or
or (B)
(B) exclusively
exclusively to
dividual;
For veterans, etc.
the bene- For veterans, tc.
or (0)
(C) exclusively
or naval
naval forces
United States;
States; or
exclusively to the
of the
the United
forces of
or
served in such forces and are in need; or (D)
persons who
who have served
fit of persons
exclusively to
National Guard organizations, Reserve
to the
the benefit
benefit of National
exclusively
Officers'
associations or
or organizations,
organizations of war
war
organizations, posts or organizations
Officers' associations
veterans,
auxiliary units or societies of any such posts or organizaveterans, or auxiliary
organized in
organizations, units, or societies are organized
tions, if such posts, organizations,
the United States or any of its possessions,
possessions, and if no part of their net
earnings inures to the benefit
benefit of any private
private stockholder
stockholder or indiearnings
Municipal police and
polee and
vidual; or
(E) exclusively
benefit of
of members
members of
of the
the police
or firemen.
fiunelpa'
police or
the benefit
exclusively to
to the
or (E)
vidual;
municipality, or
fire department of any city, town, village, or other municipality,
Agricultural
fairs,
alrai
(2) any admissions to etc.Agricultural
the
or heirs
heirs of
of such
such members;
members; or
or (2)
dependents or
the dependents
agricultural fairs if no part of the net earnings
earnings thereof inures to the etc.
agricultural
benefit of any stockholders or members of the association
conducting
association conducting
the
or admissions
any exhibit,
entertainment, or
or other
pay
other pay
the same,
same, or
admissions to
to any
exhibit, entertainment,
Conditions.
fair,-if the Conditons.
feature
association as part of any such fair,—if
feature conducted by such association
proceeds
therefrom are used exclusively
exclusively for the improvement,
improvement, mainteproceeds therefrom
agricultural fairs.
nance and operation of such agricultural
Charges included in
adCs
I',n.'dded in
" as used in this title includes seats and admissions.
" admission "
(c)
The term "
(c) The
tables,
reserved or
otherwise, and
accommodations, and
or otherwise,
and other
other similar accommodations,
tables, reserved
the charges made therefor.
therefor.
etc., to be
teo be
(d)
The price
price (exclusive
(exclusive of
tax to
to be
the person
person paying
paying printed
rPrice,,etc,
the tax
be paid
paid by
by the
of the
(d) The
on tickets.
ted on tickets.
for
which every
every admission
admission ticket
ticket or
card is
sold shall
be
or card
is sold
shall be
for admission)
admission) at
at which
conspicuously and indelibly printed, stamped, or written on the face
conspicuously
or back of that part of the ticket which is to be taken up by the management of the theater, opera,
opera, or other place
place of amusement,
amusement, together
together
agement
with the name of the vendor if sold other than at the ticket office of
Penalty
t y for
or failure.
f
the theater, opera, or other place of amusement. Whoever
Whoever sells an Pna
admission ticket or card on which the name of the vendor and price
is
is not
not so
so printed, stamped,
stamped, or
written, or at a
a price
price in
or written,
in excess
excess
of the price so printed, stamped, or written thereon, is guilty of
a
conviction thereof shall be fined not more
a misdemeanor, and upon conviction
than $100.
l
..ax
.
on club dues,
club due
on
T"
takes effect
this title takes
after the date this
Sxc. 501.
On and after
effect there shall be etc'
SEc.
501. On
levied,
collected, and
paid, in
in lieu
lieu of
imposed by
assessed, collected,
and paid,
of the
the taxes
taxes imposed
by Vol.
vol. 42,
levied, assessed,
42p.
29.
p. 291.
a tax equivalent to 10 per
section 801 of the Revenue Act of 1921,
1921, a
centum of any amount paid on or after such date, for any period
period
after such date, (a)
(a) as dues or membership
membership fees (where the dues or
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nitiation ffees.
Initiation

1924.
1924.

fees
of an
active resident
annual member
member are
are in
in excess
of $10
fees of
an active
resident annual
excess of
$10 per
per
year)
to any social, athletic,
athletic, or
or sporting
sporting club
year) to
club or
or organization;
organization; or
or (b)
(b)

as initiation
initiation fees
fees to
or organization,
such fees
fees amount
amount
if such
club or
organization, if
to such
such aaclub
as
to more
dues or
membership fees
fees (not
(not including
including
or membership
than $10,
$10, or
or if
if the
the dues
to
more than
initiation fees)
fees) of
of an
active resident
annual member
are in
excess of
of
in excess
member are
resident annual
an active
initiation
$10
per year;
year; such
such taxes
to be
be paid
the person
person paying
such dues
dues or
or
taxes to
paid by
by the
paying such
$10 per
Promo.
Fraternal
That there
shall be
be exempted
exempted from
from the
provisions of
of
the provisions
there shall
Provided,That
fees: Provided,
etc, fees:
Fr^laodgerlodges, etc.,
exempt.
this
section all
paid as
or fees
fees to
to aafraternal
fraternal society,
society, orordues or
all amounts
amounts paid
as dues
this section
exempt.
der, or
operating under
lodge system,
or to
local
to any
any local
system, or
under the
the lodge
or association,
association, operating
der,
fraternal organization
organization among
the students
students of
fraternal
among the
of aacollege
college or
or university.
university.
t mem' i
PIn
In the
case of
life memberships
shall pay
at
annually, at
pay annually,
member shall
life member
memberships aalife
of life
the case
paLmembership
the time
of dues
dues by
annual members,
members,
active resident
resident annual
by active
the payment
payment of
the
time for
for the
a
tax equivalent
to the
the tax
the amount
paid by
by such
such aamember,
member,
upon the
amount paid
tax upon
equivalent to
a tax
paymen s.

but
shall pay
tax upon
upon the
the amount
for life
life membership.
membership.
paid for
amount paid
no tax
pay no
ut shall
SEC. 502.
(a) Every
Every person
person receiving
receiving any
any payments
payments for
adsuch adfor such
502. (a)
SEC.
eaVoL
42, p
p. 291,
amend- m
i
ssi
on ,dues
dues or f
ees shall
shall collect
collect the
of the
the tax
tax imposed
VoL42
291,amendmission,
fees
the amount
amount of
imposed
by section
section 500
500 or
or 501
person making such payments.
the person
from the
501 from
by
Every
club
or
organization
having
life members shall collect from
and Every club or organization having life members shall collect from
Monthly returns and
Monthlyretrns
such members
members the
the tax
tax imposed
imposed by
section 501.
501. Such
Such
by section
amount of
of the
the amount
such
payments.
persons shall
duplicate, and
and
oath, in
in duplicate,
returns under
under oath,
make monthly
monthly returns
shall make
persons
pay
collected to the collector
collector of the district
district in which
which
so collected
pay the taxes so
the
office or
place of
of business
is located.
the principal
principal office
or place
business is
located.
Refunds may be in.
(b)
person making
making a
of any
any payment
which
upon which
payment upon
refund of
a refund
chided in
(b) Any
Any person
in subsequent
subsequent
clded
returns.
under this section
amount
section may
may repay therewith the amount
tax is collected
collected under
etuns
of
collected on
repaid
on such
such payment;
payment; and the amount so repaid
of the tax
tax collected
may be
credited against
included in any subsequent monthly
monthly
against amounts
amounts included
be credited
may
return.
return.
Information in re(c) The
section shall contain such
required under
under this section
(c)
The returns
returns required
nmtson
m
e
turns,
etc.
information, and be made at such times and in such manner, as the
Commissioner, with
with the
the approval
approval of
Secretary, may
may by
of the
the Secretary,
by regularegulaCommissioner,
tion prescribe.
'rime of payment.
Time of payment.
(d The tax shall, without assessment
or
(d)
assessment by the Commissioner or
notice
payable to
notice from the collector, be due
due and payable
to the
the collector
collector at
at
Penalty for failure.
the time so fixed
for filing
filing the return.
If the
the tax
tax is
not paid
when
fixed for
return. If
is not
paid when
elt
tor failure.
due,
there shall
shall be
added as
as part
part of
the tax
interest at
at the rate of
of 11
be added
of the
tax interest
due, there
per
became due until
per centum
centum a
a month from the time when the tax became
paid.
paid.
Effective in
in 30
30 days.
days
. 503. This title shall take effect on the expiration
Effective
SEC.
expiration of thirty
days
this Act.
enactment of this
after the enactment
days after

Collection
Coion
ceivers.
ceivers.

by
by

re-

EXCISE
XCISS TAXES.
TAXES.

Levied after thirty
Levied
days on sale by manufacturer, eta.
facturer,
etc.
Vol. 42, p. 291,
291, amendVol.
ed.

Chassis of automobile
trucks and wagons.
wagons.

Accessories includel.
included.

Other chassis,
chassis, motorOther
cycle_, etc.
etc.

TITLE VI.-EXCISE
TAXES.
TITLE
VI.—EXCISE TAXES.
Snc.
SEC. 600. On and after the expiration of thirty
thirty days
days after the
the
enactment of this Act there shall be levied, assessed,
enactment
assessed, collected,
collected, and
paid upon the following articles
articles sold or leased by the manufacturer,
manufacturer,
producer, or importer, aatax equivalent to
to the following
following percentage
percentage
of the
the price
price for
for which so sold
sold or leased—
leased(1) Automobile
automobile wagon chassis sold
(1)
Automobile truck chassis and automobile
$1,000, and automobile
automobile truck
truck
or leased for an amount in excess of $1,000,
bodies and automobile wagon bodies sold or leased for
amount
bodies
for an amount
in excess of $200 (including in both cases tires, inner
inner tubes,
tubes, parts,
parts,
accessories therefor
therefor sold on or in connection
and accessories
connection therewith or with
thereof), 3
the sale thereof),
3 per centum. A sale or lease of an automobile
truck or of an automobile
automobile wagon shall, for the
the purposes of this
this subdivision, be considered
a sale of the chassis and of the body;
considered to be a
body;
(2)
(2) Other automobile
automobile chassis and bodies and motor cycles (including tires, inner tubes, parts, and accessories therefor
therefor sold on
connection therewith
therewith or with the sale thereof),
or in connection
thereof), except tractors,
55per centum. A sale or lease of an automobile shall, for the purpur-
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EXCISE TAXES.
poses
this subdivision,
considered to
be a
a sale
sale of
of the
the chassis
XCsYrTxz.
to be
be considered
subdivision, be
of this
poses of
and
of
the
body;
of the
and of
Accessories, to other
body;
and
the body;
etc.
thanufacter,
(3)
Tires, inner
tubes, parts,
accessories for any of the articles th
i
a'necess°
manu
n =t
e
c
r
.
or accessories
parts, or
inner tubes,
(3) Tires,
enumerated
in subdivision
or (2),
(2), sold
to any
other
person other
any person
sold to
(1) or
subdivision (1)
enumerated in
than
manufacturer or
of any
of the
articles enumerated
enumerated Cbsssis
asssnot
ncded
the articles
any of
or producer
producer of
than a
a manufacturer
not included.
in subdivision
or (2),
(2), 21
2i per
per centum.
centum. This subdivision
subdivision shall
(1) or
subdivision (1)
in
not
apply to
chassis or
automobile
trucks, automobile
automobile trucks,
for automobile
or bodies
bodies for
to chassis
not apply
wagons, or
or other
other automobiles;
automobiles;
wagons,
Cameras.
(4) Cameras,
Cameras, weighing
100 pounds,
pounds, and
lenses Cameras.
and lenses
than 100
more than
not more
weighing not
(4)
for
10 per
per centum;
centum;
cameras, 10
such cameras,
for such
Photographic films.
(5)
Photographic films
than moving-picture
moving-picture Photographic fi
(other than
plates (other
and plates
films and
(5) Photographic
fihias
per centum;
centum;
films and
and other
other than
than X-ray
X-ray films
films or
or plates),
plates), 55 per
Firearms
Firearms, etc.
(6) Firearms,
(6)
Firearms, shells, and cartridges, except those sold for the
use of
the United
United States,
States, any
possession of
of the
or possession
Territory, or
any State,
State, Territory,
of the
use
United
States,
any
political
subdivision
thereof,
or
the
District
of
District
or
the
thereof,
subdivision
political
any
States,
United
Columbia, 10
per centum;
Columbia,
10 per
centum;
Smokers'articles.
Smokers'
articles.
(7) Cigar
or cigarette
holders and
or in
in
wholly or
composed wholly
pipes, composed
and pipes,
cigarette holders
Cigar or
(7)
part of
amber, and
and humidors,
per centum;
centum;
part
of meerschaum
meerschaum or
or amber,
humidors, 10
10 per
oi operated
ma
Coin
operated maetc.
(8) Coin-operated
coin-operated machines,
machines, and
and devices
chines,etc.
devices chines,
devices, coin-operated
Coin-operated devices,
(8)
and
machines operated
operated by
any substitute
substitute for
for a
b manucentum; operateede.by
a coin,
coin, 55 per
per centum;
by any
and machines
if
producer, or
or importer
any such
such device
device or
n
pactureretc.
or facturer,
of any
importer of
manufacturer, producer,
if the
the manufacturer,
machine
for profit,
profit, he
he shall
shall pay
respect of
of each
each
in respect
tax in
a tax
pay a
it for
operates it
machine operates
such device
into operation
operation equivalent
per
5 per
to 5
equivalent to
put into
machine put
or machine
device or
such
centum of
of its
fair market
value;
centum
its fair
market value;
Ma-jon,
Mah-jongg, and
and simsimilar sets.
(9)
Mah-jongg, pung
pung chow,
and similar
tile sets,
com- ilarsets.
the comand the
sets, and
similar tile
chow, and
(9) Mah-jongg,
ponent parts
thereof, 10
per centu.
centum.
ponent
parts thereof,
10 per
Comptation
on
Computation
on
If any
any manufacturer,
manufacturer, producer,
producer, or
of any
manu
by manusaes by
articles retail sales
of the
the articles
any of
or importer
importer of
If
etc.
facturer.etc
enumerated
section customarily
customarily sells
both at facturer,
articles both
such articles
sells such
this section
in this
enumerated in
wholesale
and
at
retail,
the
tax
in
the
case
of
any
article
by
sold
article
any
of
case
the
in
tax
the
retail,
at
wholesale and
him at
retail shall
be computed
on the
price for
like articles
which like
for which
the price
computed on
shall be
at retail
him
are sold
sold by
n lieu of prior tax.
by him
him at
at wholesale.
wholesale.
are
In
292.
The taxes
by this
section shall,
the case
case of
any article
pp. 291,,291,2
vol. 42,
42 pp.
article Vol.
of any
in the
shall, in
this section
taxes imposed
imposed by
The
in
respect
of
which
a
corresponding
tax
is
imposed
by
section
900
in respect of which a corresponding tax is imposed by section 900
of, the
lieu of
of such
tax.
Computation if sold
be in
in lieu
such tax.
of
the Revenue
Revenue Act
Act of
of 1921,
1921, be
at less
market
than market
less than
Sze. 601.
(a) If
person who
produces, or im- at
manufactures, produces,
who manufactures,
any person
If any
601. (a)
SEC.
F
price,
drio,
to etc. ted °etetc.
poraon,
arports
any
article
enumerated
in
such
arleases
or
sells
600,
section
in
ports any article enumerated
ticle
corporation affiliated
such person
person within
the meaning
amendmeaning v Vol. 42, p.299,
p.2amendwithin the
affiliated with
with such
tide to
to a
a corporation
of section
of this
this Act,
Act, at
less than
the fair
fair market
market price
price obtain- ed.
than the
at less
240 of
of
section 240
able
therefor, the
the tax
be computed
computed on
of the
the basis of
on the
shall be
thereon shall
tax thereon
able therefor,
price
such article
article is
is sold
sold or
or leased
leased by
such affiliated
coraffiliated corby such
which such
at which
price at
poration.
Insale to benefit inSales
poration.
of manufacturer.
manulctur.
(b)
If any
any such
sells or
or leases
whether through
terest of
through terest
article whether
such article
leases such
person sells
such person
(b) If
any
understanding, or
or otherwise,
otherwise, at
at less
or understanding,
arrangement, or
agreement, arrangement,
any agreement,
than the
the fair
market price
price obtainable therefor, either (1) in such
such
fair market
than
manner as
or indirectly
to benefit
person or
any person
person
or any
such person
benefit such
indirectly to
as directly
directly or
manner
directly
indirectly interested
in the
of such
person, or
or
such person,
business of
the business
interested in
or indirectly
directly or
(2) with
such benefit,
the amount
such
for which
which such
amount for
benefit, the
to cause
cause such
with intent
intent to
(2)
article
taken to be the amount which would
be taken
shall be
leased shall
or leased
sold or
is sold
article is
have
from the
lease of such article if sold or
or lease
sale or
the sale
received from
been received
have been
leased at
at the
the fair
fair market
orks of art sold by
.
price.
Works
market price.
leased
other than
than the
the
Sze. 602.
602. There
be levied,
and paid,
in person
otr
person
paid, in
collected, and
assessed, collected,
levied, assessed,
shall be
There shall
SEc.
artist.
lieu
of
the
tax
imposed
by
section
902
of
the
Revenue
Act
of
1921,
p.
me
42 292, amendv 42,
lieu of the tax imposed by section 902 of the Revenue Act of 1921, Vol.
upon
sculpture, paintings,
bronzes, ed.
and bronzes,
art porcelains, and
statuary, art
paintings, statuary,
upon sculpture,
sold by
by any
any person
person other
other than
the artist,
artist, a
excepted
per Sales excepted.
to 55 per
tax equivalent
equivalent to
a tax
than the
sold
centum of
section shall not apply
This section
sold. This
for which so sold.
the price
price for
of the
centum
to the
any such article
(1) to an educational
educational or religious
religious
article (1)
of any
sale of
the sale
to
institution
or public
public art
(2) by any dealer in such
or (2)
art museum, or
institution or
articles
dealer in such articles for resale.
another dealer
to another
articles to
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TAXES.

Monthly returns and
payments.
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imposed by section 600
S
EC. 603.
person liable
for any
any tax imposed
liable for
Every person
603. Every
SEC.
or 602
make monthly
monthly returns under oath in duplicate
duplicate and pay
shall make
602 shall
or

the
taxes imposed
the collector
collector for the district in
in
to the
sections to
such sections
by such
imposed by
the taxes
which
is located
located the
the principal
principal place
business. Such returns shall
of business.
place of
which is
contain
such information
information and
at such
times and
and in
in such
such
such times
be made
made at
and be
contain such
manner
as the
the Commissioner,
approval of
Secretary,
of the Secretary,
the approval
with the
Commissioner, with
manner as
may
regulations prescribe.
prescribe.
may by regulations
Time for
payment.
The
shall, without assessment by the Commissioner
Commissioner or notice
tax shall,
The tax
for payment.
Time
from
collector , be due and
and payable to the collector at the time so
the collector,
from the
Penalty for
xe d f
or filing
filing th
e return.
tax is
is not
not paid
there
due, there
when due,
paid when
the tax
If the
the
return. If
for
fixed
failure. fi
for fmlure,
Penalty
shall
part of
the tax
tax interest
the rate
rate of
centum
per centum
of 11per
at the
interest at
of the
as part
be added
added as
shall be
month from
from the
the time
tax became
became due until paid.
the tax
when the
time when
aamonth
(a) On and after the expiration of thirty days after the
SEC.
Sales by dealers.
• S
EC. 604. (a)
the
stones,t'impe
r
p
efei
c
oe
us
s
,enactment
enactment of
of this
this Act
Act there
there shall be levied, assessed, collected, and
stoneWtelimepiees,
glasses,
etc.
imposed by section 905 of the Revenue Act
Act
glassesetc.
paid (in lieu of the tax imposed
Vol .42, p. 293, amendas
known as
commercially known
1921) upon all articles commonly
Vol.
42,p.23,amend- of 1921)
ed.
commonly or commercially
jewelry, whether
real or
precious and semiprecious
semiprecious
pearls, precious
or imitation;
imitation; pearls,
whether real
jewelry,
stones,
thereof; articles
articles made
made of, or ornamented,
imitations thereof;
and imitations
stones, and
mounted or
metals or
or imitations
imitations thereof
or
thereof or
precious metals
with, precious
fitted with,
or fitted
mounted
ivory;
clocks; opera
opera glasses;
marine glasses;
glasses;
lorgnettes; marine
glasses; lorgnettes;
watches; clocks;
ivory; watches;
field glasses;
glasses; and
and binoculars;
binoculars; upon
or
upon any of the above when sold or
field
a tax
leased by
by or
for a
adealer
dealer or
estate for
consumption or use, a
for consumption
his estate
or his
or for
leased
equivalent to
to 55per
centum of
of the
price for which
which so sold
sold or leased.
the price
per centum
equivalent
Articles
exempt.
(b) The
The tax
tax imposed
by subdivision
not apply
apply to
to (1)
(1)
(a) shall
shall not
subdivision (a)
imposed by
(b)
rticles exempt.
surgical
instruments, musical
instruments, eyeglasses,
or
spectacles, or
eyeglasses, spectacles,
musical instruments,
surgical instruments,
silver-plated flat
flat tableware,
tableware, or
or articles
purposes;
for religious
religious purposes;
used for
articles used
silver-plated
(2)
(3)
or leased
leased for an amount not in excess of $30; or (3)
articles sold or
(2) articles
watches sold
sold or
an amount
amount not
excess of $60.
in excess
not in
for an
leased for
or leased
watches
Returns, payment,
'e s
) Every
selling any
any of
of the
the articles
in this
this
enumerated in
articles enumerated
person selliig
(C)
Every person
eturn, payment,
etc.
or
returns under oath in duplicate (monthly or
make returns
shall make
section shall
section
quarterly as
the Commissioner,
with the
the approval
approval of
the Secretary,
Secretary,
of the
as the
Commissioner, with
quarterly
may prescribe)
prescribe) and
pay the
the taxes
respect to
to such
articles
such articles
in respect
imposed in
taxes imposed
and pay
may
located the
which is
is located
by this
to the
collector for
for the
district in
in which
the district
the collector
section to
by
this section
principal
of business.
Such returns
such inforinforshall contain
contain such
returns shall
business. Such
place of
principal place
the Commanner as the
mation
made at
at such
such times
in such
such manner
and in
times and
and be
be made
mation and
regulations
may by
by regulations
missioner,
the approval
of the
the Secretary,
Secretary, may
approval of
with the
missioner, with
prescribe.
prescribe.
Time of payment.
(d) The
The tax
tax shall, without assessment
by the
payment.
(d)
assessment by
the Commissioner
Commissioner or
or
notice from
due and
payable to
at the
the
to the
the collector
collector at
be due
and payable
collector, be
from the
the collector,
notice
Penalty
time
fixed for
If the
tax is
when due,
due,
is not
not paid
paid when
the tax
the return.
return. If
for filing
filing the
time so
so fixed
failure
Penalty for
for failure,
there shall
shall be
added as
of the
interest at
at the
rate of
of 1
1per
per
the rate
the tax
tax interest
as part
part of
be added
there
centum a
month from
the time
when the
the tax
became due
due until
paid.
until paid.
tax became
time when
from the
a month
centum
articles
6 0 5 (a) If (1)
not
saltad
es of S
Contracts
EC. 605.
person has,
1, 1924,
1924,
January 1,
to January
prior to
has, prior
any person
. (a) If (1) any
SEC.
not
articles
before,
made aabona
bona fide
contract with
dealer for
for the
the sale
before.
made
fide contract
with aa dealer
sale or
or lease,
lease, after
after
tax takes effect,
any article
Vendee to pay,
if the tax
pay,
if
effect, of any
article in respect of which aatax is imaddition
addition to price not
permitted by contract,
contract, posed
posed by section 600, or by this subdivision, and in respect of which
permitted
Vol.
4p.293,amendcorresponding tax was imposed
Vol. 42,
p.293, amend- no corresponding
imposed by section 900 of the Revenue
Revenue Act
ed.
of
(2) such
such contract
the adding,
adding, to
not permit
permit the
to the
the
of 1921,
1921, and
and (2)
contract does
does not
amount to
be paid
paid thereunder,
thereunder, of
whole of
of the
the tax
imposed by
by
tax imposed
of the
the whole
amount
to be
section 600 of
or by
subdivision; then
then the
or
vendee or
the vendee
by this
this subdivision;
this Act
Act or
section
of this
pay so much of the tax
the vendor or lessor, pay
lessee
in lieu
lieu of
of the
lessee shall,
shall, in
of this
this Act or
or by
by this
this subdivision
as is
is not so
imposed by section 600 of
subdivision as
so
price. If
other than
dealer permitted
permitted to
to be
the contract
contract price.
If aa contract
contract of the
added to the
be added
than dealer
noTo othr
not taxed.
character
character above described was made with any person other
other than aa
dealer,
no tax
shall be
be collected
this Act.
Act.
under this
collected under
tax shall
dealer, no
than
If former
herein
imposed.
tax greater
(b) If
If (1)
(1) any
any person
person h
as ,
p
ri
or t
January 1,
1,1924,
1924,made
ma d
e a
ona
ab
bona
too January
has,
prior
(b)
than
herein impos.
fide contract with any other person for the sale or lease, after the
tax takes effect, of any article in respect
imposed
respect of which
which aa tax is imposed
by section 600 of this Act, and in respect of which aacorresponding
corresponding
greater tax was imposed by section 900 of the Revenue
but greater
Revenue Act of
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EXCISE TAXES.
XCISE TAXES.
imposed
1921; (2)
(2) the
contract price
price includes
the amount
amount of
the tax
tax imposed
of the
includes the
the contract
1921;
contract
by
section
900
of
the
Revenue
Act
of
(3)
contract
such
(3)
and
1921,
of
Act
Revenue
the
of
900
by section
does not
not permit
permit the
the deduction,
deduction, from
the amount
amount to
to be paid thereunfrom the
does
der, of
whole of
of the
difference between
between the
the corresponding
corresponding tax
the difference
the whole
of the
der.
•
imposed by
900 of
the Revenue
Revenue Act
of 1921
tax imimthe tax
and the
1921 and
Act of
of the
section 900
by section
imposed
Vendor to refund difVedor iftorefducton
posed by
by section
section 600
of this
this Act;
Act; then
the vendor
or lessor
shall ference,
lessor shall
vendor or
then the
600 of
deduction
posed
not perperrice not
from price
amount of such differ- from
the amount
refund
vendee or
so much
much of
of the
lessee so
or lessee
the vendee
to the
refund to
mitted.
ence
as is
not so
so permitted
to be
deducted from
contract price.
price.
and
taed
the contract
from the
be deducted
permitted to
is not
ence as
re
taxed and
Previously
viously
not h
ereby.
hereby.
bona not
(c)
any person
prior to
to January
January 1,
1, 1924,
1924, made
by.
made aabona
has, prior
person has,
(1) any
If (1)
(c) If
fide
with any
the sale
sale or
or lease,
after the
lease, after
for the
person for
other person
any other
contract with
fide contract
date
of the
the enactment
of this
Act, of
of any
article in respect of which
any article
this Act,
enactment of
date of
imposed by
by section
section 900
of the
Act of
1921,
of 1921,
Revenue Act
the Revenue
904 of
or 904
900 or
was imposed
tax was
aatax
and in
of which
no corresponding
corresponding tax
by section
imposed by
is imposed
tax is
which no
respect of
in respect
and
600 of
(2) the
contract price
price includes
includes the
the amount of the tax
the contract
Act, (2)
this Act,
of this
600
imposed
by section
section 900
of the
(3)
Revenue Act of 1921, and (3)
the Revenue
904 of
or 904
900 or
imposed by
such
permit deduction,
amount to be paid
paid
the amount
from the
deduction, from
not permit
does not
contract does
such contract
thereunder,
of the
the tax
tax imposed
imposed by
section 900
900 or 904 of the Revenue
by section
thereunder, of
tax
ot
tax
vendor
or paid
vendee or
,if to refund
reeftuonnd n
refund to
shall refund
Act of 1921; then the vendor or lessor shall
to the
the vendee
paid, if deduction not
permitted.
lessee so
much of
of the
the amount
tax as
not so
so permitted
permitted to
to be
be permitted.
is not
as is
such tax
of such
amount of
so much
lessee
deducted from
from the
the contract
contract price.
deducted
Tax payable
to
to
payable
Tax
(d) The taxes payable
payable by the vendee or lessee under subdivision vendor
consale conwhen sale
vendor when
summated.
(a), shall
shall be
to the
the vendor
the time
time the
sale or
lease summated.
or lease
the sale
at the
lessor at
or lessor
vendor or
paid to
be paid
(a),
is
consummated, and
TJnited
collected, returned, and paid to the United
and collected,
is consummated,
States
by
such
vendor
or lessor
lessor in the same manner
manner and subject to
or
vendor
such
States by
the
same interest
interest as provided by section 603.
the same
Refund
to vendor
vendor
endsales
vendor or lessor under subdivision
the vendor
(e)
refund by
by the
subdivision (b)
(b) or when
Any refund
(e) Any
consumsalesto consumwhen
mated.
(c)
consummated. mated.
shall be made at the time the sale or lease is consummated.
(c) shall
Treble damages
on
damages on
Treble
Upon
the failure
of the
or lessor
lessor so
so to
filure.
refund, he shall be failure.
to refund,
vendor or
the vendor
failure of
Upon the
liable
to the
or lessee
for damages
the amount
amount of three
in the
damages in
lessee for
vendee or
the vendee
liable to
times
such refund,
refund, and the court
court shall include in any
of such
amount of
the amount
times the
judgment
in favor
of the
vendee or
recovery
any suit for the recovery
lessee in any
or lessee
the vendee
favor of
judgment in
of
such damages,
of the
reasonable attorney's fee to
a reasonable
and a
suit and
the suit
costs of
damages, costs
of such
be
courtntending
the court.
by the
be fixed
fixed by
Purchaser intending
(f) A
any article
with intent
intent to
use it
it in
anfactrearticles
in to manufacture
to use
articles,
article with
purchases any
who purchases
vendee who
A vendee
(f)
the manufacture or production of
of another
another article
"dealer."
deemed aa"dealer."
sale deemed
for stile
intended for
article intended

the manufacture or production

shall
dealer," as used in this section.
"dealer,"
term "
the term
in the
included in
be included
shall be
TITLE VII.—SPECIAL
TAXES.
VII.-SPECIAL TAXES.
TITLE
TAX.
CAPITAL
STOCK TAX.
CAPITAL STOCK
TAX.,
CLevied

VIC= TAXES.

P

TAXIU.

Capital
tax.
stock tax.
Capital stock
after ulTOCy

Levied after
lr 1,
a te r tuly
l
.
194d
imposed 1924.
S
EC. 700.
after July
1924, in
of the
the tax
tax imposed
lieu of
in lieu
1, 1924,
July 1,
and after
On and
(a) On
700. (a)
SEC.
by
Revenue Act of 19211921-ed.Vol.42,p.294,amendthe Revenue
of the
1000 of
section 1000
by section
(1)
domestic corporation
corporation shall
aspecial
excise Vol.42,p.
Domestic
rpora
Domestic 294,corporaspecial excise
annually a
pay annually
shall pay
Every domestic
(1) Every
tax with
with respect
respect to
$1 tions.
°on's'
carrying on or doing business, equivalent to $1
to carrying
tax
for each
of the
average value of its capital
fair average
the fair
much of
so much
of so
$1,000 of
each $1,000
for
stock
the preceding
preceding year
ending June
June 30
in excess
excess of $5,000.
$5,000.
is in
as is
30 as
year ending
for the
stock for
In
estimating the
the value
of capital
the surplus
surplus and undivided
stock the
capital stock
value of
In estimating
profits
be included;
included;
shall be
profits shall
(2)
foreign corporation
shall pay
annually a
special excise
excise onFtoarpeirgtanicorpirtiontsn,
onFore poa'ed
a special
pay annually
corporation shall
Every foreign
(2) Every
states.
united StatesUnited United
tax
with respect
respect to
business in the
the United
doing business
or doing
on or
carrying on
to carrymg
tax with
States,
to $1
for each
each $1,000
$1,000 of
average amount of
of the average
$1 for
equivalent to
States, equivalent
capital
transaction of its business in the United
the transaction
in the
employed in
capital employed
i
StatP.s during
during the preceding
ending June 30.
preceding year ending
States
mpn
t
o
.
tin business
n bUs
ptot
(b)
The taxes
taxes imposed
imposed by
shall not
not apply
apply in
in any
year u
any year
section shall
this section
by this
(b) The
to
engaged in business (or, in the
was not engaged
which was
corporation which
any corporation
to any
eemptions.
Other exemptions.
case of
not engaged
business in the United Other
in business
engaged in
corporation, not
foreign corporation,
of aa foreign
case
Anpp.282M2a0States) during the preceding year ending June 30, nor to any cor- Ante,pp.222,289,M.
poration
iii section 231, nor to any insurance company
company
enumerated in
poration enumerated
subject
subject to the tax imposed by section 243 or 246.
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Brokers, not of pro-

merchandise.
duce or merchandise.
Business
Business defined.
defined

1924.
1924.

MISCELLANEOUS OCCUPATIONAL
OCCUPATIONAL TAXES.
MISCELLANEOUS

busiua

b

Cu. 234.
CH.
234.

(c)
Section 257
shall apply
apply to
to all
all returns
returns filed
filed with
with the
Commisthe Commis257 shall
(c) Section
sioner
of the
tax imposed
imposed by
by this
sioner for
for purposes
purposes of
the tax
this section.
section.

SPECIAL TAXES.

TAX'
SPEIA
Publicity,
etc.

Ante, p.i. 293.

neDssignted
nesses.

SEss.
SEsS. I.
I.

SEc.
July 1,
shall be
levied, collected,
collected,
SEC. 701.
701. On
On and
and after
after July
1924, there
1, 1924,
there shall
be levied,
and paid
paid annually
annually the
and
the following
following special
special taxes—
taxes- .
(1) Brokers,
Brokers, except
except brokers
or
exclusively negotiating
negotiating purchases
purchases or
brokers exclusively
(1)
sales of produce
produce or
whose
or merchandise,
merchandise, shall
shall pay
pay $50.
$50. Every
Every person
person whose
business
negotiate purchases
bonds, exexbusiness it
it is
is to
to negotiate
purchases or
or sales
sales of
of.stock,
stock, bonds,
change
notes, promissory
notes, other
change,2 bullion,
bullion, coined
coined money,
money, bank
bank notes,
promissory notes,
other

securities,
produce or
or merchandise,
merchandise, for
for others,
others, shall
be regarded
regarded
shall be
securities, produce
any broker
of aastock
exchange, or
as aa broker.
broker. If
If any
broker is
is aa member
member of
stock exchange,
or if
if
he
of any
exchange, board
he is a
a member
member of
any produce
produce exchange,
board of
of trade,
trade, or
or similar
similar
organization, where
merchandise is
is sold,
sold, he
organization,
where produce
produce or
or merchandise
he shall
shall
(whether or not he is
liable to
any tax
tax under
the first
of
(whether
is liable
to any
under the
first sentence
sentence of
this
paragraph, and
in addition
such tax,
pay an
amount
this paragraph,
and in
addition to
to such
tax, if
if any)
any) pay
an amount
during the
preceding year
year ending
ending
as follows:
follows: If
If the
the average
average value,
value, during
the preceding
June 30, of a
exchange or
a seat or membership
membership in such exchange
or organization
organization
was $2,000
$2,000 or
more but
more than
$100; if
if such
such value
value
was
or more
but not
not more
than $5,000,
$5,000, $100;
than $5,000
than $10,000,
such value
value
was more
more than
$5,000 but
but not
not more
more than
$10,000, $150;
$150; if
if such
was
more
than
$10,000,
$250.
$250.
$10,000,
than
more
was
Pawnbrokers.
(2)
Businessdefined.
Business defined.
Pawnbrokers shall
(2) Pawnbrokers
shall pay $100. Every
Every person whose
whose business
business
occupation it
by way
or
or occupation
it is
is to
to take or
or receive,
receive, by
way of
of pledge,
pledge, pawn,
pawn, or
exchange, any goods,
kind of
personal
exchange,
goods, wares, or
or merchandise,
merchandise, or
or any
any kind
of personal
property whatever,
security for
for the
repayment of
of money
loaned
property
whatever, as
as security
the repayment
money loaned
thereon, shall
be regarded
as a
apawnbroker.
thereon,
shall
be
regarded
as
pawnbroker.
Ship brokers.
(3)
business
brokers shall
shall pay
pay $50.
$50. Every
Every person
person whose
whose business
(3) Ship brokers
Busm defined.
defned.
Business
it
as a
broker to
to negotiate
negotiate freights
freights and
and other
other business
the
it is
is as
a broker
business for
for the
owners of vessels or for the shippers
consignors or consignees of
owners
shippers or consignors
freight carried
by vessels,
shall be
be regarded
as a
broker.
freight
carried by
vessels, shall
regarded as
a ship
ship broker.
Customhouse bro(4) Customhouse brokers shall pay $50.
person whose
whose
(4)
$50. Every person
kers.ustomhoe bro
Business defined.
defned.
occupation itit is, as the agent of others, to arrange entries and other
other
customhouse
customhouse papers, or transact business
business at
at any port of entry
relating to the importation or
or exportation
exportation of
or merof goods,
goods, wares,
wares, or
merchandise, shall be regarded
chandise,
regarded as a
a customhouse
customhouse broker.
broker.
Bowling alleys.
(5) Proprietors
Proprietors of
of bowling
bowling alleys
alleys and
billiard rooms
rooms shall
shall pay
pay
and billiard
(5)
BDeptione.
Description.
$10 for each alley or table. Every building or place where bowls
bowls
are thrown or where games of billiards or poor
pool are played, shall
shall
be regarded
regarded as a
a bowling alley or a
a billiard room, respectively,
respectively,
unless no charge
charge is made for the use of the alleys or tables.
Shooting galleries.
. (6)
(6) Proprietors
buildDeseirtioen.
Proprietors of shooting galleries
galleries shall
shall pay $20. Every
Every buildDescription.
ing, space, tent, or area, where
where a
charge is made
a charge
made for the
the discharge
discharge
of firearms at any form of target shall be regarded
shooting
regarded as a
a shooting
gallery.
gallery.
Ridin
Riding acaemies.
academies.
Desription.
(7) Proprietors of riding academies
(7)
academies shall pay $100. Every building, space, tent, or area, where aa charge
charge is made for instruction in
horsemanship
horsemanship or for facilities for the practice of horsemanship
horsemanship
Proviso.
Pros.
shall
regarded
a
Provided,
be
regarded
as
a
riding
academy:
Provided,
That
this tax
Associations
exempt. shall not be collected from associations
A
tionempt.
composed exclusively
of
shall not be collected from associations composed
exclusively of
members of units of the Federalized National Guard or the Organized Reserve
exclusively for the benefit
ized
Reserve and whose receipts are used exclusively
benefit
of such units.
Automobile passenutoeob
iine
(8) Persons
on the
business of
of operating
operating or
or renting
renting
ger hiring.
(8)
Persons carrying
carl-ying on
the business
passenger
automobiles
passenger
for hire shall pay $10 for each
each such
such automobile having a
a seating
seating capacity of more than two and not more
than seven,
seven, and $20 for each such automobile
automobile having aa seating
Exempt, if used for
Eempt,
ifrend for capacity
capacity of more than seven. The tax imposed
imposed by this subdivision
subdivision
school
children.
shall not be collected
in
automobiles used
used exclusively
exclusively for
collected i
n respect of automobiles
for
conveying school children to and from school.
conveying
Exchangemembers
Exchange
members*
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SPECIAL TAXES.
(9)
Every person
person carrying
carrying on
the business
brewer, distiller,
distiller, Brewers,
esPcL TAXers,
of a
a brewer,
business of
on the
(9) Every
distillers,
liquor
dealers, etc.
iquordealersetc.
wholesale
liquor
dealer,
retail
liquor
dealer,
wholesale
dealer
in
in
dealer
wholesale
dealer,
liquor
retail
dealer,
liquor
wholesale
It. S., secs. 3244, 3247,
malt
liquor, retail
dealer in
in malt
malt liquor,
liquor, or
or manufacturer
of stills,
stills, pp.
pp. 622,
626.
622; 626
manufacturer of
malt liquor,
retail dealer
Additional tax, if
as defined
in section
section 3244
3244 as
as amended
and section
section 3247
the business
as
defined in
amended and
3247 of
of the
bdditional
tax, byib
prohibited
Revised
State.
of the United State.
or District of
Territory, or
State, Territory,
any State,
in any
Statutes, in
Revised Statutes,
States contrary
the laws
laws of
of such
such State,
or
or District, or
Territory, or
State, Territory,
to the
contrary to
States
in any
any place
place therein
therein in
in which
carrying on
prohibited
business is prohibited
on such
such business
which carrying
in
by local
local or
or municipal
pay, in addition to all other taxes,
shall pay,
law, shall
municipal law,
by
special or
imposed by
by existing
existing law or by this Act, Payment no exempotherwise, imposed
or otherwise,
special
$1,000.
The payment
the tax
by this
this subdivision
shall tion
eemnt
tionaypuno
subdivision shall
imposed by
tax imposed
from punishment
of the
payment of
$1,000. The
State, etc., laws.
not
exempt any
person from
from any
under State, etc.,laws.
or punishment
punishment under
any penalty
penalty or
any person
held to
to exempt
not be
be held
provided
Territory, or District for
State, Territory,
any State,
laws of any
the laws
for by the
provided for
carrying on
such business
in such
State, Territory,
District, or
Territory, or District,
such State,
business in
on such
carrying
in any
any manner
authorize the commencement
commencement or continuance
continuance of
to authorize
manner to
in
such business
or
of such
such State, Territory, or
to the laws of
contrary to
business contrary
such
District, or
in places
prohibited by
by local
or municipal
municipal law.
law.
Tax in
lieu of prior.
Tax
inlieuofprior.
local or
places prohibited
or in
District,
pp. 295-297.
The taxes
taxes imposed
by this
the case
42, PP. 2297.
vol. 42,
of persons
persons Vol.
case of
in the
shall, in
section shall,
this section
imposed by
The
upon
whom
a
corresponding
tax
is
imposed
by
section
1001
of
the
upon whom a corresponding tax is imposed by section 1001 of the
Revenue
Act of
of 1921,
tax.
such tax.
in lieu
lieu of such
be in
1921, be
Revenue Act

SPECIAL TOBACCO
TOBACCO
SPECIAL

MANUFACTURERS'
TAX.
ANUFACTURERS' TAX.

Tobacco.

Tobacco.

Sao.
702. On
July 1,
1, 1924,
there shall
shall be
be levied,
Tax on sales
sales
.
by
by
Tn
col- m'rer
levied, col1924, there
after July
and after
On and
SEC. 702.
lected,
and paid
annually, in
lieu of
imposed by
section Vol.
Vol. 42
42, p-2p. 297.
by section
taxes imposed
the taxes
of the
in lieu
paid annually,
lected, and
1002 of
of the
the Revenue
Revenue Act of 1921,
1921, the following special taxes, the
1002
amount
computed on the
the basis of the sales
to be computed
taxes to
of such
such taxes
amount of
for
the preceding
June 3030—
for the
preceding year
year ending
ending June
Manufacturers of
annual sales
sales do
do not
exceed r
.
bac"'
sc., a24,
Trb
not exceed
whose annual
of tobacco
tobacco whose
S. sec.,
3244, p.
p.
Manufacturers
fifty thousand
thousand pounds
shall each
824,
amended.
e2, emended.
$6;
pay $6;
each pay
pounds shall
fifty
Manufacturers of
of tobacco
whose annual
annual sales
exceed fifty thousand
thousand
sales,exceed
tobacco whose
Manufacturers
and do not exceed
$12;
exceed one hundred thousand pounds shall each pay $12;
and
Manufacturers of
of tobacco
whose annual
annual sales
exceed one
hundred
one hundred
sales exceed
tobacco whose
Manufacturers
thousand and
two hundred thousand pounds shall
do not
not exceed two
and do
thousand
each pay $24;
Manufacturers
tobacco whose annual sales exceed two hundred
of tobacco
Manufacturers of
thousand
and at
at the
the rate of 16
per
16 cents
cents per
$24, and
pay $24,
each pay
shall each
pounds shall
thousand pounds
thousand
pounds, or
or fraction
fraction thereof,
in respect to the excess over
thereof, in
thousand pounds,
two
hundred thousand
pounds;
two hundred
thousand pounds;.
O
Mem.
Manufacturers of
cigars whose
annual sales do not exceed fifty O
whose annual
of cigars
Manufacturers
cigars shall
shall each
each pay
pay $4;
thousand cigars
$4;
Manufacturers of
of cigars
cigars whose
whose annual
thousand
annual sales exceed fifty thousand
Manufacturers
and do
do not
not exceed
exceed one
hundred thousand
shall each
$6;
each pay $6
cigars shall
thousand cigars
one hundred
and
Manufacturers of
of cigars
cigars whose
whose annual
annual sales
hundred
one hundred
exceed one
sales exceed
Manufacturers
each
thousand and
do not
not exceed
exceed two
two hundred
hundred thousand
thousand cigars shall each
and do
thousand
$12;
pay $
12 ;
Manufacturers
cigars whose
whose annual sales exceed two hundred
of cigars
Manufacturers of
thousand
hundred thousand cigars shall
not exceed four hundred
and do not
thousand and
each
each pay $24;
$24;
Manufacturers of
whose annual
exceed four hundred
sales exceed
annual sales
cigars whose
of cigars
Manufacturers
thousand
cigars shall
pay $24,
$24, and at
per
rate of 10 cents per
at the rate
each pay
shall each
thousand cigars
thousand cigars,
cigars or
over
thereof, in respect to the excess over
fraction thereof,
or fraction
thousand
four hundred thousand
thousand cigars;
Cigarettes.
not came.
Manufacturers of
of cigarettes
cigars weighing
weighing not
small cigars
including small
cigarettes,' including
Manufacturers
more
more than three pounds per thousand, shall each pay at the rate
of
cents for
ten thousand
thousand cigarettes, or
or fraction
fraction thereof.
thereof.
for every
every ten
of 66cents
Each class sepustekir.
In
the amount
paid under
under this
to be paid
tax to
of special tax
amount of
at the
arriving at
In arriving
section
n the
the levy
levy and
and collection
collection of such
tax, each person
such tax,
and in
section, and
engaged in
the manufacture
manufacture of more than one of the classes of
ini
the
engaged
articles specified
shall be considered and deemed aa
this section shall
specified in this
articles
manufacturer of
separately.
of each class
class separately.
manufacturer
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In computing
computing under this section the amount of annual sales no

SPECIAL TAXES.
SPECIAL
TAXS.

Export sales
exempt.
account shall
be taken
tobacco, cigars,
cigars, or
or cigarettes
cigarettes sold for exs
eempt account
Export
shall be
taken of tobacco,

port
and in
exported.
so exported.
course so
in due
due course
port and
Boats.

SPECIAL
SPECIAL TAX ON USE OF BOATS.
BOATS.

Annual tax on use of
specif.ed pleasure
plepsureboats,
specified
boats,
etc.
etc.
Vol. 42,
42, p.
297.
p.29.
Vol.

Annual tax on useof

es.
Rates.
Rat

Mesurement.

boats, motor
motor- boats with fixed engines, and sailing boats, the measurement
urement of over-all length shall govern.

new

On
on a
a new purchase,
purchase.
for part of ayear.

orpart of aear.

Exempt, it used for
aidetc.,
aid,
etc., to seadmen.
seamen.

Penalty.
Penalty.

outipaing tax.

Tax on narcotics.
narcotics.

for-

38,

Vol. 40, p. 1130.
Vol. 42,
42, p.
p. 2.
298.
Opium, coca leaves,
leaves,
Opium,
etc.
leaves,

Importers, manufacturers, dealers. etc., re-

tuporsers, manuc-

quired to register.
quiretregister.

Registration off !perJan1919.

1919.

S
EC. 704.
Any person
who carries
carries on
on any
any business
or occupation
occupation
business or
person who
704. Any
SEC.
for which
imposed by
by section
700, 701,
701, or
702, without
for
which a
a special
special tax
tax is
is imposed
section 700,
or 702,
without

having paid the special tax therein
therein provided, shall,
shall, besides
besides being
being
liable for the payment of such special tax, be subject to aa penalty
of not more than $1,000 or to imprisonment
imprisonment for not more than one
year, or both.
TAX ON NARCOTICS.
NARCOTICS.

Reenactment of
Reenactment
of former legislation.
meol.
p. p. 785.
Yol. 38,

i,

In
a tax imposed
In the case of a
imposed at the time of the original purchase
purchase
a new boat on any other date than July 1,
1, the amount to be
of a
paid shall be the same number of twelfths of the amount of the
tax as the number
number of calendar
calendar months (including
(including the month of
of
sale) remaining prior to the following July 1.
1.
This section
shall not
not apply
to vessels
boats used
used without
profit
without profit
or boats
vessels or
apply to
section shall
This
by any benevolent, charitable, or religious organizations,
organizations, exclusively
furnishing aid, comfort, or relief to seamen.
for furnishing
PENALTY FOR
FOR NONPAYMENT
NONPAYMENT OF SPECIAL TAXES.
TAXES.
PENALTY

Punishment for conunisment for con
ducting business without paying tax.

uary
ary 1,

1, there shall be
boat by aa user, if on any other date than July 1,
levied, assessed,
in lieu
the tax imposed by
of the
lieu of
and paid,
paid, in
collected, and
levied,
assessed, collected,
section 1003
of the
the Revenue
Act of
of 1921,
1921, upon
use of
of yachts,
upon the
the use
Revenue Act
1003 of
section
pleasure boats,
boats, power
boats, and
and motor
motor boats
boats with
with
sailing boats,
boats, sailing
power boats,
pleasure
fixed engines,
tons and
and over
over thirty-two
in length,
length,
thirty-two feet in
five net
net tons
of over
over five
engines, of
fixed
not used
used exclusively
for trade,
trade, fishing,
fishing, or
defense, or
or not
not
or national
national defense,
exclusively for
not
built according
to plans
and specifications
specifications approved
the Navy
approved by the
plans and
built
according to
Department, a
a special
to be
based on
each yacht
yacht or
boat,
Department,
special excise
excise tax
tax to
be based
on each
or boat,
at rates as follows: Yachts, pleasure
pleasure boats,
boats, power boats, motor boats
over five
five net tons, length
with fixed engines, and
and sailing boats, of over
over thirty-two
thirty-two feet
feet and
and not
not over
fifty feet,
feet, $1
$1 for
each foot;
foot; length
length
for each
over fifty
over
hundred feet, $2 for each foot;
foot;
over fifty feet, and not over one hundred
length over
over one
one hundred
hundred feet,
for each
feet, $4
$4 for
each foot.
foot.
length

In
determining the length
power
n determining
length of
of such yachts, pleasure
pleasure boats,
boats, power

Measurement.

sons in business

SEc.
and after
after July
1, 1924, and thereafter on July 11
July 1,
On and
SE 703. On
in each
each year,
year, and
the time
time of
of the
purchase of
of a
new
the original
original purchase
a new
and also
alsoatat the
in

Pan-

SEC.
SEC. 705. Section 1
1 of the Act entitled "An
"An Act to provide
provide for
for
the registration
registration of, with collectors
collectors of internal
internal revenue, and to impose a
a special tax upon all persons who produce,
produce, import, manufacture, compound, deal in, dispense,
dispense, sell, distribute, or give
away
give away
derivatives, or preparations,
preparations, and
opium or coca leaves, their salts, derivatives,
and
for other purposes,"
purposes," approved
approved December
December 17, 1914, as amended
amended by
section
1006 of
of the Revenue
Revenue Act of 1918, is reenacted
reenacted without change,
section 1006
as follows:
follows:
asf1llows:
1 of each year every
person
"SECTION
SEcrioN 1. That on or before July 1
every person
deals
in,
who imports, manufactures, produces, compounds,
com poun ds,sells,
se ll s,d
ea l
s i
n,
dispenses,
or
gives
away
opium
or
coca
leaves,
any
or
compound,
dispenses, or gives away
manufacture,
preparation thereof, shall register
register
manufacture, salt, derivative, or preparation
or
with the collector
collector of internal revenue
revenue of the district his name or
style, place of business and place
place or places where such business is
to be
be carried
carried on,
pay the
taxes hereinafter
provided;
hereinafter provided;
special taxes
the special
on, and
and pay
to
"Every
Every person
who on
on January
1, 1919,
1919, is
engaged in
in any
any of
person who
January 1,
is engaged
of
the activities
activities above
the
above enumerated,
enumerated, or who between such date and the
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shall
passage of
of this
this Act
first engaged
any of
of such
such activities,
activities, shall
in any
engaged in
Act first
passage

SPECIAL TAXES.
TAXES.

SPEAL

within thirty
days after
after the
passage of this Act
Act make like registhe passage
thirty days
within
the
tration; and
shall pay
part of
of the tax for the
proportionate part
the proportionate
pay the
and shall
tration;
period ending
June 30,
1919; and
30, 1919;
ending June
period
Engaging
in business
business
Engagirg in
"Every person
who first
in any
any of such activities after matter.
engages in
first engages
person who
"Every
the
passage
of
this
Act
shall
immediately
make
like
registration
like
make
immediately
shall
Act
the passage of this
and pay
the proportionate
proportionate part
of the
for the period ending on
tax for
the tax
part of
pay the
and
the
June 30th;
30th;
following June
the following
Rates of taxes.
"
Importers, manufacturers,
producers, or compounders,
compounders, $24 per Rates otaes.
manufacturers, producers,
"Importers,
anper
$6
dealers,
annum; wholesale
$12 per annum;
annum; retail
$6
dealers,'$12
wholesale dealers
annum;
num; physicians,
physicians, dentists,
dentists, veterinary
surgeons, and other practiveterinary surgeons,
num;
tioners lawfully
entitled to
to distribute
dispense, give away, or addistribute, dispense,
lawfully entitled
tioners
patients
minister
any
of
the
aforesaid
to
patients
upon whom they in
drugs
aforesaid
minister any of the
the course
practice are
attendance, shall pay
are in attendance,
professional practice
their professional
of their
course of
the
$3 per
$3
per annum.
annum.
"Every
manufactures, compounds,
or otherother- Importemsmanufa.
Importers. manufaccompounds, or
imports, manufactures,
who imports,
person who
Every person
h

and producers.
producers.
turers, and
wise
any of
the aforesaid
aforesaid drugs turers,
of the
distribution any
or distribution
sale or
for sale
produces for
wise produces
shall
be
deemed
to
be
an
importer,
manufacturer,
or
producer.
Wholesale
or
producer.
manufacturer,
importer,
be
an
to
deemed
shall be
Wholesale dealers.
dealers.
"Every person
person who
who sells
sells or offers
offers for sale any of said drugs in
"Every
the
stamped packages,
as hereinafter
provided, shall be
hereinafter provided,
packages, as
original stamped
the original
deemed
wholesale dealer.
deemed aa wholesale
Retail dealers.
"Every person
person who
or dispenses
pack- RBtaildersstamped packoriginal stamped
from original
dispenses from
sells or
who sells
"Every
ages,
shall be
dealer:
a retail dealer:
deemed a
be deemed
provided, shall
hereinafter provided,
as hereinafter
ages, as
Provisos.
Provided,
the office,
any person
person Place
of business.
Piace-obsns.
of any
the residence,
residence, of
or if
if none,
none, the
offce, or
That the
Provided, That
shall
for the
purpose of
this Act
business; Employees
exempt.
Employ
of business;
place of
exempt.
his place
Act his
of this
the purpose
considered for
be considered
shall be
but
no employee
of any
person who
who has
has registered
registered and paid special
any person
employee of
but no
tax
acting within
within the
the scope
employment,
of his employment,
scope of
required, acting
herein required,
as herein
tax as
shall
and pay
tax provided
by this
this
provided by
pay special
special tax
to register
register and
be required
required to
shall be
Officials not taxed.
section: Provided
of the United
United States,
Ter- ocs not taxed.
States, Terofficials otheh
That officials
further, That
Provided further,
section:
ritorial, District
District of
insular possessions,
or municmunicState or
possessions, State
or insular
Columbia, or
of Columbia,
ritorial,
•
ipal
of their
duties engage
official duties
their official
exercise of
the exercise
in the
who in
governments, who
ipal governments,
required to
in any
the business
business herein
described, shall not be required
herein described,
of the
any of
in
register, nor
pay special
special tax,
tax, nor
stamp the
as here- Evidence
drugs as
aforesaid drugs
the aforesaid
nor stamp
nor pay
register,
of right
g ree
ht
q,, denceori
this exemption
inafter prescribed,
prescribed, but
but their
their right
exemption shall be evi- quired.
to this
right to
inafter
denced in
such manner
as the
the Commissioner
Internal Revenue,
Revenue,
Commissioner of Internal
manner as
in such
denced
with the
approval of
of the
the Secretary
the Treasury,
by regulamay by
Treasury, may
of the
Secretary of
the approval
with
tions
Importing,
selling.
mporti
ellin
tions prescribe.
prescribe.
etc. without
"
It shall
for any
any person
person required
register under
wit'eod
the etc.
under the
to register
required to
unlawful for
be unlawful
shall be
" It
tion, etc., unlerv
t
rt
straprovisions
manufacture, produce,
compound, tio" et., u
a
produce, compound,
import, manufacture,
to import,
Act to
this Act
of this
provisions of
sell,
deal in,
away any
of the
the
any of
give away
or give
administer, or
distribute, administer,
dispense, distribute,
in, dispense,
sell, deal
aforesaid drugs
having registered
the special tax
paid the
and paid
registered and
without having
drugs without
aforesaid
as
llosed by
by this
as in
imposed
this section.
section.
Meaning of "person ."
at the
word 'person'
person' as
as used
used in
in this
Act shall
construed Meango"peon."
be construed
shall be
this Act
the word
TThat
to
include a
association, company,
coror corcompany, or
partnership, association,
a partnership,
and include
mean and
to mean
poration,
as well
well as
natural person;
and all
provisions of
of existing
existing
all provisions
person; and
as aanatural
poration, as
law relating
as far
necessary, are
extended
hereby extended
are hereby
as necessary,
far as
taxes, as
special taxes,
to special
relating to
law
Internal
revenue
and made
made applicable
applicable to
this section.
section.
revenn
Intenal
to this
and
stamp on product.
"That there
shall be
be levied,
assessed, collected,
collected, and
and paid
paid upon
on prodt.
upon stamp
levied, assessed,
there shall
"That
opium,
coca leaves
derivative, or
or preparation
preparation
salt, derivative
compound, salt,
any compound,
leaves,2 any
opium, coca
thereof,
produced in
the United
States, and
sold,
and sold,
United States,
into the
imported into
or imported
in or
thereof, produced
the
at
or
removed
for
consumption
or
sale
an
internal-revenue
tax
the
internal-revenue
an
sale,
or
consumption
or removed for
rate of
of 11 cent
cent per
per ounce,
ounce, and
any fraction
of an
an ounce
ounce in
package
in aapackage
fraction of
and any
rate
shall be
as an
such tax
paid by
by the
importer, manumanuthe importer,
be paid
to be
tax to
ounce, such
an ounce,
taxed as
be taxed
shall
facturer, producer,
compounder thereof,
and to
to be
by
represented by
be represented
thereof, and
or compounder
producer, or
facturer,
appropriate
be provided
by the
Internal Affixing.
of Internal
Commissioner of
the Commissioner
provided by
to be
stamps, to
appropriate stamps,
Revenue, with
with the
the Secretary
the
and the
Treasury; and
the Treasury;
of the
Secretary of
of the
approval of
the approval
Revenue,
stamps
affixed to
to the
conor other
other conbottle or
the bottle
be so
so affixed
shall be
provided shall
herein provided
stamps herein
tainer as
as to
to securely
securely seal
covering, or
or wrapper
thereof. Additioaltoimpot
Additional to import
wrapper thereof.
stopper, covering,
the stopper,
seal the
tainer
"The tax
tax imposed
imposed by
shall be
im- duty.
duty.
any into any
addition to
in addition
be in
section shall
this section
by this
"The
port duty
imposed on
on the
the aforesaid
drugs.
aforesaid drugs.
duty imposed
port
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"It shall
for any
any person
person to
dispense,
sell, dispense,
purchase, sell,
to purchase,
be unlawful
unlawful for
shall be
"It
stamped package
package or from the original stamped
stamped package;
package; and
and the
absence
any of the aforesaid
aforesaid
absence of
of appropriate
appropriate tax-paid
tax-paid stamps from any
drugs
evidence of
of this
this section
by
section by
facie evidence
of a
a violation
violation of
drugs shall
shall be
be prima
prima facie
Unlawful possesion.
possession. the person in whose possession
unlaful
possession same may be .fctind;
found; and the possession
containing any
any of the aforestamped package
package containing
sion of
of any
any original stamped
said
drugs by
by any
any person
and paid
paid special
special
said drugs
person who
who has
has not
not registered
registered and
taxes
as
required
by
this
section
shall
be
prima
facie
evidence
of
evidence
of
facie
be
prima
section
shall
by
this
as
required
taxes
pmro.
Proviso.
Not
applicable to
Provided,
That
applicable
Not
to
liability to such special tax: Provided,
That the provisions of this
valid prescriptions.
vid Ppteis ons. paragraph
paragraph shall not apply to any person having in his or her possession any of the aforesaid drugs which have been .obtained from
pursuance of
of a
a prescription, written for legitiaaregistered
registered dealer
dealer in pursuance
mate medical uses, issued
issued by a
a physician,
physician, dentist, veterinary surgeon,
Container
require- or other practitioner
Containe
reqirepractitioner registered under this Act; and where the botm en
ments.
ts.
tle or other container
m which such drug may be put up by the
the
container in
dealer upon said prescription
number
prescription bears the name and registry number
of the druggist, serial number of prescription, name and address
of the patient, and name, address, and registry number of .the person
SPECLAL TAM

isporal oanyg

Disposal of any drag
unstamped,
unstamped, etc., unlaw f l
lawful.

etc.,

Professional
Proessiona
tzation,

etc.

trationetc.

or distribute
distribute any
aforesaid drugs
drugs except
except in
or
any of
of the
the aforesaid
in the original
original

adminis- writing
prescription; or
to the
writing said prescription;
or to
dispensing, or
administration,
the dispensing,
or administration,
or giving
giving away of any of the aforesaid drugs to
to a
apatient
patient by
regby aareg-

FUIMITIN-

istered physician, dentist, veterinary
veterinary surgeon, or other .practitioner
practitioner
in the course of his professional practice, and where said drugs
drugs are
are
dispensed or administered
administered to the patient for legitimate medical
medical purpurposes, and the record kept as required by this Act of the drugs so
dispensed,
administered, distributed,
distributed, or given
dispensed, administered,
given away.
away.
Allstamp regulations
Anstapreglatio
And
all
the
of
relating
to the
the engraving,
engraving,
"And
provisions
existing
laws
relating
to
applicable.
issuance, sale, accountability,
accountability, cancellation, and destruction of taxpaid stamps provided for in the internal-revenue
internal-revenue laws are, in so
far as necessary, hereby extended
extended and made to apply to
to stamps
stamps
provided by this section.
section.
provided
Seizure of unstamped
Sizreotunnstamped
"That
packages of the aforesaid drugs found in
"
That all unstamped
unstamped packages
in
packages.
except as
as herein provided,
shall be subthe possession
possession of
of any
person, except
Packag
the
any person,
provided, shall
ject to seizure
seizure and
and forfeiture, and
and all the provisions
provisions of
of existing internal-revenue laws relating
ternal-revenue
relating to searches, seizures,
seizures, and forfeitures
forfeitures of
of
unstamped articles are hereby extended to and made to apply to
unstamped
to the
the
articles taxed under
under this Act and the persons upon whom these
these
are imposed.
imposed.
taxes are
Reoords,rebuns,ete.,
Reordfeturnsetc.,
""Importers,
manufacturers, and wholesale
wholesale dealers shall keep such
such
Importers, manufacturers,
required.
records and
and render
monthly returns in relation to
requbooks
books and records
render such monthly
to
the transactions in the aforesaid
aforesaid drugs as the Commissioner
Commissioner of
of
Internal Revenue, with the
the approval
approval ofthe
of the Secretary
of the
TreasSecretary of
the Treasury,
ury, may
may by
by regulations
regulations require.
Regulations
to be
Regulations to
be
of
"The Commissioner
Commissioner of Internal Revenue, with the approval
approval of
made.
the
of the
Treasury, shall
shall make
all needful
rules and
and
the Secretary
Secretary of
the. Treasury,
make all
needful rules
regulations
the provisions
effect."
of this
this Act
Act into
into effect."
carrying the
provisions of
regulations for
for carrying
Tereenat.
Text reenacted.
Vol. 42,
p. 300.
2 p.
300
vol.
Bc. 706.
Section 6
Act of
17, 1914,
SEc.
706. Section
6 of
of such,
such Act
of December
December 17,
1914, as
as amended
amended
by section 1007 of the Revenue Act of 1918,
without
1918, is
is reenacted
reenacted without
change,
as
follows:
change,
as
follows:
Drugs not affected
f ect
byDAcnot
"S
EC. 6.
6. That the
of this
this Act
be construed
construed to
to
d
SEC.
the provisions
provisions of
Act shall
shall not
not be
by Act.
giving away,
dispensing,
apply to
to the
the manufacture,
manufacture, sale, distribution,
distribution, giving
away, dispensing,
preparations and
remedies which
do not
no t contain
con t
ai
n
or possession
possession of
of preparations
and remedies
which do
more than two grains of opium, or more than one-fo
urth of
ofa
a grain
gra i
n
one-fourth
of morphine,
morphine,. or more than one-eighth
one-eighth of aa grain of heroin, or more
codeine,
.
or
salt or
ri
va ti ve o
an yof
ofth
em in
i
n
than one
one grain of codeine,
or any
any salt
or de
derivative
offany
them
or,.oif.faasolid or semisolid
preparation, in one avoirduone fluid ounce, or
semisolid preparation,
pois ounce; or to liniments, ointments, or other preparations
preparations which are
prepared
prepared for external use, only, except liniments, ointments, and
and
other preparations
preparations which contain cocaine or any of its salts or alpha
or beta eucaine
eucame or any of their salts or any synthetic substitute
substitute for
for
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them: Provided,
That such
remedies and
preparations are manuand preparations
such remedies
Provided, That
them:
factured,
distributed, given
away, dispensed,
dispensed, or possessed as
given away,
sold, distributed,
factured, sold,

__SPECIAL TAXES.
TAXES.
PrOVAIKM.

BPECAL

If used as
as medicines.
Ifused

not for the purpose
the intentions and
evading the
of evading
purpose of
and not
medicines and

medicines

Rececreci',.
o
rds
etc.,
rds13ofps.'
manufacturer, tRo
That any manufacturer,
further, That
Provided further,
0
f
sales,etcprovisions of this Act: Provided

provisions of this Act:

t

producer, compounder,
(including dispensing
physicians)
dispensing physicians)
or vendor (including
compounder, or
producer,
of
and remedies
section shall keep
keep
m this section
mentioned in
remedies mentioned
preparations and
the preparations
of the
preparations and
of such
such preparations
exchanges, or gifts of
sales, exchanges,
of all
all sales,
record of
aa record
remedies in
in such
such manner
Revenue,
Internal Revenue,
Commissioner of Internal
the Commissioner
manner as the
remedies
with
approval of
the Treasury,
Treasury, shall
shall direct.
direct.
for
irato
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the approval
with the
Preservation
for
pection.
Such
record shall
shall be
for a
a period
in such
spetion.
such s
years in
two years
of two
period of
preserved for
be preserved
Such record
a
as to
be readily
readily accessible
accessible to
to inspection
inspection by
by any officer, agent or
to be
a way
way as
for that puremployee
Department duly authorized
purauthorized for
of the Treasury Department
employee of
pose,
the State,
State, Territorial,
Territorial, District,
District, municipal,
insular
municipal, and insular
and the
pose, and

inin-

Vol. 38, p. 788.
Registrationand paypossessing or disposing of such preparations and remedies shall ment of special tax required.
register as required in section
of this Act and, if he is not paying a quired.
of this
Act, and
and every
person so
such person
every such
this Act,
officers named in section 55 of

officers named in section

possessing or disposing of such preparations and remedies shall
1 of this Act and, if he is not paying a
register as required in section 1
tax under
under this
he shall
shall pay
special tax
tax of
$1 for
for each
each year,
year, or
or
of $1
pay aaspecial
this Act,
Act, he
tax
fractional
in which
he is
in such
such occupation,
to
occupation, to
is engaged
engaged in
which he
thereof, in
part thereof,
fractional part
the
of internal
district in
in which
he carries
on
carries on
which he
of the
the district
revenue of
internal revenue
collector of
the collector
such
as provided
provided in
Act. The
The provisions
provisions of
this Act
Act
of this
this Act.
in this
occupation as
such occupation
as amended
amended shall
to decocainized
decocainized coca
preparaor preparaleaves or
coca leaves
apply to
not apply
shall not
as
tions made
or to
to other
preparations of coca leaves which
other preparations
therefrom, or
made therefrom
tions
cocaine."
contain cocaine."
do not contain
Sze. 707.
707. All
salts, derivatives
compounds, and
and
and compounds,
derivatives, and
its salts,
opium, its
Al opium,
SIo.
coca leaves,
salts, derivatives,
derivatives, and
compounds thereof,
thereof, which
which may
and compounds
leaves, salts,
coca
now be
seizure or
hereafter be seized by the United
may hereafter
or which may
under seizure
be under
now

vo.38, .788.

merntraospecnaal

Decocainised prep arat ion s, etc., not
affected.

Decocainis,
affected.

prot-

Confiscation

of

of
dnarcotics.
sefiedncotin
Vol.
p. 301.
301.
ol. 42,
42, p.

States
or persons
persons charged
with any
621.
p. 621.
Vo 26,
26, p.
any Vol.
charged with
person or
from any
any person
Government from
States Government
Vol.29, p.695; Vol.35,
Acts of p.voi.M,p.69%;vol.a3,
the Acts
by the
violation
of the
the Act
Act of
1890 as
amended by
as amended
1, 1890
October 1,
of October
violation of
614: Vol 38, p P275,
785; 'Vol.
130;
0,p
rvoli.4,.
March
3, 1897,
February 9,
9, 1909,
1909, and January
January 17,
17, 1914,
1914, or the Act P7;
1897, February
March 3,
Vol. 42, p. 298.
of December
17, 1914,
1914, as
of the
the Vol.42,p.298.
conviction of
upon conviction
shall upon
amended, shall
as amended,
December 17,
of
forfeited Delivery for Govern.
person
or persons
from whom
confiscated by and forfeited
be confiscated
seized be
whom seized
persons from
person or
r
°.
meDntuseerYfrtc
authorized to silent
hereby authorized
to
United States;
the Secretary
is hereby
use, etc.
Secretary is
and the
States; and
the United
to the
deliver
for
medical
or
scientific
purposes
to
any
department,
bureau,
deliver for medical or scientific purposes to any department, bureau,
agency of the United States Government, upon proper appliother agency
or other
cation therefor
such regulation
as may
may be
the
by the
prescribed by
be prescribed
regulation as
under such
therefor under
cation
the
Secretary, any of the
Commissioner, with the
the approval of the Secretary:,
Commissioner,
drugs
and forfeited
forfeited to
the United
to eelsseliz
Applicable
seized, confiscated,
confiscated, and
to the
United States.
States.
drugs so
so seized,
Applicable to
tues
from unknown
unknown
The
also apply
apply to
to any
any of
afore- owners.
ure from
of the
the aforeshall also
section shall
this section
of this
provisions of
The provisions
said
drugs seized
possession of the United
United States owners.
into the possession
coming into
or coming
seized or
said drugs
the
above-mentioned Acts where the
in
any of the above-mentioned
of any
enforcement of
the enforcement
in the
Destruction restrictestrictrctlon
eds
owner
or owners
thereof are
are unknown.
None of
the aforesaid
drugs ed.
aforesaid drugs
of the
unknown. None
owners thereof
owner or
operation of
coming
under the operation
the United States under
of the
possession of
into possession
coming into
said
Acts, or
or the
the provisions
of this
this section_,
shall be
be destroyed
without
destroyed without
section, shall
provisions of
said Acts,
certification
by a
committee appointed
appointed by
Commissioner,, with
by the Commissioner
a committee
certification by
the
medical
approval of the Secretary, that they are of no value for medical
the approval
or scientific purposes.
pp.

TITLE VIII.-STAMP
VIII.—STAMP TAXES.
TAXES.
TITLE

STAMP TAXES.

STAMP TAXES.

Leviedon
bonds, docLevied onbonds,doeSchedOn and after the expiration of thirty days after the uments, etc., in sdedule A.
A.
enactment of this Act there shall be levied, collected, and paid, for

SEC. 800.
800. On and after the expiration of thirty days after the ments, etc., in
SEC.
enactment of this Act there shall be levied, collected, and paid, for
of stock
stock
certificates of
or certificates
and
respect of the
several bonds, debentures,
debentures, or
the several
in respect
and in
333.
Pop.
and Post,
matters, and
indebtedness, and
instruments, matters,
and other
other documents, instruments,
and of indebtedness,
p. 333.
for or
or for
A of
of this
in Schedule
things
described in
Schedule A
this title,
title, or
or
and described
mentioned and
things mentioned
which such instruin
parchment, or paper upon which
vellum, parchment,
of the
the vellum,
respect of
in respect
ments, matters,
or things,
things or
any of
of them,
them, are
are written
or printed,
printed, by
by
written or
or any
matters, or
ments,
any
person who
makes, signs,
removes, consigns, or ships
signs, issues, sells, removes,
who makes,
any person
the same,
or for
made, signed, issued,
are made,
the same are
benefit the
or benefit
for whose use or
the
same, or
sold, removed,
consigned, or
or shipped,
shipped, the
several taxes
taxes speified
specified in
in
the several
removed, consigned,
sold,
such
schedule. The
section shall, m
in the case
this section
by this
imposed by
taxes imposed
The taxes
such schedule.
:
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STAY? TAXES.
pettai.
Inetof

In lieu of present tax.

Exceptions.
Exceptions.
Government,
ti
etc., securities.

t sState,
ate

.se

Bonds of Indemnity
of Iddemity
to United States.

tonds

Of domestic building
Ofdomesticbuilding
and
associations.
and loan
lon associations.

Offenses designated.
offenses
Issuing =stamped
papers, etc.

sing unstamped

papers, etc.

Dealing in articles
inpedds
noDeasn
not
fully stamped.

Using
=canceled,
using unca'aed
etc., stamps.
etc,

.

s

Penalty.
Other offenses.
ofenses.

se

Fraudulently reFraudulently
moving, etc., stamps.

mov
e.,

s

BRusingstamps.

Reusing stamps.

Using
Using
stamps.

nsuffclent
insufficient

Counterfeits, etc.

ontefeittc

Removing.

etc,

stamps forn
for uiawati
unlawful
stamps

U

-

Possessing

washed,

et.,ssinmpg
wassowe
etc„stampsknowingly.

Punishment for.

unshmet
fr.

Forfeiture
of artices,
articles,
Forfeiture of
etc.

etc.

1924.
1924.

of
corresponding stamp
stamp tax
tax is
imis now
now imwhich a
a corresponding
of any
any article
article upon which
posed
law , be
tax.
posed by law,
be in lieu of such tax.
Sze. 801.
801. There
'here shall
under this
title any
bond, note,
SzE.
shall not
not be
be taxed
taxed under
this title
any bond,
note,
or
other instrument,
instrument, issued
issued by
by the
United States,
any foreign
foreign
or by
by any
States, or
the United
or other
Government,
or by
by any
State, Territory,
Territory, or
or the
the District
District of
Columbia,
of Columbia,
Government, or
any State,
or
subdivision thereof,
or municipal
or other
other corporation
corporation exeror local
local subdivision
thereof, or
municipal or
exercising
the taxing
taxing power;
to be
be
cising the
power; or
or any
any bond
bondnd of indemnity
demnity required
required to
filed by
any person
to secure
payment of
of any
filed
by any
person to
secure payment
any pension,
pension, allowance,
allowance,
allotment,
or insurance
United States,
States, or
or to
to secure
allotment, relief,
relief, or
insurance by
by the
the United
secure aa
duplicate for,
payment of,
of, any
bond, note,
note, certificate
of indebtduplicate
for, or
or the
the payment
any bond,
certificate of
indebtedness, war-savings
warrant or
or check,
edness,
war-savings certificate,
certificate, warrant
check, issued
issued by
by the
the United
United
States;
stocks and
by domestic
and loan
States; or
or stocks
and bonds
bonds issued
issued by
domestic building
building and
loan
associations substantially
substantially all
all the
the business
business of
which is
is confined
confined to makassociations
of which
ing
members, or
by mutual
mutual ditch
or irrigation
irrigation companies.
ing loans
loans to
to members,
or by
ditch or
companies.
Sze. 802.
Whoever—
SEO.
802. Whoever(a) Makes,
issues, or accepts, or causes
Makes, signs, issues
made, signed,
signed,
causes to
to be
be made,
issued, or accepted,
accepted, any
or paper
any kind
kind
any instrument, document,
document, or
paper of
of any
or description
description whatsoever
whatsoever without
the full
of tax
tax thereon
thereon
or
without the
full amount
amount of
duly paid;
being duly
paid;
(b)
Manufactures or
imports and
for sale,
causes
sale, or
or causes
offers for
sells, or
or offers
and sells,
or imports
(b) Manufactures
to be
and sold,
offered for
sale, any
to
be manufactured
manufactured or
or imported
imported and
sold, or
or offered
for sale,
any
playing cards,
article without
the full
amount of
of
playing
cards, package,
package, or
or other
other article
without the
full amount
tax being
tax
being duly
duly paid;
paid;
(c) Makes use of any adhesive
(c)
adhesive stamp to denote any
any tax
tax imposed
imposed
by this title without canceling or obliterating
obliterating such stamp as prescribed in
section 804;
804;
scribed
in section
Is
Is guilty of a
amisdemeanor and upon conviction
conviction thereof
thereof shall
pay
shall pay
a
more than
than $100
$100 for
for each.
offense.
a fine
fine of
of not
not more
each offense.
SEG. 803.
803. WhoeverWhoever—
SE.
(a) Fraudulently
Fraudulently cuts,
(a)
cuts, tears,
any vellum,
vellum, parchparchtears, or
or removes
removes from
from any
ment,
raent, paper, instrument,
instrument, writing, package,
package, or article, upon
upon which any
any
tax is
imposed by
this title,
title, any
any adhesive
is imposed
by this
adhesive stamp
stamp or
or the
the impression
impression
of
any stamp,
plate, or
or other
other article
made, or
in
of any
stamp, die,
die, plate,
article provided,
provided, made,
or used
used in
pursuance
of this
title;
this title;
pursuance of
(b) Fraudulently
Fraudulently uses,
uses, joins, fixes, or places to, with,
with, or upon
upon.
any vellum,
writing, package,
package, or
any
vellum, parchment,
parchment, paper,
paper, instrument,
instrument, writing,
or
article, upon
upon which
which any tax
tax is
is imposed by
by this title,
title, (1)
(1) any adhesive
stamp,
the impression
any stamp,
stamp, die,
article,
stamp, or
or the
impression of
of any
die, plate,
plate, or
or other
other article,
which
been cut,
torn, or
any other
which has
has been
cut, torn,
or removed
removed from
from any
other vellum,
vellum, parchparchment,
paper, instrument,
package, or
upon which
which
ment, paper,
instrument, writing,
writing, package,
or article,
article, upon
any tax is imposed
this title;
any adhesive
adhesive stamp
stamp or
or the
imposed by
by this
title; or
or (2)
(2) any
the
impression
of any
any stamp,
die, plate,
or other
other article
article of
impression of
stamp, die,
plate, or
of insufficient
insufficient
value;
or (3)
(3) any forged
value; or
forged or counterfeited
counterfeited stamp,
or the
impression
stamp, or
the impression
of
any
forged
or counterfeited
counterfeited stamp,
stamp, die,
die, plate,
plate, or
other article;
of (c
any
forged
or
or
other
article;
.
Willfully removes,
or alters
alters the
or d
ef
aci
ng
(c) ) Willfully
removes, or
the cancellation,
cancellation, or
defacing
or otherwise
otherwise prepares,
prepares, any
stamp, with
intent to
marks of, or
any adhesive
adhesive stamp,
with intent
to
the same
same to
use, or cause the
has been
been already
used, or
or
to be used, after
after it
it has
already used,
knowingly
knowingly or
or willfully
buys, sells,
sells, offers
offers for
gives away,
away: any
willfully buys,
for sale,
sale, or
or gives
any
such washed or restored
restored stamp
to any
person for
for use,
stamp to
any person
use, or
or knowingly
knowingly
uses
the same;
uses the
same;
(d) Knowingly
(d)
Knowingly and
without lawful
lawful excuse
excuse (the
burden of
proof
and without
(the burden
of proof
of such excuse
excuse being on the accused)
accused) has in possession any washed,
washed,
restored,
restored, or altered
altered stamp, which has been removed from
from any
any vellum,
vellum,
parchment, paper,
instrument, writing,
writing, package,
package, or
or article;
article;
parchment,
paper, instrument,
Is
a misdemeanor, and upon
Is guilty of a
shall be
punished
upon conviction
conviction shall
be punished
by aafine of not more than $1,000,
$1,000, or by imprisonment
imprisonment for not more
than
five years,
and any such reused, canceled,
than five
years, or
or both,
both, and
canceled, or counterfeit
counterfeit
stamp and the vellum, parchment, document,
paper, package,
package, or
or
document, paper,
article
article upon which it is placed or impressed shall be forfeited
forfeited to the
United States.
United
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SEC. 804.
adhesive stamp
stamp is
is used
used for
for denoting
denoting any
any tax
tax
Whenever an
an adhesive
SEC.
804. Whenever

STAMP TAXES.

MSTAP
TAXES.
Method of
cancellation.

imposed
by this
this title,
title, except
except as
hereinafter provided,
provided, the person using tion.
as hereinafter
imposed by
or affixing
affixing the
the same
write or
to be
be written
written or
or
or cause
cause to
or stamp
stamp or
shall write
same shall
or
stamped thereupon
thereupon the
the initials
of his
his or
or its
its name
name and
the date
date upon
upon
and the
initials of
stamped
which the
same is
used, so
that the
the same
same may
may not
not again
again be
so that
or used,
attached or
is attached
the same
which
preused: Provided,
Commissioner may
Othermay
E
tr may be preprescribe such other Other,
may prescribe
the Commissioner
That the
Provided, That
used:
scribed.
r
8°.

of
method
of such
such stamps
stamps as
deem expedient.
ration, etc.,
expedient. Preparation,
he may
may deem
as he
cancellation of
for the
the cancellation
method for
etc., of
S
EC. 805.
The Commissioner
shall cause
cause to
be prepared
and stamps.
stamps.
prepared and
to be
Commissioner shall
(a) The
805. (a)
SEC.
distributed for
for the
payment of
taxes prescribed
prescribed in
in this
this title
suittitle suitthe taxes
of the
the payment
distributed
able
denoting the
the tax
the document,
articles, or
or thing
to
thing to
document, articles,
on the
tax on
stamps denoting
able stamps
Method of affixing.
which the
same may
be affixed,
such method
for Method ofaiing.
method for
prescribe such
shall prescribe
and shall
affixed, and
may be
the same
which
the affixing
of said
stamps in
substitution for
or in
to the
the
addition to
in addition
for or
in substitution
said stamps
affixing of
the
method
provided in
in this
this title,
title, as
he may
may deem
deem expedient.
expedient.
as he
method provided
General revenue laws
(b)
All internal
internal revenue
laws relating
to the
assessment and
for mistakes,
apneicabveostakes
col- applicable
and colthe assessment
relating to
revenue laws
(b) All
applicable for mistakes,
etc.
lection
are hereby
and made
part of
title, etc.
of this
this title,
made aapart
to and
extended to
hereby extended
of taxes
taxes are
lection of
so
far as
as applicable,
the purpose
purpose of
taxes omitted
omitted
stamp taxes
collecting stamp
of collecting
for the
applicable, for
so far
through
paper,
document, paper,
instrument, document,
any instrument,
from any
fraud from
or fraud
mistake or
through mistake
writing, parcel,
package, or
article named
herein.
ales of stamps by
or article
named herein.
writing,
parcel, package,
Sales
Site. 806.
furnish to
Gen- postmasters.
postmasters.
Postmaster Gento the
the Postmaster
shall furnish
Commissioner shall
The Commissioner
806. The
SEC.
eral
without prepayment
quantity of
of adhesive
adhesive stamps
to
stamps to
suitable quantity
prepayment aa suitable
eral without
be
distributed to
sale by
the various
various postmasters
postmasters in
in the
the Aounb.
Accountability.
by the
kept on
on sale
to and
and kept
be distributed
United States.
require each
such postposteach such
may require
General may
Postmaster General
The Postmaster
States. The
United
master
to give
increased bond
postmaster for
for the
the
as postmaster
bond as
or increased
additional or
give additional
master to
value
stamps so
and each
each such
shall
postmaster shall
such postmaster
so furnished,
furnished, and
the stamps
of the
value of
deposit
receipts from
the sale
such stamps
stamps to
to the
the credit
and
of and
credit of
of such
sale of
from the
the receipts
deposit the
render
accounts to
the Postmaster
at such times and in such Transfer ofcollections
General at
Postmaster General
to the
render accounts
0
form as
may by
regulations prescribe.
The Postmaster
Postmaster General
General monthly.
mTn"f'ofconlect'o
prescribe. The
by regulations
as he
he may
form
shall at
transfer all
collections from
from this
this source
all collections
monthly transfer
once monthly
least once
at least
shall
to
as internal-revenue
collections.
Sales
ae by designated
designated
internal-revenue collections,
to the
the Treasury
Treasury as
depositaries.
Site. 807.
(a) Each
Each collector
collector shall
without prepayment,
prepayment, depositaries.
furnish, without
shall furnish,
807. (a)
SEO.
to
any assistant
or designated
of the
United
the United
depositary of
designated depositary
treasurer or
assistant treasurer
to any
States,
located in
in the
district of
of such
suitable quantity
of
quantity of
collector, aasuitable
such collector,
the district
States, located
adhesive
stamps to
to be
on sale
such assistant
or
treasurer or
assistant treasurer
by such
sale by
kept on
be kept
adhesive stamps
designated
Sales by designated
designated depositary.
depositary.
designated
State agents for stock
Sta agents for stock
any transfers.
to any
(b) Each
Each collector
collector shall
prepayment, to
without prepayment,
furnish, without
shall furnish,
(b)
person who
(1) located
located in
in the
the district
district of
of such
collector, (2)
(2) duly
such collector,
is (1)
who is
person
appointed
and acting
acting as
as agent
agent of
any State for the sale of stock
of any
appointed and
transfer
stamps of
of such
designated by
by the
Commisthe Commis(3) designated
and (3)
State, and
such State,
transfer stamps
sioner
for the
suitable quantity
adhesive stamps Post, p. 334.
of such
such adhesive
quantity of
purpose, aa suitable
the purpose,
sioner for
Pp'"
of this
as
subdivisions 2,
2, 3,
3, and.
of Schedule
Schedule A
this
A of
4 of
and 4
by subdivisions
are required
required by
as are
title,
be kept
such
person.
title, to
to be
kept on
on sale
sale by
by such person.
Surety bon
bonds may be
be
required.
(c)
In such
such cases
cases the
sufficient required.
with sufficient
bond, with
require aabond,
may require
collector may
the collector
(c) In
sureties,
in a
fixed by
by the
the Commissioner,
conditioned for
Commissioner, conditioned
to be
be fixed
sum to
a sum
sureties, in
amounts
the
so required, of all quantities or amounts
faithful return, whenever so
the faithful
undisposed of,
and for
payment monthly
of all
quantities or
or Regulations
f safe
all quantities
Regun
monthly of
of, and
for the
the payment
undisposed
for
keeping, etc.
amounts sold
or not
on hand.
Secretary may
may from
from keepingetc.
The Secretary
hand. The
not remaining
remaining on
sold or
amounts
time to
regulatiops as
as he
may find
to
necessary to
find necessary
he may
such regulatiops
make such
to time
time make
time
insure
the safe-keeping
safe-keeping or
or prevent
all such adhesive
use of all
the illegal
illegal use
prevent the
insure the
stamps.
Schedle &
stamps.
Schedule A.
TAXEs.
SCICIEDULE A.--STAMP
A.--STA^P TAXES.
SCHEDULE
of indebtedbte
d Bnds
1.
Bonds of
of indebtedness:
indebtedness: On
On all bonds, debentures, or certificates
certificates ne
r ds of in
1. Bonds
of
indebtedness issued
person, and all
however
all instruments, however
by any
any person,
issued by
of indebtedness
termed,
any corporation
corporation with interest coupons or
or in
in regisissued by
by any
termed, issued
generally as corporate
corporate securities,
$100 Prorisos.
p,.
securities, on each $100
tered form,
form, known generally
Beneytals.
Provided, That every RenAs.
face value or
or fraction
fraction thereof, 55 cents: Provided,
of face
renewal of
Povided
taxed as
as a
a new issue: Provided
shall be
be taxed
foregoing shall
of the
the foregoing
renewal
of tax.
or payfurther,
when a
conditioned for
the repayment
pay- Basis oftax
repayment or
for the
a bond
bond conditioned
That when
further, That
ment
of money
money is
is given
in a
penal sum greater
the debt secured,
secured,
than the
greater than
a penal
given in
ment of
the
secured.
shall be based
based upon the amount secured.
the tax shall
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On each
original issue,
issue, whether
oron orwhether on
each original
issued: On
stock, issued:
22. Capital
Capital stock,
ganization
reorganization, of
of stock,
stock, or
of profits,
profits,
ganization or reorganization,
of certificates
certificates of
or of
or
of interest
interest in
property or
accumulations, by
or of
in property
or accumulations,
by any
any corporation,
corporation, on
on
Proviso.
Poiso.
each
$100 of face value
each $100
value or fraction
fraction thereof,
thereof, 55cents:
cents: Provided,
Provided, That
That
Without face value.
Withoute valu"
where aa certificate
certificate is issued without face value, the tax
tax shall
shall be
be 55
cents
unless the
the actual
actual value
value is
of $100
per share,
share,
cents per
per share, unless
is in
in excess
excess of
$100 per
in which
which case
case the
shall be
be 55cents
on each
each $100
of actual
value
in
the tax
tax shall
cents on
$100 of
actual value
or fraction
actual value
less than
than $100
per
or
fraction thereof,
thereof, or
or unless
unless the
the actual
value is
is less
$100 per
share, in
case the
the tax
be 1
cent on
on each
each $20
of actual
share,
in which
which case
tax shall
shall be
1 cent
$20 of
actual
value,
or fraction
fraction thereof.
value, or
thereof.
Attached
Attached to stock
The stamps representing
subdivision shall
representing the tax imposed by this subdivision
shall
books.
be attached to the stock books and not
certificates issued.
issued.
not to
to the
the certificates
.Sales or
or transfers
of
transfers of
3. Capital stock, sales or transfers: On all sales, or agreements to
stats
stock, etc.
sales or
or deliveries
of legal
sell, or
or memoranda
memoranda of
of sales
deliveries of,
of, or
or transfers
transfers of
legal
title
shares or
or certificates
certificates of
stock or
of profits
or of
of interest
interest in
title to
to shares
of stock
or of
profits or
in
property or
accumulations in
any corporation,
corporation, or
or to
to rights
subproperty
or accumulations
in any
rights to
to subscribe for
or to
receive such
or certificates,
whether made
upon
scribe
for or
to receive
such shares
shares or
certificates, whether
made upon
or shown by
of the
the corporation,
corporation, or
by any
any assignment
assignment in
in
by the books
books of
or by
blank, or
paper or
blank,
or by
by any
any delivery,
delivery, or
or by
by any
any paper
or agreement
agreement or
or memoranmemorandum or
of transfer
transfer or
sale, whether
the holder
or other evidence
evidence of
or sale,
whether entitling
entitling the
holder
in any manner to the benefit of
or rights,
rights, or
or not,
not,
of such stock,
stock, interest,
interest, or
$100 of
face value
value or
or fraction
fraction thereof,
thereof, 2
on each
each $100
of face
2 cents,
cents, and
and where
where
such shares are without
par or
face value,
the tax
be 2
cents on
on
without par
or face
value, the
tax shall
shall be
2 cents
Provisos.
PR'ao.
the transfer or sale or agreement
agreement to sell
share: Provided,
Provided,
sell
on
each
share:
Deposits as collateral
exemspt.
That it is not intended
title to
to impose
intended by this title
agreeimpose aatax upon an
exempt.
an agreement evidencing
evidencing aa deposit
deposit of
collateral security
for
ment
of certificates
certificates as
as collateral
security for
thereon, which certificates
money loaned thereon,
not actually
certificates are
are not
actually sold,
sold,
nor upon the delivery
or transfer
transfer for such purpose
delivery or
of certificertifipurpose of
cates
so
deposited,
nor
upon
mere
loans
of
stock
nor
upon
nor
upon
stock
of
mere
loans
upon
nor
deposited,
so
cates
Boke
dev
Brokers' deliveries,
etc.,exempt.eS
the
etc., exempt.
loaned: Provided
Provided further,
That the
further, That
tax
the return
return of
of stock
stock so
so loaned:
the tax
shall not be imposed upon deliveries or transfers to
to a
a broker for
for
deliveries or transfers by aabroker to
to a
a customer
sale, nor upon deliveries
for
customer for
whom and upon whose
purchased same,
same, but
such dedewhose order he
he has
has purchased
but such
liveries
or
transfers
shall
be
accompanied
by
a
certificate
setting
forth
forth
setting
a
certificate
by
accompanied
shall
be
transfers
liveries
or
stamps
on
aing
Placing stamps on
books of
corporation.
book
of corpoation.
the facts:
further, That
sale where
where the
the evidence
evidence
facts: Provided
Providedfurther,
That in
in case
case of
of sale
of
is shown
only by
by the
of the
the corporation
the stamp
of transfer
transfer is
shown only
the books
books
of
corporation
the
stamp
On certificates.
ncertiicates
shall be placed
placed upon such books; and where the change of ownership
by transfer
transfer of
of the
the stamp
placed upon
ship is
is by
the certificate
certificate the
stamp shall
shall be
be placed
upon
On
of sale.
On bills
bilofsae.
the certificate;
the
certificate; and in cases of an agreement to sell or where the
the
transfer is by delivery
delivery of the certificate assigned
assigned in blank there
there shall
shall
be
made and
and delivered
delivered by
by the
the seller
the buyer
or memomemobe made
seller to
to the
buyer aa bill
bill or
Details required.
Details required.
randum of such sale, to which the stamp shall be affixed; and every
every
bill or memorandum
memorandum of sale or agreement
mentioned
agreement to sell before mentioned
shall
thereof, the
name of
the seller,
the amount
of the
shall show
show the
the date
date thereof,
the name
of the
seller, the
amount of
the
Punishment for sales
sale,
and the
the matter
thing to
which it
refers. Any
Any person
liable
etc
sale, and
matter or
without stameps,
stamps, etc.
or thing
to which
it refers.
person liable
to pay the tax as herein provided, or anyone who acts in the matter
matter
as agent or broker for
who makes
any such
such sale,
sale, or
or
for such person,
person, who
makes any
who
pursuance of
such sale
sale delivers
any certificate
certificate or
or evidence
who m
m pursuance
of any
any such
delivers any
evidence
sale of any stock,
of the sale
or memorandum
stock, interest or
or right,
right, or
or bill
bill or
memorandum
thereof, as herein
required, without
without having
proper stamps
afherein required,
having the
the proper
stamps affixed thereto with intent to evade the foregoing provisions, shall be
deemed guilty of aamisdemeanor, and
upon conviction
conviction thereof
thereof shall
and upon
shall
imprisoned not more than
pay aafine of not exceeding
exceeding $1,000,
$1,000, or be imprisoned
six months,
both.
six
months, or
or both.
Exchange sales, etc.,
4. Produce,
sales of,
on exchange:
exchange: Upon
of produ-c
produce forasutre
future
4.
Produce, sales
of, on
Upon each
each sale
sale,'agreement
agreement of
of
delivery.
delivery.
sale, or agreement
agreement to sell (not including so-called
so-called transferred
transferred or
or
scratch
scratch sales),
m-ks), any products
products or merchandise
merchandise at, or under the
the rules
or usages of, any exchange, or board of trade,
place,
trade, or
or other similar
similar place,
for future delivery, for each $100 in value of the merchandise
covered by said sale or agreement
agreement to
agreement of sale or agreement
to sell, 1
1 cent,
cent,
&PAX! TAXES.

staock.
g=stack.

issues.
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STAMP T
TAXES.
and
for each
each additional
additional $100
or fractional
fractional part
part thereof
in excess
excess Provisos.
AXZs.
psT
thereof in
$100 or
and for
Stamped
bill of
of
$100,
1
cent:
Provided,
That
on
every
sale
or
agreement
of
sale
bill
of sale
sale
Stamped
of
sale
or
agreement
sale
That
on
every
of $100, 1 cent: Provided,
required.
or
agreement to
to sell
sell as
as aforesaid
and delivered
delivered required.
made and
be made
there shall
shall be
aforesaid there
or agreement
by
the seller
memorandum, agreement,
agreement, or other
bill, memorandum,
the buyer
buyer aa bill,
to the
seller to
by the
evidence
such sale
agreement of sale, or agreement
agreement to sell, to
sale, agreement
of such
evidence of
Clearing-housetrans
which
there shall
or stamps
equal Clearing-house
in value
value equal
stamps in
stamp or
a lawful
lawful stamp
affixed a
be affixed
shall be
which there
transto
amount of the tax
Provided further,
further, That fers not again stamped.
sale: Provided
tax on
on such sale:
to the
the amount
sellers
commodities described
described herein,
having paid
the tax propaid the
herein, having
of commodities
sellers of
vided
by this
this subdivision,
may transfer
clearingto aaclearingcontracts to
such contracts
transfer such
subdivision, may
vided by
house
or association,
association, and
and such
transfer shall
be
shall not be
such transfer
corporation or
house corporation
deemed to
sale, or
agreement of
of sale,
sale, or
or an
to sell
sell Condition.
conition.
an agreement
agreement to
or agreement
to be
be aa sale,
deemed
within the
of this
Act, provided
that such
such transfer
transfer shall
shall
provided that
this Act,
provisions of
the provisions
within
not vest
vest any
interest in
in such
clearing-house association
association
such clearing-house
beneficial interest
any beneficial
not
but shall
shall be
for the
the sole
purpose of
enabling such clearingclearingof enabling
sole purpose
be made
made for
but
house association
association to
to adjust
adjust and
balance the
the accounts
accounts of
of the
the members
members
and balance
house
Contents of bills of
of bils of
aontents
association on their several
of such
several contracts.
contracts. Every sales.
clearing-house association
such clearing-house
of
such bill,
agreement to
to
or agreement
of sale or
evidence of
other evidence
or other
memorandum, or
bill, memorandum,
such
for deP
h
sell shall
shall show
the date
thereof, the
the seller,
seller, the
the amount
amount Punishment
of the
the name
name of
date thereof,
show the
sell
for deof the
the sale,
sale'and
and the
matter or
thing to
to which
which it
refers; and
and any periverywithoutstamped
per- liverywithoutstamped
it refers;
or thing
the matter
of
bill, etc.
son
liable to
to pay
pay the
tax as
as herem
provided, or
anyone who
who acts
acts bill,etc.
or anyone
herein provided,
the tax
son liable
in
matter as
such person,
person, who makes
makes any
for such
broker for
or broker
as agent
agent or
in the
the matter
such
agreement of sale, or agreement
agreement to sell, or who, in
or agreement
sale or
such sale
pursuance of
agreement of sale, or agreement
agreement to sell,
sale, agreement
such sale,
any such
of any
pursuance
delivers any
merchandise without aa bill, memoproducts or merchandise
such products
any such
delivers
randum, or other evidence
evidence ,thereof
thereof as herein
herein required, or who derandum,
memorandum, or other evidence
evidence of sale, or agreelivers such bill, memorandum,
ment
tke proper
proper stamps affixed
affixed thereto, with
without having the
to sell,
sell, without
ment to
intent
provisions, shall be deemed guilty
guilty
foregoing provisions,
evade the foregoing
intent to evade
a fine of
of
and upon
upon conviction
of
thereof shall pay a
conviction thereof
a misdemeanor,
misdemeanor, and
of a
not
exceeding $1,000
$1,000 or be imprisoned
imprisoned not more
more than six months,
months,
not exceeding
or both.
Cash sales
for imimNo
agreement, or
evidence of
of such
Csh
ales for
No bill,
bill, memorandum,
memorandum, agreement,
or other
other evidence
such sale,
sale, mediate
mediate delivery
delivery not
taxable.
of cash sales of taxable.
case of
or agreement
agreement of
of sale,
in case
to sell,
sell, in
sale, or
or agreement
agreement to
or
products of merchandise
immedate or prompt delivery
delivery which
which in
merchandise for immedate
products
delivered shall be subject to
actually intended
intended to be delivered
good faith are actually
this tax.
Additional to specito spec aedditeina
not affect
This
subdivision shall
shall not
affect but shall be in addition to the fied
This subdivision
taxes:
Vol. 89, p. 478.
provisions of
cotton futures
approved VOI.
provisions
of the
the "United
"United States
States cotton
futures Act,"
Act," approved
Vol.342, p.
p. 76.
187.
"The
August 11, 1916, as amended, and "
The Future Trading
Trading Act," approved August 24, 1921.
Conveyances
Conveyances of
of real
real
estate.
5.
instrument, or writing, whereby
whereby any lands, etate.
5. Conveyances:
Conveyances: Deed, instrument,
assigned, transferred,
tenements, or other realty sold shall be granted,
granted, assigned,
transferred,
purchaser or purchasers,
or otherwise
otherwise conveyed
conveyed to, or vested in, the
the purchaser
purchasers,
their direction,
direction, when
or any other person or persons, by his, her, or their
property conveyed,
interest or property
consideration or value of the interest
conveyed, exthe consideration
clusive of
remaining thereon
thereon
encumbrance remaining
lien or encumbrance
value of any lien
of the value
clusive
at
sale, exceeds $100
$100 and does not exceed $500,
$500, 50 cents;
cents;
of sale,
time of
at the time
and
each additional
or fractional
50 cents.
cents. Trust
part thereof,
thereof, 50
deedsempt.
$500 or
and for
for each
additional $500
fractional part
Trust deeds
exempt.
subdivision shall not apply to any instrument
instrument or writing
writing given
given
This subdivision
s
seentrie
to
to secure
secure aadebt.
debt.
Customhouseentries.
customhouse,
6. Entry
Entry of any goods, wares,
wares, or merchandise
merchandise at any
any customhouse,
exceeding $100 in value,
either for consumption
consumption or warehousing, not exceeding
exceeding $500 in value, 50 cents;
25 cents; exceeding $100 and not exceeding
cents;
exceeding
Warehouse
value, $1.
$1.
exceeding $500
in value,
$500 in
Warehouse withwithdrawals.
7. Entry
Entry for
of any
goads or
or merchandise
merchandise from drawas.
any goods
withdrawal of
for the
the withdrawal
7.
customs
Foreign
bonded warehouse,
warehouse, 50 cents.
cents
customs bonded
Foreign passage
passage
tigpets.
8. Passage
Passage
i ticket, one way or round trip, for each
each passenger,
passenger, sold tickets.
passage by any vessel to aa port
or
issued in
n the United States for passage
or issued
not
if costing
cost
Mexico, if
or
States Canada,
not
Canada, or Mexico,
or place not in the United States,
exceeding
exceeding $60,$8;
$3;
$80 and not exceeding
more than
than $30
costing more
$30, $1; costing
exceeding $30,

45822*-25t-24
458220-25t-24
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Proxies.
Exceptions.

Exceptions.

Powers of
o attorney.
Pension elAiVng
Peont
clims bankbankruptcy, etc., exempt.

Playing cards,
Playing
Vo1.42, p.306,amended.

dVo.42 p.3amend-

Insurance policies on
on
property.

pIurance polcies

Proeto.
Reinsuranceerempt.

Proviso.
Reinsurance exempt.

Affixing stamps required.
quired.

enaltyor

ailure.

Cu.
CH. 234.
234.

1924.
1924.

costing more than
than $60,
$60, $5.
$5.
sage tickets
$10 or
sage
tickets costing
costing $10
or
9.
9. Proxy
Proxy for
for voting
voting at
at

STAMP
EAem TAXIS.
S

Exemption.

Penalty for failure.

Sus.
I.
SEss. I.

This subdivision
not apply
to pasThis
subdivision shall
shall not
apply to
pasless.
less.
Any
election for
officers, or
or meeting
meeting for
for
fny election
for officers,
the transaction
transaction of business,
business of any corporation,
corporation, except
except religious,
religious,
educational,
fraternal, or
or literary
or public
educational, charitable,
charitable, fraternal,
literary societies,
societies, or
public
cemeteries,
10 cents.
cemeteries, 10
cents.
10. Power
Power of
attorney granting
granting authority
authority to
to do
perform some
some
10.
of attorney
do or
or perform
act for
or in
in behalf
of the
grantor , which
which authority
otherwise
act
for or
behalf of
the grantor,
authority is
is not
not otherwise
vested in
vested
in the
the grantee,
25 cents.
apply to
to
grantee, 25
cents. This
This subdivision
subdivision shall
shall not
not apply
any
to be
be used
of claims
claims from
from
any papers
papers necessary
necessary to
used for
for the
the collection
collection of
the
any State
State for
pensions, back
pay, bounty,
the United
United States
States or
or from
from any
for pensions,
back pay,
bounty,
or
for property
in the
military or
or naval
naval service,
service, nor
nor to
or for
property lost
lost in
the military
to powers
powers
of
attorney. required
required in
bankruptcy cases
nor to
to powers
attorney
of attorney
in bankruptcy
cases nor
powers of
of attorney
contained
of those
who become
contained in
in the application
application of
those who
become members
members of
of or
or
policyholders in
in mutual
companies doing
doing business
business on
on the
policyholders
mutual insurance
insurance companies
the
intermsurance
or reciprocal
plan through
through an
internsurance or
reciprocal indemnity
indemnity plan
an attorney
attorney
in fact.
11.
11. Playing cards: Upon
every pack
pack of
Upon every
of playing
playing cards
cards containing
containing
not more
more than
and sol,
not
than fifty-four
fifty-four cards, manufactured
manufactured or imported, and
sold,
removed for
or sale,
tax of
of 10
10 cents
cents per
or removed
for consumption
consumption or
sale, aatax
per pack.
pack.
12.
each policy
policy of
of insurance
insurance, or
certificate, binder,
12. On
On each
or certificate
binder , covering
covering
note, memorandum
memorandum, cablegram,
cablegram, letter
instrument by
whatletter,, or other
other instrument
by whatis made
made or
renewed upon
upon proppropever name called
called whereby insurance
insurance is
or renewed
erty
and profits)
erty,within the United
United States
States (including
(including rents
rents and
profits) against
against
peril
by sea
on inland
inland waters
or in
in transit
transit on
on land
land (including
peril by
sea or
or on
waters or
(including
transshipments and storage at termini
or by
termini or
or way
way points) or
by fire,
fire,
lightning, tornado, wind-storm, bombardment,
bombardment, invasion,
invasion, insurrection
insurrection
or riot, issued to or for or in the name of a
a domestic corporation
corporation or
or
partnership or an individual resident
partnership
States by
by any
resident of
of the
the United
United States
any
corporation or partnership
partnership or
any individual
foreign corporation
or any
individual not
not a
a resident
resident
of the United States, when
such policy
or other
instrument is
not
when such
policy or
other instrument
is not
signed or countersigned
countersigned by
in aa
by an officer
officer or agent
agent of
of the insurer
insurer in
State, Territory,
Territory, or
or District
District of the United States
States within
within which
which such
such
insurer
to do
on each
each dollar,
3 cents
cents on
dollar,
do business,
business, a
a tax
tax of
of 3
insurer is
is authorized
authorized to
or fractional
fractional part
part thereof
the premium
premium charged:
charged: Provided,
or
thereof of
of the
Provided, That
That
policies
tax imposed
by
policies of reinsurance
reinsurance shall
shall be
be exempt
exempt from
from the
the tax
imposed by
subdivision.
this
tthis subdivision.
subdivi.ion

Any
person to or
for
whom
or
whose name
any
policy
or
otherinstrument
Any person to or
is for
issued,
whom
or any
or in
insolicitor
whose
name
or broker
any such
such
acting
polifor
cy or
other instrument is issued, or any solicitor or broker acting for or
in the
the procurement
any such
such policy
policy or
or
on behalf
behalf of
of such
such person
person in
procurement of
of any
other instrument, shall affix the
such policy
or
the proper
proper stamps
stamps to
to such
policy or
other instrument,
instrument, and for failure
affix such
such stamps
failure to affix
stamps with
with intent
intent
to evade
evade the tax shall, in addition to other penalties
provided
penalties provided
pay a
fine of
the amount
of the
tax.
therefor, pay
a fine
of double
double the
amount of
the tax.

BOARD OF TAX APPnORDEOAIX
APPEALS.

IX.—BOARD OF
OF TAX
APPEALS.
TITLE IX.-BOARD
TAX APPEALS.

Established.
Established.

SEC.
a board to be known
S
EC. 900. (a)
(a) There
There is hereby established a
known as
as
Board
Tax
Appeals (hereinafter
(hereinafter referred
to as
as the
the ""Board
Board ").
Board
of
Tax
Appeals
referred to
").
Composition, and additional
number for two The
tlitiona'numberfortwo
The Board
shall be
be composed
of seven
seven members,
members except
for aa
Board shall
composed of
except that
that for
years.
years.
period
period of
of two years after
after the enactment
enactment of this Act
.Act the Board shall
shall
be composed of such number of members, not
than twentynot more
more than
twentyeight,
as the
to be
be necessary.
necessary.
ppointments bsed
eight, as
the President
President determines
determines to
Appointments based
on fitness.
(b) Each member of the Board shall be
be appointed
appointed by
by the
the PresiPresiPost,
p. 669.
Post, p.
669.
dent, by and with the advice and consent
of
the
Senate, solely
on
the
consent
of
the
Senate,
solely
on
the
Tenure for first
f st two
t wo
grounds
grounds of fitness
fitness to perform the duties of the office.
office. The term of
of
yenure for r
years.
office of all members
members who are to
the Board
the
to compose
compose the
Board during
during the
period of two years after the enactment
enactment of this Act, shall
shall expire
expire at
at
Subsequent.
ubsequent.
the
of such
The terms of office of the first seven
the end
end of
such period.
period. The
seven members
members
who are thereafter
thereafter to compose the Board shall
shall expire,
expire, two
two at
at the
the

the
dadthe
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end of
of the
the fourth
fourth year,
year, two
at the
sixth year, two at the BOARD rAF
of the sixth
end of
the end
two at
end
the
end of
one at
the end
end of the tenth year, after the
at the
and one
year, and
eighth year,
of the
the eighth
end
Designation
expiration
such two-year
office of each such Designation
The term of office
period. The
two-year period.
of such
expiration of
President.

BOARD OF TAX APPEALS.

President, and the terms of office
the President,
member shall
shall be
designated by
by the
be designated
member
s

Tenure of
Tenure

sors.

Ap

by the

by the
successuces-

of
successors shall
shall expire
expire ten
ten years
years after
after the expiration
expiration of their s '
their successors
of their
a
predecessors'
terms, except
that any
individual appointed
appointed to
to fill a
any individual
except that
predecessors' terms,
vacancy
to the
expiration of
of the
the term for which his
the expiration
prior to
occurring prior
vacancy occurring
predecessor
shall be
be appointed
for the
unexpired
the unexpired
only for
appointed only
appointed shall
was appointed
predecessor was
term of
of his
predecessor, and
and a
in office
the expiration
expiration of the
office at the
a member
member in
his predecessor,
term
term for
appointed may
may continue
in office
his Removal restricted.
until his
office until
continue in
was appointed
he was
which he
for which
term
successor
qualified. Any
member of
the Board
Board may
may be removed
removed by Removalrestrictedof the
Any member
is qualified.
successor is
the
for inefficiency,
inefficiency, neglect
malfeasance in
of duty,
duty, or malfeasance
neglect of
President for
the President
salary office, but
but for
for no
no other
member shall receive
receive aasalary Salary.
reason. Each member
other reason.
office,
at
the
rate
of
$7,500
annum.
annum.
per
at the rate of $7,500
Practice
ex-memex-memof
Practic of
(c)
No member
of the
the Board
Board appointed
appointed for a
a term beginning
beginning bets
member of
(c) No
bers before
before Board,
Board, etc.,
etc.,
restricted.
restricted.
after
the
expiration
of
two
years
after
the
enactment
of
this
Act
Act
this
of
after the expiration of two years after the enactment
shall be
official of the
any official
Board or any
the Board
before the
practice before
to practice
permitted to
be permitted
shall
Bureau of
Revenue for
for a
period of two years
years after leaving
a period
Internal Revenue
of Internal
Bureau
office.
office.
and seal.
seal.
hairman and
(d)
The Board
Board shall
at least
biennially designate
designate a
member to
to act
act Chairman
a member
least biennially
shall at
(d) The
judicially
as
chairman.
The
Board
shall
have
a
which
be
shall
which
seal
a
as chairman. The Board shall have
noticed.
Duties of Board.
(e)
divisions shall
shall hear
and determine
determine appeals
appeals DtiesofBoard.
hear and
its divisions
and its
Board and
The Board
(e) The
Ante, pp. 297, 300,
30, 310.
majority of the mem- 308,
filed
under sections
274, 279,
312. A majority
and 312.
308, and
279, 308,
sections 274,
filed under
a quorum
bers of
of the
Board or of any division
thereof shall constitute a
quorum
division thereof
the Board
bers
for the
the transaction
transaction of
of the
the Board or of the division,
of the
the business of
for
respectively.
the Board or in any division thereof shall
in the
A vacancy in
respectively. A
impair the powers nor affect the duties of the Board or division,
not impair
nor of
of the
the remaining
remaining members
of the Board or division, respectively. Divisions, etc., of
members of
nor
Bord authorized.
(f)
chairman may
may from
from time to time divide the Board into Board
The chairman
(f) The
authorized.
a chief theredivisions
designate a
divisions and assign the members thereto, and designate
of.
If a
division as
as a
aresult
of a
avacancy
absence or inability
the absence
vacancy or the
result of
a division,
of. If
of a
member assigned
assigned thereto
thereto to serve thereon, is composed of less
a member
of
than three
members, the
members therechairman may assign other members
the chairman
three members,
than
transaction of
to, or
or he
he may
the division
division to proceed
proceed with
with the transaction
direct the
may direct
to,
Determination of apo apappeals filed
business. A
shall hear
hear and
determine appeals
filed with petermination
and determine
division shall
A division
business.
peals.
Finality
decisions
of
decisions
PFinslty
Upon
the
Board
and
assigned
to
such
division
by
the
chairman.
Upon
chairman.
the Board and assigned to such division by the
by divisions, etc.
deci- by divons, etc.
the expiration
expiration of
thirty days
days after
decision by
division, such
such deciby aadivision,
after aadecision
of thirty
the
sion,
findings of
of fact
connection therewith,
therewith, shall bemade in connection
fact made
the findings
and the
sion, and
such
come
deicision and findings of the Board, unless within such
the final decision
come the
period
the chairman
has directed
that such decision shall be redirected that
chairman has
period the
Findingsoffacts eviviewed by
by the
the Board.
Board.
viewed
Findings of facts, evidence in court proceedproceedsections 274, 279,
under sections
court under
(g)
any proceeding
proceeding in
in court
279, 308, or denein
In any
(g) In
taxpayer to recover
a taxpayer
312, and
proceeding by a
recover any igs.
any suit or proceeding
and in any
312,
amounts
paid in
in pursuance
pursuance of
decision of the Board, the findings
of aa decision
amounts paid
evidence of the facts therein
of
Board shall be prima facie evidence
the Board
of the
proceHearin
stated.
stated.
Hearings and
and procedpre.
(h)
and an
opportunity to be heard shall be given to the dure.
an opportunity
Notice and
(h) Notice
a decision
Commissioner and a
taxpayer and the Commissioner
decision shall be made as
as
taxpayer
its divisions
before the Board and its
quickly- as practicable.
practicable. Hearings
Hearings before
quickly
shall be
the public.
proceedings of the Board and its
The proceedings
public. The
to the
be open
open to
shall
divisions shall
be conducted
conducted in
in accordance
rules of evidence Reports of decisions,
such rules
with such
accordance with
shall be
divisions
tcpor.ts decisins,
prescribe. It
may prescribe.
Board may
and
the Board
It shall be the duty of etc.
as the
procedure as
and procedure
a report in writing of its
the
and of each division to make a
Board and
the Board
findings
fact and
and decision
case'and a
a copy of its report Oral tmony
each case,
in each
decision in
of fact
findings of
testimony reto writing,
If dced
duced to
writing, etc.
etca copy furnished the taxpayer. If
be entered
entered of record
shall be
shall
record and a
.the
controversy is more than $10,000 the oral testitax in controversy
'the amount of tax
mony taken
taken at
at the
the hearing
hearing shall
shall be reduced
reduced to writing and the report
mony
shall contain
contain an
an opinion
opinion in
in writing
in addition
the findings
of
t etc.,
e, open
ope
writing in
addition to
to the
findings of
shall
to = inspection.
divisions and topiinspectio.its divisions
fact and
decision. All
All reports
of the
and its
Board and
the Board
reports of
and decision.
fact
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all evidence
by the
the Board
(including, in
its divisions
divisions (including,
and its
Board and
received by
evidence received
all
cases where
the oral
oral testimony
testimony is
reduced to
to writing,
the trantranwriting, the
is reduced
cases
where the
script thereof)
public records
records open
open to
inspection of
the
of the
to the
the inspection
be public
shall be
thereof) shall
script

1-

BOARD
TAX APBOAD OP
or TAX
PRAM.
P

shal provide for the publication of its reports
public. The Board shall

Publication.
Pblication.

at the
the Government
in such
and manner
manner as
as may
may
such form
form and
Office in
Printing Office
Government Printing
at
Effect
evidence,
be
best adapted
adapted for
for public
information and
authorized
and such authorized
and use, and
public information
be best
asevidene.
Effect as
publication
shall be
be competent
of the reports of the Board
evidence of
competent evidence
publication shall
therein
contained in
the United
and of
the several
several
of the
States and
of the
United States
all courts
courts of
in all
therein contained
further proof
proof or authentication
States without
without any
authentication thereof. Such
any further
States
sale.
reports
shall be subject to sale in the same manner and upon the
reports shall
principal office of the
Principal
documents. The principal
Prinipal office and same terms as other public documents.
meethigs.
Board shall
shall be
be in
of Columbia,
Columbia but
but the
the Board
Board or
or any
any
the District
District of
in the
meetsBoard
of its
divisions may
sit at
at any
within the United
States. The
United States.
within
any place
placeColumbia,
may sit
of
its divisions
times and
and places
the meetings
meetings of
of the
the Board,
Board, and
its divisions,
divisions,
and of
of its
of the
places of
times
view to
to securing reasonclhall
prescribed by
by the
reasonchairman with aaview
the chairman
shall be
be prescribed
able opportunity
taxpayers to
to appear
appear before
the Board
of
or any
any of
Board or
before the
to
able
opportunity to taxay
inconvenience and expense
its divisions,
divisions, with
expense to taxpayers
as little
little inconvenience
with as
its
as is
is practicable.
practicable.
as
n
the
administration of the functions vested in the
efficient administration
Au
tbority to secure
sea
Authority
(i) For the efficient
testimony, etc.
et
Board
Board or
or any
any division thereof, any member
member of the Board may adordered
require, by
by subpoena
subpoena ordered
minister oaths,
oaths, examine
witnesses, and require,
examine witnesses,
minister
by the
the Board
Board or
thereof and
and signed
signed by
by the
the member,
member,
any division
division thereof
or any
by
(1)
the attendance
and testimony
witnesses, and
and the
the production
production
of witnesses,
testimony of
attendance and
(1) the
of all
all necessary
papers, documents,
correspondence,
documents, correspondence,
books, papers,
return books,
of
necessary returns,
and
evidence, from
from any
any place
United States at
at any
the United
place iin the
and other
other evidence
designated place
place of
hearing, (2)
the taking
before any
any
deposition before
taking of
of aadeposition
(2) the
of hearing,
designated
designated individual
underthis Act,
Act, and
and
oaths underthis
administer oaths
competentto administer
individual competentto
designated
(3) the
the answer
under oath
oath to
question of
of factsubmitted.
fact submitted.
to any
any question
answer in
in writing
writing under
(3)
Depositions.
Depoitions.
ons.
In
deposition the testimony
testimony shall
be reduced
reduced to
writing
In the case of a
a deposition
shall be
to writing
individual taking the deposition
deposition or under his direction and
and
by the individual
Witness
shall
subscribed by
by the
the deponent.
summoned
witnesses summoned
Any witnesses
deponent. Any
be subscribed
sall then
then be
fees, etc.
etc.
Witness fees,
or
whose deposition
deposition is
is taken
under this
this subdivision
subdivision shall
be paid
paid
shall be
taken under
or whose
the
same fees
mileage as
are paid
paid witnesses
witnesses in
the courts
of the
courts of
the
in the
as are
fees and
and mileage
the same
United States.
States.
United
offip
Clerical assistance,
plies, eye.,
etc., to
office

to

furnish the
the Board
clerical
(j)
The Secretary
such clerical
with such
Board with
shall furnish
Secretary shall
(j) The

assistance, quarters,
quarters, stationery,
stationery, furniture,
equipment, and
assistance,
furniture, office
office equipment,
and other
other
supplies as
as may
be necessary
necessary for
for the
execution of
of the
the funcfuncsupplies
may be
the efficient
efficient execution
section.
tions vested in it by this selttion.
employees
(k) The members
Traveling edtc.,
Traveling,
etc., ex
ex(k)
members and employees
employees of the Board and employees
penses allowed.
assigned
their necessary
necessary traveling expenses,
receive their
thereto shall receive
assigned thereto
and
their actual
actual expenses
subsistence while
while traveling
traveling
incurred for
for subsistence
and their
expenses incurred
on duty and away from their designated
designated stations in an amount not
not
to exceed
exceed $7
day in
the case
case of
members, and
to
$7 per
per day
in the
of members,
and $4
$4 per
per day
day in
in the
the
employees. The
The Board
Board is authorized in accordance with the
Authority for
person- case of employees.
forpersoi
Authority
al
etc.
civil service
service laws
laws to
to appoint,
and in
with the
Classification
the Classification
accordance with
in accordance
appoint, and
sples civil
r
etc. services,
Vol 42
compensation of, such employees, and to make
Vol.
42, p.
13- 1488.*
Act of 1923 to fix the compensation
make
such expenditures,
personal services
expenditures, including expenditures
expenditures for _personal
services
and
government and
and rent at
at the
the seat
seat of
of the government
and elsewhere,
elsewhere, and
and for
for law
law
books, books
books of reference,
and periodicals,
periodicals, as
books,
reference, and
as may
may be
be necessary
necessary
efficiently to execute the functions vested in the Board, in case such
efficiently
assistants and
are not
for by
and such expenditures
expenditures are
not suitably
suitably provided
provided for
bv
Approval of expendiAproval of epend- the Secretary
ture&
Secretary under subdivision (j). All expenditures
expenditures of the Board
Board
itemized vouchers
shall be allowed
allowed and paid upon the presentation
presentation of itemized
Moneys available.
Post, p.
p. 1200.
therefor,
the chairman,
chairman, out
moneys appropriated
appropriated
any moneys
of any
out of
signed by
by the
therefor, signed
Pos,
internal-revenue taxes
for the collection
collection of internal-revenue
taxes and allotted
allotted to
to the Board,
Board
or
out of
of any
any moneys
moneys specifically
specifically appropriated
for
the
purposes of
of
or
out
appropriated
for
the
purposes
To be an independent
Board. The
The Board
shall be
independent agency in the execu-.
execube an
an independent
Board shall
the Board.
ex ective agency.
gency the
enoexecutive
tive branch of the Government.

be furnished,
.

be

'
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OF 1924.
ACT OF 1924.
EVENE ACT
PROVISIONS.
PROVISIONS. BBETE/TON

LAWS
MADE APPLICABLE.
APPLICABLE.
LAWS MADE

law,
of law,
of
far as
applicable,
a part of this Act.
extended to and made a
hereby extended
applicable, are hereby
administrative, special, or stamp provisions
SEC. 1000.
provisions
All administrative,
1000. All
SEC.
including
relating to
to the
of taxes,
taxes, so
the assessment
assessment of
law relating
the law
including the
RULES
AND REGULATIONS.
REGULATIONS.
RULES AND

Administrative proAdministrative
visions.
visions.
Laws made applicable.
General internal revenue laws.
308
Vol. 42, p. 308.

Genera"linternalreve
Vol.42 p

Rules
Rules
tions.
tions.

and

regula-

Authorized
Authorized

for enfor

forcement.
Secretary, forcement.
SF.c.
The Commissioner,
Commissioner, with
with the
of the
the Secretary,
approval of
the approval
SEC. 1001.
1001. The
is
authorized to
to prescribe
prescribe all
needful rules
regulations for the
and regulations
rules and
all needful
is authorized
enforcement
enforcement of this Act.

RECORDS, STATEMENTS,
AND SPECIAL
SPECIAL RETURNS.
RETURNS.
STATEMENTS, AND
RECORDS,

Records, etc.
Records, etc.
Taxpayers

to

keep

to keep
Stc. 1002.
1002. (a)
(a) Every
Every person
liable to
to any
tax imposed
by this
this prescribed
Tpayerrecords,
imposed by
any tax
person liable
etc.
SEC.
records, render
shall keep
Act,
or for
collection thereof,
keep such
such records
render
thereof, shall
the collection
for the
Act, or
wider odth
statements, make such returns,
returns, and comply with such
under
oath such statements,
rules and
as the
the Commissioner,
Commissioner , with the approval of the
regulations, as
and regulations,
rules
Secretary,
may from
from time
time to
time prescribe.
Secretary, may
to time
prescribe.
Any person
person may
may be
be
he required to make renecessary he
(b) Whenever
Whenever in
the judgment
judgment of
of the
the Commissioner
Commissioner necessary
in the
(b)
turns,
rns etc.
a re- tm etc.
upon him, to make a
served upon
notice served
may require
require any
person, by
by notice
any person,
may
turn
render under
under oath such statements, or keep such records as the
turn, render
Cominissioner deems
whether or
not such person
or not
sufficient to show whether
deems sufficient
Commissioner
Returnwithoutoath
is
liable to
to tax.
tax.
is liable
Returnswithout
oath
tax under
under $10.
$i0.
(c)
The Commissioner,
with the
the approval
approval of
the Secretary,
Secretary, may
may by
by if
if tax
of the
Commissioner, with
(c) The
regulation prescribe
required by Titles IV, V, VI
VI,
prescribe that any return required
regulation
covered
or
VII to
to be
be under
under oath
may, if
if the amount
amount of the tax covered
oath may,
or VII
$10, be signed or acknowledged
thereby
acknowledged before
before two
is not in excess of $10,
thereby is
Officers authorized
witnesses
instead of
under oath.
oath.
authorized to
of under
witnesses instead
administer oaths,
etc.
oaths, etc.
provisions of this Act administer
(d)
oath or
or affirmation
affirmation required
required by
by the
the provisions
Any oath
(d) Any
administered
be
or
regulations
made
under
authority
thereof,
may
administered
thereof,
or regulations made under authority
by
officer authorized
general purposes
authorized to administer oaths for general
by any
any officer
Territory, or possesby the
the law of the United States or of any State, Territory,
by
sion of the United States, wherein
wherein such oath or affirmation is administered,
consular officer of the
Retrns.
ministered, or by any consular
the United
United States.
Returns.
R. 13 ., sec.3176, p. 610,
RSc.,ec.3m7,p.610,
of the Revised
SEC. 1003.
Section 3176
3176 of
Revised Statutes, as amended,
amended, is amended.
1003. Section
SEC.
cltor
Ietnr
read as follows:
follows:
to read
amended to
amended
Returns by
by collector
or false ones
ones
"S
EC. 3176.
If any
person, corporation,
or association
association if none orfalse
company, or
corporation, company,
any person,
3176. If
SEC.
tx"per
mde byy taxpayer.
prescribed by law made
file aareturn
fails to
and file
return or
or list
list at
at the time prescribed
make and
to make
fails
law,, or makes, willfully or
or
regulation made under authority of law
or
or by
by regulation
otherwise, a
or fraudulent
or list, the collector or deputy
return or
fraudulent return
a false
false or
otherwise,
collector
knowledge and
shall make the return or list from his own knowledge
collector shall
or otherother- By Commissioner.
testimony or
through testimony
from such
such information
he can
can obtain
obtain through
as he
information as
from
wise. In
In any
such case
Commissioner of
Revenue may,
of Internal
Internal Revenue
case the
the Commissioner
any such
wise.
from his
his own
own knowledge
knowledge and from such information as he can obtain
from
through
amend any
any return Legal
Le effect.t.
or otherwise,
otherwise, make
make aareturn
return or
or amend
through testimony or
collector. Any return or list so made
collector or deputy collector.
a collector
made by a
and
by the
the Commissioner,
or by a
a collector
deputy
collector or deputy
Commissioner, or
subscribed by
and subscribed
collector
approved by
Commissioner, shall
facie
shall be prima facie
by the
the Commissioner,
and approved
collector and
good
and sufficient
sufficient for
for all
purpose.
Extension allowed of
of
all legal
legal purposes.
good and
returns, except income,
a return
return (other than aa return under
"If
If the
the failure
failure to
to file
file a
under Title returnsexcoptincome.
for sickness,
e etc.
tc
II of
of the
the Revenue
Revenue Act
Act of
or a
alist
absence, forSclS SS
or absence,
sickness or
due to
to sickness
list is
is due
of 1924)
1924) or
II
collector may allow such further
exceeding thirty days,
further time, not exceeding
the collector
Assement of tax
for
making and
and filing
the return
return or
as he
he deems
deems proper.
proper.
list as
or list
filing the
for making
Assessment
tax by
commissioner.
Revenue shall determine and Commissioner.
of Internal
Internal Revenue
"The Commissioner
Commissioner of
"The
t
timAdd-oal tax
lists are Additional
to which
assess
taxes, other
taxes, as
as to
which returns
returns or
or lists
stamp taxes,
than stamp
other than
assess all
all taxes,
imposed.
In case of any failure posed.
so
made under
the provisions of this section. In
under the
so made
to make
and file
file a
areturn
list within the time prescribed by law,
or list
return or
make and
to
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Or
O 19U. or prescribed by the Commissioner
Commissioner of Internal
Internal Revenue or the
collector in
in pursuance
pursuance of
of law,
law, the
Exception, if faae collector
the Commissioner
Commissioner shall
shall add
add to
to the
the

REVENUE ACT
ACT
REVENUE

Exception, if failure
not willful.
wilful.

tax 25 per centum
except that
centum of its amount, except
that when
when a
return is
a return
is filed
filed

file it
was due
due to
after such time
time and
and it is shown
shown that
that the failure
failure to
to file
it was
to
to willful
no such
aareasonable
reasonable cause
cause and
and not
not to
willful neglect,
neglect, no
such addition
addition shall
shall
be
to the
the tax.
tax. In
or fraudulent
return or
or list
list is
nfrauduleetdns.
be made
made to
case aa false
In case
false or
fraudulent return
is
willfully made, the
the. Commissioner shall
tax 50
50 per
shall add to
to the tax
per centum
centum
of
of its amount.
o
Collection, etc
etc., of
Coltin,
of
" The amount so added to any tax shall be collected
"
collected at the same
added tax.
time and in the same manner
manner and as
as aapart of the tax
tax unless
unless the
the tax
tax
has been paid before the
the neglect,
falsity, or
or fraud,
the discovery
discovery of
of the
neglect, falsity,
fraud,
in which case the amount so
be collected
collected in
the same
same
so added
added shall be
in the
manner
manner as
as the
the tax."
tax."
Increased rate kr
fraudulent returns.

Examinationof books
Examinationofbooks
witnesses.
and witnesses.

EXAMINATION
EXAMINATION OF
OF BOORS
BOOKS AND
AND WITNESSES.
WITNESSES.

Powers conferred
to
conferred to
by
secure information by
revenue officers.
officers.
revenue
Vol. 42,
42, p.
p.310.
310.

SEC. 1004. The Commissioner, for the purpose
Stc.
the
purpose of ascertaining
ascertaining the
correctness of
of any
any return
or for
for the
purpose of
of making
making a
areturn
return where
where
correctness
return or
the purpose
none has been made
made,' is hereby authorized,
authorized, by
by any revenue
revenue agent
agent or
or
inspector
by him
that purpose,
to examine
inspector designated
designated by
him for
for that
purpose, to
examine any
any books,
books,
papers, records, or memoranda bearing upon the matters required to
papers,
beincluded
records,
in the
or memoranda
return, andbearing
may require
upon the
thematters
attendance
required
of the
to
be included
in
the
return, and may
require the attendance of the
person rendering
rendering the return or
of such
such
or of
of any officer
officer or
or employee
employee of
person,
attendance of any
any other
other person
knowledge in
in
person
or the
the attendance
person having
having knowledge
5 or
the premises,
premises, and may take his testimony
reference to
to the
testimony with
with reference
the matter
matter
required by law to
included in
such return,
return, with
to be included
in such
with power
power to
to adadminister
minister oaths
oaths to such person
person or
or persons.
persons.

Unneessary
Unneceeeary examiexaminations.
nations.
Restriction on
on maktaskRestriction
ing.

UNNECESSARY
EXA.MINATIONS.
UNNECESSARY EXAMINATIONS.
S
- 1005. No taxpayer shall be subjected
SEC.
unnecessary examinaEC
subjected to unnecessary
examinations
or investigations
one inspection
inspection of
of aa t
ax pay
er '
s
tions or
investigations, and
and only
only one
taxpayer's
books of account shall be
ise made for each taxable year unless
taxunless the
the taxor unless
unless the
the Commissioner,
Commissioner, after
investigapayer requests otherwise or
after investigation, notifies
the taxpayer
in writing
writing that
that an
additional inspection
tion,
notifies the
taxpayer in
an additional
inspection
is necessary.
necessary.

Final determinations
Final
deteminations
and
assessments.

FINAL
DETERMINATIONS AND
AND ASSESSMENTS.
ASSESSMENTS.
FINAL DETERMINATIONS

Cases settled without
prCsesetottletothore
protest
not to
to be reopened.

SEC.
SEC. 1006. If
If after a
a determination
assessment in
in any
any case
determination and
and assessment
case
the taxpayer has paid in whole any tax or penalty,
penalty, or
or accepted
accepted
any abatement,
abatement, credit, or refund based on such determination
determination
and assessment, and an agreement
agreement is
is made
made in
in writing
between
writing between
the taxpayer and the Commissioner,
with the
approval of
Commissioner, with
the approval
of
Secretary, that such determination
determination and
the Secretary,
assessment shall
shall be
and assessment
be
final and conclusive, then (except
showing of
(except upon aa showing
of fraud
fraud or
or
malfeasance or misrepresentation
malfeasance
misrepresentation of
fact materially
materially affecting
of fact
affecting the
the
determination
(1) the case shall not
determination or assessment thus made) (1)
be
not be

opened.

Fraud, etc., excepted.
Fraud,etc.,excepted.

No suit to be entertaned
yni
t States
ntes
tained
by
United
court.

bed

Administrative
Administrative

view.
view.

re-

reopened
reopened or
determination and
assessment modified
by any
or the
the determination
and assessment
modified by
any
officer,
or agent
agent of
officer, employee,
employee, or
of the
the United States,
and (2)
States, and
(2) no
no suit,
suit,

action, or proceeding
proceeding to annul, modify, or set aside such determination
determination
or assessment
assessment shall be entertained
entertained by any court of
United States.
States.
of the
the United
ADMINISTRATIVE
ADMINISTRATIVE REVIEW.
REVIEW.

Findings of
of fact
Findings
fact and
and

decisions
Commisdecisions
Findings of
of Commisfomaan
sioner not subject
subject to
review by
by any other
review
officer.
ficoer.
Board of Appeals
Appeals excepted.
eepted.
Ante, p.
Ante,
. 336.
33W.

sioner not

SEC.
the absence
absence of
SEC..1 1007.
1007. In
In the
fraud or
or mistake
of fraud
mistake in
in mathematical
mathematical calcalto culation,
culation, the
the findings
findings of
of facts
in and
the decision
of the Commisfacts in
and the
decision of
sioner upon
upon (or
sioner
(or in case
case the
the Secretary
is authorized
approve the
Secretary is
authorized to
to approve
the
approval) the
the merits
any claim
claim presented
same, then
then after
after such
such approval)
merits of
of any
presented

under
or authorized
by the
the internal-revenue
internal-revenue laws shall not, except as
as
under or
authorized by
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by any other administo review
provided in
section 900, be
subject to
review by
be subject
in section
provided
trative
or accounting
or agent of the United States.
officer, employee,
employee, or
accounting officer,
trative or
RETROACTIVE
REGULATIONS.
RETROACTIVE REGULATIONS.

REVENUE ACT OF
ACTOF
REVENUE

Retroactive
Retroactive
tions.

92
11924.

regularegula-

Reversed Treasury
ReversedTreasury
or Treasury
case aaregulation
S
EC. 1008.
1008. (a)
regulation or
Treasury decision
decision relating
relating to decisions
(a) In
In case
SEc.
retroacdecisions not retroactive, except by order of
Commissioner or the Secre- tive,exceptbyorderof
by the
the Commissioner
the
internal-revenue laws,
made by
laws, made
the internal-revenue
court.
tary,
or by
Commissioner with
the approval of the
is our
Secretary, is
the Secretary,
with the
by the
the Commissioner
tary, or
reversed
by
a
subsequent
regulation
Treasury
decision,
and
such
or
by
a
subsequent
reversed
reversal is not immediately
decision of
of
required by
by aa decision
or required
occasioned or
immediately occasioned
reversal
a
court of
of competent
competent jurisdiction,
jurisdiction, such
subsequent regulation
regulation or
or
such subsequent
a court
Treasury
decision may,
may, in
in the
the Commissioner,
Commissioner, with
of the
the discretion
discretion of
Treasury decision
the approval
the Secretary,
Secretary, be
retroactive effect.
be applied
applied without retroactive
of the
the
approval of
No excise
excise tax
levied
ta notlevied
No
No tax shall be levied,
(b) No
(b)
levied, assessed,
assessed, or collected
collected under
under the pro- on
if not
taxarticles if
taxon articles
able
Treasury
under Treasury
able under
of Title VI of this Act on any article sold or leased by the ruling,
visions of
etc.
manufacturer, producer,
producer, or
if at
at the
the time
of the
the sale or ruling,etc.
time of
importer, if
or importer,
manufacturer,
lease there
there was an
decision
or Treasury
Treasury decision
existing ruling, regulation, or
an existing
lease
holding
the sale
sale or
and
not taxable,
taxable, and
article was not
or lease of such article
holding that
that the
the manufacturer, producer, or importer parted
parted with possession or
or
ownership of
ruling, regulation,
or
regulation, or
article, relying
relying upon the ruling,
of such article,
ownership
Treasury decision.
Treasury

LIMITATION
ASSESSMENTS AND
AND SUITS
SUITS BY
UNITED STATES.
LIMITATION ON
ON ASSESSMENTS
BY THE
THE UNITED
STATES.

Assessments.
Assessments.
Vol.42,.315amend
Vol. 42, p.315,amended.

Limited to four years.
eLmtiedtofourymears
310, and
278, 310,
sections 277,
SoE.
1009. (a)
SEc. 1009.
(a) Except
Except as
as provided
provided in
in sections
277, 278,
and except
esexcept income
income and
and estaxes.
tate taxes.
internal-revenue tate
311,
subdivisions (b) and (c) of this section, all internal-revenue
311, and subdivisions
1,
R. S., sec. 3182, p.66611,
amended.38
section 3182 of the amended.
the provisions of section
taxes
shall, notwithstanding
notwithstanding the
taxes shall,

Revised
other provision
of law,
law, be
Revised Statutes
Statutes or
or any
any other
provision of
be assessed
assessed within
within No court proceeding
r
or collection after five
proceeding in court for
taxes became
became due,
four years
years after
such taxes
due and no proceeding
after such
four
years.
for the
the collection
collection of such taxes shall be begun after the expiration yeas.
for
of
taxes became
due.
rdulent returns
after such
such taxes
became due.
of five
five years
years after
Fraudulent returns,
(b)
In case
intent to
to evade
evade tax,
tax, etc., excepted.
return with
with intent
excepted.
false or
or fraudulent
fraudulent return
case of
of aafalse
(b) In
of
failure to
a willful attempt in any
a required
required return, or of a
to file a
of a
a failure
a protax, the tax may be assessed, or a
manner to defeat or evade tax
begun withcollection of such tax may be begun
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42, p.
311.

STATUTES.
REVISED
REVISED STA
iu
REVISED
iTnAcUtS.

SEC. 1018.
1018. Sections
3164, 3165,
3167, 3172,
3172, and
and 3173
of the
Revised
SEc.
Sections 3164,
3165, 3167,
3173 of
the Revised
Statutes,
as amended,
are reenacted
reenacted without
without change,
change, as
follows:
Statutes, as
amended, are
as follows:
"SEC. 3164.
3164. It
It shall
the duty
duty of
of every
collector of
internal
of internal
shall be
be the
every collector
"SEC.
revenue having knowledge
knowledge of any willful violation of any law of
the
United States
to the
the revenue,
revenue, within
thirty days
the United
States relating
relating to
within thirty
days after
after
coming into
into possession
possession of
of such
such knowledge,
knowledge, to file with the district
coming
district
attorney of the district in which
which any
ay
any fine, penalty,
penalty, or
or forfeiture
forfeiture m
may
all the
circumstances of
the
be in incurred,
incurred, a
a statement
statement of
of all
the facts
facts and
and circumstances
of the
case within
case
within his knowledge,
knowledge, together
with the
names of
witnesses,
together with
the names
of the
the witnesses,
setting
provisions of law believed
setting forth
forth the
the provisions
believed to be
be so
so violated on
on
which
reliance may
may be
had for
condemnation or
conviction.
which reliance
be had
for condemnation
or conviction.
" S
SEC.
3165. Every collector, deputy collector, internal-revenue
"
EC.
a 3165. Every collector, deputy collector, internal- revenue
agent,
and internal-revenue
assigned to
to duty
under an
internalagent, and
internal-revenue officer
officer assigned
duty under
an internalrevenue agent,
is authorized
authorized to
to administer
administer oaths
to take
evidence
revenue
agent, is
oaths and
and to
take evidence
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touching any
the administration
the internal-revenue
laws
of the
internal-revenue laws
any part
part of
of the
administration of
touching
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with
which he
he is
is charged,
charged, or
where such
and evidence
evidence are
or where
such oaths
oaths and
are auauwith which
thorized
thorized by law
law or
or regulation authorized
authorized by
by law
law to
to be taken.
taken.
Divulging informaSEc. 3167.
collector, deputy
deputy collector,
informashall be unlawful
unlawful for any collector,
collector, tion
tionvruge
""SEC.
It shall
3167. It
received
by revenue
officials, unlawful.
to enueofficials,unlawful.
the United
United States to
agent,
or other
other officer
or employee
employee of
of the
officer or
clerk, or
agent, clerk,
S., sec. 3167, p. 606.
R. S.,
p. 311..
divulge or
or to
make known
known in
provided by
not provided
by Vol.
ol. 42,
42, p.
divulge
to make
in any
any manner
manner whatever
whatever not
311
law to
to any
any person the operations,
of work,
work, or apparatus
apparatus of
of any
operations, style
style of
law
manufacturer
visited by
by him
him in
in the
the discharge
manufacturer or
or producer
producer visited
discharge of
of his
his From income reofficial
duties, or
or the
income, profits,
ex- turns.
trm income r
losses, exprofits, losses,
or source
source of
of income,
the amount
amount or
official duties,
penditures' or
particular thereof, set forth or disclosed
disclosed in any
penditures,
or any
any particular
return ' or
income return or copy
copy thereof or
or to
to permit any
any income
income return,
any book
containing any
any abstract
abstract or
to be
be seen
seen
particulars thereof
thereof to
or particulars
any
book containing
or examined
examined by
person except
provided by
by law;
law; and
it shall
shall Unauthorized publias provided
and it
by any
any person
except as
or
o
be unlawful for any person to print or publish in any manner what- cation
pubreli
catoaUed
of income
turns, etc.
ever not
by law
law any
any income
income return,
or any
part thereof
thereof or
or turns, etc.
any part
return, or
ever
not provided
provided by
source of
profits, losses,
losses, or
expenditures appearing
in any
any
appearing in
or expenditures
source
of income,
income, profits,
income
return; and
foregoing provision
income return;
and any
any offense
offense against
against the
the foregoing
provision shall
shall Punishment for.
be a
and be
be punished
punished by
fine not
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000
$1,000 or
or Punishment for.
by a
a fine
be
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and
by
year, or
or both,
both, at
at the
by imprisonment
imprisonment not
not exceeding
exceeding one
one year,
the discretion
discretion Dismissal of offender.
of
court; and
and if
the offender
be an
an officer
officer or
the DO ofender'
or employee
employee of
of the
of the
the court;
if the
offender be
United
States he
he shall
dismissed from
from office
or discharged
discharged from
from
United States
shall be
be dismissed
office or
employment.
employment.
by de
Inquiries by deputy
"
SEC. 3172.
Every collector
collector shall,
shall, from
to time,
cause his
his collectors.
y eputy
ce
from time
time to
time, cause
"SEC.
3172. Every
1 p. 608.
.S., sec. 3172,
deputies
through every
part of
of his
his district
district and
and inquire
inquire R
Vo.S,
ec.3
72,p.160 .
every part
to proceed
proceed through
deputies to
Vol.
42,
p. 311.
after
and
concerning
all
persons
therein
who
are
liable
to
pay
any
after and concerning all persons therein who are liable to pay any
internal-revenue
owning or having the care and
internal-revenue tax, and all persons owning
management
liable to
any tax,
list
a list
tax, and
and to
to make
make a
to pay
pay any
of any
any objects
objects liable
management of
Tayers
to
of
enumerate said
objects.
persons and
and enumerate
said objects.
of such
such persons
Taxpayers to make
returns.
"
SEC. 3173.
3173. It
be the
the duty
duty of
of any
person, partnership,
firm, yearly
yearlyreturns.
any person,
partnership, firm,
It shall
shall be
"SEC.
8 sec.p38173, p. 609.
R. S.,
R.oisc
73,
special tax, or
or Vol.
liable to
any duty,
duty, special
association, or
to any
made liable
association,
or corporation,
corporation, made
42,. p. 312.
(1) in
provided for, (1)
other tax imposed by law, when not otherwise
otherwise provided
case
of a
tax, on
on or
or before
the thirty-first
day of
each
case of
a special
special tax,
before the
thirty-first day
of July
July in
in each
year, and (2)
2) in other cases before the day on which the taxes accrue,
collector or a
a deputy
to make aalist or return
return,'verified by oath, to the collector
specified.
collector of
of the
the district
where located,
located, of
of the
the articles
articles or
or objects,
objects, inin- Details
Detailsspecied.
collector
district where
cluding
eluding the quantity of goods, wares, and merchandise, made or sold
aggregate amount,
with a
a tax, the several rates and aggregate
and charged
charged with
according to the forms and regulations to be prescribed
prescribed by the Commissioner of
of Internal
Internal Revenue,
with the
the approval
missioner
Revenue, with
approval of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of
Treasury, for which such person, partnership, firm,
the Treasury,
firm, association,
association, or Provisos.
corporation
any person
to pay
pay any
corporation is
is liable:
liable: Provided,
Provided, That
That if
if any
person liable
Bnue
liable to
any By
office
revenue officers
a consent of party
const of party
w
management with
owning, possessing,
or tax,
duty or
tax, or owning,
possessing, or having the care
care or management
duty
in default.
of
wares, and
merchandise, article or objects liable
and merchandise,
of property,
property, goods, wares,
to
?d
y,stax,
shill fail
a
to make
make and exhibit a
license,' shall
fail to
any Et
duty,
tax, or license
to pay any
list
by law,
but shall
shall consent
to disclose
disclose the
the parparlaw, but
consent to
list or
or return
return required
required by
ticulars
of any
any and
goods, wares,
and merchandise,
merchandise,
all the
the property,
property, goods,
wares, and
ticulars of
and all
objects liable to
business
to pay
pay any duty
duty or tax, or any business
articles, and
and objects
or
occupation liable
aforesaid, then,
then, and
and in
in that
that
or occupation
liable to
to pay any
any tax
tax as aforesaid,
case,
be the
the duty
collector or
to make
or deputy
deputy collector
collector to
duty of
of the
the collector
case, it
it shall
shall be
such list or return,
return which, being distinctly read, consented
consented to, and
signed
and verified
oath by
by the
person so
so owning,
owning, possessing,
possessing, or
or
verified by
by oath
the person
signed and
having
received as
having the care
care and management
management as
as aforesaid, may
may be
be received
Notice to taxpayer
the
list of
of such
further, That
in case
case no
annual list
person: Provided
Provided further,
That in
no annual
list not
not making
tnmag
taeser.
the list
such person:
returns,
ete
etc.
or
rendered by
by such person
person to the
the collector
collector or deputy
deputy
or return has
has been rendered
collector as required by law, and the person shall be absent from
his
residence or
collector
at the time
time the collector
or place of business at
his or
or her
her residence
or a
a deputy collector shall call for the annual list or return, it shall
be the duty of such collector or deputy collector to leave at such
such
residence or business,
age and disdisof suitable age
place of residence
business, with some one of
cretion,
otherwise to deposit in the nearest post
such be
be present, otherwise
cretion, if such
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B office, a
a note or memorandum
to such
such person,
memorandum addressed
addressed to
person, requiring
requiring
him or
or her
to render
render to
to such
such collector
or deputy
the list
her to
collector or
deputy collector
collector the
list or
or
return
required by
days
from
the
date
of
such
note
return required
by law
law within
within ten
ten days from the date of such note
not
="na returns,
retu
or memorandum,
memorandum, verified
or
verified by
And if
by oath.
oath. And
net mafung
if any
any person,
person, on
on being
being
etc.
notified or required
notified
required as aforesaid, shall refuse or neglect to
render
to render
such list or
such
within the
the time
time required
or whenwhenor return
return within
required as
as aforesaid,
aforesaid, or
ever any
any person
person who
is required
to deliver
monthly or
or other
ever
who is
required to
deliver aamonthly
other return
return
of objects subject to
to do
do so
so at
the time
required, or
or delivers
delivers
to tax
tax fails
fails to
at the
time required,
any return
return which,
in the
the opinion
the collector,
collector, is
erroneous, false,
false,
which, in
opinion of
of the
is erroneous,
fraudulent, or
or fraudulent,
or contains
contains any
any undervaluation
undervaluation or
or understatement,
understatement,
or
or refuses
refuses to
to allow
any regularly
regularly authorized
Government officer
officer to
allow any
authorized Government
to
Testimony to be procured.
cuTestd.ony
examine the
the books
of such
such person,
examine
books of
person, firm,
firm, or
or corporation,
corporation, it
it shall
shall be
be
lawful
lawful for the collector to summon such person,
person, or any other
other perperson having possession, custody, or care of
account containcontainof books of
of account
ing entries
entries relating
relating to the business of
any other
other person
of such person
person or
or any
person
he may deem proper, to appear before
before him
him and
produce such
at
and produce
such books
books at
aa time and place
place named
named in the summons, and to
or
to give testimony
testimony or
e r interrogatories, under oath, respecting any objects or income
answer
Aty of
t answ
interrogatories, under oath, respecting any objects or income
Authority
of d
district
oetor
collector.
liable to tax or the returns thereof. The collector
summon any
collector may
may summon
any
person residing or
within the
State or
or Territory
or found
found within
the State
Territory in
in which
which his
his
district lies; and when the person intended
not
intended to
to be
be summoned
summoned does
does not
reside
reside and can not be found
found within such
State or
such State
or Territory,
Territory, he
he may
may
enter any collection district where such person may be found
there
found and
and there
make the examination
examination herein authorized. And to this end he
he may
may
there exercise
all the
the authority
authority which
which he
he might
exercise in
Prebo.
there
exercise all
Proviso.
might lawfully
lawfully exercise
in
Corporations includCoporations
Indad- the district for which he
he was
was commissioned:
commissioned: Provided,
Provided, That
That'' person,'
person,'
r
ed in "person."
i "pe son."
as
in this
any corporation,
corporation,
as used
used in
this section,
section, shall be construed to include
include any
joint-stock
association, or
joint-stock company
company or association,
such
or insurance
insurance company
company when
when such
construction is necessary
construction
necessary to carry out its
provisions."
its provisions.
REVENUE
RVEND

ACTo°

ACF OF OM.

i?s on

Interest
Interest allowances.
allowanes.

INTIERET ON
REFUDDS AND
INTEREST
ON REFUNDS
AND CREDITS.
CREDITS.

Rate on
Rate
on claims
clas for
for
credits or refunds.

SEC.
1019. Upon the allowance
a credit or refund
of any
any inS
EC. 1019.
allowance of a
refund of
internal-revenue
ternal-revenue tax erroneously
erroneously or illegally assessed
assessed or
collected, or
or collected,
or
of any penalty collected without authority,
any sum
sum which
which was
authority, or
or of
of any
was
excessive
excessive or in any manner
manner wrongfully
wrongfully collected,
collected, interest
interest shall
shall be
be
allowed and paid on the amount of such credit or refund
refund at
the rate
at the
rate
6 per centum per annum from the
of 6
such tax,
tax, penalty,
penalty, or
the date
date such
or sum
sum
was paid to the
date of
ce o
the refund,
refund, or
or in
the date
of the
the allowan
allowance
offthe
in case
case of
of aa
credit,
credit, to the due date of the
the amount
which the
is
amount against
against which
the credit
credit is

Date anowed.
allowed.

but if
against which
which the
an
Maning
"addi. taken,
taken, but
if the
the amount
amount against
Meaning of "add!the credit
credit is
is taken
taken is
is an

tonal
Ronal

assessment."
sesment."

additional
additional assessment, then
then to
to the
the date
of the
the assessment
of that
that
date of
assessment of

amount.
"additional
amount. The term "
additional assessment"
assessment" as used in this
section
this section
means
a tax of the same character
character previously
means aafurther assessment
assessment for &

On
Onjudgments.
Judgments.
Judicial
Code.
Judicial Code.
Vol. 36,. p..1141.
1141.

paid
in part.
part.
paid in

INTEREST
INTEREST ON
ON JUDGMENTS.
JUDGMENTS.

SEC.
Section 177
SEC. 1020.
1020. Section
of the
the Judicial
Judicial Code,
Code, as
amended, is
is rere177 of
as amended,
enacted
without change,
as follows:
follows:
enacted without
change, as
"SEC.
"
SEC. 177. No interest shall be allowed
allowed on any claim up to the
the
time of
of the
the rendition
rendition of
of judgment
by the
Court of
of Claims,
unless
judgment by
the Court
Claims, unless
upon aacontract
interest,
upon
contract expressly stipulating for the payment of interest,
except
that
interest may
be allowed
allowed in
any judgment
of any
any court
court
lowd
for
erroneexcept
that
interest
may be
in any
Allowed
erronejudgment of
revenue rendered after the passage of the
ous internal
iteral revenue
Revenue Act
of 1921
1921 against
the Revenue
Act of
against the
the
collections,
etc,
by
udgment in
innany
et.ccourt.
ouy United States for any internal-revenue
tax erroneously
erroneously or
internal-revenue tax
illegally
judgment
or illegally
assessed or collected, or for any penalty collected
collected without
authority
without authority
or any sum which was excessive
excessive or in any
manner wrongfully
wrongfully colcolany manner
lected, under the internal-revenue
internal-revenue laws."
laws,"
illowance

Allowance restricted
Claims
on Court of
of Claims
judgments.
Judgments.
Vol.
316.
ol. 42,
42,. p. 316.
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PAYMENT
RECEIPTS FOR
FOR TAXES.
TAXES.
PAYMENT OF
OF AND
AND RECEIPTS

2
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BaVENmE ACT
Payment of
Paynent
of taxes.
taxes.
Federal

notes

and

SFAL 1021..
Collectors may
with an
adjustment ce
SEC.
1021. (a)
(a) Collectors
may receive,
receive, at
at par
par with
an adjustment
cetietes,
anduncer
r
a cates and
uncerF

l

tified checks accepted
for other than stamp
taxes.
taxes.
Vol. 42, p. 316.
6

tacc
for accrued interest, notes or certificates
certificates of indebtedness
indebtedness issued by the tred hs
United
States and
uncertified checks
checks in
in payment
income, warUnited States
and uncertified
payment of
of income,
wartaxes payable other Vol42p.31
taxes and any
any other taxes
profits, and excess-profits
excess-profits taxes
under such rules
regulatime and under
rules and regulathan by stamp,
stamp, during such time
tions
as the
the Commissioner,
with the
the approval
approval of
of the
the Secretary,
Secretary, shall
shall
tions as
Commissioner, with
Liability for checks.
prescribe;
but if
if a
check so
not paid
on Liability
forchecks.
is not
paid by
by the
the bank on
a check
so received
received is
prescribe; but
which
it
is
drawn
the
person
by
whom
such
check
has
been
tendered
which it is drawn the person by whom such check has been tendered
shall remain
liable for
of the
the tax
tax and
and for all legal
legal
for the
the payment
payment of
shall
remain liable
additions to the same extent as if such check had not
penalties and additions
been
been tendered.
tendered.
Receipts
taxes
to
Receipts for
o o
for t:
esr on
given bycorector ono
(b) Every
collector to
to whom
whom any
any payment
payment of
of any
any income
income tax
tax is
is be
begiven
(b)
Every collector
made shall
request give
making such
payment a
27 anendmade
shall upon
upon request
give to
to the
the person
person making
such payment
a ra vTol
uea
.
t
4
.
2, p.
p.267,
amendfull written
receipt, stating
stating the
the amount
amount paid
paid and
the parpar- ed.
ed 1?ter.for sepaand the
printed receipt,
full
written or
or printed
ep
ticular account
was made;
made; and
c
et
creditors.
rateocr
and whenever
whenever raTe
payment was
for which
which such
such payment
ticular
account for
any
taxes on
account of
of payments
made or
to be
be made
made
or to
payments made
pays taxes
on account
any debtor
debtor pays
by
to separate
collector shall,
shall, if
if requested
by
requested by
creditors the
the collector
by him
him to
separate creditors
such
separate receipt
receipt for
for the
paid on account
account of
of
the tax
tax paid
a separate
debtor, give
give a
such debtor,
each
form that
can conveniently
conveniently produce
produce
debtor can
that the
the debtor
in such
such form
each creditor
creditor in
such
separately to
to his
satisfaction of
of
in satisfaction
creditors in
his several
several creditors
such receipts
receipts separately
their
demands up
up to
the amounts
the receipts;
receipts;
in the
stated in
to the
amounts stated
their respective
respective demands
Evidence of tax paid.
and such
such receipt
receipt shall
shall be
evidence in
in favor
favor of
such debtor
debtor Evidenceoftax paid.
of such
be sufficient
sufficient evidence
and
to justify
him in
from his
next
payment
to
his
creditor
to
justify him
m withholding
withholding from
his next payment to his creditor Surrender
urrender to
to erdit
creditor
the amount
amount therein
but the
his as payment on
on debt.
giving to
to his
creditor may,
may, upon
upon giving
the creditor
therein stated;
stated; but
the
debtor
receipt acknowledging
acknowledging the
to him
him of
of
the payment
payment to
written receipt
debtor a
a full
full written
any
and accepting
amount of
paid as
as
of tax
tax paid
the amount
paid and
accepting the
sum actually
actually paid
any sum
aforesaid
as a
a further
the
satisfaction of
of the
further satisfaction
the same)
same) as
aforesaid (specifying
(specifying the
debt to
to that
surrender to
collector's
to him
him of such collector's
the surrender
require the
that amount,
amount, require
debt
receipt.
Fractions of acent.
(c)
In the
under this
this Act
payable by Fracton
o a ent.
not payable
Act not
tax under
of any
any tax
the payment
payment of
(c In
stamp aa fractional
of a
shall be
be disregarded
it
unless it
disregarded unless
a cent
cent shall
part of
stamp
fractional part
amounts to
to one-half
one-half cent or more, in which case
increased
be increased
case it
it shall
shall be
amounts
1 cent.
to 1
Former provision for
(d)
Act of
August 27,
for
recmi
provson
"An Act
Act To
To receipts
entitled "An
27, 1894
1894 tentitled
of August
37 of
of the
the Act
Section 37
(d) Section
repealed.
M
Vol. 28,
p. 560,
rereduce
taxation, to
the Government,
Government, and
for pealed.
repl. 28, p.
and for
for the
provide revenue
revenue for
to provide
reduce taxation,
other
repealed.
is hereby
hereby repealed.
purposes," is
other purposes,"
METHOD
OF COLLECTING
TAX.
METHOD OF
COLLETING TAX.

Collecting taxes.
taxes.
Collecting
Collecting t
Discretionary

other
Stc. 1022. Whether
oDiscallowtoed for other
Whether or not
not the method of collecting any tax ods
Swc.

income, estate,
estate
thannome,
imposed by
by Titles
V, VI,
or VII
imposed
Titles IV,
IV, V,
VI, or
VII is
is specifically
specifically provided
provided than
gift,
and stamp taxes.
Vol.42, p.308, amendamendtherein, any
under regulations
regulations prescribed
by the
the ComCorn- ed.vol.42,p.3a
prescribed by
tax may,
may, under
therein,
any such
such tax

missioner
the approval
of the
by stamp,
the Secretary,
Secretary, be
be collected
collected by
missioner with
with the
approval of
coupon
reasonable device
device or
or such other reasonable
coupon, serial-numbered
serial-numbered ticket, or
method
as may
may be
necessary or
or helpful
securing a
and
method as
be necessary
helpful in
in securing
a complete
complete and
prompt
collection of
the tax.
All administrative
and penalty
penalty proproprompt collection
of the
tax. All
administrative and
visions
Title VIII
in so
far as
as applicable,
the colleccollecapply to
to the
applicable, shall
shall apply
so far
of Title
VIII,.,in
visions of
tion of any tax which
which the Commissioner
Commissioner determines
determines or prescribes
shall
collected in such manner.
shall be
be collected
manner.
OVERPAYMENTS
OVERPATYMENTS AND
AND OVERCOLLECTIONS.
OVERCOLLECTIONS.

Penies
applicable
Penalties applicable.
331-I.
An.e, pp. 331-336.
Ante,

pp.

Overpayments
Overpayments
collections.
collections.

and

or overcollection
overcollection of
of .
rend
Craled
ts forannd
Sac.
1023. In
In the
any overpayment
overpayment or
efunds
Sze. 1023.
the case
case of
of any
11C
owe
relr
or
allooed
for, d
ofradmisadmisany
tax
imposed
by
Title
V
or
VI,
the
person
making
such
oversMn
and
excise
taxes.
any tax imposed by Title V or VI, the person making such over- ion andex taxes.
payment
therefor against taxes
taxes voi
irleitp1a0g.
i.32311325.
may take
take credit therefor
or overcollection
overcollection may
payment or
due upon any monthly
monthly return, and shall make refund of any excessive amount collected
collected by him upon proper application
application by the person
person
entitled thereto.
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BETENVE ACT
ACT 07.1924.
OglF.4.
BEVENUE
Articles exported.
exported.
Articles

ARTICLES EXPORTED.
EXPORTED.
ARTICLES

Tobacco and
excise
and excise
Tobacco
taxes not
not applicable
to
applicable to
taxes
exports.
exports.
Ante, pp.
pp. 316-320,
316-320,
Ante,
322-325.
322-325.

SEC. 1024.
Under such
such rules
rules and
and regulations
the Commissioner
Commissioner
as the
regulations as
1024. Under
SEC.
with
the approval
approval of
of the
may prescribe,
prescribe, the.
imposed
the taxes
taxes imposed
the Secretary
Secretary may
with the
under the
provisions of
IV or
VI shall
not apply
apply in
in respect
respect
or VI
shall not
of Title
Title IV
under
the provisions
of articles
or leased
for export
export and
and in
course so
so exported.
exported.
in due
due course
leased for
sold or
of
articles sold
Under
regulations the
of any
any internal-revinternal-revthe amount
amount of
rules and
and regulations
Under such
such rules
enue tax
tax erroneously
or illegally
respect of
exported
of exported
in respect
illegally collected
collected in
erroneously or
enue
articles
be refunded
refunded to
the exporter
of the
the article,
to
article, instead
instead of
of to
exporter of
to the
articles may
may be
the
manufacturer, if
any claim
claim for
for the
the
waives any
manufacturer waives
if the
the manufacturer
the manufacturer,
amount so
be refunded.
refunded.
so to
to be
amount

Refund
to exporter.
exporter.
Refund to

Jurisdiction of
courts.
Jurisdiction
of courts.

JU1USDICTION OF
OF COURTS.
COURTS.
JURISDICTION

SEo. 1025.
1025. (a)
(a) If
If any
is summoned
to
Act to
under this
this Act
summoned under
person is
any person
SEO.
appear,
produce books
papers, or
or other
other data,
data, the
disappear, to
to testify, or
or to
to produce
books, papers,
the district court
the United
United States
person
which such
such person
for the
the district
district in
in which
of the
States for
trict
court of
resides
by appropriate
appropriate process
compel
process to
to compel
shall have
have jurisdiction
jurisdiction by
resides shall
such
attendance, testimony,
production of
books, papers,
papers, or
or other
other
of books,
or production
testimony, or
such attendance,
data.
data.
iDistrict courts to is(b)
of the
the United
at the
of
instance of
the instance
United States
States at
district courts
courts of
(b) The
The district
sue
orders, process,
prooerts
Disters,
judgments,
judgments, etc.
etc.
the United States are hereby
jurisdiction to make
hereby invested with such jurisdiction
and issue,
both in
in actions
actions at
law and
suits in
in equity,
writs and
and orders
orders
at law
and suits
equity, writs
and
issue, both
of
of ne
republica, orders
orders appointing
appointing rerene exeat
exeat republica,
of injunction,
injunction, and
and of
ceivers, and
and such
such other
other orders
and process,
process, and
to render
and to
render such
such judgjudgceivers,
orders and
ments
and decrees,
decrees, granting
granting in
in proper
cases both
and equitable
equitable
ments and
proper cases
both legal
legal and
relief together,
together, as
may be
necessary or
or appropriate
for the
relief
as may
be necessary
appropriate for
the enforceenforcement of
the provisions
provisions of
The remedies
remedies hereby
hereby provided
ment
of the
of this
this Act.
Act. The
provided
Addo to o
Additional to other
are
addition to
to and
not exclusive
of any
any and
all other
remedies
and all
other remedies
are in
in addition
and not
exclusive of
remedies.
remedies.
such
of the United
United States in such courts or otherwise to enforce
enforce such
provisions.
provisions.
District courts.
(c) The
paragraph added
added by
by section
Revenue Act
Act of
of
the Revenue
1310 of
of the
section 1310
(c)
The paragraph
31.
VoDis
trt
Vol.
42, p. 311.
Vol. 36,
1093.
36 p. 1093.
1921
at the
paragraph Twentieth
1921 at
the end
end of
of paragraph
Twentieth of
of section
section 24
of the
the Judicial
24 of
Judicial
jurisdiction of
is reenacted
reenacted
Code, relating
relating to
to the jurisdiction
of district
district courts,
courts, is
follows:
without
change, as follows:
without change,
Concurrent
oncurrent JurisdicIurisdic" Concurrent
"
Concurrent with the Court of Claims, of any suit or proceeding,
tion of, with Court of
Claims, for recovery of commenced
commenced after
after the
the passage
passage of
of the
the Revenue
Revenue Act
for the
Act of
of 1921,
1921, for
the
erroneously collected
collected
erroneously
any internal-revenue
alleged to
erroneously
to have
have been
been erroneously
tax alleged
of any
internal-revenue tax
collector recovery
recovery of
tares,
es, etc.,
etc., if collector
dead.
deal p.972
or illegally assessed
assessed or collected, or of any penalty claimed to have
Poet, p.972.
9
been collected without authority or any sum alleged to have been
excessive
or in
manner wrongfully
wrongfully collected,
collected, under
under the
the internalinternalexcessive or
in any
any manner
revenue laws, even if the claim exceeds
exceeds $10,000,
$10,000, if the collector
collector of
internal-revenue by
by whom
or sum
collected is
internal-revenue
whom such
such tax,
tax, penalty,
penalty, or
sum was
was collected
is
dead at
at the
time such
such suit
suit or
or proceeding
is commenced."
commenced."
dead
the time
proceeding is
Powers conferred to
t
ePoweSrton'y,
secure
testimony, ed
etc.
Vol.
Vol. 42, p. 310.

Frauds on
purchasers.
Frauds
on purchasers.

as
False statements
statements as
on price
to effect of tax on
of
of article sold, etc., aa
misdemeanor.
misdemeanor.
Vol.
42. p.316.
p. 316.
Vol.42.

article sold, etc.,

Punishment
for.
Punishment for.

FRAUDS
ON PURCHASERS.
PURCHASERS.
FRAUDS ON

SEC. 1026.
Whoever in
in connection
the sale
or lease,
offer
lease, or
or offer
sale or
connection with
with the
SEC.
1026. Whoever
for sale
sale or lease, of any article, or for the purpose of making such
for
such
any statement,
statement, written
written or
or oral,
oral, (1)
(1) intended
intended or
or
sale or
or lease,
lease, makes
makes any
calculated to lead any person to believe that any part of the price at
calculated
which such article is sold or leased,
offered for sale or lease, conleased, or offered
sists of
of the
the United
United States,
States, or
of aatax imposed
imposed under
under the authority
authority of
or
(2) ascribing
(2)
particular part of
to aatax
tax imposed
imposed under
ascribing a
a particular
of such
such price
price to
under
the authority
authority of the United States, knowing that such statement
statement is
false or that the tax is not so great as the portion of such price
price
ascribed to such tax, shall be guilty of a
a misdemeanor and
and upon
upon conconviction thereof shall be punished by a
a fine of not more than $1,000
$1,000
or by
not exceeding
both.
or
by imprisonment
imprisonment not
exceeding one
one year,
year, or
or both.
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ACT OF 1924.
REVENUE
REVENUE ACT OF 1924.
Lost stamps.
stamps.
Lost

LOST
STAMPS FOR
FOR TOBACCO,
TOBACCO, CIGARS,
SO FORTH.
FORTH.
AND SO
CIGARS, AND
LOST STAMPS

SEC. 1027.
1027. Section
3315 of
Revised Statutes,
as amended,
amended, is
is
Statutes, as
the Revised
of the
Section 3315
SEC.

packa

Restamping

etacm.
ages, etc.

ping

pack-

reenacted without
without change,
change, as
follows:
as follows:
reenacted
"
SEc. 3315.
3315. The
Internal Revenue
Revenue may,
may, under
under replace
repIraucee a
ieho rized to
sutapseuntof Internal
Commissioner of
The Commissioner
" SEC.
t

po

a-

of the Secretary
regulations
approval of
Secretary of vodablylost,
voR.
ilary lost, etc.
etc.
n
the approval
with the
him with
by him
prescribed by
regulations prescribed
S., sec. 3315, p. 643.
42,2, cp.319.
Vol.
the
Treasury,
issue
stamps
for
restampmg
packages
distilled
p
.32
32: P. 64'.
distilled
of
packages
restamping
for
the Treasury, issue stamps
spirits,
tobacco, cigars,
cigars, snuff, cigarettes,
cigarettes, fermented
fermented liquors, and wines
spirits, tobacco,
which
have been
been duly
duly stamped
stamped but
but from
which the stamps have
have been
from which
which have
lost
destroyed by
by unavoidable
accident."
unavoidable accident."
or destroyed
lost or
Liberty bonds, etc.
Liberty

TAX EXEMPTIONS.
CONSOLIDATION OF
OF LIBERTY
BOND TAX
EXEMPTIONS.
LIBERTY BOND
CONSOLIDATION

Sze. 1028.
1028. The
The various
Acts authorizing
the issues
issues of
of Liberty
Libert
authorizing the
various Acts
SEC.
bonds
are amended
supplemented as
as follows:
and supplemented
amended and
bonds are
(a)
On and
and after
after January
1, 1921,
1921,4
centum and
and 4¼
41 per
per centum
centum
4 per
per centum
January 1,
(a) On
Liberty
be exempt
from graduated
graduated additional
income
additional income
exempt from
shall be
bonds shall
Liberty bonds
taxes, commonly
as surtaxes,
surtaxes, and
excess-profits and warand excess-profits
known as
commonly known
taxes,
profits taxes,
now or
hereafter imposed
the United
United States upon
upon
by the
imposed by
or hereafter
taxes, now
profits
corporations, or
the
income or
individuals, partnerships,
partnerships, corporations,
of individuals,
profits of
or profits
the income
associations,
in respect
respect to
the interest
interest on
aggregate principal amounts
on aggregate
to the
associations, in
th
f
follows:
ereo
RS
follows:
as
thereof
thereof as follows:
Until
the expiration
expiration of
two years
the date
date of
of the
termination
the termination
after the
years after
of two
Until the
of
the
war
between
the
United.
States
and
the
German
Government,
Government,
German
the
and
States
United
the
between
war
the
of
as fixed
by proclamation
on $125,000
$125,000 aggregate
aggregate
President, on
the President,
of the
proclamation of
as
fixed by
principal amount;
amount; and
years more
$50,000 aggregate
on $50,000
more on
three years
for three
and for
principal
principal amount.
principal
amount.
(b) The
exemptions provided
provided in
(a) shall be in addiaddisubdivision (a)
in subdivision
The exemptions
(b)
tion
to the
exemptions provided
provided in
in section
7 of
of the
the Second
Second Liberty
Liberty
section 7
the exemptions
tion to
Bond Act,
addition to
to the
provided in subdivision
subdivision
exemption provided
the exemption
in addition
and in
Act, and
Bond
(3)
of section
the Supplement
the Second
Second Liberty
Liberty Bond Act
to the
Supplement to
of the
1 of
section 1
(3) of
in
to bonds
issued upon
3 per
per centum
centum bonds,
bonds,
of 34
conversion of
upon conversion
bonds issued
respect to
in respect
free from the
but
be in
of the
the exemptions
provided and
and free
exemptions provided
lieu of
in lieu
shall be
but shall
(1) and
conditions and
and limitations
subdivisions (1)
and (2)
(2) of
in subdivisions
imposed in
limitations imposed
conditions
section
Supplement to
to the
the Second
Second Liberty
Liberty Bond Act and in
the Supplement
of the
section 11of
section
of the
the Victory Liberty Loan
Loan Act.
section 22of
y

SURETY.
DEPOSIT OF
OF UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES BONDS
BONDS OR
NOTES IN
OF SURETY.
LIEU OF
IN LIEU
OR NOTES
DEPOSIT

exe
C
mo
n
i
,vo
liot
dation

Cnsoidationfof

tax
tax

Arol.42, p.317, amendp 317, amendedVol.2
ed.
Modification
odification of alM
'atiedincometaxes.d
117,:comfr
e
o
t
m
axesa.
rad
11-

Until
Until two years after
after
end of World War.

end of World

yearsmore

For

For three years more.

Additional
Addi
ti onal to
to pror
prior
exemptions.
Vol. 40, pl 291.
to

exem

vol

Iis

40, p. 29L

Vol. 40, p.9966.

Vl. 40p. .
lieu of exemptions
n lieu
In
exemptions

during the war.
Vol. 40, pp. 965, 1310.

duringthewar.

ol.40,pp.965,1310.

Federal
Federal
nots
notes.
Accepted

bonds
b on
as

or

penal

n
in lieu of personal
boAdiPieuofpei
regula- bond
States or
Sze.
the laws
the United
United States
or regulaof the
laws of
by the
Wherever by
1029. Wherever
SEC. 1029.
sureties.
p.
318.
uvoi,
any
to
tions
made
pursuant
thereto,
person
required
furnish
is
required
person
any
Vol. 42, p. 318.
tions made pursuant thereto,
recognizance, stipulation,
guaranty, or undertaking,
undertaking, hereinhereinstipulation, bond, guaranty,
recognizance,
after called
called "penal
"penal bond,"
sureties, such person may,
surety or sureties,
with surety
bond," with
after
security with the official
deposit as security
official
of such surety or sureties, deposit
in lieu of
Liberty
having authority
bond, United
United States Libertyauthority to approve such penal bond,
having
bonds
or other
bonds or notes of the United States in a
a sum equal
equal
other bonds
bonds or
at
their par
par value
value to
to the amount of such penal bond required to be
at their
furnished,
with an
authorizing such official
official to
agreement authorizing
an agreement
together with
furnished, together
default
collect
or sell
case of any default
deposited in case
so deposited
or notes so
bonds or
such bonds
sell such
collect or
in
the performance
performance of
any of
of the
or stipulations
such Iegal
fe
of such
stipulations of
conditions or
the conditions
of any
in the
Legal effect.
notes
or
penal
bond.
The
acceptance
of
such
United
States
bonds
States
United
such
of
acceptance
The
bond.
penal
in lieu
lieu of
or sureties
sureties required
required by
shall have the same
by law shall
surety or
of surety
in
force and
effect as
individual or
certified checks,
corporate sureties, or certified
or corporate
as individual
and effect
force
bank drafts,
drafts, post-office
money orders,
penalty or Depositaries for.
T
the penalty
or cash, for the
orders, or
post-office money
bank
amount
of such
such penal
penal bond.
bonds or notes deposited hereunder
hereunder De
The bonds
bond. The
amount of
and such
substituted
bonds or notes as may be substituted
United States bonds
other United
such other
and
therefor
from time
such security,
deposited with
may be deposited
security, may
as such
time as
to time
time to
therefor from
the
Treasurer of
of the
United States,
States, a
Federal reserve
reserve bank,
bank, or
a Federal
the United
the Treasurer
Secretary,
other depositary
duly designated
designated for that purpose by the Secretary,
depositary duly
other
which shall
describing such bonds or notes so
therefor, describing
receipt therefor,
issue receipt
shall issue
which
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Return to depositor.

RETENITI

-"
A-or

deposited.
deposited.

As
penal
As soon as security
security for the performance
performance of
of such
such penal

is no
bonds or
so deposited
deposited shall
shall
or notes
notes so
longer necessary,
necessary, such
such bonds
todepotor. bond
bond is
no longer
Provisos.
be returned to the depositor: Provided, That in case a person or
Retention on
default be returned to the depositor: Provided, That in case a person or
ondeant
Retenton
contractor for pbli
public persons
contractor with labor
labor or material
material as
as provided
provided
oof contractoror
persons supplying aa contractor
works.

e

wVo.
Vol.3,p.I
33, Ix 81
.1..
VoL
p. 278..
voi.s228, p.

by the
February 24,
24, 1905
1905 (33
(33 Stat.
Stat. 811),
811),
approved February
by
the Act
Act of
of Congress,
Congress, approved

entitled "An Act to amend an Act approved
approved August thirteenth,

eighteen hundred
hundred and
and ninety-four,
entitled 'An
'An Act
Act for the
the protecninety-four, entitled
eighteen
tion of
of persons
persons furnising
furnishing materials
materials and
and labor
labor for
for the
construction
tion
the construction
of
shall
obligee, at any time after a
a
shall file with the obligee,
works,'"
publicintworks,"
of public
the performance of any contract subject to said Acts, the
Subdea
Applation to
Application
subdefault
in the
contractor,
the performance of any contract subject to said Acts, the
default in
Ao a.etc.
to s
application
therein provided,
shall not
not dedeand affidavit
affidavit therein
provided, the
the obligee
obligee shall
application and
liver to
the obligor
obligor the
the deposited
deposited bonds or notes
surplus
notes nor any surplus
to the
liver
proceeds
the expiration
expiration of
of the
the time
time limited by said
thereof until
until the
proceeds thereof
Acts
in
by such person
person or persons, and, in
of suit
suit by
Acts for
for the
the institution of
%
shall be
tune, shall hold
hold said bonds
bonds
be instituted
instituted within such time,
" case
case suit
suit shall
or notes
notes or
subject to
the order
of the
court having
having jurisjuristhe court
to the
order of
or
or proceeds
proceeds subject
Priority of United diction thereof:
Prionty
further,
That
nothing
herein
contained
thereof: Provided
Provided further,
contained
States not affected.

tates not affected.

shall affect
affect or
the priority
of the
the claim
of the
the United
shall
or impair
impair the
priority of
claim of
United States
States

against the bonds or notes deposited or any right or remedy granted
granted
by
said Acts
Acts or
States for default
default
or by this section to the United States
by said
Inconsistent laws
Inconsistent
laws upon any obligation
obligation of said penal bond:
bond: Provided
all
Provided further,
further, That
That all
modified.
laws inconsistent
inconsistent with
with this
are hereby
so modified
modified as
as to
this section
section are
hereby so
to conconmoddlaws
Judicial authority
Judici
authority form to the provisions
provided further,
fwther, That
provisions hereof:
hereof: And provided
That nothing
not affected.
contained herein
of courts
security,
not
td.
herein shall
shall affect
affect the
the authority
authority of
courts over
over the
the security,
security in judicial proceedings, or the
where such bonds are taken as security
officer of the United
authority of
of any
any administrative
administrative oficer
United States
States to reresecurity in cases authorized
authorized by existing
ceive United States bonds for security
existing
laws.
may prescribe
prescribe rules
and regulations
regulations necessary
laws. The
The Secretary
Secretary may
rules and
necessary
and proper
proper for
for carrying
this section
section into
effect.
into effect.
and
carrying this
Enforcement of tax
liens.

ENFORCEMENT or
OF TAX
LIENS.
ENFORCEMENT
TAX LIENS.

SEC.
SEC. 1030. Section 3207 of the Revised Statutes
Statutes is amended to read
as follows:
Bill in
chancery anUautBill
"SEC.
(a) In
In any case where there has been aarefusal
inchanery
"
Szc. 3207. (a)
refusal or negthorized to enforce
enforce lien
on
real estate
has become
necessary
to
seize
and
on real
estate for
for unn- lect to pay any tax, and it
it
become
necessary
to
seize
and sell
sell real
real
paid taxes.
paid taxes.
estate to satisfy the same, the Commissioner of Internal Revenue may

R.
S., gee. 3207,
p.616,
R.S.,sec.
327, p.618,
am nded
amended.

e

.

chancery to be filed,
direct aabill in chancery
filed, in aadistrict court
court of the United
United
any real
real
States, to enforce the
the lien
lien of the
the United
United States
States for
for tax upon
upon any
estate, or to subject any real estate owned by the delinquent, or in
which
he has
has any
any right,
title, or
or interest,
to the
the payment
such tax.
tax.
which he
right, title,
interest, to
payment of
of such
Persons
Persons claiming
claiming ininAll
persons
liens
or
claiming
any
real
having
upon
interest
in
the
I
made parties.
terest made
estate sought to be subjected
as aforesaid,
shall be
be made
to
subjected as
aforesaid, shall
made parties
parties to
such proceedings, and be brought into court as
as provided
provided in
in other suits
Determination
chancery therein.
the said
said court
court shall,
shall, at the
term next
Determination of
of in chancery
therein. And
And the
the term
next after
after
merits by court.
parties.

ts

by

Sale
States

Sale and distribution
distribution
of proceeds
proceeds if United
States
claim
estabestabclaim
lished.
ished.

Persons having lien,
lien,
etc.,
on such
real estate
estate
etc., on
such real

the parties have been duly notified of the proceedings, unless
unless otherother-

adjudicate all matters involved
wise ordered by the court, proceed to
to adjudicate
involved
therein, and finally determine the merits of all claims to
to and
and liens
upon the real estate in question, and, in all cases where
where aa claim
claim or

interest of
of the
States therein
therein is
shall decree
decree a
interest
the United
United States
is established,
established, shall
a
sale of such real estate, by the proper officer
officer of
disof the court,
court, and
and a
a disproceeds of such
of the
tribution of
of the proceeds
such sale
sale according
according to
to the
the findings
findings of
the
court in respect to the interests of the parties and of
of the
the United
United
States.
"(b) Any person having aalien upon or any interest in such real
"(b)

been duly
duly filed
filed of
of record
the jurisdicrequest Commis- estate,
may request
estate, notice
notice of
of which
which has
has been
record in
in the
jurisdicsioner to file bill.
sioners
tose hillp2
R. S., sec. 3186, p. 612.
Vol. 24,, p.
vol.
p.331.

tion in which the
tion
the real estate is located, prior to the filing of notice
of the lien
lien of
of the United
by section
section 3186
of the
the
United States as
as provided
provided by
3186 of

Revised Statutes
as amended,
amended, or
any person
person purchasing
the real
Statutes as
or any
purchasing the
real
estate
at aasale
to satisfy
lien or
may make
estate at
sale to
satisfy such
such prior
prior lien
or interest,
interest, may
make written
written
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request
the Commissioner
Internal Revenue
Revenue to
to direct
of Internal
direct the
the filfilrequest to
to the
Commissioner of
chancery as provided in subdivision (a),
(a), and if the
ing of a
a bill in chancery
Commissioner
to direct
filing of
of such
bill within
six months
Commissioner fails
fails to
direct the
the filing
such bill
within six
months
after
receipt of
of such
such written
request, such
person or
purchaser may,
may,
or purchaser
written request,
such person
after receipt
after
to the Commissioner,
Commissioner, file a
a petition
petition in the
the district
district
after giving
giving notice
notice to
court
the real estate
estate
court of
of the
the United States
States for the district in which the
is
located, praying
to file
bill for
is located,
praying leave
leave to
file aabill
for aa final
final determination
determination of
of all
all
claims
or liens
liens upon
the real
estate in
After a
claims to
to or
upon the
real estate
in question.
question. After
a full
full hearhearing
open court,
court, the
the district
district court
in its
its discretion
discretion enter
an
may in
enter an
court may
ing in
in open
order
in which
States
the United
United States
to file
file such
such bill,
bill, in
which the
order granting
granting leave
leave to
and
all persons
persons having
having liens
liens upon
upon or
claiming any
any interest in the
or claiming
and all
real
estate shall be made parties. Service on the United States shall
real estate
be
sections 5
and 6
of the
6 of
the Act
Act of
of
be had
had in
in the
the manner
manner provided
provided by
by sections
5 and
March
provide for the
the bringing
bringing of
of suits
March 3, 1887,
1887, entitled
entitled 'An
'An Act to
to provide
Government of the United States.'
States.' Upon the filing of
against the Government
such bill
district court
shall proceed
proceed to
to adjudicate
the matters
matters
adjudicate the
such
bill the
the district
court shall
involved therein,
therein, in
the same
same manner
manner as
as in
case of
of bills
bills filed
filed under
involved
in the
in the
the case
under
subdivision (a)
(a) of
of this
this section.
For the
subdivision
section. For
the purpose
purpose of
of such
such adjudicaadjudication, the
the tax
tax upon
which the
the United
United
the lien
lien of
of the
upon which
of the
tion,
the assessment
assessment of
conclusively presumed to be valid, and all
shall be
be conclusively
States is
is based
based shall
and the
the bill shall be borne
the petition and
costs of the
the proceedings
proceedings on the
by
by the person filing the bill."
SPECIAL
DEPOSITS.
SPECIAL DEPOSITS.
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1924.

REVENITE ACT OF 1924.
ACT OF 192.
REVENUI

Onfailure of CommisOnfailureofCommissioner, may petition
leave of
of court to file
file bill
to determine all claims,
etc.

sioner, may petition

todetermine all
etc.

United States, etc.,
mnited
States, etc.,
made parties if petition
granted.
granted.

Service on United
on
States.
Vol. 24, p. 500.

staerie

United

Vol. 24 p. 500.

Adjudication
court.

Adjudication

by
by

Tax conclusively pre-

sumed valid, etc.
sxrnaedidCS,
SVelyt.

Special deposits.
Special
deposits.

31 p. 614,
R. S., sec. 3195,
95, p.614
aRSened."
(a) Section 3195 of the Revised
SEC.
Si.c. 1031. (a)
Revised Statutes
Statutes is amended
amended amended.

to read as follows:
follows:
Whole of property, if
"SEO. 3195.
3195. When
"Sr.o.
When any
any property
property liable
liable to
to distraint
distraint for
for taxes
taxes is
is not
noFdiiofproprty,
if
divisible, to be sold
to
pay tax.
thereof topaytax.
not divisible,
divisible, so as to enable
enable the collector
collector by sale of aa part
part thereof
to raise the whole amount
amount of the tax, with all costs and charges,
the
the whole
whole of such
such property
property shall be sold,
sold, and
and the surplus
surplus of the
Special deposit of balancencdctofbal
allowance for the amount of the ance
proceeds of the sale, after making allowance
of proceeds.
tax, interest, penalties, and additions thereto,
thereto, and for the costs and
deposited with the Treascharges of the distraint and sale, shall be deposited
n/a.
States as provided in subdivision (b)
(b) of section
section lInfra.
urer of the United States
3210."
R. S., sec. 3210,
210 p. 616,
1
(b)
of the
the Revised
Statutes is
read as
as amRended.e
is amended
amended to
to read
3210 of
Revised Statutes
(b) Section
Section 3210
amended. 3 , p. 8
follows:
follows:
All internal revenue
"
SEC. 3210. (a)
(a) Except as
subdivision (b)
"SEc.
as provided
provided in subdivision
(b) the
the gross
gross tax
t Allcollections,
inte etc.,
tcto
to
be
deposited daily in
amount
all taxes
taxes and
and revenues
received under
daily n
depos
under the
the provisions
provisions be
amount of
of all
revenues received
Treasury.
of this Act, and collections of whatever
whatever nature received
received or collected Except
ExFapt sumincmsums in compromise, etc.
by authority of any internal-revenue
internal-revenue law, shall be paid daily into promise,etc.
Infra.
the Treasury of the United States under instructions of the Secre- I"'internal-revenue collections,
collections, by the officer
officer
tary of the Treasury as internal-revenue
receiving or
abatement or deduction
deduction
receiving
or collecting
collecting the same, without any abatement
on
costs, charges,
charges, expenses,
expenses, Detaledcertifateot
on account
account of
of salary,
salary, compensation
compensation, fees,
fees, costs,
Detailedcertificateof,
Comor
claims of
description. A
A certificate
payment, stating
stating transmitted to Cornor claims
of any
any description.
certificate of
of such
such payment,
missioner.
ls
the name of the depositor and the specific account on which the m aoerdeposit
treasurer,, desigdeposit was
was made,
made, signed by
by the
the treasurer, assistant treasurer
nated depositary, or proper officer of a
a deposit bank, shall be transmitted
Commissioner of
of Internal
Internal Revenue.
Revenue.
mitted to
to the
the Commissioner
cSpecial det
deposit accollector fo
for
count of cof
"(b) Sums offered
compromise under the provisions of section count
offered in compromise
"(b)
sums offered in com3229 of the Revised Statutes and section
35 of
of Title II
of the Na- promise,
pSm omsre
comse
section 35
II of
for p
purchase
real estate, etc.
tional Prohibition
Prohibition Act, sums
sums offered
offered for
purchase of
of real
estate of
for the
the purchase
real estate
ofrealestate,etc.
R. S., sec. 3229, p. 620.
Vol. 41, p.
313.
p.31&
section 3208 of the Revised Statutes,
Statutes, and vol.il3,
under the provisions of section
Vol. 20, p. 332.
surplus
in any
distraint sale,
sale, after
making allowance
for V ol. 2 0 ,p332
after making
allowance for
any distraint
surplus proceeds
proceeds in
the amount of the tax, interest
interest, penalties,
penalties and additions thereto,
and for
for costs
costs and
the distraint
and sale,
be deposited
deposited
sale, shall
shall be
charges of the
distraint and
and
and chargesof
with the Treasurer
Treasurer of the United States in aa special desit
deposit Withdrawals from
a if
afters
,aoaccepted.
making the deposit. Upon ols
d.
account in the
the name of the collector making
0
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Repeals.
Repeals.
Parts of Revenue Act
specified
spe

dates.
dates.

Income tax.
Vol.
27-271 .
42, pp.
pp 227-27L
Vol. 42,
Estate tax.

2-284.
Vostat
Vol. 42, pp.. 277-284.

Telegraph and telete le

Telephnmsd
phone
messages-

vol. 42, pp.8

28

5.

Vol. 44 pp. 284, 285.
Soft drinks, etc.
VoL 42,
2.
pp. 285, 286.
4 pp.

285

VL

ciars, etc.

.Z7482:, pi. 286-289.

pp 28M

Admissions
dues.
misionsaand
Ad
nddfs.
Vol. 42, pp. 289-291.

p

Excise taxes.

291-2
Vxol
Vol. 42,pp
42, pp.. 291-293.
i
Jewelry, etalr
etc., sales.
Jewe,
Vol. 42, p. 293.

Special taxes.
ol.
42, pp.29l0.
294-301.
o.42,pp.
Stamp
taxes. 1
Stamptapxes0
Vol. 42, pp. 301-305.

vol,.

a

Child labor tax.
ta8.
labor
Cild42,
Vol.
pp. 306-308.
Certain administrative provisions.
Vol. 42, pp.-310-319.
1 3 19

certain admjnistra2,

1924.
1924.

acceptance
compromise or offer for the purchase
such offer
offer in compromise
acceptance of such
of
the amount
so accepted
accepted shall
withdrawn by
by
be withdrawn
shall be
amount so
real estate,
estate, the
such real
of such
the
from his
his special
account with
the Treasurer
Treasurer
with the
deposit account
special deposit
collector from
the collector
of
deposited in
in the
the Treasury
United
of the
the United
Treasury of
and deposited
States and
United States
of the
the United
States as
as internal-revenue
Upon the
the rejection
rejection of
of any
any
collections. Upon
internal-revenue collections.
States
such
the Commissioner
Commissioner shall
shall authorize
authorize the
collector, through
through
the collector,
offer, the
such offer,
whom
of such
was submitted,
refund to
the
to the
to refund
submitted, to
offer was
such offer
the amount
amount of
whom the
maker of
of such
such offer
offer the
the amount
case of
of surplus
surplus
In the
the case
thereof. In
amount thereof.
maker
proceeds
from distraint
distraint sales
shall, upon
appliupon applithe Commissioner
Commissioner shall,
sales the
proceeds from
cation and
and satisfactory
satisfactory proof
proof in
in support
support thereof,
the colcolauthorize the
thereof, authorize
cation
lector
through whom
whom the
the amount
amount was
received to
to refund
the same
same
refund the
was received
lector through
to
person or
or persons
legally entitled
entitled thereto."
thereto."
persons legally
to the
the person

E
L.
REPEALS.

of Pgn21at
1921, at

voI. l

CH.
234.
CH. 234.

TITLE
TITLE XL-GENERAL
XI.-GENERAL PROVISIONS.
PROVISIONS.

General provisions.
provisions.

vl.

SEss.
I.
SESs. I.

pp.

.

Repealed provisions

continued for collecting
continuedforcollecting

accrued taxes, enforcing
penalties, etc.

^.redtax-e.eno'rcing

Site.
following parts
parts of
of the
the Revenue
Revenue Act
Act of
of 1921
1921
The following
(a) The
1100. (a)
SEC. 1100.
repealed, to take effect (except
are repealed,
(except as otherwise provided in this
Act)
enactment of
of this
limitations proto the
the limitations
this Act, subject to
upon the
the enactment
Act) upon
vided
in subdivisions
subdivisions (b)
(c) :
(b) and
and (c):
vided in
Title
"Income Tax")
Tax") as
1924;
January 1, 1924;
as of
of January
(called "Income
Title IIII (called
Title
IV
(called
"Estate
Tax
")
;
Tax");
"Estate
Title IV (called
Title
V (called
"Tax on
")
Messages ")
Telephone Messages
and Telephone
Telegraph and
on Telegraph
(called "Tax
Title V
except
subdivision (d)
(d) of
of
of section
section 500, effective
effective on the expiration, of
except subdivision
thirty
days after
after the
enactment of
this Act;
Act;
the enactment
of this
thirty days
Sections 602
602 and
Title -VI (being
the taxes
on certain
certain
taxes on
(being the
603 of
of Title-VI
and 603
Sections
beverages
constituent parts thereof)
thereof);;
and constituent
beverages and
Title VII (called "Tax
"Tax on Cigars, Tobacco,
Tobacco, and Manufactures
Manufactures
Thereof")
;
Thereof
") ;
"Tax on Admissions
Title VIII
VIII (called
(called "Tax
Admissions and Dues"),
Dues"), effective
effective on
on
the expiration
of thirty
thirty days
days after
after the
the
expiration of
enactment of
the enactment
of this
this Act;
Act;
Sections 901,
901, 902,
902, 903,
903, and
and 904
904 of
of Title
certain excise
excise
(being certain
IX (being
Title IX
Sections
taxes)
•
taxes)-2
Section
aes.
Section 900 of Title IX
IX (being
(being certain excise taxes) and section
section
905 of
of Title
Title IX
IX (being
(being the
jewelry and
and similar
similar articles),
articles),
the tax
tax on
on jewelry
905
effective
expiration of
of thirty
thirty days
after the
the enactment
this
enactment of this
days after
on the
the expiration
effective on
Act;
Act;
Title X
(called "Special
"Special Taxes")
Taxes") effective
effective on
30, 1924;
1924;
June 30,
on June
X (called
Title
Title XI (called
(called "
"Stamp
Taxes")
Stamp Taxes
") effective
effective on the expiration
expiration of
of
thirty
thirty days after the enactment
enactment of this Act;
Title XII
(called "
Tax on
Labor");;
Child Labor")
of Child
on Employment
Employment of
"Tax
XII (called
Title
1310, sections
sections
Sections 1307,
1307, 1308,
(c) of
of section
Sections
1308, 1309,
1309, subdivision
subdivision (c)
section 1310,
1311, 1312, 1313, 1314, 1315, 1316, 1318, 1320, 1321,
1321, 1322, 1323, 1324,
1328, 1329, and 1330 (being certain
certain administrative
1325, 1326,
1326, 1328,
provisions).
provisions).
(b) The
parts of
of 1921
1921 which
are repealed
repealed by
by
which are
Act of
of the
the Revenue
Revenue Act
(b)
The parts
this Act shall (except
(except as provided in sections 280 and 316 and exotherwise specifically
specifically provided
cept as
as otherwise
provided in this Act)
Act) remain
remain in
in force
collection of all taxes imposed by such Act,
for the assessment
assessment and collection
and for
for the
imposition, and
and collection
collection of
and
the assessment,
assessment, imposition,
of all
all interest,
interest,
penalties,
or may
may accrue
accrue in
in relarelapenalties, or
or forfeitures
forfeitures which
which have
have accrued
accrued or
tion
to any
any such
such taxes,
taxes, and
assessment and
collection, to
to the
tion to
and for
for the
the assessment
and collection,
the
extent
provided in the
1921, of all taxes
taxes imposed
extent provided
the Revenue
Revenue Act
Act of 1921,
by prior income,
income, war-profits,
war-profits, or excess-profits
excess-profits tax
tax acts,
acts, and
and for
for the
the
or
assessment, imposition,
imposition, and collection
collection of
of all interest,
interest, penalties,
penalties, or
accrued or may
forfeitures which have accrued
may accrue
accrue in relation
relation to
to any
any
such
taxes. In
In the
the case
imposed by
part of
such taxes.
case of
of any
any tax
tax imposed
by any
any part
of the
the
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Revenue Act of 1921 repealed
there is
tax imimRevenue
repealed by
by this
this Act,
Act, if
if there
is aa tax
provision imposing
posed by this Act in lieu
lieu thereof, the
the provision
imposing such tax
remain in force
under this
this Act
shall remain
force until
until the corresponding
corresponding tax under
Act
takes effect under the provisions of this Act.
(c) The repeal of Title
of
(c)
Title II
II and Title
Title IV of the
the Revenue
Revenue Act
Act of
1921
shall not
not be
be construed
to take
away the
1921 shall
construed to
take away
the retroactive
retroactive benefits
benefits
allowed by paragraph
paragraph (12)
(12) of
(a) of section
allowed
of subdivision
subdivision (a)
section 214 or paragraph
(a) of
Revenue Act
graph (14)
(14) of
of subdivision
subdivision (a)
of section
section 234, of the Revenue
Act
of 1921,
1921, or by section 401
401 or
or 403
403 of
of such Act.
Act.
• LEGISLATIVE
LEGISLATIVE DRAFTING
DRAFTING SERVICE.
SERVICE.

REVENUE ACT
REVENUE
ACT OF 1924.

Repeal of income and
and
Repeal
estate taxes
effect
estate
taxes not to
to effect
benefits under Act of
1921.
Vol. 42, pp. 241,
241, 257,
257,
277, 279.

Legislative
drafting
Legislative drafting
service.
service.
Change of name, etc.

S
EC. 1101.
1303 of
the Revenue
amended by
SEC.
1101. Section
Section 1303
of the
Revenue Act
1142,
Act of
of 1918
1918 is
is amended
400f p. ,'etc.
by Vol.
CVho 40,
amended.
adding at the end thereof aanew subdivision to read as follows:
nded.ce
legisMade
office of
of legislegisMade
office
of
lative counsel.
"(d)
"(d) After this subdivision takes effect the legislative drafting lativecounsel.
service shall
shall be known
known as
as the
the office of
of the
the legislative
legislative counsel,
counsel, and
and the
the
Allocated to profestwo
two draftsmen
draftsmen shall
be known
known as
as legislative
The positions
positions sional
shall be
legislative counsel.
counsel. The
sionalCa
to Classifiparde
grade in
cation A
ct.
of
counsel shall
allocated from
time by
by the
the cation
Act.
of legislative
legislative counsel
shall be
be allocated
from time
time to
to time
Vol. 42, p. 1491.
President
the Senate
the Speaker
Speaker of
RepresentaPresident of
of the
2 p.
Senate and
and the
of the
the House
House of
of Representatives,
grade in the compensation
schedules
tives, jointly, to
to the
the appropriate
appropriate grade
compensation schedules
of section
section 13 of
rate of
of compensacompensa- Pay,
of the
the Classification
Classification Act of 1923.
1923. The
The rate
Po.eetc.
S.
p.586.
Post,
p.
tion of each of the two legislative
legislative counsel shall be fixed from time
to time, within the limits of such grade, by the President
President of the
respecSenate and the Speaker of the House of Representatives, respecIn lieu of present pay.
Seneatleegiasnladtitvhee
co
Sun
peak
selcompensation
es
r
ha
ol
f
it
hh
a
e
veHth
ou
ese
sao
mf
e Rperpivrielseegnetaotfives,
free trai:s
Vol.
provided
for
in this
this subdivision
subdivision
tively.
The
increased
provided
for in
tively.
The increased
compensation
Vol. 40fp.
40, p. 1141.
1141.
shall, when
when fixed,
fixed, be
in lieu
lieu of
of the
the salary
specified in
subdivision (a).
(a).
shall,
be in
salary specified
in subdivision
Free transmission
of
rm trans mi ion of
The
Th legislative counsel shall have the same privilege of free trans- mail.
mission of official mail matter as other officers
officers of the United States
Government."
Government."
Government
Uovernment
ActuGOVERNMENT
ACTUARY.
GOVERNMENT ACTUARY..
ary.
Salary increased t for
SEC. 1102.
present
or
1102. The salary of the Government
Government Actuary,
Actuary, so long as the present
incumbent. finS.
position is held by the present incumbent, shall be at the rate of
of
$7,500 a
a year.
SE9.

SAVING
SAVING

CLAUSE
IN EVENT
OF UNCONSTITUTIONALITY.
UNCONSTITUTIONALITY.
CLAUSE IN
EVENT OF

Saving clause.
clause.

Invalidity of any
S
EC. 1103.
1103. If
If any
provision of
of this
application thereof
prIon,valititL
e.,ofno
ty
o
SEC.
any provision
this Act,
Act, or
or the
the application
thereof povson,
etc.,
notr to
to
any person
or circumstances,
the remainder
of the
at
e
flect remainder of Act.
to any
person or
circumstances, is
is held
held invalid,
invalid, the
remainder of
the afect"rmaindeofAct,
Act, and the application
application of such provision
provision to other persons or circum- e
affected thereby.
stances, shall not be affected
DATE OF
OF ACT.
EFFECTIVE
EFFEUILV
P. DATE
ACT.

S
EC. 1104. Except as otherwise
otherwise provided, this Act shall take effect
effect
SEC.
upon its enactment.

Effective date.

Efective date

Upon enactment.
enactment.

XII-REDUCTION OF INCOME
TITLE XII.—REDUCTION
INCOME TAX
TAX PAYABLE
PAYABLE
IN 1924.

Reduction of income
t17,17.11rillf1T2r
tax payable in 1924.

SEC.
SEC. 1200. (a)
(a) Any taxpayer making
making return, for the calendar
calendar year
year
1923, of the taxes imposed by Parts II and II
E of Title II
II of the
allowance by credit or
or
Revenue Act of 1921 shall be entitled to an allowance
refund of 25 per centum of the
the amount shown
shown as
as the tax
tax upon
upon his
return.
(b) If
If the amount
amount shown as the tax upon the return has been paid
in full on or before the time of the enactment
enactment of this Act, the amount
amount
of the allowance provided in subdivision (a)
(a) shall be credited or
refunded as provided
provided in section
section 281 of this Act.
(c)
If the taxpayer has elected to pay the tax in installments and,
(c) If
at the time of the enactment of this Act, the date prescribed for the

Allowance
Allowance on returns
returns
for 1923.
Vol. 42, p. 227-271.
2-271.
Post, p.693.
p.693.
Poes,

e

Credit or refund if
if
tax already paid.

of aoallowProrating of
ance on instalment
instalment
paymentsPSYR-A
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1924.

payment of the last installment
installment has not yet arrived, the amount
amount of
of
payment
the
provided in
subdivision (a)
shall be
be prorated
prorated to
to the
(a) shall
in subdivision
allowance provided
the allowance
four installments.
installments. The
The amount
amount so
any installment, the
to any
prorated to
so prorated
four
date
payment of
which has
has not
reducbe applied in reducshall be
arrived, shall
not arrived,
of which
for payment
date for
tion
installment. The
The amount
to any
any installment,
installment,
prorated to
so prorated
amount so
of such
such installment.
tion of
the
date for
has arrived,
shall be
against
credited against
be credited
arrived, shall
which has
of which
payment of
for payment
the date
the installment
next
falling
after the enactment of this Act.
due
falling
next
the
installment
ex(d)
taxpayer has
time for payextension of time
an extension
granted an
been granted
has been
tended time
payments.
toeneS
the taxpayer
If the
(d) If
teie°
to
ment of
of the
the tax
or any installment
installment thereof to aa date subsequent to
tax or
ment
the enactment
enactment of
of this
this Act,
the amount
amount of
of the
provided in
in
allowance provided
the allowance
Act, the
the
subdivision
shall be
be applied
in reduction
reduction of
amount of tax
the amount
of the
applied in
(a) shall
subdivision (a)
shown
return, or,
tax is
is to
be paid
paid in
in installments,
installments,
to be
if the
the tax
or, if
the return,
upon the
shown upon
shall
to the
installments. The
The amount
amount so
so prorated
prorated
four installments.
the four
prorated to
be prorated
shall be
to any
payment of which has not arrived,
date for payment
the date
installment, the
any installment,
to
to
shall
be applied
applied in
in reduction
thereof. The amount so prorated to
reduction thereof.
shall be
any installment,
the date
date for
shall
arrived, shall
has arrived,
which has
of which
payment of
for payment
installment, the
any
be
after the enactfalling due after
next falling
installment next
the installment
against the
credited against
be credited
ment of
of this
this Act.
Act.
efund for ment
Credit or refund
payments.
(e)
Where the
taxpayer at
enactment of
Act
of this
this Act
at the time
time of the
the enactment
the taxpayer
(e) Where
part payments.
has not
not paid
paid in
in full
of the
amount shown
shown as
as the
tax upon
upon
the tax
the amount
part of
that part
full that
has
the
have been
paid on
on or
before the
the time
of
time of
or before
been paid
should have
which should
return which
the return
the enactment
enactment of
Act, then
of any
already
amount already
any amount
centum of
per centum
25 per
then 25
of this
this Act,
the
paid
shall be
be applied
applied in
in reduction
reduction of
the amount
(such unununpaid (such
amount unpaid
of the
paid shall
paid
being first
first reduced
by 25
25 per
per centum
centum thereof)
thereof) and
any
and any
reduced by
amount being
paid amount
excess shall
shall be
or refunded
refunded as
as provided
provided in section
section 281 of
be credited
credited or
excess
this Act.
Allowance deducted
(f) IfIf the
the correct
correct amount
amount of
of the
tax is
determined to
to be
be in
excess
in excess
is determined
the tax
(f)
d
Allowance
from
previously
asseeaed
of the
shown as
as the
tax upon
upon the
the return,
deficiency
and a
a deficiency
return, and
the tax
the amount
amount shown
of
seeddetees.
has been
been assessed
assessed before
before the
the enactment
enactment of
of this
this Act,
Act, then
then 25
25 per
per
has
centum of
any amount
amount of
of such
such deficiency
which has
has been
been paid
paid shall
shall
deficiency which
of any
centum
be applied
applied in
in reduction
of the
amount unpaid
amount
unpaid amount
(such unpaid
unpaid (such
the amount
reduction of
be
being first
first reduced
by 25
centum thereof)
and any
any excess
excess shall
shall
thereof) and
per centum
25 per
reduced by
being
Deficiency
subsebe
or refunded
refunded as
provided in
section 281
this Act.
Any
Act. Any
of this
281 of
in section
as provided
credited or
be credited
qDeasnysedub
quently assessed.
deficiency
assessed after
the enactment
enactment of
of this
this Act
reduced
be reduced
Act shall be
after the
deficiency assessed
by
25 per
centum of
of the
the amount
which would
have been
been assessed
as
assessed as
would have
amount which
per centum
by,25

RIVINTIZ ACF or 1F24.
t

Trx

ACT oFr

owof allowtion of
Deduction
ance
from tax or dedeance fom
flcietacy.

fldency.

AHowance for fiscal
Allowances
fiscal
year
ending in 1923.
19M2.
yearendingin

er fscal
ye endFor fiscal
year
ing in i924,
1924, on
on tax
tax for
for
iging
1923.
12.

Allowance for defiending
ending in 1923
ciencies
92 4
or
or 1924..

n 1

a
had not
enacted.
not been
been enacted.
title had
if this
this title
deficiency if
a deficiency
(g) The
allowance provided
provided in
shall be
deducted
be deducted
(a) shall
subdivision (a)
in subdivision
The allowance
(g)
from
tax or
or deficiency
for the
of determining
amount
the amount
determining the
purpose of
the purpose
deficiency for
the tax
from the
on
interest, penalties
penalties or
the tax
tax shall
shall be
be
to the
or additions
additions to
any interest,
which any
on which
based.
based.
Silo. 1201.
1201. (a)
(a) Any
taxpayer making
making return,
for a
begina period
period beginreturn, for
Any taxpayer
SEC.
ning
and ending
1923, of
the taxes
imposed by Parts IIand
and
taxes imposed
of the
in 1923,
ending in
in 1922
1922 and
ning in
II of
of Title
Title II
Act of
of 1921,
1921, shall
shall be
be entitled
an
entitled to an
Revenue Act
II of
of the
the Revenue
II
allowance by
by credit
credit or
25 per
proporsame proporof the
the same
centum of
of 25
per centum
or refund
refund of
allowance
tion
his tax
tax for
for such
period (determined
(determined under
applicable
law applicable
under the
the law
such period
of his
tion of
to the
the calendar
year 1923
1923 and
at the
the rates
rates for
for such
such year)
which the
the
year) which
and at
calendar year
to
portion of
falling within
within the
the calendar
year 1923
1923 is
of
is of
calendar year
such period
period falling
of such
portion
the
period.
the entire
entire period.
(b)
Any taxpayer
return, for
period beginning in 1923
for aaperiod
making return,
taxpayer making
(b) Any
and
II of Title
1924, of
of the taxes imposed by Parts IIand II
and ending
ending in 1924,
II of
of this
Act, shall
refund
or refund
by credit or
to an
an allowance
allowance by
shall be entitled to
II
this Act,
proportion of a
period
a tax for such period
same proportion
per centum of the same
of 25
25 per
calendar year 1923 and
(determined
(determined under the law applicable to the calendar
at
falling
year) which
which the portion of such period falling
at the
the rates
rates for
for such year)
within the
the calendar
is of
of the
entire period.
period.
year 1923
1923 is
the entire
within
calendar year
(c) In
of aa deficiency
deficiency assessed
entitled
a taxpayer
taxpayer entitled
upon a
assessed upon
case of
the case
In the
(c)
(a) or (b) in respect
to the benefits of subdivision (a)
respect of the tax for aa
period
beginning in 1923
beginning in
in 1922 and ending in 1923 or beginning
period beginning
provided for
(a)
and ending in
in 1924, the
the allowance
allowance provided
for in subdivisions
subdivisions (a)
a similar manand
respect of such deficiency in a
be made
made in
in respect
and (b) shall be
ner
to that
subdivision (f)
1200.
(f) of section 1200.
that provided
provided in
in subdivision
ner to

SIXTYEIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRE SS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH

Suss.
Cits. 234-236.
SESS. I
I.. CHS.
234-236.
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1924.
1924.

OF 124.
1924.
REVuENE ACT
ACT OF
has made
made return
S
EC. 1202. Any
Any taxpayer
return of the taxes
taxes im- REVENUE
SEC.
taxpayer who has
Allowance for less
posed
and II
the Revenue
Act of
of 1921,
for than
thn aayear
year in 1923.
1923.e
Revenue Act
1921, for
I and
II of
of Title
Title II
II of
of the
posed by
by Parts
Parts I
beginning and ending
ending within
within the
aa period of less than a
a year and beginning
calendar
calendar year 1923,
1923, shall
shall be entitled
entitled to an
an allowance
allowance by credit
credit or
or
refund of 25 per centum of the amount shown as the tax upon his
return.
If the
correct amount
amount of
tax for
for such
deterreturn. If
the correct
of the
the tax
such period
period is
is determined to be
be in
in excess of the
the amount
amount shown as
as the tax
tax upon the return,
of
the taxpayer shall be entitled to the benefits of subdivision (f) of
section 1200 of this Act.
Rules, etc.,
for credits
SEC.
The allowance
allowance provided
in sections
sections 1201
S
EC. 1203. The
provided in
1201 and
and 1202
1202 and
Rules,
et.,forcredits
and refunds to
to be
be preshall, under
rules and
regulations prescribed
by the
the Commissioner
Commissioner scribed.
shall,
under rules
and regulations
prescribed by
manner to
with the approval
approval of the Secretary,
Secretary, be made
made in
in a
a similar
similar manner
that provided
provided in
in section 1200.
that
No interest a
allowed.
owe
d.
shall Nntperet
1019 of
of this Act
Act shall
The interest
in section
section 1019
interest provided
provided in
SEC. 1204.
1204. The
Ante, p. 346.. l
not
respect of
provided for
for in this
not be allowed
allowed in
in respect
of the
the allowance
allowance provided
title.
title.
etc., for grantSEC. 1205. The benefits of the allowance
RUle,
for grantprovided for
for in this
this title
etc.,
allowance provided
title ingRules,
benefits to be preshall
to the
and regulations
regulations prepre- scribed.
scribed.
taxpayer under
under rules
rules and
shall be
be granted
granted to
the taxpayer
Secretary.
by the Commissioner
Commissioner with the approval
approval of the Secretary.
scribed by
Definitions
in former
S
EC. 1206.
1206. Terms
defined in
in the
the Revenue
Revenue Act
Act of
of 1921
shall, when
when Act
Definitions in
former
SEC.
Terms defined
1921 shall,
continued.
used in
in this
this title,
the meaning
meaning assigned
such terms
terms in
in that
that Act.
Act. Act continued.
assigned to
to such
used
title, have
have the
Approved,
o'clock and
P. M.
M.
at 44o'clock
and 11minute
minute P.
Approved, June 2,
2, 1924 at

CHAP.
2315.—An Act Granting the
the consent
Congress to the construction
construction
consent of Congress
CHAP. 235.-An
Rock Canal.
of aa bridge across the Niagara River and Black Rock

-

June 3,
1924.
June
3, 1924.
(S. 3249.)
s. 3249.1
[Public, No. 177.1

[Public, No. 177.1

Be
enacted by the Senate and House
Representatives of the
the Niagara
House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
River and
and
Niagara River
Black Rock Canal.
United
assembled, That
United States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the consent
consent Black
Buffalo
and Fort
Fort
Buffalo and
of Congress is hereby granted to the Buffalo and Fort Erie Public Erie
Erie
Public
Bridge
Public Bridge
Company may
may bridge,
bridge,
Bridge Company, a
under the laws of the Company
a corporation
corporation organized under
Buffalo, N.
N. Y.
Y.
Buffalo,
successors and
and assigns, to construct,
construct,
State of New York, and its successors
maintain, and operate a
a bridge and approaches
approaches thereto across the
point suitable to the
Niagara River and the Black Rock Canal, at aapoint
interests of navigation, within or near the city limits of Buffalo in Construction.
Construction.
the county of Erie and State of New York, in accordance
accordance with the Vol.
Vol. 34,
34, p. 84.
provisions of the Act entitled
entitled "An Act
Act to regulate
construction Provio.
provisions
regulate the construction
Provisos.
per.
Tunnel in lieu perTunnel
Pro- untied.
bridges over navigable
navigable waters,"
March 23, 1906: Prowaters," approved
approved March
of bridges
mitted.
subject to the provisions of this Act, the Secretary
Secretary of
of
vided, That, subject
War may permit the corporation
herein named,
successors and
corporation herein
named, its successors
tunnels under said river and canal
canal
assigns, to construct aa tunnel or tunnels
in lieu
herein authorized,
accordance with
with the foreauthorized, in accordance
lleu of the bridge herein
going
approved March
March 23,
1906, so far
same may
far as
as the same
may be appli- Consent Canada
going Act
Act approved
23, 1906,
Consent of Canada
construction of said bridge required.
cable: Provided
further, That before
before the construction
Provded further,
required.
or tunnel shall be begun all proper
proper and requisite authority therefor
therefor
shall
Dominion of Canada.
Canada. Time limitations.
from the
the Government
Government of the Dominion
shall be
be obtained
obtained from
SEC.
construcSEC. 2. That this Act shall be null and void unless the construcyears and
commenced within two years
tion of said bridge or tunnel is commenced
completed within five years from the date of approval
approval hereof.
hereof.
completed
Amendment.
Amendment.
SEC. 3. That the right to alter, amend, or repeal
hereby
repeaf this Act is hereby
SEc.
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved, June 3, 1924.
3, 192I
June
June 3,
1924-

236.-An Act Granting the consent of Congress to the PanolaCHAP.
CHAP. 2343.—An
Quitman
operate a
dam in Tallaa dam
and operate
maintain, and
construct, maintain,
Drainage District to construct,
Quitman Drainage
hatchie River.
River.

(8.
3272.)
]
s8.32n7
[Public, No.
178.1
[Public
No. 1781

it enacted
Be it
enacted by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
the
assembled, That the
in Congress
Congress assembled,
United States of America in
United

Tllatci
ver.
Tallahatchie Minor.
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CHs. 236-238.
236-238.
SIXTY-EIGHTH

1924.
1924.

Panola-Quitman
of Congress is hereby
consent of
hereby granted
granted to the Panola-Quitman
dam, atortersFerry Drainage
District to
to construct,
construct, maintain,
maintain, and
and operate
Drainage District
operate aa dam
dam in
in
Tallahatchie River,
near Porters
Panola County,
Tallahatchie
River, at
at or
or near
Porters Ferry,
Ferry, Panola
County,
Provisos.
Mississippi:
Provided, That
shall not
not be
until
commenced until
be commenced
work shall
That the
the work
plans
Mississippi: Prvided,
Approval
Aroval of plans.
the plans
therefor have
been submitted
the
submitted to
to and
and approved
approved by
by the
the
plans therefor
have been
Chief of
Engineers,
United States
States Army,
and by
by the
Secretary of
of
Chief
of
Engineers,
United
Army,
and
the
Secretary
No authority given
War: Provd
shall not
be construed
construed to
to
Proied further,
further, That
That this
this Act
Act shall
not be
fNo wather
power de- War:
for
water power
velopment,
veopent, etc.
etc.
authorize
authorize the use of such dam to develop water power or generate
generate
hydroelectric energy.
energy.
hydroelectric
Time
of construction
Timeorfonstron
Sc. 2.
2. That
the authority
authority granted
granted by
this Act
Act shall
Sac.
That the
by this
shall cease and
and
be null
null and
and void
actual construction
of the
the dam
dam hereby
be
void unless
unless the
the actual
construction of
hereby
authorized is
one year
and completed
completed within
authorized
is commenced
commenced within
within one
year and
within three
three
Proviso.
years from
from the
this Act:
Provided, That
That from
from
Act: Provided
of this
date of
of approval
approval of
the date
Authority
Authority termtermi- years
nated on
on notice
from and after
nted
notice from
after thirty days' notice from the Federal
Federal Power Commission,
Federal Power ComCornother authorized
agency of
the United
States, to
to said
mission of interfering
interfing or
or other
authorized agency
of the
United States,
said drainage
drainage
with water power deor its
that desirable
desirable water-power
water-power development
development
successor,' that
district, or
its successor
wter power de district,
vwith
velopment.
will
be interfered
interfered with
with by
by the
the existence
of said
the authority
authority
will be
existence of
said dam,
dam, the
hereby
granted to
construct,
maintain, and
and operate
operate said
said dam
shall
hereby
granted
to
construct,
maintain,
dam
shall
Grantee of power
terminate and
and be
be at
grantee or
United
of the
the United
or licensee
licensee of
and any
end; and
any grantee
at an
an end;
roject may
ayremowve,
project
remove, terminate
etc, darn.
States
proposing to
power project
project at
at or
said dam
dam
t.,dn.
States proposing
to develop
develop a
a power
or near
near said
shall have
authority to
to remove,
remove submerge,
shall
have authority
submerge, or
or utilize
utilize said
said dam
dam under
under
such conditions
commission or
or other
may determine,
determine,
such
conditions as
as said
said commission
other agency
agency may
but such
conditions shall
shall not
not include
include compensation
but
such conditions
compensation for
for the
the removal,
removal,
submergence, or
submergence,
or utilization
utilization of
of said
said dam.
dam.
Amendment.
Amendment.
Src. 3.
The right
Sac.
3. The
right to
to alter,
alter, amend,
amend, or
or repeal
repeal this
this Act
Act is
is hereby
hereby
expressly reserved.
expressly
reserved.
Approved, June
June 3,
Approved,
3, 1924.
1924.

Panola-Quitman
Panol-Quitmayn
Drainage
Drainage District
District may

dam, at Porters Ferry,
Miss.
Miss.

June 3,1824.
3, 1924.
June

[H. B.
R. 64g2.]
IR
3s2.j
[Public, No. 179.1
[Pubic,

Postal service.

CHAP. 237.—An
287.-An Act Authorizing
General to contract
contract for
Authorizing the Postmaster
Postmaster General
for

mail messenger service.
service.

Be
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
Be it
enacted by
by the
House of
of the

United States
of America
America in
in Congress
That hereafter
Postmasters may be United
pmaster=may
States of
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
hereafter

designaeto
etymai postmasters
may be
be designated
postmasters may
designated by
as disby the
the Postmaster
Postmaster General
General as
disbursing officers
for the
payment of
messengers and
and others
others
mail messengers
of mail
the payment
officers for
bursing
Posi.
Provisos.
Third and fourth engaged under their supervision in transporting
transporting the mails: Provided,
Provided,
c ass postmasters,
class
postmasters,
That in
in the
discretion of
of the
Postmaster General,
General, postmasters,
clerks,
etc., may
clerks, etc..
the discretion
oon That
tayconthe Postmaster
postmasters,
tract
messenger assistant postmasters, and clerks at post offices of
tract for
for messener
class
assistant postmasters,
clerks
the third class,
service.
se
and postmasters, assistant postmasters, and clerks at post offices of
of
the
into contracts
contracts for
of
the fourth
fourth class may
may enter
enter into
for the
the performance
performance of
mail
messenger service,
allowance may
therefor fro
m
mail messenger
service, and
and allowance
may be
be made
made therefor
from
the
appropriations for
service: Provided
further,
Provided further,
messenger service:
for mail
mail messenger
the appropriations
• Amount
Amount limited
limited.
That the total amount payable
contract to
to any
payable under
under such contract
any postmaster,
postmaster,
assistant postmaster,
or clerk
shall not
exceed $300
one year:
year:
in any
any one
$300 in
not exceed
clerk shall
postmaster, or
delivery mesmei assistant
Special delivery
Special
sengers may contract Provided
sengers
further, That hereafter
special
at
Provided
further,
hereafter
delivery
messengers
at
for mail messenger servfoil
mesnger erv post
post offices
offices of
classes may
enter into
into contracts
for mail
mail messenger
messenger
of all
all classes
may enter
contracts for
ice.
service.
service.
Approved,
June 3,
3, 1924.
1924.
Approved, June
designated to pay mail
messengers, etc.

June 3, 1924.
[H. R.
R.658.1
M6.1
[Public, No. 180.1
180.]

[H.

National

National forests.
orests.

Calif.
Plumas, Calif.
Plumes,
to.
Lands added
addedto.

CHAP. 238.-An
Lassen
CHAP.
238.—An Act To add certain lands to the Plumas and to the Lassen

National
Forests in
California.
National Forests
in California.

Be itit enacted
enacted by
the Senate
of the
the
of Representatives
Representatives of
House of
and House
Senate and
by the
Be
United States
of America
assembled, That
That the
the followfollowin Congress
Congress assembled,
States of
America in
United
ing-described lands
are hereby
hereby added
added to
to the
the national
forest indiing-described
lands are
national forest
indicated and
all laws
to that
national forest:
cated
and made
made subject
subject to
to all
laws applicable
applicable to
that national
forest:
To
Plumas National
Forest—township 26
26 north,
range 7
east,
To the
the Plumas
National Forest-township
north, range
7 east,

SIXTYEIGHTH CONGRE
SS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH
CONGRESS.

S
ESS. I
SEss.
I.. Cns.
CHS. 238-241.
238-241.

section 6,
section
section
6, southeast
southeast quarter; township
township 27
27 north,
north, range 77east, section
quarter; section
section 23,
south half
half northwest
northwest
22, south
south half northeast
northeast quarter;
23, south
quarter; township
northeast quarter
quarter
quarter;
township 27 north,
north, range
range 6
6 east,
east, section 4,
4, northeast
northwest quarter; township
township 28 north, range
section 33, west
west
northwest
range 6
6 east,
east, section
southwest quarter,
quarter southwest
of
half southwest
quarter, southeast
southeast quarter
southwest quarter, all of
Mount Diablo
Diablo base
meridian.
Mount
base and
and meridian.

357

1924.
1924.

To the
Lassen National
National ForestForest—
To
the Lassen

township 29 north, range 7
northwest quarter
township
7 east, section 21,
21, northwest
quarter northsoutheast quarter
quarter northeast quarter, north
north half northwest
northwest quarter, southeast
west quarter;
quarter; section
section 29,
northwest quarter,
quarter, northnorthwest
29, northeast
northeast quarter
quarter northwest
southwest quarter,
northwest quarter
quarter southeast
southeast quarter;
east quarter southwest
quarter, northwest
quarter;
section 34, northeast
northeast quarter southeast quarter, southeast quarter
quarter
section
northeast quarter, northeast
quarter northwest
northeast quarter
northwest quarter,
quarter, west half
half
northeast
northeast quarter,
Mount
northeast quarter,
quarter, northeast
northeast quarter
quarter northeast
quarter, all of
of Mount
Diablo base and meridian.
Approved, June 3, 1924.
Approved,

CHAP. 239.-An
Authorizing payment to certain
239.—An Act Authorizing
certain Red Lake
Lake Indians,
out of the tribal trust funds, for garden plats surrendered
surrendered for school-farm
school-farm use.
out

Lassen, Calif.

Landsadded
Lands added to.

June 3,
3, 1924.
June
1924.
[H. R..440.1
4480.1
[Public,
No.
181.1
[Public, No. 181.]

[H.

Be
by the
the Senate
Senate and
of the
the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
and Howe
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
Indians
.
United
of America
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
SecretaryIndians,
mRed
Lake
United States
States of
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
Mien.ke
da
of the
Interior is
hereby authorized
authorized to
to withdraw
from the
the Treasury
Treasury tParment
tritprt
f
i
r=
of
the Interior
is hereby
withdraw from
t, tA.
tribal
funds
for from
lands
of
exceed $1,000,
for school farm.
takenorschoolfam.
of the
the United
United States
States not to
to exceed
$1,000, out
out of moneys
moneys on deposit taken
Minnesota, and
and to use the
to the
the credit of
of the Red Lake
Lake Indians in Minnesota,
the
same, or as much thereof as may be necessary,
necessary, in reimbursing
certain
reimbursing certain
Lake Indians whom he may find to have
have suffered
suffered loss through
Red Lake
remuneration
the taking of their individual garden plats,
plats, without
without remuneration
Indian school-farm
to them, for Indian
school-farm purposes.
purposes.
Approved. June 3. 1924.
CHAP. 240.-An
240.—An Act To authorize acquisition
unreserved public lands in
acquisition of unreserved
CRAP.

the Columbia or Moses Reservation, State
State of Washington,
Washington, under
under Acts of March
March
28, 1912, and March 3, 1877, and for other purposes.

June
3, 1924.
June 3,
1924.
1H. R.
R. 7109.1
7109.1
[H.
[Public,
No.
182.1
[Public, No. 182.]

Be it
it enacted
by the
the Senate
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
the Columbia
Be
enacted by
Senate and
Representatives of
olmbia Indian
Indian
United States
States of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That from and Reservation.
ash.
United
America in
in Congress
Reservation. Wash.
Unreserved lands in
after the passage of this Act all unreserved
unreserved public lands within the former,
oneserd
openedlands
to en
entry, etc.
former Columbia
Reserve in the State of Washington,
Washington, made try,
etc.
Columbia or Moses Reserve
subject to
subject
under the
the homestead
homestead laws
the Act
Act of
of ConConto acquisition
acquisition under
laws by
by the
Vol. 23.
gress approved July 4, 1884 (Twenty-third
(Twenty-third Statutes, page
page 76),
76), be, Vol.3p7
vol. 37. P. 77 .
and they
they are
made subject
to acquisition
acquisition under
the Isolated
Isolated Vol
and
are hereby,
hereby, made
. p' 77
subject to
under the
Vol. 19, p
p. 377.
Tract (Act of March 28, 1912),
1912), Desert Land (Act
(Act of March
3,1877),
Tract
March 3,1877),
" -"
and other Acts applicable
applicable generally
generally to the public domain.
Approved, June 3. 1924.
CHAP.
241.—An Act
Authorizing the
Commerce to exchange
exchange
CHAP. 241.-An
Act Authorizing
the Secretary
Secretary of Commerce
Michigan,
a site for the Point of Woods
land formerly used as a
Woods Range Lights, Michigan,
for other lands in the vicinity.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
Senate and
Representatives of
of the
the
Be
by the
the Senate
and House
House of
of Representatives
United States of America in
in Congress
Secretary
United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
of Commerce
authorized and directed
Commerce be, and he is hereby, authorized
directed to grant
grant
and convey to Robert P.
P. Hudson, of Sault Sainte Marie, Michigan,
Michigan,
all of that certain lot or piece of land acquired
acquired by the United States
condemnation proceedings
proceedings by an order
order dated January
through condemnation
January 18,
1909, of the Circuit Court of the United
United States for the Western
Western
District of Michigan,
Michigan, Northern
Northern Division, described
described as follows:
follows:

June 3,
3, 1924.
June
1924.
(ILR 4481.1
[H. R 4481.1
[public, No.
No. 183.1
183-1
[Publnc

Point

Point

o
of

Woods
Woods

R
ts Minh.
Mich.
RangeLange
Lights.

ganteHdnsoHf0dMsn
i
lLet„1
,;;Ad
msr.
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ipt

Lands conveyed by
n as
d
p.HP. Hudson
RobenrdS
Robert
consideration.
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CONGRESS.
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S
ESS. I. Cris.
242.
241,242.
CHS. 241,
SESS.I.

1924.
1924.

That
part of
section 25,
township 45
45 north,
2 east,
east,
north, range 2
25, township
lot 1,
1, section
of lot
That part
beginning at
marked by
by a
monument bearing
bearing south
south
a stone
stone monument
point marked
at aa point
beginning
one-hundredths
forty
forty-two minutes,
minutes, fiftyfifty and seven one-hundredths
degrees, forty-two
forty degrees,
feet
the center
of the
range light mast, and
front range
the front
center of
from the
distant from
feet distant
running
forty-six degrees,
degrees, forty-seven
minutes, twenty-two
forty-seven minutes,
north forty-six
running north
eight
hundred and eight
west, four hundred
and
thirteen one-hundredths
seconds west,
one-hundredths seconds
and thirteen
and seventy-seven
thence north
forty-three
north forty-three
feet; thence
one-hundredths feet;
seventy-seven one-hundredths
and
degrees,
twelve minutes,
minutes, thirty-seven
thirty-seven and
eighty-seven one-hunand eighty-seven
degrees, twelve
dredths
hundred feet;
feet; thence
forty-six dethence south forty-six
one hundred
east, one
seconds east,
dredths seconds
grees,
one-hundredths
twenty-two and thirteen one-hundredths
minutes, twenty-two
forty-seven minutes,
grees, forty-seven
seconds
east, four
hundred and
and fifty-three
fifty-three feet, more or less, to the
four hundred
seconds east,
a southshore
of the
Marys River;
River; thence
said shore in a
thence along said
Saint Marys
the Saint
shore of
westerly direction
direction to
to the
the point
intersection of said shore with
point of intersection
westerly
twentyminutes, twenty-forty-seven minutes,
a line
forty-six degrees,
degrees, forty-seven
south forty-six
bearing south
line bearing
a
of
two and
one-hundredths seconds
from the
the point
point of
east from
seconds east
thirteen one-hundredths
and thirteen
two
beginning; thence
thence along
said last
last line
line north
forty-six degrees,
degrees, fortyfortynorth forty-six
along said
beginning;
seven minutes,
minutes, twenty-two
and thirteen
thirteen one-hundredths
one-hundredths seconds
seconds
twenty-two and
seven

and
for and
west,
fifty-four feet,
feet, more
more or
to the
point of
of beginning;
beginning; for
the point
or less,
less, to
west, fifty-four
in consideration
the said
Hudson granting
congranting and conP. Hudso
Rob ert P.
said Robert
of the
in
consideration of
free and clear
veying to
United States
States in fee
simple .free
clear of all
all
fee simple,
the United
to the
veying
mortgages, liens,
clams of any kind whatencumbrances, taxes, or claims
liens, encumbrances,
mortgages,
soever, the
premises:
the following-described
following-described premises:
soever,
Description.
That
part of
of lot
25, township
township 45
45 north,
range 2
east,
2 east,
north, range
section 25,
lot 1,
1, section
That part
Diptio
beginning
at aa point
point twenty
twenty feet
south forty-four
forty-four degrees
degrees sixteen
sixteen
feet south
beginning at
the
minutes
west from
the center
supporting the
mast supporting
cast-iron mast
of the
the cast-iron
center of
from the
minutes west
Point of
Woods Range
Front Light,
of said
mast being
being two
said mast
center of
Light, center
Range Front
of Woods
Point
hundred
feet north
degrees fifty minutes east
thirty-eight degrees
north thirty-eight
six feet
and six
hundred and
from the
location of
of the
the old
old front
light of
of the
Range;
the Point of Woods Range;
front light
from
the location
west three hundred
thence
forty-five degrees
hundred
minutes west
forty-four minutes
degrees forty-four
north forty-five
thence north
and fifty
thence north
north forty-four
degrees sixteen
minutes east
east
sixteen minutes
forty-four degrees
feet; thence
and
fifty feet;
sixty feet
River; thence
thence southMarys River;
to the
the Saint Marys
more or
or less,
less, to
sixty
feet more
easterly along
along the
shore of
of the
River to
its intersection
to its
intersection
the Saint
Saint Marys
Marys River
the shore
easterly
with aaline
point of
and bearing
bearing south
south fortyfortythe point
of beginning
beginning and
with
line through
through the
five degrees
east; thence
forty-five degrees
degrees
minutes east;
thence north
north forty-five
five
degrees forty-four
forty-four minutes
forty-four minutes
west along
along the
the above line one hundred
hundred feet, more
minutes west
forty-four
or less
the point
point of
beginning, all
bearings given
being from
from the
all bearings
given being
or
less to
to the
of beginning,
true north:
north:
true
Provisos.
title
Provided: That
the Attorney
Attorney General
first examine
the title
examine the
shall first
General shall
That the
Validity
of title
to be
Provided:
b
aldity of
titleto
examined.
conveyed to the
eamined.
of the said Robert P. Hudson
Hudson to premises to be conveyed
United States
States as
as aforesaid
aforesaid and
and shall
shall furnish
his written
opinion in
in
written opinion
furnish his
Conveyance
of titleUnited
Conveyance
of
title.
further, That the said
onveyanc favor
favor of the validity thereof: Provided
Provided further,
Robert
P. Hudson, within such
such reasonable
reasonable time after the passage of
of
Robert P.
this bill,
bill, as may be
be determined
this
determined by the Secretary
Secretary. of Commerce,
Commerce, shall
shall
to the
the United
States the
the premises
herein described
o be
conto
be condescribed t
premises herein
United States
deed to
title deed
Abstracts
Abstracts of title,
etc,
by him:
him: And
And provided
further, That
That the
the said
P. HudHudsaid Robert
Robert P.
etc, to be furnished
veyed by
provided further,
furnished veyed
free, etc.
son
of expense
the United
United States,
States, requisite
requisite
etc
son shall
shall furnish,
furnish, free
free of
expense to
to the
abstracts, official
and evidences
evidences of
of title
that the
the AttorAttortitle that
certifications, and
official certifications,
abstracts,
expense.
Other expense.
ney
General may
necessary, and
expense necessary
t
o
necessary to
and that
that any
any expense
ney.General
may deem
deem necessary,
be
by the
United States
States in
exchange shall
be
shall be
in effecting
effecting this
this exchange
incurred by
the United
be incurred
Lighthouse
payable
the appropriation
appropriation "General
"General expenses,
expenses, Lighthouse
from the
payable from
Service"
Service "for the fiscal years in which such expenses
expenses are incurred.
Approved, June 3,
3, 1924.
Approved,

co"de"ati.

June 3.
3, 1924.
June

[H. R.. 1869.1
[H.
s869.l
[Public, No.
No. 184.1
184.1

CHAP.
242.-An Act For the incorporation
the
CITAP. 242.—An
incorporation of the Grand Army
Army of the
Republic.
Republic.

Senate and
and House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of the
Osrand Aryl of the United
States of America
America in
in Congress
United States
Congress assembled, That the organizaRepublic incorporated. tion known as the Grand Army of the Rep
Republic,
with
a membership
membership
ubli c,
w
ith a

District of Columbia.
Grand incorporated.
Army of the
Republic
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lif
roe
ns
m.
bership qua
qualifilimited
persons who
who served
served as
soldiers and sailors of the United Membership
as soldiers
to persons
limited to
Service
States
Army
and
Navy
or
Marine
Corps
and
Revenue-Cutter
Service
ca
Revenue-Cutter
and
States Army and Navy or Marine Corps
between April
April 12,
12, 1861,
and April
9, 1865,
1865, and of
such State regiof such
April 9,
1861, and
between
ments as
as were
active service
service and
orders
subject to the orders
and subject
into active
called into
were called
ments
mentioned,
of the
the United
United States
States general
officers between
between the dates mentioned,
general officers
of
and
discharged therefrom
therefrom after such services
servicei
honorably discharged
been honorably
have been
and have
of
is
hereby created
created a
body corporate
corporate and
and politic of the District of
a body
is hereby
Columbia,
name of
of "
The Grand
Grand Army of the Republic,"
Republic" by
" The
the name
by the
Columbia, by
which
it shall
shall be
be a
a person
capable of suing and being
being
person in law, capable
name it
which name
sued, and
of having
having and
and exercising
incidental powers
powers as a
alitigant
litigant
all incidental
exercising all
and of
sued,
or otherwise
if it
person, with power to acquire
natural person
were aa natural
it were
as if
otherwise as
or
by
.
purchase,
gift,
devise,
or
bequest,
and to hold, convey,
convey, or otherand
bequest,
or
devise,
gift,
by purchase,
wise
dispose of
of property,
personal, as may be necessary
necessary
or personal,
property, real or
wise dispose
or
carry into
into effect
effect the
patriotic, fraternal,
fraternal, and char- •
the patriotic,
to carry
calculated to
or calculated
itable
organization.
purposes of its organization.
itable purposes
and purpo
purpose.
Obect and
S
EC. 2.
The object
object and
corporation shall be to Object
this corporation
of this
purpose of
and purse
2. The
SEC..
" and to
perpetuate the
the name
The Grand
Grand Army
Army of the Republic
Republic"
"The
of "
name of
perpetuate
preserve in
hereafter
organization as now and hereafter
form said organization
corporate form
in corporate
preserve
maintained and
and conducted,
and to
thus provide
and continue
continue an
provide and
to thus
conducted, and
maintained
agency
instrumentality through
through and
for
which its members, for
and by which
and instrumentality
agency and
and
during the
the remainder
natural lives, may assemble and
remainder of their natural
and during
meet for
promotion of comradeship
comradeship and social intercourse.
intercourse. The
the promotion
for the
meet
engage in any business for
corporation
shall not
at any time engage
for
not at
corporation shall
pecuniary
profit
and
gain.
gain.
and
profit
pecuniary
Office and
and meetngs.
meetings.
The principal
this corporation
corporation shall be kept and mainmainof this
office of
principal office
The
tained
in the
the city
Washington, District of Columbia,
Columbia, but annual,
of Washington,
city of
tained m
or other
meetings, of
of its
governing body and
and members may be
its governing
other meetings,
or
held in
any State
Union, and the corporation
corporation
or Territory of the Union,
State or
in any
held
property needful
shall have
power to
needful or
or
and hold property
to possess and
the power
have the
shall
desirable for
for its
its objects
purposes anywhere
anywhere in the United States
objects and purposes
desirable
or any
territories or dependencies,
dependencies, consistently
consistently with the proits territories
of its
any of
or
ena
i
visions of
of local
local laws
laws pertaining
thereto.
pertaining thereto.
visions
National
encampmentte
the governing
governing
and controlling
S
EC. 3.
3. That
controlling authority
authority ment
governing and
supreme governing
the supreme
That the
SEC.
authority.
in
organization shall
shall be
be the
the national
national encampment
encampment thereof, com- authority.
said organization
in said
posed
of
representatives
several
department encampments
encampments P Oo.
department
several
the
from
posed of representatives
r
testr
r. l
a
itionon change
Provided, That there
as
are now
now or
or may
may hereafter
be organized:
there shall ofRestrictlononchange
organized: Provided,
hereafter be
as are
plan, etc.
etc.
ofplan
national
said
of
never
be
any
change
in
the
plan
of
organization
national
organization
never be any change in the plan
encampment that
that shall
shall materially
materially change
present representative
change its present
encampment
concentration of the
form
government or render possible
possible the concentration
of government
form of
or in aa selfcontrol
thereof
in
the
hands
of
a
limited
number,
limited
a
of
hands
the
in
thereof
control
ualifications, rights,
perpetuating body
body not
representative of
the membership
at large.
membership at
of the
Cr
rights.
not representative
perpetuating
and privileges.
SEC. 4.
4. That
the qualifications
qualifications for
membership in said organiza
organiza- an
for membership
That the
SEC.
tion, except
are limited
limited by the
the provisions
provisions of section
section 11 of
they are
as they
except as
tion,
members thereof,
this
the rights
rights and privileges
thereof, shall
shall
privileges of the members
and the
Act, and
this Act,
be
as are fixed
ordinances, rules, and regulations
regulations adopted
adopted
fixed by the ordinances,
such as
be such
Activities regulated
regulated
by
national encampment.
encampment.
said national
by said
by designated
designated agencies.
agencies.
S
EC. 5.
That the
activities of
said corporation
corporation shall be exercised
exercised by
of said
the activities
5. That
SEC.
through and
and by
the following
accordance with the laws,
agencies, in accordance
following agencies,
by the
through
hereafter
rules and
now in
force, or such as may be hereafter
in force,
regulations now
and regulations
rules,
enacted
by the
national encapment
thereof, namely:
National
namely:
encapment thereof,
the national
enacted by
encampNational encampment.
First.
the national
encampment, its officers
officers and
and concom- met.
national encampment,
Through the
First. Through
mittees.
mittees.
Department encampments.
en
Second. Through
Through such department
department encampments
encampments as may have been mtPment
Second.
heretofore,
or as may be hereafter, organized, their officers and comheretofore, or
mittees.
mittees.osts
Posts.
heretofore, or may P
Third. Through
Through such
may have been
been heretofore,
as may
posts as
such posts
Third.
Authority of
be hereafter,
officers and committees.
of agenagencommittees.
their officers
organized, their
hereafter, organized,
be
ies.
Such department
department encampments
be subject
subject and
and subordinate in cies.
shall be
encampments shall
Such
authority
national encampment,
encampment, and such posts shall
shall be also
the national
to the
authority to
department encampsubject
exercised through
through the department
control, exercised
such control,
to such
subject to
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ment and department
department officers of
department to
which
of the particular
particular department
to which
it belongs.
SEC.
S
EC. 6. That the corporate
existence of
of the
the Grand
Grand Army
Army of
the
corporate existence
of the
last member.
Republic,
the exclusive rights of its
its surviving
Republic, and
and the
surviving members
members to
to wear
wear
the insignia of membership therein,
terminate only
only when
when the
the
therein, shall
shall terminate
Provisos.
last of
of its
however, That
That if
if at
at any
Crrporae powers last
its members
members dies:
dies: Provided,
Provided,however,
any national
national
continued if
if annual
memorial shall
be adopted
continued
annual encampment
encampment hereafter
hereafter held a
amemorial
shall be
adopted by
the vote
by the
vote
eincanpmeqts no long- t · '
encampments
erheld.
no l
of three-fourths
er
held.
three-fourths of the members
members present,
because of
of the
present, reciting
reciting that
that because
the
decrease
of the age
decrease in its membership,
membership, or because
because of
and infirmity
infirmity of
age and
of its
its
surviving members, it
it is no longer advisable
advisable and
and practicable
practicable to
to hold
hold
future national
national annual
annual encampments, such
action shall
operate to
such action
shall not
not operate
to
deprive said organization
organization of
corporate powers,
but the
the
of any
any of
of its
its corporate
powers, but
may be
modified to
for such
such contingency,
contingency,
roperty rights of government
government thereof
thereof may
be modified
to provide
provide for
posts
Property
or departments
departments
rights of sub
posts
or
subject
ject to the
restrictions contained
contained in
section 3
of this
Act: Prothe restrictions
in
section
3
of
this
Act:
Pronot affected
vided, That
nothing in this Act shall in any manner
not affected.
vid,ed,
That nothing
manner affect
affect the
right
the right
or the power of such posts or departments to
dispose of,
or otherwise
otherwise
to dispose
of, or
ownership of, property
affect the ownership
property held by
by any
any post
post or
department in
in
or department
its own name, nor affect the right of
such posts
posts or
departments to
of such
or departments
to
organize corporations under State laws
caring for
for
laws for
for the
the purpose
purpose of
of caring
disposing of
such property.
property.
D n ad fu and
and disposing
of such
Disposition and futureownersip
SEC.
national encampment
ture
ownership of
of proppropSEc. 7. That the
the national
provide
encampment may,
may, by
by resolution,
resolution, provide
erty.
for the
the disposition and future ownership of
erty.
property and
of its
its property
and archives,
archives,
and may declare the event
which such
such disposition
disposition shall
become
event in
in which
shall become
effective
effective and such ownership
ownership vested, and
and aa duly
copy
duly authenticated
authenticated copy
ursdon o
off Dis-of
such resolution shall be
be filed
Supreme Court
Court of
filed in
in the
the office
office of
of the
the Supreme
of
Jurisdiction
Dis- of
trict
Upon the
trict sureme
supeme courtt
court to the District of Columbia.
of the
the event
event thus
thus
the happening
happening of
est
etc.
declared,
and upon
upon the
vest tit, etc.
declared, and
the filing of aapetition
petition in said Supreme
Supreme Court
Court
reciting said facts, said court shall
jurisdiction thereof,
upon
shall take jurisdiction
thereof, and
and upon
due proof being made the court shall
be
shall enter
enter a
a decree
decree which
which shall
shall be
effectual
effectual to vest title and ownership
ownership in
in accordance
accordance with
the proviwith the
provisions of such resolution.
Approved,
Approved, June 3,
3, 1924.
1924.
Termination of cor-t it belongs.
rel on . death oor
o

lastTermination
Corporate

fth

powers

June 3, 1924.
[R.
8209.1
[H. R. 8209.1
[Public,
[Public, No.
No. 185.1
185.1

CHAP. 243.—An
243.-An Act
Act To
To create the Inland Waterways
CRAP.
Waterways Corporation
Corporation for
for the
the
purpose
carrying out the mandate and purpose
purpose of
purpose of
of carrying
of Congress
Congress as
expressed in
as expressed
in
sections
201
and
500
of
the
Transportation
Act,
and
for
other
purposes.
sections 201 and 500 of the Transportation
purposes.

Be itit enacted
enacted by the
at
e an
dH
ouse o
epresentatives of
of the
the
the Sen
Senate
and
House
offR
Representatives
United
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That for
for the
United States
States of
America in
in Congress
the purpurpose
pose of carrying on
on the
th e operations
operations of
of the
nmen t- owned i
nl
an d
,
the Gover
Government-owned
inland,
canal,
and coastwise
canal, and
coastwise waterways
to the
where the
waterways system
system to
the point
point where
the syssvstransportation.
ter
be transferred
private operation
operation to
tern can
can be
transferred to
to private
to the
the best advantage
advantage of
of
the
Government,
Vol.
41,
p.
458.
the
Government,
of
carrying
out
the
mandates
of
of
Congress prescribed
Congress
prescribed
Vol. 41,
4p.
5
vol.
41, p.p.499.
4i.
in section 201 of the Transportation
Transportation Act, 1920
Vol. 41,
and of
of
1920,1 as
as amended,
amended, and
carrying out the policy enunciated
carrying
enunciated by Congress in
in the
paragraph
the first
first paragraph
of section 500 of such Act, there is hereby
of
created a
corporation, in
hereby created
a corporation,
in
ecretary of War,, the
Secretary
of Columbia,
o be
be k
nown as
as the
th
e Inland
Inland Waterways
Corthe District
District of
Columbia, t
to
known
Waterways Corthe incorporator.
incorporator.
poration
(hereinafter referred
the
poration (hereinafter
referred to as
the "
corporation ").
The SecreSecreas the
" corporation
"). The
tary
War shall
shall be
be deemd
tary of
of War
deemd to be the incorporator, and the incorporation shall
enactment of
tion
shall be held effected.upon
effected, upon the enactment
of this
Act. The
The Secthis Act.
Secretary
retary of War shall govern and direct the
the corporation
corporation in
exercise
in the
the exercise
of the functions vested in it
by this
it by
this Act.
Act.
Capital stock.
Subscription
and
SEC.
Subscription and
SEC. 2.
2. The
The capital
capital stock
of th
porati on shall
shal
lb
$5,000,000, all
stock of
thee cor
corporation
bee $5,000,000,
all
payment
by
United
payent by cnited of which is hereby subscribed for
by the
the United
United States. Such subsubStates.
of which is hereby subscribed for by
scription
shall be
be paid
by the
of the Treasury,
Treasury, within the
scription shall
paid by
the Secretary
Secretary of
appropriations therefor, upon call from time to
appropriations
the Secretary
to time by
by the
Secretary
of War.
War. Upon
any such payment
of
Upon any
payment aareceipt
receipt therefor shall
shall be
be issued
issued
by
corporation to the United States and delivered
by the
the corporation
to the
the Secredelivered to
Secretary
the Treasury,
Treasury, and shall be evidence of the
tary of
of the
ownership of
of
the stock
stock ownership
DistrtotC

District of Columbia.

aterways
corpoption eto prn
water
inantd

Inland
WaterwaYS
ed
Corporation created
Corporaionof.
cto
Purpose
to pr
promorte
nlan
mote
lnlanA
water
transportation,
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There is hereby authorized
authorized to be appropriated
the United States. There
appropriated
the sum of $5,000,000
$5,000,000 for the purpose of paying such subscription.

Appropriation
Appropriation auauthorized.

of water
water
SEC. 3.
3. (a)
(a) Until
Until otherwise
otherwise directtd
directed by
the corporation
SEc.
by Congress,
Congress, the
corporation Operation
Operation of
transportation facilities
shall continue the
the operation
operation of
the transportation
fa- by
of the
transportation and
and terminal
terminal faby Secretary of War to
to
be transferred.
cilities now
now being
operated by
by or
under the
the direction
direction of
of the
the Secrebeing operated
or under
Secre- bevornfepre4d.
Vol. 41, p.458.

tary of War, under section 201 of the Transportation
Transportation Act,
Act, 1920,
1920, as
amended,
channel suffiamended, an
and shall, as soon as
as there is
is an
an improved channel
suffiWater carriage
cient to permit the same, initiate the water carriage
theMisslippige
carriage heretofore
heretofore au- the
Mississippi.
thorized by law upon the Mississippi
Mississippi River above Saint Louis.
thorized
Louis.

on

on

Discontinuing, or op(b)
the Secretary
Secretary of
(b) If
If the
War deems
deems it
advisable to
the erating
of War
it advisable
to discontinue
discontinue the
erDcoingtewing,
new lines,o-sub-

operation of any part of the transportation
transportation or terminal
terminal facilities,
facilities,
or to develop and operate new lines, in order to give the public
public the
proper service, he shall report thereon
thereon to Congress. The operation
operation
of any of such facilities shall not be discontinued and new
new lines
shall
developed or
until authorized
by Congress.
Congress.
shall not
not be
be developed
or operated
operated until
authorized by
(c) The
(c)
of the
and terminal
terminal facilities
facilities
The operation
operation of
the transportation
transportation and
under this
under
this Act
shall be
be subject
provisions of
of the
the Interstate
Interstate
Act shall
subject to
to the
the provisions
Commerce Act,
Commerce
Act, as
and to
to the
the provisions
of the
the Shipping
as amended,
amended, and
provisions of
Shipping
Act, 1916,
1916, as amended,
amended, in the same manner and
and to
to the
the same
same extent
extent
as if
if such facilities
facilities were
were privately
privately owned and operated;
operated; and all
vessels of the corporation
corporation operated and employed
employed solely as merchant
vessels shall be subject to all other laws, regulations, and liabilities
liabilities
governing merchant
merchant vessels.
SEC.
War shall appoint
Advisory
S
EC. 4. (a)
(a) The Secretary
Secretary of War
appoint an Advisory
Board of six members (hereinafter
(hereinafter referred
referred to as the "board")
"board
from individuals prominently
identified with commercial
prominently identified
commercial or business interests
interests in territory
territory adjacent
adjacent to the operations of the corporation. No member
member of the board shall be an officer, director, or
or
employee of, or substantially interested
in any railroad
railroad corporation.
corporation.
employee
interested in,
Two
members shall
shall continue
continue in
Two of such members
in office
office for
for terms
one year,
year,
terms of
of one
and the remaining
remaining four for terms of two, three, four, and five
years, respectively,
respectively, from the date of appointment,
appointment, the term of each
each
to be designated
designated by the Secretary of War. Each successor shall be
appointed by the
appointed
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War
War for
for aa term
term of five years from
the date of the expiration of the term of the member
member whom he
succeeds, except that any successor appointed
appointed to fill aa vacancy
vacancy
occurring
occurring prior to the expiration
expiration of a
a term shall be appointed
appointed only
for the unexpired
unexpired term
term of the member whom he succeeds. A vacancy
vacancy
in the board shall not impair
remaining members
impair the powers of the remaining
members
to execute the functions of the board.
board.
members shall receive no
(b) The members
their services
the
no salary
salary for
for their
services on
on the
board but,
but, under
under regulations
board
regulations and
by the
Secand in
in amounts
amounts prescribed
prescribed by
the Secbe paid by the corporation
retary of War, may corporation a
a reasonable
reasonable per diem
diem
compensation for attending meetings of the board and for time
compensation
time
spent on special
special service of the corporation,
corporation, and their traveling
traveling
expenses
expenses to and from such meetings,
meetings, or when assigned
assigned to
such
to such
special
special service.
service.
(c)
(c) In
In addition to the six members, the Secretary
Secretary of War shall
appoint an individual from civil life,
life or (notwithstanding
(notwithstanding section
1222
the Revised
Revised Statutes
Statutes or
or any
any
life,
of the
1222 of
other provision of
of law,
law, or
or any
any
rules or regulations issued thereunder)
thereunder) detail an officer
officer from the
Establishment of the United States, as chairman
Military Establishment
chairman of the
board. Any officer
officer so detailed shall, during his term of office
office as
chairman, have the rank, pay, and allowances
allowances of a
brigadier general,
a brigadier
United States Army, and shall be exempt from the operation of any
provision of law, or any rules or regulations issued thereunder,
thereunder,
which limits the length of such detail or compels him
him to perform
perform
troops. Any individual
individual appointed
appointed from civil life shall,
duty with troops.
during his term of office as chairman, receive
receive a
salary not
a salary
not to exceed
exceed
$10,000 aa year to be fixed
Secretary of War. The Secretary
Secretary
fixed by the Secretary

ject to
j"
to Congressional
congressional
action.

ao

Operation subject to
interstateS conuerce
interstate
commerce
laws
and Shipping Act.
laws
andShippingAct.
Vol. 39, p. 728.

ol. 3

p. 728.

Shipping laws applicable
plicable to
to merchant
merchant

Shiping laws an

vessels.
vessels.

Advisory Board.
BoardiAppointment,
quali-

Advior

fications, etc.
ficatons,
etc.

Terms of first memof first me m Terms
bers.

Successors,
ce ssor etc.

s, etc.

S

No salary for services.

Nosalaryorservices.
Expenses attending
attending

meet, etc., allowed.
meSEi',c.^
allowed.

Chairman
Chairman.

Appointment of civilAppointmentof
civiian, or detail of Army
officer, as.
R.S.,sec.1222,13215 R.s.,sec.1222,p.2i.

onr dta

of Army

Rank, pay, etc., of

detUed'oPicr.'
detailed officer.

f d

n

Pay
a y for civilian.

dvn.

Functions conferred.

ro

eo
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of
may delegate
the functions
functions vested
vested
of the
any of
chairman any
the chairman
to the
delegate to
War may
of War
in
Secretary by
this Act.
Act.
by this
in the
the Secretary
of
(d) The
The board
board shall
shall meet
meet fbr
fbr organization
purposes when
when and
and
M'etings' etc.,
etc. of
organization purposes
(d)
boetigs
board.
where
called
by
the
Secretary
of
War,
and
thereafter
at
such
times
such
times
at
thereafter
and
of
War,
the
Secretary
by
called
where
be constdMere
d
. to
and places
necessary. The board shall condeems necessary.
Secretary deems
as the
the Secretary
places as
and
to be
s atters
teres
sider matters
submitted to
it by
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War,
War, and
and make
make
to it
matters submitted
sider
recommendations thereon,
thereon, and
and from
time to
to time
advise him
him and
and
time advise
from time
recommendations
make
recommendations, in
in respect
respect of
of the
operation
and operation
management and
the management
make recommendations,
of existing
existing facilities,
the development
and operation
operation of new lines.
development and
or the
facilities, or
of
SEC. 5.
corporation5. The
The corporation—
SEC.
General
corporate
(a)
Shall have
in its
name during
during its
exits excorporate name
its corporate
succession in
have succession
(a) Shall
c.porate
powers.
istence
istence;•
b) May sue and be sued in its corporate name;
(b)

Busins ofers, etc

Indebtedness limited.

(c) May adopt a corporate seal, which shall be judicially noticed,
and may alter it at pleasure;
(d) May make contracts;
e) May acquire, hold, and dispose of property;
(f)

May appoint, fix the compensation of, and remove such officers,

employees, attorneys, and agents as are necessary for the transaction of the business of the corporation; define their duties, and
require bonds of them, and fix the penalties thereof;

Tg)

May incur obligations, borrow money for temporary purposes,

and issue notes or other evidences of indebtedness therefor, but the
aggregate amount of the indebtedness at any time shall not exceed
of Scretary or
stins

25 per centum of the value of the assets at such time;
(h) May exercise any of the functions vested in the Secretary of

War by sections 201 and 500 of the Transportation Act, 1920, as
amended;
wyaterm mbey(i) May, in the exercise of such functions, conduct the business
of a common carrier by water, and maintain, manage, and operate
properties held for or used in the service of transportation, or neces-

wVl.

p 458 499

ear
er

power

incidenta

c

en

ary or convenient to such use; and

(j) In addition to the powers specifically granted, shall have such
powers as may be necessary or incidental to fulfill the purposes of

vol. 41, p 458.

its creation.
SEC. 6. (a) The Secretary of War shall transfer to the corporation
all assets transferred to, or acquired, constructed, or operated by,
or under the direction of, the Secretary of War, or which revert

Vol. 41, p. 114.

1920, as amended, or under the joint resolution entitled "Joint

Wrway

tobetransferred to
croratfo

by.

to the United States, under section 201 of the Transportation Act,
resolution to exempt the New York State Barge Canal from the
provisions of section 201 of the Transportation Act, 1920, and for

ts obligations,
etc.,transferred.

ther purposes," approved February 27, 1921.
(b) The rights, privileges, and powers, and the duties and lia-

bilities, of the Secretary of War, or the inland and coastwise waterways service, in respect of any contract, loan, lease, account, or other
obligation, under section 201 of such Act, or under such joint resolution, shall become the rights, privileges and powers, and the duties
oneys mae aable.

Climsubrogatedto

corporation.

and liabilities, respectively, of the corporation.

(c) All money available for expenditure or the making of loans
under such joint resolution or section 201 of such Act, and all
money repaid in pursuance of loans made under subdivision (c) of
section 201 of such Act, shall be available for expenditure or the
making of loans by the corporation under this Act.
(d) The enforcible claims of or against the Secretary of War,

or -the inland and coastwise waterways service, in respect of the
operation, construction, or acquisition of any such transportation
facilities, shall become the claims of or against, and may be enforced
by or against, the corporation.
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(e) The Secretary
APp
e
raist et
'
3cf. assets
of
Appraisael
Secretary of
of War shall adjust and appraise the value, trans
(e)
at
the time
time of
of transfer,
transfer, of
to the
at the
of all
all assets
assets transferred
transferred to
the corporation
corporation
under
be entered
entered upon
upon the
books of
under this
this Act, and such
such value
value shall
shall be
the books
of
corporation.
the corporation.
Statute
Statute of
of limitation,
(f)
determination of
of the
of the
etc., computed.
the determination
the running
running of
the statute
statute of
of limitalimita- etc.,computed.
(f) In
In the
tions
or of
any prescriptive
right, the
the period
period of
of time
be comcomtions or
of any
prescriptive right,
time shall
shall be
puted in the same manner
manner as though this Act had not been passed.
passed.
Approved, June 3, 1924.
Approved,
244.—An Act
Providing for
sundry matters
matters affecting
affecting the
Military
CHAP. 244.-An
Act Providing
for sundry
the Military
Establishment.
Establishment.
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3, 1924.
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Be it
by the
Senate and
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
of the
the National
National Defense
House of
Representatives of
Defense
United
Congress assembled,
section 87
87 Act, 1916.
1916.
assembled, That
That section
United States
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
Vol.
39,
p.
205,
amend° 39
of the
National Defense
Defense Act
of June
3, 1916,
amended, be,
be, and
and ed.
of
the National
Act of
June 3,
1916, as
as amended,
eVol.
P.205,amend-

the same is hereby, amended
amended by adding thereto the following
following

proviso:
proviso:
Natl
d.
National Guard.
"And
That property
issued to
to the
National Property
"And provided
provided further,
further, That
property issued
the National
Prerty unserviceGuard and
and which
which has
has become
fair wear
wear and
and able
able
be sold,
by
etc. etc., may
Guard
become unserviceable
unserviceable through
through fair
b wear,
wea'etc.,
may

tear in
in service,
thereof and
and. finding to that
tear
service, may, after inspection thereof

effect made
made by
the Regular
Regular Army
Army designated
designated by
by the
effect
by an
an officer
officer of
of the
the State,
State, etc.,
ev
etc., relieved
Secretary
of War,
or otherwise
otherwise disposed
and the
the State,
State, from responsibility.
responsibility.
Secretary of
War, be
be sold
sold or
disposed of,
of, and
Territory, or District of Columbia, accountable,
accountable, shall be relieved
relieved
accountability therefor; such inspection,
inspection, and sale or
from further accountability

other disposition,
made under
under regulations
regulations prescribed
prescribed by
the Inspection
other
disposition, to
to be
be made
by the
InspectionsubstitutsubstitutSecretary of
War, and
and to
to constitute
as to
such property
discretional ed for eamination,
examination, etc.
property aadiscretional
to such
of War,
constitute as
Secretary
p
substitute for
for the
report, and
and disposition
disposition provided
provided for
for204.Vol.
substitute
the examination,
examination, report,
Vol. 39,
39, p..2.

elsewhere
this section."
section."
Training of
of National
National
elsewhere in
in this
Training
SEC. 2.
Guard.
SEC.
2. That
That section
section 92 of the
the National Defense
Defense Act of June 3, Guard.
Vol.39, p. 206, amend1916, as
amended, be,
be, and
is hereby,
hereby, amended
amended to
read as
ed.
1916,
as amended,
and the
the same
same is
to read
as edVi39
p.206 amendfollows:
follows:
"SEC. 92.
92. TRAININ
TRAINING or
NATIONAL GuAmD.-Under
GuAsn.—Under such
regu- required.
Yearly dril,
drill, etc.,
etc.,
YeYJaly
such regu"SEc.
OF '11z1f1
THE NATIONAL
Secretary of War shall prescribe,
lations as the Secretary
prescribe, each company, troop,
detachment in the National
battery, and detachment
National Guard
Guard shall assemble
assemble for
for
drill and instruction,
instruction, including indoor target practice
practice, not less than
thereto,7participate
forty-eight times each year, and shall, in addition thereto
in encampments,
encampments, maneuvers, or other exercises, including outdoor
outdoor
target practice, at least fifteen days in training each year, including
including
target practice, unless such company, troop, battery, or detachment
detachment
shall have been excused from participation
y part thereof by
participation in an
apy
Provisos
the
Secretary of
of War:
Provided, That
That an
for drill
dril
the Secretary
War: Provided,
an assembly
assembly for
for drill
drill and
and Assembly
Assembly for
instruction may
sin le duly
ordered formation
of a
and
Instruction
instruction
may consist
consist of
of aa single
duly ordered
formation of
a qirementd
mdifedrequirements modified.
company, troop, battery, or detachment,
authorized by
detac II II ent, or when so authorized
of
Secretary of War of a
a series of duly ordered formations of
the Secretary
of
subdivisions or parts thereof, but in the latter case the series of
formations of subdivisions
subdivisions or groups must comprehend
comprehend and include
the entire
organization, and must
must be
be included within the
the time
time limit Attendance
Attendance at
entire organization,
at sepaof
days within
within a
calendar month.
month. The
The sum
total rate consecutive
consecutive formaof seven
seven consecutive
consecutive days
a calendar
sum total
tions.
of the attendance
attendance at all the separate
consecutive formations an- t ons.
separate consecutive
nounced as constituting that assembly shall be counted
counted as the attendance
at the
actual military
for the
period Credi
tendance at
the actual
military aQAembly
assembly for
the required
required period
Credit for..limited.
of time;
but no
officer , or
or enlisted
enlisted man
man shall
shall be
t for
be
of
time; but
no officer,
officer, warrant
warrant officer,
counted more than once, nor receive credit for more than one required period of actual military attendance
attendance even though he may
constitute Mimnn
—. practice
have attended
attended more than one
one of
of the
the formations
formations which
which constitute
prtce
Provided further,
further, That
That period.
period.
the assembly for the
the required
required period of time:
time: Provided
practice shall
credit for an assembly for drill or for indoor target practice
not
officers and
the number
number of officers
and enlisted
enlisted men present
not be given unless the
equal or exceed
exceed a
a minimum to be
for duty at such assembly shall equal
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prescribed
by the
President, nor
nor unless
the period
of actual
actual military
military
period of
unless the
the President,
prescribed by
duty and
by each
each officer
officer and
enlisted man
man
and enlisted
in by
participated in
instruction participated
and instruction
duty
at
such asq.pmbly
at which
shall be
be credited
credited as
been
as having
having been
he shall
which he
assembly at
each such
at each
present
be of
of at
at least
least one
and one-half
one-half hours'
hours' duration
the
and the
duration and
one and
shall be
present shall
character
of training
such as
as may
may be
prescribed by
by the
of
the Secretary
Secretary of
be prescribed
training such
character of
War."
War."
Pay
of
National
Defense Act of June 3,
the National
Sec. 3.
That section
section 109
of the
National Defense
109 of
3. That
SEC.
Natiornals
of
Pa officers.
Guard
Vol.
39, p.399,
amend- 1916,
and the
amended, be,
1916, as
Vol.39,p.
20 amendas amended,
be, and
the same
same is hereby, amended to read
read as
ed.
follows:
follows:
Captains,
lieuten"S
EC. 109.
PAY FOR
THE NATIONAL
GUARD OFFICERS.—Under
such
OFIECERs.-Under such
GUARD
NATIONAL FOR THE
109. PAY
SEC.
lnd
iarranutno
ants, and warrant
ants,
officers.
regulations
Cs.
regulations as the Secretary of War may prescribe, captains, lieutenants,
warrant officers
belonging to
the National
National
of the
organizations of
to organizations
officers belonging
and warrant
ants, and
Rate.
Guard
shall
receive
compensation
at
the
rate
of
one-thirtieth
of
of
one-thirtieth
of
rate
the
at
Vol. 41,p.
783, amend- Guard shall receive compensation
p. 783amendVol41,
3 and 99 of
ed.
the
prescribed for them in sections 3
of
the monthly base pay prescribed
4d.
Vol.
42, PP.
629.
pp. 627,
27, 629.
ol. 42
the Pay Readjustment Act of June 10, 1922, for each regular drill
Secretary of War,
by the
the Secretary
or
other period
instruction authorized
authorized by
of instruction
period of
or other
not exceeding
any one
month and
and not
exceeding
not exceeding
calendar month
one calendar
in any
eight in
not
exceeding eight
officially present
shall have
sixty in
in one
one year,
have been officially
present
at which they shall
year, at
sixty
one and one-half
for the
required period
than one
one-half hours.
less than
of not
not less
period of
entire required
for
the entire
Above
captains.
than
not more
Officers above
above the
the grade
grade of
captain shall
shall receive
receive not
more than
of captain
Officers
Above captain
$500 a
ayear,
officers below
the grade
of major,
major, not belonging
belonging to
to
below the
grade of
and officers
$500
year, and
organizations, shall
shall receive
receive not
not more
more than
than four-thirtieths
the
four-thirtieths of the
organizations,
monthly
base pay
pay prescribed
prescribed for
in section
said Pay
Pay
of said
them in
section 33 of
for them
monthly base
Readjustment Act for satisfactory
satisfactory performance
performance of their appropriate
appropriate
Readjustment
duties
regulations as the Secretary
Secretary of War may prescribe.
duties under such regulations
Additional ep
payorfor In
In addition to pay hereinbefore
hereinbefore provided, officers
officers commanding
commanding orAddional
administrative work.
Vol.
42, p. 631.
5.31.
vol. 42
ganizations less
ganizations
less than
than aabrigade
brigade and
and having
having administrative
administrative functions
functions
connected therewith,
or not
not such
such officers
officers belong to
to
whether or
connected
therewith, shall, whether
such
faithful
$240 aayear for the faithful
not more than
than $240
organizations, receive
receive not
such organizations,
performance
of such
functions under
under such
such regulations
regulations
administrative functions
such administrative
performance of
Division into classes.
of
as the
Secretary of
purpose of
prescribe; and for the purpose
of War
War may prescribe;
the Secretary
Divisionito eed as
determining how
much shall
shall be
be paid
paid to
to such
such officers
officers so
so performing
performing
how much
determining
such functions,
Secretary of
War may,
from time
time to time,
time, divide
divide
such
functions, the
the Secretary
of War
may, from
them into
classes and
and fix
the amount
to the
in each
officers in
each
payable to
the officers
fix the
amount payable
into classes
them
Restriction.
section shall not accrue to
class. Pay under
provisions of this section
Restriction.
class.
under the provisions
any
any proprohe shall
shall be
be entitled
entitled under
under any
officer during
during a
a period
period when
when he
any officer
vision
law to
full rate
pay prescribed
prescribed in
in section
section
of his
his base
base pay
the full
rate of
vision of
of law
to the
3 or section
Readjustment Act
3
section 9, as the case may be, of the Pay Readjustment
Act
Proviso.
Provso. of uniform,
Provided, That section 99of an Act amending
amending the
of June 10, 1922: Provided,
Purchase
uniform,
Purchase
Act entitled
entitled 'An
Act to
authorize the
President to
increase temto increase
the President
to authorize
'An Act
etc.for
etc.,
for cash
cash permitted.
permitted. Act
Vol.
p. 957.
Vol. 40,
957.
40, p.
porarily
Military Establishment
Establishment of the United
porarily the
the Military
United States,'
States,' approved
1917 7 approved
approved August
August 31,
1918, shall
shall also
apply
proved May
May 18,
18, 1917,
31, 1918,
also apply
equipment for cash
purchase of uniforms, accouterments,
to the purchase
accouterments, and equipment
National Guard Reserve,
Reserve,
by officers
officers of the National
National Guard
Guard and National
whether
and
whether in State or Federal service,
service, on proper identification
identification and
under such rules and regulations
regulations as
Secretary of
under
as the Secretary
of War
War may
may
prescribe."
prescribe."
Vol. 42, p.
1508,
be, and
and the
SEC. 4.
4. That
That section
of the
Act of
of March
the
4, 1923,
1923, be,
March 4,
the Act
6 of
section 6
SEC.
Vaonde42 p. 1508
amended.
same
is hereby,
hereby, amended
amended to
to read
follows:
read as
as follows:
same is
Hospital treatment,
6. That
warrant officers,
officers and
and enlisted
enlisted men
men of
of th
e
etc., allowed
injury
etca.°ioed
rot for imnje-y
""Sec.
SEC. 6.
That officers,
officers, warrant
the
to National Guard,
National Guard
Guard injured
in line
line of
of duty
at encampments,
encampments,
while at
duty while
injured in
tc., on trainig
etc.,
training duty
duty, National
etc.
or other
other exercises,
exercises, or
under the
the proproat service
service schools,
schools, under
7 maneuvers,
maneuvers, or
or at
etV.
Vol.
206, 207.
Vo. 39,
9, pp.
p. 2W0
27. visions
of the
June
visions of
of sections
sections 94,
94, 97,
97, and
and 99
99 of
the National
National Defense
Defense Act
Act of
of June
3,
corps and
3, 1916,
1916, as amended;
amended; members
members of
of the
the officers'
officers' reserve
reserve corps
and of
of
the
injured in line
the enlisted
enlisted reserve
reserve corps of the Army
Army injured
line of duty
duty while
while
under proper
proper orders; persons
hereinbefore d
described
escribed
on active
active duty
duty under
persons hereinbefore
who
may now
now be
be undergoing
hospital treatment
so suswho may
undergoing hospital
treatment for
for injuries
injuries so
sustained shall be entitled, under such regulations as the President
President may
prescribe, to
to medical
.
medical and
and hospital
at Government
Governmentex
pense,
Pay, etc.,
etc., continued.
continued. prescribe,
expense,
hospital treatment
treatment at
Pay,
in money
money or
allowances whether
or
and to aacontinuation
continuation of
of the pay
pay and
and allowances
whether in
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in
kind, they
receiving at the time of such injuries, until they
were receiving
they were
in kind,
are fit
for transportation
transportation to
to their
homes, and
and upon
rtt"".
home
of hoTnire!insportation
termination of
upon termination
their homes,
fit for
are
such medical
medical and
and hospital
hospital treatment
treatment shall
be entitled to transportashall be
such
tion
their homes
homes at
at Government
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for
infor in.
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in air service.
Officers, warrant
Government expense.
to their
tion to
in
cers,
and
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men
of
the
National
injured
line
of
duty
Guard
National
the
of
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cers, and enlisted
when participating
participating in
prescribed under the provisions
provisions
flights prescribed
aerial flights
in aerial
when
Vol. 39
39, p.
206.
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of
section 92
National Defense
under Vol.
Act as amended shall, under
Defense Act
said National
of said
92 of
of section
such
regulations prescribed
prescribed as
be entitled
entitled from the date such
aforesaid, be
as aforesaid,
regulations
at
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was sustained
sustained to
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the same
same medical
and hospital treatment
treatment at
medical and
injury was
their
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Government
expense,
pay
and
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transportation
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their
allowances,
and
pay
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Government
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or other
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duty under
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orders. Any
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ing in hospital
hospital over
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duty
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who
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for
more
than
six
s
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six
than
more
for
disabled
remain
shall
who
aforesaid,
jured as
months, shall,
during the
period of disability in excess
excess of six months
months
the period
shall, during
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medical
entitled to medical_
be
home,
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and
until
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for
transportation
to
home
'
and until fit for transportation
expense,
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treatment and
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hospital treatment
and hospital
and
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to transportation
transportation to No other compensashall be
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and when
his
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edp nts for
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for,
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to other
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of the
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of the
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and seventh
grades of
Guard
holding specialists'
of one-thirtieth
of the
the specialists'
holding
specialists' ratings
ratings of
one-thirtieth of
specialists' pay
pay
provided in section
of said
said Pay
Act for
for each
each day
day
provided
section 99 of
Pay Readjustment
Readjustment Act
spent
or performing
the duties
provided
spent in
in participating
participating in
in exercises
exercises or
performing the
duties provided
for
by sections
94, 97,
and 110
110 of
of the
Act of
of
for by
sections 94,
97, 99,
99, and
the National
National Defense
Defense Act
June
3, 1916,
as amended,
amended, be,
and the
the same
same are
June 3,
1916, as
be, and
are hereby,
hereby, validated.
validated.
SEC.
7. That
payments made
made to
warrant officers
SEC. 7.
That payments
to warrant
officers of
of the
the National
National

Warrant ofcersor
officers.
Warrant
Payments to for
service
uly 1.
. Guard,
Guard, under
14
service between kW
under the
the provisions
provisions of
of section
section 14
1922,
1922, and
and October
October 29,
1923,
Act
10, 1922,
193, validated.
Act of
of June
June 10,
1922, for
for the
the performance
performance

of
the Pay
of the
Pay Readjustment
Readjustment
of
their duties
duties during
during the
of their
the
vl. 42,
42 p.
period beginning
Vol.
p. 63.
631.
beginning with the 1st day
with the
the
day of July,
July, 1922,
1922, and
and ending
ending with
29th day
day of
of October,
October, 1923,
the same
same are
are hereby,
29th
1923, be,
be, and
and the
hereby, validated,
validated,
notwithstanding the
the nonexistence
nonexistence during
during said
period of
of regulations
notwithstanding
said period
regulations
authorized to
to be
authorized
prescribed by
said section,
and warrant
warrant officers
officers
be prescribed
by said
section, and
period performed
the duties
prescribed by
who during
during said
said period
performed the
duties prescribed
by the
the SecSecin paragraph
paragraph 928
retary of War in
Guard Regulations
928 (b)
(b) of National
National Guard
Regulations,
1922,
changes numbered
numbered 99to
such regulations
dated.
1922, as amended
amended by
by changes
to such
regulations, dated
October
and who
who have
have not
been paid
therefor, shall
shall be
be paid
paid
October 30,
30, 1923, and
not been
paid therefor,
in
accordance with
said. regulations.
in accordance
with the
the provisions
provisions of
of said
regulations.
Payments validad
validated
S
EC. 8.
payments heretofore
heretofore made
captains, lieutenants,
lieutenants,
frPaents
SEC.
8. That
That payments
made to
to captains,
for
attendance at drills
orderedfor
only partof
enlisted men
men belonging
ordered
for onlY
Part of and
and enlisted
belonging to
organizations of
of the
Guard
to organizations
the National
National Guard
an organization,
orgazation
for attendance
at drills
attendance at
drills regularly
regularly ordered
ordered for
for only
subdivision or
only aasubdivision
or
part
organization .under
under the
authority of
provision of
of the
the
part of
of an organization,
the authority
of any
any provision
National Guard
Guard regulations prescribed
prescribed by
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War
War and
and
in effect at the time said drills were held,
in
held, be,
be, and
and the
the same
are hereby,
same are
hereby,
validated and such captains, lieutenants, and
enlisted men
who
and enlisted
men who
heretofore participated
have heretofore
participated in drills held
the conditions
held under
under the
conditions
described
described in this
section and
and who
paid therefor,
therefor, shall
this section
who have
have not
not been
been paid
shall
accordance with the
be paid in accordance
National Guard
Guard
the provisions
provisions of
of said
said National
Regulations in effect at the
the time said
Regulations
were held.
said drills were
held.
Approved,
3, 1924.
Approved, June
June 3,
June
1924.
June 4, 1924.

[H. R. nu
-[.
731t.
[Public,
No. 187.1
187.]
[Public, No.

CHAP.
249.—An Act
Act Authorizing
Authorizing the
the Wichita
Wichita and
Indiana
CHAP. 249.-An
and affiliated
affiliated bands
bands of
of Indians
in Oklahoma
Oklahoma to submit claims to the Court
Court of
of Claims.
Claims.

Be
by the
Representativee of
of the
the
House of
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
United States
States of America
America in
United
in Congress
Congress assemb
d, That
That all
all claims
claims
assembled,
mitted
All claims
of, sub'
whatsoever nature
nature which
the Wichita
Wichit a and
an d affiliated
affili at
ed bands
ban ds of
of
mitted
to Court
of of
of whatsoever
which the
to
Claims.
Indians in
Oklahoma may have against the United States may be
Claims.
Indians
in Oklahoma
submitted
determination of the amount,
submitted to the Court of Claims for determination
amount,
if
said tribes
of Indians
from the
if any,
any, due
due said
tribes or
or bands
bands of
Indians from
the United
United States
States
under any treaties, agreements,
Congress, or
or for
agreements, or laws
laws of
of Congress,
for the
the mismisappropriation of any of the funds
or bands,
bands, or
or for
for the
funds of
of said tribes or
the
failure of
said tribes
tribes or
or bands
bands any
tio
d pfailure
of the
the United
United States
States to
pay said
to pay
any moneys
moneys
Jurisdiction and appeal.
Peal.
or other property due; and jurisdiction
is hereby
conferred on the
the
jurisdiction is
hereby conferred
Court of Claims, with the right of either party to
to appeal
appeal to
to the
the
Supreme
Supreme Court of the United States, to hear and determine
right
determine as
as right
and justice may require and upon
fair arbitration
all legal
upon a
a full
full and
and fair
arbitration all
legal
and equitable
tribes or
equitable claims, if any, of said tribes
or bands against
against the
the
Unitedi States,
and to
to enter
enter judgment
thereon.
judgment thereon.
States, and
of
imitationUnited
tatutes
Statutes
of limitation
not
SEC.
claims be
be submitted
to said
not a bar.
S
EC. 2. That ifif any claim or
or claims
submitted to
said court
court,
it shall settle the rights therein, both legal and equitable,
it
equitable, of each
each
and all the parties thereto, notwithstanding
lapse of
of time
notwithstanding lapse
time or
or statutes
statutes
of
limitation, and
any payment
payment which
which may
may have
have been
been made
,
of limitation,
and any
made upon
upon
ofsets, etc.
any claim
Offsets, etc.
any
pleaded as
as an
an estoppel,
but may
claim so
so submitted
submitted shall
shall not
not be
be pleaded
estoppel, but
may
be pleaded as an offset in
in such suits
and the
United
suits or
or actions,
actions, and
the United
be allowed credit for
States shall be
for all
gratuities
all sums
sums including
including gratuities
heretofore
or any
heretofore paid or expended for the benefit
benefit of said tribes or
band
thereof.
band thereof.
Wichita
wicluta

dians,
Oki.
cuans, ozi's.

etc.
etc.,

In-

SIXTY-EIGHTH
SIXTYEIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. SESS.
SESS. I
249, 250.
I.. Cns.
CHS. 249,
250.
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The claim
claim or
or claims
claims of the Wichita
Wichita and
and affiliated
affiliated bands
bands may be

presented separately
to
presented
separately or
or jointly
jointly by
by petition,
petition, subject,
subject, however,
however, to
amendment, suit to be filed within five years after the date of the
passage
passage of this Act; and such action shall make the petitioner or
or
petitioners party plaintiff or plaintiffs and the
petitioners
the United
United States
States party
defendant, and any band or bands of the said Wichita and affiliated
affiliated
bands or any other tribe or bands of Indians the court may deem
deem

Procedure.
Proced°re.

necessary to
to a
a final
final determination
determination of
of such
such suit or
or suits
suits may be
Verification of petibe joined
joined Verification
necessary
petitherein as the court may order. Such petition or petitions shall be don.
tion.
verified by the attorney or attorneys employed
employed by the Wichita
Wichita and
verified
affiliated bands or any tribe or
affiliated
or band thereof under
under contract
contract approved
approved
in accordance
existing law
law and
no other
shall be
in
accordance with
with existing
and no
other verification
verification shall
be Evidence admitted.
necessary. Official
Official letters, papers, documents, and public records,
or certified copies thereof may be used in evidence, and the departments of the Government
Government shall give access to the attorney or attorneys of said tribes or bands thereof
thereof to such treaties, papers, correspondence, or records
records as may be needed
needed by the attorney
attorney or attorneys
for said tribes of Indians.
t
SEC.
3. That
That upon the
of such
such suit
or cause
S
EC. 3.
the final
final determination
determination of
suit or
cause of
fees by
by
ees
of wAurtPdrmnerg:
cAtournr
action, the Court of Claims shall decree such fees as it shall find reaemployed therein
therein by
sonable to be paid to the attorney or attorneys employed
said tribes
tribes under
under contracts
and approved
by
approved as
as provided
provided by
said
contracts negotiated
negotiated and
decreed by said court Limitation.
existing law, but in no case shall
shall the
the fees decreed
Limitationjudgment
amount to more
more than 10 per centum
centum of the amount of the judgment
amount
recovered in such cause, and in no event shall such fee amount
amount in
recovered
aggregate under one attorneyship
attorneyship for each tribe to more than
the aggregate
$25,000, and
be paid
paid out
out of
of any
any judgment
that may
may be
be rere- mePayment
P
n
a
t
ym
. ent from
from judgjudg$25,000,
and shall
shall be
judgment that
covered;
and the balance
balance of
of such
be placed
covered; and
such judgment
judgment shall
shall be
in the
the inBalance
taiance to credit of
placed in
of
ans
Treasury to the credit
United States Treasury
credit of the Indians entitled thereto, Ind
centum per annum.
where it shall draw interest at the rate of 44 per centum
Approved, June 4, 1924.
Approved,
CHAP.
250.-An Act To amend the Act entitled "An
CHAP. 250.—An
"An Act to fix and regulate
regulate
the salaries
salaries of teachers, school officers,
officers, and other employees
employees of the Board
Board of
Columbia," approved June
Education of the District of Columbia,"
June 20, 1906, as amended,
amended,
and for other purposes.
purposes.
it enacted
the
Representatives of the
the Senate and
and House of Representatives
Be it
enacted by
by the

United States
States of
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
That on
and after
after
United
in Congress
assembled, That
on and
July
the salaries
salaries of
and other
other
July 1,
1, 1924,
1924, the
of teachers,
teachers, school
school officers,
officers, and

employees of the Board
Board of Education
Education of the District of Columbia
shall be as follows:
follows:

June 4,
4, 1924.
1924.
June
[H.
6721.]
[H. R.
R. 6721.1
[Public, No. 188.]

[Public No. 188.

Public schools, D. C.
Publi schools,).
Salaries
established.C.
Salarie establshed

TEACHERS AND SCHOOL rianchers
ARTICLE
ri a
'
rtier' and libra
libraI.-SALARIES OF 'TEACHERS
ARTICLE I.—SALARIES
LIBRARIANS.
LIBRARIANS.
CLASS I
1.-TEACHERS
KINDERGARTENS AND
AND ELEMENTARY
ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS.
SCHOOLS.
CLASS
.—TEM...HERS IN
IN KINDERGARTENS

A.-A basic salary
Group A.—A
salary of $1,400 per year,
year, with an annual
annual
increase in
salary of
of $100
maximum
$100 for
for eight
eight years,
years, or
or until
until a
a maximum
increase
in salary
reached.
salary of $2,200
$2,200 per year is reached.
Group
B.—A basic
salary of
of $2,300
per year,
with an
annual
year, with
an annual
Group B.-A
basic salary
$2,300 per
increase
$100 for three years, or until aamaximum
maximum salary
increase in salary
salary of $100
of $2,600 per year is reached.
CLASS
IN JUNIOR
CLASS 2.-TEACHERm
2.---TEACHERS IN
JITNIOR HIGH
HIGH SCHOOLS.unior
SCHOOLS.

Kindergartens
and
Kindergartens
elementary
schools.and
elementary schools.
Group A.

GroupA.

Group
p B.

ro

B.

Junior high.

Junior high.

high.

With elem
eleme entary
With
n t ar y

possesses the
eligibility saw°
schoolrequirement.
A
in the
high schools
the eligibility
A teacher
teacher in
the junior
junior high
schools who
who possesses
requirements of teachers in the elementary
elementary schools and who in
requirements established
addition has met the higher eligibility
eligibility requirements
established by
45822°-25t-26
4582r-24-26
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the board
board of education
education for teachers
junior high
schools shall
teachers in
in junior
high schools
shall be
be
paid
in accordance
accordance with
the
following
schedules:
with
the
following
schedules:
Group A
Group
A
Group
A.-A basic salary of $1,600
Group A.—A
with an
an annual
$1,600 per
per year,
year, with
annual
increase
increase in salary of $100 for eight years, or
maximum
or until
until aa maximum
salary of $2,400 per
reached.
per year is
is reached.
Group B.
Group
B.
Group
Group B.-A
B.—A basic
of $2,500
per year,
with an
annual
basic salary of
$2,500 per
year, with
an annual
increase in salary of $100 for three
increase
or until
until aa maximum
maximum
three years, or
salary of $2,800 per year is reached.'
reached..
Of
higher eligibility.
eligibility. salary
Of higher
A teacher in the junior high school who possesses the eligibility
eligibility
requirements
requirements of teachers in the senior high and normal
schools shall
shall
normal schools
G
be paid in accordance
accordance with the following schedules:
schedules:
Group
0.
roup C.
Group C.-A
C.—A basic salary
salary of $1,800 per
an annual
per year,
year, with
with an
annual
increase in salary of $100 for ten years, or
or until
until aamaximum
maximum salary
salary
D.
of $2,800
$2,800 per year is reached.
Group D.
Group
Group D.-A
D.—A basic
basic salary
salary of
with an
an annual
of $2,900
$2,900 per
per year,
year, with
annual
increase in salary of $100 for three years,
increase
until aa maximum
maximum
years, or
or until
salary of $3,200
$3,200 per year
is reached.
year is
reached.

Senior
and nornorSenior high
high and
mal.
mal.
Group
Group A.
A.
Group
Group B.
B.

CLASS 3.—TEACHERS
3.-TEACHERS IN
CLASS
ENIOR HIGH
AND NORMAL
NORMAL SCHOOLS.
SCHOOLS.
IN S
SENIOR
HIGH AND

A.-A basic salary of
Group A.—A
of $1,800 per
per year,
year, with
with an
an annual
annual
increase i
in
n salary of $100
$100 for ten years, or until a
a maximum salary
salary
of $2,800
$2,800 per year is reached.
reached.
Group 13.—A
B.-A basic salary
salary of $2,900
per year,
with an
$2,900 per
year, with
an annual
annual
increase in salary of $100 for three years,
increase
maximum
years, or
or until
until a
a maximum
salary of $3,200 per year is
is reached.
reached.

Librarians.
Librarians.
Group A.
Group
A.

Group B.
B.
Group

Administrative
Administrative and
and
supervisory
supervisory officers.
officers.

Teaching principals.
principals.
Teaching
With four
four to
With
seven
to seven
room.
rooms.

4
CLASS 4.—Somoon
.-SCHOOL LuiRARIANs.
CLAss
LIBRARIANS.

A.-A basic salary of
Group A.—A
$1,400 per
per
of $1,400
increase in salary of $100 for eight years,
salary
salary of $2,200 per year is reached.
reached.
Group B.-A
B.—A basic salary of
per
of $2,300
$2,300 per
increase
increase in salary
salary of $100 for three years,
years,
salary
salary of $2,600 per year is
is reached.
reached.

year,
with an
annual
year, with
an annual
until a
maximum
or until
a maximum
year, with
with an
annual
year,
an annual
or until aa maximum
maximum

ARTICLE II.-SALARIES
ADMINISTRATIVE AND
ARTICLE
IL—SALARIES OF ADMINISTRATIVE
SUPERVISORY OFFICERS.
SUPERVISORY
CLASS
CLASS

5.-TEACHING PRINCIPALS
PRINCIPALS WITr
FROM FOUR
FOUR TO
TO
5.—TEACHING
WITH FROM
ROOMS.-PRINCIPALS
ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS.
ROOMS.—PRINCIPALS OF
OF ELEMENTARY
SCHOOLS.

SEVEN
SEVEN

A basic salary of $2,300 per year, with an annual
annual increase in
in salary
salary
of $100 for three years, or until aamaximum salary
year
salary of
of $2,600
$2,600 per
per year
is reached.
CLASS
PRINCIPALS WITH
CLASS 6.-TEACHING
6.—TEACHING PRINCIPALS
WITH FROM
FROM EIGHT
EIGHT TO
FlrrhEN
TO FIFTEEN

RooMs.
Rooms.

With
eight to
With eight
to fifteen
fifteen

rooms.
MOMS.

A basic salary
salary of $2,500 per year, with an annual
annual increase
increase in
in salary
salary
of $100
three years, or until a
a maximum
of
$100 for three
maximum salary of $2,800 per year
year
is reached.
CLASS 7.-ADMINISTRATIVE
CLASS
7.—ADMINISTRAT1VJf PRINCIPALS
PRINCIPALS WITH
WITH SIXTEEN
SIXTEEN ROOMS
OR
ROOMS OR
MORE, AND
AND PRINCIPALS
PRINCIPALS OF
AND AMERICANIZATION
AMERICANIZATION
OF VOCATIONAL
VOCATIONAL AND
SCHOOLS.
&moms.

Administrative prinAdministrative
principals,
cipals, etc.

A basic salary
salary of $2,900 per year, with an
increase in
in salary
salary
an annual
annual increase
a maximum salary
of $100 for three years, or until a
salary of $3,200
$3,200 per
per
year is reached.
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CLAss
8.—PRINCIPALS OF JUNIOR HIGH
CLASS 8.-PRINCIPALS
HIGH SCHOOLS.
SCHOOLS.

p Junior
Sior
increase in salary pals.
an annual
year, with an
A
salary of
of $3,500
$3,500 per
per year,
annual increase
basic salary
A basic
year
a maximum salary of $4,000 per year
of $100 for five years, or until a
is
reached.
is reached.

high

princihigh princi-

CLAss
9.—PRINCIP.ALS OF SENIOR HIGH AND NORMAL
NORMAL SCHOOLS.
SCHOOLS.
CLAss 9.-PRINCIPALS
Senior high
high and
and nornornSenor
A
basic salary
salary of $4,000 per year, with an annual increase in salary mal.
A basic
year
a maximum salary of $4,500 per year
$100 for five years, or until a
of $100
is reached.
reached.

DEPARTMENTS.
SUBJECTS AND DEPARTMENTS.
CLASS 10.-DIRECTORS
10.—DIRECTORS OF SPECIAL
SPECIAL SUBJECTS
CLAss
A
basic salary
of $3,200 per
per year,
increase in
in salary
salary
an annual
annual increase
year, with
with an
salary of
A basic
of
three years,
years, or
or until
until a
maximum salary
salary of
$3,500 per
per year
year
of $3,500
a maximum
for three
of $100
$100 for
is reached.

Directors
special
of special
*Diretors
subjects
and depart-

ments.

su
me
lle:ts

and

depart-

CLASS 11.—HEADS
DEPARTMENTS AND ASSISTANT
ASSISTANT PRINCIPALS.
11.-HEADS OF DEPARTMENTS
CLAss

A
salary of
year, with
an annual
increase in
in salary
salary me
l ee sa,
mentd
with an
annual increase
$3,200 per
of $3,200
per year,
A basic
basic salary
of
$100 for
for five
five years,
until a
a maximum
maximum salary
$3,700 per
per principals.
of $3,700
salary of
or until
years, or
of $100
year is reached.

f m de
i
ftaX t
-

f

deparnt

PRINCIPALS.
CLAss
CLASS 12.-SUPERVISING
12.—,S1JPERVISING PRYNG'IPALS.

A basic salary of $4,000 per year, with an annual increase in salary
of
salary of $4,500
$4,500 per year
a maximum
maximum salary
of $100
$100 for five years, or until a
is reached.
reached.

Supervising
Supervising
pals.
Pala.

principrinci-

Comxtrxrry
CENTER DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
CoMMUNIrT -CENTER

Community
department.
department.

center
center

A. DIRECTOR.
DIRECTOR.

annual increase in salary
$3,200 per year, with an annual
A basic salary of $3,200
maximum salary of $3,500 per year
a maximum
until a
$100 for
for three years, or until
of $100
is reached.

Director.
Director.

GENERAL SECRETARIES.
SECRETARIES.
B. GENERAL

increase in salary
$1;400 per year, with an annual increase
A basic salary of $1;400
$100 for
of $100
for eight years, or until aa maximum salary of $2,200 per
year is reached.

General
General secretaries.

SECRETARIES.
C. COMMUNITY
COMMUrNIY SECRETARIES.

of $1,400
$1,400 per year, with an annual increase in salary
A basic salary of
of
for three
maximum salary
salary of $1,700 per
three years,
years, or until aa maximum
of $100
$100 for
year is reached.
DEPARTMENT
ATTENDANCE AND WORK
W ORK PERmiTS.
PERMITS.
DEPARTMENT OF SCHOOL ATTENDANCE

Community secretaries.

attendance
School
attendance
permits.
and work permits.

A. DIRECTOR.

A basic salary of $3,200 per year, with an annual increase
increase in salary
salary of
of $3,500 per
or until aa maximum salary
of $100
$100 for three
three years, or
year is reached.

Director.
Director.

B.
CHIEF ATTENDANCE
ATTENDANCE OFFICERS.
OFFICERS.
B. CHIEF

A basic
salary of
of $2,100
$2,100 per
per year,
year, with
increase in
salary
in salary
an annual
annual increase
with an
A
basic salary
of $100
for four
year
$2,500 per year
salary of $2,500
or until a
a maximum salary
four years,
years, or
of
$100 for
is reached.

C
cfChif
attendance rillcers
. attendance
CM..hief
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C.
ATTENDANCE OFFICERS.
OFFICERS.
C. ATTENDANCE
Attendance
Attendance officers.
officee

A basic salary of $1,400 per year, with an annual increase in salary
of
$100 for
for six
or until
until a
amaximum
salary of
per year
year
of $2,000
$2,000 per
maximum salary
years, or
six years,
of $100
is
is reached.
reached.
D.
INSPECTORS.
CENSUS INSPECTORS.
D. CENSUS

Census inspeto.
inspectors.
census

A basic salary of $1,400 per year, with an annual
annual increase
increase in salary
of $100
six years,
or until
until a
amaximum
maximum salary
salary of
year
of $2,000
$2,000 per
per year
years, or
for six
of
$100 for
is reached.
reached.

Board of exami'ners.

BOARD OF
EXAMINEaS.
BOARD
or EXAMINER&

Board of eamine.

CHIEF
EXAMINEE.
CHIEF EXAMINER
Chief
examiner..
Chief examL

Assistant
tendest
tendents.

A basic salary of $4,000 per year, with an annual
annual increase
increase in salary
of
$100 for
years, or
or until
until a
maximum salary
of $4,500
$4,500 per
year
per year
a maximum
salary of
five years,
of $100
for five
is
is reached.
ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENTS.
ASSISTANT
SUPERINTENDENTS.

nwed
p '
'

per-

First assistant
assistant superintendents.

increase in salary
of $4,200
$4,200 per year, with an annual increase
salary of
A basic salary
of
$100 for
for five
or until
until a
maximum salary
salary of
$4,700 per
of $4,700
per year
year
five years,
years, or
a maximum
of $100
reached.
is reached.
FIRST
ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENTS.
SUPERINTENDENTS.
FIRST ASSISTANT

salary of
of $5,000
annual increase
increase in
in salary
A basic
basic salary
$5,000 per
per year,
year, with
with an
an annual
salary
of $200
$200 for
maximum salary of $6,000
$6,000 per year
or until
until aamaximum
years, or
five years,
for five
of
is
is reached.
reached.
SUPERINTENDENT
OF SCHOOLS.
SUPERINTENDENT OF
SCHOOLS.

Superintendent
schools.

A
salary of
year, with
with an
an annual
increase in
in salary
salary
A basic
basic salary
of $8,000
$8,000 per
per year,
annual increase
of $1,000
$1,000 for
two years,
or until
maximum salary
salary of
of $10,000
$10,000 per
per
until aa maximum
for two
years, or
of
year is
is reached.
reached.
year
bae
The school officers provided for in Article II
during
Pay of oefers
Pay
officers based
II of this Act during
on
on salaries
salaries fixed
fxed herein
herein.
the
first year
of service
shall receive
receive compensation
basic salary
at the
the basic
salary
compensation at
service shall
the first
year of
fixed herein
receive credit
prior to
the passage
fixed
herein and
and not
not receive
credit for
for services
services prior
to the
passage
of this Act.

oltndent

of

Classification and as-

Classification and as-

signnaent
employees.
signment of employees.

Assignment by Board
of

onsrAsmmenbatoo
on recommendation
superintendent.
superintendent.

Prois

Provisos. tr
Director
Director of intermediate
instruction and
diate instruction
and
manual training supervisor.
i
anship
titles
Penmanship
titles
changed,
changei, etc.
etc.

of interemaniulnuriunp er-

No examinations for
employees in positions
employees
positions
June
1924.
30, 192.
June 30,

Assignments and appointments
hereafter.
pointments hereafter.

ARTICLE

III.-CLASSIFICATION
AND
III.—CLASSIFICATION
OF EMPLOYEES.
OF EMPLOYEES.

ASSIGNMENT
ASSIGNMENT

S
EC. 2.
2. That
is hereby
authorized,
SEC.
That the
the Board
Board of
of Education
Education is
hereby authorized,
empowered, and directed,
recommendation of
empowered,
directed, on recommendation
of the
the superintendent
superintendent
of
schools, to
to classify
classify and
and assign
all teachers,
school officers,
officers, and
and
of schools,
assign all
teachers, school
other employees
employees to
salary classes
classes and
the foregoing
foregoing
in the
other
to the
the salary
and positions
positions in
salary
schedule: Provided,
Provided, That
That said
said board
is authorized
the
salary scfiedule:
board is
authorized during
during the
tenure
of office
office of
of the
of intermediate
intermediate instruction
instruction and
and the
the
the director
director of
tenure of
supervisor of manual training
training now in service, to assign said director
director
and said supervisor
Provided further,
supervisor to salary class 12: Provided
further, That the
said
authorized to
to abolish
abolish the
the titles
director and
assistant
said board
board is
is authorized
titles of
of director
and assistant
director of
of penmanship,
and to
to transfer
transfer said
said employees
director
penmanship, and
employees to
to salary
salary
class
Group B,
the foregoing
title of
class 3,
3, Group
B, of
of the
foregoing salary
salary schedule
schedule with
with the
the title
of
teacher
and director
director of
of penmanship
the eleteacher in
in the
the normal school
school and
penmanship in
in the
elementary
schools and
and junior
junior high
high schools,
examination
mentary schools
schools, without
without further
further examination
or qualification
on their
their part:
part: And
provided further,
further, That
teachers,
That teachers,
And provided
or
qualification on
school officers, and other employees shall not be required to take any
any
examination, either mental or physical, to
examination,
to be
be continued
continued in
in the
the positions in
are permanently
permanently employed
employed on
on June
30, 1924.
1924.
June 30,
they are
which they
in which
tions
SEC.
3. That
That the
the Board
of Education,
on recommendation
of the
S
EC. 3.
Board of
Education, on
recommendation of
the
superintendent of
of schools,
is authorized,
and directed
schools, is
authorized, empowered,
empowered, and
directed
superintendent
to
the time
school officers,
or
to assign,
assign, at
at the
time of
of appointment,
appointment, teachers,
teachers, school
officers, or
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other
employees hereafter
appointed to the
the salary
salary classes
classes and
and
other employees
hereafter appointed
foregoing salary schedule
accordance with
positions in the
the foregoing
schedule in
in accordance
experience, eligibility qualifications possessed, and the
previous experience,
Provisos.
character
the duties
to be
performed by
character of
of the
duties to
be performed
by such
such persons:
persons: Provided,
Provided, First
irst year probationary.
That
service of
of any
any newly
newly appointed
appointed teacher,
teacher, school
school tionary.
That the
the first year
year of
of service
Longevity from
perofficer, or other employees shall be probationary:
Longevity
from perprovided manent
probationary: And provided
appointment.
further,
further, That
That such
such teacher, school officer, or other employee shall manentapp omtment.
increase on the date of his permanent
receive his first longevity increase
permanent
appointment.
ARTICLE
IV.—METHOD OF
ASSIGNMENT OF
OF EMEMOF ASSIGNMENT
ARTICLE IV.-METHOD
PLOYEES TO SALARIES.

Method of salary assaaryassiMthd
signments.

For permanent emonent
ployees on
e3030,
SEC.
That for the
the fiscal year
year ending
ending June
June 30,
30, 1925,
1925, every ployees
S
EC. 4. That
June
1924.
teacher, school officer, or other employee
employee in the service of the Board 924.
Education on permanent
of Education
permanent tenure
tenure on June 30,
30, 1924, shall
shall receive
receive
foregoing schedule for his class or position
the salary provided in the foregoing
in accordance
accordance with
the following
rules:
in
with the
following rules:
Th
of former
Teachers of former
Group A,
A, class 6,
6, rere
C of class 2
2 or Group
Group A Group
(a) Teachers
are assigned
assigned to
to Group
Group C
(a)
Teachers who
who are
basic or maxicBIalie.or
either the
the basic ceiving
ma x iclass 33 and
and who
who on
on June 30, 1924, are
are receiving
receiving either
of class
mum salaries.
salary or the maximum salary of Group A of class 6
6 under the Act
receive a
a salary in Group C
of
of June 20, 1906, as amended, shall receive
C of
present
class 2
2 or Group A of class 3
3 which is next above their present
compensations, and in addition shall receive one annual increase
increase
compensations,
in salary of $100 as provided in the foregoing
foregoing schedule.
Receiving
between
(b) Teachers
Recaiin andbetwe
(b)
Teachers who are assigned to Group C
C of class 2, or Group maximum
basic
salaries.
A
and who
who on
on June
1924, are
are receiving
receiving salaries
3, and
June 30,
30, 1924,
salaries in
in salaries.
A of
of class
class 3,
Group
A of
under the
the Act
June 20,
1906, as
as amended,
amended,
Group A
of class
class 66 under
Act of
of June
20, 1906,
which are between the basic salaries and the maximum salaries
of
said Group
A of
of class
class 6,
in Group
Group C
C of
of
salary in
of said
Group A
6, shall
shall receive
receive aa salary
class 22 or Group A of class 3
3 which is next above their present
present
compensations
receive two annual increases
of
addition shall
shall receive
increases of
compensations and in addition
salary of $100
$100 each as provided in the foregoing schedule.
Teachers and libra(c)
riTeachner
libra(c) All other teachers
teachers and school librarians assigned to Group A rians
rians assignednto Group
A.
the foregoing
classes in the
foregoing schedule shall receive the A.
of the
the salary
salary classes
assigned which is
their
salary in
in the
the classes
classes to
to which assigned
is next above
above their
compensations and
and in addition shall receive
receive one
one annual
annual
present compensations
increase
provided in the
the foregoing
foregoing schedule.
schedule.
increase of salary
salary of $100 as provided
All other teachers,
(d)
other teachers, school officers,
(d) All other
officers, and
and employees
employees shall
shall receive
receive ofllc
tachern
officers,other
and employees.
the
salaries
provided
in
the
foregoing
schedule
for
their
respective
their respective
the salaries provided in the foregoing schedule
which are next above their present
salary classes or positions
positions which
present comcom- Provisos.
o
pensations:
under the
compensaThat under
the provisions of
of this section Present compensaProvided, That
pensations: Provtded,
construed.
the present
present compensation
compensation of
of any
any teacher,
teacher, school
school officer,
or other
other emem- tion
tionconstrued.
officer, or
the
ployee shall be construed
construed to include basic salary, longevity allowance, session-room
session-room allowance,
allowance, and increase of compensation
(bonus) :
compensation (bonus):
Longevity placeProvided
teachers and other employees
employees asssigned
asssigned to ments.
mLongevity placeProvided further,
further, That teachers
classes 1, 2, 3, and 4
4 in the foregoing schedule shall be entitled to
longevity placement
placement as
as provided
section 6:
Provided further,
further, A
longevity
provided in
in section
6: Provided
ed s
in
Assigned salaries in
That the
the salaries
salaries assigned
assigned to
to teachers,
teachers, school
school officers,
and other
That
officers, and
other emem- lien
lieu of
pay for
of entited
entitled pay
for
ployees
accordance with
this section
section shall
shall be
in lieu
lieu of
of the
the compencompen- fiscal
iscal year
year 1923.
9.
be in
with this
in accordance
ployees in
employees
officers, and other employees
sation to which said teachers, school officers,
may
ending June 30, 1925,
1925, as probe entitled during
during the
the fiscal
fiscal year ending
may be
provided
vided by the Act of June
June 20, 1906, as amended: And provided
compensation to
to
No
compensation
further,
teacher,. school officer, or other employee
employee shall in beNo
further, That no teacher,
reduaed
s
his re
any event
event receive
the year
ending June
June 30,
than his
30, 1925,
1925, than
receive less
less during
during the
year ending
any
total
compensation as
30, 1924.
total compensation
as of
of June
June 30,
1924.
Probationary
tenure
Probationary tenure
SEc.
every teacher,
officer, or
other employee
the employees
employees on June 30,
3o,
employee in
in the
teacher, school
school officer,
or other
SEC. 5.
5. That
That every
probationary tenure on June 1924.
service of the Board of Education on probationary
192&
30, 1924, shall receive the minimum salary of
of his salary class or
position in the foregoing
foregoing schedule during the remainder
remainder of
of his year
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of
probation, and
and shall
shall receive
receive his
first longevity
longevity increase
increase on
the date
date
on the
his first
of probation,
of
his permanent
permanent appointment:
Provided, That
That for
for the
the fiscal year
year
appointment: Provided,
of his
30, l25.
1925.
ending
and thereafter,
thereafter, said
said probationary
probationary teachers,
teachers,
June 30,
30, 1925,
1925, and
June so,
ending June
after June
and other
employees i
n, classes
1, 2,
2, 3,
3, and
to
entitled to
and 4
4 shall
shall be entitled
in
classes 1,
other employees
and
longevity
placement as
provided in
section
6.
Placement
elongevity
placement
of
as
provided
in
section
6.
Placement of employee& in
in service
July
SEC. 6.
6. That
That teachers,
and other
in the
the
employees in
other employees
officers, and
school officers,
teachers, school
SEC.
service July
ployse
1.,M4
1,
1924.
service of the Board of Education
Education on July
July 1,
1, 1924,
1924, shall
shall be
be placed
placed in
in
the salary
salary classes
classes and
positions of the forgoing
schedule as
as follows:
follows:
foregoing schedule
and positions
the
Specified
teachers,
kindergarten assistants, class 1; kindergarten
Specified
teachers,
(a) From kindergarten
kindergarten princietc.
etc.
of
pals, class 3; model teachers of kindergartens, class 4; teachers
teachers of
first and second grades,
grades,
of third and
and fourth
fourth grades,
first
grades, class
class 2; teachers
teachers of
teachers
class 3; teachers
teachers of
of fifth, sixth, and seventh grades,
grades, class
class 4; teachers
of
class 5;
teachers of first
grades,
of eighth grades, class
5; model
model teachers
first and
and second grades,
class 4;
physical culture,
4; teachers
teachers of manual
manual training, drawing, physical
class
music,
and domestic
the graded
graded schools,
schools,
music, domestic
domestic science,
science, and
domestic art
art in
in the
primary instruction,
instruction,
classes 3
3 and
and 4; assistants
assistants to
to the
the directors
directors of primary
vocational trade
teachers of
classes 4
4 and
and 5;
5; vocational
trade instructors, class
class 5;
5; and
and teachers
of
Americanization work,
5, under the Act of June
as
Americanization
work, class
class 5,
June 20,
20, 1906,
1906, as
amended, to
class 1,
1, Group
schedule.
amended,
to class
Group A,
A, of
of the
the foregoing
foregoing schedule.
Head
'normal
'high
From head
head teachers
and teachers
manualhigh, and
and manualof normal,
normal, high,
teachers of
teachers and
h ' (b)
(b) From
and
, training,
maanl
manual
etc.
training
manual
training high schools,
schools, class
class 6,
6, Group
Group A;
A; and teachers
teachers of
of manual
training,
drawing, physical
physical culture,
culture, music,
music, domestic
science, and
training, drawing,
domestic science,
and
domestic art
normal, high,
and manual-training
high schools,
domestic
art m
in the
the normal,
high, and
manual-training high
schools,
class
under the
20, 1906,
1906, as
to
class 6,
6, Group
Group A,
A, under
the Act
Act of
of June
June 20,
as amended,
amended, to
class
Group A,
of the
herein otherclass 3,
3, Group
A, of
the foregoing
foregoing schedule,
schedule, except
except as
as herein
otherwise
provided.
wise provided.
romoted
or sp
(C)
manual-training high
high
Promoted
for
suPe(c) From
From teachers
teachers of normal, high, and manual-training
nor
work,
schools, promoted
superior work, class
class 6,
schools,
promoted for
for superior
6, Group
Group B, under
under the Act
Act
amended, to
3, Group
Group B,
B, of
of June
June 20, 1906,
1906, as
as amended,
to class
class 3,
of the
the foregoing
foregoing
schedule.
schedule.
Junior
high, schools,
eligible
(d) From
teachers in
junior high
high schools,
schools, possessing
possessing the
the eligibility
eligibility
in junior
From teachers
(d)
cfi
hihenltr
forJunior
elementary
requirements of teachers of elementary schools, classes 3, 4, and 5
5,
under
of June
June 20,
1906, as
as amended,
class 2,
of
under the Act
Act of
20, 1906,
amended, to
to class
2, Group
Group A,
A, of
the
foregoing schedule.
the foregoing
schedule.
Eligible
for
senior
(e) From
junior high
high schools
schools possessing
the eligibility
eligibility
hgibe
(e)
fo
From teachers
teachers in
in junior
possessing the
high.
requirements
requirements of teachers
teachers of senior high
high schools,
schools, class
class 6,
6, Group
Group A,
A
under
amended, to
of
under the Act of
of June 20, 1906, as amended,
to class 2,
2, Group
Group U,
C, oi
the
foregoin
g schedule.
the
foregoing
Librarians.
Librarans.
(f)
(f) From librarians, class 5,
5, under the Act of June 20,
20, 1906,
1906, as
as
amended, to class 4,
4. Group A, of the
the foregoing
foregoing schedule.
schedule.
wiTh
eaclidng p
tr
oincgiv
alet
From teaching
teaching principals
with from
four to
seven rooms,
rooms,
to seven
from four
principals with
(g)) From
with four to seven
rooms.
rooms,
classes
3, 4,
4, and
under the
Act of
of June
amended, to
to
classes 2, 3,
and 5
5,1under
the Act
June 20,
20, 1906,
1906, as
as amended,
class
foregoing schedule.
the foregoing
class 5
5 of
of the
With eight
eight to fifteen
(h) From teaching
fifteen rooms,
rooms,
With
fifteen
teaching principals with from eight to fifteen
MOMS.
classes 2, 3, 4, and 5,
5, under the Act of June
1906, as
as amended,
to
June 20,
20, 1906,
amended, to
class
foregoing schedule.
class 6
6 of the foregoing
administrative principals
(i)
Administrative
Administrative prinprim.
(i) From administrative
principals with sixteen or more rooms,
cipals, etc.
class 5; principals
principals of
grade manual-training
manual-training schools, class 6, Group
Group
of grade
A;
of June
June 20,
20,
A; and
and principal
principal of
of Ainericanization
Americanization work
work under
under the
the Act
Act of
1906, as
amended,
to
class 7
of
the
foregoing
schedule.
Junior
1906,
as
amended,
to
class
7
of
the
foregoing
schedule.
Iun or high princihhrpas.
(j)
(j) From principals of junior high schools under the Act of June
20.
1906, as
as amended,
to class
class 8
of the
the foregoing
foregoing schedule.
schedule.
8 of
amended, to
20.
1906,
and norSe ior high
Senior
high and
principals.
'
mai
(k) From principals
principals of
of senior
senior high
school
s un
der the
th e
ialprincipals.
(k)
high and
and normal
normal schools
under
Act of June 20, 1906, as amended,
foregoing
amended, to class
class 9
9 of the
the foregoing
*
. assist- schedule.
Directors
*and
Directorsand
schedule.
ant
directors.
assist(I)
drawing, physical
ant directors.
(1) From directors
directors of
of drawing,
physical culture,
culture, music,
music, domesti
domesticc
science, domestic art,
art, kindergartens, and primary instruction: asscience,
sistant directors
directors of drawing. physical culture, music, domestic
science, domestic art, kindergartens,
kindergartens, and primary instruction; and
assistant supervisor
supervisor of manual training
training under the Act of June
June 20,
20,
1906, as amended,
amended, to class 10 of the foregoing schedule.
Proviso,
Poitlment
Longevity
Longevity placement
placement
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Direector
ctor of
of interme(m) From director of intermediate instruction
instruction and
and supervisor
intermesupervisor of
of diate
instruction
and '
manual
manual trainin
sutrainingg sumanual training
training under
under the Act of June 20, 1906, as amended,
amended, to manual

pervisor.
s
class 10 of the foregoing
schedule, subject to the provisions of sec- perv.
foregoing schedule,
rtion 2
2 of this
this Act.
Act.

ennans
is l pdirector
(n)
From director
(n) From
director of
and assistant
assistant director
director of
of penmanship
penmanship and
eanSPd
of penpen- and
director

manship under the Act of June 20, 1906, as
as amended,
amended, to class 3,
3,
Group B, of the
in section
the foregoing
foregoing schedule, as
as provided
provided in
section 2
2 of
of this
this
Act.

(o) From heads
manual-training high mane
of i
haing
and
heads of departments in high and manual-training
manual of
tra
nin
!
gh
g a
Z1
•

etc.
schools,
principals; and assistant prin- partruents,
schools, class 6,
6, Group B; assistant principals;
partments, etc.
cipals (deans
amended,
(deans of girls)
girls) under the
the Act of June 20, 1906,
1906, as
as amended,
to class
of the
the foregoing
foregoing schedule.
to
class 11
11 of
schedule.
Supervising princisupervising principals
principals under the Act
(p) From supervising
Act of June 20,
20, 1906, pals.
ps.pervisin
princiamended, to class
foregoing schedule.
as amended,
class 12
12 of
of the foregoing
schedule.

o
Not fo°•!
lierwise pro(q)
From teachers
not otherwise
otherwise provided
provided for,
for, classes
2, 3,
3, and
and vided
(q) From
teachers not
classes 1,
1, 2,
fotere
4
4 under the
the Act
Act of
of June
June 20, 1906,
1906, as amended,
amended, to class 1,
1, Group A,
A,
class 2, Group A or Group C, or class 3, Group A, of the foregoing
foregoing
schedule
possessed
schedule in accordance
accordance with
with the
the eligibility
eligibility qualifications
qualifications possessed
Proviaos.
and the character
character of
to be
be performed
performed by
such teachers:
teachers: Proof duties
duties to
by such
Not specifically
Pro- Not
menspecificallymentioned,
placed accordvided,
teachers, school
officers, and
employees in
vided, That
That all
all teachers,
school officers,
and other
other employees
in the
the tnioned,
otyerd
ing to eliiplaced
gibility, etc.
service of the Board of Education
Education on July 1, 1924, not specifically
specifically
mentioned in the provisions
provisions of this section shall be placed in the
the
salary classes
classes and positions in the foregoing schedule in accordance
accordance
with the eligibility qualifications
character of
qualifications possessed and the character
of
duties to be performed
performed by such teachers,
officers, and other
teachers, school officers,
other
Appointments here
hereAppointmente
employees: Provided
Provided further,
further, That all teachers, school officers,
officers, or after
after
to
be placed
placed in
to bo
in
classes, etc.
other employees hereafter
shall be
be placed
placed in
in the salary classes,
other
hereafter appointed,
appointed, shall
etc.
classes and positions in the foregoing
foregoing schedule by the said board,
board, and Longevity Increase.
all teachers and other employees
4 Longevitynrease.
employees assigned to classes
classes 1,
1, 2, 3, and 4
of the foregoing schedule in the service of the said board on July
1, 1924, or thereafter
thereafter appointed shall receive their longevity increase according
according to their previous number of years of experience
experience in
teaching in like positions
positions in accredited
accredited schools to those which they
hold on July 1, 1924, or to which they may thereafter
thereafter be appointed.:
appointed: Military, etc., war
Provided
in crediting
Provided further,
further, That in
crediting experience
experience in teaching
teaching of any service equiaent
equivalent to
to
teaching eperence.
experience.
a teacher
person who has been absent
absent from his duties as a
teacher because of teachin
military
hereby authorized
authorized to
military service
service the said
said board
board is hereby
to include
include naval,
naval,
service with the armed
armed forces of the *United
military, or other service
United States
Government
equivalent of
of teaching
experience: Restriction on origGovernment or
or its
its allies as the equivalent
teaching experience:
or
Provided
further, That
That no
Provided further,
or other
employee shall
placements.
no teacher
teacher or
other employee
shall be
be placed
placed inal
inal placements.
in the salary schedule
experience in
schedule for more than the fourth year of experience
classes 1,
fifth year of
classes
1, 2, Group A, or 4, or
or more than the fifth
of experience
experience
in class 2, Group C, or class 3.

ARTICLE V.-METHOD
ARTICLE
V.-METHOD OF
OF PROMOTION
PROMOTION OF
OF EMPLOYEES.
EMPLOYEES.

Promotions.

Prmot io ns

Annual increase of
1, 1925.
year thereafter,
thereafter, if
if his
satisfactory, every
every permanent
permanent teacher,
teacher, after Jly 1,925.
year
his work
work is
is satisfactory,
school officer, or other employee
increase in
employee shall receive an annual increase
salary within his salary class or position as hereinbefore
hereinbefore provided
provided
without action of the
Board of Education.
the Board
After July 1, 1924,
SEC.
officers, and
a then
SEC. 8. That on and after July 1, 1924, teachers,
teachers school officers,
and net
next abov
above salary
received.
other employees
promoted from
to a
a higher
employees promoted
from a
a lower
lower to
higher salary
class or
salary class
or receivedincreae of
IA,
7. That
That on
on July
July 1,
1, 1925,
the first
fiscal salary
SEC. 7.
1925, and
and on
on the
first day
day of
of each
each fiscal
salay automatically
utomticaIry
after July

receive a
asalary in the salary class or position to which
position shall receive
in
promoted which is next above the salary i
n the salary class or position
from which
which promoted.
promoted.
tion from
SEC.
9. That
S
EC. 9.
That every
every teacher
teacher in
on July
1, 1924,
in the
the service
service on
July 1,
1924, except
except
t
as herein
herein otherwise
every teacher
as
otherwise provided,
provided, and
and every
teacher thereafter
thereafter appointed,
appointed,
shall be
be assigned
Group A.
the class
to which
which eligible
or to
Group
shall
assigned to
to Group
A of
of the
class to
eligible or
to Group
C of class 2
2 and shall be promoted to Group D of
of class
class 2
C
2 or Group
Group

InservicmelJnyl,I4,
In
serrice July 1,1924,
from
Group A,, or
from
or
Group GrOup
C,
class 22on
Group
C, clas
an
basis of
bass
of superior
supeCr teachteach& etc.
ing,
i etc.
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to
rootd to
Elngibs
Ellgibkapromoted
Group
B,asl
Group B,

Restriction on promotions
to Groups
Groups B
motions to
and
D.
and D.
poProportionate
division of Groups
D,8 salaries
between
8

sion of ronps B
B and
and
Dhites and 4ced
white
colored
schools.
schools.

Basis for promotions
i g otion
tBaosis
to teachin
and administrative
principals.
ministrtiveprincipals.

Accompanying
ccopanying legislation.

leg-

SEss.
I.
SEss I.

Cu.
250.
CH. 250.

1924.
1924.

B
class on
on the
basis of
of such
evidence of
of superior
teaching and
and
superior teaching
such evidence
the basis
of any
any class
B of
of
increased professional
professional attainments
attainments as
the Board
of Education
Education may
may
as the
Board of
of increased
prescribe:
That teachers
B
in Group
Group B
salaries in
receiving salaries
teachers receiving
Provided, That
prescribe: Provided,
receiving salaries in Group
of class 66on June
June 30, 1924, and teachers receiving
Group
A
6 who on June 30, 1924, are on the eligible list for promoclass 6
of class
A of
tion
B of
class 6,
be assigned
assigned to
to Group
B of
class 3
3
of class
Group B
6, shall
shall be
of class
tion to
to Group
Group B
on July
July 1,
1, 1924,
qualificaadditional ctualificaor additional
examination or
further examination
without further
1924, without
on
tions :Provided
Provided further,
further, That
received for
for
who has not received
no person
person who
That no
tions:
at least one year the maximum salary of Group A in any class or
or
Group C
shall be
eligible for
for promotion
to Group
Group B
B of
of
promotion to
2 shall
be eligible
C of
of class
class 2
Group
any class
class or
or Group
Group D
2: And
provided further,
That the
further, That
the
D of
of class
class 2:
And provided
any
number of
and Group
Group D
D salaries
salary class shall
any salary
in any
salaries in
of Group
Group B and
number
be divided
proportionately between
the teachers
teachers in
the white
white schools
schools
between the
in the
be
divided proportionately
the enrollment
enrollment
and the
the teachers
teachers in
on the basis
basis of the
colored schools on
in the
the colored
and
of pupils
and colored
colored schools.
schools.
white and
respective white
in the
the respective
of
pupils in
Sic.
10. That
That teachers
teachers shall
promoted to
be teaching
teaching principals,
principals,
to be
be promoted
shall be
SEC. 10.
or to
to be
be administrative
principals, on
the basis
such evidence
evidence of
or
administrative principals,
on the
basis of
of such
of
superior
teaching, of
and of
profesof increased
increased profesability and
of administrative
administrative ability
superior teaching,
sonal
the Board
Board of
of Education
Education may prescribe.
prescribe.
as the
attainments as
sonal attainments

VI.-ACCOMPANYING LEGISLATION.
ARTICLE ITL—ACCOMPANYING
LEGISLATION.

Board to designate
of
SEC. 11.
determining the
classification of
the classification
of determining
purpose of
the purpose
for the
That for
11. That
SEC.
of rdms
number
roomsinin
numerd of
elementary
elementary school
school teaching
it shall be the duty
prinve principal
teaching principals and adminis
administrative
principals it
buildings.
buildings,
of
the Board
Board of
of Education,
the recommendation
recommendation of the superinof the
Education, on
on the
tendent of
the schools,
schools, to
of classrooms
tendent
of the
to designate
designate the
the number
number of
classrooms in
in each
each
elementary school
school building.
building.
elementary
Status of first
a assists st
ant
SEC.
shall be
assistant superintendents
superintendents of
of
There shall
be two
two first
first assistant
aat principals.
prn
SEC. 12.
12. There
For
white schools.
schools. schools,
superintendent for the white schools
For white
schools, one white first assistant
assistant superintendent
who,
under the
the direction
of the
the superintendent
superintendent of
schools, shall
have
shall have
of schools,
direction of
ho, under
sch
colored
For colored
schools.
F corechools. general
first
general supervision over the white schools; and one colored first
assistant superintendent
superintendent for
colored schools
schools who,
who, under
the direcdirecassistant
for the
the colored
under the
tion of
the superintendent
shall have
sole charge
of all
all
tion
of the
superintendent of
of schools,
schools, shall
have sole
charge of
employees, classes,
classes, and
and schools
which colored
children are
are taught.
employees,
schools in
in which
colored children
taught.
superintendent shall
perform such other duties
The first
first assistant superintendent
shall perform
as may
may be
prescribed
by
the
superintendent of
of schools.
by
the
superintendent
schools.
Examination
as
be
prescribed
of
Examination of
teachers.
S
EC. 13.
teachers.
SEC.
13. That boards
boards of examiners for
for carrying
carrying out the provisions
provisions
examinations of teachers shall conConstitutionof
board. of the statutes
Constitution
of board.
statutes with reference
reference to examinations
superintendent of
sist of the superintendent
of schools
schools and
and not
not less
less than
than four
four nor
nor more
more
of the
supervisory or
or teaching
teaching staff
of the
the white
white
than six
six members
members of
the supervisory
staff of
schools for the white
of the
of schools
white schools,
schools, and of
the superintendent
superintendent of
schools
Designation of, annumembers of the supervisory
six members
four nor
than four
not less
and not
less than
nor more
more than
than six
supervisory
ofiEduDaly
by
ally
by Board
Board of
Edu- and
cation.
cation.
or teaching staff of the colored schools
schools for the
the colored schools. The
The
designations of
supervisory or
or teaching
for
designations
of members
members of
of the
the supervisory
teaching staff
staff for
membership
membership on these
shall be
made annually
annually by
Board
these boards shall
be made
by the
the Board
of Education
Education on
on the
of the
the superintendent
the recommendation
recommendation of
superintendent of
of
schools.
schools.
Chief examiners.
S
EC. 14.
there shall
shall be
be appointed
appointed by
by the
Board of
of Education,
Education,
For
the Board
That there
SEC.
14. That
schos.
For white
white schools.
on the recommendation
recommendation of the superintendent
superintendent of schools, aa chief
chief
Provisos.
schools: Provided,
white schools:
examiner for
for the
board of
of examiners
examiners for
Provided,
for white
the board
superin- examiner
int
Assistant
superintendent
for
colored That an assistant superintendent
tendant
for colored
superintendent in
in the colored schools
schools shall be
be
schools.
choo.
designated
superintendent of schools as chief examiner
designated by the superintendent
examiner for
the board
board of
of examiners
for the
the colored
athe
examiners for
colored schools:
schools: Provided
Provided further,
further,
Compensation
reDScopestio
re- That, except
except as
as herein otherwise
otherwise provided,
provided, all members
members of the respecstr
tive boards
boards of examiners
examiners shall
shall serve without additional
additional compensation.
compensation.
Annual
substitute
s
bst t te SEC.
taer
SEC. 15. That the Board of Education,
Education, on recommendation
recommendation of the
teachers.
Appointment
as-- superintendent
annual
ppointment and
andas
superintendent of schools, is hereby authorized to appoint annual
signment.
substitute teachers, who shall qualify for
meeting
for said positions
positions by
by meeting
such
requirements as
the said
said board
board may
prescribe and
such eligibility
eligibility requirements
as the
may prescribe
and
who shall be assigned to the lowest class to which eligible
eligible for the
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type
be entitled
entitled to
to the
the Provisos.
of work
work to
to be
be performed,
performed, but who shall not be
type of
deduction from
longevity
Pay deduction
from
That the said board Pay
class: Provided,
Provided, That
of said
said class:
longevity allowance
allowance of
teachers.
shall
prescribe the
the amount
to be
from the
of any
absent teachers.
the salary
salary of
any absent
be deducted
deducted from
amount to
shall prescribe
absent teacher
teacher for
whom an
an annual
substitute may
perform service,
service,
may perform
annual substitute
for whom
absent
and the
amount so
revert to
of the
the
to the
the Treasury
Treasury of
the amount
so deducted
deducted shall
shall revert
and
United States
same proportion
proportion as
appropriations are
are made
United
States in
in the
the same
as appropriations
made Other
substitute
Other
substitutes
during the
the fiscal
fiscal year
for such
and substitute
permitted.
service: ProPro- permitted.
substitute service:
absence and
year for
such absence
during
vided further,
above authorization
authorization for
the appointment
of
for the
appointment of
the above
vided
further, That
That the
annual substitute
substitute teachers
shall not
construed to prevent
prevent the Board
Board
not be
be construed
teachers shall
annual
of Education
Education from
the employment
employment of
teachers under
under
of other
other substitute
substitute teachers
from the
of
regulations to
be prescribed
prescribed by
the said
said board.
to be
by the
regulations
Temporary teachers.
necessary the
the Board of Education, on recom- Tem porary teachers
when necessary
SEC. 16. That when
mendation
authorized and
and emem- Provisos.
of schools
schools, is authorized
of the
the superintendent
superintendent of
mendation of
powered
to appoint
teachers: Provided,
such apap- Period
Period limited.
powered to
appoint temporary
temporary teachers:
Provided, That
That such
pointments
shall be
be made
for a
a limited
not to
to exceed
three
exceed three
limited period
period not
made for
pointments shall
months,
may be
extended from
from time
to time,
time, in
not to
to
periods not
time to
in periods
which may
be extended
months, which
exceed
three months
each, in
in the
discretion of
of the
the said
said board:
board: ProPro- Salary assignments.
exceed three
months each,
the discretion
vided
teachers shall
assigned to
to the
the
be assigned
shall be
temporary teachers
That such
such temporary
further, That
sided further,
basic
class in
in which
which service
service is
is to
performed and
shall
and shall
to be
be performed
salary of
of the
the class
basic salary
not
be entitled
allowance in
cente
Community
in said
said class.
class.
not be
entitled to
to longevity
longevity allowance
Community
center
SEC. 17.
the Board
Board of
is hereby
other activities
activities
to and
and other
authorized to
hereby authorized
of Education
Education is
That the
SEC.
17. That
authorized.
conduct
as a
part of
of the
the public
public school
system a
community center
center authorized.
a community
school system
a part
conduct as
department,
school attendance
attendance and work permits,
a department
department of school
department, a
night
schools, and other
Americanization schools,
vacation schools, Americanization
night schools, vacation
activities,
by Congress,
Congress, and
made by
within appropriations
appropriations made
under and
and within
activities, under
in
the superintendent
and preof schools
schools to
to fix
fix and
superintendent of
with the
in consultation
consultation with
paid to
specified, to
to be paid
other than
than those
those herein specified,
scribe the
the salaries,
salaries, other
the
employees of
of the
the employees
the said
said activities.
activities.
ates effective
efective July
Rates
July
SEC.
designated shall
become 1,l, 1924.
1924.
shall become
rates of
of salary
salary herein designated
That the rates
SEC. 18. That
Estimates in coneffective
on the
the 1st
the estimates
of the
the formity
ormity to
t be submitand that
that the
estimates of
1st day
day of
of July,
July, 1924,
1924, and
effective on
ted.
expenditures for the operation
operation of the public school system of the ted.
expenditures
hereafter be prepared in conformity
conformity with
Columbia shall hereafter
District of Columbia
the classification
and compensation
compensation of
of educational
employees herein
the
classification and
educational employees
herein Proviso.
Proeio.
No other
increase of
No
otherincreaseof
Provided, That during the fiscal year ending June 30, compensation
provided:
provided: Provided,
compensation
for fiscal
for
fiscal
year
1925.
1925, no
no teacher,
teacher, school
school officer,
officer, or
or other
other employee
fr
Board of
of yeinati
15.
employee of
of the
the Board
1925,
Education whose salary is included in the foregoing
foregoing schedule shall
Education
receive any increase
increase in compensation
compensation other than as provided in this
Act.
Act.
Inconsistent
Inconsistent laws
laws repealed.
S
EC. 10.
all Acts
Acts or
or parts
Acts not
with the
the pealed.
not consistent
consistent with
parts of
of Acts
SEC.
19. That
That all
provisions of this Act are hereby repealed.
Approved,
1924.
Approved, June
June 4,
4, 1924.
CHAP. 251.-An
251.—An Act Authorizing
Secretary of the Navy, in his discreCHAP.
Authorizing the Secretary
tion, to deliver to the custody
custody of the Albany
Albany Institute and Historical
Historical and Art
Society
presented
Society of the city of Albany, New York, the silver service which was presented
to
cruiser Albany by citizens of Albany, New York.
to the United States cruiser

Be
by the
Senate and
of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
and House
House of
Representatives of
of the
the
That the Secretary
of America
America in
Congress assembled, That
United States
in Congress
Secretary
United
States of
of
authorized, in
discretion, to
to deliver
of the
the Navy
Navy is
is authorized,
in his
his discretion,
deliver to
to the
the custody
custody
of the Albany Institute and Historical
Historical and Art Society of the city
C
of Albany,
preservation and
and exhibition
such
for preservation
exhibition in
in such
of
Albany, New
New York,
York, for

June 4,
4, 1924.
June
1924.
[II. R.
[H.
R. 1018.]
101,8]

s8.]1
[public
[Public, No.
No. 189.]

"Ay,"
. S.
Cruiser.
sen
may be deliveed to Albany InN.Y.

"Albany,"
S.
Cruiser.
Silver service presented to may be delivered ti.Albany Institute,
e, of Albany,
stitute,etc.,of
N. Y.

museum,
presented to
United States
was presented
to the
the United
States Proviso.
Po.so
museum, the silver
silver service
service which
which was
No Government
Government exexNo
New York: Provided,
Provided, That no pense
of Albany, New
cruiser
Albany by
by citizens
citizens of
cruiser Albany
authorized.
expense shall
incurred by
by the
United States
for the
delivery of
of pen e authoed.
the delivery
States for
the United
be incurred
expense
shall be
such silver service.
Approv ed,
4, 1924.
1924.
Appro
ed, June
June 4,
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June 4, 24,
1924.
4
iS. M 5.1
[Public, No. 190.]

[S.

[Pub o 190

Monongahela River.
Rver.
Monogahea

Fayette and
Fayette

1924.
1924.

CHAP. 252.—An
Act Granting
Granting the
consent of
to the
commissioners
the consent
of Congress
Congress to
the commissioners
CHAP.
252.-An Act

of Fayette and Greene
a bridge across the
Greene Counties, Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, to construct a
Monongahela
near Masontown,
Masontown, Fayette
Pennsylvania.
Monongahela River
River near
Fayette County,
County, Pennsylvana.

Be it
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
_Representatives of
the
of the
House of
by the
the Senate
it enacted
enacted by
Be

assembled, That the consent of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
America in
Oreene United States of America
counties of
Congress is
granted to
the commissioners
commissioners of
the counties
of
of the
to the
is hereby
hereby granted
Congress

Greene
Counties may bridge,
ma.bridg
Masontown,
Pa.

casontistw

SEss. I. CIEs.
253.
252, 253.
SESS.I.
CHS. 252,

Construction.
Vol. 34, p. 84.

vol p.

Amendment.

June 4,
4, 1924.
Jane
1924.
[H. R. 3832.1
[Public, No. 191.]
191]

[H. R. 3852.]

Eastern Band
of CherCherEastern
Band of
okee
Indians, N.
N. C.
C.
okee Indians,
Al lands, etc.,
All
etc., of,
may be
be conveyed
conveyed to
to
may
United States.
States.
United

Roll
members to
to
Roll of
of members
be prepared.
prepared.
be

Contents.
Contents.

Proviso.
Proriso.
Assumed
birth date.
date.
Assumed birth

Finality,
etc., of
of comcomFinality, etc.,
pleted
pleted roll.
roll.

Consideration
of forforConsideration of
mer
rolls, lists,
lists, etc.
etc.
mer rolls,

Appearance
or
Appearance on,
on, or
absence
conabsence from,
from, not
not conclusive.
clusive.

Act of
of North
North Carolina disregarded.
disregarded.
lina

Fayette and
Greene, in
the State
State of
Pennsylvania, and
their sucFayette
and Greene,
in the
of Pennsylvania,
and their
successors and
assigns, to
to construct,
maintain, and
bridge
cessors
and assigns,
construct, maintain,
and operate
operate aa bridge
and
approaches thereto
thereto across
across the
River, at
and approaches
the Monongahela
Monongahela River,
at a
a point
point
suitable to
to the
of navigation,
navigation, at
at or
or near
near Masontown,
Masontown, in
in the
suitable
the interests
interests of
the
county of
in the
accordance with
with
of Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, in
in accordance
county
of Fayette,
Fayette, in
the State
State of
entitled "An
Act to
the conthe provisions of
of the
the Act
Act entitled
"An Act
to regulate
regulate the
construction of bridges
bridges over navigable waters,"
March
struction
waters," approved March
23, 1906.
1906.
A23,
SEc.
hereby
SEC. 2.
2. That the
the right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved, June 4. 1924.

253.-An Act Providing for the final disposition
CHAP. 253.—An
disposition of the affairs of the

Eastern
Eastern Band of Cherokee
Cherokee Indians
Indians of
of North
North Carolina.
Carolina

Be
the Senate
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
Senate and
and House
House of
the
United States of America in
United
in Congress
Eastern
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the
the Eastern
Cherokee Indians of North Carolina is
is hereby
hereby authorized,
Band of Cherokee
authorized,
council adopted
the 6th
6th day
day of
pursuant to
to the resolution
resolution of
of its council
adopted the
of
November, 1919, to convey to
November,
America, in
to the
the United
United States of America,
in trust,
money 2and other property
of said
said band
band for
final disposition
disposition
all land,
land, money,
property of
for final
thereof as hereinafter
heremafter provided;
provided; and
and the
accept
thereof
the United
United States
States will
will accept
such conveyance
conveyance when
when approved
approved by the
Secretary of
of the
the Secretary
the Interior.
Interior.
SEC. 2. That upon approval
Secretary of
of
approval of such conveyance
conveyance the
the Secretary
Interior shall cause
to be
prepared a
a roll
of
the Interior
cause to
be prepared
roll of
of the
the members
members of
said band, to contain the names of
this Act,
of all living on the
the date
date of
of this
Act,
and no person born after that date shall be entitled to
to enrollment.
the name,
age, sex,
and degree
degree of
of Cherokee
Cherokee
The roll shall show
show the
name, age,
sex, and
Indian
Indian blood, and separately of that
derived from
that derived
from any other
other Indian
Indian
ancestor,
member. The
day of
indicating the
ancestor, of
of each
each member.
The day
of the
the month
month indicating
the
birthday of
of each
each member
member shall
shall also
birthday
also be
be shown
shown upon
upon said
said roll:
roll: ProProvided, That if
vided,
if such date is unknown and can not be ascertained,
ascertained,
name on
on the
schedule shall
for
the date
date of
of the
the entry
entry of the
the name
the schedule
shall be
be taken
taken for
the purposes of this Act to
of the
member to
to be
be the birth
birth date of
the member
to whom
whom
the entry applies.
applies.
Said roll when approved
approved by
of the
shall be
be
by the Secretary
Secretary of
the Interior
Interior shall
final
conclusive as
membership of
of said
said band,
and as
to
final and
and conclusive
as to
to the
the membership
band, and
as to
degree of
members, but
clerical
the ages and degree
of Indian blood
blood of
of the
the members,
but clerical
changes relating to the names of such members
members or
or to
to sex designadesignations
may be
made at
at any
any time
time thereafter.
thereafter.
be made
tions may
SEC.
S
EC. 3. That in
due consideration
consideration shall
shall
in the preparation
preparation of
of said
said roll
roll due
be
and lists
lists heretofore
heretofore made
made of
membership
be given
given to
to all rolls and
of the
the membership
of
evidence elicited
the course
of said
said band,
band, together
together with
with any
any evidence
elicited in
in the
course of
of
any investigations, and to all documents
records on
on file
file in
in the
the
documents and
and records
Interior Department
or any
of its
bureaus or
offices.
Interior
Department or
any of
its bureaus
or offices.
The fact
that the
the name
name of
any person
person appears
appears on
any such
The
fact that
of any
on any
such roll
roll
or
shall not
not be
be accepted
to establish,
establish, conclusively,
or list
list shall
accepted to
conclusively, his
his right
right or
or
enrollment. Nor
shall the
of his
his
that of his descendants
descendants to enrollment.
Nor shall
the absence
absence of
name
rolls conclusively
conclusively bar
any person
his
name from such
such former
former rolls
bar any
person or
or his
descendants from
enrollment.
from enrollment.
descendants
That in
preparation of
State of
That
in the
the preparation
of said
said roll
roll the
the act
act of
of the
the State
of North
North
Carolina
chapter 166,
166, entitled
amend
Carolina of March
March 8, 1895, chapter
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
to amend
chapter
chapter 211, laws of
to the
Eastern
of 1889,
1889, relating
relating to
the charter
charter of
of the
the Eastern
Cherokee Indians"
shall be
disregarded.
Band of
of Cherokee
Indians " shall
be disregarded.
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Consideration of apApplications
for enrollment
in such
such manner
of ap
manner plications
Consideration
may be
be presented
presented in
enrollment may
Applications for
for enrollplications
ment.
and within
within such
such time
prescribed by
regulations made by ment.
by regulations
as may
may be prescribed
time as
and
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Interior, but
but lack
lack of
shall not
prenot preapplication shall
of application
the Interior,
the
vent
of the
enrollment of
whose
any person
person whose
of any
right to
to enrollment
the right
vent consideration
consideration of
name
on any
former roll
of any
any
his descendants
descendants or of
roll and
and his
any former
name appears
appears on
name brought
to the
the attention
those in
in charge
charge
attention of
of those
in any
any manner
manner to
brought in
name
of
the enrollment
work, including
of
the names
names of those
those persons of
enrollment work,
including the
of the
Cherokee
Indian blood
blood living
living July
any of
of the counties
1868, in any
July 27, 1868,
Cherokee Indian
of
which the
the common
said band
band are
are
of said
lands of
common lands
in which
Carolina, in
of North
North Carolina,
located,
or in
in any
any of
of the
the contiguous
contiguous counties of that State
of the
State or of
located, or
States of
of Georgia
descendants.
States
Georgia and
and Tennessee,
Tennessee, and
and of
of their
their descendants.
Survey of
of lands
lands and
and
thereof.
division thereof.
found division
SEc.
4. That
lands so
so conveyed
conveyed shall
shall be
be surveyed,
surveyed, where
where found
the lands
That the
SEC. 4.
necessary,
and divided
divided into
appropriate tracts or parcels
parcels and apinto appropriate
necessary, and
praised at
at their
their true
true value
value as
appraisement,
of such
such appraisement,
of the
the date
date of
as of
praised
consideration being given to the location thereof or to any
without consideration
mineral deposits
deposits therein or to
improvements thereon,
thereon, but such apto improvements
mineral
praisement shall
shall include
merchantable timber on all
al1 allottable
all merchantable
include all
praisement
lands.
s.Lands
an
Lands for
for public
public purpurposes reserved from
from
in the poses
may be
be made,
reservations from
5. That
That reservations
from allotment
allotment may
made, in
SEC. 5.
allotment.
cemeteries, allotment.
discretion of
of the
of the
Interior, of
lands for
for cemeteries,
of lands
the Interior,
Secretary of
the Secretary
discretion
schools, water-power
way, and
purfor other
other public purand for
of way,
rights of
sites, rights
water-power sites,
schools,
compensation to inposes,
however, for compensation
safeguards, however,
with proper
proper safeguards,
poses, with
dividuals who
who may
losses by
by reason
reason of
such reservations.
reservations.
dividuals
may suffer
suffer losses
of such
Timber and
Timber
and quarry
quarry
There may
also be reserved
chiefly valuable because reservations.
reserved any tract chiefly
There
may also
which
stone, marble, or other quarries thereon, or which
or of stone,
of the timber or
location or topographical
topographical features may be unsuitable
by reason of location
for
purposes.
Sale of
unallotted
for allotment
allotment purposes.
Sale
of unallotted
lands, etc.
above lands,
as above
Any
or other
property reserved
reserved from
from allotment
allotment as
other property
land or
Any land
•
provided and
and lands
lands not needed
needed for
allotments may be sold at such
for allotments
provided
Secretary may
time, in
manner, and upon such terms as the Secretary
in such
such manner,
time,
direct,
the funds
of Previso.
direct, and
and the
the proceeds
proceeds of
of such
such sale
sale shall
shall be
be added
added to
to the
funds of
po.
timberlands the timber and Timberlands.
of timberlands
the band:
band: Provided,
That in
the sale
sale of
in the
Provided,That
the
the land
separately.
the
land may
may be
be sold
sold separately.
Conveyances.
Conveyances.
Conveyances under
under such
such sales
sales shall
shall be
as provided
the
in the
provided in
made as
be made
Conveyances
case
of conveyances
conveyances to
case of
to allottees.
allottees.
Oil, etc., mineral dereserved
to the
the
S
EC. 6.
6. That
That all
all oil,
oil, gas,
gas, coal,
coal, and
mineral deposits
deposits on
said posits
reserved to
poss
on said
other mineral
and other
SEC.
band.
n
lands
are
hereby
reserved
to
said
a
period
of
twenty-five
twenty-five
a
period
for
band
to
said
reserved
hereby
lands are
years from
from the
the date
date of
this Act,
and during
such period
said deposits
Le
deposits Leases.
period said
of this
Act, and
during such
years
may be
leased for
purposes by the Secretary
mining purposes
and mining
prospecting and
for prospecting
be leased
may
of the
the Interior,
for such
(not exceeding
exceeding the
the period
period for
for which
which
periods (not
such periods
Interior, for
of
such
minerals are
reserved) and
upon such
as Praise.
and conditions
conditions as
terms and
such terms
and upon
are reserved)
such minerals
he may
may prescribe:
prescribe: Provided,
That at
end of
of such
twenty-five year
year Deposits
after twenDeposits after
such twenty-five
the end
at the
Provided, That
he
ty-five years the propperiod all
become the
property of
of the
e the prop.
individual ty-fve
the individual
the property
shall become
such deposits
deposits shall
all such
period
arty of owner.
owner
such land,
Congress shall otherwise
land, unless Congress
of such
surface of
of the
the surface
owner of
provide.
provide.
Appraisal
Appraisal and listing
of improvements.
SEc.
all improvements
improvements on
the lands
lands of
of said
said band
of a
a ofimprovements.
band of
on the
That all
SEC. 7.
7. That
permanent
and substantial
character shall
separately
appraised separately
shall be appraised
substantial character
permanent and
from the
lands upon
the same
may be,
listed in
be listed
shall be
be, and shall
same may
which the
upon which
the lands
from
the names
names of
of the
facie entitled thereto,
prima facie
band prima
the band
members of
the members
of the
the
but the
of ownership
shall be
tentative only until the
be tentative
ownership shall
the designation
designation of
but
true ownership
thereof is
is ascertained
ascertamed and
declared, after
notice Dis
et re
on etc.,
and declared,
after due
due notice
true
ownership thereof
Disposition,
yeand
hearing. The
to have
such improvements
and stricted.
appraised, and
improvements appraised,
have such
right to
The right
and hearing.
to
make disposition
shall extend
extend to
to all
all members,
except
members, except
thereof, shall
disposition thereof,
to make
tenants,
owning such
improvements at
date of
Act.
tenants, owning
such improvements
at the
the date
of this
this Act.
Diposition by ownDisposition
Any
improvements may remove er.
of improvements
owner of
the owner
to be the
held to
person held
Any person
the same,
where found
to be
practicable, within
within ninety days from
be practicable,
found to
same, where
the
the date
they are
declared to belong
belong to him, or may, within that
are declared
date they
the
period,
dispose of
more than
than the
value
appraised value
the appraised
at not
not more
the same
same at
of the
period, dispose
to
the band
receive an
an allotment,
allotment, under
under Ptah..
entitled to
to receive
to any
any member
member of
of the
band entitled
regulations
to be
be prescribed:
prescribed: Provided,
Pmroided, That the vendor shall have
regulations to
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lien upon
rents and
profits accruing
accruing from
from the
the tract
which
nntil aa lien
upon the
the rents
and profits
tract on
on which
improvements may be located
purchase price thereof
such improvements
located until the purchase
thereof
is fully
fully paid.
is
paid.
Equal
of
Equal allotment
allotment of
SEC. 8. That the lands and
and money
shall be
allotted
money of
of said
said band
band shall
be allotted
lards and money.
and divided
the members
members thereof
thereof so
as to
give each
equal
and
divided among
among the
so as
to give
each an
an equal
share of
the whole
in value
may be,
and to
share
of the
whole in
value, as
as nearly
nearly as
as may
be, and
to accomplish
accomplish
that
the standard
standard allotment
value of
of the
allotment share
share shall
shall be
be determined
determined
that the
the value
by dividing
the total
appraised value
value of
of all
all allotted
allottable
and allottable
allotted and
by
dividing the
total appraised
lands
by the
the total
of enrolled
enrolled members.
members.
lands by
total number
number of
Adjustment
differIf any member shall fail to receive
Adjustment of
of differ
receive his full share of the tribal
tribal
If
ences.
s
lands, he
the payment
payment of
of money
shall be
be entitled
entitled to
to the
money so
so as
as to
to adjust
adjust
en .
lands,
he shall
the
as nearly
nearly as
possible. If
If any
shall receive
receive
the difference
difference as
as possible.
any member
member shall
an allotment
allotment exceeding
exceeding in
in value
value his
his full
of the
tribal lands,
the
an
full share
share of
the tribal
lands, the
difference shall
deduction from
by deduction
from his
his distributive
distributive share
share
difference
shall be
be adjusted
adjusted by
of the
the tribal
tribal funds.
of
funds.
Application for allotApplication
alotSEC.
That when
when the
the tracts
are ascerS
EC. 9. That
tracts available
available for
for allotments
allotments are
ascerments
ments..
tained, each
each member
of the
band may
may apply
apply for
for aa tract
tract or
tained,
member of
the said
said band
or
tracts
land to
to the
extent of
as nearly
as practicable,
practicable,
acres, as
nearly as
the extent
of thirty
thirty acres,
tracts of
of land
to include
include his
his home
so desires,
desires, and
if he
he so
and the
the
to
home and
and improvements,
improvements, if
Effect of selection.
selection so
final as
the right
to occupy
occupy and
and use
use
selection
so made
made shall
shall be
be final
as to
to the
right to
Effectofselection
the
applied for
for as
all other
members if
if no
no contest
contest
as against
against all
other members
the land
land so
so applied
is filed
selection within
after
from and
and after
within ninety
ninety days from
is
filed against such selection
Proviso.
formal application is made therefor: Provided, That any person
Selection
by purchas- formal application is made therefor: Provided, That any person
Selectionbypur
er of
of improvements.
improvements.
claiming the right to select any given tract of land by reason
reason of the
purchase
of improvements
thereon shall
have ninety
ninety days
days to
shall have
to make
make
purchase of
improvements thereon
application therefor
therefor from
from and
after the
application
and after
the date
date of
of approval
approval of any
sale conveying
conveying to
him said
improvements, and such
application
such application
sae
to him
said improvements,
shall become
subject to
to the
right of
any other
shall
become final
final as
as in
in other
other cases,
cases, subject
the right
of any
other
member to
to contest
contest such
selection, ninety
ninety days
days from
from and
after
the
member
such
selection,
and
after
the
Contests.
Contests,
same is duly made. All contests
contests shall be instituted and heard pursuant to
to the
the rules
and regulations
of the
Interior Department
Department appliapplisuant
rules and
regulations of
the Interior
Access
to fireood
firewood cable
Access to
Any
allotment
selection
may
be
modified
limited,
cable
thereto.
selection
modified
or
limited,
and drinking water by
selector.
in
discretion of
in charge
charge of
of the
work, so
to give
in the
the discretion
of those
those in
the work,
so as
as to
give the
the
selector
selector of
of adjacent
and drinkdrinkadjacent or
or contiguous
contiguous lands
lands access
access to firewood
firewood and
ing
wat er.
ing water.
Selections by adults.
selections by ats
SEC.
10. That adults may select their own allotments,
S
EC. 10.
allotments, where
where menmencapable of so doing,
tally capable
allotments for
selected
doing, but allotments
for minors
minors may
may be
be selected
by their
father or
mother, in
the order
order named,
by the
the officers
by
their father
or mother,
in the
named, or
or by
officers in
in
For incom petents and
charge of
of the
the allotment
The said
said officers
may also
estFates."n
nd
charge
allotment work.
work. The
officers may
also select
select
estates.
allotments for
allotments
infirm, and
or otherfor prisoners,
prisoners, convicts,
convicts, aged,
aged, infirm,
and insane
insane or
otherwise mentally
wise
mentally incompetent
estates of
incompetent members
members and for
for the estates
of deceased
deceased
and, if necessary to complete
complete any
any allotments
members ancl,
allotments or to bring
bring
the allotment work to aaclose,
selections for
close, may make arbitrary
arbitrary selections
for and
and
on
of any
of said
on behalf
behalf of
any member
member of
said band.
band.
Contiguous lands for
fpailies allowed.
S
EC. 11.
11. That
That allotments
may be
be selected
or the
the members
mem b
ers o
an y
offany
loweds fo
filegus
SEC.
allotments mav
selected f
for
family, wherever practicable, irom
from contiguous
contiguous lands
lands or
or other
other lands
held by the head of the family, including both adult and minor chilrelatives as
household:
dren and such other relatives
as are members of the household:
Proviso.
Provided. That
if any
any adult
adult child
shall claim
claim the
Limitation on selec- Provided,
That if
child shall
the benefit
benefit of
of this
this
child.
tion bby adult child.
section,
a matter of right to have his
tion
section, he shall not be
Le entitled as a
selection
selection made from the lands desired by his father or mother or
from lands needed by any minor member of the family for allotment purposes, but this shall
shall not
not prevent
prevent selection
selection of lands outside
outside
the family holdings if desired.
desired.
Distribution per cap.
individuals
payments
or o
other
ita
to
S
EC. 12.
ther p
ay
men t
s to
t
o i
n di vid ua l
s
annuity or
That where
where annuity
SEC.
12. That
cepits itatribution
to enrolled
enrolledpermemmeombers, slier
ater suspended have
have heretofore
been suspended
because
their enrollment
enrollment status
status has
hers,
heretofore
been
suspended
because
their
has
annuities
annuities and other
ssuspen
e ded paymen t
p
t h
been been
questioned, the
the amounts
amounts i
nvo l
ve d in
i
n such
suc h suspended
have been
payments
been questioned,
involved
paymentss
made.
shall
be
paid
to
individuals
found
made,
entitled to enrollment or to their
their
heirs, and all funds of said band, after making such payments
payments and
after payments
payments needed for equalizing
as hereinbefore
hereinbefore
equalizing allotments
allotments as
provided and all other payments herein directed
directed to be made,
made, shall

Lien to vendor until
price
paid.
price fully
fully paid

aymen s

ave
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be distributed
per capita
capita among
among the
enrolled members of said band
the enrolled
distributed per
be
and the
the heirs
shall die
before distribution
is completed,
distribution is
die before
who shall
those who
of those
heirs of
and

and shall
shall be
be paid
the distributees
or conserved
conserved and
their
for their
used for
and used
distributees or
to the
paid to
and

Payments.
Payments.

benefit,
according to
whether they
belong to the restricted or unthey belong
to whether
benefit, according
restricted class,
time and
and in
as shall
deemed
shall be deemed
manner as
such manner
in such
such time
at such
class, at
restricted
advisable.
lieu of
I
Cash
advisable.
Cash in
in lieu
of land
land
members havin
havingg
S
EC. 13.
13. That
That any
band whose
for member
whose degree of Indian for
said band
of said
member of
any member
SEC.
small
de
g
ree
of
Indian
in the discretion
blood is
is less
less than
than one-sixteenth
may, in
discretion of the Secre- sma
one-sixteenth may,
blood
blood. degree of Indian
tary of
the Interior,
Interior, be
allotment blood.
lieu of an allotment
in lieu
equivalent in
cash equivalent
a cash
paid a
be paid
of the
tary
Applications to be
of
land. Any
person desiring
desiring to
to avail
avail himself
himself of
of this
this provision
may made.
Applicatios to be
provision may
Any person
of land.
make application
to the
the officers
officers in
allotment work at
of the allotment
charge of
in charge
application to
make
any time
time within
within ninety
the
of the
approval of
the approval
of the
date of
the date
after the
days after
ninety days
any
final
roll,
and
preference
shall
be
given
in
the
order
of
application.
application.
of
order
the
in
given
be
shall
preference
final roll, and
Addition to register
The said
shall have
power to
add to
to the
register of
of such
such without
to register
Addition
application.
the register
to add
the power
have the
officers shall
said officers
The
application.
names the
names of
any other
members of
of the
including
class, including
same class,
the same
other members
of any
the names
names
minors for
for whom
whom no
is made,
for such
such time as may be
made, for
application is
no application
minors
allowed
regulations. Applications
Applications should be
the regulations.
by the
purpose by
the purpose
for the
allowed for
made in
in person
adults and
for minors
minors by
by their
their fathers
fathers or mothers,
and for
by adults
person by
made
in the order named.
Action on
on claims
claims of
of
Action
a owners
SEC.
SEC. 14. That if
if any member
member shall claim that he is the owner
owner of
of a
owners
of private
land
private land
of
claims.
so-called
private
land
claim,
for
the
reason
that
money
was
advanced
claims.
so-called private land claim, for the reason that money was advanced
by him
ancestor to
to pay
in part
part for
for any
any land
the
land the
or in
whole or
in whole
pay in
his ancestor
or his
him or
by
title
band, such
such claim
claim may
submitted to
may be submitted
the band,
in the
now in
is now
which is
to which
title to
and
adjusted by
Secretary of
the Interior,
Interior, whose decideciof the
the Secretary
by the
equitably adjusted
and equitably
sion
thereon shall
shall be
be final
to review
review by the courts.
subject to
not subject
and not
final and
sion thereon
In such
adjustment due
due consideration
shall be
to matters
matters
given to
be given
consideration shall
such adjustment
In
presented
by
the
band
in
the
way
of
offsets
or
counterclaims.
of allotallotCertificates
Certificates of
presented by the band in the way of offsets or counterclaims.
to be
be issued.
issued.
Smc.
15. That
shall be
to each
each ments
ments to
issued to
be issued
allotment shall
of allotment
certificate of
That aa certificate
SEC. 15.
allottee
upon the
of the
contest period,
period, if no contest is
the contest
expiration of
the expiration
allottee upon
then
pending, or,
or, if
is then
then pending,
final disposition
and legal
Contents and
disposition Contents
upon final
pending, upon
contest is
a contest
if a
legal
then pending,
thereof,
shall be
as of
date of
of selection. Each cer- effect.
the date
of the
dated as
be dated
but shall
thereof, but
tificate
contain the
and roll
roll number
number of the allottee, and
name and
the name
shall contain
tificate shall
the
effect thereof
thereof shall
be to
the allottee
allottee the right to
give the
to give
shall be
legal effect
the legal
against
occupy and
and use
use the
of the land described therein, as against
surface of
the surface
occupy
Prro.
each and
the band,
but not as against
against the Provito.
band, but
of the
member of
other member
every other
and every
each
Cancellation
land
cancellation itif land
Secreband
itself,
or
against
the
United
States:
Provided,
That
the
Secrethe
That
Provided,
States:
United
the
band itself, or against
should be
reserved for
for
be purpose,
reserped etc.
tary of
the Interior
cancel any
any shoul'
at any
allotment at
of allotment
certificate of
any certificate
may cancel
authorized
Interior may
of the
tary
the
to
is
therein
time
before
title
to
the
described
conveyed
land
the
to
title
time before
allottee,
if in
his judgment
said land should be reserved for allotjudgment said
in his
allottee, if
ment
any purpose
herein authorized
authorized or for any other good and
purpose herein
for any
ment for
Other eleton perallottee shall Other
the allottee
sufficient
before such
action is
taken the
is taken
such action
but before
reason, but
sufficient reason,
selection perhave
due notice
and opportunity
opportunity to
be heard.
heard. If
revocation.
mitted on revocation.
cer- mitted
such cerany such
If any
to be
notice and
have due
tificate
be revoked,
allottee may select other lands as if no
the allottee
revoked, the
shall be
tificate shall
certificate
had been
been issued
issued to
him.
given on
Title deed given
to him.
certificate had
of certificate.
allot- issue ocertificate.
of allotS
EC. 16.
16. That
as soon
as practicable
practicable after
after a
certificate of
a certificate
soon as
That as
SEC.
a deed conveyment is
is issued
issued there
to the allottee a
issued to
be issued
shall be
there shall
ment
ing
all right,
right, title, and interest of the United States, as trustee,
ing all
execontents and executhe Contents
to the
and to
and
and of
every other
other member
in and
thereof, in
member thereof,
of every
band, and
the band,
of the
and of
tion.
tion.
recite
shall
land
described
in
said
certificate.
Each
deed
the
roll
certificate.
said
in
described
land
number
and degree
blood of
grantee and shall be
of the grantee
Indian blood
of Indian
degree of
number and
of the Interior, who
executed
by
or
Secretary
the
of
name
the
in
or
by
executed
is
hereby authorized
designate any clerk or employee
employee of the deto designate
authorized to
is hereby
partment to
sign his
his name
name for
to all
in
recorded in
To
To be
be recorded
deeds.
all such
such deeds.
him to
for him
to sign
partment
countzr.
Each deed,
deed, when so issued,
issued, shall be recorded in the office of the county.
Each
which the land conveyed
recorder of
for the
the county
in which
conveyed thereby Title to vest.
county in
deeds for
of deeds
vest.
recorder
is
recorded title to the land shall vest in the
so recorded
When so
located. When
is located.
ytoalottee.
hereinDe
allottee subject
subject to the conditions,
,
Delivery
to allottee.
conditions, limitations, and restrictions herein
allottee
the
of
duty
the
shall
it
imposed.
Upon
the
recording
of
any
deed
it
shall
be
the
deed
any
of
recording
the
Upon
imposed.
officers
representing the
the Government
deliver
the United States to deliver
of the
Government of
officers representing
therein.
it
to
the
allottee
named
named
it to the
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Sec.
That ifif any
member enrolled
enrolled as
this Act
Act
SEC. 17.
17. That
any member
as provided
provided in
in this
before receiving
his distributive
the band
band or
or tribal
tribal
etc. shall
shall die
die before
receiving his
distributive share
share of
of the
property,
the land
land and
and moneys
moneys to
to which
would be
be entitled,
entitled, if
livproperty, the
which he
he would
if living, shall
shall descend
descend to
his heirs
heirs according
according to
to the
the laws
laws of
of the
the State
State
ing,
to his
of North
Carolina and
be distributed
distributed to
to them
them accordingly,
accordingly, but
but in
of
North Carolina
and be
in
all such
such cases
the allotment
allotment and
deed therefor
therefor shall
shall be
made in
in the
the
all
cases the
and deed
be made
name
of the
the deceased
ancestor and
shall be
be given
given the
force and
name of
deceased ancestor
and shall
the same
same force
and
Proviso.
Determination
by effect
effect as
as if
the provisions
provisions of
of
Dninaion of, by
if made
made during
during his
his lifetime:
lifetime: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
ecetary
approved June 25, 1910 (Thirty-sixth
a
e g of the nt " the Act of Congress approved
(Thirty-sixth Statutes,
Statutes,
nor.
nor.
ri.
page 855),
855), as
amended by
of Congress
Congress of
14, 1913
1913
as amended
by the
the Act
Act of
of February
February 14,
(Thirty-seventh Statutes,
Statutes, page
to the
the determination
(Thirty-seventh
page 678),
678), relating
relating to
determination
of heirs
heirs and
approval of
wills by
by the
Secretary of
of the
the Interior,
and
of
and approval
of wills
the Secretary
Interior, and
hereby made
applicable to
to the
the persons
and esesNo distinction
diion
be. to
to other
other matters,
matters, are
are hereby
made applicable
persons and
No
betates of
members of
said band,
band, and
and in
in the
construction of
of
tween
restricted or trust tates
tweeestrietedortrst
of the
the members
of the
the said
the construction
lands,
etc.
lands,etc.
said Acts no distinction shall be made between
between restricted
restricted lands and
moneys
those conveyed
conveyed or
or held
held in
trust.
in trust.
and those
moneys and
allowed,
aees allowed.
Leases
Sim
allotted under
under this
this Act
may be
be made
made
SEc. 18.
18. That
That leases
leases of
of lands
lands allotted
Act may
during the
the restricted
for any
any purpose
purpose and
any term
term of
during
restricted period
period for
and for
for any
of
by the
the Secretary
years, under
under rules
rules and regulations
regulations to be prescribed
prescribed by
Secretary
of the
the Interior:
Interior: Provided
leases shall
shall be
executed on
on beProvisos.
of
rovio,.
Provided, That
That such
such leases
be executed
beOn behalf of minors
half of
of minors
incompetents, including
Indian deemed
deemed
other incompetents
including any
any Indian
half
minors and
and other
and incompetentsf
incompetents.
to be incapable,
or physically,
physically, of
of managing
managing his
his business
incapable, mentally
mentally or
business
affairs
benefit to
to himself
himself and
and in
in their
their names,
by aa
affairs properly
properly and
and with
with benefit
names, by
duly
authorized
representative
of
the
Indian
Service
designated
by
s- duly authorized representative of the Indian Service designated by
Off unarttned
unpartitioned estales.
said Secretary
tates.
Secretary for the purpose:
purpose: Provided
Provided further,
leases of
further, That
That all leases
of
unpartitioned
unpartitioned estates shall
shall be so made and approved
approved unless all
of the
the
all of
Indian
Indian heirs or owners
owners are of the
the unrestricted
class, and
be subsubunrestricted class,
and shall
shall be
ject to
to supervision
the restricted
period the
the same
same as
leases
ject
supervision during
during the
restricted period
as leases
Payment of rents and
made on
on other
lands, but
but all
all rents
rents and
accruing
rOayntsofr'ta"nd
made
other restricted
restricted lands,
and royalties
royalties accruing
loyalties.
therefrom
therefrom to unrestricted
unrestricted owners
by the
the proper
proper officers
officers
owners shall be
be paid,
paid, by
Service, to
such owners
at the
the earliest
earliest date
date practicable
practicable
of the Indian
Indian Service,
to such
owners at
after the
to ue at
after
the collection
collection thereof.
thereof.
Parents to use allotments to minor chilParents
the lands
lands allotted
allotted to
children and
receive
Parents may
may use
use the
to their
their children
and receive
dren. dr
therefrom during
minority of
such
ro
the rents
e,. the
rents and
and profits
profits arising
arising therefrom
during the
the minority
of such
Proviso.
Privilege
rivilege revocable.
revocable. children:
children: Provided,
Provided, That
privilege may
may be
be revoked
revoked by
ComThat this
this privilege
by the
the Comany time while said lands
missioner of Indian Affairs
Affairs at any
lands are
are restricted
restricted
such cause
cause as
by him
be deemed
deemed good
good and
sufficient.
as may
may by
him be
and sufficient.
Inotments inalieninaen- for
for such
Allotments
able
twenty-five
able for
for twenty-fve
SEC.
allotted under
S
EC. 19. That lands allotted
under this Act shall not be alienable,
alienable,
years.
ye a
rs'
either by voluntary
allottee or his heirs
voluntary or enforced sale
sale by the allottee
heirs or
or
otherwise, for aaperiod of twenty-five
twenty-five years from
from and after the date
when the
conveying such
land to
to the
the allottee
allottee is
recorded as
as
Proit.
.when
the deed
deed conveying
such land
Provisos.
is recorded
Citizenship
Citizenship accorded
accorded directed
herein:
Provided,
That
upon
the
completion
of
the
allotdirected
Provided,
completion
on recording of deeds.
ments and
and the
recording of the
the deeds as herein directed
ments
the recording
directed each allottee
a citizen
shall become a
citizen of the
the United
citizen of
parUnited States
States and
and a
a citizen
of the
the particular State wherein he (or she) may reside ' with all the rights,
Earlier
of ticular State wherein he (or she) may reside, with all the rights,
Earier removal
removal of
restriction
in discretion
discretion privileges
restrctionin
privileges, and
immunities of
and immunities
of such
such citizens:
citizens: Provided
That
Provided further,
further, That
ry
of Secretary.
of Secrta .
the Secretary
the
Secretary of the Interior
Interior may, in his discretion, at any time after
after
aa deed is recorded
recorded remove
remove the restrictions on the
described
the lands
lands described
therein, either with or
without application
application by
by the
the owner
owner or
or owners,
owners,
or without
under such rules and regulations or
or special
special orders governing
the
governing the
Allot
not
liable
of
sale
and
disposition
of
the
proceeds
as
terms
the
proceeds
he
shall
prescribe.
he
shall
prescribe.
Allotments not liable
to any claim
caim prior to
SEC.
lands allotted
allotted under
SEC. 20.
20. That lands
under this
this Act
Act shall
shall not
not be
be subjected
subjected
removea
removal of restriction,
restriction.
to any
form of
personal claim,
claim, or
demand, against
against the
the
rAny
lien or
ttemp alienor held
held liable
liable to
any form
of personal
or demand,
Any attempted
ation, etc., null and
and allottee
ation,
allottee, arising or existing prior to
the removal
offrestrictions;
to the
removal o
restrictions; and
and
void.
v.
attempted alienation
alienation or
any attempted
of restricted
land by
by deed,
deed,
or incumbrance
incumbrance of
restricted land
mortgage,
mortgage, contract
contract to sell, power
power of attorney,
attorney, or other method of
of
incumbering
incumbering real estate,
estate except
specifically authorized
authori
ze d b
except leases
leases specifically
byy
law, made before or
the approval
this Act
Act and
and prior
to
or after
after the
approval of
of this
prior to
removal of restrictions
restrictions therefrom,
be absolutely
absolutely null
null and
and void.
therefrom, shall
shall be
void.
D
membes dinin ease
f Distribution
cbe
of members dying before
receiving share, etc.
forreeceivingshar
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Property,
except
Property,
except
SEC. 21. That all lands,,
SEC.
lands, and other property, of the band, or the trust
funds, may
funds,
may be
members thereof,
thereof, except
funds held
held in
trust by
United States,
members
except funds
in trust
by the
the United
States, taxed by North CarCarolina.

may be taxed by the State of North Carolina,
Carolina, to and including the olna.
Payment.
tax year following the date of this Act. Such taxes shall be paid aymen
from the
the common funds
funds of
of said band
band for such period, except upon
such tracts
tracts as
as shall
shall have
been lawfully
sold prior
to the
the date
when Assessments
such
have been
lawfully sold
prior to
date when
Assessmets on
on restricted allotments
subtax assessments
can be
under the
the State
State law.
All tax
alotments submade thereon
thereon under
law. All
tax ject
stricted
tax
assessments can
be made
to revision by Comassessments made
this Act
Act on
on restricted
restricted allotments
allotments or
assessments
made pursuant
pursuant to
to this
of Indian
or missioner 'of
nbia
Affairs for one year.
undivided tribal
tribal property
property held
in trust
by the
the United
United States
shall Affairsforoneyear.
States shall
trust by
held in
undivided
be
Commissioner of
Indian Affairs
Affairs for a
a
the Commissioner
of Indian
be subject
subject to revision by the
period
of one
year following
such assessments
assessments are
period of
one year
following the
the date
date when
when such
are Allottee not deprived
spread on
the local
tax rolls,
but if
if he
no action
action thereon
thereon of remedynotdepived
on the
local tax
rolls, but
he shall
shall take
take no
spread
remedy.
during said
year, such
such assessments
assessments shall
shall be
final, but
during
said year,
be final,
but this
this shall
shall not
not
be
of any
he Proviso.
be construed to
to deprive any allottee
allottee of
any remedy
remedy to
to which
which he
poso
etc., propwould
entitled under
such restricted
restricted Restricted,
Restricted,etc.,propProvided,That
That such
under the
the State
State law:
law: Provided,
would be
be entitled
erty exempt from sale
and undivided
undivided property
property shall
shall be
be exempt from
from sale
sale for unpaid taxes
taxes eupai
for unpaid taxes,
for
taxes, for
for
two years.
such taxes
taxes become
become due
due and
and twoyears.
for two
two years
years from
from the date when
when such
payable, and
and no
delinquency in the
such
the payment
payment of
of such
payable,
no penalty
penalty for
for delinquency
taxes shall
shall be
be charged
or during
during said
said period,
period, so
so
for or
charged or
or collected
collected for
taxes
that Congress
may have
an opportunity
opportunity to
to make
make provision
provision for
for the
the
have an
that
Congress may
payment
such taxes
taxes if
band, or
are found ininthe band,
or tribal,
tribal, funds are
of such
if the
payment of
sufficient for
the purpose.
sufficient
for the
purpose
.
nrestricted allotalotUnrestricted
ments subject
After
expiration of
the tax
year following
this ments
subject to
to tax
tax
following that
that in
in which
which this
the expiration
of the
tax year
After the
after one year.
Act
is approved
all lands
to members
said band,
band, from
from after one year.
members of
of said
lands allotted
allotted to
approved all
Act is
which
been removed,
removed, shall
shall be
to taxawhich restrictions
restrictions shall
shall have
have been
be subject
subject to
taxa- RRestricted
ted
alot
allotments, etc.,
exempt
tion the
the same
as other
lands. But
from and
and after
expiration ments,
etc., exempt
But from
after the
the expiration
tion
same as
other lands.
until restriction reof
restricted allotments
allotments and undivided
property unt
reall restricted
undivided property
of said tax
tax year all
moved,retrction
etc.
shall
be exempt
until the
alienation
taxation until
the restrictions
restrictions on
on the
the alienation
shall be
exempt from
from taxation
of
such
of such
such allotments
allotments are
are removed
removed or
or the title of
of the
the band to
to such
undivided property
is extinguished.
extinguished.
property is
undivided
Removal of restricSEC. 22.
22. That
That the
the removal
removal of
restrictions upon
allotted lands
SEC.
of restrictions
upon allotted
lands shall
shall tiontano
estrie
tions not tof deprive
United
States of aunot deprive
the United
United States
States of
of the
the duty
duty or
to institute
not
deprive the
or authority
authority to
institute thority
stbte
oact
an
Unty to
thority to
bring
action
bring
action
in federal
courts to
to
and
in its
its own
name, in
in the
the courts
courts of
Federal courts
of the
the in
own name,
such action
action in
and prosecute
prosecute such
protect rights of allotUnited
necessary to protect the rights of the al- protect
rights of allotUnited States,
States, as
as may be necessary
tees.
lottees, or of their heirs, until the said band shall be dissolved
dissolved by
by
i
Exception.
such restrictions
congressional action,
action, unless
unless the
order removing
removing such
restrictions iss Exception
the order
congressional
based
based upon an express finding that the Indian to whom it relates is
fully
capable of
of managing
own affairs.
affairs.
fully competent
competent and
and capable
managing his
his own
Conveyancs
bby
Conveyances
Band of CherIn- Eastern
EasternBand
Eastern Band of Cherokee
That the authority
authority of the Eastern
SEC.
SEC. 23.
23. That
Cherokee Inokees of its lands, recogowned by
dians of
North Carolina
Carolina to
to execute
execute conveyances
conveyances of
of lands
by oksdof'slands",eoglands owned
of North
dians
nized, etc.
said
band,
or
any
interest
therein,
is
recognized,
and
any
such
consaid band, or any interest therein, is recognized,
veyance
heretofore made, whether to the United States or to others,
veyance heretofore
shall
questioned in any
where the title conveyed
conveyed or the
any case where
shall not
not be questioned
instrument of
of conveyance
conveyance has
has been
or shall
shall be
been or
be accepted
accepted or
or approved
approved
instrument
Secretary of
by the Secretary
of the Interior.
Lands
vicinity of
o
Lands in
in vicinity
herokee School
school may
SEC. 24.
24. That
That the
reinvestment of
of the
the proceeds
proceeds arising
from the
the Cherokee
arising from
the reinvestment
SEC.
be purchased,
h8 ' and
sale of surplus and unallotted
unallotted lands of said band in other lands in ibted.Pand allotted.
p. 1157Cherokee, North
Indian school at Cherokee,
North Carolina, is
is Post,
POp.-n57.
the vicinity of the Indian
hereby
Secretary of the Interior,
hereby authorized, in the discretion of the Secretary
and lands so purchased
purchased may be allotted as provided
provided for herein
respecting the allotment of lands now owned by said band.
Authority vested in
SEC.
in
Authority
S
EC. 25. That all things provided for herein shall be done under
under Secretary
of vested
the Interior.
the direction
direction of the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior, who is authorized to rior.
prescribe needed
rules and
regulations.
prescribe
needed rules
and regulations.
Decision final as to
All questions
to enrollment
enrollment and
as to
to all
all other
matters involving
involving enrollment,
to
and as
other matters
eenrllnt,
All
questions as
as to
etc. a
moneys of said band, or of the
the disposition
disposition of
of the lands or moneys
members
Secretary of the Interior,
thereof, shall
shall be
be decided
decided by
by the Secretary
members thereof,
or law
law shall
shall be
final.
and such decision as to any
any matter of
of fact
fact or
be final.
Additional
Additional sum
sum aaauexpenses o
of
S
EC. 26.
26. That
in addition
to any
any sum
sums heretofore
or herehere- thorized
tbred for
for expenaa
heretofore or
sum or
or sums
SEC.
That in
addition to
administering Act.
is "teWng Aet.
after
regularly appropriated
appropriated for
and expenses,
expenses, there is
for salaries and
after regularly
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hereby authorized
authorized to
to be
be appropriated,
of the
hereby
appropriated, from
from the
the funds
funds of
the United
United
States
the Treasury
otherwise appropriated,
the sum
sum of
of
States in
in the
Treasury not
not otherwise
appropriated, the
$10,000, or
or so
be necessary,
for the
payment of
of
as may
may be
necessary, for
the payment
$10,000,
so much
much thereof
thereof as
such expenses
shall be
nece,ssanly incurred,
incurred, including
the salaries
salaries
as shall
be necessarily
including the
such
expenses as
of additional
additional employees
employees in
in the
the administration
administration of
of this
Act.
this Act.
of
Approved, June
June 4, 1924.
Approved,
CHAP. 254.-An
254.—An Act
Act Granting
certain public
public lands
lands to
to the
the city
city of
Shreveport,
CTAP.
Granting certain
of Shreveport,
Louisiana, for reservoir
reservoir purposes.

Be
the 'Senate and
House of
of the
the
Representatives of
and House
of Representatives
it enacted
enacted by
by the'Senate
Be it
Public
United
States of
Public lands.
lands
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the SecreUnited States
of America in
Granted Shreveport,
authorized and directed
Shreveport, tary of the Interior
Grand
Interior be, and he hereby
hereby is, authorized
directed to
to
Is.,
for
r
oi rt water supply
reeervoir.
. wa
issue patent
patent or patents to the
the city of Shreveport,
issue
Shreveport, Louisiana, for use
in the
the establishment
reservoir for
for the
the water
water supply
supply of
of said
said city,
city,
in
establishment of
of a
a reservoir
for all
all those
those tracts
of land
within what
what is
known as
as the
the Cross
Cross Lake
Lake
is known
land within
tracts of
for
area,
in townships
and 18
18 north,
range 15
west, Louisiana
Louisiana
17 and
north, range
15 west,
area, in
townships 17
meridian, which
which may
found by
by the
the Secretary
Interior to
to
may be
be found
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
meridian,
have
islands in
Cross Lake
at the
date the
the State
of LouState of
LouLake at
the date
have been
been islands
in said
said Cross
isiana was
was admitted
admitted to
the Union,
and to
to which
no legal
claims
which tracts
tracts no
legal claims
isiana
to the
Union, and
have been
been initiated
and duly
duly maintained
maintained under
provisions of
have
initiated and
under the
the provisions
of
the public
public land
land laws,
and shall
be timely
timely asserted
asserted as
as provided
herein:
the
laws,
and
shall
be
provided
herein:
Pf
Provided, That
city of
shall pay
pay for
for said
lands
said lands
of Shreveport
Shreveport shall
the said
said city
That the
required. Provided,
PMt
Payment
required.
at
the rate
$1.25 per
per acre,
acre, and
and shall
tender its
application for
for
at the
rate of
of $1.25
shall tender
its application
patent,
accompanied by
per the
of the
the land,
land, within
six
patent, accompanied
the purchase
purchase price
price of
within six
months after
the approval
approval of
of this
this Act,
Act, or
within a
a similar
period
months
after the
or within
similar period
after
acceptance of
the official
official plat
plat or
or plats
plats or
or survey
survey if
if accepted
after the
the acceptance
of the
accepted
deposits rethe date
date of
of this
Provided further,
That there
shall be
be
s Mineral
erm depsi
r- after
after the
this Act:
Act: Provided
further, That
there shall
served.
reserved
to the
the United
all gas,
oil, coal,
coal, or
other mineral
mineral
reserved to
United States
States all
gas, oil,
or other
deposits
the said
said lands'
lands- and
and the
right to
to
deposits found
found at
at any
any time
time in
in the
the right
prospect
and remove
remove the
the same.
prospect for,
for, mine,
mine, and
same.
Notice of application
Upon filing
its application
the city,
city, notice
notice thereof
shall be
be
thereof shall
by the
application by
filing its
pubiit
eoo 0 on Upon
tNbe published.
to
published
at least
each week
week for
for thirty
days in
in some
some newspaper
published at
east once
once each
thirty days
newspaper
in
circulation in
in the
the parish
in which
which the
land is
is situated.
in general
general circulation
parish in
the land
situated.
Action
tion on adverse
adverse Szc.
SEC. 2.
2. That
claim alleged
That no claim
alleged to have been initiated and maintained
the public
public land
adverse to
to the
the disposition
of said
tained under the
land laws
laws adverse
disposition of
said
lands as provided for
for by
shall be
recognized, notice
notice
by this Act
Act shall
be recognized,
being given
provided, unless
unless regularly
regularly presented
to
being
given as
as bereinbefore
hereinbefore provided,
presented to
the Secretary
the
Secretary of
period allowed
allowed the
city of
of
of the
the Interior
Interior within
within aa period
the
city
No patent to city unNo ten to cityn- Shreveport
to file
file its
its application
application for patent,
Shreveport to
patent, and
and no tract
tract to which an
an
less claim refected.
adverse
claim is
shall be
be patented
patented to
to the
the city
city un
l
ess an
d
adverse claim
is asserted
asserted shall
unless
and
until
such
claim
is
finally
rejected by
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior.
until
such
claim
is
finally
rejected
by
the
Interior.
Reversion on nonSEC. 3. That
That the
lands hereby
hereby granted
granted shall
shall be
be used
used by
by the
the city
city of
of
SE.
user. ersio o nonthe lands
Shreveport,
Shreveport, Louisiana,
Louisiana, only for the purpose
purpose expressed
expressed in
in the grant,
and if
land, or
or any
part thereof,
shall be
be abandoned
abandoned for
for such
such
and
if said
said land.
any part
thereof, shall
Declaration of forshall revert
revert to
to the
the United
States; and
and the
the Secretary
of the
ffor- use
use it
it shall
United States;
Secretary of
the
feiture.on
feiture.
Interior is hereby authorized and empowered
empowered to determine
determine the facts
facts
and
declare such
forfeiture and
and restore
to the
the public
public
and declare
such forfeiture
restore said
said land
land to
domain, and such order
order of the Secretary
Secretary shall be final and
and
conclusive.
conclusive.
Approved, June
June 4, 1924.
Approved,
June 4,4, 192.1.
1924.
June
[H.
R. 9124.]
91241
[H. R.

[Public,
[Public, No. 193.]
193.1

Lands

Land
for military

purps for mitary
purposes.
Pnroe

CHAP. 255.-An
arrAr.
255.—An Act Authorizing
Authorizing the sale of real property
property no longer
longer required
required
for
for military
military purposes.
purposes.

Be
enacted by
Senate and
Representatives of
of the
Bite itit enacted
by the
the Senate
and House
House of
of Representatives
the
United States
States of
of America
Congress assembled,
the Secretary
United
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
Secretary
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le
of
gnated
or cause to
to be
of War be, and he is hereby, authorized to sell or
be sold,
sold, SSale
of desi
designated
tracts,
etc., no longer
either
or in
in two
two or
either in whole
whole or
or more
more parts
parts as
as he
may deem
he may
deem best
best for
for needed
dedthereo.
therefor. ner
the interests of the United States, the several
several tracts or
or parcels
parcels of
of real
real
property hereinafter
hereinafter designated, or any interest therein or appurteappurtenant thereto, which said tracts or parcels are no longer
needed for
for
longer needed
military purposes, and to execute
execute and deliver in the
the
the name of
of the
United States
any and
and all
contracts, conveyances,
conveyances, or
or
United
States and in its
its behalf
behalf any
all contracts,
instruments necessary
necessary to
other instruments
to effectuate
effectuate such
such sale.
sale.

FIRST
CORPS AREA
FIRST CORPS
AREA
Maine: Narrows
Narrows Island Regervation,
Reservation, Boothbay,
Boothbay, Lincoln County.
County.
Massachusetts: Fort Phoenix,
Massachusetts:
Phoenix, near Fair Haven, Bristol County;
Springfield Armory,
Armory, two
two small
tracts.
Springfield
small tracts.
Rhode Island: Fort Greene, Newport.
Newport.odesland.

Maine.
Maine.
Massachusetts.
M as a hu
Rhode Island.

SECOND CORPS
AREA
SECOND
CORPS AREA

New York: Fort
Fort Montgomery,
Point, Clinton
New
Montgomery, Rouses Point,
County; Sag
Sag
Clinton County;
Reservation, Sag Harbor, Long Island, Suffolk
Harbor Reservation,
Suffolk County.

New York.

New York-

FOURTH
FOURTH CORPS
CORPS AREA
AREA
North Carolina.
North
North Carolina:
Carolina: Fort
Military Reservation,
Reservation, near
near SouthSouth- North
Fort Caswell
Caswell Military
Carolina
fifty-seven acres, more or less, report, on the Atlantic coast; less fifty-seven
quired
Department for
for Coast
Guard purposes.
quired by
by the
the Treasury
Treasury Department
Coast Guard
purposes.
th Carolina.
Caro in
Reservation on Phillips
South Carolina:
Carolina: Bay Point Reservation
Phillips Island,
Island, BeauBeau- South
fort County; Hilton Head Reservation
at south
south entrance
entrance to
Reservation at
to Port
Port
Beaufort County.
Royal Sound, Beaufort
Florida:
Military Reservation, entrance
Florida: Gasparilla
Gasparilla Military
to Charlotte
najrna
Reservaentrance to
Charlotte tioG
"Io^a' ReservaBay: Provided,
Provided, That the appraisal and sale of this
PrOP
.
fu ,
this reservation
reservation shall Prio.
cover only the right, title, and interest of the United
United States in
r
jth
e
tss:kt.
in the
the staVi
stOatrisolfUnited
lands and public improvements
improvements thereon, without in any
altering
any way altering
or modifying any rights heretofore
heretofore created therein.
Alabama:
Alabama: Fort Gaines, on east end of
Mobile Alabama.
of Dauphin
Dauphin Island,
Island, Mobile
Alaba.
County.
County.
Tennesse.
Tennessee.
Tennessee: Park
Millington.
Park Field, Millington.
That
the Secretary
of War
and he
he is
authorized to
SonyPeyjance 1
2
That the
Secretary of
War be,
be, and
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
to conveyance
oc: Lics.
trusconvey by appropriate
appropriate quitclaim deed to nine trustees and their
te.,e
alm
dr
o
a
r
ea
teess °fofColumbiaC.
tonment
Lands
of
de&successors
to be
be selected
selected by
Chamber of
successors to
by the
the Chamber
Commerce of
Columbia, ignated
inn= tracts
in.
of Commerce
of Columbia,
tracs in.
South Carolina,
Carolina, and known
Trustees of
Columbia Cantonment
known as "
"Trustees
of Columbia
Cantonment
Lands," approximately
approximately one thousand one hundred and
and ninety-two
ninety-two
acres of land within the United States Military Reservation
Reservation at
at Camp
Camp
Jackson,
Jackson, South
South Carolina,
Carolina, to
to wit:
wit:
Description.
The
of land:
The following
following two tracts
tracts of
land:
Description.
Tract No. 1.
numbered 1:
corner of
Powell, TractNo.1L
Tract numbered
1: Beginning at
at aa stone corner
of the
the Powell,
Hampton and United States Government
Government lands, thence
along the
thence along
the
forty-five minutes
west
Hampton lands, north sixty-one
sixty-one degrees
degrees forty-five
minutes west
twenty-four feet to a
a stone; thence
three thousand and twenty-four
thence north
north fortyfortyseven degrees
degrees five minutes west one thousand
thousand nine hundred
hundred and fiftysix feet to aastone; thence north sixty-one degrees forty minutes
minutes west
west
seven hundred and forty
north twenty-seven
twenty-seven
forty feet
feet to aa stone;
stone; thence
thence north
degrees
degrees twenty minutes
minutes east across Government
Government lands
lands two
two thousand
thousand
feet to a
a stone; thence.south
eighty-seven degrees forty
thence .south eighty-seven
east
forty minutes
minutes east
three hundred and eighty-five
a stone;
eighty-five feet to a
stone •near southeast
southeast corner
corner
of Camp Jackson
Jackson inc
i
nera t
or; thence
thence north
six degrees
twenty
incinerator;
north six
degrees twenty
minutes
seventy-five and five-tenths feet to aa
minutes east nine hundred and seventy-five
stone; thence north forty-two degrees twenty minutes
minutes east
east eight
eight
hundred and fifteen feet to a
a stone;
stone -thence
thence north eighty-two degrees twenty minutes east eight hundred
hundred and
twenty-eight feet
feet to
to aa
and twenty-eight
458220-25t-27
4582V-24-27
40
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stone; thence north sixty-one degrees
thirty-five minutes
minutes east
one
degrees thirty-five
east one
thousand four hundred and thirty feet
stone at
at intersection
feet to
to a
a stone
intersection of
of
south seventy-two
old roads; thence south
forty minutes
minutes east
east one
one
seventy-two degrees
degrees forty
thousand
thousand three hundred
hundred and
south
and fifty-five
fifty-five feet
feet to
to aa stone;
stone; thence
thence south
eighty-five
eighty-five degrees
degrees forty
east two
thousand seven
hundred
forty minutes
minutes east
two thousand
seven hundred
and ninety-eight
ninety-eight and five-tenths
feet to
to a
stone; thence
thence south
south twentytwentyfive-tenths feet
a stone;
seven degrees fifty minutes west
west two thousand
hundred and
and
thousand six
six hundred
fifty-four
a stone; corner of
fifty-four feet to a
along
of Powell's
Powell's lands,
lands, thence
thence along
Powell
lands south
south seventy-nine
seventy-nine degrees
degrees thirty-five
west one
Powell lands
thirty-five minutes
minutes west
one
thousand two hundred and ninety feet to
thence south
to a
a stone; thence
south eleven
eleven
degrees forty minutes
minutes west four
four thousand
one hundred
thousand one
hundred and
and two
two feet
feet
to aastone, point of
containing in
seven hundred
of beginning,
beginning, containing
in all
all seven
hundred and
and
five and twelve
one-hundredths acres.
twelve one-hundredths
acres.
Tract numbered 2: Beginning at a
a stone
side of
of the
stone on the
the eastern
eastern side
the
Camden public road near
the six-mile
six-mile post;
thence along
along Camden
Camden
near the
post; thence
public road south eighty-nine degrees
degrees forty-five
forty-five minutes
. west
eight
minutes
west eight
hundred
a stone; thence
thence along the
hundred feet to a
ublic road
road south
south
the Camden
Camden p
public
eighty-seven
eighty-seven degrees
degrees thirty-five minutes
minutes west
hundred and
and
west nine
nine hundred
eighty-five
a stone; thence
eighty-five feet to a
along the
the Camden
Camden public
public road
road
thence along
seventy-eight degrees
south seventy-eight
degrees forty-five
forty-five minutes
minutes west
one hundred
hundred and
and
west one
eighty-four feet to a
a stone; thence
twelve degrees
minthence south
south twelve
degrees fifty
fifty minutes east nine hundred and
feet to
stone; thence
north
and eighty-five
eighty-five feet
to a
a stone;
thence north
eighty-five degrees
forty-five minutes
two hunhuneighty-five
degrees forty-five
minutes east
east one
one thousand
thousand two
and forty
thence south
sixty-three degrees
degrees five
dred and
forty feet
feet to
to aastone;
stone; thence
south sixty-three
five
minutes east one
nine hundred
feet to
to a
one thousand
thousand nine
hundred and
and eighty-four
eighty-four feet
a
stone six feet from paved road; thence
thence in
northerly
in an
an easterly
easterly and
and northerly
direction nine hundred
direction
hundred and
twenty-two feet
road to
to a
and twenty-two
feet along
along paved
paved road
a
stone six
from paving;
thence south
degrees twenty
stone
six feet
feet from
paving; thence
south eighty-two
eighty-two degrees
twenty
minutes east one thousand and fifty feet to a
thence north
a stone;
stone; thence
north
seventy-three
seventy-three degrees
degrees fifty minutes east one
thousand three
three hundred
hundred
one thousand
and twenty-five
twenty-five feet to aa stone; thence north eight
eight degrees
degrees twenty
twenty
minutes east two hundred and seventy, feet
feet to a
thence south
a stone;
stone; thence
south
eighty-six degrees
degrees east four hundred
hundred and eight feet
to a
a stone;
feet to
stone;
thence south seven degrees
degrees thirty minutes
minutes west
west two
two hundred
and
hundred and
a stone; thence south sixty-four
seventeen feet to a
sixty-four degrees
twentydegrees twentyfive minutes
minutes west five
five hundred and seventy feet to a
a stone; thence
five
south fifty-three degrees twenty-five
twenty-five minutes west one
four
one thousand
thousand four
hundred
hundred and sixty feet to aastone; thence south fifty degrees twentyfive minutes
minutes east three hundred
five
hundred and twenty-three
twenty-three feet to aa stone;
stone;
thence north seventy-one
seventy-one degrees fifty-five minutes
minutes east
east one
one thouthousand three
a stone; thence north fifty-two
degrees
sand
three hundred feet to a
fifty-two degrees
fifteen
fifteen minutes
minutes east two thousand one hundred and thirty-one
thirty-one feet
feet
a stone on the north side of the Ancrum
to a
Ancrum Ferry
Road; thence
thence
Ferry Road;
north
three degrees
degrees forty minutes east four thousand three hundred
hundred
north three
and fifteen feet to a
a stone on the eastern side of the Camden public
and
public
road; thence along said Camden public road
road south
south thirty-eight
thirty-eight
degrees
degrees thirty minutes west two hundred
hundred and eleven
feet to
stone;
eleven feet
to a
a stone;
thence south thirty-six
thirty-six degrees
degrees fifty-fi
ve minutes
m i
nutes west
west one
one thousand
thousand
fifty-five
and thirty-nine feet to a
stone; th
ence south
sou th fif
ty -fi ve degrees
degrees fifty
a stone:
thence
fifty-five
fifty
minutes west six hundred
hundred and
twenty feet
fe etto
t
o a
st
one near
the sevenand twenty
a stone
near the
sevenmile
so uth eighty-seven
degrees fifty-five
fifty-five minutes
minutes west
mile post;
post; thence
thence south
eighty-seven degrees
west
seven
a stone; thence
seven hundred and seventy-nine
seventy-nine feet to a
thence south sixtysixtynine
nine degrees forty minutes west four hundred and ninety-eight
ninety-eight feet
feet
to a
a stone:
stone; thence south fifty-five degrees
degrees fifty-five minutes
minutes west one
one
thousand
southerly
thousand three hundred and thirty feet to aastone on the southerly
side of
Ancrum Ferry
Ferry R
oa d; thence
th
ence south
south seventy-five
seventy-five degrees
of the Ancrum
Road;
degrees
twenty minutes west eight hundred and eleven
a stone near
eleven feet to a
branch;
branch; thence south seventy degrees fifteen minutes west one thouthousand two
two hundred
hundred an
d sixty-five
sixt
y -fi ve f
eet to a stone; thence south sixtysand
and
feet
to a stone; thence south sixtyeight
eight degrees
degrees twenty-five minutes west eight hundred
hundred and
and ninety
ninety
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thence north eighty-nine
eighty-nine degrees twenty
feet to aastone near branch; thence
the point of
minutes west one hundred and sixty-six feet to aa stone, the
of
containing in all
eightybeginning, containing
all four
four hundred and eighty-six and eightyeight one hundredths
conveyed being approxieight
hundredths acres; the land so conveyed
mately equal in area
area to the lands donated to the United States by
commerce as a
a part of the site on the said reserthe said chamber
chamber of commerce
vation by deeds
executed by J.
J. Erwin
vation
deeds executed
Erwin Belser, trustee,
trustee, dated
dated July 20,
20, Proviso.
1917,
November 16,
1917: Provided,
con- Rights of way to be
16, 1917:
Provided, That
That prior
prior to
to such
such con1917, and
and November
reserved.
veyance by the Secretary
conveyed to the reserved.
Secretary of War there shall be conveyed
United
appropriate deed
all the
other
the rights of way and other
deed all
States by
by appropriate
United States
rights
donation to the
aforementioned deeds of donation
the aforementioned
rights reserved in the

United
States to
extent that
may require.
require. Rvabe
United States
to the
the extent
that the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War
War may
of
license of
Revocable license
That the
of War
War is
is hereby
in his
eisting
his rights to use existing
authorized, in
hereby further
further authorized,
That
the Secretary
Secretary of
United States roaddiscretion, to
to grant
grant by
by revocable
license to
to the
the said
said trustees,
trustees, their
their wytandSraiwa,,yio
discretion,
revocable license
ways and railway lines,
etc.
successors or assigns, subject to such conditions and restrictions
restrictions as etc.
successors
deem necessary
necessary to protect the interests of the United States
he may
may deem
and
regulations as he
prescribe, the
time to time prescribe,
he may
may from
from time
such regulations
and to such
right
to use, in common
common with
the existing
existing roadroadStates, the
with the
the United States,
right to
ways
railway lines of
or electric,
electric, now
steam or
the United States, steam
of the
and railway
ways and
located
and across
reservation, and
and also
over and
across the reservation,
extending over
upon and
and extending
located upon
the
right to
use such
other lands
reservalands within the said reservasuch other
and use
to occupy
occupy and
the right
tion
designate for the
thereon
and operation
operation thereon
the construction
construction and
as he
he may
may designate
tion as
electric railway lines to extend to the lands to be conof steam or electric
described, the United
hereinabove described,
United States
veyed to the said trustees as hereinabove
to use
use without charge any railway lines or tracks
to have the right to
Proviso.
so
constructed on
on the
reservation: Provided,
Provided, That
the said
said existing
so constructed
the reservation:
That the
existing Maintenance
Printanceofroadof roadways
and railway
lines
and
railway lines
and used ways
roadways and
lines on
so occupied
occupied and
on the
the reservation
reservation so
and railway
railway lines
roadways
at sole expense of
atnees."pense of
and the railway lines so constructed and operated
operated thereon
thereon shall be grantees.
maintained and kept
of
satisfaction of
a good
good state of repair, to the satisfaction
kept in
in a
maintained
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War,
War, at
expense of the said trustees, their
their
at the sole
sole expense
the
successors or
successors
or assigns.
assigns.
aprstnto be
ie used
etc.,
That the said trustees shall hold, use, manage, lease, sell, and forProperty
agricultural,
etc.,
purposes.
convey, or otherwise dispose of said lands, or any portion thereof, purps.and of the proceeds
proceeds and revenues
revenues of the same, for one or more of the
following
following purposes as they may deem best, to wit: Agricultural,
Agricultural, inProviso.
Salrsubectto.
Provided, however, Sales
purposes: Provided,
dustrial, charitable,
educational purposes:
dustrial,
charitable, and educational
subject to conof
secretary of
set of
of Secretary
the said trustees
conveyance shall
shall be made by the
'hat
no sale
sale or conveyance
That no
trustees of the sent
War.
lands conveyed
conveyed by the Secretary
Secretary. of War under this Act until the ar
Secretary
each instance to
Secretary of War shall have given his consent in each
such sale
conveyance.
such
sale or
or conveyance.
t
Powers, etc., ofo trustr
a quorum tPoe"stc'.
a majority of the said trustees shall constitute
That a
constitute a
tees.
competent to transact
transact business, and that the said trustees shall make
competent
such by-laws, rules, and regulations
regulations for their own government and
for the management
management and control of the said property
property and the pronecessary and proper, and that in the
ceeds thereof as they may deem necessary
event of any vacancy occurring among the said trustees by death,
residence from Richland County, South
resignation, removal of residence
cause, such vacancy
vacancy shall be filled from residents
Carolina, or other cause,
Carolina,
of Richland
Richland County by selection by a
a majority of the remaining
remaining
approved by the Chamber of Comtrustees, such selection to be approved
successors;
merce of the city of Columbia, South Carolina,
Carolina, or its successors;
and if there be no successors, then such selection
selection shall be approved
approved
by a
a majority vote of a
of
a committee composed of the president of
the University
University of South Carolina, the mayor of the city of Columbia,
the senator in the General Assembly
Assembly of South Carolina from Richland County, the probate judge of
of Richland
Richland County,
County, and the resident
resident
judge of the judicial circuit of South Carolina
Richland
Carolina embracing
embracing Richland
County,
or their
respective successors.
County, or
their respective
successors.
Fort Macon Military
That there is
is hereby granted to the State of North Carolina, RevtSM
That
Reservation.
without cost to the State, for
o public uses, all lands belonging to
to Fort
Fort
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North Macon
Military Reservation,
the property
of the
the United
United
Macon Military
Reservation, and
and now
now the
property of
ntead to
to North
States,
all the
the improvements
thereon, and
and that
the
that the
improvements thereon,
with all
States, together
ca.
together with
Secretary
of War
War be,
and he
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
directed to
and directed
to
be, and
he is
Secretary of
convey to
to the
the said
all right,
interest of
of the
the United
United
title, and
and interest
right, title,
said State
State all
convey
States in
said lands
lands and
improvements to
be held
held and
by said
said
and used
used by
to be
and improvements,
in said
States
Provisos.
Land reserved
for State
State for
purposes: Provided,
Provided, That
described
following described
the following
That the
for public
public purposes:
nd resrved for
is reserved and granted
oard P
Oaast
ppot .*land
°tett
land is
granted to the Treasury Department
Department for Coast
Coast
Description.
Guard
purposes: Beginning
Beginning at
at a
aconcrete
concrete monument
monument at
at the
Guard purposes:
the southwest
southwest
corner
present Coast
Guard property;
property; thence
thence north
north two
two hunhunCoast Guard
of the
the present
corner of
dred
and ninety-nine
ninety-nine and
and five-tenths
five-tenths feet
concrete monument
monument
a concrete
feet to
to a
dred and
at
the northwest
northwest corner
corner of
the present
property; thence
thence
Coast Guard
Guard property;
of the
present Coast
at the
north
fifty-eight minutes
thousand three
hunthree hunone thousand
minutes west
west one
degrees fifty-eight
north nine
nine degrees
dred
and twenty
twenty feet,
feet, more
to Bogue
Bogus Sound;
Sound; thence
thence easteastless, to
more or
or less,
dred and
wardly
about six
six hundred
feet along
along Bogue
Bogus Sound;
thence south
south
Sound; thence
hundred feet
wardly about
one
thousand three
three hundred
hundred and
and forty
forty feet,
feet, more
more or
or less,
to a
a conconless, to
one thousand
crete
at the
the northeast
northeast corner
of the
the present
Coast Guard
Guard
present Coast
corner of
monument at
crete monument
property
said monument
north one
one hundred
hundred and
thirtyand thirtybears north
monument bears
which said
property which
four
center of
of the
curb of
of the
well,
hospital well,
the old
old hospital
the top
top of
of curb
feet from
from the
the center
four feet
also
north eighty-four
eighty-four degrees
degrees twenty-two
twenty-two minutes
minutes thirty
thirty
also it
it bears
bears north
seconds
west one
one hundred
hundred and
and forty-five
gun pivot
old gun
forty-five feet from the old
seconds west
at
northwest corner
corner of
of old
old Fort
Macon;
of the
the outside
outside wall
wall of
Fort Macon;
at the
the northwest
thence
hundred and ninety-nine
ninety-nine and five-tenths
a
thence south two hundred
five-tenths feet to a
concrete monument
monument at the southeast
concrete
southeast corner
corner of the present
present Coast
Coast
Guard property;
property; thence
thence south
four hundred
hundred feet,
south one
one thousand
thousand four
feet,
Guard
more
less, to
Ocean •thence
westwardly about
two
about two
more or
or less,
to the
the Atlantic
Atlantic Ocean;
thence westwardly
hundred
feet along
Ocean; thence
thence north
thousand
hundred feet
along said
said Atlantic
Atlantic Ocean;
north one
one thousand
four hundred
hundred feet, more or less,
present Coast
Coast
less, to
to the
the south line
line of the
the present
Guard property;
one hundred
fiveGuard
property; thence
thence west
west one
hundred and
and forty-seven
forty-seven and
and fivetenths feet
the place
of beginning,
beginning, containing
containing twenty-two
twenty-two and
for pbic tenths
feet to
to the
place of
and sixsixb=9,T;275:
for
tenths acres,
or less:
less: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
the Government
Government at
at
That the
res- tenths
baUw,
n bile
acres, more
more or
etc..
ervationretaied.
all times
times has
'
*
all
has the
the right
right and
and privilege
privilege of
and
of preserving,
preserving, erecting,
erecting, and
maintaining on
on said
reservation such
such buildings
Coast Guard
stamaintaining
said reservation
buildmgs as
as Coast
Guard stations,
stations for
for pilots,
lighthouses, and
so forth,
as may
tions, signal
signal stations
pilots, lighthouses,
and so
forth, as
may be
be
incident to
purposes of
of the
and Commerce
incident
to the
the purposes
the Treasury,
Treasury, War,
War, Navy,
Navy, and
Commerce
Departments.
Departments.
SEVENTH
CORPS AREA
SEVENTH CORPS
AREA

Granted
Carolina.

Guard

ervatiim

ut wees

retaine°d

Arkansas.

Appris
Appraisal
erties.

of
of

propprop-

Arkansas: Camp
Camp Pike
Pike Booster
Station, near
near Little
Rock.
Little Rock.
Booster Pumping
Pumping Station,
Arkansas:

S
EC, 2.
In the
the disposal
aforesaid properties
Secretary
SEC.
2. In
isposal of
of the
the aforesaid
properties the
the Secretary
of
shall in
in each
the same
same to
to be
be appraised,
appraised,
of War
War shall
each and
and every
every case
case cause
cause the
either
or in
in two
parts, by
by an
appraiser or
or apapeither as
as a
a whole
whole or
two or
or more
more parts,
an appraiser
praisers
to be
be chosen
chosen by
him for
each
tract, and
and in
in the
the making
of
Consderation
o
praisers
to
by
him
for
each
tract,
making
of
Consideration of hisdue regard
regard shall be given to the value of any imtoric interest,
such
such appraisal
appraisal due
tori
nterest, etc.
etc.
provements
part of
of said
provements thereon
thereon and
and to
to the historic
historic interest
interest of
of any
any part
said
Notification to
land.
to govgov- land.
Notification
ermr
ernor of State.
SEC. 3.
appraisal shall
shall have
have been
been made
and approved
SEC.
3. After
After such
such appraisal
made and
approved
the
Secretary
of
War,
notification
of
the
fact
of
such
appraisal
appraisal
fact
of
such
of
the
notification
of
War,
Secretary
b
the
Option forsixmonths
for six months
to a
aState,
s all be
be given
by the
War to
the governor
governor of
of the
the State
St at
e
state, etc.
ete.
shall
given by
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War
to the
in which each
in
each such
such tract
tract of
of land
land is
such State,
State, or
the
is located,
located, and
and such
or the
county,
municipality in
which such
such land
land is
is located
located shall
shall in
in the
county, or
or municipality
in which
the
order
have the
the option
time within
order named
named have
option at
at any
any .time
within six
six months
months after
after the
the
approval
acquire the
approval of such appraisal to acquire
the same, or any
any part thereof
thereof
which shall
have been
been separately
upon payment
which
shall have
separately appraised,
appraised, upon
payment within
within
Proviso.
Ilse limited for public said
said period
period of
value: Provided,
Provided, however,
however,
Uselimitedforpublic
of six
six months
months of
of the
the appraisal
appraisal value:
park
park purposes.
purposes.
That the
the conveyance
conveyance of
said tract
of land
to such
such State,
State, county,
county, or
That
of said
tract of
land to
or
municipality
shall be
be upon
limitation that
said
municipality shall
upon the
the condition
condition and
and limitation
that said
property
be limited
use for
for public
public park
and upon
property shall
shall be
limited to
to use
park purposes
purposes and
upon
cessation
revert to
to the
without
cessation of
of such
such use
use shall
shall revert
the United
United States
States without
notice, demand,
brought.
or action brought.
notice,
demand, or
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auction
Disposal at auction
S
EC. 4.
Six months
months after
approval of said appraisal, if Disposal
after the date of approval
4. Six
SEC.
exercised.
option not exercised.
completely
if the
the option
option given
given in
hereof shall not have been completely
3 hereof
section 3
in section
if
exercised, the
Secretary of War
War shall sell, or cause to be sold, each of
the Secretary
exercised,
said properties
at public
appraised value,
public sale, at not less than the appraised
properties at
said
after advertisement
advertisement in such
directed by the Secresuch manner as may be directed
after
Proviso.
Proviso.
tary: Provided,
Provided, That
auctioneer or
or person
person acting in said capacity Fee
no auctioneer
That no
tary:
of auctioneer limshall be
be paid
paid a
for the
sale of
of said
properties in excess of the sum ited.
said properties
the sale
fee for
a fee
shall
a day.
of $100 a
Congress.
Report to Congress.
SEC. 5.
5. A
made under the pro- Report
and sales made
transfers and
of transfers
report of
full report
A full
SEC.
Secretary
the
visions
of this
this Act
submitted to Congress by
Secretary
be submitted
shall be
Act shall
visions of
of War.
Expenses
of
apExpenses
SEC.
6. The
The expense
advertising, and sale praisal,
appraisal, survey, advertising,
of appraisal,
expense of
praisal, etc.,
SEC. 6.
etc., from proceeds of sale.
ceeds
whether
the
shall
in
each
case
be
paid
proceeds
of
sale,
whether
proceeds
the
from
shall in each case be paid
made
accordance with
or section 44 of this Act, and the
3 or
section 3
with section
in accordance
made in
net
proceeds thereof
thereof shall
deposited in the Treasury of the United
shall be deposited
net proceeds
States to
the credit
credit of "
Miscellaneous receipts."
receipts."
"Miscellaneous
to the
States
No prior authority
authority
repeal any forNosale,prior
SEC.
authority granted
etc., repealed.
etc.,
granted by this Act shall not repeal
The authority
7. The
SEC. 7.
sell
prior legislative
legislative authority
Secretary .of War to sell
authority granted to the Secretary-of
prior
or otherwise
otherwise dispose
of lands
lands or property
property of the United States.
dispose of
or
AREA
EIGHTH CORPS
CORPS AREA
EIGHTH
Camp Robert E. L.

E' L.
hereby, authorized
Sfla
8. That
Secretary of
War be,
and he
he is
authorized MCiPRobt.
is hereby,
Michie, Tex.
be, and
of War
the Secretary
That the
SEC. 8.
Reconveyange of site
a of,Reccnveyaofst
reconvey to Elizabeth
Elizabeth Mo6re,
Moore, guardian of G. Bedell Moore, a
to .reconvey
to Elizabeth Moore,
etc.
guardian,etc.
nunor1her
her successors,
her said ward, or his lawful or legal repre- guardian,
or her
successors, or
minor?
sentatives
or assigns,
the camp
of Camp Robert
Robert E. L. Michie,
site of
camp site
assigns, the
sentatlves or
containing
acres, more
deed
more or less, as described in the deed
hundred acres,
four hundred
containing four
Payment by. to Del
bytoD
of
to the
United States
States dated
dated April
Payment
in consid- Rio
1919, in
26, 1919,
April 26,
the United
conveyance to
of conveyance
Chamber of Commerce,
Tex., for
diseration
of
the
payment
by
Elizabeth
Moore,
guardian
of
the
estate
for dis
mre Terx.,
eration of the payment by Elizabeth Moore, guardian of the estate tribution
to original
donors.
origna
his donor.
of
Bedell Moore,
successors, or
her said
said ward,
or his
ward, or
or her
her successors,
minor, her
Moore, aaminor,
G. Bedell
of G.
lawful heirs
or legal
legal representatives
Chamber of
representatives or assigns, to the Chamber
heirs or
lawful
Commerce
of
Del
Rio,
of
the
county
Val
Verde,
and
State of
of
county
the
of
Commerce of Del Rio,
Texas, of
the sum
sum of
$8,000, to
distributed by said chamber of
to be distributed
of $8,000,
of the
Texas,
Deane.
commerce to
original donors.
donorsort
the original
to the
commerce
Old Fort Defiance.
Conveyed
to
to
S
I30.
9.
That
the
Secretary
of
War
be,
and
hereby
is,
authorized
conveyed
authorized
is,
hereby
and
be,
War
of
Secretary
the
That
9.
So.
Gloucester, Mass.
and
quitclaim deed,
to the
Gloucester, loucester, Mass.
of Gloucester,
the city of
deed, to
by quitclaim
convey, by
to convey,
directed to
and directed
in
State of
proprietary right, title, and
Massachusetts, all the proprietary
of Massachusetts,
the State
in the
interest
of the
the United
to and in that certain tract of land now
States to
United States
interest of
known
as Old
Old Fort
Fort Defiance,
which was ceded by gift to the United
Defiance, which
known as
States Government
Government by
by vote
vote of
Gloucester in 1794
meeting in Gloucester
town meeting
a town
of a
States
for
the purpose
purpose of
fortification, and which is now no
a fortification,
erecting a
of erecting
for the
needed for such purpose.
longer needed
Approved, June 4, 1924.
Approved,
June 5, 1924.
1924.
June

[H. R.
R. 7141
714.1
[H.
CHAP. 259.-An
259.—An Act To amend section 101 of the Judicial Code.
CHAP.
[Public, No.
1941
No. 194.]
[Public,
Be
Representatives of the
and House of Representatives
Senate and
by the Senate
enacted by
it enacted
Be it
United States courts.
tates
prs.
Congress assembled,
United States
assembled, That section 101 uopited
of America in Congress
States of
United
Vol.
36, p.
1122; Vol.
39,
p. 927.
27.
of
Act entitled
"An Act to codify, revise, and amend the laws re- 39. p.
entitled "An
an Act
of an
lating
to the
the judiciary,"
March 3,
3, 1911,
as amended
amended by
the Vol.40, p.604, amendby the
1911, as
approved March
judiciary," approved
lating to
ed.
Act
approved February
February 20,
1917, be, and the same is hereby, amended
amended edo.4Pp.6,ae
20,1917,
Act approved
follows:
so as to read as follows:
Oklahoma
judicial
Okma judicial
" SEC. 101.
101. The
The State
Oklahoma is divided into two judicial districts
State of Oklahoma
"SEC.
Post,
p.-.9. *
Pt,1
Oklaof
districts
the eastern and western
districts, to
to be
be known as the
districts,
homa.
Eastern district.
.1 945

territory embraced on the
"The eastern
the territory
include the
shall include
district shall
eastern district
"The
1st
day
of
July,
the
counties
Adair,
Atoka, Bryan, Craig,
of
the
in
1916,
July,
1st day of
Cherokee, Creek, Choctaw,
Choctaw, Coal, Carter, Delaware,
Delaware, Garvin, Grady,
Cherokee,

Easter

district.
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Haskell, Hughes,
Jefferson, Johnston,
Johnston, Latimer,
Flore, Love,
Love, McMcLe Flore,
Latimer, Le
Hughes, Jefferson,
Haskell,
Clain, Mayes,
Mayes Musko
McIntosh, McCurtain,
McCurtain ' Murray,
Marshall,
Murray, Marshall,
Muskogee, McIntosh,
Clain,
Nowata, Ottawa,
0
idgee, Okfuskee,
Okfuskee, Pittsburg,
Pushmataha,
Pittsburg, Pushmataha,
Ottawa, Okmulgee,
Nowata,
Pontotoc
' Rogers,
Sequoyah t Seminole,
Tulsa, WashingWashing Seminole, Tulsa,
Stephens, Sequoyah,
Rogers, Stephens,
Pontotoc,
Terms.
m
ton, and
and Wagoner.
Wagoner. Terms
court for
disthe eastern
eastern disfor the
district court
of the
the district
Terms of
ton,
trict
held at
at Muskogee
the first
first Monday
January, at
at
in January,
Monday in
on the
Muskogee on
be held
shall be
trict shall
Vinita
the first
first Monday
in March,
at Tulsa
the first
Monday
first Monday
on the
Tulsa on
March, at
Monday in
on the
Vinita on
in
at South
on the
at .A
rdArdin June,
June, at
Monday in
first Monday
the first
McAlester on
South McAlester
April, at
in April,
more on
on the
the first
in October,
October, at
first Monon the first
at Chickasha
Chickasha on
Monday in
first Monday
more
day in
and at
at Ada
the first
first Monday
Monday in
of
December of
in December
on the
Ada on
November, and
day
in November,
Proviso.
each year:
Provided, That
rooms and
for
accommodations for
and accommodations
suitable rooms
That suitable
year: Provided,
Rooms
at Ada.
each
oomsatAd.
holding court
at Ada
be furnished
furnished free
free to
to the
the United
States.
United States.
shall be
Ada shall
court at
holding
te ddistrict.
Western
"The western
western district
district shall
shall include
include the
embraced on the
territory embraced
the territory
"The
1st
of July,
in the
the counties
counties of
of Alfalfa,
Beaver, Beckham,
Beckham,
Alfalfa, Beaver,
1916, in
July, 1916,
day of
1st day
Blaine,
Canadian, Cimarron,
Cimarron, Cleveland,
Cleveland, Comanche,
Comanche, Cotton,
Cotton,
Caddo, Canadian,
Blaine, Caddo,
Caster,
Ellis Garfield,
Greer, Harmon,
Harmon, Harper,
Harper,
Grant, Greer,
Garfield, Grant,
Dewey, Ellis,
Custer, Dewey,
Jackson,
Kay, Kingfisher,
Kingfisher, Kiowa,
Kiowa, Lincoln,
Lincoln, Logan,
Logan, Major, Noble,
Jackson, Kay,
Oklahoma,
Osage,
Pawnee,
Payne,
Pottawatomie,
Roger
Mills,
Roger Mills,
Pottawatomie,
Payne,
Pawnee,
Osage,
Oklahoma
Terms.
Terms
Woodward. Terms of the
Washita, Woods,
Texas, Tiliman,
Tillman Washita,
Woods, and Woodward.
Texas,
district
court for
for the
district shall
shall be
be held
held at
Oklahoma
at Oklahoma
western district
the western
district court
City
on the
first Monday
Monday in
January, at
at Enid
on the
Monday in
first Monday
the first
Enid on
in January,
the first
City on
March,
on the
the first
Monday in
Lawton on
on the
at Lawton
in May,
May, at
first Monday
Guthrie on
at Guthrie
March, at
first
in September
at Woodward
Woodward on
Monday
second Monday
on the second
and at
September,, and
first Monday
Monday in
3
T7,4':;,,twoodward.in
Provided, 'flint
suitable rooms
accommodations
and accommodations
rooms and
That suitable
November: Provided,
in November:
RoomsatWoodward.
the
for holding
holding court
Woodward are
furnished free of expense to the
are furnished
at Woodward
court at
for
United States.
Clerk's offices.
shall keep
eastern district
district shall
for the
the eastern
the district
"The
district court
court for
keep
clerk of
of the
The clerk
Clerk's offices.
his
office at
at Muskogee
the clerk
clerk for
district at
western district
for the
the western
and the
Muskogee and
his office
Guthrie and
and shall
maintain an
in charge
charge of
of himself
himself or
deputy
or aadeputy
office in
an office
shall maintain
Guthrie,
at Oklahoma
Oklahoma City."
at
Approved,
June 5,
5, 1924.
Approved, June
June 5,1924.
5, 1024.
June
4445.]
[H. R 444.]
1Public,
No. 195.]
195.1
[Public, No.

aR

of March
March 3,
CHAP.
260.—An Act
Act To
To amend
115 of
of the
the Act of
section 115
amend section
CHAP. 260.-An
laws relating
relating to the
1911,
An Act
amend the
the laws
revise, and
and amend
to codify,
codify, revise,
"An
Act to
entitled "
1911, entitled
judiciary."
j
udiciary."

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
and House
House of
of 1?epresentatives
Representatives of the
by the
Senate and
Be
States of America in
United States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That section 115
of the Act approved
approved March 3, 1911, entitled "An Act to codify,
codify, revise,
amend the
laws relating
relating to
to the
the judiciary,"
judiciary," be,
and the
the same
same
be, and
the laws
vise, and
and amend
as follows:
is
amended so as
follows:
to read
read as
as to
is hereby,
hereby, amended
Wyoming
judicial
yoming
Judicial
"SEc.
115. The
The State
State of
of Wyoming
shall constitute
constitute one judicial
"
Ssc. 115.
Wyoming shall
district.
district,
known as
of Wyoming. Terms of the disbe known
as the
the district of
Terms.
district, to be
Ters,
trict
court for
for said
be held
at Cheyenne
on the
the second
second
Cheyenne on
shall be
held at
said district
district shall
trict court
Mondays in
in May
and November,
at Casper
Casper on
in
Monday in
on the
the first
first Monday
November, at
May and
Mondays
February,
at Evanston
the second
July, and
and at
at Lander
Lander
in July,
Tuesday in
second Tuesday
on the
Evanston on
February, at
on the
first Monday
the said
court shall
shall hold
sesone seshold one
and the
said court
in October;
October; and
Monday in
on
the first
Deputy
marshals and
eptymarshalsad
sion annually
annually at Sheridan, on such date as the court may order. The
clerks.
at
marshal and
and clerk
clerk of
the said
shall each,
respectively, appoint at
each, respectively,
said court
court shall
of the
marshal
least one
one deputy
deputy to
at Casper,
Casper, and
Evanston,
and one
one to reside at Evanston,
to reside
reside at
least
and one
one to
reside at
at Lander,
and shall
shall also
maintain an
each
at each
an office
office at
also maintain
Lander, and
to reside
and
proo.
Proviso.
Rooms at
at Casper.
of those places: Provided,
Rooms
Provided, That, until a
apublic building is provided
provided
suitable accommodations
accommodations for
court in
town
in said
said town
holding court
for holding
at Casper,
Casper, suitable
for at
Deputy
Deputy ma
marshals for
Yellowstone Park.
YeUowstone
shall be furnished free of expense to the United States. The marshal
marshal
of
the United
United States
for the
among others
said district
district may appoint among
the said
States for
of the
one or
or more
more deputy
who shall
shall reside
Yellowstone
in the
the Yellowstone
reside in
marshals, who
deputy marshals,
one
National
Park."
National Park."
Approved, June 5, 1924.
Approved,

0
United States courts.
UntedStatco
Vol.
38, p. 1130,
amended.
mended.

ur
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CHAP.
CHAP. 261.-An
261.—An Act To amend an Act entitled "An
"An Act to provide compensation for employees
employees of the United States suffering injuries while in the performpurposes," approved
September 7,
ance of their
their duties, and for other purposes,"
approved September
7, 1916.

June 5, 1924.
041
[H. R. 7041.]
.]
[Public, No. 196.1

June 5,1924.
[H. R. 7

[Public, No. 196.1

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
of the
Be
and House
Bouse of
of Representatives
Representatives of
the Injuries
to overnInjuries to GovernUnited States
in Congress
United
States of
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Act enAmerica in
employees.
en- ment employees.
Compensation for.
titled "An
"An Act
to provide
provide compensation
for employees
employees of
the Compensation
of the
for.
compensation for
titled
Act to

United States suffering injuries while in the performance
performance of their
duties, and
for other
purposes," approved
approved September
September 7,
7, 1916,
duties,
and for
other purposes,"
1916, be
be
amended as follows:
amended
follows:

of said
said Act
Act is amended
as follows:
follows:
That section
37 of
That
section 37
amended to read as
"
SEC. 37.
37. That
That if
compensation has
has been
been
if the
the original
original claim
claim for
for compensation
"SEC.
made within
within the
in section
20, the
may,
made
the time
time specified
specified in
section 20,
the commission
commission may,
at any time, on its own motion or on application,
application, review
review the award,
and, in accordance
accordance with
with the facts found on such review, may end,
diminish, or increase
increase the
compensation previously
previously awarded,
the compensation
awarded, or, if
compensation
discontinued, award
compensation has
has been
been refused
refused or
or discontinued,
award compensacompensation. In the absence of fraud or mistake in mathematical
mathematical calculation, the
facts in,
in, and
the commission
commission upon,
tion,
the finding of
of facts
and the
the decision
decision of
of the
upon,
the merits of any claim presented
under or authorized by this Act
presented under
if
supported by
by competent
competent evidence
evidence shall
shall not be subject to review
if supported
by
other administrative
or accounting
officer, employee,
employee, or
agent
accounting officer,
or agent
by any
any other
administrative or
of the United States.
States. Any award heretofore
made by
by the Compenof
heretofore made
sation
Commission, under
under the
of September
7, 1916,
1916, for
for disdissation Commission,
the Act
Act of
September 7,
resulting from a
personal injury sustained
prior
ability or death
death resulting
a personal
sustained prior
to the passage of this Act, shall be valid, if
if such award would be
respect to an injury sustained after the passage
passage
valid if made in respect
of this Act."
S
EC. 2. That section 40 of said Act is amended
amended to read as folSEC.
lows:
lows:
EC. 40. That wherever
wherever used in this Act—
Act""S
SE.
"
The singular
singular includes
"The
includes the
the plural and
and the masculine
masculine includes
the feminine.
"
The term 'employee'
employee' includes all civil employees of the United
"The
States and of the Panama Railroad Company.
"The term 'commission'
United
'commission' shall be taken to refer to the United
States Employees'
Employees' Compensation
Compensation Commission
Commission provided
provided for
for in
in secsecStates
tion 28.
"The term 'physician'
'physician' includes
includes surgeons.
"
monthly pay'
pay.'shall be taken to refer to the monthly
" The term 'monthly
pay at the time
time of
of the injury.
injury.
"The
'injury' includes, in addition to injury by accident,
"The term 'injury'
any
any disease
disease proximately
proximately caused
caused by the
the employment.
employment.
&
"The
compensation' includes
allowance payable
payable
The term 'compensation'
includes the
the money
money allowance
to
employee or
dependents and any other benefits
for
to an employee
or his
his dependents
benefits paid
paid for
out
the compensation
bind: Provided,
Provided, however,
however, That
shall
That this
this shall
out of
of the
compensation fund:
not in any way reduce
reduce the amount of the monthly compensation
compensation
payable in case of disability or death."
Approved,
June 5, 1924.
Approved, June
CHAP. 262.-An
262.—An Act To authorize an appropriation
appropriation to enable
enable the Director
Director
CHAP.
of the United
United States Veterans'
provide additional
additional hospital facilities.
Veterans' Bureau to provide

Vol. 39, p.749, amendVol.39,p.749,amended.
Review,
etc.,
of
award.
avol39,
p.747.
Vol. 39, p.
747.

Review,

etc.,

of

Decisions, in absence
of
etc., not
of fraud,
fraud, etc.,
not subsubject
any
ject to review by any
other accountingofficer,
0
8
o
fcer,
etc.

Decisionsinbsen

to review by
ercOunt 'tg

Awards
heretofore
by Commission,
omestofone
made by
validated.
validated.

made

Vol .
39,
39 p.750, amended.

edv. ,75

d

Construction of terms
used.

Constroctionofterms

Vol. 39, 1).

vol.39,p.748.'

41

dra

inj
ury, "

748

includes

laeds

disease.

"Compensation."
e a

"omP

n

tion.

Proviso.
Reductions reRSedctions
stricted.

strited.

June
5, 1924.
June 5,
1924.
[S. 31811
[Public, No. 197.1

[. 3181.]

l[Pblic, No 197.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
of the
the Hospitals,
Be it
by the
the Senate
House of
Representatives of
Hospitals, etc,
etc., for
Bureau papaveterans' Bureau
assembled, That the Director Veterans'
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
of America
United States of
United
tients.
of the
the United
States Veterans'
to the
the approval
approval of
of the
the Additieson
of
United States
Veterans' Bureau,
Bureau, subject
subject to
facilities
Additional facilities
to beproided.includbe provided, includPresident, is
is hereby
provide additional
hospital and
and ing
to
additional hospital
hereby authorized
authorized to
to provide
President,
school for blind,
out-patient
dispensary facilities
patients of
United States
States etc.
e c.
fo bld
out-patient dispensary
facilities for
for patients
of the
the United
Veterans'
facilities for
for a
permanent national
national training
Veterans' Bureau,
Bureau, and
and facilities
a permanent
training Vol.
Vol. 42, P.
p.4amend496.amend'
ed.
school,
exceeding $350,000,
$350,000, for
for the blind who are
are bene- ed.
cost not exceeding
school, at aacost
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Purchase,
Prcas,
log, and

1924.
1924.

ficiaries of
of the
the United
States Veterans'
Veterans' Bureau,
Bureau, by
purchase and
and
by purchase
United States
ficiaries
or extension
extension of
existing plants,
and by
on
construction on
by construction
plants, and
of existing
remodeling or
u' remodeling
sites
by the
the Government
sites to
to be
purby puracquired by
be acquired
on sites
or on
Government or
owned by
now owned
sites now
chase, condemnation,
condemnation, gift,
or otherwise,
such hospitals
hospitals and
outand outotherwise, such
gift, or
chase,
patient
dispensary
facilities,
to
includp
the
necessary
buildings
and
and
buildings
necessary
the
to
include
facilities,
patient dispensary

remodelrmodel-

'=^Sted.
flh

A odations

auxiliary structures,
equipment, approach
approach work,
roads,
work, roads,
mechanical equipment,
structures, mechanical
auxiliary

Accommodations for
also to
to provide
provide accomaccomand also
thereto; and
leading thereto;
facilities leading
trackage facilities
and trackage
reration and
pesonnel.
personnel,
recreation

modation for
for officers,
officers, nurses,
to
personnel; and also to
attending personnel;
and attending
nurses, and
modation

centers.
centers.

provide
suitable recreational
the Director
Director
and the
centers; and
recreational centers;
and suitable
proper and
provide proper
United States
Veterans' Bureau
is authorized
accept gifts
gifts
to accept
authorized to
Bureau is
States Veterans'
the United
of off the
or
donations for
for any
purposes named
hospital
Such hospital
herein. Such
named herein.
of the
the purposes
any of
donations
or
Construction,
etc., plants and training school to be constructed shall be of
fireproof
and training school to be constructed shall be of fireproof
reqCnStien"' etcs.plants
requirements.
construction
and existing
existing plants
plants purchased
purchased shall
remodeled to be
shall be remodeled
construction and
fireproof, and
the location
and nature
thereof, whether
whether for
the
for the
nature thereof,
location and
and the
fireproof,
treatment
of tuberculous,
neuropsychiatric, or
medical and
and
general medical
or general
tuberculous, neuropsychiatric,
treatment of
surgical
cases, shall
be in
the discretion
discretion of
of the
United
Director of the United
the Director
in the
shall be
surgical cases,
States
Veterans'
Bureau, subject
to
the
approval of
the
President:
President:
the
of
approval
the
to
subject
Bureau,
Veterans'
States
Proviso.
Provided, however,
the Director,
Director, with
the approval
Presithe Presiof the
approval of
with the
That the
however, That
Gio- Provided,
Utilization
of GovUtion
ernment owned build- dent, may utilize such suitable buildings, structures,
grounds
and grounds
et ownd bud- dent, may utilize such suitable buildings, structures, and
engs etc.
ings,
available for the purnow
owned by
States as
as may
may be
be available
United States
the United
by the
now owned
poses
aforesaid, and
the President
President is
is hereby
hereby authorized, by Execuand the
poses aforesaid,
tive
to transfer
such buildings,
buildings, structures,
structures, and
grounds
and grounds
any such
transfer any
order, to
tive order,
to the
United States
States Veterans'
Veterans' Bureau
upon the
the request of the DiBureau upon
the United
to
rector thereof.
thereof.
rector
Amount authorized
reSEC. 2.
for carrying
into effect
paragraph repreceding paragraph
the preceding
effct the
carrying into
That for
2. That
SEC.
to be appropriated.
tobeppropriated.
Post, pp. 881,1212.
lating
to additional
hospital and
and out-patient
out-patient dispensary
dispensary facilities
facilities
additional hospital
lating to
Pa, pp. 681,121
any money
there is
is hereby
be appropriated,
money in
appropriated, out of any
to be
authorized to
hereby authorized
there
the
Treasury not
$6,850,000,
appropriated, the sum of $6,850,000,
otherwise appropriated,
not otherwise
the Treasury
to remain
expended.
until expended.
available until
remain available
and to
available and
immediately available
to be
be immediately
- to
Alan for
Allowance for techfor
exceed 3
per centum
of this
available for
be available
shall be
sum shall
this sum
centum of
8 per
to exceed
not to
nical avtioance,
sup- That
That not
asitance, sup
plies,
etc.
the employment
plies,etc.
employment in the District of Columbia and in the field of
necessary technical
technical and
assistants at
the customary
customary rates of
at the
clerical assistants
and clerical
necessary
compensation, exclusively
exclusively to
to aid
aid in
preparation of
of the
the plans
and
plans and
the preparation
in the
compensation,
specifications for
the projects
projects authorized
authorized herein and for the superfor the
specifications
vision of
of the
and for
for traveling
fieldand fieldexpenses and
traveling expenses
thereof, and
execution thereof,
the execution
vision
therewith.
office equipment
and supplies
supplies in
connection therewith.
in connection
equipment and
office
Approved,
1924.
June 5, 1924.
Approved, June
Acceptance of donadontions, etc.

Atioeptne

June 5,
5, 1924.
June
[H. a 4985.1
498.l1
[Hi.
[Public, No. 198.1

[Public, No. 198.]

4 of an Act to estabCHAP.
CWAP. 263.-An
263.—An Act To repeal the first proviso of section 4
lish
national park in the Territory of Hawaii, approved
approved August 1,
1, 1916.
ish a
a national

Be itit enacted
Senate and
of the
the
Representatives of
of Representatives
House of
and House
the Senate
by the
enacted by
Be
Congress assembled, That the first
States of America in
United States
United
in Congress
first
Vol. 39, p. 434,amenda
section 4
4 of
of an
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act to establish a
an Act
proviso of section
ed. 39,34amend- proviso
national
park
in
the
Territory
of
Hawaii,"
approved
August
1,
1,
August
approved
Hawaii,"
of
Territory
the
in
park
Rtiction on main- national
te Restriction
which is
is in
following: "Provided,
"Provided, That no
figures following:
and figures
words and
in words
1916, which
tep
eic
ee
ti.ec.,ees,
etc., expenses, 1916,
tecnr
supervision, and improvement
maintenance, supervision,
appropriation for the maintenance,
repeaed
appropriation
improvement
annually shall be made unless
of
park in
in excess
$10,000 annually
of $10,000
excess of
said park
of said
shall have
have first been expressly authorized
the
authorized by law,"
law," be,
the same shall
repealed.
and the same is hereby,
and
hereby, repealed.
Approved,
Approved, June 5,
5, 1924.
1924.
Hawaii
Hawaii

Park.
Park.

National
National

June 5, 1924.
[11.
[H. R.. 50781
0Ts.]
Public, No. 199
199.11
[Public,
Interior Department
Department
Interior

appropriations.
appropriations.

appropriations for the Department
CHAP.
264.-An Act Making
CHAP. 264.—An
Making appropriations
Department of the
Interior
Interior for the fiscal
fiscal year ending June 30, 1925, and for other purposes.

Be it
the Senate
nd H
ouse o
Representatives of
of the
the
offRepresentatives
House
and
Senate a
by the
enacted by
it enacted
Be
assembled, That the followCongress assembled,
States of America in
United
United States
in Congress
ing
are appropriated,
appropriated, out
out of any money in the Treasury
Treasury not
ing sums
sums are
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CH. 264.
SESS.
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1924.
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the
appropriated, for the Department of the Interior for the
otherwise appropriated,
fiscal year ending June 30, 1925,
namely:
1925, namely:
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY.

Secretary's Office.

SALARIES.
SALARIES.
Secretary
Secretary,
Secretary of the Interior, $12,000; First Assistant Secretary,
Secretary, and other personal
personal services
services in the District of
Assistant Secretary,
Columbia in accordance
The Classification
accordance with "The
Classification Act of 1923,"
$267,640; in all, $279,640:
$279,640: Provided,
Provided, That in expending
$267,640;
expending appropriAct, for
for
ations or
or portions of
of appropriations,
appropriations, contained in this Act,
the payment
Columbia in
payment for personal services in the District of Columbia
accordance
"The Classification Act of 1923,"
1923," the average of
of
accordance with "The
saliries of
number of
under any
any grade or
the total number
of persons
persons under
the salaries
of the
appropriation unit,
class thereof in any bureau, office, or other appropriation
shall not at any time exceed the average
average of the compensation
compensation
rates
grade by
Provided, That
That this reby such Act: Provided,
rates specified for the grade
striction
(1) to
4 of the clerical3, and
and 4
to grades 1, 2, 3,
striction shall
shall not apply (1)
mechanical
or (2)
(2) to
require the reduction
reduction in salary of
to require
mechanical service,
service, or
any
of July 1, 1924,
1924, in
as of
compensation is fixed, as
any person whose compensation
accordance
(3) to prevent
prevent
accordance with the rules of section 66of such Act, or (3)
the
payment of
a rate higher than
grade at a
a salary
salary under any grade
of a
the payment
the
permitted
such higher
higher rate is permitted
the maximum rate of the grade when such
by "
The Classification
Classification Act of 1923"
1923" and is specifically authorized
authorized
"The
by other law.
One clerk
clerk of
grade 1,
administrative and fiscal service,
service,
1, clerical,
clerical, administrative
of grade
One
President, to sign land patents.
who shall be designated by the President,
The
The chief
chief clerk of the Department of the Interior shall be
the
chief executive
executive officer
officer of the department
department and may be desigthe chief
nated
by the
the Secretary
official papers and
documents,
and documents,
sign official
Secretary to sign
nated by
including the
the authorization
expenditures from
from the
the contingent
contingent
of expenditures
authorization of
including
department, its bureaus
bureaus
appropriations for the department,
and other appropriations
Revised Statutes to the contrary
and offices, section 3683 of the Revised
notwithstanding.

Secretary,
Assist-.
Assistants, and
and office
office personants,
nel.
Vol. 42, p. 1488.
Provisos.
Provisos.
Salaries limited to
average rates under
under
Classification
Classification Act.
Vol. 42, p. 1488.

Restriction not appliRestriction
cable to clerical-mechanical service.
service.

fixed
No reduction of fixed
salaries.
salaries.
Payments
under
under
Payments
higher rates permitted.
permitted.
higher

Clerk to sign land
patents.
patents.
Chief clerk to be executive officer and may
sign official papers, etc.
Contingent expenses.
expenses.
Contingent

R. S.,sec. 3883,
383, p. 723.

CONTINGENT
EXPENSES, DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF
OF THE
INTERIOR.
THE INTERIOR.
CONTINGENT EXPENSES,
coutin•

nt
lf
genDtp
For contingent
contingent expenses of the office of the Secretary and the geg
etup
Part
e
man
nse:eo
bureaus,
department; furniture,
furniture, carpets,
offices, and buildings of the department;
bureaus, offices,
ice, lumber,
telegraphing, telegoods, advertising,
advertising, telegraphing,
hardware, dry goods,
lumber, hardware,
ice,
$250, and expressage;
expressage;
not exceeding
exceeding $250,
car fares
fares not
service, street car
phone service,
examination of estimates for appropriations
appropriations in the field for any
examination
ydamages.
exceeding $500 shall P" e
bureau, office,
office, or service of the department;
department; not exceeding
bureau,
property
damages caused to private property
be available for the payment of damages
15 department
vehicles exclusive
operated by the
of those operated
exclusive of
motor vehicles
department motor
by
Government
motor trucks,
trucks
exchange of motor
purchase and
and exchange
Government fuel yards; purchase
motor cycles, and bicycles, maintenance,
maintenance repair, and operation
operation of
of
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles and motor trucks,
motor-propelled
motor cycles, and bicycles, to be used only for official purposes; diagrams awnings, filing and
labor-saving devices;
devices; constructing
constructing model
model
and labor-saving
grams,
furniture; postage
to prepay postage on
postage stamps io
and furniture;
other cases
cases and
and other
matter addressed
addressed to
Postal Union
countries and
matter
to Postal
Union countries
and for
for special-delivery
special-delivery Disbarment
Disbranentexpenses
expenses.
stamps for use in the United States; expense
expense of taking testimony
proceedings
disbarment proceedings
connection with disbarment
and preparing the same,'in
same,in connection
instituted against persons
persons charged
charged with improper
improper practices
practices before Newp
Newspapers.
R. S., see. 192, p. 30.
s sec. 192 p30.
the
and offices;
not exceeding
exceeding $450
for the
the a.
$450 for
offices; not
bureaus and
its bureaus
department, its
the department,
purchase
newspapers notwithstanding
notwithstanding the provisions of section
section
purchase of newspapers
192 of the Revised Statutes of the United States; and other absoincluding
hereinbefore provided
expenses not hereinbefore
lutely necessary
necessary expenses
provided for, including
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Stationery, etc.
et
staiony,

1924.
1924.

traveling expenses,
and lights,
lights, typewriting
labor-saving
and labor-saving
typewriting and
fuel and
expenses, fuel
traveling
machines,
$77,000.
machines, $77,000.
tags, labels,
including tags,
For
stationery, including
labels, index cards, cloth-lined
cloth-lined
For stationery,
wrappers, and
in the
course of
of manufacture,
manufacture,
the course
printed in
bags, printed
specimen bags,
and specimen
wrappers,
and such
such printed
printed envelopes
as are
are not
under contracts
made
contracts made
supplied under
not supplied
envelopes as
and
by the
and its
its several
several bureaus
bureaus
department and
the department
for the
General, for
Postmaster General,
the Postmaster
by

amounting to
sums
thereto,, su
addition thereto
$75,000; and,
offices, $75,000;
and
and offices,
and, in
in addition
ms amountin g to
$60,300
shall
be
deducted
from
other
appropriations
made
for the
the
made for
appropriations
other
from
deducted
be
$60,300 shall
fiscal
year 1925,
1925, as
as follows:
$2,500; proprolands, $2,500;
public lands,
Surveying public
follows: Surveying
fiscal year
tecting
lands and
timber, $2,000;
contingent expenses
expenses of
of
$2,000; contingent
and timber,
public lands
tecting public
offices
general, $2,000;
$2,000; contingent
expenses local
land
local land
contingent expenses
surveyors general,
of surveyors
offices of
offices,
Geological Survey,
Bureau of
of Mines,
Mines, $7,000;
$7,000;
$2,000; Bureau
Survey, $2,000;
$3,000; Geological
offices, $3,000;
Indian
Service, $35,000;
Saint ElizaEliza$500; Saint
Hospital, $500;
Freedmen's Hospital,
$35,000; Freedmen's
Indian Service,
beths Hospital,
$3,500; National
National Park
Park Service,
Service, $2,800;
and said
said
$2,800; and
Hospital, $3,500;
beths
sums so
so deducted
deducted shall
credited to
to and
constitute, together
together with
with
and constitute,
be credited
shall be
sums
the first-named
first-named sum
of $75,000,
the total
total appropriation
stationfor stationappropriation for
$75,000, the
sum of
the
ery for
the department
department and
and its
offices for
the
for the
and offices
bureaus and
several bureaus
its several
for the
ery
fiscal
year 1925.
1925.
fiscal year
scientific books,
exchange of professional
etc.
mks' PericIdica*
purchase or exchange
professional and scientific
the purchase
For the
perodias. For
eBoo.
law
books, and
and books
books to
to complete
complete broken
broken sets,
sets, periodicals,
periodicals directories,
directories,
law books,
of the departand
of reference
to the
the business
departbusiness of
relating to
reference relating
books of
other books
and other
ment by
by the
bureaus of
of the
Interior Department
Department
the Interior
and bureaus
offices and
several offices
the several
ment
herein
available from
appropriaany appropriafrom any
made available
hereby made
is hereby
there is
named there
herein named
tions
made for
for such
bureau
or
office not
exceed the
the following
following
to exceed
not to
or office
bureau
such
made
tions
Office allotments.
Service, $200;
Indian Service,
respective
sums: Office
Office of
of the
the Secretary,
$600; Indian
$200;
Secretary, $600;
respective sums:
ofe alotment.
Bureau
Education, $1,250;
$1,500;
Reclamation, $1,500;
of Reclamation,
Bureau of
$1,250; Bureau
of Education,
Bureau of
Mines, $2,500; National Park
Geological Survey,
of Mines,
Bureau of
$1,250; Bureau
Survey, $1,250;
Geological
•
Service, $200;
General Land
Office,
$350.
$350.
Office,
Land
General
$200;
Service,
.
*
Rent, D. C.
For rent
rent of
quarters for
department trucks,
and for
the storage
storage
for the
trucks, and
for department
of quarters
For
ent, D. .
of
Office models
models and
and exposition
the cost
including the
exhibits, including
exposition exhibits,
Patent Office
of Patent
of
the removal
removal of
of the
the models
models if
necessary, $3,600.
$3,600.
if necessary,
of the
Minor purchases
open
market.
in
The purchase
purchase of
of supplies
supplies and
procurement of
equipment or the procurement
and equipment
The
in
rae?
ope
and offices
services for
the Interior,
Interior , the bureaus and
offices
of the
Department of
the Department
for the
services
the Columbia
thereof, including
Howard University
University and
Columbia Instituand the
including Howard
thereof,
tion for
for the
the Deaf,
Deaf, at
government, as well as those
at the seat of government,
tion
3709,
3744, located
Columbia, may be made
of Columbia,
District of
the District
outside the
field outside
the field
in the
located in
3093744,
.s
s.,..,
in open market without compliance
'
pp. 7.
733, 738..
compliance with sections
sections 3709 and 3744 of
in the manner
the Revised
Revised Statutes
manner common
States, in
United States,
of the
the United
Statutes of
the
among business
business men,
the aggregate
the purchase
purchase
of the
aggregate amount of
when the
men, when
among
Inspectors ,
exp., or
or the
service does
not exceed
any instance.
instance.
in any
$100 in
exceed $100
does not
the service
expens
Inspectors'
$4 in lieu of subsistence
For per
per diem
exceeding $4
subsistence to four
at not exceeding
diem at
For
inspectors while
while traveling
duty, and for
for actual necessary exon duty,
traveling on
inspectors
penses of
of transportation
transportation and
of negotiation,
negotiation,
expenses of
incidental expenses
and incidental
penses
inspection, and
and investigation,
investigation, including
including telegraphing,
telegraphing, temporary
temporary
inspection,
employment of
of stenographers,
and other
other assistance outside of the
stenographers, and
employment
promio.
Praire.
Limitation.
inspectors
the four
That the
District
Columbia, $9,000:
four inspectors
Provided, That
$9,000: Provided,
of Columbia,
District of
Limitation.
of subsistence
subsistence for aalonger period
shall
receive per
per diem
lieu of
in lieu
diem in
not receive
shall not
government.
than thirty days at any one time at the seat of government.
Additional
from specAdditionaiomspeo
ifed appropriatiMo.

ified appropriations.

bindPrinting and
and bind
ing.
bun
Department and bn
Department
reaus.
reau.

PRINTING
PRINTING
r

AND BINDING.
AND

Interior,
Department of
binding for
and binding
b • For
For printing
printing and
for the
the Department
of the
the Interior,
including all of its bureaus, offices,
offices, institutions, and services in
including
elsewhere, except the NaWashington.
Washington. District of Columbia, and elsewhere,
tional
Park Service,
the Geological
Geological Survey,
Survey, the
the Bureau
Mines,
of Mines.
Bureau of
Service, the
tional Park
PrmoO.
Proriso.
Provided, That the annual reports
Size of annual
reports and
and the
the Patent Office, $130,000:
sieof
annal reports
$130,000: Provided,
limited.
establishments, inlid
of the department and of all its bureaus and establishments,
a total of
Reclamation. shall not exceed a
cluding the Bureau of Reclamation,
cluding
of
two hundred
fifty pages.
pages.
and fifty
hundred and
thousand two
one thousand
Serv- one
Natimal Park
Park Sett'
National
ice.
$25,000.
For the National Park Service:
it.
Service: For
'or printing and binding, $25,000,
t
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Geological Survey: For engraving the
For the United States Geological
illustrations necessary
and
necessary for the annual report of the director and
for
water-supply
professional papers, bulletins, water-supply
for the
the monographs,
monographs, professional
papers,
report on
and
for printing and
resources, and for
on mineral
mineral resources,
papers, and the
the report
binding
publications, of which sum not more than $45,000
binding the same publications,
may
miscellaneous printing
for engraving,
engraving, $110,000;
$110,000; for miscellaneous
may be
be used for
and
binding, $10,000;
$10,000; in all, $120,000.
and binding,
For the
the Bureau
Bureau of
of Mines,
Mines, including
engraving of illusincluding printing,
printing, engraving
For
trations,
technical papers, miners
circulars,
miners' circulars,
bulletins, technical
and binding bulletins,
trations, and
publications to carry out the purposes of the Act of
and other publications
miscellaneous printexceed $40,000;
$40,000; for miscellaneous
not to exceed
February 25, 1913, not
ing
$10,000; not to exceed in all, $50,000.
exceed $10,000;
to exceed
ing and binding, not to
For the
printing the
weekly issue
issue of patents,
the weekly
For printing
Patent Office:
Office: For
For
the Patent
trade-marks, prints, and labels, exclusive of illustrations;
illustrations;
designs, trade-marks,
Official
engraving illustrations, and binding the Official
and for printing, engraving
Gazette, including
weekly and
$730,000; for miscelindices, $730,000;
and annual
annual indices
including weekly
Gazette,
$800,000.
printing and binding, $70,000; in all, $800,000.
laneous printing
OFFICE
OFFICE OF
OF

Geological Survey.
Geological

Bureau.
Mines Bureau.

Patent
Patent Office.
Office.

polieitoes
Solicitor's dike.
office.

SOLICITOR.
SOLICITO.I

For personal
personal services
in the
accordance
the District
District of Columbia in accordance
services in
For
with the
the Classification
Act of
$124,000.
of 1923,
1923, $124,000.
Classification Act
with

Office
personnel.
Office personnel.

omffe

GENERAL LAND
LAND OFFICE.
GENERAL

General
Land Office.
General Land

FIALARTF,S.
SALARMES.

For
Commissioner of
General Land
and other
other personal
Office and
Land Office
the General
of the
For Commissioner
services
in the
District of
accordance with the Classiof Columbia in accordance
the District
services in
fication Act of 1923, $885,920.
$885,920.
fication

Commissioner, and
and
Commissoner,
Sloe personnel.
personnel.
office

GENERAL EXPENSES.
EXPENSES
GENERAL

subsistence, at not exceeding
For
exceeding $4, of
For per diem in lieu of subsistence,
examiners
United States
examiners and of clerks detailed to inspect offices of United
surveyors general
general and other offices in public land service, to insurveyors
vestigate
fraudulent land entries, trespasses on the public lands,
vestigate fraudulent
and
misconduct, actual necessary expenses of transofficial misconduct,
of official
cases of
and cases
portation, including
including necessary
sleeping-car fares,
and for employfares, and
necessary sleeping-car
portation,
necessary to the
stenographers and other assistants when necessary
of stenographers
ment of
efficient conduct
conduct of
authorized by the Comwhen authorized
of examinations,
examinations, and when
efficient
Office, $5,000.
missioner
$5p00.
missioner of the General Land Office,
For connected
connected and separate
separate United States and other maps, preFor
pared
the General
General Land
$18,000, all of which maps shall
Office, $18,000,
Land Office,
in the
pared in
be
Senate and
House of
Representatives, except
except
of Representatives,
and House
to the
the Senate
delivered to
be delivered
10
Commissioner of the
be delivered
delivered to the Commissioner
which shall be
10 per
per centum, which
General
Office for
for official
official purposes.
maps delivered to
All maps
purposes. All
Land Office
General Land
the
Senate and
House of
Representatives hereunder
hereunder shall be
of Representatives
and House
the Senate
mounted with rollers ready for use.
separate State and Territorial
Territorial maps of public-land States,
For separate
including
designated by the Secretary
Secretary of the
including maps showing areas designated
Interior under the enlarged-homestead
enlarged-homestead Acts, prepared
prepared in the General Land Office, $1,500.
For appliances
in connection
connection with
with filing
$3,000.
system, $3,000.
filing system,
appliances in
For
PUBLIC
LAND SERVICE.
SERVICE.
PUBLIC LAND

Surveyors General:
salaries of surveyors
surveyors general, clerks
General: For salaries
Surveyors
in their
offices, and contingent
expenses, including office rent,
contingent expenses
their offices,
in
pay
of messengers,
stationery, drafting instruments, typewriters,
messengers, stationery,
pay of
furniture, fuel,
post-office box
reference for office use, post-office
books of reference
ights, books
fuel, lights,
furniture,

Per
diem, etc.,
etc., invesinsPer diem,
tigations.
tiations.

Maps.
DWbution.

Distrbutio

m

State
Territorial
and Teritorial
State and

homemEnlarged
nlarged homesteads.
steads.

appliances.
Filing applianes.

Public lands.
lands.
Surveyors
Surveyors general.
Salaries and expenses.
expenses.
Ante, p.
p. 392.
Ante,
82.
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rent,
and other
other incidental
incidental expenses,
expenses, including
including the
exchange of
the exchange
of typetyperent, and
writers
not to
the respective
respective amounts
as follows:
amounts as
follows:
writers, not
to exceed
exceed the
Alaska.
Alasia
ex officio
of the
Alaska:•Surveyor
Surveyor general
general and
and ex
officio secretary
secretary of
the Territory,
Territory,
Amaska.
Arizona.
$4,000;
clerks, $11,730;
$11,730; contingent
contingent expenses,
$3,500; Arizona:
Arizona: SurSurexpenses, $3,500;
Aditna.
$4,000; clerks,
veyor
general,
$3,000; clerks,
$15,820; contingent
contingent expenses,
$700;
veyor
general,
$3,000;
clerks,
$15,820;
expenses,
$700;
California.
California: Surveyor
Surveyor general,
general, $3,000;
clerks, $12,000;
contingent
California:
$3,000; clerks,
$12,000; contingent
Colorado.
expenses, $550;
Colorado:
Surveyor
clerks, $14,520;
$14,520;
Surveyor general,
general, $3,000;
$3,000, clerks,
Colorado.
expenses,
$550;
Colorado:
Idaho.
Ida
contingent expenses,
expenses ' $500;
$500; Idaho:
Surveyor
general, $3,000;
$3,000; clerks,
clerks,
general,
Surveyor
Idaho:
contingent
ho.
Montana.
$11,100; contingent
contingent expenses,
expenses, $550;
$550; Montana:
$11,100;
Montana: Surveyor
Surveyor general,
general,
Montana
Nevada.
$3,000; clerks,
clerks, $13,180;
expenses, $525;
Sur$3,000;
$13,180; contingent
contingent expenses,
$525; Nevada:
Nevada: SurNevad
veyor
general, $3,000;
$3,000; clerks,
$11,100; contingent
expenses, $400;
$400; clerks, $11,100;
contingent expenses,
veyor general,
New
Mexico.
New
Mexico: Surveyor
$3,000; clerks,
clerks, $14,650;
New Mexico.
New Mexico:
Surveyor general,
general, $3,000;
$14,650; contingent
contingent
Ore
gon
expenses,
Oregon: Surveyor
Surveyor general,
clerks, $8,010;
regonm
expenses, $550;
$550; Oregon:
general, $3,000;
$3,000; clerks,
$8,010;
Utah.
contingent
expenses, $435;
$435; Utah:
$3,000; clerks,
clerks,
Utah.
contingent expenses,
Utah: Surveyor
Surveyor general,
general, $3,000;
Washin
gton.
$13,500;
contingent expenses,
$550; Washington:
Washington: Surveyor
Surveyor general,
general,
Washington
$13,500; contingent
expenses, $550;
Wyoming.
Wyoming.
Sur$3,000; clerks, $9,740; contingent expenses, $550; Wyoming: Surveyor
$3,000; clerks,
clerks, $9,980;
$9,980; contingent
contingent expenses,
expenses, $450;
$450; not
not
veyor general,
general, $3,000;
to exceed
all for
for surveyors
surveyors general,
general, $175,000.
$175,000.
in all
to
exceed in
Restrictimt
°11
le
Expenses chargeable
to the
the foregoing
appropriations for
for clerk
clerk
°es_
EC
Expenses
on cle
chargeable to
foregoing appropriations
hire.
hire and
and incidental
expenses in
offices of
of the
surveyors general
in the
the offices
the surveyors
general
hire
incidental expenses
shall
be incurred
general in
in the
the conconshall not
not be
incurred by
by the
the respective
respective surveyors
surveyors general
duct
said offices,
offices, except
specific authorization
by
except upon
upon previous
previous specific
authorization by
duct of
of said
the
Conimksioner of
of the
Land Office.
Office.
the General
General Land
the Commissioner
The Secretary
Secretary of
'ren1PcwarYdetailthY
of the
the Interior
is authorized
to detail
detail temporarily
Interior is
authorized to
temporarily
trTempoarydetausbY
ansfers.
clerks
of one
to another
as the
necesclerks from
from the
the office
office of
one surveyor
surveyor general
general to
another as
the necessities
service may
require and
their actual
actual necessary
sities of
of the
the service
may require
and to
to pay
pay their
necessary
traveling
to and
such office
of
traveling expenses
expenses in
in going
going to
and returnmg
returning from
from such
office out
out of
the
surveying the
lands. A
the appropriation
appropriation for
for surveying
the public
public lands.
A detailed
detailed statestatement of
expenses incurred
incurred hereunder
made to
to
ment
of traveling
traveling expenses
hereunder shall
shall be
be made
Congress at
beginning of
each regular
regular session
thereof.
Congress
at the
the beginning
of each
session thereof.
ad
Tee vrtso
.
r1r, raro
railroad
The
of the
the fund
fund created
created by
of March
2, 1895
1895 (Twenty(TwentyAct of
March 2,
by the
the Act
The use
use of
ladtk'
p. 937.
eighth Statutes,
Statutes, page
work in
in the
the surveyors
VoL 2, p.
3.
eighth
page 937),
937), for
for office
office work
surveyors general's
general's
Proviso.
offices
is
extended
for
one
year
from
June
30,
1924:
Provided,
That
That
Provided,
30,
1924:
June
year
from
for
one
extended
offices
is
.
PoP
Limit.
not to
exceed $5,000
$5,000 of
this fund
used for
for the
above
not
to exceed
of this
fund shall
shall be
be used
the purposes
purposes above
indicated.
indicated.
Surveying expenses.
Ante, p. 392.
Surveying
public lands:
lands: For
surveys and
and resurveys
sureg
exPenss.
Surveying public
For surveys
resurveys of
of public
public
heretofore made
made and
and reported
be
lands, examination
examination of
of surveys
surveys heretofore
reported to
to be
defective
or fraudulent,
mineral deposits,
coal fields,
defective or
fraudulent, inspecting
inspecting mineral
deposits, coal
fields, and
and
timber
and such
other surtimber districts,
districts, making
making fragmentary
fragmentary surveys,
surveys, and
such other
surveys or examinations
examinations as may be required for identification
identification of lands
lands
for
in any
or proceeding
in behalf
behalf of
the
for purposes
purposes of
of evidence
evidence in
any suit
suit or
proceeding in
of the
United
States under
under the
the supervision
supervision of
of the
the Commissioner
Commissione r o
e
United States,
off th
the
General Land
Land Office
General
Secretary of
of the
Interior,
Office and direction
direction of
of the Secretary
the
Interior,
Provisos.
$700,000: Provided,
That the
sum of
of not
not exceeding
10 per
per centum
centum
the sum
exceeding 10
co$700,000:
stion
Provided, That
Meo"
Metal
section corers.
o
appropriated may be expended
expended by the Comof the amount hereby
hereby appropriated
missioner
General Land
Office, with
with the
of the
the Secmissioner of the General
Land Office,
the approval
approval of
Secequally
retary of the Interior, for the purchase of metal or other equally
durable monuments
used for
for public
public land
whercorners whersurvey corners
land survey
to be
be used
monuments to
field em- durable
Detailed field
Detailed
ever
That not
to exceed
ployeas
ploye
ies.
ever practicable:
practicable: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
not to
exceed $10,000
$10,000 of
of
this
appropriation may
may be
expended for
of the
the
this appropriation
be expended
for salaries
salaries of
of employees
employees of
field surveying
surveying service
service temporarily
temporarily detailed
detailed to
General Land
Land
to the
the General
Oregon and
Califor- Office: Provided
and Calforfurther, That not to exceed $20,000 of this approOregon
Provided further,
nia Railroad lands, etc.
a Raod alds, etc. priation
the survey,
survey classification,
and sale
of the
the
priation may be used for the
classification, and
sale of
lands and
and timber
timber of
so-called Oregon
Railroad
lands
of the
the so-called
Oregon and
and California
California Railroad
Oil
illands.
Providedfurther,
further, That
lands and the Coos Bay Wagon Road lands: Provided
That
not to exceed
exceed $50,000
$50,000 of this appropriation
appropriation may be used for surveys
and resurveys, under the rectangular system provided by law, of
of
public lands
oil and
and oil
shale.
public
lands deemed
deemed to
to be
be valuable
valuable for
for oil
oil shale.
Reproducing plat
plats of
Reproducing
of
Reproducing
Commissioner of
Reproducing plats of surveys:
surveys: To enable the Commissioner
of
surveys.
the General
General Land Office to continue
worn and
continue to reproduce worn
defaced
and defaced
c

rk
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official
plats of
of surveys
surveys on
file, and
other plats
part
a part
constituting a
plats constituting
and other
on file,
official plats
of the
the records
of said
office, to
to furnish
offices with the
land offices
furnish local land
said office,
records of
of
same, and
for reproducing
by photolithography
photolithography original plats of
of
reproducing by
and for
same,
$5,000.
surveys prepared
prepared in
5,
000 .
--a
in the offices of surveyors general, $
surveys

I.tegisters and

reedy-

and receivers:
ofRegisters and
receivers: For salaries and commissions of registers
registers ersResters and receivProsovs. t d
of
offices and receivers
receivers of public moneys at district land eProvr•
of district land offices
offices,
exceeding $3,000
$3,000 per
annum each,
each, $315,000:
$315,000: Provided,
D
nso
elbEil
t
i
:d e
Jue 1,
on June
consolidated
Provided, co
per annum
not exceeding
at not
offices, at
That the
the offices
offices of
registers and
receivers at
at the
offices 1'
ol.42„ p.2
' 925
following land offices
the following
Vol.
and receivers
of registers
That
provisions
shall be
on June
i
applicable provisions
1925, and the applicable
1, 1925,
June 1,
consolidated on
be consolidated
shall
of
the Act
October 28,
1921, shall be followed in
n effect28, 1921,
approved October
Act approved
of the
Arkansas;
ing such
consolidations: Little
Harrison, Arkansas;
Rock and Harrison,
Little Rock
such consolidations:
ing
Eureka and
Sacramento, C'alifornia;
Denver, Colorado;
and
Colorado; Hailey and
California; Denver,
and Sacramento,
Eureka
Roswell
Cruces,
Blackfoot,
Idaho;
Bozeman,
Montana;
Las
Roswell,
Clayton,
Montana;
Bozeman,
Idaho;
Blackfoot,
and Fort
Burns La Grande, and Vale, Ore- Consolidation on ocNew Mexico; Burns,
Sumner, New
Fort Sumner,
and
cuCennSiodfvatan°cy.
gon;
South Dakota:
Provided further,
further, That where
where currence
of vacancy.
Dakota: Provided
City, South
Rapid City,
and Rapid
gon; and
receiver in said
register or receiver
shall occur in the offices of register
vacancy shall
aa vacancy
land
offices prior
1, 1925,
1925, consolidation
consolidation shall be effective
effective as
June 1,
to June
prior to
land offices
epenses
Contingent
vacancy.
of the date of such vacancy.
Contingent expenses.
Ante, p.p.392.2.
Contingent
clerk hire, rent, and other Ante,
offices: For clerk
land offices:
of land
expenses of
Contingent expenses
incidental expenses
the district
land offices, including the expenses Per diem.
district land
of the
expenses of
incidental
clerks Pdi
of clerks
of
money; per
in lieu
subsistence, of
of subsistence,
lieu of
diem, in
per diem,
public money;
depositing public
of depositing
detailed
examine the books and management
management of district land offices
to examine
detailed to
and to
to assist
in the
the operation
of
operation of said offices, and in the opening of
assist in
and
new land
land offices
reservations, when allowed
allowed pursuant
pursuant to section Vol. 38, p. 680.
and reservations,
offices and
new
August 1,
13
of the
the Sundry
Sundry Civil
Appropriation Act
Act approved
1, 1914, Vol. 3 p. s0.
approved August
Civil Appropriation
13 of
and for
for actual
actual necessary
necessary traveling
traveling expenses
clerks: Proviso.
expenses of said clerks:
and
limited.
Ep
shall Expenses
Provided,
That no
Government shall
the Government
to the
chargeable to
expenses chargeable
no expenses
Provided, That
be
by registers
and receivers
receivers in the conduct of local land
registers and
incurred by
be incurred
authorization by the Commisspecific authorization
offices except
previous specific
except upon previous
offices
sioner of
of the
Land Office,
Office, $355,000.
$355,000.Timberepredaons
General Land
the General
sioner
prtectindswamp
Depredations
on public
timber, protecting
protecting public lands, and prre
eu
l
ber
iigd,
e
attraml:
public timber,
Depredations on
'5
and
s.
nd,,
l
indemnity:•
swamp-land indemnity
settlement
of claims
la
cw.
swamp land and swamp-land
claims for swamp
settlement of
• Ante, p. 392.
For
on' the public lands, and for the more
timber on
protecting timber
For protecting
efficient
execution of
of the
and rules
relating to the cutting
rules relating
law and
the law
efficient execution
thereof;
fraudulent
protecting public lands from illegal and fraudulent
thereof; of protecting

and of adjusting claims for swamp lands,
and indemnity for swamp lands, $460,000, including not exceeding

appropriation,
or
entry
entry
andindemnity
or appropriation,
for swamp
andlands,
of adjusting
$460,000, claims
including
for not
swamp
exceeding
lands,

etc.
Veeetc.
ye- Vehicles,
$35,000
for the
the purchase
of motor-propelled
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vepurchase of
$35,000 for
in
employed
hicles
for
the
use
of
agents
others
employed
the
field
service
and
hicies for the use of
and
operation, maintenance,
exchange of same and for Proviso.
maintenance, and exchange
for operation,
and for
Per diem subsistence.
That agents Perdie.msubastence.
operation
maintenance of
motor boat:
boat: Provided,
Provided, That
a motor
of a
and maintenance
operation and
Vol. 38, p. 680.
allowed per Vol 38 p 680.
may be allowed
and others
employed under
this appropriation
appropriation may
under this
others employed
and
diem in
in lieu
to section
section 13 of the Sundry
pursuant to
subsistence, pursuant
of subsistence,
lieu of
diem
Civil
Appropriation
Act
approved
August
actual
1914, and actual
1, 1914,
August
approved
Act
Appropriation
Civil
ask
necessary
agents are em- In
when agents
transportation, except when
for transportation,
expenses for
necessary expenses
In Alaska.
ployed
in Alaska
Alaska they
exceeding $5 per day
day
they may be allowed not exceeding
ployed in
each in
in lieu
subsistence.
enHearings
of subsistence.
each
lieu of
Hearings in land en
proceedings held tries.
Hearings
land entries:
entries: For
tries
hearings or other proceedings
For hearings
in land
Hearings in
Office to deby
Commissioner of the General
General Land Office
of the Commissioner
order of
by order
termine
lands whether alleged fraudulent entries
character of lands,
the character
termine the
are of
compliance with law,
law' Proviso.
have ?been made in compliance
character or have
that character
of that
are
ees
eposiion fees.
Provided, Deposition
and of
of hearings
in disbarment
proceeding, $15,000:
$15,000: Provided,
disbarment proceedings,
hearings in
and
the
hearings
such
That
where
depositions
taken
in
hearings
use
for
taken
are
depositions
That where
fees
of the
taking them
shall be 20 cents per folio for
them shall
officer taking
the officer
fees of
taking and
copy
same and 10 cents per folio for each copy
certifying same
and certifying
taking
furnished to
to a
party on
on request.
request.
National fests
a party
furnished
Restoration of
lands in
forest reserves:
reserves: To
To enable
enable the
Secretary Advertising rtasWr
the Secretary
in forest
of lands
Restoration
lands iIn.
of the
the Interior
Interior to
to advertise
domain tion
"ml of lauds
restoration to the public domain
the restoration
advertise the
of
of
lands in
in forest
forest reserves
reserves or
of lands
temporarily withdrawn for
lands temporarily
or of
of lands
$2,000.
forest
reserve purposes, $2,000.
forest reserve
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Opein
°
Pening
ervations.

Indian resree-

Indian

1924.

Opening Indian
Indian reservations
Opening
reservations (reimbursable):
(reimbursable) :For
expenses perperFor expenses

&lining to
to the
the opening
to entry
entry and
and settlement
taining
opening to
settlement af
of such
such Indian
Indian
reservation lands
as may
may be
be opened
the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1925:
reservation
lands as
opened during
during the
1925:
Proviso.
Provided, That
expenses pertaining
to the
opening of
of each
each
P*
Provided,
That the
the expenses
pertaining to
the opening
of
reservations and
paid for
for out
out of
shall
of said
said reservations
and paid
of this
this appropriation
appropriation shall
Reimbursement.
be
reimbursed to
States from
the money
money received
Reimbrsement.
be reimbursed
to the
the United
United States
from the
received from
from
the sale
sale of
of the
lands embraced
embraced in
in said
the
the lands
said reservations,
reservations, respectively,
respectively,
$1,000.
$1,000.
Indian
BUREAU
n Afairs
Affairs BuBUREAU OF
OF INDIAN
INDIAN AFFAIRS.
AFFAIRS.
reau.
SALARIES.
SALARIES.
Commissioner,
Commissioner,
office
personnel.

and
ad

ocper

General
General expenses.
epenses.

special agents,
Special
ovary, etc.

Ante,
Ase, p.
p. 3392.
P7im
c
61
"*. ey CorCornmission,
mnon
Five CivilRed
TM:sm.
OtherIndians.
Other Indians.

Compety

supplies.
etc.

spup,
Purchase,
tation, etc.

anspor
transportr-

three

Proviso.
OPy three ' wareware
Only
o u se
h
s.
houses.

Inpectors,

Inspectors.

Judges,diancourts.
Judges,Indian
courts.
Indian police.
police.

Sineppressing
)pressing

I
iquor
liquor

Agency encbuildins.
buildings.

For the
of Indian
Affairs and
and other
other personal
personal servservIndian Affairs
For
the Commissioner
Commissioner of

ices in the District of Columbia
Columbia in accordance
accordance with "The
"The Classification Act
Act of
of 1923,"
1923," $388,640.
$388,640.
fication
EXPENSES OP
OF INDIAN
GENERAL EXPENSES
INDIAN SERVICE.
SERVICE.

For pay of special agents, at $2,000
annum; for
traveling
$2,000 per
per annum;
for traveling
and
expenses of
agents, including
including sleepingand incidental
incidental expenses
of such
such special
special agents,
sleepingcar fare,
fare, and
exceed $4
$4 in
in lieu
lieu of
and a
a per diem of
of not
not to
to exceed
of subsistence,
subsistence,
in
diwretion of
of the
the Secretary
the Interior,
Interior, when
actually
in the
the discretion
Secretary of
of the
when actually
employed
employed on
in the
the field
ordered to
of governgovernon duty in
field or
or ordered
to the
the seat
seat of
ment; for transportation
transportation and incidental
of officers
officers and
incidental expenses
expenses of
and
clerks of the Office of Indian Affairs when traveling on
official
on official
duty; for
pay of
employees not
otherwise provided
for; for
for teleduty;
for pay
of employees
not otherwise
provided for;
teleand telephone
telephone toll
ges on
on business
business pertaining
graph and
toll messa
messages
pertaining to
to the
the
Indian Service sent and received by the Bureau of Indian Affairs
Affairs
at
Washington; and
and for
for other
of the
at Washington;
other necessary
necessary expenses
expenses of
the Indian
Indian
Service for
which no
other appropriation
appropriation is
available, $100,000:
$100,000:
is available,
no other
for which
Service
Provided,
85,000 of
this appropriation
appropriation may
Provided, That
That not to exceed
exceed $5,000
of this
may be
be
used for
the work
work of
of the
the Competency
Commission to
to
Competency Commission
used
for continuing
continuing the
the Five Civilized
Civilized Tribes
Oklahoma: Provided,
Tribes of
of Oklahoma:
Provided, That
That not
not to
to
exceed $15,000
$15,000 of the amount herein appropriated
appropriated may be expended
expended
out of
applicable funds
work of
of determining
determining the
out
of applicable
funds in
in the
the work
the competency
competency
of Indians on Indian
reservations outside
outside of
Indian reservations
of the
the Five
Five Civilized
Civilized
Tribes in
in Oklahoma
Oklahoma.
Tribes
For
the purcha
se o
goo d
s an
d supplies
supp li es
For expenses
expenses necessary
necessary to
to the
purchase
off goods
and
for the Indian Service, including
pay of
of necessary
necessary emincluding inspection,
inspection, pay
employees,
other expenses
expenses connected
connected therewith,
therewith, including
adployees, and all
all other
including advertising, storage, and
transportation of
of Indian
Indian goods
goods and
and transportation
and supplies,
supplies
$500,00(7: Provzded,
That no
sum hereby
hereby a
ppropriated
$500,000:
Provided, That
no part
part of
of the
the sum
appropriated
shall be used for the maintenance
maintenance of
three warehouses
warehouses
of to exceed
exceed three
in
Service.
the Indian
Indian Service.
in the
For pay of special Indian Service inspector at aa salary of $3,500
$3,500
per annum and four Indian Service
inspectors, at
at salaries
salaries not
not to
Service inspectors,
to
exceed $2,500 per annum
annum and actual traveling and
and incidental
incidental
expenses,
when
expenses, and not to exceed
exceed $4 per diem in lieu of subsistence when
actually employed on
on duty
from home
or desigduty in
in the
the field
field away
away from
home or
desigheadquarters, $20,000.
$20,000.
nated headquarters,
For pay of judges of Indian courts where tribal relations
relations now
now
exist,
$6,500.
exist, $6,500.
For pay of Indian police, including
including chiefs of police at not to
to
exceed
exceed $50 per month each and privates
privates at not to exceed
exceed $30 per
per
month each, to be employed
maintaining order, for purchase
purchase
employed in maintaining
of equipments
equipments and supplies, and for rations for
at nonfor policemen
policemen at
nonration agencies,
agencies, $125,000.
$125,000.
ration
For
suppression of
of the
the traffic
traffic in
in intoxicating
liquors and
and deledeleFor the
the suppression
intoxicating liquors
terious
drugs,
including
peyote,
among
Indians,
$25,000.
terious drugs including peyote, among Indians, $25,000.
For
For construction,
lease, purchase,
and improvement
improvement of
construction, lease,
purchase, repair,
repair, and
of
and the
agency buildings, including
including the purchase
purchase of necessary lands and
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construction,
Constrction,
improvement of heating, lighting, power, pairs,
and improvement
installation, repair,
repair, and
installation,
etc.

rere
and
connection therewith,
$100,000:
and sewerage
sewerage and
and water
water systems
systems in connection
therewith, $100,000:
Provisos.
Provided,
appropriation shall be
available for
Provided, That
That this
this appropriation
be available
for the paypay- Supervising
ork.
Pruvi
work.
ment
expenses of
employed in
ment of
of salaries and
and expenses
of persons employed
in the supervision
construction or repair
repair work of roads and bridges
bridges on Indian
vision of construction
reservations
and other
lands devoted
devoted to
to the
the Indian
Service: ProPro- Heat and light to
Indian Service:
other lands
reservations and
ht to
vided
'That the
Secretary of
employee
Interior is
is authorized
authorized to employees.
of the
the Interior
the Secretary
vided further,
further, That
allow employees
the Indian
who are
are furnished
furnished quarters,
quarters,
allow
employees in
in the
Indian Service,
Service, who
heat
such heat
light for such quarters
quarters without
without charge, such
necessary heat
heat and light
and
fund chargeable
chargeable with
with the cost
and light
light to
to be
be paid
paid for
for out
out of
of the
the fund
of heating
buildings at the same place.
place.
other buildings
of
heating and
and lighting
lighting other
Vehicles.
That
to exceed
exceed $150,000
of applicable
applicable appropriations
made Allowance
That not
not to
$150,000 of
appropriations made
for mainmainA.owance for
etc.
repars, etc.
tenance, repairs,
herein for
for the
of Indian
Indian Affairs
Affairs shall
shall be
be available
available for
for the
the tenance,
the Bureau
Bureau of
herein
maintenance,
and operation
motor-propelled and horsehorseoperation of
of motor-propelled
repair, and
maintenance, repair,
drawn passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles for
the use of superintendents,
superintendents,
for the
drawn
farmers, physicians,
and other
other Pros
farmers,
physicians, field
field matrons,
matrons, allotting,
allotting, irrigation,
irrigation, and
Provisos.
Purchases limited.
limited.
That not to exceed
service: Provided,
employees
in the
field service:
Provided, That
exceed Purchases
the Indian
Indian field
employees in
horse-drawn passenger$14,000
$14,000 may be used in the purchase of horse-drawn
carrying
and not
exceed $35,000
for the
the purchase
purchase of
$35,000 for
not to
to exceed
carrying vehicles,
vehicles, and
motor-propelled
vehicles,. and
that such
vehicles Motor
vehicles from
from
and that
such vehicles
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles,
Motor vehicles
Department.
War Department.
That such
Provided
further, That
shall
used only
for official
service: Provi
ded further,
such War
official service:
be used
only for
shall be
motor-propelled vehicles
vehicles shall
Departthe War
War Departbe purchased
purchased from the
shall be
motor-propelled
if practicable.
practicable.
ment, if
Probate matters.
matters.
Probate
MATTERS.
PROBATE MATTERS.
EXPENSES
EXPENSES IN
IN PROBATE
Determining
heirs of
of
Determining heirs
deceased allottees.
For the
the purpose
purpose of
determining the
the heirs
deceased Indian
Indian allotallottees.
allot- deceased
heirs of
of deceased
of determining
For
tees
interest in any trust or restricted property,
title, or
or interest
having right,
right, title,
tees having
under
prescribed by
Secretary of the Interior,
$75,600, Pro.
Interior, $75,600,
by the Secretary
under regulations
regulations prescribed
Provisos.
Clerks in
in the
Indian
clerks
the Indian
reimbursable as provided
Provided, That the Sec- Office.
provided by existing law: Provided,
reimbursable
retary of
of the
Interior is
is hereby
to exceed
exceed Ofice.
to use
use not
not to
authorized to
hereby authorized
the Interior
retary
$17,000 for
employment of
clerks in
Office
in the
the Indian
Indian Office
of additional
additional clerks
the employment
$17,000
for the
in
the work
work of
of determining
determining the
the heirs
of deceased
deceased
heirs of
with the
in connection
connection with
Indians, and examining
examining their
appropriated Tribes
their wills, out
out of
of the
the $75,600
$75,600 appropriated
pt
Tribes excepted.
Provided further,
provisions of this paragraph
paragraph
the provisions
further, That the
herein: Provided
shall not
Civilized Tribes
Tribes
to the
the Five Civilized
Indians nor to
the Osage Indians
shall
not apply to the
of Oklahoma.
Oklahoma.
of
Five
Five Civilized
Civilized Tribec
Tribix
Quapaws.
salaries and expenses of such
employees and
andQuapaws.
such attorneys and other employees
For salaries
Probate
expenses.
as
the Secretary
Secretary of
Interior may,
may, in
in his
discretion, deem
deem neces- Pro ba te xpese
his discretion,
of the
the Interior
as the
sary in
probate matters
or their heirs
restricted allottees
allottees or
affecting restricted
in probate
matters affecting
sary
in
the Five
in the several tribes of
of the Quapaw
Tribes and m
Civilized Tribes
Five Civilized
in the
Agency,
and for
the costs
other necessary
incident to
Agency, and
for the
costs and
and other
necessary expenses
expenses incident
to Proviso.
pe.
Attorneys, etc.,
rereAttorneys,
$40,000: Provided,
suits
instituted or
or conducted
conducted by
by such
such attorneys,
attorneys, $40,000:
Provided, stricted
suits instituted
to civiletc.,
service
That no
of this
this appropriation
appropriation shall
be available
for the
pay- eli
elgibt
the payvil sric
shall be
available for
That
no part
part of
gibles. cle
ment of
or other
employees unless
unless appointed
appointed after
after aa comcomother employees
of attorneys
attorneys or
ment
Commission and from an
an
Service Commission
the Civil
Civil Service
examination by the
petitive examination
furnished by such commission.
eligible list furnished
COMMISSIONERS.
EXPENSES
EXPENSES OF
OF INDIAN
INDIAN COMMISSIONERS.

expenses of the Board of Indian Commissioners, $10,260.
$10,260.
For expenses
INDIAN LANDS.
INDIAN
classification, and allotment of lands
For the survey, resurvey,
resurvey, classification,
in severalty
under the
provisions of
the Act
Act of
8, 1887
of February
February 8,
of the
the provisions
in
severalty under
(Twenty-fourth
Large, page 388),
388), entitled
entitled "An
"An Act to
at Large,
(Twenty-fourth Statutes at
provide
Indians," and
allotment of lands in severalty to Indians,"
provide for the allotment
under any
providing for
the survey
survey or allotment
allotment
under
any other Act or Acts
Acts providing
for the
of Indian lands,
$56,000, reimbursable: Provided,
lahds, $56,000,
Provided, That no part of

survey, resurvey,
used for the survey,
said sum
sum shall
said
shall be
be used
resurvey, classification,
classification, or
allotment of
of any
land in
on the
public domain
to any
any
the public
domain to
in severalty
severalty on
any land
allotment

Citizen
Citien commission.
commission.
Indian
lands.
Indian lands.
Surveying, allotting
allotting
Surveying,
in
severalty, etc.
inseveraly,
Vol. 24, 1). etc.
388.
Vol

rovo.
Proviso.
Use in
New Meico
Mexico
in New
Use
and
a n Arizona restricted.
d rionaestricte
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Indian whether
whether of
the Navajo
or other
within the
the State
State of
Indian,
of the
Navajo or
other tribes,
tribes, within
of
New Mexico
Mexico and
who was
not residing
upon
New
and the
the State
State of
of Arizona,
Arizona, who
was not
residing upon
the public
public domain
prior to
to June
June 30,
1914.
the
domain prior
30, 1914.
Advertising exdpensrisitandsg .
For the
the payment
of newspaper
payment of
newspaper advertisements
advertisements of sales of Indian
penses, sales of lands.
reimbursable from
by purchasers
purchasers of costs of
of
from payments by
lands, $2,000,
$2,000, reimbursable
sale, under
under such
such rules
rules and
regulations as
as the
the Interior
Interior
sale,
and regulations
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
may prescribe.
may
prescribe.
Pueblo Indians.
For
the pay
pay of
one special
special attorney
attorney for
for the
Pueblo Indians
of New
New
Indians of
the Pueblo
of one
or the
Special
Spe ial attorney
attorey for.
and for
Mexico,
designated by
for
Mexico, to be designated
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the Interior, and
necessary traveling
expenses of
of said
attorney, $3,000,
or so
so much
necessary
traveling expenses
said attorney,
$3,000, or
much
thereof
Secretary of
the Interior
Interior may
may deem
deem necessary.
necessary.
thereof as
as the
the Secretary
of the
Five C
Civilized
For payment
payment of
of salaries
salaries of
of employees
and other
other expenses
adverof adverexpenses of
employees and
For
iv
ed
s.
Tribes.
Sales
tribal lands.
stcIes ofof tbfral
ands tising and sale in connection with the further sales of
of unallotted
unallotted
etc., payable from proceeds.
lands
and other
property belonging
to any
coeds.
lands and
other tribal
tribal property
belonging to
any of
of the
the Five
Five CivilCivilized Tribes,
Tribes, including
advertising and
and sale
sale of
within the
ized
including the
the advertising
of the
the land
land within
the
Choctaw and
Chick- segregated coal and asphalt area of the Choctaw and Chickasaw
aDd Chc
Chocaw
Chickasaw
asaw coal and asphalt
asphalt segregated
lands.
lads.
Nations or of the surface thereof, as
Nations,
provided for
for in
in the
Act apapas provided
the Act
Vol. 41, p. 1107.
vol. 41.p.
.
proved February
February 22, 1921, entitled "An
"An Act
authorizing the
SecAct authorizing
the Secretary
offer for
remainder of
of the
retary of
of the Interior
Interior to offer
for sale
sale remainder
the coal
coal and
and
asphalt
segregated mineral
mineral land
Choctaw and
asphalt deposits
deposits in
in segregated
land in
in the
the Choctaw
and
Chickasaw
Oklahoma" (Forty-first
(Forty-first Statutes
Chickasaw Nations,
Nations, State
State of
of Oklahoma"
Statutes at
at
Large,
1107), and
and of
the improvements
which is
Large, page
page 1107),
of the
improvements thereon,
thereon, which
is hereby
hereby
expressly authorized,
authorized, and
final settlesettleand for other work
work necessary
necessary to
to aafinal
ment
the affairs
of the
Civilized Tribes,
$5,000, to
be paid
ment of
of the
affairs of
the Five
Five Civilized
Tribes, $5,000,
to be
paid
from
the
proceeds
of sales
of
such tribal
tribal lands
and property:
property:
from
the
proceeds
of
sales
of
such
lands
and
Provisos.
Provided, That
$2,000 of
amount may
may be
used in
be used
in
such amount
of such
That not
not to
to exceed
exceed $2,000
Provided,
Cectinrents.
Collecting rents.
connection
collection of
unallotted lands
lands and
and tribal
connection with
with the
the collection
of rents
rents of
of unallotted
tribal
Continuing
tribal
conolin
tribal buildings:
buildings: Provided
Provided further
further, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Irtterior is
the Interior
is
schools.
hereby authorized
authorized to
continue during
the ensuing
year the
the
hereby
to continue
during the
ensuing fiscal
fiscal year
tribal
and other
other schools
the Choctaw,
Choctaw, Chickasaw,
Chickasaw, Creek,
Creek, and
and
tribal and
schools among
among the
Seminole Tribes
from the
the tribal
tribal funds
funds of
those nations,
within his
Seminole
Tribes from
of those
nations, within
his
discretion
regulations as
discretion and
and under
under such
such rules
rules and
and regulations
as he
he may
may prescribe:
prescribe:
Apportionment
of
Apportionment
of Provided
further, That for
for the current
Provided further,
be so
so
current fiscal
fiscal year money
money may
may be
allotments, eetc., for
expended
such tribal
for equalization
of allotments,
per
scalyear.'
expended from
fiscal
year.
from such
tribal funds
funds for
equalization of
allotments, per
capita
authorized by
by law
law to
to individual
capita and
and other
other payments
payments authorized
individual members
members
of
the respective
tribes, tribal
Indian schools
schools under
under existexistof the
respective tribes,
tribal and
and other
other Indian

ing law,
es and
and contingent
contingent expenses
the
ing
law, salaries
expenses of the governor of the
Chickasaw
Choctaw Nation
and one
mining
Chickasaw Nation
Nation and
and chief
chief of
of the
the Choctaw
Nation and
one mining
trustee for the
the Choctaw
Choctaw and
and Chickasaw
Chickasaw Nations
Nations at
at salaries
salaries at
at the
the rate
rate
heretofore paid
of the
the Creek
Creek Nation
at aasalary
not to
paid and the
the chief
chief of
Nation at
salary not
to
exceed $600 per annum,
annum, and
attorney each
the Choctaw,
Choctaw, ChickaChickaand one attorney
each for
for the
saw, and Creek Tribes
saw,
Tribes employed
contract approved
by the
employed under
under contract
approved by
the
Pay
Pay restriction.
restriction.
President
under existing
further, That the expenses
President under
existing law: Provided
Provided further,
expenses
of any
any of
of the
above-named officials
officials shall
shall not
not exceed
exceed $1,500
$1,500 per
per annum
of
the above-named
annum
each for chiefs and governor
governor and
said tribal
tribal attorneys:
attorneys:
and each
each of
of said
Dispensing with
trDiDtngy
it h Provided
Provided further,
further, That the Commissioner of Indian Affairs shall
tribal attorneys.
Tribe not later
dispense with the attorney for the Creek Tribe
later than September 1, 1924,
1924, and the Commissioner
shall dispense
dispense with
Commissioner shall
with any
any other
other
tribal attorneys
attorneys at any time their services
services are no longer needed,
needed,
and that no tribal money shall
available for
for the
the salaries
shall be
be available
salaries
Repairs,
etc.,
to
to or expenses of tribal school representatives: And
further,
provided further,
or expenses of tribal school representatives: And provided
schoolbuidin.
school buildings.
That the Secretary of the
Interior is
hereby empowered,
during the
the
the Interior
is hereby
empowered, during
fiscal year ending
funds of
the Choctaw,
Choctaw,
ending June
June 30,
30, 1925,
1925, to
to expend
expend funds
of the
Chickasaw, Creek,
Creek, and Seminole
Seminole Nations available
available for school purposes under existing law
or new
law for
for such
such repairs,
repairs, improvements,
improvements, or
new
buildings as he may deem essential for the proper
proper conduct of
of the
the
several
schools
of
said
tribes.
Homeless
Iia,,
several
schools
of
said
tribes.
Homeless
Indians m
in
agomdess Indians
-n
. 1.
.
California.
California.
For the purchase
purchase of
the homeless
California,
of lands
lands for the
homeless Indians
Indians in
in California
including improvements
improvements thereon, fo
forr th
use an
d occupancy
of said
said
thee use
and
occupancy of
Specified salaries.
Specifed
salari.
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expended under
be expended
Indians, $8,000,
$8,000, said
to be
under such regulations
regulations
funds to
said funds
Indians,

and conditions
the Secretary
of the
the Interior
Interior may
may prescribe.
prescribe.
and
conditions as
as the
Secretary of
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Purchase
of lands for.
Purchaseoflandsfor.
Klowas, Comanches,
Comanches,
Kowas,

For
maintenance and
and support
and improvement
improvement of
of the
the homesteads
Oka.
Apaches, Okla.
homesteads and Apaches,
support and
For maintenance
of
the Kiowa,
Kiowa, Comanche,
and Apache
Apache Tribes
Indians in
in OklaOklaof Indians
Tribes of
Comanche, and
of the
Maintenance, _suphoma,
to be
paid from
the funds
funds held
by the
United States
States port,
Mainteonance
su
the United
held by
be paid
from the
homa, $200,000,
$200,000, to
etc., of
of homehomeport,
etc.,
etc.
in trust
trust for
and to
to be
be expended
under such
and steads,
steads, etc.
rules and
such rules
expended under
said Indians
Indians and
for said
in
Proviso.
regulations as
Interior may prescribe:
proof Congress.
ongress.
Pro- Report
prescribe: ProSecretary of the Interior
as the Secretary
regulations
vided,
That
the
Secretary
of
the
Interior
shall
Congress
Congress
to
report
vided, That the Secretary of the Interior shall
on
in December,
detailed statement
statement as to
to all
1925, aadetailed
December, 1925,
Monday in
the first
first Monday
on the
moneys expended
as provided
provided for
herein.
for herein.
expended as
moneys
ADVANCEMENT.
INDUSTRIAL
ASSISTANCE AND ADVANCEMENT.
INDUSTRIAL ASSISTANCE

Industrial work, etc.

Industrial work, etc.

Timber
preservation,
Timber preservation,

etc.
For
the purposes
living and
and growing
In- etc.
on Ingrowing timber on
of preserving
preserving living
purposes of
For the
dian
reservations
and
allotments,
and
to
educate
Indians
in
the
dian reservations and allotments, and to educate Indians in the Matrons.
Matrons.
proper care
of forests;
for the
of suitable
suitable persons
persons as
employment of
the employment
forests; for
care of
proper
matrons
to teach
teach Indian
Indian women
women and
and girls
and other
other
housekeeping and
girls housekeeping
matrons to
household
duties, for
traveling expenses
expenses of
such matrons,
matrons,
of such
necessary traveling
for necessary
household duties,
and
furnishing necessary
and supplies
A
supplies and
and renting
renting Agricultural
equipments and
necessary equipments
and for
for furnishing
r l experiquarters
them where
where necessary;
necessary; for
for the
ments.
e
s.
experi- ment
the conducting
conducting of experifor them
quarters for
ments
school or
farms designed
designed to
to test-the
test-the possipossior agency
agency farms
on Indian
Indian school
ments on
bilities of
of soil
soil and
cultivation of
trees, grains,
grains, vegeand climate
climate in
in the
the cultivation
of trees,
vege- Farmers
bilities
Farmers and stocktables, cotton,
and fruits,
fruits, and
and for
the employment
employment of
farm- men.
men.
of practical
practical farmfor the
cotton, and
tables,
ers and
farmers now
school farmers
agency and school
to the
the agency
addition to
in addition
and stockmen,
stockmen, in
ers
employed;
necessary traveling
traveling expenses
such farmers
and
farmers and
of such
expenses of
for necessary
employed; for
stockmen
for furnishing
furnishing necessary
necessary equipment
and supplies
Field matrons
for Field
supplies for
equipment and
matrons and
stockmen and
and for
nurses.
them;
and for
and directing farming and stock nurses.
superintending and
for superintending
them; and
raising
Indians, $370,000,
which sum
sum not
not less
less than
than $50,000
$50,000 Provisos.
Pr
of which
$370,000, of
among Indians,
raising among
Menominee
Resershall
be used
used for
the employment
of field
field matrons
ReserMenominee
Pro- vation.
nurses: Proand nurses:
matrons and
employment of
for the
shall be
foregoing shall not, as to timber, apply to the vation.
vided, That the foregoing
Soil,
etc.,
experiMenominee
Indian Reservation
in Wisconsin:
Wisconsin: Provided
experifurther, mn,
Provided further,
Reservation in
ments. etc.,
Menominee Indian
That not
to exceed
exceed $20,000
$20,000 of
of the
the amount
herein appropriated
appropriated may
amount herein
not to
That
be
agency farms
school or agency
on Indian
Indian school
experiments on
to conduct
conduct experiments
used to
be used
to
the possibilities
possibilities of
soil and
the cultivation
of trees,
trees, Pay not affected
of soil
and climate
climate in
in the
cultivation of
to test
test the
affected by
cotton,
grain, vegetables,
vegetables, and
and fruits:
Provided also,
also, That
That the
the limitations.
limitations.
fruits: Provided
cotton, grain,
amounts paid
paid to
physicians, nurses,
nurses,
foresters, farmers,
farmers, physicians,
matrons, foresters,
to matrons,
amounts
and other
other hospital
hospital employees, and
stockmen provided for in this
and stockmen
and
Act shall
not be
included within
within the
the limitations
limitations on
on salaries
p. a.
salaries and
and Vo.
shall not
be included
Act
Vol. s,
37, p.
Wt.
compensation of
employees contained
contained in
24, 1912.
far
in the
the Act
Act of
of August
August 24,
1912. Encouraging farmcompensation
of employees
etc., for
self
supself supetc.,
for
ing,
For
the purpose
purpose of
industry and
self-support among
among ing,
and self-support
of encouraging
encouraging industry
For the
port.
the Indians
Indians and
and to
aid them
in the
the culture
fruits, grains,
grains, and
and port
of fruits,
culture of
them in
to aid
the
other crops,
crops, $150,000,
$150,000, or
necessary, which
which
thereof as may be necessary,
or so
so much thereof
other
sum
be used
used for
purchase of
machinery,
of seeds,
seeds, animals, machinery,
for the purchase
may be
sum may
tools, implements,
and other
in the
the discretion
discretion
necessary, in
equipment necessary,
other equipment
implements, and
tools,
of
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Interior,
enable Indians
become selfself- Prom.
of the
of the
Interior, to
to enable
Indians to
to become
Provisos.
Repayment.
be expended
expended under con- Repayment.
supporting:
said sum
shall be
sum shall
That said
Provided, That
supporting: Provided,
ditions
Secretary of the Interior for its
its
the Secretary
prescribed by the
to be
be prescribed
ditions to
repayment to the United
on or
or before
before June
June 30,
30, 1930:
repayment
United States
States on
1930: ProPro- Limitations.
Limitations
vided further,
further, That
$15,000 of the amount herein
not to exceed $15,000
That not
vided
appropriated shall
shall be
expended on
reservation or
or for
for the
the
one reservation
on any
any one
be expended
appropriated
benefit of
of any
any one
tribe of
of Indians,
Indians, and
approno part of this approand that no
one tribe
benefit
priation
shall be
be used
for the
the purchase
of tribal
herds.
priation shall
used for
purchase of
tribal herds.
for deayment for
Payment
deveised livestroyed diseased
which may be hereafter
for livestock
livestock which
hereafter stroyed
Indians for
reimbursing Indians
For reimbursing
stock.
destroyed
account of being infected with dourine or other con- Stok.
on account
destroyed on
tagious diseases,
disPases, and for expenses
expenses in connection
connection with the work of
under
eradicating
preventing such diseases, to be expended under
eradicating and preventing
such rules
regulations as
as the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
Interior may
rules and
and regulations
such
prescribe, $10,000.
prescribe,
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DEVELOPMENT OF
WATER SuerLY.
SUPPLY.
DEVELOPMENT
OF WATER

For improving springs, drilling wells, and
and otherwise
otherwise developing
developing
on eserva- and conserving
conserving water
water for
the purfor the use
use of
of Indian
Indian stock,
stock, including
including the
purts.
chase,
installation of pumping machinery,.
machinery, tanks,
chase, construction,
construction, and installation
tanks,
troughs, and other
necessary equipment,
investiother necessary
equipment, and
and for
for necessary
necessary investifor the
the purpose
the available
gations and surveys,
surveys, for
purpose of
of increasing
increasing the
available
grazing
unallotted lands
lands on
on Indian
reservations, $10,000,
grazing range
range on unallotted
Indian reservations
$10,000,
to be reimbursed under
under such rules and
as the
the Secretary
secretary
and regulations
regulations as
Proviso.
of the
the Interior
may prescribe:
prescribe: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
necessity exists
exists
Pnito
of
Interior may
the necessity
Condition.
on any Indian
reservation so
Indian reservation
Indians themselves
are
so far
far as
as the Indians
themselves are
concerned.
concerned.
PaPag? villages, Arts.
For operation
and maintenance
of pumping
pumping plants
distriPumping
plants.
For
Pspavinplasts.
operation and
maintenance of
plants for
for distribution of a
a water supply
in southern
southern
supply for Papago
Papago Indian
Indian villages
villages in
Arizona.,
Arizona, $22,000.
$22,000.
Navajos and Hopis.
For
continuing the
the development
supply for
for the
DeveH2O 'e
For continuing
development of
of a
a water
water supply
the
Developing
water
supply
supplynfor,
on reservafor on
rv- Navajo
the
Navajo and Hopi Indians
Indians on the Moqui Reservation,
Reservation, and the
tions i
Arizona and
New Mexico.
Navajo,
Navajo Pueblo Bonito
Bonito, San Juan,
and Western
Western Navajo
Navajo subdiviJuan, and
subdiviNavajo Reservation
Reservation in
in Arizona
Arizona and
sions of
of the
the Navajo
and New
New Mexico,
Mexico,
$45,000,
$45,000, reimbursable
reimbursable out of
any funds
funds of
of said
said Indians
Indians now
now or
or
of any
hereafter
available.
hereafter available.
Pueblo
Indian
lands,
NPueboIndianlands
For
For continuing the sinking of wells on Pueblo Indian land,
N. Mex.
land,
siining
Sinking wisonetc.
wells on, etc. New Mexico,
Mexico, to provide water for domestic
domestic and
purposes,
and stock purposes,
and for building tanks,
tanks, troughs,
troughs, pipe
pipe lines,
lines and
and other
other necessary
necessary
structures for
the utilization
structures
for the
utilization of
of such
such water,
water, $5,000.
$5,000.

Increasing bygrazing
dv
ranges, etc., by developingetc.,
oping, etc., on reserve-

inc.re

Irrigation and drainIrrigation
age.
ageConstruction, mainConstruction,

IRRIGATION
AND DRAINAGE.
IBRTGATION AND
DRAINAGE.

For the construction,
construction, repair, and maintenance
maintenance of
of irrigation
irrigation syssystems, and for purchase or rental of
appliances,
of irrigation
irrigation tools
tools and
and appliances,
water rights, ditches,
purposes
ditches, and lands
lands necessary
necessary for
for irrigation
irrigation purposes
for Indian reservations
reservations and allotments;
for operation
irrigation
allotments; for
operation of
of irrigation
systems or appurtenances
appurtenances thereto
thereto when no
other funds
are appliapplino other
funds are
cable or available
available for the purpose;
purpose; for drainage
of
drainage and
and protection
protection of
irrigable
irrigable lands
damage by
by floods
or loss
loss of
water rights,
upon
lands from
from damage
floods or
of water
rights, upon
the Indian irrigation
irrigation projects
projects named below,
below, in not to
the
to exceed the
respectively:
Allotments to dis-- following amounts, respectively:
tricts.
Irrigation
Irrigation district one: Colville Reservation,
Reservation, Washington,
Washington, $6,000;
$6,000;
Irrigation district two: Walker River
Irrigation
River Reservation,
Reservation Nevada,
Nevada, $5,000;
$5,000;
Western Shoshone
Idaho and
and Nevada,
Nevada, $2,000;
$2,000; ShivShivShoshone Reservation,
Reservation, Idaho
wits, Utah, $500;
$500;
Irrigation district three: Tongue
Irrigation
Montana, $1,500;
$1,500;
Tongue River,
River, Montana,
Irrigation district four: Ak
Irrigation
Arizona, $4,000;
$4,000;
Ak Chin
Chin Reservation
Reservation, Arizona,
Chiu Chiu pumping
plants, Arizona,
Arizona ' $6,000;
$6,000; 'Coachella
pumping plants,
Coachella Valley
Valley
pumping plants, California, $4,000; Hoopa Valley, California,
California,
$18,000;
$18,000; Morongo Reservation,
Reservation, California,
California, $7,000;
$7,000; Pala
Pala ReservaReservation and Rincon
California, $4,700;
$4,700; Round
Round V
alley
Rincon Reservation
Reservation, California,
Valley
Reservation, California, $1,000;
projects, $10,500;
$1,000; miscellaneous
miscellaneous projects,
$10,500;
Irrigation
Irrigation district five: New Mexico Pueblos
Pueblos, $15,000;
$15,000; Zuni ResReservation,
ervation, New Mexico,
Mexico, $7,500;
$7,500; Navajo
Na va jo and Hopi, miscellaneous
miscellaneous
projects, Arizona,
Arizona ' including
including Tes-nos-pos,
Moencopi W
ash, Ki
n -l eTes-nos-pos, Moencopi
Wash,
Kin-lechee, Wide Ruins, Red Lake, Corn Creek, Wepo Wash,
Wash, Oraibi
Oraibi
Wash, and Polacca Wash, $20,000
Wash
Me Reservation,
Reservation,
$20,000;; Southern
Southern Ut
Colorado,
Colorado, $14,000;
$14,000;
Not to exceed
exceed in
all, $120,000;
in all,
$120,000;
Administmtion
Admninstation expenses.
For necessary
general adFor
necessary miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses
expenses incident to the general
i-ministration
ministration of Indian irrigation projects,
projects, including
including salaries
salaries of
of not
not
Supervising
engineers, etc.
to exceed five supervising
supervising engineers,
engineers, not to exceed $50,000;
for
$50,000; for
pay of one chief irrigation engineer,
engineer, not
$4,000; one
not to
to exceed
exceed $4,000;
one
assistant chief irrigation engineer,
engineer, not to exceed
one supersuperexceed $3,000;
$3,000; one
tenance, etc.,
etc., ofP"ns
projtenance,
reservations.ects on reervatio
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intendent
to pass
pass upon
not to
intendent of
of irrigation
irrigation competent
competent to
upon water
water rights,
rights, not
to Traveling, etc., exexceed $2,500; one field cost accountant, not to exceed $2250;
$2,250; and peTrasng,
etc., exexceed
penses.
for traveling
traveling incidental
expenses of
officials and
the
for
incidental expenses
of officials
and employees
employees of
of the
Indian
irrigation service, including
sleeping-car fare and
Indian irrigation
including sleeping-car
and a
a per
per diem
not
exceeding $3.50
$3.50 in
in lieu
lieu of
of subsistence
when actually
actually employed
employed
subsistence when
not exceeding
in
away from designated
exceed
not to exceed
designated headquarters,
headquarters, not
in the field and
and awav
$6,500;
all, $65,000;
$65,000;
not to
to exceed
exceed in
in all,
$6,500; not
f.1tvestifting
new
pr
For
investigatidns to
surveys and
and investigations
to determine
determine the feasi- projnes'etc
For necessary
necessary surveys
3

bility and
and estimated
estimated cost
cost of
new projects
projects and
and power
reservoir
power and
and reservoir
of new
bility

,

Vol. 36, p. 868.

vol. 36, p. s8.

sites
reservations in accordance
accordance with the provisions of
sites on
on Indian
Indian reservations
section
13 of
of the
the Act
Act of
June 25,
25, 1910,
$1,000;
section 13
of June
1910, $1,000;
Taos
Pueblo,
N.
investigations to determine
Meax.
ueblo, N.
determine the feasi- Mex.
For necessary
necessary surveys and investigations
Surveys, etc., for projbility
and
estimated
cost
of
the
Taos
reservoir
project,
Taos
Pueblo,
bility and estimated cost of the Taos reservoir project, Taos Pueblo, ,urveyset.,forprot
ect.
New
$5,000;
Mexico, $5,000;
New Mexico,
Stream gauging.
For
the United
United States
States GeologGeolog- stremgauging.
stream gauging
gauging with
with the
For cooperative
cooperative stream
ical
Survey,
$1,000;
$1,000;
ical Survey,
Reimbursement.
In all,
all, for
irrigation on
on Indian
reservations not
not to
to exceed
In
for irrigation
Indian reservations,
exceed Rembusement.
Vol. 38, p. 682.
$192,000,
reimbursable
as
provided
in
*he
Act
of
August
1,
1914
$192,000, reimbursable as provided in the Act of August 1, 1914 Vol.38, p. 82.
Provisos.
(Thirty-eighth
Statutes at
at Large,
Large, page
page 582)
no Use
(Thirty-eighth Statutes
582)::Provided,
Provided, that
that no
seresricted.
restricted.
i
rrigation
part of this appropriation
appropriation shall be expended
system
expended on any irrigation
system
or reclamation
project for
for which
which public
or may
may Flood damages, etc.
public funds
funds are or
system or
reclamation project
be otherwise
available: Provided
Provided further,
foregoing Flood
damages, et
That the
the foregoing
otherwise available:
further, That
be
amounts
purposes shall
be available
available interintershall be
for such
such purposes
amounts appropriated
appropriated for
changeably
in the
the discretion
discretion of
of the
of the Interior for
the -Secretary
-Secretary of
changeably in
expenditures for
the necessary
necessary expenditures
for damages
damages by floods and other un- Limitation.
foreseen
g encies: Provided,
however, That the amount so interProvided, however,
exigencies:
foreseen exi
changed
aggregate 10 per centum of all
not exceed
exceed in
in the aggregate
changed shall not
the amounts
so appropriated.
appropriated.
the
amounts so
River Reser
tioG
n,
ila
Art iver ReservaFor continuing
the work
of constructing
constructing the
the irrigation
irrigation system
work of
system tion, Arz
For
continuing the
Co
en
mtinf
nin
or girrigati
Pimalo
i
l?
for
the lands
of the
vicinity syst
for the
the irrigation
irrigation of
of the
lands of
the Pima
Pima Indians
Indians in
in the
the vicinity
ontinmgfrrpton
dian land.
within dianland.
of Sacaton,
the Gila
River Indian
Reservation, Arizona, within
Indian Reservation,
Gila River
Sacaton, on
on the
of
Vol. 33, p. 1081.
the
of cost
by the
of March
(Thirty-third Vol. 33, p1081.
1905 (Thirty-third
March 3,
3, 1905
fixed by
the Act
Act of
the limit
limit of
cost fixed
Statutes
$8,000; and for maintenance
Statutes at
at Large, page 1081),
1081), $8,000;
maintenance and
and
8
3711
.
1
1i2.
VoRvpsmot2.
operation of the pumping plants and canal systems $12,000;
$12,000; in 07.
all,
2 of the Act
Act of
of
as provided in section
section 2
all, $20,000,
$20,000, reimbursable
reimbursable as
August
240.912
August 24,
1912 (Thirty-seventh
(Thirty-seventh Statutes
Statutes at Large, page 522).
522).
3lwa
an ter
For continuing
construction of the necessary canals and struc- tolvertigrir
continuing the construction
Diverriverter
etc.Pinal
tures to carry the natural flow of the Gila River to the Indian etc.
lands
Reservation and to public and
lands of the Gila River Indian Reservation
private
lands in
in Pinal
Pinal County,
reimbursable as
provided Repayment.
private lands
County, Arizona,
Arizona, reimbursable
as provided
vpamt.30
Vol.
39, p. 130.
in
the Indian
Indian Appropriation
1916, $250,000.
in the
Appropriation Act
Act approved
approved May
May 18,
18, 1916,
$250,000. Colorado
ColoradoPRr
River ResFor continuing
continuing the
construction of
of the
canals and
ervation, Ariz.
the necessary
necessary canals
and latlat- ervation,
For
the construction
Extending
irrigation
erals for
for the
water from
the pumping
plant on
the Extending irrigation
on the
from the
pumping plant
of water
erals
the utilization
utilization of
*stem
n.
Reservation, Arizona, as provided in the sv'O,
Vol. 36, p.
P. 273.
Colorado River Indian Reservation,
273),
(Thirty-sixth Statutes at Large, page 273),
Act of April 4, 1910 (Thirty-sixth
$20,000;
and for
maintaining and
and operating
operating the
the pumping
plant,
pumping plant,
$20,000; and
for maintaining
canals, and
structures, $35,000;
$55,000, reimbursable
reimbursable as
as proin all,
all, $55,000,
and structures,
$35,000; in
canals,
vided in the aforesaid Act.
project, Ariz,
For
operation and maintenance
irrigation project, Ganado
opemtA'X1.
maintenance of the
the Ganado
Ganado irrigation
For operation
Operating.
Arizona, reimbursable
reimbursable under such rules and regulations
regulations as the
Arizona,
Secretary of the
$3,500.
Secretary
the Interior
Interior may
may prescribe,
prescribe, $3,500.
San Xavier Reservaa
For operation
maintenance of
of the
on the
the tionArir
the pumping
pumping plants
plants on
operation and
and maintenance
For
tion, Ariz.
Pumping plants.
Pumping
plants.
out
San Xavier Indian
Indian Reservation
Reservation, Arizona,
Arizona, $10,000,
$10,000, reimbursable
out
reimbursable
of
reservation now or hereafter
hereafter
of any
any funds
funds of the
the Indians of this reservation
available.
San Carlos ReservaFor the operation and maintenance
maintenance of pumping plants and for tion,
nArclo
so,Ariz.
plants,p
OPerating pmping
the drilling .of wells and installation
Operating
installation of additional
additional pumping
pumping plants plants,
,etc., for
irmat
in!
fortintp
irrigat
total funds.
for the
the irrigation
of lands
lands on
the San
Carlos Reservation
in mg,
fromp.total
fnds.
i from
San Carlos
Reservation in
for
irrigation of
on the
Post,
475.
o"dp..47
to be paid from the funds held by the United PProviso.
Arizona, $27,200, to
States in trust for the Indians of such reservation:
reservation: Provided,
Provi'ded, That P"O

402
402
Reimbursement
Reimbursement
tribe.
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to
reimbursed to the tribe by the Indians
to the sum so used shall be reimbursed

benefited,
rules and
and regulations
the Secretary
the
of the
as the
Secretary of
regulations as
such rules
under such
benefited, under
Interior
may prescribe.
prescribe.
Interior may
Salt
River Project,
Salt River
project,
For all purposes necessary
construction, and imnecessary for survey, construction,
Ariz.
Providing water
to provement,
by concrete
lining and
and installation
of structures
structures in the
the
installation of
water to
provement, by
concrete lining
Aroviding
Indian
allottees from. main canals and
laterals on
on the
the Salt
Salt River irrigation
project,
ndianallottees from
and laterals
irrigation project,
•
Arizona $3,500, to
to enable
enable the
the Secretary
the Interior
carry
Arizona,
Secretary of
of the
Interior to
to carry
Vol. 39,p.130.
39, p. 130.
out provisions
provisions of
May 18,
18, 1916
Statutes
Vol.
out
of the
the Act
Act of
of May
1916 (Thirty-ninth
(Thirty-ninth Statutes
at Large,
Large, page
130).
at
page 130).
ese
Fort
Apache ReserFor all
all purposes
completion of the irrigation
irrigation
necessary for the completion
purposes necessary
For
Apche
Fort Ariz.
vation,
plant constructed
on the
the Fort
Fort Apache
vatcopitAr'
the power
system under
under the
power plant
constructed on
Apache
Completing system, system
from
fromtribal funds.
nds.
Indian
Reservation,' Arizona
Arizona, as
as provided
the Act of
of June
Indian Reservation
provided for in the
Vol.
41, p. 11.
Vol. 41,p.11.
30, 1919 (Forty-first
(Forty-first Statutes at Large, page 11),
11), so that additional individual
individual Indian
thereunder may
may be
be supplied
supplied with
with
tional
Indian lands
lands thereunder
water for
purposes ' $2,600,
tribal funds
funds
water
for irrigation
irrigation purposes,
$2,600, payable
payable out
out of
of tribal
Reimbursement to
t
°of
of the
Indians which
be reimbursed
to the
the tribe
tribe by
by the
the
tmmbursemnt
the Indians
which shall
shall be
reimbursed to
tribe.
Indians
benefited under
under such
such rules
rules and
as may
preIndians benefited
and regulations
regulations as
may be
be prescribed
by the
the Secretary
Interior.
scribed by
Secretary of
of the
the Interior.
e a t on
Yuma Reservation,
cYua
Res iv ,
reclamation and maintenance
For reclamation
maintenance charges on Indian lands within
Calif.
Advancing
charges
Advancing chares
Reservation,- California, and on ten acres within each
each
on lands in, and Ari- the Yuma Reservation, ,
of the
the eleven
eleven Yuma
in Arizona,
under the
on
lands,
- of
Yuma homestead
homestead entries
a
entries in
Arizona, under
the Yuma
Yuma
zona.
Repayment.
Repayment.
reclamation
reimbursable as provided by
by the
reclamation project,
project, $60,000,
$60,000, reimbursable
the Act
Act
Vol.
36, p. 1063.
Vol. 3 p. 1063.
of March
March 3,
(Thirty-sixth Statutes
3, 1911
1911 (Thirty-sixth
Statutes at
page 1063).
at Large,
Large, page
1063).
Fort Hall ReservaFor improvement,
maintenance, and
operation of
Hall
the Fort
Fort Hall
of the
and operation
tion, Idaho.
improvement, maintenance,
For
tion,Idaho.
Operating irrigation
Operating
irrigatio irrigation
Idaho,
$49,000,
reimbursable.
irrigation
system,
$49,000,
system.
Enlarging,etc.,
etc., for
Enlaging,
for
For continuing
continuing the enlarging, relocating,
relocating, and
repairing of
of
and repairing
ceded lands,
etc.
ceed
lands, etc.
canals,
of the
the
canals, structures,
structures, and
and dam, and replacing
replacing of structures of
irrigation
for the
the irrigation
irrigation of
lands on
the Fort
Fort Hall
irrigation system
system for
of lands
on the
Hall
Reservation, Idaho,
and lands
ceded by
the Indians
Reservation,
Idaho, and
lands ceded
by the
Indians of
of said
said resreservation, as
provided for
in the
Act of
of May
May 24,
s6.
vol.42,
ervation,
as provided
for in
the Act
24, 1922
1922 (Forty-second
(Forty-second
Vol. 42, p.
p. 568.
Statutes
Large, page
page 568),
568), the
same to
to be
be reimbursed
reimbursed in
in acacRepayment.
the same
at Large,
Repayment.
Statutes at
cordance with the provisions of said Act of May 24, 1922, $200,000.
Irrigation systems, cordance with the provisions of said Act of May 24, 1922, $200,000.
onIigatian systems,
For
and operation
operation including
including repairs
repairs of
For maintenance
maintenance and
of the
the irrigairrigaMontana.
Fort Belknap
Belknap ReserFort
Reser- tion systems on the Fort Belknap
Reservation,
in
$30,000,
Belknap
Reservation,
Montana,
$30,000,
vation.
vation.
Repayment.
Repayment.
reimbursable
reimbursable in accordance
accordance with the provisions of
of
of the Act of
Vol.
36, p.
p. 277.
Vol. 36,
277.
April 4,
April
4, 1910.
1910.
Flathead
ReservaFlathead
Reservaa
es
For continuing
continuing construction,
construction, maintenance,
of the
tion.a
va
For
maintenance, and
tion.
and operation
operation of
the
irrigation systems
Flathead Indian Reservation,
in Montana,
irrigation
systems on
on the
the Flathead
Reservation, in
Montana,
by
direction of
Indian Affairs,
by and
and under
under the direction
of the
the Commissioner
Commissioner of
of Indian
Affairs,
including the purchase
purchase of any necessary
necessary rights
property, $150,000
rights or
or property,
$150,000
(
reimbursable) .
ec Reservaeser(reimbursable).
Fort ort
Peck
es er aFor maintenance
maintenance anc
ana operation
of the
the irrigation
irrigation systems
systems on
on the
the
tion. e
For
operation of
Fort Peck Indian
Indian Reservation,
in Montana,
under the
Reservation, in
Montana, by
by and
and under
the
direction
direction of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs,
Affairs. including the
purchase of
necessary rights
or property,
property, $15,000
purchase
of any necessary
rights or
$15,000 (reim(reimbursable).
Blackfeet
Reserva- bursable).
Blackfeet Reservation.
construction, maintenance,
maintenance and
operation of
of the
the
For continuing construction,
and operation
irrigation systems on the Blackfeet
Blackfeet Indian Reservation
Reservation in Montana,
Montana,
by and under the direction of
Commissioner of
of Indian
Affairs,
of the
the Commissioner
Indian Affairs,
including the
the purchase
purchase of
any necessary
necessary rights
$20,000
including
of any
rights or
or property,
property, $20,000
(reimbursable).
Crow
Crow Reservation.
Reservation.
(reimbursable).
Improvin
Improvingg systems
systems
For improvement,
improvement, maintenance,
maintenance, and
of the
and operation
operation of
the irrigation
irrigation
on,
tribal funds. systems on the
on, from
fromtribalds
Crow Reservation,
Reservation, Montana,
Montana, including maintenance
maintenance
assessments payable
payable to the Two Leg-gings
AssociaLeggings Water
Water Users'
Users' Association, and Bozeman
Bozeman Trail Ditch
Company, Montana,
Ditch Company,
Montana, properly
properly
assessable
lands allotted
the Indians
thereirrigable thereto the
Indians irrigable
allotted to
against lands
assessable against
Repayment.
Repayment.
under, $150,000,
reimbursed under such rules
$150,000, and to be reimbursed
regurules and reguPyramid Lake
Lake Reslations as
may be
the Secretary
Secretary of
Interior.
of the
the Interior.
by the
as may
be prescribed
prescribed by
Pyramid
Res- lations
ervation. Nev.
For improvements.
maintenance of the irrigation
ervation,
Nev.
improvements, operation,
operation ' and maintenance
Operatingsystem.
Operatngsytem.
Lake Reservation,
Reservation, Nevada,
system on the Pyramid
Pyramid Lake
Nevad a, $4,200,
$1 200 reimreim7
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bursable
Indians of
of this reservation
reservation now
bursable from
from any
any funds of the Indians
or hereafter
hereafter available.
Newlands
project,
ds project,
For
reclamation and
charges on lands
lands allotted
allotted to
to Nevwan
For reclamation
and maintenance
maintenance charges
Nev.
Payment of charges
within the
Paiute Indians
Indians within
the Newlands
Newlands project,
project, Nevada,
Nevada, $6,000;
$6,000; for
for onPayment
of charges
Paiute allotments.
payment
annual drainage
drainage assessments
against said
said lands,
lands, $2,100;
$2,100;
payment of
of annual
assessments against
in
all, $8,100,
$8,100, reimbursable
from any
any funds
funds of
of the
said Indians
Indians
the said
n all,
reimbursable from
now or
or hereafter
hereafter available.
available.
now
Laguna and Acoma
For continuing
and for
for operation
operation and
and mainteNLN.
aMnd
eAoma
.SMex.
mainte- Indians,
For
continuing the
the reconstruction
reconstruction and
Operating irrigation
nance
for the
the Laguna
and Acoma
operating
Laguna and
Acoma Indians
Indians system
system for
nance of
of the
the irrigation
irrigation system
for. irrigation
in
New Mexico,
$6,000, reimbursable
the Indians
Indians benefited,
benefited, under
under s
for.
reimbursable by
by the
in New
Mexico, $6,000,
such
rules and
and regulations
Interior may
may
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
regulations as
as the
such rules
prescribe.
prescribe.
Rio Grande Valley,
For
all purposes
purposes necessary
for completion
completion of
canal N.
N.RMex.
ande y,
of aa drainage
drainage canal
necessary for
For all
Mex.
Completing
canal
through
the
Isleta
Pueblo
Indian
lands
in
New
Mexico
in
the
Rio
through the Isleta Pueblo Indian lands in New Mexico in the Rio through
canal
Completing
Islets Pueblo
Grande Valley,
with such
rules Indian
Indian lands.
lands.
in accordance
accordance with
such rules
$25,000, reimbursable
reimbursable in
Grande
Valley, $25,000,
and regulations
regulations as
as the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
Interior may
may prescribe.
and
prescribe.
Navajo Reservation,
Hogback N. Mva
For
and maintenance
of the
the Hogback
maintenance of
operation, and
For improvement,
improvement, operation,
Mex. Reservation,
Operating Hogback
irrigation project
on that
that part
the Navajo
Navajo Reservation
in New
New irrigation
irrigation
project on
part of
of the
Reservation in
Operating
Hogback
project
on.
Mexico
jurisdiction of
San Juan
School, irrigationproject on.
the San
Juan Indian
Indian School,
of the
Mexico under
under the
the jurisdiction
$7,500,
as the
the SecreSecresuch rules and regulations
regulations as
reimbursable under
under such
$7,500, reimbursable
tary
the Interior
tary of
of the
Interior may
may prescribe.
prescribe.
San Juan Pueblo, N.
For
all purposes
purposes necessary
for the
construction, operation,
operation, and
Mlex.aP
N.
the construction,
and Mex.
For all
necessary for
projmaintenance of the San Juan Pueblo
Pueblo project, New Mexico,
$15,000. ect.OperatIng,etc.,
peratinget.,proMexico, $15,000.
Pueblolands,NAtex.
For repair
to irrigation
irrigation systems
flood Pueblolands,Nex
For
repair of
of damage
damage to
systems resulting
resulting from
from flood
Repairing flood damand
flood protection
protection of
of irrigable
the several
several pueblos
and for
for flood
irrigable lands
lands on
on the
pueblos ages.
agesePa
in
Mexico, $10,000.
$10,000.
in New Mexico,
lamath ReservaShunath
ReservaOreg.
improvement, maintenance,
operation of the
the Modoc Point,
Point, tion,
Uon,
oreg.
maintenance, and
and operation
For improvement,
Operating, etc., projectOntfote.tproSand Creek, Fort Creek, Cooked Creek, and miscellaneous
miscellaneous irriga- ects
on, from tribal
tion
funds.
to be paid from funds.
$9,000, to
the Klamath
Klamath Reservation,
Reservation, $9,000,
projects on
on the
tion projects
Klamath Indians
the funds held by the United States in trust for the Klamath
Oregon, said sum,
such part thereof
thereof as
as may
may be
of Oregon,
sum, or such
in the
the State of
used, to
reimbursed to the tribe
rules and regulations
regulations
tribe under such
such rules
used,
to be
be reimbursed
as
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
may prescribe.
prescribe.
as the
the Secretary
Interior may
Uncompahgre,
Uncompahgre, etc,
etc.,
h
Uten.
For continuing
continuing the
construction of
lateral distributing
systems to
to utes.
For
the construction
of lateral
distributing systems
Continuing irrigation
irrigate
the allotted
of the
the Uncompahgre,
White ofoalotmentoa
irrigate the
allotted lands
lands of
Uncompahgre, U'intah,
Uintah, and
and White
on
allotments of.
34, p. 375.
River
Utes in
Utah, and
and to
to maintain
existing irrigation
irrigation systems
systems Vol.
Vol. 34 p. 37.
maintain existing
River Utes
in Utah,
authorized
under
the
Act
of
June
21,
1906,
$50,000,
to
be
reimbursed
authorized under the Act of June 21, 1906, $50,000, to be reimbursed
regulations as may be prescribed
prescribed by the
under such rules and regulations
Secretary of
of the
the Interior.
Secretary
Interior.
Yakima Reservation,
Reservation.
For
maintenance, including
including repairs,
repairs, of
of the
the Wash.
For operation
operation and
and maintenance,
wash.
Operating Toppen•
Toppenish-Simcoe irrigation
Yakima Reservation,
Reservation, ish-Simeoe
Toppenish-Simcoe
irrigation system
system, on
on the
the Yakima
opItl. system.
s oyspem.
Vol. 41, p. 28.
Washington
reimbursable
as
provided
by
the
Act
of
June
30,
1919
30,
1919
Vol.41.p.2.
by
the
Act
of
June
as
provided
Washington, reimbursable
(Forty-first
Large, page
(Forty-]rst 'Statutes
Statutes at
at Large,
page 28),
28), $5,000.
Operating,
Operating, etc.,
etc., AhAhtanum system.
system.
For
including repairs,
repairs of the
Ahtanum tanum
the Ahtanum
maintenance, including
and maintenance,
For operation
operation and
irrigation
Reservation, Was
'hington, $2,800,
$2,800
Washington,
the Yakima
Yakima Reservation,
system on the
irrigation system
reimbursable
regulations as
Secretary of
of
as the
the Secretary
rules and
and regulations
reimbursable under such rules
the
may prescribe.
the Interior
Interior may
prescribe.
Reimbursing reclaReimbursing
fund
for stored
For reimbursement
to the
the reclamation
reclamation fund
the proportionate
proportionate mation
mation
fund forstored
fund the
reimbursement to
For
water to reservation
to reservation
furnish- lands.
's
expense of
and maintenance
of the
the reservoirs
reservoirs for furnishmaintenance of
of operation
operation and
expense
P. 604 ing stored
stored water
lands in
Yakima Indian
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Wash04.
38 p.
ol. 38.
Washto the
the lands
in Yakima
ing
water to
accordance with the provisions
provisions of section 22 of the Act
Act
ington, in
in accordance
604),
(Thirty-eighth Statutes at Large,
Large, page 604),
of .August
August 1, 1914 (Thirty-eighth
$11,000.
$11,000.
Wapato system.
Wapato
Continuing
construcFor continuing
construction and
and enlargement
of the
Wapato irriostucontinuing
irri- tion,
the Wapato
enlargement of
For
continuing construction
enlargement, etc.
c
'M.
gation
drainage system, to make possible the utilization of the Vtiolp,
Vol. 38,
p. 604. .et
gation and drainage
water
provided by the
(Thirty-eighth
the Act of
of August 1, 1914 (Thirty-eighth
water supply
supply provided
604), for forty acres of each Indian allotStatutes at Large
Statutes
Large, page 604),
Indian
ment under the Wapato irrigation
irrigation project on the Yakima Indian
Reservation, Washington,
and such
wqer supply
as may
may be
such other
other water
supply as
be
Reservation,
Washington, and
available
obtainable for the
irrigatii, of
of a
a total of one hundred
or obtainable
the irrigati.sil
available or
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and twenty
twenty thousand
thousand acres of
reservaof allotted
allotted Indian lands on said reservaand
tion, $10,000:
$10,000: Provided,
Provided, That
cost of
of said
said irrigation
and
irrigation and
entire cost
the entire
That the
tion,
drainage system
system shall be reimbursed
reimbursed to the United
United States under the
the
drainage
conditions
and terms
the Act
further,
conditions and
terms of
of the
Act of May 18, 1916: Provided
Provided further,

to
appropriated shall be available
d- That
to landhat the funds
funds hereby
hereby appropriated
available for the reimreimdamages,
bursement of
landowners for improvements
improvements and
of Indian and white landowners
dmagebursement

Payment
Payment
owners for
etc.
or
et.

a r of
Constructing part
of
Constrcti
Sans
unit,
Satus
unit, etc.

t

Wind River Reserva-

tioWn
Wyo.d
tion, Wyo.

Extending
Extentding irrigation
rrigation
to additional lands.

land

crops destroyed
by the
in connection
connection with the
constructhe constructhe Government
Government in
destroyed by
crops
tion of
of irrigation
irrigation canals
and drains
drains of
this project.
project.
of this
canals and
tion
of the
For construction
that part
part of
the Satus
Satus unit
unit of the Wapato
Wapato
of that
construction of
pcFor
project that
can be
from the
water
drainage water
the drainage
by gravity
gravity from
irrigated by
be irrigated
project
that can
from the
Wapato project,
project, and
for operation
and maintenance
of
maintenance of
operation and
and for
from
the Wapato
the system,
Reservation, Washington,
Washington, $50,000,
$50,000, to
reimto be reimYakima Reservation,
the
system, Yakima
bursed
under such
such rules
and regulations
regulations as
as the
the Secretary
of the
the
Secretary of
rules and
bursed under
Interior may
may prescribe.
Interior
prescribe.
portion
ceded portion
For
canals and
the ceded
on the
laterals on
and laterals
of canals
extension of
the extension
For the
of the Wind River
River Reservation,
Reservation, Wyoming,
Wyoming, to provide
provide for the
irrigation of additional Indian lands, and for the Indians'
Indians' pro

rata share
of the
cost of
and maintenance
maintenance of
canals
of canals
the operation
operation and
of the
the cost
share of
rata
and
laterals and
and for
the Indians'
share of the cost of the
pro rata share
Indians' pro
for the
and laterals
Big
Drainage project
on the
reservation
of that reservation,
portion of
the ceded
ceded portion
project on
Bend Drainage
Big Bend
and regulations
$36,500,
rulesand
regulations as the
reimbursable under such rules
$36,500, reimbursable
Secretary of
Interior may
may prescribe.
prescribe.
•
of the
the Interior
Secretary
Continuing construcFor continuing
continuing the
system
an irrigation
irrigation system
of constructing
constructing an
the work
work of
For
omtr
tcotmrng
tion work.
within
the diminished
in
Reservation, in
River Reservation,
Wind River
Shoshone or Wind
diminished Shoshone
within the
Wyoming, including
Big Wind
Wind River
Canals,
Dry Creek Canals,
and Dry
River and
the Big
including the
Wyoming,
and including
including the
the maintenance
maintenance and
and operation
completed canals,
canals,
of completed
operation of
and
$165,000,
reimbursable as
by existing law.
as provided by
$165,000, reimbursable
Education.
Education.
Support
schools.
schools.

of

proods.
Provisos.
Deaf
Def and
blind, etc.

EDUCATION.
EDUCATION.
Indian
Indian

For the support of Indian
Indian day and industrial schools not otherwise provided
for, and
other educational
educational and industrial
purposes
industrial purposes
and other
provided for,
wise

not to
in connection
Provided, That
That not
to exceed
exceed
therewith, $2,000,000:
$2,000,000: Provided,
connection therewith,
tand dumb,
dumb, in

$40,000 of this amount may be used for the support and education
education
of deaf
and dumb
dumb or
deficient Indian
children:
Indian children:
or mentally
mentally deficient
or blind
blind or
of
deaf and
Alabama.,
Cott- Provided
and ConAiabamas and
further, That $3,500 of this amount may be used for the
Provided further,
ahattas in Texas.
and civilization
the Alabama
Alabama and
education
atas in Tos
education and
civilization of
of the
and Coushatta
Coushatta Indians
Indians in
in
Boarding
schools
Texas: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
nonre.servation
and nonreservation
all reservation
reservation and
That all
with dinished
diminished at- Texas:
tendance
forty-five
attendance of less than forty-five
tedance discontinued.
discontined. boarding
boarding schools
schools with an average
average attendance
and
eighty
pupils,
respectively,
shall
be
discontinued
on
or
before
before
or
on
discontinued
be
shall
and eighty pupils, respectively,
pps.
of pupils.
Transfer
Transr of
Schools so disthe beginning
beginning of the
the fiscal
fiscal year 1925. The pupils
pupils in
in schools
continued shall be transferred
schools
transferred first, if
if possible, to Indian day schools
public schools;
or State
State public
schools; second,
second, to
to adjacent
adjacent reservation
reservation or
or nonreservation boarding schools, to the limit of the capacity of said schools:
Day schools discon- ervation boarding schools, to the limit of the capacity of said schools:
Day
tinued.
tnned.
Provided further,
further, That all day schools with an average
Provided
average attendance
of less
less than
eight shall
be discontinued
discontinued on
on or
or before
beginning
of
than eight
shall be
before the
the beginning
Moneys returned to
moneys
of the
the fiscal
further, That all mo
neys
provided further,
And ,provided
1925: And
fiscal year 1925:
"
d to of
Mtneys
the
Treasury.
appropriated for
for any
any school
di
scontinued pursuant
Act or
or
pursuant to
to this Act
appropriated
school discontinued
immediately to
for other cause
cause shall be
be returned immediately
to the
the Treasury
Treasury of
of
Tuition in public the
And provided
provided further,
United States:
States: And
further, That not more than
Tuition in pubic the United
schools.
$350,000
$350,000 of the amount herein appropriated may be expended
expended for the
public schools
such
tuition of
of Indian
Indian children
children enrolled in
in the public
schools under
under such
No contracts reand regulations
rules and
No contracts re- rules
regulations as the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
Interior may prescribe,
prescribe,
quired.
R.
S., sec.3744,
sec. 3744, p. 738.. but formal
a.s.,
formal contracts shall not be required for compliance
compliance with secNot
3744 of
of the
the Revised Statutes: And provided further,
No: available for tion
no
tion
3744
further, That no
specified schools.
support of
for the
the support
of this
this appropriation
part
ifiedschols
part of
appropriation shall
shall be
be used
used for
of Indian
Indian
day and industrial schools where
where specific appropriation
appropriation is made.
Collecting,
etc., Puto and
For collection
collection and transportation
pupils to
Collecting, etc.,
pnFor
transportation of pupils
and from
from Indian
Indian
pils.
Pi.
and public schools, and for placing school pupils, with the consent
consent
of their parents, under the care and control of white families
families qualibnd,.
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fied
fled to give them moral, industrial, and educational
educational training,

$90,000: Provided,
exceeding $5,000
rovid6d, That not exceeding
$5,000 of this sum may be

bang
tr
i
flg

used for obtaining remunerative
remunerative employment
employment for Indian youths and, ment.•

employ-

Iment

when necessary,
necessary, for payment
payment of transportation
transportation and other expenses
expenses Repayment.
Repayment.
to their places
places of employment:
employment: Provided
Provided further,
further, That where pracpprefunded
refunded Alasa
ticable the transportation
transportation and expenses of pupils shall be
Alaska pupils.
and shall be returned
returned to the appropriation
appropriation from which paid. The
provisions
provisions of this section
section shall also apply to native
native Indian
Indian pupils
of school age under twenty-one
twenty-one years of age brought from Alaska.
Alaska. School
buildings.
School buildings.
For construction, lease, purchase, repair, and improvement
improveRepairs, improveimprovement of Repairs,
buildings, including
purchase of necessary
ments,
necessary lands and the men
ts etc.
school buildings,
including the purchase
installation, repair,
repair, and improvement
improvement of heating,
heating, lighting, power,
power,
installation,
sewerage and water systems
$230,000: Protm.
and sewerage
systems in
in connection
connection therewith,
therewith, $230,000:
Limitation.
out of
of this appropriation
than $7,500
$7,500 out
Provided, That
that not
more than
appropriation Limitation.
not more
Provided,
shall be expended
expended for new construction
construction at any one school or institution
authorized.
unless herein
herein expressly
expressly authorized.
tution unless
Support, etc., at desFor support
support and
education of
Indian pupils
For
and education
of Indian
the following
iga
pupils at
at the
following ignated
boarding
schoo
boarding schools
schools in not
amounts, schools.
ls. d
following amounts,
boarding
not to exceed the following
respectively:
respectively:
Fort M
Ai
Fort Mojave,
Arizona: For
For two
two hundred
fifty pupils
Fort
Mojave, Arizona:
hundred and
and fifty
pupils and
andve Fort Mojave, Ariz.
general repairs and imfor pay of superintendent,
superintendent, $49,700; for general
provements, $4
1
000;
provements,
$4,000;
Phoenix, Arizona:
Arizona: For
For eight
eight hundred
Phoenix,
hundred and
and fifty
fifty pupils
pupils and
and for
for Phoenix,
PhoeixAriz.
pay of superintendent,
superintendent, including
includinl not to exceed $1,500 for printing
and issuing school paper, $170,000;
general repairs and improve$170,111; for general
ments, laundry machinery, 'and remodeling
remodeling and extending of
of
heating plant, $45,000;
5000 •
Tr on Cano
Truxt
Canyon,
r
anyo
Truxton Canyon, Arizona: Ifor
hundred pupils and for pay Ariz.
Truxton
lor two hundred
axt.
improvements.
of superintendent.
superintendent. $40,000;
$40,000; for general
general repairs and imnrovements.
$13o000;$13 000
$13,000;
Roosevelt
Theodore R
iosevel
e!
Theodore Roosevelt
School, Fort
Fort Apache,
Arizona: For
For sc1;00
school,
Fort
Theodore
Roosevelt Indian
Indian School,
Apache, Arizona:
heiro
grt Apache
A
four hundred
hundred and fifty pupils and for pay of superintendent, An'.
$90„000; for repairs, remodeling,
$90,000;
remodeling, and improvement, $22,000;
h
Sherman Institute,
Sherman
California: For eight hundred
cal .
Sherman Institute, Riverside,
Riverside, California:
hundred and Calif.
exceed
fifty pupils and for pay of superintendent,
superintendent, including not to exceed
$1,000 for printing and issuing
general
issuing school paper, $170,000; for general
construction of additional
repairs and improvements,
improvements, including construction
additional
sleeping porches, $18,000;
$18,000; for additional buildings and improvesleeping
ments, $22,000;
Fort Bl.A
C.n,
Fort
Bidwell, CaliL
Fort Bidwell Indian School, California:
California: For one hundred
hundred pupils Fort
$22,500; .for general
and for pay of superintendent,
superintendent, $22,500;
general repairs
repairs and
improvements,
improvements, $6,000;
'
_ .
Haskell Institute,
K,,ell Iit
Haskell Institute, Lawrence,
Haskell
Lawrence, Kansas:
Kansas: For eight hundred and fifty
fifty Kans.
pupils
pupils and for pay of superintendents,
superintendents, including not to exceed
exceed
1,500 for printing
printing and issuing school paper, $170,000;
$1,500
$170,000; for general
general
available;
repairs and improvements,
improvements, $18,000,
$18,000, to be immediately available;
for continuing remodeling
remodeling of heating and power plant and sinking
sinking
wells for
water system,
system, $23,000;
$23,000; for
$4,000;
wells
for water
for drainage
drainage work,
work, $4,000;
Mello:int Pleasant,.
M
Mount Pleasant,
For three
three hundred
hundred and
and fifty
fifty pupils
Mount
Pleasant, Michigan:
Michigan: For
pupils Mi
Mi.ch.
tPt,
repairs and
and
and for pay of superintendent, $78,000; for general repairs
improvements,
improvements, including water softening
softening system, $15,000;
$15,000;
pieston,
Pipestone, Minn.
Pipestone, Minnesota:
Minnesota: For two hundred
hundred and fifty pupils and for
superintendent, $50,000;
pay of superintendent,
$50,000; for general repairs
repairs and improvements, $9,000;
ments,
$9,000;
Geo
Genoa, Nebr.
Nebr.
Genoa, Nebraska:
hundred and fifty pupils and for pay
Genoa,
Nebraska: For four hundred
general repairs and improvements,
improvements,
of superintendent,
superintendent, $90,000; for general
including
including extension and improvement
improvement of heating and lighting
lighting
systems, and
and construction
construction of
of gymnasium,
systems,
gymnasium, $30,000;
$30,000;
Cum city, Nov.
Carson City,
City, Nevada:
Nevada: For
hundred and
twenty-five pupils
Carson
For four
four hundred
and twenty-five
pupils Carson City, Nev.
superintendent, $85,000;
$85,000; for general
general repairs
repairs and
and for pay of superintendent,
p
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improvements, $34,000,
hall and
employees'
and employees'
assembly hall
including assembly
$34,000, including
improvements,
cottages;
cottages;

fifty pupils
Albuquerque,_ New Mexico: For seven hundred and fifty.
Albuquerque,
and for pay of superintendent,
superintendent, $150,000;
$150,000; for general repairs
repairs and
improvements,
construction of
of additional
porches,
sleeping porches,
additional sleeping
including construction
improvements, including
$20,000:
Provided, That
That the
the money
money for
shall
porches shall
the sleeping
sleeping porches
for the
$20,000: Provided,
be
immediately available;
be immediately
available;
s
sn't8FeN.Mei
" .34'
Santa Fe,
Mexico: For four hundred and fifty pupils and
New Mexico:
Fe, New
Santa
sata
for pay
repairs and
imand imgeneral repairs
for general
$90,000; for
superintendent, $90,000;
of superintendent,
pay of
for
provements,
including enlarging
hall, $15,000;
$15,000; for purdining hall,
of dining
enlarging of
provements, including
chase
for water
water supply,
supply, $3,000;
$3,000;
$1,500; for
land, $1,500;
additional land,
of additional
chase of
Cherokee, N.
C.
Cherokee,
hundred pupils and for
N.C.
Cherokee, North Carolina: For three hundred
Cheokee
pay
superintendent, $60,000;
general repairs
improverepairs and improvefor general
$60,000; for
of superintendent,
pay of
ments,
annex to
boys' dormitory,
$17,000;
dormitory, $17,000;
to boys'
including annex
ments, including
hundred pupils and for pay
Bismarck. N. Dak.
Dak •
Bismarck,
Bismarck, North Dakota: For one hundred
Bismarck,
of superintendent,
superintendent, $25,000;
repairs and
improvements,
and improvements,
general repairs
for general
$25,000; for
of

Albuquerque,
Albuqaerqne,

N. Mex.
N.
Me.

$5,000;
$5,00
0;
Fort Totten
Indian School,
School, Fort Totten, North Dakota: For
Totten,' Indian
Fort
three hundred
and fifty
pay of
superintendent,
of superintendent,
and for
for pay
pupils and
fifty pupils
hundred and
three
$70,000; for
improvements, and
rebuilding
and rebuilding
and improvements,
repairs and
general repairs
for general
$70,000;
bo'
partly destroyed
destroyed by
fire, $20,000;
$20,000;
by fire,
dormitory, partly
bo s' dormitory,
WahPeton.
Dakahpeton, North Dakota: For two hundred and twenty pupils
Wahpeton, N. Da.
and for
of superintendent,
superintendent, $49,500;
$19,500; for
for general repairs and
pay of
for pay
and
improvements,
$6,000;
improvements, $6,000;
Chilooco, Okla.
Chilocco, Oklahoma:
Oklahoma: For
For seven
pupils and
for
and for
and fifty
fifty pupils
seven hundred
hundred and
Chilocco,
Oka.
Chiloco,
pay of
of superintendent,
superintendent, including
not to
for printing
printing
$2,000 for
exceed $2,000
to exceed
including not
pay
and issuing
issuing school
$125,250; for
for general
general repairs
hitand imrepairs and
paper,' $125,250;
school paper
and
Road to Kansas prOvements
an d f
or new hospital building,
and also
for
also for
$24,750; and
new hospital building, $24,750;
for
Kansa provements and
Etane.
Btateline.t
the purchase
purchase of
for the
the construction
construction of
of three
three miles
of
miles of
of material
material for
the
concrete
road from
the Chilocco Indian
Kansas
Indian School to the Kansas
from the
concrete road
State
all upon
Indian land,
land, $30,000;
$30,000;
upon Indian
line, all
State line,
Sequoyah
OrPhah
o`''equoyah Orphan
Training School,
Oklahoma:
Tahlequah, Oklahoma:
near Tahlequah,
School, near
Sequoyah Orphan Training
Training
School, Tah^TrSeAiningShOO
Okla.
For the orphan Indian children of the State of
Oklahoma beof Oklahoma
lequah, Oka.
For
longing
the restricted
restricted class,
class, to
to be
conducted as an industrial
industrial
be conducted
to the
longing to
school
the Interior,
$53,500;
Interior, $53,500;
of the
Secretary of
of the
the Secretary
the direction
direction of
under the
school under
Proviso,.
for repairs
repairs and
not to
exto exThat not
Provided, That
$6,500: Provided,
improvements, $6,500:
and improvements,
Improving
for
rod..
ipOrng road
ceed $1,000
$1,000 of
this amount
repairing and
and imimfor repairing
be used
used for
amount may
may be
of this
ceed
proving the
connecting the
grounds with
county
with the
the county
the school
school grounds
the road
road connecting
proving
Hospital.
Useosoof balances
road: Provided
further, That
of the
the Interior
Interior is
is auauthe Secretary
Secretary of
That the
Provided further,
for road:
ales for
equippingthonzed to
to use
use the
in the
the Treasury
Treasury of
the United
United States,
States
of the
balance in
the balance
thorized
equippig.
vol. as., p•
amounting to
$6,678.60, appropriated
the Act
Act of
of Congress
of
Congress of
by the
appropriated by
to $6,678.60,
amounting
p 451
451*
Vol.
August
23, 1894
1894 (Twenty-eighth
Statutes at
page 451),
451), to
to
at Large
Large, page
(Twenty-eighth Statutes
August 23,
pay a
a judgment
judgment i
n favor
favor of
Old Settlers
or Western
'Western Cherokee
Cherokee
Settlers or
the Old
of the
in
pay
Indians, and
the balance
balance of
of $100,
$100, Cherokee
Cherokee unallotted
unallotted lands,
lands, and
and
Indians,
and the
the
balance of
of $50.26,
$50.26, Cherokee
Cherokee school
school fund,
to the
the credit
credit of
of the
fund, to
the balance
Cherokee Nation
Nation or
or the
of Indians,
with
Indians, together
together with
Tribe of
the Cherokee
Cherokee Tribe
Cherokee
the amount
Cherokee school
school fund, and
of $1,635.80,
$1,635.80, interest
interest on Cherokee
the
amount of
for the conany additional
additional interest
interest that
accumulate thereon,
thereon, for
that may
may accumulate
any
Sequoyah
a hospital for the Sequoyah
struction, furniture, and equipment
equipment of a
struction,
Orph an Training
Training School;
School;
Orphan
Cemawa
Chemawa,
Saem,
Chemavra,
Salem,
hemawa, Salem, Oregon: For eight hundred Indian
Indian pupils,
Oreg.
including
brought from Alaska,
pay
Alaska, and for pay
Indian pupils
pupils brought
including native
native Indian
of
and
of superintendent,
superintendent, including
including not to exceed
exceed $500
$500 for
for printing
printing and
issuing school
paper, $155,000;
and improveimproverepairs and
general repairs
for general
$155,000; for
school paper,
issuing
Provro.
Restriction on ments,
ments,
Restriction
$15,000:
Provided, That except
except upon
upon the
individual order
order
$15,000:
Provided,
the
individual
Alaska natives,
of the
Secretary of
Interior, no
no part
appropriation
part of
of this appropriation
of the
the Interior,
oAaaf
the Secretary
shall be
be used
used for
for the
the support
or education
education at
at said
said school
any
support or
school of
of any
shall
native
pupil brought
brought from
from Alaska
Alaska who enters
1, 1925;
1925;
after January
January 1,
enters after
native pupil
Forvrotten,w.osk.
FortTottenN.Dak.
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three hundred
Flandreau, South
hundred and fifty Indian
Indian
For three
Dakota: For
South Dakota:
Flandreau,
pupils
for pay
of superintendent,
superintendent, $76,750; for general repairs
repairs
pay of
and for
pupils and
and
improvements, $6,000;
$6,000;
and improvements,
Pierre,
South Dakota:
For two
two hundred
fifty Indian pupils
hundred and fifty
Dakota: For
Pierre, South
and
of superintendent,
superintendent, $57,750; for general repairs and
pay of
for pay
and for
$10,000;
improvements,
improvements, $10,000;
hundred Indian
Rapid
Indian pupils
Dakota: For three hundred
South Dakota:
Rapid City, South
and
superintendent, $62,000;
general repairs and
$62,000; for general
pay of superintendent,
and for
for pay
enlargement of hosimprovements,
and enlargement
including repair of roads and
improvements, including
pital,
pital, $12,000;
$12,000;ywards.
Hayward, Wisconsin:
hundred and
and thirty
thirty Indian pupils
two hundred
For two
Wisconsin: For
Hayward,
and
$46,000; for
repairs and
general repairs
for general
of superintendent,
superintendent, $46,000;
pay of
for pay
and for
improvements,
$8,000;
improvements, $8,000;
Tomah, Wisconsin:
pupils and
and for
hundred Indian pupils
three hundred
For three
Wisconsin: For
Tomah,
pay
$60,000; for
general repairs
repairs and improvefor general
superintendent, $60,000;
of superintendent,
pay of
ments,
enlarging dining
dining hall,
hall, $15,000;
$15,000;
including enlarging
ments, including
Reservation, Wyoming:
Shoshone Reservation,
Wyoming: For one hundred
hundred Indian
Shoshone
pupils
for pay
pay of
superintendent, $22,000; for general
general repairs
of superintendent,
and for
pupils and
and
$4,000; ,
and improvements,
improvements, $4,000;
In
all, for
boarding schools,not
to exceed
$2,541,000.
exceed $2,541,000.
schools,not to
above-named boarding
for above-named
In all,
To
enable the
the Secretary
Secretary of
Interior to
to carry
carry into
effect
To enable
of the
the Interior
into effect
the
sixth article
the treaty
of June
June 1,
1, 1868,
1868,
treaty of
of the
article of
the sixth
of the
provisions of
the provisions
between
Navajo Nation or Tribe of
States and the Navajo
the United States
between the
United States
whereby the United
Indians,
proclaimed August
August 12, 1868, whereby
Indians, proclaimed
agrees
to provide
for the
the children
the Navajo
Navajo
agrees to
provide school
school facilities
facilities for
children of
of the
Tribe of
of Indians,
$200,000: Provided,
the said
said Secretary
Secretary
That the
Provided, That
Indians, $200,000:
Tribe
may expend
said funds,
his discretion,
in establishing
establishing or endiscretion, in
in his
funds, in
expend said
may
larging
day
or
industrial
schools.
schools.hpewas
larging day or industrial
The
Interior is
withdraw from
from
to withdraw
is authorized
authorized to
of the
the Interior
Secretary of
The Secretary
the
Treasury of
the United States, in his discretion, the sum
of the
the Treasury
of $35,000,
much thereof
thereof as
be necessary,
necessary of the prinmay be
as may
so much
or so
$35,000, or
of
cipal
on deposit
credit of
the Chippewa
Chippewa Indians
Indians in the
of the
to the
the credit
deposit to
sum on
cipal sum
State
Minnesota arising
section 7
of the Act
Act of January
7 of
under section
arising under
of Minnesota
State of
14,
1889, and
and to
to expend
the same
same for
of tuition for
payment of
for payment
expend the
14, 1889,
Chippewa
enrolled in
in the
of the
public schools of
the public
children enrolled
Indian children
Chippewa Indian
State of
of Minnesota.
Minnesota.
State
For support
support of
of a
a school
schools for
for the
the Chippewas
Chippewas of the
the
or schools
school or
For
Mississippi in
in Minnesota
3, treaty
of March
March 19,
19, 1867),
1867),
treaty of
(article 3,
Minnesota (article
Mississippi
$4,000: Provided,
That no
no part
part of
of the
sum hereby
hereby appropriated
appropriated
the sum
Provided, That
$4,000:
shall be
be used
used except
for school
the Mississippi
Mississippi
of the
or schools
schools of
school or
except for
shall
Chippewas now
now in
in the
the State
State of
of Minnesota.
Minnesota.
Chippewas
For the
education of
of Osage
Osage children,
children, $18,700,
$18,700, to
to be
paid from
from
be paid
the education
For
the funds
by the
the United
trust for
the Osage
Osage Tribe
Tribe
for the
in trust
States in
United States
held by
funds held
the
of Indians
Indians in
That the
expenditure of
of said
said
the expenditure
Provided, That
Oklahoma: Provided,
in Oklahoma:
of
money
renewal of
the present
contract with the
present contract
of the
the renewal
include the
shall include
money shall
Saint Louis
Mission Boarding
Boarding School,
except that
not
that there shall not
School, except
Louis Mission
Saint
be
expended more
than $300
$300 for
education of
annual support and education
for annual
more than
be expended
any one
pupil.
ant
one pupil.
For
to the
common schools
schools in
Cherokee, Creek,
Creek, Choctaw,
Choctaw,
the Cherokee,
in the
the common
aid to
ior aid
Chickasaw, and
Seminole Nations
Nations and
Agency,in
Oklain Oklathe Quapaw
Quapaw Agency
and the
and Seminole
Chickasaw,
homa, $150,000,
$150,000, to
in the
the discretion
of the
Secretary
the Secretary
discretion of
be expended
expended in
to be
homa,
of the
Interior, and
and under
and regulations
be prescribed
by
prescribed by
to be
regulations to
rules and
under rules
of
the Interior,
him:
That this
subject to
to the
the
be subject
not be
shall not
appropriation shall
this appropriation
Provided, That
him: Provided,
limitation in
in section
of May
25, 1918
1918 (Fortieth
(Fortieth Statutes,
Statutes,
May 25,
Act of
the Act
of the
section 11of
limitation
page
564), limiting
the expenditure
children
money to educate children
of money
expenditure of
limiting the
page 564),
of
than one-fourth
one-fourth Indian
blood.
Indian blood.
of less
less than
For support
and industrial
industrial schools
schools among
among
day and
of day
maintenance of
and maintenance
support and
For
the
Sioux
Indians,
including
the
erection
and
repairs
of
school
buildbuildschool
of
repairs
and
erection
the
including
the Sioux Indians,
ings,
accordance with
of article
article 5
5 of
the
of the
provisions of
the provisions
with the
in accordance
$200,000, in
ings, $200,000,

Ilandreau,
S. Dak.
Dak.
FlandreaS.

Pierre,
S. Dak.
ak
ie

D

P

Rapid City, B.
8 Dak.

Dak

Rapid City,

Hayward, Wis.

Toma
is
Tomah, Wis.

oe
tiosn,
taillvaM

Reserve

Navajos, Arizona.
fSvahool
esr.for.
School ait
facilities

Vol. 15,
15, p.
p. 69.
669.
Vol.

ro
Proviso.
Discretionary
use.
Discretionaryuse.
M
Chippewas of
of Min-

nesota.
of
neohta.
Payment for tuition
oPamtd
of
children for
intutitn
State

schools.
schools.

Vol. 25, p. 645.
Vol 25"P* 65

of th
hieas
Chippewas
the
MIW*pipl, Minn.
Schools.
Vol. 16. p. 720.
Proviso.
Prai.
Restriction.

,M.
M
vol. .p. 7D.

Osages, Oklahoma.
Educating children.
chlden
Educating
from tribal funds.
tbalfunds.
om
Proviso.
Saint Louis BoardBoardsaint
ing School.
IgSchool

Lons

FivreivlliedTribes
Five
Civilized Tribes
and Quapaws, Oklahoma.
Aid to common
common
schools.

and Quapaws, OUahd
schools.

pro,

Proviso.
Parentage limitation
limitation
Parentage
not
applicable.
Vol. 40,p.se.
p. 564.

vol,40,

sioux
Sioux Indians,
Indians, N
Nebraska, etc.,
etc.,
sch
Doa
ck and industrial
an
d ii sal

bka,
P
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agreement
made and
into September
26, 1876,
and ratified
ratified
1876, and
September 26,
entered into
and entered
agreement made
February 28,
28, 1877
1877 (Nineteenth
Statutestpage
254).
Statutes,
page
254).
DFebruary
(Nineteenth
Uintah
DuFor
aid of
the public
public schools
Umtah and
Duchesne County
County
and Duchesne
in Uintah
schools in
of the
For aid
chesne Counties,
Utah.
Countiesth.
chlesne
schools school
tribal funds
funds of
of the
the
to be
be paid
school districts,
Utah, $6,000,
Aid to public
public schoo
districts, Utah,
$6,000, to
paid from
from the
the tribal
in, from Ute tribal
Confederated Bands
Bands of
and to
be expended
expended under
such
to be
under such
Confederated
of Ute
Ute Indians
Indians and
funds.
funds.
rules and
and regulations
prescribed by
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the
of the
be prescribed
as may
may be
regulations as
rules
Proviso.
Interior: Provided,
Provided, That
at all
times be
be
all times
shall at
children shall
Indian children
That Indian
Equality
of Indian
Indian Interior:
EPraty of
children.
admitted
to such
schools on
on an
entire equality
equality with white
white children.
an entire
admitted to
such schools
chfldren

ol. 19, p. .

Vol. 19, p. 256.

voUintah

ad
and

Conservation of
o
Conservation
health,
etc.

HEALTH.
RELIEF
CONSERVATION OF HEALTH.
RELIEF OF DISTRESS AND CONSERVATION

For
the relief
relief and
of destitute
destitute Indians
Indians not
otherwise provided
provided
not otherwise
and care
care of
For the
for, and for the prevention
prevention and treatment
treatment of tuberculosis,
tuberculosis, trachoma,
trachoma,
smallpox,
and other
other contagious
contagious and
and infectious
infectious diseases,
diseases, including
including
smallpox, and
transportation
of patients
to and
and from
hospitals
and
sanatoria,
and
sanatoria,
hospitals
from
to
of
patients
transportation
Proviso*
Provided, That
That this
this appropriation
may be
used also
also for
for
be used
appropriation may
Use
;general
a treat$500,000: Provided
treat $500,000:
org
sefor
ment.
general
medical
and
surgical
treatment
of
Indians,
including
the
the
including
of
Indians,
treatment
and
surgical
general medical
ment.
maintenance and
and operation
operation of
of general
general hospitals,
where no
no other
other
hospitals, where
maintenance
funds are
applicable
or
available
for
that
purpose:
Provided
furfurfor
that
purpose:
Provided
funds
are
applicable
or
available
Allotments to speciout of
of the
the appropriation
be
shall be
there shall
authorized there
herein authorized
fied sanatoria
and hosappropriation herein
That out
ter, That
o ther,
sanaton andS
pitals.
pitas.
available for the maintenance
maintenance of the sanatoria and
and hospitals hereinhereinafter
named, and
for incidental
incidental and
and all
all other
expenses for
for their
their
other expenses
and for
after named,
proper conduct
conduct and
and management,
pay of
of employees,
employees,
including pay
management, including
proper
repairs,
and improvements,
to exceed
exceed the
the following
following
not to
improvements, not
equipment, and
repairs, equipment,
amounts:
Blitckfeet Hospital,
Hospital,
Carson Hospital,
$12,500; Carson
Montana, $12,500;
Hospital, Montana,
amounts: Blackfeet
Nevada,
Cheyenne and
Arapahoe Hospital,
Hospital, Oklahoma,
Oklahoma,
and Arapahoe
$10,000; Cheyenne
Nevada, 410,000;
$10,000; Choctaw
Choctaw and
$352000; Fort
Fort
Hospital, Oklahoma,
Oklahoma, $35,000;
Chickasaw Hospital,
and Chickasaw
$10,000;
Lapwai
$49,000; LagunaSanatorium,
Laguna Sanatorium, New
Idaho, $40,000;
Lapwai Sanatorium,
Sanatorium, Idaho,
Mexico, $17,000;
$17,000; Mescalero
Hospital, New
New Mexico,
Mexico, $10,000;
$10,000; Navajo
Navajo
Mescalero Hospital,
Mexico,
Sanatorium, Arizona,
Arizona, $10,000;
$13,000;
Arizona, $13,000;
Hospital, Arizona,
$10,000; Pima
Pima Hospital,
Sanatorium,
Phoenix
$40,000; Spokane
Spokane Hospital,
Hospital, WashWashArizona, $40,000;
Phoenix Sanatorium,
Sanatorium, Arizona,
on, $10,000;
$10,000; Sac
and Fox
Fox Sanatorium,
Sanatorium, Iowa,
Iowa, $40,000;
$40,000; Turtle
Turtle
Sac and
ington,
MOuntain
North Dakota, $10,000;
$10,000; Winnebago
Winnebago Hospital,
Hospital,
Mountain Hospital,
Hospital, North
Nebraska,
Nebraska, $18,000;
$18,000; Crow Creek Hospital, South Dakota, $8,000;
$8,000;
Hoopa
Hospital, New
Hoops Valley Hospital, California,
California, $10,000;
$10,000; Jicarilla
Jicarilla Hospital,
New
Mexico,
$10,000; Truxton
Truxton Canyon
Canyon camp
hospital, Arizona,
$5,000;
Mexico, $10,000;
camp hospital,
Arizona, $5,000;
Indian Oasis
Shawnee Sanatorium,
Indian
Oasis Hospital,
Hospital, Arizona,
Arizona, $10,000;
$10,000; Shawnee
Sanatorium,
Oklahoma, $40,000.
Oklahoma,
$40,000.
Canton, S. Dak.
For the
and maintenance
of the
the asylum
asylum for
for insane
insane InInsane
Inmaintenance of
insane asylum
asymm exFor
the equipment
equipment and
ppenses.
e
e s
dians at Canton, South Dakota, for incidental
ns .
incidental and all other expenses
expenses
necessary for
proper conduct
conduct and
and management,
management, including
including pay
of
necessary
for its
its proper
pay of
employees, repairs, improvements,
for necessary
necessary expense
improvements, and for
expense of
transporting
insane Indians to and from
from said asylum,
transporting insane
asylum, $40,000.
$40,000.

Relieving
distress,
condtSous
prieng
preventing contagious

diseases, etc.
etc.
diseases,

Support
civilizaSupport and civilization.
Expenses
limited.
Expense limited.

GENERAL SUPPORT
AND CIVILIZATION.
CIVILIZATION.
SUPPORT AND
GENERAL

For general
general support and civilization
civilization of Indians, including
including pay
pay
of employees, in not to exceed the following amounts, respectively:
respectively:
Arizona.
In
$200,000, of
than $25,000
sh
all b
Arizona.
In Arizona
Arizona, $200,000,
of which
which not
not more
more than
$25,000 shall
bee
used for construction of telephone
telephone lines to the agencies at Sells and
and
at
Kearns Canyon;
Canyon;
at Keams
California.
In
California,
$50,000;
$50,000;
California,
In
California.
Florida.
Seminole Indians
Indians of
of Florida,
Florida, $10,000;
$10,000;
lorida.
Seminole
Idaho.
Idhon.
Reservation, Idaho,
Fort Hall Reservation,
$15,000;
Idaho,
$15,000;
Montana.
ontanaFort Fort Belknap
Belknap Agency, Montana,
Montana, $15,000;
$15,000;
Flathead
Agency, Montana,
$14,200;
Flathead Agency,
Montana, $14,200;
Agency, Montana
Fort Peck
Peck Agency,
Montana,,$28,000;
$28,000;
Blackfeet
Agency, Montana,
Montana, $70,000;
Blackfeet Agency,
$70,000;
Rocky Boy Band of Chippewas and other indigent and homeless
Indians
$6.500;
Indians in
in Montana,
Montana. $6.500;
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In
Nevada, $17,500;
In Nevada,
In
In New
New Mexico,
Mexico, $136,000;
$136,000;
Sioux of Devils Lake, North Dakota,
Dakota, $4,800;
$4,800;

Forth Berthold Agency, North Dakota,
Dakota, $11,000;
$11,000;
Turtle Mountain Band of Chippewas, North Dakota, $15,000;
$15,000;
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Nevada.
Nevada.
New
Mexico.
New Mexico.
North
Dakota.
North Dakota.

Wichitas
Wichitas and affiliated
affiliated bands
who have
have been
been collected
collected on
on the
bands who
the
reservations
apart for
for their
reservations set apart
their use
use and
and occupation
occupation in
in Oklahoma,
Oklahoma,

Oklahoma.
Wichitas, etc.

of the Wichita and affiliated
bands of
of Indians
Indians of
of Oklahoma
Oklahoma in
affiliated bands
in the
the

Ante, p. 36.
366.

Oklahoma.

chtaetc

Proviso.
$4,500: Provided,
Provided, That out of the funds now standing to the credit Pr
orcous
Payment
Payment for
for counsel.
counsel.

t, p.

Treasury
Treasury of the United States aa sum not exceeding
exceeding $3,000 may
may be
be
used for the employment
employment of counsel under contract
contract as
as provided by
law to represent said Indians in their claims against the United
United
p. 896.
States set forth in article 66 of the Act entitled "An
"An Act
Act making
making Vol.
28p -.89.
Vol 28,
appropriations
appropriations for current and contingent expenses
expenses of the Indian
Department
Department and fulfilling treaty stipulations
stipulations with various
various tribes
tribes
fiscal year ending
for the fiscal
ending June
June 30
30,2 1896,
1896, and for
for other purposes,"
purposes,"
approved
approved March 2, 1895 (Twenty-eighth
(Twenty-eighth Statutes, page 896);
896) ;
Kansas
and Kickapoo
Indians of
$3,100;
Kansas and
Kickapoo Indians
of Oklahoma,
Oklahoma, $3,100;

Ponca
Ponca Indians of Oklahoma
Oklahoma and Nebraska,
Nebraska, $7,500;
Grande Ronde and Siletz Agencies, Oregon, $2,400;
$2400 ;

Sioux, South Dakota,
Dakota, $7,500;
Yankton Sioux
$7,500;
In
In Utah, $5,800;
In Washington,
Washington, $19,000;
In
In Wisconsin,
$12,400;
In
Wisconsin, $12,400;

Oklahoma and
and Ne
Nebraska.
Oregon.
Oregon.
South Dakota

brask

South Dakota
Utah.

Utah.

Washington.

Washington.
Wisconsin.
Wisconsin.

In
$625 2000.
In all,
all, not to
to exceed
exceed $625,000.
Coeur d'Alenes,
d'Alenes,
in Idaho:
Idaho: For
For the Coeur
Coeur d'Alenes,
d'Alenes, in
For pay
of blacksmith,
blacksmith, carpencarpen- Idaho.
pay of
Cbeur
Vol. 26, p. 1029.
ter, and physician, and purchase
(article 11,
purchase of medicines
medicines (article
11, agreement
agreement Vol.26,p.1029.
ratified
March 3,
3, 1891),
$33,000.
ratified March
1891), $3,000.
Bannocks Idaho.
Bannocks,
Idaho.
For fulfilling
treaty stipulations
fulfilling treaty
stipulations with
the Bannocks,
Bannocks, in
in Idaho:
with the
Vol. 15, p. 606.
Idaho: vol.
Ma.
teacher,' carpenter,
For pay of physician, teacher
carpenter miller, engineer, farmer,
farmer,
and blacksmith (article
(article 10,
10, treaty
treaty of
of July
July 3,
$4,500.
3, 1868),
1868), $4,500.
Full-blood Choctaws,
For general
general support and civilization of the full-blood Choctaw MIn-boo.dhotws.
M.
Mississippi, including the pay of one
Indians of Mississippi,
one special
special agent,
agent
who shall be a
a physician
physician, one farmer, and one field matron, and
etc.
administration expenses,
other necessary
necessary administration
expenses, $10,500; for their eduedu- Education,
EdLcation etc.
cation by establishing, equipping, and maintaining
maintaining day schools, including
cluding the purchase
purchase of land and the construction
construction of necessary
necessary
buildings and their equipment, or for the tuition of full-blood
full-blood
Mississippi
Choctaw Indian
Mississippi Choctaw
Indian children
enrolled in
public schools,
schools, Pmog
children enrolled
in the
the public
of lands,
Purchase of lands,
$20,000; for the purchase of lands, including
including improvements
improvements there- ,O
eta
on, not exceeding eighty acres for any one family,
family for
for the use
use
and
expended under conditions
sail occupancy
occupancy of said Indians,
Indians, to be expended
conditions
to be prescribed by the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior, for its repayrepayment to the United States
rules and
regulations as
States under such rules
and regulations
as Encouraging indushe may direct,
direct, $4,000; for the purpose
purpose of encouraging
encouraging industry
industry try,
tryet.
id
etc.
and self-support among said Indians
Indians and to aid
building
aid them in building
culture of fruits, grains, cotton, and other crops,
homes, in the culture
$8,000; which
which sum may be used for the purchase
purchase of seed, animals,
machinery, tools, implements,
implements, and other equipment necessary, in
the discretion
discretion of the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior,
Interior, to enable said
Indians to become
become self-supporting,
self-supporting, to be
be expended
expended under condi- Repayment.
tions to be prescribed
prescribed by the Secretary
epayment
Secretary for its repayment
repayment to the
before June
$42,500.
United States on or before
June 30,
30, 1930; in all,
all, $42,500.
s Montana.
on
Montana: For
For fulfilling treaties with Crows, Montana:
For pay
pay of phy- Crows,
$1,200; and for pay of carpenter,
carpenter, miller, engineer, farmer, Vol. 15, p. 652.
sician, $1,200;
and blacksmith (article
(article 10, treaty of May 7, 1868),
1868), $2,580; for pay V'.-5.p. 0 2
blacksmith (article
of second blacksmith
treaty), $720;
in all,
$4,500. Nohe
(article 8, same treaty),
$720; in
all, $4,500.
Northern Cheennes
Cheyennes
Mont
civilization of
of the
the Northern
For support and
and civilization
Northern Cheyennes
and and
Cheyennes and
and Arapahoes,
rapahoes, Mont
Vol. 19, p. 256.
Arapahoes
(agreement with the Sioux Indians, approved February
Arapahoes (agreement
February Vol 19 p 256.
1877), including Northern
Northern Cheyennes removed from Pine Ridge
28, 1877),
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15, p. 658.
Vol. 15,p.
58.

Pawnees,
Pawnees, Okla.
Annuity.
Annuity.
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Agency to
Tongue River,
and for
physician, two
Agency
to Tongue
River, Montana,
Montana, and
for pay
pay of
of physician,
two
teachers, two
two carpenters,
carpenters, one
two farmers,
blacksmith,
teachers,
one miller,
miller, two
farmers, aa blacksmith,

and engineer (article
$75,000.
(article 7, treaty of May
May 10, 1868),
1868), $75,000.
For
fulfilling treaties
treaties with
with Pawnees,
Oklahoma: For
For fulfilling
Pawnees, Oklahoma:
For perpetual
perpetual
annuity, to
to be
be paid
paid in
in cash
cash to
(article 3,
3, agreement
agreement
annuity,
to the
the Pawnees
Pawnees (article

Vol. 27, p. 644.
vol.27,p.i.
of November
November 23, 1892), $30,000;
$30,000; for support
support of two
two manual-labor
manual-labor
Schools, blacksmiths,
of September
September 24,
1857), $10,000;
$10,000; for
for pay
pay
b nith, schools
schools (article
(article 3,
3, treaty
treaty of
24, 1857),
etc. Oetbc.

Vol. 11,, p. 73.
730.

Quapaws, Okla.
c.
dcatione, etc.
Education,
Vol.
7, p.
425.
Vol.7,
p.425.

of one
one farmer,
two blacksmiths,
blacksmiths, one
one miller,
one engineer
apof
farmer, two
miller, one
engineer and
and apprentices, and
two teachers
(article 4,
treaty), $5,400;
$5,400; for
for
4, same
same treaty),
teachers (article
prentices,
and two
purchase of iron and
for the
shops
and steel and other
other necessaries
necessaries for
the shops
(article
4, same
same treaty),
$500; for
pay of
of physician
physician and
and purchase
(article 4,
treaty), $500;
for pay
purchase
of medicines,
$1,200; in
in all,
all, $47,100.
$47,100.
of
medicines, $1,200;
For
Oklahoma: For
(article 3,
3,
For education
education (article
of Quapaws,
duapaws, Oklahoma:
support of
For support
treaty
treaty of
of May
1833), $1,000;
$1,000; for
blacksmith and
May 13,
13, 1833),
for blacksmith
and assistants,
assistants

and tools, iron, and steel for blacksmith
blacksmith shop
shop (same article
article and
and
treaty), $500;
$1,500: Provided,
the President
President of
the
of the
That the
all, $1,500:
Provided, That
$500; in
in all,
treaty),
United
the same
same to
the best
interests
United States shall
shall certify
certify the
to be
be for
for the
best interests
of
Indians.
of the
the Indians.
Five Civilised
Fibve
Civilied
expenses of administration
administration of
the affairs
affairs of
Five Civilized
Civilized
For expenses
of the
of the
the Five
Tribes,
Okla.
Tribes, Okla.
and the
Administration
Administration ex- Tribes,
Tribes, Oklahoma,
Oklahoma, and
the compensation
compensation of
of employees,
employees, $160,000:
$160,000:
penses.
penses.
Provided,
a report
Provided, That a
report shall be made to Congress on the
first
the first
Proviso.
Monday of
December, 1925,
1925; by
Superintendent for
the Five
Five
Detailed report to Monday
of December,
by the
the Superintendent
for the
Detaed
Congress.
Congress.
Secretary of the Interior, showing
Civilized Tribes through
through the Secretary
showing
expenditure of
moneys appropriated
appropriated by
in detail the expenditure
of all
all moneys
by this
this
Proviso.
Discretionary use.

DTCnetOyse.

Warm Springs
Agency Indians, Oreg.

arm Snyrings

Repayment.
Repayment.

provision.
provision.
For
support and
and civilization
civilization of
of the
confederated tribes
For support
the confederated
tribes and
and bands
bands

Oregon, including
including pay
of employees,
employees,
under Warm Springs Agency,
Agency, Oregon,
pay of

$3,800;
reimbursed under such rules and
$3,800; to be reimbursed
and regulations
regulations as
as the
the

Secretary
Interior may
may prescribe.
Secretary of the Interior
prescribe.
For support of Sioux of different
different tribes, including
including Santee
Santee Sioux
Sioux
of Nebraska.
Nebraska. North
North Dakota,
South Dakota:
Dakota, and
and South
Dakota: For
For pay
pay of
of five
five
teachers,
physician, one
one carpenter,
carpenter, one
teachers, one physician,
one miller,
miller , one
one engineer,
engineer,
two
farmers, and
58
two farmers,
one blacksmith
13, treaty
treaty of
April 29,
29,
and one
blacksmith (article
(article 13,
of April
1868), $10,400;
1868),
$10,400; for pay of second
second blacksmith, and
furnishing iron,
and furnishing
iron,
steel,
steel, and
other material
material (article
treaty), $1,600;
$1,600; for
for
and other
(article 88 of
of same
same treaty)
Additional empoyemploy- pay
additional employees
several agencies
agencies for
for the
Sioux
Addtios
pay of
of additional
employees of
of the
the several
the Sioux
ma.
Subsistence.
Subsistence.
mn Nebraska,
m
Nebraska, North Dakota,
Dakota, and South Dakota, $95,000; for
for subVol.9,p.256.
sistence of the Sioux and
and for
Vol. 19, p. 256.
for purposes
purposes of
their civilization
civilization (A
ct
of their
(Act
Transporting
of February
February 28,
T
ans:Porting supsup- of
28, 1877),
1877), $258,000:
$258,000: Provided,
.Provided, That
That this
this sum
sum shall
shall
es
oaf,
pl .
include
include transportation
transportation of supplies from the termination of railroad or steamboat
in this
this service
service Indians
Indians shall
steamboat transportation,
transportation, and
and in
shall
be employed
whenever practicable;
all, $365,000.
$365,000.
employed whenever
practicable; in
in all,
Confederated
Bands
For
and civilization
civilization of
of Confederated
Utes:
For support
support and
Confederated Bands
Bands of
of Utes:
ofConftders
Utes, Utah. Bands
vCpentrts.eetc.
For pay
pay of
Carpenters,
For
of two
carpenters, two
two farmers,
farmers, and
two carpenters,
two millers,
millers, two
and two
two
Vol. 15. P• 622 '
blacksmiths (article
(article 15,
15, treaty
treaty of
of March
1868), $6,720;
blacksmiths
March 2,
2, 1868),
$6,720; for
for pay
pay
of two teachers
teachers (same article
article and treaty),
purchase
treaty), $1,800;
$1,800; for
for purchase
of iron and steel and the necessary
necessary tools for blacksmith
blacksmith shop
Food,
etc.
Food,etc.
(article
9, same
same treaty),
$220; for
(article 9,
treaty), $220;
for annual
annual amount
amount for the purchase
of beef, mutton, wheat flour, beans, and potatoes, or other necessary
articles of food
equipment (article
sary
articles
food and clothing, and farming
farming equipment
Agency employees.
encyempees. 12, same
$24,260; for
of employees
same treaty),
treaty), $24,260;
for pay
pay of
employees at
several fte
at the
the several
Vte
agencies.
$15,000; in
all, $48,000.
$48,000.
agencies. $15,000;
in
all,
Spokanes, Wash.
For
in Washington
(article 6
6 of
of agreeagreevspol2an7,.
1
For support
support of
of Spokanes
Spokanes in
Washington (article
Vol. 27, p. 139.
Vo.7p.13.
ment with
said Indians,
Indians, dated March
ment
with said
March 18,
18, 1887,
1887, ratified
ratified by
by Act
Act of
of
July 13, 1892),
1892), $1,000.
$1.000. •
Shoshones, Wyo.
Shoshos, Wyo.
For support
For pay
support of
of Shoshones
Shoshones in
in Wyoming:
Wyoming: For
pay of
of physician,
physician,
Vol. 15, p. 576.
Vol. 5, p.7.
teacher, carpenter,
miller, engineer,
teacher,
carpenter, miller,
engineer, farmer,
and blacksmith
blacksmith (ar(arfarmer, and
ticle 10, treaty of July 3, 1868),
1868), $4.000; for pay of second blackblacksmith, and such iron and steel and other materials
materials as may
may be
be
required, as per article 8, same treaty,
treaty. $1,000;
required,
$1,000; in
$5,000.
in all, $5,000.

Sioux of
DN.,
ak
Teachers,
Teachers, etc.
etc.
Vo.5,
Vol. 15, p.640.
P
°.

Sioux of different
different
tribes, Nebr., N. and
N. and
S. Dak.
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civilization of Indians under the jurisdiction
For support
support and civilization
jurisdiction of

Support, etc., at
specified agencies,
agencies, from
specified

the following
following agencies,
agencies, to
paid from
from the
the funds
held by
the
tribal funds.
to be
be paid
funds held
by the
the United
United tribalfunds.
States in trust for the respective tribes, in not to exceed the following
following
respectively:
sums, respectively:
Arizona:

Colorado River, $4,000;
$4,000; Fort Apache, $100,000; Fort

Mojave, $1,500; Kaibab,
$250;
Mojave,
Kaibab, $1,000;
$1,000; Pima, $1,000;
$1,000; Salt
Salt River,
River, $250;
San Carlos
$75,000; Truxton
San
Carlos,? $75,000;
Truxton Canyon,
Canyon, $24,000;
$24,000California: Hoopa
Hoopa Valley, $200; Round Valley, $7,000; Tule
$200;
River, $200;
Consolidated Ute (Southern
(Southern Ute, $3,000; Ute Mountain,
Colorado: Consolidated
$15,000), $18,000;
$15,000),
$18,000;
d'Alene, $14,000;
$14,000: Fort Hall, $30,000; Fort Lapwai,
Idaho: Coeur
Coeur d'Alene,
Lapwai,
$14,000;
$14,000;

Arizona.
Arizoa.

California.

California

Colorado.

Colorado.

Idaho.
Idaho.

Iowa.
Iowa:
Sae and
Fox, $1,800;
$1,800;
Iowa: Sac
and Fox,
Iowa.
R
.
ansag.
Kansas:
Kiekapoo, $500;
Kansas: Kickapoo,
$500; Pottawatomie,
Pottawatomie, $2,809;
Kansas.
$2,800;
Michigan.
Michigan: Mackinac,
Michigan:
$800;
Mackinac, $800;
Michigan.
Minnesota:
Consolidated Chippewa
(Leech Lake, $900; Nett Minnesota.
Minnesota.
Minnesota: Consolidated
Chippewa (Leech
Lake, $150;
$150; White
$1,850; Red
Red Lake,
Lake, $25,000;
$25,000;
Lake,
White Earth,
Earth, $800),
$800), $1,850
Montana:
$10,000; Crow,
$100,000;
Flathead, $22,000;
$22,000; Montana.
Montana: Blackfeet,
Blackfeet, $10000
Cr
100,000; Flathead,
Montana.
$2,500; Rocky
Rocky Boy,
Boy, $5,000;
Fort Belknap,
Belknap, $30,000;
$30,000; Fort
Fort Peck,
Peck, $2,500;
$5,000;
Tongue River, $16,500;
$16,500;
Nebraska.
Nebraska: Omaha,
Nebraska:
Omaha, $1,000;
$1,000; Winnebago,
Winnebago, $2,000;
Nebraska.
Nevada.
Nevada:
Reno
(Fort
McDerraitt,
$300;
Pyramid
Lake,
$5,000),
Nevada: Reno (Fort McDermitt, $300; Pyramid Lake, $5,000), Nevada
$1,000; Summit
Summit
$5,300; Walker
Walker River (Paiute,
(Paiute, $200; Walker River, $1,000;
I lie, $200),
$200) 2 $1,400;
$1,400; Western Shoshone,
Shoshone, $16,000;
$16,000;
Lake,
Mexico.
$75,000; Mesealero,
New Mexico
Mexico: Jicarilla,
Jicarilla, $75,000;
Mescalero, $30,000;
$30,000; Navajo, $900; New
New Mexico.
Pueblo Bonito, $500;
$500 ;_ San Juan, $1,000;
$1,000;
North Carolina.
North Carolina:
Carolina: Eastern
E
Eastern Cherokee,
$2,000;
Cherokee, $2,000;
North
Carolina.
Dakota.
North
$60,000; North
North Dakota:
Dakota: Fort
Fort Berthold,
Berthold, $22,000;
$22,000; Standing
Standing Rock, $60,000;
NorthDakota.
Oklahoma: Kiowa,
Oklahoma:
Kiowa, $18,000;
Ponca (Otoe,
Ponca, $2,500;
$2,500; Oklahoma.
$18,000; Ponca
(Otoe, $1,000;
$1,000; Ponca,
Oklahoma
Tonkawa,
$800), $4,300; Sac and Fox, $2,000; Kiowa,
Tonkawa, $800),
Kiowa, Comanche,
and Apache
Apache, $29,000; Cheyennes
Arapahoes, $30,000;
Cheyennes and Arapahoes,
$30,000;
m:
Provided, That not to exceed
oego
Oregon: Klamath,
Klamath, $110,000: Provided,
exceed $7,500
$7,500 g
m a
Klamath
Agency
of said
sum may
used for the
repair of
of
said sum
may be
be used
the construction,
construction, upkeep
upkeep and
and repair
of buildings.
Kla
th Agency
buildings required
for the
of the
affairs of
of bU D g's
buildings
required for
the proper
proper administration
administration of
the affairs
the Indians under the
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of the
the Klamath
Klamath Agency,
Agency, Oregon;
Oregon;
Umatilla, $9,800;
$9,800; Warm Springs,
Springs, $16,000;
Umatilla,
$16,000;
Dakota.
South Dakota:
Pine Ridge,
Ridge, $500;
South
Dakota: Cheyenne
Cheyenne River,
River, $100,000;
$100,000; Pine
outh Dakota.
$500; South
Lower
Brule,
$5,000;
Rosebud,
$2,000;
Lower Brule, $5,000 Rosebud, $2,000;
Utah.
Utah: Goshute
Valley, utah
Goshute (Goshute,
(Goshute, $3,500; Paiute, $800; Skull Valley,
$1,500), $5,800; Uintah and Ouray,
Ouray, $15,000,•
$1,500),
$15,000
ngto
Puyallup, $3,000; Spokane, Washington.
Colville, $30,000;
Washington:
$30P00; P:uyallup,
ashington: Colville,
$16,000; Taholah
(Quinaielt), $7.500;
$7,500; Yakima,
Yakima, $32,900;
$32 900 ;
$16,000;
Taholah (Quinaielt),
WioMin.
Wisconsin.
Wisconsin:
du Flambeau,
Flambeau, $4,000;
0,000;
Wisconsin: Lac
Lac du
$4,000; Keshena,
Keshena, $30,000;
Wyoming.
Wyoming.
Wyoming:
Shoshone, $64,000;
$64,000;
Wyoming: Shoshone,
exceed $1,260,800.
In all, not to exceed
$1,260,800.
Chippewas
in Min1
For
promoting civilization
civilization and
Chippewa Dh
For promoting
and self-support among
among the
the Chippewa
in Mmpewas
nesota.
Promoting
civilizaIndians in the State
State of Minnesota,
Minnesota, $105,000,
$105,000, to be paid from the
Promotigro
iv-,
fcs
tion,
from tribal
tribal
etc., from
I
tion, etc.,
principal
credit of
Indians, arising
arising under
principal sum
sum on deposit to the credit
of said
said Indians,
under funds.
Vol. 25, p. 643.
section 7
7 of the Act entitled "An Act for the relief and civilization 'ol
25 p643
of the
Chippewa Indians
State of
of Minnesota,"
approved
the Chippewa
Indians in
in the
the State
Minnesota," approved Objects
Obectsspecifed.
specified.
following:
January 14, 1889, to be used exclusively for the purposes following:
Not exceeding
Not
exceeding $35,000
this amount
amount may
be expended
expended for
general Aig
$35,000 of
of this
may be
for general
State public
Aiding State
public
agency
may be
be expended,
schools.
agency purposes;
purposes; not exceeding
exceeding $10,000
$10,000 may
expended, under
under the schools.
direction
Secretary of the Interior,
Interior, in aiding in the construe
direction of the Secretary
equipment, and maintenance
tion, equipment,
maintenance of additional
additional public pchools
in
schools in
connection
connection with, and under the control
control of the public-school
public-school system
of the State of Minnesota,
Minnesota, said additional school buildings
buildings to be
located
located at places contiguous to Indian children who are now without proper public-school
public-school facilities, said amount to be immediately
immediately

(,
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Aiding
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indigent
Aiding
Chippevras.
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indigent
available; not
exceeding $15,000
expended in aiding indigent
be expended
$15,000 may be
not exceeding
available;
Chippewa
condition that any funds used in supthe condition
upon the
Indians upon
Chippewa Indians
port
of the
the tribe
tribe shall
shall be
become
and become
of and
reimbursed out of
be reimbursed
member of
a member
of a
port of
a
lien against
any individual
which such
member may
may
such member
of which
property of
individual property
against any
a lien
now
hereafter become
seized or
possessed, and
and the
of
Secretary of
the Secretary
or possessed,
become seized
or hereafter
now or
the
Interior shall
shall annually
annually transmit
to Congress
Congress at
commenceat the
the commencetransmit to
the Interior
ment
of each
each regular
statement of
of
detailed statement
and detailed
complete and
session aa complete
regular session
ment of
such
the two
preceding requirements
requirements not
not to
apply to
to
to apply
two preceding
expenditures, the
such expenditures,
any old,
indigent Indian,
Indian in
the discretion
discretion of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary
in the
or indigent
infirm, or
old, infirm,
any

the supfor the
of the
the Interior;
Interior; not
$15,000 may
may be
be expended
expended for
supexceeding $5,000
not exceeding
of
port of
of the
hospitals.
the Indian
Indian hospitals
port
Red Late
Lake ReservaeservThe Secretary
Red
Secretary of the Interior is authorized
authorized to withdraw from the
tion, Minn.
Treasury of
of the
United States
the sum
of $75,000,
so much
thereof
much thereof
or so
$75,000, or
sum of
States the
Constructing
saw- Treasury
the United
totrUing
mill, etc., from tribal
as may
be necessary,
of the
sum on
on deposit
deposit to
the credit
credit
to the
principal sum
the principal
necessary, of
as
may be
from tri
=min.tc.,
funds.
of the
Red Lake
of Chippewa
Chippewa Indians
the State
State of
of MinMinin the
Indians in
Band of
Lake Band
of
the Red
38.
Vol.39,
Vol. 39, p.
P.
138 .
nesota,
arising under
1916 (Thirty-ninth
(Thirty-ninth Stat18, 1916
May 18,
Act of
of May
the Act
under the
nesota, arising
utes, page
page 138),
138), and
to expend
expend the
the same
in the
construction and
and
the construction
same in
and to
utes,
equipment of
of a
a sawmill,
and other
other
quarters and
employees' quarters
including employees'
sawmill, including
equipment
necessary
the benefit
benefit of
of the
said
Lake Indians,
Indians, said
the Red
Red Lake
for the
buildings, for
necessary buildings,
Location.
mill
to be
located at
Minnesota, .on
site to
to be
be leased
leased by
by
on a
a site
mill to
be located
at Redby,
Redby, Minnesota,
the United States for aperiod of nincty-nine years.
ChotandChickChoctaws and Chick- the United States for a period of ninety-nine years.
For the
the expenses
expenses of
to the
the enrolled
asaws,
Okla.
members
enrolled members
capita payments
payments to
of t3er
per capita
For
-sws.okai
Per capita payments
off the
Choctaw and
and Chickasaw
Tribes of
paid
$5,000, to
to be paid
of Indians, $5,000,
Chickasaw Tribes
the Choctaw
erpitapayment
expenses.
from the
the funds
funds held
by the
the United
United States
States in
in trust
trust for
for said
said Indians.
Indians.
held by
from
Osagw, Olda.
For the
of the
Osage Agency
Agency and
and pay
pay of
of tribal
officers,
tribal officers,
the Osage
support of
the support
For
etc.,
genyeenses. etc.,
AgencyexPeoses,
from tribalunds
funds.
fromtriba
.
the tribal attorney
employees of said
attorney and his stenographer,
stenographer, and employees
said
agency, $115,000,
be p
aid from
from the
held by
the United
States
funds held
by the
United States
agency,
$115,000, to
to be
paid
the funds
in trust
Tribe of
of Indians
in Oklahoma.
Oklahoma.
Indians in
the Osage
Osage Tribe
in
trust for
for the
Oil and gas producFor
expenses in
in connection
gas producproducand gas
with oil
oil and
connection with
For necessary
necessary expenses
S pro
tionedenr
tion
expenses.
tion on the Osage
()sage Reservation,
Reservation, including
including salaries of employees,
employees,
rent
of quarters
quarters for
employees, traveling
expenses, printing,
telerent of
for employees,
traveling expenses,
printing, telegraphing
and telephoning,
telephoning, and
repair, and
and operation
operation of
of
purchase, repair,
and purchase
graphing and
Prom tribal funds.
by the
the United
United
$62,500, to be paid from
romtribalfnds. automobiles, $62,500,
from the
the funds
funds held
keld by
States in
in trust
for the
the Osage
Osage Tribe
Tribe of
Indians in
Oklahoma.
in Oklahoma.
of Indians
trust for
ibal CounCoun States
Visit of Tribal
For expenses
incurred in
connection with
visits to
to Washington,
Washington,
in connection
with visits
expenses incurred
cil
to Washington, D C
For
ciltoWasngton,D.C.
other
District of Columbia,
Columbia, by the Osage
Osage Tribal Council and other
members of said tribe, when duly authorized or approved
approved by the
the
Secretary
Interior, $10,000,
$10,000, to
paid from
funds held
held
of the
the Interior,
to be
be paid
from the
the funds
Secretary of
by the
the United
United States
States in
for the
the Osage
Osage tribe.
tribe.
in trust
trust for
Coerate Bands
Confederated
Bands by
The sum of
of $225,000
The
$225,000 is hereby
hereby appropriated
appropriated out of the principal
principal
of Utes, Utah.
Utah.
Distribution from
of Ute Indians,
the credit
credit of
of the
the Confederated
Confederated Bands
Bands of
Indians,
to the
funds to
pDistribution
principal
of tro
tribal funds
principal
of
tribals
funds.
the
sum
of
$75,000
of
said
amount
for
the
benefit
of
the
Ute
Ute
the
of
benefit
the
for
amount
said
of
$75,000
of
sum
the
.
uotments
Allotments.
Mountain
Mountain (formerly Navajo Springs) Band of said Indians in
in
Colorado,
and the
the sum
sum of
of $75,000
$75,000 of
for the
the Uintah
Uintah,
Colorado, and
of said
said amount
amount for
White River, and Uncompahgre
Uncompahgre Bands of Ute
Lite Indians
Indians in Utah,
and
of said
for the
the Southern
and the
the sum of
of $75,000
$75,000 of
said amount
amount for
Southern Ute
Ute
s ppt etc Indians in Colorado.
Colorado, which sums shall be charged
charged to said bands,
Self -support, etc.,
to withdraw
withdraw
Secretary of
the Interior
Interior is
is also
authorized to
also authorized
of the
and the
the Secretary
from accrued
accrued inteest.
interest. and
from the Treasury
Treasury the accrued
interest to
to and
and including
including June
June 30,
accrued interest
30,
1924,
of the
of Lte
Ute Indians
Indians
Bands of
Confederated Bands
said Confederated
the said
funds of
the funds
on the
1924, on
94
Vol. 3,p.
p. 934.
appropriated under
appropriated
under the
(Thirty-seventh
the Act
Act of
of March
March 4, 1913
1913 (Thirty-seventh
Statutes
Statutes at Large, page 934),
934), and to expend or distribute the
same for the purpose of promoting civilization
civilization and self-support
self-support
among
Indians, under
illations as
the Secretary
Secretary
as the
regulations
such rep
under such
said Indians,
the said
among the
Pror
Prodsos.
of the
the Interior
Interior may
may prescribe:
Provided, That
the Secretary
Secretary of
That the
of the
the
prescribe: Provided,
Report to Congress.
Con. of
in December,
Interior
shall report
report to Congress,
Monday in
December,
the first Monday
Congress, on the
Interior shall
1925, a detailed statement as to all moneys expended as provided
ttest,
iction on road 1925, a detailed statement as to all moneys expended as provided
Restiction
construction.
for
further, That
That none
of the
the funds
funds in
this
for herein:
herein: Provided
Provided further,
none of
in this
paragraph shall be expended
expended on road construction
construction unless, wherever
practicable, preference
preference shall
to Indians
in the ememever practicable,
shall be
be given
given to
Indians in
Indian hospitals.

Indian hospitals.
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herein
ployment of labor on all roads constructed
constructed from the sums
slims herein
ployment
appropriated
Confederated Bands of Utes.
funds of the Confederated
appropriated from the funds
ROADS
BRIDGES.
ROAI)S AND BRIDGES.

Roads and bridges.

Roads and bridges.

iloopa Valley Reser-

aleyReser
vatioac
For
completion of
road from
from Hoopa
Hoopa to Weitchpec, on the ,
of aa road
For completion
ation, Calif.
Completing road
road on.
on.
Humboldt County,
Hoopa Valley Reservation,
Reservation, in Humboldt
County, California,
California, in Completing
Hoopa
Reimbursement
conformity
of the
the Interior,
Interior, Reimbursement.
Secretary of
by the
the Secretary
approved by
with plans
plans approved
conformity with
$8
2
000, to be reimbursed
reimbursed out of any funds of the Indians of
$82000,
said reservation
hereafter placed
placed to their
their credit in the
or hereafter
reservation now or
said
Treasury
of the
accordance with the Indian
Indian ApStates, in accordance
United States,
the United
Treasury of
Vol. 40, p
p. 570.
40 - 570.
propriation
Statutes at Large, pages Vol
1918 (Fortieth Statutes
May 25, 1918
propriation Act of May
570
571).
Le ReervaR
570 and
and 571).
Red Lake ReserveMinn.
Lake Indian tion,
For
the construction
of roads
and bridges
on the
the Red Lake
t
bridges on
roads and
construction of
For the
ion, Mimi.
Roads and
and bridges
bridges
Reservation,
purchase of material, equipment,
equipment, and on,Roads
Reservation, including the purchase
from tribal funds.
supplies, and
of labor,
$9,000, to
to be
paid from
from onfromtribalunds
be paid
labor, $9,000,
employment of
the employment
and the
supplies,
Red Lake Proviso.
the funds
held by
United States in trust for the Red
by the United
funds held
the
Band of
of Chippewa
Chippewa Indians
Indians in
the State
State of
of Minnesota:
Provided, Indian
IndSniabor.
labor.
in the
Minnesota: Provided,
Band
That Indian
Indian labor
labor shall
shall be
be employed
employed as
as far
far as
practicable.
as practicable.
That
Mwealma Reservae
Mex.
For continuing
continuing road
bridge construction
on the Mescalero
Mescalero tion,
construction on
and bridge
road and
tion, N.
N. Mex.
For
Roads and
bridges
bridges
and
Roads
of
purchase
Indian
Reservation,
in
New
Mexico,
including
the
purchase
Mexico,
New
Indian Reservation, in
on, from tribal funds.
material, equipment,
equipment, and
and supplies;
supplies; the
employment of labor; and
the employment
material,
necessary, $12,000,
$12,000, to
of surveys, plans, and estimates, if necessary,
the cost of
reservation
be
reimbursed from any funds of the Indians
Indians of said reservation
be reimbursed
Proviso.
Pdnblabor.
now
or hereafter
United States: Indian
Treasury of the United
on deposit in the Treasury
hereafter on
now or
as
pracas
employed
shall
Provided,
That
Indian
labor
be
employed
far
Provided, That
ticable.
Cochiti and San Juan
CoebitiandsanJan
For, the construction
construction of steel bridges across the Rio Grande
Grande Pueblo
For,
Pueblo
grants,
N. Mex.
Mex.
grants, N.
Bridges
across Rio
Rio
Bridges across
New Grande
within the
the Cochiti
Pueblo Indian
grants, New
Indian grants,
Juan Pueblo
San Juan
and San
Cochiti and
within
in.
Mexico,
under the
of the
the Secretary
of the
the Interior,
Interior, $82,200 rande in.
Secretary of
direction of
the direction
Mexico, under
(reimbursable).
(reimbursable).
Shoshone ReservaReservaShoshone
constructing roads and bridges tion,
of constructing
For
continuing the
work of
the work
For continuing
Wyo.
Roads and
and bridges
bridges
Rads
in
Reservation,
within
the
diminished
Shoshone
River
Reservation,
River
Wind
or
Shoshone
diminished
within the
in, from tribal funds.
Wyoming,
reimbursed from
from any
any funds
funds ,fromtribalfunds.
to be
be reimbursed
sum to
said sum
$10,000, said
Wyoming, $10,000,
which
are now
now or
or may
may hereafter
hereafter be
be placed
placed in
Treasury to the
in the Treasury
which are
credit of
said Indians,
charge and
and lien upon
upon the lands
a charge
remain a
Indians, to remain
of said
credit
Indians until paid.
and funds of said Indians
ANNUITIES AND
AND PER
PAYMENTS.
CAPITA PAYMENTS.
PER CAPITA
ANNUITIES

Annuities, etc.

Annuitie, etc.

Y

Y.
N.
For
with Senecas
York: For permanent
permanent Senecas, N.
New York:
of New
Senecas of
treaties with
fulfilling treaties
For fulfilling
Vol. 4, p. 443.
Vol.4,p.44.
1831),
19,
annuity
in
lieu
of
interest
on
stock
(Act
of
February
19,
1831),
February
of
(Act
stock
on
annuity in lieu of interest
$6,000.
N.
Six Nations,
Six
Nations,
N. Y.
Y.
$6,000.
N
at i
For
Nations of New York: For per- Vol. o7, p. 46.
fulfilling treaties with Six Nations
For fulfilling
manent annuity,
in clothing.
clothing and other useful articles (article 6, VL 7,p.4.
annuity in
manent
treaty
1794), $4,500.
$4 500. '11, 1794),
November 11,
of November
treaty of
a w s OklaChoctaws,
OklaFor
fulfilling treaties
treaties with
with Choctaws,
Choctaws, Oklahoma:
Oklahoma: For
perma- homa.
hoct
For permaFor fulfilling
A
nnuities.
16, 1805,
nent annuity
annuity (article
2, treaty
of November
November 16,
1805, and article Annmities.
treaty of
(article 2,
nent
Vol. 7, p. 59; Vol.
9; Vol.
p.
l, P
13,
treaty of
of June
22, 1855),
1855), $3,000;
permanent annuity
annuity for 11,
p. 614.
for permanent
$3,000; for
June 22,
13, treaty
Light horsemen.
support of
of light
light horsemen
horsemen (article
13, treaty
of October
October 18,
18, 1820,
1820, Vol
213;oVol.
Vl.
7,pp. 213;
treaty of
(article 13,
support
Vol. 7,
n p. 614.
11,
and
article 13,
13, treaty
treaty of
of June
an- 1,p.614.
22, 1855),
1855), $600;
$600; for
for permanent
permanent anand article
June 22,
Black ,-mith.
23;
Vol. 7,
7, pp. 212, 236;
(article 6, treaty
of blacksmith (article
support of
nuity
treaty of October
October 18, Vol.
for support
nuity for
Vol. 11, p. 614.
20, 1825,
1820, and
and article
9, treaty
January 20,
1825, and article
article 13, Vol. 1,p. 614
of January
treaty of
article 9,
1820,
Education.
Education.
permanent annuity
1855), $600; for permanent
treaty of June 22, 1855),
annuity for educa- Vol.
7, p.
p. 216;
236; Vol.
Vol.
Vol.
7,
11,
p. 614. *.
tion (article
of January
20, 1825.
1825, and
treaty of
of 11,.i.
13, treaty
article 13,
and article
January 20,
treaty of
2, treaty
(article 2,
tion
Iron and steel.
7,
236;; V.
Vol.
ol. p.7,
261;
7,
4oLp. 2a
vol.
June
permanent annuity for iron
iron and
and steel Vol.
for permanent
$6,000; for
22, 1855),
1855), $6,0(70;
June 22,
11, p. 614.
(article
treaty of June " p 614
January 20, 1825, and article 13, treaty
treaty of January
(article 9, treaty
22 2_1855),
$320; in
saint
22
1855). $320;
in all,
all, $10,520.
$10,520.
Saint Cmix
Croix Chip
ChipWisconsin.
wisconsn.
pewas,
To carry out the provisions
provisions of the Chippewa
Chippewa treaty of September pewas,
Purchase of land for.
b
30,
1854 (Tenth
(Tenth Statutes
Statutes at Large,
Large, page 1109),
1109), $10,000,
$10,(00, in part
part setset- ,P°c
etc
30, 1854

Sen ecas

414
414
09
Vol. in,
1
1-1109 .
Vol.
1 P
Beneficiaries.
VoL 38,
p.
VOL
s, p.

9•

SOIL
0.

Proviso.
Discretionary
Discretionary cash
cash
n
payments.

ts-

paym

Pension Offc
Office.
Penion
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tlement of
amount, $141,000,
$141,000, found
and heretofore
tlement
of the
the amount,
found due
due and
heretofore approved
approved
for the
the Saint
Indians of
of Wisconsin,
names
for
Saint Croix
Croix Chippewa
Chippewa Indians
Wisconsin, whose
whose names
appear on
the final
final roll
prepared by
by the
Secretary of
of the
Interior
appear
on the
roll prepared
the Secretary
the Interior
pursuant
pursuant to Act of August 1, 1914 (Thirty-eighth
(Thirty-eighth Statutes
at Large,
Statutes at
Large,
582 to
to 605),
605), and
House Document
Numbered 1663,
1663,
pages 582
and contained
contained in
in House
Document Numbered
said sum
expended in
in the
of land
land or
or for
said
sum of
of $10,000
$10,000 to
to be
be expended
the purchase
purchase of
for
the
said Indians
Indians by
by the
Commissioner of
Indian Affairs:
Affairs:
the benefit
benefit of
of said
the Commissioner
of Indian
Provided, That,
That, in
in the
the discretion
of the
the Commissioner
Provided,
discretion of
Commissioner of
of Indian
Indian
Affairs, the
per capita
said Indians
under this
this
Affairs,
the per
capita share
share of
of any
any of
of said
Indians under
appropriation may
be paid
paid in
in cash.
cash.
appropriation
may be
PENSION
OFFICE.
PENSION OFFICE.

Salarks.

SALARIES.
SALARIES.

Commissioner,
Commisdoner, and
and
office personneL
pmLn

office

Pennia*.

Pensions.

*

For
the Commissioner
of Pensions
Pensions and
and other
other personal
personal services
services in
For the
Commissioner of
in
the
of Columbia
in accordance
"The Classification
Classification
the District
District of
Columbia in
accordance with
with "The
Act of
of 1923,"
1923," $1,470,000.
$1,470,000.
Act
PENSIONS.
PENSIONS.

Navy and
and Navy pensions, as follows: For invalids, widows,
Army
widows, minor
minor
children, and
and dependent
dependent relatives,
relatives, Army
Army nurses,
nurses, and
other penpenchildren,
and all
all other
sioners who are now borne on
or who
who may
may hereafter
on the
the rolls,
rolls, or
hereafter be
be
placed thereon,
under the
the provisions
provisions of
of any
any and
and all
all Acts
Acts of
Conplaced
thereon, under
of ConProvisos.
,
d gress, $222,500,000:
$222,500,000: Provided
: That
That the
appropriation aforesaid
aforesaid
NPvr"t
om nagress,
Provided,
the appropriation
pensonfd
for Navy pensions
pension
fond.
pensions shall
paid from
from the
the Navy
Navy penpenshall be
be paid
the income
income of
of the
fund, so
far as
the same
be sufficient
for that
that purpose:
purpose:
a sion
sion fund,
so far
as the
same shall
shall be
sufficient for
spau
atconntl
Proied
further, That the amount expended
Provided
further,
expended under
each ,of
under each
of the
the
above items shall be accounted
accounted for separately.
Amy

dNArmy

Army and Navy.

Non

from

Dow

SeParateaceminting.

Office expenses.

OENErAL EXPENSES.
GENERAL
EXPENSES. PENSION
PENSION OFFICE.

Per diem subsistence.

For per diem in lieu of subsistence,
subsistence, pursuant
pursuant to section 13 of the
Sundry Civil
Appropriation
Act
August 1,
1, 1914,
for perSundry Civil Appropriation
in
Act approved
approved August
1914, for
persons employed
employed in the
Bureau of
ed for
the purpose
the Bureau
of Pensions,
Pensions, detail
detailed
for the
purpose
of making special investigations
investigations pertaining
pertaining to
bureau ' and
for
to said
said bureau,
and for
General expenses.
oealepeses. actual
and other
necessary expenses,
telegrams,$110,000.
actual and
other necessary
expenses, including
including telegrams,
$110,000.
Labor asaving devices,
etc.
vie
etc.
For purchase, repair, and exchange
exchange of adding machines,
machines, addressaddressPrdiemsubStence.

Vol.

ol 38

p.. 680.
80.

ingmachines,
typewriters, check-signing
machin es,and
an d o
ther laborl
ab
oring
machines, typewriters,
check-signing machines,
other

saving devices,
devices, furniture,
furniture, filing
filing cabinets,
cabinets, an
dp
ost
age on
fore i
gn
saving
and
postage
on foreign
mail, law and medical
medical books, books of reference
reference and periodicals,
periodicals,

Exnng surgeons.
Examining
surgeons.
Examining surge.

Retirement Act.
Retirement
-1

nt

Play

U
under.
In
ExPenses .der.T
of Bureau
Vol. 41, p. 617.
17.
Vol. 41, p.

$9,000.
$9000
or fees
fees and
expenses of
examining surgeons,
For
and expenses
of examining
surgeons pensions,
pensions, for
for
services rendered
rendered within
the fiscal
ar 1925,
services
within the
fiscal ye
year
1925, $450,000.
$450,000.
RETIREMENT ACT.
ACT.
RETIREMENT

To enable the
of Pensions
the duties
imposed
the Bureau
Bureau of
Pensions to
to perform
perform the
duties imposed
upon itit by
by the
retirement of employees
upon
the Act entitled "An Act for the retirement
employees
in the classified civil service, and for other purposes,"
1920, including personal services, purchase of books, office equipment, stationery, and other supplies, traveling
traveling expenses,
expenses, expenses
expenses of
of
medical and other examinations,
examinations, and
and including
not to
to exceed
exceed $3,000
including not
$3,000
for compensation
compensation of two actuaries, exclusive of the Government
Government
for
actuary,
actuary, to be fixed by the Commissioner
Commissioner of Pensions with the
the
approval
Secretary of the
approval of the Secretary
the Interior,
Interior, and
and actual
necessary travel
travel
actual necessary
and other expenses of three members of the Board of Actuaries,
$77,000.
$77,000.
approved
May
22,
in
1920,
classified
including
civil
personal
service, services,
and for other
purchase
purposes"
of books,
approved
y
office equipMa
22,the

n
Actuaries,
etc.

~uaetc

et.
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PATENT OFFICE.
PATENT
SALARIES.
SALARIES.

Patent Office.
Salaries.
Commissioner, and

and
in omffalopersel
services in
For
the Commissioner
Commissioner of
Patents and
and other
other personal
personal services
of Patents
For the
office personnel.
Act
Classification Act
"The
accordance with "
The Classification
the District of Columbia in accordance
Proviso.
$2,370,000: Provided,
Provided, That of the amount herein approappro- Teporary
of 1923," $2,370,000:
Temporary typists,
typists,
etc.
temporary etc.
priated not
exceed $25,000
$25,000 may be used for special and temporary
to exceed
not to
priated
services
certified by the Civil Service Commission, who
typists certified
of typists
services of
may
numbers, at $4 per diem, as may, in the
may be employed in such numbers,
necessary to keep
judgment
Commissioner of Patents, be necessary
the Commissioner
of the
judgment of
current
work of
of furnishing
of records.
records.
dditional tern
copies of
manuscript copies
furnishing manuscript
the work
current the
Additional tememployees
For temporary
additional employees
employees in the Patent Office
Office at rates porary employees.
temporary additional
For
of
accordance with"
Classification Act of
Lita
of 1923,"
1923," Limitations.
with" The Classification
in accordance
of compensation
compensation in
such
to serve
without annual or sick leave allowance
allowance and L ti
serve without
employees to
such employees
to
appointed under the provisions
provisions of the civil service laws, rules,
be appointed
to be
and regulations
for the
purpose of making
current the work of the
making current
the purpose
regulations for
and
Patent Office;
equipment, stationery, other
for additional
additional furniture, equipment,
Office; for
Patent
supplies, and
and printing
for such
such work; for special services
required for
printing required
supplies,
of per
be employed
employed in such numbers
numbers and
and
may be
who may
employees, who
diem employees,
per diem
of
the
at
compensation (not to exceed
exceed $4 per diem) as in the
of compensation
such rates of
at such
judgment of
of Patents may be necessary, to redisthe Commissioner of
of the
judgment
copies of patents; and for filing cases for storing printed
tribute copies
copies
of patents
appropriations available
m addition to all other appropriations
patents in
copies of
for
same purposes;
purposes; in all,
$180,000, to be available
available immediately.
all, $180,000,
the same
for the
GENERAL
EXPENSES.
GENERAI EXPENSES.
For purchase
purchase of
of law,
law, professional,
and other
reference books and
other reference
professional, and
For
publications and
exchange, and
and
scientific books, including their exchange,
and scientific
publications
expense
Patent
publications of patents issued by the Patent
transporting publications
of transporting
expense of
$87000.
Office to foreign
directories, woo.
governments, and directories,
foreign governments,
Office
For
drawmgs of patents and
copies of weekly issue of drawings
producing copies
For producing
designs; reproduction
of copies
copies of drawings and specifications
specifications of
reproduction of
designs;
exhausted patents,
patents, designs,
papers, such
trade-marks, and other papers,
designs, trade-marks,
exhausted
other
other papers when reproduced for sale to be sold at not less than
drawings;
cost
reproduction of foreign patent drawings;
centum; reproduction
per centum;
plus 10 per
cost plus
photo
prints of
pending application
drawings; and photostat and
application drawings;
of pending
photo prints
$190,000.
photographic supplies and dry mounts, $190,000.
photographic
The
headings of
patented cases may be multidrawings for patented
the drawings
of the
The headings
graphed
in the Patent Office for
purpose of photolithography.
photolithography.
for the purpose
graphed in
investigating the question of public use or sale of invenFor investigating
tions
for two
two years
applications for patents,
prior to filing applications
years or more prior
tions for
connection with applications
applications
and such other questions arising in connection
for
for patents and the prior art as may be deemed necessary by the
Commissioner of
Patents; and
expense attending defense of suits inand expense
of Patents;
Commissioner
stituted
Commissioner of Patents, $800.
against the Commissioner
stituted against
furniture and filing cases, $60,000.
For furniture
BUREAU
RECLAMATION.
BUREAU OF RECLAMATION.
The
following sums
appropriated out of the special fund
sums are appropriated
The following
created by the Act of June
the Treasury
Treasury of the United States created
in the
17,
1902, and
reclamation fund,"
fund," to
be
to be
"the reclamation
designated "the
therein designated
and therein
17, 1902,
available immediately:
immediately:
all expenditures
For all
For
expenditures authorized
authorized by the Act of June 17, 1902
(Thirty-second Statutes,
Statutes, page
388), and
Acts amendatory
thereof
amendatory thereof
and Acts
page 388),
(Thirty-second
or supplementary
supplementary thereto,
known as the reclamation
reclamation law and all
thereto, known
or
other
under which
expenditures from said fund are authorwhich expenditures
Acts under
other Acts
elsewhere;
ized, including salaries in the District of Columbia and elsewhere;
45822--25t-29
45822*-25t----29

Reference books,
etc.
books, etc.
Reference

Weekly issues
patissues of pat.
Weekly
ents,
ents, etc.
etc.

MultigraPklog per
perMultlgraphing
mitted.
Investigating prior
prior
Investigating
use of inventions.
inventions.

Furniture,
Furniture, etc.
Reclamation
Bureau.
Reamtion Bureau.
Payments from
e
dfrom recannm fund.
lamation

r
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examination
examination of estimates for appropriations
appropriations in the field;
field; refunds
refunds
for
overcollections hereafter
hereafter received
account of
for overcollections
received on
on account
of water-right
water-right
charges, rentals,
rentals, and
other purposes;
purposes; printing
charges,
and deposits
deposits for
for other
printing and
and
Vehicles.
binding, not
binding,
not exceeding
exceeding $30,000;
$30,000; purchase,
purchase, maintenance,
maintenance, and
and operoperation
of horse-drawn
or motor-propelled
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
veation of
horse-drawn or
passenger-carrying veDamages to
to
eDanaes
rop- hicks;
hices; payment of damages caused to the owners of lands or
erty.
or
private
property of
of the
private property
of any
any kind
kind by
by reason
reason of
of the
the operations
operations of
the
TJnited
States, its
its officers
officers or
employees, in
the survey,
survey, construction,
construction,
United States,
or employees,
in the
operation,
or maintenance
irrigation works,
and which
may be
be
operation, or
maintenance of
of irrigation
works, and
which may
comprised
by agreement
between the
claimant and
comprised by
agreement between
the claimant
and the
the Secretary
Secretary
of
the Interior;
Interior; and
payment for
official telephone
telephone service
of the
and payment
for official
service in
in the
the
field hereafter
case of
of official
telephones installed
field
hereafter incurred
incurred m
in case
official telephones
installed in
in
private
when authorized
authorized under
regulations established
established by
private houses
houses when
under regulations
by
Projects
the Interior:
Projects designated.
g
' the Secretary of
of the
Interior:
salt
River,.A
Arizona: For
For examination
Salt River,
Ariz.
Salt River
River project, Arizona:
examination of
of project
project and
and
project accounts,
$5,000;
project
accounts, $5,000;
Objects specific&
specifie

Pt°P-

desi nated

Yuma project,
For operation
operation and
and maintemainteYuma
project, Arizona-California:
Arizona-California: For
mince
of construction,
construction, and
and incidental
incidental operations,
operations,
nance, continuation
continuation of
$765,000,
may be
be expended
expended for
$765,000, of
of which
which not
not to
to exceed
exceed $250,000
$250,000 may
for the
the
construction
hydroelectric power
plant
at
the syphon
syphon drop
on
construction of
of aahydroelectric
power
plant
at
the
drop
on
Proviso.
RPesctions
••
ons o
on n
That no
part of
of said
$250,000
no part
said sum
sum of
of $250,000
d-o .the
the main
main canal:
canal: Provided,
Provided, That
velopment
electric
veloPment of
of e
lectric shall be expended until contracts have been entered
entered into by
by a
a mamapower.
power.
jority of the water-right
water-right applicants and entrymen, for the
the lands
cost of said hydroelectric
to be charged with the cost
hydroelectric power
power plant
plant in
in the
the
Vol38,p. 687.
manner
provided by
section 44 of
of the
the Reclamation
Act
38, p. 687.
manner provided
by section
Reclamation Extension Act
approved
approved August
August 13,
Statutes at
at Large
13, 1914 (Thirty-eighth
(Thirty-eighth Statutes
Large, page
page
Repaying
of 686), wherein
Repaying cost of
wherein said
water-right applicants
applicants and
shall agree
said water-right
and entrymen
entrymen shall
agree
plant.
of said power
to repay the cost of
power plant
plant chargeable
chargeable against
their lands,
against their
lands,
instalments, commencing
in twelve equal annual instalments,
commencing December
December 1,
1, 1925;
1925;
Orland, Cali
Orland
operation and
and maintenance,
Orland,
Calif.
Orland project,
project, California: For operation
maintenance concontinuation
of construction,
construction, and
$4_ 0,000;
tinuation of
and incidental
incidental operations,
operations, $40000
Valley project,
project, Colorado,
Grand Valey
Valley, Colo.
Colo.
Grand Valley
ar d Mesa
diviColorado, including
including Orch
Orchard
Mesa division: For operation and maintenance, continuance
of construction,
construction,
continuance of
and
incidental operations,
$465,000;
and incidental
operations, $465,000;
Cncompahge,
Colo.
Uncompahgre project,
project, Colorado:
Colorado: For operation and maintenance,
maintenance,
Unemn Pali g
te 'Coln'
Uncompahgre
continuation
continuation of construction,
construction, and incidental operations,
$150,000;
operations, $150,000;
Boise, Idaho.
Boise project,
Idaho: For
operation and
and maintenance,
maintenance, continBoise,Ida.
Boise
project, Idaho:
For operation
continProrisos.
ation of
That
Drainageexpendiof construction,
construction, and
and incidental
incidental operations:
Drainage
expendi- uation
operations: Provided,
Provided, That
tureslmited.
the expenditure for drainage
tures
limited ,
drainage shall not exceed the amount
amount paid
paid
by the water users pursuant to the provisions
provisions of the
public
the Boise
Boise public
notice dated
1921, except
except for
drai
nage in
irrigation
dated February
February 15,
15, 1921,
for drainage
in irrigation
districts formed
and upon
formed under
under State laws and
execution of
agreeupon the
the execution
of agreePost,
p.1130.
PosrttP.Mo.
ments for
repayment to
States o
cos t
s t
hereo f,
for the repayment
to the
the United
United States
offth
thee costs
thereof,
Rest rictions
de•Provided
Providedfurther,
no part
o f th
veroptent
electric $1,080,000:
of
velopment
of electric
$1 t080 000 •
further That
That no
part of
thee money
money appro
appro-w
po e'
priated
under this
this paragraph
paragraph shall
shall be
for the
the developpower.
priated under
be expended
expended for
development of electric power until
nail the
Secretary of
rior s
hall have
have
the Secretary
of the
the Inte
Interior
shall
secured,
secured, subject to the
project, a
contract with
with
the needs of
of the
the Boise
Boise project,
a contract
the Gem Irrigation
Irrigation District, providing
providing for
purchase by
by that
for the
the purchase
that
district, for aaperiod to be determined
determined by the Secretary of the Interior,
the electric
electric power
rior, of
of the
the irrigation
of the
lands
power necessary
necessary for
for the
irrigation of
the lands
Contract requiresaid district:
the rates
such conconCntract
require- of said
district: And
And provided
provided further,
meats.
further, That
That the
rates in
in such
tract shall be sufficient
at five per centum
sufficient to include interest at
centum per
per
annum on the cost
power developme
n t pl
us a
reasonable
cost of
of such
such power
development
plus
a reasonable
depreciation
depreciation on the power plant, as found by the
Secretary of
of the
the
the Secretary
Interior, and that the contract
Interior,
contract shall
shall provide
provide that
that before
before delivery
delivery
of power in any season the district shall furnish
furnish security satisfacsatisfacSecretary of
tory to the Secretary
of the Interior
Interior to
the GovGovto insure
insure payment
payment to
to the
ernment of the power charges for such season, and that
eminent
conthat such conthe event
tract shall be entered
entered into only in the
not
event that the
the holders
holders of
of not
less than ninety per centum of the face value of
of the bonded
bonded and
and

Ynsa,Aris.ai

Yuma, Ariz.-Calif.

Post, Pla- 1166'13311
,pp.,M.
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warrant
subordinate their claims
warrant indebtedness
indebtedness of the district shall subordinate
claims
to the obligations
obligations of the district
district to the Government
such
Government under
under such
Rates if power furcontract:
provided further,
further, That in the event power is fur- nished
Rnish
itomore
contract: And provided
to
more than
than
one
contractor.
nished
said power
power plant
more than
than one
one contractor,
contractor, then
then one contractor.
nished from
from the
the said
plant to
to more
that each such contractor,
contractor,
the rates for power shall be fixed so that
including said district, shall pay only its proper proportionate
proportionate share
of said interest and depreciation,
depreciation, as found by the Secretary of the
,Interior;
Interior;
g Hill, Idaho.
Bing
igHi
Idaho.
King Hill project,
project, Idaho:
King
Idaho: For operation
operation and maintenance,
maintenance, concon- K
tinuation of construction,
construction, and incidental
incidental operations,
$40,000;
tinuation
operations, $40,000;
Minidoka Idaho.
Idaho.
Minidoka
project, Idaho:
Idaho: For
operation and
and maintenance,
maintenance, con- Minidoka,
For operation
Minidoka project,
tinuation of construction,
construction and incidental
$1,045,000:
tinuation
incidental operations,
operations, $1,045,000:
Provisos.
Provided, That
That no
appropriatiton (and
no part
of- any
any Expenditures
Provided,
no part
part of
of this
this appropriatiton
(and no
part of
oxpnditures
for
for
American FaUls
Falls ReserReserunencumbered
unencumbered balance
balance of the 1924 appropriation
appropriation for the Minidoka
Minidoka American
voir restricted.
project)
be expended
expended on
on the American
Falls Reservoir
Reservoir until vorestrited
project) shall be
American Falls
Title for Indian lands
(1) all acts have been performed
performed that are necessarily
necessarily precedent
Indinlands
(1)
precedent to totl'
to be for
confirmed.
nt p. 117.
the confirmation
, p. 117.
confirmation of title in fee in the United States for said reservoir
reservoir AAnte,
of such Indian lands as are essential
essential to the construction
construction of the same;
same;
Payment of contract(2)
contracted to cooperate
cpant ort
(2) companies
companies and districts which have contracted
cooperate inPaent
ing participants
of
share
of expenses, etc.
etc.
with the United States in the construction of said reservoir
reservoir and shareOfexpenses
have contracted to participate
participate in said reservoir
aggregate
reservoir to an aggregate
amount of at least three hundred
sixty-five thousand acre-feet
acre-feet
hundred and sixty-five
shall have paid to the United
United States
States their due proportionate
proportionate share
reservoir prior
prior
of all moneys expended
expended by the United States on said reservoir
to the date of said payments, including
rate of 66 per
per
including interest at the rate
centum per
advanced by
centum
per annum
annum from the
the time such
such moneys
moneys were advanced
by Agreements from
the United States; (3)
(3) The American
American Falls Reservoir
nttgieeets
from
Reservoir district and contracting
districts
required.
Irrigation district shall each have
the Empire Irrigation
have filed with the Secre- qied.
tary of the Interior an agreement binding
binding each
each of said districts
to the elimination of the second
paragraph of article
article 46 of their
their
second paragraph
contracts of June 15, 1923,
1923, with
the United States; and Amount of payrespective contracts
with the
(4) the
said companies
(4)
the said
companies and districts shall havepaid
have paid to, or deposited
deposited ments
ments.
United States
Government securities
with the
the United
United States
States cash or
or United
States Government
Interest on share of
amounting
total of
least $1,500,000:
$1,500,000: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
That mone
amounting to
to a
a total
of at
at least
ondvad
moneys
advanced for
for
construction, prior
no contractor shall secure aa right to the use of water from said construction,
prior to
to
contracts.
reservoir
a contract
contract containing
containing the provision that the contracts
reservoir except
except under
under a
contractor shall, as a
a part of the construction
construction cost, pay interest at
contractor
centum per
annum 'won
the contractor's
contractor's proper
proper
the rate
rate of 6
6 per centum
per annum
upon the
Secretary of the Interior, of
proportionate
share as found by the Secretary
of
proportionate share,
States on account
account of the conadvanced by the United States
the moneys advanced
struction of
of said
reservoir prior
prior to
to the
the date
date of
the contract;
struction
said reservoir
of the
contract;
Huntley
Huntley, Mont.
Mont.
Huntley project,
Montana: For
operation and
maintenance, conFor operation
and maintenance,
conHuntley
project, Montana:
tinuation of construction
construction_ and incidental
$150,000;
incidental operations, $150,000;
Mtver.Mont.
Milk River, Mont.
Milk River
River project,
project, Montana: For operation
operation and maintenance,
maintenance,
continuation
incidental operations, $315,000;
$315,000;
continuation of construction,
construction, and incidental
Sun River, Mont.
operation and maintenance,
Sun River project, Montana:
Montana: For operation
maintenance, SunRiverMont.
continuation of construction,
continuation
construction, and incidental
incidental operations, $150,000;
$150,000;
Lovrer Yellowstone,
Lower Yellowstone
Montana-North Dakota:
For operation
t
Yellowstone project,
project, Montana-North
Dakota: For
operation MLo.w
Yetone
Lower
Mont.-N.Dak.
and maintenance,
maintenance, continuation
continuation of construction,
construction, and incidental operations,' $95,000;
erations
$95,000;
North Platte, Nebr.North Platte project, Nebraska-Wyoming:
Nebraska-Wyoming: For operation
operation and
and Wyo.
wNy.h
incidental operaconstruction, and
maintenance, continuation
and incidental
operamaintenance,
continuation of construction,
tions, $1,450,000
$1,450,000 i
Nwriands
Nevrlands, Wyo.
Wyo.
Newlands
and maintenance,
maintenance con- Post,
Pot,p67..
Newlands project, Nevada:
Nevada: For operation and
p.1167.
tinuation of
operations, $400,060,
of Use for dran
of construction
construction, and
and incidental
incidental operations,
$400,000, of
drainage rewhich
amount $245,000
$245,000 shall
shall be
for drainage
drainage purposes,
purposes, but
but only
only stricted.
be used
used for
which amount
stricted.
Truckee-Carson irrigation
irrigation district of an apafter execution by the Truckee-Carson
propriate reimbursement
reimbursement contract satisfactory
satisfactory in form to the Secretary of the Interior, and after confirmation
such contract by
confirmation of such
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decree
of a
court of
jurisdiction and
final decision
decision on
decree of
a court
of competent
competent jurisdiction
and final
on all
all
appeals from
from such decree;
decree;
Carlsbad, N. Mex.
crb
N.MCarlsbadCarlsbad
N
project, New
New Mexico:
Mexico: For
For operation,
operation, maintenance,
maintenance, and
arlsb
project,
and
incidental operation,
$50,000;
incidental
operation, $50,000;
it"rande'
Mel-Rio Grande
Grande project,
New Mexico-Texas:
For operation
operation and
r~0GrandeN.
MeRio
project, New
Mexico-Texas: For
and
rex.
maintenance,
construction, and
and incidental
incidental operations,
operations,
maintenance, continuation
continuation of
of construction,
$706
,000;
$706,000;
WisteonN.
ak.
Williston
Dakota pumping
pumping project)
Williston,
N. Dak.
Williston project
project (formerly
(formerly North Dakota
project),.,,
North Dakota:
Dakota: For
operNorth
For operation,
operation, maintenance,
maintenance, and
and incidental
incidental oper$100,000;
ations, $100,000;
Baker, Oreg.
Baker
of conBaker project,
project, Oregon: For investigation, commencement
commencement of
conReappropriation.
ftrV,
struction, and
incidental operations,
operations, the
balance of
the
a 1
struction,
and incidental
the unexpended
unexpended balance
of the
Vol. 42, p. 1207
appropriation
purpose for
the fiscal
fiscal year
1924 is
appropriation for
for this
this purpose
for the
year 1924
is reapproreappropriated and
and made
available for
for the
year 1925;
1925;
priated
made available
the fiscal
fiscal year
Umatilla, Oreg.
matia Ore.
Umatilla
Umatilla project, Oregon:
Oregon: For operation
operation and maintenance,
maintenance, continuation
and incidental
incidental operations,
operations, $940,000;
$940,000;
tinuation of construction, and
Klamnatb.org.-ca
lamath project, Oregon-California:
Mametb,Oreg.-Callf.
Klamath
Oregon-California: For operation
operation and maintenance,
of construction,
construction, and
and incidental
nance, continuation
continuation of
incidental operations,
operations,
$695,000,•
Bell
$695,000
Belle Fourche,
B.
Belle Fourche
Dakota: For
operation and
and mainmainBak.
South Dakota:
For operation
Belle
Fourche project,
project, South
Dak.
7
Post,
p.1170.
Pot,p.
0.
tenance,
incidental operations,
tenance continuation
continuation of construction,
construction, and incidental
operations,
$185,000$185,000;
Strawberry Valley,
Strawterry
project, Utah:
Utah: For
operation and
mainte^.awbery vaney.
Strawberry Valley
Valley project,
For operation
and mainteUtah.
nance,
continuation of
of construction,
construction, and
incidental operations,
nance, continuation
and incidental
operations,
$40,000;
$40,000;
Okanogan,
Okanogan, Wash.
WashOkanogan project, Washington: For operation
operation and maintenance,
maintenance,
Okanogan
continuation
continuation of construction, and incidental
incidental operations,
operations,. $70,000;
$70,000;
Yakima,
Yaklma Wash.
Wash.
Yakima project,
Washington: For operation and maintenance,
maintenance,
Yakima
project, Washington:
continuation
continuation of construction, and incidental
incidental operations,
operations, $720,000;
$720,000;
Riverton,
Wyo.
iverto wyo.
Riverton
Riverton project, Wyoming:
Wyoming: For
operation and
For operation
and maintenance,
maintenance,
continuation
continuation of
construction, and incidental
of construction,
incidental operations,
operations, $650,000;
$650,000;
Shoshone, Wyo.
Shoshone
Wyo.
Shoshone project, Wyoming: For operation
maintenance,
operation and
and maintenance,
continuation of construction, and incidental
continuation
incidental operations,
operations, $475,000;
$475,000;
Secondary
projects.
Secondary proects.
Secondary
projects: For
Secondary projects:
For cooperative
cooperative and
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous investigainvestigations, $50.000;
$50,000;
tions,
Colorado
Colorao River.
For
the feasibility
Continued investiContinued
For the
the continued
continued investigation
investigation of
of the
feasibility of
of irrigation,
irrigation
gation.
gation.
water storage, and related problems
problems on
River, and
on the Colorado
Colorado River,
and
investigation of
of water
sources of
said river,
river, $25,000;
$25,000;
investigation
water sources
of said
Expenditures limited
Under
the provisions
provisions of
no greater
greater sum
sum shall
shall be
be exextoEndscitalot
Under the
of this
this Act
Act no
to specific allotments.d
pended, nor shall the United States be obligated
pended,
obligated to expend,
during
expend, during
the fiscal year 1925,
1925, on any
reclamation project
appropriated for
any reclamation
project appropriated
for
herein, an amount in
the sum
appropriated theretherein excess
excess of
of the
sum herein
herein appropriated
for, nor shall the whole expenditures
expenditures or
or obligations
obligations incurred
incurred for
for
all of such projects for the fiscal year
year 1925
whole
1925 exceed
exceed the
the whole
amount in the "reclamation fund" for that fiscal year;
nterchange
Interchangeable
ap- amount in the " reclamation fund " for that fiscal year;
propriationS.
propriations.
Ten
of the
the foregoing
Ten per
per centum
centum of
foregoing amounts
amounts shall
shall be
be available
available
interchangeably for expenditures
expenditures on the reclamation
interchangeably
named;
reclamation projects
projects named;
but
more than
shall be
be added
to the
but not
not more
than 10
10 per
per centum
centum shall
added to
the amount
amount
Emergency
flood,
Stmrgery
flood, appropriated
appropriated for
for any one
one of
of said
said projects,
projects, except
except that
that should
should exexetc.,
transfers.
isting works or the water supply for lands
under cultivation
be
lands under
cultivation be
endangered
endangered by floods or other unusual conditions, an amount
amount suffisufficient to make
make necessary
necessary emergency
emergency repairs shall become available
for expenditure
expenditure by farther
further transfer of appropriation
appropriation from
from any
of said
said projects
projects upon
approval of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
Ititerior;
Useofmotorvehicies
upon approval
of the
the Interior;
Use
of motor vehicles of
for travel,
travel, etc.
for
Whenever,
Whenever, during the fiscal year ending June
the
June 30, 1925,
1925, the
Commissioner
Commissioner of the Bureau of Reclamation shall find that the
the
expenses of travel, including the local transportation
expenses
transportation of
of employees
employees
to and from their homes to the places where
where they are engaged
engaged on
on
construction
or
operation
and
maintenance
work,
can
be
reduced
.mm
construction
or
operation
and
maintenance
work,
can
be
reduced
Maximum
allowan,."
a
thereby, he may authorize the payment of not to exceed three cents
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per mile for aamotor cycle or seven cents per mile for an automobile
necessary official business;
used for necessary
business;
Reclamation fund, $10,856,000.
Total, from Reclamation
$10,856,000.

UNITED
GEOLOGICAL SURVEY.
UNITED STATES
STATES GEOLOGICAL
SURVEY.
SALARIES.
SALARIES.

Geological Survey.

Geological survey.

Salaries.
Director, and
Director,
and office
office

For
Director of
the Geological
Survey and
and other
For the
the Director
of the
Geological Survey
other personal
personal personnel.
services in the District of Columbia in accordance
The Classiaccordance with "
"The
1923," $54,760.
fication Act of 1923,"
GENERAL EXPENSES.
EXPENSES.
GENERAL

General
General expenses.
expenses.

Authorization

For every
every expenditure
expenditure requisite
and incident
incident to
to the
the authorized
serAvro,retuon
For
requisite for
for and
authorized services,
etc.
work
the Geological
Survey, including
in the
the Ant*'
A"''' p-39 '
work of
of the
Geological Survey,
including personal
personal services
services in

for
for

13. 392

District of Columbia and in the field, including not to exceed $10,000
for
the purchase
and exchange,
exchange, and
not to
to exceed
$30,000 for
for the
for the
purchase and
and not
exceed $30,000
theetc. Vehicles,
Vehicles etc.
hire, maintenance,
operation of motor-propelled
motor-propelled and
maintenance, repair, and operation
horse-drawn
passenger-carrying vehicles for field use only by geologeolohorse-drawn passenger-carrying
engineers, and land classifiers, and the Geological
Geological
gists, topographers,
topographers, engineers,
Survey i
worn-out
unserviceable and worn-out
Survey
iss authorized
authorized to exchange unserviceable
passenger-carrying
freight-carrying vehicles
payment
part payment
passenger-carrying and
and freight-carrying
vehicles as part
$5,000
for new
new freight-carrying
freight-carrying vehicles, and including not to exceed $5,000
expenses of
Director and
and members
members of
of the
the Atte
den
for necessary traveling
traveling expenses
of the Director
ttndance
upon
upon
etc.
attendance upon meetings,
Geological
Survey' acting under his direction,
Geological Survey
direction, for attendance
meetings, etc.
meetings of technical, professional,
professional, and scientific
scientific societies
societies when
when
Geological
required in connection
connection with the authorized
required
authorized work of the Geological
expended under the regulations from time to time
Survey, to be expended
prescribed by the Secretary
following
Secretary of the Interior, and under the following
prescribed
heads:
heads:
veTopographic
Topographic
S117surFor topographic
topographic surveys in various portions of the United States,ysveys.
$500,000: Provided, That
including lands
lands in national
national forests, $500,000:
That no
no rtrestriCiion
oncoopction on
cooppart
of this
this appropriation
appropriation shall
be expended
cooperation with
ork
with
part of
shall be
expended in
in cooperation
with erative
erative etc.w
work
with
States,
States or municipalities
municipalities except upon the basis of the State or municipality bearing
bearing all of the expense incident thereto in excess
exces.s of such
amount as is necessary
Geological Survey to perform its
necessary for the Geological
an amount
topographic surveys;
share of
of standard topographic
surveys;
Geologic Surveys.
surveys.
For geologic
geologic surveys
various portions
portions of
of the
States,
the United
United States,
in the
the various
surveys in
For
$333,722, of which
$333,722,
which amount not to exceed $10,000
$10,4300 may be used for
work
exceed
in the Hawaiian
Hawaiian Islands and not to exceed
work in volcanology
volcanology in
$15,000
arsenic-bearing ores,
Arsenic-bearing ores.
$15,000 for
for examination
examination of
of arsenic-bearing
ores, to
to be
be immediately
immediately ores.Arsenicearing
available;
Chemical
available;
Chemical and physiFor
chemical and
and physical
physical researches
relating to
to the
of cal researches.
researches.
geology of
the geology
researches relating
For chemical
the United
States, including
researches with
view of
determuling Potash
the
United States,
including researches
with aaview
of determining
Potash salts.
salts.
geological conditions
favorable to
potash
to the
the presence
presence of deposits of potash
conditions favorable
geological
salts, $40,000;
Alaka mineral re
salts,
For$40,000;
continuation of
of the
of the
sources.
Alaska mineral
of sources.
resources of
the mineral
mineral resources
the investigation
investigation of
For
continuation
Alaska, $75,000,
$75,000, to be
Alaska,
available immediately;
Water supply
be available
immediately;
supply invesinvesFor gauging
streams and
and determining
the water
water supply
supply of
of the
the tigations.
determining the
For
gauging streams
investigation of underground
United States, the investigation
underground currents and artesian
artesian
of
methods of
wells, and the preparation
preparation of reports upon the best methods
utilizing
water resources,
resources, $170,000,
$170,000, of
which $25,000
Artean wells.
utilizing the
the water
of which
$25,000 may
may be
be used
used Artesian
wells.
to test the existence of artesian
artesian and other underground
underground water supsupregions by
plies suitable for
for irrigation
irrigation in the arid and semiarid regions
boring
Classifying lands for
boring wells;
wells;
For the
examination and
and classification
classification of
lands requisite
to the
the enlarged
enlarged homesteads.
homesteads.
of lands
requisite to
For
the examination
homesteads, stock- stock-rae
determination of their suitability
suitability for enlarged homesteads,
determination
s
t
' is
hIg',et
ete.
or
raising homesteads,
homesteads, public
public watering
places, and stock driveways, or
watering places,
other
required by
public land laws,
$280,000;
laws, $280,000;
as required
by the public
other uses, as
mem
$110,000;
printing geologic maps, $110,000;
For engraving
engraving and printing
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of the illustrations
For preparation
preparation of
illustrations of the Geological Survey,
$18,000;
$18,000;
Mineral
resources rerethe reports
reports of
mineral resources
resources of
Mineral resourc
For preparation
preparation of
of the
of the
the mineral
of the
the
ports.
ports
including special statistical
statistical inquiries
inquiries as to producproduc.
United States, including
tion,
distribution, and
consumption of
of the
the essential
minerals,
essential minerals,
and consumption
tion, distribution,
$125,000;
$125,000;
Total, United
$1,706,482.
Survey, $1,706,482.
Geological Survey,
States Geological
United States
Total,
Mustrations.
milstration.

Mines Bureau.
General purposes.
Generalprpoes.

MINES.
BUREAU OF
BUREAU
OF MINES.
GENERAL EXPENSES.
SATRIES AND
SALARTFS
AND GENBBAL
EXPENSES.

For general expenses,
expenses, including pay of the
the director and necessary
necessary
assistants,
and other
employees, in
office in the
District
the District
in the office
other employees,
clerks, and
assistants, clerks,
of Columbia,
Columbia, and
the field,
field, and
other expense
for
expense requisite for
and every
every other
in the
and in
of
and
incident to
general work
bureau in the District of
of
of the bureau
work of
to the
the general
and incident
Columbia,
expended under the direction
direction of the
and in the field, to be expended
Columbia, and
Secretary of
$88,000;
of the Interior, $88,000;
Secretary
Investigating
Investigatng mine
mine
For
investigations as
as to
the causes
mine explosions,
For investigations
to the
causes of
of mine
explosions, methods
methods
explosions, etc.
in relation to the
expsins, tc.
of mining, especially
especially in
the safety
safety of miners, the
the appliances best
adapted to
to prevent
the possible
possible improvement
improvement of
of
prevent accidents, the
ances
best adapted
conditions under which mining
mining operations
carried on, the use
operations are carried
conditions
other
of
electricity, the prevention
accidents, and other
prevention of accidents,
explosives and electricity,
of explosives
inquiries and
technologic investigations
pertinent to the mining ininvestigations pertinent
and technologic
inquiries
traverand
dustry,
equipment, supplies, and expenses
expenses of travel
and
all equipment,
dustry, including
including all
subsistence, $359,768;
$359,768;
subsistence,
Mining,
IndusMining, etc.,
etc, indusFor investigations
investigations and the dissemination
dissemination of information
information with
with aa
Investigating,
and metalthe mining,
mining, quarring,
dis- view
view.to
improving conditions
Invetigting,
to improving
conditions in
in the
quarrying, and
seminating
informa- lurgical industries under the Act of March 3, 1915, and to provide
Setng
imfoa lurgical industries under the Act
March 3, 1915,
to provide
tion of, etc.
Vol. 38,p. 937.
for
the inspection
protection of
of the
the lives
of miners
miners
lives of
the protection
and the
mines and
of mines
inspection of
for the
.nes5
Alaska
i
Alaska
mines.
in
of Alaska,
including personal
services, equipment,
equipment,
personal services,
Alaska, including
in the
the Territory
Territory of
supplies, newspapers,
newspapers, and
and expenses
of travel
and subsistence,
subsistence,
expenses of
travel and
supplies,
Proviso.
$35,000:
Provided,
That
section
192
of
the
Revised
Statutes
shall not
not
shall
Statutes
Revised
the
of
192
section
$35,000: Provided, That
Alaska newspapers..
flasnewppaers
It. S.
192, p.
apply, during
the fiscal
1925, to
to the
the purchase
purchase from
from this
approR.
s. sec. 192
p. 30.
30. apply,
during the
fiscal year
year 1925,
this appropriation
of newspapers
Alaska;
published in Alaska;
newspapers published
priation of
Mine rescue,
safety
improvement of mine rescue
the investigation
For the
rescue safety
Mine
investigation and improvement
rescue and
and firstmethods, etc.
aid methods
et.
methods and appliances
appliances and the
the teaching
teaching of mine safety, rescue,
methods, including
exchange in
in part
part payment
for
and first-aid methods,
including the
the exchange
payment for
operation,
repair of
of mine
mine rescue
rescue trucks
trucks and
and the
the
operation, maintenance,
maintenance, and
and repair
erection of a
truck at McAlester,
McAlester, Oklaa garage for mine rescue truck
Maintenance of m ine
homa, the
structures and
and the
the repair,
repair,
temporary structures
of temporary
construction of
the construction
reMcint'e,'cmit"e
rescue
cars and sta- homa,
tions.
maintenance,
maintenance, and operation
operation of mine rescue
rescue cars
cars and GovernmentGovernmentowned
appurtenances thereto, and includowned mine
mine rescue
rescue stations and
and appurtenances
including personal
personal services,
services, traveling
traveling expenses
and subsistence,
equiping
expenses and
subsistence, equipProviso.
ment and
supplies: Provided,
of this
this amount
amount not
not to
to exceed
exceed
That of
Provided, That
rescue, etc.,
and supplies:
etc.,'ment
Mine rescue,
trophies.
trophies.
$500 may be expended
expended for the purchase
purchase and
and bestowal of trophies
in connection
connection with mine rescue and first-aid contests,
contests, $262,300;
$262,300;
Mine
rescue
cars.
Mine rescue ca.
For
purchase and
$40,000;
For the
the purchase
and equipment
equipment of mine rescue cars, $40,000;
Investigating mineral
technologic investigations
inquiries
Investigatingrmineral
To conduct
inquiries and scientific and
and technologic
investigations
fuels,
etc.
.
fuels,
etc.
concerning the mining,
preparation, treatment,
use of
of mineral
mineral
concerning
mining, preparation,
treatment, and use
fuels, and for investigation
belonging to
for
investigation of mineral
mineral fuels
fuels belonging
to or for
United States,
their most
ci
ent
the use of the United
States, with .a
a view
view to their
most effi
efficient
utilization and to
recommend to various
departments such changes
changes
utilization
to recommend
various departments
in selection and use
use of fuel
fuel as may result
result in greater economy,
economy,
$138,280;
$138,280;
Improving
mining
conscientific and
and technologic
For
For inquiries
inquiries and
and scientific
technologic investigations
investigations conconmtonsg
conditions, etc. mining
Studies and
and investiinvesti- cerning
the mining, preparation,
treatment,
and utilization of ores
cerning
preparation,
treatment,
ores
gations for.
gations for.
and mineral
to improving
improving
and
mineral substances,
substances, other than fuels, with
with aaview to
economic develefficiency, economic
health conditions
conditions and increasing
increasing safety, efficiency,
opment,
conserving resources
the prevention
prevention of
of waste
waste in
in
opment, and
and conserving
resources through
through the

Director,
Director, office
office and
field
field personnel,
personnel, etc.
etc.
Ante, p. 392.
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mining,. quarrying, metallurgical, and
industries;
the mining,
and other mineral
mineral industries;
to inquire into the economic conditions affecting
affecting these industries;
industries;
and including all equipment, supplies, expenses of travel and sub-

sistence:
no part
sistence: Provided,
Provided, That
That no
part thereof
may be
be used
used for
investithereof may
for investi-

Pr
Private
rwi

work
work

forfor-

bidden.
bidden.
gation in behalf of any private party, $128,360;
$128,360; •
Personal services
in
services in
Personal
Not exceeding
per centum
Not
exceeding 20 per
centum of
for investiinvesti- the District.erveS
District.
of the
the preceding
preceding sums
sums for
Allowances for, from
gation as to the causes of mine explosions;
explosions; for inquiries
inquiries and
and designated
desinad investigafrinvest,
tions, etc.
scientific and technologic investigations
investigations concerning
concerning the mining, tions,
scientific
etc.
preparation, treatment,
treatment, and utilization
utilization of ores and mineral substances other than fuels; and for investigation
investigation of mineral
mineral fuels
fuels
may be used during the fiscal year 1925 for personal services in
in
the District
the
District of
of Columbia;
Columbia;
Petroleum and natuFor inquiries
investigations and
dissemination of
of informaFor
inquiries and
and investigations
and dissemination
informa- ral
ga development,
ral gas
development,
etc.
preparation, treatment, and
tion concerning
concerning the mining, preparation,
and utilization
utilization etc.
of petroleum
petroleum and natural gas,
gas including economic
economic conditions affecting
to economic
development and
and
fecting the industry, with
with aa "view
view to
economic development
Enforcing Act relatconserving
conserving resources
resources through
of waste;
for enforcethrough the
the prevention
prevention of
waste; for
enforce- ing nftorcing
Act
relas
to oil, etc.,
leases.
Vol. 41, pp. 441, 448.
February 25, 1920, relating
ment of the provisions of the Act of February
relating Vol.41,pp.4448.
to the
the operation of oil, oil shale, and gas leases on the public
public
enforcement of laws relating to the operation
operation of oil.
oil,
domain, for enforcement
oil shale, and gas leases on Indian and public lands and naval
naval
1
newspapers relating
petroleum reserves;
reserves '
•for the.purchase
purchase of newspapers
relating to the Periodicals.
Periodicals
Provisos.
oil, gas and allied industries: Provided.
Provided. That section 192 of the It.
see. 192, p. 30.
30.
R. 8.,
., sec.
Restriction not apnewspapers pplicable.
tcabtcon
not apRevised Statutes shall not apply to such purchase
purchase of newspapers
Other expenses.
from this appropriation;
and for
every other
other expense
appropriation; and
for every
expense incident
incident Other
expenses
thereto, including supplies,
supplies, equipment, expenses
expenses of travel and subsistence, purchase,
purchase, exchange as part payment
payment for, maintenance,
maintenance, and
operation of motor-propelled
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles, and the
construction,
construction, maintenance
maintenance and repair of necessary
necessary camp buildings
buildings Personal
services
Personal services in
and appurtenances
15 per
per the District.
and
appurtenances thereto:
thereto: Provided,
Provided, That
That not
not exceeding
exceeding 15
District.
centum of said amount may be used for personal services
centurn
services in the
District
$500,000;
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, $500,000;
Enforcing laws
Enforcing laws reenforcement of the provisions
provisions of
of the
Acts of
For enforcement
the Acts
of February
February 25,
25, lating to
to nonmetallic
nonmetallic
mineral deposits.
to the
the mining
1920, and October
October 2, 1917, relating
relating to
mining of
of coal,
coal, phosphos- mneral
deposits.
Vol. 41,
p. 437; Vol.
phates, sodium,
sodium and
potassium on
on the
domain and
and for
for enen- 40,
and potassium
the public
public domain,
4, p.
p. 297.
27.
forcement of
of the
ale laws
relating to
to the
the mining
of minerals other
forcement
laws relating
miningdomain,
of
than oil, oil shale,
shale, and natural gas, on Indian and public lands, and
and
every other expense
expense incident thereto, including supplies, equipment,
equipment,
expenses of travel and subsistence, purchase,
exchange as part payexpenses
purchase, exchange
motor-propelled passengerment for maintenance, and operation of motor-propelled
Proviso.
carrying vehicles, $91,360: Provided,
Provided, That not exceeding
carrying
exceeding 20 per Services
in the
the Dis
District.
cent of this amount may be used for personal services in the tict.
District
Columbia;
District of Columbia;
Mining experiment
For the employment
expenses stations.
Mns
expeiment
employment of personal
personal services and all other expenses
in connection
connection with the establishment,
establishment, maintenance,
maintenance, and operation Expense
Opesepof. of.
Vol. 38, p. 959.
of mining experiment stations, authorized by the Act approved
approved
March 3,
$200,000;
March
3, 1915,
1915, $200,000;
Pittsburgh, Pa
Pa., sta
staFor care and maintenance
maintenance of buildings
buildings and
and grounds at
at Pittsburgh,
Pittsburgh, tion.
tion.tg
Expenses.
Pennsylvania, including personal services, the purchase, exchange
exchange Expe
Pennsylvania,
payment for, operation,
operation, maintenance,
maintenance, and repair of pasas part payment
senger
senger automobiles for official
official use, and all other expenses
expenses requisite
for and incident
incident thereto, including not to exceed $5,000
$5,000 for addiadditions and improvements,
improvements, $57,400;
$57,400;
detailsfor
Td
employees
Persons employed
1925 in field work out- sempbeas
employed during the fiscal year 1925
field
tsor
se r i c e in the District.
side of the District
the Bureau
Bureau of Mines may service
in the Distict.
District of Columbia
Columbia under
under the
be detailed temporarily
Columbia, for
for
temporarily for service
service in the District of Columbia,
purposes of
purposes
of preparing
preparing results of
of their
their field
field work;
work; all
all persons
persons so
so
detailed
shall be
be paid
in addition
addition to
to their
detailed shall
paid in
their regular
regular compensation
compensation
only their actual
actual traveling expenses or per diem in lieu of sub- Proviso.
sistence
Provided, That
sistence in going
going to
to and
and returning
returning therefrom:
therefrom: Provided,
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nothing
prevent the payment
payment to
nothing herein shall prevent
to employees of
of the
Bureau of Mines of their necessary expenses,
expenses, or per diem in lieu
of subsistence
subsistence while
while on
on temporary
detail in
in the
the District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia,
temporary detail
of
for purposes
only
of
consultation or
or investigations
investigations on
behalf
of
the
behalf
of the
on
only
of
consultation
for
purposes
be
made
to
Repos
Reports to be made
United States.
States. All
All details
made hereunder,
and the
the purposes
of
purposes of
hereunder, and
therefrom.
details made
therfom.
each,
during the
fiscal year
in the
the ananshall be
be reported
reported in
year shall
the preceding
preceding fiscal
each, during
nual
to Congress
Congress at
the beginning
of
at the
beginning of
of appropriations
appropriations to
nual estimates
estimates of
each regular
session thereof;
thereof;
session
each
regular
Det
m
Publc
Details from Public
The Secretary
of the
the Treasury
Treasury may
medical officers
the
officers of
of the
may detail
detail medical
The
Secretary of
Health Service.
SevieS
Public
Service for
health, safety,
safety, or
sanitation
or sanitation
cooperative health,
for cooperative
Public Health
Health Service
work
with the
and the
compensation and
expenses
and expenses
the compensation
of Mines,
Mines, and
the Bureau
Bureau of
work with
of
the officers
officers so
detailed may
may be
paid from
applicable approapprofrom the
the applicable
be paid
so detailed
of the
priations
made
herein
for
the
Bureau
of
Mines;
of
Mines;
the
Bureau
for
herein
made
el
priations
aovmet
Government
fuel
Government fuel
fuel yards:
yards: For
purchase and
of
and transportation
transportation of
For the
the purchase
Government
yards.
Purchase
fuel, fuel; storing and handling of fuel in yards; maintenance
Purdae of fuel,
maintenance and operaoperamaintenance, etc.
matenance, etc.
tion of yards and equipment,
passengerequipment, including motor-propelled
motor-propelled passengercarrying vehicles
vehicles for
rentals, and
and
purchase of
of equipment,
equipment, rentals,
for inspectors,
inspectors, purchase
carrying
all
other
expenses
requisite
for and
and incident
incident thereto,
including perperrequisite
for
thereto,
including
all
other
expenses
Balance reappropritld.nce
ppi--sonal services in the District of Columbia, the unexpended
unexpended balance
ated.
Vol.
42, p.
p. 1211.
of
Of the appropriations
VoL 42
121.
appropriations heretofore made for these purposes is reappropriated
and made
made available
available for
purposes for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
for such
such purposes
propriated and
1925,
and
for
payment
of
obligations
for
such
purposes
of
prior
of prior
purposes
such
for
obligations
of
for
payment
and
1925,
DamagaiS.
Damage claimi.
years, and
and of
of such
settle
$500 shall
shall be
be available to settle
not exceeding
exceeding $500
such sum
sum not
years,
claims for
for damages
damages caused
caused to
property by
by motor
Proviso.
to private
private property
motor vehicles
vehicles
Piao.
claims
Sales
credited
to
to used in delivering fuel:
Provided, That
moneys received
from
received from
all moneys
That all
used in delivering fuel: Provided,
on.
apSpro
appropriation.
the sales
fuel shall
be credited
credited to
appropriation and
availand be availshall be
to this appropriation
the
sales of
of fuel
able
for the
the purposes
this paragraph;
paragraph;
of this
purposes of
able for
vetia
scienttfe
Scientific investigations for
departments,
fc departmbent,
etio
During
During the fiscal year 1925 the head of any department
department or indeetc. by the Bureau.
ete. y
n
pendent establishment
establishment of the Government
Government having funds available
available
for
investigations and
requiring cooperative
cooperative work
work by
by the
the
for scientific
scientific investigations
and requiring
Bureau
of Mines
on scientific
investigations within
within the
scope of
of the
the
Bureau of
Mines on
scientific investigations
the scope
functions
that bureau
to perform
perform within
within
functions of
of that
bureau and
and which
which it
it is
is unable
unable to
the
its appropriations
appropriations may,
may, with
the SecSecwith the
the approval
approval of
of the
the limits
limits of
of its
as
to the
the Bureau
Bureau of Mines such sums as
transfer to
Transfer of funds to retary
retary of the Interior, transfer
Transfer
its credit.
may be
to carry
carry on
such investigations.
The Secretary
Secretary
its
credit.
be necessary
necessary to
on such
investigations. The
Treasury shall transfer on the books
of the
the Treasury
of the Treasury
books of
Treasury DepartDepartwhich may be
ment any sums which
authorized hereunder,
hereunder, and
be authorized
and such
such
amounts shall
shall be
be placed
placed to
credit of
for
amounts
to the
the credit
of the
the Bureau
Bureau of
of Mines
Mines for
the
performance of work
department or
or establishment
from
the performance
work for the department
establishment from
which the
the transfer
made;
transfer is
is made;
which
Total,
Bureau of Mines,
$1,900,468.
Mines, $1,900,468.
Total, Bureau
ar
National P
Parks.
NATIONAL PARKS.
National
s.
NATIONAL PARKS.
PARKS.
NATIONAL

Payment
nees
Payment of necessary
sBry expenses.
expenses.

Director,
Director, and
and office
office
personnel.

Accounting services.

Accontingserces.

Crater
Oreg.
Crater Lake,
Lake, Oreg.

For the Director of the National
National Park Service
Service and
and other
other personal
personal
services in the
Columbia in accordance
accordance with
"The ClassiClassiservices
the District
District of
of Columbia
with "The
fication Act
of 1923,"
1923," $44,000.
fication
Act of
$44.000.
compensation to be fixed by the Secretary
For compensation
Secretary of the Interior for
accounting
the District
District of
Columbia or
in the
in
accounting services
services in
in the
of Columbia
or in
the field
field in
checking and
and verifying
verifying the
and records
records of
of the
checking
the accounts
accounts and
the various
various
operators, licensees,
and permittees
conducting utilities
utilities and
operators,
licensees, and
permittees conducting
and other
other
enterprises within
within the
national parks
and monuments
under his
enterprises
the national
parks and
monuments under
his
jurisdiction, including
travel and
and incidental
jurisdiction,
including necessary
necessary travel
incidental expenses
expenses
while
while absent
absent from their designated
designated headquarters, $6,000.
Crater Lake
Lake National
Park, Oregon:
Oregon: For
For administration,
administration, protecCrater
National Park,
protec-

tion, and maintenance,
maintenance, including not exceeding
exceeding $1,500
the pur$1,500 for the
purchase,
and repair
of motor-driven
passengerchase, maintenance,
maintenance, operation,
operation, and
repair of
motor-driven passengercarrying
superintendent and
employees
carrying vehicles for the
the use
use of
of the
the superintendent
and employees
general park
park work,
in connection
connection with general
construction of
work, $26,400;
$26,400; for construction
of
of which not
physical improvements, $4,300, of
$2,800 shall
not exceeding
exceeding $2.800
shall
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be
community house at the
the rim auto camp, and $1,500
be available
available for aacommunity
for altering
altering a
a cabin
administration building; in all, $30,700.
$30,700.
an administration
cabin into
into an
for
General Grant, Calit.
General
California: For administration,
administration, General rantCat
Grant National Park, California:
General Grant
protection, maintenance,
maintenance, and
and improvement,
$14,175.
, Mo
improvement, $14,175.
protection,
Glacier, Mont.
Glacier
National Park,
administration, protection,
protection,
For administration,
Montana: For
Park, Montana:
Glacier National
and
necessary repairs
repairs to the roads from
including necessary
and maintenance,
maintenance, including
Glacier
Indian Reservation
Reservation to
Park Station through the Blackfeet Indian
Glacier Park
various
National Park
in the
the boundary line of the Glacier National
various points in
and
the international
including not exceeding
exceeding $3,200
$3,200 for
for
boundary, including
international boundary,
and the
the
maintenance, operation, and repair
repair of horse-drawn
horse-drawn and
purchase, maintenance,
the purchase,
motor-driven
passenger-carrying vehicles for the use of the supermotor-driven passenger-carrying
intendent
in connection with general park work,
intendent and employees in
$136,000 in$145,000;
for construction
construction of physical
physical improvements, $136,000,
$145,000; for
of the
$100,000 for the continued construction
construction a
not exceeding
exceeding $100,000
cluding not
transmountain
connecting the east and west sides of the park,
transmountain road connecting
exceeding $7,400 for the construction
construction of buildings; in all,
and not exceeding
$281,000.
Canyon, Ariz,
Arz
ndCan
administration, pro- Grand
Grand Canyon National
National Park, Arizona:
Arizona: For administration,
Grand
tection, and
maintenance, including
exceeding $2,200 for the purincluding not exceeding
and maintenance,
tection,
passengerchase
motor-driven passengeroperation, and repair of motor-driven
maintenance, operation,
chase,tmaintenance,
carrying vehicles
vehicles for the use
superintendent and employees
employees in
use of the superintendent
carrying
connection
general park
park work, $95,000; for construction of
connection with general
exceeding $11,500
physical improvements, $21,000, including not exceeding
$11,500 for
the
construction of buildings, of which
which not exceeding
exceeding $3,000 shall
the construction
be
available for
construction of
of a
mess hall;
hall; in
all, $116,000.
$116,000.
be available
for the
the construction
a mess
in all,
Construction
Construction of
of trails
trails
in.
construction of trails within the Grand Canyon National in.
For the construction
Park, $100,000,
$100,000, to be immediately
remain available Pro
immediately available and to remain
Proviso.
purchase
use to purchase
until
Provided, That said sum may be used by the Sec- Use
until expended:
expended: Provided,
Bright Angel toll road,
riht Angel tol road,
purchase from the county of Coconino, etc.
retary of the Interior for the purchase
Arizona, of the Bright Angel toll road and trail within said park
conditions as he may deem proper and the
under such terms and conditions
Secretary of
approach
construct an approach
authorized to construct
the Interior
Interior is authorized
of the
Secretary
road
Highway to the south boundary
road from
from the National Old Trails Highway
of said park.
Hawaii.
administration, protection,
Hawaii National Park: For administration,
protection, mainte- Hawai.
Hawaii
exceeding $800 for the
nance, and improvement,
improvement, including not exceeding
purchase, maintenance,
maintenance, operation, and repair of motor-driven
motor-driven paspurchase,
superintendent and emsenger-carrying
senger-carrying vehicles for the use of the superintendent
ployees
in connection
connection with general park work, and including not
ployees in
exceeding
$10,000.
$600 for
for the
the construction
construction of buildings, $10,000.
exceeding $600
Hot Springs, Ark.
ot Spris, Ark.
Arkansas: For administration,
administration, proHot Springs National Park, Arkansas:
exceeding
tection, and maintenance,
maintenance, and improvement,
improvement, including
including not exceeding
tection,
$2,500
operation, and repair of
purchase, maintenance, operation,
for the purchase,
$2,500 for
motor-driven passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles
for the use of the supervehicles for
motor-driven
intendent and employees in connection
connection with general
general park
lark work,
intendent
$60,000;
for construction
S
18,000, inconstruction of physical improvements, $18,000,
$60,000; for
sewer
$15,000 for replacement of existing sewer
exceeding $15,000
not exceeding
cluding not
off
along front of Hot Springs National Park and to continue off
reservation
reservation to connect with sewer system of city of Hot Springs,
a comfort
and not exceeding $3,000
$3,000 for erection of a
comfort station; in Provisos.
of
Aepta
Acceptance
of donatall,
? That the Secretary of the Interior be, and
Provided,
all, $78,000: Provided
ed tract, authorized.
tract anthoried.
authorized, m
in his discretion,
discretion, to accept the fee-simple
fee-simple title ed
is hereby, authorized,
tract of land adjoining the Hot Springs National Park,
to aacertain tract
quarter
Arkansas, described as being the west half of the southwest
southwest quarter
Arkansas,
of the southwest
southwest quarter of section
section 27, township 2
2 south, range 19
19
west,
meridian, containing sixteen acres, more or
or
west, fifth principal meridian,
less, situated
situated in Garland County, State of Arkansas, donated
donated to the
United States of America for use in connection with Hot To be added to park.
Springs National
Provided, That such
when accepted
accepted Toddedtok.
such land when
National Park: Provided,
Springs
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by
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Interior
shall be
be and
and remain
remain a
of Hot
Hot
a part
part of
Interior shall
of the
by the
Springs
National Park.
Park.
Springs National
Lafayette,
Lafayette
National Park,
Park, Maine:
For administration,
administration, protection,
protection,
Lafayette National
Maine: For
Me.
Lafayette Me.
maintenance,
and improvement,
improvement, including
$500 for
exceeding $500
for
including not
not exceeding
maintenance, and
the
purchase, maintenance,
and repair
of motor-driven
motor-driven
repair of
operation, and
maintenance, operation,
the purchase,
passenger-carrying
vehicles for
for the
the use
use of
of the
the superintendent
and
superintendent and
passenger-carrying vehicles
employees
general park
including
and including
park work,
work, and
with general
in connection
connection with
employees in
$1,500
construction of ranger
quarters, $34,700.
$1,500 for
for the construction
ranger quarters,
$34,700.
Lamen
volcanic
National Park, California:
California: For protection
Lassen
Vc
de
anic,
Lassen Volcanic National
protection and
and
Calif.
improvement, $3,000.
improvement,
$3 000.
Mesa Verde,
Verde, Colo.
Mesa Verde National
Cdo.
proMesa
National Park, Colorado:
Colorado: For
For administration,
administration, protection,
including not exceeding $2,400 for the
maintenance, including
tection, and
and maintenance,
purchase
maintenance, operation,
operation, and repair
and
repair of horse-drawn
horse-drawn and
purchase, maintenance,
motor-driven
vehicles for
use of
superfor the
the use
of the
the supermotor-driven passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles
intendent
employees m
connection with
general park
park work,
with general
in connection
and employees
intendent and
$33,000;
$5,500, which
of physical improvements,
improvements, $5,500,
which
$33,000; for construction of
shall
be available
available for
of buildings,
buildings, including not
not
for the
the construction
construction of
shall be
exceeding
exceeding $3,000
for
and not exceeding
$3,000 for
for a
a ranger station and
exceeding $2,500
$2,500 for
employees' dormitory
dormitory building
and mess
hall- for
for additional
mess hall;
additional water
water
employees'
building and
system at
Spruce Tree
Tree Camp
1,
000; in
in all,
all, $42,500.
$42,500.
$4,000;
Headquarters, 4
Camp Headquarters,
at Spruce
Meaniy, system
Mount McKinley,
Mount
Alaska.
Mount McKinley
Alaska: For
Alaska.
McKinley National
National Park, Alaska:
or protection
protection and
and
improvement, including
including not
the construction
construction
improvement,
not exceeding
exceeding $200
$200 for
for the
of
buildings, $11,020.
$11,020.
f buildings,
M
nt Rainier, oaier
Mount
Wash.
Mount Rainier
Rainier National
Park, Washington:
Washington: For
administration,
in
Mount
National Park,
For administration,
wash.nt
protection, and
and maintenance,
not exceeding
exceeding $1,800
for
protection,
maintenance, including
including not
$1,800 for
the purchase,
maintenance, operation,
operation, and
repair of
the
purchase, maintenance,
and repair
of motor-driven
motor-driven
passenger-carrying vehicles
passenger-carrying
vehicles for the
the use
use of
of the
the superintendent
superintendent and
and
employees in
in connection
general park
for conconemployees
connection with
with general
park work,
work, $72,000;
$72,000; for
struction
physical improvemnents,
exceedstruction of physical
improvenrents, $28,000,
$28,000, including
including not exceedcompletion of
widening of
Nisqually ening $25,000
$25,000 for completion
of the widening
of the Nisqually
trance to Paradise Valley
Valley Road,
Road, and not
not exceeding
exceeding $3,500
$3,500 for
for the
the
construction of
which not
$3,000 shall
construction
of buildings,
buildings, of
of which
not exceeding
exceeding $3,000
shall be
be
available
for
a
comfort
station;
in
all,
$100,000.
available
for
a
comfort
station;
in
all,
$100,000.
Platt, Okla.
Platt National
Oklahoma: For administration.
administration. protection,
National Park, Oklahoma:
protection,
Rocky
Mountain, maintenance,
maintenance, and
improvement, $10,000.
$10,000.
and improvement,
Montain,
Rocky
Coio.
Rocky Mountain
Colo.
Mountain National
administration,
National Park, Colorado:
Colorado: For
For administration,
protection, and
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000
protection,
and maintenance,
maintenance, including
including not
$1,000 for
for
purchase, maintenance,
maintenance, operation,
motor-driven
the purchase,
operation, and repair of motor-driven
passenger-carrying vehicles
for the
and
passenger-carrying
vehicles for
the use
use of
of the
the superintendent
superintendent and
employees
employees in connection with general
general park work, $65,000;
$65,000; for conconstruction of physical
physical improvements, $28,000,
$28,000, including
including not
exceedstruction
not exceeding $15,000
$15.000 for
the continuation
of widening
other improveing
for the
continuation of
widening and
and other
improvements of the Fall River Road, and including $7,500 for the construction
of buildings;
buildings; in
in all,
$93,000.
all $93,000.
struction of
sequoiaaf.
Sequoia
Sequoia,
Calif.
Sequoia National Park, California: For
administration, protecFor administration,
protection,
and maintenance,
including not
not exceeding
exceeding $2,180
$2,180 for
for the
purtion, and
maintenance, including
the purchase, maintenance,
maintenance, operation,
operation, and repair
motor-driven passenrepair of
of motor-driven
passenger-carrying
ger-carrying vehicles for the
the use of the superintendent
superintendent and
and emconnection with
with general
general park
work, $55,000;
ployees in
in connection
park work,
$55,000; for
for conconstruction of physical improvements,
improvements, $81,000,
$81,000, including
including not
not exceeding
exceeding
$40,000 for completion
$40,000
completion of widening and grading Middle
Middle Fork Road,
a sewer system at Giant
not exceeding $39,500 for a
Giant Forest, and not
exceeding $1,750
the construction
of buildings;
buildings; in
all, $136,000.
Dkexceeding
$1,750 for
for the
construction of
in all,
$136.000.
ind Cave
Cave S.
S Dak.
Wind
Wind Cave National Park, South Dakota: For administration,
administration,
protection,
exceeding
protection, maintenance,
maintenance, and improvement,
improvement, including
including not exceeding
$800
of an
an entrance
entrance building
building to
the cave,
cave, $10,000.
$10,000.
to the
for construction
construction of
Yelowso
$800 for
Yellowstone, Yeo
Wyo.
Yellowstone National
National Park,
Park, Wyoming:
o.
Yellowstone
Wyoming: For
For administration.
administration.
protection,
maintenance, including not exceeding
protection. and maintenance,
exceeding $7.600 for
purchase, maintenance, operation,
operation, and repair of horse-drawn
the purchase,
horse-drawn
and motor-driven
motor-driven passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles for the use of the
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superintendent and
employees in
connection with general
general park
in connection
park
superintendent
and employees
work,
the
not exceeding
exceeding $8,400
$8,400 for maintenance
maintenance of the road in the
work, not
forest
out of the
the park from the east boundary,
forest reserve
reserve leading
leading out
exceeding $7,500 for maintenance
maintenance of
the forest
forest rereof the road in the
not exceeding
serve
leading out
out of
of the
the park
from the
the south
south boundary,
inboundary, and inpark from
serve leading
cluding feed
feed for
for buffalo
and other
other animals
buffalo
animals and
and salaries
salaries of buffalo
buffalo and
cluding
keepers,
construction of physical improvements,
improvements,
for construction
keepers, $336,800;
$336,800; for
$36,000,
including not
not exceeding
exceeding $25,000 for
system at
at the
the
for aa sewer
sewer system
$36,000, including
Grand Canyon
Canyon of
Yellowstone not exceeding $10,000
$10,000 for auto
Grand
of the Yellowstone
camps, and
$1,200 for
the construction
buildings;
of buildings;
construction of
for the
and not
not exceeding
exceeding $1,200
camps,
in all, $372,800.
$372,800.
Yosemite, Calif.
Yosemite National
National Park,
Park, California:
California: For
pro- YOs me ail
For administration,
administration, proYosemite
tection, and
and maintenance,
maintenance, including
including not
for the
the
$2,100 for
not exceeding
exceeding $2,100
tection,
purchase, maintenance,
horse-drawn and
maintenance, operation, and repair of horse-drawn
motor-driven
vehicles for the use of the superinpassenger-carrying vehicles
motor-driven passenger-carrying
tendent
and employees
in -connection
general park work,
work not
with general
connection with
tendent and
employees in
exceeding
$3,200 for maintenance
maintenance of that part of the Wawona Road
Road
exceeding $3,200
in
National Forest between
between the
the park
park boundary
boundary two miles
in the
the Sierra
Sierra National
north
Mariposa Grove
near the Mariposa
the park
park boundary
boundary near
of Wawona
Wawona and
and the
north of
of
road
for maintenance
maintenance of the road
exceeding $2,000
$2,000 for
of Big
Big Trees,
Trees, and not exceeding
in
the Stanislaus
National Forest
Forest connecting
the Tioga
with
connecting the
Tioga Road
Road with
Stanislaus National
in the
Iletchy Railroad, $229,000;
$229,000; for conMather Station on the Hetch Hetchy
.
t
ruction of
exceedimprovements, $80,000,
$80,000, including
including not exceedstruction
of physical
physical improvements,
installation of flush toilets and waste
$25,000 for
for completion
completion of installation
ing $25,000
exceeding $10,000
for the installation
not exceeding
$10,000 for
in public camps,
camps, not
hoppers in
incinerator, and
$9,500 for
for the
the complecompleand not exceeding
exceeding $9,500
of aa garbage
garbage incinerator,
administrative unit at Tuolumne
installation of an administrative
tion of the installation
Meadows and the erection
erection of ranger
ranger stations at Alder Creek and
Meadows
Bridal
Station
the Wawona Road
Road and El Capitan Station
Bridal Veil stations on the
on
Oak Flat
in all
all $309,000.
$309,000.
Big Oak
Flat Road;
Road; in
on the
the Big
Zion
administration, protection,
zion, Utah.
utah.
protection, mainmain- Zion,
For administration,
National Park,
Park, Utah:
Utah: For
Zion National
tenance,
and improvement,
improvement, $15,190.
$15,190.
tenance, and

National monumonuNational monuments:
monuments: For
For administration,
admitistration, protection,
National
protection, maintemainte- ments.
National
nance,
preservation, and
the national
national monuments, men t
improvement of the
and improvement
nance, preservation,
$20,750,
$5,000 shall
be immediately
which the
the sum
sum of
of $5,000
shall be
immediately available
available
$20,750, of
of which
Cave.
for construction
construction of
of physical
improvements of
Carlsbad aveof Carlsbad
Carlsbad Cave Na- Carlsbad
for
physical improvements
tional
Monument.
tional Monument.
Re
dmag
Repairing damages
For
reconstruction, replacement,
replacement, and
and repair
causes.
unavoidable causs.
repair of roads, trails, by unavoidable
For reconstruction,
bridges,
improvements in nations!
national
bridges, buildings, and other physical improvements
parks
or national
monuments that are
by flood,
or destroyed
destroyed by
are damaged
damaged or
nationalFmonuments
parks or
fire, storm,
storm, or
1925,
the fiscal year
year 1925,
causes, during
during the
or other
other unavoidable
unavoidable causes,
fire,
$20,000.
$20,000.
Fting foret
fires
Fighting
forest Ores.
Fighting
fires
fighting forest firest
in national
national parks: For fighting
Fighting forest fires in
in national
or other
other areas
areas administered
Park
by the
the National
National Park
administered by
in
national parks
parks or
Service,
fires that
that endanger
such areas,
areas, and
and for
for replacing
replacing buildendanger such
Service, or
or fires
ings or
or other
other physical
physical improvements
by P
ings
improvements that
that have
have been
been destroyed
destroyed by
Provisos.
forest fires
within such
$20.000: Provided,
these funds
on use.
Lit one.
That these
funds Limit
Provided, That
such areas,
areas, $20,000:
forest
fires within
shall
not be
be used
used for
any precautionary
precautionary fire
or patrol
patrol
protection or
fire protection
for any
shall not
work
prior to
of the
fire: And
work prior
to actual
actual occurrence
occurrence of
the fire:
And provided
provided further,
further, Allotments only
or
only for
incurred obligations.
That
these funds
national parks
parks incurredobligations.
to the
the various
various national
funds to
allotment of
of these
That the
the allotment
or
the National
National Park
for fire-fighting
fire-fighting
Park Service
Service for
by the
administered by
or areas
areas administered
purposes shall
be made
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior,
and then
then
Interior, and
by the
shall be
made by
purposes
only after
the obligation
expenditure has
incurred, and
only
after the
obligation for
for the
the expenditure
has been
been incurred,
and Detailed
ed report
rport of
ofeexthe Secretary
Interior shall
shall submit
submit with
his annual
penditures.
annual estimate
estimate penditures.
with his
of the
the Interior
the
Secretary of
of expenditures
expenditures a
a report
showing the
the location,
description
location, size, and description
report showing
of
of each
forest fire,
together with
number of men, their
classificatheir classificathe number
with the
fire, together
of
each forest
tion, and
and rate
and actual
and a
a statement
statement
employed, and
time employed,
pay and
actual time
rate of
of pay
tion,
of expenditures
expenditures showing the cost for labor, supplies, special
special service,
service,
and other
expenditures made
these
made from
from these
the expenditures
covered by the
other expenses
expenses covered
and
funds.
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Ten per centum of the foregoing
be available
available interforegoing amounts
amounts shall
shall be
interchangeably for
various national
national parks
changeably
for expenditures
expenditures in
in the
the various
parks named,
but
not more
more than
than 10
10 per
per centum
shall be
be added
amount approbut not
centum shall
added to
to the
the amount
appropriated
for any
parks or
for any
particular item
priated for
any one
one of
of said
said parks
or for
any particular
item within
within
park
aapark.
Sums
for improveSums for
improve.
ais herein made for construction of physical improveAppropriations
immediately
ments immediately
Appropriations herein
made for construction of physical improveavailable.
avalable.
ments in national
immediately available.
national parks shall be immediately

Interchangeable
interhangeable
n
s
propriations.
prop atio
.

apap-

Education Bureau.
Bureau.
Edtion
Salaries.
Salaries.

SALARFFS.
SALARIES.

Commissioner,

and

oCmierso'ner.
office personnel.

and

General
expenses.
General expenses.
Traveling

Travelin

BUREAU OF EDUCATION.
BUREAU OF EDUCATION.

epenses.
""'"'

Distobuting
d

Distributing
ments, etc.

docu-

o

special
reports.
Special reports.

Investigation work.
Investigation
work.

For the
Education and
and other
For
the Commissioner
Commissioner of
of Education
other personal
personal services
services
in the
District of
in accordance
"The Classification
in
the District
of Columbia
Columbia in
accordance with
with "The
Classification
Act
Act of
of 1923,"
1923," $117,000.
$117,000.
GENERAL
GENERAL EXPENSES.
EXPENSES.

necessary traveling expenses
of the
For necessary
expenses of
the commissioner
commissioner and
and ememployees
acting under
under his
direction, including
including attendance
ployees acting
his direction,
attendance at
at meetings
meetings
of
educational associations,
associations, societies,
societies, and
and other
other organizations;
organizations; for
f educational
for
purchase,
distribution, and
and exchange
documents, colcolpurchase, distribution,
exchange of
of educational
educational documents,
lection,
exchange, and
lection, exchange,
and cataloguing
cataloguing of
of educational
educational apparatus
apparatus and
and
appliances,
school furniture
and models
models of
school buildbuildappliances, articles
articles of
of school
furniture and
of school
ings
of foreign
and domestic
and methods
ings illustrative
illustrative of
foreign and
domestic systems
systems and
methods of
of
education,
same, including
including personal
personal services
services in
in
education, and
and repairing
repairing the
the same,
the
District of
of Columbia
for the
of bringing
cataloguing
the District
Columbia for
the purpose
purpose of
bringing the
the cataloguing
up
expenses not
not herein
herein provided
$17,500.
provided for,
for, $17,500.
date, and
and other
other expenses
to date,
u to
For
statistics for
of ininFor collecting
collecting statistics
for special
special reports
reports and
and circulars
circulars of
formation, including
in the
the District
Columbia
formation,
including personal
personal services
services in
District of
of Columbia
and elsewhere,
elsewhere, $17,400.
and
$17,400.
INVSTIGATION WORK.

INVESTIGATION
WORK.
IZN'ESTIGATIO1~ WORK.

Rural, industrial,etc.,
industrial,etc.,

For
investigation of
rural education,
education, industrial
industrial education,
education, physFor investigation
of rural
physical
and school
school hygiene,
including personal
personal services
the
ical education,
education, and
hygiene, including
services in
in the
District
Columbia
and
elsewhere,
$55,000.
of
Columbia
and
elsewhere,
$55,000.
Elementary
educaElementary
For investigation
investigation of elementary
and secondary
includelementaiy and
tion, etc.
secondary education,
education, including evening schools and the
of the
the schoolhouse
cities
the wider use
use of
schoolhouse in
in cities
and towns, including
services in
District of
of Columbia
Columbia
including personal
personal services
in the
the District
and
$10,000.
and elsewhere,
elsewhere, $10,000.
Kindergarten educaKindergarten
tion.
For investigation of
kindergarten education
education, including
including personal
of kindergarten
personal
services
services in the District of
elsewhere, $7,140.
of Columbia
Columbia and
and elsewhere,
$7,140.

education.
education.

Alaska.
Alaska.
Education of natives.
natives.
Education

Specified
Specified allotments.
allotments.

Provisos.
Prmises.

WORK IN
IN ALASKA.
ALASKA.
WORK

Education in
enable the
Secretary of
Education
in Alaska:
Alaska: To
To enable
the Secretary
of the
the Interior,
Interior, in
in
his discretion
discretion and under his
direction, to
to provide
for the
his direction,
provide for
the education
education
and support of the Eskimos, Aleuts, Indians,
and other natives of
Indians, and
of
Alaska; erection,
erection, repair, and
and rental
rental of
of school
school buildings;
buildings; textbooks
textbooks
and industrial apparatus;
apparatus; pay and
and necessary
necessary traveling
traveling expenses
expenses of
of
superintendents, teachers,
teachers, physicians,
and other
other employees;
superintendents,
physicians, and
employees; repair,
repair,
equipment, maintenance,
maintenance, and operation of United States ship Boxer;
Boxer;
and all other necessary
miscellaneous expenses
are not
not ininnecessary miscellaneous
expenses which
which are
eluded
cluded under
under the
special heads,
heads, including
including $185,640
the above
above special
$185,640 for
for salaries
salaries
in the
of Columbia
and elsewhere,
elsewhere, $12,000
for traveling
traveling
in
the District
District of
Columbia and
$12,000 for
expenses,
xpenses, $84,000
$84,000 for equipment, supplies, fuel, and
$11,000
and light, $11,000
for repairs of buildings,
buildings, $24,000
erection of
of buildings,
buildings, $28,500
$28,500
$24,000 for
for erection
for freight, including
including operation
operation of United States ship Boxer, $5,000
$5,000
for equipment
and repairs
repairs to
equipment and
$5,000 for
to United
United States
States ship
ship Boxer,
Boxer, $5,000
for
rentals, and $700
telephone and
$700 for telephone
total, $355,840,
$355,840, to
be
and telegraph;
telegraph; total,
to be
immediately
immediately available:
available: Provided,
Provided, That
exceed 10
10 per
centum
That not
not to
to exceed
per centum
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of
for the
items in
this paraInterchangeable apappara- pInehanble
in this
various items
the various
appropriated for
amounts appropriated
of the
the amounts
graph
available interchangeably
expenditures on the
the Pr°Priati0s.
interchangeably for expenditures
be available
shall be
graph -shall
objects
this paragraph,
paragraph, but
more than 10 per centum
but no more
in this
included in
objects included
shall be
be added
added to
ppropriation except
except in cases of
item of ppropriation
to any one item
shall
extraordinary emergency
emergency and
and then
then only
only upon
the written
order of
of B
Services in the D
written order
upon the
extraordinary
ct .
the Secretary
Secretary of the
Provided further,
trieryl
in thee Disfurther, That of said sum trict.
Interior: Provided
the Interior:
the
exceeding $7,000
$7,000 may be expended for personal
personal services in the 0
not exceeding
n o exd
further, That all expenditures of pesns
Provided
of Columbia:
Columbia:
District of
money
Districtappropriated
herein
Provided
for school
further,
purposes
Thatinall
Alaska
expenditures
for schools
of 'IdlPi=.ffil of

money appropriated herein for school purposes in Alaska for schools
other than
than those
for the
children under the juriswhite children
of white
education of
the education
those for
other
diction of
the governor
governor thereof
thereof shall
shall be
be under
under the
and
supervision and
the supervision
of the
diction
direction of
conformity with
and in conformity
of Education
Education and
Commissioner of
the Commissioner
of the
direction
such
conditions, rules,
rules, and
regulations as
conduct and methods
as to
to conduct
and regulations
such conditions,
of instruction
and expenditures
expenditures of
of money
as may
may from
to time
time
time to
from time
money as
of
instruction and
the
recommended by
Secretary of the
by him and approved by the Secretary
be recommended
Interior.
Medical
Alaska: To enable the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior, reief.
jer
in Alaska:
relief in
Medical relief

ansa

lical and sanitarY

in
under his
his direction,
direction, with
with the
the advice
advice and
C°Veratione of
in his
his discretion
discretion and
and under
and coopcoop- 11licooetltn
rtPPuberation of
Service, to
to provide
provide for
medical
Health Service.
the medical
for the
Health Service,
Public Health
the Public
of the
eration
and
sanitary relief
relief of
of the
Aleuts, Indians,
other
and other
Indians, and
the Eskimos,
Eskimos, Aleuts,
and sanitary
natives
rental, and
and equipment
equipment
repair, rental,
purchase, repair,
erection, purchase,
of Alaska;
Alaska; erection,
natives of
of hospital
and surgical
apparatus; pay and
and necsurgical apparatus;
books and
buildings; books
of
hospital buildings;
employees.
essary
expenses of
physicians, nurses, and other employees.
of physicians,
traveling expenses
essary traveling
and all
all other
necessary miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses which are not included
other necessary
and
under
the above
above special
heads, $110,000,
$110,000, to
to be
available immediately:
,
immediately:
be available
special heads,
under the
Provided,
patients who
are not
admitted to
to nutted
pay
adpatients
adPay topatients
be admitted
may be
not indigent
indigent may
who are
That patients
Provided, That
hospitals.
ted to hospitals
the
payment of such reafor care
care and treatment on the payment
hospitals for
the hospitals
sonable
charges therefor
as the
of the
the Interior shall
Secretary of
the Secretary
therefor as
sonable charges
prescribe.eindeer
prescribe.
Reindeer stations.
Reindeer for
Alaska: For
of reindeer
reindeer stations
Alaska
in Alaska
stations in
support of
For support
for Alaska:
Reindeer
Proiso.
and instruction
instruction of
management of Proviso.
Alaskan natives in the care and management
of Alaskan
and
reindeer, $12,500,
be available
available immediately:
That the
the Sale
Sale of
of males,
males, etc.
etc.
Provided, That
immediately: Provided,
to be
$12,500 to
reindeer,
male
Commissioner
of
Education
authorized
to
the,
the
of
such
sell
to
authorized
is
Education
of
Commissioner
reindeer
belonging to
as he
he may
deem advisable
advisable
may deem
the Government
Government as
to the
reindeer belonging
and to
to use
the proceeds
the purchase
purchase of female reindeer belongin the
proceeds in
use the
and
ing
in the
the distribution
of reindeer
to natives
natives in those
reindeer to
distribution of
and in
missions and
to missions
ing to
portions
Alaska in
in which
which reindeer
have not
been placed
placed and
and
yet been
not yet
reindeer have
of Alaska
portions of
which are
reindeer industry.
industry.
the reindeer
to the
adapted to
are adapted
which
GOVERNMENT
IN THE
TERRITORIES.
THE TERRITORIES.
GOVERNMENT IN
TERRITORY OF
ALASKA.
OF ALASKA.
TEBRITORY
For
salary of
Governor of
Alaska, $7,000.
$7,000.
of Alaska,
For salary
of the
the Governor
For incidental
incidental and
expenses, clerk
clerk hire,
hire, not
not to
exceed
to exceed
contingent expenses,
and contingent
For
$2,500; janitor
the governor's
office and
the executive
executive
and the
governor's office
for the
service for
janitor service
$2,500;
mansion,
governor
traveling expenses of the governor
$2,100; traveling
exceed $2,100;
mansion, not to exceed
while absent
absent from
from the
the capital
on official
official business and of the secretary
secretary
capital on
while
of
the Territory
Territory while
while traveling
traveling on
on official
direction of
under direction
official business under
of the
the
governor; repair
repair and
preservation of
govand govoffices and
of executive
executive offices
and preservation
the governor;
ernor's house
furniture; for
grounds and purchase
of
purchase of
for care of grounds
and furniture;
house and
ernor's
necessary equipment;
stationery, lights,
and fuel; in all,
lights, water, and
equipment; stationery,
necessary
$10,000, to
to be
be expended
expended under
under the
the governor.
governor.
the direction
direction of
of the
$10,000,
0 0 ; mileage
Legislative
expenses: For salaries
$21,600;
of members, $21,6
salaries of
Legislative expenses:
of
members,
$9,250;
salaries
of
employees,
rent
of
legislative
$5,160;
of
employees,
of members, $9,250; salaries
halls and
binding
committee rooms, $2,000; printing, indexing, and binding
and committee
halls
laws,
binding journals,
supplies, printing
stationery, supplies,
journals, stationery,
and binding
printing and
laws, printing
of
in all, $47,010, to be expended
' 9,000; in
forth, :9,000;
reports, and so forth,
bills, reports,
of bills,
under
the direction
of the
the Governor
Governor of
of Alaska.
Alaska.
direction of
under the
Insane of
For care
persons legally adof persons
custody of
and custody
care and
of Alaska:
Alaska: For
Insane
judged
Alaska, including
including transportation
other
and other
transportation and
in Alaska,
insane in
judged insane

Government
in the
Government In
Territories.

Territories.

Alaska.
Alaska.

Governor.
Governor.

contingent
Contingent epenses.
expenses.

Legislaive expenses.
expese
Legislative

inan.
Care of insane.
careot

428
428

SIXTY-EIGHTH
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.

SEss.
CR. 264.
SEas. I
I.. CH.
264.

1924.
1924.

expenses, $150,000:
That authority
is granted
the Secauthority is
granted to
to the
Secexpenses,
$150,000: Provided,
Provided, That
retary
Interior to
retary of
of the
the Interior
pay from
this appropriation
appropriation to
to the
to pay
from this
the SaniSanitarium Company
of Portland,
to other
contracting institarium
Company of
Portland, Oregon,
Oregon, or
or to
other contracting
institution
institutions, not
to exceed
exceed $600
$600 per
tution or
or institutions,
not to
per capita
capita per
per annum
annum for
for
the
of Alaskan
during the
the care
care and
and maintenance
maintenance of
Alaskan insane
insane patients
patients during
the
fiscal
year 1925.
fiscal year
1925.
Protection of game.
Protection
in Alaska:
carrying into
effect the
the Act
Act
35, p. 102.
'. "
Protection of
of game
game in
Alaska: For
For carrying
into effect
PVol. 35,
Vol.
Post,
658,747.
Poat, pp.
pp.68,747.
entitled "An
"An Act for
the protection
protection of
game in
in Alaska,
for
for the
of game
Alaska, and
and for
other
11, 1908,
including salaries,
salaries, travelother purposes,"
purposes," approved
approved May
May 11,
1908, including
traveling
and all
all other
other necessary
ing expenses
expenses of
of game
game wardens,
wardens, and
necessary expenses,
expenses
$20,000,
be expended
expended under
the direction
direction of
of the
$20,000, to
to be
under the
the Governor
Governor of
of „
n
Alaska.
Alaska.
Suppressing
traffic.
(I'M
Traffic in
in intoxicating
suppression of
the traffic
traffic in
in
t.fPPeS
ligquor
Traffic
intoxicating liquors:
liquors: For
For suppression
of the
intoxicating
among the
the natives
Alaska, to
to be
expended
intoxicating liquors
liquors among
natives of
of Alaska,
be expended
under the
the direction
the Secretary
the Interior,
Interior, $15,000.
$15,000.
under
direction of
of the
Secretary of
of the
Proviso.
Payment to SanitaPayment
rinm Company, etc.
rium

company,

a-

Alaska
Alaska railroad..
railroad.

THE ALASKA
ALASKA

RAILROAD.
RAIIROAD.

Maintenance exMaintenance
ex-

For expenses
of maintenance
railroads in
For
expenses of
maintenance and
and operation
operation of
of railroads
in the
the
Territory
of
Alaska
(in
excess
of
revenues),
$1,000,000.
sale
of
sp
Sale
supplies to Territory of Alaska (in excess of revenues), $1,000,000.
employees.
Authority
is granted
the fiscal
fiscal year
employees.
Authority is
granted to
to purchase
purchase during
during the
year 1925,
1925,
the appropriation
from the
for the
and operation
operation
appropriation made
made for
the construction
construction and
Alaska, articles
and supplies
for sale
sale to
to employees
of railroads
railroads in
in Alaska,
articles and
supplies for
employees
and
contractors, the
be reimbursed
the proand contractors,
the appropriation
appropriation to
to be
reimbursed by
by the
proceeds
of
such
sales.
sales.
such
of
ceeds
s
from
Reas
Receipts from sales,
etc., to be creditedto
credited to
et.,to
During the fiscal
fiscal years
and 1925
1925 there
there shall
be covered
years 1924
1924 and
shall be
covered
constructionaaccount.
cc into th
into
from time
time to
to time
the
ol.38,
37.
into the
Vol.
38, p. 307.
the appropriation
appropriation established
established from
time under
under the
"An Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
the President
of the
United
Act to
to authorize
authorize the
President of
the United
locate, construct, and
States to locate,
operate railroads
in the
the Territory
Territory
and operate
railroads in
of Alaska, and for other purposes,"
purposes," approved March 12, 1914, as
as
amended, the proceeds
proceeds of
as well
as the
sales of
of
of sales
sales of
of material,
material, as
well as
the sales
all condemned
property which
condemned property
or constructed
constructed
which has
has been
been purchased
purchased or
under the provisions thereof; also any
moneys refunded
any moneys
refunded in
in conconnection with the construction
construction and operations
under said
said Act,
operations under
Act, and
and
a
hereunder shall
shall be
made to
at the
Proo
a report
report hereunder
be made
to Congress
Congress at
the beginning
beginning
Proviso.
Available
for steamer, of its next session: Provided,
Availableforsteamer,
Provided, That the aggregate
aggregate amount credited
credited
etc., for Yukon River.
etc., for Yukon River. to such
such appropriation
appropriation under the authority contained in this paragraph shall be immediately
immediately available
for purchase
construction
available for
purchase or
or construction
a river steamer and necessary barges
of a
barges for operation
the
operation on
on the
Yukon River and its tributaries.
Maintenance
Maintenance of Yukon River and its tributaries.
penses.
penenn.

etc.

steamers,
steamers, etc.

Hawaii.
Governor and secretary.
tayntinent
Contingent expe.
expenses.

For expenses
and operation
operation of
expenses of maintenance
maintenance and
steamers and
and
of river
river steamers

other boats on the Yukon River and
its tributaries
Alaska,
and its
tributaries in
in Alaska,
including the purchase and repair
repair of
machinery and
and
of necessary
necessary machinery
apparatus, and the construction or rental of docking
docking facilities
facilities (in
(in
excess of
excess
of revenues),
revenues), $25,000.
$25,000.
TERRITORY
TERRITORY OF
OF HAWAII.
HAWAII.

Governor, $7,000;
$7,000; secretary,
$5,400; in
all, $12,400.
$12,400.
in all,
secretary, $5,400;
Governor,
For contingent
contingent expenses, to be expended by the governor, for
for
stationery, postage, and incidentals,
$1,000; private
private secretary
incidentals, $1,000;
secretary to
to
the governor, $3,000; for
for traveling
the governor
while
traveling expenses
expenses of
of the
governor while
absent from
from the
the capital
capital on
on official
$500; in
in all,
$4,500.
Leislative
expenses. absent
official business,
business, $500;
all, $4,500.
Legislative expenses.
Legislative expenses:
expenses: For furniture, light, telephone,
telephone, stationery,
stationery,
record casings and files, printing
printing and binding, including
including printing,
printing,
publications, and binding of
and the
house and
and
of the
the session
session laws
laws and
the house
senate journals, indexing
indexing records, postage, ice,
clerk hire,
ice, water,
water, clerk
hire,
mileage of members, and incidentals, pay of chaplain,
chaplain, clerk,
clerk,
sergeant at
at arms,
stenographers, typewriters,
typewriters, janitors,
and messenmessenv.
sergeant
arms, stenographers,
janitors, and
Proviso.
No
No pay
pay for
for an
an extra gers.
Provided, That
gers, $30.000: Provided,
That the
members of
of the
the members
the Legislature
Legislature of
of
session.
session.
the Territory
Territory of Hawaii shall not draw their compensation
compensation of $200
or any
any mileage
or
mileage for an extra session, held in compliance
compliance with sec-
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tion 54
an Act
to provide
Territory of
a government
government for the Territory
provide a
Act to
of an
54 of
tion
Hawaii, approved
1900.
April 30, 1900.
approved April
Hawaii,
SAINT
HOSPITAL.
ELIZABETHS HOSPITAL.
SAINT ELIZABETHS

Saint Elizabeths
Eliabeths
soaint
Hospital.

For
support, clothing,
and treatment
treatment in
in Saint
Hospitaletc.Maintenance,
Maintenance, etc.
Elizabeths Hospital
Saint Elizabeths
clothing, and
For support,
n
for
from the
the Army,
Navy, Marine
Coast Guard,
Guard,392. Ante,
A te, pp. 392
Corps, Coast
Marine Corps,
Army, Navy,
Insane from
the Insane
for the
inmates
of the
the National
Disabled Volunteer
Volunteer Soldiers,
for Disabled
Home for
National Home
inmates of
persons
charged with
with or
or convicted
convicted of
of crimes
against the United
crimes against
persons charged
States
who
are
insane,
all
persons
who
have
become
insane since
insane
become
have
who
persons
all
insane,
are
States who
their
entry into
into the
military and
and naval
United States,
States,
the United
of the
service of
naval service
the military
their entry
civilians
in
the
quartermaster's
service
of
the
Army,
transpersons
Army,
the
of
service
civilians in the quartermaster's
ferred from
the Canal
Canal Zone
Zone who
who have
admitted to the hospital
hospital
been admitted
have been
from the
ferred
and who
who are
are indigent,
of the
United States
States VetVetthe United
beneficiaries of
and beneficiaries
indigent, and
and
erans'
Bureau, including
exceeding $27,000
purchase
Vehicles.
Vehicles.
the purchase,
for the
$27,000 for
not exceeding
including not
erans' Bureau,
motor-propelled
exchange,
-propelled
repair, and operation of motor
maintenance, repair,
exchange, maintenance,
passenger-carrying
for the
use of
superintendent, purthe superintendent,
of the
the use
vehicles for
passenger-carrying vehicles
chasing
hospital business,
business, $900,000;
$900,000; and
and not
not
general hospital
and general
agent, and
chasing agent,
exceeding
$1,500
of
this
sum
may
be
expended
in
the
removal
of
of
removal
the
in
expended
be
may
exceeding $1,500 of this sum
patients
friends, not
exceeding $1,500
$1,500 in the purchase of
not exceeding
their friends,
to their
patients to
such
papers as
as may
required for the
may be required
and papers
periodicals, and
books, periodicals,
such books,
purposes
medical library, and not
the medical
for the
and for
hospital and
the hospital
of the
purposes of
exceeding
$1,500 for
and necessary
necessary expenses
incurred in
expenses incurred
actual and
for actual
exceeding $1,500
the
apprehension
and
return
to
the
hospital
of
escaped
patients:
patients:
escaped
of
hospital
the
to
return
and
the apprehension
viso.
Pf
°
Provided,
during the
the fiscal
year 1925
the District
of ColumColum- Monthly
payments
Monthy
payments
District of
1925 the
fiscal year
That during
Provided, That
bin,
of the
Government requiring
Saint Elizabeths
Elizabeths for
District of
of Columfor District
requiring Saint
the Government
branch of
any branch
or any
bia, or
Hospital to
care for
which they
responsible, shall
shallpatients.
bia,
etc.,
biaetc.,patients.
are responsible,
they are
for which
patients for
for patients
to care
Hospital
pay
by check
upon his written request,
request, either
either
superintendent, upon
the superintendent,
to the
check to
pay by
in
advance or
the end
of each
estieach month, all or part of the estiend of
at the
or at
in advance
mated or
or actual
maintenance as the case may be,
for such maintenance
cost for
actual cost
mated
and
bills rendered
rendered by
by the
Elizabeths HosSuperintendent of Saint Elizabeths
the Superintendent
and bills
pital in
in accordance
herewith shall
shall not be
be subject to audit or ceraccordance herewith
pital
tification in
in advance
of payment;
payment; proper
adjustments on the basis
proper adjustments
advance of
tification
of
the actual
cost of
the care
care of patients
advance shall
shall
patients paid for in advance
of the
actual cost
of the
be made
quarterly, as
may be
be agreed
agreed upon
between the
upon between
as may
or quarterly,
monthly or
made monthly
be
Superintendent of
Saint Elizabeths
Hospital and the District of
Elizabeths Hospital
of Saint
Superintendent
Columbia government,
government, department,
department, or
or establishments
establishments concerned.
concerned. Sums
patients
um from
o patients
Columbia
to mainbe credited
All sums
sums paid
paid to
to the
the Superintendent
of Saint
Saint Elizabeths
Elizabeths Hospital to be
credited to
main.
Superintendent of
All
for
the care
care of
of patients
that he
is authorized
authorized by
law to
to receive,
tenance approprition.
appropriation.
receive, tenance
by law
he is
patients that
for the
shall be
to the
credit on the books of the Treasury Dethe credit
deposited to
be deposited
shall
partment, of
appropriation made for the care and maintenance
the appropriation
of the
partment,
of
the patients
Hospital for
which
year in which
the year
for the
Elizabeths Hospital
Saint Elizabeths
at Saint
patients at
of the
the support
support, clothing
provided, and be subject to
to
treatment is provided
clothing, and treatment
the
Elizabeths Hospital,
requisition by the disbursing
disbursing agent of Saint Elizabeths
requisition
upon
of the
Buildings and
and
Buildings
the Interior;
Interior;
the Secretary
Secretary of
approval of
of the
upon the
the approval
For
grounds, grounds.
and grounds,
buildings and
to buildings
improvements to
and improvements
repairs and
general repairs
For general
of which
to exceed
construction
$2,000 shall be used for the construction
exceed $2,000
not to
sum not
which sum
of
of a
apropagating
Extending, etc, powExtendingetc.,pow$108,000;
building, $108,000;
propagating building,
of
For
remodeling and
and extending
extending power,
heating, and
and lighting
plants from accrued
accrued
plant ernds
lighting plant
power, heating,
For remodeling
which fuvd:
or which
of
the hospital,
hospital,. $212,400,
to be
be paid
from funds
accrued, or
Vol..33, p. 731; vol.
Vol.
funds accrued,
paid from
$212,400, to
of the
P 592
February 20, 35
may
prior to
to July
1926, under
the Acts
of February
35, p.
592Acts of
under the
1, 1926,
July 1,
accrue, prior
may accrue,
1905,
February 2,
2, 1909,
such portions
portions of
of funds
funds as
as have
have accrued
accrued Exchanges of
a
1909, such
and February
1905, and
of mateunder
Acts to
this use.
use. Authority
rial, etc.
Authority ria,
for this
available for
immediately available
be immediately
to be
said Acts
under said
is granted
to sell
replaced
exchange material and fixtures to be replaced
sell or exchange
granted to
is
and
to use
use the
therefrom in the remodeling
extending of
remodeling and extending
proceeds therefrom
the proceeds
and to
the power,
power, heating,
heating, and lighting plant of the hospital.
the
COLUMBIA
FOR THE
TI-1141 DEAF.
DEAF.
INSTITUTION FOR
COLUMBIA INSTITUTION
For
support of
the institution,
institution, including
including salaries
and incidental
incidental
salaries and
of the
For support
expenses,
books
and
illustrative
apparatus,
and
general
repairs
and
and
repairs
general
and
expenses, books and illustrative apparatus,
improvements,
$100,000.
improvements, $100,000.

Columbia
Columbia

InstitnInstitu-

tionsfothDe"af
tion for the Deaf
Maintenance.
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Cns. 264,
264, 265.
SEss.
265.

1924.
1924.

For repairs to buildings
buildings of the institution, including
including plumbing
plumbing
and steam fitting, and for
pavements within
within the
the grounds,
for repairs
repairs to
to pavements
grounds,
000.
$9,000.
Howard University.
University. $9/
HOWARD UNIVERSITY.
UNIVERSITY.
HOWARD
Repairs.
Repairs.

Maintenance.
Maintenane.

For maintenance,
maintenance, to
to be
be used in payment
For
payment of part of the salaries
teachers, and other
of the officers, professors, teachers,
regular employees
employees of
other regular
of
the university,
university, ice
and stationery,
stationery, the
of which
which shall
be
the
ice and
the balance
balance of
shall be
paid from donations
donations and other sources,
of which
sum not
not less
sources, of
which sum
less than
than
$2,200
$2,200 shall be used for
for normal
normal instruction,
instruction, $125,000;
$125,000;
For tools, material, salaries
salaries of
and other
other necessary
of instructors,
instructors, and
necessary
expenses of
the
department of
manual
arts,
$30,000;
Medicaldertmentexpenses
of
the
department
of
manual
arts,
$30,000;
Medical
department.
i aldept me nt
Medical
For part
Medical department:
department: For
needed equipment,
equipment, laboralaborapart cost
cost of
of needed
tory supplies, apparatus,
apparatus, and
repair of
of laboratories
laboratories and
and repair
and buildings,
buildings,
$9,000;
$9,000;
For material and apparatus
apparatus for
physical, biological,
for chemical,
chemical, physical,
biological,
natural-history studies
studies and
and use
laboratories of
of the
the science
and natural-history
use in
in laboratories
science
hall, including cases
cases and shelving,
shelving, $5,000;
$5,000;
For books, shelving, furniture, and fixtures for
for the
the libraries,
libraries,
$3,500;
$3,500;
Improvement
reonvment and
Qd For improvement
improvement of grounds and
and repairs
repairs of
of buildings,
buildings, $20,000;
$20,000;
repairs.
Fuel snd light.
light.
Fuel and
and light:
Forpart payment for fuel and light, Freedmen's
Fuel
light: For_part
Freedmen's
Hospital
and Howard
$15,000;
wb
Hospital and
Howard University,
University, $15,000;
New building.
ew
For completion
a building
completion of a
building for assembly
assembly hall, gymnasium,
gymnasium,
armory, and administrative
headquarters for
for department
health
administrative headquarters
department of
of health
and hygiene,
$157,500, including
hygiene, $157,500,
the equipment
thereof and
the
including the
equipment thereof
and the
Athletic
connecting
tbeti field,
field, etc.
etc. connecting
up
of steam-heating
steam-heating system
up of
system therefor
•also,
also, the
construetherefor;'
the construcPost,P'
p. '
tion of
of athletic
athletic and
and drill
drill fields,
fields, including
steel or
concrete stands
stands
tion
including steel
or concrete
42'P.
ol.'42
p. /216
216.*
and all necessary
runways, walks,
walks, and
Vol
necessary runways,
as may
may be
and so
so forth,
forth, as
be required
required
within the limit of cost provided
provided in
in the
the Act
24, 1923;
1923;
Act of
of January
January 24,
Total, Howard
University, $365,000.
Howard University,
$365,000.
Hospi-

Freedmen's
tel.
tal.
Salaries, etc.

FREEDMEN'S
FREEDMEN'S HOSPITAL.
For
and employees
For officers
officers and
employees and compensation
compensation for all other pro-

Salaries, etc.

fessional
be required
fessional and other services that may be
required and expressly
expressly
approved
approved by the Secretary of
A detailed
of the Interior, $89,000.
$89,000. A
detailed
statement of the
statement
of this
be submitted
submitted to
the expenditure
expenditure of
this sum
sum shall
shall be
to
Congress;
Congress;

Contingent expenses.
For subsistence,
subsistence, fuel
cotigentep
. For
fuel and
and
A'
P' 392.
p.
Ante,
p.
eine,
medical and
and surgical
surgical
cine, medical
lights,
repairs, replacement
lights, repairs,
replacement
propelled ambulance,
ambulance, .and
and

light,
clothing, bedding,
forage, medimedilight, clothing,
bedding, forage,
supplies,
instruments, electric
electric
supplies, surgical
surgical instruments,
of
apparatus,f
urn iture ,mo
t
or of X-ray
X-ray apparatus,
furniture,
motorother
absolutely necessary
expenses,
other absolutely
necessary expenses,

build- $67,000;
$67,000;
bndFor necessary
equipment and
For
necessary equipment
and shelving
shelving for
for the
buildthe pathological
pathological buildDia ing, $18,700,
payable 60
60 per
from the
$18,700, payable
per centum
centum from
the revenues
revenues of
of the
the DisDistrict of Columbia and 40 per centum
centum from
from the
the
the Treasury
Treasury of
of the
United States;
States;
Total,
Freedmen's Hospital,
Hospital, $174,700.
$174,700.
Total, Freedmen's
Approved,
5, 1924.
Approved, June
June 5,
1924.

Patholocal
Pathological
lug. atholgcal
tr
Part
from
Pret from
i
District
revenues.

June 5,
5, 1924.
1924.
June
[H.
[H. R.
R. 5478.1
5478.1
200.1
[Public, No. 200.]

Vocational
rehabiliVocational rehabilitation
tation of persons
persons disdis-

abled
abled in industry.
Vol. 41,
41, p.
Vol.
p. 735.
735.

Amendments
Amendments effeceffective July 1, 1924.
1924.

CHAP. 265.—An
265.-An Act To amend sections 1, 3, and
6 of
an Act
entitled "An
"An
and 6
of an
Act entitled
Act to provide
rehabilitation of persons
provide for the promotion of vocational
vocational rehabilitation
persons disabled
disabled
in industry
industry or
or otherwise
otherwise and
and their
their return
to civil
return to
civil employment."
employment."

Be it
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House of Representatives
Be
it enacted
Representatives of the
United States of America in
Congress assembled,
on
United
in Congress
assembled, That effective
effective on
and after July 1,
1, 1924,
6 of
of the Act entitled
1924. sections
sections 1, 3, and 6
entitled "An
"An
Act to provide for the promotion
promotion of vocational rehabilitation
rehabilitation of
of
persons disabled in industry or otherwise
otherwise and
and their
to civil
their return
return to
civil

SIXTY-EIGHTH
SIXTYEIGHTH CONGRESS
ESS. I.
I. C.
Cu. 265.
265.
CONGRESS.. S
SESS..
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1924.

employment," approved June 2, 1920, are hereby amended
employment,"
amended to read
read as
follows:
"SETION
"
SECTION 1. That in order to provide
provide for the promotion
promotion of voca-

Appropriations
Appoprions authorizedlor cooperating
tional rehabilitation of persons disabled in industry or in any with
mrain
tional
legitimate
rehabilitation
occupation
andpersons
their
return
disabled
to
in industry
employment
or there
in any
is with statts
States
t fl 2.in
legitimate
occupation of
and
their return
to civil
civil
employment
there
is tPos
Post, p. o
1202.
hereby authorized
authorized to be appropriated
appropriated for the use
use of the
the States,
States,
subject
subject to the provisions of this Act, for the purpose
purpose of cooperating
cooperating
with them in the maintenance
maintenance of vocational
vocational rehabilitation
rehabilitation of such
such
disabled
returning vocationally rehabilitated
disabled persons, and in returning
persons
rehabilitated persons
tenance of.

to civil employment for
for each
of the
each of
the fiscal
years ending
ending June
30,
fiscal years
June 3S,

1925,
1925, June 30, 1926, and June 30, 1927, and thereafter
period
thereafter for aaperiod

of three years, the sum of $1,000,000.
$1,000,000. Said
sums shall
be allotted
allotted
Said sums
shall be
to the States in the proportion which their population bears to the
total .population
population in the United States, not including
including Territories,
Territories,
outlying
outlying possessions, and the District of Columbia, according
according to the
United States
last preceding United
States census:
the allotment
allotment
census: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
of funds to any State shall not be less than aaminimum of $5,000
for
$5,000 for
any fiscal year. And there is hereby authorized to be appropriated

for
any the
fiscal
fiscal
year.years
And
ending
there June
is hereby
30, 1925,
authorized
1926, and
to be1927,
appropriated
the sum

for the fiscal years ending June 30, 1925, 1926, and 1927, the sum
of $34,000, or so much thereof
thereof as may be needed,
which shall
needed, which
shall be
be
used for the purpose of providing
minimum allotment
providing the minimum
allotment to
to the
States provided
provided for in this section.

Annual amounts.
Annual
mounts.
Basis of
of allotments.
Basis
alotments.

Proviso.
Pruo.
Minimum.

Amount

in AmcE
t
k
r

fo

efnorts.

mini-

under the
"All moneys
moneys expended
expended under
provisions of
of this
this Act
Conditions required.
the provisions
Act from
from Conditionsrequd.
appropriations authorized
section 11 shall
appropriations
authorized by section
shall be
be upon
upon the
the condition
condition
(1)
dollar of
of Federal
Federal money
there shall
shall be
be by
Equal
expenditure
(1) that
that for
for each
each dollar
money expended
expended there
by the
the State.te
State.
expended
expended in
in the
the State
State under
supervision and
of the
the State
State
under the
the supervision
and control
control of
Proviso.
board at least an equal amount
amount for the same
same purpose:
Provided, Restrictionin
Restriction in useby
use by
purpose: Provided,
That no portion
portion of the appropriations
authorized by this
appropriations authorized
this Act shall institutions.
institutio°s.
be used by any institution
institution for handicapped
handicapped persons
except for
persons except
for the
the
special
to the
special training
training of such individuals
individuals entitled
entitled to
the benefits
benefits of
of this
this
Act
as shall
shall be
determined by
(2) that
that the
State etc.,bby
Submission of
plans,
Act as
be determined
by the
the Federal
Federal board;
board; (2)
the State
etc., by State
State board.
board.
board shall annually
annually submit to the Federal
Federal board for approval plans
showing (a)
rehabilitation and schemes
(a) the kinds of vocational
vocational rehabilitation
schemes of
of
placement
it is proposed
placement for which it
proposed the appropriation
appropriation shall
shall be
be used;
used;
(b) the plan of administration
(b)
administration and supervision;
supervision; (c)
(c) courses
courses of
of
study; (d)
(d) methods of instruction;
instruction; (e)
qualification of teachers,
(e) qualification
supervisors, directors, and other necessary
necessary administrative
officers or
or
administrative officers
employees;
employees; (f) plans for the training of teachers, supervisors,
supervisors, and
and
directors; (3)
shall make
make an
annual report
to StAt
StAnnual
by
(3) that the
the State
State board shall
an annual
report to
ate boadof
boardreport
ofwor
work
the Federal board on or before September
September 1
1 of each year on the done.
done.
work done in the State and on the receipts
receipts and expenditures
expenditures of
of
Purchase, etc.,
of
money
of this Act;
money under the provisions
provisions of
Act; (4)
that no
no portion
of any
any builhdor
buildings or ltands
lands pro
pro(4) that
portion of
moneys authorized
authorized to be appropriated
appropriated by
by this
this Act
the benefit
benefit of
of hibited
hibited.
Act for
for the
the States shall be applied, directly
directly or indirectly, to the purchase,
preservation,
building or buildings or
preservation, erection, or repair
repair of any building
or
Courses
to be avail0to Federal
equipment,
purchase or
or rental
rental of
equipment, or for the purchase
of any
any lands;
(5) that
that all
all abCle
able to
civil
lands; (5)
Feder al cil
courses
courses for vocational rehabilitation
rehabilitation given under
under the
supervision employees.
employees.
the supervision
and control of the State board
board and all courses
courses for vocational rehabilitation
maintained shall be available,
habilitation maintained
available, under such rules and
and
regulations
regulations as the Federal
Federal board shall prescribe, to any civil employee
ployee of the United States disabled while in the performance
of
performance of
his
duty.
his duty.
state legislation reSEC, 3. That
to secure
secure the
the benefits
of the
the appropriations
appropriations quired.
State legislation re"" SE.
That in
in order
order to
benefits of
quired.
authorized by section
authorized
section 1,
1, any
any State
through the
legislative Acceptance.
State shall
shall,.,through
the legislative
Acceptance.
Cooperation of State
accept the
authority thereof, (1)
(1) accept
the provisions
of this
(2) bo
board with
Federal
provisions of
this Act;
Act; (2)
t'onh FedeSra
empower
empower and direct the board designated
designated or created as the State
State board
board.
p. 929.
board for vocational
education to cooperate
cooperate in the administration
vocational education
administration39, Vol
Vol. 39' P'9
of the provisions
Vocational Education Act, approved
provisions of the Vocational
approved February 23, 1917, to cooperate as herein
herein provided
provided with the Federal Board
Board
for Vocational
Vocational Education
Education in the administration
administration of the provisions
of
provisions of
45822°-25t-30
4582V-251
30
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Cooperation
of State
tate
Cooperation of
board with workmen's
compensation,
e
t
c.,
etc.,
compensation,
a
gencies.
agencies.

compensation
where aaState workmen's
in those
those States
(3) in
Act; (3)
this Act;
this
States where
workmen's compensation
board,
or
other
State
board,
department,
or
agency
exists,
charged
charged
exists,
agency
or
department,
board,
State
other
or
board,
with the
the administration
administration of
the State
State workmen's
workmen's compensation
or
compensation or
of the
with
liability laws,
provide that
that a
plan of
cooperation
of cooperation
a plan
shall provide
legislature shall
the legislature
laws, the
liability
be formulated
between such
such State
department, or
or agency
agenCy and
and
board, department,
State board,
formulated between
be
the
charged with
administration of
such
Act, such
this Act,
of this
the administration
with the
board charged
State board
the State
plan to
be effective
effective when
by the
the governor
State;
governor of the State;
approved by
when approved
to be
plan
Support, etc., of (4) provide
vocaof
courses
the
of
for
the
supervision
and
support
of
the
courses
support
and
supervision
the
for
provide
(4)
of
osupportdedt'.
courses provided.
in
carrying
board
tional
rehabilitation
to
be
provided
by
the
State
board
in
carrying
the
State
by
be
provided
to
To
authorize
State
To anthorize State tional rehabilitation
treasurer to b
e matosaid
appoint as custodian
out the
Act; (5)
custodian for said
(5) appoint
this Act;
of this
provisions of
the provisions
prto p airto- out
dransappropriations.
dianof
for
provide for
appropriations
shall receive and provide
appropriations its State treasurer, who shall
the proper
proper custody
and disbursement
disbursement of
the State
State
to the
paid to
money paid
all money
of all
custody and
the
prco.
PR:ASO.
said appropriations:
appropriations: Provided,
That any State which, prior to
Provided That
from said
pr- from
cceptance of proAcceptance
visions inferred.
30, 1924,
accepted and
and otherwise
otherwise complied
with the
the proprocomplied with
has accepted
Vol. 41, p.736, amend1924, has
June 30,
amend- June
V.o41p.7.
ed.
visions of the Act of June 2, 1920, shall be deemed to have accepted
ed.
accepted
and complied
complied with
the provisions
of this
to said
Act.
said Act.
this amendment
amendment to
provisions of
with the
and
Appropriations a
uto
appropriated to
"
SEc. 6.
That there
there is
authorized to
to be
be appropriated
is hereby
hereby authorized
6. That
" SEC.
thorizdfoaradinsthorized
for
trative
by the Federal Board for Vocational
$75,000
ae by
trative expenses
Vocational Education
Education the sum of $75,000
Federal Board.
Federal
Board.
a period
July 1,
1924, for
for
1, 1924,
commencing July
years, commencing
three years,
of three
period of
for a
annually for
Vol.41,
p. 737, amend- annually
Vo.4ip.37,amended.
the
purpose
of making
studies, investigations,
investigations, and
and reports
regarding
regarding
reports
studies,
of
making
purpose
the
edt.
Objects specified.
the
and their
placetheir placepersons and
of disabled
disabled persons
rehabilitation of
vocational rehabilitation
the vocational
pO,
Post, p.lad.
p.1202.
ments
suitable or
or gainful
gainful occupations,
occupations, and
and for
for the
administrative
the administrative
in suitable
ments in
imposed
expenses of
of said
board incident
to performing
duties imposed
the duties
performing the
incident to
said board
expenses
by this
salaries of such
experts, clerks, and
assistants, experts,
such assistants,
including salaries
by
this Act,
Act, including
other
employees, in
in the
the District
District of
Columbia or
or elsewhere
as the board
board
elsewhere as
of Columbia
other employees,
necessary expenses
may deem
necessary, actual traveling
traveling and other necessary
may
deem necessary,
incurred by
by the
the members
members of
of the
board and
and by its employees,
employees, under
under
the board
incurred
associaattendance at meetings of educational associaincluding attendance
its orders, including
offices in the
tions and
other organizations,
organizations, rent and equipment
of offices
equipment of
and other
tions
District of
Columbia and
and elsewhere,
elsewhere, purchase
purchase of
of reference,
reference,
of books
books of
of Columbia
District
law books, and periodicals, stationery, typewriters and exchange
rtng, binding,
Printing,
binding, law books, and periodicals, stationery, typewriters and exchange
postage on foreign mail, printing and
supplies, postage
miscellaneous supplies,
thereof, miscellaneous
etc.
etc.
Office, and all other
Government Printing Office,
binding to be done at the Government
other
necessary expenses.
expenses.
n necessary
of all
report of
Annual
Annual report
expenses, list
list of
of em"A
emexpenses,
"A full report of all expenses
expellees under this section, including
including names
ployees,
etc., to
to be
ees, etc.
be of
f all employees and salaries paid them, traveling expenses and
and
made.
other
incurred by each
each and every employee and by members
other expenses
expenses incurred
of the board, shall be submitted
submitted annually
annually to Congress
Congress by the
he board."
board."
6, 1924.
Approved,
Approved, June 5,
aliTnIMS.,

June
June 5,, 1924.

IH. R.. 7220.]
7220.
[H.
201.1
[Public, No.
[Public,
No. 201.1

Department of Agriappropriations for the Department
CHAP. 266.-An
CHAP.
286.—An Act Making
Making appropriations
culture
culture for the fiscal year
year ending June
June 30, 1925,
1925, and
and for other purposes.

the
Representatives of
House of Representatives
and House
Be
Departmentof
Be itit enacted
enacted by the Senate and
of the
Department of ArAgrifollowing
the following
That the
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
America in
States of America
cultue
cultureappropriatios.
appropnations. United States
in Congress
sums are appropriated,
appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherfiscal
Agriculture for the fiscal
appropriated, for the Department of Agriculture
wise appropriated,
year ending
ending June
June 30, 1925, namely:
year
namely:

Secretary's Offce.
Office.
Secretary's

OFFICE
OF THE
THE SECRETARY.
OFFICE OF
SECRETARY.
SALARIES.
SALARIES.

Secretary, Assistant,
Assistant,
Secretary,

office personnel.
aanti oficepersonnel.

Extra labor, etc.
8.
Vol. 42, pb
p. MSS.
Prather.

riesnotto
Salaries
not to exceed
exceed
average rates
rates and
average
grades.

For Secretary of Agriculture,
Agriculture, $12,000;
$12,000; Assistant Secretary
Secretary and
and
$465,495; and
Columbia, $465,495;
in the
the District
other personal
personal services
District of
of Columbia,
services in
other
emergency employments,
employments $7,294; in accordance
accord ance
for extra labor
labor and emergency
with the
the Classification
Classification Act
of 1923;
all, $484,789:
$484,789: Provided,
Provided, That
That
in all,
1923; in
Act of
with
in
appropriations or
or portions
portions of
of appropriations,
conin expending
expending appropriations
appropriations, conpersonal services
for personal
tained in this Act, for the payment
payment for
services in
in the
the DisDis-
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trict of Columbia
Columbia in accordance
accordance with "The
Classification Act of
"The Classification
1923," the average
average of the salaries of the
persons
the total number
number of persons
in any
any bureau,
or other
apunder any
any grade or
or class thereof
thereof in
bureau, office,
office, or
other appropriation unit, shall not at any
exceed the average
of the
the
any time exceed
average of
compensation rates
specified for
by such
such Act:
Act: Provided,
Provided, czot
= a
ble je l
compensation
rates specified
for the
the grade
grade by
eo applicable
tol
That this restriction shall not apply (1)
(1) to grades 1,
1, 2, 3,
3, and 4
4 of service.
serviceed ct
the
clerical-mechanical service,
the reduction
re duc ti on in
in No
NoS
salary
the clerical-mechanical
service, or
or (2)
(2) to
to require
require the
alyrreductions.
salary of any person whose
compensation
is
fixed,
as
whose compensation
fixed,
of July 1, 1924,
in accordance
with the
section 6
such Act,
(3) to
t
o prepre-5i4
in
accordance with
the rules
rules of
of section
6 of
of such
Act, or (3)
Higher

vent the
payment of
salary under
any grade
grade at
at a
higher than
than
vent
the payment
of a
a salary
under any
a rate
rate higher
the maximum rate of the grade
permitted
grade when
when such higher rate
rate is
is permitted
by "The
"The Classification
Classification Act of 1923,"
specifically authorized
authorized by
by
1923," and
and is
is specifically
other
other law.
law.
For
employees in
the memeFor salaries
salaries and
and compensation
compensation of
of necessary
necessary employees
in the

a

payments
payments

ow

pio
My echanical,

etc., emMechanical, etc.,em-

power plant of the Department
of Agriculture,
Agriculture, ploye
chanical shops and power
Department of
$103,000.
$103,000.
chanical

MISCELLANEOUS
EXPENSES, DEPARTMENT
OF AGRICULTURE.
AGRICULTURE.
MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES,
DEPARTMENT OF
For stationery, blank
paper, gum,
dry goods,
soap,
blank books, twine,
twine, paper,
gum, dry
goods, soap,
brushes, brooms,
lumber, hardware,
ice, fuel,
fuel,
brooms, mats,
mats, oils,
oils, paints,
paints, glass,
glass, lumber,
hardware, ice,
water and gas pipes, heating apparatus,
apparatus, furniture,
furniture, carpets,
carpets, and
and
charges, advertising,
press
mattings; for lights, freight, express charges,
advertising, and
and press
clippings, telegraphing,
towels, and
and
telegraphing, telephoning,
telephoning, postage,
postage, washing
washing towels,
necessary repairs and
improvements to
buildings and heating
and improvements
to buildings
heating apparatus;
subsistence, and care
of horses
and the
ratus; for the purchase,
purchase, subsistence,
care of
horses and
the purpurchase and repair of harness
harness and vehicles, for official purposes
purposes only;
only;
including necessary
expenses for the maintenance,
necessary expenses
maintenance, repair, and operaofficial use of
Secretary of
Agrition of an automobile
automobile for the official
of the
the Secretary
of Agriculture; for the payment of the Departnent
Agriculture's proDepartn ent of Agriculture's
portionate share of the expense
expense of
of the
the dispatch
dispatch agent
agent in
New York;
York;
in New
for official traveling
traveling expenses; and
and for
for ot
ot. er
er miscellaneous
miscellaneous supplies
expenses not otherwise
otherwise provided
necessary for the
practiand expenses
provided for
for and necessary
the practical and efficient work of the department,
department, $156,000.
$156,000.
RENT
THE DISTRICT
DISTRICT OF
OF COLUMBIA.
RENT OF
OF BUILDINGS
BUILDINGS IN
IN THE
COLUMBIA.
parts of
For rent of buildings and parts
of buildings in the District
District of Columbia, for
the various
various bureaus,
and offices
offices of
the
lumbia,
for use
use of
of the
bureaus, divisions,
divisions, and
of the
department of Agriculture,
Agriculture, $196,866:
department
$196,866: Provided,
Provided, That only such part
shair be available to pay rent for space which can
not
of this sum shall
can not
be furnished by the Public Buildings Commission
Commission in Government
Government

Contingent expenses.
expenses.
Contingent

Rent.
.a..*
int
.......
Buildings.
etc.. nD. r.
C.
Proviso.

Restriction.
Rtron.

buildings
located in
in the
the District
of Columbia.n
Columbia.
buildings located
District of
e
For
rent for
for the
Research Laboratory,
Laboratory, $10,000,
to LaNoratory.
LaNaraTrny . Research
For rent
the Fixed
Fixed Nitrogen
Nitrogen Research
$10,000, to
be paid
the funds
transferred to
Agricul- From
From Army
funds.
be
paid from
from the
funds transferred
to the
the Department
Department of
of AgriculArmyfunds.
ture by
by the
ture
the War
War Department.
Department.
OFFICE OF
OF EDITORIAL
EDITORIAL AND
OFFICE
AND DISTRIBUTION
DISTRIBUTION WORK.
WORK.

Editorial and
tributMn work.
tribution
ork.

Wsdis-

Salaries: For
of office
and other
other personal
personal services
services in
in the
Cpir,
officepeperSalaries:
For chief
chief of
office and
the sonfand
.r and offi
District of Columbia
Columbia in accordance
Classification Act of
of
accordance with the Classification
1923, $330,000.
$330,000.
General
expenses, Office
and Distribution
Distribution Work:
Work: For
For Gene
General expenses.
expenses.
General expenses,
Office of
of Editorial
Editorial and
miscellaneous objects of expenditure
expenditure in connection with the publicamiscellaneous
tion, indexing, illustration, and distribution
distribution of bulletins, documents,
and reports, as follows:
follows:
For
labor-saving machinery
machinery and
and supplies,
supplies, envelopes,
stationery Obets
objects desiaed.
dem' nated.
For labor-saving
envelopes, stationery
and materials, office furniture
furniture and fixtures,
fixtures, photographic
equipment
photographic equipment
and materials, artists' tools and supplies, telephone
telegraph
telephone and telegraph
service,
of
service, freight
freight and express charges;
charges; purchase
purchase and maintenance
maintenance of
bicycles; purchase of manuscripts;
expenses; electrotypes,
manuscripts; traveling
traveling expenses;
illustrations, and
and other
other expenses
expenses not
not otherwise
provided for,
for, and
and
illustrations,
otherwise provided
so n

e
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including
including not to exceed
exceed $2,980 for
for extra
extra labor
labor and
and emergency
emergency ememployments
in the
the District
Columbia, $34,000.
ployments in
District of
of Columbia,
$34,000.
PRINTING AND
AND BINDING.
BINDING.
Printing
and bindbindrinHting and

Annual report.
Vol28Psp.
66rvoiL.
Vol. 28,p. 616;
Vol. 34,
p. 825.
p.82.
6

r

blletins.

Farmers' bulletins.

Work
excepted.
Woriexcepted.
Vol. 40, p. 1270.

Vol.4P.

.

Experiment Stations
Experiment
Stations

Ofe.
Office.

Chief, and office perso
and offcepersoianel.

General
expenses.
General exPensen.

For all
printing and binding for the
Department of
For
all printing
the Department
Agriculture,
of Agriculture
including
includin all of its bureaus, offices, institutions,
services, located
located.
institutions, and
and services,
in Washington,
Washington, District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, and
$738,000, inand elsewhere,
elsewhere, $738,000,
including the
the Annual
Annual Report
Report of
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Agriculture,
eluding
of the
Agriculture, as
as rereapproved January
quired by the Act approved
in pursuance
of
January 12,
12, 1895,
1895, and
and in
pursuance of
the
numbered 13,
13, approved
approved March
30, 1906,
1906, and
also
the joint
joint resolution
resolution numbered
March 30,
and also
including not
not to exceed $250,000
farmers' bulletins,
bulletins, which
which shall
shall
$250,000 for
for farmers'
adapted to the
be adapted
the interests
interests of the people
of the
the different
people of
different sections
sections of
of
the country, an equal proportion
four-fifths of
which shall
proportion of
of four-fifths
of which
shall be
be
delivered to or
delivered
out under
under the
addressed franks
franks furnished
or sent
sent out
the addressed
furnished by
by
the Senators, Representatives,
Representatives, and
in Congress,
Congress, as
and Delegates
Delegates in
as they
they
shall direct,
direct, but not including
including work done at the field
printing plants
field printing
plants
of the Weather
Weather Bureau and the Forest
Service authorized
authorized by
by the
Forest Service
the
accordance with
Joint Committee on Printing, in accordance
with the
approved
the Act
Act approved
March 1,
1919.
1, 1919.
March
SOFFICE

OFFICE OF EXPERIMENT
EXPERIMENT STATIONS.
STATIONS.

Salaries:
office and
and other
in the
the
Salaries: For
For chief
chief of
of office
other personal
personal services
services in
District of Columbia in accordance
accordance with the Classification
Classification Act
Act of
of
1923,
$39,188.
1923, $39,188.
GENERAL
EXPENSES-OFFICE OF EXPERIMENT STATIONS.
GENERAL EXPENSES--OFFICE
STATIONS.

of agricultuSupport of

ralimep
ntstationIs.To carry
ral experiment
stations.
carry into effect
effect the provisions
provisions of an Act approved
approved March
March 2,
2,
Vol. 24,
,p.p. 440.
4.
1887,
entitled "An Act to establish agricultural
1887, entitled
agricultural experiment
experiment stations
stations

in
established in the several States under
in connection
connection with the colleges established
under
the
provisions of
of an
an Act approved July 2, 1862, and of
the provisions
of the Acts
Acts
supplementary
supplementary thereto," the sums apportioned
apportioned to the several States,
quarterly in
in advance,
advance ? $720,000.
Allotment
add- to
to be
be paid
paid quarterly
$720,000.
Allotment of additional appropriations.
appropriations.
To carry
the provisions
To
carry into
into effect
effect the
provisions of an Act approved March 16,
Vol. 34, p. 563.
Vol.3.
1906, entitled "An Act to provide for an
annual approapproan increased
increased annual
priation
priation for agricultural experiment
experiment stations and regulating
the
regulating the
expenditure thereof,"
thereof," the sums apportioned
apportioned to the
expenditure
several States,
the several
States,
to be paid
in advance,
advance, $720,000.
$720,000.
paid quarterly in
ministration exAdministration
exTo enable the Secretary of Agriculture to enforce
penses.
To enable the
Secretary of Agriculture to enforce the provisions
provisions
Vol. 24,
440 Vol. of
of the
approved March
1887, and
and March
16, 1906,
the Acts
Acts approved
March 2,
Vol.
24, p. 440;
2, 1887,
March 16,
1906, relative
relative
Vol.
12, p. 503.
'ol.p.53.

34,p..

to their
administration and
and for
to
their administration
for the administration of agricultural
agricultural
experiment stations
in Alaska,
Rico, the
the Island
experiment
stations in
Alaska, Hawaii,
Hawaii, Porto
Porto Rico,
Island of
of
Guam, and the Virgin Islands of the United
States, including
including the
United States,
the
employment
employment of clerks, assistants, and other persons
the city
of
persons in
in the
city of
Washington
Washington and elsewhere,
elsewhere freight and express charges, official
official
Outside
traveling
supplies, apparatus,
Outside rent.
rent.
apparatus, telegraph
traveling expenses, office fixtures, supplies,
and
telegraph and
Annual statements,
telephone service,
service, gas,
gas, electric
electric current,
and rent
outside of
of the
Annual
statements, telephone
current, and
rent outside
the
etc.
etc.
District of
Secretary of Agriculture
District
of Columbia,
Columbia, $69,180; and the Secretary
shall prescribe
prescribe the form of the annual financial
financial statement
statement required
required
under
the above
expenditures are in
under the
above Acts, ascertain
ascertain whether the expenditures
in
accordance
coordinate the work
accordance with their provisions, coordinate
the DeDework of
of the
partment of Agriculture with that of the State agricultural
partment
agricultural colleges
colleges
and
experiment stations
the lines
lines authorized
authorized in said Acts, and
and experiment
stations in
in the
and
Eerient stations make report thereon
thereon to
Congress.
to Congress.
Experiment stations
inTe
in
Territorial and
and insoinsuTo enable
enable the
the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture
To
Agriculture to establish and maintain
maintain
lar possessions.
larS3'0O
agricultural experiment
Alaska. Hawaii,
experiment stations in Alaska,
Hawaii, Porto Rico,
the
Rico, the
island of
of Guam,
Guam, and
and the
the Virgin
Virgin Islands of the United States, inisland
cluding the
cluding
the erection
erection of buildings,
buildings, the preparation,
preparation, illustration, and
and
distribution
of reports
reports and bulletins,
distribution of
bulletins, and all other necessary
necessary ex3.
34, p. 563.

8nd

Territorial and isuinsular possessions.
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penses, $210,000,
$69,500; Hawaii,
Hawaii, $53,000;
$53,000;
Alaska, $69,500;
as follows:
follows: Alaska,
$210,000, .as
penses,

Alotments.
Allotments.

Porto
Rico, $50,000;
$15,000, and the Virgin Islands
Islands of the
$50,000; Guam, $15,000,
Porto Rico,
is au- Sale of products.
United
States, $22,500;
Secretary of
Agriculture is
products.
of Agriculture
the Secretary
and the
$22,500; and
United States,
belonging
thorized
products as are obtained on the land belonging
sell such products
thorized to sell
to the agricultural
stations in Alaska, Hawaii, Porto
agricultural experiment
experiment stations
Rico,
the island
Islands of the United
United
the Virgin Islands
and the
of Guam,
Guam, and
island of
Rico, the
States, and the amount obtained
obtained from the sale thereof shall be
miscellaneous
covered into the Treasury of the United States as miscellaneous
Pov.
receipts:
appropriated for the ri
Pr°th°:
Provided, That of the sum herein appropriated
receipts: Provided,
experiment
Hawaii $10,000
$10,000 may
may be
worra ii extension
extension
agricultural workWa
in agricultural
be used
used in
in Hawaii
station in
experiment station
extension
work in Hawaii.
extension work
EXTENSION
SERVICE.
EXTENSION SERVICE.

Salaries:
of office
office and
other personal
the
in the
services in
personal services
and other
chief of
For chief
Salaries: For

District of Columbia in accordance
accordance with the Classification
Classification Act of
District
$190,000.
1923, $190,000.
GENERAL
EXPENSES, EXTENSION
EXTENSION SERVICE.
SERVICE.
GENERAL EXPENSES,

Extension Service.
Service.
Chir, and office perChief,
mine

•

General
General expenses.
expenses.

demonstrationwork,
work, including
For farmers'
farmers' cooperative
cooperative demonstration
demonstration work,
including special
special de
inonZation v,ort .
For
F

s'

P ra i°11

suggestions of plans
effective dissemination
dissemination
plans and methods for more effective
suggestions
the
of the
Agriculture and the
of the Department of Agriculture
the work of
results of the
of
the results
agricultural experiment
experiment stations
stations and
and of improved
improved methods
methods of agriagricultural
practice, at
agricultural instrucat farmers'
farmers' institutes and in agricultural
cultural practice,
Washington
tion, and
labor in the city of Washington
employment of labor
and for the employment
tion,
and
elsewhere, supplies,
necessary expenses,
expenses $1,307,940:
$1,307,940:
and all
all other necessary
supplies, and
and elsewhere,

ro.
Proviso.
Provided, That
That the
expense of
service shall
shall be
be defrayed
defrayed from
from Voluntary contribuof such
such service
the expense
Provided,
this appropriation
cooperative funds
funds as
tions tthin
within a
a State
voluntarily t'on
be vbluntarily
as may
may be
and such
such cooperative
appropriation and
this
accepted

contributed
municipal agencies, associations
associations
contributed by State, county, and municipal
of
farmers, and
individual farmers, universities,
colleges, boards
boards of
universities, colleges,
and individual
of farmers,
trade,
chambers of commerce,
associations of business
commerce, other local associations
trade, chambers
men,
business organizations,
organizations, and
individuals within the State.
and individuals
men, business
For cooperative
work, to
to be
be allotted,
allotted, paid,
paid, tiveetension
tive
Additional
extension work
work.
extension work,
agricultural extension
cooperative agricultural
For
expended in the same manner,
manner, upon the same terms and conand expended
ditions, and
the same
supervision as
appropria- VolVol. 38, p.
P. 372.
372.
the additional
additional appropriaas the
same supervision
and under
under the
ditions,
1914 (Thirty-eighth
(Thirty-eighth Statutes at
the Act of May 8, 1914
tions made
made by the
cooperative agri372), entitled "An Act to provide for cooperative
Large, page 372),
cultural extension
between the agricultural
agricultural colleges
colleges in the
extension work between
cultural
receiving the benefits
benefits of an Act
Act of Congress approved
approved
several States receiving
and the United Pl
July
2, 1862,
1862, and
and of
Acts supplementary
thereto, and
supplementary thereto,
of Acts
July 2,
x
pendtu'l ans oof eexpendiStates
Agriculture," $1,300,000;
$1,300,000; and all sums ap- tures.
of Agriculture,"
Department of
States Department
work
extension
demonstration
propriated
this
for
use
for
demonstration
or
extension
Act
by
propriated
within
expended in accordance
accordance with
shall be used and expended
State shall
any State
within any
plans
agreed upon
upon by
the Secretary
Agriculture and
Secretary of Agriculture
by the
mutually agreed
plans mutually
the
proper officials
college in such State which receives the
officials of the college
the proper
Proio.
benefits
of said
said Act
Act of
of May
1914: Provided,
Provided, That
of the above County
Proviso.
That of
8, 1914:
May 8,
benefits of
agents.
appropriation not
more than
than $300,000
shall be
be expended
expended for
for purpur- County gents
$300,000 shall
not more
appropriation
poses
than salaries
salaries of
of county
county agents.
agents.
exhibits
Agricultural
other than
poses other
Agricultural exhibits
at State, etc.,
.To
To enable
enable the
Secretary of
to make
make suitable
suitable agri- at
etc., fairs.
fairs.
of Agriculture
Agriculture to
the Secretary
international fairs
fairs held
cultural exhibits at State, interstate, and international
within the
United States; for the purchase
necessary supplies and
purchase of necessary
the United
within
freight and express
equipment; for telephone
service, freight
express
telegraph service,
telephone and telegraph
equipment;
charges; for
travel, and
for every
other expense
expense necessary,
necessary, includevery other
and for
for travel,
charges;
ing
employment of assistance
Washassistance in or outside the city of Washthe employment
ing the
ington, $99,880.
Adpemsstr"
For
administrative expenses
expenses connected
connected with the
the Extension
Administrative eTexExtension penses.
general administrative
For general
incident thereto,
miscellaneous expenses
thereto $13,500.
$13,500.
expenses incident
Service and for miscellaneous
$6,712,3:13.
Agriculture, $6,712,343.
the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture,
Total, office of the
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WEATHER BUREAU.
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CH.
266.

1924.
1924.

.

SALARIEt3.
SALARIES.

offce
ChK
Chief.and d
lice perper-

sonneL

General
General expenses.
expens.

For chief of bureau
bureau and other personal
personal services in the District of
Columbia in
Columbia
in accordance
accordance with
with the
the Classification
Classification Act
Act of
of 1923
1923 and
and
for personal
services in
in the
the field,
field, $395,000.
$395,000.
for
personal services
WEATHER BUREAU.
GENERAL EXPENSES,
EXPENSES, WEATHER
BUREAU.

For carrying into effect
effect in the District of Columbia and
elsewhere
and elsewhere
in the
the United
United States,
in the
West Indies,
in the
Panama Canal,
in
States, in
the West
Indies, in
the Panama
Canal, the
the
Caribbean Sea,.
on adjacent
adjacent coasts,
coats, in
in
Caribbean
Sea, and
and on
in the
the Hawaiian
Hawaiian Islands,
Islands, in
Vol. 26, p. 653.
Bermuda, and
and in
in Alaska,
the provisions
provisions of
Act approved
. p.6
Bermuda,
Alaska, the
of an
an Act
approved October
October
1,
1890, so
they relate
the weather
service transferred
1, 1890,
so far
far as
as they
relate to
to the
weather service
transferred
thereby to
to the
of Agriculture,
Agriculture, for
for the
the employment
of
thereby
the Department
Department of
employment of
professors
of meteorology,
local forecasters,
forecasters,
professors of
meteorology, district
district forecasters,
forecasters, local
meteorologists, section
directors, observers,
operators,
meteorologists,
section directors,
observers, apprentices,
apprentices, operators,
Wined mechanics,
mechanics, instrument
foremen, assistant
assistant foremen,
skilled
instrument makers,
makers, foremen,
foremen,
proof readers,
readers, compositors,
compositors, pressmen,
pressmen, lithographers,
lithographers, folders
and
proof
folders and
feeders,
station agents,
agents, messengers,
messengers, messenger
messenger boys,
boys,
feeders, repairmen
repairmen, station
laborers, special
observers, displaymen,
displaymen, and
and other
necessary ememlaborers,
special observers,
other necessary
ployees
for fuel,
electricity, freight
freight and
and express
express charges,
furniployees; for
fuel, gas,
gas, electricity,
charges, furniture,
dry goods,
twine, mats,
oil, paints,
paints, glass,
lumber,
ture, stationery,
stationery, ice,
ice, dry
goods, twine,
mats, oil,
glass, lumber,
hardware,
and washing
washing towels;
for purchase,
purchase, subhardware, and
towels; for
for advertising;
advertising; for
subsistence, and
care of
and vehicles,
vehicles, the
the purchase
sistence,
and care
of horses
horses and
purchase and
and repair
repair of
of
harness,
official purposes
purposes only;
for instruments,
instruments, shelters,
shelters, appaharness, for
for official
only; for
appatowers and repairs
ratus, storm-warning
storm-warning towers
repairs thereto;
rent of offices;
offices;
thereto for
for rentof
for repaiy
repai‘r and
and improvements
improvements to
and care
care and
for
to existing
existing buildings
buildings and
and
preservation of grounds, including
preservation
construction of
necessary
including the
the construction
of necessary
sidewalks on
on public
public streets
abutting Weather
outbuildings and
and sidewalks
streets abutting
Weather
Bureau grounds;
of temporary
buildings for
for living
grounds; and the
the erection
erection of
temporary buildings
living
quarters of
of observers;
observers; for
traveling expenses;
expenses •for
quarters
for official
official traveling
for telephone
telephone
rentals, and for telegraphing,
telegraphing, telephoning,
telephoning, and
and cabling
cabling reports
reports and
and
messages, rates
to befixed
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Agriculture
Agriculture by
by agreeagreemessages,
rates to
be fixed by
companies performing
performing the
the service;
service; for
for the
the maintement with
with the companies
maintenance and
and repair
Weather Bureau
telephone, and
cable
nance
repair of
of Weather
Bureau telegraph,
telegraph, telephone,
and cable
lines; and for every other expenditure
expenditure required
required for
for the
establishment,
the establishment,
equipment, and
offices and
and stations
equipment,
and maintenance
maintenance of
of meteorological
meteorological offices
stations
and
the issuing
forecasts and
storms,
and for
for the
issuing of
of weather
weather forecasts
and warnings
warnings of
of storms,
cold
frosts, and
heavy snows,
and measuring
measuring of
of
cold waves, frosts,
and heavy
snows, the
the gauging
gauging and
the flow
river forecasts
warnings;
the
flow of
of rivers
rivers and
and the
the issuing
issuing of
of river
forecasts and
and warnings;
and reports
for observations and
reports relating to
and for
for other
other necesto crops,
crops, and
necesCooperation with
sary observations
observations and
reports, including
cooperation with
other bubuotoherbureaus,
bureas,etc.
tc.
sary
and reports,
including cooperation
with other
other
Government and
and societies
and institutions
institutions of
reaus of the Government
societies and
of learning
learning
for
meteorological information,
for the dissemination
dissemination of
of meteorological
information, as
as follows:
follows:
Expenses in WashFor necessary
necessary expenses
expenses in
in the
the city
city of
ienses
For
of Washington
Washington incident
incident to
to colcolin washington.
lecting and disseminating
and marine
marine
disseminating meteorological,
meteorological, climatological,
climatological, and
information and for investigations
information
investigations in
climatology,
in meteorology,
meteorology, climatology,
seismology,
and aerology,
aerology, $142,000;
seismology, evaporation,
evaporation, and
$142,000;
Printing office.
rinting office.
For the maintenance
maintenance of aaprinting office in the city of Washington
for the printing of weather maps,
maps, bulletins,
bulletins, circulars,
circulars forms, and
and
other publications,
additional
employees, when
publications, including the pay of additio
na lemployees,
Prerin.
necessary,
be done
done by
by the
LPtionofwork.
necessary, $11,500:
$11,500: Provided,
Provided, That
That no
no printing
printing shall
shall be
the
Limitation
of work.
W
eather Bureau that can be done
done at the
Weather
Government Printing
Printing Office
Office
the Government
impairing the
the service
said bureau;
bureau;
of said
service of
outside of without
without impairing
Expense outside
Expenses
Washington.
For necessary expenses
Washington incident
incident
expenses outside of the city of Washington
to collecting
climatological, and
collecting and disseminating
disseminating meteorological,
meteorological, climatological,
marine information,
information, and for investigations
meteorology, climatolinvestigations in meteorology,
climatology,
evaporation, and
aerology, $1,339,735;
ogy, seismology, evaporation,
and aerology,
$1,339,735;
Classification.
cssieation.

SIXTY-EIGHTH
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.

SEss.
I. CH. 266.
SESS. I.
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warnings,
observations, and reports, forecasts, warnings,
For investigations,
investigations, observations,
$20,000;
horticultural interests, $20,000;
protection of horticultural
and advices for the protection
For official
official traveling
traveling expenses,
$28,000;
expenses, $28,000;
For
observing, measuring,
stations, for observing,
For
measuring, and
of stations,
maintenance of
For the
the maintenance

Forecasts, warnings,

etc
F
.orecasts,

etc.

Traveling
expenses.
Traveling expenses.
Aerological stations.
stations.
Aerological

investigating atmospheric
other
phenomena, including salaries, and other
atmospheric phenomena,
investigating
expenses in the city of Washington
elsewhere, $88,800;
$88,800;
Washington and elsewhere,
expenses
In
general expenses, $1,630,035.
$1,630,035.
In all,
all, general
Total,
Weather Bureau,
$2,025,035.
Bureau, $2,025,035.
Total, Weather
BUREAU OF ANIMAL
ANIMAL INDUSTRY.
BUREAU

Animal Industry Bu.

rnmandyBn

MAL

SALARIES.
SA.ARIES.

e
For
and other
other personal
personal services
of sonneL
'met and
and office
p r
sonn
offie Per'
in the
the District
District of
services in
bureau and
chief of
of bureau
For chief
Columbia in accordance
Classification Act of 1923 and for
accordance with the Classification
personal services in the field, $670,000.
personal

GENERAL EXPENSES,
EXPENSES, BUREAU
BUREAU OF
OF ANIMAL
INDUSTRY.
ANIMAL INDUSTRY.
GENERAL
For
the provisions
provisions of
of the
the Act
approved May
29, 1884,
1884;
May 29,
Act approved
out the
For carrying
carrying out
establishing a
aBureau
Bureau of
of Animal
Animal Industry,
provisions of the
and the provisions
Industry, and
establishing
transport and
Act
approved March
March 3, 1891, providing
providing for the safe
safe transport
and
Act approved
humane
treatment of
export cattle
the United
States to
to foreign
foreign
humane treatment
of export
cattle from
from the
United States
countries, and for other purposes;
purposes; the Act approved August 30,
1890, providing
for the
the importation
importation of
into the
the United
1890,
providing for
of animals
animals into
United States,
States,
and for
other purposes;
1902,
the Act of May 9, 1902,
of the
provisions of
the provisions
purposes; and the
and
for other
extending
inspection of meats to process
process butter, and providing
providing
the inspection
extending the
for the
inspection of
of factories,
factories, marking
marking of
packages, and
so forth;
forth;
for
the inspection
of packages,
and so
and the
the provisions
provisions of
of the
the Act
February 2, 1903, to enable
approved February
Act approved
and
Secretary of Agriculture
effectually suppress
suppress and prevent
prevent
Agriculture to more effectually
the Secretary
the spread
spread of
of contagious
of livestock,
livestock, and
and for
for
the
contagious and
and infectious
infectious diseases
diseases of
other
purposes; and
of the
the Act approved
approved March
March
provisions of
also the
the provisions
and also
other purposes;
3,
1905, to enable
Agriculture to establish and mainSecretary of Agriculture
enable the Secretary
3,1905,
tain quarantine
regulate the movement
movement of
of
quarantine districts, to permit and regulate
and for
cattle
and other
livestock therefrom
therefrom, and for other purposes; and
other livestock
cattle and
carrying
the provisions
therefrom,
of the
the Act of June 29, 1906, entitled "An
of
provisions
out the
carrying out
Act to prevent cruelty to animals while in transit
transit by railroad or
or
other
transportation "
provisions
other means
means of transportation
";;and for carrying
carrying out
out the
the provisions
of the
March 4,
preparation, sale,
sale,
the preparation,
regulating the
4, 1913,
1913, regulating
approved March
Act approved
of
the Act
toxin or analoanaloexchange, or shipment of any virus, serum, toxin,
barter, exchange,
manufactured in .the United
United States,
States and the importaproducts manufactured
gous products
treatment of domestic
in the treatment
intended for use in
products intended
tion of
of such
such _products
animals;
to enable the
of Agriculture
to collect
collect and
Agriculture to
Secretary of
the Secretary.
and to
animals; and
disseminate information
information concerning
concerning livestock,
livestock, dairy,
and other
other anianidairy, and
disseminate
mal
products; to
prepare and
reports on animal indusdisseminate reports
and disseminate
to prepare
mal products;
try; to
pay from
from the
herein made
as many
many
made as
appropriation herein
the appropriation
and pay
to employ
employ and
try;
deem
may
as
he
Washington or elsewhere
persons in the city of Washington
elsewhere
necessary; to
to purchase
purchase in
in the open market
market samples
samples of all tuberculin,
tuberculin,
necessary;
serums,
antitoxins, or analogous
foreign or domestic
domestic
analogous products, of foreign
serums, antitoxins,
States, for the detection,
manufacture ' which are sold in the United
United States
detection,
manufacture,
of domestic
domestic animals,
of diseases
or cure
prevention, treatment,
cure of
diseases of
animals, to test
test
treatment, or
prevention,
the same,
same, and
to disseminate
disseminate the
the results
results of
said tests
in such
such manner
manner
the
and to
of said
tests in
as
he may
may deem
to purchase
and destroy
destroy diseased
diseased or
or exposed
exposed anianipurchase and
best; to
deem best;
as he
judgment essential
whenever in his judgment
mals
or quarantine
quarantine the same whenever
essential to
to
mals or
tuberculosis, or other disprevent
pleuropneumonia, tuberculosis,
prevent the spread of pleuropneumonia,
eases
of animals
one State
State to
to another,
as follows:
follows:
from one
another, as
eases of
animals from
For
inspection and
work, including
all necessary
exnecessary exincluding all
quarantine work,
and quarantine
For inspection
penses for the eradication
eradication of scabies
scabies in sheep and cattle, the inspecins
livetransportation of
supervision of the
tion of southern cattle, the supervision
the transportation
ofliveexecution of the twenty-eight
stock, and the inspection
inspection of vessels,
vessels, the execution
twenty-eight
mhour
quarantine of imported
imported animals,
animals, ininspection and quarantine
law, the
the inspection
hour law,

General expenses.
expenses.
Vol. 23, p. 31.
Vol. 23 p 31.
Vol. 26,
833.
Vol 26,'p. 833.

vol

414

Vol. 26
26, p. 414.

vol
Vol. 3,
32, p.
p. 193.

ol.

p.

Vol. 3,
32, p. 71.
791.

p1

Vol. 33, p. 1264.
Cattle
quarantine.
attlequarlantine.

Tety-eight
R.7;mViAgefil . hour

law.

Vol. 37
37, p.
p s2.
832.
vol

Animal
Animal v
viruses,, etc.
etc.

collect .

and disCollecting and
dis-

seminatingig informainformst
tkonetc.
in' etc '
Pay
of employees.
Payof

employees

etc.,
tests.
etaZr,7,

lin'serums
'

pr

destrc-

d

non,
etc., of diseased
diseased
ion etc.,

Ins

n

anitt=rn
antinework.

qarquar-
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cluding the
the establishment
eluding
establishment and
and maintenance
maintenance of
of quarantine
quarantine stations
stations
and
repairs, alterations,
alterations, improvements,
or additions
additions to
to buildings
buildings
and repairs,
improvements, or
thereon;
to the
the existence
existence of
thereon; the
the inspection
inspection work
work relative
relative to
of contagious
contagious
Proviso.
diseases,
and
the mallein
testing of
animals,
$573,000:
Provided,
Provided,
$573,000:
animals,
of
testing
mallein
the
and
diseases,
SPS-saS.
Blackleg vaccine.
That of
of this
this sum
may be
be used
used for
for the
purchase and
That
sum $30,000
$30,000 may
the purchase
and distribudistribution of
of blackleg
at cost;
cost;
tion
blackleg vaccine
vaccine at
MTubrculos
ani-- For investigating
the disease of
of tuberculosis
its
'rabercul°618 ofani
investigating the
tuberculosis of animals
animals for its
maks.
tuberculin testing
or con- control and eradication,
inv
Investipthig for
eradication, for the tuberculin
testing of animals, and
to
eto " te.* for researches
tml'
enidicsti°1
researches concerning
concerning the cause of the disease, its modes
of
modes of
spread, and
treatment and
and prevention,
including demondemonspread,
and methods
methods of
of treatment
prevention, including
strations, the
of organizations,
as
strations,
the formation
formation of
organizations, and
and such
such other
other means
means as
may be
either independently
or in
in cooperation
cooperation with
with farmfarmmay
be necessary,
necessary, either
independently or
ers, associations,
associations State,
county authorities,
ers,
State, Territory,
Territory, or
or county
authorities, $3,277,600,
$3,277,600,
Application
ot
" of
which $850,000
$850,000 shall
be set
set aside
aside for
administrative and
Applicationud.
f which
shall be
for administrative
and operatoperatProvisos.
and $2,427,600
of indemnities:
Proindemnities: Propayment of
for the
the payment
$2,427,600 for
expenses and
inggowners ing expenses
Rennbm
Reimbursing
for
destroyed vided,
however, That
That in
carrying out
out the
purpose
of this
this appropriaor animals
destoyed,
anmals
edhowever,
in
carrying
the
purpose
of
appropriaetc
tion,
Secretary of
be
tion, if
if in the
the opinion
opinion of the Secretary
of Agriculture
Agriculture it
it shall
shall be
necessary
destroy tuberculous
tuberculous animals
animals and
and to
to compensate
compensate owners
necessary to
to destroy
owners
4or loss
thereof, he
he may,
may, in
in his
his discretion,
accordance with
and in
in accordance
with
-for
loss thereof,
discretion, and
such rules
as he
he may
expend in
the city
city
such
rules and
and regulations
regulations as
may prescribe,
prescribe, expend
in the
of
or elsewhere
elsewhere out
of this
of Washington
Washington or
out of
of the
the moneys
moneys of
this appropriaappropriation, such
he shall
determine to
the
tion,
such sums
sums as
as he
shall determine
to be
be necessary,
necessary, within
within the
limitations above
above provided,
provided, for
for the
reimbursement of
owners of
of
limitations
the reimbursement
of owners
CooperationotStates,
•
etc.,
required.d.°ta
animals
on destroyed,
cooperation with
with such
States Territories,
Territories,
etc.,Ireq
animals so
destroyed, in
in cooperation
such States,
counties,
municipalities, as
as shall
by law
or by
counties, or
or municipalities,
shall by
law or
by suitable
suitable action
action in
in
keeping
with its
its authority
authority in
in the
the matter,
and by
by rules
and regulakeeping with
matter, and
rules and
regulations
provide inspecinspections adopted and enforced
enforced in
in pursuance
pursuance thereof,
thereof, provide
owners of
of anianito owners
animals and
and for
for compensation
compensation to
tion of
of tuberculous
tuberculous animals
on pay• tion
Rst
Restriction on
ments.
destroyed, but
no part
part of
of the
the money
hereby appropriated
appropriated
men
n - mals
mals so destroyed,
but no
money hereby
shall be
be used
used in
compensating owners
owners of
such animals
except in
shall
in compensating
of such
animals except
in cocooperation
supplementary to
payments to
made by
by State,
State,
operation with and
and supplementary
to payments
to be
be made
Territory,
or municipality
where condemnation
Territory, county,
county, or
municipality where
condemnation of
of such
such anianimals shall
take place,
place, nor
nor shall
shall any
payment be
as
mals
shall take
any payment
be made
made hereunder
hereunder as
compensation
compensation for or
account of any
if at
at
or on account
any such
such animal
animal destroyed
destroyed if
of inspection
or test
test of
such animal,
the time
conthe time
time of
inspection or
of such
animal, or
or at
at the
time of
of condemnation thereof,
it shall
shall belong
be upon
the premises
premises of
any
demnation
thereof, it
belong to
to or
or be
upon the
of any
person,
person, firm,
or corporation,
corporation, to
firm, or
to which
which it
it has
has been
been sold,
sold, shipped,
shipped, or
or
delivered
of being
being slaughtered:
slaughtered: Provided
Provided further,
further,
delivered for
for the
the purpose
purpose of
compesation
ComPensat ce u°n- That out of the money hereby
hereby appropriated
appropriated no payment
payment as
as comcomited.
pensation
tuberculous animal destroyed shall
pensation for any tuberculous
shall exceed
exceed onethird of
the difference
between the
the appraised
of such
third
of the
difference between
appraised value
value of
such animal
animal
thereof; that
and the
the value
value of
of the salvage
salvage thereof;
that no
no payment
payment hereunder
hereunder
shall exceed
paid by the State, Territory,
Territory,
exceed the amount
amount paid or to be paid
county,
municipality, where
where the
the animal
be condemned;
con de mne d;and
an d
county, and
and municipality,
animal shall
shall be
that in
case shall
payment hereunder
hereunder be
that
in no
no case
shall any
any payment
be more
more than
than $25
$25 for
for
any grade
or more
than $50
$50 for
for any
and no
no
any
grade animal
animal or
more than
any purebred
purebred animal,
animal, and
payment
payment shall be made unless the owner
owner has complied
complied with all lawful
South
tick quarantine regulations;
other
ern cattle
cattle tick quarantine regulations;
eradication.
For
all necessary
necessary expenses
expenses for
eradication of
For all
for the
the eradication
of southern
southern cattle
cattle
Proviso.seot animas ticks,
ticks, $660,000:
$660,000: Provided,
That no
no part
part of
of this
shall
this appropriation
appropriation shall
Provided, That
P
etc.,
Purchase
limited
used for
for the
the purchase
purchase of
of animals
the purchase
etc.,
limited..of animals, be
be used
animals or
or in
in the
purchase of
of materials
materials
for or in the construction
construction of dipping vats upon land not owned
owned
solely
by the
United States,
States, except
except at
where the
the
solely by
the United
at fairs
fairs or
or expositions
expositions where
Department
Department of
of Agriculture
Agriculture makes exhibits
demonstrations; nor
exhibits or
or demonstrations;
nor
shall any
any part
this appropriation
appropriation be
be used
used in
mashall
part of
of this
in the
the purchase
purchase of
of mamixtures for
vats except
terials or mixtures
for use
use in
in dipping
dipping vats
except in
in experimental
experimental
or demonstration
demonstration work carried on by the officials or agents of the
Bureau
of Animal
Animal Industry;
Industry;
Bureau of
Dairy industry.
for investigations
For
expenses for
investigations and experiments in
in
For all necessary
necessary expenses
2y.
A p.mr.
Ante,
243.
including repairs,
dairy industry, including
repairs, alterations,
improvements, and adadalterations, improvements,
fund

,
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ditions
absolutely necessary
necessary to carry on experiments,
experiments,
buildings absolutely
ditions to buildings
including
the employment
employment of labor in the city of Washington
Washington and
including the
elsewhere,
cooperative investigations
investigations of the
the
dairy industry in the
the dairy
elsewhere, cooperative
renovated-butter factories, $386,600;
$386,600;
of renovated-butter
inspection of
various States,
States, and inspection
hustrandriy
n.
g,
ing,
al
Feedng,
breedng,
For
necessary expenses
expenses for
and experiments
experiments in Feed
for investigations
investigations and
For all
all necessary
etc.,
experiments.
and breeding, etc.,experiments.
animal
animal feeding
feeding and
in animal
for experiments
experiments in
husbandry; for
animal husbandry;
including cooperation
cooperation with the State agricultural
experiment staagricultural experiment
tions,
and additions to and erection of buildings
tions, including repairs and
experiments, including
absolutely necessaryito carry
carry on the experiments,
including the emabsolutely
ployment of labor in
n the city of Washington
elsewhere, rent
Washington and elsewhere,
Columbia, and all other necessary
necessary exoutside of the District of Columbia,
Provisos.
penses, $295,440: Provided,
Provided, That of the sum thus appropriated
appropriated Poultry.
Prluv
..I experiment
$55,640
feeding and breedbreedexperiments in poultry feeding
$55,640 may be used for experiments
h ep
station,
appropriated $8,000
further, That of the sum thus appropriated
ing: Provided
Provided further,
$8,000 stationeIPdaheno.
necessary buildings at the
erection of necessary
is made available for the erection
United States
States sheep experiment
experiment station in Clark County, Idaho,
Idaho,
United
facilities for
investigation of problems pertaining
pertaining to
for the
the investigation
to furnish facilities
the sheep
and wool
the farms
and ranges
of the
the Western
Western Medals prize winindustry on
on the
farms and
ranges of
the
sheep and
wool industry
winat Livestock
appropriation not more ners °Eist
fo
vreprO
i
rk Exof the
the above
That of
States:
.Provided further
further, That
above appropriation
States: Provided
position.
of furnishing medals to positionthan $1,000
shall be
be used
used for
for the
the purpose
purpose of
than
$1,000 shall
distributed by the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture to exhibitors
exhibitors showing
showing
be distributed
champion
and first-prize
first-prize winners
International Livestock
Livestock Exat the International
winners at
champion and
position
Chicago, Illinois,
Illinois in December,
December, 1924, with the
to be held at Chicago,
position to
view
and
production along purebred lines and
livestock production
view of stimulating livestock
anniversary of this great interto commemorate
twenty-fifth anniversary
commemorate the twenty-fifth
national
Anima
diseases inexposition;
national exposition;
Animal diseases inFor all
all necessary
necessary expenses
expenses for scientific
scientific investigations
vestiations.
investigations in diseases vestigations.
For
maintenance and improvement
improvement of the
of animals, including the maintenance
necessary
bureau
Maryland, and the necessary
experiment station at Bethesda, Maryland,
bureau experiment
eyenses for inalterations
alterations of buildings thereon, and the necessary ex.enses
vestigations
tuberculin serums,
antitoxins and.
analogous prodvestigations of tuberculin,
serums, antitoxins,
and analogous
prod- Proviso.
Contagos abortion
abortion
of said sum $40,000
ucts, $118,000:
That of
$i0,000 may be used for Contagious
Provided, That
$118,000: Provided,
ucts,
of animals.
researches
cause modes of spread, and methods of ofanimalsconcerning the cause,
researches concerning
treatment
contagi9us abortion of
prevention of the disease of contagious
and prevention
treatment and
animals;
animals
Hogcholera.
Hog cholera.
Investigations, demof hog
hog cholera, and for its control Investigations,
disease of
For investigating
investigating the
the disease
For
onstrations. etc.
demon- onstrattons. etc.
or eradication
eradication by
means as
as may
may be
be necessary,
necessary, including
including demonby such
such means
or
strations, the formation of organizations,
organizations and other methods, either
r,
in
cooperation with farmers'
farmers' associations, State Provisos.
or in cooperation
independently
Regulating trade
trade in
in
sum $195
$195,000
or county
county authorities,
$404,000: Provided,
Provided, That
That of
of said sum
2
000 Regulating
authorities, $404,000:
or
animal viruses, etc.
.
carrying out the provisions
expenditure in carrying
provisions VSlp832ete
shall be available for expenditure
Vol. 37, P. 832 .
of
March 4, 1913,
preparation,
1913,' regulating the preparation,
approved March
the Act approved
of the
sale,
exchange, or shipment
shipment of any virus, serum, toxin, or
barter, exchange,
sale, barter,
analogous product
manufactured in the United States and the improduct manufactured
analogous
portation
intended for
for use
use in
in the
the treatment
treatment of
do- Pathological
athological re
of doproducts intended
portation of
of such
such products
researches.
$25,000 shall searches.
sum $25,000
mestic
of said
said sum
That of
further, That
Provided further,
animals: Provided
mestic animals:
concerning the cause, modes of spread,
researches concerning
be available for researches
and
methods of
treatment and
and prevention
disease;
and methods
of treatment
prevention of
of this
this disease;
Dourineeradication.
Donrine eradication.
treatment, and
For
investigation, treatment,
expenses for the investigation,
necessary expenses
all necessary
For all
eradication of
eradication
of dourine
dourine, $40,240;
$40,240;
Administative
Administrative work.
general
.
administrative work, including traveling
traveling expenses Ao
administrative
For general
salaries of
employees engaged
outside of
engaged in such work, rent outside
of employees
and salaries
the District of Columbia, office fixtures and supplies, express, freight,
expenses, $27,886;
telegraph, telephone,
$27,886;
telephone, and other necessary expenses,
telegraph,
In
all, general
general expenses,
expenses, $5,782,766.
$5,782,766.
In all,
EAT INSECIN.

MEAT
INSPECTION.
MEAT INSPECTION.

in carrying
carrying out the provisions of the
For additional
additional expenses
expenses in
For

Meat Inspection
Inspection Act
Act of
June 30,
(Thirty-fourth Statutes at
1906 (Thirty-fourth
30, 1906
of June
Meat

Meat
Meat inspection.
inspection.

Additional expenses.
expenses.
Vol. 34, pp. 674, 1260.

vol. , p.74,12ao.
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Large,
amended by
by the
March 4,
4, 1907
(ThirtyLarge, page
page 674),
674), as
as amended
the Act
Act of
of March
1907 (Thirtyfourth Statutes at Large, page 1256),
1256), and as extended
extended to equine
meat by
by the
the Act
24, 1919 (Forty-first
(Forty-first Statutes at Large,
meat
Act of
of July 24,
page
of tags,
tags, labels,
labels, stamps,
page 241),
241), including
including the
the purchase
purchase of
stamps, and
and cercertificates
printed in
in course
manufacture, $1,071,150.
tificates printed
course of
of manufacture,
$1,071,150.
Total, Bureau
of Animal
$7,523,916.
Total,
Bureau of
Animal Industry,
Industry, $7,523,916.

Equine meat.
Equine
Vol. 41,p.
41, p. 241.
241.
Vo.

Plant
nt Industry Bureau.

BUREAU.OF PLANT
PLANT INDUSTRY.

Indt Bu

SALARIES.
SALARIES.
fl
and office per-

Chief andofece

Chief,
sound.

General
expenses.
eneralexpenses.
Investigations,
nvetigations, ete.

For chief
chief of
personal services
services in
in the
the District
District
For
of bureau
bureau and
and other
other personal
of Columbia
Columbia in
accordance with
with the
the Classification
Classification Act
Act of
and
of
in accordance
of 1923,
1923, and
for personal
personal services
services in
$589,920.
for
in the
the field,
field, $589,920.
.

GENERAL EXPENSES,
BUREAU OF
OF PLANT
PLANT INDUSTRY.
INDUSTRY.
GENERAL
EXPENSES, BUREAU

For all necessary expenses in the investigation
investigation of fruits, fruit
trees,
tobacco, vegetables,
grasses, forage,
forage, drug,
trees, grain,
grain, cotton,
cotton, tobacco,
vegetables, grasses,
drug, medimedicinal,
and other
and plant
industries in
in cococinal, poisonous,
poisonous, fiber,
fiber, and
other plants
plants and
plant industries
operation
operation with other branches
of the
department, the
the State
branches of
the department,
State exex-periment
and practical
farmers, and
and for
erection .of
periment stations,
stations, and
practical farmers,
for the
the erection
of
Proviso.
necessary farm
farm buildings:
buildings: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
the cost
cost of
necessary
Limit for bildings.
buildings.
of any
any building
building
erected
erected shall
$1,500; for
for field
and station
inshall not
not exceed
exceed $1,500;
field and
station expenses,
expenses, including fences,
fences, drains, and
improvements; for
and other
other farm
farm improvements;
for repairs
repairs in
in
and elsewhere;
elsewhere; for
the District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia and
for rent
rent outside
outside of
of the
the
Employing investiEmplogingvestfor the
the employment
of all
all investigators,
investigators,
Columbia; and
and for
employment of
gators,
local agents, etc. District of Columbia;
local and special
special agents,
agents, agricultural
agricultural explorers,
explorers, experts,
experts, clerks,
clerks, illusillusall labor
labor and
and other
expenses in
trators, assistants, and
and all
other necessary
necessary expenses
in the
the
city of Washington
Washington and elsewhere
elsewhere required
required for
investigations,
for the investigations,
experimentsomd demonstrations
herein authorized,
authorized, as
as follows:
experimentsmnd
demonstrations herein
follows:
Plant diseases, etc.
lantdiseases,etc.
For investigations
plant diseases
investigations of plant
diseases and
and pathological
pathological collections,
collections,
including
the
maintenance of
of a
plant-disease survey,
survey, $81,000;
$81,000;
including
the
maintenance
a
plant-disease
Orchard fruits, etc.
orchardfruts
etc.
For the investigation
investigation of diseases of
other fruits
of orchard and
and other
fruits inincluding the
the diseases
diseases of
the pecan,
itrus canker.
canker
cluding
of the
pecan, $120,355;
$120,355;
Citrus
Eradication, etc.
Eradication,
conducting such
investigations of
of the
the nature
nature and
and means
means of
of
For conducting
such investigations
communication of the disease
communication
of citrus
citrus trees
trees known
known as
citrus canker,
canker,
disease of
as citrus
and
such methods
eradication or
or control
control of
of the
the
and for
for applying
applying such
methods of
of eradication
disease as in the judgment of
of Agriculture
Agriculture may
may be
be
of the Secretary
Secretary of
necessary, including the payment of such expenses
necessary,
expenses and
and the
the employemployment of
of such
such persons
persons and
means, in
the city
of Washington
Washington and
and
ment
and means,
in the
city of
Cooperative expenditoreative
expend- elsewhere, and cooperation
cooperation with
authorities of
of the
the States
with such authorities
States conconitures.
cerned, organizations
organizations of
growers, or
or individuals,
he may
of growers,
individuals, as
as he
may deem
deem
necessary to accomplish such purposes, $57,560, and, in the discreLimited
tolocal,ete,
Limited to
local, etc., necessary to accomplish such purposes, $57,560, and, in the discrecontributions.
tion of the
of Agriculture,
be made
the Secretary of
Agriculture, no
no expenditures
expenditures shall
shall be
made
for these purposes until a
a sum or sums at least
expendileast equal
equal to
to such
such expenditures shall have been appropriated,
appropriated, subscribed, or contributed
contributed by
by
State, county,
authorities, or
by individuals
individuals or
or organizations
Proiso.
State,
county, or
or local
local authorities,
or by
organizations
Proviso.
destroyed for the accomplishment
No pay for
ordestroyed
accomplishment of such purposes:
purposes: Provided,
That no
of
Provided,That
no part
part of
trees, etc.
the
herein appropriated
appropriated shall
shall be
pay the cost or
or
the money
money herein
be used
used to
to pay
value of
trees or
or other
other property
property injured
Trees, shrubs,
hrubs, etc. value
of trees
injured or
or destroyed;
destroyed;
Trees,
For the
of diseases
diseases of
of forest
and ornamental
trees
Chestnut tree bark
Chestnut
For
the investigation
investigation of
forest and
ornamental trees
disease, etc.
and shrubs,
shrubs, including aastudy of the nature and habits of the paraparasitic fungi causing
causing the
disease, the
blister
the chestnue-tree
chestnue-tree bark
bark disease,
the white-pine
white-pine blister
rust, and other epidemic tree diseases,
diseases, for
discovering
for the
the purpose
purpose of
of discovering
new methods of control and
and applying
of eradication
eradication or
or
applying methods
methods of
control
discovered, $91,115;
control already
already discovered,
$91,115;
White
pine
blister
hite pine blister
For applying such methods of eradication
or control of the white.For applying such methods of
eradication or
rust.
Eradication and conEradicationan
onpine
blister
as
in
the
judgment
of
the
Secretary of
Agriculblister
rust
as
in
the
judgment
of
the
Secretary
of Agricultrol methods.
ture may be necessary,
necessary, including the
such expenses
the payment
payment of
of such
expenses and
and
the employment
employment of such persons and means in
of Washington
in the city of
Washington
etr.
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and
elsewhere, in
in cooperation
cooperation with
States
authorities of the States
such authorities
with such
and elsewhere,
concerned, organizations,
organizations, or
or individuals
individuals as
he may
may deem
deem necessary
necessary
as he
concerned,
to accomplish
purposes, and
and in
the discretion
Secretary
discretion of the Secretary
in the
such purposes,
to
accomplish such
of
no expenditures
expenditures shall
be made
made for
for these
purposes
these purposes
shall be
of Agriculture
Agriculture no
until
or sums
sums at
to such
expenditures shall
shall have
such expenditures
equal to
least equal
at least
a sum
sum or
until a
been appropriated,
or
county or
States, county
contributed by States,
or contributed
subscribed, or
appropriated, subscribed,
been
local
by individuals
for the
the accomaccomor organizations
organizations for
individuals or
or by
local authorities,
authorities, or

plishment of
such purposes,
purposes, $328,480:
no part
part of
of this
this
That no
Provided,That
$328,480: Provided,
of such
plishment

reg
Lu
ol
re
:
ald

Loa

contributions
contributions

Proco.

Proviso.
No pay for destroyed
No pay for destroyed
trees, etc.

appropriation shall
shall be
be used
used to
the cost
or value
value of
of trees
trees or
or tres,et.
cost or
to pay
pay the
appropriation
other
injured or
or destroyed;
destroyed;
other property
property injured
otton, truck
Cotton,
truck crops,
crops,
etc., diseases
For
investigation of
of diseases
truck crops,
Crops, etc.,diseases.
potatoes, truck
cotton, potatoes,
of cotton,
diseases of
the investigation
For the
forage crops,
crops, drug
drug and
and related
related plants,
$124,740;
physiCrop
plants, $124,740;
forage
Crop plant
plant physiFor
investigating
the
physiology
of
crop plants
plants and
testing ology.
ology.
for testing
and for
of
crop
physiology
the
For investigating
and breeding
varieties thereof,
and
breeding varieties
thereof, $68,120;
$68,120;
Soil
Soil bacteriology,
bacteriology, etc.
For
soil-bacteriology and
investigations, including
including
plant-nutrition investigations,
and plant-nutrition
For soil-bacteriology
the testing
testing of
samples, procured
procured in
in the
market, of
of cultures
cultures for
open market,
the open
of samples,
the
inoculating
any such
such samples
samples are
are found
found to
to be
be imPublishing tests of
im- Publishing
inoculating legumes,
legumes, and
and if
if any
cultures.
pure,
or misbranded,
pub- cultures.
may be pubtests may
the tests
of the
results of
the results
misbranded, the
nonviable, or
pure, nonviable,
lished, together
together with
with the
of the
manufacturers and of
of the
the manufacturers
names of
the names
lished,
persons
by
whom
the
cultures
were
offered
for
sale,
$52,510;
Soil fertility.
for
sale,
$52,510;
persons by whom the cultures were offered
For soil-fertility
soil-fertility investigations
investigations into
causes of infertility
infertility
organic causes
into organic
For
and
remedial measures,
measures, maintenance
maintenance of
properties,
productivity, properties,
of productivity,
and remedial
and
soil humus,
and the
and formaformatransformation and
the transformation
humus, and
of soil
composition of
and composition
tion of
of soil
soil humus
by soil
soil organisms,
organisms )$48,600;
$48 76005
tion
humus by
Accliatizing
Acclimatizing troptropical plnts,
plants, etc.
For
adaptation investigations
investigations of
of cotton,
cotton, corn,
corn, ical
etc.
and adaptation
acclimatization and
For acclimatization
and
crops introduced
introduced from
from tropical
tropical regions,
regions, and
for the
the imimand for
other crops
and other
provement
and other
methods,
plants by cultural methods,
fiber plants
other fiber
cotton and
of cotton
provement of
Hard fibers.
breeding,
and selection,
and for
for determining
the feasibility
feasibility of
in- Hardfibers.
of indetermining the
selection, and
breeding, and
creasing the
the production
hard fibers
outside of
of the
the continental
P
continental Provisos.
fibers outside
of hard
production of
creasing
interUnited States,
States, $185,450:
$185,450: Provided,
more than
than $7,500 of
of Cottonseed
Cottonseed internot more
That not
Provided, That
United
breeding.
this sum
sum may
cottonseed interbreeding:
interbreeding: breeding.
in cottonseed
experiments in
for experiments
be used
used for
may be
this
Rubber producing
Provided
furth,er, That
That of
of this
sum $50,000
$50,000 may be used
pubb'er producing
used for ex- plants.
this sum
Provided further,
plorations, research,
field experiments
to potential
potential rubrubrelating to
experiments relating
and field
research, and
plorations,
ber-producing plants;
plants;
ber-producing
Drug plants, etc.
For the
investigation, testing,
testing, and
and improvement
improvement of
of plants
yielding Dg plants, etc.
plants yielding
the investigation,
For
drugs, spices,
oils, and
and related
products and by-products
by-products and
and
related products
poisons, oils,
spices, poisons,
drugs,
for general
general physiological
,hno
and fermentation
fermentation investigations,
investigations, $41,860;
$41,860;
for
physiological and
Crop technology;
logd;
For
crop technological
the study
of plantplant- nematodes.
otehno
study of
including the
investigations, including
technological investigations,
For crop
infesting
s
ommercial
nematodes, $49,000;
$49,000;
infesting nematodes,
Commercial seeds,
seed
g,,es.I
For
studying and
seeds, including
including the testing irili
commercial seeds,
testing commercial
and testing
For studying
lt:ggtsamples, etc.
of
of seeds
seeds of
of grassesoawn-gss
grasses,
clover,
seeds
or alfalfa,
alfalfaetc.and lawn-grass seeds
clover, or
grassames,
samples of
of samples
secured
and where
samples are
are found
found to be
such samples
where such
market, and
open market,
the open
in the
secured in
adulterated
or misbranded
published,
the tests shall be published,
results of the
the results
misbranded the
adulterated or
together with
with the
names of
of the
by whom
the seeds
seeds were
were Preventingadmission
together
the names
the persons
persons by
whom the
Pte.ingdmission
of adulted
adulterated seeds,
seeds,
offered
for
sale,
and
for
carrying
out
the
provisions
of
the
Act of
Act
the
of
provisions
the
out
carrying
for
and
sale,
for
offered
06
37 p.
p. 506.
et iol. 37,
approved
August 24,
24, 1912,
1912, entitled
Act to
to regulate
foreign corncom- etol
regulate foreign
"An Act
entitled "An
approved August
merce by
admission into
into the
the United
United States of certain
the admission
prohibiting the
by prohibiting
merce
adulterated
unfit for
for seeding
seeding purposes"
purposes" (Thirtyseeds unfit
and seeds
grain and
adulterated grain
seventh
506), $56,870:
$56,870: Provided,
Provided, That
seed
,l o
not to Proviso.
That not
page 506),
International
Seed
Large, page
at Large,
Statutes at
seventh Statutes
Testing Congress.
ongress.
exceed
amount may
may be
for meeting
meeting the
the share
share of
of the
the Testing
used for
be used
this amount
of this
$250 of
exceed $250
United
in the
of the
the International
International Seed
Seed Testing
Testing
expenses of
the expenses
States in
United States
Congress
in
carrying
out
plans
for
correlating
the
work
of
the
varithe
variof
work
the
correlating
for
plans
out
carrying
Congress in
ous adhering
on problems
to seed
seed analysis or
relating to
problems relating
governments on
adhering governments
ous
other subjects
which the
necessary in
be necessary
determine to be
may determine
congress may
the congress
subjects which
other
the interest
interest of
international seed
seed trade;
the
of international
trade;
Cereals
For
the investigation
including corn,
corn, impine
&proving, etc.
etc.
of cereals,
cereals, including
and improvement
improvement of
investigation and
For the
and methods
cereal production,
and for
for the
and control of
study and
the study
production, and
of cereal
methods of
and
cereal
diseases, including
barberry eradication,
eradication, and
for the
the investiinvestiand for
including barberry
cereal diseases,
gation of
the cultivation
cultivation and
purposes, inseed purposes,
of flax
flax for seed
breeding of
and breeding
of the
gation
cluding a
a study
of flax
diseases, and
and for
investigation and
and imimthe investigation
for the
flax diseases,
study of
cluding
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provement
of broomcorn
broomcorn and
and methods
methods of
of broomcorn
production,
provement of
broomcorn production,
$
684,
220 :Provided,
$411,315 shall
shall be
set aside
aside for
location
$684,220:
Provided, That
That $411,315
be set
for the
the location
of
and destruction
of the
barberry bushes
bushes and
other vegetation
vegetation from
from
of and
destruction of
the barberry
and other
which rust
originate: Provided
further, That
$111,315 of
of this
this
which
rust spores
spores originate:
Provided further,
That $111,315
Contributions
amount
shall
be available
for
expenditure
only when
when an
an equal
equal amount
amount
for
expenditure
only
shall
be
available
Contributions by
amount
by
States, etc., required.
ttese .,eqe
. shall have been appropriated, subscribed,
contributed by States,
subscribed, or contributed
counties,
or local
local authorities,
authorities, or
or by
by individuals
or organizations,
organizations, for
for
counties, or
individuals or
the
accomplishment of
of such
such purposes;
purposes;
the accomplishment
Tobaco production.
prction.
For the investigation and
Tobacco
of tobacco
tobacco and
and the
the methods
methods
and improvement
improvement of
of tobacco
tobacco production
production and
handling.,$46,300;
$46,300;
of
and handling,
Aridlandrops.
Arid
land crops.
For
physiological study
study of
and
Foi the breeding
breeding and
and physiological
of alkali-resistant
alkali-resistant and
drought-resistant
crops,
$19,555;
lant
gar p
plant investivesti- drought-resistant crops, $19,555;
Sugar
gations.
For sugar-plant
including studies
studies of
and
For
sugar-plant investigations,
investigations, including
of diseases
diseases and
the improvement
improvement of
of sugar
sugar-beet seed,
$119,955;
the
sugar beets
beets and
and sugar-beet
seed, $119,955;
or
lands,
e-tc.
For investigation,
investigation, improvement,
Gracing
lands'etc.
improvement, and
utilization of
and
and utilization
of wild plants and
grazing lands,
and for
the distribution
of weeds
and
grazing
lands, and
for determining
determining the
distribution of
weeds and
means of
their control,
control, $33,100;
means
of their
$33,100;
Dry-land, etc " crcP
the investigation
of methods
of crop
crop producproducimprovement of
methods of
For the
investigation and
and improvement
etc.. a p For
prdio'
tion
under
subhumid,
semiarid,
or
dry-land
conditions,
$180,000:
$180,000:
or
dry-land
conditions,
subhumid,
semiarid,
tion
under
Provisos.
Buildings.
Provided,
That
limitations in
in this
this Act
Act as
as to
to the
the cost
cost of
Prvided,
That the
the limitations
Buildings.
of farm
farm
Ante,
p.440.
buildings
not apply
apply to
further, That
That
Providedfurther,
paragraph: Provided
to this
this paragraph:
shall not
buildings shall
sreetrpeedribn
Free
treedistribution
linmted.
limited,
no part of this appropriation
appropriation shall be'used
be'used in
in the
free distribution
distribution
the free
or
propagation for
for free
of cuttings,
cuttings, seedlings,
seedlings, or
or trees
or propagation
free distribution,
distribution, of
trees
of
willow, box
caragana, or
other common
common varieties
of
of willow,
box elder,
elder, ash,
ash, caragana,
or other
varieties of
fruit,
trees in
in the
the Northern
Great Plains
Plains
fruit, ornamental,
ornamental, or
or shelter-belt
shelter-belt trees
Northern Great
area,
experimental or
or demonstration
demonstration purposes
in the
the
area, except
except for
for experimental
purposes in
States of
of North
North and
west of
hundredth meridmeridStates
and South
South Dakota
Dakota west
of the
the one
one hundredth
ian, and
and Wyoming
Wyoming east
east of
of the
the five
five thousand-foot
thousand-foot
ian,
and in
in Montana
Montana and
Nonewldstatn.
Provided further,
Nonew
field stations. contour line: Provided
part of
this appropriation
appropriation
further, That no part
of this
shall be used for the
new field
field station;
station;
the establishment
establishment of any
any new
uingeste
Utilizing
western reFor investigations in connection
connection with
with western
western irrigation
irrigation agriculagriculclaimed
lands.
ture, the
lands reclaimed
the Reclamation
Reclamation Act,
Act,
ture,
the utilization
utilization of
of lands
reclaimed under
under the
and other
other areas
in the
$93,175;
regions, $93,175;
and semiarid
semiarid regions,
arid and
the arid
areas in
and
nts
Edible nuts.
Edible
Growing, harvesting,
For
encouragement, and
and deterGrowing,haresting,
For the
the investigation,
investigation, improvement,
improvement, encouragement,
deteretc.
mination of the adaptability
adaptability to different soils and climatic condietc.
mination
conditions of pecans, almonds, Persian walnuts,
walnuts black
black walnuts,
walnuts, hickory
hickory
nuts,
and other
other nuts,
and for
for methods
methods
nuts, butternuts,
butternuts, chestnuts,
chestnuts, filberts,
filberts, and
nuts, and
shipping, storing,
storing, and
and utilizing
utilizing the
the
of growing, harvesting, packing, shipping,
same,
$27,440;
$27,440;
same,
ui
Fruits.
Growing, handling,
and improvement
improvement of
of fruits,
fruits,a
nd the
the methods
me thod
s
Growng,
handling. For
For the
the investigation
investigation and
and
etc.
of fruit growing, harvesting, handling, and studies of the physiological and related
related changes of fruits and vegetables
vegetables during the
the processes
of
and while
while in
in commercial
commercial storage,
storage, $139,125;
$139,125;
of marketing
marketing and
Experimental gargarof the DepartDepartExperimental
To cultivate and care for the gardens and grounds of
dens and grounds,D.C.
ment of Agriculture
Agriculture in the city of
Washington, including
the keep
keep
of Washington,
including the
and
of the
and the
the construction,
construction, surfacing,
surfacing, and
and lighting
lighting of
the grounds
grounds and
and
repairing
of roadways
to erect,
repairing of
roadways and walks;
walks; and to
erect, manage,
manage, and
and maintain conservatories,
conservatories, greenhouses, and plant and fruit propagating
propagating
houses on the
houses
grounds of the Department
Department of
in the
the city
city
the grounds
of Agriculture
Agriculture in
of Washington,
$13,480;
of
Washington, $13,480;
Horticultural
hivesFor
investigations, including
the study
producing
tioltr
.
in es
For horticultural
horticultural investigations,
including the
study of
of producing
tigations.
truck and
and related
including potatoes,
and
and harvesting
harvesting truck
related crops,
crops, including
Marketing vegeta- and
potatoes, and
bles, etc.
studies of
bles,
studies
the physiological
and related
ofvege
t
ables while
w hile
of the
physiological and
related changes
changes of
vegetables
in the processes of marketing and
commercial storage,
and in commercial
storage, and the
gardening, floriculture,
study of landscape
landscape and vegetable gardening,
floriculture, and related
related
$85,602;
subjects,
plantssubjects, $85,602;
Nursery plants.
Cooperative investiCooperative
For
in cooperation
with States
States or
privately owned
owned
For investigating, in
cooperation with
or privately
gations of American
.american
of propagating
u it trees,
t
rees ,
ornamen t
aland
an d other
other
stocks, cut- nurseries
sources of stocks,
nurseries, methods
methods of
propagating fr
fruit
ornamental
tings,
plants,
propagating such plants
hugs, etc.
etc.
plants, the study of stocks used in propagating
plants and
and
proam.

Rust
Rut spone
tion.

a
destru-
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methods of
growing stocks,
of providing
American
providing American
the purpose
purpose of
stocks, for
for the
of growing
methods
sources
stocks, cuttings,
propagating materials,
$19,660;
materials, $19,660;
other propagating
or other
cuttings, or
sources of
of stocks,
Arlington e
experipe
f rm.
mnrtal farm.
For continuing
continuing the
the necessary
to establish
and mainmain- mental
establish and
improvements to
necessary improvements
For
Vol.
31,
p.
133.
tain
experiment farm
farm and
agricultural station
on the
the vl. 31, p. 133.
station on
and agricultural
tain aa general
general experiment
Arlington
the State
Virginia, in
with the
the
accordance with
in accordance
of Virginia,
in the
State of
estate, in
Arlington estate,
1900, $20,000:
provisions
the Act
of Congress
Congress approved
approved April 18,
18, 1900,
$20,000:
Act of
of the
provisions of
Proviso.
cost of
of farm Buildgs.
Provided,
the limitations
limitations in
in this
to the
the cost
as to
this Act
Act as
That the
Provided, That
Buildings.
buildings
shall not
not apply
apply to
this paragraph;
paragraph;
to this
buildings shall
Foreign seed
and
plant introduction,
For investigations
investigations in
in foreign
seed and
and plant
introduction, includ- plant introdution.
foreign seed
For
introduction.
ing the
study, collection,
collection, purchase,
propagation, and
and disdistesting, propagation,
purchase, testing,
ing
the study,
tribution of
of rare
and valuable
seeds, bulbs,
shrubs, vines,
cutvines, cuttrees, shrubs,
bulbs, trees,
valuable seeds,
rare and
tribution
tings, and
plants from
from foreign
countries and
from our
our possessions,
possessions,
and from
foreign countries
and plants
tings,
and
experiments with
with reference
to their
their introduction
and culticultiintroduction and
reference to
and for
for experiments
vation in
this country,
$129,760;
country, $129,760;
in this
vation
New and rare seeds,
For
purchase, propagation,
propagation, testing,
testing, and
and distribution
distribution of
new forage plants, etc.
of new
For the
the purchase,
and
rare
seeds;
for
the
investigation
and
improvement
of
grasses,
and rare seeds; for the investigation and improvement of grasses,
alfalfa,
clover, and
forage crops,
crops, including
including the
the investigation
investigation Proviso.
and other
other forage
alfalfa, clover,

of
utilization of
and other
plants, $119,360:
Pro- Purchase
Prcse and distri$119,360: Prodry-land plants,
of cacti
cacti and
other dry-land
the utilization
of the
u ti
onthe bbution.
vided,
That of
of this
this amount
amount not
exceed $36,600
may be
be used
for the
used for
$36,600 may
not to
to exceed
vided, That
purchase
and distribution
of such
and rare
rare seeds;
seeds;
such new
new and
distribution of
purchase and
Biophysical investiinvesticonnection with the various lines gatiopshysi
in connection
For
investigations in
biophysical investigations
For biophysical
gations.
of
work herein
authorized, $33,952;ti
$33,952;
of work
herein authorized,
Administrative exe
above- pAdinistrative
• For
For general
administrative expenses
expenses connected
with the
the aboveconnected with
penses.
general administrative
mentioned
lines of
including the
office of
of the
chief of
of
the chief
the office
investigation, including
of investigation,
mentioned lines
bureau,
chief of
of bureau,
bureau, the officers in charge
charge of publiassociate chief
the associate
bureau, the
exmiscellaneous excationsl records,
records, supplies,
and property,
and for
for miscellaneous
property, and
supplies, and
cations,
penses incident
$27,660;
thereto, $27,660;
penses
incident thereto,
In all,
all, general
$3,098,004.
expenses, $3,098,004.
general expenses,
In
$3,687,924.
Total, Bureau
Bureau of
of Plant
Plant Industry, $3,687,924.
Total,
FOREST
SERVICE.
FOREST SERVICE.

Forest Service.

Forest Service.

SALARIES.
SALARIES.

For the
Chief Forester
Forester and
and other
the District
District ok
hief
Forester, and
ce
personnel.
offcperSore,
in the
services in
personal services
other personal
the Chief
For
with the Classification Act of 1923,
of
Columbia in
in accordance
accordance with
192 3,and
of Columbia
field, $2,500,883.
for
the field,
in the
services in
for personal
personal services
GENERAL EXPENSES,
EXPENSES, FOREST SERVICE.
GENERAL

General expenses.

eneral expenses.

nrictedto
and to make ij=
experiment and
To
enable the
Secretary of
Agriculture to
to experiment
tgat
t t
rstrotbni
ta
of Agriculture
the Secretary
To enable
and
and report
forests, states.
statcs•
national forests,
on forestry,
forestry, national
report on
investigations and
continue investigations
and continue
forest
fires, and
lumbering, but
no part
this appropriation
shall
appropriation shall
of this
part of
but no
and lumbering,
forest fires,
be
used for
test made
outside the
jurisdiction
the jurisdiction
made outside
or test
any experiment
experiment or
for any
be used
the
of the
the United
United States;
States; to
to advise
advise the
as to
to the
of woodlands
woodlands as
the owners
owners of
of
proper care
to investigate
test American
American timber
timber and
and test
investigate and
the same;
same; to
care of
of the
proper
treattimber
and their
methods for
for the
preservative treatthe preservative
and methods
uses, and
their uses
trees and
timber trees
to seek, through investigations and the planting of
ment of
of timber;
timber ito
ment
to Proviso.
the treeless
native and
and foreign
species, suitable
for the
treeless regions;
regions; to
trees for
suitable trees
foreign species,
native
any building
cost of
erect necessary
buildings: Provided,
Provided, That
of any
building Costoibuildings.
That the
the cost
necessary buildings:
Cost of buildings.
erect
na
Administering nainistering
not exceed $1,000; to pay tional
purchased, erected,
or as
as improved
improved shall not
erected, or
purchased,
forests.
administer, and improve
to protect,
protect, administer,
necessary to
all
improve the naexpenses necessary
all expenses
including tree planting in the forest reserves to prevent
tional
forests, including
tional forests,
soil waste
waste and the formation of
and soil
erosion,
surface wash,
wash, and
drift, surface
erosion, drift,
of rewards
rewards under regulations
floods, and
and including
payment of
regulations of
the payment
including the
floods,
the arrest
the
Secretary of
for information
to the
arrest
leading to
information leading
of Agriculture
Agriculture for
the Secretary
regulations relating
and regulations
and conviction
conviction for
for violation
violation of
the laws
laws and
relating
of the
and
of,
to
national forests,
for the
the unlawful
taking of,
unlawful taking
forests, or
or for
in or
or near
near national
to fires
fires in
or injury
Government property;
to ascertain
the natural
natural condicondi- Sales
aes oof timber,
timber etc
ascertain the
property; to
to, Government
or
injury to,
eta.
and the Secretary
forests and
national forests
tions upon
upon and
the national
Secretary of
of
utilize the
and utilize
tions
Agriculture
may, in
permit timber
and other
other forest
forest
timber and
discretion, permit
in his
his discretion,
Agriculture may,
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products cut
from the
products
cut or
or removed
removed from
the national
national forests
forests to
to be
be exported
exported
from the
State or
or Territory
Territory in
forests are
are respectively
respectively
from
the State
in which
which said
said forests
situated; to transport and care for fish and game supplied to stock
stock
the national
forests or
waters therein;
to employ
employ agents,
clerks,
the
national forests
or the
the waters
therein; to
agents, clerks,
assistants, and
other labor
labor required
required in
in practical
practical forestry
forestry and
assistants,
and other
and in
in the
the
administration of
national forests
in the
Washington and
and
administration
of national
forests in
the city
city of
of Washington
elsewhere; to
report, and
and illustrate
illustrate the
the results
of
elsewhere;
to collate,
collate, digest,
digest, report,
results of

and experiments
and investigations
by the
the Forest
Forest Service;
to
experiments and
investigations made
made by
Service; to
purchase
necessary supplies,
supplies, apparatus,
office fixtures,
fixtures, law
law books,
books, and
and
purchase necessary
apparatus, office
technical
and technical
technical journals
for officers
officers of
of the
the Forest
Forest
technical books
books and
journals for
Service stationed
stationed outside
outside of
Washington, and
for medical
medical supplies
supplies
Service
of Washington,
and for
and services
services and
assistance necessary
for the
the immediate
immediate relief
relief
and
and other
other assistance
necessary for
of
employees engaged
in any
any hazardous
of artisans,
artisans, laborers,
laborers, and
and other
other employees
engaged in
hazardous
work
under the
the Forest
to pay
express, telephone,
telephone,
work under
Forest Service;
Service; to
pay freight,
freight, express,
and
fuel, gas,
ice,
and telegraph
telegraph charges;
charges; for
for electric
electric light
light and
and power,
power, fuel,
gas, ice,
washing towels,
towels, and
and official
and other
other necessary
necessary exand washing
official traveling
traveling and
expenses,
including traveling
expenses for
legal
and
fiscal officers
officers
penses, including
traveling expenses
for
legal
and
fiscal
Outside
rent.
utside rent.
while performing
performing Forest Service work; and for rent outside of the
District
as follows:
follows:
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, as
Forest
supervisors,
For the
employment of
superraFget sPgrsdsTe"t
For
the employment
of forest
forest supervisors,
supervisors, deputy
deputy forest
forest superrangers,
guards, etc.
forest guards,
visors, forest
forest rangers,
rangers, forest
guards, and
and administrative
administrative clerical
clerical
assistants
assistants on the
salaries and
the national
national forests, and
and for
for additional
additional salaries
and
field-station
field-station expenses, including
including the
maintenance of
of nurseries,
nurseries, collectthe maintenance
collecting seed,
seed, and
and planting,
for the
the use,
use, maintenance,
improveplanting, necessary
necessary for
maintenance, improvement,
and protection
the national
national forests
of additional
nament, and
protection of
of the
forests and
and of
additional naVol. 36, p. 963.
Vol.3wp.g
3.
tional forests created or to be created
created under
11 of
under section
section 11
of the
the Act
Act
of March
(Thirty-sixth Statutes
March 1,
1, 1911 (Thirty-sixth
page 963),
963), and
Statutes at
at Large,
Large, page
and
lands under contract
contract for purchase
purchase or
or for
for the
the acquisition
acquisition of
of which
which
condemnation proceedings
condemnation
proceedings have
have been instituted
the purposes
instituted for
for the
purposes of
of
said act,
and for
for necessary
miscellaneous expenses
incident to
said
act, and
necessary miscellaneous
expenses incident
to the
the
general
general administration
administration of
and of
national
of the Forest Service
Service and
of the
the national
forests:
expenses al- forests:
District expenses
lotted.
lotteid.
In
In national
national forest district one, Montana, Washington,
Washington, Idaho,
and
Idaho, and
Proviso.
Care of graves of fire South
South Dakota,
Dakota, $580,014:
$580,014: Provided,
the Secretary
Secretary of
Agriculture
Provided,That
That the
of Agriculture
fighters.
is authorized
authorized to use not to exceed
exceed $200 in caring for the graves of
fire fighters buried at Wallace,
Wallace, Idaho,
Idaho, and Saint
Marks, Idaho;
Idaho;
Saint Maries,
In
In national
Dakota,
national forest district two,
two, Colorado,
Colorado, Wyoming,
Wyoming, South
South Dakota,
Nebraska, Michigan,
Nebraska,
Michigan, and
and Minnesota,
Minnesota, $242,602;
$242,602;
In
In national
national forest district three, Arizona
Arizona and
and New
New Mexico,
Mexico, $252,$252,442;
442;
In national
Idaho, Wyoming,
In
national forest district four, Utah, Idaho,
Wyoming, Nevada,
Nevada,
Arizona, and
Arizona,
and Colorado,
Colorado, $277,855;
$277,855;
In national forest district five,
Nevada, $413,875;
$413,875;
five, California
California and
and Nevada,
In national
national forest district
In
district six,
six, Washington,
CaliWashington, Oregon,
Oregon, and
and California,
$421,369;
fornia, $421,369;
In national
In
national forest district seven, Arkansas,
Arkansas, Alabama,
Alabama, Florida,
Florida,
Oklahoma, Georgia,
Georgia, South Carolina, North Carolina,
Carolina, Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania,
Tennessee,
Hampshire, Maine, Porto
Tennessee, Virginia, West Virginia,
Virginia, New Hampshire,
Rico,
and Maryland,
Maryland, $168,633;
Rico, and
$168,633;
In
national forest
forest district
Alaska, $60,200;
$60,200;
eight, Alaska,
district eight,
In national
In the District.
District.
In the
the District
$136,512;
Columbia, $136,512;
of Columbia,
District of
In
Aggregate amount.
amount.
Aggregate
In
all, for
for the
protection, and
Provisos.
Proisot.
In all,
the use,
use, maintenance,
maintenance, improvement,
improvement, protection,
and
Interchangeable
alInterhangeable
al- general administration
national
forests,
$2,553,502:
Provided,
administration
of
the
$2,553,502:
Provided,
lotments.
lotments.
That the
foregoing amounts
amounts appropriated
That
the foregoing
app ro pri
at
ed f
or such
such purposes
for
purposes shall
shall
be available interchangeably
interchangeably in the discretion
discretion of the Secretary
Secretary of
Agriculture for
for the
expenditures for
for fire
fire p
ro t
ec ti on an
d
Agriculture
the necessary
necessary expenditures
protection
and
Limit.
exigencies: Provided
the amount
so
other unforeseen
unforeseen exigencies:
Provided further,
further, That
That the
amount so
interchanged shall not exceed in the aggregate
aggregate 10 per centum
centum of all
amounts so
so appropriated;
the amounts
appropriated;
Station
supplies and
tation supplies
services.
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For fighting and preventing
or thr
ea t
en i
ng the
the Fighting
Fighting
preventing forest fires
fires on
on or
threatening
etc.
national
establishment and maintenance
national forests and for the establishment
maintenance of a
a
patrol to prevent trespass and to guard
guard against and check fires upon
upon

forest
forest fires
fres,,

the lands
lands revested
revested in
in the
United States
Act approved
app rove d June
June218.Vol.
39, p.
the United
States by
by the
the Act
Vol. 39
p. 218.
9, 1916, and the lands
lands known
known as
as the
the Coos
Coos Bay
Bay Wagon
Revested Orergoand
OregonWagon Road
Road lands
lands California
Reested
railroad
involved in the case of Southern Oregon
Company against
Oregon Company
against United
United lands,
lands, etc.
etc.

2711), in the Circuit Court of
States (numbered
(numbered 2711),
the
of Appeals of
of the
Ninth Circuit, $282,700, or so much thereof
thereof as may be necessary:
necessary:

Provided, That
That not
exceed $25,000
of this
amo un t m
ay be
be used
Provided,
not to
to exceed
$25,000 of
this amount
may
used

by the Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture in meeting emergencies
emergencies caused
caused by
by
forest insects on national forests, national parks, Indian
Indian reservations,

Proviso.
insectinfestation.
Insect
infestation.

or other lands under the ownership
ownership or control of
of the
the United
United States;
States;
For the selection,
selection, classification,
classification, and
and segregation
lands within
within homestead
Selecting lands efr.
for
segregation of
of lands
homteentries
entries. etc.
the boundaries of national forests that may be opened
opened to homestead
homestead
settlement and entry under the homestead
homestead laws applicable to the
the
national forests; for the examination
examination and appraisal of lands in
effecting exchanges
exchanges authorized
authorized by law and for the
effecting
by
the survey thereof by
metes and bounds or otherwise, by employees
employees of the Forest Service,
of the
Commissioner of
under the direction of
the Commissioner
of the
the General
Land Office;
General Land
Office;
SurveYing,
and for the survey and
and platting
of certain
chiefly valuable
valuable for
for cultural
cultural lands.
EWA
platting of
certain lands,
lands, chiefly
landsetc.,
listed within the
agriculture, now listed or to be listed
the national
national forests,
forests,
under the
the Act
Act of
Statutes, page
34, 1095
p.
V; Vol.
of June
June 11,
11, 1906
1906 (Thirty-fourth
(Thirty-fourth Statutes,
page 233),
233), 30,Vol.
pp 34,
095;233Vol.37;
ol. 37,
March 3, 1899 (Thirtieth Statutes, page 1095),
and the Act of March
1095), as
as p.
842.
p.-42.
provided
of March
March 4,
4, 1913,
provided by the Act of
1913, $55,700;
$55,700;ublc
camp
construction of
of sanitary
sanitary facilities
For the construction
for fire
fire preventive
preventive grounds,
Publ f
ic c
eamp
facilities and
and for
grounds,
facilities,
etc.
acilitis,
etc.
measures on public camp grounds within the national forests when
when
necessary for the protection
protection of the public health or the prevention of
of
forest fires,
fires, $25,000;
$25,000;
uiment
purchase and maintenance
maintenance of
For the purchase
of necessary
field, office,
and plies,
Equipment,
supnecessary field,
office, and
pliUetment.
sUPetc.
laboratory
laboratory supplies, instruments, and equipments,
equipments, $130,000;
$130,000;
od
For investigations
investigations of methods
and for
for the
Investigating forest
wood
methods for wood distillation
distillation and
the distillation,
forest
tc
products, etc.
preservative
timber,, for timber testing, and
preservative treatment of timber
testing products
and the
the testing
of such woods as may require test to ascertain if they be suitable for
for
making paper, for investigations
investigations and tests within the United States
States
importance to industries
industries in the
of foreign woods of commercial
commercial importance
United States, and for other investigations
investigations and experiments
to proexperiments to
promote economy
economy in the use of forest and fiber products, and for commercial
demonstrations of improved
improved methods or processes,
processes, in coop- proviio.
mercial demonstrations
p
eration
Provided, That
eration with individuals and companies,
companies, $335,824:
$335,824: Provided,
Flax straw for pulp
That Fla
pulp
$15,000
$15,000 of this amount shall be used for
by the
the manufare'
manufacture.
for the
the investigation
investigation by
Forest Products Laboratory
Laboratory of the United States Department
Department of
of
Agriculture of flax straw as a
a source of supply for the manufacture
Agriculture
of pulp
of
pulp and
paper;
and paper;
and investigations
investigations of
For experiments
experiments and
of range
range conditions
within the
Range
conditions
conditions within
the and
ands
oprvementns
improvements.
elsewhere on the public range, and of methods
national forests or elsewhere
for improving
improving the range by reseeding,
reseeding, regulation
regulation of grazing,
and
grazing, and
other means, $36,020;
$36,020;
re e
nt
For the purchase of tree seed, cones, and nursery stock, for seedseed- iSeedi
Seeding, t
tree ph
planti
ing, etc.
ing
ng and tree planting
planting within national
national forests, and for experiments
experiments
and investigations
investigations necessary for such seeding and tree planting,
planting, $125,$125,Proviso.
640: Provided,
That from
the nurseries
on the Nebraska
640:
Provided, That
from the
nurseries on
Nebraska National
National Youngtrees
Young trees to
to and
arid
Forest the Secretary
Agriculture,
of
Secretary
Agriculture, under
under such
regulations land
Nesuch rules
rules and
and regulations
land reSidents
residents in
in
Nebraska
as he may prescribe,
prescribe, may furnish young trees free, so far as they
may be
be spared,
spared, to
of the
territory covered
covered by
Vol. 33
33, p.547.
p. 547.
may
to residents
residents of
the territory
by "An
"An Act
Act v.
increasing the area of homesteads in aa portion of Nebraska,"
increasing
Nebraska," apapproved April 28, 1904;
1904;
For silvieultural,
silvieultural, dendrological,
dendrological, and other experiments
experiments and inves- e?
esranagementt of forortigations,
cooperation with other branches
tigations, independently or in cooperation
branches of
of
the Federal Government,
Government, with States, and with individuals,
individuals, to dede-
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termi_ne
the best
for the
the conservative
conservative management
management of
forest
of forest
methods for
best methods
termine the
and
forest lands,
lands, $187,420;
the
$187,420;
and forest
Appraising timber
other resources
For estimating
timber national
oAerasing
estimating and
and appraising
appraising timber
timber and
and other
resources on
on the
for sale, etc.
national
forests preliminary
disposal by
by sale
sale or
issue of
of
the issue
to the
or to
to disposal
preliminary to
national forests
occupancy
for emergency
expenses incident
to their
their sale
sale
incident to
emergency expenses
and for
permits, and
occupancy permits,
or
use, $95,000;
$95,000;
or use,
Collating results, etc.
For other
investigations and for collating,
miscellaneous forest investigations
other miscellaneous
For
Collatingrt, etc
digesting, recording,
recording, illustrating,
illustrating, and
and distributing
results of
of
the results
distributing the
digesting,
the experiments
and investigations
provided for,
for $33,800;
$33,800;
herein provided
investigations herein
and
experiments
the
Permanent improvemaintenance of roads, trails, bridges, fire
For the construction
construction and maintenance
improve- For
Peanetnt
ments.
improvements neceslanes'telephone
lines, cabins,
cabins, fences,
fences ' and other improvements
necestelephone lines,
lanes,
sary
for the
the proper
and economical
and
protection, and
administration, protection,
economical 'administration,
proper and
sary for
Provisos.
the national
national forests.,
where
That where,
Provided, That
$420,000: Provided,
forests, $420,000:
of the
development of
of tele- development
Purchase of
will
direct purchase
Agriculture, direct
phone lines, cabins, etc. in
opinion of the Secretary
the opinion
in the
phonelines,
Secretary of Agriculture,
purchase will
be
than construction,
construction, telephone
fences,
cabins, fences,
lines, cabins,
telephone lines,
economical than
more economical
be more
Division
fences, sto
stock and
further,That
be purchased:
improvements may
Divlsionnces
and other
other improvements
may be
purchased: Provided,
Provided, further,
driveways, etc.
riveways,
not to
exceed $50,000
$50,000 may
expended for
for the
construction and
and mainnot
to exceed
may be
be expended
the construction
tenance of
and range
division fences,
fences, counting
corrals,
counting corrals,
range division
boundary and
of boundary
tenance
stock
driveways and
and bridges,
of stock
watering
stock watering
development of
the development
bridges, the
stock driveways
places
and the
eradication of poisonous plants on the national
the eradication
places, and
forest;;
forests;
In
$4,280,606.
general expenses, $4,280,606.
In all, general
Conservation of naviof
Secretary
the
the
Secretary
Agriculture more effectively
effectively to carry
To
enable
Conservationofnasgable waters.
March 1, 1911 (Thirty-sixth
Vol. 3,p.
36, p. 961.
out
(Thirty-sixth
the provisions of the Act of March
out the
9L
Vol.
Statutes
961), entitled
"An Act
Act to
enable any
any State
State to cooperto enable
entitled "An
page 961)
Statutes,' page
ate with
with any
other State
or States,
or with
with the
the United
States, for the
United States,
States, or
State or
any other
ate
a
protection
of watersheds
navigable streams,
streams, and to appoint a
of navigable
watersheds of
protection of
commiSsibn
for
the
acquisition
of
lands
for
the
purpose
of
conservof
conservpurpose
the
for
of
lands
acquisition
the
for
sh
commission
Wa
Expenses in WashingtOn,
ing the navigability
D..C.
ngton, D.
navigability of navigable rivers," $41,350 of the moneys apfor carrying
propriated therein,
carrying out its purposes shall be available
therein, or for
propriated
for the
employment of
and
assistants, and
clerks, assistants,
attorneys, clerks,
title attorneys,
of agents,
agents, title
the employment
for
other labor,
labor, and
and for
purchase of
supplies and
and equipment
required
equipment required
of supplies
the purchase
for the
other
for the
purpose of
said Act
the city
city of
of Washington.
Washington.
in the
Act in
of said
the purpose
for
Total, Forest
Forest Service,
Service, $6,781,489.
$6,781,489.
Total,
Chemistry Bureau.
Bureau.

BUREAU OF
OF CHEMISTRY.
CHEMISTRY.
BUREAU
SALARIEf3.
SALARIE.

and office perperChief, and
sonnel.
sonnel.

General expenses.
expenses.
General
Apparatus, supplies,
supplies,
employees, etc.

General
subjects.
General subjects.
Vol. 12,
12, p. 387.
Biological
and
Biological food and
drug
investigations.
drug investigations.

For
chief of
of bureau
bureau and
the District
District of
in the
personal services
services in
and other
other personal
For chief
Columbia in
with the
the Classification
Classification Act
Act of 1923 and for
in accordance
accordance with
Columbia
personal
in the
the field,
$340,000.
field, $340,000.
services in
personal services
CHFMISTRY.
GENERAL EXPENSES,
EXPENSES, BUREAU OF CHEMISTRY.
GENERAL

For
all necessary
necessary expenses,
apparatus, chemicals
chemicals
for chemical
chemical apparatus,
expenses, for
For all
and supplies,
supplies, repairs
repairs to
travcurrent, official
official travgas, electric
electric current,
to apparatus,
apparatus, gas,
and
eling expenses,
expenses, telegraph
freight
and telephone
telephone service, express and freight
telegraph and
eling
charges, for
for the
employment of
other
of such
such assistants, clerks, and other
the employment
charges,
consider necessary
persons as
Secretary of
necessary for
of Agriculture
Agriculture may consider
persons
as the Secretary
the purposes
named, in
in the
re ,in
i
n
and elsewhe
elsewhere,
purposes named,
the city
city of
of Washington
Washington and
the
conducting
investigations; collecting,
collecting, reporting,
reporting, and
and illustrating the
conducting investigations;
results
of such
such investigations;
District
for rent
rent outside of the District
investigations; and for
results of
of
Columbia for
carrying out
investigations and
and work
work herein
herein
the investigations
for carrying
out the
of Columbia
authorized as
as follows:
follows:
authorized
For
contemplated by the Act of
of
For conducting
conducting the
the investigations contemplated
May
15, 1862, relating
relating to
application of
chemistry to
agriculture;
to agriculture;
of chemistry
to the application
May 15,
for
biological investigation
investigation of food and drug products and subfor the biological
stances used
in the
investigations of
including investigations
manufacture thereof,
thereof, including
used in
the manufacture
stances
the
organism,
the human
human organism,
such products
products on
on the
effects of
of such
the physiological
physiological effects
$120,600;
$120,600;
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collaboration with other departments
of the
For collaboration
departments of
the Government
Government dede-
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Collaboration

other
Collaboration

with

siring chemical
chemical investigations
investigations and whose heads request the Secretary
Secretary other departments
of Agriculture
Agriculture for such assistance,
assistance, and for other miscellaneous
miscellaneous
work, $14,090;
$14,090;
Utilizing raw mateFor investigation
experiment in the utilization,
investigation and experiment
utilization, for coloring, ritorolorrats,
rials for colorants, et.
etc.
medicinal, and technical purposes, of raw materials
medicinal,
materials grown or produced in the United States, in cooperation
cooperation with such persons,
persons assoassociations, or corporations
corporations as may be found necessary,
necessary, including
including rerepairs, alterations, improvements, or additions
pairs
to a
building on
the
additions to
a building
on the
Arlington
Experimental Farm, $55,805;
Arlington Experimental
$55,805;
Table sirup, etc.
investigation and development
For the investigation
development of methods
methods for the manu- Tablesirp,
etc
facture
of
table
sirup
and
sugar and of methods for the manufacture
facture
manufacture
of sweet sirups by the utilization
utilization of new agricultural sources,
sources,

$28,370;
$28,370;
Pure food inspection.
For enabling the Secretary
effect the vof.
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture to carry into effect
p.3-760.
Vol. 34
34,t760.i
1
provisions of the Act of June 30, 1906, entitled "An
"An Act
Act for
for preventpreventing the manufacture,
manufacture, sale or transportation
transportation of adulterated, or
or mismisbranded, or poisonous,
poisonous, or deleterious
deleterious foods, drugs,
and
drugs, medicines,
medicines, and
liquors, and for regulating
traffic therein
therein, and for other
regulating traffic
other purposes";
purposes";
Revision of
to cooperate
associations and scientific
cooperate with associations
scientific societies in the revision
revision Reviion
of Pharrnaharmaof the United States Pharmacopoeia
development of methods
Pharmacopceia and development
m rxaMining
foreign
methods Cof.minng
foreign
testa of American food
of the chemical
of analysis, and for investigating
investigating the character of
chemical and
and tsotducAme'ca
food
products.
physical tests which are applied to American food products in foreign countries, and for inspecting the same before shipment
shipment when
when
desired by the shippers or owners of these products intended for
for
countries where chemical and physical
required before
before the
physical tests are required
the Proviso.
p
said products
products are allowed
allowed to
to be
be sold
sold therein,
therein, $716,260:
$716,260: Prosvied,
Provided, Travwellnit.
Travel limit.
$4,280 shall be used for travel outside of the
That not more than $4,280
the
United States;
States;
For
For enabling the Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture to carry
carry into
into effect
effect the
the Impure
mesestea imports
revetExpenses,
preven'tMg, etc„.
provisions of the Act approved March 2, 1897, entitled "An Act to
to 'ing.c
Vol. 29, p. 604; Vol.
prevent the
the importation
unwholesome tea,"
as amended,
prevent
importation of impure and unwholesome
tea" as
amended, 35,
a3,p. 163;
I'B; Vol.
vol. 41,
41, p.
p.
7712.
1
including payment of compensation
compensation and expenses of the members of
the board appointed
the
appointed under
under section 2
2 of the Act and all other necesnecessary officers and
$36,110;
and employees,
employees, $36,110;
Insecticides
and
Insecticides
and
For the investigation and development of methods of manufac- ftngitddes.
fungicides.
Investigating, etc.
turing insecticides and fungicides,
fungicides, and for investigating
investigating chemical
chemical Investigatetc.
problems relating to the composition,
composition, action,
action, and application
of
application of
insecticides and
and fungicides,
fungicides, $29,440;
insecticides
$29,440;
Plant dt
l
Plant dust exploFor the investigation
investigation and development
development of
of methods
methods for
for the
the prevenpreven- stens,
obs, etc. d
p
Methods for preventgrain-dust, smut-dust, and other plant-dust
tion of grain-dust,
plant-dust explosions
explosions and inMetds.forPreening.
resulting fires, including
including fires in cotton gins and cotton-oil mills,
$26,555;avl
$26,555;
stores.
Naval stores.
investigation and demonstration
demonstration of
of improved
For the investigation
improved methods
or Investatiions,
methods or
Investigations, demns at s etc.
onstrations,
processes of preparing
preparing naval stores, the weighing, handling,
handling, trans- o
tr o , etc
cooperation with individuals
portation, and uses of same, in cooperation
individuals and
and
companies, including
companies,
including the employment of necessary
necessary persons and means
means
in the city of Washington
Washington and elsewhere,
elsewhere, and to enable the Secretary
Secretary
Vol. 42, p. 1435.
43 5.
of Agriculture to carry into effect
effect the provisions of the Naval Stores vO^-.
Act of March
March 3, 1923, $20,000;
$20,000;
In all, general expenses,
In
expenses, $1,047,230.
$1,047,230.
Total, Bureau of Chemistry,
Chemistry, $1,387,230.
$1,387,230.
BUREAU
SOILS.
BUREAU OF
OF SOILS.

SosBean.
Soils
Bureau.

Sosre

SALARIES.
SALARIES.

For chief of bureau and other personal services in the District of
Columbia in accordance with
Classification Act of 1923 and
with the.
the Classification
for personal services in the field.
field, $90,000.
$90,000.
45822-2-5t--31
45822°-25t-31

Chief,
and office
°Mee perChief, and
sollnel-

sondel

.
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GENERAL
EXPENSES, BUREAU
OF SOILS.
GENERAL EXPENSES,
BUREAU OF
SOILS.

For
necessary expenses
expenses connected
connected with
the investigations
and
For all
all necessary
with the
investigations and
experiments hereinafter
experiments
hereinafter authorized,
authorized, including
including the employment
employment of
of
investigators, local
and special
special agents,
assistants, experts,
experts, clerks,
investigators,
local and
agents, assistants,
clerks,
draftsmen, and
and labor
the city
and elsewhere;
elsewhere; ofofdraftsmen,
labor in
in the
city of
of Washington
Washington and
ficial traveling
expenses, materials,
tools, instruments,
apparatus,
ficial
traveling expenses,
materials, tools,
instruments, apparatus,
repairs to
furniture, office
office fixtures,
fixtures, stationery,
stationery,
repairs
to apparatus,
apparatus, chemicals
chemicals,'furniture,
gas,
electric current,
current, telegraph
telegraph and
and telephone
telephone service,
express and
and
gas, electric
service, express
freight charges,
rent outside
outside the
the District
Columbia, and
and for
freight
charges, rent
District of
of Columbia,
for all
all
other necessary
necessary supplies
supplies and
expenses, as
as follows:
follows:
other
and expenses,
Chemical invstigaFor chemical
investigaFor
chemical investigations
investigations of
of soil
soil types,
soil composition,
composition, and
types, soil
and
tions of soils, etc.
soil minerals,
the soil
solution, solubility
of soil
soil and
and all
all chemical
chemical
tionos .
soil
minerals, the
so soslution,
solubility of
properties of
soils in
in their
their relation
soil formation,
formation, soil
soil texture
properties
of soils
relation to
to soil
texture
and
soil productivity,
including all
all routine
routine chemical
chemical work
work in
in connecconnecand soil
productivity, including
tion
with the
survey, $25,640;
tion with
the soil
soil survey,
$25,640;
Physi,1
productivFor physical
physical investigations
of the
properties of
of soil
soil
Phri
productiv- For
investigations of
the important
important properties
ity,
etc., investigations.
productivity, such as moisture relations, aerations,
aerations,
determine productivity,
which determine
iye
heat
texture, and
and other
other physical
physical investigations
investigations of
of the
heat conductivity,
conductivity, texture,
the
various
soil classes
and soil
types, $13,145;
$13,145;
various soil
classes and
soil types,
Fertilizers.
rtflsa.
For investigation
For
investigation within the United
United States of fertilizers and other
other
soil amendments
amendments and
and their
suitability for
$63,595;
soil
their suitability
for agricultural
agricultural use,
use, $63,595;
Cooperativesofnmap
For the investigation
investigation of soils, in cooperation
C°°
Peratives°111" 13cooperation with other branches
branches
ping.
of
other departments
departments of
Governof the
the Governof the
the Department
Department of
of Agriculture,
Agriculture, other
p.
ment, State
agricultural experiment
and other
other State
State inment,
State agricultural
experiment stations
stations, and
insitutions,
and for
indicating upon
and plats,
plats, by
by coloring
coloring or
or
situtions, and
for indicating
upon maps
maps and
otherwise,
the results
$179,710;
otherwise, the
results of
of such
such investigations,
investigations, $179,710;
Classificatim
a AgriFor
of soils
soils to
to aid
in the
the classification
classification of
agricultural
cultu'ra
For examination
lan'disf
examination of
aid in
of agricultural
cultural
lands.
lands,
cooperation with
other bureaus
of the
the department
and other
other
lands, in
in cooperation
with other
bureaus of
department and
departments
of the
Government,
$15,510;
departments
of
the
Government,
$15,510;
Administrative
Sr
peanses
atve exe
For general administrative
administrative expenses
expenses connected
penses.
For
connected with the abovementioned
of investigation,
investigation, $4,000;
mentioned lines of
$4,000;
In
In all,
all, general expenses,
expenses, $301,600.
$301,600.
Total, Bureau
Bureau of Soils,
$391,600.
Soils, $391,600.
Investigations,
Investigatons,

periments, etc.
perimentetc.

e-x-

Entomology Bureau.
Entomology
Bureau.

BUREAU
BUREAU OF
OF ENTOMOLOGY.
ENTOM OLOGY.
SALARIES.
SALARIES.

Chief, and office perChief, and office per.
sonnel.

General expenses.
General
Investigations,
of insects, etc.

etc.,

For chief
bureau and
other p
ersona lservices
serv i
ces i
n the
th e District
District of
of
chief of bureau
For
and other
personal
in
accordance with the Classification
Columbia in accordance
Classification Act of
of 1923
1923 and
and for
for
personal
personal services
$137,728.
services in
in the
the field,
field, $137,728.
GENERAL
GENERAL EXPENSES,
BUREAU OF ENTOMOLOGY.
ENTOMOLOGY.
EXPENSES, BUREAU

For the
promotion of
of economic
economic entomology;
entomology; for
for investigating
investigating the
the
For
the promotion
history and the habits
beneficial to
habits of insects
insects injurious and beneficial
to agriculagriculture, horticulture,
horticulture, arboriculture,
d the
the study
st
udy of
of insects
affecting
arboriculture, an
and
insects affecting
ascertaining the best
the health
health of man and domestic
domestic animals, and ascertaining
means of destroying
destroying those found
found to be injurious; for collating,
collating,
digesting,
digesting, reporting,
reporting, and illustrating
illustrating the results of such investigainvestigations; for salaries and the employment
employment of labor in the city of Washelsewhere, rent outside
ington and elsewhere,
outside of the District of Columbia,
Columbia,
freight, express charges, official traveling
traveling expenses,
expenses, office fixtures,
supplies,
apparatus, telegraph
telegraph and
supplies,.apparatus,
service, gas,
gas, and
electric
and telephone
telephone service,
and electric
Specific
subjects.
Specific subects.
current, in connection
connection with the
the following
following investigations:
investigations:
Fruits, orchards,
etc.
Fruits,
orhards, etc.
For investigations
investigations of insects affecting
affecting deciduous
deciduous fruits, orchards,
orchards,
vineyards, and
necessary, cooperation
and nuts, including, when necessary,
cooperation with the
Quarantine enforcement.
meUnte
e for-Federal
ederal Horticultural
Horticultural Board in establishing,
and enenestablishing, maintaining, and
Vol.
vol. 37, p. 315.
forcing
quarantines promulgated
plant quarantine
forcing quarantines
promulgated under
under the
the plant
quarantine Act of
of
August 20, 1912, as amended,
amend, $320,000;
$320,000;

oftinsectst

etc.
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Cereal
and forage
forage
investigations of insects affecting cereal
cereal and forage crops, crops.
Cerea and
For investigations
a special investigation
including a
investigation of the Hessian fly, grasshopper,
alfalfa
alfalfa weevil, and the chinch
chinch bug,
bug, $176,400;
$176,400;
field crops.
southern field crops, includFor investigations
investigations of insects affecting southern
includ- Southern
crops.
Souther field
affecting cotton, tobacco,
tobacco, rice,
ing insects affecting
rice, sugar cane,
cane, and so forth,
forth,
and the
the cigarette
cigarette beetle
beetle and
Argentine ant,
ant, $231,920;Forets.
$231,920;
and
and Argentine
Forests.
Provided, Proviso.
affecting forests
forests, $57,100: Provided,
Proso.
For investigations
investigations of insects affecting
Combating
infestaThat $15,000
shall
be
used for preventing
combating infesta- tionfnatinal
$15 !000
used
preventing and
and combating
tion of national ifoestas
forests,
tions of insects injurious to forest trees on and near the national etc.
etc.
independently or in cooperation
cooperation with
with other
other branches
branches of the
forests, independently
Federal Government, with States, counties, municipalities, or with
Federal
private owners
private
owners;;
crops, etc.
For investigations
investigations of
of insects
including insects
insects Truck
Truck crops, etc
truck crops,
crops, including
insects affecting
affecting truck
For
and wireworms affecting
affecting the potato,
potato sugar beet, cabbage,
cabbage onion,
affecting stored prodtomato, beans,
beans, peas, and so forth, and
and insects affecting
ucts, $1.57,000;
ucts,
$157,000;
Bee culture.
Bee
culture.
in bee
$32,320;
For investigations
investigations and
and demonstrations
demonstrations in
bee culture,
culture, $32,320;
subTropical and
and subplants.
affecting citrus and other tropical tropical
tropicalplants.
For investigations
investigations of insects affecting
and subtropical plants, and for investigations and control of the
Mediterranean and other fruit flies, in cooperation
cooperation with the Federal
Federal
Mediterranean
Horticultural
Board, $68,055;
$68,055;
Horticultural Board,
Miscellaneousinsects
MiwAllaneous insects
health of man,
For investigations,
identification, and
and systematic classification
affectinghealthofman,
classification of affecting
For
investigations, identification,
etc.
miscellaneous insects, including
including the study of insects affecting the etc.
miscellaneous
household insects, and the imhealth of man and domestic animals, household
portation and
exchange of
useful insects,
portation
and exchange
of useful
insects, $64,630;
$64,630;
Administive
Administrative
exFor
connected with
penses.
of penses.
expenses connected
with above lines of
For general
general administrative
administrative expenses
miscellaneous expenses incident
$3,880;
incident thereto,
thereto, $3,880;
investigation, and
and for miscellaneous
In all, general expenses, $1,111,305.
$1,111,305.
In
a

MO(THI.
PREVENTING SPREAD OF MOTELS.
PREVENTING

Gypsy and
and brownbrownGypsy
' tailmoths.
tail moths.

Emergency

appro-

To enable
the Secretary
of Agriculture
Agriculture to
to meet
meet the
emergency priatione
prfaragforang.
rArntra
0EZ
the emergency
To
enable the
Secretary of

caused
caused by the continued spread of the gypsy and brown-tail moths
by conducting such experiments
experiments as may be necessary to determine the
best
these insects;
introducing and estabinsects; by
by introducing
best methods
methods of
of controlling
controlling these
insects and
t.
lishing the parasites and natural
natural enemies
enemies of
of these
these insects
and colocolo- c
infested territory; by establishing
establishing and main- unr
rairliZaar.
ar antine mintenance.
nizing them within the infested
taMing aaquarantine
quarantine against further spread in such a
a manner as is
taining
provided by the general
nursery-stock law
law, approved
20, Vol. 37, pp. 315, 854.
provided
general nursery-stock
approved August
August 20
1912, as amended,
importation of Vol 37pp31
"An Act to regulate the importation
amended, entitled "An
nursery stock and other plants and plant products, to enable the
nursery
Secretary
Agriculture to establish
establish and maintain quarantine disSecretary of Agriculture
regulate the
the
tricts for plant diseases and insect pests, to permit and regulate
movements of fruits, plants, and vegetables therefrom,
therefrom, and for other
movements
,
purposes,"
authorities of the different States
purposes," in cooperation with the authorities
concerned
including
concerned and with the several State experiment stations, including
rent outside of the District of Columbia,
Columbia, the employment
employment of labor
necessary
Washington and elsewhere, and all other necessary
in the city of Washington
expenses, $572,360.
PREVENTION OF
EUROPEAN CORN
BORER.
CORN BORER.
SPREAD OF
OF EUROPEAN
PREVENTION
OF SPREAD

European corn
borer.
cornbarer.
European
Europeanornborer

Emergency

appro-

To enable
prraln foepreveting
forPreventing
Secretary of
of Agriculture to meet the emergency pritio
To
enable the
the Secretary
s
P
read ot
of' etc
etc.
corn borer, and to provide spread
European corn
spread of the European
caused by the spread
means for
for the investigation, control, and prevention of spread of this
means
insect throughout the United States, in cooperation
cooperation with the States
concerned, including, when necessary,
necessary, cooperation
cooperation with the Federal
Federal
concerned,
srnt
Horticultural Board in establishing, maintaining,
maintaining, and enforcing
enforcing T
Horticultural
1. 4 851.
4
quarantines promulgated
promulgated under the plant quarantine
quarantine Act of August Vooa37,pp.
quarantines
employment of persons and
20, 1912, as amended, including the employment
e

lar 711

n

a
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eeiso.
ontb
Local., etc., ccmtribnLocal,
tions required.
equred.

Mexican
beetle.
bean beetle.
Mexican bean

.

Miaa

Emergency expenses
spd
encg
for
preventing
spread
oEmr

oe

Biological
Biologieal
Bureau.
Bureau.

Saw
Survey

SEES. I
266.
CH. 266.
I.. CH.
SEES.

1924.
1924.

means in
in the
city of
Washington and
and elsewhere,
elsewhere, and
all other
necesother necesand all
of Washington
the city
means
sary expenses,
in the
discretion of
of the
the SecSecthe discretion
That in
Provided, That
$216,350: Provided,
expenses, $216,350:
sary
retary of
of this
this amount
amount shall
for
available for
be available
shall be
$100,000 of
Agriculture $100,004)
of Agriculture
retary
expenditure
only when
when an
an equal
equal amount
shall have
have been
been appropriappropriamount shall
expenditure only
ated,.subscribed,
or contributed
contributed by
counties, or
or local
authorilocal authoriStates, counties,
by States,
ated,.subscribed, or
of
ties,
or by
individuals or
for the
the accomplishment
accomplishment of
organizations, for
or organizations,
by individuals
ties, or
such
such purposes.
CONTROL
SPREAD OF TEE
THE MEXICAN
MEXICAN BEAN BEETLE.
BEETLE.
PREVENTION OF SPREAD
AND PREVENTION
CONTROL AND

emergency
to meet the emergency
To enable
the Secretary
of Agriculture
Agriculture to
Secretary of
enable the
To
the
caused by
by the recent
introduction and rapid multiplication of the
recent introduction
caused
Mexican bean
bean beetle
other States,
States, and
and other
Alabama, and
o.f Alabama,
State qf
the State
in the
beetle in
Mexican
to provide
provide means
for the
experimentation in
eradication, and
and
in eradication,
study, experimentation
the study,
means for
to
for
control and
prevention of
of the
this insect
that
insect in that
of this
spread of
the 'spread
and prevention
the control
for the
State and
to other
in cooperation
cooperation with
with the
State of
Alabama
of Alabama
the State
States, in
other States,
and to
State
and
other States
States concerned
concerned and
with individuals
individuals affected,
affected, including
including
and with
and other
the
employment of
and means
means in
the city
city of Washington
Washington and
in the
persons and
of persons
the employment
elsewhere, and
and all
expenses, $28,105.
necessary expenses,
other necessary
all other
elsewhere,
Total, Bureau
$2,065,848.
Entomology, $2,065,848.
of Entomology,
Bureau of
Total,
BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL
BIOLOGICAL SURVEY.
SALARIES.
SATARTIK.

p-erChie and office P

chief.and office

sonnel.

Gemmel
enal expenses. ,

For chief
chief of bureau
bureau and other personal services
services in the District of
Columbia in
in accordance
with the
the Classification
Classification Act
Act of
1923 and
for
and for
of 1923
accordance with
Columbia
personal services
services in
the field,
$106,340.
field, $106,340.
in the
personal
ENERAL EXPENSES,
EXPENSES, BUREAU
GENERAL
BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL
BIOLOGICAL SURVEY..
SURVEY...,

For salaries and employment
employment of labor in the city of Washington
Washington
and
elsewhere, furniture,
furniture, supplies,
supplies, including
including the purchase
purchase of bags,
and elsewhere,
tags,
and labels
labels printed
printed in
the course
course of
traveling and
manufacture, traveling
of manufacture,
in the
tags, and
investigations and carryair other expenses
expenses necessary
conducting investigations
in conducting
necessary in
allother
ing out
out the
work of
of the
follows:
as follows:
bureau, as
the bureau,
the work
ing
Reservations for
For
the maintenance
maintenance of the Montana
Montana National
National Bison Range and
or the
eservTtions lor
game.
other reservations
introduced into
maintenance of game introduced
the maintenance
for the
and for
reservations and
other
suitable localities
localities on
public lands,
under supervision
supervision of the BiologiBiologilands, under
on public
suitable
cal Survey,
including construction
construction of
of fencing,
fencing, wardens'
quarters,
wardens' quarters,
Survey, including
cal
bridges, ditches, teleshelters for
roads, trails, bridges,
landings, roads
animals, landings,
for animals,
shelters
phone lines,
and other improvements
improvements necessary
bulkheads, and
rockwork, bulkheads,
lines, rockwork,
phone
for
the economical
protection of the reservations,
administration and protection
economical administration
for the
Protecting
4,
84 of the Act approved March
and for
the
enforcement of
March 4,
of
section
enforcement
for
the
pre and
bird preProtecting bird
serves.
the penal laws
Vol.
1104.
1909, entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
codify , revise,
amendthe
laws
revise, and amend
to codify,
1909,
vol. 335, pp 1104.
of
States," $43,435,
$43,435, of
sum $2,500 may be used for
of which sum
United States,"
of the
the United
the purchase,
capture, and
national resfor national
game for
transportation of game
and transportation
the
purchase, capture,
ervations;
ervations;
North American
For investigating
investigating the
habits of
of North
North American
birds and
and
American birds
food habits
the food
For
birds and animals.
birNdstandAnmalean
Food habits
agriculture, horticulture,
relation to
animals in
other animals
investi- other
habits investiFood
in relation
to agriculture,
horticulture, and
and forestry;
forestry;
gation.
connection
for
experiments, and demonstrations
demonstrations in connection
investigations, experiments,
for investigations
Destroying animals
animals with
demonstrations,
experiments,
for
animals;
fur-bearng
rearing
with
rearing
fur-bearing
animals;
experiments,
demonstrations,
Detroying
injurious to agriculture.
and
cooperation in
in destroying
mountain lions,
wolves, coyotes, boblions, wolves,
destroying mountain
and cooperation
other
cats,
gophers, ground
rabbits, and other
squirrels, jack rabbits.
ground squirrels,
dogs, gophers,
prairie dogs,
cats, prairie
husanimals injurious
to
agriculture, horticulture,
forestry, animal
animal husforestry,
horticulture,
to
agriculture,
injurious
animals
Suppressing rabies.
bandry,
game: and for
protection of stock
stock and other
other
for the
the protection
and wild
wild game:
bandry, and
pressgbe
predatory wild
suppression of rabies in predatory
domestic animals
animals through
through the suppression
domestic
$508,880
animals, $508,880:
Biological investigaFor biological
Bnlogical invstigabiological investigations, including the relations, habits, geotions.
graphic
distribution, and
migration of animals and plants, and the
and migration
graphic distribution,
$28,475:
preparation
preparation of maps of the life zones, $28,475:

Employees,
supplies,
Employees, supplies,
etc.

et c.
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enforcing the provisions
For
necessary expenses
provisions of the
expenses for enforcing
For all necessary
Migratory Bird
of July
July 3,
3, 1918
(Fortieth Statutes at
1918 (Fortieth
Bird Treaty Act of
Migratory
Large, page
755), and
authorities in the
cooperation with local authorities
and for cooperation
page 755),
Large,
protection of
migratory birds,
necessary, investigations
investigations confor necessary.
birds, and for
of migratory
protection

sum not more
nected therewith,
$136,565: Provided,
Provided, That
That of
of this
this sum
therewith, $136,565:
nected

Migratory bird
probird pro
MigratoY
tection.
Vol.
Vol. 40,p.755.
40, p. 755.

Proviso.

Prohbiting
Prohibiting shipment of
of prohibited
prohibited
birds, etc.
Vol. 35, pp. 1135-1138.

enforcement of sections 241, 242, ment
than $20,500 may be used for the enforcement

Act Voi.35, pp.113-1138.
"An
243, and
and 244
241 of
approved March
4, 1909,
entitled "
An Act
1909, entitled
March 4,
Act approved
the Act
of the
243,
to codify,
codify, revise,
revise, and
and amend
laws of
the United
carrying illegally
States," Carrying
United States,"
of the
penal laws
the penal
amend the
to
illegally
killed game.
May 25, klledgarme.
and
the enforcement
enforcement of
of section
approved May
the Act
Act approved
1 of
of the
section 1
for the
and for
Vol. 31, p
p. 187.
of the Department
powers of
the powers
1900,
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
to enlarge
enlarge the
Department of Vol 31, ' 187.
1900, entitled

Agriculture, prohibit the transportation
transportation by interstate
interstate commerce
commerce of
Agriculture,
game killed
killed in
in violation
violation of
of local
local laws,
laws, and for other purposes,"
purposes," ingame

investigations in connection therewith;

cluding
all
necessary investigations
cluding
Forinvestigations,
all necessary
experiments, and
in connection
demonstrations
therewith;
for the wel-

For investigations, experiments, and demonstrations for the welfare,
improvement, and
reindeer industry in Alaska,
the reindeer
and increase
increase of the
fare, improvement,
including
erection of necessary
structures
necessary buildings and other structures
the erection
including the

enforcefor the
the enforceand
the Bureau
Education, and
and for
of Education,
Bureau of
with the
and cooperation
cooperation with
ment
of section
1956 of
amended so far as
Statutes as amended
Revised Statutes
of the Revised
section 1956
ment of
fur-bearing animals in Alaska,
it
protection of land fur-bearing
to the protection
it relates to
including necessary
in connection
connection therewith,
$57,335;
therewith, $57,335;
investigations in
necessary investigations
including
For general
general administrative
expenses connected with the aboveadministrative expenses
For
Federal
mentioned
lines of
of work,
cooperation with other Federal
work, including cooperation
mentioned lines
bureaus,
commissions, on request from
boards, and commissions,
departments, boards,
bureaus, departments,
$11,460;
them, $11,460;
In
general expenses, $786,150.
$786,150.
In all, general
Total,
$892,490.
Bureau of Biological Survey, $892,490.
Total, Bureau
AND DISBURSEMENTS.
DIVISION OF
OF ACCOUNTS
DISBURSEMENTS.
ACCOUNTS AND
DIVISION

in Alaska.
Reindeer
Reindeer in

Improving industry,
industry,
Improving

etc.

etc
36

. 32

Vol. 36, p. 327.
Vol.

Administrativ
Administrative

penses.
Penses.

exex-

Accounts and
disAcounnts
and disbursements division.
division.
burements

Chief, and office perperChief,

Salaries: For
For chief
chief of
of division
division and
"mid.
and other personal services in the sonn-.
Salaries:
District of
of Columbia
Classification Act of
Columbia in accordance with the Classification
District
1923, $74,440.
LIBRARY, DEPARTMENT
OF AGRICULTURE.
AGRICULTURE.
DEPARTMENT OF
LIBRARY,

Library.
Library.
Librarian, and
parand PerLibrarian,

Salaries: For
librarian and other personal services
&mud.
Dis-sonnel
services in the DISFor librarian
Salaries:
trict of
of Columbia
Columbia in
accordance with
Classification Act of
the Classification
with the
in accordance
trict
General
expenses.
Genal exps.
1923, $40,000.
General expenses,
expenses, Library:
reference, law books,
For books of reference,
Library: For
General
technical
newspapers and periodicals,
periodicals, and for
technical and scientific books, newspapers
expenses
incurred in completing
imperfect seriesseries; for the employemploycompleting imperfect
expenses incurred
ment
of additional
additional assistants
assistants in
the city
of Washington
Washington and
and elsecity of
in the
ment of
where;
traveling expenses, and for library fixtures,
where; for official traveling
$30,960.
library
cards, supplies,
all other necessary
necessary expenses,
expenses, $30,960.
and for alt
supplies, and
library cards,
$70,960.
Total, Library,
Library, $70,960.
BUREAU
OF PUBLIC
ROADS.
PUBLIC ROADS.
BUREAU OF

Roads BuBuPublic Reeds
Rad
.reac

reau.

SALARIES.
SALARIES.

For chief
chief of
bureau and
and other
personal services in the District of
other personal
of bureau
For
Columbia in
in accordance
accordance with
Act of 1923 and for
Classification Act
with the Classification
Columbia
personal
$123,740.
personal services in the field, $123,740.
GENERAL EXPENSES,
EXPENSES, BUREAU
OF PUBLIC
PUBLIC ROADS.
ROADS
BUREAU OF
GENERAL

For
and the
the employment
employment of
in the
the city
city of
of WashingWashinglabor in
of labor
salaries and
For salaries
ton and
and elsewhere,
elsewhere, supplies,
office fixtures, apparatus, traveling
traveling and
supplies, office
ton
all
investigations and exconducting investigations
expenses, for conducting
necessary expenses,
other necessary
all other
periments, and
and for
for collating,
reporting, and illustrating
illustrating the results
collating, reporting,
periments,

Chief, and
office and
and
Chief,
and office
field Personnelpersonnel

General epense&.
expense&
General

Empoyees,supplie,
Erapkuees,supplies,
Publishing
ibshn
eta.

bulletins.
blsts.
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of
same, and
for preparing,
publishing, and
distributing bulletins
bulletins
of same,
and for
preparing, publishing,
and distributing
and reports,
reports as
as follows:
That no
no part
part of
these appropriaappropriaand
follows: Provided,
Provided, That
of these
tions shall
shall 13e
expended for
the rent
purchase of
of road-making
road-making
be expended
for the
rent or
or purchase
machinery,
except such
as may
may be
be necessary
necessary for
for field
field experimental
experimental
machinery, except
such as
work
provided for;
work as
as hereinafter
hereinafter provided
for;
Road e
management
systems,
For
inquiries in
of road
etc."
systems,
For inquiries
in regard
e
tc.
regard to
to systems
systems of
road management
management and
and
economic
studies of
highway construction,
construction, operation,
maintenance,
economic studies
of highway
operation, maintenance,
and value,
either independently
or in
with the
the State
State
and
value, either
independently or
in cooperation
cooperation with
highway
and for
for giving
highway departments
departments and
and other
other agencies,
agencies, and
giving expert
expert
advice
advice on
on these
these subjects,
subjects, $65,850;
$65,850;
Materials
a P P"F invest
igations of
of the
the best
of road
road making,
making, especially
cest.,
itnve
gaFor
investigations
best methods
methods of
especially
awes,
etc., 'investigations.
F or
tions.
by the use of local materials; for studying the types of
by
mechanical
of mechanical
plants
plants and appliances
appliances used
building and
maintenance; for
for
used for
for road building
and maintenance;
studying methods
methods of
of road
repair and
and maintenance
maintenance suited
suited to
studying
road repair
to the
the
localities; and
and for
for furnishing
expert advice
advice on
on
needs of
of different
different localities;
furnishing expert
these
subjects,
$73,700;
Experital ,
- these subjects, $73,700;
ways.
Experimental highFor maintenance
maintenance and
and repairs
repairs of
of experimental
expetimental highways,
highways, including
ways-.
For
including
materials and
equipment; for
for the
the employment
employment of
of
the purchase of
of materials
and equipment;
assistants and
and labor,
labor, $15,000;
$15,000;
assistants
Farm irrigation, etc.,
investigations.
For investigating
reporting upon
upon the
the utilization
utilization of
water in
For
investigating and
and reporting
of water
in
FnvFmes
a ,s"ion
t.
farm irrigation,
farm
irrigation including
including the
best methods
the best
methods to
to apply
apply in
in practice;
practice;
the different
of power and
different kinds of
appliances; the
the flow
flow of
of water
and appliances;
water in
in
ditches, pipes, and other conduits;
conduits; the duty,
duty, apportionment,
apportionment, and
and
measurement
measurement of irrigation
water, the
customs, regulations,
irrigation water,
the customs,
regulations, and
and laws
laws
rswsinagof
etfms
Drainage
ofetcfarms' affecting
investigating and
and reporting
upon farm
farm
affecting irrigation;
irrigation; for
for investigating
reporting upon
swamp
lands,
drainage and upon the drainage of swamp and
drainage
wet lands
and other wet
lands
which may be
available for
purposes; for
preparbe made available
for agricultural
agricultural purposes;
for preparing plans for the removal of surplus water by
the
by drainage; for
for the
development
development of
for farm
farm irrigation
irrigation and
and
of equipment
equipment for
and drainage
drainage and
for giving expert advice
advice and
and assistance;
field experiments
experiments and
and
assistance; for
for field
investigations
investigations and
and installation
installation of
of equipment
and the purchase
purchase and
equipment for
for
experimental purposes;
experimental
for the
preparation and
illustration of
of
purposes; for
the preparation
and illustration
reports
employment of assistants
reports and bulletins; for the employment
labor in
assistants and
and labor
in
the city of Washington
Washington and elsewhere;
elsewhere •for rent
District
rent outside the District
of Columbia; and
and for
supplies and
all necessary
necessary expenses,
expenses, $145,650;
for supplies
and all
$145,650;
Demeatie
f" water
For investigating
investigating farm
an d drainage
dra i
nage disdissulyt'b
icflm
ter
For
farm domestic
domestic water
water supply
supply and
supply,
building
construction,
etc.
struetion.etc.
posal, the construction
construction of farm buildings,
buildings, and other rural
rural engineerengineering problems involving
including the
erection
involving mechanical
mechanical principles,
principles, including
the erection
of such structures
of Columbia
structures outside of the District of
Columbia as
may be
be
as may
necessary for
for experimental
experimental purposes
purposes only,
only, the
the employment
employment of
of labor
labor
necessary
in the city of Washington
elsewhere, supplies,
Washington and elsewhere,
supplies, and
and all
other
all other
necessary
expenses, $35,300;
$35,300;
necessary expenses,
srplus
The
Surplus war
w a
r explo"Pia'
The Secretary
Secretary of
to exof Agriculture
Agriculture is
is authorized
authorized to
to expend
expend not
not to
exgives.
f
Dsbtrbtion of,
ot for
or ceed
Distribution
ceed $15,000
$15,000 of
the administrative
administrative fund
fund provided
provided by
by the
of the
the Federal
Federal
agricultural uses.
Vol.
p. 217.
Aid Road
Road Act
Act of
July 11,
1916, as
as amended,
f
or superv
i
si
ng t
he
2,p.27.
i. 42,
Aid
of July
11, 1916,
amended, for
supervising
the
preparation, distribution, and use of
of picric
preparation,
picric acid,
acid, trinitrotoluol,
trinitrotoluol,
trojan powder, and
such other
surplus wa
ex plosives as
as may
and such
other surplus
warr explosives
may be
be
made available
available for use
clearing stumps
agriuse in clearing
stumps and
and stones
stones from
from agricultural
or in
cultural land, independently
independently or
with agricultural
agricultural
in cooperation
cooperation with
Report
colleges
Report ofresults.
of results,
colleges and
and other
other agencies,
agencies and
for investigating
investi gati ng an
d report
i
ng
and for
and
reporting
Proviso.
PVr
ement
upon the results obtained
Reimbursement.
obtained from the use of
of the
the explosives:
explosives: Provided
Provided,
That expenditures
expenditures hereunder
be reimbursed
hereunder shall be
reimbursed to
to the
the administraadministrative fund by charge to other Federal activities,
activities, agricultural
agricultural colleges,
colleges,
or
other
agencies
to
which
the
explosives
are
distributed;
•
to
which
the
explosives
are
distributed;
or
other
agencies
Administrative
pAmnisve expones.
exror general
administrative expenses
expenses connected
connect
ed w
ith the
the a
boveFor
general administrative
with
abovelines of
mentioned lines
and experiments,
$14,935;
of investigations
investigations and
experiments, $14,935;
In all, general expenses,
expenses, $350,435.
$350,435.
Total, Bureau
$474,175.
Total,
Bureau of
of Public
Public Roads,
Roads, $474,175.

mmaki
ehneretriction.

Previte.
maRoad-maklug
m
achinery restriction.
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BUREAU
OF AGRICULTURAL
ECONOMICS.
AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS.
BUREAU OF

453
Agricultural
Agricultural
nomies
Bureau.

Eco-

Eo-

SALARIES.
SALARIES.
Chief, and office and
neolieand
fCdhpefrnd
For
chief of
of bureau
personal services in the District fteld
other personal
and other
bureau and
personnel.
For chief
of
accordance with
the Classification
Classification Act of 1923, and
with the
in accordance
Columbia, in
of Columbia,
for
services in
in the
$1,100,073.
field, $1,100,073.
the field,
personal services
for personal

ECONOMICS.
GENERAL EXPENSES,
AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS.
OF AGRICULTURAL
BUREAU OF
EXPENSES, BUREAU
GENERAL

General expenses.

General expenses.

Employees, supplies,

supples,
For
the employment
employment of
etc.
of labor in the city of Wash- etcmloyees
and the
salaries and
For salaries
expenses,
ington
and
elsewhere,
furniture,
supplies,
traveling
rent
supplies,
furniture,
elsewhere,
and
ington
outside.
of the
District of
of Columbia,
and all other expenses
expenses necessary
necessary
Columbia, and
the District
outside.of
in
conducting investigations,
investigations, experiments,
and demonstrations, as
experiments, and
in conducting
follows:
follows:
exAdministrative
e
For general
expenses in
connection with the
peAndsstrat
lines penses.
the lines
in connection
administrative expenses
general administrative
For
of investigation,
demonstration conducted
the
conducted in the
and demonstration
experiment, and
investigation, experiment,
of
Bureau of
$37,933;
Economics, $37,933;
Agricultural Economics,
of Agricultural
Bureau
Farm management
To
investigate and
the adoption
of improved
improved methods
practiceme.
and practice.
methods and
adoption of
encourage the
and encourage
To investigate
Proviso.
of farm
farm practice,
$275,000: Provided,
Proiso.
That Cost
Provided, That
practice, $275,000:
and farm
of production.
management and
of
farm management
t oroducn.
of this
used in ascertaining the cost of probe used
may be
$150,000 may
amount $150,000
this amount
of
nforduction
the principal
products;Distbuing
agricultural products;
staple agricultural
principal staple
of the
duction of
Distributing inforfarm prodprodof frm
For
acquiring and
and diffusing
diffusing among
among the
the people
people of
United States
mation of
States mation
the United
of the
For acquiring
ucts,marketing,ete.
useful
subjects connected
the marketing,
marketing, hanhan- uctsmarketinc.
with the
connected with
on subjects
information on
useful information
dling,
utilization, grading,
transportation, and
of farm
distributing of
and distributing
grading, transportation,
dling, utilization,
and nonmanufactured
the purchasing
farm Promoting standards
st
of farm
purchasing of
and the
food products
products and
and
nonmanufactured food
of classification.
classification.
supplies,
including the
and promotion
the use
of of
use of
of the
promotion of
demonstration and
the demonstration
supplies, including
uniform
standards of
of classification
American farm products
of American
classification of
uniform standards
throughout
the world,
world, independently
independently and
other
cooperation with other
in cooperation
and in
throughout the
branches of
agencies, purchasing
purchasing and consumState agencies,
department, State
the department,
of the
branches
ing
organizations, and
engaged in the marketing, handling,
persons engaged
and persons
ing organizations,
utilization,
transportation, and
distributing of
farm and
of farm
and distributing
grading, transportation,
utilization, grading,
food
products, and
the economic costs of retail
retail
of the
investigation of
for investigation
and for
food products,
cltural
General agricultural
..
marketing
of meat
meat and
meat products,
$549,628;
products, $549,628;
and meat
marketing of
General
norm.livestock informsand livestock
For collecting,
summarizing, and
analyzing, summarizing,
abstracting, analyzing,
compiling, abstracting,
collecting, compiling,
For
interpreting,
publishing data
relating to
to agriculture,
including tion
pubishonllecting publishCollecting,
agriculture, including
data relating
and publishing
interpreting, and
f
etc., designated
etc., designated
crop and
livestock estimates,
estimates, acreage,
acreage, yield,
grades, stock,
and value ing,
stock, and
yield, grades,
and livestock
crop
data.
of farm
farm crops,
crops, and
livestock and live- data
of livestock
value of
and value
grades, and
numbers, grades,
and numbers,
of
stock products
products on
Service Provisos.
in cooperation with the Extension Service
on farms, in
stock
Disseminating
infortiatn"l
and
other
Federal,
State,
local agencies,
agencies, $409
1
960: Provided,
Drl=.a
Provided, mation
$409,960:
and local
and other Federal, State, and
of wogdmn
suaTiz
That $65,000
$65,000 shall
collecting and disseminating
disseminating to ?
for collecting
available for
be available
shall be
y ,ya°nd
d needed
e A
That
can products, etc.
per- n products, etc.
American
importers, exporters,
other interested
interested perand other
exporters, and
producers, importers,
American producers,
Amer.,
sons
information relative
relative to
the world
world supply of and need for Amer
to the
sons information
lean agricultural
products, marketing
methods, conditions, prices,
marketing methods,
agricultural products,
ican
and other
other factors,
knowledge of
which is necessary to the advanof which
factors, aa knowledge
and
tageous disposition
disposition of
in foreign
foreign countries,
countries, independCooperation with
independ- Cooperation
products in
such products
of such
tageous
agencies.
otheragenies.
ently
branches of the
the Government, other
other branches
with other
cooperation with
in cooperation
and in
ently and
State agencies,
purchasing and
consuming organizations,
organizations, and perand consuming
agencies, purchasing
State
sons
engaged in
transportation, marketing,
distribution of
and distribution
marketing, and
the transportation,
in the
sons engaged
farm and
and food
food products,
purchase of such books and
the purchase
including the
products, including
farm
periodicals as
may be
necessary in
with this
this work:
work: ProPro- Not available
navaiable for inconnection with
in connection
be necessary
as may
periodicals
cotton
acreage
cotton acrage
tended
vided
That no
no part
the funds
herein appropriated
appropriated shall tended
funds herein
of the
part of
further, That
vided further,
planting.
be
for any
expense incident
incident to ascertaining,
ascertaining, collating, or Plti.
any expense
available for
be available
publishing
report stating
theeintentions of farmers as to the acreage
stating the'intentions
publishing aareport
farmprodPerisable farm
to be
be planted
planted in
in cotton;
cotton;
to
Perishable
prodFor
enabling the
of Agriculture
Agriculture to
investigate and
and ucts.
Ut.r
to investigate
the Secretary
Secretary of
For enabling
Certifying condition
condition
nset,
shipments,
etc., of
of
certify
interested parties the class, quality, of Csmnhi
shippers and other interested
to shippers
certify to
at central markets.
centamat
t
butter,
poultry,
vegetables,
and/or
condition
of
cotton
and
fruits,
vegetables,
fruits,
and
cotton
of
condition
and/or
mterstate
hay,
and other
farm products when offered for interstate
perishable farm
other perishable
hay, and
as the
markets
central
such
at
shipment
received
important
received
when
or
shipment
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effect of COLeer-

Legal
cat es
tificates..
tif

eect of

dairy
agncultnr, etc.,ad

Livesto
Livestock,
dairy.
agricultural, etc., products.
Collecting,
distributing, etc., information
of market conditions of
designated.
designated.

colec
dietc.,infrmaion
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SEss.

Cm 266.
C.
266.
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Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture may from
time to
designate, or
from time
to time
time designate,
or at
at
convenently reached
points which may be conveniently
reached therefrom,
therefrom, under
such
under such
rules and regulations
regulations as he may prescribe, including
including payment
payment of
of
such fees as will
will be
reasonable and
as may
be to
cover the
be reasonable
and as
as nearly
nearly as
may be
to cover
the
cost
Provided, That
issued by
cost for
for the
the service
service rendered:
rendered: Provided,
That certificates
certificates issued
by
the authorized
departments shall
the
authorized agents
agents of the departments
shall be
all
be received
received in
in all
as prima
prima facie
courts of the United States as
the truth
truth of
of
facie evidence
evidence of
of the
the statements therein contained,
contained, $333,000,
$333,000, of
of which
which $5,000
shall be
$5,000 shall
be
immediately available;
immediately available;
For collecting,
mail,
collecting, publishing,
publishing, and
and distributing,
distributing, by
by telegraph,
telegraph, mail,
or otherwise,
or
otherwise, timely
timely information
information on the market supply 'and
demand,
and demand,
commercial movement,
movement, location, disposition, quality,
quality, condition,
commercial
condition, and
and
market prices of livestock, meats, fish,
and animal
animal products,
dairy
fish, and
products, dairy
and poultry products, fruits and vegetables, peanuts
peanuts and
and their
prodtheir products, grain, hay,
ay, feeds, and seeds, and
agricultural products,
and other
other agricultural
products,
independently and in cooperation
cooperation with other branches
independently
branches of
of the
the GovGovernment,
ernment, State agencies, purchasing
purchasing and
organizations,
and consuming
consuming organizations,
in the
and persons engaged in
production, transportation,
marketing,
the production,
transportation, marketing,
and distribution
distribution of farm and
products, $682,480;
$682,480;
and food
food products,
In
In all, general
general expenses, $2,228,001.
$2,228,001.

Cotton
FSturead and ENFORCEMENT OF TEE UNITED STATES COTrTN FUTURES ACT
Cotton Futures
AND UNITED
AND
Cotton StandardsActLs.
StandardsAct,
s. ENFORCEMENT OF THE UNITED STATES COTTON FUTURES
Cotton
STArEB COTTON STANDARDS
STAWEJ3
STANDARDS ACT.
ACT.
Enforcement expEnforement
penses.
Vol. 39, p. 476; Vol.
VoL
9
6; Vol.,
.
,
1117. 13.51;
Vol.
42,

To enable
enable the Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture to
to carry into
effect the
the
into effect
provisions
the United
States Cotton
Cotton Futures
Futures Act,
as
amended
provisions of
of the
United States
Act,
as
amended
P i7.
42 March 4, 1919, and to carry into effect
effect the
provisions of
of the
the United
United
the provisions
States Cotton
Cotton Standards
4,1923,
States
Standards Act, approved
approved March 4,
1923, including all
all
expenses
expenses necessary for the
purchase of
of.equipment
and supplies;
for
the purchase
equipment and
supplies; for
travel; for the employment
employment of persons
persons in the city of
Washington and
and
of Washington
elsewhere;
including rent
elsewhere; and for all other expenses, including
outside of
of the
rent outside
the
District of Columbia,
that may
Columbia, that
be necessary
necessary in
in executing
executing the
the promay be
proProviso.
Reuseomoney
from visions
Reuse
of money from
V isions of these Acts, $185,000:
$185,000: Provided,
any moneys
moneys received
Provided, That any
received
alesfunsitable
ur fr
from
sales
°f cotton.
unsuitable
om or in connection
connection with the sale
cotton purchased
for the
sale of
of cotton
purchased for
the
chased
preparation
preparation of practical
practical forms of
of the
the official
standards and
and
official cotton
cotton standards
condemned
as unsuitable
for such use may be expended
condemned as
unsuitable for
expended by the Secretary of Agriculture during the fiscal
June 30,
30, 1925,
fiscal year
year ending
ending June
1925,
for
i
frralthe
le purchase
purchase of other cotton for such use.

e-

r T

Grain
rain Standards
Standards Act.
Act.

Enforcement
Enforcement
pease&

ex.
el-

Pvo.0,
Vol. 39, p. 432.
4.

ENFORCEMENT

THE UNITED
STATES GRAIN
ACT.
ENFORCEMENT OF
OF THE
UNITED STATES
GRAIN STANDARDS
STANDARDS AGM.

To enable
enable the
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture to carry into effect
To
the Secretary
the
effect the
provisions of the United States Grain Standards
Standards Act, includin
provisions
including
rent outside of the District of Columbia and
employment of
and the
the employment
of
such persons and means as the Secretary
Secretary of
Agriculture may
may deem
deem
of Agriculture
necessary,
Washington and
necessary, in the city of Washington
and elsewhere,
elsewhere, $550,000.
$550,000.

Warehduse Act.
WarehOuse
Act.

ADMINISTRATION OF

THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
ACT.
ADMINISTRATION OF THE
STATES WAREHOUSE
WAREHOUSE ACT.

Admintraton eexAdministration
penses.
Vol.
486; VoL
VolVol.3 p.. 486;
42, p. Lf2.

Standard Container
Container
Act.
Act.
Enforcement
Enforeement
penses.
30 p. 63.
Vol. 39.
673.

vol

p.

ex-

ex

.

To enable the Secretary

of Agriculture
•To enable the Secretary of
Agriculture to
to carry
carry into effect the
provisions of the United States
provisions
States Warehouse
Warehouse Act,
Act, including
including the
the paypayment of such rent outside of
the District
District of
of Columbia
of the
Columbia and
and the
the ememployment
ployment of such persons
persons and means
Secretary of
means as
as the
the Secretary
of Agriculture
Agriculture
may deem necessary, in the city of
of.*Washington
Washington and
elsewhere,
and elsewhere,
$186,500.
$186,500.
ENFORCEMENT
THE STANDARD
ENFORCEMENT OF 1.13/6
STANDARD CONTAINER
ACT.
CONTAINER ACT.

To enable
the Secretary
Secretary of
Act
To
enable the
of Agriculture
Agriculture to carry into effect
effect the Act
entitled "
"An
entitled
An Act
Act to
to fix
fix standards
standards for
for Climax baskets
baskets for grapes and
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other fruits and vegetables, and to fix
standards for baskets and
fix standards
and
containers for
for
other containers
for small
small fruits,
fruits, berries, and vegetables,
vegetables, and for
other purposes,"
purposes," approved August 31,
31, 1916, including the employment of such persons and means as the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture may
may
deem
elsewhere, $5,000.
deem necessary
necessary in
in the
the city of
of Washington
Washington and elsewhere,
WORK.
COMPLETION
COMPLETION OF
OF WOOL
WOOL WORK.

Wool
clip of
of 1918.
1918.
Wool clip

Completing
distrienable the Bureau of Agricultural
To enable
Agricultural Economics to complete the bution
bCmpletiney
discolof moneys
work of the Domestic Wool Section of the War Industries Board and lected
among owners.
owners.
lected among
to enforce
enforce Government
regulations for
Government regulations
for handling
handling the
the wool
wool clip of
of
to
1918 as
as established by
by the Wool
Wool Division
Division of said
said board, pursuant
pursuant to
the
December 31,
transferring such
the Executive
Executive order
order dated
dated December
31, 1918,
1918, transferring
work to the said bureau, $11,290, and to continue, as far as practicable;
1918
distribution among the growers of the
the wool clip
clip of 1918
ticable, the
the distribution
of all sums heretofore
haretofore or hereafter
hereafter collected or recovered
recovered with or
without
suit by
by the
from all
or corporacorporawithout suit
the Government
Government from
all persons,
persons, firms,
firms, or
1918.
tions which
which handled any part
part of
of the
the wool clip of 1918.
Total,
Agricultural Economics, $4,325,864.
Total, Bureau
Bureau of Agricultural
Home Economics
Rome
Economics
Econ om
Bureau.
ic
Bu

BUREAU OF
OF HOME
HOME ECONOMICS.
ECONOMICS.
BUREAU
SAI.ARTER.
SALARIES.

Chief, and MSc° per-

For chief
chief of
of bureau
bureau and
other personal
the District
of sone
sonnel.
in the
District of
and other
personal services
services in
For

ad

Columbia in accordance
accordance with the Classification
Classification Act of 1923, $27,244.

ofce per-

General expenses.
en
Gel

GENERAL EXPENSES,
BUREAU* OF
OF HOME
110XE ECONOMICS.
ECONOMICS.
EXPENSES, BUREAU
GENERAL

Utilizing farm prod-

uncin thgl
hfomepetc.
To enable
enable the
to investigate
the relative
relative ucts
the home,
etc.
To
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Agriculture
Agriculture to
investigate the

utility and
economy of
of agricultural
food, clothing,
agricultural products
products for
for food,
clothing,
utility
and economy
and other uses in the home, with special suggestions of plans and
methods
methods for the more
more effective
effective utilization of such products
products for these
inpurposes, and to disseminate
information on this subject, indisseminate useful information
cluding
employment of labor in
Washington and
the city of Washington
and
the employment
in the
cluding the
elsewhere, supplies,
supplies, and
all other
necessary expenses,
expenses, $79,780.
and all
other necessary
elsewhere,
Economics, $107,024.
Total, Bureau
Bureau of Home Economics,
ENFORCEMENT
OF THE
INSECTICIDE ACT.
ACT.
THE INSECTICIDE
ENFORCEMENT OF

Employment
of Ia.
E
m
ent of la
bo
bor.

ploy

Act.
IInsecticide
ec

te

Act

SALARIES.
SALARIEs.
Executive officer, of-

executive officer
officer and
services in
ee
c
i
l
l
i
e
v
an2M1
ceandledpeonne.
in the
the District of
of iiMn
and other personal
personal services
For executive
Columbia in accordance
accordance with the Classification
Classification Act of 1923 and perservices in
in the field, $35,840.
sonal services
GENERAL
GENERAL

EXPENSES,
INSECTICIDE
OF THE
THE INSECTICIDE
EXPENSES, ENFORCEMENT
ENFORCEMENT OF

ACT.
ACT.

General expenses.

General exenses.

Employees, supplies,
supplies,
Employees,

salaries and the employment
Washing- etc.
For salaries
employment of labor in the city of Washington and
elsewhere, furniture,
furniture, supplies, traveling
traveling expenses, rent outton
and elsewhere,
side
side of the District of Columbia, and for all necessary expenses, as

su

follows:
follows :
follows:
Preventing sale,
sale, etc.,
adulterated insectiTo
the Secretary
of Agriculture
to carry
carry into
effect the
adulteated
insecti
the of
To enable
enable the
Secretary of
Agriculture to
into effect
cides and fungicides.
provisions of the Act of April 26, 1910, entitled "An
"An Act for pre- doL^
p33d.
VoL 36, p.
331.
transportation of adulterated
venting the manufacture, sale, or transportation
adulterated or
misbranded Paris greens
greens, lead arsenates, other insecticides
insecticides, and also
fungicides and
regulating traffic
traffic therein,
and
fungicides,
and for
for regulating
therein, insecticides,
and for
for other purposes," $140,575.
$176,415.
Total, enforcement
enforcement of
of the
the Insecticide
Insecticide Act,
Act, $176,415.
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Horticultural Board.
Horticultural
Board.

SESS. I.
I. CH.
CH. 266.
266.
SEss.

1924.
1924.

FEDERAL HORTICULTURAL
FEDERAL
HORTICULTURAL BOARD.
SAT
.1* RTFS.
SALARIES.

Secretary, and office
ad fce
sanretaryl
and
field personnel.

General expenses.
expenses.
General

For secretary
secretary of
the board
board and
and other
other personal
personal services
services in
in the
the
of the
For

District of
of Columbia
accordance with
the Classification
Classification Act
Act of
of
with the
Columbia in
in accordance
District
1923 and
personal services
services in
the field,
$57,380.
field, $57,380.
and personal
in the
1923
GENERAL
EXPENSES, FEDERAL
HORTICULTURAL BOARD.
BOARD.
GENERAL EXPENSES,
FEDERAL HORTICULTURAL

For salaries and the employment
employment of labor in the city of Washington and
and elsewhere,
elsewhere, furniture, supplies, traveling
traveling expenses,
expenses, rent
rent outoutton
side of
of the
and for
all other
other necessary
exfor all
necessary exside
the District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, and
penses, as
as follows:
follows:
penses,
Enforcing
nursery
Enforcing
nursery
To enable the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture to carry into effect the
plant quarantine,
etc.
plant
quarantine, et
provisions of
of the
August 20,
20, 1912,
as amended,
amended, entitled
entitled "An
"An
Val. 37, pp. 315,
1912, as
50. provisions
the Act
Act of
of August
31. 850.
vOL3,pp.
Act
to regulate
importation of
of nursery
nursery stock
stock an
anii other
other plants
plants
regulate the
the importation
Act to
and plant
plant products;
products; to
of Agriculture
the Secretary
Secretary of
Agriculture to
to estabestaband
to enable
enable the
lish
quarantine districts for
insect
maintain quarantine
for plant diseases
diseases and
and insect
lish and
and maintain
pests;
and regulate
regulate the
movement of
plants, and
the movement
of fruits,
fruits, plants,
and
pests; to
to permit
permit and
Preventing entry of
Preventingtry
of vegetables
"; to prevent the movevegetables therefrom, and for other purposes
purpoF,es";
Mexican cotton and
Employees, supples,
supplies,
Employees,
etc.

cottonseed.
cottnseed.

Proviso. or
Pr
Receipts for cleaning,
etc., to be deposited.
deposited.

.e

Potato wart.
Potato wart.expenses,
Emergency
exterminating,
extrminatin etc.

ment
of cotton
and cotton
cotton seed
seed from
from Mexico
Mexico into
United States
States,
ment of
cotton and
into the
the United
including
the regulation
regulation of
the entry
into the
the United
United States
of
including the
of the
entry into
States of
railway
and other
freight, express,
express, baggage,
baggage, or
or
railway cars
cars and
other vehicles
vehicles, and
and freight,
other
materials from
and the
and disother materials
from Mexico,
Mexico, and
the inspection,
inspection, cleaning,
cleaning, and
disinfection
That any
any moneys
in payment
payment
infection thereof:
thereof: Provided,
Provided, That
moneys received
received in
of
fixed by
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Agriculture
Agriculture on
account of
of charges
charges fixed
on account
such
of such
cleaning
plants constructed
therefor out
cleaning and disinfection at
at plants
constructed therefor
out of
of any
any
appropriation made
of the
the pink
of cotton
cotton shall
shall
made on
on account
account of
pink bollworm
bollworm of
appropriation
be
covered into
miscellaneous receipts,
$324,426;
be covered
into the
the Treasury
Treasury as
as miscellaneous
receipts, $324,426;
To enable
Secretary of
to meet
meet the
the emergency
emergency
of Agriculture
Agriculture to
the Secretary
enable the
To
caused
by the
of the
wart in
eastern PennsylPennsylcaused by
the establishment
establishment of
the potato
potato wart
in eastern
vania, and
and to
to provide
means for
extermination of
of this
vania,
provide means
for the
the extermination
this disease
disease
in Pennsylvama,
in the
the United
cooperation
in
Pennsylvania, or
or elsewhere
elsewhere in
United States,
States, in
in cooperation
concerned, including
including rent
outside the
the Diswith the
the State
State or States
States concerned,
rent outside
District of
Columbia employment
labor in
the city
city of
of Washington
trict
of Columbia,
employment of
of labor
in the
Washington or
or
elsewhere, and
and a
ll other
necessary expenses,
expenses, $5,110;
$5,110;
elsewhere,
all
other necessary
In all,
all, general
general expenses,
$329,536.
In
expenses, $329,536.
Total, Federal
Board, $386,916.
$386,916.
Total,
Federal Horticultural
Horticultural Board,

Interchange of approapproInterchange
Priations.
priations.

INTERCHANGE
INTERCHANGE OF APPROPRIATIONS.
APPROPRIATIONS.

Allowed of misoelmiscelhmeous expenses
expanses of
laneous
bureaus.
etc.
bureaus etc.

Not to exceed
Not
foregoing amounts
the mismisexceed 10
10 per centum of
of the
the foregoing
amounts for
for the
expenses of the work of any bureau, division, or office
cellaneous expenses
herein
available interchangeably
for expendiherein provided
provided for
for shall be available
interchangeably for
expenditures
within the
the general
general expenses
expenses of
of such
such
tures on
on the
the objects
objects included
included within
bureau,
division, or
office, but
but no
than 10
10 per
per centum
centum shall
shall be
bureau, division,
or office,
no more
more than
be
added to
to any one
one item of
appropriation except
cases of
of extraordiof appropriation
except in
in cases
extraordinary
emergency, and
only upon
the SecreSecrenary emergency,
and then
then only
upon the
the written
written order
order of
of the
tary
tary of Agriculture.
Agriculture.

Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneous.
Reclamation
Reclamation

ects.
ects.

MISCELLANEOUS
MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS.
ITEMS.
proj-

Demonstrations,
Demonstr ations,

etc., to aid agricultural
etc.,
agricultural
development of.
development

DEMONSTRATIONS
RECLAMATION PROJECTS.
DEMONSTRATIONS ON
ON RECLAMATION
PROJECTS.

Agriculture to encourage and
To enable the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture
and aid
aid in
in
agricultural development
development of
Goverment reclamation
reclamation projects;
the agricultural
of the
the Goverment
projects;
to assist, through demonstrations,
demonstrations, advice,
advice, and
and in other ways,
ways, settlers
employment of
persons and
and means
means
on the
the projects;
projects; and
and for the
the employment
of persons
necessary in
in the
the city
city of
of Washington
elsewhere, $36,460.
$36,460.
necessary
Washington and
and elsewhere,
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COOPERATIVE FIRE
FIRE PROTECTION
OF FORESTED
FORESTED WATERSHEDS
WATERSHEDS OF
OF NAVIGABLE
COOPERATIVE
PROTECTION OF
NAVIGABLE
STREAMS.
STREAMS.

Conservation
of naviConservationofnavigablestreams.
gable streams.

Cooperation
with
For cooperation
cooperation with
with any
any hate
in the
the protecFor
State or
or group
group of
of States
States in
protec- States
stCoperati
pron
for lire protection from
of the
the forested
forested watersheds
watersheds of
streams under
under tion
tion
from fire
fire of
of navigable
navigable streams
tio of watersheds.
watersheds.
p.
6 9961.
the
of section
the Act
of March
1911, entitled
the provisions
provisions of
section 2
2 of
of the
Act of
March 1,
1, 1911,
entitled Vol.
Post,36,
Post,
p.653.
3.
"An Act
Act to
to enable
enable any
any State
State to
to cooperate
cooperate with
with any
any other
other State
State or
or
States, or
with the
United States,
the protection
protection of
of the
waterStates,
or with
the United
States, for
for the
the watersheds
of navigable
streams, and
commission for
sheds of
navigable streams,
and to
to appoint
appoint a
a commission
for the
the
acquisition of lands
lands for
for the
the purpose
purpose of
of conserving
conserving the
the navigability
navigability
of
rivers," $400,380.
of navigable
navigable rivers,"
$400,380.

ACQUISITION
ADDITIONAL FOREST
FOREST LANDS.
LANDS.
ACQUISITION OF
OF ADDITIONAL

Additional
Additional
lands.

forest
forest

Acquiring, under

For the
the acquisition
of additional
additional lands at
at headwaters
navigable Conservation
coAqutriOn 96gAct.
cn der
For
acquisition of
headwaters of navigable
36,
p.
961.
.
.
Vol
,
streams, to be expended under the provisions
provisions of the Act of March
March Vol.
Post, p. 6M.
1, 1911
at Large,
Large, page
961), as
amended,
1,
1911 (Thirty-sixth
(Thirty-sixth Statutes
Statutes at
page 961),
as amended,
$800,000.
$800,000.
Cane sugar and cot-

EXPERIMENTS AND
DEMONSTRATIONS IN
IN THE
EXPERIMENTS
AND DEMONSTRATIONS
IN LIVESTOCK
LIVESTOCK PRODUCTION
PRODUCTION IN
THE toCnetS.tsa
ton districts. and cot
CANE-SUGAR AND
AND COTTON
COTTON DISTRICTS
DISTRICTS OF
OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES.
STATES.
CANE-SUGAR

To enable
enable the
Cooperative elxer
experiSecretary of
of Agriculture,
cooperation with
To
the Secretary
Agriculture, in
in cooperation
with the
the meCoopertci
ments,
in livestock
merts, etc.,
etc., in
livestock
production
in.
authorities of
of the
concerned, or
or with
with individuals,
individuals, to
to make
such production in.
authorities
the States
States concerned,
make such
investigations
and demonstrations
demonstrations as
be necessary
necessary in
in connecinvestigations and
as may
may be
connection
with the
production in
in the
tion with
the development
development of
of livestock
livestock production
the cane-sugar
cane-sugar
and cotton districts of the United States, $43,970.
FIELD
WOODWARD, OKLAHOMA.
OKLAHOMA.
FIELD STATION,
STATION, WOODWARD,

Woodward, Okla.

Woodward, Oka.

Livestock departthe Woodward,
Woodward, OklaFor the maintenance
maintenance in connection
connection with the
Okla- ment
meLniestoae
ds at.
in field station
Maintenance,
etc.
homa, Field
Field Station
of a
department, through
which exex- Maintenae,
through which
etc
homa,
Station of
a livestock
livestock department,
Post, p.1326.
periments
and
demonstrations
in
livestock
bIeeding,
growing,
and
periments and demonstrations in livestock breeding, growing, and P
16.
feeding,
including both
dairy animals,
be made,
made,
feeding, including
both beef
beef and
and dairy
animals, may
may be
$12,000.
$12,000.

EXPERIMENTS
AND LIVESTOCK
LIVESTOCK PRODUCTION
IN SEMIARID
EXPERIMENTS IN
IN DAIRYING
DAIRYING AND
PRODUCTION IN
SEMIARID AND
AND
IRRIGATED DISTRICTS
THE WESTERN
UNITED STATES.
STATES.
WESTERN UNITED
IRRIGATED
DISTRICTS OF
OF THE

Western
lands.
lands.

irrigated
Irrigated

meat
To enable the Secretary of Agriculture
investigations pproductionand
add
mat
Agriculture to conduct
conduct investigations
experiments
in.
and experiments
experiments in
of meatsin.
and
in problems
problems connected
connected with
with the
the establishment
establishment of
disk
p p. 243.
dairying and
and meat-production
meat-production enterprises
on the
the semiarid
irri- A'.
. '
enterprises on
semiarid and
and irridairying
gated lands
lands of
of the
the western
western United
United States,
States, including
including the
the purchase
purchase
gated
necessary persons
persons and
and means
of livestock
livestock and
means
and the
the employment
employment of
of necessary
of
in the
the city
and elsewhere,
elsewhere, $38,230.
$38,230.
in
city of
of Washington
Washington and

PASSENGER-CARRYING
VEHICLES.
PASSENGER-CARRYING VEHICLES.
That
$130,000 of
appropriations herein
herein
That not
not to
to exceed
exceed $130,000
of the
the lump-sum
lump-sum appropriations
made
the Department
Department of
of Agriculture
Agriculture shall
shall be
be available
available for
for the
the
made for
for the
purchase, maintenance,
repair, and
and operation
operation of
of motor-propelled
motor-propelled and
and
purchase,
maintenance, repair,
horse-drawn
passenger-carrying vehicles
vehicles necessary
necessary in
conduct of
of
horse-drawn passenger-carrying
in the
the conduct
outside the
the District
District
the
field work
of the
of Agriculture
Agriculture outside
the field
work of
the Department
Department of
of Columbia:
not to
to exceed
of
Columbia: Provided,
Provided, That
That not
exceed $35,000
$35,000 of
of this
this amount
amount
shall be expended
the purchase
purchase of
of such vehicles, and that such
shall
expended for the
vehicles
shall be
for official
outside the
used only
only for
official service
service outside
the District
District
vehicles shall
be used
of
Columbia, but
shall not
prevent the
for oficial
official
the continued
continued use
use for
of Columbia.
but this
this shall
not prevent
service of
of motor trucks
trucks in the District
District of Columbia: Provided
service
further That
That the
the Secretary
Agriculture is
is authorized
authorized to purchase,
purchase,
further,
Secretary of Agriculture
for carrying
carrying out
out the
the provisions
of the
the
from the
the funds
funds provided
provided for
provisions of
from
Federal
of November
November 9,
9, 1921
(Forty-second Statutes
Statutes
Federal Highway
Highway Act
Act of
1921 (Forty-second

Passenger vehicles.
vehicles.
Passenger
Allowance for,
for,in In
Allowance
lump-sum appropris
tions.

I
tions

.mnoS
apppr-

Provisos.
P
Purchase
limited.

and

and

is*
nee

limited

Vehicles to replace
transfer from War Ds
e roads,
partment it,
i-Ab
etc.
Vol. 42, p. 2
212.

Vehtiles repb
Partmt ab
voL A2p.
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Vol. 40, p. 1201; Vol.
VoL
41,
42, P.
p.
530; Vol.
VoL 42,
41, p. 530;
212.

Report
tures.
tures.

expendiof expendi-

Exchanges for
for new
Exchanges
new

vehicles, boats,
boats, etc.
vehicles,

1924.
1924.

at Large,
page 212),
212), not
$25,000, motor-propelled
motor-propelled
not to
to exceed
exceed $25,000,
at
Large, page
passenger
carrying vehicles
vehicles to replace
transferred
replace such
such vehicles transferred
passenger carrying
under authority
authority of
28, 1919 (Fortieth
(Fortieth Statutes
Acts of February
February 28,
of the Acts
under
at Large,
March 15,
1920 j(Forty-first
Statutes at
at Large,
fForty-first Statutes
15, 1920
page 1201),
1201), March
at
Large, page
November 9,
(Forty-second Statutes at Large,
Large,
9, 1921
1921 (Forty-second
and November
page 530), and.
page
212), from
Department and retained and used
used
War Department
from the War
age 212),
by
the Secretary
Secretary of
construction and maintenance
in the construction
of Agriculture
Agriculture in
y the
of
or other
other roads
roads constructed
constructed under
under his
his direct
direct
roads or
forest roads
of national
national forest
supervision which are
furProvided furunserviceable: Provided
or may
may become
become unserviceable:
are or
supervision
ther,
That the
the Secretary of Agriculture
of
Agriculture shall, on the first day of
ther, That
each regular
regular session
report to
to Congress
Congress showing
showing
Congress, make
make aareport
session of
of Congress,
each
the
under the
during
this paragraph
paragraph during
the provisions
provisions of this
expended under
the amount
amount expended
the
preceding fiscal
year: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
Secretary
That the Secretary
fiscal year:
the preceding
of
may exchange
and horse-drawn
horse-drawn
motor-propelled and
exchange motor-propelled
of Agriculture
Agriculture may
accessories, tires, or equipment thereof,
vehicles, and
and boats, and parts, accessories,
in
payment for
accesor in part
part payment
for vehicles,
vehicles, or boats, or parts, accesin whole or
vehicles, or boats, purchased
purchased
sories, tires, or equipment of such vehicles,
by him.

Contagions
diseases ERADICATION
ERADICATION OF FOOT-AND-MOUTH
FOOT-AND-MOUTH AND
AND OTHER CONTAGIOUS
CONTAGIOUS DISEASES
DISEASES OF
OF
Ctao.
diseses
at animals.
•
ANIMALS.
ANIMALS.
Emergency anoronriation
for eriad
wa •
g.
ati

In case
an emergency
out of
of the
existence of foot-andfoot-andIn
case of
of an
emergency arising
arising out
the existence

contagious pleuropneumonia,
pleuropneumonia, or other conmouth disease,
disease, rinderpest,
rinderpest, contagious

tagious
disease of
animalswhich,
which, in
in the
opinion of
of the
the
the opinion
of animals
infectious disease
tagious or
or infectious
Secretary
Agriculture, threatens
Secretary of
of Agriculture,
threatens the livestock industry of the
country,
Washington or elsewhere,
may expend
expend in
in the
the city of
of Washington
elsewhere, out
country, he may
of any money in the Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the sum of
$4,000, which sum is hereby appropriated,
appropriated, or so much thereof
thereof as he
Payment
of claims
determines to
to be
be necessary,
. the
earrest
arrest and
and eradication
eradication of
of any
any such
such
ayment of
tms determines
necessary, in
in
a
ft
r
).
disease, including
the payment
of claims
growing out
past and
and
aranimals
nim destr°Sed*
destrod disease,
including the
payment of
claims growing
out of
of past
future purchases and destruction,
destruction, in cooperation
cooperation with the States, of
contaminated by or
animals affected
affected by or exposed to, or of materials contaminated
exposed to, any such disease,
and irrespective of
exposed
disease, wherever
wherever found and
ownership, under
under like or substantially
circumstances, when
when
ownership,
substantially similar circumstances,
such owner has complied
complied with all lawful quarantine
quarantine regulations:
regulations:
P a
Provisos.
Provided,
the payment
payment for
for animals
hereafter purchased
may
' *j.
rovided, That
That the
animals hereafter
purchased may
inupvr
ag
g men tof P
breeding
Pivr'ot"
O' be made on appraisement
appraisement based on the meat, dairy, or breeding
breeding value no apvalue, but in case of appraisement
appraisement based on breeding
appraisement of any animal
animal shall exceed
exceed three times its meat or dairy
praisement
case of an
extraordinary emergency
emergency to be detervalue, and except in case
an extraordinary
mined by the Secretary
Secretary of Apiculture,
Agriculture, the payment
payment by the United
United
Government for any
any animal
animal shall not
not exceed
one-half of
of any
any
States Government
exceed one-half
such appraisements.
Ante, p.
111.
p. 1l.
Ae,

Pink
ootton.
cotton.

bolIworm
bollworm

of

Emergency
appropriation for eradicating.

ERADICATION
ERADICATION OF

iurnE BOLLWORM.
PINK
BOLLWORM.

To
enable the
Secretary of
of Agriculture
Agriculture to
to meet
the emergency
To enable
the Secretary
meet the
emergency
caused by the existence
existence o
of the
bollworm of
cotton in
in Mexico,
Mexico,
the pink
pink bollworm
of cotton
and to prevent the
establishment
of
such
insect
in
the
United
States
tates
t
g
h
e
rUennt
i
the
ted
all means
of
by the
the employment
employment of
of all
inct
luic
n
Ii
means necessary,outside
necessary, including
rent outside
of
the
the employment
employment of
means
the District of Columbia
Columbia and
and the
of persons
persons and
and means
in the
city of
of Washington
elsewhere, $381,910,
follows:
in
the city
Washington and
and elsewhere,
$381,910, as
as follows:
Cooperation
with
anT
do
t43
m
ak
p esurveys
sut
rveys to
d
betermin
ene
tt
o
h
feactual
act
chual distribution
distribution of
of the
the pink
a .
MDco
To
make
to adetermine
the
pink
Mexico in estern
exterminating,
etc.
ingetc.
bollworm
Mexico and to exterminate
bollworm in Mexico
exterminate local infestations
infestations in Mexico
Mexico
the United
in cooperation
with the Mexinear the border
border of the
United States,
States, in
cooperation with
can Government
government or
authorities, $8,860;
$8,860;
can
or local
local Mexican
Mexican authorities,
fnvestigating
nvestigating for
or concn- To investigate
investigate in Mexico or elsewhere
elsewhere the pink bollworm
bollworm as aabasis
basis
trol.
for
$5,000;
measures, $5,000;
for control
control measures,
Surveys, inspection,
To conduct
surveys and
and inspections
in Texas
Texas or
or in
in any
any other
other State
State
tnte
To
conduct surveys
inspections in
etc.,
In United States.
to detect any infestation
infestation and to conduct such control measures,
measures, in-
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eluding
establishment of cotton-free
cotton-free areas, in cooperation with
eluding the
the establishment
the
or other
other States concerned,
concerned, as may be necessary
necessary to
the State
State of
of Texas
Texas or
stamp
out such
such infestation,
infestation, to establish in cooperation with the States
stamp out
concerned
free from cotton
cotton culture on or near the
concerned aa zone or zones free
witeh
border of any State
State or States adjacent to Mexico, and to cooperate
cooperate Meperathon
mce°9Peranuttriaewsitohr
Mexican
authorities
for
with
Mexican authorities,
authorities, or extermination.
extermination.
or local Mexican
Government or
Mexican Government
with the
the Mexican
Mexico such measures for the extermiby undertaking
undertaking in Mexico
otherwise, by
nation of
determined to be
nation
of the
the pink bollworm of cotton as shall be determined
n
practicable from surveys showing
showing its distribution, $368,050, of which N
practicable
Nonprod
$200,000 may be available for reimbursement
reimbursement to barsement.
b
ursement.uction reimnot to exceed
exceed $200,000
sum not
cotton-growing States, for expenses
connection
expenses incurred by them in connection
cotton-growing
with
certain zones
nonproduction of cotton in certain
to enforced
enforced nonproduction
losses due to
with losses
in the
the manner
manner and
and upon
upon the
conditions set
set forth
Senate
in Senate
forth in
terms and
and conditions
the terms
in
Joint Resolution
Resolution Numbered
Numbered 72,
72, approved
9, 1921:
1921: Provided,
P.
158.
P-168
Vol. 42,p2
Provided, Vol.
August 9,
approved August
Joint
TOP
cr
foyrcrops,
That no
no part
part of
of the
money herein
herein appropriated
appropriated shall
shall be
be used
to pay
etcno
pay 43tr:del:F047.
used to
the money
That
the
cost
or
value
of
crops
or
other
property
injured
or
destroyed.
the cost or value of crops or other property injured or destroyed.
Parlatoria
date scale.
scale.
Parlatoria date

ERADICATION OF THE PARLATORIA
DATE SCALE.
SCALE.
PARLATORIA DATE
ERADICATION

To
enable the
Secretary of
emergency
the emergency
to meet the
of Agriculture
Agriculture to
the Secretary
To enable
caused
the existence
existence of
of the
Parlatoria date scale in
California,
in California,
the Parlatoria
by the
caused by
Arizona,
or any
any other
for the
the extermiprovide means for
and to
to provide
other State,
State, and
Arizona, or
elsewhere in the
nation
this insect
insect in California,
California, Arizona, or elsewhere
nation of
of this
United States,
concerned, $19,440.
the States concerned,
cooperation with the
in cooperation
United
States, in

Emergency expenses
forEexterminating.
ez
niffen
ing tingP.eEses
for

MILEAGE
RATES FOR
MOTOR VEHICLES.
FOR MOTOR
MILEAGE RATES

Whenever,
SecreJune 30, 1925, the Secreyear ending
ending June
fiscal year
Whenever, during
during the fiscal
tarp
that the expenses
expenses of travel, includof Agriculture
Agriculture shall find that
tary of
ing
at official
official stations, can be reduced
thereby, he may, in
reduced thereby,
ing travel
travel at
lieu
actual operating
operating expenses,
regulations as he may
under such regulations
expenses, under
lieu of
of actual
prescribe, authorize
cents per mile for
not to exceed
exceed 33cents
of not
the payment
payment of
authorize the
prescribe,
motor
cycle or
for necesautomobile, used for
for an
an automobile,
or 77 cents per mile for
motor cycle
sary
official business.
on official
sary travel
travel on
CENTER
COLUMBIA.
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.
MARKET, DISTRICT
CENTER MARKET,

Travel

expenses.
expenses.

ree
.moatorvaecef

m

f°4

by
by

Center
Market,D.C.
Center Mtarket,D.C.

Operation and
and Management:
enable the
of Agriculage
(
tr'n an
n.dd .
Agricul- agoment
Secretary of
To enable
the Secretary
Management: To
Operation
ture,
in carrying
carrying out the provisions of the
41, p. 141.
1441.
the Act
Act of March 4, 1921 Vol. 41p.
ture, in
(Forty-first Statutes
Large, page
electricity,
page 1441),
1441), to pay for ice, electricity,
at Large,
Statutes at
(Forty-first
printing, telegrams,
telegrams, telephones, labor,
stationery, printing,
gas, fuel, travel, stationery,
equipment, miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses,
expenses, necessary rematerials, equipment,
supplies, materials,
pairs and
reimbursed by any person for whose
and alterations,
alterations, to be reimbursed
pairs
account any such expenditure
expenditure may be made: Provided,
Provided, That the Cl6hors
h
Tse'
s for with.
Secretary
of Agriculture
supplies and
and equi?nt
.mard a
ttoir
a
ttdt
s
p.
ply
Supply
equip- oSeard
may purchase
purchase necessary
necessary supplies
Secretary of
Agriculture may
ment for use at Center Market, without regard to awards made byy
the
General Supply
Supply Committee; to continue the employment
employment of the
the
necessary persons under the conditions in existence
existence at the time of the
taking over of the property by the Secretary of Agriculture, with
such
as he
he may
find necessary;
necessary; to
for char
ges, etc
charges.etc.
for Fund
Fund for
fund for
provide aafund
to provide
may find
thereof as
changes thereof
such changes
drayage, and other charges
charges and
payment of freight, express, drayage,
the payment
claims against the commodities
commodities accepted for storage, and to require
reimbursement thereof
thereof with interest at the rate of 66per cent
am per
centum
reimbursement
Agriculture may preSecretary of Agriculture
annum under such rules as the Secretary
commodities
otherwise dispose of such commodities
scribe, and to remove, sell, or otherwise
payment when such reimbursement
reimbursement is not
held as security
security for such payment
reimbursement of such payments and all receipts
made when due, all reimbursement
from
commodities to be credited to such fund and
disposition of commodities
from such
such disposition
reexpendable therefrom; and to use such other means as the
to be reexpendable
occufind necesary
necessary for the proper
proper occuSecretary of Agriculture may fmd
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for
or

1924.
1924.

pancy
the Government
Government and
tenants of
of said
its tenants
said property,
property,
pancy and
and use
use by
by the
and its

t age $178,900: P,, That
more than
than $500 may be used for the
That not
not more
$178,900: Po
oswrage
payment
of claims
damage to
to goods
storin storgoods while
while in
of or
or damage
the loss
loss of
claims for
for the
payment of
age in
in Center
Market that
accrued or
at any
any time
time
accrue at
or may
may accrue
have accrued
that have
Center Market
age
during the
the operation
Secretary of
of Agriculture
acin acAgriculture in
the Secretary
thereof by
by the
operation thereof
during
cordance with
such regulations
regulations as
as he
he may
may prescribe
prescribe
with such
cordance
ENFORCEMENT
PACKERS AND
ACT.
ENF'ORCEMENT OF
OF PACKERS
AND STOCKYARDS
STOCKYARDS ACT.

Packers
Packers and Stockyards Act.
Enforcement

pEnrcment

exex-

Vol.
42, p.
p.1.159.
Vol.42,
Proviso.
Proviso.
Levy
of
additional
Levy of additional
amount from owners,
ete.
Ajge'nci
agencies, etc.

carry into effect the
To enable
Agriculture to carry
Secretary of Agriculture
To
enable the Secretary
August 15,
approved August
provisions
and Stockyards
15,
Act, approved
Stockyards Act,
Packers and
of the
the Packers
provisions of
1921
$452,540: Provided,
Provided, That the Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture may
1921,7 $452,540:
require reasonable
bonds from
market agency
dealer under
under
and dealer
agency and
every market
from every
reasonable bonds
require
such rules
he may
may prescribe,
to secure the perprescribe, to
as he
regulations as
rules and
and regulations
such
formance of
of their
their obligations,
whenever, after
due notice
notice and
after due
and whenever,
obligations, and
formance
hearing the
Secretary finds
finds any
any registrant
is insolvent
or has
has viovioinsolvent or
registrant is
hearing
the Secretary
lated
said Act,
an order
order suspending
suspending
may issue an
of said
Act, he may
any provision
provision of
lated any
such
registrant for
for a
reasonable specified
period. Such
of
order of
Such order
specified period.
a reasonable
such registrant
suspension shall
shall take
take effect within not
than five days,
days, unless
not less than
suspension
aside by
by the
the Secretary
suspended
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture
or set
set aside
suspended or
or modified or
court of competent jurisdiction.
or aacourt

Grain Futures
Act.
Grain
Fntures Act.

ENFORCEMENT
THE GRAIN
GRAIN FUTURES
ACT.
FUTURES ACT.
ENFORCEMENT OF
OF THE

Enforcement exEnforcement
exTo
To enable
enable the
the Secretary
of Agriculture
to carry
effect the
Secretary of
Agriculture to
carry into
into effect
the
penses.
provisions
of the
Futures Act,
Act, approved
approved September
21. 1922,
1922,
September 21,
the Grain
Grain Futures
provisions of
p 998.
P'L42
99.
Vol. 42, p.
$104,460.
$104,460.
COLLECTION OF
8EED-GAIN LOANS.
Seed.grain
loans.
Seedgrain loa.
cou.acTiox
cr SEED-GRAIN
LOANS.
Collection
from
deton0of, froms
farmers.

ars.
Vol.
p. 1347;
1347;
41, p.
oL 41,

42,p. 467.

To enable
enable the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture to collect
collect moneys due
due the

United States on account of loans made to farmers under the seedVol. grain loan provisions of the Act of March 3, 1921, and the Seed
VoL
in loan provisions of the Act of March 3, 1921, and the Seed

p

Federal
Highway
Federal Highway
Act.
Act.
Roads and trails in
nadsOndtran
national
forests.
Vol. 42, pp. 218,
60.
218, 860.

`rain
Loan Act
of March
20, 1922,
including the
the employment
of such
such
employment of
1922, including
rain Loan
Act of
March 20,

persons and
and means
means in
in the
the city
and elsewhere
as may
may
persons
city of
of Washington
Washington and
elsewhere as
be
$19,315.
be necessary,
necessary, $19,315.
SPECIAL rTEM.
SPECIAL
ITEMS.

the provisions
out the
carrying out
Forest
and trails:
trails: For
provisions of secFor carrying
roads and
Forest roads
tion
23 of
of the
Federal Highway
Act approved
approved November
tion 23
the Federal
Highway Act
November 9,
9, 1921,
1921,
$6,000,000, to
to be
be available
until expended,
expended, being
being the
of the
$6,000,000,
available until
the remainder
remainder of
the
sum of $6,500,000
$6,500,000 authorized
authorized to be appropriated
year
appropriated for the fiscal
fiscal year
ending June
June 30, 1924,
1924, and part of the sum
sum authorized
authorized to
to be
be approappropriated
the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
ending June
June 30,
30, 1925,
1925, by
by paragragh
of
priated for
for the
paragragh 22 of
4 of the Act making appropriations for the Post Office
section 4
Office DeProvisos.
PrIim.
Provided,
partment for the fiscal year 1923, approved
approved June 19, 1922: Provided,
Apportionment.
pportionmen.
authorized, immediately
That the Secretary of Agriculture is hereby authorized,
this Act, also
upon the approval of this
apportion and
among
also to
to apportion
and prorate
prorate among
23
the several States, Alaska,
Alaska, and Porto Rico, as provided
provided in section
section 23
of said
Highway Act,
Act, the
sum of
of $4,000,000,
constituting the
the
of
said Federal
Federal Highway
the sum
$4,000,000, constituting
remainder
remainder of the
authorized to be appropriated
appropriated for
the sum
sum authorized
for th
thee fiscal
fiscal
Approval of project,
year ending
ending June
June 30,
30, 1925:
ided further,
Secretary of
1925: Prow
Provided
further, That
That the
the Secretary
of
etc.,
Secrety year
etc., by Secretary
deemed aFederalobliaFederal obli- Agriculture
deemed
may incur obligations, approve projects, or enter into
Agriculture
gation.
ion.
contracts
apportionment and prorating of this authorizacontracts under
under his apportionment
authorization, and his action in so doing shall be deemed a
a contractual
contractual obobligation
Government for
the payment
payment of
of the
ligation of
of the
the Federal
Federal Government
for the
the cost
cost
Payment of incurred
thereof:
Provided further,
further, That
That the
appropriations heretofore,
heretofore,
thereof: Provided
the appropriations
obligationcurre
obligations.
herein,
made for
of carrying
the proproherein, and
and hereafter
hereafter made
for the
the purpose
purpose of
carrying out
out
the
Vol. 39, p. 358; Vol.
Act of July 11,
of the
of section
section 8
visions of
Vol visions
8 of
the Act
11, 1916, and of section 23
23
3918,
4Vol.
42,
pp. p.8;
218,
660.
of the Federal
Federal Highway
November 9,
1921, and
amendaHighway Act of
of November
9 1921.
and Acts
Acts amendatory thereof and supplemental
supplemental thereto, shall be considered
considered available
Ro
vol. 42 pp.
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for the
hereunder in
obligations created hereunder
the obligations
of discharging
discharging the
purpose of
the purpose
for

Total limit to aState

orTerritoary.
expendi- or
any
That the
total expendithe total
further, That
Territory.
Provided further,
Territory: Provided
or Territory:
State or
any State
tures on
on account
account of
of any
any State
exceed
shall at no time exceed
Territory shall
or Territory
State or
tures
its authorized
authorized apportionment.
apportionment.
its
Rural post roads.
Cooperative Construction
of the
Federal Aid
System: Cooperating
cooperatinogwith
Highway System:
Aid Highway
the Federal
Construction of
Cooperative
with
States
in
in constructing.
constructing.
For
provisions of the Act entitled "An Act to pro- states
the provisions
out the
carrying out
For carrying
Vol. 39, p. 355.
vide
United States
shall aid
the construction
construction Vol.39 p.355
in the
States in
the States
aid the
States shall
the United
that the
vide that
of rural
post roads,
roads, and
for other
purposes," approved
11,
July 11,
approved July
other purposes,"
and for
rural post
of
40, pp. 1201.
01
Vol 40, -12 thereto, Vol.
1916, and
and all
amendatory thereof
supplementary thereto,
and supplementary
thereof and
Acts amendatory
all Acts
1916,
to be
accordance with
with the
of said
said Act as
provisions of
the provisions
in accordance
expended in
to
be expended
amended, $13,000,000,
be available
available until
until expended,
expended, being
part of
being part
to be
$13,000,000, to
amended,
the sum
sum of
of $75,000,000
$75,000,000 authorized
to be
be appropriated
for the
fiscal Vol.
p. 660.
ol. 42,
42 p.
the fiscal
appropriated for
authorized to
the
year
30, 1925,
1925, by
section 4
4 of
Act
the Act
of the
of section
1 of
paragraph 1
by paragraph
June 30,
ending June
year ending
making
Department for
fiscal P7'014.10.1.
Pr
for the
the fiscal
Post Office
Office Department
for the
the Post
appropriations for
making appropriations
Immediate apyear
approved June
19, 1922:
Provided, That
That the
Secretary Immediate
the Secretary
1922: Provided,
June 19,
1923, approved
year 1923,
portionment to be
rte'i"nment to be
of
authorized, immediately
immediately upon
upon the passage
passage made.
hereby authorized,
is hereby
Agriculture is
of Aviculture
of
this
Act,
to
apportion
among
the
several
States,
as
provided
in
provided
as
States,
several
the
among
apportion
to
Act,
of this
section 21
of the
the Federal
Federal Highway
Act, approved
approved November
November 9,
1921,
9, 1921,
Highway Act,
21 of
section
for
the
sum
of
$75,000,000
authorized
to
be
appropriated
the
fiscal
appropriated
be
to
authorized
$75,000,000
the sum of
year ending
June 30,
by said
section 4
4 of
of the
the Approval
Approval of
of section
paragraph 11 of
said paragraph
30, 1925,
1925, by
ending June
year
of project
project
Secretary deemed
deemed
by Secretary
Act approved
approved June
19, 1922:
1922: Provided
That the
the Secretary
Secretary by
further, That
Provided further,
June 19,
Act
a Federal obligation.
of Agriculture
shall act
upon projects
submitted to
under his
his a Federal obligation.
him under
to him
projects submitted
act upon
Agriculture shall
of
apportionment
this authorization,
and his
his approval
approval of any such
authorization, and
of this
apportionment of
project
shall be
be deemed
deemed a
contractual obligation
obligation
a contractual
years shall
three years
within three
project within
of
the Federal
for the
the payment
payment of
its proportional
conproportional conof its
Government for
Federal Government
of the
tribution
thereto.
thereto.
tribution
Total,
of Agriculture,
$58,575,274.
Agriculture, $58,575,274.
Department of
Total, Department
Approved, June 5, 1924.
Approved,

of the Interior to
Secretary of
the Secretary
CHAP.
Resolution Directing
Directing the
267.-Joint Resolution
CHAP. 267.—Joint
withhold his
his approval
the adjustment
adjustment of
of the
Pacific land grants,
Northern Pacific
the Northern
of the
approval of
withhold
and
for other
other purposes.
and for

Resolved
the Senate
Senate and
United
the United
Representativesof the
House of Representatives
and House
by the
Resolved by

States. of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary of the
America in
States
his apMarch 4,
to withhold
withhold until March
Interior is hereby directed
directed to
4, 1926,
1926, his
ap-

June 5,
5, 1924.
1924.
June
RI. J. Ras. 237.]
H. J.Res. 237.]
[Pub. Res., No.24.1

[Pub.Re., No.2.]

Northern Pacific

Pa
land
land grants.
Approval of
adjustof adjust
Approval

ment of
of, by Secretary
Secretary

of
be
to be
iterior, to
of the
the Interior,
Northern Pacific land grants under withheld,
proval of
adjustment of the Northern
the adjustment
of the
proval
etc.. until
til
u
l,
antchd
1870,
31,
of
May
March 4, 1926.
the
resolution
2, 1864,
1864, and the joint resolution
of July 2,
Act of
the Act
Vol. 13, p. MIS; Vol.
.
s p.'s
and
withhold the issuance of any further 16, p. 378.
is also hereby directed to withhold
he is
and he
resopatents
said i
resopatents and muniments of title under the said Act and the said
supplemental thereto or conlution or any legislative
legislative enactments
enactments supplemental
lution
nected therewith,
therewith, until
Congress shall have made aafull and comuntil after Congress
nected
plete inquiry
into the said land
supplemental
land grants and the Acts supplemental
inquiry into
plete
considering legislation
legislation to meet the respecfor the purpose of considering
thereto for
tive rights
rights of
the Northern
rthern Pacific
Company and its sucRailroad Company
Pacific Railroad
of the
tive
Provisos.

pubic land
this Rer
That this
cessors and
and the
in the
the premises:
Provided, That
Regular public
land
premises: Provided,
States in
United States
the United
cessors
entries not affected.
notafected.
arising under entries
Act shall
shall not
prevent the
claims arising
any claims
of any
adjudication of
the adjudication
not prevent
Act

the public
laws where
claimants are
are not seeking title through
the claimants
where the
land laws
the
public land
the grants to the Northern Pacific Railroad Company,
Company, or its successors, or any Acts
modification thereof, or supplemental
supplemental thereto:
in modification
Acts in
cessors,

t
to uness

Inhibition to end
1926, unless
proceedings pending in
courts for adjudication
by direction of Congress.

Marhbio, 4,
Provided further,
That the
the inhibition
inhibition against the approval
approval of said March
further, That
Provided

land grants and the issuance of patents and muniments of title proeed^ingspendaingon
terminate on March
further extended
thereunder
shall unless
extended terminate
March 4, by diretion of Conunless further
thereunder shall
1926,
proceedings there- g
said date said land grants and the proceedings
unless on said
1926, unless
under
direction of Congress in the
at the direction
adjudicated at
being adjudicated
are being
under are
courts, in
approval of said land grants and the iswhich event the approval
in which
courts,
suance of
muniments of title shall await the final adjudiof patents and muniments
suance
congress to
cation thereof.
thereof.
Congress
to be
be ad
adcation
vised of status of grants,
Sec. 2.
2. The
The Secretary
Secretary of the Interior is hereby directed to ad- visedofsat
SEC.
etc., by Secretary of
the Interior.
vise Congress
Congress of
status of the said Northern
Northern Pacific land grants, tInbte'lntoSr.
the status
of the
vise
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recommending
such action
as he
he believes
the
for the
and proper
proper for
right and
believes right
action as
recommending such
further adjustment
thereof.
thereof.
adjustment
further
Joint Congressional
of both Houses of Congress is
SEC. 3.
3. That
That a
joint committee
committee of
a joint
SEC.
comittee
Committee crated
created to
to
investigate
grants, hereby created to be composed
Members of the Senate to be
investigate the grants
composed of five Members
to the Company.
House
and five
thereof, and
the President
by the
appointed by
President thereof,
five Members
Members of
of the House
appointed
to the company
of
appointed by the Speaker of that body.
to be
be appointed
of Representatives
Representatives to
Any
the committee
committee shall be filled
filled in the same
on the
occurring on
Any vacancy
vacancy occurring
manner
appointment. The
The said
said committee
committee is hereby
hereby
originaT appointment.
as the
the original
manner as
empowered
to make
make a
a thorough
thorough and
and complete
complete investiinvestiand directed
directed to
empowered and
gation
of the
the land
Northern Pacific
Pacific Railroad
Railroad Company,
Company,
of the Northern
land grants
grants of
gation of
and its
its successor,
successor, the
Northern Pacific
Pacific Railway
under
Company, under
Railway Company,
the Northern
and
Vol.3 13, p. 365; Vol.
ol
the Act
(Thirteenth Statutes, page
page 365),
365), and the
July 2, 1864 (Thirteenth
Act of July
V the
13,65;
.
Vola
16,
p. 378.
joint resolution
resolution of
of May
May 31,
31, 1870
Statutes, page 378),
378),
(Sixteenth Statutes,
1870 (Sixteenth
joint
and
other Acts
supplemental thereto
thereto or connected
connected
Congress supplemental
Acts of
of Congress
any other
and any
therewith, and
and the
the law
thereto and arising
arising
law pertaining
pertaining thereto
the facts
facts and
and the
therewith,
Conclusions and recto Congress
Congress its
its conclusions
conclusions and
and recommenrecommenreport to
to report
and to
therefrom, and
scs to
os
ommendations
to be
be therefrom,
reported.
dations
thereon. Said
Said committee
subcommittee thereof
thereof
committee or
or any
any subcommittee
based thereon.
orted.
dations based
Powers
cconferred to
p
is hereby
empowered to
to sit
and act
during the
the session
of
session or recess of
sit and
act during
hereby empowered
s
to is
it
sit, ta
take testimony,
etc.
Congress
or
Congress or of either House
House thereof in the District of Columbia
Columbia or
subpena or otherwise
elsewhere in the United States;
elsewhere
States; to require
require by subpoena
otherwise
documents,
attendance of witnesses
the attendance
the
witnesses and the production
production of books, documents,
and papers;
to take
take the
the testimony
testimony of
of witnesses
witnesses under
under oath;
oath; to
to obtain
obtain
and
papers; to
documents, papers,
papers, and
other information
information from
the several
several departdepartfrom the
and other
documents,
ments of
of the
any bureau
bureau thereof;
thereof; to
to employ
employ stenogstenogor any
the Government
Government or
ments
raphers to
to take
and to
to make
make aa record
record of
all evidence
evidence taken
taken and
and
of all
raphers
take and
received
by the
the committee
and to
to keep
its proceedings;
proceedings;
keep a
a record
record of
of its
received by
committee and
to have
have such
such evidence,
other matter
matter required
required by
by the
the comcomevidence, record,
record, and
and other
to
mittee
printed and
suitably
bound;
and to
to employ
such assistance
assistance
mittee printed
n suitably
it
bound;
o and and
employ such
as may
may be
deemed necessary.
chairman of
of the
committee or
as
be deemed
necessary. The
The chairman
the committee
or any
any
Issue
of subpcenas.
lale of
Bsbpinas(. member
member thereof
witnesses. Subpoenas
Subpeenas
thereof may administer
administer oaths to witnesses.
for witnesses
witnesses shall
issued under
under the
the signature
signature of
of the
the chairman
chairman
for
shall be
be issued
Assistance of courts.
Aiste of courts. of
chairman of
subcommittee thereof.
of the committee
committee or
or the
the chairman
of any
any subcommittee
thereof. And
And
in case
case of
subpoena this
this committee
committee may
may invoke
invoke the
the
in
of disobedience
disobedience to
to a
a subpena
the United
of the
the District
District of
aid of any court
court of the
United States or
or of
of Columbia
Columbia
within the
jurisdiction of
which any
inquiry may
may be
be carried
carried on
on by
by
within
the jurisdiction
of which
any inquiry
said committee
committee in
requiring the
the attendance
attendance and
and testimony
testimony of
of witwitsaid
in requiring
nesses,
and the
the production
production of
of books,
papers, and
documents under
under
nesses, and
books, papers,
and documents
Failure to obey court
provisions of
resolution. And
And any
any such
such court
court within
within the
the
this resolution.
of this
the provisions
order,
punishable as the
orderl' punitoe
contempt of court.
jurisdiction
the inquiry
under this
this resolution
resolution is
is being
ontempt of court.
jurisdiction of
of which
which the
inquiry under
being
carried on
on may
in case
case of
of contumacy
refusal
to
obey
subpoena
carried
may in
contumac or
or refusal
esa
to obey
y aasubpoena
issuk
person under
under authority
authority of
this resolution
resolution issue
an
issued on
on any
any person
of this
issue an
order requiring
appear before
before said
said committee
committee and
order
requiring such
such person
person to
to appear
and
produce
produce books and papers,
papers, if
so ordered,
ordered, and
evidence touching
touching
if so
and give
give evidence
question, and
failure to
obey such
order of
of the
the matter
matter in
in question,
and any
any failure
to obey
such order
the
Punishment
for rere- court
thereof.
such
court
as
a
contempt
may
by
punishment
for
court
be
punished
court
a
contempt
fusing to
contmpt ilereol. Every
*
punis
fsg
to0testify,
tesify, etc.
person who,
who, having
been summoned
summoned as
as aa witness
witness by
by authority
authority of
of
person
having been
said
or any
any subcommittee
thereof, willfully
willfully makes
said committee
committee or
subcommittee thereof,
makes dedefault, or who
fault,
having appeared
refuses to
to answer
any question
question perwho having
appeared refuses
answer any
pertinent to the investigation
investigation herein
herein authorized,
authorized, shall be deemed guilty
of
misdemeanor and
and upon
upon conviction
conviction thereof
thereof be
be punished
punished by
of aa misdemeanor
by aa
imprisonment for not more than
fine of not more than $1,000 and imprisonment
one
one year.
year.
Amount for expenses
necessary, is
so much
much thereof
of $50,000,
$50,000, or
The
or so
thereof as may
may be necessary,
The sum of
a n
edbe api totoe
authdor
authorized
at
propriated.
hereby
to be
appropriated, out
out of
of any
any money
money i
n the
the
rp
Rs73,
hereby authorized
authorized to
be appropriated,
in
Post, pp.
673, 1314
1314.
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to pay the necessary
Treasury not otherwise
necessary expenses
of
said joint
sum to
be disbursed
disbursed by
by the
the secretar3r
of
of said
joint committee,
committee, the
the sum
to be
secretary of
the
vouchers to
by the
the chairman
chairman of
of the
the
the committee
committee upon
upon vouchers
to be
be approved
approved by
committee.
committee.
Approved,
Approved, June
June 5, 1924.
1924.
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CHAP. 270.-An
270.—An Act
development of the
comprehensive development
a comprehensive
for a
Providing for
Act Providing
CHAP.
park and
playground system
National Capital.
Capital.
the National
of the
system of
and playground
park

June 6,1924.
ubic. N122.]

June 6, 1924.
is. 112.]
[Public,
No. 202.]
202.]
[Public, No.

Be
it enacted
the Senate
Representatives of the
of Representatives
House of
and House
Senate and
by the
enacted by
Be it
United States
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That to
to preserve
of Columbia.
DistrictofColumbia.
preserve District
America in
States of
United
the flow
flow of
water in
in Rock
Creek, to
s
yZsiand playground
prevent pollution of Rock Creek system.
to prevent
Rock Creek,
of water
the
Capital
PNationl
and
the Potomac
preserve forests and paNrnnomainissiconapz
to preserve
Rivers, to
Anacostia Rivers,
and Anacostia
Potomac and
and the
natural scenery
scenery in
in and
about Washington,
Washington, and
and to provide for the stituted to provide for.
and about
natural
comprehensive
continuous development
development of the park,
and continuous
systematic, and
comprehensive systematic,
parkway,
and playground
of the
Capital, there
there is
National Capital,
the National
system of
playground system
parkway, and
hereby
constituted aacommission,
as the
the National
National Capital
Capital Composition.
ompon
known as
be known
to be
commission, to
hereby constituted
omption.
Park
Commission,
composed
of
the
Chief
of
Engineers
of
the
Army,
Engineers
of
Chief
the
of
composed
Park Commission,
Director
the Engineer
Columbia, the Director
of Columbia,
District of
the District
of the
Commissioner of
Engineer Commissioner
the
Service,
of
the
National
Park
Service,
the
Chief
Forest
the
the
of
Chief
the
Service,
Park
of the National
officer in
charge of
chairmen
public buildings and grounds and the chairmen
of public
in charge
officer
k

of
the Committees
Committees on
the District
of Columbia
the Senate
Senate and
ands
of the
Columbia of
District of
on the
of the
from
of Congress from
Presid- end
House
of Representatives.
At the
the close
close of
each Congress
the Presidens
Congress the
of each
Representatives. At
House of
House.
senate
ing
Officer
of
the
Senate
and
the
Speaker
of
the
House
of
RepresentaSe
nat
e
and
HouseRepresentaof
House
the
of
ing Officer of the Senate and the Speaker
Representafives
shall appoint,
appoint, respectively,
respectively, a
Senator elect
a Representaelect and a
a Senator
tives shall
tive elect
to the
Congress to serve as members of this
succeeding Congress
the succeeding
elect to
tive
dis
and disExetive and
commission until
of committees
committees of
of the succeeding Con- Executive
chairmen of
the chairmen
until the
commission
officers.
bursing officers.
gress shall
shall be
charge of
public buildings
and bursing
buildings and
of public
in charge
officer in
The officer
chosen. The
be chosen.
gress
grounds shall
be the
disbursing officer
officer of said comand disbursing
executive and
the executive
shall be
grounds
Lands inn District,
mission.
Lands
District,
irMaryland, andt
and Viris hereby authorized Maryland,
Sac
2. Said
majority thereof
thereof is
or aamajority
commission or
Said commission
SEC. 2.
ginia to be secured for
gnia to be secured for
and
to acquire
acquire such
such lands
as in
in its judgment shall be neces- system.
lands as
directed to
and directed
sary
desirable in
District of
Columbia and
adjacent areas in
and adjacent
of Columbia
the District
in the
and desirable
sary and
Maryland
and Virginia,
Virginia, within
appropriations made
the limits of the appropriations
within the
Maryland and
for
such purposes,
for suitable
development of
of the
National Capital
Capital Acquiring by ppurthe National
suitable development
purposes, for
for such
or condemnation.
chaseorondemnation.
park,
parkway,
and
playground
system.
That
said
commission
is chase
commission
said
That
system.
playground
and
park, parkway,
hereby
acquire such
purchase when they can
can
such lands by purchase
to acquire
authorized to
hereby authorized
pr
Condemnation probe
acquired
at
prices
reasonable
in
the
judgment
of
of said commission, Condemnation
judgment
the
in
be acquired at prices reasonable
in the District.
ceed ingntheDistrict.
otherwise by
proceedings to acquire ceedings
such proceedings
proceedings, such
condemnation proceedings,
by condemnation
otherwise
p.412.
the Vol.
lands
within the
District of
Columbia to
to be
be in
with the
accordance with
in accordance
of Columbia
the District
Vol. 26,
26, p. 412.
lands within
provisions of
Act of
Congress approved August 30, 1890, proof Congress
the Act
of the
provisions
viding
site for
for the
the Government
Government Printing
Printing Office
Office (United States
a site
viding a
Statutes at
volume 26,
26, chapter
837), the Chief of Engineers
chapter 837),
Large, volume
at Large,
Statutes
of the
the Army
being, for
this Act,
Act, hereby clothed with
of this
purposes of
the purposes
for the
Army being,
of
for
nt
all
the power
power vested by
1890, in the board Am
by the said Act of August 30, 1890,
all the
Arrangement
for
In Maryland
and
ary
nd
and
created by
by that
is hereby
lands
authorized to ac- lands
hereby authorized
commission is
Said commission
Act. Said
that Act.
created
Virginia to be made.
quire
such lands,
located in
in Maryland
Maryland or Virginia, either by pur- Vrginia to bemade.
lands, located
quire such
chase
arrangements as to acproceedings, by such arrangements
condemnation proceedings,
or condemnation
chase or
quisition
and
payment
for
the
lands
as
it
shall
determine
determine upon by
shall
it
as
lands
the
for
quisition and payment
agreement
the proper
proper officials
A
and Advice
Maryland and
of Maryland
States of
the States
of the
officials of
with the
agreement with
of Commisof
o Fine Arts.
be acquired
Virginia.
selection of
of lands
lands to be
acquired the advice
advice of the sion
the selection
In the
Virginia. In
Approval
of
the
Commission of
Arts shall
shall be
be requested.
requested. The
designation of
of all
all President
o the
ApPdsnrtaerequired.
The designation
of Fine
Fine Arts
Commission
lands to
be acquired
all contracts for purchase of
condemnation, all
by condemnation,
acquired by
to be
lands
lands,
agreements between said commission
commission and the officials
all agreements
and all
lands, and
of
Maryland and
subject to the
Virginia shall be subject
and Virginia
of Maryland
States of
the States
of the
approval of
of the
the President
President of the United States.
approval
Amount authorized
approprato anbe appropriated
to be
appropriated, each year to
is authorized to be appropriated,
there is
That there
3. That
SEC. 3.
nually.
Appropriation Act, aa nuall
.
hereafter,
the annual District of Columbia Appropriation
in the
hereafter, in
Basis.
sum
not exceeding
exceeding one
one cent for each inhabitant
inhabitant of the continental
continental
sum not
United States
States as
as determined
preceding decennial
decennial census,
determined by the last preceding
United
said sum
sum to
to be used
commission for the payment of its exby said commission
used by
said
of the lands herein authorized
penses
and
for
acquisition
authorized to be
the
for
penses and
acquired by
by said
commission for the purposes named, the compensasaid commission
acquired
tion for
for the
land, the
the expense
ascertainment of title, conof surveys, ascertainment
expense of
the land,
tion
demnation proceedings,
if any,
any, and
and necessary
conveyancing to be paid
necessary conveyancing
proceedings, if
demnation
Proportion from Diafrom
The funds
funds so
shall be
be paid
Prostm
paid Islet
appropriated shall
so appropriated
appropriations. The
said appropriations.
from said
revenuesnand tbo
Treasury.
d
general funds Tl m .
from
the revenues
Columbia and the general
of the District of Columbia
revenues of
from the
45822°-25t--32
45822o-25t--32
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Control
accontrol of lands ace
quired in the District.

edn theDistrict

Outside
the District
Outide the
Distr

Annual
Annual
Congress.

report
report

to

Congress.

June
June 6,
6, 1924.
1924.
IS.
1971.1
Is. 1971.
[Public,
No. 203.]
[Public, No.
203.1

DistrictofColumbia
District
of Columbia.
Acceptance
from
ADcerptace
from
Charles C. Clever, of
act
is, in, authorized.
land

SEss.
I.
SEs. I.

CHs. 270-272.
270-272.
CHs.

1924.
1924.

of
in the
the same
same proportion
proportion as
as other
the District
District
of the
the Treasury
Treasury in
other expenses
expenses of
of the
of Columbia.
land so
so acquired
within the
Columbia
of
Columbia. The
The land
acquired within
the District
District of
of Columbia
shall
of Columbia
shall be a
a part of the park system of the District of
Columbia and
and
control of
the Chief
Chief of
of Engineers
of the
United States
be under
under control
of the
Engineers of
the United
States
Army; that
that areas
suitable for
may, in
in the
disArmy;
areas suitable
for playground
playground purposes
purposes may,
the discretion of
said Commission,
assigned to
the control
cretion
of said
Commission, be
be assigned
to the
control of
of the
the ComCommissioners of
of the
the District
District of
for playground
purposes.
missioners
of Columbia
Columbia for
playground purposes.
That the land so acquired outside the District of Columbia
Columbia shall
shall be
be
controlled as
as determined
by agreement
agreement between
commission and
and
controlled
determined by
between said
said commission
the proper
proper officers
Maryland and
the
officers of
of the
the States
States of
of Maryland
and Virginia,
Virginia, such
such
agreements to
subject to
approval of
of the
the President.
agreements
to be
be subject
to the
the approval
President.
SEC.
*S
EC. 4. Said commission
commission shall report to Congress annually
annually on the
the
first Monday of December the lands acquired
preceding
acquired during the preceding
fiscal
the method
acquisition, and
the cost
of each
tract. It
fiscal year,
year, the
method of
of acquisition,
and the
cost of
each tract.
It
shall also
also submit
submit to the
the Budget
Budget on
on or
before September
September
the Bureau of
of the
or before
15 of
of each
year its
total sum
be appropriated
for
15
each year
its estimate
estimate of
of the
the total
sum to
to be
appropriated for
expenditure
under the
the provisions
provisions of
Act during
during the
the succeeding
succeeding
expenditure under
of this
this Act
fiscal
liscal year.
year.
Approved, June
June 6,
6, 1924.
1924.
Approved,

CHAP. 271.-An
271.—An Act To authorize
authorise the
of the
District of
of
the Commissioners
Commissioners of
the District
Columbia
Columbia to accept
accept certain land in the District
District of
dedicated by
of Columbia
Columbia dedicated
by
Charles C.
C. Glover
Charles
Glover for
for park
park purposes.
purposes.

Be it
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
the
of the
Representatives of
House of
enacted by
Be
it enacted
United States
States of
in Covress
assembled, That
ComAmerica in
of America
Congress assembled,
That the
the Com-

missioners of
of the
the District
of Columbia
are hereby,
hereby,
fved.
missioners
District of
Columbia be,
be, and
and they
they are
authorized and
authorized
to accept
the land
land lying
and ,directed
directed to
accept the
lying along
along Foundry
Foundry
Branch between Massachusetts
Massachusetts Avenue
and Reservoir
Reservoir Street,
dediAvenue and
Street, dedicated by Charles
Charles C. Glover for
for park
and containing
park purposes,
purposes, and
containing
approximately seventy-seven
approximately
seventy-seven and one-half
one-half acres, as
as more
more accurately
accurately
To be known
known as shown
shown on
1003, filed
in the
the office
office of
the surveyor
surveyor of
of the
on map
map Number
Number 1003,
filed in
of the
the
"The Glover Parkway
which tract
tract of
land shall
shall be
be known
known as
The
hildren's Prkay
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, which
and Children's
Play- District
of land
as "
"The
ground."
ground."
the said comGlover Parkway and
an Children's
Children's Playground";
Playground"; and the
Contiguous
Contiguoes land
land missioners
to accept
dedications of
of addiaddimissioners are
are further authorized
authorized to
accept any
any dedications
may be accepted.
tional
land
contiguous
to
this
tract
for
park
purposes.
Mado
a part of DsMade a
Dis- tional land contiguous to this tract for park purposes.
trict park system.
SEC.
S
EC. 2.
2. That the
the Glover Parkway
and Children's
Playground and
and
Parkway and
Children's Playground
additions
when acquired,
shall become
the park
additions thereto,
thereto, when
acquired, shall
become aa part
part of
of the
park
Columbia.
system of the District of
of Columbia.
Approved, June
Approved,
June 6,
6, 1924.
1924.

bnd

o

June 6,
6, 124.
1924.
June
[II. R.
it. 8143.1
8143.1
In.
(Public, No. 204.)

CHAP. 272.-An
272.—An Act
For the
of the
the fisheries
fisheries of
of Alaska,
and for
for
CHAP.
Act For
the protection
protection of
Alaska, and
other
purposes.
other purposes.

Be it
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of the
the
Be
it enacted
enacted by
of Representatives
Representatives of
United States
of America
America in
in Conress
United
States of
Con.gres8 assembled,
assembled, That
for the
the
That for
aprt
losed seapurpose of
of protecting
protecting and
and conserving
fisheries of
of the
the United
conserving the
the fisheries
apart an°
and closed
sea- purpose
United
sons established.
established.
soi
States
in all
waters of
of Alaska the Secretary of Commerce
time
States in
all waters
Commerce from time
to time may
areas in
any of
may set apart
apart and
and reserve
reserve fishing
fishing areas
in any
of the
the waters
waters
of Alaska over which the
the United
United States
States has
jurisdiction, and
and withia
has jurisdiction,
within
such areas may establish closed seasons
seasons during which
fishing may
may be
which fishing
be
Authority
uthority conferred
conferred limited
limited or prohibited as
as he
prescribe. Under
Under this
this authority
he may
may prescribe.
authority to
to
upon Secretary
ary of ComupneSecret
fCom- limit
limit fishing
area so
apart and
and reserved
reserved the
the Secretary
fishing in
in any
any area
so set
set apart
Secretary may
may
merce.
(a)
(a) fix the size and character
character of nets, boats, traps, or other gear
gear
and appliances to be
used therein;
(b) limit
limit the
of fish
fish to
be
be used
therein; (b)
the catch
catch of
to be
taken from any area;
(c) make
make such
such regulations
as to
to time,
means,
area; (c)
regulations as
time, means,
Fishin
gin prnhibited methods, and extent of fishing as he may deem advisable.
and
rishingin
prhibited methods, and extent of fishing as he may deem advisable. From
From and
areas unlawful.
rea uawful
after
the creation
creation of
of any
any such
after the
such fishing area and during the time
Alaska.
Alka.

Fishing
Fishing areas
areas inn
wateri
of, to
waters of,
to be
be set
set

SIXTYEIGHTH CONGRE
SS.
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH

SESS. I
272.
CH. 272.
I.. Cu.'
SESS.

1924.
1924.

fishing is
therein it
it shall
shall be
unlawful to
to fish
fish therein or to
be unlawful
prohibited therein
is prohibited
fishing
operate
therein any
boat, seine,
seine, trap,
trap, or
gear or
apparatus for
or apparatus
other gear
or other
any boat,
operate therein

465
465

Restriction in limited

the
of taking
fish; and
and from
from and
and after
after the
creation of
of any
any flrhicng
the creation
fishing areas. 'n liamited
taking fish;
purpose of
the purpose
such
fishing area
in which
permitted such fishing
fishing
is permitted
limited fishing is
which limited
area in
such fishing
shall be
only during
the manner,
to the
extent,
the extent,
manner, to
in the
time, in
the time,
during the
on only
be carried
carried on
shall
and in
conformity with
with such
and regulations
regulations as
the Secretary
Secretary
as the
rules and
such rules
in conformity
and
.
prescribes under
authority herein
given: Provided,
Provided, That
ge
That every
every Proviso
herein given:
the authority
under the
prescribes
Regulations
ions of
of general
application.
such
by the
shall be
of era application.
be of
Commerce shall
of Commerce
Secretary of
the Secretary
made by
regulation made
such regulation
general
application within
within the
particular area
area to
applies, Exclusive rights forit applies,
to which
which it
the particular
general application
forht
bidden.
and that
that no
several right
right of
granted bidden.
shall be granteol
fishery shall
of fishery
or several
exclusive or
no exclusive
and
therein,
nor shall
shall any
of the
the United
States be
denied the
the
be denied
United States
citizen of
any citizen
therein, nor
right to
prepare, cure
or preserve
fish or
or shellfish
shellfish in
area
any area
in any
preserve fish
cure, or
take, prepare,
to take,
right
of the
waters of
where fishing
is permitted
permitted by the Secretary
fishing is
Alaska where
of Alaska
the waters
of
Limited fishing not
of Commerce.
Commerce. The
The right
right herein
herein given
notbprohiband permitted ining
areas and
fishing areas
establish fishing
to establish
given to
of
l
rted
to permit
limited fishing
therein shall
apply to
creek, stream,
stream, ted areas.
areas.
to any
any creek,
not apply
shall not
fishing therein
permit limited
to
river,
which fishing
prohibited by
by
is prohibited
fishing is
in which
water in
of water
bodies of
other bodies
or other
river, or
Further restrictions,
restriectidon
specific
provisions
of
this
Act,
but
the
Secretary
of
Commerce
Further
Commerce
of
Secretary
the
but
Act,
this
of
etc.,
authorized.
specific provisions
through
the creation
of such
such areas
closed
establishment of closed
the establishment
and the
areas and
creation of
through the
seasons
and limitations
imposed
limitations imposed
restrictions and
the 'restrictions
extend the
further extend
may further
seasons may
upon
fishing by
this or
or any
any other
of
Act of
other Act
of this
provisions of
specific provisions
by specific
upon fishing
Congress.
Congress.
'Importing salmon
It
shall be
be unlawful
or bring
taken
from outside
outside
takenprom
of waters
the Territory
Territory of
into the
bring into
import or
to import
unlawful to
It shall
into Alaska dui,
Alaska,
other than
than personal
personal use
and not
for sale
sale or
closed period unnot for
or ing inglosderodu
use and
Alaska, for
for purposes
purposes other
lawful.
barter,
salmon from
outside the
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
United lawful.
the United
of the
waters outside
from waters
barter, salmon
States taken
for by this Act or
provided for
period provided
closed period
any closed
during any
taken during
States
regulations
thereunder.Alasanwate
made thereunder.
regulations made
In all Alaskan waters
S
EC. 2.
all creeks,
creeks, streams,
or rivers,
rivers, or
of ann escapement
scapement oof atat
bodies of
other bodies
any other
or in
in any
streams, or
In all
2. In
SEC.
least
0 60 per cent
water in
in Alaska,
Alaska, over
which the
the United
States has
has jurisdiction,
50racks,r g
gnt
least
in through
United States
jurisdiction, in
over which
water
ate.
ways,
etc., must
must be
be alalwhich salmon
now or
there exist
ways, etc.,
racks, lowed.
exist racks,
hereafter there
or hereafter
which now
in which
and in
run, and
salmon run,
which
lowed.
run
gateways,
or
other
means
by
which
the
a
ran
may
be
a
in
number
gateways, or other means by which the
be
counted or
with substantial
accuracy, there shall be
substantial accuracy,
estimated with
or estimated
counted
allowed
not less
less than
than 50
50 per
of the
total Prohibition a
the total
centum of
per centum
of not
an escapement
escapement of
allowed an
gainst
number
thereof. In
In such waters
waters the
the taking of more than 50 per mohetibitn
more than 50 pergarcenst
cent.
number thereof.
Declared Intent of
of
Decled
centum
hereby prohibited.
prohibited. It
is hereby
hereby Con
It is
is hereby
fish is
such fish
of such
run of
of the
the run
centum of
gress ofintent
escape.
quired, etc.
declared
the intent
policy of
of Congress
that in
waters of
etc.
required,
ment re
of ment
all waters
in all
Congress that
and policy
intent and
to be
be the
declared to
Alaska
in which
salmon run
escapement of not less
there shall be an escapement
run there
which salmon
Alaska in
than
50 per
centum thereof,
thereof, and
and if
in any
shall appear
to the
the
appear to
it shall
year it
any year
if in
per centum
than 50
Secretary
of Commerce
that the
in any
any waters has diminfish in
the run of fish
Commerce that
Secretary of
ished,
or is
is diminishing
a correspondingly
correspondingly
required a
be required
there shall be
diminishing,' there
ished, or
increased
increased escapement
escapement of
of fish
fish therefrom.
therefrom.
V 34, p.
I7mend
4
Vol.
p.479,
amended.
S
EC. 3.
3. Section
Section 3
of the
Act of
of Congress
for the
the ee.
Act for
"An Act
entitled "An
Congress entitled
the Act
3 of
SEC.
protection and
regulation of
fisheries of Alaska,"
approved June
Alaka," approved
the fisheries
of the
and regulation
protection
26,
1906, is
is amended
amended to
to read
read as
as follows:
follows:
26, 1906,
ttnr
obtr
Stationary
obstruc'oaking
caking any
titons for
maintain any dam, tions
erect or maintain
EC. 3.
3. That
shall be
unlawful to
to erect
be unlawful
it shall
That it
SEC.
""S
salmon in waters um.
u
in
waters
or other fixed or stationary
barricade, fence,
fence, trap,
trap, fish
stationary salmon
wheel, or
fish wheel,
barricade,
lawful.
obstruction except
except for
culture, in
in any
any of
of the
the Distance extended.
obstruction,
for purposes
purposes of
of fish
fish culture,
e
d.
waters
Alaska at
at any
where the
distance from
shore Distanceetended
to shore
shore to
from shore
the distance
point where
any point
of Alaska
waters of
is less
less than
within five hundred yards of the
or within
feet, or
thousand feet,
one thousand
than one
is
mouth
of any
any creek,
stream, or
or river
river into
into which
which salmon
salmon run,
xexcept- Designatedrivers
run, exceptDesignated rivers 3xcreek, stream,
mouth of
ing the
Ugashik Rivers,
with the
purpose or
or result
of oepted.
cepted.
result of
the purpose
Rivers, with
and Ugashik
Karluk and
the Karluk
ing
capturing salmon
salmon or
their ascent
ascent to
to the
impeding their
or impeding
preventing or
or preventing
capturing
spawning grounds,
grounds, and
the Secretary
Commerce is hereby
Secretary of Commerce
and the
spawning
authorized
have any
obstrucunlawful obstrucall such
such unlawful
and all
any and
to have
directed to
and directed
authorized and
tions
removed or
For the
the purposes
purposes of
this section,
the
section, the
of this
destroyed. For
or destroyed.
tions removed
mouth
of such
stream, or
river shall
be taken
taken to be the point
shall be
or river
creek, stream,
such creek,
mouth of
determined
such mouth
mouth by
by the
the Secretary
re
Commerce and Distances
of Commerce
Secretary of
as such
determined as
required
i
traps,
seines, traps,
ay ng seines,
marked
in accordance
with this
this determination.
determination. It
It shall
shall be
be unlawful
unlawful in laying
accordance with
marked in
etc.
et
to lay
lay or
set any
any seine
seine or
or net
net of
of any
one hundred yards ckind within one
any kind
or set
to
of any
any other
seine, net,
appliance which
which is
is being
being or
or
fishing appliance
other fishing
or other
net, or
other seine,
of
which
been laid
Alaska, or to drive
the waters of Alaska,
set in any of the
or set
laid or
has been
which has
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or to construct any
or any
other fixed
appliance within
any trap
trap or
any other
fixed fishing
fishing appliance
within
six hundred
hundred yards laterally or within
one hundred
yards endwise
endwise of
of
within one
hundred yards

any
other trap
any other
trap or
fixed fishing
fishing appliance.
appliance.
or fixed
S'au. 4. Section 4
said Act
Act of
Congress approved
June26,
26, 1906,
1906,
4 of said
of Congress
approved June
is
amended to
to read
read as
follows:
is amended
as follows:
Fishing for any salanad,
"" S
SEC.
That it
mon except
except by hand,
EC. 4. That
be unlawful
fish for,
take, or
or kill
it shall be
unlawful to
to fish
for, take,
kill any
any
etc.,
in
creek.% etc.,
or salmon
of any
species or
or by
spear,
netar.,
inhs
ereof,
salmon of
any species
by any
any means
means except
except by
by hand
hand rod,
near
mouths thereof,
rod, spear,
unlawful.
or gaff in any of the creeks, streams, or
unlawful,
of Alaska;
Alaska; or
within
or rivers
rivers of
or within
five hundred yards of the mouth of any such
creek, stream,
stream, or
or river
such creek,
river
over which the United
has jurisdiction,
excepting the
the Karluk
United States
States has
jurisdiction, excepting
Karluk
FoTloca
ex- and Ugashik
Proviso.
Ugashik Rivers: Provided,
Provided, That
herein shall
shall
That nothing
For
local food
food exnothing contained
contained herein
cepted.
prevent
cepted.
prevent the taking of fish for local food requirements
requirements or
or for
for use
use as
as
dog
feed."
og feed."
-d
Vol. 34, p.479, amendSEC.
ed. oi.34,p.479,amendSac. 5. Section 55of said Act of Congress approved
1906,
approved June
June 26,
26, 1906,
amended to
is amended
to read
read as
as follows:
follows:
Weeklylosed
sason
"
season
" SEC.
SEC. 5. That it shall be unlawful
unlawful to fish for, take, or
or kill
kill any
any
takingclosed
salmon
for
forWeekly
taking
salmon
for
sale,
salmon of any species in
sale, etc.
any manner
manner or
or by
means except
except by
in any
by any
any means
by hand
hand
rod, spear,
spear , or
for personal
use and
not for
for s
al
e or
art
er in
in any
or gaff
gaff for
personal use
and not
sale
or b
barter
any
of the waters of Alaska over which the
States has
has jurisdiction
the United States
jurisdiction
from six o'clock post meridian
meridian of
Saturday of
each week
six
of Saturday
of each
week until
until six
o'clock antemeridian of
of the
the Monday
following, or
during such
Monday following,
or during
such
time as
may be
declared by
authority now
now or
hereafter
Food
f
expt further
further closed
closed time
as may
be declared
by authority
or hereafter
Od.
Food fishing except conferred,
but such
authority shall
be exercised
the
conferred, but
such authority
c.d,
shall not
not be
exercised to
to prohibit
prohibit the
Adv cloed taking of fish for
local food
requirements or
or for
for use
use as
feed.
for local
food requirements
as dog
dog feed.
period allowed.
allpowdd'
I' d Whenever
Whenever the Secretary
of Commerce
Commerce shall
shall find
find that
that conditions
Secretary of
period
conditions in
in
any fishing area make such action advisable, he
may advance
advance twelve
twelve
he may
hours both the opening and
and ending
ending time
time of
um thirtvthirtyof the
the minim
minimum
ALrobstructonstohbee six-hour
six-hour closed
herein
Allastruct °ns
closed period
period he
rein stipulated.
stipulated. Throughout
Throughout the weekly
weekly
released during closed
closed
season.
season ,
closed season herein
herein prescribed the
gate, mouth,
all
the gate,
mouth, or
or tunnel
tunnel of
of all
stationary and floating
shall be
twenty-five feet
floating traps
traps shall
be closed,
closed, and
and twenty-five
feet
of the webbing or net of the 'heart'
such traps
heart' of such
on each
each side
next
traps on
side next
to the 'pot'
pot' shall be lifted or lowered in
manner as
in such
such manner
as to
to permit
permit
the free passage
other fishes."
passage of
of salmon
salmon and
and other
fishes."
aPnishment
for
voSEc. 6. Any person,
Punishment
vioSac.
person company,
i
ati on v
i
ol
at i
ng
company, corporation,
corporation, or assoc
association
violating
lations
lations
of
law orfor
regulaoflaw
tions.
any provision of this 'Act
Act or of said Act of
tions ,
Congress approved
June
of Congress
approved June
26, 1906, or of any regulation made
made under
authority of
under the
the authority
of either,
either,
shall, upon conviction
conviction thereof, be punished
fine not
exceeding
punished by
by aafine
not exceeding
$5,000 or
for a
term of
more than
than ninety
ninety days
$5,000
or imprisonment
imprisonment for
a term
of not
not more
days in
in
e
gFurttrcfine
etc
line for
for
tile- the
the county jail, or
fine and
imprisonment; and
in case
or by
by both
both such
such fine
and imprisonment;
galFurther
obstructions,
etc.
and in
case
Anc,
p.
6.
of
the
violation
of
section
3
of
Ante, p. 46.5.
of
3
said Act approved
26, 1906,
approved June
June 26,
1906, as
as
amended, there may be imposed
amended,
imposed a
a further
fine not
$250
further fine
not exceeding
exceeding $250
Vol. 34, p.479, amended.

edv.'.34p479mend

Advancing

i

t.° b

for each day the obstruction therein declared

unlawful
is maintained.
maintained.
and forfeiture Every
for each
boat,
dayseine,
the obstruction
net, trap,
trap, and
therein
everydeclared
gear
unlawful
and .appliance
is
used or
ofSeizure
eoats,
appliantes, Every
boat,
seine,
boats, appliances,
net,
and
every other
other
gear
and.appliance
used or
ctch, etc.
employed
in
violation
of
this
Act
or
in
violation
of
said Act
catch, etc.
employed
violation
Act approved
approved
June
26 1906, and all fish taken
June 26,
therein or
or therewith,
shall be
be
taken therein
therewith, shall
Sole,
forfeited to the United States, and shall
Sale, etc.,
etc., onorder
on order of forfeited
shall be
seized and
and sold
under
be seized
sold
under
court,
the direction
court ,
direction of the court in which the forfeiture
forfeiture is declared,
declared, at
at public
public
auction,
auction and the proceeds
proceeds thereof, after deducting
the expenses
of
deducting the
expenses of
Court
sale, shall
shalt be
as other
other fines
fines and
and forfeitures
under the
the
be disposed
disposed of
of as
Court procede
procedure.
forfeitures under
laws
relating to
to Alaska. Proceedings
Proceedings for such forfeiture
forfeiture shall
laws relating
shall be
be
under the
the rules
rules of
of admiralty.
admiralty.
fficers empowered
Officers
empowered in
in rem
rem under
to
arrest,
etc.
That for the purposes of this Act all employees
to arrest, etc.
That
the Bureau
employees of
of the
Bureau of
of
Fisheries,
designated by the Commissioner of Fisheries, shall
Fisheries, designated
be
shall be
considered as peace officers and shall have the
considered
same powers
arrest
the same
powers of
of arrest
of persons
persons and seizure
of
seizure of property for any violation of
of this
this Act
as
Act as
have United States
States marshals
marshals or
or their
their deputies.
deputies.
Spawning provisions
an
pepalt
ioes rSaEC.
S 7.
Sections 6
and penalties
repealed.
6 and
and 13 of said Act of Congress approved June
Sac.
7. Sections
repole4,
. 4480, 411,
4I
26, 1906, are hereby repealed.
Vol. 34, pp.
shall not
affect
repealed. Such
Such repeal,
repealed,
repeal, however
however,, shall
not affect
any
any act
act done
done or any right accrued
accrued or any
any suit or proceeding
proceeding had
had or
or
commenced
in any civil cause
commenced in
cause prior to said repeal, but
all liabilities
but all
liabilities
of
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Prior acts, suits, etc.,
suitsetc.
under
continue and
enforced in
in the
the same
same notPnoiracts,
be enforced
may be
and may
shall continue
laws shall
said laws
under said
affected, etc.
manner as
as if
if committed,
or liabilities
liabilitiesc
forfeitures, or
penalties, forfeitures,
all penalties,
and all
committed, and
manner
incurred prior
prior to
effect hereof,
hereof, under
any law
law embraced
embraced in,
in,
under any
taking effect
to taking
incurred
changed,
modified,
or
repealed
by
this
Act,
may
be
prosecuted
and
and
prosecuted
be
may
Act,
this
by
repealed
or
changed, modified,
punished in
the same
manner and
and with
with the
the same
effect as
if this
Act
this Act
as if
same effect
same manner
in the
punished
had not
not been
been passed.
had
Legislature's taxing
taxing
pLgslatre's
SEc.
SEC. 8.
8. Nothing in this Act contained,
contained, nor any powers
powers herein
herein powers,
etc., not
not curpowers, etc.,
tailed.
tailed.
conferred
upon
the
Secretary
of
Commerce,
shall
abrogate
or
curtail
abrogate
shall
conferred upon the Secretary of Commerce,
the
of Alaska
Alaska to
to impose
impose Vo
the powers
powers granted
granted the
the Territorial
Territorial Legislature
Legislature of
37 p5
Vol. 37,
p. 512.
taxes or
nor limit
curtail any
any powers
powers granted
granted the
the TerriTerrior curtail
limit or
or licenses,
licenses, nor
taxes
torial
the Act
approved August
August
Congress approved
of Congress
Act of
by the
Alaska by
of Alaska
Legislature of
torial Legislature
24, 1912,"
1912, "To
legislative assembly
assembly in
the Territory
Alaska,
of Alaska,
Territory of
in the
create aalegislative
To create
24,
to confer
confer legislative
power thereon,
for other
other purposes."
purposes."
and for
thereon, and
legislative power
to
Approved,
June
6,
1924.
Approved, June

CHAP.
and 12
12 of
of
11 and
sections 11
amend sections
To amend
Act To
273.-An Act
CHAP. 273.—An
Marine
1920.
Act, 1920.Pblc,
Marine Act,

the Merchant
Merchant
the

Rine 6,1924.
6, 1924.
June
[H. R. 62021
[H.R.6202.
[Public, No. 205.]
No. 20.

Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the Merchant
Merchant Marine
Marine
Be it
it enacted
Senate and
Act, 1920.
United States
in Congress
assembled, That
That section
section 11 Act,1920.
Congress assembled,
America in
of America
States of
United
Vol.41, p.993, amend.

edvo.4lp.993,mend.
of
Marine Act,
is hereby,
hereby, e
same is
the same
and the
be, and
1920, be,
Act, 1920,
Merchant Marine
the Merchant
of the
amended
to
read
as
follows:
•
onstruction loan
'
follows:
as
amended to read
Construction
loan
una.
11. (a)
years from the enact- fund.
five years
of five
period of
during aaperiod
That during
(a) That
""Szc.
SEC. 11.
Creation of, from
Creationof offrom
of 1920)
Act of
ment of
of this
Act (Merchant
(Merchant Marine
1920) the board may revenues
Marine Act
this Act
ment
Shipping
revenues
Board.
a Board.
annually
set aside
the revenues
sales and
and operations a
from sales
revenues from
of the
out of
aside out
annually set
sum not
not exceeding
to be
its construction
construction loan
loan Loans from, to citias its
known as
be known
$25,000,000, to
exceeding $25,000,000,
sum
fund.
The board
may use
such fund
fund to
thinks proper,
ship construcfor sip
proper, zens
extent itit thinks
to the
the extent
use such
board may
fund. The
pe equipt of best type
eqWuip
upon
as the
the board
may prescribe,
making loans
aid tion
n ofbestt
to aid
loans to
in making
prescribe, in
board may
terms as
ment,
etc.
such terms
upon such
persons
United States
construction by them in
the construction
States in the
the United
of the
citizens of
persons citizens
private
the United
United State
vessels of the
State of vessels
of the
yards of
navy yards
or navy
shipyards or
private shipyards
maintenance
best
and
most
efficient
type
for
the
establishment
maintenance
of
or
establishment
the
for
type
efficient
best and most
service
desirable or
or necessary
necessary by
board, provided
provided
by the board,
deemed desirable
lines deemed
on lines
service on
such vessels
vessels shall
be fitted
fitted and
and equipped
most modern, the
the most
with the
equipped with
shall be
such
most
the most
most economical
and Outfitting in Ameriengines, machinery,
machinery, and
economical engines,
and the
efficient, and
most efficient,
can yards with
best encommercial appliances
or, in
the outfitting
outfitting and
by them
s berinthem cnOyattnd
equipment by
and equipment
in the
appliances or,
commercial
gines, etc" vessels alve_
in
private
shipyards
or
navy
yards
of
the
United
States
ale.,etl
vessels
of
States
United
the
of
yards
navy
or
ready
built.
shipyards
in private
already built,
built, with
with engines,
engines, machinery,
and commercial
commercial appliances
appliances
machinery, and
already
of the
and kind
mentioned.
kind mentioned.
type and
of
the type
Term of "vessel"
"(b)
'the term
vessel' or
vessels,' where
used in
this section,
section, construed
nde,
to be
b one,
ued
in this
where used
'vessels,'
or `
term 'vessel'
"(b) The
aided
by loan.
L
shall
be construed
construed to
to mean
mean a
construc- i ded br an.
whose construeto aid in whose
vessels to
or vessels
vessel or
a vessel
shall be
tion or
equipment a
a loan
is made
made from
from the
the construction
construction loan
fund D
tgore
loan fund
loan is
or equipment
tion
Documenting
for five
of
the board.
vessels shall
shall be
under the
the laws
under
Deetro.,
laws years,
documented under
be documented
such vessels
All such
board. All
of the
State;
t 8 lawtlf
Dl
of
the
United
States
and
shall
remain
documented
under
such
laws
.esrn"s
ds
laws
such
under
documented
remain
shall
and
States
United
of the
for not
than five
five years
is made;
made; and, so
loan is
the loan
date the
the date
from the
years from
less than
not less
for
long
as
there
remains
due
the
United
States
any
principal
or interest
interest
or
principal
any
States
United
the
due
remains
long as there
on
account of
of such
such loan.
loan.
on account
TimellmItforloan.
"(c)
loan shall
shall be
for a
than fifteen
years. Timeitfrlon
fifteen years.
time than
a longer
longer time
made for
be made
No loan
"(c) No
Payment In installments.
If it
is not
not to
to be
repaid within
two years
years from
the date
date when
when the mPnts.
from the
within two
be repaid
it is
If
first advance
advance on
on the
the loan
loan is
is made
made by
board, the
the p
rincipal shall
shall
principal
the board,
by the
first
be payable
in installments
installments to
the instruprescribed in
in the
instru-t Installment interintrbe
payable in
to be
be definitely
definitely prescribed.
ments.
payable at
intervals not vals.
vals.
at intervals
made payable
be made
shall be
installments shall
Such installments
ments. Such
exceeding
two years;
and in
amounts not
than 66 per
per centum
centu.m
less than
not less
in amounts
years; and
exceeding two
of the
amount of
if the
installments are payable
the installments
loan, if
the loan,
of the
original amount
of
the original
at intervals
intervals of
year or
or less;
not less than 12
amounts not
in amounts
and in
less; and
one year
of one
at
per
the original
original amount
the loan,
if the
the installments
installments Payn
m fulli- alin
loan, if
of the
amount of
Payment in
of the
per centum
centum of
lowed.
are
at
intervals
exceeding
one
year
in
length.
loan
may be lowed.
loan
The
length.
in
year
are at intervals exceeding one
paid at
days written
written notice
the board,
board, with
with
to the
notice to
thirty days
on thirty
time. on
any time,
at any
paid
interest computed
to date
date of
of payment.
payment.
computed to
interest
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"(d) All
"(d)
All such loans shall bear interest at rates to be fixed by the
board,
payable not
not less frequently than annually. During any
board, payable
exclusively in coastin which the vessel is operated exclusively
period in
interest period
wise trade,
trade, or
or is
is inactive,
the rate
rate of
of interest
wise
inactive, the
interest shall
shall be
be not
not less
less than
than
In foreign
trade.
51 per
per centum
per annum.
interest period
period in
in which
which
any interest
During any
annum. During
centum per
n5gntrade.
the vessel is operated in foreign trade, the rate shall be not less
eentum per annum.
prescribe rules
board may prescribe
annum. The board
per centum
than 41 per
for determining
payable under the
provisions
the provisions
interest payable
amount of
of interest
determining the amount
for
paragraph.
of this paragraph.
Limit
loan.
"(e)
loan shall
shall be
be for
for a
sum than
than one-half
one-half the
Linit of
ofloan.
"(e) No loan
a greater
greater sum
the cost
cost
of
constructed; or, than one-half the cost
vessel or
or vessels
vessels to be constructed;
of the vessel
equipment hereinbefore
hereinbefore authorized
authorized for
already built:
built:
of the equipment
for a
a vessel already
Proviso.
Increase
on Provided,
however, If
in addition
to the
addition to
is furnished
furnished in
security is
If security
Provided, however,
allowed on
Inee allowed
additional security,
mortgage on
vessel or
vessels, the
the board
board may
the amount
amount
increase the
may increase
or vessels,
the vessel
on the
mortgage
additionTlsit.
Limitation.
not exceed
exceed one-half the
loaned, but
but such
shall not
additional amount shall
such additional
loaned,
furnished, and in no case
additional security furnished,
market value of the additional
a greater sum than two-thirds of the cost
be for
for a
shall the
the total
total loan be
of
two-thirds of
to be
be constructed;
constructed; or, than two-thirds
of the vessel or vessels to
the cost of the equipment, and its installation,
installation, for vessels already
built.
Security for completion
(t) The
The board
board shall
security as
shall deem
deem necesnecessuch security
as it
it shall
shall require
require such
"(f)
tion and
andrepayment.
refoatplesary to insure the completion
of
construction or equipment of
completion of the construction
sary
the vessel
within aareasonable
reasonable time
time and
and the
the repayment
repayment of
the loan
loan
the
vessel within
of the
on
Preferred
completionmortgage
of ves.sel with
with interest;
interest, when
the vessel
include
shall include
vessel is
is completed
completed the
the security
security shall
when the
ncompetonofvse.
provisions
preferred mortgage
mortgage on the vessel,
vessel, complying
complying with the provisions
aa preferred
Vol.
41, p.
p. 2000.
of section
section 30
30 of
of the
Merchant Marine
Act, 1920,
1920, which
mortgage
which mortgage
Marine Act,
the Merchant
Of
ol.41,
100.
provisions to insure the
shall contain appropriate covenants
covenants and provisions
the
proper physical maintenance of the vessel,
vase; and its protection
protection
airst liens
'
for taxes, penalties, claims,. or liabilities of
of any
any kind
kind
Additionalcovenants against liens for taxes, penalties, claims, or liabilities
It shall
whatever,
tobepreacribed.n
to be prescribed.
w atever, which might impair the security for the debt. It
also contain any other
other covenants and provisions the board may
my
a provision for the summary
prescribe, including a
maturing of the
summary maturing
debt, for
for causes
causes to
enumerated in
in the
mortgage
the mortgage
be enumerated
to be
entire debt,
al entire
against all
Iane against
Insurance
Insurable
risks,
re" (g) The board shall also require
require and the security
security furnished shall
"(g)
insurable
quired.
quired.
provide that the owner
owner of the vessel shall keep the same insured
insured
against loss or damage
damage by fire, and against
against marine
marine risks and disasters, and against
against any and all other
other insurable
insurable risks the board specifies with such insurance
insurance companies,
companies, associations or underwriters,
fies,
underwriters
and
and under such forms of policies,
policies, and
and to
to such
such an
an amount,
amount, as
as the
the
board
may prescribe
prescribe or
or approve;
such insurance
be made
ayboard may
approve; such
insurance shall
shall be
made paypay
Premium
payments
able
and/or to
the parties,
parties, as
may appear.
riie
nment
agre
able to
to the
the board
board and/or
to the
as interest
interest may
appear. The
agreements.
board is authorized
authorized to enter into any agreement that it deems wise
in respect to the payment
nayment and for the guarantee
guarantee of premiums of
of
insurance."
insurance."
Reconditioning
of
V
ndtionin
SEC.
of S
12 ot
of the
the Merchant
EC. 2. That section 12
Merchant Marine
Marine Act, 1920,
1920, be,
be,
vessels.
and the same is hereby, amended by
Vol. 41,
41, pp. 093.
-.
by adding at the end thereof a
a
read as
to read
as follows:
follows:
paragraph to
new naragraph
Termtoincludemot new
Term to include most
" the
reconditioned
modern, etc., internal"
h e term
reconditioned' as used in this section includes the

Interest rates.
Interest
While in coastwise
trade or inactive.
nctivee

tradehor

combustion engines as
a

propusiTvepoer.

propulsive power.

f enis built in

If engines built in
states for the
United
United
States

GovernmentBoard ormerchant
Governmentvesowned merchant
sels,
for,
se,
payment
or. may
ma
be made from
loan
om
n
fund,
etc. fr
fund,etc
o

Transfer from f
urd

Transferfrom!nd

substitution
of
most modern,
modern,
most
efficient,
and
most economical
types
substitution
of internal-combustion
of the
the most
engines
mostas
efficient,
the main
andpropulsive
mos teconomical
power
power
propulsive
the
main
as
engines
types of internal-combustion
board
have
any
such
engines
b
u
ilt
in
he
the
of vessels. Should the board have any such engines built in t
or
United States and installed, in private shipyards
shipyards or navy yards of
the
States, in
in one
one or
or more
vessels owned
the United
United States,
more merchant
merchant vessels
owned by
by the
the
United
and the
the cost
cost to
the board
board of
of such
i
nst
all ati on exceeds
exceed
s
United States,
States, and
to the
such installation
the amount
amount of funds otherwise available
available to
to it for
for that
that use,
use, the
the board
board
may transfer
transfer to its funds from which expenditures
expenditures under this
section
construction loan fund authorized by
section may be paid, from its construction
section 11 of the Merchant
Act. 1920, so much as in its judgMerchant Marine
Marine Act,
ment may be necessary to meet obligations
obligations under contracts
contracts for such
such
installation;
the
installation; and the Treasurer of the United States shall, at the
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Provisos.
request
of the
board, make
the transfer
transfer accordingly:
accordingly: Provided,
Provided, That
That Prooises.
make the
the board,
request of
Aggregate limited.
the
total
amount
hereafter
expended
by
the
board
for
this
le
o
purpose
this
for
board
the
the total amount hereafter expended by
Restrictions on sale
shall not
in the
the aggregate
aggregate exceed
exceed $25,000,000.
such vessel
vessel herehere- within
witn five
Any such
five years after
$25,000,000. Any
not in
shall
completion, unless for
after so
so equipped
by the
the board
board under
under the
this section
unless for
completion,
section specified
of this
provisions of
the provisions
equipped by
after
price.
ric
shall not
sold for
years from
from the
the date
the installainstalla- se
date the
five years
of five
period of
for aaperiod
be sold
not be
shall
tion
unless it
it is
is sold
sold for
for aa price
not less than
price not
completed, unless
is completed,
thereof is
tion thereof
the
cost
of
the
installation
thereof
and
of
other
work
of reconother
any
of
and
thereof
installation
the
of
cost
the
ditioning done
the same
same time
time plus
amount not
less than
than $10
for
$10 for
not less
an amount
plus an
at the
done at
ditioning
each
dead-weight
ton
of
the
vessel
as
computed
reconsuch
before
computed
as
vessel
the
of
each dead-weight ton
Date of completion,
etate completion
of etc.
ditioning thereof
is commenced.
commenced. The
The date
date of
the completion
completion of
of the
thereof is
ditioning
such installation
dead-weight tonnage
tonnage of
of Depreciation allowed.
the dead-weight
of the
amount of
the amount
and the
installation and
such
the
be fixed
fixed by
by the
further, That
That in
in DeprecatlonaUowed
Provided further,
board: Provided
the board:
shall be
vessel shall
the vessel
fixing the
minimum price
price at
at which
which the
the vessel
vessel may thus be sold the
the minimum
fixing
board
deduct from
the aggregate
aggregate amount above prescribed 5
5 per
from the
may deduct
board may
centum
thereof per
annum from
from the
the date
the installation
installation to
to the
,
the
of the
date of
per annum
centum thereof
redate
of
sale
as
depreciation:
And
provided
further,
That
no
part
st=i:i3.s
n
7t"
°'ig
strctoions
part
no
That
further,
provided
And
depreciation:
as
sale
of
date
of such
be expended
upon the
the reconditioning
reconditioning of any vessel
expended upon
shall be
fund shall
such fund
of
a
unless
the board
made a
contract for a
a binding contract
first made
have first
shall have
board shall
unless the
satisfactory sale
of such
such vessel
accordance with the provisions
provisions of
in accordance
vessel in
sale of
satisfactory
this Act,
Act, or
the charter
vessels for aa period of
of such vessels
lease of
or lease
charter or
for the
or for
this
not less
than five
the
or unless
unless the
operator; or
solvent operator;
capable, solvent
by aa capable,
years by
five years
less than
not
board
and intends
to directly
directly put
in operaopera- Documenting,
Documenting, etc.
such vessel
vessel in
put such
intends to
is prepared
prepared and
board is
etc.
nte
tion
completion. Such
vessel, in any of the Do
Such vessel,
upon completion.
immediately upon
tion immediately
enumerated instances,
instances, shall
documented under
laws of the
the laws
under the
be documented
shall be
enumerated
laws for aa
United
States
and
shall
remain
documented
under
such
such
under
documented
remain
shall
and
United States
Voyages not exclusivelycoastwse
period
than five
five years
years from
from the
date of
completion sively
the completion
of the
the date
coastwise, re
reless than
not less
of not
period of
quired.
of
the installation,
it shall
operated only quired.
be operated
shall be
period it
such period
during such
and during
installation, and
of the
on voyages
voyages which
which are
are not exclusively coastwise."
on
June 6, 1924.
Approved, June

CHAP. 274.—An
amend section
section 2
of the
to
Act to
"An Act
entitled "An
Act entitled
the Act
2 of
To amend
Act To
274.-An Act
CHAP.
vide for
for stock-raising
stock-raisins homesteads,
and for
for other
other purposes,"
purposes," approved Decemhomesteads, and
provide
29, 1916
Large, page 862).
at Large,
Statutes at
(Thirty-ninth Statutes
1916 (Thirty-ninth
ber 29,
41

4

June 6, f924.

June
381.1
is. 6,
Public, No. 206.1
[Public,
206.]

0 :I

Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate
of Representatives
of the
the public lands.
Representatives of
House of
and House
Senate and
it enacted
Be it
homestok-ring homr
2 Stock-raising
United States
of America
assembled, That section 2
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
States of
United
steads.
of
the
Act
approved
December
29,
1916,
entitled
"An
Act
pros-ed
to
Act
"An
entitled
1916,
29,
December
approved
of the Act
p.862, amendVol.39,p.S2amendvide
homesteads, and
purposes"" (Thirty- ed.Vol.39,
and for other pur
stock-raising homesteads,
for stock-raising
vide for
ed
to
amended
hereby,
is
page
ninth
Statutes
Large,
862),
be,
and
at
ninth Statutes
read as follows:
Character of lands
ofla
"Sm.
2. That
Secretary of
of the
is hereby
hereby authorauthor - ,Chabradctr
for, to be designated.
Interior is
the Interior
the Secretary
That the
"SEC. 2.
designate as stock-raising
ized, on
to designate
stock-raising
otherwise, to
or otherwise,
application or
on application
ized,

lands
to entry
under this Act lands the surface of which is,
entry under
subject to
lands subject
in
his opinion,
opinion, chiefly
chiefly valuable
valuable for grazing and raising forage
in his
crops,
timber, are
not susceptible of
are not
merchantable timber,
contain merchantable
not contain
do not
crops, do
irrigation
source of water supply, and are of such
known source
any known
from any
irrigation from
required Provisos.
reasonably required
character that
hundred and forty acres are reasonably
six hundred
that six
character
for
support of
of a
a family:
family: Provided,
That where
for entry
Appiationforentry
any person ofApplication
where any
Provided, That
the support
for the
undesignated lands.
lands.
qualified to
to make
or additional
the provisions
provisions of undesigted
under the
entry under
additional entry
original or
make original
qualified
of
this Act
Act shall
shall make
enter any
any unappropriated
to enter
application to
make application
of this
public
land which
which has
not been
been designated
designated as
as subject to entry (prohas not
public land
vided
is accompanied
properly
by. properly
and supported by
accompanied and
application is
said application
vided said
corroborated
of the
the applicant,
applicant, in
duplicate, showing prima
in duplicate,
affidavit of
corroborated affidavit
facie that
land applied
for is
the character
character contemplated
contemplated by this
of the
is of
applied for
that land
facie
Act), such
application together
with the
commisregular fees and commis-.
the regular
together with
such application,
Act),
sions shall
be received
the register
and receiver
land disdis- Suspension until
of the
the land
receiver of
register and
received by the
shall be
sions,
until
uspension
land is located and suspended until it
trict 'in
which said
said land
it shall have caaranter
in which
trict
delands decharacter of
of lands
termined.
been determined
determined by
the Interior
land termied
said land
whether said
Interior whether
of the
Secretary of
the Secretary
by the
been
is actually
actually of
of that
That during
suspension the
the
such suspension
during such
character. That
that character.
is
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land described
described in
application shall
be disposed
of; and
and if
if the
the
shall not
not be
disposed of;
in the
the application
land
said land
land shall
be designated
designated under
Act, then
then such
such application
application
under this
this Act,
said
shall be
shall be allowed, otherwise it shall be rejected, subject to appeal;
opa
No No
occupancy p
prior shall be allowed, otherwise it shall be rejected, subject to appeal;
designation.
but no
no right
lands shall
shall be
of
to desato
but
right to
to occupy
occupy such
such lands
be acquired
acquired by
by reason
reason of
said
application until
lands have
have been
been desi
desi nated
nated as
as stock-raisstock-raisunsaidsaid
aid lands
said application
ing
lands, unless
the applicant
establishes his
residence
unless the
applicant actually
actually establishes
his residence
ing lands,
Application for en- and resides on the land; and until final action on such application,
such
application,
final
action
on
the
land;nd
d
until
and
resides
on
I.Appcaton
t
na
larged or ordinary
homestead by
resident the
settler may, if the land
designated under
Act, change
the settler
hometead
by resident
land be
be not
not designated
under this
this Act,
change
if land not designated
application to
one under
the enlarged
law if
if such
such
enlarged homestead
homestead law
under the
his application
to one
oif
iad his
as l-ntd
stock-raising.
lands be
be designated
designated thereunder,
or to
to one
one under
under the
ordinary proviprovithereunder, or
the ordinary
lands
Provisions governing
homestead law:
Provided, That
if the
settler shall
shall change
change
That if
the settler
of the
the homestead
law: Provided,
governing sions
sions of
Prohtoiapplication.
changed
his application
application he
therein the
the lands
upon which
his
he shall
shall embrace
embrace therein
lands upon
which his
his
residence and
and principal
are located,
to
located, and
and conform
conform to
principal improvements
improvements are
residence
the provisions,
limitations, and
conditions of
the applicable
applicable law."
law."
and conditions
of the
the
provisions, limitations,
Approved,
6, 1924.
1924.
Approved, June
June 6,
Jim°
1924.
June 6, 1924.
IS. 2169.1
2160.l
[Public,
No.
207.1
(Public, No. 27.1

IS.

particulars the National Defense
CHAP. 275.-An
275.—An Act To amend in certain particulars
Act of June 3, 1916, as amended, and for
for other
other purposes.
purposes.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
and House
of the
the
Be
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
United
States of
hereafter
That hereafter
Congress a88emb1ed,
assembled, That
of America
America in
in Congress
Naetndmeeitse
United States
grade percentages
percentages prescribed
prescribed in
in section
4 (b)
(b) of
of the
the
section 4
the respective
respective grade
f grades the
National Defense
the total
total
National
Defense Act
Act of
of June
June 3,
3, 1916, as amended,
amended, of
of the
vol. 41, p. 761.
authorized
men shall
0.79 per
authorized number of
of enlisted
enlisted men
shall not
not exceed
exceed 0.79
per centum
centum
for the
2.1 per
per centum
centum for
the second
second grade,
grade, 3.4
per centum
centum
for
the first
first grade,
grade, 2.1
for the
3.4 per
for the
the third
third grade,
the fourth
fourth grade,
grade, 9.5
for
grade, 9.2
9.2 jper
per centum
centum for
for the
9.5 per
per
centum for
per centum
for the
sixth grade;
grade;
centum
for the
the fifth
fifth grade,
grade, and
and 25
25 per
centum for
the sixth
and
aforementioned section
section 4
is hereby
and aforementioned
4 (b)
(b) is
hereby amended
amended accordingly.
accordingly.
Assignments.
S
EC. 2.
Add at
at the
the end
of section
the National
National Defense
Defense Act
Act
of the
4c of
section 4c
end of
2. Add
SEC.
leaexcepted
Officers
excepted
from dray
com- of
amended, the
following: "
When in
in his
June 3,
3, 1916,
1916, as
from
duty with
with coof June
"When
as amended,
the following:
his judgment
judgment
batant awns.
efficiency demands
demands such
action, the
the President
to except
batautanms.
efficiency
such action,
President is
is authorized
authorized to
except
officers of
of the
the Medical
Ordnance Department,
and Chemical
Chemical
officers
Medical Corps,
Corps, Ordnance
Department, and
Warfare Service
Service from
of this
this section
duty
Warfare
from the
the provisions
provisions of
section requiring
requiring duty
Also officers of Judge
of one
combatant arms.
arms. The
The President
President
the combatant
one or
or more
more of
of the
with troops
troops of
Advoate
Generardg with
Advocate General's
Department now enis further authorized to except from the provisions of this section
Depatment
nw
gaged
in ptent
patent
litiga-- is further authorized to except from the provisions of this section
gaged
in
litigation of
o the GovernGovern- requiring duty with troops
troops of
of one
or more
of the
the combatant
combatant arms
arms
one or
more of
ment.
m en t
.
General's Department
such officers of the Judge Advocate
Advocate General's
Department as are
are
now engaged
in patent
patent litigation
which the
the Government
Government is
is ininnow
engaged in
litigation in
in which
volved."
volved."
New matter.
S
EC. 3.
3. That
National Defense
Act, as
the
V01.39, p.190, amendVol.39,p.10
SEC.
That said
said National
Defense Act,
as amended,
amended, be,
be, and
and the
ad.
same is
hereby, further
amended by
by inserting
immediately
therein, immediately
inserting therein,
further amended
is hereby,
77.
same
edv.
Vol. 41,, p.
p. 776.
after section
section 37
37 thereof,
section to
be known
known as
section 38,
after
thereof, a
a new
new section
to be
as section
38,
in lieu
of original
original section
section 38
struck out
out by
by section
section 31
of the
in
lieu of
38 struck
31 of
the
amendatory Act
Act of
of June
June 4,
and to
to read
as follows:
follows:
read as
4, 1920,
1920, and
amendatory
cer.
Reserve
officers.
ser off
commissioned
"SEC. 38.
COMMISSIONS OF
or RESERVE
orricr.as.—All persons
persons apapTo be commlsdoned
"SEC.
38. COMMIssIONs
RESEBVE OFFICEBR.-All
in
i the Army.
shall be
be commissioned
commissioned in
of the
the
in the
the Army
Army of
Period ofoffocr
officers in pointed
reserve officers
officers shall
pointed reserve
heriod
recognized
reonized National
National United
United States.
States. Officers
recognized
Officers of the National
National Guard, federally recognized
Guard.
as such under
under the
as
provisions of
appointed reserve
the provisions
of this Act,
Act, who are
are appointed
officers
officers under the provisions of section 37
37 of
of this Act, shall
shall be
be
appointed
appointed for the period during which such
such recognition
recognition shall
shall conconand terminating
terminating at
at the
the expiration
tinue in
in effect
effect and
expiration thereof
thereof in
in lieu
lieu of
of
Regulations in time
the five-year
period hereinbefore
hereinbefore prescribed,
peace
of peace
prescribed, and
and in
in time
time of
in time the
five-year period
fRegeltions
of
peace.
shall be governed
governed by
regulations appropriate
appropriate for
this
by such
such special regulations
for this
class of
of reserve
officers
as the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War
War may
may prescribe."
class
reserve
officers
as
prescribe."
Vol.41, p. 781, amendSec.
That section
section 69
69 of
of said
Defense Act,
.Act, as
ed.ol.4
p 781
Szc. 4.
4. That
said National
National Defense
as amended,
amended,
ed.
be, and
is hereby,
hereby, amended
amended to
to read
read as
as follows:
be,
and the
the same
same is
follows:
National Guard.
"Sir.
69. Original
Original enlistments
enlistments in
in the
the National
National Guard
Guard shall
shall be
be
SEC. 69.
Enliment
Enlistment periods
modified
modified
a period of three years, and subsequent
for a
subsequent enlistments
enlistments for periods
of one
year or
or three
years each."
each."
of
one year
three years

National Peimse Act
A
amendments.
Enlisted men.
Enlistedsi
Percentage of grades
modified.
modified.
Vol. 41, p. 761.
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4
SEC. 5.
90 of
of said
Vol.41,p.783,
amendSEC.
5. That
That section
section 90
said National
National Defense
Defense Act,
Act, as
as amended,
amended, edVeol-'
,p783,amendbe, and the same is hereby, amended
amended to read as follows:
follows:
Funds allowed for
SEC.
'S
for the care,
carFeUetc.,
for
"
EC. 90. That funds allotted by the
the Secretary of War for
etc., aoof animals
support
of
the
Guard
shall
available
National
Guard
be
available
the
issued
to,
or owned,
for
purchase
issued by
to, or
owned
etc., by National
*etc.,
National
and issue of forage,
forage, bedding, shoeing, and veterinary
services, and Guard.
veterinary services,
supplies for
the Government
Government animals
for the
animals issued
issued to
organization.
to any
any organization.
and
for .ammals
animals owned
and for
by any
any State,
District of
of
owned or
or hired
hired by
State, Territory,
Territory, District
Columbia,
or National
Guard organization,
Columbia, or
National Guard
organization, not
exceeding the
the number
number
not exceeding
of animals authorized by Federal
Federal law
law for
for such
organization and
used
such organization
and used
s t
or
solely
for military
military purposes,
purposes, and
an d for
for the
th e com
pensati on of
ofcom
pet
enthelp.m
heCompensation
lp.for
solely for
compensation
competent
help for
for the
the care
care of
of material,
material, animals,
equipment of
of
animals, armament,
armament, and
and equipment
organizations of all
all kinds,
organizations
kinds, under
under such
such regulations
as the
the Secretary
of Provisos.
regulations as
Secretary of
I.
War may prescribe:
Provided, That the
the men
men to
prescribe: Provided,
to be
be so
so compensated
compensated Number
Number of
of detailed
detailed
shall not
not exceed
exceed five
five for
shall
for each
each organization,
except heavier-than-air
men,
organization, except
heavier-than-air enlisted
nliStecd
ment
payment, etc.
squadrons, for each of which a
of ten
ten to
to be
compensated
a maximum
maximum of
be so
so compensated
is hereby
hereby authorized, and shall, save
otherwise provided
in the
save as
as otherwise
provided in
the
next succeeding proviso, be duly enlisted therein
detailed by
by the
therein and detailed
the
organization commander,
commander, and shall be paid by the
organization
United States
the United
disbursing officer in each
and the
of
each State, Territory;
Territory; and
the District
District of
Employment °idyllProvided further,
That whenever
whenever it
it shall
Columbia: Provided
further , That
shall be
be found
found Ian
caretakers allowed.
iaEmpmrsntaofdwd
impracticable to secure the necessary
impracticable
necessary competent
caretakers
competent enlisted
enlisted caretakers
for the material, animals, armament, or.
or, equipment
equipment of
of any
any organizaorganization from the duly enlisted personnel
personnel thereof, the organization
commander
commander may employ one civilian
civilian caretaker
caretaker therefor
therefor who shall
shall be
be
entitled
compensation as may be fixed
entitled to such compensation
fixed by the
the Secretary
Secretary
of
War."
of War."
First C
Cadets.
SEC.
SEC. 6.
pursuant to
to section
section 63
of the
the National
National Defense
Defense Act
Act of
6. That
That pursuant
63 of
of Aotwedto
Allowedorpsto reetami
retabi
amended, the
First Corps
Corps Cadets,
Cadets, antedating,
antedating, and
and organization
ancient
and
June 3, 1916,
1916, as
as amended,
the First
-ndt privileges
pO'drieSge
as
part of
of
organization
as pert
existing in
State of
continuously existing
in the
the State
of Massachusetts
Massachusetts since,
since, the
the Act
Massachnssetts NaAct Massachussetts
tional Guard.
of
8, 1792,
1792, now
of May
May 8,
now designated
the Second
Battalion, Two
Two hunyam
designated as
as the
Second Battalion,
hun- "vtion
pl.p.198.
s.
dred and eleventh Artillery, Antiaircraft, Coast
Coast Artillery
Corps,
Artillery Corps,
First Corps Cadets, Massachusetts
Massachusetts National
National Guard, hereby
hereby declared
declared
to be such a
a corps as is defined in
all the
purposes
in said section 63
63 for
for all
the purposes
thereof
thereof and now incorporated
incorporated in the Organized
Militia and
part
Organized Militia
and aa part
of the
the National
National Guard
Massachusetts, shall
allowed to
to retain
retain
of
Guard of
of Massachusetts,
shall be
be allowed
Officers recognized
its
ancient privileges
its ancient
privileges and
and organization.
organiz ation. Said
Said First
First Corps
Corps Cadets
Cadets is
entitled to pay oi
a
is and
and entitedto"pay
grade
hereby further declared
declared to be entitled
colonel in
in grade.
hereby
entitled to a
a lieutenant
lieutenant colonel
command,
command, and a
a major second in
command; and
in command;
and said officers, when
when
federally
federally recognized,
recognized, shall receive, in
the provisions
provisions
in accordance
accordance with
with the
Act, and
Act of
of Proviso.
of said
said National
National Defense
Defense Act,
and the
the Pay
Pay Readjustment
Readjustment Act
their respective
respective grades:
June 10, 1922, the pay
pay of
of their
grades: Provided
Provided, That
That No
No derogation of
rber
. ancient privinothing
nothing in this section or other
other provisions
of law
law shall
deemed ,r
ege, ancient privi.
provisions of
shall be
be deemed
to be in derogation
derogation of any other ancient privileges
which said
privileges to which
First Corps Cadets is entitled under the
of
the laws, customs, or usages
usages of
the State
State of
of Massachusetts.
Massachusetts.
vol. 42, p.
!CM,
SEC. 7.
7. That
That the
the first
paragrapti of
of said
said National
SEC.
first paragraph
of section
section 110
110 of
National amended.
amende d.
amended,be,
Defense Act, as amended,
be, and the same is
hereby, amended
to read
read
is hereby,
amended to
asasfollows:
follows:
TNational
Guard enNational °nivel
"SEC.
110. PAY
NATIONAL GUARD
"SEC. 110.
PAY FOR
FOR NATIONAL
Ex.—Each
listed men.
men.
GUARD ENLISTED
ENLSTED ad
MEN
.- Each listed
Pay adjusted to conenlisted man
man belonging
belonging to
to an organization
organization of
of the
the National
National Guard,
Guard, foPayraditd
't Army. ona
form with
other than enlisted men of the sixth and seventh
seventh grades, shall
shall receive
receive
compensation
one-thirtieth of the initial
compensation at the rate of one-thirtieth
initial monthly
monthly pay
of his grade in the Regular Army, and each
each of those of the sixth
receive compensation
and seventh grades shall
shall receive
compensation as
in Vol.
as is
is provided
provided in
Vo 42,
42, p.
2.
p. 633.
Fot drills.
section
Pay Readjustment
Act of
June 10,
1922, for
each Fordris.
section 14 of the Pay
Readjustment Act
of June
10, 1922,
for each
organization where he
drill ordered for his organization
and
he is
is officially
officially present
present and
in which he participates
one and
and one-half
hours,
participates for not
not less than
than one
one-half hours,
not exceeding eight
any one
one calendar
calendar month
and not
exceeding
riot
eight in any
month and
not exceeding
Provisos.
sixty drills
sixty
drills in
That the
contained in
in jphet
in one
one year:
year: Provided,
Provided, That
the proviso
proviso contained
Payment for actual
ual
presence.
section
section 92 of this Act shall not operate to
payment of
to prevent
prevent the payment
of tne-
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Other duty accepted
in lieu of duillst
drills.

Eceptions

Exceptions.

Acceptance of particioptanceofr
pation
with other organizations
of National
National
gantions
Guard.

of

Retired enlisted men.
Who
served asomas comserved
missioned officers of the
Army in World War,
to receive pay of retired warrant officer.

Who
missionedofferothe
to receie
of
tired warantoffcer.
Of Navy or Marine
of
Narv
or asMarine
Corps
serving
comCorps
cornmissioned
officers in
wsiod n W
in
War,
to receive
receive
World
War,oSieree
pay of retired
retired warrant
officers.
officers.

reof
prior

Provisos.
If retired
July, 1922.

reed
y,19

to

to

Subsequentlyretired.

Subseqentlretred.

Receivinhigher
Receiving
higher pay
pay
not prevented hereby.
hereby.

not

to
pidcw
o
allowed for

Credit
Credit

allowed

for

unpaid commutation
of rations, to National
ouartdons,
commsionaOuard
noncommissionGuard
noncommissioned officers,
officers, etc.,
ened
at enetc., at
campments, etc.
campments,

Vol. 39, pp. 206,, 207.
20.

June 6,
6, 1924.
1924.
June
(S. 2929.1
(Public,29o.1]
No. 208.1

[Pb.

SEss.
SESS. I.
I.

CHs. 275, 276.
CHS.

1924.

enlisted
at any
ordered drill
or other
enlisted men
men actually
actually present
present at
any duly
duly ordered
drill or
other
exercise: Provided
of any
any actual
military
actual military
periods of
That periods
further, That
Provided further,
exercise:
duty equivalent
drills herein
prescribed (except
(except those
those
duty
equivalent to
to the
the drills
herein prescribed
periods of
of service
provided for
97, 99,
99, and
and 101
101 of
of
periods
service provided
for in
in sections
sections 94,
94, 97,
the National
National Defense
Defense Act,
as amended)
may be
be accepted
accepted as
the
Act, as
amended) may
as service
service
in lieu
drills when
when so
provided by
the Secretary
Secretary of
War:
in
lieu of
of such
such drills
so provided
by the
of War:
And provided
provided further,
further, That
That any
any enlisted
enlisted man
man shall,
under such
shall, under
such
regulations
as the
Secretary of
receive compenregulations as
the Secretary
of War
War may
may prescribe,
prescribe, receive
compensation under the provisions of
of this
this section for
for any drill had in
in
accordance with
with such
such provisions
where he
he is
officially present
present and
and
accordance
provisions where
is officially
less than
and one-half
hours
in which
which he participates
participates for
for not
not less
than one
one and
one-half hours
with a
a National
organization within
same State
State at
with
National Guard
Guard organization
within the
the same
at aa
station
than his
his own,
in form
form
station other
other than
own, upon
upon presentation
presentation of
of a
a certificate
certificate in
prescribed
said regulations
the organization
to
prescribed in
in said
regulations from
from the
organization commander
commander to
the commanding
officer of
of which
which he
is aamember
the
commanding officer
of the
the prgrization
organization of
he is
member
showing such
such drill
drill participation."
participation.
showing
SEC. 8.
8. That
retired enlisted
enlisted men
men of
Army heretofore
heretofore or
or
of the
the Army
SEC.
That retired
hereafter
retired who
who served
served honorably
honorably as
commissioned officers
officers of
of
hereafter retired
as commissioned
the
of the
the Army
Army of
the United
at some
some time
time between
6, 1917,
1917,
United States
States at
between April
April 6,
and November
November 11, 1918, shall be entitled
the pay
pay of
of
and
entitled to receive the
men of
of
and
retired enlisted
warrant ofcr
officers
the
Army;
retired warrant
retired
officers of
of
and
enlisted men
of the
the Army;
m
nr retired
the regular
regular Navy
Marine
Corps
hereafter retired
the
Navy and
and Marine
Corps heretofore
heretofore or
or hereafter
retired
.
who served
honorably as
as commissioned
officers, regular,
who
served honorably
commissioned officers,
temporary,
regular, temporary,
or reserve,
between the aforesaid
or
reserve in the naval service at some time between
aforesaid
dates,
and who
at the
of their
were members
the
dates, and
who at
the time
time of
their retirement
retirement were
members of
of the
regular
or Marine
entitled to
pay
regular Navy
Navy or
Marine Corps,
Corps, shall
shall be
be entitled
to receive
receive the
the pay
of retired
officers of
Navy and
and Marine
Marine Corps,
respecretired warrant
warrant officers
of the
the Navy
Corps, respectively:
That such
prior to
1, 1922,
tively: Provided,
Provided,That
such enlisted
enlisted man
man retired
retired prior
to July
July 1,1922,
shall
be entitled
entitled to
to receive the pay provided
shall be
provided by law for retired warrant
of equal
equal length
of service
service retired
prior to
and
rant officers
officers of
length of
retired prior
to that
that date,
date, and
that any such enlisted
enlisted man retired
retired subsequent to June
June 30,
shall
30, 1922,
1922, shall
be
receive the
Jaw for
for retired
retired warrant
warrant
be entitled to
to receive
the pay provided
provided by .law
officers
of equal
length of
of service
subsequent to
to that
that date;
dateretired subsequent
service retired
equal length
fficers of
Provided
nothing in
in this
Act shall
to prevent
Provided further,
That nothing
further, That
this Act
shall operate
operate to
prevent
any person from receiving
receiving the
the pay
pay and allowances
allowances of
of his
his grade,
grade, rank,
rank
or
on the
the retired
retired list
list when
pay and
ances exceed
excee d
or rating
rating on
when such
such pay
and allow
allowances
the pay to which he would be entitled under
under this
this Act by
by virtue
virtue of
of
his commissioned
commissioned service.
service.
his
Sc.
Payments of
of commutation
for the
the additional
additional ration
SEC. 9.
9. Payments
commutation for
ration
noncommissioned officers by the Act of May
provided for certain noncommissioned
May
18, 1920, and the Act of June
June 4, 1920, made after July 1,
1, 1922, to
to
noncommissioned officers
officers of
National Guard
Guard receiving
receiving pay
pay under
under
noncommissioned
of the
the National
the provisions of sections 94
Defense
94,1 97, and
and 99
99 of the
the National
National Defense
Act, as amended, and remaining
uncollected, are hereby
remaining uncollected,
hereby authorized
authorized
to
in which
which they
to be credited
credited in the
the disbursing
disbursing officers'
officers' accounts
accounts in
they now
now
appear.
appear.
Approved,
6, 1924.
1924.
Approved, June
June 6,

CHAP.
276.—An Act Granting the consent of Congress
Congress to the States of
CHAP. 276.-An

Georgia
to conconGeorgia and Florida, through their respective highway
highway departments,
departments, to

struct a
a bridge across
across the Saint Marys River at or near Wilds Landing, Florida.

Be it
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
the
of the
by the
Representatives of
aint Marys
Marys River.
Be
enacted by
Saint
River.
Georgia
and Florida
United States
of America
America in Congress
assembled, That
That the
the conconGeorgia and
Flonda United
States of
Congress assembled,

may bridge, at Wilds
Landing,
b Fla.
d

iay
adg.t

sent
hereby granted
granted to
States of
and
sent of
of Congress
Congress is hereby
to the
the States
of Georgia
Georgia and
highway departments,
departments, and
and their
their
Florida, through
through their
their respective
respective highway
successors and assigns, to construct, maintain, and operate aabridge
bridge
and approaches
approaches thereto across the Saint Marys
at a
point
Marys River
River at
a point
suitable to the interests
interests of navigation
navigation at
at or
or near Wilds
Wilds Landing,
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SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS:
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SESS. I.
SEss.
I.

Cris. 276-278,
276-278, 287.
287.
CHS.
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1924.
1924.

Florida, connecting
connecting Camden County, Georgia,
Georgia, and Nassau
Nassau County,
County,
Florida, in accordance
accordance with the provisions
provisions of the Act entitled "An
"An
to regulate
Act .to
regulate the construction
construction of bridges over navigable
navigable waters,"
waters,"
approved
approved March
March 23, 1906.
SEC. 2. That the right to alter, amend, or repeal
Sm.
repeal this Act is hereby
expressly
expressly reserved.
Approved, June 6,
6, 1924.
CHAP.
a House document
CHAP. 277.-Joint
277.—Joint Resolution
Resolution To print as a
document the
the proceedproceedings
ings of the
of the
the Grand
Grand Army
Republic, the
United
the national
national encampments
encampments of
Army of
of the
the Republic,
the United

Spanish War
War Veterans, and the American
American Legion,
Legion, for the use of the House and
Senate.

Construction.
Construction
Vol. 34, p. 84.

p

Amendment.
Amendment.

June 6,
6, 1924.
1924.
June
[H. J. Res. 1941
[H. J. Res. 194.1
[Pub. Res., No. 251

[Pb.

s., No. 25.]

Resolved by
Senate and House
by the Senate
of the
House of Representatives of

Veterans'
associaUnited
States of America
America in
United States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the proin Congress
pro- tioVeterans'
associations.
Proceedings
of nanaceedings
encampments of
ceedings of the national encampments
Grand Army
of the
the Proceedings of
of the
the Grand
Army of
encampment of
tional encampment
Republic, the
and the
American designatedtobeprint
the United
United Spanish
Spanish War
War Veterans,
Veterans, and
the American
designated, to be printannually as ConLegion, respectively,
accompanying illustrations, be ed
d annually
respectively, shall, with accompanying
as Congressional documents.
separate House
printed annually hereafter as separate
documents of
the ConConHouse documents
of the
gress
be submitted.
submitted.
gress to
to which
which they
they may
may be
Approved, June
1924.
Approved,
June 6,
6, 1924.

Resolution Providing
Providing for the United
United States Government
CHAP. 278.-Joint
278.—Joint Resolution
Government
to have representation
representation at the celebration
celebration of the centennial
centennial of the first meeting
of the Legislative
Legislative Council of the Territory
Territory of
of Florida.

1924.
June 6, 1924.
[S. J.
142.1
J. Res. 142.]
[S.
[Pub. Res.,
Res., No. 261
[Pub.
26.]

Florida
Whereas
Tallahassee, Florida, the State capital, joined
Whereas the citizens of Tallahassee,
joined ceFda
centennial.

Territory

Territory

by the citizens
citizens of the entire State
planning an
State of Florida,
Florida, are
are planning
an Preamble.
appropriate
appropriate celebration
November, 1924,
the centennial
of the
the
celebration in November,
1924, of
of the
centennial of
first meeting of the Legislative
of the
Legislative Council of
the Territory
Territory of Florida,
and
said celebration
celebration to be
be held
held at
at Tallahassee,
Tallahassee, and
Whereas
Whereas it is desirable and
and fitting
fitting that
the United
States Government
Government
that the
United States
should
on the
occasion of
of the
the said
said celebration;
celebration;
should be
be represented
represented on
the occasion
Therefore be
Therefore
be itit
Resolved
by the
and the
the House
the
Resolved by
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
Representative of the
United States
States of America in
in Congress assembled,
That the
the Presiassembled, That
Presi- Government
ReprSeent
ativotho
authorized
to attend,
attend, at
at TalTalauthorized and
dent be, and he is hereby,
hereby, authorized
and directed
directed to name and
and lahassee.
zed to
appoint a
a representative
representative of the United
United States Government
attend ah
Government to attend
.
participate in the celebration
celebration of
and participate
the centennial
centennial of the first
meetof the
first meeting of the Legislative Council of the Territory
Territory of
of Florida, said celeTallahassee, Florida,
State capital,
capital, during
bration to
to be held
held at
at Tallahassee,
Florida, the
the State
during
the month of November, 1924.
Approved, June
June 6, 1924.
1924.
Preamble.

CHAP. 287.-An
287.—An Act For the establishment
establishment of a
a Federal
Federal Industrial
Industrial InstituInstitu-

tion for Women, and for other purposes.

June 7, 1924.
1924.
June
IS. 790.1
[S.
[Public, No.
No. 209.1
[Public,
205.1

it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
Be it
by the
Senate and
the
Federal
Industrial
United States of
United
of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled, That the Attorney InstedeiInforstiWen
Institution for Women.
Site for,tobe
to be selected
General,
Secretary of Labor,
Labor,Tby
sitefor
General, the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior, and the Secretary
eleted
by Attorney General,
General,
authorized and directed to
be, and are hereby authorized
to select
either in
in concon- etc.
select a
a site either
nection
nection with some existing institution
institution or
for an
an indusindusor elsewhere,
elsewhere, for
Females to be conconfinement of female
trial institution for the confinement
female persons
persons above
above the
the fined
nFedsnle
to be con112.
age of eighteen
eighteen years, convicted
convicted of an
an offense
against the
the United
United
offense against
States,
including women
women convicted
convicted by
by consular
consular courts,
courts, sentenced
to
States, including
sentenced to
imprisonment
imprisonment for
one year.
for more
more than
than one
s
f costs,
Estimates
SEC.
selection of
EC. 2. That upon the selection
an appropriate
the
Attorney
appropriate
the
E
timates
oof costed
etc., to
be submitted.
submitted.
s
s
it to Co
s aan
ei
etc.,
to be
e of site
t
cot Attorney
o
Post,
p.
13-34.
General
,Pp. , w,.
General shall submit to Congress
Congress an estimate
estimate of the cost of
of purpur-
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chasing
of the
to
chasing same,
same, together
together with
with estimates
estimates of
the expense
expense necessary
necessary to
construct
the proper
proper buildings
buildings thereon.
Attorney General
at
General at
The Attorney
thereon. The
construct the
the
same time,
time, and
and annually
the same
annually thereafter,
thereafter, shall
shall submit
submit estimates
estimates in
in
detail for
for all
all expenses
of maintaining
the industrial
industrial institution
institution for
for
expenses of
maintaining the
detail
women, including
including salaries
salaries of
all officers
and employees.
employees.
women,
of all
officers and
Plans for buildings,
SEC.
3. That
That the
the Secretary
of the
Treasury is
etc., to be
the Treasury
is hereby
hereby authorized,
authorized,
preeinPin
SEO. 3.
Secretary of
etcPano
befprepared
office of
request of
of the
the Attorney
Attorney General,
General, to
drawings,
plans, drawings,
to cause plans,
on request
of Supervising
superviing on
offAce
Architect.
remodeling of the
designs, specifications,
specifications, and estimates for the remodeling
present
and the
construction of
of additional
additional buildings,
buildings, and
and
the construction
present buildings
buildings and
such appurtenances
appurtenances as
may be
on said
such
as may
be necessary
necessary on
said reservation
reservation to
to be
be
repared in
in the
Office of
of the
Architect of
the Treasury
of the
Treasury
prepared
the Office
the Supervising
Supervising Architect
partment, and
the work
work of
remodeling and
and construction
such
construction of
of such
Department,
and the
of remodeling
buildings and
and appurtenances
appurtenances to
be
supervised
by
the
field force
of
buildings
viso.
to
be
supervised
by
the
field
force
of
Proviso.
that office:
That the
proper appropriations
appropriations for
Reimbursement
of
Reimbursement
office: Provided,
Provided, That
the proper
for the
the supsupof that
cost,
etc.
cost, etc.
port and maintenance of the Office of
be
of the
the Supervising
Supervising Architect
Architect be
reimbursed for
the cost
of preparing
drawings, designs,
reimbursed
for the
cost of
preparing such
such plans,
plans, drawings,
designs,
specifications, and
for the
aforesaid work,
and the
specifications,
and estimates
estimates for
the aforesaid
work, and
the supersupervision
of the
remodeling and
and construction
construction of
buildings and
of said
said buildings
and
the remodeling
vision of
appurtenances.
Control, etc.ested
etc., vested appurtenances.
control,
SEC.
4. That
That the
and management
industrial ininmanagement of
of such
such industrial
the control
control and
in Attorney General.
SEC. 4.
stitution shall
shall be
in the
Attorney General
General of
United
stitution
be vested
vested in
the Attorney
of the
the United
States,
shall have
superintendent,
States, who
who also
also shall
have power
power to
to appoint
appoint a
a superintendent,
assistant superintendent,
and all
other officers
necesassistant
superintendent, and
all other
officers and
and employees
employees necessary
safe-keeping, care,
instruction, and
discisary for
for the
the safe-keeping,
care, protection,
protection, instruction,
and discipline of said inmates.
Instruction
and train- pline of said inmates.
Instreonanatrining to be
provided for.
be povided
SEC.
S
EC. 5.
5. That
shall be
the duty
Attorney General
General to
to proThat itit shall
be the
duty of
of the
the Attorney
provide for
such institution
institution in
in the
vide
for the
the instruction
instruction of
of the
the inmates
inmates in
in such
the
common branches
branches of
of an
an English
English education,
education, and
and for
for their
their training
training
common
in such
industry, or
occupational pursuit
pursuit as
as will
best enable
enable
in
such trade,
trade, industry,
or occupational
will best
said inmates
inmates on
to obtain
obtain self-supporting
employment.
self-supporting employment.
release to
on release
o pn
Transfer
of
persons said
ar
now
incarcerated, etc.
no-wincratede,
SEC.
6. That
Attorney General
S
EC. 6.
That the
the Attorney
General is
is hereby
hereby authorized,
authorized, in
in his
his
discretion, to
to transfer
such institution,
as accommodations
thereat
discretion,
transfer to
to such
institution, as
accommodations thereat
become available,
the terms
terms of
of this
for
become
available, all
all persons
persons eligible
eligible under
under the
this Act
Act for
incarceration in
who are
are now,
or shall
incarceration
in said
said industrial
industrial institution,
institution, who
now, or
shall
hereafter
other prisons,
prisons, penitentiaries,
penitentiaries, reformahereafter be,
be, incarcerated
incarcerated in
in other
reformatories, or houses of correction, and who are proper subjects for incarsbtras'idno
Incorrigibles
transfer- tories, or houses of correction, and who are proper subjects for incarred
to State
red tor
tate reformaretorna- ceration
to transfer
ceration in
in said
said institution,
institution, and
and to
transfer from
from such
such industrial
industrial
tory. etc.
etc.
try.
institution
a suitable
penitentiary,
institution to ,a
suitable State or Territorial prison,
prison, penitentiary,
reformatory, any
inmate who
who is
by him
him to
to be
incorrigible
or reformatory,
any inmate
is found
found by
be incorrigible
Annual estimates for
maintenance.

maintenance

or whose presence in said industrial institution is found detrimental
andn
ame
i
not
exits
well-being. Such
transfer shall
made
the
U
n ited States
to
its
well-being.
Such
transfer
shall be
be
made by
by found
the
United
States
t
oh
re
wtransfer
presence
is judicial
o
ebe
in
madeiadulosotraital
said
in located.
The
marshal
se
of
the
district
in
which
the
institution
marshal of the judicial district in which the
institutionnfrom
from which
which
trn
actuaisl
the transfer is to be made is located. The actual and necessary
exec
pense
incurred in
such transfer
the juqicial
pense incurred
in such
transfer shall
shall be
be paid
paid from
from the
judicial

funds.
s.
SEC.
7. That
of prominence
prominence
SEC. 7.
That four
four citizens
citizens of
of the
the United
United States
States of
distinction, who shall be appointed
and distinction,
appointed by the President for terms
of three, four, five, and six years,
from the
date of
years, respectively,
respectively, from
the date
of the
the
by the
taking effect of this Act, the term of each to be designated
designated by
President, but their
successors shall be
appointed for
terms of
their successors
be appointed
for terms
of four
four
years,
except that
that any
chosen to
to fill
vacancy shall
years, except
any person
person chosen
fill aa vacancy
shall be
be
appointed
only for
for the
the unexpired
term of
the citizen
citizen whom
he
whom he
of the
unexpired term
appointed only
No compensation
compensation.
Other
ex-officio mem- shall succeed,
Otherex-offciomemshall consucceed, and who shall serve without compensation,
compensation, shall
bers.
brs
Attorney General
United States,
States,
stitute, together with the Attorney
General of the the Superintendent
Superintendent of Prisons of the Department of Justice, and the
Superintendent of
the United
United States
States Industrial
Industrial Institution
Institution for
for
Superintendent
of the
Duties
Duties.
Women, a
a board of advisors of said industrial
industrial institution. It
It shall
shall
be the duty of said board to recommend
recommend ways and means
means for the
discipline and training of such inmates,
their discharge
from
inmates, that
that on
on their
discharge from
such institution they may secure
suitable employment.
employment.
secure suitable
Citizen
board of
of adadCitizen board

visors to be appointed.
visorstobeappointed.
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S
EC. 8. That the inmates of such industrial
industrial institution shall be
SEC.
parole under
8 of the Act
1, 2,
2, 3, 4, 5,
5, 6,
6, 7, and 8
under sections 1,
eligible to parole
approved June 25,
an Act
Act to provide for the
25, 1910,
1910, being an
of Congress
Congress approved
parole
of United
Such
for other
other purposes.
purposes. Such
prisoners and
and for
United States
States prisoners
parole of
inmates shall
be entitled
entitled to
commutation allowance
conallowance for good conto commutation
shall be
inmates
duct
accordance with
of Congress
the provisions of the Act of
with the
duct in
in accordance
approved
21, 1902,
and entitled
entitled "An Act
commuAct to regulate commu1902, and
June 21,
approved June
tation for
prisoners," and the Acts
for good conduct
conduct for United States prisoners,"
tation
amendatory
supplemental thereto.
amendatory thereof and supplemental
SEC. 9.
9. That
That every
every inmate,
inmate, when
from such industrial
discharged from
when discharged
SEC.
institution,
transportation to the place of
with transportation
be furnished
furnished with
shall be
institution, shall
conviction or
residence ' or to such other
other place
place in
of bona fide residence,
or place of
conviction
the
United States
authorized by
by the
the Attorney General,
may be
be authorized
States as
as may
the United
and
furnished with suitable
suitable clothing and $20 in money.
be furnished
and shall be
S
EC. 10. That
That all
Acts or
or parts
parts of
with the proinconsistent with
of Acts inconsistent
all Acts
SEC.
visions
Act are hereby repealed.
visions of
of this Act
Approved, June 7, 1924.
Approved,

Parole provisions
Parole
provisions applicable.
plicable.
Vol. 36, pp. 819, 820.
Good conduct comGood
mutation.
Vol. 32,
32, p. 397.

Transportation, etc.,
Transportation,
on discharge.

Inconsistent laws repealed.
pealed.

June
7, 1924.
1924.
une 7,
[S. 966.]
[Public, No. 210.]]

the continuance
of construction
construction work
CHAP. 288.—An
288.-An Act For
For the
continuance of
work on
on the
the San
San

[Public,

Carlos
Federal irrigation
irrigation project
in Arizona,
Arizona, and
and for
purposes.
for other
other purposes.
project in
Carlos Federal

210

Be it
enacted by
by the
Senate and
H011.496 of
the sancaos
Be
it enacted
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
Irr
n
San Calicos Irrigation
project, Ariz.
Ariz.
Congress assembled,
America in
United States
States of
in Congress
assembled, That
That the Secretary project,
of America
United
Damanthorised

acrmsanthofGila
of the Interior, through the Indian Service, is hereby authorized across
Canyon of Gila
tref n rzidint
to construct
dam across
across the
of the
Gila River
near San
San tiver,forprovidigadthe Gila
River ner
a dam
the Canyon
Canyon of
to
construct a
a- Indians altt
Pimaetc.Indians
Arizona as aa part
project, as to
part of the San Carlos irrigation project,
Carlos, Arizona,
m
contemplated
hi the report of the chief engineer of the Indian
Indian me,e.S p 4011.
contemplated in
irrigation
submitted to the Commi
,
isioner of Indian Affairs
Affairs
Commissioner
service submitted
irrigation service
on
of cost
cost of
of $5,500,000,
purpose,
$5,500,000, for the purpose,
a limit
limit of
1, 1915,
1915, at
at a
November 1,
on November
first, of
of providing
providing water
the irrigation
irrigation of
lands allotted to
to
of lands
water for
for the
first,
River Reservation,
Reservation, Arizona, now without
the Gila
Gila River
on the
Pima Indians on
an
adequate supply
water and,
and, second,
for the
the irrigation
irrigation of
such
of such
second, for
of water
supply of
an adequate
other
lands in
in public
public or
or private
in the opinion of the
private ownership,
ownership, as in
other lands
said
Secretary, can be served with water impounded
impounded by said dam
said Secretary,
without
necessary for
said Indian
without diminishing the supply
supply necessary
for said
Indian lands:
lands: po.
Proviso.
li

o l

i

su

Provided, That
That the
the total
cost of
project shall
shall be
distributed
be distributed
of the
the project
total cost
Provided,

y

Equa

Equal distribution
distribution of
o

costs
among
lands
a
equally
acre among
among the
the lands
ownership and
and the
n
lands
"4 amo
the lands served.
in Indian
Indian ownership
lands in
per acre
equally per
in
public or
or private
ownership that can be served
served from the waters
private ownership
in pulic
impounded
dam.
impounded by
by said
said dam.
construction charge
Construction
charges
reimbursable, etc.
the Indian
S
EC. 2.
the construction
charge assessed
against the
Indian reimbursable,
assessed against
construction charge
That the
SEC.
2. That
reimbursable to
Treasury of the United States
to the
the Treasury
be reimbursable
lands shall be

on a per acre basis under such rules and regulations as the Secretary

of
on the
aperInterior
acre basis
may
under
prescribe,
such rules
andand
there
regulations
i
sherebyascreated
the Secretary
a lien
of the Interior may prescribe, and there is hereby created a lien
against
all
such
lands,
which
lien
shall
be
recited
in
any
patent
patent
in
any
be
recited
shall
which
lien
lands,
all
such
against
issued
issued therefor,
therefor, prior to
to the
the reimbursement
reimbursement of the
the total ,amount
amount

chargeable
against such
such land:
land: Provided,
Provided, That
after said
said project
project is
is
That after
chargeable against
completed,
Secretary of the Interior is hereby
hereby authorized, in
completed, the Secretary
discretion, with the approval
his discretion,
approval of the Pima Indians, to sell, at
public
auction, at
less than
appraised value thereof,
such
thereof, such
the appraised
not less
than the
at not
public auction,
now allotted within said Gila River Indian
surplus lands not now
Reservation as
determine to
be irrigable
irrigable from
Reservation
as he
he may
may determine
to be
from return
return and
and
drainage waters, the proceeds of such sales to be deposited
deposited in the
construction
for the
in part
Treasury to
to reimburse
reimburse the
the United
United States in
part for
the construction
Treasury
charge
charge assessed
assessed against the Indian lands.
..
SEC. 3.
3. The
The Secretary
of the
the Interior
Interior shall
shall by
by publicicotice
public notice
Secretary of
SEC.
lands in private
for lands
available for
announce the
the date
date when
when water
water is
is available
private
announce
construction
ownership
under the project,
project, and the amount of the construction
ownership under
shall be
charge per irrigable acre against the same, which charge chilli

Lien for,
for etc.
etc.
Lien

Proviso.
Sale of =allotted irrigable Indian lands.

saleofunallottedirri-

gableIdanlds.

Deposit of proceeds
in part reimbursement
for charges.

in pt reiibrsement
for charges.

Public announcement of water available,
charges, etc.

mentoiwaeravailable,
chgs, etc.
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in annual
annual installments,
installments, the first installment
installment to be 55 per
per
payable in
Instaihlentpayment payable
ctcharges.
centum
of the total
total charge and be due and payable on the 1st day
centum of
of
of the
third year
the date
public
said public
of said
date of
following the
year following
the third
December of
of December
notice,
remainder of
charge, with
on
interest on
with interest
construction charge,
the construction
of the
the remainder
notice, the
deferred amounts
amounts from
from date
date of
said public
public notice
centum
per centum
at 44 per
notice at
of said
deferred
1st
per annum,
annum, to
to be
be amortized
payment on
December 1st
each December
on each
by payment
amortized by
per
thereafter of
per centum
centum of
of said
until the
obligation is
the obligation
remainder until
said remainder
5 per
of 5
thereafter
Proviso.
charges
maintenance
operation
the
ProvidedThat
in full
inin
aidaccount
ai
etc.,
perat
Operation,
etc., paid
on
full:of
Provided,
land i
nThat
private
the operation
ownershipand
and
or maintenance
of land in charges
Indian

Installment payment
cf charges.

on account of land in private ownership or of land in Indian
advance
annually in
in advance
shall be paid annually
ownership
ownership operated under lease
lease shall
not later
later than
than March
1st, no
no charge
charge being
being made
for .
operation and
made for.
March 1st,
not
Public
notice when
It shall be
maintenance for the first year after said public notice. It
when maintenance
aublic notice
water available.
give
to
the
duty
of
the
Secretary
of
the
Interior
such
public
notice
Interior
the
of
Secretary
the duty of the
when
water is
is actually
actually available
lands in
in private ownership.
ownership.
for lands
available for
when water
Repayment contract
Sze.
That no
part of
sum provided
herein shall be
for herein
provided for
the sum
of the
no part
4. That
SEC. 4.
t
re"Rayndmtconi
recpuredfromirrigation

charges payable
annpayable annucharges

ally in
in advance.
ay
advance,

district,
district,

before
before

concon-

in private
on account
expended for
for construction
construction on
account of
of any
any lands
lands in
private ownerexpended

struction commenced.
with the
in accordance
contract in
repayment contract
appropriate repayment
commnced. ship until an appropriate
stuctin
accordance with
the

terms
of this
and, in
approved by
by the
Secretary of the
the Secretary
form approved
in form
Act and,
this Act
terms of
organized
Interior, shall
shall have
have been
been properly
properly executed
executed by
by aa district organized
Interior,
under State
State law,
ownership
embracing the lands in public or private ownership
law, embracing
under
irrigable under
under the
project, and
and the
execution thereof
thereof shall
shall have
the execution
the project,
irrigable
been
confirmed
by decree
of a
a court
of competent
competent jurisdiction
jurisdiction,
of
court
of
decree
by
confirmed
been
e.,
Covenants, etc.,
to
appraisal
which contract,
among other
other things,
contain an
an appraisal
shall contain
things, shall
contract, among
be included.
.et to which
i .
bein
approved by
Secretary of
of the
the Interior, showing
showing the present
present
the Secretary
by the
approved
actual
fide value
value of
all such
such irrigable
without
fixed without
lands fixed
irrigable lands
of all
bona fide
actual bona
reference to
to the
proposed construction
San Carlos
Carlos Dam, and
said San
of said
construction of
the proposed
reference
shall provide
that until
until one-half
one-half the
charges against
against
construction charges
the construction
provide that
shall
said
lands shall
shall have
have been
fully paid,
paid, no
lands
such -lands
any such
of any
sale of
no sale
been fully
said lands
shall
be valid
valid unless
and
until the
purchase
price involved
in
such
such
in
involved
price
purchase
the
until
and
unless
be
shall
o
Canceling of water
approved by
the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior, and shall also
by the
is approved
sale is
riright.s
ghts onfmd%
fraudulent sale
representation, etc.
etc.
provide that upon proof of fraudulent
reprsentation,
fraudulent representation
representation as to the true
consideration
the Secretary
Interior
of the Interior
Secretary of
sale, the
such sale,
in any
any such
involved in
consideration involved
is
authorized to
cancel the
the water
water right attaching
involved
attaching to the land involved
to cancel
is authorized
the
in
such fraudulent
fraudulent salesale; and
all public
irrigable under the
lands irrigable
public lands
and all
in such
project shall
shall be
be entered
subject to
conditions of
of this
this section
section
the conditions
to the
entered subject
project
Proviso.
of
no part
which shall
shall be
applied thereto:
thereto: Provided
further, That
part of
That no
Provided further,
Conveyance
of all ir- which
be applied
onve°yance ofallirigable lands in excess any sum provided for
herein shall
for construction
construction on
on
expended for
be expended
shall be
ind.ivd-s any sum provided for herein
oro160 acres by individo
areas of land
uals
tates. account
united States.
usns to United
account of any lands in private ownership
ownership until all areas
land
excess
irrigable under
the project
project and
and owned
individual in excess
any individual
by any
owned by
under the
irrigable
of one
one hundred
irrigable acres
shall have
been conveyed
conveyed
have been
acres shall
sixty irrigable
and sixty
hundred and
of
in fee
United States
States free
free of
of encumbrance
to again
again become
become aa
encumbrance to
to the
the United
fee to
in
part of
of the
the public
public domain
under a
a contract
contract between the United
United
domain under
part
States
the individual
individual owner
owner providing
providing that
the value as shown
that the
and the
States and
by said
appraisal of
land so
so conveyed
to the
the United
United States shall
conveyed to
of the
the land
said appraisal
by
be credited
credited in
reduction of
of the
construction
charge thereafter
thereafter to
be
to be
charge
construction
the
reduction
in
be
of,
i
Dispoal
Disposal of,, iin trn
the land retained by such owner; and lands so
assessed
against the
assessed against
o
units.
units.
conveyed to
United States
shall be
be subject
disposition by the
subject to disposition
States shall
to the
the United
conveyed
Secretary
of the
Interior in
price, upon
appraised price,
the appraised
at the
units at
farm units
in farm
the Interior
Secretary of
such
terms and
conditions as
he
may prescribe.
prescribe.
may
he
as
conditions
and
terms
such
conferrd
Authority
Authority conferred
Secretary of the Interior is hereby
SEC.
secretary
SEC. 5. The Secretary
hereby authorized
authorized to
secretary off Interior
fcr executing Act.
and regulations
such rules
make such
frreecting Act.
perform any and all acts and to make
rules and
regulations
as may
may be
be necessary
necessary and
and proper
purpose of carrying
carrying the
for the
the purpose
proper for
as
provisions
this Act
Act into
into full
full force
effect; and
and the
the money
money
and effect;
force and
of this
provisions of
Post,
p.1152.
Polt,p.1152.
hereby
to be
appropriated shall be available
available for the
be appropriated
authorized to
hereby authorized
purchase or judicial pronecessary right of way by in
acquiring
acquiring of necessary
prosecuting
ceedings
other purposes
necessary in successfully
successfully prosecuting
purposes necessary
for other
and for
ceedings and
the work
the project.
complete the
to. complete
work to.
the
Approved,
June 7,
1924.
7, 1924.
Approved, June
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investigate
Secretary of the Interior
CHAP.
289.—An Act
Act Authorizing
Interior to investigate
Authorizing the Secretary
CHAP. 289.-An
and
the facts
claims of
members of
of
certain members
of certain
the claims
to the
regard to
in regard
facts in
Congress the
to Congress
report to
and report
by the destruction of their
the
occasioned by
damages occasioned
for damages
Indians for
of Indians
Nation of
the Sioux
Sioux Nation

June 7,1924.
7, 1924.
June
[S. 1174.]
1174.]
[S.
[Public, No. 211.]
iPublic, No. 211.]

horses.

horses.

S.
Indians,, s.
Rep7esentatives of the si
and House of Representatives
Senate and
Be
enacted by the Senate
Sioux Indians
Be it
it enacted
United
States of
in Congress
assembled, That
the Secre- Dak.
That the
Congress assembled,
of America
America in
United States
met
kiled
by (3tGovorn
tary of
the Interior
Interior be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized to investigate,
investigate, tilled
k
Sold by
4o
f
verrimrses
ent
of the
tary
eovernmenet
tobeinve
and
report to
to Congress
Congress the
in regard
regard to.
the claims
of memmem- z
i
mgloyees
ana t
re
opo
be invetso
employees,
claims of
to.the
facts in
the facts
and report
bers
of the
the Sioux
Nation of
of Indians
the State
of South
South Con
gress.
congress.
State of
in the
residing in
Indians residing
Sioux Nation
bers of
Dakota for horses killed on the Cheyenne River Indian
Indian ReservaDakota
tion in
years 1895,
1895, 1896, and
and 1897, which horses are alleged to
the years
in the
tion
have
been erroneously
being infected with glanders, and
suspected of being
erroneously suspected
have been
Pro.
killed by,
by, or
or by
by order
United States Govern- Proviso.
employees of the United
order of, employees
killed
Determination
aof alDetermination of
ment, and
for which
no compensation
compensation has
has been
been paid: Provided,
Provided, That lowance
which no
and for
ment,
for services of
the Secretary
of the
the Interior
is authorized
authorized to
to determine
determine what
attor- attorneys.
what attorInterior is
Secretary of
the
ney
services of value to any
have actually rendered services
or attorneys
attorneys have
ney or
reimbursement
of
of the Indians who may be found to be entitled to reimbursement
in accordance
accordance with
with the provisions of this Act and what compensain
therefor
tion such
attorney or attorneys
entitled to receive therefor
attorneys may be entitled
such attorney
tion
on
of quantum
quantum meruit
meruit and
the amounts
amounts so ascertained
ascertained
report the
and report
a basis
basis of
on a
and
to be
be due
due the
the various
attorneys to
various claimants and attorneys
determined to
and determined
• Congress
later than December 3, 1924.
Congress not later
Approved,
Approved, June 7, 1924.
CHAP. 290.-An
290.—An Act
Granting one hundred
hundred and sixty acres of land to the
Act Granting
CHAP.
Western
State College
College of
Colorado at
Gunnison, Colorado, for the use of the
at Gunnison,
of Colorado
Western State
Rocky Mountain biological station of said college.
college.
Rocky

June
7, 1924.
June 7,1924.
[H. R. 3104.1
3104.]
[H.

[Public, No. 212.]

[Public, No. 212.]

Be
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
of
of the
of Representatives
Representatives of
the Pubc
by the
Senate and
and House
House •
Be it
Public lans.
lands.
Granted to Western
Western
United
of America
in Congress
assembled, That
the Secretary
Secretary Orated
That the
Congress assembled,
America in
States of
United States
State College of ColoCobilo
college
tate for
and directed to convey to the rado,
of
Interior is
hereby authorized
authorized and
use asofbiologis hereby
of the
the Interior
ical station.
station.
ical
at
board
of
trustees
of
the
Western
State
College
of
Colorado
GunniColorado
of
College
State
Western
of
the
trustees
board of
son,
reservations of section
Colorado, subject to the provisions and reservations
son, Colorado,
24
Federal Water
Power Act,
Act, and
and with
with aa reservation
re
mineral rights
the All
to the
reservation to
Water Power
the Federal
24 of
of the
All mineral
rights reserved.
United States
of all
all the
the coal
coal and
and other
minerals in the lands granted, served.
other minerals
States of
United
together
the right
right of
grantees or perits grantees
States, its
United States,
the United
of the
with the
together with
Loton.
the same,
mittees,
to prospect
for, mine,
mine, and
and remove
remove the
same, the following
following Location.
prospect for,
mittees, to
described
land, to
to wit, the south half of the southwest quarter of
described land,
section
section 14 and the west half of the northwest quarter of section 23,
all in
township 51
51 north,
Mexico meridian, conNew Mexico
east, New
1 east,
north, range 1
in township
all
sisting
of
one
hundred
and
sixty
more
or less, for use of the P
more
acres,
sixty
and
hundred
sisting of one
Prot lso.
Reversion
Reversion ifif abanof the said college:
Rocky Mountain
biological station
station of
college: Provided,
Provided, doned
Mountain biological
Rocky
as biological staThat
the lands
lands hereby
shall be
for d°one
asbtologcl staonly for
State only
by the
the State
used by
be used
tion.
granted shall
hereby granted
That the
the
and if the said land or any part
biological station, and
purpose-of aabiological
the purpose.of
thereof
be abandoned
for such use, said land or such part shall
abandoned for
shall be
thereof shall
revert to
to the
and the
Interior is
Secretary of the Interior
the Secretary
States; and
United States;
the United
revert
hereby authorized
forfeiture of
a forfeiture
such a
declare such
empowered to declare
and empowered
authorized and
hereby
the grant
and to restore
restore said premises to the public domain, if at
grant and
the
any
he shall
abandoned the land
shall determine that the State has abandoned
time he
any time
for the
the use
biological station, and such order of the Secretary
use of aa biological
for
shall be
be final
final and
and conclusive,
conclusive, and thereupon
thereupon and thereby said premshall
ises shall
shall be
to the public domain and freed from the operarestored to
be restored
ises
tion
aforesaid.
of the grant aforesaid.
tion of
Approved,
Approved, June 7, 1924.
June
1924.
uJne 7, 192

CHAP. 291.—An
Making appropriations for the
military and
nonmilitary
[H. R.7877.1
R. 787.]
[--.and nonmilitary
the military
Act Makingappropriationsfor
291.-An Act
CHAP.
[Public,
1925,
activities of
of the
Department for the
June 30, 19
2 5, and 213.1
No.
fiscal year ending June
the fiscal
War Department
the War
activities
for other purposes.

Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of the
House of
and House
it enacted
Be

assembled, That the following
in Congress
United States
Congress assembled,
following
States of America in
United

r

pro
War

Degsa.r.tment

urppStm

al)"
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sums are
are appropriated,
of any
Treasury not
not otherotherany money
money in
in the
the Treasury
appropriated, out
out of
sums
wise
appropriated, for
for the
the military
and nonmilitary
activities of
of the
the
wise appropriated,
military and
nonmilitary activities
War Department
Department for
fiscal year
year ending
ending June
and for
for
War
for the
the fiscal
June 30,
30, 1925,
1925, and
other
purposes, namely:
other purposes,
namely:
Department mtary
military TITLE
I—MILITARY ACTIVITIES
ACTIVITIES AND
AND OTHER
TITLE I-MILITARY
Dparment
OTHER EXEXactivities.
PENSES
WAR DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT INCIDENT
PENSES OF
OF THE
THE WAR
INCIDENT
THERETO.
THERETO.
Secretary's omce.
Office.
Secretarys
OFFICE
OF SECRETARY
SECRETARY OF
WAR.
OFFICE OF
OF WAR.
Secretary,
Secretary, Assistant,
Assistant,

and civil
civil personnel.
personnel.
and
Vol. 42, p. 1488.
4
Vol. 42, p-i4.

Salaries:
War, $12,000;
$12,000; Assistant
Secretary, $10,000;
$10,000;
Salaries: Secretary
Secretary of
of War,
Assistant Secretary,

services in
the District
of Columbia
personal services
and for other personal
in the
District of
Columbia in
in accordaccord-

ance
"The Classification
Classification Act
Act of
of 1923,"
$204,916; in
$226,1923," $204,916;
in all
all,? $226,ance with
n
oirov
with "The
Provisos.
Restriction
Bestrition on
on exex- 916:
916: Provided,
or portions
Provided, That in expending
expending appropriations
appropriations or
portions of
of
ceedingg aveage
average sals- appropriations, contained in this Act, for the payment for personal
services
appropriations,
i
n the District
contained
of in
Columbia
this Act,
infor
accordance
the payment
with for
the personal
Classifi-

services in the District of Columbia in accordance with the Classifi-

Not applicable to
elei arIes-mechanical
-cba
clerical
service.
service.
No redaction
required.
q
uired. ~ n
Vol.
1490.
VoL 42, p.. 190.
Higher salary
salary rates
rates
Higher
allowed.
o
all

Department contincontin])purtmet

gntexpenses.
gent emptiness.

cation
the total
total number
number of
cation Act
Act of
of 1923,
1923, the
the average
average of
of the
the salaries
salaries of
of the
of
persons
any grade
grade or
or class
class thereof
thereof in
any bureau,
other
persons under
under any
in any
bureau, office,
office, or
or other
appropriation unit,
shall not
at any
any tune
average of
of the
appropriation
unit, shall
not at
time exceed
exceed the
the average
the
compensation rates
rates specified
specified for
the gradee by
such Act:
ov
compensation
for the
by such
Act: Prided,
Provided,
That this
restriction
shall not
not apply
apply 1)
1) to
1, 2,
That
this
restriction shall
2, 3,
to grades
grades 1,
3, and
and 4
4 of
of
°
the clerical-mechanical
clerical-mechanical
service,
or (2)
the reduction
reduction in
in •
the
service, or
(2) to
to require
require the
salary of
person whose
fixed, as
as of
1, 1924,
is fixed,
of July
July 1,
1924,
salary
of any
any person
whose compensation
compensation is
in accordance
accordance with the rules of section 6
6 of such Act, or (3)
(3) to preprevent the payment
payment of aasalary
under any
than
salary under
any grade at
at aarate
rate higher
higher than
the maximum
maximum rate
rate of
of the
grade when
when such
such higher
higher rate
rate is
is permitted
permitted
the
the grade
by
Classification Act
and is
authorized by
by the
the Classification
Act of
of 1923,
1923, and
is specifically
specifically authorized
by
other law.
other
CONTImENT EXPENSES,
CONTINGENT
EXPENSES, WAR
WAR DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
purchase of professional
books, law
law books,
inFor purchase
professional and scientific
scientific books,
books, in-

cluding their exchange;
of reference,
reference, blank
books, pamphlets,
pamphlets,
cluding
exchange; books
books of
blank books,
periodicals, newspapers,
typewriting and
adding machines,
periodicals,
newspapers, maps;
maps; typewriting
and adding
machines,
and
labor-saving devices,
and exchange;
and other
other labor-saving
devices, including
including their
their repair
repair and
exchange;
furniture
to same;
same; carpets,
carpets, matting,
linoleum, filing
filing
furniture and repairs
repairs to
matting, linoleum,
equipment, photo
photo supplies,
supplies, towels,
towels, ice,
iFe,.brooms,
fuel,
equipment,
brooms, soap,
soap, sponges,
sponges, fuel,
gas,
gas, and
and heating
heating apparatus
electric
apparatus for
for buildings,
buildings, electric
electric power,
power, electric
light;
repairs to,
alterations and
and installations
Government-owned
light; repairs
to, alterations
installations in
in Government-owned
buildings (other
buildings
(other than
under the
supervision of
than those
those under
the supervision
of the
the SuperinSuperintendent
of the
State, War,
Navy Department
Buildings) occuoccutendent of
the State,
War, and
and Navy
Department Buildings)
pied by the
the War
War Department
Department and
and its
its bureaus; maintenance,
maintenance, repair,
repair,
and
operation of
of motor
cycles, and
motorand operation
motor trucks
trucks and
and motor
motor cycles,
and one
one motor-

propelled passenger-carrying
to be
be used
used only
propelled
passenger-carrying vehicle,
vehicle, to
only for
for official
official
purposes;
and maintenanes
and repair
repair
purposes; for
for the
the purchase
purchase or
or exchange
exchange and
maintenance and
of a
the SecreSecreof
a passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying automobile
automobile for
for the
the official
official use
use of
of the
tary of War (not to exceed
$5,000) ;freight
charges;
exceed $5,000);
freight and
and express
express charges;
$750; and
absolutely necessary
street car fares, not
not exceeding
exceeding $750;
and other
other absolutely
necessary
expenses,
to exceed
in lieu
of
expenses, including
including aaper
per diem
diem allowance
allowance not
not to
exceed $4
$4 in
lieu of
subsistence, $109,810.
subsistence,
$109,810.
Stationery.
tationery
For stationery
stationery for
for the
department and
and its
its bureaus
bureaus and
the department
and offices,
offices,
$72,500.
$72,500.
Potage.
Postage.
For postage stamps for
department and
its bureaus,
bureaus, as
as rerefor the
the department
and its
quired
under the
Postal Union,
prepay postage
postage on
quired under
the Postal
Union, to
to prepay
on matters
matters adadPostal Union
countries, $250.
$250.
dressed to
to Postal
rng a
bid- dressed
Union countries,
Printing and bindFor
printing and
and binding
binding .for
the War
War Department,
Department, its
ngnn g and bnd
For printing
for the
ing.
its bureaus
bureaus
and
binding for
activities
and offices, and
and for all
all printing and
and binding
for the
the field
field activities
under the
the War
War Department,
Department, except
except such
such as
as may
may be
authorized in
in
under
be authorized
accordance
with existing
existing law
law to
be done
done elsewhere
than at
at the
accordance with
to be
elsewhere than
the GovGovPrer:3o.
Mdica bulletin.
ernm ent Printing Office, $600,000: Provided,That the sum of $3,000,
Automobile for See.

retary.
rotary.

f

or so much thereof as may be necessary, may be used for the publica-
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1924.
1924.

tion,
time to
of bulletins
bulletins prepared
prepared under the direction of
time, of
to time,
from time
tion, from
the Surgeon
medical
of the Army, for the instruction of medical
Surgeon General of
the
officers, when
approved by
by the
War, and not exceeding
exceeding
of War,
Secretary of
the Secretary
when approved
officers,
$75,000 shall
be available
available for
printing and
the direcdirecunder the
binding under
and binding
for printing
shall be
$75,000
tion of
Chief of
Engineers.
of Engineers.
the Chief
of the
tion

For Chief of EngiFor chief of Engineers.

CONTINGENCIES OF
OF THE
ARMY.
THE ARMY.
CONTINGENCIES
Army contingencies.

For
all contingent
contingent expenses
not otherwise
provided Army contingencies.
otherwise provided
Army not
of the
the Army
expenses of
For all
for
branches of
of the
military service,
including
service, including
the military
all branches
embracing all
and embracing
for and
the office
office of
the Chief
Chief of
Staff; for
for all
all emergencies
and extraordinary
extraordinary
emergencies and
of Staff;
of the
the
of
expenses, including
including the
of translators
translators and exclusive of
employment of
the employment
expenses,
all
personal services
services in
War Department
Department or
or any of its
the War
in the
other personal
all other
the
subordinate
or offices
offices in
in the
Columbia, or in the
of Columbia,
District of
the District
bureaus or
subordinate bureaus
Army
at
large,
but
impossible
to
be
anticipated
or
classified;
be
to
classified;
or
anticipated
be
to
impossible
but
large,
Army at
expended
or authority
authority of
the Secretary
and Provisos.
of War, and
Secretary of
of the
approval or
the approval
on the
expended on
of war
supplies,
for such
such purposes
as he
deem proper,
That Sale
war supplies,
Sarleof
Provided, That
$68,540: Provided,
proper, $68,540:
may deem
he may
purposes as
for
adjusting claims, etc.
not
exceed $49,040
of the
the money
money herein
shall be
be adjusting
claims, etc.
appropriated shall
herein appropriated
$49,040 of
not to
to exceed
expended for
for the
payment of
of salaries
salaries of
of civilian
civilian employees
employees conthe payment
expended
nected with
with the
sale of
and the
the adjustment
of war
war Transfer of surplus
adjustment of
supplies and
of war
war supplies
the sale
nected
contracts
Provided further,
further, That
suerplus
property
other
accontracts and claims:
claims: Provided
That none of the funds propert
actoofother
property to
tivities restricted.
appropriated
in
this
Act
shall
be
used
for
the
payment
of
expenses
tivitiesrestricted.
expenses
of
payment
the
for
used
be
appropriated in this Act shall
connected
with the
the transfer
of surplus property of the War Departtransfer of
connected with
ment
any other
other activity
activity of
of the
the Government
or
Government where the articles or
to any
ment to
which
lots of
articles to
are located at any place at which
transferred are
be transferred
to be
of articles
lots
the total
total surplus
quantities of
of the
the same commodity are so small
surplus quantities
the
that
transfer would
Secretary of Advertismgsaeslimopinion of the Secretary
not, in the opinion
would not,
their transfer
that their
AdvertisingsaleslimWar, be
amount expended
expended ited.
ited.
the amount
That the
further, That
Provided further,
be economical:
economical: Provided
War,
or
for advertising
advertising sales
Department propWar Department
surplus War
of surplus
sales of
obligated for
or obligated
Payments to aucuc
trict
tioPaye restricted.
erty during
erty
during the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1925 shall not exceed $50,000: Provided
Provided tioneers
further,
auctioneer shall be paid more than $100 per day
no auctioneer
That no
further, That
out
of any
appropriated by this Act for services rendered.
money appropriated
any money
out of
GENERAL
STAFF CORPS.
CORPS.
GENERAL STAFF
CONTINGENCIES,
DIVISION.
INTELLIGENCE DIVISION.
MILITARY INTELLIGENCE
CONTINGENCIES, MILITARY
For contingent
contingent expenses of the Military
Intelligence Division,
Military Intelligence
For
General Staff
attaches at the United
United
Staff Corps, and of the military attaches
General
includin g the purchase
purchase of law
embassies and legations abroad, including
States embassies
books, professional
professional books of reference,
subscnptions to newsreference, and subscriptions
books,
instruction at home and
periodicals; for cost of special instruction
papers and periodicals;
abroad,
maintenance of students and attaches;
attaches; for the hire
and in maintenance
abroad, and
of
interpreters, special
special agents, and guides, and for such other purof interpreters,

Staff Corps.
Corps.
General Staff

Intelligence
Intelligence
sion.
sion.

Divi-

Contingent expensesi.
expenses.
Contingent

ge

pe

poses
as the
the Secretary
Secretary of
War may
deem proper,
proper, including
$5,000 observing military
including $5,000
may deem
of War
poses as
of
expenses ofofficers
or the
and necessary
officers
of the Army on operations
ope
Cirationsngof
of Inforeign
fVeZ
necessary expenses
actual and
the actual
for
esduty abroad
the purpose
of observing
observing operations of armies of arm
armies '
purpose of
for the
abroad for
duty
certificates of the Secretary
Secretary
foreign States at war, to be paid upon certificates
necessary for obtaining military
expenditures were necessary
military
the expenditures
that the
War that
of War
information,
$65,500, to be
under the direction of the roiso.
expended under
be expended
information, $65,500,
Proviso.
Statutes, Periodicals,etc.
Secretary
of War:
That section
Perioclicals, etc.
Revised Statutes,
3648, Revised
section 3648,
Provided, That
War: Provided,
Secretary of
shall
neither to
subscriptions for
for foreign
professional R.
R. S.,
sec.3648, p.718
p.718.
S.,sec.368,
and professional
foreign and
to subscriptions
apply neither
shall apply
payments made from
newspapers and periodicals
periodicals nor to other
other payments
from this
newspapers
under
appropriation in
compliance with the laws of foreign countries under
in compliance
appropriation
which the
the military
are required
required to
to operate.
operate.
l Op
attaches are
military attaches
which
seel oftaff.
tcfC
in
the
services
personal
For
Staff:
of
of
Chief
Office
Salaries.
District
Salaries.
of Columbia
Office of in
Chief
accordance
of Staff:
with
For
"The
personal
Classification
services Act
in the
of 6=CM/7:NW

District of Columbia in accordance with " The Classification Act of
$220,304.
1923," $220,300.
0
45822°-251-33
45822 -25t--33
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Adjutant
General's
Adjutant General's
Department.
Department.

Employees,
etc.
Employees, etc.

OF MILITARY
MILITARY DEPARTMENTS,
DEPARTMENTS, AND
SO
OF
AND SO
FORTH.
FORTH.

For contingent expenses
expenses at the headquarters
headquarter5of
the several
terriof the
several terridepartments, corps
torial departments,
corps areas,
areas, armies,
armies, territorial
territorial districts,
districts, tactical
tactical
corps, divisions, and brigades,
brigades, including
including the
the Staff
Staff Corps
serving
Corps serving
thereat, being for the purchase
purchase of
the necessary
necessary articles
articles of
of the
of office,
office,
toilet, and desk furniture,
stationery, ice,
ice, and
water for
for
furniture, stationery,
and potable
potable water
office
office use when
when necessary,
necessary, binding,
binding, maps,
technical books
of reference,
reference,
maps, technical
books of
professional
professional and technical newspapers
newspapers and periodicals, payment
for
payment for
which may be made in
in advance,
advance, and
to be
allotted
and police
police utensils,
utensils, to
be allotted
by the Secretary of War, and to be
the discretion
discretion of
of
be expended
expended in
in the
the commanding officers
of the
the several
military departments,
departments, corps
officers of
several military
corps
areas, districts, armies,
and tactical
$5,000.
armies, and
tactical commands,
commands, $5,000.

Army
Army War
ge.
War Colle
College.

Instruction
expenses.
nstruction expenses.

1924.
1924.

ADJUTANT
ADJUTANT GENERAL'S
GENERAL'S DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.

Headquarters
of etc.
l- CONTINGENCIES, HEADQUARTERS
Headquarters
itary
departments,
itary
departmments,of miletc. CONTINGENCIES, HEADQUARTERS

contingent
enses
Contingent expenses.

SESS. I.
I. CH.
SESs.
CH. 291.
291.

ARMY WAR COLLEGE.

ARMY WAR COLLEGE.

For expenses
of the
the Army War College
College, being
For
expenses of
being for
for the
the purchase
purchase
special stationery;
of the necessary
necessary special
books of
of reference,
stationery; textbooks,
textbooks, books
reference,
scientific and professional
professional papers
papers and
and periodicals
periodicals; maps
maps;i police
police
utensils; employment
employment of temporary,
temporary, technical,
technical, or special
services and
special services
and
expenses
special lecturers; for the pay of employees; and for
expenses of
of special
for all
all
other absolutely
absolutely necessary
necessary expenses,
expenses, $160,540.
$60,540.

Fort Leavenworth,
Fort
Leavenworth,
Kans.
Kans.
THE COMMAND
COMMAND AND
ANI) GENERAL
STAFF SCHOOL,
FORT LEAVENWORTH,
THE
GENERAL STAFF
SCHOOL, FORT
LEAVENWORTH, KANSAS.
KANSAS.
Instruction
Instruction expenses,
expenses.
Command
and General
General
comman and
For
For the
the purchase
purchase of
textbooks, books
of reference,
reference, scientific
of textbooks,
books of
scientific and
and
Staff
School.
Staff School.
professional papers,
instruments, and material
professional
papers, instruments,
material for
instruction; emfor instruction;
employment
technical, special
ployment of temporary, technical,
special,
services; and
al, and
and clerical
clerical services;
and
necessary expenses
for other necessary
the Command
and
expenses of
of instruction,
instruction, at
at the
Command and
General Staff School, Fort Leavenworth,
$45,000.
Leavenworth, Kansas,
Kansas, $45,000.
Post
ges.
Post exchan
exchanges.
MILITARY POST
MILITARY
POST EXCHANGES.
EXCHANGES.
Maintenance,
etc.
Maintenance, etc.
For continuing the construction,
construction, equipment,
maintenance of
equipment, and
and maintenance
of
suitable buildings at military posts
the conduct
posts and
and stations,
stations, for
for the
conduct of
of
the post exchange,
exchange, school, reading, lunch,
lunch, and
and amusement
amusement rooms;
rooms;
conduct and maintenance
maintenance of libraries,
libraries, service
clubs, chapels,
service clubs,
chapels,
Recreation buildings. for the conduct
Rreation 28i2ings. and gymnasiums, including repairs
to buildings
at private
repairs to
buildings erected
erected at
private
Vol.
32, p. 282.
3
cost, in the operation of
of the
approved May
May 31,
31, 1902,
the Act
Act approved
1902, and
and inincluding salaries and travel for civilians
civilians employed in
in the
the hostess
hostess and
and
library services, and for transportation
transportation of books
hooks and
equipment for
for
and equipment
these services;
services; for the rental
rental of films, purchase
of slides
and
purchase of
slides for
for and
making repairs to moving-picture
moving-picture outfits and
for similar
and other
other
and for
similar and
recreational purposes at training and mobilization
camps now
now esesmobilization camps
tablished, or which may be hereafter
hereafter established,
established, $87,800.
$87,800.
Adjutant
Office.
Office.

General's
General's

Civilian
Civilian personnel.
personne.

Inspector
onspector
Office.
Office.

ADJUTANT
ADJUTANT GENERILL'S
GENERAL'S OFFICE.
OFFICE.

Salaries: For personal services in
the District
of Columbia
Columbia in
in acSalaries: For personal services
in the
District of
accordance
with
"The
Classification
cordance
"The Classification Act of 1923,"
1923," $1,399,592;
em$1,399,592; all
all employees provided for by this paragraph
paragraph for The Adjutant
Adjutant General's
General's
Office
of the
the War
Department shall be exclusively
Office of
War Department
exclusively engaged on work
work
of that
that office.
office.

General's
General'sNSPECTOR

Civilian personnel.
personnel.

GENERAL.
OFFICE OF
OF THE
THL INSPECTOR
INSPECTOR GENERAL.
OFFICE
GENERAL.

Salaries:
Salaries: For personal services in the District of
Columbia in
in acof Columbia
ac"The
cordance with "
The Classification
Classification Act
$25,620.
Act of
of 1923,"
1923," $25,620.
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1924:
1924;

OFFICE
OF THE
niE JUDGE
JUDGE ADVOCATE
GENERAL.
ADVOCATE GENERAL.
OFFICE OF
Salaries:
services in
in the
the District of Columbia
Columbia in acFor personal
personal services
Salaries: For

cordance with "
The Classification
1923," $62,820.
Classification Act of 1923,"
"The
cordance
DEPARTMENT.
FINANCE DEPARTMENT.
FINANCE

PAY,
ARMY.
OF THE
THE ARMY.
SO FORTH,
FORTH, OF
AND SO
PAY, AND

481
481
Judge Advocate GenenJndeAdvocate
eral's
Office.
Office.
eral's
Civilian personnel.
personnel.
Civilian
Finance Department.
FinanceDepartment.
Pay
of Army,
etc.
Army, etc.
Pay of

Officers.
PAY
or orncras:
For pay
pay of officers
officers of the line and staff, $30,- Offcers
OFFICERS: For
PAY OF
Proviso.
Psrgeo
presentation of satis- Discharge
Provided, That hereafter upon the presentation
338,000: Provided,
of minors
enlisting after
after July
July 1,,
enlisting
discharge
application
his age and upon
to his
factory
application
for
discharge
evidence as to
factory evidence
11
1924, without
ica
s r
.1
1924,
without consent
consent
of parentt
by
Secretary of War within of
guardian presented to the Secretary
or guardian
by his
his parent
parent or
parent,e tc.co.
sixty days
the date
of his
enlistment, any
after
any man enlisted after
his enlistment,
date of
after the
sixty
days after
1924, in the Army, under twenty-one years of age who was
July 1,
1, 1924,
enlisted
the written
consent of
of his parent or guardian, if
written consent
without the
enlisted without
any,
certificate and
of discharge certificate
with the
the form of
be discharged
discharged with
shall be
any, shall
the travel
travel and
allowances to
service, after enlistto which
which his service,
and other
other allowances
the
ment,
ment, shall entitle him.
No commissioned ofNothing
in this
any other
other Act,
Act, shall
shall be
con- ficer
NceoAmyssonvedvor
be conAct, or
or any
this Act,
contained in
Nothing contained
of
Navy, or
or
ficer
of Army,
Army, Navy,
Corps deprived
MarineCorpsdeprived
Army, Navy, Marine
of the Army,
strued as
as depriving
commissioned officer
officer of
any commissioned
depriving any
strued
in
of pay
of
pay while
whileonon duty
duty in
or p/farine
Corps of
right to
pay and
and allowances
coordnation of Gov.
serving coordination
while serving
Govallowances while
to pay
of his
his right
or
Marine Corps
er nm
business.
entbusiness.
on such
duty as
the President
President may
the coordination
coordination of ernment
direct in tfhe
may direct
as the
on
such duty
Government, as now being conducted by him
the business of the Government,
under
general supervision
of the
the Director
Director of the Bureau of
supervision of
the general
under the
the Budget.
National Guard.
Guard.
National
For pay
pay of
officers, National
National Guard, $100.
$100.
of officers,
For
Warrant officers.
officers.
Warrant
For
pay of
officers, $1,801,680.
$1,801,680.
warrant officers,
of warrant
For pay
Aviation increase.
increase.
officers of the Aviation
For aviation
aviation increase
increase to
commissioned and
and warrant
warrant officers
to commissioned
For
Army,
$1,000,000.
Army, $1,000,000.
L
Longevity.
Pogevy.
For additional
for length
length of
$5,374,830: Proviso.
of service
service, $5,374,830:
to officers
officers for
pay to
For
additional pay
or
at Military or
the length
length of service
for any
any purpose
Provided, That
computing for
purpose the
service Time at
That in
in computing
Provided,
Naval Academy after
officer of
of any
any officer
of the Army who was appointed
appointed to
to the
the United
United States Nugast24
August 24,demy
1912, after
not
counted.
Academy after Au- counted.
Naval Academy
States Naval
Military Academy
the United
United States
or the
Academy or
Military
gust 21,
time spent
spent at
either academy
academy shall
shall not
be counted.
counted. Enlisted
not be
at either
1912, the
the time
gust
24, 1912,
Enlisted men
men.
PAY
ENLIS1TD MEN:
MEN: For
of enlisted
of the
the line
and
line and
men of
enlisted men
pay of
For pay
PAY or
OF ENLISTED
Provisos.
Provided, Clarence
staff, not
not including
Scouts, $51,887,415:
$51,887,415: Provided,
Philippine Scouts,
the Philippine
including the
staff,
Clarence J..Vaughan.
Vaughan.
That the
Secretary of
authorized in his discretion to make
of War is authorized
the Secretary
That
as pay Authorized numerpayment
this appropriation
of the
the balance
balance of
$12 due
due as
of $12
appropriation of
from this
payment from
icalstrength.
to
Clarence J.
Vaughan, Marquette,
Marquette, Michigan:
Provided furt,
further, ical
Michigan: Provided
J. Vaughan,
to Clarence
strength.
authorized number of enlisted men, not including
That the total authorized
including the
Philippine Scouts,
twenty-five thousand. National
hundred and twenty-five
one hundred
Scouts, shall be one
Philippine
Guard
National Guard
For
$100.
men of National Guard, $100.
of enlisted
enlisted men
pay of
For pay
Aviation
increase.
increase.
Army, $250,000: Proof the Army,
For aviation
aviation increase
increase to
to enlisted
Pro- Atin
enlisted men of
For
Proviso.
Number limited.
increased Numberlimited.
for increased
available for
be available
vided,
That this
this appropriation
appropriation shall
not be
shall not
vided, That
more than seven hundred enlisted men.
pay on
on flying status to more
Scouts,
Philippine Scuts.
For
pay of
men of
Philippine Scouts,
Scouts, $1,170,432.
$1,170,432. Philippine
of the
the Philippine
enlisted men
of the
the enlisted
For pay
Longevity
For additional
pay for
service to
to enlisted
enlisted men,
$2,130,497. Longevity.
men, $2,130,497.
of service
length of
for length
additional pay
For
list.
Retired list.
officers on Retired
of the
pay of
PAY
PERSONS WITH
Wrrkt RETIRED
STATUS: For
For pay
the officers
RETIRED STATUS:
OF PERSONS
PAY OF
Officers.
Officers.
the retired
list, $7,032,337.
$7,032,337.
the
retired list,
Officers
Officers on
active
For
increased pay
pay to
duty.
duty, $214,470.
on active
active duty,
to retired officers on
duty.
For increased
Enlisted men.
men.
Enlisted
$7,602,053.
For pay
of retired
men, $7,602,053.
enlisted men,
retired enlisted
pay of
For
Enlisted men
men on
"co activendiSt
retired enlisted men on active
For increased
active tive
and allowances
allowances of retired
pay and
increased pay
For
duty.
duty,
$15,750.
duty, $15,750.
Pay
clerks.
For pay
pay of
pay clerks,
clerks, $13,500.
$13,500.
Payderks.
of retired
retired pay
For
Veterinarians.
veterinarians.
For pay
$3,570.
veterinarians, $3,570.
of retired
retired veterinarians,
For
pay of
Headquarters of tterHED- ritorial
riteadquartmen
PAY OF
OF ARMY
CIVIL SERVICE
SERVICE MESSENGERS
MESSENGERS AT
AT HEADAND CIVIL
FIELD CLERKS
CLERKS AND
ARMY FIELD
PAY
departments,
corps
areas, etc.
etc.
QUARTERS
OF
THE
SEVERAL
TERRITORIAL
DEPARTMENTS,
CORPS
AREAS,
areas,
corps
AREAS,
CORPS
DEPARTMENTS,
TERRITORIAL
QUARTERS OF THE SEVERAL
ARMY AND
AND CORPS
CORPS HEADQ
UARTERS, TERRITORIAL
TERRITORIAL DISTRICTS,
DISTRICTS, TACTICAL
TACTICAL DIVIDIVIHEADQUARTERS,
ARMY
OF EMBARKaPORTS OF
SIONS AND
BRIGADES, SERVICE
SERVICE SCHOOLS,
CAMPS, AND
AND PORTS
FitaltA141CASCHOOLS, CAMPS,
AND BRIGADES,
SIONS
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SIXTY-EIGHTH
CONGRESS.
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Army
Army
etc.,
etc., at.
at.

field
field

Cu. 291.
291.
CH.

1924.

clerks, TION
clerks,
TION AND
DEBARKATION: Army field clerks-seven
AND DEBARKATION:
clerks—seven at $2,000 each,

Assignment to Department
forduty for
partent duty
bidden.
bidden.

Contract surgeons.
surgeons.
Contract
Nurses.
Nurses.

Hospital matrons.
Hopital
matrons.

Courts martial, etc.

comuts

SF-sq.
I.
SESS. I.

mial

tc.

Rental

Rental allowances.

thirty-two
fifty-three at $1,600 each, seventy
thirty-two at
at $1,800
$1,800 each,
each, fifty-three
seventy at $1,400
$1,400
each,
sixty-five messengers
messengers at
at $720
$720 each;
each;
at $1,200
$1,200 each;
each; sixty-five
each, sixty-eight
sixty-eight at
in
all, $382,800.
in all,
$382,800.
No clerk,
at headquarters
headquarters of
of tactical
tactical dividivior laborer
laborer at
messenger, or
clerk, messenger,
No
of
sions, military departments,
departments, brigades, service schools, and office
office of
the
Staff shall
be assigned
bureau of
of the
the
in any bureau
to duty in
shall be
assigned to
Chief of
of Staff
the Chief
War
War Department.
Department.
MISCELLINEOUS: For
and allowances
MiscELLtuvzous:
For pay
pay and
allowances of
contract surgeons,
surgeons,
of contract

$41,100.
$41,100.
For pay
nurses, $720460.
pay of nurses,
$720,460.
hospital matrons,
For pay of hospital
$960.
matrons, $960.
For expenses
expenses of
courts-martial, courts of
military comcomof inquiry,
inquiry, military
of courts-martial,
missions, retiring boards, and compensation
missions
compensation of reporters
reporters and witnesses
attending same,
and expenses
depositions and
and secursecurexpenses of
of taking
taking depositions
same, and
nesses attending
ing other
for use
use before
before the
the same,
same, $70,000.
$70,000.
other evidence
evidence for
ing
For rental allowances,
allowances, including
including allowances
allowances for
for quarters
quarters for
for enenlisted men
duty where
where public
available,
quarters are
are not available,
on duty
public quarters
listed
men on

$6,150,000.
$6,150,000.
For subsistence
$5,135,966.
For
subsistence allowances,
allowances, $5,135,966.
interest.
For interest
For
interest on
soldiers' deposits,
$100,000.
on soldiers'
deposits, $100,000.
Loss by
exchange.
Lss
by exchange.
For payment
exchange by officers
payment of exchange
officers serving in
in foreign
foreign countries,
countries,
authorized by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War,
War, by officers
officers
and when specially
specially authorized
serving
funds pertaining
the War
War Department
Department when
when serving
pertaining to
to the
disbursing funds
Alaska and all foreign
foreign money
received shall
shall be charged to and
money received
in Alaska
disbursing officers
officers of the Army
the legal
legal valuation
Army at the
paid out
out by
by disbursing
fixed by
by the
the Secretary
of
the Treasury,
$5,000.
fixed
Secretary
of
the
Treasury,
$5,000.
Officers
furnishing
For additional
additional pay
below the
the grade
of major
required
grade of
major required
mou
ams hing For
fnt
pay to
to officers
officers below
mounts.
own mounts,
mounts, $75,000.
$75,000.
to be
be mounted
mounted and
and who
who furnish
furnish their
their own
Accounting and
and disdisAll the money hereinbefore
Accounting
hereinbefore appropriated
appropriated for pay of
of the Army
Army
bursing as one fund.
shall be
and
be disbursed
disbursed and
and accounted
accounted for as pay
pay of the
miscellaneous shall
and miscellaneous
Proviso.
Army, and
for that
purpose shall
shall constitute
fund: Provided,
Provided,
Restriction on em- Army,
pRestction
and for
that purpose
constitute one
one fund:
ploying additional
per- That under this provision no amount shall be used for the employpoying
additional perThat under this provision
shall
sons.
ment
additional persons
persons over the number for which the
ment of
of any additional
specific appropriations herein provide.
rc- specific appropriations herein provide.
Pay forbidden
forbidden to retired officer
officer selling
sellingsup
supNone
shall be
be used
used to
to pay
pay
None of the
the money
money appropriated
tired
appropriated in this Act
Act shall
plies to Army. etc.
pliestoArmy. etc.
any officer
officer on
on the retired
retired list of the Army who for himself or for
for
others
engages in
in the
selling, contracting
contracting for
for the
the sale
sale of,
of, negotiating
negotiating
others engages
the selling,
for the sale of, or furnishing
furnishing to
to the
the Army
Army or the
Department
the War Department
any supplies,
supplies, materials,
equipment,
lands, buildings,
plants, vessels.
vessels.
any
materials,
equipment,
ce
retiin
lands,
buildings,
plants,
Officers retiring beor munitions.
the money
money appropriated
this Act
Act shall
shall be
be
appropriated in
in this
munitions. None
None of
of the
fore age of 64 employed or
foreageors4emtpoyed
by
making
bprectparties
a
ekiart paid to any officer on the retired
retired list of the Army who, having
having been
been
direct sales to Department
or Army.
mentor
retired
sixty-four,, is employed in the
retired before
before reaching
reaching the age
age of sixty-four
United States
its .possessions
any individual,
individual, partnership,
United
States or
or its
possessions by
by any
partnership,
corporation, or association regularly
regularly or frequently
corporation,
frequently engaged
in
engaged in
making direct sales of any merchandise
merchandise or material
material to the War
War
Department or
the Army.
Department
or the
Army.

Subsistence alowSubsistence
allowances.
Soldiers'
interest.
oldiers'

bsisene

Mileage.
Mileage.
MILEAGE
THE ARMY.
MILEAGE OF
OF THE
ARMY.
Officers,
etc.
Officers, etc.

For mileage,
of actual traveling
traveling expenses, or per
per
For
mileage, reimbursement
reimbursement of
diem allowances
allowances in lieu
lieu thereof,
thereof, as authorized
authorized by
law, to
commisby law,
to commissioned officers,
warrant officers,
officers, warrant
officers, contract
contract surgeons,
surgeons, expert accountant,
Inspector
inspector General's Department,
Department, Army
Army field clerks and field clerks
of the Quartermaster
authorized by law, $1,000,000.
Quartermaster Corps, when
when authorized
$1,000,000.

Finance Service.
Finance
FINANCE SERVICE.
SERVICE.
FINANCE
Pay
of clerks,
etc.
Pay of
ers,etc.
Proviso.

For compensation of clerks and other employees of the
For compensation of clerks and• other employees of the
Department,
$1,454,000: Provided,
Department, $1,454,000:
Provided, That $500,000
$500,000 of this

Finance
Finance
amount
amount

SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRE SS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH
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I.. CH. 291.
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Auditing
gWorld War
available only
compensation and traveling expenses contracts.
cAut'
Word War
be available
only for the compensation
shall be
of clerks
employees engaged
the
work pertaining
pertaining to
to the
engaged on
on work
and other
other employees
of
clerks and
audit
War contracts,
contracts, and
of this
amount not
to exceed
not to
exceed
and of
this amount
World War
audit of
of World

Personal
in
$25,000
be available
available for
for personal
the office
of the
Pesontal
s services
ervices
in the
office of
the Department
personal services
services in
$25,000 shall
shall be
office. in
Chief
of
Finance,
War
Department.
Chief of Finance, War Department.
CLAIMS FOR
FOR DAMAGES
DAMAGES TO
TO AND
LOSS OF
OF PRIVATE
PRIVATE PROPERTY.
PROPERTY.
AND LOSS
CLAIMS

Private property
property
Private
dama
ges, etc.
etc.
damages,

Payment of
of claims
claims
For payment
payment of
of claims
claims of
of not
not to
exceed $500
in amount
amount for
for damdam- for.Payment
to exceed
$500 in
For

ages to
and loss
property incident
incident to
practice,
to the
the training,
training, practice,
of private
private property
ages
to and
loss of
operation, or
or maintenance
of the
the Army
Army that
that have
accrued, or
or may
operation,
maintenance of
have accrued,
may
hereafter accrue,
time to
to time,
Provided, That
t
e
ltent throu
gh
That settlesettle- leT
Settlement
through
hereafter
accrue, from
from time
time, $25,000:
$25,000: Provided,
General
ment of
shall be
by the
General Accounting
Office, General
Accounting Office,
made by
the General
claims shall
be made
ment
of such
such claims
Offi

upon the
recommendation of the
of War,
War,
the Secretary
Secretary of
the approval
approval and
and recommendation
upon
where
War
ascertained by the War
where the amount of damages has been ascertained
Department,
thereof will
will be accepted
accepted by
of
by the
the owners of
payment thereof
and payment
Department, and
property in full satisfaction
satisfaction of such damages.
the property

Accountin
g
Accounting

Destruction of
of pripriDestruction
MAIMS
OF OFFICERS,
OFFICERS, ENLISTED
ENLISTED MEN,
MEN, AND
AND NURSES
NURSES OF
OF Tm
ARMY FOR
of ofofTHE ARMY
FOR vate
vate property
property of
CLAIMS OF
ficers,
etc.
etc.
ficers,
DESTRUCTION
OF
PRIVATE
PROPERTY.
PROPERTY.
DESTRUCTION OF PRIVATE
Payment of claims

For the
payment of
claims of
of officers,
officers, enlisted
enlisted men,
serice.8
th service.
of for,
for in
nurses of
men, and
and nurses
of claims
For
the payment
in the

property lost, destroyed,
destroyed, captured,
captured, abandoned,
abandoned,
the Army for private property
of the United States, under the Vol. 41, p. 14.36.
the military service of
or damaged
damaged in the
VOl 41 p. l36.
approved March 4, 1921, $50,000.
provisions of an Act approved
OFFICE OF
OF THE
'113E CHIEF
FINANCE.
CHIEF OF
OF FINANCE.
OFFICE
Salaries: For personal
personal services
services in the District of Columbia in
Classification Act of 1923,"
accordance with ""The Classification
1923," $318,720.
$318,720.
accordance
QUARTERMASTER CORPS.
CORPS.
QUARTERMASTER

Office
of
of Chief
Chief of
Office of
Finance.
Finance.
Civilian personnel.

civlianpersomnel.

Quartermaster
Quartermaster

Corps.
Corps.

Subsistence.
Sr
o
supplies
Purchase
of supplies
for
etc.
issue, etc.
issue
as rations to troops, including retired enlisted men when ordered for issue,
issue as
hospital
to active duty, civil employees when entitled thereto, hospital
matrons,
for enlistment while held under observation,
matrons, applicants
applicants for
general prisoners of war (including
(including Indians held by the Army as
appropriation is not otherwise
prisoners, but for whose subsistence appropriation
made), Indians employed by the Army as guides and scouts, and gensubsistence of the masters, officers,
officers,
eral prisoners at posts; for the subsistence
crews,
and employees
employees of the vessels of the Army Transport
Transport Service;
Service;
crews, and
coffee for troops traveling when supplied with cooked
cooked or travel
travel
hot coffee
enlistment Sales to officers, etc.
applicants for enlistment
recruiting parties
parties and applicants
rations; meals for recruiting
observation; for
members of Sale to ofs etc.
sales to
to officers, including members
for sales
while under observation;
the Officers'
Officers' Reserve Corps while on active duty, and enlisted men of Provisos.
Provided, That
the Army: Provided,
That the
the sum of $12,000 is authorized
authorized to
to be
be Competitors
in nanaCompetitors in
rifle match.
match.
tinal rifle
expended
for supplying
supplying meals
meals or
or furnishing
commutation of rations tional
furnishing commutation
expended for
to
enlisted men
men of
the Regular
Army and
the National
National Guard
Guard while
while
and the
of the
Regular Army
to enlisted
Ration
on rrestrictions.
estrctions
further, That no Rati
competitors
Provided further,
competitors in the national rifle match: Provided
competitor
commutation of rations in excess
excess of
shall be
be entitled to commutation
competitor shall
$1.50 per day, and when meals are furnished
expense than
furnished no greater expense
that sum per man per day for the period
period the contest is in progress Payments.
mmutation of ra
of rations
shall be
be incurred.
For payments:
commutation of
rations to the Commutation
Of commutation
payments: Of
incurred. For
rashall
tions, etc.
etc.
cadets of
States Military Academy in lieu of the regular tions,
United States
of the
the United
cadets
established
regulation allowances of commutation
commutation in
the regulation
established ration; of the
lieu
enlisted men on furlough,
furlough, enlisted men when stalieu of
of rations
rations to enlisted
tioned at places where rations in kind can not be economically
economically issued,
and
retired enlisted men when ordered to active duty, and
including retired
detached duty where it
it is impracticable
carry
impracticable to carry
when traveling on detached

For
SUBSISTENCE or
TILE ARMY:
subsistence supplies:
supplies: For
ARMY: Purchase
Purchase of subsistence
OF THE
SUBSISTENCE
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rations
any kind,
kind, enlisted
enlisted men
to contest
contest for
for places
places or
or
selected to
men selected
of any
rations of
prizes
in department
department and
competitions when
when traveling
to
traveling to
rifle competitions
and Army
Army rifle
prizes in
and from
of contest,
applicants for
for enlistment
enlistment and
and general
general
contest, applicants
places of
and
from places
prisoners while
while traveling
traveling under
payment of
of the
the regularegulaFor payment
orders. For
under orders.
prisoners
tion allowances
allowances of
commutation in
in lieu
lieu of
rations for
men,
enlisted men,
for enlisted
of rations
of commutation
tion
applicants
for enlistment
while held
under observation,
observation, civilian
civilian ememheld under
enlistment while
applicants for
ployees who
are entitled
at public
and general
general
expense, and
public expense,
to subsistence
subsistence at
entitled to
who are
ployees
Advertising,
p-i
prisoners
sick in
to be
paid to
to the
surgeon in
in charge;
charge;
the surgeon
be paid
hospitals, to
in hospitals,
while sick
prisoners while
zes
Secretary
prizes to be
providing prizes
advertising;
etc
for
bakers, cooks,
advertising; for
for providing
be established
established by
by the Secretar
y
ooks, etc.
fAd'ers,
of
War for
for enlisted
enlisted men
men of
of the
Army who
who graduate
graduate from
Army
the Army
from the
the Army
of War
schools
bakers and
cooks, the
the total
amount of
such prizes
prizes at
at the
the
of such
total amount
and cooks,
for bakers
schools for
various
schools not
not to
to exceed
exceed $900
$900 per
and for
for other
other necesnecesannum; and
per annum;
various schools
sary expenses
testing, care,
care, preservation,
preservation,
purchase, testing,
the purchase,
to the
incident to
expenses incident
sary
issue, sale,
and accounting
for the
the Army;
in
Army; in
supplies for
subsistence supplies
for subsistence
accounting for
sale, and
issue,
all, $12,975,273.
$12,975,273.
all,
Restriction n Prices
None of
of the
appropriated in this Act shall be used for the
funds appropriated
the funds
None
S"
tRZesPion,
at sales commissaries.
commissaries other than in
sales commissaries
payment
operating sales
in
of expenses
expenses of operating
payment of
Alaska,
China, at
at which
which the
the prices
prices charged
charged
and China,
Islands, and
Philippine Islands,
Alaska, Philippine
do not
overhead costs
costs of
of freight,
handling,
freight, handling,
customary overhead
the customary
include the
do
not include
Vol.
23, p. 103.
ol.23,p.03.
and delivery,
delivery, notwithstanding
provisions of the
the Act of
storage, and
notwithstanding the provisions
July 5,
1884.
July
5, 1884.
Utilities to include
None of the f
un d
s appropri
ate d i
n thi s Actshall b
e use d f
or payNone of the funds appropriated in this Act shall be used for payoveretdcots
overhead costs iofsaleS
of sales
of expenses
expenses of
of services
servicesor
or supplies. ment
meat of
of operating
operating any utility of the War Department
Department
selling
or supplies
which the
the services or supcost of the
the cost
at which
supplies at
services or
selling services
plies
so sold
sold does
does not
not include
include all
customary overhead
overhead costs of labor,
all customary
plies so
rent,
light, heat,
expenses properly
properly chargeable
to the
the conconchargeable to
other expenses
and other
heat, and
rent, light,
duct
of such
utility.
utility.
such
duct
of
Regular quartermassupplies of the QuarterREGULAR
Regular supplies
ARMY: Regular
THE ARMY:
OF 11,1/1
SUPPLIES or
REGULAR SUEPLTER
qstiertRegular
ter
supplies.
construction and
protection; construction
master
including their
their care and proteetion;
master Corps, including
heating apparatus
repair of
of military
and heating
apparatus
stoves and
fences; stoves
reservation fences;
military reservation
repair
required for
for the
use of
of the
Army for
for heating
offices, hospitals.
hospitals, barbarheating offices,
the Army
the use
required
racks and
and recruiting
recruiting stations,
stations, and
and United
United States disquarters, and
and quarters,
racks
and appliances
appliances
ciplinary barracks;
barracks; also
also ranges,
ranges, stoves,
stoves, coffee
coffee roasters,
roasters, and
ciplinary
for
cooking and
and serving
posts in
field and when traveling,
the field
in the
at posts
food at
serving food
for cooking
appliances;
and
maintenance of such heating and cooking appliances;
and maintenance
and repair
repair and
moving-picture mafor the operation
and the
necessary power
power for
operation of moving-picture
the necessary
and
Heat and
matches; for
candles and
to chines; authorized
and light
light to
neat
authorized issues of candles
and matches;
for furnishing
furnishing heat
heat
quarters.
enfor officers,
officers, enquarters for
allowance of
authorized allowance
and light
quarters,
and
light for
for the
the authorized
of quarters
listed
men,
warrant
officers,
and
including
retired
enclerks,
including
and
field
listed men, warrant officers,
when ordered
ordered to active duty, contract
contract surgeons
surgeons when stalisted men when
tioned
public quarters at military posts, officers
officers of
occupying public
tioned at
at and
and occupying
the
National
Guard
attending
service
and
garrison
schools,
and for
for
and
schools,
garrison
and
service
attending
National Guard
Recreatiould,
Recreation
buildings,
gs the
erected
recruits, guards,
offices, the buildings erected
storehouses, offices,
guards, hospitals, storehouses,
recruits,
etc.
etc.°b
Vol. 32,
32, p.
282.
Vol.
p. 282.
at private
private cost, in the
the operation of the Act
Act approved
approved May
May 31,
31, 1902,
1902,
and
buildings
for
a
similar purpose
purpose on
military reservations
authorreservations authoron military
and buildings for a similar
offiers
les to
to officers.
Sales
ized by
by War
War Department
regulations for
officers, and
and includincludsale to officers,
for sale
Department regulations;
ized
ing also
fuel
and
engine supplies
supplies required
required in
in the
modern
of modern
the operation
operation of
and
engine
also
fuel
ing
Bakeries, ice mabatteries at
established posts;
post bakeries,
bakeries, including
including bake
bake ovens
ovens
for post
posts; for
at established
etc." batteries
andre etc.
chBn,
chines, laundries,
pertaining thereto and the repair
and
apparatus pertaining
repair thereof;
thereof; for ice maand apparatus
required for the health and commaintenance where
chines and their maintenance
where required
fort
of the
the troops
and for
for ice
enlisted
organizations of enlisted
ice for
for issue
issue to organizations
troops and
fort of
men
Secretary of War
War may deterplaces as
as the
the Secretary
men and offices
offices at
at such
such places
mine,
for preservation
preservation of
of stores;
stores; materials
for cleaning
cleaning and
and preprematerials for
mine, and
and for
serving ordnance
and ordnance
ordnance stores except at establishments
establishments under
serving
ordnance and
the direct control of the Chief of Ordnance;
Ordnance; for cold storage; for the
construction
construction and
and maintenance
maintenance of laundries
laundries at military
military posts in the
United
States
and
its
island
possessions;
authorized
issues of
of soap,
soap,
issues
authorized
possessions;
island
its
and
States
United
o
schools
Slies
Supplies for schools
necessary furniture, textbooks,
toilet paper, and towels; for the necessary
etc.
paper,
the post schools and
and libraries,
libraries, and for
and equipment
equipment for the
paper, and
schools for noncommissioned
noncommissioned officers;
officers; for the purchase
purchase and issue
issue of
of
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instruments,
furniture stationery,
stationery, and
articles
other authorized
authorized articles
and other
office furniture,
instruments, office
for
military posts;
posts; for purschools at
at the
the several
several military
for the
the use
use of
of officers'
officers' schools
chase
newspapers, market
reports, and
for
and so
so forth;
forth; for
market reports,
chase of
of commercial
commercial newspapers,
the
furniture for
for kitchens
kitchens and
and mess
each
mess halls,
halls, each
and mess
mess furniture
the tableware
tableware and
Forage,
g etc., for aniand
men, including
for forage,
and mfS"
' etc., for an
salt, and
recruits; for
forage, salt,
including recruits;
the enlisted
enlisted men,
and all
all for
for the
vinegar
for
the
horses,
mules,
oxen
and
other
draft
and
riding
vinegar for the horses, mules, oxen, and other draft and riding
animals of
the Quartermaster
Corps at
et the
several posts
posts and
stations
and stations
the several
of the
Quartermaster Corps
animals
and with
with the
armies in
for the
the horses
horses of
the several
several regiregiof the
field, for
in the
the field,
and
the armies
ments of
and batteries
of
such companies
companies of
and such
of Artillery
Artillery and
batteries of
of Cavalry
Cavalry and
ments
Infantry and
and Scouts
Scouts as
as may
for
remounts and for
and for remounts
may be mounted, and
Infantry
the
authorized number
for the
the
including bedding
bedding for
of officers'
officers' horses
horses, including
number of
the authorized
animals;
of forage
for the raising
raising of
required for
and implements
implements required
for seeds
seeds and
animals; for
at
remount depots
Hawaiian and
and
in the
the Hawaiian
reservations in
and on
on military
military reservations
at remount
depots and
Philippine
incident thereto,
thereto, ininand expenses
expenses incident
and for
for labor
labor and
Islands, and
Philippine Islands,
cluding,
when specifically
authorized by
Secretary of
of War
War,, the
the
by the
the Secretary
specifically authorized
cluding, when
Stationery, printing,
cost
of irrigation;
irrigation; for
soldiers' bedding,
bedding, stationery,
t
ype- ettaionery,
printing,
stationery, typestraw for
for soldiers'
for straw
cost of
etc.
writers
and
exchange
of
same,
including
blank
books
and
blank
writers and exchange of same, including blank books and blank
forms for
the Army,
certificates for
soldiers and
for Proviso.
forms
for the
Army, certificates
for discharged
discharged soldiers,
and for
p,0r,
John Hay,
Ray,
printing
$12,250,000: Provided,
Provided, That
Camp John
That Camp
reports, $12,250,000:
orders and
and reports,
printing department
department orders
May
curthe
sale
of
surplus
electric
current
from
the
Camp
John
Hay
electric
curMay
sell
electric
Hay
electric
Camp
John
from
the
current
surplus
electric
the sale of
rent to Baguio.
plant to
the city
city of
of Baguio,
Baguio, Philippine
hereby approved
approved rent
to Baguio.
Islands, isshereby
Philippine Islands
plant
to the
and
the continuation
of such
such terms
terms
i
as
been or
or
as have
have been
under such
such sale
sale under
continuation of
and the
may hereafter
the city
city
and the
of War
War and
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
be agreed
agreed upon
upon by
may
hereafter be
authorized.
of Baguio is authorized.
Clothing.
C
LOTHING AND
cloth, woolens,
for Clothing.
materials, and
and for
woolens, materials,.
For cloth,
AND EQUIPAGE:
EQUIPAGE: For
CLOTHING
Purchase, manufacture,
etc.
the purchase
purchase and
and manufacture
of clothing
clothing for
for the
including ture, etc.
the Army, including
manufacture of
the
retired
enlisted men
when ordered
to active
active duty,
duty, for
for issue
issue and for
ordered to
men when
retired enlisted
sale
for payment
of commutation
commutation of
of clothing
clothing due
officers
to warrant
warrant officers
due to
payment of
sale;•for
of the
the Mine
Mine Planter Service and to enlisted men; for altering and
of
fitting clothing
and washing
washing and
and cleaning
when necessary;
for opopnecessary; for
cleaning when
fitting
clothing and
eration of
for the
authorized issues
of laundry
laundry materials
materials
issues of
the authorized
of laundries;
laundries; for
eration
for
general prisoners
confined at military
without pay
military posts
posts without
prisoners confined
use of
of general
for use
or
for applicants
applicants for
for enlistment
held under
under
while held
enlistment while
and for
or allowances,
allowances, and
observation;
repair of
of equipment
dry-cleaning
of dry-cleaning
equipment of
and repair
equipment and
for equipment
observation; for
plants,
and sorting
storehouses, hat
repairing shops, shoe
hat repairing
sorting storehouses,
salvage and
plants, salvage
repair
clothing repair
works; Equipage,
repair shops,
shops, clothing
repair shops,
shops, and
and garbage
garbage reduction
reduction works;
toietrtiEqupage, toilet
artietc.
for
equipage, including
barbers' cles,
des,etc.
articles, barbers'
issues of toilet articles,
authorized issues
including authorized
for equipage,
and tailors
tailors' materials,
use of
of general
prisoners confined
miliat miliconfined at
materials, for
for use
general prisoners
and
tary
without pay
pay or
applicants for
for enlistment
enlistment
and applicants
or allowances
allowances and
posts without
tary posts
while
held under
of toilet
toilet kits
kits to
upon
to recruits
recruits upon
issue of
observation; issue
under observation;
while held
their
first enlistment,
and issue
issue of
of housewives
housewives to
the Army;
Army,;for
their first
enlistment, and
to the
for exex- Issue
citlzen's
se
of citizen's
clothing, etc.
penses of
of packing
and handling
handling and
and similar
similar necessaries;
outerclothing,etc.
suit outer
for aa suit
necessaries; for
packing and
penses
of. citizen's
citizen's outer
clothing, to
to cost
cost not
exceeding $30,
issued
be issued
$30, to
to be
not exceeding
outer clothing,
of.
necessary to each soldier
honorably,
discharged otherwise than honorably,
soldier discharged
when necessary
to each
each enlisted
enlisted man
convicted by
by civil
offense resulting
resulting
an offense
court for
for an
civil court
man convicted
to
in
in a
a penitentiary
penitentiary or
or other
civil prison,
and to
to each
each
prison, and
other civil
in confinement
confinement in
enlisted
ordered interned
interned by
by reason
of the
the fact
fact that
he is an
that he
reason of
man ordered
enlisted man
alien
or, for
for the
discharged without
without internment;
alien enemy,
enemy, or,
the same
same reason,
reason, discharged
internment; Indemnity
Indemt for dedestroyed
clothing, etc.
bed- stroye
dotiortng,
for indemnity
indemnity to
to officers
men of
of the
the Army
and bedfor clothing
clothing and
Army for
and men
officers and
for
ding,
so forth,
forth, destroyed
April 22,
by order
order of medi22, 1898,
1898, by
destroyed since
since April
and so
ding, and
cal
the Army
Army for
for sanitary
reasons $4,158,637.
$4,158,637.
sanitary reasons,
officers of
of the
cal officers
expenses.
I
NCIDENTAL EXPENSES
EXPENSES OF
Tat, ARKMY:
ARMY: Postage;
of laborers
in Incidental
s.
deame~
laborers in
hire of
Postage; hire
OF THE
INCIDENTAL
the Quartermaster
Quartermaster Corps,
Corps, including
including the
the care
care of
officers' mounts
of officers'
mounts when
when Civilian employees,
the
the same
same are
are furnished
the Government;
Government; compensation
compensation of
of clerks
clerks etc.
ete.
the
furnished by
by the
and
Quartermaster Corps, and clerks, foreemployees of the Quartermaster
and other employees
men,
and organist
disciplinary barUnited States
States disciplinary
the United
organist for the
watchmen, and
men, watchmen,
racks,
incidental expenses
recruiting; for
apprehension,
for the
the apprehension,
expenses of recruiting;
and incidental
racks, and
securing,
and delivering
delivering of
military
escaped military
including escaped
deserters, including
of deserters,
securing, and
prisoners,
and the
greater
no greater
their pursuit; and no
to their
expenses incident to
the expenses
prisoners, and
$50 for each
escaped military prisoner shall,
each deserter
deserter or escaped
sum than
than $50
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in the
the discretion
of the
be paid
paid to
to any
civil officer
officer
any civil
of War,
War, be
the Secretary
Secretary of
discretion of
in
or citizen
such services
and expenses;
for a
adonation
donation of
$10 to
to
of $10
expenses; for
services and
for such
or
citizen for
each
prisoner upon
upon his
his release
release from
from concondischarged prisoner
dishonorably discharged
each dishonorably
finement
dishonorable disdisinvolving dishonorable
sentence involving
court-martial sentence
under court-martial
finement under
charge;
operation of
plants; and
and such
addisuch addiof coffee-roasting
coffee-roasting plants;
for the
the operation
charge; for
tional
expenditures as
as are
necessary and
by law
law in
the
in the
and authorized
authorized by
are necessary
tional expenditures
movements
Army and
posts, and
and
military posts,
and at
at military
the Army
of the
operation of
and operation
movements and
not
expressly assigned
to any
anyother
other department,
$4,157,368.
department, $4,157,368.
assigned to
not expressly
Transportation.
ABM
Transportatio
ARMY TRANSPORTATION:
TRANSPORTATION: For transportation
transportation of the Army and its
its
supplies, including
including retired
retired enlisted
ordered to
active duty;
duty;
to active
when ordered
men when
enlisted men
supplies,
of authorized
authorized baggage,
baggage, including
of retired
retired officers,
officers, warrant
warrant
that of
including that
of
officers, and
when ordered
and upon
duty and
active duty
to active
ordered to
men when
and enlisted
enlisted men
officers,
relief
and including
including packing
packing and
and crating;
and
recruits and
crating; of recruits
therefrom, and
relief therefrom,
recruiting
of applicants
applicants for
for enlistment
between recruiting
recruiting
enlistment between
parties; of
recruiting parties;
stations
and recruiting
necessary agents
and other
other emagents and
of necessary
depots; of
recruiting depots;
stations and
ployees,
including per
per diem
diem allowances
allowances in
lieu of
of subsistence,
not
subsistence, not
in lieu
ployees, including
exceeding $4
those authorized
to receive
receive the
diem allowallowthe per
per diem
authorized to
for those
$4 for
exceeding
Transporting
dede
pendents,
etc.
ances; of
officers and
enlisted men as provided
provided by law;
law;
and enlisted
of officers
of dependents
dependents of
- ances;
ps
of discharged
and persons
persons discharged
discharged from
Saint ElizaEhzafrom Saint
prisoners, and
discharged prisoners,
of
beths Hospital
Hospital after
from the
military service,
service, to
the military
thereto from
transfer thereto
after transfer
beths
Ipr.
Provisos.
Provided, That the
may elect)
elect)::Provided,
Cost restriction,
their
elsewhere as they may
(or elsewhere
homes (or
their homes
costrestriction.
cost
in each
each case
not be
be greater
than to
to the
.enlistof last
last enlistthe place
place of
greater than
case shall
shall not
cost in
Boats,
etc.
ment;
of horse
horse equipment;
the Army;
for the
the
Boats,etc.
ment; of
equipment; and
and of
of funds
funds for
for the
Army; for
and other vessels; for wharfage,
operation
and repair
repair of
wharfage, tolls,
of boats and
operation and
Vehicles,
df
erri
ages; f
or drayage
for the
hire, opvehides, draft
and and
draft and
ferriages;
for
drayage and
and car;
cartage; for
the purchase
purchase, hire,
oppack entree's
eration 'maintenance,
and repair
repairo
t
f
at
e
arness, wagons,
carts, drays,
drays
of
harness,
wagons, carts,
eration,
maintenance, and
pck , etc.
other vehicles,
vehicles, and
passenger-carrying vehicles
required
vehicles, required
and horse-drawn
horse-drawn passenger-carrying
other
for
the transportation
of troops
supplies and
and for
for official
official milimilitroops and
and supplies
transportation of
for the
tary and
for purchase
purchase and
hire of
of draft
and pack
pack
draft and
and hire
purposes; for
garrison purposes;
and garrison
tary
Travel
replacement of
unserviceable animals
for travel
travel
animals;•for
of unserviceable
including replacement
animals, including
Ganrcesoffi- animals,
Natioal Guard
National
n.

allowances.

allowances to
to officers
enlisted men
men on
on discharge;
to:officers
of
officers of
discharge; to
and enlisted
officers and
allowances

cers
on discharge.
cersonscarge.

Vol. 31, p. 902.
rd.
National
Nation.
Guard.
Vol.
Vol. 42, p.
p. 1021.
1021.

Payment to
oad
grant

grant

land-

land-

railroads.

Motor

sttr,ctIon,
,

vehicle

vehicle

rere

National Guard
Guard on
on discharge
discharge from
from Federal
Federal service
service as
as prescribed
prescribed in
in
National
the Act of March 2, 1901; to enlisted men
of National
National Guard
on disdisGuard on
the Act of March 2, 1901; to enlisted men of
charge from Federal service, as prescribed in
amendatory Act
in amendatory
Act of
of
September
National Guard
Guard who
who
of the
the National
and to
to members
members of
22, 1922;
1922; and
September 22,
have
into Federal
Federal service
discharged on
account
on account
and discharged
service and
mustered into
been mustered
have been
of physical
physical disability;
all, $16,500,000:
Provided, That
That here$16,500,000: Provided,
in all,
disability; in
of
after payment
payment shall
shall be
at such
such rates
rates as
as the
Secretary of
be made
made at
the Secretary
of
after
War
shall deem
and reasonable
reasonable and
not exceed
exceed 50
50 per
per
shall not
and shall
War shall
deem just
just and
centum of
of the
the full
on the basis
computed on
of compensation,
compensation, computed
full amount
amount of
centum
of the
tariff or
or lower
lower special
rates for
for like
like transportation
transportation performed
performed
of
the tariff
special rates
of property
property or
or troops
for
transportation a
for the
the public at large,
large, for the transportation
of the
the United
land-grant Acts
Acts
which under
under land-grant
over any
any railroad
railroad which
of
United States
States over
was aided
aided in
its construction
grant of
of land
condition that
that
was
in its
construction by
by a
a grant
land on
on condition
said railroad
railroad shall
be and
and remain
highway for
use of
for the
the use
of the
the
public highway
remain a
a public
shall be
said
United States,
which adjustment
adjustment of
compensation is
required
is required
of compensation
and for
for which
United
States, and
in
with decisions
decisions of
such
Court construing
construing such
of the
the Supreme
Supreme Court
in accordance
accordance with
land-grant
or over
railroad which
aided in
its conconwas aided
in its
which was
Acts, or
over any
any railroad
land-grant Acts,
should
struction
on condition
condition that such railroad should
by a
a grant
grant of
of land on
struction by
be aa post
post route
route and
and military
road, subject
regulations as
to such
such regulations
as
military road,
subject to
be
Congress may
Government
the charge
charge for
for such
such Government
impose restricting
restricting the
Congress
may impose
transportation,
and such payment
payment shall be accepted
transportation, and
accepted as in full for all
demands for
such service.
service.
demands
for such
No
money appropriated
appropriated by
this Act
expended for
for the
the hire,
hire,
be expended
Act shall
shall be
by this
No money
operation,
motor-propelled vehicle
repair of
of any
any motor-propelled
vehicle
operation, maintenance,
maintenance, or repair
which
which shall be
be employed
employed wholly
wholly or
or in
in part
part for
for personal,
personal, social, or
similar
use, except
except such
such use
use as
by order
order for
for the
the transportransporas is
is prescribed
prescribed by
similar use,
tation
personnel in connection
recreational activiactivitation of
of Army personnel
connection with the recreational
ties
the Army.
Army.
of the
ties of
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Motor vehicle
vehicle purNone of the funds appropriated
Motor
purappropriated or made available under this Act chases
restricted.
or any of the unexpended balances of any other Act shall be used chases restricted.
for the purchase
purchase of motor-propelled
motor-propelled passenger
passenger or freight carrying
carrying
vehicles
for the
the Army
Army except
that are
solely for
for For
vehicles for
except those
those that
are purchased
purchased solely
For ecretary of War
Secretary of War
authorized.
experimental purposes,
purposes, and
one automobile
for the
experimental
and except
except one
automobile for
the official
official authorized.
Exchangespermitted.
use of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
War, and
use
of War,
with the
the further
exception that
that not
and with
further exception
not Echngesermitted
to exceed $50,000
$50,000 may be used as part payment
payment in exchange of
of
motor-propelled
passenger or freight carrying
motor-propelled passenger
carrying vehicles.

HORSES FOR
FOR CAVALRY,
CAVALRY, ARTILLERY,
HORSES
ARTILLERY, ENGINEERS,
ENGINEERS, AND
AND SO
SO FORTH.
FORTH.

Horses.
Horses.

etc.
For the purchase
purchase of
of horses within limits as to age,
size Purchases,
Purchases, etc.
age, sex,
sex, and
and size
to be prescribed
prescribed by the Secretary of War for remounts for officers
officers
public mounts,
entitled to public
mounts, for the United
United States Military
Military Academy,
Academy,
and
organizations and
and members
members of
of the
as Encouraging
and for
for such
such organizations
the military
military service
service as
Encouraging breedbreeding of riding horses.
may
required to
be mounted,
mounted, and
and for
for all
may be
be required
to be
all expenses
expenses incident
incident to
to such
such ingofridinghorses.
purchases (including
(including $150,000 for encouragement
encouragement of the breeding
breeding of
of
riding horses suitable for the Army, in cooperation
cooperation with the Bureau
of Animal Industry, Department of Agriculture,
Agriculture, including the purchase of animals for breeding
breeding purposes
maintenance),
purposes and
and their
their maintenance),
Provisos.
$1,000,000:
That the
the number
horses purchased
purchased under
$1,000,000: Provided,
Provided, That
number of
of horses
under Numtr
Number limited.
limited.
this appropriation
shall
be
limited
to the actual needs of the mounted Open
appropriation
Open mket
purmarket purservice, including reasonable
reasonable provision
provision for remounts.
remounts. When practi- chases.
purchased in open market
cable, horses shall be purchased
market at all military posts
or stations,
stations, when
when needed,
be fixed
by the
or
needed, within
within aamaximum
maximum price
price to
to be
fixed by
the Standard
dard reqed.
required.
Secretary of War:
War: Provided
Provided further,
further, That no part of this appropriaSecretary
tion shall be expended
expended for the purchase of any horse below the
standard set by Army Regulations for Cavalry
Cavalry and Artillery horses,
except when
purchased as
as remounts
for instruction
of cadets
at Polo ponies
when purchased
remounts or
or for
instruction of
cadets at
es limited.
the United States Military Academy:
Academy: And provided
provided further,
poe
further, That no
part of this appropriation
expended for polo ponies except
except
appropriation shall be expended
for West
Point Military
and such
ponies shall
shall not
not be
for
West Point
Military Academy,
Academy, and
such ponies
be used
used Acceptance of doat any
any other
other place:
And provided
provided further,
That the
Secretary of
of nated
breeding adoaniat
place: And
further, That
the Secretary
nated epeding
mals
War may, in his discretion,
regulations as mals.
discretion, and under such rules and regulations
he may prescribe, accept donations of animals for breeding and donations of money or other property to be used as prizes or awards at agricultural fairs, horse shows, and similar exhibitions, in order to encourage the
the breeding
horses suitable
suitable for
for Army
Army purposes:
purposes: Reort of expendl
courage
breeding of
of riding
riding horses
Report of expendiWar shall
And provided
provided further, That
That the Secretary
Secretary of War
shall report
report anan- tures.
nually to Congress, at the commencement
commencement of each session, a
astatement
statement
appropriation, and full particulars
particulars of
of all expenditures under this appropriation,
the
means adopted and carried
carried into effect for the encouragement
encouragement of the
means
breeding of riding
riding horses
horses suitable for the military service.
breeding

MILITARY POSTS.
MILITARY
POSTS.

Military posts.
Mlitary
Construction, etc., of

etc. of
For the construction
construction and enlargement
enlargement at military
military posts of such buildings.mc
buildings.
Secretary of War may •be
buildings as in the judgment of the Secretary
necessary, including
appurtenances thereto, $428,332,
necessary,
including all appurtenances
$428,332, including
including FortrtSil,O
Sill, Okla.
$43,332
improving the heating
system at
$43,332 for improving
heating system
in, Ga.
ort
at Fort
Fort Sill, Oklahoma,
Oklahoma, Fort
Beaming, Ga.
and
toward the construction
construction of a
barrack building
and $385,000
$385,000 toward
a barrack
building for one
one Comprehensive
omprehensiveplan
plan
for permanent conpaent
regiment of Infantry
Infantry at Fort Benning, Georgia, and the Secretary for
construction, etc., at posts.
of War
War is hereby authorized
et.,
authorized and directed to submit to the Congress
Lewis Wash.,
Included.
li
at its
next session
plan for
necessary permanent
comprehensive plan
for necessary
permanent inclid
ahd..
at
its next
session aa comprehensive
including Camp Lewis
construction at military posts, including
construction
Lewis in the State
of
received from
from the
the sale
sale of
of At,
of Washington,
Washington, based on using
using funds
funds received
p.3s6.
Ante, p.
386'
surplus War Department
Department real estate, and for the sale of such
such
of
property now owned by the War
War Department
Department as, in the opinion of
the
War, is
no longer
longer needed
needed for military
military purposes.
of War,
is no
the Secretary
Secretary of
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MILITARY POSTS,
HAWAIIAN ISLANDS.
MILITARY
POSTS, HAWAIIAN
ISLANDS.

Hawaii.
Schofield Barracks,
Pearl
Harbor, etc.
PearflHrborcks'

Panama Canal.
Pana

For
completion of
Ku Tree
Tree Reservoir,
Reservoir, $150,000;
$150,000; and
and for
comFor completion
of the
the Ku
for completion
joint Army
Army and
and Navy
Navy water
water supply
project, Pearl
pletion of
of joint
supply project,
Pearl Harbor
Harbor
Naval Station,
Station, Fort
Fort Kamehameha,
and Ford
Island, $74,000;
$74,000; in
all
Naval
Kamehameha, and
Ford Island,
in all
$224,000.
$224,000.
Canl.
MILITARY POSTS,
MILITARY
POSTS, PANAMA
PANAMA CANAL.
CANAL.

Gatun
storehouse.
Gatun storehouse.

For
the construction
construction of
includFor beginning
beginning the
of a
a storehouse
storehouse at
at Gatun,
Gatun, including
appurtenances thereto,
thereto, $557,850.
$557,850.
ing appurtenances

Barracks and quarBarracks
quarters.
ters.

BARRACKS
AND Q
UARTERS.
BARRACKS AND
QUARTERS.

Construction,
Construction,

pairs, etc.
pairs,

rere-

For construction,
construction, repair,
quarters, stables,
stables,
For
repair, and
and rental
rental of
of barracks,
barracks, quarters,

storehouses,
magazines, administration
storehouses, magazines,
and office
office buildings,
buildings, sheds,
sheds,
administration and
shops, garages,
garages, reclamation
reclamation plants,
and other
other buildings
buildings necessary
necessary
plants, and
for
the shelter
of the
Army and
and its
its property,
including retired
retired
property, including
the Army
shelter of
for the
entals.
Rentals.
officers and
men when
when ordered
to active
duty; for
for rental
officers
and enlisted
enlisted men
ordered to
active duty;
rental of
of
grounds for
military purposes,
of recruiting
recruiting stations,
stations, and
and of
lodggrounds
for military
purposes, of
of lodgings
recruits and
for repair
repair of
of such
such
ings for
for recruits
and applicants
applicants for
for enlistment;
enlistment; for
furniture
Government-owned officers'
quarters
and office
officers'
furniture for
for Government-owned
ocers' quarters
quaofficers'and
messes
may be
be approved
approved by
by the
of War;
wall
messes as may
the Secretary
Secretary of
War; for
for wall
lockers, refrigerators,
screen doors,
doors, window
screens, storm
storm doors
doors and
and
lockers,
refrigerators, screen
window screens,
sash,
window
shades,
and
flooring
and
framing
for
tents,
$3,376,014:
sash,
window
shades,
and
flooring
and
framing
for
tents,
$3,376,014:
Proviso.
or military
Rent for
militaryat
at- Provided,
That this
appropriation ,
thall be
be available
available for
for rental
rental of
of
Proyvid
d, That
this appropriation
shall
taches.
tachss.
offices, garages,
and stables for military attaches.
offices,
garages, and
attaches.
Philippine Islnds.
Islands.
Philippine

Shelter of
of troops in.

Rentals in China.
Rentals
Proviso.
Proviso.
Construction of offioffiConstruction
cers' quarters limited.
limited.
cers'

Water, sewers,
Water,
sewers, etc.,
etc.,
at posts.

Proviso.
Proviso.

construction
New
construction
work limited.
work

Roads,
Roads, wharves,
wharves, etc.
etc.
Con ,truetion,
Construction,

pairs, etc.
etc.

BARRACKS AND
BARRACKS
AND Q
UARTERS, PHILIPPINE
PHILIPPINE ISLANDS.
QUARTERS,
ISLANDS.

Continuing the work of providing
Continuing
the proper
proper shelter
shelter and
and
providing for
for the
protection a
officers and
and enlisted
enlisted men
men of
of the
the Army
Army of
the United
protection
of officers
of the
United
States
on duty
the Philippine
including repairs
repairs
States lawfully
lawfully on
duty in
in the
Philippine Islands,
Islands, including
and payment
payment of rents, the acquisition
acquisition of title
title to
to building
building sites,
and
sites, and
such additions to existing
existing military
military reservations
reservations as
as may
may be
be necessary,
necessary,
and including
including also shelter
the animals
and supplies
supplies and
and all
all other
shelter for
for the
animals and
other
buildilgs
necessary for
buildiags necessary
for post
post administration
and for
for shelter
shelter
administration purposes,
purposes, and
and repair thereof, and rentals
rentals for
for United
United States
States troops
troops in
in China,
China,
$300,000: Provided,
Provided,That no part of
of the said
shall be
be expended
said sum
sum shall
expended
for the construction
construction of quarters
quarters for officers
officers of
the Army
Army except
in
of the
except in
emergency with the
case of emergency
approval of
of the
War, in
in
the approval
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War,
which case the total cost, including
including the heating
heating and
plumbing apand plumbing
apparatus, wiring, and fixtures, shall not exceed
exceed in the case of quarters
of a
ageneral officer the sum of $8,000,
$8,000, of a
colonel or
officer above
above the
the
a colonel
or officer
rank of captain,
captain, $6,000, and an officer
officer of
of and
and below
the rank
rank of
of
below the
captain, $4,000.
captain,
$4,000.
WATER
AND SEWERS
AT MILITARY
MILITARY POSTS: For procuring and introW ATER AND
SEWERS AT
ducing
ducing water to buildings and premises
premises at
at military
posts and
and stastamilitary posts
tions; for the installation
extension of
plumbing within
buildinstallation and
and extension
of plumbing
within buildings where the same is not specifically
specifically provided
for in
in other
other approprovided for
appropriations; for
repair of
of fire
fire apparatus,
priations;
for the
the purchase
purchase and
and repair
apparatus, including
including
ire-alarm systems; for
for the disposal
fire-alarm
of sewage,
and expenses
expenses incident
incident
disposal of
sewage, and
thereto; for repairs to water and
and sewer
systems and
and plumbing;
plumbing; and
and
sewer systems
for hire of employees, $2,109,950: Provided,
Provided, That not to exceed
exceed
$50,000
$50,000 of this appropriation
appropriation shall be expended
expended for new construction
construction
work.
ROADS, WALKS,
WALKS, WHARVES,
ROADS,
WHARVES, AND
AND DRAINAGE.
DRAINAGE.

ye.
re-

For the construction
construction and repair
repair by the
the Quartermaster
Quartermaster Corps
Corps of
of
roads, walks, and wharves;
wharves; for the pay of employees;
employees; for
for the
the
and for
disposal of drainage; for dredging
dredging channels;
channels; and
and
for care
care and
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improvement of grounds at military posts and stations, $801,942.13:
$801,942.13:
Provided, That not to exceed
$46,203.13 from this appropriation
appropriation rie
Repar,
etc. New
Provided,
exceed $46,203.13
rpai
.Z . etc.,
shall
be immediately
repair and
and completion
of the
Dixi
oe
x Highway,
Highway, Camp
shall be
immediately available
available for
for repair
completion of
the Dixie
Camp
Highway of approximately
approximately nine and three-fourths
oKyip6s.
New Dixie Highway
three-fourths Posi,
p.695.
miles at Camp Knox, Kentucky,
Kentucky, constructed
constructed by
by the War Department to divert traffic from the old Dixie Highway, the funds to be
expended by the department
department of public
public roads
Kentucky:
expended
roads of
of Kentucky:
t
Provided further,
appropriated or made exadd.ents
erecirdran.nients' eetc.,
Provided
further, That none of the funds appropriated
available under this Act shall be used for the permanent construction of any new roads, walks, or wharves
connected with
wharves connected
with any
any of
National Army contonments
contonments or National
the National
National Guard camps.
SHOOTING GALLERIES
GALLERIES AND
AND RANGES.
SHOOTING
RANGES.
For
For shelter,
shelter, grounds,
grounds, observation
observation towers, shooting galleries,
galleries, ranges
for small-arms target practice, machine-gun practice, field, mobile,
and railway artillery practice, repairs, and expenses incident thereto,
including flour for paste for marking
marking targets, hire of employees,
such ranges and galleries to be open as far as practicable
practicable to the
National Guard and organized
organized rifle clubs under
under regulations
regulations to be
prescribed
Secretary of War, $37,400.
prescribed by the Secretary
RENT OF
BUILDINGS, QUARTERMASTER
QUARTERMASTER CORPS.
CORPS.
RENT
OF BUILDINGS,

Shooting
and ranges.
ranges.

galleries
galleries

Expenses of.
Enses
of

en t
Rent.

Biiu"gsiiiinthe
buildings in the District of trirdings
the DiDi'
For rent of buildings and parts of buildings
Pro"n.
a- P;orizo•
Provided, That this apColumbia for military purposes, $58,702: Provided,
propriation
shall not
not be
available if
space is
is provided
by the
Public Restriction.
propriation shall
be available
if space
provided by
the Public
Reson
Government-owned buildings.
Buildings Commission in Government-owned
SEWERAGE SYSTEM,
SYSTEM, FORT
FORT MONROE,
VIRGINIA.
SEWERAGE
MONROE, VIRGINIA.ort
maintenance of
wharf and apron of
For repair
repair and
and maintenance
of wharf
of wharf,
wharf, including
necessary labor
labor and
therefor, fuel
fuel for
for waiting
waiting
all necessary
and material
material therefor,
eluding all
rooms •water, brooms, and shovels, $18,780; for one-third of said
rooms;
$6,260.
sum, to be
be supplied
supplied by
by the United States, $6,260.
For
brooms repairs to
roadway, pavements,
to roadway,
pavements,
For rakes, shovels,
shovels, and
and brooms;
macadam and asphalt block; repairs to street crossings; repairs
repairs to
macadam
street
and labor
roads ' $6,819;
two-thirds
$6,819; for two-thirds
drains, and
labor for
for cleaning
cleaning roads,
street drains,
supplied by the United States,
of said sum to be supplied
States, $4,546.
$4,546.
For
waste, oil,
oil, motor
motor and
and pump
repairs sewer
pipe, cement,
brick,
sewer pipe,
cement, brick,
For waste,
pump repairs,
stone
said
services, $5,040;
$5,040; for two-thirds of said
personal services,
stone, supplies,
supplies, and personal
sum, to be supplied by the United
United States, $3,360.
CONSTRUCTION AND
AND REPAIR
REPAIR OF
OF HOSPITALS.
CONSTRUCTION
HOSPITALS.

Fort Monroe,
Fort
Monroe, Va.
Va.

Monroe

Wharf.
h

Roada.
B
O
R

Sewers,
e etc.
seam

Hospitals.

Hospitals.

cone
,et
t
r
e
t
.
rerien,

of hospitals
hospitals at military posts already opaSettrc".
For
For construction
construction and repair of
p
airs

established
expenditures for construction
construction
established and occupied,
occupied, including
including all
all expenditures
and repairs required at the Army and Navy Hospital at Hot Springs,
Arkansas, and for the construction
construction and repair of general hospitals
Arkansas,
and expenses incident thereto, and for additions needed to meet the TTemra
requirements of
and for
temporary hospitals
in hospitals.
heepTerrY
requirements
of increased
increased garrisons,
garrisons, and
for temporary
hospitals in
standing camps and cantonments; for the alteration
standing
alteration of
of permanent
permanent
buildings at posts for use as hospitals,
hospitals, construction
buildings
construction and repair of
temporary hospital buildings at permanent
permanent posts, construction
construction and retemporary general
general hospitals, rental or purchase
purchase of grounds,
pair of temporary
and rental and alteration
buildings for use for hospital
hospital purposes in
alteration of buildings
including necessary temporary
the District of Columbia and elsewhere,
elsewhere, including
temporary
quarters for hospital personnel,
personnel, outbuildings, heating and laundry
apparatus,
cooking
and sewers,
sewers, and electric
electric work, cooking
apparatus, plumbing,
plumbing, water and

re-

amp

camp
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apparatus,
for the
the same,
same, $489,500:
Provided,
apparatus, and
and roads
roads and
and walks
walks for
$489,500: Provided,
That
of this
appropriation shall
shall be
be used
used for
for the
the construction
construction
That no
no part
part of
this appropriation
of new
hospitals.
of
new hospitals.

OFFICE OF THE
Ili/. QUARTERMASTER
QUARTERMASTER GENERAL.
GENERAL.
OFFICE

Salaries: For personal
Salaries:
personal services in the District
District of Columbia in
in
accordance
with
"
The
Classification
Act
of
1923,"
$586,280.
Tchni
,
accordance
with
"The
Classification
Act
of
1923", $586,280.
Technical
experts,
_$586,280.
Technical
experts,
In
addition to
foregoing employees
employees appropriated
appropriated for
for in
in the
the
etc.
In addition
to the
the foregoing
office of the
the Quartermaster
General, the
services of
of technical
technical experts
experts
Quartermaster General,
the services
and such other services
services as
the Secretary
of War
deem necessary
necessary
as the
Secretary of
War may
may deem
may be employed
employed in the
office of
of the
the Quartermaster
General, to
to be
be
the office
Quartermaster General,
paid from the appropriation
appropriation for
"Incidental Expenses
of
the
for "Incidental
Expenses
of
the
Proviso.
Army": Provided,
That the
expenditures for
this purpose
imit.'
Army":
Provided, That
the entire
entire expenditures
Limit.
for this
purpose
for
fiscal year
shall not
exceed $16,300,
and there
be
for the
the fiscal
year 1925
1925 shall
not exceed
$16,300, and
there shall
shall be
included in
in the
year a
of the
included
the Budget
Budget for
for each
each fiscal
fiscal year
a statement
statement of
the numnumber of
so employed,
duties, and
and the
the amount
amount paid
paid to
to mph.
ber
of persons
persons so
employed, their
their duties,
each.
Civilian personnel.
personnel

SIGNAL
SIGNAL CORPS.
CORPS.

Signal Corps.
Corps.
Signal
Signal
Signal Service.

SIGNAL
THE ARMY.
ARMY.
SIGNAL SERVICE
SERVICE OF
OF THE

Service.

Telegraph and tteleel
phone
systems.
phTonelpst

Telegraph and
and telephone
Purchase, equipment,
equipment, operad "
Telegraph
telephone systems:
systems: Purchase,
operaPera tion,
tion, and
of military
military telegraph,
one,ra
dio,cable,
cable, and
and
operaand repair
repair of
telegraph, teleph
telephone,
radio,
signaling
signaling systems;
systems; signal
equipment and
and stor
es, heliographs,
kehographs,signal
signal
signal equipment
stores,
lanterns, flags, and
other necessary
wind vanes,
van. es, baromiaromand other
necessary instruments;
instruments; wind
b
eters, anemometers, thermometers, and other
other meteorological
meteorological instrunstruments; photographic
photographic and
and cinematographic
work performed
performed for
for the
the
cinematographic work
Army by the Signal Corps;
Corps; motor
cycles, motor-driven
motor-driven and
and other
other
motor cycles,
vehicles
vehicles for technical
technical and official
purposes in
with the
official purposes
in connection
connection with
the
construction,
construction, operation,
operation, and
and maintenance
maintenance of
of communication
communication or
or sigsignaling systems, and supplies
supplies for their operation
operation and
maintenance;
and maintenance;
professional
reference, pamphlets,.
professional and scientific books of reference,
periodicals,
pamphlets, periodicals,
newspapers,
and
maps
for
use
in
the
office
of
the
Chief
Signal
Officer
newspapers,
and
maps
for
use
in
the
office
of
the
Chief
Signal
Officer
Telephones.
Telephon
and
the Signal Corps School, Camp Alfred
and the
Alfred Vail, New Jersey;
Jersey; telephone apparatus, including rental and payment
commercial, exexpayment for
for commercial,
change, message,
message, trunk-line, long-distance,
long-distance, and
and leased-line
telephone
leased-line telephone
service at or connecting any post, camp, cantonment, depot,
arsenal,
depot, arsenal,
headquarters,
aviation station,
station, or
other office
office or
or station
headquarters, hospital,
hospital, aviation
or other
station
Exception.
of
the Army,
of the
Army, excepting
excepting local telephone
telephone service for the
the various bubureaus of the War Department
Department in the
of Columbia,
Columbia, and
and toll
toll
the District
District of
messages pertaining
pertaining to
to the
the office
office of
the Secretary
War; electric
electric
of the
Secretary of
of War;
telegraph lines and
time service;
service; the rental of commercial
commercial telegraph
and equipment
equipment
and their operation
operation at or connecting
connecting any post, camp, cantonment,
cantonment,
depot, arsenal, headquarters, hospital, aviation station, or other office
depot,
office
station of
of the
for official
Electrical
nstall or
or station
the Army,
Army, including
including payment
payment for
official individual
individual

Purciwes.
Purchases,
tions,
etc.

0

-

telegraph
messages .transmitted
over commercial
commerci al lines;
li nes; electrical
telegraph messages
transmitted over
electrical
installations and maintenance
military posts, cantonments,
installations
maintenance thereof
thereof at military
cantonments,
camps,
stations of
of the
the Army,
control and
and direction
apparatus
ivilia employees.
camps, and
Civilian
employees.
and stations
Army, fire
fire control
direction apparatus
and material
and
material for Field Artillery;
Artillery; salaries of civilian employees, including
vocational schools;
cluding those
those necessary
necessary as instructors at vocational
schools; supplies,
supplies,
general repairs, reserve
reserve supplies, and other expenses connected
connected with
with
and
transmitting
of
information
for the
Army
by
by
collecting
and
transmitting
of
information
for
the
Army
rethe
Exerimental
re- the collecting
Experimental
etc.
seseacetc.
telegraph or otherwise;
otherwise; experimental
experimental investigation,
investigati on ,research,
researc h, purpur chase and development
improvements in
development or improvements
in apparatus,
apparatus, and
an d maintemain t
enance
signaling and
i
es thereto,
thereto, including
i
nclud i
ng patent
rights
nance of
of signaling
and accessor
accessories
patent rights
and
other rights
rights ther
et
o,
i
ncl
u di ng machines,
machi nes, instruments,
i
nstruments, and
and other
thereto,
including
and other
other
laboratory
equipment for labor
at
ory and repair purposes;
u iti on ,l
ab
ora t
ory
purposes; t
tuition,
laboratory
fees, and so forth, for
Corps officers
for Signal
Signal Corps
detailed to
to civilian
techofficers detailed
civilian technical schools for the purpose
purpose of
pursuing' technical
technical courses
courses of
of inof pursuing'
inat posts, e
tc.
tions
etc.
Electrical
installa-
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struction
along Signal
lease, alteration,
and repair
repair of
of
alteration, and
Signal Corps
Corps lines;
lines; lease,
struction along
such
such buildings
buildings required
required for storing or guarding
guarding Signal Corps
Corps supplies, equipment, and personnel
personnel when not otherwise provided
provided for,
including the land therefor, the introduction
introduction of water,
water, electric
electric light
light
and power,
power, sewerage,
sewerage, grading,
grading, roads and
and walks,
walks, and
and other equipment
$1,845,970.
ment required,
required? $1,845,970.
SEACOAST
STATES.
DEFENSES, UNITED
UNITED STATES.
SEACOAST DEFENSES,
For operation
of fire-control
fire-control installations
installations at
at seaseaoperation and
and maintenance
maintenance of
For
coast
coast defenses,
defenses, $140,000.

Buildings
BUildings
plies, etc.

for
for

sup.(
sup.

Fire-control
operaoperation.ie-control
tion.
Seacoast defenses.
Seacoast
defenses.
States.
United States.

SEACOAST
DEFENSES, INSULAR
SEACOAST DEFENSES,
INSULAR POSSESSIONS.
POSSESSIONS.
For operation and maintenance
fire-control installations
installations at seamaintenance of fire-control
coast defenses,
insular possessions,
$25,000.
defenses, insular
possessions, $25,000.
coast

Insular
possessions.
Insular possessions.

SEACOAST
PANAMA CANAL.
CANAL.
DEFENSES, PANAMA
SEACOAST DEFENSES,
For
operation and
installations at
at seafire-control installations
and maintenance
maintenance of fire-control
For operation
$10,000.
coast defenses,
defenses, Panama Canal, $10,000.
OFFICE OF
OF THE
CHIEF SIGNAL
OFFICER.
THE CHIEF
SIGNAL OFFICER.
OFFICE

Panama Canal.

Panama Canal.

Chief Signal
Signal Officer's
Officer's
Office.
Office.

Civilian
Salaries:
For personal
services in
in the
n
Civilian personnel.
personnel.
Columbia i
in
the District
District of
of Columbia
Salaries: For
personal services
Classification Act of 1923,"
1923," $57,540.
accordance
"The Classification
$57,540.
accordance with "The
Draftsmen, etc., paid
The services
services of
and such
such other
other services
services as
as the
the from
Draftsmen,
etc., paid
of skilled
skilled draftsmen
draftsmen and
The
other appropriations.
Secretary of
the from
Sons. other
in the
may be
be employed
employed only
only in
may deem
deem necessary
necessary may
Secretary
of War
War may
carry into effect the various appropriations
for
appropriations for
Signal Office to carry
fortifications and other works of defense,
defense, and for the Signal Service
fortifications
appropriations, in addition to the
of the Army, to be paid from such appropriations,
Proviso.
employees appropriated
Proviso.etc.
for in
in the Signal
Signal Office:
Office: Provided,
Provided, Limit,
foregoing employees
appropriated for
expenditures for this purpose
purpose for the fiseal
fiscal year 1925
That the entire expenditures
Secretary of War shall each year in
$40,000 and the Secretary
shall not exceed $40,000,
employed,
the Budget report to Congress the number of persons so employed,
their duties, and the amount paid to each.

Ant
ERVICE.
AIR S
SERVICE.

Service.
Air Servico

AIR
SERVICE, ARMY.
ARMY.
AIR SERVICE,
For creating,
creating, maintaining,
maintaining, and
and operating
at established
flying
For
operating at
established flying

students,
schools and
and balloon
schools courses
officers, students,
courses of
of instruction
instruction for officers,
balloon schools
schools

and
necessary
men, including cost of equipment and supplies necessary
and enlisted
enlisted men,
for
instruction, purchase
purchase of tools, equipment, materials, machines,
for instruction,
textbooks,
professional papers, inreference, scientific and
and profewional
textbooks, books of reference,
struments
instruction; for
for
theoretical and practical instruction;
struments and materials for theoretical
maintenance, repair,
maintenance,
repair, storage, and operation
operation of airships, war balloons,
balloons,
materials, gas
and other aerial machines, including instruments, materials,
appliances of every sort and
plants, hangars, and repair shops, and appliances
equipment
description necessary
necessary for the operation,
construction, or equipment
operation, construction,
description
of all types of aircraft,
aircraft, and all necessary
necessary spare parts and equipment
equipment
landing and take-off
connected therewith
therewith and the establishment
establishment of landing
connected
runways;
runways; for purchase of supplies for securing, developing, printing, and reproducing
reproducing photographs
photographs in connection with aerial photogequipment, maintenance,
of
maintenance, and operation of
improvement, equipment,
raphy; improvement,
plants for testing arid experimental
procuring and inexperimental work, and procuring
sewerage, includtroducing
troducing water, electric light and power, gas and sewerage,
plants;
ing maintenance,
maintenance, operation, and repair of such utilities at such plants;
purchase, lease, or
in land by purchase,
land or interest in
for the acquisition of land

P
,
Fying
r;in g and
andpPuballoon
Luoor;
thool,
O
01S , aviation
aviation stas • e te

Aircraft
operation,
tc.to
construction, etc.

d
ways.
Landing,'

e

etc.,

""
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Hirelm gas produc- condemnation
condemnation where
necessary to
to explore
explore for,
for, procure,
procure, or
or reserve
reserve
where necessary
helium gas,
gas, and
for the
construction,
helium
and also
also for
the purchase,
purchase, manufacture,
manufacture, construction,
maintenance, and operation of plants for the production thereof and
Civilian employees,
employees, maintenance, and operation of plants for the production thereof and
etc.
experimentation therewith;
therewith; salaries
of civilian
civilian employees
employees
etc.
experimentation
salaries and,
and wages
wages of
as
necessary, and
and payment
payment of
of their
and other
necesas may
may be
be necessary,
their traveling
traveling and
other necessary expenses
as authorized
law; transportation
sary
expenses as
authorized by
by existing
existing law;
transportation of
of mamaterials in
with consolidation
Service activities;
activities '• exterials
in conection
conection with
consolidation of
of Air
Air Service
ex-

Helium gas producthan•

perimental
purchase
and
development
of new
types
perimental
of
aircraft,investigation
investigation
accessories and
and
thereto,
purchase
ypes
and and
aviation
development
engines,
of
new
including
t
of aircraft, accessories thereto, and aviation engines, including
for patents
and design
rights thereto,
plans, drawings,
and plans,
drawings,
thereto, and
design rights
licenses for
patents and
Prhase, manufacmanfa- licenses
Purchase,

aircraft, and
the purchase,
purchase, manufacture,
conaircraft,
and specifications
specifications thereof;
thereof; for
for the
manufacture, and
and construction
of airships,
airships, balloons,
balloons, and
and other
including
struction of
other aerial
aerial machines,
machines, including
instruments,
plants, hangars,
and repair
repair shops,
appliances
instruments, gas
gas plants,
hangars, and
shops, and
and appliances
of
every sort
and description
necessary for
the operation,
of every
sort and
description necessary
for the
operation, construcconstruction ' or equipment of all types of aircraft, and all necessary spare
MarkingmitryairMarking military air- tion, or equipment of all types of aircraft, and all necessary spare
ways.
ways.
parts and equipment
connected therewith;
of miliparts
equipment connected
therewith; for
for the marking
marking of
military airways where the purchase
of land
land is
not involved;
purchase of
is not
involved; for
for the
the
Disposal
of
purchase,
manufacture, and
and issue
issue of
of special
clothing, wearing
apwearing apspecial clothing,
of surplus
purchase, manufacture,
surp
Di
eqment
parel, and
equipment, etc.
etc.
pare!,
equipment for
aviation purposes;
for all
and similar
similar equipment
for aviation
purposes; for
all necessary
necessary
expenses
expenses connected
connected with the
of surplus
surplus or
the sale
sale or
or disposal
disposal of
or obsolete
obsolete
aeronautical equipment,
equipment, and
the rental
and other
other facilfacilaeronautical
and the
rental of
of buildings,
buildings, and
handling or
of such
such equipment;
equipment; for
the services
ities for
for the handling
or storage
storage of
for the
services
conitagen-eers.
such consulting
consulting engineers
Consulting engineers of
of such
engineers at
at experimental
of the
Air
experimental stations
stations of
the Air
as the
the Secretary
Secretary of
War may
deem necessary,
including
-- Service
Service as
of War
may deem
necessary, including
necessary traveling
traveling expenses;
of special
special apparatus
apparatus and
and apnecessary
expenses; purchase
purchase of
appliances, repairs and
of same
used in
in connection
connection with
with
pliances,
and replacements
replacements of
same used
Outside
printing, special scientific
in the
for maintenance
maintenance
Service; for
the Air
Air Service;
research in
medical research
special
scientific medical
prg,
Otde
spplies,
and operation
supplier, etc.
etc.
and
of such
printing plants
plants outside
outside of
of the
the
operation of
such Air
Air Service
Service printing
District of Columbia as may be authorized
authorized in accordance with
with law;
law;
for
special furniture,
furniture, supplies
for publications,
publications, station
station libraries,
libraries, special
supplies an
and
equi
pment for
for offices,
offices, shops,
shops, and
and laboratories;
Provi
P sos
equipment
tovi
laboratories; for
for special
special- services,
services,d.
Allotmens
Allotments to desig- including
including the
the salvaging
aircraft, $12,435,000:
$12,4352000: Provided,
Provided,
salvaging of
of wrecked
wrecked aircraft,
nated
prposes
That not to exceed
nated purposes.
exceed $2,500,000 from this appropriation
appropriation may
be exmay be
expended
pay and
expenses of
of civilian
civilian employees
employees other
those
pended for
for pay
and expenses
other than
than those
employed
experimental and
research work;
exceeding $500,000
$500,000
employed in experimental
and research
work; not
not exceeding
may
be expended
for experimentation,
experimentation, conservation,
conservation, and
and p
roduc ti on
may be
expended for
production
may
of
experiof helium; not
not exceeding
exceeding $2,850,000
$2,850,000 may
may be
be expended
expended for
for experimental and research
lighter-than-air craft
research work with airplanes
airplanes or lighter-than-air
craft
and their equipment, including
pay of
of necessary
necessary civilian
emincluding the
the pay
civilian employees
not exceeding
exceeding $500,000
$500,000 may
may be
be expended
expended for
producti on
ployees;•not
for th
thee production

ture, etc.,
etc., of

et
e
etc.

.

of lighter-than-air equipment; not exceeding $300,000 may be expended for improvement of stations, hangars, and gas plants for the
Regular Army and
Reoular
other markings
fuel supply
supply stations
stations
and for
for such
such other
markings and
and fuel
of
pended
lighter-than-air
for improvement
equipment;
of stations,
not exceeding
hangars, and
$300,000
gas plants
may for
be the

and
temporary shelter
shelter as
as may
be necessary;
necessary; not
not less
less than
than $2,646,000
$2,646,000
may be
and temporary
shall be expended
expended for the production and purchase of new airplanes
airplanes
and their equipment, spare
spare parts,
accessories; not
than
parts, and
and accessories;
not more
more than
$4,000 may be expended
expended for settlement
settlement of claims (not exceeding
exceeding $250
$250
each) for damages
damages to persons and private
private property
property resulting
resulting from
from
the operation
operation of aircraft at home and abroad
claim is
abroad when
when each claim
is
substantiated by aasurvey report of a
a board of officers appointed by
substantiated
aerial
commanding officer
Worldord
aerial fighthe
flights, the commanding
officer of the nearest aviation post and approved
approved
by the Chief of Air Service and the Secretary
Secretary of War;
War; and not
not
exceeding
exceeding $50,000 may be used for all contingent
contingent expenses
in conconexpenses in
nection
nection with an aerial flight around the worid,
world, for such purposes
purposes
Periodicals,
as
approved or
or authorized
authorized by
by th
of War,
Periodicals
War,
as may
may be
be approved
thee Secretary
Secretary of
s. 3648,
364s,p.
be immediately
immediately available:
Provided
R..s.
S. sec.
p. 718. to
available:
Provided further,
secfurther, That
That secRevised Statutes,
Statutes, shall not apply to subscriptions
subscriptions
tion 3648, Revised
for foreign
newspapers and
periodicals to
t
ob
ep
aid for
for
Restriction on exhi- for
foreign and
and professional
professional newspapers
and periodicals
be
paid
Restriction
bition flights.
from this appropriation:
appropriation: Provided
Provided further,
bition
flights,
further, That none of the funds
appropriated
appropriated under
under this title shall be used for the purpose of giving
giving

New airpl,

etc.

New airplanes, etc.
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exhibition flights to the public
public other than
than those under
under the control and
and
Department and if such flights are given by
direction of the War Department
by
Government fields, aa bond of
Army personnel
personnel upon other than
than Government
of
Secretary of War may require
indemnity, in such sum as the Secretary
require for
for
damages to person or property, shall be furnished
furnished the Government
Government
parties desiring the exhibition.
by the parties
obligations.
$1,399,001.65 of the unexpended
unexpended balance
The sum of $1,399,001.65
balance of the appro- Incurred
ncurred obligations.
Former
appropriapriation
for, and
tions available for,
priation for the Air Service for the fiscal
fiscal year 1922 contained
contained in the tions
and
new
airplanes,
until
"Act
"Act making appropriations for the support of the Army
Army for the June30r,
June 30, 1925. s Until
Vol. 41,
41, p.
p. 953..3
fiscal year ending June 30, 1922, and
for other
approved Vol.
and for
other purposes,"
purposes," approved
June 30, 1921, shall remain available
available until June 30, 1925, $399,$399,001.65 of this amount to be used for the payment of obligations ininexecuted prior to June
curred under contracts
contracts executed
June 30, 1922, and the
balance for the purchase
purchase of new airplanes
airplanes and their equipment,
equipment, spare
parts, and accessories,
accessories, in addition to the amount expended
expended for the
latter purpose
purpose from the above appropriation
appropriation of $12,435,000.
AVIATION, SEACOAST
DEFENSES, PANAMA
AVIATION,
SEACOAST DEFENSES,
PANAMA CANAL.
CANAL.

Panama Canal.

Panama Cana.

France Field, landFor the improvement of landing field, France
France Field, to remain inrg
ingfield. Field. lndavailable until expended, $145,000.
OFFICE OF
1.HE CHIEF
OF AIR
AIR SERVICE.
SERVICE.
OFFICE
OF THE
CHIEF OF

Office of
of Chief
Chief of
Air
Office
of Air
evice o
o Air
Service.

Civilian personnel.
Salaries: For personal services in the District of Columbia
Salaries:
Columbia in Civilianpersonnel.
accordance
"The Classification
Classification Act of
$218,576.
accordance with "The
of 1923,"
1923," $218,576.
Legal assistant, aeroThe services of legal
ngalaeistant,e
legal assistant, aeronautical
aeronautical engineers, skilled nautical
engineers,eretc..
In Department
office.
draftsmen,
draftsmen, and such technical
technical and other services
services as the Secretary
Secretary of in
Deprtment office.
necessary may
War may deem
seem necessary
may be employed
employed only in the office
office of the
effect the various appropriations
Chief of Air Service to carry into effect
appropriations
for aeronautical
aeronautical purposes,
purposes, to be paid from such appropriations,
in
appropriations, in
addition to the foregoing employees
appropriated for in the office
addition
employees appropriated
office of
of Proviso.
the Chief of Air Service: Provided,
Provided, That the entire
expenditure for Limitation,
entire expenditure
Limitation, etc.
this purpose
purpose for the fiscal year 1925 shall not exceed
exceed $90,000
$90,000 and the
Secretary
Secretary of War shall each year in the Budget
Budget report
report to Congress
the number of persons so employed,
duties, and the amount
amount
employed, their duties,
paid to each.
Medical Department.
MEDICAL
M
EDICAL DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
MedicalDepartment.
MEDICAL AND
HOSPITAL DEPARTMENT.
MEDICAL
AND HOSPITAL
DEPARTMENT.
Medical and
and hospital
hospital
For the manufacture
manufacture and purchase
purchase of medical
medical and hospital sup- supplies."
supplies. a
hospitals,
plies, including disinfectants,
disinfectants, for military posts, camps, hospitals,
hospital ships and transports,
transports, for laundry
laundry work for enlisted men
men and
and
Army nurses while patients in a
a hospital, and supplies
supplies required
required for
for
Army
about military posts in the Canal Zone;
mosquito destruction
destruction in and about
Zone;
i
for the purchase
veterinary
purchase of veterinary
suppliesi. and
of veterinary
veterinary
sur- PPrivate
*-.
. hire
,
.* ,
Privateetreatment.
treatment.
Medical

geons;
expenses of
medical supply
supply depots;
for medical
care and
and
geons; for
for expenses
of medical
depots; for
medical care

treatment
otherwise provided for, including care
treatment not otherwise
care and subsistence
subsistence
civilian employees
of
in private
private hospitals, of officers,
officers, enlisted men, and civilian
employees of
the Army, of applicants for enlistment,
enlistment, and of prisoners of war
war
and other persons in military custody or confinement,
when entitled poro,
confinement, when
Prorisos.

o
o
u
tapplicable
applicable if
if on
on
regulation, or contract:
contract: Provided,
Not
thereto by law, regulation,
Provided, That this shall
shall not fur1;;:
apply to officers and enlisted men who are treated in private
private hospitals folough
d.
Contagious diseases
expenses.
or by civilian physicians
furlough; for the proper
proper care and expenses.
physicians while on furlough;
treatment of epidemic and contagious
contagious diseases in the Army or at
at
military posts or stations, including measures
measures to prevent
prevent the spread
spread
reasonable damages not otherwise
thereof. and the payment
payment of reasonable
otherwise provided for, for bedding and clothing
clothing injured or destroyed
dided
destroyed in
in such prevention; for the pay of male and female
female nurses, not including
including the
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Tuition
uion of officers
and Nurse
Nurse Corps.
Corps.
vol. 4,
786.
Vol.
41, p. 786.

of officers

Hot Springs Hosp;tal.
Arkt
prlgsHp;taL
Ark.

se for medcal
Use
medical and

sargica
surgical history
of War
itoeryof
with
Garmany forbidith Germany
forbidden.

1924.
1924.

Army
Nurse Corps,
Corps, and
cooks and
other civilians
civilians employed
employed for
for
Army Nurse
and of
of cooks
and other
the proper
of sick
officers and
and soldiers,
soldiers, under
under such
such regulations
the
proper care
care of
sick officers
regulations
fixing their
assignments, pay,
and allowances
fixing
their number,
number, qualifications,
qualifications, assignments,
pay, and
allowances
as shall
shall have
been or
or shall
be prescribed
prescribed by
by the
the Secretary
of War;
War;
as
have been
shall be
Secretary of
for the
the pay
to examine
physically
for
pay of
of civilian
civilian physicians
physicians employed
employed to
examine physically
applicants for
for enlistment
enlistment and
enlisted men
men and
to render
render other
applicants
and enlisted
and to
other
professional services
from time
time to
under proper
proper authority;
authority;
professional
services from
to time
time under
for the pay of other employees
Department; for
employees of the Medical
Medical Department;
for
tuition of officers
officers of the Medical
Medical Department,
Department, including
Army
including the
the Army
Nurse
Corps, under
under section
of the
Reorganization Act
Nurse Corps,
section 127—a
127-a of
the Army
Army Reorganization
Act
approved June 4,
for the
approved
4, 1920;
1920; for
the payment
payment of
of express
express companies
companies and
and
employed directly
the Medical
Medical Department
local transfers
transfers employed
directly by
by the
Department for
for
the transportation
transportation of
hospital supplies,
including bidbidof medical
medical and hospital
supplies, including
ders' samples and water for
supplies for
for use
in teachteachfor analysis; for
for supplies
use in
ing the art of cooking to the enlisted
enlisted force
the Medical
Medical Departforce of
of the
Department; for the supply of the
the Army and Navy
Hospital at
Navy Hospital
at Hot
Hot Springs,
Springs,
Arkansas; for
for advertising,
and all
all other
miscelother necessary
necessary misceladvertising, laundry,
laundry, and
Arkansas;
laneous expenses of the Medical
Medical Department,
$942,610: Provided,
Provided,
Department, $942,610:
That no part of this appropriation
any
appropriation shall be used for payment
payment of any
expense
expense connected
publication of
Surgical
connected with the
the publication
of the
the Medical
Medical and
and Surgical
History
War with
with Germany.
Germany.
History of the War

Canal
Caal Zone.
one.

HOSPITAL
CANAL ZONE
HOSPITAL CARE,
CARE, CANAL
ZONE GARRISONS.
GARRISONS.

Care of troops at
pane Canal HosHoat
Panama
pitals.
pitals.

ocatrs

paying the Panama Canal
exclusive
For paying
Canal such
such reasonable
reasonable charges,
charges, exclusive
of subsistence,
subsistence, as may be approved
approved by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War
War for
for
caring in its hospitals for officers,
officers enlisted men, military
military prisoners,
prisoners,
and civilian employees
employees of
the Army
Army admitted
admitted thereto
thereto upon
the reof the
upon the
re-

Proviso.
pay .quest
Subsistence
ubsistence paymerits.
ments.

of proper
military authority,
That the
quest of
proper military
authority, $35,000:
$35,000: Provided,
Provided, That
the subsub-

sistence of the said patients,
commissioned officers, shall be
patients, except commissioned
be
paid to said hospitals out of tho
appropriation for
of the
the appropriation
for subsistence
subsistence of
the
Army at the rates provided therein for commutation
of rations
commutation of
rations for
for
enlisted patients in general hospitals.

Medical Museum.
Rledical
^luseum.
edicl
Preserving, etc.
etc.,
spieervings
specimens.

Library.
.ib ray.
Purchase

etcrCh
etc.

Surgeon
feon
Office.

of

books,
of books,

General'ss

Genera'

Civilian personnel
Affairs
Affairs

Bu-

Care of insane
diers.f insa
diers.

sol-

In the Philippines.

In

the

Philippines.

Vol. 3.5, p. 122.

Vol.35.

ARMY MEDICAL
MEDICAL MUSEUM.
ARMY
MUSEUM.

For Army
Army Medical
Museum, preservation
preservation of
and the
For
Medical Museum,
of specimens,
specimens, and
the
preparation and
preparation
purchase of
of new
and purchase
new specimens,
specimens, $7.500.
$7.500.
LIBRARY,
LIBRARY, SURGEON
SURGEON GENERAL'S
GENERAL'S OFFICE.
OFFICE.

Civilian personnel.

Insular
nsular
reau.

Mueum.

.

For the library of the Surgeon General's
General's Office,
Office, including the
the
necessary books of reference
purchase of the necessary
reference and
periodicals,
and periodicals,
$20,000.
$20,000.
OFFICE
OF TELZ
SURGEON GENERAL.
OFFIC OF
THE SURGEON
GENERAL.
Salaries:
Salaries: For personal
services in
in the
personal services
the District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia in
in
accordance
accordance with "The
"The Classification
Classification Act
Act of
of 1923,"
$267,804.
1923," $267,804.
BUREAU OF
BUREAU
OF INSULAR
INSULAR AFFAIRS.
AFFAIRS.

CARE OF
YUATTNO SOLDIERS.
SOLDIERS.
CARE
OF INSANE
INSANE FILIPINO

For care,
care, maintenance,
at asylums
For
maintenance, and
and treatment
treatment at
asylums in the Philipof insane natives of
pine Islands of
of the
the Philippine
Philippine Islands,
Islands, conformconformable to the Act approved
May 11,
approved May
11, 1908,
$1,900.
1908, $1,900.
CARE
CARE OF
OF INSANE
PORTO RICAN
INSANE PORTO
RICAN SOLDIERS.
SOLDIERS.

In
Porto Rico.
InPorto
Rico.

For care,
care, maintenance,
For
maintenance, and treatment at asylums in Porto Rico
of insane Porto Rican soldiers of
the Forty-second
of the
Forty-second and
and Sixty-fifth
Sixty-fifth
Regiments
Regiments of
of Infantry,
Infantry, $50.
$50.
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AFFAIRS.
CHIEF OF
OF BUREAU
OF INSULAR
OFFICE
OFFICE OF
OF CHTEP
BUREAU OF
INSULAR AFFAIRS.

Office 0o
ofrChief
Chief of
of BuBuOffice
reau.
reau.

Salaries: For personal services in the District of Columbia in
accordance
accordance with ""The Classification Act
1923," $81,600.
$81,600.
Act of
of 1923,"

Civilian
personnel.
civilian personnel.

CORPS OF
OF ENGINEERS.
ENGINEERS.
CORPS

ENGINEER DEPOTS.
DEPOTS.
ENGINEER
For incidental expenses
expenses for the depots, including fuel,
fuel, lights,
chemicals, stationery,
hardware, machinery,
pay of
civilian clerks,
chemicals,
stationery, hardware,
machinery, pay
of civilian
clerks,
mechanics, laborers,
and mamechanics,
laborers, and
and other employees;
employees; for
for lumber
lumber and
materials and for labor for packing and
supplies;
terials
and crating
crating engineer
engineer supplies;
repairs of, and for materials
materials to repair, public buildings,
buildings, machinery,
machinery,
unforeseen expenses,
and instruments, and for unforeseen
expenses, $89,010.
ENGINEER
ENGINEER SCHOOL.
SCHOOL.

Corps of Engineers.
Corps ol Engineers
Depots.
Depots.
Incidental
Incidental expenses.
expenses.

School,
D. C.
C.
School, D.

Equipment, mainteEquipment,
maintenance, etc.
For equipment and maintenance
maintenance of the
Engineer School, includ- nance,
etc.
the Engineer
ing purchase and repair of instruments, machinery,
machinery, implements,
implements,
to provide
provide
models, boats, and materials
materials for the
the use
use of the
the school and
and to
means for the theoretical
theoretical and practical instruction
instruction of Engineer
Engineer
special-duties
sappers and
and miners;
miners; for
officers and troops in
in their
their speciaf
duties as
as sappers
for
pontoniering, and signaling;
signaling; for
land mining, pontoniering,
for purchase
purchase and binding
binding
professional works, papers, and periodicals
of scientific and professional
periodicals treattreating
textbooks
ing on military
military engineering
engineering and
and scientific
scientific subjects;
subjects; for textbooks
and books of reference
Engineer
reference for the library of the United States Engineer
Incidental
expenses.
Incidental expenses.
incidental expenses of the school, including
chemicals,
School; for
for incidental
including chemicals,
stationery, hardware,
machinery, and boats; for
stationery,
hardware, machinery,
for pay
pay of civilian
civilian
draftsmen, electricians,
mechanics, and laborers;
comclerks, draftsmen,
electricians, mechanics,
laborers; for comTuition
at dv;l
civil inTuition at
inpensation
pensation of civilian lecturers
lecturers and for payment of tuition fees
fees of stitutions.
stitutions.
not to exceed fifty student officers at civil technical
technical institutions in
in
commissioned officers authorized
authorized to
addition to the
the 2
2 per
per centum of commissioned
to
attend technical, professional, and other educational institutions
institutions as
41, p.
Vol. 41,
p. 786.
786.
provided for in section 127a of the National Defense
Defense Act of June Vol.
unforeseen Travel
3, 1916, as amended by the Act of June 4, 1920;
1920; for unforeseen
expenses of
of
Travel expenses
expenses;
journeys approved
expenses; and for travel expenses of officers on journeys
approved officers.
by the Secretary
Secretary of War and made
instruction:
made for
for the purpose
purpose of
of instruction:
Proviso.
Proro .
Provided, That the traveling
Provided,
traveling expenses
expenses herein provided
provided for shall be In
In lieu
lieu of
of mileage.
mileage.
in lieu of mileage
mileage and other allowances;
absolutely Periodicals.
allowances; and for other absolutely
Periodicals.
R. S.,
8., sec.
seo. 3648,
368, p.718.
p. 718.
necessary
expenses: Provided
further. That section
section 3648,
necessary expenses:
Provided further.
3648, Revised
Revised R.
subscriptions for
Statutes, shall not apply to subscriptions
for foreign and profesprofesperiodicals to
paid for
for from
approsional newspapers
newspapers and periodicals
to be paid
from this
this appropriation, $25,000.
ENGINEER EQUIPMENT
ENGINEER
EQUIPMENT OF
OF TROOPS.
TROOPS.

E
quipment of
Equipment
of troops.
troops.

supplies,
Material, supplies,
For pontoon material, tools, instruments, supplies, and appliances etc.
dil
l'.
required for use in the engineer
engineer equipment of troops, for
for military
military
surveys, and for engineer
engineer operations
operations in the field, including the purchase, maintenance,
operation, and repair
repair of the necessary motor
motor
maintenance, operation,
preparation of
engineer manuals and for
cycles; the purchase and preparation
of engineer
for
aa reserve supply of above equipment, $60,270.
$60,270.
CIVILIAN ASSISTANTS
OFFICERS.
CIVILIAN
ASSISTANTS TO
TO ENGINEER
ENGINEER OFFICERS.

For services
For
services of
of surveyors,
surveyors, survey
survey parties,
photogparties, draftsmen,
draftsmen, photographers, master laborers, clerks, and other employees to Engieer
Engineer
officers on the staffs of division, corps, and department
department commanders,
commanders,
$38,800.
0
45822
4582V-251
---34
-25t---34

Civilian alsistants.
assistants.
Civilian
Surveyors, etc.
surveyo,
etc.
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ENGINEER
OPERATIONS IN
TME FIELD.
IN THE
ENGINEER OPERATIONS

Incidental
IniddIna expanses.
e~pns.

For expenses incident to military
operations in
in the
military engineer
engineer operations
the field,
field,
including
the
purchase
of
material
and
a
reserve
of
material
for
for
material
of
reserve
a
including the purchase of material and
such
operations, the
the rental
rental of
within and
of
outside of
and outside
storehouses within
of storehouses
such operations,
the
of Columbia,
Columbia, the
operation, maintenance,
maintenance, and
repair
and repair
the operation,
District of
the District
of
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles,
and motor-propelled
horse-drawn and
of horse-drawn
and
are ordinarily
ordinarily provided
provided for
for under
appropriaunder appropriaas are
expenses as
such expenses
and such
tions for
for "Engineer
"Civilian assistants
to engineer
engineer ofassistants to
Depots," "Civilian
"Engineer Depots,"
tions
Precis**.
ficers," and
Surveys and
Maps," $84,760:
$84,760: Prowled,
That
Provided, That
and Maps,"
Military Surveys
and "
" Military
P
Purchase of
of optis
opdons ficers,"
when to
interest of
of the
the Government,
Government, funds
under
appropriated under
funds appropriated
on master.a
materials.
to the
the interest
when
on
this head
be used
for the
purchase of
of options
materials
options on materials
the purchase
used for
may be
head may
this
Temporary construcfurther,
for use
use in
in engineer
operations in
in the
the field:
field: Provided
Provided further,
That
operations
engineer
for
nt.Tempornar
tion work for training.
so much
much of this
appropriation as is necessary
necessary to provide facilities
facilities
this appropriation
so
for
Engineer training
training of
of troops
troops may
expended for
conmilitary confor military
be expended
may be
for Engineer
struction
work of
character at
and cantonments
cantonments
camps and
at camps
temporary character
of aatemporary
struction work
and
training purposes
purposes only.
only.
for training
areas, for
training areas,
at training
and at
Military SOrTitY3 and

Military surves nd

maps.
maps.

Expenses
Expenses
lug. l g

exeent-of execut
of

n .

Proviso.
Assistance
A^Ssance

offices.
ofices,

of

other

of other

MILITARY
MAPS.
URVEYS AND MAPS.
ARY SURVEYS
M

securing
the securing
surveys the
For
of topographic
and other
other surveys,
topographic and
execution of
For the
the execution

of such
such extra
topographic data
preparaand the prepararequired, and
be required,
may be
as may
data as
extra topographic
of
tion and
and printing
printing of
maps required
military purposes,
purposes, to
to be
be
for military
required for
of maps
tion
im
ediately available
remain available
until December
31, 1925,
1925,
December 31,
available until
and remain
available and
immediately
$25,000
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War
War is
is authorized
authorized to
to secure
secure
That the
Provided,That
$25,000::Provided,
the
practicable, of
of the
the United
Geological
States Geological
United States
wherever practicable,
assistance, wherever
the assistance,
Survey, the
the Coast
Geodetic Survey,
Survey, or
or other
agencies
mapping agencies
other mapping
and Geodetic
Coast and
Survey,
of the
the Government
work and
and to
therefor to them
them
funds therefor
to allot
allot funds
in this
this work
Government in
of
from this
appropriation.
this appropriation.
from

Fortifications.
Forttfiations.
Seacoast
defenses,
defenses,
Seacoast
United States.
United
Plans,
Plans, etc.
Gun and mortar batteries.
Modernizing emplacements.
placements.
electric
Installing
plants,
searchlights,
searchlights,
etc.

Fort Tilden,
Tilden, N. Y.
Fort
Preservation, etc.
Preservation,
Submarine
Submarine mine defense.
Protecting, etc.,
etc., hisProtecting,
torical fortifications.
fortifications.

Maintmning searchMaintaining
lights, electric plants,
etc.

Contingent expenses.
expenses.
Contingent

possessions.
Insular possesions.
Plans, etc.
Plans,

SEACOAST DEFENSES,
UNITED STATES.
DEFENSES, UNITED
SEACOAST
For
preparation of
plans for
of
other works of
and other
fortifications and
for fortifications
of plans
the preparation
For the
defense,
$10,000.
defense, $10,000.
For
construction of
of gun
mortar batteries, $350.
and mortar
gun and
For construction
For
older emplacements,
$2,240.
emplacements, $2,240.
modernizing older
For modernizing
For
the installation
replacement of
light and
and power
power
of .electric
electric light
and replacement
installation and
For the
and the
the purplants
at seacoast
fortifications in
the United
United States,
States, and
in the
seacoast fortifications
plants at
chase and
searchlights for
for seacoast
seacoast defenses
defenses in the
of searchlights
installation of
and installation
chase
United States,
States, $31,000.
$31,000.
United
For repair
repair of
of bulkhead
at Fort
Fort Tilden, New York, $12,000.
bulkhead at
For
For
preservation, and
repair of fortifications
for
fortifications for
and repair
For protection,
protection, preservation,
which there
there may
may be
no special
appropriation available,
available, and
of strucstrucand of
special appropriation
be no
which
tures for
the submarine
submarine mine
the United
States and for
United States
of the
defense of
mine defense
for the
tures
maintaining
channels for
for access
to submarine
wharves, $250,089.
$250,089.
mine wharves,
submarine mine
access to
maintaining channels
For
protection, preservation,
and maintenance
maintenance of
of hishisrepair, and
preservation, repair,
For the
the protection,
torical fortifications
fortifications at
Fort Niagara,
New York,
York, Fort
Fort Marion,
Marion,
Niagara, New
at Fort
torical
Florida,
San Juan,
Juan, Porto
Porto Rico,
$50,000.
Rico, $50,000.
and San
Florida, and
and electric light and
For maintenance
of searchlights
searchlights and
and repair
repair of
For
maintenance and
electrical
tools, electrical
power equipment
for seacoast
seacoast fortifications,
and for tools,
fortifications, and
equipment for
power
and
supplies, and
appliances to
to be
be used
in their
operation,
their operation,
used in
and appliances
and other
other supplies,
including
purchase of
of reserve
reserve lights, $65,000.
$65,000.
the purchase
including the
For contingent
contingent expensPs
to the
construction of
seacoast
of seacoast
the construction
incident to
expenses incident
For
fortifications
and their
accessories, under
under the
Engineer Department,
Department,
the Engineer
their accessories,
fortifications and
$20,000.
$20,000.
INSULAR POSSESSIONS.
SEACOAST DEFENSES,
POSSESSIONS.
DEFENSES, INSULAR
SEACOAST

For
preparation of
plans for
fortifications and
and other
of
other works of
for fortifications
of plans
For preparation
defense
in the
insular possessions,
possessions, $4,000.
the insular
defense in
Installing
Installing searchFor
the installation
and replacement
replacement of electric
power
electric light and power
installation and
For the
Hawaiian
lights, etc., Hawaiian
islands.
Islands.
plants
the purchase
purchase and
and installation
installation of
searchlights at the seaof searchlights
and the
plants and
coast
of the
the Hawaiian
Hawaiian Islands,
Islands, $11,000.
fortifications of
coast fortifications
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etc.
Preservation, etc.
of fortifications,
For
and repair
fortifications, including Preservation,
repair of
preservation, and
protection, preservation,
For protection,
structures
submarine mine defense, for which there may be no Submarine mine destructures for submarine
mrinedeenubm
special appropriation
and for
for maintaining
maintaining channels for fense.
available, and
appropriation available,
special
access to
to submarine
mine wharves,
wharves, in
possessions, $50,000. Maintaining, etc.,
insular possessions,
in the insular
submarine mine
access
For maintenance
and repair
of searchlights
searchlights and electric
electric light and searchlight,
repair of
arcijights, etc. etc.,
maintenance and
For
power equipment
equipment for
for seacoast
electrical
for tools, electrical
and for
fortifications and
seacoast fortifications
power
operation in
and other
supplies, and
and appliances
appliances to
be used
used in their operation
to be
other supplies,
and
the insular
insular possessions,
possessions, $34,450.
the
CANAL.
SEACOAST DEFENSES,
DEFENSES, PANAMA
PANAMA CANAL.
SEACOAST

Panama Canal.

Panama

anal.

I etc.
works of
of Plans
Plans,
etc.
For
preparation of
plans for
for fortifications
fortifications and other works
of plans
For preparation
defense,
including
surveys
for
roads,
Canal
$3,000.
Zone,
Canal
roads,
for
surveys
including
defense,
Seacoast batteries.
For
construction of
of seacoast
batteries on the Canal Zone for eacoast battees
seacoast batteries
the construction
For the
defense
Canal, $272,460.nstalling
$272,460.
search
the Panama
Panama Canal,
of the
defense of
Installing
etc
searchetrch-.
lintlng
For
the installation
electric light and power lights,
of electric
replacement of
and replacement
installation and
For the
plants,
and the
and installation
installation of searchlights
searchlights for the
purchase and
the purchase
plants, and
seacoast
Zone, $50,000.
Canal Zone,
fortifications on the Canal
seacoast fortifications
Preservation, etc.
For protection,
protection, preservation,
of fortifications
fortifications of the Preservationet
repair of
and repair
preservation, and
For
Panama Canal,
Canal, for
for which
which there
may be
be no
no special
appropriation
bmne mie d
special appropriation
there may
Panama
Submarine mine do.
available, including
including structures
erected for submarine
defense, tense.
submarine mine defense,
structures erected
available,
and for
for maintaining
channels for access
submarine mine wharves,
access to submarine
maintaining channels
and
$40,000.
Maintaining,
$40,000.
Maintaining, etc.,
etc.
searchights, etc.
For
maintenance and
and electric
light and searchlights,
electric light
searchlights and
of searchlights
repair of
and repair
For maintenance
power
equipment for
electrical and other
for tools, electrical
and for
fortifications and
for fortifications
power equipment
supplies, and
and appliances
appliances to
used in
in their operation, $30,000.
to be
be used
supplies,

OFFICE OF
OF CHIEF
ENGINEERS.
OF ENGINEERS.
CHIEF OF
OFFICE
Salaries: For
personal services
services in
in the
the District
District of Columbia in
For personal
Salaries:
accordance with
'The Classification
Act of
$120,593.
of 1923,"
1923," $120,593.
Classification Act
with ''The
accordance

Office
of
Office of Chief
Chief of
Engineers.
Engineers.

Civilian personnel.
personnel.
etc., payDraftsmen, etc.,
Draftsmen,
pay-

approother approfrom other
and such other able
The
skilled draftsmen,
civil engineers,
engineers, and
draftsmen, civil
of skilled
services of
The services
priations.
services as
War may
may deem
necessary, may be em- Priations.
deem necessary,
of War
Secretary of
the Secretary
as the
services
ployed only
office of the Chief of Engineers, to carry into
in the office
only in
ployed
effect
various
appropriations
for rivers and harbors,
harbors, surveys,
appropriations
various
the
effect
preparation
for and
consideration of river and harbor estimates
the consideration
and the
preparation for
and
fortifications 'engineer equipment of troops, engineer operabills, fortifications,
and bills,
tions
tions in the field, and other military purposes, to be paid from such Proviso.
Limitation, etc.
this account
on this
appropriations:
the expenditures
expenditures on
account for Limitation,
That the
Provided, That
appropriations: Provided,
$170,000; the Secretary of War
the
War
the fiscal year 1925 shall not exceed $170,000;
shall
each year,
year, in
Congress the number
number of perBudget, report to Congress
the Budget,
in the
shall each
sons
so employed,
their duties, and the
the amount paid to each.
employed, their
sons so

ORDNANCE DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
ORDNANCE
ORDNANCE SERVICE.
SERVICE.
ORDNANCE
For
the current
current expenses
Department in connecOrdnance Department
expenses of the Ordnance
For the
tion
purchasing, receiving, storing, and issuing ordnance and
and
with purchasing,
tion with
ordnance
fuel,
office duties, rents, tolls, fuel,
and office
comprising police and
stores, comprising
ordnance stores,
light, water,
water, and
and advertising,
stationery, typewriting
typewriting and adding maadvertising, stationery,
light,
chines, including
including their
their exchange,
and office furniture, tools, and inexchange, and
chines,
struments of
service; for incidental expenses of the Ordnance Service
of service;
struments
and
and those attending practical trials and tests of ordnance small arms,
publications
purposes; for publications
and other
ordnance stores; for instruction rurposes;
other ordnance
and
for
libraries of
of the
Ordnance Department,
Department, including the Ordnance
the Ordnance
for libraries
Office;
periodicals, which may be paid
• id for in adsubscriptions to periodicals,
Office; subscriptions
vance;
oh cc of the Chief
payment for mechanical labor in the office
and payment
vance; and
of
maintenance, repair, and operation of motorOrdnance, and for maintenance,
of Ordnance;
propelled
$1,200,000.
passenger-carrying vehicles, $1,200,000.
or horse-drawn
horse-drawn passenger-carrying
propelled or

Ordnance
Ordnance Department.
ment.
Ordnance service.
Ordnance

Current expenses.
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ORDNANCE STORES—AMMUNITION.
STORES-AMMUNITION.
ORDNANCE

Ordnance
Ordnance stores.
Manufacture of airplane bombs, ammunition for small arms,
et
etc.

Manufacture of air-

For the
and maintenance
of
purchase, and
maintenance of
the development,
development, manufacture,
manufacture, purchase,
For

bombs, pyrotechnics,
pyrotechnics, grenades,
grenades, ammunition
arms,
for small arms,
ammunition for
arms. airplane
airplane bombs,
bomb, small arms and machine-gun
machine-gun target
target
targets, and
and accessories
accessories for
for bomb,
practice; and
and ammunition
ammunition for
for military
military salutes
salutes at
Government estabestabat Government
practice;
lishments
and institutions
issues of
of arms
arms for
for salutes
salutes are
are
which the
the issues
institutions to
to which
lishments and
authorized,
authorized, $1,000.000.
$1,000.000.

in or sm
c.

Manufacture
arms.
Manufacture of
of arms.

MANUFACTURE OF
OF ARMS.
ARMS.
MANUFACTURE

At arsenals
for issue.
At
arsenals for
issue.

For manufacturing, repairing, procuring, and issuing arms
arms at the
national
armories,
$389,000.
national armories, $389,000.

supplies.
Stores
Stores and
and supplies.

ORDNANCE
SUPPLIES.
AND SUPPLIES.
ORDNANCE STORES
STORES AND

Phse, etc.,
t.,

ture

h

or

for

naanufac-

manufac-

Tanks.

Tanks.
Purchase,
Purchase,

UPIS

ordnance stores
in the
the hands
hands of
troops and
and at
at the
the arsenals,
arsenals, posts,
posts, and
and
of troops
stores in
ordnance
depots, except
material for
cleaning and
and preserving
at places
places other
other
preserving at
for cleaning
depots,
except material

Automatic rifles.
Purchase,
ture, etc.

N

and preserving
For overhauling,
overhauling, cleaning,
cleaning, repairing,
For
repairing, and
preserving ordnance
ordnance and
and

Preserving,
reserving, etc.
etc.

Purchase,
troops.
troops.

RNNESOE

than establishments
direct control
control of
of the
the Chief
Chief of
of OrdOrdthe direct
establishments under
under the
than
nance;
purchase and
manufacture of
of ordnance
ordnance stores
stores to
to fill
fill rereand manufacture
nance; for
for purchase
quisitions
troops, $120,000.
$120,000.
of troops,
quisitions of
AUTOMATIC
RIFLES.
AUTOMATIC RIFLES.
For purchase,
test, repair,
repair, and
and maintenance
maintenance of
of autoautomanufacture, test,
purchase, manufacture,
For

matic machine
or other
semiautomatic guns, inother automatic
automatic or semiautomatic
rifles, or
matic
machine rifles,
cluding
mounts, sights,
sights, and
and the
the machinery
machinery
and equipments,
equipments, and
cluding their
their mounts,
necessary
available until
June 30,
30,
remain available
until June
necessary for
for their
their manufacture,
manufacture, to
to remain
1926,
$208,000.
1926, $208,000.
TANKS.
TANKS.

etc., of,
etc.,

and other
other armored
armored veand
vehicles.
hicles.

Armament.
Armament.
Mountain,
Mountain, field, and
siege cannon.
cannon.

siege

Ammunition for.

Ammunition or.

For
manufacture, test, maintenance,
maintenance, and
and repair
repair of tanks
tanks
For purchase,
purchase, manufacture,
available until
and other
vehicles, to remain
remain available
armored vehicles,
and
other self-propelled
self-propelled armored
June 30, 1926,
1926, $176,000.
$176,000.
June
FIELD ARTILLERY
ARTILLERY ARMAMENT.
ARMAMENT.
FIELD

For purchase, manufacture, and test of mountain,
mountain, field, and siege
cannon,
cannon, including
including their
their carriages,
carriages, sights, implements,
implements, equipments,
equipments,
and
for their
their manufacture,
$645,000.
and the
the machinery
machinery necessary
necessary for
manufacture, $645,000.
For purchase, manufacture, maintenance,
maintenance, and test of ammunition
ammunition
for
mountain, field,
field, and
siege cannon,
including the
the necessary
necessary experiexperifor mountain,
and siege
cannon, including
ments
connection therewith,
therewith, the
necessary for its manumachinery necessary
manuments in connection
the machinery

facture,
and the
the necessary
necessary storage
storage facilities,
facilities, $366,000.
$366,000.
facture, and
For alteration
alteration and maintenance
maintenance of the mobile artillery, including
including
the
of machinery,
machinery, tools,
and materials
materials
tools, and
the purchase
purchase and
and manufacture
manufacture of
necessary for the work and
expenses of the mechanics
mechanics engaged
engaged
and the expenses
$600,000.
thereon, $600,000.
Ammuntion,
Ammuntion, etc., for thereon,
practice.
practice.
test of
subcaliber guns,
For purchase,
purchase, manufacture, and
and test
of subcaliber
guns, ammuniammunition, and other accessories,
accessories, for mountain, field, and siege artillery
practice, including the machinery
machinery necessary
for their
their manufacture,
necessary for
manufacture,
$60,000.
$60,000.
Proving grounds.
PROVING GROUNDS,
GROUNDS, ARMY.
PROVING
ARMY.

Altering. etc.
Altering,
etc., mobile
artillery.

artillery.

Current expenses.
Current
expenses.

ordnance proving
grounds, comprising
comprising
For current
current expenses
expenses of the ordnance
proving grounds,
the maintenance
maintenance of rail
water transportation,
transportation, repairs,
repairs, alterations,
alterations,
rail and water
accessories, and service
service of employees
employees incidental
incidental to testing
testing and proving
proving
ordnance and
ordnance
and ordnance
ordnance material,
material, hire of assistants
assistants for the Ordnance
Ordnance
Board, purchase
purchase of instruments
instruments and articles required
required for testing and
and
experimental
experimental work, building
building and repairing
repairing butts and targets, clearing
clearing
and
grading ranges,
$190,000.
and grading
ranges, $190,000.
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Rock Island Arsenal,

ROCK ISLAND
ISLAND BRIDGE,
BRIDGE, ROCK
ISLAND, ILLINOIS.
ILLINOIS.
ROCK ISLAND,
ROCK

RockIslandArsenal,

For operating,
repair, and
preservation of
Rock Island
Island bridges
bridges sesBridges,
expenec., exPenBridges, etc.,
of Rock
and preservation
operating, repair,
For
•

and viaduct,
viaduct, and
and maintenance
repair of
of the
arsenal street
constreet conthe arsenal
and repair
maintenance and
and
necting
bridges, $30,000.
$30,000.
the bridges,
necting the

Testing machines.

TESTING
MACHINES.
TESTING MACHINES.

Testing machines.

Operating expenses.
For necessary
necessary professional
professional and
skilled labor,
labor, purchase
purchase of
of materials,
materials, Operating epenses.
and skilled
For
tools,
and appliances
appliances for
for operating
operating the
testing machines,
machines, for
investifor investithe testing
tools, and
gative
in connection
manufacturthe manufacturwith the
connection with
material in
of material
tests of
and tests
test and
gative test
ing
of the
the Ordnance
instruments and
and mama Department, and for instruments
Ordnance Department,
work of
ing
:, work
terials for
the chemical
chemical laboratory
laboratory in
in connection
connection therewith,
therewith,
operating the
for operating
terials
and for
of the
the establishment,
establishment, $25,000.
$25,000.
maintenance of
for maintenance
and
Arsenals.

REPAIRS
OF ARSENALS.
ARSENALS.
REPAIRS OF

Arsenals.

Repairs, etc.

For repairs
arsenals and
and depots,
depots, and
and to meet Repairs, etc.
of arsenals
improvements of
and improvements
repairs and
For
such
accidents or
other contingencies
contingencies
or other
as accidents
expenditures as
unforeseen expenditures
such unforeseen
machinery for
including machinery
necessary, including
during the
year may
may render
render necessary,
the year
during
manufacturing purposes
the arsenals,
arsenals, $600,000.
$600,000.
in the
purposes in
manufacturing
Gauges,
jigs, etc.
Gauges jigs etc.

GAUGES, DIES,
DIES, AND
AND JIGS
FOR MANTTFAUl'URE.
MANUFACTURE.
JIGS FOR
GAUGES,

Procuring, for
Procuring,
for armaarmament manufacture.
manufacture.
gauges, dies, jigs, and other special
For
of gauges,
special aids ment
procurement of
the procurement
For the
Vol. 39, p. 215.
p215
and
specifications and
drawings, to Vol
detailed drawings,
and detailed
including specifications
appliances, including
and appliances,
the National Defense Act,
carry out
purpose of
section 123
123 of the
of section
the purpose
out the
carry
the Act approved June 4,
approved June
June 3,
by the
amended by
as amended
1916, as
3, 1916,
approved
Seacoast
Seacoast defenses.
defenses.
1920, $50,000.
$50,000.
1920,
United States.
States.
United
UNITED STATES.
SEACOAST DEFENSES,
DEFENSES, UNITED
STATES.
SEACOAST
Armament.
Armament.
ARMAMENT
OF FORTIFICATIONS.
FORTIFICATIONS.
ARMAMENT OF
Seacoast cannon.
For purchase,
purchase, manufacture,
and test
test of
of seacoast
cannon for
for coast
coast Seacoastcannon.
seacoast cannon
manufacture, and
For
defense, including
carriages, sights, implements,
implements, equipments,
equipments,
their carriages,
including their
defense,
manufacture, $407,000.
their manufacture,
and the
the machinery
necessq ry for
for their
machinery necessary
and
Ammunition for.
ammunition for seacoast Ammnition or.
For
purchase, manufacture,
of ammunition
test of
and test
manufacture, and
For purchase,
the
cannon, and
for modernizing
including
hand, including
on hand,
projectiles on
modernizing projectiles
and for
cannon,
therewith, and the machinery
necessary
experiments in
in connection
connection therewith,
machinery
necessary experiments
or
Ammuntionetc.,
necessary
for its
$180,000.
its manufacture,
manufacture, $180,000.
necessary for
Ammunition,
etc., for
ammuni- prmutioe.
practice.
subcaliber guns, ammuniFor purchase,
manufacture, and
and test
test of. subcaliber
purchase, manufacture,
For
including
Artillery practice, including
tion,
other accessories,
accessories, for
for Seacoast
Seacoast Artillery
and other
tion, and
manufacture, $50,000.
the machinery
machinery necessary
necessary for their manufacture,
$150,000.
the
Altering.etc., seaartillery.
For
alteration and
and maintenance
maintenance of
of Seacoast
Artillery, including
including coast artllery.
Seacoast Artillery,
For alteration
the purchase
purchase and
manufacture of
materials necestools, materials
machinery, tools,
of machinery,
and manufacture
the
sary
for the
the work,
and expenses
expenses of
of civilian
civilian mechanics,
mechanics, $300,000.
work, and
sary for
Insular possessions.
possessions.
Insular

SEACOAST
INSULAR POSSESSIONS.
POSSESSIONS.
DEFENSES, INSULAR
SEACOAST DEFENSES,
t

ammunition for seacoast
For purchase,
and test
test of ammunition
manufacture, and
purchase, manufacture,
For
cannon, including
the necessary
necessary experiments
connection therewith,
therewith,
experiments in connection
including the
cannon,
and
the machinery
machinery necessary
necessary for its manufacture,
manufacture, $500,000.
and the
For
alteration and
maintenance of
of the
seacoast artillery,
including
artillery, including
the seacoast
and maintenance
For alteration
machinery, tools, and
the
and manufacture
and materials
materials
manufacture of machinery,
purchase and
the purchase
the civilian mechanics,
necessary for
for the
and expenses
expenses of
of the
work, and
the work,
necessary
$80,000.
$80,000.
PANAMA CANAL.
SEACOAST
DEFENSES, PANAMA
CANAL.
SEACOAST DEFENSES,

For
manufacture, and
test of
cannon for
for coast
coast
seacoast cannon
of seacoast
and test
purchase, manufacture,
For purchase,
defense,
including their
carriages, sights,
sights, implements,
implements, equipments,
equipments,
their carriages,
defense, including
and the
machinery necessary
necessary for
their manufacture,
$150,000.
manufacture, $150,000.
for their
the machinery
and

AAmmmunitionfor
seafar seaAmmunition

cannon.
coast
coast
cannon.

B
Altering, etc., se
seae
oAltr,.e
coast
artMery.

Panama Canal.
Canal.
Panama
80

Seacoast cannon.
SeacoaIst

500
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Ammunition
Ammunition for.

or.

Altering,

Altering, etc.,
rtilley.
coast artillery.

Alnst

Office
of
Office of
Ordnance.
Ordnance.

Chief of
of
Chief

Civilian
personnel.
Civiianpeso.
Draftsmen, etc., from

otherapproprations
other appropriations.

Proviso.
Limitation,
eta.
Limtatione.

Chemical
Warfare
Chemica Warfare
Service.
Service.

SESS. I.
I. CH.
Cu. 291.
291.
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1924.

purchase, manufacture,
For purchase,
For
manufacture, and
and test
of ammunition
ammunition for
for seacoast
seacoast
test of
and land
land defense
defense cannon,
experiments in
in
and
cannon, including
including the
the necessary
necessary experiments
connection
and the
the machinery
necessary for
for its
its manumanuconnection therewith,
therewith, and
machinery necessary

facture, $200,000.
$200,000.
facture,
For
the alteration
and maintenance
and installation
installation of
of the
the seaseaalteration and
maintenance and
For the
coast artillery,
artillery, including
including the
the purchase
and manufacture
manufacture of
coast
purchase and
of mamachine/7, tools,
necessary for
for the
the work,
work, and
and expenses
chinery,
tools, and
and materials
materials necessary
expenses
of civilian
of
civilian mechanics,
mechanics, $60,000.
$60,000.
OFFICE
1,11.1Er OF ORDNANCE.
OFFICE OF
OF CHIEF
ORDNANCE.

Salaries:
Salaries: For personal services
services in the
the District of Columbia
Columbia in
accordance
The Classification
Classification Act
Act of
of 1923,"
1923," $165,272.
$165,272.
accordance with
with "
"The
The
services of
of skilled
draftsmen and
and such
such other
other services
services as
as the
skilled draftsmen
the
The services
Secretary of
of War
necessary may
may be
be employed
employed only
in the
Secretary
War may
may deem
deem necessary
only in
the
office of
the Chief
to carry
carry into
into effect
effect the
various approapprooffice
of the
Chief of
of Ordnance
Ordnance to
the various
priations for
for the
the armament
armament of
arming and
and
priations
of fortifications
fortifications and
and for
for the
the arming
equipping of
the National
to be
paid from
from such
such appropriaequipping
of the
National Guard,
Guard, to
be paid
appropriations: Povided,
Provided, That
the entire
apenditures for
purpose for
for
for this
this purpose
That the
entire expenditures
tions:
the
year 1925
1925 shall
shall not
exceed $267,000,
$267,000, and
and the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of
the fiscal
fiscal year
not exceed
War
shall each
year, in
in the
the Budget,
Budget, report
report to
to Congress
the number
number
War shall
each year,
Congress the
of
so employed,
employed, their
their duties,
duties, and
and the
the amount
amount paid
paid to
to each.
each.
of persons
persons so
CH_FacicAL WABFAr
WARFARE
SERVICE.
CHEICAL
E SERVICEL

manufao
Purchase, Manta
ae"
tore,
etc., of gases.
ture, etc.,
gases.

purchase, manufacture, and
and test
test of
of chemical
warfare gases
For purchase,
chemical warfare
gases or
or
other
substances, gas
gas masks,
masks, or
or other
offensive or
or defensive
other toxic
toxic substances,
other offensive
defensive
materials or appliances
appliances required
gas warfare
warfare purposes,
purposes, including
including
required for
for gas
investigations, research,
research, design, experimentation,
all necessary
necessary .-investigations,
experimentation, and
and
operations
operations
connected
therewith;
purchase
of
chemicals,
special
therewith;
purchase
of
chemicals,
special
Plants, buildings,
buildings,
Plants,
machinery, etc.
and technical
scientific and
technical apparatus
apparatus and
and instruments;
instruments; construction,
construction,
maintenance,
repair of
of plants,
buildings, and
and equipment,
equipment, and
and
maintenance, and
and repair
plants, buildings,
the
machinery therefor;
therefor- receiving,
receiving, storing,
storing, and
of supplies,
supplies,
the machinery
and issuing
issuing of
comprising
therefor;
and office duties, rents,
comprising police
rents, tolls,
tolls, fuel,
fuel, gasoline,
gasoline lubripolice
and
lubricants,
paints and
and oils,
rope and
and cordage,
cordage, light,
light, .water
tising,
cants, paints
oils, rope
water,? adver
advertising,
stationery,
typewriting and
and adding
adding machines,
machines, including
mcludmg their
their exstationery, typewriting
exchange, office furniture, tools, and
instruments; for
incidental exexand instruments;
for incidental
penses; for civilian employees;
employees; for libraries
libraries of the Chemical
Chemical Warfare
Service and subscriptions to periodicals which may be paid for in
Organizing special
special Service and subscriptions to periodicals which may be paid for in
Organizing
gas
gas troops.
troops.
advance;
advance; for expenses incidental
and
incidental to
to the organization,
organization, training,
training, and
special gas
equipment of special
not otherwise
otherwise provided
provided for,
for, including
including
gas troops
troops not
the training of
chemical warfare,
both offensive
and
of the
the Army
Army in
in chemical
warfare, both
offensive and
defensive, together
together with
the necessary
schools, tactical
tactical demonstrademonstradefensive,
with
the
necessary
schools,
Cummt expenses.
expenses.
Current
current expenses of chemical
tions, and maneuvers; for current
chemical projectile
filling plants
and proving
grounds, including
including construction
construction and
and mainfilling
plants and
proving grounds,
maintenance of rail transportation,
transportation, repairs, alterations,
alterations, accessories,
accessories, buildbuilding and repairing
repairing butts and targets, clearing
grading ranges,
clearing and g_rading
Boll weevil
weevil extermiextermi$700,000,
nation.
$700,000, of which
which sum not more than $25,000
$25,000 may be
in agriagribe used
used in
nation.
cultural experiments
experiments in exterminating
the cotton
cotton boll
boll weevil.
weevil.
exterminating the
Office, ChiefofChemChief ofthemOffice,
ical Warfare
Warfare Service.
Service.
Civilian personnel.

ivilian personel.

OFFICE
OF CHIEF
CHIEF OF
OF CHEMICAL
OFFICE or
CHEMICAL WARFARE
WARFARE SERVICE.
SERVICE.

Salaries: For personal
Salaries:
personal services
services in the District of Columbia in
in

accordance with
with "
The Classification
Classification Act
Act of
of 1923,"
1923," $20,760.
$20,760.
"The
Chemts,
Chemists, etc.
etc., for accordance
Department.
office in
in Department.
The services
services of chemists and such other services
services as the Secretary
Secretary

F

Froeiso.
Lmtation. ete.
Limitation,
etc-

of War may deem necessary
necessary may
may be employed
employed only in
office of
the
in the office
of the
Chief of the Chemical
Warfare Service to carry into effect the apChemical Warfare
appropriation
for Chemical
Chemical Warfare
Warfare Service,
to be
be paid
paid from
such apappropriation for
Service, to
from such
propriation: Provided,
Provided, That the total expenditures
expenditures for this purpose
purpose
propriation:
exceed $19,160, and the
for the fiscal year
year 1925 shall not exceed
the Secretary
Secretary
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of War
shall each
each year
year in
number
the number
report to Congress the
Budget report
in the
the Budget
War shall
of
of persons
persons so
duties, and
and the
to each.
amount paid to
the amount
their duties,
employed, their
so employed,
of
CHIEF OF
OF INFANTRY.
INFANTRY.
CHIEF
INFANTRY
SCHOOL, FORT
FORT BENNING,
BENNING, GEORGIA.
GEORGIA.
INFANTRY SCHOOL,

Infantry
Fort
School, Fort
Infantry School,
Bennin
g,
Ga.
Ga.
Benning,

reference, scientific and
For the
purchase of
and
of textbooks, books of reference,
the purchase
For
professional
papers; instruments
instruction,employmaterial for instruction,employand material
instruments and
professional papers;
ment
of temporary,
temporary, technical,
clerical services, and for
technical, special, and clerical
ment of
the
necessary expenses
instruction at the Infantry
Infantry School, Fort
expenses of instruction
the necessary
Benning,
Benning, Georgia, $35,000.
TANK
SERVICE.
TANK SERVICE.

Instruction
expenses.
Instruction expenseq.

Tank Service.
Service.
Tank

employees.
Civilian employees.
For payment
payment of
employees to assist in han- Civilian
civilian employees
necessary civilian
of the
the necessary
For
dling
schools,
clerical work in the office of the tank center, tank schools,
dling the clerical
and
tank organization
headquarters, including
including the
organization headquarters,
various tank
the various
and the
office
of the
the chief
Infantry; and for the payment of the necessary
necessary
chief of Infantry;
office of
mechanics
to assist
in repairing
repairing and preserving
preserving tanks in the hands
assist in
mechanics to
of
$23,000.
tank units, $23,000.
of tank
Tank schools.
schools.
Tank
Incidental expenses
expenses in
in connection
connection with
with the
the operation
tank
operation of the tank
Incidental
schools,
$1,000.
schools, $1,000.

CHIEF or
CAVALRY.
OF CAVALRY.
CHEF

CAVALRY
FORT RILEY,
BILF.Y, IKANSAS.
KANSAS.
SCHOOL, FORT
CAVALRY SCHOOL,
For the
purchase of
books of reference,
reference, scientific
scientific and
textbooks, books
of textbooks,
the purchase
For
profcmional papers,
papers, instruments,
instruments, and
materials for instruction;
instruction; emand materials
professional
services;•and
ployment
temporary, technical,
technical, special, and clerical services
and
ployment of temporary,
for
other necessary
necessary expenses
instruction at the Cavalry School,
expenses of instruction
for other
Fort
Kansas, $17,600.
Riley, Kansas,
Fort Riley,

Cavalry
Fort
Cavalry School, Fort
Riley,
Riley, Kans.
Kans.
Instruction
expenses.
Instruction expenses.

CHIEF
FIELD ARTILLERY.
ARTILLERY.
OF FIELD
CHIEF or
FIELD
FORT SILL,
SILL, OKLAHOMA.
OKLAHOMA.
SCHOOL, FORT
ARTILLERY SCHOOL,
FIELD ARTILLERY
For
purchase of
of textbooks,
books of
reference, scientific
scientific and
and
of reference,
textbooks, books
the purchase
For the
instruction; emfor.instruction;
professional papers,
material for
papers, instruments, and material
professional
ployment of
clerical services; and
special,2 and clerical
technical,t special
temporary, technical
of temporary,
ployment
the Field Artillery
at
instruction
of
for
other
necessary
expenses
instruction
Artillery
for other necessary
School
Oklahoma, $18,000.
$18,000.
at Fort Sill, Oklahoma,
School at
INSTRUCTION
FIELD ARTILLERY
ARTILLERY ACTIVITIES.
ACTIVITIES.
IN FIELD
INSTRUCTION IN
To provide
provide means
for the
the theoretical
theoretical and
and practical
instruction in
in
practical instruction
means for
To

Field Ar
Artillery
tiller
Field
School, Fort Bill,
Okla.
Sill, Okla.
School,
Instruction
expenses.
Instruction expenses.

ru

pense

Field Artillery
Artillery
Field
activities.
activities.
Instruction

at bri-

gade
Instruction
firing centers.
at
centers.
firing
gade

Field Artillery
activities at
at the
two brigade
brigade firing centers at Fort
the two
Artillery activities
Field
purchase of
Sill, Oklahoma,
and Fort
Carolina, by the purchase
Fort Bragg, North Carolina,
Oklahoma, and
Sill,
modern instruments
practical intheoretical and practical
for theoretical
material for
instruments and material
modern
struction, for
officers detailed as students at civil eduthe tuition of officers
for the
struction,
cational
institutions, and for all other
other necessary
necessary expenses, to be
cational institutions,
Secretary
allotted
in such
proportion as
as may, in the opinion of the Secretary
such proportion
allotted in
of
be for
the best
best interests
service, $5,000.
of the service,
interests of
for the
War, be
of War,
Cnixv OF
COAST ARTILLERY.
ARTILLERY.
OF COAST
CHIEF
COAST
ARTILLERY SCHOOL,
SCHOOL, FORT
FORT MONROE,
MONROE, VIRGINIA.
VIRGINIA.
COAST ARTILLERY
For incidental
expenses of
of the
the school,
school, including
including chemicals,
chemicals, staincidental expenses
For

tionery, printing,
special
materials; cost of special
hardware; materials;
binding; hardware;
and binding;
printing, and
tionery,

Coast Art
tiler y
Artillery
Coast
School, Fort
Fort Manroe,
Monroe,
School,
Va.
Va.
Instruction expensa
expenses.
Instruction
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Spedal apparatus,
etcS.pecial
apparat ns.
etc.

Books, etc.
etc.
Books,
Prooisos.
Priwuos.
Periodicals.
Periodicals.
R.
P. 718.
E. S., sec. 3648, p.
Special.
typewriters,
Special typewriters,
etc.
etc.

Fortifications.
Seacoast
defenses,
Seacoast de
fe nses,
United States.
States.
Constructing lire conCtro
stiosereon
trol stations, etc.

nders etc

Range finders, etc.

B ine

S
ESS. I
CH. 291.
291.
SESS.
I.. CH.

1924.
1924.

instruction
of officers
officers detailed
as instructors;
instructors; employment
employment of
teminstruction of
detailed as
of temporary, technical,
porary,
special services;
for office
office furniture
and fixtures,
fixtures,
technical, or special
services; for
furniture and
machinery,
trucks, and
and unforeseen
expenses, $13,100.
$13,100.
machinery, motor
motor trucks,
unforeseen expenses,
For purchase
of engines,
purchase of
generators, motors,
motors, machines,
machines, measuring
measuring
engines, generators,
and nautical
and
instruments, special
special apparatus,
apparatus, and
and materials
for the
the
nautical instruments,
materials for
enlisted specialists
specialists division,
division, $7,700.
enlisted
$7,700.
apparatus and
and materials
materials and
and for
for experiexperiFor purchase
purchase of
of special
special apparatus
mental purposes
artillery and
and military
military art
art department,
department, $1,240.
purposes for the
the artillery
$1,240.
For purchase
generators, motors,
machines, measuring
measuring
For
purchase of
of engines,
engines, generators,
motors, machines,
instnunents, special
instruments,
materials for
for the
the engineering
engineering
special apparatus, and
and materials
department, $2,600.
department,
$2,600.
purchase and
and binding
binding of
books treating
treating of
of milimiliFor purchase
of professional
professional books
tary and
scientific subjects
library, for
use of
school, and
and for
for
and scientific
subjects for
for library,
for use
of school,
temporary
use in
coast defenses,
That section
3648,
temporary use
in coast
defenses, $2,360:
$2,360: Provided,
Provided,That
section 3648,
Revised
apply to
to subscriptions
foreign and
and
Revised Statutes,
Statutes, shall
shall not
not apply
subscriptions for
for foreign
professional
periodicals to
to be
be paid
paid for
for from
professional newspapers
newspapers and
and periodicals
from this
this
appropriation:
Provided further
That purchase
and exchange
exchange of
of
appropriation: Prozvided
further, That
purchase and
typewriting machines,
machines, to
be paid
paid for
appropriation, may
may
typewriting
to be
for from
from this
this appropriation,
price allowed
schools teaching
stenography
be made at
at the
the specal
specal price
allowed to
to schools
teaching stenography
and
typewriting without
obligating typewriter
typewriter companies
to supply
supply
and typewriting
without obligating
companies to
these machines
these
to all
all departments
of the
the Government
Government at
at the
same
machines to
departments of
the same
price.
price.
SEACOAST DEFENSES,
crxrriKe STATES.
STATES.
SEACOAST
DEFENSES, UNITED

For construction
For
construction of
of fire-control
fire-control stations
stations and
and accessories,
accessories, including
including

purchase
of lands and rights
purchase of
rights of
of way,
way, purchase
purchase and
and installation
installation of
of
necessary
necessary lines 'and
and means of electrical
electrical communication,
communication, including
including
and other
and all
all special
special instruinstrutelephones, dial
dial and
other telegraphs,
telegraphs, wiring
wiring and
ments, apparatus, and materials, coast-signal
coast-signal apparatus, subaqueous,
subaqueous,
sound, and
flash ranging
ranging apparatus,
their development,
development,
and flash
apparatus, including
including their
and salaries of electrical
electrical experts,
experts, engineers,
and other
other necessary
emengineers, and
necessary employees
ployees connected
connected with
with the
the use
use of
coast artillery;
artillery; purchase,
of coast
purchase, manumanufacture,
facture, and test of range finders
finders and other
other instruments
instruments for
for fire
fire concontrol at the fortifications,
fortifications, and the machinery
machinery necessary
necessary for
for their
their manumanu-

facture at
the arsenals,
$128,000.
facture
at the
arsenals, $128,000.
For purchase,
purchase, manufacture,
manufacture, and
and test
test of
of submarine-mine
material,
submarine-mine material,
.
and other accessories
accessories for submarine-mine
submarine-mine practice, including the
the
machinery necessary for their manufacture, $3,000.
ubmarineminsup
Submarine
mine sup. machinery necessary for their manufacture, $3,000.
plies,
plies, etc.
submarine-mine material
For maintenance
maintenance of submarine-mine
material within
the limits
limits of
of
within the
continental
continental United
purchase of
of necessary
necessary machinery,
machinery, tools,
tools,
United States;
States; purchase
and implements for the repair shop of the torpedo depot, United
FortTotten,
N Y
Fort Totten, N.
Y. and implements for the repair shop of the torpedo depot, United
States Army, at Fort
New York,
and for
for torpedo
torpedo depot
Fort Totten, New
York, and
depot
and experimental
work, $20,000.
ar instruction
sup administration
administration and
experimental work,
$20,000.
War
instruction supplies.
maintenance of
of Coast Artillery
For maintenance
war-instruction material
material at
at
Artillery war-instruction
Coast Artillery
including necessary
Artillery posts, including
necessary material
material and
and labor
labor theretherefor,
for, $1,000.
$1,000.
Insular
possessions.
Insularpoeessom.
SEACOAST
SEACOAST DEFENSES,
DEFENSES, INSULAR
INSULAR POSSESSIONS.
POSSESSIONS.
fr

Accessories for sub-

marine mine practice,

eetc.
tc

Constructing
Constructing fire conHawaian
trol stations,
stations, Hawaiian
Islands.

trol

.

and
salaries of
experts, engineers
and other
and salaries
of electrical
electrical experts,
engineers, and
other necessary
necessary emem-

ange finders,
finders, etc.
Range
etc.

ployees
ployees connected with
with the use of coast
coastartillery;
8,i-finery; purchase,
purchase, manumanufacture, and test of range
facture,
range finders
finders and other
other instruments
instruments for fire control
machinery necessary
necessary for their
trol at the fortifications,
fortifications, and the machinery
their

manufacture in
the Hawaiian
Islan ds,$180,500
$180,500..
Hawaiian Islands,
in the
- manufacture,
For maintenance
maintenance of the submarine-mine
submarine-mine material
material in the insular
insular
possessions, $3,000.

min supiubmarine
Submarine
mine

pnes.

For construction
construction of
fire-control stations
stations and
of fire-control
and accessories,
accessories, including
including

purchase
purchase of lands and rights of way, purchase
purchase and
and installation
installation of
of
necessary
necessary lines and means of electrical
electrical communication,
communication, including
including
telephones, dial and other
telephones,
other telegraphs,
telegraphs, wiring
wiring and all special
special instruapparatus and materials,
coast-signal apparatus,
apparatus, subaqueous,
ments, apparatus
materials, coast-signal
subaqueous,
ranging apparatus, including
sound, and flash ranging
including their
development,
their development,
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CANAL.
SEACOAST
PANAMA CANAL.
DEFENSES, PANAMA
SEACOAST DEFENSES,

Panama
Canal.
Panama Canal.

in- tconstctingsre"onFor the
the construction
of fire-control
accessories, inand accessories
stations and
fire-control stations
construction of
For
roconstructing
stations, etc.fire contl
purchase and installaeluding
lands and
and rights
rights of
of way,
way, purchase
inseallaof lands
purchase of
cluding purchase
tion
of necessary
lines and
electrical communication, inmeans of electrical
and means
necessary lines
tion of
cluding telephones,
dial and
and other
special
other telegraphs, wiring and all special
telephones, dial
cluding
instruments, apparatus
apparatus and materials,
materials, coast-signal apparatus, subinstruments,
aqueous, sound,
and flash
ranging apparatus,
including their developdevelopapparatus, including
flash ranging
sound, and
aqueous,
ge de, etc.
ment,
of electrical
experts, engineers,
engineers, and
necessary Rang
other necessary
and other
electrical experts,
salaries of
and salaries
ment, and
efinders, etc.
purchase, manuemployees
with the use
use of coast artillery, purchase
connected with
employees connected
facture, and
and test
of range
finders and other instruments
instruments for fire conrange finders
test of
facture,
trol at
fortifications, and
and the
machinery necessary
necessary for their manthe machinery
the fortifications,
at the
trol
ufacture, $35,000.
$35,000.
Su
For alteration,
of submarine-mine
submarine-mine mama- plies.
bmarthe mine supSnibmariheminesuprepair of
and repair
maintenance, and
alteration, maintenance,
For
terial, $3,000.
$3,000.
terial,
to
For purchase
purchase of
of submarine
necessary appliances to
and necessary
mines and
submarine mines
For
operate
them, $2,000.
operate them,
OFFICE OF
CHIEF OF
OF COAST
ARTILLERY.
COAST ARTILLERY.
OF CHIEF
OFFICE

of Chief
Omffice
OfficeArtillery.
of
Chief of
of
Coast
Coast
Artillery.

.Salaries:
Salaries: For
personal services
in the
the District
District of
of Columbia
in
Columbia in
services in
For personal
$22,620.
1923,
accordance
with
classification
of
Act
classification
the
accordance with

Civilian personnel.
Civilianperonnel.

UNITED S
TATES MILITARY
M ILITARY ACADEMY.
ACADEMY.
STATES
UNITNr

Military Academy.
Academy.
Military

PAY OF
MILITARY ACADEMY.
ACADEMY.
OF MILITARY
PAY

chap-$30,000;
eight professors,
Permanent Establishment:
Establishment: For
professors, $30,0
00 ; chap
For eight
Permanent

lain,
quartermaster, m addition to his regular
constructing quartermaster,
$2,750; constructing
lain, $2,750;
pay,.
$1,000; additional
additional pay of professors and officers for length of
pay, $1,000;
service,
allowance of
office's,
professors and officers,
of professors
subsistence allowance
$12,415; subsistence
service, $12,415;
$4,599;
in all,
$4,599; in
all, $50,764.
$50,764.
For
thousand two
two hundred
cadets, $936,000.
$936,000.
For one
one thousand
hundred cadets,
Militaly Academy
fifteen staff
sergeants;
staff sergeants;
sergeant; fifteen
Master sergeant;
Band: Master
Academy Band:
Military
specialists-fifteen,
fifteen
privates,
first
class;
twenty
privates;
specialists—fifteen,
secclass;
first
privates,
fifteen
ond
class; twenty, third
service;
third class; additional pay for length of service;
ond class;
$39,212.
in all,
all, $39,212.
in
Field
Staff sergeant;
sergeant; two corporals; seven privates,
Musicians: Staff
Field Musicians:
first class;
twenty-one privates;
twenty-eight specialists,
specialists, sixth class;
privates; twenty-eight
class; twenty-one
first
additional pay
pay for
for length of service;
$11,292.
service; in all, $11,292.ervice
additional
Service
sergeant; forty-seven
sergeants:
forty-seven sergeant
First sergeant;
Detachment: First
Service Detachment:
twenty corporals;
fifty-five privates, first class; one hundred
hundred and
corporals; fifty-five
twenty
fifty-three
privates; specialists-forty,
specialists—forty, third class, fifty, fourth class,
fifty-three privates;
eighty,
fifth
class;
additional
pay for
service; in all,
of service;
length of
for length
additional pay
class;
eighty, fifth
$120,000.
$120,000.avadetachment
Cavalry
First sergeant;
fourteen sergeants;
sergeants; sixteen
sixteen
sergeant; fourteen
Detachment: First
Cavalry Detachment:
corporals;
sixty-five privates,
hundred and twentyprivates, first class; one hundred
corporals; sixty-five
four privates;
privates; specialists-ten,
specialists—ten, fourth
class, thirteen,
thirteen, fifth class, two,
fourth class,
four
sixth
class; additional
additional pay
for length
length of
of service;
service; in
in all,
all, $92,600.
$92,600.
pay for
sixth class;
sergeants;
Artillery
Detachment: First
First sergeant;
sergeant; twenty-three
twenty-three sergeants;
Artillery Detachment:
hundred
twenty-one
corporals; seventy-five
seventy-five privates, first class; one hundred
twenty-one corporals;
and eighteen
privates; specialists-eight,
specialists—eight, fourth
class, fifteen,
fifteen, fifth
fourth class,
eighteen privates;
and
gunnery;
class, three,
three, sixth
qualification in gunnery;
additional pay for qualification
class;•additional
sixth class
class,
additional pay
for length
length of
of service;
service; in
$90,860.
all, $90,860.
in all,
pay for
additional
Engineer Detachment:
three staff
sergeants; nine
staff sergeants;
sergeant; three
First sergeant;
Detachment: First
Engineer
sergeants; twelve
corporals; thirty-nine
thirty-nine privates,
privates, first
first class; fiftytwelve corporals;
sergeants;
two privates:
privates; specialists-two,
specialists—two, third
third class,
fourth class, two,
three, fourth
class, three,
two
sixth class;
class; additional
additional pay
for length
of service; additional
additional pay for
length of
pay for
sixth
qualification in
in marksmanship;
in all,
$45,000.
all, $45,000.
marksmanship; in
qualification
Signal Corps
Corps Detachment:
sergeant; technical
technical sergeant;
S'ergeant;
Master sergeant;
Detachment: Master
Signal
staff
sergeants; two
corporals; three
three privates,
first
privates, first
two corporals;
two sergeants;
sergeant; two
staff sergeant;

Pay.

Pay.

Professors, etc.

Professoretc.

Cadets.
Cadets.
Academy band.

Academy band.

Field musicians.
Field
musicians.
edetachment.
detachment.

Servic
S

Cavalry
detachment.
rydethme
C

Artillery detachdetach.
ment.
merit.

Engineer
Engineer detachdetachment.

detachcs detach.
signal
Sig
t.oal Corps
ment.
men
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class;
privates; specialist,
class (chauffeur)
class; two
two privates;
specialist, fifth
fifth class
(chauffeur);;additional
additional
for length
in all,
all, $8,127.
$8,127.
of service
service;•in
length of
dr.,pay
pay for
Artillery Detachment:
Detachment: First
Coast Artillery
First sergeant;
sergeant; master
master sergeant;
sergeant;
technical
staff sergeant;
sergeant; five
five sergeants;
sergeants; twenty-one
technical sergeant;
sergeant; staff
twenty-one priprivates, first
first class;
nine specialists,
fifth class;
for
vates,
class; nine
specialists, fifth
class; additional
additional pay
pay for
qualification in
in gunnery;
gunnery; additional
in
qualification
additional pay
pay for
for length
length of
of service;
service; in
all,
$18,285.
$18,285.
all,
Miscellaneous,
en- all, $18285
Miscellaneous,
listed
Miscellaneous: Travel
Travel allowance
allowance due
due enlisted
enlisted men
men on
on discharge;
discharge;
Miscellaneous:
listed men.
men.
interest on
on. deposits
deposits due
due enlisted
enlisted men;
officer and
and two
two stall
staff
interest
men; warrant
warrant officer
sergeants, for
in the
two master
sergeants,
for duty
duty in
the Cadet
Cadet Corps
Corps headquarters
headquarters;•two
master
sergeants;
staff sergeant;
for
length of service; in
sergeants; staff
sergeant; additional
additional pay
pay headquarters;
for length
in
all
$15,418.
all,
$15,418.
Civilian employees.
ivilianemploye
Civilians:
Civilians: For pay of employees, $201,331.
$201,331.
Disbursing and ac
counting
as one fund.
All of
of the
money hereinbefore
hereinbefore appropriated
appropriated for
for pay
of the
DcoStmgsonenmd".
All
the money
pay of
the MiiiMilitary Academy shall
disbursed and
and accounted
accounted for
for as
as pay
tary
shall be
be disbursed
pay of
of the
the
Military Academy,
Academy, and
and for
for that
constitute one
fund.
Military
that purpose
purpose shall
shall constitute
one fund.
The
instructors employed
the departments
of modern
The civilian
civilian instructors
employed in
m the
departments of
modern
languages
and tactics
tactics shall
shall be
be entitled
entitled to
to public
public quarters,
quarters, fuel,
fuel, and
and.
languages and

cp.t 1m

Coast Artillery
tachment.
tahment.

de

en-

-

Maintenance.
Maintenance.

light.
light.

XMAINTACE, UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES MILITARY
MII TARY ACADEMY.
ACADEMY.
MAINTENANCE,

Designated expenses.

For
expense
For text and reference
reference books
books for
for instruction;
instruction; increase
increase and
and expense
of
equipment and
and supplies;
staof library
library (not
(not exceeding
exceeding $7,200)
$7,200) ;
; office
office equipment
supplies; stationery,
blank books,
forms, printing
binding, and
tionery, blank
books, forms,
printing and binding,
and periodicals;
periodicals;
diplomas for
graduates (not
(not exceeding
ex
$1,100),
to be
be iyamediately
diplomas
for graduates
$1,100), to
immediately
available; expenses
expenses of
apparatus, equipment,
equipment, supplies,
and.
available;
of lectures;
lectures; apparatus,
supplies, and
materials
for purposes
of instruction
instruction and
and athletics,
athletics, and
materials for
purposes of
and maintenance
maintenance
and repair
musical instruments
instruments and
and maintenance
band;
and
repair thereof;
thereof; musical
maintenance of
of band;
care and
and maintenance
of organ;
organ; equipment
equipment for
for cadet
cadet mess;
care
maintenance of
mess; postage,
postage,
telephones
and telegrams;
telegrams; freight
freight and
and expressage;
transportation of
of
telephones and
expressage; transportation
children's school
(not
cadets and discharged
discharged cadets;
cadets; maintenance
maintenance of
of children's
school (not
exceeding
$8,800) ;contingencies
contingencies for
the academy
academy
exceeding $8,800);
for superintendent
superintendent of
of the
Board of visitors.
(not to
exceed $3,000);
$3,000) ;expenses
expenses of
of the
members of
of the
visiBordof visitors.
(not
to exceed
the members
the board
board of
of visitors
(not exceeding
contingent fund,
be expended
expended under
tors (not
exceeding $750)
$750);;contingent
fund, to
to be
under the
the
direction of
of the
Board (not
(not exceeding
exceeding $500)
direction
the Academic
Academic Board
$500);;improvement,
improvement,
repair,
of buildings
and grounds
grounds (including
roads,
repair, and
and maintenance
maintenance of
buildings and
(including roads,
walls, and fences);
fences) ;cooking,
lighting apparatus
apparatus and
and fixfixcooking, heating
heating and
and lighting
maintenance thereof;
of water,
water,
tures and
and operation
operation and
and maintenance
thereof; maintenance
maintenance of
sewer and plumbing systems;
maintenance of
systems; maintenance
repairs to
of and repairs
to cadet
cadet
camp;
extinguishing apparatus;
apparatus; machinery
machinery and
tools and
repair
camp; fire
fire extinguishing
and tools
and repair
of
of an
automobile and
and
of same; maintenance,
maintenance, repair,
repair, and
and operation
operation of
an automobile
one motor truck; policing buildings and
for
and grounds;
grounds; furniture
furniture for
official
at the
Academy, and
official purposes
purposes at
the Academy,
and repair
repair and
and maintenance
maintenance therethereof; fuel for heat, light, and
power; and
and other
other necessary
incidental exand power;
necessary incidental
exdiscretion of the superintendent;
penses in the discretion
superintendent; in all, $357,660.
$357,660.
Quarters,
enlisted
m
enited
For installing kitchen
kitchen range, boilers
and bath
tubs in
in quarters
boilers and
men. te.
bath tubs
quarters of
of
enlisted
men,
$5,000.
enlisted
men,
$5,000.
Repairing roos
roofs, etc.
etc.
Repairing
For renewing
of bachelor
bachelor building
For
renewing tiles
tiles of
of roof
roof of
building and repairing
repairing tiles
of roofs
roofs of Memorial
and officers'
and repairing
repairing and
and rereMemorial Hall
Hall and
officers' mess
mess and
newing leaders and gutters
connected with
these
buildings,
$15,000.
gutters
connected
with
these
buildings,
$15,000.
Storm windows.
torm windows.
For providing
For
providing storm windows on public buildings
buildings now not so protected from the weather,
weather, $8,000.
Desitedexpse

Public
Public works.
works.
Magazine.

Magazine.
Newcadet hopital.

New cadet hospital.
Old cadet hospital.

Old cadet hospital.

PUBLIC
UNITED STATES
PUBLIC WORKS,
WORKS, UNITED
STATES MILTTARY
MILITARY ACADEMY.
ACADEMY.

For
For
For
For
terior,
terior,
For
For

magazine for storage of explosives, $12,000.
magazine
$12,000.
completion
of new
completion of
new cadet
cadet hospital,
hospital, including
including painting
painting inin$13,500.
$13,500.
completion of
of old
old cadet
hospital, $2,500.
$2,500.
completion
of remodeling
remodeling of
cadet hospital,
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of drawings, plans,
For preparation
preparation of
plans, and specifications
specifications for
for mess
hail,
cadet store,
and drawing
drawing academy,
aca dem y, in
in general
general acachall, cadet
store, dormitories,
dormitories, and
cordance with the plans submitted by the board of officers
cordance
officers convened under authority of the Act approved August 11, 1916, and
for
and for
construction equipment,
equipment, $83,310, to remain available
construction
available until expended.
expended.
" Pay of
The sum of $93,753.81
$93,753.81 remaining
remaining from the appropriation
appropriation "
Military Academy, 1922,"
the Military
1922," is made available for razing three
excavation for new cadet
buildings and preparing
preparing excavation
cadet mess hall
hall and
and
drawing academy, and for this purpose shall remain available
available until
expended.
expended.
The sum
sum of $150,000,
$150,000, appropriated
Deficiency Act,
approved
appropriated in the Deficiency
Act, approved
November
in. the
cadet
November 4, 1918, for aa working fund to keep stock
stock in
the cadet
store,
reappropriated and made imimstore, cadet
cadet mess,
mess, and
and cadet
cadet laundry,
laundry, is reappropriated
mediately
and shall
shall remain
available until
until expended,
for
mediately available,
available, and
remain available
expended, for
improving
improving the athletic field, including the
the erection of aa stadium,
stadium, at
at
the United States Military Academy: Provided,
Provided, That the amount of
this reappropriation
improvements specified
specified herein
herein
reappropriation not
not used in the improvements
shall be carried to the surplus fund and covered into the Treasury
upon completion
upon
completion of
States shall
shall be
be reimof the work,
work, and
and the United
United States
reimbursed for the amount expended on the said improvements
improvements from the
receipts of the Army Athletic Association,
Association, the time of reimbursement
reimbursement
Superintendent of the United States
to be in the discretion of the Superintendent
Military
Military Academy,
Academy, subject to the limitation
limitation that it
it shall be completed
before January
pleted on or before
January 1, 1930.
1930.
The Secretary of War is hereby directed to turn over to the United
United
States
States Military
Academy without
such surplus
surplus material
Military Academy
without expense
expense all such
material
as may be available and necessary for the construction of buildings;
also surplus tools and material required
required for use in the instruction of
cadets at the
Provided, That
the constructing
constructing quarterthe academy:
academy: Provided,
That the
quartermaster, United
United States Military
Military Academy,
exempted from
Academy, is hereby exempted
relative to employment
granting
all laws and regulations relative
employment and to granting
leaves of absence to employeps
employed on construcemployees with pay while employed
tion work at the Military Academy:
Provided, further,
Academy: Provided,
further, That the
appropriated herein for the United States Military Academy
funds appropriated
may be expended
expended without advertising
advertising when in the opinion of the reconstructing officer
officer and the superintendent
sponsible constructing
superintendent it
it is more economical and advantageous to the Government to dispense
dispense with advertising.
BUREAU.
MILITIA
M ILITIA BUREAU.
ARMING, EQUIPPING,
AND TRAINING
ARMING,
EQUIPPING, AND
TRAINING THE
THE NATIONAL
NATIONAL GUARD.
GUARD.

For procurement
forth, for animals
animals
procurement of forage, bedding, and so forth,
used by the National
National Guard,
$1,607,642.
Guard, $1,607,642.
For compensation
compensation of help for care of material, animals, and equipequip$2,350,000,
ment, $2,350,000,
For expenses,
expenses, camps
camps of
For
of instruction,
instruction, $10,200,000.
$10,200,000.
For expenses
expenses selected
selected officers and enlisted men, military service
schools, $325,000.
schools,
$325,000.
officers for the United States,
For pay of property and disbursing officers
$72,000.
1
•
For
expenses equipment
equipment and
National Guard,
Guard,
For general
general expenses
and instruction,
instruction, National
$800,000.
$800,000.
For travel of officers
officers and noncommissioned
noncommissioned officers
officers of the Regular
Army in connection
connection with the National Guard, $450,000.
$450,000.
For transportation
transportation of equipment
supplies, $415,000.
equipment and supplies
$415,000.
For expenses of enlisted men of the Regular
Regular Army on duty with
quarters in kind,
the National Guard,
Guard, including
including the hiring of quarters
$500,000.
$500,000.

teV
nu's, fetteadforgs.
Ptlans,

etc.-d,forex-

P. 502
vo.or39,p.5
0..
in

Balance available for
excavations
for new
excavations for
new
buildings, etc.
buildings,etc.
Vol. 42, p. 99.

Balance available for
Vol.42,p.99.

Working fund
cadore,
etfnd
cadet
store, etc.

for

for

at
r
ilexi
mir
vforfor
atrfhle
ratet
Vol. 40
40, p. 1032.
vol.
1032.

T
T'
overedintothe Treasury.

balance covZr- *isseCi balance
ered into the Treasury.
Reimbursement for
for
Reimbursement
on athletic

flixertns
etc.
efd,
etc.

Army

atleti

surplus

ma-

rmyetc.,
surplnsferred
terials,
transferred
terials,
etc.,
transferred
without expense for
without
expense for
construction, etc.
ost

, et

Provisos.
Leesof
Leaves of absence
absence to
to
employees.

mployees.

Expenditures withoxpendituresg
pehout advertising permitted.
mtted.

Militia Bureau.
Bureau.
Militia
National
National Guard,
Ouard,
arming, etc.
etc.

PeOt, p.
M91.
Peg,
P. 921
Forage,
for anianietc.,for
Forage, etc.,
mals.

mais.

Cre of equipment.

Care of equipment,
etc.

camps.
Instruction
Instruction camps.

Service

Service schoos
schools
struction.

stmction.

in-

in-

Property, etc., offiProperty,
cers.
crs.
Equipment and in-

structiw
expenses.
struion expenses.

Travel, Army
olArmy o03e rs-

cers '

Transporting supTransporting
sup-

Pliesplies.
t men.
n.
Army enlisted
rm
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Office
rent.
Office rent.
Pay,
drills.
Pay, armory drills.

For
rent, and
and so
forth, instructors, $3,000.
so forth,
office rent,
For office
For pay
pay of
drills), $10,200,000.
$10,200,000.
(armory drills),
Guard (armory
National Guard
of National
For

service.
Field service.

ARMS, UNIFORMS,
EQUIPMENT, AND
SERVICE,
AND SO FORTH, FOR FIELD SERVICE,
UNIFORMS, EQUIPMENT,
ARMS,
NATIONAL
GUARD.
NATIONAL GUARD.

purchase or manufacture
To procure by purchase
manufacture and issue from time to
the
time to the National Guard, upon requisition of the governors of the
several
several States and Territories
Territories or the commanding
commanding general
general National

Procuring
arms,rTo
Procuring
equipment, etc., for

arms,

issue.
isue.

Requisitions
Requisitions
governors, etc.

from
from

equipment and
such military
military equipment
of Columbia,
Guard
of the
the District
District of
Columbia, such
and
Guard of

governors, et.

stores of
all kinds
kinds and
reserve supply
supply thereof
thereof as
as are
to
necessary to
are necessary
and aareserve
of all
stores
arm,
and equip
National Guard of the
the National
service the
field service
for field
equip for
uniform, and
arm, uniform
several
State;, Territories,
Territories, and
and the
Columbia, and
and to
to
of Columbia,
District of
the District
several States,
repair
of the
aforementioned articles
military
and military
equipage and
of equipage
articles of
the aforementioned
such of
repair such
stores
may become
become damaged
under regulations
regulations preprewhen, under
damaged when,
or may
are or
as are
stores as
scribed
by the
the Secretary
repair may
may be
be determined
determined to
to
such repair
War, such
of War,
Secretary of
scribed by
be
an economical
measure and
as necessary
for their
preserproper presertheir proper
necessary for
and as
economical measure
be an
Proviso.
vation and
use $2,850,000:
$2,850,000: Provided,
Secretary of
is
of War
War is
That the
the Secretary
Provided, That
vation
and use,
eqp
Provi
Clothing, equip-

hereby directed
from surplus
surplus or
and material
material
stores and
reserve stores
or reserve
issue from
to issue
directed to
hereby
and purchased
for the United States Army such articles of
and
purchased for
and
equipment and
and Field
Engineer, and
Signal
and Signal
Artillery, Engineer,
Field Artillery,
and equipment
and
may be
be needed
National Guard
Guard
the National
by the
needed by
as may
ammunition as
and ammunition
Vol. 39, p. 197.
for
of the
organized
the Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
Act for
provisions of
the provisions
under the
organized under
39, p..
Vol.
making
further and
more effectual
provision
for
the
national defense,
defense,
national
the
for
provision
effectual
more
and
further
making
0
41,
l
Vol. 41, p. 780.
and for
for other
other purposes,"
purposes," approved
approved June
3, 1916,
the
by the
as amended
amended by
1916, as
June 3,
and
l. 4, p..
Without charge
made without
without
charge to
to Act approved June 4, 1920. This issue shall be made
Without
militia appropriation.
expenses
charge
against militia
except for
actual expenses
for actual
appropriations except
militia appropriations
charge against
incident
to such
issue.
such issue.
incident to
Reduction
of
of the
The
mounted, motorized,
motorized, air,
air, medical,
units of
the NaNatank units
and tank
medical, and
mounted, etc., units.
The mounted,
units.
tional
be so
so reduced
reduced that
that the
the appropriations
appropriations made
made in
in this
shall be
Guard shall
tional Guard
Act
shall cover
entire cost
maintenance of such units for the
cost of maintenance
the entire
cover the
Act shall
National Guard
fiscal year 1925.
the fiscal
during the
Guard during
National

ments, e
etc., from
om
meCnts,
plus Army stores.
Army stoes

sursur

Office of Chief of MiOffice
litia Bureau.
Civilian personnel.
personnel.
Civilian

Organized
Reserves.
Organized Reserves.

Reserve
Officers'
Reserve
Officers'
Corps.
Pay,
etc., on active
Pay, etc.,
duty.
duty.

Proviso.
Prosrioe.
Mileage, when trainMileage,
ing.

Enlisted Reserve
Reserve
Enlisted
Corps.
Corps.
etc.
Pay, etc.
Correspondence inCorrespondence
struction
courses.
struction courses.

Training
Training manuals.
Headquarters
and
Headquarters
training
camps.
training camps.
Establishing, mainEstablishing,
tenance, etc.

on hand
hand
on
clothing
clothing
materiel
mat6riel

OFFICE
BUREAU.
OF CHIEF OF MILITIA BUREAU.
OFFICE OF

Salaries:
For personal
personal services
the District
District of Columbia in acservices in the
Salaries: For
cordance with
with ""The
The Classification
Classification Act
Act of
of 1923,"
$127,560.
1923," $127,560.
cordance
ORGANIZED RESERVES.
RESERVES.
ORGANIZED

Officers'
allowances of
of members
members of the
the
pay and
and allowances
For pay
Corps: For
Reserve Corps:
Officers' Reserve
Officers'
Reserve Corps on
exceeding fifteen days'
on active
active duty for not exceeding
Officers' Reserve
training, $2,000,000;
for pay
allowances of
of members
members of the
pay and
and allowances
training,
$2,000,000; for
Officers'
active duty
days
than fifteen days
more than
duty for more
on active
Corps on
Reserve Corps
Officers' Reserve
in
with law,
law, $400,466:
$400,466; for
of
reimbursement of
mileage, reimbursement
for mileage,
in accordance
accordance with
actual
expenses, or
allowances in lieu thereof
thereof as
or per diem
diem allowances
actual traveling
traveling expenses,
authorized
by law,
$397,666: Provided,
allowance
That the
the mileage
mileage allowance
Provided, That
law, $397,666:
authorized by
to
members of
Reserve Corps when called into active
the Officers'
Officers' Reserve
of the
to members
4 cents
service
for training
training for fifteen days or less shall not exceed
exceed 4
service for
per mile;
in all,
$2,798,132.
all, $2,798,132.
mile; in
per
Enlisted Reserve
Reserve Corps:
pay, transportation,
and
subsistence, and
For pay,
transportation, subsistence,
Corps: For
Enlisted
clothing,
$50,000.
clothing, $50,000.
Correspondence courses:
courses: For
For conducting
conducting correspondence
correspondence
.
courses
courses
Correspondence
for instruction
of members
members of
Reserve Corps,
including necesnecesCorps, including
for
instruction of
of the
the Reserve
sary supplies,
of maps
textbooks, and
and transportatransportaprocurement of
maps and
and textbooks,
sary
supplies, procurement
$17,000.
tion, $17,000.
Manuals: For
For purchase
$15,000.
training manuals,
manuals, $15,000.
purchase of
of training
Manuals:
Headquarters
camps: For
maintenance, and
establishment, maintenance,
For establishment,
and camps:
Headquarters and
operation
operation of divisional and regimental
regimental headquarters,
headquarters, and of camps,
for
training of
Organized Reserves;
Reserves; for
miscellaneous expenses
expenses
for miscellaneous
for training
of the Organized
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incident to the administration of the Organized
Organized Reserves, including
the maintenance and operation
operation of motor-propelled
motor-propelled passenger-carrypassenger-carrying vehicles;
baggage, including
vehicles; for transportation
transportation of baggage,
including packing
packing and
crating, of reserve officers on active duty for not less than six
months; and for the preparation
preparation and transportation
transportation to their homes
of the remains of members
members of the Organized
Organized Reserves who die while
on active duty, $400,000: Provided,
Provided, That not to exceed $100,000 of
of
establishment and maintenance
this amount may be used for establishment
maintenance of
divisional
and regimental
regimental headquarters.
divisional and
headquarters.
None of the funds appropriated
appropriated elsewhere
elsewhere in this Act shall be
connection with the Organized
Organized Reserves
used for expenses in connection
Reserves but
available supplies
supplies and existing
existing facilities at military posts
be
posts shall
shall be
utilized to the fullest extent possible.
possible.
No portion of this appropriation
appropriation shall be expended for the pay
a reserve
of a
reserve officer
officer on active duty for a
a longer period than fifteen
fifteen
days, except
except such as may be detailed for duty with the
the War
War Department General
(b) of
the
partment
General Staff
Staff under
under section 3a
3a and section
section 55 (b)
of the
Army Reorganization
approved June 4,
Reorganization Act approved
4, 1920, or who
who may
may be
be
detailed for courses of
general or
of instruction
instruction at the
the general
or special service
service
schools of the Army, or who may be
instructors
be detailed for
for duty
duty as
as instructors
at civilian military training camps, appropriated
appropriated for
for in
in this
this Act,
or who may be detailed for duty with tactical units
units of the Air
Air
Service, as
of the
Reorganization Act
Act
Service,
as provided
provided in
in section
section 37a
37a of
the Army
Army Reorganization
approved June 4, 1920: Provided
further, That the pay and allowapproved
Provided further,
ances of such additional officers and nurses of the Medical
Medical Reserve
Corps
supplement the like
officers and nurses of
of
Corps as
as are
are required
required to
to supplement
like officers
the Regular
Regular Army in the care of beneficiaries
beneficiaries of the United
United States
Veterans' Bureau treated in
in Army hospitals may be paid from the
funds allotted
allotted to the War Department
Department by
by that
that bureau
bureau under
under existing law.
RESERVE
OFFICERS'7 TRAINING
TRAINING CORPS.
CORPS.
RESERVE OFFICERS
aFor the procurement,
procurement, maintenance,
maintenance, and
issue, under
such r
and issue,
under such
regula-

Proviso.

o
-and
Division
and regiregiment headquarters.
headquarters.

Other funds not to be
Other
used.
used.

Period of pay for officers.
cers.
General staff
staff duty.
General
Vol.
41, pp.
pp. 760,
760, 765.
765.
Vol. 41,
Other
details.
Other details.

Vol. 41,
41, p.
p. 776.
Proviso.
Proviso.
Medical
Reserve
Medical Reserve
Corps
for In
Veterans'
B
Corps
ureaufor
Veterans'

Bureau patients.

Reserve Officers'
Officers'
Reserve
Training Corps.
Training
Quartermaster supplies, etc.,
of.
etc. to units of.

tons
Secretary of
of War,
War, to
tions as may be prescribed by the Secretary
to institutions
institutions
at which one or more units of the Reserve
Reserve Officers'
Officers' Training Corps
are maintained,
of transportation,
transportation, supmaintained, of
of such
such public
public animals,
animals, means
means of
supplies, tentage, equipment, and uniforms as he may deem necessary,
phes,
including cleaning and laundering of uniforms and clothing at
at
camps; and to forage at the expense of the United States public
public
animals so issued, and to pay commutation
commutation in lieu of uniforms at
a rate to be fixed annually by the Secretary
a
War,• for transSecretary of War,
porting said animals
animals and other authorized
authorized supplies
supplies and equipment
equipment
from
the several
several institutions
camps E
Expenses of
of taining
training
from place
place of
of issue
issue to
to the
institutions and
and training
training camps
and
place of
of issue
when necessary;
necessary; for the
and return of
of same
same to place
camps.
issue when
estab- camps.
the establishment
maintenance of
of camps
for the
the further
further practical
lishment and
and maintenance
camps for
practical ininstruction of
members of the Reserve
Reserve Officers'
Officers' Training Corps,
struction
of the
the members
Corps,
and
transporting members
and for transporting
members of such
such corps to
to and
and from
from such camps,
and
camps and
and to subsist
subsist them while
while traveling
traveling to
to and
and from
from such
such camps
and Commutation
of
Commutation of
while
so far
far as
as appropriations
appropriations will
will permit;
permit; or
or in
travel allowance.
allowance.
while remaining
remaining therein
therein so
in travel
lieu of transporting
transporting them to and from such camps
camps and subsisting
subsisting
them while en route, to pay them travel allowance
allowance at the rate of 55
cents per mile for the distance
distance by the shortest usually traveled
traveled route
authorized to
from the places from which they
they are authorized
to proceed
proceed to
to the
camp and for the return travel thereto, and to pay the return
return travel
performance of the travel;
travel; for pay for
for
pay in advance of the actual performance
students attending
attending advanced
advanced camps at
at the
prescribed for
for soldiers
soldiers Subsistence,
the rate
rate prescribed
ubsstence, senior
senior
of the
the seventh
seventh grade
of the
the Regular
for the
the payment
of cornof
grade of
Regular Army; for
payment of
com- division.
mutation of subsistence to members of the senior division of the
Reserve Officers'
Officers' Training
Training Corps,
at a
arate
not exceeding
Reserve
Corps, at
rate not
exceeding the
the cost
cost of
of vVol. 39, pp.193; Vol
Vol.
the garrison
garrison ration
ration prescribed
the Army,
in the
the 41,.
the
prescribed for
for the
as authorized
Army, as
authorized in
41, pn7.
p. 776.
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Act
3, 1916,
as amended
amended by
by the
Act approved
approved June
June
the Act
1916, as
June 3,
approved June
Act approved
4, 1920;
of preparation
and transportation
to their
their
transportation to
preparation and
cost of
the cost
for the
4
1920; for
homes
the remains
remains of
of members
of the
Reserve Officers'
Training
Officers' Training
the Reserve
members of
of the
homes of
Corps who
attending camps
of instruction;
and for
for the
the
instruction; and
camps of
while attending
die while
who die
Corps
cost of
of maintenance,
and operation
operation of
of passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying
repair, and
maintenance, repair,
cost
vehicles, $3,818,020,
$3,818,020, to
remain available
available until
until December
31, 1925:
1925:
December 31,
to remain
vehicles,
rs.
Proviso*.
equipment or material issued
and other
Provided, That
other equipment
issued
uniforms and
Uniforms,
etc., from Provided,
That uniforms
uniorms, etc,
Army
surplus stocks.
Officers' Training
Training Corps in accordance
accordance with
Army srpns
stes. to the Reserve
Reserve Officers'
with law shall
shall
be
furnished
from
surplus
or
reserve
stocks
of
the
War
Department
Department
War
the
of
stocks
or
reserve
be furnished from surplus
without payment
payment from
this appropriation,
except for
actual expense
expense
for actual
appropriation, except
from this
govwithout
Price currentt to
v
o ggovincurred
in the
the manufacture
manufacture or
or issue:
issue: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
That in
in no
no
incurred in
payments.
ern partme
case shall
shall the
paid from
from this
this appropriation
appropriation for
for uniforms,
uniforms,
amount paid
the amount
case
equipment, or
the Reserve
Reserve Officers'
Officers' Training
Training
to the
furnished to
material furnished
or material
equipment,
Corps
under the
of the
the War
War Department
Department be
be in
in
control of
the control
stocks under
from stocks
Corps from
excess
of the
the price
price current
at
thefime the
the issue
issue is
is made:
Provided
Provided
made:
at
the,time
current
of
excess
Additional mounted
be
further,
of the
the funds
in this
this Act
Act shall
shall be
appropriated in
funds appropriated
none of
units, etc.,
That none
further, That
orbidoed
ietc., forbidden.
units,
maintenance of additional mounted,
used for the organization
organization or maintenance
mounted,
motor transport, or tank units in the Reserve Officers' Training
Training
se of other
Use
other funds
funds motor transport, or tank units in the Reserve Officers'
Corps: Provided
That none
none of
of the
funds appropriated
appropriated elseelsethe funds
further, That
Providedfurther,
Corps:
forbidden.
where in
in this
this Act
Act shall
shall be
be used
used for
expenses in
in connection
with the
connection with
for expenses
where
Transporting,
etc.,
Officers' Training
Corps: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
That not
not to exTraining Corps:
Reserve Officers'
nato a Reserve
stuetsr
students to national
rifle match.
expended
appropriated by this Act may be expended
riflematch.
ceed $10,000
$10,000 of the total appropriated
for
transportation of
of authorized
authorized Reserve
Officers' Training
Training
Reserve Officers'
for the
the transportation
Corps
students who
who may
may be
national rifle match,
match,
be competitors
competitors in the national
Corps students
to and from said match and while
and to
to subsist
subsist them
while traveling
traveling to
them while
and
remaining
remaining thereat.
Funeral expenses.

Funal exses.

Other
colleges.
colleges.

schools
schools

and
and

SCHOOLS AND
AND COLLEGES.
EQUIPMENT FOR
MILITARY SUPPLTES
MILITARY
SUPPLIES AND
AND EQUIPMENT
FOR SCHOOLS
COLLEGES.

Issue of military suppliesseqouipments
plies, equipments, etc.,
to.
41 p 8
.
Vol. 41, p. 780.
7e.
VoL
R.
R. S., sec. 1221, p.
216.
Vol.
Vol. 41,
1, p. 776.

and issue as provided
the procurement
For the
procurement and
provided in
in section
section 55-c
55-c of
of the
the
For
Act approved
4, 1920,
Revised Statutes,
Statutes,
section 1225,
1225, Revised
1920, and
and in
in section
June 4,
Act
approved June
amended, under
as may
may be
be prescribed
prescribed by
by the
the
such regulations
regulations as
under such
as amended,
s., sec. 122, p. as
those provided
Secretary
schools and
and colleges,
than those
provided
other than
colleges, other
to schools
of War,
War, to
Secretary of
for
section 40
40 of
of the
above referred
referred to,
tentage,
arms, tentage,
to, of such arms,
Act above
the Act
for in
in section
and
including the transporting
and the overtransporting of same, and
and equipment,
equipment, including
hauling
repair of
of personal
equipments, machine-gun
machine-gun outfits, and
and
personal equipments,
and repair
hauling and
horse
equipments,
as the
Secretary of
of War
War shall
shall deem
deem necessary
for
for
necessary
the
Secretary
as
horse
equipments,
Proviso.
training in
said schools
and colleges,
colleges, $5,000$5,000 ProProschools and
in said
military training
proper military
Ordnance purchases proper
Ordnnce
excluded.
excluded.
vided, That no part of this appropriation
appropriation shall be expended
expended for the
ordnance equipment.
purchase
other ordnance
purchase of arms or other
etc.

tol

Civilian
Civilian ttraining
r a n in g
ca.
camps.

transporUniforms, transporUniforms,
tation,
etc., erapnenses
expenses,
tatonetc.,
for attendance.
39 p. 193;
9; Vol.
Vol.
Vol. 39,
41, p. 779.
779.
41,

CITIZENS'
MILITARY TRAINING
TRAINING CAMPS.
CAMPS.
CITIZENS MILITARY

warrant
the expense
furnishing, at
For furnishing,
For
at the
expense of
of the United States, to warrant
officers, enlisted
men, and
and civilians
civilians attending
attending training
camps mainmaintraining camps
enlisted men,
Vol. officers,
p.
tained under
under the provisions
of section
provisions of
section 47-d
47-d of
of the
the National
National Defense
Defense
1916, as amended by the Act of June 4, 1920, uniforms,
Act of June 3, 1916,
including altering,
altering, fitting,
fitting, washing, and cleaning when necessary,
including
subsistence,
subsistence, and transportation, or in lieu of such transportation and
and
of
subsistence
for
travel
to
and
from
camps
travel
allowances
at
at
55
allowances
camps
travel
to
and
from
for
travel
of
subsistence
Maitenance,
et.
Maintenance, etc.
cents per
expendiin said section 47-d; for such expendiper mile,
mile, as prescribed
prescribed in
cents
tures as
are authorized
by said
said section
section 47-d as
necessary for
for
be necessary
as may be
tures
as are
authorized by
the establishment
and maintenance
maintenance of said
said camps,
camps, including
including recruitrecruitestablishment and
the
ing
and advertising
the cost
maintenance, repair,
repair,
of maintenance,
and the
cost of
advertising therefor,
therefor, and
ing and
and
operation of
passenger-carrying vehicles;
vehicles; for gymnasium and
and
of passenger-carrying
and operation
athletic supplies
(not exceeding
and expenditures
expenditures heretofore
heretofore
$15,000) and
exceeding $15,000)
athletic
supplies (not
supplies and equipment
equipment from appropriations
appropriations for
for
similar supplies
made for similar
mileage,
citizens' military
military training
training camps
hereby validated;
validated; for mileage,
camps are
are hereby
citizens'
allowance in lieu thereof as
traveling expenses, or allowance
reimbursement
reimbursement of traveling
as
authorized by law, for officers
authorized
officers of the Regular
Regular Army and Organized
Organized
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Reserves,
traveling on
in connection
citizens' military
connection with citizens'
on duty
duty in
Reserves, traveling
preparation and transportation
transportation to
camps; for
for the cost of preparation
training camps;
their
civilians who die while
while attending
attending camps
the remains
remains of civilians
their homes of the
of instruction
$2,330,000, to
remain available
available until
December
until December
all, $2,330,000,
to remain
instruction;•in
in all,
of
31, 1925:
1925: Provided,
Provided, That
That the funds herein
appropriated shall not be
herein appropriated
31,
training of
of any person in the first year, or lowest course,
used for the training
who shall
shall have
birthday before
before the
the date
his twenty-fourth
twenty-fourth birthday
have reached
reached his
who
of
enrollment: Provided
further, That
the funds appropriof the
That none of
Provided further,
of enrollment:
ated
connection
ated elsewhere
elsewhere in this Act shall be used for expenses in connection
with
citizens' military
further, That uniProvided further,
camps: Provided
training camps:
military training
with citizens'
forms and
equipment or material
material furnished in accordance
accordance with
with
other equipment
forms
and other
law for
for use
use at
furnished
training camps shall be furnished
military training
citizens' military
at citizens'
law
from surplus
War Department
without payDepartment without
stocks of the War
or reserve
reserve stocks
surplus or
from

Funeral expenses.
expenses.

Provisos.
Provisos.
Age
limitation.
Age limitation.

Use
other funds
Use of other
forbidden.
forbidden.
untfo
, etc, from
etc., from
Uniforms,

Army surplus
surplus stocks.
;Woks.

expense incurred in Price current to govfor actual
except
this appropriation,
from
ment
ment
the manufacture
from this appropriation,
or issue: Provided
except
further,
for actual
Thatexpense
in no case
incurred
shall the
in eri n
pa
.
ceyments.
the manufacture or issue: Providedfurther, That in no case shall the ern payments.
amount
appropriation for uniforms
equipment, or
uniforms,' equipment,
this appropriation
paid from this
amount paid
material
citizens' miliaccordance with law for use at citizens'
in accordance
furnished in
material furnished
tary
from stocks under control of the War Departcamps from
training camps
tary training
ment
be in
of the
the price
current at
at the
the time the issue is made.
price current
in excess
excess of
ment be
in
use of
Restriction
Under the
the authorizations
in this
this Act
Act no
no issues
issues of
of reserve
Res t
ri
ct
i
on i
ri use
reserve reserve
contained in
etc.
authorizations contained
Under
supplies,
etc.
supplies
or
equipment
shall
be
made
where
such
issues
would
impair
supplies or equipment shall be made where such issues would impair
the
held by
Department for two field armies or one
the War
War Department
by the
reserves held
the reserves
million
men.
million men.
P

r

PRACTICE.
NATIONAL BOARD
BOARD FOR
FOR PROMOTION
OF RIFLE
RIFLE PRACTICE.
PROMOTION OF
NATIONAL

QUARTERMASTER SUPPLIES
SUFFIXES AND
SERVICES FOR
FOR RIFLE
RANGES FOR
CIVILIAN
FOR CIVIITAN
RIFLE RANGES
AND SERVICES
QUARTERMASTER
INSTRUCTION.
INSTRUCTION.
To establish and maintain indoor
indoor and outdoor rifle ranges for the
able-bodied males capable
bearing arms under reasoncapable of bearing
all able-bodied
use of
of all
able regulations
National Board
Board for the Proto be prescribed by the National
regulations to
able
motion of
of Rifle
Secretary of War; for
approved by the Secretary
and approved
Practice and
Rifle Practice
motion
the employment
employment of
of labor
labor in
in connection
connection with
with the establishment
establishment of
the
outdoor and
and indoor
including labor
in operating
operating tartarlabor in
rifle ranges,
ranges, including
indoor rifle
outdoor
gets;
for the
the employment
employment of
clerical services;
services; for
of instructors; for clerical
gets; for
badges
and other
transportation of employees, ininsignia; for the transportation
other insignia;
badges and
purchase of
structors, and
engage in practice;
practice; for the purchase
civilians to engage
and civilians
structors,
materials,
supplies, and
for expenses
expenses incidental
to ininincidental to
services, and
and for
and services,
materials, supplies,
struction
of citizens
citizens of
of the
the United
United States
marksmanship, and
and their
their
in marksmanship,
States in
struction of
participation
in national
national and
expended
international matches, to be expended
and international
participation in
under the
direction of
of the
of War,
and to
to remain
remain availavailWar, and
the Secretary
Secretary of
the direction
under
able
until expended,
expended, $89,900:
out of
of this
appropriathis appropriaThat out
Provided, That
$89,900: Provided,
able until
$80,000 for the payment of
not to exceed
tion there
expended not
exceed $80,000
may be
be expended
there may
tion
commutation of
transportation,
furnishing commutation
for supplying meals or furnishing
transportation, for
subsistence
civilian rifle
rifle teams
teams authorized
authorized by
Secretary of
by the Secretary
of civilian
subsistence of
War
participate in the national matches.
to participate
War to
NATIONAL TROPHY
AND MEDALS
FOR RIFLE
RIFLE CONTESTS.
CONTESTS.
MEDALS FOR
TROPHY AND
NATIONAL

and medals
furnishing a
a, national
national trophy and
medals and
of furnishing
purpose of
the purpose
For the

provided and contested for annually, under such
be provided
other prizes
prizes to
to be
such
other

current to

rv e su p p i es p

°f

Promotion
Promotion of rifle
practice.
practice.
Civilian instruction.
instruction.
Civilian

Quartermaster

sup-

orrieran
pliQs
plies for
rifle ranges,
practice, etc.

practice,etc.

Instructors, etc.

Intructor etc

Partipation
Participation in na
na-

tional, etc.,
etc., matches.
matches.
tional,

Proviso.
Transportation.
Transportation,
meals, etc., for rifle
teams. etc., for rie

meals

Rifle contests.
contests.
Furnishing national
national
Furnishing

medals,
trophy, medas,
for annual.
forasnna.

etc,
etc.,

regulations as may be prescribed
Secretary of War, said
said
prescribed by the Secretary
regulations
National
contest
Marine Corps, and the National
contest to be open to the Army, Navy, Marine
Guard or
or Organized
Organized Militia of
several States, Territories, and
of the several
Guard
of
of the District of Columbia, members of rifle clubs, and civilians,
and
prizes, and medals herein
herein provided
provided
and for the cost of the trophy, prizes,
N a-for, and for the promotion of rifle practice
practice throughout
throughout the United Reimbig
Rciuii!MIIS .
N
Ug
Board.
States, including
including the
reimbursement of necessary
expenses of mem- tiona
tiond Board.
necessary expenses
the reimbursement
States,
hers of
the National
National Board
Promotion of Rifle Practice,
Practice, to
the Promotion
Board for the
of the
bers
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be
the purposes
purposes hereinbefore
under the
the
be expended
expended for
for the
hereinbefore prescribed,
prescribed, under
direction of
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War,
War, $7,500.
$7,500.
direction
of the
Ordnance
Ordnance
ment.

equipequip-

Arms, etc., for target
practice at rifle ranges,

prams,etecorrarest

etc.

ORDNANCE EQUIPMENT FOR RIFLE RANGES FOR CIVILIAN INSTRUCTION.
ORDNANCE EQUIPMENT FOR RIFLE RANGES FOR CIVILIAN INSTRUCTION.

For arms, ammunition,
ammunition, targets,
targets, and other accessories,
accessories, for target
target

practice
accordance with rules and
practice for issue and sale
sale in accordance
and regulations
regulations
prescribed
prescribed by the National
the Promotion
of Rifle
Rifle Practice
Practice
National Board
Board for
for the
Promotion of
and approved
approved by the Secretary
Secretary of
connection with
the enenof War,
War, in
in connection
with the
couragement of rifle practice,
pursuance of
of the
the provisions
provisions of
of law,
practice, in
in pursuance
law,
$10,000.
$10,000.

Provisions for enHereafter
the Secretary
of approapproHereafter the
Secretary of War
War shall, within
within the limits of
couraging rifle instruccoupaging
tion authorized.
uthorized.
priations
priations made
by Congress
Congress and
and in
in accordance
accordance
made from
from time
time to
to time
time by
with reasonable
reasonable rules
and regulations
regulations approved
approved by
him upon
upon the
the
rules and
by him
recommendation
recommendation of the
the National
National Board
for the
the Promotion
Promotion of
Rifle
Board for
of Rifle
Practice authorize
for—
Practice,
authorize and
and provide
provide forConstruction, operatcingetc.,
ranges
(a) Construction,
equipment, maintenance,
and operation
operation of
of
(a)
Construction, equipment,
maintenance, and
ating, etc., ranges.
indoor
and
outdoor rifle
ranges
and their
their accessories
accessories and
and appliances;
appliances;
indoor
and
outdoor
rifle
ranges
and
Marksmanship
in(b) Instruction
Instruction of
able-bodied citizens
of the
the United
United States
in
structiSon.
in(b)
of able-bodied
struction.
citizens of
States in
marksmanship
marksmanship and,
in connection
therewith, the
the employment
of necesnecesand, in
connection therewith,
employment of
sary
instructors;
sary instructors;
Maintenance
of
Maintenanpeeetcof
(c)
Promotion of practice
practice in
use of
of rifled
rifled arms,
arms, the
(c) Promotion
in the
the use
the maintemaintematches, expenses, etc.,
matches,
for promotion
prac- nance and management
promotion of prac
management of matches or competitions
in the
such
competitions in
the use
use of
of such
ce
.
arms, and the issuance
issuance in connection
connection therewith
therewith of
of the
the necessary
necessary arms,
arms,
ammunition, targets,
targets, and
ammunition,
necessary supplies
supplies and
and
and other
other necessary
and appliances,
appliances, and
competitors of
trophies, prizes,
badges, and
and other
other
the award
award to
to competitors
of trophies,
prizes, badges,
insignia;
insignia;
Sales at cost, of
arms,
of arms,
insignia;
etc.,
Rile
(d) Sale to
etc., to National
National Rifle
(d)
to members
members of
of the
National Rifle
Rifle Association,
Association, at
at cost
cost to
to
the National
Association
members,
atin
metmbe
rs,
the
Government,
and issue
issue to
to clubs organized,
organized, for practice
practice with rifled
rifled
issue to organized
organized the Government, and
clubs,
clubs, etc.
arms,
under the direction
arms, under
direction of the National Board
Board for
for the
the Promotion
Promotion of
of
Practice, of arms, ammunition,
Rifle Practice,
targets, and
and other
other supplies
supplies and
and
ammunition, targets,
appliances necessary
necessary for
practice;
target practice;
for target
of Na- appliances
Mattenance of
Maintenance
tionalBoard.
tional
Board.
(e) Maintenance
Maintenance of
National Board
Board for
for the
the Promotion
Promotion of
(e)
of the
the National
of
including provision
Rifle Practice, including
provision for
necessary expenses
for the
the necessary
expenses thereof
thereof
its members;
members;
of its
and of
Procuring necessary and
materials, supplies, etc.
(f)
(f) Procurement
Procurement of
of necessary
necessary materials,
appliances trotromaterials, supplies,
supplies, appliances,
phies,
badges, and
other insignia,
insign i
a,clerical
cl
erica land
an d o
ther services,
services,
phies, prizes,
prizes, badges,
and other
other
and labor;
Transportation,
Transportation, etc.,
etc., and labor;
to
participate
in
participate
Transportation of employees, instructors,
(g) Transportation
and civilians
to give
give
instructors, and
civilians to
matches, etc.
matches, etc.
or
or undergo instruction
instruction or to assist or engage in practice
practice in the use
of rifled arms, and the transportation
transportation and subsistence,
subsistence, or
or commutacommutations in lieu of subsistence,
subsistence, of members of teams
especially authorauthorteams especially
Secretary of War
participate in matches
ized by the Secretary
War to participate
matches or
or competicompetitions in the use of rifled
arms, making
full report
report of
of all
all things
things done
done
rifled arms,
making aafull
hereunder annually
to Congress.
Congress.
hereunder
annually to
No pay to officers,
eto
No part of the appropriations
appropriations made in this Act shall be available
etc., usin
using time
timeome's,
measuring
devices on
on work
uring devices
work for
the
salary
or
pay
of any
for
the
salary
or
pay of
any officer,
officer, manager,
manager, superintendent,
superintendent, foreof employees.
charge of the work of any
man, or other person
person having
having charge
any employee
employee
Government while
of the United States Government
while making or causing to
to be
be
time-measuring device,
made with aa stop watch, or other time-measuring
device, aa time
time
study of any job of any such employee
study
employee between
between the starting
starting and comcompletion
thereof, or
or of
of the
the movements
of any
any such
such employee
employee while
while
pletion thereof,
movements of
Cash
rewards reCash rewards re engaged
engaged upon
upon such
any part
parto
th e appropriations
appropr i
at i
ons
such work;
work; nor
nor shall
shall any
offthe
stricted.
available to pay any
made in this Act be available
any premiums or
or bonus
bonu s o
orr
cash reward
reward to any employee
employee in addition
addition to
to his
regular wages,
wages,
his regular
improvements or
except for suggestions resulting in improvements
in the
the
or economy
economy in
operation of
Free
admission off operation
of any
any Government
Government plant.
plant.
Free admission
purchasesfromabroad.
purchases from abroad.
Equipment or
or material
material purchased
purchased outside of the
United
Equipment
the United States
States
from
appropriated in this Act shall be admitted
from funds appropriated
Erdmitted free
free of
of duty.
duty.
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TITLE
THE WAR
OF THE
ACTIVITIES OF
II.-NONMILITARY ACTIVITIES
TITLE II.—NONMILITARY
DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
FINANCE DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
FINANCE
For
make monthly
monthly payments
payments to Jennie Carroll,
to make
required to
amount required
For amount
widow of
James Carroll,
major, United
Army, $1,500.
United States Army,
late major,
Carroll, late
of James
widow
H.
For amount
amount required
to make
make monthly
payments to
Mabel H.
to Mabel
monthly payments
required to
For
Lazear,
widow of
of Jesse
W. Lazear,
Lazear, late acting
acting assistant surgeon,
Jesse W.
Lazear, widow
United States
$1,500.ohn
Army, $1,500.
States Army,
United
For
amount required
required to
to make
make monthly
monthly payments
payments to
R.
John R.
to John
For amount
Kissinger,
late of Company
fifty-seventh
Company D, One hundred and fifty-seventh
Kissinger, late
Indiana
United
Volunteer Infantry, also late of the Hospital Corps, United
Indiana Volunteer
States Army,
$1,200.
Army, $1,200.
States
QUARTERMASTER
CORPS.
QUARTERMASTER CORPS.
NATIONAL
CEMETERIES.
NATIONAL CEMETERIES.
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N°nmiitary aetiviactivi-

tiZmnilitarY

Finance
Finance
ment.
ment.

DepartDepart-

Jennie Carroll
Carroll.
Jennie

Mabel II. Lazear.

MabelH.Lazear

. issinger.

John R. Kissinger.

John

ing

Quartermaster
Quartermaster
Corps.
Nationalcemeteries.
Nationalcemeteries.
Maintenance.

cemeteries, including fuel Maintenance
For
improving national
national cemeteries,
and improving
maintaining and
For maintaining
for
superintendents, pay of laborers
laborers and other employees, purchase
for superintendents,
Va.
of
tools and
and materials,
materials, and
and including
maintenance of the Arlington,
and maintenance
including care and
of tools
Arlington, Va.
Arlington
Memorial Amphitheater
Amphitheater and
and Chapel
and grounds
in the
the American
American cemeteries
grounds in
Chapel and
cemeteries
Arlington Memorial
permanent American
Arlington
Cemetery, Virginia,
Virginia, and
American abroad.
and permanent
National Cemetery,
Arlington National
military
abroad, $360,000.
$360,000.uperintendents.
cemeteries abroad,
military cemeteries
Superintendents.
cemeteries,
For
seventy-six superintendents
of national
national cemeteries,
superintendents of
of seventy-six
pay of
For pay
including the
superintendent at Mexico
Mexico City, $63,720.
$63,720.
the superintendent
including
Repairs to roadways.
For
repairs to
to roadways
roadways to
to national
cemeteries which
which have
have been
been Repairstoroad
national cemeteries
For repairs
Provisos.
Encroachments by
constructed by
by special
special authority
Congress, $16,000: Provided,
Provided, Encroachments
of Congress,
authority of
constructed
forbidden.
railroadsforbidden.
of way which may railroads
right of
That no
no railroad
permitted upon
upon the
the right
be permitted
shall be
railroad shall
That
cemetery,
a
to
have
been
acquired
by
the
United
States
a
national
cemetery,
or
have been acquired by the
reriction on
main-- Restriction
to encroach upon any roads or walks constructed
constructed thereon and main
on repairs.
of this pairs.
tained
by the
the United
States: Provided
part of
no part
That no
further, That
Provided further,
United States:
tained by
sum shall
be used
used for
for repairing
roadway not owned by the United
United
any roadway
repairing any
shall be
sum
one apStates
the corporate
corporate limits
village.
or village.
town, or
city, town,
any city,
of any
limits of
within the
States within
Limited to one apNo
of any
appropriation for
national cemeteries
cemeteries or
or the
the repair
proach.
repair proach.
for national
any appropriation
part of
No part
of
roadways thereto
be expended
expended in
in the
maintenance of more
more
the maintenance
shall be
thereto shall
of roadways
than
a
single
approach
to
any
national
cemetery.
cemetery.
national
any
to
than a single approach
Headstones for solfor solFor continuing
the work
work of
furnishing headstones
durable stone
stone diers'
Headstones
of durable
headstones of
graves, etc.
of furnishing
continuing the
For
ConUnion
of
or
other
durable
material
for
unmarked
graves
and
graves
unmarked
for
or other durable material
federate soldiers,
soldiers, sailors,
and marines,
marines, and soldiers, sailors, and masailors, and
federate
.77 4
p.
rines of
of all
all other
wars in
in national,
post, city,
and village
.
cemevillage cemetown, and
city, town,
national, post,
other wars
rines
11, .; r.10
31 FVol
p. 728s;Vo
20,e,e1,
teries, naval
at navy
and stations of the United Vol.
yards and
navy yards
cemeteries at
naval cemeteries
teries,
34,p.
P.556.
States,
burial places,
places, under
the Acts
Acts of
3, 1873, Feb- 34,
March 3,
of March
under the
other burial
and other
States, and
Civilians.
396; Vol.
33, p. 396:
iol.33,
the work of furnishing 34,Vol.
ruary
1879, and
March 9,
1906; continuing
continuing the
9, 1906;
and March
3, 1879,
ruary 3,
p. 741.
.
headstones
for unmarked
unmarked graves
interred in post cemeceme- 3p.?"4.
graves of civilians interred
headstones for
Confederates.
nedete
and furteries
the Acts
of April
28, 1904,
1906; and
30, 1906;
June 30,
and June
1904, and
April 28,
Acts of
under the
teries under
nishing headstones
headstones for
for the
the unmarked
of Confederate
Confederate soldiers,
graves of
unmarked graves
nishing
sailors, and
marines in
in national
national cemeteries,
cemeteries, $70.000.
$70,000.
and marines
sailors,
m A
ci ntietam battlefield,
For
repair and
monuments, tablets,
tablets, observation
observation Md.
of monuments,
preservation of
and preservation
For repair
Preservation, etc.
the Preservation, etc.
by the
tower , roads,
roads, and
constructed by
and fences, and so forth, made and constructed
tower,
United
upon public
public lands
within the
of the
Antietamendent
the Antietam
limits of
the limits
lands within
States upon
United States
Superintendent.
perintendent.
pay of superinbattle field,
field, near
Sharpsburg, Maryland,
Maryland, and
and for
for pay
near Sharpsburg,
battle
direction
under the direction
tendent, said
superintendent to
perform his
duties under
his duties
to perform
said superintendent
tendent,
of
and to
to be
selected and appointed by the
be selected
Corps and
Quartermaster Corps
the Quartermaster
of the
discretion, the person selected
Secretary
his discretion
selected for this posiposi at his
War, at
of War,
Secretary of
tion to
be an
honorably discharged
discharged
discretion,Union soldier,
oo
$6,500.
soldier, $6,500.
an honorably
to be
tion
Disposition of reofficers, solmDins of officers,
DISPOSITION
OF REMAINS
OF OFFICERS,
OFFICERS S
OLDIERS, AND
AND CIVILIAN
CIVILIAN EMEM- mains
SOLDIERS,
REMAINS OF
DISPOSITION OF
etc.
diers.etc.
PLOYEES:
request from relatives diers,
upon request
(only upon
cremation (only
interment, cremation
For interment,
PLOYEES: For
of
deceased), or
preparation and
transportation to their homes
and transportation
of preparation
or of
the deceased),
of the
45822°-25t-35
45822°-25t--35
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abanfrom abanRemoval
Removal from
doned posts,
etc.
osts, etc.
doned
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or to
to such
national cemeteries
designated by
authorproper authorby proper
be designated
as may
may be
cemeteries as
such national
or
ity, in
in the
Secretary of
War, of
the remains
remains of
of
of the
of War,
the Secretary
of the
discretion of
the discretion
ity,
officers,
United States
acting assistant
assistant
Academy, acting
Military Academy,
States Military
cadets, United
officers, cadets,
surgeons,
members of
of the
the Army
Nurse Corps,
in
men in
enlisted men
and enlisted
Corps, and
Army Nurse
surgeons, members
active
service, and
accepted applicants
for enlistment;
interment
for interment
enlistment; for
applicants for
and accepted
active service,
or preparation
preparation and
to their
their homes
of the
remains of
of
the remains
homes of
transportation to
and transportation
or
civilian employees
employees of
the Allay
in the
of the
the War
War Department
Department
employ of
the employ
Army in
of the
civilian
who die
abroad, in
Alaska, in
the Canal
Canal Zone,
Zone, or
or on
transports,
Army transports,
on Army
in the
in Alaska,
die abroad,
who
or
who die
while on
for interment
interment of
military
of military
field; for
in the
the field;
duty in
on duty
die while
or who
prisoners
military posts;
and shipment
shipment
interment and
the interment
for the
posts; for
at military
die at
who die
prisoners who
to their
their homes
of remains
of enlisted
men who
in hoshosdischarged in
are discharged
who are
enlisted men
remains of
homes of
to
pitals
in the
the United
United States
States and
as inmates
inmates of
of said
hospitals
said hospitals
continue as
and continue
pitals in
to
the date
death; for
for interment
interment of
of prisoners
prisoners of
war and
and
of war
of their
their death;
date of
to the
States;
interned alien
alien enemies
who die
camps in the
the United States;
prison camps
at prison
die at
enemies who
interned

for removal
of remains
from abandoned
to permanent
military
permanent military
posts to
abandoned posts
remains from
removal of
for

posts or
cemeteries, including the remains of Federal solor national
national cemeteries,
posts
diers, sailors,
sailors, or
marines
interred in
in fields
fields or
abandoned private
private and
and
or abandoned
interred
marines
or
diers,
Reimbursements to city cemeteries; and in any case
burial or
where the
of burial
or shipexpenses of
the expenses
n to city cemeteries; and in any case where
individuals.
indiidm
ment of
the remains
remains of
officers or enlisted men of the Army who die
of officers
of the
ment
on
the active
are borne
by individuals,
individuals, where
where such
expenses
such expenses
borne by
list, are
active list,
on the
would
have been
lawful claims against the Government, reimbursebeen lawful
would have
ment to
such individuals
individuals may
amount allowed by the
of the amount
made of
be made
may be
to such
ment
Government for
for such
such services
services out
of this
sum, but
no reimbursement
reimbursement
but no
this sum,
out of
Government
shall be
made of
such expenses
incurred prior
to
July 1,
1910; for
for
1, 1910;
to
July
prior
incurred
expenses
such
of
made
be
shall
American cemeteries expenses of the segregation of bodies in permanent American
in permanent American cemesegregation of
hbodies
inn Great
Britain and
and expenses of the
reat Britain
France.
teries
in Great
Great Britain
Britain and
and France,
France, $93,654:
the
That the
Provided, That
$93,654: Provided,
teries in
Frasoe.
Proviso.
Retired
officers on
on above
above provisions
provisions shall be applicable in the cases of officers
officers and enRetired officers
active
duty
included.
active duty included. listed
listed men
the retired
retired list
list of
of the
the Army
who have
have died
or may
may heremen on
on the
Army who
died or
here-

after die while on active duty by proper assignment.
Confederate Mound, after die while on active duty by proper assignment.
CEMETERY, CHICAGO,
OAKWOOD CEMETERY,
CoriFEDERATE MOUND,
MOITND, OAKWOOD
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS:
CONFEDERATE
For care,
care, protection,
protection, and
and maintenance
of the
the plat of ground known as
maintenance of
For
"Confederate
Mound" in
in Oakwood
Chicago, Illinois,
Cemetery, Chicago,
Oakwood Cemetery,
"Confederate Mound"
$500.
Confederate
Stock- $500.
Confederate Stockade,
Ohio.
For care,
protection, and
and maintenance
of Confederate
Confederate Stockade
Stockade
maintenance of
care, protection,
For
ade,Ohio.
Cemetery,
Johnstons
Island,
in
Sandusky
Bay,
Ohio,
$350.
$350.
Ohio,
Bay,
Sandusky
in
Island,
burial
Confederte
Confederate
burial Cemetery, Jolnstons
CONFEDERATE
BURIAL PLATS:
FLATS: For
care, protection,
maintenance
protection, and maintenance
For care,
CONFEDERATE BURIAL
plats.
plats.
of Confederate
located and
and
by the
the United States, located
plats, owned by
burial plats,
Confederate burial
of
Confederate Cemetery.
known by
the following
following designations:
designations: Confederate
Cemetery, North
by the
known
Alton, Illinois;
Confederate Cemetery,
Cemetery, Camp Chase, Columbus,
Columbus,
Illinois; Confederate
Alton,
Ohio; Confederate
Confederate section,
section, Greenlawn
Greenlawn Cemetery,
Cemetery, Indianapolis, IndiOhio;
ana;
Confederate Cemetery,
Cemetery, Point
Maryland; and ConPoint Lookout, Maryland;
ana; Confederate
federate
Cemetery, Rock
Rock Island,
Illinois, $1,250.
$1,250.
Island, Illinois,
federate Cemetery,
Rock, Ark
Little
Little Rock,
Ark.
in the
For burying
INDIGENT PATIENTS:
BURIAL or
PATIENTS: For
burying in
the Little
Little
DECEASED INDIGENT
OF DECEASED
Burial
of HotSprings
Hot Springs
BURIAL
Burialof
Hospital patients in
Rock
(Arkansas)
National
Cemetery,
including
transportation
transportation
including
Cemetery,
National
national
cemeteryyatien
at. Rock (Arkansas)
HatPonscepit
United
ex-marines of the United
thereto, indigent
indigent ex-soldiers,
ex-sailors, or ex-marines
ex-soldiers, ex-sailors,
thereto,
States
Regular or Volunteer, who have been honorably
service, either Regular
States service,
or retired
discharged or
retired and who die while patients at the Army and
discharged
Navy General
Hospital, Hot Springs, Arkansas, to be disbursed at aa
General Hospital,
Navy
cost not
not exceeding
$35 for
expenses in each case, exclusive
for such burial expenses
exceeding $35
cost
of
cost
of
grave,
$100.
$100.
of
grave,
of
cost
plaes in
Bual places
Burial
in
Cuba
and China.
China.
preservation of monuments, tablets, roads, fences,
For repairs
For
repairs and preservation
Cuba and
and so
so forth,
forth, made
made and
and constructed
by the
the United States
States in Cuba
constructed by
and
and
China to
to mark
mark the
the places
places where American
soldiers fell, $1,000.
American soldiers
and China

Chicago, Ill.
Chicago,Ill.

Military
Parks.
Military Parks.
Chickamauga and
and
Chickamauga

Chattanooga.
Chattanooga.

Continuin g
Continuing

lishment
lishment of.
of.

estabestab-

NATIONAL
PARKS.
NATIONAL MILITARY
MILITARY PARKS.
PARK.
MILITARY PARK.
CHATTANOOGA NATIONAL
CHICKAMAUGA AND
CHICKAMAUGA
AND CHATTANOOGA
NATIONAL MILITARY

and
compensation and
of the
park; compensation
the establishment
establishment of
For continuing
continuing the
the park;
expenses of
superintendent, maps, surveys, clerical
clerical and other
other
of the
the superintendent,
expenses
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assistance; maintenance,
maintenance, repair, and operation of one motor-propelled and one horse-drawn
horse-drawn passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicle; office and
and
all other necessary
necessary expenses;
all
expenses; foundations
for State
State monuments;
foundations for
monuments;
mowing;
historical tablets,
tablets, iron
bronze; i
ro
n gun
carri
ages; roa
ds
mowing; historical
iron and
and bronze;
iron
gun carriages;
roads
and their maintenance;
maintenance; purchase of small tracts of lands heretofore
heretofore
authorized
authorized by
by law,
law, $50,000.
$50,000.
Memorials, etc., alNotwithstanding the restrictive
restrictive provisions of
Notwithstanding
of the
the Act
Act of
of FebFeb- lowed
lowed Spanish
Spanish war
war
ruary 26,
(Twenty-ninth Statutes,
Statutes, page
page 21),
the Secretary
Secretary of
of ceteraSwho
ca
vein
tepe
rans
d ti,t
v
eh
re
o
izere
enruary
26, 1896
1896 (Twenty-ninth
21), the
ere en
War is authorized
authorized in his discretion to permit
the Vol.29,p.21.
Vol. 29, p.21.
permit without
without cost
cost to
to the
United States the erection of monuments or memorials to
commemto commemorate encampments
encampments of Spanish
Spanish War organizations
organizations which
were enenwhich were
camped in said
Spanish-American
said park during
during the period
period of the
the Spanish-American
War.
War.
Qettysburg.
ciettysburg.
GETTYSBURG
GETTYSBURG NATIONAL
NATIONAL MILITARY
MILITARY PARK.
PARK.

For continuing the establishment
establishment of
of the
the park;
park; acquisition
of lands,
acquisition of
lands, lishmennt
surveys, and maps; constructing, improving, and maintaining
avemaintaining avenues, roads, and bridges thereon; fences
fences and gates; marking
marking the
the
bearing a
abrief
brief
lines of battle with
with tablets and
and guns, each
each tablet
tablet bearing
legend giving historic facts and compiled
compiled without
without censure and
and
without praise; preserving
preserving the features
features of the battle
battle field
and the
field and
the
monuments thereon; compensation
compensation of
superintendent, clerical,
of superintendent,
clerical, and
and
other
expenses, and
and labor;
purchase and
other services,
services, expenses,
labor; purchase
and preparation
preparation of
of
tablets and gun carriages
placing them
position; maintenance,
maintenance,
carriages and placing
them in
in position;
repair, and operation of a
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
a motor-propelled
passenger-carrying
vehicle, and all other expenses incident
incident to
to the
the foregoing,
foregoing, $45,000.
$45,000.
GUILFORD
COURTHOUSE
GUILFORD COURTHOUSE

NATIONAL
PARK.
NATIONAL MILITARY
MILITARY PARK.

For continuing
military park
park at
For
continuing the
the establishment
establishment of
of a
a national
national military
at
the
battle field
of Guilford
Guilford Courthouse,
in accordance
with the
the Act
Act
the battle
field of
Courthouse, in
accordance with

entitled "
" An Act to establish a
national military
military park at
a national
at the
the battle
battle
field of Guilford Courthouse,"
Courthouse," approved
approved March
March 2,
2, 1917, $7,840.
$7,840.
SHILOH NATIONAL
NATIONAL MILITARY
MILITARY PARK.
PARK.

estab-

esto
a

Guilford Courthouse.
Courthouse.
Guilford
Continuing
Continuing
establishment
of.
ishmentoL
Vol. 39, p. 996.

Vol.39,p.996.

Shiloh.
Continitng
Continuing

For continuing
the establishment
establishment of
of the
continuing the
the park;
park; compensation
of lishmentof.
lish
compensation of
superintendent of the park; clerical and other services;
superintendent
services; labor; historical tablets;
tablets; maps and surveys; roads; purchase and transportation of supplies, implements, and materials; foundations
foundations for
for
monuments; office and other necessary expenses, including maintemonuments

estabestab-

operation of one motor-propelled
nance, repair, and operation
motor-propelled passenger-carpassenger-car- Extension
of, athor
authortensiof,
rying
and for
for the
of the
through the
the acac- Isa
aitz
Corinth NaNarying vehicle;
vehicle; and
the extension
extension of
the park
park through
to Corinth
lMed
quisition,
purchase or
or otherwise,
of a
strip of
contiguous tiona emetery.
quisition, by
by purchase
otherwise, of
a strip
of land,
land, contiguous
to the park, sixty-six feet wide, to connect the Shiloh National
National
Military Park and the Corinth, Mississippi,
Mississippi, National
National Cemetery;
Cemetery;
such land to be acquired along or near the present main road from
the Shiloh National Military Park to the Corinth National
National Cemetery located on the battle field of Corinth, the center
center of such strip
to follow as nearly as practicable
practicable along the survey heretofore
heretofore made
Thompson; and for the construction
by Park Engineer Thompson;
construction of a
a hardsurface
surface road and necessary
necessary bridges along the center
center line of such
such
strip from the park to the Corinth National Cemetery;
Cemetery; and
and for the
erection
erection of historical
historical markers along such strip to
to show
show the movements of troops and other matters of historical interest in connecconnection with the Civil War battles of Shiloh and
and Corinth;
Corinth; in
in all
all proosne
$70,000: Provided,
Provided, That no part of this
appropriation shall be
Expenditures re.
this appropriation
be Expenditures
reexpended
expended within the incorporated
incorporated limits of the city of
stried.
of Corinth.
p ,

•
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VIGKSBURG
MILITARY PARK.
PARK.
NATIONAL MILITARY
VICKSBURG NATIONAL

Vicksburg.
Vicksburg.
Continuing

liontnng
lishment.
lishment.

1924.

estabestab-

Signal Corps.
Signal

compensation of
establishment of the park;
For continuing
continuing the establishment
park; compensation
of
civilian
other services,
services, labor,
labor, iron
iron gun
gun
and other
clerical and
commissioners; clerical
civilian commissioners;
carriages, mounting
siege guns,
memorials, monuments,
markers,
monuments, markers,
guns, memorials,
of siege
mounting of
carriages,
and historical
historical tablets
tablets giving
giving historical
facts, compiled
compiled without
without praise
praise
historical facts,
and
and without
without censure;
roads, bridges,
bridges, restoration
of
restoration of
surveys, roads,
maps, surveys,
censure; maps,
and
earthworks,
purchase of
of lands,
purchase and
of
and transportation
transportation of
lands, purchase
earthworks, purchase
supplies and
and materials;
and other
necessary expenses,
expenses, $23,440.
$23,440.
other necessary
materials; and
supplies
SIGNAL
S
IGNAL COBPS.
CORPS.

8
Washington-Alaska
eablesgto-c.
cable,
etc.
cable,
etc.

WASHINGTON-ALASKA
CABLE AND
TELEGRAPH SYSTEM.
SYSTEM.
AND TELEGRAPH
MILITARY CABLE
WASH]INGTON-ALASKA MILITARY
For defraying
defraying the
the cost of such extensions,
extensions, betterments,
betterments, operation,
operation,
and maintenance
maintenance of
of the
Military Cable
Cable and
and
Washington-Alaska Military
the Washington-Alaska
and
Telegraph System
System as
as may
may be
be approved
approved by
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of War,
Telegraph
to be
be available
available until
until the
the close
of the
fiscal year
year 1926,
1926, from
the
from the
the fiscal
close of
to
receipts of
of the
the Washington-Alaska
Washington-Alaska Military
Military Cable and
Telegraph
and Telegraph
receipts
System which
which have
been covered
covered into
the Treasury
of the
the United
United
Treasury of
into the
have been
System
States, the
extensions and
and betterments
betterments and
the cost
cost
and the
such extensions
of such
the extent
extent of
States,

Operation,
Operation, etc.

thereof
to Congress
Congress by
the Secretary
of War,
War, $140,000.
$140,000.
thereof to
to be
be reported
reported to
by the
Secretary of
For
replacing the
the worn-out
worn-out portions
portions of
of the
Washington-Alaska
the Washington-Alaska
For replacing
Vo.'42,
submarine cable
Vol. 42, p.
p. 149.
cable system, $750,000, to remain available until expended,
and to
to cover
of all
obligations incurred
under the
the conconincurred under
all obligations
liquidation of
and
cover liquidation
tract
contained in
in the
the War
War Department
Department ApApof $750,000
$750,000 contained
tract authority
authority of
rvisopense s included.
propriation Act
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
1924: Provided,
Provided, That
That this
sum
this sum
year 1924:
Act for
included. propriation
penses
together with
$750,000 heretofore
appropriated for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year
heretofore appropriated
the $750,000
with the
together
1924,
shall be
be applicable
applicable to
to all travel and
and transportation
transportation charges
charges
1924, shall
and
expenses connected
with the
the purchase
purchase and installation
installation of the
connected with
and expenses
said
cable.
said cable.
Medical
Depart- said cable.
Medical Department
M EDICAL DEPARTMENT.
MEDICAL
DEPARTMENT.
ment.

catZet.e.g
worn-out
woeCut
abiep

Artificial limbs.
limbs.
Artiicial

Artificial limbs: For furnishing
furnishing artificial
artificial limbs and apparatus,
or
commutation therefor,
and neccessary
neccessary transportation,
transportation, $36,100.
$36,100.
or commutation
therefor, and
Surgical appliances.
urgical appliances.
Appliances
Appliances for disabled soldiers: For furnishing surgical appliances to persons
military or naval service
persons disabled
disabled in the military
service of the
United
April 6,
6, 1917,
1917, and
and not
not entitled
entitled to
artificial
to April
to artificial
United States
States prior
prior to
limbs or
trusses for
for the
the same
disabilities, $750.
$750.
limbs
or
trusses
same
disabilities,
TnISSOS.
Trusses for
for disabled
disabled soldiers:
for persons
persons entitled
TRusese.
Trusses
soldiers: For
For trusses
trusses for
entitled
R. S, see 1176, p.211.
R.S,.sec.
l1i7,p.21I. thereto under
Revised Statutes
Statutes of
United States,
under section
section 1176,
1176, Revised
of the
the United
States,
Vol. 20, p. 353.
approved March
March 3,
$1,000.
\Vo 'P.3.3
Act amendatory
amendatory thereof,
and the Act
thereof, approved
3, 1879,
1879, $1,000.

Medical and
and Surgical
Surgical
Medical
History of World
World War.
War.
Preparation
of.
Preparation of.

Toward the preparation
publication under
under the
the direction
direction of
of
Toward
preparation for publication
the Secretary
Secretary of War
a medical
medical and surgical history of the war
War of a
war
with Germany,
Germany, including personal
personal services, $16,600.
$16,600.

Engineer
Corps.
Engineer Corps.

Buildings
grBu'ildings
grounds, D. C.

CORPS OF
OF ENGINEERS.
ENGINEERS.
CORPS
and
and

Care, etc., executive
Cre, etc., executi'e
departments.
Washington

MEDICAL AND
AND SURGICAL
SURGICAL HISTORY
HISTORY OF
MEDICAL
OF THE
THE WORLD
WORLD WAR.
WAR.

Monu-

maShington
ment.
Operating
perating supplies.
supplies.

BUILDINGS
GROUNDS IN
AND AROUND
AROUND THE
DISTRICT OF
COLUMBIA.
THE DISTRICT
OF COLUMBIA.
BUILDINGS AND
AND GROUNDS
IN AND

maintenance of grounds of executive
For improvement,
improvement, care.
care, and maintenance
executive
departments, $1,000.
$1,000.
departments,
Washington Monument:
of employees,
employees, $6,660.
Washington
WonuFor pay
pay of
$6,660.
Monument: For
For power,
power, fuel, lights, oil, waste, packing, tools, matches, paints,
paints,

brushes,
rope, nails, screws,
screws, lead, electric
electric lights,
brushes, brooms, lanterns, rope,
lights,
apparatus, oil
elevator car
car and
upper and
and lower
lower
heating apparatus,
oil stoves for
for elevator
and upper
floors; repairs
repairs of all kinds connected
connected with the Monument
Monument and machin.machin-
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ery; and purchase of all necessary
necessary articles for keeping
keeping the Monument, machinery
machinery and elevator in good order,
order, $6,000.
Sunday opening.
services of employees
employees and for additional
additional supplies and Sundayopening
For extra services
materials, to provide for the opening of the Monument
Monument to the public
materials,
on
Uniforms.
$2,500.
legal holidays,
holidays, $2,500.
and legal
on Sundays
Sundays and
Uniforms.
For purchasing and supplying
supplying uniforms to the three watchmen,
watchmen,
two floormen,
Washington Monuconductor at the Washington
floormen, and the elevator conductor
ment,
ment, $480.
Lincoln's deathplace..
Building
Lincoln died:
painting and mis- Lincoln'sdeathplace
For painting
died: For
Abraham Lincoln
where Abraham
Building where
cellaneous
s
Wash
cellaneous repairs, $1,500.
Washington's bi rthWakefield, Virginia: For re- place.
Birthplace
George Washington,
place.
Washington, Wakefield,
Birthplace of George
pairs
cleaning up and maintaining
maintaining grounds about the
fences and
and cleaning
pairs to fences
monument and
monument, and for watchmen
watchmen for the care
care of the monument
and
dock
at Wakefield,
Virginia, the
birthplace of
$400.
LinolnMemor
of Washington,
Washington, $400.
the birthplace
Wakefield, Virginia,
dock at
Lincoln Memorial.
Lincoln
employees, $5,340;
expenses.
light, All expenses.
$5,340; heat,
heat, light,
pay of
of employees,
Memorial: For pay
Lincoln Memorial:
miscellaneous labor, and supplies, $3,910; extra services
services of employees
employees
additional supplies
supplies and materials
provide for opening the
materials to provide
and additional
Lincoln
public on Sundays
Sundays and legal
legal holidays,
to the public
Memorial to
Lincoln Memorial
$1,750;
purchasing and
Lincoln
uniforms to the four Lincoln
and supplying
supplying uniforms
for purchasing
$1,750; for
Memorial watchmen,
watchmen, $320; in all, $11,320.
California
California
Commission.
Commission.

CALTFORNIA
COMMISSION.
DEBRIS COMMISSION.
CALIFORNIA DEBRIS

For
the expenses
of the
the commission
commission in
carrying on
on the
For defraying
defraying the
expenses of
in carrying
the
work
authorized by the Act approved
approved March
March 1, 1893, $14,950.
work authorized
CONSTRUCTION
CONSTRUCTION

AND
AND

MAINTENANCE OF
OF
MAINTENANCE
ALASKA.
ALASKA.

ROADS,
ROADS,

BRIDGES,
BRIDGES,

AND
AND

TRAILS,
TRAILS,

D6bris
Debris

Expenses.
Vol. 27, p. 507.
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Alaska.
Alaska.

trails,
Roads, bridges, trails,

etc., in.
For
tramways, etc.,
maintenance of roads, tramways,
repair, and maintenance
the construction,
construction, repair,
For the
Construction,
etc.,
Construction,
etc.,
under Road
Road
ferries, bridges, and trails, Territory
Territory of Alaska,
Alaska, to be expended
expended expenses under
Commissioners.
Commissioners.
under
Board of Road
described
Road Commissioners
Commissioners described
the Board
direction of the
the direction
under the
in
section 2
2 of
an Act entitled "An Act to provide
provide for the construcof an
in section
tion and
and maintenance
establishment and maintenance
maintenance
the establishment
roads, the
maintenance of roads,
tion
persons in the Disschools, and the care and support of insane persons
of schools,
trict
approved January
January 27, Vol 34,
purposes," approved
other purposes,"
and for other
Alaska, and
of Alaska,
trict of
34, p.
p. 192.
102.
amended by the Act approved
May 14, 1906, and to be exapproved May
as amended
1905, as
pended conformably
conformably to the provisions of said Act as amended,
pended
$725,000,
immediately available.
$725,000, to be immediately
MACDONOUGH MEMORIAL.
MEMORIAL.
MACDONOUGH

Macdonough
Macdonough
mortal.
morial.

Me
M
e•

f
Aa
vin
ic:
vicErection of, for

For
the completion
of the
memorial of
of the
the State
State torEyrec
ot
nion
La
l,e or
Lake
Chaitore on
the memorial
erection of
of the
the erection
completion of
For the
of
Vermont in
of Commodore
Commodore Thomas plain
plain '
the victory
victory of
of the
in commemoration
commemoration of
of Vermont
Macdonough
authorized in Vol. 38, p. 569.
Macdonough on Lake Champlain in September, 1814, as authorized
1, 1914, to remain
Appropriation Act of August 1,
the Sundry Civil Appropriation
remain Vol. 3 .ig9.
expended, $3,000.
available until expended,
RIVERS
HARBORS.
RIVERS AND HARBORS.

under the direcTo
be immediately
available and
be expended
expended under
direcand to
to be
immediately available
To be
supervision of the Chief of
of
Secretary of War and the supervision
tion of the Secretary
Engineers:
Engineers:
Engineers:
For
preservation and
and maintenance
maintenance of
of existing
existing river
and harbor
harbor
river and
For the
the preservation
authorized
heretofore authorized
works,
and for
projects heretofore
such projects
of such
prosecution of
for the
the prosecution
works, and
as
navigation;
interests of commerce
commerce and navigation;
as may
may be
be most desirable in the interests
Northwestern Lakes, Lake of the Woods,
survey of Northern and Northwestern
for survey
boundary and connecting
waters between
between the said lake
connecting waters
other boundary
and other
and Lake
Lake Superior,
Champlain, and the natural navigable
Lake Champlain,
Superior, Lake
and
navigation system of the New York canals,
in the
the navigation
embraced in
waters embraced

Rivers and harbors.
Appropriations

im-

metPprel
mediately avaailabile
available.

. cco
on
Preserving,
Preserving.
netc., authorstructing, etc.,

ized projects.
projects.
ized

Boundary waters

surv°
ey.Sr
survey.

s
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including
all necessary
expenses for
for preparing,
correcting, extendextendpreparing, correcting,
necessary expenses
including all
ing, printing,
issuing charts
charts and
and bulletins
bulletins and
and of
of
and issuing
binding, and
printing, binding,
ing,
investigating
lake levels
levels with
with aa view
view to
for
regulation; and for
to their
their regulation;
investigating lake
the prevention
obstructive and
and injurious
injurious deposits
deposits within the
of obstructive
prevention of
the
harbor and
York City,
City, for
for pay
inspectors,
of inspectors,
pay of
New York
of New
waters of
adjacent waters
and adjacent
harbor
deputy inspectors,
crews, and
office force,
force and
and for
for maintenance
maintenance of
and office
inspectors, crews,
deputy
patrol fleet
fleet and expenses
expenses of
$37,250,000.
office, $37,250,000.
of office
patrol
Examinations,
Examinations, etc.
For
examinations, surveys,
and contingencies
contingencies of
rivers and harof rivers
and
surveys,
For
examinations,
Proviso.
Proviso.
may be
special appropriation,
appropriation, $350,000:
$350,000: ProProLimited to authori- bors
no special
be no
there may
for which
which there
bors for
zations.
vided,
no part
of this
this sum
sum shall
shall be
be expended
expended for any prepart of
That no
vided, That
liminary
examination, survey,
project, or estimate
estimate not authorized
authorized
survey, project,
liminary examination,
by
by
law.
Muscle Shoals,
Shoals. Ala.
331:ISCLE
MUSCLE SHOALS.
SHOAIS.

New York Harbor,
deposits.

Continuing work on

For
the work
work on
on Dam
Numbered 2
2 on the
Dam Numbered
of the
continuation of
For the
the continuation
Tennessee River
River at
Muscle Shoals,
$7,000,000, to be imAlabama, $7,000,000,
Shoals, Alabama,
at Muscle
Tennessee
mediately available,
available, and
apply on
on the
the contract
contract authorization
for
authorization for
to apply
and to
mediately
Vo.
VoL 42, p. 1421.
1421.
this project
project carried
carried in
War Department
Appropriation Act
Act for
for
Department Appropriation
in the
the War
this
Prs.
Proviso.
Contracts for
Secretary of
War may enter
enter
of War
That the
the Secretary
Provided, That
ma- the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1924: Provided,
contracts
for ma-

Dacnmt
Dam No. 2.

work on

chinery, gates, etc.,
et au-

thorized.
thinerd.

or other
for such
contracts for
a contract
contract or
or contracts
such machinery,
machinery, gates,
gates, or
other
into a
c. u into

Amount
Amount limited.

Flood
Flood control.

CORO

FLOOD CONTROL.
CONTROI
ELOOD

Mississippi
River.
Mississippi River.
Vol. 39, p. 948; Vol.
p. 94; Vol.
Vol.
42, p.1505.

i9,

Sacramento
Cacifaento
Calif.

metal
parts and
and for
for such
to be
used in
in the
the construction
construction of
be used
such materials
materials to
metal parts
the
locks, dam,
dam, and
and powerhouse
powerhouse as
as may
necessary to
prosecute the
to prosecute
be necessary
may be
the locks,
said
project, to
paid for
may from
time to
to time
time
from time
appropriations may
as appropriations
for as
be paid
to be
said project,
exclusive
be
made by law,
$3,040,390, exclusive
the aggregate
aggregate $3,040,390,
to exceed
exceed in
in the
law, not
not to
be made
of the
amounts herein
heretofore appropriated.
appropriated.
and heretofore
herein and
of
the amounts

River,
River.

Vol.
p..

Vol. 39, p. 948.

.39,p.94.

Flood control, Mississippi River:
flood
River: For prosecuting
prosecuting work of flood
accordance with
with the provisions
provisions of the
the Flood Control
Control Acts
control in accordance
$10,000,000.
approved
1917, and
and March
March 4, 1923, $10,000,000.
March 1, 1917,
approved March
Flood control, Sacramento
Sacramento River,
River, Calif.: For prosecuting
prosecuting work
work of
flood
in accordance
with the
the provisions
of the
Flood Control
Control
the Flood
provisions of
accordance with
flood control
control in

approved March
March 1,
1, 1917, $500,000.
$500,000.
Act approved

Waterways transporaterwystrnporn.
tation.

TRANSPORTATION
FACILITIES, I
NLAND AND
AND COASTWISE
COASTWISE WATERWAS.
W ATERWAYS.
INLAND
TRANSPORTATION FACILITIES,

E
penses, operating
operating
Expenises,
inland,
and
inlaid. canal, ratin
coastwise facilities.
Ante, p. 360.

of boats,
For
expense incurred
incurred in
the operation
operation of
boats, barges,
barges,
in the
additional expense
For additional
tugs, and
other transportation
transportation facilities
on the
the inland,
inland, canal,
and
facilities .on
canal, and
tugs,
and other

National Home for
Disabled Volunteer
Volunteer
Disabled
Soldiers.

D VOLUNTEER
VOLUNTEER SOLDIERS.
NATIONAL
DISABLED
SOLDIERS.
NATIONAL HOME
HOMIE FOR
FOR DISABL

'cna,

Antwise fa3ties
l
Vol. 40, p. 456.
Vol. 41,
p. 458.
4p.

coastwise
waterways acquired
acquired by
States in
in pursuance
pursuance of
of
by the
the United
United States
coastwise waterways
the fourth
fourth paragraph
section 6
of the
Federal Control
Control Act
Act of
of
the
paragraph of
of section
6 of
the Federal
March
21,
1918,
and
operated
in
pursuance
of
section
201
of
the
pursuance
of
section
201
of
the
March
21,
1918,
and
operated
in
Proiso.
Proviso.
Transportation Act
Act approved
28.
,1920,
$29,650: Provided,
Provided,
Service
experts, Transportation
approved February
February 28,
1920, $29,650:
serviwe of
or experts,
eetc.
tc
That not to exceed
$20,000 of this appropriation
.
exceed $20,000
appropriation may
may be used
used for the
payment of
of experts,
Departemployees in the War Departand other
other employees
experts, clerks,
clerks, and
payment
ment in
with the
the provisions
of section
section 201
201 (e)
(e) of
of the
the
provisions of
accordance with
in accordance
ment
p. 458.
Vol.. ii,, p.
Transportation
approved February
February 28, 1920.
1920.
Transportation Act,
Act, 1920, approved

Support.

Dayton,
Dayton, Ohio.
Current
'urrent expenses.
expenses.

For support
support of
National Home
Home for
Volunteer Soldiers,
for Disabled
Disabled Volunteer
For
of the
the National
as
as follows:
follows:
Central
Dayton, Ohio:
Current expenses:
expenses: For pay of
Central Branch,
Branch, Dayton,
Ohio: Current
officers
such excepthe home,
home, with such
noncommissioned officers
officers of the
officers and
and noncommissioned
tions as
as are
noted, and
weigiunasters, and
and
and their clerks, weighmasters,
tions
are hereinafter
hereinafter noted,
orderlies;
religious instruction,
instruction, and entertainment
entertainment for the
the
chaplains, religious
orderlies; chaplains,
members
of the
musicians,
members of
the home,
home, printers,
printers, bookbinders,
bookbinders, librarians,
librarians, musicians,
telegraph
and telephone
telephone operators,
janitors, watchmen,
watchmen, fire
fire
operators, guards,
guards, janitors,
telegraph and
property and
purchased for
for their use, incompany, and
and property
and materials
materials purchased
cluding
repairs; articles
articles of
amusement, library
library books, magazines,
magazines,
cluding repairs;
of amusement,
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papers,
pictures, musical
and repairs
not done
papers, pictures,
musical instruments,
instruments, and
repairs not
done by the
home;
stationery, advertising,
legal advice,
payments due
due heirs
heirs of
of
home; stationery,
advertising, legal
advice, payments
That all
all receipts
receipts on
on account
of the
the E
r"ii
deceased members:
members: Provided,
Provided, That
account of
RiSpts
.,,ece
s
p
°;
.s from deeffects
of deceased
deceased members
members during
during the
the fiscal
fiscal year
shall also
also be
be ceased
members *
ceasedmembers.
effects of
year shall
available for
for such
payments; and
and for
for such
such other
as
available
such payments;
other expenditures,
expenditures, as
can
not properly
expenditure,
can not
properly be
be included
included under
under other
other heads
heads of
of expenditure,
$70,600.
$70,600.ssne.
Subsistence: For
For pay
pay of
of commissary
sergeants, commissary
commissary clerks,
clerks, Subsistence.
ssnce
Subsistence:
commissary sergeants,
porters,
bakers, cooks,
waiters, and
and others
others ememdishwashers, waiters,
porters, laborers,
laborers, bakers,
cooks, dishwashers,
ployed
department; food
purchased for
for
supplies purchased
food supplies
in the
the subsistence
subsistence department;
ployed in
the
the members
home and civilian employees
employees
of the home
the subsistence
subsistence of
of the
members of
regularly employed
residing at
at the branch,
branch, freight
freight preparation,
preparation,
regularly
employed and
and residing
and serving;
serving; aprons,
aprons, caps,
and jackets
kitchen and
and dining-room
dining-room
and
caps, and
jackets for
for kitchen
employees; tobacco;
tobacco; dining-room
kitchen furniture
utensils,
dining-room and
and kitchen
furniture and utensils,
employees;
bakers' and
butchers' tools
tools and
and appliances,
and their
their repair
not done
done
appliances, and
repair not
and butchers'
bakers'
by the
the home,
by
home, $382,000.
$382,000.Ho
Household:
For furniture
furniture for
for officers'
bedding, Household
bedsteads, bedding,
oueh
officers' quarters;
quarters; bedsteads,
Household: For
bedding
and all
articles, including
repairs, required
required
including repairs,
bedding material,
material, and
all other
other articles,
in the
the quarters
quarters of
of the
civilian employees
employees permanently
permanently
the members
members and
and of
of civilian
in
employed and residing
residing at the branch;
engineers and
and
branch; fuel; water; engineers
firemen, bathhouse
keepers, janitors,
employees, and for all
all
laundry employees,
janitors, laundry
firemen,
bathhouse keepers,
labor,
materials, and
required for
for household
reuse, and
and rehousehold use,
and appliances
appliances required
labor, materials,
pairs,
$205,000.
pairs, if
if not repaired by the home, $205,000.
Hospital: For
pay of
of medical
medical officers
officers and
and assistant
assistant surgeons,
surgeons, "spital.
Hospital.
For pay
Hospital:
matrons, druggists, hospital clerks and stewards,
stewards, ward masters,
nurses,
and
funeral escort, janitors, and
nurses, cooks, waiters, readers, drivers, funeral
for such
such other
care of the
sick;
for the care
the sick;
as may be
be necessary
necessary for
for
other services as
instruments and appliances, medical
medical
burial of the dead; surgical instruments
other necessaries
necessaries for the sick
books, medicine, liquors, fruits, and other
purchased under subsistence;
subsistence; bedsteads,
bedsteads, bedding,
bedding, and all other
other
not purchased
special
necessary for
for the
furniture, including
including
articles necessary
the wards;
wards; hospital
hospital furniture,
special articles
special articles and appliances
dining room;
room;
appliances for hospital kitchen and dining
carriage,
hearse, stretchers,
stretchers, coffins;
and for
all repairs
repairs to
hospital
carriage, hearse,
coffins; and
for all
to hospital
furniture
furniture and appliances
appliances not
the home,
home, $290,000.
not done
done by
by the
$290,000.
Trpoatio
Transportation: For
For transportation
transportation of
of members
of the
the home,
home, Tranportati
Transportation.
members of
Transportation:
$1,000.
$1,000.
Repairs.
Repairs :For
of chief
chief engineer,
engineer, builders,
blacksmiths, carcar- Rep
Repairs:
For pay
pay of
builders, blacksmiths,
penters, painters, gas fitters
fitters, electrical
electrical workers, plumbers, tinsmiths,
steam
laborers, and
steam fitters,
fitters, stone and
and brick masons, and laborers,
and for
for all
of
appliances
appliances and materials
materials used under this head; and repairs of
roads
improvements of
permanent character,
roads and other
other improvements
of a
a permanent
character, $81,000:
$81,000: Proviso.
,
Provided,
no part
part of
the appropriation
for repairs
repairs for
for any
any New
New buildings
buildings for
for
of the
appropriation for
Provided, That
That no
of the
the branch
shall be
used for
for the
the construction
construction of
bidden.
of any
any new bidden.
be used
branch homes
homes shall
of
building.
Farm.
arm.
Farm:
chief gardener,
farm
harness makers,
makers, farm
pay of
of farmer,
farmer, chief
gardener, harness
Farm: For
For pay
stablemen, teamsters,
dairymen,
hands, gardeners,
gardeners, horseshoers,
horseshoers, stablemen,
teamsters, dairymen,
for
laborers; tools, appliances, and
and materials
materials required for
herders, and laborers;
farm, garden,
and dairy
dairy work;
work; grain
products, hay,
and grain
grain products,
farm,
garden, and
grain and
straw,
seed, carriages,
carriages, wagons,
wagons, carts,
carts, and
and other
other conveyconveyfertilizers, seed,
straw, fertilizers,
ances; animals
animals purchased
purchased for
for stock
or work
(including animals
animals in
in
stock or
work (including
ances;
and labor for flower
the park);
gasoline; materials, tools, and
park) ;gasoline;
flower garden,
garden,
lawn,
and cemetery;
cemetery; and
construction of
of roads
and walks,
walks, and
and
lawn, park,
park, and
and construction
roads and
repairs
not done
done by
home, $22,350.
repairs not
by the
the home,
$22,350.
In
Branch, $1,051,950.
In all,
all, Central
Central Branch,
$1,051,950.
Sifed epenses t
Specified expenses at
For
"Hospi- brnchs.
"Household," "Hospi"Subsistence," "Household,"
For "Current
"Current expenses,"
expenses," "Subsistence,"
tal," "Transportation,"
and "Farm,"
at the
tal,"
"Transportation," "Repairs,"
"Repairs," and
"Farm," at
the following
following branches.
branches,
objects respectively
respectively specified
specified herein
herein
the same
same objects
branches, including
including the
under
each of
Central Branch,
under each
of such
such heads
heads for
for the
the Central
Branch, namely:
namely:
Milwaakee, Wa.
Northwestern
Branch, Milwaukee,
Current expenses,
expenses, Milwaukee, Wis.
Wisconsin: Current
Milwaukee, Wisconsin:
Northwestern Branch,
$59,300;
subsistence, $287,000;
household, $150,000;
$150,000; hospital,
hospital, $236,$236,$287,000; household,
$59,300; subsistence,
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000;
$50,000; farm,
$13,790; in
in all,
all,
000; transportation,
transportation, $500;
$500; repairs,
repairs, $50.000;
farm, $13,790;
Northwestern
$796,590.
Northwestern Branch,
Branch, $796,590.
Togus, Me.
Togus, Maine:
expenses, $48,500;
subEastern Branch,
Branch, Togus,
Maine: Current
Current expenses,
$48,500; subsistence,
$90,000; household,
$100,000; hospital,
hospital, $59,000;
$59,000; transportransporsistence, $90,000;
household, $100,000;
tation, $500;
$19,772; in
in all,
all, Eastern
Eastern Branch,
Branch,
tation,
$500; repairs,
repairs, $27,000;
$27,000; farm,
farm, $19,772;
$344,772.
$344,772.
Hampton, Va.
Hpton, Va.
Southern
Southern Branch, Hampton, Virginia:
Virginia: Current
Current expenses,
$55,400;
expenses, $55,400;
$215,000; household,
$129,000; hospital,
hospital, $122,000;
transsubsistence, $215,000;
household, $129,000;
$122,000; transportation, $1,000;
$1,000; repairs, $50,000;
$50,000; farm,
all, Southern
farm, $11,500;
$11,500; in
in all,
Southern
Branch, $583,900.
Leavenworth,
$583,900.
Ks. Branch,
eavenworth, Kans.
Western Branch, Leavenworth
Kansas: Current
Current expenses,
expenses, $59,$59,Leavenworth Kansas:
subsistence, $204,340;
$134,940; hospital,
hospital, $94,500;
160; subsistence,
$204,340; household,
household, $134,940;
$94,500;
transportation, $500;
transportation,
$500; repairs,
$19,500; in
in all,
all, Western
repairs, $49,640; farm,
farm, $19,500;
Western
Branch, $562,580.
$562,580.
M
Branch,
nta Mon
Santa
Monica'Ca
caw'
Pacific Branch, Santa
California: Current
Current expenses,
expenses,
Santa Monica,
Monica, California:
$69,600;
$420,000; household,
household, $125,000;
hospital, $294,000;
$294,000;
$69,600; subsistence,
subsistence, $420,000;
$125,000; hospital,
transportation,
transportation $1,000; repairs,
$25,000; in
all, Pacific
Pacific
repairs, $70,000;
$70,000; farm,
farm, $25,000;
in all,
Branch, $1,004,600.
Sale
surplus land
land Branch, $1,004,600.
Sale of
of surpas
and use proceeds
proceeds for
for
The Board of Managers
Managers are authorized
to sell
sell surplus
surplus land
land at
at the
the
authorized to
new building.
Post,
Pacific
Branch, to
to wit,
of land
lying west
of the
the traction
traction line
line
one;
p.p. 534.
iA
Pacific Branch,
wit, aastrip
strip of
land lying
west of
that runs parallel
parallel to the Home fence on the west side and
and to use the
the
proceeds
for the
of aafireproof
building for
for houshousproceeds therefrom
therefrom for
the erection
erection of
fireproof building
ing
members of
of the
Home at
at said
Branch.
ing the
the members
the Home
said Branch.
Marion,
Marion
Indiana: Current
expenses, $49,500;
$19,500; subMaro Ind.
Ind.
Marion Branch,
Branch, Marion,
Marion, Indiana:
Current expenses,
subsistence, $230,000; household,
household, $107,000;
$107,000; hospital,
hospital, $270,000;
$270,000; transtransportation, $1,000; repairs, $46,500;
$46,500; farm, $18,650;
$18,650; in
in all,
all, Marion
Marion
Branch, $722,650.
$722,650.
Branch,
Danville, Ill.
IaniIe,.
D
Danville Branch, Danville, Illinois:
Tllinois: Current expenses,
$56,250;
expenses, $56,250;
subsistence, $204,000;
household, $109,000;
$109,000; hospital,
$85,000; trans$204,000; household,
hospital, $85,000;
transportation, $500; repairs, $45,000;
$15,000; farm, $11,000;
$11,000; in
Danville
in all,
all, Danville
Branch $510 750•
jonson City, Ten
Johnson
Tenn. Branch, $510,750.
•
Mountain Branch, Johnson
Mountain
Johnson City, Tennessee: Current expenses,
expenses,
$49,400; subsistence,
subsistence, $225,000;
hospital,
$225,000; household,
household, $99,800;
$99,800; hospital,
$240,000; transportation,
transportation, $500; repairs, $43,500; farm,
$28,800; in
in
farm, $28,800;
Hot
S. Dak. all,
Branch, $687,000.
$687,000.
Springs,,S.
Hot
D . aal, Mountain
Mountain Branch,
Battle Mountain
Mountain Sanitarium, Hot
CurHot Springs, South Dakota:
Dakota: Cur$34,950; subsistence,
rent expenses, $34,950;
subsistence ' $80,500; household, $59,920;
$59,920 ;
hospital,l $65,000; transportation,
hospital
transportation, $500; repairs,
repairs, $20,000;
$20,000; farm,
farm,
$6,000;
in
all,
Battle
Mountain
Sanitarium,
$266,870.
in
$6,000;
all,
Battle
Mountain
Sanitarium,
$266,870.
Clothing,
al
Clothing,
all
For clothing
clothing for
branches; labor,
labor, materi
al
s,machines,
machines tools,
branches.
For
for all
all branches;
materials,
tools,
and
and for
for use
use in
in the
tail or shops
shops and
and shoe
shoe
and appliances
appliances employed
employed and
the tailor
shops, or other home shops in which any kind of clothing is made
made
or repaired,
repaired, $161,200.
$161,200.
Bod of
of Ma
s. or
Board
Salaries, etc.
Board
of managers:
managers: President,
Board of
President, $4,000;
secretary, $500;
$500; general
general
$4,000; secretary,
treasurer, who shall not be aa member of the board of managers,
$5,000;
$5,000; chief surgeon,
surgeon, $4,500; assistant
assistant general
general treasurer, $3,500;
$3,500;
inspector general,
assistant chief
chief surgeon,
surgeon, $3,500;
$3,500; clerical
inspector
general, $3,500;
$3,500; assistant
clerical
services for the offices of
president, general
general treasurer,
chief
of the president,
treasurer, chief
surgeon, and inspector
inspector general, $18,700;
$18.700; clerical
services for
for manmanclerical services
traveling expenses
the board
board of
of managers
th ei
r
agers, $2,700; traveling
expenses of
of the
managers,,their
including officers
of branch
deofficers and
and employees,
employees, including
officers of
branch homes
homes when
when detailed
inspection work,
outside relief,
relief, $100;
$100; legal
tailed on
on inspection
work, $14,000;
$14,000; outside
legal
examinations, stationery, telegrams
services, medical
medical examinations,
telegrams and other inin$1,700; in
all, $61,700.
$61,700.
in all,
R
s..c
4s p. 936,
36, cidental
cidental expenses,
expenses, $1,700;
R. S
see. 4826,
amended.
That section 4826 of the Revised
amended
Revised Statutes, as amended, is hereby
hereby
amended to
read as
to read
as follows:
follows:
Number
d
SEC. 4826.
1826. Seven
Seven Managers
the National
National Home
for Disabled
Disabled
tnr'
and tigiSEC.
Managers of
of the
Home for
biity modified.
modified.
bility
Volunteer Soldiers
Soldiers shall
shall be
be elected
time to
to ti
me ,as
as vacancies
vacanc i
es
Volunteer
elected from
from time
time,
occur, by joint resolution of Congress. They shall all be citizens of
of
the United
United States and no two of them
them shall be residents of the same
same
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State.
The terms
office of
these managers
managers shall be
six years
be for six
of these
of office
terms of
State. The
and
until a
elected.
successor is elected.
a successor
and until
Additional veterans
n
to benefits..
entitled
The following
persons shall be entitled to the benefits
benefits of the Na- e
following persons
The
Vol.
41,
p.405,amendamendp.405,
41,
Vol.
be
admitted
tional
Volunteer Soldiers, and may
for Disabled Volunteer
tional Home for
ed.
Managers, d
member of the Board of Managers,
upon the order of aa member
thereto upon
namely:
discharged officers, soldiers, sailors, or marines
Honorably discharged
namely: Honorably
who
volunteer, or other forces of the United
the regular, volunteer,
served in
in the
who served
States,
when called
National Guard when
Militia or National
Organized Militia
in the Organized
States, or in
into
federal service,
service, and who are disabled
disabled by diseases or wounds
into Federal
and
support and by reason of such
of support
adequate means of
have no adequate
who have
and who
disability
permanently incapacitated
incapacitated from
temporarily or permanently
disability are either temporarily
earning
living.
earning a
a living.
Territorial
State or Territorial
homes.r Territorial
Total,
Home for
Volunteer Soldiers, $6,754,562. homes.
Disabled Volunteer
for Disabled
National Home
Total, National
Continuing aid to.
State
and Territorial
sailors: Contnung id to.
Territorial homes for disabled soldiers and sailors:
State and
For continuing
continuing aid to
Territorial homes for the support
support Vol. 25, p.450: Vol. 41,
or Territorial
to State or
For
of disabled volunteer
volunteer soldiers,
approved p.
p. 3:0.4
399.
conformity with the Act approved
soldiers, in conformity
of
August 27, 1888,
amended, including all classes
classes of soldiers
soldiers
as amended,
1888, as
August
admissible
Volunteer Soldiers, Proviso.
Prio.
Disabled Volunteer
National Home for Disabled
to the
the National
admissible to
from inin any
$700,000:
That for
for any
any sum
sums collected
any man- Collection from
collected in
or sums
sum or
Provided,That
$700,000: Provided,
mates
mates.
ner
State or Territorial
Territorial homes to be used for
ner from inmates of such State
the
a like amount
the
amount shall be deducted
deducted from the
the support of said homes a
aid herein
provided for, but this proviso shall not apply to any State
aid
herein provided
which the wives or widows
widows of soldiers are
home into which
or Territorial
Territorial home
admitted and maintained.
CANAL.
THE
PANAMA CANAL.
THE PANAMA

Panama Canal.

Pan

Canal.

7A%ttattrsapnot
p
n
ro
o
t
pra:
ap-:
Limitations

plicabie to appropriaappropriations hereinbefore
The limitations
on. the
the expenditure
hereinbefore ow,
expenditure of appropriations
limitations on
The
tionsfor.
the appropriations
made
in this
shall not
not apply
appropriations for the Pan- tims
for.
to the
apply to
Act shall
this Act
made in
ama Canal.
expenses.
Canal.
ama
All expenses.
For
incident to the mainterequisite for and incident
expenditure requisite
every expenditure
For every
nance and
and operation,
civil government
government of
of the
the Panama
nance
operation, sanitation,
sanitation, and
and civil
Panama Objects
b specified.
epe
bjecpeed
Canal and
Canal Zone, including the folowing:
following: Compensation
Compensation of
and Canal
Canal
newspapers and
all
officials and employees,
employees, foreign
foreign and domestic
domestic newspapers
and
all officials
periodicals;
law books
books of
$500; textbooks and books
exceeding $500;
not exceeding
books not
periodicals; law
reference;
binding, including printing of annual report;
report;
reference; printing and binding,
rent
Columbia; purchase
purchase or
services in the District of Columbia;
rent and personal services
exchange
of typewriting,
adding, and
other machines
purchase or
or Claims
ordamaes.
claims for
and other
machines;•purchase
typewriting, adding,
exchange of
damages.
exchange, maintenance,
repair, and operation
operation of motor-propelled
motor-propelled
maintenance, repair,
exchange,
horse-drawn passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles;
vehicles; claims for damages
damages to
and horse-drawn
passing through the locks of the Panama
Panama Canal,
Canal, as authorized
authorized
vessels passing
by the
Panama Canal
for losses
of or damages
damages to proplosses of
claims for
Act; claims
Canal Act;
the Panama
by
erty
conduct of authorized
authorized business operations;
operations;
arising from the conduct
erty arising
maintenance and
claims
property arising from the maintenance
damages to property
for damages
claims for
operation, sanitation,
government of the Panama
Panama Canal;
Canal;
civil government
sanitation, and civil
operation,
authorized in the Pan- Disposa
DiPal of uservrvacquisition of land and land under water, as authorized
ama
in assembling,
assembling, assorting,
storing, lovable
material, etc.
iceable material,
assorting, storing,
incurred in
expenses incurred
Act; expenses
Canal Act;
ama Canal
repairing, and
selling material,
material, machinery,
machinery, and equipment
heretofore
equipment heretofore
and selling
repairing,
or
or acquired
acquired for
construction of the Panfor the construction
purchased or
hereafter purchased
or hereafter
ama
unserviceable or no longer
longer needed,
needed, to be reimwhich are unserviceable
ama Canal which
expenses incident to conthe proceeds of such sales; expenses
from the
bursed from
ducting
hearings and
and examining
appropriations on
for appropriations
estimates for
examining estimates
ducting hearings
the
Isthmus; expenses
to any
arising because
because
emergency arising
any emergency
incident to
expenses incident
the Isthmus;
Perdiem
not foreseen
of
fire, pestilence,
or like
like character
character not
foreseen Per
diem subsistence.
subsistence.
pestilence, or
flood, fire,
by flood,
calamity by
of calamity
or otherwise
provided for herein;
herein ' per diem allowance
allowance in lieu of subotherwise provided
or
sistence when
when prescribed
Governor of
the Panama
to
Panama Canal to
of the
the Governor
by the
prescribed by
sistence
38, p.
persons engaged
in field
field work
work or
on official
official business,
business, purpur- vol.
Vol. 38,
p. 680.
traveling on
or traveling
engaged in
persons
approved
suant
the Sundry
Civil Appropriation
Appropriation Act approved
Sundry Civil
of the
13 of
section 13
to section
suant to
not in the United States
August 1,
1, 1914;
and for
expenses not
States
other expenses
such other
for such
1914; and
August
as the
Governor of
of the
Canal may
may deem
deem necessary
necessary best to
to
Panama Canal
the Panama
as
the Governor
promote
the maintenance
and operation,
operation, sanitation,
sanitation, and
and civil
civil governgovernmaintenance and
promote the

520
520
Maintenance
and op
opaintenne and
eration.
Governor.
Governor.
Purchase of supplies,
turohaseofsupplies,
etc.
Payment to alien
lie
to a
riament
cripples.
Vol. 39,
p. 750.
750.
vol.
39, p.
Power plant, M
iar
plant, Mirafloer
flores.
Additional
refrom re
Additional from
ceipts.
ceipts.
Additional
obligaobligAdditional
tions
authorized for
for
tions
authorized
Miraflorespovrer
plant.
Mirafrespowerplant.
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of the Panama
ment
m
s
th
erning
tof
Panama Canal, all to be expended
expended under
under the direction
direction
follows:
of the
the Panama
Panama Canal and accounted
accounted for as follows:
of the
of
the Governor
Governor of
For maintenance
maintenance and
and operation
operation of the Panama
Panama Canal: Salary of
inspection, delivery,
the
purchase, inspection,
delivery, handling, and
and
$10,000; purchase,
governor, $10,000;
the governor,
of material,
material, supplies,
supplies, and
for issue
issue to
all
to all
equipment for
and equipment
storing of
departments
the Panama
Panama Canal,
Panama Railroad,
Railroad, other
other
the Panama
Canal, the
of the
departments of
branches
the United
States Government,
Government, and
and for
for authorized
authorized sales,
sales,
of the
United States
branches of
payment
in lump
not exceeding
exceeding the
the amounts
amounts authorized
authorized by
of not
sums of
lump sums
payment in
the
approvedl September
September 7,
1916, to
to alien
alien
7, 1916,
Act approved
Compensation Act
the Injury
Injury Compensation
cripples who
who are
now a
the Panama
Panama Canal
Canal by
by reason
reason
upon the
charge upon
a charge
are now
cripples
of injuries
injuries sustained
employed in
in the
the construction
construction of
of the
the
while employed
sustained while
of
Panama Canal;
$1,000,000 for the construction
construction of new
including $1,000,000
and including
Canal; and
Panama

power
plant at
at Miraflores;
together with
all moneys
moneys
power plant
Miraflores; in
in all,
all, $5,748,160,
$5,748,160, together
with all
arising
from
the
conduct
of
business
operations
authorized
by the
the
arising from the conduct of business operations authorized by
Panama Canal
Canal Act;
Act; and
the Governor
Governor of
the Panama
Canal is
is
of the
Panama Canal
and the
Panama
authorized, in addition to the amount
amount herein appropriated,
authorized,
appropriated, to incur
incur
obligations
in an
an amount
amount not
$710,000 for
for the
the completion,
completion,
not exceeding
exceeding $710,000
obligations in
at a
total cost
of not
exceeding $1,710,000,
the new
power plant
plant
new power
of the
$1,710,000, of
not exceeding
cost of
at
a total
Miraflores.
Miraflores.
at
Sanitation,
stoquarantine, hospitals, and
and medical
medical aid and support
support
sanitation, quarantine,
For sanitation,
sanitto
et
of indigent persons
of the
insane and
and of
of lepers
lepers and
and aid
persons
support of
aid and support
of
the insane
within
the Canal
Zone,
including expenses
of
their deportaof
their
deportaexpenses
Zone,
including
the
Canal
legally
within
, etc., legally
Artifkiial limbs, etc.,
practicable, and
and the
the purchase
of artificial
aftificial limbs
limbs or
or other
other
purchase of
when practicable,
tion when
for
injuredemmpoyees.
for injured
employees. tion
appliances
for indigent
indigent persons
persons who
who were
were injured
injured in the service of
appliances for
the
Isthmian Canal
Panama Canal
Canal prior
prior to
to SepSepor the
the Panama
Commission or
Canal Commission
the Isthmian
officer
tember
7, 1916,
and including
additional compensation
to any officer
compensation to
including additional
1916, and
tember 7,
of the
United States
Health Service
detailed with the Panama
Panama
Service detailed
Public Health
States Public
the United
of
Canal as
chief quarantine
$580,000.
officer, $580,000.
Civil g
overnment exquarantine officer,
as chief
e. Canal
govenmet
Cii
penses.
government of the Panama
For civil
civil government
Panama Canal
Canal and
and Canal
Canal Zone, ininpenses.
cluding
salaries of
of district
attorney, $5,000;
$5,000;
district attorney,
$7,500; district
judge, $7,500;
district judge,
cluding salaries
marshal, $5,000;
gratuities and
necessary clothing for indigent
indigent
and necessary
and gratuities
$5,000; and
marshal,
discharged prisoners,
prisoners, $912,000.
$912,000.
discharged
Total,
Panama Canal,
Canal, $7,240,160,
be available
until expended.
expended.
available until
to be
$7,240,160, to
Purchases from Army
Total, Panama
PurchasesfromArmy
surplus
surplus stock.
stock.
The Governor
Governor of the Panama
Panama Canal,
Canal, so far as the expenditure
expenditure of
appropriations
may be
be under
direction,
his direction,
under his
Act may
in this
this Act
contained in
appropriations contained
shall,
when it
it is
is more
more economical,
purchase needed
needed materials,
materials, supplies,
supplies,
economical, purchase
shall, when
from available
available surplus
surplus stocks
stocks of
War Department.
of the
the War
Department.
de g-and
and equipment
equipment
ony from
Money
from desi
Money
from
desig.
i* from
nated
to credit
In
addition to the
there is appropriated
appropriated for the
foregoing sums there
the foregoing
In addition
nated sources
sources tocredt
of ori
ginal appropriayear 1925
for expenditures
expenditures and
the several
several
and reinvestment
reinvestment under
under the
fiscal year
1925 for
t
tons.riginal appropria- fiscal
heads
of appropriation
aforesaid, without
being covered
covered into
the
into the
without being
appropriation aforesaid,
heads of
Treasury of
of the
the United
United States,
moneys received
received by
by the
Panama
the Panama
States, all
all moneys
Treasury
Canal
services rendered
rendered or
supplies furnished
furnished to
or materials
materials and
and supplies
Canal from
from services
the United
States, the
Zone
Railroad Company,
Company, the Canal Zone
the Panama
Panama Railroad
the
United States,
government, or
their employees,
or to
the Panama
Panama
to the
or to
to their
employees, respectively,
respectively, or
government,
Government,
from hotel
hotel and
supplies, and
and services;
from
services; from
hospital supplies,
and hospital
Government. from
rentals, wharfage,
service; from
labor, materials,
materials, and
supand suprentals,
wharfage, and
and like
like service;
from labor,
plies
services furnished
furnished to vessels
passing
plies and
and other
other services
vessels other than those passing
through
canal, and
and to
to others
unable to
to obtain
obtain the
the same
elsewhere;
same elsewhere;
others unable
the canal,
through the
scrap and
from the
the sale
sale of
of scrap
and other
other by-products
by-products of
of manufacturing
manufacturing and
and
shop
the sale
sale of
of obsolete
obsolete and
and unserviceable
unserviceable matemateshop operations;
operations; from
from the
rials,
and equipment
or acquired
the operarials, supplies,
supplies, and
equipment purchased
purchased or
acquired for
for the
operation, maintenance,
maintenance, protection,
sanitation, and
and government
of the
the
government of
protection, sanitation,
rofits to
>et
Net profits
to be
be tion,
covered into theTreasthe Treas- canal
Canal Zone;
net profits
accruing from
from such
such busicoveredinto
canal and
and Canal
Zone; and
and any
any net
profits accruing
busiuury.
annually be covered
Panama Canal
ry.
ness to the Panama
Canal shall annually
covered into the Treasury
Treasury
of the
United States.
States.
United
the
wateof
ortig
Operating waterIn addition there is appropriated
works,etc.,forPanaa
works,
etc., for Panama
In
appropriated for the operation, maintenance,
maintenance,
and
Colon.
anrt colon.
waterworks, sewers, and pavements
and extension
extension of waterworks,
pavements in the cities of
portions
Panama and Colon,
Colon, during
during the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1925,
1925, the necessary
necessary portions
directly by the
be paid
paid as
as water
water rentals
of
rentals or direcily
sums as shall be
of such
such sums
Government of
Panama for
for such
such expenses.
expenses.
of Panama
Government
Approved,
Approved, June
June 7,
7, 1924.
1924.
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CHAP. 292.-An
292.—An Act
Act Making
Making appropriations
appropriations for
Executive Office
Office and
and
the Executive
for the
CHAP.
sundry
bureaus, boards,
offices, for
for the
the
and offices,
commissions, and
boards, commissions,
executive bureaus,
independent executive
sundry independent
fiscal
year ending
June 30,
for other
other purposes.
purposes.
1925, and
and for
30, 1925,
ending June
fiscal year

June 7, 1924.
1924.
R. 8233.]
[H.
[H .R.
82331
No. 214.]
[Public,
[Public, No. 214.]

of the
and House of
Be
enacted by the Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives Of
it enacted
Be it
United
States of
of America
in Congress
That the
the following
following peideettesltabidmen
peE
xec
iil t
es
ivte
aba
jsid inea;
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
America in
United States
sums
are appropriated,
money in
Treasury not other- appropriations.
the Treasury
in the
any -money
of any
out of
appropriated, out
sums are
wise
Executive Office
Office and
and sundry independent
independent
for the Executive
wise appropriated,
appropriated, for
executive
bureaus, boards,
commissions, and
and offices,
offices, for the fiscal
boards, commissions,
executive bureaus,
year
June 30, 1925,
namely:
1925, namely:
ending June
year ending
EXE CUTIVE OFFICE.
OFFICE.
EXECUTIVE
COMPENSATION OF
OF THE
AND VICE
VICE PRESIDENT.
PRESIDENT.
PRESIDENT AND
THE PRESIDENT
COMPENSATION
For compensation
compensation of
President of the United States, $75,000.
$75,000.
of the President
For
For compensation
President of the United
United States,
Vice President
the Vice
of the
compensation of
For
$6,937.50.
$6,937.50.
OF THE
PRESIDENT.
OFFICE OF
111.k. PRESIDENT.
OFFICE

Executive.
Compensation.
Compensation.
President.

President.
Vice President.

Vice President.

Office of the

dent.
dent.

0ra4_

Presi-

Secretary and office

peseta and ofic
Salaries:
Secretary to
the President,
$7,500; personal
personal services
services personnel.
President, $7,500;
to the
For Secretary
Salaries: For
in the
the office
the President
President in
in accordance
accordance with
with the Classification
Classification Proviso.
of the
office of
in
Act of
of 1923,
in all,
all, $93,520:
employees of Daisof
Provided, That employees
$93,520: Provided,
Details of employees.
employees.
$86,020; in
1923, $86,020;
Act
the executive
executive departments
departments and
and other
establishments of the executive
other establishments
the
branch of
the Government
detailed from time to time
time to the
Government may be detailed
of the
branch
office
of the
the President
United States for such temporary
temporary asPresident of the United
office of
sistance
as may
be necessary.
necessary.
may be
sistance as
Contingent expenses.
Contingent
contingent expenses
Executive Contigentexpenses.
expenses of the Executive
For contingent
expenses: For
Contingent expenses:
telephones,
Office
including stationery,
stationery, record books, telegrams, telephones,
Office, including
book;
for library,
furniture and carpets
carpets for offices,
offices, automobiles,
automobiles, exlibrary, furniture
books for
penses
miscellaneous
including labor, special services, and miscellaneous
of garage, including
penses of
items,
in the
the discretion
discretion of
the President,
President, $37,000.
$37,000.
intg and bind
of the
to be
be expended
expended in
items, to
Printing and binding.
$2,900.
binding, $2,900.
ing.
and binding,
For printing
printing and
ex•
etc., ex
Traveling
expenses: For
For traveling
and official
entertainment ex- Traveling,
Traveling, etc.,
official entertainment
traveling and
Traveling expenses:
penses of the Presiof the Presiexpended in his dS'es
penses of
of the
the President
President of
United States, to be expended
the United
of the
dent.
penses
discretion and accounted
accounted for on his certificate
certificate solely, $25,000.
$25,000.
discretion
EXECUTIVE MANSION
MANSION AND
AND GROUNDS.
GROUNDS.
EXECUTIVE

Executive Mansion,
For
ordinary care,
refurnishing of Executive
Mansion,
care, repair, and refurnishing
For ordinary
President may deto
expended by
otherwise, as the President
contract or otherwise,
by contract
to be expended
termine, $49,240.
For heating
the Executive
and greenhouses,
greenhouses, $11,000.
Mansion and
Executive Mansion
heating the
For
For care
care and
maintenance of greenhouses,
Executive Mansion,
Mansion,
greenhouses, Executive
and maintenance
For
$9.900.
$9,900.
For repair
reconstruction of greenhouses, Executive
Executive Mansion,
repair and reconstruction
For
$9.860.
For
improvement and maintenance
Mansion grounds,
Executive Mansion
maintenance of Executive
For improvement
$10,000.
For
lighting the Executive
Executive Mansion, grounds,
grounds, and greenhouses,
greenhouses,
For lighting
electric power,
power, and
the installation
maintenance of electric
electric fixand maintenance
installation and
and the
electric
tures of all kinds, $8,600.
WHITE HOUSE
POLICE.
HOUSE POLICE.
WHITE

Executive

Mansion.

Executive Mansion.
Care,
'arn, repair, etc.

Heating.
Greenhouses.
Greenhouses.

Grounds.

Lighting.

White House police.
police.
-1-aso
Salaries.

Salaries: First
First sergeant,
$2,140; two
two sergeants,
sergeants, at
at $1,800
$1,800 each;
each; and
and
sergeant, $2,140;
Salaries:
thirty
in all,
all, $55.540.
$55,540.
thirty privates,
privates, at
at $1,660
$1,660 each;
each: in
Uniforms and equipd
men t..
For uniforming
equipping the
the White
White House
including ment
House police, including
and equipping
For
uniforming and
the purchase
purchase and
of revolvers
revolvers and
$3,350.
ammunition, $3,350.
and ammunition,
issue of
and issue
the
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lishments.

EstabEstab-

Alien Property Custodian.
todian.

INDEPENDENT
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ALIEN
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ESTABLISHMENTS.
ESTABLISHMENTS.

PROPERTY
PROPERTY

CUSTODIAN.
CUSTODIAN.

For
expenses of
the Alien
authorized by
by the
the
Custodian authorized
Property Custodian
Alien Property
of the
For expenses
trading with
punish trading
Act entitled
"An Act
define, regulate,
regulate, and
with
and punish
to define,
Act to
entitled "An
Act
the enemy,
enemy, and
and for
for other
purposes," approved
1917, as
6, 1917,
October 6,
approved October
other purposes,"
the
and rental of quaramended;
including personal
personal and
services and
other services
and other
amended; including
ters in
in the
the District
District of
of Columbia
and elsewhere,
elsewhere, per
per diem
allowances
diem allowances
Columbia and
ters
in
of subsistence
subsistence not
$4, traveling
traveling expenses,
expenses, law
law books,
books,
exceeding $4,
not exceeding
lieu of
in lieu
books
of reference
and periodicals,
and equipment,
and
equipment, and
supplies and
periodicals, supplies
reference and
books of
maintenance,
operation of
of motor-propelled
motor-propelled passengerpassengerand operation
repair, and
maintenance, repair,
Proviso.
carrying vehicles, $224,000: Provided,
Provided, That
shall
appropriation shall
this appropriation
That this
Rent restriction.
carrying vehicles, $224,000:
restriction.
Rent
not be
be available
available for
for rent
in the
of Columbia
Columbia if
if
District of
the District
buildings in
of buildings
rent of
not
suitable space
by the
Commission.
Buildings Commission.
Public Buildings
the Public
provided by
is provided
space is
suitable
Printing
the Alien
binding for
For all
printing and
for the
Alien Property Custodian,
and binding
all printing
For
bindand bindPrinting and
mg.
g$1,000.
$1,000.
$1,000.

Personal services,
supplies, etc.
415; Vol.
Vol.
Pl.e4415;
SuVol. 40, p.
41, pp. 35, 977, 1147;
7, 1511.
117;
35 351,
4,
Vol. 42,p.pp.

Personal services,
lo,

American
American Battle
Monuments
Commis Monuments Commission.

AMERICAN
MONUMENTS COMMISSION.
COMMISSION.
BATTLE MONUMENTS
AMERICAN BATTLE

For
expenditure requisite
requisite for
for and
to the
the work
work of
the
of the
incident to
and incident
every expenditure
For every
enAct enAmerican Battle
Battle Monuments
Commission authorized
the Act
by the
authorized by
Monuments Commission
American
titled
"An
Act
for
the
creation
of
an
American
Battle
Monuments
Monuments
Battle
American
an
of
creation
the
titled "An Act for
Commission
erect suitable
suitable memorials
memorials commemorating
commemorating the
services
the services
to erect
Commission to
of
American soldier
soldier in
in Europe,
Europe, and
for other
other purposes,"
purposes," apand for
the American
of the
of land or interest in
proved March
March 4,
4, 1923,
1923, including
including the
acquisition of
the acquisition
proved
land
in
foreign
countries
for
carrying
out
the
purposes of
said
the said
of the
purposes
the
out
land in foreign countries for carrying
Title
land.
itle to land.
Act without
General of
United States
the United
of the
Attorney General
the Attorney
to the
submission to
without submission
Act
under the provisions of section 355 of the
for the
the
Statutes; for
Revised Statutes;
the Revised
R. s.,
S., sec. 355, p
p. 60. under the provisions of section 355 of
of
personal
services
the District
of Columbia
and elseelseColumbia and
District of
in the
services in
personal
of
employment
vel exenses, et. employment
Travel expenses, etc.
where; the
reimbursement of actual
of, reimbursement
mileage of,
of, mileage
transportation of,
the transportation
Tvelxpe, etc. where;
travel
or per
per diem
thereof to
the personnel
engaged
personnel engaged
to the
lieu thereof
in lieu
diem in
expenses or
travel expenses
upon the
work of
the commission,
authorized by
the reimreimlaw; the
by law;
as authorized
commission, as
of the
the work
upon
bursement
of
actual
travel
expenses
(not
exceeding
$8
per
day)
or
day)
per
$8
exceeding
(not
expenses
travel
actual
of
bursement
per diem
in lieu
lieu thereof
(not exceeding
exceeding $7
per day)
day) to,
to, and
and the
the transtrans$7 per
thereof (not
diem in
per
portation of
the members
members of
the commission,
commission, while
engaged upon
upon the
while engaged
of the
of the
portation
work of
of the
commission; the
the establishment
offices and
and the
the rent
of
rent of
of offices
establishment of
commission;
the
work
Printing, etc.
office
foreign countries;
lithographing,
engraving, lithographing,
printing, engraving,
countries; printing,
in foreign
space in
office space
Printing, tc.
binding,
photographing, and
$50,000
which $50,000
of which
$500,000, of
typewriting, $500,000,
and typewriting,
binding, photographing,
la,
reimir
Preliminary
plans
plans
and
'
shall
be
available
only
for
preliminary
.
for
the
work
preliminary
for
only
available
be
shall
etc.
ary
etc.
Europe,
improvement
and beautification
beautification of
of American
cemeteries in Europe,
American cemeteries
improvement and
including every
expenditure requisite
requisite for
for and
incident thereto:
thereto:
and incident
every expenditure
including
Prori3o*.
with the
Provided, That
traveling with
the commission
commission or on the
when traveling
Travel
of Provided,
That when
eNens.. s of
Tr..w.1 expenses
Army officers.
officers.
business
Ary
business of the commission
commission officers of the Army serving as memprobers
or
as
secretary
of the
commission shall
reimbursed as probe reimbursed
shall be
the commission
bers or as secretary of
• Special disbursing
further, That
Provided further,
vided by
by law
law for
Army officers:
officers: Provided
That disbursedisbursefor Army
vided
agent arisoard.1g
abroad.
agent
ments
for expenditures
expenditures outside
continental United States may be
of continental
outside of
ments for
made by
special disbursing
disbursing agent designated
designated by the commission
commission
a special
by a
made
it may prescribe.
and under
under such
such regulations
regulations as
as it
and
All expenses.
Vol. 42, p. 1509.
Pod, p.1199.
p.1199.

Aoexpenses.

P0.

Efficiency Bureau.
Efficiency

EFFICIENCY.
BUREAU
BUREAU OF EFFICIENCY.

personal services
services in
in the
the District
bureau and
For
chief of
of bureau
and other
other personal
District of
of
For chief
of 1923:
the Classification
accordance with
Columbia
Columbia in
in accordance
with the
Classification Act
Act of
1923; conconof
Expenses.
tingent expenses,
traveling expenses;
expenses; per
per diem
diem in
in lieu of
including traveling
expenses, including
tingent
Expenss.
purchase and exchange
subsistence;
stationery; purchase
exchange of equipsupplies; stationery:
subsistence; supplies;
ment: not
not to
to exceed
for law
reference, and
law books, books of reference,
$100 for
exceed $100
ment;
periodicals; and
not to
to exceed
$150 for
for street-car
$155,650.
all, $155,650.
in all,
fare; in
street-car fare;
exceed $150
and not
periodicals;
Printing and
all printing
and binding
for the
the Bureau
$500.
of Efficiency,
Efficiency, $500.
Bureau of
binding for
printing and
For all
bind- For
and bindinPtng
ing.
Chief

Chief of Bureau, and
office personnel.

ofice personnl.

SIXTYEIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. S
ESS. •
I. CH.
292.
CI. 292.
SESS.'I.
SIXTY-EIGHTH

1924.
1924.

CIVIL
SERVICE COMMISSION.
COMMISSION.
CIVIL SERVICE

523
Civil
Coivil Service
Service Commission.
m
ission.

Salaries:
personal services
services in
in 0
Commissioners
and
officersSonee
other personal
and other
lice
personnel. and
commissioners and
three commissioners
For three
Salaries: For
the
Columbia in
accordance with the Classification
Classification Act of
of
in accordance
of Columbia
District of
the District
1923, $473,000.
1923,
$473,000.
Field force.
Field
For salaries
proo.
Provided, Proviso.
$267,000: Provided,
force, $267,000:
the field
field forte,
salaries of the
force: For
Field force:
That no
person shall
employed hereunder
at aarate
rate of
of compensaPay restriction.
restriction.
compensa- Pay
hereunder at
be employed
shall be
no person
That
tion exceeding
$1,800 per
annum, except
except two at
at $3,300
$3,300 each, three at
per annum,
exceeding $1,800
tion
$3,000 each,
two at $2,200 each,
at $2,400,
$2,400, two
one at
each, one
at $2,500
$2,500 each,
seven at
each, seven
$3,000
and
at $2,000
each.
and six
six at
$2,000 each.
Details from departpart
Dn
e
t
t
s, " etc.,
etcf.
r
,
oforbidden.
f
m
orbl
i
e
dden.Except
one person
in the
the district
district me
ments,
duty in
part-time duty
for part-time
detailed for
person detailed
for one
Except for
office
no details
details from any executive
department
executive department
City, no
York City,
New York
at New
office at
or
the District
of Columbia
Columbia or
or elseDistrict of
in the
establishment in
independent establishment
or independent
where
commission's central
Washington or to any
office in Washington
central office
the commission's
to the
where to
of its
its district
be made during the fiscal year ending
shall be
offices shall
district offices
of
June 30,
30, 1925;
this shall
not affect
affect the making
making of details for
shall not
but this
1925; but
June
Transfer eetc., of
the immediate
service as
as members
of boards
boards of
of examiners
immediate Transfer,
outside the
examiners outside
members of
service
of its
its
employees.
offices
district secretaries.
secretaries. The
The Civil
Service Commission
Commission employees.
Civil Service
the district
of the
offices of
shall have
have power
of emergency
to transfer
detail any of
transfer or detail
emergency to
case of
in case
power in
shall
its
employees herein
herein provided
provided for
for to
to or
from its
or field
field force.
force. Expert
pert eaminers.
its office
office or
or from
its employees
examiners.
t emne
For
Federal service to
examiners not in the Federal
expert examiners
of expert
employment of
For employment
prepare questions
and rate
papers in
in examinations
special subjects
subjects
on special
examinations on
rate papers
questions and
prepare
for
examiners within
within the
the service
available, $2,000.
$2,000.
Civil service
are not
not available,
service are
for which
which examiners
Civil
service retirement Act
Act expenses.
expenses.
To carry
out the
13 of
the Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An ment
of the
of section
section 13
provisions of
the provisions
carry out
To
Vol. 41, p. 619.
Act
for
the
retirement
of
employees
in
the
classified
civil
service,
41,p.619.
Vol
service,
civil
Act for the retirement of employees in the classified
and for
for other
other purposes,"
22, 1920,
including personal
personal
1920, including
May 22,
approved May
purposes," approved
and
services in
in the
District of
Columbia stationery, purchase
purchase of books,
of Columbia,
the District
services
office
other supplies,
supplies''$36,400.
ExaminingPresiden.
$36,400.
and other
Examining Presidenoffice equipment,
equipment, and
postmasters.
tialpostmasters.
travel, tial
including
postmasters,
of
presidential
examination
For
stationery,
For examination
contingentofexpenses,
presidential
additional
postmasters
examiners
including
andinvestigatravel,

stationery, contingent expenses, additional examiners and investigators, and
examinations, $30,840.
$30,840.
tors,
and other
other necessary
necessary expenses
expenses of
of examinations,

Traveling
Traveling expenses,
expenses,
etc.
For
necessary traveling
expenses, including
including those of examiners etc.
traveling expenses,
For necessary
acting
under the
the direction
the commission,
for expenses
expenses of
of
and for
commission, and
of the
direction of
acting under
examinations
investigations held
held elsewhere
elsewhere than at Washington,
Washington,
and investigations
examinations and
and including
including not
not exceeding
expenses of attendance
attendance at
for expenses
exceeding $1,000 for
and
meetings
public officials
officials when
when specifically
specifically directed
the comby the
directed by
of public
meetings of
mission, $19,000.
$19,000.
Contingent
.
mission,
Contingent expenses.
expenses.
For contingent
contingent and
miscellaneous expenses
expenses of
of the
the Civil
Civil Service
Service
and miscellaneous
For
Commission,
including furniture
furniture and
equipment and
and repairs
other equipment
and other
Commission, including
thereto;
supplies; advertising;
telephone, and
and laundry
laundry
telegraph, telephone,
advertising; telegraph,
thereto; supplies;
service; freight
and express
express chargescharges; street
street car
to exceed
exceed
not to
fares not
car fares
freight and
service;
$200; stationery;
purchase and
and exchange
exchange of
law books,
books, books
books of
of
of law
stationery; purchase
$200;
reference directories, newspapers,
newspapers, and periodicals, not to exceed
exceed
reference,
$1,000;
purchase, exchange,
maintenance, and
of
repair of
and repair
exchange, maintenance,
charts; purchase,
$1,000; Charts;
motor trucks,
bicycles; maintenance,
and, repair
repair
maintenance, and
and bicycles;
cycles, and
motor cycles,
trucks, motor
motor
of a
be used only for
to be
vehicle to
passenger-carrying vehicle
a motor-propelled
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
of
official
garage rent;
rent; postage
stamps to
to prepay
postage on
prepay postage
postage stamps
purposes; garage
official purposes;
matter
addressed to
to Postal
Union countries;
countries; special-delivery
stamps;
special-delivery stamps;
Postal Union
matter addressed
and other
other like
like miscellaneous
miscellaneous necessary
hereinbefore
not hereinbefore
expenses not
necessary expenses
and
provided
for; in
in all,
all, $38,000.
$38,000.
provided for;
Rnt.
Rent.
For
of building
building for
Civil Service
Commission, $21,875,
$21,875,
Service Commission,
the Civil
for the
rent of
For rent
if
can not
be assigned
Buildings Commission
Commission in
the Public
Public Buildings
by the
assigned by
not be
if space
space can
other buildings
under the
the control
commission.
rinting and
control of
of that
that commission.
other
buildings under
Printing
and bindbindFor
and binding
binding for the
ing.
Commission, ing.
Service Commission,
Civil Service
the Civil
all printing
printing and
For all
including all
all of
bureaus, offices,
offices, institutions,
institutions, and
and services
services located
located
its bureaus,
of its
including
in
Washington, District
and elsewhere,
elsewhere, $59,000.
$59,000.
of Columbia,
Columbia, and
District of
in Washington,
Commission of
of Fine
Fine
Commiasion
Arts.
COMMISSION OF
Arts.
ARTS.
FINE ARTS.
OF FINE
COMMISSION
Expenses.
For expenses
by the
the Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
Act estabestab- Vol.
Ex 38, p'i
necessary by
expenses made
made necessary
For
p. 371.
17, 1910, in- v. 6 P.31.
lishing a
Arts," approved
May 17,
approved May
Fine Arts,"
of Fine
Commission of
a Commission
lishing

524
524

SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH

SEss. I.
I.

CH. 292.
C.
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eluding
and books
reference,
of reference,
books of
maps, and
of periodicals,
periodicals, maps,
the purchase
purchase of
eluding the
to
be disbursed
disbursed on
on vouchers
vouchers approved
approved by
by the
commission, $5,050:
$5,050:
the commission,
to be
P701
40.
Proiso.
no part
part of
this sum
sum shall
shall be
expended for
for traveltravelbe expended
of this
Traveling
expenses
That no
Provided, That
Traveling
expenses Provided,
limited.
limited.
ing
other than
than those
members of
of the
commisthe commisincurred by
by members
those incurred
ing expenses
expenses other
sion
for actual
actual travel
in going
Washingfrom Washingto and
and returning
returning from
going to
travel only
only in
sion for
ton to
attend the
the meetings
commission.
ton
to attend
meetings of
of the
the commission.
Printing
and
bindPrinting aj
For
all printing
binding for
Arts,
for the
the Commission
Commission of Fine Arts,
and binding
printing and
nd bindFor all
ing.
ing.
$300.
,

Employees'
Employees' CompenCompensation
Commission.
sation Commission.
Commissioners, and
Commnissioners,

office personnel.

office personnel.

Contingent expenses.
Continentexpees.

tMedical

Medical
tions.

examina-

Vol. 39, p.
p. 747.
vol.

Printing
Printing
ing.

and
and

C a

bindbindffund.
fund.

Compensation
Comnpnmation
Allowances
from.
Alowancesfrom.
Vol.
745.
pp. 743, 745.
Vol. 39,
39, pp.

Recoveries.
Recoveries.

Vol. 39, p. 747.

ol. 39,

p

74.

Proviso.
Poio

Private
Private Acts rerepealed.
pealed.
Vol. 42
42,, pp.
p. 1593,,
1600, 1768, 1783.

,8,

178

EMPLOYEES'
COMMISSION.
COMPENSATION COMMISSION.
EMPLOYEES' COMPENSATION
Salaries:
For three
three commissioners
personal services
services in
in
other personal
and other
commissioners and
Salaries: For
the
of Columbia
Columbia in
accordance with
the Classification
Act
with the
Classification Act
in accordance
the District
District of
of
not to
to exceed
$1,000 for
experts and
and
temporary experts
for temporary
exceed $1,000
including not
of 1923,
1923, including
assistants
District of
Columbia and
and elsewhere,
elsewhere, to
to be
be paid at
of Columbia
in the
the District
assistants in
a
rate not
not exceeding
per day,
day, $136,600.
$136,600.
exceeding $8 per
a rate
Contingent
For furniture
other equipment
and
equipment and
furniture and
and other
expenses: For
Contingent expenses:
repairs
thereto; law
law books,
books of
of reference,
stationperiodicals, stationreference, periodicals,
books, books
repairs thereto;
er, and supplies; traveling expenses;
ery,
expenses; medical examinations, traveling
and other
other expenses,
and loss
wages payable
payable to
employees
to employees
of wages
loss of
expenses, and
eling and
under sections
sections 21
21 and
22 of
of September
September 7,
7, 1916,
1916, and
and for
for
Act of
of the
the Act
and 22
under
miscellaneous
$10,000. .
items; in
in all,
all, $10,000.
miscellaneous items;
For all printing and binding for the Employees'
For
Employees' Compensation
Compensation
Commission,
$4,000.
$4,000.
Commission,
y
comp.ns
m
Employees' compensation
compensation fund:
For the
of compensacompensapayment of
fund: For
the payment
Employees'
tion provided
provided by
by An
to provide
tion
An Act
Act to
provide compensation
compensation for employees
employees
of the
suffering injuries
while in
in the
of
injuries while
the performance
performance of
of
the United
United States
States suffering
their
purposes,". approved
approved September
1916,
September 7,
7, 1916,
for other
other purposes,"
their duties, and for
including medical,
surgical, and
and hospital
and supplies
supplies proproservices, and
hospital services
medical, surgical,
including
vided by
and the
transportation and
and burial
burial expenses
proexpenses provided
by section
section 9,
9, and
the transportation
vided by sections 9
9 and 11 and advancement
advancement of costs for the enforcement of recoveries
recoveries provided
provided in sections
sections 26 and 27
necessary,
27 where
where necessary,
accruing
during the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1925
1925 or
or in
years,
fiscal years,
in prior
prior fiscal
accruing during
$2,500,000:
$21500,000: Provided,
Provided, That the permanent appropriations
Rpropriations made in
private
Acts numbered
75, 97,
97, 160,
160, and
221, Sixty-seventh
Congress,
Sixty-seventh Congress,
numbered 75,
and 221,
rivate Acts
are repealed
after June
1924, and
are
repealed after
June 30,
30, 1924,
and the
the payments
by
payments authorized
authorized by
"
such
shall thereafter
be made
compensuch Acts
Acts shall
thereafter be
made from
from the
the "Employees'
Employees' compensation
sation fund."

Federal Power ComCommission.

FEDERAL POWER
FEDERAL
POWER COMMISSION.
COMMISSION.

Expenses.

For
every expenditure
expenditure requisite
for and
and incident
to the
work of
of
the work
incident to
requisite for
For every
the
authorized by
the Federal
Federal Power
Power Commission
Commission as
as authorized
by law,
law, including
including
traveling expenses;
diem in
lieu of
and not
not exextraveling
expenses; per
per diem
in lieu
of subsistence;
subsistence; and
ceeding
for press-clipping
law books,
books of
of referreferceeding $500
$500 for
press-clipping service,
service, law
books, books
ence,
and periodicals,
periodicals, $6,500.
$6,500.
ence, and
Printing and binding.
For
all
printing
and
binding for
the Federal
Federal Power
Comm issi
on ,
Pinting ndinFor all printing and binding
for the
Power Commission,
Expenses.
Vol.
41, p. 1063.

$4,500.

Federal
Trade Corn(C¢m- $4,500.
Federal Trade

mission. Tre.
miso

Commissioners.
Commissioners.
All other expenses.

otlher epenss.
Vol. 38, p 717.
' n.

ol. 38, p. 72.

Vol. 38, p. 722.

FEDERAL
COMMISSION.
FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION.

For five commissioners
each per
per annum,
$50,000.
commissioners at $10,000 each
annum, $50,000.
For all
all other
of the
For
other authorized
authorized expenditures
expenditures of
the Federal
Federal Trade
Trade ComCommission in performing
duties imposed
performing the duties
pursuance of
of
imposed by
by law or
or in
in pursuance
law,
secretary to
to the
and other
other personal
servlaw, including
including secretary
the commission
commission and
personal services, supplies and equipment,
equipment, law books, books of reference, periodperiodicals, garage
traveling expenses,
expenses, including
icals,
garage rental,
rental, traveling
including actual expenses
at not to exceed $5
$5 per day
day or
or per
per diem in lieu of
subsistence not
of subsistence
newspapers, foreign postage,
postage. and witness fees
fees and
to exceed $4, newspapers,
mileage in accordance
9 of the Federal Trade
accordance with section
section 9
Trade CommisCommission Act, $940,000.
$940,000.
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CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.

SEss.
SESS. I.

Cu.
CH. 292.
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For all
all printing
printing and
and binding
Trade Commission,
Commission,
Federal Trade
the Federal
for the
binding for
For
$20,000.
$20,000.
GENERAL ACCOUNTING
OFFICE.
ACCOUNTING OFFICE.
GENERAL

ingPPrinting
rinting and bind-

General Accounting

General Accounting
Accounting
Office.
ral,
Comptroller
Comptroller
an General,
i:l enoeffice

Salaries: Comptroller General, $10,000; Assistant Comptroller Assistant, and office
General,
Salaries:
$7,500;
Comptroller
and for other
General,
personal
$10,000;
services
Assistant
in theComptroller
District ofpersonnel.
Assistant,
General, $7,500; and for other personal services in the District of personnel.
Columbia
in
accordance
with
the
Classification
Act
of
1923,
$3,382,Columbia in accordance with the Classification Act of 1923, $3,382,112; in
all $3,399,612.
112;
in all
$3,399,612.
Contingentpenses.
Contingent expenses:
expenses: For
materials, supplies,t
supplies, Contingent expenses.
expenses, materials,
traveling expenses,
For traveling
Contingent
equipment, and
and services;
rent of
buildings and
purchase
equipment; purchase
and equipment;
of buildings
services; rent
equipment,
and
exchange of
of books,
books, tabulating
tabulating cards,
cards, typewriters,
calculating mamatypewriters, calculating
and exchange
chines,
and other
office appliances,
including their
redevelopment, retheir development,
appliances, including
other office
chines, and
pairs
and maintenance,
including motor-propelled
passenger-carrying
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
maintenance, including
pairs and
vehicles;
$300,000.
Printing
and bindbindPrinting and
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous items,
items, $300,000.
vehicles; and
in- ing.
For all
all printing
printing and
for the
the General
General Accounting
Accounting Office,
Office, inbinding for
and binding
For
eluding monthly
monthly and
and annual
annual editions
of selected
selected decisions
of the
the
decisions of
editions of
cluding
Comptroller
General,
$25,000.
$25,000.
General,
Comptroller
HOUSING
CORPORATION.
HOUSING CORPORATION.

Housing

tion.
tiHsin

Corpora-

Corpora-

Salaries,
Salaries, etc., in the
esOeOin
Columbia,
the
Di
Columbia,
or specified duties.
f
or specifed duties.

Salaries: For
For officers,
clerks, and
other employees
in the
District District of
the District
employees in
and other
officers, clerks,
Salaries:
of
Columbia necessary
necessary to
and account
receipts from
from
the receipts
for the
account for
collect and
to collect
of Columbia
the
of properties
properties and
and the
the receipts
receipts from
from the
operation of
of unsold
unsold
the operation
sale of
the sale
properties
of the
States Housing
Housing Corporation,
Corporation, the
the Bureau
Bureau of
of
United States
the United
properties of
by
Industrial Housing
Housing and
commandeered by
property commandeered
Transportation, property
and Transportation,
Industrial
the United
United States
the Secretary
of Labor,
the
to collect
collect the
and to
Labor, and
Secretary of
through the
States through
the
amounts
advanced to
to transportation
and others,
$50,650: Proviso.
ps~o.
others, $50,650:
facilities and
transportation facilities
amounts advanced
Pay restriction.
Provided,
shall be
employed hereunder
hereunder at
of Payrestriction.
rate of
at aa rate
be employed
person shall
no person
That no
Provided, That
compensation exceeding
$5,000 per
per annum
annum and
and only
only one
one person
may
person may
exceeding $5,000
compensation
be employed
Contingent expenses.
be
employed at
at that
that rate.
rate.
contingentexpenses.
Contingent expenses:
expenses: For
miscellaneous expenses
expenses
and miscellaneous
contingent and
For contingent
Contingent
purchase
of
the offices
Columbia, including
including purchase
of Columbia,
District of
Washington, District
at Washington,
offices at
of the
of blank
cases, towels,
towels, ice,
ice, brooms,
brooms, soap,
soap,
file cases,
stationery, file
maps, stationery,
books, maps,
of
blank books,
freight
and express
express charges;
charges; telegraph
telephone service;
service; and all
and telephone
telegraph an
freight and
expenses not included
other miscellaneous
items and
included in the
necessary expenses
and necessary
miscellaneous items
other
foregoing,
collect moneys
moneys and
and loans
loans due
due the
the corcorto collect
necessary to
and necessary
foregoing, and
bindand bindPrinting and
poration, $6,000.
$6,000.
poration,
For
all printing
and binding
binding for
States Housing
Housing CorCor- ing.
United States
the United
for the
printing and
For all
poration,
all its
its bureaus,
bureaus, offices,
and services
services
institutions, and
offices, institutions,
including all
poration, including
located in
in Washington,
elsewhere, $1,450.
$1,450. Appraisal expenses.
epenses.
and elsewhere,
Columbia, and
of Columbia,
District of
Washington, District
located
made
loans made
Appraisal: For
cost of
of appraisal
appraisal under
contract loans
under contract
the cost
For the
Appraisal:
Collections from
to
transportation facilities,
$5,000.
from
Collections
facilities, $5,000.
expedite transportation
to expedite
rents, etc.
Collections:
For the
the collection
collection of
of money
money due
due from
of real
real sales,
ses
sale of
the sale
from the
Collections: For
Vol.rents,
41, p. etc.
224.
41 p.24.
and other
property under
under the
of the
the Act approved
approved July 19,
provision of
the provision
other property
and
1919, the
the collection
rentals from
unsold properties,
properties, including
including necesnecesfrom unsold
of rentals
collection of
1919,
sary office
travel expenses
outside of
of the
District of
Columbia,
of Columbia,
the District
expenses outside
and travel
office and
sary
hotel,
$33,000.
Government
hotel,
$33,000.
C.
Washington,
Columbia, Government
Government hotel
for GovernD.c.
Govern- D.
hotel for
of Columbia,
District of
Washington, District
Maintenance, etc.
ment
workers: For
For maintenance,
management of
the
atenane,tc.
of the
and management
operation, and
maintenance, operation,
ment workers:
hotel and
and restaurants
restaurants therein,
including replacement
replacement of
Proviso.
equipment, Po
of equipment,
therein, including
hotel
and personal
That no
person shall
restriction.
Pay restriction.
be Pay
shall be
no person
Provided, That
$700,000: Provided,
services, $700,000:
personal services,
and
employed
hereunder
at
a
rate
of
compensation
exceeding
$5,000
per
per
employed hereunder at a rate of compensation exceeding $5,000
annum,
may be
at that
annum, and
and only
only one
one person
person may
be employed
employed at
that rate.
rate.
Maintenance, unsold
nsold
Maintenance,
Maintenance,
and repair
property.
houses, property.
repair houses,
maintain and
To maintain
property: To
unsold property:
Maintenance, unsold
buildings,
Miscellaneous,
$4,000.
are unsold,
unsold, $4,000.
Miscellaneous, e
ex-which are
and improvements,
improvements, which
buildings, and
of sold property.
Miscellaneous
of property
property sold:
pay taxes,
taxes, penses
penseofsoldproperty.
To pay
sold: To
account of
expenses account
Miscellaneous expenses
special
and other
and colmty
county
State, and
municipal, State,
utility, municipal,
other utility,
assessments, and
special assessments,
charges
by purchasers
purchasers and
which have
been
have been
and which
unpaid by
or assessments
assessments unpaid
charges or
assessed against
which the
States Housing
Housing CorUnited States
the United
in which
property in
against property
assessed
poration
interest, and
to foreelosforeclosincident to
expenses incident
defray expenses
to defray
and to
an interest,
has an
poration has
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ing mortgages,
sales under
deeds of
of trust,
trust, or
or reacquiring
reacquiring
under deeds
mortgages, conducting
conducting sales
ing
title
or possession
of real
under default
proceeding, includincludproperty under
default proceeding,
possession of
real property
title or
ing attorney
fees, witness
witness fees,
court
costs, charges,
and other
other mismischarges,
and
court
costs,
fees,
fees,
ing
attorney
Proviso.
cellaneous expenses, $8,000: Provided, That the United States HousAllowance
equi- cellaneous expenses, $8,000: Provided,That the United States Housoance of equi.
authorized to allow as an offset any equitatable claims.
claims.
Corporation is hereby authorized
ing Corporation
table
ble claim
claim in
made against
against any
any State
State or
or any
political
any political
any collection
collection made
ble
in any
subdivision
thereof.
thereof.
subdivision
Use of former approNo part
part of
made and
for
and available
available for
priations restricted
restricted..
heretofore made
of the
the appropriations
appropriations heretofore
No
pration
expenditure
by the
the United
States Housing
Housing Corporation
shall be
be
Corporation shall
United States
expenditure by
expended
for the
the purposes
purposes for
for which
which appropriations
appropriations are
made herein.
herein.
are made
expended for
Interstate Commerce

Commission.
commniston.

erc

Commissioners
secretary.
secretary.

and

INTERSTATE
COMMERCE COMMISSION.
COMMISSION.
INTERSTATE COMMERCE

For
commissioners, at
$7,500; in
in
secretary, $7,500;
at $12,000
$12,000 each;
each; secretary,
For eleven
eleven commissioners,
all, $139,500.
$139,500.
all,
Personnel and exFor
other authorized
authorized expenditures
necessary in
execution
in the
the execution
expenditures necessary
For all
all other
pernse.
and
penses.
of laws
commerce including
chief counsel,
counsel, one
one direcdirecone chief
including one
of
laws to
to regulate
regulate commerce,
of finance,
finance, and
and one
of traffic
traffic at
at $10,000
per annum,
Per
diam subsistence. tor
annum,
each per
$10,000 each
one director
director of
tor of
perdiensubsistence.
and
per diem
diem in
i
n lieu
of subsistence
to section
section
pursuant to
when allowed
allowed pursuant
lieu of
subsistence when
and per
Vol. 38, p. 680.
Civil Appropriation
Appropriation Act
Act approved
approved August
1924,
1, 1924,
VoL38,p. 8.
Sundry Civil
August 1,
13 of the Sundry
$2,148,000, of
of which
which sum
sum there
may
be
expended not
not exceeding
exceeding
may
be
expended
there
$2,148,000,
Counsel, etc.
$50,000 in
in the
employment of
not exceeding
$3,000 for
for necesexceeding $3,000
neces$50,000
the employment
of counsel;
counsel; not
ounse, etc.
sary books,
and periodicals;
periodicals; not
open
$100 in the open
not exceeding
exceeding $100
books, reports,
reports, and
sary
market
for
the
ipurchase
purchase
of
office
furniture
similar
in
class
or
kind
furniture
of
office
for
the
market
c C.
Rent, D.
RenD.'
.
exceeding
to that listed in
n the general
general supply schedule;
schedule; and not exceeding
Proviso.
Rental condition.
Rentacondition.
$75,000 for rent of buildings
buildings in the District of Columbia:
Columbia: Provided,
Provided,
available for rent
rent of buildings
That
appropriation shall not be
be available
That this appropriation
in
the District
District of
suitable space
space is
the
is provided
provided by
by the
of Columbia
Columbia if
if suitable
in the
Public Buildings
Commission.
Commission.
Public
Buildings
Enforcing accounting
To enable
enable the
the Interstate
Commerce Commission
enforce complicomplito enforce
Commission to
Interstate Commerce
To
rcigro"M t
by railroads.
by
Vol.
34,
Vol. ance
ance with section
section 20 and other sections of the Act to regulate
regulate com593 Vol.
34, p.
p. 593;
38,
p. 556;
558; Vol. 41, p.
36,Vol.
483.
as amended
by the
the Act
Act approved
June 29,
29, 1906,
1906, and
493.
merce as
amended by
approved June
and as
as
amended
Transportation Act, 1920,
including the
employment
the employment
1920, including
amended by
by the
the Transportation
of necessary special accounting agents or
or examiners,
examiners, and
including
and including
Perdemsubsistece.
Per diemsubsistence. of necessary special accounting agents
per
i
n lieu of subsistence
subsistence when allowed pursuant to section
section 13
13
880.
per diem in
Vol. 38, p. 6s0.
of
Civil Appropriation
Appropriation Act
approved August 1,
1, 1914,
1914,
Sundry Civil
Act approved
of the
the Sundry
$537,524.
ap- $537,524.
Railwa saet
Railway
safety apnp
informed
saet
pliances.
To
To enable
enable the
the Interstate
Interstate Commerce
Commerce Commission to keep informed
plancI
Vol.
27,
p.
531;
Vol.
compliance with Acts to promote
27,Vol.32,
i. 32,
531;p.243;
Vol regarding and to enforce compliance
vol.
promote the safety
safety
95,
p.
85: Vol.
2,p.
85;
p.943; regarding
Vol.36
p. .298..2
of
and travelers
upon railroads;
railroads; the
the Act
comof employees
employees and
travelers upon
Act requiring
requiring comvoc
de6'
Accidents.
Accidents.
Vol.
p. 350.
vol. 38,
3, p.
3o.
mon carriers
carriers to make
make reports of accidents
accidents and authorizing
authorizing investigations thereof;
thereof; and
and to
Commerce Commission
Commission
the Interstate
Interstate Commerce
to enable
enable the
tions
Block signals,
signals, etc.
Vol.
vol. 34, p.
p. 838; Vol.
Vol. to investigate
investigate and test block-signal and train-control
and
train-control systems and
35, p. 324; Vol. 38, p.
5p2. 32; Vol. 38, p. appliances
appliances intended
intended to promote the safety of railway operation,
operation, as
212.
authorized
authorized by the joint resolution approved June 30, 1906,
19062 and the
provision of the Sundry Civil
Civil Act
May 27,
including
1908, including
27, 1908,
approved May
Act approved
Perdiebsistenc.
Per diem subsistence. provision of the Sundry
the
employment of
inspectors and per diem in
in lieu of subsistence
of inspectors,
Vol. mp.es6o.
28, p. 880.
the employment
vol.
when allowed pursuant to section 13 of the Sundry Civil Appropriation
Act approved
August 1,
1, 1914,
1914, $375,000.
$375,000.
tion Act
approved August
Safe
ae locomotive
ceomotive boilboiFor allallauthorized
authorized expenditures
expenditures under
For
under the provisions
provisions of the Act
Act
ers, etc.
Vol.
913; Vol.
Vol. of February
employees and
To promote the safety of employees
February 17, 1911, "To
ol. 36,
p. 913;
36, p.
and
40, p. 616.
40, p. 616.
travelers
travelers upon railroads by compelling common carriers
carriers engaged in
interstate commerce
locomotives with safe and suitable
equip their locomotives
commerce to equip
92.
interstate
Vol. 38, p. 1192.
Pori, p. 69.
659.
Pot.
boilers and appurtenances
appurtenances thereto," and amendment of March 4,
1915, extending
extending "the
"the same powers and duties with respect to all
parts and appurtenances
appurtenances of the locomotive
locomotive and tender," including
including
such stenographic
stenographic and clerical help to the chief inspector and
and his
Commerce Commission may deem
two assistants as the Interstate
Interstate Commerce
Per diem subsistence. necessary,
Perdiemsaubsistence.
necessary, and for per diem in lieu of subsistence
subsistence when allowed
allowed purVol. 38, p. 680.
Appropriation Act approved
approved
suant to section 13 of the Sundry Civil Appropriation
August 1, 1914, $300,000.
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valuation of
Com- izhhsical
Valuation
of property
property of
of carriers:
carriers: To
the Interstate
Interstate Cornoni
s
cal valuation
of
enable the
To enable
Valuation of
merce Commission
Commission to
to carry
out
the
objects
of the
the Act
Act entitled
37, p. 701; Vol.
"An Vol. 271;
entitled "An
of
objects
the
out
carry
merce
Vol. 42,
42, p.
p.
p. 271; Vol.
,440,
commerce,' ap- 624.
Act to regulate
Act
to amend
amend an
an Act
entitled 'An
'An Act
regulate commerce,'
Act entitled
Act to

proved
February 4,
and all
thereof," by proamendatory thereof,"
Acts amendatory
all Acts
4, 1887,
1887, and
proved February
I of stock,etetc.
viding
for a
valuation of
the several
property of
carriers Issue
of carriers
of property
classes of
several classes
of the
a valuation
viding for
occ.
subject
thereto and
concerning their stocks,
information concerning
securing information
and securing
subject thereto
bonds
and other securities, approved
approved March 1, 1913, including one
bonds, and
director of
valuation, one
one supervisor
supervisor of land appraisals,
appraisals, one supervisof valuation,
director
ing
engineer, and
accounts, at
$9,000 each
per
each per
at $9,000
of accounts,
supervisor of
one supervisor
and one
ing engineer,
Per diem subsistence.
annum, and
per diem
in lieu
subsistence when
pursuant to
to Vol. 38,
allowed pursuant
when allowed
38, ps.
p. 680.
680.
of subsistence
lieu of
diem in
and per
annum,
section 13
Appropriation Act approved August Proviso.
Sundry Civil Appropriation
the Sundry
of the
13 of
section
entrestriction.
1, 1914,
$647,260: Provided,
Provided, That
That this
this appropriation
restriction.
shall not be Rent
appropriation shall
1,
1914, $647,260:
available
for rent
in the District of Columbia if suitof buildings in
rent of
available for
able
space is
by the
the Public
Buildings Commission.rinting
Commission.
and bindPublic Buildings
provided by
is provided
able space
Printing
ing.g,
Cor- in
For
and binding
binding for
for the
and bindInterstate Commerce Cornthe Interstate
printing and
all printing
For all
mission, including
not to exceed $10,000 to print and furnish to the
including not
mission,
States
at
cost
report-form
blanks, $125,000.
report-form
States at cost
NATIONAL
COMMITTEE FOR
AERONAUTICS.
FOR AERONAUTICS.
ADVISORY COMMITTEE
NATIONAL ADVISORY

reports
For scientific
scientific research,
research, technical
investigations, and
special reports
and special
technical investigations,
For

in the
the field
aeronautics, including
including the necessary
necessary laboratory and
of aeronautics,
field of
in
technical
expenses of members and employees;
employees;
traveling expenses
assistants; traveling
technical assistants;
office supplies
and other
technical
including technical
expenses, including
miscellaneous expenses,
other miscellaneous
supplies and
office

maintenance, and
periodicals and books of reference;
reference •equipment, maintenance,
periodicals
operation of a
Memorial
research laboratory, known as the Langley Memorial
a research
operation
maintenance, operation and exchange
Aeronautical
exchange of
Laboratory; maintenance,
Aeronautical Laboratory;
one motor-propelled
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicle;
vehicle; personal services
one
in the
field and
and in
in the
the District
District of
all, $427,000.
$427,000.
in all,
Columbia; in
of Columbia;
in
the field

Committee
For all
printing and binding for the National
National Advisory
AdvisoryCommittee
all printing
For
offices, laboratories, and servfor
including all of its offices
Aeronautics, including
for Aeronautics,
elsewhere;
ices
located in
of Columbia, and
and elsewhere
of
District offices,
Washington, District
in Washington,
7
ices located
$13,000.
$13,000.
PERRY'S VICTORY
VICTORY MEMORIAL
MEMORIAL COMMISSION.
COMMISSION.
PERRY'S

National

9ttee
Committee
COC
nimi
a"
nautics.
nautics.

Advisory

f
A
ord Aero
Ajojr
'
for

All
U expenses.

A

expenses.

Langey
Langley Laboratory.

bind
Printing
Printing and bind.
log.
ing.

Perry's Victory
MeVictory MePerry's
morial Commission.
ommission.
morial

Improving grounds

grounds,
et .inProving gos
For
the grounds
and approaches
approaches to the memorial,
memorial, etc.P
grounds and
of the
improvement of
For improvement
Vol. 40, p. 1322.
parking,
retaining
walls,
facing
the
upper
and
lower
plazas
with
13
parking, retaining walls, facing the upper and lower plazas with Vorpo.
Proviso.
Amount
to be covcoyAmount to
Provided, That ered
tile or
or other
other suitable
suitable material,
material, and so forth, $99,185: Provided,
tile
into the Treas.
after
accumulated from the net
revenues from ury.
net revenues
ury.
has accumulated
commission has
the commission
after the
operation
of the
the memorial,
memorial, a
a surplus fund of not to exceed $20,000
operation of
to
machinery in the light, power, and
of machinery
depreciation of
against depreciation
provide against
to provide
elevator
plant of
of the
the memorial,
the net revenues
revenues from operation,
operation,
memorial, the
elevator plant
after deducting
necessary costs of maintenance
repairs, shall
maintenance and repairs,
deducting necessary
after
be covered
covered into
into the
United States Treasury by the commission on
the United
be
the
first
Monday
in
December
each year.
of each
December
in
Monday
first
the

RAILROAD LABOR
BOARD.
LABOR BOARD.
RAILROAD

Railroad
Labor
RaiI r o ad Labor

Board.
Board.

Salaries,
members
Salaries, members

and secretary.
For
of the
board, at
at $10,000
secretary, $5,000; and
each; secretary,
$10,000 each;
the board,
members of
nine members
For nine
expeses.
Al other
other expenses.
in
all, $95,000.
All
$95,000.
in all,
4.1„ p. 470.
470.
voL41p.
For all
other authorized
authorized expenditures
the Railroad Labor VoL
of the
expenditures of
all other
For
Board
in performing
performing the
the duties
imposed by law, including personal
duties imposed
Board in
and other
other services
the District
District of
Columbia and elsewhere, supof Columbia
in the
services in
and
plies and
and equipment,
equipment, law
law books
and books
books of
reference, periodicals,
periodicals, Rent,
e nt D C.,.,etc.
of reference,
books and
plies
etc.
travel expenses,
expenses, per
per diem
diem in
subsistence, rent of quarters in
lieu of subsistence,
in lieu
travel
the District
Columbia, if
provided by the Public
is not provided
if space is
of Columbia,
District of
the
Buildings
rent of
quarters outside of the District of
of quarters
Commission, rent
Buildings Commission,
$215,200.
mileage, $215,200.
Columbia, witness
witness fees, and mileage,
Columbia,
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Printing and
and bindbinding.
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1924.

For
printing and
for the
the Railroad
Railroad Labor
Board, ininLabor Board,
and binding
binding for
For all
all printing
cluding
all
its
bureaus,
offices,
institutions,
and
services
located
in
cluding all its bureaus, offices, institutions, and services located in
Washington, District
elsewhere, $12,000.
$12,000.
and elsewhere,
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, and
Washington,

InstituSmithsonian Institution.
tion.

SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION.
INSTITUTION.
SMITHSONIAN

International exexInternational
changes.

exchanges: For the system
International
International exchanges:
system of international
international exexchanges between
between the
the United
States and
foreign countries,
countries, under
under the
the
and foreign
United States
changes
direction
of the
the Smithsonian
Smithsonian Institution,
Institution, including
including necessary
necessary ememdirection of
ployees and
purchase of
of necessary
books and
periodicals, $49,550.
$49,550.
and periodicals,
necessary books
and purchase
ployees

American ethnology.
Americanethnology.

American ethnology:
For continuing
continuing ethnological
ethnological
ethnology: For
American

researches
researches

among the
the American
American Indians
and the
natives of
of Hawaii,
Hawaii, including
including
the natives
Indians and
among
the excavation
excavation and
of arclueologic
remains under
under the
the
archaeologic remains
and preservation
preservation of
the
direction
Institution, including
emnecessary emincluding necessary
Smithsonian Institution,
of the
the Smithsonian
direction of
ployees
purchase of
necessary books
$57,160.
and periodicals,
periodicals, $57,160.
books and
of necessary
and the
the purchase
ployees and
International
CataInternational
Catalogue
of
Scientific Literature: For the cooperacooperaof
Scientific
Catalogue
CataInternational
International
logue of Scientific Lit•
International Catalogue
mature.
United States in the work of the International
Catalogue
the United
Scentific Lit tion of the
erar.
of
Scientific Literature,
including the
of a
a classified
classified
the preparation
preparation of
Literature, including
of Scientific
index
catalogue of
incorporation
for incorporation
publications for
scientific publications
of American
American scientific
index catalogue
necessary
in the
the International
purchase of necessary
Catalogue, clerk hire, purchase
International Catalogue,
in
incidental expenses,
books
and other
other necessary
necessary incidental
and periodicals,
periodicals, and
books and
$8,861.66.
$8,861.66.

Astrophysical Observatory:
Observatory: For
of the
the AstrophysiAstrophysiFor maintenance
maintenance of
Astrophysical
cal Observatory,
of the
the Smithsonian
Smithsonian Institution,
Institution,
direction of
under the
the direction
Observatory, under
cal
periodicals,
books and periodicals,
including
necessary books
purchase of
of necessary
including assistants, purchase
apparatus,
necessary observations
observations in
in high altitudes,
altitudes, repairs
making necessary
apparatus, making
and
alterations of
of buildings,
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses,
expenses, $21,580.
$21,580.
buildings, and
and alterations
Additional
For
additional Assistant
Secretary of
the Smithsonian
XddronalAssistant
ssitant
For an
an additional
Assistant Secretary
of the
Smithsonian InstiInstitution, $6,000.
$6,000.
For
fire protection
protection for
for the
Smithsonian Institution
Institution
Additional fire proAdditional
For additional
additional fire
the Smithsonian
tection.
tectonand
and National
National Museum Buildings, including the laying of the necesthe
water main and the erection of
of four
four fire
fire hydrants
hydrants in
in the
sary 8-inch
8-inch water
Smithsonian grounds, $8,500.
$8,500.
Astrophysical
Astrophysial

°b
Ob--

Museum.
National Museum.

MUSEUM.
NATIONAL 31IISEIJM.
NATIONAL

Furniture,
Furniture., etc.

For cases, furniture, fixtures, and appliances required
required for the
exhibition and safe-keeping
safe-keeping of collections,
exhibition
collections, including
including necessary
necessary ememployees, $21,800.
$21,800.
ployees,
Eleating, lighting,
lighting,
ceating,
For heating, lighting, electrical,
electrical, telegraphic,
telegraphic, and telephonic servetc
$77,560.
ice,
etc
ice,
$77,560.
Preserving
collecPreserving
collecp
.
tions, etc.
and increase
increase of
of colleccolleccontinuing preservation,
preservation, exhibition,
exhibition, and
For continuing
tions from the surveying
surveying and exploring
exploring expeditions
expeditions of
Governof the GovernEmployees, etc.
Employees,etc.
ment, and from other sources, including necessary
all
necessary employees,
employees,. all
other necessary
necessary expenses, and not exceeding
exceeding $5,500
drawings
$5,500 for drawings
and
illustrations for
and illustrations
for publications,
publications, $434,482.
$434,482. ,
Repairs, etc.
Repairs,
etc.
For repairs
repairs of buildings, shops, and sheds, including all necessary
necessary
labor
and
material, $11,000.
$11,000.
labor
and
material,
Books, etc.
Books, etc.
For purchase of books, pamphlets,
reference,
pamphlets, and periodicals for reference,
$2.000.
$2,000.
Ptae.
stamps and
and foreign
For postage stamps
foreign postal
postal cards, $450.
$450.
National Gallery of
National
.trt.
Art.

Administration
Administration
peuses.
peu

ex-

ex-

NATIONAL GALLERY
GALLERY OF ART.
NATIONAL

For
the administration
the National
of Art
Art by
by the
For the
administration of
of the
National Gallery
Gallery of
the
Smithsonian Institution.
Institution, including
including compensation
compensation of
Smithsonian
of necessary
necessary .ememployees, purchase
necessary books of reference
reference and periodicals,
purchase of necessary
and necessary
and
necessary incidental
incidental expenses,
expenses, $20,158.
$20,158.
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PRINTING
AND BINDING.
BINDING.
PRINTING AND
Printing and bindand bind
For all
all printing
printing and
binding for the Smithsonian
Smithsonian Institution, in- inting
and binding
For
ing.
cluding
its bureaus,
located
offices, institutions, and services located
bureaus, offices,
of its
all of
eluding all
American Historical
rca
Htiton
elsewhere, including Assoia
in Washington,
Washington, District of Columbia, and elsewhere,
in
Association.
Proiso.
Association,
Historical
American
$7,000
for
the
annual
the
American
Historical
Association,
of
report
annual
$7,000 for
Proviso.
restricrata restric$90,000: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
the expenditure
expenditure of this sum shall not be No pro rata
$90,000:
tion....
tion.
restricted
to a
a pro rata amount in any period of the fiscal year.
restricted to

STATE, WAR,
DEPARTMENT BUILDINGS.
NAVY DEPARTMENT
AND NAVY
WAR, AND
STATE,

ine
,
S
ji
tt3e
3,
uie
lt
dc
i.
1
,
,gs
D.epart-

ment tBuildingesat.

s
i
Tc3: nt
re
so
nn
d
Deputy osuperintend-

ent, and
For deputy
deputy superintendent
personal services in the ent,
superintendent and other personal
For
nel.

office person-

Classification Act of nel.
accordance with the Classification
District of Columbia in accordance

1923, $1,636,215.
$1,636,215.
1923,
Operating
Operating supplies
supplies.
miscellaneous items,
For fuel,
lights, repairs,
repairs, ground
items, and
ground rent, miscellaneous
fuel, lights,
For
city
directories, including
maintenance, repair,
repair, exchange, and operaincluding maintenance,
city directories,
tion of
passenger-carrying vehicle to be used
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
one motor-propelled
of one
tion
for
official purposes
$667,250.
Temporary
only, $667,250.
purposes only,
for official
Temporary heating
and
Navy and
for Navy
Of the
the unexpended
unexpended balances
the appropriations
for in plant
plant for
provided for
appropriations provided
of the
balances of
Of
Munitions
ne
deBuildings.
1 irilce3
the Executive
Executive and
and Independent
Act for the
the Muntexpndedbaaiines
Appropriation Act
Offices Appropriation
Independent Offices
the
for erection of.
availableorerectionfo
fiscal year
year 1924,
1924, approved
approved February
February 13,
1923, for
for salaries and for available
13, 1923,
fiscal
Vol. 42, pp. 1236-M8.
fuel,
for the
of the
Superinthe Superinoffice of
the office
items for
miscellaneous items
and miscellaneous
lights, and
fuel, lights,
tendent, State,
Department Buildings, there shall
Navy Department
and Navy
War, and
State, War,
tendent,
be immediately
available and
during the
year
the fiscal year
available during
remain available
and remain
immediately available
be
1925
sum from
from said
not exceeding
for
$125,000, for
exceeding $125,000,
appropriations not
said appropriations
a sum
1925 a
the
erection
of
a
temporary
boiler
plant
for
the
heating
the
Navy
the
of
heating
the
for
plant
boiler
the erection of a temporary
and
Munitions Buildings
and other
other Government
in the
buildings in
Government buildings
Buildings and
and Munitions
vicinity thereof,
incident to the setting of
expenses incident
all expenses
including all
thereof, including
vicinity
boilers, the
the procurement
equipment, laying
laying of steam
procurement of all necessary equipment.
boilers,
lines, and
Printing and
so forth.
forth.
lines,
and so
Printing
and bindbindFor all
all printing
binding for
the State,
State, War, and Navy De- ing.
for the
and binding
printing and
For
partment Buildings,
$2,750.
Buildings, $2,750.
partment
TARIFF
COMMISSION.
TARIFF COMMISSION.

Tariff Commission.

Tariff Commission.

Salariesand expenses.

For
salaries and
and expenses
of the
the United
Commission, Salariesandexpenses.
Tariff Commission,
States Tariff
United States
expenses of
For salaries
including
purchase and
and exchange
exchange of
of labor-saving
devices, the purlabor-saving devices,
including purchase
chase
professional and
scientific books,
books, books
7;
ref- Vol. 39
of refbooks of
law books,
books, law
and scientific
of professional
chase of
39 p. 796; Vol.
i-947.t.
42, pp.
erence, newspapers
and periodicals
periodicals as
as may
may be
necessary, as auau- 42,
be necessary,
pp. 941-947
newspapers and
erence,
thorized under
under Title
Title VII of the
increase
the Act entitled "An Act to increase
thorized
the revenue,
approved September 8, 1916,
purposes," approved
other purposes,"
for other
and for
revenue, and
the
"An
and
under sections
315, 316,
entitled "An
317, and 318 of the Act entitled
316, 31'7,
sections 315,
and under
Act
to provide
to regulate
regulate commerce
foreign countries,
commerce with foreign
revenue, to
provide revenue,
Act to
to
industries of the United States, and for other pur- Proriso.
the industries
encourage the
to encourage
Saary restriction.
poses,"
approved September
September 21,
21, 1922, $671,980:
$671,980: Provided,
Provided, That no Salary
restriction.
poses," approved
part of
shall be used to pay the salary of any
appropriation shall
this appropriation
of this
part
member of
hereafter
United States Tariff Commission who shall hereafter
the United
of the
member
participate in
any proceedings
under said sections 315, 316, 317, and
proceedings under
in any
participate
318
approved September
September 21, 1922, wherein he or any
Act, approved
said Act,
of said
318 of
member of
of his family
special, direct,
direct, and pecuniary
pecuniary interest,
any special,
family has any
member
or
which he has acted as attorney,
respect to the subject matter of which
in respect
or in
Printing
legislative agent,
special representative.
representative.
or special
agent, or
legislative
Printing and
and bindbinding.
For
printing and binding for the Tariff Commission, $10,000. ing.
For all printing
UNITED

GEOGRAPHIC BOARD.
STATES GEOGRAPHIC
UNITED STATES

For stationery
and printing
printing and
and binding, $1,000.
stationery and
For
UNITED
BOARD.
SHIPPING BOARD.
STATES SHIPPING
UNITED STATES
For
$12,000 each per annum, $84,000.
commissioners at $12,000
For seven
seven commissioners
approved SepFor
all other
authorized by the Act approved
expenditures authorized
other expenditures
For all
tember
7, 1916,
1916, as
as amended,
approved June 5, 1920,
and by the Act approved
amended, and
tember 7,

Geographic Board.

Geographic Board.
Stationery and
and printStationery
ing
ing and binding.

and binding.

Shipping

Board.

Shippig

Board

Commissioners.
Commissioners.
otnexpse.
om

39,
VoL
4cl a
r ep;
p. 7'28; vo
' 1 oti

p.p9g&

41 .I
)*ge8'

530
530

SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH

SEss.
I.
SESS. I.

Cu. 292.
292.
CH.

1924.
1924.

including
the compensation
compensation of
to the
the board,
attorneys,
board, attorneys,
secretary to
of aa secretary
including the
officers, naval
special experts,
experts, examiners,
examiners, and
and clerks, inarchitects, special
naval architects,
officers,
cluding one
one admiralty
counsel at
at $10,000
per annum,
annum, and
and one
one special
special
$10,000 per
admiralty counsel
cluding
expert
$8,000 per
per annum,
annum, and
and other
other employees
in the
the District
District
employees in
at $8,000
expert at
of
elsewhere; and
and for
for all
other expenses
expenses of
of the
the board,
board,
all other
and elsewhere;
Columbia and
of Columbia
including
the rental
of quarters
the District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia,
outside the
quarters outside
rental of
including the
law
books, books
and actual
actual and
necessary
and necessary
periodicals, and
reference, periodicals,
of reference
books of
law books,
expenses
of
members
of the
board,
its
special experts,
and other
other ememand
special
experts,
board,
its
of
the
of
members
expenses
erdiemsubsiene.
Per diem subsislence.
ployees or
diem in
lieu of
subsistence when
when allowed
allowed pursuant
pursuant to
to
of subsistence
in lieu
or per
per diem
ployees,
80.
Vol. 38, p. 680.
section 13
13 of
the Sundry
Sundry Civil
Appropriation Act
Act approved
approved August
August
Civil Appropriation
of the
section
1, 1914,
official business
business away
from their
their designated
designated posts
away from
upon official
while upon
1,
1914, while
Investigating
disdiscrimination
of foreign
of duty,
duty, and
and including
foreign discrimination
investigation of
the investigation
including the
di of
crimvnationgsiaagainst
criminations
American
United States and for the investishippers of the United
against vessels
vessels and shippers
American vessels,
vessels, etc.
etc. against
Transportation
of im- gation of transportation of immigrants
Tgranrationofimvessels of the United
gation
transportation
immigrants in veqsels
United
migrants.
States
Shipping
$255,000.
Board, $255,000.
Shipping Board,
States
Printing and bindFor
printing and
and binding
binding for
for the
the United
Shipping
United States Shipping
For all
all printing
rag.Pnting a
ing.
Board,
including all
all of
its bureaus,
bureaus, offices,
offices, institutions,
and services
services
institutions, and
of its
Board, including
located
in Washington,
District of
Columbia, and
and elsewhere,
$5,000.
elsewhere, $5,000.
of Columbia,
Washington, District
in
located
Using funds for reNo
the moneys
moneys appropriated
appropriated or
or made
made available
available by
Act
this Act
by this
of the
part of
No part
Gover
pasing etcd
parting,
etc., Government vessels
at other for the United
veselsat
ment
States Shipping
Shipping Board
Board or the United
United States
States
than navy yards, reShipping Board
Board Emergency
Emergency Fleet
shall, unless
the
unless the
Corporation shall,
Fleet Corporation
r Shipping
stricted.
stricted.
President
direct, be
or expended
expended for
for the
the repair
repair
be used
used or
otherwise direct,
shall otherwise
President shall
or
of any
owned or
or controlled
controlled by the GovernGovernvessel owned
any vessel
or reconditioning
reconditioning of
ment,
if the
the expense
expense of
repair or
or reconditioning
reconditioning is
is in excess
excess
of such
such repair
ment, if
of $50,000,
until a
reasonable opportunity
opportunity has
has been
been given
to the
the
given to
a reasonable
of
$50,000, until
available Government
upon the
the cost
cost of
of such
such
to estimate
estimate upon
navy yards
yards to
Government navy
available
repair or
or reconditioning
if performed
performed by
navy yards
yards within
within
such navy
by such
reconditioning if
repair
Proviso.
the limit
within which
which the
work is
is to
to be
be done:
done: Provided,
Provided,
Vessels only in Amer- the
the work
time within
limit of
of time
VelonlyinAmerican
affected.
icm harbors
harbors aifected.
That this limitation
apply to
the harbors
That
limitation shall only apply
to vessels
veRsels while
while in
in the
harbors
of
the United
expenditures in
connection with
with such
such
in connection
all expenditures
and all
States, and
United States,
of the
work
estimating the
cost.
the cost.
in estimating
to be
be considered
considered in
are to
work are
Personnel.

eron.

Emergency Shipping
Emergency
Fund.
Emergency

EMERGENCY SHIPPING
FUND.
SHIPPING FUND.
EMERGENCY

Fleet

For
expenses of
the United
States Shipping
Shipping Board
Corporation's expendiBoard Emergency
Emergency
United States
of the
For expenses
expendcorporion's
payable from.
Fleet
Corporation during
the fiscal
year ending
ending June
June 30,
30, 1925,
1925, for
for
during the
fiscal year
Fleet Corporation
ttures
re
Vol,payablerom.
41, p. 988.

administrative
adjustments 1 losses
losses due
due to
to
miscellaneous adjustments,
administrative purposes,
purposes, m.iscellaneous
the maintenance
maintenance and
and operation
operation of ships, for the
the repair of ships, and
an d
for
out the
of the
the Merchant
Merchant Marine
Act, 1920,
1920,
Marine Act,
for carrying
carrying out
the provisions
provisions of
(a) the amount on
1, 1924,
1924, but not in
excess of the
in excess
the sums
sums
(a)
on hand
hand July
July 1,
sufficient to
to cover
all obligations
obligations incurred
incurred prior
prior to July
July 1, 1924, and
cover all
sufficient
then
(b) $30,000,000;
(c) the
the amount
received during
during the
the
amount received
unpaid; (b)
$30,000,000; (c)
then unpaid;
Prori.sos.
fiscal year
year ending
June 30,
30, 1925,
from the
operation of
ships: ProProof ships:
the operation
1925, from
ending June
Payments
fiscal
Paments limited.
vided,
part of
shall be
be used
used for
for the
the payment
of
payment 'of
sums shall
no part
of these
these sums
vided, That
That no
claims
than those
those resulting
resulting from
current operation
operation and
and maintemaintefrom current
other than
claims other
nance;
(d) so
so much
of the
proceeds of
of all
all sales
sales pertaining
pertaining to
to
the total
total proceeds
much of
nance; (d)
liquidation received
during the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1925,
but not
liquidation
received during
1925, but
not exceeding
exceeding
Liquidation ex$6,000,000, as
as is
the expenses
expenses of
of liquidation,
liquidation, into meet
meet the
necessary to
is necessary
$6,000,000,
espetiidaton
penses.
cluding
also the
the cost
of tie-up
tie-tip and
the .salaries
salaries and
and expenses
expenses of
of the
the
cluding
also
cost
of
and
the
Payment of claims
personnel directly
directly engaged
engaged in
liquidation: Provided,
That no
no part
part
Provided, That
in liquidation:
personnel
forbidden.
forbidd ent
Sources.

ces.

Publications

deblication
den.

forbids forbid-

of this
this sum
be used
used for
the payment
payment of
of
sum shall
shall be
for the
of claims.
claims.
No part of the funds appropriated
appropriated or made available in this Act
Act
for
Shipping Board
or the
United States
States Shipping
Shipping
for the
the United
United States
States Shipping
Board or
the United
Board EmergencyEmergency Fleet Corporation
shall be expended
expended for the
Corporation shall
preparation, printing,
printing, publication,
of any
newspapers,
preparation,
publication, or distribution of
any newspapers,
magazines, journals,
or for
for services
connecmagazines,
journals, or
or other
other periodicals,
periodicals, or
services in
in connection therewith, not including,
including, however,
however, the preparation
preparation and printing
of documents
documents and reports
issued by
reports authorized
authorized and
and required
required to be issued
law.
law.
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SIXTY-EIGHTH

SESS.
SESS. I. CH.
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1924.

Attorneys
subject
Attorneys
subject to
to
No part of the
the sums
sums appropriated
this Act shall be
be used
used to pay approval
appropriated in
in this
of Attorney
the compensation
compensation of any attorney, regular or special, for the United General.
States Shipping Board or the United States Shipping Board
Emergency
employment
Corporation unless the contract of employment
Fleet Corporation
Emergency Fleet
has
approved by
by the Attorney General of the United States.
has been
been approved
Pay restriction.
No
officer or employee
employee of the
Board or the Pay retriction.
the United
United States Shipping Board
No officer
United States
Board Emergency
shall
Corporation shall
Fleet Corporation
Emergency Fleet
Shipping Board
States Shipping
United
be paid
salary or
compensation at
excess of
at a
a rate per annum in excess
or compensation
paid a
a salary
be
$10,000 except
at not to exceed $25,000 and five at
following: One at
except the following:
$10,000
not
$18,000 each.
not to exceed $18,000
Auditing by EffiNo
part of
of the
sums appropriated
appropriated in this
by EffiAuditing
available for ciency
shall be available
this Act shall
the sums
No part
Bureau.
the
of certified
public accountants,
or emagents or
their agents
accountants, their
certified public
payment of
the payment
ployees,
and all
every nature
requiring the
the services
of
services of
nature requiring
of every
all auditing
auditing of
ployees, and
outside
auditors shall
shall be
be furnished
furnished through
through the
Efficiency: Po,.
of Efficiency:
the Bureau
Bureau of
outside auditors
Proviso.
Outside
auditors for
for
Provided,
nothing herein
herein contained
shall limit
limit the
Outside auditors
United claims
the United
contained shall
That nothing
Provided, That
in litigation.
States Shipping
Shipping Board
or the
United States
Shipping Board
Emer- Cla ms litigationBoard EmerStates Shipping
the United
Board or
States
gency
Fleet Corporation
Corporation from
outside auditors
to audit
auditors to
from employing
employing outside
gency Fleet
claims in
for or
or against
the United
Board
States Shipping
Shipping Board
United States
against the
in litigation
litigation for
claims
or the
the United
United States
Shipping Board
Board Emergency
Emergency Fleet
Fleet Corporation.
Corporation.
States Shipping
or
expenses.
No part
the sums
sums appropriated
appropriated in
in this
Act shall
shall be
for Subsistence
Subsistenceexpenses.
be used
used for
this Act
of the
No
part of
actual
of subsistence
exceeding $5
$5 aa day
day or
per diem
diem in
or per
subsistence exceeding
expenses of
actual expenses
lieu of
subsistence exceeding
exceeding $4 for any officer or employee of the
of subsistence
lieu
United States
States Shipping
States Shipping Board
or the
the United
United States
Board or
Shipping Board
United
Rmergency Fleet
Fleet Corporation.
in the District
Corporation.Rent
Emergency
Rent in the District
No part
of the
funds of
States Shipping
restricted.
Board EmerEmer- restricted.
Shipping Board
of the
the United
United States
the funds
No
part of
gency Fleet
Corporation shall
shall be
be available
available for
buildings
for the
the rent of buildings
Fleet Corporation
gency
in
the District
of Columbia
Columbia during the fiscal
if suitable
fiscal year 1925 if
District of
m the
space is
provided for
for said
said corporation
by the
the Public
Buildings
Public Buildings
corporation by
space
is provided
Commission.
Claims not available
Commission.
available
No
in this
this Act
shall be
pay herefrom.
ieraom.
be used
used to
to pay
Act shall
the sums
sums appropriated
appropriated in
No part
part of
of the
any
of the
States Navy
Navy Department
against the
United
the United
Department against
United States
the United
any claims
claims of
States Shipping
or the
Board EmerUnited States Shipping Board
the United
Board or
Shipping Board
States
gency
Fleet Corporation
Corporation arising
arising prior
to July
July 1,
1921.
1, 1921.
prior to
gency Fleet
Veterans' Bureau

UNITED
VETERANS' BUREAU.
STATES VETERANS'
UNITED STATES

Veterans'Bureau

Salaries and expenses,

p. 147.
For carrying
carrying out
provisions of
entitled "An Act to Vol. 42, p.
of an Act entitled
the provisions
out the
For
establish
Veterans' Bureau and to improve
improve the facilities and service
a Veterans'
establish a
p. 607.
of such
such bureau
bureau and to
modify the War
War Risk P" p.807.
further amend and modify
to further
of
Insurance Act
Act approved
August 9, 1921,"
including salaries and
and
1921," including
approved August
Insurance
Columbia,
expenses of
Washington, District of Columbia,
at Washington,
central office at
the central
of the
expenses
and regional
regional offices
and including
including salaries,
stationery
salaries, stationery
and suboffices,
suboffices, and
offices and
and
and minor
equipment and
and supplies,
supplies, rentals
furniture, equipment
supplies, furniture,
office supplies,
minor office
and
and alterations,
water, miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses, inand water,
light, and
heat, light,
and
alterations, heat,
cluding telephones,
telephones, telegrams,
telegrams, freight,
freight, express,
express, law
of
books, books of
law books,
cluding
reference,
service, laundry
ambulance service, towel service,
periodicals, ambulance
reference, periodicals,
service, repairs
repairs to
to equipment,
storage, ice,
ice, taxi service,
fare,
service, car fare,
equipment, storage,
service,

stamps and.
rent, traveling
traveling and
and subsistence,
subsistence, salaries
salaries and
and expenses
expenses
stamps
and box
box rent,

Vehicles
Vehicles.

investigation, passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying and
and
engaged in field investigation,
of employees
employees engaged
other motor
maintenance, repairs,
other
motor vehicles,
vehicles, including
including purchase,
purchase, maintenance,
repairs, and
and Arlington
Arlington
expenses.
operation of same, salaries
Arlington expenses.
salaries and operating expenses of the Arlington
operation
repairs and mechanical
equipment,
mechanical equipment,
including repairs
Building and annex, including
fuel,
current, ice,
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous items;
and
items; and
removal, and
ash removal,
ice, ash
electric current,
fuel, electric

including the
the salaries
salaries and
wages, travel
applicable, wages,
and allowances,
allowances, where applicable,
including
and
veterans'
and subsistence of civil employees at the United States veterans'
hospitals, supply
dispensaries, clinics, and vocational
vocational schools,
supply depots, dispensaries,
hospitals,
session
of each regular
$46,790,000: Provided,
Provided, That
That on
the first day
day of
regular session
on the
$46,790.000:

civilian employees.
Civilian

Proviso.
Detailed
statement
Detailed statement
to Congress of employConge,
of
employees, etc., each year.

of Congress
to to
of
Congress the
the Director
Director of
of the
the Veterans'
Veterans' Bureau
Bureau shall
shall transmit
transmit to
the President
of the
Senate and
Speaker of
the House
Repreof RepreHouse of
of the
and the
the Speaker
the Senate
President of
the
sentatives a
astatement
statement giving
giving in detail
number of posithe total
total number
(a) the
detail (a)
sentatives

Building

e.

h

532
532

SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH
CONGRESS.

Alotment
Allotment to Pblic
Public

Health Service
service details.
details.

rintg

a t binding.
nding.
Printing and

admd

and nal
litary 'and
Ilditary
naval
compensation.
compensation.
Vol.
41,
p.
371.
o. 41, P 3n.

P r
ras
Prior appropriations
not avaiP
e ater
available
after

June 30,
1925.
June
30,192.

Medical,
surgical'
h^ittc,
hospital,
etc., segi-vi
Service's
to beneficiaries.
beneaieS.

Disbursement
Disbursement of al-

lotted appropriations.
appropriations.
lotted

o new hospitals,
Use for
site
sites,
etc., forbidden.

etc.forbidnewital

Amount for
Ation t
tions, etc.
Post,
p. 60.
1110.
PoI, p.

for alteraaltera-

edical
and hospital

Medical and hospital

service
services.

nd. ht

unexpended
Unexpended balance
available.
continued avilable.
-

Vol. 42, p. 1243.

Vol. 42, p 1243.

Expenditures
authorxpenditures authorized from allotments
allotments to
other
agencies.
otheragencies.

d

SESS. I.
I. CH.
292.
SEss.
CH. 292.

1924.
1924.

tions
at a
arate
rate of
$2,000 or
more per
per annum,
annum, (b)
(b) the
of salary
salary
tions at
of $2,000
or more
the rate
rate of
attached
each position,
number of
of positions
attached to
to each
position, (c)
(c) the
the number
positions at
at each
each rate
rate
in
central office
in each
office or
and (d)
(d) a
in the
the central
office and
and in
each district
district office
or suboffice,
suboffice, and
a
brief
statement of
of the
the duties
duties of
of each
each position.
position.
brief statement
Such portion
of this
may be
be necessary
Such
portion of
this appropriation
appropriation as
as may
necessary shall
shall be
be
allotted from
United States
Veterans' Bureau
Bureau to
from time to time
time by
by the
the United
States Veterans'
to
the
Service and
and shall
shall be
be available
for expenditure
the Public
Public Health
Health Service
available for
expenditure by
by
the
for necessary
necessary personnel,
personnel, the
the pay
pay and
allowthe Public Health Service
Service for
and allowances, and travel of
commissioned officers
Health
of commissioned
officers of
of the
the Public
Public Health
Service detailed,
to the
United States
for duty.
duty.
detailed-to
the United
States Veterans'
Veterans' Bureau
Bureau for
Service
For printing and binding for
Veterans' Bureau,
for the United
United States
States Veterans'
Bureau,
including all
of its
bureaus, offices,
offices, institutions,
institutions, and
and services
located
including
all of
its bureaus,
services located
in Washington,
District of
of Columbia,
and elsewhere,
$275,000.
elsewhere, $275,000.
Columbia, and
Washington, District
in
Compensation: For
military and
and naval
compensaCompensation:
For the
the _payment
payment of
of military
naval compensation accruing during the fiscal
fiseal year 1925 or in prior fiscal
fiscal years
years for
for
death or disability provided by the Act
Act approved
approved October 6,
6, 1917,
1917,
as
$83,000,000; and
the appropriations
heretofore made
made
as amended,
amended, $83,000,000;
and the
appropriations heretofore
for military
for
compensation shall
shall cease
to be
be available
military and
and naval
naval compensation
cease to
available for
for
expenditure
June 30,
expenditure after
after June
30, 1925.
1925.
Medical
hospital services:
dental, disdisFor medical,
surgical, dental,
medical, surgical,
and hospital
services: For
Medical and
pensary, and hospital
hospital services and
and facilities,
facilities, convalescent
convalescent care,
care, necesnecessary and reasonable
reasonable after care,
welfare of,
of, nursing,
nursing, prosthetic
prosthetic appliapplicare, welfare
ances, medical
examinations, funeral and other incidental
medical examinations,
expenses
incidental expenses
(including
transportation of remains),
(including transportation
traveling expenses,
remains), traveling
expenses, and
and supsupplies, and not
$100,000 for
magazines, and
not exceeding
exceeding $100,000
for library
library books,
books, magazines,
and
beneficiaries of the United States Veterans
papers for beneficiaries
Bureau, inVeterans' Bureau,
including court costs
and other
incident to
proceedings herecosts and
other expenses
expenses incident
to proceedings
heretofore or hereafter
tofore
hereafter taken
for commitment
mentally incompetent
incompetent
taken for
commitment of
of mentally
persons to hospitals
the care
of the
the insane,
hospitals for
for the
care and.
and treatment
treatment of
insane,
$42,000,000.
$42000,000.
This appropriation
appropriation shall
shall be
be disbursed
by the
United States
Vets
This
disbursed by
the United
States Veterans' Bureau, and such portion
portion thereof
thereof as
be necessary
be
as may
may be
necessary shall
shall be
allotted from time to time to the Public
Public Health
War,
Health Service,
Service, and
and the
the War,
Navy, and Interior Departments,
Departments, and
and transferred
their credit
for
transferred to
to their
credit for
disbursement by
disbursement
by them for the
the purposes
forth in
in the
purposes set
set forth
the foregoing
foregoing
paragraph; and allotted and
transferred to
to the
the Board
Board of
of Managers
and transferred
Managers
of the National Home for Disabled Volunteer
Soldiers for
Volunteer Soldiers
for the
the purpurposes set forth in
in the
the foregoing
and such
such sums
foregoing paragraph,
paragraph, and
sums as
as are
are
allotted
allotted to the Board
be covered
covered into
the surplus
Board of
of Managers
Managers shall
shall be
into the
surplus
fund of
of the
Treasury.
fund
the Treasury.
No part
this appropriation
shall be
part of
of this
appropriation shall
be expended
expended for
for the
the purchase
purchase
of any
any site
site for
new hospital,
hospital, for
for or
the construction
any
of
for a
a new
or toward
toward the
construction of
of any
new hospital, or for the purchase
purchase of
hospital; and
of any hospital;
and not
not more
more than
than
$2,666,050 of
$2,666,050
of this
this appropriation
appropriation may
used to
to alter,
may be
be used
alter, improve,
improve, or
or
provide facilities
the several
several hospitals
hospitals under
under the
the
facilities in
in the
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
of the
United States Veterans'
Bureau so
so as
as to
Veterans' Bureau
to furnish
furnish adequate
adequate accomaccommodations for
beneficiaries either
either by
by the
for its beneficiaries
by contract
contract or
or by
the hire
hire of
of
temporary employees
employees and
the purchase
purchase of
temporary
and the
of materials.
materials.
The unexpended
unexpended balance
balance of the sum of $5.781,000,
$5,781,000, made
available
made available
under the
appropriation ""Medical
HospitalS
ervi
ces, Veterans '
the appropriation
Medical and
under
and Hospital
Services,
Veterans'
Bureau,
1924. ,to
alter, improve,
improve, or
Bureau, 1924:
to alter,
provide facilities
facilities in
the several
several
or provide
in the
hospitals
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
of the
the Bureau,
continued and
and made
hospitals under
under the
Bureau, is
is continued
made
available during the fiscal
for the
the same
purposes, either
by
fiscal year 1925 for
same purposes,
either bv
contract or by the hire of temporary
employees and
and the
the purchase
temporary employees
purchase of
of
materials,
materials, including
including the purchase of land contiguous to
Governmentto Governmentowned
sites.
hospital sites.
owned hospital
Navy,
The allotments
allotments made to the Public Health Service,
Service, War, Navy,
and Interior
Interior Departments
Departments shall be available
expenditure for care
and
available for expenditure
beneficiaries of the
and treatment
treatment of beneficiaries
States Veterans'
Veterans' Bureau,
Bureau,
the United
United States
and for necessary
necessary minor repairs
repairs and improvements
of existing
existing, faciliimprovements of
facili-
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ties,
the various
various headings
headings of
made to said deof appropriations
appropriations made
under the
ties, under
partments as
as may
may be
Publiction
be necessary.
necessary.
partments
Publications subHereafter section
of the
not apply
scriptions.
apply scriptions.
shall not
Statutes shall
Revised Statutes
the Revised
3648 of
section 3648
Hereafter
sec. 3648, p. 718.
to
subscriptions for
for publications
publications for
the United
Veterans' RR. S..sec.
38,p.718.
States Veterans'
United States
for the
to subscriptions
Bureau and
and the
director is
is authorized
authorized to pay in
any
in advance for any
the director
Bureau
publications
for the
of the
vocational
rehabilpublications for
the use
use of
the Bureau.
Bureau.
Vocational rehabiliVocational rehabilitation:
carrying out the provisions of the tation.
rehabilitation: For carrying
Vocational
Expenses of, for disAct
Act to
provide for
the vocational
soldiers, etc.
charged soldiers,
etc.
rehabilitation charged
vocational rehabilitation
for the
to provide
"An Act
entitled "An
Act entitled
Vol. 40, pp. 617, 1179;
617,1379.
179;
and return
return to
to civil
employment of
persons discharged
discharged from
pp.159,
Vol.41,40,pp.
from Vol.
disabled persons
of disabled
civil employment
and
3
the
military or
or naval
the United
4, p.
for other Provisos.
States, and for
United States,
of the
forces of
naval forces
the military
purposes," approved
approved June
June 27,
amended, $89,000,000:
$89,000,000: ProPro- Army
Army camp restricas amended,
1918, as
27, 1918,
purposes,"
vided,
no part
part of
the foregoing
foregoing sum
sum shall be
tionbe used for the tion.
of the
That no
vided, That
establishment, maintenance,
maintenance, or
of training
schools at
at any
any
training schools
or operation
operation of
establishment,
Army
camp
or
cantonment
acquired
for
use
as
a
training
center:
onLimitation
center:
training
as
a
for
use
acquired
Limitation on conArmy camp or cantonment
struction work.
work.
Provided
part of the
foregoing appropriation
appropriation shall struction
the foregoing
no part
That no
further, That
Provided further,
be expended
except necessary
necessary extensions,
extensions, addiwork except
construction work
for construction
be
expended for
contract
tions,
and repairs,
repairs, which
may be
either by contract
accomplished either
be accomplished
which may
tions, and
or
employees and
the purchase
of materials:
materials: Embossed
purchase of
and the
of temporary
temporary employees
Embossed literature
or by
by hire
hire of
for the
the blind.
Provided
That this
appropriation shall
shall be
available for
for the
blind.
the for
be available
this appropriation
further, That
Providedfurther,
purchase
and
distribution
of
embossed
literature
in
Revised
Braille
in
Revised
purchase and distribution of embossed literature
for the
use of
of blinded
men and
and for
for procurement
procurement of equipex-service men
blinded ex-service
the use
for
ment
for the
the production
production of
of such
such literature:
literature: Provided
Provided Sale of surplus
and supplies
supplies for
ment and
surplus matematesupplies, etc.,
etc., to
to
further,
the director
director may
prescribe he
he rial,
rial, supplies,
may prescribe
as the
regulations as
such regulations
under such
That under
further,That
schools, etc.
is hereby
to sell
sell at
at 90
per cent
of the
the appraised
appraised valuation
valuation schools, etc.
cent of
90 per
authorized to
hereby authorized
is
to trade,
and public
schools and
and universities,
universities, and
and other
other
public schools
technical, and
to
trade, technical,
recognized educational
institutions, upon
application in writing,
upon application
educational institutions,
recognized
such
and equipment
equipment acquired
acquired for
for the
supplies, and
material, supplies,
surplus material,
such surplus
purpose
of vocational
as are suitable for their use which
training as
vocational training
purpose of
are now
owned by
by the
America and
and under
under control
United States of America
the "United
now owned
are
of
the United
States Veterans'
Bureau and are
are not needed
needed for
for
Veterans' Bureau
United States
of the
Government purposes.
purposes.
Military
and naval
Government
Military and
insurance.
For
military and naval
insurance.
$88,000,000.
insurance, $88,000,000.
naval insurance,
For military
Restriction on exon esalaceestictgagion
SEC. 2.
2. In
appropriations or portions of appropriaappropria- ceeding
expending appropriations
In expending
SEC.
average
ries.
ries.
tions
contained
in
this
Act
for
the
payment
personal
services
services
persona
for
payment
the
for
Act
this
in
contained
tions
in
the District
of Columbia
in accordance
Classification
the Classification
accordance with the
Columbia in
District of
in the
Act
of 1923,
the average
of
total number of
the total
salaries of the
the salaries
of the
average of
1923, the
Act of
persons
thereof in any bureau, office, or
class thereof
or class
grade or
any grade
under any
persons under
other
appropriation unit
at any
any time
time exceed
exceed the
the average
not at
shall not
unit shall
other appropriation
Proviso.
of the
the compensation
compensation rates
rates specified
specified for
for the
the grade
by such
such Act:
Act: Not
Provi
o.
grade by
of
applicable to
clerical-mechanical
Provided,
That
this
restriction
shall
not
apply
(1)
to
grades
1,
2,
clerical-mechanical
1,
2,
grades
to
Provided, That this restriction shall not apply ()
service.
3.
and 4
of the
clerical-mechanical service,
service, or
or (2)
require the
rethe No reduction
to require
(2) to
reduction
rethe clerical-mechanical
4 of
3. and
qu i
red.
ol
'p.
compensation is fixed as quired.
person whose
reduction
salary of
of any
whose compensation
any person
in salary
reduction in
.42
1490.
Higher salry
salary rates
of
the rules
rules of
section 6
of such
such Higher
6 of
of section
with the
accordance with
in accordance
1924, in
1, 1924,
July 1,
of July
allowed.
Act, or
prevent the
of aasalary
grade at
at aaallowed.
any grade
under any
salary under
payment of
the payment
to prevent
(3) to
or (3)
Act,
rate
the maximum
maximum rate of the grade
grade when such higher
higher
than the
higher than
rate higher
rate
is permitted
permitted by
Classification Act
specifically
and is specifically
Act of 1923 and
the Classification
by the
rate is
authorized by
other law.
by other
authorized
Approved, June 7, 1924.
June
June 7, 1924.
1924.
[H. R. 192.]
192.]215.]
[Public,R.No.

CHAP. 293.—An
for a
a girls'
girls' dormitory
the Fort
Fort Lapwai
Lapwai
at the
dormitory at
provide for
Act To
To provide
293.-An Act
CHAP.

[H

Sanatorium, Lapwai,
Idaho.
Lapwai, Idaho.
Sanatorium,

25

ndian
Be
enacted by
by the
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
Lapwai Indian
the Fort Lapwai
House of
Senate and
the Senate
it enacted
Be it
United
States of
in Congress
assembled, There
hereby rAmount
autahorize
is hereby
There is
Congress assembled,
of America
America in
United States
authorized to
of the
the Treasury
Treasury of
the United
i
or5n
9itory.
rgis'dormitoy.
United Forghis'a
of the
out of
be appropriated
appropriated out
to be
authorized
States
the sum
sum of
of $50,000
$50,000 for
purpose of
of constructing
constructing and P°81 '
the purpose
for the
States the
equipping a
dormitory for
for the
patients being
being
housing of patients
the housing
girls' dormitory
a girls'
equipping
treated for
Fort Lapwai
Sanatorium, said
Lapwai Sanatorium,
the Fort
in the
tuberculosis in
for tuberculosis
treated
dormitory
erected on
the grounds
occupied by
by the sananow occupied
grounds now
on the
be erected
to be
dormitory to
torium,
Lapwai, Idaho.
at Lapwai,
torium, at
Approved, June 7, 1924.
Approved,
Sa

mtcc
oun
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June 7, 1924.
[H.
5261
[H. R..526.1
[Public,
No. 216.1
216.]
[Pub, No.
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CHAP.
to enter
enter into
into an
an
Authorizing the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War to
CHAP. 294.—An
294.-An Act Authorising
Alexandria Light
arrangement, on behalf of the United
United States, with the Alexandria
Licht and
Power Company
may obtain
obtain electric
electric current
current from
GovernCompany,,whereby
whereby civilians
civilians may
from a
a Government-owned
Alexandria to Fort Humphreys,
from Alexandria
extending from
transmission line extending
ment-owned transmission
Virginia.

of aa line
line about nine miles
miles
Whereas
the United States is
is the
the owner of
Whereas the
in
of Alexandria,
Fort
and Fort
Virginia, and
Alexandria, Virginia,
the city
city of
between the
length between
in length
Humphreys,
current
of electric
electric current
transmission of
the transmission
for the
Virginia, for
Humphreys, Virginia,
which
being furnished
furnished Fort
Alexandria
by the
the Alexandria
Humphreys by
Fort Humphreys
is being
which is
Light and
Company; and
and
and Power
Power Company;
Light
Whereas the
the volume
volume of
current transmissible
transmissible over
over the
greatly
is greatly
the line
line is
of current
Whereas
in excess
of the
the needs
of the
fort or
or of
the Government
Government otherwise,
otherwise,
of the
the fort
needs of
in
excess of
and it
it is
desirable that
the civilians
in the
neighborhood of
the
of the
the neighborhood
civilians in
that the
is desirable
and
fort
be permitted
permitted to
receive current
said line for .
current from said
to receive
should be
fort should
their own
own use:
Now , therefore,
therefore,
use: Now,
their
Be
it
enacted by
by the
Senate
of the
the
of Representatives
Representatives of
House of
the
Senate a;,c1
and House
Be
it
enacted
AleariaLigtd
Alexandria Light and
United States
States of
in Congress
That the
the SecSecPower Company.
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
of America
America in
Company.
United
retary of War be, and he is hereby, authorized to enter into any
to civilians
cnet
Current
to
civilians retary of War be, and he is hereby, authorized to enter into any
agreement which
he may
think proper
United States
States
the United
between the
allowed from
line to
proper between
may think
which he
to the
th agreement
from line
anowed
fort.
fort.
and the Alexandria
Alexandria Light and Power Company
Company which will enable
Provisos. ino
latter to
to furnish
furnish current
current over the said line to civilians:
Provided,
civilians: Provided,
the latter
th the
P'o
with
interference with
No interference
however,
agreement shall interfere with the prompt
Government
supply.
no such
such agreement
That no
however, That
Oovernmentsupply.
supply
to Fort
Fort Humphreys
Humphreys or
otherwise to
to the
Government of
of any
any
the Government
or otherwise
supply to
No Government exthat may
may be
be required:
required: And
provided further,
That any
any such
such
further, That
And provided
current that
Noovernment ex- current
pense.
agreement shall
be without additional
additional cost or
expense to the Govor expense
shall be
agreement
ernment in
in addition
addition to
that which
which is
is now
now incident
incident to the
the maintemainteto that
ernment
nance and
and operation
of the
the transmission
transmission line
and
the cost
of service
and
the
cost
of
service
of
line
nance
operation
Discretionary revofrom
the same:
same: Provided
any such
such agreement
shall
agreement shall
That any
Provided further,
further, That
eationa
from the
c
cation.
be revocable
the discretion
Secretary of
War.
of War.
the Secretary
of the
discretion of
in the
be
revocable in
Approved,
June 7, 1924.
1924.
Approved, June
Fort
Humphreys,Va.
FortHumphreys,va
Preamble.

June 7, 1924.
1924.
[H.
2821.]
[H. R. 2821.]
[Public, No. 217.]

calif.
Monia, Calif.
anta Monica,
Santa
Hospital at
Hospital
at Soldiers
Soldiers

CHAP. 295.—An
erection of
a sanitary,
hosfireproof hosof a
sanitary, fireproof
the erection
Act Authorizing
Authorizing the
295.-An Act
CHAP.
pital
at the
the National
National Home
Home for
Volunteer Soldiers
at Santa
Santa Monica,
Monica,
Soldiers at
for Disabled
Disabled Volunteer
pital at
California.
•
California.

Be
enacted by
House of
of Representatives
of the
the
Representatives of
and House
the Senate
Senate and
by the
it enacted
Be it

United States
States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
the Board
Board
assembled, That
America in
United

Soldiers
Disabled Volunteer
of Managers
Managers of
the National
National Home
Home for
for Disabled
Volunteer Soldiers
of the
of
be,
and it
it is
is hereby,
and directed
to be
be erected
be, and
hereby, authorized
authorized and
directed to
to cause
cause to
erected
at
Pacific branch
branch of
said home
home at
Santa Monica,
Monica, California,
California, on
on
of said
at Santa
the Pacific
at the
land now
by the
United States,
States, aasanitary,
sanitary, fireproof
hospital
fireproof hospital
now owned
owned by
the United
land
five hundred
hundred beds
beds at
cost of
than
more than
of not
not more
total cost
at aatotal
for five
of a
a capacity
capacity for
equip- of
Buildigs.
Buildings, equip$1,500,000.
Such hospital
hospital shall
shall include
all the
buildings,
the necessary
necessary buildings,
ment,
etc.
include all
$1,500,000. Such
ment,setc.
with the
the appropriate
appropriate mechanical
ds and
an d
roads
with
mechanical equipment,
equipment, including
including roa
trackage facilities
facilities leading
leading thereto,
the accommodation
accommodation of
of papafor the
thereto, for
trackage
tients, and
laundry, and
and necessary
furniture, equipment,
tients,
and storage,
storage, laundry,
necessary furniture,
equipment,
and
accessories as may
approved by
and accessories
may be approved
by the Board
Board of
of Managers
Managers of the
the
Home for
Disabled Volunteer
Soldiers.
for Disabled
Volunteer Soldiers.
National Home
Perons
who may b National
Persons who may be
SEC. 2.
2. That
the persons who
who shall
shall be
entitled to
the privileges
privileges of
of
admitted.
SEC.
That the
be entitled
to the
treatment
in this
this hospital
hospital when
when constructed,
constructed, and
and who may
may be
be adadtreatment in
a member of the Board of Managers
mitted thereto upon the order of a
Managers
of the
National
Home
for
Disabled
Volunteer Soldiers,
Soldiers, shall
shall be
be the
the
of
the
National
Home
for
Disabled
Volunteer
Additional
services
following: Honorably
Honorably discharged
discharged officers,
officers, soldiers,
sailors, and
and
soldiers, sailors,
Services following:
designate
designated.
marines who
who served
in the
the Regular,
Regular, Volunteer,
Volunteer, or
or other
of the
the
marines
served in
other forces
forces of
'United
States in
in the
the war with
with Mexico,
the Civil
War, the
war with
United States
Mexico, the
Civil War,
the war
with
Spain, and
in any
in which
the c
oun t
ry
Spain,
and the
the World
World War,
War, or
or in
any war
war in
which the
country
has
engaged, i
n campaigns
campaigns against
hostile Indians,
Indi an s, or w
ho
has been
been engaged,
in
against hostile
who
served
in any
the extraterritorial
extraterritorial possessions
of the
th e U
n it ed
served in
any of
of the
possessions of
United
States in
foreign countries,
countries, including
including Mexican
Mexican border
border service,
or
States
in foreign
service, or

Home, authorized.
authorized
Home,
Ante, p.1 918.
Ant,
3518.
Post, p.1346.
podt,
p. i4.
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in the
National Guard
Guard when called into the
or National
Militia or
Organized Militia
the Organized
in
Federal
service, and
and who
who are
are disabled
by diseases or wounds and
disabled by
Federal service,
by reason
reason of
such disability
disability are
permanently
temporarily or permanently
either temporarily
are either
of such
by
a living.
incapacitated from earning
earning a
incapacitated
Approved, June 7, 1924.
the United
CRAP. 296.—An
United States Blind Veterans of the
incorporate the
To incorporate
Act To
296.-An Act
CHAP.
World
War.
World War.

June 7,
7 1924.
1924.
R. 4526.1
[H.
[H. R.,
45261

[Public, No. 218.]

Be it
enacted by
the Senate
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the Districtofcolumbia.
anw House
Senate ana
by the
Be
it enacted
ofthe
Veteransuni
Blind
the follow- World
United
Congress assembled,
Eitr
ItiWat
otbtit
assembled, That the
in Congress
America in
of America
States of
United States
ar incorpoWar
incorpoMor
r War
in"
Wrated.
persons, to wit: James P. Funk, of Pennsylvania; Bernard CorCoring persons,
coran, of
of New
Booher, of incorporators.
Inco.rporators.
Arkansas; Earl Booher,
Kozeluh, of Arkansas;
James Kozeluh,
York; James
New York;
coran,
Kansas; Carl
Hendrickson, of CinCarl Bronner, of Michigan; Samuel Hendrickson,
Kansas;
cinnati; Harvey
Georgia;
Gilbert, of Illinois; Quiller Cole, of Georgia;
E. Gilbert,
Harvey E.
cinnati;
York;
Guminish, of New York;
Lawrence A.
A. Bunce,
Colorado; Ludwig
Ludwig Guminish,
Bunce, of Colorado;
Lawrence
Richard II.
Miller, junior,
junior, of
Charles R. Fear, of PennMaryland; Charles
of Maryland;
H. Miller,
Richard
L. Radford,
sylvania; Oscar M.
Simpkins, of Oklahoma;
Oklahomm Everett L.
Radford,
M. Simpkins,
sylvania;
of
Texas; Thomas
Missouri; Lee M. Brame, of AlaH. Huskey, of Missouri;
Thomas H.
of Texas;
bama; Frank
Frank 0.
0. Berg, of Wisconsin;
Georgia;
Wisconsin; Henry G. Beggs, of Georgia;
bama;
Lawrence
Leguerrir, of MisMorrow, of Missouri; Charles R. Leguerrir,
V. Morrow,
Lawrence V.
Laigear Antee, of Louisiana;
souri; Walter
Walter Taylor,
Missouri; Laigear
Louisiana;
of Missouri;
Taylor, of
souri;
Maryland; NewAlois F.
F. Greene,
Greene, of Illinois; Loyal M. Holmes, of Maryland;
Alois
ton
A. Kulp,
of Pennsylvania;
Roswell D. Pitman, of New York;
York;
Pennsylvania; Roswell
Kulp, of
ton A.
Connie L.
L. McLean,
Texas; Hamilton
Hamilton C. Miles, of Ohio; John J.
J.
of Texas;
McLean, of
Connie
Austin, of
of South
South Dakota;
Dakota; Irvine
Irvine E. Barnes, of Missouri; Bertie W.
Austin,
Randall, of
Missouri; Max
Kujawski, of Indiana;
Indiana; Charles FreeN. Kujawski,
Max N.
of Missouri;
Randall,
land, of
of Illinois;
Daniels, of Tennessee;
Tennessee; William
William E.
M. Daniels,
James M.
Illinois; James
land,
Yates,
of
Texas;
Mike
Kereli,
of
Ohio;
Lionudakes,
of Utah;
Lionudakes,
Peter
Ohio;
of
Kereli,
Mike
Texas;
of
Yates,
Vaclav T.
T. Jesek,
Jesek, of
Samuel Hillman,
Hillman, of Ohio; Herbert S.
Texas; Samuel
of Texas;
Vaclav
Morgan
Journeau,
Michigan; Charles F.
F. Ross, of New York; Morgan
of Michigan;
Journeau, of
Rose, of
York; Walter
Walter F. Develing, of Illinois; Rudolph E.
New York;
of New
Rose,
Frye,
of Maryland;
Maryland; Steve
Montana; Joseph Hulin,
of Montana;
Tanner, of
D. Tanner,
Steve D.
Frye, of
Oklahoma; Thomas Wilof
North Carolina;
Carolina; Blaine G. Yeoman, of Oklahoma;
of North
Murray, of New York; Ivan E.
J. Murray,
liams, of
of West
West Virginia;
Virginia; William J.
lams,
Bushong,
Raymond Washburn,
Washburn, of Ohio; William P.
Washington; Raymond
of Washington;
Bushong, of
Alexander, of
of Kentucky;
Kentucky; Burl
Williams,
Glover, of Ohio; John H. Williams,
Burl Glover,
Alexander,
Oklahoma; Daniel Carbone,
of
Carbone,
L. Herver, of Oklahoma;
Washington; Joseph L.
of Washington;
of
of
John J.
J. Rapp, of
Connecticut; John J.
J. Varga,
Varga, of Connecticut;
Pennsylvania; John
of Pennsylvania;
Knigge,
Pennsylvania;
Arkansas; Richard Knigge,
Pennsylvania; Charles S. Bennett, of Arkansas;
of Idaho;
Idaho; Walter
New York;
York; Domenico
Domenico Capuczi, of New
of New
Mau, of
Walter Mau,
of
York; John
Raymond S. Day, of PennMassachusetts; Raymond
of Massachusetts;
Kosic, of
John Kosic,
York;
sylvania; Harry
Herring, of
of Pennsylvania;
Samuel Singer, of MasPennsylvania; Samuel
Harry Herring,
sylvania;
sachusetts; George
George Graves,
Graves, of
of Missouri;
Kittay, of New York;
York;
Abe Kittay,
Missouri; Abe
sachusetts;
John
Halahan,
of
Pennsylvania;
Frank
J.
Lhota,
of
Pennsylvania;
Pennsylvania;
of
Lhota,
J.
Frank
Pennsylvania;
of
John Halahan,
District
Edward
of Pennsylvania;
Pennsylvania; Ellis DeWitt, of the District
Paulson, of
J. Paulson,
Edward J.
of IlliMarzullo,
John
of
Columbia;
Bernard
Cady,
Maryland;
Marzullo,
Maryland;
of
Cady.
Bernard
of Columbia;
Nebraska;
nois; Joe
of Pennsylvania;
Pennsylvania; Lloyd Pierson, of Nebraska;
Brew, of
Joe Brew,
nois;
Philip N.
Pennsylvania, and
and their
their successors,
successors, are hereby
of Pennsylvania,
Harrison, of
N. Harrison,
Philip
created and
corporate of the District of Columbody corporate
to be aabody
declared to
and declared
created
United
"The
bia. The
The name
name of
this corporation
The United States
corporation shall be "
of this
bia.
Blind
Veterans of the World War."
Blind Veterans
1 are hereby
S
EC. 2.
persons named
named in
in section
hereby author- CompopIotionoonf l'
section 1
said persons
That said
2. That
SEC.
ized to
to meet
to complete
complete the
corporation by the
organization of said corporation
the organization
meet to
ized
selection
of officers,
by-laws, and
and
officers, the adoption of aa constitution and by-laws,
selection of
and to
all other
other things necessary
necessary to carry into effect the provido all
to do
and
sions
sions of this Act.
ec

iza
ct o
na
m l eti°n°f°rgan-

SEC. 3. That the purposes of said corporation are to bind together

forSEC.
their
3. That
mutual
the purposes
fellowshipof and
said assistance
corporationthose
are to
citizens
bind together
of the
for their mutual fellowship and assistance those citizens of the
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United States
States of
America who
who have
country .in
in war,
United
of America
have served
served their
their country
war,
and
bear as
mark of
of such
the loss
sight and
and who
who bear
as aamark
such service
service the
loss of
of their
their sight
and
to perpetuate
keep alive
alive the
their comradeship
comradeship and
to
perpetuate and
and keep
the memories
memories of
of their
and
to
enable them
them by
by their
their organization
to render
they can
can to
to
to enable
organization to
render what
what aid
aid they
the
in general.
general.
the blind
blind in
General, etc.,
SEC.
the corporation
corporation created
by this
Act shall
General,
etc., corSEG. 4. That
That the
created by
this Act
shall have
the
have the
porate powers.
following
powers: To
perpetual succession
succession with
to sue
sue
following powers:
To have
have perpetual
with power
power to
and
be sued
sued in
in courts
courts of
equity; to
to receive,
own, use,
and be
of law
law and
and equity;
receive, hold,
hold, own,
use,
and
of such
real estate
estate and
personal property
as shall
be
and dispose
dispose of
such real
and personal
property as
shall be
necessary
for its
its corporate
purposes; to
corporate seal
and
necessary for
corporate purposes;
to adopt
adopt aa corporate
seal and
alter
same at
pleasure; to
and
alter the
the same
at pleasure;
to adopt
adopt a
a constitution,
constitution, by-laws,
by-laws, and
regulations to
to carry
carry out
its purposes,
with the
the laws
regulations
out its
purposes, not
not inconsistent
inconsistent with
laws
of the
the United
United States
any State;
to use
use in
in carrying
carrying out
out the
of
States or
or of
of any
State; to
the
purposes
such emblems
emblems and
and badges
badges as
as it
may
purposes of
of the
the corporation
corporation such
it may
adopt; to
to establish
establish and
maintain offices
offices for
of its
its busiadopt;
and maintain
for the
the conduct
conduct of
business
establish State
organizations and
and local
ness;• to
to establish
State and
and Territorial
Territorial organizations
local
chapter
organizations; to
publish a
amagazine
magazine or
or other
pubchapter or
or post
post organizations;
to publish
other publications,
generally do
all such
acts and
and things
as may
lications, and
and generally
do any
any and
and all
such acts
things as
may
be necessary
and proper
in carrying
effect the
purposes of
be
necessary and
proper in
carrying into
into effect
the purposes
of the
the
corporation.
corporation.
ct
Eligibility for aactive
SEC. 5.
That any
discharged American
American veteran
veteran of
of the
memlbsip
ive
SEC.
5. That
any honorably
honorably discharged
the
membership.
allied forces
who participated
in the
the World
World War
War and
and whose
whose vision
allied
forces who
participated in
vision
has become
an extent
that he
eligible for
has
become defective
defective to
to such
such an
extent that
he is
is eligible
for traintraining under
under Supervisor
Supervisor for
States Veterans'
Veterans'
ing
for the
the Blind
Blind of
of the
the United
United States
Bureau, and
and any
any ex-service
who is
for such
such training
Bureau,
ex-service man
man who
is eligible
eligible for
training
shall be
be eligible
eligible for
in the
es
States
United Stat
the United
membership" in
for "active
"active membership"
hono-shall
Admissions to honorary membership.
membership.
Blind Veterans of the World
racy
World War.
War. The
members of
of this
The members
this corporacorporation shall
shall have
the power
power to
to admit
to "honortion
have the
admit such
such other
other persons
persons to
"honorary"
membership as
they may
fit.
ary
" membership
as they
may see
see fit.
Purpose restriction.
Purposercton.
SEC.
organization shall
SEC. 6. That this organization
and shall
shall be
be nonpolitical
nonpolitical and
shall not
not
Use of name exclu-

sive.
o name exclusive

Amendment.
Amendment.

June
1924.
June 7,
7, 4816
1924.
(H.
H. R.
R. 4816.].]
[Public,
No.
219.]
[Public, No. 21i.]

be used
for the
the dissemination
dissemination of
of partisan
principles.
be
used for
partisan principles.
SEC. 7.
That said
said corporation
corporation and
and its
and local
subdiviSEC.
7. That
its State
State and
local subdivisions shall have the sole
exclusive right
to have
and to
to use
in
sole and
and exclusive
right to
have and
use in
its purposes
purposes the
the name
"The United
United States
Vetcarrying out
out its
name "The
States Blind
Blind Veterans of
of the
the World
World War."
SEC.
SEC. 8. That the right to repeal, alter, or amend this Act at any
time
is hereby
time is
hereby expressly
expressly reserved.
reserved.
Approved,
June 7,
Approved, June
7, 1924.
1924.

CHAP. 297.-An
297.—An Act Authorizing
Authorizing the Secretary
Secretary of War to permit the city
city
of Vicksburg, Mississippi, to construct
construct and maintain
maintain water mains on and under
under
the National Cemetery
Mississippi.
Cemetery Road
Road at Vicksburg,
Vicksburg, Mississippi.

Be
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
and House
House of
Be it
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
1
Vicksburg
National
United States
o‘ America
in Congress
assem bled, Th
at t
he SecSec Cemeterk
g Natlonal
United
States of
CemeterY.
America in
Congress assembled,
That
the
ray
gMnd
Rigtlt
roVicksburg,
v
ugk
iik
,
of
sb,way
7 ,
granted
M
retary of War be,
e, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and
an d empowere
empowered,
d,
to tRiight
Miss.,
through, f
for WST:i
under such terms
water- to
him,,
works.
under
terms and conditions as are deemed
deemed advisable
ad
vi s
aN
by him
hi,
work
to permit
permit the city of Vicksburg, Mississippi, to construct,
construct, operate,
and maintain water mains in connection
connection with the waterworks
waterworks of
said city, on and under the National
National Cemetery Road at Vicksburg,
Mississippi.
Mississippi.
Approved,
June 7,
Approved, June
7, 1924.
1924.
June 7,
1924.
7, 1924.
[H. R. 4835.]
-)] .3)
:[Public,
Ibl .No. 21.1J.]
indio.n pupils
;
Payment authorized
authorized
for tuition of. in
i State
State
public
publc schools,
schools, 19=,
192,
1923.

:n:.an
:,pl.
of.

CHAP.
To pay
of Indian
children in
public schools.
in public
schools.
tuition of
Indian children
298.-An Act
Act To
pay tuition
CHAP. 298.—An

Be it enacted
Senate and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
the
enacted by the Senate
United States of America in
in Congress
United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretarv of the Interior is hereby authorized to pav
which
tary
pay any claims which
are
be proper
proper and
just, whether
contracts
are ascertained
ascertained to
to be
and just,
whether covered
covered by
by contracts
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S. 298-300.
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1924.
1924.

or not, for tuition of Indian pupils in State public schools during the
the
fiscal years 1922 and 1923, and to expend for such purpose
purpose out of
of
balances remaining
remaining from the appropriations
appropriations for support of Indian
day and industrial schools for such fiscal years, not to exceed aa
total of $30,000,
$30,000, without regard to the limitations
limitations heretofore
heretofore placed
placed
by law upon the use of such appropriations
appropriations for tuition of Indian
pupils in public schools.
Approved, June 7, 1924.
Approved,
authorize an exchange
exchange of lands with the
the State of
of
CHAP. 299.-An
299.—An Act To authorize
Washington.
Washington.

June 7,
7, 1924.
June
1924.

[H. R. 5318.1
[Public,
[Public, No.
No. 221.]
221.]

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
and House
Hause of
of Representatives
Be
the Senate
Senate and
Representatives of
of the
the
of America in
in Congress
delivery tentiary,
tentiary,
McNeilWash.
Wash.
Island
States of
United States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That upon
upon delivery
ni

to the
Secretary of
the State
of its
to
the Secretary
of the
the Interior
Interior by
by the
State of
of Washington
Washington of
its
properly executed
United States
States of
of America
America in
in
properly
executed conveyance
conveyance to
to the
the United

fee simple
simple of
of the
the following
lands in
in that
fee
following lands
that State:
State: The
The northwest
northwest
northeast quarter, the northeast
northeast quarter of the northquarter of the northeast
northwest quarter, the southwest
west quarter, the south half of the northwest
southwest
quarter and the northwest quarter
southeast quarter, all in
quarter of the southeast
section 16, township
1 east, Willamette Meridian,
township 20 north, range 1
Meridian,
containing three hundred
containing
hundred and sixty acres, the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
Interior

Exchange

of lands

with
Washington.
iWashington.

To United States.

To United States.

authorized to issue in exchange
exchange therefor
a patent to the State of To Washington.
is authorized
therefor a
Washington.
Washington to the following
following lands in that State: The north
Washington
north half of
of
northwest quarter, the east half of the southwest
quarter of the
southwest quarter
the northwest
northwest quarter, the east half of the northwest quarter
quarter of the
southwest quarter, all in section 25, township
township 22 north, range 10
10
west,
west, Willamette
Willamette Meridian.
Meridian.
Lands received
received addaddLands
S
EC. 2.
described shall
title thereto
thereto ed
to penitentiary.
penitentiary.
ed to
SEC.
2. That
That the
the lands
lands first
first described
shall as
as soon
soon as
as title
is
is vested
vested in the
the United States be under
under the care
care and control
control of
of the
Attorney General
him
General of the United States, to be administered by him
as aapart of the Federal penitentiary
penitentiary on McNeil Island.
Approved, June 7
7 1924.
CHAP.
300.—An Act
Conferring jurisdiction
jurisdiction upon the
to
CHAP. 300.-An
Act Conferring
the Court
Court of Claims to
hear, examine, adjudicate, and enter judgment
jud*ment in any claims which the Choctaw
and Chickasaw Indians may have against the United States,
States, and for other
other
purposes.
purposes.

by the Senate
Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
Be it
Be
it enacted
enacted by
United
States of
in Congress
That jurisdiction
jurisdiction
United States
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
be, and
and is
upon the
Court of
notwithconferred upon
the Court
of Claims,
Claims, notwithbe,
is hereby,
hereby, conferred
standing the
lapse of
of time
or statutes
statutes of
of limitation,
hear, exexstanding
the lapse
time or
limitation, to
to hear,
amine, and
and render
any and
and all
all legal
amine,
and adjudicate
adjudicate and
render judgment
judgment in
in any
legal
and equitable
equitable claims
under or
or growing
growing out
out of
of any
treaty
and
claims arising
arising under
any treaty
or agreement
between the
the United
United States
the Choctaw
or
agreement between
States and
and the
Choctaw and
and
Chickasaw
Indian Nations
Nations or Tribes,
Tribes, or
or either
either of them,
them, or
or arising
arising
Chickasaw Indian
under or
out of
of Congress
in relation
Indian
of any
any Act
Act of
Congress in
relation to
to Indian
under
or growing
growing out
affairs which
which said
and Chickasaw
Chickasaw Nations
or Tribes
may
affairs
said Choctaw
Choctaw and
Nations or
Tribes may
have against
claims have
against the
the United
United States,
States, which
which claims
have not
not heretofore
heretofore
been determined and adjudicated
adjudicated on their merits by the Court of
of
Claims or the Supreme Court of the United States.
claims against
against the United
United States
States within the
SEC.
Any and all claims
S
EC. 2. Any
purview
of this
Act shall
shall be
unless suit
be instiinstipurview of
this Act
be forever
forever barred
barred unless
suit be
tuted or petition
filed as
as herein provided in
in the
the Court
Court of Claims
Claims
petition filed
within five years
years from
from the date
date of approval
this Act. The
The
approval of this
claim or claims
claims of
of each
of said
each of
said Indian
Indian nations
nations shall
shall be
be presented
presented
separately
by petition
in the
the Court
Court of
of Claims,
Claims, and
separately or
or jointly
jointly by
petition in
and such
such

June 7,
1921.
June
7, 1921.
[H. R. 5325.1
[H.
[Public, No. 222.1
22i.][Public,

,

w and (hickChickCboctaw
asasraans.
asaw
Indians.
d
claUndetermine
ymn
s
deof, m against
Inie
nsl
claims
United
United States, to be
Court
adjudicated by Court
adjudicated
m;:of Claims.

Time of
Time
of filing.
filing.

Jointly
or
Jointly,,
or

ly, presented.
fr,

separateseparate-
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action shall
petitioner party
shall make the petitioner
party plaintiff
or plaintiffs
plaintiff or
plaintiffs and
and
the United
the
United States
States party
party defendant.
defendant. The
The petition
petition shall
be verified
verified
shall be
by the attorney or attorneys
attorneys employed
employed to
to prosecute
prosecute such
such claim
claim or
or
claims under
under contract approved by the Commissioner
of Indian
Commissioner of
Indian
Affairs and the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior, and said
contract with
with
said contract
such Indian tribe shall be executed in behalf
behalf of
of the
by the
the tribe
tribe by
the
governor
governor or principal chief thereof,
thereof, or,
if there
no governor
or, if
there be
be no
governor
or principal chief, by aa committee
committee chosen
chosen by
by the
tribe under
the
the tribe
under the
direction
direction and
approval of
of the
Commissioner of
of Indian
Affairs
and approval
the Commissioner
Indian Affairs
Proviso.
Additionalattorneys,
of the
the Interior:
Interior: Provided,
Additional attornevs, and the Secretary
Secretary of
Provided, however,
however, That
the attorThat the
attortc., allowed
ney
attorneys employed
employed as herein
AC., allowed.
ney or
or attorneys
herein provided
provided may be assisted
by the
the
assisted by
regular tribal attorney or attorneys employed
employed under
law
under existing
existing law
under direction of the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior,
with such
Interior, with
such addiadditional reasonable and necessary expenses
expenses for
attorneys
for said
said tribal
tribal attorneys
to be approved
approved and paid from
from the
the funds
of the
the respective
funds of
respective tribes
tribes
Evidena
d under
under the
of the
the Secretary
the Interior,
Interior , as
as may
be
the direction
direction of
Secretary of
of the
may be
Evidence admitted. required
required for the proper
proper conduct
conduct of
of suc
h litigation.
litigation. Official
Official letters,
such
letters,
papers, documents, and records, or certified
certified copies
copies thereof,
thereof, may
may
be used in evidence,
evidence, and the departments
departments of
shall
of the
the Government
Government shall
give access to the attorney
attorney or
or attorneys
attorneys of
of the
the above-named
above-named Indian
Indian
nations to such treaties, papers, correspondence,
records as
may
correspondence, or
or records
as may
b
e
ounter claims
aims adthe attorney
attorneys of
Indian nations.
nations.
needed by
by the
attorney or
or attorneys
of said
said Indian
Counter
ad- be needed
t
mit ed.
SEC.
mitted.
Sac. 3. In
In said suit the court shall also
hear, examine,
examine, consider,
consider,
also hear,
and adjudicate
United States
adjudicate any claims which the United
States may
may have
have
against said Indian nations, but
which may
have been
but any
any payment
payment which
may have
been
made by the United States upon any claim
claim against
against the
the United
United
States
States shall not operate
operate as an estoppel, but may be
as an
an
be pleaded
pleaded as
offset
in
such
suit.
Appeal
to
Sa
offset
in
such
suit.
Appeal
to Supreme
rt
cou
SEC.
Court.
S
EC. 4. That from the decision
decision of the Court of Claims in any
any suit
prosecuted under the authority of this Act,
Act, an
appeal may
may be
be taken
an appeal
taken
by either
either party as in other cases to the Supreme
by
Supreme Court
of the
the
Court of
United States.
States.
States.
Attorneys'
Attorneys' fees,
fees, etc,
etc., Uid
bytderees'
ofe
SEC. 5. That upon the final determination
determination of
by decree of
court. tco.
Sac.
any suit
instituted
of any
suit instituted
under
under this Act, the Court
Claims shall
shall decree
decree such
such amount
amount or
Court of
of Claims
or
amounts as it may find reasonable
reasonable to be paid
paid any
any attorney
attorney or
or attorattorneys, other than the regular tribal
tribal attorney
attorney or
or attorneys
employed
attorneys employed
under existing law, employed by said
the services
said Indian
Indian nations
nations for
for the
services
Proro,
and expenses
attorneys rendered
or incurred
subsequent to
to
expenses of
of said
said attorneys
Prol
rendered or
incurred subsequent
Limitation.
the date of approval
approval of
of such
Limitation,
such contract:
in no
no case
contract: Provided,
Provided, That
That in
case
shall the
the aggregate amounts decreed
shall
decreed by said Court of
of Claims
for
Claims for
services and expenses
expenses be in excess of the
the amount
or amounts
amounts stipuamount or
stipulated in the contract of employment,
lated
employment, or
in excess
excess of
sum equal
or in
of aa sum
equal to
to
Tsle of ord
orders
10 per
per centum
centum of
ers and 10
of the
the amount
am ount of
of recovery
recovery against
United States.
against the
the United
prissue
States.
oclss.
SEC.
6. The
full authority
process.
S
EC. 6.
The Court of Claims shall have
have full
by proper
proper
authority by
orders and process
process to bring in
any or
in and
and make
make parties
parties to
to such
such suit
suit any
or
all persons deemed
necessary or
deemed by it necessary
to the
the final
or proper
proper to
final determinadetermination
tion of
of the
the matters
matters in
in controversy.
controversy.
kPPearance of AttorepGeneralire
SEC.
A copy
copy of
ney
Gener aldirecAtedrt
ed.
S
EC. 7.
7. A
of the
th e petition
petiti on shall,
shall , in
i
n such
suc h case,
case be
be served
served upon
upon
the Attorney
Attorney General of the United St
at
es ,and
an d he,
he, or
some attorStates,
or some
attorney
from the
the Department
ney from
Department of Justice
Justice to be designated
designated by
by him
him, is
is
hereby directed to appear
appear and d
ef
en d th
i
nt
erests of
of the
United
defend
thee interests
the United
States in such case.
case.
Approved, June 7, 1924.
1924.
Verfication.
Verification.

June
June 7,
7, 1924.
1924.
DJ. R.
R. 79%3.1
__[B.
79l.]

[Public,
No.
[Pulic,
No. =.1

Publiclands.
Public lands.

CHAP. 301.—An
301.-An Act
Act Granting
lands to
to the
the city
of Golden,
Golden, Colorado,
Granting public
public lands
city of
Colorado,
to CHAP.
secure aa supply
of water
domestic purposes.
purposes.
to
secure
supply of
water for
for municipal
municipal and
and domestic

Be it
it enacted by the Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
and House
House of
the
United
America in
in Congress
United States
States of
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That for
purpose
for the
the purpose
of
securing an
an adequate
adequate supply of water for domestic
of securing
domestic and
and municipal
municipal
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Granted to Golden,
purposes
for the
use of
city of
is hereby
Granted water
to Golden,
there is
hereby Colo.,
Colorado, there
the city
of Golden,
Golden, Colorado
the use
of the
purposes for
Colo., for water
supgranted
said city
city the
follows: In
critn.
as follows:
In Clear
Clear ply.
plyDescription.
granted to
to the
the said
the lands
lands described
described as
Creek
County, Colorado,
west of
of the
the Descrption.
range 72
72 west
township 4
4 south,
south, range
Colorado, township
Creek County,
sixth
meridian; northwest
northwest quarter
quarter of
of southeast
southeast quarter,
quarter,
sixth principal
principal meridian;
south half
southwest quarter,
quarter, section
8; north
half of
of northwest
northwest
section 8;
north half
half of
of southwest
south
quarter,
quarter of
of northeast
north half
southhalf of
of southnortheast quarter,
quarter, north
southwest quarter
quarter, southwest
east
quarter , south
of south
south half,
half, section
section 17;
17; southwest
quarter
southwest quarter
south half
half of
east quarter,
of
northwest quarter
quarter of
southeast
of southeast
quarter, section
section 20,
20, northwest
of the
the northeast
northeast quarter,
quarter;
southeast quarter
section 21;
21; south
south
quarter, section
of southeast
southeast quarter,
quarter of
quarter; southeast
half of
north half,
half, southeast
quarter, south
south half
of southwest
southwest quarter,
half of
southeast quarter,
half
of north
section 22;
north half
half of
of north
southwest quarter
of northeast
northeast
quarter of
north half,
half, southwest
section
22; north
quarter,
section 27;
27; east
northwest quarter,
quarter, section
southeast quarter
quarter of
of northwest
quarter, southeast
half
of northwest
total one
one thousand
three
thousand three
28; total
quarter, section
section 28;
northwest quarter,
half of
Payment.
hundred
twenty acres,
more or
on condition
that the
the said
said Payment.
condition that
or less,
less, on
acres, more
and twenty
hundred and
city
for such
such lands
lands at
at the
of $1.25
acre
$1.25 per
per acre
the rate
rate of
shall make
make payment
payment for
city shall
to the
the receiver
receiver of
United States
land office
office at
at Denver,
Colorado, P
States land
Denver, Colorado,
to
of the
the United
0171805.
within one
one year
approval of
of this
this Act:
Act: Provided,
there r
lineral deposits
Mineral
deposits rereProvided, That
That there
within
year after
after approval
served.
shall
be
reserved
to
the
United
States
all
oil,
coal,
or
other
mineral
shall be reserved to the United States all oil, coal, or other mineral served.
deposits found
found at
any time
lands, and
to prospect
right to
prospect Existing rights, etc.,
and the
the right
time in
in the
the lands,
at any
deposits
further, That the
the. grant protected.
Epstid rights,etc.,
Providedfurther,
the same: Provided
for, mine,
mine, and remove the
herein made
made is
is subject
to any
or easements
easements on
on
rights or
existing rights
any valid
valid existiyT
subject to
herein
Reversion for nonsaid lands,
that upon
upon failure
failure of
of the
city for
year to
Reversion for ncafor one
one year
to make
make user.
the city
and that
said
lands, and
use of
of the
herein granted,
accordance with
of this
purpose of
with the purpose
in accordance
granted, in
lands herein
use
the lands
Act, all
all rights hereunder
the
such lands
lands revert
revert to the
hereunder shall cease and such
Act,
United States.mer
States.
United
grant of degrant of
rii lands,
deS
EC. 2.
That the
the Act
Act of
of Congress
Congress approved
approved August
August 25,
25, 1914
1914 scribedlandsrepealed
scribed
SEC.
2. That
Vol. 38, p.706.
(Thirty-eighth
Statutes,
pige
706),
entitled
"An
Act
granting
public
70.
Vol
38,p.
granting
public
"An
Act
page
706),
entitled
(Thirty-eighth Statutes,
Denver,, in the State of Colorado,
lands to the city and county of Denver
for public
public park
authorizes
repealed in so far as it authorizes
purposes," is hereby repealed
for
park purposes,"
the
section 1
1 hereof.
described in section
of the
the lands
lands described
of any of
the disposition of
Approved, June
Approved,
June 7,
7, 1924.

CHAP. 302.-An
302.—An Act
Act Making
Making appropriations
appropriations for
the government
of the
the
for the
government of
CHAP.
against
District of
other activities
activities chargeable
in whole
whole or
in part
past against
or in
chargeable in
and other
of Columbia
Columbia and
District
the
of such
for the
the fiscal
for
June 30,
30, 1925,
1925, and
and for
fiscal year
year ending
ending June
District for
the revenues
revenues of
such District
other purposes.
other
purposes.

June 7,
1924.
June
7,1924.

in. R. 8839.1
[H.
R. 8839.]
[Public, No. 224.1
No. 224.
[Public,

Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate and
of Representatives
of the
Be it
it enacted
House of
and House
Representatives of
the District
DistrictoColumba.
of Columbia.
for
United
of America
That in
in order
order to
America in
Congress assembled,
United States
States of
in Congress
assembled, That
to Appropriations
Approprlations
for
ense:ev
oe
f,freo
s
m District
nu
nd
and
year Tretrevenuesm
defray the
the expenses
expenses of
of the
the District
District of
of Columbia
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
Columbia for
defray
$9,000,000
from
the
from the
,000,00o
proportionate Treasury.
ending June 30, 1925, any revenue (not including the proportionate
share
United States
any revenue
revenue arising
result of
share of
of the
the United
States in
in any
arising as
as the
the. result
of Revenues
Revenues from activfrom all
sources to
to
all sources
ties from
thf
texpenditure
expenditure of appropriations
appropriations made for the fiscal year 1924 and ities
the.
be
be credited
credited to the District.
prior
fiscal
years)
now
required
by
law
to
be
credited
to
the
District
prior fiscal years) now required by law to be credited to the District trict.
of Columbia
and the
the United
the same
same proportion
proportion that
that
in the
United States
States in
of
Columbia and
each contributed
to the
whence such
such revenue
revenue
or source
source from
from whence
the activity
activity or
each
contributed to
credited wholly
wholly to
to the District of Columbia,
be credited
was derived shall be
and in
in addition, $9,000,000
appropriated, out
in the
out of any money in
is appropriated,
$9,000,000 is
and
Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
and all
remainder out
of Adans.
Treasury
appropriated, and
all the
the remainder
out of
Advances.
the combined
of the
the District
such advances
the
combined revenues
revenues of
District of
of Columbia
Columbia and
and such
advances Vol
vol 42,
42 p.668.
p.8.
from
Federal Treasury
Treasury as
as are
are authorized
authorized in
in the
District of
the District
from the
the Federal
Columbia
namely:
Columbia Appropriation
Appropriation Act for the fiscal year 1923, namely:
GENERAL
EXPENSES.
GENERAL EXPENSES.
ExEcu rivE OFFICE.
OFFICE.
EXECUTIVE

For
personal services
in accordance
with the
the Classification
Act
Classification Act
accordance with
For personal
services in
of
$40,500, plus
so much
much as
as may
may be
salary
to make
make salary
necessary to
be necessary
plus so
1923, $40,500,
of 1923,
of
engineer commissioner
commissioner $7,500:
Provided, That
That m
apm expending
expending ap$7,500: Provided,
of engineer

General expenses.

Generalexpenses
Executive office.
Executive
office.
Office
Office personnel.
personnel.
Vol. 42, p. 1488.

Vol. 42, p. 1488.
Provisos.

PrO-

540
540

SIXTY-EIGHTH
SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.

Restriction on
Restriction
ceeding
average
ceeding average
aries.

aries.

exexsal-

Not applicable to
clerical-mechanical
clericalechanicl
es
services.
ductin rer
No
reduction
iore reduction
quired.
Vol. 42, p. 1490.
Higher'
Higher salr
salary rates
allowed.

allowed.

Veterinary division.

Veternary dion
s

.

.

Purchasing division.

Bilding
Building inspection
division.

Motor
v~eiefo.

-

Motor vehicles
vehicles for inMotor
spectors.
spectrs.

Plumbing inspection
inspection
Plumbing
division.

Motor
cycles for
in
Motor cycles
for inspectors.

Building.
District Building.

I.
SESS. I.

C.
CH. 302.
302.

1924.
1924.

propriations or
portions of
appropriations, contained
in this
propriations
or portions
of appropriations,
contained in
this Act,
Act,
for
the payment
payment for
personal services
services in
in accordance
with the
the ClassiClassifor the
for personal
accordance with
fication Act
Act of
1923, the
average of
the salaries
fication
of 1923,
the average
of the
salaries of
of the
the total
total number
number
of
under any
any grade
grade or
or class
class thereof
thereof in
in any
any bureau,
of persons
persons under
bureau, office,
office,
or
appropriation unit,
unit, shall
not at
the average
or other
other appropriation
shall not
at any
any time
time exceed
exceed the
average
of the
compensation rates
specified for
the grade
grade by
Act:
of
the compensation
rates specified
for the
by such
such Act:
Provided,
That this
this restriction
not apply
grades 1,
1, 2,
Provided, That
restriction shall
shall not
(1) to
apply (1)
to grades
2, 3,
3,
and 4
4of
of the
the clerical-mechanical
require the
reducand
clerical-mechanical service,
service, or
or (2) to
to require
the reduction in salary
compensation is fixed, as of
salary of any person whose compensation
of
July 1,
1924, in
in accordance
accordance with
of section
of such
such
section 66 of
rules of
the rules
with the
1, 1924,
July
Act, or (3)
a salary under any grade
(3) to prevent the payment of a
at
rate higher
higher than
the maximum
maximum rate
rate of
of the
the grade
grade when
when such
such
at a
a rate
than the
permitted by the Classification
higher rate is
is permitted
Classification Act of
of 1923 and is
specifically authorized
authorized by
specifically
by other
other law.
law.
Veterinary
accordance with
Veterinary division: For personal
personal services
services in accordance
with the
the
Classification
Act of
1923, $1,680;
for medicines,
medicines, surgical,
Classification Act
of 1923,
$1,680; for
surgical, and
and hoshospital
in all,
all, $2,030;
pital supplies,
supplies, $350;
$2,030;
$350; in
Purchasing division: For personal
personal services in accordance
accordance with
with
temporary
the
Classification Act of
mporary labor, $200;
the Classification
of 1923,
1923, $49,880; temporary
$200; in
in
all,
$50,080;
all, $50,080;
Building
inspection division:
For personal
personal services
Building inspection
division: For
services in
in accordance
accordance
with
the Classification
Classification Act
1923, $57,080;
$57,080; for
for temporary
addiwith the
Act of
of 1923,
temporary additional
assistant
inspectors,
$17,000;
in
all,
$74,080;
tional assistant inspectors, $17,000; in all, $74,080:
To
reimburse espectnspectors
eight inspectors for
expenses incurred
in the
the
To reimburse
for expenses
incurred by
by them
them in
maintenance of their own motorcycles
maintenance
motorcycles or automobiles
automobiles incident
incident to
to
the
of their
official duties,
a.t the
the rate
of $13
and $26
$26
the performance
performance of
their official
duties, at
rate of
$13 and
each
per month,
respectively, $2,028.
$2,028.
month, respectively,
each per
r.*
.........
1..<
*7
inspection division:
division: For
personal services
accordance
Plumbing inspection
For personal
services in
in accordance
with
Plumbing
the
assification
ins
Act
of
1923,
$21,420;
for
temporary
employwith the Classification Act of 1923, $21,420; for temporary employment of additional assistant inspectors
inspectors of
of plumbing
plumbing and laborers for
for
such
services may
$4,000; three
members
such time
time as
as their services
may be
be required,
required, $4,000;
three members
of
board, at
at $150
$150 each;
each; in
$25,870.
of plumbing
plumbing board,
in all,
all, $25,870.
To
assistant inspectors
inspectors of
provision
reimburse five
To reimburse
five assistant
of plumbing
plumbing for
for provision
and maintenance
themselves of
motorcycles for
for use
in their
their
maintenance by
by themselves
of five motorcycles
use in
official inspections
inspections in the
the District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, $13
$13 per
month each,
per month
each,
$780.
In all, Executive
Executive Office,
$195,368.
In
Office, $195,368.
BUILDING.
CARE OF DISTRICT BUILDING.

Operating force,
operating
force, etc.
etc.

For personal
accordance with the Classification Act of
of
For
personal services in accordance
1923,
of cleaners
48 cents
cent
s
to exceed
exceed 48
1923, $44,000;
$44,000; services
services of
cleaners as
as necessary,
necessary, not
not to
Assistant engineers,
Assistant
engineers, per
per hour,
hour, $14,400;
$14,400; in
$58,400: Provided,
Provided, That no other approiin all, $58,400:
etc.
in this
this Act
be available
available for
for the
the employment
employment of
of
priation made
made in
Act shall
shall be
additional
engineers or watchmen
additional assistant
assistant engineers
watchmen for the care
care of the District
Building.
trict Building.
Operating
Operating epenses.
expenses.
For fuel, light, power, repairs,
repairs, laundry, mechanics, and labor not
not
miscellaneous supplies,
$35,000.
to exceed $5,000, and miscellaneous
supplies, $35,000.
Proriso.
Poriso.

ASSESSOR'S OFFICE.
Assessor's
Assessor's office.
ffice.

For
personal services
in accordance
For personal
services in
accordance with the Classification Act of
of
1923, $115,740;
$115,740; temporary
$118,740.
temporary clerk
clerk hire,
hire, $3,000; in
in all,
all, $118,740.
LICENSE
LICENSE BUREAU.

License bureau.
License
burea.
Vehicle tags.
a

Vehiet gs.

For personal
personal services
accordance with the Classification Act of
For
services in
in accordance
of
1923, $17,820;
$17,820; temporary
temporary clerk
clerk hire,
1923.
hire, $1,500;
$1,500; in
in all,
all, $19,320.
$19,320.
For purchase
purchase of metal indentification
indentification tags for horse-drawn
horse-drawn vehicles used for business
business purposes and motor vehicles
vehicles in
in the
the District of
Columbia, $17,500.
$17,500.
Columbia,

S
IXTYEIGH TH CONGRE
SS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH
CONGRESS.

SESS. I.
I. CH.
SESS.
CH. 302.
302.

541
541

1924.
1924.

COLLECTOR'S
COLLECTOR'S OFFICE.
OFFICE.

For personal services
accordance with the
services in accordance
the Classification
Classification Act
Act of
of

1923, $68,360.

AUDITOR'S OFFICE.
Ot N
AUDITOR'S

accordance with
with the Classification
For personal services
services in accordance
Classification Act
Act of
of

1923, $74,800.

Collector's office.
office.
Collector's

Auditor's office.
office.
Auditor's

OFFICE OF
OFFICE
OF CORPORATION
CORPORATION COUNSEL.
COUNSEL.

For personal
personal services
services in
in accordance
the Classification
Classification Act
Act of
.19so
o
r
to
ce
ra.
tion
For
accordance with
with the
of se,5OEration
1923, $30,740.
1923,
$30,740.
CORONER'S OFFICE.
CORONER'S
OFFICE.
For
personal services
in accordance
with the
of
For personal
services in
accordance with
the Classification
Classification Act
Act of

1923, $5,160.
$5,160.
1923,

oun
Coun-

C -

Coroner's
office.
Coroner's office.

Refrigerating plant,

Refrigerating

plant,

pl ant
For
installation of
refrigerating plant
plant at
the morgue,
$5,000.
morgue.
For installation
of refrigerating
at the
morgue, $5,000.
morgue
For
nonpassenger-carrying motor
wagon for
4
,1'7'
s:teeooffmorgue
For the
the maintenance
maintenance of
of aanonpassenger-carrying
motor wagon
for 4,1
Epenses
morgue,,
the
jurors' fees,
witness fees,
autopsies, ice,
ice, disindisinthe morgue,
morgue, jurors'
fees, witness
fees, making
making autopsies,
fectants, telephone
telephone service, and other necessary
necessary supplies for the
morgue, and the necessary
expenses of
including
necessary expenses
of holding
holding inquests, including
stenographic services
services in
in taking
taking testimony,
testimony, and
and photographing
stenographic
photographing Automobile.
Automobile.
unidentified
bodies, $6,000,
$6,000, and
allowance at
the rate
unidentified bodies,
and including
including an
an allowance
at the
rate of
of Automle
coroner for furnishing
furnishing an automobile
$26 per month to the coroner
automobile in
in the
performance
performance of official duties.

OFFICE OF
OF SUPERINTENDENT
MEASURES, AND
AND MARKETS.
MARKETS.
OFFICE
SUPERINTENDENT OF
OF WEIGHTS,
WEIGHTS, MEASURES,

For personal services
accordance with the Classification
services in accordance
Classification Act of
$33,160.
1923,
1923, $33,160.
1923,
$33,160.
For purchase
purchase of commodities,
commodities, including personal services,
services m in con-

Officeofsuerintendt of of superintenden Office
ent of weights, measmeasures, and
and markets.
Inspection,
etc.
Inspection, etc.

nection
nection,with investigation and detection of sales of short weight and
measure, $300.

For maintenance
maintenance and repairs to markets, including
enincluding salary of enrefrigerating plant at not exceeding
gineer for refrigerating
exceeding $1,200
$1,200 per annum,
$7,000.
$7,000.
maintenance and
and repair
For maintenance
repair of four motor
motor trucks, at $340 each,
$1,360.
ENGINEER
ENGINEER COMMISSIONER'S
COMMISSIONER'S OFFICE.
OFFICE.
For
personal services
services in
Classification Act
Act of
For personal
in accordance
accordance with
with the
the Classification
of
1923, $244,760.

Markets, etc.
etc.
Markets,

Motor trucks.
Motortrucks.

Engineer
Commisstoners office.

,sionEoice.
Comms-

CENTRAL GARAGE.
GARAGE.
CENTRAL

For
personal services
services in
in accordance
the Classification
Act of
of
For personal
accordance with
with the
Classification Act
1923, $4,260.
MUNICIPAL ARCHITECT'S
OFFICE.
MUNICIPAL
ARCHITECT'S OFFICE.

Central garage.
garage.

Cental

ArchiArchiin accordance
with the
of tect's
For personal
personal services
services in
accordance with
the Classification
Classification Act
Act of
tEunicipal
office.
1923, $30,100.
1923,
$30,100.
services of
All
apportionments of
appropriations made
for the
the use
of the
the draftsmen,
Limit foret
services of
All apportionments
of appropriations
made for
use of
drfte
etc.
te.
MuniciPal

municipal
municipal architect
architect in payment for the services of draftsmen,
draftsmen, assistant
apt engineers,
engineers, clerks, copyists, and inspectors, employed
employed on construction work provided
provided for by said appropriations,
appropriations, shall be based on an
exceeding 24
2_per centum of the amount of the appropriaamount not exceeding
appropriation made for each project.
project.
PUBLIC UTILITIES
PUBLIC
UTILITIES COMMISSION.
COMMISSION.

s
For personal services
services in
Pubn.
lic ti tie co
in accordance
accordance with the
the Classification
Classification Act missio
ms
of 1923, $36,120.

C°M.

542
542

SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH

Incidental

Incidental expenses.
expenses.

I.
SESS. I.

SESS.

Cu. 302.
302.
CH.

1924.
1924.

For incidental
incidental and
and all
other general
For
all other
general necessary
necessary expenses
expenses authorauthorized
by law,
$5,000.
ized by
law, $5,000.
BOARD
OF EXAMINERS,
EX Varl-NERS, STEAM
BOARD OF
STEAM ENGINEERS.
ENGINEERS.

Examiners, steam engineerSne'steaengineers.

Salaries: Three
at $150
each, $450.
$450.
$150 each,
members, at
Three members,
Salaries:
DEPARTMENT OF
OF INSURANCE.
INSURANCE.
DEPARTMENT

Insurance

Lnsrnce
ment.

depart-

depart-

Surveyor's office.
office.
Surveyor's
Temporary employTemporary
employees, etc.

Permanent highways
, surveys,
surveys, etc.
system,
sy

Employees' compenEmployees'
c om p e n
sation fund.
,satlono

Payment
4".
vol. 41, p.for
104.fo

Vol. 39, p. 742.

ol.9,p.742

Library.
Public Library.
Regular personnel.
Regular
personnel

Substitutes, etc.
etc.
Substitutes,

For
personal services
in accordance
the Classification
Classification Act
Act
For personal
services in
accordance with
with the
of 1923,
1923, $17,860.
of
$17,860.
BRVEYOR'S
OFFICE.
SURVEYOR'S OFFICE.

accordance with the
For personal
personal services in accordance
Classification Act
the Classification
Act
of 1923,
1923, $42,320;
$42,320; services
services of
of temporary
temporary draftsmen,
draftsmen, computers,
computers, lalaof
borers,
additional field
field party
required, purchase
purchase of
supplies,
of supplies,
borers, additional
party when
when required,
care or
of teams,
teams, $10,000,
$10,000, no
no part
part of
which sum
shall be
care
or hire
hire of
of which
sum shall
be exexpended without
the written
written authority
all,
in all,
authority of
of the
the commissioners;
commissioners; in
pended
without the
$52,320.
$52,320.
For making
making surveys
mark permanently
the perperon the
the ground
ground the
permanently on
to mark
surveys to
For
manent
of highways
highways for
the District
of Columbia,
$2,000.
manent system
system of
for the
District of
Columbia, $2,000.
For revision
revision of
plan, $1,500.
highway plan,
$1,500.
of the
the highway
For
DISTRICT
OF COLUMBIA
COLUMBIA EMPLOYEES'
COMPENSATION FUND.
FUND.
EMPLOYEES' COMPENSATION
DISTRICT OF

For carrying
carrying out
provisions of
of section
11 of
District of
of
of the
the District
section 11
out the
the provisions
For
Columbia
Appropriation Act
approved July
July 11,
extending to
to
Columbia Appropriation
Act approved
11, 1919,
1919, extending
the employees
employees of
of the
the government
government of
of Columbia
the
of the
the District
District of
Columbia the
the
compensation for
provisions of the Act entitled "An Act to provide
provide compensation
for
employees of
the United
States suffering
in the
the peremployees
of the
United States
suffering injuries
injuries while
whie in
performance
of their
their duties,
approved SepSepformance of
duties, and
and for
for other
other purposes,"
purposes," approved
tember
7, 1916,
tember 7,
1916, $10,000.
$10,000.

FREE
FREE PUBLIC
PUBLIC LIBRARY.
LIBRARY.
Act
For personal
personal services
services in accordance
accordance with the Classification
Classification Act
of 1923,
1923, including
including the
Takoina Park
Southeast Branch
Branch Libraof
the Takoma
Park and
and Southeast
Libraries, $126,558.
$126,558.
ries,

For
substitutes and other special and temporary
includFor substitutes
temporary service,
service, including the
conducting of
of stations
in
public-school buildings,
buildings, at
the disdising
the
conducting
stations
in
public-school
at
the
Proriso.
$3,000: Provided,
Library stationslim
stations lim- cretion
cretion of
of the
the librarian,
librarian, $3,000:
Provided, That
That no
no money
money approapproited.
ited.
priated by this Act shall be expended
expended in conducting library stations
not now in existence.
Sunday, etc.,
etc., open- not now in existence.
ing.
For extra services
services on
holidays, and
and Saturday
on Sundays,
Sundays, holidays,
Saturday half
half holiholidays,
$2,500.
days. $2,500.
Miscellaneous.
iscellaneous.
Miscellaneous:
Miscellaneous: For
including
For books, periodicals,
periodicals, and
and newspapers,
newspapers, including
payment
in advance
subscriptions to
periodicals, newspapers,
payment in
advance for
for subscriptions
to periodicals,
newspapers,
subscription
books, and
and society
society publications,
$17,500.
publications, $17,500.
subscription books,
Binding.
For
binding, including
necessary personal
personal services,
$8,500.
For binding,
including necessary
services, $8,500.
Contingent expenses.
Contingent expenses
For
For maintenance,
maintenance, repairs, fuel, lighting, fitting up buildings,
lunch-room
purchase, exchange,
exchange, and
lunch-room equipment:
equipment; purchase,
and maintenance
maintenance of
of
bicycles and
motor delivery
and other
other contingent
contingent expenses,
expenses,
bicycles
and motor
delivery vehicles,
vehicles, and
$12,500.
Contingent
expenses.
Contingent expenses.
Items
specified.
Items specified.

CONTINGENT AND
AND MISCELLANEOUS
CONTINGENT
MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES.

For
checks, books,
law books,
reference, periodFor printing,
printing, checks,
books, law
books, books
books of reference,
icals. stationery;
icals.
stationery; surveying
and implements;
surveying instruments
instruments and
implements: drawing
drawing
materials;
records;
materials; binding, rebinding,
rebinding, repairing, and preservation
preservation of records;
purchase
purchase of laboratory apparatus
equipment and
maintenance of
apparatus and
and equipment
and maintenance
of

S
IXTYEIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRE SS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH

SEss. I
I.. CH. 302.

1924.
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laboratory in
in the
the office
of the
and cement;
cement; damof asphalt
asphalt and
the inspector
inspector of
office of
laboratory
ages;
and care
care of
horses and carriages
carriages or buggies
of horses
purchase, and
livery, purchase,
ages; livery,
and
bicycles not
otherwise provided
provided for;
horseshoeing; ice;
repairs
ice; repairs
for; horseshoeing;
not otherwise
and bicycles
to
pound and
and vehicles;
bicycles by
engineer
by inspectors
inspectors in the engineer
use of bicycles
vehicles; use
to pound
department
not to
exceed $800
$800 in
aggregate; and
other general
general
and other
the aggregate;
in the
to exceed
department not
necessary
the personal-tax
personal-tax
offices, including
including the
District offices,
of District
expenses of
necessary expenses
of
office of
office, office
board,
department, surveyor's
surveyor's office
board, harbor master, health department,
superintendent
of
weights, measures, and markets, department of
of weights,
superintendent of
insurance, and Board
Charities, including an allowance
allowance to the
of Charities,
Board of
insurance,
purchasing officer
officer and to the secretary
Board of Charities
not
Charities, not
of the Board
secretary of
purchasing
exceeding the rate of $26
an
maintenance of an
$26 per month each, for the maintenance
exceeding
automobile
be furnished
by him
discharge of
of his
in the
the discharge
and used in
him and
furnished by
to be
automobile to
official duties,
duties, $47,900.
official
$47,900.

Printing reports
reports for
1924.
iscal year
year 192.
For
annual and special reports of the government
government of fiscal
For printing all annual
the District
Columbia for
the fiscal
ending June
June 30,
30, 1924,
1924, for
the
District of
of Columbia
for the
fiscal year
year ending
for Proo.
Proviso.
Discretionary disconsubmission
to Congress,
$5,000: Provided,
That authority
Discretionarydisonauthority is hereby tinuance.
Provided, That
Congress, $5,000:
submission to
given
Commissioners of the District of Columbia
Columbia to discontinue
discontinue tin
the Commissioners
given the
the
printing of
any annual
special reports
of
government of
reports of the government
or special
annual or
of any
the printing
the
District of
of Columbia
order to
to keep
within Preservation
the District
Columbia in
in order
keep the
the expenditures
expenditures within
rrvation of
origiof origim15.
this
appropriation. In all cases where the printing of said reports nas.
this appropriation.
discontinued, the original copy thereof shall be kept on file in the
is discontinued,
offices of
Commissioners of the District
District of Columbia for public
the Commissioners
offices
of the
inspection.
inspection.
Motor vehicles.
For maintenance,
care, and
repair of
automobiles, motor
motor cycles, Mntee.
and repair
of automobiles,
For
maintenance, care,
Maintenance.
and motor
motor trucks
trucks owned by
not
the District
District of Columbia, that are not
by the
and
otherwise herein
herein provided
provided for,
for, $28,000.
otherwise
$28,000.
hange when
hen unExchange
Districtsiltable.
now owned by the District
For the
suitable.
automobiles now,
of such
such automobiles
For
the exchange
exchange of
i
n the
commissioners of said Disjudgment of the commissioners
the judgment
of Columbia
Columbia as, in
purchase of
unserviceable, $3,000; for the purchase
trict, have or shall become unserviceable,
two automobiles
automobiles at
$450 each for the use of the
to exceed
exceed $450
at not to
two
Assessor's Office,
in all,
all, $3,900.
Assessor's
Office, $900;
$900; in
$3,900.
Use
officials reUse by officials
sleeted.
vehicles provided strited.
All of said motor vehicles and all other motor vehicles
carriages and buggies
horse-drawn carriages
buggies owned by
for in this Act and all horse-drawn
Columbia shall
shall be used only for purposes directly
District of Columbia
the District
pertaining to the public services
services of said District, and shall be under
under
pertaining
the direction and control of the commissioners, who may from time
assignment for use thereof
thereof or direct the
to time alter or change the assignment
interchangeable use of any of the same by officials and emjoint or interchangeable
ployees
otherwise provided
in this
this Act:
Act: Proviso.
ployees of the
the District,
District, except
except as otherwise
provided in
o.
Cost limitation.
imltation.
Provided,
exception of motor vehicles
vehicles for the police
police cont
Provided, That, with the exception
and fire departments,
departments, no automobile
automobile shall be acquired
acquired under any proa cost, including the
vision of this Act, by purchase
purchase or exchange, at a
exchanged, exceeding
except as
as may
value of
of a
a vehicle
vehicle exchanged,
exceeding $650,
$650, except
may be
be herein
herein TTransfers forbidden.
fransersforbid
specifically authorized.
authorized. No motor vehicles shall be transferred
transferred from
specifically
departments to any other branch of the government
government
the police
police or fire departments
of the
the District
District of
Columbia.
of
of Columbia.
se of horses restrictrestritUse
ed.
Appropriations
expended for the purchase
purchase ed.
Appropriations in this Act shall not be expended
of
horse-drawn vehicles for the use of
or maintenance
maintenance of horses or horse-drawn
the commissioners,
or
commissioners, or for the purchase or maintenance of horses or
horse-drawn
horse-drawn vehicles for inspection or other purposes for those officials or
or employees
employees provided
provided with
vehicles.
cials
with motor
motor vehicles.
Estimat
eEstimates for
'vei
hicles
to be
All
estimates of
appropriations for
the fiscal
fiscal year
1926 on
All estimates
of appropriations
for the
year 1926
on account
account hsubmitted
be separately
ies to
earel
a hereafter.
te
exchange, maintenance,
of the
purchase, exchange,
maintenance, repair, and operation of ubnited
the purchase,
of
allowances to
horse-drawn and motor-propelled
motor-propelled vehicles,
vehicles, and for allowances
to
employees
supplying their own vehicles,
vehicles shall be submitted in
employees for supplying
Miscellaneous
three paragraphs
paragraphs under the head of "Contingent
"Contingent and Miscellaneous
motor-propelled vehicles,
Expenses." One
One paragraph
paragraph shall apply to motor-propelled
Expenses.'
horse-drawn vehicles, and one to privately owned vehicles,
one to horse-drawn
information showing
detailed information
and each shall be accompanied
accompanied by detailed
sho
numbers
and distribution
by types,
types, and
and comparative
actual
showing
and
comparative actual
distribution by
numbers and
45822°-25t-----37
45822--25t--37
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estimated cost
years 1924,
1925, and
and 1926.
1926.
estimated
cost figures
figures for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal years
1924, 1925,
requirement shall
not apply
the police
police and
and fire
fire departments,
departments,
Acviies cepted. This
This requirement
shall not
apply to
to the
or to
the activities
activities provided
for herein
herein which
administered
or
to the
provided for
which are
are .not
not administered

Activities excepted.

by the
the Commissioners
Commissioners of
of the
District of
of Columbia.
Columbia.
by
the District
Appropriations
shall not
be used
purchase,
used for
for the
the purchase,
this Act
Act shall
not be
in this
Appropriations in
livery,
or maintenance
maintenance of
of horses,
or for
purchase, maintenance,
maintenance,
livery, or
horses, or
for the
the purchase,
or
repair of
as provided
or repair
of buggies
buggies or
or carriages
carriages and
and harness,.
harness, except
except as
provided
for in
in the
the appropriation
contingent and
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses
expenses
for
appropriation for
for contingent
or
unless the
the appropriation
the same
same is
is proposed
proposed to
to be
or unless
appropriation from
from which
which the
be
paid
specifically authorize
authorize such
livery, maintenance,
maintenance,
paid shall
shall specifically
such purchase,
purchase, livery,
and
and except
as hereinafter
hereinafter authorized.
and repair,
repair, and
except also
also as
authorized.
Fire insurance
insrane proproAppropriations in this
this Act
Act shall
Appropriations
shall not be used for the payment
payment of
of
hibited.
premiums
other
cost of
of fire
insurance.
premiums or
or
other
cost
fire
insurance.
Telephones allowed
Telephones
maintained in
in the
residences of
of the
the superinat residences
reidenoes of desigTelephones may
may be
be maintained
the residences
superinnated
officials.
natedoicials.
tendent of the water
water department,
department, sanitary
sanitary engineer,
engineer, chief
chief inspector
inspector
of
the street-cleaning
assistant superintendent
superintendent of
streetof the
street-cleaning division,
division, assistant
of the
the streetcleaning
division, inspector
inspector of
of plumbing,
plumbing, secretary
secretary of
of the
Board
cleaning division,
the Board
officer, chief
chief of
of the
the
of Charities,
Charities, health
health officer,
officer, assistant
assistant health
health officer,
bureau
preventable dismses,
chief engineer
engineer of
of the
fire department,
department,
bureau of
of preventable
diseases, chief
the fire
superintendent
electrical inspector
inspector in
charge of
firesuperintendent of
of police,
police, electrical
in charge
of the
the firealarm
one fire-alarm
operator, and
fire-alarm repair
alarm system,
system, one
fire-alarm operator,
and two
two fire-alarm
repair
Connections permitConnections
perit men,
men, under
under appropriations
contained in this Act. The commissionappropriations contained
commissioners
connect any
telephones either
either to
to the
the system
system
ers may
may connect
any or
or all
all of
of these
these telephones
of
the Chesapeake
Potomac Telephone
Telephone Company
Company or
or the
the teleteleof the
Chesapeake and
and Potomac
phone
by the
the District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia or
or to
to both
both
phone system
system maintained
maintained by
of
of such systems.
systems.
Postage.
For
for strictly
strictly official
official mail
mail matter,
matter, $17,000.
$17,000.
postage for
For postage
Cs ft
Car fares, etc.
Crarset.
in their
their discretion,
discretion, to
to furnish
furnish
The commiagioners
commissioners are in
authorized,
The
connectionin
necessary
n connection
connection with
with strictly
strictly official
official business
business
necessary transportation
transportation in
of
the District
District of
of Columbia
the purchase
of street
street ear
bus
of the
Columbia by
by the
purchase of
car and
and bus
Provisos.
fares
from appropriations
appropriations contained
contained in
this Act:
Provided, That
That
Limit.
fares from
in this
Act: Provided,
the expenditures
expenditures herein
herein authorized
authorized shall
shall be
be so
so apportioned
apportioned as
not
as not
Firemen
and poliee
police to exceed a total of $7,500: Provided further, That the provisions
Firemen and
to exceed a total
$7,500: Provided further, That
provisions
excepted.
paragraph shall
of this paragraph
shall not
include the
appropriations herein
made
not include
the appropriations
herein made
for
the
fire
and police
department.
for
the
fire
and
police
department.
Judicial expenses.
lexpenes
For judicial expenses,
expenses,. including
procurement of
of chains
chains of
of title,
title,
including procurement
printing
rinting of
Court of
Appeals of
of the
the District
District
the printing
of briefs
briefs in
in the
the Court
of Appeals
of
witness fees,
and expert
expert services
services in
in District
cases
of Columbia,
Columbia, witness
fees, and
District cases
before
before the
the Supreme
Supreme Court
Court of
said District,
District, $4,000.
of said
$4,000.
Advertising.
n
general advertising,
and required
law, and
and
neral. .
For general
advertising, authorized
authorized and
General.
required by
by law,
for tax and school
school notices
notices and
notices of
of changes
changes in
regulations,
and notices
in regulations,
$7 000.
$7,000.
Tales in arrears.
ssof

Expenses of
et.I limited.
etc.,

.

horses

horses,
horses

TaVes in

For advertising notice of taxes in arrears July 1, 1924, as required to be given by the Act of March 19, 1890, to be reimbursed
by a charge of 50 cents for each lot or piece of property advertised,

Removing dangerous

$5,500.
For carrying out the provisions of the Act entitled "An Act to

buildiangg.

ta

Vol.3 0,p.9.

authorize the Commissioners of the District of Columbia to remove
dangerous or unsafe buildings and parts thereof, and for other purposes," approved March 1, 1899, to pay each member of the board
of survey provided for therein, other than the inspector of buildings,
at a compensation of not to exceed $10 for each survey, and to pay
the cost of making safe or removing such buildings upon the re-

Condemning insbuildings
o.3p.-3-S

fusal or neglect of the owners so to do, $500.
For all expenses necessary and incident to the enforcement of an
Act entitled "An Act to create a board for the condemnation of in-

sanitary buildings in the District of Columbia, and for other purposes," approved May 1, 1906, including personal services when authorized by the commissioners, $2,452, including an allowance at the
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rate of $26 per month for furnishing an automobile
automobile for
for the
the perperformance
official duties.
formance of
of official
duties.
Copies of wills, etc.,
and other
other papers
wherein title
For copies of such wills, petitions, and
papers wherein
title tocsesor'f
to assessor. wls etc.
to real estate
estate is
is involved,
for the
the use
use of
of the
of the
the District,
District,
involved, for
the assessor
assessor of
$500.
$500.
of deeds.
For rent of offices of the recorder of deeds, including services of Recorder
Oerdent
Office
rent. 'deds.
cleaners
as necessary,
necessary, not
cleaners as
not to
to exceed
cents per
per hour,
be expended
exceed 30
30 cents
hour, to
tobe
expended
under the direction
direction of
the Commissioners
the District
of Columbia,
Columbia,
of the
Commissioners of
of the
District of

$14,400.

EMPLO
ENT SERVICE.
EMPLOYMENT
SERVICE.
EMPLOYM[ENT SERVICE.

Employment
Employment

ice.
ice.

ServServ-

ten an
For personal services and miscellaneous and contingent expenses MMaintenance.
ce
maintaining a
for the
Disrequired for maintaining
a public employment
employment service
service for
the DisFrom District revetrict of
of Columbia,
Columbia, $9
$9,220,
to be
the revenues
of nues.
,20, to
be paid
paid wholly
wholly out
out of
of the
revenues of
District reve
nues

the District of Columbia.
Columbia.

HISTORICAL PLACES.
HISTORICAL
PLACES.

For erection
tablets to
to mark historical
historical places
places in
in the
erection of suitable
suitable tablets
the

District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, $500.

FUND.
EMERGENCY FITND.
EMERGENCY

Historical
a l tablets.
nlstoric
tablets.
Emergency fund.
fund.
Emergency

reTo
be expended
in case
case of
of emergency,
as riot,
riot, pestilence
strtxpenses
.
under,
To be
expended only
only in
emergency, such
such as
pestilence, stries
under re-

condition!, calamity
calamity by
by flood
or fire
or storm,
storm, and
public insanitary
insanitary conditions,
flood or
fire or
and
of like character,
character, and in all other cases of emergency
emergency not otherwise
sufficiently
discretion of the commissioners,
sufficiently provided
provided for, in the discretion
commissioners,
Proviso.
$4,000: Provided,
Provided, That in the purchase
purchase of all articles provided for P.jBs
Purchases.
in this Act no more than the market
market price shall be
such
be paid
paid for
for any
any such
articles, and all bids for any
any, such articles
articles above the market price
price
shall be rejected
rejected and new bids received
received or purchases
purchases made
made in
in open
market,
market, as may be most economical and advantageous
advantageous to the District
District
of Columbia.
Columbia
REFUND
OF ERRONEOUS
REFUND OF
ranowrous COLLECTIONS.
COLLECTIONS,

the commissioners,
in any
To enable
enable the
commissioners, in
case where
where special
assessments,
any case
special assessments,
school tuition charges,
rents,?fees, or collections
character have
charges, rents
collections of any character
been erroneously
erroneously covered into
into the
the Treasury
credit of
of the
the
Treasury to
to the
the credit
United States and the District of Columbia in the proportion
proportion required by law, to refund
refund such erroneous payments,
part,
payments, wholly
wholly or in part,
including
of fees paid for building permits authorized
including the refunding
refunding of
authorized
by the District
District of Columbia
Appropriation Act
approved March
Columbia Appropriation
Act approved
March
2,
'2, 1911, $1,500:
$1,500: Provided,
Provided, That this appropriation
appropriation shall be available
available
for such refunds
refunds of payments made within the past three years.
years.
the funded
For interest and sinking fund on the
funded debt
debt of
of the
the )District
District
of Columbia, $300,000.
$300,000.
typewriting or other equipment,
equipment, typetypeFor the purchase of special
special typewriting
cards, and file cases, for the use of
of the
the offices
of the
the assessor
writers, cards,
offices of
assessor
and collector
of taxes,
immediately available,
and
collector of
taxes, to
to be
be immediately
available, $10,000.
$10,000.
To aid in support of the
the National
National Conference
Conference of
Commissioners on
on
of Commissioners
Uniform
Uniform State Laws, $250.
STREET AND
AND ROAD
ROAD IMPROVEMENT
STREET
IMPROVEMENT AND
REPAIR.
AND REPAIR.

Refund
erroneous
Refund of
of erroneous
collections.
collections.

t h
Payments authorised
of.PymnentB
orized
of.

Buildingpermits.
Vol.l,
97.
Vol.
36, p.. 967.
Proriso.
roear years.
Prior
Interest and sinking
fund.t
si"king
fund.

d

l equipment,
r
officeef
og peci :f aessripme
collector of
taxes.
collector
of taes

National Conference
utiniam State
Stta
on Uniform
s
La
Laws.
.
Street, etc., improvemetd'epas.
ment
and repairs.

Assessment and perFor assessment
assessment and permit work,
work, including maintenance
maintenance of
motor mit
of motor
mS"t
and perwork.

vehicles, $300,000.
$300,000.

under the
the permit
permit system,
For paving
paving roadways
roadways under
system, $45,000.
$45,000.

Paving roadways.

Paving radways.
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Street
Street improvements.
improvements.
Paving, etc.,
etc., streets,
streets,
Paving,
avenues,
suburban
avenues,
suburban
reads,
etc.
reads, etc.
a rum
nu
vVarn
Pav
Paving
Street
NW.
street NW.
Paving
treet
Paving Third Street
NW.
NW.
Paving
Street
PavingSecond
econdstreet
NW.
NW.
Paving Eighth
Paving
Eighth Street
Street

NW.
NW.

Emerson
aving Emerson
Paving

Street NW.
Street
NW.

Paving
Farragut
Paving Farragut
Street
NW.
streetNW.
Paving Hamilton
Hamilton
Paving
treet NW.
Street
NW.
Paving Webster

Paving Webster

Street
NW.
Street NW.

Paving MassachuPaving
Massachsetts
Avenue SE.
SE.
setts Avenue
Mo nroe
Paving
Paving Monroe
Street
NE.
Street NE.
m
aving v
Paving
Varnum
street
NW.
Street NW.
treet
Paving Ninth
Ninth Street
Pain
NW.
NW.
pshur
Pavingg Upshur
Pavin
street NW.
Nw.
Street
PavingFourthStreet
Paving
Fourth Street
NW.
N.a
Paving
Paving Quincy
Quin°
street NW.
Street
treet
Tayor Street
Paving Taylor
Paving
NW.

PvingSondStreet
Paving Second Street
NE.
NE.
ant
Paving
Paving Br
Bryant
r
street NE.
Street
NE.
Paving T Streett
NW.
NW.

g St

NW.

PavingSStreet NW.
Pavgsstreet
N.
vng Thit
Paving
Thirty'
eighth
treet NW.t
ei
ghth Street
NW.
Wing

o

Thirteenth
WideningStreet
roadway,
NW
Thirteenth
streetN
from
Fto
IStreets.
ro,
to
Streets.
Post,
p. 1224.
Asingcot.
Assessing cost,
716.
Vol.. 39,,39p.. 716.
Change
of vaults
Change of
vaults.

Paving
Paving

lace
Place

NW.
NW.

Princeton

Princeton
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I. CH.
Cu. 302.
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STREET
IMPROVEMENTS.
STREET IMPROVEMENTS.

For
repaving, grading,
streets,
and otherwise
otherwise improving
improving streets,
For paving,
paving, repaving,
grading, and
avenues,
avenues, suburban
suburban roads, and suburban
suburban streets, respectively,
respectively, includincluding
the maintenance
maintenance of
of motor
motor vehicles
used in
this work,
work, as
as follows:
follows:
in this
vehicles used
ing the
Northwest:
paving Varnum
Street, Second
Second Street
Fourth
Street to
to Fourth
Northwest: For
For paving
Varnum Street,
Street, thirty
$11,600;
feet wide,
wide, $11,600;
Street,
thirty feet
Northwest:
paving
o• Third
Third Street,
Street, Varnum
Varnum Street
Webster
Northwest: For
For paving
Street to
to Webster
Street, thirty
thirty feet
feet wide,
wide, $5,800;
$5,800;
Street,
Northwest:
For paving
paving Second
Upshur Street
to Webster
Webster
Northwest: For
Second Street,
Street, Upshur
Street to
Street, thirty
feet wide,
wide, $9,200;
$9,200;
thirty feet
Street,
Northwest:
Northwest: For
For paving
paving Eighth
Eighth Street,
Street, Crittenden
Crittenden Street
Street to
to
Decatur
Street,
thirty
feet
wide,
$5,200;
Decatur Street, thirty feet wide, $5,200;
Northwest: For
For paving
Emerson Street,
Georgia Avenue
to Ninth
Northwest:
paving Emerson
Street, Georgia
Avenue to
Ninth
Street,
thirty
feet
wide,.
$6,350;
Street, thirty feet wide, $6,350;
Northwest: For
For paving
Farragut Street,
Northwest:
paving Farragut
Street, Georgia
Georgia Avenue
Avenue to
to
Eighth
Street,
thirty
feet
wide,
$12,700;
Eighth Street, thirty feet wide, $12,700;
orthwest: For paving Hamilton Street,
to IlliIii-.
Northwest:
Street, Georgia
Georgia Avenue
Avenue to
nois
Avenue,
thirty
feet
wide,
$7,500;
nois Avenue, thirty feet wide, $7,500;
Northwest:
Street to
Illinois
Northwest: For
For paving
paving Webster
Webster Street,
Seventh Street
to Illinois
Street, Seventh
Avenue,
thirty
wide,
$6,000;
$6,000;
wide,
thirty
feet
Avenue,
Southeast:
Massachusetts Avenue,
Avenue, Fifteenth
Fifteenth Street
Southeast: For
For paving
paving Massachusetts
Street to
to
Sixteenth Street,
feet wide,
$14_,000;
wide, $14,000;
forty .feet
Street, forty
Sixteenth
Northeast: For
Northeast:
For paving
paving Monroe
Street, Eighteenth
Eighteenth Street
Monroe Street,
Street to
to
Twentieth
thirty feet
$11,500;
wide, $11,500;
feet wide,
Street, thirty
Twentieth Street,
Northwest:
paving Varnum
Fifteenth Street
Street to
Northwest: For
For paving
Varnum Street,
Street, Fifteenth
to SixSixteenth Street,
thirty feet
feet wide,
wide, $6,000;
$6,000;
Street, thirty
teenth
Northwest:
Northwest: For paving Ninth Street, Emerson Street to Farragut
Farragut
Street, thirty
feet wide,
wide, $5,200;
$5200,
thirty feet
Street,
Northwest:
paving Upshur
Upshur Street,
Street, Second
Fourth
Northwest: For
For paving
Second Street
Street to
to Fourth
Street,
forty-five
feet
wide,
$9,500;
$9,500;
feet
wide,
forty-five
Street,
Northwest:
Fourth Street,
Varnum Street
Northwest: For
For paving Fourth
Street, Varnum
Street to
to Webster
Webster
Street, thirty
thirty feet
feet wide,
wide, $4,700;
$4,700;
Street,
Northwest:
Northwest: For paving Quincy
Quincy Street, Tenth Street to Kansas
Kansas
Avenue, thirty
thirty feet
feet wide,
wide, $6,400;
$6,400;
Avenue,
Northwest:
Northwest: For paving Taylor Street, west of Fourteenth Street
Street
(approximately
hundred feet),
feet) thirty
thirty feet
$4,700;
feet wide,
wide, $4,700;
four hundred
(approximately four
Northeast::For paving Second Street, Bryant Street to Channing
Channing
Northeast
Street, thirty
feet wide,
$5,200:
wide, $5,200;
thirty feet
Street,
Northeast:
For paving
Bryant Street,
Road to
to Fourth
Northeast: For
paving Bryant
Street, Lincoln
Lincoln Road
Fourth
Street, thirty
wide. $14.800;
$14.800;
feet wide.
thirty feet
Street,
Northwest: For
T Street,
to ThirtyThirtyNorthwest:
For paving
paving T
Street, Thirty-fifth
Thirty-fifth Street
Street to
seventh
Street, thirty
thirty feet
feet wide,
$12,000;
wide, $12,000:
seventh Street,
Northwest:
S Street, Thirty-sixth
Northwest: For paving S
Thirty-sixth Street to Thirtyseventh
Street,
thirty
feet
wide,
$5,800:
$5,800;
wide,
feet
thirty
seventh Street,
Northwest: For
For paving
Northwest:
paving Thirty-eighth
to
Thirty-eighth Street,
Street, Windon
Windon Street
Street to
Albemarle Street,
Street, thirty
thirty feet
feet wide,
$11,000;
wide, $11,000;
Albemarle
Northwest:
For increasing
increasing to
feet the
roadway w
idth o
Northwest: For
to eighty
eighty feet
the roadway
width
off
Thirteenth Street
Street from
from F
F to
Eye Streets,
Streets, $80,000,
$80,000, 40
40 per
per centum
of
Thirteenth
to Eye
centum of
the
entire cost
cost thereof to be assessed
the entire
assessed against and collected from the
owners of abutting property in the manner provided in
in the Act
Act
approved July
1, 1914
1914 (Thirty-eighth
as
page 524),
524), as
Statutes, page
(Thirty-eighth Statutes,
July 1,
approved
amended by
by section
the Act
Act approved
September 1,
1916
1, 1916
approved September
8 of
of the
section 8
amended
(Thirty-ninth Statutes, page
(Thirty-ninth
716). The
of abutting
page 716).
The owners of
abutting property
property
also shall be required
required to
roo f
s o
to modify,
modify. at
at their own
own expense, th
thee roofs
off
any vaults that may
may be
be under
under the sidewalk
sidewalk on said
between
said street
street between
the limits
limits named
named if
if' ittbe
be found
change such
the
found necessary
necessary to
to change
such vaults
vaults to
to
permit
of the
the roadway
widened:
permit of
roadway being
being widened;
Northwest:
N
ort h
west: For paving Princeton Place, Warder
Warder Place to Georgia
Avenue, thirty
wide, $10,000:
thirty feet wide,
$10,000:
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Pavin g Kearney
Eighteenth Street to
Northeast: For paving Kearney Street, Eighteenth
toStrPa
Street NE. Kearney
Northeast:
N.
S
Twentieth
Street,
thirty
feet
wide,
$11,500;
$11,500;
wide,
feet
Twentieth Street, thirty
Ninth Street
Northwest: For
For paving
NW.
Street, Butternut Street to Cedar NWP.
paving Ninth Street,
Northwest:
EighthStreet
Street,
thirty feet
$5,200;
wide, $5,200;
feet wide,
Street, thirty
anW.
Northwest: For
For paving
Street, Butternut
Street to Cedar
Cedar Nirin
gEighth Street
Butternut Street
Eighth Street,
paving Eighth
Northwest:
Pving Chesapeake
Street, thirty
thirty feet
feet wide,
wide, $3,700;
$3,700;
Street,
Northwest:
For paving
paving Chesapeake
Chesapeake Street,
Street, River
to FortyForty- streetNW.
stPavt
i
ir
zig
vir.Chesapeake
Road to
River Road
Northwest: For
Otis Stkeet
fourth Street,
Street, thirty
thirty feet
feet wide,
$9,300;
wide, $9,300;
fourth
Northwest:
paving Otis
Otis Street,
Street, Sixth
Sixth Street
Paving Otis Stteet
Place, NW.^v
Park Place,
to Park
Street to
For paving
Northwest: For
thirty feet
feet wide,
wide, $9,900;
$9,9005
ag
thirty
NW.
Northwest:
For paving
Georgia Avenue to Street
stl':1V
1
4. Farragut
Farragut Street, Georgia
paving Farragut
Northwest: For
ennedy
Thirteenth
thirty feet
$8,100;aving
wide, $8,100;
feet wide
Street, thirty
Thirteenth Street,
Northwest: For
Kennedy Street,
Street, Fifth
Fifth Street
Street to
to Eighth
Eighth streetw
stPaZia.. Kennedy
paving Kennedy
For paving
Northwest:
avannah
Street, forty
forty feet
feet wide,
wide, $15,000;
$15,000;ding
Street,
Gain
street
Southeast:
For grading
Street, Wheeler
Wheeler Road to Sa
r
eldSE.,etc.
ag., etc.
Savannah
Savannah Street,
grading Savannah
Southeast: For
Eleventh Street;
Street; Ninth,
Ninth, Tenth, and
Savannah
Eleventh Places, Savannah
and Eleventh
Eleventh
Street
Alabama Avenue,
Avenue, $7,600;
raving
$7,600;
to Alabama
Street to
Pavin g ThirtyThirtyto fourth
street NW.
NW.
fourthStreet
Street to
Northwest:
Thirty-fourth Street,
Street, Newark
Newark Street
paving Thirty-fourth
For paving
Northwest: For
Ordway
Street, thirty
$6,900;
wide, $6,900;
thirty feet wide,
Ordway Street,
Street to
Lowell Street
Northwest: For
paving Thirty-fourth
Thirty-fourth Street. Lowell
For paving
Northwest:
Mingle
Road, thirty
wide ? $9,800;
$9,800;
thirty feet wide,
Klingle Road,
Street to
Ntring Mingle Road
to NWaiKingleRoad
Northwest: For
For paving
Thirty-second Street
Road, Thirty-second
Klingle Road,
paving Klingle
Northwest:
Thirty-fourth Street,
Street, thirty
thirty feet
feet wide,
$12,000;v
wide, $12,000;
Thirty-fourth
Street to
to st.weventeenth
s ParAgmrSeventeenth
Northwest: For
For paving
Webster Street
Street, Webster
Seventeenth Street,
paving Seventeenth
Northwest:
Allison Street,
$4,800.
feet wide, $4,800.
thirty feet
Street, thirty
Allison
Ninth Street
tret
Nth
Northwest: For paving
Street, Crittenden
Crittenden Street to Decatur N
NW.
paving Ninth Street,
Northwest:
Street
Fourh
Street,
thirty
feet
wide
?
$5,000;
ravin
$5,000;
wide
feet
Street, thirty
,
Northwest: For
For paving
paving Fourth
Street, Taylor
Taylor Street
Upshur NW.
N tring Fourth Street
to Upshur
Street to
Fourth Street,
Northwest:
Street,
thirty
feet
wide,
$4000
;
Thirteenth
Street, thirty feet wide, $4,000;
Northwest:
For paving
paving Thirteenth
to Iowa
Iowa stree
aVW. Thirteenth
streetNW.
Street to
Allison Street
Street, Allison
Thirteenth Street,
Northwest: For
aving Jeferson
Avenue,
$8,000;
wide,.,$8,000;
feet wide
forty feet
Avenue, forty
Northwest: For
paving Jefferson
Street, Thirteenth
Street to
to stre
str
e
t
e
ing .Jefferson
etNW.
Thirteenth Street
Jefferson Street,
For paving
Northwest:
llion treet
Pa
.
Fourteenth
Street,
thirty
feet
wide,
$11,500•
$11,500;
Fourteenth Street, thirty feet wide,
Northwest:
paving Allison
geventh Street
Street to
to Illinois
N V.
ving Allison Street
Illinois Nw.
Street, Seventh
Allison Street,
For paving
Northwest: For

.r
Avenue,
FR IL Varnum
$4,000;.
feet wide, $4,000;
thirty feet
Avenue, thirty
arnum
tret.
Fif- street
Northwest:
For paving
paving Varnum
Fourteenth Street to FifStreet, Fourteenth
Varnum Street,
Northwest: For
teenth Street,
feet wide,
wide, $6,100;.
$6,100;
arrison
avin
thirty feet
Street, thirty
teenth
NW. Garr ison
Wisconsin street
Belt Road to Wisconsin
Northwest: For
For paving
Street, Belt
sti
r:Vr1.14.
Garrison Street,
paving Garrison
Northwest:
Avenue, thirty feet wide, $11,700;
$11,700;
Avenue,
Northwest:
For paving
paving Thirty-fifth
Place, T
T Street
Street to U
II Street, plae
ni
ZeviN.TL't
giv. ThirtY-firth
Thirty-fifth Place,
Northwest: For
Seventh
Pvin
twenty-four feet
feet wide,
wide, $3,500;
Seventh
$3,500;
twenty-four
NW.
Northwest:
For paving
paving Seventh
Street, Jefferson
Jefferson Street to Ken- street
stre:iN
n4.
Seventh Street,
Northwest: For
nedy Street,
thirty feet wide, $4,700;
$4,700;
Street, thirty
nedy
Northwest:
Seventh Street,
Kennedy Street to LongStreet, Kennedy
paving Seventh
For paving
Northwest: For
fellow
Street, thirty
thirty feet
wide, $4,700;
Paving Eighth Street
$4,700;
feet wide,
fellow Street,
Northwest: For
paving Eighth
Street to JeerNW.
Jeffer- NW.
Ingraham Street
Street, Ingraham
Eighth Street,
For paving
Northwest:
Paving
son
Street, thirty
thirty feet
feet wide,
wide, $4,700;
Paving Nnth
Ninth Street
Street
$4,700;
son Street,
Northwest:
paving Ninth
Ninth Street, Hamilton
Hamilton Street to Ingra- NW.
For paving
Northwest: For
ham.Street,
feet wide,
wide, $5,200;
$5,200;
Paving Kansas
raving
ns Aveham Street, thirty
thirty feet
nueNW.
Northwest:
Avenue Allison
Allison Street to nue
NW.
Kansas Avenue,
paving Kansas
For paving
Northwest: For
Buchanan
Street, fifty
fifty feet
ten-foot center parking,
parking,
feet wide, with ten-foot
Buchanan Street,
Paving New Hmp$7,500;
$7,500;
Northwest:
For paving
paving New
Hampshire Avenue,
Avenue, Grant
Grant Circle
shrreavirvenrtleewNil' ara
.p.
Circle shireAvenueNW.
New Hampshire
Northwest: For
to
Allison Street,
fifty feet
ten-foot center
center parking,
wide, with ten-foot
feet wide,
Street, fifty
to Allison
Paving
$10,900;
Paving Fifteenth
Fifteenth
$10,900;
Northwest: For
paving Fifteenth
Fifteenth Street,
Street, Varnum
Varnum Street
Street to
to WebWeb- street
Street NW.
For paving
Northwest:
Grading Potomac
ster Street,
Street, thirty
feet wide,
wide, $4,700;
$4,700;
thirty feet
ster
NW.
Avenue
Northwest: For
For grading
Macomb Street
Street to Nor- Arli
r
gh
z:iiv.Potoinae
Avenue, Macomb
Potomac Avenue,
grading Potomac
Northwest:
ton
Place and
and constructing
connection therewith, $12,500;
$12,500;
culvert in connection
constructing aaculvert
ton Place
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Northeast: For grading Forty-fourth
Street, Dix Street to Grant
Grant
Forty-fourth Street,
Northeast:
Street, $5,500;
$5,500;
Street,
grading Otis Street and Perry Street from Eastern
Northeast:
street
Grading
°tie street
Northeast: For grading
Gradin otl
NE., etc.
Avenue
westward to
to a
Street;
155 feet west of Thirtieth Street;
about 155
a point
point about
Avenue westward
Thirtieth Street,
Street, Otis
Otis Street
to Perry
Street; Eastern
Eastern Avenue,
south
Avenue, south
Perry Street;
Street to
Thirtieth
line
of Monroe
Street to
feet northwest
northwest
eight hundred
hundred feet
about eight
to aapoint
point about
Monroe Street
line of
of
northerly line
line of
of Bunker
$7,000;
Hill Road,
Road, $7,000;
Bunker Hill
of the
the northerly
Paving Sixteenth
Sixteenth
Southeast: For
paving
Sixteenth
Street, East
Capitol Street
to A
A
Street to
East Capitol
Street,
Sixteenth
paving
For
Southeast:
gatevi
Street SE.
Street, thirty
thirty feet
wide, $4,600;
$4,600;
Street,
feet
wide,
Paving M UMS AveNorthwest:
paving Kansas
Kansas Avenue,
Avenue, Thirteenth
to
Thirteenth Street to
For paving
Northwest: For
gKsas AvePa
IMO NW.
Quincy Street,
Street, forty
wide, $6,200;
$6,200;
feet wide,
forty feet
Quincy
r ad
Northwest: For grading Fern Street, Blair Road
rading
n treet
Northwest:
Road to Eighth Street,
NW.
$2,400;
Northwest:
Quebec Place, Tenth Street to Thirteenth
Thirteenth
Northwest: For paving Quebec
bec Pac
^avng
NW.
Street, twenty-four
twenty-four feet
$7,000;
feet wide
wide, $7,000;
Street,
eath
Paysiget
ntY
;sev" Northwest:
paving Twenty-seventh
Twenty-seventh Street,
K Street
Street to
to L
L
Street, K
For paving
Northwest: For
NW.
eth
streetTirW
feet wide,
wide, $14,000;
$14,000;
t Street,
Street, thirty-two
thirty-two feet
Pavig
V
w.
Northwest: For
For paving
Vine Street,
Baltimore and
and Ohio Railroad
Railroad
Street, Baltimore
paving Vine
vine treet Northwest:
to
Maple Street,
twenty feet
feet wide,
wide, $2,800;
$2,800;
Street, twenty
to Maple
Paving A rkansas
Northwest:
paving Arkansas
Arkansas Avenue,
Avenue, Georgia
Georgia Avenue
to EmEmAvenue to
For paving
Northwest: For
'ansas
Aveninge
Street, forty
forty feet
wide $13,000;
feet wide,
$13,000;
Tweeth erson
rson Street,
Street
Northeast: For
For paving
D Street,
thirtyStreet, thirtyC Street
Street to
to D
Street, C
paving Twelfth
Twelfth Street,
Northeast:
. T e t
stret NNE.
$8,000;
Paving Seventeenth two feet wide, $8,000;
Street
Northwest: For
For paving
paving Seventeenth
Street to
to KilIrving Street
Street, Irving
Seventeenth Street,
Northwest:
wvent
street NW.
bourne
Street,
thirty
feet
wide
.
,
$7,300;
Pan Thiy-th bourne Street, thirty feet wide, $7,300;
Street NW.
Northwest:
For paving
paving Thirty-ninth
Street, Van
Van Ness
Street to
to
Ness Street
Thirty-ninth Street,
Northwest: For
Street
NW.
Yuma
Street, thirty
thirty feet
feet wide
wide, $13,900;
$13,900;
Street,
Yyuma
Pavn
Pa;riiv Twelfth
Tw t h
Northeast:
paving Twelfth
Twelfth Street,
Otis Street
Street to
to Michigan
Michigan
Street, Otis
For pavng
Northeast: For
l
stNree
Avenue,
forty and
and fifty
feet wide,
wide, $19,000;
$19,000;
fifty feet
Avenue, forty
Pav set
eet
NE.
Fifth Street
Northeast:
For paving
paving Fifth
Fifth Street,
T Street
Street to
to W
W Street,
thirty
Street, thirty
Street, T
Northeast: For
NE.
feet wide
$13,800;
wide, $13,800;
Paving V StreetNE. feet
PavingPavigv
V Street
For paving
paving V
to Fifth
Fifth Street,
V Street,
Street, Fourth
Fourth Street
Street to
Street,
st NE. Northeast:
Northeast: For
thirty feet wide $3,500;
aone
Accounted for as
one thirty feet wide, $3,500;
Aontedtor
In
to be
" Street
Street imimbe disbursed
disbursed and
and accounted for as "
fund.
In all
all $605,650;
$605,650; to
fuld.
provements," and
and for
for that
shall constitute
constitute one
fund, and
and
one fund,
purpose shall
that pu
provements,"
Proviso.
Restriction on
available immediately:
immediately :rProvided,
roe
vided, That
fund
That no part of such fund
be available
on.use. shall be
shall be
be used
for the
improvement of
of any
section thereof
thereof not
not
shall
used for
the improvement
any street
street or
or section
herein specified.
specified.
herein
Grading.
Grading, streets, alleys, and roads: For labor, purchase
purchase and repair
repair
of carts,
tools
or hire
hire of
of same,
same, and
horses,
$50,000.
of
carts,
tools
or
and
horses,
$50,000.
Condemnation.
Condemnatioo.
Condemnation: For purchase
condemnation of streets, roads,
Condemnation:
purchase or condemnation
and alleys,
$1,000.
$1,000.
and
alleys,
Small park areas.
For
condemnation of
intersection of
mallparkas
For the condemnation
of small
small park
park areas
areas at
at the
the intersection
of
streets,
in the
of Columbia,
Columbia, to
be selected
selected
streets, avenues,
avenues, or
or roads
roads in
the District
District of
to be
by the commissioners, $5,000.
$5,000.
openingstreetsetc.,
Opening
streets, etc., by the commissioners,
for
permanent highhihfor •permanent
To carry out the provisions contained
contained in the District of Columbia
Columbia
ways system.
Appropriation
Act for
for the
fiscal year
year 1914
the comcomVol.
the fiscal
1914 which
which authorize
authorize the
volS337, p.
p.950.
Appropriation Act
missioners
to open,
open, extend,
extend, or
any street,
street, avenue,
avenue, road,
road, or
or highhighor widen
widen any
missioners to
xception
Exception.
way except the Fourteenth Street extension and Piney Branch Road
extension
permanent system of hi
hextension to conform
conform with the plan of the permanent
highways
in
that
portion
of
the
District
of
Columbia
outside
of
the
cities
cities
of
the
outside
Columbia
of
District
of
the
portion
in
that
ways
District
from
Wholly
Wholly
revenues.
of Washington
Georgetown there is appropriated
revenues.
Washington and Georgetown
appropriated such sum as is
during the
the fiscal year 1925,
to be paid
necessary
1925, to
necessary for
for said purpose during
rm
Praei4o.
Authority
revenues of
the District
District of
Authority not exex- wholly
wholly out
out of
of the
the revenues
of the
of Columbia:
Columbia: Provided,
Provided,
tended.
tended.
That
That the authority given in the Act of 1914 is not hereby in any way
extended.
extended.
Repairs.
Repairs: For
work of
of repairs
repairs of
of streets,
st
ree t
s,avenues,
an d
Repairs:
For current
current work
avenues, and
alleys, including
including resurfacing
resurfacing and
and repairs
repairs to
with
to asphalt
asphalt pavements
pavements with
the same or other not inferior material,
material, and including the purchase
exceed $800
and including
including
of three
three motor trucks at
at aacost not
not to exceed
$800 each,
each, and

Grading
Grading FortyFortyfourth Street NE.

Grading Fern Street

Paving Clue—

Paving

Vine

A

Sheet

.

Paving

Twelfth

Paving Thirty-ninth

i
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the maintenance
maintenance of motor vehicles used in this work, and including

an allowance
exceed $26 per month for an automobile
allowance of not to exceed
automobile for
for

Motor vehicles.
Motorvehicles.

Street
1
rrailway paveuse for official purposes, $600,000.
$600,000. This appropriation
waY Pave
appropriation shall be avail- ments.
ments.
able for repairing
of street
repairing pavements
pavements of
necessary; the
the
street railways
railways when
when necessary;
amounts thus expended
expended shall
collected from
such railroad
comshall be collected
from such
railroad com20, p. 105.
05
5 of "
" An Act providing aapermanent
permanent vVol. 20
panies as provided by section 5
form of government
Columbia," approved
government for the District of Columbia,"
approved June
11,
11, 1878, and
credit of
of the
appropriation
and shall
shall be deposited
deposited to
to the
the credit
the appropriation
fiscal year
they are
collected.
for the
the fiscal
year in
in which
which they
are collected.
Changing1curb lines.
The authority given the commissioners
commissioners in the District of Columbia
bles.
Columbia CVhoani
Vol. 34, p. 1130.
Appropriation Act approved
March 2,
Appropriation
approved March
2, 1907, to
make such changes
changes in
to make
in
the
lines of
and its
its int
ersec ti n g
the lines
of the
the curb
curb of
of Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Avenue
Avenue and
intersecting

streets in connection with their resurfacing
resurfacing as they may consider
consider
necessary
necessary and advisable is made applicable to such other
other streets
streets and
and
avenues as may be improved under appropriations
appropriations contained
in this
contained in
this
Act: Provided,
Provided, That no such change shall be made
made unless there
there shall

Proviso.

Restriction.
Restriction.

result therefrom
therefrom aadecrease
decrease in the cost
improvement.
cost of the improvement.
For construction and repair of sidewalks
around public
sidewalks and
and curbs around
reservations and
and municipal
United States
States buildings,
reservations
municipal and
and United
buildings, $15,000.
$15,000.
For
suburban roads
roads and
and suburban
suburban
For current
current work
work of
of repairs
repairs to
to suburban

Suburban roads, reSuburban rods repairs.

GASOLINE
ROAD AND
STREET FUND.
FUND.
GASOLINE TAX
TAX ROAD
AND STREET

Gasoline Tax Road
Road
Gasoline
and Street
Street Fund.
Fund.
and

Sidewalks, etc.
Sidewaksetc.

streets,
maintenance of motor
motor vehicles
streets, including
including maintenance
vehicles used in this work,
$275,000.
$275,000.
N
N StreetNE.
Street NE.
Completing trestle,
between completing
For completion of trestle and bins in N Street
Street Northeast,
Northeast, between
etc.
First Street and Second
Second Street, $22
0,000.
$20,000.
etc.

repaving, grading, and otherwise
otherwise improving
improving streets,
For paving,
paving, repaving,
avenues, suburban
suburban roads and suburban streets, respectively,
respectively, including
including
personal services
of motor
personal
services and
and the
the maintenance
maintenance of
motor vehicles
vehicles used
used in
in this
this
work, as follows, to be paid from the special
special fund created
created by section
section
11of the Act entitled "An Act to provide
provide for a
a tax on motor vehicle
vehicle
fuels sold within the District
other purposes,"
purposes,"
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, and
and for
for other
approved
23, 1924:
1924:
approved April
April 23,
Northwest
Northwest and Southwest: For paving
paving Fourteenth
Street
Fourteenth Street,
Street, B
B Street
north, fifty
fifty and
:000;
south to
to C
C Street
Street north,
and seventy
seventy feet
feet wide,
wide, $30
$30,000;
Southeast:
For paving
Southeast: For
paving Eleventh
Eleventh Street,
to
Street, Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Avenue
Avenue to
Anacostia Bridge,
Bridge, present
the Anacostia
present width,
width, $75,000;
$75,000;
Northwest:
Northwest: For paving
paving Twentieth
Twentieth Street, E
E Street to Virginia
Virginia
Avenue, thirty-two
thirty-two feet
wide, $10,000;
Avenue,
feet wide,
$10,000;
Northeast: For paving Central Avenue,
Benning Road
to District
District
Avenue, Benning
Road to
line $78,000;
$78,000;
line,
Northeast:
B Street
Street to
Street,
Northeast: For
For paving
paving Fifteenth
Fifteenth Street.
Street. B
to E
E Street,
thirty-two
feet wide,
00 ;
thirty-two feet
wide, $34,
$38,000;
Southeast: For
g Fifteenth
Street. B
Street to
E Street,
Street,
For pavin
paving
Fifteenth Street.
B Street
to E
wide, $38,
0 ;
thirty-two feet
feet wide,
$38,000;
Northwest:
paving Butternut
Street, Fifth
to Blair
Northwest: For
For paving
Butternut Street,
Fifth Street
Street to
Blair
Road,
forty-five feet
wide, $10,000;
Road, forty-five
feet wide,
$10,000;
Northwest: For
Northwest:
Forty-first Street,
Street to
to
For paving
paving Forty-first
Street, Davenport
Davenport Street
Livingston
Street, thirty
wide, $49,000;
Livingston Street,
thirty feet
feet wide,
$49,000;
Northwest: For
Northwest:
paving Georgia
Georgia Avenue,
Military Road
For paving
Avenue, Military
Road to
to Fern
Fern
Street,
Street, sixty
wide, $112,000;
$112,000;
sixty feet
feet wide,
Southeast:
Nichols Avenue,
Avenue, Portland
Portland Street
Street to
Fourth
Southeast: For
For paving
paving Nichols
to Fourth
Street, fifty-six
fifty-six feet
feet wide,
wide, $25.000;
Street,
$25,000;
Northeast:
paving Bladensburg
Road, end
end of
of concrete
to DisDisNortheast: For paving
Bladensburg Road,
concrete to
trict
forty-five and
$55,000;
trict line, forty-five
and sixty
sixty feet
feet wide,
wide, $55,000;
Northwest:
paving Wisconsin
Avenue, Massachusetts
Northwest: For paving
Wisconsin Avenue,
Massachusetts Avenue
Avenue
Road, sixty
to River Road.
sixty feet
feet wide,
wide, including
including necessary
necessary relocation
relocation of
of
street car tracks
tracks and water
water mains, sixty
sixty feet wide, refund
refund to be ob-

Paving, etc,
etc., streets,
streets,
Paving,
stts,

etc., from.
et.,ro

Ate,
Ante,

p.

p. 106.
108.

P

Paving

Fourteenth

Street
NW. and
Street NW.
and SW.
SNI,.
Pvth

Paving

Eleventh

stret
Street sE.
SE.

le

Paving
Twentieth
e
Street NW.

streetN.

Paving
Paving
nue NE.
nue

Central
Central AveAve-

Paving Fifteenth

Street NE.
street.

teenth
Fifteenth

Paving Fifteenth
Street SE.
SE.

Street

Butternut

ving
Paving
Street NW.
street
NW.

Butternut

Paving
Paving

Forty-frst
Forty-first

Street NW.
NW.
Street

Paving Georgia
AePaving
Georgia Ave-

nue NW.
NW.
nue
Paving
Nichol AvePaving Nichols
Avenue SE.
SE.
nue

Paving
Paving Bladensburg
Bladensburg

Road NE.
NE.
Road

Paving
isconsin
Paving Wis
cousin
Avenue NW.
NW.
Avenue

-
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tamed from
from the
the street
street railway
company so
so far
as provided
under
tained
railway company
far as
provided under
existing law,
Repairi
law, $350,000;
$350,000;
Repairing Penyl-existing
Pennsylvania
Bridge
Southeast:
repairing and
the Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Avenue
Avenue Bridge
vnia Avenue
Southeast: For
For repairing
and reflooring
reflooring the
Avenue
SR.
Repairing
Seventh
Bridge,
$20,000;
$20,000;
Bridge,
Repairing Seventh
street NW.
sw.
NW.and
Northwest and
Southwest: For
Street
and
SW.
Northwest
and Southwest:
For blanketing
blanketing with
with asphalt
asphalt Seventh
Seventh
Street,
Street Southwest,
Southwest, present
present width,
width,
Street, Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Avenue
Avenue to
to G
G Street
Disbursement, etc.
$35,000;
$35,000;
Disbursementet.
In
$925,000; to
be disbursed
disbursed and
and accounted
accounted for
Disbent,etc.
n all,
all, $925,000;
to be
for as
as ""Gasoline
Gasoline
tax road
and street
and for
that purpose
purpose shall
shall conconfor that
improvements," and
street improvements,"
road and
tax
o.
Restricted
sped- stitute
That no
no part
part of
of such
such fund
fund shall
shall be
Restried to
to specistitute one
one fund:
fund: Provided,
Provided,That
be used
used
fled improvement. d
for the
section thereof
herein specifledimprovent.
for
the improvement
improvement of
of any
any street
street or
or section
thereof not
not herein
speciAssessments
under
existinglaw.
existing
law.
fled:
Provided further
in accordance
accordance with
with existfied: Provided
further, That
That assessments
assessments in
existing
law shall
and repaving
repaving roadways
roadways where
where such
such
ing law
shall be
be made
made for
for paving
paving and
roadways are paved or repaved with funds derived from the collecMoneys to be cred- roadways are paved or repaved with funds derived from the collecMoneys
ited
to fund.
tion
tax on
on motor-vehicle
and hereafter
hereafter all
all moneys
itedtofnnd.
tion of
of the
the tax
motor-vehicle fuels;
fuels; and
moneys
derived
assessments for
repaving roadways
roadways under
under
derived from
from assessments
for paving
paving and
and repaving
provisions
existing law
the expenditure
expenditure of
of the
the fund
fund
provisions of
of existing
law arising
arising from
from the
created
the tax
fuels, shall
shall be
be paid
paid into
into the
the
created by
by the
tax on
on motor-vehicle
motor-vehicle fuels,
Treasury of
United States
States and
and be
credited to
to and
and constitute
constitute aa
Treasury
of the
the United
be credited
part
and shall
thereafter be
available for
for appropriation
appropriation
part of
of said
said fund
fund and
shall thereafter
be available
in
the tax
tax on
on motor-vehicle
motor-vehicle fuels.
fuels.
in the
the same
same manner
manner as
as the
the proceeds
proceeds of
of the
Bridges.
Bridge.

BRIDGES.
BRIGES.

Construction, repair,

Construction, repair,
etc.

For construction
construction and
repair of
For
and repair
bridges, including
allowance at
at
of bridges,
including an
an allowance

the rate of $26 per month to the overseer
bridges for the mainoverseer of bridges
tenance of an automobile
for use
in performance
his official
official duties,
duties,
tenance
automobile for
use in
performance of
of his

and including
of motor
$30,000.
and
including maintenance
maintenance of
motor vehicles
vehicles, $30,000.
Appropriations hereafter made for the construction and repair of
Appropriations
hereafter made for the construction and repair of
bridges
bridges shall be available
available for repairing, when
necessary, any bridge
when necessary,
bridge
carrying
a public street over
carrying a
over the right
way or
or property
property of
any
right of way
of any
railway
railway company,
company, or
constructing, reconstructing,
reconstructing, or
or repairing
repairing
or for constructing,
in such manner
manner as shall in the judgment
judgment of
of the commissioners
commissioners be
be
necessary reasonably
reasonably to
to accommodate
accommodate public
public traffic,
traffic, any
any bridge
bridge rereOc .
necessary
Over canals.
or carrying
carrying such
traffic in
in a
apublic
street over
over the
right
quired to
to carry
carry or
such traffic
public street
the right
property of any
of way or property
canal company
company operating
operating as
such in
the
any canal
as such
in the
District of Columbia,
District
the neglect
of such
such railway
railway or
or
Columbia, on the
neglect or
or refusal
refusal of
canal company to do such work when notified
notified and required
required by the
emsement.
commissioners,
and the
expended shall
shall be
be a
commissioners, and
the amounts
amounts thus
thus expended
a valid
valid and
and
Reimbursement,
against the property
subsisting lien against
property of such
such railway
of
railway company
company or
or of
such canal company,
company, and shall be collected
collected from
such railway
railway comcomfrom such
. 100.
pany or from such canal company
pany
in the
the manner
in section
section
company in
manner provided
provided in
Vol. 20,
.p0.
5 of an Act providing
providing a
a permanent
permanent form
5
of government
for the
the
form of
government for
District
Columbia, approved
June 11
11, 1878,
shall be
be d
eDistrict of
of Columbia,
approved June
1878, and
and shall
deposited in the Treasury
Treasury to the credit of the
the United States
States and the
Columbia in
the manner
provided by
law.
District of
of Columbia
in the
manner provided
by law.
Highway Bridge.
ighta Bridge.
Highway
across Potomac
Highway Bridge
Bridge across
Potomac River:
River: For
For personal
services in
in
personal services
accordance with the Classification
Classification Act
accordance
$8,880; labor,
labor, $1,600;
$1,600;
Act of 1923,
1923, $8,880;
power, miscellaneous
miscellaneous supplies, and expenses
expenses of every kind,
kind, necessarily
necessarily
incident
incident to
maintenance of
of the
the bridge
bridge and
and apapto the
the operation
operation and
and maintenance
proaches
$18,120.
proaches, $7,640;
$7,640; in
in all,
all, $18,120.
nacst Bdge'
Anacostia River
Anacostia
Bridge.
Anaco;tia
Bridge: For
employees, miscellaneous
miscellaneous supplies,
River Bridge:
For employees,
supplies,
and expenses of every
necessary to operation
maintenance
every kind necessary
operation and maintenance
bridge, $4,500.
$4,500.
s
t K of
of the
the bridge,
Brid
pa.
Y
Francis Scott
Scott Key
Key Bridge:
Bridge: For
For miscellaneous
miscellaneous supplies
exBridge.
Francis
supplies and
and expenses of every kind necessarily
to the
the maintenance
maintenance of
necessarily incident
incident to
of the
the
bridge and approaches,
approaches. including personal
personal services,
services, $2,000.
$2,000.

Available for street,
rblf
oves
over
railroads.

street

P.

Francis

Scott

ii.e

Trees
Tree and parking.

ontingent epenses.
Contingent
expenses.

TREES AD PAR

GS.

TREES AND
AND BARRI:NI
GS.
TKBlES
PARKIXGS.

For contingent
contingent expenses,
including laborers,
laborers, trimmers,
expenses, including
trimmers, nurserymen,
nurserymen,
repairmen, teamsters, hire of carts, wagons, or motor
motor trucks, trees,

SIXTY-EIGHTH
S
IXTYEIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRE SS.

S
ESS. I
Cu. 302.
302.
SESS.
I.. CH.
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1924.
1924.

tree boxes, tree stakes, tree straps, tree labels, planting and
and care of
of
trees on city and suburban
suburban streets,
streets, care of
of trees, tree
tree spaces, maintemaintenance of motor vehicles,
miscellaneous items,
items, $75,000.
$75,000.
vehicles, and
and miscellaneous
PUBLIC
CONVENIENCE STATIONS.
STATIONS.
PUBLIC CONVENIENCE

For
For maintenance
maintenance of
public convenience
stations, including
comof public
convenience stations,
including compensation
of necessary
pensation of
necessary employees,
employees, $23,000.
$23,000.

SEWERS.
SEWER S.

Public
ustati
stations.

convenience
convenience

Sewers.
Sewers.

For cleaning and repairing sewers
sewers and basins, including
including the pur- Cleaning, etc.
etc.
chase of three motor
motor field wagons at not to
exceed $650
to exceed
$650 each,
each, the
the
purchase
motor trucks
purchase of three motor
to exceed
$650 each,
each, the
purtrucks at
at not to
exceed $650
the purchase
chase of
at not
each, and
and the
of two motor
motor trucks
trucks at
not to
to exceed
exceed $4,000
$4,000 each,
the Pumpingservice
Pumping service.
purchase
purchase of one motor tractor
tractor at
at not
exceed $650;
$650; for
for operation
operation
not to
to exceed
and maintenance
maintenance of the sewage
sewage pumping
including repairs
pumping -service,
service, including
repairs
to boilers, machinery,
pumping stations, and employment
machinery, and pumping
employment of
of
mechanics
mechanics and laborers,
laborers, purchase
purchase of
waste, and
and other
other supsupof coal,
coal, oils,
oils, waste,
plies, and for the maintenance
maintenance of motor vehicles
vehicles used in this
this work.
work.
$265,000.
$265,000.
Main and pipe.
For main and pipe sewers
sewers and receiving
receiving basins, $125,000.
$125,000.
Main and pipe.
Suburban.
For suburban
suburban sewers,
or
replacement
of
sewers, including
including the
the exchange
exchange or replacement of nbu r ban
two motor field wagons at not
exceed $650
$650 each,
the purchase
purchase of
of
not to
to exceed
each, the
one motor
motor field
field wagon
at not
not to
exceed $650,
of four
four
one
wagon at
to exceed
$650, the
the purchase
purchase of
motor trucks at not to
to exceed
each, and
maintenance of
of
exceed $650 each,
and the
the maintenance
used in this work,
motor vehicles used
$350,000.
work, $350,000.
Assessment
and perAssessment and perand permit
For assessment and
permit work,
sewers, $250,000.
work, sewers,
mitw
mit work.
ork.
Rights of way.
For purchase
purchase or condemnation
way for
for construction,
construction, Rightsofway.
condemnation of rights
rights of way
maintenance, and repair
repair of public sewers,
maintenance,
sewers, $2,000.
$2,000.
int
Rock Creek
For
main interceptor,
For the
the extension
extension of the
the Rock
Rock Creek main
interceptor, $60,000.
$60,000.
cep
Roe
creek interceptor.
Upper Potomac
Potomac ininPotomac, main inin- terceptor.
Upper
For continuing
continuing the construction
construction of the Upper
Upper Potomac,
terceptor, $20,000.
$20,000.
terceptor,
terceptor.
COLLECTION
COLLE
CTION AND
DISPOSAL OF
OF REFUS
E.
AND DISPOSAL
REFUSE.
For personal services in accordance
accordance with
Classification Act
with the Classification
of
of 1923,
1923, $55,200
$55,200
For dust prevention, sweeping, and cleaning
cleaning streets, avenues,
avenues, alleys,
and suburban
suburban streets,
streets, under
the immediate
immediate direction
of the
the commiscommisand
under the
direction of
sioners, and for cleaning snow
streets, sidewalks,
crosssnow and ice from
from streets,
sidewalks, crosswalks,
in the
walks, and
and gutters
gutters in
the discretion
discretion of
of the
the commissioners,
commissioners, including
including
services and
services
purchase and
and maintenance
equipment, rent
rent of
of storage
and purchase
maintenance of
of equipment,
storage
rooms; maintenance
maintenance and
repairs of stables;
purchase, and
mainand repairs
stables; hire,
hire, purchase,
and maintenance
maintenance, and
of wagons,
wagons,
tenance of horses;
horses; hire, purchase,
purchase, maintenance,
and repair
repair of
harness,
and other
inspectors and
and foremen
foremen
harness, and
other equipment;
equipment; allowance
allowance to
to inspectors
maintenance of horses and
vehicles or motor vehicles
for maintenance
and vehicles
vehicles used in
in the
performance
duties, not
not to
to exceed
exceed for
each inspector
inspector or
or
performance of
of official duties,
for each
foreman
$20 per
for a
horse and
$26 per
per month
foreman $20
per month
month for
a horse
and vehicle,
vehicle, $26
month for
for
an automobile,
automobile, and
and $13
cycle; maintenance
an
$13 per
per month
month for
for aa motor
motor cycle;
maintenance
and
repair of
motor-propelled vehicles
necessary in
cleaning streets
streets
and repair
of motor-propelled
vehicles necessary
m cleaning
and purchase
street-cleaning equipment;
equipment; purpurand
purchase of
of motor-propelled
motor-propelled street-cleaning
chase, maintenance,
maintenance, and
and repair
and necessary
chase,
repair of
of bicycles;
bicycles; and
necessary mciincidental expenses,
expenses, $410,000.
$410,000.
To enable the commissioners
commissioliers to carry out the provisions
provisions of
of existexisting law
collection and
and disposal
disposal of
of garbage,
garbage, dead
ing
law governing
governing the
the collection
dead
animals, night
soil, and
and miscellaneous
ashes in
the District
District
animals,
night soil,
miscellaneous refuse
refuse and
and ashes
in the
of Columbia
Columbia (no
let for
for the
the collection
aniof
(no contract
contract shall
shall be
be let
collection of
of dead
dead animals), including
inspection and
and allowance
allowance to
to inspectors
inspectors for
mainmals),
including inspection
for maintenance of
of horses
and vehicles
vehicles or
motor vehicles
vehicles used
in the
the perpertenance
horses and
or motor
used in

City refuse.

Cityrefuse.
sa
l
ar" .
Salaries.

w
aeeping, cleaning,
i ndsnow removalg,
removal,
Icepinng
etc.
etc.
c:

Vehicles
Vehicles, etc.
etc.

Garbage,
Garbage, ashes, dead
dead
cm
aimal

posal of.
posiof.

e
itc.

and dsdis-
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of receipts.

of receipts
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1924.

formance
of official
to exceed
for each
inspector $20
$20 per
formance of
official duties,
duties, not
not to
exceed for
each inspector
per
month for
horse and
and vehicle,
month for
for automobiles,
and
month
for a
a horse
vehicle, $26
$26 per
per month
automobiles, and
$13 per
per month
month for
fencing of
of public
prop$13
for motor
motor cycles;
cycles; fencing
public and
and private
private property designated
designated by
the commissioners
as public
and inciincierty
by the
commissioners as
public dumps;
dumps; and
dental expenses,
expenses, $900,000:
That any
any proceeds
proceeds received
received from
from
$900,000: Provided,
Provided,That
dental
the disposal
disposal of
city refuse
garbage shall
shall be
be paid
paid into
the Treasthe
of city
refuse or
or garbage
into the
Treasury of
the United
United States
States to
to the
the credit
of the
States and
and the
the
ury
of the
credit of
the United
United States

District
Columbia in
District of
of Columbia
the manner
by law:
law: Provided
in the
manner provided
provided by
Provided
further, That
That this
this appropriation
be available
available for
for collectcollectfurther,
appropriation shall
shall not
not be
ing ashes
ashes or
or miscellaneous
miscellaneous refuse
refuse from
and places
places of
of busibusimg
from hotels
hotels and
ness
from apartment
houses of
of four
more apartments
in
ness or
or from
apartment houses
four or
or more
apartments in
which
the landlord
landlord furnishes
to tenants.
tenants.
which the
furnishes heat
heat to

Use
restricted.
se restricted.

Public playgrounds.
playgrounds.
Public
Personal services.
Personaservices.

PUBLIC PLAYGROUNDS.
PLAYGROUNDS.
PUBLIC

For personal services in accordance
accordance with the Classification
Classification Act
Act

Proviso.

mloyments reEmployments
restricted.
st
rieted.

of extra
directors at
at not
exceeding 35
35
of 1923,
1923, $71,270;
$71,270; for
for services
services of
extra directors
not exceeding
cents per
per hour,
hour, $800;
00; for
services of
of extra
at not
not exceedcents
for services
extra watchmen
watchmen at
exceeding
25 cents
per hour,
in all
all $72,670:
Provided, That
That employemploying 25
cents per
hour, $600;
$600; in
$72,670: Provided,
hereunder other than of persons paid by the hour
ments hereunder
be
hour shall
shall be

distributed as to
accordance with the
of CoCoto duration
duration in
in accordance
the District of
lumbia
Appropriation Act
Act for
for the
the fiscal
year 1924;
1924;
lumbia Appropriation
fiscal year
Maintenance, etc.
Maintenance,
etc.
maintenance, improvement,
For general maintenance,
supplies, inimprovement, equipment,
equipment, supplies,
incidental and
and contingent
contingent expenses
expenses of
of playgrounds,
playgrounds,including
including labor,
labor,
cidental
and supervision
supervision of
the commissioners,
commissioners, $40,000;
$40,000;
P bli school play-- under
under the
the direction
direction and
of the
Public
For the
the maintenance
maintenance and
expenses of
of keeping
keeping open
rouds during sumgrounds
For
and contingent
contingent expenses
open
Bx
mer.
"e.
public-school playgrounds,
during the summer months the public-school
playgrounds, under
under
the direction and supervision of the coinmIssinners;
and
commissioners; for
for special
special and
temporary
directors,2 assistants, and
temporary service, directors
and janitor
during
janitor service
service during
the summer vacation,
vacation, and,
larger yards,
school
and, m
m the
the larger
yards, daily
daily after
after school
hours during the school
term, $21,000;
hours
school term,
$21,000;
Swimming pools.
Swinmming poo.
For supplies, installing electric
electric lights,
repairs, maintenance,
lights, repairs,
maintenance, and
and
necessary expenses of operating
operating three
three swimming
pools, $3,000;
swimming
pools,
$3,000;
New sites.
New sites.
a site on Thirty-third
For the purchase
purchase of a
Thirty-third Street, between P
P and
Q Streets northwest, in square 1273 (lot
two thou(lot 818),
818), containing
containing two
thousand six hundred and fifty
$7,000;
fifty square feet,
feet, $7,000;
For the
the purchase
of three
sites, $14,300;
For
purchase of
three playground
playground sites,
$14,300;
Bathing beach.
Baing bes.
BATHING
BEACH: For
For personal
BATHING =Am:
with the
personal services
services in
in accordance
accordance with
the
Classification Act of 1923, $1,320,
temporary services, supplies,
Classification
$1,320; for temporary
and maintenance,
maintenance, $4,500; for repairs to buildings,
buildings, pools,
pools, and
and upkeep
upkeep
$7,600;
of grounds, $1,780; in all, $7,600;
In all, for playgrounds,
playgrounds, $165,570.
$165,570.
Electrical
Electrical
ment.
ment.

departdepart-

Personal services.
Personal
services

For personal
personal services in accordance with the Classification
Classification Act
Act

Supplies, contingent
expenses, etc.

esppelsese

t

Placing wires undergolcng
underg
ound.

ire

ELECTRICAL
ELECTRICAL DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
$79,940.
of 1923, $79,940.

For general
supplies, repairs,
general supplies,
and battery
supplies,
repairs, new
new batteries
batteries and
battery supplies,
telephone rental and purchase, telephone
and
telephone service
service charges,
charges, wire
wire and
cable for extension of telegraph
telegraph and telephone service, repairs of
of
purchase of poles, tools, insulators, brackets,
lines and instruments, purchase
pins, hardware, cross arms, ice, record books, stationery, printing,
printing,
livery, purchase
purchase and repair of bicycles,
bicycles, allowance
allowance for the maintemainteautomobiles at not to
to exceed
exceed $26
nance of not more than three automobiles
per
$26 per
month each, blacksmithing, extra labor, new
new boxes, and
and other
other necesnecessary items,
sary
items, $30,000.
$30,000.
For placing
placing wires of fire alarm,
alarm, police patrol, and
telephone servand telephone
service underground
underground in existing
existing conduits, including cost of cables, terminal boxes, and posts, connections
connections to and between existing conduits, manholes, handholds, posts for fire-alarm and police boxes,
extra labor, and other necessary items, $4,800.

S
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S
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302.
SEss.

relocation of police-patrol
police-patrol system, including
For extension and relocation
purchase of
of new
boxes, purchase
purchase and erection of necessary
necessary poles,
new boxes,
purchase
connections,
wire cable, conduit
conduit connections,
insulators, pins, braces, wire,
cross arms, insulators,
necessary items, $2,000:
$2,000:
labor, and other necessary
posts, extra labor,
For
alterations in police-patrol
police-patrol signal system in the second,
second,
For alterations
precincts, rearrangement
rearrangement of circuits and
police precincts,
and tenth police
eighth, and
reconnection of
of certain
certain boxes because
boundaries of
because of changes in boundaries
reconnection
those
precincts incident
to establishment
establishment of the new twelfth police
incident to
those precincts
precinct,
installation of necessary poles,
purchase and installation
including the purchase
precinct, including
cross
connections,
wire, cable, conduit connections
braces, wire,
pins, braces,
insulators, pins,
arms, insulators,
cross arms,
posts,
necessary items, to be
other necessary
and other
labor, and
extra labor,
instruments, extra
posts, instruments,
immediately
immediately available, $3,120.
public
LIGHTING:
purchase, installation,
installation ' and
and maintenance
maintenance of public
For purchase,
LIGHTING: For
lamps,
lamp-posts, street designations,
designations, lanterns,
lanterns and fixtures of all
lamps, lamp-posts,
kinds
alleys, and public spaces, and for
avenues, roads, alleys,
streets, avenues,
on streets,
kinds on
all
necessary expenses in connection therewith, including rental of
all necessary
stables
storerooms, livery
extra labor, this sum to be exand extra
livery and
and storerooms,
stables and
pended
ac,cordance with
provisions of sections 7
8 of
7 and 8
the provisions
with the
in accordance
pended in
the
of Columbia
Appropriation Act for the fiscal year 1912
Columbia Appropriation
District of
the District
and
the provisions
of the District
Appropriation
District of Columbia Appropriation
provisions of
with the
and with
Act
for the
the fiscal
1913, and
and other laws applicable thereto,
year 1913,
fiscal year
Act for
$525,000.
$525,000.
For
gas lamps
lamps and
and fixtures
older and less effective
fixtures and older
replacing gas
For replacing
electric
lamps and
fixtures on
on streets,
avenues, roads,
roads, and
and public
public
streets, avenues,
and fixtures
electric lamps
spaces
purdase of posts and fixinstallations, purchase
electric installations,
improved electric
by improved
spaces by
tures
all kinds,
kinds, and
and for
connection therethereexpenses in connection
all necessary
necessary expenses
for all
of all
tures of
with
$35,000: Provided,
That no
appropriation shall
this appropriation
part of this
no part
Provided, That
with $35,000:
be
available for the
to
the payment on any contract required by law to
be available
be
through competitive
competitive bidding,
not awarded to the
bidding, which is not
awarded through
be awarded
lowest
bidder on
on specifications,
such specifications
specifications shall be so
and such
specifications, and
lowest bidder
drawn
as to
to admit
admit of fair competition.
drawn as
For
relocation of fire-alarm
fire-alarm system, including
including purextension and relocation
For extension
chase of
new boxes,
boxes, purchase
purchase and
of necessary
cross
necessary poles, cross
erection of
and erection
of new
chase
arms,
insulators, pins,
wire, cable,
connections, posts,
conduit connections,
cable, conduit
braces, wire,
pins, braces,
arms, insulators,
extra labor
necessary items, $9,000.
labor,, and other necessary
lead-covered cables to inFor purchase
additional lead-covered
installing additional
and installing
purchase and
For
crease the
of the
the underground
signal cable
cable system,
$8,000.
system, $8,000.
underground signal
capacity of
the capacity
crease
PUBLIC SCHOOLS.
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1924.

Police
patrol system.
Police patrol

Altering police
stapolice staAltering
in specified
specified pretions in
cincts.

streets, etc.
Lighting streets,

Rates.
38, p. 1008.
1008.
Vol. 36,

Vol.
37, p. 181.
181.
Vol. 37,

Replacing
Replacing
tures, etc.

old

fix-

Proviso.
PrvWo.
Contract restrictions.
restrictions.
Contract

Fire alarm boxes.

cable sysysExtending cable
tem.

Public schoos.
schools.
Public
Superintendwent..
Superintendent,

Salaries:
businew man,c.
superintendents, busine
assistant superintendents,
two assistant
$6,000; two
Superintendent, $6,000;
Salaries: Superintendent,
Ante, p.a67.
p. 367.
at $3,750
each; business
manager, to
the business
business A,
of the
charge of
in charge
to be
be in
business manager,
$3,750 each;
at
p.
administration
of the
the public
school system,
system, and
Pt p.875.
and to be appointed by Post,
public school
administration of
and responsible
responsible to the
the Board of Education of the District of Columand
super-intermediate instruction,
instruction, thirteen super
bia, $3,750; director of intermediate
vising principals,
of manual
manual training
training and director of
supervisor of
principals, supervisor
vising
primary instruction,
a minimum salary of $2,400 p
all, at a
sixteen in all,
instruction, sixteen
primary
partisan
Teaching partisan
each; in
all, $55,650:
Provided, That
That no
part of this
this sum shall be Teaching
no part
$55,650: Provided,
in all,
each;
govorm ofergov
nddi=
iblees;na
available for
the payment
superintendent, assist- ritt
°1of any superintendent,
salary of
the salary
of the
payment of
for the
available
ant superintendent,
instruction, or super- enent
eminent forbidden.
fvrbidden'
intermediate instruction,
of intermediate
director of
superintendent, director
ant
vising principal
permits the teaching of partisan politics, diswho permits
principal who
vising
respect
of the
the Holy
Holy Bible,
or that
that ours
inferior form of govan inferior
is an
ours is
Bible, or
respect of
omffice personnel.
Office
personnel.
ernment.
ernment.
spertendent
Office of
of the superintendent
superintendent of schools: For personal services in Superintendent.
Office
secretary.
accordance with
Secretary.
$3,580.
Act of 1923, $53,580.
with the Classification Act
accordance
Office
accordance with
For personal services in accordance
secretary: For
of the
the secretary:
Office of
Finazmeandacntthe Classification
of 1923,
1923, $13,020.
$13,020.
Finance and accountAct of
the
Classification Act
Office of
finance and
and accounting:
ing•
services in accord- ingpersonal services
For personal
accounting: For
of finance
Office
awe with
with the
$18,360.
Classification Act of 1923, $18,360.
the Classification
ance
p

r

• •
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Salaries.
Attendance officers.

alarieso.

Librarians.

Librarians.
Teachers.
Teach.

Salaries:
$1,080,
officers-one $1,080,
Attendance officers—one
Salaries: Attendance
each;
all, $10,140.
$10,140.
in all,
each; in
Salaries: Librarians
normal
Librarians in high
high and normal
at
minimum salary
$1,200 each,
each, $12,000.
salary of
of $1,200
$12,000.
at aaminimum

1924.
1924.

one
$960, nine
nine at
at $900
$900
one $960,
schools—ten in
in class
class 5,
5,
schools-ten

TECHES.
TEACHERS.

Salaries:
For two
two thousand
thousand six
hundred and
seventy-six teachers
teachers
and seventy-six
six hundred
Salaries: For
at minimum
follows:
at
minimum salaries
salaries as
as follows:
Principal of
of the
$3,500: Provided,
Provided, That
That
High School,
School, $3,500:
the Central
Central High
Principal
Hi /o .
the principal
principal of
the
of the
the Central
Central High
placed at
at a
abasic
basic
High School
School shall
shall be
be placed
salary of
of $3,500
per annum
and shall
shall be
entitled to
to an
an increase
increase of
of
salary
$3,500 per
annum and
be entitled
$100
annum for
for five
five years;
$100 per
per annum
years;
Assistants, Central
Two
assistant principals,
one for
the Central
Central High
and
School and
High School
for the
principals, one
Two assistant
ent.
AigSandtMc
RIO
and McKinley.
one for
the
McKinley
Manual
Training
High School,
at $2,400
$2,400
.
one
for
the
McKinley
Manual
Training
High
School,
at
Proviso.
each: Provided,
said assistant
be placed
placed at
at a
Basic
salary.
Bacsa
ary.
each:
Provided, That
That said
assistant principals
principals shall
shall be
a
basic
of $2,400
$2,400 per
shall be
be entitled
to an
an increase
basic salary
salary of
per annum
annum and
and shall
entitled to
increase
of $100
$100 per
annum for
for five
years;
five years;
of
per annum
Other principals.
rprp
Principals of normal, high, and manual-training
manual-training high
high schools,
schools,
eight at
$2,700 each;
each;
eight
at $2,700
Principals of
of junior
junior high
schools, eight
eight at
at $2,700
each;
$2,700 each;
high schools,
Principals
desDeans
girls at desDe of girs
ignated schools.
hoos.
ignated
principals, who shall be deans of _girls
Seven assistant principals,
girls of the
Central
High School,
School, Eastern
Dunbar High
High School,
School,
Central High
Eastern High
High School,
School, Dunbar
McKinley Manual
Business High
High School, Western High School, McKinley
Manual
Training
School, and
and Armstrong
Armstrong Manual
High
ro~.
Training High
High School,
Manual Training
Training High
Premise%
Basic salary.
School,
$2,400 each:
Provided, That
That said
said assistant
shall
School, at
each: Provided,
assistant principals
principals shall
Basic
salry.
at $2,400
be
basic salary
of $2,400
per annum
annum and
be entitled
entitled
be placed at
at aabasic
salary of
$2,400 per
and shall
shall be
to
increase of
of $100
per annum
annum for
for five
years;
five years;
$100 per
an increase
to an
Directos.
Directors.
Directors
Directors of music, drawing, physical culture, domestic science,
domestic art,
penmanship, seven,
seven, at
at $2,000
$2,000 each:
each:
domestic
art, kindergartens,
kindergartens, and
and penmanship,
Proriso.
prolio.
Penmanship.
enmanship.
Provided,
penmanship, who shall be an ininProvided, That
That the
the director
director of
of penmanship,.
structor in the normal school and aa director in
in the grades, shall
shall be
placed at
at a
salary of
$2,000 per
shall be
placed
a basic
basic salary
of $2,000
per annum,
annum, and
and shall
be entitled
entitled
to an
an increase
increase of
annum for
years;
five years;
for five
per annum
$100 per
of $100
Assistant
Assstnt director. to
Primary
Primary instruction.
instruction.
Assistant director
instruction, $1,800;
Assistant
director of
of primary
primary instruction,
$1 2800;
Other
threeOther assistant
assistantdirec
Assistant directors
music, drawing,
physical culture,
culture, domestic
Assistant
directors of
of music,
drawing, physical
domestic
tors.
Proviso.
Priso.
science, domestic
domestic art,
kindergartens, and
penmanship, severf,
at
science,
art,
kindergartens,
and
penmanship,
severn,
at
penmnnship.
Penmanship.
$1,800 each: Provided,
Provided, That the assistant director of penmanship,
who shall
be an
the normal
school and
an assistant
assistant
who
shall be
an instructor
instructor in
in the
normal school
and an
director in
in the
shall be
be placed
at a
basic salary
per
director
the grades,
grades, shall
placed at
a basic
salary of
of $1,800
$1,800 per
annum, and shall be entitled to an increase
increase of $50 per annum for
for
five years;
years;
Manual training.
five
Manualtrainin.
Assistant
supervisor of
training, $1,800;
$1,800;
of manual
manual training,
teachs.
Assistant supervisor
Other teachers.
Heads
of departments
high and
manual-training high
high schools
Heads of
departments in
in high
and manual-training
schools
in
B, of
class 6,
6, sixteen,
sixteen, at
2
200 each;
each;
in group
group B,
of class
at $2
$2,200
Normal, high, and manual-training
manual-training high
schools promoted
for
high schools,
promoted for
superior
group B,
B, of
6, sixty-three,
sixty-three, at
$2,200 each;
each;
superior work,
work, group
of class
class 6,
at $2,200
Group
Group A, of class 6, including
grade manualincluding seven
seven principals
principals of
of grade
training schools, five hundred
training
and six,
six, at
$1,440 each;
each;
hundred and
at $1,440
Class 5,
hundred and forty-five, at
$1,200 each,
including
5, two hundred
at $1,200
each, including
administrative principals,
administrative
principals, vocational
vocational trade
instructors and
and teachers
trade instructors
teachers
of Americanization
of
Americanization work:
work:
Class 4,
at $1,200
$1,200 each;
4, five hundred
hundred and ninety-fire,
ninety-five, at
each;
Class 3,
fifty-one, at
at $1,200
Class
3, six
six hundred
hundred and
and fifty-one,
$1,200 each;
each;
Class 2, four hundred
$1,200 each;
each;
hundred and thirty-two, at $1,200
Class 1,
1, one
hundred and
twenty-six, at
$1,200 each;
Proviso.
each;
and twenty-six,
at $1,200
Class
one hundred
Promo.
Teaching polities,
$3.459,740: Provided,
In all,
all. for teachers,
poitis
Teaching
teachers, $3.459,740:
Provided, That no part of this
etc., forbidden.
sum shall be available
teacher
available for the payment of the salary of any teacher
who teaches partisan
partisan politics,
disrespect of
of the
the Holy
Holy Bible,
or that
that
politics, disrespect
Bible, or
ours is an inferior form of government.

Salaries.
au
Ante, p. 367.
Principal, Central
Central
High.
Proviso.
'
Basic salary.

3aes
.
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lieu of
of
sSalaries
i inc leu
The salaries appropriated
ieala
appropriated herein
herein for teachers
teachers and librarians in all present
basic pay.
367.
A-nt, p. 3M7.
lieu of the
the present
basic Ante,
the fiscal
fiscal year
1925 shall
classes during
during the
classes
year 1925
shall be in lieu
present basic
or initial salaries for such classes,
rates of
classes, and the present
present rates
of longevity
longevity
increases
increases of pay for the said classes shall
shall apply
apply to the basic or
or initial Proviso .
salaries
appropriated herein:
herein: Provided,
That for
salaries appropriated
Provided, That
Additional for
for the
the year
year ending
ending Additional
for fiscal
fiscal
ye 1924.
June 30, 1925, each of the teachers and librarians
librarians in said classes shall year
1924
receive placing in the class to which
which assigned so that each teacher or
or
librarian
in addition
addition to
salary herein
herein provided
provided
librarian shall
shall receive
receive in
to the
the basic
basic salary
equal to the longevity increase
increase
aa longevity increase which shall be equal
which i
received June 30, 1924.
issnext above that received
Soliciting subscripNo part
part of
any appropriation
appropriation made
made in
in this
this Act
shall be
paid to
to any
No
of any
Act shall
be paid
any tionetproShibbiS
tions, etc., prohibited.
person employed
under or in connection
employed under
connection with the public schools of
permit to be
the District of Columbia who shall solicit or receive,
receive, or permit
solicited or received, on any public-school
public-school premises, any subscription
subscription
or
of money
money or
other thing
thing of
of value
any pupil
enor donation
donation of
or other
value from
from any
pupil enrolled
testimonials to
rolled in such
such public schools for
for presentation
presentation of testimonials
Exception.
school
school officials or for any purpose except such
such as may be authorized
authorized E'xepton.
Education at
at aa stated meeting upon
upon the written
written
by the Board of Education
recommendation of the
superintendent of schools.
recommendation
the superintendent
Vacation schools, etc.
For the instruction
supervision of children in the vacation V e t Ochoet
instruction and supervision
schools and
and playgrounds, and supervisors
supervisors and teachers
teachers of
of vacation
vacation
schools
schools and
also be
teachers of
day
and teachers
of day
schools
and playgrounds
playgrounds may
may also
be supervisors
supervisors and
schools, $30,000.
schools,
$30,000.
Longevity pay.
For
longevity pay,
to be
in strict
strict conformity
pro- Lonevitypay
For longevity
pay, to
be paid
paid in
conformity with
with the
the proProvided, That no
no part
visions of existing
existmg law, $660,000:
$660,000: Provided,
part of
of this
this sum
requisite.
sum Proviso.
iency requisite.
EfficiencY
shall be
to any
any person
the opinion
opinion of
of the
the Board
Board of
of
shall
be paid
paid to
person who,
who, in
in the
Education and the superintendent
superintendent of schools,
schools, has an unsatisfactory
unsatisfactory
Education
efficiency rating.
efficiency
Annuities.
For
of annuities,
For payment
payment of
annuities, $60,000.
$60,000.
Anii
Additional pay for
fopr
For allowance
of grade school
For
allowance to principals
principals of
school buildings
buildings for services grde
grade schlsp'
schools princi•
s
Pais.
rendered
salary, to be paid in pa
l
rendered as such, in addition to their grade salary,
Vol. 34, p. 320.
strict
conformity with
entitled "An Act Vol. 34 p 30.
with the provisions of the Act entitled
strict conformity
to
fix
and
regulate
the
salaries
of
teachers,
school
officers
and
other
to fix and regulate the salaries of teachers, school officers, and other
employees
Columbia,"
the District
District of Columbia,"
of Education
Education of the
the Board of
of the
employees of
approved June 20, 1906, $44,000.
•NIGHT
SCHOOLS.
NIGHT SCHOOLS.

Night
schools.
Night schools.
Salaries.

teachers of night schools, including teachers
teachers of in- slr'"'le
Salaries: For teachers
dustrial,
teachers of night
night
dustrial, commercial,
commercial, and trade instruction
instruction, and teachers
schools
teachers of day schools,
schools may also be teachers
schools, $90,000.
$90,000.
Contingent expenses.
ngeneen
contingent and other necessary
Contingent expenses:
expenses: For contingent
necessary exContingent
penses, including
including equipment
necessary articles
equipment and purchase
purchase of all necessary
and supplies for classes in industrial,
industrial, commercial,
commercial, and trade instrucinstruction, $4,500.
THE DEAF,
DEAF, DUMB,
DUMB, AND
AND BLIND.
BLIND.

Deaf,
Deaf,
blind.
blind.

dumb,

and
and

Columbia InstituIstituthe instruction
For expenses
For
expenses attending
attending the
instruction of deaf and dumb
dumb persons tionformth8
tion for the Deaf.
expenses.
nsction
expenses.
admitted to the Columbia Institution for the Deaf from the Dis- Instruction
R. S., sec. 4864, p 942.
. S.,Sec44,p 9.
trict of Columbia, under section 4864 of the Revised
Revised Statutes, and
31, p. S4.
844.
as provided for in the Act approved March
March 1, 1901,
1901, and under aa Vol.
Vol. 31,p.
contract to be entered into with the said institution
institution by the commissioners,
sioners, $20,250.
$20,250.
Colored
de mutes.
Colored deaf mutes.
Tuition under COM
conteachable Tuition
For maintenance and tuition of colored
colored deaf-mutes
deaf-mutes of teachable
tract.
age belonging to the District of Columbia,
Columbia, in Maryland,
Maryland, or some tract.
other
contract to
entered into by
other State,
State, under
under a
a contract
to be
be entered
by the
the commission- Proviso.
ers, $5,000: Provided,
expenditures under this appropriation
appropriation Spision.
Provided, That all expenditures
Supervision.
Blind
children.
Blind aildren.
supervision of the
under the supervision
shall be
be made
made under
shall
the Board of Education.
Education.
Instruction under
under
Instruction
For
children of
District of
of Columbia,
in contrt.
For instruction
instruction of
contract.
of blind
blind children
of the
the District
Columbia, in
contract to be entered
Maryland, or some other State, under
under aa contract
entered into

.
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Supervision.
Americanization
Americanization
work.
work.
Instructing foreigners

oisralli'OeL
of all ages.

Equipment, etc.

Equipment, et-

Commtmity center
centers.
Commnnity
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by the
commissioners, $10,000:
Provided, That
That all
under
all expenditures
expenditures under
$10,000: Provided,
the commissioners,
by
this
appropriation shall
be made
under the
the supervision
supervision of
of the
Board
this appropriation
shall be
made under
the Board
of
of Education.
Education.
AMERICANIZATION
WORK.
AMERICANIZATION WORK..

For Americanization
work and
instruction of
of all
all ages
ages
of foreigners
foreigners of
and instruction
Americanization work
For
in both
both day
night classes,
classes, including
including a
principal, who,
for ten
in
day and
and night
a principal,
who, for
ten
months,
give his
his full
this work,
work, at
at $1,800
$1,800 per
per annum,
annum,
months, shall
shall give
full time
time to
to this
and teachers
teachers of
of Americanization
Americanization schools
schools may
may also
also be
teachers of
of
and
be teachers
the
school, $10,830.
$10,830.
the day
day school,
For contingent
contingent and
and other
including books,
other necessary
necessary expenses,
expenses, including
books,
equipment,
supplies, $2,500.
equipment, and
and supplies,
$2,500.
COMMUNITY CENTER
DEPARTMENT.
COMMUNITY
CENTER DEPARTMENT.

For salaries of
supervisors, teachers,
teachers, clerks,
clerks, and
other
of directors,
directors, supervisors,
and other
employees for
for civic,
recreational, and
and social
activities
employees
civic, educational,
educational, recreational,
social activities
under 'the
direction of
the Board
Board of
equipment and
and
under
'the direction
of the
of Education;
Education; for
for equipment
supplies; for
for lighting
lighting fixtures;
fixtures; for
maintenance of
of automobiles
supplies;
for maintenance
automobiles (em(employees
of the
day schools
employees of
of the
the community
ployees of
the day
schools may
may also
also be
be employees
community
From District revrom District rev- center department);
$30,000, to be paid wholly out of the
department) ;in all, $30,000,
enue&
revenues
of the
Columbia: Provided,
That not
than
Proviso.
PAcio.
revenues of
the District
District of
of Columbia:
Provided, That
not more
more than
Pay restriction.
y restriction.
70 per centum of this sum shall be
expended for
salaries of
of direcdirecbe expended
for salaries
tors,
supervisors, teachers,
teachers, and
tors, supervisors,
and clerks.
clerks.
Sabiriniand expenses.
Post, p. 675.

^risaexpen.
P

Care
buildings
Car of bnuldings
CarOnd
and
grounds. bgildrn

CARE
BUILDINGS AND
GROUNDS.
AND GROUNDS.
OF BUILDINGS
CARE OF

Salaries.

Salaries:
Salaries: For personal
personal services in accordance
accordance with
with the
the ClassificaClassification Act
of 1923,
1923, $443,076.
tion
Act of
$443,076.
Smaller buildings and
For care
smaller buildings
buildings and
rented rooms,
rooms, including
including cooking
cooking
snteds
and For
care of
of smaller
ro
and rented
rented
rooms.
and manual-training
schools, wherever
located, at
at aarate
rate not
not to
to exexand
manual-training schools,
wherever located,
annum for
care of
ceed $96
$96 per
per annum
for the
the care
of each
each schoolroom
schoolroom, other
other than
than
those occupied
occupied by
atypical or
classes,
schoolroom,
for which service
those
by atypical
or ungraded
ungraded classes,
for
exceed $120
annum may
be allowed,
allowed, $8,000.
$8,000.
an amount not
not to
to exceed
$120 per annum
may be
Salarie.

Hygiene and sanitaHygiene
tion.

HYGIENE AND
AND SANITATION.
SANITATION.
HYGIENE

Personal services.

personal services
Salaries: For personal
accordance with
with the
the ClassificaClassificaservices in accordance
tion Act of 1923, $60,120:
$60,120: Provided,
Provided, That the person employed
employed
spDeaw
dty o C n- in the capacity of chief medical
medical and sanitary inspector
inspector shall, under
under
the direction
direction of
the
health officer
officer of
of the
the District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, give
give
of the health
his whole time from
from nine o'clock
o'clock a.
four o'clock p. m.,
a. m.
m. to four
m., to, and
exercise the
direction and
control of
of the
exercise
the direction
and control
the medical
medical inspection
inspection and
and
sanitary conditions
conditions of
public schools
schools of
the District
District of
of ColumColumof the
of the
the public
nspe- sanitary
Division of inspectors.
bia: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
employed as
as medical
medical
That of the
the persons
persons employed
inspectors
inspectors one
one shall
woman, four
dentists, and
and four
four
shall be
be aa woman,
four shall be
be dentists,
shall be of the colored race, and
and that of the graduate
graduate nurses employed as
nurses three
shall be
be of
of the
the colored
race.
colored race.
three shall
ployed
as public-school
public-school nurses
Freedentaclinics
Free dental clinics.
For the maintenance
maintenance of free
free dental
dental clinics
clinics in the
schools,
the public
public schools,
$1,000.
Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneous.
MISCE
NEUS.
MISCELLANEOUS.
MISCELLANEOUS.
Personalsrices.
Praises.
Pros.

Day duty of chief inspector.

Equipping tempoEquipping
rary
rooms,,eetc. m po

Tubercular
Tubercular pupils.

For equipment
of temporary
temporary rooms
for classes
above the
the second
second
For
equipment of
rooms for
classes above
grade now
half time,
time, and
an to
to provide
provide for
for estimated
estimated increased
increased
grade,
now on half
enrollment that
that may
may be
caused by
by operation
operation of
of the
compulsory edueduenrollment
be caused
the compulsory
cation law,
law, and
and for purchase
purchase of all
necessary articles and
and supplies
supplies
all necessary
to
the course
course of
which may
be provided
provided for
for
to be
be used
used in the
of instruction
instruction which
may be
atypical
and ungraded
ungraded classes,
classes, $5,000.
$5,000.
atypical and
maintenance of schools
For the maintenance
schools for tubercular
tubercular pupils,
pupils, $4,000.
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attending schools for tubercular
For transportation
transportation for pupils attending
tubercular
For
children, $3,000: Provided,
expenditures for car fares from this
Provided,That expenditures
limitations on the use of car
car
be subject
subject to the
the general
general limitations
fund shall
shall not
not be
fares covered
covered by
by this
this Act.
Act.
fares
For
purchase and repair
repair of furniture,
machinery, material,
material,
furniture, tools, machinery,
For purchase
apparatus to be used in connection
connection with instruction
instruction
and books, and apparatus
connected therewith,
expenses connected
and incidental
incidental expenses
in manual
manual training,
training, and
$60,000.
$60,000.
For
For fuel, gas, and electric light and power, $235,000.
shades, for buildings
window shades
For
furniture including
including pianos
buildings
and window
pianos and
For furniture,
and
additions to buildings, equipment for kindergartens,
kindergartens, and tools
tools
and additions
and
furnishings for
training, cooking and
sewing schools,
and sewing
manual training,
for manual
and furnishings
as
follows: Armstrong
Training School and addition
addition
Manual Training
Armstrong Manual
as follows:
thereto,
Western High School
School and addition thereto,
thereto,
$100,000; Western
thereto, $100,000;
$82,763; eight-room
eight-room school building
building on Spring Road
Road site, $4,588;
$4,588;
$82,763;
three kindergarkindergaraddition to
to the Tenley School, $7,388; three
eight-room addition
housekeeping and
tens $3,000; two sewing schools, $1,200;
$1,200; two housekeeping
tens,
cooking schools, $2,000;
$2,000; two manualtwo cooking
schools, $3,000;
$3,000; two
cooking schools
$206,939.
$3,000; in all, $206,939.
training
training shops, i3,000;
including furniture
repairs of same,
furniture and repairs
For contingent
contingent expenses, including
pay of
of cabinetmaker,
cabinetmaker, stationery,
printing, ice,
and other
necessary
pay
stationery, printing,
ice, and
other necessary
items not
not otherwise
otherwise provided
provided for, including an allowance
allowance of not
items
exceeding $312 per
each of the
a motor vehicle for each
per annum for a
exceeding
superintendent of
superintendent of janitors, the two
of schools,
schools, the superintendent
superintendent
assistant
superintendents, the director
director of primary
primary instruction, the
assistant superintendents,
school
cabinetmaker, the
the supervising
supervising principal
charge of the
the white
in charge
principal in
school cabinetmaker,
inspector of schools,
special schools, the chief
.medical and saitary
sanitary inspector
chief.medical
ani
supervising principal of the colored special schools, and
and the
the supervising
reference and periodi$3,000 for books of reference
exceeding $3,000
including not exceeding
periodia bond shall not be required on account
Provded, That
That a
cals, $76,040:
cals,
$76,040: Provided,
Department for
equipment issued by the War
War Department
of military supplies or equipment
military
instruction and practice
military instruction
practice by the students of high schools in
the District of Columbia.
For the purchase of sanitary
sanitary- paper
paper towels and
and for fixtures for
for
dispensing the same to the pupils, $2,000.
$2,000.
dispensing
For purchase
purchase of pianos for school buildings
buildings and kindergarten
kindergarten
schools, at an average
$300 each, $1,500.
average cost not to exceed
exceed $300
textbooks and
For textbooks
and school supplies for use
use of pupils
pupils of the first
first
superintendent of public
distributed by the superintendent
public
eight grades, to be distributed
Education,
regulations to be made by the Board of Education,
schools under
under regulations
necessary expenses
expenses of
of purchase,
purchase, distribution, and preserfor the
the necessary
and for
textbooks and supplies
necessary labor
vation of said textbooks
supplies, including
including necessary
labor not
to exceed
Commissioners of
of
the Commissioners
That the
Provided, That
$125,000: Provide'',
$1,000 $125,000:
to
exceed $1,000,
the
discretion, are authorized
authorized to exColumbia, in their discretion,
the District
District of Columbia,
change
a new one, the new one to be
badly damaged book for a
change any badly
similar
it was new.
similar in text to the old one when it
For kindergarten
supplies, $6,300.
$6,300.
kindergarten supplies,
For
$1,200.
For purchase of United States flags, $1,200.
For utensils,
utensils, material,
material, and
and labor,
labor, for
for establishment
establishment and mainteFor
nance
of school
school gardens,
gardens, $3,000.
$3,000.
nance of
designate the months
authorized to designate
Education is authorized
The Board
Board of
of Education
The
payments now required
required by law shall be made
ten salary
salary payments
in which the ten
work of instruction in nature
nature study and
to teachers assigned to the work
school gardens.
school
gardens.
For
fixtures, specimens,
books,
technical books,
specimens, technical
apparatus, fixtures,
purchase of
of apparatus,
For purchase
maintenance of laboraextending the equipment
equipment and for the maintenance
laborafor extending
and for
general
tories of the departments
physics, chemistry,
chemistry, biology,
biology, and general
departments of physics,
schools and normal
science
normal
science in the several high and junior high schools
schools,
and for
for the
the installation
the same,
$10,000.
same, $10,000.
installation of the
schools, and

Transportation.
Transportation.
Proviso.
*owed
Car fares allowed.

a

Manual training em

tsraing.

penseU
penses.

Fuel, light,

Fuel, light,

power.
power.

and

and

etc.,

Furniture,
for
Furniture, etc., for
designated schools

degnatedchoo.

Contingent expenses,
cabittxger=.S
cabinetmaker, etc.

Motor vehicle aUow-

Motor vehicle allow-

/111M
ance.

Proviso.
No bond
bond for
for Army
Army
supplies to cadets.

N

supplies

tocadets.

Paper towels.

Pap"towels.

ian
PPianos.
Supplies to pupils.

Supples to pupils.

i.
Proviso.

Exchanges.
Exchanges.

Kindergarten
pindergarten
plies.

sup-

su

Flags.
Flap.
School gardens.

Schoolgden

Nature study, etc,

teaes.
teachers.

dy

etc.

PPhysics, etc.,
et., departet-

ments'sspplis.
ments' supplies.
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Robert
Shaw
Robert Gould
Gold Shaw
For furniture and equipment for the Robert
Junior
Robert Gould Shaw Junior
Junior
HiunorHigh.
gh.
u
High School,
School, $6,000.
$6,000.
High
Columbia Jni
Junior
EColumbia
For
and equipment
For furniture
furniture and
for the
Columbia Junior
High
equipment for
the Columbia
Junior High
HighSchool, $6,000.
School,
$6,000.
Cluldren of Army,
Navy,
etc., admitted
The children
children of
of officers
and men
of the
the United
United States
Army and
and
Navy, etc.,
admitted
The
officers and
men of
States Army
free.
ree.
'
Navy and children
children of other employees of the
States stationed
stationed
the United
United States
District of
shall be
be admitted
the public
outside the
the District
of Columbia
Columbia shall
admitted to
to the
public
schools without
payment of
schools
without payment
of tuition.
tuition.
Buildin
gsand
and
Buildings

go
unds
g
rounds.

BUILDINGS AND
AND GROUNDS.
GROUNDS.
BUILDINGS

Tramtng
Arinst
rnng
anual Completing
to the
Manul
the construction
Trainin
g
. M
Completing the
an addition
addition to
construction of
of an
the Armstrong
Armstrong
Addition.
Addition.
Manual
Training
School,
$200,000;
Manual
Training
School,
$200,000;
Western High.
Completing
Addition.
Completing the
the construction
construction of
of an
an addition
addition to
to the
the Western
Western High
High
School, $450,000;
$150,000;
School,
Thomson.
For completing
addition to
to the
the
Addition
For
Addition
completing the
the construction
construction of
of a
a third-story
third-story addition
Thomson School,
$75,000;
School,
$75,000;
Thomson
John F. Cook.
Joh oo.F.
For completing
completing the
of aabuilding
the construction
construction of
building to
presto replace
replace the
the present John
F.
Cook School,
$150,000;
ent
John
F.
Cook
School,
$150,000;
Calvert Street site.
cvetstrtsite.
For grading and making the water and
and sewer
connections in
in the
the
sewer connections
Calvert Street
near Connecticut
McKey
Manual school
school site
site on
on Calvert
Street near
Connecticut Avenue,
Avenue, $5,000;
$5,000;
McKinley
Manual
Training.
For the
plans and
and specifications
school
Training.
For
the preparation
preparation of
of plans
specifications for
for aa new
new school
building for
nual Training
Training School,
School, $5,000;
building
for the
the McKinley
McKinley Ma
Manual
$5,000;
Sites. ss
In the
the norteast.
For
the purchase
purchase of
of a
In
northeast.
For the
site in
in the
northeast somewhere
a site
the northeast
somewhere within
within aa
distance of approximately
approximately aahalf
Taylor School
School (located
half mile of
of the
the Taylor
(located
Third
in square
square 891),
$150,000;.
Third and
and RittenRitten- in
891) $150,000;
hose Streets
Streets NW.
NW.
For the purchase
purchase of a
a site for a
a new school
house
school in
of Third
in the
the vicinity
vicinity of
Third
Burrville.
and
Streets northwest,
$20,000;
Bunaal.
and Rittenhouse
Rittenhouse Streets
northwest, $20,000;
Near
BuPurchase of
of site,
site, Burrville,
Burrville: $7
2
500.;
$7r500;
Near Fifth
ifth and
and BnPurchase
chanan StreetsNW.
Purchase of site in the vicinity
chanan
Streets NW.
vicinity of Fifth and
Buchanan Streets
and Buchanan
Streets
$50,000;
western
Western High
High athth- northwest,
northwest, $50,000;
letic feld.
For athletic field
the Western
letic
field.
field for
for the
Western High
High S
choo l, $125,000;
$125,000 ;
School,
Junior High, p
lans .
etc.O
ps,
etc.
For
of plans
plans and
nd investigation
i
nvestiga ti on
For the
the preparation
preparation of
and specifications
specifications a
and
of subsurface conditions of site for Junior High School
School. near
near
Twenty-fourth and
Tubercular
hiln
Twenty-fourth
and N
N Streets
Streets northwest,
northwest, $5,000;
$5,000;
Tubercular children.
the District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia are
are hereby
t • The
The Commissioners
Commissioners of
of the
hereby authorauthorBuildinBdg
g fr
for, on site
of
bercslo HoapiHpi- 'zed
ized and
and directed
of T
Tuberculosis
directed to
to erect
building for
for the
the care
care of
erect the
the school
school building
of tubertubertal.
cular
children
on
such part
part of
the site
site now
cular children on such
of the
now occupied
occupied by the Tuberculosis Hospital
Hospital as in their judgment may be best
suited for
best suited
for such
such purpurpose, the said site being described
described on
on the
the Di
st
ric t
the tax
tax records
records of
of the
District
Vol.
84-146: and
and the
said
Columbia as
as been
parcels 84-134,
84-134, 84-146,
and 84-147,
84-147, and
of Columbia
the said
Vol. 4
42,
42, p.
p. eo•.
building having been appropriated
appropriated for
the Act
Act entitled
"An Act
Act
for in
in the
entitled "An
making
for
making appropriation
appropriation to supply deficiencies
deficiencies in appropriations
appropriations for
the
fiscal year
year ending
fiscal years, and for
for
the fiscal
ending June 30, 1921, and prior fiseal
Disbursed and
other purposPs
June 16,
16, 1921;
1921 ;
Disbursed
and ac- other
purposes,""approved
approved June
cofntedfor
aonefund.
In
$1242,500, to
to be
be disbursed
counted for as
one fund.
In all, $1,24,500,
disbursed and
and accounted
accounted for
for as
as "Buildings
"Buildings
Prot-ism.
and Grounds,
Grounds, Public
Schools," and
an d f
or th
atpurpose
Prorio.
and
Public Schools,"
for
that
purpose shall
shall constitute
constitute
Userestritedtospec
tise restricted tospec- one
one fund,
and shall
ava il abl e immediately:
i
mmedi at
el
y: Provided,
Provided, That
fund, and
shall be
be available
That no
no
obets.
part of such fund shall be used for or on account of any school buildhied objects.
buildor site
herein specified.
specified.
Contract rstritis ing
nmg or
site not
not herein
Contracton
restrictions.
res
None of
of the
the money
appropriated by
this Act shall be rid
paid or obliNone
money appropriated
by this
gated toward the construction of or additio
additionn to
t
o any
an y building
uilding the
the
whole and entire construction
construction of which, exclusive
whole
exclusive of heating,
heating, lighting, and plumbing, shall not have been awarded
one or
or a
awarded in
in one
a single
single
contract, separate
separate and apart from any
other contract,
contract, project,
any other
project, or
or
undertaking, to the lowest bidder complying
•
complying with all the legal
legal rerequirements
a deposit
quirements as to a
deposit of money or the execution
execution of aa bond,
or
bond, or
Rightiria
tf reject bids.
faithful performance
cat
bide, both,
both, for
for the
the faithful
of the
contract: Provided
performance of
the contract:
Providedfurther,
further,
That nothing herein
herein shall be construed as repealing existing law giving the commissioners
commissioners the right
all bids.
bids.
right to reject
reject all
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For rent
school buildings
and grounds,
grounds, storage
storage and stock
stock rooms,
buildings and
of school
rent of
For

Rent, etc.
etc.
Rent,

$16,500.
$16,500.
Repairs.
Repairs. etc.,of
etc.,ofbuildbuildings
For
and improvements
improvements to
grounds in
gs
and grounds.
grounds.
to school
school buildings and grounds
repairs and
For repairs
and for
for repairing
renewing heating, plumbing, and ventilating
ventilating
and renewing
repairing and
and
fountains in buildapparatus,
and installation
installation of sanitary
drinking fountains
sanitary drinking
apparatus, and

ings
not supplied
supplied with
$300,000.
School
with same,
same, $300,000.
ings not
School playgrounds.
playgrounds.
For
maintenance and
and repair
of ninety-two
playgrounds now
ninety-two school playgrounds
repair of
For maintenance
established,
established, $4,500.
$4,500.
Additional,
Additional, in
in school
school
yards.
For equipment,
equipment, grading,
grading, and improving
improving eight additional
additional school
school yards.
For
Proves°.
Pe. etc.
yards
purposes of play of pupils,
pupils, $4,000: Provided,
Provided, That Use,
yards for the purposes
such playgrounds
open for
purposes in
accordance
in accordance
play purposes
for play
kept open
be kept
shall be
playgrounds shall
such
with the
schedule maintained
playgrounds under
under the jurisdiction
jurisdiction
maintained for playgrounds
the schedule
with
of the
the playground
department.
playground department.
of
Repairs, etc., of furf
etc.,spof
nisRhirs.
For
and extension
furniture, nishin
extension of equipment, furniture,
gs
for specified
replacement, and
repair,, replacement,
For repair
junior
high
schools.
schools.
and
pianos, to adapt for use as junior high juniorigh
including pianos
furnishings, including
and furnishings,
schools,
old Eastern
Eastern High School, $4,000;
$4,000; the Jefferson
Jefferson School,
the old
schools, the
$5,000;
and the
$4,000; in
in all,
all, $13,000.
limn
ost ofsits,
$13,000.
School, $4,000;
the Randall
Randall School,
$5,000; and
Cost
of sites, etc.,
etc., limited to
appropriations.
to appropriations.
The
total cost
cost of
of the
the sites and
respective build- ited
the several and respective
of the
and of
The total
ings
herein provided
provided for,
including heating,
heating, lighting, and plumbing,
for, including
ings herein
when
completed upon
previously
specifications to be made previouslyplans and specifications
upon plans
when completed
of
respective sums of
and
approved, shall not
several and respective
not exceed the several
and approved,
money
herein respectively
authorized for such purappropriated or authorized
respectively appropriated
money herein
poses,
provision in
in this
this Act
to the
the contrary
poses, any
any provision
Act to
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding.
Preparationf
Preparation of plan.
plans.
The plans
plans and specifications
specifications for all buildings
buildings provided
provided for in this
The
Act shall
prepared under
supervision of the municipal
municipal archiunder the supervision
be prepared
shall be
Act
consultation with the Board
tect, and
and those
for school buildings after
after consultation
Board
those for
tect,
of
Education and shall be approved
commissioners, and
and. shall
approved by the commissioners,
of Education,
constructed in
reuired.
be constructed
in conformity thereto.
Exits required.
The
authorized and
appropriated for herein shall Exits required
and appropriated
buildings authorized
school buildings
The school
entrances
be constructed
all doors
used as exits or entrances
intended to be used
doors intended
with aX
constructed with
be
outto open
op outopening
each of said buildings haviiT
an excess of Doo
having an
opening outward, and each
Thres
tc to
Appropriations carried
least four exits. Appropriations
eight
rooms shall
shall have at least
carried ward, etc.
eight rooms
maintenance of school in any
in this Act shall not be used for the maintenance
building
thereto used as exits or entrances
entrances waUrdn,locked doors, etc.
outside doors thereto
all outside
unless all
building ,unless
every school day from one- Ui lned doo s, ete
unlocked every
shall open outward and be kept unlocked
half hour
hour before until one-half
one-half hour after school hours.
half
Police.
c
P
METROPOLITAN
METROPOLITAN POLICE.
SAIARIES.
SALARIES.

Salaries.
superintendents, 84174.
assistant superintendents,
Major and superintendent,
superintendent, $4,500;
$4,500; two assistant
Ante, p.174.
Post,
D.676.
676.
captains,? at PoP.
$2,400 each; twelve captains
$3,000 each; four inspectors,
inspectors, at $2,400
at $3,000
detailed
thirty-five
$2,400
each;
additional
compensation
for
thirty-five
privates
detailed
compensation
$2,400 each; additional
detection and prevention
for special service
service in the detection
prevention of crime, $16,800;
$16,800;
additional compensation
special
compensation for fourteen privates detailed for special
additional
of
in the various precincts for the prevention and detection of
service in
crime, at
$1,680; additional compensation
compensation
annum, $1,680;
$120 per annum,
of $120
at the
the rate of
crime,
for
lieutenant detailed
detailed for
for special
special
captain and one lieutenant
or captain
inspector or
for one inspector
prevention of crime, at $400 each;
detection and prevention
each; twentyservice in the detection
harbor master,
one lieutenants,
lieutenants, one of whom shall be harbor
master, at $2,000
$2,000 each;
each;
whom may be detailed for duty in the
fifty-six sergeants, one of whom
harbor
privates--six hundred
hundred and thirty-three
thirty-three
harbor patrol, at $1,800 each; privates-six
2 at
of class 3
at
3 at $1,660 each, one hundred and seventy of class 2
$1,560
each; amount required
required to
$1,460 each;
1 at $1,460
of class
class 1
fifty-one of
each, fifty-one
$1,560 each,
pay salaries
of class 22 who will be promoted to class 33
privates of
salaries of privates
pay
2 during
and privates
privates of class 1
1 who will be promoted
promoted to class 2
during the
and
fiseal year 1925,
$2,600; motor vehicle
vehicle allowance
allowance for two inspectors
1925, $2600;
fiscal
at $480
$480 each;
each; twenty-five
twenty-five captains, lieutenants,
lieutenants sergeants,
sergeants, and priat
each; thirty-two
thirty-two lieutenants,
lieutenants, sermounted on horses, at $540 each;
vates, mounted
0

45822-25t--38
4582r-25f-3S
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Personal services.
Psonal
servies.

1924.
1924.

geants, and
and privates,
privates, mounted
on bicycles,
bicycles, at
$70 each;
geants,
mounted on
at $70
each; driver-pridriver-privates—thirty-five
at $1,560
$1,560 each;
three of
of class
class 1,
1, at
$1,460
vates-thirty-five of class
class 2, at
each; three
at $1,460
each; personal
in accordance
accordance with
with the
the Classification
Classification Act
of
each;
personal services
services in
Act of
1923, $66,000; in all,
all, $1,745,700.
$1,745,700.

MISCELLANEOUS.
sMISCEALLANEOUS.
f
For fuel,
$8,500.
For
fuel,
$8,500.
Repairs.
alr.
and improvements
to police
and station
For repairs
repairs and
improvements to
police stations
stations and
station
grounds,
$7,000.
$7,000.
grounds,
Contingent
Ctonne expenses.
xents.
For
miscellaneous and contingent
For miscellaneous
contingent expenses, including rewards
rewards for
for
fugitives purchase
of
modern revolvers
revolvers and
and other
firearms, mainm ainfugitives,
purchase
of
modern
other
firearms,
tenance
fugitives,
tenance of card system,
system, stationery,
stationery, city directories,
directories, books
books of
of reference,
reference,
periodicals,
periodicals, telegraphing,
telegraphing, telephoning,
telephoning, photographs,
photographs, printing,
bindprinting, binding, gas, ice, washing, meals for
not to
for car
car
for prisoners,
prisoners, not
to exceed
exceed $200
$200 for
tickets, furniture
furniture and
repairs thereto,
and bed
clothing, insignia
insignia
and repairs
thereto, beds
beds and
bed clothing,
of office,
office, motor
police equipments
and repairs
to same,
same, repairs
of
motor cycles,
cycles, police
equipments and
repairs to
repairs
to vehicles,
vehicles, van, patrol
and saddles,
patrol wagons,
wagons, and
saddles, mounted
mounted equipments,
equipments,
in prevention
and expenses incurred
incurred in
and detection
detection of
prevention and
of crime
crime, and
and
other
necessary expense,
$60,000; of
other necessary
expense, $60,000;
of which
which amount
amount aa sum
sum nOt
not exexby the
of
- ceeding
ceeding $500 may
may be
be expended
expended by
the major
major and
and superintendent
superintendent of
police for prevention
prevention and
and detection
detection of
of crime,
crime, under
under his
his certificate,
certificate,
approved by the commissioners,
approved
commissioners, and
such certificate
certificate shall
shall be
be
and every
every such
,7.
deemed aa sufficient
sufficient voucher
deemed
therein expressed
expressed to
have
voucher for the
the sum
sum therein
to have
Proviso.
Army
mounted been expended:
Army mounted
Provided, That the War Department
expended: Provided,
may, in
its
Department may,
in its
egniPment. eqipmdiscretion,
of the
the police
discretion, furnish the commissioners, for use of
police, upon
upon
requisition,
equipment as
as may
required.
requisition, such
etc.
such worn
worn mounted
mounted equipment
may be
be required.
Flags,, etc.
For
flags
and
halyards,
$200.
SMotr
veic.
For
flags
and
halyards,
$200.
Motor vehicles.
For maintenance
maintenance of motor vehicles
and the
the replacement
replacement of
those
vehicles and
of those
worn
service and
condemned, $35,000.
$35,000.
and condemned,
the service
out in
in the
worn out
Additional cell
cells.
construction of
additional cells
For construction
of additional
cells in
in police
police stations
stations numbered
numbered 77
and
9, $6,707.
$6,707.
and
9,
House
detention.
xxSot of UO
eUeOlA.
HOUSE
OF DETENTION.
DETENTION.
HOUSE OF
Fuel.

Rears.

Maintenance,
Maintenance, etc.
etc.

maintenance of aasuitable place for the
For maintenance
reception anddetention
and.detention
the reception
of children under
of age,
age, and
in the
the discretion
discretion of
of the
under seventeen
seventeen years
years of
and in
the
commissioners, of girls and women over seventeen
seventeen years
years of
age, ararof age,
rested
the police
in force
in
rested by
by the
police on
on charge
charge of
of offense
offense against
against any
any law
law in
force in
the District of Columbia,
or held
held as
held pending
pending final
final
Columbia, or
as witnesses
witnesses or
or held
investigation or examination,
examination, or otherwise
otherwise including
including transportation,
transportation,
the purchase
purchase and
and maintenance
necessary motor
motor vehicles,
vehicles, clinic
clinic
maintenance of
of necessary
supplies, food,
food, upkeep
and repair
fuel, gas,
ice, laundry,
laundry,
upkeep and
repair of
of building,
building, fuel,
gas, ice,
supplies, and equipment,
equipment, electricity,
electricity, and
other necessary
expenses,
and other
necessary expenses,
$17,000; for personal services
services in accordance
with the
accordance with
the Classification
Classification
$13,380; in
in all,
$30,380.
Act of
of 1923, $13,380;
all, $30,380.
HARBOR PATROL.
HARBOR
PATROL.

Harbor ptrol.
Harbor
patrol.

Policemen, etc., rePolicemen,
rehat fund.
lief
fund.
Payments from.
from.
Payments
Proviso.

Deduction from salaDeduction
saisrice increased.
riescreased.

personal services
For personal
services in
Act of
of
in accordance
accordance with
with the
the Classification
Classification Act
1923,
1923, $7,860.
$7,860.
For fuel, construction,
construction, maintenance,
maintenance, repairs,
repairs, and
and incidentals,
incidentals,
$3,500.
S3,500.
POLICEMEN
POLICEMEN AND FIREMEN'S
FIREMEN'S RELIEF
RELIEF FUND.
FUND.
To
and other allowances as authorized
To pay
pay the
the relief
relief and
authorized by law, $400,000: Provided,
Provided, That on and after July 1,
1, 1924, the rate of deduction
deduction
from the monthly
monthly salary of each member of the police and fire defrom
partments of the District of Columbia shall be 224 per
per centum.
centum.
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1924.
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FIRE DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
FIRE

Fire
Fire department.
department.

SALARIES.
SALARIES.
Chief
engineer, $4,000;
$4,000; two
deputy chief
chief engineers,
at $3,000
$3,000 each;
each;
Chief engineer,
two deputy
engineers, at
eight
battalion chief
engineers, at
at $2,400
$2,400 each;
fire marshal,
$2,400;
each; fire
marshal, $2,400;
chief engineers,
eight battalion
deputy
four inspectors, at $1,660 each; thirtydeputy fire marshal, $2,000; four
eight captains,
captains, at
lieutenants, at $1,760 each;
forty-two lieutenants,
each; forty-two
at $1,900
$1,900 each;
eight
forty-six
machinery,
superintendent of machinery,
sergeants, at $1,700 each; superintendent
forty-six sergeants,
$2,500;
of machinery,
machinery, $2,000; two pilots,
superintendent of
assistant superintendent
$2,500; assistant
at
$1,700 each;
marine engineers,
assistant
engineers, at $1,700 each; two assistant
each; two marine
at $1,700
each;
marine
each.; two marine firemen,
firemen, at $1,460 each;
engineers, at $1,660 each;
marine engineers,
privates—four
3, at $1,660 each, eightyfifty-six of class 3,
and fifty-six
privates-four hundred and
one
of class
class 2,
2, at
each; amount
amount required
required to pay
pay salaries of
at $1,560
$1,560 each;
one of
privates
of class
who will
be promoted
promoted to
of
3 and
and privates
privates of
to class 3
will be
class 2
2 who
privates of
class
who will
be promoted
1925,
year 1925,
the fiscal
fiscal year
to class 22 during the
will be
promoted to
1 who
class 1
$670;
accordance with the
Classification Act of
the Classification
in accordance
services in
personal services
$670; personal
1923,
$8,820; in
$1,174,910.
in all, $1,174,910.
1923, $8,820;
MISCELLANMOUS.
MISCELLANEOUS.

grounds,
houses and grounds,
engine houses
For repairs
repairs and
and improvements
improvements to
to engine
For

Salaries.
15.
Ante, p. 175.
76
Post, p. 676.

sAes

Po, p.6 .

Miscellaneous.

Miscellaneous.

Repairs to buildings.

Repairsto buildings
$25
000
$25,000.
•
Repairs, etc., No. 16
No. 16
.9 'or
repairs, improvements,
alterations to engine house Num- engRe'nse
improvements, and alterations
or repairs,
engine house.
bered 16, D Street between Twelfth and Thirteenth Streets northbered
Proviso.
west,
for this
this purwest, $15,000: Provided,
Provided, That
the appropriations
That the
appropriations made
made for
pur- Reappropriation.
Reappropriation.
Vol. 42, pp.63,1351.
693, 1351.
fiscal Vol.42,pp.
the fiscal
in the
the District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia appropriation
appropriation acts
acts for the
pose in
30, 1923, and June 30,
1924, are reappropriated
reappropriated and
years ended June 30,1923,
30,1924,
continued available
available in addition
addition to the appropriation
herein
appropriation herein
continued
authorized.
authorized.
to apparatus.
For
repairs to
to apparatus
apparatus and
and motor
motor vehicles
Repairsto"pparatus.
other motormotor- Repairs
and other
vehicles and
For repairs
driven apparatus, and for new apparatus, new motor vehicles, new
appliances,
employment of
laborers in the
appliances, employment
of mechanics,
mechanics, helpers,
helpers, and laborers
the
lire
department repair shop, and for the purchase
purchase of necessary
necessary supfire department
Proviso.
plies, materials,
equipment, and
and tools:
Provided, That
That the
commis- Constrction
materials, equipment,
tools: Provided,
the commisatre
Construction at
repair
shop.
sioners
authorized, in
in their
discretion, to
to build
construct, in pairshop.
build or
or construct,
their discretion,
sioners are
are authorized,
whole or in part, fire-fighting
fire-fighting apparatus in the fire department
department repair
repair
shop,
shop, $45,000.
Fire boat repairs.
Fireboatreplras.
$3,000.
of fire
fire boat, $3,000.
and improvement
improvement of
For repair
repair and
Hose, fuel,and forage.
$30,000.,a
For hose, $30,000.
For fuel, $85,000.
$35,000.
For forage, $2,300.
Contingent expenses
For
contingent expenses,
expenses, horseshoeing,
fixtures, oil,
oil,
ontgen espenses
furniture, fixtures,
horseshoeing, furniture,
For contingent
blacksmithing, gas and electric
medical and stable supplies, harness, blacksmithing,
necessary items, cost of
lighting, flags and halyards, and other necessary
installation and maintenance
maintenance of telephones
telephones in the residences of the
installation
superintendent of machinery
machinery and the fire marshal, $28,000.
superintendent
Permanent
improvements:
Permanent improvements:
New apparatus.
New apparats.
For
one aerial
ladder truck,
motor driven,
$15,500.
driven, $15,500.
truck, motor
and ladder
aerial hook
hook and
For one
combination, motor driven,
For three pumping engines, triple combination,
$101000 each.
$10,000
Is or
one gasoline
gasoline tank
tank and
motor driven,
driven, $1,500.
$1,500.
F
or one
and oil
oil wagon,
wagon, motor
Automobie.
Automobile.
For one
automobile,
$2,000.
Ho
etc., for
truck
ohenoneutssaeuft!irmteo,bfiu:lei,$it2u,0r0e0, and furnishings for a truck company House,
etc.,
for truck
company, innortheast.
in northeast.
For house, site, furniture, and furnishings for a truck company eompany,
to
northeast section of the city in the vicinity of
to be located
located in the northeast
Twelfth and
and H
H Streets
northeast, including
including the cost of necessary
necessary
Streets northeast,
Twelfth
ng a
larms and connecting
connecting said house with
alarms
instruments for receiving
instruments
fire-alarm headquarters,
fire-alarm
headquarters, $62,000.
$62,000.
Ho,
t.. fr
eHouse,
etc.,
for enFor
site, furniture,
for an
an engine
engine company
company gine
ConH company
copany on conand furnishings
furnishings for
furniture, and
For house,
house, site,
Road.
oad.
to be
be located
the vicinity
of the
intersection of Conduit Road
Road. and duitSdut
the intersection
in the
vicinity of
located in
to
Reservoir Street northwest,
northwest, including the cost of necessary instruReservoir

562
562
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1924.

ments
and connecting
said house
house with
firements for
for receiving
receiving alarms
alarms and
connecting said
with firealarm
alarm headquarters,
headquarters, $56,000.
$56,000.
Department.
Health Department.

HEALTH
DEPARTMENT.
HEALTH DEPARTMENT.
SATARIES.
SALARIES.

Classification Act of
For personal
personal services in accordance with the Classification
1923, $130,640.
$130,640.
1923,

Salaries.
salaries.

Contagious diseases
d
prevention.
prevention.
,Enforcement
pens.
Vol. 29, p. 635.
Vol. 34, p.
p. 63
889.

.Ensocment
.2
VolI
T

r

s

Tuberculosis

tration, etc.
traUtonetc.

exexspread
• For enforcement
enforcement of the provisions of an Act to prevent
prevent the spread
of
contagious diseases
in the
approved March
March
Columbia, approved
of Columbia,
District of
the District
diseases in
of contagious
3, 1897,
and an
an Act
Act for
for the
the prevention
prevention of
of scarlet
scarlet fever,
diphtheria,
3,
1897, and
fever, diphtheria,
measles, whooping
cough, chicken
epidemic cerebrospinal
measles,
whooping cough,
chicken pox,
pox, epidemic
cerebrospinal meninmeninregis-

Vol. 35,
35, p. 126.
l

I.

nntie

Infantile
etc.

etc.

PREVENTION OF CONTAGIOUS
DISEASES.
CONTAGIOUS DISEASES.
PEVENTION

rss.

Persil's's.

Smapo hospital
Smallpox
hospital,

Bct riologicalexam.

Proviso.
a e
Bacterilogical
exam-

gitis, and
fever in
the District
District of
approved FebFebof Columbia,
Columbia, approved
in the
and typhoid
typhoid fever
gitis,
ruary
9,
1907,i
and
an
Act to
provide
for registration
registration
all cases
of
cases of
of
tuberculosis
ruary
9,
1907,
n
and
the
an
District
Act
to
of
provide
Columbia,.
for
for
free
examination
of
all
tuberculosis in the District of Columbia,

for free examination of
sputum in
suspected cases,
cases, and
and for
for preventing
preventing the
of tubercutubercusputum
in suspected
the spread
spread of
losis
said District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, approved
May 13,
1908, under
under
losis in
in said
approved May
13, 1908,
the
direction of
of the
health officer
officer of
District, manufacture
manufacture of
of
the direction
the health
of said
said District,
serums, including
including their
their use
use in
in indigent
indigent cases,
cases, and
for the
the prevention
prevention
and for
serums,
of infantile paralysis
paralysis and other communicable
communicable diseases,
diseases, including
including
salaries
salaries or compensation
compensation for personal
personal services,
ordered in
in
services, when
when ordered
writing by
by the
the commissioners
the enforcement
and
writing
commissioners and
and necessary
necessary for
for the
enforcement and
execution of
of said
said Acts,
of such
such other
other commuexecution
Acts, and
and for
for the
the prevention
prevention of
communicable
nicable diseases
provided, purchase
and maintenance
maintenance
diseases as hereinbefore
hereinbefore provided,
purchase and
of
necessary horses,
harness, purchase
purchase of
books
of necessary
horses, wagons,
wagons, and
andharness,
of reference
reference books
and medical journals,
maintenance of
of quarantine
and
journals, and
and maintenance
quarantine station
station and

smallpox
$40,000: Provided,
bacteriologist
smallpox hospital,
hospital, $40,000:
Provided, That
That any
any bacteriologist
employed
under this
this appropriation
shall not
not be
be paid
employed under
appropriation shall
paid at
at a
a rate
rate
more than
per day
for time
actually employed
employed and
may be
more
than $7
$7 per
day for
time actually
and may
be
assigned
the health
to the
the bacteriological
examination of
of
assigned by
by the
health officer
officer to
bacteriological examination
milk and
dairy products
products and
and of
of the
water supplies
supplies of
dairy
milk
and other
other dairy
the water
of dairy
farms, and to such other
sanitary work
work as
in the
judgment of
of the
the
other sanitary
as in
the judgment
health officer
officer will
promote the
the public
health: whether
such examinahealth
will promote
public health,
whether such
examinations be
be or
or be
not directly
diseases.
to contagious
contagious diseases.
related to
directly related
be not
n rds Gar-- tions
i wards,
Isolating
fild and
aBmd
POidence
For isolating wards for minor contagious
contagious diseases at Garfield
field
Providence
Garfield
Hospitals.
Hospitals.
Memorial
$10,000 and
and $6,500,
$6,500,
Memorial and
and Providence
Providence Hospitals,
Hospitals, maintenance,
maintenance, $10,000
respectively,
or
so
much
thereof
as
in
the
opinion
of
the
commisrespectively, or so much thereof as in the opinion of the commissioners may be necessary; in all, $16,500.
Tuberculosis
and sioners may be necessary; in all, $16,500.
Tubereulosis
venereal diseases
venereal
diseases disFor the
maintenance of
dispensaries for
the treattreatthe maintenance
of a
a dispensary
dispensary or
or dispensaries
for the
pensaries.
nsries.
ment of indigent persons suffering from tuberculosis
tuberculosis and
indigent
and of indigent
persons
venereal diseases,
for perperpersons suffering
suffering from
from venereal
diseases, including
including payment
payment for
Prcrittos.
sonal service
service and
and supplies,
supplies, $14,500:
$14,500: Provided,
Volunteer
services.
Volunteerservices.
sonal
Provided, That
That the
the commissioners
commissioners
services as
they deem
deem expedient
in conmay accept such
such volunteer
volunteer services
as they
expedient in
connection
the dispensaries
with the
the establishment
establishment and
and maintenance
maintenance of
of the
dispensaries
nection with
Pay prohibition.
Pay
prohibition.
herein authorized:
authorized: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
not be
That this
this shall
shall not
be construed
construed
to authorize
the expenditure
the payment
payment of
to
authorize the
expenditure or
or the
of any
any money
money on
on acacDisinfecting
ice.
count
service.
volunteer service.
of any
any such
such volunteer
count of
Disinfectingservice.
For maintenance
maintenance of disinfecting
service, including
including salaries
or comdisinfecting service,
salaries or
compensation for
services when
ordered in
in writing
the compensation
for personal
personal services
when ordered
writing by
by the
commissioners
and necessary
missioners and
necessary for maintenance
service, and
maintenance of
of said
said service
and for
for
purchase
and maintenance
maintenance of necessary
purchase and
necessary horses,
wagons, and
and harness,
harness,
horses, wagons,
$6,000.
$1000.
Drainsge of lots.
Drainage
vol.
p. 15.
Vol. 29, p.
125.
For enforcement
enforcement of
rovide for
for the
the
of the provisions
provisions of
of an
an Act to p
provide
Abating
drainage
of
lots
in
the
of
Columbia,
approved
May
1896,
May
19,
1896,
nisaces
Abating nuisances.
drainage
of
lots
in
the
District
of
Columbia,
approved
14
vol. 34,
34, p.
p. 114..
Vol.
and an Act to provide for the abatement
abatement of nuisances
nuisances in the District
District
of Columbia
Columbia by the commissioners,
commissioners, and
and for
for other
other purposes,
purposes, approved
approved
April
April 14, 1906,
1906, $2,000.
Mations,
nations.
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adulteraFood, etc.,
of the
the adulterwith the detection
For special
special services
services in
detection of
adulter- tions.
.
Food,
etc., adulteraconnection with
in connection
For

ation of drugs
and milk, $200.
foods, including
including candy and
drugs and of
of foods,
ation
BACTERIOLOGICAL LABORATORY.
LABORATORY.
BACTERIOLOGICAL

For
and keeping
keeping in
in good
good order,
order, and for
for the
the purchase
purchase
For maintaining
maintaining and
periodicals, $750.
of reference
reference books
books and
and scientific
scientific periodicals,
Apparatus,
equipment, cost of installation, supplies, and other
other
Apparatus, equipment,
expenses incidental
incidental to the
serological diagnosis of
the biological
biological and serological
expenses
disease, $750.
disease,
CHEMICAL LABORATORY.
LABORATORY.
CHEMICAL

in good order,
order, and
and for the purFor maintaining
maintaining and keeping
keeping in
chase
reference books
books and
periodicals, $1,000.
$1,000.
and scientific
scientific periodicals,
chase of
of reference
DAIRY FARM
FARM INSPECTION.
INSPECTION.
DAIRY

Bacteriological labor.
labor.
Bacteriological

atory.
atory.

Maintenance,
etc.
Maintenance, etc.

Chemical
laboratory.
Chemical laboratory.
Maintenance,
etc.
Maintenance, etc.
Dairy
farms.
Dairy farms.

Inspection expenses.
For necessary
expenses of
inspection of
including Inspection expenses.
of dairy farms,
farms, including
of inspection
For
necessary expenses
amounts that may
officer, assistant health
amounts
may be allowed the health officer,
medical inspector
inspector in charge of contagious-disease
contagious-disease servofficer, chief
chief medical
for
ice, and
and inspectors assigned to the inspection of dairy farms, for
maintenance
exceed $20 per
per
a horse and vehicle at not to exceed
maintenance by each of a
motor vehicle
vehicle at not to exceed $26 per month, for use in the
month, or motor
necessary traveling
discharge
traveling exdischarge of his official duties, and other necessary
penses, $6,000.
$6,000.
Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneous.
MISCELLANEOUS.
MISCELLANEOUS.

regu
anforcing
to laggl
For contingent
the enforcement
of an
an Act to
enforcement of
incident to
to the
expenses incident
contingent expenses
For
o
s,..,,
r
gl
e
gmilk re
"Vol. 28
Vd, p. 719.
p. 719in the District of Columbia,
regulate
sale of
of milk
milk in
Columbia, and for other Vol.
the sale
regulate the
approved March 2, 1895; an Act relating to the adulterapurposes, approved
tion of
of foods
foods and
drugs in
in the
the District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, approved
approved FebruFebru- Food,
tion
and drugs
Food candy
etc.
candy, etc.
30, pp.
pp. 246,
246, 398
398
ol. 30,
to prevent the adulteration
an Act
ary
17, 1898;
Act to
adulteration of candy in the Vol.
1898; an
ary 17,
Act for
for prevent5, 1898;
1898; an Act
District of
Columbia, approved
May 5,
approved May
District
of Columbia,
Pure-food law.
ing the
manufacture, sale,
or transportation
adulterated or
mis- Vol.
ing
the manufacture,
sale, or
transportation of
of adulterated
or misVol. 34,
34, p.768.
p. 768.
branded or poisonous or deleterious foods, drugs, medicines, and
liquors, and for regulating
regulating traffic therein, and for other purposes,
approved
30, 1906,
1906, $1,000.
approved June
June 30,
$1,000.
Crematory.
Crematory.
For maintenance,
maintenance, including personal services, of the public
crematory, $2,000.
crematory,
$2,000.
Pound
Pound.
pound
maintenance of one motor vehicle for use in the pound
For the maintenance
service, $400.
For
ambulance,
maintaining and operating the motor ambulance,
equipping, maintaining
For equipping,
and
keeping it in
in good
order, $600.
600.
and keeping
good order,
Chid
hygiene
svChild hy
giene servFor
maintaining a
child hygiene
hygiene service,
ice.
the establishestablish- ice.
including the
service, including
a child
For maintaining
Maintenance
of
welment
maintenance of
of child
welfare stations
stations for
the clinical
clinical exstantions, etc. welfar stations,
ex- fare
for the
child welfare
and maintenance
ment and
amination,
advice, care,
care, and
and maintenance
children under six years
maintenance of children
amination, advice,
for personal
personal services,
services, rent,
of age, payment
payment for
rent, fuel,
fuel, periodicals,
periodicals, and
and Pro^o,.
Provisos.
Volunteer services.
supplies,
$18,000: Provided,
Provided, That
accept such
such volunteer
services.
may accept
the commissioners
commissioners may
That the
supplies, $18,000:
volunteer
as they
they may
expedient in
in connection with the
deem expedient
may deem
services as
volunteer services
establishment
and maintenance
service herein
authorized: No
establishment and
maintenance of
of the
the service
herein authorized:
pay authorized.
No pay
authorized.
Provided further,
further, That this shall not be construed
construed to authorize the
Provided
expenditure or
or the
the payment of any money on account of any such
expenditure
volunteer service.
volunteer
Courts and prisons.
COURTS AND
AND PRISONS.
PRISONS.
Courts andprisons.
COURTS
JUVENILE
JU¥VETILE COURT.
COUrT.
Salaries: For
For personal
services in
the ClassificaClassificawith the
accordance with
in accordance
personal services
Salaries:

tion Act of 1923,
1923. $41,516.

Juvenile Court.
Juvenile
Court.

Salaries.

s.
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Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneous.

Advances
Advances authorized
authorized
for returning, et., absconding
probationers.
sconding probationers.

etc,

Meals to jurors, etc.
Rent, etc.
Rent,
etc.

Contingent expenses.
expenses.
Contingent

Police
Police court.
Salaries.

Contingent expenses.
expenses.

Witness fees,
fees, etc.

Jurors, etc.

building.
Repairs to building.
Municipal court
Salaries.
Salris.
Jurors, etc.
Jsetc.
Proviso.
Disposition
Disposition

of
of deposits on demand for
for
jury trials.
Vol. 41, p. 1312
1312.
Vol.41,

ryftris.demand

Jury expenses.
Juryexpenses.

Rent, etc..
Rent,

1924.
1924.

Miscellaneous: For
compensation of
of jurors,
$900.
Miscellaneous:
For compensation
jurors, $900.
For transportation
transportation and
and traveling
to secure
secure the
the return
return of
of
For
traveling expenses
expenses to
absconding
probationers, $300.
$300.
absconding probationers,
The disbursing
officer of
the District
District of
The
disbursing officer
of the
of Columbia
Columbia is
is authorized
authorized
to
the chief
officer of
of the
juvenile court,
court, upon
upon
the juvenile
to advance
advance to
to the
chief probation
probation officer
requisition
previously approved
approved by
by the
judge of
of the
court
the juvenile
juvenile court
requisition previously
the judge
and
the auditor
auditor of
of the
the District
of Columbia,
money not
to
and the
District of
Columbia, sums
sums of
of money
not to
exceed $50
$50 at
at any
one time,
be expended
expended for
for transportation
transportation and
and
exceed
any one
time, to
to be
traveling
expenses to
to secure
secure the
return of
probationers,
traveling expenses
the return
of absconding
absconding probationers,
and
to be
accounted for
on itemized
vouchers to
to the
the acacbe accounted
for monthly
monthly on
itemized vouchers
and to
counting officer
Columbia.
counting
officer of
of the
the District
District of
of Columbia.
For meals
of prisoners
prisoners temporarily
temporarily detained
detained at
at court
For
meals of
of jurors
jurors and
and of
court
awaiting
awaiting trial,
trial, $100.
$100.
For rent,
rent, $2,000.
$2,000.
For
For furniture,
furniture fixtures,
repairs to
to the
courthouse
For
fixtures, equipment,
equipment, and
and repairs
the courthouse
and
$300.
and grounds,
grounds, $300.
For
fuel, ice
gas, laundry
laundry work,
stationery, printing,
printing, books
For fuel,
ice, gas,
work, stationery,
books of
of
reference,
typewriters and
and repairs
repairs thereto,
thereto, binding
binding and
reference, periodicals,
periodicals, typewriters
and
rebinding,
preservation of
records, mops,
brooms, and
buckets, rerebinding, preservation
of records,
mops, brooms,
and buckets,
removal
telephone service,
service, traveling
moval of
of ashes
ashes and
and refuse,
refuse, telephone
traveling expenses,
expenses, and
and
other incidental
incidental expenses
not otherwise
otherwise provided
for, $2,500.
$2,500.
other
expenses not
provided for,
POLCE C
T.
POLICE
]POI6CE COURT.
CODU'T.

Salaries:
personal services
services in
with the
ClassificaSalaries: For
For personal
in accordance
accordance with
the Classification Act
Act of
1923, $52,704.
$52,704.
tion
of 1923,
For
law books,
books, books
of reference,
reference, directories,
directories, periodicals,
For printing,
printing, law
books of
periodicals,
stationery,
binding and
and rebinding,
of records,
typewriters
stationery, binding
rebinding, preservation
preservation of
records, typewriters
and adding
machine and
repairs thereto,
fuel, ice,
ice, gas,
electric lights
and
adding machine
and repairs
thereto, fuel,
gas, electric
lights
and power,
laundry work,
work, removal
removal of
ashes and
and
and
power, telephone
telephone service,
service, laundry
of ashes
rubbish, mops,
mops, brooms,
brooms, buckets,
buckets, dusters,
sponges, painter's
and .
rubbish,
dusters, sponges,
painter's and
soap and
and disinfectants,
plumber's supplies, toilet articles,
articles, medicines,
medicines, soap
disinfectants,
United States
States flags
halyards, and
and all
all other
other necessary
necessary and
inciUnited
flags and
and halyards,
and incidental expenses
expenses of
of every
every kind
kind not
otherwise provided
provided for,
for, $5,000.
dental
not otherwise
$5,000.
For witness
witness fees,
For
fees, $2,500.
$2,500.
For furniture
fixtures, and
and repairing
repairing and
an d rereFor
furniture, furnishings,
furnishings, and
and fixtures,
placing same,
same, $500.
$500.
placing
For
lodging, meals,
accommodation of
of jurors
jurors and
of bailiffs
bailiffs in
in
Forlodging,
meals, and accommodation
and of
attendance upon
upon them
when ordered
ordered by
by the
the court,
$200.
attendance
them when
court, $200.
For
of jurors
$10,000.
For compensation
compensation of
jurors, $10,000.
For
building, $2,000.
$2,000.
For repairs
repairs to
to building,
MUNICIPAL
MUNICIPAL COURT.
COURT.

Salaries:
personal services in accordance
Salaries: For personal
accordance with
Classification
with the Classification
Act of 1923, including
$300 additional
additional for
for presiding
including $300
presiding judge,
judge, $51,816.
$51,816.
For compensation
made
compensation of jurors, $6,500: Provided,
Provided, That deposits made

on demands for jury trials in accordance
accordance with rules prescribed
prescribed by

approved
the court under
under authority
authority granted in section 11 of the Act approved
March 3, 1921 (Forty-first
1312), shall be
be earned
(Forty-first Statutes, page 1312),
earned
unless, prior to three days before the time set for such trials, including Sundays and legal holidays, aanew date for trial be set by
by
the
court, t
eas: be
be discontinued
the court,
cases
discontinued
or settled,
or
demands for jury
jury
trials
ntinwue
hd
ileor i
se
n tta
l
ft
ede,
no
dan
rdemanndsnfor
, wtrhiaelns
be
waived.
be waived.
For lodging, meals,
meals, and
and accommodations
jurors
accommodations for juro
rs and
an d deputy
depu t
y
United States marshals, while in attendance upon them, when
United
ordered
by the
the court,
ordered by
court, $100.
$100.
For rent of building, $3,600.
For fixtures
fixtures and
and repairs
For
repairs to
to furniture,
furniture, $500.
$500.
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contingent expenses, including books, law books, books of
For contingent
reference, fuel, light, telephone, blanks, dockets, and all other necesreference,
miscellaneous items and supplies, $4,000.
sary miscellaneous
supBRh1F COURT,
COURT, DISTRICT
OF COLUMBIA.
COLUMBIA.
SUPREME
DISTRICT OF
Salaries:
Chief justice,
justice, $8,000;
$8,000; five
five associate
associate justices,
at $7,500
$7,500
justices, at
Salaries: Chief
each; six stenographers,.one
stenographers,. one for the chief justice and one for each
associate justice, at $1,100
$1,100 each; in all, $52,100.
FEES
OF WITNESSES:
WITNESSES: For
fees of
of witnesses
witnesses and
and payment
payment of
of the
the
For fees
FEES OF
actual expenses of witnesses in said court, as provided by section 850,p.
Revised
of the United States, $25,000.
Revised Statutes
Statutes of
FEES
auitons: For fees of jurors, $55,000.
$55,000.
FEES OF JURORS:
exceeding one crier in each court, of
For not exceeding
OF BAILIFFS:
BAILIFFS: For
PAY OF
office
marshals who
expenses
who act as bailiffs or criers, and for expenses
deputy marshals
office deputy
of meals
jurors in United States cases and of bailiffs
of
meals and lodging for jurors
ordered by the court, and per diems
attendance upon same when ordered
in attendance
compensation of
Provided, That the compensation
jury commissioners, $29,000: Provided,
of jug
commissioner for the fiscal year 1925 shall not exceed
exceed $250.
each jury commissioner
PROBATION
Probation officer,
probaassistant proba$2,200; two
two assistant
officer, $2,200;
SYSTEM::Probation
PROBATION SYSTE31
tion officers,
officers, at
at $1,400
typewriter and assiststenographer and typewriter
each; stenographer
$1,400 eaeh;
tion
maintenance of motor vehicle
ant,
contingent expenses;
expenses, $325; maintenance
ant, $900; contingent
used
in performance
not to
exceed $26 per month,
to exceed
at not
duties, at
official duties,
of official
performance of
used in
$312; in all, $6,537.
COURTHOUSE: For care and protection of the courthouse,
courthouse'under the
CouRrHouSE:
marshal of the District of Columbia:
Columbia:
direction of the United States marshal
Engineer, $1,200;
$1,200; electrician,
electrician, $900; four
watchmen at $720 each;
each;
four watchmen,
Engineer,
five
eacl; two elevator
elevator
laborers, at $600 each; six messengers, at $720 each;
five laborers,
telephone
conductors at $720 each;
each; clerk to jury commission, $720; telephone
conductors,
1
720; attendant in ladies' waiting room, $300; six char$720;
operator, $
women,
$16,920, to be expended
expended under the direcin all,
all, $16,920,
each; in
at $240 each;
women, at
tion of the Attorney General.
For repairs
improvements to
courthouse, including repair
repair
to the
the courthouse,
and improvements
repairs and
For
mechanical equipment, and for labor and
maintenance of the mechanical
and maintenance
expended unmaterial and every item incident thereto, $2,500, to be expended
Architect of the Capitol.
direction of the Architect
der the
the direction
COURT OF
OF APPEALS.
APPEALS.
COURT
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Contingent expenses.
expenses.
Contingent

Supreme Court.
Court.
Supreme
Salaries.

Salaries.

Witnesses.
Witnesses.
R.
S., sec. 85, p. 160.
Jurors.
Jurors.
Bailiffs.

Bailiffs.

Proviso.
Proisa.

commissioners
Jury commissionera
Jury
Probation system.

ExPenses.
Probation system.
Expenses.

Courthouse.
Courthouse.
Care,
Care, etc,
etc., of.
of.

Repairs,
etc.
Repairs, etc.

Court of
of Appeals.
Appeals.
Court
saari.

Salaries:
Chief justice,
two associate
justices, at $8,500
$8,500 Salaries.
associate justices,
$9,000; two
justice, $9,000;
Salaries: Chief
each;
and $250 additional as custodian of the Court
clerk, $4,250, and
each; clerk,
of Appeals
Building; assistant or deputy clerk,
$2,250; reporter,
clerk, $2,250;
Appeals Building;
of
Sale of
of reports.
reports.
$1,500: Provided,
That the
reports issued
him shall
be sold
sold Aorta%
not be
shall not
by him
issued by
the reports
Provided, That
$1,500:
for
$5 per
stenographer
per volume; crier, who shall also act as stenographer
for more than $5
and
typewriter in
in the
the clerk's
in court room,
not engaged in
office when not
clerk's office
and typewriter
stenographers, one for
$1,200; three messengers, at $720 each; three stenographers,
$1,200;
the
chief justice and one for each associate justice, at $1,200
$1,200 each;
each;
the chief
necessary
the conduct
office, $950; in
clerk's office,
the clerk's
of the
conduct of
in the
expenditures in
necessary expenditures
Care etc., of buildall $42,160.
all,
$42,160.
of bldconductor, $720:
Building:
watchmen, at $720 each; elevator conductor,
$720; i
li a'et
Care,
Building: Two watchmen,
three
$600 each; mechanician
(under the direction
direction of the
mechanician (under
at $600
laborers, at
three laborers,
Architect
the Capitol),
Provided, That
That the clerk
clerk of the custodian.
$1,200: Provided,
Capitol), $1,200:
of the
Architect of
Court
Appeals shall
shall be
be the
custodian of
of said
said building,
the
under the
building, under
the custodian
of Appeals
Court of
direction and
justices of said court; in all,
the justices
supervision of the
and supervision
direction
$5,160.
$5,160.
Cnt epe
For mops,
mops, brooms,
brooms, buckets,
disinfectants, removal
refuse, elec- CarabWentexPensagremoval of refuse,
buckets, disinfectants,
For
trical supplies,
supplies, books
and all
incidental expenses
and incidental
necessary and
all other
other necessary
books, and
trical
provided for, $800.
$800.
not otherwise provided
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MISCELLANEOUS.
MISCELLANEOUS.
Support of convicts
convicts
Support
ountofDstrct.
out
of District.

Lunacy writs.
Expenses
eses of execut-

For
maintenance, and
transportation of
of convicts
convicts transtransand transportation
support, maintenance,
For support,

ferred from
from the
shipping remains
expenses of
of shipping
remains
ferred
the District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia;iexpenses
of deceased
to their
the United
United States,
States, and
exin the
and exof
deceased convicts
convicts to
their homes
homes in
penses of
of deceased
convicts; exexremains of
deceased convicts;
penses
of interment
interment of
of unclaimed
unclaimed remains
penses
incurred in
in identifying
and pursuing
pursuing escaped
escaped convicts
convicts and
penses incurred
identifying and
and
rewards
for their
their recapture
expended under
under the
the direction
direction of
rewards for
recapture, to
to be
be expended
of
the
General, $170,000.
$170,600.
the Attorney
Attorney General,

For
writs de
lunatico ininof writs
de lunatico
execution of
attending the
the execution
For expenses
expenses attending
quirendo
commitments thereunder
all cases
insane
of indigent
indigent insane
cases of
in all
thereunder in
and commitments
quirendo and
persons
committed or
or sought
sought to
to Saint
to be
be committed
committed to
Saint Elizabeths
Elizabeths
persons committed
Hospital
by order
order of
authority of
of the
the District
of
District of
Hospital by
of the
the executive
executive authority
Columbia
of existing
law, including
including personal
personal
under the
the provisions
provisions of
existing law,
Columbia under
services,
services, $7,760.
$7,760.
Miscellaneous court
For
expenses as
may be
be authorized
authorized by
by the
the AtAtas may
such misePllaneous
miscellaneous expenses
expenses.
W
For such
torney General
General for
for the
the Supreme
Court of
of the
District of
of Columbia
Columbia
Supreme Court
the District
torney
and
the furnishing
and collecting
collecting of
of evidence
evidence
its officers,
officers, including
including the
furnishing and
and its
where
the United
United States
is or
may be
be a
and includincludwhere the
States is
or may
a party
party in
in interest,
interest, and
ing
than for
for personal
personal services
be authorauthoring such
such expenses
expenses other
other than
services as
as may
may be
ized by
by the
the Attorney
Court of
Appeals, District
District of
of
the Court
of Appeals,
Attorney General
General for
for the
ized
Columbia, $20,000.
$20,000.
Columbia,
a
Printing and bindFor
and binding
binding for
Supreme Court
of
nd bd
For printing
printing and
for the
the Supreme
Court and
and the
the Court
Court of
ing.
Appeals
Columbia, $4,275.
Appeals of the District of Columbia,

"o.

intol.

33, p. 740.

Charities
and
correcCharities
and owreehares
and
tions.

CHARITIES
CORRECTIONS.
CHARITIES AND CORRECTIONS.

Board of
of Charities.
Charities.
Board

BOARD OF
CHARTIES.
BOARD
OF CHARITIES.

Salaries, etc.
Salaries,
etc.

•

Ambulances.

mbFlances

J ail
Jail.

.

Salaries
Salaries and traveling expenses:
expenses: For personal services
services in accordance with
the Classification
Classification Act
1923, $26,840;
traveling expenses,
expenses,
ance
with the
Act of
of 1923,
$26,840; traveling

including attendance
attendance on
$600; in
in all,
$27,440.
including
on conventions,
conventions, $600;
all, $27,440.

or the maintenance
For
maintenance of four motor ambulances,
ambulances, $1,700.
JAIL.
JAIL.

Support of prisoners: For maintenance of prisoners
prisoners of the District of Columbia at the jail, including
including personal services in accordaccordance with
Classification Act of 1923,
prisoners,
with the Classification
1923, support of
of such prisoners,
expenses incurred
in identifying
prisoners and
and
incurred in
identifying and
and pursuing
pursuing escaped
escaped prisoners
rewards for their recapture,
recapture, repair and improvements
improvements to buildings,
devices, and
maintenance of
of automobile,
$95,000.
and maintenance
automobile, $95,000.
cells, and
and locking
locking devices,
wer cnstcton, cells,
Sewer construction.
For construction
construction of sewer
combined system of sewer
sewer to the combined
sewer on B
B
Street
southeast, $1,800.
Street southeast,
$1,800.

Support of prisoners,
etc.

etc.

Workhouse
Workhouse and reformatory.
formatory.
Salaries.
Salaries.
Workhouse.
Workhouse.
Administration salarAdminstration
saaries.
Maintenance, etc.
Maintenae
etc.

WORKHOUSE
REFORMATORY.
WORKHOUSE AND
AND REFORMATORY.

Salaries: For personal
personal services in accordance
accordance with the ClassificaSalaries:
Classification
Act of
of 1923,
1923, $13,600.
tion Act
$13,600.
WORKHOUSE.
WORKHOUSE.
For personal
personal services
services in
in accordance
For
accordance with the Classification Act,
1923,
$66,460;
1923, $66,460;
For maintenance,
maintenance, custody,
clothing, guarding,
guarding, care,
care, and
and support
support
For
custody, clothing,
subsistence, medicine,
medicine,
of prisoners:
prisoners: rewards for fugitives; provisions,
provisions, subsistence,
and hospital
hospital instruments,
instruments, furniture,
quarters for guards
guards and
furniture, and quarters
and
other employees and inmates; purchase
equipment; purpurpurchase of tools and equipment;
chase and maintenance of farm implements, livestock, tools, equipequipment, and miscellaneous
miscellaneous items; transportation;
transportation; maintenance
maintenance and
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operation of means of transportation,
transportation, and means
means of transportation;
transportation;
supplies and labor; and all other necessary
items, $85,000;
necessary items,
$85,000;
For fuel for maintenance
maintenance and manufacturing, $47,500;
$47,500;
For construction,
construction, dynamite, oils, repairs
repairs to plant, and material
for repairs
repairs to buildings, roads, and walks, $45,000;
$45,000;
structure, machinery,
machinery, and inFor brick-making
brick-making plant, including structure,
stallation, $15,150;
$15,150;
In all, $259,110,
$259,110, which sum shall be expended
expended under the direction
direction
of the commissioners.
REFORMATORY.
REFORMATORY.

Salaries: For personal
personal services in accordance
Salaries:
accordance with the
the ClassificaClassification Act of 1923, $49,300;
$49,300;
For continuing
permanent buildings, including
continuing construction
construction of permanent
sewers, water mains, roads, and necessary
industrial
necessary equipment
equipment of industrial
railroad, $30,000;
$30,000;
For maintenance,
maintenance, custody, clothing, care, and support of inmedicine and
and
mates; rewards for fugitives; provisions,
provisions, subsistence,
subsistence, medicine
hospital instruments, furniture, and quarters for guards and other
other
employees and inmates; purchase
purchase of tools and equipment;
equipment; purchase
purchase
maintenance of farm implements, livestock,
livestock, tools,
equipment;
and maintenance
tools, equipment;
transportation and means of transportation;
transportation; maintenance
maintenance and operaoperation of means
means of transportation;
other
transportation; supplies and labor, and
and all
all other
necessary items, $56,000;
$56,000;
For fuel, $8,000;
$8,000;
repairs to buildings, roads, and walks,
walks, $4,000;
$4,000;
For material for repairs
$147,300, which sum shall be expended
expended under the direction
direction
In all, $147,300,
commissioners.
of the commissioners.
NATIONAL
TRAINING SCHOOL
NATIONAL TRAINING
SCHOOL FOR BOYS.
BOYS.

For care and maintenance
maintenance of boys committed
committed to the National
National
Training School for Boys by the courts of the District
District of Columbia
under a
Board of Charities with the
a contract to be made by the Board
authorities
authorities of said National Training School for Boys, $60,000.
NATIONAL TRAINING
NATIONAL
TRAINING SCHOOL FOR
FOR GIRLS.
GIRLS.

Salaries: For personal services in accordance
accordance with
with the
Classificathe Classification Act of 1923, $28,500.
For groceries, provisions, light, fuel, soap,
soap, oil, lamps, candles,
candles,
clothing, shoes, forage, horseshoeing,
horseshoeing, medicines, medical attendance,
attendance,
transportation,
transportation, labor, sewing machines, fixtures,
fixtures, books, magazines,
magazines,
and other supplies
supplies which represent
represent greater
greater educational
educational advantages,
advantages,
stationery, horses, vehicles, harness, cows, pigs, fowls, sheds, fences,
repairs, typewriting,
typewriting, stenography, and other necessary
necessary items, including compensation
exceeding $500 for additional
compensation not exceeding
additional labor or servinmates and for rewards
rewards
ices, for identifying and pursuing escaped
escaped inmates
transportation and other
necessary expenses
for.their capture, for transportation
other necessary
expenses
incident
incident to securing suitable homes for paroled
paroled or discharged
discharged girls,
for purchase of automobile, not to exceed
exceed $900, and for maintenance
maintenance
of motor vehicles,
vehicles, $40,000.
MEDICAL
CHARITIES.
MEDICAL CHARITIES.

567
567

1924.
1924.

Fuel.
Construction, repairs,
repairs,
Construction,
etc.
Bricklnaki'ng
Brick-'naking

plant.

Reformatory.
Reformatory.
Salaries.
Salaries.

ConstrucBuildings, construction, etc.
etc.
tion,

Maintenance, etc.
Maintenance,
etc.

Fuel, repairs, etc.
etc.

National
National
Training
School for
School
for Boys,
Boys, I).
D. C.
C.
Care,
etc., of
of boys
boys
Care, etc.,
committed to.
to.
committed

National
Training
National
Training
School
for Girls,
Girls, D.
D. C.
C.
School for
Salaries.
Salaries.

Contingent expenses.
Contingent
expenses.

Medical charities.
charities.
Medical
paCare of indigent
indigent pa-

For
of indigent
indigent patients
under contracts
contracts to
to be
be t
ieCnse of
For care
care and
and treatment
treatment of
patients under
tients
at
designated
aftetc.
made by
Boar d of
of Charities
Cha riti es with
w ith the
the f
ollo w ing institutions
institutions and
hospital
made
by the
the Board
following
ands,hospitals,etc.
for not to exceed the following amounts, respectively:
respectively:
Freedmen's
Freedmen's Hospital, $42,500.
$42,500.
Columbia
for Women
Lying-in Asylum,
Asylum, $17,000.
Columbia Hospital
Hospital for
Women and
and Lying-in
$17,000.

568
568
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Children's Hospital,
Hospital, $15,000.
Children's
Providence
Hospital, $15,000.
Providence Hospital,
Hospital, $15,000.
$15,000.
Memorial Hospital,
Garfield Memorial
Central
Dispensary and
Hospital, $22,000.
and Emergency
Emergency Hospital,
Central Dispensary
Eastern
$10,000.
Hospital, $10,000.
Casualty Hospital,
Dispensary and Casualty
Eastern Dispensary
Washington
Incurables, $5,000.
Home for
for Incurables,
Washington Home
Georgetown University
University Hospital, $5,000.
Georgetown
George Washington
Hospital, $5,000.
$5,000.
University Hospital,
George
Washington University
Columbia
Hospital.
Columbia Hospital.
Repairs,
Repairs, etc.

Tuberculosis
Tuberculoss Hospi-

tal.
tal.

ASYLUM.
COLUMBIA HOSPITAL
LYING-IN ASYLUM.
AND LYING-IN
HOSPITAL AND
COLUMBIA

For general
general repairs
and for
construction, including
includin
for additional
additional construction,
repairs and
For
required
labor and
material, and
heat, light,
light, and power required
expenses of heat,
and for expenses
and material,
labor
in and
about the
the operation
operation of
of the
expended
to be expended
the hospital,
hospital, $15,000, to
and about
in
in the
the discretion
Architect of the
the Architect
the direction
direction of the
and under
under the
discretion and
in
CapitoL
CapitoL
TUBERCULOSIS
HOSPITAL.
TUBERCULOSIS HOSPITAL.

Salaries.
Salaries.

Salaries: For
For personal
services in
accordance with
with the
the ClassificaClassificain accordance
personal services
Salaries:
tion
Act
1923, $47,400.
$47,400.
of 1923,
Act of
tion
Contingent expenses.
expenses.
Contingent
For provisions
vehicles, and repairs to
harness and vehicles,
fuel, forage, harness
For
provisions,' fuel,
same,
ice, shoes,
shoes clothing,
clothing, dry
goods, tailoring, drugs and
and
dry goods,
gas, ice,
same, gas,
medical supplies,
utensils, books
and
books and
kitchen utensils,
and bedding,
bedding, kitchen
furniture and
supplies, furniture
medical
periodicals not
not to
to exceed
exceed $50,
$50, temporary
services not
to exceed
$1,000,
exceed $1,000,
not to
temporary services
periodicals
and other
items, $53,000.
necessary items,
other necessary
and
Repairs, stsetc.
Repairs,
For
repairs and
improvements to
to buildings
buildings and
including
and grounds, including
and improvements
For repairs
roads and sidewalks,
$4,000.
sidewalks, $1,000.
roads
For
automobile truck, $725.
For automobile
For
new equipment,
equipment, $1,000.
$1,000.
and new
machine and
to X-ray
X-ray machine
repairs to
For repairs
For
additional room
for laundry,
laundry, $7,500.
room for
For additional
For
equipment, $4,375.
laundry equipment,
For laundry
For
furniture for nurses'
nurses' home
home, $3,500.
For furniture
Admission
of pay
paAdmission of
pay paHereafter
patients may
Tuberculosis
may be admitted to the Tuberculosis
Hereafter pay
pay patients
tients.
Hospital for
and treatment
treatment at such
under such regurates and under
such rates
care and
for care
Hospital
lations as
may be
be established
of the
District
the District
Commissioners of
by the
the Commissioners
established by
lations
as may
of
Columbia, in
so far
far as such admissions will not interfere with
in so
of Columbia
admission
admission of indigent patients.
GsBinger Hospital.
Hospital.
Oallinger
Salaries.
Salaries.
Maintenance.
Maintenance.

Repairs,
Repairs, etc.
etFor

itcen.

Kitchen.

Furniture, etc.

Furturt.

pay

pao pay paAdmission
Admission of
tients.
tents.

GALLINGER M
UNIGTPAL HOSPITAL.
HosPrrAL.
MUNICIPAL
GALLINOER

Salaries:
accordance with the ClassificaSalaries: For personal services in accordance
tion Act
Act of
1923, $162,360.
$162,360.
of 1923,
tion
For maintenance,
maintenance, maintenance of motor vehicles,
vehicles, horses and
and horsehorsedrawn
vehicles, books
books of
reference and
periodicals, not
$50,
not to
to exceed
exceed $50,
drawn vehicles,
of reference
and periodicals,
and all
all other
necessary expenses,
expenses, $130,000.
$130,000.
and
other necessary
For repairs to buildings, $5,000.
For the purchase
purchase of aamicroscope
chemical outfit
microscope and chemical
outfit for
for the
the pathopathological laboratory,
laboratory, $760.
$760.
logical
For
For the purchase
purchase of a
a range, steel kettles, coffee
coffee urns, and other
other
necessary cooking
utensils, $3,500.
cooking utensils,
$3,500.
necessary
furnishings, instruments,
For furniture,
furniture, furnishings,
instruments, and appliances, and
and other
other
necessary
necessary articles, $5.000.
For the
purchase of
of special
special equipment
equipment for
for X-ray
$1,200.
laboratory, $1,200.
X-ray laboratory,
the purchase
For

Hereafter
Hereafter pay patients may be admitted to the psychopathic
psychopathic ward
ward
of the Gallinger
Gallinger Municipal
Municipal Hospital for care and treatment at such
established by the Comrates and under such regulations as may be established
missioners of
in so
such admissions
admissions
missioners
of the District
District of Columbia,
Columbia, in
so far
far as
as such
will not interfere with admission of indigent
indigent patients.
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CHILD-CARING
INSIII UTIONS.
CHILD-CARING INSTITUTIONS.

Child-caring instituinstitutChildcarins

BOARD
CHILDREN'SS GUARDIANS.
GUARDIANS.
OF CHILDREN
BOARD OF

Children's
Board of Children's
Guardians.
Guardians.

tions.

Administration exAdministration:
For administrative
administrative expenses,
including placing
placing pe
Administration
penses.
expenses, including
Administration: For
and
of reference
purchase of books of
directory, purchase
city directory,
children, city
visiting children,
and visiting
on visitation
and
not exceeding
and all
sundry exex- Limit
and sundry
office and
all office
$25, and
exceeding $25,
periodicals not
and periodicals
Limit on visitation
penses,
and no
no part
part of
of the
moneys herein
herein appropriated
appropriated of wards.
the moneys
$5,000; and
penses, $5,000;
shall
be used
used for
for the
purpose of
of visiting
visiting any ward of the Board
the purpose
shall be
of Children's
outside the District of Columbia
placed outside
Guardians placed
Children's Guardians
of
a ward placed outand the
of Virginia
Virginia and Maryland,
Maryland, and a
States of
the States
and
Maryland shall
side said
said District
and the
the States
of Virginia and Maryland
States of
District and
side
be visited
visited not
less than
than once
once aa year
voluntary agent or correa voluntary
by a
year by
not less
be
spondent of
board, and
and that said board shall have power, upon
said board,
of said
spondent
guardianship
proper showing,
showing, in
in its
its discretion,
discretion, to discharge
discharge from guardianship
proper
any child committed
committed to its care.
any
Salaries.
Salaries: For
personal services
accordance with the Classifi- Sales.
services in accordance
For personal
Salaries:
cation Act
Act of
of 1923,
1923, $41,100.
mindd
$41,100.
cation
Feeble minded chileeble minded chilFor maintenance
maintenance of
children (white and colored),
colored), dren.
feeble-minded children
of feeble-minded
For
$37,500.
etc., of chilBoard,
$37,500.
Board, etc.,
e of children.
For board
board and
of all children committed to the guardian- aren.'
and care of
For
temporary
ship of said board by the courts of the District, and for temporary
care of
of children
investigation or while being transferred
transferred
children pending investigation
care
from
place to place,
authority to pay not more than $1,500
$1,500
with authority
place, with
from place
each to
to institutions
institutions under sectarian control and not more than $400
each
for
for burial of children dying while under charge of the board.
to agent.
Advances to
$120,000.
Advances
agent.
$120,000.
The disbursing
disbursing officer
authorized
officer of the District of Columbia is authorized
The
to advance to the agent of the Board of Children's Guardians, upon
requisitions
approved by the auditor of the District of
requisitions previously approved
Columbia
upon such security as may be required
required of said agent
and upon
Columbia and
by
the
commissioners,
sums
of
exceed
$400 at any one
to
not
money
sums
by the commissioners,
time, to be used for expenses in placing and visiting children,
traveling
official business of the board, and for office and sundry
sundry
traveling on official
accounted for to the accountexpenses,
expenditures to be accounted
expenses, all such expenditures
ing officers
of the District of Columbia within one month on itemofficers of
ing
vouchers properly
properly approved.
ized vouchers

HOME
AND SCHOOL
SCHOOL FOR
FOR FEEBLE-MINDED.
FEEBLE-MIINDED.
HOME AND

Home,
etc.,
etc.,
Home,
feeble minded.
minded.
feeble
Construction,
Construction,

maintenance, etc.
maintenance, salaries, maintenance,etc.
For continuing
continuing construction,
construction, $30,000; for maintenance,
For
Proviso.
consructon
Construction
Provided,
all,
and
other
necessary
expenses,
$20,000;
in
$50,000:
Provided,
and other necessary expenses, $20,000;
tracts.

That the
the commissioners
authorized to proceed
proceed with such concommissioners are authorized
That
struction
day labor
or otherwise
in their judgment may be
otherwise as in
labor or
by day
struction by
most
advantageous to the District of Columbia and to enter into
most advantageous
contracts
otherwise to incur obligations on account of such conor otherwise
contracts or
struction not to exceed $232,000.
INDUSTRIAL HOME
FOR COLORED
CHILDREN
COLORED CHILDREN.
SCHOOL FOR
HOME SCHOOL
INDUSTRIAL

for

and
and
con-

t Vol. 42.p.0.
42. p. 1360.
Post, p.1323.
33a.
Pop.

for
Home for
Industrial Home
Colored Children.
Children.
Colored
Salaries.
Salaries.

es.
Salaries: For
personal services in accordance
accordance with the ClassifiFor personal
Salaries:
Maiteace etc.
cation Act
temporary labor, $500; in all, $22,400. Maintenance,
etc.
1923, $21,900: temporary
Act of 1923,
cation
For maintenance,
maintenance, including
mainpincluding horses, wagons, harness, and mainteFor
nance of
of automobiles,
automobiles, $19,000.
Repairs, etc.
$19,000.
nance
$2,500.
improvements to buildings and grounds, $2,500.
repairs and improvements
For repairs
For manual-training
manual-training equipment and materials, $1,000.

o receipts
D
For
Deposit of
receipts
furniture and furnishings for new cottage, $2,000. _
For furniture
prods.
of
om
aie
of
All
moneys
received
at
said
school
as
income
of
prodfr
om
sok
or
products.
sale
from
income
as
school
said
at
received
moneys
All
nets
from payment
payment of
of board
board or
or of
of instruction
otherwise shall
instruction or otherwise
and from
ucts and
credit of the
be
paid
into
the
of
the
United
to
the
States
Treasury
the
be paid into
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United
States and
to the
of the
the District
District of
Columbia in
in the
the
of Columbia
credit of
the credit
and to
United States
manner provided
by law.
law.
provided by
manner
Industrial
Industrial
School.
School.

Home
Home

INDUSTRIAL
SCHOOL.
HOME SCHOOL.
INDUSTRIAL HOME

Salaries:
in aecordance
with the
Classifithe Classifiaccordance with
services in
personal services
For personal
Salaries: For
cation
Act of
of 1923,
in all,
$18,940.
all, $18,940.
$400; in
labor, $400;
temporary labor,
$18,540; temporary
1923, $18,540;
Act
cation
Maintenance.
maintenance, including
including care
care of
horses, purchase
care of
purchase and care
of horses,
For maintenance,
Maintenance For
wagon
and harness,
and maintenance
motor vehicle,
$22,500.
vehicle, $22,500.
of motor
maintenance of
harness, and
and
wagon
Repairs, etc.
For
repairs and
and improvement
to buildings
and grounds,
$3,000.
grounds, $3,000.
buildings and
improvement to
or repairs
epairs,et.

Salaries.

Salaries.

Home
for Aged
and
Aged and
Home for
Infirm.
Infirm.

HOME
AGED AND
INFIRM.
AND INFIRM.
FOR AGED
HOME FOR

Salaries.

Salaries: For
For personal
in accordance
accordance with
Classificawith the Classificaservices in
personal services
Salaries:
tion
Act
of
1923,
$39,480;
temporary
labor,
$2,000;
in
all,
$41,480.
$41,480.
all,
in
$2,000;
labor,
temporary
$39,480;
1923,
tion Act of
Contingent expenses.
vehicles and repairs to
For provisions,
fuel, forage,
forage, harness,
harness and
and vehicles
provisions, fuel,
For
Contigntpe.Pnses.
same,
ice. shoes,
clothing, dry
goods,
harness,tailoring, drugs
medical
and medical
drugs and
dry goods,
shoes, clothing,
same, ice.
supplies,
bedding, kitchen
kitchen utensils,
utensils, and
necessary
other necessary
and other
and bedding,
furniture and
supplies, 'furniture
items,
of motor
vehicle and
and trucks,
$50,500.
trucks, $50,500.
motor vehicle
maintenance of
including maintenance
items, including
For
repairs and
and improvements
$4,000.
buildings and grounds, $4,000.
to buildings
improvements to
For repairs
For material
material for
$500.
roads, $500.
permanent roads,
for permanent
For

Salaries.

Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneous.

MISCELLANEOUS.
MISCELLANEOUS.
MUNICIPAL
AND WOOD YARD.
LODGING HOUSE AND
MUNICIPAL LODGING

house.
Municipal
hMniipal

lodging
lodgin

Classification Act of
with the Classification
For personal
personal services
services in
in accordance
accordance with
For
$5,940.
1923, $2,940;
maintenance, $3,000; in all, $5,940.
$2,940; maintenance,
1923,
SAILORS.
AND SAILORS.
TEMPORARY HOME FOR FORMER
FORMER SOLDIERS AND
TEMPORARY

Grand Army Soldiers', etc.. home. Sal-

diers',hom
Grand Armye.

For personal
personal services
with the
the Classification
Act of
Classification Act
accordance with
in accordance
services in
For
expended
1923, $2,760;
2,760; maintenance,
in all,
$7,760, to be expended
all, $7,760,
$5,000; in
maintenance, $5,000;
1923,
under
the direction
of the
the commissioners;
ex-soldiers, sailors, or
and ex-soldiers,
commissioners; and
direction of
under the
marines of
of the
the Spanish
War, Philippine
Insurrection, or China RePhilippine Insurrection,
Spanish War.
marines
lief
Expedition, and
and soldiers
soldiers and
of the
the World
World War or who
sailors of
and sailors
lief Expedition,
served
be admitted
admitted to the home.
shall be
9, 1922,
1922, shall
February 9,
to February
prior to
served prior
FLORENCE
CIUTTENTON HOME.
HOME.
FLORENCE CRITTENTON

MlsHope and Help Mis-

sion.
siond

Help M

contract
a contract
under a
For care
and maintenance
maintenance of
and children
children under
women and
of women
care and
For
to
made with
with the
the Florence
Florence Crittenton
Crittenton Home by the Board of
be made
to be
Charities,
maintenance, $4,000.
Charities, maintenance,
SOUTHERN RELIEF
SOCIETY.
RELIEF SOCIETY.
SOUTHERN

Southern
Southern Relief
Relief Society for
Confederate
or Confederate
ciety
Veterans.
Veterans.

Confederate vetcare and
For care
For
and maintenance
maintenance of needy and infirm Confederate
veterans,
erans, their widows and dependents,
dependents, residents in the District of
Columbia,
under aacontract
contract to
to be
the Southern
Southern Relief
Relief Sowith the
made with
be made
Columbia, under
ciety
of Charities, $10,000.
Board of
the Board
by the
ciety by
NATIONAL LIBRARY
THE BLIND.
BLIND.
LIBRARY FOR THE
NATIONAL

National
National Library for
the
the blind.

Library for the Blind, loFor
aid and
and support
support of
of the
National Library
the National
For aid
cated at
at 1800
1800 D
D Street
Street northwest,
to be
be expended
expended under the direction
northwest, to
cated
of the
the Commissioners
Commissioners of the District
District of Columbia, $5,000.
of
coLumnIA rot,
YILCHNIC INSTITUTE.
INST1TL YE.
POLYTECHNIC
COLUMBIA

Columbia PolytechColumbia
nic Institute
Institute
nic

To aid
aid the
the Columbia
Polytechnic Institute for the Blind, located
located
Columbia Polytechnic
To
at 1808
1808 H
Street northwest,
to be
under the direction of the
expended under
be expended
northwest, to
H Street
at
Commissioners of
the District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, $1,500.
of the
Commissioners
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SAINT
HOSPITAL.
ELIZABETHS HOSPITAL.
SAINT VITZARETHS
For
the District of Columbia in
of the
insane of
indigent insane
of indigent
support of
For support
Saint
Elizabeths Hospital,
Hospital, as
provided by
$850,000.
law, $850,000.
by law,
as provided
Saint Elizabeths

Saint
HoSint

Hospital.

Elizabeths
Elizabets

Support of indigent
Indigent
Support

Insane, in.
in.
insane,

NONRESIDENT INSANE.
INSANE.
NONRESIDENT
For deportation
of nonresident
nonresident insane
in accordance
accordance with
with
persons, in
insane persons,
deportation of
For
the
Act of
of Congress
Congress to
to change
the proceedings
proceedings for
to Saint
Saint,
admission to
for admission
change the
the Act

Deporting
Deporting

nonresinonresi-

dent insane.
dentlinane.
Vol. 30, p. 811.

Vol. 30 p.

Elizabeths Hospital
and for other purposes, apcases, and
certain cases,
in certain
Hospital in
Elizabeths

Advances to Board
proved
January 31,
1899, $5,000.
$5,000.
Advances
31, 1899,
proved January
of Charities.
In
the foregoing
foregoing sum
the disbursing
disbursing officer
officer of the Dis- ofCharities.
sum the
expending the
In expending
trict of
of Columbia
Columbia is
is authorized
secretary of the
authorized to advance to the secretary
trict
Board
of Charities,
upon requisitions
previously approved by the
requisitions previously
Charities, upon
Board of
auditor of
the District
District of
of Columbia,
upon such security as the
Columbia, and upon
of the
auditor
commissioners
require of
secretary, sums of money not exsaid secretary,
of said
may require
commissioners may
ceeding
one time,
time, to
to be used
deportation of nonresiused only for deportation
at one
$300 at
ceeding $300
dent insane
insane persons,
persons, and
monthly on itemized
itemized
accounted for monthly
be accounted
to be
and to
dent
vouchers to
to the
officer of the District of Columbia.
accounting officer
the accounting
vouchers

BYTIPF OF
OF THE
POOR.
THE POOR.
RELIEF
For
relief of
the poor,
poor, including
physicians to the poor at
including pay of physicians
of the
For relief
not exceeding
$1 per
expended under the direction of
to be expended
day each, to
per day
exceeding $1
not
$10,000.
Board of Charities, $10,000.
the Board
For
payment to beneficiaries
beneficiaries named
named in section
section 3
3of "An
"An Act makFor payment
mg
the District
District of
of Columbia
abandon or willColumbia to abandon
in the
misdemeanor in
ing it aamisdemeanor
fully
neglect to
to provide
maintenance by any persupport and maintenance
for the support
provide for
fully neglect
destitute or necessitous
son
minor children
children in destitute
necessitous
wife or his or her minor
his wife
of his
son of
circumstances,"
approved March
$1,500, to be disbursed by
1906, $1,500,
March 23, 1906,
circumstances," approved
the
of the
District of Columbia on itemized vouchthe District
officer of
disbursing officer
the disbursing
ers
duly
audited
and
approved
by the auditor of said District.
approved
and
audited
ers duly
131TRIAL OF
OF EX-SERVICE
EX-SERVICE MEN.
MEN.
BURIAL

Relief of
the poor.
of the
Relief

Payment to
to abanPayment
families.
doned families.
Vol. 34,
87.
34, p. 87.
Vol.

Ex-service
Ex-service men.
indigent, in
in
Burial of indigent,
Cemetery,
Cemetery,

Arlington
.For
For expenses
expenses of
of burying
burying in
National Cemetery, or Arlington
Arlington National
the Arlington
in the
etc.
etc.
in
the cemeteries
District of Columbia, or in near-by Maryland
Maryland
the District
of the
cemeteries of
in the
or Virginia
Columbia
cemeteries within five miles of the District of Columbia
Virginia cemeteries
or
hne.,indigent
ex-marines, of the
ex-Union soldiers, ex-sailors, or ex-marines,
indigent ex-Union
line,
either Regular
Regular or Volunteer, who have been
States Service, either
United States
honorably discharged
discharged or retired, and who die in the District of
honorably
Columbia,
be disbursed
Secretary of War, at a
a cost not
the Secretary
disbursed by the
to be
Columbia, to
exclusive of
exceeding
$45 for
burial expenses in each case, exclusive
for such burial
exceeding $45
grave, $500.
cost of grave,

TRANSPORTATION OF
INDIGENT PERSONS.
PERSONS.
OF INDIGENT
TRANSPORTATION
For
transportation of
of indigent
including indigent vetpersons, including
indigent persons,
For transportation
$2,000.
erans of
World War
families, $2,000.
War and their families,
the World
of the
erans
MILITIA.
For
following, to
expended under the authority
authority and direcbe expended
to be
the following,
For the
commanding general,
general, who is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized and
and
of the commanding
tions of
namely:
empowered to make necessary
necessary contracts
contracts and leases, namely:
empowered
For
camps, including hire of horses
horses for officers
officers reor expenses of camps,
hire not to be deducted from their
their
quired to be mounted, and such hire
commutation of subsistence
mounted pay, and for the payment
payment of commutation
subsistence
mounted
for
enlisted men
United
detailed to guard or move the United
who may be detailed
men who
for enlisted
preceding
States
property
at
home
immediately preceding
on days immediately
stations
home
at
property
States

Transporting
Transporting

panpau-

pers.•
Pers
Militia.
Expenses anthorized.
authorised.
Expenses

Camps,
etc.
drills, etc.
Camps, drills,
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and
immediately following
following the
annual encampments,
encampments, damages
damages to
to
the annual
and immediately
private
to encampment,
encampment, instruction,
instruction, purchase
purchase
incident to
property incident
private property
and
of athletic,
athletic, gymnastic
and recreational
equipment
recreational equipment
gymnastic and
maintenance of
and maintenance
at
or field
field encampments,
encampments, not
to exceed
$500; practice
practice marches
marches
exceed $500;
not to
at armory
armory or
and
practice cruises,
cruises, drills
and parades,
heat, care,
care and
and
fuel, light,
light, heat,
parades, fuel,
drills and
and practice
offices, and storehouses, practice ships, boats,
repair of
of armories,
armories, offices,
repair
machinery and
dock, dredging
of dock,
service,
telephone service,
dock, telephone
alongside of
dredging alongside
and dock,
machinery
horses and
and mules
mules for
for mounted
street car
fares (not
(not
car fares
organizations, street
mounted organizations,
horses
to exceed
necessarily used
used in
the transaction
of official
official busibusitransaction of
in the
$200) necessarily
exceed $200)
to
ness, and
incidental expenses
the service,
service, $23,000.
$23,000.
of the
expenses of
for general
general incidental
and for
ness,
For rent of armory
armory and drill
drill hall, $7,000.
postage, $500.
For printing,
printing, stationery,
and postage,
stationery, and
For
For cleaning
cleaning and
and repairing
repairing uniforms,
and equipments,
equipments, and
arms, and
uniforms, arms,
For
contingent expenses,
$900.
expenses, $900.
contingent
For
personal services
services in
with the
the Classification
Act
Classification Act
accordance with
in accordance
For personal
of
1923, $2,640.
$2,640.
of 1923,
For
target practice
practice matches,
$2,500.
matches, $2,500.
of target
expenses of
For expenses
For pay
pay of troops
Government employees,
employees, to be distroops other than Government
the commanding
commanding general,
bursed under
authority and
and direction
direction of the
the authority
under the
bursed
$9,000.
$9,000.
ANACOSTIA
AND FLITS.
rLA'1S.
ANAUCO
TIA RIVER
IlIVElt AINU

Rent,
etc.
Bent,et.

Targt practice.
Target

Target pris.

Pay of troops.

PaydtoopFor

Anacostia
Snacua Park.
rar..
Continuing developContinuing
ment of.

For
reclamation and
development of Anacostia
Anacostia
and development
the reclamation
For continuing
continuing the
Park,
in accordance
accordance with
the revised
revised plan
plan as
Senate
in Senate
as set
set forth in
with the
Park, in
Document Numbered
37, Sixty-eighth
first session,
session, $150,$150,Congress, first
Sixty-eighth Congress,
Numbered 37,
Document
of expendi- 000, of which amount $125,000 shall be available for expenditure
Division of
000, of which amount $125,000 shall be available for expenditure
tures.
tures.
below
Benning Bridge
not more
than $25,000
expended
may be expended
$25,000 may
more than
and not
Bridge and
below Benning
above Benning
Benning Bridge
Bridge in
in the
acquirement of necessary
necessary land.
the acquirement
above
Public buldings
Public
buildings and
grounds.
grounds.

PUBLIC
BUILDINGS AND
GROUNDS.
AND GROUNDS.
PUBLIC BUILDINGS
OFFICE OF
PUBLIC BUILDINGS
AND GROUNDS.
GROUNDS.
BULDINGS AND
OF PUBLIC
OFFICE

Superintendent,
asSuperintendent, assistant and chief
chief clerk,
etc.
etc.

Foremen, gardeners,
gardeners,
Foremen,
etc.

$2,400;
Salaries: Superintendent,
assistant and chief clerk, $2,400;
Superintendent, $3,600; assistant
Salaries:
$1,400, two at
$1,800, one $1,600, one $1,400,
engineer, $2,400;
clerks—one $1,800,
$2,400; clerks-one
engineer,
$1,200 each;
messenger, $840;
landscape architect,
architect, $2,400; junior
$840; landscape
each; messenger,
$1,200
engineer, $1,500;
$1,500; in all,
all, $20,340.
engneer,
For foremen,
gardeners, mechanics, and laborers
laborers employed in
foremen, gardeners,
For
the
$31,200.
the public grounds, $31,200.
CONTINGENT
EXPENSES.
CONTINGENT EXPENSES.

expensesContingent
Contingent expenses-

Park
Park police.
police.

For contingent
incidental expenses,
expenses, including
of
purchase of
including purchase
For
contingent and
and incidental
professional and scientific
scientific books and technical
technical periodicals,
periodicals, books of
of
professional
reference, blank
blank books,
photographs, and
and maps,
$800.
maps, $800.
books, photographs,
reference,
PARK POLICE.
PARK

Salaries.
Ante, p.
p. 175.
175.
Ante,
Post,
p. 678.
678.
Pot,p.

Salaries:
Lieutenant, $1,900; first sergeant, $1,700; five sergeants,
Salaries: Lieutenant,
at
$1,580 each;
$1,440 each;
at
each; thirty-one at
at $1,440
each; privates—fourteen
privates-fourteen at
at $1,580
$1,360
each:
nine
at
$1,280
each;
in
all,
$85,340.
all,
$85,340.
each;
in
nine
at
$1,280
$1,360
each:
Purchase
Purchase of equipKM*
etc.
ment, etc.
ment,
exchange of bicycles
purchase, repair,
repair, and
and exchange
bicycles and revolvers
revolvers for
For purchase,
park police
police and
and for
for purchase
purchase of ammunition,
park
ammunition, $800.
For purchase,
For
purchase, maintenance,
maintenance, repair, operation,
operation, and
and exchange of
motor cycles
cycles for park
park police,
$4,250.
police, $4,250.
motor
For purchasing
uniforms to
$5,500.
to park police,
police, $5,500.
supplying uniforms
For
purchasing and supplying
OF PUBLIC
PUBLIC GROUNDS.
AND CARE
CARE OF
IMPROVEMENT
GROUNDS.
IMPROVEMENT AND
Improvement
cIopfgruneo
care
of grounds.

and
and

For improvement
improvement and
and care
care of
of public
grounds, District
District of
Coof Copublic grounds,
For
lumbia,
follows:
as follows:
lumbia, as
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out h
Executive Executive
For improvement
improvement and
and maintenance
grounds south of Executive
mSouth
of grounds
maintenance of
For
a
S

on.

of Executive

Mansion,
$4,000.
Mansion, $4,000.
Greenhouses,
Greenhouses, parks,
For
care of
greenhouses and
$2,000.
etc.parks,
nursery, $2,000.
and nursery,
of greenhouses
For care
For
repair and
reconstruction of
of the
the greenhouses
greenhouses at the nursery,
nursery,
and reconstruction
For repair
$3,000.
$3,000.
$2,000.
Lafayette Park, $2,000.
of Lafayette
For care of
For improvement
improvement and
and care
care of Franklin Park, $1,500.
$1,500.
For
For improvement
$2,000.
Lincoln Park, $2,000.
care of Lincoln
and care
improvement and
For
For
and care
of Monument
Grounds and
and annex,
annex, et
ronument Grounds,
etMonuntGrounds,
Monument Grounds
care of
improvement and
For improvement
$7,000.
eneraepaiet.
For improvement,
maintenance of Garfield
Garfield Park, $2,500.
and maintenance
care, and
improvement, care,
For
For construction
and repair
of post-and-chain
post-and-chain fences;
fences; repair
repair of GeneraimPairs'etc.
repair of
construction and
For
high
constructing stone
coping about
about reservations,
reservations,
stone coping
fences, constructing
iron fences,
high iron
painting
watchmen's lodges,
lodges, iron fences, vases, lamps, and lamppainting watchmen's
posts;
and extending
purchase of appawater pipes, and purchase
extending water
repairing and
posts; repairing
hauling same; removratus
cleaning them; hose; manure, and hauling
for cleaning
ratus for
ing
ice; purchase
and repair
repair of seats and tools; trees, tree
purchase and
and ice;
snow and
ing snow
and
plant
stakes,
lime,
whitewashing,
and stock for nursery,
nursery,
and
whitewashing,
lime,
labels,
stakes,
plant
and
flowerpots, twine, baskets,
purchased
baskets, wire, splints, and moss, to be purchased
flowerpots,
by contract
contract or otherwise, as the Secretary
determine;
Secretary of War may determine;
by
care, construction,
construction, and
nuisances;
fountains; abating nuisances;
repair of fountains;
and repair
care,
cleaning
statues and
and repairing
repairing pedestals,
pedestals, $18,550.
$18,550.
Careetc., oserv
cleaning statues

reservations,
various
of
and maintenance
care, exchange,
improvement,
For
the
For
maintenance,
improvement,
repair,
care,
and
maintenance
and operation
of various
of three
reservations,
motor-

the maintenance, repair, exchange, and operation of three motorpropelled
passenger-carrying vehicles to be used only
only for official
official
propelled passenger-carrying
purposes,
exchange of
maintenance, repair, and exchange
and the operation, maintenance,
purposes, and
motor
$60,000.
motor cycles and bicycles for division foremen, $60,000.
For improvement,
care, and
maintenance of Smithsonian
Smithsonian grounds,
grounds;
and maintenance
improvement, care,
For
$4,000.
For
maintenance of Judiciary
Judiciary Park, $2,500.
and maintenance
improvement and
For improvement
reservations, $3,500.
For laying cement and other walks in various reservations,
$3,500.
For broken-stone
$10,000.
broken-stone road covering for parks, $10,000.
roads and walks,
flagging for park roads
curbing, coping, and flagging
For curbing,
$2,000.
$2,000.
For improvement
improvement and
$30,000.
Rock Creek Park, $30,000.
of Rock
care of
and care
For
For improvement,
improvement, care,
care, and
and maintenance
of West
West Potomac
Park,
Potomac Park,
maintenance of
For
paths
constructing
and
planting,
including
grading,
soiling,
seeding,
planting,
constructing
grading,
including
and roads, $30,000.
$10,000.
macadam roads, $10,000.
For oiling
oiling or otherwise
otherwise treating
treating macadam
For
$35,000.
improvement and care of East Potomac Park, $35,000.
For improvement
For the
the maintenance
maintenance of
site in
East
in East
present site
its present
on its
camp on
tourists' camp
of aatourists'
For
Potomac Park,
$5,000.
Park, $5,000.
Potomac
For
care, and
Montrose Park, $5,000.
maintenance of Montrose
and maintenance
improvement, care,
For improvement,
For
and maintaining
maintaining special
portions of
of the
parks in conconthe parks
special portions
placing and
For placing
$15,000.
dition for outdoor sports, $15,000.
Meridian Hill Park,
For
maintenance of Meridian
improvement, care, and maintenance
For improvement,
$25,000.
For care
$1,500.
maintenance of Willow Tree Park, $1,500.
care and maintenance
For
Avenue northeast,
For care
care of
the center parking
Maryland Avenue
parking on Maryland
of the
For
$1,000.
81,000.
For
maintenance of the pumps which
which
repair, and maintenance
operation, care, repair,
For operation,
$4,000.
operate
the three
three fountains
fountains on
on the
Union Station
Station Plaza,
Plaza, $1,000.
the Union
operate the
To provide
provide for
maintenance, $40,000.
increased cost in park maintenance,
the increased
for the
To
For
of the
parking in
between
Pennsylvania Avenue between
in Pennsylvania
center parking
the center
care of
For care
Second
Seventeenth Streets
southeast, $2,500.
Streets southeast,
and Seventeenth
Second and
TIDAL BASIN
BASIN BATHING
purification of
of waters
the
of the
waters of
For purification
BEACcH: For
BATING BEACH:
TIDAL
Tidal
Basin and
care, maintenance,
maintenance, and
operation of the bathhouse
and operation
and care,
Tidal Basin
and beach, $10,000.
For
care and
and maintenance
maintenance of Mount
Mount Vernon
Vernon Park, $1,000.
$1,000.
For care

etc.
tios,
Ctre etc., of
tioa

a e.

Rock
Rock Creek
Creek Park.
Park.

o

cark

Potomac Park.
PoomacPa

Tourists'
calnPTourista camp.

Montose
Montrose Park.
Park.
Outdoorsports.
Outdoor !Mort&
Meridian
Meridian Hill Park,
Park,

etc.
etc.

Union Station
Union

pump.
pumps.
Park mantenan.
maintenance.

TMdl
Tidal Basin bathin
bathing
beach.
beach.
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For purchase
purchase and
repair of
and tools
shops at
at
tools for
for shops
of machinery
machinery and
and repair
..For
nursery, and
and for
the repair
repair of
of shops
shops and
storehouses, $1,000.
$1,000.
and storehouses,
nursery,
for the
Anacostia Park.
For
improvement and
and maintenance
maintenance as
recreation park
of section
section
park of
as aarecreation
Recreation section.
For improvement
sction.
Rereation
D,
and the
the Anacostia
Anacostia
Avenue and
Pennsylvania Avenue
Park, between
between Pennsylvania
Anacostia Park,
D, Anacostia
Bridge, $50,000.
$50,000.
Bridge,
Lighting public
Lighting
grounds: For lighting the public grounds,
public grounds:
the public
Lighting the
public
grohting
grounds.
watchmen's
lodges, offices,
and greenhouses
greenhouses at
the propagating
propagating gargarat the
offices, and
watchmen s lodges,
dens, including
including all
expenses of
of installation,
installation, maintenance,
maintenance,
necessary expenses
all necessary
dens,
and repair,
and
repair, $37,000.
$37,000.
Heating offices, etc.
For heating
heating offices,
watchmen's lodges,
greenhouses at the
lodges, and greenhouses
offices, watchmen's
For
Heating offies, et.
propagating
gardens
'
$6,000.
$6,000.
gardens,
propagating
Boundary line beFor survey
survey to
line between
between the
the District
District of
of
boundary line
to establish
establish boundary
For
tween
and VirtwBe Districtdtrctandbirginia.
Chain Bridge
Bridge and
Columbia and
and the
the State
State of Virginia
Virginia between
between Chain
Columbia
giia.
Jones Point,
Point, and
incidental expenses,
including locating
locating monuments,
monuments,
expenses, including
and incidental
Jones
$5,000.
$5,000.
Rock
Rock Creek and Potomac Parkay
Parkway Commission.
mission.
Acquiring additional
addtionai
lands.
Vol.
37, p.. 885.
885.
Vol.37,

CREEK AND
AND POTOMAC
COMMISSION.
PARKWAY COMMISSION.
POTOMAC PARKWAY
orno-ROCK
ROCK CREEK

tomasc

IAdering

Provisos.
P

Ai-su

Areas authorized.

To enable
created by
To
enable the
the commission
commission created
by section
section 22
22 of
of the
the Public
Public BuildBuild-

ings Act
Act approved
approved March
March 4, 1913
(Thirty-seventh Statutes at Large,
1913 (Thirty-seventh
page
885), to
to continue
acquisition of
of lands
lands for
for a
parka connecting
connecting parkcontinue the
the acquisition
page 885),
way between
Potomac Park,
Park, the
the Zoological
Zoological Park,
and Rock
Rock Creek
Creek
Park, and
between Potomac
way
Park, $75,000:
That the
the total
total area
area finally
finally to
to be
acquired
be acquired
$75,000: Provided,
Provided, That
Park,

shall not
exceed the
the, areas
heretofore authorized
as shown
within the
the
authorized as
shown within
areas heretofore
not exceed
shall
taking lines
indicated on
the map
(4) sheets marked
R. C.
marked "
"R.
map in
in four
four (4)
on the
taking
lines indicated
&
P. P.-1;
R. C.
C. &
P.-2; R.
R. C.
C. &
& P.
P. P.-4"
on
P.-4" on
P.-3; R.
R. C.
C. &
& P.
P. P.-3;
P.-1; R.
& P.
P. P.-2;
& P.
file
office of
executive and
and disbursing
officer of
of the
the Rock
Rock
disbursing officer
file in
in the
the office
of the
the executive
Creek
Potomac Parkway
Commission and known as
"The Map
Map
as "The
and Potomac
Parkway Commission
Creek and
the Rock
and Potomac
Potomac Parkway"
Parkway" dated
dated May
May 1,
1, 1923:
1923:
Creek and
Rock Creek
of the
onn open- of
Restriction on
Restriction
its tributribuThat in
order to protect
protect Rock
Rock Creek
Creek and its
in order
further, That
etc dimin- Provided
Provided further,
igestreets,
ing
streets, etc.,
ishing flow of Rock
none of
herein or
heretofore appropriated
appropriated for the
or heretofore
the moneys
moneys herein
of the
tributoaries taries,
taries, none
Cre and
and tributaries.
Creek
extending of any street,
opening, widening, or extending
street, avenue, or highway
in the
District of
Columbia shall
for the
the opening,
widenin
the District
of Columbia
shall be
be expended
expended for
opening, widenany street, avenue,
shall or
ing, or
or extension
extension of
of any
avenue, or
or highway
highway which shall
or
may in
the judgment
judgment of
the District
Commissioners permanently
may
in the
of the
District Commissioners
permanently
existing flow of Rock
Rock Creek
injure or diminish
diminish the existing
Creek or any of its
its
tributaries, nor
tributaries,
nor shall permission
permission so to do
do at private
private expense
expense be
be
granted
to any
private person
or corporation
corporation except
except by
by the
the joint
joint
granted to
any private
person or
consent
approval of
of the
the Commissioners
of the
the District
District of
of ColumColumconsent and
and approval
Commissioners of
and the
in charge
charge of
of public
public buildings
and grounds,
grounds, dated
dated
bia and
the officer
officer in
buildings and
May 1,
1, 1923.
May
1923.

Areas

thJrzed.

National
National
Park.
Park.

NATIONAL
PARK.
NATIONAL ZOOLOGICAL
ZOOLOGICAL PARK.

Zoological
Zoological

Expenses.
Expenses.

For roads,
bridges, water
supply, sewerage,
sewerage, and
drainage ;
For
roads, walks,
walks, bridges,
water supply,
and drainage;
planting, and
the grounds,
grounds, erecting
erecting
grading, planting,
and otherwise
otherwise improving
improving the
and
care, subsistence,
subsistence, purchase,
purchase,
and repairing
repairing buildings
buildings and
and inclosures;
inclosures; care,
and transportation
of animals;
employees; incidental
exand
transportation of
animals; necessary
necessary employees;
incidental expenses not
not otherwise
otherwise provided
including purchase,
purchase, maintenance,
maintenance,
penses
provided for,
for, including
vehicles required
required for official
official purposes,
purposes, not
not
and driving of
of horses
horses and vehicles
exceeding $100
the purchase
purchase of
books and
and periodicals,
periodicals,
exceeding
$100 for
for the
of necessary
necessary books
and
or compensation,
compensation, $148,237.
$148,237.
and exclusive
exclusive of
of architect's
architect's fees
fees or
For laying
in the
National Zoological
one
For
laying in
the National
Zoological Park
Park approximately
approximately one
thousand
fifty feet
feet of
of six-inch
six-inch water
water main
main and
thousand five
five hundred
hundred and
and fifty
and
installing two
fire hydrants,
hydrants, $3,250.
$3,250.
installing
two fire

e
(Trading,
,

etc.
main, etc.
New water
New
water main,

Water service.
Water
ervice.

ncreasing

Increasing water supPlY•
Vol.
pp. 9,
94, 709.
ol. 42, pp.

WATER
SERVICE.
WATER SERVICE.
For continuing
For
on the
the project
for an
an increased
increased water
water supply
supply
continuing work
work on
project for

Congress in
for the District
District of Columbia,
Columbia, adopted by Congress
in the
the Army ap-

SIXTY-EIGHTH
SIXTYEIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. SESS.
SESS. I
CH. 302.
I.. CH.
302.

1924.
1924.

propriation Act for the fiscal year 1922, as modified
propriation
modified by
by the District
District
of Columbia appropriation
appropriation Acts for the fiscal years 1923 and 1924.
1924,
the report
report submitted
submitted to
to Congress
Congress by
by the
and as
as further
further modified
modified by
by the
the
Secretary of War December
December 4, 1923, and for each
Secretary
each and every
every purpose
purpose
available and to
remain
connected therewith,
therewith, to
to be
be immediately
immediately available
to remain
available until
expended, $1,500,000:
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
available
until expended,
$1,500,000: Provided,
Provided, That
of War may enter into contracts
necessary
contracts for materials and work necessary
to the construction
construction of said project, to
to be paid
paid for as appropriations
appropriations

575
575

Provisos.
Contracts
ized.

authorauthor-

ized-

Cost limited.

may from
from time
time be
be made,
not to
to exceed
exceed in
in the
may
time to
to time
Post, p.
p.1246.
made, not
the aggregate
aggregate the
the post,
i6.
sum of
of $8,900,000,
$8,900,000, including
including all
appropriations and
sum
all appropriations
and contract
contract authorauthor- Restriction on
bids
on bids
izations herein
further, That no bid anctcon
ad contcts.
herein and heretofore
heretofore made: Provided
Provided further,
tracts.

in excess
excess of
of the
the estimated
estimated cost for
for that portion of
of the
the work
work or
or plant
covered by the bid shall be accepted, nor shall any contract
contract for any
portion
equipment to
portion of the
the work, material,
material, or
or equipment
to constitute
constitute a
a part
part of the
the
appropriation is available
available be valid unless the
plant for which this appropriation
the
Engineers of
certified
Chief of Engineers
of the United
United States Army shall have certified
requirements of the
thereon and that all its terms are within the requirements

authorization and
revised estimates
estimates for
authorization
and the
the revised
for the
the work.
work.
Following sums
Following
sums
from wa
water
,ter revThe
sums are
appropriated wholly
wholly out
of the
The following
following sums
are appropriated
out of
the revenues
revenues wholly from

enues.
department for expenses
expenses of the Washington
of the water department
Washington Aqueduct
Aqueduct enues
appurtenances and
expenses of
and its
its appurtenances
and for
for expenses
of the water department,
department,

namely:
namely:

WASHINGTON AQUEDUCT.
WASHINGTON
AQUEDUCT.

For operation, including salaries of all necessary
mainnecessary employees, mamtenance and repair of Washington
Washington Aqueduct
accessories, McAqueduct and its accessories,
Millan Park Reservoir, Washington
Washington Aqueduct
Aqueduct tunnel, the filtration
Millan
plant, the plant
preliminary treatment
plant for
for the preliminary
treatment of
of the
the water supply,
purchase,
installation and maintenance
maintenance of water meters
Federal
purchase, installation
meters on Federal
every purpose
purpose connected
connected thereand for
for each
each and every
services, vehicles, and
with, $170,000.
For
repairs, grading,
grading, opening
opening ditches,
ditches, and other mainFor ordinary repairs,
tenance of Conduit Road
tenance
Road, $5,000.
For
emergency fund,
fund,
Road,to be
break
case of aa serious
serious break
be used
used only
only in case
For emergency
requiring immediate repairs in one of the more important
important aqueduct
aqueduct
or
structures, such as a
plant structures,
a dam, conduit, tunnel,
tunnel, bridge,
or filtration
filtration plant
building, or important
important piece of machinery,
machinery:, $5,000; all expenditures
from this appropriation
appropriation shall be reported in detail to Congress.
Nothing herein shall
affecting the superintendence
superintendence
be construed as affecting
shall be
Nothing
Washington Aqueduct,
and control
control of the Secretary
Secretary of War over the Washington
its rights, appurtenances,
appurtenances, and fixtures connected with the same and
appropriations and expenditures
expenditures therefor
therefor as now provided by
over appropriations
law.
WA telt DEPARTMENT.
WATER
DEPARTMENT.

*Washington
'Washington

duct.

AoaeAque-

Maintenance,
Maintenance, etc., of,
reservoir, tunnel, filtrareservoir,
iltration plant, etc.
etc

Conduit Road.
Emergency fund.
Emergency

Control of Secretary

of C
w
ca
artrnot
:ittolet
e
ctee
r ry
War
affected.

department.
Water department.

Revenue and inspecs
For revenue
and inspection
inspection branch:
branch: For
personal services
services in
and in pectReeue
b
in acac- tion
For personal
For
revenue and
branch.

cordance with the Classification
Classification Act of 1923, $48,480.
cordance
branch.
For distribution
branch: For
For personal services
services in
accordance with
with Distribution
Distribution branch
in accordance
For
distribution branch:
Classification Act of 1923, $70,080.
the Classification
Operation expenses.
For maintenance
maintenance of the water department distribution
expenes.
distribution system, in- Operation
cluding pumping
pumping stations and machinery,
machinery, water mains, valves, fire and
publichydrants,
buildings and accessories,
accessories, and
public hydrants, water
water meters, and all buildings
the purchase and maintenance
maintenance of motor trucks,
trucks, purchase of fuel, oils,
materials, and the employment
employment of all labor necessary
necessary
waste, and other materials,
for the proper execution
execution of this work, and to reimburse three employees for the provision and maintenance
ployees
maintenance by themselves of three
motor cycles for use in their official work in the District of Columbia,
$13
per month each; and for contingent
contingent expenses,
expenses, including books,
$r
blanks,
blanks, stationery, printing, postage, damages,
damages, purchase
purchase of technical
technical
reference books, and periodicals,
periodicals, not to exceed
$75, and other necesnecesreference
exceed VT5,
ary items, $10.000;
sary
$10.000; in all, for maintenance,
maintenance, $150,000.
$450,000.
4m97.-25t___39
45822°-25t
-- 39
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For
extension of
the water
department distribution
system, laying
laying
distribution system,
water department
of the
For extension
of
such service
service mains
mains as
as may
be necessary
under the
systhe assessment
assessment sysnecessary under
may be
of such
tem, $150,000.
$150,000.
for layAssessments for
Assessments
The rates of assessment for laying or constructing
mg
and sewers,
constructing water mains
sewers,
ig mains
mains and
year.
fiscal Year•
for fiscal
and
service
sewers
in
the
District
of
Columbia
under the
provisions
the provisions
under
of
Columbia
in
the
District
sewers
service
and
Vol.
244.
p. 244.
33 p.
Vol. 33,
of the
Act entitled:
entitled: "An
Act authorizing
the laying
of water
mains
water mains
laying of
authorizing the
"An Act
of
the Act
and
service sewers
sewers in
in the
District of
the levying
of assesslevying of
Columbia, the
of Columbia,
the District
and service
ments therefor,
therefor, and
and for
other purposes,"
purposes," approved
approved April
22, 1904,
April 22,
for other
ments
are hereby
$1 to
$1.50, respectively,
per
to $1.50,
respectively, per
$1.25 to
to $2
$2 and
and $1
increased from
from $1.25
are
hereby increased
linear front
front foot
any water
mains and service
constructed
service sewers constructed
water mains
for any
foot for
linear
or laid
laid during
1925.
year 1925.
the fiscal
fiscal year
during the
or
Water
Water meters in private residences,
For installing
meters on
to private
private residences
and
residences and
on services
services to
water meters
installing water
For
etc.
vate
residences, etc.
business places
may not
not be
be required
meters under exinstall meters
to install
required to
places as
as may
business
isting
regulations, as
by the
said
the commissioners;
commissioners; said
be directed
directed by
as may
may be
isting regulations,
meters
at all
to remain
the property
property of
Columbia,.
of the
the District of Columbia,.
remain the
times to
all times
meters at
$30,000.
$30,000.
Hydranss.
Hydrants.
For
public hydrants,
and appurappurmachinery, and
hydrants, machinery,
fire and
and public
installing fire
For installing
tenances
required for
necessary extensions,
extensions, $20,000.
$20,000.
for necessary
tenances required
New mais.
New
mains.
For
raying seven
seven thousand
hundred feet
of sixteen-inch
water
feet of
sixteen-inch water
eight hundred
thousand eight
For laying
main from
from Eighteenth
southeast
Avenue southeast
Minnesota Avenue
Street and
and Minnesota
Eighteenth Street
main
through
Minnesota Avenue
Good Hope
Hope Road,
Railroad Avenue,
Avenue,
to Railroad
Road, to
to Good
Avenue to
through Minnesota
. and
south in
Railroad Avenue
Avenue to
southeast, $66,300.
$66,300.
Road southeast,
to Stevens
Stevens Road
in Railroad
and south
For laying
four thousand
five hundred
hundred feet
feet of
thirty-inch water
water
of thirty-inch
thousand five
For
laying four
main
Rhode Island
Island Avenue
Avenue northeast
northeast from
point between
between
from a
a point
in Rhode
main in
Seventh
Ninth Streets
to Sixteenth
Sixteenth Street,
$90,000.
Street, $90,000.
Streets to
and Ninth
Seventh and
For laying
laying five
five thousand
thousand one
hundred feet
feet of
of sixteen-inch
sixteen-inch main
main
one hundred
For
the proposed thirty-inch
in
thirty-inch main in
northeast from the
Street northeast
in Fourth
Fourth Street
Rhode
Island Avenue
Avenue to
S Street,
Street, west
west in
Second Street,
Street,
to Second
in S
S Street
Street to
to S
Rhode Island
south
Second Street
Street to
R Street,
Street, west
west in
in R
Street to
to Eckington
Eckington
R Street
to R
in Second
south in
Place, and
south in
Eckington Place
Place to
the twelve-inch
twelve-inch
connect with
with the
to connect
in Eckington
and south
Place,
$44,000.
main
n Florida
Florida Avenue,
Avenue, $44,000.
in
main i
sixteenFor laying
laying five
five thousand
six hundred
hundred and
and fifty feet of sixteenthousand six
For
inch
Wisconsin A'venue
Avenue and Jewett
Jewett Street,
beginning at Wisconsin
water main,
main, beginning
inch water
there to
with twelve-inch
in
main, west
west in
fourth high-service
high-service main
twelve-inch fourth
connect with
there
to connect
Jewett Street
Street, and
and north
north in
in Forty-Hill
Street
Forty-fifth Street
Street to
to Forty-fifth
Forty-fifth Street,
Jewett
to a
Lowell and
Macomb Streets
northwest,
Streets northwest,
and Macomb
between Lowell
midway between
to
a point
point midway
$48,000.
$48,000.
Const:uction
work
Const.luetion w
under
ork
S
EC. 2.
the services
services of
draftsmen, assistant engineers,
engineers, levelof draftsmen,
2. That
That the
SEC.
Commissioners.
under Commissioners.
Draftsmen,
inspecinspec
Draftsmen,
tors, ote., t
em porarily ers,
transitmen,
rodmen,
chainmen,
computers,
copyists,
overseers,
copyists,
computers,
chainmen,
rodmen,
ers,
transitmen,
tors, etc., temporarily
employed.
employed,
and
sewer, street,
street,
connection with
with sewer,
required in
in connection
temporarily required
and inspectors
inspectors temporarily
street-cleaning or
road work,
work, or
of bridges
bridges
and repair
repair of
or construction
construction and
or road
street-cleaning
and
of buildings,
buildings, or
any general
or special
or
engineering or
general or
special engineering
or any
repair of
and repair
construction work
work authorized
authorized by
by appropriations
appropriations may
be employed
employed
may be
construction
exclusively to
to carry
carry into
into effect
effect said
said appropriations
appropriations when
when specifically
specifically
exclusively
and
by the
all such
necessary
and all
such necessary
the commissioners,
commissioners, and
in writing
writing ordered
ordered by
and in
expenditures for the proper
proper execution
paid
execution of said work shall be paid
expenditures
from
and equitably
against the
the sums
sums appropriated
appropriated for said
from and
equitably charged
charged against
work;
commissioners in their budget estimates shall report
report
work; and the
the commissioners
the
number of
of such
such employees
performing such
services, and
their
employees performing
such services,
and their
the number
work, and
and the
the sums
sums paid
paid to
to each,
each, and out of
of what appropriation:
appropriation:
work,
Proviso.
Priseo.
Limit.
Limit.
Provided, That
expenditures hereunder
$125,000
hereunder shall not exceed $125,000
Provided,
That the expenditures
during
the fiscal
fiscal year 1925.
during the
Temporary laborers
etc.
Temporary laborers,
The commissioners
authorized to
temporarily
are further
further authorized
to employ
employ temporarily
The
commissioners are
etc.
such laborers,
laborers, drivers,
drivers, hostlers,
mechanics as
such
laborers, skilled
skilled laborers,
hostlers, and
and mechanics
as
may be
required exclusively
connection with
exclusively in connection
with sewer,
sewer, street,
street, and
may
be required
road
work, and
street cleaning,
cleaning, or the
construction and
and repair
repair of
the construction
road work,
and street
buildings
general or
equipments, or any
any general
and bridges,
bridges, furniture
furniture and equipments,
buildings and
special
engineering or
construction or
work, and
and to
to incur
all
special engineering
or construction
or repair
repair work,
incur all
necessary
engineering and other expenses,
exclusive of personal
personal servexpenses, exclusive
necessary engineering
ices, incidental
incidental to
to carrying
carrying on
and necessary
necessary for
the
work and
for the
on such
such work
ices,
Distribution
Distribution

Mon.
sion.

exten"
ten-
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1924.

proper
proper execution thereof, said laborers, skilled laborers,
laborers, drivers,
drivers,
hostlers, and mechanics to be
employed to
to perform
work as
as may
may
be employed
perform such
such work
not be required by law to be done under contract,
contract, and
and to
to pay
such
pay for
for such
services
services and expenses
expenses from the appropriations
under which
such
appropriations under
which such
services
services are rendered
rendered and
and expenses
expenses incurred.
incurred.
SEC. 3. That all horses,
harness, horse-drawn
vehicles necessary
SEc.
horses, harness,
horse-drawn vehicles
necessary Horses,
i
s
iorem lvehicles,
veahiuc
t
l
i
e
i
s
c4ci
t
t
c.
etc.
for use in connection with construction
construction and
an d su
pervi
si
on o
sewer, f.roSmPcomntoorsfor
from Commissioners for
supervision
off sewer,
street-cleaning work,
street, street lighting, road work, and street-cleaning
ming '
work, includinclud- using
ing maintenance
maintenance of said
and
said horses
horses and
and harness
harness, and
and maintenance
maintenance and
repair of said vehicles, and purchase
purchase of
of all
all necessary
necessary articles
articles and
and
supplies in connection therewith, or
and repair
of
or on construction
construction and
repair of
buildings and bridges,
bridges, or
any general
general or
special engineering
or conor any
or special
engineering or
construction work authorized
authorized by appropriations,
appropriations, may be purchased,
purchased,
hired, and maintained
maintained and motor
motor trucks
trucks may
be hired
to
may be
hired exclusively
exclusively to
carry
carry into effect said appropriations,
appropriations when
when specifically
specifically and
in w
riti ng
and in
writing
ordered
ordered by the commissioners;
commissioners;
ss
and
such expenditures
necessary
and all
all such
expenditures necessary
for the proper
execution of said work,
proper execution
exclusive of
work, exclusive
of personal
personal services,
services,
shall be paid from and equitably
equitably charged
the sums
sums approcharged against
against the
approcommissioners in the
priated for said work; and
and the commissioners
estimates ReportReport.
the budget
budget estimates
shall
the number
of horses,
and harness
shall report
report the
number of
horses, vehicles,
vehicles, and
harness purchased,
purchased,
and horses and vehicles hired, and
and the
sums paid
paid for
for same
of
the sums
same,'and
and out
out of
appropriation; and
what appropriation;
all horses
owned or
or mai
nt
ai
ne d by
by the
the DisDisand all
horses owned
maintained
far as may
trict shall, so far
may be
be practicable,
practicable be
be provided
provided for
for in
in stables
stables
y

p

rovi so.

or operated
operated by
by said
owned or
said District:
Provided, That
work for
for
District: Provided,
That such
such horses,
horses, Temporary
Temporary work
horse-drawn
vehicles, and
horse-drawn vehicles,
temporarily needed
needed for
for excavations
excavations.
and carts
carts as
as may
may be
be temporarily
hauling and excavating
excavating material
material in
in connection
connection with
works authorauthorwith works
ized by appropriations
appropriations may be temporarily
employed for
temporarily- employed
for such
such purpurconditions named
poses under the conditions
named in
this Act
Act in
relation
in section
section 22of
of this
in relation
to the employment
employment of laborers,
laborers, skilled laborers,
laborers, and mechanics.
Water department.
mechanics.
water
department.
SEC.
engineers, draftsmen,
levelers, meE
Engineers,
SEC. 4. That the services of assistant
assistant engineers,
draftsmen, levelers,
nng
ei
t
n
eeers, draftr.
draftsa
and inspectors
inspectors temporarily
rodmen, chainmen,
chainmen, computers,
computers, copyists,
copyists, and
temporarily employed.
P°rarY
employed'. t epor
ly
required in connection
connection with water-department
water-department work
authorized by
by
work authorized
exclusively to
appropriations may be employed
employed exclusively
to carry
carry into
effect said
into effect
said
appropriations, and be paid therefrom,
when specifically
and in
in
therefrom, when
specifically and
writing ordered by the commissioners,
commissioners, and the commissioners
in their
their
commissioners in
budget estimates
estimates shall report the number
number of such
perform- Po.
such employees
employees performpaid to
ing such services
services and their work and
and the sums paid
each: Provided,
Provided, Limit.
Limit.
to each:
That the expenditures
expenditures hereunder
hereunder shall
shall not
not exceed
during the
the
exceed $25,000
$25,000 during
fiscal
fiscal year
year 1925.
1925.
p
m
The commissioners
commissioners are
are further
further authorized
authorized to
employ tempo
rar ily etc.
laborers,
to employ
temporarily
etc.Temporary
ory laborers,
such laborers, skilled laborers, and mechanics
mechanics as
may be
be required
in
as may
required in
connection with water-department
water-department work, !Ind
and to incur all necessary
connection
necessary
engineering
engineering and other
of personal
personal services,
services, inciinciother expenses,
expenses, exclusive
exclusive of
on such
dental to carrying on
work and
for the
the proper
proper execuexecusuch work
and necessary
necessary for
tion thereof,
thereof, said
skilled l
ab
orers ,and
an d mechanics
mechanics to
emsaid laborers,
laborers, skilled
laborers,
to be
be employed to perform
such work
perform such
work as
not be
by existing
existing law
law
as may
may not
be required
required by
to be done under
under contract,
contract, and
pay for
for such
such services
and expenses
expenses
and to
to pay
services and
appropriation under
from the appropriation
which such
such services
services are
rendered and
and
under which
are rendered
expenses incurred.
expenses
incurred.
Miscellaneous
s trust
SEC.
SEC. 5. That the commissioners are authorized to employ
employ in
in the funds.
funds.
tt
paya
execution of work the cost of which is payable from
from the appropriaappropria- frompes
roE
mx.
Penses
PaYabie
ble
tion account created
District of
Columbia Appropriation
created in
in the District
of Columbia
Appropriation Act,
Act, vol.
Vol. 33,
33, p. 38.
368.
approved April 27, 1904, and known as
the "
trustas the
" Miscellaneous
Miscellaneous trustfund deposits, District of
of Columbia,"
Columbia" all
overall necessary
necessary inspectors
inspectors,, overseers, foremen,
foremen, sewer
laborers, mechanics,
laborers,
sewer tappers,
tappers, skilled
skilled laborers,
mechanics, laborers,
special
special policemen
policemen stationed at street-railway
crossings, one
one inspector
inspector
street-railway crossings,
of gas fitting, two janitors for
laboratories of
of the
the Washington
for laboratories
Washington and
and
Georgetown Gas Light
Companies, market
Georgetown
Light Companies,
market master,
assistant market
market
master, assistant
master,
bookkeepers in
master, watchman,
watchman, two bookkeepers
office, clerk
in the
the auditor's
auditor's office,
clerk in
in the
the
office of the collector of taxes, horses,
horses, carts,
and to
carts, and
and wagons,
wagons, and
to hire
hire
p

rovi
so.
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Materials, supplies,
Mnrialsc.
vehicles,
etc. supples,
Purchases
of, directPurchases of
ed from stock of Government activities
activities no
longer needed
by them.
them.
longer
needed by

SEss.
I.
SEss. I.

Cris.
302, 303.
CHS. 302,303.

1924.
1924.

therefor
therefor motor
specifically and
in writing
writing authorized
motor trucks
trucks when
when specifically
and in
authorized
commissioners, and
incur all
necessary expenses
by the commissioners,
and to
to incur
all necessary
expenses incidental
incidental
to
carrying on
on such
such work
work and
proper execution
execution
to carrying
and necessary
necessary for
for the
the proper
thereof, and
and including
purchase of
two automobiles
for inspection
thereof,
including purchase
of two
automobiles for
inspection
purposes
not to
to exceed
each, and
the mainpurposes at
at a
a cost
cost of
of not
exceed $650
$650 each,
and including
including the
maintenance
motor vehicles,
and expenses
be paid
paid from
tenance of
of motor
vehicles, such
such services
services and
expenses to
to be
from
said
account.
said appropriation
appropriation account.
SEc. 6.
That the
the commissioners
commissioners and
and other
officials, in
in
SEC.
6. That
other responsible
responsible officials,
expending appropriations
appropriations contained
expending
contained in this Act, so far as possible

shall
material, supplies,
food supplies
and equipshall purchase
purchase material,
supplies, including
including food
supplies and
equipment, when
when needed
ment,
needed and funds are available, from the various services
of
of the Government
the United
United States
possessing material,
supplies,
Government of
of the
States possessing
material, supplies,
passenger-carrying
and other
other motor
motor vehicles,
and
equipment
no
tore
puch
passenger-carrying
and
vehicles,
and
equipment
no
Duty before purchasa
inDegtyrewepr.
longer required
required because
longer
because of the
activities. It
It shall
the cessation of
of war
war activities.
shall
ing elsewhere.
be the duty of
officials, before
before purchaspurchasof the
the commissioners
commissioners and
and other
other officials,
of the
the articles
described herein,
to ascertain
the Goving any of
articles described
herein, to
ascertain from
from the
Government of
of the
the United
United States
it has
has articles
articles of
the character
character
ernment
States whether
whether
it
of
the
stipulation.
PPrice stipulation.
from the
described that are serviceable. And articles purchased from
the
Government, if
Government,
if the
used, shall
shall be
the same
same have
have not
not been
been used,
be paid
paid for
for at aa
reasonable
actual cost,
cost, and
and if
if the
the same
reasonable price,
price, not
not to
to exceed
exceed actual
same have
have been
been
Sales authorized.
a athorzed
price based
based upon
upon length
usage. The
The various
used, at a
a reasonable
reasonable price
length of
of usage.
various
services
of the
the Government
Government of
of the
United States
authorized to
services of
the United
States are
are authorized
to
sell
articles to
conditions
sell such
such articles
to the
the municipal
municipal government
government under
under the
the conditions
specified
of such
sales shall
shall be
the
specified and
and the proceeds
proceeds of
such sales
be covered
covered into
into the
Proviso.
as miscellaneous
receipts: Provided,
That this
shall
Tr
Treasury as
under Ex- Treasury
miscellaneous receipts:
Provided, That
this section
section shall
Transfers under
ecutive
order not
ecutie order
not af-- not
not be
construed to
be construed
to amend,
amend, alter, or repeal the Executive order of
of
fected.
December
3, 1918,
the transfer
transfer of
of office
materials, supDecember 3,
1918, concerning
concerning the
office materials,
supplies,
and equipment
equipment in
in the
of Columbia
Columbia falling
into disuse
disuse
plies, and
the District
District of
falling into
because of
the cessation
war activities.
activities.
because
of the
cessation of
of war
Approved,
June 7,
7, 1924.
1924.
Approved, June

emnment

June 7, 1924.
[Hn R.'
129.
[H.
R .9429.1
No. 2251
[Public, No.
225.1

Legislative appropreiati veapprpnations.

CHAP.
303.-An Act
CHAP. 303.—An
Act Making
Making appropriations
ve B
ranch o
appropriations for
for the
the Legislati
Legislative
Branch
off
the
Government for the fiscal year ending
for other
other purposes.
purposes.
the Government
ending June
June 30, 1925,
1925, and for

Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate
House of
of the
the
Be it
it enacted
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
United States of America in
in Congress
United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the following sums are appropriated, out of any
the Treasury
Treasury not
not
any money
money in
in the
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, for
for the
the Legislative
Legislative Branch
of the
the GovernGovernotherwise
Branch of
ment for
the fiscal
fiscal year
ending June
1925, namely:
ment
for the
year ending
June 30,
30, 1925,
namely:

Senate.
Senate.
Senators.

, SENATE
SENATE
Senators.

Compensation.
Compensation.
Mileage.
Mileage.
Officers,
clerks, etc.
Officers, clerks,
t47.
Ante, p. 147.

Aoe,

Vice
fice.
fice.

President's
President's of-

Secretary, clerks, and
a
messenger.

menger.

Chaplain.
Chaplain.

SALAIES
SENATORS
SALARIES AND MILEAGE
MILEAGE OF SENATORS

For
compensation of
of Senators,
For compensation
Senators, $720,000.
For
mileage of
$51,000.
For mileage
of Senators,
Senators, $51,000.

For compensation
of officers,
messengers, and
For
compensation of
officers, clerks,
clerks, messengers,
and others:
others:
PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF
OF' THE
THE VICE
VICE PRESIDENT

Salaries:
to the
Vice President,
President, $4,200;
Salaries: Secretary
Secretary to
the Vice
$4,200; assistant
assistant clerk,
clerk,
clerk, $1,940;
$1,940; messenger,
$1,310; in
all, $9,530.
$9,530.
$2,080; clerk,
messenger, $1,310;
in all,

For Chaplain, $1,520.
$1.520.

CHAPLAIN
CHAPLAIN

OFFICE OF
Secretary offthe
the eSenateean
ate, assistant,
clerks,

etc.
etc.

THE

SECRETARY
SECRETARY

Salaries: Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Senate,
Senate, including
including compensation
compensation as
as dio,Salaries:
disbursing officer
officer of salaries
salaries of Senators, and of contingent fund
fund of
of the
the
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Senate, $6,500;
assistant secretary,
secretary, Henry
Henry M.
M. Rose,
Rose ' $5,500;
reading
$5,500; reading
$6,500; assistant
Senate,
clerk,
financial clerk,
4,
500 ;chief
chief clerk, $3,420;
$3,420; assistant
assistant
$4,500;
clerk, $
$4,500; financial
clerk, $4,500;
financial clerk,
clerk, $3,600;
$3,600; minute
and Journal
Journal clerk,
clerk, $3,600;
$3,600; principal
principal
minute and
financial
clerk, $3,150;
$3,150; librarian,
$3,150; printing
printing
clerk, $3,150;
enrolling clerk,
$3,000; enrolling
librarian, $3,000;
clerk,
clerk, $3,000;
$3,000; executive
clerk, $2,890;
$2,890; file
clerk, chief
bookkeeper,
chief bookkeeper,
file clerk,
executive clerk,
clerk,
and assistant
Journal clerk,
clerk, at
each; first
first assistant
assistant librarian,
librarian,
$2,880 each;
at $2,880
assistant Journal
and
and keeper
keeper of
stationery, $2,780
each; assistant
$2,150;
librarian, $2,150;
assistant librarian,
$2,780 each;
of stationery,
and
$2,590
at
skilled
laborer,
$1,520;
clerks-three
at
$2,880
each,
two
each,
$2,880
at
clerks-three
$1,520;
skilled laborer,
each, one
one $2,460,
$2,100, one
assistant keeper
keeper of sta$1,770; assistant
one $1,770;
one $2,100,
$2,460, one
each,
tionery, $2,360;
$2,360; assistant
assistant in
in stationery
messenger in
in
$1,520; messenger
room, $1,520;
stationery room,
tionery,
library,
special officer,
$2,150; assistant
assistant messenger,
messenger, $1,520;
$1,520;
officer, $2,150;
$1,310; special
library, $1,310;
laborers-three
at $1,140
three at
$1,010 each,
one in
stationery
in stationery
each, one
at $1,010
each, three
$1,140 each,
laborers-three at
room
$1,440; in
all, $101,580.
$101,580.
in all,
room $1,440;
Document room.
room.
Document

ROOM
DOCMENT
DOCUMENT ROOM
ROOM
DOCUMENT

Salaries: Superintendent,
$3,500; first
assistant,
first assistant,
Superintendent, $3,500;
Salaries:
assistant, in
lieu of
heretofore paid
under
paid under
employee heretofore
of employee
in lieu
assistant,
tion
Numbered
90,
$2,100;
two
clerks.
at
$1.770
each:
each:
$1.770
at
clerks,
two
$2,100;
tion Numbered 90,
$1,520,
in all,
all, $13,540.
$13,540.
$1,520, in
COMMITTEE EMPLOYEES
EMPLOYEES
COMMITTEE

$2,880; second
Senate
Senate Resoluskilled laborer,
skilled

Superintendent, etc.

Supeintendentetc-

Committee
Committee

ployees.
ployees.

emem-

Clerks and messen-

condesignated
Clerks and
and messengers
messengers to
to the
the following
committees: Agriculture
Agriculture gersto
ge
S
! tk
a
s
esiagat
n
e
zroZ
following committees:
Clerks
and
Forestry-clerk, $3,300;
assistant clerk,
clerk, $2,150;
$2,150; assistant
assistant clerk, mittes.
mitt.'
$3,300; assistant
and Forestry-clerk,
$1,830; additional
additional clerk,
$1,520. Appropriations-clerk,
Appropriations-clerk, $6,000; asasclerk, $1,520.
$1,830;
at
sistant
clerk, $3,300;
$3,300; assistant
$3,000; three
three assistant
assistant clerks, at
clerk, $3,000;
assistant clerk,
sistant clerk,
$2,700
each; two
assistant clerks,
$2,100 each;
messenger, $1,440.
each; messenger,
at $2,100
clerks, at
two assistant
$2,700 each;
SenateExpenses of the SenateTo
Audit and
and Control
Contingent Expenses
the Contingent
Control the
To Audit
clerk,
$3,300; assistant
assistant clerk,
assistant clerk, $1,830;
$1,830; addi$1,940; assistant
clerk, $1,940;
clerk, $3,300;
assistant
tional clerk,
clerk, $1,520.
Currency-clerk, $3,300; assistant
Banking and Currency-clerk,
$1.520. Banking
tional
clerk,
$2,150; two
at $1,830
$1,830 each.
each. Civil ServiceServiceclerks, at
assistant clerks,
two assistant
clerk, $2,150;
$1,830 additional
clerk,
$3,300; assistant
assistant clerk,
assistant clerk,
clerk, $1,830;
additional
$1,940; assistant
clerk, $1,940;
clerk, $3.300;
clerk,
Claims-clerk, $3,300;
$3,300; assistant
assistant clerk, $2,570$2,570; as$1,520. Claims-clerk,
clerk, $1,520.
sistant
clerk, $2,360;
assistant clerks,
clerks, at $1,830
$1,
830 each.
each. ComCom$2,360; two assistant
sistant clerk,
merce-clerk,
$3,300; assistant
assistant clerk,
$2,590; assistant
assistant clerk, $2,150,
$2,150,
clerk, $2,590;
merce-clerk, $3,300;
assistant clerk,
Minority of the
the Senate-clerk,
Conference Minority
$1,830. Conference
clerk, $1,830.
assistant
$3,300;
$1,830 each.
$2.150, two assistant clerks, at $1,830
clerk, $2,150,
assistant clerk,
$3,300; assistant
assistant
District
Columbia-clerk, $3,300;
$3,300; assistant
assistant clerk,
clerk, $2,480; assistant
of Columbia-clerk,
District of
Labor-clerk,
and
Education
clerk,
$1,830;
additional
clerk,
$1,520.
Education
and
Labor-clerk,
$1,520.
clerk,
additional
$1,830;
clerk,
$3,300; assistant
assistant clerk,
clerk, $2,150;
$2,150; assistant
$1,830; additional
additional clerk,
clerk, $1,830;
assistant clerk,
$3,300;
$1,940;
clerk,
$1,520.
Enrolled
Bills-clerk,
$3,300;
$1,940; asassistant
$3,300;
Bills-clerk,
$1,520. Enrolled
sistant clerk,
clerk, $1,830;
additional clerk
clerk $1,520. Expenditures
Expenditures in
in the
$1,830; additional
sistant
assist$1,940;
Executive
Departments-clerk,
$3,300;
assistant
clerk,
$1,940;
assistassistant
$3,300;
Executive Departments-clerk,
akt clerk,
clerk, $1,830;
additional clerk,
clerk, $1,520.
$3,600;
Finance-clerk, $3,600;
$1,520. Finance-clerk,
$1.830; additional
ant
assistant clerk, $2,590;
special assistant
to the
the committee,
committee, $3,150;
$2,590;
$3,150: assistant
assistant to
special
assistant clerk,
clerk, $2,460;
clerk, $1,940;
$1,940; two
two assistant
assistant clerks, at
at
assistant clerk,
$2.460; assistant
assistant
$1,830 each;
each; two
two experts
experts (one
(one for the majority and one for the
$1,830
minority), at
$2,360 each;
Foreign RelationsRelations$1,520. Foreign
messenger, $1,520.
each; messenger,
at $2,360
minority),
clerk,
clerk, $2,590;
assistant clerk, -$2,150;
$2,150; assistant
assistant
$2,590; assistant
assistant clerk,
$3,300; assistant
clerk, $3,300;
clerk,
additional clerk,
$1,520. Immigration-clerk,
$3,300;
Immigration-clerk, $3,300;
clerk, $1,520.
$1,830; additional
clerk, $1,830;
assistant
$2.150; assistant
additional clerk,
clerk, $1,830; additional
assistant clerk,
clerk, $2.150;
assistant clerk,
$1,520.
Indian Affairs-clerk,
Affairs clerk, $3,300; assistant
assistant clerk, $2,570;
$2,570; as$1,520. Indian
$1,830; additional
sistant
clerk, $1,830;
additional clerk, $1,520.
$1,520.
assistant clerk,
$2,040; assistant
clerk, $2,040;
sistant clerk,
Interoceanic
Canals-clerk, $3.300;
$3,300; assistant clerk,
clerk, $2.150;
$2.150; assistant
assistant
Interoceanic Canals-clerk,
Commerce-clerk,
clerk,
clerk, $1,520.
Interstate Commerce-clerk,
$1,520. Interstate
additional clerk,
$1,830; additional
clerk, $1,830;
$3,300;
two
assistant
clerks,
at
$2,150
each;
assistant
clerk, $1,830.
$1,830.
assistant
each;
$2,150
at
clerks,
$3,300; two assistant
assistant clerk,
Irrigation
Reclamation-clerk, $3,300;
$3,300; assistant
clerk, $1,940;
$1,940;
and Reclamation-clerk,
Irrigation and
assistant
clerk, $1,830;
$1,830; additional
additional clerk, $1,520.
$1,520. Judiciary-clerk,
Judiciary-clerk,
assistant clerk,
clerks, at $2,150
$3,300;
two assistant clerks,
$2,150 each;
each;
$2590; two
clerk, $2,590;
assistant clerk,
$3,300; assistant
0; assistant
assistant clerk,
assistant clerk.
Librar-clerk, $3,300;
$1,830. Library-clerk,
clerk, $1,830.
assistant

580
580

Preparing
ul
MiPan
Manual.
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assistance to
to
Clerical assistance
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of
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$1,910; assistant
clerk, $1,830;
clerk, $1,520.
$1,520. ManuManu$1,940;
assistant clerk,
$1,830; additional
additional clerk,
factures-clerk,
assistant clerk,
assistant clerk,
factures-clerk, $3,300;
$3,300; assistant
clerk, $2,040;
$2,040; assistant
clerk,
$1,830; additional
additional clerk,
Affairs-clerk, $3,300;
$1,830;
clerk, $1,520.
$1,520. Military
Military Affairs-clerk,
$3,300;
assistant
clerk, $2,590;
$1,940; three
clerks,
assistant clerk,
$2,590; additional
additional clerk,
clerk, $1,940;
three assistant
assistant clerks,
at
each. Mines
Mines and
Mining-clerk, $3,300;
$.3,300; assistant
assistant clerk,
at $1,830
$1,830 each.
and Mining-clerk,
clerk,
$1
2
940; assistant
assistant clerk,
clerk, $1,830;
$1,830; additional
additional clerk,
clerk, $1,520.
Af$1,940;
$1,520. Naval
Naval Affairs-clerk, $3,300;
$3,300; assistant
$2,590; two
two assistant
clerks, at
fairs-clerk,
assistant clerk,
clerk, $2,590;
assistant clerks,
at
$1,830
clerk, $1,940;
$1,940; assistant
$1,830 each.
each. Patents-clerk,
Patents-clerk, $3,300;
$3,300; assistant
assistant clerk,
assistant
clerk,
additional clerk,
clerk, $1,520.
$1,520. Pensions-clerk,
Pensions-clerk, $3,300,
$3,300; asasclerk, $1,830;
$1,830; additional
sistant
$2,150; four
assistant clerks,
clerks, at
at $1,830
$1,830 each.
each. Post
Post
sistant clerk,
clerk, $2,150;
four assistant
Offices
and Post
Post Roads-clerk,
$3,300; assistant
assistant clerk,
$2,460; three
three
Offices and
Roads--clerk, $3,300;
clerk, $2,460;
assistant
at $1,830
$1,830 each.
each. Printing-clerk,
$3,300; assistant
assistant
assistant clerks,
clerks, at
Printing-clerk, $3,300;
clerk, $2,150;
assistant clerk,
clerk, $1,830;
clerk, $1,520.
$1,520.
clerk,
$2,150; assistant
$1,830; additional
additional clerk,
Privileges and
Elections-clerk, $3,300;
$3,300; assistant
assistant clerk,
clerk, $2,040;
$2,040; asasPrivileges
and Elections-clerk,
sistant clerk,
clerk, $1,830;
additional clerk,
clerk, $1,520.
$1,520. Public
Public Buildings
Buildings and
sistant
$1,830; additional
and
Grounds-clerk, $3,300;
Grounds-clerk,
$3,300; assistant
assistant clerk,
clerk, $2,040;
$2,040; assistant
assistant clerk,
clerk,
$1,830;
additional clerk,
$1,520. Public
Public Lands
and Surveys-clerk,
$1,830; additional
clerk, $1,520.
Lands and
Surveys-clerk,
assistant clerk, $2,150;
$2,150; two
two assistant
assistant
$3,300; assistant
assistant clerk,
clerk, $2,360; assistant
clerks, at
at $1,830
$1,830 each.
of the
Laws-clerk, $3,300;
$3,300; asclerks,
each. Revision
Revision of
the Laws-clerk,
assistant clerk,
$1,940; assistant
assistant clerk,
clerk, $1,520.
$1,520.
sistant
clerk, $1,940;
clerk, $1,830;
$1,830; additional
additional clerk,
Rules--clerk,
for the
the preparapreparaRules-clerk, 3,300,
3,300, to
to include
include full
full compensation
compensation for
tion hie/mistily
of the
the Senate
Senate Manual
Manual under
under the
the direction
the
tion
biennially of
direction of
of the
two assistant
each; assistant
assistant
Committee on Rules;
Rules; two
assistant clerks,
clerks, at
at $2,150
$2,150 each;
additional clerk,
Insular PosPosclerk, $1,830;
$1,830; additional
clerk, $1,520. Territories
Territories and
and Insular
sessions-clerk, $3,300;
$3,300; assistant
assistant clerk,
clerk, $1,940';
$1,940-;assistant
assistant clerk,
clerk, $1.830;
$1,830;
sessions-clerk,
additional
$368,170.
additional clerk,
clerk, $1,520;
$1,520; in all,
all, $368,170.
ASSISTANCE TO
TO SENATORS
SENATORS
CLERICAL ASSISTANCE

For
clerical assistance
to Senators
Senators who
who are
not chairmen
of the
the
For clerical
assistance to
are not
chairmen of

designated committees. committees
designatedcommittees
specifically provided for
clerks at
committees specifically
for herein:
herein: Seventy
Seventy clerks
at $3,300
$3,300
PrOViSO.

Authority
Authority as
as comcom-

mittee clerks.
clerks.
mittee

Additional clerks.
Additiona
clers.

Office
of Sergeant
umee 0or
ergeaLmr at
aL

Arms.
Arms.

Sergeant
at Arms
Arms
Sergeant at
and Doorkeeper,
Doorkeeper, assistassistetc.
ants, etc.
Messengers, etc.

Laborers,
Laborers,

clerks at
at $1,940
each, seventy
seventy assistant
assistant clerks
clerks
each, seventy
seventy assistant
assistant clerks
$1,940 each,
at
$1,830 each,
each, $494,900:
Provided, That
clerks and
and assistant
at $1,830
$494,900: Provided,
That such
such clerks
assistant

clerks
committee
clerks shall be ex officio clerks
clerks and
and assistant clerks
clerks of
of any
any committee

is chairman;
of which their
their Senator
Senator is
chairman;
additional clerks at $1,520
Seventy-one additional
$1,520 each, one for
for each
each Senator
Senator
having
having no more than one clerk and two assistant
assistant clerks
clerks for himself
himself
or for the committee
committee of which he is chairman,
chairman, $107,920;
$107,920; in
all,
in all,
$602,820.
$602,820.
OFFICE OF SFRGEANT
SERGEANT AT
AT ARMS
AND DOORKEEPER
DOORKEEPER
ARMS AND

Salaries: Sergeant at Arms
Arms and
Doorkeeper, $6,500; Assistant
and Doorkeeper,
Assistant
Doorkeeper
Doorkeeper, $4,200;
$4,200 ; t
wo floor
fl oor
Doorkeeper,' $4,200;
$4,200; Acting
Acting Assistant
Assistant Doorkeeper,
two
assistants,
assistants, at $3,600 each; messengers-five
messengers-five (acting
(acting as assistant doordoorkeepers, including one for
thirty-eight
for minority),
minority), at
at $2,150
$2,150 each;
each; thirty-eight
(including
each- one, $1,310;
(including one for minority),
minority), at $1,770
$1,770 each;
$1,310; one at
at
Journal work
for Congressional
Congressional Record,
Record,
card door, $1,940; clerk
clerk on
on Journal
work for
to be selected
selected by the official reporters,
Deputy Sergeant
reporters, $2,800; Deputy
Sergeant at
at
Arms and storekeeper, $3,600; stenographer
stenographer in charge
charge of furniture
accounts and records, $1,520;
$1,520; upholsterer
upholsterer and locksmith,
$1,770;
locksmith, $1,770;
cabinetmaker, $1,520;
$1,390 each;
cabinetmaker,
$1,520: three
three carpenters,
carpenters, at
at $1,390
each; janitor,
janitor,
$1,520;
$1,520; five skilled laborers,
laborers, at
$1,310 each; laborer
in charge
charge of
of
at $1,310
laborer in
private passage, $1,340;
$1,340; three female
female attendants
attendants in
in charge
charge of
of ladies'
ladies'
retiring
three attendants
retiring rooms
rooms at $1.240 each;
each; three
attendants to women's
women's toilet
toilet
rooms.
Senate Office
operatorsrooms. Senate
Office Building, at $1,010 each; telephone
telephone operators
chief, $2,040; four, at $1,200
$1,200 each; night
operator, $1,010;
$1,010; telephone
night operator,
telephone
page, $1,010;
$1,010; laborer
charge of
Senate toilet
toilet rooms
in old
old library
library
page,
laborer in
in charge
of Senate
rooms in
space, $950; press
$2,740; assistant
superpress gallery-superintendent,
gallery-superintendent, $2,740;
assistant superintendent, $1,840;
service to
press correspondents,
intendent,
$1,840; messenger
messenger for
for service
to press
correspondents,
$1,240;
$1,240; laborers-three,
laborers-three, at $1,100
$1,100 each;
each; thirty-four
thirty-four at $1,010
each;
$1,010 each;
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twenty-one
twenty-one pages for the Senate Chamber, at the rate of $3.30
per day each during the session, $8,385.30;
$196,555.30.
$8,385.30; in all, $196,555.30.
Office Building under the Sergeant
For police force for Senate Office
Sergeant
at Arms: Sixteen privates, at $1,360
$1,360 each; special officer,
officer, $1,520;
$1,520;
in
in all,
all, $23,280.
$23,280.
POST OFFICE
POST
OFFICEost

$2,400;

foreman, $1,940; assistant,

$1,730; clerk, $1,520; folders—seven
folders-seven at $1,310 each, seven at $1,140
each; in all, $24,740.
CONTINGENT EXPENSES
CONTINGENT
EXPENSES OF

Post office.
Postmaster, etc.
Postmaster,etc.

Folding
Folding room.
room.

FOLDING
FOLDING BROOM
ROOM

Superintendent,
Superintendent,

P
Pages.
ages -

off

Salaries: Postmaster, $2,740; chief clerk, $2,150; eight mail carriers and one wagon master, at $1,520
$1,520 each:
each; three
three riding pages,
pages; at
at
$1,220 each; in all, $22,230.

Salaries:

581
581

1924.
1924.

SENATE
THE SENATE

c
Superintendent, etc.

Superintendent, et

-

Contingent expenses

Contingentexpense
Stationery.

For stationery for Senators and
and the President of the Senate, in- Stationery.
eluding
cluding $7,500 for stationery
stationery for committees
committees and officers of the
Senate, $25,000.
Postage stamps.
Postage
For office
office of
of Secretary,
office of
of Sergeant
Sergeant Postagestps
Postage stamps: For
Secretary, $200;
$200; office
at Arms, $100; in all, $300.
Motor vehicles.
maintaining, exchanging, and
For maintaining,
and equipping
equipping motor vehicles
vehicles for
for Motorvehilescarrying the mails and for official use of the offices
offices of the
Secretary
the Secretary
and
Sergeant at
$10,000.
and Sergeant
at Arms,
Arms, $10,000.
Aur
erbile,
For driving,
driving, maintenance,
maintenance, and
and operation
of an
automobile for
for the
PresiVice
For
operation of
an automobile
the President
' Vice
President, $3,500.
Vice President,
$3,500.
Folding.
Fold ng
For materials for folding, $1,500.
For folding speeches and pamphlets,
pamphlets, at a
exceeding $1
$1
a rate not exceeding
per thousand,
thousand, $10,000.
$10,000.
Fuel, oil, etc.
For fuel, oil, cotton waste,
of labor,
labor, Fn e'oiletc
waste, and
and advertising,
advertising, exclusive
exclusive of
$2,000.
$2.000.
Furniture.
Furniture.
For purchase of furniture,
furniture, $5,000.
Furnit
For materials for furniture
furniture and repairs
same, exclusive of
repairs of same,
labor, $3,000.
For services
services in cleaning, repairing
repairing and varnishing
furniture,
varnishing furniture,
$2,000.
Packing boxes.
For
packing boxes,
boxes, $970.
Packing boxes.
For packing
$970.
Document
wareDocument
warewarehouse for
public documents,
documents, $1,800.
$1,800. house.
For rent of warehouse
for storage
storage of
of public
house.
Miscellaneous items.
$125,000.
For miscellaneous
miscellaneous items, exclusive
exclusive of
of labor, $125,000.
Inquiries
Inquiries and ilvesinvestigations.
For expenses of inquiries and investigations
by
the
Senate,
investigations ordered
ordered by the Senate, tigations.
including compensation
including
compensation to stenographers
stenographers to committees, at such rate
as may be fixed by the Committee to Audit and Control the
the Contingent Expenses of the Senate, but not exceeding
exceeding 25 cents per
per
hundred
$150,000.
hundred words, $150,000.
Reporting debates.
For
reporting the debates and
of the
the Senate,
For reporting
and proceedings
proceedings of
Senate, payable
payable
portingdebates
installments, $44,844.ene
$44,844.
in equal monthly
monthly installments,
kitcens and
Senate kitchens and
For repairs, improvements, equipment,
equipment, and
restaurants
and supplies
supplies for
for Senate
Senate restaurants
kitchens and restaurants,
restaurants, Capitol Building and Senate
Office BuildSenate Office
ing.
ing, including
including personal and other services,
services, to be expended from the
contingent
contingent fund of the Senate, under the supervision
supervision of the Committee on Rules, United States Senate, $35,000.
$35,000.
HOUSE
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
REPRESENTATIVES

House 0
of Representa-

tive's.
tives

present

SALARIES
AND MILEAGE
MILEAGE OF
MEMBERS
SALARIES AND
OF MEMBERS

Members of
For compensation
compensation of Members
the House
of Representatives,
DZelare:!
/L t::
of the
House of
Representatives, De
ast, aEbess
ottunivaioners.
Delegates
Delegates from Territories, the Resident
Resident Commissioner
Commissioner from
from Porto
dent Cosioes.
Porto dent
a

un

C
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Rico and
and the
Islands,
Rico,
the Resident
Resident Commissioners
Commissioners from
from the
the Philippine
Philippine Islands,

Mileage.
Mileage.
Officers, clerks,
etc.
Officers,
clerks, etc.
Ante,
Ante, p.
p. 149.
149.
Speaker's office.
Speaker's
office.
Secretary,
Secretary, clerks,
clerks, etc.
etc.
Digest
Rules.
Digest of
of the
the Rules.

Chaplain.
Chaplain.

$3,304,500.

expenses of
of
For mileage
mileage of Representatives
Representatives and
and Delegates
Delegates and
and expenses

Resident Commissioners, $175,000.
$175,000.
For compensation of officers,
officers, clerks, messengers, and others:
others:
OFFICE OF
OF THE
TILE SPEAKER
OFFICE
SPEAKER

Salaries: Secretary
Secretary to the Speaker,
Speaker, $4,200; clerk to the
the Speaker's
Speaker's

table, $3,600,
$3,600, and
and for
for preparing
per
table,
preparing Digest
Digest of
of the
the Rules,
Rules, $1,000
$1,000 per
annum; clerk to the Speaker,
messenger to
the Speaker's
Speaker, $1,940;
$1,940; messenger
to the
Speaker's
messenger to
$13,700.
table, $1,520;
$1,520; messenger
to the Speaker, $1,440,
$1,440, in
in all,
all, $13,700.
$1,520.
For Chaplain,
Chaplain, $1,520.

CHAPLAIN
CHAPLAIN
OFFICE
OF THE
CLERK
OFFICE OF
THE CLERK

Clerk of the House,
Clerk
House,
clerks, etc.
clerks,

Salaries: Clerk of the House of Representatives,
Representatives including
including comcompensation as disbursing officer of the
contingent fund,
fund, $6,500;
journal
the contingent
$6,500; journal
clerk, and two reading
clerks, at
$4,200 each;
reading clerks,
at $4,200
each; disbursing
disbursing clerk,
clerk,
$3,570; tally
$3,470; file
file clerk,
clerk, $3,200
$3,200
$3,570;
tally clerk,
clerk, $3,470;
clerk, $3,420;
$3,420; enrolling
enrolling clerk,
and $1,000 additional
the present
additional so
so long
long as
as the
the position
position is
is held
held by
by the
present
incumbent;
property custodian
superintendent of
furniture and
and
incumbent; property
custodian and
and superintendent
of furniture
repair
skilled cabinetmaker
repair shop,
shop, who shall be
be a
a skilled
cabinetmaker or
or upholsterer
upholsterer
and experienced
experienced in the construction
construction and purchase of
furniture,
of furniture,
$3,600; two
custodians at
$3,000 each;
chief bill
bill clerk,
clerk,
$3,600;
two assistant
assistant custodians
at $3,000
each; chief
$3,150;
assistant enrolling
clerk, $2,880;
$2,880; assistant
to disbursing
disbursing
$3,150; assistant
enrolling clerk,
assistant to
clerk, $2,780; stationery
stationery clerk,
$2,460; assistant
clerk,
clerk, $2,570; librarian,
librarian, $2,460;
assistant
librarian, $2,240;
$2,240; assistant file clerk,
clerk, $2,250;
$2,250; assistant
librarian, and
assistant librarian,
and
assistant journal clerk, at $2,150 each; clerks-one
clerks-one $2,150,
$2,150, three
three
at $2,020 each; bookkeeper, and
disbursing office,
and assistant
assistant in
in disbursing
office, at
at
$1.940 each;
$1,940
each; four assistants to
clerk, at
at $1,830
$1,830 each;
each;
to chief
chief bill
bill clerk,
stenographer
stenographer to the Clerk, $1,730;
and typewriter
$1,730; locksmith
locksmith and
typewriter rerepairer, $1,620;
$1,620; messenger and
repairer, $1,520;
in
and clock repairer,
$1,520; assistant
assistant in
stationery
stationery room, $1,520;
$1,520; three
three messengers,
at $1,410
each; stenogstenogmessengers, at
$1,410 each;
rapher
Journal clerk,
$1,310; nine
operators, at
at $1,200
$1,200
rapher to Journal
clerk, $1,310;
nine telephone
telephone operators,
each; three session telephone
telephone operators,
operators, at
$100 per
per month
at $100
month each
each
from December
December 1, 1924, to
1925; substitute
substitute telephone
to March 31,
31, 1925;
telephone
operator
operator when required. at
$500; laborers-three
laborers-three at
at $3.30
$3.30 per
per day,
day, $500;
at
$1.200
each, nine at $1,010 each; purchase, exchange,
$1.200 each,
exchange, operation,
operation,
maintenance, and repair
maintenance,
vehicle, $1,200;
$1,200; in
$123,720.
repair of motor vehicle,
in all,
all, $123,720.

Committee employCommittee
ees.

COMMZITIiEE EMPLOYEES
COMMITTEE
EMPLOYES

Clerks and
and janitors
Clerks
Janitors
to
designated committo designated
committees.

te*.

Clerks, messengers,
messengers, and janitors
janitors to the
the following
committees:
following committees:
Accounts-clerk,
Accounts-clerk, $2,880; assistant clerk, $2,150; janitor, $1,310.
Agriculture-clerk,
Agriculture-clerk, $2,880;
janitor, $1,310.
$2,880; assistant clerk,
clerk, $2,150;
$2,150; janitor,
$1,310.
Appropriations-clerk,
$1.000 additional
Appropriations clerk, $5,000.
$5,000, and $1,000
additional so long as the
position is held by the present
present incumbent;
incumbent; assistant
clerk, $4,000;
$4,000 ;
assistant clerk,
six assistant clerks, at
$3,000 each; assistant
janitor,
at $3,000
assistant clerk,
clerk, $2,440;
$2,440; janitor
$1,440.
$1,440. Banking and Currency-clerk,
Currency-clerk, $2,360;
$2,360; assistant
assistant clerk,
clerk,
$1.520;
$1.520; janitor, $1,010.
$1,010.
Census
clerk, $2,360; janitor,
$1,010.
Census-clerk,
janitor, $1,010.
Civil Service-clerk, $2,360; janitor, $1,010.
$1,010. Claims-clerk,
$2,880;
Claims-clerk, $2,880;
assistant clerk, $1.520;
$1.520; janitor, $1,010.
$1,010. Coinage,
Coinage, Weights,
Weights, and
and
Measures-clerk,
$2.360: janitor.
Disposition
Measures
clerk, $2,360;
janitor, $1,010.
Disposition of Useless
Useless
Executive
District of
Columbia-clerk,
Executive Papers-clerk,
Papers-clerk. $2,360.
$2,360. District
of Columbia--clerk,
$2,880:
$2,880; assistant clerk, $2,150;
Education-clerk,
$2.150; janitor, $1,010.
$1,010. Education-clerk,
$2.360.
$2,360. Election of President.
President. Vice President,
and Representatives
Representatives
President. and
in Congress
Congress-clerk,
clerk, $2,360.
$2,360. Elections
Elections Numbered 1-clerk, $2,360;
$2,360;
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janitor, $1,010.
Elections Numbered 2-clerk, $2,360; janitor,
janitor,
$1,010. Elections Numbered 3-clerk,
3-clerk, $2,360; janitor, .$1,010.
En$1,010. Enrolled Bills-clerk, $2,360;
$2,360; janitor, $1,010. Flood Control-clerk,
Control-clerk,
$2,360; janitor, $1,010.
Foreign Affairs-clerk,
Affairs-clerk, $2,880; assistant
$1,010.
assistant
Immigration
clerk, $2,150; janitor,
janitor, $1,010.
Immigration and NaturalizationNaturalizationclerk, $2,360; janitor, $1,010. Indian Affairs
clerk, $2,880;
$2,880; assistAffairs-clerk,
assistant clerk, $2,150; janitor, $1,010. Industrial Arts and
and ExpositionsExpositionsclerk, $2,360; janitor, $1,010. Insular Affairs-clerk,
Affairs clerk, $2,360;
$2,360; janijanitor, $1,010. Interstate
Interstate and Foreign
Foreign Commerce-clerk,
Commerce-clerk, $2,880;
$2,880; addiadditional clerk, $2,360; assistant clerk, $1,830; janitor,
janitor, $1,310.
Irriga$1,310. Irrigation and Reclamation-clerk,
Reclamation-clerk, $2,360; janitor, $1,010. Invalid Pensions-clerk,
sions-clerk, $2,880; stenographer,
stenographer, $2,560;
$2,560; assistant clerk, $2,360;
$2,360;
janitor, $1,240.
$1,240. Judiciary--clerk,
Judiciary--clerk, $2,880;
$2,880; assistant clerk, $1,940;
$1,940; janitor, $1,240. Labor-clerk, $2,360; janitor, $1,010.
$1,010.
Library-clerk,
Library-clerk,
$2,360; janitor, $1,010.
Merchant
$1,010.
Merchant Marine and Fisheries
clerk,
Fisheries-clerk,
$2,360; janitor,
Military
$2,360;
janitor, $1,010.
$1,010.
Military Affairs-clerk,
Affairs clerk, $2,880; assistant
clerk, $1,830;
Mines and Mining-clerk,
$1,830; janitor, $1,310. Mines
Mining-clerk, $2,360;
$2,360;
janitor, $1,010. Naval Affairs-clerk,
Affairs clerk, $2,880; assistant clerk,
$1,830;
clerk, $1,830;
janitor, $1,310. Patents-clerk,
Patents-clerk, $2,360; janitor, $1,010.
$1,010. PensionsPensionsclerk, $2,880; assistant clerk,
clerk, $1,940; janitor,
janitor, $1,010. Post Office
Office
and Post Roads-clerk,
Roads-clerk, $2,880; assistant
assistant clerk, $1,730;
$1,730; janitor,
janitor,
$1,310. Printing-clerk,
Printing--clerk, $2,360; janitor, $1,310. Public
Public Buildings
Buildings
and Grounds-clerk,
Grounds-clerk, $2,880; assistant clerk, $1,520;
$1,520; janitor, $1,010.
and
Public Lands-clerk,
Lands-clerk, $2,360;
$1,010.
Public
$2,360; assistant clerk, $1,520; janitor, $1,010.
Revision of the Laws-clerk,
employment of competent
Revision
Laws-clerk, $3,000; employment
competent perpersons to assist in continuing
sons
continuing the work of compiling, codifying, and
revising
revising the laws and treaties
treaties of the United States, $3,000; janitor,
$1,010. Rivers and Harbors-clerk,
Harbors clerk, $2,880; assistant clerk, $2,150;
$2,150;
janitor, $1,310. Roads-clerk,
Roads--clerk, $2,360; janitor, $1,010. RulesRulesclerk, $2,360; assistant clerk, $1,830;
$1,830; janitor,
janitor, $1,010. Territories-Territoriesclerk, $2,360; janitor, $1,010.
Claims-clerk, $2,880;
$2,880; assistant
assistant
$1,010. War
War Claims-clerk,
clerk,
$1,520; janitor, $1,010. Ways and Mleans--clerk,
clerk, $1,520;
Means-clerk, $3,600;
$3,600;
assistant clerk and stenographer,
stenographer, $2,360; assistant clerk, $2,250;
$2,250;
janitors-one
$1,310, one $1,010. World War Veterans'
janitors-one $1,310,
Veterans' Legislation-clerk, $2,880; assistant clerk, $2,150.
$2,150. In
In all,
$244,850.
all, $244,850.
Clerks subect
Clerks
subject to
to
Appropriations
foregoing paragraph
Appropriations in the foregoing
paragraph shall not
not be
be available
available Clerk of the /louse
at
House at
end
of
a
Congress.
for
the payment
for the
payment of any clerk
clerk or assistant clerk to aa committee who
who endotf Congress
does not, after the termination of the Congress during which he was
was
appointed, perform his duties under the direction
direction of the
appointed,
of Proviso.
the Clerk of
peio.
the House:
House: Provided,
Provided, That the foregoing
the
foregoing shall not apply to the
the Exception.
Committee on Accounts.
Accounts.
Janitors.
Janitors
foregoing shall be appointed
appointed by
Janitors under the foregoing
by the
the chairmen,
chairmen, JA'pointent,
Appointment, etc.
etc.
respectively,
of
said
committees,
and
shall
perform
under the direcrespectively,
tion of the Doorkeeper
Doorkeeper all of the duties
tion
duties heretofore
heretofore required
mes- Under
required of
of mesnder Doorkeeperat
Doorkeeper at
end of aCongress.
sengers detailed
detailed to said committees by the Doorkeeper, and shall
shall be
be endo
congress.
Doorkeeper at any time after the terminasubject to removal by the Doorkeeper
tion of the Congress during which they were appointed.
OFFICE
OF SERGEANT
OFFICE OF
SERGEANT AT
AT ARMS
ARMS

Office of Sergeant
Office
Sergeant at
at
Arms.
Arms.

Salaries:
at

Arms.
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant at Arms,
Arms,
Salaries:
Sergeant at
Salaries: Sergeant
Arms. $6,500; Deputy
Deputy Sergeant
Sergeant at
at Arms,
at Arms,
deputy, cashier,
Arms, deputy',
cashier, etc.

$2,880; cashier, $4,000;
$4,000; two bookkeepers,
bookkeepers, at $2,640
$2,640 each;
each: Deputy
Sergeant at Arms in charge of pairs, $2,150; pair clerk and messenger,
senger, $2,150;
$2,150; messenger,
messenger, $1,730; stenographer
stenographer and
and typewriter,
typewriter.
$1,200;
$1,200; skilled
skilled laborer, $1,140;
$1,140; hire of automobile,
automobile, $600:
$600; in all,
$27,630.
$27,630.

Pol e,Hou
Police,
House Offio
Office
For police force, House
Building.
Sergeant at Bsundoig
For
House Office Building, under the Sergeant
Arms: Lieutenant,
Lieutenant, $1.520; nineteen
nineteen privates, at $1,360
$1,360 each; in all,
all,
$27,360.
$27,360.
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Doorkeeper's
office.
Doorkeeper's office.
Doorkeeper,
epoyee, etc.
employee,

special

spet al

etc.
Messengers, etc.

Folding
room.
Folding room.
Superintendent,
etc.
Superintendent, etc.
Pages.
Pages.

DocentRoom.

Document Room.
Superintendent,
uperiterent, etc.

Special and
and minority
minority
employees.
employees.
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DOORKEEPER
OFFICE OF DOORKEEPER

Salaries:
$5,000; special
employee, $2,040; superinsuperinspecial employee,
Doorkeeper, $5,000;
Salaries: Doorkeeper,
tendent of
gallery, $2,240;
$2,240; assistant
assistant to the superinpress gallery,
House press
of House
tendent
tendent
of the
press gallery,
gallery, $1,520;
janitor, $2,040;
$2,040; mesmes$1,520; janitor,
House press
the House
tendent of
sengers-seventeen
at $1,500
$1,500 each,
fourteen on
soldiers' roll at $1,520
on soldiers'
each, fourteen
sengers-seventeen at
cloakroom
each;
at $1,010
$1,010 each,
each, two 'mown
known as cloakroom
laborers-seventeen at
each; laborers-seventeen
men
at $1,140
eight known
known as
as cloakroom
cloakroom men,
men, one at $1,010,
each, eight
$1,140 each,
men at
and
at $890
retiring
ladies' retiring
in ladies'
attendants in
female attendants
two female
each: two
$890 each;
seven at
and seven
superintendent of folding room, $2,880;
rooms,
$2,880;
$1.440 each; superintendent
rooms, at $1,440
superintendent
foreman of
folding room,
room, $2,340;
$2,340: chief clerk to superintendent
of folding
foreman
of
folding room,
room, $2,150;
$1,940 each; janitor,
three clerks, at $1,940
$2,150; three
of folding
$1,010; laborer,
laborer, $1,010;
$1,010; thirty-one
folders, at $1,200
$1,200 each;
each; shipthirty-one folders,
$1,010;
ping clerk,
clerk, $1,520;
$1,520; two
drivers, at
at $1,140
$1,140 each;
each; two chief
chief pages,
two drivers,
ping
at $1,740
telephone pages,
pages, at
$1,440 each; two floor manat $1,440
two telephone
each; two
$1,740 each;
at
agers of
telephones (one
assistant
minority), at $2,400 each; assistant
the minority),
for the
(one for
of telephones
agers
messenger in
in charge
charge of
of telephones,
telephones, $1,830;
forty-one pages, during
$1,830; forty-one
messenger
the
pages for
entrances to the Hall
at the entrances
duty at
for duty
ten pages
including ten
session, including
the session,

of
House, at
$3.30 per
page,
press-gallery page,
$16,371.30; press-gallery
each. $16,371.30;
day each,
per day
at $3.30
the House,
of the
$1,200;
superintendent of
superassistant super$3,050; assistant
room, $3,050;
document room,
of document
$1200; superintendent
intendent
of document
assistant clerk,
$2,460; clerk, $2,040; assistant
room, $2,460;
document room,
intendent of
$1,940; eight
$1,220; messenger
messenger
janitor, $1,220;
each; janitor,
$1,600 each;
at $1,600
assistants, at
eight assistants,
$1,940;
to pressroom,
pressroom, $1,310;
maintenance and
and repair of folding room motor
$1,310; maintenance
to
truck, $500;
$500; in
in all,
all, $201,281.30.
$201,281.30.
truck,
SPECIAL
SPECIAL AND

MINORITY
EMPLOY.P.S.14
MINORITY EMPLOYEES

Joel
Grayson.
JoelGrayson.

For the employment
employment of Joel Grayson in the document room,
$2,740.
Minority
employees. $2,740
Minority
employees.
named
For six
authorized and named
at $2,150 each, authorized
employees at
minority employees
six minority
For
Miemployees
$12,900.
in
the
resolution of
of December
December 5,
5, 1923,
1923, $12,900.
resolution
the
in
Speci al designated
To continue
continue employment
the assistant
foreman of
folding
of the folding
assistant foreman
of the
employment of
To
employees.
employees.
$1,737.40.
room, authorized
the resolution
resolution of
September 30, 1913, $1,737.40.
of September
in the
authorized in
room,
To continue
the person
person named
resolution
the resolution
named in the
of the
employment of
continue employment
To
of April
April 28,
28, 1914,
1914, as
laborer, $1,140.
as aa laborer,
of
To
employment of
of the
the laborer
authorized and named
laborer authorized
continue employment
To continue
in the
the resolution
of December
December 19,
19, 1901,
1901, $1,140.
$1,140.
resolution of
in
Clerk, under
under the
the direction
the House,
named in
House, named
of the
Clerk of
the Clerk
of the
direction of
Clerk,
the
resolution of
February 13,
13, 1923,
$2,740.
$2,740.
1923,
February
of
resolution
the
Appointment of SICemployees provided
Successors
Successors to any of the employees
provided for in the five preappointment of sucOESSOrS.
ceding
may be
be named
of Representatives
Representatives
House of
the House
by the
named by
paragraphs may
ceding paragraphs
at any time.
Majority foor
floor leader.
leader. at any time.
Majority
Office of
of majority
floor leader:
clerk, $3,600; clerk,
clerk,
Legislative clerk,
leader: Legislative
majority floor
Office
$2,880; assistant clerk, $1,830; janitor, $1,310; in all, $9,620.
Conference
minority. $2,880; assistant clerk, $1,830; janitor, $1,310; in all, $9,620.
Conference minority.
Conference Minority:
Minority: Clerk,
Clerk, $2,880;
$2,880; assistant
assistant clerk,
clerk, $1,830;
jani$1,830; janiConference
tor,
$1,310;
in
all,
$6,020.
The
foregoing
employees
to
be
appointed
appointed
be
to
employees
foregoing
The
$6,020.
all,
in
$1,310;
tor,
by the minority leader.
caucus
mes• by the minority leader.
rooms mes
rancus rooms
sengers.
To continue
continue the
the employment
messengers in
majority and
in the
the majority
of messengers
employment of
To
sengers.
minority
rooms, to
to be
majority and minorthe majority
by the
appointed by
be appointed
caucus rooms,
minority caucus
ity
respectively, at
$1,520 each;
each; in all, $3,040.
at $1,520
whips, respectively,
ity whips,
Post office.
office.
Postmaster, assistant,
assistant,
Postmaster,
etc.
etc.

POST OFFICE
POST

Salaries: Postmaster,
$4,200; assistant
assistant postmaster, $2,570; regisPostmaster, $4.200;
Salaries:
try
and money-order
money-order clerk,
$1,830; thirty-four messengers (includclerk, $1,830;
try and
ing one
to superintend
transportation of mails, at $1,520 each:
each; for
superintend transportation
one to
ing
services of
the
employment of
messengers, and extra services
substitute messengers,
of substitute
the employment
regular
employees at
$125 per month each,
to exceed $125
not to
of not
rate of
the rate
at the
regular employees
$1,000: laborer,
$1.010; in all, $62,290.
laborer, $1.010;
$1.000:
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For the purchase, exchange,
maintenance, and repair
repair of motor
motor
exchange, maintenance,
vehicles for carrying the mails,
mails, $3,400.
$3,400.

Mail
vehicles.
Mailvehicles.

OFFICIAL
OFFICIAL REPORTERS
REPORTERS OF
OF DEBATES
DEBATES
Official reporters.
o

SALARIES:
proceedings and debates
SALARIES: Six official reporters
reporters of the proceedings
debates of

cl re rters.

the House, at $6,000 each; assistant,
assistant, $3,000; six expert
transcribers,
expert transcribers,
at $1,520 each; janitor, $1,220;
$1,220; in all, $49,340.
COM MI 1. 1EL STENOGRAPHERS
STENOGRAPHERS
COMMIITEE

SALARIES: Four
at $6,000
each; comrittees.
Ste ogr aphers
SALARIES:
Four stenographers
stenographers to
to committees,
committees, at
$6,000 each;
ero to
janitor, $1,220;
$1,220; in
all. $25,220.
$25,220.
janitor,
in all,
Wherever
session"
in the
the foregoing
foregoing to
to,
.'Dun
ean n
gthe
session"
Wherever the
the words
words "
" during
during the
the session
" occur
occur in
mean
21t
days.
121
com

q

.

paragraphs they shall be construed
paragraphs
construed to mean the one hundred
hundred and
an
twenty-one days from December
December 1, 1924, to March
March 31,
31, 1925,
twenty-one
1925, both
inclusive.
CLERK
HIRE, MEMBERS,
AND RESIDENT
RESIDENT COMMISSIONERS
CLERK HIRE,
MEMBERS, DELEGATES,
DELEGATES, AND
COMMISSIONERS

e Members,
For
hire necessarily
necessarily employed
by each
each Member,
Member, Delegate,
Delegate, et.k
erk 'Membe
hire,
For clerk
clerk hire
employed by
and Resident
Commissioner, in
his official
and Ante,
and
Resident Commissioner,
in the
the discharge
discharge of
of his
official and
Anl t p. 152.
152.
e

representative duties, in accordance
accordance with the Act entitled "
An Act
Act
"An
compensation of officers
officers and
and employees
employees of the Legislato fix the compensation
tive Branch of the Government,"
Government," approved
approved May 24, 1924,
$1,760,000.
1924, $1,760,000.
CONTINGENT EXPENSES
EXPENSES OF
skis. HOUSE
CONTINGENT
OF THE
HOUSE

For materials for folding,
folding. $5,000.

materials for
the same,
For furniture
furniture and
and materials
for repairs
repairs of
of the
same, including
including

not to exceed $13,000
$13,000 for labor, tools, and machinery
machinery for furniture
repair shop, $28,000.
Supply Committee is authorized,
The General Supply
authorized, during
during the fiscal
transfer, without
payment, to
the Clerk
Clerk of
year 1925,
1925, to
to transfer,
without payment,
to the
of the
the House
House
of Representatives,
Representatives, such number
of
typewriter
number of
of revolving
revolving chairs,
chairs, typewriter
stands, and tables as the Clerk may request
request for use in the House
Office Building.
Building.
reconstruct office cabinets,
For material
material and labor to reconstruct
cabinets, Wanamaker
Wanamaker
type, and to
to convert
convert roll-top
roll-top desks
according to
to
desks into
into flat-top
flat-top desks, according
approved plans
plans and
$20,000.
approved
and specifications,
specifications, $20,000.
furniture for
For furniture
furniture and repair of furniture
for the
the House
House Office
Office Buildfloor coverings
coverings and
bookcases, $7,500.
$7,500.
ing, including
including floor
and bookcases,
For
boxes, $4,500.
$4,500.
or packing
packing boxes,
For miscellaneous
miscellaneous items and expenses
special and select comcomexpenses of special
mittees, exclusive of salaries and labor, unless specifically
specifically ordered
ordered
by the House of Representatives,
Representatives, and including
including reimbursement
reimbursement to
the official stenographers to committees
committees for the amounts
amounts actually
actually
and necessarily
transcribing hearings, $190,000.
$190,000.
necessarily paid out by them for transcribing
For stationery for
for Representatives.
Representatives. Delegates,
Delegates, and
Comand Resident
Resident Conmissioners, including
including $5,000
$5,000 for stationery
stationery for the use of the comcommittees and
an officers of the House, $60,000.
For postage
Postmaster, $250;
postage stamps: Postmaster,
$250; Clerk, $450; Sergeant at
$300; Doorkeeper,
Doorkeeper, $150;
Arms, $'300;
$150; in all, $1,150.
$1,150.
For driving, maintenance,
maintenance, repair, and
operation of an automobile
and operation
automobile
for
the Speaker,
for the
Speaker, $3,000.
$3,000.
For folding
folding speeches and pamphlets,
pamphlets, at a
exceeding
a rate not exceeding
$1per
$1 per thousand, $20,000.
For assistance
assistance rendered during the calendar years 1923
1923 and 1924
in compiling list of reports to be made to Congress by public
officials;
officials; compiling copy and revising proofs for the House
House portion

Contingent expenses.

ontingent expenses

Folding materials.

Folding

materials.

Furniture.

rritre.

Transfer of chairs
chairs,
etranfer
mittee
use
of
House
mitteet rueof House
Office Building.
OfficeBuilding.
etc., by
by Supply
Supply CornCometc.,

Reconstructing cabinRccstructing
cabil
nets, etc.
.Post, p. l3.
1293.
Pat,p.i
Furniture, House o
Ofr
fice Building.

rug.rio
cfle

e -

.
Packing boxes.

11
Psc ng
boues.

Miscellaneous
s items,
tems
etc.

etc.l

Stationery.
Stationery.

Postage stamps.

Postage

amps

t
,
Automobile,Spealrer.
Fdin.
Folding.

,

asst-

Clerical, etc., assist-

ance tolerk
to Clerk of
of the
ance

B
aHouse.
o"
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of the
the Official
Official Register;
preparing and
and indexing
the statistical
statistical rereindexing the
Register; preparing
of
and
ports
of
the
Clerk
of
the
House;
compiling
telephone
Memtelephone
the
compiling
House;
the
of
Clerk
the
ports of
bers'
directories; preparing
preparing and
Calendars of
of
indexing the daily Calendars
and indexing
bers' directories;
Business;
preparing the
official statement
statement of Members'
Members' voting recthe official
Business; preparing
ords;
of order
order printed
printed in the
questions of
indexing questions
and indexing
preparing and
ords; preparing
appendix
to
the
Journal
pursuant
to
House
Rule
III;
re-.
for reand for
III;
Rule
House
to
pursuant
Journal
the
to
appendix
cording and
statements of
of political
political committees
committees and candifiling statements
and filing
cording
dates for
nomination and
and election
to the
the House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives
election to
for nomination
dates
pursuant
the campaign
contribution laws, $5,000.
campaign contribution
to the
pursuant to
CAPITOL
cArrroi., POLICE
POLICE

police.
Capitol police.
Pay.
Pay.
Ante, p.

149.

Contingent expenses.
exenses.

Contingent

Salaries:
Captain, $2,150;
lieutenants, at $1,520 each; two
three lieutenants,
$2,150; three
Salaries: Captain,
special officers,
officers, at
at $1,520
each; three
three sergeants,
at $1,410
$1,410 each; fortyfortysergeants, at
$1,520 each;
special
four privates,
privates, at
one-half of said privates to be selected
selected
each; one-half
$1,360 each;
at $1,360
four
by
the Sergeant
at Arms
Arms of
the Senate
Senate and
and one-half
one-half by
by the
Sergeant
the Sergeant
of the
Sergeant at
by the
at
Arms
of
the
House;
in
all,
$73,820.
$73,820.
all,
in
House;
the
of
Arms
at

Uniforms.
uonimos.

Division of disburse-

o

ments
ments.

disbrse-

Joint Committee on

g.Committee
Print
Printing.

Clerk, etc.

VoClek,
Vol. 28„et.
p. 603.
Congressional
DirecCongressional Directory.
Ante, p. 149.
At.

p.

Legislative Counsel.
Counsel.
Leslative
Salaries, etc.
etc.
Salaries,
Vol. 40, p. 1141.

Vol.40, p.1141.
Ante,
p. 353.
Antep.353.

For contingent
contingent expenses,
expenses, $200.
uniforms to Capitol police, $3,000.
supplying uniforms
For
purchasing and
and supplying
$3,000.
For purchasing
One-half
foregoing amounts
under "Capitol
Capitol Police
Police"" shall
amounts under
the foregoing
of the
One-half of

be disbursed
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Senate and one-half by the
the Senate
by the
disbursed by
be
Clerk of
of the
the House.
House.
Clerk

PRINTING
JOINT COMMITTEE
COMMITTEE ON
ON PRINTING
JOINT
For
inspector, under
under section
approved
of the Act approved
20 of
section 20
$4,000; inspector,
clerk, $4,000;
For clerk,
January 12,
12, 1895,
1895, $2,490;
$2,490; assistant
stenographer, $2,100;
$2,100;
assistant clerk and stenographer,
January
for expenses
compiling, preparing,
preparing, and indexing
indexing the CongresCongresof compiling,
expenses of
for

sional
Directory, $1,600;
$1,600; in all, $10,190, one-half
one-half to be disbursed by
sional Directory,
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Senate
the other
half to
to be
be disbursed
disbursed by the
other half
and the
Senate and
the
Clerk of
of the
the House.
Clerk

LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL
OFFICE
OFFICE OF LEGISLATIVE
COUNSEL
maintenance of the office of Legislaexpenses of maintenance
and expenses
salaries and
For salaries
For
Legislative
Counsel, as
as authorized
by section
of the
the Revenue
Revenue Act
Act of
of
1303 of
section 1303
authorized by
tive Counsel,
$40,000, one-half
Revenue Act of 1924, $40,000,
amended by the Revenue
1918 as amended
one-half of
of
and
such amount
to be
be disbursed
by the
Secretary of
of the Senate
Senate and
the Secretary
disbursed by
amount to
such
Representatives.
one-half by
the House
House of Representatives.
of the
Clerk of
the Clerk
by the
one-half

approStatement
of approStatement of
priations.
priations.

APPROPRIATIONS
OF APPROPRIATIONS
STATEMENT
STATEMENT OF

For preparing, first
Fssion Sixty
session,
-eighth
Sixty.eighth
ceesion,
Congress.

For preparation,
preparation, under
under the
the direction
direction of
of the
the Committees
Committees on ApproApproFor
Representatives, of the statepriations of the Senate and
and House of Representatives,
statements for
the first
session of
the Sixty-eighth
Congress. showing
showing
Sixty-eighth Congress,
of the
first session
for the
ments
appropriations
and contracts
authorcontracts authorappropriations, and
indefinite appropriations,
made, indefinite
appropriations made,
ized, together
together with
chronological history
history of
approthe regular approof the
with aa chronological
ized,

irextiyeigsth

congress.

Vol. 25, p. 587.

Vol. 2, p. 57.

Proviso.
Data modified.

amo<iiied.

Architect of the CapiArchitect
tol.

otheCapi

persons
priation
bills, as
by law,
law, $4,000,
to be
paid to
to the
the persons
be paid
$4,000, to
required by
as required
priation bills,
work:
the
designated
by
the
chairmen
of
said
committees
to
do
the
work:
do
to
committees
said
of
chairmen
the
by
designated
Provided,
of the
to offices
offices created
and
created and
relating to
data relating
the data
lieu of
in lieu
That in
Provided, That
omitted
salaries increased
reduced, the
the statement
statement shall
hereshall hereand reduced,
increased and
and salaries
omitted and
after
contain such
information concerning
estimates and
concerning estimates
additional information
such additional
after contain
appropriations
as the
committees may deem necessary.
the committees
appropriations as
ARCHITECT
OF THE
THE CAPITOL
CAPITOL
ARCHITECT OF
OFFICE
OF
OFFICE OF

Architect, chief clerk,

Architect, chief clerk,
etc.
e t

c

ARCkillECT OF THE CAPITOL
CAPITOL
ARCHITECT

chief clerk
$6,000;
Capitol, $6.000
the Capitol,
Salaries:
Salaries: Architect
Architect of the
clerk and
and accountaccount,,•chief
ant
civil engineer,
engineer, $2,770;
$2,770; two clerks, at $1,840 each;
each; comcorn$3,150; civil
ant, $3.150.
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pensation
disbursing clerk,
laborers—one at $1,100
$1,100, two
$1,000; laborers-one
clerk, $1,000;
to disbursing
pensation to
at $1,010
$1,010 each,
each, two
two at
at $950
$950 each;
each; forewoman
forewoman of
$760;
of charwomen,
charwomen, $760;
at
twenty-one charwomen,
each; in all, $30,990.
at $410
$410 each;
charwomen, at
twenty-one
for the
For forty-eight
elevator conductors,
fourteen for
including fourteen
conductors, including
forty-eight elevator
For
Senate
Office Building
for the House Office Building,
fourteen for
Building and fourteen
Senate Office
at
$1,520 each,
$72,960.
each, $72,960.
at $1,520
CAPITOL BUILDINGS
BUILDINGS AND
AND GROUNDS
GROUNDS
CAPITOL

587

Elevator conductors.

Elevatorconductors.

Capitol buildings and
Capitolbuildingsand
grounds.
grounds.

General repairs to
to
repairs
enerl
Capitol
Buildings: For
For work at
general re- Building,
Capitol and for general
the Capitol
at the
Capitol Buildings:
etc.
pairs
thereof, including
including cleaning
repairing works of art; flags,
and repairing
cleaning and
pairs thereof,
laborers;
flagstaffs, halyards,
halyards, and
tackle; wages of mechanics
mechanics and laborers;
and tackle;
flagstaffs,
motor-propelled,
purchase
maintenance, and driving of motor-propelled,
or exchange
exchange, maintenance,
purchase or
passenger-carrying office
office vehicles;
and not
exceeding $100
$100 for the
not exceeding
vehicles; and
passenger-carrying
purchase
technical and necessary reference
reference books and city direcpurchase of technical
tory; $70,990.
$70,990.
tory;
Restoring
corridor
Restoring corridor
walls decorations,
on the
decoration on
the gecoration
continuing the work of restoring the
For continuing
the walls
decorations, in Senate
wing.
of the
the first-floor
corridors in
in the Senate wing of the Capitol, to be wing.
first-floor corridors
of
expended
under the
direction of the
Architect of the Capitol, $5,000.
the Architect
the direction
expended under
Impr oving, etc.,
Capitol Grounds:
Grounds: For
care and
and improvement
improvement of
grounds surroundsurround- grounds.lng
te.
of grounds
grounds.
For care
Capitol
ing the
the Capitol,
Capitol, Senate
House Office Buildings, pay of one clerk,
Senate and House
ing
mechanics,
care of trees, plantings, fertilizers, repairs to
gardeners, care
mechanics, gardeners,
pavements, walks,
walks, and
roadways, $62,368.
and roadways,
pavements,
Fire protection.
in the fire line by installing two Fe protection.
For the
the installation
installation and change
change in
For
si
x-inch Siamese
Siamese steamer
steamer connections
connections, one for the Senate wing of
six-inch
the
the Capitol
Capitol and one
one for
for the
the House wing,
wing, $4,000.
$4,000.
Repairs to stables,
For repairs
improvements to
and House
stables and
and etc.
to stables
House stables
to Senate
Senate and
and improvements
repairs and
For
Maltby Building,
Building, including
services, $1,500.
$1,500.
Ofce Build
Senate
personal services,
including personal
Maltby
Senate Office Buildinsg
Senate Office
maintenance, miscellaneous
miscellaneous items and ing.
For maintenance,
Building: For
Office Building:
Senate
Maintenance.
Maintenance.
the
other
supplies,
and
for
all
necessary
personal
and
services
for
and
personal
necessary
all
for
and
supplies,
care
and
operation
of
the
Senate
Office
Building,
under
the
direction
direction
care and operation of the Senate Office Building, under
and supervision
of the
Senate Committee
Committee on Rules,
Rules, $81,368.
$81,368.
the Senate
supervision of
and
Furniture.
For furniture
furniture for
the Senate
and for
for labor
labor and
and Furniture.
Building and
Office Building
Senate Office
for the
For
material
incident thereto
thereto and repairs
window shades,
shades, awnrepairs thereof, window
material incident
ings,
windows and bookcases,
bookcases, desk lamps, window
ings, carpets, glass for windows
ventilators,
name plates
for doors
doors and committee
committee tables, electric
plates for
ventilators, name
fans,
and so
forth, $7,500.
$7,500.
fans, and
so forth.
House
BuildHouse Office
Office BuildHouse
Office Building:
maintenance including
ing.
miscellaneous ing.
including miscellaneous
For maintenance,
Building: For
House Office
items, and
and for
for all
necessary services,
services, $98,96i.
$98,965.
all necessary
items,
Capitol power plant.
Capitol power
power plant:
For lighting,
and power
the Maintenance.
for the
power for
heating, and
lighting, heating,
plant: For
Capitol
Capitol,
and House
Office Buildings, and Congressional
Congressional
House Office
Senate and
Capitol, Senate
Library
Building and
and the
same. Coast and
grounds about the same.
the grounds
Library Building
Geodetic
Survey, the
temporary housing,
group of temporary
Station group
Union Station
the Union
Geodetic Survey,
Botanic
stables House
House stables, Maltby Building,
Senate stables,
Garden, Senate
Botanic Garden,
and
and storage
storage rooms
Senate, Government
Government Printing
the Senate,
of the
rooms Of
folding and
and folding
Office, and
and Washington
post office;
of
superintendent of
of superintendent
pay of
office; pay
City post
Washington City
Office,
meters, at
per annum,
shall inspect
inspect all
as
all gas
who shall
annum, who
$1,940 per
of $1,940
rate of
the rate
at the
meters,
and
meters of
the Government
District of Columbia
the District
Government in the
of the
electric meters
and electric
without
additional compensation;
compensation; for necessary personal and other
without additional
services;
connection with the mainteand for materials and labor in connection
services; and
nance
of the
the heating,
lighting, and power plant
plant and
heating, lighting,
operation of
and operation
nance and
substations
connected therewith,
pingpp.
$274,361.
therewith, $274,361.
substations connected
°meting
supplies.
For
and cotton
cotton waste
and advertising
advertising for
the power Op.
for the
waste, and
oil, and
fuel, oil,
For fuel,
plant which
which furnishes
heat and
and light
light for
Capitol and congresfor the Capitol
furnishes heat
plant
sional buildings
buildings and
and other
other buildings
foregoing paraspecified in the foregoing
buildings specified
sional
New wate
water mi
mom.
graph,
New
$200,000.
graph, $200,000.
For a
inch main,
main, 4,250
4,250 feet,
extending from the
feet, extending
thirty-six inch
new thirty-six
a new
For
pumping
the foot
Capitol
of First Street, southeast, to the Capitol
foot of
at the
station at
pumping station
power
power plant, $112,000.
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of Supply
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5
ent for
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Reimbursement
for
current,
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other
urrent, etc.,
Government
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Oovernment buldigs.
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grounds.
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of the
the Capitol
The
foregoing appropriations
appropriations under
the Architect
The foregoing
under the
Architect of
Capitol
may
be expended
expended without
without reference
reference to
section 4
4of
of the
Act approved
approved
the Act
to section
may be
June
1'7, 1910,
1910, concerning
concerning purchases
for executive
executive departments.
departments.
purchases for
June 17
The
Department of
the Public
Public Health
Health Service,
Service, the
the
the Interior,
Interior, the
of the
The Department
Coast and Geodetic
Geodetic Survey, the Union Station group of temporary
temporary
housing,
the Government
the Washington
City
and the
Washington City
Printing Office,
Office, and
Government Printing
housing, the
post
office shall
for heat,
heat, light,
light,
plant for
power plant
the Capitol
Capitol power
shall reimburse
reimburse the
post office
and
power furnished
the fiscal
1925, and
and the
amounts
the amounts
fiscal year
year 1925,
during the
furnished during
and power
so
shall be
be credited
to the
the appropriations
for the
said
the said
appropriations for
credited to
so reimbursed
reimbursed shall
plant
for the
purposes named
named therein.
therein.
the purposes
be available
available for
plant and
and be
LIBRARY BUILDING AND GROUNDS
LIBRARY

Operating
Operating force.
fore.

Salaries: Chief
Chief engineer,
engineer,. $2,000;
decorator,
$2,000- decorator,
$2,000; electrician,
electrician, $2,000;
Salaries:
$1,800;
engineers—three at
at $1,500
$1,500 each,
each,
assistant engineers-three
painter, $1,500;
$1,500; assistant
$1,800; painter,
one
$1,400; machinists—one
$1,500, one
one $1,400;
two wiremen,
at
wiremen, at
$1,400; two
machinists-one $1,500,
one $1,400;
$1,500
carpenters, at
each; plumber,
$1,400;
plumber, $1,400;
at $1,500
$1,500 eachtwo carpenters,
$1,500 each;
each; two
skilled laborers-four
laborers—four at
at $1,080
each, three
three at
$1,020 each;
each; in
in all,
all,
at $1,020
$1,080 each,
skilled
$30,880.
$30,880.
Trees,
etc.
Trees, plants,
plants, etc.
For trees,
trees, shrubs,
shrubs, plants,
plants, fertilizers,
skilled labor
for the
the
fertilizers, and
and skilled
labor for
For
grounds of
Library of
Congress, $1,000.
$1,000.
of
Library
of
Congress,
grounds
opening.
Sunday opening.
For extra
of employees
the Architect
Architect of
of the
the Capitol
Capitol
extra services
services of
employees under
under the
For
to
provide for
for the
the Library
Library Building
Building from
from two
two until
until
of the
to provide
the opening
opening of
ten
holidays, $1,100.
and legal
legal holidays,
$1,100.
post meridian
meridian on
on Sundays
Sundays and
ten o'clock
o'clock post
Repairs.
Repais.
For
supplies, electric
and steam
steam apparatus,
apparatus,
electric and
miscellaneous supplies,
For repairs,
repairs, miscellaneous
and all
all incidental
expenses in
connection with
the mechanical
mechanical and
and
in connection
with the
and
incidental expenses
structural
maintenance of
of said
said building,
building, $9,000.
$9,000.
maintenance
structural
Furniture,
shelving,
Furniture,
For
partitions, screens,
shelving, and
elecand elecscreens, shelving,
For furniture,
furniture, including
including partitions,
etc.
trical
Work pertaining
$12,000.
pertaining thereto,
thereto, $12,000.
trical work
For
in cellar
cellar for storage
storage of library
library
For completion
completion of
of steel
steel shelving
shelving in
material
to replace
old wooden
wooden shelving,
$5,000.
shelving, $5,000.
replace old
material to
Painting.
miscellaneous and
Library
For miscellaneous
and necessary
necessary painting
painting throughout
throughout the Library
Building, $5,000.
Building,
$5,000.
Replacing
elevators.
Replacing elevators.
For replacement
replacement of
hydraulic elevators
Library of
of the hydraulic
elevators of the
the Library
of
Congress
with electric
electric elevators,
for all
equipment,
all material,
material, equipment,
Congress with
elevators, and
and for
and
labor connected
therewith, $50,000,
to be
be available
available munediately.
immediately.
$50,000, to
connected therewith,
and labor
Botanic
Botanic Garden.
Director,
Direc, and person-

andperson-

Vol. 42,p.
42, p. 14s8.
1488.
Vol
Repairs,
ments, etc.
ments,etc.

improveimprove-

pchases
Minor purchases.
o. 36,
531.
Vol.
36, p. 531.

BOTANIC GARDEN
GARDEN
BOTANIC

Salaries: For the director and other personal services in
accordin accordClassification Act of 1923," $68,754; all under the
ance with "The
"The Classification
direction of
of the
the Joint
Joint Committee
on the
the Library.
Library.
Committee on
direction
Repairs and improvements:
improvements: For procuring
procuring manure, soil, tools,
purchasing
trees, shrubs,
plants, and
and seeds;
seeds; materials
materials and
and miscelpurchasing trees,
shrubs, plants,
miscellaneous supplies;
supplies; traveling
expenses and
traveling expenses
and per
per diem
diem in lieu of
of subsistence of
the director
director and
his assistants
assistants not
not to
$300; street
sistence
of the
and his
to exceed
exceed $300;
street
car fares
fares not
exceeding $25;
$25; office
equipment and
expenses
car
not exceeding
office equipment
and contingent
contingent expenses
in
connection with
with repairs
repairs and
improvements to
in connection
and improvements
to Botanic
Botanic Garden;
Garden;
exchange, care,
of motor-propelled
motor-propelled vehicles;
exchange,
care, and
and maintenance
maintenance of
vehicles; purpurchase
books of
of reference,
chase of
of botanical
botanical books,
books, periodicals,
periodicals, and
and books
reference, not
not
to
exceed $100;
general repairs
repairs to
to exceed
$100; general
to buildings,
buildings, greenhouses,
greenhouses, heating
heating
apparatus, packing
packing sheds, storerooms.
storerooms. and
stables; painting,
and stables;
painting, glazglazing; repairs
repairs to
and roadways,
roadways, repairing
comand putting
putting comrepairing and
to footwalks
footwalks and
ing;
in sanitary
repairs and
improvements to
fort stations
stations m
sanitary cendition;
condition; repairs
and improvements
to didirector's
all under
under the
direction of
Joint Committee
Committee on
on
rector's residence;
residence; all
the direction
of the
the Joint
of which
which $10,000
$10,000 shall
the Library,
Library, $37,075,
$37,075, of
shall be
be immediately
immediately availavailable for
repair of
of greenhouses.
greenhouses.
for repair
able
The sum of $25 may be expended at any one time by the Botanic
Garden for
the purchase
plants, trees,
trees, shrubs,
shrubs, and
and other
other nursery
Garden
for the
purchase of
of plants,
nursery
stock,
section 4
4 of
approved June
June 17,
17,
stock, without reference
reference to
to section
of the
the Act
Act approved
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1910,
for executive
departments and
and other govexecutive departments
purchases for
concerning purchases
1910, concerning
ernmental establishments
in Washington.
Washington.
establishments in
ernmental
LIBRARY
CONGRESS
OF CONGRESS
LIBRARY OF

Library of Congress.

Library of Congres.

SALARIES
SALARIES
For
Librarian, chief
assistant librarian,
other personal
personal
and other
librarian, and
chief assistant
the Librarian,
For the
services
in
accordance
with
"The
Classification
Act
of
1923,"
1923,"
of
Act
Classification
"The
with
accordance
in
services
$457,020.
$457,020.
COPYRIGHT
OFFICE
COPYRIGHT OFFICE

Librarian, and perLibrarian, and personnel.
Vol. 42, p.
1488.
p. 14s.

vol.42,

Copyright office.

Copyright office.
Register,
Register,

and

per-

d pe
sonel.'
For
Copyrights, assistant register, and other per- sormel.
of Copyrights,
Register of
the Register
For the
Vol. 42, p. 1488.
88
sonal services
services in
of 1923,"
1923," Vol 42 p. 14S
Act of
Classification Act
"The Classification
with "The
accordance with
in accordance
sonal
$147,320.
Legislative Reference
Reference
$147,320.
Legislative
Service.
LEGISLATIVE
SERVICE
REFERENCE SERVICE
LEGISLATIVE REFERENCE
desigPersonnel
for desigPersonnel for
nated work.
To enable
Librarian of
Congress to
to employ
per- nstedwork.
competent peremploy competent
of Congress
the Librarian
enable the
To
sons to
classify, and make
available, in translation, indexes,
make available,
to gather,
gather, classify,
sons
digests,
and bulletins,
bulletins, and otherwise,
otherwise, data for or
compilations, and
digests, compilations,
bearing
upon legislation,
legislation, and
to render
render such
serviceable to
to
data serviceable
such data
and to
bearing upon
Congress
and
committees
and
Members
$56,000.
$56,000.
thereof,
Members
and
committees
and
Congress
CARD INDEXES
DISTRIBUTION OF
OF CARD
INDEXES
DISTRIBUTION

indexes.
Card
Card Indexes.

Distribution
service.
Distribution service.
publications of
For
card indexes
and other
other publications
indexes and
of card
distribution of
the distribution
For the
the
Library, including
freight charges (not exservices, freight
personal services,
including personal
the Library,
ceeding
expenses connected
connected
traveling expenses
postage, traveling
expressage, postage,
$500), expressage,
ceeding $500),
with such
expenses of
meetings when
when
of attendance
attendance at meetings
and expenses
distribution, and
such distribution,
with
Librarian;
incurred
on the
authority and
direction of the Librarian;
and direction
written authority
the written
incurred on
in
Temporary servic
services.
in all,
all, $85,634.
$85,634.Temporary
includ-e
TEMPORARY SERVICES:
For special
temporary service, includand temporary
special and
sERVICEs: For
TErMPRAY
ing extra
special services
services of
of regular
regular employees,
employees, at the discretion of
extra special
ing
opening.
Sunday opening.
the
Librarian, $3,000.
$3,000.
Sunday
the Librarian,
SUNDAY
OPENING
SUNDAY OPENING
To enable
enable the
of Congress
be kept
kept open for reference
to be
Congress to
Library of
the Library
To

use
on Sundays
Sundays and
and on
within the discretion
discretion of the Libraon holidays
holidays within
use on
rian,
including the extra services of employees and the services of
rian, including
additional
employees under the Librarian, $13,125.
additional employees
INCREASE OF
of THE
THE LIBRARY
INCREASE
LIBRARY

Expenses.
Expensas'

of the
Increase
Increase of
the LILibrary.
brary.

of books,
books,
Purchase of

etc.has
For purchase
purchase of
Library, including payment in ad- etcP.urchase
of books
books for the Library,
For
vance
publications, and for
vance for subscription books, and society publications,
freight,
expenses, and
expenses
and all other expenses
traveling expenses,
and traveling
commissions, and
freight, commissions,
incidental
to the
bequest, or
acquisition of books by purchase, gift, bequest,
the acquisition
incidental to

bo

exchange,
to continue
available during
during the
the fiscal
$90,000; Law
exchange, to
continue available
fiscal year
year 1926,
1926. $90,000;
L books,
bookset
etc.
For
periodicals for the law library,
books and for periodicals
of books
purchase of
For purchase
snp
direction of the
the Chief
Chief Justice, $3,000;
Books for
for sum=
under the direction
$3,000;
Books
For purchase
of new
reference for the Supreme Court, court.
of reference
books of
new books
purchase of
For
to
he a
apart
part of
of the
Library of
Congress, and purchased by the marof Congress,
the Library
to be
shal of
direction of the Chief Justice,
Justice,
Court, under the direction
Supreme Court,
the Supreme
of the
shal
Priodfcl.
$2,500;
$
2.
500;
For purchase
miscellaneous periodicals
periodicals and
$5,000;
and newspapers, $5,000;
of miscellaneous
purchase of
For
In all, $100,500.
BINDING
PRINTING AND
AND BINDING
PRINTING
For
binding for
for the
the Library
Library of
Congress, including
including 1,„',.g
and 14".
t.
of Congress,
and binding
For printing
printing and
the
Copyright Office
and the
of the
the Catalogue
Catalogue of
of Title
tmw.
Title AdzC°Prightilidrilm6
publication of
the publication
Office and
the Copyright
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Entries
of the
the Copyright
Copyright Office,
Office, binding,
rebinding, and
repair of
of
Entries of
binding, rebinding,
and repair
library
books, and
and for
for the
Building, $250,000.
library books,
the Library
Library Building,
$250,000.
CONTINGENT EXPENSES
OF THE
'PIlE LIBRARY
CONTINGENT
EXPENSES OF
LIBRARY
Contingent
CanUngent expee
expenses.

Library Building.
Library
Administrative
Administrative
sistant, etc.
Vol. 42, p.
p. 1488.
Vol.
1488.

as-

Sunday opening.

Temporary
Temporary services.
services.

Mail, incidental supMail,
supplies, etc.

Government
Oovernment
ing Office.
Office.

Print-

Printer's
Public Printer's
Office.
Office.
Public Printer and
and
office personnel
office
personnel
Vol. 42, p. 1488.
1488.

Public printing
printing and
and
Public
binding.
Working capital proWorking

For miscellaneous
and contingent
contingent expenses,
expenses, stationery
supplies,
For
miscellaneous and
stationery,, supplies,
stock,
and materials
directly purchased,
purchased, miscellaneous
miscellaneous traveling
traveling exexstock, and
materials directly
penses, postage,
postage, transportation,
transportation, incidental
incidental expenses
with
penses,
expenses connected
connected with
the administration
Library and
Copyright Office,
Office, including
including
the
administration of
of the
the Library
and Copyright
not
$500 for
for expenses
meetings when
innot exceeding
exceeding $500
expenses of
of attendance
attendance at
at meetings
when incurred
authority and
direction of
of the
the Librarian,
Librarian,
curred on
on the
the written
written authority
and direction
$10,000.
LIBRARY
BUILDING
LIBRARY BUILDING
Salaries: For
administrative assistant
assistant and
and disbursing
disbursing officer,
Salaries:
For the
the administrative
officer,
and other
accordance with
The Classification
Classification
and
other personal
personal services
services in
in accordance
with "
"The
Act
1923," $101,138.
$101,138.
Act of
of 1923,"
For
extra services
and additional
employees under
For extra
services of
of employees
employees and
additional employees
under
the
Librarian to
to provide
provide for
for the
the opening
opening of
Library Building
the Librarian
of the
the Library
Building
on Sundays
Sundays and
holidays, $2,000.
on
and on
on legal
legal holidays,
$2,000.
and temporary
in connection
connection with
For special
special and
temporary services
services in
with the
the custody,
custody,
care, and
maintenance of
Library Building,
including extra
care,
and maintenance
of the
the Library
Building, including
extra
special services
services of
regular employees
at the
the discretion
discretion of
of the
the
special
of regular
employees at
Librarian, $500.
Librarian,
$500.
telephone services,
services, stationery,
stationery, miscellamiscellaFor mail,
mail, delivery,
delivery, and
and telephone
neous
supplies, and
and all
expenses in
in connection
with
neous supplies,
all other
other incidental
incidental expenses
connection with
the custody
of the
Building, $7,000.
the
custody and
and maintenance
maintenance of
the Library
Library Building,
$7,000.
GOVERNMENT
PRINTING OFFICE
OFFICE
GOVERNMENT PRINTING
OFFICE OF
OFFICE
OF PUBLIC
PUBLIC PRINTER
PRINTER

Salaries: Public
Salaries:
Public Printer, $6,000;
Public Printer,
Printer, $4,500;
$4,500;
$6,000; Deputy
Deputy Public
for
personal services
services in
with ""The
The Classification
Classification Act
Act of
for personal
in accordance
accordance with
of
1923," $147,380;
$147,380; in
in all
$157,880.
1923,"
all $157,880.
PUBLIC
PRINTING AND
AND BINDING
PUBLIC PRINTING
BINDING

To provide
provide the
Printer with
with a
capital for
the Public
Public Printer
a working
working capital
for the
the
following purposes for the execution
of printing,
printing, binding,
binding, lithoexecution of
lithographing,
and other
other authorized
authorized work
of the
the
graphing, mapping,
mapping. engraving,
engraving, and
work of
Government
Printing
Office
for
the various
branches of
the GovGovGovernment
Printing
Office
for
the
various
branches
of
the
Salaries, wages, et
etc.
Post,
p. 618.
ernment; For
salaries, compensation,
compensation, or
or wages
of all
all necessary
pa, p.ies^S
ernment:
For salaries,
wages of
necessary
employees additional
to those
those herein
specifically appropriated
appropriated for
for
employees
additional to
herein specifically
Superintendent
of
(including the
the compensation
compensation of
of the
the superintendent
superintendent of
of printing
who
printing
etc
o (including
printing who
printing,
etc.
shall perform
perform the duties
duties provided
provided by
by law
law for
the foreman
foreman of
of
for the
printing, the
of binding
binding who
shall perform
perform the
the duties
duties
the superintendent
superintendent of
who shall
provided by law for the foreman
foreman of
of binding,
binding, the
the superintendent
superintendent
of presswork,
superintendent of
2
000
Holda
of
presswork, and
and the
the superintendent
of platemaking,
platemaking, at
at $3
$3,000
Holidays.
nida.
each);
Printer to comply with the provisions
each) ;to enable the
the Public Printer
provisions
of law
holidays and
and Executive
Executive orders
orders granting
grantinc, holidays
holidays
granting holidays
law granting
of
eaves
of absence.
aence
Leaves
and half
employees; to
to enable
the Public
Public
and
half holidays
holidays with
cLeontingent
with pay
pay to
to employees;
enable the
Contingent expenses.
Copte.
Printer to comply with the provisions
provisions of law granting
granting thirty
thirty days'
days'
annual leave to employees
employees with pay;
pay; rents,
gas, heat,
electric
rents, fuel, gas,
heat, electric
electric fixtures; bicycles, motor-propelled
current, gas and electric
motor-propelled vehicles
vehicles
for the carriage of printing and printing
printing supplies, and
and the
the mainmaintenance, repair,
repair, and
and operation
the same,
same, to
to be
used only
only for
for official
official
tenance,
operation of
of the
be used
purposes, including
including purchase,
purchase, exchange,
exchange, operation,
operation, repair,
repair, and
mainand main-tenance of motor-propelled
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles
for official
vehicles for
official
use of the officers of the Government
writGovernment Printing
Printing Office
Office when
when in writvided.
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ing ordered
lug
ordered by the Public Printer (not
$4,000) ;freight,
freight,
(not exceeding
exceeding $4,000);
expressage,
expressage, telegraph and telephone service; furniture, typewriters,
typewriters,
and carpets;
carpets; traveling
traveling expenses;
expenses; stationery, postage,
advertispostage, and advertisdirectories, technical
ing; directories,
technical books, and books
books of reference
reference (not
(not exexceeding
$500);;adding and numbering
ceeding $500)
numbering machines,
machines, time
stamps, and
and Machinery equip
time stamps,
Machinery,
erillIP•
other machines of similar character;
character; machinery
machinery (not exceeding
ment, etc.
exceeding ment,etc.
$200,000);
$200,000) ;equipment,
equipment, and for repairs to machinery,
implements,
machinery, implements,
alterations to buildings;
and buildings, and for minor alterations
buildings; necessary
necessary
equipment,
maintenance, and supplies
supplies for the emergency
equipment, maintenance,
emergency room
room for
for
the use of all employees
employees in the Government
Government Printing
Office who
who
Printing Office
may be taken suddenly ill or receive
receive injury
injury while on duty;
duty; other
other
necessary contingent
necessary
contingent and miscellaneous
items authorized
by the
the
miscellaneous items
authorized by
Inspection expenses.
authorized in writing by the
Public Printer; for expenses
expenses authorized
the Joint
Joint Inspectonepenses.
Committee on Printing for the inspection
of
printing
and
binding
inspection of printing and binding
equipment, material, and supplies and Government
Government printing
printing plants
plants
in the District of Columbia or elsewhere
elsewhere (not exceeding
exceeding $1,000);
$1,000);
Indexing
Congresfor salaries and expenses of preparing
preparing the semimonthly
semimonthly and session
session sioi
sional Record.
Record.
indexes
of
the Congressional Record
indexes
Record under
direction of
of the
the
under the
the direction
Joint Committee on Printing (chief indexer
one catacataindexer at
at $3,150,
$3,150, one
Paper, materials, etc.
loguer at $2,880, and two cataloguers
cataloguers at $2,150 each);
each) ;and for all Papeteals,etc.
the necessary
necessary labor, paper, materials,
needed in
in the
materials, and
and equipment
equipment needed
the
prosecution and delivery and mailing of the work, $2,000,000,
$2,000,000, to
to
Charged to Congress.
charged the printing and binding
which shall be charged
binding authorized
to be
authorized to
be Chgedto
congress.
done for Congress,
Congress, the printing
printing and
and binding
for use
of the
Govbinding for
use of
the GovFor Architect of Capernment Printing Office,
Office, and printing and binding (not
(not exceeding
exceeding ito].
oitL'
tectofca
$1,000) for official use of the Architect
$1,000)
Architect of
when authorauthorof the
the Capitol when
ized by the Secretary of the Senate, in all to an amount nof
not exceeding
ceeding this sum.
Authority for ConPrinting and binding for Congress
Congress chargeable
chargeable to
to the
the foregoing
foregoing gressional
Agrtssiohty
work. coappropriation,
recommended to be
appropriation, when recommended
be done
done by the
the Committee
Committee
on
recommended in aa report
on Printing of either House, shall be so recommended
report
containing
containing an approximate
approximate estimate
estimate of the cost thereof,
thereof, together
together
with a
a statement from the Public Printer
Printer of estimated approximate
approximate
previously ordered
cost of work previously
ordered by Congress
Congress within
within the fiscal
fiscal year
year
for which this appropriation
appropriation is made.
made.
Payment for work
1925 any
During the fiscal
fiscal year 1925
any executive
executive department
department or
inde- ordye
or indent foder
ork
ridelVetc.by
departpendent
establishment of
of the
pendent establishment
the Government
Government ordering
ordering printing
and ment,
printing and
etc.
binding from the Government Printing Office
binding
shall pay
pay promptly
promptly
Office shall
by check
check to the Public Printer upon
upon his written request, either in
in
advance or upon completion of the work, all or part of
estiof the estiProriso.
mated or actual cost thereof, as the case
case may be, and
and bills rendered
rendered nei
by the Public Printer in accordance
accordance herewith shall not
not be subject
subject
to
audit or certification
certification in advance of payment:
payment: Provided,
to audit
That Adjustment
Provided, That
djstment of
of acaccounts.
proper
proper adjustments
adjustments on the basis of the actual cost of delivered
delivered work
work counts.
paid
monthly or quarterly
quarterly and as
aid for in advance
advance shall be made monthly
as may
be agreed
department or
agreed upon
upon by the Public
Public Printer and
and the
the department
or estab-d
estabfor work
Money paid for work
lishment concerned.
lishment
concerned. All sums paid to the Public Printer for work
work to
toMbncrdted
orkbe credited to working capital.
that
is authorized
by law
law to do shall be deposited
deposited to the credit,
that he
he is
authorized by
credit, ingapital.
Treasury Department,
on the books of the Treasury
Department, of the
the appropriation
appropriation made
made
for the working capital of the Government
Government Printing
Printing Office,
Office, for the
year in which the work is done,
done, and be subject
subject to requisition
requisition by
by the
the
Public Printer.
Estimates for departAll amounts in the Budget for the
the fiscal
year 1926
1926 for
for printing
printing ments,
fiscal year
entit etc., to
tobeitrbe incorand
binding for
any department
porated in
in
item.
establishment, so far as the
l single items.
and binding
for any
department or establishment,
the Bu- porated
reau of the Budget may deem practicable,
practicable, shall be incorporated
in a
incorporated in
a
single
single item for printing and binding for such department
department or
or estabestablishment and be eliminated
eliminated as a
a part of any estimate
estimate for any other
other D,,,t
twfrival If
Daises to bo
purpose
pot *foam alies.
purpose. And if any amounts for printing and binding are .inin- purtestteluded
of any estimates for any other purpoees,
cluded as a
a part of
purposes, Birch
uch
amounts shall
qball be set forth in detail in a
anote
note immediately
immediately following
following
45822-25t--40
458?9°-25t----40
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Proviso.
PngrvingandrtEngraving and Printing
excepted.
g Bureau excepted.

the general
general estimate for printing and
binding: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
and binding:
the
foregoing requirements
requirements shall not apply to
foregoing
to work
to be
be executed
executed at
work to
at
the Bureau
Bureau of
Engraving and
Printing.
rtion o
the
of Engraving
and Printing.
Restriction on payingdetailedmployees.
No
ing
detailed employees.
appropriated in this Act
No part of any money appropriated
paid to
Act shall
shall be
be paid
to
any person employed
employed in the Government
Government Printing
dePrinting Office
Office while
while detailed
performing service in
tailed for or performing
any other
other executive
branch of
of
in any
executive branch
the public
public service of the United States
such detail
States unless
unless such
detail be
be authorauthorized by law.
Office of Superin- ized by law.

tendent of
of Documents.
Documents.

Superintendent,
Superintendent, and
personnel.

OFFICE OF SUPERINTENDENT
SUPERINTENDENT OF
Or DOCUMENTS
DOCITMENTS

For the Superintendent
Documents, assistant
Superintendent of
of Documents,
assistant superintendent,
superintendent,
in accordance
and other personal services in
accordance with
"The Classification
with "The
Classification
Act of 1923," $339,960.
Contingent expenses. Act of 1923," $339,960.
Contingentexpenses.
For furniture
furniture and fixtures,
fixtures typewriters,
typewriters, carpets,
carpets, labor-saving
labor-saving mamachines and accessories,
accessories, time
time damps,
adding and
numbering machines,
machines,
stamps, adding
and numbering
awnings, curtains,
curtains, books of
of reference,
reference, directories,
directories, books,
books, miscelmiscellaneous office and desk supplies; paper;
postpaper; twine,
twine, glue
glue, envelopes,
envelopes, postage, car fares, soap,
acre,
soap, towels,
disinfect
ant
s,an
d ice;
ice; drayage,
express,
towels, disinfectants,
and
drayage, express,
freight,
flight, telephone and telegraph service; traveling
(not to
traveling expenses
expenses (not
to
exceed $200);
$200) ;repairs to building, elevators,
and machinery;
machinery; prepreelevators, and
serving sanitary
sanitary condition of building,
heat, and
power; stabuilding, light,
light, heat,
and power;
stationery and office printing, including
including blanks,
price lists
blanks, price
lists,' and
and biblibibliographies,
catalogues and
ographies, $74,000; for catalogues
nd
exes , not
not exceeding
exceeding
and i
indexes,
Pisos.
$16,000;
for
supplying
books
to
depository
libraries,
$75,000;
in.
books
to
depository
libraries,
$75,000;
in
Ft ethos.
Supplyingdepository
Supplying depository all,
all, $165,000:
$165,000: Provided,
Provided,That
That no
part of
of this
sum shall
sh
all b
e used to
no
part
this
sum
be
used
to
libraries.
librares.
supply
to
depository
libraries
any
documents,
books, or otherprinted
supply to depository libraries
documents, books
other printed
pecial distribution. matter not requested
requested by
by: such
such libraries:
ov ided, That
That hereafter
hereafter the
libraries: Pr
Special distribution.
Provided,
the
distribution of geological
geological publications
publications and
and the
the Official
Official Gazette
Gazette of
of
the United
the
United States
States Patent Office to libraries designated as special
special
depositories of
of such
publications shall
Blan
forms to
such publications
shall be
be discontinued.
discontinued.
Blank forms
to be
be depositories
printed for sale.
authorized to
The Public
Public Printer is authorized
for sale
sale by
the Superto print
print for
by the
Superintendent of Public Documents to the public,
public, upon
intendent
prepayment,
upon prepayment,
Reports
of depart- additional
additional copies
of approved
approved Government
blank forms.
forms.
copies of
Reports of
Government blank
ments.
meints.
be InIn order to keep the expenditures
expenditures for
printing and
for printing
and binding
binding for
Printing of, may be
for
discontinued.
the fiscal year 1925 within
within or
the
or under
under the
the appropriations
appropriations for
fiscal
for such
such fiscal
year, the heads of the various
various executive departments
and independent
independent
departments and
proviso
eestablishments
establishments are
are authorized
to discontinue
of annual
annual
authorized to
discontinue the
the printing
printing of
Proviso.
Originals
Origin as to be kept
kept or special
special reports
reports under
under their
respective jurisdictions:
jurisdictions: Provided,
their respective
Provided
for
public
inspection.
forpublic inspection.
That
discontinued, the original
That where
where the
the printing
printing of such reports is discontinued,
original
copy thereof shall be kept on file in
in the
of the
heads of
the offices
offices of
the heads
of the
the
respective departments or
or independent
respective
independent establishments
for public
establishments for
public
inspection.
Purchases.
inspection.
Purchases.
Vol.
p .2
Purchases
Purchases may be made from
foregoing appropriations
appropriations under
under
from the
the foregoing
vol. 15, p. 601.
the
"Government
Printing Office,"
Office," as
for in
in the
Printing
ol.
3
531.
p.
the
"Government Printing
Vol. 36,
as provided
provided for
the Printing
Act approved
approved January
January 12, 1895, and without
reference to
to section
without reference
section 4
4
of the Act approved June
June 17, 1910,
for execuexecu1910, concerning
concerning purchases
purchases for
t
tive
ive departments.
departments.
Papr
and envelopes
Paper and
envelopes
in
use hb
in use
by two o
or more
The Public
Public Printer is hereby authorized
authorized to procure,
The
procure under
dire cunder direcdepartments to be
procdepnfrtmets
epr
hlio tion of the Joint Committee on Printing
provided for
Pri
n ti ng as provided
for in
in the
the
cured
from
Public tion of the Joint Committ ee on
Printer on requisition.
requisition. Act approved January 12,
on requisition
Act approved January
1895, and furnish
furnish on
requisition paper
paper
and envelopes
envelopes (not including
including envelopes
envelopes printed
in the
the course
course of
printed in
of
manufacture) in common
manufacture)
common use
by two
more departments,
estabuse by
two or
or more
departments, establishments, or services
services of the Government
Government in
in the
the District
District of
Columbia,
of Columbia,
Any other manner and reimbursement
reimbursement therefor
therefor shall
shall be
made
to
the Public
Public Printer
Printer
be
made
Any other manner
to
the
forbidden.
from appropriations
forbidden.
available for
from
appropriations or
or funds
funds available
for such
such purpose; paper and
envelopes
furnished by the Public
envelopes so furnished
Printer shall
not be
be procured
Public Printer
shall not
procured
in
thereafter.
Jkon
,
in any
any other
other manner
manner thereafter.
Jackson Alley closed
and trsferred
The
and
transferred to
to Govclose Jackson
Jackson Alley
The Public Printer is hereby authorized
authorized to
to close
Alley
emOient
ernment Printing
Printing in square 624 between
G and
and H
H Streets Northwest in
in the District
in "square 624 between G
District
Office.
of
of Columbia to the extent that said alley is
on both
sides
is abutted
abutted on
both sides
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CONGRESS.
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CH. 303-305.
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by the property of the Government
and upon
upon
Government Printing
Printing Office,
Office, and
the closing thereof the land so embraced
embraced shall be transferred
transferred to the
Government Printing
Public Printer for the use of
of the
the Government
Printing Office.
Office.
SEC.
S
EC. 2. No part of the funds herein appropriated
appropriated shall be used
of purchasing
by or
or through
for the purpose of
purchasing by
through the
stationery rooms
rooms
the stationery
articles other than stationery and office
office supplies
supplies essential
essential to
to and
and
necessary for the conduct of public business; nor
nor shall
shall any
any part
part
of such funds be expended for the maintenance
maintenance or care
care of
of private
vehicles.
SEC.
3. In
S
EC. 3.
In expending
expending appropriations
or portions
portions of
of appropriaappropriaappropriations or
tlons,
tions, contained
contained in this
for the
payment for
personal services
services in
in
this Act,
Act, for
the payment
for personal
the District of Columbia in accordance
accordance with
with the
the Classification
Classification Act
Act
of 1923, the average of the salaries of the total number of persons
Garden, the
the Library
under any grade or class thereof
thereof in
in the
the Botanic Garden,
Library
Congress, or the Government
Government Printing
not at
any
of Congress,
Printing Office,
Office, shall
shall not
at any
time exceed
the compensation
time
exceed the
the average
average of
of the
compensation rates
rates specified
specified for
for the
the
Provided, That this restriction
shall not
grade by such Act:
Act: Provided,
restriction shall
not apply
apply
to require
grades
1, 2,
2,reduction
3,
(1)
to
grades 1,
3, and
and 4
of the
the clerical-mechanical
clerical-mechanical service,
service, or
or
4inof
P)1) to
the
salar
2) to
(2)
require the
salary of
compento require
the reduction
reduction in
in salary
of any
any person
person whose
whose compensation is
is fixed,
fixed, as
as of
of July
the rules
rules of
of
July 1, 1924,
1924, in
in accordance
accordance with
with the
section 6
such Act,
Act, or
(3) to
the payment
payment of
salary
section
6 of
of such
or (3)
to prevent
prevent the
of a
a salary
under any grade at a
a rate
rate higher than
than the
the maximum
maximum rate
rate of
the
of the
grade when such higher rate is permitted by the Classification
Classification Act
Act
specifically authorized
authorized by
by other
other law.
law.
of 1923 and is
is specifically
Approved, June 7, 1924.

Congressional stastaCongressional
tionery rooms.
rooms.
tionery
Purchmes
a se s prohibited
by.
proited
by.

Restriction on excetdingtvrag
ceeding
average salsalaceeding
average
salari
i offices desigries,
in
offices designated.
Vol. 42,
1488.
Vol.
42. p, 1488.

,

Proiso

Proviso

applicable
Not applicable

to
to
clerical-mechanical
service.
quired.
No
reduction
reNo reduction
re
quired.
Vol. 42,
42, p. 1490.

eervic"mechaa

Vol.

allowed.

allowed.

June 7, 1924.
June

CHAP. 304.—An
304.-An Act Changing
Changing the name of Keokuk
Keokuk Street, in the county
county of

Washington, District
of Columbia,
Columbia, to
Washington,
District of
Military Road.
Road.
to Military

p.1490.

nigher salary rates
Higher salary rates

[I. 113.1

[S. 113.1

[Public, No. 226.]
[Public.

it enacted
Senate and
Be it
enacted by the Senate
the District
Columbia.
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
District of
of Columbia.
United States
of America
in Congress
That the
e:drik Street
are: NW.
United
States of
America in
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
Keokuk
the name
name t K
Miiiof the street known as Keokuk
Keokuk Street northwest, extending
extending from
from tary
t:rybo
no:down
.n MoadMilitary Road at Twenty-seventh
Twenty-seventh Street
Street to
to Wisconsin
be,
Wisconsin Avenue,
Avenue, be,
and the same shall henceforth
be, known
known as Military
henceforth be,
Military Road.
Road. And
And
the Commissioners
of the
District of
Commissioners of
the District
of Columbia
Columbia are
are hereby
hereby directed
directed
of Military
Military Road
to cause the name of
Road from
from Military
at TwentyMilitary Road
Road at
Twentyseventh
Wisconsin Avenue northwest
northwest to
to be
be placed
seventh Street to Wisconsin
placed upon
upon
the plats
plats and maps of the District of Columbia.
Columbia.
Approved, June
Approved,
June 7,
7, 1924.
1924.
b

CHAP. 305.—An
305.-An Act To establish
establish the Utah National
CHAP.
National Park in the State of
Utah.
Utah.

Be it
it enacted
Be
enacted by
by the
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the Senate
and House
House of
the
United States of
Congress assembled,
That there
is
United
of America in
in Congress
assembled, That
there is
hereby reserved
reserved and
and withdrawn
withdrawn from
from settlement,
settlement, occupancy,
occupancy,
the United
United States
States and
or disposal under the laws of the
and dedicated
dedicated and
and
a public park for the
the benefit
benefit and
and enjoyment
set apart as a
enjoyment of
of the
the
the name of
of the
people, under the
the "Utah
"Utah National
National Park,"
tract
Park," the
the tract
Utah particularly
particularly described
of land in the State of Utah
described by
and included
included
by and
and bounds, as
within metes and
as follows,
to wit:
wit:
follows, to
Unsurveyed
nsurveyed sections
sections 31 and 32, township 36 south, range
range 3
west;
3 west;
surveved section 36, township
range 4
4 west;
surveyed
township 36 south, range
west; north
north half,
half,
southwest
half of
of the
southwest quarter and west half
the southeast
quarter of
of partially
southeast quarter
partially
surveyed
7, west half,
half, west
surveyed section 5; unsurveyed
unsurveyed sections 6
6and 7,
west half
half
of the northeast quarter, and west half of
of the
the southwest
quarter
southwest quarter
of partially
of
partially surveyed
surveyed section
section 8,
partially surveyed
17 and
8, partially
surveyed section
section 17
and
unsurveyed section
township 37
37 south, range
section 18, township
west; and
and unsurrange 3
3 west;
unsur-

June 7,
7, 1924.
192.
IS. 668.1
[Public, No. 227.1
227.1

Is. 668s.

Uah
Utah National
National Park.

Lands set apart as.

Lands set apart as.

Deseripti.
Deseriptioa.

594
594

SIXTY-EIGHTH
CONGRESS.
SIXTY -EIGHTH CONGRESS.
Pro

Proviso.
Title to be secured.

Tiuletobesecured.

mintraon, etc.,
etc.,
Administration,

under
under National Park

Servie.

Service.
W

..
39, p. 535.
Vo.3,p.535.

No valid claim, eetc.,
tc
affected.
affected.

dm,

.

Proviso.
Ehgeofalienated
Exchangeofalienated
lands
in, and
and Zion
ands in,
Zion
Park, for other lands.

June 7, 1924.
[S.
iS. 697.1
697.]

[Public, No. 228.
228.1
[Public,

SEss. I.
I. CH.
CHs. 305-307.
305-307.
SEss..

1924.
1924.

veyed
sections 1,
1, 12,
and 13,
13, township
township 37
37 south,
south, range
range 4,
4, all
all west
west of
veyed sections
12, and
of
the
Lake meridian,
meridian, in
Provided, That
the Salt
Salt Lake
in the
the State
State of
of Utah:
Utah: Provided,
That all
all
exterior boundaries
the land within the exterior
boundaries of
of the
the aforesaid
aforesaid tract
shall
tract shall
first become
become the
property of
of the
the United
first
the property
United States.
States.
SEC.
the administration,
S
EC. 2. That
That the
administration, protection,
protection, and
promotion of
of
and promotion
said Utah National
National Park shall be exercised
exerc i
se d un
der the
the direction
direction
under
of the Secretary
Secretary of the
Interior by
by the
the National
Park Service,
Service,
the Interior
National Park
subject to the provisions
provisions of the
the Act of August 25,
25, 1916,
1916, entitled
entitled
"An Act to establish aa National
National Park
Service, and
for other
other
Park Service,
and for
purposes."
purposes."
SEC.
That nothing
nothing herein
herein contained
SEC. 3.
3. That
shall affect
contained shall
affect any
any valid
valid
existing claim, location,
under the land
location, or entry under
land laws
laws of
United
of the
the United
States, whether
whether for homestead,
homestead, mineral,
mineral, right
of way,
way, or
or any
any other
other
right of
purpose
purpose whatsoever, or
affect the
the rights
rights of
of any
such claimant,
claimant,
or shall
shall affect
any such
locator, or
locator,
entryman to
to the
full use
use and
and enjoyment
enjoyment of
of his
land:
or entryman
the full
his land:
Provided, That
the Secretary
hereby authorized
authorized
Provided,
That the
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
Interior is
is hereby
to exchange, in his discretion,
lands in
in this
this and
Zion
discretion, alienated
alienated lands
and Zion
National
National Park for unappropriated
unappropriated and
public lands
of
and unreserved
unreserved public
lands of
equal value
value and approximately
approximately equal
area in
in the
the State
State of
of Utah
Utah
equal area
outside of said parks.
Approved, June
June 7,
1924.
7, 1924.

CTAP. 306.-An
CHAP.
306.—An Act Providing for the disposal
disposal of
of certain
lands on
on Crooked
Crooked
certain lands
and Pickerel
Pickerel Lakes, Michigan,
Michigan, and for
for other
purposes.
other purposes.

Be
by the
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
Be itit enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
and House
United States of America in
in Congress
Congress assemble,
assembled, That
United
That upon
upon the
the
survey
survey of any public
public lands
lands erroneously
the original
erroneously omitted
omitted from
from the
original
survey found to exist within the area
area heretofore
heretofore surveyed
and
surveyed and
represented
represented upon the official
plat of
north, range
range 4
west,
official plat
of township
township 35
35 north,
4 west,
Michigan meridian,
meridian, Michigan,
Michigan, approved
Michigan
approved February
1841, on
on file
February 9,
9, 1841,
file
in the General
General Land Office
Office as
lake, and
said lake
lake now
now
as aameandered
meandered lake,
and said
appearing as
as two
two lakes,
lakes, locally
as Crooked
Crooked Lake
and Pickerel
Pickerel
Preference to adj
adja- appearing
locally known
known as
Lake and
cent
owners.
centions
owners
29, the
Lake, in sections 20,
20, 21, 22, 27, 28, and
and 29,
the owners of
of adjacent
adjacent
lands shall have a
a preference
right to
purchase such
lands so
so surveyed
surveyed
preference right
to purchase
such lands
a period
period of ninety
for a
ninety days after
after the
the filing
of the
the approved
plat of
of
filing of
approved plat
State swamp land sesurvey in
in the
land office
Marquette, Michigan,
se- such
such survey
the United
United States
States
land
office at
at
Marquette,
Michigan,
lection.
lection.
to
to be
he appraised
appraised at
at not
not less than $1.25
$1.25 per acre, and that the State
vol
9,
50.
p.
of
Michigan
Vol. 9, p. 120.
be allowed
of Michigan be
allowed to
to select
such of
of the
the lands
lands as
as may
may have
have inured
inured
select such
roviso.
to
the State
State under
to the
under the
the Act
Act of
of September
September 28,
28, 1850
1850 (Ninth
Statutes
Proviso.
(Ninth Statutes
a
Prior rights not
Prir
not af-f- at
at Large,
Large, page
519)::Provided,
page 519)
Provided, That nothing
nothing herein contained
contained shall
fected.
have the effect
the rights
rights of
effect of defeating
defeating the
of any
person or
or the
the State
State
any person
of Michigan
Michigan which may
may have attached
to such
such lands
lands or
or any
any part
attached to
part
thereof.
Regulations.
Regulations.
SEC. 2. That the Secretary of the Interior is authorized to make
SEC. 2. That the Secretary of the Interior is authorized to make
all necessary
necessary regulations to
carry out
provisions of
of this
this Act.
Act.
to carry
out the
the provisions
Approved,
7, 1924.
1924.
Approved, June
June 7,
Publiclands.
Public lands.
Disposal
erroneDisposal of
of errone
ously
surveyed,
in
surveyed,
in
Michigan.
Michi.gan

June
7, 1924.
June7,

-S
iS 699.1
699.1
[Public,
No. 2
229.J
[Public, No.
2 2•J
Medicine
Meclic,ne Bow

NaNa-

tional
Forst,
Wto.
tional
Forest,
Lands
addedWyo.

CHAP.
307.-An Act Authorizing
Authorizing the addition
CITAP. 307.—An
addition of
certain lands
lands to
to the
Mediof certain
the Medicine Bow National
National Forest, Wyoming, and
for other
other purposes.
and for
purposes.

Be itit enacted
the Senate
Senate and
and House
H ouse of
ofRepresentatives
Representati
ves of the
Be
enacted by
by the
of the
United States
States of
of America
United
America in
Congress assembled,
That the
the President,
President,
in Congress
assembled, That
upon recommendation
Secretary of Agriculture and the Secupon
recommendation of the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior, is hereby authorized
authorized to
to add
the Medicine
Medicine
add to
to the
Bow National
public lands
National Forest the public
lands within
and 15
within townships
townships 14
14 and
15
north, range 77 west,
west, sixth principal
Wyoming,
principal meridian,
meridian, State
State of
of Wyoming,
which may be determined
determined to be chiefly valuable
valuable for
for national
forest
national forest
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Designation of game

purposes,
and to
to designate
as aa game
refuge within
national andDesignation
such national
bird refugeoon. game
within such
game refuge
designate as
purposes, and
forest
the areas
which may
may be
suitable for the
be suitable
to be
determined to
be determined
areas which
forest the
protection
of game
game animals
animals and
birds.
and birds.
propagation of
and propagation
protection and
H unti ng,etc.,within,
ith
SEC. 2.
it shall
be unlawful
unlawful for
any person
person to
pursue, unlanu'tcl.
hunt, pursue,
to hunt,
for any
shall be
That it
2. That
SEC.
unl
kill,
capture,
or
molest
any
game
animal
or
any
bird
within
such
within
bird
any
or
animal
game
any
kill, capture, or molest
designated
accordance with
with rules
and regulations
regulations
rules and
in accordance
except in
refuge except
designated refuge
of
the
Secretary
of
Agriculture.
of the Secretary of Agriculture.
Existing entries, etc.,
S
EC. 3.
3. That
the provisions
provisions of
of this
shall not
any valid nota ffd" "etc..
affect any
not affect
Act shall
this Act
That the
SEC.
existing
location, or
or entry
entry under
under the
the land
land laws
of the United
laws of
claim, location,
existing claim,
States, whether
whether for
for homestead,
homestead, mineral,
right of
other
any other
way, or any
of way,
mineral, right
States,
purpose,
nor the
the rights
of any
any claimant,
claimant, locator,
locator, or entryman to noPuaffnieschtemde.nt for viorights of
purpose, nor
the full
and enjoyment
enjoyment of
of such
such land.
land.
use and
full use
the
etc
provisions, etc.
lating provisions,
Act lating
provision of this Act
SEC. 4.
4. That
That any
any person
who violates
violates any
any provision
person who
SEC.
or
of
any
rule
or
regulation
promulgated
hereunder
shall
guilty
guilty
be
shall
hereunder
promulgated
regulation
or
or of any rule
of
misdemeanor and
upon conviction
thereof shall
be fined
fined not
shall be
conviction thereof
and upon
a misdemeanor
of a
both.
or
more
than
$500
or
imprisoned
for
more
than
one
year,
not
for
imprisoned
or
more than $500
Approved,
June
7,
1924.
7,
June
Approved,
a

CHAP. 308.-An
308.—An Act
To confer
the United
District
States District
United States
upon the
jurisdiction upon
confer jurisdiction
Act To
CHAP.
American
Court, Northern
District of
of California,
to adjudicate
claims of
of American
the claims
adjudicate the
California, to
Northern District
Court,

u l.

June 7,
7 1924.
1924.
1192.1
[S. 1192.1
[Public,
No.
230.1
[Public. No. 230.]

[s.

citizens.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
and House
the Bering
Bering Sea
Sea seal
shseal fishof the
Representatives of
of Representatives
House of
the Senate
Senate and
Be it
United
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
jurisdiction
be,
be,
ingli.
That
Jurisdiction
assembled,
United States of America in Congress
Claims of
of Americans
Americans
for damages for
for unlawand it
it is
conferred upon
upon the
the United
District Court,
Court, fordamages
unlawStates District
United States
hereby,.,conferred
is hereby
and
ful seizures
vessels,
of vessels
seizres of
fu
the claims
determine the
Northern District
District of California,
California, to hear and determine
claims etc.,
Northern
1886-1896, to be
1886-1896,
of
heirs and
and legal
representatives, for
for d
ii ages adjudicated..
adudieated
damages
legal representatives,
their heirs
citizens, their
American citizens,
of American
or
occasioned by
resulting from
from the
the seizure,
detention, sale,
seizure, detention,
or resulting
by or
loss occasioned
or loss
or interference
interference with
with their
their voyage
the United
States of
of vessels
vessels
United States
by the
voyage by
or
charged with
unlawful sealing
and water contiguous
Bering Sea and
the Bering
m the
sealing in
with unlawful
charged
thereto and
of the
during the
the years 1886
1886 to
limit during
three-mile limit
the three-mile
outside of
and outside
thereto
1896,
inclusive,
and
to
enter
judgment
therefor.
Submission to C:iiC.111Submission
therefor.
1896, inclusive, and to enter judgment
fornia northern district
district
S
EC. 2.
all American
citizens whose
whose rights
affected by
by tornianorthern
were affected
rights were
American citizens
That all
2. That
SEC.
court.
referred to oourt
said
seizure, detention,
interference specifically referred
or interference
sale, or
detention, sale,
said seizure,
in
section 1
years 1886
1896, inclusive, may
to 1896,
1886 to
the years
during the
hereof during
1 hereof
in section
submit to
the United
United States
States District
District Court
Court in
for the
the Northern
Northern Authority o
court.
of court.
and for
in and
to the
submit
District
claims thereunder,
thereunder, and
and the
the court
court shall
shall
torito
their claims
California their
of California
District of
Time
limit.
nmelimit.
render judgment
judgment thereon.
thereon.
render
S
EC. 3.
That claims
claims not
two years
the
from the
years from
within two
presented within
not presented
3. -That
SEC.
passage
of this
shall hereafter
hereafter be
debarred.
be forever debarred.
Act shall
this Act
passage of
Approved,
June
7,
1924.
Approved, June 7, 1924.
saj

June 7, 1924.
1924.
June

authorizing an
CHAP. 309.—An
an Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
Act authorizing
amend an
To amend
Act To
309.-An Act
CHAP.
appropriation to
proportionate expenses
expenses of
of providing
drainage system
system
providing aa drainage
meet proportionate
to meet
appropriation
for
of Nevada
Newlands reclamareclamathe Newlands
within the
Nevada within
State of
the State
in the
lands in
Indian lands
Piute Indian
for Piute
tion
of the
Service," approved
approved February
February 14, 1923.
Reclamation Service,"
the Reclamation
project of
tion project

[S. 12t03.
IS. 1203.]
[Public, No. Ml.]

[Pubic, No. 231.

Be
it enacted
the Senate
and House
Representatives of the Piute Indians, Neof Representatives
House of
Senate and
by the
enacted by
Be it
United
of America
Congress assembled,
That the
the Act
Act enen- vada.
vada.
assembled, That
in Congress
America in
States of
United States
titled "An
authorizing an
to meet
meet proportionate
proportionate vol. '
appropriation to
an appropriation
Act authorizing
"An Act
titled
expenses
drainage system
for Piute
Piute Indian
Indian lands
in
lands in
system for
a drainage
providing a
of providing
expenses of
the
project of
of
reclamation project
Newlands reclamation
the Newlands
within the
Nevada within
of Nevada
State of
the State
the
approved February 14, 1923, be, and the
Service," approved
Reclamation Service,"
the Reclamation
same is
is hereby,
hereby, amended
follows:
Amo-nt authoried
as follows:
to read
read as
amended to
same
"That there
there is
is hereby
any foNgatortitahnoc=
t lldso. l
fordr
out of any
appropriated, out
to be
be appropriated,
authorized to
hereby authorized
"That
money in the Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
the sum
of iret
rechaluiin Newlands redama
sum of
money in the Treasury
$49,603.06,
payable
in
twenty
annual
installments
a
$2,500
each,
each,
$2,500
of
installments
annual
$49,603.05, payable in twenty
except
last, which
shall be
remaining unpaid,
unpaid, for
for the
amount remaining
the amount
be the
which shall
the last,
except the
42

1"246.
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CONGRESS.
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Reimbrsement.
Reimbursement.

June ?,
7, 1924.
June
1924.

[S. 1308.]
1308.1
jS.
[Public, No. 222.1
232.]

Temoak Indians,
Indians,
Temoak
Nevada.
Purchase of land, etc.,
Purchaseoflandete-.
authorised for homeless,
Valley
ess, at
at Ruby Valley.

Proviso.

Retention of title.
Retenton

7, 1924.
June 7,

Is. 13M.]
nom
[s.

[Public,
2133
i[Pbe, No. 233.1

SEss.
CHs. 309-311.
I.. CHS.
309-311.
SEss. I

1924.
1924.

purpose of
of meeting
the proportionate
providing a
draina drainof providing
expense of
proportionate expense
meeting the
purpose
age
system for
four thousand
thousand eight
eight hundred
hundred and
and eighty-seven
acres
eighty-seven acres
age system
for four
of Piute
Pinto Indian
lands in
of Nevada
Newlands
of
Indian lands
in the
the State
State of
Nevada within
within the
the Newlands
project
of the
Service.
project of
the Reclamation
Reclamation Service.
"The
money herein
to be
be appropriated
appropriated shall
shall be
be re"The money
herein authorized
authorized to
reimbursed in
in accordance
accordance with
law applicable
applicable to
to
provisions of
of law
with the
the provisions
imbursed
said
Indian lands."
lands."
said Indian
Approved, June
June 7,
7, 1924.
1924.
Approved,
CHAP.
Authorizing an
appropriation to enable
enable the
the Secretary
Secretary
an appropriation
Act Authorizing
CHAP. 310.—An
310.-An Act
of
purchase a
a tract of land, with sufficient water right attached,
attached,
of the
the Interior
Interior to
to purchase
for the
the use and occupancy
occupancy of the Temoak
Temoak Band
Band of
of homeless
homeless Indians, located at
at
Nevada.
Ruby Valley,
Valley, Nevada.

the
Representatives of the
H02186 of
of Representatives
and House
Senate and
Be itit enacted
enacted by the Senate

Congress assembled,
assembled, That the sum of
America in Congress
United States
States of America

$25,000,
or so
so much
thereof as
may be
be necessary,
auis hereby
hereby auas may
necessary, is
much thereof
$25,000, or
thorized
to be
appropriated, out
out of
of any
in the
the United
States
United States
any moneys
moneys in
be appropriated,
thorized to
Treasury not
not otherwise
the Secretary
Secretary of
of
to enable
enable the
appropriated, to
otherwise appropriated.,
Treasury
the
Interior to
to purchase
tract of
of land,
land, with
right
the Interior
purchase aatract
with sufficient
sufficient water
water right
attached, for
the use
and occupancy
Temoak Band
Band of
of homeattached,
for the
use and
occupancy of
of the
the Temoak
homeless Indians,
Ruby Valley,
Provided, That
That the
the
Valley, Nevada:
Nevada: Provided,
less
Indians, located
located at
at Ruby
title to
said land
is to
to be
States for
for the
the benefit
benefit
title
to said
land is
be held
held in
in the
the United
United States
of said
said Indians.
of
Indians.
Approved,
June 7,
1924.
Approved, June
7, 1924.
311.—An Act For the relief of settlers and town-site
occupants of
town-site occupants
CHAP. 311.-An

certain lands
in the
the Pyramid
Lake Indian
certain
lands in
Pyramid Lake
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Nevada.
Nevada.

Be it
Be
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
Representatives of the
and House
House of
of Representatives
the
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the SecSecThat the
Congress
authorized
sell to
settlers or
their
authorized to
to sell
to settlers
or their
Nevada.
transferees, under
under such
terms, conditions,
conditions, and
and price
price per
per acre
the
acre as
as the
such terms,
ontransferees,
setters on
NeSa'to
Sales to settlers
in, occupiedetcsaid
lands
Secretary may prescribe,
prescribe, any
any lands
the Pyramid
Pyramid Lake
Lake
landsln,oecupied,etC.,
said Secretary
lands in
in the
by them 21 years or
more.
Indian Reservation
in the
the State
of Nevada,
Nevada, that
settled
ore.
Indian
1 yea
Reservation, in
State of
that have
have been
been settled
upon,
and improved
by said
upon, occupied,
occupied, and
improved by
said settlers
settlers and
and their
their transtransferees in
in good
good faith
faith for
for a
of twenty-one
period of
twenty-one years
years or
or more
more
ferees
a period
Acreage
Prorisos.limit.
immediately .preceding
passage of
of this
this Act:
Act: Provided,
Provided, Th
atno
no
That
preceding the
the passage
immediately
cresae limit.
r e than six hundred and forty acres shall be sold to an y o
Private
entry more
ne
than six hundred and forty acres shall be sold to any one
cash entrymo
Private cash
ales, etc.
sales,
per,o:n
corporation: Provided
Provided further,
said sales
shall be
be
person or
or corporation:
further, That
That said
sales shall
has been shown to the
by private
private cash entry
entry after it has
the satisfaction
satisfaction of
of
the Secretary of the Interior that the lands applied for have
have been
been
settled
occupied, and
settled upon,
upon, occupied,
and improved
improved as
as required
required by
by this
this Act,
Act, and
and
in
to such
per acre
be fixed
fixed by
the Secretary
Secretary
in addition to
such price
price per
acre as
as may
may be
by the
Interior all entrymen
hereunder shall pay the
of the Interior
entrymen hereunder
the same
same fees and
and
as provided
by law
law where
where public
lands are
are disposed
disposed of
of
public lands
provided by
commissions as
roceeds to credit of commissions
Proceeds
at $1.25
acre. The
of said
said sales
be deposited
Flute
Indians on
roe- at
Piute Indians
$1.25 per
per acre.
The proceeds
proceeds of
sales shall
shall be
deposited in
in
on reservation.
the Treasury
frvation
the
Treasury of the United States and be subject to appropriations
Piute Indians
Indians of
of the said Pyramid Lake
by Congress for the Piute
Lake Indian
Indian
Reservation.
Reservation.
Wadsworth,
Nevada.
S
EC. 2.
the Secretary
Interior is
is also
also authorized
to
authorized to
the Interior
of the
Secretary of
That the
2. That
SEC.
radsworattivad
W
survey,
platting,
and
s ,of
town lots,
have aa survey
lots.
and plat
made of
of the
Wadsworth, in
sale
of town
have
survey and
plat made
the town
town of
of Wadsworth,
said
in said
R S.,
,e.sec. 2384,
2, p.4
Lake Indian
Reservation, and
and thereafter
Indian Reservation,
thereafter sell
sell the
the unpatunpatR.
P. 436. Pyramid Lake
ented lands embraced in
provided for
for by
in the
the said town
town as
as provided
by section
section
2384 of the Revised Statutes of the United States, and on compliance
the purchasers
the lots
acquire title
title
Prorin.
ance with
with said statute the
purchasers of
of the
lots shall
shall acquire
Proriaos.
reservations for In- as provided
Provided, That any lands
Reservations
provided for by the said statute:
statute: Provided,
dians. di
within
limits of
a said
for Indian
school purposes
or
within the
the limits
said town
town used
used for
Indian school
purposes or
for other public use for Indians shall be, and the same are hereby,
id Lke
Lake In
America in
in
of America
States of
United States
In-_United
Praid
dian
Pyralt
a sery
retary of
the Interior
is hereby
retary
of the
Interior is
hereby
Reservation.
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CONGRESS. SESS.
SEss. I.
Cns. 311,
312.
SIXTY-EIGHTH
I. CHS.
311,312.
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Lots to Washoe
reserved from
town site,
site, and
and the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Interior,
reserved
from said
said town
of the
Interior, County
to school
Lots for
Washoe
uses.
upon
to him
him of
of the
the sum
of
$100,
is
hereby
authorized
to
upon payment
payment to
sum of $100, is hereby authorized to
convey by
of Washoe
convey
by patent to
to the
the board
board of
of county
county commissioners
commissioners of
Washoe
County,
or other
other proper
proper school
officials of
of the
of
County, Nevada,
Nevada, or
school officials
the town
town of
Wadsworth,
Nevada, the
as lots
to
Wadsworth, Nevada,
the lands
lands now
now known
known as
lots thirty-eight
thirty-eight to
forty-seven,
inclusive, of
of block
block two
of Wadsworth,
Wadsworth, as
as
rch
by Idi
forty-seven, inclusive,
two in
in said
said town
town of
Purchases by Indian
surveyed in
T. K.
Stewart: Provided
Provided further,
That if
if there
there residents
surveyed
in 1898
1898 by
by T.
K. Stewart:
further, That
residents alJowed.
allowed.
are any Indians residing
residing in said town and
possession of
and
and in
in possession
of and
claiming
any lots
lots therein
they shall
shall have
the same
same rights
rights of
of purpurclaiming any
therein they
have the
Proceeds to credit of
chase under
under the
the said
said statute
of the
chase
statute as
as white
white citizens.
citizens. The
The proceeds
proceeds of
the Piute Indians.
Indians.
deposited in
Treasury of
of
sale of lands in said town
town shall also be
be deposited
in the Treasury
the
be used
by the
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
Interior for
for Available
the United
United States
States and
and be
used by
the Secretary
Avaable
3r
far
surveys, etc.
etc.
the
Indians of
Pyramid Lake
Lake Indian
and the
the veys,
the Piute
Piute Indians
of the
the Pyramid
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, and
proceeds derived from the sale of lands under
o:: this Act are
under section 1
1 oe
hereby
available for
for use
by the
the Secretary
of the
the Interior
Interior in
in
hereby made
made available
use by
Secretary of
making such surveys or resurveys
resurveys within the said town site of Wadsworth as
as may
carry out
provisions of
Act. Formertitlestoland
worth
may be
be necessary
necessary to
to carry
out the
the provisions
of this
this Act.
Formertitles to lands
S
EC. 3.
3. That
That titles
titles to
to lands
in said
said Pyramid
Indian ReservaReserva- in
in the Reservation
Reservation conconSEC.
lands in
Pyramid Lake
Lake Indian
firmed.
tion
acquired by
by patents
issued by
by the
the United
United States
States to
to firmed.
tion acquired
patents heretofore
heretofore issued
any railroad
railroad company,
company, individual, or the
the State of
of Nevada,
Nevada, or by
certification
the State
are hereby
hereby confirmed.
confirmed.
certification to
to the
State of
of Nevada,
Nevada, are
Sales within 90 day
Sales within 90 days
a
SEC. 4.
All sales
sales in
accordance with
with section
this Act
Act shall
shall be
be after
SEC.
4. All
in accordance
section 11of
of this
after pritce
price fed.
fixed.
made through the local land office
office within ninety
ninety days after the
price of
of the
shall have
been fixed
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Proviso.
price
the land
land shall
have been
fixed by
P
Interior: Provided,
Provided, That
is not
made within
within the
the time
time Possession
Possession for use of
of
Interior:
That where
where entry
entry is
not made
Indians if entry not
specified,
ads if entry not
specified, the United
United States shall enter upon the premises and
and take made.
possession thereof for the use and benefit
benefit of the Piute Indians of
the Pyramid
Pyramid Lake
Lake Indian Reservation.
Reservation.
Approved,
1924.
Approved, June
June 7,
7, 1924.

distribution of captured
CHAP. 312.-An
312.—An Act To provide for the
the equitable
equitable distribution
captured
war devices and trophies to the States and Territories of the United States and
and
to the District of Columbia.

June 7, 1924.
[S. 1376.)
[Public,
[Public, No. 234.)

[S. 1376.1
No. 234.

Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
and House
House of
Representatives of
of the
the United
United World
Be
it enacted
Senate and
of Representatives
orld War
ar trohi
trophies.
States of America in
That the
the Secretary
War be,
be, Pro
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
Secretary of
of War
Pro rtat
rata apportion
apportioning and distribution to
apportion and distribute inatnd
un
and he is hereby, authorized and directed
directed to apportion
States, edtc"b,
ete., of guns,
taken from
front OerGerpro
several States
States and
and Territories,
Territories, and
and possessions
possessions of
of etc.,
pro rata
rata among
among the
the several
etc.,
taken
many and allied nathe
United States
the District
of Columbia
Columbia in
in corresponding
corresponding tions.
the United
States and
and the
District of
o and llied
ratio
the total
total number
number of
of men
men serving
serving in
the armed
forces of
of the
the
ratio as
as the
in the
armed forces
provided, from each State, Territory,
United States, as
as hereinafter provided,
United
Territory,
United States
States and
and the District of Columbia
or possession
of the
or
possession of
the United
Columbia
total number
number of men so
so serving
from all
bears to
to the total
bears
serving from
all States, TerriTerritories, possessions,
possessions, and
of Columbia,
Coltunbia, all
all guns
guns and
and
and the
the District
District of
tories,
other
howitzers with their respective carriages,
howitzers
carriages, machine guns, and other
war
and trophies
for distribution
distribution and
and captured
captured by
by
war devices
devices and
trophies suitable
suitable for
or
surrendered to
to the
the armed
armed forces
forces of
the United
States from
the Retention
or surrendered
of the
United States
from the
tntocr
Army
fcr Azmy,
etc., and
armed forces
forces of Germany
Germany and
and allied
allied nations,
armed
nations, with
the exception
exception of
of museums, etc,
with the
and
national monuments.
such guns,
guns, howitzers,
such
howitzers, carriages,
carriages, machine
machine guns,
guns, and
and other
other war
war devices
devices national monuments.
be required
purposes, or for
and
trophies as
as may
may be
required for experimental
experimental purposes,
for
and trophies
actual
the armed
armed forces
of the
United States;
the further
further
actual use
use by
by the
forces of
the United
States; and
and the
exception of
of such
of the
the devices
devices aforementioned
as may
may be
exception
such of
aforementioned as
be required
required

for display in national
national museums, at national
national homes for disabled
disabled

volunteer soldiers,
purposes in Arlington
volunteer
soldiers, or for monumental
monumental purposes
Arlington National
National
national cemeteries,
Cemetery
Cemetery and
and in other national
cemeteries, national
national parks, and
national monuments
situated.
national
monuments wheresoever
wheresoever situated.
Compilation made of
foroes
from
.om
of this
this Act the
heretofore armed
armed fmts
SEC. 2.
2. That
That for
purposes of
SEc.
for the
the purposes
the reports
reports heretofore
States, etc., drying
Stats,
eM.to one
I so
compiled under the direction of the Secretary .of War
War showing the World
War,
distaibutIon.
number
the armed
armed forces
forces of
States accredited
accredited boots
number of
of men
men in
in the
of the
the United
United States
bais of
tdisitOa
to each
each State,
Territory, and
and possession
possession of
of the
the United
States, and
and
United States,
State, Territory,
to
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to
the District
District of
Columbia, either
or by
to the
of Columbia,
either by
by enlistment
enlistment or
by the
the process
process
of
Service Act,
Act, or
otherwise drawn
drawn into
becoming
of the
the Selective
Selective Service
or otherwise
into and
and becoming
an
integral part
part of
the armed
forces of
the United
United States
during
an integral
of the
armed forces
of the
States during
the period
period April
April 7,
7, 1917,
to November
11, 1918,
allotment
the
1917, to
November 11,
1918, and
and the
the allotment
of war
war trophies
for distribution
distribution among
among the
several States,
States,
of
trophies suitable
suitable for
the several
Territories,
and possessions,
and the
the District
District of
of Columbia,
Territories, and
possessions, and
Columbia, shall
shall
Prompt
detailed noPrompt detailed
no- serve
serve as the
the basis
basis of
of distribution.
distribution. As
As soon
soon as
as practicable
practicable after
after the
the
tice
to executives
of
tiee to
executives of
States, etc.,
etc., o
of apporappor- date
upon which
which this
this Act
shall become
effective the Secretary
Secretary of
of
states,
date upon
Act shall
become effective
tionment.
War shall cause the chief executive
executive of
several States,
States,
of each of the several
Territories, and
the Commissioners
of the
Territories,
and possessions,
possessions, and
and the
Commissioners of
the District
District
of
Columbia to
of the
and quantity
of Columbia
to be
be informed
informed of
the character
character and
quantity of
of war
war
Invitation
to esti
desigand trophies
trophies apportioned
apportioned thereto,
invite each
devices and
thereto, and
and shall
shall invite
each such
such
naiteacenptnce
nate
acceptance,
etc. devices
chief executive
and the
the Commissioners
Commissioners of
of the
District of
Columbia
chief
executive and
the District
of Columbia
to
such material
as will
will be
be accepted
on board
board common
common
to designate
designate such
material as
accepted free
free on
carrier
at the
and to
to designate
the point
point or
carrier at
the point
point of
of storage
storage and
designate the
or points
points
to
which the
accepted material
material is
is to
to be
be shipped
without expense
expense to
to
to which
the accepted
shipped without
the
States, other
other than
than that
packing and
the
the United
United States,
that of
of packing
and loading
loading at
at the
point
point of
of storage.
storage.
oShiPmentc
oeti SEC.
apportionment of
of Shipment
acceptance,onetc.tnotice
SEC. 3. Shipment of the apportionment
of each State,
State, Territory,
and possession,
shall be
be made
made
and
possession, and
and the
the District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia accepted
accepted shall
as soon
soon as
practicable after
after the
the chief
chief executive,
or the
commissioners
as
as practicable
executive, or
the commissioners
thereof, as
the case
may require,
require, shall
have informed
Secretary
thereof,
as the
case may
shall have
informed the
the Secretary
of War that such
of
District will
will accept
such State, Territory, possession,
possession, or
or District
accept
take possession
thereof as
and take
possession thereof
as h.ereinbefore
hereinbefore provided
provided for
for and
and will
will
relieve
the United
United States
States of
of all
all responsibility
for the
delivery
relieve the
responsibility-for
the safe
safe delivery
of the
whatsoever
expenses whatsoever
and expenses
costs, and
all charges,
charges, costs,
and of
of all
material and
of
the material
Apr.
Proviso.
Disposition
ap- connected
connected with
the transportation
thereof: Provided,
That if
the
Disposition of
of awith the
transportation thereof:
Provided, That
if the
P"
ti men
i
f"ye
t
"
chief executive
executive or
or the
the commissioners
of any
cepte'ds'iost
:a
commissioners of
any State,
State, Territory,
Territory,
cepted
withitn
one
ar. chief
possession, or
or District,
District, shall
not, within
within one
after notification
notification
possession,
shall not,
one year
year after
of the character
with the
character and quantity
quantity of
of the
the apportionment,
apportionment, file
file with
the
Secretary
Secretary of
acceptance and
agreement, such
such apportionapportionof War
War such acceptance
and agreement,
ment,
shall be
as surplus
surplus property
ment, or any
any part thereof, shall
be sold
sold as
property as
as it
it
then
it then
then is,
or shall
be destroyed-all
destroyed—all as
as the
the Secretary
Secretary
is, or
shall be
is and
and where
where it
Rejected portion
then is
Rejected
portions.
of War,
his discretion,
like action
action shall
be
of
War, in
in his
discretion, shall
shall determine;
determine; and
and like
shall be
taken in
the rejected
rejected portion
portion of
of any
in respect
respect of the
any apportionment
apportionment
accepted
accepted in part
only, and
and war
devices and
considered by
by
part only,
war devices
and trophies
trophies considered
Charges to be paid the Secretary of War as unsuitable for distribution.
Charges to be paid the Secretary of War as unsuitable for distribution.
by the
Government.
SEC.
by
the Government.
SEC. 4. That all charges
charges for
packing,
for apportioning,
apportioning, segregating,
segregating, packing,
and
trophies and
devices for
for distribution
distribution to
the desigdesigand loading
loading war
war trophies
and devices
to the
nated point or points
points within
of the
the several
within each of
several States,
States, Territories,
Territories,
possessions, and the District of Columbia, as
and possessions,
provided for
for
as provided
herein, and
and for
for transportation
to national
herein,
transportation to
national museums,
museums, national
national homes
homes
for disabled volunteer
soldiers, national
national cemeteries,
and national
volunteer soldiers,
cemeteries, and
national
parks,
parks, and for the disposition of undistributed war devices
devices and
trophies shall
by the
the United
United States
States Government
trophies
shall be
be paid
paid by
Government from
from an
an
Rules
to be
made for
purpose.
for that
that purpose.
be appropriation
etc., to
to be
appropriation to
be made
Rules,, etc.
prescribed.
SEC.
pmcribed.
,
EC. 5. That the Secretary of
of War be,
be, and he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized
Amount
authorized
to
make
all
rules and
and regulations
regulations to
to carry
into effect.
this Act
Act into
effect.
carry this
all rules
authorized
to
make
Amount
for expenses.
expense.
SEC.
for
S
EC. 6. That to enable the Secretry of War
War to carry
out the
carry out
the
p
Post,Po,
p. 1345..
provisions of
of this
Act there
there is
is hereby
to be
be appropriated
provisions
this Act
hereby-authorized
authorized to
appropriated
out of any money in the United States
States Treasury
Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise
appropriated,
of $39,000,
$39,000, or
or so
much thereof
thereof as
as may
may be
be
so much
sum of
the sum
appropriated, the
Prowl°.
prwoi.o.
Use forcleaning,
necessary: Provided, That none of
of said
said sum
expended in
sum shall
shall be
be expended
in
orUse for cleaning, etc., necessary: Provided, That none
orbiddencleaning, cleaning, painting, or otherwise
otherwise reconditioning
reconditioning war
and
war devices
devices and
trophies prior to shipment.
shipment.
Approved,
June 7,
Approved, June
7, 1924.
1924.
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and Ferry Counties,
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Act To authorize
authorize the payment
payment of certain taxes
taxes to
to Stevens
Stevens
in
in the State
State of Washington, and for other purposes.

Tune 7,
1924.
June
7,1924.
[H. R.
R. 1414.]
1414.]
[H.
[Public, No.
No. 235.]

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the

United States of America
America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary

Stevens and Ferry
Conties,
d Ferry
Counties,
Wash.
directed
of
of the Interior be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and directed to
pay Payment
to pay
directed of
Pa ymlent
local
taxes to, on Colto Stevens and Ferry Counties, in the State of Washington,
Washington, as
as taxes
taxes vile
ville Indian
allotments.
Indianallotments.
Vol. 27, p. in.
2 of the
the Act of
claimed by said counties under section 2
of July
1, 1892,
July 1,
1892, vO'
27 p. 3.
relating to the payment of local taxes on allotted Colville Indian
Indian
lands, the following sums, to wit: To Stevens
Stevens County, $44,309.67;
$44,309.67; Pro0
Proviso.
Provided, That there
there may
to Ferry County, $71,458: Provided,
may be
be deducted
Deductions of sums
deducted Deductions
sums
Indian tuition.
from
Secretary of the Interior such
such sum
sum or
from said amounts
amounts by the Secretary
or paid
paid for
or Indian
tuition.
sums as he may find have
have been
been paid
said counties
Indian
paid to
to said
counties for
for Indian
of other rates.
tuition; also the excess,
excess, if
if any, where the rate
rate based
based on
the value
value of
of ExePas
on the
Excessofotherrates
Indian allotments may be found to be in excess
excess of the rate on
on taxable land.
land.
Amount authorized
SEC.
is hereby
hereby authorized
SEC. 2. That there is
authorized to
to be
be appropriated
appropriated out
out forApaynent
for payment.
ozed
of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, $115,767.67
$115,767.67
necessary, for the payment
or so much thereof
thereof as may be necessary,
payment of
of said
said
sums to said counties,
counties, as provided
provided in the foregoing
foregoing section.
section.
Approved, June 7, 1924.

CHAP. 314.-An
314.—An Act To repeal an Act authorizing the construction
construction of
of

bridges across the Great
Great Kanawha
Kanawha River.

June 7, 1924.
1924.

[S. 161l4.]
16141
[Public,
[Public, No.
No. 236.]
236.1

s.

Be it
Senate and
it enacted by the Senate
and House
Representatives of
House of
of Representatives
of the
the Great
. Kanawha
United States
States of America
America in
in Conqress
assembled, That the Act
Act of
United
Congress assembled,
of Biver.
River.
awh a
Authority for bridges
Congress
entitled "An
^uthorietyforbridge
Congress entitled
"An Act to authorize the construction
construction of bridges across,
repealed.
across the Great Kanawha
Vol. 24,
24, p.
p. 472,
472 reKanawha River below the falls, and to prescribe Vol.
repealed.
the dimensions of the same,"
same," approved
approved March
March 3, 1887,
1887, be, and the Peed.
same is, hereby repealed.
repealed.
Approved,
Approved, June 7, 1924.
1924.
CHAP. 315.—An
315.-An Act To amend an Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act for the regulation
regulation

of the practice of dentistry in
in the District of Columbia,
and for
Columbia, and
the protection
protection
for the
of the people from empiricism
empiricism in relation
thereto," approved June
relation thereto,"
June 6,
and
6, 1892,
1892, and
Acts amendatory
amendatory thereof.
thereof.

7, 19'24.
June 7,
1924.

[S. 1785.1
[Public,
237.1
[Public, No.
No. 237.]

s.1i785.)

Be it
enacted by the Senate and
House of Representatives
Representatives of
it enacted
and House
the
of the
United States of America
Anerica in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That unless
unless preDentistry,
Practicing D
as
dentist
assembled, That
pre- Practicing
as dentist
11 yiretnst vnl es s
viously qualified
qualified as provided by law it shall be
be unlawful
unlawful for
for any
any fior oral
oidetc.,
teul
person
not licensed
a dentist within the meaning
Act to
person not
licensed as a
meaning of this Act
to
.C.

r
censed

,e e ,un iaw iui .

practice dentistry
dentistry within the District of Columbia, and it shall likewise be unlawful
unlawful for any person to follow the occupation
occupation of oral
hygienist in said District without having first complied with the
provisions of this Act and having been registered as hereinafter
hereinafter
provided.
provided.
of
SEC.
Bad
of
S
EC. 2. That no person shall be eligible for appointment
appointment upon the mrers.d
board of dental
for five years next
dental examiners
examiners who has not been for
next

preceding his appointment
a resident
preceding
appointment a
resident of and in the active
active and reputable practice
practice of dentistry
dentistry in the District of Columbia. AppointAppointtable
ments shall be for a
a term of five years
years or until their successors
successors are
appointed
appointed and qualified,
qualified, and shall be from a
a list of three to seven
seven
eligibles submitted by the dental societies of the District of
of Columbia;
no officer
bia; and
and no
officer or member of the faculty of any dental school or
college shall be eligible for appointment
said board.
appointment upon said
board.
SEc.
organize by electing
S
EC. 3. The board of dental examiners shall organize
electing
from its members aa president
president and a
a secretary-treasurer,
secretary-treasurer, who shall
give bond to the United States in the sum of $2,500. The board
board
m

denial ex-

dent

el

Qualacidions•
Qualifications.
Appointment, etc.

Appointmtetc.

Ineligibles.
InepO't

b,"

"'ete

b="11211tiffi; etc-, of
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shall
make and
and adopt
adopt such
and regulations,
regulations, not
inconsistent
not inconsistent
rules and
such rules
shall make
hold in January
herewith,
deems necessary;
it shall
January and June
June
shall hold
necessary; it
it deems
as it
herewith, as
of each
each year,
year, in
such place
as may
designated by said board, exbe designated
may be
place as
in such
of
for licenses as
aminations to
the fitness
fitness of
as
applicants for
of applicants
determine the
to determine
aminations
Proviso.
dentists
and
oral
hygienists,
respectively,
under
this
Act:
Provided,
Act: Provided,
this
under
respectively,
hygienists,
concur-- dentists and oral
roi°y concur
Majority
That the
the concurrence
concurrence of
of a
majority of
of said
board shall
be necessary
necessary
shall be
said board
rence
a majority
That
necessary.
rence necessary%
to grant
either aa license
license as dentist or oral
respectively, either
revoke, respectively,
or revoke,
grant or
to
hygienist, under
under this Act.
Act.
hygienist,
Seal, record, registry.
Sac.
The board
board of
of dental
have an
an official
official seal,
seal,
shall have
examiners shall
dental examiners
4. The
SEC. 4.
sea, red egistry.
and
record of
its proceedings,
proceedings, a
acomplete
complete record
record of the
of its
a record
keep a
shall keep
and shall
credentials of
licensee, a
aregister
register of
of persons
persons licensed
licensed as dentists
each licensee,
of each
credentials
and
oral hygienists,
hygienists, and
of licenses
revoked. A transcript of
by it revoked.
licenses by
and of
and oral
an
such records,
certified by
by the
the secretary-treasurer
secretary-treasurer under
under
records, certified
in such
entry in
an entry
seal
of
the
board,
shall
be
evidence
of
the
facts
therein
stated.
therein stated.
facts
the
of
evidence
be
shall
board,
the
of
seal
Power to secure tesS
EC. 5.
The said
board shall
require the attendance
power to require
have power
shall have
said board
SEC.
5. The
tor
to secure ta
timony.
of persons
persons and
the production
production of books and papers and to require
and the
of
such persons
persons to
to testify
in any
any and
all matters
matters within its jurisdiction.
and all
testify in
such
The president
president and
and secretary-treasurer
secretary-treasurer of the
the board shall
shall have power
power
The
to
issue subpoenas
subpoenas and
each shall
have authority
authority to
to administer
oaths.
oaths.
administer
have
shall
each
and
issue
to
ence to justice TT_
duly
when
of Refer
supreme
court
to Up on the failure
failure
of
any
person
to
attend
as
a
when
witness,
a
as
attend
to
person
any
of
the
Upon
ofRspreme tcourt
by said
compel attendance,
etc. subpoenaed,
subpoenaed, or
or to
roduce documents
documents when
directed by
duly directed
when duly
to produce
attendanceetc.
compel
board, the
board shall
have power
to refer
refer the
said matter to any
the said
power to
shall have
the board
board,
justice
of the Supreme
the District of Columbia,
Columbia, who may
Supreme Court of the
justice of
such
order the attendance
attendance of such witness, or the production
production of such
order
books
and papers,
or require
the said witness to testify, as the case
require
or
papers,
and
books
d as
a
Fal
Failure Punished
may be,
be, and
the failure
attend, to testify,
the witness to attend,
failure of the
contempt
of court.
upon the
and upon
may
t
contmptot
as the case
or
to produce
or papers,
case may be, such witness
papers, as
books or
such books
produce such
or to
may be
be punished
punished for
for contempt
contempt of court as for failure to obey aa
may
subpcena
issued
or
to
testify
in a
case pending
pending before
before said
said court.
court.
a case
subpoena issued or to testify in
sta
Powers of
Powers
of secretarysecretary-treasurer
S
EC. 6.
shall be
be the
the duty
duty of
of the
the secretary
-treasurer of the board
board
6. ItIt shall
SEC.
treasurer.
tresurer.
of dental
dental examiners
examiners to
to enforce
enforce the provisions
provisions of all laws relating
relating
of
to
and dental hygiene in the District of
practice of dentistry and
the practice
to the
Prosecutions
in police Columbia, and all violations of said laws shall be prosecuted in
prosecutiolsinpolice
Columbia,
and
all
violations
of said laws shall be prosecuted in
court. c o
the police court of the District
.
District of Columbia
Columbia by the corporation
corporation
counsel
or
one of his assistants.
or one
counsel
Annual reports to
SEC. 7.
7. The
dental examiners shall
shall make annual reports
of dental
board of
The board
to SEC.
commssioers.
commissioners.
to
the District
District Commissioners,
Commissioners, containing
containing aa statement
moneys
statement of moneys
to the
received and
disbursed, and
and a
summary of its official acts during
during the
a summary
and disbursed,
received
preceding year.
year.
porprececing
Applicatio ns for It
to practice dentistry within the
for I-SEC..
eApplicati
SEC. 8. Any person who
who desires to
cerise to practice.
secretary-treasurer of the
District of
Columbia shall
file with the secretary-treasurer
shall file
of Columbia
District
and
for aalicense,
application
a
board
of
dental
examiners
a
written
application
license, and
examiners
dental
of
board
furnish
satisfactory proof
proof that
he is
graduate of aadental
dental college
college
is aagraduate
that he
satisfactory
furnish
Fonts, etc.. requireetc., reuire- approved by the board.
board. Such application
application must be upon the form
morm,
ments.
accompanied by the
verified by oath, and accompanied
prescribed
by the
the board,
board, verified
prescribed by
required fee
fee and
unmounted autographed
autographed photograph
photograph of
a recent
recent unmounted
and a
required
the applicant.
applicant.
the
before
Examinations before
shall appractice dentistry
for aa license
license to
Sc.
bFaminatons
Sac. 9.
9. An
An applicant
applicant for
to practice
dentistry shall
ap board.
after
meeting
first
its
at
pear
examiners
after
dental examiners
board of dental
the board
before the
pear before
the
filing of
his application,
satisfactory examination,
examination,
application, and pass aa satisfactory
of his
the filing
consisting of
of practical
demonstrations and written or oral test, or
practical demonstrations
consisting
Subjects.
Subjects.
both, in the
the following
following subjects:
subjects: Anatomy,
Anatomy, anesthetics,
anesthetics, bacteriology,
bacteriology,
chemistry,
dentistry, oral
oral hygiene,
hygiene, oral surgery,
surgery,
operative dentistry,
histology, operative
chemistry, histology,
matena
physiology, prosthetic dentistry,
orthodontia, pathology,
pathology, physiology,
dentistry, materia
orthodontia,
medica,
therapeutics, and such other subjects
subjects as
and therapeutics,
metallurgy, and
medica, metallurgy,
Provisn8.
the board may from time to time direct: Provided, That the board
Exatnination
waived the board may from time to time direct: Provided, That the board
Examination waived
mav waive the theoretical
examiners may
if
applicant holds lili--of dental examiners
if applicant
theoretical examination
examination in
in the
the
similar
came
from simila
cense from
an applicant
applicant who
satisfactory to said board
board
proof satisfactory
furnishes proof
who furnishes
of an
case of
etc..case
State,
etc., board,
board, etc
tte, etc.,
that
from a
reputable dental
dental college
college of aa State
a reputable
graduate from
is aa graduate
he is
that he
or
Territory of
States, approved
approved by
by the
the board, and
United States,
the United
of the
or Territory
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dental board,
board, with
requirements equal
holds aalicense from aasimilar
similar dental
with requirements
equal
to
of the
the District
District of
and who,
who, for
five consecutive
consecutive
to those
those of
of Columbia
Columbia, and
for five

Prior practice necesPrior practice necessary.

reputable
of dentistry
State or
or Territory
of the
reputable practice
practice of
dentistry in
in the
the State
Territory of
the Unite.d
United
States from
from which he applies:
applies: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
the laws
laws of
of such
such
State or
accord equal
dentist of
of the
the District
State
or Territory
Territory accord
equal rights
rights to
to aa dentist
District

ofSuighet
ordins
t
of equal rights
to
District licencops„
trict
licensees.

his application
in the
lawful and
and
years next prior to filing
filing his
application, has
has been
been in
the lawful

of
holding a
from the
the board
board of
examiners
of Columbia
Columbia holding
a license
license from
of dental
dental examiners
of
District of
Columbia, who
his profession
profession
of the
the District
of Columbia,
who desires
desires to
to practice
practice his

in
such State
or Territory
of the
the of
United
States.
An
applicant
desiring
in such to
State
register
or Territory
in the District
of
United
Columbia
States.
under
Anthis
applicant
section

Subject to according

quired.ce

qureitence'

desiring to register in the District of Columbia under this section
must
the *
the board
board of dental
dental examiners
examiners with aa letter from
from the
must furnish the
secretary of the
of dental
examiners under
under seal
seal of
State
secretary
the board
board of
dental examiners
of the
the State
Territory of the
States from
which he applies, which
or Territory
the United
United States
from which
which
shall state
state that he has been in the lawful
lawful and
and reputable
reputable practice
practice
of dentistry
in the
the State
State from
he applies
applies for
for five
five years
years next
next
of
dentistry in
from which
which he
moral
prior to
to filing
filing his application, and
and shall
shall also
also attest
attest to his moral

etc.,

etc.,

character and
and professional
character
professional qualifications.
qualifications.
i
Issue of lice e
Sac. 10.
10. If
If such
passes the
the examination
examination and
and is
is of
of good
good Iright
ri
conferred.nse
such applicant
applicant passes
SEC.

and

license from the board
board of dental
moral character, he shall receive a
a license
attested by its seal, signed
signed by the members
members of the board,
examiners, attested
and registered
registered with the health
health officer, which after being registered
registered

with the
the health
health officer
be conclusive
conclusive evidence
of his
his right
right to
to
with
officer shall
shall be
evidence of

Duplicat
Du 1*

issued
ed

practice dentistry
dentistry in the District of Columbia.
Columbia. If
If the loss of aalost. P
license is satisfactorily
shown, a
duplicate thereof
satisfactorily shown,
a duplicate
thereof shall be issued
by the
upon payment
of the
fee.
by
the board
board upon
payment of
the required
required fee.
Sac.11.
person of
good moral
moral character,
character, being
being not
noe less
less than
than Qualficatons
VliglitLitior
reg.
SEC. 11. Any
Any person
of good
forregeighteen
desires to
as an
an oral
oral hygienist
hygienist istrationas.
istration as.
to register
register as
years of
of age,
age, who
who desires
eighteen years
in
the District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, and
and files
in the
files with
with the
the secretary-treasurer
secretary-treasurer
application for a
a license,
of the board of dental
dental examiners
examiners aawritten application
furnishes satisfactory
proof that
he is
is a
graduate of
of a
atraining
training
and furnishes
satisfactory proof
that he
a graduate
school
for oral
of not
not less
less than
than one
one
school for
oral hygienists
hygienists requiring
requiring aa course
course of
Application.
academic year,
and approved
of dental
dental examiners,
examiners, may
may Appliction.
board of
year, and
approved by
by the
the board
academic
make
hygienist in the District
District
make application
application to be licensed
licensed as
as an oral hygienist
prescribed by the board, verified
verified by
of Columbia upon the form prescribed
oath, and accompanied
($10) and
a recent unaccompanied by the required fee ($10)
and a
mounted
autographed photo
graph of
applicant.
mounted autographed
photograph
of the
the applicant.
by
SEC.
S
EC. 12. An applicant for a
alicense
license as oral hygienist shall appear
appear dental
dental board.
hoard.
before the board of dental examiners
examination after
examiners at its first
first examination
after
the filing of his application
application and pass aasatisfactory
examination consatisfactory examination
sisting of
a practical
practical demonstrations
demonstrations and written
written or oral tests on such
such License
License issued
Issued on
on
subjects as
as the
the board
direct. If
applicant passes
passes the
the exex- passing.
passing.
board may
may direct.
If such
such applicant
subjects
amination
amination and is of good moral character,
character, he shall receive aalicense
license
examiners, attested by its seal, signed by
from the board of dental examiners,
registered with the
the members of the board, which after being registered
practice
health officer shall be conclusive evidence of his right to practice
Columbia according
as an oral hygienist in the District of Columbia
according to the
provisions
provisions of this
Act.
this Act.
if havSEC.
character and not less than ingApplications,
Appications.
haeS
EC. 13. Any person of good moral character
two years io
experience
under
licensed
eighteen years of
who within the
period of
of three
three months
imme- ense
under licensed
months immethe period
eighteen
of age
age who
dentists.
of this Act,
Act, shall
register his
diately following the passage
passage of
shall register
his name
name nts
with the Board of Dental Examiners,
Examiners, upon showing
showing two years actual
actual
experience under the direction
direction of a
dentist and passing
passing such
such
experience
a licensed dentist
examination
examination as the board may direct, may be licensed as an oral
oral
hygienist
the District
District of
of Columbia.
Columbia.
hygienist in the
Employment allowSEc.
S
EC. 14.
14. Any
Any licensed
dentist, public
public institution,
institution, or
author- ed by dntit,
licensed dentist,
or school
school authordentists, etc.
etc.
ity may employ such licensed
licensed oral hygienist, who may remove
remove calcic
deposits, accretions, and stains from the surfaces
surfaces of the teeth, but
but
shall
perform any
on the
the teeth
teeth or
tissues of
of the
the conitio
condi
ti
oa,
shall not
not perform
any other
other operation
operation on
or tissues
mouth. A
A registered oral hygienist
hygienist may operate only under the
general direction or supervision
supervision of aa licensed
licensed dentist, in his office
office
ice
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or
or other
other institution.
institution. The
The board
board of
dental
or in
in any
any public
public school
school or
of dental
examiners
may
suspend
or
revoke,
with
power
to
reinstate,
the
license
examiners
may
suspend
or
revoke,
with
power
to
reinstate,
the
license
h y g
ieest.
hygienist.
of any dentist
dentist who shall permit any oral hygienist, operating under
under
his supervision,
supervision, to
perform any
that permitted
his
to perform
any operation
operation other
other than
than that
permitted
under the provisions
provisions of
may suspend
suspend or
of this section,
section, and it
it also may
or rerevoke, with
of reinstatement,
reinstatement, the
the license
license of
hygienist
voke,
with power
power of
of any
any oral
oral hygienist
Procedure,
violating the provisions of this Act; the
Procedure,
procedure to
followed in
the procedure
to be
be followed
in
the case of such suspension, revocation, or reinstatement
reinstatement shall
shall be
be
prescribed by law in the case
the same as that prescribed
revocacase of
of suspension,
suspension, revocation, or reinstatement of alicensed dentist.
Examnation
Examination waivd
waivgd tion, or reinstatement of a licensed dentist.
ifapplican
files certimSEC.
if
applicant files
certifiS
EC. 15. Any oral hygienist of good moral character
character duly
duly licensed
licensed
board
cats
o
t
as such
such in
any State
or Territory
Territory of
of the
United States,
f'etc.,,as
bare fro:zinnia'
as to•gSottate_
to practice
to qua
practice as
in any
State or
the United
States,
fiations, etc.
having
fictitious,
having and maintaining
maintaining an
an equal
standard of
of laws
laws regulating
regulating the
equal standard
the
practice of
oral hygiene
hygiene with
with the
the District
of Columbia,
Columbia,
practice
of oral
the laws
laws of
of the
District of
who has been in the lawful
lawful practice
hygiene for
for a
aperiod
period of
practice of oral
oral hygiene
of
not less than
years in
State or
than two
two years
in such
such State
or Territory
Territory and
and who
who files
files with
with
the secretary-treasurer
the
secretary-treasurer of
of the
the board
dental examiners
examiners of
of the
the DisDisboard of
of dental
from the
board of
trict of
of Columbia
Columbia a
a certificate
certificate from
the examining
examining board
of the
the
State or
or Territory
Territory in
is licensed,
to his
his profesprofesin which
which he
he is
licensed, certifying
certifying to
sional
and length
length of
service, may
may at
of
sional qualifications
qualifications and
of service,
at the
the discretion
discretion of
the board
licensed without
further examination
examination upon
upon the
the paypaywithout further
board be
be licensed
the
Fee.
Examination re- ment
ment of
of $10.
Examination
$10. Any
person so
so applying,
applying, who
who has
has been
licensed in
in a
Any person
been licensed
a
quired if State does not
niaintain lte
law of
equal State
of laws
laws with
District
mqainredan
State not
doeqsa"
not maintaining
maintaining an
an equal
equal standard
standard of
with the
the District
standard.
of Columbia, may be licensed upon the
standard.
the payment of the
the fee
fee above
above proprovided for
satisfactory evidence
evidence as
as to
to licensing,
licensing, good
good
vided
for,iupon
upon furnishing
furnishing satisfactory
character, and
passing such
such
moral character,
and professional
professional qualifications,
qualifications, and
and passing
further examination
examination as
as the
the board
board of
examiners shall
shall deem
further
of dental
dental examiners
deem
necessary.
necessary.
Revocation
or
Revoca
tioncenses
or sr
SEC. 16.
The board
dental examiners
may revoke
revoke or
odtf
licenses
SEC.
16. The
board of
of dental
by
examiners may
or suspend
suspend
ens
=
of li
y
the license
license of any dentist
dentist or
any oral
oral hygienist
the District
of
or any
hygienist in
in the
District of
Columbia upon
to said
said board:
board:
Columbia
upon proof
proof satisfactory
satisfactory to
auses for.
Causes
1.
said license
license or
registration was
procured through
1. That
That said
or registration
was procured
through fraud
fraud
or
or misrepresentation.
misrepresentation.
2.
thereof has
convicted of
an offense
offense involv2. That
That the
the holder
holder thereof
has been
been convicted
of an
involving
moral turpitude.
turpitude.
ing moral
3.
That the
the holder
thereof is
is guilty
truilty of
of chronic
ine3. That
holder thereof
chronic or
or persistent
persistent inebriety,
addiction to
to drugs,
drugs, or
or afflicted
or infecbriety, or
or addiction
afflicted with
with aacontagious
contagious or
infectious disease.
disease.
tious
4.
That the
holder thereof,
misleading advertising
advertising or
4. That
the holder
thereof, through
through misleading
or
otherwise, is
conduct calculated
likely to
to deceive
or dedeotherwise,
is guilty
guilty of
of conduct
calculated or
or likely
deceive or
fraud
public.
fraud the
the public.
5.
such holder
is guilty
guilty of
of conduct
in the
of
5. That such
holder is
conduct which,
which, in
the opinion
opinion of
said board,
disqualifies him
to practice
with
safety to
the
public.
said
board,
disqualifies
him
to
practice
with
safety
to
the
public.
Statement of charges
S
EC. 11.
to revoke
revoke or
license shall
taken
to aceusect.
toa,.Oharge
SEC.
No action
action to
17. No
or suspend
suspend aa license
shall be
be taken
until the
accused has
has been
been furnished
furnished a
in writing
until
the accused
a statement
statement in
writing of
of the
the
charges against
together with
with notice
and place
place of
charges
against him,
him, together
notice of
of the
the time
time and
of
Hearings,
earing
hearing
thereof. The
accused may
may be
present at
hearing thereof.
The accused
be present
at the
the hearings
hearings in
in
person by
by counsel,
counsel, or
or both.
both. The
statement of
charges and
and notice
notice
person
The statement
of charges
be served
served personally
upon such
mailed to
to him
him at
his
may be
personally upon
such person
person or
or mailed
at his
address
at least
twenty days
days prior
prior to
the hearin
g.
last
known
address
at
least
twentv
to
the
hearing.
Action of board.
of
c oarl.
SEC.
SEC. 18. If
If upon such hearing the board finds the charges sustained,
it may
revoke or
the license
license of
tained, it
may revoke
or suspend
suspend the
of any
any such
such dentist
dentist or
or
oral
hygienist. Such
take from
from the
named
oral hygienist.
Such revocation
revocation shall
shall take
the person
person named
Reinstatement,
in
such license
rights and
thereby. Any
Any
ntatent.
in such
license all
all rights
and privileges
privileges acquired
acquired thereby.
dentist whose license has been suspended
suspended or
revoked may
reinor revoked
may be
be reinstated and a
a new license issued to him when, in the
the judgment
the
judgment of the
board
of
dental,examiners,
such
action
is
warranted,
provided
such
p
t
.
board
of
dental
examiners,
such
action
is
warranted,
provided
such
Payment of costs, etc.
yreofst,etc. reinstated dentist shall pay all the costs
costs of the proceedings
proceedings resulting
resulting
in his suspension and reinstatement
reinstatement and in addition thereto
thereto a
a fee
fee
of
$25.
of $25.
of Revocation

of license

est
onpeomutting
ofBof
dentist
permitting

other
dentist
operatipermitting
on by oral
operation
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Fees.
es
S
EC. 19.
That in
addition to
fees heretofore
herein each
each Fe
fixed herein
heretofore fixed
the fees
to the
in addition
19. That
SEC.
applicant
for a
license as
shall deposit
deposit with
with his
application aa
his application
dentist shall
as dentist
a license
applicant for
fee
of $20;
application for
fee of
of $5
$5
license aafee
a duplicate
duplicate license
for a
each application
with each
$20; with
fee of
shall
be paid
paid to
to said
board of
of dental
and for
for each
each cercer- Expenses to be paid
examiners, and
dental examiners,
said board
shall be
tificate
by said
board a
out of
of romes
mm tees recevb
received. paid
That out
paid. That
be paid.
shall be
of $1
$1 shall
a fee
fee of
said board
issued by
tificate issued
the
fees paid
to said
board, as
provided by
shall be
there shall
Act, there
by this Act,
as provided
said board,
paid to
the fees
defrayed all
all expenses
incurred in
in carrying
carrying out
out, the provisions
provisions herein
herein
expenses incurred
defrayed
contained, including
detection and
and prosecution
prosecution of
violations of
of
of violations
the detection
including the
contained,
this Act,
together with
fee of
$10 per
member of
for each member
diem for
per diem
of $10
a fee
with a
Act, together
this
said board
for each
he may
may be
be actually
engaged upon business Provisos.
actually engaged
day he
each day
board for
said
eee rreot to exceed
pertaining
to his
official duties
duties as
Provided, Not
member: Provided,
board member:
as such
such board
his official
pertaining to
ceipts.
That
in no
no event
event exceed
exceed the
receipts: ceipts.
the total of receipts:
shall in
expense shall
such expense
That such
Surplus payable to
And
also, That
That at
the close
each fiscal
any funds
funds cred
p District.
yDiableto
year any
fiscal year
of each
close of
credit of
at the
provided also,
And provided
unexpended in
excess of
of the
the sum
$1,000 shall
shall be paid into the
sum of $1,000
in excess
unexpended
Treasury of
the United
United States
States to
to the
the District of
credit of the
the credit
of the
Treasury
Columbia.
Yearly registration of
Yearlyrestration
Columbia.
dentists and
and oralhygioral hygiSEc.
20. During
of each
each year, every
every dentists
December of
of December
month of
the month
During the
SEC. 20.
enists.
licensed
dentist and
hygienist shall
shall register
register with the secretary nists.
oral hygienist
and oral
licensed dentist
treasurer
dental examiners
examiners his name and office
office adof dental
board of
the board
of the
treasurer of
dress
necessary
board may deem necessary
information as the board
other information
such other
and such
dress and
upon
said secretary
secretary treasurer, and thereupon
thereupon
from said
obtainable from
blanks obtainable
upon blanks
Blanks to be mailed.
to be mailed.
pay a
of $1.
On or
or before
day of
of November
November Blanks
the 1st day
before the
$1. On
fee of
registration fee
a registration
pay
the
of
of
each
year
it
shall
be
the
duty
of
the
secretary-treasurer
of each year it shall be the duty of the secretary-treasurer
board of
of dental examiners
examiners to mail to each dentist and oral hygienist
hygienist
board
licensed
District of
Columbia, at
at his
his last
last known
known address,
address, blank
blank
of Columbia,
the District
in the
licensed in
Fine, etc., on failing
form
In the
the event
failure to.
to, register
or to
ester. on aing
t register.
register on or
of failure
event of
registration. In
for registration.
form for
and
$5 will be imposed,
before
imposed,
December aa fine of $5
31st day of December
the 31st
before the
imposed and
should
the practitioner fail
register and pay
pay the fine imposed
and
fail to register
should the
continues to practice
Columbia he
his profession in the District of Columbia
practice his
continues
shall at
of ten days from said date be considered as pracat the end of
shall
provided for in this Act.
.Act.
penalized as otherwise provided
ticing illegally and penalized
If
he suspends
his practice
practice he
be reinstated
reinstated at
any time
time upon
upon
at any
may be
he may
suspends his
If he
Annual register to be
etc.terto b
the pnA
before the
registering
paying the
the prescribed
prescribed fee
$5. On
On or
or before
fee of
of $5.
and paying
registering and
printed, etc.
a
printed
1st
day
of
February,
annually,
board
issue
a
printed
shall
said
annually,
of
February,
day
1st
received, aa copy
register of the names and addresses so received,
copy of
of which
which
shall
otherwise sent
to each
thereon.
regarded as
Persons
each registrant
registrant thereon.
sent to
or otherwise
be mailed
mailed or
shall be
Persons regarded as
practicing dentistry.
SEc. 21.
person shall
shall be
be regarded
regarded as
as practicing
practicing dentistry
dentistry who practicingdentistry.
21. Any
Any person
SEC.
is a
manager, proprietor,
proprietor, operator, or conductor
conductor of aaplace for peris
a manager,
forming
operations, or who
who for aafee, salary, or other reward
dental operations,
forming dental
paid or
to be
be paid either to himself or to another
another person, performs
performs
or to
paid
or advertises
to perform
perform dental
diagnoses or
operations of any kind, diagnoses
dental operations
or
advertises to
treats diseases
diseases or
or lesions of human
mechanically, mehuman teeth or jaw, mechanically,
treats
dicinally,
radiograms, or attempts to correct
correct malor by the use of radiograms,
dicinally, or
positions
thereof, or who uses the word
word "
surgeon,"
" dentist," ""dental surgeon,"
positions thereof,
the
connection with his
or other letters or title in connection
D. S.,"
S.," or
D. D.
the letters ""D.
name
represent him as being engaged
engaged in the
in any
any way represent
which in
name which
uder
racticing
practice
dentistry.
of dentistry.
practice of
Practicing
under
used
than used
name other than
SEc. 22. On and after the passage of this Act it shall be unlawful name
SEC.
in license, unlawful.
practice or offer
persons to practice
for any
or persons
offer to practice
practice dentistry n license, ulaul.
person or
for
any person
except his proper name, which
or dental surgery under any name excelat
which
a dentist,
to him as a
shall
the name
used in
license granted
granted to
dentist, Use
in his
his license
name used
be the
shall be
Use o
of nam
name of comcompany, etc. untlal.
unlawful.
the name
use the
as
for in
this Act;
Act; and
unlawful to
name of any pany.etc
to use
and unlawful
in this
as provided
provided for
name, or business
company,
corporation, trade
business name
trade name,
association, corporation,
company, association,
Penaty for
law. Penalty
in
with the
the practice
practice of
of dentistry
in this
this law.
as defined
defined in
dentistry as
in connection
connection with
for *ila
violalions.
convicted of aa violation of the provision
provision of this section
section tios.
Any person convicted
shall
be fined for the first offense
offense not less than $100
$100 nor
nor more than
shall be
a
$200,
and upon
upon a
conviction thereof, by a
any subsequent
subsequent conviction
a second
second or any
$200, and
fine
to exceed
exceed $500, and
conviction his license may be susupon conviction
and upon
not to
fine not
pended
revoked by
by said
said board.
pended or
or revoked
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Nothing in
in this
this Act
shall apply
SEC.
23. Nothing
SEC. 23.
Act shall
apply to
to a
abona
bona fide student
student of
of
in the
clinic rooms
rooms of
of a
a reputable
dental college,
college, to
to aa
reputable dental
the clinic
dentistry in
ptig
hysiians dentistry
etc.
legally qualified
physician or surgeon unless he practices
etc.
qualified physician
practices dentistry
as
specialty; to
to a
adental
of the
the United
States Army,
Army, Navy,
Navy,
United States
surgeon of
dental surgeon
as a
a specialty;
Public Health
Service, or
or Veterans'
Veterans' Bureau,
of his
his
discharge of
in the
the discharge
Bureau, in
Health Service,
Public
official duties,
nor to
to aalawful
lawful practitioner
practitioner of
of dentistry
another
in another
dentistry in
official
duties, nor
State or
demonstration before
before aa dental
dental
a clinical
clinical demonstration
making a
or Territory
Territory making
State
society, convention,
convention, association
association of
or dental
college, or
or perperdental college,
of dentists,
dentists, or
society,
forming
his duties
connection with
with a
case on
on which
he
which he
a specific
specific case
in connection
duties in
forming his
may have
called to
to the
District of
of Columbia.
Columbia.
been called
the District
Pety
for falure to may
have been
disp
Pez ly for failure to
SEC. 24.
24. Whoever
*Whoever engages
in the
practice of
of dentistry
dentistry and
fails to
to
and fails
the practice
engages in
SEC.
display licnse.
keep displayed
in a
conspicuous place
place in
in the
the operating
operating room
room in
in
a conspicuous
displayed in
keep
which
practices, and
and in
in such
as to
to be
be easily
easily seen
seen and
and
such manner
manner as
he practices,
which he
read, the
the license
pursuant to
to the
the laws
of the
District
the District
laws of
granted him
him pursuant
license granted
read,
of Columbia,
shall be
be fined
fined not
less than
$10 nor
nor more
more than
$50.
than $50.
not less
than $10
of
Columbia, shall
Penalty for frandu—

Act not applicable to
specified
students,
Practicing
lillYsicians,
pacc

.

a
sEc.
25. Whoever
Whoever sells
offers to
to sell
diploma conferring
conferring a
a diploma
sell a
sells or
or offers
SEC. 25.
dental
or proprodental degree, or
or aa license
license granted
granted pursuant
pursuant to
to this
this Act,
Act, or
cures
such diploma
or license
license with
intent to
to use
the same
same as
as evidence
evidence
use the
with intent
diploma or
cures such
of
the right
right to
to practice
practice dentistry
dentistry as
as defined
defined by
by law,
law, by
by aaperson
person other
other
of the
than
diploma was
whom
or to
to whom
conferred, or
was conferred,
such diploma
whom such
one upon
upon whom
than the
the one
such license
was granted,
or any
any person
who with
fraudulent intent
intent
with fraudulent
person who
granted, or
such
license was
alters such
or attempts
attempts to
to use
use the
the same,
same,
or uses
uses or
or license,
license, or
diploma or
such diploma
alters
I
shall be
fined not
less
than $100
nor
more than
than $200.
$200.
fined
not
less
than
$100
nor
more
ty
for
loyshall
be
ing
relaitginf
ee
or,T ei
p0
,?is
,S EC.
26. Whoever,
manager, proprietor,
operator, or
conor conproprietor, operator,
a manager,
being a
Whoever, being
SEC. 26.
ng in offie, persons
not
licensed to
perform
ductor of
of a
a place
performing dental
employs a
a person
person
dental operations,
operations, employs
place performing
ductor
ser'form
ind
to
not
dental operations, etc.
who is
is not
dentist to
to perform
perform dental
dental operations
operations as
as defined
defined
licensed dentist
who
not aalicensed
by law,
permits such
such persons
to practice
dentistry in
in his
his office,
or
office, or
practice dentistry
persons to
or permits
by
law, or
whoever
practices dentistry
dentistry under
name, or
a title,
assumes a
or assumes
false name,
under aa false
whoever practices
or
appends or
his name
name letters
letters which
which falsely
falsely represent
represent
to his
or prefixes
prefixes to
or appends
him as
having a
from aa chartered
dental college,
college, or
or makes
makes
chartered dental
a degree
degree from
him
as having
use of
dental college"
college" or
or "
school "or
or equivalent
equivalent words
words
" school"
words "
" dental
use
of the
the words
when
lawfully authorized
authorized so
so to
to do,
do, or
or impersonates
impersonates another
another at
at
not lawfully
when not
an
examination held
held by
the board
board of
of dental
knowingly
or knowingly
dental examiners,
examiners, or
by the
an examination
makes
false application
application or
representation in
connection
in connection
or aa false
false representation
a false
makes a
with
such examination,
shall be
be fined
fined not
not less
less than
than $100
$100 nor
nor more
more
with such
examination, shall
than $200.
than
$200.
Pen
aal
w ty for violating
SEC. 27.
27. Whoever
Whoever violates
violates any
provision of
of law
law relating
relating to
to the
the
any provision
SEC.
for violating
Pealty
tbis
1
practice
dentistry and
hygiene, or
or the
the application
application for
examifor examiand oral
oral hygiene,
of dentistry
practice of
nation
licensing of
dentists and
oral hygienists,
for which
which no
no
and oral
hygienists, for
and licensing
of dentists
nation and
specific
has been
shall be
fined not
not less
less than
than $50
$50
been prescribed
prescribed shall
be fined
specific penalty
penalty has
nor more
more than
than $100.
$100.
nor
sequent
Punisbment
convictfioornssubSEC. 28.
A second
second or
conviction under
any of
the next
next
of the
under any
subsequent conviction
or subsequent
28. A
SEC.
forsbsequenichnt
four
preceding sections
sections shall
shall be
punished by
by the
the maximum
maximum penalties
penalties
be punished
four preceding
prescribed
therein, or
or imprisonment
imprisonment in jail or workhouse
workhouse not less
prescribed therein,
than
nor more
sixty days
days or
or by
by both
such fine
fine and
and
both such
more than
than sixty
than ten
ten days
days nor
imprisonment.
Inconsistent laws re- imprisonment.
pealed.
S
EC. 29.
29. All
thereof heretofore
heretofore enacted
enacted into law
All Acts
Acts or
or parts
parts thereof
pealet.
SEc.
and inconsistent
inconsistent herewith
herewith are
are hereby
repealed.
hereby repealed.
and
Approved,
7, 1924.
1924.
Approved, June
June 7,

lent sale
frnd-ip
sale of
of diplomas,

lent

licenses, etc.

June 7, 1924.
I924.
Tune
Is.
942.
[S. 1942.]
[Public, No. 238.1
238.]

CHAP. 316.—An
CHAP.
Act To
To protect
protect navigation
navigation from
and injury
injury
318.-An Act
from obstruction
obstruction and
by preventing
preventing the discharge
oil into
into the
the coastal
coastal navigable
navigable waters
waters of
of the
discharge of
of oil
the
United States.
United

Be it
it enacted
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
enacted by the
the Senate and
ct
Act,
United States
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That this
this Act
Act
assembled, That
of America
United
States of
Oil Pollution
Pollution A
may
be cited
"Oil Pollution
1924."
Pollution Act,
Act, 1924."
cited as
as the
the "Oil
terms
may
be
eanigof
Meaning
of terms.
Meaning of
terms
.
SEC.
When used
S
EC. 2. When
context otherwise
used in
in this Act, unless
unless the
the context
otherwise
requires—
requiresoio."
"Oil."
(a) The term "oil"
(a)
"oil" means
any kind
or in
in any
form,
means oil
oil of
of any
kind or
any form,
oil, oil
and oil
oil refuse;
refuse;
including fuel
fuel oil,
oil sludge,
sludge, and

Oil
1924.
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"Person."
(b) The
The term
"person" means
individual, partnership,
cor- "Person."
(b)
term "person"
means an
an individual,
partnership, corporation, or association;
association; any owner, master, officer
officer or employee of
of aa
employee of
of the
the United
United States;
States;
vessel; and any
any officer,
officer, agent,
agent, or
or employee
"Coastal
"Coastal navigable
navigable
waters of
of the
the United
United
(c)
"coastal navigable
waters of
of the
the United
(c) The term "coastal
navigable waters
United States"
States" waters
States."
means all portions of the sea within the territorial
territorial jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
the United States, and all inland waters navigable
navigable in
in fact
fact in which
which
the
ebbs and
flows;
the tide
tide ebbs
and flows;
"Secretary."
"Secretary."
(d)
The term
term ""Secretary
Secretary"" means
Secretary of
War.
(d) The
means the
the Secretary
of War.
Discharge
Discharge of oil
oil by
by
any method
method into
SEC.
That, except
SEC. 3.
3. That,
except in
in case
case of
of emergency
emergency imperiling
imperiling life
life or
or gable
into navinavan
waters, unlawful.
property, or
or unavoidable
or stranding, and
property,
unavoidable accident,
accident, collision,
collision, or
and gable waters,unawful
except as otherwise permitted by regulations
prescribed by the
regulations prescribed
Secretary as
hereinafter authorized,
authorized, it
unlawful for
for any
any
Secretary
as hereinafter
it shall
shall be
be unlawful
person to discharge, or suffer, or permit the discharge
discharge of
any
of oil by any
method,
upon the
the coastal
coastal navigable
method, means, or
or manner
manner into or upon
navigable
waters of the United States from
from any vessel using oil as fuel
fuel for the
the
generation of propulsion power, or any vessel
generation
vessel carrying
carrying or having
having
oil
necessary for its
requirements
oil thereon
thereon in excess of
of that
that necessary
its lubricating requirements
and
required under
under the
the laws
of the
the United
United States
States Reations to be
and such
such as
as may
may be
be required
laws of
Regulations to be
and the
the rules and
and
and regulations
regulations prescribed.thereunder.
prescribed thereunder. The
prescribed permitting
The Secretary
Secretary prescribed
discharge, etc., if not
is authorized and empowered
empowered to prescribe regulations
regulations permitting desharge,
if not
deleterious etOc,
to health,
sea food, etc.
etc.
vessels in
in such quantities, under such seafood,
the discharge
discharge of oil from vessels
conditions, and at such times
conditions,
times and
and places
places as in his
his opinion will
not be deleterious to health
navigation,
health or sea
sea food, or
or aa menace
menace to
to navigation,
dangerous to persons or property engaged
engaged in commerce
such
or dangerous
commerce on such
waters,
and for
for the
loading, handling,
and unloading
unloading of
oil.
waters, and
the loading,
handling, and
of oil.
Punishment for
Punishment
for vioSEC.
S
EC. 4. That any person who violates
violates section 3
3 of this Act, or any lations.
lations.
regulation prescribed
prescribed in pursuance
pursuance thereof,
thereof, is guilty
guilty of a
a misderegulation
meanor, and upon conviction shall be punished
punished by aa fine not
not
exceeding $2,500
$2,500 nor less than $500, or by imprisonment
imprisonment not
not
exceeding
exceeding one
one year
less than
than thirty
thirty days,
by both
such fine
year nor
nor less
days, or
or by
both such
fine vessel
liable
for
Vessel
liable
for
and imprisonment, for each offense. And any
penalty.
any vessel (other
(other than
than aa penalty.
operated by the United States) from which
which oil is
is
vessel owned
owned and operated
discharged in violation
violation of section 33 of this Act, or any regulation
discharged
regulation
prescribed in pursuance
pursuance thereof, shall be liable
pecuniary Cleance
prescribed
liable for the pecuniary
Clearance withheld,
withheld,
etc.
penalty specified
specified in this section, and clearance
penalty
clearance of such vessel from
from etc.
port of
of the
the United
States may
may be
be withheld
until the
is Recovery
aa port
United States
Recovery of
lien.
withheld until
the penalty
penalty is
olien.
paid, and said penalty shall constitute
constitute a
a lien
lien on such vessel which
which
may be recovered
recovered in proceedings
district court
court
proceedings by libel in rem in the district
of the United States for any district
Revocation, etc., of
of
district within which the vessel may be. Revocation,
ioislee
ons
r's. license for v
license for vieSEC.
SEC. 5.
5. A
A board of local inspectors
inspectors of vessels may,
may, subject to the ofe
R..8.,s.
8., sec.
4460, p.
p.
841.
provisions of section 4450 of
of the
the Revised
Revised Statutes,
Statutes, and of
provisions
of the
Act Vol.
the Act
8s.
- 44M0
40, p. 602.
entitled
entitled "An Act to provide
provide for appeals from decisions of local Vol. 4
inspectors of vessels, and for other purposes,"
purposes," approved
approved June 10,
inspectors
1918, suspend or revoke
revoke a
license issued by any such board
board to the
a license
master
master or other licensed officer
officer of any vessel found violating the
provisions
provisions of section 3
3 of
of this
this Act.
Act.
Penalties,
not
Penalties, etc.,
etc., not
enforceable for violaS
EC. 6.
or the
withholding of
of clearance,
or the
the tion
SEC.
6. That
That no
no penalty,
penalty, or
the withholding
clearance, or
for violatenorceable
within
three
months.
suspension or revocation of licenses,
licenses, provided for herein,
suspension
herein, shall be months.
enforced for any violation of
occurring within three
three months
of this
this Act occurring
enforced
after its
passage.
after
its passage.
Administration
by
Administration
by
rivers
and
harbors
SEC.
in the administration
administration of this
this Act
Secretary may rivers
S
EC. 7. That in
Act the
the Secretary
and
harbors
officers and personnel.
make use
use of
the organization,
organization, equipment,
equipment, and
agencies, including
including oicers and psonnel.
of the
make
and agencies,
engineering,
engineering, clerical, and other
other personnel,
employed under
under his
personnel, employed
direction
direction in the improvement
improvement of rivers and harbors, and in the
Powers conferred
for
enforcement
eoned fr
enforcement of existing laws
l
aws for the preservation
preservation and
and protection
protection Powers
arrest, etc., of offenders.
of navigable
navigable waters. And for the better
better enforcement
enforcement of the pro- "st.c-.'od.
visions of this Act, the officers
United States in
officers and agents
agents of the United
in
charge
improvements, and the assistant engineers
charge of river and harbor improvements,
engineers
and inspectors
inspectors employed
employed under them by authority of the Secretary
Secretatriti
and officers
officers of
of the Customs
Customs and Coast Guard Service
of the United
TTni
Service of
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States, shall
shall have
have power
power and
authority and
and it
it shall
shall be
their duty
be their
and authority
States,
to
swear out
and to
to arrest
arrest and
and take
into custody, with
with or
or
take into
process and
out process
to swear
without
process,
any
person
who
may
violate
any
of
said
provisions:
provisions:
said
of
any
violate
may
who
person
any
process,
without
Arrests
Provisos.without
Provided/ That
shall be
without process
process for
for aa
arrested without
be arrested
person shall
no person
That no
proAlrss withot proProvided,
aforesaid
cess
presence of some one of the aforesaid
committed in the presence
violation not committed
restricted.
ess restricted,
Judicial procedure.
officials: And
provided further,
That whenever
arrest is made
whenever any arrest
further That
And provided
officials:
Judicial produre
under the
the provisions
of this
Act the
the person
person so
so arrested
arrested shall be
this Act
provisions of
under
the
brought forthwith
before a
a commissioner,
judge, or
or court
court of
of the
commissioner, judge,
forthwith before
brought
United States
for examination
the offenses
offenses alleged
against him;
him;
alleged against
of the
examination of
States for
United
and
such commissioner,
judge, or
court shall
shall proceed
respect
proceed in respect
or court
commissioner, judge,
and such
thereto
by law
cases of
of crimes
crimes against
against the
United
the United
in cases
law in
authorized by
as authorized
thereto as
States.
States.
Act
to,
addition to
Act an addition
to the existing laws for
and not
etc.,
S
EC. 8.
Act shall
shall be
be in
in addition
addition to
for
this Act
That this
8. That
SEC.
ettc.,
raa,n
not a repeal,
and
of existing
laws
the
preservation and
and protection
protection of
of navigable
navigable waters
and shall
shall not
not be
be
waters and
the preservation
o
existin laws.
construed
repealing, modifying,
modifying, or
in any
any manner
manner affecting
the
affecting the
or in
as repealing,
construed as
provisions of
of those
laws.
those laws.
di- provisions
Inestigftion diInvestigation
directed to make
and directed
reeted of
SEc. 9.
That the
is authorized
authorized and
Secretary is
the Secretary
9. That
SEC.
depolluting deof polluting
rected
posits in navigable and
ascertain what polluting
necessary to ascertain
con
n
ectingwater
s, °ie.such
such investigation
may be necessary
as may
investigation as
aSvbsaetnd
poSiteg
substances are
are being
navigable waters of the
deposited into the navigable
being deposited
substances
United
States
or
into
nonnavigable
.
waters
connecting with
with
connecting
waters
nonnavigable
into
or
States,
United
navigable
waters, to
to such
to endanger
endanger or
or interfere
interfere
as to
extent as
an extent
such an
navigable waters,
with
or commerce
commerce upon
such navigable
waters or
or the
navigable waters
upon such
navigation or
with navigation
fisheries therein '
•and with aview to ascertaining the
the sources
such
of such
sources of
Rert
Report
to conr
Congress fisheries therein; and with a view to ascertaining
p recceimenda- pollutions
with
pollutions and
by what
what means
means- they
they are
deposited; and
and the Secretary
Secretary
are deposited;
and by
mcmendsa
with
tions,
shall report the results of his investigation
tions, etc.
etc.
investigation to the Congress not
not later
than two
the passage
of this
this Act,
together with such
such
Act, together
passage of
after the
years after
two years
than
Provisos.
recommendations for
for remedial
he deems
deems advisable:
advisable:
as he
legislation as
remedial legislation
recommendations
Provim.
Funds available.
available.
Provided,
That funds
for examinations,
examinations surveys,
and
surveys, and
appropriated for
funds appropriated
Provied, That
Funds
contingencies of
rivers and
harbors may
may be applied
applied to paying the
and harbors
of rivers
contingencies
Additional author. cost of
this investigation,
investigation, and,
adequately provide
provide therefor
therefor,, the
to adequately
and, to
atho cost of this
Additional
ized.
a
dditional sum
not to
to exceed
$50,000 is
is hereby
hereby authorized
to be
authorized io
exceed $50,000
sum of
of not
additional
lied.
appropriated
contingencies of
of rivers
and contingencies
surveys, and
examinations, surveys,
for examinations,
appropriated for
and
harbors.
and harbors.
Approved, June 7,
7, 1924.
1924.
Approved,
June
1924.
June 7,
7,1924.
[S. 1987.1
I8.1987.1
[Public, No. 229.1
239.1

certain tracts
Accepting certain
CHAP. 317.—An
Act Accepting
tracts of land in the city
city of Medford,
Medford,
317.-An Act
CKAP.
Oregon.
Jackson County,
Jackson
County, Oregon.

Be
enacted by the
Representatives of
of the
and House of Representatives
the Senate and
Be.itit enacted
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
United States
Oremty United
authorized to accept
of the
Interior be,
be, and
and he is hereby, authorized
accept certain
certain
of
the Interior
Meord of
Medford, Jackson
Jackson County, Oregon,
Oregon,
tracts of land in the city of Medford,
ites fr buding n
described
lots numbered
numbered 15
15 and
16, block
block 9,
to
amended plat to
9, amended
and 16,
as lots
described as
Queen
Ann Addition
Addition to
to the
the city
city- of
Medford; and lot 3, block
block 2,
of Medford;
Queen Ann
tendered
which have
central
the city
city of
of Medford,
Medford, which
have been tendered
to the
subdivision to
central subdivision
to
the United
United States
of America
in fee simple
simple by
by the city of Medford,
Medford,
America in
States of
to the
connection with the
Oregon,
sites for
buildings to be used in connection
for buildings
as sites
Oregon, as
administration
of Crater
Crater Lake
Lake National
Park, Oregon.
Oregon.
National Park,
administration of
1924.
Approved, June 7, 1924.

Crater Lake
NaLake Nacrater
tional Park, Oreg.
tionceiark
Acceptance from city
of
of Medford of lots, as
811.es for buildings in.

June 7,
124.
7, 1924.
[S. 2159.]
[S.210.]
[
Public, No.
No.2401
240.]
[Public,

CHAP. 318.—An
annual appropriations
appropriations for the
the mainmainAuthorizing annual
Act Authorizing
318.-An Act
CHAP.
Gallup-Durango Highway
tenance of
Highway across the Navajo Indian
portion of Gallup-Durango
that portion
of that
tenance
providing reimbursement
Reservation
and providing
reimbursement therefor.
Reservation and

Navajo Indian
ResBe
enacted by the
Representatives of the
Senate and House of Representatives
the Senate
it enacted
Be it
Indian ResNavajo
there is
assembled, That there
Congress
in
America
States
United
ervatim,
States
of
in
Congress
assembled,
is hereby
hereby
ervation, N. Mex.
Amount
authorized
Amount authorized
any
of
out
annually,
appropriated
annually
for
Federal
authorized
be
appropriated
any
money
in the
to
be
authorized
annualy for Federal
aid
highway across.
Treasury
otherwise appropriated,
the sum of
of $20,000
$20,000 or so much
appropriated, the
not otherwise
Treasury not
across.
aid highway
expended
thereof as
as may
for each
each fiscal year, to be expended
necessary for
be necessary
may be
thereof
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under the
under
of the
Secretary of
of the
the Interior,
Interior, for
the direction
direction of
the Secretary
for maintenance
maintenance
of
Federal aid
from Gallup,
Gallup, New
of that
that portion
portion of
of the
the Federal
aid highway
highway from
New Mexico,
Mexico,
to Shiprock,
Shiprock, New
Mexico, across
across the
Navajo Indian
New Mexico,
the Navajo
Indian Reservation,
Reservation,
reimbursable from
from the
the tribal
reimbursable
tribal funds
funds of
the Indians
Indians of
of said
reservation:
of the
said reservation:
Provided,
be employed
employed as
Provided, That Indian labor shall
shall be
as far
as practicable:
far as
practicable: ndiabor.
Provided
Provided further,
further, That
That if
if no
no funds
available, no
expenditure fNo
No expenditure if no
funds are
are available,
no expenditure
funds available.
shall be
be made.
shall
made.
funds available.
Approved, June
1924.
Approved,
June 7,
7, 1924.
1924.
June 7, 1924.

the time
time and place
CHAP. 319.-An
319.—An Act To designate
designate the
of holding
holding terms
terms of
of
place of
division of the
the United States
States district court in the first
first division
the district at
Kansas
at Kansas
City.
City.

[S. 2236.1
[Public, No.
241.]
[Public,
No. 241.]

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the
the Senate
Senate and
Representatives of
the
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
ftrisas judicial disUnited States
States of America
America in,
in Congress
assemnbled, That
United
Congress assembled,
the tricn
That after
after the
judici dis
Terms
of court at
passage of this Act
Act the
the terms
terms of
the United
district court
court for
for Kansas
of the
United States
States district
TermsCity.
of
court at
Kansas, shall
the first division
division to be held at Kansas City, Kansas,
shall be
held
be held
Monday in October
October and
at that city on the first Monday
the first
in Vo,
and the
first Monday
Monday in
,
mVol. 39, p. 726, amendDecember, instead
instead of
December,
dates fixed
fixed in
in the
Act approved
approved September
of the
the dates
the Act
September ed.
ed. * '2am
6,
6, 1916.
1916.
Approved, June
June 7,
7, 1924.
1924.
Approved,
tri

320.-An Act To consolidate, codify,
CHAP. 320.—An
codify, revise,
reen act the
the laws
la ws
revise, and
and reenact
Veterans' Bureau
affecting the establishment
establishment of the United States Veterans'
the
Bureau and
and the
administration of the War Risk
Insurance Act, as amended, and the Vocational
administration
Risk Insurance
Rehabilitation
Rehabilitation Act, as amended.

7, 1924.
Jttne
Es.in,
2257.]
uS.
12.
[Public,
No. 242
242.1
[ublic, No.

Be it enacted
Senate and
House of
enacted by the Senate
and House
Representatives of
of the
of Representatives
tle
United States of America in
in Congress
United
Congress assembled.
assembled.
T
ITLE I.-GENERAL.
I.—GENERAL.
TITLE

World War Veterans'

Actr
Act, 1924.Wa
1924.

Title of Act.
SECTION
Act may
may be
be cited
cited as
SECTION 1.
1. This Act
the "World
"World War
War Veterans'
as the
Veterans' TitleofAct.
Act,
1924."
Act, 1924."
Terms construed.
SEC.
When used
used in
S
EC. 2. When
in this
this ActAct—
Terms
consted
"B
The term
term "bureau"
"bureau" means
means the
United States
States Veterans'
Bureau.
the United
Veterans' Bureau. " Bureau."
ur au "
"Director."
The term "director"
"director" means
means the Director
United States
Director of
of the
the United
States "Director"
Veterans'
Veterans' Bureau.
Bureau.
In compeaatIon InSEC.
SEC. 3.
3. In
In Titles
Titles II,
III, and
and IV
of this
this Act
the context
context surance,
II, HI,
IV of
Act unless
unless the
suranne,,andreabhita
and rehabilitaon
Lion.
otherwise requires—
requires-t .
Ch
"Child."
(1)
The term
term "child"
"child" includes—
(1) The
includes" id."
(a) A
A legitimate
(a)
legitimate child.
child.
(b) A
legally adopted.
adopted.
A child legally
(c) A
A stepchild, if
if aamember
member of
the man's
of the
man's household.
household.
(d)
An illegitimate
child, but,
but, as
if acknowledged
acknowledged
(d) An
illegitimate child,
as to
to the
the father
father only,
only, if
in writing
writing signed
hi
signed by
by him,
him, or
he has
has been
or if
if he
been judicially
udicially ordered
ordered or
or
contribute to
such child's
decreed to contribute
to such
child's support,
support, or
been judicially
judicially
or has
has been
decreed
the putative father
father of
decreed to be the
such child.
child.
of such
"Grandchild."
(2) The term "grandchild"
a child
child as
"grandchild" means
means a
defined of
of a
a "Orandchid."
as above
above defined
child as
child
as above
above defined.
defined.
(3) Except
as used
in section
in section
section 302,
302, the
the term
term Post,
(3)
Except as
used in
section 301
301 and
and in
'd p.
- 1302
"child" and
"child"
and "grandchild"
"grandchild" are
limited to
to unmarried
unmarried persons
either
are limited
persons either
(a) under eighteen years
years of
(a)
of age,
age, or
age, if
if permanently
permanently
or (b)
(b) of
of any
any age,
incapable
mcapable of
reason of
of mental
mental or
or physical
physical defect.
defect.
of self-support
self-support by
by reason
"Parent."
(4) The term
term "parent'
includes a
(4)
"parent" includes
father, mother,
grandfather,
a father
mother, grandfather,
P rent .
grandmothe
r
,
f
a
th
er
through
adoption,
mother
through
adoption,
grandmother, father through adoption, mother through adoption,
either of
stepfather, and stepmother, either
of the
persons in
the service
or of
the persons
in the
service or
of
the spouse.
spouse.
"rather" and
(5)
The terms
terms "father"
"father" and
and "mother"
(5) The
"mother" include
stepfathers and
and "mother."
include stepfathers
ovt.er"
and
and mothers
stepmothers, fathers and
mothers through
through adoption,
adoption, and
and persona
persons
45822*-25f---41
45822--25t--41
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who
parentis to a
who have
have stood
stood in loco
loco parentis
a member of the
the military or naval
induction for
for a
a period
period of
of
his enlistment
enlistment or induction
at any time
time prior
prior to his
forces at
not less than one year.
"Brother "and
" and "sis(6)
terms "brother"
sister" include
brothers and
sisters
"Brother
"si
(6) The
The terms
"brother" and
and "
"sister"
include brothers
and sisters
ter."
the whole blood, stepbrothers
of the
as well as those of
half blood as
of the
the half
and stepsisters, and
through adoption.
adoption.
and brothers
brothers and
and sisters through
and
Extension.
(7)
"sister" include
children of
(7) n.e
The terms
terms "brother"
"brother" and
and "sister"
include the
the children
of aa
Extensio.
person who,
who, for
for aa period of
of not less than one year, stood in loco
United
parentis to a
a member of the military or naval forces of the United
another
States at
at any
any time
time prior to his enlistment or induction, or another
such
member of the same household as to whom such person during such
period likewise
likewise stood
stood in
parentis.
in loco
loco parentis.
period
"Commissioned offiThe term
officer" includes
includes a
"Commissionedoffi(8) The
term "commissioned
"commissioned officer"
a warrant
warrant officer,
officer,
c er
cer."
but includes only an officer in active service
service in the military
military or naval
.
forces of the United States.
"Man,"
and
"en(9)
" man" and "enlisted
man" mean aaperson, whether
"
Man'"
and
"ea(9) The terms "man"
"enlisted man"
whether
listed man."
induded. male or female
whether enlisted, enrolled, or
drafted into
active
Females incldded.
female and
and whether
or drafted
into active
in.
of the United
United States,
States, and inservice in
in the military
military or
or naval
naval forces
forces of
•
noncommissioned
members of
training
clude
noncommissioned and petty
petty officers
officers and
and members
of training
authorized by law.
camps authorized
"Enlistment."
(10) The term "enlistment"
,,, Enuqt.np.t
"enlistment" includes voluntary
voluntary enlistment, draft,
draft,
and enrollment in active service in the military or naval forces of the
United States.
"Injr."
"Injury."
(11) The term "
injury" includes
(11)
"injury"
includes disease.
disease.
(12) The term "pay
"pay" means
means the pay for service
service in the United
United
(12)
States according
according to grade and length of service, excluding all allowallowances.
Military or naval
naval
"Military
(13) The term
naval forces"
means the
the
(13)
term "military
"military or naval
forces" means
the Army,
Army, the
forces."
Navy,
the Marine
Corps, the
the Coast
Coast Guard,
Guard, the
the Naval
Naval Reserves,
Navy, the
Marine Corps,
Reserves,
United
the National
National Naval Volunteers,
Volunteers, and
and any
any other branch of
of the United
States service while serving pursuant to law with the Army or the
Navy.
"World War,"
(14)
War," "during
"during the period
"World
War," etc.
etc.
(14) The terms "World
"World War,"
of the war,"
and "during
"during the World War"
War" mean the period
period beginning
beginning April
April 6,
6,
1917,
and ending
ending July
July 2,
2, 1921.
1921.
1917, and
"Date
of termination
(15) The
The terms
terms "date
of termination
termination of
the war"
war" and
and "termina"terminao"'teoftermination
(15)
"date of
of the
of the war."
the war" mean July 2, 1921.
tion of
of the
Veterans' Bureau.
SEC. 4.
4. There
is established
an independent
bureau under
the
under the
independent bureau
established an
There is
SEC.
Veterans' Bundere
Established
nd
the
Pres ident. u
er President
the President.
President to be
the United
States Veterans'
Veterans' Bureau,
the
be known
known as
as
the
United
States
Bureau,
the
vol.
147.
Vol. 42,
42 P.
p.147.
. director of which shall be appointed by the President by and with
ment
Director,salary.
aPP°int- the
the advice
and consent
the Senate.
Senate. The
The Director
United
of the
the United
consent of
of the
Director of
Dmetn'otndrsarP"ntadvice and
and
States
salary of
per annum,
States Veterans'
Veterans' Bureau
Bureau shall
shall receive
receive a
a salary
of $10,000
$10,000 per
annum,
monthly.
payable monthly.
Tcc and
ad adad payable
Technical
ministrative staff.
There shall
on the
technical and
and administrative
staff
d- There
ministrativestaff.
shall be
be included on
the technical
administrative staff
p.1.148.
Vol. 42, p.
of the director such staff officers,
officers, experts, inspectors,
inspectors, and
and assistants
assistants
prescribe; and there shall be in the United States
as the director shall prescribe;
Veterans'
Bureau such sections and subdivisions
subdivisions thereof as the director
director
Veterans'
W
ud
Employee
subject
sb
ci E
mployee 3subj
eetcet. to
snail
prescribe. With
such exceptions
may deem
deem
vil service la^w,
law, etc.
as the
the President
President may
With such
exceptions as
shall prescribe.
cil
advisable,
all employees
shall be
advisable, all
employees shall
and
be subject to the civil-service law and
regulations
made thereunder.
regulations
made
thereunder.
Administrativ e, etc,,
SEC. 5.
5. The
subject to
the general
general direction
direction of
powers vested
vested iv
111 I) SEC.
The director,
director, subject
to the
of the
the
powers
rector.
President, shall administer,
rector.
President,
and enforce
the provisions
provisions of
of
administer, execute,
execute, and
enforce the
this
Act, and
and for
purpose shall
shall have
power and
and authority
this Act,
for that
that purpose
have full
full power
authority to
to
make
make rules and regulations,
regulations, not inconsistent
provisions of
of
inconsistent with
with the
the provisions
this Act,
this
to carry
out its
its purposes,
Act, which
which are necessary
necessary or
or appropriate
appropriate to
carry out
purposes,
Effect of
of decisions,
deisions.
questions arisiTT
arising under this Act and
Effect
and shall decide all questions
and all
all decisions
decisions
benefits of
of Titles
Titles II,
of questions
questions of fact
fact affecting
affecting any claimant
claimant to the benefits
II
III, or
this Act,
shall be
be conclusive
conclusive except
as otherwise
otherwise provided
provided
III,
or IV
IV of
of this
Act, shall
except as
•
-A s
si
gnment of
the bureau
bureau shall
perform such
signent
of du.
d- herein.
herein. All officers
officers and
and employees
employees of
of the
shall perform
such
ties.
assigned them by the director. All official
duties as may be assigned
official acts
acts
D

i
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performed by such officers
officers or
or employees
employees specially
specially designated
des
ated therefor
therefor Administrative
tdnu'nistrative proproby the director
director shall have the same force and e
ect as
effect
as though
though
performed by the director
director in person. Wherever
Wherever under
under any
provision
any provision
or provisions of the Act regulations
regulations are directed
directed or
or authorized
authorized to
to be
be
made, such regulations,
regulations ' unless the context
otherwise requires,
requires, shall
shall
context otherwise
or may be made by the director. The
shall adopt
adopt reasonable
The director shall
reasonable
and proper
proper rules to govern
to
govern the
the procedure
procedure of
of the
the divisions
divisions and
and to
regulate and provide for the nature and
and extent
proofs and
and
extent of
of the
the proofs
evidence
method of
taking and
and furnishing
same in
order
evidence and the method
of taking
furnishing the
the same
in order
to establish the right to benefits of compensation,
insurance,
compensation, insurance,
vocational training
maintenance and support
vocational
training or maintenance
provided
support allowance
allowance provided
for in this Act, the forms of application of
of those
those claiming
claiming to
to be
be
entitled to such benefits,
benefits, the
methods of
of making
and
the methods
making investigations
investigations and
medical examinations, and the manner and form
form of
of adjudications
adjudications
and
and awards.
awards.
SEC. 6.
bureau shall
have the
the power,
it shall
be its
its bi
att i
l
i
pe
ent of rehaSEC.
6. That
That the
the bureau
shall have
power, and
and it
shall be
bitaedersons.rehaduty, to provide for the placement
placement of
of rehabilitated
persons in
in suitable
suitable Depattme
tof Labor
rehabilitated persons
DepartmentofLabor
or gainful occupations. The
The director
is authorized
and directed
directed to
to facilities
be utilized.
director is
authorized and
facilities to
to be
utilized.
utilize, with the approval
approval of the Secretary
Secretary of
the facilities
of Labor,
Labor, the
facilities of
of
the Department
Department of Labor,
Labor, in so far
practicable, in
in the
the
far as may
may be
be practicable,
rehabilitated persons in suitable
suitable or
placement of rehabilitated
entral
office,
or gainful
gainful occupations.
occupations. C
Central
office re_
r
SEC.
a central office in the District
S
EC. 7. The director shall establish a
District gional and suboffiCes.
suboffices
of Columbia, and
offices and
suboffices, not
exceedin5 to
to be
and such
such regional
regional offices
and suboffices,
not exceeding
be established.
established.
one hundred in number, within the
the United
States and
and
the territory of
of the
United States
its outlying
outlying possessions
possmions as may be deemed necessary
necessary by
and in
in
by him
him and
nec u e.

ns .

the best interests of the work committed to the Veterans' Bureau
and
the best
to carry
interests
out the
of purposes
the workofcommitted
this Act. to
Such
theregional
Veterans'
offices
Bureau
and
and to carry out the purposes of this Act.

owers, etc., of re

Powers, etc., of •
Such regional offices and giori
and suboffices
imal and sublffices

suboffices, may, subject to final action by the director in case of
an
of an
appeal, and under such rules and regulations
regulations as may be
be prescribed
prescribed
by the director, exercise such powers for hearing complaints and
and for
for
examining,
examining, rating, and awarding compensation
compensation claims,
claims, granting
granting
medical,
medical, surgical, dental, and
and
and hospital care,
care, convalescent
convalescent care,
care, and
necessary
necessary and reasonable
reasonable after care, granting
vocational training
and
granting vocational
training and
delegated to them
them, or some of
all other matters delegated
of them, by
by the
the director
director
as could be performed
Act by the
as
performed lawfully
lawfully under this Act
the central
central office.
office.
Abolishment author
The director
may abolish any
director may
any regional
when ized,
zed,
Abolishment
etc.
auth or
regional offices
offices or
or suboffices
suboffices when
etc.
in his judgment this may be done without detriment
detriment to
the
to the
administration of this Act, and upon such termination all records
administration
records
and supplies pertaining thereto shall be
to the
central
be delivered
delivered to
the central
office,
office, or as the director
director shall otherwise
otherwise prescribe.
prescribe.
se
to secure
t
SEC.
SEC. 8. That for
purposes of
of this
this Act
director, and
and such
Po
o
n
wr to
teafor the
the purposes
Act the
the director,
such tim
timone
n
persons as the director
designate, shall
director may designate,
shall have
issue voI.
Vol. 40, p.
have the
the power
power to
to issue
p. 399.
399.
subpoenas
subpoenas for and compel the attendance
attendance of witnesses within
within a
a
radius of one hundred miles from the place of hearing, to require
require
the production of books, papers, documents,
documents, and
and other evidence,
evidence,
to
to administer
administer oaths, and to examine witnesses upon
upon any
any matter
matter
within the
the jurisdiction
within
jurisdiction of the bureau. In
In case of disobedience
disobedience to
i
t
e„,1
,to
t
f
o
rom
sectux, evito „l
urts
secure
a
bureau may
a subpoena
subpoena the bureau
may invoke
the aid
aid of
of any
any district
court denceetc.
dance, etc.
invoke the
district court
of the United States in requiring the
attendance and
and testimony
of
the attendance
testimony of
witnesses and the production of documentary
witnesses
documentary evidence,
evidence and
such
and such
court,
jurisdiction
court, within the juri
sdicti on o
w hich th
nquiry i
may,
offwhich
thee i
inquiry
iss carried
carried on
on, may,
in case of contumacy
contumacy or refusal to obey a
issued ti3
a subpoena
subpoena issued
to any
any
officer, agent, or employee of any corporation
other person,
issue
corporation or
or other
person, issue
an
person to appear before
an order
order requiring such corporation
corporation or other person
before
the
bureau or
or to
give evidence
puned
the bureau
to give
evidence touching
touching the matter m
in question;
question; Far
and
any failure
may be
and any
failure to obey such order of the court may
eoli.sh
urted
. as
be punished
punished by
by co=
compt of
ofPucot
such court
a contempt
", 'etcsuch
court as
as a
contempt thereof. Any person so required to attend witns
Witness
as a
a witness shall be allowed
as
allowed and paid the same fees and mileage
mileage as
as
are paid witnesses in the district courts of the United States.
States.
feeS

etc.
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Employees
to be
Empoyeeto
be dedeFor the purpose
the director is
purpose of this Act, the
is authorized
to detail
detail
authorized to
tailed to examine
claims,
investigate
claims, investi
gate from time to
time clerks
clerks or
persons employed
employed in
to time
or persons
to make
in the
the bureau
bureau to
make
frauds,
etc.
frauds,
etc.
Podwers conferred.
onferred. examinations
examinations into
the merits
merits of
of compensation
compensation and
insurance claims,
into the
Powers
and insurance
claims,
whether
adjudicated, as
whether pending
pending or adjudicated,
proper, and
and to
to aid
aid
as he
he may deem
deem proper,
in the preparation,
preparation, presentation,
presentation, or examination
examination of
such claims;
of such
claims;
and any such person so detailed
have power
power to
to administer
administer
detailed shall
shall have
oaths, take affidavits, and certify
the correctness
correctness of
of the
papers
certify to
to the
the papers
and documents
pertaining to
to the
administration of
of this
this Act.
and
documents
pertaining
the
administration
Act.
Opinion ofquestions
Attorney
eneral on
SEC.
9. In
In addition
addition to
S
EC. 9.
the services
services of
legal assistants
to the
of the
the legal
assistants employed
General
on questions of
of
employed
Ilaw.
aw,
by the bureau, the Director may require the opinion
of the
the Attorney
opinion of
Attorney
any questions
General on any`
questions of law arising
arising in
of the
the
in the
the administration
administration of
bureau.
General powers
General
powers ofbureau.
of bureau.
Director.
SEC.
The director, subject
Director.
S
EC. 10. The
subject to
to the
the general
general directions
directions of
of the
the
Vol. 42
42, p.
p. 149.
149.
Vol.
President, shall
shall be responsible for the proper examination,
President,
examination, medical
medical
hospitalization, dispensary,
care, treatment, hospitalization,
dispensary, and
and convalescent
convalescent care
care
necessary
necessary and reasonable
reasonable after
after care,
care, welfare
welfare of,
of, nursing,
nursing, vocational
vocational
training, and such other services
services as may be necessary
necessary in
in the
carrying
the carrying
out of the provisions
provisions of this Act, and
for that
that purpose
purpose is
and for
is hereby
hereby
the direction
of the
the President
or with
the approval
authorized, at
at the
direction of
President or
with the
approval of
of
To uutilize eexistingfa- authorized,
cities of all ioverncilities
Govern- the head of the department
department concerned,
concerned, to
to utilize
utilize the
the now
now existing
ieisting or
or
ment
agencies.
ment agencies.
future
facilities of the United States Public Health Service,
future facilities
Service, the
the War
War
Department, the Navy Department,
Department, the
the Interior
Interior Department,
Department, the
the
National Home for Disabled
Disabled Volunteer
and such
such other
other
Volunteer Soldiers,
Soldiers, and
governmental facilities
as may
made available
available for
the purposes
purposes
Additional ppersonnel, governmental
facilities as
may be
be made
for the
Additional
equipent, etc.,
etc. to be
be set
set forth in
in this
act; and
such governmental
governmental agencies
are hereby
hereby
this act;
equipment,
and such
agencies
are
furnished.
frnished.
authorized
facilities, including
authorized to furnish
furnish such facilities,
equipment,
including personnel,
personnel, equipment,

medical,
medical, surgical, and hospital
services and
and supplies
the director
hospital services
supplies as
as the
director
may deem necessary
necessary and advisable
advisable in
out the
in carrying
carrying out
the provisions
provisions of
of
this Act, in addition
addition to such
governmental facilities
facilities as
hereby
such governmental
as are
are hereby
made
available.
made available.
Further hospitalization.
in the opinion
if Government
When, in
tion,
if
Government fa
fa
he director, the facilities and services
the
pinionofarte
t act the
he
unsatisfactory,
direc
ft
t
a
o
c
r, othe
,tf
ha
ecilitie
toa
rn
sd
hase
ll rvi
ma
c
i
e
ts
e
cilities
unsatisfactory. utilized i:
cilitiesunsatisfactory
the opinion
hospitalization,
for the
hospitalization,
medical
care,
and es
tr
ea t
men t for
f
or
medical
care,
and
treatment
beneficiaries
benefi
e
cin ries unde
r
under this act are unsatisfactory, the director shall make
arrangements
arrangements for the further
further hospitalization,
hospitalization, care,
care, and
and treatment
treatment of
of
beneficiaries
by other
means.
such
beneficiaries
by
other
means.
Improvin
g and extendpng
overnment In
In the event that there is
is not
tending Government
Government hospital
hospital and
not sufficient
sufficient Government
and
hospital facilities
hpitl
facilities auau- other
other facilities
facilities for
for the proper medical care and treatment of benebenethorized.
ficiaries
ficiaries under this Act, and the director deems
deems it
it necessary
necessary and
and
advisable to secure additional
advisable
additional Government facilities, he
he may,
may, within
within
the limits of appropriations
appropriations made for carrying out the
provisions of
the provisions
of
paragraph, and
this paragraph.,
and with
the approval
the President,
improve or
or
with the
approval of
of the
President, improve
New
to be
ie extend existing
governmental facilities,
existing governmental
additional facilities
facilities
facilities, or
New property
property to
or acquire
acquire additional
permanent
equipment
ermanent
equipmernt
by purchase
purchase or otherwise. Such new property and structures
as may
may
structures as
Of Bureau
of
Bureau or
or other
other GovOoUv
ernment agency.
ernment
agency.
be improved, extended, or acquired
shall become
the permanent
permanent
acquired shall
become part
part of
of the
equipment
equipment of the United States Veterans'
Veterans' Bureau
Bureau or
of some
one of
of
or of
some one
the now existing agencies
agencies of the Government, including
including the
the War
War
Department,
Department, Navy Department, Interior Department, Treasury
Treasury
Department,
Department, the National Home for
Disabled Volunteer
Volunteer Soldiers,
Soldiers, in
for Disabled
in
such way as will best serve
serve the present emergency,
taking into
emergency, taking
into
consideration the future services
consideration
services to be rendered
rendered the veterans
veterans of
of the
the
World
War,
including
the
beneficiaries under
contracts
for
outie
World
War,
including
the
beneficiaries
under this
this Act.
Act.
Contracts for outside
medical, etc.,
meical,
etc, services
In the event Government
In
Government hospital facilities are
are insufficient
insufficient or
or
if Government faciliitfioverenet fieli- inadequate
director may
inadequate the
the director
con t
rac twith
with State,
municip al, or
n
may contract
State, municipal,
or i
in

ties inadequate.

Pubic

lHelth, etc.

Public Health,
etc.,
an s
d
hospitals
to
hospitas transferred
Bureau.

tr

Bureau.

ferre to

exceptional
medical, surgical,
exceptional cases, with private hospitals for such medical,
surgical,
and hospital services and supplies as may be
required, and
and such
such
be required,
contracts
contracts may be made for a
aperiod of not exceeding
exceeding three
years and
and
three years
may be for the use of aaward or other hospital
may
hospital unit
or on
unit or
on such
such other
other
basis as may be in the best interest of the beneficiaries
beneficiaries under
under this
this Act.
Act.
There
are hereby
hereby permanently
permanently transferred
transferred to the Veterans'
Bureau
There are
Veterans' Bureau
all
under the
the jurisdiction of the Public
all hospitals
hospitals now
now or
or formerly
formerly under
Health
Department, the operation,
Health Service
Service or of the Treasury
Treasury Department,
operation,
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management,
management, or control of which have heretofore
heretofore been transferred
transferred

by the President to said Bureau
pursuant to
Bureau pursuant
to the
the authority
authority contained
contained
in section 9
9 of the Act entitled "An Act
Act to
to establish
establish a
a Veterans'
Veterans'

Vop.

.

Vol. 42, p. 150.

Bureau and to improve the facilities and service
service of
of such Bureau
Bureau
and further to amend and modify the War Risk
Insurance Act,
Risk Insurance
Act,

approved August
9, 1921."
approved
August 9,
1921."
Rules to be made for
SEC.
11. The director is hereby
S
EC. 11.
hereby authorized
authorized to
to make
make such
such rules
rules conRdes
conduct to
of batie
patients 'at
at
and regulations
etc.
promote hospitals,
hospitals, etc.
regulations as may be deemed
deemed necessary
necessary in order to promote

good conduct
conduct on the part of persons
persons who
who are
receiving care
care or
are receiving
or
treatment
treatment in hospitals, homes, or institutions as patients or
or
beneficiaries of said bureau during their
beneficiaries
their stay
stay in
in such
such hospitals,
hospitals, Penaltiesforbreaches
Penalties for breaches
centers. Penalties
homes, institutions,
institutions, or training
training centers.
Penalties for
for the
breach of
of thereof.
the breach
such rules and regulations
regulations may, with the approval
of the
the director,
director,
approval of
a forfeiture
extend to a
forfeiture by the offender of such portion
portion of the
the
compensation payable
payable to him, not exceeding three-fourths
compensation
of the
three-fourths of
the
monthly installment per month for three months, for
for a
a breach
breach
committed while receiving treatment in
in such
such hospital,
hospital, home,
home
institution, or training center as may
prescribed by
by such
such rules
may be
be prescribed
rules and
and
regulations.
regulations.
Acceptance of gifts
SEC.
bureau is hereby
hereby authorized
S
EC. 12. That the bureau
authorized and
empowered forACrehpabiati
and empowered
ofgu
for rehabilitation,
authorized.
to receive, for purposes of benefits
benefits provided by
hereof, thorized.
by Title IV hereof,
Post, p. 627.
such gifts and donations
donations from
from either
either public
public or
or private
private sources
sources as
as
'Pt,
.
Funds created theremay be offered
moneys so
offered unconditionally. All moneys
so received
as gifts
received as
gifts from,
from, and
and use
use to
to be
be
or donations
donations shall be paid into the Treasury
Treasury of the
the United
United States, made.
made.
and shall constitute a
permanent fund, to be called
"Special
a permanent
called the
the "Special
fund for vocational rehabilitation,"
rehabilitation," to
to be
be used under
under the
the direction
direction
of the said bureau in connection
connection with the appropriations
appropriations hereby made
or hereafter to be made, to defray
defray the
the expenses
expenses of
and Report
of providing
providing and
Rpot
of receipt,
of receipts,
maintaining courses
courses of vocational rehabilitation;
rehabilitation; and a
a full report
report of etc.
etc.
all gifts and donations offered
offered and accepted
accepted and all
all disbursements
disbursements
therefrom shall be submitted annually
annually to
the director.
to Congress
Congress by
by the
director. Previous appropriaSEC.
appropriated for
S
EC. 13. All sums heretofore appropriated
for use
use by
by the
the Federal
Federal tions
tions
tocouon
to constitute fund
advancement of
Board for
for Vocational
Vocational Education
as a
revolving fund,
fund, not
Education as
a revolving
not exceeding
exceeding for
tain
ea nt of
trainees.
$500,000,
$500,000, may be used by the bureau as a
revolving fund
a revolving
fund for
for the
the
purpose of making
advancement to
purpose
making advancement
persons commencing
commencing or
or undergoing
undergoing
to persons
Poet, p. 627.
training under Title IV hereof, such advancements
p. 627.
advancements to bear no interest Po
and to
tobe
reimbursed in such installments
be reimbursed
installments as may be determined
determined by
the director
director by proper deductions from the monthly maintenance
maintenance
support allowances
allowances allowed
and support
by
Act.
allowDetailed
by this
this Act.
Detailed annual reSEC.
That the
S
EC. 14. That
director of
of the
the United
United States
States Veterans'
the director
Veterans' Bureau
Bureau port
port to Congress.
Congre.
Vol.
p. 152.
December of each year file
file with
with the
shall on the first Monday in December
the Vol. 42,
42p. 15
Speaker
of
the
House
of
Representatives
Speaker
Representatives and the President of
of the
Senate aafull and complete
complete report of all activities of the
the United
United States
States
Veterans'
Veterans' Bureau, showing in
m detail
number of
of claimants
claimants and
and
detail the number
compensation paid, the number of
the amount of compensation
of the
of veterans
veterans of
the
various wars and expeditions
expeditions receiving hospitalization
hospitalization and
and medical
medical
treatment, the number of dependents
dependents drawing compensation and
and the
the
amount of such compensation,
compensation,. the number of persons holding and
and
paying for Government life insurance, and aa full and itemized
statement of all moneys
the director,
statement
moneys received
received and
and disbursed
disbursed by
by the
director,
or
of his
his agents,
or any
any of
agents, for
for the
the preceding
preceding year.
year.
4prevus
All previous approSEC.
SEC. 15. All sums heretofore
heretofore appropriated
appropriated for
carrying out
the priatiounsepended,
for carrying
out the
priations, unexpended,
available.
provisions
Act and
amendments thereto
provisions of the War Risk Insuance
Insuance Act
and amendments
thereto made
madeavailable.
Vol. 40, p. 617.
and to carry out the provisions of the Act entitled "An
" An Act
Act to
to provide
provide Vol. 4, p. 617.
for vocational rehabilitation
rehabilitation and return
return to civil employment
employment of
of
disabled persons discharged from the military or naval forces
forces of
of the
United States, and for other purposes,"
1918,
purposes," approved
approved June 27,
27, 1918,
and amendments
amendments thereto, and all sums heretofore
heretofore appropriated
appropriated for
for Vol. 42, p. 147.
carrying out the provisions
provisions of
carrying
of the
the Act
An Act
Act to
to establish
establish Vol. p.17.
Act entitled
entitled "
"An
aaVeterans'
Veterans' Bureau and to improve the facilities and service of such
bureau, and further
further to amend
the War
War Risk
amend and modify
modify the
Risk Insurance
Insurance
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612
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Act," approved
approved August
and amendments
amendments thereto
thereto shall,
shall,
1921, and
9, 1921,
August 9,
Act,"
where
be made
available for
for the
the bureau
be
may.be
and may
bureau and
made available
unexpended, be
where unexpended,
expended
in such
as the
necessary in
in carrying
carrying
deems necessary
director deems
the director
manner as
such manner
expended in
out the
purposes of
this Act.
Act.
of this
the purposes
out
Prior insurance apSEC. 16.
16. All
All sums
heretofore appropriated
appropriated for
the military
military and
and
for the
sums heretofore
SEC.
rrP iosansand ppropriations
preappropriation and all premiums collected
mium colections
collections made naval
naval insurance
collected for the
insurance appropriation
m
available.
yearly renewable
provided by
the provisions
provisions of
Title
of Title
by the
insurance provided
term insurance
renewable term
yearly
24.
Pat, p..l624.
Post,
III deposited
deposited and
the credit
credit of this
to the
Treasury to
the Treasury
into the
covered into
and covered
III
appropriation
shall, where
where unexpended,
unexpended, be
be made
made available
available for
for the
appropriation, shall,
Premiums collected
yearly
All premiums
Premiums that
that may
may hereafter
hereafter be
be collected
collected for
the yearly
for the
bureau. All
coecte d bureau.
hereamd
hereafter.
renewable
term insurance
provided by
provisions of
Title II
III
of Title
by the
the provisions
insurance provided
renewable term
hereof
shall be
be deposited
into the
Treasury for
credit
the credit
for the
the Treasury
covered into
and covered
deposited and
hereof shall
Payment of term in- of this appro priation.
Such
sum including
including all
payments
premnum payments
all _premium
Such sum
e- of this appropriation.
Pamentoecf
surance,
etc.,term
therefrom.
is
available for the payment of the liabilities of the United
is made
made available
States
incurred under
under contracts
contracts of
of yearly
renewable term insurance
yearly renewable
States incurred
made
under the
of Title
III, including
such liabilities
liabilities as
as
including such
Title III,
provisions of
the provisions
made under
shall
have been
been or
shall hereafter
in a
adistrict
district
judgment in
to judgment
be reduced
reduced to
hereafter be
or shall
shall have
court of
the United
United States
States or
or in
in the
the Supreme
Supreme Court
District
the District
of the
Court of
of the
court
Authority for.
of Columbia.
Columbia. Payments
from this
be made
shall be
appropriation shall
this appropriation
Payments from
of
uthorityror.
upon and
in accordance
accordance with
with the
the awards
by the
director.
the director.
awards by
and in
upon
All premium paybe credtePaY
eA
ments to be credited to
Government
insurGovernment life insurance fund.
fund.

ance

lie

Payments of awards
a w a rd s
byDrS
by
Director.

of

Reserve funds to be
setReserve
aside. funds to be
p. 152.
Vol. 42,
42 p.152.
Investment, etc.
etc.
Investment,

S
EC. 17.
account of
converted
insurance converted
of insurance
on account
paid on
all premiums
premiums paid
That all
SEC.
17. That

covered
under the
the provisions
deposited and covered
of Title III hereof shall be deposited
provisions of
under
Treasury to the credit of the United States
Government life
into the Treasury
States Government
insurance fund
be available
available for
for the
losses,
of losses,
payment of
the payment
shall be
and shall
fund and
insurance
dividends,
other benefits
provided for
under such
for under
benefits provided
and other
refunds, and
dividends, refunds,
hereafter
insurance,
including such
such liabilities
have been
been or shall hereafter
as shall
shall have
liabilities as
insurance, including
be
to judgment
judgment in
district court
United States
States or
or
the United
of the
court of
a district
in a
be reduced
reduced to
in
the Supreme
Court of
of the
the District
of Columbia.
Columbia. Payments
from
Payments from
District of
Supreme Court
i the
tick fund
shall be
upon and
accordance with
the
by the
awards by
with awards
in accordance
and in
be made
made upon
fund shall
this
director.
The bureau
to set
set aside
collected
aside out of the fund so collected
is authorized
authorized to
bureau is

accepted actuarial
actuarial
as may
may be
such reserve
reserve funds
funds as
such
be required,
required, under
under accepted
and the
the SecSecprinciples, to meet all liabilities
liabilities under such insurance;
insurance; and
retary of
hereby authorized
authorized to
invest and
reinvest
and reinvest
to invest
is hereby
Treasury is
of the
the Treasury
retary
the
life insurance
insurance fund,
or any
part
any part
fund, or
States Government
Government life
United States
the said
said United
thereof,
in interest-bearing
United States
States or bonds
the United
obligations of the
interest-bearing obligations
thereof, in
of
farm-loan banks
to sell
sell said
obligations of
of the
the
said obligations
and to
banks and
Federal farm-loan
of the
the Federal
farm-loan banks for the
United
States or
or the
the bonds
Federal farm-loan
of the Federal
bonds of
United States
purposes
of such
such fund.
fund.
purposes of
Credits to be allowed
SEC. 18.
General of
of the
the United
is
States is
United States
Comptroller General
the Comptroller
That the
18. That
SEC.
disbuin accoants
accountsof
of disbursing clerk, etc.
authorized and directed to allow credit in the accounts of the
hereby
hereby authorized
disbursing
clerk of
of the bureau
for all payments of insurance installbureau for
disbursing clerk
ments hereafter
without verification
deduction on the
of the
the deduction
verification of
made, without
ments
hereafter made,
pay rolls,
premiums as may have accrued prior to January 1,
of such premiums
pay
rolls, of
1921, while
the insured
the service.
was in the
insured was
while the
1921,
Recognition of atrecognized
the recognized
except the
or attorney
SEC. 19.
19. That
That no
no claim
claim agent
agent or
attorney except
o at-g SEC.
tecognition
torneys
in presenting
claims,
representatives of the American
American Red Cross, the American
American Legion, the
restrited. representatives
aims, etc., restricted.
Post, p.1302.
1 2
Veterans of
Disabled
American Veterans,
Veterans, and
the Veterans
of Foreign
Foreign Wars
Wars and
and
and the
Disabled American
Pod, p. 30 .
such other
other organizations
approved by the Director, shall
as shall be approved
organizations as
such
be recognized
recognized in
presentation or
or adjudication
adjudication of
of claims
claims under
under
in the
the presentation
be
For insurance elftims Titles II III, and IV, except that in the event of disagreement
to
,c e dei Titles II, III, and IV, except that in the event of disagreement as to
In Finor
court, permitted.
claim under
of insurance
insurance between
bureau and any
the bureau
between the
a contract
contract of
under a
claim
beneficiary
beneficiaries thereunder
thereunder an
an action
action on the claim
claim may
may be
beneficiary or
or beneficiaries
brought against
against the
the United
United States
States either
Supreme Court
Court of
of the
the
brought
either in
in the
the Supreme
distct t court of the United States in
of Columbia or in the district
District
Distrit of
or any
any one
one of them
and for
for the
the district
district in
beneficiaries or
in which such
such beneficiaries
and
resides, and
that
whenever judgment
shall
be
rendered in
be
rendered
in an
an action
action
judgment
shall
resides,
and
that
whenever
Determination of fee
of its
judgment,
court, as
brought pursuant
to this
this provision,
provision, the
the court,
as part
part of
its judgment,
pursuant to
ofe
f brought
byDteerition"
by the court.
reasonable attorney's fees, not to
to
such reasonable
shall determine
determine and allow such
exceed 5
5 per
centum of
amount recovered,
recovered, to
to be
by the
the
be paid
paid by
of the
the amount
exceed
per centum
claimant m
in behalf
behalf of
whom such
such proceedings
instituted to
to
proceedings were instituted
of whom
claimant
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his
attorney-,said
said fee
fee to
to be
paid out
payments to be made to
out of the payments
be paid
his attorney,
the beneficiary
the judgment
at a
exceedrate not
not exceed-owed
a rate
rendered at
judgment rendered
under the
the
beneficiary under
Intervenors allowed
ilurance cases.
ing one-tenth
of each
of such
such payments
i
payments until paid. All persons in
each of
one-tenth of
ing
ninsurance
cases.
having
or
claiming
to
have
an
mterest
such
may
be
insurance
in
interest
an
have
to
claiming
having or
made parties
parties to
to said
said suit,
suit, and
such as
as are
not inhabitants
inhabitants of or
or found
are not
and such
made
within the
in which
brought, may be brought in by
which suit is brought,
district in
the district
within
order
of the
served personally
personally or
by publication
publication as
the Procedure,
as the
rocedre,
or by
court to
to be
be served
order of
the court
court may
The procedure
shall otherwise be
suits Slaall
such suits
in such
procedure in
direct. The
may direct.
court
the
that provided
for suits
courts by
by the
act Vol.
vol. 24,
the act
24, p. 505
505.
district courts
in the
the district
suits in
provided for
as that
the same
same as
entitled,
Act providing
for the bringing of suits against the
providing for
"An Act
entitled, "An
of marriage
United
States," approved
3, 1887,
1887, as
as amended.
amended.roof
approved March 3,
United States,"
Proof of
marriage.
S
EC. 20.
20. That
That for
for the
the purpose
this Act
marriage of
the
ofofma
of the
the marriage
Act the
of this
purpose of
SEC.
claimant
to the
person on
on account of whom the claim is made shall
the person
claimant to
be
prescribe by
as the director may prescribe
testimony as
such testimony
by such
shown by
be shown
regulations.
regulations.
Paymentstomors,
Payments
tominors,
etc.
under this Act is to be made etc.
c. 21.
21. That
where any
payment under
any payment
That where
bEC.
navalforcesof
to
than a
person in
or naval
forces of
military or
the military
in the
a person
other than
minor, other
to aa minor,
incompetent, or under
the
United States,
or to
to a
person mentally
mentally incompetent,
a person
States, or
the United
other legal
legal disability
adjudged by
of competent
competent jurisdiction,
jurisdiction, Tregularguardians
a court
court of
by a
disability adjudged
other
To regular guardians,
etc.
to the person who is constituted
such
be made to
constituted etc.
may be
payment may
such payment
the laws of the State or
by the
guardian, curator,.
or conservator
conservator by
curator, or
guardian,
residence
of claimant,
otherwise legally
vested with
r
with Provisos,
legally vested
or is
is otherwise
claimant, or
residence of
prior to
to
Payments prior
the claimant or his estate: Provided,
of the
responsibility
or care
care of
Provided, That Payments
responsibility or
notice of disability.
prior
to receipt
of notice by the
person is notice of disability.
the bureau that any such person
receipt of
prior to
adjudged by some court of
disability adjudged
legal disability
under
such other
other legal
under such
competent
jurisdiction, payment
payment may
may be
be made
to such
such person
person Wherenolearmade to
competent jurisdiction,
Where no legal guarappointed.
dianappointed.
purpose of payments
direct: Provided
Provided further,
That for
for the
the purpose
payments of dian
further, That
direct:
guardian,
benefits
under
Title
II
hereof,
where
no
guardian,
curator,
or
no
where
hereof,
II
Title
under
benefits
conservator of
of the
under a
alegal disability-has been appointed
appointed
person under
the person
conservator
the
the State or residence
under the
the laws
of the
residence of the claimant, the
laws of
under
director shall
person who
who is
is otherwise
otherwise legally vested
the person
determine the
shall determine
director
flure
se
on
And Suspension
with responsibility
responsibility or
the claimant
claimant or
or his
his estate:
estate: And
of the
care of
or care
with
on failure
provided further,
further, That
That the
the director,
in his
suspend to
to render
accounts.
render aciounts.
may suspend
discretion, may
his discretion,
director, in
provided
curator, conservator, or other
such payments
payments to
to any
such guardian,
guardian, curator,
any such
such
reasonable notice, to render
person
who shall
neglect or
or refuse
after reasonable
refuse, after
shall neglect
person who
application
an
the director
director from
from time
showing the application
to time showing
time to
to the
account to
an account
incompetent
of
such payments
benefit of
of such
minor or incompetent
such minor
the benefit
for the
payments for
of such
beneficiary.
Noasgnmentsetc..
beneficiary.
No
assignments, etc.,
orallowam.
allowances.
maintenance of
and maintenance
SEC. 22.
22. That
That the
insurance, and
compensation, insurance,
the compensation,
SEC.
III, and IV,
and support
payable under
II, III,
Titles II,
under Titles
allowance payable
support allowance
and
not be subject to the
shall not
respectively, shall
not be
assignable; shall
be assignable;
shall not
respectively,
claims of
creditors of any person to whom an award is made under
of creditors
claims
be exempt from all taxation: Proviso.
and shall be
Titles
III, or
or IV;
IV; and
II, III,
Titles II,
of United
United
lim of
Provided, That
That such
such compensation,
maintenance Claims
and maintenance
insurance, and
compensation insurance,
Provided,
States admitted.
any claims which the Statesadmitted
and
allowance shall
subject to any
be subject
shall be
support allowance
and support
against
HI, IV, and V, against
Titles II,
United States
States may
have, under
II, III,
under Titles
may have,
United
the compensation,
the person
account the
compensation, insurance, or
whose account
on whose
person on
the
maintenance
maintenance and
and support
support allowance
allowance is
is payable.
payable.
Converted insurance
insurance
gnments permitted.
assignmentspermitted.
That the
the provisions
provisions of
section shall
construed to assi
be construed
not be
shall not
this section
of this
That
prohibit
assignment by
any person
to whom
converted insurance
whom converted
person to
by any
the assignment
prohibit the
Title III of such Act of his interest in such
shall
under Title
payable under
be payable
shall be
insurance to
to any
member of the permitted class of other member
any other
insurance
beneficiaries.
beneficiaries.
Persons deed
discharged
for spedie~
specified causes
causes
SEC. 23.
23. The
The discharge
or dismissal
dismissal of
of any:
person from the for
any person
discharge or
SEC.
barred from compensar
pp ao
S benefits.
is guilty of mutiny, tvtm
military or
or naval
naval forces
on the
the ground
ground that
that he is
forces on
military
tion, etc.,
Vol.
42,
p.
1521.
treason,
spying,
or
any
offense
involving
moral
turpitude,
or
Vol.
42,
or
p.turpitude,
treason, spying, or any offense involving moral
Post, p. 1303.
has been found Pa P
willful
persistent misconduct,
misconduct, of
of which
which he
he has
and persistent
willful and,
conscientious
an enemy
is an
guilty
he is
enemy alien,
alien, conscientious
that he
or that
court-martial, or
a court-martial,
by a
guilty by
objector, or
deserter, shall
shall terminate
any insurance
insurance granted on
terminate any
a deserter,
or a
objector,
the
of such
such person
the provisions
provisions of Title III
TIT and shall
under the
person under
life of
the life
Title II,
bar
under Title
II, or any insurance
compensation under
any compensation
to any
rights to
all rights
bar all
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under Title
Title III,
or any
any maintenance
maintenance and
and support
under
III, or
support allowance
allowance under
under
Title IV:
IV: Provided,
as to
converted insurance,
the cash
cash
Title
Provided, That
That as
to converted
insurance, the

surrender
value thereof,
if any,
the date
surrender value
thereof, if
any, on
on the
date of
of such
such discharge
discharge or
or

dismissal shall
shall be
be paid
paid the
the insured,
if living,
if dead
dead to
to the
dismissal
insured, if
living, and
and if
the

Enemy alien in UnitEnemy
aienin Unit- designated
Providedfurther
further, That an enemy alien who
designated beneficiary:
beneficiary: Provided
volunteered
Army, Navy,
Marine
volunteered or who was drafted into the
the Army,
Navy, or
or Marine
Corps of the United
United States during
during the World War,
War, and
was
and who
who was
not discharged
discharged from
application or
solicitation
not
from the
the service
service on
on his
his own
own application
or solicitation
by reason of
of his being an enemy
enemy alien,
and whose
whose service
service was
was honest
alien, and
honest
and faithful, shall be entitled to the benefits under Titles II, III,
III,
Allowance
Allowance iff didis- and faithful, shall be entitled to the benefits under Titles II,
honorably discharged and
honorably
IV
hereof: Provided
further That
in case
any person
person has
IV hereof:
Provided further
That in
case any
has
by court marshal and
dishonorably discharged
the military
military or
forces as
as
nbseourt mrsoha
been dishonorably
discharged from
from the
or naval
naval forces
subsequently
found nd
to been
have been
insane.
have
bee inDse
a result of a
a court-martial
a
court-martial trial,
and it
it is
is thereafter
thereafter established
established
trial, and
to
satisfaction of
of the
director that
time of
of the
to the
the satisfaction
the director
that at
at the
the time
the commission
commission
offense resulting in
of the offense
in such
such court-martial
court-martial trial
trial and
and discharge
discharge
that such
person was
was insane,
person shall
sha.
11 .be
to the
that
such person
insane, such
such person
be entitled
entitled to
the
compensation
insurance,
and vocational
training benefits
benefits under
compensation,
insurance,
and
vocational
training
under
Provisions effective
Titles II,
II, III,
Ill,and
and IV
IV hereof:
hereof: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
this section
reroas vel
i Titles
retroactively.
That this
section
shall be deemed
deemed to be
of April
6, 1917,
and the
director
be in effect
effect as of
April 6,
1917, and
the director
is hereby authorized
authorized and directed to make provision
provision by
by bureau
bureau
regulation
of any
insurance claim
claim or
or adjustment
in
regulation for payment
payment of
any insurance
adjustment in
insurance
premium account
of any
any insurance
contract which
which would
insurance premium
account of
insurance contract
would
not now be affected by .this section as amended.
etc.,
on
Compm.mtion,
etc., not now be affected by this section as amended.
anlowed
allowed
persons inSEC. 24.
induction by
the local
local draft
board, or
after
peraons
in- SEC.
24. That
That if
if after
after induction
by the
draft board,
or after
ducted, butt ding
dying of
ducted
orfbeing called into Federal service as aamember
member of the National
National Guard,
disability, etc., before
enlistment.
enlistment.
but before being
being accepted
accepted and
and enrolled
enrolled for
active service,
the
for active
service, the
Vol. 41, p. 372.
person died
died or
as aa result
of disease
disease contracted
contracted or
or
. 41
person
or became
became disabled
disabled as
result of
injury suffered
duty and
due to
to his
willful
injury
suffered in
in the
the line
line of
of duty
and not
not due
his own
own willful
misconduct involving moral
niisconduct
moral turpitude,
turpitude, or
result of
of the
the
or as
as aa result
aggravation,
in the
the line
of duty
duty and
own willful
aggravation, in
line of
and not
not because
because of
of his
his own
willful
misconduct involving
moral turpitude,
turpitude, of
of an
an existing
existing disease
misconduct
involving moral
disease or
or
injury, he
those entitled
shall receive
receive the
the benefits
benefits of
of
Insurance deemed
deemed injury,
he or
or those
entitled thereto
thereto shall
valid.
compensation payable
payable under
under Title
and any
any insurance
insurance
Title II;
II; and
application made
after induction
induction by
the local
applcation
made by
by such
such person
person after
by the
local draft
draft
board
but before
before being
enrolled for
for active
board but
being accepted
accepted and
and enrolled
active service
service shall
shall
be deemed
status
Status of
persons be
person
deemed valid.
valid.
provisionally
accepted
provisionaly accepted
SEC.
SEC. 25.
person who
1917,
25. Any
Any person
who between
between the
the 6th
6th day
day of
of April,
April, 1917,
for enlistment.
Vol.42,
and the 11th
1th day of November,
Vol.
42, p. 13.
153.
November, 1918, applied
or
applied for
for enlistment
enlistment or
enrollment in the military or
or naval
forces, and
and who
naval forces,
who was
was accepted
accepted
provisionally and directed or ordered
ordered to
camp, post,
station, or
or
to a
a camp,
post station,
other place
into such
shall be
place for
for final acceptance
acceptance into
such service,
service, shall
be deemed
deemed
to have the same
as an
inducted man
and
same status
status as
an inducted
man not
not yet
yet accepted
accepted and
enrolled for active service
service during the period
period while such
person was
such person
was
complying with such order or direction, and during such
such compliance,
compliance,
and until
his final
acceptance
or
rejection for
enlistment or
or
Allowed
compensa-and
until his
final
acceptance
or
rejection
for
enlistment
Allowed compensaa
n
tion and insurance enrollment into the military or naval forces, shall be entitled to the
tion
ce enrollment into the military or naval forces, shall be entitled to the
benefits.
ne and Insur
be fts
same benefits under Titles II
II and III hereof
an inducted
hereof as
as an
inducted man
man
not yet
yet accepted
accepted and
and enrolled
enrolled for
for active
active service.
service.
unpaid
Amounts
not
at
Amounts
death payable to
to per- S
SEC.
EC. 26. That the amount of the monthly installments
installments of
of comcomsonal representative.
sona representative.
pensation, yearly renewable
maintenance
renewable term insurance, or accrued maintenance
and support allowance
allowance which has become
become payable
payable under
under the
the proviprovisions of Titles
ritles II,
II, III, or IV hereof, but which has not been paid prior
prior
to the
the death
the person
entitled to
receive the
be _payPoeiso.
to
death of
of the
person entitled
to receive
the same,
same, may
ma be
payProviso.
Escheat,
etc.
able to
to the
representatives of
of such
such person:
person: Provided,
Provided, That
Escheat, etc.
able
the personal
personal representatives
hat
in
cases where
where the
of the
the decedent
decedent would
under the
in cases
the estate
estate of
would escheat
escheat under
the
laws of the place
place of his residence, such
such installments
installments shall
shall not
not be
be paid
paid
decedent but
to the estate of the decedent
but shall
shall escheat
escheat to
to the
the United
United States
States
and shall be credited to the appropriation
appropriation from which the
original
the original
award was made.
made.
award

ed States
states service,
service, enentitled to
to benefits
benefits theretherefrom.
m.
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Payments made hereSEC.
payments of
of compensation
S
EC. 27. That all payments
compensation and
and insurance
insurance heretohereto- tofore
P aymentsmadehereunder regulaa regulation
fore made pursuant
pursuant to a
regulation permitting permanent
permanent and
total tions, etc.,
and total
validated.
etc.,r
rldat
disability to
disability
to be
presumed from
from hospitalization
than
be presumed
hospitalization or
or ratings
ratings of
of less
less than
permanent
permanent total disability shall
be deemed
valid and
and no
no recovery
recovery
shall be
deemed valid
Proviso.
Provided, That
thereof shall be made:
made: Provided,
shall operate
operate Ipnsdrce
That nothing
nothing herein
herein shall
Insurance exception.
insurance not
not in
to validate
validate insurance
force
on
the
date
an
award
thereof
was
in force on the date an award thereof was
approved,
approved, except where
where premiums
thereafter accepted.
accepted.
premiums have
have been
been thereafter
No rei
recovery
from
SEC.
be no
no recovery
S
EC. 28. There shall be
recovery of
of payments
bene- beN
payments from
from any
any benevery
irom
3
beneficiary,
if without
ficiary who, in the judgment of the
fault.
the director,
director, is
without fault
on his
is without
fault on
his part,
part, fault.
and where, in the judgment
of the
the director,
judgment of
director, such
such recovery
recovery would
would defeat
defeat
the purpose
purpose of
of benefits
otherwise authorized
authorized or
or would
would be
be against
against
benefits otherwise
equity and
and good
conscience.
equity
good conscience.
Surplus supplies, etc.,
SEC.
SEC. 29. The director
director is authorized, in
his discretion,
lease, masy
in his
discretion, to
to sell,
sell, lease,
dispe of.
may be disposed
or exchange surplus
surplus equipment,
equipment, supplies,
or waste
waste matematesupplies, products,
products, or
Lands, etc., may be
rials belonging
belonging to the bureau or any of its
its plants
plants or
and leased.
or institutions;
institutions; and
leased
etc. may be
to lease for a
a term, not
not exceeding
exceeding three
years, lands
or buildings,
three years,
lands or
buildings, or
or
thereof, belonging
belonging to
parts or parcels thereof,
the United
and under
under
to the
United States
States and
eeds covered in
Proceeds covered iinthe control of the bureau. The net
net proceeds
proceeds of
all such
of all
such sales,
sales, leases,
leases, to
to the Treaury
Treasury.
shall be
or exchanges
exchanges shall
covered into
the Treasury
Treasury of
of the
United States
be covered
into the
the United
States
as
as miscellaneous
miscellaneous receipts.
receipts.
Files, etc., pertainSEC.
other papers
S
EC. 30. That all files, records,
records, reports, and other
papers and
and ing
caims, confidening tto claims,
confidential.
for the
documents pertaining to any claim for
the benefits
benefits of
of this
this Act,
whether tial.
Act, whether
pending
pending or adjudicated, shall
shall be
be deemed
confidential and
deemed confidential
and privileged
privileged
Disclosure allowed.
made except
except as
and no disclosure thereof shall be made
as follows:
follows:
Dsclnosur
allowed.
To claimants condi(a) To a
a claimant or his
his duly
duly authorized
(a)
authorized representative,
representative, as
as to
to tioTnayim'
conditionally.
matters concerning himself alone, when in the judgment
judgment of
of the
the
director
not be
director such disclosure would
would not
be injurious
to the
the physical
physical or
or
injurious to
mental
mental health
the claimant;
claimant;
health of
of the
Under process of
(b) Where
process of
Where required
required by the process
of aa United
United States
States court
court to
court, etc.
to courtde
of
therein pending;
be produced in any suit or proceeding
proceeding therein
pendi g; or
when
or when
such production
production is deemed
be necessary
necessary in
deemed by the director to be
any
in any
suit or proceeding
proceeding brought under
under the provisions
provisions of
of this
this Act;
Act;
To court in proceed(c) In
all proceedings
mental ings
(c)
In all
proceedings in the nature of an inquest
invest into the mental
To asort
imental ca-aas to mental
pacity.
competency of a
a claimant,
all other
competency
claimant, and in
in all
other judicial
judicial proceedings,
proceedings, pacity.
when in the judgment of the director
disclosure is
director such disclosure
is deemed
deemed
necessary and
and proper;
proper;
necessary
Amount of compen(d) The amount of compensation
compensation or
training allowance
allowance of
of any
any sation
or training
sationortralningal
owor training allowbeneficiary
to any
any person
beneficiary shall be made known to
person who
applies for
for such
who applies
such ance.
a oe .
information.
information.
Acceptance of certiWherever
Wherever the production
production of a
afile, record,
record, report, or
or other
other document
document fied
feedcops
copies asevidence.
evidence.
is required
required or permitted
section a
permitted by this section
copy
thereof
may
a certified
certified copy thereof may
produced in lieu of the original,
and such
such certified
be produced
original, and
certified copy
copy shall
be
shall be
received in evidence with like force and effect as
as the
the original.vin
original.
f Act
Provisions of Act not
SEC.
SEC. 31.
31. The provisions of this Act shall not
to any
any connot apply
apply to
con- applicable
to consienapplicable to
conscientious objector
refusing
scientious objector
military duty
objector who refused to perform
perform military
refused to
duty or
or refused
btor
t'person
ersi"ng
and
disto wear
wear the uniform, or to any alien who was discharged
to
discharged from the charged for
for allenage.
alienage.
Post,
p.
1304.
military or naval forces
forces prior to November 11, 1918, on
of Pop. 1304.
on account
account of
his alienage.
his
alienage.
TITLE II.-COMPENSATION
A-ND TREATMENT.
Trrrx
H. — COMPENSATION AND
TREATMENT.

SEC.
from personal
S
EC. 200. For death or disability resulting from
personal injury
injury
suffered or disease contracted
contracted in the military or naval
suffered
naval service on
on or
or
after April 6, 1917, and before July 2, 1921,
1921, or
for an
or for
an aggravation
aggravation
or recurrence
recurrence of
of a
a disability
acceptance,
or
disability existing
existing prior to examination,
examination, acceptance,
and enrollment
aggravation was
enrollment for service, when such aggravation
suffered and
was suffered
and
contracted
contracted in, or such recurrence
recurrence was caused
caused=by,
the military
military or
or
by, the
naval
before July
July 2,
naval service on or after April 6, 1917, and before
2, 1921,
1921,
by any
any commissioned
commissioned officer
officer or
or enlisted
enlisted man,
man, or
or by
by any
any member
member of
of
the Army Nurse
(female) or of the Navy Nurse
the
Nurse Corps (female)
Corps (female)
Nurse Corps
(female)

Compensation

tetmenstion
treatment.

and

and

Officers,
Officers, enlisted
enlisted
n, etc.
etc. entitled to,
men,
April
for injtitrirolin7urreder
c.
aft

entitled

rinJ'urymcnedafter

Vol.
'
42, p. 1522.
vol.42,p.
l.
13
Post,

Pod p.1304.
' 04
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when employed
employed in
active service
under the
the War
or
Department or
War Department
in the
the active
service under
when
Navy
Department, the
the United
States shall
pay to
commissuch commisto such
shall pay
United States
Navy Department,
sioned officer
or enlisted
enlisted man,
member of
of the
Corps
the Army
Army Nurse
Nurse Corps
man, member
sioned
officer or
(female),
or of
of the
Navy Nurse
Corps (female),
(female), or,
or, in
the discretion
of
discretion of
in the
the Navy
Nurse Corps
(female), or
the director,
director, separately
to his
or her
dependents, compensation
as
compensation as
his or
her dependents,
separately to
Mis t excep- the
Misconduct
tion.
but no
no compensation
compensation shall
shall be
be paid
paid if
if the
injury,
the injury,
hereinafter provided;
provided; but
tion.de
ecep- hereinafter
disease,
aggravation
or
recurrence'
has
been
cause(f
by
his
own
will
disease, aggravation, or recurrence has been caused by his own willrao.
Provisos.
Paralysis, ete.,
etc., allowallow- ful
misconduct: Provided,
Provided, That
no
person suffering
suffering from
from paralysis,
no person
That
misconduct:
ful
Paralysis,
hospitalance. a c e .
paresis, or
or from
from constitutional
constitutional lues
requiring hospitallues requiring
paresis,
or blindness,
blindness, or
ization, as
as the
the result
of disease,
shall be
be denied
while
compensation while
denied compensation
disease, shall
result of
ization,
patient in
in a
Veterans' Bureau
hospital by
misconof willful misconby reason
reason of
Bureau hospital
a Veterans'
aapatient
Soundness on entrance inferred if e duct.
That for
for the
the purposes
purposes of
of this
every such
officer, ensuch officer,
enthis section
section every
duct. That
trane'inf
active
st
ed man,
man ,or other
member employed in the active service under
listed
other member
service NovemNovem- li
active service
her 11,i.1918.
1918.
ber
the
War Department
Department or
or Navy
Navy Department
the War
Department who was discharged
discharged or
who resigned,
and every
such officer,
enlisted
officer, enlisted
every such
2, 1921,
1921, and
to July
July 2,
prior to
who
resigned prior
man, or
other member
in the
the active
active service
under the
the War
War
service under
employed in
member employed
or other
man,
Department or
or Navy
1918,
11, 1918,
November 11,
or before
before November
on or
Department on
Navy Department
Department
who
after July
July 2,
2, 1921,
is discharged
discharged or
resigns, shall
shall be
be conconor resigns,
1921, is
or after
who on
on or
Recorded defects ex- clusively
elusively held
held and
and taken
taken to
sound condition
when exexin sound
condition when
to have
have been
been in
cepted.
accepted, and
and enrolled
for service,
service, except
as to
to defects,
defects,
except as
enrolled for
amined, accepted,
cepRoed" depfetsex. mined,
disorders, or
infirmities made
made of
of record
record in
in any
proper
by proper
any manner
manner by
or infirmities
disorders,
authorities
United States
States at
time of,
of, or
or prior
prior to,
to, inception
inception
the time
at the
the United
of the
authorities of
of
service, to
extent to
to which
any such
such defect,
defect, disorder,
of active
active service,
to the
the extent
which any
disorder,
Proviso.
Specified diseases de- or
infirmity was
was so
made of
Provided, That
an ex-service
That an
ex-service
of record:
record: Provided,
so made
spefeddiseasesde
or infirmity
issshown to have or, if deceased, to have had, prior to
Jae -man who i
vei°Ped
prior ta
to Jan
veloped
nary 1, 1925,
presumed
neuropsychiatric disease
disease, an active
as
incurred'in
as incurred
in service.
service. January
January 1, 1925, neuropsychiatric
active tuberculous
tuberculous
disease,
agitans, encephalitis
lethaigica, or
or amoebic
amoebic dysendysenencephalitis lethargica,
paralysis agitans,
disease, paralysis
Post,
618.
tery
evel
oping a
per centum
disability or
in
tery d
osd, P
developing
p..
61&
a 10
10 per
centum degree
degree of
of disability
or more
more in
accordance with
the provisions
provisions of
subdivision (4) of section
of
section 202 of
of subdivision
accordance
with the
this Act
shall be
his disability
disability in such
to have
have acquired
acquired his
be presumed
presumed to
this
Act shall
suffered
service
April 6,
6, 1917,
1917, and
and July 2, 1921, or to have suffered
service between
between April
an aggravation
preexisting .neuropsychiatric
neuropsychiatric disease,
disease, tubertuberof a
a preexisting
an
aggravation of
culosis, paralysis
agitans, encephalitis
encephalitis lethargica,
lethargica, or
amoebic dysenparalysis agitans,
or amoebic
dysenculosis,
tery in
such service
dates, and
said presumption
presumption shall
shall
in such
service between
between said
said dates,
and said
tery
be conclusive
conclusive in
cases of
tuberculous disease,
disease, but
all other
in all
other
but in
be
in cases
of active
active tuberculous
cases
shall be
be rebuttable
rebuttable by
by clear
and convincclear and
convinccases said
said presumption
presumption shall
Claimsfor
may
be al- ing evidence; but nothing in this proviso shall be construed to prelowed
disability
evidence; but nothing in this proviso shall be construed to predisabiity ing
lowd for
later,
vent a
a claimant
claimant from
receiving the
the benefits
of compensation
compensation and
and
late.
vent
from receiving
benefits of
medical care and
treatment for a
medical
and treatment
a disability
disability due to
to these diseases
diseases
of
than 10
10 per
centum degree
(in accordance
accordance with
with the
the proproof more
more than
per centum
degree (in
visions
subdivision (4),
(4), section
of this
Act) on
subsequent
section 202,
202, of
this Act)
on or
or subsequent
visions of
of subdivision
to January
January 1,
1925, if
if the
the case
case substantiate
substantiate his
his claim.
to
1, 1925,
the facts
facts in
in the
claim.
Allowances for
fordeath.
SEC.
if death results
injuryAllowances
death.
SEC. 201.
201. That
That if
results from
from injury—
Mont
hly wmPensa
If the
deceased leaves
widow or
or child,
or if
he leaves
leaves a
a mother
mother
child, or
if he
leaves aawidow
If
the deceased
comerentivs.
tiMOny
tion
to relatives.
Post,
or father
father either
either or
both dependent
dependent upon
upon him
him for
the monthly
monthly
", p.1305.
p.1306
or
or both
for support,
support, the
compensation shall
be the
the following
following amounts:
amounts:
shall be
compensation
Widowand
hldren.. (a If there is a
a widow but no
Widow and children
no child,
child, $30.
(b)
is a
a widow
child, $40,
with $6
$6 for
for each
(b) If
If there
there is
widow and
and one
one child,
$40, with
each addiadditional
child.
tional child.
(c)
If there
no widow,
but one
child, $20.
$20.
(c) If
there is
is no
widow, but
one child,
(d)
there is no
no widow, but two children, $30.
$30.
(d) If
If there
(e)
If there
with $5
$5 for
(e) If
there is
is no widow,
widow, but
but three children,
children, $40,
$40, with
for each
each
additional
additional child.
a dependent
father), $20, or
Dependent
(f) If there is a
Dependent parents.
parents.
(f)
dependent mother
mother (or dependent
dependent father),
or
Limitation.
Vol. 42,
1523, both,
both, $30.
payable under
under this
this subdivision
shall not
not
subdivision shall
The amount
amount payable
$30. The
p. 1523,
42, p.
Vol.
amended.
exceed
difference between the total amount
amended.
exceed the difference
amount payable to the widow
and
sum of
$75. Such
shall be
and children
children and
and the
the sum
of $75.
Such compensation
compensation shall
be paypayable whether
whether the
the dependency
dependency of
of the
arises
able
the father
father or
or mother
mother or
or both
both arises
the death
of the
but no
no compensation
shall
before or
or after
after the
death of
the _person,
person, but
compensation shall
be
arises more
more than
five years
after the
be payable
payable if
if the dependency
dependency arises
than five
years after
the
death
of the
person.
the person.
death of

dependent
' n e.
dedpeins
t

0r

0 r

if

in
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(1)
If death
occur or
or shall
shall have
occurred subsequent
subsequent to
to April
April 6,
6,
(1) If
death occur
have occurred

United
1917, and
and before discharge
discharge or resignation
resignation from
from the service,
service, the
the United
States shall pay for burial expenses and
and the
the return of
of body to his
his

Burial expenses.
Burialexpenses.

home a
a sum
not to
as may
fixed by
by regulation.
regulation.
home
sum not
to exceed
exceed $100,
$100, as
may be
be fixed
Allowances for burial
Where a
aveteran
veteran of
any war
discharge or
from expenses
Where
of any
war dies
dies after
after discharge
or resignation
resignation from
exenses
of
bia
of veter
veteran
of

any war.
the
service and
and does
does not
not leave
leave sufficient
expenses of
of any
assets to
to meet
meet the
the expenses
war.
the service
sufficient assets
transportation of
are
his burial and the
the transportation
of his body, and
and such expenses are
not
otherwise provided
States Veterans'
not otherwise
provided for,
for, the
the United
United States
Veterans' Bureau
Bureau shall
shall
pay
flag to
drape the
casket, and
and after
sums: For
For a
a flag
to drape
the casket,
after
pay the
the following
following sums:
burial
burial to be
be given to the
the next
next of kin of
of the
the deceased,
deceased, aa sum not
not
exceeding
burial expenses,
sum not
not exceeding
expenses, aasum
exceeding $100,
$100, to Provisos.
exceeding $5; also
also for
for burial
such person
person or persons as may be fixed by regulations: Provided,
Provided, Bureau
Breabeneciar
beneficiaries.
That
That when such
such person dies while
while receiving from
from the bureau
bureau comcompensation or
vocational training,
above benefits shall be payable
payable
pensation
or vocational
training, the
the above

without reference
the incligency
of the
the deceased:
Provided .
further, Beneficiaries
without
reference to
to the
indigency of
deceased: Provided
further,
Beeficiaries

dying
dying

away from home, allowThat
the bureau
bureau medical, awayfromhome,allowThat where
where such
such person,
person, while receiving
receiving from
from the
paid in addition
surgical, or
treatment or
vocational training,
training, dies
dies away
from ances
t cetrnsportation
surgical,
or hospital
hospital treatment
or vocational
away from
to
transportation of
of
body,
home and
at the
the place
place to
to which
was ordered
or body, etc.
bureau, or
etc.
ordered by
by the
the bureau,
which he
he was
home
and at
traveling under
under orders
of the
the bureau, the
the above
above benefits shall
while traveling
orders of
indigency of the deceased
deceased and
and
to the
the indigency
be payable
payable without reference
reference to
thereto the
necessary cost of the transportatransportain addition thereto
the actual
actual and necessary
(including preparation
body)
of the person (including
preparation of the body)
tion of the body
body of
to the
of burial
burial within
the continental
continental limits
limits of
of the
to
the place
place of
within the
the United
United Cost of attendant.
including also, in
the director,
director, the actual
actual Costofattendant
States, and
and including
in the discretion
discretion of the
accrued pension
and necessary
transportation of
an attendant:
attendant: And
Noaccruedd
and
necessary cost
cost of
of transportation
of an
And provided
provided to No
be deducted.pension
further, That no accrued pension or compensation
compensation due at the time of
further,
sum allowed.
allowed.
death
shall be
be deducted
deducted from
death shall
from the sum
Payment to widow as
(2) The
The payment
compensation to aawidow shall continue
,(2)
payment of compensation
continue until depedenttoined.
dependent, continued.
to aa
her death or
or remarriage,
remarriage, and the payment
payment of
of compensation
compensation to
parent shall
shall continue
of each
each parent.
parent
continue to
to the
the death
death of
parent.t
to chilPayment
to
(3) The payment of compensation
compensation to or for a
a child shall continue dren.t
(3)
dren.
until such child reaches the age of eighteen years or marries, or if
such child be permanently
permanently incapable
incapable of self-support
self-support by reason
reason of
such incapacity.
mental or
or physical
physical defect,
defect, then
then during
during such
incapacity.
Trmnat
Termination of rates.
(4) Whenever
Whenever the
compensation payable
to or
or for
the benefit
of
erinatonofraes
for the
benefit of
payable to
(4)
the compensation
any person under the provisions
provisions of this section is terminated by
the happening of the contingency
it is limited, the
contingency upon which it
beneficiaries,
compensation thereafter for the remaining
remaining beneficiary or beneficiaries,
if
the amount
payable to
to them
them
if any,
any, shall
shall be
be the
amount which
which would
would have
have been
been payable
if
been the
the sole
sole original
original beneficiaries.
if they
they had
had been
beneficiaries.
children not
not with
Children
mother.
(5)
As between
the widow
widow and
the children
not in
her custody,
in her
custody, mother.
and the
children not
(5) As
between the
and as between children, the amount of compensation
compensation shall be
apportioned
as may
may be
be prescribed
apportioned as
prescribed by
by regulation.
regulation.
Widowrestriction.
Widow
restriction.
(6) The
term "widow"
section shall
shall not
not include
include
used in
in this
this section
"widow' as
as used
(6)
The term
one
shall have
deceased later
than ten
years after
after
one who
who shall
have married
married the
the deceased
later than
ten years
the time of injury, and shall include widower whenever
whenever his condition
condition
is
such that
person were
have been
is such
that if
if the
the deceased
deceased person
were living
living he
he would
would have
been
dependent
her for
support.
dependent upon
upon her
for support.
Efct
A
Effective,
April 6,
t
(7)
section shall
effect as of April
1917.e ' p
April 1917(7) That
That this
this section
shall be deemed
deemed to
to be
be in
in effect
Provisos.
6, 1917: Provided,
Provided, however,
however, That
That the
the receipt
6,
of a
a gratuity,
pension, Receipt
receipt of
gratuity, pension,
eeiptof of pesio
pension,
etc.,
on
or compensation
compensation by widow, or parent,
on
account
of
the
death
of
etc.,
on account
account of
of
account
·
,,another
another person no bar
any person shall not bar the payment of compensation
compensation on account todeath
to death prmnt.
payment.
r
Deductions to be
of
Provided, That before
before compensacompensa- made.
to be
ned
of the
the death
death of
of any other
other person: Provided,
tion under this section shall be paid there shall first be deducted
deducted
from said sum so to be paid the amount of any payments
payments made
under
of the
disability of
the Ch
c
under any
any other law on
on account
account of
the death
death or
or disability
t rt
of the
isangas not retrosame
person: Provided
COM— active.
acve.
same person:
Provided further,
further, That
That no changes
changes in rates or
or compensation made by this Act shall be retroactive
pensataon
retroactive in effect.
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injurySEC.
Sze. 202. That if disability
disability results from the injury—

(1)
and while
is rated
rated as
as total
total and
and temporary,
temporary,
disability is
the disability
while the
If and
(1) 1.1

compensation shall
following amounts, payable
shall be the following
monthly compensation
the monthly
Vol.41,p.33,amend- the
prescribe:
may
director
as
the
M
onthly
rates.
monthly
or
semimonthly
as
the
director
may
prescribe:
semimonthly
or
monthly
Monthly rates.
Personal.
(a) If
the
disabled
person has
neither
wife nor
child living,
living, $80.
$80.
nor child
neither wife
has
person
disabled
the
If
(a)
ersonal.
With dependent&
(b)
but no
no child
child living,
$90.
living, $90.
wife but
has a
a wife
If he
he has
(b) If
With dependents.
(c)
he has
and one
one child
child living,
$95, and
and $5
each
for each
$5 for
living, $95,
wife and
has aa wife
If he
(c) If
additional
child.
additional child.
each
(d)
If he
no wife
wife and
one child
child living,
living, $90,
$90, with
$5 for each
with $5
and one
has no
he has
(d) If
additional child.
child.
additional
(e) If
he has
has a
amother
father, either
both dependent
dependent on
on him
him
or both
either or
or father,
mother or
If he
(e)
for support,
support, then,
in addition
to the
amounts, $10
$10 for
each
for each
above amounts,
the above
addition to
then, in
for

parent so
dependent.
so dependent.
parent
(2)
If and
and while
the disability
as partial
partial and temporary,
temporary,
rated as
is rated
disability is
while the
(2) If
compensation shall
shall be
be a
apercentage
percentage of
of the
the compensation
compensation
monthly compensation
the monthly
of the
that
would be
be payable
for his
and temporary
temporary disability,
equal
disability, equal
total and
his total
payable for
that would
to the
the dgree
dgree of
the reduction
earning capacity
capacity resulting
resulting from the
in earning
reduction in
of the
to
disability, but
no compensation
compensation shall
be payable
payable for
reduction in
in
for aa reduction
shall be
but no
disability,
earning capacity
capacity rated
rated at
at less
less than
than 10
per centum.
c,entum.
10 per
earning
Tubercular
rating, on
That any
ex-service man
shown to
tubercular disease
disease
to have had aa tubercular
man shown
any ex-service
That
rting,
rTTsubercar
o
arrest of di.oese.
of
and who
has been
hospitalized for
period
for aaperiod
been hospitalized
who has
degree, and
compensable degree
of compensable
a
of the director has reached
of
year, and
and who
who in
judgment of
reached a
the judgment
in the
one year,
of one
condition
arrest of
and who
who shall be disdisease, and
his disease,
of his
complete arrest
of complete
condition of
charged
shall be
as temporarily
temporarily
rated as
be rated
hospitalization, shall
further hospitalization,
from further
charged from
totally disabled,
such rating
rating shall
within aa
decreased within
be decreased
not be
shall not
and such
disabled, and
totally
period
of
six
months.
months.
period of six
Total and panneand permanent,
(3) If and
the disability
is rated
rated as
permanent,
as total
total and
disability is
while the
and while
(3)If
etta and permamint.
Provisos.
Provided, however,
per
month:
$100
be
shall
the
rate
of
compensation
shall
be
$100
per
month:
Provided,
of
compensation
rate
the
diosbties
p
Specific disabilities
That the
of the
both feet or both hands, or
use of both
the use
loss of
permanent loss
the permanent
That
so
so rated.
of
both eyes,
eyes, or
of one
one foot
foot and
and one
or of one foot and one
hand, or
one hand,
or of
of both
hearing of both ears,
eye, or
and one
one eye,
or the
the loss
of hearing
loss of
eye, or
hand and
one hand
of one
or of
eye,
or becoming
permanently helpless
helpless or
bedridden, shall
shall
permanently bedridden,
or permanently
permanently
or
becoming
Additional for blindThat
further, That
to be
be total,
total, permanent
permanent disability:
Provided, further,
disability: Provided,
deemed to
be deemed
for blind- be
Additional
ness,
etc.
$150
the compensation
compensation for
for the
the loss
loss of
of the
the use
use of
both eyes
eyes shall
shall be $150
of both
the
per month,
month, and
compensation for
for the
loss of
the use of
both
of both
of the
the loss
that compensation
and that
per
eyes and one or more limbs
shall be
per month:
Provided,
month: Provided,
$200 per
be $200
limbs shall
toa dis
Double total
Double
dis- eyes and one or more
further, That
That for
permanent disability
disability the
the rate
comrate of comability.
total, permanent
double total,
for double
further,
ability.
pensation shall
shall be
$200
per month.
month.
per
$200
be
pensation
tu
o
Ratig
Rating
for
tubertuberculous disease of
have aa tuberculous
to have
That any
ex-service man
man shown
shown to
any ex-service
That
ter
as temacuusdisease
culous
disease as
a period
porary
has been
and who has
compensable degree,
been hospitalized
hospitalized for a
period of
degree, and
or three compensable
total, for
porary total,
years,
if discharged
a
reach a
not reach
one year,
year, and
judgment of
of the
the director
director will
will not
the judgment
in the
-ho in
from
and who
from hospital without one
condition
of
further hospitalization,
hospitalization, and
and whose
of arrest
arrest by
by further
arrest condition
cndton
of arrest
condition of
whose discharge
discharge
thereof.
from
be prejudicial
the beneficiary
beneficiary or his
to the
prejudicial to
not be
will not
hospitalization will
from hospitalization
in the
the judgment of the director, feasible for
family, and
and who
is not, in
who is
family,
training,
discharged from hospitalization
hospitalization
his request,
request, be discharged
upon his
shall, upon
training, shall,
rating to continue
Provisos.
and
rated as
totally disabled,
disabled, said
continue
said ratiner
temporarily totally
as temporarily
and rated
however, that nothing in this
Provided, however,
years: Provided,
Right for permanent- for
period of
of three
three years:
the period
for the
Rightorpermanently
subdivision
deny the
beneficiary the
the right,
upon presentation
presentation
right, upon
the beneficiary
shall deny
subdivision shall
ly total
total rating.
of
permanently and
be adjudged to be permanently
of satisfactory
satisfactory evidence, to be
totally- disabled.
disabled.
totally
Partial
and p
Partial and perma(4) If
and while
while the
as partial
permanent,
and permanent,
partial and
rated as
is rated
disability is
the disability
If and
(4)
nent.
aent.
Computation
ofrthe monthly
monthly
compensation
shall
be
a
percentage
of
the
compensation
Computation o
-compensation
shall
be
a
percentage
of
the
compensation
degree.
degree.
that
be payable
for his
total and
permanent disability
disability equal
that would
would be
payable for
his total
and permanent
to the
degree of
the reduction
in earning
capacity resulting from
earning capacity
reduction in
of the
to
the degree
reduction
the disability,
disability, but
compensation shall
shall be
payable for a
areduction
be payable
no compensation
but no
the
in earning capacity rated at less than 10 per ceP.tum.
Schedule off ratings in earning capacity rated at less than 10 per centum.
injuries
from injuries
for
A
in earni
capacity from
earning,o; capacity
reductions in
of reductions
ratings of
of ratings
schedule of
A schedule
be
for injuries
injuries to be
adopted.
d p
or combinations
of injuries
shall
be adopted
adopted and
applied
by the
the
by
applied
and
be
shall
injuries
of
combinations
ed or
.impairedt
oon impaired
aBased
ed on
Based
.hri
-,
.
ratings
centum. The
100 per
bureau. Ratings
as 100
per centum.
The ratings
high as
as high
be as
may be
earning capacity.
capacity.
Ratings may
bureau.
earning
as practicable, upon the average impairments
shall
based, as far as
impairments
be based,
shall be
ad t
Parti

Partial and temporary.
Percentage basis
basis of
Percentage
rats
ra
t

artia and te-
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occupations
of earning capacity resulting from such
such injuries
injuries in
in civil occupations
occupation of the injured man at the time
similar to the occupation
time of
of enlistment
enlistment
and not upon
earning capacity
each individual
individual
upon the impairment
mnpairment in earning
capacity in
in each
case, so that there shall be no
no reduction
reduction in
in the
the rate of
of compensation
compensation
for individual success in overcoming
overcoming the handicap of an injury.
schedule of ratings of reduction
The bureau in adopting
adopting the schedule
reduction in
in

619
619

consider the
earning capacity
capacity shall consider
the impairment
impairment in
in ability
ability to
to secure
secure Readjustment
Readustment to
to
employment which results from such injuries.
employment
avoid injustice.
injuries. The bureau shall avoidinjustice.
from
readjust this schedule
from time to time readjust
schedule of ratings whenever
whenever actual
experience shall show
experience
show that it is imjust
unjust to the disabled
disabled veteran.
N
ttdt
Nurse or attendant
(5) If the disabled person is so helpless
(5)
helpless as to be in constant need allowance.
allowance.
of aanurse or attendant,
attendant, such additional
additional sum shall
not
shall be
be paid, but
but not
exceeding
director may
may deem
reasonable.
exceeding $50
$50 per month,
month, as
as the
the director
deem reasonable.
(6) In addition to the compensation above provided, the
(6)
Medical services, surthe injured
injured gical
gipalsnrvcestcsu
appliances, etc., to
person shall
shall be
person
furnished by
by the
the United
United States
States such
such reasonable
reasonable govbe furnished
furnished in
addibe furnished
gov- be
in addition to compensation.
ernmental medical, surgical, and hospital services,
services, including pay- tioeopw
ern.mental
Post, p.1306.ensation.
ment of court costs and other expenses
expenses incident to proceedings
proceedings
heretofore
hereafter taken for commitment
heretofore or hereafter
commitment of mentally
mentally incomincompetent persons to hospitals for the care and treatment
treatment of the
the insane,
insane,
furnished with such supplies, including wheel chairs,
and shall be furnished
artificial limbs, trusses, and similar appliances, as the
the director may
determine to be useful and reasonably necessary, which wheel chairs,
determine
artificial limbs, trusses, and similar appliances may be procured
procured by
the bureau in such manner, either by purchase
purchase or manufacture, as
the director may determine
determine to be advantageous
advantageous and reasonably
reasonably
Pr
necessary: Provided,
necessary:
Pr
d, That nothing in this act shall be construed
construed to A
oviso.
Army
or Navystat
Navy status
affect the necessary military control
control over any
member of the
Military before
before discharge
discharge not
any member
the Military
not
or Naval
Naval EstablisFiments
he shall
have been
Establishments before
before he
shall have
been discharged
discharged from
from affected.
ec
the military
military or naval service.
Compensation
.
for
(7) Where any disabled person having neither
neither wife, child, nor
nor iCompensation
for
patients
in neurodependent
parent shall,
shall, after
after July
1, 1924,
1924, have
dependent parent
July 1,
been maintained
psychiatric hospitals,
have been
maintained psychiatric
by the
for a
periods amounting
amounting to
to six
six months
months in
in a
by
the bureau
bureau for
a period
period or
or periods
a etc.
tc,
p. 1307.
Postp PA=
neuropsychiatric
nemopsychiatric hospital
hospital or hospitals,
hospitals, and shall,
shall be
be deemed
deemed by the
the
director to be permanently
permanently insane, the compensation
person
compensation for such person
shall thereafter
thereafter be $20 per month
month so long as he shall thereafter
thereafter be
maintained by the bureau in aaneuropsychiatric
maintained
neuropsychiatric hospital or hospitals;
hospitals;
and such compensation
compensation may, in the discretion of the director, be
paid to the chief officer of said hospital to be used for the benefit Proviso.
p.o,.
of such patient:
patient: Provided,
Provided, however,
of
however That
That if
if such
such patient
shall recover
Additional allowance
patient shall
recover Additiona
aowance
his
reason and
and shall
shall be
be discharged
as cured,
cured, an
on recovery.
his reason
discharged from
from such
such hospital
hospital as
an onrecovery.
additional amount of $60 per month
month shall be paid
paid to him for each
each
month the rate of compensation
reduced as provided by this
compensation was reduced
subdivision.
Payment
subdivision.
Payment to
to hospital
The compensation
compensation of any inmate of an asylum or hospital for the foruse
for use o
of insane.
insane, or any part thereof, may
may,.,in the discretion of the director,
be paid to the chief officer
officer of said asylum or hospital to be used for
for
the benefit
benefit of
of such
such inmate.
Rate for veterans in
i
the
inmate.
After
for all hospitals after June 30,
After June 30, 1927, the monthly rate of compensation
compensation for
3,
1927, if without dependveterans
permanently disabled),
disabled), who ents.
t it thoutdeendveterans (other than those totally and permanently
are being maintained
maintained by the bureau in a
description
a hospital of any description
and who are without wife, child, or dependent
dependent parent, shall not
exceed
exceed $40.
$40.
otments from
Allotments
from per(8)
(8) The director shall prescribe by regulation
regulation the conditions
conditions and sonsinhospitals.
sons in hospitals.
V
. oL 42,p. 131,amendlimitations whereby
whereby all patients
beneficiaries of the bureau
edL.
'
limitations
patients or heneficiaries
bureau who ed
are receiving
receivi gtreatment
treatment through the bureau as patients in a
ahospital
hospital
may allot any proportion or proportions
proportions or any fixed amount or
or
amounts of their monthly compensation
compensation for such purposes
purposes and for
for
the benefit
'benefit of such person or persons as they may direct.
.
.
m.t.of
In ease
case such patient
patient has not allotted three-fourths
edonVa
ed may
b
rbl
three-fourths of his monthly co=“
ompmi
be
compensation
d tP'3
Tr«I- compensation and in case the director
director shall find that by gross dis- dIrdte
4ath
in th' Tre•s
sipation he is retarding his own progress to recovery, then regulations
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to
be made
made by
the director
may provide
that (except
(except in
to be
by the
director may
provide that
in the
the case
case of
of
neuropsychiatric
who are
are within
within the
the terms
terms of
of the
first
neuropsychiatric patients
patients who
the first
paragraph of
of subdivision
subdivision (7)
(7) hereof)
hereof) any
any unallotted
of such
such
paragraph
unallotted portion
portion of
three-fourths compensation
compensation shall
shall be
deposited to
three-fourths
be deposited
to the
the patients'
patients'
credit with
with the
the Treasurer
Treasurer of
United States
States to
to accumulate
accumulate at
at such
such
of the
the United
credit
rate of
of interest
as the
of the
may determine
but
Payment on dis- rate
Payment
interest as
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Treasury
Treasury may
determine but
charge or death.
at a
a rate never less than 31 per centum
centum per
per annum,
such
annum, and
and when
when such
patient shall
discharged by
bureau from
hospital care
the
patient
shall be
be discharged
by the
the bureau
from hospital
care, the
said deposit
and interest
interest shall
shall be
to such
said
deposit and
be paid
paid to
such patient
patient if
if hying,
living,
or beneficiaries
beneficiaries he
he may
may have
have designated,
designated,
otherwise to
to any
any beneficiary:
beneficiary or
or if
if there
there be
beneficiary, then
then to
to the
the executor
executor or
or administrator
administrator
PMg.
or
be no
no such
such beneficiary,
Proviso.
Allowance for funeral of the
Allowanceforfuneral
deceased person:
person: Provided,
this paragraph
the estate of such
such deceased
Provided, That
That this
paragraph
expenses, etc.
expenses, etc.
shall not be so construed as to prevent payment by the bureau from
from
the amounts
the decedent's
of his
funeral expenses,
the
amounts due
due to
to the
decedent's estate
estate of
his funeral
expenses,
expenses
of last
board, rent,
or other
expenses of
last illness,
illness, board,
rent, lodging
lodging, or
other household
household
expenses for
for which
which the
decedent is
is liable,
liable, provided
provided a
aclaim
expenses
the decedent
claim therefor
therefor
is presented
presented by
by the
the person
person or
who actually
actually
is
the creditors
creditors or
or by
by the
or persons
persons who
paid the
same before
before settlement
by the
the bureau.
bureau.
settlement by
the same
dpaid
nvestment of deInvestment
posits.
The Secretary
the Treasury
Treasury is
to invest
posits.
The
Secretary of
of the
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
invest and
and
reinvest the
deposited with
any part
thereof,
reinvest
the said
said allotments
allotments deposited
with him,
him, or
or any
part thereof,
interest-bearing obligations
obligations of
of the
and to
to sell
the
in interest-bearing
the United
United States
States and
sell the
obligations for the purposes of said funds.
Free treent
treatment to
to obligations for the purposes of said funds.
discharged
(9) In
In addition
to the
the care,
and appliances
appliances now
discharged persons disdisaddition to
(9)
care, treatment,
treatment, and
now authorauthorabled, etc., in active
by law,
law, said
said bureau
bureau also
without charge
s
since April
Arile
erice
ized by
also shall
shall provide,
provide, without
charge therefor,
therefor,
service
since
6, ized
1917, and before July 2, hospital, dental,
197,andbeforeuly2
care and
and treattreatdental, medical,
medical, surgical, and convalescent
convalescent care
1921.
ment
appliances for
any member
member of
of the
the military
padr,g.1307.
ment and
Post,
1307.
and prosthetic
prosthetic appliances
for any
military or
or
naval
the United
States, not
naval forces of
of the
United States,
not dishonorably
dishonorably discharged,
discharged,
disabled by
any wound
or injury
condisabled
by reason
reason of
of any
wound or
injury received
received or
or disease
disease contracted, or
of any
aggravation of
injury or
tracted,
or by
by reason
reason of
any aggravation
of aa preexisting
preexisting injury
or
specifically noted
at examination
for entrance
entrance into
into or
employdisease, specifically
noted at
examination for
or employment
military or
naval service
while in
the active
active military
military
ment in
in the active military
or naval
service while
in the
or naval
of the
the United
or after
April 6,
6, 1917,
1917, and
and
m.
or
naval service
service of
United States
States on
on or
after April
Provisos.
If disability
before July
That the
the wound
wound or
or injury
injury received
or
disability not before
If
July 2,
2, 1921:
1921: Provided,
Provided, That
received
or
caused
caused by willful
willful mism disease contracted or aggravation of apreexisting injury or
disease,
is disease contracted or aggravation of a preexisting injury or disease,
conduct. w
for
which such
hospital, dental,
and convalescent
convalescent
for which
such hospital,
dental, medical,
medical, surgical,
surgical, and
care and
and prosthetic
appliances shall
care
and treatment
treatment and
prosthetic appliances
shall be
be furnished,
furnished,
was incurred
or naval
not caused
by
service and
and not
caused by
the military
military or
naval service
incurred in
in the
Beneficiary
Beneficiary may be was
reimbursed
for
im- his own willful misconduct: Provided,
reimbursed for
im-his
Provided,
beneficiary
of
That where
where a
a beneficiary
of
mediate
mediate
emergency
emergency
1.
for which
treatment for
no the bureau suffers or has suffered
suffered an injury or contracted a
adisease
treatment
which no
Bureau
facilities then
Bureau facilities
then in service entitling him to the benefits of this subdivision, and an
avaiable.
in service entitling him to the benefits of this subdivision, and an
available.
emergency
develops or
has developed
developed requiring
requiring immediate
treatemergency- develops
or has
immediate treatment or
hospitalization on
of such
or disease,
and
ment
or hospitalization
on account
account of
such injury
injury or
disease, and
no bureau facilities
are or
or were
were then
then feasibly
feasibly available
available and
in the
facilities are
and in
the
judgment
of the
the director
director delay
delay would
be or
would have
been
judgment of
would be
or would
have been
hazardous, the director
is authorized
authorized to
to reimburse
reimburse such
beneficidirector is
such beneficiarythe
reasonable value
value of
of such
such service
service received
from sour
ces
ary the reasonable
received from
sources
ter than
bureau.
the bureau.
than the
facilities,
Hospital
Hoepital
facilities, other
etc.,
available for Spanet., availablefor
Spanfacilities under
and jurisdiction
jurisdiction
(10) That all hospital
hospital facilities
under the
the control
control and
lab War, etc., veterans
ish
veterans
honorably discharged
discharged
with
disease of
with specified
speeified diseases.
of the
the bureau
bureau shall
shall be
be available
available for
for every
every honorably
veteran of
of the
the Spanish-American
Philippine Insurrection,
Insurrection,
veteran
Spanish-American War,
War, the
the Philippine
the Boxer rebellion, or the
War suffering
suffering from
neuropsychiatric
the World War
from neuropsychiatrio
or tubercular
tubercular ailments
ailments and
and diseases
paralysis agitans,
encephalitis
diseases paralysis
agitans, encephalitis
lethargica or amoebic
lethargies
amoebic dysentery, or the loss of sight of
of both eyes
military
regardless whether
whether such ailments or diseases are due to military
service or otherwise, including traveling
traveling expenses
as granted
to
expenses as
granted to
those receiving
receiving compensation
and hospitalization
hospitalization under
under this
this act.
compensation and
act.
To veterans
veterans of any those
war, etcsince
etc.,
since 1897,
war
e,
1897, iff The director is further authorized, so far as he shall find that existing
notdishonorably
dishonorably disfacilities permit,
permit, to
furnish hospitalization
and necessary
harged
bly
s- Government
Government facilities
to furnish
hospitalization and
necessary
charged.
traveling
traveling expenses
expenses to
any war,
war, military
or
to veterans of
of any
military occupation,
occupation, or
dishonorably discharged
military expedition
expedition since 1897, not dishonorably
discharged without
without
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P
Proviso.
regard to the nature or origin
origin of
their disabilities:
disabilities: Provided,
Provided, That
of their
That Preference
o
to
n
to needy
preference
to any
preference to admission to
any Government
Government hospital
hospitaliza- veterans.
hospital for
for hospitalizaveterans.
of this
this subdivision
subdivision shall
tion under the provisions
provisions of
shall be
be given
to those
those
given to
veterans who are
are financially
unable to
pay for
hospitalization and
financially unable
to pay
for hospitalization
and Pos
p 1308
Post, p.1308.
their
expenses.
their necessary
necessary traveling
traveling expenses.
(11) The
The director
director shall have
Sale of
supsale
surplus supof surplus
(11)
have the same power, and shall be subject plies,
etc.
limitations, in
to the same limitations,
the sale
surplus or
or condemned
condemned supplies,
Vol. 42,
42, p.666,amendp. 666,amendin the
sale of
of surplus
supplies, dVol.
material, and other personal property
property- as
the ed.
as now
now pertains
pertains to
to the
edDisposal of articles
Secretary
Director is
is authorized
Secretary of War. The Director
authorized to
to make
make regulations
regulations made
maDepbsaoatientsle
by patients.
governing
the disposal
disposal of
governing the
of articles
by
patients
of
such
articles produced
produced by patients of such
bureau in the course of
of their curative
curative treatment,
treatment, or
or to
to allow
allow the
the
patients to
sell or
or to
patients
to sell
to retain
retain such
such articles.
articles.
Apportionment
of
(12) Where the disabled person is a
a patient in aa hospital or
or compensation
Acom
(12)
tienarties
if parties
not
living
together.
where for any other reason
the
disabled
person
and
his
wife
are not
not not living together.
reason
are
living together, or
or where
where the
the children
not in
the custody
of the
the
children are
are not
in the
custody of
disabled
the amount
disabled person,
person, the
amount of
the compensation
shall be
apportioned
of the
compensation shall
be apportioned
as may
may be
be prescribed
prescribed by
by regulations.
as
regulations.
ations.
:
Allowance to depend(13) The term "wife"
"wife" as
as used
used in
in this
this section
shall include
include ent
section shall
husband.
enthusband.
"husband"
the husband
"husband" if the
husband is
is dependent
upon the
wife for
for support.
dependent upon
the wife
support. Transportation,
Transportation,
(14) That the bureau is authorized
authorized to
to furnish
furnish transportation,
transportation, medical
medical services,
services, etc.,
7Il i
nargedm embers
.
also the medical, surgical,
surgical, and
and hospital
hospital services
and the
the supplies
services and
supplies 1
alied
of
mmberses
374.
and appliances provided by subdivision
41, p.
Vol. 41,
subdivision (6) hereof, to discharged
discharged Vol.
p.374.
forces of
members of the military or naval forces
of those
those governments
governments
which have been associated
associated in
in war
with the
United States
States since
since
war with
the United
6, 1917,
and come
April 6,
1917, and
come within
laws of
within the
the provisions
provisions of
of laws
of such
such
governments
to this
governments similar to
Act, at
at such
rates and
under such
this Act,
such rates
and under
such Utilization
Utilization of
ofsimilar
similar
regulations as
as the director
director may
may prescribe;
prescribe; and
the bureau
bureau is
is hereby
and the
hereby services
services
allied
by
allied
governments to Ameriauthorized
to
utilize
the
similar
services,
authorized
supplies, and appliances
appliances gernmentstoAmeri
can forces.
provided for
for the discharged
discharged members
members of
military and
and naval
of the
the military
naval
forces of those governments
governments which
have been
been associated
associated in
war
which have
in war
since April 6,
with the United States since
6, 1917,
by the
the laws
1917, by
laws of
of such
such
governments similar to this Act, in
in furnishing
furnishing the
discharged
the discharged
members
members of
of the
of the
the United
United States
the military
military and
and naval
naval forces
forces of
States
who live within the territorial
territorial limits
limits of
of such
such governments
governments and
and
come within the provisions of subdivision
subdivision (6)
(6) hereof,
the
hereof, with
with the
services,
services, supplies,
supplies,. and appliances
appliances provided
provided for
for in
in such
such subdivision;
subdivision; Funds
Funds available.
available.
and any appropriations
appropriations that
been or
or may
hereafter be
be made
made
that have
have been
may hereafter
for the
the purpose
purpose of
of furnishing
the services,
supplies, and
furnishing the
services, supplies,
and appliances
appliances
provided
subdivision (6)
provided for by subdivision
(6) hereof
hereof are
made available
are hereby
hereby made
available
for the payment to such governments
governments or
or their
their agencies
agencies for
for the
the
services, supplies,
supplies, and appliances
appliances so
at such
such rates
rates and
and
so furnished
furnished at
under such
such regulations
regulations as
as the
director may
prescribe.
the director
may prescribe.
iii t
berpensions,
l
etc.,
(15) That any person
is now
person who is
now receiving
gratuity or
receiving a
a gratuity
or pension
pension to besurrendered. t c
from the United
existing law
United States under
under existing
law shall
comshall not
not receive
receive compensation
pensation under
under this
this section
unless he
shall first
first surrender
all claim
section unless
he shall
surrender all
claim Exception.
to further
further payments
payments of
of such
gratuity or
pension, except
except as
as provided
such gratuity
or pension,
provided Ex"ept'o
Ante, p. 617.
in subdivision
of section
section 201.
subdivision 7
7 of
201.
Anc,p.617.
No compensation if
(16)
(16) No compensation
compensation hereunder
hereunder shall be paid for
for the
the period
period receiving
recivigreabiitation
rehabilitation
support, etc.
during which any such person
person is
is being furnished
furnished by
by the
the bureau
bureau aasupport,etc.
Post, p. 627.
rehabilitation and
course of vocational
vocational rehabilitation
support as
as authorized
in Po
and support
authorized in
s, p.67.
Proviso.
Title IV hereof: Provided,
however, That in the
Provided, however,
the event
event any
any person
person Equalization
EPquat of
of paypayments.
course of
of vocational
vocational rehabilitation
pursuing a
a course
rehabilitation is
is entitled
entitled under
under ments.
itle If
I of this Act to compensation
Title
compensation in an amount in
in excess
excess of
of the
the
under Title
payments made to him under
Title Br
hereof for
his support
support and
and
IV hereof
for his
the bureau
the(1support
7)1Th
porat
tof his dependents, if any, the
bureau shall
s
hall pay monthly
m
bo
yntwa
hly
such additional
as may
to such person such.
additional amount as
mad, be
be necessary
necessary to
to
equal the total compensation
under Title
compensation due under
Title II hereof.
hereof.
C Vr rates not
(17) That no changes in rates of compensation
not
sh
onallimade
nPad
ay
e by this reta Ie.
Act shall be retroactive
retroactive in
in effect.
0

ll

pe s

retroa

forces.

l ird.
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of applicants or
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SEC.
SEC. 203. That every person applying for or in receipt of compensation for
for disability
the provisions
of this
this title
title and
pensation
disability under
under the
provisions of
and every
every
person
applying for
for treatment
the provisions
person applying
treatment under
under the
provisions of
of subdivisions
subdivisions
(9) or
or (10)
of section
hereof, shall,
as frequently
frequently and
at such
such
(10) of
section 202
202 hereof,
shall, as
and at
(9)
times
as may
may be
be reasonably
submit himself
times and
and places
places as
reasonably required,
required, submit
himself
to
by a
a medical
medical officer
United States
States or
or by
by a
a
of the
the United
to examination
examination by
officer of

duly
qualified physician
physician designated
designated or
or approved
the director.
duly qualified
approved by
by the
director.
may have
have a
duly qualified
qualified physician
physician designated
and paid
paid by
by
designated and
may
a duly
him present
present to
to participate
participate in
in such
such examination.
examination. For
examinaFor all
all examinahim
tions
he shall,
the discretion
be paid
paid his
his reasonable
reasonable
discretion of
of the
the director,
director, be
tions he
shall, in
in the
traveling
and other
expenses and
also
loss of
of wages
incurred in
incurred
in
wages
also
loss
expenses
and
and
other
traveling
suspended
Rights
Rights
if
to submit'to
submit *to such
such. examination.
If he
he shall
or refuse
refuse
examinations
refused. order
order to
examination. If
shall neglect
neglect or
examinations refused.
to
submit to
to such
any way
way obstruct
the
in any
obstruct the
to submit
such examination,
examination, or
or shall
shall in
same, his
right to
under this
this title
title shall
shall be
be sussussame,
his right
to claim
claim compensation
compensation under
pended
neglect, refusal,
or obstruction
such neglect,
refusal, or
obstruction ceases.
ceases. No
No comcompended until
until such
pensation
shall be
payable while
such neglect,
or obstruction
pensation shall
be-payable
while such
neglect, refusal,
refusal, or
obstruction
continues,
and no
no compensation
compensation shall
be payable
payable for
for the
the intervening
continues, and
shall be
intervening
period.
period.
Subsequent
medical
SEC.
Subsequent medical
SEC. 204. Every
Every person in
in receipt of compensation
compensation for disability
treatment.
treatment.
Vol. 40, p. 407.
shall submit to any reasonable
reasonable medical
treatment
medical or
or surgical
surgical treatment
furnished
by the
bureau whenever
requested by
by the
and the
furnished by
the bureau
whenever requested
the bureau;
bureau; and
the
consequences of
of unreasonable
to any
consequences
unreasonable refusal
refusal to
to submit
submit to
any such
such treattreatment
be deemed
deemed to
to result
injury compensated
for.
ment shall
shall not
not be
result from
from the
the injury
compensated for.
Review of awards.
SEC. 205.
Upon its
its own
own motion
motion or
or upon
application the
bureau
the bureau
upon application
205. Upon
SEC.
voReL'.i4
ed.
Vol.
40, p. farend407,amendmay at any time
ed.
tune review an award and, in accordance
accordance with the
facts
found upon
may end,
diminish, or
or increase
increase the
the
facts found
upon such
such review,
review, may
end, diminish,
compensation previously
previously awarded,
or, if
if compensation
compensation is
increased,
compensation
awarded, or,
is increased,
or if
compensation has
been refused,
or discontinued,
discontinued,
or
if compensation
has been
refused, reduced,
reduced, or
of section
210 hereof)
award commay (subject to
to the
the provisions
provisions of
section 210
hereof) award
compensation in
proportion to
to the
disability sustained
as
pensation
in proportion
the de
degree of
of disability
sustained as
of the
the date
date such
such degree
of disability
began,
but
not
earlier
than
the
the
earlier
than
but
not
began,
of
disability
degree
not
of
Reions
Reductions not redate of
resignation. Except
Except in
in cases
cases of
of fraud
fraud particitroactive, except for date
of discharge
discharge or
or resignation.
particifraud.
fraud.
pated in by
beneficiary, no
compensation shall
shall
by the
the beneficiary,
no reduction
reduction in
in compensation
Time effective.
be made
made retroactive,
and no
discontinuance of
of comcomTmeefeetve
be
retroactive, and
no reduction
reduction or
or discontinuance
pensation shall
shall be
1st day
pensation
be effective
effective until
until the
the 1st
day of
of the
the third
third calendar
calendar
month next
next succeeding
succeeding that
that in
which such
such reduction
or discondisconmonth
in which
reduction or
tinuance
is determined.
determined.
tinuance is
Compensation
not
payable
unless
dis-n- SEC.
SEC. 206.
no compensation
compensation shall
be payable
pay-able for
for death
death or
or
pCoyahle"slt
206. That
That no
shall be
ability occurred prior
does not
occur prior
to or
within one
year after
after
one year
prior to
or within
which does
not occur
disability which
rear disability
bty
or whnd
to,
within a year
after, discharge.
discharge.
discharge or resignation
resignation from the service, except as provided
provided in
in
Exceptions.
Exceptions.
section 200 of this Act, and except
except where
where there is an official record
of
the injury
during service
from active
of the
injury during
service or
or at
at the
the time
time of
of separation
separation from
active
service, or
from the
the approval
approval of
Act,
service,
or where
where within one
one year
year from
of this
this Act,
satisfactory evidence
evidence is
is furnished
furnished the
establish that
the
Restriction
removed satisfactory
the bureau
bureau to
to establish
that the
Restriction removed
If official
official record of its injury
ii
injury was
was suffered
suffered or
during active
service. Where
Where
or aggravated
aggravated during
active service.
existence.
esistence.
there
is official
official record
there is
record of
of injury
service compensation
injury during
during service
compensation shall
shall
accordance with the provisions
provisions of this title, for death
be payable in accordance
whenever occurring,
or disability
disability whenever
proximately resulting
from such
such
occurring, proximately
resulting from
injury.
Death
to
be
officially
Death
officially injury.
recorded.
recorded.
SEC.
compensation shall not be
be payable
SEC. 207. That compensation
payable for death in
in
the course of the service until the death be officially recorded in
on "missRestriction on
"miss- the course of the service until the death be officially recorded in
ing."
ing."
the department
department under
under which the
serving. No
the person may:
may be
be serving.
No
compensation shall be payable
compensation
the man
man
payable for a
a period during which
which the
has been
een reported "missing"
"missing" and a
afamilyallowance has
has been
been paid
paid
family allowance
of Article
for him under the provisions
provisions of
Article II
II of
of the Act of
of October
October 6,
6,
1917.
Death for crimes exex- 1917.
cluded.
SEC. 208.
208. That
That no
shall be
payable for
for death
death
be payable
no compensation
compensation shall
SEC.
nd
cluded
Vol. 40, p. 407,amended.
40 p
mea lawful
punishment for crime or military offense
inflicted as a
lawful punishment
offense except
except
Courts
martial
martia disCourtsetc.
dis- when
when inflicted by the enemy. A
A dismissal or discharge
discharge by sentence
Irdwudg,
Post,
Pot, p.1308.
p.1308.
of court-martial from
from the service shall bar and terminate
terminate all
right
all right
to
compensation under
under the
the provisions
provisions of
of this
for the
the period
to any
any compensation
this title
title for
period
of service from
given.
from which such
such discharge
discharge is
is given.

Payment
Payment
for
penses.
paenses

or

ex-

exHeHe
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Time limit
preSEC.
SEC. 209. That no compensation
and that
compensation shall be payable and
that (except
(except senting
Tie
limit for
for preclaims.
provided by subdivision (10) of section
section 202
as provided
202 hereof)
hereof) no
no treatment
Exception.
treatment Enxception.
Ante, p. 622.
6
therefore be
be filed
shall be furnished
furnished unless
unless a
aclaim therefore
filed in
in case
disability Ve,
case of
of disability
,aendVol. 40, pp
p. 407, amended.
within five years after discharge
discharge or
or resignation
resignation from
the
service,
or,
from the service, or, ed.
within five
in case of death during the service, within
after such
five years
years after
such
death is officially-recorded
recorded in
he may
may
in the
the department
department under
under which
which he
Proviso.
be serving:
serving: Provided,
Provided, however,
however, That
where compensation
That where
compensation is
is payable
payable Death,etc.,
Death, etc., afterdiafter discharge.
for death or disability occurring
after
discharge or
occurring
discharge
resignation charge.
or resignation
from the service, claim must be made
within five
made within
after such
five years
years after
such
death or
or the
the beginning
of such
disability.
beginning of
such disability.
Extension permitted.
The time
time herein
herein provided
provided may
be extended
extended by
by the
not Etensinpermitted.
may be
the director
director not
For minors, etc.
to exceed two years for good cause shown. If at
at the
time that
that Forminorsetc.
the time
any right accrues
any person
accrues to any
under the
the provisions
provisions of
this title
person under
of this
title
such person
a minor, or is of unsound mind
mind or
person is a
physically unable
unable
or physically
to make a
a claim, the time
time herein provided
shall not
begin to
to run
run
provided shall
not begin
until such
until
ceases.
such disability
disability ceases.
Back payments reSEC.
be payable
SEC. 210. That no compensation
compensation shall be
payable for
for any
any period
period stricted.
s rVol. 40, p. 408,amendmore
prior to the
the date
more than one year prior
of claim
claim therefor,
therefor, nor
shall
date of
nor shall edol.
40p. 8,amended.
increased
increased compensation
compensation be awarded
awarded to revert
revert back
back more
six
more than
than six
months prior to the date of claim therefor.
therefor. Except
in case
Except in
case of
of fraud
fraud
participated in by the beneficiary,
beneficiary, no reduction
reduction in
participated
in compensation
compensation
shall be made retroactive.
Compensation
to feti
SEC.
S
EC. 211.
211. Compensation
Compensation because
because of
of disability
death of
of members
members maenPsea
disability or
or death
in
male nurses to be
be in
l
eu
lieu
of
that
for
injuries
of the Amy
Army Nurse Corps (female) or of the Navy Nurse
Nurse Corps
Corps toi Government
ofthat for injries
em(female) shall be in lieu of any compensation
compensation for
for such
such disability
disability or
or ployees.
ployees.
Vol. 39, p. 742.
death under the Act entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
provide compensation
to provide
compensation for
for Vol 39'P-742
employees
suffering injuries
employees of the United States suffering
injuries while
in the
the performwhile in
performance
purposes," approved
approved September
ance of their duties, and for other purposes,"
September
7, 1916.
1916.
of Act.
SEC.
provide a
SEC. 212. This Act is intended to provide
for the
the relief
relief Purpose
a system
system for
PUrp seofAct.
and for
of persons who were disabled, and
for the
the dependents
dependents of
of those
those who
who
died as aa result of disability suffered
suffered in
in the
service of
of the
the
the military
military service
etc.,
between April 6, 1917, and
0s nottpensions
and July 2,
United States between
2, 1921.
1921. For
For such
such lawsthert
law
apsinbtct.
disabilities and death
deathss no oth
er pension
or laws
laws providing
providing for
for
other
pension laws
laws or
gratuities
gratuities or payments
payments in
in the
event of
death in
in the
the service
service shall
be
the event
of death
shall be
applicable: Provided,
Provided, however, That
applicable:
That the
the laws
laws relating
to the
the retirerelating to
retire- f
o ent laws
laws extrtement
ment of persons in the
the regular military or naval service
service shall
not be
be cepted.
shall not
cepted.
considered
pensions, gratuities,
considered to be laws providing for pensions,
gratuities, or
or payments
payments
payment
l
io laa
y
within the meaning of this section: And
And provided further,
further, That
That acNiveo
yette if iceIne.
compensation
under
this
title
compensation under
shall not be paid
paid while the
is
the person
person is
Service period not
or retirement
in receipt of active
active service
service or
pay. Titles
II and
IV of
of apseL
retirement pay.
Titles II
and IV
not
applicable toered
to compens
sation
this Act shall not be applicable
taon and
and rehabilitarehabiietaapplicable to any disability or resultant
resultant death tion.
in the
the service
disability occurred as a
a result of
in
service if such disability
of service
service prior
prior
to April 6,
6, 1917,
after July
July 2,
2, 1921.
1921.
1917, or
or after
Benefits for injuries,
SEC.
where any
SEC. 213.
213. That where
any beneficiary
of this
or etcne
beneficiary of
this bureau
bureau suffers
suffers or
for from
lting
frie
etc.,
resulting
training,
etc.
has suffered an
an injury
injury or
of an
as tring
or an aggravation
aggravation of
an existing
existing .injury
iniury as
ee.
Post, p- 1308.
the result
the
result of trainng,
training, hospitalization, or medical or surgical
surgical, treattreatment, awarded
awarded to him by the director
director and
and not
the result
of his
not the
result of
his mismisconduct, and such
such injury or
or aggravation
existing injury
aggravation of
of an
an existing
injury results
results
in additional
disability to or
or the death
additional disabilitydeath of
of such
such beneficiary,
the
beneficiary, the
awarded in
in the same
same manner
benefits of this title shall be awarded
manner as
though
as though
such
aggravation, or death was the result of
of military
such disability,
disability, aggravation,
military
In lieu of that under
service
of this
service during the World War. The benefits of
this section
section shall
shall be
be injriesuof
ndet
injuries to othat
Government
employees.
in lieu of th
thee b
benefits
the Act entitled
enefits under the
'An Act
to provide
provide employee
entitled 'An
Act to
Vol.
39,
IL
compensation
injuries VoL 39, 7.
compensation for employees of the United States
States suffering injuries
while in the performance
performance of their duties, and for
for other
other purposes,'
purposes,'
Deductions if payapproved
any payments
payments due
Ded
onsfrson
if otber
oved September
September 7,
7, 1916;
1916; and
and from
from any
due hereunder
hereunder menta
come
peaces.
shal be deducted
deducted all amounts
other than
amounts paid by any person other
than United
United Pe-s
compensation for such
such injury
States as damages
damages or compensation
injury, aggravation,
aggravation , or
or
Proviso.
death: Provided,
Provided, That application
application be made for
for such benefits
benefits within
within Timrappiicti
Tintaterapplication.
46822o-25t---42
45822
°-25t----42
set v m

rer

742

:m

.
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624

Insurance.
Insurance.
Granted to all persons
service of
of
so's under
under
service
War
ar or
or Navy Department, upon application.
Vol. 40, p. 409, amended.
Post, p3.
p.1308.
po.p
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one
injury or
aggravation was
was suffered
suffered or
such death
death
one year
year after
after such
such injury
or aggravation
or such
occurred or
the passage
of this
this Act
or whichever
is the
the latest
latest
occurred
or after
after the
passage of
Act or
whichever is
date.
date.
TITLE III.—I
II.-INSURANCE.
NSURANCE.

S
EC. 300.
300. That
That in
to give
give to
SEC.
in order
order to
to every
every commissioned
commissioned officer
officer
Navy Depart- and enlisted
enlisted man and to every member of the Army Nurse
Nurse Corps
tin.'
(female) and of
Nurse Corps
employed
of the Navy
Navy Nurse
Corps (female)
(female) when
when employed
service under
under the
the War
War Department
Department
edVo.4,p.409,amend- in
in active service
Department or
or Navy
Navy Department
a.
protection
protection for themselves and their dependents,
dependents, the United States,
upon application
without medical
medical examination,
upon
application to
to the
the bureau
bureau and
and without
examination,
shall grant
grant insurance
in such
such form
form or
or forms
forms as
as is
is prescribed
prescribed in
shall
insurance in
in section
section
301 hereof,
hereof, against
against the
the death
death or
or total
total permanent
permanent disability
disability of
301
of any
any
such person
person m
in any
multiple of
of $500,
$500, and
less than
than $1,000
such
any multiple
and not
not less
$1,000 or
or
more than
than $10,000,
upon the
premiums as
as hereinafter
hereinafter
rnef-rM
more
$10,000, upon
the payment
payment of
of the
the premiums
Time
for making.
provided. Such
Such insurance
must be
be appliedfor
applied Tor within
within one
one hundred
hundred
provided.
insurance must
and twenty
or after
employand
twenty days
days after
after enlistment
enlistment or
after entrance
entrance into
into or
or employment in
the active
active service
service and
and before
discharge
or resignation.
ment
in
the
before
discharge
or
resignation.
Beneficiaries.
The
insurance shall
pay-able only
only to
to a
aspouse,
spouse, child,
child, grandchild,
grandchild,
Beneficiarie.
The insurance
shall be
be payable
parent,
brother, sister,
aunt, nephew,
brother-in-law
parent, brother,
sister, uncle,
uncle, aunt,
nephew, niece,
niece, brother-in-law
or
sister-in-law, or
or to
all of
them, and
and also
also during
during total
or sister-in-law,
to any
any or
or all
of them,
total and
and per
per
man
resulting
manent
disability
to
the
injured
person.
disability
to
y
the
injured
cost
Expenses borne by
The
States shall
shall bear
bear the
expenses of
United States
the expenses
of administration
administration and
and
nmestate
by
The United
United
States.
the excess
ex
enc
tess mortality and disability
disability cost resulting from
the hazards
the
from
the
hazards
Premium
rates.
Prenul
rafft
Of
rates shall
be the
net rates
of war. The premium
premium rates
shall be
the net
rates based
the
based upon
upon the
American
Table of
of Mortality
Mortality andinterest
and interest at
31 per
centum
American Experience
Experience Table
at 31
percentun
per annum.
annum.
Converion of
of term
term per
Conversion
onsrane.
S
EC. 301.
July 2,
2, 1926.
1926, all
all term
term insurance
insurance held
f
SEC.
301. Not
Not later than
than July
held
Insurance.
5
Vol. 42, p. 155.
by
persons
who
were
in
the
military
service
after
April
6,
1917,
42
Vol
bby
persons
who
were
in
the
military
service
after
April
6,
1917,
Past,
shall
be converted,
without medical
or
shall be
converted, without
medical examination,
examination, into
into such
such form
form or
forms
as may
may be
be prescribed
prescribed by
regulations and
and as
as the
the
forms of
of insurance
insurance as
by regulations
Conversion rights.
insured may
shall provide
the right
right to
to
conversion rights
insured
may request.
request. Regulations
Regulations shall
provide for
for the
convert into ordmary
life, twenty-payment
life, endowment
endowment maturmaturconvert
ordinary life,
twenty-paymenf life,
ing
and into
into other
ing at
at age
age sixty-two,
sixty-two, and
other usual
usual forms
forms of
of insurance,
insurance, and
and
shall
prescribe the
the time
of payment
premiums
shall prescribe
time and
and method
method of
payment of
of the
the premiums
thereon, but payments
payments of premiums in
not be
be required
in advance
advance shall
shall not
required
for periods of
of more than
than one month each
each and
may be
be deducted
and may
deducted from
from
the pay
pay or
deposit of
of the
be otherwise
otherwise made
his election.
election.
the
or deposit
the insured
insured or
or be
made at
at his
Term insurance to
cerase
to
All term
insurance shall
All
term insurance
shall cease
1926, except
when death
cease on
on July 2,
2, 1926,
except when
death
cease Julyint2nce
2, 1926.
or total
disability shall
shall have
or
total permanent
permanent disability
have occurred
occurred before
before July
July 2,
2,
1926.
1926.
19 2
matured
Insurance
matured
Insurance
byIttalndisabUility
In
case where
insured whose
whose yearly
yearly renewable
In case
where an
an insured
renewable term
insurance
term insurance
by total disability.
has
matured by
by reason
total permanent
permanent disability
and
has matured
reason of
of total
disability is
is found
found and
declared
longer permanently
permanently and
and totally
totally disabled,
and
declared to
to be
be no longer
disabled, and
where the insured is required under regulations to renew
payment
renew payment
of
said term
insurance, and
and where
where this
this contingency
contingency
of premiums
premiums on
on said
term insurance,
extended beyond
beyond the
the period
during which
said yearly
yearly renewable
renewable
Renewal authorized
authorized is
Renewal
is extended
period during
which said
if no longer disabled.
disabled. terra
term insurance
insurance otherwise
given
otherwise must be converted, there shall be given
such insured
insured an additional period of two years from the date on
which he is required
required to renew
renew payment of
premiums in which
of premiums
which to
to
said term
insurance as
as herembefore
provided.
hereinbefore provided.
term insurance
convert said
tional lump sum, convert
Optional
etc.,
etc., payments.
The bureau
bureau may make
the contract
contract for
converted
make provision
provision in
in the
for converted
insurance for optional
optional settlements,
settlements, to
to be selected
selected by
insured,
by the
the insured,
whereby
such
insurance
may
be
made
payable
either
in
on
e sum or
itmet
whereby such insurance may be made payable either in one sum or
Other
installment
periods.
in installments
installments for thirty-six months or
or more.
more. The bureau may
may
also
in said
said contract
provision authorizing
the beneficiary
beneficiary
also include
include in
contract a
a provision
authorizing the
insurance in installments
to elect to receive payment of the insurance
installments for
for
thirty-six months
months or
has not
thirty-six
or more,
more, but
but only
only if
if the
the insured
insured has
not exercised
exercised
the right
of election
provided; and
even though
the
right of
election as
as hereinbefore
hereinbefore provided;
and even
though
said contract
the insured may have exercised his right of election, the said
contract
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may authorize
authorize the beneficiary
hi
beneficiary to elect to receive
receive such
such insurance
insurance in
installments spread over aa greater
installments
of time
time than
than that
selected
greater period of
that selected
insured.
by the insured.
Benefits due on acSEC.
Whenever benefits
SEC. 302.
302. Whenever
benefits under
under United
United States
States Government
Government coBnets
due hazard,
on aza
count of extra
life insurance
have become,
insurance (converted
(converted insurance) become, or have
United
become, payable
payable to be paid by
by Unted
States.
disability of
because of total permanent
permanent disability
of the
the insured
insured or
or because
of Vol.
because of
toe.42,
42, p.
p. 155.
155.
the death of the insured as a
result of
or injury
traceable
a result
of disease
disease or
injury traceable
to the extra hazard of the military or naval
service, as
naval service,
as such
such hazard
hazard
may be determined by the director,
director, the
the liability
liability shall
be borne
borne by
by
shall be
ra
Transfer
from apthe United
Tand
T
sfer from
the
United States, and the director is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized and propriations
apto insurdirected
directed to transfer from the military
military and
and naval
insurance
ance
fund
for.
naval insurance ance fundfor.
appropriation to
States Government
Government life-insurance
appropriation
to the
the United States
life-insurance
fund a
a sum which, together with the reserve of the policy at
at the
time of maturity by total permanent
permanent disability
equal
disability or
or death,
death, will
will equal
Reduced insurance
the then value of such benefits. When a
a person receiving total allowed
alded
insurance
on recovery
from total disability.
a United
permanent disability- benefits under
under a
United States
States Government
Government fromtotaldisability.
life policy (converted
(converted policy), recovers
recovers from such disability, and
and
is then entitled to continue a
a reduced
reduced amount of
the
of insurance,
insurance, the
nds
director is hereby authorized and directed
directed to transfer to the military Transfer
Tra fer offfunds.
insurance appropriation
and naval insurance
appropriation all of the loss
reserve to
to the
the
loss reserve
credit of such policy claim
a sum sufficient
claim except a
up the
the then
sufficient to
to set up
then
required
required reserve on the reduced amount of the
insurance that
the insurance
that may
may
be continued
continued, which
which sum shall be retained in the
the United
States
United States
Government life-insurance
Government
life-insurance fund for the purpose of
such reserve.
reserve.
of such
Payment to estate,
SEC.
If no person
the permitted
permitted class
SEC. 303. If
person within the
of beneficiaries
class of
beneficiaries if
tivinga
if Pn
no'ssurviving
bener.
survive the insured, or if before
before the completion
completion of payments
survive
payments the ficiaries.
cPoet,
10
p.1310.
beneficiary
beneficiary or beneficiaries shall die and there be no surviving
surviving person
person
within said permitted
within
permitted class, then there shall be paid to the estate
of the insured the present value of the monthly
monthly installments
istallments there-there- Poo
Proviso.
after payable
payable under the provisions of this title: Provided,
Provided, That
That in
in Echeat
Escheat to United
United
States.
etc.
cases where the estate of the insured
insured would
would escheat
escheat under
under the
the laws
laws of
of States. etc.
the place of his residence the insurance
insurance shall
not be
be paid
paid to
the estate
shall not
to the
estate
of the insured, but shall escheat
escheat to the United States and shall
be
shall be
credited to the United States Government
Government life-insurance
fund or
or the
the
life-insurance fund
6,
military and naval insurance
insurance appropriation, as may
This 19y.lectivee October
may be
be proper.
proper. This
October 6
effect as
section shall be deemed to be in effect
as of
of October
October 6,
6, 1917.
1917.
Reinstated
insurReinstated
insurr
SEC.
that all
all provisions
S
EC. 304. In
In the event that
rules and
provisions of
of the
the rules
and regularegula- S110e.
anoe.
tions other
other than the requirements as to the physical
tiO
applicaphysical condition
tions
condition of
of twithout
mdcai
nppv
r
a ttc
l
aiot
t medical
the applicant for insurance have been complied with, and applicaapplica- examination.
Vo
unati
21
l. 4.12,12. p. 1525,
1 5.,
42
Vol
tion for reinstatement,
or in
reinstatement, in whole or
part, of
lapsed or
canceled amended.'
in part,
of lapsed
amended.
or canceled
t
Poet,
p.1310.
yearly
insurance or United States Government
Government Po , P.1310.
yearly renewable
renewable term insurance
(converted insurance) hereafter
life insurance
insurance (converted
made may
be approved
hereafter made
may be
approved
if made within one year after the passage
passage of
Act or
within two
of this Act
or within
two Provisos.
cancellation: Provided,
years after the date of lapse or cancellation:
Provided, That
the u
That the
If disabled in
in World
World
service.
applicant's
applicant's disability (if any) is the result of an injury
injuryor
disease, War
or disease,
warservce.
aggravation thereof, suffered or contracted
or of an aggravation
contracted in
in the
active
the active
during the
military or naval service during
the World
War: Provided
World War:
Providedfurther,
further, oof r
Proof required
of
That the applicant during his
his lifetime
lifetime submits
proof satisfactory
satisfactory orioIf
submits proof
origin ofdsabiit.
disability. o
to the director showing
showing the service origin of the disability or aggraaggravation thereof
thereof and that the applicant
applicant is not totally and
and permanently
permanently Back
Baprnstobe
premiums to be
disabled. As aacondition, however, to the acceptance
acceptance of an applica- paid.c
paid.
tion for the reinstatement
reinstatement of lapsed or
renewable
or canceled
canceled yearly
yearly renewable
term insurance, where the requirements
requirements as to the physical condition
condition
of the applicant
applicant have not been complied
complied with, or,
or, for
for the
the reinstatereinstatement of United States Government life insurance (converted
(converted insurinsurance) in any case, the applicant shall be required to pay all the
back monthly premiums
premiums which would have become
become payable
payable if
such insurance
insurance had not lapsed, together with interest
the rate
rate of
interest of
of the
of
55 per centum
compounded annually, on each premium
centum per annum, compounded
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from
is due
due by
the policy:
policy: Profrom the
the date
date said
said premium
premium is
by the
the terms
terms of
of the
Proafter
vided further,
insurance shall be reinstated after
That no term insurance
further, That
J
uly 2,
2, 1926.
July
1926.
Payment for insurance
lapsed while
sufS
EC. 305.
person has
heretofore allowed
his insurance
insurance
allowed his
has heretofore
Where any
any person
SEC.
305. Where
whiesanpelapT
tering compensable dis- to
to lapse
while
suffering from
from a
a compensable
disability
for which
feritgcompensabledislapse
while
suffering
compensable
disability
for
which
ability.
Vol.
was not
becomes or
or
has died,
died, or
or becomes
not collected
collected and
and dies
dies or
or has
compensation was
ol. 42, P.
p. 1525, compensation
amended,
has become
become permanently
permanently and
and totally
totally disabled
time of
amended
has
disabled and
and at
at the
the time
of
such death
death or
or permanent
disability was
was or
entitled to
coraor is
is entitled
to compermanent total
total disability
such
Computations
pensation remaining
remaining uncollected,
then and
and in
that event
event so
of
so much
much of
in that
uncollected, then
pensation
Computations
.
his
insurance
as
said
uncollected
compensation,
computed
in
all
all
in
computed
compensation,
uncollected
his insurance as said
vol. 41,
p..373.
41, p.
vol.
cases at
at the
the rate
302 of
War Risk
Risk Insurance
Insurance
cases
rate provided
provided by
by section
section 302
of the
the War
Act
as
amended
December
24,
1919,
would
purchase
if
applied
applied
if
purchase
would
1919,
24,
December
amended
as
Act
authorid.
Amots
Amounts authorized.
and the
as
premiums when
be considered
considered-as lapsed; and
due, shall
shall not be
when due,
as premiums
to
authorized and
and directed to
Muted States
Veterans' Bureau
Bureau is
is hereby authorized
United
States Veterans'
pay to
said soldier,
beneficiaries as
be the
the amount
amount
case may
may be
or his
his beneficiaries
as the
the case
pay
to.said
soldier, or
of said
said insurance
insurance less
less the
unpaid premiums
and interest
at
interest thereon
thereon at
premiums and
the unpaid
of
5
annum compounded
in installments
as
annually in
installments as
per annum
compounded annually
5 per
per centum
centum per
iu
provided
by law.
remima.
provided by
law.
Premms.
Dates
for payments
payments
Szc. 306.
306. The
The bureau
is authorized
to make
provisions in
in
make provisions
authorized to
bureau is
SEC.
Date fo
ewived
of,,may
accordance
of
may be
Waived"
accordance with regulations, whereby the payment of premiums
on yearly renewable term insurance and United States Government
Vol. 42, p. 1526, on yearly renewable term insurance and United States Government
amended.2 .
life
insurance (converted
(converted insurance)
on the
the due
due date
thereof may
may be
be
date thereof
insurance) on
life insurance
amended
waived
and
the
insurance may
be deemed
not to
to lapse
lapse in
the cases
Whle
nd
waived
and
the
insurance
may
be
deemed
not
in
the
cases
While confined in
hospital.
of
following persons,
persons, to
Those who
are confined
confined in
in
who are
wit: (a)
(a) Those
to wit:
of the
the following
hoWpital.
hospital under
under said
bureau
for a
compensable disability
during the
the
hospital
said
bureau
for
a
compensable
disability
during
For temporary° total
disability,
period while
so confined;
confined; (b)
are rated
rated as
as
who are
(b) those
those who
are so
while they
they are
period
disability.
temporarily- totally
reason of
of any
or disease
disease
temporarily
totally disabled
disabled by
by reason
any injury
injury or
Mentally
imam- entitling
the period
such total
total
of such
period of
during the
compensation during
to compensation
them to
incom- entitling them
Mentally
petent,
disability and
they are
those who
while mentally
mentally
potent, with no guar"
guar- disability
and while
while they
are so
so rated;
rated; (c)
(c) those
who, while
dian.
incompetent
dian.
incompetent and for whom no legal
legal guardian
guardian had been or has been
been
appointed, allowed
or may
may allow
their insurance
insurance to
lapse while
such
appointed,
allowed or
allow their
to lapse
while such
ratire
is effective
during the
period for
for which
which they
they have
have been
rating, is
effective during
the period
been or
or
hereafter
may be
so rated,
rated, or
or until
guardian has
the
hereafter may
be so
until aa guardian
has notified
notified the
but not
not later
later than
months after
after
six months
than six
appli - bureau
Made without
without appliqualification, but
his qualification,
of his
bureau of
Made
cation.
appointment as
guardian, the
the waiver
waiver in
such cases
cases to
to be
be made
eation.
appointment
as guardian,
in such
made
Provisos.
application and
and retroactive
necessary: Provided,
That
Provided, That
when necessary:
retroactive when
without application
tnt o time without
Extent
allowed.
allowed.
such relief
relief from payment
payment of premiums
renewable term
term
premiums on
on yearly renewable
insurance
due date
insurance on
on the
the due
date thereof
thereof shall
shall be
be for
for full
full calendar
calendar months,
months
beginning
month in
in which
which said
said confinement
confinement to
to hospital,
beginning with
with the
the month
hospital,
temporary
disability rating,
rating, or
or in
cases of
of mental
mental incompetents
incompetents
temporary total
total disability
in cases
for
guardian has
has been
the month
month in
in which
for whom
whom no
no guardian
been appointed
appointed with
with the
which
such rating
or mental
mental incompetency
incompetency began
began or
or begins
begins and
and ending
ending
such
rating or
with
that month
of which
which the
the
with that
month during
during the
the half
half or
or major
major fraction
fraction of
person is
is confined
confined in hospital is rated
as temporarily
temporarily totally
totally disabled
disabled
rated as
or had
or has
while rated
rated as
as mentally
incompetent
or
had or
has no
no legal
legal guardian
guardian while
mentally incompetent
Interest on
waived or
the bureau
of his
but
qualification, but
his qualification,
bureau of
notified the
has notified
guardian has
a guardian
or until
until a
on waived
Interest
premiums.
not
later than
six months
premiums.
not later
than six
months after
after appointment
as guardian:
guardian: Proappointment as
Provided
That all
all premiums
which when
when due
due is
i
s
vided further
further, That
premiums the
the payment
payment of
of which
waived as above
shall bear
interest at
waived
above provided
provided shall
bear interest
at the
the rate
rate of
of 5
5 per
per
centum per annum, compounded annually from the due date of each
at maDeducted
neauct,,,i at
ma- centum per annum, compounded annually from the due date of each
turity.
premium,
and if
if not
not paid
by the
shall be
premium, and
paid by
the insured
insured shall
be deducted
deducted from
from the
the
insurance
any settlement
thereunder or
the same
insurance in
in any
settlement thereunder
or when
when the
same matures
matures
Tr
from insureither because
because of
of permanent
permanent total
total disability
death: And
provided
And provided
or death:
disability or
insur- either
Transfer
an 'der from
ance
further, That
That in
the event
event any
any lien
or other
other indebtedness
once fund
fund to meet lien,
lien, further,
in the
lien or
indebtedness established
established
a
policies
against
etc., agai" Palkiess by this Act exists against any policy of converted insurance in
excess
insurance.. by this Act exists against any policy of converted insurance in excess
of converted
conv eted insurince
of
o the
the then
thereof at
of the
termithen cash
cash surrender value thereof
at the
the time
time of
the termination of such policy of converted
converted insurance for any reason
reason other
other
than by
by death
death or
disability the
the director
director is
hereby
than
or total
total permanent
permanent disability
is hereby
authorized
and pay
pay from
from the
the military
or naval
naval insurance
insurance
authorized to
to transfer
transfer and
military or
appropriation
to the
United States
States Government
Government life
life insurance
fund
appropriation to
the United
insurance fund

None allowed after
July
2, 1926.
after
JNonely"owed
2vided

o

f

ti

m

e
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a
to the
the amount
amount such
lien or
the
or indebtedness
indebtedness exceeds
exceeds the
equal to
such lien
a sum
sum equal
then
value.
then cash
cash surrender
surrender value.
Policies incontestable
S
EC. 307.
307. All
such policies
policies of
insurance heretofore
heretofore or
or hereafter
hereafter aftPerlesixonthsb
of insurance
All such
SEC.
after six months.
issued
be incontestable
incontestable after
has been
been in
in force
issued shall
shall be
after the
the insurance
insurance has
force Excption.
613.
Ante,p.
six
the date
date of
or reinstatement,
except for
for A
ate ,p. 613.
reinstatement, except
of issuance
issuance or
six months
months from
from the
fraud
or nonpayment
nonpayment of
and subject
to the
the provisions
provisions of
of Provisos.
.
subject to
of premiums
premiums and
fraud or
Mailing deemed
deemed
section
Provided, That
That aa letter
the bureau
to the
the Mailing
by the
bureau to
mailed by
letter mailed
23: Provided,
section 23:
notice of contest.
insured
at his
his last
address informing
of the
invalidity noticeof contet.
the invalidity
informing him of
last known
known address
insured at
of his
insurance shall
shall be
deemed a
contest within
the meaning
of Effective
his insurance
of
be deemed
a contest
within the
meaning of
Effective April
April 6
6,
this section:
this section
section shall
shall be
deemed to
to 1917.
be deemed
That this
further, That
section: Provided
Providedfurther,
this
6, 1917.
1917.
be
as of
of April
April 6,
be in
in effect
effect as
Exception.

TITLE
IV.
WTPrE IV.

Vocational rehaVocational
bilitation.
bilitation.

exdrgb

additional
Benefits disabdled
SEC. 400.
400. That
was enlisted,
enlisted, enrolled,
enrolled, drafted,
SEC.
That every
every person
person who
who was
drafted, adetional
persons.
of the
the United
inducted,
appointed in
in the
the military
military or
or naval
naval forces
forces of
United persons.
or appointed
inducted, or
Vol.
01 41, p.a159,amendStates,
including members
of training
traini g camps
camps authorized
authorized by
by law
law and
and ed.
159, mendmembers of
States, including
ed. '41l
therefrom,
who,
has resigned
resigned or
or has
has been
discharged or
or furloughed
furloughed therefrom,
been discharged
who, has
after April
having
aggravated after
April 6,
6,
increased, or
or aggravated
incurred, increased,
disability incurred,
having aa disability
and
or naval
naval service
1917,
before July
the military
military- or
service and
in the
2, 1921,
1921, in
July 2,
1917, and
and before
while aa, member
misconduct, while
not
his own
own willful
willful misconduct,
member of such
of his
not the
the result
result of
forces, or
or later
developing. a
in the
opinion of
of
traceable in
the opinion
a disability
disability traceable
later developing
forces,
and not
not
the director
to service
said period
period with
with such
such forces,
forces, and
service d
during said
the
director to
opinion
who, in the
the result
result of
willful misconduct,
and who,
the opinion
misconduct, and
his own
own willful
of his
the
director, is in need of
vocational rehabilitation
rehabilitation to
to overcome
overcome Course to
of the director,
of vocational
to be
be furnished.
Course
the
handicap of
disability, shall
shit Ibe
furnished by
by the
the bureau,
bureau, nished.
be furnished
of such
such disability,
the handicap
where vocational
vocational rehabilitation
such course
of vocational
where
rehabilitation is
is feasible,
feasible, such
course of
vocational Pris
Proviso
course commenccourse
rehabilitation
the bureau
bureau shall
and provide:
Provided, edNounder
prescribe and
provide: Provided,
shall prescribe
rehabilitation as
as the
ed under originalAct
original A
Act
termninatedo
terminate any course terminated.
in this section
That nothing
nothing in
That
section shall operate to terminate
of vocationa
vocational training
and actually
actually commenced
commenced
heretofore prescribed
prescribed and
training heretofore
of
enacted and
as originally
originally enacted
under the
Vocational Rehabilitation
Act as
Rehabilitation Act
under
the Vocational
subsequently
subsequently amended
amended where such
such course was
was actually
actually commenced
commenced
prior
prior to
to the
approval of
of this
this Act.
the approval
Act.ourses
to be frCourses to be furits nished.
and it
SEC. 401.
401. The bureau
shall have
have the
the power,
power, and
it shall be its
bureau shall
SEC.
Vol. 41, p. 159, amendVoL41,p.59,amendpersons included
to furnish
duty until
until June
furnish the persons
included in section nish
30, 1926,
1926, to
June 30,
duty
ed.
400 hereof
hereof suitable
suitable courses
vocational rehabilitation,
rehabilitation, to
be prpre- Payments
400
courses of
of vocational
to be
or mainPayments for maintenance and
scribed and
provided by
every person
person electing
electing to
to tenance
and dependand every
and provided
by the
the bureau;
bureau; and
scribed
ent !.
follow such
of vocational
vocational rehabilitation
rehabilitation shall,
shall, while
while following
following ent
i
follow
such a
a course
course of
Vol. 41,
p.
1021.
amended.
the amended.
the same,
same, be
by the
the bureau
bureau monthly
monthly or
as the
or semimonthly
semimonthly as
be paid
paid by
the
director
director may
prescribe such
sum as
as in
the judgment
judgment of
of the
the director
in the
may prescribe
such sum
director
is necessary
for his
his maintenance
maintenance and
support and
maintenance Proviso.
and for
for the
the maintenance
and support
necessary for
is
Maximum allowed.
allowed.
depending upon
persons depending
and
and support
support of persons
upon him, if any: Provided,
Provided, Maximum
while
such person
however, That
event shall
shall the
the sum
sum so
so paid
paid such
person while
That in
in no
no event
however,
pursuing such
such course
course be
be more
$80 per
per month
month for
single man
pursuing
more than
than $80
for aasingle
man Additional
Additional for
for
without dependents,
dependents, or
or for
with dependents
$100 per
per month
month familr.
dependents $100
for aa man
man with
without
plus the following
following family allowances:
allowances:
(a)
(a) If
If there
there is
is aawife,
wife, but
but no
no child,
child, $15.
$15.
(b) If
If there
is aawife
$5 per
per month
month addiaddi$25, with
with $5
and one
one child,
child, $25,
there is
wife and
(b)
tional
each additional
additional child.
tional for
for each
child.
(c)
If there
there is
no wife,
but one
$10.
one child,
child, $10.
(c) If
is no
wife, but
(d)
there is
but two
two children,
children, $15,
$15, with
with $5
month
$5 per
per month
wife, but
is no
no wife,
(d) If
If there
additional
additionallfore eac
each
c hild.
child.nrease
of aoweh en
additional
d
Increase of allowThat the bureau
bureau may
may pay,
pay, subject
subject to
and limitalimita- an
to the
the conditions
conditions and
slice permed
permittedto
to mdeet
meet
That
higher living costs.
undergoing training
title, to all
all trainees
by this title,
tions prescribed
ton
prescribed by
trainees undergoing
training higherliving csts.
vitotn
s
: tr
he
where the cost of maintenance
hereundresiding
e' residing
g
maintenance and support is
hereunder,
the
acomparatively
of the
the monthly
monthly
lieu of
high, in
in lieu
and comparatively high,
above the average
by this
this title,
prescribed by
payments for
and support
support prescribed
maintenance and
for maintenance
payments
judgment of the
such sum
as in
the judgment
the director
director is necessary
necessary for the
in the
sum as
such
trainee's maintenance
maintenance and support
trainee's
support and
and for
for the
the maintenance
maintenance and
and Proxima.
Limitations.
upon him,
if any:
any: Proided,
support of
of persons
persons dependent
dependent upon
him, if
Provided, however, Limatato
support
That in
no event
event shall
so paid
paid such
while pursung
pursuing
such person
person while
sum so
shall the
the sum
in no
That
ed.

,
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such
be more
more than
than $100
for aasingle
single man
man without
such course
course be
$100 per
per month
month for
without
dependents
or for
for a
with dependents
$120 per
month, plus
plus the
dependents or
a man
man with
dependents $120
per month,
the
several
sums prescribed
as family
allowances under
under this
this section:
section:
several sums
prescribed as
family allowances
Discretionary
payfurther, That
That payments
payments for
for the
the support
support and
maintenance
odependent.
ments for
Providedfurther,
and maintenance
ments
dependents. Provided
of persons dependent
upon any trainee
dependent upon
trainee of the bureau as provided
provided
herein may,
may, in
in the
the discretion
of the
be paid
paid either
either direct
herein
discretion of
the director,
director, be
direct
to such
such dependent
dependent or
or dependents
or to
to the
the trainee
trainee upon
upon whom
to
dependents or
whom
they are
are dependent.
they
dependent.
Training extended to
Training
SEC. 402.
402. That
That until
until June
30, 1926,
1926, the
the courses
courses of
vocational
of vocational
June 30,
SEC.
other
discharge
t discharged
abled persons.
persons.
abled
practicable, and
training provided
provided for under this Act shall, as far as practicable,
and
under such
conditions as
as the
may prescribe,
prescribe, be
under
such conditions
the director
director may
be made
made availavailable without
instruction for
benefit of
of any
any person
person who
who
able
without cost
cost for
for instruction
for the
the benefit
is disabled
him, after
after discharge
discharge from
from the
the
is
disabled under
under circumstances
circumstances entitling
entitling him,
military
of the
the United
States, to
to compensation
compensation under
under
military or
or naval forces
forces of
United States,
Title
is not
in section
section 400
400 hereof.
hereof.
Title II
Ii hereof
hereof and
and who
who is
not included
included in
Benefits
Benefits to
to be used
used
SEC. 403.
403. That
That no
person who
has been
declared eligible
eligible for
for
withinreasonable
SEC.
time.
no person
who has
been declared
within reasonable time.
training
under the
the provisions
provisions of
of this
title, for
for whom
whom training
training has
has
training under
this title,
been prescribed,
prescribed, and
and who
who has
has been
bureau to
begin
been
been notified
notified by
by the
the bureau
to begin
training,
shall be
be eligible
the benefits
this title
title in
in the
the event
training, shall
eligible to
to the
benefits of
of this
event
of
his failure
failure to
within a
a reasonable
reasonable time
time after
after
Proos.
of his
to commence
commence training
training within
Provisos.
Time extended for notice has been sent such person
Providedfurther,
further,
person by the bureau: Provided
physical incapacity.
physi
incapacity.
That, except when such failure
failure is due, in the
the opinion of the director,
director,
to physical
physical incapacity,
incapacity, such
shall not
be longer
than twelve
to
such time
time shall
not be
longer than
twelve
months after
shall have
have been
given for
persons declared
declared
Training to com- months
after notice
notice shall
been given
for persons
Training
mence
by June 30, 1925. eligible and notified
mencebyJune30,925.
notified to begin training: And provided
provided further,
further, That
That
no
training shall
furnished to
person under
under any
of the
prono training
shall be
be furnished
to any
any person
any of
the provisions of
visions
title unless
such person
actually commence
commence
of this title
unless such
person shall
shall actually
on or
or before
June 30,
30, 1925.
Test of
of rehabilitarehabilta- such
such training
training on
before June
1925.
Test
SEC. 404.
404. The
The test
of rehabilitation
rehabilitation shall
shall be
be employability,
to
tion.
SEC.
test of
tion.
employability, to
Allowance
continued
Allowancecontinued be
be determined
determined by the director.
director. The allowance for maintenance
maintenance
for two months after.
fortwo
mo
ter
and support provided
title shall
payable for
provided by this title
shall be
be payable
for two
two months
months
after the
the rehabilitated
is determined,
determined,
after
the employability
employability of
of the
rehabilitated person
person is
all duty
and obligation
obligation of
of the
United States
States toward
toward
and thereupon
thereupon all
duty and
the United
such person with respect
shall cease
cease
respect to
to his
his vocational
vocational rehabilitation
rehabilitation shall
and
determine.
and
determine.
Granted
Granted only
only for ap- and determine.
pucation made
SEc.
405. That
That vocational
vocational training
training provided
provided by
shall
SEC. 405.
plications
made prior
by this
this Act
Act shall
to June
30, 1923.
Jne30,
923.
be
granted to
to persons
persons entitled
entitled under the
the provisions
provisions of
of said
be granted
said title
title
only
where application
therefor has
has been
on or
or prior
to June
June
only where
application therefor
been made
made on
prior to
training, etc.,
etc., 30,
30, 1923.
1923.
No No
training,
e
S
EC. 406.
That no
training shall
shall be
be granted
granted or
or
June30,
after June
30, 1926.
'
SEC.
926.
406. That
no vocational
vocational training
continued to
to any
any person
person whatsoever
after
June 30,
30, 1926,
1926, and
no
continued
whatsoever
after
June
and
no
L
Post,Po.
p.1311.
p31
training allowance
training
allowance shall thereafter
thereafter be
be paid
paid to
to any
any person.
person.
Penalties.
Penalties.
Payment to attorneys
limited.
Post,
p. 1311.
Pot, p.
1311.

TITLE V.-PENALTIES.
TITLE
V.—PENALTIES.

SEC.
That payment
SEC. 500.
500. That
payment to
or agent
agent for
for such
such
to any
any attorney
attorney or
assistance
in the preparation
preparation and
of
assistance as
as may
may be required in
and execution
execution of
the necessary papers in any
any application
application to
not
to the bureau shall
shall not
exceed $10
$10 in
any one
one case.
case.
exceed
in any
Punishment
Punishment for reAny person
or indirectly,
solicit, contract
contract for,
for,
cepvlng, etc.,
Any
etc., un
person who
who shall,
shall, directly
directly or
indirectly, solicit,
ceiving,
unau-thorized
fees.
thorizedfees.
receive, or who shall
solicit, contract
for
charge, or receive,
shall attempt
attempt to
to solicit,
contract for,
any fee
fee or
charge, or receive any
except as
as herein
provided,
or compensation,
compensation, except
herein provided,
shall be guilty
guilty of
of a
misdemeanor, and
and for
for each
each and
offense
a misdemeanor,
and every
every offense
shall be punishable
punishable by a
afine
$500 or
or by
by imprisonimprisonfine of
of not more
more than
than $500
ment at
at hard
labor for
more than
than two
two years,
years, or
or by
such
Proiso.
ment
hard labor
for not
not more
Praises.
by both
both such
Actions at law ex- fine and imprisonment: Provided, That the provisions of this section
at law ex- fine and imprisonment: Provided, That the provisions of this section
Actions
cepted.
eept.
shall not apply to professional
professional services
services required
required in the prosecution
prosecution
of any
action
in any
court of
of law.
law.
of
any
action
in
any
court
Punishment for false
false
Punishment
A
rstatement in claims,
statements
claims,
SEC. 501.
whoever in
in any
for compensation,
insurance,
SEC.
501. That
That whoever
any claim
claim for
compensation, insurance
etc.
ete.
or
maintenance and support allowance,
or maintenance
allowance, or in any document required
required
nmtoaenttorneys

S
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CONGRESS.
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SESS. I
CH. 320.
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by
Act, or
or by
by regulation
regulation made
this Act,
an
Act, makes
makes any
made under
under this
by this
this Act,
it to be false, shall
sworn statement
material fact
fact knowing
knowing it
of a
a material
statement of
sworn
be
punished by
by aa fine
fine of
not more
of not
be punished
shall be
and shall
of perjury
perjury and
guilty of
be guilty
than
by imprisonment
imprisonment for
not more
than two
two years, or
more than
for not
$5,000 or
or by
than $5,000
both.
both.
SEC. 502.
if any
any person
entitled to
to payment
of compensation,
compensation ceiving
rti
unishent
nishment for reTepayment of
person entitled
That if
502. That
SEC.
payments after
or
maintenance and
and support
allowance under
Act, whose
whose right
right right therefor ceases.
ceases.
this Act,
under this
support allowance
or maintenance
any
to
such payment
under this
this Act
ceases upon
happening of
of any
the happening
upon the
Act ceases
payment under
to such
contingency,
such payment,
he
payment, he
any such
accepts any
fraudulently accepts
thereafter fraudulently
contingency, thereafter
shall
punished by
by a
afine
fine of
than $2,000
imprison.
by imprison.
$2,000 or by
more than
of not
not more
be punished
shall be
year,, or both.
ment
more than one year
ment for not more
SEC. 503.
503. That
whoever shall
shall obtain
or receive
receive any
P% is IL men for
for
rPunishment
any money, fraudulently
obtain or
That whoever
SEC.
receiving
check, compensation,
compensation, insurance,
or maintenance
maintenance and
and support
support money,
r;su
e;:i
etc.! receiving
insurance, or
check,
allowance under
under Titles
II, III,
or IV
this Act
Act without
without bei
g Past,
1311.
op. p.1311.
being
IV of
of this
III, or
Titles II,
allowance
entitled thereto,
defraud the United
United States
States or any
thereto, with intent to defraud
entitled
person
military or
or naval
naval forces
forces of
of the United
United States, shall
the military
in the
person in
be
punished by
more than
82,000 or
imprisonment
or by
by imprisonment
than $2,000
of not
not more
fine of
by aa fine
be punished
for
than one
one year, or both.
more than
not more
for not
ce v

f

er

2

t

n oney,

tc

f

S
EC. 504.
504. Any
person who
who shall
shall knowingly
make or
or cause
cause to
to be mernirsenunetsteatte5.Presentiafaitsesttetc
knowingly make
Any person
SEC.
made,
or conspire,
combine, aid,
or assist
assist m,
arrange for,
for, inclaimsfor
paecompensacmpensato, arrange
agree to,
m, agree
aid, or
conspire, combine,
made, or
presentation of aa false
anywise procure
procure the making or presentation
false or Posamp.1312.
POst,TZ11312Teanor.
or in anywise
fraudulent affidavit,
affidavit, declaration,
declaration, certificate,
statement, voucher, or
certificate, statement,
fraudulent
paper or
or writing
purporting to be such, concerning
concerning any claim or the
writing purporting
paper
payment of any
approval of
compensation or the payment
claim for compensation
of any
any claim
approval
money, for
or for
for any
under Title
hereof,
II hereo,
Title II
person, under
other person,
any other
for himself
himself or
money,
II, and
forfeit all rights, claims, and benefits under such Title
Title II,
and
shall forfeit
imposed by law shall be
in addition
to any
and all other
penalties imposed
other penalties
any and
addition to
in
guilty of
shall be
conviction thereof shall
and upon conviction
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and
of a
guilty
me
ntfor
punished by
fine of
not more
than $1,000
$1,000 or imprisonment
imprisonment for not Pish
Punishment
I'
m '
more than
of not
by aafine
punished
312more than
both such
such fine
fine and
each Pot,
Post, pP. 1312.
imprisonment, for each
and imprisonment,
or by
by both
year, or
one year,
than one
more
such
offense.
such offense.
T
ITLE VT.—MISCELLANEOUS
PROVISIONS. Miscellaneous.
VI.-MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS.
TITLE

Miscellaneous.
Acts repealed.

SEC. 600.
600. The
The following
Acts are
repealed, subject
to the
the Actsrepeed
Acts repealed.
subject to
hereby repealed,
are hereby
following Acts
SEC.
limitations provided
in section
602 of
of this
this title:
section 602
provided in
limitations
(1)
An Act
"An Act
Act to
establishment of
of a
a BuWo
p
Irau.
a
the establishment
to authorize
authorize the
entitled "An
Act entitled
(1) An

u
lv"u.Ruk Insurance

Department,"
Treasury Department,"
Insurance in the Treasury
Bureau of War Risk Insurance

Vol.38,p.711
Vol. 38, p. 711

approved September
approved
September 2, 1914.
Bu
AmentistgWar Risk
(2) An Act entitled "An
(2)
"An Act to amend an Act entitled
entitled 'An
'An Act BA.me EtWar Rsk
514.
9, p. 314.
to
the establishment
establishment of a
aBureau of War Risk Insurance
Insurance in Vol.
Vol. 89,
to authorize
authorize the
the
Treasury Department,'
September 2, 1914,"
1914," approved
approved
approved September
Department,' approved
the Treasury
August 11,
11, 1916.
August
(3)
Act entitled
entitled "An
Act to
to amend
amend an
an Act
Act entitled
entitled 'An
'An Act
39, p
p. 131Vol.39
to1131.Vol.
Act to
"An Act
An Act
(3) An
Insurance in
authorize
the establishment
establishment of
Bureau of War Risk Insurance
a Bureau
of a
authorize the
the
Treasury Department,'
approved September
1914," approved
approved
September 2, 1914,"
Department,' approved
the Treasury
Vol
40 p.
March 3, 1917.
Vol. 40,
p. 102.
102.
(4)
Act entitled
amend an Act
Act entitled
entitled 'An
'An Act to
"An Act to amend
entitled "An
An Act
(4) An
Insurance in
authorize
establishment of a
a Bureau
Bureau of War Risk Insurance
authorize the establishment
September 2, 1914,
the
approved September
1914, and for
for
Department,' approved
Treasury Department,'
the Treasury
other
purposes," approved
approved June
June 12, 1917.
other purposes,"
3.
40, p. 398.
(5)
Act entitled
Act to
to amend
amend an
an Act
Act entitled
entitled 'An
'An Act
Act to Vol
Vol. 40,
"An Act
entitled "An
An Act
(5) An
aathorize
the establishment
establishment of
a Bureau
Bureau of
of War
War Risk
Risk Insurance
Insurance in
of a
aithorize the
the
Treasury Department'
Department,' approved
approved September
September 2,
1914, and
and for
for ,
tEa
sce
.r
uin L'.ul
,„t,',tr:.iud
s-'
othEeeppingnsae
2, 1914,
the Treasury
other
purposes," approved
October 6, 1917;
saving and
and excepting
excepting owg'.eson.
1917; saving
approved October
other purposes,"
V. 40, p. 408.
from
of Article
Article III
of said
said Act.
Act.
from repeal
repeal sections
sections 313
313 and
and 314
314 of
III of
VoL
p.pn•m8.97•
°Ics
Vo
:)1
l
.
)e
40,
nsio
(6)
"An Act
amend the War
War Risk
Risk Insurance
Insurance VoLp.
Act to amend
entitled "An
Act entitled
An Act
(6) An
ctspee
Act," approved July 11,1918.
Acts
repealed.
S
EC. 601.
the following
Acts are
hereby repealed.
repealed. The
The s
ect
i
ons In lieu
ot
n of.
etioins
are hereby
following Acts
That the
601. That
SEC.
sections
codification herein
thereto shall be in
in
applicable thereto
herein applicable
this codification
of this
sections of
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force in
in lieu
thereof, subject
the limitations
limitations contained
contained in
in this
force
lieu thereof,
subject to
to the
this
title.
title.
Insrance
1) The War Risk Insurance
Insurance Act
(1)
Act as
as amended.
(2) The
The Vocational
Vocational Rehabilitation
as amended.
amended.
Act as
Rehabilitation Act
(2)
(3)
(3) The Act
Act to
to establish
Veterans' Bureau
and
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
establish aaVeterans'
Bureau and
to improve
improve the
the facilities
to
facilities and service of such bureau, and. further,
further, to

War Risk Insurance
Ri(s
Act.
Vocational RehabiliR
ehabiliVoatiaonl
tation Act.
Veterans'
Bureau
Veterans' Bur
eau
Act.
Act.

Acr

Accrued rights, etc.,
not affected
affected by repearepealing
provisions.
ingprovisions.

Punishment of
of prior
offenses, etc.,
offenses,
etc., contincontinued.

Punishment
ned.

prior

Limitations of prior
laws not
not affected.
laws

ror

ao.

Invalidity of any
Invalidity
el=inse,
clause etc.,
etc., not
not to
affect remainder of Act.

to

affectremderoAct.

June 7, 1924.
1924.
IS.
2572.]
[S. 2572.1
[Public, No. 20.1
[Public,
243.1

amend
modify the
Act."
amend and
and modify
the War
War Risk
Risk Insurance
Insurance Act."
SEC. 602.
repeal of
of the
Acts as
as provided
sections
SEC.
602. The
The repeal
the several
several Acts
provided in
in sections
600 and 601 hereof shall not affect any act done or any right or
or
liability
accrued, or any
any suit
suit commenced
before the
liability accrued,
commenced before
the said
said repeal,
repeal,
but all
such rights
and liabilities
liabilities under
under said
continue and
and
but
all such
rights and
said Acts
Acts shall
shall continue
may
be enforced
enforced in
the same
manner as
if said
said repeal
repeal had
may be
in the
same manner
as if
had not
not been
been
made; nor
nor shall
shall said
manner affect
affect the
the right
any
made;
said repeal
repeal in
in any
any manner
right to
to any
office or
or tenure
tenure thereof.
office
or change
change the
the term
term or
thereof.
SEC.
committed and
all penalties
or forfeiture
SEC. 603.
603. All
All offenses
offenses committed
and all
penalties or
forfeiture
incurred
embraced in this codification
incurred under any law embraced
codification prior to
said
to said
repeal may
punished in
same manner
and
repeal
may be
be _prosecuted
prosecuted and
and punished
in the
the same
manner and
with the
the same
same effect
as if
said repeal
repeal had
not been
made.
with
effect as
if said
had not
been made.
SEC. 604.
604. Al
All Acts
to civil
SEC.
Acts of
of limitation,
limitation, whether
whether applicable
applicable to
civil causes
causes
and
proceedi ,gs or
the prosecution
prosecution of
offenses embraced
embraced in
in this
this
and proceedings
or to
to the
of offenses
codification
covered by
by said
not be
be affected
thereby.,
codification and
and covered
said repeal,
repeal, shall
shall not
affected thereby,
but all
all suits,
suits, proceedings,
prosecutions whether
whether civil
civil or
but
proceedings, or
or prosecutions,
or criminal,
criminal,
causes arising
arising or
acts done
or committed
for causes
or acts
done or
committed prior
prior to
to said
said repeal,
repeal,
may be
and prosecuted
the same
same time
as if
if said
may
be commenced
commenced and
prosecuted within
within the
time as
said
repeal had
had not
not been
been made.
made.
repeal
SEC.
SEc. 605. That
section paragraph,
or part
this
That if
if any
any clause,
clause, section,
paragraph, or
part of
of this
Act. shall
any reason be adjudged
by any court
of competent
competent
Act
shall for
for any
adjudged lo.y
court of
jurisdiction to
jurisdiction
invalid, such
shall not
not affect,
affect, impair,
to be invalid,
such judgment
judgment shall
impair,
the remainder
remainder of
of this
Act but
shall be
be confined
confined in
its
or invalidate
invalidate the
this Act
but shall
in its
operation to the
operation
sentence, paragraph,
or part
part thereof
the clause,
clause, sentence,
paragraph, or
thereof directly
directly
involved
controversy in
in which
such judgment
has been
been rendered.
rendered.
involved in
in the controversy
which such
judgment has
Approved,
1924.
Approved, June
June 7,
7, 1924.

CHAP 321.—An
To purchase
buildings for
CHAP
321.-An Act
Act To
purchase grounds,
grounds, erect,
erect, and
and repair
repair buildings
for
customhouses, offices,
offices, and
and warehouses
warehouses in
in Porto
Rico.
customhouses,
Porto Rico.

Be
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
Representatives of
of
and House
of Representatives
enacted by
Be itit enacted
United States
States of America in
the United
assembled, That
That the
the
in Congress
Congress assembled,
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury
Treasury be,
be, and
and he
he is
hereby, authorized
authorized
Secretary
is hereby,
to purchase
necessary in the
to
purchase or otherwise secure grounds where necessary
municipalities
Arecibo, Arroyo, Guanica, and Fajardo,
municipalities of Aguadilla,
Aguadilla, Arecibo,
in Porto Rico, and to build or rebuild thereon
thereon customhouses,
offices,
customhouses, offices,
and warehouses,
warehouses, the
to exceed
exceed in
in cost
as
Amounts
and places
places and
the grounds
grounds and
and buildings
buildings not
not to
cost as
Amounts and
designated.
designated.
follows: Arecibo,
$30,000; Aguadilla,
Aguadilla, $25,000;
$25,000; Arroyo,
Arroyo, $30,000;
Arecibo, $30.000;
$30,000; FaFajardo,
jardo, $40,000; Guanica,
Guanica, $30,000;
$30,000; for
to the
the customhouse
at
for repairs
repairs to
customhouse at
Ponce, $18,000;
$18,000; for
for repairs
to the
the customhouse
customhouse at
$4,000;
Payable
repairs to
at Humacao,
Humacao, $4,000;
Payable from duties Ponce,
collected.
collected,
warehouse at Mayaguez,
and for repairs to the custom warehouse
AuMayaguez, $8,000.
$8,000. Authority is also granted
granted the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Treasury to
the Treasury
to pay
pay said
said
amounts
amounts as needed out of duties collected in Porto Rico
Rico as
as an
an expense
of collection,
collection, under
under such
rules
and
regulations
as
may be
preProrisos.
Proriso.
of
such
rules
and
regulations
as
may
be prear
Limit on yearly
ex- scribed by the Secretary of the Treasury: Provided, That not
Limiton
ye
ly
exscribed
by
the
Secretary
of
the
Treasury:
Provided,
That
not
penditure.
pendie
more than $65.000 of the total expenditure
expenditure herein
shall
herein authorized
authorized shall
be
made in
any one
year.
be made
in any
one year.
Approved, June
June 7,
7, 1924.
Approved,
1924.

Eico

Porto Rico.
Porto
Purchase of sites,
erection
of customhouses,
in,- auhouses, etc.,
etc., in,
thorized.
thorized.

of

SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH
CONGRESS.

SESS. I
CH. 322.
322.
SESS.
I.. CH.

631
631

1924.
1924.

CHAP.
322.-An Act To amend and reenact
CHAP. 322.—An
reenact sections
the
sections 20,
20, 22,
22, and
and 50
50 of
of the
Act
"An Act
Act of March
March 2, 1917, entitled
entitled "An
Act to
to provide
provide a
civil government
a civil
government for
for
Porto Rico, and for other purposes."
purposes."

June
7, 1924.
June 7,
1924.
IS.
2573.1
[S. 2573.]
[Public, No.
[Public,
No. 244.]

244.]

Be it
it enacted
Senate and
enacted by the Senate
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
th
House of
t
United States of America in
in Congress
United
Congress assembled,
firs t CRi
assembled, That
That the
the first
government
ivil
government
paragraph of section 20 of the
the Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
Act to
to provide
provide a
provisions.
"An Act
a provisions.
civil government for Porto
Rico, and
and for
for other
other purposes,"
approved
Porto Rico,
purposes," approved
March 2, 1917, be, and the
the same
is hereby,
amended to
to read
as folfolsame is
hereby, amended
read as
lows:
lows:
"iSC.
"Sac. 20. That there shall be
by the
the President
an AAppointment
be appointed
appointed by
President an
ment and
and
auditor,
auditor, at an annual salary of $6,000 for
for a
a term
and salary.
term of
of four
four years
years and
Salary.
Vol.
39,
p.
957,
amend'
m en
until his successor
successor is appointed
appointed and
qualified, who
shall examine,
and qualified,
who shall
examine, ed.o
oPo
ed.
Direction of, over a
audit,
pertaining to
audit, and settle all accounts pertaining
the revenues
revenues and
and receipts,
receipts, financial
to the
Dianeiaof,'ner
s all
accounts.
from whatever
Government of
from
whatever source, of the Government
of Porto
Porto Rico
Rico and
and of
of the
the
municipal
Porto Rico,
municipal governments
governments of Porto
public trust
trust funds
funds
Rico, including
including public
and funds derived from bond issues;
issues; and
and audit,
in accordance
accordance with
with
audit, in
law and administrative
administrative regulations,
regulations, all
of funds
funds or
or
all expenditures
expenditures of
property pertaining
property
pertaining to or held in trust
trust by
by the
the Government
Government of
of Porto
Porto
Rico or the
municipalities or
or dependencies
the municipalities
thereof. He
dependencies thereof.
He shall
shall perperform aa like duty with respect
respect to
to all
branches."
all government
government branches."
Executive secretary.
SEc.
2. That section
S
EC. 2.
section 22 of the said
Act be,
and the
the same
same is
is hereby,
hereby, Eolecutive9ecretary
said Act
be, and
Vol. 39, p. 958,amendamended to read as follows:
ed.
ed.
Appointment
by the
Appointment
" SC.
appointed by
"
Sac. 22. That there
there shall be appointed
by the
governor, by
and governor.
the governor,
governor.
by and
Salary,
and
specified
d
specif
d
with
the
advice
Porto Rico,
with the
and consent
consent of the Senate
Senate of Porto
an execuRico, an
execu- dua'
dduties.
tive secretary at an annual
annual salary
salary of
$5,000, who
shall
record
and
of $5,000,
who shall record and
preserve
preserve the minutes
minutes and
and proceedings
proceedings of
the public
service commisof the
public service
commission
hereinafter provided
sion hereinafter
provided for and the
enacted by
by the
the legislalegislathe laws
laws enacted
ture
ture and all acts and proceedings of
the governor,
and promulgate
promulgate
of the
governor, and
all
proclamations and orders of the governor
all proclamations
governor and
and all
all laws
laws enacted
enacted
by
the legislature,
by the
legislature, and until otherwise
by the
legislaotherwise provided
provided by
the legislature
all the
ture of Porto Rico perform all
duties of
of secretary
secretary of
Porto
the duties
of Porto
Kico as
now provided
Rico
as now
provided by law,
law, except
except as
as otherwise
otherwise specified
specified
in this Act, and perform
perform such
duties as
may be
be assigned
assigned
such other
other duties
as may
mpa
Temporary
vacun
to
him by
by the
the Governor of Porto Rico. In
the event
to him
In the
event of
vacancy cies.
of aa vacancy
aa
cies.
in the office, or the absence,
absence, illness,
illness, or
or temporary
temporary disqualification
disqualification
of such
such officer,
designate some
of
officer, the governor shall designate
some officer
officer or
or employee
employee
of
of the government
government to discharge the
the functions
functions of
office during
of said
said office
during
such vacancy,
such
vacancy, absence,
absence, illness, or temporary
temporary disqualification."
disqualification."
SEC.
3. That
Vol. 39, p. 967,amendThat section
section 50 of the said Act be, and the
the same
SEC. 3.
same is
hereby, ed.v!'°l3p.9P7,aiem
is hereby.
d
to read
amended to
read as
as follows:
follows:
Official salaries.
"SEC.
"SEC. 50. That, except as in this
this Act
Act otherwise
the salsal- Payn
otherwise provided,
provided, the
Payment fsrom
from insuaries
of
all
the
officials
of
Porto
Rico
lar
as
not
appointed
aries of all
officials
appointed by
the PresiPresi- lar revenues,
by the
revenues,
as deterdetermined
by
legislature.
dent,
including
help, shall
dent, including deputies,
deputies assistants, and other help,
shall b
h ined by legislate.
bee suc
such
and
be so paid
outtof the revenues
and be
paid ou
revenues of
Porto Rico
as shall
shall from
from
of Porto
Rico as
time to
be determined by the Legislature
Legislature of
time
to time
time be
Rico and
and apapof Porto
Porto Rico
proved by the governor; and
and if
if the
the legislature
fail to
an
legislature shall
shall fail
to make
make an
appropriation for such salaries,
appropriation
salaries, the salaries
fixed shall
shall
salaries theretofore
theretofore fixed
be
paid without
necessity of further
be paid
without the necessity
further appropriations
therefor.
appropriations therefor.
n
t
ap
The
fPresidential
apof all
all officers
officers and all expenses
expenses of the offices of the various
The salaries
salaries of
various potees
pointees
officials
of
Porto
Rico
appointed as
officials of
appointed
provided by
by the
the PresiPresias herein
herein provided
dent shall also be paid out of
of the
dent
of Porto
Rico on
on warrant
warrant
the revenues
revenues of
Porto Rico
8a ie designated.
Salaries
of the auditor, countersigned
countersigned by the governor.
governor. The
annual salaries
sa l
ari
es
The annual
arsdeated.
of
the
following
named
officials
appointed
of the follow ing named officials
by
the President
by the
President and
and
also those appointed by the Governor
Governor of
Porto Rico
Rico so
to be
be paid
paid
of Porto
so to
shall
shall be:
be: The
The governor,
governor, $10,000;
$10,000; in addition
addition thereto
he shall
be
thereto he
shall be
entitled to the occupancy
entitled
occupancy of the buildings
buildings heretofore
heretofore used
by the
the
used by
chief executive
executive of Porto Rico, with
chief
with the
the furniture
furniture and
and effects
effects therein,
therein,
free of rental;
rental; heads of executive
executive departments,
departments, $6,000;
$6,000; chief
chief justice
justice
of
the Supreme
Supreme Court,
of the
Court, $7,500;
$7,500; associate
associate justice
justice of
of the
the Supreme
Supreme
Court, $6,500.
CPort )Ric

?n

.
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SIXTY-EIGHTH
CONGRESS.
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Premium
security
Premium on
on security
bonds.

June 7, 1924.
1924.
IS.
is. 2694.1I294.
[Public, No.
No. 245.1
2454
[Public,

SESS. I
Cris. 322-324.
322-324.
I.. CHs.
SEss.

1924.
1924.

"Where
"
Where any officer whose salary is fixed
fixed by this Act is required
insular
from the insular
to
thereof shall
be paid from
shall be
premium thereof
the premium
bond, the
give aabond,
to give
treasury."
treasury."
Approved, June
June 7,
7, 1924.
1924.
Approved,
CHAP.
Act To
enable the
trustees of
Howard University
University to
develop
to develop
of Howard
the trustees
To enable
323.-An Act
CHAP. 323.—An
an
athletic field
and gymnasium
project, and
purposes.
and for
for other
other purposes.
gymnasium project,
field and
an athletic

Be it
by the
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
the
of the
Representatives of
and House
the Senate
enacted by
Be
it enacted
United
of America
That for
for the
the
assembled, That
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
United States
States of
purpose of
of developing
developing an
and gymnasium
the
gymnasium project, the
field and
athletic field
an athletic
purpose
authorized to acquire
Howard University
University are hereby authorized
tc., by, trustees of the Howard
condemnation or otherwise
by
otherwise so much of square
by gift, purchase, condemnation
3059, formerly
block 6,
Howard University
the uniAnp.I 40
3059,
formerly block
6, Howard
University Subdivision
Subdivision as
as the
university
does not
not already
own, also forty-five
forty-five thousand
thousand square feet of
already own,
versity does
land, being
being that
that portion
portion of
3057, formerly
formerly block 7, Howard
Howard
square 3057,
of square
land,
University
which lies
south of
of the
fifteen foot
foot alley
alley
the fifteen
lies south
Subdivision, which
University Subdivision
running east
east and
and west
in said
three
the east
east three
also known
known as
as the
said square
square, also
west in
running
Proviso.
hundred feet
on Euclid
Euclid Street:
Street:Provided,
That no
apno special
special apProvided, That
feet front
front on
No
Government
Governmet hundred
o
funds or
liability
inor
fund
ability inof
the
be
made
propriation
of
funds
United
States
shall
for this
curred.
purpose
that no
liability on
on the
of the
States shall
shall
the United
United States
the part
part of
and that
no liability
purpose and
be involved
in
said
acquisition.
in
said
acquisition.
be
involved
Streets and alleys
Strets
and eas SEC.
Fairmont and Girard
SEc. 2. That those portions of Fairmont
Girard Streets
Streets lying
closed.
within the
to be
and between
between the
the
the said
said area and the
be acquired
acquired and
the area
area to
within
present
grounds of
together with
with all
all alley
alley
University, together
of Howard
Howard University,
present grounds
space not
not subject
subject to
to the
the terms
terms of
of the
of Laws
District
Laws for
for the
the District
the Code
Code of
space
of
shall and
and are
declared to be
abanbe closed
closed and
and abanhereby declared
are hereby
of Columbia,
Columbia, shall
to acquisition
acquisition under secdoned
shall be subject to
as public
public ways and shall
doned as
tion 1
hereof.
tion
1 hereof.
McMfi~an
Portion of McMfllan
SEc. 3.
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
is hereby
and didiauthorized and
hereby authorized
War is
of War
Park reconveyed
to
3. That
SEC.
reconveyedto
University
trustees.
University trustees.
a trirected to reconvey
reconvey to the trustees of the Howard University
University a
McMillan Park and situated
angular
included in McMillan
angular plot of land
land now included
between
Street, Fifth
Fifth Street
Street and
and the
the McMillan
Park
McMillan Park
between Fairmont
Fairmont Street,
Payment for, etc.
Reservoir
at the
price per foot formerly
formerly paid to the said University
Reservoir at
the price
Payment for, etc.
by
States for
property, subject
to such
such terms
terms and
and
subject to
for the
the said
said property,
by the
the United
United States
conditions
may be
be prescribed
prescribed by
War.
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War.
by the
conditions as
as may
Restriction on closSEc. 4.
4. That
That no
shall be
be closed
property
of the property
closed until all of
street shall
no street
SEC.
esintsig
n on dsosing streets.
abutting on
on the
portion
to be
closed
shall have
have been
acquired
by
the
been
acquired
by the
closed
shall
the
portion
to
be
abutting
Proviso.
trustees of
Howard University:
University: Provided,
street shall
shall be
be
no street
That no
Provided, That
of Howard
ecuring trustees
Subject to securing
title.
title.
closed until the trustees of Howard University shall have secured
the necessary
District of
shall have
have dedicated
dedicated to the District
the
necessary title
title to, and shall
Columbia, the
the land
necessary to
to provide
provide the
following streets,
streets, to
to wit:
wit:
the
following
necessary
Columbia,
land
Landto
bededicated
Land to be dedicated
extension of
of Sixth
with a
feet, north
fifty feet,
north for
for
a width
width of
of fifty
Sixth Street,
Street, with
An extension
to District for street An
extensions.
extensions.
one hundred and ninety-four
ninety-four feet from its present terminus at
Girard Street;
Street; also
width of
feet, from
from
of forty-four
forty-four feet,
also a
a street,
street, with
with aa width
Girard
the terminus
terminus of
Street as
extended eastwardly
to Fifth
Fifth
the
of Sixth
Sixth Street
as above
above extended
eastwardly to
Easements retained.
Easements retained. Street: Provided
Providedfurther,
further, That an easement
easement in the areas
areas of the streets
hereby closed
closed shall
remain in
in the
exhereby
shall remain
the District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia for
for all
all exNo structures except
with
ermi
ss i
on
that no
structures shall be erected
erected thereon
thereon
no structures
purposes, and
and that
cept highway
highway purposes,
Nothppercion
eceptof cept
Commissioners,
Commissioners,
except with the permission
permission of the Commissioners of the District of
Columbia.
Columbia.
Approved, June
June 7,
1924.
7, 1924.
Approved,
Howard University,
University,
Howard

C.
D. ct.

f

Acquisition of designated lands for
for athnatedlands
letic field, etc., by,
tic field,.
authorized.
authorized.
Description.
Description.
Ante, p. 430.

June 7. 1924.
June

[S. 26991
[s.
2699.
[Public, No. 246.1
[Public,

Be
by the
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
and House
Representatives of
of the
the
assembled, That upon recomAmerica in
Park United
United States of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
recomof Agriculture the area designated as
me
ndation
Secrnctary
mendation of
of the
area designated
as
the area
designated as
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Agriculture
Agriculture the
mendation

Custer State Park
State
Game Sanctuary, S.
Oak.

CuGte
a

Dak.

CHAP. 324.-An
creating the Custer State Park Game
Game
324.—An Act To amend
amend an Act creating
Sanctuary
Sanctuary in the State of South Dakota.

SIXTY-EIGHTH
SIXTYEIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. SESS..
SESS. II.

CHS. 324, 325.

CHs.

633
633

1925.

Enlarging of,
authorState Park
Park Game
the Custer State
Sanctuary under
provisions of
the iE1arging
Game Sanctuary
under the
the provisions
of the
ot authorized.
Act of
of June
June 5,
5, 1920
1920 (Forty-first
(Forty-first Statutes
Statutes at
page 986),
986), may
may vol.4,
at Large,
Large, page
Vol. 41, p.986,amendp. 986,amendby proclamation
proclamation of
of the
the President
President be
be enlarged
enlarged to
embrace aatotal
total of
of ed.
to embrace
dPios
Post, p. lsl.
1981.

not to exceed forty-six thousand
thousand acres, and the Act
June 5,
Act of
of June
5, 1920,
shall otherwise apply with equal force to the additional
additional area authorauthorAct.
ized by this Act.
June 7, 1924.
Approved, June
1924.

CWAP. 325.—An
paragraph (3),
section 16,
of the
CHAP.
325.-An Act To
To amend paragraph
(3), section
16, of
the Interstate
Interstate

Commerce Act.
Commerce
Act.

June 7,
1924.
June
7, 1924.
[S.2704.1
[s. 2704.]
[Public,
247.1
[Public, No.
No. 247.]

Be
enacted by
by the
and House
of the
the
Be it
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of

Interstate Commerce
e
United States of America in
paragraph Acte.tteCommer
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That paragraph
Act.
(3)
of sction
(3) of
sction 16
of the
Interstate Commerce
Commerce Act
Act be,
be, and
and the
the same
16 of
the Interstate
same E"foL'41ement
o.
Tir
,p. lgi,amended.
is hereby, amended
amended to
follows:
to read
read as
as follows:
ed.
Time for actions by
ine

"(3) (a)
All actions
by carriers
carriers subject
this Act
Act for
"(3)
(a) All
actions at
at law
law by
subject to
to this
for cai
carriers. r actions by
recovery of their charges,
any part
part thereof,
thereof, shall
shall be
be begun
begun within
within
charges, or
or any
three years
years from
from the
three
the time
action accrues,
accrues, and
and not
not after.
after.
time the
the cause
cause of
of action
Complaints against
"(b) All
complaints against
carriers subject
to this
Act for
for the
the carriers
"(b)
All complaints
against carriers
subject to
this Act
damages.
camrrip
for damagies.
recovery of damages not based
based on overcharges
with
overcharges shall be filed with
the commission within two years from the time the cause
cause of
of action
action
accrues, and not after, subject to subdivision (d).
(d).
For recovery of over"(c) For recovery
overcharges action
"(c)
recovery of overcharges
action at law shall be begun
begun charges.
hFor
rcoveryooveror complaint
against carriers
carriers subject
subject to
to
complaint filed with
with the commission
commission against
this Act within three years from the time the cause
cause of action accrues,
accrues,
Extension, if claim
and not after, subject to subdivision (d),
except that if claim for prEetnithi
(d), except
presented withinclaim
limited
period.
the
in writing
writing to
the carrier
carrier within
within ited period.
the overcharge
overcharge has
has been
been presented
presented in
to the
the three-year
three-year period
period of limitation said period
extended to
to
period shall be extended
include six months from the time notice in writing is given
given by the
the
carrier to the claimant
claimant of disallowance
disallowance of the claim, or any part
part
or parts thereof, specified in the
the notice.
notice.
Extension, if action
"(d) If
If on
on or
before expiration
expiration of
of the
the two-year
period of
of beE
or before
two-year period
bcarrier
sncarrier, etc.
tion
begun by
limitation in subdivision
subdivision (b)
(b) or of the three-year
three-year period of limitalimitation in subdivision (c)
(c) a
a carrier
carrier subject to this Act begins action
under subdivision (a)
(a) for recovery
recovery of charges
charges in respect of the same
transportation
transportation service, or, without beginning
beginning action, collects
charges
collects charges
in respect of that service,
service, said period of limitation shall be extended
extended
to include ninety days from the time such action is begun or such
such
charges are collected
carrier.
collected by the carrier.
tA
Actions on shipments
"(e)
"(e) The cause of action in respect
respect of a
a shipment of property to
nsonshme'ts
oAto
accrue
on delivery
delivery
accrue
on
or tender.
deemed to accrue upon
upon ortender.
shall, for the purposes of this section,
section, be deemed
delivery
delivery or tender
tender of delivery-thereof by the carrier, and not after.
Petitions for enforc"(f) A petition for the
enforcement of an order
of the
the commiscommis- ing
the enforcement
order of
iPetitions
for
enfor
money payments.
sion for the payment of money shall be filed in the district court
or the State court within one year from the date of the order, and
not after.
Meaning of "over"(g) The term
term 'overcharges'
'overcharges' as
as used
used in
section shall
shall be
in this
this section
be he"fg
of "overdeemed to mean charges for transportation
transportation services
services in excess
excess of those
applicable thereto under the
on file
with the
the comapplicable
the tariffs
tariffs lawfully
lawfully on
file with
commission.
mission.
Accrued causes of
"(h)
The provisions
"(h) The
provisions of
of this
this paragraph
extend to
to and
paragraph (3)
(3) shall
shall extend
and action
aetn
tsiu'd
of
included.
embrace cases in which
which the cause
cause of action has heretofore
accrued
heretofore accrued
as well as cases in which
hereafter accrue,
which the cause of action may hereafter
accrue, Aco
re
Actions far recovery
except that actions at law begun or complaints
cor- of
complaints filed with the comof Ohvase.
overcharges.
mission against carriers subject to this Act for the recovery
recovery of overovercharges
charges where the cause
cause of action accrued
accrued on or after
after March
March 1,
1,
1920, shall not be deemed
deemed to be barred
barred under subdivision
(c) if such
subdivision (c)
actions shall have been begun or complaints
filed prior
complaints filed
prior to enactment of this paragraph
paragraph or within six months thereafter."
thereafter."
Approved, June
Arne 7, 1924.
t
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SIXTY-EIGHTH
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June 7,7,192
1924.
June
[S. 2761.1
761]
[.

248.]
No. 248.1
[Public, No.
[Public,

SEss. I.
I. CH.
CHs. 326-328.
326-328.
SEss.

1924.
1924.

CHAP. 328.—An
To authorize
authorize the
withdrawal of lands
lands for the protecthe withdrawal
Act To
326.-An Act
CHAP.
other game
tion of
antelope and
and other
game animals and
and birds.
of antelope
tion

Be
Senate and
Representatives of
of the
the
of Representatives
House of
and House
by the
the Senate
it enacted
enacted by
Be it
United States
States of
Congress assembled, That, subject to
in Congress
America in
of .America
United
valid existing rights and entries heretofore
heretofore initiated under the
following-described lands in Govpublic
laws, any
any or all of the following-described
land laws,
public land
ernment ownership
ownership may
may be
be withdrawn
withdrawn from
disposition
from entry and disposition
ernment
by
proclamation
of
the President
President for
the purpose
purpose of
protecting
and
and
protecting
of
the
for
the
of
proclamation
by
ls.
orest
Forest lands.
propagating antelope
antelope and
and other
game animals
animals and
and birds:
Nationalbirds: Natlonalother game
propagating
forest lands—Township 18
18 north,
east, Black
Hills meridian,
Black Hills
7 east,
range 7
north, range
forestlands-Township
section 24,
south half,
south half north half;
half; section 25, all;
and south
half, and
24, south
section
township
range 8
east, sections
sections 17
to 20
20, inclusive;
section
inclusive; section
17 to
8 east,
north, range
18 north,
township 18
d
PublicPubic
lands.
Public
21, west
t
no
h
ra
t
l
i
3f
„;
r
s
a
ec
n tie
ons
7 e29
29t, to
to
sec3
u
2
o
,
ns
in
5
clus
toiv
9e.incr
ub
iv
liec
;lands-Townlands—Towninclusive.
32,
sections
half;
west
21,
Pblclds
ship
secticzl to
ship 18 north, range 7 east, sections 5 to 9 inclusive; sections 13 to
26 to 36,
23,
inclusive;
section
24;
north
half
north
half;
sections
36,
sections
half;
north
half
23, inclusive; section 24,' north
inclusive;
and those
those parts
of sections
3, 4,
11 lying south and
and 11
10, and
4, 10,
sections 3,
parts of
inclusive; and
Proviso.
Proviso.
west of
of the
the Riva
Road: Provided,
the withdrawal
lands
of the lands
withdrawal of
That the
Provided, That
Riva Road:
National
National forest
forest purwest
purwithdrawals for nationalexisting withdrawals
herein authorized
shall net
affect existing
not affect
authorized shall
poses not
herein
affected.
not affected.
poses
purposes.
forest purposes.
Fencing
by South
S
EC. 2.
2. That
That the
the State
of South
South Dakota
Dakota is hereby-authorized
authorized and
State of
SEC.
South
by
Fencing
Dakota permitted.
fence inclosing
permitted
erect and
and maintain
substantial fence
inclosing
a good, substantial
maintain a
to erect
permitted to
.
Dakota
pem
in
whole or
as may
may be
designated and
and set
aside by
set aside
be designated
areas as
such areas
in part
part such
or in
m whole
the President
President under
the
authority of
of section
hereof. The
The State
section 11hereof.
authority
the
under
the
Gates,
required. shall erect and maintain such gates in this fence as may be required
etc., reqired
Gates etc.,
shall erect and maintain such gates in this fence as may be required
by
the authorized
authorized agents
agents of
of the
the Federal
Federal Government
Government in the
administhe adminisby the
tration of
of the
national-forest lands
therein, or to
to provide
embraced therein,
lands embraced
the national-forest
tration
ingress
and egress
occupying lands
lands within
within said
said inclosure.
inclosure.
persons occupying
to persons
egress to
ingress and
Condition.
The right
right of
State to
maintain said
said fence shall
shall continue
continue so long
long
to maintain
the State
of the
The
coition.
as the
the area
area designated
the President
President shall
shall be
given protection
protection by
be given
by the
designated by
as
the laws
laws of
the State
State of
of South
South Dakota
as a
agame refuge.
refuge.
Dakota as
of the
the
Approved,
1924.
7, 1924.
June 7,
Approved, June

Game refuge, S. Dak.
mithedreafaleS.ak.
Withdrawal
of national
forest and
puban pubfost
tionai
lic landsa authorized for.
p.1985.
l,p.l985
cPost,

7, 1924.
124.
,unne
June 7
[S.
XIV.]
is.alj

TFublic,
No. 2491
24.]
-Public.

War
Relief
Minerals Relief
wFr Minerals
Act.
Limit on
payments
on payments
Limit
under,
repealed.
under, repealed.
Vol. 40,ep.
40, p. 1274,
1274,
Vol.
ame nd e d
amended.
.

June 7.7, 1i24.
1924.
June
27994

Js.
[S. 71924.
[Public,
250.1
[ublic, No. 220.1

CHAP.
327.—An Act
Act To
To authorize
payment of claims
claims under the provisions
provisions
the payment
authorize the
CHAP. 327.-An
of the
so-called War
Relief Act.
Act.
Minerals Relief
War Minerals
of
the so-called

Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
of the
Senate and
it enacted
Be it
assembled, That, to enable
United
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
United States
Interior to lawfully
Secretary of the Interior
the Secretary
lawfully pay adjudicated
adjudicated claims
claims
arising under
under the
the provisions
so-called War
War Minerals
Minerals Relief
Relief
provisions of the so-called
arising
Act, entitled,
entitled, "An
"An Act
provide relief
relief in cases
cases of
contracts connected
connected
of contracts
Act to
to provide
Act,
with
the prosecution
prosecution of
of the
the war
war, and
and for
for other
other purposes,"
purposes," approved
approved
with the
March 2.
amended, the limitation
limitation in said Act on the aggreaggre1919, as amended,
2. 1919,
March
rate
amount to
be disbursed
disbursed thereunder
thereunder in
payment of said claims
claims
in the payment
to be
gate amount
is
repealed.
hereby repealed.
is hereby
Approved,
June 77 1924.
1924.
Approved, June
quarters, fuel,
CHAP. 328.—An
To provide
fuel, and light for employees
employees
for quarters,
provide for
Act To
328.-An Act
CHAP.
of
the Indian
field service_
service.
Indian field
of the

Be
enacted by
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
House of
Senate and
by the
Be it
it enacted
That the
United
States of
America in
in Congress
congress assembled,
the Secretary
Secretary
assembled, That
of America
nited States
light
to field employees of. of the Interior, in his discretion,
discretion, may allow
allow quarters, fuel, and light
to
the Indian
Indian Service
compensation is not
not
Service whose compensation
of the
to employees
employees of
employees to be fixed
prescribed
by law,
fixed on this
of such employees
salaries of
the salaries
law, the
prescribed by
basis
and the
cost of
of providing
providing quarters,
quarters, fuel,
fuel, and
and light
to be
paid
be paid
light to
the cost
basis and
Prariso.
therefor: Provided,
funds which
applicable and
Provided,
and available
available therefor:
are applicable
which are
any funds
from any
expenditures
PPrior
Prior
expenditures from
for,
approving
retroactive to the extent
That this authorization
authorization shall be retroactive
extent of approving
or, approved.
approved.
any
expenditures for
for such
authorized by the
heretofore authorized
purposes heretofore
such purposes
any expenditures
of the
the Interior.
Secretary of
Secretary
Approved, June
June 7,
7, 1924.
1924.
Approved,
Indian Service.
fuel. etc.,
Quarters,
Quarters, fuel,
to field employees of.
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CHAP. 329.—An
Relating to
to the
in Rome.
Rome.
CHAP.
329.-An Act
Act Relating
the American
American Academy
Academy in

June 7,
1924.
June
7, 1924.
[S. 28341

[s. 2834.]

[Public, No. 251.]

Be it
Senate and
House of
Representatives of
of the
the [Public, No. 251.]
Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
American Academy
United States
States of
America in.
assembled, That
the Act
Act entitled
entitled inARoeC
United
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
Academy
in PRroopmeret.y limit in"An Act to permit the American Academy in Rome
enlarge its creased.
Property limit inRome to enlarge
Vol. 37,p.124,amend37, p. 124,amendpurposes,
and for
other purposes,"
purposes," approved
approved June
1912, is
is amended
urposes, and
for other
June 6,, 1912,
amended ed.Vol.

by
striking out
and inserting
in lieu
lieu thereof
y. striking
out "$3,000,000"
"$3,000,000" and
inserting in
thereof ed
"$10,000,000."
"$10,000,000.",
Inhibition of service
S
EC. 2.
"An Act
to incorporate
SEC.
2. That
That section
section 3
3 of
of the
the Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
Act to
incorporate byI Government
ovrnmen oerofficials, repealed.
the
approved March
March 3,
1905, as
the American
American Academy
Academy in
in Rome,"
Rome," approved
3, 1905,
as cials,
repealed.
Vol. 33,
33, p. 1045,
1045,
Vol.
repealed.
amended,
is hereby
repealed.
hereby repealed.
repealed.
amended, is
Approved,
7, 1924.
Approved, June
June 7,
1924.

CHAP. 330.—An
Act Authorizing
Authorizing transfer
transfer of
certain abandoned
abandoned or
or unused
unused
CHAP.
330.-An Act
of certain
lighthouse reservation
reservation lands
United States
State of
of New
York for
for
lighthouse
lands by
by the
the United
States to
to the
the State
New York
park purposes.
park
purposes.

June 7,
7, 1924.
June
1924.
[S. 2887.]
[I.
2887.1
[Public,
No. 252.]
252.1
[Public, No.

Be it
it enacted
by the
House of
of Representatives
of the
the Lighthouse
Be
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
and House
Representatives of
Lighthouse S
Service.
ervice.
lands
ids of,
United
States of
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
Secre- Unused lar
of,
the Secrein Congress
United States
transferred too New
New
tary
be, and
hereby is,
authorized to
to transfer
transfer and
and concon- York,
tary of
of Commerce
Commerce be,
and hereby
is, authorized
ork, for
for pt(
park
purrk purposes.
vey to the State of New York all right and title now
now vested
vested in the Poes.
ar or, Long
Lloyds Harbor,
Island.
United States in land and buildings
buildings known
known as the Lloyds
Lloyds Haibor
Haibor Island.
Lighthouse Reservation, located
located in Suffolk County
County at Lloyds
Lloyds Harbor,
Harbor,
Long Island, New York, consisting
five-tenths
consisting of about two and five-tenths
acres, located and described
described as follows:
follows:
Description.
Beginning
at a
rock or
low-water mark
on the
the east
east Description.
Beginning at
a rock
or boulder
boulder near
near low-water
mark on
beach
Huntington Bay
thence due
beach in
in Huntington
Bay and running
running thence
due west
west to a
a stake on
the highest part of the neck, and thence on the same line (due west)
Lloyds Harbor,
to the water on the west side of the point in Lloyds
Harbor, containcontaining two and a
and
a half acres, more or less, and the right of way to and
from it.
Fire Island,I Long
And
convey to
State of
of New
New York
all right
And to
to transfer
transfer and
and convey
to the
the State
York all
right Island.
fire
islands Long
and title now vested in the United States in certain lands
lands forming
forming
a part of the Fire Island Lighthouse
a
Lighthouse Reservation,
Island, SufSu
Reservation, Fire Island,
folk County, Long Island, New York, consisting of about six hundred
hundred
follows:
acres, located and described
described as
as follows:
Description.
0
Beginning at
at a
aline
line drawn
through aaUnited
United D"
Beginning
drawn from
from north
north to
to south
south through
"PtI
States
States Coast and Geodetic Survey monument, located two thousand
thousand
two hundred
hundred twenty-five
twenty-five feet, two hundred twenty-five
twenty-five degrees and
sixteen minutes, from the Fire Island Lighthouse
Lighthouse tower
tower and
and extending to the western end of Fire Island, with the exception
exception of such
such
land as
as is occupied
occupied or
or needed
land
needed by
the United
United States
Coast Guard:
Guard:
by the
States Coast
Proviso.
Provided,
Provided, That any leases with private
private parties which
which the
the Lighthouse
Lighthouse Private
Pritlease
leases.
es.*
Service
have at
at the
of passage
this Act
Act will
will not
be afaf- Use
Service may
may have
the time
time of
passage of
of this
not be
seforp
for public
c parks.
fected until
until the
the expiration
expiration of
of such
leases: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
the said
said
fected
such leases:
e opb
lands transferred
States shall be forever
transferred from the United States
forever reserved by Revision forr nonthe State
State of New York
as public
public parks:
parks: Provided
the
York as
Provided further,
further, That if
if uReVion
user.
the said lands are not used as public parks they shall revert to the
United
United States.
States.
Right reserved
for
red for
SEC.
oRighnment uuses,
S
EC. 2. The lands transferred
transferred from
from the United
United States
States shall be sub- Government
etc.
ses, etc.
ject to the right of the United States to at any and all times in any
manner assume control of, hold, use, and occupy, without license,
consent, or lease from the State of New York or the city of New
New
York, any or all of the said lands for any and all military, naval, or
or
free from any conveyances,
conveyances, charges,
other governmental
governmental purposes, free
encumberances, or any license made, created, permitted,
eneuraberances,
permitted, or sanctioned
sanctioned
therein by the State of New York. The rights reserved
reserved to the United
United
States shall apply to all additional
additional lands that may be formed by
accretions of the sea at Fire Island. The United.
accretions
United States further re-
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636
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serves the
right of
access to
to the
the land
and water
water adjacent
adjacent to
to Lloyds
Lloyds
land and
the right
of access
serves
Neck
the purpose
purpose of
of taking
taking gravel
gravel for
for the
use of
of the
Lighthouse
the Lighthouse
the use
Neck for
for the
Service.
Service.
Approved,
7, 1924.
1924.
June 7,
Approved, June
7, 1924.
1924.
June 7,

2932.1
I. T2932.
[Public, No.
No. 293.1
253.1

land
CHAP.
331.—An Act
Act To
to lands
within Pueblo
Pueblo Indian
Indian land
lands within
title to
the title
quiet the
To quiet
C
HAP. 331.-An
grants, and
and for
purposes.
other purposes.
grants,
for other

Be
it enacted
the Senate
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
House of
by the
Senate and
and House
Be it
enacted by
United
of America
in Congress
assembled, That
That in
in order
order to
to
Congress assembled,
America in
States of
United States
Suit on behalf of quiet title to various lots, parcels ' and tracts of land in the State of
of land in the State of
Indian to of
Pueblo
Pueblo
Indians
be quiet title to various lots, parcels, and tracts
flied in district courto
court to New
by or
or on
on behalf
behalf of
of the
the
be made
made by
claim shall
shall be
for which
which claim
New Mexico
Mexico for
filedindistrict
quiet titles to lands
Pueblo Indians
said State
quiet
title to lands Pueblo
provided, the
Indians of
of said
State as
as hereinafter
hereinafter provided,
the United
United
within.
States of
of America,
sovereign capacity
capacity as
as guardian
guardian of
of said
said
in its
its sovereign
America, in
States
Pueblo
Indians shall,
shall, by
by its
its Attorney
Attorney General,
in the
the District
District
file in
General, file
Pueblo Indians
Court of
of the
United States
States for
the District
of New
Mexico, its
its bill
bill
New Mexico,
District of
for the
Court
the United
or bills
bills of
of complaint
complaint with
for discovery
discovery of
of the
the nature
of
nature of
prayer for
with aa prayer
or
any claim
or claims
of any
kind whatsoever
adverse to
to the
the claim
claim of
whatsoever adverse
any kind
claims of
claim or
any
said
as hereinafter
hereinafter determined.
determined.
Indians, as
Pueblo Indians,
said Pueblo
Pueblo Lands Board,
S
EC. 2.
That there
and hereby
is, established
established aa board
to
board to
be, and
hereby is,
there shall
shall be,
SEC.
2. That
estabis
established. dBoard,
Composition.
be known as "
" Pueblo Lands Board"
Board " to consist of the Secretary
Secretary of
the Interior,
of whom
whom may
may act through
each of
General, each
the Attorney
Attorney General,
Interior, the
the
an assistant
assistant in
in all
all hearings,
hearings investigations,
and deliberations
deliberations in
in New
New
investigations, and
an
Mexico, and
and a
athird
third member
member to
to be
be appointed
appointed by
by the
the President
President of
of the
the
Mexico,
Quarters, powers,
United States.
The board
shall be
with suitable
suitable quarters
quarters
provided with
be provided
board shall
States. The
s United
personnel,
etc.
person=eletc."
in the
city of
Santa Fe
Mexico, and shall have power
power to reFe, New
New Mexico,
of Santa
in
the city
quire
of witnesses
witnesses and
the production
production of
documents by
of documents
and the
the presence
presence of
quire the
subpoena,
employ a
clerk who
be empowered
empowered to
to administer
administer
shall be
who shall
a clerk
subpoena, to
to employ
oaths and
shall employ
employ such clerical assistand take
take acknowledgments,
acknowledgments, shall
oaths
ance,
and stenographers
with such
such compensation
compensation as the
stenographers with
ance, interpreters
interpreters,' and
Attorney
General shall
adequate, and
and it
shall be
be provided
provided with
it shall
deem adequate,
shall deem
Attorney General
such necessary
and equipment
equipment as
may require
require on
on requisirequisias it
it may
necessary supplies
supplies and
such
Pay, etc., of appointtions to
to the
Department of
of Justice.
Justice. The
The compensation
compensation and
and allowallowthe Department
memers.point- tions
ive, members.
ive
Post,
p.1029.
Pd, p.
la.&
ance for travel
and expenses
expenses of
member appointed
travel and
of the
the member
appointed by
by the
the PresiPresident
shall
be
fixed.
by
the
Attorney
General.
Attorney
General.
deterdent
shall
be
fixed
by
the
To
intigte,
To investigate, deterIt
shall be
be the
of said
said board
to investigate,
investigate, determine,
determine, and
and
board to
the duty
duty of
It shall
mine, etc., the
the lands oof
mine,
which the Indian title
which
the been
ndiantite
and set forth
forth by
by metes and
and bounds, illustrated
illustrated where
has not been
extin- report
guished.
guished.
necessary by field notes and plats, the
the lands within
within the exterior
exterior
boundaries of
of any
land granted
granted or
or confirmed
confirmed to
to the
the Pueblo
Pueblo Indians
boundaries
any land
Indians
of New Mexico
Mexico by any authority
authority of
of the
the United
United States of America,
America,
or any
any prior
prior sovereignty,
sovereignty, or
by said
said Indians
Indians as
as aacommunity
community
or
or acquired
acquired by
purchase or
otherwise, title
to which
the said
said board
board shall
shall find
find
by purchase
or otherwise,
title to
which the
not
to
have been
extinguished in
in accordance
accordance with
with the
the provisions
provisions
been
extinguished
not
to
have
Claims by adverse
Act, and
board shall
shall not
include in
in their
their report
any
report any
not include
and the
the board
of this
this Act,
possessin
possessionb of non-In
non-In- of
dians, excluded.
dians,
excluded.
claims
of non-Indian
claims of
non-Indian claimants
claimants who,
who, in
in the
the opinion
opinion of
of said
said board
board
after
investigation, hold
hold and
and occupy
occupy such
such claims
of which
which they
they
after investigation,
claims of
have had
had adverse
adverse possession,
in accordance
accordance with
with the
the provisions
provisions
in
have
possession,
Proviso.
4 of
this Act:
Provided, however,
That the
the board
board shall
shall
Decisions as to ex- of
however, That
Act: Provided,
section 4
of this
of section
Decions
tinguishment of Indian be unanimous
tingishmentofIndian
unanimous in all decisions
decisions whereby
whereby it
it shall be determined
determined that
that
title.
has been
been extinguished.
extinguished.
the
Indian
title
has
the
Indian
title
on each puepuac
Report on
The
shall report
report upon
upon each
pueblo as
separate unit
unit and
and
as aa separate
each pueblo
The board
board shall
blo to be filed
ih
filed with
court,
etc.
court, etc.
upon the completion
copy shall
shall be
completion of each
each report
report one
one copy
be filed
filed with
with the
the
United
the District
District of
of New
Mexico, one
one
United States
States District
District Court
Court for
for the
New Mexico,
with the
the Attorney
Attorney General
General of
the United
one with
with the
with
of the
United States,
States, one
the
Secretary
Interior, and
and one with
Indian
Secretary of the Interior,
with the Board
Board of Indian
Commissioners.
Commissioners.
on Comnissioners.
Suit to quiet title
S
EC. 3.
That upon
each report
by the
the said
said board,
board,
filing of
of each
report by
filing of report.
repot. le
SEC.
3. That
upon the
the filing
the Attorney
Attorney General
General shall forthwith
the
forthwith cause
United
cause to be filed in
in the United
States District
provided
States
District Court
Court for
for the
the District
District of
of New
New Mexico,
Mexico, as
as provided
Pueblo Indian land
nd

N.d
grants,
grants, N.
Mex.

la
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in section
section 1
of this
Act, a
suit to quiet
described
title to the lands described
quiet title
a suit
this Act,
1 of
in
in said
said report
as Indian
lands the
the Indian
which is determined
determined
to which
title to
Indian title
Indian lands
report as
in
by said
said report
report not
to have
have been
been extinguished.
extinguished.
not to
by

Pleas of limitation by

S
EC. 4.
That all
all persons
persons claiming
claiming title to, or ownership
ownership of any adversoimitatin
4. That
adverse claimants. by
SEC.
lands
involved in
any such
such suit,
may in
addition to any
in addition
suits, may
or suits,
suit, or
in any
lands involved
other
legal or
equitable defenses
defenses which they may have or have had
or equitable
other legal
under
laws of
New Mexico,
Mexico, plead
plead
State of New
and State
Territory and
the Territory
of the
the laws
under the
limitation
of action,
wit:
to wit:
follows, to
as follows,
action, as
limitation of
Actual adverse poso
under color
(a)
ancestors, grantors, privies, or sAtion
themselves, their ancestors,
session under
color of
That in themselves,
(a) That
title,
since January
6,
6,
January
since
title,
open
had
predecessors
in
interest
or
claim
interest,
they
open,
have
interest,
of
claim
or
interest
in
predecessors
1902.
the
notorious,
exclusive, continuous,
possession of
adverse possession
continuous, adverse
actual, exclusive,
notorious, actual,
premises
claimed, under
under color
from the
January,
6th day of January,
the 6th
of title
title from
color of
premises claimed,
Taxes paid, etc.
1902, to
the date
date of
of the
passage of
of this
Act, and
and have paid
paid the Taspaid etc.
this Act,
the passage
to the
1902,
taxes
lawfully assessed
assessed and
and levied
levied thereon
extent required
required by
the extent
to the
thereon to
taxes lawfully
the
statutes of
of limitation,
limitation, or
or adverse
or
possession of the Territory or
adverse possession
the statutes
to
of the
of New
New Mexico
since the
the 6th day of
January, 1902, to
of January,
Mexico, since
State of
of
the State
the
date of
the passage
except where the claimant was
Act, except
this Act,
of this
passage of
of the
the date
exempted or
or entitled
be exempted
exempted from such tax payment.
to be
entitled to
exempted
Actual adverse PosposACtuadve
(b) That in themselves, their ancestors, grantors, privies, or session
color of
session without color
of
March
16,
10,
March
since
title,
have
they
predecessors
in
interest
or
claim
of
interest,
they
have
had
open,
interest,
of
claim
predecessors in interest or
1889.
l
9
notorious, actual,
continuous, adverse
adverse possession of the .
exclusive, continuous,
actual, exclusive,
notorious,
premises
of ownership,
but without color of title
ownership, but
claim of
with claim
claimed with
premises claimed
from the
the 16th
16th day
day of
passage of this
date of the passage
1889, to the date
of March, 1889,
from
Taxes paid, etc.
Act, and
and have
lawfully assessed
assessed and levied thereon
thereon to Taxes aid, etc.
taxes lawfully
the taxes
paid the
have paid
Act,
the
required by
the statutes
statutes of
adverse possession
possession
of limitation or adverse
by the
extent required
the extent
of the
Territory or
the State
State of
of New
Mexico, from the 16th
16th
New Mexico,
of the
or of
the Territory
of
day of
of March,
the date
date of
except
passage of this Act, except
the passage
of the
to the
1899, to
March, 1899,
day
where the
claimant was
exempted from
or entitled to be exempted
exempted or
was exempted
the claimant
where
payment.
such tax payment.
Right of Indians to
Nothing in
in this
impair or dede- assert
assertrighttotitleetc.
right to title, etc.,
shall be construed to impair
contained shall
Act contained
this Act
Nothing
by original court
propro
court
by
original
stroy
any existing
existing right of the Pueblo Indians
Indians of New Mexico to ceedings
stroy any
ceedings prior
prior to
to filing
filing
not
etc.,
notes,
field
of
etc.,
not
their
Act
unaffected by the provisions
assert and
maintain unaffected
provisions of this
and maintain
assert
impaired.
impaired
or
law
either
title
and
right
to
any
land
by
original
proceedings,
in
law
proceedings,
original
by
title and right to any land
equity, in
any court
competent jurisdiction
jurisdiction and any such right
of competent
court of
in any
equity,
may be
be asserted
asserted at
at any
the filing of the field
field notes and
and Post, p. 640.
to the
prior to
time prior
any time
may
JursPIction of court.
respect Jurisdiction
plats
as provided
section 13
13 hereof,
with respect
jurisdiction with
and jurisdiction
hereof, and
in section
provided in
plats as
to any
any such
such original
conferred upon the United
United
hereby conferred
proceedings is hereby
original proceedings
to
o
States
Court for
for the
Mexico with right
New Mexico
of New
District of
the District
District Court
States District
a
l
ion on conhowever, That any contract Condition
cases: Provided,
of review
review as
as in
in other
Provided, however,
other cases:
of
tiacts with attorneys.
attorneys by the Pueblo
entered into
with any
any attorney
attorney or
or attorneys
Pueblo Indians
Indians of acts with attorney.
into with
entered
in
New Mexico,
Mexico to
carry on
on such
such litigation
litigation shall be subject to and in
to carry
New
accordance with existing laws of the United States.
accordance
Effect if plea of limiof
If pa
Effetmaintained.
maintained, shall tations
sucessfully maintained,
S
EC. 5.
The plea of such limitations, sucessfully
5. The
SEC.
their
entitle the
the claimants
claimants so
so pleading
decree in favor of them, their
pleading to aadecree
entitle
successors, and assigns
assigns for the premises so claimed
claimed
executors, successors,
heirs, executors,
by
them, respectively,
respectively, or so much thereof
thereof as may
may be established,
established, which
which
by them,
shall
effect of
quitclaim as against the United
United
a deed of quitclaim
of a
have the effect
shall have
States
and said
decree in favor of claimants
claimants upon any
a decree
Indians, and a
said Indians,
States and
effect.
other ground shall have aalike effect.
Authority of United
f
United
indi- sthortad'
pueblo, or
The United States may
may plead
plead in favor of the pueblo
or any
any indiStates to plead.
herelimitations
said
the
be,
vidual
thereof, as the case might
vidual Indian thereof,
inbefore defined.
Further reports.
It shall be the further duty of the board
SEc.
board to separately
separately re- Furtherreports.
SEC. 6. It
respect of each such puebloport in respect
pueblo—
The area and character
(a) The
character of any tract
tract or tracts of land
land within
within anerightsofin
On "atk:reteraftelarn
V 069(181c,n of non-In.
of
n-n
granted or confirmed
boundaries of any land granted
confirmed to the paomn
the exterior boundaries
dian claimants, etc.
caa
character
and
of New Mexico
Indians of
Pueblo Indians
Mexico and the extent,
extent, source,
character
Pueblo
appurtenant thereto in possession
possession of non-Indian
non-Indian
of any water right appurtenant
which are not claimed
claimants at the time of filing such report, which
claimed for
for
claimants
Indians by any report of the board.
said Indians
1

r
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(b)
not such
such tract
of land
land or
such water
water
(b) Whether
Whether or
or not
tract or
or tracts
tracts of
or such
rights
could be or could
rights could
could have
have been
time recovered
recovered for
for said
been at any
any time
said
ecution thereof.
thereof.
ecution
Indians by
by the
United States
by seasonable
seasonable prosecution
prosecution of any
any
right
Indians
the
United
States
right
Meaning of
of seasonseasonMeaning
of
or of
of said
Seasonable prosecution
prosecution is
prosecutions.
of the
the United
able prosecution.
States or
United States
said Indians.
Indians. Seasonable
is
defined
by the
the United
United States
States within
within the
the same
defined to
to mean
mean prosecution
prosecution by
same
period
that within
within which
suits to
to recover
real property
period of
of time
time as
as that
which suits
recover real
property
could have been
could
under the
the limitation
of the
Terribeen brought
brought under
limitation statutes
statutes of
the Territory and State of New Mexico.
Fair
Fair market
market value of tory and State of New Mexico.
water rights and land,
(c) The fair market
(c)
market value
value of
said water
rights and
and of
of said
water rights
of said
said tract
tract
if recoverable by seaor tracts
of land
land (exclusive
of any
any improvements
made therein
or
sorable prosecution,
proseauton,- or
tracts of
(exclusive of
sonable
improvements made
therein or
etc.
etc.
placed
thereon by
by non-Indian
non-Indian claimants)
placed thereon
claimants) whenever
whenever the board
board shall
or such
such water
determine that such tract or tracts
tracts of land or
water rights
rights could
could
be or could have been
been at
recovered for
said Indians
Indians by
the
at any
any time recovered
for said
by the
United
United States by
prosecution of
of any
any right
right of
of the
the United
by seasonable
seasonable prosecution
United
States or of said Indians, and the
amount of
if any,
any, suffered
by
the amount
of loss,
loss, if
suffered by
said Indians
Indians through
through failure
failure of
United States
States seasonably
seasonably to
of the United
to
prosecute any such right.
Liability
of Uni
Liability of
United prosecute any such right.
The
liable, and
and the
the board
shall award
comStates,
states, and award
award to
The United
United States
States shall
shall be
be liable,
board shall
award compueblo..
pueblo.
pensation,to
pensation, to the pueblo
pueblo within the exterior
exterior boundaries
boundaries of
of whose
whose lands
lands
of land
land shall be situated
such tract or tracts of
to which
which such
such water
water
situated or
or to
rights shall
shall have been
been appurtenant
appurtenant to the extent of any
any loss
loss suffered
suffered
failure of
of the United
by said Indians through
through failure
States seasonably
seasonably to
United States
to
prosecute any right of the United States or of said Indians, subject
udicial effect
Judicial
effect
of prosecute any right of the United States or of said Indians, subject
award, etc.
to
as herein
herein provided.
and award
shall have
have the
to review
review as
provided. Such
Such report
report and
award shall
the
force and
of a
and final
final judgment
judgment upon
force
and effect
effect of
a judicial
judicial finding
finding and
upon the
the
question and
amount of
compensation due
from
to be
Repr
ied question
and amount
of compensation
due to
to the
the Pueblo
Pueblo Indians
Indians from
Reports
to
be filed
simultaneously
simultaneously
with the
the United States
such kisses.
States for such
report shall
shall be
be filed
filed simulsimullosses. Such report
the other.
taneously
like manner
as the
the reports
reports hereinbefore
hereinbefore proproand in
in like
manner as
36.
taneously with
with and
th"
o
Ante,
p.. 636.
vided to
filed in
of this
Act.
view by court on vided
to be
be made
made and
and filed
in section
section 2
2 of
this Act.
Review by court on
petition.
At any
any time
time within
sixty days
within sixty
after the
filing of
said report
report with
with
days after
the filing
of said
States District Court
the United States
Court for
the District
of New
New Mexico
for the
District of
Mexico as
as
herein provided
provided the United
States or
or any
any pueblo
pueblo or
concerned
United States
or Indians
Indians concerned
therein or affected
affected thereby
thereby may,
in respect
of any
any report
upon liability
liability
may, in
respect of
report upon
or of any finding of amount
amount or
or award
award of
of compensation
compensation set
set forth
forth
in such report, petition said
court for
for judicial
judicial review
review of
said
report,
said
court
of
said
report,
Jurisdiction of court.
Jationocourt.
the portions
portions thereof
thereof in
specifying the
in which
review is
is desired.
desired. Said
Said
which review
thereupon have jurisdiction
jurisdiction to
court shall thereupon
and shall
shall review,
review,
to review, and
such report, finding, or
award in
in like
manner as
as in
of proproor award
like manner
in the
the case
case of
Procedure.
Procn.lr'.
ceedings in equity. In
ceedings
In any such proceeding
proceeding the
the report
of the
board
report of
the board
shall be prima facie
evidence of
of the
facts, the
the values,
and the
the liability
liability
facie evidence
the facts,
values, and
therein
therein set forth, subject,
subject, however,
however, to
to be
by competent
competent evibe rebutted
rebutted by
evidence. Any party
party in interest
interest may offer
offer evidence
evidence in
support or
or in
in
in support
opposition to
to the
the findings
findings in
report in
any respect.
Said court
court
in said
said report
in any
respect. Said
shall after hearing render
render its
so soon
soon as
as practicable,
practicable, conconits decision
decision so
modifying, or
said report
or any
any part
part thereof.
thereof.
firming, modifying,
or rejecting
rejecting said
report or
Review by circuit firming,
court of appeals
court
appeals on
on At any time within thirty days after
after such decision
rendered said
said
decision is rendered
petition of aggrieved
patty.
o ag n eved court
shall, upon
upon petition
court shall,
petition of
any party
aggrieved, certify
the portions
of any
party.
party aggrieved,
certify the
portions
of such report, review
review of
together with
with the
of which
which has
has been
been sought,
sought, together
the
record
therewith, to the United
record in connection
connection therewith,
United States
States Circuit Court of
of
Appeals
Appeals for the Eighth Circuit, which shall have jurisdiction
jurisdiction to
to conconsider, review, and
and decide
questions arising
upon such
report and
decide all
all questions
arising upon
such report
and
record in
in like
manner as
the case
case of
of appeals
in equity,
equity, and
and its
Finality
decision record
like manner
as in
in the
appeals in
Finality of decision.
its
decision thereon shall be final.
Review
Review of
of specific
specific decision thereon shall be final.
finding not to affect
Petition
of compensaPetition for review of any specific finding or award
award of
compensaother
findings. etc.
other findins.etc
tion in
in any
shall not
not affect
tion
any report
report shall
affect the finality of an
any findings
findings nor
nor
delay the payment of any award set forth in such report, review of
Noawardingofcots.
No
awarding of costs. delay the payment of any award set forth in such report. review of
which
which shall not have been so sought. nor in any proceeding
proceeding for review
review
in any court
the provisions
court under the
of this
this section
section shall
shall costs
costs be
provisions of
be
awarded against
party.
awarded
against any
any party.
Whether
land
or
or
hether landi
water rights recoverable
byseasonableprosable by
seasonable pros-
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Investigation, recom.
recomSEC.
It shall be the further
board to
SEC. 7. It
further duty of the board
to investigate,
investigate, Investigation,
mendation, etc., directascertain, and report to the Secretary of the Interior
ascertain,
Interior who
who shall
shall ed on
value of
lands,
on value
oflands,
etc., of non-Indians for
report to the Congress of the
the United
United States,
with his
States, together
together with
his purchase
etc.,hsen-Indiantfor
and entry
recommendation, the fair market value
under deed from pueblo
recommendation,
value of lands, improvements
improvements underdeedfrompueblo
authority, whose claims
appurtenant
appurtenant thereto, and water rights of non-Indian
non-Indian claimants who, aret
not stustainsed
are not
sustained.
in person or through their predecessors
predecessors in title prior to January
January 6,1912,
6, 1912,
in good faith and for a
avaluable consideration
consideration purchased
purchased and entered
entered
upon Indian lands under a
a claim of right based upon
upon aadeed or docudocument purporting to convey
convey title to the land claimed
claimed or upon
upon a
a grant,
grant
or license
license from the governing
governing body of aapueblo to
land, but
but fail
fail
to said land,
to sustain such claim under the provisions
provisions of this Act, together
together with aa
statement of the loss in money value thereby suffered
suffered by
by such
such non-claims
nonRecognition of claims
Indian claimants.
claimants. Any lands lying within the exterior
exterior boundaries
Indian
boundaries of within
Wvthin Nambe
pueblo
Nam pueblo
grant.
the
pueblo
of
Nambe
land
grant,
which
conveyed to any
any holder grant.
the
which were conveyed
predecessor or predece-ssors
predecessors in interest
or occupant
occupant thereof or his predecessor
interest
by the governing
authorities of said pueblo,
pueblo, in writing, prior to
governing authorities
January 6, 1912, shall unless found by said board
board to have been
January
been
deception, be recognized
obtained through fraud
fraud or deception,
recognized as constituting
constituting
Disposal
of.
lsposal o
valid claims by said board and by said courts,
valid
courts ' and disposed
disposed of in D
such manner as lands the Indian title to which
which has been determined
determined
to have been extinguished pursuant to the provisions of this Act: po
Proviso.
Provided,
Right of Indians
to
Provided, That nothing in this section
section contained
contained with reference
reference to
to impeach
Right
Indians to
validity of
the said Nambe Pueblo Indians shall be construed as
as depriving the dmpeech
deed.
validity of
said Indians of the right to impeach
impeach any such deed
deed or conveyance
conveyance
for fraud or to have mistakes
mistakes therein corrected
corrected through aa suit in
behalf of said pueblo or of an individual Indian
Indian under the provisions
provisions
of this
this Act.
Act.
Investigation, report,
SEC.
SEC. 8. It
It shall be the further
further duty of the board
board to investigate,
investigate, etc.
etc., on value
value of lands
lands
non-inn
c
t
proven
i
l
ients of
ascertain,
and
report
to
the
Secretary
ascertain,
Secretary of the Interior
Interior the
area and
the and improvmentsof
the area
and the
value
valid
antitle, etc.
lands and improvements
non- with
with valid
value of
of the lands
improvements appurtenant
appurtenant thereto of nontitle, etc.ant
Indian claimants
Indian settlements
claimants within or adjacent
adjacent to Pueblo
Pueblo Indian
or towns in New Mexico,
which in such non-Indian
Mexico, title to which
claimants
non-Indian claimants
is valid and indefeasible, said report to include
include aa finding as to the
benefit to the Indians
anywise of the removal of such non-Indian
Indians in anywise
non-Indian
claimants by purchase of their lands and improvements
improvements and the
transfer of the same to the Indians, and the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
Interior
transfer
shall report to Congress the facts with his recommendations
recommendations in
in the
the
premises.
premises.
Survey etc., of lands
Survey, etc., of lands
SEC.
determined in
SEC. 9. That all lands, the title to which is determined
in said
said suit
suit the title'
title to
to which
Is
which is
determined.
or suits,
suits, shall,
shall, where necessary,
or
necessary' be surveyed
surveyed and mapped under the
the determined.
direction
direction of the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior, at
at the
expense of
of the
the Subject
the expense
ubject to
approval
to approval
United
of judge,
etc.
United States,
States but such survey shall be subject to the approval
approval of
of the
the of
judge, etc.
judge of
ofStates,
the United
judge
the
States District Court for the District
District of New
Mexico,
Mexico and if approved by said judge shall be filed in said
said court
court
and become a
a part of the decree
decree or decrees
decrees entered in said district
district
court.
Costs.
SEC.
necessary costs in all original proceedings
proceedings under
SEc. 10. That necessary
under cOtS.
this Act, to be determined
by
the
court,
shall be taxed against
determined
against the
United States and any party aggrieved
aggrieved by any final judgment or
or
decree shall have the
review thereof
the right to a review
thereof by appeal
appeal or writ
of
writ of
error or other process,
cases, but upon such appeal being
process, as in other cases,
taken each party shall pay his own costs.
Meaning of "purSEC.
That in
in the
word chM"
SEC. 11.
11. That
the sense in
in which used in this Act the word
used herei.
chase" as used
herein.
"purchase"
"purchase" shall be taken to mean the acquisition of community
lands by the Indians other than by grant or donation
donation from a
a
sovereign.
sovereign.
n
Intervening allowed
allowed
SEC.
SEC. 12. That any person claiming
claiming any interest in the premises
premises of
any
party clmin
claiming
of
any party
an
an
interest.
involved
but
not
impleaded
party iterest.
involved
impleaded in any such action
action may be
be made
made a
aparty
defendant
defendant thereto or may intervene in such
such action,
action, setting up his
claim in usual form.
8
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SEC.
Sze. 13. That as to all lands
lands within the exterior
exterior boundaries
boundaries of any
lands
to the
the Pueblo
Pueblo Indians
Indians of
of New
Mexico, by
by
New Mexico,
or confirmed
confirmed to
granted or
lands granted
any authority
the United
United States
of America
any prior
soverprior soveror any
America or
States of
of the
authority of
any
Iop
b said
eignty,
orr.. acquired
acquired'.. by
Indians
as a
community by
purchase or
or
by purchase
a community
as
said Indians
by
eignty, or
otherwise
and
which
have
not been
been claimed
claimed for
said Indians
Indians by
by
for said
otherwise and which have not
by
board.
pending
court proceedings
proceedings then pendin
yboard.
g or the findings
findings and
and report of the
board
as herein
the Secretary
the Interior
Interior at any time
of the
Secretary of
provided, the
herein provided,
board as
after two
the filing
said reports
of the
the board
board shall
shall file
file
reports of
of said
filing of
after the
years after
two years
after
field notes
notes and
for each
each pueblo
in the
office of
of the
the surveyor
surveyor genthe office
pueblo in
plat for
and plat
field
eral of
of New
New Mexico
at Santa
Fe, New
showing the lands to
Mexico, showing
New Mexico,
Santa Fe,
Mexico at
eral
which the
title has
extinguished as
as in
in said
said report
report set out,
out,
been extinguished
has been
Indian title
the Indian
which
but excluding
excluding therefrom
therefrom lands
lands claimed
claimed by
or for
for the
the Indians
Indians in court
court
by or
but
proceedings then
pending, and
and copies
copies of said plat and field notes
then pending,
proceedings
certified by
the surveyor
surveyor general
general of
of New
Mexico as true and correct
correct
New Mexico
by the
certified
Acceptance
concluiAesptance
contn- copies shall
shall be accepted
accepted in
in any
any court as competent
competent and conclusive
conclusive
sive as
extinas to
to title
title extinsire
guished,
evidence
of the
the extinguishment
extinguishment of
of all
the right,
right, title,
title, and
and interest
interest of
of
all the
evidence of
gnished, etc.
so described
described in
the Indians
Indians in
and to
the lands
in said
said. plat and
and field
lands so
to the
in and
the
Publication, after ex- notes and of any claim of
the same.
the United
United States
in or
or to
to the
same. And
And
States in
after exof notes and of any claim of the
Publiestion
piration
Ofiaright
tiof
Indians
in- the Secretary
Interior within thirty
Secretary of the Interior
thirty days
days after
after the Indians'
Indians'
inbring
to bring
dins
dependent snits, giving
expired,
under this Act shall have expired,
suits under
independent suits
bring independent
to bring
right to
npdeofts
names of non-ndian
non-Indian right
claims for land holdor
newpapers
newspaper
some
in
cause
shall
oldland
for
claims
shall
cause
notice
to
be
published
in
some
newspaper
or
newpapers
claimed
ings,
etc, not claimed
lugs, etc,
by
if any there be, in the county wherein
of general
general circulation
circulation issued,
issued, if
wherein
by Indians.
Indians
lie
claimed by
non-Indian claimants,
claimants, respectively,
respectively, or
by non-Indian
lands claimed
such lands
lie such
wherein
some part
part of
lands are
are situated,
otherwise in some newssituated, otherwise
of such
such lands
wherein some
paper
general circulation
published nearest to such
circulation published
of general
or newspapers
newspapers of
paper or
lands,
week for
for five
five consecutive
consecutive weeks,
setting forth
nearly
as nearly
forth as
weeks, setting
a week
once a
lands, once
as may
be the
names of
of such
such non-Indian
claimants of
of land
land holdings
holdings
non-Indian claimants
the names
may be
as
not
Indians as
as herein
provided, with a
adescripherein provided,
the Indians
for the
by or
or for
claimed by
not claimed
tion of
of such
such several
holdings, as
by a
asurvey
survey of
Pueblo Indian
of Pueblo
shown by
as shown
several holdings,
tion
lands heretofore
heretofore made
under the
the direction
direction of the Secretary
Secretary of the
made under
lands
Interior and
"Joy Survey,"
Survey," or as may be
the "Joy
as the
known as
commonly known
and commonly
Interior
otherwise
shown or
or defined
defined by
authority of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the
of the
by authority
otherwise shown
Adverse claimants reInterior, and
that any
any person
or persons
claiming such.
such
persons claiming
person or
requiring that
and requiring
quired to file notice of Interior,
contest
proper land
land described
conte.t in
in proper
described parcel or parcels of land
land, or any
any part thereof, adversely to the
office.
apparent
claimants so
so named
as aforesaid,
aforesaid, or their
their heirs
named as
or claimants
claimant or
apparent claimant
or
assigns, shall,
before the
after the last publicathe thirtieth day after
or before
on or
shall, on
or assigns,
tion
of such
file his
their adverse
adverse claim
claim in
in the
United States
States
the United
or their
his or
notice, file
such notice,
tion of
wherein such parcel or parcels of
Land
in the
district wherein
the land district
Office in
Land Office
land
are situate,
situate, in
in the
nature of
of a
contest, stating
stating the
character and
and
the character
a contest,
the nature
land are
basis
such adverse
adverse claim,
and notice
of such
contest shall
served
shall be served
such contest
notice of
claim, and
of such
basis of
upon
the claimant
claimants named
named in
in the
the said
in the
same
the same
notice, in
said notice,
or claimants
claimant or
upon the
nt to climt
Patent to claimant
in cases
of contest
contest of
of homestead
homestead entries.
If no
consuch conno such
entries. If
cases of
as in
if
no contest instituted. manner
manner as
ifnocontestinstituted.
test
is instituted
instituted as
aforesaid, the
Secretary of
the Interior
Interior shall
shall
of the
the Secretary
as aforesaid,
test is
a patent
patent
issue to
the claimant
claimant or
assigns, a
claimants, or their heirs or assigns,
or claimants,
to the
issue
deor other
other certificate
certificate of
title for
the
parcel
or
parcels
of land
land so deor
parcels
parcel
for
the
title
of
or
Hearings of contests.
scribed in
in said
said notice;
contest be
be filed
filed it
it shall proceed
proceed and be
but if
if aacontest
notice; but
scribed
earins of cont.
heard and
decided as
as contests
homestead entries
entries are
are heard
heard and
of homestead
contests of
and decided
heard
decided
under the
the rules
regulations of
the General
General Land
Land Office
Office
of the
and regulations
rules and
under
decided
Benefits allowed.
pertinent
either party
party may claim the
such contest
contest either
thereto. Upon such
pertinent thereto.
Benefits allo.
extent
benefit
of the
the provisions
4 of this Act to the same extent
of section
section 4
provisions of
benefit of
as
he were
party to
suit to
quiet title
title brought
under the proprobrought under
to quiet
to aasuit
were a
a party
if he
as if
visions
this Act,
the successful
shall receive
receive aapatent
patent or
or
party shall
successful party
Act, and
and the
of this
visions of
successful in such procertificate of
of title
title for
which he is successful
the land
land as to which
for the
certificate
ceeding.
patent or
or certificate
certificate of
proviof title issued under the proviAny patent
ceeding. Any
sions
this Act
Act shall
effect only of aarelinquishment
relinquishment by the
the effect
have the
shall have
of this
sions of
United States of America and the said Indians.
Procedure if two or United States of America and the said Indians.
Procedure
more adverse
one person
than one
notice more
such notice
IfIf after
after such
more than
person or group of persons
adverse claimmore
s
ants.
ant
.
united in
in interest
interest makes
united
makes claim in such land office adverse
adverse to the
or
to any other
notice,
claimant
or
claimants
named
other
said
the
in
named
claimants
or
claimant
person or
group of
of persons
persons who
who may
contest, each
each
such contest,
may have
have filed such
or group
person

Field
notes and
plats
and plats
Field notes
to
of all lands granted to
Pueblo Indians,
Indians, not
therefor in
claimed
claimed
pending
proceedings,
poceedin
pending
etc.,
to be filed with
etc.. to
two
surveyor
surveyor general,
general, two
years after reports made
yearSafterreportsmade
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contestant shall be required
the basis
basis and
of his
required to
to set
set forth
forth the
and nature
nature of
his
respective
respective claim, and thereupon
thereupon the said
said claims
shall be
heard and
and
claims shall
be heard
decided
upon an
original contest
contest or
or intervention.
decided as
as upon
an original
intervention.
Patents to be issued
And in
in all
all cases
And
cases any
any person
person or
or persons
persons whose
right to
to aa given
given without
whose right
Patentscost.
to be issued
parcel or
parcel
or parcels
of land
land has
become fixed
fixed either
either by
by the
the action
action of
of w
parcels of
has become
t
the said board or the said court
such contest
the
court or in
in such
contest may
may apply
apply to
to the
Commissioner of
of the
General Land
Office for
for aa patent
certificate
Commissioner
the General
Land Office
patent or
or certificate
of title
receive the
the same
same without
or charge.
charge.
of
title and
and receive
without cost
cost or
Action
if
Spanish
°
SEC.
That if
if any
SEC. 14. That
any non-Indian
non-Indian party
party to
to any
any such
such suit
suit shall
shall orA Mexican
ei an grant
gran asaiS
serted
by
non-Indian
assert
against
assert against the
the Indian
Indian title
title a
based upon
upon a
aSpanish
Spanish or
or MexMex- srted
a claim
claim based
party. by non-Indian
ican grant, and if
court should
that such
such claim
claim by
by Pty.
if the court
should finally
finally find
find that
the non-Indian is superior to that
that of
Indian claim,
claim, no
no final
final dedeof the
the Indian
cree or judgment
judgment of ouster
of the
the said
said Indians
Indians shall
shall be
be entered
entered or
or
ouster of
writ of possession or assistance
assistance shall be
against said
said Indians,
Indians,
be allowed
allowed against
or any of them, or against
against the United States
States of
America acting
acting in
in
of America
Ascertainment
o
their behalf. In
case the
shall ascertain
ascertain the
the area
In such case
the court
court shall
area and
and value
Ascertainment
ofI
value of land
land by court.
value of
of the
thus held
held by
by any
any non-Indian
the land
land thus
non-Indian claimant
such
claimant under
under such
e
yc
superior title, excluding
excluding therefrom
therefrom the
area and
of lots
lots or
or
the area
and value
value of
parcels of land the title to which has been found
found to
to be
be in
in other
other
Proviso.
persons under the provisions of this Act:
Act: Provided,
Provided, however,
however, That
That Proro.
p
Review or appeal
any findings by the court under the provisions
allowed.
provisions of
this section
section may
may allowed.
of this
the instance
be reviewed
reviewed on appeal or writ of error at the
instance of
of any
any party
party
aggrieved
aggrieved thereby,
to the
the same
same extent,
and with
with Report
thereby, in
in the
the same
same manner,
manner, to
extent, and
Report, etc.,
etc., to
to Coneonlike effect as if
such findings
grass if final
final finding
finding
findings were
final judgment
if such
were aafinal
judgment or
or decree.
When gress
decree. When
against Indian claim.
adverse to
the Indian
Indian claim
claim has
has become
become final,
such finding adverse
to the
final, the
the SecSec- againstIndian claim.
retary of the Interior shall report to Congress
retary
Congress the
facts, including
including
the facts,
the area and value
value of the land so
the Indian
Indian claim,
claim,
so adjudged
adjudged against
against the
with his recommendations
in the
recommendations in
the premises.
premises.
Improvements
by
Improvements
by
nonsuceessful claimant
SEC.
S
EC. 15. That when any claimant, other than
United States
States nonsuccessful
than the
the United
claimant
to be
be reported
reported to Confor said Indians
the report
report provided
provided for
Indians not covered
covered by
by the
for in
in section
section gress with recommenrecommendations.
77 of this Act, fails to sustain his claim to any parcel of land
within dations.
land within
any Pueblo Indian
Indian grant,
purchase, or
or donation
under the
provisions
grant, purchase,
donation under
the provisions
of this Act,
Act, but has held and occupied
occupied any
such parcel
parcel in
in good
good faith,
any such
faith,
claiming the same as his own, and the same has
has been
been improved,
improved, the
the
value of the improvements
improvements upon the said parcel
parcel of land shall be
be
found by the court and reported
reported by the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
Interior to
with his
his recommendations
Congress, with
recommendations in
the premises.
in the
premises.
Saleof
ajacent
Sale oflands
lands adjacent
SEC.
non-Indian claimadjudged by the court or
claimS
E/C. 16. That if
if any land adjudged
or said
said lands
lands to non-lndian
ants, and apart from
board
against any
any claimant
claimant be situate
from
board against
situate among
among lands
lands- adjudicated
adjudicated or Indian'idspa
Indian lands.
otherwise determined
determined in favor of
of non-Indian
non-Indian claimants
claimants and
and apart
apart
from the main body of the Indian
Indian land, and the Secretary
of the
Secretary of
the
Interior deems it
it to be for the best interest
interest of
that
of the Indians
Indians that
such
such parcels so adjudged against
against the non-Indian
non-Indian claimant
claimant be
be sold,
sold,
he may, with the consent of the governing
governing authorities
authorities of
of the pueblo,
pueblo,
order the sale thereof, under such regulations
regulations as he may make,
make, to
to 'Use of proceeds.
se
the highest bidder for cash, and if
oproeeds.
if the buyer thereof be other than
the.losing claimant, the purchase
purchase price
price shall be used in paying
paying to such
such
losing claimant the adjudicated
value of the improvements
adjudicated value
improvements aforesaid,
aforesaid,
if found under the provisions of
15 hereof,
hereof, and
and the
the balance
balance
of section
section 15
thereof, if
if any, shall be paid over to the proper officer,
officer, or officers,
officers,
of the Indian community,
community, but if
losing claimant,
if the buyer be the
the losing
claimant,
and
improvements has been adjudicated
adjudicated as aforesaid,
arid the value of his improvements
aforesaid,
such buyer
buyer shall be entitled to have credit
credit upon
upon his bid for the value
of such improvements
improvements so adjudicated.
adjudicated.
No right,t ate., to he
SEC.
SEC. 17. No right, title, or interest
interest in or to the lands of the Pueblo acquired
^ iredht
o to to:tutus., to be
guished
Pueblo
Indians of New 3.1exico
_Mexico to which their title has not been extinguished
extinguished lands,
gned except
epbo Indian
p
as proas hereinbefore
hereafter be acquired
acquired or initiated
vided by Congest
congress, est.
heyeinbefore determined
determined shall hereafter
initiated videdby
other
by virtue
virtue of the laws of the State of New
New Mexico, or in any other
manner except
hereafter be provided
provided by
manner
except as may hereafter
by Congress,
Congress, and
and no
no
grant, lease of any character, or other conveyance
conveyance of
lands,
sale, grant,
of lands,
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or
any title
title or
or claim
pueblo as
community,
or any
claim thereto,
thereto, made
made by
by any
any pueblo
as aacommunity,
or any
any Pueblo
living in
in
in a
a community
community of
of Pueblo
Pueblo Indians,
Indians, in
or
Pueblo Indian
Indian living
the
State of
shall be
any validity
validity in
in law
law or
or in
in
the State
of New
New Mexico,
Mexico, shall
be of
of any
equity unless
the same
same be
be first
by the
Secretary of
of the
the
the Secretary
equity
unless the
first approved
approved by
Interior.
Interior.
Federal court proSno. 18.
the pleading,
practice, procedure
procedure, and
and rules
rules of
of
cedure,
pleading, practice,
18. That
That the
So.
applicable
cede etc.,
etc., applicable.
evidence shall
shall be
all causes
arising under
this Act
Act as
as
evidence
be the
the same
same in
in all
causes arising
under this
in other
other civil
courts, except
except as
as otherwise
otherwise herein
in
civil causes
causes in
in the
the Federal
Federal courts,
herein
provided.
provided.
um ap
SEo.
19. That
all sums
sums of
of money
which may
may hereafter
hereafter be
be approappromoney which
SEO. 19.
That all
to
apr't
sorus
forSums
Indianv
a,
pp
erc.p,
ria
be
for
Indians,
etc.,
to te(I
be
paid to Bureau of priated by the Congress of the United States for the purpose of payforBdis- priated by the Congress of the United States for the purpose of payd t Affairs for
Indian
bursement, etc.
bursement,
etc.
ing
or in
in part
or decreed
decreed under
ing in
in whole
whole or
part any
any liability
liability found
found or
under this
this Act
Act
from the
the United
United States
States to
to any
to any
any of
of the
the Indians
Indians of
of any
any
from
any pueblo
pueblo or
or to
pueblo,
to the
of Indian
Indian Affairs,
Affairs, which
pueblo, shall
shall be
be paid
paid over
over to
the Bureau
Bureau of
which
Bureau, under
under the
of the
shall
Bureau,
the direction
direction of
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior,
Interior, shall
use
such moneys
moneys at
at such
and in
such amounts
amounts as
seem wise
use such
such times
times and
in such
as may
may seem
wise
and proper
proper for
for the
purpose of
purchase of
lands and
water rights
rights
and
the purpose
of the
the purchase
of lands
and water
to
have been
to said
said pueblo
pueblo or
or to
to said
to replace
replace those
those which
which have
been lost
lost to
said
Indians, or
for purchase
or construction
of reservoirs,
reservoirs, irrigation
Indians,
or for
purchase or
construction of
irrigation
works, or
other permanent
permanent improvements
improvements upon,
upon, or
or for
for
works,
or the
the making
making of
of other
the benefit
lands held
held by
said pueblo
or said
said Indians.
the
benefit of
of lands
by said
pueblo or
Indians.
Approved,
June 7,
7, 1924.
1924.
Approved, June
June 7,1924.
7,1924.

[S.
3023.]
[s.3s2.]
[Public, No. 254.1
264.]
[Public,

CHAP. 332.-An
332.—An Act Designating
the State
judicial
Designating the
State of
of New Mexico as aa judicial
district, fixing the time and place for holding terms of court
court therein, and for
for
other purposes.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
House of
Senate and
Be it
ited tatescourts
United States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
of
the State
State of
America in
United
States of
of America
Meico
district constituted.
New
Mexico shall
to be
be known
New Mexico
shall constitute
constitute one
one judicial
judicial district,
district, to
known as
as the
the
district
of New
New Mexico.
Mexico.
district of
amend41eP.
of
Terms of
the district
district court
be held
held at
Terms
of the
court shall
shall be
at Santa
Santa Fe
Fe on
on the
first
the first
Monday in
in March
and September,
September, at
Albuquerque on
the first
first
Monday
March and
at Albuquerque
on the
Monday-in
Roswell on
on the
the first
first Monday
Monday in
in
Monday
in June
June and
and December,
December, at
at Roswell
October, at
at Las
Las Cruces
Cruces on
first Monday
Monday in
May and October,
on the
the first
in November,
November,
at Silver
on the
the first
first Monday
Monday in
January, at
at Las
Vegas on
the
at
Silver City
City on
in January,
Las Vegas
on the
first
February, and
on the
the first
first Monday
Monday in
in
.
first Monday
Monday in
in February,
and at
at Raton
Raton on
Provisos.
Provided,
That
if at
the time
time of
the holding
of the
the terms
terms of
of
Adjournments if April:
Adjournments
April:
Provided,
if
That
at
the
of
the
holding
of
businevs i
nsufficient.
business
insuticient.
court in
any year
year in the
towns of
said court
in any
the cities
cities or
or towns
of Las
Las Vegas,
Vegas, Las
Cruces,
Las Cruces,
Raton there
business to justify
Silver City, or Raton
there is insufficient
insufficient business
justify the
holding
any such
term the
same may
be adjourned
or continued
holding of
of any
such term
the same
may be
adjourned or
continued
by
order
of
the
judge
of
said
court
made
at
any
place
in
the
district:
district:
place
in
the
at
any
court
made
of
said
of
the
judge
by
order
Roos
to
befurnisRooms to be furnished at Silver City,
City, Las And provided
provided further,
further, That terms
ed
terms of
court at
at Silver
Silver City,
City, town
of court
town of
of
Vegas,
Vegas, and
and Raton.
Raton.
Las Vegas,
Vegas and Raton shall
not be
be held
facilities therefor
shall not
held unless
unless facilities
therefor are
are
furnished
the county
county of
of Grant
Silver City,
City, the
the county
county of
of San
furnished by
by the
Grant at
at Silver
San
Miguel
at town
town of
of Las
Las Vegas,
Vegas, and
and the
county of
Colfax at
at Raton,
Raton,
Miguel at
the county
of Colfax
expense to the United States, until
until such time as
without cost and expense
court
and other
necessary facilities
have been
been constructed
constructed by
by
court rooms
rooms and
other necessary
facilities have
the
United
States.
States.
the
United
Transfer of causes
allowed.
Causes,
and criminal,
may be
be transferred
by the
the court
court or
or
allowed.
Causes, civil
civil and
criminal, may
transferred by
aforesaid places
places where
where court
court
either judge thereof
thereof from
from any
any of
of the
the aforesaid
said district
any of
of the
places hereinabove
shall be
be held
held in
in said
district to
to any
the places
hereinabove
mentioned
in said
district whenever
in the
the opinion
opinion of
the court
court or
or
mentioned in
said district
whenever in
of the
judge
convenience of
of the
the parties
the ends
ends of
of justice
would be
be
judge the convenience
parties or
or the
justice would
promoted by
the transfer.
promoted
by the
transfer.
Deputy marshals and
Deutymarshalsand
That
marshal and
and clerk
clerk of
That the
the marshal
of said
said court
court shall
each, respectively,
shall each,
respectively,
clerks.
appoint at least one deputy
deputy to reside at and who shall maintain
maintain an
office at each of the cities
cities of Albuquerque
Albuquerque and
and Roswell, and the
marshal and
and the
the clerk
court may
each, respectively,
respectively, with
the
marshal
clerk of
of said
said court
may each,
with the
United States courts.

New Mexico lndicia
judicial
district constituted.
Vol. 41, p.
1261,
amended.
13
Terms
of
court.
Terms court.
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approval of
the Attorney
Attorney General
General appoint
at each
each of
of the
the
approval
of the
appoint one
one deputy
deputy at
cities
of Las
Las Cruces,
City, Raton,
_Raton, and
and the
town of
Las Vegas:
cities of
Cruces, Silver
Silver City,
the town
of Las
Vegas: Proviso.
.
Provided,
That upon
upon completion
of the
building in
city courtat
Court at Las Vegas
Provided, That
completion of
the Federal
Federal building
in the
the city
completion of Fedof Las
Las Vegas,
the court
transferred to
the city
city of
of
Vegas, the
court shall
shall be
be transferred
to and
and held
held in
in the
of on
nalcobplti"
eral
building. of FedLas
of the
Las Vegas
Vegas and
at the
the latter
Las Vegas
Vegas instead
instead of
the town
town of
of Las
and court
court at
latter
place
discontinued.
place discontinued.
Approved,
June 7, 1924.
Approved, June
CHAP. 333.-An
333.—An Act Providing
Providing for
the acquirement
acquirement by
the United
United States
States
for the
by the
of
privately owned
owned lands
Rio Arriba
Taos Counties,
New Mexico,
of privately
lands within
within Rio
Arriba and
and Taos
Counties, New
Mexico,
known
as the
Las Trampas
Trampas grant,
grant, by
by exchanging
exchanging therefor
therefor timber,
timber, within
within the
known as
the Las
the
exterior
boundaries of
of any
any national
national forest
situated within
the State
exterior boundaries
forest situated
within the
State of
of New
New
Mexico.
Mexico.

June 7, 1924.

June.14.
[S. 3024.]
[Public, No. 25.]
2.55.]

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
Senate and
House of
Representatives of
of the
Be
by the
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
the
United
States of
of America
in Congress
assembled, That
the Secretary
Secretary t...
1. vate llis i
United States
America in
Congress assembled,
That the
NationaltaSt
Las
...
n Las
of the Interior
and he
he hereby
hereby is,
is, authorized
authorized in his
his discretion
Trampas
N.
of
Interior be,
be, and
discretion to Mex.,
If rPas grant,
grant
may be
accepted
accept
on behalf
the United
United States
States title
to all
or any
any part
part of
of for
of..
accept on
behalf of
of the
title to
all or
for piirros
purposeses of.
privately owned
the Las
Las Trampas
grant,
privately
owned lands,
lands, situated
situated within
within the
Trampas grant,
located within
the counties
of Rio
Rio Arriba
Arriba and
and Taos,
Taos, State
State of
New
located
within the
counties of
of New
Mexico, if
in the
of the
Secretary of
of Agriculture
public
Mexico,
if in
the opinion
opinion of
the Secretary
Agriculture public
interests
will be
be benefited
thereby-,and
and the
are chiefly
chiefly.valuable
valuable
interests will
benefited thereby,
the lands
lands are
for
national
forest
purposes,
and
in grantor
exchangetotherefor
therefor
the
Secretary
berNational
allowed
ixin
for
of Agriculture
national forest
may
purposes,
authorize
and.
the
in
exchange
cut and
theremove
Secretary
an change.
ber
allowed
foreft
in
T ti°

tg

e
a

be

•

of Agriculture may authorize the grantor to cut and remove an
equal value
within the
of the
the same
same State;
equal
value of
of timber
timber within
the national
national forests
forests of
State;
the
case to
be determined
determined by
the Secretary
of
the values
values in
in each
each case
to be
by the
Secretary of
Agriculture and
and acceptable
to the
as a
compensation.
Agriculture
acceptable to
the grantor
grantor as
a fair
fair compensation.
Timber
cut and
and removed
removed under
the
Timber given
given in
in exchange
exchange shall
shall be
be cut
under the
laws and
and regulations
to the
the national
national forests,
regulations relating to
forests, and under
under the
direction and supervision
and in
in accordance
accordance with
supervision and
with the
requirements
the requirements
of the
Secretary of
of
the Secretary
of Agriculture.
Agriculture.
SEC. 2.
That lands
lands offered
offered for
for exchange
not
and not
exchange hereunder
hereunder and
SEC.
2. That
covered by
public land
land surveys
be identified
metes and
covered
by public
surveys shall
shall be
identified by
by metes
and
bounds
and that
that such
bounds surveys
surveys and
such surveys
surveys and
and the
the plats
plats and
and field
field notes
notes
thereof
be made
made by
by employees
of the
United States
States Forest
Forest
thereof shall
shall be
employees of
the United
Service and
and approved
by the
States Surveyor
General.
Service
approved by
the United
United States
Surveyor General.
SEC. 3. That
That any
any lands
United States
under the
the
SEC.
lands conveyed
conveyed to
to the
the United
States under
provisions of this Act shall, upon acceptance
acceptance of the coveyance
thereof, become
become and be
a part
of Carson
thereof,
be a
part of
Carson National
National Forest.
Forest.
SEc.
That before
before any
SEC. 4. That
any exchange
exchange of
of lands
lands for
for timber
timber as
as above
above
provided is
is effected,
effected, notice
such exchange
exchange proposal,
describing
provided
notice of
of such
proposal, describing
the lands
lands involved
involved therein,
once each
each week
the
therein, shall
shall be published
published once
week for
for
four consecutive
consecutive weeks in some
some newspaper
newspaper of
of general
general circulation
circulation in
the
county in
in which
such lands
lands so
se to
to be
to the
the county
which such
be conveyed
conveyed to
the United
United
States are situated.
States
situated.
Approved, June
1924.
Approved,
June 7,
7, 1924.

Granting certain
public lands
lands to
the city
city of
CHAP. 334.—An
334.-An Act
Act Granting
certain public
to the
of Phoenix,
Phoenix,
Arizona,
Arizona, for municipal, park, and other purposes
purposes

Y

,

ecceP

change.

t. stiua"dronl
supez isite
on o
v
i
alof
cuo
i
i
timber.

Ideoferecatio

Identification
lands offered.

odm

of
of

ofcar'
It

Made a Part et Carson
National Forest.

Advertising of
Advertisin
posed
exchange.of

pro-

pro.

pose

June 7,
7, 124.
1924.
June
S. 3s.]
3093.)
s8.

[Public, No.
Nu. 261
256.]

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives
Public Iamb.
of the
the United
United States
in Congress
assembled, That
That Grbated
of
States of
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
Phoenix
Granted Phoenix
Ariz.,
for
the south half of the north half and all the south half of etc.,
nici
A-,purposes.
fr municipal,
Description.
west half
half of
of the
section 13, the southwest quarter, the west
the southeast
southeast Desipon.
quarter, the
southeast quarter
quarter of
of the
the southeast
quarter, section
section 14,
the southeast
southeast quarter,
14,
northwest
the southeast quarter, section 21, the east
east half of the northwest
quarter, the southwest
the northwest
quarter,
southwest quarter of
of the
northwest quarter,
quarter, the
the east
east
half
northeast quarter,
quarter, the
quarter of
of the
the northhalf of
of the
the northeast
the southwest
southwest quarter
north-
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east
all of
of south
south half,
half, section
section 22,
22, all
of sections
sections 23,
23,
all of
and all
quarter, and
east quarter,
24,
south, range
range 22 east,
east, Gila
Gila and
and Salt
Salt
27, township
township 11 south,
and 27,
25, 26,
26, and
24, 25,
River meridian,
Arizona. The
half, section
section 1,
1, the
south half,
half,
the south
The south
south half,
River
meridian, Arizona.
section 2,
the south
section 7,
south half,
half, section
section 8, the
the south
7, the
half, section
south half,
2, the
section
south half,
9, the
half, the
section
quarter, section
the northeast
northeast quarter,
south half,
the south
half, section
section 9,
south
10,
all of
11, 12,
12, northwest
northwest quarter
quarter section
section 13,
13, all
all of
of secsecof sections
sections 11,
10, all
tions 14,
14, 15,
15, 16,
16, 17,
20, 21,
21, 22,
22, and
and 30,
30, township
township 1
1south,
south, range
range
18, 19,
19, 20,
17, 18,
tions
3
Salt River
meridian, Arizona.
Arizona. The
The west
west half
half of
of
River meridian,
Gila and
and Salt
3 east,
east, Gila
the
section 5,
5, the
south half
south half
the south
half
half and
and the
the south
southwest quarter,
quarter, section
the southwest
of
the northwest
quarter, section
6, township
east,
township 11 south, range 44 east,
section 6,
northwest quarter,
of the
Gila
meridian, Arizona,
be, and
and the
same are
are hereby,
hereby,
the same
Arizona, be,
Salt River
River meridian,
Gila and
and Salt
granted
city of
of Phoenix,
Phoenix, Arizona,
for municipal,
municipal, park, recrearecreaArizona, for
to the
the city
granted to
Payment
playground, or
or public
public convenience
convenience purposes,
purposes, upon
upon the
the conconPayment required.
tion, playground,
required tion,
dition that
shall make
make payment
for such
such land
at the
the rate
rate
land at
payment for
the city
city shall
dition
that the
of $1.25
acre to
to the
receiver of
States land
office,
United States
land office,
the receiver
of the
the United
of
$1.25 per
per acre
Phoenix, Arizona,
Arizona, within
within six
after the
the approval
approval of
this
of this
months after
six months
Phoenix,
rovos.
Provisos.
Mineral deposits reAct: Provided,
Provided, That
shall be
reserved to
to the
United States
States
be reserved
the United
Mineral
re-Act:
That there
there shall
served.served.
all
deposits found
found at
at any
any time
time in
in the
the
all oil,
oil, coal, or
or other
other mineral
mineral deposits
land,
to prospect
for, mine,
and remove
remove the
the same:
same:
mine, and
land, and
and the
the right
right to
prospect for,
Existing
. right
rights
not Provided
furth,er,
the grant
herein is
is made
made subject
subject to
any
to any
further, That
That the
grant herein
iupe
ntProvided
impaired
valid
existing claim
the lands
hereby granted
granted
valid existing
claim or
or easements,
easements, and
and that
that the
lands hereby
shall
used by
by the
the city
city of
Phoenix, Arizona,
for the
the purposes
purposes
shall be
be used
of Phoenix,
Arizona, only
only for
Reversion for nonuser.
herein
indicated, and
if the
land, or
or any
any part
part thereof,
shall be
be
thereof, shall
the said
said land,
and if
herein indicated,
rser.
abandoned
for such
such use,
use, said
such part
shall revert
revert to
to the
the
abandoned for
said land
land or
or such
part shall
United
and the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Interior
Interior is
hereby authorized
United States;
States; and
of the
is hereby
authorized
and
to declare
declare such
such aa forfeiture
forfeiture of
grant and
and to
to
and empowered
empowered to
of the
the grant
restore said
premises to
to the
the public
public domain,
domain, if
at any
any time
he shall
shall
restore
said premises
if at
time he
determine
city has,
for more
more than
the
determine that
that the
the city
has, for
than one
one year,
year, abandoned
abandoned the
land for the
and such
such order
order of
of the
the Secretary
land
the uses herein
herein indicated,
indicated, and
Secretary
shall
and thereupon
thereupon and
and thereby
thereby said
said prempremshall be
be final
final and
and conclusive,
conclusive, and
ises shall
be restored
to the
the public
domain and
from the
the operaoperaises
shall be
restored to
public domain
and freed
freed from
tion
of this
this grant.
grant.
tion of
Approved,
1924.
June 7,
7, 1924.
Approved, June
June 7, 1924.
3111.1
[S. 3111.]
[Public, No. 257
257.j

Stockbridge Indians.
ainst
tlaimi of
Claims
of, aIn
against
United States to be
u
aUnited
adjudicated
by Court
of Claims.

tatey tCo

of Claims

Time for filing

Time or

ling

Verification, etc.

erification, etc.

CHAP. 335.-An
335.—An Act
Conferring jurisdiction
upon the
the Court
Court of
of Claims
Claims to
to
jurisdiction upon
Act Conferring
CAP.
hear, examine,
examine, adjudicate,
adjudicate, and
judgment in
in any
claims which
which the
the StockStockany claims
and enter
enter judgment
hear,
bridge
Indians may
against the
and for
for other
purposes.
bridge Indians
may have
have against
the United
United States,
States, and
other purposes.

it enacted
Senate and House
Be it
enacted by the Senate
the
House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United
States of
of America
assembled, That
jurisdiction
That jurisdiction
in Congress
Congress assembled,
America in,
United States
be,
and is
is hereby,
conferred upon
upon the
of Claims,
Claims, notwithnotwithCourt of
the Court
hereby, conferred
be, and
standing the lapse
of limitation,
limitation, to
to hear,
hear, examine,
examine,
lapse of
of time or
or statutes of
and
adjudicate and
and render
any and
and all
legal and
equitable
and adjudicate
render judgment
judgment in
in any
all legal
and equitable
arising under
or growing
out of
of any
any treaty
treaty or
or agreement
agreement
claims arising
under or
growing out
between
United States
and the
the Stockbridge
Tribe of
of Indians,
Indians,
between the
the United
States and
Stockbridge Tribe
or arising under
under or growing
growing out of any Act of Congress
Congress in
in relation
relation
to Indian affairs, which said
said Stockbridge
Stockbridge Tribe may have against
against
claims have
not heretofore
heretofore been
deterthe United States,
States, which
which claims
have not
been determerits by
by the
of Claims
Claims or
mined and
and adjudicated
adjudicated on their
their merits
the Court
Court of
or
the Supreme
Court of
States.
the
Supreme Court
of the
the United
United States.
SEC. 2. Any and all claims
the
Site.
claims against
against the United
United States
States within the
purview
purview of this Act shall be forever
forever barred unless suit be
be instituted
instituted
or petition filed as herein
the Court
Court of Claims within
herein provided
provided in the
approval of this Act, and such suit shall
five years from the date of approval
Stockbridge Tribe
Tribe party
plaintiff and
and the United
make the
the Stockbridge
party plaintiff
United States
party defendant.
defendant. The petition
atpetition shall
shall be verified by
by the
the attorney
attorney or
or attorneys employed to prosecute
prosecute such claim or claims
claims under
under contract
contract
with the Stockbridges
Stockbridges approved
approved by the
the Commissioner of Indian
Secretary of the Interior;
Affairs and the Secretary
Interior; and
contract shall
and said contract
shall be

SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH
CONGRESS.

SESs. I.
I.
SEss.

Cm.
335, 336.
336.
CHS. 335,

1924.
1924.

645
645

executed in their behalf by a
them under
under the
the
a committee
committee chosen by them
direction
direction and
and approval
the Commissioner
Commissioner of
Indian Affairs
Affairs and
approval of
of the
of Indian
and

the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior. Official letters, papers, documents,
documents,
and records, or certified copies thereof, may
in evidence,
evidence, and
and
may be
be used
used in
the departments
departments of the Government
Government shall give
to the
give access
access to
the attorattorney or attorneys
attorneys of said Indian
Indian nation to
corto such
such treaties,
treaties, papers,
papers, correspondence, or records
records as may be needed
by the
or attorattorneeded by
the attorney
attorney or

neys of
of said
said Indian
Indian nation.
neys
nation.
SEC.
also hear,
S
EC. 3. In said suit the court shall also
hear, examine,
examine, consider,
consider,

and adjudicate
adjudicate any claims which the United States
against
States may
may have
have against
said Indian nation, but any payment including
including gratuities
gratuities which
which
may have been made by the
any claim
against
the United States
States upon
upon any
claim against
the United States shall not operate
operate as an estoppel,
estoppel, but may be
be

Evidence admitted.

mi7ioe
u
dnter

mitted

claims adcims
ad.

pleaded as
as an
an offset
offset in
in such
suit.
such suit.
Appeal to Supreme
SEC.
4. That from the decision of the Court of Claims in any suit Court.
S
EC. 4.
prosecuted
authority of this Act, an appeal may
prosecuted under the authority
be
taken
may be taken
by either party as in other cases to the Supreme
Supreme Court of
United
of the
the United
States.
States.
Attorneys'
by
Attorneys' fees by
by
SEC.
determination of any suit
SEC. 5. That upon the final determination
suit instituted
instituted decee
curt.
decree of court.
under this Act, the Court of Claims shall decree
decree such
amount
or
such amount or
amounts as it may find reasonable
reasonable to be paid the attorney
attorneys
attorney or attorneys
so employed by said Indian nation for the services and expenses
of
expenses of
said attorneys rendered
rendered or incurred
incurred prior or subsequent to the date
of Proviso.
date of
approval of this Act: Provided,
shall the
Provided, That in no case
case shall
the aggregate
aggregate Limitation.
amounts decreed
decreed by said Court of Claims for fees be
excess of
of
be in
in excess
$5,000, or in excess of a
a sum equal to 10 per centum
amount
centum of the amount
of recovery
recovery against the United
United States.
ssue of orders
d
Issue of orders and
SEC.
SEC. 6. The Court of Claims shall
shall have full authority
authority by
by proper
proper process.
orders and process to bring in and make
make parties to such suit any or
or
all persons deemed
deemed by it necessary
necessary or proper
proper to the final determinacontroversy.
tion of the matters in controversy.
Appearance
of AtAppearance of AtSEC.
shall, in
S
EC. 7. A copy of the petition shall,
such case,
case, be
served upon
7n
. ey General
General directin such
be served
upon ot
torney
directthe Attorney General
General of the United
United States, and he, or some attorney e d
from the Department of Justice
Justice to be designated
designated by
by him, is hereby
hereby
directed to appear and defend the interest
interest of the
the United
Unites States
States in
in
such case.
Approved, June 7, 1924.

CHAP. 336.—An
336.-An Act To authorize the Choctaw,
Choctaw, Oklahoma
Oklahoma and Gulf RailRailway Company
Rock Island and Pacific
Railway Company to
Company and the Chicago,
Chicago, Rock
Pacific Railway
to
construct a
a bridge across the White River, near the city of De Valls Bluff,

June 7, 1924.
1924.
8. 3116.]
IS.
31161

[Public,
[Public, No.
No. 258
258.]

Arkansas.

Be it
enacted by the Senate and House
it enacted
Representatives of
of the
House of Representatives
the White River.
Choctaw, Oklahoma
Oklahoma
Choctaw,
United States of America in
Congress assembled,
in Congress
That the
Choctaw, and
assembled, That
the Choctaw,
Railway
Gulf Railway
Oklahoma and Gulf Railway
Company and
and ChiChiRailway Company,
Company, a
a corporation
Oklahoma
corporation created
created and Company
cago, Rock Island
Island
cago,
existing by virtue of the laws of the United States,
successors and Pacific
States, its
its successors
Pacific Railway
Railway
Company may bridge,
bridge,
and assigns, and the Chicago, Rock
Rock Island and
Pacific Railway
Railway ComCom- Company
and Pacific
Valls Bluff, Ark.
De Vails
pany, aa consolidated corporation
corporation organized
the laws
of the
the
organized under
under the
laws of
successors and assigns,
States of Illinois
Illinois and Iowa, its successors
assigns, or either
either one
one
of said railroad
companies, be, and they
railroad companies,
they are
to
are hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized to
construct
maintain, and operate aarailroad
construct or reconstruct, maintain,
railroad bridge
bridge and
and
approaches thereto
approaches
thereto across the White
White River
River at a
suitable to
a point suitable
to the
the
Construction.
interests
Vails Bluff, Arkansas,
interests of navigation, near De Valls
Arkansas, in accordance Construction.
Vol. 34, P
p. 84.
with the provisions of the Act entitled
entitled "An Act to regulate
regulate the conconstruction
struction of bridges over navigable
navigable waters,"
23,
waters," approved
approved March
March 23,
1906.
1906.
Amendment.
Amendment.
SEC.
SEC. 2. That the right to alter,
alter, amend,
amend, or repeal
Act is
is hereby
repeal this
this Act
hereby
expressly reserved.
Approved,
Approved, June
June 7,
7, 1924.
1924.
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SESS. I.. CHs.
CIEs. 337-339.
337-339.
SESS.

1924.
1924.

CHAP. 337.—An
337.-An Act For the
a portion of the present
the abandonment
abandonment of
of a
present
channel
channel of the south branch
branch of the
the Chicago
Chicago River.
River.

June 7,
7, 12.
1924.
[S.
3188.1
[S. 31S8.,
[Public,
No.
2591
[Public, No. 259.1

Whereas the city of Chicago has requested a permit of the Secretary

Whereas the city of Chicago has requested a permit of the Secretary

River, IIll.
Chicago River,

of War to straighten
straighten the south branch
Chicago River
River
branch of the Chicago
between West Polk Street and West Nineteenth Street in the city
of
Chicago as
which comprises
construction
as a part
part of aa project
project which
comprises the construction
of Chicago
of a
a new
and the
the abandoment
abandoment of
of the
the old
old channel
between
channel between
new channel
channel and
of
said
Nineteenth Street,
said West
West Polk
Polk Street
Street and
and said West
West Nineteenth
Street, as shown
shown
on
drawings transmitted
transmitted by
by the
the city
of Chicago
Chicago to
to the
the Secretary
Secretary
city of
on drawings
of
request for a
a permit and
and
the aforesaid
aforesaid request
of War in connection
connection with the
which
on a
in the
War; and
the Secretary
Secretary of War;
which are
are on
a file
file in
the office
office of the
Whereas it
it is proposed
proposed to
portion of
Whereas
to fill up and abandon a portion
of the
the
present
of the
the Chicago
Chicago River
River between
between
present channel
channel of
of the south
south branch
branch of
said
channel shall have
have been constructed:
constructed:
soon as
as said
said new
new channel
said streets
streets as soon
Therefore
Therefore
Be it
enacted by
by the
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
Senate and
the Senate
Be
it enacted
soth
New
heof
New
channel
of sout
United
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That as
branch of, authorized
authorize
soon as
as
as soon
States of
America in
in Congress
United States
to supersede
presen the city of Chicago, or
to
supersede present
the city of Chicago, or any
any other governmental
governmental agency
agency or any
one.
thereunto duly authorized
Secretary of War,
corporation thereunto
authorized by the Secretary
War,
constructed a
new channel
south branch
shall have
have constructed
a new
channel for the south
branch of the
the
River between
Nineteenth
Chicago River
between West Polk Street
Street and West
West Nineteenth
Street
city of Chicago,
Chicago, then,
then, and in that event, so much of
Street in
in said city
the
present channel
channel of the
Chicago River as
the present
the south branch
branch of the Chicago
shall be superseded
superseded and
and replaced
replaced by said new
new channel
channel in
in accordance
accordance
with the
permit of the Secretary
the permit
Secretary of War
War shall be discontinued
discontinued and
and
abandoned.
abandoned.
Approved,
June 7.
Approved, June
7. 1924.
1924.
Preamble.
Preamble.

of

between West Polk Street and West Nineteenth Street in the city

t

June 7, 1924.
1924.
June
[S.
32441
[S. 3244.1
[Public, No. 260.]
2601
[Public,

CHAP.
388.—An Act
Act Granting
Granting the
of Congress
Congress to
to the
the Board
Board of
of
CHAP. 388.-An
the consent
consent of
Supervisors of
of Hinds
Hinds County,
County, Mississippi,
construct a
a bridge
across the
the
Supervisors
Mississippi, to
to construct
bridge across
Pearl River
River in
in the
State of
of Mississippi.
Mississippi.
Pearl
the State

Be it
House of
of Representatives
Rew•esentatives of
of the
the
and House
Senate and
the Senate
by the
enacted by
it enacted
Be
Miss. United
United States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the
the consent
consent of
of
Congress
the Board
Congress is
is hereby
hereby granted
granted to
to the
Board of
of Supervisors
Supervisors of Hinds
operate a
a bridge
County, Mississippi,
Mississippi, to
to construct, maintain,
maintain, and operate
and
approaches thereto
and approaches
thereto across the
the Pearl
Pearl River,
River, at a
a point suitable
to the interests
navigation, at
at the
the city
city of
of Jackson,
Jackson, State
State of
of
of navigation,
to
the interests of

River
Pearl River.
Hinds
County, Miss.
Hinds County.
may bridge,
bridge, Jackson.
may
Jackson.

Construction.
Vol. 34, p. 84.

Mississippi, in accordance
accordance with
with the provisions of
of the Act entitled
entitled

Mississippi,

An Act to
regulate the
"An
to regulate
the construction
construction of
of bridges
bridges over
over navigable
navigable

"

Amendment.
Amendment.

waters,
approved
23, 1906.
1906.
March 23
approved March
waters,"
SEC. 2.
2. That
amend, or repeal
repeal this Act is
hereby
That the right to
SEC.
to alter,
alter, amend,
is hereby
"

expressly reserved.
Approved, June
7, 1924.
1924.
Approved,
June 7,

expressly reserved.

June 7, 1924.
1924.
[S.
32831
[S. 3263.]
[Public,
No.251.1
[Public, No. 261.]

CHAP. 339.—An
provide for
the inspection
of the
the battle
battle fields
fields in
in
339.-An Act
Act To provide
for the
inspection of
and around
Fredericksburg and
Spotsylvania Court
Court House,
House, Virginia.
and
around Fredericksburg
and Spotsylvania
Virginia.

Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
Senate and
House of
Be
it enacted
United
That aa commission
commission
United States of America in Congress
Congress assembled, That
following members,
is hereby created, to be composed of the following
members, who
shall be
be appointed
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War:
War:
appointed by
shall

Fredericksburg
Fredericksburg and
Spotsylvania, Va.,
batSpotsylvania,
Va.,battlefields.
Commission created. is hereby created, to be composed

Commission

Composition.
Composition.

(1)
A
commissioned
officer of
of the
the Corps
Corps of
of Engineers,
Engineers, United
United
(1) A
commissioned officer
States Army;
States
(2)
A veteran
veteran of
served honorably
honorably in the mili(2) A
of the
the Civil
Civil War
War who served
miliUnited States;
and
tary forces
forces of
of the United
States; and
(3)
A veteran
veteran of
served honorably
honorably in the mili(3) A
of the
the Civil
Civil War
War who served
military
Confederate States
America.
tary forces of the
the Confederate
States of America.

S
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SESS. I
339-342.
SESS.
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CHS. 339-342.
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1924.
1924.

Basis for selecting
SEC. 2.
2. In
In appointing
the commission
commission created
by members.
Basrs
for selecting
created by
the members
members of
of the
SEC.
appointing the
section
1
of
this
Act
the
Secretary
of
War
shall,
as
far
as
practicable,
section 1 of this Act the Secretary of War shall, as far as practicable,
select
familiar with
with the
the terrain
of the
battle fields
fields in
in and
and
select persons
persons familiar
terrain of
the battle
around
Fredericksburg and
Court House,
House, Virginia,
Virginia,
around Fredericksburg
and Spotsylvania
Spotsylvania Court
and
historical events
associated therewith.
therewith.
and the
the historical
events associated
Duty of commission.
SEC. 3.
It shall
the duty
duty of
the commission,
commission, acting
acting under
the Dutyoommission.
under the
of the
3. It
shall be
be the
SEC.
direction
the Secretary
War, to
battle fields
fields in
and
to inspect
inspect the
the battle
in and
direction of
of the
Secretary of
of War,
around
Fredericksburg and
Spotsylvania Court
House, Virginia,
and Spotsylvania
Court House,
Virginia, in
in
around Fredericksburg
order
of preserving
and marking
marking for
order to
to ascertain
ascertain the
the feasibility
feasibility of
preserving and
for hishis- Report of findings.
torical
and professional
study such
fields. The
The commission
commission Report of ndings.
such fields.
professional military
military study
torical and
shall
its findings
Secretary of
of War
not later
later
to the
the Secretary
War not
shall submit
submit aareport
report of
of its
findings to
than
1, 1924.
than December
December 1,
1924.
Am
t
th
Amount authorized
S
EC. 4.
4. There
is authorized
appropriated, out
out of
of any
money forexpenses.
for expenses.
any money
authorized to
to be
be appropriated,
SEC.
There is
p. 1345.
in the
otherwise appropriated,
sum of
of $3,000
$3,000 in
in Post,
'.p36not otherwise
appropriated, the
the sum
in
the Treasury
Treasury not
order to
to carry
carry out
out the
provisions of
of this
this Act.
Act.
the provisions
order
Approved, June
June 7,
7, 1924.
1924.
Approved,

CHAP. 340.—An
amend an
regulating the
of buildings
the height
height of
buildings
To amend
an Act
Act regulating
CIAP.
340.-An Act
Act To
in
the District
District of
Columbia, approved
1, 1910.
1910.
approved June
June 1,
in the
of Columbia,

Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
of the
the
Representatives of
House of
Senate and
Be it
it enacted

in Congress
Congress assembled,
United
United States of America in
assembled, That
That an Act

June 7,1924.
7, 1924.

[S. 3269.]
3269.1
[s.
[Public, No. 262.1
[Public,

District of Columbia.
Hetght
Height of
of buildings.
Vol. 36, p.454, amended.

Cbuildin.
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
regulate the
the height
height of
in the
the District
entitled
to regulate
of buildings
buildings in
District edol36,p.454, amendof Columbia,"
June 1,
1, 1910,
1910, be,
be, and
is hereby, amended
and it
it ishereby,
amended
of
Columbia," approved
approved June
by
of paragraph
paragraph 5
Act the
proviso:
following proviso:
of said
said Act
the following
5 of
adding at
at the
the end
end of
by adding
Height
allowed for
for
. oeallowed
..
"
"And
building
be
permitted
to be
be erected
erected addti
And provided
providedfurther,
further, That
That
aaon
building
be permitted
to
to dsignated
additionouilding
designated
...........a
1ui t , That
1i
hotel building.
thirty feet
one hundred
to exceed one
to a
hundred and
and thirty
feet on lots 15, hotelbuiding.
to
a height
height not to
804, and
and 805,
805, square
square 322,
on the
corner of
804,
322, located
located on
the southeast
southeast corner
of Twelfth
Twelfth
and E
said building
building to conform
conform in height
height and
and to be
E Streets northwest,
northwest, said
used as
an addition
the hotel
hotel building
to .the
east thereof
used
as an
addition to
to the
building located
located to
the east
thereof
on lot
322."
on
lot 18, square
square 322."
Approved,
June 7,
Approved, June
7, 1924.
1924.
CHAP. 341.—An
Act To
1905,
Act of
of 1905,
the Trade
Trade Mark
Mark Act
section 5
5 of
of the
To amend
amend section
CHAP.
341.-An Act
unauthorized use of portraits.
amended, relative to the unauthorized
as amended,

Be
enacted by
by the
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
the
Be it
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
Representatives of
United
Congress assembled,
That the
the fourth
in Congress
assembled, That
of America in
United States
States of
proviso
subdivision (b)
of section
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
Act
proviso of
of subdivision
(b) of
section 55 of
of the
the Act
to
the registration
trade-marks used
in commerce
commerce
of trade-marks
used in
registration of
to authorize
authorize the
with
nations or
or among
the several
States or
or with
with Indian
Indian
among the
several States
with foreign
foreign nations
tribes, and
the same,"
same," approved
approved February
20, 1905,
1905, as
tribes,
and to
to protect
protect the
February 20,
as
amended, is
amended to
as follows:
follows: "Provided
"Provided further,
That no
no
further, That
to read
read as
is amended
amended,
portrait
living individual
individual may
be registered
as a
a trade-mark
trade-mark
may be
registered as
of a
a living
portrait of
except
such individual,
individual, evidenced
an instru
instruexcept by
by the
the consent
consent of
of such
evidenced by
by an
of any
ment in
in writing,
writing, nor may
ment
may the portrait
portrait of
any deceased
deceased President
President of
the United
be registered
registered during
the life
life of
of his
widow, if
if any,
any,
his widow,
during the
the
United States
States be
except
by the
consent of
in such
such manner."
evidenced in
manner."
the consent
of the
the widow
widow evidenced
except by
Approved,
June 7, 1924.
1924.
Approved, June
CRAP.
Act Granting
the consent
Congress to
to the
the counties
counties of
of
of Congress
consent of
Granting the
342.-An Act
CHAP. 342.—An
construct aa bridge
Marion and
and Florence,
Florence, in
in the
State of
of South
Carolina, to construct
bridge across
South Carolina,
the State
Marion
the Peedee
Peedee River
River at
at or
or near
near Savage
Landing, South
the
Savage Landing,
South Carolina.

June 77 1924
1924.
June
3.124.1
Jn.[S. 3324.]_
[Public, No.-263.No.163.1
[Public,

Trademarks.
iteRra
egis
ietr=n
ks. prohib-

Registration prohib-

lVdoL
V
4
OI. 33, p726
p.726, amend-

ed.
ed.

Portraits of living
con-

Portraits of living
persons without conwithout
persons
sent.

sent.

dsed
during

resiof

Of deceased Presiduring life
life
of
widow, without her
her
without
consent.

dent
dent

cidow

7, 1924.
1924.
June 7,

IS. 3355.1
3355.1
is.
[Public,
[Public, No. 264.1

_Be
the Senate
Representatives of
of the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
the Peed River.
United States
States of
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the consent
consent of
Marion and Florence
Florence
of Mario
America in
in Congress
of America
United
Congress
hereby granted
granted to
the counties
counties of
of Marion
and Florence,
Florence, brdgee,
LTi ict
,
iesAa
Congress is
is hereby
to the
Marion and
sagsS. "L
La.a
in the
State of
of South
Carolina, or
their assigns,
assigns, to
in
the State
South Carolina,
or their
to construct,
construct, mainmain- ingIng.
p

eed,,e

River.

C

1

ta

648
648
Construction.
Vol. 34,p.
34, p. 84.
84.
vol.

Amendment.
Amendment.

June
7, 1924.
1924.
June 7,
0
[S. 3380.]
[S3 so.
[Public, No.
No. 265.]
[Public,
265.]
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Gas.
CHs. 342-345.
342-345.

1924.
1924.

tain, and
and operate
tam,
operate a
abridge
bridge and
and approaches
approaches thereto across
across the Peedee
River
point suitable
suitable to
the interests
interests of
or
at or
navigation, at
of navigation,
to the
at a
a point
River at
near
known as
South Carolina,
Carolina, in
in
near aa point
point known
as Savage
Savage Landing,
Landing, South
accordance with
with the
the provisions
provisions of
the Act
Act entitled
"An Act
reguaccordance
of the
entitled "An
Act to
to regulate
of bridges
over navigable
waters," approved
approved
late the
the construction
construction of
bridges over
navigable waters,"
March
1906.
23, 1906.
March 23,
S
EC. 2. The right
hereby
SEC.
right to alter, amend, or repeal
repeal this Act is hereby
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved,
Approved, June
June 7, 1924.
1924.
343.-An Act To
To grant the consent of
CHAP. 343.—An
to the
of Congress
Congress to
the Cincinnati,
Cincinnati,
New Orleans,
Orleans, and Texas Pacific
Pacific Railway
Company to
to construct,
Railway Company
construct, maintain,
maintain, and
and
operate'a
bridge across
across the
the Cumberland
Cumberland River,
River, in
the county
county of
Pulaski, State
operate'a bridge
in the
of Pulaski,
State
of
Kentucky, near
near the
of Burnside.
Burnside.
of Kentucky,
the town
town of

Be it
enacted by
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
and House
House of
the Senate
Senate and
by the
it enacted
Be
New United
United States of
America in
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the consent
consent
is hereby
granted to
the Cincinnati,
Cincinnati, New
Orleans and
and
New Orleans
to the
hereby granted
of Congress
Congress is
TCs of
Texas
Railway Company,
Cincinnati Southern
Southern
of the
the Cincinnati
lessee of
Company, lessee
Pacific Railway
Texas Pacific
Railway,
to its
successors and
and assigns,
assigns, to
to construct,
maintain,
Railway, and
and to
its successors
construct, maintain,
and operate
operate a
bridge and
the approaches
approaches thereto,
thereto, across
across the
the CumberCumberand
a bridge
and the
land River
River at
at aapoint
point suitable
suitable to
to the
the interests
the
land
interests of
of navigation,
navigation, in
in the
county of
Pulaski,
in the
the State
State of
Kentucky,
near the
the town
of
Burnof
Pulaski,
in
of
Kentucky,
cocounty
near
town
of
BurnConstruction.
side, in
in accordance
with the
Act entitled
"An Act
Vol. 34,
34, p.
p. 84.
84.
side,
accordance with
the provisions
provisions of
of the
the Act
entitled "An
Act
Vol.
to regulate
regulate the
the construction
of bridges
bridges over
waters,"
to
construction of
over navigable
navigable waters,"
approved March
23, 1906.
1906.
March 23,
approved
Amendment
Amendment.
SEC.
That the
alter, amend,
amend, or
or repeal
repeal this
this Act
is hereby
SEC. 2.
2. That
the right
right to
to alter,
Act is
hereby
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved, June
June 7,
7, 1924.
1924.
Approved,

Cumberland River
River.
Cumberland

Cincinnati,

New
Orleans, and
Texas
Pacific Railway
Paciic
Raiway Cornmny
may
bridge,
usideKy.
Burnside,
Ky. bridge,

June
7, 1924.
June 7,
1924.
[S. 3420.]
[S.
3420.1
[Public, No.
No. 2664
266.]
[Public,

Fort
Military
Fort Logan Military
Reservation, Colo.
Reservation,
Right of way across,
granted Denver and
and
Grande Western
Western
Rio Grande
Railroad Company.

Amendment.
Amendment.

June
7, 1924.
June 7,
1924.
[S.
3434.]
[S. 3434.1

26;7.
[Public,
[Public, No. 267.]
Northern Pacific
Pacific HalHal-

Northern
Act.
Act.
Title of
of Act.
Title
ActION.

ibut

defined.
Terms
Terms defined.

CHAP. 344.-An
344.—An Act
Act Granting
consent of
of Congress
Congress to
to the
CHAP.
Granting the
the consent
the construction,
construction,
maintenance,
and Rio
Rio Grande
maintenance, and operation
operation by the Denver
Denver and
Grande Western
Western Railroad
Railroad
Company,
Company, its
successors and
and assigns,
of a
of railroad
across the
southits successors
assigns, of
a line
line of
railroad across
the southwesterly
westerly portion
portion of
of the
the Fort
Fort Logan
Logan Military
in the
the State
State of
of Colorado
Military Reservation
Reservation in
Colorado

Be it
Be
it enacted by the Senate
Representatives of
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
the
United
States of America
Congress assembled,
the Secretary
United States
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
Secretary
of
War is
grant to
to the
Denver and
and Rio
Rio Grande
Grande
of War
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
to grant
the Denver
Western
Railroad Company,
Western Railroad
Company, aacorporation
organized under
corporation organized
under the
the laws
laws
of the
the State
of
Delaware, its
assigns, a
permit to
to
State of Delaware,
its successors
successors and
and assigns,
a permit
locate,
operate a
a line
of railroad
across the
locate, construct,
construct, maintain,
maintain, and
and operate
line of
railroad across
the
southwesterly portion
southwesterly
of the
Fort Logan
Logan Military
Military Reservation
in the
portion of
the Fort
Reservation in
the
State
of Colorado
Colorado upon
upon such
and under
under such
and
State of
such location
location and
such regulations
regulations and
conditions
as shall
approved by
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War.
War.
conditions as
shall be
be approved
by the
SEc.
That the right to alter,
SEC. 2. That
amend, or
alter, amend,
or repeal
repeal this
this Act
Act is
is hereby
hereby
expressly reserved.
expressly
reserved.
1924.
Approved,
Approved, June 7, 1924.
CHAP.
345.-An Act For the protection
halibut
CHAP. 345.—An
protection of the northern
northern Pacific
Pacific halibut
fishery.
fishery.

Be it
enacted by
by the
Senate and
House of
of Reprenntatives
of the
the
Representatives of
and House
the Senate
it enacted
Be
United States
States of America in
United
Congress assembled,
in Congress
assembled,
SE
N 1.. S
SORT
TITLE.-This Act may be cited as the Northern
Northern
S
EC1ION
HORT TITLE.—ThIS
Pacific
Halibut Act.
Act.
Pacific Halibut
SEC. 2.
OF TERMS.-For
the purposes
of this
SEC.
2. DEFINITION
DEFINITION OF
TERMS.—For the
purposes of
this Act
Act
season" shall mean
"close season"
mean the period
from the
16th day
day of
period from
the 16th
of
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November in
November
in any
any year to the
the 15th day of February
February in the next
next
following
or any
close season
season
following year, both days inclusive,
inclusive, or
any other
other close
hereafter
between the
hereafter fixed by agreement
agreement between
the United
United States and Canada;
Canada;
"territorial waters
"territorial
waters of the
the United States"
States" shall
shall mean
mean the waters
contiguous
contiguous to the
the western
western coast of
of the
the United States and the waters
contiguous
the coast
of Alaska;
Alaska; "territorial
contiguous to
to the
coast of
"territorial waters
waters of
of Canada"
Canada"
shall
contiguous to
western coast of Canada,
shall mean the waters contiguous
to the
the western
and
and "prohibited
"prohibited waters"
waters" shall mean
mean the
the territorial
territorial waters of
of the
the
United
States the territorial
United States,
territorial waters
waters of
of Canada,
Canada, and
and the high
high seas,
seas,
including
extending westerly
including Bering
Bering Sea,
Sea, extending
westerly from
from the limits of the
the
territorial waters
waters of
territorial
of the United
United States and of
of Canada.
Canada.
Fishing, etc., for, durSEC. 3.
WH_EN.—It shall
for ing
SEC.
3. FISHING
FISHING UNLAWFUL,
UNLAWFUL, WHEN.-It
shall be
be unlawful
unlawful for
ossetc.fo,
ingF closed
ur:
season, unlawful.
person to fish for,
any person
for, or
or catch, or attempt to
to catch, any halibut
halibut lawful.
In prohibited waters.
(hippoglossus) at
any time
time during
close season
season in
the Territorial
Territorial I prohbitedwates.
in the
during the
the close
at any
(hippoglossus)
waters of the
the United States, or for any national
national or inhabitant
inhabitant of
of
the
the United
United States
States to fish
fish for, or
or catch, or attempt to
to catch,
catch, any
waters.
halibut at any
any time during the close
close season
season in
in _prohibited
prohibited waters.
catchunintentional catching
iing,Unintentional
ctchThe unintentional
catching of halibut, when legally fishing for other ing,
not
if
nottentoa
aa violation,
violation,
used
for
food.
species of
of fish,
not constitute
constitute a
a violation
of this
species
fish, shall
shall not
violation of
this Act
Act if
if such
such used for food.
halibut shall be used for
for food
food by
by the crew of
of the
the vessel catching
catching the Or delivered to fishsame, or
be landed
landed and
and immediately
delivered to
to any
same,
or be
delfiered to fishimmediately delivered
any. authorized
authorized eryOrofficial.
Department of Commerce
official of
of the Bureau of Fisheries
Fisheries of the
the Department
Commerce
authorities of
of the United
United States or the
the fishing authorities
of the Dominion of
of
Sale by official in
in
nted States.
State
Canada. The
halibut delivered
official of
of the
the United
United States
States United
The halibut
delivered to
to any
any official
Canada.
provisions of this section
section shall be sold by the
pursuant to the provisions
Department of Commerce
Commerce to the highest bidder for cash and the
Department
proceeds therefrom, exclusive
connection
proceeds
exclusive of necessary expenses in connection
therewith, shall be covered
covered into the Treasury of the United States.
therewith,
Use
outfit
SEC. 4.
UNLAWFUL PORT
PORT USE;
USE; DEPARTURES.-No
person, firm,
firm, or
etv of
ofport
prt to
tobeoutft,
SEC.
4. UNLAWFUL
DEPARTURES.—No person,
or etc.,
usec
etc., vessel
vessel to
to be
used
violation, unlawful.
corporation
shall use
of or
or place
the United
United States
in violation,unlawful.
corporation shall
use any
any port
port of
place in
in the
States to
to in
furnish, prepare,
prepare or outfit any vessel, 'boat,
intended
boat, or other craft intended
to be used in
m violation of this Act, nor shall any person permit, or
or
cause to be permitted, any vessel, boat, or other craft intended to be
used in violation of this Act to depart
depart from any port of or place in the
United States.
Entry of vessel with
S
EC. 5.
UNLAWFUL PORT
PORT ENTRY;
ENTRY; POSSESSION.-It
POSSESSION.—It shall
shall be
be unSEC.
5. UNLAWFUL
un- catch
cat ntryary
to Act,
contrary elct
to
unlawful.
lawful for
for any vessel,
vessel, boat,
boat, or. other craft
craft having on board any
any unlawful.
halibut caught contrary, to the provisions of this Act to enter any
port or place in the United States, or for any vessel, boat, or other
craft to enter any such port or place while upon or in the prosecution of any voyage during which the vessel, boat, or other craft
craft
fished
prohibited waters
in the
fished or
or was
was used
used in
in fishing
fishing for
for halibut
halibut in
in prohibited
waters in
the
Possessing halibut so
close
season. It
be unlawful
any person
knowingly to
person knowingly
to caughtnhabutso
close season.
It shall
shall be
unlawful for
for any
caught, unlawful.
have in his possession any halibut unlawfully
caught under the
unlawfully caught
provisions of this
provisions
this Act.
Act.
Punishment for
for vio
Punishment
vioSze. 6.
6. PENALTY.-Any
PENALTY.—Any person
person violating
violating any
any of
the provisions
of lations.
of the
provisions of
latons.
SEC.
this Act shall be fined not less than $100 nor more than $1,000
$1,000 or
or
imprisoned not
not more
one year,
year, or
or both.
imprisoned
more than
than one
both.
Patrl
Patrol of vesels
vessels for
Sze. 7. PATROLS;
PArzors; SEARCIISS.—The
President shall cause a
a patrol enforcement.
enforcement.
sEABCHEs.-The President
SEC.
of naval or other public vessels designated
designated by him to be maintained
maintained
in such places and waters
waters as to him shall seem expedient
expedient for enforcing
enforcing
this Act,
Act, and
and any
any officer
officer of
this
of any
any vessel
engaged m
in such
an
vessel engaged
such service,
service, and
hesof
vessels.
Searches
of vessels.
any other officers designated
designated by the President, may search any vessel,
boat,
m the territorial waters
at, or other craft in
waters of the United States
and any vessel, boat, or other craft of the United States on the high
seas when suspected
violate the
suspected of having violated
violated or being about to violatete
provisions of this Act.
Canadian
Canadian vessels and
and
SEC.
IAbN VESSELS AN
NATIONALS.-Every national or nationals.
ationa
S
EC. 8. CAN
CANADIAN
AND NATIONALS.—Every
Delivery to Canadian
,tBlns, itffsad
inhabitant and every vessel of Canada found violating this Act authorities,
found
this Act
practicable to an authorized
authorized official
official of violating
shall be delivered
delivered as soon as practicable
uolwsshiaat.
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Canada
the nearest
nearest point
to the
place of
seizure or
or elsewhere
elsewhere as
as
of seizure
the place
point to
at the
Canada at

Seizure,
forfeiture,
etizufe
etc.,
of vefsels
vessels ture
employed
violations.
loyed in violations-

C

Fisheries
Commission expt
exempt when
when in
scientific
investigaentific investgations.

ion

tis.
International
Fisheriestoom-ion.
eries Commission.
Authorized
for expenses.

atthoried

amount
amount

Duration.
Dnration.
Post. PP-1024,1SM

II:m(17,1924.
7, 1924.
Jne
[1L R.88.1
R. 4088.1
[H.
CPublic,
[Public No.
No. 298.]
268.]

the officials
United States
States seizing
authorized
the same and the authorized
seizing the
of the
the United
the
officials of
officials of Canada
Canada may agree upon, and the witnesses and proof
officials
necessary
the prosecution
of said
said persons
vessels of
Canada
of Canada
and vessels
persons and
prosecution of
to the
necessary to
shall be
be furnished
furnished with
reasonable promptitude
authorities
to the authorities
promptitude to
with reasonable
shall
Canada having jurisdiction
jurisdiction thereof.
of Canada
SEC. 9. SEIZURE
SEIZURE AND
AND FOEFEITURE.-Every
FORFEITURE.
Every vessel,
vessel, boat, or craft ememSEC9.
—

ployed in any manner in violating this Act shall be seized by any col-

lector, surveyor,
surveyor, inspector,
of aarevenue
cutter, or
specior person specirevenue cutter,
officer of
inspector, officer
Iector,
fied in
hereof, every
every
8 hereof,
and except as provided in section 8
hereof, and
in section 77hereof,
fied
such vessel,
•
boat, or
apparel, furniture,
furniture,
including its tackle, apparel,
craft, including
or craft,
such
vessel,'boat,
cargo, and
and stores,
stores, shall
be forfeited
proper
to the United States by proper
forfeited to
shall be
cargo,
proceedings in
in any
any court
of the
the United
United States in Alaska,
California,
Alaska, California,
court of
proceedings
Oregon or
Washington.
or Washington.
Oregon,

SEC. 10. FISHETRES
-FTSARRIF
COMMISSION
EXEMPTION.—None of
inthe inof the
COMMISSION EXEMPTION.-None
SEC.
hibitions contained
contained in this Act shall apply to the International
International
Fisheries Commission when engaged in any scientific
scientific investigation.
investigation.
SEC.
APPROPRIA'TION.—There is
apto be apauthorized to
is hereby
hereby authorized
11. APPROPRIATION.-There
SEC. 11.
propriated, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
$15,000 for
year 1925 for the salaries
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
of $15,000
sum of
propriated, the sum
and expenses
of the
International Fisheries
Fisheries Commission.
Commission.
the International
and
expenses of
Act shall take
take effect
OF AcT.—This
ACT.-This Act
SEC.
DURATION OF
effect immeSEC. 12. DURATION
diately
termination of the convention
convention
in force
force until the termination
continue in
and continue
diately and
concluded
March 2,
and Great
Great Britain on March
United States and
the United
concluded by the
1924, for
for the
protection of
of the
Pacific
the halibut
halibut fishery of the northern Pacific
the protection
1924,
Ocean.
Ocean.
Approved, June
June 7,
7, 1924.
1924.
Approved,
CHAP.
346.-An Ant
Act To establish the Upper Mississippi
CHAP. 340.—An
Mississippi River Wild Life
and Fish Refuge.
Refuge.

Be it
and House
of Representatives
of the
the
Representatives of
House of
Senate and
the Senate
by the
enacted by
it enacted
Be
United States of America in
in Congress
assembled, That this Act may
United
Congress assembled,
be
Upper Mississippi
be cited
cited as ""The Upper
Mississippi River Wild Life
Life and Fish Refuge
Act."
Act."
Lands to be aacc
directed
SEC. 2. The Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture is authorized
authorized and directed
to be
Land
quired.
Location.
to
acquire by
purchase, gift,
or lease,
lease, such
such areas
of land,
or of
by purchase,
gift, or
areas of
land, or
of land
land
to acquire
Location.
Wabasha,
Illinois, and
and Wabasha,
situated between
between Rock
and
water, situated
Rock Island, Illinois,
and water,
Minnesota,
either side
or upon
upon islands
Mississippi River
islands in
in the
the Mississippi
River
Minnesota, on
on either
side of
of or
to overflow
overflow by
by such
which are
not used
used
which are
are subject
such river
river and
and which
are not
which
subject to
for agricultural
agricultural purposes,
he determines
for the
for
purposes, as
as he
determines suitable
suitable for
the purposes
purposes
of this Act.
Area made
made part of of this Act.
refuge.
refuge.
SEC.
Any such
SEC. 3.
3. Any
such area,
area, when
when acquired
in accordance
with the
the
acquired in
accordance with
provisions of
of this
this Act,
Act, shall
part of
of the
Mississippi
a part
the Upper
Upper Mississippi
provisions
shall become
become a
River Wild
and Fish
Refuge (hereinafter
this Act
Act referred
River
Wild Life
Life and
Fish Refuge
(hereinafter in
in this
referred
Purposes.
to as
urposes.
to
as the
the "
refuge").
The refuge
refuge shall
shall be
be established
and maintained
"refuge
"). The
established and
maintained
(a)
and breeding
place for
migratory birds
included in
in
(a) as
as a
a refuge
refuge and
breeding place
Fiatbir
for migratory
birds included
For migratory birds.
the
of the
the convention
convention between
States and
Vol. 39, p. 1702.
the terms
terms of
between the
the United
United States
and Great
Great
1702.
Britain
of migratory
birds, concluded
Britain for
for the
the protection
protection of
migratory birds,
concluded August
August 16,
16,
Other wild
by
birds, 1916, and (b) to such extent as the Secretary of Agriculture may
wild birds,
Othgae
may by
animals,
game
animals, flowers, 9towers,
etc.
etc.
regulations
prescribe, as a
a refuge and breeding place for other wild
regulations prescribe,
birds, game
fur-bearing animals,
animals, and
and for
for the
conservation
birds,
game animals,
animals, fur-bearing
the conservation
of
wild flowers
and aquatic
extent as
the
of wild
flowers and
aquatic plants,
plants, and
and (c)
(c) to
to such
such extent
as the
Secretary of
of Commerce
Commerce may
regulations prescribe
prescribe as
as aa refuge
refuge
Secretary
may by
by regulations
place for
fish and
and other
other aquatic
aquatic animal
life.
animal life.
for fish
b eeding place
and biBeding
of legislalegisla- and
Assent
Assent of
tures.
tires.
SEC. 4. (a) No such area shall be acquired
acquired by the Secretary of
Agriculture until
until the
the legislature
of each.
State in
which is
is situated
Agriculture
legislature of
each State
in which
situated
any part
part of
of the
the areas
be acquired
under this
this Act
Act has
consented
any
areas to
to be
acquired under
has consented
to the
acquisition of
part by
the United
States for
to
the acquisition
of such
such part
by the
United States
for the
the purposes
purposes
Upper Mississippi
Mississippi
River Wild
Wild Life
Life and
and
River
Fish Refuge
Fish
Refuge Act.
ct.
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in the
case of
shall be
be
of this Act, and, except in
the case
of a
a lease,
lease, no
no payment
payment shall
Title, etc., to be semade by
made
by the
United States
any such
area until
until title
title thereto
thereto is
the United
States for
for any
such area
is cured.
curle etc., to be se
General and
is vested
in the
United
satisfactory to the Attorney
Attorney General
and is
vested in
the United
States.
Easements per(b) The
The existence
of a
right of
of way,
way, easement,
or other
other reservation
reservation miEtsments
(b)
existence of
a right
easement, or
permitted.
or exception in
or
in respect
respect of
such area
not be
be a
abar
bar to
its acquisition
acquisition
of such
area shall
shall not
to its
on dit ion s
(1)
of Agriculture
that any
such reser(1) if
if the
the Secretary
Secretary of
Agriculture determines
determines that
any such
reser- CConditions.
vation or exception
exception will in no manner
manner interfere
interfere with
with the
the use
use
or (2)
(2) if
of the area for the purposes of
of this
this Act,
Act, or
if in
in the
the deed
deed or
or other
other
conveyance
conveyance it is stipulated that any reservation
reservation or
exception in
in
or exception
respect of such area, in favor of the
the person
person from whom the
the United
United
States receives title,
subject to
regulations prescribed
prescribed under
title, shall
shall be
be subject
to regulations
under
authority of
this Act.
Act.
authority
of this
etc.
SEC.
5. Except
Except where
S
EC. 5.
where it
it is
specifically provided
provided otherwise
the Regulations,
is specifically
otherwise,' the
Reguationsetc
Secretary of Agriculture
Secretary of
Commerce shall
jointly
Agriculture and the Secretary
of Commerce
shall jointly
prescribe such
functions, and
and perform
such regulations, exercise
exercise such
such functions,
perform such
such
duties as may be necessary
necessary to carry out
out the
this Act.
the purposes
purposes of
of this
Act.
SEC.
except in
SEC. 6. No person shall, except
regulations Prohibitions.
in accordance
accordance with
with regulations
Prohibitions.
prescribed
prescribed by the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture in
in respect
of
birds,
respect of wild
wild birds,
fur-bearing animals
and aquatic
aquatic plants,
game animals, fur-bearing
animals, wild
wild flowers,
flowers, and
plants,
or by the Secretary of Commerce
Commerce in respect
respect of fish and
and other
other aquaticaquaticanimal lifelife—
animal
Unauthorized en(a) Enter the refuge
refuge for
for any
any purpose;
purpose; or
or
tranc
iz
entrance.
Disturbing, etc.,
etc., any
(b) Disturb, injure
(b)
kill, or
or remove
or attempt
to disturb,
disturb, injure,
injure, kill,
remove, or
attempt to
injure,
Disturbing,
any
animal life
life on
refuge.
on
refuge.
I
Kl
*animal
kill,
any
kill, or
or remove
remove injure,
any wild bird, game
game animal, fur-bearing
fur-bearing animal, fish
or other aquatic-animal
aquatic-animal life on
.
uge; or
or
on the
the ref
refuge;
Removing
flowers,
(c) Remove
Remove from the refuge,
refuge, or
or injure
injure or
or destroy
thereon any
destroy thereon
any plants,
Removing
flowers,
nests, etc.
or egg of
of any
any plants nests etc
flower, plant, tree, or other natural growth, or the nest or
wild bird;
bird; or
or
wild
Injuring, etc., any
(d)
(d) Injure
destroy any
any notice
sign board,
Injure or
or destroy
notice,' sign
board, fence,
fence, building,
building, or
or prIonng
etc., any
property.
other property
property of the United States thereon.
Commercial fishing
SEC.
7. Commercial
S
EC. 7.
Commercial fishing may
may be
in the
the waters
be conducted
conducted in
waters of
of permitted.
peCmmrcial
fishing
this refuge
under regulation
regulation by
refuge under
by the
Secretary of
of Commerce.
Commerce.
the Secretary
em
Authority of emSEC.
Department of
S
EC. 8. (a) Any employee of
(A the Department
Agriculture authorof Agriculture
author- ployasfr
ployees for Infoorceinforceized by the Secretary
Agriculture to
the provisions
provisions of
Secretary of
of Agriculture
to enforce
enforce the
ment.
of this
this ment.
of the
the Department
Department of
Act, and any employee of
so authorized
of Commerce
Commerce so
authorized
Arrest, etc., without
power, without
without warrant,
warrant, warrantetc.
by the Secretary
Secretary of Commerce
Commerce (1) shall have power,
tho
warrant.
to arrest any person committing
committing in the presence
employee
presence of such employee
a violation
a
violation of this Act or of any regulation
regulation made pursuant to this
Act, and
and to
to take
take such
person immediately
for examination
examination or
or trial
such person
immediately for
trial Eute
rrnts
Execute warrants.
before an officer or court of competent
competent jurisdiction, (2) shall
shall have etc.
etc.
power to execute any warrant
warrant or other process
officer
process issued by
by an officer
competent jurisdiction
or court of competent
jurisdiction to enforce the provisions of this
Make searches.
and (3)
Act or regulations
regulations made pursuant thereto, and
(3) shall have
e saches.
authority, with a
a search warrant issued by an officer or court of
competent jurisdiction to make a
a search
search in
in accordance
the Issue of warrants by
accordance with
with the
of aa court
court established
terms of such warrant. Any judge
judge of
established under
under the
the judges or commissioners.
laws of the United States, or any United States commissioner
commissioner may, ers.
within his respective jurisdiction,
jurisdiction, upon proper oath or affirmation
showing
probable cause,
showing probable
cause, issue
warrants in
in all
such cases.
cases.
issue warrants
all such
summary.seans
Summarpseisures.
(b) All birds, animals, fish, or parts thereof captured, injured, or
or
killed, and all flowers
flowers, plants, trees, and other natural growths, and
nests and eggs of birds removed,
removed, and all implements
implements or parapherparaphernalia, including guns, fishing equipment,
attempted
equipment, and boats used or
or attempted
to be used contrary to the provisions
provisions of this
regulations
this Act or any regulations
made pursuant thereto, shall, when found by such employee
employee or by
any marshal or deputy-marshal, be summarily
by him
summarily seized
seized by
him and
placed in the custody
custody of such persons as the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture
and the Secretary
Commerce may jointly by regulation
Secretary of Commerce
regulation prescribe.
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347.
CHS.
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(C) A report of the seizure
seizure shall
shall be
to the
the United
States
(c)
be made
made to
United States
attorney for the judicial district in which the seizure
seizure is
is made,
made, for
for
forfeititre
either (1)
upon conviction
the offender
section
forfeiture either
(1) upon
conviction of
of the
offender under
under section
Proceedings
in
court.
Proeincurt.
11, or (2) by proceedings
11,
proceedings by libel in rem. Such libel proceedings
proceedings
shall
as may
may be
be to
civil suits
suits in
shall conform
conform as
as near
near as
to civil
in admiralty,
admiralty, except
except
that
either party
party may
may demand
jury upon
upon any
any issue
of fact
fact
that either
demand trial
trial by
by jury
issue of
when
controversy exceeds
exceeds $20.
$20. In
case of
when the
the value
value in controversy
In case
of a
a jury
jury trial
trial
the verdict
of the
the jury
shall have
have the
same effect
effect as
the finding
finding of
the
verdict of
jury shall
the same
as the
of
the
court
upon
the
facts.
Libel
proceedings
shall
be
at
the
and
suit and
Libel proceedings shall be at the suit
Release
Release if no for- the court upon the facts.
feiture
proceedings in
in in
feiture procee
in the
the name
name of
of the
the United
such forfeiture
forfeiture _proceedings
United States.
States. If
If such
proceedings
reasonable tie.
time.
reasonable
are not instituted
a reasonable
time, the
instituted within a
reasonable time,
the United
States attorUnited States
attorthereof, and
and the
custodian shall
shall thereupon
thereupon
ney shall give notice
notice thereof,
the custodian
release
articles seized.
seized.
the articles
rrelease the
Expenditures authorized for construction,
Sze. 9.
9. (a)
Secretary of
Agriculture and
and the
the Secretary
of
construction,
SEC.
(a) The
The Secretary
of Agriculture
Secretary of
etc.
Commerce are
are authorized
to make
for construcconstrucPOpt p.1647.
1047.
Commerce
authorized to
make such
such expenditures
expenditures for
Pod,
tion,
equipment, maintenance,
maintenance, repairs,
repairs, and
and improvements,
improvements, including
including
tion, equipment,
expenditures for personal
personal services
services at
at the
of government
government and
expenditures
the seat
seat of
and
elsewhere, as
necessary to
execute the
as may be necessary
to execute
the functions
functions imposed
imposed
upon them
them by
this Act
may be
be provided
for by
by Congress
upon
by this
Act and
and as
as may
provided for
Congress
from
time
to
time.
from
time
to
time.
rom time to time.
Amounts
Amounts authorized
to be appropriated for
(b)
such expenditures
there is
is hereby
hereby authorized
be
tobappropriated
or
(b) For
For such
expenditures there
authorized to
to be
expenditures.
1 t,p8
appropriated,
out
of
any
money
in
the
Treasury
not
otherwise
P
appropriated,
out
of
any
money
in
the
Treasury
not
otherwise
Post, P. 841
appropriated,
the sum
sum of
of $50,000,
to be
be available
available until
until expended,
appropriated, the
$50,000, to
expended,
$25,000 of such sum to
expenditure by
Secretary
to be
be available
available for
for expenditure
by the
the Secretary
of Agriculture
Agriculture and
by the
the Secretary
of Commerce.
Commerce.
Secretary of
$25,000 by
and $25,000
rized of
Amount a
authorized
S
EC. 10.
is hereby
authorized to
be appropriated,
of
for acquiring areas.
foraciringeas.
SEC.
10. There
There is
hereby authorized
to be
appropriated, out
out of
Pod,
p.842.
Po, p.842.
appropriated, and
any money
money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
and to
be
to be
available until expended,
expended, the
available
the sum
sum of
$1,500,000, or
so much
much thereof
thereof
of $1,500,000,
or so
as may
as
necessary for
the acquisition
acquisition of
of any
areas authorized
authorized by
by
may be
be necessary
for the
any areas
this
Act to
be acquired
for such
refuge and
and for
expense
all necessary
necessary expense
for all
such refuge
to be
acquired for
this Act
coit.
Conditions.
incident
incident to the acquisition
acquisition of
but no
no money
money shall
of such
such areas;
areas; but
shall be
be
available for the
available
of any
of
the acquisition
acquisition of
any area
area until
until the
the Secretary
Secretary of
Agriculture has
ascertained that
all of
areas to
under
Agriculture
has ascertained
that all
of the
the areas
to be
be acquired
acquired under
this Act will be acquired within the
amounts appropriated
authorthe amounts
appropriated or
or authorPod, p.1354.
Poi,
3.
ized to be
ized
appropriated therefor
therefor and
and at
at an
not in
in excess
excess
be appropriated
an average
average price
price not
of $5 per acre, and
excess of
during
and not
not in
in excess
of the
the average
average selling
selling price,
price, during
the years 1921,
1922, and
of comparable
lands within
the
1921, 1922,
and 1923,
1923, of
comparable lands
within the
vicinity
of
such
areas.
areas.
of
such
vicinity
ofor
Posent
Punishment for violations.
SEC.
S
EC. 11.
11. Any
Any person
person who
violate or
or fail
fail to
comply with
any
who shall violate
to comply
with any
provision of or
or any
any regulation
regulation made
made pursuant
be
provision
pursuant to
to this
this Act
Act shall
shall be
misdemeanor, and
deemed guilty of a
a misdemeanor,
upon conviction
conviction thereof
shall
andupon
thereof shall
be fined not more than $500 or be imprisoned
not more
more than
imprisoned not
than six
six
months, or both.
Meaning of "person."
"person." months, or both.
Meaningof
SEC.
SEC. 12. As used
Act the
the term
"person" includes
an indiindiused in this Act
term "person"
includes an
vidual, partnership,
or corporation.
corporation.
association, or
partnership, association,
of vidual,
No exemption of
improvement,
laws for improvement,
SEC. 13.
13. Nothing
in this
this Act
Act shall
shall be
be construed
as exempting
exempting any
any
SEC.
Nothing in
construed as
etc.,
of
Mississippi
of the
the Mississippi
Mississippi River
from the
the provisions
provisions of
Federal laws
ever.
portion of
Miissippi portion
River from
of Federallaws
River. of
for the improvement,
improvement, preservation,
preservation, and
protection of
and protection
of navigable
navigable
waters, nor as authorizing
authorizuag any interference
interference with the operations of
the War Department in carrying
carrying out
project now
or hereafter
out any project
now or
hereafter
adopted
adopted for
improvement of
of said
said river.
for the
the improvement
river.
Approved,
1924.
Approved, June
June 7,
7, 1924.
Report
Reoat
attorney.

to dstrct
district
to

June 7,
7, 1924.
June
1924.
[El. R.
R. 44421
4442.1
,[E.
[Public,
269.1
[Public, No.
No. 269.1

Postal
Postal serviB
service.

vol.
Vol. 37, p.
p. 558.
5.

CHAP.
Act To
To extend
CHAP. 347.-An
347.—An Act
extend the insurance
insurance and collect-on-delivery
collect-on-delivery servservice to third-class
third-class mail, and for
for other purposes.
purposes.

Be
the Senate
and House
Representatives of
of Representatives
of the
the
House of
e it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
Senate and
United States
States of
of America
in Congress
assembled, That
United
America in
Congress assembled,
That the
requirethe requirement of section 88 of the Act of August 24,
making
24, 1912,
1912, making

SIXTY-EIGHTH
SIXTY -EIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.

SESS. I.
I. CHS.
CEis. 347,
348.
SESS.
347, 348.

1924.
1924.
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Extension
to
lost
appropriations
of the
the Post
Post Office
appropriations for the service of
Office Department
Department for
for the
the third-class
trte"sion
to
lost
domestic
fiscal year ending June
June 30,
30, 1913,
1913, and
(Thirty- mail of insurance
and for
for other
other purposes
purposes (Thirtyinsurance and
and

seventh Statutes at Large, pages 557, 558, and 559),
559), applicable
applicable to
to
fourth-class (parcel
(parcel post) mail: "That
General
"That the Postmaster
Postmaster General
shall make provision by regulation for the
indemnification of
of
the indemnification
shippers
shippers for shipment injured or lost, by insurance or
otherwise, and
and
or otherwise,
when desired for the collection on
postage and
and price
price
on delivery
delivery of
of the
the postage
of the article shipped, fixing such
necessary to
pay
such charges
charges as may be
be necessary
to pay
the cost of such additional
additional service,"
service," is hereby
hereby extended to cover thirdclass domestic mail.
mail.
Approved, June 7, 1924.

collect-on-delivery service.

CHAP.
348.-An Act To provide for the protection of forest lands, for the
CHAP. 348.—An
reforestation
reforestation of denuded areas, for the extension
extension of
national forests,
of national
forests, and
and for
for
other purposes,
purposes, in order to promote the
of timber
the continuous production
production of
timber on
on
chiefly suitable therefor
lands chiefly
therefor

June 7, 1924.
JuneR.7, 4830.]
924
[H.
[Public, No. 270.]

elet-on-deiveryserv

[Public, No. 270.]

Be it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
and House
House of
of the
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
Forest perpetuation.
United
States of America
America in
in Congress
United States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
of coFperptionuwith
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
Cooperation with
States,
Agriculture is hereby authorized
authorized and
Agriculture
directed, in
in cooperation
with
and directed,
cooperation with for
States, etc.,
etc., authorized
authorized
systems of
prefor systems
of fire
fire preappropriate
of the
appropriate officials
officials of
the various
various States
States or
or other
suitable agencies,
other suitable
agencies, vention, timber
timber proproduction, etc.
to recommend
for
each
forest
United States
recommend
region of the United
States such
such systems
systems duction, etc.

of forest fire prevention
as will
prevention and suppression
suppression as
will adequately
adequately protect
protect
the timbered and cut-over
cut-over lands therein with
protection
with aaview
view to the
the protection
of forest and water resources
resources and the continuous
continuous production
production of
of
timber on lands chiefly suitable therefor.
Cooperation with
SEC.
Secretary of Agriculture shall find that
that the
the State
stCoperation
S
EC. 2. That if the Secretary
with
State systems and
and
system and practice of forest
prevention and
and suppression
forest fire prevention
suppression provided
provided practice.
Post,
p.1127.
s
by any State substantially
substantially promotes the objects described in
in the
the Po p.'127.
foregoing section, he is hereby authorized
authorized and directed, under
under such
such
conditions
conditions as he may determine
determine to be fair and equitable
equitable in each
each
State, to cooperate
cooperate with appropriate
appropriate officials
officials of
of each
each State,
State, and
and
private and
through them with private
and other
therein, in
other agencies
agencies therein,
in the
the
Expenses not o to exprotection
of timbered
protection of
timbered and
and forest-producing
In no
forest-producing lands
lands from
from fire.
fire. In
no ceed
erEd Pamounts
senount used
by
usd eb
t
States.
case
case other
other than
than for
for preliminary
preliminary investigations
the
amount
investigations shall
shall the amount S ates.
expended
in any
any State during
expended by the Federal
Federal Government
Government in
any fiscal
fiscal
during any
exceed the amount
amount expended
year, under this section, exceed
expended by
by the
State
the State
for the same purpose
fiscal year,
purpose during the same fiscal
year, including
including the
the
expenditures
expenditures of
of forest
forest owners
owners or
or operators
operators which
which are
by
are required
required by
State law or which
which are made in pursuance
pursuance of
of the
forest protection
protection
the forest
system of the State under State supervision
for which
supervision and for
which in
in all
all cases
cases
Protecting waterthe State renders
renders satisfactory
In the
satisfactory accounting.
accounting. In
the cooperation
cooperation sheds
o^ navigable
sheds of
navigable
streams.
extended
to
the
several
States
due
consideration
shall
extended
States
shall be
to streams
be given
given to
the protection
protection of watersheds
watersheds of
of navigable
but such
such
navigable streams,
streams, but
cooperation may, in the discretion of the Secretary
cooperation
Secretary of
Agriculture, be
be
of Agriculture,
extended to any timbered
producing lands
lands within
timbered or forest producing
the
within the
cooperating States.
cooperating
States.
Cooperation in deSEC.
Agriculture shall
SEC. 3. That the Secretary of
of Agriculture
shall expend
such vising
expend such
ising tax
ta laws to encourage
growing
of
portions of
of the
appropriations authorized
herein
as
he
deems
the appropriations
authorized herein as he deems timber,
coUrget
growing
of
etc.
advisable
the effects
effects of
advisable to study the
tax laws,
methods, and
of tax
laws, methods,
and practices
practices
upon forest
forest perpetuation, to cooperate
cooperate with appropriate
appropriate officials
officials of
of
the various States or other suitable
suitable agencies
in such
such investigations
agencies in
investigations
and in devising
devising tax laws designed to encourage
encourage the
conservation Insurance
the conservation
sce snips*
aganst fire
fire
and growing of
losses, etc.
of timber, and to
to investigate
investigate and
and promote
practical lossesetc.
promote practical
methods of insuring
timber on
on growing
insuring standing
standi%timber
growing forests
forests from
from losses
losses
Amount authorized
by fire and other causes.
causes . There
There is
is hereby
to be
appro- annually
hereby authorized
authorized to
be approaannnatrxS
a.
for esponms.
Post, IIpriated annually, out of any money in the Treasury
Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise PO'
P-MIL
8s.
appropriated, not more than $2,500„900,
$2,500,000, to
to enable
enable the
the SecretarySecretary
of Agricultura
Agriculture to carry out the
the provisions
provisions of
of sections
sections 1,
1, 2,
2, and
and 3
of
3 of
this
this Act.
Act.
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Cooperation with
tCooration
States for forest tree
seeds, etc.,for
etc., for planting
seeds,
denuded or nonforested
land.

1924.
1924.

S
EC. 4.
4. That the
the Secretary
of Agriculture
is hereby
authorized
SEc.
Secretary of
Agriculture is
hereby authorized
and directed to cooperate
cooperate with the various States in the procurement,
procurement,
and

sd production, and distribution
distribution of forest-tree
forest-tree seeds and plants, for the
purpose of establising wind breaks, shelter belts, and farm wood
wood
lots upon denuded or nonforested
cooperating
nonforested lands within
within such
such cooperating
under such conditions
States, under
conditions and requirements
requirements as he may prescribe
prescribe
to the end that forest-tree
forest-tree seeds or plants so procured, produced,
or distributed
distributed shall
shall be
be used
used effectively
effectively for
for planting
denuded or
or
planting denuded

ando

nonforested
the cooperating
states and
growing timber
trso.
nonforested lands
lands in
in the
cooperating States
and growing
timber
thereon: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
the amount
expended by
not to ex- thereon:
amount expended
by the
the Federal
Federal
ceedsnusedbystate. 'Government
Government in cooperation with any State during any fiscal year
year
for
such purposes
not exceed
exceed the
amount expended
the
A
for such
purposes _shall
shall not
the amount
expended by
by the
Amount
authorized
same purposes
same fiscal
fiscal year.
year. There
There is
is
aannually
Amounttherefor.
uthore'id State
State for
for the
the same
purposes during
during the
the same
Pod P.
hereby
be appropriated
annually, out
any money
money
pWp.8s.
hereby authorized
authorized to
to be
appropriated annually,
out of
of any
in
in the Treasury
Treasury-not
more than
than $100,000,
$100,000,
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, not
not more
to enable
enable the
of Agriculture
Agriculture to
to carry
out the
the provisions
to
the Secretary
Secretary of
carry out
provisions
of this
this section.
section.
of
Cooperation
with
State
assist farm
SEC
--- 5.
5• That
the Secretary
Secretary of
Agriculture is
authorized
is hereby
hereby. authorized
SEC.
That the
of Agriculture
State to
to ao
owners
in wood lots,
and directed, in cooperation with appropriate
appropriate officials of the various
owne
'
timber crops, etc.
States or, in his
agencies, to
to assist
assist
his discretion,
discretion, with
with other
other suitable
suitable agencies,
Proviso.
Amount
Amount not to ex-

ceedsum used bY State

849

rs

in

vinnd

1 44

the owners of farms in establishing,
establishing,

improving, and renewing
improving,

woodlots, shelter
shelter belts,
belts, windbreaks,
and other
valuable forest
forest
woodlots,
windbreaks, and
other valuable

Proviso,
growth, and
and in
growing and
and renewing
renewing useful
timber crops:
crops: Provided,
Amount not to eex- growth,
Amount
in growing
useful timber
Provided
ceedSumsedbyste That,
preliminary investigations,
at, except
except for preliminary
investigations, the amount expended
expended
by the
in cooperation
by
the Federal
Federal Government
Government under
under this
this section
section in
cooperation with
with
any State or other
other cooperating
during any
any fiscal
fiscal year
year shall
cooperating agency during
shall
not exceed
exceed the
amount expended
by the
the State
or other
not
the amount
expended by
State or
other cooperating
cooperating
Amount authorized
th
same purpose
during the
the same
fiscal year.
year. Ther
anmount
therored agency
agency- for
for the
the same
purpose during
same fiscal
Theree
Pst
is hereby
Post, p,.
p. 89.
849.
hereby authorized
authorized to be
of any
any money
be appropriated
appropriated annually
annually out
out of
money
otherwise appropriated,
in the Treasury not otherwise
appropriated, not more than
than $100,000
$100,000
to enable the Secretary of
Agriculture to
the provisions
provisions
of Agriculture
to carry out the
of
of this
this section.
section.
Conservation
of vraSEC.
That section
section 6
the Act
Act of
of March
1, 1911
1911 (Thirty-sixth
(Thirty-sixth
terCheds.ti
n of
aSEC. 6.
6. That
6 of
of the
March 1,
tersheds.
Examination, etc., of Statutes
Statutes
at
Large,
page
is
hereby
amended
to
authorize
and
Eraminatioetc.,
at
Large,
page
is
961),
hereby
amended
to
authorize
and
forested, cut-over,
forested,
cut-over or
denudedlands,
for reg- direct the Secretary
denuded
lands, for
Secretary of Agriculture
and recomAgriculture to examine, locate and
recommeted.
nlating
mend for
for purchase
purchase such
cut-over or
or denuded
lands within
recatged flow,
ow, etc.,
etc di- mend
such forested,
forested, cut-over
denuded lands
within
36
Vo
p. 961.
watersheds of navigable
Vol. 38,, P.
the watersheds
navigable streams as in his judgment
judgment may be necesPost, p. 850.
Po s.
sary
&try to the regulation
regulation of the flow of navigable streams or -for the
production
of
timber and
the National
National Forest
ReservaForest Reservato the
and to
to report
report to
of timber
cooperative
exami- production
Cooperative examlnation with Geological
Geological tion
the results
examination; but
but b
ef
ore any
an y
tion Commission
Commission the
results of
of such
such examination;
before
Survey
purchase lands
lands are
are purchased
purchased by
by the
lands shall
shall be
Survey before
befoe purchse
the commission
commission said
said lands
be examined
examined
by Commission, etc.
by the Secretary of
of Agriculture,
cooperation with
with the
the Director
Director
Agriculture, in
in cooperation
of the Geological
Geological Survey, and a
by them
them to
to the
commisa report
report made
made by
the commission
of such
lands by
Federal GovernGovernsion showing
showing that
that the
the control
control of
such lands
by the
the Federal
protect the
the navigation
of streams
streams or
or by
by the
the
ment will
will promote
promote or
or protect
navigation of
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture showing
showing that
such control
control will
promote the
the
that such
will promote
production
of timber
timber thereon.
Acceptance
from
production
of
thereon.
Acceptance
from
owners of lands
lands
[ adnolo.- SEC. 7. That to enable
owners of
lands chiefly
chiefly valuable
valuable for
for the
the
enable owners
of lands
nated for future tnted
forpfuturem
of timber crops to donate or
or devise such
Unit ed
such lands to the
the United
au- growing
her production,
g'.
thorized.
States
in order to assure future timber supplies
thorized.
S
tates m
supplies for the agricultural
agricultural
and other industries
industries of the State or for other national
national forest_purposes,
forest purposes
the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture is
authorized, in
is hereby
hereby authorized,
in his
his discretion,
discretion,
United States
title to
to any
any such
such land
Reservations by doto accept on behalf of
do- to
of the United
States title
land so
so
Reservations
nor.
donated or devised, subject to such reservations
th e donor
donor o
th e
reservations by
by the
offthe
present
merchantable timber or of mineral
present stand of merchantable
mineral or other rights
for a
a period not exceeding
exceeding twenty years as
as the Secretary
Secretary of
of AgriAgriculture may find to be reasonable
detrimental to the purposes
reasonable and not detrimental
of this section,
section, and to pay out of
the
of any moneys
moneys appropriated
appropriated for
for the
general expenses
expenses of the Forest Service
Service the cost of recording deeds
or other
other expenses
examination and
acceptance of
of
expenses incident
incident to
to the
the examination
and acceptance
Sie and location
Size
location re-or
requirements.
title. Any lands to which title is so accepted
quirements.
accepted shall be in units of
ceed sum used by State
or other agency.

annually

ber

erefor.

production,

au-
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administration
such size
size or
or so located as to be capable
capable of economical
economical administration
as
either separately
separately or jointly with
as national
national forests either
with other lands

acquired
under this
section, or
or jointly
jointly with
existing national
national forest.
acquired under
this section,
with an
an existing
forest.
All lands
lands to
to which
which title
title is
this section
section shall,
upon
All
is accepted
accepted under
under this
shall, upon
acceptance of
of title,
title, become
become national
national forest
forest lands,
subject to
all laws
laws
acceptance
lands, subject
to all

On acceptance, to be-

come subject
subject to
to nana
tional forests laws.
tionalforestslaws.

36, p. 961.
applicable
acquired under the Act
applicable to lands acquired
Act of
of March
March 1, 1911
1911 (Thirty(Thirty- Vol.
Vol36, p. 961.
Preference in sales
Preference
sales of
of
In
In timber
timber from donated
donated
lands.
the
the sale of
of timber from national
national forest lands acquired
acquired under
under this lands.
section preference
preference shall be given to applicants who will furnish the
section
products desired therefrom
therefrom to meet the necessities
necessities of citizens of
products
engaged in agriculture
the United States engaged
agriculture in the
the States in
in which
which Proviso.
.
such national forest is
is situated: Provided,
Provided, That all property, rights, Property, etc.,
etc., reretained by donors subeasements,
by this section
section to
be retained
retained ject
easements, and benefits authorized by
to be
tained
donors
sub.
to by
State
tax laws.
by or
or reserved
reserved to
to owners
owners of
of lands
devised to
United
by
lands donated
donated or
or devised
to the
the United
where such
such
States shall be subject to the tax laws of the States where
lands are located.
Public lands.
SEC.
That the
the Secretary
SEC. 8. That
Secretary- of
of Agriculture
Agriculture is
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
to Ascertainment
APsceBrtinnentf
of, valow
uable
for stre-fl
stream-flow,
ascertain
valuable and
uable report
for
ascertain and determine the location of public lands chiefly valuable
Forest,
and report to Forest
Reservation Commisfor
or for
timber production,
which can
be Reservation
for stream-flow
stream-fow protection
protection or
for timber
production, which
can be
Commission.
economically administered
administered as parts of national forests,
forests and to report
report slon.
economically
his findings to the National Forest Reservation
Reservation Commission established under the Act of March
March 1,
1, 1911 (Thirty-sixth
(Thirty-sixth Statutes at
Report of CommisLarge,
determine that the sion
siort
Cobmaid
Large page 961),
961), and if the commission
commission shall determine
to beoflaid
before-re
Congress by the Presiadministration
of said
said lands
administration of
lands by
by the
the Federal
Federal Government
Government will
will protect
protect dent.
Congr by the Presithe flow of streams used for navigation
navigation or for irrigation, or will dent.
promote aafuture timber supply, the President shall lay the findings
findings
of the commission before
Congress of
of the
before the
the Congress
the United
United States.
States.
National forests.
SEC.
9. That the
the President, in
S
EC. 9.
in his
his discretion,
discretion, is
hereby authorized
is hereby
authorized Lnds
ithin other
other
Lands within
than excepted reservanational forests, or parts
parts thereof, any
any lands
to establish as national
lands within
than excepted
within tions,
reservasuitable for prosuitable
of timber, may
the boundaries
of Government
Government reservations,
ductionoftimber,
reservations, other
than national
national duction
may
boundaries of
other than
be established as, by
parks,
reservations for
for phosphate
phosphate and
and other
other mineral
mineral deposits
deposits or
or the President.
parks, reservations
President
b
water-power purposes, national monuments, and Indian reservations,
water-power
reservations,
which in the opinion of the
Secretary of
department now
the Secretary
of the department
now
administering the area and the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture are suitable
administering
for the production
administered by the Secretary
Secretary
production of timber, to be administered
of Agriculture
Agriculture under such rules and regulations and in accordance
general plans as may be jointly approved
approved by the Secretary
Secretary
with such general
Agriculture and the Secretary
of Agriculture
Secretary formerly administering the area,
for the use and occupation
occupation of such lands and for the sale of products
products
on lands reserved
established on land forIfArmy
A
ry
r Navy
for
therefrom. That where such national forest is established
or
Navy for
national
defense, auaupreviously
reserved
for
the
Army
or
Navy
for
purposes
of
national
national
previously reserved for the Army or Navy
for purposes of national thority fordefense,
svthority
tor
such
pursuch purrelinquished.
poses not
not relinquished.
defense
the land shall
shall remain
remain subject to
to the unhampered
use of
of the poses
defense the
unhampered use
War or Navy Department for said purposes, and nothing in this
section shall be construed to relinquish the authority over such
such
lands for purposes of
of national defense
defense now
now vested in
in the Department
Department Highways and nafor which the lands were formerly reserved. Any
forests funds
funds
Any moneys available
available tional
tional
fores
maintenance, improvement,
avalable for
for expenses.
expenses.
for the maintenance,
improvement, protection,
protection. construction of available
highways
administration of the national
highways and general
general administration
national forests shall be
available for expenditure
expenditure on the national forests created under
under this Receipts
R
pfrom prodsection.
receipts from the sale of products
products from or for the use ucts
cts covered
coveredinto
forest
section. All receipts
into forest
reserve fund.
of lands in such national forests shall be covered
covered into
into the
the Treasury
Treasury reservefund.
as miscellaneous
miscellaneous receipts, forest reserve fund, and shall be disposed
of in like manner
receipts from other national
national forests
manner as the receipts
forests as
as Punishment
nishment for iofor vioprovided
provided by existing
existing law. Any person
person who shall violate
violate any rule lations.
lations.
or regulation
promulgated under
regulation promulgated
under this section shall be guilty of a
a
misdemeanor, and
misdemeanor,
and upon conviction
conviction thereof shall be fined not more
than $500 or imprisoned
imprisoned for not more than one year, or both.
Approved, June 7, 1924.
1924.
Approved,
45S22°--25t -45822°-251----44
4

sixth Statutes
Statutes at
page 961),
and amendments
thereto.
sLxth
at Large,
Large, page
961), and
amendments thereto.
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1924.
[H. 11.6255.]
R. 6255.]
[Public, No. 271.]
[Public,
271.]

SEss.
SESS.. I.

Gus.
Cs. 349-351.
349-351.

1924.
1924.

CHAP.
CHAP. 349.-An
349.—An Act To amend an Act entitled
entitled "An Act to authorize
authorize the
incorporated town of Ketchikan,
Ketchikan, Alaska, to issue its bonds in any sum not to exincorporated
ceed $100,000
$100,000 for the purpose of constructing
schoolhouse in said town and
constructing a
a schoolhouse
equipping the same,"
same," approved
approved February 7, 1920.

Be
by the
and House
o Representatives
Representatives of
of the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
House of
the
United States of
of America in
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That section
section 1
1 of
of
the Act entitled "An Act to authorize the incorporated
incorporated town
town of
of
voL 41,p.402,amendto issue
issue bonds
bonds in
in any
any sum
sum not
not exceeding
exceeding $100,000
$100,000
ed.VoL 41, p. 402, amend- Ketchikan, Alaska, to
for the purpose of constructing
constructing aa schoolhouse
schoolhouse in
town and
and
in said
said town
equipping
equipping the same,"
same," be,
is hereby,
hereby, amended
read
be, and
and the same
same is
amended to
to read
as follows:
follows:
Amount increased.
"SEcrrxm 1.
incorporated town
of Ketchikan,
Ketchikan, Alaska,
Alaska,
"SErTION
1. That the
the incorporated
town of
is
hereby authorized
empowered to
in any
any sum
is hereby
authorized and
and empowered
to issue
issue bonds
bonds in
sum
not .exceeding $150,000
$150,000 for
for the
the purpose
of constructing
constructing schoolhouses
not.exceeding
purpose of
schoolhouses
in
equipping the
the same."
same."
in said
said town
town and
and equipping
Approved,
Approved, June
June 7,
7, 1924.
1924.

Ketchikan ,Alaska.
Ketchikan
Alaska.
Issue of bonds for
schoolhouse by, authorscoohousebyanthor.
ized.

June 7.1924.
7. 1924.
[H. R. 6652.]
6652.1
[Public,
[Public, No. 272.]

[H. R.

2721

CHAP. 350.-An
350.—An Act To authorize the city of Los Angeles, iii
in the State of
California, to construct
construct and operate a
aline of railroad across the Fort MacArthur
MacArthur
Military Reservation,
Reservation, in the State of California
Military
California

Be
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
of the
the
Representatives of
Be itit enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
and House
United
Congress
assembled, That
the Secretary
Secretary
United States
States of America in
in
Congress
assembled,
That
the
Calif.
of War
is hereby
of Los
in
Right
War is
hereby authorized
authorized to
to grant
grant to
to the
the city
city of
Los Angeles,
Right of way across,
across, of
Angeles, in
granted Los Angeles.
Angeles.
the State of California,
a municipal corporation,
California, a
corporation, its successors and
and
assigns, aa permit to locate, construct, maintain, and operate
operate a
a line
line
permit to
to construct
and maintain
public highway
highway
of railroad and a
a permit
construct and
maintain a
a public
State of
across the tidelands, ceded by the State
California to
to the
United
of California
the United
on the
States, fronting on
reservation at
Fort Macthe lower
lower military
military reservation
at Fort
MacArthur,
Arthur, in the State of California,
California, upon
location and
and under
under
upon such
such location
such
conditions as
approved by
Secretary
such regulations
regulations and
and conditions
as shall
shall be
be approved
by the
the Secretary
Proviso.
of War:
War: Provided,
Provided, That
That nothing
nothing contained
contained in
Act shall
shall be
Water-front rights not of
Water-frontrightsnot
in this
this Act
be held
held
infringed.
infringed.
to authorize any infringement on the water-front
water-front rights held by the
the
United States on
on this
this reservation.
reservation.
Amendment.
Amendment.
SEC.
SEC. 2. That the right
right to alter,
alter, amend,
amend, or
or repeal
repeal this
Act is
this Act
is hereby
hereby
expressly
expressly reserved.
reserved.
Approved,
1924.
Approved, June
June 7,
7, 1924.
MacArthur
Fort MacArthur
Military Reservation,
Military
Reservation,

June 7, 1924.
[H. R.
H. 6950J
695o.
[Public,
273.]
[Public, No. 273.1

CHAP. 351.-An
CHAP.
351.—An Act To authorize the incorporated
incorporated town of Cordova, Alaska,
to issue bonds in any sum not exceeding
exceeding $100,000
$100,000 for the purpose
purpose of constructing
constructing
and equipping a
building in said town of
a public school building
of Cordova, Alaska.
Alaska.

Be
enacted by
by the
Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of
of the
the
Be itit enacted
the Senate
of Representatives
United States
States of
America in
United
of America
in Congress
incorporated
Congress assemble,
assembled, That
That the
the incorporated
town of
Cordova, Alaska,
Alaska, is
is hereby
hereby authorized
of Cordova,
and empowered
empowered to
authorized and
to
issue bonds in any sum
sum not
for the
the purpose
not exceeding
exceeding $100,000
$100,000 for
purpose of
of
constructing
and equipping
constructing and
equipping a
public school
school building
town of
a public
building in
in the
the town
of
to Cordova,
Cordova Alaska.
Special election to
Alaska.
authorize.
authorize.
SEC.
2. That
before said bonds shall
special election
election
SEC. 2.
That before
shall be issued aa special
shall be ordered by the common council of the town of Cordova,
Cordova, at
at
which election the question
question of whether
whether such
shall be
issued
such bonds
bonds shall
be issued
shall
shall be submitted to the qualified
qualified electors
electors of
the said
said town
of Cordova
Cordova
of the
town of
whose names appear
appear on the last assessment
assessment roll
roll. of
of said
town for
said town
for
municipal taxation. Thirty days' notice
municipal
election shall
be
notice of
of such election
shall be
given
gil-en by
publication thereof
in a
printed and
and published
by publication
thereof in
a newspaper
newspaper printed
published
and of
of general
and
circulation in
said town
town before
before the
the day
day fixed
fixed for
such
general circulation
in said
for such
election.
election.
Cordova, Alaska.

ssue bonds
bonds for
or
May buildings.
issue
school

.
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SESS. I
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1924.
1924.

of
S
EC. 3.
the registration
election, the
the manner
manner of
for such
such election,
registration for
3. That
That the
SEC.
conducting
returns of
of said
said election
election
of the
the returns
and the
the canvass
canvass of
the same,
same, and
conducting the
shall
be, as
near as
as practicable,
practicable, in
the requirements
with the
requirements
in accordance
accordance with
shall be,
as near
of law
law in
special elections
municipality, and
said
and said
in said
said municipality,
or special
elections in
of
in general
general or
bonds
upon condition
majority of
of the
the
that aa majority
be issued
issued only
only upon
condition that
bonds shall
shall be
votes
cast at
at such
in said
said town
shall be
be in
in favor
favor of
issuing
of issuing
town shall
such election
election in
votes cast
said
said bonds.
S
EC. 4.
above specified,
when authorized
to be
be
authorized to
specified, when
That the
the bonds
bonds above
SEC.
4. That
issued
as hereinbefore
hereinbefore provided,
shall bear
bear interest
interest at aa rate to be
provided, shall
issued as
fixed
common council
council of
of Cordova,
Cordova, not
not to
to exceed
exceed 77per
per centum
centum
the common
fixed by
by the
per
payable semiannually,
semiannually, and shall not be sold for less than
annum, payable
per annum,
their par
and shall be in denominations
denominations
accrued interest, and
par value, with accrued
their
not
exceeding $500
principal to
be due
due in
in fifteen
not exceeding
$500 each,
each, the
the principal
to be
fifteen years
years
from
however, That
council of
of
the common
common council
That the
Provided, however,
date thereof:
thereof: Provided,
from date
reserve the right
the said
right to pay off such
such
may reserve
of Cordova may
town of
the
said town
bonds
in their
their numerical
date or
or dates prior to the
such date
order on such
numerical order
bonds in
expiration
fifteen years
number of
of
manner or
or number
years and
and in
in such
such aa manner
expiration of
of said
said fifteen
said
bonds as
said common
common council
Principal and
deem best.
best. Principal
council may deem
as said
said bonds
interest
shall be
money of
United States of
of
the United
of the
in lawful
lawful money
payable in
be payable
interest shall
America at
at the
office of
treasurer or at such bank in the
of the town
town treasurer
the office
America
city
of New
New York,
in the
State of
may
York, or such place as may
of New York,
the State
York, in
city of
be designated
by the
council of
of the
the town
Cordova, the
the
town of
of Cordova,
common council
the common
be
designated by
Provided further,
payment to be
mentioned in the bonds:
bonds: Provided
further,
be mentioned
place of
of payment
That each
each and
and every
every bond
bond shall
the written
the
of the
signature of
written signature
shall have
have the
That
mayor and
clerk of
said town
town of
of Cordova
Cordova and
and also
also bear
bear the seal
of the
the said
and clerk
mayor
of
said town.
town.
of said
SEC. 5.
no part
of the
the funds
funds arising
from the
sale of
of said
said
the sale
arising from
part of
SEC.
5. That
That no
bonds shall
be used
for any
any purpose
than specified
specified in
in this
this Act.
Act.
bonds
shall be
used for
purpose other
other than
Said bonds
bonds shall
be sold
only in such
amounts as
council
as the
the common council
such amounts
sold only
shall be
Said
shall direct,
thereof shall
be disbursed
for the
disbursed for
shall be
the proceeds
proceeds thereof
direct, and
and the
shall
purposes hereinbefore
hereinbefore mentioned
mentioned and under
under the order and direction
direction
purposes
of said
common council
time as the same may be
from time to time
council from
of
said common
required for
purpose.
required
for said
said purpose.
Approved, June 7.
Approved,
7. 1924.
importation of crude opium for the pur352.—An Act Prohibiting the importation
CHAP. 352.-An

manufacturing heroin.
pose of manufacturing

Conduct of election.
of election.
Conduct

Interest

etc.eres
etc.

rate,

rate,

sale,

sale

Po.
Redemption.

Provisos.
Redemption.

P
of pr
Payment of principal
interest.
and inteerest.
c

ig
Signatures
required.

and
seal
and seal

Use of funds restrictrestricted.
ed.

Sale
Sale of
of bonds.
bonds.

June 7,
7, 1924.
1924.
(If. R. 70791
ll.
(Pubtic, No. 274.1

nR. 7079.}

TuSlic, No. 27.

of Representatives
House of
Senate and
and House
the Senate
Be it
enacted by
by the
Representatives of
of the
the Opium.
Opium,
it enacted
Be
United
States of
Congress assembled,
assembled, That subdivision
pey
r
r
i
o
nh
gibition
off iIn].
subdivision prortion
in Congress
of America
America in,
United States
(b)
of section
section 2
2of
Act entitled
Act to
the importaimporta- Vol.
38, p.276,amend"An Act
to prohibit
prohibit the
of the
the Act
entitled "An
(b) of
ol. 38,
p. 276,amende
d.
tion
other than medicinal
medicinal purposes,"
purposes," ap- ed.
of opium for other
tion and
and the
the use of
proved February
amended by striking
striking out the
amended, is amended
9, 1909, as amended,
February 9,
proved
manufacturing
period at
end of
the first
first sentence
inserting in lieu thereof a
a For prohibited
manufacturing
sentence and inserting
the end
of the
period
at the
en
ern
may be imported
" but no crude opium may
following: "
comma and the following:
imported l'i
e
re
r
7. prohibited enmanufacturing heroin."
purpose of manufacturing
in for the purpose
or brought
brought in
Approved,
Approved, June 7, 1924.
7, 1924.
June 7,

353.—An Act Authorizing
Authorizing the Secretary
Secretary of War to sell
sell a
a portion of
CHAP. 353.-An

Reservation.
the Carlisle Barracks Reservation.

[H. R. 77311

[H-b.i 1 .]
[Public, No. 275.]
,N

Be
of Representatives
of the
the CarksleBarracks,Pa.
carlisleBarracks,Pa
House of
Representatives of
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
Be it
United
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled' That
the transfer
Portiomnrho=
the nteristransfer rePertedion
That the
in Congress
States of
America in
United States
from
the Interior
Interior to
to the
the War
War Department
of the
to war
War Department.
Department.
the to
Department of
of the
the Department
Department of
from the
control and
and jurisdiction
jurisdiction over
parcels known as farm numbered
numbered 1,
1,
over the parcels
control
a part of
farm
2, and
and the
constituting a
the Sanno tract, now constituting
numbered 2,
farm numbered
the
Government reservation
Carlisle Barracks,
Barracks, Pennsylvania,
is
Pennsylvania, is
at Carlisle
reservation at
the Government
ratified and confirmed.
confirmed.
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Sale of
transsale
orpSpart ofthoreSferred portion authorauthorferred

SEC.
Secretary of
of War
S
EC. 2. The Secretary
War is
is authorized
authorized to
to sell
sell at
sale,
at public
public sale,

Acquisition of tracts
for Medical Field Servrs

S
Ec. 3.
3. The
of War
War is
authorized to
acquire by
by negotianegotiaSEC.
The Secretary
Secretary of
is authorized
to acquire

ized.
ized.

fMisition

upon terms and
advisable by
the land
land lying
lying
and conditions
conditions deemed
deemed advisable
by him,
him, the
north of the Carlisle-Harrisburg
Highway, being
being part
of the
the tract
tract
Carlisle-Harrisburg Highway,
part of
of land
of
farm numbered
numbered 2,
2, constituting
of the
the Carlisle
land known
known as
as farm
constituting aapart
part of
Carlisle
Reservation, the land
Barracks Reservation,
sold as
as a
awhole
or in
parcels as
land to
to be sold
whole or
in parcels
as
the Secretary
Secretary of War
and to
execute and
deliver in
in
War may determine,
determine, and
to execute
and deliver
the name
the
in its
its behalf
behalf any
any and
all deeds
deeds or
or
name of
of the
the United States
States and
and in
and all
other
instruments necessary
to effect
effect such
such sale.
sale.
other instruments
necessary to

tion or appropriate
condemnation proceedings
appropriate condemnation
additional land
land needed
needed
proceedings additional
at
the post
post of
of Carlisle
Barracks for
the
use of
of the
the Medical
Medical Field
Field
at the
Carlisle
Barracks
for
the
use
Description.
Description.
Alexander tract, being aa triService School, to wit:
wit: The so-called
so-called Alexander
triangular
parcel of
angular parcel
to the
the southeastward
original
of ground
ground lying
lying to
southeastward of
of the
the original
reservation and between
between said
said original
original reservation,
reservation, the
farm numnumreservation
the said
said farm
bered
bered 1, and the Cumberland
Valley Railway,
Railway, comprising
comprising nineteen
nineteen
Cumberland Valley
and
and six-tenths
more or
or less;
and the
the so-called
Henderson tract,
tract,
six-tenths acres,
acres, more
less; and
so-called Henderson
being an irregular
irregular parcel
lying northwestward
of the
the
parcel of ground
ground lying
northwestward of
reservation and
original reservation
said farm
numbered 1,
1, and
and southeastsoutheastand the
the said
farm numbered
ward
Carlisle-Harrisburg Highway,
comprising thirty-four
ward of the
the Carlisle-Harrisburg
Highway, comprising
thirty-four
Proviso.
acres, more
more or
Provided, That
the proceeds
proceeds realized
realized from
Use
se of
of proceeds
proceeds of
of acres,
or less:
less: Provided,
That the
from the
the
purchase.
sale for purchase.
sale authorized
authorized by section 22 of this Act of the part of farm num2 therein described
described may be applied toward the acquisition
bered 2
acquisition of
of
the
said Alexander
Alexander and
and Henderson
tracts: And
And provided
provided further,
further.
the said
Henderson tracts:
eresdinto
hTre
s.
That any residue of the proceeds of the said sale not required to pay
in t
ered to he Treasury . Tha tany residue of the proceeds of the said sale not required to pay
for the acquisition
acquisition of the said tracts
the provisions
provisions of
of this
tracts under
under the
this
Act
shall be
be deposited
deposited in
in the
the Treasury
miscellaneous receipts.
Act shall
Treasury as
as miscellaneous
receipts.
Approved, June
June 7,
7, 1924.
1924.
Approved,
ice School.
ice
School.

Residuc

to

be

eev-

June 7, 1924.
[H. R.7996.]
. 7996.]
[Public, No. 276.]
276.1

CHAP. 364.-An
CHAP.
354.—An Act
Act To
regulate and
and fix
rates of
of pay
pay for
for employees
employees and
To regulate
fix rates
and
officers of
Government Printing
officers
of the
the Government
Printing Office.
Office.

Be itit enacted
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
and House
House of
the
enacted by
by the
Be
UPnited
United States
of America in
in Congress
on and
and after
after
States of
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That on
1, 1924,
Public Printer
Printer may
employ, at
such rates
of wages
boeJuly
July 1,
1924, the
the Public
may employ,
at such
rates of
wages
including compensation
and salaries, including
compensation for night
night and
and overtime
overtime work,
work,
as he may deem for the interest
Government and
and just
to the
the
interest of
of the Government
just to
persons
otherwise provided
provided herein,
herein, such
such jourjourpersons employed,
employed, except
except as
as otherwise
neymen,
laborers, and
and other
persons as
as may
may be
be necessary
neymen, apprentices,
apprentices, laborers,
other persons
necessary
Limitation of numeLiitaioapprent
oe.
for the work of
of the
the Government
Government Printing
Printing Office:
Office; but
he shall
shall not,
not,
but he
ber,
and of apprentices.
at
time, employ
persons than
than the
of the
the public
public
at any
any time,
employ more
more persons
the necessities
necessities of
work
hundred apprentices
apprentices at
at any
any one
one
work may
may require
require or
or more
more than
than two
two hundred
Provisos.
Iinimum of print- time: Provided,
on and
and after
after July
1, 1924,
1924, the
the minimum
minimum pay
Minimum
Provided, That
That on
July 1,
pay
ers,
pressmen,
ero,
presrsmen, and
and Of
journeymen printers, pressmen,
pressmen, and
of all journeymen
and bookbinders
bookbinders employed
employed in
in
bookbinders.
bookbinders.
the Government
Office shall
shall be
be at
at the
the rate
rate of
of 90
cents an
an
90 cents
Printing Office
ofthe
Government Printing
Deterination
Determination
of
conference of hour for
wages by
by conference
the time
actually employed:
employed: Provided
for the
time actually
Provided further,
further, That
That except
except
Public
Printer
and
as hereinbefore
hereinbefore provided,
provided, the
the rates
rates of
of wages,
wages, including
including compensation
compensation
comitteeP otetrade
committee
of trades as
affected.
affected.
overtime work, for more
for night and overtime
more than ten employees
employees of the
same occupation
occupation shall be determined
determined by a
a conference
conference between
between the
the
Public Printer
and a
committee selected
selected by
by the
the trades
affected, and
and
Approval
Printer and
a committee
trades affected,
Approval by Joint
Joint Public
Committee on Print- the rates
so agreed
upon shall
shall become
effective
rates and
and compensation
compensation so
agreed upon
become effective
ing.
upon
approval
by
the
Joint
Committee
on
Printing;
if
the
Public
of
"ight
upon
appeal.
approval
by
the
Joint
Committee
on
Printing;
if
the
Public
Right of appeal.
Printer
Printer and the committee
committee representing
any trade
trade fail
fail to
agree as
representing any
to agree
as
to wages,
compensation either
wages, salaries, and compensation
either party
hereby granted
granted
party is hereby
the
right of
appeal to
to the
Committee on
on Printing,
and the
Ct;nges limited.
the right
of appeal
the Joint
Joint Committee
Printing, and
the
Changes
decision
committee shall
decision of said committee
shall be
final; the
wages, salaries,
salaries, and
and
be final;
the wages,
compensation determined
compensation
determined as
as provided
provided herein
shall not
not be
be subject
subject to
herein shall
to
Pay of employees and
a
officers
as
proided by
by
a year thereafter:
than once
once a
thereafter: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
That
officers
as
provided
oeic
as
edr
proeided
by change oftener than
law continued until
employees and
of the
the Government
Printing Office,
Office, unless
law
continued
until employees
and officers
officers of
Government Printing
unless
determined
as herein
fixed.
fixed
otherwise herein fixed, shall continue
continue to be paid at the
rates of
of wages,
the rates
wages,
Government
printGovernment PrintIng office.
ing
Office.
Wages and salaries
ala e of
adyein
Wgem
t be
employees
in, to
regulated
by
the
Pubrefglted by the Public Printer.
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SESS.
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salaries, and compensation (including
(including night rate)
rate) now
now authorized
authorized
by law until such time as their wages, salaries, and compensation
compensation
shall be determined as
hereinbefore provided.
as hereinbefore
provided.
Conflicting laws reSEC.
with the
S
EC. 2. All Acts or parts of Acts in conflict
conflict with
the provisions
provisions pealed.
elicting
laws reof
this Act
Act are
hereby repealed.
repealed.
of this
are hereby
Approved, June 7,
7, 1924.
CHAP.
"An Act to promote
CHAP. 355.-An
355.—An Act To amend
amend the
the Act
Act entitled "An
the
promote the

safety
employees and travelers
safety of employees
compelling common
common cartravelers upon railroads
railroads by
by compelling
carriers engaged
engaged in interstate commerce to equip
equip their locomotives
locomotives with safe
safe and
and
suitable
suitable boilers and appurtenances
appurtenances thereto,"
thereto," approved
approved February
February 17,
17, 1911,
1911, as
as
amended.
amended.

June
1924.
June 7, 1924.
[H. R. 8578.]
8678.)
[H.

[Public, No. 277.]
277.-

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
Representatives of
the
Safe locomotive boilUnited States of America in
assembled, That
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
the first
first ers
motive boi.
ers, etc.
etc.
Vol. 36, p. 913,amendsentence of section 11 of the Act entitled
"An
Act
to promote
entitled
promote the
the eVol.36,p.913,amend.
ed.
safety of employees
employees and travelers upon railroads by compelling
compelling
common carriers engaged in interstate
interstate commerce
equip their
their
commerce to
to equip
locomotives
locomotives with safe and suitable boilers and appurtenances
appurtenances therethereto," approved February
1911, as amended,
amended, is amended to read
February 17, 1911,
read as
follows:
follows:
Railroad
Railroad carriers
carriers
rriers af"That when used in this Act the terms 'carrier'
"That
'carrier' and 'common
'common feted.
fected.
V
9913,amend1
Vol.
36,
p.
carrier'
mean
a
common
carrier
by
railroad,
or
partly
by
railroad
carrier'
a
carrier
railroad ed.
ed .36,p. 3,amendand partly by water, within the continental
continental United States, subject
subject
Exclusions.
us
Interstate Commerce
Act, as amended,
to the Interstate
Commerce Act,
amended, excluding
excluding street,
street, subsub- Exc
ions
urban, and interurban electric railways unless operated as aa part of
of
aageneral
general railroad
railroad system
system of
of transportation."
transportation."
Vol. 36, p.913,
91 amendSEC. 2. Section 2
2 of such Act issamended
SEc.
read as follows:
follows:
amended to
to read
edi.a6,p
3,amend
ed.
e
en3e
flocomo
"SEC.
2.
That
it
shall
be
unlawful
for
any
carrier
"SEC.
unlawful
carrier to use or permit an
,ndersuleooS
and tenders
rs
boiler, etc
etc., in
i
l
u
vits
d
a
to be used on its line any locomotive
locomotive unless
unless said
said locomotive,
its er
locomotive, its
u
.
te condisafe
m; unia
boiler, tender, and all parts and appurtenances
appurtenances thereof are in proper
proper o a
condition and safe to operate
condition
operate in the service
the same
are
service to
to which
which the
same are
put, that the same may be employed
employed in
the active
active service
service of
such
in the
of such
Inspection required.
carrier without unnecessary
unnecessary peril to life or limb, and
and unless
unless said
said npecton
red.
locomotive, its boiler, tender, and all parts and appurtenances
locomotive
appurtenances thereof have been inspected from time to time in accordance
accordance with
with the
the
provisions of this Act and are able to withstand
or tests
tests
withstand such
such test
test or
as may be prescribed
prescribed in the rules and regulations
regulations hereinafter
hereinafter proprovided for."
Vol.
36, p. 914,amendl' 36
SEC.
Act is
is amended
amended to
SEc. 3. The last sentence
sentence of section
section 3
3 of such
such Act
to edo.
p 914,amended.
read as
follows:
read
as follows:
Office, etc.,
etc., of chief
Office,
chief
chie
"The
chief inspector
inspector shall
"
The office of the chief
shall be
in Washington,
Washington, District
be in
District Inspector.
nspctr.
of Columbia, and the Interstate
Interstate Commerce Commission
Commission shall
shall provide
such
stenographic, and clerical
such legal, technical, stenographic
clerical help as the
the business
business
of the offices of the chief
chief inspector and his said assistants
may
assistants may
require.
require."
Vol.p.9amendVol. 36, p.914,
amendV
SEC. 4. Section 44of such Act is amended by adding
SEc.
adding thereto a
anew
new ed.
36 4 mend
ed.
paragraph
to read
read as
paragraph to
as follows:
follows:
Ad
l
Additional inspectors
appropriations therefor and subject
"Within
Within the appropriations
subject to
to the
the provisions
provisions authorized.
authiorized.nC
of this Act, the Interstate
Interstate Commerce
Commerce Commission
Commission may
from
may appoint,
appoint, from
time to time, not more than fifteen
fifteen inspectors in
in addition
addition to
to the
the
in the
the first paragraph
number authorized in
this section,
section, as
the needs
paragraph of
of this
as the
needs A
Assignment.
Assignment.
of the service may require. Any
appointed under
this
Any inspector
inspector appointed
under this
paragraph shall be so assigned by
by the chief
paragraph
inspector that
his service
chief inspector
that his
service Limitation
Limitation repeaed
repealed.
will be most effective."
Vol. 36, p.916,
p. 916, repealrepealeffective."
Vol.36,
ed.
SEC.
repealed.
S
EC. 5. Section 10 of such Act is hereby
hereby repealed.
Salaries,
etc.,
dalaries, etc., inincreased
SEC.
6. Hereafter
salary of the chief
S
EC. 6.
Hereafter the salary
chief inspector
inspector shall be $6,000
$6,000 Cv4dap.slamndVol. 40, p.916, amenddper year; the salary of each
each assistant chief inspector
$5,000 eed.
inspector shall be $5,000
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of each inspector
per year; the salary of
inspector shall
shall be
be $3,600
$3,600 per
per year;
and
year; and
each inspector
the annual allowance
allowance for each
inspector for
for office
office rent,
rent, stationery,
stationery,
and clerical
fixed by the Interstate
clerical assistance fixed
Interstate Commerce
Commission
Commerce Commission
shall not
not exceed
exceed $1,000.
shall
$1,000.
Approved,
Approved, June 7,
7, 1924.
1924.
June 7, 1924.

[H. R. 8.588.1
[H.
8588.]

[Public, No. 278.]

Detroit, Mich.
Sale of Marine Hospital,
pitl authorized.

sale
authorized.

CHAP. 356.—An
356.-An Act Authorizing
Authorizing the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury
Treasury to
to sell
the
sell the
United States marine hospital reservation
reservation and improvements
improvements thereon at Detroit,
Michigan, and to acquire a
same locality and to
a suitable site in the same
to erect
erect thereon
thereon
aa modern hospital for the treatment
treatment of the beneficiaries
beneficiaries of
of the
the United
United States
States
Public Health Service, and for other purposes
purposes

Be it
enacted by
by the
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
Be
it enacted
the Senate
United
America in
Congress assembled, That the
in Congress
United States of America
Secretary
the Secretary

of the
authorized, in his discretion, to
of
the Treasury
Treasury be, and he is hereby,
hereby, authorized,
sell at such time and upon such
as he
he may
deem for
for the
the best
best
such terms
terms as
may deem
interests of the
States, the
the United
United States,
marine hospital
hospital reservation
reservation and
and
the marine
improvements thereon at
Detroit, Michigan,
and to
to convey
convey said
said
at Detroit,
Michigan, and
to the
purchaser thereof
the usual
usual quitclaim
quitclaim deed.
deed.
d
nw s property
property to
the purchaser
thereof by
by the
Proceeds for new site
and
buildifrnegte
SEC.
from the sale
and
building.
SEc. 2. That the proceeds
proceeds derived
derived from
sale of
of said
said marine
marine
hospital
and the
site thereof
thereof is
made available
available for
for the
the acquisihospital and
the site
is hereby
hereby made
acquisition of a
anew
new site within
the county
of Wayne,
Wayne, State
State of
of Michigan,
within the
county of
Michigan,
for the
suitable hospital
facilities.
Ac
ng new
new site
sit and
and for
the construction
construction thereon
thereon of
of suitable
hospital facilities.
Acquiring
and constrcting
constructing hosS
EC. 3.
3. That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Treasury be,
be, and
he is
is hereby,
hereby,
SEC.
the Treasury
and he
pital
facilities
Public Health
Hlth
ieSefor further authorized
authorized and
and empowered
by purchase,
purchase, conempowered to
to acquire
acquire by
conPublic
Service,
etc., authorized.
etc.,authorized.
demnation, or otherwise,
otherwise, in the county
county of Wayne,
Wayne, State
State of MichiMichia suitable
gan, a
suitable site,
site, and
and to
to enter
enter into
into contracts
contracts for
the construction
construction
for the
thereon of the necessary
necessary hospital facilities
facilities for
of
for the
the beneficiaries
beneficiaries of
the United States Public
Public Health
Health Service
and such
other beneficiaries
Service and
such other
beneficiaries
of the United States
States Government,
Government, its
its departments,
bureaus, and
departments, bureaus,
and
establishments as
may be
eligible for
for care
care and
and treatment
treatment in
as may
be eligible
in hoshosCost st
limited to
to po-establishments
proceeds from sale of other
other pitals operated
Public Health
Health Service.
operated by the United
United States
States Public
Service. The
The
limit of
of cost
for such
such site
site and
and buildings
limit
cost for
buildings shall not exceed the amount
amount
realized
from the
the sale
present hospital
site.
realized from
sale of
of the
the present
hospital and
and site.
Amount available for
technical services,
SEC.
That not
S
EC. 4.
4. That
not exceeding
exceeding 3
per centum
of the
the amount
amount received
received
technical
services,
3 per
centum of
plans, etc.
etc.
for
for said
said marine
marine hospital
hospital shall be available
available for the payment of
the
of the
necessary technical
necessary
technical services,
services, preparation
designs, plans,
plans, estiestipreparation of
of designs,
mates, and specifications
specifications for such
such new hospital
hospital facilities,
supervision
facilities, supervision
of work,
work, and
and so
forth.
of
so forth.
Approved,
1924.
Approved, June
June 7,
7, 1924.
hospital.
hospital.

June 7, 1924.
[H.
9111.1
R. 9111.1
[II. R.
[Public,
[Public, No. 279.]

Customs

Customs.
Remission
Remission of duties
duties
on imports by War Deon importsby WarDepartment.

7, 19'24
June 7,1924
(II.
It. 9177.
9177.1
[Hit.R.

[Public, No. 280.1
780.1

Columbia
River

Clumbia River.
and Grant
o
Kittitas
Counties,
Wash.,
may
CouniesVantage
ashe.
may
bridge,
Ferry.

Kittitas

CHAP.
CHAP. 357.-An
357.—An Act Directing
Directing the
the remission
remission of customs
customs duties
duties on
on certain
certain
property of the United States imported
property
imported by
the War
by the
War Department.
Department.

it enacted
Be it
Senate and
House of
Representatives of
of the
enacted by the
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
the
United States of
United
in Congress
Secreof America
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Secreauthorized and
tary of the Treasury
Treasury is authorized
and directed
directed to
to remit
remit all
unpaid
all unpaid
customs duties on material
material belonging to the United
United States and hereheretofore imported into the
United States
by the
the War
War Department.
Department.
the United
States by
Approved, June 7, 1924.
1924.
CHAP. 358.—An
358.-An Act Granting
Granting the consent of Congress
CHAP.
Congress to
to the
the counties
counties of
of
Washington, to construct
Kittitas and Grant, in the State of Washington,
construct a
a bridge across
across
the Columbia
Columbia River at or near
near Vantage
Vantage Ferry, Washington.
Washington.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
Be
by the
and House
House of
United States
of America
in Congress
United
States of
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the consent
consent of
of
Congress is
hereby granted
granted to
to the
the counti
counties
Kittitas
and
Conaress
is hereby
es of
of Kittit
as an
d Grant,
in the State
or their
their assigns,
State of Washington,
Washington, or
assigns, to
to construct,
construct, maintain,
maintain,
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SIXTY-EIGHTH
CONGRESS.

SEss.
S
ESS. I.
I. CHS.
CHs. 358,359.
358, 359.
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and operate
operate aa bridge and approaches
approaches thereto across
and
the Columbia
Columbia
across the
River
River at a
a point suitable
suitable to the interests
interests of navigation,
at or
or near
navigation, at
near
Vantage Ferry, Washington,
Washington, and along the route of
Vantage
of and
and continuous
continuous
with
officially designated
designated by the
with the North Central Highway-as officially
the State
State
highway
commissioner of the
the State
highway commissioner
Washington, in
accordance Col.ns4.i4
Construction.
State of
of Washington,
in accordance
Vol. 34. p. 84.
with
the provisions
with the
provisions of the Act entitled "An
"An Act to regulate the conconstruction
of bridges over navigable
navigable waters,"
struction of
waters," approved
March 23,
approved March
23,
1906.
SEC.
2. The
The State
State of
Washington, or any political
political subdivision
S
EC. 2.
of Washington,
subdivision or
or maystqurerigtsetc.
ms'`;::qhuVegrIAnt.4,Z .:
subdivisions thereof,
adjoining which said
subdivisions
thereof, within
within or adjoining
said bridge
bridge is
located , fo
is located,
rating as
as aa free
for ope
operating
free
may at
at any time acquire
may
acquire all right, title, and interest in
bridge and
and brid
in said
said bridge
the approaches
approaches thereto constructed
the
constructed under the authority of
of this
this Act,
Act,
for the _purpose
purpose of maintaining
maintaining and operating
operating such
bridge as
as aa free
such bridge
free
bridge, by the payment to the owners of the reasonable
value thereof,
thereof,
reasonable value
not
to exceed
not to
exceed in any event the construction
construction cost
cost thereof:
thereof: Provided,
Provided, 4V:i
i
Tollsalowed
o
owed for
for five
five
That the said State or political
That
political subdivision may
operate such
such bridge
bridge years.
Y
'
may operate
as
toll bridge
bridge not to exceed five years
as a
a toll
years from date
date of acquisition
acquisition
thereof.
me m
SEC.
S
EC. 3.
3. The right to
t
o a
lter ,amen
d, or repeal
repeal this
is hereby
hereby A
Amendment.
alter,
amend,
this Act
Act is
nd ent
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved, June
June 7, 1924.
1924.
b

r
ri
e.
dg

ears

June 7, 1924.
1924.
June
[H. R. 93141
[H
. 9314.]
[Public, No. 281.]
281.1

CHAP. 359.—An
359.-An Act
Act To
amend section 98
CHAP.
To amend
98 of
of the Judicial
Judicial Code.
Code.

Be it
it enacted
by the
Senate and House of Representatives of
Be
enacted by
the Senate
of the
the United
United States
States courts.
courts.
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 98 Vol.41,p.532amendof
United
an Act
States
entitled
of America
"An ActintoCongress
codify, revise,
assembled,
and That
amendsection
the laws
98 Vol. 41, p.532,

of an Act entitled "An Act to codify, revise, and amend the laws
relating
to the
the judiciary," approved March
1911, as amended,
relating to
March 3, 1911,
amended, is
is

ed
ed

hereby amended to
to read
read as
as follows:
follows:
North Carolina j
North Carolina ju"SEC.
The State
Carolina is divided into two dis- dicial
districts.
"
SEC. 98.
98. The
State of
of North
North Carolina
districts.
tricts,
tricts to be known as the eastern
eastern and western
we st ern di
st
ri
ct
s of
of North
North Eat
Eastern.
districts
Carolina.
Carolina. The
The eastern
eastern district shall include the territory
territory embraced
embraced
on
1st day of July, 1910, in the counties
counties of Beaufort,
on the 1st
Beaufort, Bertie,
Bertie,
Bladen,
Brunswick, Camden, Chatham,
Bladen, Brunswick,
Chatham, Cumberland,
Cumberland, Currituck,
Currituck,
Craven,
Craven 'Columbus, Chowan,
Chowan, Carteret,
Carteret, Dare, Duplin,
Durham, Ed
ge Duplin, Durham,
Edgecombe, Franklin, Gates, Granville,
Granville Greene
Harnett, HertGreene, Halifax,
Halifax, Harnett,
Hertford,
Hyde, J
Johnston,
ford, Hyde,
ohns t
on ,Jones,
Jones,Lenoir,
Lenoir, Lee, Martin,
Nash,
Martin, Moore,
Moore, Nash,
New Hanover,
Hanover, Northampton
Northampton, Onslow, Pamlico,
Pamlico, Pasquotank,
New
Pasquotank, Pender,
Pender,
Perquimans, P
Person,
Perquimans,
erson ,Pitt, Robeson,
Robeson Richmond,
Richmond, Sampson,
Scotland,
Sampson, Scotland,
Tyrrell,
Wake, Warren,
Warren, Washington
Washington, 2 Wayne
Tyrrell, Vance, Wake,
Wayne, and
and Wilson. Terms.
T
Terms of the di
district
for
thee eas
st
ri
ctcourt
cour tf
or th
t
ern district shall
be held
held at
eastern
shall be
at
rms
Fayetteville
Mondays in March
Fayetteville on the Monday
Monday before
before the last Mondays
March and
and
September;
September; at Wilson on the first Mondays
Mondays in
in April
April and
and October;
October;
at
Elizabeth City on the second Mondays
at Elizabeth
Mondays in April
at
April and October
October;-at
Washington on the
Mondays
Washington
the third
thi rd M
on day
s i
n Ap
ril and
an d October;
October'•at
at NewNewin
April
bern on the fourth
Mondays
in
fourth M
on days i
n April
April and
an d October;
October; at
at WilmingWilmington
ton on
on the
the second
second Monday
Monday after the fourth Mondays
Mondays in April and
and
October; and
and at
at Raleigh
on the fourth Monday after
October;
Raleigh on
after the fourth
fourth
Mondays
Mondays in
in April
April and October;
October; and in addition for the trial of
of
civil cases
cases on
the first
September: Provided,
Provided, }teems
civil
on the
first Mondays
Mondays in
in March
March and
and September:
i
at
Fayetteat FayetteThat the
Fayetteville and the city
shall each
That
the city
city of
of Fayetteville
city of Wilson shall
each provine and WiOn.
Wilson.
pro- vile
vide
and
a suitable and convenient place
vide and furnish
furnish at its own expense
expense a
for holding
holding the district court at Fayetteville
for
Fayetteville and at Wilson
Wilson until
until aa
courthouse shall
shall be constructed
courthouse
constructed by the United
United States. The
of clerk.
The clerk
clerk Offices otlek.
Of
the court
for the
maintain an office
of the
court for
the eastern
eastern district
district shall maintain
office in charge
charge
of himself or a
a deputy at Raleigh,
Raleigh, at Wilmington,
Newbern at
Wilmington, at
at Newborn,
at
Elizabeth City, at Washington,
Washington, at
atFayetteville,
Fayetteville,an
which
andd a
attWilson,
Wilson, which
shall be kept open at all times for the
th e transaction
transaction of
ofthe
the business
business of
of
Pmel".

the court.
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"The
" The western district
district shall include
include the territory embraced
embraced on the
the
1st day
July, 1910,
1910, in
counties of
Alamance, Alexander,
Alexander, Ashe,
Ashe,
1st
day of
of July,
in the
the counties
of Alamance,
Allegheny, Anson,
Anson, Buncombe,
Caswell, Cabarrus,
Cabarrus, Catawba,
Catawba,
Alleghany,
Buncombe, Burke,
Burke, Caswell,
Cleveland,
Davidson ' Davie,
Forsyth,
Cleveland, Caldwell,
Caldwell, Clay,
Clay, Cherokee,
Cherokee, Davidson,
Davie, Forsyth,
Guilford,
Iredell, Jackson,
Jackson,
Guilford, Gaston,
Gaston, Graham,
Graham, Henderson
Henderson, Haywood,
Haywood, Iredell,
Lincoln, Montgomery,
Montgomery, Mecklenburg,
Mecklenburg, Mitchell,
Mitchell, McDowell,
McDowell, Madison,
Lincoln,
Madison,
Rockingham, Rowan
Rutherford,
Macon, Orange,
Orange, Polk,
Polk, Randolph,
Randolph, Rockingham,
Rowan,' Rutherford,
Stanly, Stokes,
Union, Wilkes,
WaStanly,
Stokes, Surry,
Surry, Swain,
Swain, Transylvania,
Transylvania, Union,
Wilkes, Watauga, Yadkin,
and Yancey.
the district
district court
for the
the
tauga,
Yadkin, and
Yancey. Terms
Terms of
of the
court for
western
Greensboro on
on the
first Mondays
western district
district shall
shall be
be held in
in Greensboro
the first
Mondays in
in
June
on the
the third
in April
April
June and December;
December; at
at Statesville
Statesville on
third Mondays
Mondays in
and
October •at
Salisbury on the
Mondays in
April and
and
and October;
at Salisbury
the fourth
fourth Mondays
in April
October;
on the
the first
first Mondays
Mondays in
in May
May and
and November;
October; at
at Asheville
Asheville on
November;
at Charlotte
Charlotte on
the first
in April
and October;
October •and
at
and at
Mondays in
April and
on the
first Mondays
at
Offices.
Wilkesboro
in May
and November.
November. The
Wilkesboro on
on the
the fourth
fourth Mondays
Mondays in
May and
for the
the western
district shall
an office
clerk of
of the
the court for
western district
shall maintain
maintain an
office
charge of himself or
at Greensboro,
at Asheville,
Asheville, at
at
in charge
or aa deputy
deputy at
Greensboro, at
Statesville, and at Wilkesboro,
Wilkesboro, which
which shall be kept
open at
at all
all
kept open
the transaction
business of
court."
of the
the court?'
of the
the business
transaction of
for the
times for
rrterms at r times
Leigh
SEC. 2.
An Act
Act providing
providing for
for the
the establishestablishgh repealed.a
SEC.
2. That
That the
the Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
Vol. 39,
p. 56, repealeVol.
39, p.
repeal- ment
ment of
for the
Eastern
ed.
of two
two additional
additional terms
terms of
of the
the District
District Court
Court for
the Eastern
District of North Carolina at Raleigh,
Raleigh, North Carolina,"
Carolina," approved
approved
April 27, 1916, is hereby repealed.
Approved, June
June 7,
Approved,
7, 1924.
1924.
Western.
Westesn.

Former terms at Be,

June
1924.
June 7, 1924.
[H.
IL 8345.i
83451
[H. R.
[Public,
[Public, No.
No. 282.
2821

Ohio River.
Ohio
River.
Kentucky and
and IndiIni-

aamay
ana may bridge.

Loca
Location.
tion.
Construction.
construction
Vol.
Vol. 34, p.4.
p. 84.
Pop2.
Pot,
p.1l32.

endment.

Amendment.

7, 1924.
June 7,
[11.
93611
[H. R. 9361.]
[Public,
283.]
[Public, No. 283.]

Rio Grande,
Grande.
Rio
C. M. Newman
may
C.M.
Newmanmay

bridge,
bige
Tex.

Alamo

Ao

Construction.
Vol.
84
ol. 34, p. 84.

Alto,

Alto

of Congress
CHAP. 360.—An
Act Granting
Granting the
consent of
Congress for the construction
construction
the consent
360.-An Act
CHAP.
of a
a bridge
Vanderburgh County,
bridge across the Ohio River
River between Vanderburgh
County, Indiana,
Indiana, and
Henderson County, Kentucky.
Henderson
Kentucky.

Be
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
House of
the Senate
and House
Be itit enacted
enacted by
by the
United
States of
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
Thatthe
the consent
consen t
United States
of America
of Congress is hereby
hereby granted to the Commonwealth
Commonwealth of Kentucky
Kentucky
and
Indiana, by
and through
their respective
respective highway
highway
and the
the State of
of Indiana,
by and
through their
commissions
other agencies
selected, to
commissions or
or such other
agencies as
as may
may be
be selected,
to construct,
construct,
maintain,
and operate
bridge and
thereto across
across th
e
the
approaches thereto
and approaches
operate aa bridge
maintain, and
at aapoint
of navigation
navigation between
Ohio River
River at
point suitable
suitable to
to the
the interests
interests of
between
the
of Henderson,
Kentucky, and
and the
Vanderburgh,
of Vanderburgh,
the county
county of
Henderson, Kentucky,
the county
county of
Indiana, in accordance
accordance with the provisions of an Act
"An
Act entitled
entitled "An
Act to regulate the construction
construction of bridges
over navigable
navigable waters,"
waters,"
bridges over
approved March
approved
March 23, 1906.
1906.
SEC.
the right
alter, amend,
amend, or repeal
is hereby
SEC. 2.
2. That
That the
right to alter,
repeal this Act
Act is
hereby
expressly
expressly reserved.
Approved,
June 7,
7, 1924.
Approved, June
1924.
CHAP. 361.-An
CHAP.
361..—An Act Granting
Granting the consent
consent of Congress
Congress to the
the construction
construction
of a
a bridge across
Grande.
across the Rio Grande.

Be it
it
Be
United
United

enacted
the Senate
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
Senate and
by the
enacted by
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled, That the
consent
is hereby
hereby granted
granted to
to C.
C. M.
M. Newman,
Newman, his
his
consent of
of Congress
Congress is
successors
assigns, to
to construct,
and operate
operate a
abridge,
bridge,
successors and
and assigns,
construct, maintain,
maintain, and
and
approaches thereto,
the Rio
Grande, at
at a
suitable
and approaches
thereto, across
across the
Rio Grande,
a point
point suitable
to the interests of
of navigation,
navigation, at
or near
known as
Alamo
at or
near the point known
as Alamo
American side
side of the
Alto, on the American
river, one
one thousand
the river,
thousand seven
seven hundred
hundred
Paso and
Hudspeth County
County
and fifty
fifty feet
feet northwest
northwest from
from the El
El Paso
and Hudspeth
El Paso
Paso County,
County. Texas,
in accordance
line,
in survey
line, in
survey numbered
numbered 51,
51, El
Texas, in
accordance
with the provisions
provisions of the Act entitled "An Act to regulate
regulate the

SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH
CONGRESS.

SEss. I.
SEss.
I.

Cm. 361-364.
CHS.
361-364.

663
663

1924.
1924.

construction of
of bridges
over navigable
navigable waters,"
waters," approved
23,
construction
bridges over
approved March
March 23,

1906, such construction
construction to be made only with the consent and
1906,
approval
Mexico.
Republic of Mexico.
approval of the Republic
SEo. 2.
2. That
That the
the right
right to
this Act
is hereby
hereby
or repeal
repeal this
Act is
to alter,
alter, amend,
amend, or
SEC.
expressly reserved.
Approved, June 7, 1924.
Approved,
and
CHAP. 362.-An
362.—An Act
Act Granting
Granting the consent
consent of Congress
Fullerton and
Congress to the Fullerton
CHAP.

Portsmouth Bridge Company
Company to construct
construct a
a bridge
bridge across the Ohio River to
Portsmouth
Fullerton, Kentucky.
Portsmouth, Ohio,
Ohio, and
and the village
village of Fullerton,
connect the city of Portsmouth,

Be
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
Be it
by the
Senate and
Houe of
Representatives

Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That
America in Congress
of the
the United States of America
Congress is hereby
Fullerton and
the consent
consent of Congress
hereby granted
granted to
to the
the Fullerton

organized and existing
a corporation
Portsmouth Bridge Company,
corporation organized
existing
Company, a
Portsmouth

under the
the laws
laws of the
the State
State of
of Kentucky,
Kentucky, its successors
successors and assigns,
assigns,

construct, maintain, and operate
operate a
abridge
bridge and approaches
approaches thereto
to construct
across the Ohio River,
River, at a
a point suitable
suitable to the interests
interests of navCounty, Kentucky, near the village
igation, to aa point in Greenup County,
of Fullerton, from a
central portion
portion of the city of
a point near the central
accordance
county of Scioto, in the State of Ohio, in accordance
Portsmouth, county
with the
provisions of
of the
"An Act
Act to
to regulate
regulate the
the
with
the provisions
the Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
construction of bridges over navigable
navigable waters,"
waters," approved
approved March
March
construction
23, 1906.
1906.
S
EC. 2..That
2..That the right
amend, or
repeal this Act
or repeal
Act is
right to
to alter,
alter, amend,
SEC.
hereby expressly reserved.
reserved.
Approved, June 7, 1924.
Approved,

363.-An Act Granting
CHAP. 363.—An
Granting the consent
consent of Congress to the States
States of
Georgia and Florida, through their respective
respective highway
highway departments, to cona bridge across the Saint Marys River.
struct a

Amendment.
Amendment.

7, 1924.
1924.
June 7,

[H. R.
R.9402.]
[H.
9402.]

[Public, No.
No. 284.]
284.
IPublic,

hoRiver

Ohio River.

Fullerton and PortsFullerton

mouth

Bridge

Com-

mouth
Bridgebridge.
Cop
may
Portsmouth,
Ohio, to
.
Portsmouth, Ohio,
to
Fullerton, Ky.

,

Construction.

VO,
Vol. 34, p. 84.
84.
Amendment.

Aendment

1924.
June 7, 1924.

[H. R.9434.]
R. f+134.]
[H.
[Public, No. 285.]
No. 285.]
[Public,

Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
and House
Be it
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the Saint
Saint Marys
Marys River.
River.
Georgia and
and Florida
Florida
Congress assembled, That the consent
America in
United States
States of America
United
in Congress
consent Georgia
may bridge, Saint
of Congress
Congress is hereby granted
Florida, Ma,
aint
granted to the States of Georgia and Florida,
Marys, o.g
Ga.
through
respective highway
through their respective
highway departments,
departments, and their successors
operate aa bridge and apand assigns, to construct,
construct, maintain, and operate
proaches thereto across the Saint Marys River, at aa point suitable
suitable
to the interests
interests of navigation,
Marys, Camden
navigation, at or near Saint Marys,
Camden
County,-,Georgia, known as the "Borrell
County
"Borrell Tract,"
Tract," and to the shore
Nassau,
opposite thereto,
Opposite
thereto, known as "
"Roses Bluff,"
Bluff," in the County of Nassau,
in
the State
Florida, in
in accordance
accordance with
provisions of
in the
State of
of Florida,
with the
the provisions
of the
the Construction.
Act
entitled "An Act
construction of bridges
Vol.34,
34, p.
p. 84.
Act entitled
Act to
to regulate
regulate the
the construction
bridges over vol.
4.
approved March
navigable waters,"
waters," approved
March 23, 1906.
Amendment.
S
EC. 2.
The right
to alter,
alter, amend,
repeal this
Act is
is hereby
ex- Amendment.
hereby examend, or
or repeal
this Act
SEC.
2. The
right to
pressly reserved.
Approved, June 7, 1924.

CHAP.
CHAP. 364.-An
364.—An Act Granting the consent
consent of Congress to the States
States of
of
highway departments, to conAlabama and Georgia, through
through their
their respective
respective highway
struct and maintain
maintain a
Chattahoochee River
River, at or near
near Alaga,
a bridge across the Chattahoochee
Alabama, connecting
connecting Houston County, Alabama,
Alabama, and
and Early County,
County, Georgia.

7, 1924.
1924.
June 7,
[H. R. 9457.1
[Public, No. 286.1

[H. R.957.]
[Public No. 286.

Be it
by the
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Be
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Representatives Chattahoochee
C h.attahooehee
of
the Unit
ed States
Stat
es of
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That
of the
United
in Congress
aver. aton
the consent
is hereby
the States
States of
of Alabama
Alabama nayuaid
Abtfl
a
g
a
e:twaA
Ge°V
the
consent of
of Congress
Congress is
hereby granted
granted to
to the
highway departments,
departments, to
and
respective highway
and Georgia,
Georgia, through
through their respective
v

664
664
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onstructio
Construction.
1
3.
84.
3 34, p.
VoL
8.
dmnt

Amendment.
m
ne

t

1924.
June 7, 1924.
[H. It. 9515.]

[H.R. 9515.]

[Public, No.
No. 2.\
287.]
[Public,

S
ESS. L
CHs. 364-366.
364-366.
SESs.
I. CHS.

1924.
1924.

construct
maintain a
bridge and
and approaches
approaches thereto
across
construct and
and maintain
a bridge
thereto across
Chattahoochee River,
the Chattahoochee
at aa point
point suitable
to the
the interests
interests of
of
River, at
suitable to
navigation,
at or
or near
near Alaga,
connecting Houston
Houston County,
County,
navigation, at
Alaga, Alabama,
Alabama, connecting
Alabama, and Early County, Georgia,
Georgia, in accordance
accordance with
with the
the
provisions of the Act
Act entitled
"An Act
Act to
to regulate
regulate the
the construction
construction
entitled "An
of
bridges over
over navigable
waters," approved
March 23,
23, 1906.
1906.
of bridges
navigable waters,"
approved March
SEC.
amend, or repeal this
SEC. 2. That the right to alter, amend,
this Act
Act is
is hereby
hereby
expressly
reserved.
expressly reserved.
Approved,
1924.
Approved, June
June 7,
7, 1924.

CHAP. 365.—An
366.-An Act Granting the consent
consent of Congress
Congress to the Delaware
State Highway
Highway Department
Department to construct
bridge across
across the
the canal
canal near
near RehoRehoconstruct aa bridge
both, Delaware

Be
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
Be
enacted by
by the
and House
House of
. it
ware Bays waterway United
States of America in
United States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
consent
the consent
of Congress
is hereby
hereby granted
Delaware State
State Highway
Highway
of
Congress is
granted to
to the
the Delaware
Bhoboth, Department
Department and its successors
successors and assigns, to construct, maintain
maintain,
and operate a
a bridge
and.
bridge and
and the approaches
thereto across
across the
the canal
canal
approaches thereto
between
between Rehoboth
Rehoboth Bay
the Delaware
Delaware Bay,
being a
of
Bay and
and the
Bay, being
a part
part of
an inland waterway, partly natural and partly
partly artificial,
from
artificial, from
Chincoteague
Delaware Bay, at a
Chincoteague Bay to Delaware
point suitable
suitable to
to the
a point
the
interests of navigation,
navigation, at or near
near Rehoboth,
the county
county of
of
Rehoboth, in
in the
Construction.
Sussex,
the State
State of
of Delaware,
Delaware, in
in accordance
accordance with
with the
onstrtion.
Sussex, in
in the
the provisions
provisions
Vol. 34,, p. 84.
84.
of the Act entitled, "An
Act to
to regulate
the construction
.of bridges
bridges
"An Act
regulate the
construction of
Proviso.
Approaches.
over
Provided, That
That
Approaesh
over navigable
.
navigable waters,"
waters," approved
approved March
March 23,
23, 1906:
1906: Provided,
authorized, upon
the Secretary of War is hereby authorized,
upon the
the recommendation
recommendation
of the Chief of Engineers,
Engineers, United States
States Army, to grant
grant permission
permission
to the said Delaware
Delaware State
State Highway
Highway Department,
Department, its
its successors
successors
and assigns, under such terms and conditions
conditions as
as the
the said
said Secretary
Secretary
may deem
deem equitable
equitable and
to the
the public,
public, to
to cross
cross and
and occupy
and fair
fair to
occupy
such public lands pertinent
pertinent to the
United States
States Canal
as may
the United
Canal as
may
be necessary
necessary for
for the
and approaches
thereto.
Amendment.
be
the bridge
bridge and
approaches thereto.
SEC.
S
EC. 2. That the right to alter, amend, or repeal
repeal this
this Act
is
Act is
hereby expressly
expressly reserved.
reserved.
hereby
Approved,
Approved, June 7,
7, 1924.
1924.

ehoboth and
DeaRehoboth
and Delaware Ba i
a waterway
canal.
Delaware
may
Delaware
may
bridge, at
at Rehoboth,
bidge,
Del.

June
1924.
June 7,
7,1924.
[H. 11.9517.]
[H.
R. 9517.]
[Public,
[Public, No.
No. 288.]
288.]

Red
Red River.
River,

CHAP. 366.—An
366.-An Act
Act Granting
Granting the consent of Congress to the North Texas
Texas
Company,
a corporation
Company, of Saint Jo, Texas, a
corporation organized
organized under the laws
laws of the
State of Texas, to construct
a toll bridge
construct a
bridge across the Red River
River in the vicinity of
Texas
Illinois Bend, Texas
enacted by the Senate and House
of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
House of
Representatives of
the
of the
United States of America in Congress
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
That the
the

North Texas
North
Texas CorCom- United
pin
d
Kiuyo
Illinois
y. may
Ben,b
Tex, ge, con sent

isdbTreid.ge' consent of Congress
Congress is
is hereby
to the
the North
Texas Company,
Com pany ,
hereby granted
granted to
North Texas
of Saint Jo, Texas, to
construct a
abridge
the Red
Red River
River in
in the
to construct
bridge across
across the
the
vicinity of Illinois
Texas, under
under specifications
plyi ng
Illinois Bend, Texas,
specifications com
complying
with all laws, rules, and
regulations governing
and regulations
governing such,
such, and
and their
their
successors and assigns, to construct,
construct, maintain,
maintain, and
successors
bridge
and operate
operate aabridge
and approaches
approaches thereto
thereto across the Red
Red River
River at
point suitable
suitable to
to
at a
a point
Construction.
the
interests
of
navigation,
or near
nea r Illinois
Illinois Bend,
Texas, in
i
n the
the
Construction
the interests of navigation, at
at or
Bend, Texas,
Vol.

34, p. 84.

Amendment,
Amendment.

ounty of
Montague, in
the State
2ounty
of Montague,
in the
State of
of Texas,
Texas, in
in accordance
with the
the
accordance with
provisions of the Act entitled
"An Act to regulate
provisions
entitled "An
reg-ulate the construction
construction
of bridges over navigable
t
ers ," approved
app rove dMarch
March 23,
1906.
navigable wa
waters,"
23, 1906.
SEC.
S
EC. 2. That the right to alter, amend,
or repeal
repeal this
this Act
Act is
is hereby
hereby
amend, or
expressly reserved.
expressly
reserved.
Approved, June
1924.
Approved,
June 7,
7, 1924.
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367.-An Act Granting
Granting the consent
CHAP. 367.—An
consent of Congress to the Board of
Supervisors
Lowndes County, Mississippi,
Mississippi, to construct
construct a
abridge
bridge across Tomof Lowndes
Supervisors of
bigbee
bigbee River
River

June 7, 1924.
June7,1924.
[H. R. 9610.1
.
[HR9610.]
[Public, No. 289.]

[Public, No. 289.]

enacted by
by the
Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives
Be it
it enacted
the Senate
of Representatives
Tombigbee River.
of
the United
United States
States of
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That 1owndes
in Congress
Lowndes County,
America in
of the
Miss., may
bridge,
umbsay bridge,
the
consent of
hereby granted
Board of Super- Mi
granted to the Board
is hereby
of Congress
Congress is
the consent
Columbus.
visors
of
Lowndes
County,
Mississippi,
and
their
successors
and
and
visors of Lowndes County, Mississippi, and their successors
approaches
assigns,
construct, maintain, and operate
operate aabridge and approaches
to construct,
assigns, to
thereto
the Tombigbee
to the
the
point suitable
suitable to
River at
at aa point
Tombigbee River
across the
thereto across
interests of
navigation at or
near Columbus,
county of
Columbus, in the county
or near
of navigation,
interests
Lowndes ' in
in accordance
accordance with
with the
the proviprovi- Construction.
Lowndes,
in the
the State
State of
of Mississippi
Mississippi, in
construction.
sions of
of the
Act entitled
"An
Act to regulate
Vol. 34, p. 84.
of vol.34,p.84.
construction of
regulate the construction
"An Act
entitled Mississippi,
the Act
sions
bridges over
approved March
March 23, 1906.
1906.
waters," approved
over navigable
navigable waters,"
bridges
Amendment.
e
SEC. 2.
That the
the right
alter, amend,
repeal this Act is hereby
amend, or repeal
right to
to alter,
2. That
SEC.
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved, June
June 7,
7, 1924.
1924.
Approved,

CHAP. 368.-An
368.—An Act Granting
Granting the consent of Congress
Congress to the State of
a bridge across
department, to construct
Georgia, through its highway department,
construct a
across the
the
Oconee River

June 7,1924.
7, 1924.
June

[H. R.9812.]
[H.R.9612.]
[Public, No.
No. 290.1
290.]
[Public,

House of Representatives
Senate and House
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of the Oconee
Oconee River.
River.
Georgia may
That the consent
United
of America
in Congress
assembled, That
consent Georgia
may bridge,
bridge,
Congress assembled,
America in
States of
United States
Thompson's Ferry.
of Congress
hereby granted
granted to
the State
Georgia, through
through its
its Thompson's Ferry.
of Georgia,
to the
State of
is hereby
of
Congress is
department, and its successors
highway department,
successors and assigns, to construct,
operate a
a bridge and approaches
maintain_, and
approaches thereto across
across the
maintain,
and operate
Oconee River,
at a
suitable to
to the
the interests
navigation near
near
interests of navigation,
a point
point suitable
River, at
Oconee
where the line dividing
Johnson and
Washington Counties
Counties touches
touches
and Washington
dividing Johnson
where
the waters
Oconee River, on the east
east side, said bridge conof the
the Oconee
the
waters of
necting
or both
said counties
counties with
with Wilkinson
County on
on the
Wilkinson County
both of
of said
one or
necting one
a point formerly
west
side of
formerly Construction.
and being located at or near a
of said river, and
west side
Construction.
known
in accordance
accordance with the provisions
provisions Vol. 34,
34, p. 84.
84.
Ferry, in
as Thompson's
Thompson's Ferry,
known as
of
Act entitled
entitled "An
Act to
construction of bridges
the construction
to regulate
regulate the
"An Act
the Act
of the
March 23, 1906.
over
approved March
waters," approved
over navigable
navigable waters"
Amendment.
Amendment.
S
EC. 2.
2. The
waters,"
alter, amend,
amend, or
or repeal
is hereby
repeal this Act is
to alter,
The right
right
SEC.
expressly reserved.
Approved,
Approved, June 7, 1924.
1924.
June 7,
7, 1924.
1924.
June

J. Res. 43.]
CHAP. 369.—Joint
Resolution In
to a
amonument
to commemorate
commemorate the
the [Pub.
i [S.
s J.
Res. 43.]
CHAP.
369.-Joint Resolution
In relation
relation to
monument to
Res., No. 27.]
Res., No. 27.1
[Pub.
its
insular
services
and
sacrifices
of
the
women
of
America,
insular
of
America,
States
the
United
women
services and sacrifices
possessions,
and
the
District
of
Columbia
in
the
World
War.
possessions, and the District of Columbia in the World War.

Resolved by
by the
the Senate
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
Resolved
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
House of
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
there is
is hereby
States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That there
hereby
authorized
money in the
the Treasury
Treasury
to be
be appropriated
appropriated out of
of any money
authorized to
not otherwise
as a
a part
part contricontri$150,000 as
the sum
sum of
of $150,000
appropriated the
otherwise appropriated
not
bution to
to the
of a
memorial building
building with
equipment in
the
bution
the erection
erection of
a memorial
with equipment
in the
sacrifices of
District of
of Columbia
commemorate the services and sacrifices
to commemorate
Columbia to
District
the patriotic
patriotic women
of the
the United
United States
States of
of America.
America, of its
its insular
insular
women of
the
possessions,
of the
the District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia during
World War.
War.
possessions, and
and of
during the
the World
Said
memorial to
erected on
on the
the land
occupied in part by the
the
land now
now occupied
to be
be erected
Said memorial
Memorial to
to the
Women of
of the
Civil War,
War, the
the permanent
headquarpermanent headquarthe Civil
the Women
Memorial
American Red
Red Cross.
Cross.
ters of
of the American
S
EC. 2.
2. That
said memorial
be a
building monumental
in dedemonumental in
a building
shall be
memorial shall
That said
SEC.
sign
character and
shall be
by the
National Red
sign and
and character
and shall
be used
used by
the American
American National
Red
Cross
and shall
shall cost
cost not
not less
That this exProvided,That
$300,000: Provided,
than $300,000:
less than
Cross and
penditure shall
shall include complete
penditure
complete equipment.
equipment.

District of
Columbia
of Columbia
Memorial building to
Women of
Women
of the World
World
War.

Memorialbuildingto

war.

Contribution
authorContribution authorized for.
for.

zed

Lcation.
Location.

Design and
cCost. at.
pmos.
Proviso.

use.
use.

Equipment incuded.
included.
Equipment
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SEss. I.
SEss.I.

CHs.
CHs. 369-371.
369-371.

1924.
1924.

SEC. 3. That the sum
sum hereby
SEC. 3. That the
hereby authorized
authorized to be appropriated
appropriated shall
not
not be payable
payable until there shall be raised
raised by private
private subscription
subscription an
an
additional sum
of $150,000.
$150,000.
to approval additional
Subject to
sum of
Subject
of author-

Condition of authorization.-

of plans
by despated
designated
bplajes
oy

commission, etc.
etc.
Eommssion,

Expenditures.
Expenditures.

snpervison,care,etc.
Supervision, care, etc.

June 7,
7, 1924.
1924.
[S.
J. Res.
73.1
S. J.
Res. 73.]
Res.,
No. 28.1
es.,No.28.1

DistrictofColumbia.
District
of Columbia.
Memorial to mem-

Memorial to me
served
in World
War.
served in
World War.
Commission
constiCotammissrion
tuted
for erecting.
erecting. ti-

bersofthe
bers of the District who
who

Selection of site,
Selection
site, etc.
etc.
election
of site, etc.

Provisos.
Approval of Joint
Liar
ittent
Library
Committee
and CommLsion
Commission of
Fine Arts.

rPo.

om

and

Fine Arts.

No Government exGovernment expense.

o

approved
a commission consisting
consisting of
approved by a
of the
the president
president of
the AmeriAmeriof the
can Red Cross, the Secretary
Secretary of War, the
the chairman
the Senate
Senate
chairman of
of the
Committee on the Library, the
the House
Committee
the chairman of
of the
House Committee
representative of
on the Library, and aa representative
of the
committee of
of
the central
central committee
the American
American Red Cross. The
of the
said memorial
memorial shall
shall likelikeThe plans
plans of
the said
be approved
by the
Commission of
of Fine
Fine Arts.
Arts.
wise be
approved by
the Commission
The expenditures
expenditures for said memorial
memorial building
building shall
be made
made under
shall be
under
the direction
direction of a
a commission
commission consisting
consisting of
of the
the chairman
chaitman of
of the
the
Senate Committee on the Library and
and the
the chairman
chairman of
the House
House
of the
Committee on the Library. That
said memorial
memorial building
building shall
That said
shall reremain the property
property of the United States Government
Government but
but under
under the
the
supervision of the Superintendent
Superintendent of Public Buildings
Buildings and
and Grounds,
Grounds,
and the American
American Red
Red Cross
shall at
at all
all times
times be
be charged
charged with
with the
Cross shall
the
responsibility,
responsibility, the care, keeping, and
maintenance of
of the
the said
said memeand maintenance
morial building without
morial
without expense
to the
the United
States.
expense to
United States.
Approved, June 7,
Approved,
7, 1924.
1924.

CHAP.
370.-Joint Resolution
CHAP. 370.—Joint
Resolution Providing
Providing for the appointment
appointment of
of aa commiscommission for
the purpose
purpose of
of erecting
in Potomac
Potomac Park, in
in the District
sion
for the
erecting in
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, a
a
memorial to those members
members of the armed forces of the United States from
from the
the
Great War.
District of Columbia who served
served in
in the
the Great
War.

[Pub.
[Pub.

To be
be in
in Potomac
otom
To
Park.
Park.

SEC. 4. That the money hereby
S.Ec.
hereby authorized
authorized to be appropriated
appropriated shall
not
be paid
until the
not be
paid until
the plan
plan of
of the proposed
proposed building shall have been
been

by the
House of
of the
the United
United
Resolved by
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
S Resolved
tates of
States
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That a
a commission
commission to be
be
composed of Charles
Charles A. Baker,
composed
Baker, Edward
Edward F.
Colladay, John
John Joy
Joy
F. Colladay,
Edson, Mrs. William Corcoran
Corcoran Eustis, Isaac
Isaac Gans,
E. Lester
Jones,
Gans, E.
Lester Jones,
Arthur
Arthur D. Marks, Frank B.
Noyes, Anton
Anton Stephan,
J. R.
R. McDonald,
McDonald,
B. Noyes,
Stephan, J.
Gist Blair, and any other person who with the approval
approval of
of a
amajority
majority
of the commission is added thereto
thereto or
or substituted
for any
any member
member
substituted for
hereby created to be
be known as
thereof, is herebyDistrict of
of Columbia
Columbia
as the
the District
Memorial
Memorial Commission for the purpose
purpose of erecting
erecting in Potomac
Potomac Park
Park
in the District of Columbia
a memorial
Columbia a
memorial to
those members
members of
of the
to those
the
military
and naval
naval forces
of the
the United
States from
from the
the District
District of
of
military and
forces of
United States
Columbia
Columbia who served their country in the Great
War. Such
Such
Great War.
memorial shall be of artistic
artistic design
suitable for
music and
design suitable
for military
military music
and
shall take the place
shall
place of the present
present wooden
wooden band
band stand
stand in
in Potomac
Potomac
Park.
Park.
EC. 2.
SEc.
2. That
That the Chief
Chief of Engineers
Engineers of the United States
States Army
Army is
is
hereby authorized and directed
directed to select
site for
select the
the site
for the
the memorial
memorial
permission for the erection
and to grant
grant permission
erection of said
said memorial
memorial thereon:
thereon:
Provided, That the site, design,
Provided,
design, and
and plans
for the
memorial shall
shall
plans for
the
memorial
have been
been approved
approved by
by the
the Joint
Joint Committee
Committee on the Library acting
have
with the advice of the Commission
Provided further,
Commission of
of Fine
Fine Arts:
Arts: Providedfurther,
That the
memorial shall
shall be
be erected
erected under the supervision
That
the memorial
supervision of the said
said
Chief of
of Engineers
Engineers and
and that
that no part of the cost of erection
erection shall be
Chief
be
borne by the United States.
States.
Approved,
Approved, June 7,
7, 1924.
1924.

June 7,
7, 1924.
1924.

[S. J. Res. 90.]
[pS.
.Res. 90.1
[Pub. Res., No. 294
[Pub. Res., No. .

Fort
Tort

Assinnihoine

Assinniboine

Reservation, Mont.
Mont.
Reservation,

3 7
CHAP.
1.-Joint Resolution
Resolution Providing
extension of
CHAP. 371.—Toint
Providing an extension
of time
time for payment
payment

by
entrymen of
lands on
on the Fort Assinniboine abandoned
by entrymen
of lands
abandoned military reservation
reservation
in the State
State of Montana.
Montana.

Resolved by the Senate and House
House of
Representatives of
of the
the
of Representatives
United
States of
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the
United States
America in
in Congress
the Act
Act of
of
January 6, 1921 (Forty-first
January
(Forty-first Statutes at Large, page 1086),
1086), propro-

SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH
CONGRESS.

SESS. I.
SEss.

CHS. 371-373.
Cus.
371-373.

667

1924.

viding additional time for the payment
Time
further
expurchase money under tended
payment of purchase
Time further
exfor
for payments
payments
homestead
homestead entries within the former
former Fort Assinniboine
AssiEniboine Military
Military forlandsonabandoned.
for lands on abandoned.
Vol. 41,
41, p.
p.
1086,
Vol.
10M6,
Reservation,
Reservation, in Montana, be, and the
the same is
amended so
so as
is hereby,
hereby, amended
as amended.
amended.

to authorize
authorize extensions of time from
from year
year for
for the
the payment
payment
year to
to year
of all unpaid principal
principal upon the payment of interest
interest thereon
in
thereon in
advance at the rate specified in the said Act, for not
not to exceed ten
years from
from date
date of entry.
Approved, June 7, 1924.
1924.

372.-Joint Resolution
CHAP. 372.—Joint
Resolution Authorizing
Authorizing expenditure
Peck 4
4per
expenditure of the Fort Peck

centum fund now standing
of the
standing to the credit
credit of
Fort Peck
Peck Indians
Indians of
Montana
the Fort
of Montana

Treasury of the United
in the Treasury
United States.
States.

Whereas
a delegation of Indians
Whereas a
Indians of the Fort
Fort Peck
Peck Indian
Indian ReservaReservation, Montana,
authorized and
Montana, was duly authorized
to visit
visit the
the city
city of
and elected
elected to

Washington, District of Columbia, and
and
Whereas there is no authority
authority of law to use tribal funds
funds to
to defray
defray
the expenses
expenses of said delegation:
delegation: Therefore
Therefore be it
it
Resolved by the Senate
Senate and
House of
and House
of the
the
of Representatives
Representatives of
United States
States of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the sum of
United
$3,000 is hereby authorized
authorized to be appropriated
appropriated out of the Fort Peck
Peck

44per centum. fund, created
created under
under the Act of May
30, 1918
May 30,
1918 (Thirty(Thirty-

fifth Statutes at Large, page 558),
558), and held
trust by
by the
held in
in trust
the United
United
States, to enable
enable the Secretary of the Interior
Interior to pay the necessary
necessary
expenses incurred in connection
connection with the
the visit to Washington,
Washington, DisDistrict of Columbia, and return, by a
a delegation
delegation of representatives
representatives
of the Fort Peck Indians
Indians for the
with the
the
the purpose
purpose of conferring
conferring with
Sioux Tribal attorneys,
attorneys, presenting
presenting claims, and other tribal matters
matters
of said Indians.
Indians.
Approved, June 7, 1924.
1924.
Resolution Authorizing
CHAP. 373.-Joint
373.—Joint Resolution
the erection
erection on
on public
grounds in
Authorizing the
public grounds
in

June 7,19a4.
7, 1924.
June

I.
[S. .J. Res.
Res. 1032.
103.1

Res., No. 30.1
[Pub. Res.,

Fort

Peck

Indian

Reservation,
Reservation, Mont.
Preamble.
Preamble.

Amount
Amount authorized
authorized
for expenses
expnara of visit of
of
for
delegation
from,
to
lgation.from' to
Washington.
Vol. 3,
35, p.
p. s55.
558.
Vol.

June 7,1924.

[S. .J. Res.
Bee. 106.1
106.1
i[S

Pub. les.,
Res., No.
31.1
the city of Washington, District of Columbia, of an equestrian
equestrian statue of General
General [Pub.
No. 31.
San Martin
Martin which the people of Argentina
Argentina have presented
presented to
States
to the United
United States.

Resolved by the Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the United
States of America
America in Congress
Congress assembled:
assembled? That the Chief
Chief of Engineers, United States Army, be, and he is hereby, authorized
and
authorized and
directed to grant permission for the erection on public grounds
grounds of
of
the United States in the city of Washington,
Washington, District of Columbia,
other than those of the Capitol, the Library
Congress, and
and the
Library of
of Congress,
the
White House, or the grounds
White House,
copy of
of
grounds south of the White
House, aacopy
the statue of General San Martin, by Dumont: Provided,
That
Provided, That
the site chosen and the design of the pedestal
pedestal shall be approved
approved by
the Joint Committee on the Library and that the United
States
United States
shall be put to no expense in or by the erection
erection of the said memorial,
and the said Chief of Engineers, United States Army, shall supervise the work of erection of the said memorial.
memorial.
Approved, June 7, 1924.
1924.

District of Columbia.
District
Statue
Statue of General
General
San Martin may be
be
erected on public
public
erected
grounds in.
Locations excepted.
Locations
excepted.
Proviso.
Proviso.
Library
Approval of Library
Committee and
and ComCommittee
mission of Fine Arts.
Government exexNo Government
pense.

668
June 7,
1924.
7,1924.
[S. J. Res. 114.1
I.
J. Res. 114.1

[Pub.
Res., No.
No. 32.1
[Pub. Res.,
32.1

SIXTY-EIGHTH
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.

Sass. I.
SESs.
I.

CHs. 374-376.
374-376.
CHS.

1924.
1924.

Resolution Authorizing
investigation of the proposed
CHAP. 374.-Joint
374.—Joint Resolution
Authorizing an investigation
Casper-Alcova irrigation project, Natrona
Casper-Alcova
Natrona County, Wyoming;
Wyoming; the Deschutes
project in
in the
the State of Oregon,
project
Oregon, and
and the Southern
Southern Lassen Irrigation project
project in
taasten
Lassen County, California.

Resolved
and House
of Representatives
the
Resolved by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
Representatives of
of the
States of
America in
assembled, That
the Secretary
That the
Secretary
IPlsetiec.,orcom- United
United States
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
the Interior
and he
he is
authorized and
directed to
esubm sated, to of
Of the
Interior be,
be, and
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
and directed
to
prepare
submit to
Congress at
the beginning
the next
next regular
prepare and
and submit
to Congress
at the
beginning of
of the
regular
session
estimates of
of the
the character
character and
session plans
plans and
and estimates
and cost
cost of
of structures
structures
necessary
for the
the construction
construction and
necessary for
and completion
completion of
of the
the proposed
proposed
Casper-Alcova
irrigation project,
project, in
in Natrona
Wyoming; the
the
Casper-Alcova irrigation
Natrona County,
County, Wyoming;
Deschutes
in the
State of
of Oregon
Oregon and
and the
Southern Lassen
Lassen
the Southern
Deschutes project
project m
the State
p
oio
Proviso.
Contribution
one- irrigation project
ontribution of one
project in
County, California:
That at
in Lassen County,
California: Provided,
Provided, That
at
half of cost by States,
eht cst by Stats least one-half
one-half the cost
of all
all such
such investigations,
investigations, plans,
plans, and
estimates
cost of
and estimates
etc.
shall be advanced
advanced by
by the
the State
which the
project is
by
State in
in which
the project
is located,
located, or
or by
interested.
parties interested.
June 7,
7, 1924.
Approved, June
1924.
Irrigation projects.
Plans, etc., for completing designated, to
be submitted.

June 7,
7, 1924.
1924.
115.1
[S. J. Res.
es.ll
.1
[Pub. Res., No.
33.1
No. 38.]

Postal service.

Bible in raised char-

acters for the blind to
to

be transmitted free, if
without charge.
sent without
charge.

If at cost price, at one
pound.
cent a
a pound.

CHAP. 375.-Joint
Resolution To provide for the free transmission
transmission through
CHAP.
375.—Joint Resolution
the mails of certain publications
publications for the
the blind
blind

Senate and
Resolved by the Senate
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
and House
House of
States of America in
in Congress
assembled, That
That volumes
the
Congress assembled,
volumes of
of the
Holy Scriptures,
Scriptures, or any part thereof, in
characters for
for the
the
in raised characters
use of
whether prepared
or printed,
do
of the blind, whether
prepared by
by hand
hand or
printed, which
which do
not contain advertisements,
advertisements, (a)
when furnished
an organization,
(a) when
furnished by
by an
organization,
institution, or association
association not
for private
private profit,
profit, to
to a
ablind
blind
institution,
not conducted
conducted for
person without charge, shall
be transmitted
in the
United States
shall be
transmitted in
the United
States
mails free of postage; (b) when furnished by
organization, ininby an
an organization,
stitution, or association
association not conducted for private
to a
blind
private profit to
a blind
person
a price not greater
greater than the cost price thereof, shall be
person at a
be
transmitted in
States mails
the postage
rate of
transmitted
in the
the United
United States
mails at
at the
postage rate
of 1
1
cent for each pound
pound or
thereof; under
such regulations
or fraction
fraction thereof;
under such
regulations as
as
Postmaster General
General may
may prescribe.
prescribe.
the Postmaster
Approved,
June 7,
7, 1924.
Approved, June
1924.

June 7, 1924.

[S. J. Res. 127.]
IS.
CHAP.
Resolution To provide
CHAP. 376.-Joint
376.—Joint Resolution
provide that the powers
powers and duties con[Pub.
(Pub. Res. No. 34
34.]] ferred
ferred upon
the Governor
Governor of Alaska under existing law for the protection
upon the
protection of wild
game
animals and
wild birds
birds in
be transferred
transferred to
and be
by
game animals
and wild
in Alaska
Alaska be
to and
be exercised
exercised by
the Secretary
the
Secretary of
of Agriculture.
Agriculture.

.
Alaska.A
Powers of Governor
for protecting game in,
for
protectingSecretary
transferred to Secretary
of Agriculture.

Resolved
Representatives of
of the
the United
Resolved by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
United
States of America in
assembled, That,
and after
after July
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That, on
on and
July 1,
1

game in, 1924,
conferred upon
upon the
Governor
1924, the powers and duties
duties heretofore
heretofore conferred
the Governor
of Agriculture.
for the
protection of
of wild
of Alaska by existing law
law for
the protection
wild game
game animals
animals
and wild
birds in
hereby- conferred
conferred upon
and shall
shall be
Appropriationsavail-and
wild birds
in Alaska
Alaska are
are hereby
be
upon and
Appropriations
available.
exercised by the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture;
Agriculture; and all money
money available
Ante,
Ante, p. 428.
or appropriated
appropriated in
or
year ending
June 30,
30, 1925,
in any
any Act
Act for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
ending June
1925
Vol.35,
p. 14.
Vol. 35, p.
104.
for carrying into effect
effect the Act approved May
1908, entitled
May 11,
11, 1908,
entitled
"An Act for the protection
protection of game in Alaska
"An
Alaska and for other
other
purposes," including
purposes,"
including salaries, traveling
traveling expenses
game wardens
expenses of
of game
wardens
and all other necessary expenses, is hereby transferred
to the
the credit
transferred to
credit
of the Department of Agriculture
Agriculture to
to be
be expended
expended by
by the
the Secretary
Secretary
of Agriculture
such purposes.
of
Agriculture for
for such
purposes.
Approved, June
Approved,
June 7,
7, 1924.
1924.

SIXTY-EIGHTH
SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.

SESS..
SEss. I.
I.

CH.
CHs. 377-379.
377-379.

669
669

1924.
1924.

377.-Joint Resolution
CHAP. 377.—Joint
Resolution In respect of salaries of original appointees to
the
Board of
of Tax
the Board
Tax Appeals.
Appeals.
Resolved
Resolved by
of Representatives
of the
the
by the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of
United States
States of
of America
America in
United
Congress assembled,
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
the provisions
provisions
Statutes
J
of section
1761 of the. Revised
Revised
shall not apply
to any person
.
.
,
r
appointed as
appointed
of the
the Board
Board of
of Tax
Appeals,
as an
an original
original member
member of
Tax Appeals,
established by section 900 of the Revenue
Revenue Act of 1924, if
established
if such
such
appointment
appointment is
December 1,
is made
made prior
prior to
to December
1, 1924.
1924.
Approved, June
June 7,
7, 1924.
1924.

June 7,1924.

June 7, 1924.
[S. J.
J. Res.
137.]
IS.
Res. 137.]
[Pub. Res.,
Res., No. 35.]
35.]

Bord of Ta

Board of Tax Appead
of T A
peals.
allowed
.inalSalaries
salaries
allowed origogmembers appointmembers,

ed before December 1,
ed
1,
1924.

124.
R. S., 1761, p.
Anfte p.
Ante,
p. 33'6.
336.

313.

June 7,1924.
7, 1924.
[S. J. Res.
[s.J.
Res. 146.
146.
[Pub.
Res.,
No. 36.]
36.]
[Pub. Res., No.

CHAP.
378.-Joint Resolution To amend section
"An
CHAP. 378.—Joint
section 13 of the Act entitled "An
Act to provide for the
the classification
classification of
of civilian
civilian positions
positions within
the District
District of
within the
of
Columbia and the field service."
service."

Resolved by the Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
the Classification
Classification Act,
1923.
United
United States
assembled, That paragraph
States of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
paragraph 1923.
Vol. 42,
p.
Vol.
1497,
55 under the heading
heading "
Custodial Service"
Service" of section 13 of the Act
"Custodial
Act amended.
amended.
Castodial
service
Custodial
entitled "An Act to provide for the classification
classification of civilian posi- rates
rates in grades 22and
and 3
3
modified.
tions within the District of Columbia and in the field services,"
services," be modified.
amended by striking out the sums $780 and $840
$840 from the rates of
of
compensation fixed for grade 2
compensation
paragraph
2 in said section, and that paragraph
77 under said heading in said section 13 be amended
amended by striking
striking out
out
the sums $900 and $960 as rates of
compensation fixed
of compensation
fixed for
for grade 33 To correct clerical
necessary for the error.
in said service; said amendments being made
made necessary
purpose of correcting
correcting a
a clerical error in preparing
preparing the bill for the
signature of the President, the bill as it passed both houses and
and
agreed to in conference
conference not having included the slims
proposed to
sums proposed
be stricken out.
Approved, June 7, 1924.

379.-Joint Resolution
CHAP. 379.—Joint
Resolution To permit to remain within the United States
certain aliens in excess of quotas fixed under authority of the Immigration
Immigration Act
Act
of May
May 19, 1921.

June 7, 1924.
June
[H. J. Res. 2831
[H.
283.]
371
[Pub. Res., No. 37.]

Resolved by the Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
United

Immigration of aliens.
assembled, That
aliens Immiiat ionotaUensStates of America
America in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
the following
following aliens
Aliens arriving in exarriving in excess of
of quotas
Act enen-_ofe
quotas fixed
fixed under authority
authority of
of the
the Act
cess of quotas
quotas aiowed
allowed
to
•
eriiti
titled "An Act to limit the immigration
the United
immigration of aliens
aliens into the
United to'Vol.
ainr..
540
42, pp. 5, 540,
.r ro

States," approved May 19, 1921,
States,"
1921, as amended
amended and extended, may,
if otherwise
otherwise admissible and if not subject
subject to deportation for other
other
causes, be permitted
permitted to enter and remain in the United States
without regard to the provisions of such Act of May 19, 1921,
as amended
amended and extended:
extended:
(1)
in excess
excess of
of quota
quota and
and charged
(1) Aliens heretofore
heretofore admitted in
charged
to the
the quota of
of aalater
later month;
month;
(2) Aliens
heretofore admitted
construction of
of such Act
(2)
Aliens heretofore
admitted under
under aa construction
of May 19, 1921, required by court decision;
decision;
(3) Aliens arriving in the
the United
United States
(3)
States after
after May 26
26 and
before July 1, 1924, who departed
departed for the United States from the
last port outside the United States
States or outside foreign contiguous
territory on or before May 26, 1924, believing in good faith that
they would be admitted pursuant to a
a construction
construction of such Act of
1921, required
required by
decision; and
and
May 19,
19, 1921,
by court
court decision;
(4)
heretofore temporarily
temporarily admitted
(4) Aliens heretofore
admitted under
under bond
bond to rere
lieve cases of extreme
extreme hardship.
Approved, June 7, 1924.

4

loes.

pp

5 "540

'

10os.

Charged to quota of
later month. quota of

laChmo

Under

strLon
struction.

court

con-

cio t o D
after May

Arriving after May
26
1,
6 and before July 1,
1924, departing before
24, 26,
departing
May
1921, etc.before

2

bfore
ind

,

, etc.

under
e-

Temporarily, under
Temporarily,
bond,, to relieve
lieve extreme hardship.

to re

tree hardship.
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PROPOSED
AMENDMENT TO THE CONSTITUTION,
PROPOSED AMENDMENT
CONSTITUTION, 1924.
1924.

R.I.
Res., No.
184.
J. Re.,
No. 184.

JOINT
RESOLUTION
JOINT RESOLUTION
Proposing
amendment to the
Proposing an amendment
the Constitution
the United
Constitution of
of the
United States.
States.

Resolved by
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
Aendent pr
Resolved
by the
House of
posed to the Constit- States
in Congress
Congress assembled
ates of America in
(two-thirds of
each House
House
assembled (two-thirds
of each
tion.
concurring
the following
following article is proposed
tion.
concurring therein),
therein), That
That the
proposed as an
amendment
amendment to the Constitution
Constitution of the United
States, which,
which, when
when
United States,
ratified by the legislatures
legislatures of
of three-fourths
of the
three-fourths of
the several
several States,
States,
shall be valid to all intents and purposes
purposes as
of the
Constitution:
as aapart
part of
the Constitution:

Amendment
pro- 0 ,,
posed to the Constitu- St

Limiting

employ-

me chldlabor.
Efeton
tte

Limiting'
ment
of child e
labor.

Effect on State laws.

"ARTICLE —.
"ARTICLE
-.
1.
C
p
,
SETON
"
SECTION 1. The
The Congress
have power
limit, regulate,
Congress shall
shall have
power to
to limit,
regulate
andyrohibit
labor of
of persons
years of
of age.
and
prohibit the
the labor
persons under
under eighteen
eighteen years
age.
EfEC.
"
SEC. 2. The power of the several States
unimpaired by
by this
States is
is unimpaired
this
article except that the operation
operation of
State laws
shall be
suspenced to
to
of State
laws shall
be suspended
the extent necessary
necessary to give effect to
legislation enacted
by the
to legislation
enacted by
the
Congress."
Congress."
FH
H GILLETT
GILLETT
F
Speaker of the House of Representatives.
Representatives.
ALBERT B.
B.C
UMMINS
CumdWS
President
tempore of the Senate.
Senate.
President pro tempore

I certify that this Joint Resolution originated
I
in the
Rouse of
of
originated in
the House

Representatives.
Representatives.

•

WW.
Wm. TYLEB
TYLER PAGE
PAGE
Clerk.
Clerk.

Deposited in the Department
Department of State, June
June 4, 1924.
1924.

PUBLIC
THE SIXTY-EIGHTH
CONGRESS
SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS
OF THE
LAWS OF
PUBLIC LAWS
OF THE
UNITED
STATES
UNITED STATES
Passed at
at the
second session,
session, which
was begun
begun at
at the
the city
city of
Washington, in
in the District
District
of Washington,
which was
the second
Passed
adjourned with1924, and was adjourned
of Columbia,
Columbia, on
the first
December, 1924,
day of December,
first day
Monday, the
on Monday,
of
1925.
out
day on
on Wednesday,
Wednesday, the
the fourth
March, 1925.
day of March,
fourth day
out day
CALVIN COOLIDGE,
COOLIDGE, President;
ALBERT B.
CummiNs, President
President of the Senate pro
pro
B. CUMmNS,
President; ALBERT
CALVTIN
tempore:
GEORGE H.
H .MOSES,
M OSES, Acting
Acting President
the Senate
Senate pro tempore February
February
President of the
tempore: GEORGE
House of Repre13
to February
February 18,
18, 1925;
1925; FREDERICK
FREDERICK H.
H .GILLETT,
GILLETT, Speaker
Reprethe House
Speaker of the
13 to
sentatives.
sentatives.
1.—An Act
rearrangement of the public
public alley facilTo provide
provide for aarearrangement
Act To
CHAP. 1.-An
purposes.Pubc,
ities
square 616
Columbia, and for other
other purposes.
the District
District of Columbia,
616 in the
ities in square

December
2, 1924.
1924.
December 2,
[S. 22265.]
[pubIs.
[Public, No. 291.]
No. 2.

Be
it enacted
by the
Senate and
of the
the District of
ofColumbia
of Representatives
Representatives of
House of
and House
the Senate
enacted by
Be it
Columbia.
Districtin S
quare 16
That the
assembled, That
United States
States of
of Amerka
Congress assembled,
the Alleys
Alleys Square 616
America in Congress
United
Commissioners
of
the
District
of
Columbia
be,
and
they
hereby
ed.
rearran
g
rearanged.
are,
hereby
they
and
be,
Columbia
Commissioners of the District of
authorized and
directed to
rearrange the public alley facilities in
to rearrange
and directed
authorized
a new
square
in the District of Columbia by the opening of a
square 616 in
public
along and over the west ten feet in width by one
alley along
public alley
lot designated for
hundred
and thirty-five
thirty-five feet
length of
of the lot
in length
feet in
hundred and
assessment
and taxation
taxation purposes
as lot 801 in said square, now
purposes as
assessment and
occupied as
as the
site for
the O
0 Street
school, and likewise
vocational school,
Street vocational
for the
the site
occupied
by
the opening
opening of
of a
a new
new public alley along and over the east ten
by the
feet in
width by
by one
one hundred
and thirty-five
thirty-five feet
feet in
in length
said
of said
length of
hundred and
in width
feet
be
Closed portion
to the
the uZsgirP
lot 801;
801; and
and paving
without cost
iO to
to ur
be
cost to
paving without
opening and
the opening
upon the
and upon
lot
abutting private
private property
said new
public alleys
Poses.
P
the poss.
alleys the
new public
of said
owners of
property owners
abutting
Commissioners
the District
District of Columbia
further authorized
Columbia are further
of the
Commissioners of
to close the portion of the public alley thirty feet in
and
directed to
and directed
width by
one hundred
seventeen and thirty-six one-hundredths
one-hundredths
and seventeen
hundred and
by one
width
feet
in length
now existing
abutting upon the north boundary
existing and abutting
length now
feet in
said closed portion
of
portion of said alley for
use said
and to use
lot 801,
801, and
of said
said lot
school
school purposes.
purposes.
Approved, December
December 2,
1924.
•
2, 1924.
Approved,

2.—Joint Resolution Authorizing
Authorizing an appropriation
appropriation for the participation
CHAP. 2.-Joint
of
in the
of plans for the
the comprecompletion of
and completion
preparation and
the preparation
States in
United States
of the
the United
hensive
of that greatest of all historic events, the bicentennial
bicentennial of the
observance of
hensive observance
birthday of George Washington.
Washington.

December
2, 1924.
1924.
December 2,
Res. 8..]
[S. J.
(s.
J. Res.
as.]
38.]
No. 38.]
[Pub.
[Pub. Res.,
Res., No.

the
Resolved by
Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of the
of Representatives
the Senate
by the
Resolved
George Washington
United
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
there ishereby
is hereby Bi
rutrrn,,MT.?.7.fr;
That there
assembled, That
Birthday
Bicentennial
America in
States of
United States
Commission.
established
commission to
States CommisCommis- commissionUnited States
the United
as the
be known
known as
to be
established aacommission
Anniversary of the
sion
the Celebration
of the
the Two
Hundredth Anniversary
Two Hundredth
Celebration of
for the
sion for
Birth
of George
(hereinafter referred
referred to as the comWashington (hereinafter
George Washington
Birth of
follows:
mission) and
to be
be composed
of nineteen
commissioners, as follows:
nineteen commissioners,
composed of
and to
mission)
of
Appointment of
The
President of
of the
the United
States; presiding
presiding officer
Appointment
of the members.
officer of
United States;
The President
ex-officio;
Senate
of the
Representatives, ex-officio;
House of Representatives,
the House
Speaker of
the Speaker
and the
Senate and
eight persons
to be
States;
appointed by the President of the United States;
be appointed
persons to
eight
four
Senators by
by the
President pro
pro tempore
tempore of the Senate; and four
the President
four Senators
Representatives
by the
House of Representatives.
Representatives.
of the House
Speaker of
the Speaker
Representatives by
select
compensation and shall
serve without compensation
The
commissioners shall serve
fhill select
The commissioners
a chairman
a
chairman from among their number.
45899-__25t
15
671
45
45822--25i--

672
672

SIXTY-EIGHTH
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.

S
ESS. II.
2, 4.
SESS.
II. CHs.
CHS. 2,
4.

1924.
1924.

SEC.
2. That
That there
SEC. 2.
ihere is hereby authorized to be appropriated
appropriated out
of
out of
any money in
in the Treasury
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated
appropriated the
sum of
of
Treasury not
the sum
$10,000 to be expended
expended by
by the
the commission
commission in
in accordance
accordance with
with the
the
provisions of
of this
this resolution.
resolution.
provisions
Preparation of plans
Preparationof
plans
SEC.
3.
it
be the duty of the commissioners, after
S
EC.
That
it
shall
after proprofor the celebration.
mulgating to the American
American people
address relative
to the
the reason
people an address
relative to
reason
of its creation and
its purpose,
purpose, to
plan or
or plans
plans and
and of
of its
to prepare
prepare a
a plan
and aa
program for the signalizing
the event,
event, to
to commemorate
commemorate w
hi chth
ey
signalizing of
of the
which
they
are brought into being; and to
to give due
and proper
consideration to
to
due and
proper consideration
- any plan or plans which may be
such
be submitted
submitted to
to them;
them; and
and to
to take
take such
steps
necessary in
in the
the coordination
coordination and
correlation of
of plans
plan s
steps as
as may
may be
be necessary
and correlation
commissions, or
prepared by State commissions,
by bodies
bodies created
under appointor by
created under
appointment by the governors
governors of the respective
States and
representative
respective States
and by
by representative
civic
bodies '• and
if the
participation of
of other
nations in
i
n th
civic bodies;
and if
the participation
other nations
thee com
com-memoration be deemed
memorationbe
deemed advisable,
advisable, to communicate
communicate with
with Governments
Governments
of
of such
such nations.
nations.
Submission to Comsubsoof FinetoArts.
ComSEC.
4. That
That when
when the
the commission
commission shall
SFic. 4.
shall have
have approved
approved of
of a
mission
a plan
plan
it shall
of celebration, then it
shall submit for their consideration
and apconsideration and
approval such plan or plans,
plans, in so
far as
as it
it or
or they
they may
relate to
so far
may relate
to the
the
fine arts, to the Commission of Fine
for their
their
Fine Arts,
Arts, in
in Washington
Washington, for
approval, and in accordance
accordance with
statutory requirements.
requirements.
with statutory
Personal clerica
clerical and
Personal
and
SEC.
That
the
commission,
after
selecting
S
EC.
5.
commission,
after
selecting
a
vice
a chairman
chairman and
and a
a vice
expert assistance.
pchairman from among their members
members, may
chairman
employ a
and
may employ
a secretary
secretary and
such other assistants as
for clerical
as may be
be needed
needed for
clerical work
work connected
connected
commission and
with the duties of the commission
and may
also engage
the services
may also
engage the
services
respective compensations
of expert advisors; and may fix their respective
compensations
appropriated for such
within the amount
amount appropriated
such purposes.
purposes.
Travel,eSp.enses
etc., expenses
ofT
SEC.
6.
commissioners
S
EC.
The
commissioners
receive
no
their
shall
receive
no compensation
compensation for
for their
of commissioners.
services, but shall be paid their actual and necessary
necessary traveling,
hotel,
traveling, hotel,
and other expenses incurred
of their
their duties,
duties, out
incurred in
in the
the discharge
discharge of
out of
of
the
appropriated.
the amount appropriated.
Report w
Congress.
Report
o congress.
SEC.
7. The
S
EC. 7.
The commission
commission shall on or before
before the 4th of March, 1925,
make aa report to the Congress,
Congress, in order
order that
that enabling
enabling legislation
legislation
may
enacted.
may be
be enacted.
Duration.
Duration.
That the commission
shall expire
expire within
SEC.
EC. 8.
8. That
commission hereby created
created shall
within
two years after
after the
expiration of
of the
the celebration,
December 31,
the expiration
celebration, December
31, 1932.
1932.
Effective
immediEffective immediSEC.
SEC. 9. This joint resolution
take effect
effect immediately.
resolution shall
shall take
immediately.
ately.
atey.
Approved, December
December 2,
2, 1924_,
1924.
Approved,
Expenses authorized.
Expensesauthorie
Pan, p. 1316.

December
' 5, 1924..
[R. R.
R. 9159.)
9559.1
[H.
[Public,
.
[Public, No. 292
292.1

Second
Second
Act, 194.
1924.

Defciency
Deficiency

Senate.
Miscellaneous items.
Miscellaneous

CIAP.
4.-An Act Making
Making appropriations
appropriations to supply deficiencies
CHAP. 4.—An
deficiencies in certain
certain
appropriations
year ending
June 30,
30, 1924,
1924, and
and prior
years, to
appropriations for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
ending June
prior fiscal
fiscal years,
to
the fiscal
provide supplemental
supplemental appropriations
appropriations for the
June 30,
and
fiscal year
year ending
ending June
30, 1925,
1925, and
for other
for
other purposes
purposes
Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate
and House
Representatives of
the
Be it
it enacted
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
of the
United
States of America in
in Congress
United States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the following sums
sums are appropriated,
ing
appropriated, out of any money
money in the
not
the Treasury
Treasury not
otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to supply deficiencies
deficiencies in
in certain
certain appropriaappropriations for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1924, and
and prior
prior fiscal
fiscal years,
years,
to
appropriations for the fiscal year
to provide supplemental
supplemental appropriations
year ending
ending
June 30, 1925, and for other purposes,
purposes, namely:
namely:

SENATE
SENATE

For
For miscellaneous
miscellaneous items, exclusive
exclusive of labor, fiscal
$50,000.
$50,000.
Services of
designated
ofdesignated
For
services rendered
For payment
payment for
for services
rendered the Senate or
employees.
thereof, as follows: John G. Holland, junior, $250;
thereof,
Hill, $250; Fred
Fred A.
A. Eckstein,
Eckstein, $860
$860;LAlbert
Albert Reid,
Reid, $125;
$125;
K. Meek, $1,200;
$1,200; Louis Bose,
$40; U.
UP. G.
G. Gordon,
Bose, $40;
Gordon, $40;
$40;
F.
F. Sellers, $200;
$200; in
all, $2,965.
$2,965.
in all,

year 1924,
committees
committees
Ernest K.
Ernest
K.
Ale
xa
nd
er
Alexander
and
and James
James

SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH

S
ESS. II.
II. CH.
4.
CH. 4.
SEss.

673
673

1924.
1924.

Northern Paciiicland
orthe Pacifcland
JOINT COMMITTEE
INVESTIGATE NORTHERN
NORTHERN PACIFIC
PACIFIC LAND
GRANTS grants.
LAND GRANTS
TO INVESTIGATE
COMMIITEE TO
JOINT
grants.

section 33of public
For
joint committee
committee created
created by section
the joint
of the
expenses of
For expenses
resolution
of the
Sixty-eighth Congress
Congress entitled
Joint resolution
resolution
"Joint
entitled "
the Sixty-eighth
resolution of
his approval
withhold his
directing
the Secretary
the Interior
Interior to withhold
of the
Secretary of
directing the
of
Northern Pacific land grants, and for
the Northern
adjustment of the
of the
the adjustment
other
purposes," including personal services, printing and binding,
other purposes,"
traveling and subsistence
other
expenses, fees of witnesses, and such other
subsistence expenses,
traveling
expenses
inquiry as
committee may
as the joint committee
the inquiry
with the
in connection
connection with
expenses in
deem necessary,
remain available
available until June 30,
30, 1925.
to remain
$50,000, to
necessary, $50,000,
deem
HOUSE OF
OF REPRESENTATIVES
REPRESENTATIVES
HOUSE
For payment
payment to
to R.
Moore for
expenses incurred
incurred as
as contestee
contestee
for expenses
Lee Moore
R. Lee
For
audited and
Moore, audited
in
contested-election case
case of
Clark against
against Moore,
of Clark
in the
the contested-election
recommended
by the
on Elections
$1,872.34.
2, $1,872.34.
Numbered 2,
Elections Numbered
the Committee
Committee on
recommended by

Expenses
Joint
of Joint
Exenses of
Committee investigating.
Ante, p.462.

ing.

AU,p.462

House of RepresenRepresenouse
tatives.

t

Contested election
election
eleco
expete
RLee
R. Lee Moore.
Moore.

ex p
Ceontes.ted

te

M.

M.

Chan-

Chan-

dler.
Chandler for expenses incurred as die
w
r.alter
For payment to Walter M. Chandler
contestant
contested-election case of Chandler against Bloom,
in the
the contested-election
contestant in
audited
and recommended
Committee on Elections Numby the Committee
recommended by
audited and
bered
3, $2,000.
bered 3,
Sol Bloom.
Bloom.
contestee in
For payment to Sol Bloom for expenses incurred as contestee
the
contested-election case of Chandler
Chandler against Bloom, audited and
the contested-election
recommended
Elections Numbered
Numbered 3, $2,000.
by the Committee on Elections
recommended by
Royal H. Weller.
For
incurred as con- Royl HWeler.
H. Weller for expenses incurred
to Royal H.
payment to
For payment
testee
contested-election case of Ansorge against Weller,
testee in the contested-election
Numbered
recommended by the Committee
Committee on Elections Numbered
and recommended
audited and

1,
$2,000.
R. Buckey.
James It.
1, $2,000.
Buckley.
incurred as conFor payment
James R.
RI Buckley for expenses
expenses incurred
payment to James
For
testee
in the
of Gorman against Buckley,
case of
contested-election case
the contested-election
testee in
audited and
and recommended
recommended by
Committee on Elections
Elections Numbered
the Committee
by the
audited
$2,000.
3, $2,000.
or
man
For the
payment to
John Gorman
expenses incurred as con- JlJohn Gorman.
for expenses
Gorman for
to John
the payment
For
testant
in
contested-election
case
of
Gorm7
se
rlainst
Buckley,
$2,000.
against
Gorman
testant in contested-election case
the
disbursed by the Clerk of the
The
The six preceding sums shall be disbursed
House.
Contingent expenses.
expense.
Contingent
CONTINGENT EXPENSES
EXPENSES OF
THE HOUSE
HOUSE
OF THE
CONTINGENT
For
furniture and materials for repairs of the same, fiscal year
For furniture
1924, $7,285.08.
$7,285.08.
miscellaneous items and expenses of special and select cornFor miscellaneous
For
ordered
nuttees,
labor,7 unless specifically ordered
of salaries and labor
exclusive of
mittees, exclusive
by
the House
House of
of Representatives,
Representatives, and
including reimbursement
reimbursement to
and including
by the
committees for the amounts actually
stenographers to committees
the official stenographers
and necessarily
necessarily paid out by them for transcribing hearings, fiscal
and
year 1924, $37,596.04.
$37,596.04.
ARCHITECT OF
CAPITOL
OF THE
THE CAPITOL
ARCHITECT

Furniture.

Furnitue.

spittc
ieln
izuWe
cont:

Msell^neous Items.
mittees.

special and seft com-

mittees.

Architect of the CapiArchitectoftheCapitok

Capitol power plant.
power plant.
the heating
Capitol power
power plant:
plant: For
remodeling and
improving the
heating capit
and improving
For remodeling
Capitol
gstem
Capitol Building, with the exception of the Supreme
of the Capitol
system of
Court
fe o
1925.ting =dug frieze
Court section,
section, $38,000, to remain available until June 30, 1925.
of
Capitol Building
Building and
and repairs:
For amount
amount required
connec- RotS.
in connecrequired in
repairs: For
Capitol
tion
Rotunda of the Capitol,
the completion
completion of the frieze in the Rotunda
tion with the
fiscal years 1924 and 1925, $5,000.

GOVERNMENT
OFFICE
PRINTING OFFICE
GOVERNMENT PRINTING
To
pay Samuel
Samuel Robinson,
Robinson, William
De Fontes,
William Madden, Joseph De
To pay
and Charles
C. Allen,
Allen, messengers
on night
during the
the SixtySityduty durng
night duty
messengers on
Charles C.
and
$3^00
services, $800
for extra services,
eighth Congress,
Congress, first
first session,
$800 each,
each, $8,200.
sesion, for
eighth

Government

inome
ing
Office.

Print-

rt

Seamed Robintian.
William Madden. Jotr
ades
Ilinc.FBe
tn
es.. and

ws'sh iOJ.,
.d=c* Sad

674
Executive
Executive Office.
Offee.
police.
White House
House police.
Additional
Additional Person"
personnel.
Ante,
Ane, p.
p. 175.
175.

niforms, etc.

Uniforms, etc.

American
Rattle
American
Battle
Monuments Commission.
sion.
Motor vehicle allowactor
vehice aow-,
ance,
Ante,
p.35.
A,p.as.

Monument Commis-

SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH
CONGRESS.

Snss.
II.
SESS. II.

CH.
4.
CH. 4.

1924.
1924.

EXECUTIVE
EXECUTIVE OFFICE
OFFICE
WHITE
WHII.k. HOUSE
HOUSE POLICE
POLICE

For additional personnel in accordance
accordance with the Act approved
approved
Sergeant, $2,400; five
May 27, 1924: Sergeant,
five privates
privates at
at $2,100
each; in
in all,
all,
$2,100 each;
fiscal year
1925, $12,900.
$12,900.
fiscal
year 1925,
For
uniforming and
and equipping
the White
White House
including
For uniforming
equipping the
House police,
police, including
the purchase
purchase and
and issue
issue of
revolvers and
and ammunition,
ammunition, fiscal
of revolvers
fiscal year
year
1925,
1925, $600.
$600.
AMERICAN BATTLE
MONUMENTS COMMISSION
COMMISSION
AMERICAN
BATTLE MONUMENTS

The
$95,750 made
for the
The appropriation
appropriation of
of $95,750
made for
the expenses
expenses of
of the
the AmeriAmerican Battle Monuments
Monuments Commission
Commission by the Act of April
1924,
April 2,
2, 1924,
Public Numbered 66, Sixty-eighth
Sixty-eighth Congress,
is hereby
Congress, is
hereby made
made availavailthe maintenance,
maintenance, repair,
able for the
repair, and
and operation
of one
operation of
one motor-promotor-propelled
pelled passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicle
vehicle that
furnished by
by the
the SecSecthat may
may be
be furnished
retary of War for the official use of
commission in
foreign
of the said commission
in foreign
countries.
countries.
District of Columbia.
DistrictofColumbia.
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
COLUMBIA
GENERAL EXPENSES
EXPENSES
GENERAL
Rent Commission.
Commission.
Rent

RENT COMMISSION
RENT
COMMISSION

Salaries, etc.
salarie,
Vol. 41, p. 298.
Vol. 42, pp.a2so4.
200, 544.
Ante, p.120.

For salaries
salaries and expenses
authorized by
II, of
of
expenses authorized
by section
section 103,
103, Title
Title II,
Columbia Rents
the Food Control
Control and the District of Columbia
Rents Act, apAnt, p. 120.
proved
22, 1919,
the Act
proved October
October 22,
1919, as amended
amended by the
Act approved
approved August
August
24, 1921,
1921, extending
extending the Rent Commission until May
and the
May 22,
22, 1922,
1922, and
the
Act approved
approved May 22, 1922, extending the
commission until
until
the said
said commission
May 22, 1924, and the Act approved
approved May
1924, extending
extending the
the
May 17
17,1 1924,
22, 1925,
$45,000, including
postage on
on
said commission
commission until
until May
May 22,
1925, $45,000,
including postage
official mail
mail matter,
street-car
transportation, and
and daily
daily newspapers:
official
matter,
street-car
transportation,
newspapers:
Provisos.
Provided,
That the
amount herein
shall cover
cover salaries
salaries
Period available.
available.
Provided, That
the amount
herein appropriated
appropriated shall
expenses for
May 23,
1924, and
endand expenses
for the
the period
period beginning
beginning with
with May
23,
1924,
and
endAdditional pay to aswith May
May 22,
1925: Provided
That no
no part
part of
this sum
Additio
pay to as- ing
ing with
22, 1925:
Provided further,
further, That
of this
sum
sessor
to cease.
ol.41,
Vol.
41, p.
p. 299.
shall be used for the payment
payment of additional compensation
compensation to the
the
assessor of the District of Columbia
Columbia after
June 30,
30, 1924.
1924.
after June
J. C.
Harding and
J.
C. Harding
and The accounting officers of the District of Columbia are authorized
authorized
Company.
Payment to.
to.
to pay to J.
J. C. Harding
Harding and
Company the
the sum
$96.95 from
from the
and Company
sum of
of $96.95
the
appropriation for the Rent
appropriation
District of
of Columbia
(no
Rent Commission,
Commission, District
Columbia (no
year), for furnishing and installing
fiscal year),
butinstalling electric
electric bells,
bells, push
push buttons, and buzzers in new quarters assigned
the Rent
assigned to
to the
Rent Commission,
Commission,
said work having been done without competition
required by
by law.
competition as
as required
law.
etc.
vol.42,pp.

Contingent
expenses.
Contingent expenses.
Judicial expenses.
Judicial
expenses.

CONTINGENT
MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES
CONTINGENT AND
AND MISCELLANEOUS
EXPENSES

For judicial
including procurement
of title,
For
judicial expenses,
expenses, including
procurement of chains of
title,
the printing of briefs
Court of
of Appeals
Appeals of
briefs in the
the Court
of the
the District
District of
of
Columbia, witness
fees, and
before
witness fees,
and expert
expert services
services in
in District
District cases
cases before
the Supreme Court of said
said District,
District, fiscal
fiscal year
year 1923,
1923, $3,955.92.
$3,955.92.
Advertising taxes
taxes in
Advertising
in
For
advertising
notice
of
taxes
in
arrears
July
1,
1922,
as required
For
advertising
notice
of
taxes
in
arrears
July
1,
1922,
as
required
arrears.
rol 26,
26,p.
Vol.
p. 24.
19, 1890, to be
to be given by the Act of March
March 19,
by aa
be reimbursed
reimbursed by
charge of 50 cents for each
each lot
of property
property advertised,
lot or piece
piece of
advertised, fiscal
fiscal
year 1923,
$937.81.
year
1923, $937.81.
Refund of erroneous
oRefun
of erroneous
To enable the commissioners,
where special
special assessassesscollections.
commissioners, in any case where
ments, school tuition charges, rents, fees, or collections
collections of
of any charcharacter have been erroneously
erroneously covered
into the
the Treasury
covered into
Treasury to
to the
the credit
credit
of the United States and
the District
District of
of Columbia
the proportion
and the
Columbia in
in the
proportion

SIXTY-EIGHTH
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.

SESS. II.
II. Cu.
4.
Cu. 4.
SESS.

that
the expenses
expenses of
the government
of the
government of
of the
for the
appropriations for
the appropriations
that the
District
Columbia for
for the
fiscal year
year involved were or are paid
the fiscal
of Columbia
District of
from the
the Treasury
of the
the United
United States
revenues of the
and the revenues
States and
Treasury of
from
District
of Columbia,
refund such
payments, wholly
wholly or
erroneous payments,
such erroneous
to refund
Columbia, to
District of
in
including the
permits
fees paid for building permits
refunding of fees
the refunding
part, including
in part,
authorized by
the District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia Appropriation
approved
Appropriation Act approved
by the
authorized
March
1911, fiscal
year 1924,
1924, $1,500:
$1,500: Provided,
approthis approThat this
Provided, That
fiscal year
2, 1911,
March 2,
priation
shall be
for such
such refunds
made within
within
refunds of payments made
available for.
be available
priation shall
the
three years.
past three
the past
For
painting traffic
lines, including
including employment
employment of
of necessary
necessary 'perpertraffic lines,
For painting
sonal
services, and
and the
the purchase
and equipment, $5,000,
$5,000,
supplies and
of supplies
purchase of
sonal services,
to
remain available
available until
June 30,
1925.
30, 1925.
until June
to remain
For
installation of traffic
markers, signals,
traffic lights, markers,
and installation
purchase and
the purchase
For the
control switches,
necessary incidental
incidental expenses,
expenses, and the employemployand necessary
switches, and
control
ment of
personal services,
$10,000, to
available until June 30,
remain available
to remain
services, $10,000,
of personal
ment
1925.
1925.
PUBLIC
PUBLIC SCHOOLS

.Public

675

1924.
1924.

Building permits.

36,
gPe
Vol.d
Vol. 36,
p.i7.
967.
Proviso.
Prrioryears.
Prior
years.

Painting
lines.
traffic lines.
Painting traffic

Traffic ssignals, etc.

Traffc

pnals etc-

Public schools.
schools.
Additional

for

sal-

for19
of salaries
aries, 1925.
payment of
For additional
additional amount
required for
for payment
salaries of admin- aritesi
amount required
For
attendance
istrative
and supervisory
supervisory officers, teachers, librarians, and attendance
istrative and
the fiscal year ending
officers
in the
the public
ending June 30,
schools during the
public schools
officers in
1925,
including two
two first
assistant superintendents
superintendents and one chief
chief
first assistant
1925, including
examiner, $1,148,570:
this sum
sum and
and the
the amounts
amounts Ante,
e, p.367.
That this
Provided, That
$1,148,570: Provided,
examiner,
pop. 36.
specifically
Appropriation Provisos.
appropriated in the District of Columbia Appropriation
specifically appropriated
Consolidation of
Consolidation of
teachers, librari- amounts.
salaries of
for salaries
Act
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1925,
1925, for
of officers,
officers, teachers,
Act for
principals
ans,
attendance officers,
officers, longevity
longevity pay,
pay, and allowance to principals
ans, attendance
as one amount for the
are
authorized to
to be
consolidated and
and treated
treated as
be consolidated
are authorized
officers, teachpayment
supervisory officers,
administrative and supervisory
of administrative
of salaries
salaries of
payment of
ers,
attendance officers in such numbers and at such
such
librarians, and attendance
ers, librarians,
rates of
compensation as shall
shall be
be authorized
authorized by law for said fiscal Americanization
rates
of compensation
Americanization
re
allowance reyear:
Provided further,
the appropriation
appropriation for
for Americanization
Americanization work allowance
That the
further, That
year: Provided
duced.
p 556.
ducd.
work
for the
fiscal year
year 1925
1925 is
hereby reduced
$1,800, Ante, p.
the sum of $1,800,
by the
reduced by
is hereby
the fiscal
work for
made aapart
which sum
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
transferred to and
and made
to be
be transferred
sum is
which
of the
foregoing consolidated
consolidated amount.
of
the foregoing
Community centers.
centers.
For
additional amount
salaries of
of employees
employees of
of the
the CoCom- Community
for salaries
amount for
For additional
munity Center
Center Department
Department of
of the Public
Public Schools for the fiscal year
year
munity
Provisos.
esigfo desigs for
1925,
Provided, That
That in
addition to
appropria- Available
to this sum, the appropriain addition
$3,400: Provided,
1925, $3,400:
the nated salaries.
tion contained
District of
Columbia Appropriation
Appropriation Act
Act for
for the
of Columbia
the District
in the
contained in
tion
AIMS, p.556.
of A"ep.566.
salaries of
of the
fiscal year
year 1925
made available
for the
the salaries
payment of
the payment
available for
is made
1925 is
fiscal
one
general director,
director, two
secretaries, and seven full-time
general secretaries,
two general
one general
community secretaries,
secretaries, at such
compensation as shall be ausuch rates of compensation
community
thorized
law for
for said
said fiscal
payment.of comfiscal year, and for the payment
by law
thorized by
than janitors, including partpensation
of other
employees, other than
other employees,
pensation of
time
community secretaries,
at such
such rates
rates of
of pay
be fixed
mitaion.
by pay
fixed by
as shall
shall be
pay as
secretaries, at
time community
Pay limitation.
the
That not more than 85
further, That
Provided further,
Education: Provided
of Education:
Board of
the Board
per
centum of
the total
total amount
amount appropriated
for the
Community
the Community
appropriated for
of the
per centum
Center
Department for
for the
fiscal year
ending June
1925, shall be
30, 1925,
June 30,
year ending
the fiscal
Center Department
expended
expended for salaries of employees.
Annuities.
Annnia.
For
annuities as
follows:
as follows:
of annuities
payment of
For payment
Fiscal
1923, $1,526.29;
$1,526.29;
year 1923,
Fiscal year
Fiscal year
year 1924,
$5,600.
1924, $5,600.
Fiscal
Fuel,
light, and
pow
For fuel,
and power, as follows:
light and
electric light
and electric
gas, and
fuel, gas,
For
power.
Fiscal year
year 1923,
1923, $52,058.79;
$52,058.79;
Fiscal
000.
Fiscablyear
year 1924,
1d
92
in
4e
,$60,000.
oo
Thmson School.
Fiscal
to and
the Thomson
Thoso
For
,
$
d6in
0
equipment
e4
focr
ona
t
b
he
ina
s
:
tco
r
noolu
laaddition
md
b
dii
y
tionin
the
to
six-room
the
for
equipment
and
furniture an
For furniture
Thomson School,
School, fiscal
year 1924,
$3,261.
1924, $3,261.
fiscal year
Thomson
Macfarland and
For
completion of
of the
equipment of
Macfarland Junior
High Langley jnior
Junior High
Junior High
of the
the Macfarland
the equipment
For completion
d
Schools.
scAdditional
ooa
and
High Schools,
fiscal year
1924, $3,000.
$3,000.
year 1924,
Schools, fiscal
Junior High
Langley Junior
and Langley
building
Scl.
Teey School.
Dar Miley
an eight-room
For
additional amount
erection of
eight-room near
of an
the erection
for the
amount for
an
For an
le additional
extensi
extensible building, including a combination assembly hall and
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1924.
1924.

gymnasium,
to be
purchased in
in the
the vicinity
vicinity of,
of, and
and to
to
gymnasium, on
on aa site
site to
be purchased
relieve, the
School, $15,000.
relieve,
the Tenley
Tenley School,
$15,000.
Western High School.
School.
The requirement
requirement of
construction of
of or
or addition
addition
of law
law for
for the
the entire
entire construction
restrictions
Contract restrictions
removed.
removed.
building to
to any building
awarded in
one or
or aasingle
single contract,
contract, exclusive
exclusive
to be awarded
in one
of
heating, lighting,
lighting, and
and plumbing,
shall not
not apply
to appropriations
of heating,
plumbing, shall
apply to
appropriations
made
the remodeling
and the
an addition
to
made for the
remodeling and
the construction
construction of
of an
addition to
the Western High School.
School.
Repairs to buildings
Repairs
For repairs and
to school
school buildings
buildings and
and grounds
grounds
and improvements
improvements to
and grounds.
grounds.
and for repairing
repairing and renewing
renewing heating,
plumbing, and
and ventilating
ventilating
heating, plumbing,
apparatus,
installation of sanitary
apparatus, and installation
drinking fountains
fountains in
in buildsanitary drinking
buildings not supplied with same, $25,000,
remain available
available until
until
$25,000, to remain
June 30,
30, 1925.
1925.
June
Police.
Police.
METROPOLITAN
POLICE
METROPOLITAN POLICE

For an additional amount
amount required
required for
the payment
payment of
of salaries
salaries
for the
officers and
and allowances of officers
and members
members of
the Metropolitan
Police of
of the
Metropolitan Police
of
the District of Columbia, fiscal
fiscal year
Provided, That
That
year 1925,
1925, $751,030:
$751,030: Provided,
specifically appropriated
this sum and the amounts specifically
appropriated in the
District
the District
of Columbia Appropriation
Appropriation Act for the fiscal
fiscal year
salaries
year 1925
1925 for
for salaries
and allowances
allowances of officers
officers and members
members of the Metropolitan
Police,
Metropolitan Police,
other than the appropriation
appropriation for personal
services in
in accordance
accordance
personal services
with the classification act
1923, are
are authorized
authorized to
to be
be consolidated
consolidated
act of
of 1923,
and used as one
for the
payment of
of salaries
salaries and
allowances
one amount
amount for
the payment
and allowances
Additional privates.
privates. of officers and
the rates
rates authorized
by law
and including
and members
members at
at the
authorized by
law and
including
165 privates of class one
addition to
to the
the number
number of
privates proproone in addition
of privates
vided for
in such
appropriation Act.
Act.
for in
such appropriation

Additional for salaAdditional
rte, etc.
ries,
she.
Ante, p.
p.174.
Ante,
174.
Proviso.
Priso.
Consolidation
Consolidation
amounts for salaries.
of amounts
Ante, p.
p. 559.
Ante,
559.

Fire department.

FIRE DEPATMENT
DEPARTMENT

For
an additional amount
required for
payment of
For an
amount required
for the
the payment
of salaries
salaries
a officers
and members
members of
of the
ire Department,
Department, fiscal
fiscal year
year 1925
1925,
of
officers and
the Fire
$533,120:
That this
this sum
$533,120: Provided, That
sum and
and the
the amounts
specifically
amounts specifically
appropriated
the District
District of
appropriated in
in the
Columbia Appropriation
Appropriation Act
Act for
for
of Columbia
the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1925
1925 for
for salaries
and members
members of
Fire
salaries of
of officers
officers and
of the
the Fire
Department,
Department, other than the
for personal
personal services
in
the appropriation
appropriation for
services in
accordance
accordance with the classification act of
of 1923,
1923, are
to be
be
are authorized
authorized to
consolidated and used as one amount for the
the payment
consolidated
of salaries
salaries of
payment of
of
officers and members at
the rates
rates authorized
by law
law and
and including
including
at the
authorized by
Additional
Additional force.
frce.
six captains,
lieutenants, six sergeants,
and ninety-seven
six
captains, six
six lieutenants,
sergeants, and
ninety-seven privates
privates
of class one,
one in addition
addition to the
for in
in such
such approapprothe numbers
numbers provided
provided for
priation
priation act'.
act.
Repairs
apparatus etc.
to
to appraFor repairs to apparatus
apparatus and motor vehicles
and other
vehicles and
tus,
other motormotordriven apparatus, including the same
objects specified
under this
this
same objects
specified under
head in the District of Columbia Appropriation
Act for
the fiscal
fiscal
Appropriation Act
for the
$5,000.
year 1924,
1924, $5,000.
Health
department.
Heathn department.
HEALTH DEPARTMENT
HEALTH
DEPARTMENT

Additional for
Additional
salafor salaries, etc.
ries,
etc.
e, ? p. 175.
Ante
Pronso.
Conolidation
Consolidation
of
amountsror
saaries,
of amounts for salaries.
* ,p.the
Ante,
P. 561.

Contagious
Contagious diseases.
dsase.
Limitation removed.

Vol. 42, p.
1352.
vol.
p. 135.

Drainage
of lots.
Drainageoflots.
Vol. 29, p. 125.

Vol.
Abating nuisances,
Abating
nuisas.
Vol. 34, p. 114.

Crematory.
Crematory.

services contained
in the
The limitation of $25,000
$25,000 for personal services
contained in
the
appropriation of $40,000
appropriation
$40,000 for
for prevention
prevention of
contagious diseases
diseases,
of contagious
Health Department, fiscal year 1924, is hereby
hereby waived.
waived.
enforcement of the
the provisions
For enforcement
provisions of
of an
an Act
Act to
to provide
provide for
the
for the
drainage
drainage of lots in the District of Columbia,
Columbia, approved
approved May 19,
19,
1896, and
and an
an Act
provide for
for the
the abatement
of nuisances
nuisances in
1896,
Act to
to provide
abatement of
in the
the
District
of Columbia
Columbia by the
District of
the commissioners,
commissioners, and for
for other
other purposes,
purposes,
approved
approved April 14, 1906, $2,000, to remain
remain available
available until
,Tune 30,
30,
until June
1925.
1925.
For maintenance,
including personal
personal services,
For
maintenance including
services, of the public
public cremacrematory, fiscal year 1924, $1,000.
$1,000.
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COURTS AND
AND PRISONS
PRISONS
COURTS
POLICE
COURT
POLICE COURT

For
law books,
books of
directories, periodiperiodireference, directories,
of reference,
books, books
printing, law
For printing,
cals, and
and so
so forth,
same objects
under this
specified under
objects specified
the same
including the
forth, inclttding
cals,
head in
the District
Columbia Appropriation
Appropriation Act for the fiscal
of Columbia
District of
in the
head
years
follow:
years that follow:
$961.65;
For 1923, $961.65;
For
For 1924, $1,500.
compensation of jurors, fiscal year 1924, $3,500.
For compensation
MISCELLANEOUS
MISCELLANEOUS
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1924.

Courts and
and prisons.
prisons.
Courts
Police court.
court.
Police
Contingent expenses.

Cotingentexpenses.

Jurors.
Jurors.
Miscellaneous.

Miscellaneous.

Support of convicts

For support,
support, maintenance,
maintenance, and
and transportation
transportation of
of convicts
convicts transasrcti. °(
trans- oor sDistrict.
For

convicts

ferred
from the District of Columbia;
Columbia; expenses of shipping remains
ferred from
expenses
of deceased
convicts to
in the
the United
United States,
States, and
and expenses
homes in
their homes
to their
deceased convicts
of
of
interment
of
unclaimed
remains
of
deceased
convicts;
expenses
expenses
convicts;
deceased
of
remains
unclaimed
of interment of
incurred in
identifying and
escaped convicts
convicts and rewards
rewards
pursuing escaped
and pursuing
in identifying
incurred
for
their recapture,
expended under the direction of the Atbe expended
to be
recapture, to
for their
torney General,
fiscal year
year 1924,
$25,000.
Lunacy writs epen
1924, $25,000.
General, fiscal
torney
t
s.
For expenses
expenses attending
attending the
lunatico inin
execution of writs de lunatico
the execution
For
quirendo
thereunder in all cases of indigent
indigent insane
commitments thereunder
and commitments
quirendo and
persons
committed to Saint Elizabeths
be committed
to be
sought to
or sought
committed or
persons committed
Hospital
by order
order of
executive authority of the District of
the executive
of the
Hospital by
Columbia
under the
the provisions
provisions of
existing law, fiscal year 1923,
of existing
Columbia under
$162.72.
Supreme
Supreme Court,
T162.72.
D.
C.
SUPREME
COLUMBIA
D.C.
OF COLUMBIA
DISTRICT OF
COURT, DISTRICT
SUPREME COURT,
For
such miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses
may be
be authorized
authorized by
by the
the .Miscelneous
Miscellaneous expenexPen.
as may
expenses as
For such
Attorney
General for the Supreme Court of the District of ColumAttorney General
bia
including the
the furnishing and collecting
collecting of eviofficers, including
its officers,
and its
bia and
dence where
the United States is or may be a
aparty
party in interest, and
where the
dence
including such
expenses other
for personal
personal services
services as maybe
may be
than for
other than
such expenses
including
authorized
by the
the Attorney
Attorney General for the Court of Appeals, Disauthorized by
trict of Columbia,
$50.62.
Columbia, fiscal year 1923, $50.62.
trict
CHARITIES AND
CORRECTIONS
AND CORRECTIONS
CHARITIES
WORKHOUSE
WORKHOUSE

Charities and
and correc.
corree.
Charities
Dons.
tiors.
Workhouse.
Workhouse.

For
manufacturing, fiscal year 1924, Fuel
Fuel.
maintenance and manufacturing,
fuel for maintenance
For fuel
Training
National
$10,000.
National
$10,000.
School
NATIONAL TRAINING
TRAINING SCHOOL
GIRLS
School for Oirls.
Girls.
FOR GIRLS
SCHOOL FOR
NATIONAL
For installation
installation of
of electric
fixtures pertaining
pertaining girlsId
err. ding for wte
w
and fixtures
lights, and
wiring, lights,
electric wiring,
For
thereto in
in the
the building
building recently
acquired for
white girls,
fiscal year
installation.
year Electric installation
girls, fiscal
for white
recently acquired
thereto,
1924,
$3,000.
1924, $3,000.
W..B.
B. Mses
Moses and
and
and Rudolph and
ons.,andRudolphand
The accounting
officers of
the District
District of Columbia
Columbia are authorized
authorized Sons,
of the
accounting officers
The
West.
for

hite

to
est
to pay,
pay, from
from the
the balance
balance remaining
remaining of
of the appropriation
appropriation of $5,000 Payments
to, from
from
to
unexpended bance.
balance.
provided in
in the
District Appropriation
the fiscal year 1917 uededha
for the
Act for
Appropriation Act
the District
provided
Vol. 39, p. 707.
for
additional land for the National
National Training
Training
condemnation of additional
for condemnation
$138.51 to W. B. Moses and Sons for furniture,
furniture, and
School for Girls, $138.51
a kitchen
kitchen range, and
$133
Rudolph and West for installing
installing a
an exto Rudolph
$133 to
improperly made from
from said appropriation,
appropriation,
penditures heretofore improperly
amounting
amounting to $4,539.96, are approved.
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Medical charities.
charities.
Medical

1924.
1924.

MEDICAL CHARITIES
CARITIES
MEDICAL

For care and treatment
indigent patients under
to
treatment of indigent
under contracts
contracts to
be made by the Board of
Charities with
the following
following institutions
institutions
of Charities
with the
and for not
exceed the
following amounts
amounts respectively:
respectively:
not to exceed
the following
Emergency Hospital.
Hospital.
Emergency
Central Dispensary and Emergency
Emergency Hospital:
HosPital: Fiscal
Fiscal year
year 1922,
1922,
$2,991.15; fiscal
year 1923,
$2,991.15;
fiscal year
1923, $8,303.40.
$8,303.40.
Casualty
casualty Hospital.
Hospital.
Eastern
Hospital: Fiscal
Eastern Dispensary
Dispensary and
and Casualty
Casualty Hospital:
Fiscal year
year 1922,
1922,
$878.35;
1923, $6,236.15.
$878.35; fiscal year
year 1923,
$6,236.15.
indigent

Care
Care of indigent patients.

Gallinger
Gallinger Hospital.
Hospital.

Maintenance.

GALL;NGER
GALLINGER MUNICIPAL
M UNICIPAL HOSPITAL
HOSPITAL

For maintenance,
maintenance, maintenance
maintenance of motor vehicles, horses and horsebooks of
drawn vehicles, books
and all
all other
other necessary
expenses,
of reference,
reference, and
necessary expenses,
1923, $16,117.03.
$16,117.03.
fiscal year 1923,

Maintenance.

CHILD-CARING I
CHILD-CARING
NST.'. ru TIONS
INSTITUTIONS
Chalren's
Board of Children's
Guardians.
Guardians.
Feeble-minded
Feebe-minded
dren.

chilch-

den.

Elisabeths
8Saint
a i n t Elizabeths
Hospital.

BOARD
CHILDREN'S GUARDIANS
BOARD OF
OF CHILDREN'S
GUARDIANS

For maintenance
For
maintenance of feeble-minded
feeble-rajnded children (white
(white and colored),
colored),
fiscal
year 1924,
1924, $2,000.
$2,000.
fiscal year
SAINT
SAINT ELIZABETHS
ELIZABETHS HOSPITAL
HOSPI'l'AL

For support
support of indigent insane of the District of Columbia
in
Columbia in
Saint Elizabeths
Elizabeths Hospital, as
provided by
by law,
year 1924,
1921,
as provided
law, fiscal
fiscal year
$100,000.
buildings and
Public buildings
and
PUBLIC
BUILDINGS AND
AND GROUNDS
PUBLIC BUILDINGS
GROUNDS
grounds.
Indigent Insane.
insane.

Park police.

Additional for sala-

ries.

Ante, p.175.
An'tc,p.175.
Proviso.
Consolidation of

rocoidationoo

amounts for
salaries.
forsalaries.
Ante,
572.
A nte, p.
p.57.

allowMotor vehicle
vehicle allow-

811C43.

Motor cycles.
cycles.
Potomac Park.
Potomac
Park.
Tidal Basin bathing
bathing
facilities.

aciitiaes.

Proono.
Proviso.
Bathing beach for
colored people.
Baolance
Balance avabe.
available.
Vol. 42, pp. 708, 1366.

Bathing beach for

Vol. 2,.

708, 1366.

Judgments.
Judgments.
Payment of, against
Payment
against

the District.

For an additional
additional amount for the United States Park Police
force
Police force
under the provisions of the Act entitled "An Act to fix the salaries
salaries of
of
officers
and members
members of the
officers and
the Metropolitan
Metropolitan Police
Police force,
force; the United
United
States Park Police force, and the
department of
of the
of
the fire
fire department
the District
District of
Columbia,"
27, 1924,
fiscal year
year 1925,
ProColumbia," approved
approved May
May 27,
1924, fiscal
1925, $36,162.21:
$36,162.21: Provided, That this sum and the amounts specifically
specifically appropriated
appropriated in
in
the
of Columbia
appropriation Act
the District
District of
Columbia appropriation
Act for the fiscal year 1925,
for salaries of the United
United States Park
Police, are
are authorized
to be
be
Park Police,
authorized to
consolidated
consolidated and used
used as one amount for the
the payment
payment of
of salaries
salaries
for the United States Park Police at
at the
rates of
of compensation
compensation auauthe rates
thorized
thorized in such Act
Act of
of May
May 27,
27, 1924.
1924.
For
motor vehicle
For motor
vehicle allowance
allowance for the superintendent
superintendent of the United
United
States
States Park Police, fiscal year 1925,
1925, $480.
For motor
allowance to twenty members
For
motor cycle
cycle allowance
members of the United
United States
Park Police,
Police, at
fiscal year
1925, $2,400.
$2,400.
at $120
$120 each,
each, fiscal
year 1925,
For construction and development
development work in Potomac
Potomac Park
Park on the
west shore of the Tidal
Tidal Basin
Basin to provide
bathing facilities,
facilities,
provide public
public bathing
and for
for the
maintenance thereof,
thereof, $50,000,
$50,000, to
to remain
available until
and
the maintenance
remain available
until
Provided, That the unexpended
June 30, 1925: Provided,
unexpended balance of the appropriation of $25,000
$25,000 contained in
in the
the District
Columbia appropriaappropriaDistrict of
of Columbia
tion Act for the fiscal year
for the
bathing
year 1923
1923 for
the construction
construction of
of a
a bathing
beach and bathhouse
bathhouse for the colored population
population of the city, continued
continued
available during the fiscal year
and made
made available
year 1924
1924 by the
District of
the District
of
Columbia appropriation
appropriation Act for the
the fiscal year
is further
further conconyear 1924, is
available during
during the fiscal
tinued and made available
year 1925
for the
the conconfiscal year
1925 for
struction
struction and maintenance
maintenance of said bathing beach and
bathhouse.
and bathhouse.
JUDGMENTS
JUDGMENTS

For
payment of
of the
judgments, including
rendered against
For payment
the judgments,
including costs, rendered
against
the District of Columbia,
Columbia, as set forth in House
House Document
Document Numbered
Numbered
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SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.

S
ESS. II.
CH. 4.
SESS.
II. CH.
4.
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1924.
1924.

265 of
the present
session, $4,213.94,
$4,213.94, together
further sum
sum to
to
265
of the
present session,
together with
with a
a further
pay the
the interest
not exceeding
exceeding 4
per annum
annum on
such
pay
interest at
at not
4 per
per centum
centum per
on such
judgments, as
provided by
from the
the date
date the
same become
become due
due
judgments,
as provided
by law,
law, from
the same
until date
of payment.
payment.
date of
until
AUDITED CLAIMS
CLAIMS
AUDITED

Audited claims.
claims.
Audited

Payment of claims
For the payment
payment of following
following claims, certified
certified to be due by the cerandienty°rDeilsat=
accounting officers
officers of
District of
of Columbia,
appropriations accounting
officers.
accountingofficers.
under appropriations
Columbia, under
of the
the District
accounting
the
balances of
of which
exhausted or
to the
the surplus
surplus vol.18,
vol.18,p.no.
p. 110.
or carried
carried to
have been
been exhausted
which have
the balances
fund under
the provisions
of section
section 5
5 of
Act of
of June
June 20,
20, 1874,
1874,
the Act
of the
under the
provisions of
fund
being for
service of
of the
fiscal year
1921 and
and prior
years:
prior years:
year 1921
the fiscal
being
for the
the service
Courts,
District of
opinions, Court
of Dein
D es iration
of
gnation
of
Courts, District
of Columbia,
Columbia, 1919,
1919, reports
reports of
of opinions,
Court of
Appeals, $55;
District of
of Columbia,
of opinions,
opinions,
reports of
1920, reports
Columbia, 1920,
$55; courts,
courts, District
Appeals,
Court
police court,
Columbia, 1920,
1920, conconof Columbia,
court, District
District of
$55;' police
of Appeals,
Appeals, $55
Court of
tingent expenses,
expenses, $10.75;
Metropolitan police,
police, 1920,
1920, House
Detenof DetenHouse of
$10.75; Metropolitan
tingent
tion, for
for maintenance,
department, 1920,
1920, repairs
repairs to
to en$2.86; fire
fire department,
maintenance, $2.86;
tion,
gine house,
$2.13; fire
fire department,
contingent expenses,
expenses, $4;
$4;
gine
house, $2.13;
department, 1921,
1921, contingent
health department,
department, 1919, bacteriological
bacteriological laboratory, for
for maintenance,
maintenance,
health
$4; health
health department,
electric current,
current,
dispensaries, for electric
1921, dispensaries,
department, 1921,
$4;
$18.08; streets,
streets, District
Columbia, 1918,
1918, parking
commission, for
for
parking commission,
of Columbia,
District of
$18.08;
Columbia, 1921,
1921, cleaning,
cleaning, etc.,
streets, District of Columbia,
repairs, $2; streets,
for
current furnished
furnished stable
March and April, 1921,
1921,
stable March
for electric
electric current
maintenance,
$33.84;
Training School for Girls, 1921,
1921, for maintenance,
National Training
$33.84; National
$10.50; Tuberculosis Hospital, 1921,
1921, for maintenance,
maintenance, $68.75;
$68.75; re$76.54; public schools,
formatory,
1921, for maintenance,
maintenance, $76.54;
schools, 1918, reformatory, 1921,
pairs
to buildings,
for supplies,
repairs to
to
1920, repairs
public schools, 1920,
buildings, for
supplies, $8; public
pairs to
contingent and
buildings, for supplies, $10.80;
buildings,
$10.80; public schools, 1920, contingent
and
miscellaneous expenses, $60.48; public schools, 1920, payment of anmiscellaneous
$1,626.59;
nuities, $32.69;
$32.69; public schools,
annuities, $1,626.59;
1921, payment of annuities,
schools, 1921,
nuities,
maintenance, $52.30; contingent
playgrounds, 1918, maintenance,
contingent and miscellaplaygrounds,
Columbia, 1920, for advertising
advertising and mainneous expenses,
expenses, District of Columbia,
tenance
vehicles, $69.90; contingent
contingent and miscellaneous
miscellaneous extenance of motor vehicles,
penses, District of Columbia,
Columbia, 1921,
1921, for advertising
advertising and maintenance
office, $56.10; improvements
of coroner's office
improvements and repairs, 1918, repairs
to
streets, $8.69.
$8.69. In
claims, $2,269.
$2,269.
all, audited
audited claims,
In all,
to streets,
is
The foregoing
foregoing sums
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia ' unless other- Proportlon
Proportion from Msfor the District
sums for
The
.
re.
therein specifically
specifically provided,
provided, shall be paid as follows: Such
Such
wise therein
,sml
yea
1920 and
and prior
prior fiscal
sums
fiscal years, 50 per For
For
fis
year 1920
the fiscal
fiscal year 1920
relate to
to the
sums as relate
and pr
years.
centum out of the revenues
revenues of the District of Columbia and 50 per
per
centum out of the Treasury of the United States; such sums as relate
relate
to
fiscal years
years 1921,
per centum out of For 192-1924.
1921-1924.
and 1924, 60 per
1921, 1922,
1922, 1923, and
to the
the fiscal
of
centum out of
the
the District
District of Columbia and 40 per centum
revenues of the
the revenues
the
the Treasury
Treasury of the United
United States; and such
such sums
sums as relate to the
F lr m
fiscal year
year 1925
1925 and
and jointly
jointly to
fiscal years
years 1924
and 1925,
1925, shall
shall oFor
1924 and 1926.
192
1924 and
to the
the fiscal
fiscal
be paid out of the revenues
revenues of the District of Columbia and the
Treasury of
United States in the same proportion,
proportion, or in the
Treasury
of the United
same manner, as the appropriations
appropriations for the District of Columbia in
in
Appropriation Act for the fiscal
the District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia Appropriation
fiscal year
year ending June
June 30, 1925,
1925, are paid.
am oun t

tn 0

revenues.

ior
cal

FEDERAL BOARD
EDUCATION
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
BOARD FOR
FOR VOCATIONAL
FEDERAL

ti,;
,
C
i
a
'
ort
i iorod
tionoa

EduceErdca-

be
- neçts
nal educ ebenefits of the Act en- tmonalbedtsUeeaTo extend to the Territory
Territory of Hawaii
Hawaii the
the benefits
tklea
w
extendBa"iL
promotion of vocational
titled
provide for the promotion
vocational education;
education;ed ad to
to
titled "An
"An Act to provide
p.I.
3, p.18.
cooperation with the States
to provide
provide for cooperation
States in the promotion
promotion of such
suck Avo
Ante,
education in agriculture
agriculture and the
the trades and industries; to provide
teachers of
for cooperation
cooperation with the States
States in the preparation
preparation of teachers
of
regulate its exappropriate money
vocational subjects;
subjects; and to appropriate
money and regulate
February 23, 1917,
penditure,"
approved February
1917, in accordance
accordance with the
penditure," approved
extend the provisions
"An Act to extend
the Act entitled "Ain
provisions of
of the
provisions of
of
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certain
laws to
to the
Hawaii," approved
March 10, 1924,
approved March
of Hawaii,"
Territory of
the Territory
certain laws
fiscal year 1925, $30,000.
Industrial rehabflil
rehabilitaTo extend
to the
the Territory
Territory of
Hawaii the
apAct apthe Act
benefits of the
the benefits
of Hawaii
extend to
To
extend'a
tion benefits extended
proved June
2,
1920
(Forty-first
Statutes,
735), in accordance
accordance
Statutes, page 735),
to Hawaii.
(Forty-first
1920
2,
June
proved
73.
Vol. 41, p. 734.
with
provisions of
of the
the Act
"An Act to extend the provientitled "An
Act entitled
the provisions
with the
Ante, p. 18.
Ante,
March
sions of
of certain laws
Hawaii," approved
approved March
laws to the Territory of Hawaii,"
sions
10
L.1924, fiscal year 1925,
1925, $5,000.
10,1924,
Industrial rehabilitarehabilli a'
Industrial
Icor
ying out the provisions of the Act entitled "An Act
Act
carrying
For carr
tion.
Vol. 41,
41, p.
735.
p. 735.
to
providerthe
rehabilitation of persons
persons
promotion of vocational rehabilitation
for the promotion
to provide
disabled
in industry
industry or
or otherwise and their return to civil employdisabled in
Ante, p.
p.430.
Ante,
430.
ment,"
approved June
2, 1920,
1920, as amended
amended by the Act of June 5,
June 2,
ment," approved
Proviso.
Preio.
1924, for
the
year 1925,
1925, $834,000:
Provided,
Provided, That the appor$834,000:
year
fiscal
the
for
t1924,
State apportionme
apportionment.
tionment to the States shall be computed on the basis of not to
tionment
exceed $1,034,000,
$1,034,000, as authorized
June 2, 1920, as
authorized by the Act approved June
exceed
amended by
by the
Act approved June
June 5, 1924.
the Act
amended
Investigation off
purposes of making
investigations, and reports remaking studies, investigations,
the purposes
For the
placements, etc.
garding
the vocational
disabled persons and their
rehabilitation of disabled
vocational rehabilitation
garding the
placements in suitable or gainful occupations,
occupations, and for the adplacements
ministrative expenses
expenses of said board incident to performing the duties
ministrative
41, p. 735.
735.
Vol. 41,
735),
imposed
by
Act
June 2, 1920 (Forty-first Statutes, page 735),
Act of June
the
by
imposed
Ante, p.430.
Ante,
as amended,
salaries of such assistants, experts, clerks,
including salaries
Office
personnel, examended, including
ex- as
Offie personnel,
penses, etc.
and other
other employees,
in the
the District
elsewhere, as the
Columbia or elsewhere,
of Columbia
District of
employees, in
and
board may
traveling and other necessary
necessary, actual traveling
deem necessary,
may deem
board
expenses incurred
members of the board and by its employees,
employees,
incurred by the members
expenses
educational
under its orders, including
attendance at meetings of educational
including attendance
under
associations
offices
organizations, rent and equipment of offices
associations and other organizations,
in the
District of
of Columbia
elsewhere, purchase of books of
Columbia and elsewhere,
the District
in
reference, law
law books,
books, and
and periodicals, stationery, typewriters
typewriters and
reference,
exchange thereof,
miscellaneous supplies, postage on foreign mail,
thereof, miscellaneous
exchange
printing
printing and binding to be done at the Government Printing Office,
and
all other
other necessary expenses, fiscal year 1925, $75,000.
and all
General Account
Accounting
ing
General
Office.
Office.
Personal services
services
Personal
the District.

Housing
tion.

in
in

CorporaCorp ra-

GENERAL ACCOUNTING
ACCOUNTING OFFICE
GENERAL
For personal services in the District of Columbia in accordance
with
Act of 1923, fiscal year
$75,240.
year 1925, $75,240.
the Classification
Classification Act
with the

HOUSING CORPORATION
CORPORATION
HOUSING

?ov-For ground rent for squares 632, 681, and part of 680, in the

Ground rent
rent for GovC
ernment hotels, D. C.
emrnent

occupied by the Government
Columbia, occupied
Government hotels, fiscal year
. District of Columbia,
1925,
1925, $74,315.
COMMISSION
Interstate
Commerce ece
COMMERCE COMMISSION
INTERSTATE COMMERCE
INTERSTATE
Interstate Comm

Commission.
Commission.

Physical
valuation of
Physical valuation
railroads.
Vol. 40, p. 271.
271.
Vo.
Vol. 37, p. 701.
701.
Vol.

Valuation
Valuation of property
property of carriers:
carriers: To enable the Interstate
Interstate Com-

merce Commission to
objects of the Act entitled "An
out the objects
to carry out
merce
Act
amend an
'An Act to regulate commerce,'
commerce,' apAct entitled 'An
an Act
to amend
Act to
proved
February 4, 1887, and all Acts amendatory
amendatory thereof,"
thereof," by proproved February
viding for
valuation of the several
several classes of property
property of carriers
viding
for aavaluation
concerning their stocks,
subject thereto and securing information
information concerning
bonds, and other securities, approved March 1, 1913, including the
specified under this head in the Independent
Offices
Independent Offices
same objects
objects specified
Appropriation Act
Act for
for the fiscal
year 1925, $350,000.
fiscal year
Appropriation

State, etc., DepartSment.uilD
ment
Building.

STATE,
WAR, AND
BUILDINGS
NAVY DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT BUILDINGS
ANTD NAVY
STATE, WAR,

Replacing, etc., eleReplacing,
vators.

For
replacing and repairing
repairing elevators in the State, War, and Navy
For replacing
Department
Department Building, $25,000, to remain available until June 30,
1925.

ePrt-
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BUREAU
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1924.
1924.

Veterans' Bureau.
Bureau.

Vterans'

Damage
To pay
to or
or losses
losses of
Paying
Damage claims:
claims: To
pay claims
claims for
for damages
damages to
of pripri- damages
Pading
property
l am.
vately owned property adjusted and
States Vol.
and determined
determined by the
the United States
p.
vol. 42,claims.
p. 1066.
Veterans'
Veterans' Bureau under the provisions of
Decemof the
the Act approved
approved Decem28, 1922 (Forty-second
(Forty-second Statutes, page
1066), as fully set
set forth
in
ber 28,1922
page 1066),
forth in
House Document Numbered 319, reported
its present
reported to
to Congress at
at its
present
session,
$374.30.
session, $374.30.
Vocational rehabilitation:
Vocational
rehabilitation: For
For carrying
out the
provisions of
of an
an Vocationalrehabulita
Vocational rehabilitacarrying out
the provisions
discharged solentitled "An
"An Act to provide
provide for
Act entitled
for the
vocational rehabilitation
rehabilitation and
and tion
the vocational
dof
oftion
diers,
etc. hred so
Vol.40,
p.617, Vol.41,
return
civil employment
persons discharged
discharged from
return to
to civil
employment of
of disabled
disabled persons
from the
the p.Vl40,
p.617
Vol.41
159.
Military or
Military
the United
United States,
States, and
and for
other
purAnte,
p.
627.
or Naval
Naval forces
forces of
of the
for other pur- An, p. 627.
poses,"
27, 1918,
including the
same obposes," approved
approved June
June 27,
1918, as
as amended,
amended, including
the same
objects specified under this head in the Independent
Independent Offices AppropriaAppropriation
1923, $900,000.
tion Act for the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1923,
$900,000.
Adjusted CompensaAdministrative
Administrative expenses, World
World War Adjusted Compensation
Compensation Act: tion
AdstedCo
menaAct.
Administrative exexFor administrative
administrative expenses
in carrying
the Administrative
expenses in
carrying out
out the
the provisions
provisions of
of the
penses.
World
World War Adjusted Compensation
Compensation Act
May 19,
1924, including
Act of
of May
19, 1924,
including eAs,
Ante, p. 121.
121.
salaries
salaries of personnel in the District
District of Columbia
Columbia and elsewhere
elsewhere in
in
accordance with the Classification
accordance
Classification Act of 1923; purchase,
purchase, hire
hire, exchange, and
adding machines,
and
hire,
change,
and repair
repair of
of typewriters,
typewriters, adding
machines, and
other
mechanical devices, furniture,
furniture, office equipment,
equipment, printing
printing and binding,
telegrams, telephones,
telephones, stationery, traveling
traveling expenses
expenses and per diem
diem in
in
telegrams,
lieu of subsistence
subsistence at not exceeding
exceeding $4 for officers,
officers, agents, and other
other
employees,
necessary contingent
contingent and miscellaneous
employees, and for other necessary
miscellaneous expenses to enable the Director of the United
Veterans' Bureau
United States Veterans'
Bureau
to perform such duties as are required by said
said Act,
Act, $1,188,500,
to
$1,188,500, to
Proviso.
remain available until June 30, 1925: Provided,
Provided, That
That the Secretary
Secretary oicauppis
Office imPPlies from
from
om
General
Supply Comof the Treasury is authorized to issue to the
of the United
neTraifor
Sup1ly
the Director
Director of
United mittee
temporary
Veterans' Bureau, without charge, for temporary use, such use.
use.fr
a
States Veterans'
surplus office supplies and equipment
equipment as may be under the control of
the General Supply Committee.
Committee.
Additional hospital
For additional
additional hospital
hospital and out-patient
out-patient dispensary
For
dispensary facilities
facilities for
for faiditiesnloorl
facilities, school for
the blind, etc.
patients of the United States Veterans'
Veterans' Bureau,
Bureau and
and facilities
facilities for aatheblnd,eto.
Ante, p.' 389.
permanent
permanent national training school for the blind
blind at aacost not exceedP3
ig
beneficiaries of the United
ing $350,000,
$350,000, who are beneficiaries
United States Veterans'
Veterans'
Bureau, by purchase and remodeling
remodeling or extension
extension of existing
existing plants,
and by construction
construction on sites now owned
owned by the Government
Government or on
sites to be acquired by purchase,
purchase, condemnation
sift, or otherwise,
condemnation, gift,
otherwise,
such hospitals and out-patient dispensary
dispensary facilities to
include the
to include
necessary buildings and auxiliary
auxiliary structures,
structures mechanical
mechanical equipment,
approach
approach work, roads, and trackage facilities leading
leading thereto;
thereto; and
Accommodations for
also to provide accommodations
aperson
accommodations for officers,
officers, nurses, and attending
attending personnel,
ation
ro
me:cation
etc.
personnel; and also to provide proper and suitable recreational
centrs, etc.
personnel;
recreational cen- centers,
available until June 30, 1925, and in additers, $3,850,000, to remain available
tion to this amount obligations may be incurred
incurred for the purposes set
set
forth in this paragraph
paragraph not to exceed in the aggregate $3,000,000.
$3,000,000.
Allowance for techThat not to exceed
3 per centum
Anlloa
for, tec
exceed 3
centum of the total
total of $6,850,000
$6,850,000 shall be nical
assistants, etc.
available for the employment in the District of Columbia
Columbia and in the
field of necessary
necessary technical and clerical assistants
assistants at
the customary
at the
customary
rates of compensation,
compensation, exclusively
exclusively to aid in the preparation
preparation of the
plans and specifications
specifications for the projects
herein and for
projects authorized
authorized herein
for
the supervision of the execution thereof, and for traveling
traveling expenses
and field-office equipment
equipment and supplies in connection
connection therewith.
therewith.
Adjusted service and
Adjusted service and dependent
dependent pay: For payment
payment of adjusted dependents
asds
and
pay acy
and
credits.
service
credits of
of not
not more
service credits
$50 each,
as provided
more than $50
each, as
provided in
in sections
sections 401
401 edgit
. pp. 12
dues,
125,125.
and 601 of the "World
Compensation Act"
"World War Adjusted Compensation
May
Act" of May
19, 1924, and for payment to dependents
dependents of deceased
deceased veterans the
adjusted service credits in excess
quarterly installments due on adjusted
excess of
$50 each,
each, as provided
provided in sections 601 and 603 of
of said Act, $26,629,398,
$26,620,398,
to remain available until expended.
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serv
e-certifAdjustei
t=dservice
.
Paymentsto.
Payments
to.

Ante,p.

8.

Ante, p. l.

Adjusted
certificate fund:
Adjusted service certificate
For the
the amount
amount authorized
in
fund: For
authorized in
section
section 505 of the World War
Adjusted Compensation
Act of
May
War Adjusted
Compensation
Act
of
May
19, 1924,
1924, to
19,
to provide
provide for the payment of the face
face value
each adadvalue of
of each
justed service certificate
certificate in twenty
twenty years
years from
date or
or on
on the
the prior
prior
from its
its date
death of the veteran, $100,000,000,
to remain
remain available
$100,000,000, to
available until
until
... expended.
expended.

Department
of AgriAgrijepartmen of0
culture.
culture.

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
DEPARTMENT
AGRICULTURE

Payment of
Payment
property
of property
Damage
Damage claims: To pay
damages to
to privately
owned
damages
damages claims.
claims.
pay the
the claims
claims for
for damages
privately owned
Vol.
p. 1066.
Vol. 42,
42, p.
1066.
property
property adjusted
adjusted and determined
determined by
by the
the Department
of Agriculture
Department of
Agriculture
under the provisions of the Act approved
1922 (Fortyapproved December
December 28,
28, 1922
(Fortysecond
1066), as
second Statutes, page 1066),
as fully
set forth
forth in
in House
House Document
fully set
Document
Numbered 317, reported
reported to Congress at
at its
present session,
session, $2,545.89.
$2,545.89.
its present

Chemistry Bureau.
Bureau.
Chemistry

BUREA-U
BuszAtr OF
or CHEMISTRY
CutansTar

Navdinstoratn
etc.
To enable
the Secretary
Naval
stores Act.etc.,
enable the
Secretary of
of Agriculture
into effect
effect the
the proAdministration,
Agriculture to
to carry
carry into
proevopenss.
visions
of
the
Act of March 3, 1923, entitled
expenses
,
visions
of
entitled "An
establishing
"An Act
Act
establishing
Vol. 42,
p.
1436.
ol.p. 442
standard
stores, preventing
standard grades of naval stores
preventing decepti
on in
i
n t
ransac ti ons
deception
transactions
in naval
stores, regul
regulating
in
naval stores,
ati ng traffic
traffic therein, and
for, other
purposes,"
and for
other purposes,"
$10,000,
$10,000, to remain available
available until June
June 30,
30, 1925.
1925.
Forest Service.
Forest
Service.

Fightingforest
Fighting
forest fires.
ires.
Agricultural
EcoAgricultural
Economics Bureau.
nomies
Bureau.
..General
General expenses.
expenses.

Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneous.

FOREST
FOREST SERVICE
SERVICE

General expenses:
and preventing
General
expenses: For fighting and
forest fires,
fires, fiscal
fiscal
preventing forest
year 1924, $125,000.
$125,000.
BUREAU
OF AGRICULTURAL
BUREAU OF
AGRXULTURAL ECONOMICS
ECONOMICS

General
General expenses:
expenses: For collecting, compiling,
compiling, abstracting,
abstracting, analyzanalyzing, summarizing,
summarizing, interpreting, and publishing
ing,
relating to
to
publishing data
data relating
agriculture, including crop and livestock estimates,
agriculture,
estimates, acreage,
acreage, yield,
yield,
grades, stock,
stock, and value of farm crops, and
grades,
numbers, grades,
and
and numbers,
grades, and
value
value of
of livestock
livestock and livestock products
products on
on farms,
cooperation
farms, in
in cooperation
with the
the Extension
Extension Service
with
Service and other Federal, State,
State, and
and local
local
fiscal'year
agencies, fiscal
year 1925,
1925, $50,000.
$50,000.
MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS
MISCELLANEOUS
ITEMS

Cocoanut scale.
scale.
Cocoanut
To enable
enable the Secretary
Secretary of
to provide
provide means
the
of Agriculture
Agriculture to
Eradicating,
Eradicatin
g,
etc., in
etc.,
means for
In
for the
control
and eradication
eradication of the cocoanut scale
Guam.
control and
scale on
the Island
on the
Island of
of
Guam, $8,000, to remain available until June
June 30,
30, 1925.
1925.
Naidl
ruset
To enable the
Nail he
head g
rust.
Secretary of
Agriculture to
means for
the
the Secretary
of Agriculture
Eradicatin
,
etc.
to provide
provide means
for the
investigation,
investigation, control, and
adi ca ti on of
ofthe
th e b
li
ght known
Nail
and er
eradication
blight
known as
as "
"Nail
head rust," fiscal year 1925,
$10,000.
1925, $10,000.
Contagious diseases
For personal
diseases
For
personal services and other expenditures
expenditures in
the District
District of
of
in the
of
animals.
of Contagious
animals.
Expenes
E
xpenses foreradicafor eradica- Columbia and elsewhere
elsewh ere i
n connect
i
on with
the
arrest and
and eradicaeradicain
connection
with
the
arrest
tion, etc., of desg- tion of foot-and-mouth disease,
mated.
contagious pleurotion, etc., of desig- tion of foot-and-mouth disease, rinderpest,
rinderpest, contagious
pleuropneumonia,
or
other
contagious or infectious disease of
pneumonia,
or
other
contagious
animals,
of
animals,
Payment of claims including the payment
claims including
payment of claims growing
forPaYoloot
destroyeddofanimals,
growing out
for
destroye
animals,
out of
of past
past and
and future
future
etc.
purchases and
and destruction,
destruction, in cooperation
etc.
d
purchases
cooperation with the
the States,
States, of
of animals
animals
affected
by or
affected by
or exposed
exposed to, or of materials contaminated
by or
contaminated by
or exexposed
any such
such disease,
found and
posed to,
to, any
disease, wherever found
and irrespective
irrespective of
of
ownership,
under
like or substantially
ownership,
substantially similar
similar circumstances,
circumstances, when
when
such
has
with all
such· owner
owner
haso complied
complied with
all lawful
lawful quarantine
quarantine regulations,
regulations, and
and
Investigation
to de'
termine
Investigation
effecof
de- including
'·.
termine
effegttoftomeasmeasincluding necessary
necessary investigations
to determine
dete rm i
ne w
heth er such
such diseases
di
seases
to
whether
uresec.
have been
completely eradicated
ures. etc.
have
been completely
erathcated in districts where
where they
they previously
previously
Post, p. 81.
existed,
$3,500.000, to be expended
Post, p.
existed, $3,500,000,
Secretary of
of Agriculture
Agriculture
expended by the
the Secretary
when,
in his
when, in
his judgment, an emergency
emergency exists
exists which
which threatens
threatens the
the
livestock industry of the country, and
livestock
to remain
and to
remain available
available until
until
Guam.
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June 30,
30, 1925:
the payment
for animals
animals hereafter
hereafter Arpraisement
zioviso.aI.s ment of
of
June
1925: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
payment for
purchased may
may be
be made
made on
appraisement based
based on the
values.
the meat,
meat, values.
on an
an appraisement
purchased
dairy, or
breeding value,
value, but
case of
of appraisement
based on
on
appraisement based
but in
in case
dairy,
or breeding
breeding value
of any
any animal
animal shall
shall exceed
three
exceed three
value no
no appraisement
appraisement of
breeding
times its
its meat
and, except
except in
in case
case of
of an
extraordinary
an extraordinary
dairy value,
value, and,
times
meat or
or dairy
emergency, to
determined by
by the
of Agriculture,
the
Agriculture, the
the Secretary
Secretary of
to be
be determined
emergency,
payment by
by the
the United
United States
Government for
for any
any animal
animal shall
shall
States Government
payment
not exceed
such appraisement.
appraisement.
of any
any such
not
exceed one-half
one-half of
e

DEPARTMENT OF
OF COMMERCE
DEPARTMENT
COMMERCE

Department
Department of Commerce.
merce.
Census Bureau.
Census

BUREAU
BUREAU OF THE CENSUS

Collecting statistics:
statistics: For
For securing
for census
census reports
Loll ecting cotton stareports ttisticngcottons
securing information
information for
Collecting
Ate, p.
provided by
by law,
law, semimonthly
production, periodiperk:di- Ante.
P. 31..
cotton production,
reports of cotton
semimonthly reports
provided
ti

es .

31

cal reports of stocks of baled cotton
cotton in the United
United States, and of the
domestic and foreign
foreign consumption
consumption of cotton, including the same
objects specified
specified under this head in the Act making appropriations
appropriations
for the Department
Commerce for the fiscal
year 1925, fiscal year
year
Department of Commerce
1925,
1925, $30,000.
$30,000.
BUREAU
OF LIGHTHOUSES
BUREAU OF
LIGHTHOUSES

Tihthos
Lighthouses
1X11vw

.....

Bureau.
.

Payment
collision
PaYgm
ezen
et
dof
o
re
fsoy
llision

adjusted and determined
determined by the daagesclaims.
dama
Damage claims:
claims: To
To pay
pay claims
claims adjusted
Department
of Commerce
of section
section 4
4 of the
the vol.
Vol. 36, p.
537.
p.537.
the provisions
provisions of
under the
Commerce under
Department of

(Thirty-sixth Statutes,
Act approved June 17, 1910 (Thirty-sixth
Statutes, page 537),
537), on
on
account of damage
damage occasioned
occasioned to private property by collision of
vessels of the Lighthouse
Lighthouse Service and for which
which the vessels of the
Lighthouse Service
Service were responsible, certified to the present ConLighthouse
gress in
in House
House Document Numbered
Numbered 262, $390.64.
$390.64.
of
To pay
the claims
claims for
for damages
damages to
privately owned
property adad- damages
d amages
Pa ymen
claims.
tproperty
claims.re
to privately
owned property
pay the
justed and determined
Department of
Commerce under
under the
determined by the Department
of Commerce
the Vol. 442, p. 1066.
(Forty-second Vol.42 p
Act approved
provisions
approved December
December 28, 1922 (Forty-second
the Act
provisions of the
Statutes, page 1066),
House Document
Document Numbered
Numbered
1066), as fully set forth in House
341, reported
reported to Congress at its present session, $1,712.15.
COAST AND
AND GEODETIC
SURVEY
GEODETIC SURVEY
COAST

Coast and Geodetic
Geodetic
Survey.
Payment
Payment of damage
damage*

Damage claims: To pay the claim adjusted
adjusted and determined
determined by the claims.
Vol. 41,
41, p.
p. 1054.
1054.
Department of Commerce under the provisions of the Act approved
approved Vol.
5, 1920 (Forty-first Statutes, page 1054),
June 5,
1054), on account
account of damage occasioned
Geodetic Survey has
occasioned by acts for which the Coast and Geodetic
present Congress in
been found to be responsible, certified
certified to the present
House Document Numbered 256, $487.39.
INTERIOR
DEPARTMENT
INTERIOR DEPARTMENT
PRINTING
AND BINDING
PRINTING AND

For the Patent Office: For printing the weekly
weekly issue of patents, designs, trade-marks,
trade-marks, prints, and labels, exclusive
exclusive of illustrations; and
engraving illustrations,
illustrations, and binding the Official Gazette,
for printing, engraving
including weekly and annual indices, fiscal year 1924, $75,000.
ALASKA
MISCELLANEOUS
ITEMS,. TERRITORY OF ALASKA
MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS,

Insane of Alaska: For care
care and custody of persons legally adjudged insane
insane in Alaska, including
including transportation
transportation and other expenses, fiscal year 1924, $9,500.

Interior Department.
Department.
Printing and binding.
ing.
Patent Office.
Office.
Patent

Alaska.

Care of
of iane.
insane.

SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH

684
684

Ptah.
Utah.

Reimbursing, for sur-

land
grants.
grnt.
vveys ofond
Vol. 28, p.109.
p..

Affairs

1924.
1924.

LAND OFFICE
GENERAL
GENERAL LAND
OFFICE

Public
Ias.
Public lands.

Indian
ritan.
reau.

SESS. II.
II. CH.
CH. 4.
4.
SESS.

Reimbursement to
to State
To reimburse
reimburse the State of Utah,
Utah: To
of Utah:
State of
Reimbursement
as
provided in
in the
the Act
Congress approved
18, 1894,
1894, for
August 18,
approved August
of Congress
Act of
as provided
the United
moneys advanced
said State to the
United States on April
April 12,
12,
by said
advanced by
moneys
1922,
August
12,
1922,
and
November
13,
1922,
to
secure
the
survey
survey
the
secure
to
1922,
13,
November
and
1922,
12,
August
1922,
$50,000.
of
granted to
to said State, $50,000.
lands granted
of lands
AFFAIRS
OF INDIAN
BURFUJ or
INDIAN A1TAIRS

RaB-

BUREAU

For
rebuilding the
the Fort
Reservation, Idaho;
Idaho;
Fort Hall Reservation,
on the
barn on
dairy barn
the dairy
For rebuilding
for purchase
of
a
dairy
herd;
for
equipment
for
barn
and
farm
mamafarm
and
barn
for
equipment
for
for purchase of a dairy herd;
chinery; the
foregoing to
replace the
the building,
equipment
and equipment
stock, and
building, stock,
to replace
the foregoing
chinery;
available until
recently
fire; in
all, $10,000,
$10,000, to remain available
m all,
by fire;
destroyed by
recently destroyed
June 30,
1925.
1925.
30,
June
Carson City School,
For
Carson City Indian
and horse barns at Carson
dairy and
rebuilding dairy
For rebuilding
caon city school,
Nev.
Replacing barns.
School, Carson
Carson City,
$7,500.
Nevada, fiscal years 1924 and 1925, $7,500.
City, Nevada,
School,
b
Replang
Full-blood Chocfull-blood Choctaw Indians of
For the
relief
of distress
distress among
among the full-blood
of
relief of
the
For
Choo
Full-blood
taws, Miss.
Mississippi,
including the
the same
same objects
objects specified
specified under
under this head in
Relief, etc.
etc.
Mississippi, including
tefief
the Interior
Department Appropriation
Appropriation Act
Act for
for the
fiscal year
year
the fiscal
Interior Department
the
1923,
$12.83.
1923, $12.83.
Wahpetort
School, N.
For
of a
a dairy herd at the Wahpeton
Wahpeton Indian School,
purchase of
For purchase
WahpetonchoolN.
Dak.
North Dakota,
destroyed on account of being
Replacing
dairy herd. North
replace the herd destroyed
to replace
Dakota, to
Replacingdaiyherd.
infected with
tuberculosis, $3,500,
remain available
June
until June
available until
to remain
$3,500, to
with tuberculosis,
infected
30, 1925.
30,
1925.
Wapato
irrigation
construction and enlargement
For continuing
enlargement of the Wapato irircontinuing construction
irration For
watato
system.
and drainage
drainage system,
system, to
make possible
possible the utilization
utilization of the
Continuing
construc- rigation
to make
and
rigation
construe
onining
tion, enlarging, etc.
water
supply provided
provided by
by the
the Act
Act of
1, 1914
1914 (Thirty-eighth
(Thirty-eighth
August 1,
of August
water supply
Vol.38,
604.
p. p. en.
vol.38
Statutes at
Large, page
page 604),
604), for
for forty
of each
each. Indian
Indian allotallotacres of
forty acres
at Large,
Statutes
ment
the Wapato
Wapato irrigation
irrigation project
project on the Yakima Indian
under the
ment under
Reservation, Washington,
Washington, and
other water supply as may be
such other
and such
Reservation,
available
or obtainable
the irrigation
total of one hundred
hundred
a total
of a
irrigation of
for the
obtainable for
available or
and twenty
twenty thousand
acres of
of allotted
reservaIndian lands on said reservaallotted Indian
thousand acres
and
tion, $20.37.
$20.37.
tion,
Fort
Hall ReservaFort Hall Reservation,
ReservReservation, Idaho
Idaho (tribal funds):
funds) :The Secretary of the
Fort Hall
dion,
tion, Idaho.
created
from the fund created
authorized
Interior
hereby
authorized
to
withdraw,
hereby
is
Interior
etc.,
Relocating,
etc.,
Realocating,
canal of irrigation proj- by section 3of the Act entitled "An Act authorizing
acquiring
entitled "An Act authorizing the acquiring
caa
ect. o irrigation pro- by section 3 of the Act
,Ante,
of Indian lands on the Fort Hall Indian Reservation,
Reservation, in Idaho, for
Ante, p.117.
p. 117.
reservoir
purposes in
in connection
with the
the Minidoka
irrigation projprojMinidoka irrigation
connection with
reservoir purposes
ect,"
May 9,
1924, $100,000,
$100,000, or
or so
so much thereof
thereof as may be
9, 1924,
approved May
ect," approved
i
reconstructing the
necessary, for
for use
use in
n relocating,
relocating, enlarging
enlarging,: and reconstructing
necessary,
main canal
canal of
of the
the Fort
Fort Hall
Hall irrigation
project to provide irrigation
irrigation project
main
facilities for
lands situated
situated in
in the
the southern
southern portion
portion of the
Indian lands
for Indian
facilities
Fort Hall
Reservation, Idaho,
Idaho, commonly
commonly known
known as
as the
the Michaud
Michaud
Hall Reservation,
Fort
Ante, p. 118.
Flats,
accordance with
the provisions
provisions of section 55 of such Act.
with the
in accordance
Flats, in
A p. ll.
This sum
sum shall
June 30, 1925.
available until June
remain available
shall remain
This
Nisqually R-ea
Reservadispossessed
For
the
relief
Nisqany
relief of dispossessed
allotted Indians of the Nisqually
Nisqually
tion, Wash.
$85,000, to remain
Relief
of dispossessed Reservation,
Washington, $85,000,
remain available until June 30,
Reservation, Washington,
Reiefotdispossessed
Indians of.
Indians
1925, and
to be
be in
in full
full settlement
settlement of
of claims
claims against the United States
States
and to
1925,
lL
pf.111.
Ante,
ASt, p.
as provided
provided in
in the
Act of
105,
1924 (Public Numbered 105,
April 28, 1924
of April
the Act
as
Sixty-eighth Congress).
Congress).
Sixty-eighth

Fort Hall Reservation, Idaho.
Replacing fire losses,
etc.

Fort Hall RawRepocing fire lose
etc.

PENSION OFFICE
PENSION
OFFICE

Pension Office.
Office.

Examining surgeons.
surgeons
for servservexamining surgeons,
and expenses
expenses of
Eramining
• For fees and
of examining
surgeons, pensions,
pensions, for

ices
year 1924, $60,000.
$60,000.
rendered within the fiscal year
ices rendered

Reclamation Service.
Service.
Reclamation

RECLAMATION
RECLAMATION SERVICE

Payments from recareclamation fund.

ayments from

.
n.p. 388.
Vol. 3tn
32,
mvl.

fund in
The following
following sums are appropriated
appropriated out
out of
of the
the special
special fund
in
the
United States created
created by the Act
Act of June
June 17,
17,
Treasury of the United
the Treasury
":
" the reclamation
1902,
and therein
reclamation fund
fund":
designated "
therein designated
1902, and

SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.
ESS. II.
Ca. 4.
4.
SIXTY-EIGHTH
CONGRESS. S
SESS.
II. CH.

1924.
1924.

For
all expenditures
authorized by
Act of
of June
June 17,
17, 1902
1902
For all
expenditures authorized
by the
the Act

(Thirty-second Statutes,
thereof or
(Thirty-second
Statutes, page 388),
388) and Acts
Acts amendatory
arendatory thereof
supplementary
thereto, known
other
supplementary thereto,
known as
as the reclamation
reclamation law and all
all other
Acts under
are authorized,
authorized, ininunder which
which expenditures
expenditures from
from said
said fund
fund are
cluding salaries
in the
District of
Columbia and
and elsewhere;
elsewhere; examinaexaminasalaries in
the District
of Columbia
tion
in the
for overovertion of
of estimates
estimates for
for appropriations
appropriations in
the field; refunds
refunds for
collections
received on account of water-right
water-right charges,
charges,
collections hereafter
hereafter received
rentals, and deposits for other purposes; printing and
and binding, not

685
685
All expenses.
Allepenses

Salaries in

the Dis-

Salaries in the District.
trict.
Specified objects.

Specified object

Vehicles, damages to
exceeding $15,000;
maintenance, and operation
operation of horse- property,
Vehicles,
damages to
exceeding
$15,000; purchase,
purchase, maintenance,
etc.
drawn or
or motor-propelled
drawn
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
vehicles; payment
of property
passenger-carrying vehicles;
payment of
damages caused to the owners
owners of lands or private property
any
property of any
kind by reason
reason of the operations of the United
United States, its officers
officers
construction, operation,
or employees,
employees, in the survey, construction,
mainteoperation, or maintenance of irrigation works, and which may be compromised
compromised by agreeagreebetween the claimant and the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior;
Interior; and
ment between
payment for official telephone service
service in the field hereafter
hereafter incurred
incurred
in case of official telephones installed
installed in private
private houses
houses when authorized under regulations
established by the Secretary
Interior: proso
regulations established
Secretary of the Interior:
Proviso.
Use for new construcProvided, That
That no
no part
herein appropriated
appropriated shall
shall be
be UsefornewconstrucProvided,
part of
of the
the sums
sums herein
tion restricted.
used
for the
of construction
on any
any reclamation
used for
the commencement
commencement of
construction work
work on
reclamation tion restricted.
project which has not been recommended
recommended by the Commissioner
prOject
Commissioner of
of
Reclamation and the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
Interior and approved
approved by the
President as to its agricultural
agricultural and engineering
engineering feasibility
feasibility and the
reasonableness
of its
its estimated
reasonableness of
estimated construction
construction cost:
cost:
Secondary
projects.
Secondary projects.
Secondary projects:
projects: For cooperative
cooperative and
miscellaneous investigaand miscellaneous
tions,
tions, fiscal
fiscal year
year 1925,
1925, $21,500.
$21,500.
Cooperative
Cooperative investigations.
Cooperative
investigations: For
For cooperative
investigations of
of the
the gations.
Cooperative investigations:
cooperative investigations
Projects designated.
feasibility
projects, including
including the
the Guernsey
feasibility of reclamation
reclamation projects,
Guernsey ReserReser- Projects designated
voir of the North
North Platte project,
project, Nebraska-Wyoming,
Nebraska-Wyoming, the Spanish
Springs project in Nevada,
Owyhee and Vale projects
projects in Oregon,
Nevada, the Owyhee
Oregon,
projects in the Salt Lake Basin of UTtah,
Utah, the Kittitas
Kittitas Division of the
Yakima project in Washington,
Washington, and the Casper-Alcova
Casper-Alcova project in
Wyoming; including personal services
services in the District of Columbia
Columbia
and elsewhere,
maintenance, hire, and opelsewhere, and the purchase, repair, maintenance,
eration of
of motor-propelled
motor-propelled and
horse-drawn passenger-carrying
an
horse-drawn
passenger-carrying Proriso.
Proviso.
trse of moneys from
vehicles,
fiscal year
year 1925,
1925, $125,000:
vehicles, fiscal
$125,000: Provided2
Provided7 That hereafter
hereafter the stet
States, onat
etc.oeys from
Secretary of the Interior is authorized
authorized to receive
Secretary
receive moneys
moneys from any
any
State, municipality, irrigation
irrigation district, individual, or other
other interest,
public or private,
same in connection
connection with moneys apprivate, expend the same
propriated
propriated-by the United States for any such cooperative
cooperative investigation, and return to the contributor
contributor any moneys so contributed
contributed in
excess of
of the
actual cost
cost of
of that
that portion
of the
work properly
chargeexcess
the
actual
portion
of
the
work
properly
chargeDesignated projects.
projects.
.i *1 , *Designated
1. ,
.,
able to
to the contribution.
able
North Platte, Nebr.North
irrigation project,
project, Nebraska
Wyoming: For
For concon- Wyo.
North Platte, Nebr.and Wyoming:
Nebraska and
North Platte
Platte irrigation
commencement of construction
construction of the Guern-yo.
Guerntinued investigations, commencement
sey Reservoir,
Reservoir, and
and incidental
incidental operations,
operations, $800,000;
$800,000;
sey
La k e
Salt
Lake
Basin,
Bas i,
sth
Utah: For continued
investi- Utah.
Salt Lake
Basin irrigation
Salt
Lake Basin
irrigation project,
project, Utah:
continued investiconstruction, and incidental
incidental operations,
gations, continuation
continuation of construction,
$375,000;
$375,000;
Oh
g.
Owyhee, Oreg.
Owyhee
Oregon: For
For continued
continued investigawyhee
irrigation project,
project, Oregon:
investigaOwyhee irrigation
tions, commencement
and incidental
operations,
commencement of construction,
construction, and
incidental operations,
$315,000;
$315,000;
Yakima, Wash.
Yakima
project, Washington:
Washington: For
For continued
continued investiinvesti- Kittimta's
Yakima irrigation
irrigation project,
Kittitas unit.
Kittitas unit, and ingation, commencement
commencement of construction
construction of the Kittitas
cidental operations, $375,000.
PARK SERVICE
NAM:VITAL PARK SERVICE
NATIdtAL

National parks.
parks.
National

3
For
services in
the District
of Columbia
Columbia in
in accordance
accordance thToersanal
I
D
,SeP"ees3ervices
in
For personal
personal services
in the
District of
with the Classification
Classification Act of 1923, fiscal
fiscal year
year 1925,
1925, $2,700.

686
686

SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRE SS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH

SESS. IL
II.
SESS.

CIL 4.
4.
CH.

1924.
1924.

Mesa
National Park, Colorado: For repairing
repairing damage
damage
Verde National
Mesa Verde
caused
by
flood
washouts
to
roads,
bridges,
retaining
and
culwalls,
retaining
bridges,
to
roads,
washouts
flood
caused by
verts fiscal year 1924,
1924, $3,000.
verts,
Mount Rainier
Park, Washington:
Washington: For
For repairing
repairing damdamMount
National Park,
Rainier National
Mount
Rainier,
Mount Rainier,
Wash.
age
caused by
flood washouts
portions of
of the
the Carbon
Carbon River
River Road,
to portions
washouts to
by flood
age caused
Wash.
including
river revetment
work necessary
to prevent
further damage
prevent further
necessary to
revetment work
including river
to
road, fiscal
1924, $13,000.
$13,000.
year 1924,
fiscal year
to road,
Rocky
Rocky Mountain
Mountain National
National Park, Colorado:
Colorado: For repairing
repairing damage
Mountain,
Rocky
Cob.
by, flood washouts to roads, bridges, retaining
Colo.
caused by
retaining walls, and
culverts,
fiscal year 1924, $26,171.
$26,171.
culverts, fiscal
Continuation
reconstrucconstruction, reconstrucConstructionof roads,
construction: For construction,
road construction:
of road
Continuation of
Constcrtionofroads,
trails, etc.
tion, and improvement
trailsetc.
improvement of roads and trails, inclusive of necessary
necessary
bridges,
the national
monuments under the
national monuments
parks and national
national parks
in the
bridges, in
jurisdiction
the Department
of the
the Interior,
Interior, including
including the makDepartment of
of the
jurisdiction of
the proviing
necessary surveys
surveys and
accordance with the
in accordance
plans, in
and plans,
of necessary
ing of
sions of,
of, and
being part
amount authorized
authorized to
be approapproto be
the amount
of the
part of
being
and
sions
Ante, p.90.
approved April
priated for
the fiscal
years 1924
1924 and
and 1925
April
1925 by the Act approved
fiscal years
for the
priated
p.o.
Proviso.
P
9,
1924,
$1,000,000,
to
remain
available
•
until
June
30,
1925:
ProPro1925:
30,
June
until
available
remain
to
$1,000,000,
1924,
9
Disrvio in the
Services
vided,
the sum
of $3,600
$3,600 of
the appropriation
appropriation herein made
of the
sum of
That the
trict.
vided, That
trict.
shall
available for
for the
the employment
employment of
accounting and
clerical
and clerical
of accounting
be available
shall be
services
District of Columbia.
in the
the District
services in
Mesa Verde, Colo.
Colo.
MesaVerde,

DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

Department
JusDepartment of ins.
tire.
tice.

CONTINC'ENT EXPENSES
CONTINGENT
EXPENSES

5 expertditUreS.
MiscAlaneous
For miscellaneous
expenditures ' including
including the
the same
same objects
objects specispecimiscellaneous expenditures,
1pen- For
dMistenos

fied
under this
head in the Departments
Justice ApDepartments of State and Justice
this head
fied under
propriation
years that follow:
propriation Acts for the fiscal years
For 1923, $43.68;
For
1924, $5,000.
$5,000.
For 1924,
Printing
For printing
and binding
binding for
Department of
of Justice,
Justice, fiscal
fiscal
for the
the Department
bind- For
printing and
grinting and bindtug.
year
1923, $953.23.
year 1923,
For
binding for the Department
Department of Justice and the
and binding
printing and
For printing
$25,000.
United States, fiscal year 1924, $25,000.
courts of the United

JUDICIAL
JUDICIAL

judicial.
Judicial.
Supreme
Supreme Court.
Court.
, Printing
Printing and binding.

and bind-

Court of
Appeals.

Customs

UNITED
COURT
UNITED STATES
STATES SUPREME
SUPREME COURT

For
for the
Supreme Court
Court of the United
For printing
printing and
and binding
binding for
the Supreme

States, including the same
specified under
under this head in the
objects specified
same objects
States,
Departments of
of State
year
Appropriation Act, fiscal year
Justice Appropriation
and Justice
State and
Departments
1924, $4,000.
$4,000.
1924,

OF CUSTOMS
COIJRT
CUSTOMS APPEALS
COURT or

For rent
necessary quarters
Columbia and
quarters in the District of Columbia
rent of necessary
For
elsewhere,
including the same
same objects
under this head in
specified under
objects specified
elsewhere, including
the Departments
Departments of State and Justice Appropriation
Appropriation Act for the
fiscal year 1924, $3,000.

Rent, etc.

COURT
CLAIMS
OF CLAIMS
COURT OF

Court of Claims.

Printing and
Printing
and
ing.
ing.

bindbind-

Repairs to building.
Repairs

For printing and binding for the Court of Claims, fiscal year

$8,000.
1924, $8,000.

including new
repairs to roof of main building, including
Building: For repairs
elevator
valley gutters and rainspouting;
rainspouting; installing
installing new cables on elevator
supervision of
and repairing
$2,225, to be expended
expended under the supervision
repairing motor, $2,225,
Architect of the Capitol and to remain available
the Architect
available until June
30,
30, 1925.

SIXTY-EIGHTH
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.
MARSHALS,

MARSHALS,

DISTRICT
DISTRICT

ATTORNEYS,
ATTORNEYS,

SEss. II.
II.
SESS.

CLERKS,
CLERKS,

Cn. 4.
4.
Cu.

687
687

1924.
1924.

AND OTHER
OTHER EXPENSES
EXPENSES
AND
UNITED STATES
STATES COURTS
UNITED

OF
OF

United States courts.

United States courts.
Marshals.

For salaries,
and expenses
of United
United States
marshals and
and
Mrsha
States marshals
expenses of
fees, and
salaries, fees,
For
their
including the
objects specified
specified under
under this
head
this head
same objects
the same
deputies, including
their deputies,
in
the Sundry
the fiscal
that
years that
fiscal years
for the
Acts for
Appropriation Acts
Civil Appropriation
Sundry Civil
in the
follow:
follow:
For
1918, $10;
$10;
For 1918,
For
$10.21;
For 1920,
1920, $10.21;
For 1921,
1921, $910.04.
$910.04.
For
Advances authorized.
Appropriations
fees, and
expenses of
marshals for
for the
the Advancesauthorize
of marshals
and expenses
salaries, fees,
for salaries,
Appropriations for
fiscal year
advances to
to
for advances
available for
be available
shall be
thereafter, shall
and thereafter,
1924, and
year 1924,
fiscal
be made
by United
States marshals
authorized or
or approved
approved
when authorized
marshals when
United States
made by
be
R. S., see. 3648, p. 718.
by the
section 3648
of the R..,sec.3648,p.718.
3648 of
of section
provisions of
the provisions
General, the
Attorney General,
the Attorney
by
Revised
the contrary
notwithstanding.
contrary notwithstanding.
to the
Statutes to
Revised Statutes
District attorneys.
For
of United
United States
attorneys and expenses of
of Distrct attorneys.
district attorneys
States district
salaries of
For salaries
United States
district attorneys
regular assistants, includtheir regular
and their
attorneys and
States district
United
ing the
the same
objects specified
this head
head in
the Sundry
Sundry Civil
Civil
in the
under this
specified under
same objects
ing
Appropriation Act
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1922,
$31.
1922, $31.
Act for
Appropriation
Assistants in special
casetnt in specil
For
assistants to
the Attorney
Attorney General
to United
United States
States C8S8S.
and to
General and
to the
For assistants
district
attorneys employed
employed by
by the
.Attorney General
General to
to aid
in special
special
aid in
the Attorney
district attorneys
cases,
including the
objects specified
under this
this head
head in
in the
specified under
same objects
the same
cases, including
Departments
Justice Appropriation
Act for the
fiscal
the fiscal
Appropriation Act
and Justice
State and
of State
Departments of
year 1924,
1924, $120,000.
$120,000.
year
Colandsgionexs.
For
commissioners and
and justices
of the
peace commissioners.
the peace
justices of
States commissioners
United States
of United
fees of
For fees
R. S., sec. 1014, p.189.
S.,sec.1014,p.189.
R.
States,
acting under
of the
United States,
the United
Statutes of
Revised Statutes
1014, Revised
section 1014,
under section
acting
fiscal
year
1922,
$6,591.13.
New
York N.Y.
fiscal year 1922, $6,591.13.
New York,
N. Y.
Lease of
of court rooms
rooms
Attorney General Lease
Rent
of court
court rooms,
States courts:
The Attorney
courts: The
United States
rooms, United
Rent of
in, for five years.
is authorized
authorized to
to enter
into a
a lease for rent of rooms
rooms for the United
United n, for five years.
enter into
is
States
courts and
judicial officers
officers in
the city
New York
York at an
of New
city of
in the
and judicial
States courts
annual
rental
not
exceeding
$30,500,
for
a
period
of
five
Miscellaneous exyears.
annual rental not exceeding $30,500, for a period of five years.
Miscellaneous
exFor
miscellaneous expenses
as may
may be
authorized by
by the
penses.
the penses.
be authorized
expenses as
such miscellaneous
For such
Attorney
for the
United States courts and their'officers,
their 'officers,
the United
General. for
Attorney General,
including so
as may
may be
be necessary
discretion of
of the
the
the discretion
in the
necessary in
much as
so much
including
Attorney General
expenses in
in the District
District of Alaska,
Alaska, and
such expenses
for such
General for
Attorney
in
courts other
that follow:
follow:
years that
fiscal years
the fiscal
for the
Courts, for
Federal Courts,
than Federal
other than
in courts
For 1920,
$310;
For
1920, $310;
For
For 1922,
1922, $150;
$150;
...
.....
For
1923, $10,100.24.
$10,100.24
For 1923,
Supplies.
For
exchange of
of typewriting
and adding
adding supphi
typewriting and
the exchange
including the
supplies, including
For supplies,
machines, for
for the
the United
United States
courts and
judicial officers,
officers, including
including
and judicial
States courts
machines,
firearms
and
ammunition
therefor,
to
be
expended
under the
directhe direcunder
expended
be
to
therefor,
ammunition
and
firearms
tion of
of the
the Attorney
Attorney General,
1924, $9,000.
$9,000.
dil al
Boor for judicial
fiscal year
year 1924,
loo
General, fiscal
tion
°
For
purchase and
and rebinding
rebinding of
law books,
books, including
the exchange
exchange oof .ce
or
including the
of law
For purchase
thereof, for
district attorneys,
attorneys, and
and other
other
judges, district
States judges,
United States
for United
thereof
head
judicial
officers,
including
the
same
objects
specified
under
this
head
this
under
specified
objects
same
the
including
officers,
judicial
in the
Sundry Civil
and Departments
Departments of
of State
Justice ApproApproand Justice
State and
Civil and
the Sundry
in
priation
fiscal years
years that
that follow:
follow:
respective fiscal
the respective
for the
Acts for
priation Acts
For
$18;
For 1921,
1921, $18;
Federal Reporter.ete.
For
available also
for one
one set
set of
of Federal
Re- FederalReportretc.
Federal Realso for
to be
be available
$1,000 to
1924, $1,000
For 1924,
porter
digest thereof.
thereof.
and digest
porter and
f

INSTI
PENAL

IONS

PENAL INSrTIT
INSTITUTIONS
TIONS
PENAL

r

Penal institutions.
institutions.
Penal
Leavenworth, Kans.

to bridge
Leavenworth,
For repairs
repairs to
the Government-owned
Government-owned RRe^a .bridge
to
to the
Kansas: For
Leavenworth, Kansas:
transferred from
a War
bridge,
including
the
approaches
thereto,
across
the
Missouri
River
war
fr
trf
River
Missouri
the
across
Department.
thereto,
approaches
the
bridge, including
at
Fort
Leavenworth,
Kansas,
connecting
the
Military
Reservation
at Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, connecting the Military Reservation
with
land heretofore
belonging to
to the
the Fort
Military
Leavenworth Military
Fort Leavenworth
heretofore belonging
with land
Reservation
in Platte
Platte County,
which land
land and
and bridgeave
bridge have
lissouri, which
County, Missouri,
Reservation in
been
jurisdiction of
of the
of Justice
Justice,
Department of
the Department
the jurisdiction
to the
transferred to
been transferred

,

458=-25t-46
45822-25t--46
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Ante, p. 248.

Ai,.

24.

Proviso.

Publiso. use.
Public
Atlanta, Cht.

Mselano

MknAllgro.001.

Hospital.

ospital.

Mceil Isln,

McNeil Island,
Wash.
Clothing, etc.
clothing,etc.

WM.sh.

SEss. II.
II. CH.
CH. 4.
SEss.
4.

1924.
1924.

$49,115, which
amount, together
together with
of the
the appropriation
appropriation
$49,115,
which amount,
with $50,000
$50,000 of
for
roads'walks,
1924, transferred
for roads,
walks, wharves
wharves and
and drainage,
drainage, fiscal
fiscal year
year 1924,
transferred
from the War Department to
Department of
of Justice
Justice by
Act
to the Department
by the
the Act
of
May 31,
remain available
available until
June 30,
of May
31, 1923,
1923, shall
shall remain
until June
30, 1925:
1925: Provided,
Provided,
That
open to
to use
the public
public under
under such
That said
said bridge
bridge shall
shall be
be open
use by
by the
such rules
rules
and
as prescribed
the Attorney
Attorney General.
General.
and regulations
regulations as
prescribed by
by the
Atlanta,
For miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenditures
including the
the
Atlanta, Georgia:
Georgia: For
expenditures,? including
same objects
objects specified
specified under
for the
penitentiary at
same
under this
this head
head for
the penitentiary
at LeavenLeavenworth, Kansas,
of State
State and
Appropriaworth,
Kansas, in
in the
the Departments
Departments of
and Justice
Justice Appropriation Act
for the
the fiscal
fiscal years
that follow:
follow:
tion
Act for
years that
For 1923,
1923, $2,841.80;
$2,841.80;
For
For
1924, $20,000.
$20,000.
For 1924,
Atlanta, Georgia
including the
the same
same objects
objects
Atlanta,
Georgia::.For
For hospital
hospital supplies,
supplies, including
specified under
head for
at Leavenworth,
Leavenworth, Kanspecified
under this
this head
for the
the pemtentiary
penitentiary at
Kansas, in the
sas,
Justice Appropriation
Appropriation Act
Act
the Departments
Departments of
of State
State and
and Justice
for
1923, $362.45.
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1923,
$362.45.
McNeil
clothing, transportation,
transportation, and
McNeil Island,
Island, Washington:
Washington: For
For clothing,
and

traveling expenses,
expenses, including the same objects specified under this
traveling
head for the penitentiary
penitentiary at
at Leavenworth,
Leavenworth, Kansas,
Kansas, in
the Departin the
Departments
Appropriation Act
ficical year
year
ments of
of State
State and
and Justice
Justice Appropriation
Act for
for the
the fiscal
1924, $2,000.
1924,
$2,000.
Support of prisoners.
pport oprisonrs.
Support of prisoners:
prisoners: For support
of United
United States
States prisoners,
support of
prisoners,
including necessary
necessary clothing
clothing and
and medical
discharge gratuities
gratuities
medical aid,
aid, discharge
by law,
law, and
and so
so forth,
including the
same objects
specified
provided by
forth, including
the same
objects specified
under this head in the appropriation
appropriation acts
and for
for the
years
acts and
the fiscal
fiscal years
that
that follow:
follow:
For
Sundry Civil,
$4,383.75;
For 1919,
1919, Sundry
Civil, $4,383.75;
Sundry Civil,
For 1920,
1920, Sundry
Civil, $3,672.25;
$3,672.25;
1921, Sundry
Civil, $6,400.50;
For 1921,
Sundry Civil,
$6,400.50;
For
Civil, $6,275.62;
For 1922, Sundry
Sundry Civil,
$6,75.62;
1923, Departments
and Justice,
For 1923,
Departments of
of State
State and
Justice, $37,107.80.
$37,107.80.

Department
of LaDepartment of
Labor.

Immigration
Immigration Bureau.
Amount for services
services
in the District
District inIncreased.
creased.
Ante, p.
p. 240.
240.
Post, p.
1335.
Post,
p. 1335.
Children's Bureau.
Maternity, etc.,
Maternity,
etc., Act,
Act,
benefits extended
extended to
Hawaii.
Ilawaii.
Ante, p.
p. 17.
17.

Navy Department.
Department.

Adjusted CompensaAdjusted
Compensation Act.
Administrative
exAdministrative
expenses of Department
penses
Department
un
under.
ier.

DEPARTMENT
OF LABOR
LABOR
DEPARTMENT OF
BUREAU OF
BUREAU
OF IMMIGRATION
IMMIGRATION

The amount which may be expended
expended for personal
personal services
services in
in the
the
District of Columbia from the
the appropriation
appropriation "
Expenses of
of ReguRegu"Expenses
lating Immigration,
Immigration, 1925," is hereby
hereby increased
increased from
from $50,000
$50,000 to
to
$100,000.
$100,000.
CHILDREN'S BUREAU
CHILDREN'S
BUREAU

Promotion of the welfare
welfare and hygiene of
and infancy:
of maternity
maternity and
infancy:
For carrying
carrying out the
of section
section 3
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An
the provisions of
3 of
of the
the Act
Act to extend
extend the provisions of certain
certain laws
the Territory
Territory of
of
laws to
to the
Hawaii," approved March 10, 1924, fiscal year
Hawaii,"
year 1925, $12,079.96.
$12,079.96.

NAVY DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT

Administrative expenses,
Compensation
Administrative
expenses, World War Adjusted
Adjusted Compensation
Act: For
personal services
services in
the District
Columbia
Act:
For temporary
temporary personal
in the
District of
of Columbia
.
in accordance
Classification Act of 1923, purchase,
purchase, hire,
accordance with the Classification
exchange,
exchange, and repair of typewriters, adding
adding machines,
machines, and
and other
other
mechanical
mechanical devices,
devices, printing and binding, stationery,
stationery, office
office supplies
supplies
and equipment, transportation
transportation of things, and
for other
necessary
and for
other necessary
contingent
to enable
enable the
the Secretary
Secretary of
Ae, p131.
contingent and
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses,
expenses, to
Ante,
p. 131.
of
the Navy to perform
perform such duties as are required
required by the World
World War
War
Adjusted Compensation
Compensation Act of May 19, 1924, $450.000,
$450,000, to
to remain
remain
Profit°.
fcsppries
available until June 30, 1925: Provided,
Provided, That the Secretary
Secretary of the
the
Office
supplies from available
General Supply
supply Com- Treasury is authorized to issue to the Secretary of the Navy, without
General
Treasury
without
mittee for temporary
use.
use
for tepo
charge, for
for temporary
temporary use
office supplies
supplies and
and equipment
equipment
use such
such surplus
surplus office
as may be under the control of the General
General Supply
Supply Committee.
Committee.
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SEss.
4.
CH. 4.
II. CH.
SESS. II.
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1924.
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Naval Observatory.
Naval
To complete
the purchase
land lying
within Additional
Naval Obseatory.
lying within
of land
purchase of
complete the
Observatory: To
Naval Observatory:
land.
Vol.
28, p.
p. 588.
SS.
Vol. 2s,
the
Observatory
Circle,
as
established
by
the
joint
resolution
of
resolution
joint
the
by
established
as
the Observatory Circle,
August
year 1924,
1924,
fiscal year
588), fiscal
page 588),
Statutes, page
(Twenty-eighth Statutes,
1894 (Twenty-eighth
1, 1894
August 1,
$4,041.
$4,041.Navy.
Navy.
Pay, miscellaneous:
commissions and
and interest,
interest, transportation
transportation Pay, miscellaneous.
iscelaneus.
For commissions
miscellaneous: For
Pay,
of funds
and so
forth, including
including the
specified
objects specified
same objects
the same
so forth,
exchange, and
funds, exchange,
of
under this
this head
head in
n the
the naval
naval appropriation
appropriation act
for the
the fiscal
year
i
fiscal year
act for
under
1921, $37,603.52.
$37,603.52.
1921,
Transportation and
and
reTaotation
Transportation and
and Recruiting:
Recruiting: Such portion of the unobligated recruiting.
Transportation
Balance available.
balance
of
the
appropriation
"
Transportation
and
Recruiting,
1924,"
available.
balance of the appropriation " Transportation and Recruiting, 1924," Balance
Vol. 42, p.
790.
o42
as may
be required
to satisfy
satisfy the
appropriation
such appropriation
in such
deficiency in
the deficiency
required to
may be
as
for the
is hereby
hereby made
available for
for that
that purpose.
Aviation.
purpose.
Aviation.
made available
1923 is
year 1923
fiscal year
for
the fiscal
Reappropriation
of
of
Aviation, Navy:
Navy: The
The unexpended
balance of
of the
appropriation beaplropr'ion
the appropriation
unexpended balance
Aviation,
balance.
42,
805.
05.
p.
Vol.
"Aviation,
Navy,
1923,"
not
to
exceed
$265,000,
is
hereby
reapproreapprohereby
is
$265,000,
exceed
to
not
"Aviation, Navy, 1923,"
the fiscal year 1925 for the same
priated and
made available
during the
available during
and made
priated
purposes
the original
Scrapping naval vesappropriation.
original appropriation.
as the
purposes as
sels.
ended
of the Navy may use, ses
Scrapping of
of naval
Secretary of
The Secretary
vessels: The
naval vessels:
Scrapping
Use of unexpended
balances.
pursuant to
the provisions
provisions of
of the
the Act
Act approved
approved July
1, 1922,
1922, entitled
entitle balances.
July 1,
to the
pursuant
Vol. 42, pp. 774, 814,
1Vo. 42, pp. 774, 814
certain vessels in con- 1544.
"An Act
Act authorizing
President to
scrap certain
to scrap
the President
authorizing the
"An
armament,
formity
with
the
provisions
of
the
treaty
limiting
naval
armament,
naval
limiting
formity with the provisions of the treaty
and for
for other
purposes" the
the unexpended
balances on the date of apunexpended balances
other purposes,"
and
Additional amount.
made on ac- Additional
proval of
this Act
Act under
under the
the appropriations
heretofore made
appropriations heretofore
of this
proval
amount.
specified uses.
of $2,500,- Specified
count of
of scrapping
scrapping of
naval vessels,
vessels, together
the sum
sum of
with the
together with
of naval
count
000, which
which is
hereby appropriated,
appropriated, for
connecexpenses in connecnecessary expenses
for necessary
is hereby
000,
has
tion with
care and
preservation of
vessels whose
whose construction
construction has
of vessels
and preservation
the care
with the
tion
been
or shall
shall be
discontinued on
on account
of the
the treaty
account of
or discontinued
suspended or
be suspended
been or
limiting
handling, preof handling,
expenses of
the expenses
for the
and for
armament, and
naval armament,
limiting naval
serving,
transporting, and
inventorying material
material on hand or in course
and inventorying
serving, transporting,
of
fabrication for
said vessels,
toward payment
payment of bills for maand toward
vessels, and
for said
of fabrication
terial
completed for
for said
toward payment
payment of any
said vessels and toward
already completed
terial already
amounts
payable as
result of
the modification
modification or cancellation
cancellation of
of
of the
as aa result
amounts payable
contracts
purchase orders
orders on
on account
account of
of said
said vessels,
vessels, their
their Reimbursing conand purchase
contracts and
machinery,
and equipment,
for reimbursement
to concon- tracors
contractors.
reimbursement to
and for
equipment, and
materials, and
machinery, materials,
by the
tractors
of carrying
carrying charges
heretofore or
or hereafter
hereafter approved
approved by
charges heretofore
tractors of
Secretary of
to cover
additional expenses resulting from
cover additional
Navy, to
the Navy,
of the
Secretary
the deferring
of deliveries
deliveries or
or payments
payments under
said contracts
contracts and purunder said
deferring of
the
for work done
chase
orders, and
and for
reimbursement to
to contractors
contractors for
for reimbursement
chase orders,
inand for
portion of
other inand other
expenses and
overhead expenses
and overhead
running and
of running
such portion
for such
and
the Secretary of the Navy on
by the
direct
charges as
be approved
on
approved by
may be
as may
direct charges
account
account of
of contracts
contracts under
settlement is
on account
is deferred
deferred on
which settlement
under which
account
additional
of
the treaty
naval armament,
armament, and the unexpended
unexpended balance
balance Use
limiting naval
treaty limiting
of the
Use of
of additional
amount.
on the
the date
date of
approval of
this Act
Act of
further sum
of $8,450,000
$8,450,000 mount.
sum of
the further
of the
of this
of approval
on
Vol. 42, p. 1544.
appropriated in
the Act
March 4,
is hereby
hereby made
available Vol. 42 P*-.
made available
1923, is
4, 1923,
of March
Act of
in the
appropriated
of any amounts payfor the
the foregoing
foregoing purposes
purposes and
and for
payment of
the payment
for the
for
able
of the
the modifications
modifications or cancellation of contracts
contracts and
a result
result of
as a
able as
armament, armor, amfor the armament,
orders including
including incidental
incidental expenses
expenses for
orders
munition, and
ordnance outfits
required in conmaterial required
(including material
outfits (including
and ordnance
munition,
construction has been or shall be
nection
therewith) of
of vessels
whose construction
vessels whose
nection therewith)
the treaty limiting naval
of the
suspended
or discontinued
on account
naval
account of
discontinued on
suspended or
armament; in
$2,500,000, to
to remain
remain available
June 30,
30, 1925.
Railroad
1925. Panama Railroad
until June
available until
all, $2,500,000,
in all,
armament;
Compny.
For refund to the Company.
Refund
the Panama
Panama Railroad
Company: For
Railroad Company:
to the
Refund to
Refund to.
Panama Railroad
Railroad Company,
Company, New
New York
York City,
amount erroneCity, of the amount
Panama
United States as
the United
ously collected
collected and
and deposited
deposited in
in the
Treasury of
of the
the Treasury
ously
miscellaneous receipts,
$4,890.67.
ayment of
of colliion
receipts," $4,890.67.
""miscellaneous
Payment
collision
damages claims.
Damage
claims: To
the claims
adjusted and determined
determined by damaesclaims
claims adjusted
pay the
To pay
Damage claims:
Vol. 36, p. 607; N'oL
6P7; VoL
the
Navy Department
Department under
under the
the provisions
provisions of the Act approved 42,Volp
p. 1006.
the Navy
1922,
June 24,
amended by
the Act
Act approved
approved December
December 28, 1922,
by the
as amended
1910, as
24, 1910,
June
were found to be
on account
account of
damages for
which naval
vessels were
naval vessels
for which
of damages
on
in House
responsible certified
certified to
the present
House Documents
Congress in
present Congress
to the
responsible,
$64,482.20.
260
Numbered i
4
60 and 274, $64,48220.
Numbered
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1924.

Charles FortS.C.
Fort, ff. C.
To enable the Secretary
Charoles
Secretary of the Navy to mark with
with a
a suitable and
and
Monument of site, on
permanent monument
monument the
the site
site of
Parris Island.
Parri
permanent
of Charles
Charles Fort,
Fort, Parris
Parris Island,
Island, South
South
Island.

Carolina,
such site
site being
being the
the place
place where
where a
fort was
erected by
Carolina, such
a fort
was erected
by aa
colony
Frenchmen who
at this
this point
in 1562,
to
colony of
of Frenchmen
who settled
settled at
point in
1562, $10,000,
$10,000, to
remain
1925.
remain available
available until
until June
June 30,
30, 1925.
Pearl Harbor,
HaPearl
Harbor, HFishery rights, Pearl Harbor, Hawaii: For necessary
necessary costs and exwaii.
waU.
Acquiring private
private penses of condemnation
Acquiring
condemnation proceedings
proceedings authorized by the Act approved
fishery rights in, etc.
June 28,
Statutes at
Large, page
at Large,
page 67),
67), entitled
entitled
28, 1921
1921 (Forty-second
(Forty-second Statutes
evol.y42,
4p.ti
June
Vol.
P. 61 e7.
"An
Act to
to provide
for the
by the
the United States
of
"An Act
provide for
the acquisition
acquisition by
United
States of
private
rights of
of fishery
and about
Pearl Harbor,
Harbor, Territory
Territory of
of
private rights
fishery in
in and
about Pearl
Hawaii,"
years 1924
and 1925,
1925, $5,000.
Hawaii," fiscal
fiscal years
1924 and
$5,000.
Postal service.
service.
Postal

`t
Post
Post Office
Office DepartDepartment.
ment.
•Washington,
washing/el, D.
D. C.,
C.,
post
office.
post office.
Reimbursement
Reimbursement for
heat, light.
light, and
power
heat,
and power
furnished to.
furnished

Payment
of private
Payment of
private
property damages
damages
ehrime.
claims.

Vol.
p. 1066
1066.*
Vol. 42, P.

POST OFFICE
POST
OFFICE DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
OUT OF
THE POSTAL
REVENUES
OUT
OF THE
POSTAL REVENUES
CONTINGENT
EXPENSES, POST
DEPARTMENT '
CONTINGENT EXPENSES,
POST OFFICE
OFFICE DEPARTMENT

For reimbursement
reimbursement of the
the Government
Government Printing
Printing Office or Capitol
Capitol
heating and electric
Power Plant for the cost of furnishing steam for heating
tirrean
tt
.4for
loar
ssl
a
ttiinftsandve
T
u
weer tod til
k
r
o Post
Prastc O
aiT o
e
lDsetrirtt737)iiistt
rBict
uildcurrent
lighting
power
the
Office
Department Building at Massachusetts Avenue and North Capitol Street, District of
ing
umbia, fiscal
year 1924,
1924, $3,000.
$3,000.
fiscal year
Columbia,
Damage
•
Damage claims: To pay claims for damages to or losses of privately
owned property adjusted
adjusted and
determined by the Post
I1, ce
vately owned
and determined
Post Office
Department under
under the provisions
Act approved
approved December
Department
provisions of the Act
December 28,
28,
(Forty-second Statutes, page 1066),
1922 (Forty-second
1066), as fully set forth in House
Documents Numbered
Congress at its
Documents
Numbered 255 and 293, reported to Congress
present session, $9,437.53.
POSTAL S
ERVICE)
SERVICE
POSTAL
017T OF
THE POSTAL
POSTAL REVENUES
REVENUES
OUT
OF THE

Postmaster General.

OFFICE OF
POSTMASTER GENERAL
GENERAL
OFFICE
OF POSTMASTER

Inspector's OfChief Inspector's
fice.
Payment of rewards.
rewards.
Payment

Office of the Chief Inspector: For payment
payment of rewards for the
detection, arrest, and conviction of post-office
detection,
post-office burglars, robbers,
and highway
highway mail robbers: Provided,
paid,
Provided, That rewards may be paid,
in the discretion
discretion of the Postmaster
Postmaster General, when an offender of
of
the class mentioned
committing the
mentioned was killed in the act of committing
the crime or
in resisting lawful arrest, fiscal year 1921,
1921, $4,000.
$4,000.

First Assistant Postmaster General.

OFFICE OF
OFFICE
FIRST ASSISTANT
ASSISTANT POSTMASTER
OF THE
THE FIRST
POSTMASTER GENERAL
GENERAL

Proviso.
Proiso.
If offender
offender killed.
killed.

Postmasters.

For compensation to postmasters
postmasters for the fiscal years
years that follow:
follow:
$1,090.20;
For 1922, $1,090.20;
For 1923, $120,816.60.
Temporary, alum"
auxiliTemporary,
For temporary and auxiliary clerk hire and for substitute clerk
ary, and substitute
clerks.
hire for clerks and employees
second
employees absent with pay at first and second
class post offices and temporary
summer
temporary and auxiliary clerk hire at summer
and winter resort
resort post offices,
offices, fiscal year
year 1923,
1923, $15,802.57.
$15,802.57.
Unusual conditions.
unusual
conditions at
offices,
year
For
unusual
conditions
at
post
offices,
fiscal
year 1924,
1924, $28,000.
City delivery.
For pay of letter
letter carriers at offices
offices already
already established,
established, including
Letter carriers.
Letter
carriers.
substitutes
substitutes for letter carriers
carriers absent without pay, City Delivery
$1,297.59.
Service, fiscal year 1923, $1,297.59.
Substitute carriers.
For pay of substitutes for letter carriers absent with pay, and of
of
auxiliary and temporary
temporary letter carriers
carriers at offices where
where city delivery
delivery
is already established, fiscal
fiscal year
year 1923,
1923, $30,410.29.
$30,410.29.
Special delivery fees
fees.
messengers, fiscal year 1923,
1923, $163.16.
$163.16.
For fees to special-delivery
special-delivery messengers,
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CH. 4.
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tubes,
For
by pneumatic
or other
other similar
similar NPewn
York
eumatic tube s
Pneumatic
tubes or
pneumatic tubes
mail by
of mail
City and
transmission of
the transmission
For the
Brooklyn.
devices
the city
city of
Brooklyn
of Brooklyn
Borough of
the Borough
including the
York, including
New York,
of New
in the
devices in
of
city of
of New
including power,
labor, and
and all
all other
operatother operatpower, labor,
York, including
New York,
the city
of the
ing
expenses, fiscal
fiscal year
year 1924,
$5,347.60.
1924, $5,347.60.
ing expenses,

POSTMASTER GENERAL
OFFICE OF
OF THE
SECOND ASSISTANT
ASSISTANT POSTMASTER
GENERAL
THE SECOND
OFFICE

Second
Assistrant
Second Assistant
Postmaster
General.
Postmaster General.

For
inland transportation
routes, fiscal
fiscal year
routes.
1924, Railroad routes.
year 1924,
railroad routes,
by railroad
transportation by
For inland
$4,250,000.
$4,250,000.
ai lw a
Mail Servy Mail
Railway Mail
Mail Service:
superintendents, fifteen
iceRailwaY
fifteen ie
division superintendents,
fifteen division
For fifteen
Service: For
Railway
_ivision
superintendassistant division
division superintendents,
superintendents, two
two assistant
assistant superintendents,
superintendents, one
one Divisionsuperintendr;
assistant
ents.etc.
assistant
superintendent in
charge of
ents,
hundred etc.
one hundred
construction, one
car construction,
of car
in charge
assistant superintendent
and twenty-one
hundred and
and twenty-one
assistant
twenty-one assistant
one hundred
clerks, one
chief clerks,
twenty-one chief
and
chief
clerks in
charge of
in the
the offices
offices of
division
of division
sections in
of sections
in charge
clerks, clerks
chief clerks,
superintendents,
postal clerks,
substitute railway
railway postal
postal
clerks, substitute
railway postal
superintendents, railway
clerks, joint
and laborers
laborers in
in the
Railway Mail
Mail Service,
the Railway
employees, and
joint employees,
clerks,
fiscal year
$550,000.
1924, $550,000.
year 1924,
fiscal
mals.
Foreign mails.
aircraft, or Foreign
by steamship,
For transportation
steamship, aircraft,
mails by
foreign mails
of foreign
transportation of
For
$297,541.
otherwise,
fiscal
year
$297,541.
1924,
otherwise, fiscal year
Balances due foreign
Bances due foreign
1924, $900,000.
For balances
foreign countries,
countries, fiscal
year 1924,
fiscal year
due foreign
countries.
balances due
For
STATE
DEPARTMENT
STATE DEPARTMENT

State Department.
Department.
State

Mexican claims comclaims comM
United States and missions.
General
Special Claims
Commissions, United
Claims Commissions,
and Special
General and
Post,
pp.
1730,
1722.
1730,1722.
Pos,
claims
of
adjustment
Mexico:
For
the
expenses
of
the
settlement
and
adjustment
of
claims
and
settlement
of
the
Mexico: For the expenses
a convention
convention
by
the citizens
citizens of
against the other under a
country against
each country
of each
by the
concluded
September 8,
8, 1923,
1923, and of citizens of the United States
concluded September
against
under a
a convention
September 10,
10, 1923,
1923, All expenses.
concluded September
convention concluded
Mexico under
against Mexico
l expen
between
the United
United States
States and
and Mexico,
Mexico, including the expenses which,
between the
chargeable in part to
under the
the terms
terms of
conventions, are chargeable
of the two conventions,
under
commissions, and the
of the two commissions,
the United
States, the
expenses of
the expenses
United States,
the
expenses of
an agency
agency of
of the
United States
necessary
States to perform all necessary
the United
of an
expenses
services in
in connection
connection with
with the
preparation of the claims and the
the preparation
services
presenting thereof
the said
defending
commissions, as well as defending
said commissions,
before the
thereof before
presenting
the
States in
cases presented
presented under
general convention
convention by
under the general
in cases
United States
the United
Mexico,
an agent
agent and necessary
necessary counsel
counsel and
of an
salaries of
including salaries
Mexico, including
other
assistants and
and employees
employees in
Columbia and elseDistrict of Columbia
the District
in the
other assistants
where,
rent, law
law books
reference, printing and binding,
of reference,
and books of
books and
where, rent,
contingent
expenses, traveling
subsistence expenses,
expenses, and such
and subsistence
traveling and
contingent expenses,
other
expenses in
in the
the United
United States
States and
elsewhere as the President
President
and elsewhere
other expenses
of
Immigration
may
proper, fiscal
1925, $171,930.
$171,930.
year, 1925,
fiscal year,
deem proper,
may deem
Immigration of
t
to aliens.
State to
of State
Immigration
of aliens:
aliens: To
To enable
enable the
Department of
the Department
Immigration of
Expenses of Departperform the
the duties
devolving upon
under the
the laws
regnde laws
regulating mnt
laws regulating
ment under
laws reguit under
upon it
duties devolving
perform
immigration of
into the
the United
lating.
same lating.
the same
including the
States, including
United States,
of aliens
aliens into
immigration
Ante, p.153.
A* p. 1.
Departthe
for
objects specified
in the
the Acts
appropriations
making appropriations
Acts making
specified in
objects
ment of
of State
State for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1925,
1925, under
under the heads of salaries
ment
and
expenses in
printing and
Department of State, printing
the Department
in the
contingent expenses
and contingent
binding,
salaries
of
the
foreign-service
officers,
allowance
for clerk
officers,
foreign-service
the
of
salaries
binding,
hire
United States
consulates, transportation
diplomatic and
transportation of diplomatic
States consulates,
at United
hire at
consular
officers and
clerks, and
and contingent
contingent expenses,
United States
expenses, United
and clerks,
consular officers
the Dof Servi
1925, of
30, 1925,
consulate,
$500,000, to
to continue
continue available
available until
until June
June 30,
Services in
in the
Disconsulates, $500,000,
trict.
trict.
personal
be
shall
which
not
to
exceed
$35,000
shall
available
for
personal
services
$35,000
exceed
to
not
which
offsce
FPign service
Classification Act of 1923. Foreign
the Classification
in the
District of
under the
Columbia under
of Columbia
offithe District
in
cers.
cers.
foreign
compensation
Salaries,
foreign
service
officers:
For
compensation
of
officers:
service
foreign
Salaries,
Additional pay.
6.
service dicers
the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1925,
1925, in
in addition
addition to
the amounts
A,,ddl,p.146.
amounts Ants,
to the
for the
officers for
service
the
21
made
available
for
that
purpose
by
section
of
Act
entitled
by
purpose
that
for
made available
"An Act
the reorganization
improvement of the foreign
and improvement
reorganization and
for the
Act for
"An
purposes, approved
other purposes,"
and
service
of
the
United
for
approved
States,
United
the
of
service
May
24, 1924,
1924, $450,000.
$450,000.
May 24,
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International
Statistical Institute
at The
For the
the annual
annual
The Hague:
Hague: For
Institute at
International Statistical
contribution of
the United
United States
the International
International Statistical
Statistical
to the
States to
of the
contribution
Bureau at
at The
Hague, for
year 1925,
1925, as
Bureau
The Hague
for the
the year
as authorized by public
resolution
approved
April
28,
1924,
fiscal
year
1925, $2,000,
be
$2,000, to
to be
1925,
fiscal
year
1924,
April
28,
resolution approved
expended
under the
the direction
the Secretary
Secretary of State.
of the
direction of
expended under
a SaniPan-American
representaConference: For the representaSeventh Pan-American
Pan-American Sanitary Conference:
s i- Seventh
PatSeSSS
tary Conference.
Expenses of delegates tion of the United States at the Seventh Pan-American
Expenssotdeegates
Pan-American Sanitary
Sanitary
to Seventh.
Conference to
be held
Habana, Cuba,
as authorized
authorized by
by public
public
Cuba, as
at Habana,
held at
to be
Conference
Ante, p.112.
. m.
Ant'e
resolution approved
approved April
April 28,
1924, including
including the
the expenses
of the
the
expenses of
28, 1924,
resolution
delegates for
for transportation,
transportation, subsistence
subsistence (notwithstanding
(notwithstanding the
the proprodelegates
visions of
of any
any other
other
and other
of interpreters
interpreters and
Act), compensation
compensation of
other Act),
visions
employees assembling
of the
and preparation,
printpreparation, printdata and
necessary data
the necessary
assembling of
employees,
ing
binding of
report, and
and such
such other
other miscellaneous
expenses
miscellaneous expenses
of a
a report,
ing and
and binding
as
the
President
may
deem
proper, fiscal
fiscal year
year 1925,
1925, $2,600.
$2,600.
may
deem
proper,
as
the
President
Narcotics traffic.

International Statistical Institute.
Annual
contribution.
Anncontributiol
Ante,
p.112.
Antep.112.

stat-

•

Expenses,
particixtpensest partici1
pating in oonferenoss
for suppressing.
Ante,
Ant, p.119.
p. 119.

Traffic
in habit-forming
habit-forming narcotic
narcotic drugs:
drugs: For
For the
expenses of
the
of the
the expenses
Traffic in

international coneorparticipation
participation of the United States in one or both international
ferences to be called
ferences
called to agree upon aa plan to enforce The Hague
Hague
opium
convention, as
by public
public resolution approved
May
approved May
as authorized
authorized by
opium convention,
15, 1924,
1924, including
including salaries
salaries in
the District
of Columbia
or elsewhere,
elsewhere,
Columbia or
in the
District of
15,
rent, printing
printing and
and binding,
traveling and
and subsistence
subsistence expenses
expenses (notbinding, traveling
rent,
other
Act), and such other
withstanding the
of any other Act),
the provisions
provisions of
withstanding
expenses in
the United
United States
and elsewhere
elsewhere as
President may
may
as the President
States and
in the
expenses
deem proper,
proper, fiscal
fiscal year
$35,000.
1925, $35,000.
year 1925,
deem
Interparliamentary
Twenty-third
the Interparliamentary
Interparliamentary Union:
For
Union: For
of the
Conference of
Twenty-third Conference
rmentnsy
Untoerpn
Union.
Expenses
Twenty- the
defraying the expenses
Washington and
the city of
of Washington
purpose of defraying
expenses in the
oiTentythe purpose
Expernse of
third Conference of, at
at
elsewhere in
incident to
the twenty-third
twenty-third conferconferWashington,
States, incident
to the
elsewhere
in the
the Umted
United States,
Washington, etc.
e .
ence of
of the
Interparliamentary Union,
Union to
be held in Washington
Washington
to be
the Interparliamentary
ence
in 1925,
Union,
as the
the
regulations as
rules and
and regulations
under such
such
be expended
expended under
in
1925, to
to be
Secretary of
of State
prescribe, for
the District
District of
for salaries
salaries in
in the
State may
may prescribe,
Secretary
Columbia
elsewhere, rent,
rent, printing
and binding,
binding, traveling
traveling and
and
printing and
or elsewhere,
Columbia or
subsistence
expenses (notwithstanding
(notwithstanding the,
provisions of
of any
other
any other
the provisions
subsistence expenses
Act),
and such
such other
other expenses
necessary, $50,000,
$50,000, as
as auaube necessary,
expenses as
as may
may be
Act), and
Ante, p.119.
thorized
by public
public resolution
resolution approved
approved May
13, 1924,
remain
to remain
Antkp.1.
thorized by
May 13,
1924, to
available
31, 1925.
1925.
December 31,
available until
until December
Rio Grande.
Commission on
on equitable
equitable use
of the
the waters
of the
Grande: For
For
Rio Grande:
the Rio
waters of
use of
Commission
Expenses of commission
stu 1 in cooperation with representatives
representatives of the United
on distribution of a study
United States
waters
of, below Fort
waters of,

,tfssiLg

Fort

y

of Mexico,
Mexico, regarding
regarding the
waters of
of the
the Rio
of
the equitable
equitable use
use of
of the
the waters
Rio
Grande below
Whitman, Texas,
with a
view to
to their
their proper
proper
a view
Texas, with
Fort Whitman,
below Fort
Grande
utilization
irrigation and
beneficial uses, including
salaries
and other beneficial
including salaries
utilization for irrigation
commissioners and other
subsistence
of commissioners
other employees,
employees, transportation,
transportation, subsistence
(notwithstanding the
(notwithstanding
the provisions of any
any other Act),
Act), and
and such other
other
miscellaneous expenses
expenses as
as the
President may
proper, fiscal
year
miscellaneous
the President
may deem
deem proper,
fiscal year
Proviso.
Provided, That
of the
the commissioners
commissioners so
so appointed
appointed
one of
That one
1925, $20,000:
$20,000: Provided,
comm
Engineer
Engineer
commis- 1925,
sioner.
sioner.
shall be an engineer experienced
experienced in
such work.
in such
work.
France.
Relief
Madame Crignier:
To pay
pay to
to the
of the
the
Government of
the Government
Crignier: To
of Madame
Payment
Relief of
inayment to, as indemnity to Madae
Madame Republic
demnity
Republic of
of France
as a
a matter
of grace
France as
matter of
grace and
and without
without reference
reference to
to
Crignier.
Crgn.
the question
of liability
full indemnity
indemnity for loss and
the
question of
liability therefor,
therefor, as
as full
damage
to property
by Madame
Madame Crignier,
Crignier, a
citizen of
of
damage to
property suffered
suffered by
a citizen
France,
by reason
for the
of Admiral
Paul
John Paul
Admiral John
body of
the body
search for
of the
the search
reason of
Ante,
France, by
.tnte p. 118.
approved May
Jones, as authorized
authorized by the Act approved
May 13, 1924, fiscal year
year
1924, $13,511.13.
$13,511.13.
1924,
London, England.
The
Embassy,
Legation, and
and Consular
Consular Buildings
Buildings and
Grounds: The
and Grounds:
Embassy, Legation,
ondon, Enorgland off
Reappropriation
balance for embassy
embassy unexpended
balance
unexpended balance
balance of
of the
the appropriation
appropriation "Repairs
"Repairs and
and ImproveImprovepremises at.
ments,
Embassy Premises,
London, England,
is
1922 and
and 1923,"
1923," is
England, 1922
Premises, London,
4.
ments, Embassy
premises.
Vol. 42, p. 604.
hereby made available
hereby
incurred
available for the payment
payment of
of any
any obligations
obligations incurred
after June
June 30,
after
1923, and
available until
30, 1923,
and shall
shall remain
remain available
until June 30, 1925.
1925.

whitman, Tex.
Post,

Whitman, Tea.
Ante, p. 118.
Post, p. 1340..
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TREAS
URY bEPARTMENT
TREASURY
DEPARTMENT

OFFICE
OF THE
OFFICE OF
THE S
ECRETARY
SECRETARY
increase in the salary of the Government
Government
For payment of the increase
Actuary, as provided by section 1102 of the Revenue
Revenue Act of 1924,
Actuary,
for the
the fiscal
fiscal years
follow:
that follow:
years that
for
For 1924, $281.95;
$281.95;
For 1925, $2,300.
CONTINGENT
TREASURY DEPARTMENT
CONTINGENT EXPENSES,
EXPENSES, TREASURY
DEPARTMENT

grate baskets
For purchase
grease, grate
engine oils and grease,
of coal,
coal, wood,
wood, engine
For
purchase of

Treasury
Treasury
ment.

Depart-

Secretary's Office.
Office.
Secretary's

Government
ActuGovernment
Actuary.
pay.
pay.
Ante,
353.
Ante, p.
p. 353.

arLereased
Increased

Contingent
Contingent expenses.
Fuel, etc.
Fuel,
etc.

fiscal
and fixtures, blowers, coal hods, coal shovels, pokers, and tongs, fiscal
year 1924, $1,400.

Furniture, etc., for
purchase of
machines and
etc.,, for
For the
the purchase
of furniture,
furniture, office
office machines
and devices,
devices, referrefer- Coast
cOFurstr,
Guard service.

articles necessary
necessary to equip
ence books, drafting equipment, and other articles
the increased personnel of the United States Coast Guard service
in the District of Columbia, fiscal year 1924, $2,000.
DIVISION
OF BOOKKEEPING
BOOKKEEPING AND
AND WARRANTS
WARRANTS
DIVISION OF

Bookkeeping and
Bookkeeping
and
Warrants Division.
Warrants

Contingent expenses, public moneys: For contingent expenses
requirements of section 3653 of the Revised Statutes, for
under the requirements
transfer , and disbursements
disbursements of the pubthe collection, safe-keeping, transfer,
objects specified under this head in
lic moneys, including
including the same objeCfs
Treasury Department
Appropriation Act for the fiscal year
year
the Treasury
Department Appropriation
1924, $10,000.

Contingent expenses,
Contingent expenses,
public moneys.
R.
S., sec. 3653,
3653, p.719.
p.719.
R.S.,

SERVICE
I
NTERNAL REVENUE
ERVICE
INTERNAL
REVENUE S

The
"Collecting the internal revenue,
revenue, 1925,"
1925," is made
The appropriation
appropriation "Collecting

available for rental
rental at not exceeding $11,500, care, maintenance,
maintenance, and
available
protection of quarters
quarters in the District of Columbia, including such
protection

sec.

Internal
Internal
Service.
Collecting
Collecting

Revenue
Kevenue
internal
internal

Additional rent, etc.,
allowance in the Distcte
trict from. inmthe D
rev
irlie
tional

alterations and repairs to rented quarters as may be necessary,
necessary, in all
$29,915, provided
provided suitable or adequate
adequate space can not be assigned to
to
$29,915,
Revenue by the Public Buildings Commis- Provisos.
the Bureau of Internal Revenue
sion in Government-owned
Government-owned buildings
buildings under its control: Provided,
Provided. Care,
Care, etc.,
etc.,
l
ngsThat the Superintendent
Superintendent State, War, and Navy Department
Department Build- ingsings shall be responsible
responsible for the care, maintenance,
maintenance, and protection
protection of

of build-

Transfer of funds
of funds
eTrtuer
provided further,
further, That the etc.,
such buildings as may be so rented:
rented: And provided
to Superintendent
etc., to
Superintendent
m
o
f
en
tat
Be
uil
,e
dings
tc., DeprtDepartetc.,
sum of $18,415 hereinabove
expended for the care, of gttate,
authorized to be expended
hereinabove authorized
maintenance,
together with ment Buidis
of such rented buildings, together
protection of
maintenance, and protection
all machinery,
machinery, tools, equipment, and supplies used for the use in
connection therewith,
1, 1924, from the
therewith, shall be transferred on July 1,
connection
Secretary of the Treasury to the Superintendent
Superintendent State, War, and
Secretary
Navy Department
Department Buildings.
9
Income tax for 1923.
Refunding
under title 12 of Revenue Act of 1924: Ired
taxes under
income taxes
Refunding income
Refund tof.r
of.
Ante,
p.
353.
p.
353.
Ante,
Act
Revenue
For
the
refunding
of
by
title
12
of
the
Revenue
12
of
by
title
taxes
required
For the refunding of
providing for an allowance
allowance by
of 1924, approved June 2, 1924, providing
credit or refund of 25 per centum
centura of the taxes imposed by parts 1
1
and 2
2 of title 2
remain available unRevenue Act of 1921, to remain
2 of the Revenue
til June 30, 1925, $16,140,000.

COAST
GUARD
COAST GUARD

Coast Guard.
Cost
Guard.
Office personnel.

Dis-- OffiPe
personal services
Salaries
of Coast
Coast Guard: For personal
services in the Dis
Salaries, office of
Ante, p.ers
72.
trict of
accordance with "The
The Classification Act of
in accordance
Columbia in
trict
of Columbia
1923," fiscal year 1925,
1925, $50,000.
For
and allowances
allowances prescribed
by law
law for
commissioned offi''Ve
cers'
oo
For pay
pay and
prescribed by
for commissioned
offi- PP,AY' eteet.,
cers,
cadets and
and cadet
warrant officers,
officers, petty
c.
ted
officers, and
and
petty officers,
engineers, warrant
cadet engineers,
cers, cadets
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other
enlisted men,
men, active
active and
retired, temporary
cooks and
men,
other enlisted
and retired,
temporary cooks
and surf
surfmen,
substitute
surfmen, and
one civilian
instructor, fiscal
year 1925,
1925,
substitute surfmen,
and one
civilian instructor,
fiscal year
$5,413,600.
$5,413,600.
a t •i o
Rations.
ns
For rations or
for petty
petty officers
officers and
or commutation
commutation thereof for
and other
other
enlisted
men, fiscal
fiscal year
$290,500.
enlisted men,
year 1925,
1925, $290,500.
Fuel
and water.
water.
uel and
water for
for vessels,
stations, and
For fuel and
and water
vessels, stations,
of refuge,
refuge,
and houses
houses of
fiscal
year 1925,
1925, $1,103,500.
$1,103,500.
fiscal year
Outfits,
etc.
Outfitsetc.
ship chandlery,
chandlery, and
and engineers'
For outfits, ship
engineers' stores
stores for
for the
the same,
same,
fiscal
year 1925,
fiscal year
1925, $519,700.
$519,700.
Stations,
houses of
Stations, houses
of
For rebuilding
rebuilding and
For
and repairing
stations and
and houses
houses of
of refuge,
repairing stations
refuge,
refuge, etc.
temporary
leases, rent,
rent, and
and improvements
improvements of
property for
Coast
temporary leases,
of property
for Coast
Guard
of additional
land where
where necessary,
necessary,
Guard purposes,
purposes, including
including use
use of
additional land
&seal
year 1925,
fiscal year
1925, $39,800.
$39,800.
Death allowances.
For
the provisions
provisions of
the Act
Act of
of June
June 4,
4, 1920,
1920, fiscal
fiscal
of the
out the
Vol. 41, p.
carrying out
For carrying
lowp
8825. .
VDeath
$15,000.
1925, $15,000.
year 1925,
et e year
Trave,
Traveling,
etc' For
mileage and
and expenses
allowed by
by law
officers, and
travelpauses.
e., '
pease
e3
For mileage
expenses allowed
law for
for officers,
and traveling
in lieu
subsistence not
not exceeding
exceeding $1
ing expenses,
expenses, per
per diem
diem in
lieu of
of subsistence
$4 for
for
other
persons traveling
duty under
under orders
from the
other persons
traveling on
on duty
orders from
the Treasury
Treasury
Department,
including transportation
men and
Department, including
transportation of
of enlisted
enlisted men
and appliapplicants
with subsistence
subsistence and
and transfers
transfers en
en route,
or cash
cash
cants for enlistment,
enlistment, with
route, or
lieu thereof,
year 1925,
Contget expese in
in lieu
thereof, fiscal
fiscal year
1925, $150,000.
$150,000.
ccaungentexPanses.
contingent expenses,
including communication
communication service,
service, subsubFor contingent
expenses, including
sistence of shipwrecked
sistence
succored by
by the
for
shipwrecked persons
persons succored
the Coast
Coast Guard,
Guard, for
amusement, comfort,
contentment, and
and health
the
the recreation
recreation, amusement,
comfort, contentment,
health of
of the
enlisted men
the discretion
enlisted
men of
of the
the Coast
Coast Guard,
Guard, to
to be
be expended
expended in
in the
discretion of
of
the Secretary
of the
the Treasury,
Treasury, not
not exceeding
instruments
the
Secretary of
exceeding $10,000;
$10,000; instruments
and
apparatus, supplies,
technical books
books and
and servand apparatus,
supplies, technical
and periodicals,
periodicals, and
services necessary
to the
carrying on
on of
ices
necessary to
the carrying
of scientific
scientific investigation,
investigation, experiexperimental
mental and research
research work
telephony and
and radiotelework in
in relation
relation to
to telephony
radiotelegraphy, not exceeding
wharfage, towage,
freight, storage,
storage, reexceeding $1,000;
$4,000; wharfage,
towage, freight,
reapparatus, advertising,
surveys, medals,
labor, newsnewspairs to
to station
station apparatus,
advertising, surveys,
medals, labor,
papers and
for statistical
and all
all other
other necespapers
and periodicals
periodicals for
statistical purposes,
purposes, and
necessary expenses which are
not included
included under
other heading,
are not
under any
any other
heading,
fiscal year
1925, $110,000.
fiscal
year 1925,
$110,000.
Repairs
Repairs to cutters.
cutter
For repairs
to Coast
Guard cutters,
repairs to
Coast Guard
cutters, fiscal
fiscal year
year 1925,
1925, $500,000.
$500,000.
Secret
Service.
Secret Service.
Suppressing
felting, etc.

eiuppessing counter.
countet-

SUPPRESSING
COUNTERFEITING AND
AND OTHER
OTHER CRIMES
S
UPPRESSING COUNTERFEITING
CRIMES

For
suppressing counterfeiting
and oth
er
For expenses
expenses incurred
incurred in
in suppressing
counterfeiting and
other
specified under
crimes, including
including the same objects
objects specified
the
under this head
head in
in the
appropriations for
Act making appropriations
the Treasury
Treasury Department
for the
Department for
for the
the
fiscal
year ended
ended June
June 30,
30, 1923,
1923, $756.62.
$756.62.
fiscal year

Public Health Service.
Ice.

PUBLIC HEALTH
HEALTH SERVICE
SERVICE
PUBLIC

Payment
property
Payment of property
damages ch.lrog

To claims
damages to
Damage claims: To
claims for
for damages
to or
or losses
losses of
of privately
privately
Treasury Departowned property
property adjusted and determined
determined by
by the
the Treasury
Department under
under the
ment
the provisions
Act approved
December 28,
provisions of
of the
the Act
approved December
28, 1922
1922
(Forty-second
(Forty-second Statutes, 1066),
as fully
fully set
1066), as
set forth
forth in
in House
House DocuDocuments Numbered
and 291,
Numbered 206, 263, and
reported to
Congress at
at its
291, reported
to Congress
its prespresent
session, $341.92.
ent session,
$341.92.
PUBLIC BUILDINGS
PUBLIC
BUILDINGS

damgesclas
Vol. 42, p. 1066.
Vol 42, p. 1066.

Public
Buildings.
Public Buldings.

New York quarantine
qarantine
station.

Operating force.
force.

removal of
New York (N. Y.) quarantine
quarantine station: For removal
of old
old Pier A,
A,
construction
construction of new pier,
pier, dredging
dredging boat
planking
boat basin,
basin, additional
additional planking
on Pier
Pier B,
B, $38,000.
on
$38,000.

Operating
the Secretary
Operating force: For such personal services as
as the
Secretary of
of
the Treasury may deem necessary in connection with the care, mainmaintenance, and repair
repair of all public buildings under the
control of
of the
the
the control
Treasury Department,
Department, and so
forth, including
including the
so forth,
the same
same objects
objects
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specified under this head in the Treasury
specified
AppropriaTreasury Department
Department Appropriation
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
1924, $15,000.
tion Act for
year 1924,
$15,000.
Operating
Operating supplies: For fuel, steam, gas for lighting and heating
heating
purposes,
purposes, water, ice, lighting supplies,
electric current
supplies, electric
current for
for lighting,
lighting,
and so forth, including
incluiling the same objects specified
specified under
under this
this head
head
in the Treasury Department
Department Appropriation
Appropriation Act
Act for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year
1924, $27,000.
$27,000.
1924,
WAR DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT

Operating supplies.
Operating
supplies.

War Department.
War
Department.

Adlu
sted CompensaCompensaAdjusted
Administrative expenses,
Administrative
expenses, World
War Adjusted
World War
Adjusted Compensation
Compensation tionAct.e CPe
Act: For temporary personal services in
Administrative
exin the District
of Columbia
Columbia Administrative
District of
xDe rt
in accordance
accordance with the Classification
Classification Act of 1923,
1923, purchase,
purchase, hire,
hire, unenses of Department
pa men
typewriters, adding machines,
• exchange,
exchange, and repair of typewriters,
machines, and
and other
other
mechanical
mechanical devices, printing and
and binding,
binding, stationery,
office supstationery, office
supplies
telegrams,' telephones
plies and equipment, telegrams
telephones, maintenance
maintenance and
and operaoperation of motor trucks, transportation
transportation of things,
other necessary
necessary conconthings, other
n t of buildings,
Rent
tingent and miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses, and rent of buildings
and parts
parts D..
buildings and
1Re
of buildings,
of buildings in the District of Columbia,
Columbia, if
if space
not provided
provided
space is
is not
by the Public Buildings Commission in
Government-owned buildings,
in Government-owned
buildings,
Secretary of
to enable the Secretary
perform such
such duties
are reof War
War to
to perform
duties as
as are
re- Ante, p.131.
quired of him by the World War Adjusted Compensation
Compensation Act of
of An p.m31.
May 19, 1924, $3,600,000, to
until June
June 30,
1925:
to remain available
available until
30, 1925:
Proriso.
Provided,
Secretary of the Treasury
Provided, That the Secretary
Treasury is authorized
authorized to issue
issue Office
Prciso.
Dace supplies from
from
Secretary of War, without charge, for temporary
temporary use,
to the Secretary
such General
General Supply
Supply Comuse, such
Cornt
ee
mittee
for temporary
surplus office supplies and equipment
equipment as may be under the control of
of use.
mt
for temporay
the General
General Supply
Committee.
Supply Committee.
Va.
Roads, walks, wharves,
wharves, and drainage:
construction of aa Fort
drainage: For the construction
Fort Story,
Story, Va.
Constructing road at.
road at Fort Story, Virginia, $40,000, to remain
remain available
available until
until June
June Proviso.
OntNctingrodat.
30, 1925: Provided,
connect with
road shall be constructed
Provide 2 That
That such road
constructed only to form To
To connect
with State
State
highway.
aaconnecting
in the highway to be constructed
connecting link in
constructed by the State
State of highway
ti

et

Ild
n et.

Virginia.
Canal.
Fire
control, Panama Canal:
Fire control,
Canal: The appropriation
appropriation of $25,000 for
the Panama
for the
rcontro
sations.
Fire
control stations.
fiscal year 1922 for the construction
construction of
of fire-control
fire-control stations,
stations, the
the purpur- Reappropriation.
Reappropriation.
chase and installation
therefor, and for subaqueous,
subaqueous,
installation of accessories
accessories therefor,
sound, and flash ranging
apparatus and their development,
ranging apparatus
development, proproVol. 41, p. 1351.
vided in
in the
the Fortifications
Fortifications Act approved
approved March 3, 1921, shall Vol.41p.1351remain available
available for obligation
obligation until June 30,
30, 1925,
1925, for the purposes
purposes
authorized
by said
authorized by
said Act.
Act.
Payment of property
Damage claims: To pay claims for damages
damages to
to or
or losses
losses of
of pripri- daymentealprofnrty
damages claims.
adjusted and determined
vately owned
owned property
property adjusted
determined by
by the
the War
War DeDe- Vol.
ol 42
10m,.
42, p.
p. 1066.
partment, under the provisions of the Act approved
approve(' December
December 28,
28,
1922 (Forty-second
(Forty-second Statutes, page 1066),
1066), as fully set forth in
House
in House
Document Numbered
its present
Document
Numbered 259, reported
reported to Congress
Congress at its
present session,
session,
$4,496.23.
$4,496.23.
Camp
Paymen
Kn
tox,
compensation of
Camp Knox, Kentucky: For the compensation
for Payment
of owners
owners for
for land,
land,
To'r
land taken and for damages suffered incident
incident to
to the
the construction
construction and
and etc.,
etc., Dixie
Dixie Highway.
Highway.
Ante, p.489.
the electric
electric transmismaintenance of the New Dixie Highway
Highway and the
transmis- An"
p. 48 '
sion line in the vicinity
vicinity of Camp Knox, Kentucky,
$30,000, to
to remain
Kentucky, $30,000,
remain
available
until June
available until
June 30,
30, 1925.
1925.
Le xas Cavalry briMedals, Texas Cavalry: For procuring bronze medals
medals of appro- gades. Cary bnBronze
medals to
priate design with aa bar and ribbon, together
together with aa rosette or
or members
Bronze medals
to
of.
other device to be worn in lieu thereof, for issue to
to officers
officers and
and ^e,
00.
Ante, p.l
p.100.
enlisted men of Texas Cavalry, under
under the provisions of an
an Act
Act
approved
available until
approved April 16, 1924, $5,000,
$5,000, to remain
remain available
until June
30,
June 30,
1925.
War contracts.
Settlement of Claims: The unexpended
unexpended balance
1924, Use
balance on June 30, 1924,
balance for
for
se of
of tbalance
settling
claims of forof
appropriation "
" Settlement of claims of foreign governments
governments
of the
the appropriation
settliBg
e
of unfr.
eign
governments
eign
governments
n
continued.
and their nationals, 1923,"
1923," contained
contained in the
the Deficiency
Deficiency AppropriaAppropria- der,
der.t
apeIdtj
Vol. 42, p. 1550.
tion Act approved March 4, 1923, is extended
extended until June 30, 1925, v
for use only in settling the claims of foreign governments
governments and their
their
nationals for supplies or services furnished
furnished for
of the
the American
for use
use of
American
forces
forces abroad.
l
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s
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Flood
control.
Flood control.
Surveys, etc., of des-

SESS. II.
II. CH.
Cu. 4.
4.
SESS.

1924.
1924.

surveys
examinations and surveys
Control of Floods: For preliminary examinations
accordance with the provia
to the
control of
of floods in accordance
the control
view to
a view
1925,
sions
Act approved
approved May
May 31,
31, 1924, fiscal years 1924 and 1925,
of the
the Act
sions of

ignated rivers for. dwithwith
ignSanve
Ante, p. 250.

Anp250.

Judgments,
ttsdgconts
States
courts.

as
follows: North
Branch of
Pennsylvania
Susquehanna River, Pennsylvania
of the Susquehanna
North Branch
as follows:
and New
$8,000; Allegheny
Allegheny and
and Monongahela
$25,Monongahela Rivers, $25,York, $8,000;
New York,
and
000; Payullup
Payullup River,
River, Washington,
$5,000; in all, $38,000.
Washington, $5,000;
000;
United

ited

Payment of.
of.

Payment

Vol.
24, p.
5s.
p. 505.
Vol. 24,

JUDGMENTS, UNITED
UNITED STATES
URTS
COURTS
STATES CO
JUDGMENTS,
For payment
of the
the final
final judgments
decrees, including
including costs
judgments and decrees,
For
payment of

rendered under the provisions of the Act
of suits, which have been rendered
Act
of
3, 1887,
1887, entitled
Act to provide
provide for the bringing of
"An Act
entitled "An
of March
March 3,
suits
Government of the United States," as amended by
against the Government
suits against

the
Code, approved
approved March
3, 1911,
1911, certified
to Congress
Congress
certified to
March 3,
Judicial Code,
the Judicial
during
present session by the Attorney
Attorney General in Senate Docuduring the present
ment
Document Numbered 303, and
135 and in House Document
Numbered 135
ment /slumbered
Classificaticm.
which have not been appealed,
clansiftion.
appealed, namely:
Under the
the Department
$10,340.66;
Department of Labor, $10,340.66;
Under
Under the
the Navy
Navy Department,
$5,483.12;
Department, $5,483.12;
Under
Under the Treasury Department, $1,701.64.
Under
War Department, $412.25;
together
$17,937.67, together
$412.25; in all, $17,937.67,
the War
Under the
with
additional sum as may be necessary
necessary to pay interest on
such additional
with such
the respective
respective judgments at
the rate of 44per centum from the date
at the
the
thereof until
until the
the time
appropriation is
is made.
made.
this appropriation
time this
thereof
Virginia
ddise eastern
a
For payment
payment of
of judgment,
of suit,
suit, rendered
rendered against
against
costs of
including costs
judgment, including
For
trict
trict court.
the Government
United States District
District
States, by the United
Government of the United States,
the
Court
for the
Virginia, sitting in admiralty,
the Eastern District of Virginia,
Court for
certified
Document
to Congress during the present session in House Document
certified to
Numbered
302, as
as follows:
follows:
302,
Numbered
Th. Brovig.
Under
the provisions
provisions of
of an
an Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
Act for the
relief
the relief
Payment of
decree
Under the
of decree
Payment
in favor of.
of Th.
Th. Brovig,"
Brovig," approved
approved February
February 26,
26, 1923
Numbered
(Private Numbered
1923 (Private
of
ol6.
infvor
Vol. 42, p. 1776.
186, Sixty-seventh
Sixty-seventh Congress, fourth session,
session, Forty-second
Forty-second Statutes,
186,
P
l 4
Part
1776), amount
amount of decree in favor of Th. Brovig,
page 1776),
2, page
Part 2,
$8,866.85, together
together with
with costs,
costs, $37.55;
$37.55; in
in all,
all, $8,904.40.
$8,904.40.
$8,866.85,
Property commanFor payment
of judgments,
judgments, including
including costs of suits, rendered
payment of
For
Lever
under Lever
deered under
against the Government
the
States Disaying judgments
Ac
Paying
judgments in against the Government of the United States by United
snits for.
trict
Courts
suits
or.
under the provisions of the Act entitled "An Act to
Vol.
40, p.
276.
Vol. 40,
p 276.
provide
provide further
further for the national
national security and defense by encouraging
encouraging
the
production,
conserving
the supply,
supply, and
and controlling
the districontrolling the
the production, conserving the
bution of
of food
food products
fuel," approved
approved August 10, 1917, cerand fuel,"
products and
bution
Document
tified to
Congress during
present session in House Document
the present
during the
to Congress
tified
Numbered
305,
as
follows:
follows:
as
305,
.
Numbered
Dr
Wa
War Department.
Under
War Department,
Department, $427,511.45,
together with
with such addi$427,511.45, together
the War
Under the
rDeptnt
tional sum
may be
to pay
pay interest
interest thereon
at the legal
thereon at
necessary to
be necessary
as may
sum as
tional
rate per
specified in said judgments.
where specified
as and
and where
annum as
per annum
rate
Vol. 36, p. 1137.

ol.3

p.1137.

Judgments, Court of
Claims.
Court o

cJugments.

Payment od.
of.

ayment
o.

Classiicaton.

Classification.

Right of appeal.

ight of appeal.

JUDGMENTS, COURT
COURT OF
CLAIMS
OF CLAIMS
JUDGMENTS,
For payment of the judgments
judgments rendered
rendered by the Court of Claims
and
House DocuCongress during the present session in House
reported to Congress
and reported
ment
Numbered
301,
namely:
namely:
ment Numbered 301,
Under
the Department
Department of the Interior, $4,737.09;
$4,737.09;
Under the
$10,178.51;
Under the
Navy Department,
Department, $10,178.51;
the Navy
Under
Under
the Treasury
Department, $0.59;
Treasury Department,
Under the
Under the
Department, $80,098.85;
$80,098.85;
War Department,
the War
Under
In all,
$95,015.04.
all, $95,015.04.
In
judgments contained herein shall be paid until the
None of the judgments
right
of appeal
shall have expired.
expired.
appeal shall
right of

S
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1924.

Court of Claims
For payment
of the
the judgments
judgments rendered
by the Court
rendered by
payment of
For
and
and reported to Congress during the present session in Senate Document
namely:
ment Numbered 132, namely:
Independent OfficesOffices—
Under Independent
United States
Administration, $6,564.52;
$6,564.52;
Food Administration,
States Food
United
Under the
Department, $819,851.29;
$819,851.29;
Navy Department,
the Navy
Under
Under the
the Treasury Department, $181,364.99;
$181,364.99;
Under
Under the
the War
War Department,
$489,522.79;
Department, $489,522.79;
Under
In all,
$1,497,303.69, together
with such additional sum as may be
together with
In
all, $1,497,303.69,
necessary to
to pay
pay interest
interest on
on certain
certain of
the judgments
judgments at
the legal
legal
at the
of the
necessary
rate
specified in said judgments. None of
annum as and where specified
per annum
rate per
the
herein shall
shall be paid until the right of
contained herein
judgments contained
the judgments
appeal shall have expired.
AUDITED CLAIMS
CLAIMS

Additional.
Additional.

Interest.
Interest.
Right of appeal.

Rightoappeal.

Audited claims.
Audited

rt
enet
er
SEC. 2.
for the
the payment
the following
following claims,
byPaY
eTe
e
r
al li
gountiid
e
=
to byP
certified to
claims, certified
of the
payment of
That for
2. That
SEC.
offce'
be
due by
by the
the General
General Accounting
appropriations the °ince
Accounting Office under appropriations
be due
balances
of which
which have
been exhausted
exhausted or
carried to
to the
the surplus
0.
Vol 18, p.
fund Vol.
surplus fund
or carried
have been
balances of
p. 110.
under the provisions
provisions of section
section 55of the Act of June 20, 1874, and
under
under appropriations
the
as permanent,
permanent, being for the
heretofore treated as
appropriations heretofore
under
service of
year 1921
and prior
prior years,
otherwise stated,
stated, Vol.
Z
o. 23,, p.
years, unless
unless otherwise
1921 and
of the
the fiscal
fiscal year
service
p. 254.
and
which have
have been certified to Congress under section 22 of the
and which
Act of
fully set forth
forth in House Document
Document Numbered
Numbered
7, 1884, as fully
of July
July 7,
Act
301,
reported to
appropriated
present session, there is appropriated
its present
at its
to Congress
Congress at
304, reported
as follows:
LEGISLATIVE
LEGISLATIVE

For Capitol power plant, $90.16.

Capitol power plant.
plant

OFFICES
INDEPENDENT OFFICES
INDEPENDENT

For
national security
Administraand defense, Food and Fuel Administrasecurity and
For national
educational, $42.22.
tions, educational,
For housing
housing for war needs, $500.
For preservation
collections, National
National Museum,
Museum, $19.99.
preservation of collections,
For
Veterans' Bureau, $16,067.15.
For medical
medical and hospital services, Veterans'
$16,067.15.
For
expenses, Veterans'
Veterans' Bureau, $474.47.
For salaries and expenses,
For vocational
vocational rehabilitation,
Veterans' Bureau,
Bureau, $3,296.95.
rehabilitation, Veterans'

Independent OffiCeS.
offices.
Independent

DEPARTMENT
OF AGRICULTURE
AGRICULTURE
DEPARTMENT OF
general expenses, Forest Service, $25.54.
For general
For general expenses,
Biological Survey, $5.21.
$5.21.
expenses, Bureau of Biological
For general expenses, Weather
Weather Bureau, $5.

Department of Agri
Agri.
culture.

DEPARTMENT
COMMERCE
OF COMMERCE
DEPARTMENT OF
Inspection Service, $2.92.
For contingent expenses, Steamboat Inspection
Bureau of Standards, $115.
research, Bureau
For military research,
For general expenses, Lighthouse Service, $2,016.81.
$2,016.81.
general expenses,
expenses, Coast and Geodetic
Geodetic Survey, $3.78.
For general
expenses, Bureau
Bureau of Fisheries, 45 cents.
miscellaneous expenses,
For miscellaneous

Department of Commerce.
merce.

DEPARTMENT
INTERIOR
THE INTERIOR
OF THE
DEPARTMENT OF
For salaries and commissions
conamiezions of registers and receivers,
receivers, $836.31
$836.3L
For protecting public lands, timber, and so forth, $17.56.
relief in Alaska,
For medical
medical rehef
Alaska, $213.
For Geological
Geological Survey
$7&66.
Survey,.,$73.66.
investigating mine accidents,
$2.45.
accidents, $2A5.
For investigating

nterior Department
Interior
Department-
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For expenses,
expenses, mining experiment
experiment station, Bureau
For
Bureau of Mines,
$30.82.
Mines, $30.82.
For suppressing
suppressing liquor
liquor traffic
traffic among
$1.48.
among Indians,
Indians, $1.48.
For purchase
purchase and transportation
transportation of
supplies, $26.05.
$26.05.
of Indian
Indian supplies,
For support of Indians in Arizona
Arizona and New
New Mexico,
Mexico, $111.50.
$111.50.
For support of Sioux of different tribes,
tribes, subsistence
subsistence and
civilizaand civilization, South Dakota, $48.75.
$48.75.
For diversion
diversion dam and distribution
distribution and drainage
System, Yakima
drainage system,
Yakima
Reservation,
Washington (reimbursable),
Reservation, Washington
$7.30.
(reimbursable), $7.30.
DEPARTMENT OF
DEPARTMENT
OF JUSTICE
JUSTICE
Department
tics.

tiDepartment of
of JUs
Ins'

For
For salaries, fees, and expenses of marshals, United
United States
States courts,
courts,
$104.41.
$104.41.
commissioners, United
For fees of commissioners,
United States
States courts,
courts, $1,738.60.
$1,738.60.
For fees of witnesses, United
United States
States courts,
$64.60.
courts, $64.60.
For supplies for United States courts, 61
cents.
61 cents.
NAVY DEPARTMENT
NAVY
DEPARTMENT

Navy
Navy Department.

For aviation, Navy, $2,825.37.
$2,825.37.
For pay, miscellaneous,
miscellaneous, $406.87.
$406.87.
For pay, Marine Corps, $140.36.
$140.36.
For maintenance,
maintenance, Quartermaster's
Quartermaster's Department,
Department, Marine
Marine Corps,
Corps,
$282.43.
$282.43.
For transportation,
transportation, Bureau
of
Navigation,
$1,591.39.
Bureau of Navigation, $1,591.39.
For contingent,
contingent, Bureau
Navigation, $1.31.
Bureau of
of Navigation,
$1.31.
For maintenance,
maintenance, Bureau of
of Yards
Docks, $37.33.
Yards and
and Docks,
$37.33.
organizing the Naval
For organizing
Reserve Force,
Force, $9.96.
Naval Reserve
$9.96.
For pay of the Navy, $2,701.94.
$2,701.94.
For freight, Bureau of Supplies and Accounts,
Accounts, $1,949.09.
$1,949.09.
For engineering,
engineering, Bureau of
$8.53.
of Engineering,
Engineering, $8.53.
DEPARTMENT OF
DEPARTMENT
STATE
OF STATE

Department.
State Department.

For contingent
contingent expenses, United States
For
States consulates, $87.79.
$87.79.
TREASURY DEPARTMENT
TREASURY
DEPARTMENT

Treasury
meat.
ment.

Depart
Depart

payment of judgments
For payment
judgments against collectors
collectors of
of customs,
customs, $1,254.27.
$1,254.27.
For
For expenses of loans, Act of September 24, 1917,
as amended,
amended,
1917, as
$3.80.
$3.80.
For enforcement
enforcement of National
National Prohibition
Prohibition Act,
Act, internal
revenue,
internal revenue,
$48.33.
$48.33.
For enforcement
enforcement of Narcotic and National Prohibition
For
Prohibition Acts,
Acts, ininternal
ternal revenue,
revenue, $425.92.
$425.92.
For refunding
refunding internal
internal revenue
revenue collections,
collections, $135.
$135.
For Coast
Coast Guard,
Guard, $1,792.14.
$1,792.14.
For pay of personnel and maintenance
maintenance of
of hospitals,
hospitals, Public
Public Health
Health
Service, $163.75.
For medical and hospital
services, Public Health Service,
hospital services
Service, $130.97.
$130.97.
For preventing
preventing the spread of epidemic
epidemic diseases
diseases,' $11.88.
$11.88.
For mechanical
mechanical equipment
equipment fo
ubli c buildings,
forr p
public
buildings, $12.26.
$12.26.
For vaults and safes for public buildings, $17.60.
$17.60.
For general
general expenses of
buildings, $5.70.
$5.70.
of public
public buildings,
For furniture and repairs of same
buildings, $2.19.
same for
for public
public buildings,
$2.19.
WAR
DEPARTMENT
WAR DEPARTMENT

War Department.

For increase of compensation,
compensation, Military
Military Establishment,
$6,069.29.
Establishment, $6,069.29.
For Signal Service
Service of the
Army, $4,378.73.
the Army,
$4,378.73.
For Air Service,
$13,400.
Service, production,
production, $13,400.
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For pay,
and so
$1,043,989.12.
Army, $1,043,989.12.
the Army,
of the
forth, of
so forth,
pay, and
For
For
increase for
for aviation,
aviation, Signal
Signal Corps,
Corps, $3,207.87.
$3,207.87.
For increase
For mileage
officers and contract
contract surgeons, $38.03.
to officers
mileage to
For
For
appropriations, Quartermaster
Quartermaster Corps, $27,234.94.
general appropriations,
For general
For
transportation
of
the
Army
and its supplies, $16.66.
$16.66.
Army
the
of
transportation
For
barracks and quarters, $140.65.
For barracks
For construction
construction and
and repair of hospitals, $300.
For
For inland
and port
port storage
and shipping
$1,862.60.
shipping facilities, $1,862.60.
storage and
inland and
For
For
supplies,
services,
and
transportation,
Quartermaster
Corps,
Quartermaster
transportation,
and
services,
For supplies,
$30,085.50.
For
quartermaster supplies,
supplies, equipment, and so forth, Reserve
For quartermaster
Officers'
Training Corps, $318.47.
Officers' Training
For
Medical and
Hospital Department,
Department, $290.08.
and Hospital
For Medical
For
engineer operations
operations in the field, $32.
For engineer
For
Ordnance Service,
Service, $13.76.
$13.76.
For Ordnance
$24.65.
For
Ordnance stores and supplies,
supplies, $21.65.
For Ordnance
For
and training
the National Guard, $317.28.
training the
equipping, and
arming, equipping,
For arming,
$12.67.
For arrears
arrears of
pay, bounty,
bounty, and so forth, $12.67.
of pay,
For
For pay,
pay, and
so forth,
of the
the Army,
war with
with Spain, $99.68.
Army, war
forth, of
and so
For
For searchlights
and electrical
seacoast fortificainstallations at seacoast
electrical installations
searchlights and
For
tions, $408.76.
$408.76.
armament of fortifications,
$7,323.90.
fortifications, $7,323.90.
For armament
For small-arms
target practice, $933.57.
small-arms target
For
For electrical
electrical and
and sound-ranging
$53.47.
sound-ranging equipment, $53.47.
For
For
and maintenance
maintenance of military and post roads,
construction and
For construction
bridges,
bridges, and trails, Alaska, $75.
For
remains of officers, soldiers, and civil emof remains
disposition of
For disposition
ployees, $115.36.
For headstones
for graves of soldiers, $10.30.
headstones for
For
POST
DEPARTMENT
OFFICE DEPARTMENT
POST OFFICE
$

For balance
balance due
due foreign
foreign countries,
countries, $2,413.51.
$2,413.51.
For
For
city delivery
$1,423. 55 .
delivery carriers, $1,423.55.
For city
For
clerks, first'and
first and second
second class post offices, $207.89.
For clerks,
For
postmasters $20.21.
compensation to postmasters,
For compensation
For
domestic mail, $593.26.
$593.26.
indemnities, domestic
For indemnities,
For
$299.71.
international mail, $299.71.
indemnities, international
For indemnities,
For
For office appliances, $84.
For power boat and airplane
airplane service, $23.89.
For
For
railroad transportation, $4,468.59.
For railroad
allowance, $119.
For Railway
Service, travel allowance,
Mail Service,
Railway Mail
For
$3.38.
For rent, light, and fuel, $3.38.
For
Service, $64.59.
Delivery Service,
Rural Delivery
For Rural
separating mails, $45.55.
For separating
For
shipment of supplies, $65.10.
For sbapment
For
temporary clerk hire, $188.40.
For temporary

ePost Office Depart-

Post Office
DepartO De
met
ment.

to
Additional, r
For
t
a
o
temeet
reot
i
$108.59.
service, $108.59.
vehicle service,
For vehicle
Total, audited
audited claims,
claims, section
together with such increases in rates of
$1,190,870.49, together
2, $1,190,870.49,
section 2,
Total,
additional
sum, due
due to
to increases
increases in
be exchange.
as may be
exchange, as
of exchange,
rates of
in rates
additional sum,
specified in cernecessary
foreign currency as specified
in the foreign
pay claims in
to pay
necessary to
Accounting
tain of
of the
the certificates
certificates of settlement
settlement of the General
General Accounting
tain
Office.
Audited
Audited clims.
AUDI.1 ED CLAIMS
CLAIMS
AUDITED
Payment of.

SEC. 3.
That for
payment of
of the
following claims, certified to Parmeto
the following
the payment
for the
3. That
SEc.
be
due by
Accounting Office
appropriations the
Office under appropriations
General Accounting
the General
by the
be due
vol 18, p. u.
balances of
of which
which have been exhausted or carried to the surplus VoL
balances
110.
1874,
June
of
fund
under
the
provisions
of
section
5
20,
Act
the
of
5
fund under the provisions of section
and
appropriations heretofore
heretofore treated as permanent, being
under appropriations
and under

unless otherfor
the service
of the
the fiscal
fiscal year 1921 and prior
years unities
prior yers
service of
for the
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700
Vol. 23, p. 254.
2 . 254.
vol.
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CH. 4.
4.
SESS.

1924.
1924.

wise
and which
been certified
certified to
to Congress
Congress under
under section
section
have been
which have
stated, and
wise stated,
2
the Act
of July
7, 1884,
as fully
fully set
set forth
in Senate
Document
Senate Document
forth in
1884, as
Act of
July 7,
of the
2 of
Numbered
136, reported
reported to
to Congress
Congress at
at its
present session,
is
there is
session, there
its present
Numbered 136,
appropriated
as follows:
follows:
appropriated as
INDEPENDENT OFFICES
OFFICES
INDEPENDENT

Independent offices.
offices.
Independent

For
For
For
For
For
For

salaries and
and expenses,
expenses, Railroad
Railroad Labor
$27.78.
Board, $27.78.
Labor Board,
salaries
Interstate
cents.
Commission, 90 cents.
Commerce Commission,
Interstate Commerce
medical
and hospital
hospital services, Veterans'
Veterans' Bureau
Bureau, $8,035.01.
$8,035.01.
medical and
$107.77.
rehabilitation, Veterans' Bureau, $107.77.
vocational rehabilitation,
For vocational
DEPARTMENT
OF AGRICULTURE
AGRICULTURE
DEPARTMENT OF

Department of
Agriof AgriDepartment
culture.
culture.

For
expenses, Bureau
Bureau of
Plant Industry,
Industry, $484.73.
of Plant
general expenses,
For general
For general
general expenses,
$2.63.
Service, $2.63.
Forest Service,
expenses, Forest
For
For
general expenses,
Bureau of
Animal Industry,
Industry, $25.
$25.
of Animal
expenses, Bureau
For general
For general
expenses, States
Relations Service, $5.
$5.
States Relations
general expenses,
For
seeds, $421.04.
For purchase
purchase and
and distribution
valuable seeds,
distribution of valuable
For

OF COMMERCE
DEPARTMENT
COMMERCE
DEPARTMENT OF
Department of ComDepartment
merce.

For
For
For
For
For
For

increase of
compensation, Department
of Commerce,
Commerce, 22 cents.
Department of
of compensation,
increase
general
Service, $311.73.
$311.73.
Lighthouse Service,
expenses, Lighthouse
general expenses,
salaries, lighthouse
$2.25.
vessels, $2.25.
lighthouse vessels,
salaries,
DEPARTMENT
INTERIOR
THE INTERIOR
DEPARTMENT OF THE

Interior Department.
InteriorDepartment.

For operating mine rescue cars, Bureau of Mines, $14.40.

For industry among Indians, $1.18.
For
For water supply for stock and increasing grazing range on unallotted
$2,001.80.
allotted Indian lands, $2,001.80.
subsistence and civilizaFor support of Sioux of different tribes, subsistence
tion, South Dakota, $58.88.
For
building and
Indian school,
school, Rapid City, South Dakota, school building
For Indian
assembly
assembly hall, $1.20.
DEPARTMENT
JUSTICE
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
Department of Justice.

For fees of jurors, United States courts, $101.40.
For fees of witnesses,
witnesses, United States courts, $34.50.
For supplies
supplies for United States courts, $10.16.
DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF LABOR

Departmentot Labor.
DepartmentofLabor.

For
Department of Labor, 60 cents.
For national
national security and defense, Department
For
War Emergency
Service, $26.01,
$26.01.
Employment Service,
Emergency Employment
For War
NAVY DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
NAVY

Navy
Department.
Navy Department.

State
Department
State Department

For
miscellaneous, $246.04.
$246.04.
pay, miscellaneous,
For pay,
For
maintenance, Quartermaster's
Quartermaster's Department,
Marine Corps,
Corps,
Department, Marine
For maintenance,
$1.66.
For
$416.62.
For transportation,
transportation, Bureau of Navigation, $416.62.
For
pay of
$295.34.
of the
the Navy,
Navy, $295.34.
For pay
For
freight, Bureau
Bureau of
$287.52.
and Accounts,
Accounts, $287.52.
of Supplies
Supplies and
For freight,
For
Department, Bureau
of Medicine
and Surgery,
Surgery,
Bureau of
Medicine and
For Medical
Medical Department,
$3,169.95.
$3,169.95.
DEPARTMENT OF
OF STATE
STATE
DEPARTMENT
For salaries
of secretaries,
service. $901.85.
$901.85.
diplomatic service.
secretaries, diplomatic
For
salaries of
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TREAS
UEY DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
TREASURY
For collecting
collecting the
the revenue
$49.60.
from customs, $49.60.
revenue from
For
For refunding
refunding internal-revenue
internal-revenue collections,
collections, $20.92.
For
For
the war
war revenue,
revenue, $1,147.50.
$1,147.50.
collecting the
For collecting
For
$1,135.32.
For Coast Guard, $1,135.32.
For
pay of
of other
other employees,
employees, Public
Public Health
Service, $1.33.
$1.33.
Health Service,
For pay
For freight,
and so
so forth,
forth, Public
Service,
Health Service,
Public Health
transportation, and
freight, transportation,
For
$1.30.
For
maintenance of hospitals, Public Health
and maintenance
personnel and
of personnel
For pay
pay of
Service,
Service, $3.01.
For furniture
for public buildings, $6.50.
of same
same for
repairs of
and repairs
furniture and
For

Treasury
ment
ment.

DepartDepartDep rt

DEPARTMENT
WAR DEPARTMENT
Military Establishment, $1,326.35.
compensation, Military
$1,326.35.
For increase of compensation,
For increase for aviation, Signal Corps, $6.33.
For
$66,854.43.
Army, $66,854.43.
Air Service, Army,
For Air
$197.59.
For arming,
arming, equipping,
equipping, and training the National
National Guard, $197.59.
For
fortifications, $706.15.
$706.15.
armament of fortifications,
For armament
For armament
fortifications, Panama Canal, $145.75.
armament of fortifications,
For seacoast batteries, Panama Canal, $669.85.
$669.85.
For fire control at fortifications,
fortifications, $4.98.
Ordnance Service, $248.77.
For Ordnance
$248.77.
For
ordnance stores, $60.45.
replacing ordnance and ordnance
For replacing
Reserve
quartermaster supplies, equipment, and so forth, Reserve
For quartermaster
Officers' Training Corps, $9.61.
$9.61.
Officers'
chemical warfare service,
service, Army, $32,710.51.
$32,710.51.
For chemical
$489.41.
telephone service at coast artillery posts, $489.41.
commercial telephone
For commercial
$51.90.
For Watervliet
Watervliet Arsenal, West Troy, New York, $51.90.
barracks and quarters, $123.84.
For barracks
Quartermaster Corps, $13,059.04.
For general
general appropriations,
$13,059.04.
appropriations, Quartermaster
For pay, and so forth, of the Army, $95,614.84.
$95,614.84.
For supplies,
Quartermaster Corps,
transportation, Quartermaster
services, and transportation,
supplies, services,
For
$21,394.85.
$21,394.85.
For disposition
disposition of remains
remains of officers,
officers, soldiers, and civil employees,
For
$153A5.
$153.45.
POST
DEPARTMENT
POST OFFICE DEPARTMENT
For city
city delivery
delivery carriers,
$925.91.
carriers, $925.91.
For

Department
War Department

Do aPost
Moe l·\-rLDepart-

mat.
ment.

For
second class post offices, $401.62.
clerks, first and second
For clerks,
$35.71.
For indemnities, domestic mail, $35.71.
For indemnities, international
international mail, $725.11.
For railroad transportation, $11,637.52.
$11,637.52.
For rent, light, and fuel, $66.67.
For
vehicle service,
$60.96.
For vehicle
service, $60.96.
ditia to
to meet
meet
Additional,
ndteaiesnratesoexwith such increases
Total, audited
claims, section
3, $267,040.25,
together with
in rates of ex$267,040.25, together
section 3,
audited claims,
Total,
change.
additional
sum, due
increase in rate of exchange,
exchange, as may be neces- chan-.
to increase
due to
additional sum,
of
in
sary
to
pay
claim
in
foreign
currency
certificate
specified
as
currency
sary to pay claim in
Reclamation
Reclamation law
Accounting Office, numbered
of the
the General
settlement of
General Accounting
numbered 029325.
settlement
amendments.
Sac.
A. That
That when
in this
ntrned.
nTerm
this section—
sectionused in
when used
SEC. 4.
4. SussecTiox
SvUBECTrON A.
Terms
construed.
"saeetay" law."
Secretary of the Interior. "Secretary."
a) The
The word
"Secretary" means
means the Secretary
word "Secretary"
(a)
"Reclamation
ib
The words
words "reclamation
"reclamation law"
17, 1902
1902 ".,Blaw."
June 17,
of June
Act of
the Act
mean the
law " mean
(b)) The
( *rty-second Statutes,
thereof
amendatory thereof
and all Acts amendatory
388), and
page 388),
Statutes, page
(Thirty-second
supplementary thereto.
or supplementary
"Reclamation fund."
"
a
(c) The
The words
reclamation fund"
fund provided
by
provided by
the fund
mean the
fund" mean
"reclamation
words "
(c)
the reclamation
reclamation law.
"Prof/set."
(d)
word "
project" means a
a Federal
Federal irrigation project au"project"
The word
(d) The
reclamation law.
law.
thorized by the reclamation
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(e)
"division
a project."
(e) The words "
division of a
project" means aa substantial irrigable
project designated
designated as
as a
by order
of the
gable area
area of
of a
a project
a division
division by
order of
the SecSecretary.
retary.
New projects.
StresEc. B.
That no
no new
project or
of a
project shall
shall
division of
a project
or new
new division
B. That
new project
Approval
of, subsubSuBSEC.
Approvalof,
ject
to securing
inforbe
approved
for
construction
or
estimates
submitted
therefor
by
the
sete
einfobe
approved
ect to
for
construction
or
estimates
submitted
therefor
by
the
mation by the Secuntil
informafion
in
detail
be
retary as to
be secured
secured by him conconinformation
in
detail
shall
to water
water Secretary
Secretary
until
retary
supply, cost, use for
cerning the
the engineering
engineering features,
features, the
cost of
conthe cost
of consupply, the
the water
water supply,
for cerning
homeostcus
farm homes,
etc.
struction, land
land prices,
prices, and
and the
probable cost
cost of
development, and
he
struction,
the probable
of development,
and he
shall have
have made
in writing
it is
is feasible,
that it
is
shall
made a
a finding
finding in
writing that
that it
feasible, that
it is
adaptable
for actual
settlement and
that it
and farm
farm homes,
homes, and
and that
it will
will
adaptable for
actual settlement
probably return
return the
cost thereof
to the
States.
probably
the cost
thereof to
the United
United States.
Qualifications reStresEc.
C. That
is hereby
hereby authorized,
reguunder reguauthorized, under
Secretary is
the Secretary
That the
SUBEC. C.
of applicants
appicans
quired
quired of
for entry
entry of
for
of project
lations to
to be
be promulgated
promulgated by
by him,
of each
each applicant
inproject lations
him, to
to require
require of
applicant inlands.
lands.
eluding preference
cluding
preference right ex-service
ex-service men for entry to public lands
on
project, such
such qualifications
as to
industry, experience,
character,
to industry,
experience, character,
on aaproject,
qualifications as
and capital,
as
in his
opinion are
are necessary
to
give
reasonable
asand
capital,
as
in
his
opinion
necessary
to
give
reasonable
asBoards to determine.
Boato
rme. surance
surance of success by the prospective
prospective settler. The Secretary is
authorized to
appoint boards
boards in
in part
part composed
composed of
of private
citizens, to
to
authorized
to appoint
private citizens,
assist in
such qualifications.
assist
in determining
determining such
qualifications.
Irrigable lands
of
SUBSEC.
D. That
That the
irrigable lands
new project
and
project and
each new
of each
lands of
the irrigable
SUBSEC. D.
new
projects to be
new projectsto
classified.
classified.
a project
approved shall
new division of a
project hereinafter
hereinafter approved
shall be
be classified
classified
Basis for determining
by the
with respect
to their
a proper
proper agriagritheir power,
power, under
under a
the Secretary
Secretary with
respect to
Basischarges.
forestermi"ng by
water
cultural
to support
support aa family
water charges,
charges, and
cultural program,
program, to
family and
and pay
pay water
and
the Secretary
fix different
different construction
the
Secretary is
is authorized
authorized to
to fix
construction charges
charges
against different
classes of
of land
under the
for the
the
against
different classes
land under
the same
same project
project for
purpose
of equitably
apportioning the
the total
construction cost
purpose of
equitably apportioning
total construction
cost so
so
that
may as
as far
far as
as practicable
burden of
of such
such
that all
all lands
lands may
practicable bear
bear the
the burden
cost
to their
productive value.
value.
cost according
according to
their productive
Public
notices of conrPublicnotices'of
SUBsEC.
E. That
hereafter the
the Secretary
Secretary shall
shall as
as to
to each
irrigable
StrusEc. E.
That hereafter
each irrigable
struction
struction charges.
charges.
acre
in each
or a
a new
new division
division of
of a
acre of
of land in
each new
new project,
project, or
a project,
project,
When
land ready
ready for
two public notices
notices relating
When land
for issue two
relating to
construction charges.
charges. The
The first
to construction
first
settlement.
public notice
notice shall
shall be
be issued
issued when
settlement
public
when the
the land
land is
is ready
ready for
for settlement
Of commencement
of and
ommencementsof
construction charge
charge per irrigable
The
will announce
announce the construction
irrigable acre. The
paying installments.
second public
notice shall
shall be
when in
the opinion
opinion
.
of
second
public notice
be issued
issued when
in the
of the
the
Secretary the
the agricultural
agricultural development
the project
shall have
have
Secretary
development of
of the
project shall
advanced sufficiently
warrant the
commencement of
payment
advanced
sufficiently to
to warrant
the commencement
of payment
installments of
such construction
The second
public
of installments
of such
construction charge,.
charge. The
second public
notice
fix the
date when
when payments
will begin
notice shall
shall fix
the date
payments will
begin on
on the
the construcconstruction charge announced
announced by the
data shall
shall
the first
first public
public notice,
notice, which
which date
be
not more
the first
first public
public notice.
notice.
be not
more than
than five
five years
years from
from the
the date
date of
of the
Construction charges
SuesEc. F.
That hereafter
hereafter all
all project
charges shall
shall
construction charges
project construction
F. That
SUBSEC.
charges
Construction
based
on productive
power.
power.
be made
made payable
payable in annual
annual installments
installments based on the productive
productive
Amount and period
and peiod
omount
provided in this subsection. The installment of
of installment
pay.
installment
pay- power of the land as provided
ments.
ments.
the construction
construction charge per irrigable
irrigable acre payable each
each year
year shall
shall
be 55 per
per centum
average gross
annual acre
acre income
centum of the average
gross annual
income for
for the
the
calendar years first
preceding, or
or for
all years
record if
if fewer
ten calendar
first preceding,
for all
years of
of record
fewer
than ten years are available,
available of the
cultivation in
the division
the area
area in cultivation
in the
division
or subdivision thereof
thereof of the project
project in which the
the land
land is located,
located, as
as
found by the Secretary
Secretary annually. The decision of the Secretary
Secretary
as to the amount of any such
such installment
installment shall
conclusive. These
shall be
be conclusive.
These
annual payments shall continue until
the, total
construction charge
until the
total construction
charge
Amendment of
of conamendment
coneach unit is paid. The Secretary
is authorized upon request
Secretary is
tracts authorized upon against
request.
request.
contract for aa project
to amend
amend any existing contract
project water
water right
right so
so that
that
it
it will provide
provide for
payment of
charge thereunder
thereunder
for payment
of the
the construction
construction charge
in
with the
the provisions
subsection or
or for
the deferdeferin accordance
accordance with
provisions of
of this
this subsection
for the
ment of such construction
for a
a period of three
construction charges
charges for
three years
from
the approval
approval of
of this
this section,
or both.
from the
section, or
both.
Water users' associStresEo. G.
whenever two-thirds
the irrigable
area of
of any
irrigable area
any
two-thirds of
of the
G. That
That whenever
SUBsEC.
ations to operate, etc.,
projects
when
two- project, or division of a project, shall be covered by water right
Rhen tawo
projects
a
thirds
of
area
covered
thirds
covered
by water rights concon- contracts
contracts between
between the water users and the United States, said project
project
tracts.
tracts
shall be required, as a
a condition
condition precedent
precedent to receiving
the benefits
benefits
receiving the
"Division
"Division
ect."

ect."

of

proj.
of proj.
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of this
this section
section to
organized water
water users'
users'
a legally
legally organized
take over, through
through a
of
to takeover,
association
or irrigation
irrigation district,
district, the
the care,
care, operation,
operation, and
and maintemainteassociation or
nance of
of all
all or
part of
of the
the project
project works,
subject to
to such
such rules
rules
or any
any part
works, subject
nance
Assumption by assoand
as the
the Secretary
and thereafter
thereafter the
the ciations.
and regulations
regulations as
Secretary may
may prescribe,
prescribe, and
by asso
ciassuptions
United States,
States, in
relation to
project, shall
shall deal
with a
United
in its
its relation
to said
said project,
deal with
a water
water
users'
association or
irrigation district,
when the
users
users' association
or irrigation
district, and
and when
the water
water users
S therefrom
Receipts
creeipt
s therefro
maintenance charges
assume control of aa project, the operation and maintenance
charges credited
as part ox
repayconstruction repaycurrent shall
shall be covered
for
covered into the construction
construction construction
year then
then current
for the year
ments.
repayments.
as part of the construction
account
construction repayments.
account to
to be
be repaid as
Penalty for failure
S
UBSEC. H
the penalty
per centum
centum per
per month
against to
penalty of
of 11 per
month against
toenatyfosredaucede
SUBSEC.
H..That
That the
pay charges reduced.
delinquent
section 3
and section
section 66 of
delinquent accounts,
accounts, provided
provided in
in section
3 and
of the
the Act
Act
Vol. 38, p. 686, amendof
(Thirty-eighth Statutes,
hereby ed.
of August
August 13,
13, 1914 (Thirty-eighth
Statutes, page 686),
686), is hereby
edvo.3p. 6amend.
reduced
one-half of 1
1 per
per centum
centum per month,
month, as
as to
to all
all installinstallreduced to one-half
which may
may hereafter
hereafter become
become due.
ments which
due.
Net profits from
Net
from
power
plants, etc.,
etc.,
SUBSEC. I
whenever the water
over the
the care,
care, opoppower plants,
water, users
users
take
I..That
That whenever
SBssEC.
to construc. ,
credited to
credited
construc.
, ..
eration, and
maintenance of
of a
a project, or a
a division of
of a
a project, tion
tion charges.
eration,
and maintenance
accumulated net profits,
profits, as determined
determined by the Secretary,
the total accumulated
derived from
operation of project
project power
leasing of
of
power plants, leasing
derived
from the
the operation
project grazing
grazing and
town sites
sites
sale or
or use of town
and farm
farm lands,
lands, and the sale
project
shall be
be credited
credited to
construction charge
charge of
the project,
or a
shall
to the
the construction
of the
project, or
a Distribution
Distribution of net
of net
division thereof, and
thereafter the
sources profits.
and thereafter
the net
net profits from
from such
such sources
profits.
may be
be used by the water users to be credited annually,
annually, first, on
on
on account
account
construction charge,
account of project
project
second, on
charge, second,
of project
project construction
account of
Restriction.
operation and
and maintenance
maintenance charge,
third, as the water users Restriction.
and third,
charge, and
operation
distribution to individual
individual water users shall
shall be
direct. No
No distribution
may direct.
anT3esuch
s
eu:h profits before all obligations
obligations to the Governof any
made out of
fully paid.
ment shall have
have been fully
paid.
Receiptsfromsurplus
Receipts
from surplus
water to
to be
to
be credited
credited to
determined by the Secre- water
SUBSEC. J.
moneys or profits as determined
That all moneys
J. That
SuBsEc.
project.
tary heretofore
or hereafter
hereafter derived
the sale
sale or
or rental
rental of
of Vol.
tary
heretofore or
derived from
from the
Vol 36,
3 p
925.
p. 925.
Warren Act of February
February 21, 1911 (Thirty(Thirtyunder the
the Warren
surplus water
water under
of a
a new project
sixth Statutes,
Statutes, page
page 925),
925), or from the connection
project
connection of
sixth
with an
credited to
division
to the
the project or division
shall be
be credited
project shall
an existing
existing project
with
Survey of existing
existing
construction cost has been charged.
the construction
to which
which the
of the project
project to
from physical
SCrBSEC. K.
on each
project where,
where, in
in the
opinion of
the opinion
prjct'if,
of project
ife
from phynsial
SUBsEc.
That on
each existing
existing project
K. That
causes,
settlers
unable
construction
to pay
pay
construction
the
Secretary, it
on account
account of
in the to
lack of
of fertility
fertility in
of lack
that on
it appears
appears that
the Secretary,
costs, etc.
soil,
water supply,
other physical
settlers are poot,
or other
physical causes,
causes, settlers
Post, p. 75.
755.
soil, an
an inadequate
inadequate water
supply, or
unable
to pay construction
appears that the cost
whenever it
it appears
construction costs,
costs, or whenever
unable to
of any
by reason
mistake or
or for
for any
any
error or
or mistake
reason of
of error
any reclamation
reclamation project
project by
of
land
a smaller area of land
cause has
apportioned or charged
charged upon a
cause
has been
been apportioned
than the
the total
area of
said project,
the Secretary
author- Report to Congress.
than
total area
of land
land under
under said
project, the
Secretary is
is author-ongress
ized
and detailed
detailed survey
to ascertain
ascertain Rertoon
survey to
comprehensive and
ized to
to undertake
undertake aa comprehensive
all
case the result of
survey Proetro.
all pertinent
pertinent facts, and report in each case
of such
such survey
to
Congress, with
not chargeto the
the Congress,
with his recommendations:
recommendations: Provided,
Provided, That
That the cost
cost Expense
Expense not
chargeto water users.
and
such survey
survey shall
be charged
charged to
appropria- able
water users.
able to
the appropriato the
shall be
each such
of each
and expense
expense of
tion
for the
the project
project on account
account of
same is
is made, but shall
shall
of which the same
tion for
not
be charged
charged as
the construction
operation and mainteof the
construction or operation
as aapart
part of
not be
nance
cost pay-able
water users
under the
project.
nance cost
payable by
by the
the water
users under
the project.
n
tments all
On adjustments all
charges, etc.,
of water charges
S
UFISM L.
charges as provided unpaid charges,
L. That in any adjustment
adjustment of
SUBSEC.
added to obligation of
added user,
to obligation
of
in this section all due and unpaid charges to the United States, both water
etc.
on
construction and
and on account of operation and mainteon account of construction
nance,
including interest
interest and
and penalties,
penalties, shall
be added
in each
case to
to
shall be
added in
each case
nance, including
the
total obligation
obligation of
water user,
user, and
and the
estabnew total
total thus
thus estabthe new
the water
of the
the total
construction charge
lished shall then be the construction
charge against the land
land in
m en

1

If farm unit insuffiinsfiquestion.
question.
cient to support family,
farm cienttoupport
family,
assignee on
on aa project
SUBSEC.
That every
SUBSEC. M.
M. That
every entryman
entryman or
or assignee
project farm
etc., exchange for
another may
be made.
unit
yet patented
patented which
which unit
unit shall
shall be
be found
found by
the Secretary
to anter
maybmade.
by the
Secretary to
not yet
unit not
charges shall have
a family and pay water charges
be
support a
be insufficient
insufficient to support
his entry for another farm
the
right upon
application to exchange
farm
exchange his
the right
upon application
unit
u.nit of unentered
unentered public land on the same or another project
project located Prior payns
payments
credited.
in the same State, in which event all installments
installments of construction
construction creditd.
45822
°-25t-47
45822°-25t--47

704
704

Proviso.
Preference
to ex-servPrefraentoe-

ice melt
icemen
Vol.
42, p.
p. 35&
358.
vol. 42
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charges theretofore
paid on
account of
of the
the relinquished
farm unit
unit
relinquished farm
on account
theretofore paid
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE
OFFICE
EXECUTIVE

Executive Office.
Office.
Executive

Executive Mansion,
Executive Mansion,
For repairs,
repairs, fuel,
fuel, and
and so
so forth,
forth, Executive
Mansion, $11,040;
$11,040; for etexetive
Mansion

improvement
$2,640;
improvement and care of public grounds, Executive Mansion, $2,640;
for lighting, and so forth, Executive Mansion
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in the
the Far
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for clerk
$137,700; for
Service: For salaries,
Steamboat Inspection
Steamboat
Inspection Service:
salaries, $137,700;
clerk
hire,
$27,460; in
all, $165,160.
$165,160.
all,
in
$27,460;
hire,
Navigation Bureau.
navigation laws,
Bureau
enforcement of navigation
Navigation: For enforcement
of Navigation:
Bureau of
NavigBeation
$11,200; tor
for preventing
of passenger
$3,920 ;.
passenger vessels, $3,920;.
overcrowding of
preventing overcrowding
$11,200;
for wireless
wireless communication
communication laws,
laws, $24,960;
$24,960; for salaries, shipping
shipping
for
commissioners, $7,100;
$7,100; for
clerk hire,
$19,040; and
shipping service, $19,040;
hire, shipping
for clerk
commissioners,
for
$480; in all, $66,700.
service, $480;
shipping service,
expenses, shipping
contingent expenses,
for contingent
Standards Bureau.
$5,060;
Bureau of
For testing
testing structural materials, $5,060;
Standards: For
of Standards:
Bureau
Standards Bnrea.
for industrial
$300: in all, $5,360.
research, $300:
industrial research,
for
Lighthouses
Bureau.
Service,
Bureau
Bureau of Lighthouses: For general expenses, Lighthouse
Lighthouse Service,
Lighthoeues Bureau.
$72,000; for
for salaries
salaries of
lighthouses, $402,100; for salaries,
keepers of lighthouses,
of keepers
$72,000;
lighthouse
vessels, $570,000;
for salaries,
salaries, Lighthouse Service,
and for
$570,000; and
lighthouse vessels,
$120,580;
in
all,
$1,164,680.
$1,164,680.
all,
in
Coast and Geodetic $120,580;
Coast
Coast and
Survey: For
For field
expenses, Atlantic coast,
field expenses,
Geodetic Survey:
and Geodetic
Survey.
Coast
Survey.
$2,160;
Pacific coast, $7,120; for State surveys, $9,980; and for
for Pacific
$2,160; for
$152,944.
in all,
pay, and
so forth,
forth, officers
men, $133,684;
$133,684; in
all, $152,944.
and men,
officers and
and so
pay,
B
Fisheris
Fisheries Bureau.
Bureau
of Fisheries:
Fisheries: For
For salaries,
$126.520; for officers and crews,
salaries, $126.520;
B ureau of
Alaska
vessels, $16,160;
$16,160; in all
$142,680.
all $142,680.
Alaska vessels,
Total,
of Commerce,
Commerce, $1,819,650.
$1,819,650.
Department of
Total, Department

Steamboat
tion.

steamboat

losPeoInspeo-

vigtio n

Interior Department.
Department.
Interior
Public lands.
lands.
Public

INTERIOR
THE INTERIOR
OF THE
DEPARTMENT OF
DEPARTMENT
offices
General Land Office:
Office: For salaries and contingent
contingent expenses,
expenses, offices

of surveyors
$39,680; for
for surveying the public lands,
general, $39,680;
surveyors general,
of
offices, $60,280; and for
$92,820;
for
contingent
expenses
of land offices,
expenses
contingent
for
$92,820;
Indiatt Affairs Bumart.

readi

i

$259,180.
depredations
on public
public timber,
$66,400; in
all, $259,180.
in all,
timber, $66,400:
depredations on
Bureau of
of Indian
Indian Affairs:
expenses, Indian Service,
Affairs: For general expenses,
Bureau
$20,850;
for purchase
transportation of supplies,
supplies, $11,580;
$11,580; for
and transportation
purchase and
$20,850; for
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inspectors, Indian
Indian Service,
$2,000; for
for pay
pay of
of judges,
judges, Indian
Indian courts,
courts,
Service, $2,000;
inspectors,
$13,660.80; for
Indian police,
$79,012; for
for suppressing
suppressing liquor
liquor
of Indian
police, $79,012;
for pay
pay of
$13,660.80;
traffic among
among Indians,
Indians, $3,060;
$3,060; and
and for
for Indian
school and
agency
and agency
Indian school
traffic
buildings, $1,300;
all, general
general expenses,
$131,462.80.
expenses, $131,462.80.
in all,
buildings,
$1,300; in
matters.
For expenses
expenses in
in probate
probate matters:
For determining
determining heirs
of dede- Probate
Probate mtters.
heirs of
matters: For
For
ceased Indian
allottees, $13.580;
and for
attorneys, Five
Five
for probate
probate attorneys,
$13.580; and
Indian allottees,
ceased
Civilized Tribes,
$7,530; in
$21,110.
in all,
all, $21,110.
Tribes, $7,530;
Civilized
Surveying.
For surveying
of Indian
lands: For
For surveying
In- suveyg
and allotting
allotting Insurveying and
Indian lands:
surveying of
For
dian
reservations
(reimbursable),
$840;
and
for
council
for
Pueblo
dian reservations (reimbursable), $840; and for council for Pueblo
Indians in
New Mexico,
Mexico, $500;
$500; in
$1,340.
in all,
all, $1,340.
Indians
in New
Industrial work.
Industrial assistance
assistance and
and advancement:
For industrial
and Idustria work.
work and
industrial work
advancement: For
Industrial
care
of timber
$107.936.
care of
timber,, $107.936.

Water supply develDevelopment of
of water
supply: For
and operation
operation of
of opment.
Water supply devel
For maintenance
maintenance and
water supply:
Development
water
Arizona, $480;
for water
water supsup$480; for
Indian villages,
villages, Arizona,
works, Papao-o
Papago Indian
water works,
ply, Navajo
Navajo and
and Hopi
Hopi Indians,
$900; and
and for
supply, Pueblo
Pueblo
water supply,
for water
Indians, $900;
ply,
Indians, New
New Mexico,
Mexico, $300;
$300; in
$1,680.
Indians,
in all,
all, $1,680.d
drainIrrigation
o n and
an drainrain
agegati
reservations (re- age.
Irrigation
and drainage:
Indian reservations
For irrigation, Indian
drainage: For
Irrigation and
imbursable),
$27,850; for
and operation,
operation ' irrigation
irrigation
maintenance and
for maintenance
imbursable), $27,850;
system, Pima
Indian lands,
Arizona (reimbursable),
(reimbursable), $1,200; for
for
lands, Arizona
system,
Pima Indian
irrigation project,
project, Gila
Gila River
River Reservation,
Reservation, Arizona
Arizona (reimbursable),
(reimbursable),
irrigation
$2,160; for
and operation
Colorado
system, Colorado
irrigation system,
operation irrigation
maintenance and
$2,160;
for maintenance
River Reservation,
Arizona (reimbursable),
(reimbursable) $1,840;
$1,840; for
for maintenance
maintenance
Reservation, Arizona
River
and operation,
Navajo Reservation,
Reservation, AriAriirrigation project,
project, Navajo
Ganado irrigation
and
operation, Ganado
zona (reimbursable)
$300; for
for maintenance
operation, pumping
pumping
and operation,
maintenance and
zona
(reimbursable), $300;
(reimbursable), $240; for
plants, San
Arizona (reimbursable),
Xavier Reservation,
Reservation, Arizona
plants,
San Xavier
improvement, maintenance,
maintenance, and
and operation,
operation, Fort
Fort Hall
sysHall irrigation
irrigation sysimprovement,
tems, Idaho
Idaho (reimbursable),
(reimbursable), $3,380;
for irrigation
Fort Hall
Hall
system, Fort
irrigation system
$3,380; for
tems,
Reservation and
and ceded
ceded lands,
maintenance and
and
Idaho, $12,080;
$12,080; for
for maintenance
lands, Idaho,
Reservation
operation, irrigation
irrigation systems,
Montana
Reservation, Montana
Fort Belknap
Belknap Reservation,
systems, Fort
operation,
(reimbursable), $2,150; for irrigation systems,
systems Flathead
Flathead Reserva(reimbursable),
tion, Montana
Montana (reimbursable),
(reimbursable), $7,760;
irrigation systems,
Blacksystems, Black$7,760; for
for irrigation
tion,
feet
Montana (reimbursable),
(reimbursable), $4,020;
$4,020; for improvement,
improvement,
feet Reservation,
Reservation, Montana
maintenance,
operation, irrigation
irrigation systems,
systems, Crow
Reservation,
Crow Reservation,
and operation,
maintenance, and
maintenance,
for improvement,
improvement, maintenance,
Montana
$5,340; for
(reimbursable), $5,340;
Montana (reimbursable),
operation, Hogback
Hogback irrigation project, Navajo Reservation
Reservation, New
and operation,
Mexico
$1,180; for
proceeds of Uintah
Uintah and White
White
for proceeds
(reimbursable), $1,180;
Mexico (reimbursable),
operation, Topmaintenance and operation,
River Ute lands, Utah, $6,120;
$6,120; for maintenance
penish-Simcoe irrigation
system, Yakima
Yakima Reservation,
Reservation, Washington
Washington
irrigation system,
penish-Simcoe
(reimbursable),
$240; for
operation, Ahtanum
Ahtanum
and operation,
for maintenance
maintenance and
(reimbursable), $240;
(reimbursable),
irrigation
Yakima Reservation,
Reservation, Washington
Washington (reimbursable),
irrigation system, Yakima
system,
drainage system,
$480;
diversion dam
distribution and drainage
dam and distribution
$480; for diversion
Yakima Reservation,
Reservation, Washington
$1.600; for
for mainmain(reimbursable), $1,600;
Washington (reimbursable),
Yakima
tenance, irrigation
irrigation system,
project, special
special' fund,
fund, Act
Act of
of
Wapato project,
system, Wapato
tenance,
August 30,
30, 1914,
1914, $5,880;
project, Yakima
ReserYakima Reserirrigation project,
for Satus
Satus irrigation
$5,880; for
August
vation, Washington
(reimbursable), $8,180;
system,
$8,180; for
for irrigation
irrigation system,
vation,
Washington (reimbursable),
Wind River
Diminished Reservation
(reimbursable),
Wyoming (reimbursable),
Reservation, Wyoming
River Diminished
Wind
$1,560; for
maintenance, irrigation
system, Wind
Diminished
River Diminished
Wind River
irrigation system,
for maintenance,
$1,560;
Reservation, Wyoming,
fund, $6,220;
$6,220; and
and for
diversion
for the
the diversion
Wyoming, special
special fund,
Reservation,
dam, Gila
Reservation. Arizona
(reimbursable), $6,070;
in
$6,070; in
Arizona (reimbursable),
River Reservation,
dam,
Gila River
all,
irrigation and
and drainage,
ndiansho
all, irrigation
drainage, $105,850.
$105,850.
Indian
school&
Education:
support, Indian
$393,423; for Indian
Indian schools, $393,423;
For support,
Education: For
Arizona, $11,280;
schools as
Mojave, Arizona
$11,280; Phoenix, Arischools,
as follows: Fort Mojave,
zona,
1
24,750; Truxton Canyon, Arizona.
Arizona, $4,980; Theodore Roose$24,750;
zona, $
velt
School, Fort
Fort Apache,
Apache, Arizona,
Arizona, $16,980;
$16,980; Riverside
California,
Riverside, California,
velt School,
$28,330;
Fort Bidwell,
Bidwell, California,
Lawrence,
Riverside,
$33,Kansas, $33,$4,580; Lawrence,
California, $4,580;
$28,330; Fort
930;
Pleasant, Michigan,
$17,750; Pipestone,
Minnesota,
Pipestone, Minnesota,
Michigan, $17,750;
Mount Pleasant,
930; Mount
Genoa,' Nebraska,
$10,270; Genoa
Nebraska, $14,950; Carson City, Nevada, $15,430;
$15 ,
430 ;
Albuquerque,
New Mexico,
$21,695; Santa
Santa Fe,
New Mexico,
Mexico, $16,970;
$16,970;
Fe, New
Mexico, $21,695;
Albuquerque, New
Cherokee, North
North Carolina,
$12,560; Bismarck,
North Dakota,
$5,080;
Cherokee,
Carolina, $12,560;
Bismarck, North
Dakota, $5,080;
Fort Totten,
Totten, North
North Dakota,
Dakota, $18,100;
$18,100; Wahpeton„
North Dakot,
Dakota,
Wahpeton, North
Fort
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$8,650; Chilocco,
Orphan Training
Training
Cherokee Orphan
$22,800; Cherokee
Oklahoma, $22,800;
Chilocco, Oklahoma,
$8,650;
School, Oklahoma,
Oklahoma, $10,475;
Salem, Oregon,
Flandreau,
$29,340; Flandreau,
Oregon, $29,340;
$10,475; Salem,
School,
South
$16,260; Pierre,
Dakota, $10,040;
$10,010; Rapid
Rapid City,
City,
South Dakota,
Pierre, South
Dakota, $16,260;
South Dakota,
South Dakota,
Dakota, $13,680;
Hayward, Wisconsin,
Wisconsin, $11,960;
Tomah, WisWis$11,960; Tomah,
$13,680; Hayward,
South
consin,
$6,400; for
for supsupWyoming, $6,400;
Reservation, Wyoming,
Shoshone Reservation,
$12,360; Shoshone
consin, $12,360;
port of
of Chippewas
of the
the Mississippi,
Minnesota, $1,240;
$1,240; for
for Indian
Indian
Mississippi, Minnesota,
Chippewas of
port
schools,
Five Civilized
Civilized Tribes,
Tribes, $3,240;
$3,240; and
and for
Sioux
education, Sioux
for education,
schools, Five
Nation,
$109,060; in
all, education,
education, $906,563.
$906,563.
in all,
Dakota, $109,060;
South Dakota,
Nation, South

distress
For relieving
Relief
of distress
distress and
conservation of
of health:
health: For
relieving distress
and conservation
Relief of

and prevention,
prevention, and
so forth,
forth, of
of diseases
diseases among
Indians, $96,270;
$96,270;
among Indians,
and so
and
for asylum
asylum for
for insane
insane Indians,
Indians, Canton,
South Dakota,
in
$8,320; in
Dakota, $8,320;
Canton, South
for
all, $104,590.
$104,590.
all,

Indians, as
General
support and
and civilization:
civilization: For
support of
of Indians,
as folfolFor support
General support
lows:
In Arizona,
$44,830; California, $8,980; Seminoles in Florida,
Arizona, $44,830;
lows: In
$540; at
at Fort
Fort Hall
Reservation, Idaho,
Idaho, $4,770;
$4,70; Fort
Fort Belknap
Belknap Agency,
Agency,
Hall Reservation,
$540;
Montana,
$4,560; Flathead
Flathead Agency,
Peck
$1,830; Fort Peck
Montana, $1,830;
Agency, Montana,
Montana $4,560;
Agency,
$7,540; Blackfeet
Agency, Montana,
$11,780; for
for
Montana, $11,780;
Blackfeet Agency,
Montana, $7,540;
Agency, Montana,
support of
Boy's Band
Band of Chippewas
Chippewas and other Indians in
in
Rocky Boy's
of Rocky
support
Montana, $880;
$880; for
for support
support of
of Indians
Indians in
$7,040; in
in New
New
in Nevada,
Nevada, $7,040;
Montana,
Mexico, $37,980;
support of Sioux, Devils Lake Reservation,
Reservation,
for support
$37,980; for
Mexico,
Berthold
North
Dakota, $2,2,40;
for support
of the Indians at Fort Berthold
support of
$2,240; for
North Dakota,
Mountain
Agency,
Chippewas Turtle Mountain
Dakota, $4,300; the Chippewas,
Agency, North Dakota
Band, North
Dakota, $3,560;
i3,560; Wichitas
affilated bands,
bands, OklaWichitas and affilated
North Dakota,
Band,
homa, $1,160;
$1,160; Kansas Indians,
Indians, Oklahoma, $320; Kickapoos, Oklahoma,
homa,
Oklahoma $1,680;
$1,680; Grande
Grande Ronde and Siletz
homa, $740; Poncas, Oklahoma,
Agencies Oregon, $1,560;
$1,560; Yankton
Yankton Sioux, $1,140;
$1,140; for support of
of
Agencies,
Indians
Joseph's
in Utah,
Utah, $1,150;
$1,150; for Colville and other agencies and Joseph's
Indians in
Band
Nez Perces,
Perces, Washington,
Washington, $2,060;
$2,060; Makahs
Washington,
Makahs in Washington,
of Nez
Band of
$1,180;
Washington $1,180;
$420; Dwamish and other allied tribes in Washington,
Chippewas of
Superior, Wisconsin,
$640; Potawatomies,
Potawatomies, WisWisconsin, $640;
Lake Superior,
of Lake
Chippewas

employees,
Bannocks, employees,
Idaho, $1,360;
Coeur
d'Alenes,
consin,
$780;
consin,
Idaho, $2,160;
$780; Coeur
for relief
d'Alenes,
of Choctaws
Idaho, $1,360;
i
n Mississippi,
Bannocks, $1,440;
for
Idaho, $2,160; for relief of Choctaws in Mississippi, $1,440; for
education of
fulfilling treaties
$2,160; for fulfilling
in Mississippi, $2,160;
of Choctaws
Choctaws in
education
with
Crows, Montana,
Montana, $1,700;
$1,700; for
Northern Cheyennes
Cheyennes
of Northern
for support
support of
with Crows,
and
Arapahoes, Montana,
$9,720; for
Pawnees, schools,
schools,
for support
support of Pawnees,
Montana, $9,720;
and Arapahoes,
$1,140;
support of Pawnees,
employees, $1,990; support of QuaQuaPawnees, employees,
$1,140; support
employees, Oklahoma,
for administration
administration of affairs,
$540; for
Oklahoma, $540;
paws, employees,
Warm
Warm
Five Civilized Tribes, $30,314; for support of Indians of different
Agency, Oregon (reimbursable),
(reimbursable), $760; Sioux of different
Springs Agency,
confederated
tribes, employees, and so forth, South Dakota, $53,426;
$53,426; confederated
.employees, and so forth, Utah, $9,200; Spokanes,
Spokanes,
bands of Utes, .employees,
Washington, $320;
$320; Shoshones,
Shoshones, employees,
forth, Wyoming,
Wyoming,
employees, and
and so forth,
Washington,
Service $400; in all, for
for
$2,240;
infestation, Indian Service,
$2.240; and for insect infestation,
civilization, $272,530.
general
general support and civilization,
$272,530. Total, Bureau
Bureau of Indian
Indian
Affairs,
$1,653,061.80.
Affairs, $1,653,061.80.
Reclamation Service
Reclamation Servie.
Reclamation Service: For the Reclamation
Reclamation
Service.
Reclamation
Service $365,400;
$365,400; for
for
general investigations,
investigations, $7,620;
$7,620; in all, $373,020, payable from the
reclamation
reclamation fund.
Geological Survey.
Survey, $28,941.
$28,941.
United States
States Geological
Geological Survey:
Survey: Geological
eological Surey.
United
Geological Survey,
Mines Bureau,
Burau.

Bureau

of Mines:
For investigating
investigating mine
accidents, $30,260;
Bureau of
Mines: For
mine accidents,
$30,260;
$14,310;
operating
$15,240; testing fuel, $14
:
310; mineral
mineral
mine-rescue cars,
cars, $15,240;
operating mine-rescue
mining investigations, $5,800; oil, gas, and oil-shale investigations
investigations
and leasing,
leasing,. $17,630;
$17,630; enforcement
enforcement of mineral leases, $4,160; for expenses
mining experiment
stations, $14,450:
$14,450 ; f
or car
e, an
d so
forth
penses, mining
experiment stations,
for
care,
and
so forth
buildings and grounds,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, $9,630;
$9,630; and
and
grounds, Pittsburgh,
of buildings
investigations in Alaska,
Alaska, $1,320;
$1,320; in all, Bureau of Mines,
Mines,
for mining
mining investigations
$112,800.
$112.800.
National Park
Park ServNational
Service: For
Park Service:
National
ServNational Park
For the
the following
followincr national
national parks:
parks: Crater
Crater
$1.980; General Grant, $1,180; Glacier,
Lake, $1,980;
Glacier, $9,260; Grand
Grand Canyon,
Hawaii, $1,260;
Lafayette, $2,820;
$2,820;
$1.260; Hot Springs, $11,800; Lafayette,
$4,360; Hawaii,
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Lassen
$100; Mesa
Verde, $1,895;
McKinley, $700;
$700;
Mount McKinley,
$1,895; Mount
Mesa Verde,
Lassen Volcanic,
Volcanic, $100;
Mount Rainier,
Rainier, $5,230;
Rocky Mountain,
Mountain, $4,540;
$4,540;
Platt, $1,920;
$1,920; Rocky
$5,230; Platt,
Mount
Sequoia, $5,810;
Wind Cave,
Cave, $960;
Yellowstone, $24,103;
$24,103; Yosemite,
Yosemite,
$960; Yellowstone,
$5,810; Wind
Sequoia,
$21,414;
and for
for protection
protection of
monuments,
of national monuments,
Zion,' $1,560;
$1,560; and
$21,414; Zion
$102,122.
$1,230; in
in all
all National
National Park
Park Service,
Service, $102,122.
$1,230;
Bureau
Education: For
$52,Alaska, $52,of natives
natives of Alaska
For education
education of
of Education:
Bureau of
335;
medical relief
relief in
in Alaska,
reindeer for Alaska,
Alaska,
$17,560; for
for reindeer
Alaska, $17,560;
335; for
for medical
$2,640;
of rural
rural and industrial
$200;
education, $200;
industrial education,
for investigation
investigation of
$2,640; and
and for
in all
all Bureau
Bureau of
Education $72,735.
$72,735.
of Education,
in
Government
in the
the Territories:
Territories: For
For contingent
contingent expenses,
Alaska,
expenses, Alaska,
Government in
suppressing
$2,220; and for suppressing
$780; for
Alaska, $2,220;
of game, Alaska,
protection of
for protection
$780;
traffic
liquors, Alaska,
Alaska, $1,200; in all, $4,200.
$4,200.
in intoxicating
intoxicating liquors,
traffic in
Alaskan
Commission, for
operation
for maintenance
maintenance and operation
Engineering Commission,
Alaskan Engineering
of
railroads in Alaska,
Alaska, $2,400.
of railroads
Total
Department of the
Interior, $2,608,459.80.
$2,608,459.80.
the Interior,
Total Department

OF JUSTICE
DEPARTMENT OF
JUSTICE
DEPARTMENT

Education Bureau.

Alaska.

Alaska railroads.
railroads.
Alaska

Department of JusDepartment of
tice.

Jus

Miscellaneous
Miscellaneous

obob-

Miscellaneous objects:
interests of
United jects.
ecits.
the United
of the
protecting interests
For protecting
objects: For
Miscellaneous
States in
customs matters,
$7,460; for
for detection
prosecution of
and prosecution
detection and
matters, $7,460;
in customs
States
crimes, $101.072;
and for
$2,730; in
for enforcement
enforcement of antitrust laws, $2,730;
$101.072; and
crimes,
all, $111,262.
$111,262.
all,
Judicial
Judicial: For salaries,
Supreme Court $2,160; for Judicial.
salaries, United States Supreme
Judicial:
salary
reporter, Territory
of Hawaii,
Hawaii, $240; for salaries, National
National
Territory of
of reporter,
salary of
Park Commissioners,
for United States Court of Customs
$2,160; for
Commissioners, $2,160;
Park
Appeals, $5,200;
for salaries,
Court of Claims, $12,252;
$12,252; for auditors,
salaries, Court
$5,200; for
Appeals,
Court
Claims, $1,240;
$1,240; for
salaries of
of judges,
marshals, and so United States courts.
judges, marshals,
for salaries
of Claims,
Court of

and expenses
fees, and
salaries, fees,
forth,
$1,200; for
expenses of
of
for salaries,
Alaska, $1,200;
of Alaska,
Territory of
forth, Territory
marshals, United States courts, $258,160;
$258,160; for salaries and expenses,
marshals,
district
United States
States courts,
courts, $117,890;
$117,890; for
regular
for pay of regular
attorneys, United
district attorneys,
assistant
attorneys, United
States courts,
courts, $76,640;
special
$76,640; for pay of special
United States
assistant attorneys,
$136,942; for salaries
assistant
attorneys, United
United States
States courts,
salaries and
courts, $136,942;
assistant attorneys,
expenses
United States
courts, $243,865;
pay
$243,865; for pay
district courts,
States district
clerks, United
of clerks,
expenses of
of bailiffs,
so forth,
forth, United
and for
for
$39,184; and
courts, $39,184;
States courts,
United States
and so
of
bailiffs, and
miscellaneous
States courts, $115,212;
$115,212; in all, JudiUnited States
expenses, United
miscellaneous expenses,
cial, $1,012,345.
$1,012,345.
cial,
Penal institutions:
institutions: Fort
Leavenworth, Kansas,
Kansas, $43,900;
$43,900; for
confor conFort Leavenworth,
Penal
struction, Leavenworth,
Leavenworth, Kansas,
Kansas, $1,320;
for Atlanta,
Atlanta, Georgia,
$42,Georgia, $42,$1,320; for
struction,
305.50;
capital, Atlanta, Georgia,
Georgia, $5,000;
$5,000; for McNeil
McNeil
working capital,
305.50; for working
construction, McNeil
Island,
Washington, $14,800;
$14,800; for construction,
McNeil Island, WashIsland, Washington,
ington,
the National
Training School
WashingBoys, WashingSchool for Boys,
National Training
for the
$600; for
ington, $600;
ton, District of Columbia, $22,274;
$22,274; and for support of prisoners,
prisoners,
United
$4,380; in
institutions, $134,579.50.
$134,579.50.
in all, penal institutions,
courts, $4,380;
States courts,
United States
Total, Department
$1.258,186.50.
Justice, $1.258,186.50.
of Justice,
Department of
Total,
DEPARTMENT OF
LABOR
OF LABOR
DEPARTMENT

United tates

Penl
Penal
enl

c ou

rts.

institutions.
t

t

on

Department
Labor.
Department of Labor..

Immigration.
Bureau
of Immigration:
Immigration: For
regulating immigration, Immigration.
of regulating
expenses of
For expenses
Bureau of
$584,865.
$584,865.
Naturalization.
Naturalization.
For miscellaneous
Bureau
of Naturalization:
Naturalization: For
miscellaneous expenses, $76,640.
$76,640. Commissioners of
Bureau of
of
Commissioners
Salaries
expenses, Commissioners
of Conciliation,
Conciliation, $3,165.
Commissioners of
conciliation.
and expenses,
Salaries and
conciliation.
Employment
$18,080.
Employment ServEmployment
Employment service, $18,080.
ice.
ice.
Total,
Department of Labor,
Labor, $682,750.
$682,750.
Total, Department

NAVY DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
NAVY
Bureau of
of Navigation:
Navigation: For
home, Philadelphia,
PennsylPhiladelphia, Pennsylnaval home,
For naval
Bureau
vania (payable
(payable from
from income
pension fund),
fund), $16,950.
$16,950.
income from
from naval
naval pension
vania
Naval
Academy: For
For pay
professors and others, $24,000.
$24,000.
of professors
pay of
Naval Academy:

Navy
Navy

Department.
Department.

Navigation Bureau.
Bureau
Navigation

Nav
Naval Aady.
Academy.
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and miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses:
expenses: For
Hydrographic
Office, contingent
Hydrographic Office,
contingent and

services of
of necessary
employees at
offices, $7,140.
$7,140.
at branch
branch offices,
services
necessary employees
Marine Corps:
Corps: For pay
pay of civil force, $840.
$840.
Total,
Department, $48,930.
$48,930.
Total, Navy
Navy Department,

State Department.
Department.
State

STATE
DEPARTMENT
STATE DEPARTMENT

ssp
New York passport
agency.
Inter-American High
Commission.

For passport bureaus: New York City, $3,900.
Commission: United
For the Inter-American
Inter-American High Commission:
United States section,
$1,680
$1,680.
Total, Department
Department of
of State,
State, $5,580.
$5,580.
Total,

aNen Yrk p ort
Inter-AmericnHigh

Treasury
reasr
ment.

ep rt
DepartD
-

TREASURY
TREASURY DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT

Public Debt Service: For distinctive paper for United States
securities,
and issue
Federal reserve
reserve
of Federal
issue of
preparation and
and for
for preparation
$5,742.50; and
securities, $5,742.50;
notes (reimbursable),
(reimbursable), $2,587.50;
in all,
all, $8,330.
notes
$2,587.50;
in
$8,330.
Customs Service.
Customs Service:
For collecting
revenue from
from customs,
customs oervice.
Customs
Service: For
collecting revenue
customs, $3,105,000.
$3,105,000.
Farm Loan Board.
Federal
Farm
Board for
salaries (special
(special fund),
$2,400.
Farm Loan
Loan Board
for salaries
fund), $2,400.
armLoan
Bord.
Federal
Internal Revenue
Internal
Revenue Bureau:
Bureau: For
For salaries,
salaries, office
of Commissioner
Commissioner of
office of
Internal Revenue
BIeal Bevenue
Bureau.
Internal
Revenue (reimbursable),
$260; for
salaries and
and expenses
of
expenses of
for salaries
(reimbursable), $260;
Internal Revenue
collectors,
so forth,
forth, $584,446;
$584,446; for
revenue,
internal revenue,
for collecting
collecting the internal
and so
collectors, and
$1,646,040;
Narcotic and National Profor enforcement
enforcement of the Narcotic
$1,646,040; and for
hibition
Acts, $712,000;
$712,000; in
in all,
all, $2,942,746.
$2,942,746.
hibition
Acts,
Coast Guard.
Coast Guard,
Guard
Coast
Guard, $380.
$380.
Cupoast
Supressing counterSecret
Service Division,
Division, for
counterfeiting and
and other
other
suppressing counterfeiting
for suppressing
Secret Service
feiting,
eitiSng, etc.
egtc.
crimes, $29
,747.
$29
747.
vcrimes,
Health
Publi
Public
ServPublic Health
For pay
of acting
acting assistant
assistant surgeons,
$22,surgeons, $22,pay of
Service: For
Public
Health Service:
ice
ice.
228; for
pay of
other employees,
employees, $187,827;
$187,827; for
for pay
pay of
of personnel
and
personnel and
for pay
of other
228;
maintenance
of hospitals,
of public
public
$518,749; for
for field
field investigations
investigations of
maintenance of
hospitals, $518,749;
health,
preventing the
spread, of
of epidemic
epidemic diseases,
diseases,
health, $24,270;
$24,270; for
for preventing
the spread
$30,572; interstate
studies of
of rural
rural
$30,572;
interstate quarantine
quarantine service,
service, $630; for studies
sanitation, $1,460; for
$3,700; and
and
for the
the control of biologic products, $3,700;
sanitation,
Venereal Diseases, $40; in all,
for expenses
expenses of the Division of Venereal
$789?476.
$789,476.
Mints and Assay
Mint establishment:
New Orleans,
for salaries,
salaries, $1,100; for
for wages,
wages,
Orleans, for
Mint
establishment: New
Band am
fic
Offices.
$1,140; in all, $2,240.
$1,140;
Seattle:
wages, $1,670;
Seattle: For
For salaries,
salaries, $1,310;
$1,310; for
for wages,
$1,670; in
in all,
all, $2,980.
$2,980.
Deadwood, South
$960; for
for wages,
Deadwood,
South Dakota:
Dakota: For
For salaries,
salaries, $960;
wages, $320;
$320;
in all, $1,280.
Carson
Nevada: For
salaries, $680;
$680; for
for wages,
wages, $300;
$300; in
all,
Carson City,
City, Nevada:
For salaries,
in all,
$980.
$980.
Salt
salaries and
Salt Lake
Lake City,
City, for salaries
and wages,
wages, $660.
salaries, $960;
$960; for
wages, $480;
all, $1440.
Boise, Idaho: For
For salaries,
for wages,
$480; in
in all,
$1,440.
Helena,
Montana: For salaries,
salaries, $960;
$960; for
for wages,
wages, $420;
$420; in
Helena, Montana:
in all,
all,
$1,380.
$1,380.
Philadelphia: For salaries, $10,940;
Philadelphia:
$10,940; for
for wages,
wages, $85,000; in
in all,
$95,940.
$95,940.
New
salaries, $7,640;
wages, $26,497;
all, $34,137.
$34,137.
New York:
York: For salaries,
$7,640; for
for wages,
$26,497; in
in all,
Denver,
wages, $17,090;
$17,090; in all,
Denver, Colorado:
Colorado: For salaries, $6,420; for wages,
$23,510.
San Francisco: For salaries,
salaries, $7,900;
$7,900; for
$28,066; in
in all,
for wages,
wages, $28,066;
all,
$35,966.
$35,966.
New
on silver
New York: Special fund,
fund, charges
charges on
silver dollar
dollar bullion
bullion sold,
sold,
$2,124.
$2,124.
Denver: Special fund, charges on silver dollar bullion sold, $2,107.
In
In all, Mint Establishment,
Establishment, $204,744.
$204,744.
Public buildings.
Public
buildings.
Supervising Architect:
operating force
Office of Supervising
Architect: For
For operating
force in
in public
public
buildings,
buildings,
buildings, $1,673,572;
$1,673,572; and
and for
for general
general expenses
expenses of
of public
public buildings,
$17.000; in
in all,
all, $1,690,572.
$1,690,572.
$17.000;
Total, Treasury
$8,773,395.
Department, $8,773,395.
Total,
Treasury Department,
Public Debt
Debt Service.
Public
Service.
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War
Department.
WarDepartment.

Adjutant General's
Adjutant
General's Department:
Adjutant General's
Department: For the Army War
War College,
College, Department.
Adjtant General's
$14,030;
Command and
Leaven$14,030; for the Command
and General
General Staff
Staff School,
School, Fort
Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, $1,680;
$1,680; and for
in
for military
military post
post exchanges,
exchanges, $5,040;
$5,040; in
all, $20,750.
$20,750.
Finance Department.
Finance Department:
the pay
of the
the Army, $16,680;
$16,680; and
Finance
Department: For
For the
pay of
for FinanceDepartment.
and for
the finance service, $282,049;
$282,049; in
$298,729.
in all, $298,729.
Corps.
Quartermaster Corps:
Corps: For
Army, $179,078;
QuatermasterCorps.
Quartermaster
For regular
regular supplies
supplies of
of the
the Army,
$179,078; Quartermaster
for clothing and equipage,
equipage, $381,332;
$381,332; for
for incidental
incidental expenses
expenses of
of the
Army,
Army, $983,623.80;
$983,623.80; for Army
Army transportation,
transportation, $659,145;
$659,145; for
for barracks and quarters, $252,301.10; for water and sewers at military
posts, $172,150;
$172,150; for roads, walks, wharves,
wharves, and
and drainage,
drainage, $47,439.60;
$47,439.60;
sewerage system, Fort Monroe,
and for the sewerage
Monroe, Virginia,
Virginia, $2,500; in all,
$2,677,569.50.
Service.
Signal Corps: For signal service
SignalService.
service of the Army, $101,119; for Signal
maintenance
fire-control installations.
installations. In
In the United
maintenance of fire-control
United States,
States,
$6,016;
possessions, $1,840;
$1,840; and
$6,016; in
in the insular possessions,
and on
on the
the Panama
Panama Canal,
Canal,
$860; in all, $109,835.
$109,835.
Air Service.
Air
Service, Army:
Army: For
Air
Service.
For salaries
salaries and
expenses, $678,043.80.
Air Service,
and expenses,
$678,043.80.
MedicalDepartment
Medical
For the
medical and
Medical Department:
Department: For
the medical
and hospital
ltospital department,
department, MedicalDepartment
$101,023; and for medical and hospital services, $203,156; in all,
$304,179.
$304,179.
Engineer Corps.
Corps of Engineers:
depots, $14,555;
Engineers: For
For engineer
engineer depots,
$14,555; for engineer
engineer Engineer
orps.
engineer equipment
equipment of troops, $3,055;
civilian
schools, $2,650; for engineer
$3,055; for civilian
assistants
in the
assistants to engineer officers,
officers, $7,420;
$7,420; for engineer operations
operations in
the
Fortifications.
t
$16,475; for military
field, $16,475;
military surveys and
and maps, $1,855;
$1,855; for
for fortifica- Fort
fcations.
tions in the United
States-plans for fortifications
fortifications $1,500;
United States-plans
$1,500; for gun
$135;
and mortar batteries,
batteries, $40;
$40; for
for modernizing
modernizing older emplacements,
emplacements, $135;
for searchlights
searchlights and electrical
fortifications,
electrical installations at seacoast
seacoast fortifications,
$3.220; for sea walls and embankments,
embankments, $1,690;
$3,220;
$1,690; for preservation
preservation and
and
repair of fortifications,
fortifications, $25,655;
repair
$25,655; for supplies
supplies for
for seacoast
seacoast defenses,
defenses,
fortifications, $2,920; and
and
$6,155; for contingent expenses, seacoast fortifications,
for
maintenance of historical
fortifications, $1,925;
$1,925; in
for maintenance
historical fortifications,
in all,
all, United
United
States fortifications,
fortifications, $43,240;
$43,240; for fortifications
fortifications in insular
insular possessions-for
sions-for plans
plans for
for fortifications,
fortifications, $900; for
for searchlights
searchlights and
and elecelecinstallations, Hawaiian
and
trical installations,
Hawaiian Islands,
Islands, $3,740;
$3,740; for preservation
preservation and
repair of fortifications,
fortifications, $16,040;
$16,040; and for supplies for seacoast
seacoast defenses, $4,205; in all, fortifications,
fortifications, insular possessions, $24,885;
$24,885; for
for
fortifications
Panama Canal-for
plans for
$350;
fortifications for
for Panama
Canal-for plans
for fortifications,
fortifications, $350;
fortifications, $770; in all, fortiand for preservation
preservation and repair of fortifications,
fications, Panama Canal,
Canal, $1,120. Total, Corps of Engineers,
Engineers,
$115,255.
$115,255.
Chemical
Warfare
ar are
Chemical Warfare
Warfare Service Army, $207,980.
$207,980.
seric
Service.
Service schools.
Chief
Infantry: For Infantry
Infantry School,
School, Fort Benning, Georgia,
Chief of Infantry:
Georgia, serviceschools.
i
$3,120; and for the Tank Service, $3,840;
$3,840; in
n all, $6,960.
$6,960.
Chief of Cavalry:
Cavalry: For Cavalry School, Fort Riley, Kansas,
Kansas,
$1.980.
Chief of Field Artillery: For Field Artillery
Artillery School,
School, Fort Sill,
Oklahoma, $1,320.
Oklahoma,
$1,320.
of coast Artilchief
Chief of Coast ArtilChief of Coast Artillery:
Artillery: For
Artillery School,
School, Fort
Chief
For Coast
Coast Artillery
Fort MonMon- llery.. f o as t
roe,
$1,240; and
for submarine
roe, Virginia, $1,240;
and for
submarine mines,
mines, $1,900;
$1,900; in
in all,
all, $3,140.
$3,140. Military Academy.
United States Military
Military Academy:
Academy: For pay of
Military Academy,
Academy, Miltary Aademy.
of Military
$39.001.24; and
maintenance, United
States Military
Military Academy,
Academy,
$39.001.24;
and for
for maintenance,
United States
$157,330; in
$157,330;
in all,
all, $196,331.24.
$196,331.24.
Na
rd.
National Guard.
Militia Bureau:
arming, equipping,
Militia
Bureau: For arming,
equipping, and training
training the National
National
Guard, $600.
Training camps.
s
Finance
Department For
For citizens'
$3,820. Training
Finance Department:
citizens' military
military training
t$3,820. camps, $3,820.
camps,
Rifle ranges.
National
Board for
Promotion of
of Rifle
Rifle Practice:
Practice: For
quarterNational Board
for Promotion
For quarterifral"
master
master supplies and services for rifle ranges for civilian
civilian instruction,
instruction,
$4,960.
$4,960.
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Cemeterial
Quartermaster Corps:
For national
national cemecemeCorps: For
activities, Quartermaster
Cemeterial activities,
superintendents, $19,305;
teries, $49,932;
$49,932; for pay of superintendents,
$19,305; for headstones
for
of soldiers,
soldiers, $540;
of remains
remains of
officers,
of officers,
disposition of
for disposition
$540; for
graves of
for graves
or
monuments
for
and
$2,748;
employees,
soldiers,i
soldiers,
tablets
nand
and
Cubacivilian
civilian
and China,
employees
$300; in
? $
all,
2,
748
cemeterial
; and for
activities,
monuments
$72,825.
or
tablets in Cuba and China, $300; in all, cemeterial activities, $72,825.
National military
Quartermaster Corps:
Corps: For Chickamauga
Military parks.
Chickamauga
military larks,
parks, Quartermaster
National
parks
Miitary
and
for Gettysburg,
$9,20 0 ;•for
Guilford
for Guilford
Gettysburg, $9,200;
$8,26 5 , for
Chattanooga, $8,265;
and Chattanooga,
Courthouse, $1,800;
and for
for Vicksburg,
$3,260;
Vicksburg, $3,260;
$4,520; and
Shiloh, $4,520;
for Shiloh,
$1,800; for
Courthouse,
in all,
all, National
National Military
Military Parks
$27,045.
Parks, $27,045.
in
Washington-Alaska
Signal Corps:
For Washington-Alaska
Washington -Alaska military
military cable
cable and
and teleteleCorps: For
Signal
WashonAlasa
cable. c a l e
graph
system, $10,900.
$10,900.
graph system,
b
World
Medical
Medical
Department: For
and surgical
of the
the
history of
surgical history
medical and
For medical
Medical Department:
war Medical
World War
and
story.
a
nd Surgical
Sr ic l HHiist
World War,
War, $2,280.
$2,280.

National cemeteries,
et Nationaicemeteries,
etc.

c.

Buildings and
grounds in and
Washington, Corps of
around Washington,
and around
and grounds
Buildings
Engineers: For improvement
improvement and care of public grounds, $240; for
Engineers:
care and
of the
Monument, $2,400;
$2,400; for
for
Washington Monument,
the Washington
maintenance of
and maintenance
care
repairs
building where
where Abraham
Lincoln died,
died, $240;
$240; for
for improveimproveAbraham Lincoln
to building
repairs to
ments, birthplace
birthplace of
of George
George Washington,
Washington, Wakefield,
$180;
Virginia, $180;
Wakefield, Virginia,
ments,
for care
care and
and maintenance
Lincoln Memorial,
Memorial, $2,160;
and for
for the
the
$2,160; and
of Lincoln
maintenance of
for
reflecting pool,
pool, West
in all,
buildings and
all, buildings
$2,160; in
Park, $2,160;
Potomac Park,
West Potomac
reflecting
grounds
n and
and around
Washington, $7,380.
$7,380.
around Washington,
in
grounds i
California
D4bris
objects,
Calitornia
D4bris
Miscellaneous objects
: Corps of Engineers: For expenses,
expenses, CaliCommission.
construction and mainfornia
Debris Commission,
Commission, $1,840;
$1,840; and for construction
fornia Debris
Commission.
Alaska roads, etc.
roads, bridges,
bridges and
misin all,
all, mis$55,000; in
trails, Alaska,
Alaska, $55,000;
and trails,
of roads,
tenance of
Alaska rds etc. tenance
cellaneous
$56,840.
objects, $56,8441.
cellaneous objects
Rivers
and harbors.
Rivers and
and harbors,
salaries and expenses,
expenses,
For salaries
of Engineers:
Engineers: For
Corps of
harbors, Corps
harbors. Rivers
Rivers and
$42,100.
$42,100.
Volunteer
Soldiers'
ol
National Homes
for Disabled
Disabled Volunteer
Soldiers, $960,000.
$960,000.
Volunteer Soldiers,
Homes for
National
ers
Homle
Homes.
Panama Canal.
PanamCanal.
Panama
maintenance and operation, in the United
Panama Canal: For maintenance
United
$79,570;
States, $23,480;
$23,480; maintenance
operation, on the
the Isthmus, $79,570;
and operation,
maintenance and
States,
for sanitation,
sanitation, Canal
Canal Zone,
government, Panama
Panama
civil government,
for civil
$6,266; for
Zone, $6,266;
for
Canal and
and Canal
Canal Zone,
$79,670; in
in all,
Panama Canal,
$188,986.
Canal, $188,986.
all, Panama
Zone, $79,670;
Canal
Total,
War Department,
$5,999,808.54.
Department, $5,999,808.54.
Total, War

Buildings and
and
grounds, D. C.

Buildings

grounds, D.C.

District of Columbia.

DISTRICT
COLUMBIA
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

salaries of
employees, public
buildings and
grounds, $9,620;
For salaries
of employees,
public buildings
and grounds,
$9,620;
for improvement
improvement and
care of
of public
public grounds,
grounds, $89,220;
for lighting
lighting
$89,220; for
and care
for
public grounds,
grounds, $480;
$480; for
the Anacostia
Anacostia River
River and
Flats, $23,460;
for
$23,460; for
and Flats,
for the
public
Aqueduct
increasing
water supply,
supply, $25,100;
$25,100; for the
Washington Aqueduct
the Washington
increasing water
(payable from revenues
department), $22.210;
$22,210; for
revenues of the water department),
(payable
salaries, Supreme
Supreme Court,
$4,560; for probation
probation system,
system, Supreme
Court, $4,560;
salaries,
Court,
$2,220; for
forth, Supreme
Supreme Court,
Court,
so forth,
and so
of bailiffs,
bailiffs, and
for pay
pay of
Court, $2,220;
courthouse, $7,836;
$5,520;
$5,520; for salaries
salaries of employees, courthouse,
$7,836; for salaries and
expenses, Court
$4,980; and
for salaries
employees,
salaries of employees,
and for
Court of
of Appeals,
Appeals, $4,980;
expenses,
Court
$1,680; in
in all,
all, District
Columbia,
of Columbia,
District of
Building, $1,680;
Appeals Building,
Court of
of Appeals
$196,886.
$196,886.
Proportional
p y'
The
foregoing sums
caption "District
of Columbia"
Columbia"
"District of
the caption
under the
sums under
The foregoing
meets
from Treasury
mePntromportlonal
and the
the reveand District
revenues, shall
of the
the United
United States and
Treasury of
out of
of the
the Treasury
be paid
paid out
shall be
and
District revenues.
nues of
the District
District in
in the
same
proportion,
or in
the same
same manner,
manner,
or
in
the
the
same
proportion,
of
the
nues
Ante, p. 339.
as the
the appropriations
for the
District of
Columbia in
in the
the District
District
of Columbia
the District
appropriations for
as
A '
of Columbia Appropriation
Appropriation Act for the fiscal year ending June
June 30,
1925
paid.
are paid.
1925, are
The appropriations
appropriations herein
utilized by
by the
heads of
of the
the
the heads
be utilized
may be
made may
herein made
The
salaryreof salarY
spctie of
spective
restrictions, etc.
several departments
departments and independent establishments
establishments to accomplish
accomplish
the
purposes of
this Act
compenspecific rates
rates of
of compenof this
Act notwithstanding
notwithstanding the specific
the purposes
annual
salary restrictions contained in the regular annual
sation and
and the
the salary
sation
restrictions
appropriation
for the
the fiscal year 1925 or the salary restrictions
Acts for
appropriation Acts
in
which limit
limit salaries
rates in conflict with the rates
salaries to
to rates
Acts which
in other
other Acts
fixed by
by the
the Classification
of 1923
service.
the departmental
departmental service.
Act of
1923 for the
Classification Act
fixed
Specified objects.

pecified objects.

a

Use of amounts lire-
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DEPARTMENT OF
DEPARTMENT
OF COMMERCE
COMMERCE
BUREAU OF
OF FISHERIES
BUREAU
FISHERIES

Department
Department of Commerce.
merce.

Fisheries Bureau.

Alaska
fisheries.
Alaska fisherics.
For protection
including travel, sub- Expenses
protection of the fisheries of Alaska, including
executing
executing
protecting.
Act
for
protecting.
sistence
per diem
diem in
of subsistence)
of employees
while
on
sistence (or per
in lieu
lieu of
subsistence) of
employees while on
duty
hire and
and maintenance
boats, employment
temduty in Alaska, hire
maintenance of
of boats,
employment of
of temporary
labor, and
all other
necessary expenses
expenses to
carry out
porary labor,
and all
other necessary
to carry
out the
the propro- Public
Public Laws,
Laws, 1st
1st sess.,
seas.,
visions
of the
Act entitled
fisheries of
of Alaska,"
Alaska," p.
visions of
p. 464.
the Act
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
to protect
protect the
the fisheries
approved
June
6,
1924,
approved
6,
there
there is
appropriated out
out of
of any
any money
is hereby appropriated
money
otherwise appropriated
appropriated the
the sum
sum of
$55,000 for
in the Treasury
Treasury not
not otherwise
of $55,000
for
the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1924
to remain
available until
until June
June 30,
the
1924 and
and to
remain available
30, 1925.
1925.
Total
this Act,
$26,357,767.84.
Total appropriated
appropriated by
by this
Act, $26,357,767.84.
Approved, December
1924.
Approved,
December 6,
6, 1924.

CHAP.
for the
the DisDisCHAP. 8.-An
8.—An Act To amend section 196 of the Code of Law for
trict of
Columbia.
trict
of Columbia.

December 13 1924.
December
1924.
[s.116.1
Is. 116.]
[Public, No.
No. 294.]
294.)
[Public,

and House of
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
of the
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
District
of Columbia
Columbia
District of
United
States of America
Uriited States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
section 196
America in
That section
196 Code
Amendment.
Code Amendment.
31, p.
p. 1221,
1221,
Vol. 31,
of the Code of Law for the
and the
the same
is Vol.
the District
District of Columbia
Columbia be,
be, and
same is
amended.
amended.
,hereby,
,
hereby, amended
amended by striking out said section
section and inserting
inserting in
in lieu
lieu
thereof
following:
thereof the following:
Deputy
Deputy coroners.
coroners.
" Sze.
SEC. 196.
196. DEPUTY CORONERS.—The
"
Commissioners of
District Two
CoRoNERS.-The Commissioners
of said
said District
Two deputy
deputy coroners
coroners
authorized.
shall have authority to appoint
deputy coroners,
who shall
shall authorized.
appoint two
two deputy
coroners, who
assist the coroner in the performance
performance of his duties
duties aforesaid,
aforesaid, and
and
shall
case of
of the
the absence
disability of
of
shall perform
perform the
the same
same duties
duties in
in case
absence or
or disability
Duties, pay, etc.
the
deputy coroners
coroners shall
serve and
and receive
the coroner.
coroner. The
The deputy
shall serve
receive pay
pay only
only Duties, pay, etc.
serving,
in case of the absence or disability of the coroner, and when serving,
their duties shall be the same
same as the aforesaid
of the
the coroner.
aforesaid duties of
coroner.
The deputy
The
compensation at
deputy coroners
coroners shall,
shall, while
while acting,
acting, receive
receive compensation
at a
a
rate
rate not exceeding
day, to
said
exceeding $5
$5 per
per day,
to be
be paid
paid as
as other
other expenses
expenses of
of said
shall give bond
District, and each shall
penalty of
bond in
in the penalty
of $2,500,
$2,500, with
with
security to be
approved by the Supreme
Supreme Court,
for the
the
be approved
Court, conditioned
conditioned for
due
performance of
duties."
due performance
of his
his duties."
Approved,
13, 1924.
1924.
Approved, December
December 13,
CHAP. 9.—An
CHAP.
for the
examination and
and registration
9.-An Act
Act To provide
provide for
the examination
registration of
of archiarchitects and to regulate
regulate the practice of architecture
architecture in the District
District of Columbia.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
the

United States of America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That there is
in Congress
hereby created
a Board of Examiners
Registrars of Architects,
created a
Examiners and Registrars
Architects,
the members
successors shall be
be appointed
members of which and their successors
appointed by the
the
Commissioners
the District of
Commissioners of the
Columbia, and
said board,
subject
of Columbia,
and said
board, subject
to the approval of said commissioners,
commissioners, shall
for the
shall make rules
rules for
the
examination
examination and registration
registration of applicants
applicants for
for the certificates
certificates proprovided for
by this
Act.
for by
this Act.
SEC. 2.
board shall
be appointed
ninety days
days after
2. That
That the board
SEC.
shall be
appointed within
within ninety
after
the approval
approval of this Act, and shall be composed of five
five architects
architects
of Columbia for
who have been in active practice
practice in the District of
for
not less than ten years previous
previous to
to their
their appointment.
appointment. One
One member
member
of said board shall be designated
designated by the said commissioners
commissioners as chairchairman pro tempore until
until such
such time as permanent
permanent organization
organization is
is
effected.
effected.
SEC.
SEC. 3. That
That in
appointment under
under this
Act the
in making
making the
the first appointment
this Act
the
said commissioners
commissioners shall appoint one of the members
members of said board
board
to hold office
a period of one year;
office for a
for a
aperiod
period
year; one to hold
hold office
office for

December 13
13 1924.
1924.
December
[S. 933.1
[8.933.1
[Public,
295.]
[Public, No.
No. 296.]

Architecture, D. C.
ABoarhitof
Examine
Board of Examiners
and
Registrars of Archiand
tectsReeistrarsofArchicreated.

Appointment and
quton'e
boardnd
i ons of board.

qual ficati

Period of service.
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of
two years;
one to
hold office
period of
of three
three years;
for
one for
years; one
a period
for a
office for
to hold
years; one
of two
four
years;
and
one
for
five
years;
and
thereafter
all
appointments
appointments
all
thereafter
and
years;
five
for
one
and
years;
four
shall be
of five
five years.
years. In
In case
case a
is not
not
successor is
a successor
a period
period of
for a
be for
shall
appointed
at
the
expiration
of
the
time
of
any
member,
such
memmemsuch
member,
any
of
time
the
of
expiration
the
at
appointed
ber
shall hold
has been
appointed and
and
duly appointed
been duly
successor has
the successor
until the
office until
hold office
ber shall
Fillin
vacancies,
has qualified.
In the
the event
vacancy occurring
occurring in
memthe memin the
of any
any vacancy
event of
qualified. In
has
Fiinggvacaniese.
of
bership of
of said
board in
in any
any manner
manner other
other than
by expiration
expiration of
than by
said board
bership
time,
the
said
commissioners
shall
fill
said
vacancy
by
an
appointappointan
by
vacancy
said
fill
shall
commissioners
said
the
time,
ment for
the unexpired
unexpired term.
term.
for the
ment
Oath
of office.
office.
S
EC. 4.
4. That
That the
members of
said board
board of
shall, before
before
examiners shall,
of examiners
of said
the members
SEC.
Oath of
entering
upon the
their duties,
duties, subscribe
file
and file
to and
subscribe to
of their
discharge .of
the discharge
entering upon
District
with
the secretary
of the
the Board
of Commissioners
Commissioners of the
the District
Board of
secretary of
with the
of
Columbia the
the constitutional
office.
of office.
oath of
constitutional oath
of Columbia
Organization
and
S
EC. 5.
5. That
Examiners and Registrars
Registrars of Architects
Architects
of Examiners
Board of
the Board
That the
SEC.
and
Organization
election of officers,
shall
organization within
within thirty
thirty days
its appointment
appointment
after its
days after
for organization
meet for
shall meet
election offiers,
and
its membership
membership aa president,
secretary, and a
a
president, aa secretary,
from its
elect from
shall elect
and shall
treasurer.
treasurer.
Rules,
regulations,
SEC. 6.
That the
the said
said board
board shall
shall adopt
necessary rules,
rules, regularegulaall necessary
adopt all
6. That
SEC.
Rules, regulations,
etc.,
tions and
and _by-laws,
inconsistent with
this Act,
govern its
its
to govern
Act, to
with this
not inconsistent
by-laws, not
tions
adopted
to be
be adopted.
etc., to
times
for organization
and
reorganization and
and reorganization
organization and
meeting for
of meeting
places of
and places
times and
the
holding of
of examinations,
examinations, the
the length
length of
of the
and
officers and
its officers
of its
terms of
the terms
the holding
all
to the
the exercise
powers, the
the performperformof its
its powers,
exercise of
requisite to
matters requisite
other matters
all other
ance
of its
its duties,
duties and
and the
the transaction
transaction of
of its
business under the'
thee
its business
ance of
each year
provisions of
of this
this Act.
At least
least two
meetings shall
shall be
be held each
two meetings
Act. At
provisions
for
of examination
for registration.
registration.
examination for
purpose of
the purpose
for the
a
Quorum.
SEC. 7.
7. That
three members
members of
of the
the said
said board
board shall
shall constitute
constitute a
That three
SEC.
Quorum.
quorum, but
action at
the meeting
can be
be taken
without at
at least
least
taken without
meeting can
at the
no action
but no
quorum,
three votes
accord.
votes in accord.
three
a true
true record
Record of
S
EC. 8.
That the
secretary of
of the
the said
said board
board shall
record
keep a
shall keep
the secretary
SEC.
8. That
of proceedproceedRecord
ings.
of
proceedings of
the said
board and
clerical
such clerical
employ such
may employ
and may
said board
of the
all proceedings
of all
i gs .
assistance
the said
said board
may deem necessary.
board may
as the
assistance as
of
Duty of board.
S
Ec. 9.
charged with
said board
board shall be charged
with the
the duty
duty of
SEC.
9. That the
the said
enforcing
the provisions
of this
this Act
Act and
as
expenses as
such expenses
incur such
may incur
and may
provisions of
enforcing the
necessary, all of which expenses shall be paid only out of
Expenses paid from shall be necessary,
revenues.
revenues.
the revenue
revenue arising from this Act in
in the manner hereinafter
the
hereinafter
mentioned and provided.
provided.
mentioned
of business
names and
Roster of
of all regisS
EC. 10. That
showing the
the names
and places
places of
business
roster showing
That aa roster
SEC.
Roster
tered architects to be
t
,
and residences
of all
registered
architects shall
shall be prepared
prepared by the
architects
all registered
residences of
to be and
yet
tmedarlde
made
yearly.
secretary of
of the
the board
board during
the month
month of
of June
each year; such
such
of each
June of
during the
secretary
roster
be printed
printed out
out of
of the
the funds
funds of
the board
board as provided
provided in
of the
shall be
roster shall
the board
each year
day of
Report to CommisC°Inin is" section
11. On
On or
before the
the 1st day
of August each
year the
board
or before
section 11.
Report
sinners.
er s
a
shall
submit to
Commissioners of the District of Columbia a
to the Commissioners
shall submit
.
sion
report
for the
preceding fiscal
fiscal year,
year, together
too-ether with
with
the preceding
transactions for
its transactions
of its
report of
a
of the
receipts and
the board,
board,
of the
expenditures of
and expenditures
the receipts
statement of
complete statement
a complete
certified
by the
the chairman
and the
the secretary,
secretary, and
and aacopy of the said
said
chairman and
certified by
roster of
of registered
registered architects.
architects.
roster
use of
SEC.
Receipt and use
Act shall be paid
paid to
to
fees.
of
S
EC. 11. That all fees provided
provided for by this Act
and
by the
treasurer of
Board of
of Examiners
and
Examiners and
of the
the Board
the treasurer
for by
receipted for
and receipted
Registrars of
Architects for
for the
the District
District of
Columbia and shall
shall not
of Columbia
of Architects
Registrars
be used
purpose other
than the
The
Act. The
of this
this Act.
the purposes
purposes of
other than
any purpose
used for
for any
be
expenses
of said
board, subject
to the
said board,
board, shall
shall
of said
the approval
approval of
subject to
said board,
expenses of
be
paid by
order and
warrant of
of the
and
the president
president and
and warrant
written order
upon written
by him
him upon
be paid
secretary of
said board.
board.
of said
Compensation of secretary
dr.pensation of
SEC. 12.
12. That
That each
the said
entitled to
to
be entitled
shall be
board shall
said board
of the
member of
each member
SEC.
bota
7r
?n eatn
such reasonable
compensation for
for his
his services
may be
be approved
by
approved by
as may
services as
reasonable compensation
such
Proviens.
said
Provided, That
said compensation
compensation shall
not exceed
exceed $10
$10
shall not
That said
board: Provided,
said board:
Limit.
Limit"
compensation
provided. That the total amount of such compensation
Not to exceed obliga- per diem: And provided,
tons,
tions, etc.
etc.
shall not exceed the unobligated balance
remaining with the treasurer
balance remaining
treasurer
of
the
board
on
the
30th
of
June
of
each
year.
year.
of
each
June
of
of the board on the 30th
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Actual expenses
reSEC. 13.
That the
members of
of the
the said
be reimbursed
reimbursed imbursed.
Actual
expenses resaid board
board shall
shall be
13. That
the members
SEC.
the
of actual
in the
performance of
incurred in
the performance
of their
their b
the amount
amount of
actual expenses
expenses incurred
duties under
under this
this Act,
Act, subject
subject to
of said
board.
to the
the approval
approval of
said board.
duties
Certificate from
Sc.
any person
wishing to
architecture in
in the
SEC. 14.
14. That
That any
person wishing
to practice
practice architecture
the bOCrtirficaed
from
board required for
authority
to practice.
District of
of architect
architect shall,
being thority topractice.
District
of Columbia
Columbia under
under title
title of
shall, before
before being
entitled
be or
or be
known as
an architect,
secure from
from such
board a
entitled to
to be
be known
as an
architect, secure
such board
a
certificate
of qualifications
qualifications to
to practice
architect,
certificate of
practice under
under the
the title
title of
of architect,
as provided
Act.
this Act.
as
provided by
by this
given holders.
SEC. 15.
15. That
to the
the Title
Title given holders.
certificate pursuant
pursuant to
That any
any person
person having
having aa certificate
SEC.
requirements of
Act may
known as
or
of this
this Act
may be
be styled
styled or
or known
as an
an architect
architect or
requirements
registered architect.
architect.
registered
Use of title restricted
SEC.
That no
no person
person presumed
presumed to have
have the right
secure such toUse
otlerestfritert
SEC. 16. That
right to secure
to kolders
of certificate, etc.
certificate
because of
of his
the title
title architect
architect prior
prior to the
the cate, etc.
his or
or her
her use
use of
of the
certificate because
time
this Act
Act goes
shall assume
assume any
any title
title indicating
that
time this
goes into
into effect
effect shall
indicating that
he
or any
words, letters,
or figures
indicate
figures to
to indicate
any words,
letters, or
he or
or she
she is
is an
an architect,
architect, or
that
the person
person using
is an
architect, unless
unless he
or she
she shall
shall
them is
an architect,
he or
that the
using them
have
qualified and
obtained aa certificate
certificate of
an
of registration
registration as
as an
and obtained
have qualified
architect,
an affidavit
establishing
or she
she shall
shall have
have filed
filed an
affidavit establishing
architect, or
or unless
unless he
he or
the
fact that
she was
in practice
architect previous
previous to
to the
practice as
as an
an architect
the
the fact
that he
he or
or she
was in
passage
of this
has a
legal right
right to
practice without
passage of
this Act
Act and
and has
a legal
to practice
without a
a Eachmember
Each member offirm,
of firm,
to be
registered.
certificate.
Each
of a
firm or
practicing etc.,
be registered.
etc., to
a firm
or corporation
corporation practicing
certificate.
Each member
member of
architecture
before being
being entitled
entitled to
to be known
known as
as
architecture shall
shall be
be registered
registered before
or
architects or
or registered
registered architects.
architects.
or to
to style
style themselves
themselves architects
Employing
draftsEmploying
draftsS
EC. 17.
contained in
prevent the men, superintendents,
superintendents,
SEC.
17. That nothing
nothing contained
in this Act
Act shall
shall prevent
etc., under registered
superintendents, and other architects
et, under not
registered
draftsmen, students, clerks of work, superintendents,
reemployees
of those
those lawfully
as registered
registered architects
stricted.
practicing as
architects under stricted.
employees of
lawfully practicing
the
of this
acting under the
the instruction,
instruction, control,
control
the provisions
provisions of
this Act
Act from
from acting
or
supervision of
of their
their employers,
employers, or
to prevent
the employment
employment of
prevent the
of
or supervision
or to
superintendents
of the
construction, enlargement,
enlargement, or
alteration of
or alteration
of
superintendents of
the construction,
buildings
or any
prevent such
such superintendsuperintendbuildings or
any appurtenance
appurtenance thereto,
thereto, or
or prevent
ent from
from acting
the immediate
immediate personal
supervision of
of the
personal supervision
the
ent
acting under
under the
registered architect
the plans
plans and
and specifications
registered
architect by
by whom
whom the
specifications of
of any
any Plans, etc., by otherr
perns peritted.oth
Nor persons
building, enlargement,
such
such building,
enlargement, or
or alteration
alteration were prepared.
prepared.
permitted.
shall
this Act
Act prevent
engineers,
anything contained
contained in
in this
prevent persons,
persons, engineers,
shall anything
mechanics, or
from making
plans, specifications
specifications for,
for, or
or
mechanics,
or builders
builders from
making plans,
supervising the
the erection,
erection, enlargement,
enlargement, or
buildings or
or
supervising
or alteration
alteration of
of buildings
Proviso.
any
specifi- Title
any appurtenance
appurtenance thereto:
thereto: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
the plans
plans and
and specifiTitleoiarchitectnot
of architect not
to be used.
signed by the authors thereof to be sed.
cations
construction are signed
cations for such
such construction
use in any
any form of
of the
the
with their
their true appellation, without the use
"architect " or
or "
architects."
title "architect"
"architects."
Buildings defined.
Buildings
defined.
SEc. 18.
That a
building, for
the purposes
purposes of
this Act,
Act, is
is any
any
for the
of this
SEC.
18. That
a building,
structure
walls, columns,
columns, girders,
of foundation,
foundation, floors, walls,
structure consisting of
and
or
a combination
combination of any number
number of
of these parts,
parts, with or
and roof, or a
without
parts or
or appurtenances.
appurtenances.
without other
other parts
Persons now engaged
S
EC. 19.
have been in
SEC.
19. That any
any properly
properly qualified
qualified person who shall have
inearchnitctue
architecture may be
be
given certificates withactually
the practice
architecture in
of out
gvencetificate
within the District
District of
engaged in
in the
practice of architecture
actually engaged
examination.
a ceramintio
Columbia at the time this Act takes effect may be granted
granted a
tificate of registration without examination
examination on condition that the
applicant
satisfactory evidence
evidence to the said board that
applicant shall submit satisfactory
he
payment to
to the
the board
board
he is
is qualified
qualified to
to practice architecture
architecture and by payment
of .fee
in section
section 24
of
of
fee for
for certificate
certificate of
of registration
registration as
as prescribed
prescribed in
24 of
Proviso.
Provided, That nothing in this Act shall prevent any continuaneewithot
this Act: Provided,
Continuance without
certificate, ete.
person who
who was
was actually
engaged in
in the
the practice
person
actually engaged
practice of
of architecture
architecture erttcae,.effect
architect prior to the time this Act takes effect
under the
the title
title of architect
continuing the
practice of said
profession without a
acertificate
from continuing
the practice
said profession
of registration
registration and without
without the use in
any form of the title
title "regis"regisin any
tered
architect."
tered architect."
Qualifications of apcertificates.
SEC. 20.
That any
the United
or any person who
who plicants
piants for
cetiaSEC.
20. That
any citizen
citizen of
of the
United States or
being
has declared his (or her) intention of becoming
becoming such citizen,
citizen, being
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at least
least twenty
of age
age and
moral character,
apply
may apply
character, may
of good
good moral
and of
years of
twenty years
at
for a
a certificate
certificate of
of registration
or for
examination as shall be
such examination
for such
registration or
for
Act.
requisite for
such certification
certification under
this Act.
under this
for such
requisite
SEC.
by S
EC. 21. That the applicant shall satisfactorily pass an examinaexamina-

prescribed
tion in such technical
technical and professional
professional subjects as shall be prescribed
The
by
the
Board
of
Examiners
and
Registrars
of
Architects.
Architects.
of
Registrars
and
by the Board of Examiners
Evidence
accepted in board
of
satisfactory evidence
accept
examination,
lieu
may,
in
of
examination,
accept
satisfactory
evidence
board
ceaeptedin
Evideu
lieu of examination.
and
subdivisions
under
forth
any
one
of
the
qualifications
set
under
subdivisions
(a)
and
set
qualifications
the
of
any one
(b)
(b) of this section.
certificate from an
Possessor of
diploma
graduation or satisfactory certificate
(a)
of diploma
Possessor
(a) A diploma of graduation
an
from
architectural col.sola
from architectural
architectural
college or
or school
school that
that he
she has completed
completed aa techor she
he or
lege, etc.
architectural college
Jege,etc.
subsequent
nical course
course approved
approved by
by the board,
together with and subsequent
board, together
nical
office
experience in the office
thereto of
least three
three years
years satisfactory
satisfactory experience
at least
of at
thereto
or
architects.
or
offices
of
a
reputable
architect
architects.
architect
a
reputable
of
or offices
Additional evidence
evidence
furThe board may require applicants under this subdivision to furAdditional
required.
nish satisfactory
evidence of knowledge
knowledge of professional practice.
satisfactory evidence
nish
State
Holder of similar
cercertification as an architect in another
(b)
Registration or certification
another State
(b) Registration
Slaa
Htifate from
tffmcate
tificate from a
a State,
State.
where the qualifications
etc.
or
country, where
qualifications prescribed
prescribed at the time of such
such
or country,
etc.
certification were
were equal
equal to
those prescribed
prescribed in this
to those
regi
stration or
or certification
registration
Condition.
Condition.
District at date of application, and where such State, Territory, or
architects
foreign
country accepts
accepts in
like manner
manner the
the registration
registration of architects
in like
foreign country
of Columbia.
Columbia.
in
the District
District of
in the
Limited
SEC.
requirement
Limited requirement
Sac. 22. That an architect who has lawfully practiced architecgtztitcgrgten
outside
the
for a
period of
of more
years outside of the District of
of
more than ten years
a period
ture for
Dsictfoteners. ture
Columbia shall,
otherwise provided
of
subdivision (b) of
in subdivision
provided in
as otherwise
except as
shall, except
Columbia
section 22,
22, be
be required
required to
to take
take only
practical examination,
examination, the
a practical
only a
section
nature of
which shall
be prescribed
prescribed by
by the
the Board
Board of Examiners
Examiners and
shall be
of which
nature
Registrars of
of Architects.
Architects.
Registrars
Fees to be fixed.
of
SEC. 23. That the fees to be paid
paid to the treasurer of the Board of
gE.
Fees to be feed.
Examiners
Registrars of
board
be fixed by said board
of Architects
Architects shall be
and Registrars
Examiners and
from
and shall
amount the several fees
in amount
exceed in
not exceed
shall not
to time
time and
time to
from time
provided
section.
this section.
in this
for in
provided for
From applicants.
The fee
fee to be
be paid
paid by
an applicant for aacertificate of registration
by an
The
From applicants.
as aaregistered
registered architect
architect shall be $10.
as
a
who has
f
For registration
registration cercer
applicant who
by an
an applicant
paid by
The fee to be paid
For
has been
been granted
granted a
ti
tiflcates.
certificate of
as a
aregistered
architect by
by the
shall
board shall
the board
registered architect
of registration
registration as
certificate
be not
excess of
such fee
to be
prorated on
monthly basis
basis
on a
a monthly
be prorated
fee to
$12, such
of $12,
in excess
be
not in
from
of granting
application to
the 30th
following
the following
30th day of the
to the
of application
granting of
time of
from time
April.
April.
Rnwals.
Renewals.
The
to be
be paid
renewal of
of a
registration
of registration
a certificate
certificate of
upon renewal
paid upon
fee to
The fee
shall be
not in
excess of
$15.
of $15.
excess
in
not
be
shall
Restoration.
Restoration.
of
The fee to be paid for the restoration
restoration of an expired certificate
certificate of
$20.
registration shall be not in excess of $20.
Reco
o emi- registration
Record of examina
evidences of
papers and other evidences
tion
papers, etc.
Bo. 24.
24. That
all examination
of
examination papers
That all
SEC.
etc.
tionpapers,
qualification
applicant shall be filed with the
each applicant
by each
submitted by
qualification submitted
Board
of Examiners
Examiners and
and Registrars
board
Architects, and said board
Registrars of Architects,
Board of
shall keep
keep a
of its
its proceeding
relating to
to the
refusal,
issuance, refusal,
the issuance,
proceeding relating
a record
record of
shall
renewal, suspension,
suspension, and
certificates of registration.
of certificates
revocation of
and revocation
renewal,
business
contain the
authorized
Details of
architects.
record of
The record
record shall
also contain
the name, known place of
of business
shall also
The
o
oarectrds
aDetails
and
residence, and
and the
the date
date and
of the
the certificate
certificate of regisnumber of
and number
and residence,
tration
every registered
architect entitled
practice his profession
profession
to practice
entitled to
registered architect
of every
tration of
in
District of Columbia.
the District
in the
same recorded
Record
to Commishave the
certificate shall
such certificate
granted such
person granted
CommisRord to
Every person
shall have
the same
recorded
sioners.
with the
of the District of Columbia.
Commissioners of
the Commissioners
with
Annualenews
renewal
of
sac. 25.
25. That
of
That every registered architect in the District of
SEC.
of
cerAtiu
certificates.
Columbia, to
continue the
profession, shall annually,
his profession,
of his
practice of
the practice
to continue
Columbia,
registration and
during the
month of
of May.
renew his
and
certificate of registration
his certificate
May, renew
the month
during
pay the
the renewal
24 of this Act.
section 24
by section
required by
fee required
renewal fee
pay
Effect
failure.
registration during
A person
A
person who fails to renew his certificate of registration
Effect of
offailure.
the month
thereafter renew his
each year may not thereafter
May in each
of May
month of
the
board required.
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certificate
except upon
of the
required by
of
certificate except
upon payment
payment of
the fee
fee required
by section
section 24
24 of
restoration of an expired certificate
this Act for the restoration
certificate of
of registration.
registration.
Every
certificate shall
shall expire
Every renewal
renewal certificate
expire on
on the
the 30th
30th day
day of
of April
April
following the issuance.
following
SEC. 26.
26. Exemptions:
That the
the following
shall be
be exempted
from
SEC.
Exemptions: That
following shall
exempted from
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this Act:
Act:
the
by any
(1)
an architect
in the
of Columbia
Columbia by
any
as an
(1) Practice
Practice as
architect in
the District
District of
person
person not a
a resident
resident of and
and having no established
established place
place of business
business
in
or any
resident in
in the
District of
of
in the District
District of
of Columbia, or
any person
person resident
the District
Columbia, but whose arrival
Columbia,
the District
District of
arrival in
in the
of Columbia
Columbia is
is recent:
recent:
Provided,
Provided, however, That such person shall have filed an application
application
and shall
shall have
for registration as an architect and
have paid
paid the fee
fee provided
for
in section
section 24
24 of
of this
Such exemption
continue for
for in
this Act.
Act. Such
exemption shall
shall continue
for
only
such reasonable
reasonable time
time as
the board
board requires
which to
consider
only such
as the
requires in
in which
to consider
and grant
or deny
said application
and
grant or
deny the
the said
application for
for registration.
registration.
(2) Engaging
architectural work as an
employee of
registered
(2)
Engaging in
in architectural
an employee
of aaregistered
architect, or
or as
architect, or
authorized
architect,
as an
an employee
employee of
of an
an architect,
or an
an engineer
engineer authorized
by paragraphs
and 22of
of this
may
by
paragraphs 11and
this section:
section: Provided,
Provided, That
That said
said work
work may
not include
include responsible
responsible charge
charge of
design or
or supervision.
not
of design
supervision.
(3)
architecture by any person
(3) Practice of
of architecture
person not aa resident
resident of and
established place
Columbia
having no established
place of
of business
business in the
the District of Columbia
associate of
of an
registered under
as a
a consulting
consulting associate
an architect
architect registered
under the
the proproProvided, That the nonresident
visions of this Act: Provided,
nonresident is qualified
qualified for
such professional
in his
or country.
country.
such
professional service
service in
his own
own State
State or
(4) Practice
architecture solely as
officer or as an employee
employee
(4)
Practice of
of architecture
as an
an offcer
of
of the
the United
United States.
States.
(5)
Practice of
of architecture
architecture solely
solely as
(5) Practice
an officer
officer or
or as
as an
an employee
employee
as an
effective
of the
the District
District of Columbia
Columbia at the
the time
time this
this Act
Act becomes effective
term of
and thereafter
thereafter only until the
the expiration
expiration of
of the then existing term
of
office of
employee.
office
of such
such employee.
SEC.
Board of Examiners
SEC. 27. Revocation
Revocation of certificates:
certificates: That the Board
and
of Architects
Architects may
revoke any
after thirty
thirty
and Registrars
Registrars of
may revoke
any certificate
certificate after
days' notice
with grant
grant of
proof
days'
notice with
of hearings
hearings to
to the
the holder
holder hereof
hereof if
if proof
satisfactory to
the board
board be
be presented
following cases:
satisfactory
to the
presented in
in the
the following
cases:
certificate was obtained through
(a)
(a) In
In case it is shown
shown that
that the certificate
fraud or
misrepresentation.
fraud
or misrepresentation.
(b) In
In case
case the
holder of
of the
certificate has
been found
found guilty
by
(b)
the holder
the certificate
has been
guilty by
or deceit
deceit in
in his
said board or
or by aa court of
of justice of any fraud or
professional
professional practice or has been convicted of a
afelony
felony by aa court of
of
justice.
Justice.
(c) In
In case
case the
holder of
of the
the certificate
has been
been found
found guilty
guilty by
by
(c)
the holder
certificate has
said board of gross incompetency
incompetency or of recklessness
recklessness in the planning
planning
or construction
buildings.
or
construction of
of buildings.
SEC. 28.
28. That
the annullment
annullment of
registration (that
(that
SEC.
That proceedings
proceedings for
for the
of registration
certificate) shall
written
is, the revocation
revocation of aa certificate)
shall be begun by filing
filing written
charges against
accused with the board
board of examiners
examiners and registrars
charges
against the
the accused
registrars
of architects. A time and place for the hearing
hearing of the charges
charges shall
be
Where personal
personal service
service or
or services through
through
be fixed
fixed by
by the
the board. Where
counsel can
can not
not be
service may
may be
by publication.
publication. At
At
be made
made by
counsel
be effected
effected service
the
accused shall have
represented by
the hearing
hearing the accused
have the right to be represented
counsel, to
introduce evidence,
evidence, and
to examine
cross-examine
counsel,
to introduce
and to
examine and
and cross-examine
witnesses.
secretary of the board is hereby empowered
witnesses. The secretary
empowered to
administer
a written report of its
its
administer oath and the
the board shall make a
findings, which report
report shall
findings,
shall be
be filed
filed with
with the Commissioners
Commissioners of
of the
the
District
shall be
be conclusive.
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, and
and which
which shall
conclusive.
SEC. 29.
29. That
who was
making use
use of
of
SEC.
That every
every person
person who
was making
of the
the title
title of
architect
in the
Columbia before
going into
into effect
of
the going
effect of
of Columbia
before the
architect in
the District
District of
this Act
Act shall,
shall, within
year after
after the going
into effect
effect of
of this
this Act,
within one year
going into
record his
his name
name with the
the proof
proof of
of his
his use
use of
of such
such title
title with the
record
board of examiners
examiners and registrars of architects,
architects, such recording
recording not
not

Date of expiration.

Date ofexpiration.

Exemptions.

Exemptions.

Nonresidents
cent
cent anrrivals
arrivals.

or re-

Proo.

Proviso.
Application, etc.,
etc., to
to
Application,
be filed.
Limitation.

Limitation.

Authorized
Authorized employ.
employ-

ees.
proeiso.
Proviso.

Restriction.

Restriction.

Nonresident
Nonresident consulting
associates.
ingassociates.
Provio.
Proviso.
Condition.
Condition.
nited States em
United States em-

ployees.

ployees.

Employees
Employees

of
of

the
the

District while
in ofce.
office.
District
whilein

Revocation
Revocation of certifcertificates.
cates.

Notice to
to holder,
holder, etc.
etc.
Notice
Proof required.

Prooreuired

Fraud in obtaining.

Fraud In
in professional
practice, etc.
etc.
practice,

Gross incompetency,
incompetency,
etc.

etc.

Annulment
Annulment of regis-

tration.
tration.
Procedure.

Report of

fndings,
Report of findings,
etc.

etc.

Record to be made
d
title

Record to be made
by persons using title
byaisns
of
architect.

718
718

SIXTYEIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. SESS.
SESS. II.
II. CHs.
9, 10,
12.
10, 12.
CHS. 9,
SIXTY-EIGHTH

1924.
1924.

to
be interpreted
interpreted as
as evidence
of competency
ability unless
unless applicant
applicant
or ability
competency or
evidence of
to be
to
registration. Failure to
a certificate
is granted
granted a
for and
applies
and is
certificate of
of registration.
applies for
record within
within such
such period
of such
title shall
the said
said
bar the
shall bar
such title
use of
the prior
prior use
period the
record
person
thereafter claiming
registration under
under the
the provisions
provisions
claiming registration
from thereafter
person from
of section
section 20
Act.
20 of
of this
this Act.
of
Unauthorized use
SEo. 30.
30. That
and after
after the
the passage
passage of
of this
the use
use of
of the
the
Act the
this Act
on and
That on
useoff
SEO.
title,
etc., a misdet tUnauthorized
Meaner.
title
registered architect,
or the
any other word,
the use
use of any
architect, or
or registered
architect or
title architect
r
,eanor.
any letters
letters or
or figures
figures indicated
intended to
the person
person
that the
to imply
imply that
or intended
indicated or
any
using
the same
same is
is an
or registered
without
architect, without
registered architect,
architect or
an architect
using the
compliance with
with the
the provisions
of this
this Act,
Act, the
the making
making of
any
of any
provisions of
compliance
willfully
false oath
or affirmation
affirmation in
in any
any matter
matter or
or proceeding
proceeding where
where
oath or
willfully false
Punishment for.
deemed a
a
shall be
an oath
oath or
affirmation is
is required
by this
this Act,
be deemed
Act, shall
required by
or affirmation
an
unishmentfor
misdemeanor punishable
fine of
more than
or
$200 or
than $200
not more
of not
with aa fine
punishable with
misdemeanor
imprisonment for
for not
more than
one year,
or both.
both.
year, or
than one
not more
imprisonment
repealed.
Conflicting
laws
S
EC. 31.
That
all laws
laws or
or parts
of
laws in
with the
the
in conflict
conflict with
of
laws
parts
That
all
SE.
31.
lws
ledting
I
provisions of
are hereby
hereby repealed.
repealed.
of this
this Act
Act are
provisions
In effect
immedim
ately.
elte
SEo. 32.
this Act
Act shall
shall become
become effective
effective immediately
on its
its
immediately on
That this
32. That
SmO.
i.lyedi-ef
becoming
law.
becoming aalaw.
Approved, December
1924.
13, 1924.
December 13,
Approved,

offalre.

Result
Result of failure.

December
1924.
13, 1924.
December 13,
[S.
[S. 1343.1
[Public, No.
No. 298.1
[Public,
296.

CHAP. 10.—An
10.-An Act To authorize
authorize the widening of Fourth Street, south of
Cedar Street northwest,
northwest, in the District of Columbia,
Columbia, and for other
other purposes.
Cedar
purposes.

Be
it enacted
by the
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of the
House of
the Senate
enacted by
Be it
United
in Congress
and
under and
That under
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
America in
of America
States of
United States
in accordance
provisions of subchapter 11 of chapter 15 of
with the provisions
accordance with
in
the Code
Code of
of Law
for the
the District
District of
of Columbia,
within six
months
six months
Columbia, within
Law for
the
after the
the passage
of this
this Act,
Act, the
the Commissioners
of the
the District
of
District of
Commissioners of
passage of
after
Columbia be,
be, and
they are
are hereby,
and directed
directed to
to
authorized and
hereby, authorized
and they
Columbia
institute in
in the
Supreme Court
Court of
of the
the District of
of Columbia
Columbia aa
the Supreme
institute
proceeding in
rem to
condemn the
the land
land that
for
be necessary
necessary for
that may
may be
to condemn
in rem
proceeding
the widening
widening of
of Fourth
Street immediately
immediately south
Street
Cedar Street
of Cedar
south of
Fourth Street
the
northwest to
to its
full width
of ninety
feet, upon
upon such
such lines
lines as
as the
the
ninety feet,
width of
its full
northwest
Commissioners
of
the
District
of
Columbia
may
may
deem
deem
best
for
the
Columbia
of
of
the
District
Commissioners
Proviso.
Proviso.
Damages assessed
assessed as public
interest: Provided,
however, That
amount
the entire
entire amount
That of
of the
Provided, however,
interest:
public
benefits.
benefits.
found
to be
be due
in said
as
said proceedings
proceedings as
the jury
jury in
awarded by
by the
due and
and awarded
found to
damages for
for and
in respect
respect of
of the
condemned for
said
for said
be condemned
land to
to be
the land
and in
damages
widening
plus the
the costs
costs and
of the
the proceedings
proceedings hereunder,
and expenses
expenses of
widening plus
Limit.
not
one-half thereof
thereof shall
be assessed
assessed by
by the
the jury as
as
shall be
not more
more than
than one-half
benefits.
Amount authorized
authorized benefits.
for expenses
expenses and award,
award.
S
EC. 2..
hereby appropriated
appropriated out
revenues of
out of
of the
the revenues
That there
there is
is hereby
2.. That
SEC.
the District
District of
of Columbia
amount sufficient
to pay
pay the
necessary
the necessary
an amount
sufficient to
Columbia an
the
costs and
expenses of
proceedings taken
taken pursuant
pursuant
the condemnation
condemnation proceedings
and expenses
of the
costs
Repayment.
Repayment.
hereto and
for the
the amounts
awarded as damages.
amounts
The amounts
damages. The
hereto
and for
amounts awarded
assessed as
as benefits when collected
collected shall
repaid to the District
shall be repaid
assessed
credit of
of Columbia and covered
covered into the
the Treasury
Treasury to
to the credit
of the
the
revenues of
of Columbia.
the District
District of
revenues
of the
Approved,
December 13, 1924.
Approved, December

District of Columbia.
Fourth Street NW.
Condemning
Condemning land to
widen.
widen.
Vol. 34,
34, p. 151.

December 17, 1924.
December
[lU .Res. 3101
[Pi. J. Res. 310]
[Pub. Res., No. 39.1

[ Pub
Res

CHAP. 12.-Joint
12.—Joint Resolution
Resolution Authorizing
Authorizing payment of salaries of the officers
officers
and employees of Congress for December, 1924,
1924, on the 20th day of that month.

Resolved
by the
the Senate
Senate and
the
and House
Hlouse of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
Resolved by
States
United
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
Secretary
the Secretary
That the
assembled, That
in Congress
States of
nited States
are
House of
of the Senate and the Clerk of the House
of Representatives
Representatives are
pay to the officers and employees
authorized and directed to _pay
employees of
authorized
the
and House
House of
the Capitol
Capitol
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives,
Representatives, including
including the

Congressional
emCongressional
em-nited
oyees, etc., toe
ployees,
to be paid
December
salaries
Desalaries
Deecember
cember 20, 1924.

SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH

SESS. II.
II. Clas.
12-14.
CHS. 12-14.
SESS.

719
719

1924.
1924.

police, the
Legislative Drafting
Drafting Service,
Service, and
and employees
employees paid on
on
the Legislative
police,
vouchers under
their respective
salaries
respective salaries
of resolutions,
resolutions, their
authority of
under authority
vouchers
for
the month
of December,
1924, on
the 20th
month.
20th day of that month.
on the
December, 1924,
month of
for the
Approved, December
December 17, 1924.
Approved,

CHAP. 13.-An
13.—An Act
authorize alterations
and to
certain naval vessels and
alterations to certain
Act To authorize
CHAP.
provide for
additional vessels.
construction of additional
for the
the construction
provide

Be
it enacted
by tht
and House
House of
of the
the
Be it
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
alterations are
United States of
of America
Congress assembled, That alterations
in Congress
America in
United

hereby authorized
for the
ships New
New York,
York, Texas,
Texas,
States ships
United States
the United
authorized for
hereby

installation
Florida, Utah,
Utah, Arkansas,
Arkansas, and Wyoming, to consist of the installation
Florida,
installation
of additional
additional protection
attack, of the installation
submarine attack,
against submarine
protection against
of
of
antiair attack
attack deck
deck protection,
of the
the conversion
vessels to
to
such vessels
conversion of such
protection, of
of antiair

December 18,
18, 1924.
1924.
December
[H.
[H. R.
[Public, No. 297.1

H. 8687.]
8687.1
[Public, No. 297.1

Navy.
Navy.
Alterations authorAlterations
ized
of designated
ships.
designated ships.
ized of
Post,
1335.

Post, p.
p. 1335.

Fire-control systems.
Texas, the
and Texas,
New York
oil burning,
burning, and,
in addition,
addition, for
the New
York and
the purpur- Fire-control systems.
for the
and, in
oil
a
at
systems,
chase,
manufacture,
and
installation
of
new
fire-control
systems,
a
fire-control
of
new
chase, manufacture, and installation
total cost
not to
to exceed
in all.
all.
Construction of
$18,360,000 in
cost not
exceed $18,360,000
total
Construction
of eight
eight
cruisers.
scout
cruisers.
S
EC. 2.
That the
the President
President of
the United
States is
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized scout
United States
of the
SEC.
2. That
Post, p. 1336.
to undertake
undertake prior
1, 1927,
construction of
of the
the vessels
vessels Pot,p.1336
the construction
1927, the
July 1,
to July
prior to
to
enumerated
scout cruisers,
cruisers, carrying
carrying protection
protection and
enumerated below: Eight scout
armament
practo their size and type, to have the highest pracsuited to
armament suited
ticable
and the
desirable radius
radius of action, and
and to cost,
cost,
greatest desirable
the greatest
speed and
ticable speed
exclusive
of armor
armor and
and armament,
exclusive of
armament, not
not to
to exceed
exceed $11,100,000
$11,100,000 each;
each; Six
Six river
river boats.
boats.
six
gunboats, to
exclusive of armament, not to exceed Proviso.
cost, exclusive
to cost,
river gunboats,
six river
Armor and armaplant at
at
$700,000
each: Provided,
Provided, That
That in
in the
the construction
construction of
the vessels
vessels ment
ment from
from plant
of the
$700,000 each:
South Charleston, W.
discretion, to South
his discretion,
authorized, in
herein
enumerated the
is authorized,
in his
the President
President is
herein enumerated
Va. Charleston, W.
make
Charleston, West
ordnance plant at South Charleston,
the naval
naval ordnance
use of
of the
make use
Virginia,
for the
manufacture of
of armor
armor and
and armament
armament needed
for
needed for
the manufacture
Virginia, for
such vessels.
Work
such
vessels.
Work at
at navy
navy yards
yards
if cost
increased
cost not
not increased
if
by this
Vessels
or reconditioned
reconditioned by
this Act shall
shall be
be thereby.
constructed or
to be
be constructed
Vessels to
constructed or
or reconditioned
Government navy yards of the thereby.
the Government
in the
reconditioned in
constructed
facilities permit and when in the
United
and facilities
United States, when time and
judgment of
the Secretary
Secretary of the Navy such construction or reconof the
judgment
ditioning
an appreciable
increase in the cost to
appreciable increase
not involve
involve an
would not
ditioning would
Authorizations
the Government.
Government.
Authorizations subsubthe
treaty limitaS
EC. 3.
the alterations
alterations to
to capital
ships and
and the
the construction
construction ject
ect to
capital ships
That the
3. That
SEC.
tions.to treaty limitaPost, P.
p. iS.
1655.
of
new vessels
the authorization
authorization contained
contained in this Act shall
shall be tost,
under the
vessels under
of new
limiting naval
subject
the limitations
limitations prescribed
the treaty
treaty limiting
naval
by the
prescribed by
to the
subject to
Suspension
17, 1923.
August 17,
armament,
1923.
Suspensfen authorratified August
armament, ratified
ized if internat ional
if international
S
EC. 4.
That in
event of
conference for the ized
international conference
of an
an international
in the
the event
4. That
SEC.
conference
for
naval
for naval
conference
held.
imitation held.
empowered, imitation
limitation
of naval
armaments the
President is
hereby empowered,
is hereby
the President
naval armaments
limitation of
m
his discretion,
discretion, to
to suspend
alterations
whole or in part any or all alterations
suspend in whole
in his
or
authorized in this Act.
or construction
construction authorized
Approved,
December 18,
18, 1924.
Approved, December

CHAP. 14.—An
Act To
To authorize
indebtedness of the
settlement of the indebtedness
the settlement
authorize the
14.-An Act
CHAP.
Republic of
Lithuania to
the United
States of
of America.
America.
United States
to the
of Lithuania
Republic

December 22,
22, 1924.
1924.
December
06
[H. H. 110650.1
i.]
[H.
[Public, No.. 298.1
9.1
[ubi,

Be
it enacted
the Senate
of Representatives
Representatives of the Lithunia.
and House
House of
Senate and
by the
Be it
enacted by
Lithuania.
Settlement of
of its
its
settlement
assembled, That
United
That the
the settlesettle- World
in Congress
Congress assembled,
of America
America in
States of
United States
War indebtedness appWoved.
approved.
to the
Lithuania to
of Lithuania
the Republic
Republic of
ment
of the
the United
United ness
the indebtedness
indebtedness of
of the
ment of
Vol. 42, p. 363.
States of America made by the
the World War
War Foreign Debt CommisCommis- vol. 4 P-3.
States
sion
and approved
approved by
President upon the terms and conditions
the President
by the
sion and
as set
set forth
in Senate
Senate Document
Document Numbered
Numbered 168,
168, Sixty-eighth
Sixty-eighth Conforth in
as
gress, second
second session,
is hereby
approved in
in general
terms as follows:
follows:
general terms
hereby approved
session, is
gress,
Amount to be
t to be
The amount
the indebtedness
indebtedness to
be funded,
after allowing
allowing for fmdeo
funded, after
to be
funded.
of the
amount of
The
cash payments
payments made
made by
$6,030,000, which has been
been
Lithuania, is $6,030,000,
by Lithuania,
cash
computed
computed as follows:
follows:
458=*-25t----48
45822o-25t---48

720
720

SIXTY-EIGHTH
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.

Funding
of p
principal
Fund
in g of
rinci pal

and interest into
and
bonds.

ll

payable
Principal
PrinniFal P
u Fabie
instaments.

Prior payments
Pror
payments
lowed. ow

in

in

alal-

e

Interest rtes.
rates.
Interest

Acceptance of addi-

Acceptance of addi-

tional bonds for intertional
accrued interest.
est on
on accrued

Acceptance of United
States bonds in'
in pyd
payment.
ment.

States bonds

December 22,
1924.
22, 1924.
10851.1
[H. R. 10651.1
[Public, No. 299.1
299.J

Poland.

Settlement
Settlement

S
ESS. II.
II. CHs.
14, 15.
15.
CHS. 14,
SESS.

1924.
1924.

Principal amount of obligations to be funded,
Principal
funded, $4,981,628.03.
$4,981,628.03. Interest
1919, to June
June 15,
15, 1924, at the
thereon from
from June
June 30, 1919,
terest accrued
accrued thereon
rate of
of 4
1
4 per
per annum,
annum, $1,049,918.94.
Total principal
principal
$1,049,918.94. Total
rate
41/4
per centuni
centum per
and interest
interest accrued
accrued and
and unpaid
June 15,
15, 1924,
1924, $6,031,546.97.
$6,031,546.97.
as of
of June
unpaid as
and
Paid
in cash
cash by
by Lithuania
Lithuania September
September 22,
22, 1924,
1924, $1,546.97.
$1,546.97. Total
inTotal inPaid in
debtedness to
to be
be funded
funded into
into bonds,
$6,030,000.
bonds, $6,030,000.
debtedness
installments
The principal
principal of the bonds shall be paid in annual
annual installments
on June
June 15
15 of
of each
each year
up to
15, 1986,
on a
a
including June
June 15,
1986, on
year up
to and
and including
on
fixed
schedule, subject
subject to
the right
right of
of the
the Government
Government of
of the
Rethe Reto the
fixed schedule,
public
of Lithuania
to make
such payments
in three-year
periods.
payments'in
three-year periods.
Lithuania to
make such
public of
The
of the
first year's
year's installment
shall be
$30,000, the
the anbe $30,000,
anthe first
installment shall
The amount
amount of
nual
installments to
to increase
until in
the sixty-second
sixty-second year
amount
ye'ar the
the amount
increase until
in the
nual installments
of
installment will
be $227,000,
$227,000, the
the aggregate
aggregate installments
installments
will be
of the
the final
final installment
being
the total
principal of
of the
the indebtedness
be funded
funded
indebtedness to
to be
total principal
being equal
equal to
to the
into bonds.
into
bonds.
The Government
Government of the
the Republic
Republic of Lithuania
Lithuania shall
shall have the
right to pay off additional
additional amounts
amounts of the principal
principal of the bonds on
on
any interest
interest date
ninety days'
advance notice.
notice.
days' advance
date upon
upon ninety
any
Interest
on the
be payable
15
Interest on
the bonds
bonds shall
shall be
payable semiannually
semiannually on
on June
June 15
and
December 15
each year
year at
at the
the rate
rate of
of 33 per
per centum
centum per
per anan15 of
of each
and December
num from
from June
15, 1924,
1924, to
to June
at the
the rate
rate
June 15,
15, 1934,
1934, and
and thereafter
thereafter at
num
June 15,
of
per annum
annum until
until final
final payment.
payment.
3/22 per
per centum
centum per
of 3Y
The Government
Government of
The
Republic of
of Lithuania,
upon
of the
the Republic
Lithuania, at
at its
its option,
option, upon
not
less than
than ninety
days' notice,
notice, shall
have the
right to
pay up
up to
not less
ninety days'
shall have
the right
to pay
to
one-half
June 15,
15, 1924,
1924, and
and June
one-half of
of the
the interest
interest accruing
accruing between
between June
June
15, 1929,
$6,030,000 principal
amount of
bonds first
first to
be isison the
the $6,030,000
principal amount
of bonds
to be
15,
1929, on
sued,
in bonds
of Lithuania
Lithuania dated
bearing interest
interest from
the
sued, in
bonds of
dated and
and bearing
from the
respective
dates when
to be
paid thereby
thereby becomes
becomes due,
due,
respective dates
when the
the interest
interest to
be paid
with
maturities arranged
arranged serially
fall on
on each
each June
June 15,
15, in
in the
the sucsucwith maturities
serially to
to fall
June 15, 1986,
manner proceeding years up
up to
to June
1986, substantially
substantially in the manner
provided
bearing the
of
vided for the
the original
original issue
issue of bonds
bonds and
and bearing
the same
same rates
rates of
interest
substantially the
in mother respects
respects as such original
interest and substantially
the same
same in.other
original
issue of bonds.
bonds.
Any payment
payment of
of interest
may be
be made,
made, at
at the
opthe opof principal
principal may
or of
interest or
Any
tion of the Government
Government of the Republic
Lithuania, in
in any
any United
United
Republic of Lithuania,
States
Government obligations
after April
April 6,
1917, such
such obliobliStates Government
obligations issued
issued after
6, 1917,
gations to
taken at
at par
gations
to be
be taken
par and
and accrued
accrued interest.
interest.
Approved, December
1924.
Approved,
December 22,
22, 1924.
CHAP.
Act To
authorize the
the settlement
indebtedness of
the
of the
of the
the indebtedness
To authorize
settlement of
15.-An Act
CHAP. 15.-An
Republic
America, and
and for
for other
other purposes.
purposes.
Republic of
of Poland
Poland to
to the
the United
United States
States of
of America,

Be
enacted by the Senate and
the
Be it
it enacted
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the

of
of

United States
of America
assembled, That
the settlesettleThat the
in Congress
Congress assembled,
States of
America in
its United
ment of
of the indebtedness
indebtedness of
United
ment
of the
the Republic
Republic of
of Poland
Poland to
to the
the United
States
of America
America made
made by
by the
the World
World War
Foreign Debt
Debt CommisStates of
War Foreign
Commis-

its
World War
war indebtedindebtedapproved.
ness approved.
Vol. 42, p. 383.

World
"Vol 42, p. 3.

Amount of indebtedness.

Amount of indebted-

Funding of principal
andintgesf
and
interestpinipto
into
bonds.
bonds.

approved by
President upon
terms and
and conditions
conditions
sion and
and approved
by the
the President
upon the
the terms
Senate Document
Document Numbered
Numbered 169,
169, Sixty-eighth
Conas set
set forth
forth in Senate
Sixty-eighth Congress, second session,
hereby approved
session, is hereby
approved in general
general terms as follows:
follows:

indebtedness to be funded,
The amount
amount of the indebtedness
funded, after
after allowing for
for

payment made by Poland, is
which has
has been
been
cash payment
is $178,560,000,
$178,560,000, which

computed as
as follows:
follows: Principal
of obligations
obligations to
to be
be funded,
funded,
amount of
computed
Principal amount
$159,666,972.39: interest
interest accrued
accrued and
unpaid thereon
thereon to
December
$159,666.972.39:
and unpaid
to December
15.
15. 1922,
1922, at
at the
1
/
4 per
per annum,
annum, $18,898,053.60;
$18,898,053.60;
the rate
rate of
of 4
41/4
per centum
centum per

total principal and interest
interest accrued
accrued and unpaid as of December
December 15,
1922, $178,565,025.99;
$178.565.025.99; paid in cash by Poland November
November 14, 1924,
1924,
$5.025.99; total indebtedness
$5,025.99;
indebtedness to be funded
funded into bonds, $178,560,000.
$178,560,000.
Principal
payable in
Pinsipal paryable
The
the bonds
bonds shall
be paid
paid in
The principal
principal of
of the
shall be
in annual
annual installments
installments
installments.
insta ments
each year up to and including December 15, 1984,
December 15 of
including December
on December
of each year
year up to and including
December 15,
1984,
15, 1984,

SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH

SESS. II.
II. CHS.
Cns. 15,
16, 18.
18.
SESS.
15, 16,

1924.
1924.

721
721

on
schedule, subject
to the
the right
right of
of the
on aa fixed
fixed schedule,
subject to
of the
the Government
Government of
the
Republic
three-year periods.
periods.
Republic of
of Poland
Poland to
to make
make such
such payments
payments in
in three-year
$560,000, the
The amount
amount of
of the first year's
year's installment
installment shall
shall be
be $560,000,
the
annual installments
installments to
year the
the
annual
to increase
increase until the
the sixty-second
sixty-second year
amount of the final installment
installment will be $9,000,000,
$9,000,000, the
the aggregate
installments
installments being equal to
to
to the total principal
principal of the
the indebtedness
indebtedness to
be
funded into
be funded
into bonds.
payments alThe Government
have the
the right
right low
P
e
rr payments
The
Government of
of the
the Republic
Republic of
of Poland
Poland shall
shall have
rior
alto
pay off
off additional
additional amounts
principal of
the bonds
bonds on
on any
any
to pay
amounts of
of the
the principal
of the
interest
ninety days'
days' advance
notice.
interest date
date upon
upon ninety
advance notice.
Interest
on the
shall be
on December
Interest rates.
rates.
Interest on
the bonds
bonds shall
be payable
payable semiannually
semiannually on
December Interest
15 and June 15 of each year at the rate of 3
annum
3 per centum
centum per annum
from December 15,
December 15,
1932, and
thereafter at
at
15, 1922, to December
15, 1932,
and thereafter
the
of 31/2
31
/ per
2
final payment.
the rate
rate of
per centum
centum per
per annum
annum until
until final
payment.
The
the Republic
option to
t°
ptional paYments
The Government
Government of
of the
Republic of
of Poland
Poland shall
shall have
have the
the option
DemberPaY
15,
December
15, 1929.
reference to payments on account
with reference
interest
account of
of principal
principal and interest
December 15,
falling due on or before December
is, 1929, under
terms of the
under the terms
agreement,
the dates
dates specified.
specified.
agreement, to make
make the following
following payments
payments on
on the
June
15, 1925,
1925 $500,000;
$500,000; December
$500,000; June
15, Amounts.
June 15,
December 15,
15, 1925,
1925, $500,000;
June 15,
1926, $750,000;
$750,000; December 15, 1926, $750,000;
$750,000; June 15, 1927, $1,000,000;
$1,000,000;
December
December 15, 1927, $1,000,000;
$1,000,000; June 15,
15, 1928,
$1,250,000; December
December
1928, $1,250,000;
15,
1928, $1,250,000;
$1,250,000; June
15, 1928,
June 15,
$1,500,000; December
15, 1929,
1929, Acceptance
15, 1929,
1929, $1,500,000;
December 15,
of bonds
Acceptance
$1,500,000; total,
total, $10,000,000,
the balance,
balance, including
including infor babnce.
of bonds
$1,500,000;
$10,000,000, and
and to
to pay
pay the
in- forbalance.
terest on all overdue payments
payments at
centum per annum,
at the
the rate of
of 3
3 per
per centum
annum,
in bonds of Poland,
15, 1929,
bearing interest
Poland, dated
dated December
December 15,
1929, bearing
interest at
at
3 per centum per annum
to
the rate of 3
annum from December
December 15, 1929,
1929, to
December 15, 1932, and thereafter
rate of 31/2 per
per centum
centum
thereafter at
at the rate
per annum,
mature serially
serially on
on December
December 15
of each
each
annum, such
such bonds
bonds to
to mature
15 of
year
year up to and including December
December 15,
substantially in
in the
15, 1984, substantially
the
same manner
same in
as
manner and to
to be substantially
substantially the same
in other respects as
the bonds of Poland
Poland received at the time
time of the
the funding
funding of the
the
indebtedness.
indebtedness.
Payments
Pair
nenta
s may
m y be
Any payment
payment of
of interest
or of
Any
interest or
of principal
principal may
may be
be made,
at the
mad in United
L' ited aStates
Statbe
es
made, at
the mde
Republic of Poland, in any United bonds.
option of the Government of the Republic
bonds '
after April
1917, such obStates Government obligations
obligations issued
issued after
April 6,
6, 1917,
obligations to be taken at
accrued interest.
at par
par and
and accrued
Approved, December
December 22, 1924.
1924.

CHAP.
16.-Joint Resolution
CHAP. 18.-Joint
Resolution Extending
Extending appropriation
appropriation in connection
connection with
investigation.
Columbia Basin investigation.

December
1924.
December 22,
22, 1924.
[S. J. Res. 157.1
S. J. Res. 157. 1 [Pub. Res., No. 40.1

[Pub. Res.. No. 40.1

Resolved
Representatives of
of the
the
Resolved by the Senate and
and House of
of Representatives
Columbia River BaUnited States
States of America
United
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled, That the unex- si
sin.
0Colu bia River Ba
Reappropriation for
pended
contained in
in the
the Act
Act of
of March
March investigating
pended balance
balance of
of the
the appropriation
appropriation contained
Reappropriation
for
irrigation
4, 1923
(Forty-second Statutes.
at Large,
Large, page
appro- problems of.
4,
1923 (Forty-second
Statutes.at
page 1540),
1540), making
making approof.
Vol. 42, p. 1540.
priations for
investigation of
of the
feasibility of
irrigation by
gravity Vol 42' p 1540.
priations
for investigation
the feasibility
of irrigation
by gravity
or pumping,
pumping, water sources,
sources, water storage,
related problems in
in
storage, and related
project, is hereby reappropriated
connection with Columbia
Columbia Basin
Basin project,
reappropriated
and made available
available immediately and to continue
continue available
until
available until
the fifteenth day
day of
of February,
February, 1925.
1925.
Approved, December
Approved,
December 22,
22, 1924.
1924.
December 24,
24, 1924.
1924.
December

CHAP. 18.-An
18.-An Act
Act To
amend section
98 of
the Judicial
Judicial Code,
Code, providing
providing for
for
of the
CHAP.
To amend
section 98
of the
United States
States District
District Court
Court at
North Carolina.
the holding of
the United
at Shelby,
Shelby, North
Carolina.

[H. R. 8657.1
H. R18657.1
[Public, No. 300.1

[Pbic, No. 300.

enacted by the
Be it
it enacted
Representatives of
of the
the NorthCaroia
the Senate
Senate and House
House of Representatives
North Carolina westwestern judicial district.
United States
States of America
America in
United
in Congress
98 of
of er
Congress assembled,
assembled, That section
section 98
judii district.
Vol. 41, p. 532, amendthe Judicial
Judicial Code be, and
and the same is
is hereby,
hereby, amended
amended by adding
adding ed. '
532,med
the following language:
language:

722
722

SIXTY-EIGHTH
SIXTYEIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS . S
ESS. II.
If.
SEES.

CRS.
18, 19,
27, 28.
28.
CHs. 18,
19, 27,

1924, 1925.
1924,
1925.

"That terms
of the
the District
the United
United States
for the
the
terms of
District Court
Court of
of the
States for
Carolina shall
Western District of North
North Carolina
shall be
held in
in each
each and
every
be held
and
every
Proviso.
Proviso.
Shelby, North
Provided, That
That suitable
North Carolina:
Carolina: Provided,
suitable
Rooms tb be fur
fur-_ year in the town of Shelby,
nished.
Dished.
accommodations for holding
accommodations
holding court
court at
at Shelby
are furnished
furnished free
of
Shelby are
free of
expense
expense to
the United
States."
to the
United States."
Approved,
Approved, December
December 24,
24, 1924.
1924.
Terms of

court, ShelTerms of court,
Shelby.

December 24, 1924.
December
1924.
[3. J. Res. 159.]
[S.
[Pub. Res.,
Res., No. 41.]

CHAP.
CHAP. 19.-Joint
19.—Joint Resolution
for the
the control
control and
Resolution Providing
Providing for
and eradication
eradication of
of
the European fowl
fowl pest
pest and similar diseases
diseases in poultry.
poultry.

Resolved
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
of the
Resolved by
by the
and House
House of
Representativesof
the United
United
States of America
States
assembled, That
not to
exceed $100,000
$100,000
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That not
to exceed
frAnteadca
of the
of $3,500,000,
contained in
in the
the Second
Defiof
the appropriation
appropriation of
$3,500,000, contained
Second Defip. 682.
ciency Appropriation
Appropriation Act, fiscal
December 5,
ciency
fiscal year
year 1924, approved
approved December
5,
1924, for the eradication
eradication of tile
the foot-and-mouth
disease and
and other
other
foot-and-mouth disease
infectious diseases
contagious or infectious
diseases of
animals, is
made available
available
of animals,
is hereby
hereby made
to enable the
the Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture to provide
means to
to control
control
provide means
and eradicate
fowl pest
diseases in
in poultry:
poultry:
Prom.
and
eradicate the
the European
European fowl
pest and
and similar
similar diseases
Provisos.
available.
Time available.
Provided,
shall remain
Provided, That the sum herein
herein granted
granted shall
remain available
available for
for
No
payment for poulNotaymetforpoulthe
purposes of this Act
Act until June
June 30,
30, 1926:
1926: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
That
try condemned.
no part of this sum shall be used
the payment
payment of
of indemnities
indemnities for
used for
for the
for
condemned
poultry.
condemned poultry.
Approved,
Approved, December
December 24,
24, 1924.
1924.
European fowl pest.
European
pest.
Amount
authorized
Amount authorize
for eradicating.

January 6,1925.
6, 1925.
[H. R. 3511.]
35111
[Public, No. 301.]

CHAP. 27.-An
CHAP.
27.—An Act To extend
extend relief to the
the claimants
claimants in
16 north,
north,
in township
township 16
ranges 32 and 33 east, Montana
Montana meridian,
meridian, Montana.
ranges
Montana.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
al- United
States of
of America in
United States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That if by reason
in of
of the
the adjustment
adjustment to
the plat
plat of
resurvey of
of entries
entries in
16
to the
of resurvey
in township
township 16
north of ranges 32 and 33 east of the Montana
Montana principal
principal meridian,
meridian,
Montana,
Montana, entrymen
entrymen or
or their
assigns ha
ve heretofore
here t
of
ore acquired
acqu i
re d or
or
their assigns
have
may hereafter
hereafter acquire
acquire patents
patents. to
area than
than s
uc h entries
en t
ri
es w
hen
to a
a less
less area
such
when
made were believed to contain,
contain, the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
Interior may,
may,
regulations as
under such rules
rules and regulations
as he
he may
prescribe, cause
cause patents
may prescribe,
patents
assigns for
to issue to such entrymen
entrymen or their assigns
for such
area of
surveyed,
such area
of surveyed,
unreserved,
unappropriated, nonmineral
nonmineral public
unreserved, unappropriated,
public land
land in
in the
the State
State of
of
Montana,
Montana, not
not containing
containing merchantable
merchantable timber, as when
when added to
to the
Proros
area
area to which the
were adjusted
equal the
area the
entries
the entries
entries were
adjusted will
will equal
the area
Provisos.
the entries
Time
limit for apply- were supposed
Timelimitforapplysupposed to contain
contain when
when made:
made: Provided,
Provided, That
applications
That applications
ing.
in.
for
additional area
for such
such additional
area shall be filed within six months from
from the
the
Public lands.
dditionanlarea
Additional
area
Additional
area allowed
entrymen
in
lowed
entrymen
Montana to correct
erroneoussurveys.
erroneous
surveys.

No further or

No further proof or

fees required.
required.

January 6,
January
1925.
6, 1925.
R. 4818.]
4818.1
[H. it.
[Public, No.
No. 302.]
302.]
iPublic,

Quapaw
Agency InInQuapaw Agency
dians.
Okla.
dians, Okla.

date of the issuance
o
of patent or within six months from the

te oft
e
additional
isds uance
patent
tenshtaolrl with
issue
in six onths from
r the
final
apassage
hereof
date
ai
ad
if hpatent
has already
issued:
p
proof
r
if
i
ssue d:Provided
Provided further,
further, That
That
at passage
patents
patents
for
fo such additional
nalofarea shall issue without
withou t further final proof
and without
without payment of
or commissions.
of fees or
commissions.
Approved, January
6, 1925.
January 6,
1925.

CHAP. 28.—An
28.-An Act To perfect the title of purchasers
CHAP.
purchasers of Indian
Indian lands sold
sold
under the provisions
provisions of the Act of Congress
under
Congress of
3, 1909
1909 (Thirty-fifth
of March 3,
(Thirty-fifth
Statutes
Statutes at Large,
Large, page
page 751),
the regulations
thereto as
as applied
applied to
to
751), and
and the
regulations pursuant
pursuant thereto
Indians of the
Agency.
Indians
the Quapaw
Quapaw Agency.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Represe nt
atives of
ofthe
th
e
by the
the Senate
, it
United States of
United
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That in
in all
all cases
cases
of America
where lands allotted to members
members of any of
of the
the tribes
tribes belonging
belonging to
to the
the

SIXTY-EIGHTH
S
IXTYEIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.

SESS. II.
II. CHS.
ens. 28,
29, 31.
SESS.
28, 29,
31.

723
723

1925.
1925.

Title in
fee
to purQuapaw
Oklahoma are held under
Quapaw
under a
atrust
patent chasers
trust or other
other patent
in unrestricted
fee to
Title
purcontinin Agency in Oklahoma
of unrestricted
containing
restrictions on
alienation,
and
said
restrictions
have
been
allotment
of.
containing restrictions
on alienation, and said restrictions have been allotment of.
or shall
shall hereafter
of the
of the
the
hereafter be
be removed
removed by order
order of
the Secretary
Secretary of
751.
Interior
pursuant to
the Act
Act of
March 3,
Interior pursuant
to the
of March
3, 1909
1909 (Thirty-fifth
Statutes Vol.
(Thirty-fifth Statutes
ol. 35, p.p. 751.
at Large,
Large, page
751), or
lands or
any portion
portion thereof
have been
been
at
page 751),
or said
said lands
or any
thereof have
allottee or
or his
his heirs
under the
the
or shall
shall hereafter
hereafter be
be sold by
by said
said allottee
heirs under
Secretary of
to said
Act,
regulations of
of the Secretary
of the
the Interior
Interior pursuant
pursuant to
said Act,
deed of
heirs executed
after the
of
the deed
of such
such allottee
allottee or
or his
his heirs
executed after
the removal
removal of
such
when approved
approved by the Secretary
the Interior,
Intertor,
such restrictions, or when
Secretary of
of the
shall convey
title to
lands or
interest so
so sold
the same
same as
as
shall
convey full
full title
to the
the lands
or interest
sold the
Proviso.
if
a fee
fee simple
had been
been issued
foriSo.not affected.
if a
simple patent
patent without
without restrictions
restrictions had
issued to
to the
the Lands
allottee: Provided,
That nothing
this Act
be construed
construed to
to
allottee:
Provided, That
nothing in
in this
Act shall
shall be
ff
apply to
to the
lands of
Kaw or
or Osage
Indians, or
or to
to lands
lands of
of
of the
the Kaw
Osage Indians,
apply
the lands
Indians of
Civilized Tribes
Indians
of the
the Five Civilized
Tribes in Oklahoma.
Approved,
6, 1925.
Approved, January
January .6,
1925.

CHAP. 29.-An
29.—An Act To amend an
an Act approved
approved March 3, 1909,
1909, entitled
entitled
"An Act for the removal of the restrictions
restrictions on alienation
lands of allottees
"An
alienation of lands
of the Quapaw Agency,
Agency, Oklahoma,
Oklahoma, and the sale of all tribal lands, school,
agency, or other buildings on any
any of the reservations
reservations within the
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of such
such
agency,
purposes."
agency, and for other purposes."

January 6,
6, 1925.
January
[H. R.
R. 7453.1
[Public, No. 303.1

[H. 7453.1
[Public, No. 303.]

-

Be
enacted by
by the
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
Be it
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
and House
Quapaw Agency InUnited
of America
That section
section 11dians, Okla.
States of
United States
in Congress
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
oakl.en
Sale of homestead
of the
the Act
Act of
March 3,
1909 (Thirty-fifth
(Thirty-fifth United
United States
States Statutes
of
of March
3, 1909
Statutes allotments
Sale
of to,
homestead
permitto,
permitted.
at
page 751),
Act for
for the
the removal
of the
the tend.
at Large,
Large, page
751), being
being "An
"An Act
removal of
Vol. 35, p. 752, amend
amend
restrictions
on alienation
alienation of
lands of
allottees of
of the
Quapaw ed.
restrictions on
of lands
of allottees
the Quapaw
Agency,
Oklahoma, and
sale of
of all
all tribal
tribal lands,
lands, school,
agency,
Agency, Oklahoma,
and the
the sale
school, agency,
or other
other buildings
buildings on
the reservations
within the
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction
or
on any
any of
of the
reservations within
of such
such agency,
agency, and
and for
purposes," be,
be, and
and the
same is
is hereby
hereby
of
for other
other purposes,"
the same
amended so
to authorize
authorize the
sales, under
under regulations
regulations prescribed
prescribed
amended
so as
as to
the sales,
by the
the Secretary
of the
upon application
of allottees
allottees
by
Secretary of
the Interior,
Interior, and
and upon
application of
of the
the Quapaw
Quapaw Agency,
Agency,
or heirs
heirs of lands
lands allotted
allotted to
to Indians
Indians of
Oklahoma, and
Oklahoma,
and now held and designated
designated as homesteads,
homesteads, whenever
whenever
in the opinion of the
the Secretary
Secretary such
such sales
sales would
would be
be for the best
best
interests of the applicants.
applicants.
Approved,
January 6,
Approved, January
6, 1925.
1925.

CHAP. 31.—An
31.-An Act Granting
Congress to the State of
Granting the consent
consent of
of Congress
Alabama, through its highway
highway department,
Alabama,
department, to construct
construct and maintain
maintain a
a bridge
bridge
across the Coosa River at or near Leesburg,
Leesburg, Alabama.
,Be
Be it
it enacted
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
enacted by
by the
the Senate
arnd House
House of
United
of America in
baited States
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the consent
That the
consent
Alabama, through
through
of
granted to the State of Alabama,
is hereby
hereby granted
of Congress
Congress is
its highway department,
department, to
and
to construct
construct and maintain
maintain aa bridge
bridge and
approaches thereto
a point suitable
approaches
thereto across
across the Coosa River, at a
suitable to
the interests
navigation, at
or near
Alabama, in
in
the
interests of
of navigation,
at or
near Leesburg,
Leesburg, Alabama,
accordance with the provisions
provisions of the Act entitled "An
accordance
"An Act to
regulate
construction of
bridges over
navigable waters,"
waters,"
regulate the construction
of bridges
over navigable
approved March
approved
1906.
March 23,
23, 1906.
SEc.
right to alter,
hereby
alter, amend,
amend, or
or repeal
repeal this
this Act
Act is hereby
SEC. 2.
2. That
That the right
expressly reserved.
expressly
reserved.
Approved,
January 7,
1925.
Approved, January
7, 1925.

January 7, 1925.
Sanuary

I.[H. R.. 951
s.
4518.1

[Public,
301.]
[Public, No. 364.1
a River.

Coosa River.

Alabamamaybridge,
Alabama may bridge,

at Leesburg.
atLeesburg.

Construction.
constuction.
Vol. 34, P.
Vl.
34 p 84-.
84

Amendment,
Amendment.

724
724
January
7,1925.
Jnuary 7,1925.
[H. R. 28694
2569.1
Public, No.
[Public,
No. 305.11

SIXTY-EIGHTH
SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.

II. CH.
CH. 32.
32.
SESS. II.

1925.
1925.

CHAP.
States Industrial
CHAP. 32.-An
32.—An Act
Act For the establishment
establishment of aa United States
Industrial
Reformatory.
Reformatory.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
of Representatives
the
and House
House of
Representatives of
of the
United States
of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
United
States of
assembled, That the
the Attorney
Attorney
General, the Secretary
Secretary of War, and
and the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
Interior
be, and
and are
are hereby,
authorized and
be,
hereby, authorized
and directed
directed to
select a
an
to select
a site
site for
for an
iindustrial reformatory
reformatory which
industrial
shall be
be used
used for
for the
the confinement
confinement of
which shall
of
male
between the
ages of
of seventeen
male persons between
the ages
seventeen and
and thirty
thirty years,
years, who
who
states.
hae
shall be
be convicted
convicted of
haik been or shall
of offenses
offenses against
against the
the United
United
States, including
persons convicted
including persons
by general
general courts-martial
and
convicted by
courts-martial and
consular courts, and sentenced
sentenced for
terms of
of imprisonment
for more
more
for terms
imprisonment for
Exception.
Exception.
than one year, with or without hard
except those
than
hard labor,
labor, except
those who
who have
have
been convicted
convicted previously
previously of an
offense punishable
punishable by
an offense
by imprisonment
imprisonment
for more
more than one year,
year, and except
except also
also those
convicted of
of treason,
treason,
those convicted
Pri.
murder
murder
in
the
first
or
second
degree,
rape,
or
arson,
and
those
in
the
first
or
second
degree,
rape,
or
arson,
and
those
Proviso.
Sentences
Sentences allowed sentenced
Provided,
That
sentenced to life imprisonment:
imprisonment: Provided,
it shall
shall be
be sufficient
sufficient
it
without
without specifying
specifying
clase
of iprisonnt.
for the
to sentence
sentence said
the courts
courts to
class of
of offenders
to imprisonment
said class
offenders to
imprisonment
class of imprisonment. for
in the penitentiary
penitentiary without
without specifying
particular penitentiary
penitentiary
specifying the
the particular
or the United
Industrial Reformatory
United States Industrial
the imprisonment
Reformatory and
and the
imprisonment
shall be in such
such penitentiary
or the
the United
Industrial
penitentiary or
United States
States Industrial
Reformatory
Attorney General
Reformatory as the
the Attorney
shall from
from time
time to
to time
time
General shall
designate.
designate.
st
Estimates of
cost to
bestmaes
of co
to
SEC.
2. That upon
the selection
SEC. 2. That
upon the
selection of an appropriate
appropriate site the
the
be submitted.
Attorney
General shall submit
Attorney General
submit to Congress estimate
estimate of
of the
of
the cost
cost of
purchasing
the
same,
together
with
. estimates of the expense necesse
of
eligible
conpurchasing
the
same,
together
with estimates of the expense necesUse of eligible convict labor
labor for
for construe
construc- sary
the proper
sary to construct the
proper buildings
buildings thereon.
thereon. For
For the
the purpose
purpose of
of
tion.
construction
of
such
buildings
the Attorney
Attorney General shall employ
construction of
employ
the labor of such United States
States prisoners confined
confined in
the United
United
in the
States
penitentiary, Atlanta, Georgia, the
States penitentiary,
penitenthe United
United States
States penitentiary, Leavenworth,
Leavenworth, Kansas,
Kansas, the
the United
United States
States penitentiary,
cNeil
penitentiary, M
McNeil
Island, Washington,
and State
State or
or Territorial
prisons, penitentiaries,
penitentiaries,
Washington, and
Territorial prisons,
or reformatories,
reformatories, who
for confinement
said United
United
who are
are eligible
eligible for
confinement in
in said
States Indutrial
Reformatory under
Indutrial Reformatory
provisions of
of this
this Act,
Act, and
under the
the provisions
and
who can
can be used, under proper
proper guard,
guard, in
the work
necessary to
to
in the
work necessary
Estimates for maintentat
nce
or
tenance.
construct the buildings.
buildings. The
The Attorney
Attorney General
General at
time,
at the
the same
same time,
and annually thereafter, shall .submit
in detail
detail for
for all
submit estimates
estimates in
all
expenses of maintaining
reformatory, including
including
maintaining the
the said
said industrial
industrial reformatory,
, e.,
salaries
of all
and employees.
employees.
salaries of
all necessary
necessary officers
officers and
Plans, etc., to be prepared by Architect
Architect of
SEC.
SEC. 3. That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
Treasury is
is hereby
hereby authorized,
of the
the
Treasury
authorized,
the
Treasury.
heTreasury
upon the request
Attorney General,
upon
request of the Attorney
General, to
cause the
the plans,
plans, drawto cause
drawings, designs, specifications,
specifications, and
estimates for
for the
the remodeling
remodeli ng and
an d
and estimates
construction
necessary buildings
construction of the
the necessary
buildings to
to be
be prepared
in the
Office
prepared in
the Office
of the Supervising
Supervising Architect
of the
Department, and
and the
Architect of
the .Treasury
Treasury Department,
the
proino.
r
work
of remodeling
remodeling and
work of
constructing the
said buildings
buildings to
to be
and constructing
the said
be
Proviso.
Reimbursement.
Reimbursement.
supervised by the field force
force of said
said office:
Provided, That
That the
office: Provided,
the proper
proper
appropriations
appropriations for
maintenance of
of the
the Office
Office of
of
for the
the support
support and
and maintenance
the Supervising
Supervising Architect be reimbursed
reimbursed for
for the
cos tof
of preparing
the cost
preparing
specifications, and
such plans, drawings, designs,
designs, specifications,
and estimates
estimates for
for the
the
aforesaid work, and the supervision
supervision of the remodeling
remodeling and
and construcconstruction
of said
said buildings.
buildings.
onrol
tion of
Control vested in
Attorney
enerald
SEC.
management of the
Attorney General.
States
S
EC. 4.
4. That
That the
the control and management
the United
United States
Industrial Reformatory
Reformatory shall be vested in the Attorney
Industrial
Attorney General,
General,
who .shall have power
power to appoint aa superintendent,
superintendent, assistant
ass i
st
an t
superintendent,
superintendent, and all other officers
officers necessary
necessary for
for the
the safe-keeping,
safe-keepi ng,
care, protection,
protection, instruction,
and di
scipli ne of
ofthe
th e i
nmates.
instruction, and
discipline
inmates.
Discipline, etc.,
etc., to
to
Discipline,
SEC.
5. That
to be
be observed
observed in
S
ED. 5.
That the
the discipline
discipline to
in said
said United
United States
prevent young
prevent
young offendoffender
ers becoming
beoing habitual
habitual Industrial
Industrial Reformatory
Reformatory shall be correctional
correctional and designed
designed to
criminals.
prevent young
offenders from
young offenders
from becoming
becoming habitual criminals. It
It shall
shall
be the duty of the Attorney
General to provide
Attorney General
provide for
for the
the instruction
instruction
Industrial ReformaReformaIndustrial
tory.
Selection of
Selction
of site
site for,
for
by Attorney General
and Secretaries
Secretaries of War
and
and Interior.
Interior
For males
albetween17
For
between 17
and
convicted of
of ofofand 30
30 convicted
fenses against United
States.

a
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of
inmates in
branches of
of an
education,
an English
English education,
in the
the common
common branches
of the
the inmates
and
for their
their training
training in
such trade,
industry, or
or skilled
skilled vocation
vocation
trade, industry,
in such
and for
as
will enable
inmates, upon
to obtain
self-supporting Schools, etc., to be
release, to
obtain self-supporting
said inmates,
upon release,
as will
enable said
Schols, etc., t o
n to be
For establishedtn
employment and
and to
to become
of society.
establioshed in.
society. For
members of
become self-reliant
self-reliant members
employment
this purpose
purpose the
Attorney General
General shall
shall establish
establish and
and maintain
maintain
the Attorney
this
trade schools in said industrial reformatory,
a
reformatory,
school and trade
a common
common school
and
to promulgate
such rules
and
all such
rules and
promulgate all
authority to
shall have
have authority
and shall
regulations for
for the
of the
of said
said industrial
industrial
the officers
officers of
the government
government of
regulations
he may
may deem proper and
reformatory and the inmates
inmates thereof as he
and
reformatory
necessary.
necessary.
SEC. 6.
That the
the inmates
of the
the United
United States
States industrial
Products of, onlyfor
for
industrial Prdctsfonly
SEc.
6. That
inmates of
Governiaent supplies.
reformatory shall
shall be
be employed
employed only
only in
in the
the production
and
production and
reformatory
manufacture of
of supplies
supplies for
for
Government, for
the United
United States Government,
for the
manufacture
consumption in
institutions, and
duties necessary
necessary
and in duties
States institutions,
in United
United States
consumption
for
the construction
and maintenance
of the
the institution.
institution.
maintenance of
for the
construction and
SEc.
SEC. 7. That the Attorney
Attorney General
General is hereby
authorized, in
xor
ns
a,
nsz.,r
rsons
0
hereby authorized,
in his
his p
priTsnecr
pfrom
prisons,
etc., pe
persons
discretion, to
to the
United States
reformatory, eligibe
e
n:I
li:lair
for
confinefor
industrial reformatory,
the United
States industrial
to transfer
transfer to
discretion,
as accommodations
accommodations become available,
available, all persons eligible under the
as
reformatory
confinement in said industrial reformatory
terms of
of this Act for confinement
who
or shall
the United
States
United States
in the
be, confined
confined in
shall hereafter
hereafter be,
are now,
now, or
who are
Penitentiary,
Georgia; the United
Penitentiary, Atlanta,
United States Penitentiary,
Atlanta, Georgia;
Penitentiary,
McNeil
Kansas; the United States Penitentiary,
Leavenworth, Kansas;
Penitentiary, McNeil
Leavenworth,
Island,
Washington;
and
State
and
Territorial
prisons,
prisons,
Territorial
and
and
State
Washington;
Island,
reformatories, and who are proper
penitentiaries,
penitentiaries, or reformatories,
proper subjects for
for
industrial reformatory:
Provided, ri;hort-term
confinement
in said
States industrial
confinement in
said United
United States
reformatory: Provided,
rm sentences
sentencce
That the
the Attorney
General shall
excepted .
shall not transfer any prisoner who has excepted.
Attorney General
That
less than
months to
to serve
serve of
for which
which he
he was
was sentenced.
sentenced. Ineligibles and inless
than nine
nine months
of the
the term
term for
The Attorney
is hereby
authorized, in
his discretion,
discretion, at
Ineligibles
andtransto be
betransat corrigibles
corrigibles
in his
hereby authorized,
General is
Attorney General
The
any
the United
from.
erred from.
reformatory ferred
industrial reformatory
States industrial
United States
from the
to transfer
transfer from
any time
time to
penitentiaries, or aa suitable
to any
any of the aforesaid United
United States penitentiaries,
State or
or Territorial
who
person who
or reformatory,
reformatory, any person
penitentiary or
Territorial penitentiary
State
therein under the terms
is
terms of this Act,
Act,
confinement therein
ineligible for confinement
is ineligible
or any person who is apparently
apparently incorrigible,
incorrigible, and whose
whose presence
presence
in the
the said
said United
reformatory is detrimental
detrimental to
States industrial
industrial reformatory
United States
in
the
of the
the institution.
Such transfer
in the
of transfers.
Manosfe
the case
case Manner
shall, in
transfer shall,
institution. Such
the well-being
well-being of
reformatory, be
States penitentiaries
of
penitentiaries and industrial
industrial reformatory,
of the United States
made by
the warden
or superintendent
of the
institution from
from which
which
the institution
superintendent of
warden or
by the
made
is to be
be made, and in the case of State and Territorial
the transfer
transfer is
penitentiaries, or
reformatories, such transfer shall be made by
by
or reformatories,
penitentiaries,
United States
marshal of
of the
the judicial
judicial district
the United
States marshal
district in
in which
which the
the Payment of transfers.
fers.
institution from
from which
which the
the transfer
transfer is
is to
to be
be made
made is
The Pamentoft
is located.
located. The
institution
actual and
expenses of
warden, superintendent,
superintendent, or
or
of such warden,
and necessary
necessary expenses
actual
marshal
marshal in making such transfer shall be paid, in the case of
of
transfer from the United States
States penitentiaries
penitentiaries and industrial
transfer
reformatory, from
from the
the maintenance
maintenance of the
appropriation for the
the appropriation
reformatory,
particular institution,
institution, and,
and, in
in the
of transfer
transfer from
and
from State and
case of
the case
particular
Territorial
reformatories, out
out of
Territorial penitentiaries,
penitentiaries, or
or reformatories,
of the
the judicial
judicial funds.
funds. Board
Bod of
itn
of citizen
ddviserstobeappointed.
of prominence
prominence and
States of
the United
United States
two citizens
citizens of
S
EC. 8.
of the
and visers
to be appoint.ead.
8. That two
SEC.
distinction,
shall be
by the
President for
for terms
Terms."
of Terms
terms of
the President
be appointed
appointed by
who shall
distinction, who
two
and four
respectively, from
the date
date of
of the
effect
taking effect
the taking
from the
four
v years,
ears, respectively,
two and
of this Act, the term of each to be designated by the President,
four years,
years,
but their
successors shall
terms of four
for terms
appointed for
shall be
be appointed
but
their successors
appointed
a vacancy
except
vacancy shall be appointed
to fill a
chosen to
any person chosen
except that
that any
only for
unexpired term
term of
whom he
succeed,
he shall succeed,
the citizen
citizen whom
of the
only
for the
the unexpired
and
without compensation,
shall constitute,
constitute,. together
and who
who shall
shall serve
serve without
compensation, shall
together
er ocials desigwith the
of the
the United
the superintendent
„gdh.
er officials
superintendent nated.
States, the
United States,
General of
Attorney General
the Attorney
with
of prisons
of Justice,
Justice, and
of
the superintendent
superintendent of
and the
Department of
of the
the Department
of
prisons of
without
the United
reformatory., who shall serve without
industrial reformatory,
States industrial
the
United States
additional
compensation, aa board
advisers of said
reformatory.
said reformatory.
board of
of advisers
additional compensation,
It
the duty
said board
board to
devise ways
ways and
and means
means looking
looking 'D"O
Duti°3to devise
of said
duty of
be the
It shall
shall be
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to the reestablishment
reestablishment in society
society of
of the
discharged theretherethe inmates
inmates discharged
from, whether by pardon,
pardon, commutation,
commutation, parole,
expiration of
of
parole, or
or expiration
sentence, particularly
particularly with aa view
and remiuremuview of
of securing
securing suitable
suitable and

said discharged
ofexpenses. nerative
nerative employment
employment for
for said
discharged inmates:
inmates: Provided,
Provided, That
That
board shall
the expenses of said board
of the
the appropriation
shall be paid
paid out
out of
appropriation for
for
the maintenance
maintenance of
of the
reformatory.
the reformatory.
Parole el
eligibility
of
igibiity of
SEC.
9. That the inmates of the United
S
EC. 9.
United States Industrial
Industrial ReformReforminmates.
Vol. 36,
36, p.819.
Vol.
p..819.
atory shall be eligible for parole
parole under sections
sections 1, 2,
2, 3,
4, 5,
5, 6,
6, 7,
3, 4,
7,
and 88 of the Act of Congress approved
approved June
25, 1910,
1910, being
June 25,
being an
an
Act to provide for the parole
parole of
prisoners and
and for
for
of United States
States prisoners
other purposes, which
hereby made
made to
to apply
to all
which provisions
provisions are
are hereby
apply to
all
inmates of
shall be
entitled to
to
iduct cornGood con
conduct
com- inmates
of said
said reformatory.
Good
reformatory. Such
Such inmates
inmates shall
be entitled
mutation.
allowance for
in accordance
Vol. commutation
commutation allowance
for good
good conduct
conduct in
accordance with
with the
the
Vol. 32, p.397;
Vol.
1 . 397; Vol.
36,,P.
p. 819; Vol.
vol. 37, pp. provisions of the Act of Congress
Congress approved June
1902, and
June 21,
21, 1902,
and
650.
8W0.
commutation for
entitled "An Act to regulate commutation
conduct for
for
for good
good conduct
United States prisoners,
prisoners," and the Acts amendatory
amendatory thereof
thereof and
and
supplemental thereto.
Transportation,
Transpi rtation, supplemental thereto.
clothing, and
SEC. 10.
That every
every prisoner,
from the
the United
United
cash° on
SEC.
and cash
10. That
prisoner, when
when discharged
discharged from
discharge.
discharge.
States Industrial
Reformatory, shall
Industrial Reformatory,
shall be
be furnished
furnished with
with transportatransportaconviction, or
tion to place
place of conviction,
or place
or to
place of
of bona
bona fide
fide residence,
residence, or
to
such other place within the United States
as may
may be
authorized by
States as
be authorized
by
the Attorney
Attorney General, and he shall also be
with suitable
be furnished
furnished with
suitable
clothing
and
$10
in
money.
money.
in
$10
and
re-clothing
las
nt
Inconsistent
Ineonsiste laws repealed.
pealed.
SEC.
SEC. 11. That all Acts and
parts of
of Acts
inconsistent with
and parts
Acts inconsistent
with the
the
provisions of this
provisions
are hereby
hereby repealed.
this Act
Act are
repealed.
Approved, January
January 7,
7, 1925.
1925.
36

January
1925.*
January 7, 1925

CH A P . 33.—An
33.-An Act
Act To
To provide
provide for
for the disposition of moneys paid to or
CHAP.
or
received
by any
official as
bribe, which
received by
any official
as aa bribe,
which may be used as evidence
evidence in
in any
any case
case
growing
growing out of
any such
such transaction.
of any
transaction.

[H. R.
[H.
R. 5425.1
5425.]

[Public, No.
No. 306.]
[Pblic,
306

United
States co]rts.
nited states
courts.
Moneys used
used as
as evidence
bribery
nb
ce
e of official
o
eih
p ial b
to be deposited
in
osite
c
rd eg
registry
registry ofthecourt.
of the court,

Disposition.
Disposition.

p
Vol.
Vol. 36,
36, p.- 1083.
0.

—-

Januaryy 6.5
7, 1925.
1925.
JanuarR.
7,
II. I. 6541.1
[H.
[41.1
[Public,
No.
307.1
[P ublic, No. 307.1

Be
by the
the Senate
House of
of Representatives
of the
Be itit enacted
enacted by
Senate and
and House
Representatives of
the
United States of America
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
United
in Congress
hereafter
That hereafter
all moneys
any case, proceeding,
moneys received or tendered
tendered in evidence in any
proceeding,
or investigation in any United
United States
States court,
court, or
or before
before any
any officer
officer
thereof, which have been paid
to or
or received
by any
any official
paid to
received by
official as
as aa
bribe, shall after the conclusion and
final disposition
of the
the
and final
disposition of
particular
proceeding. or
or investigation
investigation in
in which
which it
received
particular case,
case, proceeding.
it was
was received
as evidence, be deposited in
of the
court to
to be
be disposed
disposed
in the registry
registry of
the court
of under and in accordance
accordance with the order, judgment
judgment or
or decree
of
decree of
the said court, to be subject, however, to
the provisions
provisions of
of section
to the
section
996 Revised
Statutes, as amended.
amended.
996
Revised Statutes,
Approved, January
January 7,
7, 1925.
1925.
Approved,

CRAP. '34.
— An Act
Act To
To amend
Act en
titl ed "An
"An A
ctt
prov i
de for the
CHAP.
34.-An
amend an
an Act
entitled
Act
too provide
for the
disposal of the unallotted lands on the Omaha
Omaha Indian Reservation,
Reservation, in
in the
the State
State
of
of Nebraska."
Nebraska."

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
House of
Representatives of
of the
the
America in Congress assembled, That th e Act
Ameerica in Congress assembled, That the Act
approved
approved May 11, 1912
1912 (Thirty-seventh
(Thirty-seventh Statutes
Statutes at
at Large,
Large, page
page
111), entitled "An Act to provide for the disposal
111),
disposal of
unallotted
of the unallotted
land on the Omaha
Omaha Indian
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, in
in the
the State
State of
of Nebraska,"
Nebraska,"
is hereby
hereby amended
amended by striking out all after the enacting clause and
and
inserting the
inserting
the following:
following:
"That the
of the
Interior be,
"That
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Interior
be, and he is hereby,
hereby,
to be
if necessary,
necessary, and
authorized to cause to
be surveyed,
surveyed, if
and appraised
appraised in
in
such manner as he may direct, in tracts of forty
acres each,
each, or
as
forty acres
or as

Omaha In b
dian ResUni
ted States of
erOnahar,
nian
R es United
States of
ervation, Ner.

evl.37,p.1,lamend-

ed.Vo1.37,p.111,amend-

Disposal of ,

a l

-

Disposal
lotted
laudsof
on.unal-
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nearly
as the
the Secretary
Secretary may
practicable, and
nearly thereto
thereto as
may deem
deem practicable,
and after
after
such survey
survey and
appraiseraent to
to sell
and convey
quantities not
not
such
and appraisement
sell and
convey in
in quantities
to exceed
one hundred
and sixty
sixty acres
acres to
any one
one purchaser,
all
hundred and
to any
purchaser, all
to
exceed one
the unallotted
Indian Reservation
Reservation in
State
the
unallotted lands
lands on
on the
the Omaha
Omaha Indian
in the
the State
of Nebraska
Nebraska except
such tracts
of
except such
tracts as
as are
are hereinafter
hereinafter specifically
specifically Provisos.
reserved: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
said land
land shall
shall be
sold to
to the
to highest
highest bidreserved:
the said
be sold
the highest
highest Sales
alesto
der.
r
bidder under
regulations as
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
Interior may
such regulations
as the
may de
bidder
under such
prescribe, but
but no
part of
said land
be sold
at less
less than
than the
prescribe,
no part
of said
land shall
shall be
sold at
the Reservation
Reservation of
of unnappraised
thereof: Provided
the use
of the
mineral
That the
use of
the derground
derground mineral
appraised value
value thereof:
Provided further,
further, That
underground mineral
mineral rights
unallotted lands
the same
same rights.
rights.
underground
rights of
of the
the unallotted
lands be
be and
and the
are hereby
reserved for
the benefit
of the
are entitled
entitled
are
hereby reserved
for the
benefit of
the children
children who
who are
to
said lands
lands under
under the
the Act
Act of
of May
11, 1912,
supra.
to participate
participate in
in said
May 11,
1912, supra.
Lands re
reserved
served from
from
"SEC. 2.
the Secretary
to sale.
a
"SEC.
2. That
That the
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
Interior is
is hereby
hereby directed
directed to
reserve from
from sale
the terms
this Act
following tracts
tracts of
of
reserve
sale under
under the
terms of
of this
Act the
the following
land in
24,25, and
26, in township
north, range
range 9
east of
and 26,in
township 25
25 north,
9 east
of
land
in sections
sections 24,25,
the
in Nebraska
the purposes
the sixth
sixth principal
principal meridian
meridian in
Nebraska for
for the
purposes designated:
designated: For
For agency,
agency, school,
school,
and cemetery.
Sixty
of the
the land
land now
now used
for agency
purposes described
described as
as and
cemetery.
agency purposes
Sixty acres
acres of
used for
the southeast
southeast quarter
of the
northwest quarter
quarter and
south half
half
and the
the south
the
quarter of
the northwest
of the
the northeast
quarter of
quarter of
of section
25 be
be
northeast quarter
of the
the northwest
northwest quarter
section 25
of
reserved for
agency and
school purposes
for so
long as
as the
so long
the need
need
reserved
for agency
and school
purposes for
thereof exists;
exists; and
and forty
acres for
for use
use as
as a
a tribal
tribal cemetery,
cemetery,
thereof
forty acres
described as
as the
southwest quarter
quarter of
of the
the southwest
southwest quarter
of secdescribed
the southwest
quarter of
sec- Proviso.
psro,
tion 24,
including the
the tract
tract now
now used
purpose: Provided
Provided, For
For Presbyterian
Presbyterian
used for
for that
that purpose:
tion
24, including
Church.
That
and one-half
acres thereof
thereof may.be
may be reserved
use of
of Church.
reserved for
for the
the use
two and
one-half acres
That two
the Presbyterian
located thereon
thereon so
so long
long as
the
Presbyterian Church
Church now
now located
as needed
needed for
for For
For tribal fairtribal fairreligious or
educational purposes;
purposes; and
two hundred
hundred and
thirty grounds,
religious
or educational
and two
and thirty
grounds, etc.
acres, more
more or
described as
the east
of the
acres,
or less,
less, described
as the
east half
half of
the northeast
northeast quarquarter of
section 26,
26, and
the west
half of
of the
and
and the
west half
the northwest
northwest quarter
quarter and
ter
of section
the north
north half
half of
the northeast
quarter of
the northwest
northwest quarter
quarter of
of
the
of the
northeast quarter
of the
section
25, and
that portion
portion of
of the
the southeast
the northof the
northsoutheast quarter
quarter of
section 25,
and that
west
quarter of
lying south
south and
and west
of a
irrigawest of
a certain
certain irrigawest quarter
of section
section 25
25 lying
tion ditch
consisting of
approximately ten
ten acres,
and the
southeast
of approximately
acres, and
the southeast
tion
ditch consisting
quarter
quarter of
the special
special and
and
quarter of
of the
the southwest
southwest quarter
of section
section 24,
24, for
for the
fair purposes,
purposes,
specific
use of
of the
the Omaha
Tribe, to
be used
used for
for fair
Omaha Tribe,
to be
specific use
camping
grounds, race
race track,
and other
the same
same to
to
camping grounds,
track, and
other tribal
tribal needs,
needs, the
be held
held in
in reserve
reserve from
sale authorized
Act until
until such
such
authorized by
by this
this Act
be
from the
the sale
time
the Secretary
the Interior
Interior may
may determine
lands
determine that
that such
such lands
time as
as the
Secretary of
of the
are no
no longer
longer needed
are
needed for
such purposes.
for such
purposes.
Pro rata division of
"SE.c.
That the
the proceeds
proceeds of
sale, after
all the
net proceeds. ision
"SEc. 3.
3. That
of such
such sale,
oe
after paying
paying all
the netp
expenses
and necessary
provisions
carrying out
out the
the provisions
to and
necessary for
for carrying
expenses incident
incident to
of this
reimbursing the
fund of
trust fund
of the
the
the general
general trust
of
this Act,
Act, and
and after
after reimbursing
tribe for
for any
paid therefrom
protecting the
the
therefrom for
for protecting
tribe
any assessment
assessment paid
rata
unallotted tribal
tribal lands
lands from
from overflow,
overflow, shall
shall be
be divided
divided pro
pro rata
unallotted
among the
the children
May 11,
1912, Vol.
among
children of
of the
the Omaha
Omaha Tribe
Tribe living
living on
on May
11, 1912,
Vol 22,, p.
34
p.341.
who have
who
have not
not received
received allotments
allotments of
of land
land under
under the
the acts
acts of
of August
August Vol.
Vo.23,
23, p.-0.
p. 630.
7, 1882
(Twenty-second Statutes
Statutes at
341), and
7,
1882 (Twenty-second
at Large,
Large, page
page 341),
and March
March Expenditure.
Eo 23it0.
3, 1893
Statutes at
page 630),
630), and
and shall
be
xpend
at Large,
Large, page
shall be
3,
1893 (Twenty-third
(Twenty-third Statutes
expended for
Indians when
and in
in such
when and
such manner
manner
expended
for the
the benefit
benefit of
of said
said Indians
the Secretary
the Interior
Interior shall
shall be to
to their
as
in the
as in
the opinion
opinion of the
Secretary of the
their
best interests,
interests, and
expenditure by
by the
best
and pending
pending such
such expenditure
the said
said Secretary
Secretary
the sums
sums due
respective Indians
shall be
the credit
the
due the
the respective
Indians shall
be placed
placed to
to the
n
credit Interest.
of the
Indians in
in the
Treasury of
of the
the United
United States,
shall
of
the said
said Indians
the Treasury
States, and
and shall
n
Payment to heirs of
bear
interest at
at the
rate of
of 5
5 per
per centum
centum per
per annum,
annum, but
but in
inia.
the decant
to
bear interest
the rate
in the
deceased Indians.
event
death of
such Indian
Indian while
remains in
event of
of the
the death
of any
any such
while there
there remains
in the
the
Treasury
to his
his credit
any part of the sum
sum so deposited
said
Treasury to
credit any
deposited the said
sum
once to
to his
be determined
determined by
by
sum shall
shall be
be paid
paid at
at once
his heirs,
heirs, who
who shall
shall be
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Interior
Interior in
in accordance
accordance with
the
of the
with the
the laws
laws of
of
descent in force
force in the
the State of Nebraska,
Nebraska, and the action of the
descent
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
the legal
of any
Secretary
Interior in
in determining
determining the
legal heirs
heirs of
any
deceased
provided herein,
in all
conclusive
all respects
respects be
be conclusivO
herein, shall
shall in
deceased Indian,
Indian, as
as provided
and final
final
and
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Amount
authorized
mount authorized
for expenses.

expeses

Sale, etc., not opera-

e.,
tiehile,
tive while

cyopad
agency
and
school maintained.
school
mintain

January 7,
7, 1925.
1925.
January
[H.
R.R. 6817.]
[H.
6817.]
[Public, No.
No. 308.]
[Public,
308.]

Guard.
Coast Guard.
Cutter
Alaskan
Cutter for
for Alaskan
waters authorized.
authorized.
waters
Post,
1342.
Pod, p.
p. 1342.

January 7,
1925.
January
7,1925.
[H.
7077.1
[H. R.
R. 7077.)
[Public, No.
309.]
No. 309.]

Five
Tribes,
Tribes,

Civilized
Civilized
okla.
Okla.
VoL41,p.625,amendVoL41,p.625,amended.
ed.
Vol.
38, p.
96.
Vol. 38,
p.96.

Allowances
Allowanees for street
improvements,
etc.,
improvements
etc.
heretofore
heretofore or
or hereafter
hereafter
made, i
in town sites,
from tribal
n funds.
funds.

Proviso.
Proviso.

Condition.
Condition,

SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH

SESS. II.
II. CHS.
CH& 34-37.
34-37.
SESS.

1925.
1925.

""S
SEC.
carrying out the provisions
provisions of
of
EC. 4. That for the purpose of carrying

authorized to be
appropriated the
of
this Act, there is hereby authorized
be appropriated
the sum
sum of
$1,000, or so much thereof as may be
necessary, to be
$1,000,
be necessary,
be reimbursable
reimbursable
out of the
the funds arising
arising from the sale
sale of
of said
said lands.
lands.
"SEC. 5.
5. That
sections 1,
1, 3,
3, and
and 4
4 of
this Act
shall not
not become
become
of this
Act shall
That sections
"SEC.

operative
operative so long as
the need
exists of
of maintaining
maintaining an
an
as the
need thereof
thereof exists

agency and school for the Omaha Tribe of
Indians residing
of Indians
residing on
on
Omaha Indian Reservation
Nebraska."
the Omaha
Reservation in the State of Nebraska."
January 7,
Approved, January
7, 1925.
1925.

CHAP. 35.-An
35.—An Act
Act To
To provide
provide for
construction of
of a
vessel for
CHAP.
for the
the construction
a vessel
for the
the
Coast
Guard.
Coast Guard.

Be it
it enacted
the Senate
and House
House of
of Representatives
the
Be
enacted by
by the
Senate and
Representatives of
of the
United States
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
United
of America
America in
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
construct and
and equip
one Coast
of the Treasury
Treasury is
is authorized
authorized to
to construct
equip one
Coast
Guard cutter,
cutter, at
at a
not to
appropriate
Guard
a cost
cost not
to exceed
exceed $925,000,
$925,000, of
of appropriate
design and
duty in
in Alaskan
Alaskan
and special construction,
construction, for
for Coast
Coast Guard
Guard duty
waters and
and for
cruises into
into the
Arctic Ocean
replace the
the cutter
cutter
waters
for cruises
the Arctic
Ocean to
to replace
such service.
service.
Bear, no longer
longer suitable
suitable for
for such
Approved,
January 7,
Approved, January
7, 1925
1925
36.-An Act To amend
CHAP. 36.—An
an Act
Act to
amend an
amend an
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
to amend
an Act
Act
entitled
Act making
appropriations for
for the
the current
current and
and contingent
entitled ' An Act
making appropriations
contingent expenses
expenses
of
the Bureau
with various
various
of the
Bureau of
of Indian
Indian Affairs,
Affairs, for
for fulfilling
fulfilling treaty
treaty stipulations
stipulations with
Indian tribes, and
Indian
for the
the fiscal
year ending
June 30,
30, 1914,'
1914,'
and for
for other
other purposes,
purposes, for
fiscal year
ending June
approved
approved June
30, 1913,"
May 26,
1920.
June 30,
1913," approved
approved May
26, 1920.

Be it
enacted by the
it enacted
Representatives of
the Senate
Senate and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
the
United
States of America in
United States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled That section
section 1
1
an Act
entitled 'An
'An Act
Act
of an Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
to amend
amend an
Act entitled
appropriations for the current
making appropriations
contingent expenses
expenses
current and
and contingent
of the Bureau
Bureau of Indian Affairs, for fulfilling
treaty stipulations
fulfilling treaty
stipulations
Indian- tribes, and for other purposes,
with various Indian.
purposes, for
for the fiscal
fiscal
year ending
ending June 30, 1914,'
1914,' approved
approved June
30, 1913,"
1913," approved
approved
June 30,

May 26,
1920, be
be and
May
26, 1920,
and is
i
shereby
hereby amended
amended to
read as
follows:
to read
as follows:
GC
"That
That the Secretary of
Interior js
is hereby
authorized to
to pay,
of the
the Interior
hereby authorized
pay,
out
funds of
Creek, Cherokee,
Cherokee, Choctaw,
Choctaw, Chickasaw,
Chickasaw, and
out of
of any funds
of the
the Creek,
and
Seminole
on deposit
deposit in
in the
the Treasury
Treasury of
United States,
Seminole Nations,
Nations, on
of the
the United
States,
the proportionate
proportionate cost of street paving, construction
construction of
sidewalks
of sidewalks
heretofore or
and sewers heretofore
hereafter constructed
and abutting
abutting on
on ununor hereafter
constructed and
sold lots
lots belonging
any of
tribes and
be properly
sold
belonging to
to any
of said
said tribes
and as
as may
may be
properly
chargeable
chargeable against
against said
lots, said
said payments
to be
be made
said town
town lots,
payments to
made upon
upon
submission of proof to said Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
Interior showing
showing the
the
entire cost of the
the said street paving,
sidewalk, and
sewer construcconstrucpaving, sidewalk,
and sewer
tion, and that said
said improvement
was duly
an d un
der improvement was
duly authorized
authorized and
undertaken in accordance
with law:
accordance with
Provided, That
law: Provided,
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the
Interior shall be satisfied that the
charges made
the charges
made are
are reasonable
reasonable and
and
that the lots belonging
above-mentioned tribes against
belonging to the above-mentioned
which
against which
the charges
charges were made have been enhanced in value by said
said improveimprovethan the
amount of
of said
ments to
to not
not less
less than
the amount
said charges."
charges."
Approved, January
7, 1925.
1925.
January 7,

1921. .
January 7, 1925
[H.
[H. R.
R. 7522.1
7522.]
LPublic,
No.
310.]
[Public, No. 310.]

and direct
CHAP. 37.-An
37.—An Act To authorize
authorize and
direct issuance
of patents
purissuance of
patents to
to purchasers
of lots
the town
Bowdoin, Montana.
chasers of
lots in
in the
town site
site of
of Bowdoin,
Montana.

Bowdt
in, Mont.
Bowdcin,
Mont. ts
Reappraisal of lots
Reappraisal
town site of.
in town
of.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of
of the
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
United States
States of America in
Congress assembled,
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
of the Interior is hereby authorized
authorized to reappraise
reappraise the lots in
in the

SIXTY-EIGHTH
S
IXTYEIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRE SS.

S
ESS. II.
38, 57,
57, 58.
58.
SESS.
II. Cns.
CHS. 37,
37, 38,

unsold, and
to
town site of Bowdoin, Montana,
Montana, whether
whether sold or unsold,
and to
issue
amount
issue patent,
patent, if
if not
not already issued,
issued, in
in those cases
cases where
where the amount
paid is in excess of
of the
the value
appraised thereunder. In
value appraised
In cases
cases where
where
the amount
amount paid
paid is not equal
purchaser
equal to
to the new appraisement
appraisement the purchaser
accordance with
with the
the
may receive
receive patent
patent upon
upon making payment
payment in accordance
new appraisal,
appraisal, either
new
installments, in conformity
conformity with
either in
in cash
cash or by
by installments,
the
terms of existing
existing law. Lots not
not heretofore
the terms
likewise may be
heretofore sold likewise
sold at the new
new appraised
appraised value
value in
in accordance
accordance with existing law.
Approved,
7, 1925.
1925.
Approved, January
January 7,

CHAP.
a design for
CHAP. 38.-Joint
38.—Joint Resolution
Resolution Providing
Providing for the procurement
procurement of a
in the vicinity
the use of grounds in
vicinity of
of the Mall
Mall by the United
United States
States Botanic
Botanic
Garden.
Garden.

1925.
1925.

I ss

729
729

of patents

Issue
ue of patents to
to
purchasers, etc.

January 7,
1925.
7,1925.
[H.
Res. 257.]
257.]
[H. J.
J. Res.
[Pub.
Res.,
No.
42.]
[Pub. Res., No. 42.

House of Representatives
Resolved by the Senate and House
of the
the United
United
Representatives of
Botanic Garden, D.
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
That the Joint
Joint Committee
Committee cBotanic
Congress assembled, That
Garden, D.
C.
Investigation, etc.,
on the Library
Library is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized and directed to investigate
investigate and
and new
Investigation,
etc., of
of
new location
location for con.
report
to Congress, with estimate
report to
estimate of cost as to a
south of.
a new location for servatories
servatoriessouthof.
the conservatories
conservatories of the
the United States
States Botanic Garden,
Garden, south of
of
the Mall in
in the
the vicinity of
location, and also as
of the
the present location,
as to a
a
landscape plan in
in connection
connection therewith:
Provided, That
That
suitable landscape
therewith: Provided,

1. ssistancefromtech-

Proviso.
.
sr:istance from technical, etc., personnel of
in the
preparation
of
such
a
report
the
committee
is
hereby
governmental agencies.
authorized to procure
advice
and
assistance
from
any existing

in the preparation of such a report the committee is hereby govementeaersoenclof
authorized to procure advice

and assistance

from any existing

governmental agency, including the services of engineers, surveyors,
draftsmen, landscape
architects, and
and other technical
draftsmen,
landscape architects,
technical personnel
in
personnel in
the executive
executive departments
and independent
the
departments and
independent establishments
establishments of the
the
Government.
Government.
SEC.
of this Act the
the sum of
SEC. 2.
2. For
For the
the purpose
purpose of
of $5,000
$5,000 is hereby
hereby
authorized
be appropriated
appropriated from
from any
any available
authorized to
to be
available money
money or money
money
that may become
become available
Treasury of
the United
United States.
States.
available in the Treasury
of the
Approved, January
January 7, 1925.
Approved,

governmental agency, including the services of engineers, surveyors,

CHAP.
57.-An Act To authorize
CHAP. 57.—An
authorize the Court of Appeals
Appeals for
for the First Circuit
Circuit
to hold sitting at San Juan,
Juan, Porto Rico.

Amount authorized.

Amount authorized.
p.1297.
Post, p.
127.

January 8, 1925.
1925.
January

1
U. ii.
[-_
JiR 704.1
-04lic, No.
[Public,
No. 311.1
31 1.

Be
enacted by
Be it
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of
by the
of Representatives
of Unite
States courts.
United States courts.
the United
United States of
the
of America
America in
Cangress assembled,
in Congress
assembled, That
First Circuit Courtof
Court of
That the
the Court
Court FirstCircuit
Appeals to hold sittings
of Appeals
Appeals for the First Circuit shall, when
jud gment the atppean
when in
in its judgment
at ' San toh'ldsipn
Juan, Porto

public interests require, hold
sitting of
such court
at San
Juan,
hold aa sitting
of such
court at
San Juan,
Porto Rico.
Rico.
Porto
Approved, January
Approved,
January 8,
8, 1925.
1925.

58.—An Act Authorizing
Authorizing the Ponca
Tribe of
CHAP. 58.-An
Ponca Tribe
of Indians
Indians residing
residing in
in
the States
States of Oklahoma
Oklahoma and Nebraska
Nebraska to
Claims.
to submit claims
claims to
to the Court
Court of
of Claims.

Rico.

Rico.

January
January 9, 1925.
R. 42751
[H. R.
4275.
[Public, No. 3121

[Public, o. 3121

it enacted
the Senate
and House
House of
of Representatives
Be it
enacted by
by the
Senate and
of the
indwm ,
3
Representatives of
the Pones IndiansOkla
United
States o
me rica i
ongress assem
bled, That all claims
andol
,IT!ebr.
United States
off A
America
inn C
Congress
assembled,
claims andNebr.
of .whatsoever
whatsoever nature,
legal and equitable,
equitable, which
IT ,Ste
r st
:16 T
ing
nature, both legal
which the Ponca
Ponca uCsd
states
a"ost
ea

Tribe of Indians residing in the States of Oklahoma and Nebraska
may have against the United States, including among other things,
claims for
for moneys
the Ponca
claims
moneys due the
Ponca Tribe
allowed or
to
Tribe but
but allowed
or paid to
some other
other tribe
tribe or tribes
tribes of Indians,
Indians, shall
shall be submitted
some
submitted to
to the Court
Court
of Claims.
right of
of appeal
appeal by either
of
Claims, with the right
either party
party to
to the
the Supreme
Supreme

bmtted to Cort o

Court of the
the United
United States
States for determination;
determination; and
and jurisdiction
jurisdiction is

Juisdiction
Jurisdiction

Tribe of Indians residing in the States of Oklahoma and Nebraska sroftted

to court of

may have against the United States, including among other things,

hereby conferred upon the Court of Claims to hear and determine
any and all such claims and render
render final judgment
judgment thereon.
thereon.

hereby conferred upon the Court of Claims to hear and determine

con.
con-

730

SIXTY-EIGHTH
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advancement

cause..
Advancement of

1925.
1925.

The Court
shall advance
Court of
of Claims
Claims shall
its docket
docket
advance the
the cause
cause upon
upon its

for hearing, and shall have authority to
determine and
adjudge
to determine
and adjudge
the rights,
rights, both
legal and
equitable, of
the said
Ponca Tribe
Tribe in
in
the
both legal
and equitable,
of the
said Ponca
the
Provided, That
the court
shall hear
determine
the premises:
premises: Provided,
That the
court shall
hear and
and determine
any legal
legal or equitable
equitable defenses,
defenses, set-offs,
counterclaims including
set-offs, or
or counterclaims
including
gratuities which the United
gratuities
United States may
may offer
offer against
Ponca
against the
the said
said Ponca
Tribe nothwithstanding
nothwithstanding lapse
lapse of
or statutes
statutes of
limitation,
of time
time or
of limitation,
and any tribe or band of Indians deemed
deemed necessary
necessary to
to aa final
final
determination
determination of any suit
hereunder shall
shall be
be joined
the court
court
suit hereunder
joined as
as the
may order.
order. The suit or suits instituted hereunder
may
hereunder shall be begun
begun
within five years
from the
the passage
passage of
of this
this Act
by the
the Ponca
Tribe
years from
Act by
Ponca Tribe
of Indians as parties
parties plaintiff against
the United
the
against the
United States
States as
as the
party defendant.
party
defendant. The petition
petition or petitions may
may be
be verified
verified' upon
upon
information
as to
to the
by the
the
information and
and belief
belief as
the facts
facts therein
therein alleged
alleged by
attorney or attorneys
attorneys employed
employed by the
under contract
the Ponca
Ponca Tribe
Tribe under
contract
approved by
Interior and
the Commissioner
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
and the
Commissioner
Affairs, as
of Indian
Indian Affairs
as provided
existing law;
d no
ther
provided by
by existing
law; an
and
no o
other

Proi

Provisos.
Procedure.

Procedure.

Time for filing.
filing.

Verification,
etc.
erification, etc.

Attorneys' fees
Adttoneys
r
decree
of court.

SESS. II.
II. CHs.
58, 59,
SESS.
CHS. 58,
59, 68.
68.

bY verification
shall
by
verification Affairs,
shall be necessary:
necessary: Provided,
Provided, That
That

upon the
final
upon
the final
determination
suits the
Claims shall
have
determination of
of such
such suit
suit or
or suits
the Court
Court of
of Claims
shall have
jurisdiction to decree the
be paid
to the
attorneys
the fees
fees to
to be
paid to
the attorney
attorney or
or attorneys
not to exceed
exceed 10 per centum of the amount of
of the
the judgment
rendered
judgment rendered
said Indians
in favor of said.
Indians and in
event to
to exceed
exceed the
the sum
sum of
in no
no event
of
$25,000,
$25,000, together with all necessary
necessary and
and proper
proper expenses
expenses incurred
incurred
preparation and
and prosecution
in preparation
of the
the suit;
and the
the same
same shall
prosecution of
suit; and
shall
be paid out of any sum or sums found
found due
due said
said tribe.
tribe.
Approved, January
Approved,
January 9,
9, 1925.
1925.

January 9,1925.
90 925 .
(H. R.
[H.
R. 8544.)
S.l
[Public,
iPublic, No.
No. 813.]
313.]

CHAP.
59.--An Act
Act Conferring
jurisdiction on
on the Court
to
CHAP. 59.—An
Conferring jurisdiction
Court of Claims
Claims to
determine and
and report
determine
report upon the interest, title, ownership, and right of
of possession
possession
of the Yankton Band of Santee Sioux
Sioux Indians
o th
e Red
Red Pipestone
Quarries,
Indians t
to
the
Pipestone Quarries,
Minnesota.
Minnesota.

Be
it enacted
by the
the Senate
House of
Be it
enacted by
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
United States
States of .America
America in
United
in Congress
That jurisdiction
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
jurisdiction
be,
and
it
hereby
is,
conferred
upon
the
Court
to determine
determine
be, and it hereby is, conferred upon the Court of
of Claims
Claims to
in Red Pipestone Quer- and
inRedPipestoneQarand report
of facts
facts reported
reported by
report from the finding of
said court
as
by said
court as
vo.n,.
by section
rieV
f
olv.
rk51
,
nn. 24
284.
Act of
of April
authorized by
section 22 of
of the
the Act
April 4,
4, 1910
1910 (Thirty-eighth
(Thirty-eighth
Statutes
Statutes at Large,
Large, page 284),
284), the interest, title,
title, ownership,
ownership, and
right
and right
of possession of the Yankton
of Santee
Santee Sioux
Sioux Indians
Indians in
Yankton Band
Band of
in and
and
to the land known as the "
"Red
Red Pipestone
Pipestone Quarries,"
Quarries" described
described in
in
said Act of April 4,
cou rt shall
shall determine
4, 1910;
1910; and
and said
said court
determine what
what
amount, if
if any, is
legally and
and equitably
the United
States
is legally
equitably due
due from
from the
United States
to the said Yankton Band of Santee
Santee Sioux Indians
Indians for
the said
said
for the
quarries,
quarries and
`enter judgment
judgment thereon.
and'enter
thereon.
InterestofotherSioux
IntirestoothereSour
SEC.
Indians
to be deterS
EC. 2.
2. That
That the court is hereby further
further authorized
authorized to
to determine
determine
determined.
mined.
what, ifif any, other
other band
interest
what,
band or bands of Sioux Indians have an interest
in and to the said Red Pipestone
Pipestone Quarries, and
and the
thereof,
the amount
amount thereof,
if any.
if
any.
Approved, January
January 9,
9, 1925.
1925.

Yton
sio

Yankton Sioux

n

In-

diaY
Sioux Indians. On
Court
Claims to
to
ef of Claims
Court
determine interest
determine
interest of,
of,

January
1825.
January 10, 1925.
[H.
R. 162.1
162.]
[H. R.

[Public, No. 314.1
314.]
[Public,

CHAP. 68.-An
68.—An Act
Act To
amend the
Act establishing
eastern judicial
judicial
To amend
the Act
establishing the
the eastern
district
district of Oklahoma,
Oklahoma, to establish
establish a
a term of the
United States
the United
States District
District Court
Court
for the Eastern
Eastern Judicial
Judicial District of
of Oklahoma
Oklahoma at
at Pauls
Valley, Oklahoma.
Pauls Valley,
Oklahoma.

Be it
it enacted by the Senate
Senate and
House of Representatives
and House
Representatives of
of
dikladmateasternju- the United
United States of
of America
assembled, That
That a
term
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
a term
of the
States District Court for the
the Eastern
Judicial
of
the United
United States
Eastern Judicial
Vol.40,p.604,amend- District
District of the State of Oklahoma
be held
Oklahoma shall
shall be
held annually
Pauls
annually at
at Pauls
p.
Valley,
for the
civil and
criminal cases,
Valley, Oklahoma,
Oklahoma, for
the trial
trial of
of civil
and criminal
cases, at
at such
such

Oklahoma eastern judicial district.
Term
at
Term of court at
PauIs Valley.
Pauls
Vol.40, p. 604, amended.
Pot,p. 945.
945.
Post,

S
IXTYEIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. SESS.
SESS. II.
II. CHs.
CHs. 68-70.
68-70.
SIXTY-EIGHTH

731
731

1925.
1925.

times as may be fixed by the judges of
district
of the
the eastern judicial
judicial district
of Oklahoma: Provided,
rooms and
accommodations
Provided, That
That suitable
suitable rooms
and accommodations
for
for holding court at Pauls
Pauls Valley
Valley are
are furnished
furnished free
free of
of. expense
to the United States.
S,tates.
Approved, January
January 10, 1925.

CHAP. 69.-An
69.—An Act
Act Providing
for the
holding of
States district
district
CHAP.
Providing for
the holding
of the
the United
United States
and
circuit courts
Poteau, Oklahoma.
Oklahoma.
at Poteau,
and circuit
courts at

Be
enacted by
the Senate
of the
Be it
it enacted
by the
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
United
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
term of
United States
Congress assembled,
That aaterm
of the
the
district
Okladistrict court
court of
of the
the United
United States
States for
for the
the eastern
eastern district
district of
of Oklahoma
shall be
held in
in each
each and
and every
year in
in the
homa shall
be held
every year
the town
town of
of Poteau,
Poteau,
Oklahoma,
the first
first Monday
in October
October and
and continuing
Oklahoma, beginning
beginning on
on the
Monday in
continuing
till
the business
is disposed
disposed of:
and
rooms and
That suitable
suitable rooms
of: Provided,
Provided, That
till the
business is
accommodations
for holding
court at
at Poteau
are furnished
free of
of
accommodations for
holding court
Poteau are
furnished free
expense to the
expense
the United States.
S
EC. 2.
That the
the clerk
clerk of
the United
United States
and circuit
SEc.
2. That
of the
States district
district and
circuit
courts at Muskogee,
Muskogee, Oklahoma,
Oklahoma, shall be the clerk of the United
Oklahoma, until proStates district and circuit courts at Poteau, Oklahoma,
vision
made by
by law
law for
of deputy
deputy clerks
clerks at
at
vision be
be made
for the
the appointment
appointment of
the several places of holding United
United States district and
and circuit
circuit
courts
in the
of Oklahoma.
Oklahoma.
courts in
the State
State of
January 10, 1925.
Approved, January

CHAP.
70.—An Act
Act Giving
Giving the
the consent
consent of
of Congress
to aa boundary
CHAP. 70.-An
Congress to
boundary agreeagreement between
the States
States of
of New
New York
and Connecticut.
ment
between the
York and
Connecticut.

Proviso.

CP'rooms.
Court
rooms.

January 10,
10, 1925.
January
1925.
[H. R. 644
[H.
644.]

[Public, No. 3151

[Public, No. 315.]

u-

Oklahomaeastern
Oklahoma eastern judicial district.
Term of court
Poc r at P
teau.
G
Vol. 40, p. 604,

dicial district.

out at o-

teau

evol.40,p.
ed.

amend-.

4,amend-

Post, p.
p. 945.
945.
Post,

Proviso.
Provso.
Court rooms.

Crt

roms'

Authority of clerk
at
erkat

Muskoge
Muskogee.

January
January 10,
10, 1925.
1925.
sanr.
305
[S.
3058.1.1
[Public. No.
[Public.
No. 316.]
316.]

New York and ConWhereas
commissioners duly
appointed on
the n
nectcut
on the
the part
part of
of the
the commissioners
duly appointed
Whereas the
Zut
e
icwYboundary.
b
o
o
r
u
kn
a
d
n
a
d
ryCon.
Preamble.
States of
of New
New York
York and
respectively, for
for the
the Preamble.
States
and Connecticut,
Connecticut, respectively,
purpose of settling the boundary line between
between said States, did
execute an agreement
execute
agreement in the words following, to wit:
Agreement of
of States.
"Memorandum of
of agreement
agreement by and
and between
subscribers, Agreement
States.
"Memorandum
between the subscribers,
the Governor
Connecticut, and the State engineer
engineer
Governor of the State of Connecticut,
of the State of New York.
"Whereas acting under an agreement
agreement signed on the 26th
"Whereas
day
above-named officials
officials the
by the
the above-named
day of
of September, 1908, by
Connecticut
boundary line between the States of New York and Connecticut
Massachusetts southerly
southerly
has been resurveyed
resurveyed from the State of Massachusetts
to Long Island Sound, and new monuments have been set, more
permanently marking the same; and
permanently
"Whereas although as provided
agreement the
"Whereas
provided in the said agreement
new
new monuments have been
been set as nearly on the line of 1860 as
the
be ascertained,
yet owing
owing to the more accurate
ascertained, yet
same could
could be
the same
methods employed
description is now available
employed in the survey a
a description
monumented;
which more closely defines this boundary
boundary as it is monumented;
and
"Whereas
description
"Whereas it is desirable that this more accurate
accurate description
concerned and that it be
be recorded in
in both of the States
States concerned
recognized as the official description of the said boundary:
boundary:
recognized
Boundary descripdosc p'
"Now
"Now, therefore, be it
it known that the description of the to,°indal
tion.
boundary between
between the States of New York and Connecticut as
ascertained to be, is as follows:
it has now been ascertained
follows:
"Commencing at a
a granite
monument (numbered
(numbered 1) at
at the
"Commencing
granite monument
northwest corner
corner of the
the State
State of Connecticut, marking the corner
northwest
corner
of Massachusetts,
Massachusetts, New York, and Connecticut, in latitude
latitude fortydegrees two minutes
two degrees
minutes fifty-eight
fifty-eight and four hundred and twentytwentyseven
one-thousandths seconds,and
seventy-three
longitude seventy-three
seven one-thousandths
seconds, and longitude
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degrees
twenty-nine minutes
degrees twenty-nine
minutes fifteen
hundred and
and fiftyfifteen and
and nine
nine hundred
fiftyone-thousandths seconds; thence
nine one-thousandths
thence south
degrees forty-two
south two
two degrees
forty-two
seconds west
west thirty
thirty thousand
thousand five
five hundred
hundred and
and
minutes thirty seconds
sixty-nine feet
four
feet to a
a granite
granite monument
monument (numbered
(numbered 12)
12) four
hundred and seventy feet south
of the
the Bird
Hill road
south of
Bird Hill
road between
between
Ore Hill in latitude
Millerton and Ore
forty-one degrees
latitude forty-one
degrees fifty-seven
fifty-seven
minutes
minutes fifty-six and
seven hundred
hundred and
and seven
and seventy-two
seventy-two oneonethousandths seconds,
and longitude
longitude seventy-three
seventy-three degrees
degrees twentytwentythousandths
seconds, and
thirty-five and
nine minutes thirty-five
and seventy-eight
seventy-eight one-thousandths
one-thousandths
seconds; thence south
south three
three degrees
degrees fifty-three
fifty-three minutes
minutes forty-four
forty-four
seconds west fifteen thousand
seconds
thousand eight
hundred and
and forty-six
forty-six feet
feet to
to
eight hundred
a monument
monument (numbered
a
18) in
in the
south side
side of
of the
the highway
highway from
from
(numbered 18)
the south
Millerton
Sharon along the
Millerton to Sharon
north shore
o.! Indian
Indian Pond
in
the north
shore o'
Pond in
latitude forty-one
forty-one degrees
minutes twenty
degrees fifty-five
fifty-five minutes
twenty and
and . five
five
hundred and eighty-six
eighty-six one-thousandths
one-thousandths seconds,
seconds, and
and longitude
longitude
seventy-three degrees
forty-nine and
and three
seventy-three
degrees twenty-nine
twenty-nine minutes
minutes forty-nine
three
hundred and eighteen one-thousandths
one-thousandths seconds;
thence south
south two
two
seconds; thence
degrees forty-seven
forty-seven minutes fifty-one
fifty-one seconds
seconds west
thousand
west ten
ten thousand
six hundred and eighty-one
eighty-one feet
feet to
to a
(numbered 21)
a monument
monument (numbered
21) on
on
the cliff north of Webatuck
Webatuck Creek in latitude
latitude forty-one
forty-one degrees
degrees
fifty-three minutes
and one
and ninety
onefifty-three
minutes thirty-five
thirty-five and
one hundred
hundred and
ninety onethousandths
seconds, and longitude seventy-three
seventy-three degrees
thousandths seconds,
degrees twentytwentynine minutes fifty-six and two hundred and ten one-thousandths
one-thousandths
seconds; thence
south four
four degrees
thirty-nine minutes
one second
second
thence south
degrees thirty-nine
minutes one
west ten thousand six hundred and
eighty-three feet
feet to
and eighty-three
to aa
monument (numbered
(numbered 24)
24) in
in the
the rear
rear of
R. E.
E. Randall's
monument
of R.
Randall's house
house
on the east road from Sharon
Sharon Valley to Leedsville
Leedsville in
in latitude
latitude
forty-one
forty-one degrees
degrees fifty-one minutes forty-nine
forty-nine and
hundred
and nine
nine hundred
and ninety-five one-thousandths
one-thousandths seconds, and longitude seventythree degrees thirty minutes
minutes seven and six hundred
hundred and fifty-two
fifty-two
one-thousandths seconds;
one-thousandths
seconds; thence
thence south
three degrees
forty-nine
south three
degrees forty-nine
minutes ten seconds west twenty-six
twenty-six thousand four
four hundred
hundred and
and
to aamonument (numbered
five feet to
(numbered 32)
32) on
on the
westerly slope
the westerly
slope of
of aa
rocky hillside at the corner of the towns of
of Sharon
Kent in
in
Sharon and
and Kent
latitude forty-one degrees forty-seven
twenty-nine and
forty-seven minutes
minutes twenty-nine
and
seven hundred
and nine one-thousandths
hundred and
and longitude
longitude
one-thousandths seconds,
seconds, and
seventy-three
seventy-three degrees
degrees thirty minutes thirty and eight hundred
hundred and
and
seventy-one
seventy-one one-thousandths
one-thousandths seconds;
seconds; thence
south three
degrees
thence south
three degrees
fifty-two
fifty-two minutes
thirty-five seconds
minutes thirty-five
seconds west
west ten
ten thousand
thousand four
four
hundred and fifty-seven
feet to
(numbered 35)
on
fifty-seven feet
to aa monument
monument (numbered
35) on
the shoulder of
of a
a mountain northeast
of Bog
Hollow, in
northeast of
Bog Hollow,
in latitude
latitude
forty-one
forty-one degrees forty-five
forty-five minutes forty-six
six hundred
hundred
forty-six and
and six
thirty-seven one-thousandths
and thirty-seven
one-thousandths seconds,
seventyseconds, and
and longitude
longitude seventythree degrees thirty minutes forty and one hundred
ninety-nine
hundred and
and ninety-nine
one-thousandths seconds; thence south three degrees six minutes
one-thousandths
minutes
eighteen seconds west sixteen thousand forty-five feet to
to a
a
monument (numbered
(numbered 41)
41) at the
easterly edge
edge of
the easterly
of aa large
large pasture
pasture
north of Preston Mountain,
the Chapel
Chapel lots,
Mountain, known
known as
as the
lots, in
in latitude
latitude
forty-one degrees forty-three
forty-one
forty-three minutes
minutes eight
eight and
and three
three hundred
hundred
and fifty-four one-thousandths
one-thousandths seconds, and
seventyand longitude
longitude seventythree degrees thirty
thirty minutes
fifty-one a
n d six
si
x h
un d
re d and
an d
minutes fifty-one
and
hundred
fifty-eight one-thousandths
one-thousandths seconds; thence
fifty-eight
three degrees
thence south
south three
degrees
fifty-seven
thousand six hundred
hundred
fifty-seven minutes three seconds west ten thousand
and fifty-seven feet to a
a monument
and
monument (numbered
(numbered 45)
45) at the
the southerly
southerly
end of Schaghticoke
Schaghticoke Mountain.
Mountain, in latitude
latitude forty-one
forty-one degrees
degrees
forty-one minutes twenty-three
twenty-three and three hundred and
and twenty
twenty
one-thousandths seconds, and longitude
seventy-three degrees
degrees
one-thousandths
longitude seventy-three
thirty-one
thirty-one minutes one and three hundred
hundred and
thirty-five oneoneand thirty-five
thousandths
thousandths seconds; thence south two degrees forty-one minutes
minutes
forty-one seconds west ten thousand five hundred and
thirty-four
and thirty-four
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p
descri
feet to
48) on
es cri Boundar d
of Boundary
on the
the northwesterly
northwesterly slope of
(numbered 48)
to a
a monument
monument (numbered
feet
Tenmile Hill,
Hill, in
in latitude
minutes
degrees thirty-nine
thirty-nine minutes
Tenmile
latitude forty-one
forty-one degrees
thirty-nine and
and three
hundred and
and fifty-nine
fifty-nine one-thousandths
one-thousandths
three hundred
thirty-nine
seconds, and
and longitude
seventy-three degrees
degrees thirty-one
thirty-one minutes
minutes
seconds,
longitude seventy-three
seven and
and sixty
sixty one-thousandths
one-thousandths seconds;
seconds;
hundred and
and eight
eight hundred
seven
thence south
three degrees
degrees thirty-one
thirty-one minutes
thirty-three seconds
seconds
minutes thirty-three
south three
thence
west twenty-one
one hundred
hundred and
feet to
to a
a
forty feet
and forty
thousand one
twenty-one thousand
west
monument (numbered
(numbered 55)
55) at
the northerly
rocky hill
of a
a rocky
at the
northerly end of
monument
about
of the
the northeast
northeast corner
of the
the town
town of
of Pawling,
Pawling,
corner of
a mile
mile south
south of
about a
New
latitude forty-one
forty-one degrees
thirty-six minutes
minutes ten
ten
degrees thirty-six
New York,
York, in
in latitude
and eight
eight hundred
one-thousandths seconds,
seconds, and
and
hundred and
and ninety-four
ninety-four one-thousandths
and
longitude seventy-three
seventy-three degrees
degrees thirty-one
thirty-one minutes
minutes twenty-four
twenty-four
longitude
and
nine hundred
and seventy-two
seventy-two one-thousandths
seconds;
one-thousandths seconds;
hundred and
and nine
thence south
degrees twenty-four
twenty-four minutes
minutes fifty-two
fifty-two seconds
seconds
four degrees
thence
south four
west
ten thousand
thousand seven
seven hundred
eighty-five feet to aa
hundred and eighty-five
west ten
monument (numbered
(numbered 59)
59) in
east of
of a
angle in
monument
in a
a field
field east
a right
right angle
in the
the
road
from Quaker
Quaker Hill
Hill to
to Sherman,
Sherman in
degrees
forty-one degrees
in latitude forty-one
road from
twenty-four and
and six hundred
thirty-four
hundred and fifty-nine
fifty-nine
thirty-four minutes twenty-four
one-thousandths
seventy-three degrees
degrees
longitude seventy-three
seconds, and longitude
one-thousandths seconds
thirty-one
thirty-five and
and eight
hundred and ninety-three
ninety-three
minutes thirty-five
eight hundred
thirty-one minutes
one-thousandths
seconds '
• thence
degrees fifty-two
thence south three degrees
one-thousandths seconds;
minutes
seconds west ten
ten thousand
thousand five hundred and
and
minutes fifty-two
fifty-two seconds
twenty
to a
a monument
(numbered 64)
ledge falling
falling
twenty feet
feet to
monument (numbered
64) on
on aa ledge
of
southwestern part of the town of
southwest to aa brook
brook in the southwestern
southwest
Sherman, in
in latitude
degrees thirty-two
thirty-two minutes
minutes forty
Sherman,
latitude forty-one
forty-one degrees
and
hundred and sixty-three
and
one-thousandths seconds,
seconds, and
and nine hundred
sixty-three one-thousandths
longitude seventy-three
minutes forty-five
and
thirty-one minutes
forty-five and
longitude
seventy-three degrees
degrees thirty-one
two
hundred and
fifty-seven one-thousandths
one-thousandths seconds;
seconds; thence
thence
two hundred
and fifty-seven
south
twenty-eight minutes
forty-eight seconds west
west
south four degrees
degrees twenty-eight
minutes forty-eight
hundred and ten feet
feet to
to a
a monument
monument (numbered
(numbered
ten thousand four hundred
thirty
68) on Cranberry
latitude forty-one
degrees thirty
forty-one degrees
Cranberry Mountain,
Mountain, in latitude
68)
minutes fifty-eight and four hundred and twenty-four
twenty-four onethousandths seconds
and longitude
longitude seventy-three
thirty-one
thousandths
seconds, and
seventy-three degrees
degrees thirty-one
minutes fifty-five
and nine
hundred and
and forty-six
forty-six one-thousandths
one-thousandths
fifty-five and
nine hundred
minutes
seconds; thence
south two
two degrees
thirty-eight
minutes thirty-eight
thence south
degrees twenty-four
twenty-four minutes
seconds;
seconds
hundred and seventeen
seconds west ten
ten thousand
thousand six
six hundred
seventeen feet to
to aa
monument (numbered
(numbered 72)
72) on the northerly
northerly slope of
of a
a hill aa mile
mile
monument
degrees twenty-nine
twenty-nine
south of Haviland
Haviland Hollow,
Hollow, in
in latitude forty-one
forty-one degrees
hundred and twenty-seven
twenty-seven one-thousandths
one-thousandths
minutes thirteen and
and six
six hundred
seconds, and
and longitude
seventy-three degrees
degrees thirty-two minutes
minutes
seconds,
longitude seventy-three
seconds;
one-thousandths seconds;
one and
and eight hundred
one
hundred and thirteen one-thousandths
thence
west
thence south
south three degrees three minutes twelve seconds west
twenty thousand
thousand seven
seven hundred
hundred and
and thirty-one
monument
thirty-one feet
feet to aamonument
twenty
(numbered 80) in a
a mowed field southeast of an angle in the road
(numbered
from
Brewster to Ball Pond, in latitude forty-one
forty-one degrees
from Brewster
twenty-five
forty-nine and one hundred and eight oneminutes forty-nine
twenty-five minutes
thousandths seconds,
degrees thirty-two
longitude seventy-three
seventy-three degrees
seconds, and
and longitude
thousandths
minutes
sixteen and
and three
one-thousandths
and nine oue-thousandths
three hundred
hundred and
minutes sixteen
seconds;
thence south
south four
four degrees
minutes twelve
twelve
degrees fifty-three
fifty-three minutes
seconds; thence
seconds
thousand two
seventy-nine feet
feet to
to
two hundred
hundred and
and seventy-nine
seconds west
west ten
ten thousand
northerly side
side of
of a
a rocky
rocky
the northerly
84) on
on the
(numbered 84)
aa monument
monument (numbered
Plain in
in latitude
latitude forty-one
forty-one degrees
northwest of
of Mill Plain
summit northwest
twenty-four
hundred and fifteen
fifteen oneminutes seven
seven and nine hundred
twenty-four minutes
thousandths seconds
seconds and
longitude seventy-three
seventy-three degrees
thirty-two
degrees thirty-two
and longitude
thousandths
minutes
twenty-seven and sevep
seveik hundred
hundred and ninety-eight
ninety-eight
minutes twenty-seven
one-thousandths
seconds; thence
forty-five
south two
two degrees
degrees forty-five
thence south
one-thousandths seconds;
minutes
forty-eight seconds
seconds west
west ten
ten thousand
hundred and
and
thousand five
five hundred
minutes forty-eight
swampy
(numbered 89) in aa swampy
twenty-seven
to a
a monument
monument (numbered
twenty-seven feet to
pasture south
south of
angle in
in a
along
back road
road which runs along
a back
of a
a right
right angle
pasture
the line
line between
Ridgefield in
in latitude
the towns of Danbury and Ridgefield
between the
the
tion—Conttnued.
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forty-one
twenty-two minutes
forty-one degrees twenty-two
,minutes twenty-four
twenty-f our and
and thirty
thirty
one-thousandths seconds and longitude
one-thousandths
longitude seventy-three
seventy-three degrees
degrees
thirty-two minutes thirty-four
thirty-four and
and four
hundred and
fifty-six
four hundred
and fifty-six
one-thousandths seconds; thence
one-thousandths
thence south
south four
four degrees
degrees thirty-six
thirty-six
minutes thirty-nine
thirty-nine seconds west ten thousand eight
eight hundred
hundred and
and
seventy-eight
a monument (numbered
seventy-eight feet to a
91) in
swamp near
near
(numbered 91)
in a
a swamp
Mopus Brook in latitude forty-one
degrees twenty
forty-one degrees
twenty minutes
minutes thirtythirtysix and nine hundred one-thousandths
seconds and
one-thousandths seconds
and longitude
longitude
seventy-three
seventy-three degrees thirty-two
minutes forty-five
nine
thirty-two minutes
forty-five and
and nine
hundred and twenty one-thousandths
seconds; thence
hundred
one-thousandths seconds;
south four
four
thence south
degrees twelve minutes sixteen
sixteen seconds
seconds west
west ten
ten thousand
four
thousand four
hundred and ninety-three
ninety-three feet to
monument (numbered
(numbered 96)
96)
to aa monument
south of aaledge
ledge on Titicus Mountain
in latitude
latitude forty-one
degrees
Mountain in
forty-one degrees
eighteen minutes fifty-three
fifty-three and
five hundred
hundred and
and seven
seven oneoneand five
thousandths seconds
seconds and longitude seventy-three
seventy-three degrees
degrees thirty-two
thirty-two
one-thousandths seconds;
minutes fifty-six and one one-thousandths
seconds; thence
thence south
south
six degrees
degrees thirty-two minutes
minutes twenty-one
twenty-one seconds
seconds west
west seven
seven
and fourteen
thousand two hundred and
fourteen feet
to a
monument (numbered
feet to
a monument
(numbered
98) known as the Ridgefield
Ridgefield Angle
on a
asteep
sloping toward
toward
Angle on
steep side
side hill
hill sloping
South Pond in latitude forty-one
forty-one degrees seventeen
minutes
seventeen minutes
forty-two and six hundred
hundred and ninety
forty-two
ninety one-thousandths
one-thousandths seconds
seconds
and longitude seventy-three
seventy-three degrees
minutes six
degrees thirty-three
thirty-three minutes
six and
and
seven hundred and sixty-four
one-thousandths seconds;
seconds; thence
thence
sixty-four one-thousandths
south thirty-two degrees forty-six minutes six
east fourteen
fourteen
six seconds
seconds east
thousand one hundred
hundred and
nine feet
to a
a monument
monument (numbered
(numbered
and nine
feet to
103) in aa swamr7
swamp' near aasmall
latitude forty-one
degrees
small brook
brook in
in latitude
forty-one degrees
and four
fifteen minutes forty-five and
four hundred
and sixty
one-thouhundred and
sixty one-thousandths seconds and longitude
longitude seventy-three
thirty-one
seventy-three degrees
degrees thirty-one
minutes twenty-six and seven hundred
hundred and
and seventy-five
seventy-five oneonethousandths seconds; thence south thirty-two degrees
thousandths
degrees forty-one
forty-one
minutes forty-six seconds
seconds east
thousand four
four hundred
and
east ten
ten thousand
hundred and
forty-three feet to a
a monument (numbered
106) at
at the
(numbered 106)
the westerly
westerly
side of a
a rocky ridge near the southwest
southwest corner
corner of
Ridgefield in
in
of Ridgefield
latitude forty-one
forty-one degrees fourteen
fourteen minutes
minutes eighteen
eighteen and
and six
six
hundred and twenty-six one-thousandths
one-thousandths seconds
hundred
seconds and
and longitude
longitude
seventy-three degrees thirty minutes twelve
seventy-three
hundred and
twelve and
and nine
nine hundred
and
forty
one-thousandths seconds; thence south thirty-two
forty one-thousandths
thirty-two degrees
degrees
two minutes
minutes and twenty-eight seconds
seconds east
east eleven
eleven thousand
thousand and
and
forty-seven
monument (numbered
forty-seven feet to a
a monument
known as
(numbered 109)
109) known
as the
the
Wilton Angle in woodland northwest
northwest of
of Bald
Bald Hill
Hill in
in latitude
latitude
forty-one degrees twelve minutes
forty-one
minutes forty-six
and one
one hundred
hundred and
and
forty-six and
one one-thousandths
one-thousandths seconds and
seventy-three degrees
and longitude
longitude seventy-three
degrees
twenty-eight
twenty-eight minutes
minutes fifty-six and two
and sixty-three
sixty-three
two hundred
hundred and
one-thousandths seconds; thence south fifty-nine degrees
one-thousandths
degrees fifty-nine
fifty-nine
minutes fifty-eight
fifty-eight seconds
seconds west
west nine
nine thousand
five hundred
thousand five
hundred and
and
eighty-eight
eighty-eight feet to a
amonument
monument (numbered
112) on
on the
the south
south side
(numbered 112)
side
of aa short crossroad leading west
Vista Road
Road in
latitude
west from
from the
the Vista
in latitude
forty-one
minutes fifty-eight
forty-one degrees eleven minutes
fifty-eight and
hundred and
and
and seven
seven hundred
twenty-one
twenty-one one-thousandths
one-thousandths seconds
seconds and longitude
longitude seventy-three
seventy-three
degrees
degrees thirty minutes forty-four and eight hundred
and seventyhundred and
seventyseven one-thousandths
one-thousandths seconds;
seco n ds; th
ence sou
th fifty-seven
fifty-seven degrees
thence
south
degrees
fifty-eight minutes forty-nine
fifty-eight
forty-nine seconds west
six thousand
and two
two
west six
thousand and
feet
a monument
(numbered 115)
115) on
feet to a
monument (numbered
the northeasterly
northeasterly slope
slope of
on the
of
a low wooded hill one-half mile west
a
west of
Mud Pond
Pond and
and northeast
of Mud
northeast
of Sellicks Corners in latitude forty-one
forty-one degrees
degrees eleven
eleven minutes
minutes
twenty-seven
and two hundred and seventy-two
twenty-seven and
seventy-two one-thousandths
one-thousandths
seconds
seconds and longitude seventy-three
seventy-three degrees
degrees thirty-one
thirty-one minutes
minutes
fifty-one
fifty-one and four hundred and thirty-eight
thirty-eight one-thousandths
one-thousandths
seconds; thence south fifty-nine degrees nine
nine minutes
minutes fifty-eight
fifty-eight
seconds west fifteen thousand
thousand nine hundred
hundred and
and eighty-three
eighty-three feet
feet
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to aa monument (numbered 120) on the summit of
rocky ridge
ridge BoundarydescripBoundary deseripof aa rocky
rge swamps,
swamps, northeast
Long Rid
ge i
ntion—Continued.
halfway
halfway between
between two ld
large
northeast of
of Long
Ridge
in
latitude forty-one degrees ten minutes
minutes six
six and
and two
two hundred
and
hundred and
ninety-four
ninety-four one-thousandths
one-thousandths seconds and longitude
longitude seventy-three
seventy-three
degrees
degrees thirty-four
thirty-four minutes fifty and eight
eight hundred
and seventyseventyhundred and
one one-thousandths
one-thousandths seconds; thence
thence south fifty-eight
degrees
fifty-eight degrees
fifty-six minutes twenty-two seconds
seconds west twenty-one
twenty-one thousand
thousand
one hundred
hundred and ninety-three
ninety-three feet to aamonument (numbered
(numbered 127)
127)
in level woodland west of a
a low hill west of
of Banksville
in latitude
latitude
Banksville in
forty-one
degrees eight minutes eighteen
forty-one degrees
eighteen and
and one
hundred and
one hundred
and
eighty-nine
one-thousandths seconds and lonpitude
eighty-nine one-thousandths
longitude seventy-three
seventy-three
degrees
degrees thirty-eight minutes forty-eight and one hundred
hundred and
and
thence south
twenty-nine one-thousandths
one-thousandths seconds;
seconds; thence
south fifty-eight
fifty-eight
degrees
degrees thirty-two minutes forty-seven
forty-seven seconds
seconds west
twenty-six
west twenty-six
fifty-five feet to aa rough
thousand three hundred and fifty-five
granite
rough granite
monument (numbered
(numbered 140) known as the Duke's Trees
Angle,
Trees Angle,
set in concrete,
concrete with its top below the
the roadway
King Street
roadway called
called King
Street
in latitude forty-one
forty-one degrees six minutes
minutes two and
and two
two hundred
hundred
and five one-thousandths
one-thousandths seconds and
longitude seventy-three
seventy-three
and longitude
degrees forty-three minutes
minutes forty-one
and seven
hundred and
and
forty-one and
seven hundred
seventy-eight
seventy-eight one-thousandths
one-thousandths seconds;
thence south
seconds; thence
south thirty-one
thirty-one
degrees
degrees twenty-nine
twenty-nine minutes forty-one
forty-one seconds east
thousand
east eleven
eleven thousand
four hundred
hundred and forty feet to
monument (numbered
(numbered 148)
148) three
to a
a monument
three
hundred
hundred feet north of the road leading
leading west
from King
King Street
Street
west from
south of Rye Lake in latitude forty-one
forty-one degrees
degrees four
four minutes
minutes
twenty-five and eight hundred
twenty-five
hundred and fourteen
one-thousandths
fourteen one-thousandths
seconds
seventy-three degrees
degrees forty-two
seconds and longitude seventy-three
forty-two minutes
minutes
twenty-three
twenty-three and seven hundred and forty-seven
forty-seven one-thousandths
one-thousandths
seconds;
thirty-two degrees
seconds; thence
thence south thirty-two
fifty-seven
degrees ten
ten minutes
minutes fifty-seven
seconds east fourteen thousand nine hundred and seventy-five
seventy-five feet
feet
to aa monument
153) at the east side of King
monument (numbered
(numbered 153)
Street
King Street
one thousand
thousand feet north
north of Ridge Street
Street in
latitude forty-one
in latitude
forty-one
degrees
degrees two minutes
minutes twenty and five hundred and
seventy oneand seventy
onethousandths
thousandths seconds
seconds and longitude
longitude seventy-three
degrees forty
forty
seventy-three degrees
minutes thirty-nine
thirty-nine and six hundred
hundred and sixty-six
sixty-six one-thousandths
one-thousandths
seconds:
seconds; thence south -thirty-two
thirty-two degrees
degrees seven
seven mintue,s
thirty
mintues thirty
seconds east eleven thousand
thousand four hundred and
and sixty-one
sixty-one feet
feet to
to a
a
granite
158) set at the north side
granite monument (numbered
(numbered 158)
side of Byram
Byram
Bridge
a concrete pier on aagranite
ridge in a
granite ledge
ledge known
since 1684
1684 as
known since
as
Wading Place in
in latitude
The Great
Great Stone at the Wading
latitude forty-one
forty-one degrees
degrees
forty-four
hundred and sixty-two
sixty-two one-thousandths
forty-four and six hundred
one-thousandths seconds
seconds
and longitude seventy-three
seventy-three degrees
degrees thirty-nine
minutes twenty
twenty
thirty-nine minutes
and one hundred
hundred and seventy-two
seventy-two one-thousandths
one-thousandths seconds;
seconds; thence
thence
south nine
nine degrees
degrees fifty-three
fifty-three minutes forty-three
forty-three seconds
west
seconds west
eight hundred and thirty-five feet to aa brass bolt and
and _plate
plate
(numbered
(numbered 159)
159) set in the top of a
alarge boulder
boulder in Byram
Bvram /liver
River
in latitude forty-one
forty-one degrees
degrees thirty-six and five hundred and
and
thirty-five one-thousandths
one-thousandths seconds
thirty-five
seconds and longitude
longitude seventy-three
seventy-three
degrees thirty-nine minutes twenty-two
twenty-two and forty-four
degrees
forty-four one-thousandths seconds; thence south
south eighteen degrees
degrees fifty-six minutes
minutes
forty-one seconds
seconds west three thousand
thousand seven hundred and
and thirty-five
thirty-five
Byram River in
feet to angle numbered 161 in Byram
in latitude
latitude forty-one
forty-one
degrees one and six hundred
one-thousandths
hundred and twenty-six
twenty-six one-thousandths
seventy-three degrees thirty-nine
seconds and longitude
longitude seventy-three
thirty-nine minutes
minutes
thirty-seven and eight hundred
hundred and sixty-three
sixty-three one-thousandths
one-thousandths
seconds, this tangent
tangent being produced and referenced
referenced on the shore
shore
by a
a brass bolt and plate leaded
leaded into the rock on a
a steep
steep hill;
hill;
thence south twelve
twelve degrees
degrees fifty-seven
fifty-seven minutes two seconds
seconds east
east
nine hundred and sixty-five feet to angle numbered 162 in Byram
Byram
fifty-two and
River in latitude forty degrees
degrees fifty-nine minutes fifty-two
and
45822--25t--49
45822e--25t----49
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three
and thirty-five
thirty-five one-thousandths
one-thousandths seconds
three hundred
hundred and
seconds and
and
longitude seventy-three
degrees thirty-nine
thirty-nine minutes
minutes
.
thirty-five
thirty-five
longitude
seventy-three degrees
forty-four one-thousandths
the. line being
and forty-four
one-thousandths seconds, the
being produced
produced
and
referenced by
by a
abolt
the rock
hill east
east of
and referenced
bolt and
and plate
plate in
in the
rock on
on a
a hill
of the
the
river; thence
thence south
south five
five degrees
degrees fourteen
fourteen minutes
eight seconds
seconds
river;
minutes eight
west nine
nine hundred
and fifty
fifty feet
feet to
to angle
angle numbered
numbered 163
163 in
in Byram
Byram
west
hundred and
River in
in latitude
forty degrees
degrees fifty-nine
fifty-nine minutes forty-two
forty-two and
River
latitude forty
nine hundred
hundred and
seconds and
and.
nine
and ninety-five
ninety-five one-thousandths
one-thousandths seconds
longitude seventy-three
longitude
seventy-three degrees thirty-nine minutes thirty-six and
one hundred and seventy-three
seventy-three one-thousandths
one-thousandths seconds; the
the line
being
and referenced
by a
bolt and
the ledge
ledge on
on
being produced
produced and
referenced by
a bolt
and plate
plate in
in the
degrees ten
the west
west shore of
of the river;
river; thence south nine
nine degrees
ten minutes
nineteen seconds
seconds east six hundred
nineteen
hundred and
and ninety-two
ninety-two feet
feet to
to angle
(numbered 164) in Byram River in latitude forty degrees fifty-nine
(numbered
one-thousandths
minutes thirty-six and two hundred and forty-nine one-thousandths
seconds and longitude seventy-three
seventy-three degrees thirty-nine minutes
thirty-four
one-thousandths
thirty-four and
and seven hundred
hundred and thirty-six one-thousandths
produced and referenced
referenced by a
abolt and plate
seconds, the line being produced
in the shore; thence
thence south thirty-four
thirty-four degrees
degrees thirty-five minutes
eighty-four feet to
four seconds east six hundred and eighty-four
to angle
(numbered
165) in Byram River in latitude forty
forty degrees
degrees fifty-nine
(numbered 165)
eighty-two one-thousandths
minutes thirty and six hundred and eighty-two
one-thousandths
seconds and longitude seventy-three
seventy-three degrees
degrees thirty-nine
thirty-nine minutes
twenty-nine and six hundred and seventy-one
one-thousandths
twenty-nine
seventy-one one-thousandths
seconds, both ends of this and the three subsequent tangents
tangents being
referenced by brass bolts and
produced and referenced
and plates set in the
the ledge
ledge
on the shore of the river; thence south twenty-six
twenty-six degrees two
two
seconds east two hundred and twenty-nine
twenty-nine feet to angle (numbered
(numbered
166) in latitude forty degrees
degrees fifty-nine minutes twenty-eight
twenty-eight and
166)
and
forty-six one-thousandths
one-thousandths seconds and
six hundred and forty-six
and longitude
seventy-three
minutes twenty-eight
seventy-three degrees thirty-nine minutes
twenty-eight and three
hundred and sixty one-thousandths
south five
five
hundred
one-thousandths seconds;
seconds; thence
thence south
degrees twenty-six minutes thirty-eight
seconds west
hundred
degrees
thirty-eight seconds
west four
four hundred
and two feet to angle (numbered
167) in latitude forty degrees
(numbered 167)
twenty-four and six hundred and ninety-four
ninety-four
fifty-nine minutes twenty-four
one-thousandths seconds
seconds and longitude seventy-three
seventy-three degrees
one-thousandths
thirty-nine
thirty-nine minutes twenty-eight
twenty-eight and eight hundred and fifty-seven
fifty-seven
one-thousandths
one-thousandths seconds; thence
thence south fifty degrees forty-nine
minutes fifty-one seconds west eight hundred
hundred and fifteen
fifteen feet to
to
(numbered 168) in latitude forty degrees fifty-nine
angle (numbered
fifty-nine minutes
minutes
nineteen and six hundred and eight one-thousandths
one-thousandths seconds and
longitude seventy-three
seventy-three degrees
degrees thirty-nine minutes thirty-seven
thirty-seven
ninety-six one-thousandths
one-thousandths seconds;
seconds; thence south thirty
and ninety-six
degrees one minute forty-one seconds east one thousand nine
hundred and twenty-four
(numbered 169),
twenty-four feet to angle (numbered
169), a
a point in
in
the center
center of the channel in line with the breakwater
breakwater at Lyons or
Byram Point in latitude forty degrees fifty-nine minutes three
hundred and fifty-two one-thousandths
one-thousan dths seconds and
and .one hundred
and
longitude
seventy-three degrees thirty-nine
thirty-nine minutes twenty-four
longitude seventy-three
twenty-four
and five hundred and forty-six one-thous
andth s "econds
-econds the
one-thousandths
northerly end
being produced
produced back
back and
and referenced
northerly
end of
of this
this tangent
tangent being
referenced
by a
a brass bolt and plate in the ledge overlooking the harbor;
harbor;
thence south forty-five
forty-five degrees east seventeen
seventeen thousand one
hundred and sixty feet or three and one-quarter miles to angle
(numbered 170)
(numbered
170) in latitude forty degrees fifty-seven
fifty-seven minutes three
and two hundred
hundred and twenty-eight one-thousandths
one-thousandths seconds, and
longitude seventy-three
seventy-three degrees thirty-six minutes forty-six and
four
eighteen one-thousandths
one-thous an dth s seconds,
secon d
s,
the first
fi rstangle
angl
e
four hundred
hundred and eighteen
the
commissioners
point in Long Island
Island Sound described
described by
by the
the joint
joint commissioners
agreement
of New York and Connecticut by a
a memorandum
memorandum of agreement
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dated December
December 8, 1879; thence
thence in a
(the arc
nountan descripdes c
ri pa straight line
line (the
arc of
of aa tioB
Boundary
great circle)
circle) north seventy-four
great
degrees thirty-two
thi rty-two minutes
m i
nu t
es tion-Contnued.
seventy-four degrees
thirty-two
thirty-two seconds east four hundred and thirty-four
thousand
thirty-four thousand
three
three hundred and ninety-four
ninety-four feet to a
(numbered 171)
171) in
a point
point (numbered
in
latitude
forty-one degrees
fifteen minutes thirty-one
latitude forty-one
degrees fifteen
thirty-one and
and three
three
hundred and twenty-one
twenty-one one-thousandths
one-thousandths seconds,
seconds, and
and longitude
longitude
seventy-two degrees five minutes
seventy-two
minutes twenty-four
twenty-four and
and six
six hundred
hundred and
and
eighty-five one-thousandths
one-thousandths seconds, four statute miles true
true south
south
of New London Lighthouse; thence
thence north fifty-eight
fifty-eight degrees
degrees
forty-three seconds east
fifty-eight minutes forty-three
east twenty-two
twenty-two thousand
thousand
six
hundred and
and four
four feet
to aapoint
point (numbered
in latitude
six hundred
feet to
(numbered 172)
172) in
latitude
forty-one degrees
forty-one
minutes twenty-six
twenty-six and
and three
hundred
degrees seventeen
seventeen minutes
three hundred
and forty-one one-thousandths
one-thousandths seconds,
seconds and
longitude seventy-two
seventy-two
and longitude
degrees one minute
minute ten and nine hundred
hundred and
thirty-seven oneoneand thirty-seven
thousandths seconds marked on
States Coast
on the
the United States
Coast Survey
Survey
Chart of Fishers Island Sound annexed to
to said
said memorandum,
memorandum,
which point is on the long east three-fourths
three-fourths north
sailing course
north sailing
course
drawn
true north from
drawn on said map one thousand
thousand feet true
the
from the
Hammock or North Dumpling
thence following
Dumpling Lighthouse;
Lighthouse; thence
following said
said
three-fourths north sailing course
east three-fourths
course north
north seventy-three
degrees
seventy-three degrees
thirty-seven minutes forty-two seconds
thirty-seven
seconds east
east twenty-five
twenty-five thousand
thousand
seventeen feet to
seven hundred
hundred and seventeen
to a
in
a point
point (numbered
(numbered 173)
173) in
latitude forty-one
forty-one degrees eighteen minutes thirty-seven
thirty-seven and
and eight
eight
one-thousandths seconds, and longitude
hundred and thirty-five one-thousandths
longitude
seventy-one degrees
seventy-one
fifty-five minutes
minutes forty-seven
forty-seven and
degrees fifty-five
and six
six hundred
hundred
and twenty-six
twenty-six one-thousandths
and
one-thousandths seconds
seconds marked
(numbered 2)
2) on
marked (numbered
on
said map; thence
thence south seventy degrees
degrees seven
seven minutes twenty-six
twenty-six
seconds east six
thousand four
four hundred
hundred and
six thousand
and twenty-four
twenty-four feet
feet
toward aa point marked (numbered
(numbered 3) on said
said map
said line
line
map until
until said
boundary of Rhode Island at
intersects the westerly
westerly boundary
at a
a paint
point
(numbered 174) in latitude
(numbered
latitude forty-one
forty-one degrees
degrees eighteen
eighteen minutes
minutes
sixteen and
and forty-nine
one-thousandths seconds,
and two
two hundred
hundred and
forty-nine one-thousandths
seconds,
and longitude
seventy-one degrees fifty-four
longitude seventy-one
fifty-four minutes
minutes twenty-eight
twenty-eight
and four hundred
hundred and seventy-seven
seventy-seven one-thousandths
one-thousandths seconds
seconds as
as
determined
commissioners of Connecticut
determined by the joint commissioners
Connecticut and
and Rhode
Rhode
Island by aa memorandum
memorandum of
agreement dated
25, 1887.
of agreement
dated March
March 25,
1887.
"The geodetic positions given
"The
this description
based
given in
in this
description are
are based
on Clarke's
and the
Clarke's Spheroid of 1866 and
astronomical data
data adopted
adopted
the astronomical
by the United
United States Coast and Geodetic
Geodetic Survey
in 1880,
1880, and
and
Survey in
are computed from data given in Appendix
Appendix Numbered
Numbered 8
8 to
to the
the
report of the said
said survey
for 1888,
1888, entitled
survey for
entitled 'Geographical
'Geographical
State of
• positions in the State
Connecticut.'
of Connecticut.'
"And we agree that the boundary
boundary line hereinbefore
hereinbefore described
described
and determined
determined is fully and accurately
accurately laid
laid down
map, aa
down on
on a
a map,
be deposited
copy of which we agree shall be
deposited with
secretary of
of
with the
the secretary
each
each State.
in the
the foregoing
agree"Provided, however
however, That
That nothing
nothing in
foregoing agreement contained shall be
construed to
any existing
be construed
to affect
affect any
existing title
title to
to
property, corporeal or
property,
incorporeal, held
held under
under grants
grants heretofore
or incorporeal,
heretofore
made by either of said States,
States, nor to
to affect
affect existing
existing rights
rights which
which
said States,
States or either
either of them, or which the citizens
either of
citizens of
of either
of
said States may have, by
letters patent;
patent; or
or prescription
by grant, letters
prescription
of fishing, in the waters
waters of
of said sound,
for shell
shell or
sound, whether
whether for
or
floating fish,
fih, irrespective
irrespective of the
line hereby
hereby established,
the boundary
boundary line
established,
it
it not being the purpose
purpose of this agreement
agreement to
define, limit,
limit, or
or
to define,
interfere
interfere with any such right, rights,
the
rights, or privileges,
privileges, whatever
whatever the
same may be.
be.
"And we
we agree that as soon
"And
agreement shall
soon as this
this agreement
shall have
have
been ratified
the legislatures
of our
our resjectwe
ratified and confirmed
confirmed by
by the
legislatures of
repective
copies of the Acts of
of ratification
States, copies
ratification duly
authenticated shall
shall
duly authenticated
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be forwarded
forwarded by the secretary of each State to the chief executive
executive
magistrate of
among the
records
magistrate
of the other State
State to be
be deposited
deposited among
the records
thereof,
thereof, in perpetual
perpetual testimony of such ratification.
ratification.
1911, and
and.
"Dated at Hartford
Hartford this 3d day
day of January
January,, 1911,
signed on this day by
by Frank B.
B. Weeks,
Weeks, Governor
Governor of
of 'Connecticut,
Connecticut,
and at
York, on
15, 1912,
1912, by
A. Bensel,
Bensel,
and
at Albany,
Albany, New
New York,
on March
March 15,
by J.
J. A.
State
of New
New York.
York. (Seal.)"
State engineer
engineer and
and surveyor
surveyor of
(Seal.)"
And
of said
said boundary
boundary line
line
Whereas said
said agreement
agreement and
and the
the location of
as therein described have
have been
been duly ratified
ratified and confirmed
confirmed by
by
the said States, and the congressional approval
thereof has
approval thereof
has been
been
authorized by said States: Therefore
authorized
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
Consent of Congress
1United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the consent
to agreement.
agreement.
United States of America in Congress
consent
to
of the Congress of the United States be, and hereby is, given to
to
said agreement, and to each and every part thereof;
thereof; and the
boundaries established by said
agreement are
approved.
boundaries
said agreement
are hereby
hereby approved.
Approved,
January 10, 1925.
Approved, January
January
12, 1925.
January 12,1925.
[S.
3584.]
[S. 354.]
[Public, No. 317.1
[Public,

CHAP. 7.—An
72.-An Act To extend
exten4 the time for completing
construction of
CHAP.
completing the construction
of a
a
bridge
bridge across
across the Delaware River.

Be
enacted by
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
Be it
it enacted
by the
the Senate
and House
House of

Delaware River.
United States
States of
in Congress
assembled_, That
for
Time
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
That the
the time
time for
Time etended
extended for
for United

bridging, at
at Trenton,
completing
construction of
of the
bridge authorized
by Act
Act of
of
the bridge
authorized by
Pedging
at
Trenton
s
bbridging.
completing the
the construction
N. J., by Pennsylvania
t
, aiiroetc. Congress
Congress approved
Railroad,
etc.
24, 1912,
1912, to
be built by
by the
the Pennsylvania
approved August
August 24,
to be
Pennsylvania
Vol. 37,
37, p.
p. 492.
Vol.
49

Vol.
Vol. 4
42, p.3.
393.
Amendment.
Amendment.

January
12, 192.5.
January 12,1925.
[S. 807.1
[i.
[Public, No. 318.1

Railroad
Pennsylvania and Newark Railroad
Railroad
Railroad Company and the Pennsylvania
Company across the
Delaware River
the City
Trenton, New
the Delaware
River near
near the
City of
of Trenton,
New
Jersey,
heretofore been
been extended
to August
Jersey, which
which has
has heretofore
extended by
by Congress
Congress to
August
24,1925,
extended for aafurther
24, 1925, is hereby extended
period of
of three
further period
three years
years from
from
last-named date.
the last-named
date.
SEC.
That the right to alter, amend,
SEC. 2. That
amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
expressly reserved.
January 12,
12, 1925.
1925.
Approved, January

CHAP. 73.-An
73.—An Act
Authorizing the
the Secretary
to determine
Act Authorizing
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
Interior to
determine
and confirm by patent
patent in the nature
nature of
of a
the title
title to
to lots
in the
a deed
deed of
of quitclaim
quitclaim the
lots in
the
city of
of Pensacola,
Pensacola, Florida.
Florida.
city

enacted by the Senate
Senate and House
Be it
it enacted
11
- °Use of Representatives
Representatives of the
United
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
Congress assembled,
United States
Interior
be, and is hereby, authorized
authorized to determine
confirm
of
Interior
determine and confirm
by the
patent
in the nature
of a deed of quitclaim
the titles to lots in
by patent in the nature of a deed of quitclaim the titles to lots in
the city of Pensacola, Florida, to those persons, firms, or corporations submitting
submitting satisfactory
satisfactory evidence
evidence of .being in possession, and
and
a chain of title, legal or equitable, beginning more than twenty
of a
years prior to the passage of this Act, or to those claiming by virtue
of improvements and continuous adverse
adverse possession for more than
Basis of claims.
Basis o claims
twenty years prior to the passage of this Act. Such claims
lots
claims to
to lots
are to be based on the approved survey made in
in 1827
by James
James W.
1827 by
W.
surveyor, or
Exum, deputy United States surveyor,
or upon
upon a
a supplemental
supplemental plat
plat
Proriso.
of survey
same is
is found
found to
Provided, That
to be brought
P
survey where
where same
Claims
brought of
to be
be necessary:
necessary: Provided,
That
years.
in three years.
parties having claims to lots in the city of Pensacola, Florida, and
and
failing to present
present same within
after the
the passage
ofthis
thi s
within three
three years
years after
passage of
Act, will be held to
to have
have waived
their rights
rights so
so to
to do,
waived their
do, and
and such
such
VoL 4,p.5
unclaimed
lots will thereafter be
subject to
solely under
be subject
to disposition
disposition solely
under
Vol. 4, p.550.
the Act of June
June 28, 1832 (Fourth Statutes
Statutes at Large, page 550).
550).
Approved,
12, 1925.
Approved, January
January 12,
1925.
Public lands.
eunblicland.Fla.
Pensacola,
Quitclaim
uitclaim deed
deed to
to
holders of certain
rtai lots
in.
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CHAP. 74.-An
74.—An Act Providing
Providing for the acquirement by the United States of
CHAP.
privately
owned lands
lands within
County, New
Mexico, known
known as
Santa
as the Santa
New Mexico,
Taos County,
within Taos
privately owned
Barbara
exchanging therefor
therefor timber, or lands and timber, within the
grant, by exchanging
Barbara grant,
exterior boundaries
situated within the State of New
national forest situated
of any
any national
boundaries of
exterior
Mexico.

January 12,
1925.
12,1925.
January
18. 1762.]
76
Ls
1
2.1
1
[Public,
No. 319.]
319.]
Public, No.

Be it
it enacted
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the
and House
enacted by
Be
forests.
United States
States of
of America
in Congress
Secretary National
Natnafoest-san.
the Secretary
assembled, That
That the
Congress assembled,
America in
United
Private
lands in Santa Barbara
Barbara grant,
grant, N.
N.
in his discretion ta
of the
the Interior
Interior be,
authorized in
is, authorized
he hereby
hereby is,
and he
be, and
of
Mex., may be0accepted
to
accept
on
behalf
of
the
United
States
title
to
all
or
any
part
of.
for
purposes
c
forpurps
to accept on behalf of the United States title to all or any part
of privately
privately owned
lands, situated
the Santa
Santa Barbara
grant,
Barbara grant,
within the
situated within
owned lands,
of
if in the
Mexico, if
located within
State of New Mexico,
Taos,? State
the county
county of Taos
within the
located
opinion of
the Secretary
Secretary of
public interests
interests will be
of Agriculture
Agriculture public
of the
opinion
benefited thereby,
thereby, and
and the
lands are
for national
national
valuable for
are chiefly
chiefly valuable
the lands
benefited
National forest timforest
purposes, and
exchange therefor
therefor the
the Secretary
Secretary of
in exchange
of ber
beratowd
forest purposes,
and in
allowedoresn
in ti-e
exchange.
change.
Agriculture may
may authorize
authorize the grantor to cut and remove an equal
Agriculture
value of
of timber
timber within
State;
national forests of the same State;
within the national
value
the values
values in
in each
case to
to be
determined by
the Secretary
of
Secretary of
by the
be determined
each case
the
a fair compensation.
Agriculture and
acceptable to
the grantor
grantor as a
to the
and acceptable
Agriculture
Timber given
in exchange
exchange shall
shall be
cut and removed under the Supervision of cutbe cut
given in
Timber
of alutof
tingSueiron
laws and
and regulations
relating to
the national
forests, and under ting
and removal
national forests,
to the
regulations relating
laws
timber.
accordance with the timber.
the direction
direction and
and supervision
supervision and in accordance
the
Agriculture.
requirements of
of the
Secretary of Agriculture.
the Secretary
requirements
Identification of
of
Identification
SEC. 2.
2. That
That lands
for exchange
exchange hereunder
hereunder and not lands
offered for
lands offered
SEC.
offered.
off
by
covered
by
public
land
surveys
shall
be
identified
metes
and
be
identified
shall
surveys
land
public
covered by
field notes
bounds
surveys and
and that
surveys and
and the
the plats
plats and field
such surveys
that such
bounds surveys
thereof shall
shall be
United States Forest
be made by employees of the United
thereof
Surveyor General.
Service
and approVed
General.
United States Surveyor
the United
by the
approved by
Service and
Made a part of CarS
EC. 3.
That any
lands conveyed
States under
the son Nationarorest.
under the
National Forest.
the United
United States
to the
conveyed to
any lands
SEO.
3. That
provisions
this Act
Act shall,
acceptance of the conveyance
conveyance
upon acceptance
shall, upon
of this
provisions of
thereof,
become and
and be
part of
of Carson
Carson National
National Forest.
Forest.
a part
be a
thereof, become
Advertising of pro.
Advertisnge
Sze. 4.
That before
before any
of lands for
for timber as above posed
exchange of
any exchange
4. That
SEC.
exchange.of pro
describing
exchange
provided
is
effected,
notice
of
exchange
proposal,
describing
such
provided is effected, notice of
be published
the
therein, shall be
published once each week for
involved therein,
lands involved
the lands
circulation
four consecutive
in some
newspaper of
of general circulation
some newspaper
weeks in
consecutive weeks
four
conveyed to the United
in the
in which
which such lands
so to be conveyed
lands so
county in
the county
in
States
are situated.
States are
Approved,
January 12,
12, 1925.
1925.
Approved, January

Alaska Game
CHAP.
Act To
establish an Alaska
Game Commission to protect
To establish
75.-An Act
CHAP. 75.—An
game
animals, land
land fur-bearing
fur-bearing animals,
animals, and birds, in Alaska, and for other
game animals,
purposes.

Representatives of the
Be it
enacted by
and House of Representatives
Senate and
the Senate
by the
it enacted
Be
United
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That this Act
Act
America in
States of
United States
shall be known
known by the short title of the "Alaska
"Alaska Game Law."
S
EC. 2. DEFiNrrioNs.—That
DEFINITION.-That for the purposes of this Act the
SEC.
construed, respectively,
following shall be construed,
respectively, to mean:
mean:
following
Commission:
The Alaska
Game Commission:
Commission:
Alaska Game
Commission: The
Territory:
Territory of Alaska.
Territory: Territory
including
demands, including
Person: The
or the
the singular,
singular, as the
case demands,
the case
plural or
The plural
Person:
individuals, associations,
associations, partnerships,
partnerships, and
and corporations,
corporations, unless the
individuals,
context otherwise
otherwise requires.
context
requires
Take: Taking,
Taking, pursuing,
trapping,
capturing, trapping,
hunting, capturing,
disturbing, hunting,
pursuing, disturbing,
Take:
nongame
fur-bearing animals, game or nonga.me
or killing
game animals
land fur-bearing
animals, land
killing game
or
birds, attempting
capture, trap, or kill
to take,
take, pursue, disturb, hunt, capture,
attempting to
birds,
such
birds, or
or setting
using aanet,
net, trap, or other device
or using
setting or
orbirds,
animals or
such animals
unless
or eggs of such birds, unless
for
them, or
the nests or
or collecting
collecting the
taking them,
for taking
the
context otherwise
Whenever the taking of animals,
requires. Whenever
otherwise requires.
the context
taking
birds
or nests
permitted, reference
reference is had to tang
eggs of birds is permitted,
or eggs
nests or
birds or
by
lawful means
and in
in lawful manner.
means and
by lawful
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Open
time during
which birds or animals may
during which
The time
season: The
Open season:
lawfully
be
taken.
Each
period
of
time
prescribed
an open
open season
season
as an
prescribed as
time
of
lawfully be taken. Each period
shall be
construed to
to include
include the
the first
first and
and last
thereof.
days thereof.
last days
be construed
shall
Close
The time
time during
birds and
not
animals may not
and animals
which birds
during which
season: The
"
Close season."
Close season:
"Closeseason."
be taken.
taken.
be
"
Transport."
Transport: Shipping,
transporting, carrying,
carrying, importing,
exportimporting, exportShipping, transporting,
"TransportTransport:
ing,
or receiving
or delivering
delivering for
carriage,
transportation, carriage,
shipment, transportation,
for shipment,
receiving or
ing, or
or
unless the
the context
context otherwise
otherwise requires.
•
requires.
export, unless
or export,
"Gameans."
animals."
Game animals:
moose, caribou,
elk, mountain
mountain sheep,
caribou, elk,
Deer, moose,
animals: Deer,
Game
"Game
mountain
goat, and
the large
large brown
brown and
grizzly bears,
bears, which
which shall
shall
and grizzly
and the
mountain goat,
be known
big game.
game.
as big
known as
be
"Land fIr-beasng
fur-bearing
Land
Beaver, muskrat, marmot, ground
animals: Beaver,
fur-bearing animals:
Land fur-bearing
"Land
animals."
squirrel (spermophiles),
fisher, fox,
fox, lynx,
marten or
sable, mink,
mink,
or sable,
lynx, marten
(spermophiles), fisher,
squirrel
weasel
or
ermine,
land
otter,
wolverine,
polar
bear,
and
black bear,
and
bear,
polar
wolverine,
otter,
land
ermine,
or
weasel
including
its brown
brown and
and blue
color variations.
variations.
bear) color
glacier bear)
(or glacier
blue (or
including its
"Game "amebds
birds."
Game
birds: Migratory
commonly known as ducks,
waterfowl, commonly
Migratory waterfowl,
Game birds:
geese,
shore birds,
birds, commonly
commonly known
as plover,
plover,
known as
swans; shore
and swans;
brant, and
geese, brant,
sandpipers, snipe,
snipe, little
little brown
curlew, and the several
and curlew,
cranes, and
brown cranes,
sandpipers,
species
of grouse
ptarmigan, which
shall be
be known as small
which shall
and ptarmigan,
grouse and
species of
game.
game.
"Nongame
birds."
birds except
birds: All
Nongame birds:
Nongame
All wild birds
except game
game birds.
"Nongame birds."
Residents.
SEC. 3.
APPLICATION AND
AND CONSTRUCTrON.-That
CONSTRUCTION.—That for
for the
the purposes
purposes
3. APPLICATION
SEC.
Residents.
nomicue,construing.
of this
this Act
Act a
citizen of
United States who has been domiciled
of the
the United
a citizen
of
Doeonstran
purpose of making
in the
not less
year for
making
for the purpose
one year
than one
less than
Territory not
the Territory
in
his permanent
permanent home
therein, or
perso.n not
not a
citizen
a citizen
foreign-born person
or aa foreign-born
home therein,
his
of
who has
become aa
to become
intention to
his intention
declared his
has declared
States who
United States
the United
of the
citizen
of the
the United
States, and
has been
in the
Territory
the Territory
domiciled in
been domiciled
and has
United States,
citizen of
Citzezisldp of aliens. for
like period
and purpose,
a resident;
resident; but
considered a
be •considered
shall be
purpose, shall
period and
a like
for a
citienipon.
if
person shall not have been admitted to citizenforeign-born person
such aaforeign-born
if such
intention
his first intention
ship
seven years
years from
from the
he declared
declared his
date he
the date
within seven
ship within
to become
become aacitizen,
citizen, he
he shall
deemed to be an alien until
be deemed
thereafter be
shall thereafter
to
citizens. admitted
Aliens
not citizens.
admitted to
A foreign-born
foreign-born person
citizen of the
the
a citizen
not a
person not
to citizenship.
citizenship. A
Aliens not
a citizen
become a
United States
citizen
intention to become
his intention
declared his
not declared
has not
who has
States who
United
of the
United States,
States, or
or who
in the Territory for at
resided in
not resided
has not
who has
the United
of
least one
one year
year after
after having
having declared such intention, shall be conleast
an alien.
sidered an
sidered
paragraph, or part of this Actdi sha
That
nof
nvalidity n
clause
Invaly
of toany
toan
any ifif any clause,
clause, sentence, paragraph,
shall
feet remainder
,
etc., otof Act.at- for
— reason be
by any
any court
jurisdiction
of competent
competent jurisdiction
court of
be adjudged
adjudged by
fectremainderof Act. y for any reason
to be
judgment shall
shall not
impair, or
or invalidate
affect, impair,
not affect,
such judgment
invalid, such
to
be invalid,
the
remainder thereof,
but shall
confined in its operation
operation to
be confined
shall be
thereof, but
the remainder
the clause,
sentence, paragraph,
paragraph, or parts thereof directly involved
the
clause, sentence,
in
which such
judgment shall
been
shall have been
such judgment
in which
controversy in
the controversy
in the
Alaska
Game CorCora- rendered.
rendered.
Alaska Game
SEC.
mission.
S
EC. 4. ALASKA
AlasicA GAME3
GAME COMMIISsION
COMMISSION CREATED.--That
el/EA:rm.—That aa commission
mission.
created.
is hereby
hereby created.
Commission" is
qualifcaCreated,
cr
e
ated,
qualifts" to be known as the "Alaska Game Commission"
tion, terms, etc.
shall
The
of five
five members,
members, four
four of
of whom
whom shall
shall consist
consist of
The commission
commission shall
tion, terms, etc.
be
appointed by
by the
Agriculture within sixty days
Secretary of Agriculture
the Secretary
be appointed
after
passage of
of this
Act, one
one member
from each
each of
the four
four
of the
member from
this Act,
the passage
after the
judicial divisions
of the
each of
whom shall
shall be aa
of whom
Territory, each
the Territory,
divisions of
judicial
resident
district from which he is appointed, and
the district
of the
citizen of
resident citizen
shall
before his
have been
been for
five years
resident
years aa resident
for five
his appointment
appointment have
shall before
of
Alaska and
and shall
shall not
not be a
employee, and all of whom
whom
Federal employee,
a Federal
of Alaska
thereafter one to
shall
serve until
until June
June 30
30 next
to
following and thereafter
next following
shall serve
serve one
to serve
two years.
serve three years, and
to serve
one to
years. one
serve two
one to
year, one
one year,
serve
one to
to serve
serve four
four years,
years, as
the members
members of
of the
may
commission may
the commission
as the
one
appointed
successors to be appointed
determine by
by lot,
lot, and
thereafter their successors
and thereafter
determine
sooner removed.
in like manner to serve for four years unless sooner
Biological
Biological Bureau i
removed. The
The
representative
representative on, to
of
be
member shall
be the
the chief
chief representative
representative of the Bureau of
shall be
fifth member
executive officer, fifth
be the
theexecutive
etc.
Biological Survey resident of Alaska,
Alaska, who shall be the executive
officer
fiscal agent
of the
and under
the direction
direction
under the
commission and
the commission
agent of
and fiscal
officer and
"Open season."
seson"
"open
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of the
the commission
shall direct
of the
of
commission shall
direct the
the administration
administration of
the provisions
provisions
of this
Act and
such sums
sums as
as may
be allotted
allotted therefor.
of
this Act
and disburse
disburse such
may be
therefor.
The Secretary
of Agriculture
Agriculture may
may remove
commissioner for
Removals.
The
Secretary of
remove a
a commissioner
for Removals.
inefficiency,
neglect of
of duty,
duty, or
misconduct in
office, giving
inefficiency, neglect
or misconduct
in office,
giving him
him
copy of
of the
the charges
charges against
against him
him and
opportunity to
publicly
and opportunity
to be
be publicly
aa copy
heard
in person
person or
counsel in
own defense;
the
heard in
or by
by counsel
in his
his own
defense; pending
pending the
investigation
of the
the charges
charges the
investigation of
the Secretary
Secretary may
may suspend
suspend such
such
commissioner.
The Secretary
Secretary of
fill vacancies
vacanciesvacancies.
Filling
commissioner. The
of Agriculture
Agriculture shall
shall fill
Filling vacancies.
on
commission by
by appointment
unexpired term,
and aa
on the
the commission
appointment for
for the
the unexpired
term, and
vacancy shall
be filled
appointment from
from the
the same
judicial
same judicial
vacancy
shall be
filled by
by appointment
division
in which
which it
occurs. The
office of
any commissioner
shall
The office
of any
commissioner shall
division in
it occurs.
be
vacant upon
upon his
his removing
residence from
from the
the judicial
judicial
be vacant
removing his
his residence
division
which he
was appointed.
appointed.
division from
from which
he was
That the
the commission,
other than
than the
the executive
executive itccmpensation
nmpensation um.
ur
That
the members
members of
of the
commission, other
officer
shall receive
no compensation
services as
as members
members
receive no
compensation for
for their
their services
officer, shall
thereat,
except a
a per
of $10
$10 for
for each
member for
each day
thereof, except
per diem
diem of
each member
for each
day
going
to and
and from
at meetings
meetings of
of the
the
going to
from and
and in
in actual
actual attendance
attendance at
commission,
the total
total salary
salary or
or per
per diem
diem compensation
compensation of
of
commission, but
but the
the
from the
the second
judicial division
the
division shall
shall not
not exceed
exceed the
second judicial
the member
member from
sum
$1,500, and
and that
of the
the other
other members,
the
sum of
of $1,500,
that of
of any
any of
members, except
except the
executive
the sum
of $900
$900 in
any one
and each
each t
nsfor
executive officer,
officer, the
sum of
in any
one fiscal
fiscal year,
year, and
traveingetc
,expnses
such
member in
addition shall have reimbursed
reimbursed to him
him in
in any
any
such member
in addition
one
necessary traveling and
one fiscal year
year for
for actual
actual and necessary
and subsistence
subsistence
expenses
expenses incurred
incurred or
or made
made in
in the discharge
discharge of
of his
his official
official duties
a
exceed the
a sum
sum not
not to
to exceed
the maximum
maximum amount
amount allowed
allowed him
him for salary',
salary,
which shall
shall be
be paid on
on proper
proper vouchers
vouchers from the appropriation
which
appropriation
of exeo
enforcement of the Alaska
for
Alaska game law. The executive officer utPay,
f:;eetc,
c
teri
, of
MO.
for the enforcement
shall be
be paid
paid his
his salary
salary and
reimbursed to
to him
him all
shall
and shall
shall have
have reimbursed
all actual
actual
and
necessary traveling
traveling and
and other
other expenses
in
expenses and
and disbursements
disbursements in
and necessary

accordance
of
accordance with the fiscal regulations of the Department of
Agriculture, payable from the appropriation
Apiculture,
appropriation for the enforcement
enforcement
of
appropriations for
such other
other appropriations
for
of the Alaska
Alaska game law and from such
Territory as
the work of the Bureau
Bureau of Biological
Biological Survey in the Territory
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Agriculture
Agriculture may
may designate.
designate.
That
shall maintain
maintain and
office.
PrincipI oca
commission shall
and have
have its
its principal
principal office
office Principal
That the
the commission
in
the capital
Territory. The
commission meetings.
of the
the commission
Meet ins.
the Territory.
The members
members of
in the
capital of
of the
shall meet at such principal
principal office immediately
immediately following their
appointment
appointment at a
a time designated
designated by the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture,
member
and shall organize by electing
electing one member chairman and one member
secretary,
secretary, and
and shall
shall determine
determine by
by lot
lot the
the terms
terms of
of the members,
members, other
other
than
executive officer.
officer.
than the
the term of
of the
the executive
investiga•
That
of the
quorum for
for the
?- etc. inve tig a
the tie.,
tioQnse.
shall constitute
constitute aaquorum
the members
members shall
a majority
majority of
That a
transaction
transaction of business. All investigations, inquiries, hearings, and
decisions
decisions of
of aacommissioner
commissioner shall
shall be
be deemed to be the investigations,
commission, when approved
inquiries, hearings, and decisions of the commission,
approved
inquiries,
by
and every
every order made
made by
by a
a
by it
it and
and entered by
by it
it in
in its
its minutes,
minutes, and
commissioner,
approved and
and confirmed
by the
the commission
and
commissioner, when
when approved
confirmed by
commission and
ordered filed
deemed to be the
of
ordered
filed in its
its office,
office, shall
shall be and
and be deemed
the order of
sSeal.
e
commission shall
shall have
have an
an official
the commission. The
The commission
official seal.
seal.
e.
S
EC.
5.
Dvrits
AND
POWERS
OF
THE
COMMISSION,
WARDENS,
AND
Ag
e
ln
s tm
a
na
dt, et
o
c
t.. of
SEC. 5. DUTIES AND POWERS OF THE COMMISSION, WARDENS, AND wardtens
ade
other
OFFICERS.—That
commission shall
have authority
authority to
and aants.
assistants.
OFFICERs.-That the
the commission
shall have
to employ
employ and
remove game wardens,
wardens deputies, clerks, and such other
assistants as
remove
other assistants
their periods
periods of
of service
service and
and compensation,
compensation,
may be L'necessary,
necessary, to
to fix
fix their
to rent
rent quarters,
to incur
incur other
expenses, including
pesaauthorised.
printing, Expenses
including printing,
other expenses,
and to
quarters, and
to
necessary
of this Act and for which
which approprianecessary for the enforcement
enforcement of
appropriasubject to review by
tion has
has been
been made;
made; but,
but, subject
by the
the commission,
commission, the
the
executive officer may suspend or remove any game warden or other
other
employee for cause, including insubordination.
employee
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That each
member of
of the
the commission,
any warden,
warden, any
any, person
That
each member
commission, any
person
ef
hat
eomappointed by
Secretary of
of Agriculture
by the
the commission
commission to
to
Agriculture or
or by
appointed
by the
the Secretary
enforce
this Act,
Act, any
any Forest
deputy
Forest Service
Service employee,
employee, marshal,
marshal, deputy
enforce this
marshal, collector
or deputy
deputy collector
collector of
of customs,
customs, officer
of aa Coast
Coast
officer of
marshal,
collector or
Guard vessel,
vessel, special
special officer
the Department
Department of
Justice, or
Guard
officer of
of the
of Justice,
or licensed
licensed
guide shall
have power,
power , in
of the
and it
be
shall be
Territory, and
it shall
in or
Or out
out of
the Territory,
shall have
guide
is duty,
to arrest
without warrant
any person
a violaviolawarrant any
person committing
committing a
his
duty, to
arrest without
tion of
this Act
Act in
in his
presence or
or view,
view, and
and to
to take
take such
such person
his presence
person
tion
of this
immediately .for
or trial
before an
an officer
or court
court of
of
immediately
-for examination
examination or
trial before
officer or
Execution
competent jurisdiction;
power to
execute any
any warrant
Execution of
of war- competent
jurisdiction; he
he shall
shall have
have power
to execute
warrant
rants, etc.
rants, etc.
or other process
an officer
court of competent
process issued by an
officer or court
competent jurisdiction for
for the
the enforcement
enforcement of
of this
this Act;
he shall
shall
of the
the provisions
provisions of
Act; and
and he
tion
have authority,
authority, with
a
search
warrant,
to
search
any place
place at
any
ear
o
and
have
with
a
search
warrant,
to
search
any
at any
Search Of
of ccamps
and
am
an
time. Any
Any officer
officer or
employee empowered
shall
to enforce
enforce this
this Act
Act shall
or employee
empowered to
p
d time.
Tele
vessels.
have with
camps and
vessels of
the United
United States
of the
States like
like
with respect
respect to
to camps
and vessels
have
authority
of search
search as
are conferred
with respect
respect tc
tc
as are
conferred with
authority and
and powers
powers of
such
upon wardens
wardens appointed
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Agriculture
by the
Agriculture
such vessels
vessels upon
appointed by
for the
protection of
fur-bearing animals
animals in
in Alaska,
Alaska, by
by the
the
the protection
of land
land fur-bearing
for
Vol.
716.
vol. 41,
Act
June 30,
(Forty-first Statutes
at Large,
page 694,
694, at
at
41, p.
p. 76.
Act of
of June
30, 1921
1921 (Forty-first
Statutes at
Large, page
Issue
warrants.
sse of warants.
page 716). The several judges of the courts established under the
the
laws of
United States
States and
and United
States commissioners
may,
laws
of the
the United
United States
commissioners may,
within
their
respective
jurisdictions,
upon
proper oath
or
affirmation
within
their
respective
jurisdictions,
upon
proper
oath
or
affirmation
Seizures of guns,
s ani- showing probable cause, issue warrants in all such cases. All guns,
mas1, etc.
showing probable cause, issue warrants in all such cases. All guns,
e
'tc.
mals,
boats, dogs,
paraphernalia used
in or
traps, nets,
nets, boats,
dogs, sleds,
sleds, and
and other
other paraphernalia
used in
or
in
aid of
violation of
of this
Act may
be seized,
and all
all animals,
animals, birds,
birds,
in aid
of aaviolation
this Act
may be
seized, and
or
thereof, or
nests or
or eggs
of birds
taken ' transported
or parts thereof,
or nests
eggs of
birds taken,
transported or
or
possessed contrary
contrary to
to the
the provisions
provisions of
of this
Act shall
possessed
this Act
shall be
be seized
seized within
within
or
officer or
to
or outside
outside the Territory
Territory by
by any
any officer
or person
person authorized
authorized to
Forfeiture and disnvictiondof
enforce this Act, and upon conviction
conviction of the offender
offender or upon
upon judgjudgposaloron conviction
of enforce
violation.
ment of
of a
court of
United States
the same
were being
violation.
ment
a court
of the
the United
States that
that the
same were
being used
used
or
transported, or
in violation
this Act,
or were taken,
taken, transported,
or possessed
possessed in
violation of
of this
Act,
to the
and disposed
disposed of
shall be forfeited
forfeited to
the United
United States
States and
of as
as directed
directed
by
the court
having jurisdiction,
jurisdiction, and
and if
if sold
sold the
the proceeds
proceeds of
of sale
sale
by the
court having
shall be
be transmitted
by the
clerk of
of the
the court
court to
to the
executive officer
shall
transmitted by
the clerk
the executive
officer
Custody of seized
to be
be disposed
are other
commission. Any
Any
the commission.
of as
as are
other receipts
receipts of
of the
prpety, etc.
etc.e
d to
disposed of
property,
property,
property, animals,
animals, birds,
or parts
parts thereof,
eggs of
birds
birds, or
thereof, or
or nests
nests or
or eggs
of birds
seized by
licensed guide
guide shall
shall be
be safely
held and
promptly delivered
delivered
seized
by a
a licensed
safely held
and promptly
by him
him to
game warden,
warden, or
t
o a
halor
by
to the
the commission
commission,' a
a game
or to
a mars
marshal
or aa

Arrests, without
warwarrants,
of ants,
persons comr
mitting
tt~ violations.

Artithont

^vi'no°aes.

Assistance of
Assistance
of Treasury and postal officials.

deputy marshal.

ItIt shall be the duty of the Secretary
Secretary of the

uryandpotr.offlcias. Treasury and the Postmaster
General, upon request of the Secretary
Postmaster General,

Bonds
Bods
officials.

required

of

required of

of Agriculture,
aid in
in carrying
the provisions
provisions of
this Act.
Act.
of
Agriculture, to
to aid
carrying out
out the
of this
S
RO. 6.
BOND OF
OF COMMISSIONE}RS.-That
oommissiorrEas.—That before
before entering
entering upon
the
upon the
SlEO.
6. BOND
duties of
his office,
each member
member of
of the
commis si
on ,other
duties
of his
office, each
the commission,
other than
than
the
executive officer,
officer, shall
execute and
of
the executive
shall execute
and file
file with
with the
the Secretary
Secretary of
Agriculture
a bond to the people of the United States in the sum
A
'culture a
of
o $1,000, with
and the
the executive
executive officer
shall
with sufficient
sufficient sureties
sureties, and
officer shall
so file
file such
sum of
of $20,000,
warden
so
such aa bond
bond in
in the
the sum
$20,000, and
and each
each g-ame
game warden
other person authorized
commission to
to sell
shall
or other
authorized by
by the
the commission
sell -licenses
licenses shall
so file such a
a bond in the sum of $500,
$500, conditioned
conditioned for the faithful
faithful
performance of their respective
performance
respective duties, and for the proper
proper

accounting
and paying
of all
all moneys
moneys o
accounting and
paying over,
over, pursuant
pursuant to
to law
law,, of
orr
property
Each member
member of
the
property received
received by
by them,
them, respectively.
respectively. Each
of the
commission
commission and each
each of such
such game
game wardens
wardens or
other persons
shall
or other
persons shall
have reimbursed
reimbursed to
the premium
paid by
by
to him
him on proper
proper voucher the
premium paid
him on
on his
his bond.
him
wltiReports
Reports and estiSnc.
7. ESTIMATES
AND REPOWFS.—That
commission, on
on or
or
the commission,
RE'orsT.-That the
ESIMATES AND
SEC. 7.
be filed each
mates to be
year.
year.
before the 15th
July of
of each
each year,
year, shall
shall file
file with
15th day
day of
of July
with the
the
Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture aa detailed
detailed estimate of the appropriation
appropriation
necessary for the service during the following fiscal year, and on
necessary
or before
October of
before the
the 1st
1st day of October
of each year
year shall
shall submit
submit aa
ayment
Payment
premiums.

rei"rm .

off

bond
bond
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detailed
covering the
detailed report to him covering
the administration
administration of
the law,
of the
law,
expenditures and other
including all expenditures
for the
other operations
operations for
the preceding
preceding
be subject to
fiscal year,
year and such estimates
estimates shall be
to revision
revision by
by him.
Takin g game
game aniSEO. 8.
TAKING
OF ANIMALS
AND BIRDS
BIRDS RESTRICTED.—That,
RESTRITED.--That, unless mals,
Sno.
8. 7
T
AKING OF
ANIMALS AND
Taking
etc., without
without animals,
etc.,
perperand
except
as
permitted
by
this
mits,
unlawful.
Act
or
by
regulations
and except
by regulations made mits,
madeunlawful.
unlawful for
pursuant to this Act, it shall be unlawful
for any
any person
to take,
person to
take,
possess, transport, sell, offer to sell, purchase,
purchase, or
to purchase
purchase
or offer
offer to
land fur-bearing
any game animal, land
wild bird,
bird, or
or any
fur-bearing animal,
animal, wild
any parts
parts
Beaver and muskrat
thereof, or any nest
of any
such bird,
bird, or,
or, except
nest or egg
egg of
any such
except under
under houses.
houseeand.ms
Secretary of Agriculture,
regulations of the Secretary
Agriculture, to
to molest,
damage, or
molest, damage,
or
Proviso.
destroy beaver or muskrat houses: Provided,
That nothing
nothing in
in this
this Scientific,
Provided, That
ificpropaga.
propa gaAct shall be construed
tion, or
exhibition
exportation of tion,
construed to prevent
prevent the collection
collection or exportation
exhibition purprposes,orcollectin
collecting,
etc.,
poses,
g,etc.,
animals, birds, parts thereof, or nests or eggs of
of birds
scientific allowed.
birds for scientific
allowed.
purposes,
purposes, or of live animals, birds, or eggs
eggs of
birds, for
of birds,
for
propagation
propagation or exhibition purposes, under a
a permit issued
issued by
by the
the
under such regulations
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture and under
regulations as
as he
may
he may
Escapin g animals,
prescribe. Land fur-bearing
or game
game animals
animals which
fur-bearing or
which escape
escape from
from etc.,
etc., decaregd
declared wild.
wild.
captivity, unless recaptured
and all
recaptured by their owners, and
and game
all fur
fur and
game
animals hereafter introduced into
into Alaska are declared
to be
wild
declared to
be wild
fur-bearing
fur-bearing or game animals and shall be subject to
provisions
to the
the provisions
of this
of
this Act.
Act.
Poison restriction,
SEO. 9. Poisort,
POISON, usE
PROHIBITED.-That no
no person
Sno.
USE Paoniamn.—That
person shall
shall at
at any
any etc.
etc.ion
restrction,
time use any poison to kill any animal
animal or bird
this
bird protected by
by this
Act or put out poison or a
a poisoned
bait where
any such
poisoned bait
where any
such animal
animal Allowed
Anod to
to destr
destroy
or bird may come in contact
contact with it; but a
game warden
warden or
a game
etc.
or wolves,
wolves,etc.
predatory animal hunter employed
employed by or
or under
under the
the direction
direction of
of
the commission
commission may use poison to kill wolves, coyotes, or wolverines,
wolverines,
Sales. to hhunters
un te r s oforcommission may adopt; and
under such regulations
regulations as the commission
and no bidden.
bidsds.at
person shall sell or give any strychnine
strychnine or other poison designated
designated
by the commission to any hunter
hunter or trapper,
trapper, including
including native
native
Seizure, etc., if posIndians or Eskimos who hunt
hunt or trap.
No
No hunter
hunter or
or trapper,
trapper, sessed
esseldby
by hunters,
hunters, et
etc.
including native
native Indians or
trap, shall
shall
or Eskimos
Eskimos who
who hunt
hunt and
and trap,
have any strychnine or other
designated by
other poison
poison designated
by the commission
commission
possession of
in his possession,
possession, and any such poison found in the possession
of
any such person shall be seized and disposed of in such manner
manner
as the
the commission
may determine.
determine. Any
selling or
or otherwise
otherwise q
special
as
commission may
Any person
person selling
quired
of
sales
ofrdesigu
S
iled c
o
i
f
a
s
l
aesord
le
l
s
ec
oI
gesirr
tg:
nated poison.
disposing of any
strychnine
or any
poison designated
any strychnine or
any other
other poison
designated by
by natedpoison.
the commission shall
in aa special
showing the
shall keep aa record
record in
special book
book showing
the
name and address of each person purchasing
purchasing or otherwise procuring
procuring
it and the kind and amount thereof, which
which record shall
shall at
at all
all
times be open to inspection
inspection by any game warden or other officer
officer
authorized to enforce
enforce this Act, and he
such
he shall transmit
transmit such
information
information monthly to
to the
the commission.
commission.
General regulations
SEC.
the Secretary
SEC. 10. REGrATTONS.-That
REGULATIONS.—That the
Secretary of
of Agriculture,
upon fotrainggmreg
Agriculture, upon
for takinggameanmi
animals
to
prescribed.
consultation
with
or
recommendation
the commission,
hereby to be
consultation
recommendation from the
commission, is
is hereby
be prescribed.
authorized and directed from time to time to
determine when,
when, to
to
to determine
what extent, if at all, and by
what means
animals, land
furby what
means game
game animals,
land furbearing animals,
animals, game birds, nongame
nongarne birds, and nests or eggs of
of
birds may be taken,
possessed, transported,
transported, bought,
taken, possessed,
bought, or
sold, and
to
or sold,
and to
adopt suitable
suitable regulations
regulations permitting
permitting and governing
governing the same in
accordance
regulations shall become
accordance with such determinations,
determinations, which
which regulations
become
effective
effective ninety
ninety days after the
the date of publication
thereof by
the
publication thereof
by the
Special prohibitions.
Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture;
Agriculture; but no such regulation
regulation shall
shall permit
permit any
any specialprobibitO
female yearling
person to take any female
yearling or calf
calf moose,
moose, any doe yearling
yearling
or fawn deer, or any female
female or lamb
lamb mountain
mountain sheep
sheep except
except under
under
permit for scientific,
scientific, propagation,
propagation, or educational
educational purposes;
purposes; or to
to
use any dog in taking
taking game
erne animals; or to sell the heads,
heads, hides,
hides,
or horns of any game animals, except
except the
hides of
of moose,
moose, caribou,
the hides
caribou,
deer, and mountain
mountain goat which the regulations
regulations may
may permit
permit to
to be
be
sold under
such restrictions
restrictions as the Secretary may deem
sold
under such
deem to be
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Firearms,
appropriate; or
larger than a
number 10 gauge;
a number
any shotgun larger
to use any
or to
etc. appropriate;
boats, etc.
Fireams, boats,
or
to use
use any
or power
or any
other
boat other
any boat
launch, or
power launch,
steam or
airplane, steam
any airplane,
or to
than
propelled by
paddle, oars,
oars, or
or pole
animals
taking game animals
in taking
pole in
by paddle,
one propelled
than one
Sales
of game
etc' , or
birds; or
to sell
any game
game animals,
animals, game
game birds, or parts
sell any
or to
or game
game birds;
game,,etc.,
ales of
forbidden.
thereof, to the owner, master, or employee
employee of any coastal or river
river
forbidden.
steamer or
or commercial
or sail
sail boat,
to procure
procure for
serving
for serving
or to
boat, or
power or
commercial power
steamer
or to
to serve
serve any
any such
such game
game animals,
parts thereof,
birds, or parts
game birds,
animals, game
or
in
or other
commercial mess house, or to the employees
employees
other commercial
cannery or
any cannery
in any
Use
for laad
°awed. on
any such
herein provided,
provided, shall
such steamer or boat; nor, except as herein
on any
food alowed.
use tor
prohibit
or Eskimo,
prospector, or traveler
traveler to take
Eskimo, prospector,
Indian or
any Indian
prohibit any
animals or
during the
season when he is in absolute
the close season
birds during
or birds
animals
need
of food
other food
food is not available,
available, but the shipment or
and other
food and
need of
sale of
animals or
birds or
parts thereof
thereof so
so taken
taken shall not be
or parts
or birds
any animals
of any
sale
permitted, except
that the
sold
hides of animals so taken may be sold
the hides
except that
permitted,
Special prohibition,
within the
Secretary by
by regulation
regulation may prohibit
the Secretary
but the
Territory, but
the Territory,
prohibition. within
special
such native
Indians or Eskimos,
travelers from
Eskimos, prospectors, or travelers
native Indians
such
taking
any species
of animals
birds for food during the close
or birds
animals or
species of
taking any
season
in any
within which he shall deterTerritory within
of the Territory
section of
any section
season in
mine
animals or birds is in danger
of such species of animals
the supply
supply of
that the
mine that
contravene any of
such regulation
any such
shall any
NO
contravention of
of of
of extermination;
nor shall
regulation contravene
extermination; nor
No contravention
mi
gratory bird
the provisions
of the
the migratory
migratory bird
bird treaty
Act and
and regulations.
regulations.
treaty Act
provisions of
bird law
law., the
migrator
SEC.
11.
LICENSES:
SUBDIVISION
A.
NONRESIDENT
HUNTING LILIHUNTING
NoNREsIDENT
A.
SEC. 11. LICENSES: SUBDIVISION
LMenses.
Lcenses.
Nonredents
Nonresidents hunthunt- cENSE.-That,
cmcsE.—That, except as otherwise
otherwise permitted
permitted by this Act, or by
regulation made
made pursuant
pursuant thereto, no nonresident shall take or
regulation
without
possess any of the animals or birds protected by this Act without
nonresident hunting and trapping license as
procured aanonresident
first having procured
herein provided.
herein
of
resident of
SupalivisioN B.
Licsms.—That no
no resident
Resident
g.
SHIPPING LICENSE.-That
RESIDENT sfirrenio
B. REsroEicr
SUBDIVISION
shipping.
Resident shippin
except
or part thereof, except
animal or
Restrictions.
the Territory
game animal
any game
export any
shall export
Territory shall
the
actietions.
that
he may
may export
return to the Territory in any
for mounting
mounting and return
export for
that he
of
one
but not
not for
exceed two heads or trophies of
to exceed
not to
for sale, not
year but
one year
each
legally killed by him, upon first procuranimal legally
of game
game animal
species of
each species
ing
Secretary
a resident
resident shipping license as herein provided, but the Secretary
ing a
may, by
by regulation,
of the
the United
United States, who has
citizen of
permit aa citizen
regulation, permit
may,
been a
resident of
of the
Territory for
years and who is
at least
least two years
for at
the Territory
a resident
been
removing his
to export
trophies of
export trophies
Territory, to
the Territory,
from the
residence from
his residence
removing
game animals
legally acquired
acquired by
procuring a
aresiupon first procuring
by him, upon
animals legally
game
dent shipping
as herein
provided.
herein provided.
license as
shipping license
dent
LICENSEs.-That
HUNTING AND
Resident bunting
hunting
SUBDIVISION C.
RESIDENT HUNTING
AND TRAPPING
TRAPPING LICENSES.—That
C. RESIDENT
SUBDIVISION
Resident
and trapping.
Requiremmts.
the
it shall
shall deem
expedient, may
may by
regulation
by regulation
deem expedient,
whenever it
commission, whenever
the commission,
nReqreents.
require
residents of
Territory to
procure resident
hunting and
resident hunting
to procure
the Territory
of the
require residents
trapping licenses
licenses authorizing
and birds prothem to take animals and
authorizing them
trapping
tected by
Act, and
and when
such licenses
licenses shall
of
required of
been required
have been
shall have
when such
this Act,
by this
tected
Fees.
residents the
the fee
hunting
as follows:
follows: For each hunting
shall be as
fee therefor
therefor shall
residents
Fes.
license the
the sum
of $2
and for each trapping license the sum of $2, but
$2 and
sum of
license
no such
native-born Indians, Eskimos, or
or
shall be required of native-born
license shall
such license
no
half-breeds
relations by
by adopting
tribal relations
their tribal
severed their
not severed
have not
who have
half-breeds who
civilized mode
of living
living or
or by
by exercising
exercising the
the right
right of franchise.
franchise.
mode of
aa civilized
After
expiration of sixty days from the adoption of such
such
After the expiration
regulation
no resident
protected by
bird protected
or bird
animal or
any animal
take any
shall take
resident shall
regulation no
this
Act without
without having
having first
procured resident
resident hunting
hunting and trapfirst procured
this Act
ping
ping licenses as herein provided.
a resident
Re
gistered guides.
guides.
SUBDIVISION D.
resident
GUIDE LICENSE.—That
LICENSE.-That only a
D. REGISTERED
REGISTERED GUIDE
SUBDIVIsION
Registered
Persons
entitled to
act
as.
Territory may
native Indian or Eskimo of the Territory
a resident
resident native
entitled to citizen or a
acerons
act as
guide for
for a
a nonresident
nonresident in any section of the Territory
as guide
act
where the commission
nonresidents to employ
regulation requires nonresidents
commission by regulation
where
a book
guides, and he
register with the commission in a
he shall
shall first register
guides,
which it
it shall keep
registered guide
for this
this purpose and procure aaregistered
keep for
which
license as herein provided, and the commission
commis4on shall determine by
license
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regulation
qualifications required
regulation the qualifications
required of such
guides.
such guides.
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No person
No
person

other than aa registered
registered guide
shall act
act as
guide for
for a
a nonresident
nonresident
guide shall
as guide
in any section of the Territory
Territory where
are required
regulawhere guides
guides are
required by
by regulation of
the commission
tion
of the
commission to
be registered.
to be
registered.
SUBDIISION E. ALIEN
ALIEN SPECIAL LICENSE--That
no alien
alien shall
SunnivisioN
LICENSE.—That no
take
shall take
any of
by this
this Act,
or own
awn or
or be
be
of the
the animals
animals or
or birds
birds protected
protected by
Act, or
possessed of a
ashotgun, rifle,
rifle, or
or other
under an
an alien
alien
other firearm,
firearm, except
except under
special license
special
herein provided.
license issued
issued as
as herein
provided.
SUnBDIisIoN
REPorrs.-Each person
whom a
SusnlvistoN F.
F. REPORTS.—Each
person to whom
license to
to take
a license
take
birds or
or animals,
animals, or
or to
to deal
deal in
in furs,
furs, is
is issued,
issued, shall,
shall, on
on or
or before
before
thirty days after
after the expiration
expiration of
of his
his license,
license, make
report
make a
a written
written report
to the commission on
on aa form prepared
prepared and
and furnished
furnished by
by it,
it, stating
stating
and number
the kind and
number of
of bird
of each
each species
species of
bird or
or animal
animal taken,
taken,

Ali" sP
ecial '

Alienspecal.

li Reports
RePerts
. required
required of
of

purchased,
purchased, or otherwise procured
procured under such license.
license. A
A licensee Penalty for failure.
who willfully
who
willfully fails
fails or
neglects to
to make
make such
report shall
be
or neglects
such report
shall not
not be
entitled to, nor shall he be
be granted,
granted, a
license to
take birds
birds or
or animals
a license
to take
animals
or deal
deal in
year from
the date
date such
report is
but
in furs
furs for
for one
one year
from the
such report
is due,
due, but
no other
other punishment
no
punishment shall
shall be
be imposed.
imposed.
S
UBSECTION G.
G.FUR
-FARM LICENSE.-That
LICENSE.—That no
engage Fur
Fur fam.
farm.
SUBSECTION
FUR-FARM
no person
person shall
shall engage
in the
the business
business of
animals or
or possess
them
in
of farming
farming land
land fur-bearing
fur-bearing animals
possess them
propagation without
for purposes of propagation
without first
first having
having procured
procured a
a
fur-farm license
license as
as herein
fur-farm
herein provided.
provided.
SusnrusioN H.
H.FUR
DEALERS, LICENSES,
Fis.—No person
person shall
shall buy
buy Fur dealers.
SUBDIVISION
FUR DEALERS,
LICENSES, FEEs.-No
dealers.
or sell the skins•
skins of
of fur-bearing
fur-bearing animals,
or enagage
in, carry
animals, or
enagage in,
carry on,
on,
or be
concerned in
in the
of buying,
or trading
the
or
be concerned
the business
business of
buying, selling,
selling, or
trading in
in the
skins of fur-bearing
animals protected
fur-bearing animals
protected by
by this
this Act
Act without
without first
first
having
license shall
shall Exeptio
Exception.
having procured
procured a
a license
license as
as herein
herein provided,
provided, but
but ho
ho license
required of
of a
a native-born
native-born resident
be required
Indian, Eskimo,
half-breed
resident Indian,
Eskimo, or
or half-breed
his tribal
who has not severed his
relations by
civilized
tribal relations
by adopting
adopting aa civilized
mode
of living
living or
mode of
exercising the
right of
of franchise,
or of
of a
hunter
or by
by exercising
the right
franchise, or
a hunter
of such animals
or trapper
trapper selling the skins of
animals which
which he
he has
has lawfully
lawfully
taken,
a person not
not engaged
taken, or of a
engaged or
or employed
the business
business of
employed in
in the
of
trading
to purchase
purchase them
trading in such skins to
them for
for his
his own
own use
use but
but not
not
for sale.
sale.
for
The applicant
The
applicant for
such a
a license
shall accompany
required
for
for such
license shall
accompany his
his application
application deFare.
fs
reuird
for
by the
fee, as
as follows:
follows:
by
the required
required fee,
Residents.
(a) If
If the
the applicant
of the
the Territory,
sum of
$10. Ronsdet cizens
(a)
applicant is
is aaresident
resident of
Territory, the
the sum
of $10.
Nonresident citizens,
(b) If
If the applicant
applicant is
(b)
is a
nonresident of
of the
a nonresident
the Territory,
Territory, who
who is
is a
a etc.
etc.
citizen of the United States,
States, or
or is
is aa corporation,
association, or
or
corporation, association,
copartnership organized
copartnership
organized under the laws
laws of
of the
the Territory
Territory or
or of
of a
a
State of the United
United States,
States, the
the sum
sum of
of $250.
$250.
Ali
(c) If
alien, or
corporatio n ,a
s
so
ci
ati on ,
orAliens.
(c)
If the
the applicant
applicant is
is an
an alien,
or is
is a
a corporation,
association,
or
copartnership
not
organized
under
the
laws
of
the Territory
copartnership
organized
Territory or
of
or of
aaState of the United States,
States, the sum
sum of
of $500.
$500.
If
a resident
agent.
If a
resident agent for a
a fur dealer within the meaning of Resident agent.
(c) of this section, the sum
clause (c)
sum of
of $10.
$10.
If
a nonresident,
nonresident, who
If a
who is
is aa citizen
of the
the United
United States
Nonresident agent.
citizen of
States and
and an
an Nonesident
aent.
a dealer within the meaning of
agent for a
of said
clause (c),
the sum
sum
said clause
(c), the
of
of $250.
$250.
SUBDIVISION
I. FEES AND APPLICATIONS
APPLICATIONS FOR,
SUBDIVISION I.
FOR, AND
ISSUANCE. OF
Issue
of licenses.
ISSUANCE.
Issueoflicenses.
ICENSEs.-Licenses, with the
the exception
LICENSES.—Licenses,
exception of
alien special
licenses and
of alien
special licenses
and
the commission
resident shipping licenses, shall be issued by the
commission through
through
its members, game
authorized by
game wardens,
wardens, and other persons
persons authorized
by it
it in
in
writing to sell licenses. Alien special
special licenses shall
shall be
be issued
only
issued only
by the members of the commission,
and resident
resident shipping
commission, and
shipping licenses
licenses
shall be issued
issued by
by members
members of
of the
the collector
the commission
commission and
and by
by the
collector
of customs at the port of shipment. Application
Application blanks
blanks for
for licenses
licenses Applications,
Applications etc.
et.
shall
commission and shall be
be in
in such
such form
shall be furnished by the commission
as
form as
the commission may by regulation determine;
application
determine; and each application
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shall be
and sworn
sworn to
to by
by the
an officer
officer
before an
applicant before
the applicant
be subscribed
subscribed and
shall
authorized to
to administer
administer oaths
oaths in
the Territory;
members
the members
and the
Territory; and
in the
authorized
of the
commission, and
and its
game wardens
persons authorauthorother persons
and other
wardens and
its game
of
the commission,
ized
in
writing
by
it
to
issue
licenses
are
hereby
authorized
to
adminto adminauthorized
are
hereby
licenses
it
to
issue
by
writing
ized in
ister
oaths to
for such
liceires. The
a
for a
applicant for
The applicant
such licenses.
to applicants
applicants for
ister oaths

Fes.

license
application with
with a
license fee
follows:
fee as
as follows:
a license
his application
accompany his
shall accompany
license shall
hunting
fur-bearing
Nonresident
Nonresident big game, small game, and fur
-bearing animal hunting
ga
and trapping
trapping license, $50.
Nonresident small
game hunting
license, $10.
$10.
hunting license,
small game
Nonresident
Resident shipping
license, $1
$1 for
for each
trophy.:
each trophy
and return
return license,
shipping and
Resident shipping
Resident sipping Resident
trophies.
Resident removing
removing from
each trophy
trophy of
of big
game.
big game.
$5 for
for each
from Territory,
Territory, $5
Resident
Registered
guide license,
$10.
license, $10.
Registered guide
Guide.
Alien special
special license,
$100.
license, $100.
Alien
special.
Alien
Alienspecial.
Fur
farm license,
$2.
license, $2.
Fur farm.
Fur farm
Furfarm.
SUBDIVISION J.
J. FALSE
FALSE STATEMENT
STATEMENT IN
IN APPLICATION
APPLICATION FOR
FOR AND
AND
Licenses void
SUBDIVISION
void if stateLicenses
ments
in
applications ALTERATION AND EXPIRATION OF LICENSES.-That
statement
alst
in
appcations
ALTERATION
AND
EXPIRATION
or
Licraisrs.—That
any
false
statement
false.
in
an application
citizenship, place
residence
of residence
place of
as to
to citizenship,
license as
for license
application for
in an
or other
facts shall
render null
null and
void the
license issued
issued
the license
and void
shall render
material facts
or
other material
upon it.
who shall
shall make
make any
statement in
an
in an
false statement
any false
person who
Any person
it. Any
upon
application for
for a
a license
license shall
shall be
be deemed
deemed guilty
of perjury,
and
perjury, and
guilty of
application
Offense deemed
deemed perPer"upon
upon conviction
shall be
provided
to the
the penalties provided
subject to
be subject
thereof shall
conviction thereof
offense
JurY•
Altering
,etc- ,licensffi for
commission of perjury.
change,
perjury. No person shall alter, change,
the commission
for the
Altering,etc.,ieses
forbidden.
loan,
or transfer
to another
another any
license issued
issued to
in pursuance
pursuance
him in
to him
any license
transfer to
loan, or
orbdden
of
Act, nor
nor shall
person other
other than
the one
it
whom it
to whom
one to
than the
any person
shall any
this Act,
of this
Expiration
is issued use
use such license; and each of such licenses shall expire
o.
Expiration of.
the 30th
30th day
day of
of June
next succeeding
succeeding its
its issuance.
issuance.
June next
the
Proceeds
licenses,
OF.-That each
OF LICENSES,
LICENSES, DISPOSITION
SUBDIVISION
S
UBDIVISION K.
K.PROCEEDS
Psoc...ws OF
DISPOSITION or.—That
each
of lienses,
Proceeds of
etc. et c
after
person selling
selling licenses shall, as soon as practicable after
officer
officer or person
the first
day of
transmit the
the proceeds
proceeds thereof with aa
month, transmit
of each
each month,
first day
the
report
of such
such sales
to the
the executive
officer, who
shall keep
accurate
keep accurate
who shall
executive officer,
sales to
report of
records
thereof and
of receipts
all other
sources and
promptly
and promptly
other sources
from all
receipts from
and of
records thereof
Distribution equally
equally transmit 50
50 per centum thereof to the Secretary of Agriculture,
Agriculture, to
Distribution
to the Treasury and
to Territory
Territory for school be
covered into
into the
the Treasury
United States
States as miscellaneous
miscellaneous
of the United
Treasury of
be covered
to
fund.
fund.
receipts,
Territory
receipts, and 50 per centum thereof to the treasurer of the Territory
to be
the territorial
territorial school fund.
into the
covered into
to
be covered
Collectors of customs.
be the
CUSTOMS, DUTIES
DUTIES OF.-That
COLLECTORS OF CUSTOMS,
SEo. 12. COLLECTORS
Collectorsofcustoms.
SEC.
or.—That it
it shall
shall be
the
Duties over shipStates
in
of
ports
at
of
customs
of
collectors
duty
oFer
shipDuties
duty
of
collectors
of
customs
at
ports
entry
in
the
United
ments of game, etc.
to keep
accounts of
of game
game birds,
birds, game
of all
all consignments
consignments of
accurate accounts
to
keep accurate
animals,
and parts
parts thereof
thereof
fur-bearing animals, and
animals, skins
skins of
of land fur-bearing
birds, nests, and
received
or returned
returned to the Territory, except
except birds,
from or
received from
eggs
under aa scientific
Secretary of
the Secretary
issued by the
permit issued
scientific permit
eggs shipped
shipped under
Agriculture; and
collectors of
of customs
customs
Agriculture;
and it shall
shall be
be the
the duty
duty of all
all collectors
to
the provisions
provisions of regulations
adopted pursuant to this
regulations adopted
enforce the
to enforce
Act with respect
animals or
or birds
birds or nests or
shipments of animals
respect to shipments
Act
birds.
eggs of birds.
District attorneys.
t•irc.
13. UNITED
UNITED STATES
shall be
be
it shall
OF.-That it
DUTIES OF.—That
ATTORNEYS, DITITES
STATES ATTORNEYS,
SEC. 13.
attoroneysa
Ditrict
Action by,
for violations.
the duty of the United
United States attorney for the division
division in which
any wild animal
animal or wild bird, or part
part thereof, or nest or egg of
such
any gun,.
trap, net,
boat, dog,
dog, s
l
ed, or
oth er
sled,
other
net, boat,
gun, trap,
such bird,
bird, or
or any
paraphernalia
has been
been seized,
seized, or
or has
used, taken,
transported,
taken, transported,
has been
been used,
paraphernalia has
bought,
possessed contrary
contrary to
to the provisions
provisions of this Act,
bought, sold,
sold, or possessed
for the forfeiture
to
forfeiture thereof
thereof to
to
in rem
rem against
against it for
to institute
institute an action in
the United
United States
such
disposition of such
in which
which the
the disposition
States in
in any
any case in
the
Possession of prohib- article is not involved in a criminal prosecution;
PssesesionofpohSbinvolved
a criminal prosecution; the possession
ited game,
prima article
game, etc.,
etc., prima
ited
facie evidence
thereof, or
or nest
or egg
such
nest or
of viola- of
any wild animal,
animal, bird,
part thereof,
facie
evidence of
of any
bird, or
or part
egg of
of such
tion.
tion.
bird,
the time
time when the taking of it is prohibited,
prohibited, shall,
bird, during
during the
it was
evidence that it
in any such action, constitute prima facie evidence
transported in violation of the
possessed, bought, sold, or transported
taken, possessed,

for

Nonresidents for
game.
Nonresidents
e
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provisions of this Act, and the
the burden
burden of
upon the
of proof shall be
be upon
the
possessor or claimant of
presumption of
illegal
of it
it to
to overcome
overcome the
the presumption
of illegal
possession
possession and to
it was
obtained and
and is
is
to establish
establish the fact
fact that
that it
was obtained
and in case of judgment
possessed lawfully;
lawfully; and
rendered in
judgment being rendered
in favor
favor
Disposition
of proof the United States, it
it shall be disposed
by the
the ceeds
disposed of
of as directed
directed by
Dcse
io°noreit
from
forfeiture
court having jurisdiction, and if
proceeds of
of sale
sale shall
if sold, the
the proceeds
shall sales.
sales.
be transmitted by the clerk of the court to the executive
executive officer to
be
of as
as are
are other
receipts of
of the
be disposed
disposed of
other receipts
the commission.
commission.
linexpendedbalances
SEC.
OF FUNDS.-That
TRANSFER OF
unexpended balances of
of available.
avaialee
S
EC. 14. TRANSFER
FUNDS.—That the unexpended
42
10
Vol.
42,. ;,p. 13
1310.
any sums appropriated
appropriated by the Agricultural
Agricultural Appropriation
Act
for
.
Vol
Appropriation
Ante, p. 451.
June 30,
30, 1924
and 1925,
1925, for
the fiscal
fiscal years
years ending June
1924 and
for enforcing
enforcing the
the R.
R..sec.i956,p.343.
S., sec. 1956, p. 343.
provisions
37.
provisions of section 1956 of the Revised
Revised Statutes,
Statutes, as amended,
amended, so Vol. 4 p:
13
/
;32
1
1
7
n.
4 28
,,
e P.428.. a
ApX
far as it
it relates
relates to the protection of land fur-bearing animals in Ant
ran, p. 1326.
the Territory,
or by
by the
the Sundry
Civil Act
Act for
for th
fi sca l years
years
the
Territory, or
Sundry Civil
thee fiscal
ending June
June 30, 1924 and
of game
game in
and 1925,
1925, for the protection
protection of
in the
the
Territory,
Territory, are hereby made available
available until expended
expended for the
the
expenses
carrying into effect the provisions
expenses of carrying
provisions of this Act and
regulations
made pursuant
pursuant thereto.
thereto.
regulations made
Punishment for
viofor vi
o
SEC. 15. PENALTIES.-That
a different or other penalty or lations.
latos
PENALTIES.—That unless a
punishment
prescribed, a
a person
person who violates
punishment is herein specifically
specifically prescribed,
any provision of this Act, or who fails to perform any duty imposed
imposed
by this Act or any order or regulation
regulation adopted pursuant to this Act,
is guilty of misdemeanor
misdemeanor and upon conviction
conviction thereof shall be fined
fined
not less than $25 nor more than $500 or be imprisoned
imprisoned not more than
than
six months,
conviction of any
months, or both; and, in addition thereto, the conviction
licensed
a violation of any of the provisions
licensed hunter for a
provisions of this Act
Act
shall cause a
a forfeiture of his license and he shall surrender
it upon
surrender it
upon
demand to any person authorized
authorized by the commission
receive it;
commission to receive

that
all moneys
moneys from
from fines
fines shall
shall be
transmitted by
by the
clerk of
that all
be transmitted
the clerk
of the
the
executive officer
officer to be disposed of as are other
other receipts
court to the executive
of the commission.
of
commission.
That any licensed
licensed guide who shall fail or refuse to report
report promptly
this Act of
of which he
he may
may have
have
to the commission
commission any violation of this
knowledge, shall be guilty of aa violation of this Act, and, in addiknowledge,
tion thereto, shall have his license revoked and shall be ineligible
to
to act as
as a
a licensed guide
guide for aa period of five
five years from
from the
the time
of his conviction therefor, or, of the establishment
establishment to the satisfaction
satisfaction
of
the commission
commission of
of deinite
of the
definite proof
proof of
of such
such offense.
offense.
S
EC. 16.
EXISTING LEGISLATION
LEGISLATION CONTINUED
CONTINUED IN
IN FORCE
SEC.
16. EXISTING
FORCE TEMPORARILY.—
TEMPORARI-LY.-That
the provisions
provisions of
of existing
laws relating
relating to
the protection
of
That the
existing laws
to the
protection of
game
fur-bearing animals
birds, and
nests and
and eggs
eggs of
birds in
game and
and fur-bearing
animals,'birds,
and nests
of birds
in
the
shall remain
force and
and effect
effect until
until the
the expirathe Territory
Territory shall
remain in
in full
full force
expiration
from the
the date of the
the publication
publication of
of regulations
regulations
tion of ninety
ninety days from
of
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Agriculture
Agriculture adopted pursuant to
to the
the provisions
provisions
of the
of this Act.
S
EC. 17.
That nothing
in this
this Act
Act contained
SEC.
17. That
nothing in
contained shall
shall be
be construed
construed
modifying in any manner section 66 of the Act of
as repealing or modifying
of
Congress approved
Congress
approved February
February 26,
26, 1917
1917 (Thirty-ninth
(Thirty-ninth Statutes
Statutes at
at
Large,
page 938),
"An Act
to establish
the Mount
McKinley
Mount McKinley
Large, page
938), entitled
entitled "An
Act to
establish the
National
Park in
in the
Alaska."
the Territory
Territory of
of Alaska."
National Park
SEC.
Act relating
SEC. 18.
18. DATE
DATE ErrEcnvE.—That
rEFFECrIE.-That the
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this Act
relating
to
creation and
and organization
commission and
to the
the creation
organization of
of the
the commission
and with
with respect
respect
to
or adopting
regulations shall
shall take
take effect
on its
its passage
passage
effect on
to making
making or
adopting regulations
and approval;
provisions of
of this
Act shall
effect
and
approval; all
all other
other provisions
this Act
shall take
take effect
publication of regulations of
of the
ninety days from
from the date
date of the publication
the
Secretary of Agriculture.
Agriculture.
Approved,
January 13, 1925.
Approved, January
1925.

6.'tureh.
of huntin
licForfeiture
t g
license.

Disposal of fines.
Disposalof
ines.
Guides to have licenserevked,
eto., for
cense
revoked, etc.,
for
not S
reporting known
known
rertirg
violations.

Existing laws con-

Etiting
law90
tinued
until
90
tinued
until
90 days
dcon
after regulations
regulations pubafter
pu

lished.
lihed

Mount
Mount

McKinley
McKinley

National Park.
National
ark.
Game refu
geregula-

tion for,
forotean
tions
not affected.
Vol. 39, p. 939.
vol. 39p. 9.
Effective dates.
Effve dat-.
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CHAP.
CHAP. 76.-An
76.—An Act To
amend section
of the
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
to
To amend
section 2
2 of
the Act
provide the necessary
necessary organization
organization of the customs
customs service for an adequate
adequate
administration and enforcement
Act of
administration
enforcement of the Tariff Act
of 1922
1922 and
and all
all other
other customs
customs
revenue
March 4,
1923.
revenue laws,"
laws," approved
approved March
4, 1923.

Janlry13,1925.
January
13, 1925.
[H. R. 9076.1
91176.1
Public, No.
3211
Pubic,
No.
N32

-H.

1925.
1925.

.

Be it
by the
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
of the
the
ustom
ervi
Be
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
House of
Representatives of
Customs Service.
Vol. 42,
p.. 1453,. United
United States
States of
of America
in Congress
assembled, That
That section
2 of
vo.
42,
r.
America
in
Congress
assembled,
section
2
of
amended.
the Act entitled "An
"An Act
provide the
necessary organization
Act to
to provide
the necessary
organization of
of
the customs service for an
an adequate
and enforcement
adequate administration
administration and
enforcement
of the Tariff Act
1922 and
and all
customs revenue
Act of
of 1922
all other
other customs
revenue laws,"
laws,"
approved
approved March
March 4, 1923, is
amended
to
read as
follows
:
is
amended
to
read
as
follows:
E

Secretary to
appoint,
Secretary
tappoint,
etc., deputy comptrollers and other customs
officers.

"S O. 2. That the Secretary
Secretary of
the Treasury
"Sxo.
of the
Treasury is
is hereby
hereby further
further

leRndotetoms authorized
directed to appoint
authorized and directed
appoint deputy
collectors, deputy
deputy collectors,
deputy
ofces.
comptrollers,
comptrollers, deputy
surveyors, deputy
assistant appraisers,
appraisers,
deputy surveyors,
deputy and
and assistant
examiners of
officers,
of merchandise,
merchandise, inspectors
inspectors and
and such
such other
other customs
customs officers,
laborers,
other employees
he shall
shall deem
necessary, prescribe
laborers, and
and other
employees as
as he
deem necessary,
prescribe
designations and
and duties
duties when
when not
not otherwise
otherwise defined
defined by
law,
their designations
by law,
Special customs
and fix
their compensation.
compensation. He
authorized to
appoint special
special
agnts'ecnd
tacbes and
fix their
He is
is authorized
agents
and attaches.
to appoint
agents
agents of the Customs
Service in
provided by
by law,
law,
Customs Service
in number,
number, as
as now
now provided
and fix
fix their
appoint and
the compensation
compensation
their compensation, and
and to
to appoint
and fix
fix the
of such number
duty in
number of customs attaches for duty
countries
in foreign countries
and of customs
customs agents as he may deem necessary,
necessary, all of
of whom
whom
shall perform
perform their duties as defined
defined by existing
or prescribed
existing law
law or
prescribed
by the Secretary
Secretary of
the Treasury,
under the
immediate supervision
supervision
of the
Treasury, under
the immediate
Proviso&
Desgnatns
for
or- of the director,
director, special
customs: Provided,
special agency
agency service
service of
of the
the customs:
Provided,
Designations
for foreign
service.
eignservi.
That any officer
officer of the Customs Service designated
designated by the
Secretary of the Treasury for
Secretary
service shall,
through the
for foreign
foreign service
shall, through
the
Department
and officially attached to
Department of State, be regularly
mularly and.
the
to the
diplomatic
diplomatic missions
missions of
United States
States in
in the
the countries
which
of the
the United
countries in
in which
they are to
be stationed,
stationed, and
such officers
officers are
are assigned
to be
and when
when such
assigned to
to
countries in which there is no
missions of
of the
the United
no diplomatic missions
United
States appropriate
appropriate recognition and standing
standing with
with full
full facilities
facilities for
for
discharging
official
duties
shall
discharging
their
be
arranged
by
the
Department
arranged
by
the
Department
Authority of Secre-

tarhofit
oafSeefortary
of
ofState
State as to for-

of State:
further, That
That the
the Secretary
of
State: Provided
.Provided further,
Secretary of
of State
State may reject
reject
the name
assignment to
the
name of any such officer whose
whose assignment
to the
the foreign
foreign post
post
for which he has been designated
designated would,
judgment, be
be
would, in
in his
his judgment,
Clerks, etc., Board of
General
Appraisers
policy of
General Appraisers.
of the
prejudicial to the public policy
the United
United States.
States. The
The Secretary
Secretary
of the Treasury
Treasury shall likewise appoint and
fix the
the compensation
compensation of
and fix
of
the
clerks
and
other
employees
of
the
Board
of
United
States General
Appointments
subthe
clerks
and
other
employees
of
the
Board
of
United
States
General
Appointments subtct
jet to civil
cdviuservice
se
Appraisers.
Appraisers. The appointment
appointment of such
such customs
customs officers
officers and
and employees
employees
upon nomination
ow
oninnomnargion shall be made pursuant
pursuant to the civil-service
civil-service laws
and regulations
regulations upon
of
officers
laws and
upon
the nomination
in charge
nomination of the principal officer in
of the
office to
to
charge of
the office
which such appointments
appointments are
made."
are to
to be
be made."
Approved,
Approved, January
January 13,
13, 1925.
1925.
eign assignments.
ssignments.

January 14, 1925.
January
1925.
[H.
89061
[u1. R. 8o.]

CHAP. 77.-An
the retirement
CHAP.
77.—An Act To amend the Act entitled "An Act for the
retirement
of
in the
the classified
classified civil
approved
of employees
employees in
civil service, and for other purposes,"
purposes," approved

[Public,
No. 322.]
[Public, No. 322.1

May 22, 1920

Be
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
House of
Representatives of
of the
Be it
it enacted
by the
and Hose
of Representatives
the
United
States of
America in
in Congress
assembled, That the Secretary
United States
of America
Congress assembled,
Secretary
Pay to
to employed
perons
ternthe
Treasury is
porarily
Pay
persons tern
in, of
the Treasury
is authorized
authorized and
an ddirected
di rec t
ed to pay, out of any money
money
porarily
employed
in, of
after
Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise
after reaching
reaching retireretire-. in
i
nthe
the Treasury
appropriated, the
the agreed
appropriated,
agreed compensation
compensation
merit age, etc.
mentage,
in
each case to all persons temp
temporarily
employed
Department
Vol. 41, p.tc.
614.
in each
orar ily emp
l
oye d by
by the Department
Vol. 41, p. 614.
of
Treasury, prior
to the
the enactment
Act, who had, before
of the
the Treasury,
prior to
enactment of
of this
this Act,
such employment,
reached the age for retirement,
retirement, or
who had
such
employment, reached
or who
had been
been
retired,
the Government
provisions of
retired, from
from the
Government service under
under the
the provisions
of the
the
aymnts in case
"An Act
Act for
for th
tiremento
l
oyees in
in the
the classified
classified
ca off Act
Act
entitled "An
thee re
retirement
offemp
employees
Payments in
. . entitled
death.
civil service,
civil
service, and
and for
other purposes,"
pu rposes ," approved
for other
approved May 22, 1920. In
death.
In
case
before or
or after
after the
case of the death (either
(either before
this Act)
Act)
the enactment
enactment of
of this
Treasury DepartTneasury
Department.

-
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of any person entitled to compensation
compensation under the provisions of this
Act,
amount of
be paid the widow, or
or
the amount
of such compensation
compensation shall
shall be
Act, the
children, or if no children,
children, then to the
if no widow, then to the children,
estate
estate of such person.
Credits directed in
Sze. 2.
2. The
Comptroller General
is authorized
directed, notSEC.
The Comptroller
General is
authorized and
and directed,
not- accounts
accounts foro
for paments
payments
made
heretofore.
to credit
credit made heretofore.
withstanding the
of such
such Act
May 22, 1920,
1920, to
Act of
of May
the provisions
provisions of
withstanding
the accounts
accounts of
disbursing officers
officers or
or agents
agents of the Department
Department
of all
all disbursing
the
Treasury with the amounts heretofore
heretofore paid in good
for
good faith for
of the Treasury
temporary services to such persons who had reached the age for
temporary
retirement or who had been retired.
retirement
Approved, January 14, 1925.
for the participation
Establishing aacommission
CHAP.
commission for
participation
79.-Joint Resolution
Resolution Establishing
CHAP. 79.—Joint
of
United States
observance of
hundred and
and fiftieth
fiftieth anniverr
anniverr
of the one hundred
States in
in the
the observance
of the
the United
sexy
the Battle
of Lexington
and Concord,
authorizing an
appropriation to
an appropriation
to
Lexington and
Concord, authorizing
sary of
of the
Battle of
for
other
purposes.
be
utilized
in
connection
with
such
observance,
and
purposes.
be utilized in connection with such observance, and

January
14, 1925.
1925.
January 14,
[H. J. Res.
Res. 259.]
[Pub.
Res., No. 43.]
43.]
[Pub. Res.,

Resolved by
by the
the Senate
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
and House
House of
of Representatives
Senate and
Resolved
Lexington-Concord
Lexington-Concord
States of
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That there
hereby Sesquicentennial
there is
is hereby
of America
States
Sesquicentennial Commission.
Lexingtonestablished a
commission to
be known
known as
as the
the United
United States Lexingtona commission
to be
established
Creation and apto as pointment.
Concord Sesquicentennial
Commission (hereinafter
(hereinafter referred
referred to
Concord
Sesquicentennial Commission
commissioners, as
of eleven
the commission)
commission) and to be composed
composed of
eleven commissioners,
follows: Three
Three persons
persons to
appointed by
by the
the President
President of
the
of the
to be
be appointed
follows:
Senate, and
and Post,
President of
the Senate
United States,
Senators by
by the
the President
of the
United
States, four
four Senators
p. 963.
four
Members of
of the
the House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives by
the Speaker
Speaker of
of Post. P.
by the
four Members
serve without
without
the
House of
Representatives. The
The commission
shall serve
of Representatives.
commission shall
the House
among their number. Amount
compensation
chairman from
from among
and shall
shall select
select aachairman
compensation and
authorized
Amount authorized
Sze. 2.
2. That
is hereby
appropriated out
out of
of for expenses.
to be
be appropriated
authorized to
there is
hereby authorized
SEC.
That there
expenses.
Post, p. 754.
Post,
any money
in the
not otherwise
appropriated the
sum of
of
the sum
otherwise appropriated
money in
the Treasury
Treasury not
any
and necessary
actual and
by the
the commission
commission for actual
$5,000 to
be expended
necessary
to be
expended by
$5,000
official
traveling expenses
expenses and
and subsistence
subsistence while
while discharging
discharging its official
traveling
duties outside
outside the
duties
the District
District of
of Columbia.
Columbia.
authorized
Amount authorized
participation in colcelSEC. 3.
That there
is hereby
authorized to
to be
appropriated, out
out for
be appropriated,
hereby authorized
there is
SEC.
3. That
ebration.
of any
in the
otherwise appropriated,
the sum
sum Post, P.
p. 754.'
appropriated, the
the Treasury
Treasury not
not otherwise
of
any money
money in
of $10,000
$10,000 to
to be
be utilized
utilized in
in the
of the
the commission
for the
commission for
the
discretion of
the discretion
of
of the United States in the
the part
appropriate participation
participation on
on the
part of
appropriate
fiftieth
of the
the one
one hundred
celebration and
and observance
hundred and fiftieth
observance of
celebration
be
of Lexington
anniversary of
Battle of
Lexington and
and Concord to be
anniversary
of the
the Battle
commemorated on
on or
or about
about April
April 19
19 and
1925.
and 20,
20, 1925.
commemorated
cemmemorsSpecial cemmemoraSac. 4.
4. That
the Postmaster
is hereby
and tive
authorized and
hereby authorized
General is
Postmaster General
That the
SEC.
postage stamps to
tive postage
be
issued.
be
directed
to
issue
a
special
series
of
postage
stamps,
in
such
such
stamps,
in
of
postage
series
issue
a
special
directed to
754

denominations and
of such
such
and of
denominations

designs as he may determine,

commemorative of
the one
one hundred
hundred and
and fiftieth
of the
the
anniversary of
fiftieth anniversary
of the
commemorative
and
Battle of
of Lexington
Lexington and
and Concord
Concord and
the one
one hundred
hundred and
of the
and of
Battle
the Revolutionary
fiftieth anniversary
such other
other major
major events
events of the
Revolutionary
of such
fiftieth
anniversary of
he may
may deem
deem appropriate.
appropriate.
War as
War
as he
Sze. 5.
That in
in commemoration
of the
the one
one hundred
and fiftieth
fiftieth
hundred and
commemoration of
5. That
SEa.
and Concord
anniversary of
of the
the Battle
Battle of
of Lexington
Lexington and
Concord there shall be
anniversary
coined
coined at
at the mints of the United States silver 50-cent pieces to the
thousand, such 50-cent
of three hundred
number
number of
hundred thousand,
50-cent pieces to be of
and design
the
troy weight,
weight, composition
diameter, device,
device, and
design
composition,' diameter,
standard troy
the standard
with the approval
approval
as shall
shall be
fixed by
by the
Director of
the Mint,
Mint, with
of the
the Director
as
be fixed
shall
of the
Secretary of
the Treasury,
Treasury, which
which said
50-cent pieces
pieces shall
said 50-cent
of the
of
the Secretary
be
in any
to the
the amount
their face
of their
face value.
amount of
any payment
payment to
legal tender
tender in
be legal
Sze.
6. That
laws now
in force
force relating
the subsidiary
subsidiary silver
silver
to the
relating to
now in
all laws
SEC. 6.
That all
of the
same.
coins of
of the
and the
coining or
the same,
or striking
striking of
the coining
States and
the United
United States
coins
regulating and
and guarding
process of
of comage,
the
for the
providing for
coinage, providing
the process
guarding the
regulating
purchase of
of material,
for the
the transportation,
transportation distribution,
and
istribution, and
and for
material, and
purchase
or
of debasement
redemption of
of the
the coins,
coins, for
for the
the prevention
prevention of
debasement or
redemption

pieces
50-cent pieces
Silver 50-cent
to
to be
be coined.
coined. .

Number.

Legal tender.
tender.

Coinage laws appli53)95
Coinage
cable.

750
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counterfeiting, for
for security
of the
purposes,
other purposes,
any other
or for any
the coin, or
security of
counterfeiting,
whether said
said laws
penal or
or otherwise,
otherwise, shall,
as applicable,
applicable,
so far
far as
shall, so
laws are
are penal
whether

apP17
ply to
the coinage
herein authorized:
Provided, That
the United
United
That the
authorized: Provided,
to the
coinage herein
dia apply
making the necessary
to the expense of making
subject to
States shall not be subject
dies
preparations for this coinage.
dies and other preparations
January 14, 1925.
Approved, January

.

Proviso.
e amain far
No
No
for dies,
etc.

etc.

January
15.1925.
January 15,
1925.
IS.
1782.1
Is.1782.
[Public.
[Public, No.523.1
No. 323.1

widening of Nichols
Nichols Avenue
CWAr. 81.-An
81.—An Act
Act To provide
provide for the
the widening
Avenue between
between
CHAP.
Good
Good Hope Road
Road and
and S
S Street southeast.
southeast.

of
House of Representatives
and House
Be
it enacted
enacted by the
Representatives of
the Senate and
Be it
the United
States of
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That within
within
in Congress
America in
United States
the
days after
the dedication
dedication to the District of Columbia by
after the
ninety days
of stri ninety
the
the owners of lots numbered 29 to 35, both inclusive, in square

District of Columbia.
Nichols
Avenue 8E.
BE.
DNichols Avene
Acceptance of strip
for widening.

Aept

numbered 5601,
widening
5601, of aa strip of land seven feet in width for widening
numbered
Street
Nichols Avenue between
between Good Hope Road and S
S Street
of Nichols

southeast,
chaorconem-southeast,

Purchase or condemnlS
nation
additional
nstin of addd
ol nd
land.
.
Vol. 34, p.151.

Vol. 34, p.51.

Description.
Description.

Proviso.
Damages assessed

.anssd

bemetits.
bene.ts.

the
of the
the District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia be,
be, and
and
the Commissioners
Commissioners of
are hereby,
acquire by
at a
deemed
a price deemed
purchase, at
by purchase,
to acquire
authorized to
hereby, authorized
are

condemnation,
reasonable and fair, otherwise
by them to be reasonable
otherwise by condemnation,
of
accordance with the provisions of subchapter
under and in accordance
subchapter 1
1 of
chapter 15 of the Code of Law for the District of Columbia, all
of those pieces
pieces or parcels of land taxed as lots numbered 816 and
following-described part of that parcel of land taxed
821 and the following-described
taxed
beginning for the
as lot numbered 827, in square numbered 5601, beginning
same at the southwest corner of lot taxed as lot numbered 827,
in square numbered 5601, said corner being at the intersection
intersection
of the eastern line of Nichols
Nichols Avenue
northern line of
of
Avenue and the northern
Good Hope Road; thence running with the northern line of Good
Good
Hope Road south fifty-nine degrees forty minutes thirty seconds
seconds
east fourteen
fourteen and ninety-three one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet to the southwest corner of lot taxed
taxed as lot numbered
numbered 803, in square numbered
numbered
5601; thence leaving Good Hope Road and running with the
numbered 827 and 803 north
dividing line between said lots numbered
twenty-three minutes thirty seconds east seventythirteen degrees twenty-three
five feet to the northwest corner of said lot numbered 803; thence
leaving said lot numbered 803 and running in a
a parallel line to
to
southeasterly
the eastern line to Nichols Avenue
Avenue and seven feet southeasterly
therefrom north nineteen degrees fifteen
fifteen minutes fifteen seconds
seconds
therefrom
east twenty-five
twenty-five and thirteen one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet to the northern
line of said lot numbered 827; thence with the northern line
thereof
minutes thirty
thereof north seventy-six
seventy-six degrees
degrees thirty-six minutes
thirty seconds
seconds
west ninety-one
ninety-one one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet to the most eastern corners
of lots taxed as lots numbered
numbered 816 and 821; thence with the
dividing line between said lots numbered 821 and 827 south thirtynine degrees twenty-eight minutes west seventeen
seventeen and thirty-nine
one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet to the eastern line of Nichols Avenue; thence
with the eastern
eastern line thereof
thereof south nineteen degrees fifteen
fifteen
minutes fifteen seconds west eighty and forty one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet
feet
to the beginning, containing
containing nine hundred
hundred and twelve and sixty
one-hundredths square feet, more or less, as shown on the plat
one-hundredths
plat
oks ofthe
surv
ifey
eor's offic
er lumd
bia, folt
rh
de_
books
of the surveyor's
officebeyof thee Districtn of dCo
Columbia,
for the
Nichols Avenue between Good Hope Road
widening of the said Nichols
cost
Street
southeast: Provided,
and e
S property
S
Street southeast:
Provided, however, That the entire cost
as b:
cquired by condemnation under and in
of the property if acquired
e
in accordance with this Act plus the cost of court proceedings
incident
proceedings incident
thereto shall be assessed as benefits against any property in the
condemnation
District of Columbia which in the judgment of the condemnation
jury is benefited.
benefited.
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Amount
authorized
SF.c.
authorized to be appropriated
appropriated out fo
mountr authoried
SEC. 2. That there is hereby authorized
or conforA purchase,
demnation
expenses
expenses
of
District of
of Columbia,
if acquired
acquired by purpur- demnation
Columbia, if
the District
revenues of
of the
of the
the revenues
and award.
chase,
of $4,500
$4,500 to
the purchase
purchase price
plus any and award.
price plus
pay the
to pay
chase, the
the sum
sum of
expenses
thereto, or
in case
an amount
amount
case of
of condemnation
condemnation an
or in
expenses incident
incident thereto,
sufficient
to pay
the necessary
expenses of
condemof the
the condemcosts and
and expenses
pay the
necessary costs
sufficient to
Repayment.
nation proceedings
proceedings taken
pursuant hereto and for the payment Repayment.
taken pursuant
of the
the amounts
as damages,
damages, to
the District
District
to the
to be
be repaid
repaid to
awarded as
of
amounts awarded
of Columbia
the assessments
assessments for
benefits and
covered into
for benefits
and covered
from the
of
Columbia from
the
to the
credit of
of the
the revenues
revenues of
of the
the District
District of
of
the credit
the Treasury
Treasury to
Columbia.
Columbia.
Approved, January
January 15,
15, 1925.
1925.
Approved,

CHAP. 83.—An
district
of an additional
additional district
authorize the appointment
appointment of
83.-An Act
Act To
To authorize
CHAP.
judge in
in and
and for the district of Indiana and to establish
establish judicial
judicial divisions therein,
judge
other purposes.
purposes.
and for other

January 16, 192,5.
January
1925.
[H.
[H. R.
R. 62.1
62.]
[Public, No. 324.1

Be it
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
Representatives of
of the
of Representatives
and House
House of
by the
Be
enacted by
United States courts.
dis:
United States
States of
America in
Congress assembled,
State of
of Indiana
the State
assembled, That
That the
in Congress
of America
United
ndi
an a judicial district.
to
be
known
judicial
Indiana
shall
constitute
one
judicial
district
as
the
constitute
one
Indiana shall
Vol. 36, p. 1110,
1110,
district
For the
purpose of
holding terms of
the amended.
of court the
of holding
the purpose
of Indiana.
Indiana. For
district of
created.
district
shall be
be divided
seven divisions constituted
constituted as
as follows:
follows: Divisions created.
into seven
divided into
district shall
Indianapolis.
Indianapolis.
Indianapolis division,
division, which shall include the territory emThe Indianapolis
braced
of Bartholomew,
Bartholomew, Boone, Brown, Clinton,
braced within
within the counties of
Decatur,
Delaware, Fayette,
Fountain, Franklin,
HanFranklin, Hamilton, HanFayette, Fountain,
Decatur, Delaware,
Madison, Marion,
cock,
Marion, MonHoward, Johnson, Madison,
Hendricks, Henry,
Henry, Howard,
cock, Hendricks,
roe, Montgomery,
Morgan, Randolph,
Shelby, Tipton, Union,
Randolph, Rush, Shelby,
Montgomery, Morgan,
roe,
and Wayne;
Fort Wayne
division, which
which shall
shall include the terri- Fort Wayne.
the Fort
Wayne division,
and
Wayne; the
tory embraced
Adams, Allen, Blackford,
Blackford,
of Adams,
within the
the counties of
tory
embraced within
Dekalb, Grant,
Grant, Huntington,
Steuben, Wells,
Wells,
Lagrange, Noble,
Noble, Steuben,
Huntington, Jay,
Jay, Lagrange,
Dekalb,
South Bend.
and Whitley;
South Bend
division, which
which shall
shall include
include the
terri- South
the territhe South
Bend division,
and
Whitley; the
Cass, Elkhart,
Elkhart, Fulton, Kosembraced within the counties of Cass,
tory embraced
Miami, Pulaski,
ciusko, La Porte, Marshall,
Marshall, Miami,
Pulaski, Saint Joseph, Starke,
Hammond.
and
the Hammond
Hammond division,
division, which
the terri- Hammond.
which shall
shall include the
and Wabash;
Wabash; the
embraced within
within the
the counties of Benton, Carroll, Jasper, Lake,
tory embraced
Newton,
Warren, and
and White;
Haute Terre Haute.
the Terre
Terre Haute
White; the
Newton, Porter,
Porter, Tippecanoe,
Tippecanoe, Warren,
division,
territory embraced
the
embraced within
within the
division, which
which shall include the territory
counties
Clay, Greene,
Greene, Knox,
Owen, Parke,
Putnam, Sullivan,
Sullivan,
Knox, Owen,
Parke, Putnam,
counties of
of Clay,
Evansville.
ermilion, and
Evansville division,
division, which shall
Vermilion,
and Vigo; the
the Evansville
shall include Evansville.
the territory
embraced within
the counties
of Daviess,
Daviess, Dubois,
Dubois, Gibwithin the
counties of
the
territory embraced
Vanderburg, and Warrick;
Warrick;
son, Martin
Martin, Perry, Pike, Posey, Spencer, Vanderburg,
the New
New Albany
include the territory
territory embraced
embraced New Albany.
which shall
shall include
Albany division,
division, which
the
within
Clark, Crawford,
Crawford, Dearborn,
Dearborn, Floyd,
Floyd, Harrison,
Harrison,
of Clark,
within the
the counties
counties of
Jefferson, Jennings,
Jackson, Jefferson,
Jackson,
Jennings, Lawrence, Ohio, Orange, Ripley, Scott,
Switzerland, and
Washington.
and Washington.
Switzerland,
Terms of court.
SEC. 2.
hereinafter in this section provided terms of
2. That except
except as hereinafter
SEC.
the district
district court
the Indianapolis
division shall
shall be
be held
Indiheld at IndiIndianapolis division
court for
for the
the
anapolis
November of each year;
year;
of May
May and
and November
Mondays of
on the
the first
first Mondays
anapolis on
for
for the Fort Wayne division, at Fort Wayne on the first Mondays of
June and
December of
of each
each year;
for the
the South
South Bend
Bend division, at «
year; for
June
and December
South Bend
Bend on
on the
second Mondays
December of each
June and
and December
of June
Mondays of
the second
South
year;
division, at Hammond
Hammond on the first Mondays
the Hammond
Hammond division,
year; for the
of
Terre Haute division,
division, at
for the
the Terre
each year;
year; for
July of
of each
and July
of January
January and
Terre Haute
the first
Mondays of
October of
year;
of each
each year;
of April
April and
and October
first Mondays
Haute on
on the
Terre
for
Evansville division,
Evansville on the second Mondays of
division, at Evansville
for the Evansville
the New
New Albany division, at
April and
and October
October of each year;
year; for
for the
April
New Albany
Albany on
on the
Mondays of
of April
April and
and October
October of
of each
each
third Mondays
the third
New
n ith d

States
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year. When
as above
above for
for the
the sitting
year.
When the
the time
time fixed
fixed as
sitting of
of the
the court
court shall
shall
fall on
on a
Sunday or
term shall
begin upon
upon the
fall
a Sunday
or a
a legal
legal holiday,
holiday, the
the term
shall begin
the
next
day not
not a
a Sunday
next following
following day
Sunday or
or aa legal
legal holiday.
holiday. Terms
Terms of
of the
the
district court
court shall
not be
limited to
to any
any particular
particular number
number of
of days,
district
shall not
be limited
days,
nor
for any
any term
term to
by reason
of the
the
nor shall
shall it
it be
be necessary
necessary for
to adjourn
adjourn by
reason of
intervention of
of court
court elsewhere;
but the
the term
term about
about to
intervention
of a
a term
term of
elsewhere; but
to
commence
may be
or adjourned
adjourned over
commence in
in another
another division
division may
be postponed
postponed or
over
until
the business
business of
of the
concluded.
the court
court in
in session
session is
is concluded.
until the
Additional judge to
SEC. 3.
at t
he P
res id en tof
ofth
Un ited St
at
es be,
be,and
an d i
ere by,
hereby,
thee United
States
iss h
3. Th
That
the
President
Additional
judge to
SEC.
b
authorized and
by and
and with
with the
the advice
advice and
consent of
of the
1087, authorized
ol.d, d
p..1087,
and directed
directed by
and consent
the
amended.
amended.
Senate
additional district judge for the district of
of
Senate to appoint an additional
Indiana, who
who shall
district, and
whose term
term of
of office,
office,
Indiana,
shall reside
reside in
in said
said district,
and whose
compensation,
and powers
same as
as now
provided
compensation, duties,
duties, and
powers shall
shall be
be the
the same
now provided
by
the judge
judge of
of said
said district.
district.
by law
law for
for the
Office in
of each
clerk dior
S
EO. 4.
4. That
court for
for the
district shall
shall maintain
maintain
the district
the court
clerk of
of the
That the
the clerk
SEO.
deety
deputy
in each
an
charge of
of himself
himself or
deputy at
at Indianapolis,
vision
an office
office in
in charge
or a
a deputy
Indianapolis, Fort
Fort
Wayne, South
South Bend,
Hammond, Terre
Terre Haute,
Evansville, and
an New
Wayne,
Bend, Hammond,
Haute, Evansville,
New
Albany. Such
shall be
be kept
open at
all times
times for
for tie
Albany.
Such offices
offices shall
kept open
at all
the transactransaction of
business of
court. Each
deputy clerk
shall keep
tion
of the
the business
of the
the court.
Each deputy
clerk shall
keep in
in
his
office full
full records
of all
all actions
actions and
proceedings of
district
his office
records of
and proceedings
of the
the district
court
place in
in which
office is
located.
court held
held at
at the
the place
which the
the office
is located.
JryrovSEC.
Jury
provisions.
SEC. 5. A judge of the District
for the
of Indiana
Indiana
District Court
Court for
the District
District of
may,
in his
his discretion,
be summoned
summoned for
for a
apetit
petit jury
may, in
discretion, cause
cause jurors
jurors to
to be
jury
in
division in
which the
be tried
tried
in criminal
criminal cases,
cases, from
from the
the division
in which
the cause
cause is
is to
to be
or
from an
cause jurors
to
or from
an adjoining
adjoining division
division, and
and cause
jurors for
for a
a grand
grand jury
jury to
be
such parts
parts of
the district
shall from
from time
time
be summoned
summoned from
from such
of the
district as
as he
he shall
to
grand jury
attend a
a term
of such
such
to time direct.
direct. A grand
jury summoned
summoned to
to attend
term of
court
may investigate,
and find
find an
an indictment
court may
investigate, and
indictment or
or make
make aapresentment
presentment
offense committed
committed in
the district,
whether or
for, any crime or offense
in the
district, whether
or not
not
the crime
or offense
in the
which the
the
crime or
offense was
was committed
committed in
the division
division in
in which
the jury
jury
is
in session.
session.
is in
Change of
of
venue to
Change
divizune alS
EC. 6.
That either
civil or
criminal proceeding
said
oadnge °divson
SEC.
6. That
either party
party in
in aacivil
or criminal
proceeding in
in said
adjoining
owed.
district may apply to the court
lowed.
court in term or
thereof in
or to aa judge
judge thereof
in
vacation for aa change of venue
venue from the
where a
a suit
suit or
the division
division where
or
proceeding
has been
been instituted
instituted to
court
proceeding has
to an
an adjoining
adjoining division
division and
and the
the court
in its
its discretion, or
judge in
in his
his discretion,
may grant
grant such
such a
or the judge
discretion, may
a
change.
change.
Approved,
1925.
Approved, January
January 16,
16, 1925.
Allowance
for Sunan
wanaligfys!un-

days

vor

January
1925.
January 17, 1925.
[R. R. 10144.]
[H.
10144.]
[Public,
325.1
[Public, No. 325.]

CHAP. 84.-An
CHAP.
84.—An Act
Act To
To amend
amend an
an Act
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
the salaries
salaries of
of
Act entitled
to fix
fix the
Metropolitan police
States park
officers and members
members of
of the
the Metropolitan
police force,
force, the
the United
United States
park
police
department of the
the District of
of Columbia,"
police force, and the fire department
Columbia," approved
approved
May
27, 1924.
May 27,
1924.

Be
enacted by
the Senate
and House
of the
the
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
Be it
it enacted
by the
United States
States of
of America
assembled, That
the Act
Act enUnited
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
enAedntc.
titled "An
officers and
members of
"An Act to fix the salaries
salaries of
of officers
and members
of the
the
Metropolitan
Metropolitan police force, the United States park police force,
force, and
the fire department
department of the District
approved May
May 27,
District of
of Columbia,"
Columbia," approved
27,
. 1924 (Public Numbered
Numbered 148, Sixty-eighth
Sixty-eighth Congress)
and the
the
Congress) be, and
same
amended as
as follows:
follows:
same is
is hereby,
hereby, amended
Battalion chief enginBetion cief en- In
2 after
"battalion chief engineers"
engineers" strike
strike
gineers.
In section
section 2
after the words "battalion

DittofColmbi.

District of Columbia.
Fire department.
department.
Ante, p. 175, amend175, amended.

out the
h fi
gures "$3,050"
"$3,050 " and
and insert
figures "$3,250,"
"$3,250," in
figures
insert the
the figures
in accordaccordance with an amendment of the Senate
5855, which
Senate to the bill H. R. 5855,
which
amendments to said bill as transwas not included
included in the engrossed
engrossed amendments
mitted to the House of Representatives.
Representatives.
January 17,
1925.
Approved, January
17, 1925.

rror in pay for, cor- out t e
Error
reeled.
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SESS.

CH.
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1925.

CHAP.
85-An Act Making appropriations
appropriations to supply urgent deficiencies in
CHAP. 85—An
certain appropriations
appropriations for the fiscal year ending
ending June
June 30,
30, 1925, and prior fiscal
fiscal
years, to provide
provide urgent supplemental
the fiscal
fiscal year
ending
supplemental appropriations
appropriations for the
year ending
June
30,
1925,
June
and for other purposes.
purposes.

it enacted
Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
Be it
enacted by the Senate
the
United States
States of
in Congress
Th atthe
the following
follow i
ng
United
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
sums are appropriated,
appropriated, out of any money
money in the
the Treasury
Treasury not
not otherotherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to supply urgent deficiencies
in certain
certain appropriadeficiencies in
appropriations for the fiscal year
year ending June
June 30, 1925,
1925, and
years,
and prior
prior fiscal
fiscal years,
to provide urgent supplemental
supplemental appropriations
appropriations for
fiscal year
for the
the fiscal
year
ending
30, 1925,
and for
ending June 30,
1925, and
for other
other purposes,
purposes, namely:
namely:
LEGISLATIVE
LEGISLATIVE

January 20, 1925.
1925.
M.
11308.]
[H. R.
R. 11308.1
1Public, No. 3264

IPublic, No- 326.

DeienAct
fi c
tDeficiency
i2.stDe
e Act,

Legislative.
Legislative.
Senate.
Senate.

SENATE

Henry Cabot Lodge.
To
To pay
E. Lodge
son • Constance
Constance Williams,
daughter; Pay tochildren
pay John
John E.
Lodge, son;
Williams, daughter;
to children and.
and
grandchildren.
John D.
Lodge, grandsons,
Henry Cabot
Cabot Lodge
Lodge and john
Et. Lodge
Helena grandchildren.
grandsons, and
and Helena
Lodge,granddaughter,
the Honorable
Lodge,Henry Cabot Lodge,
Lodge,
granddaughter, of
of the
Honorable
late
Lodge, late
ait Senator
Senator from
of Massachusetts,
from the State
State of
Massachusetts, $7,500.
$7,500.
LeBaron
Bradford
To pay Theodora
Theodora L. Colt Barrows, Mary
and CotBon
Mary Louise
Louise Colt
Colt Gross,
Gross, and
Bradford
Colt.
Pay to
to children
children and
Elizabeth L.
Anthony, daughters;
Elizabeth
L. Colt Anthony,
daughters; LeBaron
LeBaron Carlton
Carlton Colt, jr., Pay
and
grandchildren.
g
and George Converse
Converse Colt, grandsons,
grandsons, and J.
J. Edith Converse
Converse Colt,
Colt, ranc
jr.,
LeBaron Bradford
Bradford Colt,
jr. granddaughter,
granddaughter, of
of the
the Honorable
Honorable LeBaron
Colt, late
late
aaSenator from
Rhode Island,
Island, $7,500.
$7,500.
from the State of
of Rhode
Inquiries, etc.
The unexpended
unexpended balance
appropriation for
for expenses
a IBnS'
balance of
of the
the appropriation
expenses of
ble.
Balance available.
p. 1267.
1267.
inquiries and investigations
inquiries
investigations for the fiscal year 1924 is
hereby made
is hereby
made Vol.
Vol. 42,
42, p.
available for the fiscal
fiscal year 1925.
Leistive drating
Legislative drafting
The unexpended
unexpended balance
balance of the appropriation
Legislative servie.ati
daing
service.
appropriation for the Legislative
Balance available for
Drafting Service, Senate, for the fiscal
amounting to
fiscal year 1924, amounting
to Legislative
lativeavounslel.
Counsel.
Vol. 42
42, p.
p. 1272.
$1,587.78
$1,587.78, is hereby
hereby .made available
available for
during the
the fiscal
year Vol.
for use during
fiscal year
1272.
appropriation for the Legislative Counsel,
1925 in the appropriation
Counsel, Senate.
Senate.
Electoral
vote.
Conveying
Conveying votes of electors for President and
President: Eleetoral
and Vice
Vice President:
vote.
Messengers
conveythe States.
messengers of the respective
For the payment
payment of the messengers
respective States for ing,
ig, from
romthe
tates.
votes of
conveying to the seat of government the votes
of the
the electors
said
electors of
of said
the United
States for President
President and Vice President of the
the
United States, at
at the
rate of 25 cents
of the estimated
cents for every mile of
by the
estimated distance
distance by
the most
most
usual roads traveled from the place of meeting
meeting of the electors to the
the
seat of government
government of the
for one
one distance
distance
the United
United States,
States, computed
computed for
only $14,000.
$14,000.
JOINT COMMITTEE
COMMITTEE ON
OF
ON INAUGURAL
INAUGURAL CEREMONIES
CEREMONIES OF

1925
1925

Secretary of the Senate and the Clerk of
To enable
enable the Secretary
the House
HOlISP
of the
of Representatives
Representatives to pay the necessary
necessary expenses of
inaugural
of the
the inaugural
ceremonies
ceremonies of the President of the United States, March 4,
4, 1925,
1925,
accordance with such program as may be adopted
in accordance
the joint
joint
adopted by the
committee
Representatives, appointed
committee of the Senate and House of Representatives,
under aaconcurrent
concurrent resolution
the pay
resolution of
of the two
two Houses,
Houses, including
including the
pay
for extra police, $40,000.
$40,000.
PUBLIC

BUILDINGS
BUILDINGS

COMMISSION
COMMISSION

Inauguraleemo.
Inaugural
CereM0-

ales, 1925.
1925.
nles,

Expenses.

Expenses.
po,
p. 1
Pest p.1615.
,

Public
Public Buildings
Commission.
Commission.

The General
General Accounting
Accounting Office
Office is authorized
authorized to credit the accounts
accounts veh
ve l=
of the Disbursing
Disbursing Officer of the Public Buildings Commission
in the
Commission in
the
heretofore expended by the Commission
amount of $180 heretofore
the
Commission for
for the
maintenance
maintenance of a
a motor-propelled
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
vehicle.
passenger-carrying vehicle.
l

allo

of. motor

owed.otor

ns"
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REPRESENTATIVES
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVIS
HOUSE

a Representative
widow of William
Greene, late a
Representative
William S. Greene,
To pay the widow
from the State of Massachusetts,
Massachusetts $7,500.
$7,500.
Julius Kahn.
Kahn.
Julius
a Representative
To pay the widow of Julius Kahn, late a
Representative from the
Pay
ay to
to widow.
widow
State of
of California,
State
California, $7,500.
$7,500.
Edward C. Little.
To
pay the
Representative from
from
a Representative
late a
Little, late
C. Little,
Edward C.
of Edward
widow of
the widow
To pay
dowLttle.
Pay to widow.
Edward
the State of
Kansas, $7,500.
of Kansas,
the
The
shall be
disbursed by
the Sergeant
Sergeant
by the
be disbursed
appropriations shall
foregoing appropriations
The foregoing
at
House.
at Arms
Arms of
of the
the House.
Contested
election
For payment to Martin
Martin C.
Ansorge for
for expenses incurred as conC. Ansorge
For
election
Conteted
expenses.
Martin
C.
Ansorge.
Martin . Ansorge
testant in the contested-election
contested-election case of Ansorge
Ansorge against Weller,
Numbered
audited and
Elections Numbered.
the Committee on Elections
by the
and recommended
recommended by
audited
One,
to be
be disbursed
Clerk of the House.
the Clerk
disbursed by the
$2,000, to
One, $2,000,
William S. Greene.
Greene.
William
Pay to widow.

Pay toid

Executive.
Executive.

Agricultural
ence.

EXECUTIVE
EXECUTIVE
confer-

AGRICULTURAL
CONFERENCE
AGRICULTURAL CONFERENCE

Expenses of, assem-

For
expenses of
of the
the agricultural
agricultural conference
by the
the
assembled by
conference assembled
For expenses
President
i
n November,
November, 1924,
1924, and
and for
for each
purpose connected
connected therethereeach purpose
President in
with,
to be
expended at
the discretion
including
President, including
the President,
of the
discretion of
at the
be expended
with, to
such
already have
been incurred
by the
the
incurred by
have been
may already
as may
expenses as
travel expenses
such travel
members
of the
the conference,
to remain
until
available until
remain available
$50,000, to
conference, $50,000,
members of
June 30, 1926.
Federal Oil Conser- June 30, 1926.

of assembliExpenes
bled by the President.

vation Board.
Board.
vation

FEDERAL OIL
BOARD
CONSERVATION BOARD
OIL CONSERVATION
FEDERAL

Expenses

con-

vened
by President.
vened brespident.

For the
of the
Federal Oil
Conservation Board
Board convened
convened
Oil Conservation
the Federal
expenses of
the expenses
For
by
President on
December 18,
18, 1924,
purpose
for each
each purpose
and for
1924, and
on December
the President
by the
connected therewith,
therewith, to
to be
be expended
at the
the discretion
discretion of
Chairof the
the Chairexpended at
connected
man
of the
and to
remain available
1926,
30, 1926,
until June
June 30,
available until
to remain
the Board,
Board, and
man of
$50,000.
$50,000.

Lexington- -Concord
Lexington
UNITED
Sesquicentennial.
UNITED
Sesquicentennial.
Expenses of commission,etc.
sion,
Ante,
p. 749.
Ante,p.749.

et.fommis-

District of Columbia.
Surveyor's office.
office.
Surveyor's
Temporary
Temporary
men, etc.

draftsdrafts-

Mode of payment.
Ante,
Anie, p. 539.

Supreme Court.
Supreme
Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneous.

STATES
STATES

LEXINGTON-CONCORD
LEXINGTON-CONCORD

SESQUICENTENNIAL
SESQUICENTrNNIAL

COMMIgSION
COMMISSION

For
traveling and
subsistence expenses
of
expenses of
and subsistence
necessary traveling
and necessary
For actual
actual and
members
members of the United States Lexington-Concord
Lexington-Concord Sesquicentennial
Sesquicentennial
Commission
in the
the discharge
of their
duties outside
District
of the
the District
outside of
their duties
discharge of
Commission in
of Columbia,
$5,000, and
and for
to the
the appropriate
appropriate
incident to
for expenses
expenses incident
of
Columbia, $5,000,
celebration and
and observation
the one
hundred and
fiftieth anniand fiftieth
of the
one hundred
observation of
celebration
versary of
of Lexington
Lexington and
Concord, $10,000;
$10,000; in
in all,
all,
Battle of
and Concord,
versary
of the
the Battle
$15.000, said
said sum
discretion of
Commisthe Commisof the
in the
the discretion
expended in
sum to
to be
be expended
$15,000,
sion named
named herein.
sion
DISTRICT OF
COLUMBIA
OF COLUMBIA
DISTRICT
SURVEYOR'S OFFICE
SURVEYOR'S

draftsmen, computers,
computers, laborers,
For services
services of temporary
temporary draftsmen,
laborers, additional field
party when
or hire
hire
purchase of supplies, care or
tional
field party
when required, purchase
of
$8,200, no
part of
of which
shall be
expended without
without
no part
which sum
sum shall
be expended
of teams,
teams, $8,200,
the written
authority of
of the
the commissioners,
commissioners, payable
payable in
the manner
manner
the
written authority
in the
prescribed for
the expenses
the District
District of
prescribed
for defraying
defraying the
expenses of
of the
of Columbia
Columbia
by the
the Distriet
of Columbia
Appropriation Act,
approved June
June 7,
7,
Columbia Appropriation
Act, approved
by
District of
1924.
1924.
SUPREME
SUPREME

COURT
COURT

For
miscellaneous expenses
expenses as may
For such miscellaneous
may be
be authorized
authorized by the
Attorney General
Supreme Court
Court of
District of
ColumAttorney
General for
for the
the Supreme
of the
the District
of Columbia
collecting of
furnishing and
and collecting
of evibia and
and its
its officers,
officers, including
including the furnishing

SIXTYEIGHTH CONGRES
S.
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH

S
ESS. II.
CH. 85.
85.
II. CH.
SEss.
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1925.
1925.

deuce
United States
is or
or may
be a
interest, and
in interest,
party in
a party
may be
States is
the United
where the
dence where
including
such expenses
than for
for personal
personal services
services as may be
other than
expenses other
including such
authorized by
by the
the Court
Court of Appeals,
Appeals, Disfor the
General for
Attorney General
the Attorney
authorized
Mode of payment.
payment.
Modeof
trict of
of Columbia,
payable in
in the
the manner
manner prescribed for Ante,
$20,500, payable
Columbia, $20,500,
trict
p. 539. •
Columbia by the District Ate, p.-39.
defraying the
the expenses
expenses of
of the
District of Columbia
the District
defraying
of Columbia
Columbia Appropriation
Appropriation Act
Act approved
June 7,
7, 1924.
approved June
of
Interstate Commerce
ion.
Comsten
Commission.

INTERSTATE
COMMISSION
COMMERCE COMMISSION
INTERSTATE COMMERCE

Enforcing
railway
rianclesa
safetipp
to keep informed
To enable
the Interstate
Interstate Commerce
informed safety
Commission to
appliances.
Commerce Commission
enable the
To
promote the safety
regarding
and to
to enforce
enforce compliance
with acts
to promote
acts to
compliance with
regarding and
Accidents.
of
employees and
upon railroads;
railroads; the act requiring
requiring com- Accidents.
travelers upon
and travelers
of employees
mon
to make
make reports
reports of
accidents and authorizing investiof accidents
carriers to
mon carriers
Block signals,
signals, etc.
etc.
gations
and to
to enable
enable the
Interstate Commerce
Commerce Commis- Block
the Interstate
thereof; and
gations thereof;
sion to
to investigate
investigate and
and test
test block
block signal
signal and
and train
train control systems
sion
p. s; Vo
and appliances
intended to
to promote
promote the
safety of
railway operation,
operation, V
of railway
the safety
appliances intended
and
Vol. 34, p. 838; Vol.
Vo
324.
p. 324.
p.
35,
1906,
June
approved
as
authorized
by
the
joint
resolution
approved
30,
and
resolution
joint
the
by
as authorized
the provision
sundry civil
approved May 27, 1908, inact approved
civil act
the sundry
of the
provision of
the
Per
diem subsistence.
Perdpiemsubsistenc
sub- Vol.
cluding the
inspectors and per diem in lieu of subemployment of inspectors
the employment
cluding
38, p. 680.
civil
sundry
the
sistence
allowed pursuant
pursuant to
section 13 of
civil
to section
when allowed
sistence when
locomotive bo
appropriation
August 1,
$27,275.
1914, $27,275.
1 1914,
approved August
act approved
appropriation act
Safe locomotive boilFor
authorized expenditures
under the
the provisions
of ers,
Act of
the Act
ers, etc.
of the
provisions of
expenditures under
all authorized
For all
Vol. 36, p.
p. 913.
913.
February 17,1911,
To promote
the safety
safety of
travelers Vol.36,
of employees and travelers
promote the
"To
17,1911, "
February
interengaged
upon
railroads
by
compelling
common
carriers
engaged
in
upon railroads by compelling common carriers
state
commerce to
to equip
equip their
locomotives with
with safe and suitable Vol. 38, p.1192.
their locomotives
state commerce
boilers and
and appurtenances
thereto," as
March V.38,p.92.
amended by the Act of March
as amended
appurtenances thereto,"
boilers
to all Ante, p. 659.
duties
and
4,
1915,
extending
the
"
same
powers
and
with
respect
powers
"same
the
extending
4, 1915,
9.
parts and
the locomotive
and tender,"
tender," and amend- ntp.
locomotive and
of the
appurtenances of
and appurtenances
parts
to
time
from
ment
of
June
7,
1924,
providing
for
the
appointment
from
to
appointment
the
for
providing
1924,
7,
June
of
ment
fifteen
time
by the
Commerce Commission
of not more than fifteen
Commission of
Interstate Commerce
the Interstate
time by
inspectors
in
addition
to
the
number
authorized
in
in
the
first
paraauthorized
number
the
to
addition
in
inspectors
graph of
of section
section 4
of the
the Act
Act of
of 1911,
1911, including
such legal,
technical,
legal, technical,
including such
4 of
graph
stenographic,
help as
business of the offices
offices of the Per diem subsistence.
the business
as the
clerical help
and clerical
stenographic, and
for per diem Peodiersubsasteno
and for
chief inspector
and his
two assistants
may require,
require, and
Vol. 38, p. 680.
assistants may
his two
inspector and
chief
the
13 of the
in
lieu
of
subsistence
when
allowed
pursuant
to
section
pursuant
allowed
when
subsistence
in lieu of
sundry
appropriation Act
approved August
August 1, 1914, $54,145.
Act approved
civil appropriation
sundry civil
$20,000.
For
printing
and
binding,
$20,000.
binding,
and
For printing
Interior Department.

DEPARTMENT
OF THIE
THE INTERIOR
INTERIOR
DEPARTMENT OF

Interior Department.

Reclamation Bureau.
Bureau.
Reclamation

BUREAU OF
RECLAMATION
OF RECLAMATION
BUREAU

Payment

from

pauy fund. t from
Reclamation fund,
special fund:
following sum
is approappro- special
sum is
The following
fund: The
fund, special
Reclamation
priated out
special fund
Treasury of
of the
United States,
States, Vol. 32, p. 388,
the United
the Treasury
in the
fund in
the special
of the
out of
priated
therein designated
created by
the Act
of June
June 17,
17, 1902,
1902, and
and therein
designated Vol. 32. p.3
Act of
by the
created
fund":
"the reclamation
reclamation fund":
"the
ii;r7 of
existing
of ets.tig
section deliCrdeIcy
of section
For carrying
carrying into
provisions of
of subsection
K of
subsection K
the provisions
effect the
into effect
For
Ante, p. 703.
Ante,p.703.
December
4 of
of the
the second
deficiency Act,
approved December
1924, approved
year 1924,
fiscal year
Act, fiscal
second deficiency
4
to .project
‘ddition
tgcM to
.project
Protided, .Pd
$150,000: Provided,
5,
until June
30, 1926, $150,000:
June 30,
available until
remain 'available
to remain
1924, to
5, 1924,
appropriation.
reclamation appropriation.
That
the expenditures
expenditures from
from this
this appropriation
appropriation for
for each
each reclamation
That the
project
as supplemental
supplemental to
the appropriation
for
appropriation for
to the
considered as
be considered
shall be
project shall
accordingly.
that
project and
and shall
shall be
be accounted
accounted for accordingly.
that project
S

r

Pr

NATIONAL
NATIONAL

PARK
PARK

National parks.

SERVICE

t

*e1

Investigation of forest
Investigationofforest

.insitati
emergencies insects.
To
the Secretary
Secretary of
to meet
the emergencies
meet the
Interior to
the Interior
of the
enable the
To enable
monuand
parks
caused
by
forest
insects
within
national
national
national
within
insects
forest
caused by
ments
under the
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
of the Interior
Interior
Department of
the Department
of the
ments under
coninvestigation,
and
to
provide
personnel
and
equipment
for
investigation,
conthe
for
equipment
and
personnel
and to provide
trol,
and prevention
prevention of
spread of
insects, to
be expended dito be
such insects,
of such
of spread
trol, and
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1925.
1925.

Cooperative
expendiCooperativeexpenditures.

rectly or in cooperation
re,ctly
cooperation with other departments
departments of the Federal
Government or with States, $25,000, to remain
remain available
available until June
30, 1926.

Department of JusDepartment
Jnstice.

DEPARTMENT OF
JUSTICE
DEPARTMENT
OF JUSTICE

tr.

MISCELLANEOUS
MISCELLANEOUS
Enforcing interstate
Enforcement of acts to regulate commerce: For salary and excommerce acts.
Vol. 34, p.i
pi. 379;
79; Vol. penses of assistant to the Solicitor General in representing the
36, p. 339; Vol. 37, p.
701i;
38, p.
701; Vol. 38,
P. 218; Government in all matters arising under the Act entitled "An Act
Vol. 40, p. 272; Vol.
Vol.p. 40,
41,
474.p. 272; VOL to regulate commerce," approved February 4, 1887, as amended, in-

Enfore

ingterstate

Vol.

Enforcement of acts to regulate commerce: For salary and ex-

Vol. penses of assistant to the Solicitor General in representing the
'21
Government in all matters arising under the Act entitled "An Act
to regulate commerce," approved February 4, 1887, as amended, inluding traveling expenses,
of
cluding
expenses, to be expended under the direction
direction of

VoL

41

Pueblo Lands Board.

Expenses.
Expenses.

Ante, p.
p. 636.
636.
Ante,

Attorney General,
General, including salaries of employees
employees in the
the DisDisthe Attorney
trict of Columbia,
Columbia, $500.
$500.
Pueblo Lands Board: For expenses
expenses of
Lands Board,
Board,
of the
the Pueblo
Pueblo Lands
including
compensation for member appointed
including compensation
appointed by the President
President
of the United States, and for clerical assistants, interpreters,
interpreters, and
and
stenographers,
stenographers rental of quarters, travel expenses, fees
of witnesses,
fees of
witnesses,
telephone
telephone and
and telegraph service, $19,500.

Judicial.
Judicial.

J
UDICIAL
JUDICIAL

United States
United
States courts.

Supplies.
seapriatio.
Reappropriation.
Ante, p.
p. 687.

UNITED STATES
COURTS
STATES COURTS

The appropriation
appropriation of $9,000 for supplies
supplies for United
States Courts,
Courts,
United States
contained
contained in the second deficiency
Act, fiscal
year 1924,
hereby
deficiency Act,
fiscal year
1924, is
is hereby

made available
available for the fiscal year 1925.
Navy Department.
Department.
Naval

NAVY DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
NAVY

Observatory.
Observatory.

Fire protection.
protection.

NAVAL
NAVAL OBSERVATORY
OBSERVATORY

For installation of eight-inch
eight-inch water mains
mains for
for fire
fire protection,
protection,
$15,000.
$15,000.

State Department.

DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF
OF STATE
STATE

International
FishInternational
Fisheries Commission.
Share in expenses.
1841.
Post, p.
p. 1841.

INTERNATIONAL FISHERIES
INTERNATIONAL
FISHERIES

COMMISSION
COMMISSION

For the share of the United States
States of the expenses of
the
of the
International
International Fisheries Commission,
Commission, established
established under the treaty

concluded
concluded March 2,
the period
from November
1924, to
to
2, 1923,
1923, for
for the
period from
November 1,
1, 1924,
June 30, 1925, including
including salaries of two members
members and
other employees
and other
employees
of the commission,
commission, traveling and subsistence
subsistence expenses
(notwithstandexpenses (notwithstanding the provisions of existing
law) purchasing
purchasing of books, periodicals,
existing law)
periodicals,
furniture, and scientific
contingent expenses,
furniture,
scientific instruments,
instruments, contingent
expenses, printing
printing
Columbia, and
and binding, rent in the District of Columbia,
and such
other
such other
expenses
expenses as the President
President may deem proper, to
to be
disbursed under
under
be disbursed
the direction of the Secretary
$11,250.
Secretary of
of State,
State, $11,250.
Electoral vote.
vote.

PUBLISHING
PUBLISHING

ASCERTAINMENT
ASCERTAINMENT OF

ELECTORS
FLFCTORS

FOR

PRESIDENT

AND
AND VICE
VICE

PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT

Exp
e nses of publishExpensesof
publishJug.
nte,,p
205.
Ante
p 205.

373.

Vol. 24, p
P 373.

Notexceeding
excee ding $2,000
$2,000 o
the appropr
i
at i
on for
for printing
printing and
bindNot
offthe
appropriation
and binding, Department
Department of State, fiscal year 1925.
1925, shall
pay
shall be
be available
available to
to pay
the expenses of publishing
publishing in compliance with the requirements
of
requirements of

the act
of February
February 3,
3, 1887,
1887, the
ascertainment
the
act of
the certificates of the final ascertainment
of the electors for the President
President and Vice President of
of the
the United
United
States as transmitted by the executive
executive of
of each
each State
to the
the Secretary
Secretary
State to
of State.
of
State.
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1925.

TREASURY
DEPARTMENT
TREASURY DEPARTMENT

Treasury
Treasury
ment.

DepartDepart-

INTERNAL
SERVICE
INTERNAL REVENUE
REVENUE SERVICE

Internal
Service.
Service.

Revenue
Revenue

Refunding illegally
Refunding
collected under
For refunding
refunding taxes illegally collected
under the
the provisions
provisions of
of collected
collected
taes.illegally
taxes.
sections
3220 and
and 3689,
3689, Revised
by the
the Acts
sections 3220
Revised Statutes,
Statutes, as
as amended
amended by
Acts of
of Vol. 40, p.
Vol.
p. 1;
1145; Vol.

p.
314.
February 24, 1919.
1919, November
November 23, 1921, and June 2, 1924, including 442,
p 31
4
2,Arae,
pp. 301, 342.
the payment of claims for the fiscal year 1926 and prior years,
34
$150,000,000,
$150,000,000, to remain available
available until June 30, 1926: Provided,
Provided, Froth°.
Prrio. report to
Detailed
That a
disbursements here- Congress.
a report shall be made to Congress of the disbursements
Congres.
under as required by such Acts, including the names of all
all persons
and corporations
corporations to whom payments are made together
together with the
amount paid to each.
Public Health Service.
PUBLIC HEALTH
SERVICE
PUBLIC
HEALTH SERVICE
Prevention of epiPrevention

Prevention of epidemics: To enable the President, in case only demics.
threatened or actual epidemic of cholera,
cholera, typhus fever, yellow
of threatened
fever, smallpox, bubonic plague, Chinese plague or black death,
trachoma, influenza,
influenza, Rocky Mountain spotted fever, or infantile
paralysis, to aid State and local boards or otherwise,
otherwise, in his discretion,
in preventing
suppressing the spread of the same, and in such
preventing and suppressing
emergency in the execution
execution of any quarantine
quarantine laws which
which may be
emergency
then in force, including
clippings
including the purchase of newspapers and clippings
from newspapers
newspapers containing information
information relating to the prevalence
prevalence
of disease and the public health, $275,000,
available until
$275,000, to remain available
June 30, 1926.
Coast Guard.
Guard.
COAST
GUARD
COAST GUARD
Repairs

to

cutter

"Manning."
Repair of vessels: For necessary
emergent repairs
repairs to the cutter
cutter "Manning."
necessary emergent
Manning, $150,000.
Office of commancommanOffice of commandant: For personal
personal services
services in the District of dant.
Civilian personnel.
personnel.
Civilian
Columbia in
accordance with "The
1923,"
Columbia
in accordance
"The Classification
Classification Act of
of 1923,"
$7,500.
Public buildings.
buildings.
PUBLIC BUILDINGS
BUILDINGS
PUBLIC

Paris, Texas, post office and courthouse:
completion, $61,000.
courthouse: For completiim,
DEPARTMENT
WAR DEPARTMENT
GENERAL
OFFICE
JUDGE ADVOCATE
ADVOCATE GENERAL
OFFICE OF
OF JUDGE

balance of the appropriation
appropriation provided by
Of the unexpended balance
National Defense Act, approved June 3, 1916, as
section 124 of the National
amended,
amended, the sum of $15,000
$15,000 is hereby made available
available for such
such
arbitration of the
to the arbitration
expenses as may
may be
be necessary
necessary and incidental to
rate of royalty to be paid the American Cyanamid
Cyanamid Company on
patents owned by said company, as provided in section 10 of the
the
contract of June 8, 1918, between the United States and the American
Cyanamid
Cyanamid Company.
MUSCLE
SHOALS
MUSCLE SHOALS

Paris, Tex.
Department.
War Department.
Judge Advocate
Advocate GenOeneral's
ral's Office.
Ofmce.
American
American Cyanamid
Cyanamid
Company.
Payment of patent
Payment
patent
royalties.

Muscle Shoals.
Continuing
Continuing

2, on the No. 2.2.
continuation of the work on Dam Numbered
Numbered 2,
For the continuation
Tennessee River at Muscle Shoals, Alabama,
Alabama, $3,501,200.
$3,501,200.
INLAND WATERWAYS
CORPORATION
INLAND
WATERWAYS CORPORATION

Dam
D
am

Inland
Waterways
Corporation.
Corporation.
Purchase of
capital
Purchase
of capital

For the purchase of capital stock of the Inland Waterways
Waterways Cor- stock.
Ante,
WO.
Ast, p.
p. 360.
approved June 3, 1924, $3,000,000,
$3,000,000, to
to
poration created by the Act approved
expended.
remain available until expended.
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States courts.

tJugmet

SIXTY-EIGHTH
SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.

S
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II.
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CH.
85.
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1925.
1925.

JUDGMENTS, UNITED
COURTS
JUDGMENTS,
UNITED STATES
STATES COURTS

ited
United

Un

For payment of the final judgments
jud ii ents and decrees, including costs
of
suits
which
have
been
ren
ered under
the provisions
the
of the
provisions of
under the
of suits, which have been rendered
Vol. 24p.
24, 1)- 505..
Act of March 3, 1887,
1887, entitled
Act to
to provide
provide for
for the
the bringing
bringing
entitled "An
"An Act
of suits
suits against
the Government
States" as
amended
of
against the
Government of
of the
the United
United States,"
as amended
Vol. 36,
1137.
Vol.
36 p.
p. 1137.
by the Judicial
Judicial Code, approved
approved March
March 3, 1911, certified to the
the
Sixty-eighth Congress by
Sixty-eighth
General in
by the Attorney
Attorney General
in House
House Document
Document
Numbered 532,
532, and
not been
appealed, namely:
Numbered
and which
which have
have not
been appealed,
namely:
Navy Department.
Department.
Under the Navy
Department, $69.57;
$69.57;
Navy Department,
War Department.
Department
Under the War Dertmnt,
Department, $20,627.45; in all, $20,697.02,
together with
additional sum
necessary to
to pay
pay
together
with such
such additional
sum as
as may
may be
be necessary
Interest.
interest
judgments at
at the
rate of
of 4
per centum
Interest.
interest on
on the
the respective
respective judgments
the rate
4 per
centum
the date
thereof until
the time
time this
this appropriation
is made.
from the
. . from
date thereof
until the
appropriation is
made.
Judents in collision
• claims..nts l" Clo
payment of judgments,
judgments, including
including costs of suits,
rendered
siona
For payment
suits, rendered
against
the Government
Government of
of the
United States,
by United
against the
the United
States, by
United States
States
district courts
courts under
provisions of
of certain
certain Private
district
under the
the provisions
Private Acts,
Acts, certified
certified
to the
the Sixty-eighth
Sixty-eighth Congress
Congress in
Document Numbered
Numbered 534,
to
in House
House Document
534,
as
follows:
as follows:
Shipping Board.
Vol. 42
42, p.
Vo.
p. 1787.
Under United States Shipping
$6,063.08;
Shipping Board, $6,063.08;
Navy Department.
Navy
Department.
Vo15
42,
Vol.
42, pp. 1578,
Under
the Navy
in all,
$155,882.59.
18,
Under the
Navy Department,
Department, $149,819.51;
$149,819.51; in
all, $155,882.59.
1589, 1590, 1777.
For
payment of
judgment rendered
against the
Government of
of
the Government
rendered against
of judgment
For payment
Paying for property
property
commandeered
commandeered under the
the United
United States by
by the United
United States District Court for the DisAct.
Lever Act.
40, p. 276.
276.
Vol. 40,
trict
the provisions
provisions of
of the
the Act
Act
trict of Indiana,
Indiana, under
under the
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
to
provide further
the national
security and
and defense
defense by
by enento provide
further for
for the
national security
couraging
and controlling
controlling
couraging the
the production,
production, conserving
conserving the
the supply,
supply, and
the
of food
products and
fuel," approved
10,
the distribution
distribution of
food products
and fuel,"
approved August
August 10,
1917, certified
certified to the
Congress in
Document
the Sixty-eighth
Sixty-eighth Congress
in House
House Document
Numbered
as follows:
follows:
531, as
Numbered 531,
ar Department.
War
Under the
$12,107.79. None
None of
the judgments
the War Department,
Department, $12,107.79.
of the
judgments
contained
contained herein shall be paid until the right of
appeal shall
shall have
have
of appeal
udgmentsourt of expired.
expired.
Judgments, Courtt oof
csi.ment
JUDGMENTS, COURT OF CLAIMS
Claims.
JUDGMENTS,
CLAIMS
Payment
of.
Payment of.

Payment
Payment of.
of.

For
payment of
of the judgments
judgments rendered
rendered by the Court of Claims
For payment
and reported
reported to the Sixty-eighth
Sixty-eighth Congress
in House
Congress in
House Document
Document
Numbered
Numbered 533,
533, namely:
namely:

Classification.
Classification.

Under
the Navy
Under the
Navy Department,
Department, $119,487.69;
$119,487.69;
Under the
the Treasury
Treasury Department,
Department, $19,754.82;
Under
$19,754.82;
Under the War Department,
$161,814.48; in all, $301,056.99,
Department, $161,814.48;
$301,056.99,
together
together with such
such additional
additional sum
sum as
necessary to
to pay
pay
as may
may be
be necessary

Interest.
Interest.

Right of appeal.

Right oa

l

claims.
Audited caims.

interest on certain of the judgments at the legal rate per
as and where specified in said judgments. None of the judgments
contained
contained herein
be paid
the right
of appeal
appeal shall
herein shall
shall be
paid until
until the
right of
shall have
have

annum
as
interest
and where
on certain
specified
of the
in said
judgments
judgments.
at theNone
legalofrate
the p
judgments
er annum

expired.
expired.

AUDITED
CLAIMS
AUDITED CLAIMS

Payment of, certified

enteral
by
cconti
SEC.
SEC. 2. That for the payment
claims, certified
payment of the following claims,
certified
by General
Accounting
Office.
to be
by the
the General
General Accounting
Office under
under appropriations
oC 18,
I8 p.
pl 110.
0.
to
be due
due by
Accounting Office
appropriations
Vol.
the balances
of which have been
balances of
been exhausted
carried to
the surplus
exhausted or
or carried
to the
surplus
fund under the provisions of section
section 55of the Act
Act of
of June
June 20,
20, 1874,
1874,
and under appropriations
appropriations heretofore
heretofore treated as
for
as permanent,
permanent, being
being for
the
service of the
the fiscal
year 1922
1922 and
and prior
years,
unless
otherwise
the
service
fiscal
year
prior
years,
unless
otherwise
Vol. 23, p. 254.
Vo"23 p.254.
stated, and which have been certified to Congress under section 2
2 of
of
the Act of July 7, 1884, as fully set forth in House Document
Document NumNumbered 535,
follows:
535, Sixty-eighth
Sixty-eighth Congress, there is appropriated
appropriated as follows:
LEGISLATIVE
LEGISLATIVE
Capitol power
power plant.
plant.
Library
Congress.
Library of
o Congress.
Printing
and binding.
rintingandbinding.

Fo¥
Fol.
For
For

Capitol
power plant, $10,778.86.
Capitol power
$10,778.86.
furniture, Library of Congress, $99.38.
$99.38.
public printing and binding, $131.40.
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INDEPENDENT at
INDEPENDENT
tICES
OFFICES

For Interstate Commerce Commission,
Commission, $46.11.
$46.11.
international exchanges, Smithsonian
For international
Smithsonian Institution, $1.56.
For preservation
preservation of collections, National Museum, $61.77.
$61.77.
For fuel, lights, and so forth, State, War,
Department
War, and Navy
Navy Department
Buildings, $408.03.
For Council of National Defense,
Defense, $84.13.
For Board of Mediation
$5.42.
Mediation and Conciliation,
Conciliation, $5.42.
For increase of compensation,
compensation, Veterans' Bureau, $444.67.
For medical and hospital services, Veterans'
Veterans' Bureau,
Bureau, $93,839.46.
$93,839.46.
For salaries and expenses, Veterans'
$95.61.
Veterans' Bureau, $95.61.
vocational rehabilitation,
For vocational
rehabilitation, Veterans'
Veterans' Bureau, $79,828.43.
$79,828.43.

Independent offices.
offices.

DISTRICT
DISTRICT OF
OF COLUMBIA
COLUMBIA

For improvement
improvement and care
grounds, District
of Columcare of
of public
public grounds,
District of
Columbia, $7.56.
bia,
$7.56.

District of Columbia.
Columbia.
District

DEPARTMENT OF
DEPARTMENT
OF AGRICULTURE
AGRICULTURE
Department of
Department
of AgriFor increase
increase of
of compensation,
compensation, Department
Department of Agriculture,
Agriculture, $7.
$7.
culture.
For stimulating
For
stimulating agriculture
agriculture and facilitating
facilitating distribution of
of products, $100.33.
For general
For
general ex
expenses,
penses, Weather
Weather Bureau, $61.52.
$61.52.
For general
general ex
expenses,
penses, Bureau of Animal Industry, $826.14.
$826.14.
For general
general ex
expenses,
penses, Bureau of Plant Industry,
Industry, $156.40.
$156.40.
For general
general expenses,
expenses, Bureau of Biological Survey, $9.50.
$9.50.
For general
expenses, Forest Service,
general expenses,
$115.84.
Service, $115.84.
For general expenses,
exp enses, Bureau of Chemistry, $360.71.
$360.71.
For general
general expenses,
ex penses, Office of Farm Management,
Management, $1.60.
$1.60.
For general
general expenses,
expenses, Bureau
of Markets,
Markets, $1.20.
Bureau of
$1.20.

DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF
OF COMMERCE
COMMERCE

For
For
For
For
For
For
For
For
For
For
For
For
For
For
$263.
For
For
For
For
For
For

expenses
expenses of the Fourteenth
Fourteenth Census, $30.25.
$30.25.
commercial
commercial attaches,
attaches, Department of
Commerce, $220.
of Commerce,
$22(
promoting commerce, Department of
of Commerce,
Commerce, $19.84.
$19 .84.
promoting
promoting commerce
commerce in the Far
East, $107.10.
$107.10.
Far East,
enforcement
enforcement of navigation
laws, $2.55.
navigation laws,
$2.55.
preventing
preventing overcrowding
overcrowding of passenger vessels,
vessels $1.39.
$1.39.
industrial
research, Bureau
industrial research,
Bureau of
$448.
of Standards,
Standards, $468.
standardizing
standardizing mechanical
mechanical appliances, Bureau
Bureau of
of Standards,
St andards,
general expenses,
expenses, Lighthouse Service, $74.54.
$74.54.
party expenses, Coast and Geodetic
Geodetic Survey, $379.01.
$379.01.
miscellaneous expenses, Bureau of Fisheries,
miscellaneous
Fisheries, $54.63.
$54.63.

Department ofComof ComDepartment
merce.
meme.

•

DEPARTMENT OF
DEPARTMENT
OF THE
INTERIOR
THE INTERIOR

compensation, Indian
For increase of compensation,
Service, $42.33.
$42.33.
Indian Service,
For purchase
purchase and transportation of Indian
$125.89.
Indian supplies,
supplies, $125.89.
For telegraphing
telegraphing and telephoning, Indian Service,
Service, $1.91.
$1.91.
For determining
determining heirs
heirs of deceased
Indian allottees,
allottees, $9.
$9.
deceased Indian
For industrial work and care of timber
timber,, $15.30.
For Indian schools, support, $1,106.06.
$1,106.06.
For relieving distress and prevention,
prevention, and so
so forth,
forth, of
diseases
of diseases
among Indians, $71.
$71.
Chippewas of Lake Superior,
Superior, Wisconsin,
Wisconsin, 47
For support of Cbippewas
47 cents.
cents.
For support of Indians
Indians in
in Arizona,
Arizona, $1.02.
$1.02.

Interior Department.
Department.
Interir
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For
South
South
For
For
For
$2.52.

II. CH.
85.
SESS. II.
CH. 85.

SESS.

1925.
1925.

support
of Sioux
Sioux of
employees, and
so forth,
support of
of different
different tribes:
tribes: employees,
and so
forth,
Dakota, $56.33.
$56.33.
education
Choctaws in
education of Choctaws
in Mississippi,
Mississippi, $45.64.
$45.64.
administration
Civilized Tribes,
Tribes, Oklahoma,
administration of affairs of Five Civilized
Oklahoma,
DEPART3IENT OF JUSTICE
JUSTICE
DEPARTMENT

Department
Department of Justice.

For
increase of
of compensation,
compensation Department
of Justice,
Justice, $7.33.
$7.33.
For increase
Department of
officers; $20.60.
$20.60.
For books for judicial
judicial officers,
For defending
suits in
in claims
against the
$150.
For
defending suits
claims against
the United
United States,
States, $150.
For detection
and prosecution
prosecution of
of crimes,
For
detection and
crimes, $31.38.
$31.38.
For
fees, and
expenses of
courts,
For salaries,
salaries, fees,
and expenses
of marshals,
marshals, United
United States
States courts,
$59.90.
$59.90.
For
expenses of
United States
States
For salaries
salaries and
and expenses
of district
district attorneys,
attorneys, United
courts,
courts, $8.80.
$8.80.
For
district courts,
For salaries
salaries and
and expenses
expenses of
of clerks,
clerks, United
United States
States district
courts,
$3.20.
For
commissioners, United
United States
States courts,
courts, $1,997.85.
$1,997.85.
For fees
fees of commissioners,
States courts,
$31.20.
For fees
fees of jurors, United
United States
courts, $31.20.
For
United States
For fees
fees of
of witnesses,
witnesses, United
States courts,
courts, $57.98.
$57.98.
bailiffs, and
forth, United
United States
States courts,
$5.
For pay of
of bailiffs,
and so
so forth,
courts, $5.
For miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses,
expenses, United States
States courts,
courts, $678.90.
$678.90.
For support
of prisoners,
prisoners, United
United States
$40.50.
For
support of
States courts,
courts, $40.50.
DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF
OF

Department ofLabor.
Labor.

LABOR
LABOR

For increase of compensation,
compensation, Department of Labor, $187.67.
$187.67.
For immigrant
immigrant station, Ellis Island, New York, 48 cents.
For expenses
expenses of regulating immigration, $265.20.
$265.20.
NAVY
NAVY DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT

Navy Department.
Department.
Navy

For pay
Navy, $2,152.51.
pay of
of the
the Navy
$2,152.51.
For transportation,
transportation, Bureau
Bureau of
of Navigation,
Navigation, $125.35.
$125.35.
For
miscellaneous, $26.11.
For pay,
pay, miscellaneous,
$26.11.
For freight, Bureau
Bureau of Supplies and Accounts,
Accounts, $2,699.58.
$2,699.58.
For
investigation of
Navy, $1,730.35.
$1,730.35.
For investigation
of fuel
fuel oil,
oil, and
and so
so forth,
forth, Navy,
For instruments
of Navigation,
instruments and supplies, Bureau
Bureau of
Navigation $35.84.
$35.84.
maintenance, Quartermaster's
For maintenance,
Quartermaster's Department, Marine
Marine Corps,
Corps,
$1,007.89.
For aviation,
$92,994.39.
For
aviation, Navy,
Navy, $92,994.39.
For
Marine Corps,
Corps, $460.14.
For pay, Marine
$460.14.
organizing the
Naval Reserve
Reserve Force,
For organizing
the Naval
Force, $5,067.29.
$5,067.29.
DEPARTMIENT
DEPARTMENT OF STATE
STATE

State Department.
Department.

For salaries
salaries of secretaries, Diplomatic
Diplomatic Service,
Service, $6.09.
$6.09.
missions, $18.59.
$18.59.
For contingent
contingent expenses,
expenses. foreign
foreign missions,
For allowance
allowance for
for clerks
clerks at
at consulates,
consulates, $381.06.
$381.06.
For contingent
contingent expenses, United
States consulates,
consulates, $127.93.
$127.93.
United States
For relief and protection
protection of American
American seamen,
seamen, $1,207.03.
$1,207.03.
For transportation of diplomatic and consular
consular officers,
officers, $473.80.
$473.80.
For emergencies
emergencies arising in the Diplomatic
Diplomatic and
Consular Service,
Service,
and Consular
$16.80.
$16.80.
For post allowances
allowances to diplomatic
officers, $107.16.
diplomatic and consular
consular officers,
$107.16.
For International
International Prison
Commission, $2,700.
Prison Commission,
$2,700.
For
For International
Institute of
Italy, $416.67.
$416.67.
International Institute
of Agriculture
Agriculture at
at Rome,
Rome, Italy,
For salaries and expenses,
expenses, United States Court for
China, $22.22.
for China,
$22.22.
For national security and defense,
defense, State Department, $257.60.
$257.60.
For waterways
waterways treaty, United States
States and Great
Great Britain,
Britain, $2.40.
$2.40.
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TREASURY DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
TREASURY

compensation, Treasury
Treasury Department,
Department, $80.67.
For increase
increase of compensation,
For
of September
September 24,
24, 1917,
1917, as
as amended,
of loans,
loans, Act
Act of
amended,
For expenses
expenses of
$10,409.43.
$10,409.43.
For
collecting the
the revenue
revenue from
customs, $1,855.52.
$1,855.52.
from customs,
For collecting
For salaries
salaries and
and expenses
of collectors,
collectors, and
and so
forth, of
internal
expenses of
so forth,
of internal
For
revenue,
$612.65.
revenue, $612.65.
For collecting
collecting the
revenue '$198.84.
$198.84.
the war
war revenue,
For
For enforcement
of National
National Prohibition
Prohibition Act,
Act, internal
internal revenue,
revenue,
For
enforcement of

Treasury
ment.

Depart-

$53.50.
$53.50.

For
Narcotic and
National Prohibition
Prohibition Act, inand National
enforcement of
of Narcotic
For enforcement
ternal revenue,
revenue, $7,141.40.
$7,141.40.
ternal
For
miscellaneous expenses,
Revenue Service, $674.30.
$674.30.
expenses, Internal
Internal Revenue
For miscellaneous
For
$2,253.65.
collections, $2,253.65.
internal-revenue collections,
For refunding
refunding internal-revenue
For
allowance or
or drawback,
drawback, internal revenue, $94.69.
For allowance
For
$12,379.49.
For Coast
Coast Guard,
Guard, $12,379.49.
For
Service, $4.
For Life
Life Saving
Saving Service,

Life
For pay of crews, miscellaneous
expenses, and so forth,
forth, Life
miscellaneous expenses,

Saving Service
Saving
Service,'$6.
$6.
Engraving
For
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses,
expenses, Bureau of Engraving
materials and
For materials
and
Printing, $101.31.
$101.31.
and Printing,
Service, 35 cents.
For pay
pay of
of other
Public Health Service
employees, Public
other employees,
For
For freight,
freight, transportation,
and so
Service,
Health Service,
forth, Public
Public Health
so forth,
transportation, and
For
$1.28.
$1.28.
For maintenance
maintenance of
marine hospitals,
Public Health
$9.
Health Service, $9.
hospitals, Public
of marine
For
For
For care of seamen, and so forth, Public Health Service, $2.
For pay
pay of
of personnel
personnel and
and maintenance
maintenance of
Public Health
of hospitals,
hospitals, Public
For
Service,
$2,236.40.
Service, $2,236.40.
For medical
services, Public
Public Health
Service,
Health Service,
hospital services,
and hospital
medical and
For
$11,496.13.
$11,496.13.
For
quarantine service,
service, $7.32.
$7.32.
For quarantine
For preventing
preventing the
of epidemic
diseases, $2,825.94.
$2,825.94.
epidemic diseases,
spread of
the spread
For
For studies
studies of
of rural
rural sanitation,
Public Health
Service, $5.98.
$5.98.
Health Service,
sanitation, Public
For
For expenses,
of venereal
Service,
Public Health Service,
diseases, Public
venereal diseases,
division of
expenses, division
For
$73.
$73.
For repairs
and preservation
preservation of
buildings, $95.53.
$95.53.
public buildings,
of public
repairs and
For
For mechanical
equipment for
for public
public buildings,
buildings, $308.22.
$308.22.
mechanical equipment
For
For general
general expenses
expenses of
of public
$4.55.
public buildings, $4.55.
For
For pay
pay of
assistant custodians
custodians and
and janitors, $14.25.
$14.25.
of assistant
For
For operating
buildings, $662.65.
for public
public buildings,
force for
operating force
For
For furniture
of same
public buildings, $5.15.
$5.15.
for public
same for
repairs of
and repairs
furniture and
For
For furniture,
office, courthouse,
courthouse, and
Honolulu,
customhouse, Honolulu,
and customhouse,
post office,
For
furniture, post
Hawaii, $26.89.
$26.89.
Hawaii,
$189.71.
For
operating supplies for public buildings,
buildings, $189.71.
For operating
WAR
DEPARTMENT
WAR DEPARTMENT

For
contingencies, military
intelligence division,
division, General
General Staff
military intelligence
For contingencies,
Corps, $27.10.
$27.10.
Corps,
$14.67.
For
salaries, Adjutant
General's Office, $14.67.
Adjutant General's
For salaries,
For
of the
$36.65.
the Chief
Chief of Finance, $36.65.
Office of
employees, Office
temporary employees
For temporary
For
registration and selection for military
military service,
service, $412.60.
For registration
For
of compensation,
compensation, War Department,
Department, $1,185.55.
$1,185.55.
For increase
increase of
For
pay. and
and so
of the
$672,375.63.
the Army,
Army, $672,375.63.
forth, of
so forth.
For pay,
For
arrears of
and so
so forth, $621.19.
of pay, bounty, and
For arrears
For
pay, and
forth, of
of the
the Army,
war with
with Spain,
$182.15.
Spain, $182.15.
Army, war
and so
so forth,
For pay,
For
extra duty pay to
enlisted men as clerks, and so forth, at Army
to enlisted
For extra
department headquarters,
$14.91.
headquarters, $14.91.
division and department
For
of compensation,
Military Establishment,
$22,248.72.
Establishment, $22,248.72.
compensation, Military
increase of
For increase

War
War Department.
Department.
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For mileage,
officers and
and contract
surgeons, $1,087.85.
$1,087.85.
For
mileage, officers
contract surgeons,
For
of the
the Army,
Army, $1,074.25.
$1,074.25.
For subsistence
subsistence of
For
regular supplies
the Army,
$343.92.
For regular
supplies of
of the
Army, $343.92.
For clothing
clothing and
garrison equipage,
equipage, $33.87.
$33.87.
For
and camp
camp and
and garrison
For clothing
clothing and
and equipage,
equipage, $101.14.
For
$101.14.
For incidental
expenses, Quartermaster
Quartermaster Corps,
Corps, $17.85.
$17.85.
For
incidental expenses,
For
of the
and its
$8,367.51.
For transportation
transportation of
the Army
Army and
its supplies,
supplies, $8,367.51.
For Army
Army transportation,
transportation, $8,894.96.
For
$8,894.96.
For
and shipping
shipping facilities,
facilities, $66.98.
For inland
inland and
and port
port storage
storage and
$66.98.
For military
nothern boundary
Montana, $16.35.
For
military post
post near
near nothern
boundary of
of Montana,
$16.35.
For barracks
and quarters,
$184.84.
For
barracks and
quarters, $184.84.
For
general appropriations,
appropriations, Quartermaster
Quartermaster Corps,
$61,732.
For general
Corps, $61,732.
For supplies,
supplies, services,
and transportation,
transportation, Quartermaster
Corps,
For
services, and
Quartermaster Corps,
$53,916.28.
$53,916.28.
For
roads, walks,
walks, wharves,
and drainage,
drainage, $1,974.11.
For roads,
wharves, and
$1,974.11.
For
shooting galleries
and ranges,
ranges, $43.50.
For shooting
galleries and
$43.50.
For construction
construction and
and repair
hospitals, $239.59.
$239.59.
For
repair of
of hospitals,
For signal
signal service
For
service of
of the'Army,
theArmy, $2,559.01.
$2,559.01.
For increase
For
increase for
for aviation,
aviation, Signal
Signal Corps,
Corps, $4,553.35.
$4,553.35.
For Air
For
Air Service,
Service, Army,
Army, $1,663.58.
$1,663.58.
For
Hospital Department,
$1,494.74.
For Medical
Medical and
and Hospital
Department, $1,494.74.
For
of troops,
troops, $805.
$805.
For engineer
engineer equipment
equipment of
engineer operations
operations in
in the
$4.14.
For engineer
the field,
field, $4.14.
For
gun and
mortar batteries,
$3.70.
For gun
and mortar
batteries, $3.70.
For
fortifications in
in insular
For fortifications
insular possessions,
possessions, $185.84.
$185.84.
For
$217.59.
For proving
proving grounds,
grounds, Army,
Army, $217.59.
Ordnance Service,
$1,604.28.
For Ordnance
Service, $1,604.28.
For ordnance
stores, ammunition,
ammunition, $522.
$522.
For
ordnance stores,
For manufacture
of arms,
For
manufacture of
arms, $4.16.
$4.16.
and supplies,
supplies, $2,404.05.
For ordnance
ordnance stores
stores and
$2,404.05.
For
For small-arms
small-arms target
target practice,
practice, $10,752.50.
$10,752.50.
For
armament of
of fortifications,
fortifications, $45,117.02.
For armament
$45,117.02.
For
armament of
fortifications, Panama
For armament
of fortifications,
Panama Canal,
Canal, $3,516.39.
$3,516.39.
For replacing
replacing ordnance
ordnance and
ordnance stores,
$131.70.
and ordnance
stores, $131.70.
For
$604.84.
For repairs
repairs of
of arsenals, $604.84.
For repair and restoration
Texas, $300.
restoration of defenses of Galveston,
Galveston, Texas,
$300.
Warfare Service,
For Chemical
Chemical Warfare
Service, Army,
Army, $8.62.
$8.62.
at fortifications,
fortifications, $4.70.
For fire control
control at
$4.70.
For arming, equipping, and training
training the
National Guard,
$4,298.69.
the National
Guard, $4,298.69.
ammunition for
field artillery,
Organized Militia,
$815.87.
For ammunition
for field
artillery, Organized
Militia, $815.87.
For civilian
military training
camps, $49.04.
$49.04.
For
civilian military
training camps,
For quartermaster
quartermaster supplies, equipment,
equipment, and so forth,
forth, Reserve
Reserve
Officers' Training
Training Corps,
$77.14.
Officers'
Corps, $77.14.
headstones for
for graves
graves of
soldiers, $9.44.
$9.44.
For headstones
of soldiers,
For
of remains
of officers,
officers, soldiers,
soldiers, and
civil employees,
For disposition
disposition of
remains of
and civil
employees,
$348.78.
$348.78.
For Guilford Courthouse
Courthouse National
National Military
$10.
Military Park,
Park, $10.
For survey of northern and northwestern
northwestern lakes, $4.20.
For increase
rivers and
and harbors, $500.38.
increase of compensation,
compensation, rivers
$500.38.
For National Home for
Disabled Volunteer
Volunteer Soldiers,
Soldiers, Marion
for Disabled
Marion
branch, $30.30.
$30.30.
For National Home for Disabled Volunteer
Volunteer Soldiers, Mountain
Mountain
branch.
branch. $20.30.
$20.30.
For National Home for Disabled
Soldiers, clothing,
Disabled Volunteer
Volunteer Soldiers,
clothing,
$26.29.
$26.29.
Medical and hospital services, National Home for Disabled Volunteer
teer Soldiers,
Soldiers, $563.38.
$563.38.
so forth, taken
For payment
payment of claims for loss of firearms, and so
taken
by the United
United States
States during labor
1914 in
in Colorado,
Colorado, $23.50.
labor strikes in
in 1914
$23.50.
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POST OFFICE
OFFICE DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
POST
Poet Office DepartFor
Department, $24.18.
P
Office DepartOffice Department,
$24.18.
For salaries,
salaries, Post
Post Office
ment.
For
due foreign
foreign countries,
$126,264.25.
For balance
balance due
countries, $126,264.25.
For
$1,325.63.
For city
city delivery
delivery carriers,
carriers, $1,325.63.
For clerks,
clerks, first
and second
offices, $2,365.15.
$2,365.15.
For
first and
second class
class post
post offices,
For
of postmasters,
postmasters, $1,307.24.
For compensation
compensation of
$1,307.24.
For
electric and
and cable
service, $2,306.57.
$2,306.57.
For electric
cable car
car service,
For
For indemnities,
indemnities, domestic
domestic mail,
mail, $634.05.
$634.05.
For indemnities,
indemnities, international
international mail,
mail, $1,795.15.
$1,795.15.
For
For mail
mail messenger
messenger service,
For
service, $88.
$88.
For miscellaneous
miscellaneous items,
items, first
first and
and second
second class
offices, $123.
$123.
For
class post
post offices,
For person
person and
For
and property
property damage
damage claims,
claims, $500.
$500.
For pneumatic
service, $1,865.83.
$1,865.83.
tube service,
For
pneumatic tube
For
post office
office equipment
equipment and
supplies, $2,757.
$2,757.
For post
and supplies,
For railroad
railroad transportation,
transportation, $34,239.66.
For
$34,239.66.
For Railway
Mail Service
Service salaries,
salaries, $12.34.
$12.34.
For
Railway Mail
For rent,
$2,234.03.
rent, light,
light, and
and fuel,
fuel, $2,234.03.
For
For Rural
Delivery Service,
$594.18.
Service, $594.18.
For
Rural Delivery
For separating
separating mails,
mails, $1,147.23.
$1,147.23.
For
For
shipment of
$120.37.
For shipment
of supplies,
supplies, $120.37.
For special-delivery
$5.44.
fees, $5.44.
For
special-delivery fees,
For temporary
delivery carriers,
carriers, $145.07.
$145.07.
city delivery
For
temporary city
For temporary
clerk hire,
hire, $1,019.05.
$1,019.05.
For
temporary clerk
For vehicle
$1,172.55.
For
vehicle service, $1,172.55.
For village
villa! •delivery
service, $34.94.
delivery service,
For
watchmen,
For watc
I u en, messengers, and laborers, $11.20.
Additional for logs by
$11.20.
Additionalforlossby
Total,
audited claims,
section 2,
2, $1,460,523.80,
together with
with such
such exchange.
exchange.
$1,460,523.80, together
claims, section
Total, audited
additional
due to
to increases
in rates
rates of
be
may be
of exchange,
exchange, as
as may
sum, due
increases in
additional sum,
necessary to
pay claims in
as specified
specified in certain
certain
in the foreign currency
currency as
necessary
to pay
of the
the certificates
certificates of
of the
General Accounting
Accounting Office.
Office.
Titleof ct.
of settlement
settlement of
the General
of
Title of Act.
SEC. 3.
3. This
hereafter may
be referred
to as
the "First
as the
"First
may be
referred to
This Act
Act hereafter
SEC.
Deficiency Act,
Act, Fiscal
Year 1925."
1925."
Fiscal Year
Deficiency
Approved, January
Approved,
January 20,
20, 1925.
1925.

.CHAP.
88.—An Act
entitled "An
Act to
to create
CHAP. 86.-An
Act To
To amend
amend the
the Act
Act entitled
"An Act
create aa comcorncertain conditions
authorized under certain
conditions to refund
refund or convert obligations of
mission authorized
foreign
United States
States of
of America,
America, and
and for
foreign Governments
Governments held
held by
by the
the United
for other
other purpurposes," approved
approved February
9, 1922,
as amended
1923
poses,"
February 9,
1922, as
amended February
February 28,
28, 1923

Be it
it enacted
by the
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
of the
the
Be
enacted by
the Senate
House of
Representatives of
United States
in Congress
assembled, That
United
States of
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
That the
the Act
Act of
of
February
creating and
and establishing
establishing the
the World
World
9, 1922,
1922, as
as amended,
amended, creating
February 9,
War
and hereby
hereby is,
is, further
amended
further amended
Commission be,
be, and
War Foreign
Foreign Debt
Debt Commission
so that section 4
4 of said Act of February
February 9, 1922,
1922, shall read as

Januar'. 21 1925.
1925
January
(H. A
.
9404.1

l[.i
9o)4.1
(Public, No. 327.1
(Pu..

World War Foreign
Debt Commission.
Debt
Vol. Commission.
42, p.363, amended.
42'p.363' mend
edV.ol

To terminate
terminate two
follows:
two
follows:
from February
om
YB"
February
"SEC. 4.
4. That
That the
the authority
shall cease
cease and
and 9,years
by this
this Act shall
granted by
authority granted
"SEC.
1925.
•
determine
at the
of two
1925."
9, 1925."
from February
February 9,
end of
two years
years from
determine at
the end
Approved, January
January 21,
21, 1925.
Approved,

CHAP. 87.—An
Act Making
for the
the Treasury
Treasury and
and Post
Post Office
Office
appropriations for
Making appropriations
CHAP.
87.-An Act
Departments for
the fiscal
fiscal year
ending June
1926, and
and for
purposes
for other purposes
June 30,
30, 1926,
year ending
for the
Departments

January 22, 1925.
1925.
January
[H. R. 10982.1
[H. R. 10982.
[Public, No. 328.1

[Public, No. 32s.

of the
the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
Senate and
Be
in Congress
United States of America in
Congress assembled,
assembled,
TITLE I-TREASURY
I—TREASURY DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
TITLE
The following
following sums
are appropriated,
appropriated, out
out of
of any
in the
the me
nt appropriattios.
appropriations
meat
any money
money in
sums are
The
Treasury not
appropriated, for
for the
the Treasury
Treasury Department
Department
Treasury
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
for the
1926, namely:
fiscal year
year ending June 30,
30, 1926,
namely:
for
the fiscal
T

764
764
Secretary's
Office.
Secretary's Ofce.

SIXTYEIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. S
ESS. II.
87.
SIXTY-EIGHTH
SESS.
II. CH.
CH. 87.

1925.
1925.

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY
OFFICE
SECRETARY

secretary, UnderUnderSecretary,
Salaries: Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury, $12,000;
Undersecretary of
$12,000; Undersecretary
of
secretary, Assistants,
the Treasury,
Treasury, $10,000;
three Assistant
Secretaries of
Treasury,
sandr.ep
uan the
$10,000; three
Assistant Secretaries
and office personnel.
of the
the Treasury,
and other personal services
services in
in the
accordance
the District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia in
in accordance
with "The
Classification Act
of 1923,"
1923 1" $158,180;
all, $180,180:
with
"The Classification
Act of
$158,180; in
in all,
$180,180:
Provisos.
Provided, That
That in
in expending
or portions
portions of
salaries limited to Provided,
Salaries
expending appropriations
appropriations or
of approapproaverage
rates
under
avelrageates
aundeuer
priations
the payment
priations contained
contained in this Act for the
for personal
personal services
services
Classification
Act.
Classification Act.
ppayment for
service
Vol. 42, p. 1488.
1488
in
m the District of Columbia
Columbia in
in accordance
with "
The Classification
accordance with
"The
Classification
Act of
1923," the
the average
total number
of perperAct
of 1923,"
average of
of the
the salaries
salaries of
of the
the total
number of
sons under
any grade
in any
bureau, office,
office, or
or other
unit
sons
under any
grade in
any bureau,
other appropriation
appropriation unit
shall not at any
any time
time exceed
the average
of the
the compensation
compensation rates
rates
exceed the
average of
position specified for the grade
If only one
one position
and in
in grades
specified
grade by such Act, and
grades in
only one
one
in which
which only
in agrade.
a gae.
position
allocated the salary of such position shall not exceed the
position is
is allocated
Restriction not apRestriction
ap- average
That
average of the compensation
compensation rates for the grade: Provided,
Provided, That
plicable
to clericalViicable to
lericalem.baoical
service.
iecha
sericeTa
this restriction shall not apply (1)
to grades
1, 2,
2, 3,
and 4
(1) to
grades 1,
3, and
4 of
of the
the
No reduction in fixed clerical-mechanical service,
Noreductioninfed
or (2)
clerical-mechanical
(2) to require
require the reduction in salary
salaries.
salaries.
Vol. 42,
p. 140.
1490.
42,p.
of any person
person whose compensation
of July
July 1,
1924,
compensation was
was fixed,
fixed, as
as of
1, 1924,
Persons transferred.
Perons
transferred. in
6 of such Act, (3)
(3) to require
in accordance
accordance with
with the
the rules of section 6
require
the reduction
of any
any person
transferred from
reduction in
in salary
salary of
person who
who is
is transferred
from
one position to
another position
in the
the same
or different
different grade
to another
position in
same or
grade
a different
in the same or a
bureau, office,
office, or
appropriation unit,
unit,
different bureau,
or other
other appropriation
Payments under
Payments
under or (4)
to
prevent
the
payment
a
under
any
(4)
of
a
salary
any
at aa
grade
at
higher rates permitted.
higherratespeitted rate
rate higher than the maximum
maximum rate of the grade when such
such higher
higher
rate is
is permitted by
Act of
of 1923,"
1923," and
and is
by "The
"The Classification
Classification Act
is
specifically authorized
by other
other law.
law.
authorized by
Limitation for fiscal
Limitation
fisal
Those civilian
several
Those
civilian positions
positions in the field services under the several
year 1926,
1926, on additional
allowances
a2owances for
ror civilian executive departments
departments
independent establishments,
establishments, the
and independent
the compensacompensafield services under departments,
partments etc.d
etc.
tion of which was fixed or limited by
by law
law but
the fiscal
but adjusted
adjusted for
for the
fiscal
Ante, p. 70.
704.
Ane,
year
the authority
authority and appropriations
year 1925
1925 under
under the
appropriations contained in the
Act entitled "An Act making additional appropriations
appropriations for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal
year ending
ending June
June 30, 1925, to enable the heads
heads of
of the
the several
several executive
executive
departments
departments and independent
independent establishments
to adjust
the rates
of
establishments to
adjust the
rates of
compensation
compensation of civilian employees
in certain
the field
employees in
certain of
of the
field services,"
services,"
approved
approved December 6, 1924,
1924, may
the applicable
may be
be paid
paid under
under the
applicable
appropriations
appropriations for the fiscal year
1926 at
in excess
excess of
year 1926
at rates
rates not
not in
of those
those
permitted for them under the provisions of
Act of
of December
of such
such Act
December
6, 1924.
6,1924.
Chief Clerk's Office.
Office.
Chief clerk, and office
personnel.

Chiefclerkandoffice

Operating force.
Operating
Liberty
Liberty Loan,
Loan, Register's, and Internal
Revenue Buildings.

OFFICE OF
OF CHIEF
CHIEF CLERK
CLERK AND
AND SUPERINTENDENT
SUPERINTENDENT
OFFICE

Salaries:
For the
the chief
who shall
be the
Salaries: For
chief clerk, who
shall be
the chief
chief executive
executive

officer
of the
officer of
the department
department and who may be designated
designated by the
the SecreSecretary of the Treasury
Treasury to sign official papers
papers and
documents during
during the
the
and documents
temporary absence of the Secretary, Undersecretary,
and Assistant
Undersecretary, and
Assistant
Secretaries
Secretaries of the department, and for other personal
personal services
in the
services in
the
District of Columbia, in accordance
accordance with
with the
Act of
of
the Classification
Classification Act
1923, $261,324.
$261,324.
1923,
For the
force of
the Liberty
Loan and Register's Annex
Annex
For
the operating
operating force
of the
Liberty Loan

Revenue Baldnt.ea Buildings
Building s and
and buildings
buildings for
for the
the accommodation
accommodation of
the Bureau
of the
Bureau of
of
Internal Revenue
Revenue and the necessary
Internal
necessary clerical assistance
assistance in
in the
the office
office
of the chief clerk and superintendent,
superintendent, in
accordance with
the ClassiClassiin accordance
with the
fication
of 1923,
1923, $125,150.
fication Act
Act of
$125,150.
Buildings
Buildings for
for bubuFor
for the
the care
care and
protection of
of buildings
buildings for the
For employees
employees for
and protection
reaus, etc.
accommodation
of
such
bureaus
of
the department
accommodation of such
department as may be
assigned
accordance with the Classification
Classification Act of 1923,
assigned thereto,
thereto, in accordance
1923,
$24,435.
$24,435.
Madison
Madison Place AnTreasury Department
Department Annex,
Annex, Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Avenue
and Madison
Madison
Treasury
Avenue and
nex.
Place: For personal
personal services for the
the care, maintenance,
maintenance, and
and protecprotection of
building, in accordance
tion
of the
the building,
accordance with the Classification
Classification Act of
of
1923, $40,575.
$40,575.
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765
765

1925.
1925.

Treasury
garage: For
For personal
services, in
accordance with
with the
the
Treasury garage:
personal services,
in accordance
Classification
1923, $6,300.
Classification Act
Act of
of 1923,
$6,300.
CONTINGENT EXPENSES,
TREASURY DEPARTMENT
CONTINGENT
EXPENSES, TREASURY
DEPARTMENT

For
financial journals,
journals, law
law books, city
city
For newspaper
newspaper clippings,
clippings, financial
directories, and
books of
reference relating
relating to
to the
the business
business of
of
directories,
and other
other books
of reference
the department,
department, $1,000.
$1,000.
the

Garage.

Garage.

Department
Department contincontingent
expenses.
gent expenses.
Reference books, etc.

Referencebooks, etc.

Freight, etc.
For
$1(),000. Freight,
For freight,
freight, expressage,
expressage, telegraph,
telegraph, and
and telephone
telephone 4ervice,
ervice, $10000.
etc.
District of Coin the
the District
of Columbia
Columbia for
for the
the use
athe
the 1BiIttilat:District
For rent of
of buildings
buildings in
District of
use of
of CoTreasury
Department, $12,500.
$12,500.
Treasury Department,
vehicles.
For
purchase, exchange,
exchange maintenance,
maintenance, and
repair of
trucks Motor
For purchase,
and repair
of motor
motor trucks
Motorvehclesand
maintenance and
one passenger
autoand bicycles,
bicycles, and
and maintenance
and repair
repair of
of one
passenger automobile
for the
Treasury, all
all to
be used
official
mobile for
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury,
to be
used for
for official
purposes only,
purposes
only, $7,000.
$7,000.
File holders, etc.
For
file holders
holders and
For purchase
purchase of
of file
file cases,
and file
cases, $4,000.
$4,000
File holders, etc.
Fuel, etc.
For
purchase of
wood, engine
grease, grate
For purchase
of coal,
coal, wood,
engine oils,
oils, and
and grease,
grate baskets
baskets Fueletc.
and fixtures,
fixtures, blowers,
blowers, coal
coal shovels,
shovels, pokers,
and tongs,
tongs,
and
coal hods,
hods, coal
pokers, and
$20,000.
$20,000.
Lighting, etc.
For purchase of gas,
electric current
power pur- Lighting, etc.
gas, electric
current for
for lighting and power
poses,
electric-light fixtures,
electric-light wiring
wiring and
and maposes, gas
gas and
and electric-light
fixtures, electric-light
material, candles,
candlesticks, droplights
gas burners,
burners, gas
gas
terial,
candles, candlesticks,
droplights and
and tubing,
tubing, gas
torches,
wicks, $21,000.
torches, globes, lanterns,
lanterns, and
and wicks,
$21,000.
Miscellaneous
B
0
firtiP
purchase of awnings
For washing
washing and hemming
hemming towels, purchase
awnings and
and pesiaBneO
` p'
plies.
fixtures,
shades and
and fixtures,
fixtures, window
window shades
fixtures, alcohol,
alcohol, benzine
benzine, turpentine,
turpentine,
varnish,
buckets, brushes,
varnish, baskets, belting, bellows, bowls, brooms,
brooms, buckets,
canvas,
chamois skins,
cotton waste,
waste, door
and window
window
canvas, crash,
crash, cloth,
cloth, chamois
skins, cotton
door and
fasteners, dusters; flower
flower garden,
garden street, and engine hose; lace
leather,
plants, picks,
picks, pitchers,
stencil plates,
plates,
leather, lye,
lye, nails,
nails, oils,
oils, plants,
pitchers, powders,
powders, stencil
hand stamps
repairs of
hand
stamps and
and repairs
of same,
same, spittoons, soap,
soap, matches, match
match
towels
safes, sponges, tacks,
tacks, traps, thermometers, toilet paper,
paper.,tools, towels,
towel racks,
racks, tumblers,
of
towel
tumblers, wire,
wire, zinc,
zinc, and for blacksmithmg,
blacksmithing, repairs
repairs of
machinery,
rubbish, sharpening
machinery, removal
removal of rubbish,
sharpening tools, street car fares
exceeding $300, advertising
advertising for proposals,
not exceeding
proposals, and for sales at public
public
auction
belonging
auction in the District of Columbia of condemned property belonging
to the Treasury Department,
Department, payment of auctioneer fees, and purchase
necessary articles,
articles, $13,000.
chase of
of other
other absolutely
absolutely necessary
$13,000.
Labor-saving
For purchase of labor-saving
machines and supplies for same, machines,
maciseatcsa
labor-saving machines
etc. v
including
purchase and exchange
including the purchase
exchange of registering accountants,
numbering
machines of
character, inand other
other machines
of a
a similar
similar character,
numbering machines,
machines, and
receipt of official
cluding
date of receipt
official mail
eluding time stamps
stamps for stamping
stamping date
and
telegrams, and
and repairs
supplies for
for
and telegrams,
repairs thereto,
thereto, and
and purchase
purchase of
of supplies
photographic
machines, $14,000.
photographic copying
copying machines,
Carpets, etc.
For
of carpets,
carpets, carpet
border and
and lining,
lining, linoleum,
linoleum, Carpets, etFor purchase
purchase of
carpet border
mats, rugs,
rugs, matting,
matting, and
repairs, and
for cleaning,
cleaning, cutting,
making,
mats,
and repairs,
and for
cutting, making,
laying,
relaying of
of the
the same
contract, $500.
$500.
laying, and
and relaying
same, by
by contract,
Furniture.
For purchase
purchase of boxes,
boxes, book rests, chairs,
chair covers,
covers, Ft re
chairs, chair cane
cane, chair
desks,
bookcases, clocks,
clocks, cloth
desks, bookcases,
cloth for
for covering
covering desks,
desks, cushions,
cushions, leather
leather
for covering chairs and sofas, locks,
lumber, screens,
locks, lumber,
screens, tables,
tables, typewriters, including
including the exchange of same, wardrobe cabinets, washstands, water coolers and stands, and for replacing
replacing other worn and
unserviceable
unserviceable articles,
articles, $4,500.
$4,500.
Operating epeses.
Place AnAn:
For operating
operating expenses
the Treasury
Treasury Department
For
expenses of
of the
Department Annex
Annex NumNum- OMpaedriaston
Madison g Plac
nnes
bered 1
Avenue and
Place), including
fuel,
bered
1 (Pennsylvania
(Pennsylvania Avenue
and Madison
Madison Place),
including fuel,
electric current,
current, ice,
ash removal,
items, $13,000.
$13,000.
electric
ice, ash
removal, and
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous items,
Darby
equip-- Darby
Darby Building.
Buiding
Darby Building:
Building: For heating, electric current,
current, electrical
electrical equip
ment,
$4,500.
ment, ice,
ice, and miscellaneous
miscellaneous items, $4.500.
Stationery.
Stationery:
stationery, including
labels and index staioer.
Stationery: For stationery,
including tags, labels,
cards, printed
printed in
in the
the course
manufacture, packing
cards,
course of
of manufacture,
packing boxes
boxes and
and
other
materials necessary
necessary for
for shipping
shipping stationery
stationery supplies,
other materials
supplies, and
and
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freight for
purchased free
on board
for the
Treasthe Treasboard factory,
factory, for
free on
for supplies
supplies purchased
freight
ury Department
its several
bureaus and
offices, $437,760.
$437,760.
and offices,
and its
several bureaus
ury
Department and
General
Supply ComheneralSupplyCommittee.
mittee.
Personal services and
poffl
isersand
office
expenses.

GENERAL
GENERAL SUPPLY
817PPLY COMMITTEE
COMMITTEE

Salaries:
services in
in the
the District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia .in
in
personal services
For personal
Salaries: For
accordance
exceeding
accordance with
with "The
"The Classification
Classification Act of 1923"
1923" not exceeding
office supplies
supplies and materials,
including office
expenses, including
necessary expenses,
$75,000; necessary
maintenance of
and
telephone service,
service, and
trucks, telegrams, telephone
maintenance
of motor trucks,
traveling
expenses, $2,800;
in all,
$77,800.
expenses,
$2,800;
in
all,
$77,800.
traveling
Salaries and expenses
For
of employees,
equipment, fuel,
electric
fuel, light,
light, electric
office equipment,
employees, office
salaries of
transferring
office supupFor salaries
traerringoffice
plies
for departments,
plies for
departments, current, telephone
telephone service,
service, maintenance
maintenance of motor trucks, and other
other
etc
necessary
carrying into effect
order of
of
for carrying
effect the
the Executive
Executive order
necessary expenses for
December 3,
3, 1918,
1918, regulating
the transfer
transfer of
materials, supsupof office
office materials,
regulating the
December
plies,
equipment in the District of Columbia
Columbia falling into displies, and
and equipment
Provisos.
use because of the cessation of war activities, $43,700: Provided,
ntinuedto
eo continued
Service
to use because of the cessation of war activities, $43,700: Provided,
Jwae
30, 1926.
192.
June 30,
That the said Executive order shall continue
continue in effect until June 30,
1926, without modification,
modification, except that the price charged
charged shall be
current market value at time of
discount for usage,
the current
of issue, less aa discount
usage,
shall the discount be more than 25 per centum,
but in no instance shall
and that the proceeds
proceeds from the transfer of appropriations
appropriations there-.
eretherecovered into the Treasury
receipts:
miscellaneous receipts:
Treasury as
as miscellaneous
under shall be
be covered
Cooperation of Provided further, That
executive departments
departments
the heads of the executive
Cooperation of Provided further,
departments, etc., in
transfers,
etc.
trasfers, etc.
and
independent establishments
establishments and
and the
of the
the DisDisand independent
the Commissioners
Commissioners of
cooperate with the Secretary
Columbia shall
shall cooperate
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury
Treasury
trict of
of Columbia
in connection with the storage and delivery of material, supplies,
and equipment transferred
effecttransferred under the foregoing
foregoing order and for effecting the transfer or disposition
disposition of other surplus and waste material
material
Use of unfit type- or supplies: Provided further, That typewriters and computing
supplies: Provided further, That typewriters and computing
uetcnu
for exUs of
writers,
etc.,
for
changes.
changes.
transferred to the
the General
machines transferred
General Supply Committee as
as surplus,
surplus,
where such machines have become unfit for further use, may, in
the discretion
discretion of the Secretary of the Treasury, be
be issued
issued to
to other
other
Government
Government departments
departments and establishments
exchange prices
establishments at exchange
quoted in the current
current general schedule
schedule of supplies or sold
commercially.
commercially.
kepairs to typeRepairs
to typewriting
(except bookkeeping
wrfters
Repairs to
wri
ers by Supply
uppPly
typewriting machines
machines (except
bookkeeping and
and billing
billing
Committee.
Committee.
machines) in the Government service in the District of Columbia
Columbia
may be made at cost by the General Supply Committee,
Committee, payment
payment
therefor to be effected by transfer
transfer and counterwarrant,
counterwarrant, charging the
proper appropriation
appropriation and crediting the appropriation
appropriation "General
"General SupSupMaterial, Supplies, and
and Equipply Committee, Transfer
Transfer of Office
Office Material,
Equipment."
ment."
Typewriting
m achieriting ma
chines.
No part of any money appropriated
appropriated by this or any other Act shall
shall
Prices of standard
standard
for
m^chnes
machines
for 1926. dard be used during the fiscal year 1926 for the purchase of any standard
typewriting
machines, except
and billing
billing machines,
typewriting machines,
except bookkeeping
bookkeeping and
machines, at
at
aaprice in excess of the following for models with carriages
carriages which
accommodate paper of the following widths, to wit: Ten inches
will accommodate
(correspondence
models), $70;
$70; twelve
inches, $75
ourt
een inches,
i
nc hes ,
(correspondence models),
twelve inches,
$75;; f
fourteen
$77.50; sixteen inches, $82.50; eighteen
eighteen inches, $87.50; twenty inches,
$94; twenty-two
twenty-two inches, $95; twenty-four
twenty-four inches, $97.50; twenty-six
twenty-six
inches, $103.50;
$105;
$103.50; twenty-eight
twenty-eight inches, $104; thirty inches, $105;
inches, $107.50.
thirty-two inches,
purchases to be thirty-two
$107.50.
All purchases
from
surplus stock
from surplus
stock of
of
All purchases
typewriting machines
during the
fiscal year
1926
All
purchases of
of typewriting
machines during
the fiscal
year 1926
Committee.
om tt.
by executive
executive departments
departments and independent
independent establishments for use in
in
the
of Columbia
the field,
field, except
except as
as hereinafter
prothe District of
Columbia or
or in
in the
hereinafter provided,
be made
made from
surplus machines
machines in
the stock
of the
the
vided, shall
shall be
from the
the surplus
in the
stock of
Immediate inventory, etc.,
Supply Committee.
Committee. The
The War
War Department
Department shall
etc., of War De- General
General Supply
shall furnish
furnish
partment stock
stock to
to be
be the
prtimt
General Supply Committee,
immediately u
pon th
approva lof
of
immediately
upon
thee approval
the. General
i
furnished.
this Act, aa complete inventory
of the various
kes,mo
del
s,an
various ma
makes,
models,
andd
its
classes of typewriters
typewriters in
i
nits possession, the condition
condition of such machines,
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and the
point of
of storage,
storage, and
and shall
to the
the General
General Supply
Supply
and
the point
shall turn
turn over
over to
Committee
quantities as
Committee such
such typewriting
typewriting machines
machines in
in such quantities
as the
the
Secretary
from time
time to
to time
time may
for by
specific
the Treasury
Treasury from
may call
call for
by specific
Secretary of
of the
requisition
sale to
to the
requisition for sale
services of
Government. If
If
the various services
of the Government.
M
the General
Supply Committee
Committee is
unable to
to furnish
furnish serviceable
mathe
General Supply
is unable
serviceable machines to
to any
such service
service of
of the
Government, it
chines
any such
the Government,
it shall
shall furnish
furnish ununserviceable
exchange prices,
prices, and
and such
at current
current exchange
such machines
machines
serviceable machines
machines at
shall
applied by
of the
shall then
then be
be applied
by the
the service
service of
the Government
Government receiving
receiving
them
as part
part payment
payment for
machines from
from commercial
commercial sources
sources in
them as
for new
new machines
in
accordance with
with the
the prices
prices fixed
fixed in
the preceding
preceding paragraph.
paragraph. And
accordance
in the
And
in selling
typewriting machines
to the
the various
various services
General
machines to
services the
the General
in
selling typewriting
Supply Committee
may accept
accept an
equal number
number of
unserviceable mamaof unserviceable
an equal
Committee may
Supply
chines as
part payment
payment thereon
thereon at
quoted in
in the
the
chines
as part
at the
the exchange
exchange prices
prices quoted
current
current general
general schedule
schedule of supplies.
supplies.
OFFICE OF COMMISSIONER
COMMISSIONER OF ACCOUNTS
ACCOUNTS AND DEPOSITS
DEPOSITS
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1925.
1925.

Unserviceable maalloed
allowed for
allowed
for
exchange.

chinse
chines
echines

exchange.

Acceptance in part

paymnce
in part
payment.

Accounts
Accounts and
posits
Office.
posits Office.

De-

and
Commissioner, and
For
Accounts and Deposits and other personal
personal office
For Commissioner
Commissioner of Accounts
Office personnel.
personnel.
services in
in the District of Columbia,
in accordance
accordance with "The
"The ClassiClassiservices
Columbia, in
fication
fication Act of 1923,"
1923," $20,540.
$20,540.
DIVISION OF BOOKKEEPING
BOOKKEEPING AND
WARRANTS
DIVISION
AND WARRANTS

Bookkeeping
nd
Bookkeeping a
a n
d
Warrants Division.
Division.
Warrants
Chief of division, and

oCf personnel.
and
f ieprsone
For the chief
chief of the division, and other personal
personal services
services in the office
District
accordance with
"The Classification
District of Columbia, in
in accordance
with "The
Classification Act
Act
of
1923," $164,386.
$164,386.
of 1923,"
ntin
Contingent expenses,
publicmoneys.
Contingent
public moneys:
Contingent expenses,
expenses, public
moneys: For contingent expenses public
moneys.
R. S.. sec. 3653, p. 719.
Revised Statutes, for R.S..sec. 3653,p.719.
under the requirements of section 3653 of the Revised
the
transfer, and
and disbursement
public
the collection,
collection, safe-keeping,
safe-keeping, transfer,
disbursement of
of the
the public
notes,' bonds, and other securities of the
money, transportation
transportation of notes
United
agents 'actual expenses
United States,
States, salaries
salaries of special
special agents,
expenses of
of examiners
examiners
detailed to
to examine
examine the
the books,
accounts, and
on hand
at the
detailed
books, accounts,
and money
money on
hand at
the
several
depositories, including
national banks
banks acting
as depositaries
several depositories,
including national
acting as
depositaries R. S., sec. 3649, p. 718.
the Revised
Revised Statutes,
Statutes, also
also R 8. Sc 3649 p 718
section 3649 of the
under the requirements
requirements of section
including
including examinations of cash accounts at mints and cost of insurregistered mail when
ance on shipments
shipments of
of money
money by registered
when necesnecessary,
sary, $200,000.
$200,000.
Recolnage of gold
Recoinage
For recoinage
Recoinage of
of gold
gold coins:
coins: For
recoinage of
of uncurrent
uncurrent gold
gold coins
Rcolnage of gld
coins coins.
Treasury, to
expended under the
Secretary It.
in the Treasury,
to be
be expended
the direction
direction of
of the
the Secretary
R S., sec. 3512,
12, p. 696.
of
required by section 3512 of the Revised
Revised
of the
the Treasury,
Treasury, as
as required
Statutes,
Statutes, $3,000.
$3,000.
ecolnage of minor
minor
Recoinage
Treas- coins.
coins.
Recoinage
Secretary of the Treasminor coins:
coins: To enable the Secretary
Recoinage of minor
recoinage of worn
uncurrent minor
ury to
to continue
continue the
the recoinage
worn and uncurrent
minor coins of
the United
States now
received, and
and to
the
United States
now in
in the
the Treasury
Treasury or
or hereafter
hereafter received,
to
reimburse the
the Treasurer
Treasurer of the
the United
United States
States for the
the difference
difference bereimburse
tween the nominal
nominal or
or face
face value
value of
of such coins and the amount the
tween
same
same will
will produce
produce in
in new
new coin,
coin, $15,040.
$15,000.
Deposits
Deposits Division.
Division.
DIVISION OF DEPOSITS
DEPOSITS
DIVISION
Chief
Chief of
of division,
division, and
and

Salaries: For
For the
chief of
of the
personal servserv- office personnel.
personnel.
the chief
the division
division and
and other
other personal
Salaries:
ices in
the District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, in
in accordance
with the
the Classification
Classification
accordance with
ices
in the
Act of
Act
of 1923,
1923, $17,400.
$17,400.

Public Debt Service.

Public Debt Service.
PUBLIC DEBT
DEBT SERVICE
SERVICE
Office personnel, and

For necessary
expenses connected
connected with
any otherexpenses.
other expenses.
of any
administration of
with the
the administration
For
necessary expenses
public debt
issues and
and United
States paper currency
issues with
with
currency issues
United States
public
debt issues
charged, including
Secretary of the Treasury
which the Secretary
which
Treasury is charged,
including rent in
and including
including the Commissioner
Commissioner of the
the
Columbia, and
the District of Columbia,
Columbia
other personal
personal services
services in the District of Columbia
Public Debt and other
45822°--25t----51
45822°-25t--51
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P

Provisos.
roithe D.
Services in the
Services
the District.
appropriIndefinite appropri-

Indefinite

discontinued.
ation discontinued.
Vol. 40, p.. 292.

specExpenses under
underspecified laws.
Vol. 41, p. 456.
Vol. 40,
40, p. 451; Vol.
41, pp. 359, 1145.
41, 5 1145.
Vol. 40, pp.
35, 288,
pp. 35,
28,
504, 844, 1312.

4,

4,1312.

Vol.
Vol. 41,
41, p.
p. 548.
548.

Vol. 41,
41, p. 949.

Destinctive paper for
Destinctivepaper
for
securities.
securities.
Quantities
authorQuantities

ized.
Personal services.
Personalservices.

1925.
1925.

in
accordance with
with the
the Classification
1923, $3,260
2
000: Proin accordance
Classification Act
Act of
of 1923,
$3,260,000:
Provided,
That the
the amount
be expended
expended for
for personal
personal services
the
vided, That
amount to
to be
services in
in the
District of
not exceed
exceed $3,113,414:
Provided further,
further,
District
of Columbia
Columbia shall
shall not
$3,113,414: Provided
appropriation "Expenses
That the indefinite
indefinite appropriation
"Expenses of loans,"
loans," Act of SepSeptember 24,
24, 1917,
as amended
amended and
and extended,
tember
1917, as
shall not
not be
be used
during
extended, shall
used during
the
year 1926
1926 to
the appropriation
herein made
made for
for
the fiscal
fiscal year
to supplement
supplement the
appropriation herein
Service.
the current work
work of
of the
the Public
Public Debt
Debt Service.
For expenses
duties imposed
imposed upon
upon
expenses incident
incident to the discharge of
of the
the duties
the Secretary
the Treasury
Treasury by
by the
the
Secretary of
of the
Transportation Act,
the
the Transportation
Act, 1920,
1920, the
and for
Federal Control Act, approved
approved March
March 21,
21, 1918,
1918, as
as amended,
amended, and
for
expenses arising in connection
connection with loans and credits to foreign governments
Acts and
Liberty Loan
Loan
ernments under
under the Liberty Loan
Loan Acts
and the
the Victory
Victory Liberty
Act
in connection
connection with
with credits
Act and
and in
credits granted
granted or conditions entered
entered into
into
under
in Europe
and
under the Acts providing
providing for the relief
relief of populations
populations in
Europe and
contiguous
countries, and
in connection
connection with
credits granted
granted or
or conconcontiguous countries,
and in
with credits
ditions entered
entered into
into under
Act providing
providing for
ditions
under the
the Act
for the
the sale
sale of
of surplus
surplus
war
including personal
personal services
District of
war material,
material, including
services in
in the
the District
of Columbia,
Columbia,
$7,240.
$7240.
securities: For distinctive
Distinctive paper for United States securities:
paper
United States
currency, national-bank
national-bank currency,
currency, and
paper for
for United
States currency,
and FedFederal reserve
reserve bank currency,
eral
currency, not exceeding
exceeding 200,000,000
200,000,000 sheets, including transportation
ing
paper, traveling,
traveling, mill,
and other
other necessary
transportation of
of paper,
mill, and
necessary
expenses, and salaries
of employees
salaries of
employees and
and expense
expense of
officer detailed
of officer
detailed
from the Treasury
Treasury Department,
Department, $50
when actually
on
$50 per month
month when
actually on
duty;
all, $1,407,775.
duty; in
in all,
$1,407,775.

Appointments DiviAppointments
sion.

DIVISION
DIVISION OF
OF APPOINTMENTS
APPOINTMENTS

Chief
and
Chief of
of division,
division, and,
office personnel.
personnel.

Salaries: For
the division,
and other
Salaries:
For the
the chief
chief of
of the
division, and
other personal
personal services
services
District of
in the District
in accordance
"The Classification
Classification
of Columbia
Columbia in
accordance with
with "The
Act of
1923," $60,880.
$60,880.
Act
of 1923,"

Printing Division.
Printing

division, and
and
Chief of division,
personnel.
office personnel.

DIVISION
PRINTING
DIVISION OF PRINTING

For the chief of
Salaries: For
and other
of the division,
division, and
other personal
personal services
services
accordance with
in the District of Columbia in accordance
with "
The Classification
"The
Classification
$56,240.
Act of 1923,"
1923," $56,240.
PRINTING
PRINTING AND BINDING

Printingandbinding.
Printing and binding.

Bookbinding.
Bookbinding.
Work
excluded.
Work excluded.

40 p. 1270
Vol. 40,
1270.
o*4-

Postage.
Postage.

2

-

Mails and Files
Files DiDivision.

Chief of division, and
Chief
of division, and
office
office
personnel.

For printing and binding for the Treasury
Treasury Department,
Department, including
including
all of its
its bureaus,
offices, institutions,
and services
located in
bureaus, offices,
institutions, and
services located
in WashWashDistrict of
of Columbia,
and elsewhere,
includin g materials
materials for
ington, District
Columbia, and
elsewhere, including
for
the use of the bookbinder located in the Treasury
Treasury Department, but
not including
including work done at the New York customhouse
not
customhouse bindery
authorized by
by the
the Joint
Committee on
on Printing
Printing in
authorized
Joint Committee
in accordance
accordance with
with
the Act
of March
March 1,
1, 1919,
the
Act of
1919, $834,750.
$834,750.
For postage required to prepay matte
matterr a
dd resse d to
to Postal
Postal Union
addressed
Union
countries, and for postage for the Treasury Department,
$1,000.
Department, $1,000.
DIVISION OF MAIL
DIVISION
MAIL AND FILES

Salaries:
For the
the chief
chief of
the division,
division, and
and other
personal services
Salaries: For
of the
other personal
services
in the District of Columbia in accordance
accordance with
with "
" The
The Classification
Classification
Act of 1923,"
Act
$20,200
1923," $20,200
OFFICE
OFFICE OF DISBURSING CLERK
CLERK

Disbursingclerk,
Disbursing
clerk, and
and
office personnel.
personnel.
oMce

Salaries: For the disbursing
disbursing clerk and other personal
personal services in
in
the District of Columbia,
Columbia, in accordance
accordance with "The
Classification
"The Classification
Act of 1923,"
1923," $54,040.
$54,040.

SIXTYEIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS . S
ESS. II.
II. CH.
SIXTY-EIGHTH
SESS.
CH. 87.
87.
CUSTOMS
SERVICE
CUSTOMS SERVICE

•

Division
For personal
personal services
the District
of
Division of
of Customs:
Customs: For
services in
in the
District of
Columbia
in accordance
Classification Act
Columbia in
accordance with
with "The
"The Classification
Act of
of 1923,"
1923,"
$64,000.
$64,000.
For collecting
customs, and
and for
for the
For
collecting the
the revenue
revenue from
from customs,
the detection
detection
and
of frauds
upon the
the customs
customs revenue,
revenue, including
and prevention
prevention of
frauds upon
including not
not
to exceed
$15,000 for
of motor-propelled
to
exceed $15,000
for the
the hire
hire of
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying
vehicles,
$16,467,200, of
of which
which such
as may
may be
necessary
vehicles, $16,467,200,
such amount
amount as
be necessary
shall
for salaries
general appraisers
appraisers retired
under
shall be
be available
available for
salaries of
of general
retired under
the
provisions of
518 of
of the
the Tariff
Tariff Act
of 1922,
the provisions
of section
section 518
Act of
1922, and
and $62,480
$62,480
shall be
for personal
services in
District of
of Columbia
shall
be available
available for
personal services
in the
the District
Columbia
exclusive of
eight persons
persons from
force authorized
authorized to
be dedeexclusive
of eight
from the
the field
field force
to be
tailed
525 of
the Tariff
Tariff Act
of 1922.
tailed under
under section
section 525
of the
Act of
1922.
Scales
construction and
and installation
installation of
Scales for
for customs
customs service:
service: For
For construction
of
special
automatic and
weighing merchandise,
special automatic
and recording
recording scales
scales for
for weighing
merchandise,
and so
in connection
connection with
with imports
various ports
ports of
of entry
and
so forth,
forth, in
imports at
at the
the various
entry
under
direction of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury,
$95,000.
under direction
Treasury, $95,000.
Compensation
in lieu
in lieu
lieu of
of
Compensation in
lieu of
of moieties:
moieties: For
For compensation
compensation in
moieties in
in certain
cases under
the customs
customs laws,
laws, $30,000.
$30,000.
moieties
certain cases
under the
BUREAU
THE BUDGET
BUDGET
BUREAU OF
OF THE

769
769

1925.
1925.

Service.
Customs Service.
Personal services
in
Personal
services in
Customs Division.
Division.

Collecting
Collecting
revenue.
revenue.

customs
customs

Retired general appraisers.
Vol. 42,
973.
Vol.
42, p.
p. 973.
Services
Services in
in the DisDistrict.
Vol. 42,
p. 975.
975.
Vol.
42, p.
Automatic
Automatic scales.
scales.

Compensation In
Compensation
in lieu
lieu'
of
of moieties.

Budget Bureau.
Budget

Director; Assistant,
Director,
for all
all other
neces- personnel,
Director, $10,000;
$10,000; Assistant
Assistant Director,
Director, $7,500;
$7,500; for
other necespersonnfandauot
and all other
expenses.
sary expenses
expenses of
of the
compensation of
of attorneys
the bureau,
bureau, including
including compensation
attorneys expenses.
employees in
Columbia in
and other employees
in the
the District
District of
of Columbia
in accordance
accordance with
with
"The Classification
Classification Act
of 1923,"
1923," telegrams,
telegrams, telephone
service, law
law
"The
Act of
telephone service,
books, books of
reference, periodicals,
stationery, furniture,
of reference,
periodicals, stationery,
furniture, office
office
equipment, other supplies, traveling
equipment,
traveling expenses,
street car
per
expenses, street
car fares,
fares, per
diem in lieu of subsistence
subsistence not exceeding
exceeding $4
for officers
officers and
employees
$4 for
and employees
while absent
government on official
absent from the seat of government
$147,500;
official duty,
duty, $147,500;
in all,
in
all, $165,000.
$165,000.
Printing and
and bbindFor
printing and
binding, $25,000.
For printing
and binding,
$25,000.
ing
ing.

FEDERAL FARM
LOAN BUREAU
BUREAU
FEDERAL
FARM LOAN

Federal Farm Loan
Bureau.

SALARIES AND
EXPENSES
SALARIES
AND EXPENSES
Members

of

the

Salaries:
of the
board, at
at $10,000
$10,000 each;
each; for
forperSalaries: For six members
members of
the board,
per- Board, ofe
office and field
feld
personnel.
sonal services
services in
in the
the District
sonal
District of
"The personne
of Columbia
Columbia in
in accordance
accordance with
with "The
Classification Act of 1923,"
1923," and for personal
Classification
personal services
services in
in the
the field,
field,
$139,600;
$139.600; in all, $199,600, payable
from assessments
assessments upon
Fedefal Serice in te Di
payable from
upon Federal
Services in the Dis$133,180 trict.
D
and
joint-stock land banks, of which
which amount
amount not to exceed $133,180
and joint-stock
trict.
may be
in the
the District
of
Columbia;
may
be expended
expended for
for personal
personal services
services in
District of Columbia; Reviewing
evieg appraisapp
salaries of
appraisers at
at not
not to
to exceed
For salaries
of twelve
twelve reviewing
reviewing appraisers
exceed ers.
42 p. 776.
$5,000 each
per annum,
and the
traveling expenses
of such
reviewing vVol.
$5,000
each per
annum, and
the traveling
expenses of
such reviewing
o- 42,
P 776
appraisers, $30,000, in
in all,
all, $90.000,
$90,000, payable
assessments upon
payable from assessments
upon
Federal and
Federal
and joint-stock
joint-stock land
land banks;
banks;
Con
t pee.
Contingent expenses.
For
expenses of
the members
the board
For traveling
traveling expenses
of the
members of
of the
board and
and its
its
e
officers and
employees; per
diem in
subsistence, not
not exceeding
and employees;
per diem
in lieu
lieu of
of subsistence,
exceeding
$4; and contingent
contingent and miscellaneous expenses,
expenses, including
including books of
of Examinations.
E
reference
mi tlions
reference and maps:
maps; and.
and, for the
the. examination of national farm loan
associations,
associations, including
including personal services and traveling
traveling expenses,
$128,000, payable from assessments
joint-stock Provisos.
assessments upon Federal
Federal and joint-stock
land
banks: Provided
person shall
land banks:
Provided, That
That no
no person
shall be
be employed
employed hereunder
hereunder Pay restriction.
restriction.
at
a rate
rate of
of compensation
compensation exceeding
exceeding $2,500
at a
$2,500 per
per annum:
annum: Provided
Provided Clerks
in the
Disthe DisClerks in
rict
further,
in ttrict.
further. That
That $1,260
$1260 of this
this sum may
may be
be expended
expended for
for clerk
clerk hire
hire in
the District of
of Columbia;
Columbia;
In
Bureau, $417,600.
$417,600.
In all, Federal
Federal Farm
Farm Loan
Loan Bureau,
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1925.
1925.

Treasurer's Office.
Office.

OFFICE OF
OF TTE
rut UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES
OFFICE
OF TREASURER
TREASURER OF

Treasurer,
Treasurer, and
and office
office
personnel.
personnel.

Salaries:
For Treasurer
Treasurer of
of the
United States,
$8,000; for
Salaries: For
the United
States, $8,000;
for personal
personal
services
services in
Columbia in
in accordance
with "The
"The Classiin the
the District of Columbia
accordance with
Classification Act
of 1923,"
$1,065,000; in
in all,
fication
Act of
1923," $1,065,000;
all, $1,073,000.
$1,073,000.
personal services
services in
the District
of Columbia,
Columbia, in
For personal
in the
District of
in accordance
accordance
with
in redeeming
Federal rerewith "The
"The Classification
Classification Act
Act of
of 1923,"
1923," in
redeeming Federal
serve
$405,000 to
to be
serve and
and national currency,
currency, $405,000
be reimbursed
reimbursed by
by the
the
Federal
Federal reserve
and national
national banks.
reserve and
banks.

Redemption of FedRedemption
eral reserve and
and nationnationcurrency.
al currency.
Personal services.
services.

Office of Comptroller
Office
Comptroller
of
of the
the Currency.
Currency.

OFFICE
OFFICE OF
OF THE
THE COMPTROLLER
THE CURRENCY
CURRENCY
COMPTROLLER OF
OF THE

Comptroller,
Comptroller, and ofoffee personnel.
fe
personnel.

Salaries:
Currency, $5,000;
for personal
personal servSalaries: Comptroller
Comptroller of
of the
the Currency,
$5,000; for
servof Columbia,
accordance with"
l'he ClassificaClassificaices in the
the District of
Columbia, in
in accordance
with "The
tion
of 1923,"
$221,000; in
all, $226,000.
tion Act
Act of
1923," $221,000;
in all,
$226,000.
For
in the
the District
in accordance
For personal
personal services
services in
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, in
accordance
with
"The Classification
Act of
of 1923,"
1923," in
connection with
with Federal
Federal
with "The
Classification Act
in connection
reserve and
reserve
currency, $67,000,
by the
and national currency,
$67,000, to
to be
be reimbursed
reimbursed by
the
Federal reserve
reserve and
banks.
Federal
and national
national banks.
For special
banks and
For
special examinations
examinations of
of national
national banks
and bank
bank plates,
plates, keepkeeping macerator in Treasury
Treasury Building in repair, and
and for
for other
other inciincidental expenses
expenses attending
attending the working
working of
the macerator,
macerator, and
and for
for
of the
procuring
procuring information
information relative to
banks other
other than
to banks
than national,
national, $1,500.
$1,500.

Federal reserve
reserve and
and
national currency.
Personal services. •

Specialexaminations.
OPeulalekaminations-

Revenue
Internal Revenue
Service.

INTERNAL REVENUE
REVENUE SERVICE
SERVICE
INTERNAL

Offic
commissioner: Commissioner
of Internal
Revenue ,
Officee of
of the
the commissioner:
Commissioner of
Internal Revenue,
$10,000;
the assistant
assistant to
to the
commissioqer,, three
$10,000; for
for the
the commissioger
three deputy commissioners,
missioners and other
Columbia,
other personal
personal services
services in
in the
the foistrict
District of
of Columbia,
in accordance
accordance with "The
"The Classification Act
Act of
in
of 1923,"
1923," $810,000;
$810,000; in
all, $820,000.
all,
$820,000.
Stamp agent.
Stamp
agent.
For one stamp agent, $1,860,
$1,860, to be reimbursed
reimbursed by
by the
the stamp
stamp
manufacturers.
manufacturers.
Collectors, esgaugers.
For sa
l
ar i
es and
and ex
penses o
llec t
ors of
deputy
Coector
gaugers
For
salaries
expenses
offco
collectors
of internal
internal revenue,
revenue, deputy
storekeepers, etc.
collectors,
gaugers, storekeepers,
storekeepers, storekeeper-gaugers,
collectors, gaugers,
clerks, messenmessenstorekeeper-gaugers, clerks,
the and janitors in
messengers,
gers
in internal-revenue
ffices ou
t
sid e o
internal-revenue offices,
offices, rent
rent o
offo
offices
outside
off
the District of Columbia, telephone
gers,
telephone service,
service, injuries
injuries to
horses not
exto horses
not exceeding
ceeding $250 for any horse crippled
or killed,
expenses of
crippled or
killed, expenses
of seizure
seizure
necessary miscellaneous
and sale, and other necessary
miscellaneous expenses
collecting
expenses,' in
in collecting
Provisos,
nt
erna l- revenue t
axes, $4 ,
450,000: P
rov i
ded, That for purpose of
ii
may i
spirits
internal-revenue
taxes,
$4,450,000:
Provided,
That for purpose of
Distilled
spiri may
be removed totsware- concentration,
concentration, upon
the initiation
of the
the Commissioner
Commissioner of
of Internal
upon the
initiation
of
Internal
house for bottling in
ond
bottlin in Revenue
Revenue and under regulations
bond.
regulations prescribed
prescribed by
by him,
him, distilled
distilled spirits
spirits
may be removed from any internal-revenue
bonded warehouse
internal-revenue bonded
warehouse to
to
any other such warehouse,
warehouse, and may
be bottled
bottled in
bond in
any such
such
may be
in bond
in any
warehouse
before or
warehouse before
after payment
of the
the tax
er
or after
payment of
tax, and
and the
the commission
commissioner
shall
prescribe the
form and
su ms of
tax,bond covering distilled
shall prescribe
the form
and penal
penal sums
of
spirits
internal-revenue bonded
spirits in internal-revenue
warehouses, and
and in
in transit
transit between
bonded warehouses,
between
Witness
witness fees.
fees.
such warehouses:
further, That no part of this amount
amount
such
warehouses: Provided
Provided further,
defraying the expenses of
of any
shall be used in defraying
designated
any officer,
officer, designated
above,
subpoenaed by the United States
above, subpcenaed
to attend
States court
court to
attend any
any trial
trial
before a
a United States court or preliminary examination
examination before
before any
any
Post, p.
pot,
p. 1030.
United States
States commissioner,
United
commissioner, which expenses shall be paid from the
appropriation
appropriation for "Fees
"Fees of
of witnesses,
witnesses, United
United States
courts."
States courts."
Assessing,
collecting
Assesing, colecing,
or
expenses of
of
assessing
and
collecting
For
expenses
assessing
and
collecting
the
internal-revenue
the
internal-revenue
etc., taxes
etc.taxes.
taxes, including the employm
employment
thee necessary officers,
taxes
en tof
ofth
officers attorneys
attorneys,
Expenses.
experts, agents, accountants,
inspectors,
accountants, i
ns pec t
ors ,deputy
deputy collectors,
collectors, clerks,
clerks,
janitors, and
and messengers
messengers in the District
janitors,
District of Columbia and
and the
the several
several
districts, to be appointed
collection districts,
appointed as provided by law,
telegraph and
and
law, telegraph
telephone
telephone service, rental of quarters outside the District of
Columbia
of Columbia
Commissioner,
Commissioner,
omm
peci:ssi
s0;r
ei r
., and
and

offie

offi

personnel.
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and not
not to
exceed $11,500
$11,500 for
quarters in
in the
the District of
of quarters
for rental
rental of
to exceed
and
Columbia, postage,
freight, express,
necessary expenses
expenses incurred
incurred in
express, necessary
postage, freight,
Columbia,
disbarmaking
investigations in
in connection
connection with
enrollment or disbarthe enrollment
with the
making investigations
ment of
of practitioners
before the
in internalinternalDepartment in
Treasury Department
the Treasury
practitioners before
ment
the
revenue matters,
and other
expenses, and the
miscellaneous expenses,
necessary miscellaneous
other necessary
matters, and
revenue
purchase
of such
supplies, equipment,
equipment, furniture, mechanical devices,
such supplies,
purchase of
law books
books and
books of
reference, and
articles as may
may
other articles
such other
and such
of reference,
and books
law
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the Diservi in
and the
be necessary
for use
the District
District of
Columbia and
the several
several Services
of Columbia
in the
use in
necessary for
be
in the Dienet.
trict.
collection
districts, $31,750,000,
amount not to exceed $10,- t
which amount
of which
$31,750,000, of
collection districts,
750,000 may
may be
be expended
for personal
personal services
services in
in the
the District
District of
of Proviso.
pro.
expended for
750,000
Detecting, etc.,
oetc., vioColumbia: Provided,
$100,000 of
the total
total Detecting,
of the
than $100,000
more than
not more
That not
Provided, That
Columbia:
ations of internal rev
revenelaws.
Commissioner l
amount appropriated
herein may be expended
expended by the Commissioner
e
flue laws.
appropriated herein
amount
of Internal
Revenue for
bringing to trial persons
and bringing
detecting and
for detecting
of
Internal Revenue
guilty of
of violating
violating the
the internal
internal revenue
or conniving
conniving at the
laws or
revenue laws
guilty
same, including
including payments
information and detection of such
such
payments for information
same,
Prohibition and
violation.
violation.
Prohibition
and NarNarcotic Acts.
provisions of
For
expenses to
to enforce
enforce the
the provisions
of the
the National ProhibiProhibi- coticActs.
For expenses
Enforcement exex
penses.
for the registra- peEnse.rcemrent
tion Act
Act and
and the
the Act
entitled "An
"An Act
provide for
Act to provide
Act entitled
tion
41, p. 305.
Vol. 41,p.305
special Vol.
impose aa special
to impose
and to
tion of,
of, with
with collectors
revenue, and
internal revenue,
of internal
collectors of
tion
compound,
tax upon,
all persons
manufacture, compound,
import, manufacture,
produce, import,
who produce,
persons who
upon, all
tax
deal in,
in, dispense,
dispense, sell,
sell, distribute,
away opium or cocoa leaves,
give away
or give
distribute, or
deal
their
salts, derivatives,
derivatives, or
or preparations,
and for
for other
other purposes,"
purposes," Vol..38,, p.
their salts,
preparations, and
p. 785.5.
approved
December 17,
as amended
by the
the Revenue
Revenue Act
Vol.340, p. 1130.
of Vol.
Act of
amended by
17, 1914,
1914, as
approved December
ol40 p. 1130.
1918,
Act to
an Act entitled
entitled 'An
amend an
to amend
"An Act
entitled "An
Act entitled
the Act
and the
1918, and
Act to
the importation
importation and use of opium for other
other than
prohibit the
to prohibit
Act
medicinal purposes,'
purposes,' approved
approved February
February 9,
1909, ,
"as
as amended
amended by
by the
the Vol. 42, p. 298.
9, 1909,"
medicinal
Narcotic Drugs Import and Vl42p2
Act
of May
May,26,
1922, known
known as "The Narcotic
26, 1922,
Act of
officers, agents,
Export
Act," including
of executive
executive officers
the employment
employment of
including the
Export Act,"
inspectors, chemists,
chemists, assistant
supervisors, clerks,
clerks, and
chemists, supervisors,
assistant chemists,
inspectors,
messengers
field and
and in
in the
the Bureau
of Internal
Revenue in
in
Internal Revenue
Bureau of
the field
in the
messengers in
the
Columbia, to
to be
appointed as
as authorized
authorized by
by law;
law; Disseminating
Disseminating infor
be appointed
of Columbia,
the District
District of
inforsecuring evinot
to exceed
exceed $50,000
$50,000 for
information and appeal
appeal mation, securing
of information
dissemination of
for dissemination
not to
dence, etc.
for law
observance and
and law
law enforcement,
including the
the necessary
necessary denceetc.
enforcement, including
law observance
for
evidence of violaprinting
connection therewith;
therewith; the
securing of evidence
the securing
in connection
printing in
tions of
the Acts,
Acts, and
for the
the purchase
such supplies, equipof such
purchase of
and for
of the
tions
other
devices, laboratory supplies, books, and such other
ment, mechanical
mechanical devices,
ment,
expenditures as
as may
may be
the District
District of
Columbia and
of Columbia
in the
necessary in
be necessary
expenditures
the several
field offices,
offices, and
rental of
in all,
all, services
quarters; in
of necessary
necessary quarters;
and for
for rental
Services iin the Di,Disthe
several field
tct.
$11,000,000,
of which
which amount
amount not
to exceed
exceed $1,300,000
$1,300,000 may be ex- trict.
not to
$11,000,000, of
Provisos.
Narcotics Acts
enActs enNarcotics
Provided, forcement.
Columbia: Provided,
of Columbia:
pended
personal services
services in
in the
the District
District of
for personal
pended for
em
ent.
forc
expended
be
That
not
to
exceed
$1,329,440
of
the
foregoing
expended
shall
sum
foregoing
the
of
That not to exceed $1,329,440
for
enforcement of
the provisions
said Acts
Acts of
17, Advances
December 17,
of December
of the
the said
of the
provisions of
for enforcement
Advances todisbursto disbursagents.
1914,
and May
26, 1922:
Provided further,
not to
exceed $50,000
$50,000 ing agents.
to exceed
That not
further,That
1922: Provided
May 26,
1914, and
of the
the total
appropriated shall be available for advances
advances
total amount appropriated
of
to
made by
disbursing agents
authorized by the Comwhen authorized
agents when
by special
special disbursing
to be
be made
missioner of
of Internal
and approved
approved by
by the
Secretary of
the R.S., sec. 3648, p. 718.
of the
the Secretary
Revenue and
Internal Revenue
missioner
Sse. 3648, p 718.
Treasury, the
section 3648
the Revised
to R.
Statutes to
Revised Statutes
of the
3648 of
of section
provisions of
the provisions
Treasury,
Restriction on payments for
for storage
of
storage of
money ments
no money
the contrary
notwithstanding: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
That no
contrary notwithstanding:
the
seized goods in private
private
in
goods
seed
the
of
enforcement
herein
appropriated
for
the
enforcement
of
the
National
Prohithe
for
appropriated
herein
warehouses.
revenue laws, shall be used
laws, or
bition
or internal
internal revenue
used
customs laws,
the customs
Act, the
bition Act,
to
in any
intoxicating liquors
warehouse of intoxicating
private warehouse
any private
storage in
for storage
pay for
to pay
or
property in
in connection
therewith seized pursuant to said
said
connection therewith
other property
or other
Acts
necessary to
stored, where
available for that
that
is available
there is
where there
be stored,
to be
and necessary
Acts and
purpose
space in
in aaGovernment
Government warehouse
warehouse or
suitable Governother suitable
or other
purpose space
ment property
property in
such property was
was
wherein such
district wherein
judicial district
the judicial
in the
ment
such seized
seized, or
or in
an adjacent
and when
when such
district, and
judicial district,
adjacent judicial
in an
seized,
property is
is stored
in an
district, the
jurisdiction over such
such
the jurisdiction
adjacent district,
an adjacent
stored in
property
property
in the
the district
was seized
seized shall
shall not
be affected
affected
not be
it was
wherein it
district wherein
property in
thereby.
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COAST GUARD
GUARD

Office of the commandant:
commandant: For personal services in the District
District
accordance with "
The Classification
Classification Act
1923,"
of Columbia in accordance
"The
Act of
of 1923,"
$220,000.
$220,000.

The services of
other technical
services
of skilled
skilled draftsmen
draftsmen and
and such
such other
technical services
as the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury may deem necessary,
necessary, may
be ememmay be
ployed only in the office
office of the Coast Guard in connection with
with the
the
construction
construction and repair
repair of Coast Guard vessels and boats,
boats, to
to be
paid
be
paid
/afro.
appropriation "
"Repairs to Coast Guard vessels and
fip0.
from the appropriation
and boats":
boats ":
Proviso.
Limitation, et.
etc.
Limitation,
Provided,
Provided, That the expenditures
expenditures on this account for the fiscal year
year
1926 shall not exceed
exceed $10,000. A statement
statement of the persons employed
employed
hereunder , their duties, and the compensation
to each
each shall
shall be
hereunder,
compensation paid
paid to
be
Congress each year in the
made to Congress
the Budget.
Service
expenditures.
Seviceexpenditres.
For every
every expenditure
expenditure requisite for and incident
incident to
authorized
to the
the authorized
work of the Coast Guard, as follows, including not to exceed
exceed $1,000
$1,000
for purchase,
purchase, exchange,
exchange, maintenance,
of motormaintenance, repair,
repair, and
and operation
operation of
motorpropelled
passenger-carrying vehicles, to be used only for official
propelled passenger-carrying
official
purposes:
purposes:
Pay, etc.,
and
Pay,
etc., officers
allowances prescribed
For pay and allowances
prescribed by law for commissioned
commissioned offienlisted
men.offerand
enlisted
cers, cadets and cadet engineers, warrant officers,
officers, petty officers,
officers, and
and
other enlisted
enlisted men,
men active and retired,
and surfretired, temporary
temporary cooks,
cooks, and
surfmen, substitute
substitute surimen
$13,675,035;
surfmen, and one civilian
civilian instructor,
instructor, $13,675,035;
Rations.
For rations or commutation
columniation thereof for petty officers
and other
enofficers and
other enlisted men, $727,000;
$727,000;
Fuel and
and water.
water.
Fuel
For fuel and water for vessels, stations, and houses of refuge,
$2,780,000;
$2,780,000;
Outfits,
utfits, stores, etc.
For outfits,
outfits, ship chandlery, and engineers'
engineers' stores for
for the
the same,
same,
$1,300,000;
$1,300,000;
Stations, houses of
For rebuilding and repairing stations and houses of
of refuge
refuge, temrefuge,
etc.
refueetc.
porary
leases, rent, and improvements
property
for
porary leases,
improvements of prope
rty f
or Coast
CoastGuard
Death allowances.
allowances.
purposes,
purposes, including
including use of additional land where
where necessary,
$289,800;
necessary, $289,800;
Vol.
41, p. 825.
vol. 41,
carrying out the provisions
For carrying
provisions of the Act of June 4, 1920,
$30,000;
1920, $30,000;
Traveling expenses.
expenses.
For mileage
mileage and expenses allowed by law for officers;
officers; and
and actual
actual
traveling expenses, per diem in lieu of
subsistence not
not exceeding
exceeding $4,
of subsistence
$4,
for other persons traveling
traveling on duty under orders from the
Treasury
the Treasury
Department, including transportation
Department,
transportation of enlisted
enlisted men
men and
and applicants
applicants
for enlistment, with subsistence and transfers
transfers en
route, or
cash
en
route,
or
cash in
in
Proviso.
thereof, $250,000:
$250,000: Provided,
Provided, That
of the
the Coast
Guard
Traveon
That officers
officers of
Travel
on Govern- lieu thereof,
Coast Guard
ment-owned
vessels.
meat-owned vessels.
performing
Government-owned vessels
performing travel
travel by Government-owned
vessels for
no transfor which no
transportation fare is charged shall only
only be entitled
entitled to
to reimbursement
reimbursement of
of
actual and necessary expenses incurred;
incurred;
Draft anials.
animals.
Draft
For draft animals and their maintenance,
maintenance, $27,000;
$27,000;
Coastal communicacommunicaFor
coastal
communication-lines
facilities and their mainteFor
coastal communication
•
lines and facilities
tion.
nance,
nance, $50,000;
$50,000;
Field
employees.
Field employees.
For
compensation of. civilian employees in the field, including
including
For compensation
clerks to district superintendents,
superintendents, $79,000;
$79,000;
contingentexpenses.
Contingent expenses.
For contingent
contingent expenses,
communication service
service, subFor
expenses, including communication
sistence of shipwrecked
shipwrecked persons succored by the
CoastGuard,
for the
the Coast
Guard, for
the
recreation, amusement, comfort, contentment,
contentment, and health of
the enenof the
listed men of the Coast Guard, to be expended in
in the discretion
discretion of
of the
the
Secretary of the Treasury, not exceeding $15,000; wharfage, towage,
freight, storage, repairs to station apparatus, advertising, surveys,
medals, labor, newspapers and periodicals for statistical purposes,
and all other necessary
necessary expenses which are not included under any
any
$220,000;
other heading,
heading, $220,000;
Repairs
Repairs to
to vessels.
vessels.
For
For repairs
repairs to Coast Guard vessels and boats, $950,000;
$950,000;
Total Coast Guard, exclusive
exclusive of commandant's office, $20,377,835.
Technical services.
Technialservices.
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'

Engraving
and PrintEngurevingandPrinting Bureau.

Director, Assistants,
Assistants,
Director,
and and
Office of
Director: For
the Director,
Directors, and
Assistant Directors,
two Assistant
Director, two
For the
of Director:
Office
office personnel.
accordance
other personal
the District
District of
of Columbia
in accordance
Columbia in
in the
services in
personal services
other
with
"The Classification
of 1923,"
$460,540.
1923," $460,540.
Act of
Classification Act
with "The
Work authorized for
for
authorized
thWork
For the
the work
work of
of engraving
and printing,
printing, exclusive
exclusive of repay work, the
engraving and
For
fiscal year.
year.
Post,
p. 1342.
1342.
p.
Post,
during
the
fiscal
year
1926,
of
not
exceeding
190,242,300
delivered
delivered
190,242,300
exceeding
not
of
during the fiscal year 1926,
sheets.
of United
and national-bank
currency.
national-bank currency,
currency and
States currency
United States
sheets of
95,075,700
of internal-revenue
internal-revenue stamps,
stamps, 130,000
sheets of
delivered sheets
95,075,700 delivered
delivered
customs stamps,
stamps, 2,700,000
2,700,000 delivered
delivered sheets
of customs
sheets of
delivered sheets
Vol.
7S5; Vol.
p. .p. 785;
opium orders
of
550,000 delivered
sheets of
of opium
orders 40,Vol.
T 1 38,
delivered sheets
permits, 550,000
withdrawal permits,
of withdrawal
p.
n 1130;
130 Vol..42,
42, p.
/3
and
required under
the Act
29 5: •
.
Vol
of December 17, 295.
Act of
under the
stamps required
special-tax stamps
and special-tax
1914,
delivered sheets
and miscellamiscelladrafts, and
checks, drafts,
of checks,
sheets of
7,241,817 delivered
and 7,241,817
1914, and
neous
neous work,
work, as
as follows:
follows:
Salaries of employees.
For salaries
salaries of
of all
than employees
re- salariesofemployees.
employees reother than
employees, other
necessary employees,
all necessary
For
quired
the administrative
work of
of the
the bureau
the class
class proof the
bureau of
administrative work
for the
quired for
vided
and specified
specified in
the Treasury
Treasury Department
Appropriation
Department Appropriation
in the
for and
vided for
Act
the fiscal
fiscal year
1925, and
and plate
printers and plate printers'
plate printers
year 1925,
for the
Act for
assistants,
to be
be expended
direction of the Secretary of the Proviso.
the direction
under the
expended under
assistants, to
Large notes.
notes.
shall Large
Treasury,
portion of
of this
this sum
sum shall
no portion
That no
Provided, That
$3,631,833: Provided,
Treasury, $3,631,833:
be
expended
for
printing
United
States
notes
or
Treasury
notes
of
Treasury
or
notes
be expended for printing United States
larger
that may
be canceled
canceled or retired,
may be
those that
than those
denominations than
larger denominations
except
far as
printing may
may be
executing the
necessary in executing
be necessary
such printing
as such
so far
in so
except in
Vol. 31, p. 45.
31,p.45.
requirements
of
the
Act
"
To
define
and
fix
the
standard
of
of value, to
standard
the
fix
and
define
"To
Act
the
of
requirements
coined by the
maintain
of all
money issued
issued or coined
of money
forms of
all forms
parity of
the parity
maintain the
United States,
debt, and
purposes,"
for other purposes,"
and for
public debt,
the public
refund the
to refund
States, to
United
approved
March 14,
1900.
Wage.
14, 1900.
approved March
Wa
ges.
For
wages of
of plate
printers, at
fixed by the Secat piece rates to be fixed
plate printers,
For wages
retary of
exceed the rates usually paid for such
to exceed
not to
Treasury, not
the Treasury,
of the
retary
work, including
the wages
wages of
printers' assistants, when employed,
of printers'
including the
work,
$1,780,000, to
direction of
Proviso.
of the
the Podso.
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the direction
expended under
under the
to be
be expended
$1,780,000,
Large notes.
notes.
Lage
expended
shall
Treasury:
Provided,
That
no
portion
of
this
sum
be
expended
sum
this
of
portion
no
That
Provided,
Treasury:
delarger
of
for
printing
United
States
notes
or
Treasury
notes
larger
Treasury
or
for printing United States notes
nominations
those that
that may
canceled or retired, except in
be canceled
may be
than those
nominations than
so
as such
be necessary
in executing
the requirerequire- Vol
31 p.
so far
far as
such printing
printing may
may be
necessary in
executing the
Vol. 31,
p. 45.
ments
of
the
Act
"
to
define
and
fix
the
standard
of
value,
to
maintain
to
value,
of
standard
the
fix
and
define
"to
Act
the
ments of
the
of all
all forms
forms of
of money
or coined
coined by
by the United
issued or
money issued
parity of
the parity
purposes,"
States,
to
refund
the
public
debt,
and
for
purposes,"
approved
other
for
and
debt,
public
the
refund
States, to
March
Materials,etc.
Materials,
etc.
1900.
14, 1900.
March 14,
.For
engravers' and
materials except
except
other materials
and other
materials and
printers' materials
and printers'
For engravers'
distinctive paper,
expenses, including
including paper for inmiscellaneous expenses,
paper, miscellaneous
distinctive
maintenance,
ternal-revenue
stamps,
and
for
purchase,
maintenance,
and driving
purchase,
for
and
stamps,
ternal-revenue
of necessary
motor-propelled and
and horse-drawn
horse-drawn passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying
necessary motor-propelled
of
vehicles, when,
writing, ordered
ordered by
by the
Secretary of the Treasury,
the Secretary
in writing,
when, in
vehicles,
$1,404,157, to
to be
under the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of
of the
direction of
the direction
expended under
be expended
$1,404,157,
the
Treasury.
to
Proceeds of work to
the Tlreasury.
be credited to Bureau.
per bcrdited
During the
the fiscal
1926 all
all proceeds
proceeds derived from work peryear 1926
fiscal year
During
formed
by the
Bureau of
of Engraving
Printing, by
by direction
direction of
of
and Printing,
Engraving and
the Bureau
formed by
the
the Treasury,
embraced in the apand embraced
covered and
not covered
Treasury, not
of the
Secretarv of
the Secretary
propriation
for said
bureau for
for the
fiscal year,
year, instead
instead of
of being
being
said fiscal
the said
said bureau
propriation for
covered into
into the
the Treasury
Treasury as
miscellaneous receipts,
receipts, as
by Vol. 24, p. 227.
provided by
as provided
as miscellaneous
covered
vo.24,p.27.
227),
page
Statutes,
the
Act
of
August
4,
1886
(Twenty-fourth
Statutes,
page
227),
(Twentv-fourth
1886
4,
August
of
Act
the
shall be
credited when
to the
appropriation for said bureau
the appropriation
received to
when received
be credited
shall
DiviSecret Service Divifor
fiscal year
1926.
year 1926.
the fiscal
for the
on
sion.
si .
SECRET
SERVICE
SECRET SERVICE
4Ø

0

1

'

Chief of division, and

Secret Service Division.
the chief
chief of
of the
the Division
chief
personnel.
of division,
oficepersonnel.
Division office
For the
salaries: For
Secret Service Division. salaries:
and
other personal
services in
of Columbia
accordance
Columbia in accordance
District of
the District
in the
personal services
and other
with
The Classification
$25.680.
Classification Act of 1923," $25,680.
"The
with "

and
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and other
Suppressing counterfeiting
counterfeiting and
other crimes:
crimes: For
inFor expenses
expenses incurred
under the authority
approval of
curred under
authority or with the
the approval
of the
the Secretary
of
Secretary of
the Treasury
Treasury in detecting, arresting,
arresting, and
delivering into
and delivering
into the
the custody
custody
of the United States marshal
marshal having
havmg jurisdiction
dealers and
prejurisdiction dealers
and pretended dealers in counterfeit
counterfeit money
money and
and persons
engaged in
persons engaged
in countercounterfeiting, forging, and altering
altering United States
notes, bonds,
bonds, nationalStates notes,
nationalbank notes,
notes, Federal reserve notes,
reserve bank
bank
notes, Federal
Federal resArve
bank notes,
notes, and
and
other obligations and securities of the
States and
of foreign
foreign
the United
United States
and of
Governments, as well as the coins of the United
Governments,
United States
and of
of foreign
foreign
States and
Governments, and other crimes against the
Governments,
laws of
of the
the United
United States
the laws
States
relating to the Treasury
relating
Treasury Department and the several
several branches
the
branches of
of the
public service under its control; hire and operation of
public
motor-proof motor-proPerdiemsnbsistence.
Per diem stibsistence. pelled passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles
vehicles when
when necessary;
per diem
diem in
in lieu
lieu
necessary; per
Vol.
38, p..
p. 680.
Vol. as,
of subsistence,
of
subsistence, when allowed
allowed pursuant to section 13
13 of
Sundry
of the
the Sundry
Appropriation Act approved
Civil Appropriation
approved August
1, 1914,
1914, and
and for
no other
other
August 1,
for no
Protecting
person of
of purpose
Protecting
person
purpose
whatever,
except
in
the
protection
of
the
person
of
the
Presiexcept
in
the
protection
of
the
person
of
the
Presithe President.
the Presidt.
dent and the members of his immediate
immediate family
dent
of the
family and
and of
the person
person
PrODisO".
chosen to be President
Provisos.
President of the United
United States,
$450,000: Provided,
States,
$450,000:
Provided,
Witness fees.
That no
no part
of this
expenses of
That
part of
this amount
amount be used in defraying
defraying the expenses
any
of any
person
subpoenaed
person subpcenaed by the United
United States courts to attend
attend any
any trial
trial
a United States court or
or perliminary
before a
perliminary examination
examination before
before any
any
Poti,p.
United States commissioner, which expenses shall be
Post,
P. 130.
1030.
United
the
be paid
paid from
from the
appropriation for "
"Fees
United States
appropriation
Fees of witnesses, United
States courts":
courts": ProProPay restriction.
restriction.
vided further,
further, That no person
Pay
vided
person shall
shall be
hereunder at
be employed
employed hereunder
at aa
compensation greater
compensation
greater than
than that
that allowed
allowed by
by law.
law.
Suppressing counterSuppresingcounterfeiting, etc.

etc.

PUBLIC
HEALTH SERVICE
SERVICE
PUBLIC HEALTH

Health ServPublic Health
ice.
ice.

office personnel.
Office
personnel.

Pay,
Pay, etc.,
etc.,
General, etc.
General,etc.

Srgeon
Surgeon

Salaries
Salaries, Office of
of Surgeon
Surgeon General:
General: For
personal services
For personal
services in
in the
the

District
Columbia, in accordance
District of
of Columbia,
accordance with "The
"The Classification
Chissification Act
Act of
of
1923,"
$101,560.
1923," $101,560.
For
allowance, and commutation
For pay, allowance,
commutation of
quarters for
of quarters
for commissioned
commissioned

g
g1,110,000.

medical officers,
the Surgeon
medical
officers, including
including the
Surgeon General,
General, assistant
assistant surgeon
surgeon
generals
enerals at large not exceeding
exceeding three in
and pharmacists,
in number,
number, and
pharmacists,
$1.110,000.
surFor
Acting assistant surassistant surgeons (noncommissioned
For pay
pay of
of acting
acting assistant
(noncommissioned medical
medical
geons.
officers),
officers), $315,000.
$315,000.
employees.
Other employees.
For pay of all other
employees (attendants,
(attendants, and
other employees
and so
so forth),
forth),
81.020,000.
$1,020,000.
Freight,travel,etc.
Freight, travel, etc.
For freight,
freight, transportation,
For
transportation, and traveling
traveling expenses,
expenses, including
including the
the
expenses, except
membership fees, of officers when officially
officially detailed
expenses,
except membership
detailed
to attend
attend meetings of associations for the promotion
to
promotion of
of public
public health,
health,
Proviso.
Provno.
$25,000:
Provided, That officers
officers of the
$25,000:
Provided,
Health Service
Service perperthe Public
Public Health
Travel on GovernTravel
ed vessels.
vessels forming
ment-owned
for
no travel
transpor-by
forming
travel
by Government-owned
Government-owned vessels for which
which no transportation fare
fare is
is charged
charged shall only be entitled to reimbursement
tation
of
reimbursement of
actual and necessary
necessary expenses
expenses incurred.
incurred.
Hygienic
Laboratory.
HygienicLaboratory.
For maintaining
the Hygienic
Hygienic Laboratory,
Laboratory, $43,400.
For
maintaining the
$43,400.
Trasportingrem
ais
Transporting
remains
For
preparation for
shipment
and transportation
to their former
For
preparation
for
shipment
transportation
to
former
of
officers.
of officers.
homes
of remains
officers who
homes of
remains of
of officers
who die in the line of duty, $3,000.
Books,
Books, etc.
For
journals and scientific
For journals
scientific books,
books, $500.
$500.
Medical
examinaMedical
examinaFor
medical
examinations,
the amount
For
medical
examinations,
including
amount necessary
necessary for
for the
the
tions, hospital services
to beneficiaries,
beneficiaries, services
etc
medical
to
etc.
medical inspection
inspection of aliens, as
as required
required by
n 16
ofth
e Act
Act o
by sectio
section
16 of
the
off
ol. 39, p. 88.
Vol.
88.1.
February
and hospital
supFebruary 5,
5, 1917,
1917, medical,
medical, surgical,
surgical, and
hospital services and
and supplies
plies for
for beneficiaries
beneficiaries (other than patients of the United
United States
States
Veterans' Bureau)
Bureau) of
Veterans'
of the
the Public Health
Health Service and persons
depersons detained under the immigration
tained
immigration laws and regulations
regulations at
at Ellis
Ellis Island
Island
Immigration Station,
Station, including
personnel, regular
Immigration
including necessary
necessary personnel,
and
regular and
reserve
commissioned
officers of
the Public Health Service, personal
reserve
commissioned
officers
of
personal
General expenses.
Generalexpenses.
services in the District of Columbia and elsewhere, maintenance,
services in the District of Columbia and elsewhere, maintenance,
minor
water, freight,
minor repairs,
repairs, equipment,
equipment, leases, fuel, lights, water,
freight, trans.
trans•
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SESS.
S
ESS. II.
II . CH.
87.
CH. 87.

1925.
1925.

portation
portation and travel, maintenance
maintenance and
motor trucks
trucks
and operation
operation of
of motor
and passenger motor vehicles, transportation,
transportation, care,
care, maintenance,
maintenance,
and treatment
treatment of lepers,
lepers, court costs, and
and other
incident
other expenses
expenses incident

775
775

heretofore or hereafter
to proceedings
proceedings heretofore
hereafter taken for commitment of
of
mentally incompetent
incompetent persons
hospitals for
persons to hospitals
care and
for the
the care
and treattreatment of the insane,
insane and reasonable
reasonable burial expenses
expenses (not
(not e
xcee di ng
exceeding
er
in the DisServices in the Dis$100
$5,211,285, of which not
$100 for any patient dying in hospital),
hospital), $5,211,285,
trict.
not to
to tri.
expended for personal
exceed $257,778 may be expended
personal services
services in
District P
in the
the District
Provisos.
of Columbia: Provided,
Immigration Service
Service shall permit Use
Provided, That the Immigration
Use of
Ellis Island
otfEllis
island
hospitals.
the Public Health
Im- hospitals.
Health Service to use the hospitals at Ellis Island Immigration
migration Station for the care of Public Health
Health Service
Service patients
patients
free of expense
expense for physical upkeep,
upkeep, but with a
a charge of actual
actual
cost of fuel, light, water, telephone, and similar supplies and
servand services, to be covered
Immigration Service
covered into the proper Immigration
Service appropriaappropria- Receipts
Receipts to
to be
be covcovtions; and moneys collected
into the Treasury.
collected by the Immigration Service
Service on account ered
eredintotheTreasury.
of hospital expenses
expenses of persons detained under
under the
the immigration
immigration
regulations at Ellis Island Immigration
Immigration Station
laws and regulations
be
Station shall
shall be
covered into the Treasury as miscellaneous
miscellaneous receipts:
receipts: Provided
Provided furfurn
ther, That no part of this sum shall be used for the quarantine
ther,
quarantine serv- Uses
ses forbidden.
forbidde epidemics, or scientific work of
ice, the prevention
prevention of epidemics
of the
the character
character
provided
provided for under the appropriations
appropriations which
which follow.
follow.
Disposal of receipts.
All sums received
received by the Public Health Service during the fiscal Dl s posal of receipts.
year 1926, except allotments
reimbursements on
allotments and reimbursements
account of
of
on account
patients of the United States Veterans'
Veterans' Bureau,
shall be
covered
Bureau, shall
be covered
Treasury as
as miscellaneous
into the Treasury
miscellaneous receipts.
receipts.
service.
Quarantine
Quarantine service: For maintenance
maintenance and ordinary expenses,
expenses, Quarantine
Quarantine service.
exclusive of pay of officers and employees,
employees, of United States
States quarantine stations, $470,000.
tine
$470,000.
Prevention
Prevention of epiPrevention of epidemics:
Prevention
epidemics: To enable the President,
President, in
in case
of demics.
case only
only of
demics.
threatened or actual
threatened
actual epidemic of cholera, typhus fever, yellow fever,
smallpox, bubonic
bubonic plague, Chinese plague or black death, trachoma,
influenza, Rocky
Rocky Mountain spotted fever, or infantile paralysis,
influenza,
paralysis, to
aid
to aid
State and local boards or otherwise,
otherwise, in his discretion,
discretion, in
in preventing
preventing
and suppressing
suppressing the spread of
the same,
and in
of the
same, and
in such
such emergency
emergency in
in
the execution
quarantine laws which may be then in
execution of any quarantine
in force,
$328,772, including
including the purchase of newspapers
newspapers and clippings from
newspapers containing
newspapers
containing information
information relating to
to the
prevalence of
of
the prevalence
disease and the
the public
health.
public health.
investigations.
l
Field investigations: For investigations of diseases
diseases of
of man
man and
and Field
Feld lnvest
tlosl
conditions influencing the propagation
and
spread
propagation
spread thereof, including
including
sanitation and sewage,
sanitation
sewage and the pollution of navigable
navigable streams and
lakes of th
thee U
United
n it ed States, including
including personal
personal service
service,' $282,054.
$282,054.
Interstate quarantine
Interstate
quarantine service:
seristatequaratine
Interstate quarantine
service: For cooperation
cooperation with State and service.
municipal health
prevention of
health authorities in the prevention
the
spread
of
conof the spread of coninterstate traffic,
tagious and infectious
infectious diseases
diseases in interstate
$22,530.
traffic, $22,530.
Rural sanitation.
Rural
Rural sanitation:
sanitation: For
For special
special studies
and demonstration
studies of,
of, and
demonstration work
work Rusanittion.
in, rural sanitation
sanitation, including
including personal services, and including
including not
to
not to
exceed
exceed $5,000
$5,000 for the
axe purchase,
purchase, maintenance,
maintenance repair, and operation
operation Proriso.
Pris
of motor-p
motor-propelled
ro pell ed passenger-carrying
passenge r-carrying vehicles,
vehicles, $75,000:
$75.000: Provided,
Provided, Subject
conSubjet to local
localcontribution.
That no part
part of this appropriation
appropriation shall
available for
for demonstrashall be
be available
demonstra- trbutionsanitation in any community
tion work
work in rural sanitation
community unless the
the State,
county, or municipality in which the community
community is
is located
located agrees
agrees
,f such demonstration
to pay one-half
one-half the expenses 3f
demonstration work.
work.
Biologic
products.
Biologic products.
Biologic products:
products: To regulate
Regulating
regulate the propagation
propagation and
and sale
sale of
of viruses,
viruses, viruses,
Regulating sale
sale of
of
etc.
serums, toxins, and analogous products, including arsphenamine,
arsphenarnine, virsesetc.
and for the preparation
preparation of curative
curative and diagnostic biologic
biologic products,
products,
including
of reserve commissioned
including personal services
services of
commissioned officers
officers and
and
other personnel,
$45,000.
personnel, $45,000.
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Venereal Diseases Division.
Maintenance.
Maintenance.
Vol. 40, p. 886.
886.
Vol.
Services
DisServices in the District.

Mints
offices.
offices.

and

assay
assay

Office
of Director
of
Director of
Office of
the Mint.
.

II.
SESS. II.

87.
Ci. 87.

CH.

1925.
1925.

For
the maintenance
maintenance and
of the
Division of
of Venereal
Venereal
the Division
expenses of
and expenses
For the
Diseases, established
and 4,
4, Chapter
Chapter XV,
of the
the Act
Act
XV, of
3 and
by sections
sections 3
established by
Diseases,
approved July
9, 1918,
1918, including
including personal
and other
other services
services in
in the
the
personal and
July 9,
approved
field
the District
District of
Columbia, $75,000,
$75,000, of
not
amount not
which amount
of which
of Columbia,
in the
and in
field and
to
may be
expended for
the
in the
services in
personal services
for personal
be expended
$40,000 may
to exceed
exceed $40,000
District of
of Columbia.
Columbia.
District

ASSAY OFFICES

MINTS AND
AND ASSAY OFFICES

MINTS

OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR OF THE MINT

OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR OF THE MINT

Salaries: For the Director of the Mint and other personal
personal services
in the District of Columbia,
Columbia, in accordance
"The
Classification
in
accordance with "
The Classification
Act
of 1923,"
1923," $32,140.
$32,140.
Act of
Freight
bullion
otherwise,
For
registered mail or otherwise,
bullion and coin, by registered
freight on
on bullion
For freight
on bunion
Fregt on
and coin.
between mints
assay offices,
offices, $7,500.
$7,500.
and assay
mints and
between
Contingent expenses.
For contingent expenses of the Bureau of the Mint, to be expended
expenses.
contingent
expended
under the
the direction
direction of
of the
assay laboratory
chemicals,
laboratory chemicals,
For assay
director: For
the director:
under
necessaries, including
fuel, materials,
weights, and other necessaries,
balances, weights,
materials, balances,
fuel,
books,
coins, ores,
ores, and
$900.
incidentals, $900.
and incidentals,
of coins,
specimens of
periodicals, specimens
books, periodicals,
Examinations,
For examinations
examinations of mints, expense in visiting mints for the purExaminations, etc.
special
pose of
the annual
annual settlements,
settlements, and for special
of superintending
superintending the
pose
of statistics
examinations and
the collection
collection of
statistics relative
relative to the annual
for the
and for
examinations
metals
consumption of the precious
production and consumption
precious metals
metals in the United
metals sta- production
tistPrecious
ics
tistics.
.
States,
States, $5,100.
$5,100.

Director,
Director, and office
personnel.
personel.

Mints.
Carson
Carson City, Nev.

CARSON CITY,
CITY, NEVADA,
MINT
NEVADA, MINT
CARSON

Salaries: For compensation
officers and employees, $5,280.
$5,280.
compensation of officers
Salaries:
For
incidental and
and contingent
expenses, $600.
contingent expenses,
For incidental
MINT
DENVER,
DENVER, COLORADO,
COLORADO, MINT

Denver, Colo.
Colo.
Denver,

Salaries:
officers and
employees, $156,710.
$156,710.
and employees,
of officers
compensation of
For compensation
Salaries: For
machinery
new machinery
For incidental
and contingent
including new
expenses, including
contingent expenses,
For
incidental and
and repairs,
repairs, wastage
wastage in
refining department
department and
coinand coinand refining
melting and
in melting
and
ing
department, and
sale of
sweeps arising
from the
the treatarising from
of sweeps
loss on
on sale
and loss
ing department,
ment of
and the
manufacture of coin, $50,000.
$50,000.
the manufacture
bullion and
of bullion
ment
LOUISIANA, MINT
NEW ORLEANS,
MINT
ORLEANS, LOUISIANA,
NEW

New Orleans, Ia.
La.
New

Salaries: For
For compensation
of officers
and employees,
employees, $9,960.
$9,960.
officers and
compensation of
Salaries:
For incidental
$1,500.
expenses, $1,500.
and contingent
contingent expenses,
incidental and
For
PHILADELPHIA MINT
PHILADELPHIA

Philadelphia, Pa.
Philadelphia,

Salaries:
For compensation
officers and
employees, $600,000.
$600,000.
and employees,
of officers
compensation of
Salaries: For
For incidental
expenses, including
new machinery
machinery
including new
and contingent
contingent expenses,
incidental and
For
and
enameling for
manufactured, expenses
expenses
for medals manufactured,
cases and
and enameling
repairs, cases
and repairs,
of
the annual
annual assay
in melting
melting and
refining and
and
and refining
commission, wastage
wastage in
of the
assay commission,
in
departments, and loss on sale of
sweeps arising
of sweeps
arising from
from the
in coining
coining departments,
treatment
manufacture of coins,
coins, and
and not exceeding
exceeding
and the manufacture
treatment of bullion and
$1,000 in
in value
value of
of specimen
specimen coins
coins and
ores for
for the
the cabinet of the
and ores
$1,000
mint, $110,000.
$110,000.
mint,
SAN FRANCISCO,
FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA,
CALIFORNIA, MINT
SAN

San Francisco, Calif.

Salaries:
For compensation
officers and employees,
employees, $256,000.
$256,000.
of officers
compensation of
Salaries: For
expenses, including
including new machinery
machinery
For incidental
incidental and contingent expenses,
and
wastage in
in the
department and
in
and in
and refining
refining department
the melting
melting and
repairs, wastage
and repairs,
the
coining department,
department, and loss on sale
sweeps arising from the
sale of
of sweeps
the coining
$57,500.
treatment
and the manufacture
manufacture of coin, $57,500.
of bullion
bullion and
treatment of
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BOISE, IDAHO,
IDAHO, ASSAY
BOISE,
ASSAY OFFICE
OFFICE

Salaries:
compensation of
officers and
$6,340.
and employees,
employees, $6,340.
Salaries: For
For compensation
of officers
For
contingent expenses,
$1,500.
For incidental
incidental and
and contingent
expenses, $1,500.

Assay offices.
offices.
Asay

B
o s e Idaho.
Boise,
Idaho.

HELENA, MONTANA,
MONTANA, ASSAY
OFFICE
HELENA,
ASSAY OFFICE

Salaries:
compensation of
of officers
and employees,
employees, $5,280.
$5,280.
Salaries: For
For compensation
officers and
For
contingent expenses,
$1,000.
For incidental
incidental and
and contingent
expenses, $1,000.

Helena, Mont.
Helena,
Mont.

NEW YORK
YORK ASSAY
OFFICE
NEW
ASSAY OFFICE

Salaries:
and employees,
employees, $260,000.
$260,000.
Salaries: For
For compensation
compensation of
of officers
officers and
For incidental
contingent expenses,
expenses, including
new machinery
machinery
For
incidental and
and contingent
including new
and repairs,
repairs, wastage
wastage in
in the
the melting
and refining
department, and
and
and
melting and
refining department,
loss
of sweeps
sweeps arising
arising from
from the
treatment of
of bullion,
bullion, $90,000.
$90,000.
loss on
on sale
sale of
the treatment

New York, N. Y.

New York, N.Y.

SEATTLE, WASHINGTON,
WASHINGTON, ASSAY
ASSAY OFFICE
OFFICE
SEATTLE,

Salaries:
compensation of
and employees,
employees, $19,230.
$19,230.
of officers
officers and
Salaries: For
For compensation
For
and contingent
$6,000.
For incidental
incidental and
contingent expengPs,
expenses, $6,000.

Seattle, Wash.
Seattle
Wash.

DEADWOOD,
SOUTH DAKOTA,
OFFICE
DEADWOOD, SOUTH
DAKOTA, ASSAY
ASSAY OFFICE

Salaries: For
For compensation
compensation of
officers and
Salaries:
of officers
and employees,
employees, $5,280.
For
incidental and
and contingent
contingent expenses,
For incidental
expenses, $300.
$300.

Deadwood, 8.
Deadwood,
s. Dak.
Dak.

SALT
UTAH, ASSAY
ASSAY OFFICE
OFFICE
SALT LAKE
LAKE CITY,
CITY, UTAH,

Salaries: For
of officers
employees, $3,960.
$3,960.
officers and
and employees,
Salaries:
For compensation
compensation of
For
incidental and
and contingent
$300.
For incidental
contingent expenses,
expenses, $300.
PUBLIC BUILDINGS
PUBLIC
BUILDINGS
OFFICE OF
OF SUPERVISING
ARCHITECT
SUPERVISING ARCHITECT
OFFICE

Salt Lake
City,IItah.
LakeCityUtah.
salt

Public buildings.
Public
buildings.
Supervising
Supervfsing
Office.
tect's Offc.

ArchiArchi-

Supervising

Archi-

tect, and office
Salaries:
Supervising Architect,
personal servoffice personserv- tect,
personArchitect, and
and other
other personal
Salaries: For
For the Supervising
nel.
ices in the District of Columbia
Columbia in accordance
accordance with "The ClassificaClassifica- l
of 1923," $275,920.
tion Act of
PUBLIC BUILDINGS,
BUILDINGS, CONSTRUCTION
CONSTRUCTION AND
AND RENT
RENT
PUBLIC

Construction,
Construction,
rent.
rent.
Birmingham,
Birmingham,

and
and
Ala.,
Ala.,

Birmingham, Alabama,
office and
For extension
extension pomt
post offiea,
office, etc.
and courthouse:
courthouse: For
etc.
Birmingham,
Alabama, post
post office
of
mailing platform
platform and
changes in
in approaches,
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous
and changes
approaches, and
of mailing
minor items,
minor
items, $25,000.
$25,000.
New
York post
New
York,
post
Brooklyn,
York, post
office: For
For extension
extension of
toilet room
and office.
office.
room and
of toilet
post office:
Brooklyn, New
New York,
miscellaneous changes
incident thereto,
changes incident
thereto, $50,000.
$50,000.
miscellaneous
Chicago, Ill., post
t
• Chicago,
Chicago, Illinois,
Illinois, post
post office,
office, courthouse,
courthouse, and
so forth:
renew- office,
and so
forth: For
For renewofhie, etc. I" p
!rig
part of
of downspouts,
plumbing, and
pipes, and
and work
work
and heating
heating pipes,
ing part
downspouts, plumbing,
incident
incident thereto, $75,000.
$75.000.
Ellsworth, Me., ppost
Ellsworth, Maine,
post office
office and
and customhouse:
customhouse: For
construction office,
Eswrth,
Me., st
For construction
Ellsworth,
Maine, post
etc.
of
retaining
wall,
grading,
extension,
and
repairs
to
driveway
and
and
of retaining wall, grading, extension, and repairs to driveway
sidewalk, and
so forth,
forth, $15,000.oi
$15,000.
sidewalk,
and so
Ky.,
Louisville, KY, poet
Louisville, Kentucky,
Kentucky, post
For new
new conduit
wiring syssys- office.
Louisville
post office:
office: For
conduit and
and wiring
office".
tem, and
and lighting
$25,000.
tem,
lighting fixtures,
fixtures, $25,000.
Mo
Ala..
Mobile, Ala., cusMobile,
Alabama, customhouse
customhouse and
office: For remodeling
tomhouse, etc.
remodeling first tonhoise,
post office:
and post
Mobile, Alabama,
story,
equipment; lavatories
lavatories in second
second
including mechanical
mechanical equipment;
story, including
story,
$15,000.
story, $15,000.
Saint Louis, Mo.,
Mo.,
post one.
office.
Saint Louis,
Missouri, post
office; For
and repairs
repairs post
For reconstruction
reconstruction and
post office:
Saint
Louis, Missouri,
to skylights
skylights and
and roof, $25,000.
$25,000.
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Mimi.,
Saint Paul, Min.,
post office, etc.

s.,

Topeka,
post
Ka
Topeka, Kans.,
post
office, etc.
Washington,
Washington D.
D. C.
C.
Auditors'
Bi
Auditors' Building.

g.

Additional lock-box
lock-box

equipment.
equipment.

Remodeling,
etc., ocRemodeling etc.,occupied buildin
buildings.
cupied

hospitals.
Marine hospitals.
Baltimore, Md.
Md.
Baltmore,

Boston, Mass.
Mass.

Baton,

Carvffie, La.

Caori e.L

New Orleans, La.

Ne Orleans, La.

Portland, Me.

Portland, Me.

San Francisco, Calif.

an Francisco, Ca

Quarantine stations.
Quarantine
Baltimore,
Baltimore, Md.
Md.

SEss.
II.
SESS. II.

OH. 87.
87.
CH.

1925.
1925.

Saint Paul, Minnesota,
Minnesota, post office,
office, courthouse,
courthouse, and customhouse:
customhouse:
For repairs
plaster, and
and so
so forth,
interior and
painting,
and exterior
exterior painting,
forth, interior
For
repairs to
to plaster,
repointing
$45,000.
repointing stonework,
stonework, and
and so
so forth,
forth, $45,000.
Topeka, Kansas, post office and
and courthouse:
courthouse: For general
general repairs
repairs
to exterior
$40,000.
building, $40.000.
to
exterior of
of building,
Washington,
District of
of Columbia
Auditors' Building:
Building: For
fireWashington, District
Columbia, Auditors'
For fireproofing
and door
door into
into tunnel, and other fireshafts, and
stair, elevator
elevator shafts,
proofing stair,
protection
$7,000.
protection work,
work, $7,000.
Additional lock-box
lock-box equipment
Additional
equipment for public buildings:
buildings: For furnishfurnishing
lock-box equipment
completed and
and
equipment for
for completed
additional lock-box
ing and
and installing
installing additional
occupied
under the
control of
of the
the Treasury
Treasury DepartDepartthe control
occupied public
public buildings
buildings under
ment,
changes in
in screen
screen work,
work,
incidental changes
including necessary
necessary and
and incidental
ment, including
and
and so
so forth,
forth, $100,000.
$100,000.
Remodeling,
forth, public
buildings: For
For remodeling,
remodeling,
Remodeling, and
and so forth,
public buildings:
enlarging, and
and extending
completed and
and occupied
occupied public
public buildings,
buildings,
extending completed
enlarging,
including
any necessary
incidental additions
to or
changes in
in
or changes
including any
necessary and
and incidental
additions to
mechanical equipment
equipment thereof,
as to
to provide
provide or
or make
make available
mechanical
thereof, so
so as
additional
space in
in emergent
cases, not
not to
to exceed
exceed an
an aggregate
aggregate of
of
emergent cases,
additional space
$20,000 at any one
$800,000.
$20,000
one building, $800,000.
MARINE
MARINE HOSPITALS
HOSPITALS

Baltimore, Maryland,
Marine Hospital Numbered
Maryland, Marine
Numbered 1: For extension
fire protection;
mechanical equipment,
equipment, heating
heating old
wards,
sion of
of fire
protection; mechanical
old wards,
new sewerage
and drainage,
system, extension
extension and
and
new
sewerage and
drainage, bedside
bedside call
call system,
remodeling of roadways, and so
forth, $44,000.
$44,000.
remodeling
so forth
Boston, Massachusetts,
Massachusetts, Marine
Marine Hospital Numbered
Numbered 2:
For
2: For
rehabilitating tuberculosis
tuberculosis building,
building, $3,350.
$3,350.
rehabilitating
Carville,
Louisiana, Marine
Marine Hospital
miscelCarville, Louisiana,
Hospital Numbered
Numbered 66:
66: For
For miscellaneous
improvements and
and repairs
repairs to
buildings and
grounds, $25,000.
laneous improvements
to buildings
and grounds,
$25,000.
New Orleans, Louisiana,
Louisiana, Marine
Marine Hospital
Numbered 14:
14: For
Hospital Numbered
For
steam
incinerator, $5,000.
steam heat
heat for
for old
old ward
ward and
and incinerator,
$5,000.
Marine Hospital
Portland, Maine,
Maine, Marine
Numbered 16:
For enclosing
enclosing
Hospital Numbered
16: For
veranda,
lighting system,
$5,000.
veranda, bedside
bedside call
call and
and lighting
system, $5,000.
San Francisco, California,
California, Marine
Marine Hospital
Numbered 19:
19: For
For
Hospital Numbered
extension and remodeling
extension
remodeling of kitchen;
kitchen; mess hall and laundry buildroadways; new
roof; new
wall, and
and so
so
ing; repairs
repairs to roadways;
new roof;
new foundation
foundation wall,
forth, for
Numbered 7, $40,000.
for ward Numbered
$40,000.
QUARANTINE
STATIONS
QUARANTINE STATIONS

Baltimore,
Maryland. Quarantine
construction of
Baltimore, Maryland,
Quarantine Station:
Station: For construction
oft
wo
two
storehouses
$3,000.
storehouses,
$3,000.
Boston, M E1.58.
Boston,
Mass.
Boston, MassachuSetts,
Massachusetts, Quarantine
Quarantine Station:
Station: For construction
construction of
of
storehouse
and
miscellaneous
repairs to
to buildings,
buildings, $10,000.
st
orehouse
and
miscellaneous
repairs
$10,000.
Galveston, Tex.
Veston
Tex.
Galveston,
Texas, Quarantine
Galveston, Texas,
miscellaneous repairs
repairs
Quarantine Station:
Station: For miscellaneous
and painting
painting of buildings;
buildings; repairs
wharf and
and approaches;
repairs to
to wharf
approaches; dredgdredging boat
boat basin;
basin; constructing
constructing bin;
bin; in
in all,
ing
all, $6,000.
$6,000.
New Orleans, La.
Ne Orleans,
New
Station: For
For construction
cons t
ruc ti on
New Orleans
Orleans, Louisiana,
Louisiana, Quarantine
Quarantine Station:
of nurses'
quarters, including
miscellaneous
of
nurses' quarters,
including mechanical
mechanical equipment;
equipment; miscellaneous
repairs; material and apparatus
apparatus for extending
extending electric
electric lighting
lighting
plant; water purifying
purifying and
apparatus, $15,000.
and filtering
filtering apparatus,
$15,000.
New
York, N.
N. Y.
Y.
New York,
New York, New York, Quarantine
Quarantine Station: For miscellaneous
miscellaneous repairs to buildings, coal
dock and
approaches, $20,000.
$20,000.
coal dock
and approaches,
San Francisco, Calif.
SnFrc
an Francisco, Cii.
S Francisco,
F
i,
California, Quarantine
San
Quarantine Station:
Station: For repairs and
and
alterations
buildings, $1,000.
alterations to
to buildings,
$1,000.
Work under superforegoing work
hospitals and quarantine
quarantine staWvisrkArchitect.
ide Sup'r- The
The foregoing
work under marine
marine hospitals
vising
tions
performed under
under the
the supervision
of the
the
tions shall be performed
supervision and
and direction
direction of
Supervising
the Treasury.
Treasury,
Supervising Architect
Architect of
of the
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PUBLIC
REPAIRS, EQUIPMENT,
EQUIPMENT, AND
GENERAL EXPENSES
EXPENSES
PUBLIC BUILDINGS,
BUILDINGS, REPAIRS,
AND GENERAL

ete
Repairs,

Repairs, equipment,
equipment,

Repairs
preserRepairs and preservation:
preservation: For
For repairs
repairs and
and preservation
preservation of
of all
all vation.
Repairs and
and presercompleted and
and occupied
occupied public
public buildings
and the
grounds thereof
completed
buildings and
the grounds
thereof
the Treasury
for wire
under the control
control of
of the
Treasury Department,
Department, and
and for
wire partipartitions
therefor; Government
piers under
tions and
and fly
fly screens
screens therefor;
Government wharves
wharves and
and piers
under
the control of the Treasury
together with
the necessary
necessary
Treasury Department, together
with the
dredging adjacent
dredging
of vacant
vacant sites
sites under
adjacent thereto; care
care of
under the
the control
control
of
Department, such
such as
fences, filling
of the Treasury
Treasury Department,
as necessary
necessary fences,
filling dandangerous holes, cutting
cutting grass and weeds,
weeds, but
any permanent
permanent
but not for
for any
improvements
thereon; repairs
repairs and
improvements thereon;
and preservation
preservation of
of buildings
buildings not
not
reserved
under the
the control
control of
of the
the Treasury
Treasury Dereserved by vendors
vendors on
on sites
sites under
Department
public buildings
or the
enlargement of
partment acquired for
for public
buildings or
the enlargement
of public
public
buildings,
account for
current fiscal
buildings, the
the expenditures
expenditures on
on this
this account
for the
the current
fiscal
year not
not to
to exceed
exceed 15
15 per
annual rentals
rentals of
of such
such buildper centum
centum of the annual
build- Provisos.
ings:
Provided, That of the sum herein appropriated
appropriated not
not exceeding
exceeding Marine
ings: Provided,
hospitals
Marino
hospitals,
quarantine
stations,
$115,000
arantine
stations,
$115,000 may be used for the repair and preservation
preservation of marine
marine etc.
hospitals, the national
national leprosarium,
quarantine stations
stations (includ(includleprosarium, and
and quarantine
Marcus Hook)
Hook) and
ing Marcus
and completed
completed and
and occupied
occupied outbuildings
outbuildings (in(inwire partitions
and fly
screens for
for same),
same), and
exceeding
cluding wire
partitions and
fly screens
and not
not exceeding
Treasury Depart$24,500
$24,500 for
for the
Treasury Annex,
the Treasury,
Treasury, Treasury
Annex, Liberty
Liberty Loan,
Loan, Butler,
Butler, metbuidin.art
ment buildings.
and Auditors'
Auditors' Buildings in the
and
Columbia: Provided
the District
District of
of Columbia:
Provided
ree
further, That this sum shall not be available
strePiet services r
further,
available for the payment of striction
personal
work done
temporary
personal services except
except for
for work
done by
by contract
contract or
or for
for temporary
job labor under exigency not exceeding
exceeding at one time the
the sum of
of Mechanicalservices
equip$100 at
any one
one building,
$930,000.
$100
at any
building, $930,000.
Mechanical
equipment: For installation and repair
of mechanical
mechanical ment.
Mechanical equipment:
repair of
eq
Heating,
lighting,
equipment in all completed and occupied
occupied public buildings under pHibtg'etc.lgi5hng1
plumping, etc.
the
including heating,
hoisting,
the control
control of
of the Treasury
Treasury Department,
Department, including
heating, hoisting,
plumbing, gas piping, ventilating,
ventilating, vacuum cleaning,
refrigcleaning, and
and refrigerating apparatus, electric-light
electric-light plants, meters,
meters, interior
interior pneumatic-.
pneumatictube and intercommunicating
intercommunicating telephone
conduit, wiring,
telephone systems, conduit,
wiring,
call-bell and signal systems,
systems, and
maintenance and
and repair
of tower
tower
and for maintenance
repair of
clocks; for installation
installation and repair of
of mechanical
for any
any
mechanical equipment,
equipment, for
of the foregoing
foregoing items,
buildings not
reserved by vendors
items, in
in buildings
not reserved
vendors on sites
sites
under the control of
of the
the Treasury
Treasury Department
acquired for
for public
under
Department acquired
public
buildings
enlargements of public
public buildings,
buildings or the enlargements
buildings, the total
total exexpenditures on
year not
not to
to exceed
penditures
on this
this account
account for the
the current
current fiscal
fiscal year
exceed
Provisos.
10 per centum of the annual rentals of such buildings: Provided,
Provided, Marine
Mrinehospitals,
hospitals,
quarantine
stations,
quarantine
stations,
$100,000
may
exceeding $100,000
That of the
the sum
sum herein appropriated,
appropriated, not exceeding
etc.
be
of mechanical
in
be used
used for
for the
the installation
installation and
and repair
repair of
mechanical equipment
equipment in
marine
leprosarium, and
and quarantine
quarantine stations
marine hospitals,
hospitals, the
the national
national leprosarium,
stations Treasury DepartDepartbuildings.
(including Marcus
Marcus Hook),
Hook), and
and not
not exceeding
exceeding $38,000
$38,000 for
for the
the Treas(including
Treas- ment
ment buildings.
ury,
Treasury Annex,
Butler, and
Auditors' BuildBuildury, Treasury
Annex, Liberty Loan,
Loan, Butler,
and Auditors'
ings,
of Columbia,
but not
the generating
ings, in the District
District of
Columbia, but
not including
including the
generating
plant
its maintenance
in the
Auditors' Building,
and not
not exceedplant and
and its
maintenance in
the Auditors'
Building, and
exceed- Pneumatic-tube
eumti-tube
ing $10,000
$10,000 for the
maintenance, changes
pneu- service,
the maintenance,
changes in,
in, and
and repairs
repairs of
of pneuNew York
service,
City.
matic-tube
appraisers' warehouse
warehouse at Greenwich,
matic-tube system between the appraisers'
Greenwich, city.
Barrow Streets and
Christopher, Washington, and Barrow
customand the
the new customhouse in Bowling Green, Borough of Manhattan,
in the
the city
city of New
Manhattan, in
New
York, including repairs to the street pavement and subsurface
subsurface necessary incident
incident to or resulting
resulting from
changes, or
from such
such maintenance,
maintenance, changes,
or pona
reservie rePersonal services
striction.
repairs:
Provided further,
further, That this sum shall
repairs: Provided
shall not
not be
be available
available for striion.
the payment of personal
personal services except
except for work done by
by contract,
or
not exceeding
at one
or for temporary
temporary job
job labor under
under exigency
exigency not
exceeding at
one time
time
of $100
the sum of
any one
building, $521,700.
$100 at
at any
one building,
$521.700.
Vauts,
Vaults, safes
sates, and
and
Vaults and safes: For vaults and lock-box
lock-box equipments
equipments and
and rere- locks.
locks.
pairs thereto in all completed
under
completed and occupied public buildings under
the
the Treasury
Treasury Department,
the _control
control of
of the
Department, and
and for
for the
the necessary
necessary safe
safe
equipments
equipments and repairs thereto
thereto in all Dublic
oublic buildings under
under the
the con-
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trol
Treasury Department, whether
whether completed and occupied
occupied
of the
the Treasury
trol of
except
or
exclusive of personal
services, except
personal services,
construction, exclusive
in course of construction,
or in
exigency
contract or for temporary
temporary job labor under exigency
for work done by contract
not exceeding
one time
time the
sum of
$50 at
at any
any one
building,
one building,
of $50
at one
the sum
not
exceeding at
$100,000.
$100,000.
General expenses.
Additional
SuGeneral expenses:
expenses: To enable the .Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury to
General
S pay, 'SaAdsal
of
6 of the Act of
pervising
Architect.
execute and
give effect
to
the
provisions
section 6
of section
to
the
provisions
effect
give
and
execute
p VoL ngAtect.
35, p. 537.
of
Technical
services.
537): For salaries of
(Thirty-fifth Statutes, page 537):
30, 1908 (Thirty-fifth
May 30,
Vi5'services.
architectural and
and engineering
personnel and inspectors
District
inspectors in the District
personnel
engineering
architectural
EIPenses of superinof
tendence,
of Columbia
Columbia and
and elsewhere,
elsewhere, not
not exceeding
exceeding $428,960;
$428,960; expenses
expenses of
tendence, etc. spet - of
superintendence, including expenses of all inspectors
mspectors and other offisuperintendence,
employees, on duty or
detailed in connection
connection with work on
on
or detailed
and employees,
cers and
public buildings
furnishing and equipment thereof,
thereof, and the
the furnishing
buildings and the
public
work
of the
Office, under orders from the
Architect's Office,
Supervising Architect's
the Supervising
work of
Treasury Department;
Department; for the transportation
transportation of household goods,
Treasury
incident
change of headquarters
superintendents,
supervising superintendents,
headquarters of supervising
incident to change
superintendents, and junior superintendents
superintendents of construction, and
superintendents,
inspectors, not in excess of five thousand
thousand pounds at any one time,
together
necessary expense incident to packing and draying
together with the necessary
the same,
not to
to exceed
exceed in
in any
any one
one year
year a
total expenditure
of $4,500;
$4,500;
expenditure of
a total
same, not
Office
ofe.e rent.aisupplies. the
etc.
office rent
including temporary,
superintendents, including
rent and
and expenses of superintendents,
office
etc.
stenographic,
preparation of reports
assistance, in the preparation
stenographic, and other assistance,
and
the care
of public
public property,
property, and so forth; advertising;
advertising; office
office
care of
and the
supplies,
including drafting
materials, specially
paper,
specially prepared paper,
drafting materials,
supplies, including
mechanical labortypewritirT
labortypewriting machines, adding machines, and other mechanical
saving
carpets, electricelectricexchange of same; furniture, carpets,
devices, and exchange
saving devices,
light
fixtures, and office equipment;
telephone service;
service;
telegraph and telephone
equipment; telegraph
light fixtures,
freight, expressage, and postage incident to shipments of drawings,
superintendent's furniture and supplies, testing instruments,
instruments, and
superintendent's
so
articles and
not usually
usually payable
from
payable from
supplies not
and supplies
including articles
so forth,
forth, including
Proviso. rting
other appropriations:
Provided, That
That no
made
be made
shall be
no expenditures
expenditures shall
appropriations: Provided,
operat- .other
Tnsrting
Transpo
operaing
supplies,
hereunder for
for transportation
operating supplies
ingsupplies.
hereunder
transportation of
of operating
supplies for
for public
public buildbuildings;
for books
law books,
techbooks, techreference, law
books of
of reference,
$1,000 for
to exceed
exceed $1,000
ings; not
not to
Salamanca, New York;
Siasnllaw. N.
Y.
meal periodicals
York;
periodicals and journals; ground rent at Salamanca,
nical
Salamanc,
NY.
Othercontingencies
contingencies of every
every kind and
and description,
description, traveling expenses of
of
Other contingencies contingencies
site
recording deeds and
evidences of title, photographic
photographic
and other evidences
site agents, recording
instruments,
plates, and
such
materials, and such
photographic materials,
and photographic
chemicals, plates,
instruments, chemicals,
other
supplies and such minor and incidental
incidental expenses
expenses
articles and supplies
other articles
not
buildings, the
the
on public buildings,
with work on
connected solely .with
not enumerated,
enumerated, connected
connected with the
administrative work connected
acquisition of sites, and the administrative
annual appropriations
appropriations under the Supervising Architect's
Architect's Office as the
Secretary of the Treasury may deem necessary
specially order
order
necessary and specially
Secretary
Objects excluded
or approve,
but not
not i
nc l
ud
ing heat,
heat, light,
service, awnings,
awnings,
janitor service,
light, janitor
including
approve, but
or
Obects excluded,
curtains,
maintenance of the Treasury
general maintenance
expenses for the general
curtains, or any expenses
Building, or surveys, plaster models, progress photographs, test pit
pit
borings,
$521,960, of which amount not
not
inspections, $521,960,
borings, or mill and shop inspections,
to exceed $226,860 may be expended for personal services in the
•
District of Columbia.
Operating
expenses.
Operating expenses.

PUBLIC
PUBLIC BUILDINGS,
BUILDINGS, OPERATING
OPERATING EXPENSES

Operating force.
Operatnforce,
Personal services, asasetc.
custodians,etc.
sistant custodians,

necessary in
in connection
connection with
with the
the care,
care, mainthe Treasury
Treasury may deem necessary

Operating
as the
Secretary of
of
the Secretary
services as
personal services
such personal
For such
force: For
Operating force:

of
tenance, and repair of all public buildings under the control of
tenance,
hereinafter provided)
provided),,together
together
the Treasury
Treasury Department (except as hereinafter
with the grounds thereof and the equipment
equipment and furnishings
furnishings therein,
including assistant custodians, janitors, watchmen, laborers, and
and
charwomen;
firemen elevator conductors,
conductors, coal pass
ers ,
passers,
charwomen; engineers, firemen,
electricians, dynamo
firemen,
electricians,
dynamo tenders,
tenders,
lampists, and wiremen;
wiremen: mechanical
mechanical
labor force in connection with said buildings, including carpenters,
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plumbers,
steam fitters,
and painters,
but in
in no
Pay restriction.
case shall
shall Pay
no case
painters, but
machinists, and
fitters, machinists,
plumbers, steam
the
of compensation
compensation for
for such
such mechanical
labor force
force be
be in
in
mechanical labor
rates of
the rates
excess
the rates
rates current
current at
the time
in the
the place where such
such
and in
time and
at the
of the
excess of
services
employed, $5,639,606:
$5,639,606: Provided,
That the
foregoing ap.
gs for which
which
Budings
ap- Burdl
Provided, That
the foregoing
are employed,
services are
propriation
shall be
13e available
for use
in connection
connection with
with all
available '
all public available.
use in
available for
propriation shall
buildings
under the
the control
control of
the Treasury
including
Department, including
Treasury Department,
of the
buildings under
the
District of
but not including
including any
of Columbia,
Columbia, but
the District
in the
customhouse in
the customhouse
and exexother
building within
within the
Columbia, and
the District
District of Columbia,
other public
public building
clusive of
of marine
marine hospitals,
stations, mints, branch mints,
quarantine stations,
hospitals, quarantine
clusive
and
assay offices.
Furniture etc
offices.
and assay
Furniture and
of furniture:
For furniture,
furniture, carpets,
andetc.Furniture,
carpets, and
furniture: For
repairs of
and repairs
Furniture
repairs
same, for
completed and
under
and occupied
occupied public buildings under
for completed
of same,
repairs of
the
control of
the Treasury
Treasury Department,
Department, exclusive
marine hospihospiof marine
exclusive of
of the
the control
tals,
stations, mints
branch mints,
and assay
offices, and
and
assay offices,
mints, and
mints, branch
tals, quarantine
quarantine stations,
of same for comfor
gas and
electric lighting
lighting fixtures
fixtures and
repairs of
coraand repairs
and electric
for gas
pleted and
and occupied
control of the
under the control
buildings under
public buildings
occupied public
pleted
quarantine
Treasury
Department, including
hospitals and
and quarantine
marine hospitals
including marine
Treasury Department,
stations
but exclusive
exclusive of
of mints,
mints, branch
assay offices, and
and assay
mints, and
branch mints,
stations but
for furniture
and carpets
carpets for
public buildings
and extension
extension of
of public
public
buildings and
for public
for
furniture and
buildings
construction which are to remain
remain under the
buildings in course of construction
custody
the Treasury
Department, exclusive
exclusive of
of marine
marineexcluded.
Buildings excluded.
Treasury Department,
of the
and control
control of
custody and
hospitals,
quarantine stations,
assay offices,
offices,
and assay
mints, and
branch mints,
mints, branch
stations, mints,
hospitals, quarantine
and
for other
.
vces
. re
reo
or estabestab- Zvi=i services
other executive
executive departments
departments or
constructed for
and buildings
buildings constructed
lishments
of the
the Government,
$750,000: Provided,
Provided, That
the foregoing
striction.
foregoing striction.
That the
Government, $750,000:
lishments of
appropriation shall
shall not
not be
be used
used for
for personal
personal services
except for work
services except
appropriation
done
under contract
for temporary
temporary job
job labor
exigency, and
and
labor under
under exigency,
or for
done under
contract or
not
exceeding at
the sum
of $100
$100 at
any one
Pro- tue
ture
Us. e of
of present
furnipresent fur
one building:
building: Proat any
sum of
at one
one time
time the
not exceeding
vided
further, That
all furniture
now owned
owned by
by the
United States
States in
the United
furniture now
That all
vided further,
public buildings
buildings or in buildings rented by the United States
other public
shall
far as
practicable, whether
corresponds with the
whether it corresponds
as practicable,
so far
used, so
be used,
shall be
present
regulation plan
furniture or
or not.
not.
for furniture
plann for
present regulatio
Operating supplies.
spplier.
Operating
steam, gas for
Fuel, light,
power,
for lighting
lighting and heating
heating Operati'ng
Operating supplies:
supplies: For
For fuel, steam,
purposes,
water, ice,
ice, lighting
lighting supplies,
supplies, electric
electric current
current for lighting water,etc.
water, etc.
purposes, water,
removal
and
power purposes
telephone service
custodial forces;
forces; removal
for custodial
service for
purposes,' telephone
and power
washing
weeds,'washing
of ashes
snow, and
cutting grass and weeds
and ice; cutting
and rubbish,
rubbish, snow,
ashes and
of
towels,
miscellaneous items for the use of the custodial forces in
in
and miscellaneous
towels, and
the
care and
occupied public buildings
and occupied
completed and
of completed
maintenance of
and maintenance
the care
and the
the grounds
thereof under
the control
Treasury DepartDepart :.
the Treasury
of the
control of
under the
grounds thereof
and
ment, and
in the
the care
the equipment
equipment and
and furnishof the
and maintenance
maintenance of
care and
ment,
and in
appliances
ings in
such buildings;
miscellaneous supplies,
supplies, tools, and appliances
buildings; miscellaneous
in such
ings
required in
in the
the operation
(not embracing
the mechanical
mechanical
of the
repairs) of
embracing repairs)
operation (not
required
equipment, including
including heating,
heating, plumbing,
gas piping, venhoisting, gas
plumbing, hoisting,
equipment,
tilating, vacuum-cleaning
electric-light
apparatus, electric-light
refrigeratingg apparatus,
and refrigeratin
vacuum-cleaning and
tilating,
plants, meters,
meters, interior
interior pneumatic-tube
pneumatic-tube an
intercommunicating teleteleand intercommunicating
plants,
phone systems,
systems, conduit
conduit wiring,
signal systems
in such
such
systems in
and signal
call-bell and
wiring, call-bell
phone
buildings, and
for the
transportation of
articles or supplies authorof articles
the transportation
and for
buildings,
ized
(including the
customhouse in
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, Buildingsex.clded.
in the
the District
the customhouse
ized herein
herein (including
Buildings excluded.
building under the control of the
but excluding
public building
any other public
excluding any
but
Treasury
of Columbia,
Columbia, and
and excludexcludDistrict of
the District
within the
Department within
Treasury Department
ing also
marine hospitals
hospitals and
branch
mints, branch
stations, mints,
and quarantine
quarantine stations,
also marine
ing
mints,
and assay
offices, and
personal services,
services, except
except for
work done
for work
and personal
assay offices,
mints, and
by
contract or
or for
temporary job
labor under
exigency not exceedexceedunder exigency
job labor
for temporary
by contract
ing
one time
time the
the sum
sum of
of $100
building), $3,100,000.
as govemors.
governors.
The Gas
$3,100,000. The
one building),
any one
at any
$100 at
ing at
at one
appropriation
gas shall
shall include
include the
rental and
and use
use of
of
the rental
for gas
herein for
made herein
appropriation made
Secretary of the
gas
when ordered
the Treasury
Treasury in writthe Secretary
by the
ordered by
gas governors
governors when
Procisos.
-a
governors .os.
ing
Provided. That rentals
rentals shall not be paid for such gas governors
ing::Provided.
greater
than
35
per
centurn
of
the
actual
value
of
the
gas
saved
Rentals.
saved
gas
greater than 35 per centum of the actual value of the
thereby,
which saving
saving shall
shall be
be determined
determined by
such tests
the SecSecas the
tests as
by such
thereby. which
r
retary
shall direct:
direct: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
That the
Sec- tAdvto
Advance
fuel
tracts
authonzed.
edo conthe Secthe Treasury
Treasury shall
retary of
of the
retary
of the
authorized to
to contract
contract for
for the
the purchase
of
purchase of
is authorized
the Treasury
Treasury is
retary of
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fuel for public buildings under
under the control of the Treasury Departappropriation for
ment in advance of the availability
availability of the appropriation
for the paypayshall not
not exceed
exceed the
necesment thereof. Such contracts, however, shall
the necescurrent fiscal year.
sities of the current
Lands
of the
the United
States: For
custody, care,
Lands and
and other
other property
property of
United States:
For custody,
care.
protection, and expenses
expenses of sales of lands and other property of
of the
the
United States, acquired and held under sections 3749 and 3750 of the
Revised Statutes, the examination
examination of titles, recording
recording of
of deeds,
deeds, advertising, and auctioneers'
auctioneers' fees in connection
connection therewith, $50.
$50.

MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS, TREASURY
MISCELLANEOUS
TREASURY DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
AMERICAN
PRINTING HOUSE
THE BLIND
AMERICAN PRINTING
HOUSE FOR
FOR THE
BLIND

for
Printing House for
the Blind.

To enable the American Printing
Printing House
for the
the Blind
Blind more
House for
more adeadequately to provide
quately
books and
and apparatus
apparatus for
for the
of the
the
provide books
the education
education of
in accordance with
with the
the provisions
of the
Act approved
blind in
provisions of
the Act
approved August
August
4,
1919, $40,000.
$40,000.
4, 1919,

Expenses.
Expenses.

p.

Vol. 41, p. 272.
22.

TITLE II.-POST
II.—POST OFFICE
OFFICE DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
Office DenartPmst Office
Post
Departappropriations.
ment
appropriations.

vol. 5,5,p. 80.o.

Vol.

Department

pepnartment
penses.
penses.

ex-

Postmaster
Pestmaster General,
General,
and office personnel.

buildbuild-

Personal services, op-

Personal
services' riperating
force.

Salaries.
Department bureaus
bureaus
and offices.

Allotments.

Department continDepartment
contingent expenses.
expenses.
gent
Stationery,
Stationery, etc.
etc.

POST

ex-

Office
Postmaster
Office of
of Postmaster
General.
General.

Department
Department
ings.

The following sums
are appropriated
in conformity
the Act
sums are
appropriated in
conformity with
with the
Act

of July
July 2, 1836,
the Post
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year
1836, for
for the
Post Office
Office Department
Department for
ending June
June 30,
1926, namely:
ending
30, 1926,
namely:

,

DISTRICT OF
OFFICE
WASHINGTON, DISTRICT
OFFICE DEPARTMENT;
DEPARTMENT; WASHINGTON,
OF COLUMBIA
COLUMBIA
OFFICE OF THE
OFFICE
THE POSTMASTER
GENERAL
POSTMASTER GENERAL

Postmaster General,
General, $12,000;
$12,000; for
pqrsonal services
services in
in the
the office
Postmaster
for personal
office of
of
the Postmaster
Postmaster General
General in
District of
in accordance
accordance
in the
the District
of Columbia
Columbia in
with "The
"The Classification Act
1923," $197,340;
in all,
all, $209,340.
Act of
of 1923,"
$197,340; in
$209,340.
POST
OFFICE DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT BUILDINGS
POST OFFICE
BUILDINGS

of Columbia
in accordance
accordance
For personal services in the District
District of
Columbia in
with "The Classification
the care,
maintenance,
Classification Act
Act of 1923,"
1923," for the
care, maintenance,
and protection of the main Post Office Department Building, the
Washington City Post Office
Mail Equipment
Washington
Office Building, and
and the Mail
Equipment
Shops Building,
uilding, $225,632.
$225,632.
SALARIES IN
IN BUREAUS
BUREAUS AND
AND OFFICES
OFFICES
SALARIES
For personal services
services in the District of Columbia,
Columbia, in
accordance
in accordance
The Classification Act
1923," in
and offices
the
with "
"The
Act of 1923,"
in bureaus
bureaus and
offices of
of the
following amounts,
rePost Office Department in not to exceed the
the following
amounts, respectively:
spectively:
Office of the First Assistant Postmaster
General, $392,100.
$392,100.
Postmaster General,
Office of the Second Assistant Postmaster General,
$265,740.
General, $265,740.
Office of the Third Assistant Postmaster
Postmaster General,
General, $678,260.
$678,260.
Office of the Fourth Assistant
Assistant Postmaster
Postmaster General,
$376,940.
General, $376,940.
Office of the Solicitor for the Post Office
Office Department,
Department, $57,760.
Office of the Chief Inspector, $134,920.
Office of the Purchasing Agent, $33,300.
Bureau of Accounts, $38,280.
$38,280.
CONTINGENT EXPENSES,
CONTINGENT
EXPENSES, POST
POST OFFICE
OFFICE DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT

For stationery
blank books,
books, index
index and
guide cards,
stationery and
and blank
and guide
cards, folders,
folders,
including purchase
purchase of
of free
penalty envelopes,
and binding
binding devices,
devices, including
free penalty
envelopes,
$27,000.
$27,000.

SIXTY-EIGHTH
SIXTYEIGHTH CONGRE
SS.
CONGRESS.

S
ESS. II.
II. CH.
SESS.
CH. 87.
87.

783

1925.
1925.

Heating,
lighting,
lighting,
repairs to
to heating,
lighting, ice,
ice, and
power plant,
in- tcHeating,
For fuel
fuel and
and repairs
heating, lighting,
and power
plant, inetc.
cluding repairs
eluding
elevators, purchase
exchange of
of tools
and e
repairs to
to elevators,
purchase and
and exchange
tools and
electrical
supplies, and
and removal
ashes, $54,000.
$54,000.
electrical supplies,
removal of
of ashes,
Telegraphing.
For telegraphing,
telegraphing, $6,500.
$6,500.
Telegraphing.
For
Miscellaneous.
For miscellaneous
miscellaneous items, including
including purchase,
main- Miscellaneous.
purchase, exchange,
exchange, maintenance, and
and repair
of typewriters,
and other
tenance,
repair of
typewriters, adding
adding machines,
machines, and
other laborlaborsaving devices;
saving
devices; not to
to exceed
exchange, hire,
exceed $3,000
$3,000 for
for purchase,
purchase, exchange,
hire, Vehicles.
and
motor
trucks
and
motor-driven
passenger-carryand maintenance
maintenance of
of motor trucks and motor-driven passenger-carrying vehicles;
vehicles; street
car fares
not exceeding
exceeding $540;
$540; plumbing;
ing
street car
fares not
plumbing; repairs
repairs
to department
floor coverings;
postage stamps
correto
department buildino-s;
buildings; floor
coverings; postage
stamps for
for correspondence
spondence addressed
addressed abroad,
abroad, which
is not
not exempt
exempt under
article 13
13
which is
under article
of the Madrid
convention of the
the Universal
Postal Union,
$52,410,
Madrid convention
Universal Postal
Union, $52,410,
sum not exceeding
of which sum
may be
for telephone
telephone
exceeding $14,500
$14,500 may
be expended
expended for
not exceeding
exceeding $1,800
for purchase
service, and
and not
$1,800 may
may be
be expended
expended for
purchase and
and
exchange of law books,
railway guides,
guides, city
city direcbooks, books
books of
of reference,
reference, railway
directories, and books
tories,
conduct the
the department,
books necessary
necessary to
to conduct
the business
business of
of the
department,
and not exceeding
exceeding $500 may be expended
for actual
necessary
expended for
actual and
and necessary
expenses of the purchasing
purchasing agent while
traveling on
on business
business of
the
while traveling
of the
department.
department.
Furnituse.
Furniture.
For furniture
furniture and
and filing
filing cabinets, $8,000.
bindPrinting
printing and
Post Office
Office Department,
Department, including
'
.n
•ting and
and
For printing
and binding
binding for the
the Post
includ- ing.
ing all of its bureaus,
bureaus, offices,
offices, institutions,
located in
institutions, and
and services
services located
in
Washington,
Washington, District
Columbia, and
District of Columbia,
and elsewhere,
elsewhere, $1,150,000.
$1,150,000.
Reimbursing
for
Reimbursing
for
For
reimbursement of
the Government
Government Printing
Printing Office
Office or
or Capitol
Capitol heating,
For reimbursement
of the
heating, etc., Washcity
post office.
ington
city
post
office.
Power Plant
cost of
furnishing steam
heating and
and elecelecPower
Plant for
for the
the cost
of furnishing
steam for
for heating
tric current
current for
for lighting
and power
power to
to the
Post Office
Office Department
tric
lighting and
the Post
Department
Capitol Street,
DisBuilding at Massachusetts
Massachusetts Avenue
Avenue and
and North
North Capitol
Street, District of Columbia, $58,000.
$58,900.
Field
service approField service
Appropriations
'field service
service of
of the
the Post
Post priations
Appropriations hereinafter
hereinafter made
made for
for the
the -field
priations not
not to
to be
be used
used
for
the
Department.
for
the
Department.
Office Department,
Department, except
otherwise provided,
be exexcept as
as otherwise
provided, shall
shall not
not be
expended
of the
the purposes
provided for
for on
on account
pended for
for any
any of
purposes hereinbefore
hereinbefore provided
account
Department in the District of Columbia.
of the Post Office
Office Department

FIELD
ERVICE, POST
OFFICE DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
FIELD S
SERVICE,
POST OFFICE
OFFICE
POSTMASTER GENERAL
GENERAL
OFFICE OF
OF POSTMASTER
the repair
machinery,
For gas,
gas, electric
electric power,
power, and
and light,
light, and
and the
repair of
of machinery,
United States Postoffice Department equipment
equipment shops building,
building,
$8,500.
$8,500.

Field service.
Postmaster General.
Postmaster
General.

Equipment
buEldient
building.

shops

shops

Cash rewards to emThe Postmaster
Postmaster General
General is
hereby authorized
to pay
acash
cash reward
The
is hereby
authorized to
pay a
reward ployees
plCh e"rdns
tioemfor inventions
for
for any invention,
invention, suggestion,
suggestion, or series of suggestions
suggestions for
for an imim- etc.
o improving
improving service,
service,
provement or
device, design,
design, or
process applicable
applicable to
provement
or economy
economy in
in device,
or process
to the
the etc.
Service submitted
Postal Service
submitted by
by one or more
more employees of the
the Post
Post Office
Office
Department
Department or the
adopted for use
the Postal Service
Service which
which shall
shall be
be adopted
use
and will clearly effect a
a material
material economy or
or increase
increase efficiency,
efficiency, and
and
Provisos.
for that purpose
sum of $3,000 is hereby appropriated:
purp ose the
th e sum
Provided, Additional
appropriated: Provided,
ddnato
to regular
regular
pay.
rhat the
in accordance
accordance with
this Act
That
the sums so paid to employees
employees in
with this
Act payshall
be in
in addition
compensation: Provided
Provided further,
further,
shall be
addition to
to their
their usual
usual compensation:
Amount limited.
That the total amount paid under the provisions
provisions of this Act shall Amountlimted.
not
$1,000 in
in any
for any
any one
one invention
not exceed
exceed $1,000
any month
month or
or for
invention or
or suggessuggesAgreement for Govtion: Provided
Provided further.
further. That no
employee shall be
paid a
no employee
be paid
a reward
reward erm'ent
usetfir
ernment use
required.
under this Act until he has properly
properly executed
executed an agreement
agreement to the
effect
of the
effect that the use by the
the United
United States
States of
the invention,
invention, suggestion,
suggestion,
or series of suggestions
suggestions made by him shall not form the basis of aa
of any
the United
United States
further claim
claim of
any nature
nature upon
upon the
States by
by him,
him, his
his Use restricted.
heirs,
assigns: Provided
Provided further,
appropriation shall
shall Vse rited
heirs, or
or assigns:
further, That
That this
this appropriation
be available
be
available for no
no other purpose.
Shipment of equipFor
Snhipment
of etc.
equiand delivery
materials, and
For the
the transportation
transportation and
delivery of
of equipment,
equipment, materials,
and ment,
supplies,
supplies
for the
Post Office
Office Department
Postal Service
supplies for
the Post
Department and
and Postal
Service by
by ment, uppe, et

45822--25t-45822 °--25t
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784
784

SIXTY-EIGHTH
SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.

SESS.
SEss. II.
II.

CH. 87.

1925.
1925.

freight, express,
express, or
or motor
other incidental
freight,
motor transportation,
transportation, and
and other
incidental exexpenses,
$450,000.
penses, $450,000.
Travel, etc.
Travel,
etc.
For travel
travel and miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses in the Postal Service,
Service, office
office
of
the Postmaster
General,
$1,000.
of
the
Postmaster
General,
$1,000.
Damage claims.
To enable
enable the
the Postmaster
Postmaster General
for damages
to
damages to
claims for
to pay
pay claims
General to
To
l.Damage
Vol.
42, p. 63. s.
persons
or property
property in
in accordance
with the
the provisions
provisions of
of the
persons or
accordance with
the
Deficiency
approved June
1921, $10,000.
$10,000.
Deficiency Appropriation
Appropriation Act
Act approved
June 16,
16, 1921,
Inspectors.
Inspectors.
INSPECTOR: For salaries of
CHIEF INSPECTOR:
of fifteen
fifteen inspectors
in
OFFICE OF
OF CHIEF
inspectors in
charge
divisions, at
at $4,200
$4,200 each;
each; and
five hundred
hundred and
twenty
charge of
of divisions,
and five
and twenty
Proviso.
inspectors, $1,712,000;
Provided, That
That the
the
$1,775,000: Provided,
in all,
all, $1,775,000:
$1,712,000; in
Civil servieeeigibls.
serviceeligibles. inspectors,
appointment of additional
additional inspectors
inspectors shall be made upon certification
certification
appointment
of
Civil Service
Service Commission,
Commission, as
as heretofore
of the
the Civil
heretofore practiced.
practiced.
Traveling
Traveling expenses.
expenses.
For traveling
traveling expenses
expenses of inspectors, inspectors in charge, and the
the
chief
post-office inspector,
inspector, and
traveling expenses
expenses of
of four
four
chief post-office
and for
for the
the traveling
clerks
and clerical
clerical assistance
assistance to
to post-office
clerks performing
performing stenographic
stenographic and
post-office
inspectors
investigation of important
important fraud cases,
cases, $445,000.
inspectors in the investigation
$445,000.
Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneous.
miscellaneous expenses
For necessary miscellaneous
expenses at division headquarters,
$13,500.
$13,500.
Clerks,divisionheadof one hundred
clerks'divisim head- For compensation
compensation of
hundred and fifteen clerks at division
quarters.
$252,060.
quheadquarters, headquarters, $252,060.
Rewards,
etc.
Rewards, etc.
For
of rewards
for the
For payment
pa
wit of
rewards for
arrest, and
and conviction
the detection,
detection, arrest,
conviction
of post-office
post-on ce burglars,
robbers, and
and highway
highway mail
mail robbers,
$30,000:
of
burglars, robbers,
robbers, $30,000:
Provisos.
Provided,
That rewards
in the
the discretion
discretion of
of the
the PostPostbe paid,
paid, in
rewards may
may be
offfender.
Provided, That
Dath of
Death
offender.
General, when
when an offender
offender of the
mentioned was
was killed
killed
master General,
the class
class mentioned
in the act of committing the crime
crime or in resisting lawful arrest:
arrest:
Limitation.
Limitation.
Provided further,
further, That no part of this sum shall be used to pay any
Provided
rewards at rates in excess of
specified in
of those specified
in Post
Post Office
Office DepartDepartSecuring
sec4rn
i informa'orra ment Order
Provided further,
further, That of the
Order 7708, dated July 1, 1922: Provided
tion.
amount herein-appropriated
herein -appropriated not to exceed $5,000
expended,
$5,000 may be expended,
in
discretion of
for the
the purpose
purpose of
of securin the
the discretion
of the
the Postmaster
Postmaster General,
General, for
securinformation concerning
concerning violations
ing information
violations of the
and for
for
the postal laws
laws and
services and information
apprehension of
information looking
looking toward
toward the
the apprehension
of
criminals.
criminals.
First Assistant
Assistant PostFirst
Postmaster
General.
master General.
Postmasters.
Postmasters.
Assistant
Assistant

postpost-

masters.
I

Printers, mechanics,
mechanics,
Printers,
etc.
e
Clerks
employclerks and employ-

and

and second
es, first
first and
second
eees,

olass offices

class
offices.
c

Watchmen, messenm es e n
s grsWchmen,
gers,
etc.
Contract
clerks.
c Cnrkstract

station

station

Separating
mails.
Separating mails.
Unusual conditions.

unusual conditions.

Clerks, third class
Cfficerks, third class
offices.
Rent,
light, and
and fuel.
Rent, light,
fuel.
Miscellaneous, first
NIscellaneous,
first
and
second class offices.
a
Village
delivery.
illage delivery.

Detroit
River.
Detroit River.

OFFICE
OF THE
ASSISTANT POSTMASTER
POSTMASTER GENERAL
OFFICE OF
THE FIRST
FIRST ASSISTANT
GENERAL

postmasters, $46,600,000.
For compensations
compensations to postmasters
For compensation
compensation to assistant
assistant postmasters
postmasters at first and second class
post offices,
$6,000,000.
post
offices, $6,000,000.
For compensation
For
compensation to printers,
printers, mechanics,
mechanics, and skilled laborers,
laborers,
$100,000.
$100,000.
compensation to clerks
and employees
and second
second class
class
For compensation
clerks and
employees at
at first
first and
post offices,
offices, including
including auxiliary
auxiliary clerk
clerk hire at
at summer
summer and
and winter
winter
post offices,
$130,000,000.
post
offices, $130,000,000.
For compensation
and laborers,
laborers,
watchmen, messengers,
messengers, and
to watchmen,
For
compensation to
$6,200,000.
$6,200,000.
For compensation
compensation to
to clerks
charge of
of contract
contract stations,
For
clerks in
in charge
stations,
$1,575,000.
$1,575,000.
For separating
For
separating mails at third and fourth class post offices, $750,000.
For
For unusual
unusual conditions
conditions at
post offices,
$150,000.
at post
offices, $150,000.
For allowances
allowances to third-class
third-class post offices to cover the cost of
clerical services,
services, $4,650,000.
$4,650,000.
clerical
For rent,
rent, light, and fuel
fuel for first, second, and third class post
post
offices,
$15,175,000.
offices, $15,175,000.
For
necessary and incidental
For miscellaneous
miscellaneous items necessary
incidental to post offices of
the first and second classes,
classes, $975,000.
For village delivery
towns and
delivery service in
in towns
and villages
villages having
having post
post
offices of the second or third class, and in communities
communities adjacent
adjacent to
having city
cities having
city delivery, $1,700,000.
$1,700,000.
For Detroit River postal service,
service, $18,000.

SIXTY-EIGHTH
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.

SESS. II.
II. CH.
87.
SESS.
CH. 87.

1925.
1925.

For
fare and
bicycle allowance,
special-delivery
including special-delivery
and bicycle
allowance, including
For car
car fare
car fare,
$1,000,000.
car
fare, $1,000,000.
For
Service, $92,000,000.
For pay
pay of letter carriers, City Delivery Service,
For fees
special-delivery messengers,
$7,600,000.
messengers, $7,600,000.
to special-delivery
fees to
For
For
the transmission
transmission of
mail by
tubes or
other similar
similar
or other
by pneumatic
pneumatic tubes
of mail
For the
devices in
in the
city of
of New
New York,
York, including
the Borough
of Brooklyn
Brooklyn
including the
Borough of
devices
the city
of the
the city
city of
of New
New York,
power, labor,
labor, and
all other
and all
other
York, including
including power,
of
operating
expenses, $526,373.
$526,373.
operating expenses,

785
Car fare and bicycles.

Car areandbicycles.

City
cardelivery, carity delivery,
riers.
Special
delivery
fees.
Special delivery fees.
Pneumatic
tubes,
Pneumatic
tubes,
New York and
and Brookro o
lyn.
lyn

Vehicle allowance for
For
of drivers,
drivers, the
the rental
fo
Vehicle collection,
allowance etc.
rental of
of vehicles,
vehicles, delivery,
For vehicle
vehicle allowance,
allowance, the
the hiring
hiring of
delivery,
collection, etc.
and
the purchase
and exchange
exchange and
and maintenance,
stable
including stable
maintenance, including
purchase and
and the
and
facilities, of
or automobiles
automobiles for,
and the
the operaoperafor, and
of wagons
wagons or
and garage
garage facilities,
tion of,
of, screen-wagon
and city
service,
delivery and
and collection
collection service,
city delivery
tion
screen-wagon and
$15,400,000: Provided,
the Postmaster
Postmaster General
may, in
in his
his Proviso.
Provso.
General may,
That the
Provided, That
$15,400,000:
Leasing of garages,
disbursement
this appropriation,
part thereof
thereof to
to the
the etc.
etc.e as n of garages,
apply a
a part
appropriation, apply
disbursement of
of this
leasing
of quarters
quarters for
the housing
housing of
Government-owned automoautomoof Government-owned
for the
leasing of
biles
at a
reasonable annual
annual rental for
a term
term not
not exceeding
exceeding ten
for a
a reasonable
biles at
years.
years.
etc.
For travel
travel and
miscellaneous expenses
the Postal
Travel, etc.
Office Travel,
Postal Service,
Service, Office
in the
expenses in
and miscellaneous
For
of
the
First
Assistant
Postmaster
General,
$1,000.
of the First Assistant Postmaster General, $1,000.

OFFICE OF
OF THE
GENERAL
POSTMASTER GENERAL
THE SECOND
SECOND ASSISTANT
ASSISTANT POSTMASTER
OFFICE

Second Assistant
PSeondste
Postmaster
General.
General.
Postmaster Asstant

Star routes in Alaska.
Alaska.
Pro- Starroutesin
Alaska, $170,000:
routes in
.
For
transportation by
by star
star routes
in Alaska,
$170,000: ProFor inland
inland transportation
Proviso.
Emergency service.
service.
the Postmaster
vided,
That out
appropriation the
Postmaster General
General is
is Emergency
out of
of this
this appropriation
vided, That
a
.uthori
zed to
to provide
emergency mail service
Alaska,
in Alaska,
service in
provide difficult
difficult or
or emergency
authorized
including
equipment of
of relay
stations, in
relay stations,
in such
such
including the
the establishment
establishment and
and equipment
manner
therefor.
advertising therefor.
without advertising
think advisable,
advisable, without
as he
he may
may think
manner as
Steamboat, etc.,
For
inland transportation
by steamboat
steamboat or
or other
other power
power boat
boat routes,
routes, routes.
routesmat etc.,
transportation by
For inland
$1,550,000.
including ship, steamboat,
steamboat, and way letters, $1,550,000.
Railroad routes and
For
inland transportation
railroad routes
and for
for mail
messenger servce.
mail messenmessen- messenger
transportation by
by railroad
routes and
For inland
service.
ger
$112,250,000: Provided,
not to
exceed $1,500,000
$1,500,000 of
ger service,
service, $112,250,000:
Provided, That
That not
to exceed
of Provisos.
Proiotrain conveynveFreight
ance.
this
appropriation may
expended for
of freight
freight and
and incidental
incidental ance.
for pay
pay of
may be
be expended
this appropriation
charges for
for the
the transportation
transportation of mails conveyed
under special arconveyed under
charges
sservice
er v e
Messenger
ic
rangement in
in freight
trains or
otherwise: And
provided further,
eenger
further, accounting.
And provided
or otherwise:
freight trains
rangement
That
separate
accounts
be
kept
of
the
amount
expended
for
mail
mail
ccou
for
expended
That separate accounts be kept of the amount
messenger service.
messenger
service.
Airplane service,
For the
the operation
operation and
and mainmenance
maintenance of
of the
the airplane
service,
service Airplane
mail service
airplane mail
For
Yo r
k and San
between New
New York,
York, New
New York,
Francisco, California,
rancisor and 8.n
via Francisco.
California, via
San Francisco,
and San
York, and
between
etc.. night
night
Chicago,
Illinois, and
Omaha, Nebraska,
Nebraska, and
Installing, etc..
Chicago, Illinois,
and Omaha,
and for
for the
the installation,
installation, Installing.
service, etc.
equipment,
operation of
of the
Airplane Mail
Service by
by night
flying service, etc.
night flying
Mail Service
the Airplane
and operation
equipment, and
flying,
and to
to enable
enable the
to make
charges
the additional
additional charges
make the
the department
department to
flying, and
for
and day
day service
service on
in acacmail matter,
matter, in
on first-class
first-class mail
night and
for both
both night
cordance
with existing
existing law,
including necessary
necessary incidental
expenses
incidental expenses
law, including
cordance with
and
of necessary
personnel, $2,600,000.
and employment
employment of
necessary personnel,
$2,600,000.
Railway Mail ServRailway Mail
For fifteen
fifteen division
superintendents, fifteen
fifteen ice.
ail erviceR
division superintendents,
Railway
Mail Service:
Service: For
Division superi nassistant
two assistant
tsuperinteision
one tendents,
superintendents, one
assistant superintendents,
division superintendents,
superintendents, two
assistant division
etc.
assistant superintendent
of car
car construction,
construction, one
one hundred
hundred
charge of
in charge
superintendent in
assistant
and
twenty-one chief
assistant
twenty-one assistant
and twenty-one
hundred and
one hundred
chief clerks,
clerks, one
and twenty-one
chief clerks,
clerks, clerks
in the
the offices
offices of
division
of division
sections in
of sections
in charge
charge of
clerks in
chief
superintendents, railway
railway postal
clerks, substitute
substitute railway
railway postal
postal
postal clerks,
superintendents,
clerks,
joint employees,
employees, and
the Railway
Service,
Mail Service,
in the
Railway Mail
and laborers
laborers in
clerks, joint
$49,500,000.
$49,00000.
Travel alloane
allowance to
to
For
travel allowance
to railway
postal clerks
clerks and
and substitute
substitute railrail- clerks.
to
allow
ed
railway postal
allowance to
For travel
way postal
postal clerks.
clerks, $2,675,000.
$2,675,000.
Traveling
pene
way
Traveling expenses,
etc., away from
headFor actual
actual and
and necessary
general superintendent
and etcraay
from heendsuperintendent and
expenses, general
necessary expenses.
For
quarters.
assistant general
general superintendent,
assistant quartes
superintendents, assistant
division superintendents,
superintendent, division
assistant
division superintendents,
chief clerks,
and
clerks, and
superintendents, chief
assistant superintendents,
superintendents, assistant
division
assistant
clerks, Railway
Railway Mail
Service, and
railway postal
postal
and railway
Mail Service,
chief clerks,
assistant chief
clerks,
while actuallv
actually traveling
traveling on
on business
of the
the Post
Post Office
DepartOffice Departbusiness of
clerks, while
ment
and away
away from
$62,000.
headquarters, $62,000.
designated headquarters,
their several
several designated
from their
ment and
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office
•For rent, light, heat, fuel, telegraph, miscellaneous
miscellaneous and office
expenses,
expenses, telephone
telephone service,
service, and badges
badges for railway
railway postal clerks,
Rent
Rent for
for terminal and rental of space for terminal railway post offices for the disoffices.
oices.
tribution
tribution of
of mails
mails when
when the
of space
space for
such distribution
distribution
the furnishing
furnishing of
for such
can not,
under the
Postal Laws
Laws and
recan
not, under
the Postal
and Regulations,
Regulations, properly
properly be
be required
companies without
without additional
compensation, and
and
quired of
of railroad
railroad companies
additional compensation,
for equipment
miscellaneous items
items necessary
necessary to
for
equipment and
and miscellaneous
to terminal
terminal railrailway post offices,
offices, $1,222,000.
$1,222,000.
Electric
Electric and
cable
and cable
electric and
For electric
cable car
car service,
$650,000.
and cable
service, $650,000.
cars.

Miscellaneous
Miscellaneous
penses.e

exex-

For transportation
transportation of
of foreign
foreign mails
For
mails by
by steamship,
aircraft, or
or
steamship, aircraft,

Foreignmals.
Foreign mails.
Provisos.
Aircraft
allowance.
Aircraft allowance.

otherwise, $8,500,000:
to exceed
$150,000 of
of this
this
exceed $150,000
not to
That not
Provided, That
$8,500,000: Provided,
otherwise,
sum may
may be
be expended
carrying foreign
foreign mail
mail by
aircraft:
sum
expended for
for carrying
by aircraft:

Provided
further, That
That the
be authorized
Provided further,
the Postmaster
Postmaster General
General shall
shall be
authorized

Sea post
post service.
service.
Sea

Assistant
Assistant

superin-

tendent, New
York.
tendent,
NewYork.
Representative

to

Universal Potal
Postal conConUniversael
gress research
comgress
research comittee.
ttee.

Balance to
countoe
countries.
Travel,
Travel, etc.
etc.

fogn

foreign
gn

to expend
expend such
such sums
sums as
not to
$150,000,
to
as may
may be
be necessary,
necessary, not
to exceed
exceed $150,000,
to the
States for
maintaining sea
sea post
to cover
cover the
the cost
cost to
the United
United States
for maintaining
post servservice on
ocean steamships
steamships conveying
conveying the
mails to
to and
and from
from the
the United
ice
on ocean
the mails
United
States;
not to
to exceed
$3,000 for
salary of
Assistant
States; and
and not
exceed $3,000
for the
the salary
of the
the Assistant

Superintendent,
Division of
of Foreign
Mails, with
with headquarters
headquarters at
Superintendent, Division
Foreign Mails,
at
New York
York City:
not exceeding
of this
this
$1,000 of
exceeding $1,000
further, That
That not
Provided further,
City: Provided
New
sum may be immediately available
available for the representative
representative to the
meeting of the research committee of the Universal Postal Congress
Europe to
designated from
the Post
the
in Europe
to be designated
from the
Post Office
Office Department
Department by
by the
Postmaster
to be
be expended
expended in
in the
the discretion
of the
Postmaster General,
General, and
and to
discretion of
the PostPostmaster General and
and accounted
his certificate,
certificate, which
accounted for
for on
on his
which certificate
certificate
shall
conclusive on
on the
accounting offices
United States.
States.
shall be conclusive
the accounting
offices of
of the
the United
For
balances due
due foreign
$1,500,000.
For balances
foreign countries,
countries, $1,500,000.
miscellaneous expenses in the Postal Service,
For travel and miscellaneous
office
Service, office
of the
Postmaster General,
$1,000.
the Second
Second Assistant
Assistant Postmaster
General, $1,000.

Third
Third Assistant
Assistant Postmaster General.
General.

OFFICE OF
THE THIRD
ASSISTANT POSTMASTER
POSTMASTER GENERAL
OFFICE
OF THE
THIRD ASSISTANT
GENERAL

Stamps, stamped enenstamped
lSapes,postal
cards,
vvelopes,
etc.
e

For manufacture
adhesive postage
postage stamps,
special-delivery
stamps, special-delivery
of adhesive
For
manufacture of
stamps, books
books of
stamps, stamped
newspaper wrappers,
wrappers,
of stamps,
stamped envelopes,
envelopes, newspaper
postal
postal cards,
cards, and
and for
for coiling
coiling of
of stamps,
stamps, $8,000,000.
$8,000,000.
assistants to
examine and
stamped
For pay of agent and
and assistants
to examine
and distribute
distribute stamped
envelopes
and newspaper
newspaper wrappers,
and expenses
of agency,
agency, $21,000.
$21,000.
envelopes and
wrappers, and
expenses of
For payment
payment of
of limited
limited indemnity
injury or
loss of
for the
the injury
or loss
of pieces
pieces
For
indemnity for
of domestic
registered matter,
domestic registered
matter, insured and
and collect-on-delivery
collect-on-delivery
mail,
mail, $4,000,000.
$4,000,000.
For payment
payment of limited indemnity
indemnity for the injury or loss
of interloss of
international mail in accordance
accordance with convention,
treaty, or
convention, treaty,
or agreement
agreement
stipulations,
$100,000.
stipulations, $100,000.
miscellaneous expenses in the Postal Service,
For travel and miscellaneous
Service, office
office
Assistant Postmaster
Postmaster General,
General, $1,000.
$1,000.
of the
the Third
Third Assistant

te.

'stamps,

Distribution
Distribution agency.
agency.
Indemnity, lost regismail.st
tered,
etc.. mail.
teerendeetc..
Domestic.
Domestic.
International.
International.

etc.

Travel,Travel,For
etc.

Fourth Assistant
Assistant
Post master General.
General.
Postmaster
Stationery.

avings
Postal Pos
Savings
supplies.
tem supplies.

y-

Sys-

Bond expenses
expenses.
Bond
Vol. 36, p. 817.

Vol. 3,

p.

817.

Miscellaneous
mIiscllaneous equipequipment and supplies.

nt

n

supplies.

Ot
ICE OF THE FOURTH
FOURTH ASSISTANT
ASSISTANT POSTMASTER
POSTMASTER GENERAL
GENERAL
OFFICE

For stationery
for the
Service, including
including the
the money-order
money-order
For
stationery for
the Postal
Postal Service,
systems; and
for the
the purchase
of supplies
supplies for
for the
the
and registry systems;
and also
also for
purchase of
Postal Savings
Savings System,
rubber stamps,
devices,
System, including
including rubber
stamps, canceling
canceling devices
certificates, envelopes
envelopes and
stamps for
for use
ng deposits,
depos its,an
certificates,
and stamps
use in
in evidenci
evidencing
andd
free penalty envelopes;
and for
reimbursement of
Secretary of
envelopes; and
for the
the reimbursement
of the
the Secretary
of
the Treasury
Treasury for
for expenses incident to
to the
the preparation,
preparation, issue,
issue, and
and
registration
authorized by
of June
June 25,
registration of the bonds authorized
by the
the Act
Act of
25,
1910, $925,000.
$925,000.
1910,
For
miscellaneous equipment
and supplies,
the purchase
purchase
For miscellaneous
equipment and
supplies, including
including the
and repair
baskets,
repair of furniture, package
package boxes, posts, trucks, baskets,
satchels, straps, letter-box
letter-box paint, baling machines,
machines, perforating
perforating mamachines, duplicating machines, printing presses,
cleaning
presses, directories,
directories, cleaning
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manufacture, repair,
repair, and
and exchange
exchange of equipment,
equipment,
supplies, and the
the manufacture,
the erection
erection and painting
painting of letter-box
letter-box equipment,
equipment, and for the purmanufacture of
of
chase and
and repair of
of presses
presses and
and dies
dies for use in
in the
the manufacture

787
Letter boxes,
boxes, etc.
etc.
Letter

stamps,
Postmarking stamps,
elec- etc.Postmarking
stamps, and
letter boxes;
for postmarking,
postmarking, rating,
rating, money-order
money-order stamps,
and elecboxes; for
letter
trotype
trotype plates and repairs to same; metal, rubber, and combination etc.
type, dates
dates and
and figures,
holders, ink
ink pads
for canceling
canceling and
and
type holders,
pads for
type,
figures, type
stamping purposes,
purposes, and
the purchase,
of
stamping
and for
for the
purchase, exchange,
exchange, and
and repair
repair of
typewriting
machines, envelope-opening
envelope-opening machines,
and computing
typewriting machines,
machines, and
computing
machines, copying
copying presses,.
numbering machines,
time recorders,
machines,
presses, numbering
machines, time
recorders, letletter
scales, test
articles purchased
ter balances, scales,
test weights, and
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous articles
purchased
Post
route,
etc.,
etc.,
Poet
route,
and furnished
furnished directly
to the
the Postal
Service; for
for miscellaneous
miscellaneous exex- maps.
Postal Service;
directly to
and
penses
in
the
preparation
and
publication
of
post-route
maps
and
and
penses in the preparation and publication of post-route maps
rural-delivery
including tracing for
rural-delivery maps
maps or
or blue
blue prints,
prints, including
for photolithographic
reproduction; for
for other
and incigraphic reproduction;
other expenditures
expenditures necessary
necessary and
incioffices
second, and third classes, and offices
dental to
to post
post offices of the first, second,
of
class having
having or
have rural-delivery
service, and
of the
the fourth
fourth class
or to
to have
rural-delivery service,
and for
for
of maps.
seofmaps.
letter boxes,
boxes, $1,400,000;
letter
$1,400,000; and
and the
the Postmaster
Postmaster General
General may
may authorize
authorize Sale
the
or
the sale to the
the public
public of post-route maps and rural-delivery
rural-delivery maps or
blue prints
prints at
the cost
cost of
of printing
and 10
10 per
added;
thereof added;
blue
at the
printing and
per centum
centum thereof
of
purchase of atlases
atlases
expended in the purchase
of this amount
amount $1,500
$1,500 may
may be
be expended
Proviso.
for eup
Pr
technical works:
Provided, That $200,000 of Amount
and technical
works: Provided,
and geographical
geographical and
for equipand
furniture.
ment
and furniture.
and
of equipment
the purchase
this
may be
purchase of
equipment and
be used
used for
for the
this appropriation
appropriation may
furniture
for post-office
post-office quarters
for no
purposes.
quarters and
and for
no other
other purposes.
furniture for
etc
w i ne etc.
T
Twine,
.
For
twine and
and tying devices, $470,000.
For wrapping
wrapping twine
Shipping supplies.
For defraying
incident to
the shipment
shipment of
of supplies,
supplies, Shpping supplies.
to the
expenses incident
defraying expenses
For
including
hardware, boxing,
and the
employees in
of employees
in Pay of employees.
packing, and
the pay
pay of
boxing, packing,
including hardware,
connection
Storekeeper,
ay of employees
rates: Storekeeper,
annual rates:
at the
the following
following annual
therewith at
connection therewith
$2,650; foreman
requisition fillers,
each;
fillers, at
at $1,600
$1,600 each;
foreman, $1,800;
$1,800; eleven requisition
$2,650;
two requisition
requisition fillers,
fillers, at
each;
$1,600 each;
ten packers, at $1,600
at $1,200
$1,200 each;
each; ten
two
two packers,
$1,200 each;
chauffeurs, at
at $1,400
each; in
$1,400 each;
in
two chauffeurs,
each; and
and two
two
packers, at
at $1,200
all, $69,800.
$69,800.
all,
andlabor
Canceling and laborr
For
repair of canceling machines saving
and repair
purchase, exchange, and
For rental,
rental, purchase,
saving nmchaies.
machines.
mail-handling apparatus, and other labormechanical mail-handling
and motors, mechanical
saving devices, including cost of power in rented buildings and
saving
miscellaneous expenses
expenses of installation and operation of same, includmiscellaneous
Traveling mechanimeaallow- clansVetg
ing salaries
of five
five traveling
diem allowmechanicians and for per diem
traveling mechanicians
salaries of
ing
cians.
official
ance of traveling mechanicians
mechanicians while actually traveling
traveling on official
a rate
business away
homes and
their official domiciles,
domiciles, at a
and their
their homes
from their
away from
business
to be
fixed by
by the
the Postmaster
not to
to exceed
exceed $4
$4 per
per
General, not
Postmaster General,
be fixed
to
day,
day, $575,000.
$575,000Mailg,loks,etc.
Mail bags, locks, etc.
For the
the purchase,
purchase, manufacture,
mail bags
and
bags and
of mail
and repair
repair of
manufacture, and
For
tools.
mail locks, keys, chains, tools,
other mail
mail containers
attachments, mail
containers and attachments,
other
machinery, and
material necessary
necessary for
same an
for incidental
machinery,
and material
for same,
and for
incidental exex- Equipment shops'
op
tools necesneces- materia
machinery, and
penses pertaining
pertaining thereto;
thereto; also
also material,
and tools
material, machinery:
penses
material, etc
etc.
sary
for the
the manufacture
and repair
repair in
in the
the equipment
shops at
at
equipment shops
manufacture and
sary for
Washington
District of
equipment for the
such other equipment
of such
Columbia, of
of Columbia,
Washington,? District
Postal
Service as
as may
may be
expedient; for
to Labor.
Labor
for compensation
compensation to
be deemed
deemed expedient;
Postal Service
labor employed
in the
the equipment
equipment shops
shops at
District of
at Washington,
Washington, District
labor
employed in
Columbia,
$1,800,000, of
of which
which not
not to
to exceed
may be
exbe ex$470,000 may
exceed $470,000
Columbia, $1,800,000,
pended
for personal
Columbia: Provided,
Provided, la
Dinctive
of Columbia:
the District
District of
services in
in the
s
(
)
t
ro
ciive
equippersonal services
pended for
mekt for
or departments.
departmnts
That
of this
the Postmaster
authorized ment
General is
is authorized
Postmaster General
this appropriation
appropriation the
That out
out of
Alaska,
and insular
possessions.
to
as much
much of
of the
sum, not
not exceeding
exceeding $15,000,
be deemed possions
as may
may be
$15,000, as
the sum,
use as
to use
necessary
for
the
purchase
of
material
and
the
manufacture
in
the
the
in
manufacture
the
and
of
material
purchase
for
the
necessary
equipment
shops of
of such
such small
small quantities
distinctive equipments
equipments
of distinctive
quantities of
equipment shops
as
may be
be required
by other
service
departments: and for service
executive departments;
other executive
required by
as may
in Alaska,
Philippine Islands.
island
or other
other island
Hawaii, or
Islands. Hawaii,
Rico, Philippine
Porto Rico,
in
Alaska, Porto
possessions.re
possessions.
Star
route
transr
tFor
by star
routes (excepting service in pStaiorn.o
star routes
transportation by
inland transportation
For inland
portation.
Alaska),
service to
to newly
newly established
offices,
established offices,
temporary service
including temporary
Alaska), including
$12,700.000.
$12,700.000.
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Rural
delivery.
Rural delivery.

For pay
pay of
carriers, substitutes
on annual
For
of rural
rural carriers,
substitutes for
for rural
rural carriers
carriers on
annual
and sick
sick leave,
clerks in
in charge
rural stations,
stations, and
and tolls
and
leave, clerks
charge of
of rural
tolls and
and
ferriage, Rural
Rural Delivery
Delivery Service,
and for
expenses
ferriage,
Service, and
for the
the incidental
incidental expenses
thereof, $88,350,000.
thereof,
$88,350,000.
For
travel and
and miscellaneous
expenses in
the Postal
Postal Service,
Travel,
etc.
For travel
miscellaneous expenses
in the
Travel, etc.
Service, office
office
of the
Fourth Assistant
Assistant Postmaster
General, $1,000.
$1,000.
of
the Fourth
Postmaster General,
Appropriation
Appropriation from
from
If
revenues of
of the
Post Office
Department shall
If the
the revenues
the Post
Office Department
shall be
be insufficient
insufficient
the
field
for field
the Treasury
Treasury for
service
to
supply to
to meet
meet the
appropriations made
under
Title
II of
of this
Act, a
a sum
sum
service
the appropriations
to
supply
made
under
Title
II
this
Act,
d
e
ficiency
in
postal,
deficiency in postal, equal to such deficiency in the revenues of such department is hereby
equal to such deficiency in the revenues of such department is hereby
revenues.
revenues.
appropriated,
out of
any money
money in
the Treasury
not otherotherappropriated, to
to be
be paid
paid out
of any
in the
Treasury not
wise
such deficiency
deficiency in
in the
revenues of
wise appropriated,
appropriated, to
to supply
supply such
the revenues
of
the Post
Office Department
Department for
for the
the fiscal
year ending
June 30,
the
Post Office
fiscal year
ending June
30,
1926,
and the
the sum
sum needed
needed may
the Post
Post Office
Depart1926, and
may be
be advanced
advanced to
to the
Office Department
the Postmaster
Postmaster General.
ment upon
upon requisition
requisition of
of the
General.
Approved, January
January 22,
22, 1925.
Approved,
1925.
January
23, 1925.
1925•
January 23,
CHAP. 88.-Joint
88.—Joint Resolution
To accept
accept the
the gift
of Elizabeth
Sprague Coolidge
Coolidge
CHAP.
Resolution To
[S. J.
J. Rm.
gift of
Elizabeth Sprague
[S.
Res. 152.1
152]
for the
the Library
Library of
Congress,
[Pub.
Iles.,
No.
the construction
construction of
of an
an auditorium
auditorium in
[Pub. Res., No. 44.1
44.1 for
in connection
connection with
with the
of Congress,
and
provide for
erection thereof.
thereof.
and to
to provide
for the
the erection

Resolved by the Senate and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
Library
of Congress.
Library
United States of America
ConrSess United
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the
the offer of
in Congress
of
Gift
of ot Elizabeth
Elizabeth
Gift
of
Sprague
ge, for
prague Coolid
Coolidge,
for Elizabeth
Sprague Coolidge,
Elizabeth Sprague
communicated by
by the
the Librarian
of ConConCoolidge, communicated
Librarian of
music
auditorium in.
in. gress and
muic audirimn
gress
set out in the following language, to wit:
"In pursuance
of my
increase the
the resources
resources of
the music
music
"In
pursuance of
my desire
desire to
to increase
of the
division
Library of
in the
the promotion
division of the Library
of Congress
Congress and
and especially
especially in
promotion
of chamber
chamber music,
of
am making
making an
an additional
additional provision
music, for
for which IIam
provision
in the nature
nature of
offer to
to the
the Congress
United
of an
an endowment,
endowment, IIoffer
Congress of
of the
the United
of $60,000
$60,000 for
for the
the construction
and equipment
equipment in
conStates the sum
sum of
construction and
in connection with the
which shall
shall be
be planned
the Library,
Library, of an
an auditorium,
auditorium, which
planned
for and
of chamber
and dedicated
dedicated to
to the
the performance
performance of
chamber music,
music, but
but shall
shall
also be
also
of the
Librarian and
and the
the chief
chief of
of
be available
available (at
(at the
the discretion
discretion of
the Librarian
the music
for any
any other
other suitable
secondary to
to the
the
music division)
division) for
suitable purpose,
purpose, secondary
needs
division."
needs of
of the
the music division."
Acceptance.
Acceptance.
be, and
be,
and the
the same
same is
is hereby
hereby accepted.
accepted.
Special
created
special fund
fund crated
SEC.
2. The Treasurer
authorized to
S
EC.
Treasurer of the United States is hereby authorized
to
from
amount of
frm amount
of gift.
git. receive
from the
the said Elizabeth
the above
above sum
sum of
of
receive from
Elizabeth Sprague
Sprague Coolidge
Coolidge the
it in the
$60,000, to receipt
receipt for it
the name
name of
America,
of the United
United States of
of America,
and to
on the
of the
the Treasury
Department as
and
to credit
credit it
it on
the books
books of
Treasury Department
as a
a special
special
fund dedicated
dedicated to
subject to
to the
the purpose
purpose stated,
stated, and
and subject
to disbursement
disbursement for
for
such purpose upon vouchers
vouchers submitted
submitted by
the Architect
Architect of
the Capby the
of the
Capitol
as provided
itol as
provided in
in section
section 3.
3.
Preparation of plans,
SEC. 3.
3. The
The Architect
Architect of
the Capitol
hereby authorized
authorized and
diCapitol is
is hereby
and ditC aucPrpariono
SEC.
of the
construction, etc.,
thorized.
thorized.
rected,
Librarian of Congress,
rected, in consultation
consultation with the Librarian
Congress, and subject
subject
approval of
to the approval
of the Joint Committee
Committee on
on the
the Library,
Library, and
within
and within
Limitation, etc.
etc.
Limitation,
the
sum available,
to prepare,
prepare, or
or contract
contract for the preparapreparathe limit
limit of
of the
the sum
available, to
the proposed
proposed auditorium
tion of, plans for the
auditorium and,
within such
limit, to
and, within
such limit,
to
construct, or contract
contract for the construction
construction of, such auditorium
auditorium on
on
land within
within or appurtenant
appurtenant to
the Library,
Library, and
to purchase
purchase in
to the
and to
in the
the
the necessary
necessary equipment
equipment therefor;
and upon
proper
open market
market the
therefor; and
upon proper
vouchers
draw upon
upon the
vouchers to draw
the expense
of such
the said
said special
special fund for
for the
expense of
such
plans, construction,
construction, and equipment.
Acceptance
other
Acceptance of
of other
SEC.
S
EC. 4. Should other gifts be proffered
proffered applicable to the perfection
perfection
gifts authorized.
or equipment
of the
the proposed
structure for
intended uses,
or
equipment of
proposed structure
for its
its intended
uses, the
the
Architect
Architect of the Capitol
Capitol may, with
concurrence of
of the
Librarian
with the concurrence
the Librarian
and approval
approval of
of the
the Joint
Joint Committee
Committee on
on the
and
and
the Library,
Library, accept
accept and
apply
them, any
moneys so
so accepted
accepted being
deposited with
with the
the TreasTreasapply them,
any moneys
being deposited
States, credited to
urer of the United States,
fund, and
disbursed
to the special
special fund,
and disbursed
as
provided herein
the original
original gift.
gift.
as provided
herein for
for the
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Restriction
S
EC. 5.
No contract
shall be
be entered
or obligation
incurred for tracts,
Restriction
obligation incurred
into or
entered into
contract shall
5. No
SEC.
etc.
et
the design,
construction, or
or equipment
of the
the structure
excess of t
structure in excess
equipment of
design, construction,
the
the moneys
moneys actually
the total
total of
of such
gifts.
such gifts.
from the
available from
actually available
the
23, 1925.
Approved,
January 23,
Approved, January

CHAP.
89.—An Act
Granting aa certain
right of way, with authority to
certain right
Act Granting
CHAP. 89.-An
between Lakes Union
improve the
across the
the old
canal right
right of
Union and
of way between
old canal
same, across
the same,
improve
Washington, King
Washington.
King County,
County, Washington.
Washington,

the
Be
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
by the
enacted by
Be it
assembled, That
United States
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
That there
there is
in Congress
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across the
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SIXTY-EIGHTH
CONGRESS. S
SESs.
SIXTYEIGHTH CONGRESS.
ESS. II.
II. CHS.
CHs. 101,
102.
101,102.

793
793

1925.
1925.

CHAP. 101.-An
CHAP.
101.—An Act To amend
amend the law
law relating
relating to
timber operations
operations on
to timber
on the
the

Januar
January 27, 1925.
[S.
3036.]
[S. 3036.]

Menominee
Menominee Reservation
Reservation in Wisconsin
Wisconsin

[Public, No. 340.]

Be
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Be it
enacted by
by the
Representatives of
the
of the
United
of America
Menominee ian
Indian
America in
Congress assembled, That section
section 2
2 Reservation,
RMenationee
United States
States of
in Congress
Wis.

of the
approved March
Statutes at
of
the Act
Act approved
March 28,
28, 1908 (Thirty-fifth
(Thirty-fifth Statutes
at Large,
Large,
page 51),
51), entitled "An Act to authorize
page
authorize the cutting of timber,
timber, the
the
manufacture
manufacture and sale of lumber, and the preservation
of the
forests
preservation of
the forests
on
on the
the Menominee
Menominee Indian
Indian Reservation
Reservation in the State of Wisconsin,"
Wisconsin,"
be, and is hereby, amended
amended to authorize the
of contracts
the making
making of
contracts
with white men for any work connected
with the
the logging
logging and
and
connected with
milling operations on the
said reservation,
reservation, to
milling
the said
to authorize
employauthorize the
the employment of
of white
white men by Indian contractors,
ment
contractors, and
and to
to exempt
exempt from
from the
the
requirements of sections 3709 and
of the
requirements
and 3744
3744 of
the Revised
Revised Statutes
Statutes all
all
contracts
for labor
or supplies
of such
contracts for
labor or
supplies necessary
necessary for the carrying on
on of
such
operations.
operations.

hi t
White
allowed
in
m r
mcutting
ce
ult
i allowed
in timber
cont
tracts on.
0ol. 35, p. 51, amendedy

.

e men

tractson.
ed. '3 p5
51 amend

EExemption
tin from
from adadvertisingetc.,
vertising, etc., requirerequirements.
meR. tsses.37093744.
S., secs. 3709, 3744,
pp.
PP. 733,
733 738.
73.

Approved, January 27,
27, 1925.
1925.
cHAP.
Act To
To amend
amend an Act entitled "An Act to punish the unlawCHAP. 102.-An
102.—An Act
unlawful
ful breaking
breaking of seals of railroad
railroad cars containing interstate
interstate or
shipments,
or foreign
foreign shipments,
the
the unlawful
unlawful entering
entering of such cars, the stealing of
of freight
freight and
packages
and express
express packages
or
in process
transportation in
or baggage
baggage or articles in
process of transportation
in interstate
interstate shipment,
shipment, and
and
the
felonious asportation
asportation of such freight or
or express
the felonious
or artiartiexpress packages
packages or
or baggage
baggage or
cles
therefrom into another
the United
cles therefrom
another district of the
United States,
and the
the felonious
felonious posStates, and
possession
or reception
the same,"
same," approved
approved February
13, 1913
session or
reception of
of the
February 13,
1913 (Thirty-seventh
(Thirty-seventh
at Large,
Statutes at
Large, page
670).
page 670).

January 28, 1925.
[H. R.
R. 41685.
4168.]
341.]
[Public, No. 341.1

Be it
enacted by
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of
Be
it enacted
by the Senate and
of the
the Interstate
terstateco
commerce.
United
States of America in
United States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Act
Act Inlawful
Unlawful acts
acts con
con-

nected with transporentitled
"An Act
Act to punish
entitled "An
punish the unlawful
unlawful breaking
breaking of
of tation
of seals
seals of
tatditof goodstorsporin.
railroad
containing interstate
interstate or
railroad cars containing
shipments, the
the unlawful
unlawful Vol.
or foreign
foreign shipments,
37, p.670, amendVoi.37,p.670,amended.
entering of such cars
cars, the stealing of freight and express packages
packages ed
or articles in
or baggage
baggage or
in interstate
in process of
of transportation
transportation in
interstate
shipment, and the felonious
asportation of
felonious asportation
of such
such freight
freight or
or express
express
packages or baggage or articles therefrom
therefrom into
into another
of
another district
district of
the
United States, and the felonious
the United
felonious possession
possession or reception
reception of
of the
the
same,"
approved February
same," approved
February 13, 1913
1913 (Thirty-seventh
(Thirty-seventh Statutes
Statutes at
at
Large, page 670),
670), be, and the same is hereby, amended
amended to
read as
to read
as
follows:arceny,
follows:
etc., of
Larceny, etc., of
"SSErION 1. That whoever
whoever shall
shall unlawfully
unlawfully break
"SEcnow
break the
fill from
the seal
seal of
of goods
from cars,
cars, stastaany railroad
railroad car
car containing
or foreign shipments
any
containing interstatetion
shipments of
of freight
freight setcUses,
eels,
vel"
trucks, ves
or express, or shall enter any
such car
in either
any such
car with
with intent
intent in
either case
case
to commit larceny
to
larceny therein; or
or whoever
whoever shall
shall steal
steal or
or unlawfully
unlawfully
take,
take, carry
carry away, or conceal, or by fraud or deception
from
deception obtain
obtain from
any railroad car, station house, platform
platform, depot,
depot, wagon,
automobile,
wagon,automobile,
truck, or other
vehicle,
other vehi
cle, or
f
rom an
y steamboat,
with
or from
any
steamboat, vessel,
vessel, or
or wharf,
wharf, with
intent to convert
convert to his own use any
or chattels
moving as
or
any goods
goods or
chattels moving
as or
which
constitute an interstate
interstate or foreign
which are a
a part of or which constitute
foreign Receiving stole
Receiving stolen
shipment of freight
freight or express, or shall buy
buy or
or receive
receive or
in property.
or have
have in
property.
his possession
possession any such goods or chattels,
have
chattels, knowing
knowing the
the same
same to
to have
been
whoever shall
te alor
or shall
shall unlawfully
un l
aw f
u lly t
ak
e,carry
etcF.,randulent.ly
baggagetaking,
been stolen;
stolen; or
or whoever
shall s
steal
take,
carry etc.r
baggage.
away, or by fraud or deception
deception obtain with
convert to
to his
his
with intent
intent to
to convert
own use
come into
into the
the possession
own
use any
any baggage
baggage which shall have come
possession of
of
any common
common carrier for transportation
transportation from one
one State
State or
or Territory
Territory
or the District of Columbia to another State
or the
State or
or Territory
Territory or
the
District of Columbia or to aa foreign
foreign country,
or from
country, or
from a
a foreign
foreign
country to any State or Territory
Territory or
or the
the District
Columbia, or
District of
of Columbia,
or
shall break into, steal, take, carry
conceal any
of the
carry away,
away, or
or conceal
any of
the
c; v
contents
such baggage,
contents of
of such
baggage, or
rece i
ve , or h
ave in
Rec • 'ng, eta..
or shall
shall buy,
buy, receive,
have
in his
his stlecnbgga
etg .
possession any such baggage
baggage or
of whatever
or any
any article
article therefrom
therefrom of
whatever
c

tru ks,

stolen l
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794
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CONGRESS. SEss.
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Cm. 102-104.
102-104.
SIXTY-EIGHTH
II. CHs.

Punishment.

pruishment
Pi
.ution

trictcourts.
trict courts.

in

1925.
1925.

nature, knowing the same to have been stolen, shall in each ea e
dis
dis- nature, knowing the same to have been stolen, shall in each case
imprisoned not
than ten
ten
be fined not more
more than
than $5,000
$5,000 or
or imprisoned
not more
more than

years,
instituted in
in any
years, or
or both,
both, and
and prosecutions
prosecutions therefor
therefor may
may be
be instituted
any
district wherein
wherein the
crime shall
shall have
have been
been committed.
committed. The
The carrying
carrying
the crime
district
or transporting
such freight,
freight, express,
goods, or
or
transporting of
of any
any such
express, baggage,
baggage, goods,
or
chattels
one State
or Territory
Territory or
or the
Columbia
chattels from
from one
State or
the District
District of
of Columbia
into
another State
State or
or Territory
Territory or
District of
of Columbia,
into another
or the
the District
Columbia, knowing
knowing
the
to have
stolen, shall
constitute a
a separate
offense and
and
the same
same to
have been
been stolen,
shall constitute
separate offense
subject
the penalties
above described
for unlawful
subject the
the offender
offender to
to the
penalties above
described for
unlawful
Prosecution in dismay be
be instituted
instituted in
in any
any district
district
and prosecutions
prosecutions therefor
therefor may
trictOcourtin
n s taking,
taking, and
trict
courts.
into
which such
or chattels
chattels shall
shall
into which
such freight,
freight, express,
express, baggage,
baggage, goods,
goods, or
have
or into
been brought
brought by
have been
been removed
removed or
into which
which they
they shall
shall have
have been
by
Extension to goods,
offender. Thewords'station
Thewords station house,"
platform," depot," wagon,'
etc., moving
as
partof
of such
house,''platform,"depot,"wagon,'
suchoffender.
moig
as prt
shipments.
shipments.
•
' automobile,'
automobile,"'truck,''
truck," or other vehicle,' as used in this section shall
inshallinclude
station house,
platform, depot,
depot, wagon,
wagon, automobile,
automobile, truck,
truck,
clude any
any station
house, platform,
or other
of any
or corporation
corporation
or
other vehicle
vehicle of
any person,
person, firm,
firm, association,
association, or
having
in his
or its
its custody
custody therein
therein or
or thereon
freight, express,
express,
having in
his or
thereon any
any freight,
goods, chattels,
or baggage
or which
which are
are a
goods,
chattels, shipments,
shipments, or
baggage moving
moving as
as or
a
of or
or foreign
part of
or which
which constitute
constitute an
an interstate
interstate or
foreign shipment.
shipment.
Jurisdiction
of State
te
Juisdiction of
"SEo.
"SEC, 2. That nothing in
in this Act shall be held to take away
away or
or
courts not impaired.
impair
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
the courts
courts of
States under
under the
impair the
of the
of the
the several
several States
the
laws
thereof; and
conviction or
laws thereof;
and a
a judgment
judgment of
of conviction
or acquittal
acquittal on
on the
the
merits
under the
the laws
laws of
any State
State shall
shall be
be a
bar to
to any
merits under
of any
a bar
any prosecution
prosecution
hereunder
same act
acts.
hereunder for
for the
the same
act or
or acts.
Waybill prima fade
prima fsacie
evWebil
"SEC. 3. That to establish
commerce
"Sac.
establish the interstate or foreign commerce
evidence of interstate,
etc., shipment.
etc.,shipment.
character
prosecution under
under this
character of any shipment in any prosecution
the
this Act
Act the
waybill of
shall be
be prima
prima facie
facie evidence
of such
such shipment
shipment shall
evidence of
of the
the place
place
from which
such shipment
shipment was
made."
which and
and to
to which such
was made."
Approved,
Approved, January
January 28,
28, 1925.
1925.
Asporting

Asporting goods,
etc., a
separate offense.
aseprate
oends'

etc.,

January
28, 1925.
1925.
January 28,
[S. 3733.]
3733.1
[Public, No. 342.1
[Public,
342.]

CHAP.
the Washington
Washington Hospital
Hospital for
CHAP. 103.—An
103.-An Act
Act To
To enlarge
enlarge the
the powers
powrs of
of the
for
Foundlings and to enable
accept the
enable it
it to accept
tlie devise and
and bequest
bequest contained
contained in the
the

will of Randolph T. Warwick
Warwick

Be it
it enacted by
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
by the
the Senate
Senate and
of the
the
United States
States of
of America in
Congress assembled,
That the Act for
for
in
Congress
assembled,
Washington Home
Washington
ome
for rosuin.
a hospital for foundlings in the city of Washington,
Foundlings.
Washington,
incorporating a
p. 92; Vol. 35,
Vol. 16, p.92;
35, approved
approved April 22,
22, 1870, and
March 3,
3, 1909,
be,
and the
and amended
amended March
1909,
be, and
the
pp. 838.
. US.
same is hereby, amended
amended by inserting
lieu of
of section
section 5
said
inserting in
in lieu
5 of
of said
Act of
of incorporation
incorporation the
Act
the following:
following:
Purposes
extended.
Purposes extended.
"SEC.
of this association is to found in the city of
"SEC. 5. The object of
of
Washington a
hospital for
for the
reception and
and support
and
Washington
a hospital
the reception
support of
of destitute
destitute and
Acceptance of
of gift
gift friendless
Acceptance
friendless children,
children, and
for the
and maintenance
and for
the erection
erection and
maintenance of
of aa
from Randolph T.
Warwick
memorial memorial
Warwick for memomem
orial building to be known
known as the Helen L. and Mary E. Warffi
n
rgs
carae
ildetw
czna
ofenfou
w ilt
d
hforgsaedetc.,
ofmenwick Memorial
Memorial for the care and
and treatment
treatment of foundlings
foundlings and
for
and for
cancer.
the care
and treatment
of women
with cancer;
cancer; and
that
Vol.
16, p.92,
amend-the
care and
treatment of
women afflicted
afflicted with
and that
Vol. 16,
p. 92, amended.
ed.
association be, and the same is hereby,
said association
hereby, authorized
authorized and empowered to receive, accept,
accept, and hold the bequest
bequest and devise conDistrict
tained in the will of Randolph T. Warwick,
Warwick, deceased,
deceased, of the District
of
of Columbia."
Columbia."
Approved,
Approved, January
January 28,
28, 1925.
1925.
District of Columbia.
DistrictofColumbia.

January
28, 1925.
January 28,
1925.

[S.
[s. 3792.]
3792.1
[Public,
No. 343.1
3431
[Public, No.
United States courts.
'nitedsouthern
States court.
southern judiIowa
cial
district.
cial district.

amend section
of the
Code
CHAP. 104.—An
104.-An Act
Act To
To amend
section 81
81 of
the Judicial
Judicial Code

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
United States of America
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the fifth
United
in Congress
paragraph
paragraph of section
section 81 of the Judicial Code is hereby
hereby amended
amended to
read
read as
as follows:
follows:

S
SIXTY-EIGHTH
IXTYEIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.

S
ESS. II.
Gas. 104,108,109.
104, 108, 109.
SESS.
II. CHs.

795
795

1925.
1925.

"Terms
"Terms of the district court for the eastern
eastern division shall be held
at Keokuk
the fourteenth
fourteenth Tuesday
Keokuk on the
Tuesday after the second
second Tuesday
Tuesday in
eighth Tuesday
January and the eighth
Tuesday after
Tuesday in
after the third
third Tuesday
in SepSeptember; for the central division, at Des Moines
Moines on
Tueson the
the fifteenth
fifteenth Tuesday after the second
January and
the Tenth
Tuesday after
after
second Tuesday
Tuesday in
in January
and the
Tenth Tuesday
the
September; for
division, at
Council
the third Tuesday
Tuesday in
in September;
for the
the western
western division,
at Council
Bluffs
on the
second Tuesday
after the
the second
second Tuesday
in January
Bluffs on
the second
Tuesday after
Tuesday in
January
and
Tuesday after
the third
third Tuesday
Tuesday in
in September;
and the
the second Tuesday
after the
September; for
for
the
southern division, at
the fourth
fourth Tuesday
the
the southern
at Creston on
on the
Tuesday after
after the
in September
September and
third Tuesday
Tuesday in
second Tuesday
in January;
January;
and the second
Tuesday in
for
the Davenport
Davenport division,
division, at
Davenport on
the twelfth
Tuesday
for the
at Davenport
on the
twelfth Tuesday
after
and the
the sixth
Tuesday after
after
after the
the second Tuesday
Tuesday in January and
sixth Tuesday
the
third Tuesday
and for
the Ottumwa
Ottumwa division,
the third
Tuesday in
in September;
September; and
for the
division, at
at
Ottumwa
on the
the first
first Tuesday
Tuesday after
second Tuesday
Tuesday in
Ottumwa on
after the
the second
in January
January
and
the third
Tuesday in
in September."
and the
third Tuesday
September."
Approved, January
January 28,
1925.
Approved,
28, 1925.
CHAP. 108.—An
To amend
amend an
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
for the
relief of
Act for
the relief
of
CHAP.
108.-An Act
Act To
an Act
New Mexico,
California," apIndians occupying
occupying railroad
railroad lands in
Arizona, New
Mexico, or California,"
in Arizona,
Indians
proved
proved March
March 4,
4, 1913.
1913.

Terms of

Terms of court.
court.
p. 55,
Vol. 39,
39, P.
55, amende

ed.'
ed.

'

January 29, 1920.
1920.

ES. 369.1
[s.369.]
[Public, No.
34.]
No. 344.1
[Public,

Be it
by the Senate and
and House of Representatives
Be
it enacted
enacted by
Representatives of the
the Indians.
United
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
of the
the Extension
United States
of America
America in
assembled, That
That all
all of
Extension ofrailroad
of railroad
to, in
in
'Arizona,
rOna granted
end to,
"An Act for the relief
provisions
provisions of an Act entitled "An
relief of Indians
Indians lands
etc.
Vol. 37, p..1007;
1007; Vol.
occupying railroad
Mexico, or California,"
California," 39,Vol.37,
Vol.
occupying
railroad lands in Arizona,
Arizona, New Mexico,
p. 49; Vol. 41, p. 9;
ol. 42,
9.94
'9
42 p. 994.
approved
March 4,
4, 1913, and amended
amended by the
the Act
Act of April 11, 1916,
approved March
1916, Vol.
are hereby,
and the Act
Act of June 30,
30, 1919;
1919, be and
and the
the same
same are
hereby, extended
extended
Proviso.
to
March 4,
4, 1927:
1927: Provided,
That the
provisions of
this Act
Act shall
to March
Provided, That
the provisions
of this
shall Occupation in good
faith required.
required.
apply only
only in cases
were actually faith
that the lands were
cases where it is
is shown
shown that
apply
occupied
in good faith by Indians
occupied in
Indians prior
prior to
to March
March 4, 1913,
1913, and the
applicants
entitled to receive
receive such tracts in
in allotment
applicants are otherwise
otherwise entitled
allotment
under existing law, but for the grant to the
the railroad
railroad company.
company.
Approved, January
29, 1925.
1925.
Approved,
January 29,
January
29, 1925.
January 29,
1925.

[S.
25284
[8.252
.1
Kiowa,
CHAP. 109.—An
109.-An Act
Act Providing
Providing for
for an allotment
allotment of land
land from
from the
the Kiowa,
1Public, No.
345.1
Comanche,
and Apache
Reservation, Oklahoma,
Oklahoma, to
to James
F. Rowell,
Rowell, an
Comanche, and
Apache Indian
Indian Reservation,
James F.
an -TPu'-bic,
No. 345.
intermarried and
and enrolled
enrolled member
member of
intermarried
of the
the Kiowa
Kiowa Tribe.
Tribe.

Be
it enacted
Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
Kiowa
JamesInp.ianlio0wket.
United States of America
America in
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That in order to James F. Rowell,
:p otted
agency land;
give
effect
to
the
Act
of
Congress
of
April
4,
1910
(Thirty-sixth
lands
give effect to the Act of Congress of April 4, 1910 (Thirty-sixth lott d agency
38, p.
P. 280.
280.
ol. 36,
Statutes at
Large, page
F. Vol.
to James
James F.
an allotment
allotment to
directing an
page 280),
280), directing
at Large,
Statutes
Rowell,
an intermarried
enrolled member
member of
the Kiowa
Kiowa Tribe
Rowell, an
intermarried and
and enrolled
of the
Tribe
of Indians,
Indians, Oklahoma,
received no allotment of
Oklahoma, who has heretofore
heretofore received
of
land,
of
land, or
or money
money settlement
settlement in
in lieu
lieu of such
such allotment,
allotment, the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the
hereby authorized
the Interior
Interior is hereby
authorized to make
make an allotment
allotment of
of one hunhundred and sixty acres of land to James F. Rowell out of the remainremaining
lands embraced
former Kiowa,
Kiowa, Comanche,
Apache
ing lands
embraced in
in the
the former
Comanche, and
and Apache
reserved for agency,
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Oklahoma,
Oklahoma, including land reserved
agency,
subagency,
needed for
subagency, and school purposes,
purposes, no
no longer needed
for administraadministraCondition.
it appear
appear to the Secretary
tion
Secretary of the Condition.
Kiowa Agency,
Agency, should it
tion of the Kiowa
Interior that the
worth more
more than
than Prorisos.
Interior
the aforesaid
aforesaid lands
lands selected
selected be
be not
not worth
ap$25
per acre.
acre, after
after appraisement:
appraisement: Provided,
That such
selection shall
shall Selection
selection and ap
Provided, That
such selection
$25 per
proval of Secretary.
be. made
ninety days
the passage
passage of
Act, by
of this
this Act,
by and
and proval of Secetary.
days after
after the
be
made within
within ninety
Superintendent of the
with the advice
advice and
and consent of
of the
the Superintendent
the Kiowa
Kiowa
reserves
Indian Agency,
Agency, and shall not include land in the pasture reserves
or
are located;
located; and
and shall
shall be
subject to
or on
on which
which buildings
buildings are
be subject
to final
final Patent in fee to issue.
approval
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Interior:
Provided further,
approval by
by the
of the
Interior: Provided
further, That
That Patentin ee to isue.

796
796

SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH

SEss.
II.
SESS. II.

Cias.
110.
109, 110.
CHS. 109,

1925.
1925.

the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
said James
James F.
F. Rowell
Rowell
the said
to the
issue to
shall issue
Interior shall
the
a
fee patent
the lands
him under
the provisions
provisions of
of
under the
to him
allotted to
lands allotted
for the
patent for
a fee
this Act.
Act.
this
Approved, January
January 29,1925.
29, 1925.
Approved,
1 2.
January l29, 1925.
Jan
25
S.Jan
12].]
[Public,
346.]
[Public, No. 346.]

CHAP. 110.-An
110.—An Act
Act Granting
Granting the
Congress to
to the
the
of Congress
approval of
and approval
consent and
the consent
CHAP.
La Plata
compact.
River compact.
Plata River
La

Be it
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
of the
the
Representatives of
House of
by the
enacted by
it enacted
Be
United
States of
of America
consent
assembled, That the consent
in Congress
Congress assembled,
America in
United States
to
compact of Colorado
and New
New Mexico
for
approval of
of Congress
is hereby
hereby given
to the
the compact
compact signed by
given to
Congress is
o and
and approval
Mexicoora
and
useofwaters
use
of waters of.
the commissioners
commissioners of the States of Colorado and New Mexico at the
approved
city
on the
the 27th day
November, 1922, and approved
of November,
day of
Fe, on
Santa Fe,
of Santa
city of
by
of the
State of
"An
entitled "An
act entitled
by an
an act
Colorado by
of Colorado
the State
Legislature of
the Legislature
by the
act
approve the
the La
La Plata
April 13,
1923, and
and by
by
13, 1923,
compact," April
River compact,"
Plata River
to approve
act to
the Legislature
Legislature of
of New
by an
entitled "An
"An
act entitled
an act
Mexico by
New Mexico
State of
the State
of the
the
act ratifying
ratifying and
Plata compact,"
compact," approved FebLa Plata
the La
approving the
and approving
act
rual;r
1 7,
1923, which
compact is
as
follows:
as
follows:
is
compact
which
7,
1923,
ruary
La Plate River cernPact.
Colorado and
and the
the State
State of New
Mexico, desiring
desiring to
New Mexico,
of Colorado
State of
TheeState
at. Br rpLa
provide
equitable distribution of the waters of the La Plata
provide for the equitable
River and
and to
to remove
all causes
causes of
controversy
and future controversy
present and
of present
remove all
River
between
them with
with respect
moved by
consideraby considerabeing moved
and being
thereto, and
respect thereto,
between them
tion
interstate comity,
a their respective
respective legisto Acts of
pursuant to
comity, pursuant
of interstate
tions§of
latures, have
to conclude
a compact
compact for these purposes and
conclude a
resolved to
have resolved
latures,
have named
E. Carpenter,
for the
Carpenter, for
Delph E.
commissioners Delph
as their
their commissioners
named as
have
State
of Colorado,
and Stephen
junior for
for the State of
Davis, junior,
B. Davis,
Stephen B.
Colorado, and
State of
articles:
New
agreed upon the following ;Aides:
Mexico, who have agreed
New Mexico,
La Plats River.
Plata River
La
Consent of
of Congress
Congress
Consent

"ABTICLE
I..
"
ARTICLE I
and
"
The State
at its
establish and
shall establish
expense, shall
its own
own expense,
of Colorado,
Colorado, at
State of
"The
maintain
Plata
upon the La Plata
stations upon
stream-gauging stations
two permanent
permanent stream-gauging
maintain two
River
the purpose
of measuring
measuring and
recording its
which
flow, which
its flow,
and recording
purpose of
for the
River for
shall
known as
the interstate
interstate station,
and the
station and
Hesperus station
as the
the Hesperus
be known
shall be
respectively.
respectively.
"The Hesperus
Hesperus station
station shall
shall be
be located
located at
at some
place
some convenient
convenient place
"The
near the village of Hesperus,
devices for ascerHesperus, Colorado. Suitable devices
near
taining and
of all
diversions from
from the
the river
river
all diversions
the volume
volume of
recording the
and recording
taining
above Hesperus
Hesperus station
station shall
be established
established and
maintained (with(withand maintained
shall be
above
out expense
to the
the State
State of
whenever in this
this
Mexico), and whenever
of New
New Mexico),
expense to
out
compact reference
is made
of the
the river
at Hesperus
Hesperus stastariver at
flow of
to the
the flow
made to
reference is
compact
tion
it shall
concurrent
to include
include the amount of the concurrent
construed to
shall be
be construed
tion it
diversions above
said station.
above said
diversions
"The interstate
interstate station
shall be
located at
some convenient
convenient place
at some
be located
station shall
"The
within one
of and
or below
line. Suitable
Suitable
interstate line.
below the
the interstate
above or
mile of
and above
within
one mile
devices
recording the
water diverted
diverted
volume of
of water
the volume
and recording
for ascertaining
ascertaining and
devices for
by
Enterprise and
and Pioneer
now serving
approximately
serving approximately
Canals, now
Pioneer Canals,
the Enterprise
by the
equal
maintained
shall be established and maintained
in both States, shall
equal areas
areas in
(without
to the
the State
State of New Mexico),
whenever in this
Mexico), and whenever
expense to
(without expense
compact
is made
made to
to the
river at
at the
the interstate
of the
the river
the flow
flow of
reference is
compact reference
of the constation
it shall
be construed
construed to
to include
include one-half
one-half the volume of
shall be
station it
current
also the
the volume
volume of any other
other
and also
by such
such canals,
canals, and
current diversions
diversions by
water which
diverted from
Colorado
in Colorado
said river in
be diverted
from said
may hereafter
hereafter be
water
which may
New Mexico.
use in
in New
for use
"Each
of said
said stations
suitable devices
devices
stations shall
shall be equipped
equipped with suitable
"Each of
for recording
recording the
flow of
of water
water in
in said
times between
the
all times
between the
said river
river at
at all
the flow
for
15th
of February
February and the
of December
December of each year.
the 1st day
day of
15th day
day of
The State
of the
the signatory
signatory States
States shall make provision
engineers of
The
State engineers
gauging at two stations, for the details of the operfor cooperative
cooperative gauging
of the facts.
facts.
ation, exchange
exchange of
of records
and data,
data, and
and publication
publication of
records and
ation,
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"
ARTICLE II
"ARTICLE
II. .
"The waters of the La Plata River
River are hereby
appor- La
La Plata
Plata River
River comhereby equitably
comequitably apporpact-Continued.
tioned between the
including the
the citizens
citizens thereof,
thereof, pact—Continued.
the signatory
signatory States,
States, including
as follows:
follows:
"1. At all times between
"1.
between the 1st day
15th
day of
of December
December and
and the
the 15th
the succeeding
succeeding February
day of the
each State
State shall
the unreunreFebruary each
shall have
have the
stricted right to
all water
may flow
its
to the use of
of all
water which
which may
flow within
within its
boundaries.
boundaries.
"2. By reason
usual annual
rise and
and fall,
fall, the
the flow
of said
"2.
reason of the
the usual
annual rise
flow of
said
river between the
the 15th day of February
the 1st
1st day
day of
of December
December
February and
and the
of each year shall be apportioned
apportioned between
between the
States in
the followfollowthe States
in the
ing manner:
manner:
ing
"(a)
"(a) Each State shall have
unrestricted right
all the
have the unrestricted
right to
to use
use all
the
waters within its
boundaries on
each day
when the
the mean
flow
its boundaries
on each
day when
mean daily
daily flow
at
interstate station
is one
hundred cubic
cubic feet
feet per
per second,
or
at the interstate
station is
one hundred
second, or
more.
"(b)
"(b) On all other days the State of Colorado shall deliver
deliver at
at the
the
interstate
interstate station a
a quantity
quantity of water
to one-half
one-half of
of the
water equivalent
equivalent to
the
mean flow at the Hesperus
preceding day,
day, but
Hesperus station
station for the
the preceding
but not
not to
to
exceed one
hundred cubic
cubic feet
feet per
exceed
one hundred
per second.
second.
""3.
3. Whenever the flow of the river is
is so
so low
low that
that in
in the
the judgment
judgment
of the State engineers of the States the greatest beneficial
beneficial use of
its
of its
waters may be secured
secured by distributing
distributing all of
of its
waters successively
its waters
successively
to the lands in each State in alternating
alternating periods,
periods, in
in lieu of delivery
delivery
of water
water as provided in the second paragraph
paragraph of
of this
article, the
the
this article,
use of the waters
waters may be so rotated between the two
States in
two States
in such
manner, for such periods,
periods, and
continue for
such time
as the
the State
State
and to continue
for such
time as
engineers
engineers may jointly determine.
"4.
"4. The State of New Mexico
Mexico shall not at any
be entitled
entitled to
to
any time
time be
shall the
receive nor shall
be required
required to
the State
State of
of Colorado
Colorado be
to deliver
deliver any
any
water not then necessary
necessary for beneficial
beneficial use in
in the
the State
State of
of New
New
Mexico.
Mexico.
A substantial
delivery of
of water
water under
under the
terms of
article
""5. A
substantial delivery
the terms
of this
this article
shall
a compliance
compliance with its
shall be deemed
deemed a
provisions and
and minor
and
its provisions
minor and
compensating
delivery shall be disregarded.
compensating irregularities in flow or delivery

"ARTICLE
"ARTICLE III.
III.
"The
"The State
States, by
by agreements
agreements from
from time
time to
to
State engineers
engineers of
of the
the States,
time, may formulate
formulate rules and regulations
carrying out
out the
regulations for carrying
the proprovisions of this compact,
compact, which, when signed
signed and promulgated
promulgated by
by
them, shall be binding
binding until
amended by
by agreement
between them
until amended
agreement between
them
terminated by
by written
written notice
other.
or until
until terminated
notice from
from one
one to
to the
the other.
"ARTICLE IV.
IV.
"ARTICLE

"Whenever
"Whenever any official of either
either State is designated
perform
designated to
to perform
interpreted
any duty under this contract,
contract, such designation shall be interpreted
to include the State official or officials
officials upon
duties now
now
upon whom
whom the
the duties
performed
by such official
performed by
hereafter devolve.
official may
may hereafter
devolve.
"ARTICLE V.
"ARTICLE
V.

"The
"
The physical
conditions peculiar
to the
the La
La Plata
physical and
and other conditions
peculiar to
Plata River
River
and the territory
territory drained
for
drained and served thereby constitute the basis for
this compact, and neither of the signatory
signatory States
States concedes
concedes the establishment of any general
general principle
principle or
or precedent
precedent by
by the
the concluding
concluding of
of
this compact.
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"
ARTICLE VI.
"ARTICLE
VI.
La Plata
Plata River
River comcornpact—Continned,

pactContinued

"This
" This compact
compact may
be modified
or terminated
terminated at
by
may be
modified or
at any
any time
time by
of the
mutual consent of
the signatory
signatory States,
States, and
and upon
upon such
such termination
termination
all rights then established hereunder
continue unimpaired.
unimpaired.
hereunder shall
shall continue

"ARTICLE
"
ARTICLE VII.
VII.
"This
"This compact
compact shall become
become operative
operative when
approved by
the
when approved
by the
legislature
legislature of each of the
the signatory
signatory States
of
States and
and by
by the
the Congress
Congress of
the United States. Notice of approval
approval by
legislatures shall
shall be
by the
the legislatures
be
given
'yen by the governor
governor of
of each
each State
the governor
governor of
State to
to the
of the
the other
other
State, and the President
President of
is requested
requested to
to give
give
of the
the United
United States
States is
notice
notice to the governors
governors of the signatory
States of
of approval
by the
the
signatory States
approval by
Congress
ess of the United States.
" Inn witness whereof, the
the commissioners
commissioners have
have signed
signed this
this compact
compact
in duplicate
duplicate originals, one of which
shall be
be deposited
with the
which shall
deposited with
the
secretary of
of state
of each
each of
of the
the signatory
States.
secretary
state of
signatory States.
""Done at the city of
of Santa
the State
State of
New Mexico,
this
Santa Fe,
Fe, in
in the
of New
Mexico, this
twenty-seventh
twenty-seventh day of November, in
the year
thouin the
year of
of our
our Lord
Lord one
one thousand nine
nine hundred
and twenty-two."
sand
hundred and
twenty-two."

Conf

Approved,
Approved, January
January 29,
29, 1925.
1925.
January 30,
January
30, 1925.
25.]
[H. R. 25.]
[Public, No. 347.]

Chippewa Indians,
Minn.
Per capita payment.
payment

ecapita

DI)ELPH E.
"DELPH
CARPENTER.
E. CARPENTER.
"STEPHEN
"
&Ern:EN B.
B.DAVIS,
Junior."
DAVIS, Junior."

CHAP. 114.—An
114.-An Act Providing
CHAP.
Providing for
for a
per capita
of $50
$50 to
each
a per
capita payment
payment of
to each
enrolled
member of the Chippewa
enrolled member
Chippewa Tribe of
from the
the funds
funds standing
of Minnesota
Minnesota from
standing
to their credit in the Treasury
United States.
States.
Treasury of
of the
the United
Be itit enacted
Be
by the
Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of
of the
the
enacted by
the Senate
of Representatives
United
United States of
of America
America in
in Con
gre
ss assembled,
assembled, That
Secretary
Congress
That the
the Secretary

of the Interior be, and he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized to
to withdraw
from
withdraw from
the Treasury
the
as may
necessary of
of
Treasury of
of the
the United
United States
States so
so much
much as
may be
be necessary
the principal
principal fund
fund on
on deposit
deposit to
to the
the credit
Chippewa Indians
credit of
of the
the Chippewa
Indians
in the State of Minnesota, arising under
of the
the Act
under section
section 7
7 of
Act of
of
January 14, 1889 (Twenty-fifth
(Twenty-fifth Statutes
642), entitled
entitled
Statutes at
at Large,
Large, 642),
"An Act for the relief and civilization
"An
of the
the Chippewa
Chippewa Indians
civilization of
Indians
in the State of Minnesota,"
Minnesota," and to make
therefrom aaper
per capita
paymake therefrom
capita payment or distribution
distribution of
the tribe,
tribe,
of $50
$50 to
to each
each enrolled
enrolled member
member of
of the
under
Provisos.
under such rules and regulations
regulations as the said Secretary
may prescribe:
prescribe:
Secretary may
Acceptance by
Tribe. Provided,
any payment
Acceptance
by Tribe.
Provided, That
That before
before any
made hereunder
Chippewa
payment is
is made
hereunder the
the Chippewa
Indians
Indians of Minnesota
Minnesota shall, in such manner
manner as may
may be
by
be prescribed
prescribed by
Not
subject
to
any
the Secretary
Secretary of
the
Interior, ratify
provisions of
of this
Act and
of the
the Interior,
ratify the
the provisions
this Act
and
Not subject to any
lien,
accept
Provided further,
That the
the money
lien, etc.
etc.
accept same: Provided
further, That
paid to
the Indians
Indians
money paid
to the
be subject to
as authorized herein shall not be
lien or
or claim
claim of
of
to any
any lien
attorneys or other parties.
parties.
Approved,
Approved, January
January 30,
30, 1925.
1925.
to.

to, fromprina
from principal fund, of

V.25p6

Vol. 25, p. 645.

January
30, 1925.
Jinury
.30,1925
[S. 387.]
(p
u bli c, N
o. 348.]
3.48 .1
(Public,
No.

CHAP. 115.—An
115.-An Act To prescribe
CHAP.
prescrib e th
District
of Columbia.
District of
Columbia.

emethod of capital punishment in the

eme th od ofcap it alpunishment in

Be it
enacted by the Senate
Senate and Hou.se
Be
it enacted
House of Representativcs
Representatives of
the
of the
DistrictofColumbia. United
United States
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
hereafter
That hereafter
the mode of
the
of capital
capital punishment
punishment in
the District
District of
in the
of Columbia
Columbia shall
shall
be
by the
the process
process commonly
known as
punishment
be by
commonly known
as electrocution.
electrocution. The punishment
of death shall be inflicted
inflicted by causing to pass
body of
the
pass through
through the
the body
of the
convict a
a current of electricity of sufficient
sufficient intensity
death,
intensity to
to cause
cause death,
and the application of such current shall
until such
such
shall be
be continued
continued until
convict is dead.
convict
dead.

District
of Columbia.
Electrocution
to be
Electrocution
to
mode
punishmode ofcapital
of capital punishment
in.
ment in.
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CONGRESS.
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SESS.
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1925.
1925.
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Death chamber,
chamber, apapDeath
SEC.
SEC. 2. That the Commissioners of the District of Columbia
Columbia are paratus,
etc., to beproviiddeedd..
authorized
and required,
the approval
approval of
of this
Act by
the PresiPresi- vided.
ro
by the
this Act
on the
required, on
authorized and
Post, p. 1322.
. 1322.
dent, to
death chamber
chamber and
necessary apparatus for Pt,
and necessary
provide aa death
dent,
to provide
thereof
inflicting the
death penalty
electrocution, to pay the
the cost thereof
by electrocution,
penalty by
inflicting
the death
out of
hereafter appropriated,
appropriated, to
to designate
designate an
an executioner
executioner
funds hereafter
out
of any
any funds
and
necessary assistants,
not exceeding
three in
in number
number, and
fix
and to fix
exceeding three
assistants, not
and necessary
the fees
thereof for
for services,
shall be
a any funds
funds
paid out of
be paid
services, which
which shall
fees thereof
the
hereafter appropriated.
appropriated.
hereafter
to be in
be in
to
writing
SEC.
SEC. 3. That upon the conviction of any person in the District wr
S
itg.
n
n
tence
of Columbia
Columbia of
of a
crime the
the punishment
punishment of
of which
death, it
it shall
which is death,
a crime
of
bethe duty
judge to
person
convicted person
sentence such convicted
to sentence
the presiding
presiding judge
duty of
of the
be'the
to death
according to
to the
the terms
such
of this
this Act, and to make such
terms of
to
death according
sentence in
in writing,
writing, which
which shall
shall be
papers in the case
with the
the papers
be filed
filed with
sentence
Transsion to suagainst such convicted
convicted person,
person, and aa certified copy thereof shall be perfir,=nd'=°0'=411:
which such sentence is protransmitted, by
by the
clerk of
court in which
of the court
the clerk
transmitted,
nounced,
superintendent of the District Jail, not less than
to the
the superintendent
nounced, to
ten days
fixed in
in the sentence of the court for the
the time fixed
days prior
prior to the
ten
execution of
of the
the same.
execution
Limitation of persons
S
EC. 4.
4. That
That at
at the
execution of
of the
the death
death penalty
penalty as
pre- to
at the
as herein
herein preto be
be present at
SEC.
the execution
execution.
scribed there
there shall
shall be present
present the
the following persons, and no more, execution.
scribed
to wit:
wit:
physician of the prison and
The executioner
executioner and his
his assistant; the physician
The
one
other physician
physician if
if the condemned
condemned person
person so desires; the conone other
if they
demned person's
person's counsel
exceeding three, if
and relatives,
relatives, not exceeding
counsel and
demned
so desire;
desire; the
prison chaplain
other ministers
ministers of
of the Gospel,
such other
and such
chaplain and
so
the prison
may attend by
by desire of the condemned; the
exceeding two,
two, as may
not exceeding
a
•
superintendent of the
or, in the event of his disability, a
the prison,
prison, or,
superintendent
designated by
by him;
him; and not fewer than three nor more than
deputy designated
five respectable
respectable citizens whom the superintendent
superintendent of the prison shall
designate, and,
and, if
if necessary
necessary to
to insure
attendance, shall subpcena
subpoena
their attendance,
insure their
designate,
Certificate to be filed.
be certified
certified by the prison certificatetobefled.
to be
present. The
fact of
execution shall
shall be
of execution
The fact
to
be present.
to the
the clerk of the court in which
physician and
and the
which
executioner to
the executioner
physician
sentence was pronounced, which certificate shall be filed by the clerk
sentence
with
papers in
the case.
case.
with the
the papers
in the
Inconsistent
laws reInconsistent laws
repealed.
SEC. 5.
That all
all Acts
or parts
parts of
inconsistent with this Act pealed.
Acts inconsistent
of Acts
Acts or
5. That
SEC.
Vol. 31,
1379, re31, p. 1379,
Vol.
are
repealed.
pd.
pealed.
are hereby
hereby repealeealed
Approved, January
January 30,
30, 1925.
1925.
Approved,

CHAP. 116.—An
To authorize
the Commissioners
of the
District of
of
the District
Commissioners of
authorize the
Act To
116.-An Act
CHAP.
streets,' roads, or highways
Columbia
certain streets
highways in the District of Columbia
Columbia
Columbia to close certain
unnecessary by reason
rendered useless
reason of the opening, extension, widening,
or unnecessary
useless or
rendered
of other
other streets,
or straightening,
straightening, in
in accordance
accordance with
with the
streets, roads,
the highway
highway plan of
or
or highways
the District
Columbia, and for other
other purposes.
in the
District of Columbia,
or
highways in

Jantuwy 30, 1925.
January
[S.
s. 1179.1
a117.l
[Public,
No. 349.]
349.1
[Public, No.

ofColumbia.
Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
Districtoccolumbia.
of the
the District
House of
and House
Be it
it enacted
United
States of
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
Com- rrDeSigated
Designated
streets.
the Cornin Congress
United States
oads,
etc., to bestreets,
closed.
are hereby,
hereby,
they are
be, and
missioners
the District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia be,
and they
of the
missioners of
Jocelyn and Thirtyauthorized to
to close
close Broad
between Jocelyn
Broad Branch
Branch Road between
authorized
first Street,
Piney Branch
Road between
Road and
Blair
and Blair
Spring Road
between Spring
Branch Road
first
Streets, Piney
Road between
between Tilden Street and Wisconsin Avenue,
Road, Pierce
Pierce Mill Road
Road,
Belt Road
Avenue and
Chevy Chase
Circle,
Chase Circle,
and Chevy
Wisconsin Avenue
between Wisconsin
Road between
Belt
Colfax Street
through square
square 712,
Road between
between
Queen's Chapel Road
712, Queen's
Street through
Colfax
Bladensburg Road
and Irving
Irving Street,
Street, Grant
Oter streets,
etc..
Grant Road
Road between
between WisWis- Other
Bladensburg
Road and
seets etc
ighother streets,
such other
and such
Avenue, and
consm Avenue
and Connecticut
Connecticut Avenue,
streets, to confor
conform with high:
Avenue and
consin
roads, or
or highways
highways or
streets, roads,
roads, or
or highways,
highways, as
"" ps.
P
l
ans•
as may, ways
of streets,
or parts
parts of
roads,
in the
judgment of
of the
Commissioners of
of the
Columbia,
of Columbia,
the District of
the Commissioners
the judgment
in
become useless
extension,
reason of the opening, extension,
unnecessary by reason
useless or unnecessary
become
widening, or
or straightening,
straightening, in
highway plan
in accordance
accordance with the highway
widening,
of a
street, road,
the District
District of Columbia by dedicain the
highway in
road, or highway
a street,
of
458=*-25t-----53
45822°-25-t--53

800
800
Title
Title
owners.

SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH
to
to

abutting
abutting

SF.ss.
II.
SESS. II.

CHs. 116-118.
116-118.
CHS.

1925.
1925.

purchase, or condemnation;
tion, purchase,
condemnation; the title to the part or parts of the

streets,
roads, or
highways so
closed to
to the
the abutting
abutting property
streets, roads,
or highways
so closed
to revert
revert to
property
owners:
That the
consent of
of the
the owners
of all
all
owners of
the written
written consent
Provided, That
owners: Provided,
o
of
a part of
abutting on the street, road, or highway
highway or a
the property
property abutting
owners bobtaned. the
street,
highway proposed
to be
be closed
proposed to
closed be
be obtained.
obtained.
street, road,
road, or
or highway
Plats, etc., to be preof
a street, road, or highway,
SEC.
, to be preartsed,en approved
SEC. 2. That whenever a
highway, or any part of
pared and approved
by
pared
by
Commissioners.
a street, road, or highway
Commissioners,
a
highway is sought to be closed
closed in
in accordance
accordance with
with
the
provisions of
street, road,
or highhighthe street,
road, or
Act, a
a plat
plat showing
showing the
the provisions
of this
this Act,
way or
or part
part of
of the
street, road,
highway to
to be
the said
said
be closed
closed by the
road, or
or highway
the street,
way
commissioners,
as provided
be prepared
by the surveyor
surveyor
shall be
prepared by
provided herein,
herein, shall
commissioners, as
of the
the District
approved by the
of
the Commissioners of
and approved
District of
of Columbia
Columbia and
of
the
Columbia and
ordered by
by,the
the said
commissioners to
to
said commissioners
and ordered
of Columbia
the District
District of
be recorded
recorded in
the
office
of
the
surveyor
of
the
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia,
office
of
the
surveyor
of
the
District
be
in
the
Closed areas apporto
abutting and
and the
the area
apportioned to
abutting on
on
owner abutting
each property
property owner
to each
to be
be apportioned
area to
to abuttig
tioned
tioneda
owners.
owners.
the street, road, or highway
highway or part of street, road, or highway
closed by
by the
the said
said commissioners,
herein, shall be
be detercommissioners, as provided
provided herein,
closed
mined by
commissioners and
and shall
be shown
shown by
by plats
plats and
and
said commissioners
shall be
mined
by the
the said
computations
prepared by
by the
the surveyor
surveyor of
the District
Columbia,
of the
District of
of Columbia,
computations prepared
and said
said apportioned
areas shall be
be assessed
assessed on the
the books of the
and
apportioned areas
assessor of
of the
Columbia the
in all
assessor
the District
District of
of Columbia
the same
same in
all respects
respects as
as other
other
private property
property in
in the
District of Columbia.
Columbia.
private
the District
Approved,
January 30, 1925.
1925.
Approved, January
ownerst

Proviso.
Consent of proprty
property
owners to
to be obtained.

January 30,
30, 1925.
January
1925.

13. 1665.1
3165.]
I[.
[Public, No. 350.1

117.-An Act To provide for the payment of one-half
CHAP. 117.—An
one-half the cost of the
construction of a
abridge
bridge across the San Juan River, New Mexico.
Mexico.

Be it
the Senate
and House
House of
of Representatives
of
Representatives of
by the
Senate and
Be
it enacted
enacted by
theUnited
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That there
there
America in
States of
tthe United States
for
one-half
to
be appropriated,
of any
any money
in the
the
one-halfauthorized
forAmount
cost of is
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized
to
be
appropriated, out
out of
money in
o
e
bridge across, near
near
iii3rilodogmefieladc.ross,
near Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the sum of $6,620, or so much
Boofield.
Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the sum of $6,620, or so much
thereof
necessary, to defray
thereof as may be necessary,
defray one-half
one-half the cost of a
abridge
bridge
across
the San
Juan River
River near
near Bloomfield,
Bloomfield, New
Mexico, under
under
across the
San Juan
New Mexico,
rules and regulations
prescribed by the Secretary
regulations to be prescribed
Secretary of
of the
Reimbursement
from Interior,
shall also
also approve
the plans
plans and
specifications for
for
and specifications
approve the
who shall
Interior, who
Reimbursementfrom
funds
of Navajo Indian. said
bridge and
to be
United States
States from
any
fundsofNavajoIndian.
said bridge
and to
be reimbursable
reimbursable to
to the
the United
from any
funds now
funds
hereafter placed
placed in
in the
the Treasury
Treasury to
to the
credit of
of
now or hereafter
the credit
the
Navajo Indians,
Indians, to
to remain
charge and
and lien
upon the
the funds
the Navajo
remain a
a charge
lien upon
funds
Proso.
Proviso.
pay of
of such
such Indians
paid: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
the State of
of New
New
New Mexico to pay
Indians until
until paid:
remainder of cost.
remainder of cost.
remainder
Mexico or the county of
of San Juan shall contribute the remainder
of the cost
of said
said bridge, the
cost of
Government herethe obligation
obligation of
of the
the Government
hereunder
above sum,
but in
in no
no event
to exceed
under to be
be limited to the
the above
sum, but
event to
exceed
one-half the
tile cost
cost of
of the
the bridge.
bridge.
one-half
Approved, January
January 30,
30, 1925.
1925.
Approved,
San Juan
Juan RiVera
N.
san
River, N.
Mex.

Amounte

January 30, 1925.

[S. 3509.1
3509]
[S.
351.]
[Public, No. 351.1

CHAP. 118.-An
CHAP.
118.—An Act To change
change the time for the holding of terms
terms of
of court
court

in the eastern district of South Carolina.

courts.
Be
enacted by
the
United States
States courts.
Be it
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of Representatives of
of the
by the
House of
T nited
U
States of America in Congress assembled, That section 5

South Carolina
Carolina judicial
dicia district.
district.
vol.
p.
14Ss,
Vol. 42,
p.
14S0,
amended,

amended,

United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 5

of an Act entitled "An
"An Act to amend an Act entitled
entitled 'An
An Act to
amend an
an Act entitled, "An
appointment of
of
amend
"An Act to provide for the appointment
a
district judge,
attorney, and
and marshal
marshal for
western
a district
judge, district
district attorney,
for the
the western
district of South Carolina,
Carolina, and for other purposes,"
purposes," approved September
1916, so
terms of
of the
the district
court
tember 1, 1916,
so as to
to provide for
for the
the terms
district court
South Carolina,'"
Carolina," approved
March 4,
4,
to be held at Spartanburg,
Spartanburg, South
approved March
1923,
1923, be and
amended by
changing the
and the same is hereby amended
by changing
the times
times for
for
the
of South
the terms
terms of the
the district
district court
court for
for the
the eastern
eastern district
district of
South
Carolina, so
so as
as to
to read as follows:
Carolina,
follows:
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CHs. 118-120.
118-120.
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1925.
1925.

of court
court.
Terms
"SEc.
terms of
of the
district court for the eastern Terms
the district
the terms
That the
5. That
district.
"SEC. 5.
Easternofdistrict.
Eastern
district
of
South
Carolina
shall
be
held
at
Charleston
on
the
second
second
the
on
at
Charleston
be
held
district of South Carolina shall
Monday in
in October,
October, the
the third
third Monday
in January,
January, and
and the
fourth
the fourth
Monday in
Monday
Monday in
May; at
at Columbia
Columbia on
Monday in
and
November and
in November
first Monday
on the
the first
in May;
Monday
the third
third Monday
in March;
March; at
at Florence
Florence on
on the
Monday in
first Monday
the first
Monday in
the
December and
and the
the fourth
fourth Monday
in April;
April; and
and at
Aiken on
on the
at Aiken
Monday in
December
fourth Monday
Monday in
September and
and the
second Monday
February. Western district.
Monday in February.
the second
in September
fourth
dstrct
"Terms of
the district
district court
be held
held
shall be
district shall
western district
of the
the western
court of
of the
"Terms
at
Tuesday in
and the
the first
Tuesday
first Tuesday
April and
in April
first Tuesday
the first
on the
at Greenville
Greenville on
in
Hill, the
the second
second Tuesday
March and SepTuesday in March
Rock Hill,
at Rock
in October
October;-at
tember; at
at Greenwood,
Greenwood, the
the first
Tuesday in
in February
November;
and November;
February and
first Tuesday
tember;
at
Anderson, the
fourth Tuesday
in May and
November •' and at
and November;
Tuesday in
the fourth
at Anderson,
Spartanburg, on
on the
third Tuesday
Tuesday in February and second Tuesday
Tuesday
the third
Spartanburg,
in
ofices of
in December.
December.
Offices
of clerks
clerks at
at
Greenville
and CharlesGreenvilleandCharlesThe office
of the
the clerk
of the
district court for the western district ton.
the district
clerk of
office of
""The
n
shall
the office
office of the clerk
clerk of the district court to and the
at Greenville
Greenville,'and
be at
shall be
for
district shall
Charleston.
shall be at Charleston.
eastern district
the eastern
for the
Effective date.
"This
shall take
1st day
day of
ensuing Efectivedate.
next ensuing
July next
of July
the 1st
on the
effect on
take effect
Act shall
"This Act
it.
passage."
its passage."
Approved,
January 30,
1925.
30, 1925.
Approved, January

CHAP.
119.—An Act
Act Authorizing
and directing
the Secretary
Secretary of War to
to
directing the
Authorizing and
CHAP. 119.-An
investigate
the feasibility,
to ascertain
ascertain and
the cost of establishing
establishing
report the
and report
and to
feasibility, and
investigate the
commemorative
City, Missouri, commemorative
a national
national military
military park
about Kansas
Kansas City,
and about
in and
park in
a
of
the Battle
Westport, October
October 23, 1864.
of Westport,
Battle of
of the

Be
it enacted
by the
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
House of
Senate and
enacted by
Be it
United
States of
assembled, That
That the Secretary
Secretary
in Congress
Congress assembled,
America in
of America
United States
of War
be, and
he is
is hereby,
hereby, directed
to investigate
the feasibility
feasibility
investigate the
directed to
and he
War be,
of
of establishing
military park
park in
Kansas City,
City,
about Kansas
and about
in and
national military
establishing aa national
of
Jackson County,
County, Missouri,
the purpose
of commemorating
commemorating the
purpose of
for the
Missouri, for
Jackson
occurring
Battle of
of Westport,
Westport, and
and engagements
therewith connected,
connected, occurring
engagements therewith
Battle
on
October 21
21 to
to October
October 23,
23, 1864,
1864, both
both dates inclusive, and the
on October
preservation
of said
or so
much thereof
thereof as may be
so much
field, or
battle field,
said battle
preservation of
suitable,
purposes, and to prepare plans of such park
historical purposes,
for historical
suitable, for
and
an estimate
the cost
cost of
of establishing
acquiring the same
establishing and acquiring
of the
estimate of
and an
and
obtain such
as may
may enable
act
enable Congress to act
information as
further information
such further
and obtain
upon
after being
fully advised.
advised.
upon the
the matter
matter after
being fully
S
EC. 2.
2. To
aid and
him in
undertaking, the
Secretary
the Secretary
this undertaking,
in this
assist him
and assist
To aid
SEC.
of
authorized to
exceed
Commission of not to exceed
a Commission
appoint a
to appoint
is authorized
War is
of War
three
persons who
who shall
without compensation
compensation or expense to
serve without
shall serve
three persons
the
Government.
the Government.
directed to
herein directed
SEC. 3.
That the
the expense
investigation herein
the investigation
of the
expense of
3. That
SEC.
be made
shall be
be paid
paid from
from the
Department
appropriation to the War Department
the appropriation
be
made shall
from "
Contingencies of
Army."
of the Army."
"Contingencies
from
Approved,
January 30, 1925.
Approved, January

the Interstate
CHAP.
Directing the
Interstate Commerce
Commerce Commission
Resolution Directing
120.-Joint Resolution
CHAP. 120.—Joint
to
relative to
to adjustments
structure of common
common carriers
rate structure
the rate
in the
adjustments in
action relative
take action
to take
Commerce Act, and
subject
Interstate Commerce
and the fixing of rates and charges.
the Interstate
to the
subject to

January
1925.
January 30, 1925.
[H. R. 5417.1
[Public, No. 352.1
352.1
[Public,

National

National

park.
park.

military
military

Feasibility, etc., of
establishing, in Kansas
City, commemorative
commemorative
of Battle
of Westport.

estasbihin

etc, oKasa

city

of Battle o

Westport.

author-

Commission authorised.
ized.

Army
Expenses from Army
contingencies.
contingencies.

195.
January 30, 1923.
January
[S. J. Res. 107.1]
Res 107.
[S.
[Pub. Res. No. 40.1
[Pub. Re.- No. 46.

Resolved
Senate and
House of
Representatives of
of the
the Interstatecommerce.
of Representatives
and House
by the
the Senate
Resolved by
Interstate
United
in. Congress
Congress assembled,
That it
it is
hereby ifreigephilta:eeselared
Policy declared
is hereby
assembled, That
of America
America in
States of
United States
in, bethat
adto secure red
the justt
by the
pursued by
be pursued
to be
declared to
to be
the true
true policy
in rate
making to
rate making
policy in
be the
declared
m
us
otwing of commodities.
Interstate Commerce
Commerce Commission
in adjusting
that movingofcommodities
rates, that
freight rates,
adjusting freight
Commission in
Interstate
the conditions
at any given
given time prevail in our several induswhich at
conditions which
the
tries should
should be
be considered
considered in
in so
so far
possible to do so.
is legally
legally possible
it is
as it
far as
tries
to the end
freely move.
end that commodities may freely
to

802
802
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Interstate Commerce
That
Interstate Commerce
authorized and diCommission is authorized
Commerce Commission
the Interstate
That the
interstae Ctommerce
Commission to investigate if existing rates are rected to make a
a thorough
thorough investigation of the rate structure of
gateieistingrratesre
unjust, discriminatory,
interstate commerce act, in order
order to
eunust, discrimnatory, common carriers subject to the interstate
etc.
determine to
to what
what extent
rates and
in what manner existing rates
and in
extent and
determine
or
charges
discriminatory, or
unjust, unreasonable, unjustly discriminatory,
charges may be unjust,
unduly
preferential, thereby imposing undue burdens, or giving
unduly preferential,
undue
advantage as between the various localities and parts of the
undue advantage

country,
traffic, and
and the
various classes
classes and
and
the various
classes of
of traffic,
various classes
country, the
the various
kinds of
and toto make,
make, i
n accordance
accordance with
with law,
law, such
such
in
commodities, and
of commodities,
kinds
adjustments, and redistribution
changes, adjustments,
redistribution of rates and charges as may
Elements to
to be
be concon- be found necessary to correct any defects so found to exist. In makElements
sidered
making
sidered in making
ing any
such change,
adjustment, or
redistribution the commission
commission
or redistribution
change, adjustment,
ing
any such
changes,
canges etc.
shall give
due regard,
regard, among
among other
other factors,
factors, to
to the
general and comthe general
give due
shall
parative levels
various classes and kinds of
of the
the various
market value of
levels in market
parative
commodities as
as indicated
indicated over
over aa reasonable
reasonable period
of years
years to aa
period of
commodities
a whole, and to
development of the country as a
natural and proper development
Orders to
expedi- the maintenance
adequate system
maintenance of an adequate
system of transportation. In
In the
to be
betoedp-e
ourders
issued, to
place
tiously
liously issued,
rates in classes of traffic progress
investigation the commission
commission shall, from time to
progress of such investigation
ratesinclassesoftrafc
on just and reasonable
d aobl time, and as expeditiously
bast
expeditiously as possible, make such decisions and orders
basis.
appropriate upon the record then
necessary or appropriate
to be
be necessary
find to
as it may
may find
made
place the rates upon
designated classes
of traffic
classes of
upon designated
to place
in order
order to
made in
Pending
investigaPending inovestigdd
upon a
a just and reasonable
reasonable basis
baths with relation to other rates. Such
Such
tions to be considered.
investigation
conducted with due regard to other investigainvestigation shall be conducted
tions
proceedings affecting
adjustments which may be pending
affecting rate adjustments
or proceedings
tions or
before
commission.
before the commission.
roAgricultural
proIn
depression in agriculture,
commission
agriculture, the commission
existing depression
the existing
of the
view of
In view
ducts and
and livestock.
livestock.
practicable delay such lawto
effect
with
the
least
Changes to be made is hereby directed
directed
for
for lowest possible
possible rates
rates
on,
compatible with ful changes in the rate structure of the country as will promote the
on compatible
adequate
transportafreedom of movement
movement by
carriers of the products
products of agriby common carriers
freedom
. t"'-r
sadeqtes
tion
service.
affected by that depression,
depression, including livestock, at the lowest
culture affected
possible lawful
lawful rates
rates compatible
the maintenance
maintenance of
of adequate
adequate
compatible with
with the
possible
Proviso.
transportation
service:
Provided,
That
no
investigation
or
proceedproceedor
investigation
no
That
Provided,
service:
in- transportation
cases inPendng cases
Pending
volving rates
rates for agri- ing resulting from the adoption of this resolution shall be permitted
permitted
volving
cultural products not
before the commission
commission
ot to delay the decision of cases now pending before
be delayed.
toto
involving rates on products of agriculture, and that such cases shall
decided in accordance
accordance with this resolution.
be decided
Approved, January
January 30, 1925.
to be
Defects
Defects to
be cor
corrected
necessary
by necessary
reted by
changes,
etc.
changes, etc.

January 31, 1925.
January
[II. R.
[H.
R. 8308.1
838.]
[Public, No. 353.1

[Public, No. 353.1

Earthquakes.
Earthquakes.
coast
Coast and Geodetic
Geodetic
Survey to investigate,
investigate,
Survey

re

etc.

to.

January 31, 1925.
January
[H.
[II. R. 10947.1
[Public, No. 3541
354.]

CHAP. 121.—An
121.-An Act
Authorizing the Coast and Geodetic
CHAP.
Act AuthoriOng
Geodetic Survey to make
seismological investigations,
investigations, and
purposes
seismological
and for
for other
other purposes

Be it
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
the
Representatives of the
House of
Senate and
by the
enacted by
it enacted
Be
Congress assembled,
United States
States of America in Congress
United
assembled, That the Coast and
authorized to make investigations
Geodetic Survey is hereby authorized
investigations and
reports in seismology, including such investigations as have been
reports
heretofore performed
performed by the Weather
Weather Bureau
Bureau
heretofore
Approved, January
January 31, 1925.

122.-An Act Granting
CHAP. 122.—An
Granting the consent of Congress
Congress to the county of
Allegheny,
Pennsylvania, to construct
Allegheny, Pennsylvania,
construct aa bridge across the Monongahela
Monongahela River
River

Pennsylvania.
in the city of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
Ilfronortgahela River.

House of Representatives
Representatives of the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House

Congress assembled,
Allegheny
County Unitted
United States
of America
America in
in Congress
assembled, That the consent
consent
States of
Cover
AMlegahela
the
of Allegheny, in
may
bridge,
of Congress
is hereby
hereby granted
granted to
the county
in the
county of
to the
Congress is
brdge, in Pitts- of
may
burgh, Pa.
Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania, and
and its
its successors
successors and
and assigns,
to
assigns, to
of Pennsylvania,
Commonwealth
construct,
and operate
operate a
approaches thereto
thereto
and approaches
a bridge
bridge and
maintain, and
construct, maintain,
Monongahela River at aa point suitable to the interests of
across the Monongahela

SIXTY-EIGHTH
CONGRESS.
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S
ESS. II.
122-124.
CHS. 122-124.
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SESs.

803
803

1925.
1925.

navigation, approximately
approximately one
one and
two-tenths miles above its junction
and two-tenths
navigation,
with the
River, in the city
city of Pittsburgh, in the county
Allegheny River,
the Allegheny
with

of
Pennsylvania, in
accordance
in accordance
of Pennsylvania,
the Commonwealth
Commonwealth of
in the
of Allegheny,
Allegheny, in
with the
the provisions
the Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act to regulate the
of the
provisions of
with
March
construction of
over navigable
navigable waters,"
approved March
waters," approved
bridges over
of bridges
construction
23,
23, 1906.
SEc.
That the
to alter,
amend, or
or repeal this Act is hereby
alter, amend,
right to
the right
2. That
SEC. 2.
expressly reserved.
expressly
Approved,
31, 1925.
Approved, January 31,

CHAP.
123.—An Act Granting
Granting the consent of Congress to S. M. McAdams,
McAdams,
CHAP. 123.-An
a bridge across the
of Iva,
Iva, Anderson
Anderson County, South Carolina, to construct
construct a
of
Savannah River.
Savannah

Constrction.
Construction.
Vol.
34, p. 84.
Vol.34,p.4.

Amendment.
Amendment.

January
31, 1926.
1825.
January 31,
[H. R.
RB.11168.)
[Public, No. 3.55.]

mls.]
[H.
[Public, No. 35.1

Be
enacted by
by the
Senate and
the Savannah River.
of the
Representatives of
of Representatives
House of
and House
the Senate
it enacted
Be it
S. M. McAdams may
om.Mada"Sm
S.dg from
consent bridge
the consent
United
States of
in Congress
That the
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
Amerrica in
Iva, S. C.,
of America
United States
to Elberton,
Elberton, Ga.
a.
to
assigns,
his
and
of Congress
Congress is
is hereby
McAdams,
S. M. McAdams,
to S.
granted to
hereby granted
of
maintain,
of Iva,
Anderson County,
South Carolina,
Carolina, to
construct, maintain,
to construct,
County, South
Iva, Anderson
of
Savannah
and
bridge and
thereto across the Savannah
approaches thereto
and approaches
operate aa bridge
and operate
Constrution.
River,
the interests
interests of
of navigation,
navigation, near
near Sanders
Sanders Construction.
to the
suitable to
a point
point suitable
at a
River, at
Vol. 34, p. 84.
4.
Ferry
Crafts Ferry,
South Carolina,
Carolina, and Elberton, Vol.34,p.
Iva, South
between Iva,
Ferry, between
or Crafts
Ferry or
"An
Georgia, in
in accordance
with the
the provisions
provisions of
Act entitled "An
of the Act
accordance with
Georgia,
Act
to regulate
the construction
construction of
of bridges
over navigable
navigable waters,"
waters,"
bridges over
regulate the
Act to
mendment.
Amendment.
approved
March
23,
1906.
1906.
23,
March
approved
SEc. 2.
That the
to alter,
alter, amend;or
amend; or repeal
repeal this Act is hereby
right to
the right
2..That
SE.
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
January 31, 1925.
Approved, January
Approved,

CHAP.
Act To
To envower
certain officers,
officers, agents, or employees of
empower certain
124.-An Act
CHAP. 124.—An
the Department
Department of
of Agriculture
Agriculture to
administer and take
affirmations, and
take oaths, affirmations,
to administer
the
affidavits in certain cases, and for other purposes.
affidavits

January
1925.
31, 1925.
January 31
[S. 2148.1
[Public, No. 358.]

Is.2148.

[PublicNo. 36.1

of AgBe
by the
the Senate
Representatives of
of Department
Department of
Agriof Representatives
House of
and House
Senate and
enacted by
it enacted
Be it
culture.
the
United States
States of
America in
That such
such cultue.
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
in Congress
of America
the United
Officers, etc,, of,, auto administer
thoried toadminister
officers,
employees of
Agriculture thorised
Department of Agriculture
the Department
of the
or employees
agents, or
officers, agents,
oaths in proceedings,
In
th
Secretary
the
by
of
the
United
States
as
are
designated
Secretary
of
designated
etc.,
under
the
Departare
as
the Departof the United States
etc., underproceeds,
ment.
Agriculture
the purpose
are hereby
hereby authorized
empowered ment.
authorized and empowered
purpose are
for the
Agriculture for
to
an oath,
affirmation, or
oath, affirmation,
person an
any person
from any
take from
or take
to or
administer to
to administer
affidavit whenever
whenever such
oath, affirmation,
affirmation, or
for use in
affidavit is for
or affidavit
such oath,
affidavit
enforcement of any
in the enforcement
any prosecution
proceeding under
any
or in
under or
or proceeding
prosecution or
any
the
law committed
committed to
to or
or which
which may hereafter be committed to the
law
Secretary
of Agriculture
the Department
Department of
of Agriculture
any Legal
Legal eBect
or any
Agriculture or
or the
Agriculture or
Secretary of
bureau or
thereof for
for administration.
administration. Any such oath,
subdivision thereof
or subdivision
bureau
affirmation,
administered or taken by or before such
such
affidavit administered
or affidavit
affirmation, or
and
officer,
agent, or
employee when
certified under his hand and
when certified
or employee
officer, agent,
authenticated by
the seal
Department of Agriculture
Agriculture may be
seal of the Department
by the
authenticated
offered or
in any
court of
of the
the United
States and shall have
United States
any court
used in
or used
offered
like force
force and
and effect
if administered
or taken
taken before aa clerk of
administered or
as if
effect as
like
such court
without further
proof of
the identity
identity or authority
authority of
of the
further proof
court without
such
Feetorbdd
such officer,
officer, agent,
agent, or
or employee.
employee.
such
Fees, etc., forbidden.
Department
SEC. 2.
no officer,
agent, or
employee of the Department
or employee
officer, agent,
That no
2. That
SEC.
of Agriculture
Agriculture shall
accept any fee or compensation
compensation
or accept
demand or
shall demand
of
whatsoever for
administering or
taking any
affirmation, or
any oath, affirmation,
or taking
for administering
whatsoever
affidavit
under the
authority conferred
by this
Act.
No
this Act.
conferred by
the authority
affidavit under
No additional
additional oath
oath
°Ace required.
who, offotfmcrequired.
SEC. 3.
3. That
That employees
Agriculture who,
of Agriculture
Department of
the Department
of the
employees of
SEC.
R. S., sec. 1757, p. 313.
to the oath of office R.s.,Sec.177,p.
subscribed to
upon
original appointment,
appointment, have
have subscribed
upon original
the Revised
required
by section
1757 of
Revised Statutes shall not be
of the
section 1757
required by
required
renew the
the said
because of any change in status so
oath because
said oath
to renew
required to
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long as
their services
unless, in
the
long
as their
services are
are continuous,
continuous, unless,
in the
the opinion
opinion of
of the
Secretary
Agriculture, the
the public
public interests
such renewal.
Secretary of
of Agriculture,
interests require
require such
renewal
Approved,
31, 1925.
1925.
Approved, January
January 31,
January 31, 1925.
January
[H.
101521
[H. R.
R. 10152.1
[Public,
No. 357.]
357.]
[Public, No.

CHAP. 125.-An
125.—An Act Granting the consent of Congress to the HuntleyRichardson Lumber Company, aa corporation
State of
Richardson
corporation of the State
Carolina,
of South
South Carolina,
doing
the said
State, to
to construct
construct aa railroad
Creek
doing business
business in
in the
said State,
railroad bridge
bridge across
across Bull
Bull Creek
at or
or near
near Eddy
in the
Carolina
at
Eddy Lake,
Lake, in
the State
State of
of South
South Carolina.

Be it
it enacted
by the
and House
Representatives of
of
Be
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
the
United States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the
That the
America in
of America
States of
the United
LnmberCompanymay
Lumber
CompanYmaY consent
co nsent of Congress
Congress is
granted to
the Huntley-Richardson
Huntley-Richardson
is hereby
hereby granted
to the
bridge, at Eddy Lake,
bge,
at Eddy Lake, Lumber
Carolina,)
S.
C.
Lumber Company,
Company, a
a corporation
corporation of the State of South Carolina
doing business
business in
in said
said State,
State, its
successors and
assigns, to
doing
its successors
and assigns,
to construct,
construct,
maintain, and
operate a
railroad bridge
bridge and
and approaches
maintain,
and operate
a railroad
approaches thereto
thereto
across
Bull Creek,
suitable to
across Bull
Creek, at
at a
a point
point suitable
to the
the interests
interests of
of navigation
navigation
at
or near
near a
point on
said Bull
Bull Creek,
known as
Lake, in
in
at or
a point
on said
Creek, known
as Eddy
Eddy Lake,
the
in accordance
of
the State
State of
of South
South Carolina,
Carolina, in
accordance with
with the
the provisions
provisions of
Construction.
an Act
entitled "An
regulate the
construction of
of bridges
bridges
the construction
Act to
to regulate
"An Act
an
Act entitled
Cons
Vol. 34, p.ion,
84.
over
navigable waters,"
1906.
over navigable
waters," approved
approved March
March 23,
23, 1906.
Amendment.
Amendment.
SEC.
Act is
is
SEC. 2. That the right to alter, amend,
amend, or repeal
repeal this
this Act
hereby
expressly reserved.
hereby expressly
reserved.
Approved, January
31, 1925.
1925.
Approved,
January 31,
Bull tleyCreek.
Richardson
Ceichardson
Huntll
Hun

February 2, 1925.
February
[S. 7031
703.]
Public,
358.).)
Public, No. 358

CHAP.
Act Making
Making an
an adjustment
accounts between
between
CHAP. 127.—An
127.-An Act
adjustment of
of certain
certain accounts
the United States and the District of Columbia
Columbia

Be
enacted by
Senate and
and House
Representatives of
of the
the
of Representatives
House of
Be itit enacted
by the
the Senate
United States
States of America in
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
pursuant to
assembled, That
That pursuant
the
report of
of the
the Joint
Joint Select
Select Committee
the proviproviststs antd.e
the report
Committee appointed
appointed under
under the
Vol. 42,
42, p.
sions
entitled "An
"An Act
for the
the
Vol.
p. 670.
670.
sions of
of the
the Act
Act entitled
Act making
making appropriations
appropriations for
government of the District of
of Columbia and other
other activities
activities chargechargeable in whole or
able
revenues of
District for
for the
or in
in part against
against the
the revenues
of such
such District
the
fiscal year
year ending
ending June
June 30,
1923, and
other purposes,"
approved
fiscal
30, 1923,
and for
for other
purposes," approved
June 29,
29, 1922—
June
1922Sums to be credited
(a) There
shall be
general account
the District
District
toSums
(a)
There shall
be credited
credited to
to the
the general
account of
of the
to
thethbbct.redite
District.
of Columbia
required under
of
Columbia required
under the
the provisions
provisions of
of the
the first
first paragraph
paragraph of
of
such Act
kept in
Treasury Department
Department the
following
sums:
such
Act to
to be
be kept
in the
the Treasury
the
following
sums:
Balance due June 30,
19gae
due June 30,
(1) $7,574,416.90,
$7,574,416.90, representing
the balance
balance in
in the
the general
in
representing the
general fund
fund in
19Z2.
the Treasury
Treasury for such
the
June 30,
30, 1922,
1922, and
and
such District on
on June
Adjusted errors.
Adjusted
errors.
(2) $665.46,
representing an
an adjustment
adjustment of
of certain
certain errors;
errors; and
and
(2)
$665.46, representing
Charges
Charges against.
against.
(b)
There
shall
be
charged
to
such
account
the
following
sums:
(b) There shall
charged
following sums:
District's
District's proportion
proportion
(1) $2,903,219.93,
$2,903,219.93, representing
representing the
proportion of
of unexunexunexpended
balthe District's
District's proportion
(1)
ofn c e sunexpended
aances.
pended balances
balances of appropriations
appropriations on June 30, 1922, together with
with
certain
and encumbrances
encumbrances accruing
such date,
date,
certain obligations
obligations and
accruing after
after such
Bonus to employees.
Bonus to employees.
(2)
(2) $191,890.35,
$191,890.35, representing the District's proportion
proportion of
of the
the
to certain
the District,
District,
annual
bonus paid
paid to
certain employees
employees of
of the
Additional land for
oAddiiocal Park.
larnd for
(3) $41,500,
(3)
$41,500, representing
representing the District's proportion of the cost of
Zoological
additional
additional land for the
National Zoological
Park, and
the National
Zoological Park,
and
Eldred C.Davis.
C. Davis.
Eldred
(4) $317.16, representing
(4)
representing the District's proportion of an amount
Vol. 30, p. 1407.
ol. 30, p. 1407.
appropriated
by special
Act of
of Congress
Congress for
for the
appropriated by
special Act
the relief
of Eldred
relief of
Eldred C.
C.
Davis.
Davis.
No interest
interest allowed. Dv
Such
the general
general accounts
accounts of
District
Such credits
credits and
and charges
charges to
to the
of the
the District
of
be made
made without
without the
payment of
of interest
interest thereon
thereon
of Columbia
Columbia shall
shall be
the payment
faction
Amounts
of all
b either
United States
the District
Columbia; and
and the
the
faction
allinclaims
either the
the United
of
cfull satis- by
States or
or the
District of
of Columbia;
making of such credits and charges
charges shall be held to be
be in full
full
satisfaction
satisfaction of
either for
the
of all claims
claims and
and demands
demands either
for or
or against
against the
District of Columbia.
Columbia.
Districtof

Adjusting certain
certain acaccounts between United
States and.

y

1925.
1925.

805
805

items
United States
States or
or the
District of
Columbia in
in respect
to the
the items
respect to
of Columbia
the District
United
involved therein.
therein.
involved

Use of specified

SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH

SESS. IL
II.
SESS.

CI's. 127,128.
127, 128.
CHS.

such differenc
between such
The
sum of
representing the
the difference
difference between
difference forschols,
for schools,
$4,438,154.92, representing
of $4,438,154.92,
The sum
and
and
playgrounds,
credits
charges, is
hereby made
made permanently
available in such playgrounds,
permanently available
is hereby
and charges,
credits and
parks
additional
to
regular,
appropriaappropriaregular,
to
by
account
of
the
District
of
Columbia
for
appropriation
the
appropriation
for
account of the District of Columbia
tions.
Congress
for purchase
purchase of
and construction
construction of buildings for tions.
land and
of land
Congress for
public
park purposes,
purposes, other
and in
than and
other than
and park
playground, and
school, playground,
public school,
p
addition to
such purposes
the District Provisos.
in the
purposes in
for such
appropriated for
sums appropriated
to sums
addition
Additional
credits
credits
of
Columbia Appropriation
Act for
for the
year 1926:
Provided, Additional
1926: Provided,
fiscal year
the fiscal
Appropriation Act
of Columbia
not prevented.
That
nothing contained
contained in
in this
Act shall
shall be
be construed
construed to deprive the not prevented.
this Act
That nothing
District of
of Columbia,
and on
June 30,
30, 1922,
in addition to the
1922, in
on June
of and
as of
Columbia, as
District
sum named
of credit
for the
the surplus
revenues of said
surplus of revenues
credit for
herein, of
named herein,
sum
of the United States
District collected
and deposited
in the
Treasury of
the Treasury
deposited in
collected and
District
during the
year 1922,
and above
above all
all appropriations
and Unexpendedbalances
appropriations and
over and
1922, over
fiscal year
the fiscal
during
surlus
coveredinto
balances covered
other
charges for
that year
credit for
unexpended balances
into surplus
the unexpended
for the
of credit
or of
year or
for that
other charges
fund.
fund.
surplus
into
covered
of
District
of
Columbia
appropriations
covered
the
fund
appropriations
Columbia
of
of District
1922; Miseelaneousreeeipts
30, 1922;
by warrant
warrant of
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury
issued on
June 30,
Miscellaneousreceipts
on June
Treasury issued
of the
by
paid
into
Treasury
into Treasury
pad
be
may
Columbia
or
of
credit
for
the
proportion
the
District
of
Columbia
may
of
District
the
proportion
the
for
direct.
or of credit
Treasury
the
into
entitled
to of
of miscellaneous
receipts paid directly
miscellaneous receipts
entitled to
Erroneous charges
in
charges in
Erroneous
erroneously Third
during
the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1922;
or of
of credit
credit for
for the
the amount
amount erroneously
1922; or
during the
Deficiency Act,
t
1922.
Deiene
2.d
year
charged
against
the
revenues
of
the
District
for
the
fiscal
1922
charged against the revenues of the District for the fiscal
on account
account of
made by
Deficiency Act,
by the third Deficiency
appropriations made
of appropriations
on
fiscal year
1922, approved
approved July
July 1,
1, 1922,
1922, as
as the amount of said
year 1922,
fiscal
appropriations
were
charged
against
the
revenues
of the District of
of
revenues
the
against
charged
were
appropriations
$819,373.83,
Columbia
for the
1923, totaling
.
.83,
sum of $819,373
totaling the sum
year 1923,
fiscal year
the fiscal
Columbia for
which is
is included
included in
$2,903,219.93 mentioned in line
sum of $2,903,219.93
total sum
the total
in the
which
8,
2, of
this bill,
bill, and
into account
arriving at the net
in arriving
account in
taken into
and taken
of this
page 2,
8, page
by
Determination
balance
of
$4,438,154.92,
above
stated.
Determination
by
balance of $4,438,154.92, above stated.
Comptroller General
of
Genera of
Provided further,
further, That
That the
the Comptroller
General of
United comptroller
of the United
Comptroller General
Provided
amounts
improperly
improperly
aOES
States
shall
ascertain
and
determine
whether
the
mentioned
in
items
the
whether
charged.
determine
and
ascertain
States shall
arriving
the
proviso were
improperly taken
taken into
account in arriving
into account
were improperly
preceding proviso
the preceding
Items erroneously
erroneoud
at
the
net
balance
of
$4,438,154.92,
and
if,
and'
to
the
extent
that,
any ctedms
any
that,
extent
the
and-to
if,
and
charged added to funds.
at the net balance of $4,438,154.92,
improperly
or all
all of
said items
items shall be so determined to have been improperly
of said
or
taken into
amount thereof
thereof shall be added to the said
the amount
account, the
into account,
taken
fund
of $4.438,154.92
$4.438,154.92 and
and likewise
permanently in
shall be available permanently
likewise shall
fund of
appropriation
for
Columbia
of
the
general
account
of
the
District
appropriation
by
District
the
of
account
the general
the Congress
Congress for
for such
such purposes
may from
provide:
time to time provide:
from time
it may
as it
purposes as
the
Report.
And
further, That
the Comptroller
Comptroller General shall submit Report.
That the
provided further,
And provided
the
of
a detailed report
to
the Congress
its next
regular session a
next regular
at its
Congress at
to the
authorized herein.
result
of his
his determination
determination and action as authorized
result of
February 2, 1925.
Approved, February
Approved,

CHAP.
To encourage
encourage commercial
commercial aviation
aviation and to authorize the
Act To
128.-An Act
CHAP. 128.—An
Postmaster General
contract for
mail service.
service.
air mail
for air
to contract
General to
Postmaster

Representatives of the
Be
it enacted
by the
the Senate
House of
of Representatives
and House
Senate and
enacted by
Be it
assembled, That this Act may
United States
of America
in Congress
may
Congress assembled,
America in
States of
United
be cited
the Air Mail Act.
as the
cited as
be
"air
S
EC. 2.
2. That
when used
air mail"
mail" means
this Act the term "
in this
used in
That when
SEC.
first-class
prepaid at
at the
the rates
postage herein
herein prescribed.
rates of postage
mail prepaid
first-class mail
S
EC. 3.
3. That
of postage
postage on
air mail
be not
not less than
shall be
mail shall
on air
rates of
the rates
That the
SEC.

February 2, 1925.
February
[1,1. R. 7604.1
[H. R. 7064.}
[Public, No. 359 1

[Public, No. 359.1

Air Mail Act.

Air Mail Act.

Meaning
fanint
mad."

g

of "air
"air
of

Postage rate.

Prta"tc.

authorizd
ontracts authorized
.
10 cents
cents for
each ounce
ounce or
thereof.
fraction thereof.
or fraction
for each
10
Contracts
carrying air mail by
contract with for crrying
to contract
S
EC. 4.
the Postmaster
authorized to
is authorized
General is
Postmaster General
That the
4. That
SEC.
rc
aircraft.
any individual,
individual, firm,
firm, or
corporation for
transportation of air mail ai ratt.
the transportation
for the
or corporation
any
not
rate
a
at
designate
by aircraft
such points
points as
as he may designate
a
between such
aircraft between
by
Other first-class mAil.
to
exceed four-fifths
four-fifths of
derived from
from such
such air mail, Otherist-casmal.
revenues derived
the revenues
of the
to exceed
firstof
and
to
further
contract
for
the
transportation
by
aircraft
aircraft
and to further contract for the transportation by
class
mail other
air mail
at a
rate not
not to
to exceed
four-fifths of
exceed four-fifths
a rate
mail at
than air
other than
class mail
mail
the revenues
revenues derived
first-class maiL
from such first-class
derived from
the

806
806
Rules,
made.

SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH
CONGRESS.
etc,
etc.,

to
to be

be

Proviso.
ro-,.Government operated
Government
operated
routes
route not interfered
nterere
with
with.

.

February 3,125.
3, 1925.
February

[S.1199.1
[8.11i9.1
[Public,
360.1
[Public, No.
No. 30o.

my.
Army.
wmjam

wmium

Syss.
II.
SESs. II.

CHs. 128,133,140.
128, 133, 140.
CHS.

1925.
1925.

SEC.
Sm. 5. That the Postmaster General may make such
such rules, regulations, and
and orders
as may
may be
necessary to
to carry
carry out
provisions
lations,
orders as
be necessary
out the
the provisions
of this, Act: Provided,
Provided,
That
nothing
in
this
Act
shall
be
construed
That
nothing
in
this
Act
shall
be
construed
..
.
.
.
,
,
.
i
to interfere with the postage
or to
to be
be charged
on GovernGovernpostage charged or
charged on
ment operated air-mail
air-mail routes.
routes
Approved,
2, 1925.
1925.
Approved, February
February 2,
Authorizing the appointment
CHAP. 133.-An
133.—An Act Authorizing
appointment of
of William
William Schuyler
Schuyler
Woodruff
United States
States Army.
Woodruff as an Infantry officer, United
Army.

Be
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of
Be it
it enacted
by the
of Representatives
of
United States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the
schuyir the
the United
States of
of America
America in
in Congress

gehuyler

woodrff^
WPedraff maybe
maY be T f President
be, and hereby
hereby is, authorized
authorized to appoint
appoint William
be,
=
y. an officer "
aInoy.
captain of
Schuyler Woodruff, formerly a
a captain
Infantry, United States
States
of Infantry,
officer of
Infantry, United
States Army.
Army.
Army, an
an officer
of Infantry,
United States
Approved, February
1925.
Approved,
February 3,
3, 1925.
February
4,
l2.1925.
Febnary 4,
[8.2842.1
[5.2842.1
[Public, No. 361.
361.1

140.-An Act To provide for compulsory
compulsory school
CHAP. 140.—An
school attendance,
the
attendance, for
for the
taking of
of aa school
school census
the District
Columbia, and
for other
other purposes.
census in
in the
District of
of Columbia,
and for
purposes.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the
Representatives of
the
the Senate and
and Howe
House of
of Representatives
of the

States of
America in
in. Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled,
District oof Columbia.
mba. United
United States
of America
chool
Compusory
ComPuisarl
"eel

attendance.

Redent rhildren
Resident
children of 7
7.

ARTICLE
I.—COMPULSORY SCHOOL
SCHOOL ATTENDANCE
ATTENDANCE.
ARTCLEa I.-COMPULSORY

to 16 to
instruction
to
&molt
parent, guardian,
guardian ' or
other person
to have
bave
n
on
SECTON 1.
1. Every
Every parent,
or other
person residing
residing
during school year.
durindchoolye.
permanently or temporarily
permanently
temporarily in the District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia who
who
has custody or
child between
between the
the ages
of seven
and
or control
control of a
a child
ages of
seven and
sixteen years shall cause said child to be
instructed in
be regularly
regularly instructed
in a
a
public school
or in
in a
a private
private or
parochial school
or instructed
instructed
school or
or parochial
school or
privately
privately during the
each year
in which
which the
the public
public schools
schools
the period of
of each
year in
Proviso.
of
the
District
of
Columbia
are
in
session:
Provided,
That
instruction
rvae
tion
of
the
District
of
Columbia
are
in
session:
Provided,
That
instruction
Private
instruction
accepted.
accepted.
given in such private or parochial
parochial school,
school, or
privately, is
is deemed
or privately,
deemed
equivalent
equivalent by the Board of Education
Education to
given in
to the
the instruction
instruction given
in
the
the public
public schools.
schools.
Firciwed for employExcned
rfor
employSEC.
the ages
and sixteen
years
S
EC. 2. Any child between the
ages of
of fourteen
fourteen and
sixteen years
ment
after completing
8th
grade, etc.
Sh grade
etc.
satisfactorily the
who has completed
completed satisfactorily
of study
study
the eighth-grade
eighth-grade course
course of
prescribed for
the public
public elementary
of
prescribed
for the
elementary schools
schools of
of the
the District
District of
Columbia,
Columbia, or aa course of study deemed
deemed by
by the
Board of
of Education
the Board
Education
equivalent thereto,
may be
be excused
by the
the superintendent
superintendent of
equivalent
thereto, may
excused by
of schools
schools
from further
further attendance
attendance at
under the
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this
at school
school under
Cily
Act,
provided
he is
is actually,
lawfully, and
regularly employed.
employed.
Act,
provided
he
actually,
lawfully,
and
regularly
Certificate 31 mentally
S
EC. 3.
3. The
The Board
Board of
of the
the District
District of
Columbia
or physically
unft
SEC.
of Education
Education'of
or
physically unfit.
of Columbia
certificate excusing from
may issue a
a certificate
from attendance
attendance at
at school
school a
a child
child
who, upon examination
examination ordered
ordered by such
to be
unable
such board,
board, is
is found
found to
be unable
SProviso.
instruction to
mentally or
to profit
profit from
from attendance
at school:
school: Provided,
or physically
physically to
attendance at
Provided,
Speciall instruction
to mentally
be
provided.
be provided
huoever, That if such examination
however,
examination shows that such
such child
may benefit
benefit
child may
from specialized
specialized instruction
instruction adapted
attend
adapted to
to his
his needs,
needs, he
he shall
shall attend
upon such
such instruction.
instruction.
upon
Absence without valid
excbuse
S
EC. 4. The Board
Board of
Education shall
define in
in its
its rules
SEC.
of Education
shall define
rules and
and
excuse unlawit
unlawful.
regulations valid excuses
regulations
excuses for absence
absence from school, and
absence
and the
the absence
of a
a child between the ages of seven and
sixteen years
years for
for any
any
and sixteen
reason
other than
defined
as
valid shall
be unlawful.
reason other
than so
so
defined
as
valid
shall
be
unlawful.
Daily record of attendanDc
t bedkeptby
SF.c.
record of
of the
attendance of
children
SEC. 5.
5. An
An accurate
accurate daily record
the attendance
of all
all children
ance
to
be kept by
teachers.
teac -ers.
between
between the ages of seven and sixteen years shall be kept by the
teachers of every public, private,
and by
private, or
or parochial
parochial school
school and
by every
every
Inspection,
etc.
Inspection etc.
teacher giving instruction
instruction privately. Such record
teacher
record shall at all times

SIXTYEIGHTH CONGRE
SS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH
CONGRESS.

SESS. II.
II. CHS.
Cris. 140.
140.
SESS.

be
open to
to the
the school-attendance
school-attendance officers
authorized
officers or other persons authorized
be open
to
this Act,
Act, who
inspect and
and copy
copy the
the same.
same.
may inspect
to enforce
enforce this
who may
S
EC. 6.
6. It
It shall
shall be
be the
the duty
duty of
of every
head teacher
teacher of
every principal
principal or
or head
SEC.
every
private, or parochial
or private
private teacher to reparochial school, or
every public,
public, private,
the
department of
of school
school attendance
and work permits
port
attendance and
permits the
port to the
the department
name and
address of
between the
sixteen
ages of
of seven and sixteen
and address
of any
any child
child between
the ages
name
years enrolled
in his
his school
school whenever
such child
child has
absent
has been
been absent
enrolled in
whenever such
years
from
school two
day sessions
sessions or
or four
four one-half
one-half day
day sessions or
or more
more in
two day
from school
any
together with
the reason
reason for
for such
far
such absence
absence as
as far
month, together
with the
any school
school month,
as
as known.
person residing
permaThe parent, guardian,
guardian, or
SEC.
SEC. 7. The
or other
other person
residing permahaving
and
Columbia
District
of
nently or
temporarily in the
charge
the District of Columbia and having charge
or temporarily
nently
or control
control of
of any
any child
child between
between the
the ages
of seven and sixteen
years
sixteen years
ages of
or
or private school or private
who
is unlawfully
from public or
who is
unlawfully absent from
conviction
misdemeanor,, and upon conviction
be guilty
guilty of a
a misdemeanor
instruction
instruction shall be
of
failure to
keep such
such child
regularly in
or private
private school
school
in public
public or
child regularly
of failure
to keep
shall be
private, shall
or to
it to
be regularly
instructed in
in private,
be punished
punished
regularly instructed
to be
to cause
cause it
or
by a
of $10
or by
by commitment
commitment to
to jail
jail for
for five
five days,
both, at
days, or by both,
$10 or
a fine
fine of
by
days such
Provided, That each two clays
the discretion
court: Provided,
discretion of the court:
the
separate
shall constitute
child remains
unlawfully shall
constitute aaseparate
school unlawfully
from school
away from
remains away
child
offense: Provided
conviction of the first offense,
offense,
further, That upon conviction
Provided further,
offense:
and the defendsentence may,
suspended and
be suspended
costs, be
payment of costs,
may, upon
upon payment
sentence
probation.
ant placed on probation.
ARTICLE
CHOOL CENSUS.
CENSUS.
II.-SCHOOL
ARTICiE II.—S

807
807

1925.
1925.

in=
.
1
0b
e
s
re
bra
iaimonthdo
berep

ed

-

ed *

Failure of parent, etc.,
etc.,
F^lurofnt,

school,
to keep
keep child
chd at school,

etc., a
amisdemeanor.
misdemeanor.
etc.,

Punishment for.

Punishmentfor.

Provisos.
Each two days'
days' abab-

r,

ay.

separate offense.
offense.
sence aaseparate
First offenses.

Frst ofenses.

School census.

School cnsus.

Annual census of all

of school
SEcTiorr 1.
1. That
shall be
duty of
of the
director of
school resnlde"
the director
be the
the duty
it shall
That it
resident csof
children a-beSEXTION
3 and
18,
to be
be
and
1i to
^e
3
attendance and
and work
work permits,
of the
the superintendsuperintend- tween
under instruction
instruction of
permits, under
attendance
made.
ent of
schools, approved
by the
the Board
Board of
of Education,
cause to
to be
be
Education, to cause
approved by
ent
of schools,
made a
complete census
census of
all children
the ages
and
ages of three and
between the
of all
children between
made
a complete
eighteen years
temporarily residing
District
residing in the District
or temporarily
permanently or
years permanently
eighteen
of Columbia,
Columbia, and
annually thereafter
thereafter or
or as
as frequently
may be
of
and annually
frequently as
as may
be Daily recd
of
record
of
found necessary
necessary or
census shall
amended from
from change's,
chage, etc.
be amended
shall be
Such census
or desirable.
desirable. Such
found
day to
as changes
residence occur
occur among
among children
within the
the
children within
of residence
changes of
to day
day as
day
this Act, and as other persons
ages
persons come within the
in this
prescribed in
ages prescribed
ages
within such
become
ages shall
shall become
such ages
persons within
as other
other persons
and as
prescribed, and
ages prescribed,
Details of enumeraUoneord.
children ation
residents of
of the
record of
enumeration of
of children
of such
such enumeration
The record
District. The
the District.
residents
record.
shall give
the full
name, address,
race, sex,
sex, and
place of
of
date and
and place
and date
address, race,
full name,
give the
shall
birth of
of every
every such
such child,
if the
attended by him, and if
school attended
the school
child, the
birth
school the name and address of his employer,
employer, if any,
at school
child is not at
and
name, address,
address, and
occupation of
of the
or guardian.
parents or
the parents
and occupation
the name,
and the
Teachers to
reportt all
SEC. 2.
shall be
be the
the duty
the principal
principal or
or head
head teacher
all
l tan'o
eTetn
of enrollments
teacher of
of the
duty of
2. It
It shall
SEC.
and. withdrawals.
every public,,
private, or
teacher, in ac- drawab.
or private teacher,
school or
or parochial
parochial school
every
public, private,
Education, to report
Board of Education,
cordance with
with the
rules adopted by
by the Board
the rules
cordance
to the
the director
director of
department of school attendance and work
work
of the
the department
to
permits
name, address,
address, sex,
age, and
child under
under
every child
race of
of every
and race
sex, age,
the name,
permits the
eighteen
permanently or temporarily
temporarily in the
eighteen years of age residing permanently
from his
District
of Columbia
enrolls in
in or
or withdraws
withdraws from
his school.
school. Ru
Refusal to give
give reColumbia who
who enrolls
District of
quired information, etc.,
Szc.
Any parent,
teacher of
of a
qidinformtioet.,
or teacher
principal, or
custodian, principal,
guardian, custodian,
parent, guardian,
3. Any
SEc. 3.
misdemeanor.
a
between the
of three
three and
eighteen who
neglects
willfully neglects
who willfully
and eighteen
the ages
ages of
a child
child between
or
refuses to
provide the
information required
required by
by this
this Act,
or who
Ponishmentfor.
Act, or
who Punishment
the information
to provide
or refuses
for.
knowingly
makes any
or untrue
shall be
guilty of aa
be guilty
statement, shall
untrue statement,
any false
false or
knowingly makes
misdemeanor
conviction shall
shall be
be punished
of $10
$10
by aa fine
fine of
punished by
on conviction
and on
misdemeanor and
or
by commitment
commitment to
for five
five days,
or by
at the
the discretion
discretion
by both, at
days, or
to jail
jail for
or by
of
the court.
court.
of the
Administration.
Administration.
ARTICLE
III.—ADMINISTRATION.
ARnTICLE III.-ADMINSTRdATIOn.
Department of
of school
school
Department

attendance and work
con- attendance
of Education
&mos
The Board
Education is
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to conBoard of
1. The
SECTION 1.
ts created under
solidate the
administrative duties
duties incident
incident to
enforcement of
of the =i
IftEdducation
to the
the enforcement
the administrative
solidate
of Education.
provisions of
Act and
and of
of the
the Act
Act to
regulate child labor under
under
to regulate
of this
this Act
provisions

808
808

SIXTY
EIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH

SESS. I
I. CHs.
140, 142, 143.
CHS. 140,142,143.
II.
SEss.

1925.
1925.

a
single division
division to
known as
as the
the department
department of
attendance
school attendance
of school
to be
be known
a single
and
work permits.
permits.
and work
Director
empowered,
SEO.
Director of departSo. 2. The Board of Education
Education is hereby authorized,
authorized, empowered,
to be apmerits, etc.,
ments,
etc., to
and directed
to appoint
of said
said department
department whose
rank
pointed
the Board.
whose rank
and
directed to
appoint a
a director
director of
bthe
pointed by
shall
correspond to
to that
of other
serve as
as officers
of the
the
officers of
who serve
other directors
directors who
that of
shall correspond
Board of
of Education,
who shall
shall be
be paid
same salary
salary as said
the same
paid the
and who
Education, and
Board
directors, and
and who
who shall
be known
the director
director of
of the
the department
department
as the
known as
shall be
directors,
of school
attendance and
work permits,
permits, and
and also
also to
appoint such
a
such a
to appoint
and work
of
school attendance
number of
attendance officers,
inspectors, clerks,
clerks, and
and other
other assistants
assistants
officers, inspectors,
of attendance
number
as
shall be
be necessary
necessary to
carry out
out the
the provisions
of this
this Act.
Act.
provisions of
to carry
as shall
Competitive
examinaCompetitiveeaminaSuch appointments, other than that of the director of said departtions for appointments.
forappomns. ment and clerks, shall be made
a list of applicants obtained
made from a
obtained
from
open
competitive
examinations
conducted by
by the
respective
the respective
conducted
examinations
open
competitive
from
boards
examiners of
to test
test
designed to
and designed
of Education,
Education, and
the Board
Board of
of the
of examiners
boards of
the
the applicants
for the
the duties
duties to
to be
be performed.
performed.
applicants for
of the
fitness of
the fitness
Juvenile court given
S
EC. 3.
That the
the juvenile
juvenile court
court of
of the District of Columbia
Columbia is
3. That
SEc.
Juveniles cot given
jurisdiction.
hereby given
given jurisdiction
all cases
cases arising
arising from
from this
this Act.
Act.
in all
jurisdiction in
hereby
Former Act, etc.,
reFormer
SEC.
etc., re
SEC. 4. The Act of Congress approved June 8, 1906, entitled "An
"An
pealed.
Vol.
p. 219, repeal- Act providing
providing for compulsory
education in the
the District of
of Columcompulsory education
p.
pe3,
ed.
bia,"
and all
all other
other Acts
Acts or
of Acts
herewith, are
are
Acts inconsistent
inconsistent herewith,
or parts
parts of
bia," and
ed.
hereby
repealed.
hereby repealed.
Effective
SE.
ffective from
from enactenactS
EC. 5. That this Act shall take effect from the date of its enactment.
nment.
ment.
ment.
1925.
Approved,
February 4, 1925.
Approved, February
6, 1925.
February 6.

[H.
a. a9g9.l
[Public, No. 362.1
[Public,No.
362.

CHAP. 142.—An
Act To
To amend
of the
Act entitled
Act to
to
"An Act
entitled "An
the Act
section 44 of
amend section
142.-An Act
CHAP.
incorporate
the National
American Revolution,"
Revolution,"
of the American
Society of the Sons of
National Society
incorporate the
approved
1906.
June 9,
9, 1906.
approved June

Be
by the
Senate and
of Representatives
of
the
enacted by
the Senate
and House
House
of
Representatives
of the
Be it
it enacted
section*4*of
e
a
United
in Congress
That section
4 of
of
section 4
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
of America
America in
States of
United States
eVol.34p.228,amended.Vol-34, p.228,amend- the Act entitled "An Act to incorporate
incorporate the National
National Society
Society of the
the
9, 1906, is
is
Sons
of the
the American
American Revolution,"
Revolution," approved
approved June 9,
Sons of
amended
to
read
as
follows:
follows:
read
as
to
amended
Trustees.
EC. 4.
4. That
the property
of said
said corporation
corporation shall
be
shall be
affairs of
and affairs
property and
That the
rimeSEC.
""S
Limitation of nmLiitation
bar
removed.
managed
not less
than forty
shall be
be elected
ber removed.
managed by
by not
less than
forty trustees,
trustees, who
who shall
elected anannually
time as
as shall
be fixed
least one
one
by the
the by-laws, and at least
shall be
fixed by
nually at
at such
such time
trustee
list of
nominees to
to be
made
be made
from aalist
of nominees
annually from
shall be
be elected
elected annually
trustee shall
by
the State
State societies
societies and
and submitted
submitted in
society at
at least
least
this society
in this
by each
each of
of the
thirty
before the
annual meeting,
meeting, in
genthe genin accordance
accordance with
with the
the annual
thirty days
days before
eral
provisions regulating
as may
be adopted
adopted by
may be
nominations as
such nominations
regulating such
eral provisions
this society."
society."
this
Approved,
February 6, 1925.
Approved, February
Sons of Athe Amerinan
Revolution. American

Revolution.
Sons of the

February 6, 1925.
1925.
RI. R.
[i.
R.. 91381
9138.1
[Public, No.
No. 363.1

Internal revenue.
Internal
Distilled spirits.
spirits.
Additional
leakage
leakage
withallowance
allowance
on
withdrawals of.
drawals
Vol. 40, p. 1105.
1105.
Vol.

CHAP. 143.—An
To authorize
authorize the discontinuance
discontinuance of
seven-year
of the seven-year
CHP.
143.-An Act
Act To
regauge of distilled spirits in
in bonded
bonded warehouses,
warehouses, and for other purposes.

Be it
enacted by the Senate and
Representatives of
of Representatives
of the
and House
House of
Be
it enacted
United States
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That upon
upon withassembled, That
States of
United
drawal of
of distilled
distilled spirits
from any
internal-revenue bonded
bonded warespirits from
any internal-revenue
drawal
house, in
in lieu
(b) of
of secin subdivision
subdivision (b)
provided in
lieu of
of the
the allowance
allowance provided
house,
tion 600
of the
the Revenue
Revenue Act
allowance for loss
loss by leakage
leakage
an allowance
Act of
of 1918,
1918, an
600 of
tion
or
evaporation not
not exceeding
exceeding one
proof gallon
gallon as
or packcasks or
packas to
to casks
one proof
or evaporation
ages
of a
capacity of
of not
not less
than forty
wine gallons
gallons and
one-half
and one-half
forty wine
less than
ages of
a capacity
proof gallon
casks or
less than forty
capacity of
of less
or packages
packages of
of aacapacity
gallon as
as to
to casks
proof
wine
not less
less than
twenty wine
for each
each period
period
gallons, for
wine gallons,
than twenty
gallons and
and not
wine gallons
of six
months, or
fraction thereof,
thereof, after
after the
expiration of
of seven
seven
the expiration
or fraction
of
six months,
years
the date
date of
entry or
gauge, may
be made
in
may be
made in
or gauge,
of original
original entry
years from
from the

SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH
CONGRESS.

S
ESS. II.
143, 144, 146, 147.
SESS.
II. CHS.
CHS. 143,144,146,147.

1925. 809
809
1925.

28, p.
addition
to, and
and under
under the
the conditions
by, section
of the
64.
addition to,
conditions imposed
imposed by,
section 50
50 of
the Vol.
Vol. 28,
p. 564.
Act entitled
entitled "An Act to reduce taxation,
Act
revenue for
for the
taxation, to
to provide
provide revenue
the
Government,
Government, and for other purposes,"
purposes," approved
approved August 27, 1894,
1894,
as
as amended.
S
EC. 2.
2. The
allowance for
by leakage
leakage or
r
sldo
ed prior
1drior gauge re
under ga/
No
reor evaporation
evaporation under
The allowance
for loss
loss by
SEC.
this
Act and
of said
said Act
Act of
i
s, P. 56
1894, shall Volvol. 28,p.
564.4.
of August
August 27,
27, 1894,
and under
under section
section 50
50 of
this Act
be
regard to
to any
regauge made
prior to
the enactment
be made
made without
without regard
any regauge
made prior
to the
enactment
of
date of
of the
of this Act, and aa regauge
regauge within seven
seven years
years from the
the date
the
original gauge
shall not
be necessary.
original
gauge shall
not be
necessary.
1
orected
wi
. thdrawals
S
EC. 3.
3. This
This Act
apply to
Tri
aff
not apply
to distilled
distilled spirits
spirits withdrawn
withdrawn no
norfcthrewal.
SEC.
Act shall
shall not
prior
to the
date of
prior to
the date
of its
its enactment.
enactment.
Approved,
6, 1925.
1925.
Approved, February
February 6,

CHAP.
144.—An Act For
Arkansas.
the exchange
exchange of land in
in El
El Dorado, Arkansas.
CHAP. 144.-An
For the

February
February 6,
6, 1925.
1925.
[H. R.
R. 11501.1
[H.
11501.1

[Public,
[Public, No. 364.]
3644

Be
it enacted
Senate and
and House
Representatives of the
Ark.
the El Dorado,
House of
of Representatives
Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Dorado, Ark.
United
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
That the
the Secretary
Secretary Quit
Quit claim of
of part of
of
in Congress
assembled, That
United States
States of
to,
of the
the Treasury
Treasury be,
be, and
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
empowered to
of
and he
he is
and empowered
to public
b building
uildig site
siteto,
prublie
for
street
purposes.
convey by
the usual
deed to
to the
city of
of El
El Dorado,
convey
by the
usual quit-claim
quit-claim deed
the city
Dorado,
Arkansas,
Arkansas, for street purposes and
and for
for no other purpose, all
all the
right, title,
and interest
of the
the United
and to
right,
title, and
interest of
United States
States of
of America
America in
in and
to
a
Federal building
of the Federal
building site in
in
a strip
strip of
of land
land off the
the easterly
easterly side of
Provisos.
said city, thirty
thirty feet in
Provided, That the
nSdin.exchange
in width: Provided,
the city
city of El
El Dorado,
Dorado, Land
in exchange.
America
Arkansas,
Arkansas, shall vacate
vacate and convey to the United States
States of America
in lieu
lieu thereof
strip of
of land
land thirty
width along
the entire
entire
in
thereof a
a strip
thirty feet
feet in
in width
along the
one hundred and
and forty-foot
forty-foot frontage
frontage of the westerly side of said
re
.version
for nonT
Federal building
the city
city of
El Dorado
erSon for nonRe
Federal
building site:
site: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
That the
of El
Dorado, useR
or convey
convey the
the land
land herein
Arkansas, shall not
not have
have the right
right to sell or
authorized to
to devote
devote the same
authorized
to be granted,
granted, or
or any
any part thereof,
thereof, or*
or'to
same
described, and in the
than as hereinbefore
hereinbefore described,
to any other purpose than
purposes it shall
not be used for street purposes
event that
that the said
said land shall
shall not
revert to
of America.
America.
revert
to the United States
States of
Approved,
Approved, February
February 6,
6, 1925.
1925.

CHAP.
146.—An Act
To amend
amend section
of the
2 of
the Act
Act approved
approved February
February 15,
15,
CHAP. 146.-An
Act To
section 2
1893, entitled
entitled "An Act granting
granting additional
additional quarantine
quarantine powers
powers and imposing
1893,
Service."
additional duties upon the Marine Hospital
Hospital Service."

7, 1925.
February 7,1925.

[S.
22321
[s. 2232.1
[Public, No. 35.1
365.1

Public, No.

Be
the Senate
Senate and
and louse
of Representatives
Represeniatives of
of the
the Quarantine.
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
House of
Quarantine.
United States
of America
America in
Cong.'ess assembled,
assemble, That
That section
section 2
2 of
United
States of
in Cong.ess
of Vol. 41,
p. 1149,
41, p.
the
approved February
February 15,
15, 1893,
1893, entitled
Act granting
granting addithe Act
Act approved
entitled "An
"An Act
addi- amended.
amended.
Requirement
Re1n
ffoorr
gregment
of health.
bill of
health.
consuar bill
imposing additional
additional duties upon the consular
quarantine powers
powers and imposing
tional quarantine
amended February 27, 1921, is hereby
Service," as amended
Marine Hospital
Hospital Service,"
amended by
inserting at
end of
thereof a
a new
first paragraph
paragraph thereof
at the
the end
of the
the first
amended
by inserting
paragraph,
paragraph, as
as follows:
follows:
Not appbe to
Not applicable to
"The provisions
of the
preceding paragraph
paragraph shall
apply to
to northern
northern frontier ports.
shall not
not apply
"The
provisions of
the preceding
exclusively in trade between foreign
vessels operating
operating exclusively
foreign ports on or
near the
northern frontier
frontier of
the United
and ports
the
near
the northern
of the
United States
States and
ports in
in the
Regulations for, may
United States;
States; but
the Secretary
Secretary of
is hereby
established.
au- be
bRetuished
ma
United
but the
of the
the Treasury
Treasury is
hereby authorized, when, in his discretion,
discretion, it is expedient for the preservation
preservation
thorized,
vessels."
establish regulations
governing such vessels."
regulations governing
of the
the public
public health, to establish
Approved,
Approved, February
February 7, 1925.
1925.

CHAP. 147.-An
147.—An Act
Validating certain
certain applications
applications for,
for, and
and entries
entries of
CHAP.
Act Validating
of

public lands, and for other purposes.

enacted by
Representatives of
of the
Be it
it enacted
by the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
the
United
of America
America in
Secreassembled, That the Smrein Congress
Congress assembled,
United States
States of

February 7,, 1925.
2975.1
[S. 2W75.1

[Pblic,
366.1
[Public, No. 366.1
Pub
land
Public lands.

810
alloed
patents
Patents allowed
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for tary of the Interior
Interior be, and he is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized to issue patents

upon
entries hereinafter
hereinafter named upon which proof of compliance
compliance
usignpon the
the entries
with
filed, upon the payment of all moneys due thereon:
thereon:
has been filed,
with law
law has
Guadalupe
026282, made
Homestead entry,
entry, Santa
Santa Fe, New Mexico, numbered
numbered 026282,
Goadalupe D. de
Romero.
Homestead.
Guadalupe D.
Romero on October
half
by Guadalupe
D. de Romero
October 24, 1916, for the west half
Homestead.
of the
northwest quarter, northhalf of the northwest
west half
quarter, west
the southwest quarter,
of
east
the northwest
northwest quarter, north
northeast
of the northeast
north half of
of the
east quarter
quarter of
quarter, and
and southeast
southeast quarter
northwest quarter,
section 17,
quarter, section
quarter of the northwest
quarter,
township 14 north,
principal meridian.
meridian. •
22 east, New Mexico principal
north, range 22
township
Joseph
S. Morgan.
Additional homestead
homestead entry,
entry, Las
Las Cruces,
Cruces, New
numbered
Mexico, numbered
New Mexico,
Additional
onMorgan
Joseph
Additional
homeAdditional
stead.
017008, made by Joseph S. Morgan
Morgan on April 1,
1, 1921, for the south017008,
west
of section 30, township 17 south, range 10 east, New
west quarter
quarter a
Mexico principal
principal meridian.
Mexico
Ante M.
M. Vickers.
Additional homestead
homestead entry, Clayton,
Clayton, New
Mexico, numbered
numbered
Vikers.
Additional
New Mexico,
Allie
Additional
homeAdditional
homestead.
028903,
made by
by Allie
widow of
James L.
Vickers,
of James
L. Vickers,
Allie M.
M. Vickers,
Vickers, widow
stead.
028903, made
deceased, on February
February 2, 1922, for the west half of section 15, towndeceased,
Mexico principal meridian.
ship 15 north, range 30 east, New Mexico
James A.
Wright.
Homestead
La Grande,
Grande, Oregon,
numbered 014086
and
James
A. Wright.
omestead entries,
entries, La
Oregon, numbered
014086 and
Homesteads.
Ho
015372, made
made by James A. Wright, for the southeast quarter of the
northeast quarter, east half of the southeast quarter, section 13,
township 11 south,
quarter
2 and 3, southeast
southeast quarter
south, range 41 east, and lots 2
of the northwest
northwest quarter,
southwest quarter
quarter, northeast quarter of the southwest
quarter
township
and northwest quarter of the southeast quarter, section 18, township
Willamette meridian.
11 south, range 42 east, Willamette
John
Homestead entry,
numbered 025406,
025406, made
made by
by
Colorado, numbered
entry, Lamar,
Lamar, Colorado,
Homestead
John Bond.
Bond.
Homestead.
northwest
Hometead.
John Bond on April 18, 1918, for
for the
the west half
half of the
the northwest
quarter of section 29, and the east half of the northeast
northeast quarter of
quarter
of
section 30, township 21 south, range 42 west, sixth principal
meridian.
Mary
A. McKee.
Homestead entry,
Montrose, Colorado,
Colorado, numbered
numbered 012686,
012686, made
made
entry, Montrose,
Homestead
Hoestead.
Homestead.
by Mary A. McKee
McKee (Mary A. Ryan, deceased)
deceased) on November
November 4, 1919,
for the south half of the north half and the north half of the south
of
half, section 20,
20, south half of
of the north
north half
half and the north
north half
half of
the south half, section 21, township 42 north, range 13 west, New
Mexico
principal meridian.
Mexico principal
Joseph
La Fond.
Homestead
Cass Lake,
numbered 09951,
09951, made
made
Lake, Minnesota,
Minnesota, numbered
Homestead entry,
entry, Cass
JosepLnd.
Homestead.
by Joseph La Fond on March
March 9, 1918, for lot 9
9 of section 17, township
range 26
principal meridian.
ship 55
55 north,
north, range
26 west,
west, fourth
fourth principal
meridian.
Margaret E. Tindall.
Homestead
numbered 028692
028692, made by
Blackfoot, Idaho, numbered
Homes ad. T
Homestead entry, Blackfoot,
Homestead.
Margaret
Margaret E. Tindall),
Margaret E. Askew (now Margaret
Tindall), on July 10, 1918,
for the north half of section 25, township
township 9
9 north, range 32 east,
Boise
meridian.
Boise meridian.
Hudson L. Mason.
Homestead. as
Homeetead.
Homestead entry, Missoula,
Missoula, Montana, numbered
numbered 08533, made by
Hudson L.
6,
L. Mason on August 24, 1920, for lots 1,
1, 2, 3,
3, 4, 5,
5, and 6,
and the south half of the northwest quarter,
quarter' southwest quarter of
the northeast quarter, northwest quarter of the southeast quarter,
and northeast quarter of the southwest quarter, section 1,
1, township
township
7
7 south, range 15 west, Montana principal meridian.
Thomas
J. Fox.
numbered 019975,
019975,
North Dakota,
Dakota, numbered
Homestead entry, Bismarck, North
Homestead.
Homestead.
made by Thomas J. Fox on August 15, 1918, for lot 4
4 of section
section 6,
6,
township 148 north, range 83 west, fifth principal
principal meridian, and
and
lot 11of section 1,
1, township 148 north, range 84 west, fifth principal
meridian.
Charles A. Kranich.
Charles
Homestead.
A. Kranich.
Homestead entries,
Montana, numbered
numbered 020678
020678 and
Homestead.
Homestead
entries, Helena,
Helena, Montana,
and
021942, made by Charles A. Kranich, for the southeast quarter of
of
northeast quarter,
the northwest quarter, southwest quarter of the northeast
north half of the southeast quarter and southeast
southeast quarter of the
southeast quarter, section 30, township 18 north, range 6
6 west,
Montana principal meridian.
Montana

designated entries,

SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.
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Cii. 147.
SIXTY-EIGHTH
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Karl
Homestead
entry, Glasgow,
Glasgow , Montana,
Montana, numbered
made by Homestead.
Leason
Krl T.. Larson.
051366, made
numbered 051366,
Homestead entry,
Karl
for lot
lot 8
8 of
29, lots
lots Hom
Karl T.
T. Larson
Larson on
on September
September 21,
21, 1917,
1917, for
of section
section 29,
5
township 28 north,
5 and 6
6 of section 28, and lot 22 of section 33, township
range 53 east, Montana principal meridian,
meridian, such patent to be issued
issued
to
Karl T. Larson,
Larson, deceased.
of Karl
to the
the heirs
heirs of
Sr.c. 2.
entries hereinafter
hereinafter named
named be,
and the
same va%
Designated
entries
the same
be, and
the entries
SEC.
2. That
That the
s
a
i
t
g
e
n
ds.
ted
entries
are
hereby, validated,
validated, and
and the
the Secretary
authorized
Interior authorized
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
are hereby,
satisfactory proof of
to issue patents thereon upon submission of satisfactory
compliance with
allowed:
compliance
with the
the law under which such entries were allowed:
Homestead entries, Douglas, Wyoming, numbered 026690 and Peter
Pret Peterson.
etos".
Homesteads.
3 and 44
026691, made by Peter Peterson on April 20, 1921,
1921, for lots 3
of section 30, and lot 1
1 of section 31, township 37 north, range 62
northeast quarter and the northeast
northeast
and the east half
half of the northeast
west, and
quarter of the southeast quarter of section 20, south half of the
quarter
northwest quarter and the northwest
northwest quarter of the southwest
southwest
quarter of section 28, township 37 north, range 63 west, sixth
principal
principal meridian.
meridian.
Orin Lee.
numbered 030379, made by Homestead.
Onestd.
Homestead entry, Douglas, Wyoming, numbered
Orin Lee on December 10, 1921,
1921, for the south half of section 17,
west, sixth principal meridian.
meridian.
township 36 north, range 85 west,
Robert T. Freeland.
Homestead
application, Roswell,
New Mexico,
050381, Homestead.
Homestead application,
Roswell, New
Mexico, numbered
numbered 050381,
filed by Robert
Robert T. Freeland, for the north half of section 24, townMexico principal meridian,
meridian subject
ship 5
5 south, range 14 east, New Mexico
provisions of the Act of December 29, 1916 (Thirty-ninth
(Thirty-ninth
to the provisions
Statutes
Statutes at
at Large, page
page 862).
862).
ar e
Charley
BarnHomestead
Santa Fe,
Fe, New
Mexico numbered
010823, made
made hart.
N. Barn
Ch l y N.
numbered 040823,
New Mexico,
Homestead entry,
entry, Santa
by Charley
Barnhart on
21, 1922
for the west
west half of
of Homestead.
Honmetead.
on August
August 21,
1922 for
by
Charley N.
N. Barnhart
section 12, township 29 north, range 10 east, New Mexico principal
principal
meridian.
SEC. 3.
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Interior be,
be, and
and he
he is
Application allowed.
allowed.
is hereby,
hereby, Application
the Interior
3. That
That the
SEC.
authorized to allow
entry:
allow the
the following
following application
application to
to make
make entry:
Felts Montoya.
Homestead application,
application Santa
numbered 046215,
046215, Homestead.
Homestea'do'
Santa Fe, New Mexico, numbered
Homestead
filed by Feles Montoya for lot 1
1 and the east half of the northeast
northeast
10
quarter
rang! 3
3 east, and lot 10,
quarter,' section 36, township 13 north, range
principal
section 31, township 13 north, range 4
4 east
east, New Mexico
Mexico principal
meridian,
meridian, effective March 7, 1923, the date filed, and that the State
of
Mexico through
through its
its proper
proper officers
and it
it is
hereby, Selection
of New
New Mexico
officers be,
be, and
is hereby,
Seion by New
in lieu.
lieu.
authorized
to select
one hundred
hundred and
thirty-four and
eighty one- Mexico
Mexico in
and eighty
and thirty-four
select one
authorized to
hundredths acres
and unreunappropriated, and
nonmineral, unappropriated,
acres of surveyed
surveyed nonmineral,
hundredths
above-described tract
served public land in lieu of that part of the above-described
situate in said section 36.
Hiat tentry
Szc. 4.
4. That
homestead entry,
Montrose, Colorado,
Colorado, embracembrac- Homestead
'Clyde
sesR. Hiatt.
entry, 011279,
011279, Montrose,
SEc.
That homestead
may
be
perfected
ing
lots 5
to 20,
20, inclusive,
inclusive, section
section 1, township
48 north,
north, range
range 8
ing lots
5 to
township 48
be perfected by
by
8 may
legal representatives of.
west,
New
Mexico
principal
meridian
'
may
perfected
the
legalrepresentativesof.
perfected
under
be
meridian,
Mexico
principal
west, New
provision
1917 (Fortieth
(Fortieth Statutes
Act of July
July 28,
28, 1917
2 of
of the
the Act
provision of
of section
section 2
at
by the
legal representatives
of Clyde
Hiatt.
at Large,
Large, page
page 248),
248), by
the legal
representatives of
Clyde R.
R. Hiatt.
Hiram
ay perfect
perfeec t home
hOmeSze.
5. That
That Hiram
Williams be,
and he
allowed to
to May
May
is hereby, allowed
be, and
he is
Hiram Williams
SEC. 5.
stead entry.
perfect
by acceptable
final proof
homestead entry,
049024, Roswell, steadentry.
entry, 049024,
proof homestead
acceptable final
perfect by
New
embracing lots 13
east half
half of south13 and 14,
14, and
and the east
New Mexico, embracing
west
township 18 south, range 17 east, New
of section 6, township
west quarter of
Mexico
Secretary of the Interior
Interior
Mexico principal meridian, and that the Secretary
Stock-raising entry
be,
and he
is hereby,
to allow
the application,
application, 049025,
Stkc-raing entry
049025, allowed.
allow the
authorized to
he is
hereby, authorized
be, and
Vol. 39,
i, p.
p. 963.
83.
Roswell,
Mexico, of
additional entry voL.
of said
said Williams, to make an additional
New Mexico,
Roswell, New
under
December 29,
Homestead Act of December
the Stock-raising
Stock-raising Homestead
section 4
4 of
of the
under section
1916
Large, page
page 862),
862), for
for lots
to 12,
12,
lots 55 to
Statutes at
at Large,
1916 (Thirty-ninth
(Thirty-ninth Statutes
both inclusive, and southeast quarter
quarter of said
said section
section 6.
6.
Francis W. WoodSzo.
Secretary of the Interior be, and he is hereby,
hereby, wF-s
W- Woodward.
SEC. 6.
6. That
That the Secretary
Patent to, an pay
authorized to
to issue
Francis W.
W. Woodward
for the
the fracPatent to. a pay
frac- ment.
patent for
a patent
Woodward a
issue to
to Francis
authorized
tional
half of
of northwest
northwest ment
the fractional
fractional northwest
quarter and the
northwest quarter
tional west
west half
quarter of
of southwest
southwest quarter
quarter of
18, township
township 28
28 north, rnge
range
of section
section 18,
quarter

812
812

SIXTY-EIGHTH
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.

SESS. II.
147, 148.
CHs. 147,148.
SESS.
II. Cris.

1925.
1925.

Robert Zullig.
Zlig.
Robert
Homestead
toinfant
to
infant

west, fourth
principal meridian,
meridian, Wisconsin,
Wisconsin, upon
payment therethereupon payment
fourth principal
66 west,
for at
rate of
per acre.
acre.
of $1.25
$1.25 per
at the
the rate
for
O
he is hereby,
SEo.. 7.
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Interior
hereby,
Interior be, and he
of the
7. That
SE

Y. Charles Earl.
Earl.
Y.rcharles
Purchase by,

children of
of Robert
Robert Zullig,
Zullig, under
under homestead
Lakeview,
06833, Lakeview,
entry 06833,
homestead entry
children
Oregon, for
southeast quarter
section 14
14 and
and northeast
quarter
northeast quarter
of section
quarter of
for the
the southeast
Oregon,
of
section 23,
township 26
south, range
18 east,
meWilliamette merange 18
east, Williamette
26 south,
23, township
of section
ridian.
ridian.
SEo.
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Interior
be, and he is hereby,
Interior be
of the
8. That
SEC. 8.

children of.
of.

-

all-

authorized to issue a
Lukas Zullig
infant
authorized
a patent to Lukas
Zullig and Max Zullig, infant

to
authorized
Blackshear, Alabama, to
authorized to allow Y. Charles Earl, of Blackshear,
purchase
at private
private sale
at the
the rate
$1.25 per
per acre,
acre, the
southeast
of $1.25
the southeast
sale at
rate of
purchase at
quarter
quarter of
of section
section 23,
township 3
3 north,
north, range
23, township
quarter of
of southeast
southeast quarter
3
east, Saint
Saint Stephens
Stephens meridian,
meridian, Alabama.
Alabama.
3 east,
Sabine
Lumber ComSabineLumberComSEC.
S
EC. 9. That the Sabine
Sabine Lumber Company,
Company, of Saint Louis,
Louis,
pany.
a
Purchase
an- Missouri, be,
P"
rchase by, aube, and
and it
is hereby,
it is
hereby, authorized
authorized to purchase at private sale,
thorized. r i z d
th
.
the southwest quarter
township
q`uarter of southwest quarter of section 23, township
1
fifth principal
principal meridian,
meridian, Arkansas,
Arkansas, at the
1 north,
north, range 19 west, fifth
rate
rate of $1.25
$1.25 per
per acre.
Richard
SEC.
10,
Richard Walsh.
S
EC. 10. That Richard Walsh, to whom patent
patent issued on July.
July.10,
Exchange of farm
oy
Etchange
1922, for
unit under
Klamath irrigation
irrigation project,
be perperunit
by.
1922,
for a
afarm
farm unit
under the
the Klamath.
project, be
reconvey the land to the
United States and
mitted to reconvey
the United
and to make entry
for aa farm unit in
in another
another division
division of the project,
project, the amount
amount of
of
the construction
construction charge
charge already
by said
to be
be transferred
the
already paid
paid by
said Walsh
Walsh to
transferred
to the new
new entry.
entry.
Chicago, Milwaukee
SEC. 11.
Secretary of the Interior
Interior is
is hereby authorized
authorized
SEC.
11. That the
the Secretary
Chana
Miwauke
and Saint Paul RailwayCompany.
way
Company.
to grant to the Chicago,
Chicago Milwaukee
Milwaukee and Saint Paul Railway
Railway ComComGranted right of way pany under the Act
Chicago,
of March 3, 1875 (Eighteenth
Statutes at Large,
of
ht ofsay pany under the Act
acrotssPost Discovery
(Eighteenth Statutes
across
Discover/
Bay Military
Military ReservaBay
eserva- page 482),
a right of way for its constructed
constructed road across the
482) ' a
tion.
Vol. 18,
vol.
is, p. 482.
abandoned Post Discovery Bay Military
abandoned
Military Reservation.
Stock raising
raising homehomestock
1, 1924,
SEC. 12. That existing
existing entries
entries allowed prior to April 1,
steads.
under the
the Stock-Raising
Stock-Raising Homestead
Homestead Act
of December
29, 1916
1916
December 29,
Entries
Act of
nstEies of, on with- under
drawn oil or gas lands, (Thirty-ninth Statutes at Large, page
862),
for
land
withdrawn
as
as
page
862),
for
land
withdrawn
Statutes
at
Large,
oor
gasland
dvaanted
(Thirty-ninth
validated.
Vol. 39,
p. 862.
Vol.
3,p.862.
valuable for oil or gas, but not otherwise reserved or withdrawn,
Proviso.
Proiso.
are hereby
validated, if
Provided, That
That at
date
at date
if otherwise
otherwise regular:
regular: Provided,
are
hereby validated,
Condition.
Condition.
of entry
not within the
entry the land was not
the limits
limits of
of the geologic
geologic structure
structure
of a
or gas
of
a producing
producing oil
oil or
gas field.
field.
CentralPaycic
Pacific RailRailCentral
Company, upon its
its
SEC.
S
EC. 13. That the Central Pacific Railway
Railway Company,
way Company.
way
Company.
May
select other
May select
other filing
Secretary of the Interior a
a
filing with the Secretary
proper relinquishment,
relinquishment,
land
d in lieu of tract relianquiedu intNreada
disclaiming in favor of the United States all title and interest in
linquished
in Nevada. disclaiming
or to lot 11 of section 1,
1, township 16 north, range 22 east, Mount
Mount
Diablo meridian,
meridian, in
City, Nevada,
Nevada, land
in the
the Carson City,
land district, under
under
its primary selection
shall
selection list numbered
numbered 10, embracing
embracing said
said tract, shall
be entitled to select and receive
receive aapatent for other vacant, unreserved,
unreserved,
nonmineral
equal area
nonmineral public lands of an equal
area situate within any State
State
Selection by Nevada
Nevada into which the company's
Selectionby
grant extends; and, further, that upon
company's grant
upon
validated.
of such
relinquishment by
by said
said railway
the filing of
such relinquishment
railway company
company the
the
selection
selection of the tract so relinquished
relinquished by the State
State of Nevada
Nevada in
in the
the
approved
numbered 13
and the
the same
same is
hereby, validated.
validated.
approved list numbered
13 be,
be, and
is hereby,
February 7, 1925.
Approved, February

thorized.
thorized.

February 7,
7, 1925.
February
1925.

[H.
Ft. 3913.1
3913.1
[H. R.
[Public,
No. 367.1
[Public, No.
367.]

CHAP. 148.—An
148.-An Act To refer the claims of the Delaware
Delaware Indians
CHAP.
Indians to the
Court of Claims,
Claims, with the right of appeal to the Supreme Court
Court of the United

States.

enacted by the Senate and
and House
House of
Be it
it enacted
of the
of Representatives
Representatives of
United States of America in Congress
assembled, That all claims of
of
United
Congress assembled,
whatsoever nature
nature the
of Indians
residing in
in OklaOklawhatsoever
the Delaware
Delaware Tribe
Tribe of
Indians residing
to Court
ourt of homa may have
to
the United
States may
be
have or
or claim
claim to have
have against the
United States
may be
submitted
to the
the Court
with right
Susubmitted to
Court of
of Claims,
Claims, with
right of
of appeal
appeal to
to the
the Su-

Delaware
Indian,
Delaware
Indians,
Okla.
All claims
claims of, subAll

ms
mitted
Claims.
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II.
SEss.

CHs. 148-150.
CGs.
148-150.
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1925.

party; and
United States
Court of
of the
preme
13reme Court
the United
States by
by either
either party;
and jurisdiction
jurisdiction
and the
Claims and
Court of
is
the said
said Court
of Claims
the said
said
upon the
conferred upon
is hereby
hereby conferred
Supreme
the United
United States
States to
enter
determine, and enter
to hear, determine,
of the
Supreme Court
Court of
shall conjudgment on
The said courts shall
claims. The
any and
and all
all such claims.
judgment
on any
upon aa legal and equitable
clams de
equitable basis, and
such claims
de novo,
novo, upon
sider all
all such
without regard
regard to
any decision,
finding, or
or settlement
settlement heretofore
heretofore
to any
decision, finding,
without
had in
in respect
respect of
of any
any such
such claims.
claims.
had
If
claim or
or claims
claims be submitted to said courts, they shall
any claim
If any
therein both legal and equitable,
equitable of each and all
settle the
the rights therein,
parties thereto,
lapse of
time
or statutes of
of limitalimitaparties
thereto, notwithstanding
notwithstanding lapse
of equitable,
time or
tion,
may have
have been
upon any
any claim
claim
been made
made upon
any payment
payment which
which may
tion, and
and any
so submitted
not be
be pleaded
pleaded as
but may
may be
be pleaded
pleaded
as an
an estoppel,
estoppel, but
submitted shall
shall not
so
as
suits or
or actions. The claim or claims of said
as an
an offset
offset in such suits
Delaware Tribe may
may be presented
presented separately
separately or jointly by petition,
petition,
Delaware
verified by
subject,
however, to amendment,
shall be verified
amendment, and
and the petition shall
subject, however,
under
Delaware Tribe under
such Delaware
the
attorneys employed
employed by such
the attorney
attorney or attorneys
contract
approved by
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
and the ComInterior and
contract approved
missioner
accordance with sections 2103 to
Affairs in accordance
Indian Affairs
missioner of Indian
2105
of the
the United
United States
Revised Statutes
Statutes to prosecute
prosecute their claims
claims
2105 of
States Revised
records, documents,
under
this Act.
Act. Official
Official letters,
letters, papers,
papers, records,
documents, and
and
under this
public
records, or
or certificate
certificate copies
copies thereof,
used in evidence;
evidence;
may be
be used
thereof, may
public records,
and the
the departments
the Government
access to
to the
give access
shall give
of the
Government shall
and
departments of
such
Delaware Tribe to copies
attorneys of such Delaware
copies of such
attorney or attorneys
treaties,
needed by
correspondence, and records as may be needed
papers, correspondence,
treaties, papers,
the
the said
said attorney
attorney or
or attorneys.
attorneys.
Upon the
the final
the cause
Claims
of Claims
the Court
Court of
cause the
of the
final determination
determination of
Upon
shall decree
such fees
fees as
as may
be deemed
reasonable for
and reasonable
deemed fair and
may be
decree such
shall
or attorneys
attorneys,' such fees
services rendered,
to the
the attorney
attorney or
paid to
to be
be paid
rendered, to
services
not to
amount of the judgment recovered
recovered
centum of the amount
10 per centum
exceed 10
not
to exceed
and in
in no
sum of
of $25,000,
$25,000, and
and the
the same
same
and
no event
event shall
shall they
they exceed
exceed the
the sum
shall
be paid
paid out
of any
due such
such tribe. Such
sums found
found due
sum or sums
out of
any sum
shall be
suit,
suits, or
or causes
causes shall
shall be
be advanced
advanced on
on the
the dockets
dockets of
Court
the Court
of the
suit, suits,
of
Claims and
and by
the Supreme
United States if
if the
Court of the United
Supreme Court
by the
of Claims
same shall
be appealed.
appealed.
same
shall be
Approved, February
7, 1925.
February 7,
Approved,
CHAP.
149.—An Act
Act To
2 of
of the
1, 1888
Act of August 1,
the Act
section 2
amend section
To amend
CHAP. 149.-An
(Twenty-fifth Statutes at Large, page 357).

813

-

i

Jurisdiction
ur is di ct on
conferred.

J

confered.

Consideration
i
no"vo

"t.

novo.

de

de

Legal 8and equitable
rights to be settled.

besettled
rigltatdo

Procedre.

Procedure.

Evidence admitted.

enceadmtted.

Attornes' fees, etc
Attorneys' fees, etc,
by decree of court.

Advancement
causes.

men

caudve

of
of

February
7, 1925.
1926.
February 7,
[II.
II. 5423.1
5423.1
[H. R.
[Public, No.
368.1
No. 368.

[Public,

Be
by the
the Senate
Senate and
Representatives of the
of Representatives
House of
and House
it enacted
enacted by
Be it
United States courts.
United
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
section 2
2 of
courts.
Inited
of Vol.
States
That section
assembled, That
America in
United States
States of
3.57, amendamend25, p.
357,
ed.
the Act
of August
August 1,
1888 (Twenty-fifth
(Twenty-fifth Statutes
Statutes at
at Large,
Large, page ed.
1, 1888
Act of
the
as follows:
357), be,
same hereby
hereby is,
is, amended
amended to
follows:
to read
read as
the same
be, and
and the
357),
Indexes of all judg"
The clerks
of the
several courts
the United
United States
shall prepare
mendee
btors to
prepare ment
States shall
courts of
of the
the several
clerks of
"The
debtors
toud
be
kept
by
and
keep
in
their
respective
offices
complete
and
convenient
indices
clerks.
kept
by clerks.
indices
convenient
and
complete
offices
respective
in
their
keep
and
of
all judgment
judgment debtors
debtors under
judgments, or orders of said
decrees, judgments.
under decrees,
of all
courts,
and such
open
and judgments shall at all times be open
indices and
such indices
courts, and
to
the inspection
inspection and
and examination
examination of the
public."
the public."
to the
Approved, February
February 7, 1925.
Approved,
CHAP.
amend section
the Judicial
Code, relating
relating
Judicial Code,
of the
128 of
section 128
To amend
Act To
150.-An Act
CHAP. 150.—An
to appeals
appeals in admiralty
admiralty cases.

February
February 7,
7, 1925.
1925.
[H. R. 91621
R. 9162.]
[H.
[Public, No. 369.]

blc,

o. 369.

States courts,
courts,
united states
Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of the United
House of
Senate and
Be it
Circuit court of apircit cour of apUnited States
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That section
section 128
128 of
of peals.
assembled, That
America in
States of
United
Vol. 38, p.804, amendfol- ed.voi.3Sp.84,amendthereto the
the
hereby amended
amended by
adding thereto
the folby adding
is hereby
Code is
Judicial Code
the Judicial
lowing:
Appeal from interloc"In all
cases where
decree in
in admiralty
Appealromteroc
admiralty utory
from a
a final
final decree
where an
an appeal
appeal from
"In
all cases
admirality decrees
allowed
to.
sdowed to.
rees
to
the
circuit
court
of
appeals
is
allowed
by
this
section,
an
appeal
appeal
an
section,
by
this
to the circuit court of appeals is allowed

814
814
Proviso.
Proi.
Proceedings not
not
Proceedings

stayed.

February 7, 1925.
[H.
[H. R.
R. 9380.1
9380.1
[Public, No.
No. 370.1
370.1
[Public,

Mississippi River.
Aitkin County,
Minn., may bridge.

viisiCoyRiver

Minn- maybride
Location.
Location,
Construction.
Construction.
Vol. 34, p. 84.

Vdl.3p."

Amendment.

Amendment.

February 7,1925.
7, 1925.
February

Us27.1
[H. R.
R. 9827.1
[Public,
[Public, No.
No. MI
371.1

Roc River.
Rock
River.
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150-153.
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CHs. 150-153.
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may also
taken to
to said
decree in adan interlocutory
interlocutory decree
said court from an
also be
be taken
may
miralty determining
determining the
Proof the parties: Prothe rights
rights and liabilities of
miralty
vided,
the same
and
after the entry and
within fifteen days after
same is
is taken
taken within
vided, That
That the
service
such decree
upon the
the adverse
adverse party;
party; but
but the
the
of such
decree upon
of a
a copy
copy of
service of
taking
such appeal
appeal shall
proceedings under the
the intershall not stay proceedings
of such
taking of
locutory
decree unless
unless otherwise
court upon
upon
the district court
otherwise ordered
ordered by the
locutory decree
such
as shall seem just."
such terms as
Approved,
February 7, 1925.
Approved, February

CHAP.
151.—An Act
Congress to
of County
County
to Board of
codsent of Congress
Act Granting
Granting the
the cortsent
CHAP. 151.-An
a bridge across the
Commissioners of Aitkin County, Minnesota,
Minnesota, to construct a
Mississippi River.

Be
it enacted
Representatives of the
and House of Representatives
the Senate
Senate and
by the
enacted by
Be it
United States of .America
America in
Congress assembled, That the consent
consent
United
in Congress
of
hereby granted
granted to
to Board
Board of
Commissioners
County Commissioners
of County
is hereby
of Congress
Congress is
of
Aitkm County,
Minnesota, and
and assigns, to
and their
their successors and
of Aitkin
County, Minnesota,
approaches thereto
construct, maintain, and operate aa bridge and approaches
River at
at a
a point
suitable to
to the
interests of
of
the interests
the Mississippi
Mississippi River
point suitable
across the
navigation, at
at or
section 9, township 52 north, range 23 west,
or near
near section
navigation,
in the county of Aitkin, in the State of Minnesota, in accordance
accordance
"An Act to regulate the
wwith
with the provisions of the Act entitled "An
construction of
waters," approved March
March
over navigable
navigable waters,"
of bridges over
construction
23, 1906.
SEc. 2.
2. That
That the
right to
amend, or
or repeal
repeal this
hereby
SEC.
the right
to alter,
alter, amend,
this Act
Act is
is hereby
expressly
reserved.
expressly reserved.
February 7, 1925.
Approved, February

extend the
the time
CHAP. 152.-An
152.—An Act To extend
time for the
the construction
construction of
bridge
of a
a bridge
across the
in the
the State
across
the Rock
Rock River
River in
State of
of Illinois.
Illinois.

Be
by the
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
Be itit enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
of the
the

extended for United
of .America
Congress assembled, That the times
Time extended
America in
in Congress
United States
States of

bridging, by Winnebago County and Rockford,
forld,lIll.
p
Vol. 42,
p.
1220,
amended.
'

braidgountbynd Rn
12
eed.

Amendment.

mendment.

February 7, 1925.
[II.
[H. R. I.10030.1
o1030.]
[Public, No. 372.]
3721

of aabridge
commencing and
and completing
completing the
construction of
bridge authorauthorthe construction
for commencing

ized by Act of Congress
Congress approved
approved January
January 31,
31, 1923,
1923, to
to be
built by
by
be built
the
Rockford, and the city of
Winnebago, the town of Rockford,
the county of Winnebago,
Rockford, in the State of Illinois, across the Rock River,
River, on
Rockford,
on the
the
extension of Auburn Street in said city of Rockford, and in section
section
13, township 44 north, range
range 1
principal meridian,
1 east, of the third principal
in the county of Winnebago
extended
Winnebago and State of Illinois, are hereby extended
one
respectively, from the date
one and three
three years, respectively,
date of
of approval
approval hereof.
S.
amend, or
SEQ. 2. That the right to alter, amend,
or repeal
repeal this
is hereby
hereby
this Act
Act is
expressly reserved.
reserved.
Approved,
February 7, 1925.
Approved, February
163.-An Act
consent of
of Congress
Congress to the Harrisburg
CHAP. 153.—An
Act Granting
Granting the consent
Harrisburg
Bridge Company,
Company, and
and its
to reconstruct
reconstruct its
its bridge
bridge across
across the
Bridge
its successors,
successors, to
the SusqueSusquehanna
River, at
point opposite
hanna River,
at a
a point
opposite Market
Market Street,
Street, Harrisburg,
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania.
Pennsylvania.

Be it
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of the
the
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
by the
Be
it enacted
United
consent
United States of America in Congress
Congress asserabkd,
assembled, That the consent
Company
may
of Congress
Congress is
hereby granted
granted to
to the
the Harrisburg
Bridge Company,
Company,
Harrisburg Bridge
is hereby
bridge,
' bridge, of
ComHarrn
Harrisburg,
Pa.
corporation organiized
organized under the laws of the State of Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania,
aacorporation
and its successors and assigns, to construct or reconstruct, maintain,
maintain,
operate a
Susquehanna
and operate
a bridge
bridge and
and approaches
approaches thereto across
across the Susquehanna
at a
point suitable
suitable to
and. opposite
opposite
River at
a point
to the
the interests
interests of
of navigation,
navigation, and
Market Street, Harrisburg, in the county of Dauphin, in the State
Susquehanna
Susquehanna River.
Harrisburg
Bridge
Harrisburg

SIXTY-EIGHTH
CONGRESS,
SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS,

S
ESS. II.
II. CHs.
CHS. 153-156.
SEss.

815

1925.
1925.

of Pennsylvania,
in accordance
the provisions
of the
entitled
Act entitled
the Act
provisions of
with the
accordance with
Pennsylvania, in
of
"An Act
to regulate
regulate the
the construction
bridges over navigable
of bridges
construction of
Act to
"An
waters,"
23, 1906.
1906.Amendment.
March 23,
approved March
waters," approved
Act is hereby
Sac. 2.
2. That
That the
the right
to alter,
alter, amend,
repeal this
this Act
or repeal
amend, or
right to
SEC.
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved,
7, 1925.
1925.
February 7,
Approved, February
CHAP.
154.—An Act To revive and reenact
"An Act to
reenact the Act entitled "An
CHAP. 154.-An
authorize
construction of
Tennessee River
River at or near the
of aa bridge across the Tennessee
the construction
authorize the
city
approved November
November 19, 1919.
Alabama," approved
of Decatur, Alabama,"
city of

Construction.
Construon.
Vol.
34, p. 84.

Amendment.

February 7, 1925
1925.
February
It. 10150.]
10150.1
[H. R.
[Public, No. 373.1
373.]
[Public,

R
Be it
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
and House
thee Tennessee River.
of the
Representatives of
of Representatives
House of
by the
it enacted
Be
extended for
for
Tine etended
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the Act Time
assembled, That
America in
of America
States of
United States
bridging, by
by
LimeLime
brdorgin
Limestone-Morgan stone-Morgan
authorizing the Limestone-Morgan
199, authorizing
approved November 19,19,1919,
stone-Morgan Bridge
Company,
Decatur,
at Decatur,
Company, at
Bridge
and operate
highway and Ala.
a highway
operate a
maintain, and
construct, maintain,
to construct,
Company to
Bridge Company
41, p. 361, amendvol.41,p.36l,amendinterurban
railway bridge
bridge and approaches
approaches thereto across the Ten- e d Vol.
interurban railway
nessee
at or
or near
Alabama, be, and the ed.Decatur,, Alabama,
of Decatur
city of
the city
near the
River at
nessee River
Proviso.
same
is hereby,
hereby, revived
and reenacted:
reenacted: Provided,
Provided, That
That this
this Act
shall Time for
for construcconstrue
Act shall
revived and
same is
tion.
be
and void
unless the
actual construction
construction of the bridge hereby
hereby tion.
the actual
void unless
be null
null and
authorized be
be commenced
commenced within
one year and completed within
within one
authorized
Alabama authoried
Alabama
authorized
three
years
from
the
date
of
approval
hereof.
of
approval
date
the
three years from
acquire bridge,
bridge, etc.
etc.
to acquire
Sac. 2.
State of Alabama shall have the right and power at to
The State
2. The
SEC.
authorization is granted to acquire
any time
time after such
acquire said bridge
such authorization
any
and
constructed under the authority of this Act
thereto constructed
approaches thereto
and approaches
at
reasonable price,
price, such
not to
event the
the Proviso.
p.,W.
any event
in any
to exceed
exceed in
price not
such price
a reasonable
at a
t
Operation
free
as aa tree
Orat n as
Provided, bridge.
depreciation: Provided,
actual necessary
necessary cost
cost thereof,
thereof, less reasonable
reasonable depreciation:
actual
i
That
State of
shall operate and maintain the
Alabama shall
of Alabama
said State
the said
That the
it or after
same
either immediately
after
acquiring it
upon acquiring
immediately upon
bridge, either
free bridge,
as aafree
same as
necessary to reimcollecting
such period
period as may
may be necessary
for such
thereon for
tolls thereon
collecting tolls
necessary
burse
State the
cost of
of its
its acquisition
to meet the necessary
and to
acquisition and
the cost
the State
burse the
amendment.
repair, maintenance,
maintenance, and
and operation
during such period.
period.
Amendment.
costs during
operation costs
repair,
SSEC.
EC. 3.
The right
to alter,
amend, or
or repeal
repeal this
hereby
is hereby
Act is
this Act
alter, amend,
right to
3. The
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
1925.
Approved,
February 7, 1925.
Approved, February
CHAP.
155.-An Act Granting consent of Congress to the Valley Bridge
CHAP. 155.—An
Company
for construction
construction of a
a bridge across the Rio Grande near Hidalgo, Texas.
Texas.
Company for

February?,
7, 192
1925.
IR. R. 10645.1

BH.. i.]

[Public, No. 374.1
[Public,

Representatives of the Rio Grande.
Be it
by the
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
the Senate
enacted by
it enacted
Be
Orande.
Bridge Comconsent Valley Bridge
United
States of
of America
Congress assembled,
That the
the consent
assembled, That
in Congress
America in
United States
pany
IIIpany may bridge, tIiof
is hereby,
hereby, granted
granted to the Valley Bridge Com- dalgo, Tex.
and is
be, and
Congress be,
of Congress
construct,
pany, a
organized under
under the
the laws
laws of
of Texas, to construct,
corporation organized
a corporation
pany,
maintain, and
and operate
bridge and
approaches thereto,
point
thereto, at aa point
and approaches
a bridge
operate a
maintain,
suitable to
to the
near
interests of navigation across the Rio Grande near
the interests
suitable
Construction.
with the provisions of an Act enti- Construction.
Hidalgo, Texas,
Texas, in
in accordance
accordance with
Hidalgo,
34, p. 84.
tled "An
Act to
regulate the
the construction
construction of bridges across navigable Vol.
to regulate
"An Act
tled
Proviso.
Proiso.
of
consent
the
Mexco
Consent
Consent of Mexico
waters,"
approved March 23, 1906: Provided,
Provided, That
consent
waters," approved
required.
construction, required.
the proper
proper authorities
authorities of the Republic
Republic of Mexico to the construction,
the
maintenance
operation of the bridge shall also be obtained.
and operation
maintenance, and
Amendment.
S
EC. 2.
2. The
amend, or
or repeal
this Act
hereby Amendment.
Act is hereby
repeal this
alter, amend,
to alter,
right to
The right
SEC.
expressly
reserved.
expressly reserved.
Approved,
February 7,
7, 1925.
1925.
Approved, February
CHAP. 156.—An
consent of
of Congress
to the
of North
State of
the State
Congress to
the consent
Granting the
Act Granting
156.-An Act
CHAP.
County
Dakota
construct a
across the
the Missouri
Missouri River
Williams County
between Williams
River between
bridge across
a bridge
to construct
Dakota to
and McKenzie
McKenzie County, North Dakota.
and

Be
by the
Representatives of
the
of the
of Representatives
House of
and House
Senate and
the Senate
enacted by
it enacted
Be it
United
of America
in Congress
Congress assen.bled,
consent
asserbled, That the consent
America in
States of
United States
45822
45822-25t--54

February 7;
1925.
7, 1925.
February
[H. It. 10688.1
R. 1s88.]
[H.
[Public, No. 375.1

[Pubi, No. 3751

Rve.

Missouri River.

816
816

SIXTY-EIGHTH
SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS,
CONGRESS,

SESS. II.
161.
SESS.
II. CHS.
CHS. 156-158,
156-158,161.

1925.
1925.

of Congress
Congress is
is hereby
hereby granted
to the
the Stat
ofNorth
North Dakota
D akot
a t
o con m y of
granted to
Statee of
to
construct, maintain, and operate
operate a
abridge and approaches
approaches thereto
thereto across
across
the Missouri River
a point suitable to the
River at a
of navigation,
the interests
interests of
navigation,
at or near Williston, in
the county
in the
the State
State of
in the
county of
of Williams,
Williams, in
of
North
North Dakota, in accordance
accordance with
the Act
Act entitled
with the
the provisions
provisions of
of the
entitled
"An Act to regulate the construction
construction of bridges
bridges over
over navigable
navigable
waters," approved
March 23,
23, 1906.
1906.
waters,"
approved March
eSEC.
SEC. 2. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act
Act is
is hereby
hereby
expressly
expressly reserved.
reserved.
Approved,
1925
Approved, February
February 7,
7, 1925

a
bridgeWilliston.
North DWkot
Dakota may
North

Construction.
Vol. 34, p. 84.

Vol. 34, p. s.

Amendment.

February 7,1925.
7, 1925.
[H. R.
10889.1
[H.
R. 10689.1
[Public,
No.
[Public, No. 376.]
376.1

CHAP. 157.-An
Granting the
157.—An Act Granting
the consent
of Congress
to the
North
consent of
Congress to
the State
State of
of North
Dakota to construct
a bridge
construct a
bridge across
the Missouri
Mountrail
across the
Missouri River
River between
between Mountrail
County and
County
McKenzie County,
North
Dakota.
and McKenzie
County, North Dakota.

Be
enacted by
and House
of Representatives
of the
the
Be it
it enacted
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
Representatives of
may United
United States of America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
in Congress
That the
the consent
consent
of
is hereby
hereby granted
of Congress
Congress is
granted to the State of North Dakota
Dakota to
to conconstruct, maintain,
maintain, and operate
thereto across
across
operate aabridge
bridge and
and approaches
approaches thereto
the Missouri River
River at a
apoint
point suitable
the interests
mterests of
of navigation
suitable to
to the
navigation
at
near Sanish, in the county of Mountrail
at or
or near
Mountrail, in the State of
of North
North
Dakota, in accordance
Dakota,
accordance with the provisions of the Act
entitled "An
Act entitled
"An
construction of bridges
Act to regulate
regulate the construction
bridges over
waters,"
over navigable
navigable waters,"
approved March
approved
March 23,
23, 1906.
1906.
2. The
The right
to alter,
SEC.
EC. 2.
right to
alter, amend,
amend, or repeal
repeal this Act is hereby
expressly reserved.
reserved.
Approved,
Approved, February
February 7,
7, 1925.
1925.

Missouri
Missouri River.
River.
North Dakota
Dakota may
North
bridge, at Sanish.

bdge,
at Sh

Construction.
onstruction.
Vol. 34, p. 84.

Amendment.
Amendment.

February 7, 1925.
1925.
[H.
11036]
[I. R. 11036.]
[Public,
No. 377.]
[Public,No.377.1

CHAP.
Extending the time for the construction
CHAP. 158.-An
158.—An Act
Act Extending
construction of the bridge
bridge
across the
River in
Hennepin Counties,
across
the Mississippi
Mississippi River
in Ramsey
Ramsey and Hennepin
Counties, Minnesota,
Minnesota,
by the Chicago, Milwaukee
Milwaukee and Saint Paul Railroad Company.
Company.

Mississippi River.
River.
Be
enacted by
Be itit enacted
by the
the Senate
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
Senate and
and House
House of
Mississippi
Time
Time extended for United
United States
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the times
times
That the
MilwaukeeaCnhd"P.
bridging, by and
bilwaugikee
sic for commencing
and completing the
commencing and
construction of
of the
the construction
the bridge
bridge
Paul Railroad ComCom authorized by Act of Congress approved February 16, 1924, to Be
be
p
lii
nylat Minneapolis, authorized by Act of Congress approved February

inynat Minneapoi,

built
Chicago, Milwaukee
and Saint
built by the Chicago,
Milwaukee and
Saint Paul
Railway Company,
Company,
Paul Railway
its
successors and
assigns, across
across the Mississippi
Mississippi River, within
within or
or near
near
its successors
and assigns,
the city limits of Saint Paul, Ramsey
Ramsey County,
and Minneapolis,
Minneapolis,
County, and
Hennepin County, Minnesota,
Minnesota, are hereby
Hennepin
hereby extended
extended one
ani
one year
year and
three years,
years, respectively, from the date of approval hereof.
three
hereof.
SEC.
2. The
The right
right to
repeal this
S
EC. 2.
to alter, amend, or
or repeal
this Act
hereby
Act is
is hereby
expressly reserved.
reserved.
Approved,
Approved, February
7, 1925.
February 7,
1925.

Anit, p. 14, amended .

A7dp. 14,amended.

Amendment.
Amendment.

February 9, 1925.
[H. R.
R. 26.1
26.]

CHAP. 161.-An
of Minnesota
CHAP.
181.—An Act
Act To
To compensate
compensate the Chippewa
Chippewa Indians of
Minnesota
for lands
provisions of the Free Homestead
for
lands disposed
disposed of under the provisions
Homestead Act.
Act.

[Public, No. 378.1
378.]
Chippewa
Chippewa
Msn
inn.

Indians,

authorized

to

Sum authorized tto
general
of,elroxi°
from
ge
s
ne% fund
tlun
fitr ri
j,
disposaoflands.
disposal et lands.

ol.S, p. 645.

Vol. 25, p. 645.

Be
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
Be itit enacted
by the
of the
nited States
States of America in
United
in Congress
assembled, That
there is
is
Congress assembled,
That there
hereby
authorized to be
hereby authorized
be appropriated,
appropriated, out
any funds
the
out of
of any
funds in
in the
Treasury of the United States
States not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
the sum
sum
of $1,787,751.36,
of
$1,787,751.36, with interest thereon at
the rate
rate of
of 5
per centum
centum
at the
5 per
per annum from December
December 31,
31, 1922, to
the date
of settlement,
settlement, said
said
to the
date of
total amount
credited to the general fund
total
amount to be credited
the Chippewa
Chippewa
fund of
of the
Indians of
of Minnesota
Indians
Minnesota arising
arising under the provisions
provisions of
of section
section 7
7 of
of
the Act of January
14, 1889.
January 14,
1889.
Approved,
Approved, February
Februaly 9.
1925.
9. 1925.

S
IXTYEIGHTH CONGRESS,
CONGRE SS, SESS.
SESS. II.
CHs. 162,163.
162, 163.
II. CHS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH

817.
817.

1925.
1925.

CHAP.
amend section
section 7
1909,
the Act
Act of February 6, 1909
7 of the
To amend
Act To
162.-An Act
CHAP. 162.—An
entitled "An
authorizing the
the sale
sale of
lands at the head of Cordova Bay, in
of lands
Act authorizing
"An Act
entitled
purposes."
the Territory
Alaska, and for other purposes."
of Alaska,
Territory of
the

February 9,
1925.
9,1925.
February
R. 2811.1
R.
2s81.1
[U.
l

[Public, No. 379.]

Public, No. 379.1

Be
by the
Senate and
and House
Representatives of the Cordova Bay, Alasof Representatives
House of
the Senate
it enacted
enacted by
Be it
o
as
Bay
United
of America
in Congress
assembled, That section 77of ka.
Congress assembled,
America in
States of
United States
Sale of lands at head
the Act
Act of
of February
February 6,
Act authorizing
sale of.Sale of lands athead
the sale
authorizing the
"An Act
entitled "An
6, 1909,
1909, entitled
the
amendp.599,amendVol.3,35, p.599,
and Vol.
Alaska, and
of
at the
of Cordova
Cordova Bay,
Bay, in
the Territory
Territory of
of Alaska,
in the
head of
the head
of lands
lands at
ed.
d.Payment of purchase
for
purposes," be
to read
read as
as follows:
follows:
amended to
be amended
for other
other purposes,"
orpoau'ia
1 of
of this Act, or pr.icetbe
section 1
in section
named in
"SEC. 7.
7. That
That the
the corporation
corporation named
price by corporation.
"SEC.
its
assigns, shall,
approval of the plan
plan
within six months from the approval
shall, within
its assigns,
mentioned
to the
the proper
the
receiver the
proper receiver
pay to
section, pay
preceding section,
the preceding
in the
mentioned in
Lands to be prepared
townte.d
forharfand
five years
of the
price of
full purchase
purchase price
the lands
lands applied
applied for; and within
within five
years for
full
wharf and
and topnsite.
townsite.
forwharf
necesthings
after
the
issuance
of
patent
said
corporation
shall
do
all
necesall
do
shall
corporation
after the issuance of patent said
sary
to render
render three
three hundred
hundred and
acres of the land purchased
purchased
twenty acres
and twenty
sary to
purposes in acsuitable
wharfage and town-site
town-site purposes
available for wharfage
and available
suitable and
Construction of dock,
of Constructionofdock,
cordance
with the
the plan
plan thereof
thereof submitted
submitted as
required in
section 66of
in section
as required
cordance with
etc., on notice from Seceto.,nnoticefromSecreceipt of written
from the
year from
this
Act, and
and shall
shall within
one year
the receipt
written notice
notice retary
within one
this Act,
of Interior.
said wharfage
within said
from the
of the
wharfage
construct within
Interior construct
the Interior
Secretary of
the Secretary
from
approaches
a public dock, wharf, or pier, with suitable approaches
and dock area a
on the
the land
land side
not less
than thirty-four
at
of water
water at
feet of
thirty-four feet
less than
with not
and with
side and
on
enable
surrounding the same, so as to enable
mean
low tide
tide leading
leading to and
and surrounding
mean low
Condition of
on cargoes
take on
ocean steamers
steamers to
approach, dock,
dock, discharge,
discharge, and
and take
cargoes Condition
to approach,
ocean
of patent.
patent.
thereat; that
for said
said lands
issued
shall recite that they are issued
lands shall
patent for
that patent
thereat;
under the
the provisions
provisions of
of this
subject to
cancellation and
and Forfeiture
oeitre if terms
to cancellation
are subject
and are
this Act
Act and
under
terms
the land
therein granted
as herein
herein provided;
provided; and
said not complied with.
and if
if said
forfeiture as
to forfeiture
granted to
land therein
the
with any of the terms
corporation or
assigns shall
fail to
to comply
comply with
shall fail
or its
its assigns
corporation
and
this Act, either before or after the issuance of
conditions of this
and conditions
patent, all
title which
which may
may have
accrued or vested
have accrued
or title
rights, or
interests, rights,
all interests,
patent,
and the apunder
this Act
Act shall
to the
the United
United States, and
forfeited to
be forfeited
shall be
under this
plication
which they
patent under
under which
they Pr
which they
or the
the patent
accrued, or
they accrued,
under which
plication under
Proviso.
etension ali
Time extension
vested,
canceled: Provided,
of the
In- Time
the InalSecretary of
the Secretary
That the
Provided, That
be canceled:
shall be
vested, shall
lowed.
terior
may, on
satisfactory showing,
reasonably extend the time lowedshowing, reasonably
on satisfactory
terior may,
within
which any
any of
of the
enumerated in
in this Act may be perActs enumerated
the Acts
within which
formed."
formed."
February 9, 1925.
Approved,
Approved, February

CHAP. 163.—An
repayment of excess amounts paid by
Authorizing repayment
163.-An Act Authorizing
purchasers
certain lots
formerly Fort Berthold
Berthold
Sanish, formerly
lots in the townsite of Banish,
of certain
purchasers of
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, North Dakota.

Be
enacted by
by the
and House
of the
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
the Senate
Senate and
it enacted
Be it
of America in
United States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the SecreStates of
United
tary
the Interior
to the
Secrethe Secreto certify
certify to
authorized to
is hereby
hereby authorized
Interior is
of the
tary of
between the amounts paid by
difference between
the difference
tary of
the Treasury
Treasury the
of the
tary
purchasers of
the lots
lots in
the townsite
townsite of
within the former
of Sanish,
Sanish, within
in the
of the
purchasers
Fort Berthold
Reservation, North
North Dakota,
fixed
Dakota, and the price fixed
Indian Reservation,
Berthold Indian
Fort
as
result of
of reappraisal
reappraisal .by
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
August
of August
Interior of
the Interior
by the
as result
11,
in all
all cases
whether patents
patents had
had or had not issued at the
cases whether
1922, in
11, 1922,
Provided,That the purchasers or
time of
of the
the lots:
lots: Provided,
of the
the reappraisal
reappraisal of
time
for repayment of such amounts
their
representatives apply for
legal representatives
their legal
within two
years from
passage of
within
two years
from the
the passage
of this
this Act.
Act.
Secretary of the
S
EC. 2.
2. Upon
Upon receipt
certificate from the Secretary
the certificate
receipt of the
SEC.
authorized and
Interior,
Secretary of the Treasury is hereby authorized
and
Interior, the Secretary
directed to
purchasers out of the funds held
make payment to such purchasers
to make
directed
Congress
Act of
the Act
under the
Indians under
in trust
trust for
for the
Fort Berthold
Berthold Indians
of Congress
the Fort
in
approved June
June 1,
warrant in
in settlement
settlement thereof.
his warrant
issue his
and issue
1910, and
1, 1910,
approved
Approved, February
February 9,
9, 1925.
1925.
Approved,

February 9,1925.
9, 1925.
February
[11. R. 3387.1
[Public, No. 380.]

[H.R. 3387.
[Public, No. 380.

FortBertholdIndian

R eservation,
Fort lrthop,
i
:
i
.
IiVair

N. Dak.
Saish townsite in
former, to hae ercess
Reservation,

in
Purchasers of lots in

rl'ishaers
oflots in
Sam
townsite
former, to have excess
pnyments
i.iyrts therefor refunded.

funded.

Proxiso.
Proiso.

appliTime limit for applications.

cations.

Payment authorized
from tribal trust fund.

Propmiet authrined
Vol. 38, p. 458.

'

35.. 45S.

818
February
1925.
ebruary 9,
9,1925.
[H. R. 4461.]
[H.
bl.
c
1.]
[Public, No. 38
381.]
[Public,
1-1

SIXTY-EIGHTH
SIXTYEIGHTH CONGRESS,
ESS. II.
II. CHs. 164,165.
164, 165.
CONGRESS, S
SEss.

1925.
1925.

To provide for the payment of certain
claims against the
CHAP. 164.-An
164. —An Act
ActToprovideforthepaymentof
certainclaimsagainstthe
Chippewa
Indians of
of Minnesota.
Minnesota.
Chippewa Indians

Be
and House
House of
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
of
Chippewa
United
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
the
hippewa Indians.
Indian, the
the
United
States
of
America
in
Congre
assembled,
That
the
Minn.
Payment tochiefsof
to chiefs of Secretary
he hereby
authorized to
to pay
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury be, and
and he
hereby is,
is, authorized
pay
Mille Lac Band of, for
services,
etc.
of any
any money
the Treasury
the United
United States
States to
the
out of
money in
in the
Treasury of
of the
to the
MlercesetBnd'
f for out
Vol. 35, p.
Chippewa Indians
p. 619.
credit of the Chippewa
the State
proIndians of
of the
State of
of Minnesota,
Minnesota, proceeds of
of the
final judgment
judgment obtained
obtained in
in the
the Court
Court of
ceeds
the final
of Claims
Claims
States in
against the United States
in case
case numbered
numbered 30447
"The
30447 entitled
entitled "The
Mille Lac Band of
of Chippewa
Indians in
of' Minnesota
Chippewa Indians
in the
the State
State of'Minnesota
against the
the United
against
the following
following sums:
sums: To
To Wah-we-yeaWah-we-yeaUnited States,"
States," the
cumig and
cumig
and Ain-dus-o-geshig,
Mille Lac
Lac chiefs,
chiefs, $5,000
Ain-dus-o-geshig, Mille
$5,000 each;
each; to
to
Me-ge-zee, aa Mille
Me-ge-zee,
Mille Lac
chic; $500;
$500; to
to the
heirs of
of Go-gee,
Go-gee, aa Mile
Lac chief.
the heirs
Mille
chief, $500;
$500; to.
to. the
the heirs
Lac chief,
of Nay-gwa-nay-be-ke-wain-zee,
heirs of
Nay-gwa-nay-be-ke-wain-zee, a
a
Receipts
in fn re. Mille Lac
ipts in
MI re' Mille
chief, $500; upon the execution
execution by each,
each, or their legal
legal
quired.
.
representative, of
representative,
of a
full for
for all
all claims
claims and
demands
a receipt
receipt in
in full
and demands
against the
the Chippewa
Minnesota, or
any band
against
Chippewa Indians
Indians of
of Minnesota,
or any
band thereof,
thereof,
for services
services rendered
rendered and
and money
money expended
in connection
the
expended in
connection with
with the
preparation
or prosecution
of the
the said
said case.
preparation or
prosecution of
case.
Approved,
9. 1925.
Approved, February
February 9.
1925.
9 1925.
February 9.19.
[H. R. 5096.)
[Public, No. 3824
32.1

[H. R. 096.]
[Public,

CHAP. 168.—An
165.-An Act To authorize the incorporated
incorporated town of Sitka, Alaska,
to issue bonds in any sum not exceeding $25,000 for the purpose
of constructing
constructing
purpose of
aapublicsehoolbuildinginthetownofSitka,Alaska.
public school building in the town of Sitka, Alaska.

Be
by the
Senate and
Be itit enacted
enacted by
the Senate
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
United States
in Congress
incorUnited
States of
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the •
incorporated
porated town of Sitka, Alaska, is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized and
and empowered
empowered
to issue bonds in
in any
any sum
sum not
$25,000 for
for the
the purpose
not exceeding
exceeding $25,000
purpose of
of
constructing a
public
school
building in
in the
town of
Sitka, Alaska.
Alaska.
electi
to
constructing
a
public
school
building
the
town
Special election
of
Sitka,
t
authorize.
SEC.
S
EC. 2. That before said bonds shall
shall be
be issued
issued a
a special
special election
election
shall be ordered
ordered by the common
common council
council of
of the
town of
Sitka, at
the town
of Sitka,
at
which election the question
question of
of whether
whether such
shall be
issued
such bonds
bonds shall
be issued
electors of
shall be submitted
submitted to the qualified
qualified electors
said town
town of
of Sitka
of said
Sitka whose
whose
names appear on the last assessment roll of said town for municipal
municipal
taxation. Thirty days'
days' notice
notice of
of such
such election
election shall
shall be
given by
by
be given
a newspaper printed
and published
published and
publication thereof in a
printed and
and of
of
before the
general circulation
circulation in said town before
the day
day fixed
fixed for
such
for such
election.
election.
Conduct of
conduct
of election.
electon.
SEC.
That the
SEC. 3.
3. That
the registration
registration for such election, the manner of conconthe canvass
ducting the same, and the
canvass of
of the
returns of
of said
the returns
said election
election
shall be,
be, as
near as
practicable, in
in accordance
with the
requirements
as near
as practicable,
accordance with
the requirements
of law
law in
in general
or special
and said
of
general or
special elections
elections in
in said
said municipality,
municipality, and
said
bonds shall be issued only upon condition
condition that
60 per
per centum
of the
that 60
centum of
the
election in
in said
votes cast at such election
said town
be in
favor of
of issuing
issuing
town shall
shall be
in favor
said bonds.
said
bonds.
Interest rate,
sale,
interest
rate, sale
SEC. 4. That the bonds above
Stc.
above specified,
specified, when
authorized to
to be
when authorized
be
etc.
issued as hereinbefore
hereinbefore provided, shall bear interest at aa rate to be
issued
to exceed
fixed by the common council
council of Sitka, not to
exceed 66 per
per centum
centum
per annum, payable
semiannually, and
payable semiannually,
and shall
shall not
not be
be sold
less than
than
sold for
for less
their par value,
interest,/ and
value, with accrued interest
shall be
be in
in denominations
and shall
denominations
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000
$1,000 each,
each, the
the principal
principal to
due in
in twenty
to be
be due
twenty years
years
Provisos.
Prodi.
from date
date thereof:
Provided, however,
council of
from
thereof: Provided,
however, That
That the
the common
common council
of
Redemption.
Redempon
to pay off such
the said town of Sitka may reserve the right to
such bonds
bonds
in their numerical
numerical order at the rate of $2.000
annum
in
$2.000 thereof
thereof per annum
Payment of principlayent
of Prtd- from and after the
the expiration
expiration of
of five
five years
from their
Prinyears from
their date.
date. Prinpal
and interest.
ayable in lawful
lawful money
cipal and interest shall be payable
of the
the United
money of
United
treasurer or
States of America at the ofice
office of the town treasurer
at such
bank
or at
such bank
Sitka, lAlaska.
May issue bonds far
bonds
school building.

sitska,

May3B
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S
ESS. II.
Cus. 165-168.
165-168.
II. CHS.
SESs.

819
819

1925.
1925.

in
the city
city of
of New
New York,
the State of New York, or such place as
in the
York, in
in the
may
designated by the common council of the town of Sitka, the
be designated
may be
and seal
Signatres and
fur- Signatures
place
payment to
to be
be mentioned
mentioned in
in the
bonds: And
provided furAnd provided
the bonds:
of payment
place of
required.
every such bond shall have the written
ther,
That each
written signa- required
and every
each and
ther, That
ture
of the mayor and clerk of the said town of Sitka and also bear
ture of
the
town.
U oof funds
unds restrictseal of
of said
said town.
the seal
Use
restrictSnc. 5.
no part of the funds arising from the sale of said ed.
That no
5. That
SEC.
bonds
used for
specified in
in this
Act. Seobonds.
this Act.
than specified
other than
purpose other
for any
any purpose
be used
shall be
bonds shall
Sale of bonds.
Said bonds
bonds shall
amounts as the common counin such amounts
only in
shall be sold only
Said
cil
direct, and the proceeds
proceeds thereof shall be disbursed for the
cil shall direct,
purposes
under the order and direction
direction
hereinbefore mentioned and under
purposes hereinbefore
of
from time to time as the same may be recommon council from
said common
of said
quired for said purposes.
Approved,
Approved, February 9, 1925.

CHAP.
166.—An Act Authorizing
Secretary of the Interior
Interior to pay certain
certain
Authorizing the Secretary
CHAP. 166.-An
Pottawatomi Indians.
funds to various
various Wisconsin Pottawatomi

Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of the
of Representatives
it enacted
Be it
United States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the unexAmerica in
of America
States of
United
pended balance
of approximately
appropriation in
the appropriation
of the
$2,978.05 of
approximately $2,978.05
balance of
pended
the Act
Act of
of March
1917 (Thirty-ninth
Statutes at
at Large, page
(Thirty-ninth Statutes
2, 1917
March 2,
the
991),
for the
and civilization
Wisconsin Band of
of the Wisconsin
civilization of
support and
the support
991), for
Pottawatomi Indians
in the
Wisconsin and MichiStates of Wisconsin
the States
residing in
Indians residing
Pottawatomi
gan, as
as reappropriated
the Act
of February
(Forty-first
14, 1920 (Forty-first
February 14,
Act of
by the
reappropriated by
gan,
Statutes
Large, page
may, in
in the discretion of the Secre432), may,
page 432),
at Large,
Statutes at
tar'y
of the
the Interior,
Interior, be
be paid
said Indians
Indians
of said
such of
to such
proportionately to
paid proportionately
tary of
shares of the benefits
as have
_lave not
received their
their full
benefits of the approfull shares
not received
as
priation.
priation.
Approved,
1925.
February 9, 1925.
Approved, February

CHAP. 167.-An
167.—An Act
Act To
To diminish
the number
appraisers at
at the
the port
port of
of appraisers
number of
diminish the
CHAP.
Baltimore,
purposes.
for other purposes.
Baltimore, and for

Be
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
House of
Representatives of the
of Representatives
and House
by the
it enacted
Be it
United
States of
of America
That there shall
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
United States
be at
at the
the port
port of
of Baltimore
one appraiser
of merchandise
instead of
merchandise instead
appraiser of
Baltimore one
be
two as
now provided,
appraiser at Baltimore shall
the said appraiser
and the
provided, and
as now
two
appropriareceive
$4,500 per
annum, payable
payable out of the appropriaper annum,
of $4,500
salary of
receive aasalary
collecting the revenue from customs.
tion for
for expenses
expenses of collecting
tion
Such
the Act
24, 1912,
1,
chapter 355, section 1,
1912, chapter
August 24.
of August
Act of
of the
parts of
Such parts
reorganization of the
Thirty-seventh
434, and the reorganization
Statutes, page 434,
Thirty-seventh Statutes,
customs
service made
made by
thereunder as
are inconsistent
inconsistent
as are
President thereunder
the President
by the
customs service
with
the provisions
provisions of
this Act
Act and all
all other laws and parts of
of this
with the
laws
inconsistent with
with the
the provisions
provisions of this Act are hereby
laws inconsistent
repealed.
repealed.
Approved, February
February 9, 1925.
Approved,

CHAP. 168.-An
168.—An Act
amend the
the Act
entitled "An Act making appropriaAct entitled
To amend
Act To
CHAP.

Indian Affairs,
tions for the current and contingent expenses of the Bureau of Indian
for
stipulations with various Indian tribes, and for other purtreaty stipulations
fulfilling treaty
for fulfilling
poses, for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1915," approved August 1, 1914.

February 9, 1925.
1925.
[H.
R. 7239.]
72391
(H. R.
[Public, No. 3831

[Public, No. 383.]

.

Wisconsin Band of
Wisconsin
Pottawatomies,
Wis.
Pottawatomies,
Mich.
and Mich
members
Payment to members
of,snot
og receiving
receiving benefit h
ormerappro
he
prit
ea
appropriafits
of former
tion.
Vol. 41,p.
41, p. 432.
Vol.

February 9, 1925.
1925.
February
[H. R. 7918.
[H. R. 7918.]
[Public, No. 384.]

[ub,

No. 38.

u
Customs.
Appraiser ,t
at BaltiAppraier
more, Md., limited to
oe, Md., limited to
one.
Vol. 41,
883.
p.883.
41, p.
vol.
Inconsistent laws revdoL , p.434

Inconsistent laws reVoi. 37, p. 434.

February 9, 1925.
February
80
[H. R.
18 ,
[H. R. WW1
[Public, No. 385.]
385.

[Public, No.

Chippewa Indians
Representatives of the Chippewa
of Representatives
•
Be it
enacted by
by the
House of
and House
Senate and
the Senate
it enacted
*Be
igUnited States
in Congress
congress assembled,
assembled, That section 8
8 of Mi
Minn:
White.arth
America in
of America
States of
United
too be
be
the
Act of
(Thirty-eighth Statutes
Statutes at
at Large,
Large, pages
teachers t
schoo tehrs
pages school
1914 (Thirty-eighth
1, 1914
August 1,
of August
the Act
582,
590), be,
same is
hereby, amended
adding after
the o
ptd
dfofrom ttribal fundd
after the
by adding
amended by
is hereby,
the same
and the
be, and
582, 590),
high-

820
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S
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CONGRE SS,

S
ESS. II.
II. CHS.
CHs. 168-170.
168-170.
SEAs.

1925.
1925.

Vol.38,p.590,amend- word
word "reimbursable"
"reimbursable" occurring
the thirteenth
of said
said section
section
occurring in
in the
thirteenth line
line of
8, the words, "From
"From tribal funds of the Chippewa
Chippewa Indians,"
so
Indians," so
"For
that said Act shall read in part: "
For the
payment of
the payment
of high-school
high-school
teachers at the White Earth
Earth Indian School,
School, Minnesota,
Minnesota, for
for instrucinstruction of children of the Chippewa Indians in
in the
the State
State of
of Minnesota
Minnesota
$4,000, or so much thereof
thereof as
may be
be necessary,
necessary, said
said sum
sum to
reimas may
to be
be reimbursable from tribal funds
funds of the
Chippewa Indians,
to be
be used
under
the Chippewa
Indians, to
used under
rules prescribed
prescribed by the
of the
Interior."
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Interior."
Approved, February
Approved,
February 9,
9, 1925.
1925.

Vol. 38, p.590, amended.

February 9,1925.
9, 1925.
[H. R. 8965.1
[Public,
[Public. No. 386.1
386.1

Omaha
Indians,
Omaha
Indians,
Nebr.
I Nebr.
Per capita payment
Perunder capita
to,
Court of
t o,
Claims
judgment.
claims judgment.

raot

Vol.
10, p.
P. 10.
1043.
Vol.0,
Vol.
oL 36, p. 580.

Proviss.
Provisos.
Attorneys'
Attorneys' fees
ducted.
dlucted.

CHAP.
169.-An Act For the relief of the Omaha
CHAP. 169.—An
Omaha Indians of
of Nebraska.
Nebraska.
Be itit enacted
by the
Senate and
and House
the
Be
enacted by
the Senate
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United States
That there
there is
is herehereStates of
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That

by
authorized to
appropriated, out
of any
any moneys
moneys in
the Treasury
Treasury
by authorized
to be
be appropriated,
out of
in the

not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the sum of $374,465.02,
$374,465.02, which
which represents
represents
interest at 5
5 per centum on principal sums
sums found
found due
the Omaha
due the
Omaha
Indians under
Indians
under the treaty of March
March 16, 1854 (Tenth
(Tenth Statutes
Statutes at
at
Large, page
page 1043),
1043), by
Large,
by decision
decision of the Court
Court of
of Claims
Claims rendered
rendered

de-

Settlement in
in full.
full.

Release of
of allaims.
Release
all dolma.

February 9,192.
9, 19291
:
[Ir.
[H. R.
R. 1196.l
11956.1
[Public, No. ati7.]
[Public,

No. 387.}

April 22, 1918,
1918, in the case of the Omaha Tribe
of Indians
Indians against
against
Tribe of
numbered 31002;
the United States, numbered
and the
the InIn31002; and
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
terior is hereby
authorized to disburse
hereby authorized
said amount
pro rata
rata to
to
disburse the
the said
amount pro
the
members of
of the
tribe entitled
entitled thereto,
such rules
and regureguthe members
the tribe
thereto, under
under such
rules and
lations as
he may prescribe:
Provided, That
That $5,000
lations
as he
prescribe: Provided,
shall be
$5,000 shall
be dededucted therefrom
therefrom and paid to
attorneys employed
by the
to the attorneys
employed by
the Omaha
Omaha
Tribe under contract approved
approved by the Acting
Acting Secretary
of the
Secretary of
the InInterior July 30, 1921, in full payment
for services
under
payment for
services rendered
rendered under

such
contract: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
That the amount herein
such contract:
herein authorized
authorized
to be appropriated
appropriated shall be in
in full
settlement of
full settlement
of all
all claims
claims of
of the
the
Omaha
of Indians
Omaha Tribe
Tribe of
Indians against
against the
States. And
full
the United
United States.
And aa full
and final release of any and all
all claims
against the
United States
claims against
the United
States
to date shall be executed
executed by the Business Council
of the
Council of
the Omaha
Omaha
Tribe
and filed
filed with
with the
the Indian
Tribe and
Indian Office.
Office.
Approved,
February 9,
1925.
Approved, February
9, 1925.
To amend the Act
CHAP. 170.-An
170.—An Act To
Act entitled
An Act
Act making
making appropriaentitled "An
appropria-

tions
ti0IIS to supply urgent
urgent deficiencies
deficiencies in the appropriations
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
endappropriations for
year ending June 30, 1909,
1909," approved
approved February 9,
9, 1909.
1909.

Be it
enacted by
by the
of Representatives
Be
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of
of the
the
United States of
United
America in
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Act
Act
ed.
entitled
appropriations to supply
entitled "An
"An Act making appropriations
supply urgent dedeficiences
appropriations for the fiscal
ficiences in the appropriations
year ending
ending June
fiscal year
June 30,
30,
1909,"
1909," approved
approved February
February 9, 1909,
1909, is
is amended
amended by
by adding
adding after
after the
the
paragraph under
end of the first paragraph
under the
title "War
"War Department"
the title
Department" aa
paragraph to
to read
read as
follows:
etc.,l, of
of new
new paragraph
Collection, etc.
as follows:
taxes
by legisThat the taxes imposed by the Philippine
taxes iposed
imposed by
egisPhilippine Legislature
in act
Legislature in
act
lature, legalized, et.
numbered 3065,
approved March
act numbered
lature, legalized, etc.
numbered
3065, approved
March 16, 1923, and act
numbered 3183,
3183,
approved November
November 27, 1924,
approved
1924, are hereby legalized and
and ratified,
ratified, and
and
the collection
the
collection of all such taxes made under or by authority
authority of said
said
acts of the Philippine
Legislature is hereby legalized,
Philippine Legislature
legalized, ratified,
ratified, and
and
confirmed
confirmed as fully to all intents and purposes
purposes as if
if the same
same had
had by
by
Congress been specifically
specifically authorized
prior Act of Congress
and directed.
authorized and
directed.
Approved, February
February 9,
9, 1925.
1925.
Philippine
Philippine Islands.
slands.
Vol.35,p.615,
Vol. 35, p. 615, amendamended.
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SIXTY-EIGHTH
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821

SESS. H
Cns. 171,
172, 198, 199.
H. . CHS.
171,172,198,199.
SESS.

a proximate vacancy
filing of a
CHAP.
171.—Joint Resolution
Resolution Providing
Providing for the filling
CHAP. 171.-Joint
in the
the Board
Board of
Regents of
Smithsonian Institution of the class other than
of the
the Smithsonian
of Regents
in
Members of Congress.
Congress.
Members

February
1925.
9, 1925.
February 9,
[S.
J. Res.
Res. 154.1
154.]
[S. J.
[Pub. Res., No. 47.]

[Pub. Res., No. 7.]

Resolved
the Senate
of Representatives
of the
Resolved by
by the
Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of
the Smithsonian
Smithsonian itituInstituin Congress
Congress assembled, That the vacancy
America in
United States
vacancy tion.
States of America
United
Reappointment
of
as
Robert S. Brookngs
in
the Board
Board of
Regents of the Smithsonian Institution
Institution of the class Robert
of Regents
Brookings as
in the
Regent.
other than
than Members
of Congress,
January 6,
6, Regent.
which will occur on January
Congress, which
Members of
other
S. Brookings,
Brookings,
1925,
expiration of
of the
the term of Robert S.
1925, by
by reason
reason of the expiration
of
Missouri, be
the reappointment
reappointment of
Robert S.
of said
said Robert
S. BrookBrookbe filled
filled by
by the
of Missouri,
ings
ensuing term.
ings for the ensuing
Approved,
9, 1925.
1925.
February 9,
Approved, February
Providing for the filling of aaproximate vacancy
CHAP.
172.—Joint Resolution
Resolution Providing
vacancy
CHAP. 172.-Joint
Regents of the Smithsonian Institution of the class other than
in the Board of Regents
Members of Congress.
Congress.
Members

February 9, 1925.
1925.
[S.
J. Res.
Res. 155.1
1551
[. J.
[Pub.
Res.,
No.
48.1
[Pub. Res., No. 48.1

Resolved
the Senate
Senate and
Representatives of the Smithsonian InstituHouse of Representatives
and House
by the
Resolved by
tion.
United States
States of
of America
America in
assembled, That
vacancy tReappointment
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
of
That the
the vacancy
Reappointment
of
Gray as Regent.
GeorgeGrayasRegent.
in the
the Board
Board of
of Regents
Regents of the
Smithsonian Institution of the class
class George
the Smithsonian
in
25
other than Members
February 25,
of Congress,
Congress, which will occur on February
Members of
other
1925,
of the
the expiration
expiration of
of the
term of
Gray, of
of
of George
George Gray,
the term
reason of
1925, by
by reason
Gray for
Delaware, be
by the
George Gray
said George
the reappointment
reappointment of said
be filled
filled by
Delaware,
the ensuing
ensuing term.
term.
the
Approved,
9, 1925.
February 9,
Approved, February
198.—An Act To
Law for the District
To amend section 558 of the Code of Lawfor
CHAP. 198.-An

of Columbia.
Columbia.

February 10, 1925.
1925.
[S. 3392.]
[Public,
388.
[Public, No.
No. 388.]

js. 3392.]

Be it
enacted by
by the
House of
the Distri
Be
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
Distride of Columbia
Code.
assembled, That section 558 Code.
United States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
America in
United
States of America
Vol.
31,
p. 1279,
amended.
of
Code of
of Law
Law for
amended so that amended.
for the District of Columbia be amended
the Code
of the
p 622.
622
vVol. 34, p.
.
.34
it shall read as follows:
Notaries public.
public.
"Sy.c. 558.
558. NOTiArS.-The
NorAinss.—The President
shall also
Notaries
to Appointment
have power
power to
also have
President shall
"SEC.
by the
Appointment
President.
appoint
number of
of notaries
said District,
District, President.
of said
residents of
public, residents
notaries public,
such number
appoint such
or
place of
of business
business or
employment is
is located
located within
within said
or employment
sole place
or.whose
whose sole
the District
District may require: Proies.
District,
as, in
his discretion,
the business
business of the
discretion, the
in his
District, as,
Provisos.
May
represent
Provided,
the appointment
appointment of
of any
any person
person as
such notary
public, clients
May before
represent
as such
notary public,
That the
Provided, That
departor the
the acceptance
acceptance of
of his
commission as
as such,
or the
the performance
performance of ments,
mentsoetc. r departsuch, or
his commission
or
disqualify or prevent such person
shall not disqualify
the
duties thereunder,
person
thereunder, shall
the duties
from
clients before
before any
any of
departments of the
of the departments
representing clients
from representing
United States
in the
of Columbia
Columbia or
or elsewhere:
elsewhere: Restriction if
in
the District
District of
Government in
States Government
if
in
United
Government employemployProvided, That
That such
so appointed
appointed as
as aa notary
notary public
Government
who ment.
public who
person so
such person
Provided,
any such department
appears
practice or
represent clients
clients before any
or represent
to practice
appears to
is
Government employ,
employ, and shall
.
shall be
in Government
engaged in
otherwise engaged
not otherwise
is not
admitted
heads of
of such
such departments
departments to
to practice
practice therein
in
therein m
the heads
by the
admitted by
accordance with
rules and
regulations prescribed
for other
prescribed for
and regulations
the rules
with the
accordance
persons or
who are
practice therein:
persons
or attorneys
attorneys who
are admitted
admitted to
to practice
therein: And
And May not take
provided further,
public shall
be authorized
to take
et.,
acnowledgments, etc.,
take acknowledgments,
authorized to
shall be
no notary
notary public
That no
further, That
provided
in case.
ase
interested in
acknowledgments, administer
oaths, certify
certify papers.
papers, or
any ifif interested
or perform
perform any
administer oaths,
acknowledgments,
connection with matters in which he is employed as
official
official acts in connection
any way intercounsel,
or agent
agent or
he may
be in any
may be
which he
or in
in which
attorney, or
counsel, attorney,
ested before any of the departments
departments aforesaid."
aforesaid."
Approved, February
10, 1925.
1925.
February 10,
Approved,
CHAP.
199.—An Act For the relief of Lieutenant
Lieutenant Richard
Richard Evelyn Byrd,
CHAP. 199.-An
junior, United
United States Navy.
Navy.

Be
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
of the
the
Representatives of
House of
by the
it enacted
enacted by
Be it
United States
of America
assembled, That
That the
the President
President
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
States of
United

February 10, 1925.
1925.
[H. R. 9461.]
[pnblicN
[Public,
No. 3389..1

[eB.R. 9461.1

Richard
B311fi
c
,l
i
t
r
r.a. rd
Byrd,

Eelyn
Evelyn

822
822

SIXTY-EIGHTH
SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS,
CONGRESS,

May be
May
be appointed
appointed
lieutenant commander,
commander,
Navy retired
retired list.
Navy

of the Senate,
Lieutenant Richard
Senate, Lieutenant
Richard Evelyn Byrd, junior,
United
junior, United

SESS. II.
II. CHS.
CHs. 199,
200.
SESS.
199,200.

1925.
1925.

is
hereby authorized
authorized to
to appoint,
and with
with the advice
consent
is hereby
appoint, by
by and
advice and consent

a lieutenant
States Navy, a
lieutenant commander
commander on
on the
the retired
retired list
list of
of the
the
Navy: Provided,
That nothing
nothing contained
herein shall
shall entitle
Navy:
Provided, That
contained herein
entitle LieuLieutenant Richard
any back pay
Richard Evelyn Byrd, junior, to any
or allowances.
allowances.
pay or
Approved, February
February 10,
10, 1925.
1925.

Proviso.
No°backpay,
No
back pay, etc.
etc.

February 10, 1925.
1925.
M.
[H. R.
'1044.]
. 104041
[Public, No. 390.]
[Public,

No. 390.]

Department of Agritreapproprmttolculture
appropriations.

sSecretary's
ec eta sy oOffice.
f

.

CHAP.
for the
CHAP. 200.-An
200.—An Act Making
Making appropriations
appropriations for
the Department
Department of
of AgriAgriculture for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1926, and for other purposes.

enacted by the Senate
Be it
it enacted
House of
of Representatives
of the
the
Senate and
and House
Representatives of
United
States of
United States
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the following
following
That the
appropriated, out of any money
in the
sums are appropriated,
money in
Treasury not
not otherotherthe Treasury
wise appropriated,
appropriated, for the Department
of Agriculture
fiscal
Department of
Agriculture for
for the
the fiscal
year ending June
1926, namely:
namely:
June 30,
30, 1926,
OFFICE
SECRETARY
OFFICE OF
OF THE
THE SECRETARY
SALARIES
SALARIES

For
Secretary of
of Agriculture,
Assistant Secretary
For Secretary
Agriculture, $12,000;
$12,000; Assistant
Secretary and
and
other personal services in the District of Columbia,
Columbia, $513,937;
$513,937; and
and
for extra labor and emergency
employments, $7,294;
in accordance
accordance
emergency employments,
$7,294; in
Provisos.
salaes
limited to
Classification Act
$533,231: Provided,
That
Act of
of 1923;
1923; in
in all,
all, $533,231:
Salaries limited
to with the Classification
Provided, That
average
rates
under
average
ratne
nder
in
expending
appropriations
appropriations,
in
expending
appropriations
or
portions
of
appropriations,
contained
contained
Classification Act.
m this Act, for the payment
in
payment for personal
personal services
services in the District
District of
of
Vol.
42.Pp. 1488.
Vol
.
I48
Columbia in accordance
accordance with "
The Classification
1923," the
"The
Classification Act
Act of
of 1923,"
the
average of the salaries of the total number
average
persons under
under any
number of
of persons
any
any bureau,
unit shall
grade in any
bureau, office,
office, or
or other
other appropriation
appropriation unit
shall not
not at
at
the average
of the
compensation rates
for
any time
time exceed
exceed the
average of
the compensation
rates specified
specified for
If only
only one position any
in
ina
a grade.
grade.
the grade by such Act, and in grades
which only
only one
one position
grades in
in which
position is
is
the salary
such position
not exceed
exceed the
ot applicable
applicable to
to allocated
allocated the
salary of
of such
position shall
shall not
the average
average
Not
clerical-mechanical
clerical -mechanical of the compensation
compensation rates
rates for
this rerefor the
the grade:
grade: Provided,
Provided, That
That this
service.
-seels.
striction
not apply
apply (1)
2,.3,
striction shall
shall not
(1) to grades 1, 2,.
3, and 4
4of the clericalclericalNo fixed salary redNod
fed
to require
require the
reduction in
salary of
of any
any
salar re- mechanical
mechanical service,
service, or
or (2)
(2) to
duced.
the reduction
in salary
Vol.
p.14.
person whose compensation
Vol. 42
42, p.
1490.
compensation was
as of
of July
July 1,
1924, in
in accordwas fixed,
fixed, as
1,
1924,
accordTransfers to
another ance with
Trnsers
toanother
of section
66. of such Act, (3)
(3) to
reducto require the
the reducposition
re-.
position without re.
. the rules
e
duction.
dnction.
tion in salary of any person who is transferred
transferred from
from one
one position
position to
to
position in
in the
same or
or different
different grade
in the
the same
difPayment
another position
the same
grade in
same or
or aadifPayments under
under another
higher rates
rates allowed.
allowed. ferent
ferent bureau,
bureau, office, or other appropriation
or (4)
prevent
appropriation unit,
unit, or
(4) to
to prevent
the payment
a salary
salary under
payment of a
grade at
at a
higher than
than the
the
under any
any grade
a rate
rate higher
maximum rate of the
grade when
higher rate
rate is
is permitted
by
the grade
when such
such higher
permitted by
Classification Act of 1923,"
"The Classification
1923," and is
by
is specifically
specifically authorized
authorized by
other
other law.
Mechanical, etc., emMechanical,etc.,
For salaries
and compensation
For
salaries and
compensation of necessary
necessary employees
employees in the meployees.
chanical shops and power plant of the Department
Agriculture,
Department of
of Agriculture,
$93,000.
Secretary, Assistant,
Secretary,Assistant,
office personnel, and
extralaPbor.
extra
labor.

MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES,
MISCELLANEOUS
EXPENSES, DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF
AGRICU TUBE
OF AGRICULTRE

contingent
epenses.
Contingent expenses.

For stationery,
For
stationery, blank books, twine, paper, gum,
dry goods,
goods, soap,
soap,
gum, dry
brushes, brooms, mats, oils, paints, glass, lumber, hardware,
ice, fuel,
hardware, ice,
fuel,
water and gas pipes, heating
heating apparatus,
apparatus, furniture,
matfurniture, carpets,
carpets, and
and mattings;
tinge; for lights, freight, express
charges, advertising
advertising and
and press
press
express charges,
clippings, telegraphing,
telegraphing, telephoning,
telephoning, postage,
postage, washing
towels, and
and
washing towels,
necessary
improvements to
necessary repairs and improvements
buildings and
heating appato buildings
and heating
apparatus; for the purchase,
purchase, subsistence,
horses and
subsistence, and
and care
care of
of horses
and the
the purpurchase and repair of harness and vehicles,
vehicles, for official purposes
purposes only,
only,
including necessary expenses for the
maintenance, repair,
repair, and
and operathe maintenance,
opera-

SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH
CONGRESS.

SEss. II.
SEss.
II. CH.
CH. 200.
200.

823
823

1925.
1925.

tion of an automobile for the official
official use of the Secretary
Secretary of
of Agriculture; for the payment of the Department
Department of Agriculture's
Agriculture's proportionate share of the expense of the dispatch
dispatch agent in New York;
York; for
official traveling expenses;
expenses; and for other miscellaneous
miscellaneous supplies and
expenses not otherwise provided for and necessary
necessary for the nractical
Dractical
and efficient work of the department,
department, $144,000.
RENT OF
OF BUILDINGS
BUILDINGS IN
IN THE
RENT
THE DISTRICT
DISTRICT OF
COLUMBIA
OF COLUMBIA

Rent.

Buildings, etc., in
For rent of buildings
buildings .and parts of buildings in the District
District of
of the
thBusildit
in
District. etc.
Columbia, for use of the various bureaus, divisions,
and
offices
of
the
divisions, and offices of the
Proviso.
Department
Agriculture, $196,866:
Department of Agriculture,
$196,866: Provided,
Provided, That only such part
part Pro.
Restriction.
of this sum shall be available
available to pay rent for space which can not
not
be furnished by the Public Buildings Commission
Commission in Government
Government
the District
of Columbia.
Columbia.
buildings located
located in
in the
District of
Nitrogen
Research
For rent for the Fixed Nitrogen
Nitrogen Research
Laboratory, $10,000,
$10,000, to
Research Laboratory,
to Laboratory,from
iNtfrmsnArm
Army
ds
funds.
be paid from the funds transferred
Department of Agricul- f transferred to the Department
ture by the War Department.

OFFICE OF
OF EDITORIAL
EDITORIAL AND
OFFICE
AND DISTRIBUTION
DISTRIBUTION WORK
WORK

Editorial

and

EditorialWork.
and
Work.
tribution

Dis-

Dis-

an office
p
Salaries: For
chief of
and other
personal services
in the
Dis- soon.,
Chief
.,and
Salaries:
For chief
of office
office and
other personal
services in
the Disd off ee perer
trict of Columbia in accordance
accordance with the Classification
Classification Act
Act of
1923,
of 1923,
$318,720.
expenses.
General expenses,
expenses, Office of Editorial and
Distribution Work:
Work: For
and Distribution
For General
e"'alep
s.
miscellaneous objects of expenditure
expenditure in connection with the publication, indexing, illustration, and distribution of bulletins, documents,
and reports, as follows:
follows:
For labor-saving
machinery and supplies, envelopes, stationery
Obets designated.
labor-saving machinery
stationery Objects
deidnated.
and materials, office furniture and fixtures, photographic
photographic equipment
equipment
and materials, artists' tools and supplies, telephone
telephone and telegraph
telegraph
service, freight and express charges; purchase
purchase and maintenance
maintenance of
bicycles; purchase
purchase of manuscripts; traveling expenses;
expenses; electrotypes,
electrotypes,
illustrations, and other expenses not otherwise
otherwise provided
and
provided for,
for, and
including not to exceed $2,980 for extra labor and emergency
emergency employments in the District of Columbia,
Columbia, $32,280.

-PRINTING
PRINTING AND
AND BINDING
BINDING

For all printing
printing and binding for the Department
Department of
of Agriculture,
Agriculture,
including all of its bureaus, offices, institutions, and services located
located
in Washington,
Washington, District of Columbia, and elsewhere, $738,000,
111
$738,000, inincluding
cluding the Annual Report of the Secretary
Secretary of
of Agriculture,
Agriculture, as
as rerequired by the Act approved January
pursuance of
quirFd
January 12, 1895, and in pursuance
the joint resolution
resolution numbered
numbered 13, approved
approved March 30, 1906, and also
including
farmers' bulletins, which
including not to exceed
exceed $250,000 for farmers'
which shall
shall
be adapted to the interests of the people of the different
different sections
of the country, an equal proportion
four-fifths of which
proportion of four-fifths
which shall be
delivered to or sent out under
under the addressed franks
franks furnished by
by
the Senators,
Representatives, and Delegates
Senators, Representatives,
Delegates in Congress, as
they
as they
shall direct, but not including
including work done at the field printing
printing plants
of .the Weather
Weather Bureau and the Forest Service
Service authorized
authorized by
by the
the
Joint Committee on Printing, in accordance
accordance with the Act approved
March 1,
1, 1919.
OFFICE OF
EXPERIMENT STATIONS
OFFICE
OF EXPERIMENT
STATIONS

Printing and
binda
ing.

Ptrs

d bld-

Annual Report.
Annu
Report

Vol. 28
28, p. 818;
Vol.
616; vol.
34, p
p. 825.

vol.

, p.

'

Farmers' bulletins.
bulletins.
Farmers'

Work
or excepted.

"cted

ol

.

Vol. 40, P.

p

.
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Experiment
Experiment Stations
Office.
Office.

For
Salaries: F
or chi
ef of
of office
offi ce and
an d other
other p
ersona l services
in the
scunttlf, and office
perchief
personal
services in
the soe'"d
ofceper

District of Columbia
Columbia in accordance
accordance with the Classification
Classification Act
Act of
of
1923, $35,386.

824
824
General expenses.
expenses.

SIXTY-EIGHTH
SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.

S
ESS. II.
CH. 200.
200.
SESS.
II. CH.

1925.
1925.

GENERAL
STATIONS
GENERAL EXPENSES-OFFICE
EXPENSES—OFFICE OF EXPEBIMENT
EXPERIMENT STATIONS

To carry into effect the provisions of an
an Act
Act approved
approved March
2,
March 2,
Act to
1887, entitled "An Act
agricultural experiment
to establish
establish agricultural
experiment stations
stations
in
in connection
connection with the colleges established
established in the several States under
under
the provisions
provisions of an Act approved July 2, 1862,
1862, and of the Acts supplementary
plementary thereto,"
the sums
to the
the several
several States,
thereto," the
sums apportioned
apportioned to
States,
to be
be paid
paid quarterly
quarterly in
in advance,
to
advance, $720,000.
$720,000.
Allotment of addiAtotmnppropriaion
To
carry into
To carry
into effect
effect the
of an
March 16,
the provisions
provisions of
an Act
Act approved
approved March
16,
tional appropriations.
Vol. 34, p. 563.
563.
provide
1906,
entitled
"An
Act
to
provide
for
an
increased
annual
appropriaannual
appropriaPost,
Pod,, p. 970.
tion for agricultural
agricultural experiment
experiment stations and regulating
expendiregulating the
the expenditure thereof,"
thereof," the
apportioned to
to the
several States,
to be
be paid
the sums
sums apportioned
the several
States, to
paid
quarterly in
in advance,
advance, $720,000.
quarterly
$720.000.
Administration
exTo enable
enable the
to enforce
pe-misttion
eol To
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Agriculture
Agriculture to
enforce the
the provisions
provisions
penses.
Vol.
Vol. of the Acts approved
vol. 224, p.
p 440;
440; Vol
approved March 2, 1887, and March
March 16,
1906, relative
relative to
16,
1906,
to
34, p. 163.
34, p. W.
their administration
administration and for the administration
administration of
of agricultural
agricultural exexTerritorial
inTerritorial and insular possessions.
periment stations in Alaska,
the Island
Island of
of
Alaska, Hawaii,
Hawaii, Porto
Porto Rio,
Rico, the
Islands of
Guam, and the Virgin Islands
States, including
including the
the
of the
the United
United States,
employment of
employment
and other
other persons
of
of clerks,
clerks, Assistants,
assistants, and
persons in
in the
the city
city of
Washington and elsewhere, freight
freight and
express charges,
charges, official
travand express
official traveling
office fixtures,
supplies, apparatus,
apparatus, telegraph
telegraph and
and
Outsiderent.
eling expenses,
expenses, office
fixtures, supplies,
Outside
rent.
telephone service, gas, electric current, and rent
the Disrent outside
outside of the
District of Columbia,
Columbia, $69,180,
$69,180, of which
not to
exceed $64,480
$64,480
which amount
amount not
to exceed
may be expended
expended for
for personal
personal services
services in
in the
the District
of Columbia;
District of
Columbia;
Annnalstatements.
• Annual
statements.
and the Secretary
Secretary of
of Agriculture
shall prescribe
prescribe the
form of
of the
Agriculture shall
the form
the
annual
annual financial statement required
required under the above
Acts, ascertain
above Acts,
ascertain
whether
whether the expenditures
expenditures are in accordance
accordance with their provisions,
provisions,
coordinate
coordinate the work of
Department of
of the Department
of Agriculture
Agriculture with
with that
that
of the State agricultural
agricultural colleges
colleges and
experiment stations
stations in
the
and experiment
in the
authorized in
in said
Acts, and
make report
report thereon
to Congress.
lines authorized
said Acts,
and make
thereon to
Congress.
Experiment stations
inETerritories
errient satndinTo enable the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture to establish
establish and
and maintain
maintain
in
and insular
pmsegpions.
solar possessions.
agricultural experiment
experiment stations in Alaska, Hawaii, Porto Rico, the
agricultural
Island of Guam, and the Virgin Islands
Islands of
the United
United States,
includof the
States, including the erection of buildings, the preparation,
illustration, and
and dispreparation, illustration,
distribution of reports and bulletins, and all other necessary
necessary expenses,
expenses,
$230,680, as
as follows:
Alaska, $76,240;
$54,940; Porto
Rico,
$230,680,
follows: Alaska,
$76,240; Hawaii,
Allotments.
Hawaii, $54,940;
Porto Rico,
$56,460;
$56,460; Guam, $20,860,
$20,860, and the
the Virgin
Virgin Islands
Islands of
the United
States,
of
the
United
States,
Sale of products.
e procts
of
$22,180; and the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture
authorized to
such
Agriculture is
is authorized
to sell
sell such
products as are obtained
obtained on
the land
land belonging
belonging to
to the
on the
the agricultural
agricultural
experiment stations in Alaska, Hawaii,
experiment
Rico, the
the Island
Island of
Hawaii, Porto
Porto Rico,
of
Guam, and the Virgin Islands
States, and
the amount
Islands of
of the
the United
United States,
and the
amount
o
from the
thereof shall
shall be
be covered
covered into
Treasury
obtained from
the sale
sale thereof
into the
the Treasury
Proviso.
Hawaii extension of the United States as miscellaneous
miscellaneous receipts:
Provided,
That of
receipts:
Provided,
That
of the
the
work.
work.
sum
herein appropriated
appropriated for the
the experiment
experiment station in Hawaii
sum herein
$10,000 may be used in agricultural
agricultural extension
extension work in
in Hawaii.
Hawaii.

Support of
of entagriculturpoper
tural experiment stations.
Vol.
24, p.
440.
Vol. 24
p. 440.
Vol. 12, p.
p. 503.
5.

Extension Service.
Service.
Chief, and office
office personne.
sonnel.

General expenses.
expenses.
General

demonstrationork.
Farmers' cooperative
demonstration
w
work.

deurrs' oopenrakie

EXTENSION SERVICE
SERVICE
EXTENSION

*

*

Columbia in
Salaries: For personal
personal services in the District of Columbia
accordance with
the Classification
Classification Act
Act of
1923, $137,139.
accordance
with the
of 1923,
$137,139.
GENERAL
EXPENSES, EXTENSION
GENERAL EXPENSES,
EXTENSION SERVICE
SERVICE

For farmers'
farmers' cooper
ati ve demonstration
demons t
ra ti on work.
wor k, including
i
nc l
u di ng special
For
cooperative
special
suggestions of plans and methods
suggestions
methods for more effective
effective dissemination
dissemination
of the results of the work
work of
the Department
of Agriculture
Agriculture and
of the
Department of
and
the agricultural experiment
experiment stations
improved methods
methods of
stations and
and of
of improved
of
agricultural practice, at farmers'
agricultural
farmers' institutes
institutes and
inand in
in agricultural
agricultural instruction, and for the employment
employment of labor in the
the city
city of
of WashWashington and elsewhere, supplies, and
other necessary
and all
all other
necessary expenses,
expenses,

SIXTY-EIGHTH
CONGRESS. S
SESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.
ESS. II.
II. C
CH..200.
200.

1925.
1925.

,

825
825

$1,308,540, of which amount not to exceed $205,140
expended trict
$1,308,540,
$205,140 may be expended
S?._ r.vices in
in the
the DisServices
services in
District of
of Columbia:
Columbi a: P
rov id ed, Th
at Proviso.
Provis0 .
for personal
personal services
in the
the District
Provided,
That
the
expense of
of such
such service
shall be
be defrayed
from this
this appropriaappropria- tionostihy
Voluntary contributhe expense
service shall
defrayed from
tions within cointsbuSat
a State
cooperative funds as may be
be voluntarily
voluntarily contributed
tion and such cooperative
contributed accepted.
by State,
State, county,
and municipal
agencies, ass
oc i
ati ons o
armers ,
by
county, and
municipal agencies,
associations
off f
farmers.
and individual farmers, universities,
universities, colleges,
boards of
trade, chamchamcolleges, boards
of trade,
bers of commerce,
commerce, other local associations
associations of business men,
men, business
business
organizations,
and individuals
individuals within
within the
State.
organizations, and
the State.
For cooperative
cooperative agricultural
extension work,
work, to
cooperaFor
agricultural extension
to be
be allotted,
allotted, paid,
paid, tive
cooperaAdditional
extension work.
and
expended in the
same manner,
upon the
same terms
terms and
condiand expended
the same
manner, upon
the same
and conditions,
same supervision
supervision as
the additional
appropritions, and
and under the
the same
as the
additional appropriations made by the Act of May 8, 1914 (Thirty-eighth
(Thirty-eighth Statutes
372.
Statutes at
at Vol.
vol. 38,
3, p.
p. 372.
372), entitled ""An
Large, page 372),
for cooperative
agriAn Act
Act to
to provide
provide for
cooperative agricultural
work between
the
cultural extension
extension work
between the
the agricultural
agricultural colleges
colleges in
in the
several
the benefits
benefits of
of an
an Act
Congress apapseveral States receiving
receiving the
Act of
of Congress
proved
1862, and
supplementary thereto,
and the
the
proved July
July 2,
2, 1862,
and of
of Acts
Acts supplementary
thereto, and
United
Department of
United States
States Department
of Agriculture,"
Agriculture," $1,300,000;
$1,300,000; and
sums Plans ofexpenditures
of expenditures.
and all
all sums
appropriated
this Act
for use
for demonstration
demonstration or
or extension
extension
appropriated by
by this
Act for
use for
State shall
shall be
and expended
work within any State
be used
used and
expended in
in accordance
accordance
upon by
by the
Secretary of
Agriculture
with plans
plans mutually agreed
agreed upon
the Secretary
of Agriculture
and the proper officials of the college in such
Proviso.
such State
State which
which receives
receives Pvi
the benefits of said Act of May 8, 1914: Provided,
Provided, That of the above Countyagents.
County agents.
appropriation
than $300,000
$300,000 shall
be expended
purappropriation not
not more
more than
shall be
expended for
for purposes other
than salaries
salaries of
agents.
poses
other than
of county
county agents.
To
enable the
the Secretary
Agriculture to
Aiding adevelopment
To enable
Secretary of
of Agriculture
to encourage
encourage and
and aid
aid in
in of
ofAicdngadepe
t
reclamtion projects.
the agricultural
agricultural development
development of the
reclamation projprojthe Government
Government reclamation
ects;
through demonstrations,
demonstrations, advice,
ects; to
to assist, through
advice, and
and in
in other
other ways,
ways,
settlers
settlers on
projects; and
of persons
persons and
and
on the
the projects;
and for the
the employment
employment of
means necessary
means
necessary in
in the
the city
city of
of Washington
Washington and
$38,640. Agric
and elsewhere,
elsewhere, $38,64(.
l
Agricultural exhibits
To
the Secretary
of Agriculture
Agriculture to
to make
make suitable
State, etc.,
etc., fairs.
fairs.
To enable the
Secretary of
suitable agriagri- at State,
cultural
and international
held
cultural exhibits
exhibits at
at State, interstate,
interstate, and
international fairs
fairs held
within
the purchase
purchase of
within the
the United
United States;
States; for
for the
of necessary
necessary supplies
supplies
and equipment;
equipment; for
telephone and
telegraph service,
and
and
for telephone
and telegraph
service, freight
freight and
express
for travel,
travel, and
and for
for every
expense necessary,
necessary,
express charges;
charges; for
every other
other expense
including
assistance in
in or
outside the
including the
the employment
employment of
of assistance
or outside
the city
city of
of Services
ervis inn theD
the DisWashington,
$99,745, of
to exceed
$52,460 may
may trict.
Washington, $99,745,
of which
which amount
amount not
not to
exceed $52,460
trict.
be expended
expended for
for personal services
services in the
the District
District of
of Columbia.
Administrative
exFor general administrative
administrative expenses
pnses.d tve eexpenses connected
connected with the Extension
Extension penises.
Service,
miscellaneous expenses
$11,640,
Service, and
and for
for miscellaneous
expenses incident
incident thereto,
thereto, $11,640,
of which
not to
exceed $8,400
$8,400 may
for personal
of
which amount
amount not
to exceed
may be
be expended
expended for
personal
services in
in the
the District
District of
Columbia.
services
of Columbia.
Total, office of the Secretary of Agriculture,
Agriculture, $6,727,047.
Dis-

BUREAU
WEATHER BUREAU

Weather Bureau.

Weather Bureau.

SALARIES
SALARIES
sonn
For
bureau and
and other
other personal
in the
of sonnel.
Chief, and
perFor chief
chief of
of bureau
personal services
services in
the District
District of
sonce
nd office
ofce perColumbia in
in accordance
the Classification
Classification Act
Act of
Columbia
accordance with
with the
of 1923
1923 and
and
for personal services in the field, $456,677.

GENERAL
WEATHER BUREAU
BUREAU
GENERAL EXPENSES,
EXPENSES, WEATHER

For carrying
into effect
effect in
in the
the District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia and
elseFor
carrying into
and elsewhere
in the
the West
in the
the Panama
where in
in the
the United States,
States, in
West Indies,
Indies, in
Panama
Caribbean Sea, and on adjacent
Canal. the Caribbean
the Hawaiian
Hawaiian
adjacent coasts,
coasts, in
in the
Islands, in
Alaska, the provisions
provisions of
of an
an Act
apin Bermuda,
Bermuda, and
and in Alaska,
Act approved
far as
they relate
to the
the weather
service
proved October
October 1,
1, 1890,
1890, so
so far
as they
relate to
weather service
transferred
Agriculture, for
for the
transferred thereby
thereby to the Department
Department of
of Agriculture,
the ememployment of professors
professors of meteorology,
forecasters, local
meteorology, district
district forecasters,
local

General expenses.

General expenses.

Classification of.

ClaSsfcation of.

Vol. 26, p. 653.

Vo

6

826
826

SIXTY-EIGHTH
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.

SEss. II.
II.
SEss.

CH. 200.
200.
CH.

1925.
1925.

forecasters,
meteorologists, section
section directors,
observers, apprentices,
apprentices,
directors, observers,
forecasters, meteorologists,
operators,
assistant
foremen, assistant
makers, foremen,
instrument makers,
mechanics, instrument
skilled mechanics,
operators, skilled
foremen,
proof readers,
readers, compositors,
compositors, pressmen,
folders
lithographers, folders
pressmen, lithographers,
foremen, proof
and feeders,
messengers, messenger
messenger boys,
boys,
agents, messengers,
station agents,
repairmen, station
feeders, repairmen,
and
laborers, special
displaymen, and
other necessary
necessary ememand other
observers, displaymen,
special observers,
laborers,
ployees; for
fuel, gas,
gas electricity,
electricity, freight
charges, furnifurniexpress charges,
and express
freight and
for fuel,
ployees;
idry
goods, twine,
paints, glass,
lumber,
ture, stationery,
stationery, ice,
glass, lumber,
oil9! paints,
mats, oil
twine, mats,
ice, dry goods,
ture,
hardware, and
towels '
•for
advertising; for
purchase, subsubfor purchase,
for advertising;
washing towels;
and washing
hardware,
sistence, and
care of
the purchase
and repair
repair of
of
purchase and
vehicles, the
and vehicles,
of horses
horses and
and care
sistence,
harness, for
for official
for instruments,
instruments, shelters,
shelters
only; for
purposes only;
official purposes
harness,
apparatus, storm-warning
storm-warning towers
for rent
of
rent of
thereto; for
repairs thereto;
and repairs
towers and
apparatus,
offices; for
for repair
improvements to
to existing
existing buildings
and care
care
buildings and
and improvements
repair and
offices;
and
of grounds,
including the
the construction
necessary
of necessary
construction of
grounds, including
preservation of
and preservation
outbuildings
on public
streets abutting
Weather
abutting Weather
public streets
sidewalks on
and sidewalks
outbuildings and
Bureau
the erection
of temporary
for living
living
buildings for
temporary buildings
erection of
and the
grounds; and
Bureau grounds;
quarters
of observers;
observers; for
for official
traveling expenses;
expenses; for
for telephone
telephone
official traveling
quarters of
rentals, and
and for
telegraphing, telephoning,
reports and
telephoning, and cabling reports
for telegraphing,
rentals,
messages, rates
rates to
to be
fixed by
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
-Agriculture by
by agreeagreeof-Agriculture
be fixed
messages,
ment with
performing the
the mainteservice; for the
the service;
companies performing
the companies
with the
ment
nance and
and repair
repair of
telegraph, telephone, and cable
Bureau telegraph,
Weather Bureau
of Weather
nance
lines;
expenditure required
required for
establishfor the
the establishother expenditure
every other
for every
and for
lines; and
ment,
equipment, and
and maintenance
and
offices and
of meteorological
meteorological offices
maintenance of
ment, equipment,
stations and
and for
for the
issuing of
weather forecasts
forecasts and
of
warnings of
and warnings
of weather
the issuing
stations
storms, cold
waves, frosts,
snows, the
the gauging
gauging and measurheavy snows,
and heavy
frosts, and
cold waves,
storms,
ing of
of the
of rivers
the issuing
issuing of
of river
and
forecasts and
river forecasts
and the
rivers and
flow of
the flow
ing
crops, and for
warnings;
observations and
and reports relating to crops
for observations
warnings; for
Cooperation
other necessary
including cooperation
cooperation with
and reports, including
observations and
necessary observations
Cooperation with other
other bureaus, etc.
other bureaus
the Government
Government and
and societies
societies and
and institutions
of
institutions of
of the
bureaus of
other
otherbureusetc.
learning
information, as
meteorological information,
dissemination of meteorological
for the
the dissemination
learning for
follows:
follows:
WashFor necessary
to
Expenses in W
as h "
necessary expenses in the city of Washington
Washington incident
incident to
ington.
meteorological, climatological,
collecting
climatological, and
and disseminating
disseminating . meteorological,
collecting and
marine information
information and
meteorology, climaand for investigations
investigations in meteorology,
marine
tology,
evaporation, and
$142,000;
and aerology,
aerology, $142,000;
seismology, evaporation,
tology, seismology,
Printing
office.
For the maintenance
Washingthe city of Washingof aa printing
printing office in the
maintenance of
For
Printingofice·
ton
for the
the printing
of weather
weather maps,
circulars forms,
and
forms, and
bulletins, circulars,
maps, bulletins,
printing of
ton for
when
other publications,
publications, including
the
pay
of
additional
employees,
when
employees,
of
additional
the
pay
including
other
Proviso.
Limitatton
of work.
work.
necessary,
$11,000: Provided,
Provided, That no printing shall
shall be done by
ley the
necessary, $11,000:
Limitation of
Weather Bureau
Bureau that
that can
be done
at the
the Government
Government Printing
Printing
done at
can be
Weather
Office without
without impairing
the service
service of
of said
bureau;;
said bureau
impairing the
Office
Expenses
elsewhere.
For
expenses outs
ide o
the city
incident
Expenses elsewhere.
For necessary
necessary expenses
outside
offthe
city of
of Wasington
Washington incident
to
collecting and
disseminating meteorological,
climatological, and
meteorological, climatological,
and disseminating
to collecting
climamarine information,
information, and
for investigations
meteorology, climain meteorology,
and for
investigations in
marine
tology,
evaporation, and
aerology, $1,577,655;
and aerology,
$1,577,655;
seismology, evaporation,
tology, seismology,
Forecasts, warnings,
For investi
(rations, observations,
and reports,
reports, forecasts,
warnings,
forecasts, warnings,
observations, and
Forsts
investigations,
warnings
etc.
etc.
and advices
advices for
protection of
horticultural interests, $23,960;
$23,960;
of horticultural
for the
the protection
and
Traveling
expenses.
For
expenses, $27,500;
Traveling expenses
For official
official traveling
traveling expenses,
$27,500;
Aerological stations.
Aeroogialstations.
maintenance of
observing, measuring,
measuring, and
For the
the maintenance
of stations,
stations, for
for observing,
and
investigating atmospheric
salaries and
and other
other
phenomena, including
including salaries
investigating
atmospheric phenomena,
expenses in
city of
of Washington
and elsewhere,
elsewhere, $104,400;
$104,400;
in the
the city
Washington and
expenses
In
all, General
General Expenses,
$1,886,515.
Expenses,
$1,886,515.
Iall,
the
Di
iIn
ervices
Services in the District.
Total, Weather
Weather Bureau,
$2,343,192, of
which amount
amount not
not to
to exceed
exceed
of which
Bureau, $2,343,192,
trict.
Total,
$402,025 may
for personal
personal services in the District of
be expended
expended for
$402,025
may be
Columbia.
Columbia.
Industry
Animal Industry

Bureau.

BUREAU OF ANIMAL
ANIMAL INDUSTRY
INDUSTRY
BUREAU
SAT ARIFS
SALARIES

Chief, and office personnel.
sonhel and office per

For chief
and other
in the District of
personal services in
other personal
of bureau
bureau and
For
chief of
Columbia in
in accordance
with the
the Classification
Classification Act
Act of
of 1923
1923 and
and for
for
accordance with
Columbia
in the field, $649,401.
personal
services in
personal services
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ANIMAL INDUSTRY
GENERAL EXPENSES,
BUREAU OF
INDUSTRY
OF ANIMAL
EXPENSES, BUREAU
GENERAL
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827
827
General expenses.
expenses.
General

For carrying
out the
provisions of
of the
Act approved
May 29,
29, Vol.
23, p.31.
Vol 23p.31.
approved May
the Act
the provisions
carrying out
For
1884,
establishing
a
Bureau
of
Animal
Industry,
and
the
provisions
Vol.
833.
26, p.
p. 833.
Vol.
provisions
and
the
Industry,
Animal
of
1884, establishing a Bureau
of
the Act
Act approved
approved March
3, 1891,
providing for
for the
safe transport
transport
the safe
1891, providing
March 3,
of the
and
export cattle
cattle from
the United
United States-to
Vol. 26, p.
States-to 414.Vol.26,p.414
from the
of export
treatment of
humane treatment
and humane
foreign
countries, and
and for
August
approved August
the Act
Act approved
purposes; the
other purposes;
for other
foreign countries,
30,
1890, providing
for the
of animals
United Vol. 32, p. 1
the United
into the
animals into
importation of
the importation
providing for
30, 1890,
States, and
and for
purposes; and
and the
provisions of
of the
Act of
of May
May Vol. 32, p. 193.
the Act
the provisions
other purposes;
for other
States,
9,
1902,
extending
the
inspection
of
meats
to
process
butter,
and
butter,
to
process
of
meats
the
inspection
9, 1902, extending
providing
inspection of factories, marking
marking of packages, and
the inspection
for the
providing for
p
so
and the
the provisions
provisions of
Act approved
approved February
February 2,
2, 1903,
1903, Vol
Vol. 32'
32, p.-.791.
791
the Act
of the
so forth;
forth; and
to
enable the
of Agriculture
to more
effectually suppress
more effectually
Agriculture to
Secretary of
the Secretary
to enable
and
prevent the
contagious and
and infectious
infectious diseases
of livelivediseases of
of contagious
spread of
the spread
and prevent
stock,
and for
other purposes;
purposes; and
and also
also the
the Act
Act Vol.33
Vol. 33, p.1264.
p. 1264.
of the
provisions of
the provisions
for other
stock, and
approved
March 3,
3, 1905,
the Secretary
of Agriculture
quarantine.
Cattlequarantine.
to Cattle
Agriculture to
Secretary of
to enable
enable the
1905, to
approved March
and regulate
regulate Vol.l. 4 p .
establish
maintain quarantine
districts, to
to permit
permit and
quarantine districts,
and maintain
establish and
Twenty-eight
other Twenty-eight
for other
the
movement of
of cattle
and other
other livestock
and for
P. hour
therefrom, and
livestock therefrom,
cattle and
the movement
purposes; and
carrying out
the provisions
provisions of
of the
the Act
law.
June law.
of June
Act of
out the
for carrying
and for
purposes;
29,
1906, entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
cruelty to animals while
while in
to prevent
prevent cruelty
Act to
29, 1906,
Vol.37,
and for Vol.
transportation"; and
transit by
by railroad
or other
means of
of transportation";
37, p.832.
p. 832.
other means
railroad or
transit
carrying
out the
of the
approved March
Animal virusese
viruses, etc.
reg- Aima
1913, reg4, 1913,
March 4,
Act approved
the Act
provisions of
the provisions
carrying out
ulatmg the
sale, barter,
barter, exchange,
shipment of any
exchange, or shipment
preparation, sale,
the preparation,
ulatmg
manufactured in the
virus, serum,
serum toxin, or analogous products manufactured
virus,
United States
States and
and the
the importation
importation of
of such
intended for
products intended
such products
United
di
use in
in the
treatment of
of domestic
animals; and
and to
to enable
enable the
Collecting
e
gn
in
gg
inand
ar
odrmdisthe Secre- sem
domestic animals;
the treatment
use
tary
of Agriculture
Agriculture to
collect and
concern- tion, etc.
information concerndisseminate information
and disseminate
to collect
tary of
ing livestock,
livestock, dairy,
and other
other animal
animal products;
products; to
prepare and
disand disto prepare
dairy, and
ing
seminate reports
reports on
on animal
animal industry;
industry; to
to employ
the Pay
of employees.
Payofemployees.
from the
pay from
and pay
employ and
seminate
appropriation
persons in
the city
city of
Washing- Tuberculin,serums,
Turulin, seuns,
of Washingin the
many persons
as many
made as
herein made
appropriation herein
tests.
etc., tests.
necessary; to purchase in the open etc.,
ton or
or elsewhere
elsewhere as he
he may deem necessary;
ton
market samples
samples of
all tuberculin,
tuberculin, serums, antitoxins, or analogous
of all
market
products,
of foreign
foreign or
or domestic
which are sold in the
manufacture, which
domestic manufacture,
products, of
United
for the
the detection,
detection, prevention,
treatment, or cure of
prevention, treatment,
States, for
United States,
disseminate Purchase destrucdiseases
of domestic
domestic animals, to test the same, and to disseminate
diseases of
as ed
etc., of
diseased
dise
of destr
to, n, etc.,
the
of said
said tests
in such
as he
best; to
ucpur- t1oPurchase,
to purdeem best;
may deem
he may
manner as
such manner
tests in
results of
the results
animas.
quarantine the an
chase
and destroy
destroy diseased
animals or quarantine
i
mas '
exposed animals
diseased or exposed
chase and
same
to prevent the spread
essential to
judgment essential
in his
his judgment
whenever in
same whenever
of
or other
other diseases
diseases of animals from
tuberculosis, or
pleuropneumonia, tuberculosis,
of pleuropneumonia,
one
State to
another , as
Inspection and quarto another,
as follows:
follows:
one State
For
inspection and
and quarantine
quarantine work,
all necessary
necessary exex- antinework.
Inspection
antine
work. and quarincluding all
work, including
For inspection
cattle, the inand cattle
penses for
eradication of
of scabies
in sheep
sheep and
scabies in
the eradication
for the
penses
of the transportation
spection of
southern cattle,
cattle, the
the supervision
transportation of
supervision of
of southern
spection
livestock, and
and the
inspection of
execution of the twentyvessels, the execution
of vessels,
the inspection
livestock,
eight hour
hour law,
the inspection
inspection and
and quarantine
imported animals,
quarantine of imported
law, the
eight
quarantine stations
including the
the establishment
establishment and
maintenance of quarantine
and maintenance
including
and
improvements, or
additions to buildings
or additions
alterations, improvements,
repairs, alterations,
and repairs,
thereon; the
relative to the existence of contagious
work relative
inspection work
the inspection
thereon;
diseases,
and the
animals, $610,000;
Tbereai s of ani$610,000;
testing of
of animals,
the mallein
mallein testing
diseases, and
For investigating
of tuberculosis
tuberculosis of
of animals
animals for
for mas.
mals
T Ubereul°61s of amthe disease
disease of
For
investigating the
Investigatiug, foer
tco
c. ncontrol
or
and eradication,
eradication, for
tuberculin testing of animals, tro
tr,04 eradiatin et
the tuberculin
for the
and
itsF control
cause of the disease,
for researches
researches concerning
concerning the cause
disease, its modes
and for
of spread,
treatment and prevention, including demof treatment
methods of
and methods
of
spread, and
onstrations, the
means as
and such other means
organizations, and
of organizations,
formation of
the formation
onstrations,
may
be necessary,
necessary, either
either independently
in cooperation
cooperation with
with farmooff
pp
farmor in
independently or
may be
ers, associations
State, Territory,
$3,560,000, Application of fund.
authorities, $3,560,000,
county authorities,
or county
Territory, or
associations, State,
ers,
.
of which
$982,000 shall be set aside for administrative
administrative and operating
operatin , pro
Prov
of
which $982,000
ammis ing
oners
Rnrsing
Provided, Reimburs
indemnities: Provide
expenses and $2,578,000
$2,578,000 for
payment of indemnities:
for the payment
expenses
however, That
That in
in carrying
out the
the purpose
purpose of
this appropriation,
dest
o
ro
w;
l
e
e
c
i
l
s
,
destroyed,
if etc.
appropriation, it
of this
carrying out
however,
in the
the opinion
Secretary of
of Agriculture
Agriculture it
necessary
it shall be necessary
of the
the Secretary
opinion of
in
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to
destroy tuberculous
and to
to compensate
loss
for loss
owners for
compensate owners
animals and
tuberculous animals
to destroy
thereof,
he may,
may, in
in his
and in
accordance with
with such
such rules
in accordance
his discretion,
discretion, and
thereof, he
and regulations
expend in
in the
city of
Washingof Washingthe city
prescribe, expend
may prescribe,
he may
as he
regulations as
and
ton
or elsewhere
out of
the moneys
appropriation, such sums
this appropriation,
of this
moneys of
of the
elsewhere out
ton or
as he
shall determine
be necessary,
limitations above
above
the limitations
within the
necessary, within
to be
determine to
he shall
as
provided, for
theieimbursement
of owners
owners of
destroyed,
animals so destroyed,
of animals
reimbursement of
for the
provided,
municipali-Territories, counties, or municipali
States, Territories,
in cooperation
cooperation with
CooperationofStates,
etc.
CooperationofStates, in
with such
such States,
,required.
its authorauthorties,
by law
law or
or by
by suitable
suitable action
action in
keeping with
with its
in keeping
as shall
shall by
ties, as
c., require.
ity
the matter,
matter, and
and by
and regulations
and enforced
enforced
adopted and
regulations adopted
rules and
by rules
in the
ity in
of tuberculous
in
pursuance thereof,
thereof, provide
provide inspection
tuberculous animals and
inspection of
in pursuance
Restriction
or compensation
compensat i
on to
to owners
owners o
so destroyed,
destroyed, but
no part
part of
of
but no
offanimals
animals so
Restriction on
on paypay- f
for
ments.
ownthe
money
hereby
appropriated
shall
be
used
in
compensating
compensating
in
used
be
shall
the money hereby appropriated
to
ers
of such
such animals
animals except
except in
cooperation with
supplementary to
and supplementary
with and
in cooperation
ers of
payments
to be
be made
made by
municipality
or municipality
county, or
Territory, county,
by State,
State, Territory,
payments to
where
condemnation of
animals shall take place, nor shall any
of such animals
where condemnation
payment
be made
compensation for
for or
or on
of
on account
account of
as compensation
hereunder as
made hereunder
payment be
any such
such animal
animal destroyed
destroyed if
if at the time
tune of inspection or test of
any
such animal,
or at
the time
time of
of condemnation
thereof, it
it shall
belong
shall belong
condemnation thereof,
at the
such
animal, or
to or
of any
any person,
or corporation,
to
corporation, to
firm, or
person, firm,
premises of
the premises
be upon
upon the
to
or be
sold, shipped, or delivered
which
it has
been sold,
delivered for the purpose
purpose of being
has been
which it
hereby apapCompensation
Provided further,
of the money
money hereby
further, That
That out of
imi- slaughtered:
ompensation limislaughtered: Provided
propriated
as compensation
for any tuberculous
tuberculous animal
animal
compensation for
no payment
payment as
propriated no
between the apdestroyed shall
shall exceed
one-third of
difference between
the difference
of the
exceed one-third
destroyed
praised value
value of
of such
such animal
animal and
and the
value of the
salvage thereof;
thereof;
the salvage
the value
praised
that no
hereunder shall
shall exceed
exceed the
the amount
amount paid
or to
to be
be
paid or
payment hereunder
no payment
that
paid by
where the
county, and municipality, where
Territory, county,
the State,
State, Territory,
by the
paid
animal
case shall
payment
shall any payment
no case
in no
and that
that in
condemned; and
be condemned;
shall be
animal shall
hereunder
than $25
$25 for
for any
any grade
more than
$50
than $50
or more
animal or
grade animal
more than
be more
hereunder be
for
any purebred
purebred animal,
shall be
made unless
unless the
the
be made
no payment
payment shall
and no
animal, and
for any
owner has
quarantine regulations;
regulations;
all lawful
lawful quarantine
with all
complied with
has complied
owner
era
Rr
ea
tItirona
n. cattle ticks
For
necessary expenses
expenses for
cattle
of southern
southern cattle
eradication of
for the
the eradication
all necessary
For all
attle
ticks
n
uterd
Proviso.
ticks, $699,451:
Provided, That
That no
no part
part of
this
appropriation shall
shall
this
appropriation
of
Provided,
$699,451:
ticks,
Puroviso. ' of
Purchase
animals,
Purchase
of animals. ,
etc.,
limited,
be used
purchase of
of animals
the purchase
purchase of
of materials
etc.,limited.
be
used for
for the
the purchase
animals or
or in
in the
materials
for
vats upon
upon land
owned
not owned
land not
of dipping
dipping vats
construction of
in the
the construction
for or
or in
except at fairs or expositions where the
solely by
by the United States,
States, except
solely
Department
Agriculture makes
or demonstrations;
demonstrations; nor
exhibits or
makes exhibits
of Agriculture
Department of
shall any
any part
part of
be used
used in
in the
the purchase
of mamapurchase of
appropriation be
of this
this appropriation
shall
terials or
or mixtures
use in
in dipping
vats except
except in
in experimental
or
experimental or
dipping vats
for use
mixtures for
terials
demonstration work
carried on
the officials
or agents
the BuBuagents of the
officials or
by the
on by
work carried
demonstration
reau of
Industry;
Animal Industry;
of Animal
reau
Animal husbandry.
For
necessary expenses for investigations
investigations and experiments
experiments in
For all necessary
Feeding,
animal husbandry;
husbandry ;for
experiments in
in animal
animal feeding
feeding and
and breeding,
breeding,
for experiments
breeding, animal
teedtc
ing, breeding,
etc., experiments.
including cooperation
agricultural experiment
experiment stathe State
State agricultural
with the
cooperation with
including
tions including
including repairs and
additions to and erection
erection of buildings
and additions
tions,
absolutely
necessaryito
including the
the ememexperiments, including
on the
the experiments,
carry on
to carry
absolutely necessary
rent
Outside
Outside rent.
ployment of
of labor
n the
the city
city of
of Washington
Washington and
and elsewhere,
elsewhere, rent
rent
labor in
plovment
outside
the District
of Columbia,
other necessary
necessary expenses,
expenses,
all other
and all
Columbia, and
District of
of the
outside of
Provisos.
Poultry.
$348,225: Provided,
That of
appropriated $55,640
$55,640 may
may
sun thus
thus appropriated
of the
the sum
Provided,That
$348,225:
Pouitry.
be
in poultry
feeding and
Provided
and breeding:
breeding: Provided
poultry feeding
used for
for experiments
experiments in
be used
heep
epemet
Sheep experiment
station,
Idaho.
further, That
That of
the sum
appropriated $8,000 is made available
sum thus
thus appropriated
of the
further,
Idaho.rl
sttio,
for the
the erection
of necessary
buildings at
the United
sheep
States sheep
United States
at the
necessary buildings
erection of
for
experiment station
Idaho, to
furnish facilities
for
facilities for
to furnish
County, Idaho,
in Clark
Clark County,
station in
experiment
the investigation
investigation of
pertaining to
and wool
wool
sheep and
to the
the sheep
of problems
problems pertaining
the
industry on
on the
and ranges
the Western
Western States.
of the
ranges of
farms and
the farms
industry
Animal diseases
vestleations.
inFor all
all necessary
expenses for
for scientific
scientific investigations
of
diseases of
in diseases
investigations in
necessary expenses
For
investigatiods"
animals,
maintenance and
of the bureau
bureau
and improvement
improvement of
the maintenance
including the
animals, including
experiment station
at Bethesda,
Bethesda, Maryland,
Maryland, and the
the necessary
necessary alterastation at
experiment
tions of
of buildings
an the
the necessary
expenses for
investifor investinecessary expenses
thereon, and
buildings thereon,
tions
gations of
of tuberculin
serums, antitoxins
analogous products,
products,
and analogous
antitoxins, and
tuberculin, serums,
gations
o
Pr is.
$125,860:
Provided, That of said sum $40,000 may
may be
be used for reProds°.
$125.860: Provided,
re-
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Contagious abortion
abortion
of spread,
searches
cause, modes
modes of
spread, and methods
methods of offContagio
the cause,
concerning the
searches concerning
animals.
.
ofan
treatment and
the disease
disease of
abortion of
contagious abortion
of contagious
of the
prevention of
and prevention
treatment
animals;
animals;
chleatiors
nog cholera.
For
investigating the
disease of hog
hog cholera, and for its control Hog
the disease
For investigating
Investigations,
demonstrations,
etc.
etc.
demonstrations,
or eradication
such means
means as
including demonnecessary, including
be necessary,
may be
as may
by such
eradication by
or
either
strations,
the formation
of organizations,
other methods, either
organizations, and other
formation of
strations, the
independently
or in
cooperation with
State or
Provisos
or Provisos.
associations, State
farmers' associations,
with farmers'
in cooperation
independently or
Regulating
in
trade in
county
authorities, $431,363:
That of
said sum
sum $235,995
Regulating trade
$235,995 animal
of said
Provided, That
$431,363: Provided,
county authorities,
viruses, etc.

37, p.
p. 832.
vol. 37,
shall
be available
available for
carrying out
out the
of Vol.
provisions of
the provisions
in carrying
expenditure in
for expenditure
shall be
the
March 4,
4, 1913,
preparation, sale,
the preparation,
regulating the
1913, regulating
approved March
Act approved
the Act
barter, exchange,
exchange, or
or shipment
serum, toxin, or analovirus, serum,
of any
any virus,
shipment of
barter,
gous product
product manufactured
manufactured in
United States and the importain the
the United
gous
tion of
of such
products intended
intended for
for use
in the
treatment of
of domestic Pathological rethe treatment
use in
such products
tion
al resePrcheso
animals:
? That
That of
of said
$25,820 shall be avail- searches.
sum $25,820
said sum
further,
Provided further
animals: Provided
able for
for researches
concerning the
modes of spread, and methcause, modes
the cause,
researches concerning
able
ods of
this disease;
disease;
of this
prevention of
and prevention
treatment and
of treatment
ods
Dourine eradication.
For
all necessary
expenses for
the investigation,
investigation, treatment, and Doure eraicaonfor the
necessary expenses
For all
eradication of
$40,520;
Adinistrativeork.
dourine, $40,520;
of dourine,
eradication
Administrative work.
s r
For general
administrative work,
work, including traveling
traveling expenses
expenses Outside
general administrative
For
rent.
and
salaries of
of employees
employees engaged
in such
such work, rent outside of the Oderent
engaged in
and salaries
District
of Columbia,
Columbia, office
office fixtures
supplies, express,
express, freight,
freight,
and supplies,
fixtures and
District of
telegraph,
telephone, and
and other necessary
$24,226;
necessary expenses, $24,226;
telegraph, telephone,
In all,
general expenses,
expenses, $5,839,645.
$5,839,645.
all, general
In

AT INSPECON

MEAT INSPECTION
INSPECTION
MEAT

Meat
Meat inspection.
inspection.
Additional expenses.

expenses.
For
additional expenses
in carrying
carrying out
out the
provisions of the Additional
the provisions
expenses in
For additional
Vol. 34, pp. 674, 1260.
Meat Inspection
Act of
June 30,
30, 1906
Statutes at Vl.34pp.674,1260.
(Thirty-fourth Statutes
1906 (Thirty-fourth
of June
Inspection Act
Meat
Large, page
amended by
the Act
of March
4, 1907
1907 (Thirty(Thirty- Equine meat.
March 4,
Act of
by the
as amended
674), as
page 674),
Large,
le at.
fourth Statutes
Statutes at
1256), and
extended to
to equine meat EqV
and as extended
page 1256),
at Large,
Large, page
fourth
Vol. 41, p. 241.
by the
of July
24, 1919
(Forty-first Statutes
Statutes at
241), V41,p 241
at Large,
Large, page 241),
1919 (Forty-first
July 24,
Act of
by
the Act
including
certificates
purchase of tags, labels, stamps, and certificates
the purchase
including the
printed in
course of
of manufacture,
manufacture, $1,896,110.
$1,896,110.
in course
printed
s
in the
Total, Bureau
Animal Industry, $8,385,156, of which amount Services in
of Animal
Bureau of
Total,
the DU
trict.
not
to exceed
$625,787 may
be expended
personal services
services in the trict.
for personal
expended for
may be
exceed $625,787
not to
District of
of Columbia.
Columbia.
District

BUREAU OF
DAIRYING
OF DAIRYING
BUREAU

Dairying Bureau.

Drying B

u.

SALARIES
SALARIES
Chief, and
and office per-

sonnel.
For chief
bureau and
other personal
personal services in the District of sonnel.
and other
of bureau
chief of
For
for
Columbia
in
accordance
with
the
Classification
Act
of
1923,
and
for
and
1923,
of
Act
Classification
the
with
Columbia in accordance
$74,250.
field, $74,250.
personal services
services in
in the field,
personal
GENERAL EXPENSES,
EXPENSES, BUREAU
BUREAU OF DAIRYING
GENERAL

General expenses.
expenses.
General
Investigations,
etc., of
Investigations, etc.,

dairy industry.
For
approved May 29, d^iryndusy.
of the Act approved
provisions of
the provisions
out the
carrying out
For carrying
Ante, p. 243.
1924, establishing
salaries in the city of An, p 243.
Dairying, for salaries
of Dairying,
Bureau of
establishing aa Bureau
1924,
Washington
elsewhere, and
necessary, inexpenses necessary,
other expenses
all other
for all
and for
and elsewhere,
Washington and
cluding repairs
repairs and
and additions
absolutely necessary
necessary to
to buildings absolutely
additions to
cluding
carry on
conducting investigations, experiexperifor conducting
experiments, for
the experiments,
on the
carry
cooperative investigaments, and
and demonstrations
demonstrations in
in dairy
industry, cooperative
dairy industry,
ments,
tions of
inspection of
industry in the various States, and inspection
dairy industry
the dairy
of the
tions
ervices in
renovated
butter factories,
factories, $410,090.
$410,090.
renovated butter
Services
in the
the DisDistrict.
Total. Bureau
$484.340, of
which amount not to trict.
of which
Dairying, $484.340,
of Dairying,
Bureau of
Total.
exceed
$248,470 may be expended
Disexpended for personal services in the Disexceed $248,470
trict
Columbia.
trict of
of Columbia.

830
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Plant Industry
BnPlant
Industry Bureau.

SEss. II.
II.
SESS.

Cn.
200.
CH. 200.

1925.
1925.

BUREAU OF
OF PLANT
PLANT INDUSTRY
BUREAU
INDUSTRY
SALARIES
SALARIES

Chief, and office and
fieldhfieefand
perai.fce and

General expense.
expenses.
General
Investigations, etc.,
etc., of
agricultural
products.
agricultural products.

Proviso.
Provio

Limit for buildings.
buildings.
Limit

Otsiderent.
Outside
rent.
Investigators, local
local
Investigators,
agents, etc.
agents,etc.

Plant diseases, etc.

Plant

dissstc.

Orchard fruits, etc.

OrchardNutset
Citrus canker.

Eradication, etc.
Eradication,

Coopertivepense.
Cooperative
expenses.

oop

penes.

mitedtolo.l, etc.,
Limited to local, etc.,
contributions.
contributions.

Prorise.
No pay for destroyed
trees,
etc.
trees, etc.
Trees, shrubs, etc.
Chestnut
Chestnut tree bark
disease,
disease, etc.
etc.

At forest
experiment
At
forest experiment
stations.
stations,
White
pe
pine

ruWhite

blister

r
iadication and con-

rust.

n and con-

troadio
trol
methods.

Locacon nre
cntibd. nre

Local contribution retunred.

q

For
services in the District of
personal services
bureau and other personal
chief of bureau
For chief

Columbia in
in accordance
accordance with
the Classification
Classification Act
Act of
of 1923,
and for
for
1923, and
with the
Columbia
personal services
services in
field, $581,211.
$581,211.
in the
the field,
personal
GENERAL
OF PLANT
PLANT INDUSTRY
INDUSTRY
GENERAL EXPENSES,
EXPENSES, BUREAU
BUREAU OF

For
all necessary
necessary expenses
expenses in the investigation
investigation of fruits, fruit
fruit
For all
trees,
cotton, tobacco,
vegetables, grasses,
grasses, forage,
forage, drug,
drug, memetobacco, vegetables,
trees, grain,
grain, cotton,
dicinal,
poisonous, fiber,
and other
other plants
plants and
industries in
plant industries
and plant
fiber, and
dicinal, poisonous,
cooperation
State exexthe State
the department,
department, the
of the
branches of
other branches
with other
cooperation with
periment
stations,
and
practical
farmers,
and
for
the
erection
of
of
erection
the
for
periment stations, and practical farmers, and
necessary farm buildings: Provided,
Provided, That the cost of any building
building
and station expenses, includerected shall
shall not
not exceed
exceed $1,500;
$1,500; for field and
erected
ing fences,
fences, drains,
and other
farm improvements;
improvements; for
the
in the
repairs in
for repairs
other farm
drains, and
ing
District of
Columbia and
elsewhere; for
rent outside
outside of
the District
District
for rent
of the
District
of Columbia
and elsewhere;
of Columbia;
Columbia; and
and for
for the
employment of
investigators, local
of all
all investigators,
local
of
the employment
and special
special agents,
explorers, experts,
experts, clerks,
clerks, illustrators,
agricultural explorers,
agents, agricultural
and
assistants,
the city
expenses in the
necessary expenses
and other
other necessary
labor and
and all
all labor
assistants, and
of Washington
Washington and
and elsewhere
elsewhere required
for the
investigations, exthe investigations,
required for
of
periments,
herein authorized
as follows:
follows:
periments, and
and demonstrations
demonstrations herein
authorized as
investigations of plant diseases and pathological
For investigations
pathological collections,
including the
plant-disease survey,
survey, $81,000;
including
the maintenance
maintenance of
of a
a plant-disease
$81,000;
For the investigation
investigation of diseases of orchard and other fruits,
including
the diseases
diseases of
of the
pecan, $128,325;
$128,325;
including the
the pecan,
For
conducting such
of the
means of
of
the nature
nature and
and means
such investigations
investigations of
For conducting
communication
of the
of citrus
trees known
the disease
disease of
citrus trees
known as
as citrus
citrus canker,
canker,
communication of
and
of eradication
eradication or control
control of the
and for
for applying
applying such
such methods
methods of
disease
the judgment
judgment of
the Secretary
of Agriculture
Agriculture may
may be
be
Secretary of
disease as
as in
in the
of the
necessary, including
payment of
of such
such expenses
expenses and
the emnecessary,
including the
the payment
and the
employment
of such
and means,
means, in
the city
of Washington
ployment of
such persons
persons and
in the
city of
Washington and
and
elsewhere, and
cooperation with
authorities of
the States
States conconwith such
such authorities
of the
elsewhere,
and cooperation
cerned,
organizations of
of growers,
individuals, as
he may
may deem
deem
cerned, organizations
growers, or
or individuals,
as he
necessary to
such purposes,
$48,630, and,
the discretion
necessary
to accomplish
accomplish such
purposes, $48,630,
and, in
in the
discretion
of
Secretary of
of Agriculture,
no expenditures
shall be
be made
of the
the Secretary
Agriculture, no
expenditures shall
made for
for
these
at least
least equal
equal to
to such
such expenditures
expenditures
these purposes
purposes until
until a
a sum
sum or
or sums
sums at
shall
have been
been appropriated,
subscribed, or
contributed by
shall have
appropriated, subscribed,
or contributed
by State,
State,
local authorities,
individuals or
or organizations
county, or local
authorities, or
or by individuals
organizations for
for
the accomplishment
purposes: Provided,
That no
part of
of the
the
no part
Provided, That
of such
such purposes:
accomplishment of
the
money
appropriated shall
shall be
be used
used to
cost or
or value
value of
money herein
herein appropriated
to pay
pay the
the cost
of
trees or
or destroyed;
destroyed;
property injured
injured or
trees
or other
other property
For
investigation of
and ornamental
ornamental trees
trees
For the
the investigation
of diseases
diseases of
of forest
forest and
shrubs, including a
a study of the nature
habits of
of the
and shrubs,
nature and
and habits
the
parasitic
the chestnut-tree
chestnut-tree bark
bark disease,
disease, the
parasitic fungi
fungi causing the
the whitewhitepine
blister rust,
rust, and
and other
other epidemic
diseases, for
for the
purpose of
pine blister
epidemic tree
tree diseases,
the purpose
of
discovering
discovering new methods of control and applying methods
methods of eradication or
control already
already discovered,
$108,095, of
more
which sum
sum not
not more
of which
discovered, $108,095,
or control
cation
expended for
for the
pathologists
than $10,000
$10,000 may be
be expended
the employment
employment of
of pathologists
in
forest experiment
experiment stations;
in connection
connection with
with forest
stations;
offth
thee whiteFor
applying such
eradication or control
cont
ro lo
w hi te such methods of eradication
For applying
pine
rust as
as in
in the
judgment
of
the
Secretary
of
Agriculture
pine blister
blister rust
the judgment of the Secretary of Agriculture
may be
be necessary,
necessary, including
payment of
of such
the
may
including the
the payment
such expenses
expenses and
and the
employment
employment of such persons
persons and means in the city of Washington
and elsewhere,
elsewhere, in cooperation with such authorities of the States
concerned, organizations,
necessary
concerned,
organizations, or individuals as he may deem necessary
to
accomplish
such
purposes,
and
in
the
discretion
of
the
Secretary
Secretary
of
the
discretion
and
in
the
to accomplish such purposes,
of Agriculture
Agriculture no expenditures
expenditures shall be made for these purposes
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831
831

until
sum or
or sums
sums at
at least
least equal
equal to
expenditures shall have been
such expenditures
to such
a sum
until a
appropriated,
subscribed,
or
contributed
by
States, county or local
by States,
contributed
or
subscribed,
appropriated,
authorities, or
or by
by individuals
or organizations
organizations for
for the
the accomplishProviso.
accomplish- PTrovio.
individuals or
authorities,
ment of
of such
such purposes,
purposes, $348,280:
$348,280: Provided,
That
no
part
of
this tNpayfordeStroyed
ti.
N° 1Z' for destroyed
this
of
part
no
That
Provided,
ment
appropriation shall
shall be
pay the
or value of trees or other
cost or
the cost
to pay
used to
be used
appropriation
destroyed;
or destroyed;
property
injured or
property injured
Cotton, truck crops,
crops,, etcton,
truck crops
etc., diseases.
For the
the investigation
investigation of diseases of cotton, potatoes, truck
truck crops,
For
Crp plant psio
$130,080;
forage crops,
crops, drug
drug and
related plants,
130 ,
080 ;
plants, $
and related
forage
For
the physiology
and for
for testing
testing o
gCy.rop plant physiology.
plants and
crop plants
of crop
physiology of
investigating the
For investigating
etc
and
breeding
varieties
thereof,
$72,582;
and breeding varieties thereof, $72,582;oilbacterology
Sobacteriology
For soil-bacteriology
soil-bacteriology and
plant-nutrition investigations,
investigations including
including Soil
bacteriology, etc.
and plant-nutrition
For
the open market, of cultures for
the
procured in
in the
samples, procured
of samples,
testing of
the testing
t
inoculating
if any
any such
samples are
to be impure, Publg
found to
are found
such samples
and if
legumes, and
inoculating legumes,
cultures.g
published,
be
may
nonviable,
or
misbranded,
the
results
of
the
tests
published,
curt
u
ur
b
es
nshin
.
g
tests
of
tests
the
of
results
nonviable, or misbranded, the
together
with the
the names
names of
of the
manufacturers and of the persons by
the manufacturers
together with
whom
cultures were
were offered
for sale,
sale, $52,235;oifertiity
$52,235;
offered for
Soil fertility.
the cultures
whom the
For soil-fertility
infertility
into organic causes of infertility
investigations into
soil-fertility investigations
For
and
measures, maintenance
maintenance of
of productivity,
properties, and
productivity, properties,
remedial measures,
and remedial
formation
composition
and the
the transformation
transformation and formation
humus, and
soil humus,
of soil
composition of
trop.
of
soil humus
by soil
soil organisms,
organisms, $49,040;
$49,040;
Acclimatizing
humus by
of soil
Acclimatizing tropFor
adaptation investigations
investigations of
cotton corn,
corn, ical plants, etc.
of cotton,
and adaptation
acclimatization and
For acclimatization
and other
introduced from
regions, and for the imfrom tropical regions,
crops introduced
other crops
and
Hd fibers.
provement of
cotton and
other fiber
fiber plants''
by cultural
cultural methods,
methods , Hard
plants by
and other
of cotton
provement
breeding, and
and selection,
selection, and
and for
determining the feasibility of infor determining
breeding,
creasing the
the production
production of
of hard
outside of
continental Proisos.
Provisos.
the continental
of the
fibers outside
hard fibers
creasing
interCottneeda
this brCee
more than $7,500
not more
United States,
$197,658: Provided,
That not
$7,500 of this
Provided,That
di tonseed interStates, $197,658:
United
producing
e producing
sum
used for
iinn cottonseed
cottonseed interbreeding:
interbreeding: ProPro- Rubber
Rubber
experiments
for experiments
be used
may be
sum may
vided
further, That
That of
this sum
$50,000 may
may be
used for explorations,
explorations, plantsplant&
be used
sum $50,000
of this
vided further,
research,
and field
potential rubber-producrubber-producto potential
relating to
experiments relating
field experiments
research, and
Drugplants,etc
ing
plants
ing plants;
Drug plants, etc.
etc.
of plants
For
the investigation,
testing, and
improvement of
plants yielding Dg pt
and improvement
investigation, testing,
For the
by-products
products
drugs,
spices,
poisons,
oils,
and
related
products
and
by-products
related
and
oils,
drugs, spices, poisons,
investigations,
and for
general physiological
physiological and
fermentation investigations,
and fermentation
for general
and
Crop
$46,992;
crop technology;
technolo gy;
$46,992;
study of
For
investigations, including the study
of nematodes.
nematodes.
technological investigations,
crop technological
For crop
seeds,
Commercial
plant-infesting
nematodes, $49,420;
Commercial seeds,
$49,420;
plant-infesting nematodes,
g
rasses, etc.
P
grasses,etc.
testing
the
including
seeds,
commercial
testing
and
studying
For
of
and testing commercial seeds , includ ing the testin g
samplesetc
Teting
lawn-grass
and
of
samples
of
seeds
of
grasses,
clover,
or
alfalfa
,
a
nd
lawn-grass
restin
g
samples,
etc.
alfalfa,
or
clover,
of samples of seeds of grasses,
seeds
secured in
the open
open market,
where such samples are found
and where
market, and
in the
seeds secured
be
results of the tests shall be
to
be
adulterated
or
misbranded
the
misbranded
or
to be adulterated
Preventingadmission
Prevetingadmission
by whom
published, together
together with
names of
of the
whom the adulterated
persons by
seeds, etc.,
the persons
the names
with the
published,
of.
s etc.
37
of orI.ltVe'l
seeds were
were offered
offered for
and for
for carrying
out the
the provisions
provisions of
carrying out
sale, and
for sale,
seeds
Vol. 37, p. 506.
06
the Act
approved August
August 24,
"An Act
Act to regulate Vo
entitled "An
1912, entitled
24, 1912,
Act approved
the
foreign commerce
by prohibiting
prohibiting the
the admission
admission into the United
commerce by
foreign
pur-Proiso.
States
and seeds
seeds unfit
for seeding purunfit for
grain and
Proviso.
adulterated grain
certain adulterated
of certain
States of
International
Seed
International Seed
Pro$58,230:
506),
poses"
(Thirty-seventh
Statutes
at
Large,
506),
$58,230:
Propage
Large,
at
Statutes
poses" (Thirty-seventh
Testing Congress.
o.
Congres
Tesing
meetfor
used
be
may
amount
Share
in
expenses
of.
this
of
exceed $250
vided,
That not
to exceed
may be used for meetnot to
vided, That
Internaof
the
ing
the
share
of
the
United
States
in
expenses
the
in
States
United
the
of
ing the share
tional
in carrying
carrying out
out plans for correlating
correlating
Congress in
Testing Congress
Seed Testing
tional Seed
relating
the
work
of
the
various
adhering
governments
problems
relating
on
governments
adhering
various
the
the work of
to seed
seed analysis
analysis or
or other
other subjects
subjects which
which the
congress may determine
determine
the congress
to
Ces.
to be
necessary in
in the
of international
international seed
trade;;
seed trade
Cereals.
interest of
the interest
be necessary
to
Improving, etc.
etc.
corn, Improving
For
the investigation
investigation and
cereals, including
incluling corn,
improvement of cereals,
and improvement
For the
of
control
and
and
methods
of
cereal
production,
and
for
the
study
of
production,
cereal
of
methods
and
cereal diseases,
diseases, including
barberry eradication,
eradication, and for the investiinvestiincluding barberry
cereal
gation
of
the
cultivation
and
breeding
of
of flax for seed purposes,
breeding
and
cultivation
the
of
gation
including a
astudy
study of
for the
investigation and imthe investigation
and for
diseases, and
flax diseases,
of flax
including
production,
provement
of
broomcorn
and
methods
of
broomcorn
production, Provisos.
broomcorn
of
methods
and
broomcorn
of
provement
Rust
destrucspores destruc.
Rust spores
$699,340; Provided,
$375,000 shall
shall be
aside for
for the
location tion.
the location
set aside
be set
That $375,000
Provided, That
$699.340:
tion.
from
vegetation
other
and
of
and
destruction
of
the
barberry
bpshes
vegetation
bushes
barberry
the
of
destruction
of and
•

45822*--25t----55
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Contribution from
Contribution
from
States,
etc.
states,
etc.

Tobacco
Tobacco production.
production.
Arid land
land crops.
crops.
And
Sugar plant investiSugar plant investigations.
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which rust spores originate: Provided
Provided further,
further, That $75,000
$75,000 of this
amount shall be available
available for expenditure
expenditure only
when an
an equal
equal amount
only when
amount

shall have
have been appropriated,
appropriated, subscribed,
contributed by
by States,
States,
subscribed, or contributed
counties,
authorities, or by individuals
counties, or local authorities,
individuals or organizations,
organizations, for
for
accomplishment of such
such purposes;
purposes;
the accomplishment
For the investigation
investigation and improvement
improvement of tobacco and the methods of tobacco
tobacco production
production and
handling, $50,220;
and handling,
$50,220;
For the breeding
breeding and physiological
physiological study of alkali-resistant
alkali-resistant and
drought-resistant crops,
crops $22,483;
$22,483;
drought-resistant
For sugar-plant
sugar-plant investigations,
investigations, including
including studies of diseases and
the improvement
improvement of
beets and
and sugar-beet
of sugar
sugar beets
sugar-beet seed,
seed, $140,695;
$140,695;

For investigation, improvement, and utilization
utilization of wild plants and
and
grazing lands, and for determining
determining the distribution
distribution of
of weeds
weeds and
and
means of
of their
their control, $33,100;
$33,100;
Dry land, etc., crop
crop
For the investigation
investigation and improvement
improvement of methods of crop proproproduction.
production.
duction
duction under subhumid,
subhumid2 semiarid, or dry-land conditions, $199,330:
$199,330:
Provisos.
'Provided, That
That the
in this
this Act
Act as
to the
cost of
of farm
farm
the cost
as to
limitations in
the limitations
'Provided,
Buydn,.
Buildings.
not apply
Provided further,
further, That
That
Freetreedistribution
buildings shall
shall not
Free
tree distribution buildings
apply to
to this
this paragraph:
paragraph: Provided
limited.
limited.
no part of this appropriation
appropriation shall be used in the free distribution
distribution
or propagation
propagation for free distribution of cuttings, seedlings,
seedlings, or trees
of willow, box elder, ash, caragana,
caragana, or
varieties of
or other
other common
common varieties
of
fruit, ornamental,
ornamental, or shelter-belt
shelter-belt trees in the Northern Great Plains
Plains
area except for experimental
experimental or demonstration
the States
States
demonstration purposes
purposes in
in the
of North and South Dakota west of the
the one
one hundredth
hundredth meridian,
meridian,
and in Montana and Wyoming east of the five thousand-foot conNonewfiedta
No new
field stations. and in Montana and Wyoming east of the five thousand-foot conoewfiedtat.
tour line: Provided
Provided further,
further, That no part of this appropriation
appropriation shall
be used for the establishment
establishment of any, new field station;
station;
U
tilizin gds.
ern re
For investigations
investigations in
with western
western irrigation
Uclaizim
wetern
For
in connection
connection with
irrigation agriculture,
agriculture,
re-claime
dl
an west
the utilization
reclaimed under
utilization of lands reclaimed
Act, and
under the
the Reclamation
Reclamation Act,
and
other areas in the arid and semiarid regions,
$108,275;
regions, $108,275;
Edible
Edible nuts.
nuts.
For the investigation,
investigation, improvement, encouragement,
encouragement, and determiGrowing,
Growing, harvesting,
harvesting,
utilizing, etc.
etc.
nation of the adaptability
adaptability to
different soils
to different
soils and
and climatic
climatic conditions
conditions
of pecans, almonds, Persian
Persian walnuts, black walnuts, hickory nuts,
butternuts, chestnuts, filberts, and other nuts, and
butternuts,
methods of
of
and for
for methods
growing, harvesting, packing, shipping, storing, and utilizing the
same,
same, $27,300;
$27.300;
Fruits.
For the
the investigation
and improvement
improvement of
of fruits
o, handing
For
investigation and
fruits, and
and the
the methods
methods
Growing,
handling,
marketing,
marketing, etc.
etc.
of fruit growing, harvesting, handling, and studies of the
the physiophysiological and related changes
changes of fruits and
abl es during
during the
and veget
vegetables
the
commercial storage, $154,825;
processes of marketing and while in commercial
$154,825;
Experimental gardeperimental
garTo cultivate and care for the gardens
gardens and grounds
grounds of the Dedens and grounds, D. C.
partment of Agriculture in the city of Washington, including the
the
upkeep and lighting of the grounds and the construction,
construction, surfacing,
repairing of roadways and walks; and to erect,
and repairing
erect, manage, and
and
maintain
conservatories, greenhouses,
greenhouses, and plant and fruit p
maintain conservatories,
ro papropaDepartment of Agriculture in
gating houses on the grounds of the Department
the city
city of
of Washington,
orticultural inveses-the
Washington, $15,000;
$15,000;
Horticultural
ititiotns.
tigations.
horticultural investigations, including the study of producing
For horticultural
producing
harvesting truck and related crops, including potatoes,
and harvesting
potatoes, and
and
the physiological
related changes
changes of
of vegetables
while
Marketing of vege- studies
studies of
of the
physiological and
and related
vegetables
while
tables,
tables, etc.
etc.
in the processes
processes of marketing
marketing and in commercial
commercial storage, and the
study of landscape and vegetable gardening, floriculture,
floriculture, and rerelated subjects, $88,542;
$88,542;
latedsubjects,
plans.
Nursery plants.
Cooperative avestiFor
cooperation with
or privately
owned
-estiFor investigating,
investigating, in
in cooperation
with States
States or
privately owned
gations of
American nurseries, methods of propagating fruit
gations
of Amercan
other
propagating
trees, ornamental
ornamental and other
sources of stocks, cut- nurseries, methods
tings, etc.
tings,
plants. the study of stocks used in propagating
propagating such plants and
and
methods of growing stocks, for the purpose of providing American
American
cuttings, or
or other
other propagating
materials, $20,164;
$20,164;
er- sources
rington,experisources of
of stocks,
stocks, cuttings,
propagating materials,
Arlington,
mental farm, etc.
For continuing the necessary improvements to establish and maintain a
a general
experiment farm and agricultural
general experiment
agricultural station on the
the
•
Grazing
lands, etc.
Grazin lands,
etc.
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Arlington estate,
in the
State of
of Virginia,
the
Arlington
estate, in
the State
Virginia, in
in accordance
accordance with
with the
approved April 18, 1900, $2T,215:
Congress approved
provisions
the Act of
$2T,215:
of Congress
of the
provisions of
Provided,
limitations in this Act as to the cost of farm
the limitations
That the
Provided, That
buildings
shall not
this paragraph;
paragraph;
to this
not apply
apply to
buildings shall
For
investigations in
in foreign
foreign seed
seed and
and plant
introduction, includincludplant introduction,
For investigations
ing the
purchase, testing, propagation,
propagation, and discollection, purchase,
study, collection,
the study,
ing
tribution
of rare
and valuable
seeds, bulbs, trees, shrubs, vines, cutvaluable seeds,
rare and
tribution of
tings,
plants from
from foreign
countries and
and from our possessions,
foreign countries
and plants
tings, and
and for
reference to their introduction and culticultjwith reference
experiments with
for experiments
and
vation
$144,989;
this country,
country, $144,989;
vation in
in this
of new
and distribution
For
the purchase,
propagation, testing,
testing, and
distribution of
new
purchase, propagation,
For the
improvement of grasses,
and
seeds; for
the investigation
investigation and improvement
for the
rare seeds;
and rare
investigation
alfalfa, clover,
clover, and
and other
including the investigation
crops, including
forage crops,
other forage
alfalfa,
of the
the utilization
cacti and
plants, $127,465:
$127,465:
dry-land plants,
other dry-land
and other
of cacti
utilization of
of
exceed $36,600
to exceed
Provided,
of this
$36,600 may be used
not to
amount not
this amount
That of
Provided, That
for
the purchase
purchase and
distribution of such new and rare
rare seeds;
and distribution
for the
For
biophysical investigations
connection with
the various
lines
various lines
with the
in connection
investigations in
For biophysical
of
work herein
herein authorized,
of work
authorized, $33,952;
$33,952;
For
control of tomato disease, comand control
eradication, and
investigation, eradication,
For investigation,
monly known
as nail
nail head
head rust,
rust, $10,000;
$10,000;
monly
known as
For
general administrative
connected with
with the
the aboveaboveexpenses connected
administrative expenses
For general
mentioned lines
investigation, including
including the office of the chief
of investigation,
lines of
mentioned
in charge of
of bureau,
bureau, the
chief of bureau, the officers
officers in
associate chief
the associate
of
publications,
supplies, and property, and for miscellaneous
records, supplies,
publications, records,
expenses
thereto, $26,400;
incident thereto,
expenses incident
expenses, $3,299,862.
In all, general
$3,299,862.
general expenses,
In
of which
$3,881,073, of
Total,
Bureau of
of Plant
Industry, $3,881,073,
which amount
amount
Plant Industry,
Total, Bureau
services
personal services
expended for personal
not
to exceed
exceed $1,470,000
$1,470,000 may be expended
not to
in the
the District
District of Columbia.
in
FOREST
FOREST SERVICE

Vol.31,
Vol. 31, p.
p. 133.
133.
Proviso.
Proiso.

Buildings.

Buildings.

seed and
Foreign seed
and
plantintroduction.
plant introduction.

New and rare seeds,

fora^genp
forageplants,ratse
etc.seed

Proviso.a se
Purchase
and
distriand distriurch
bution.
Biophysical investiBiophysical investigation.
g
ations.
Nail
head rust
rust of
Nail head
of totomatoes.
matoes.
Control, etc.
Control, etc.
Administrative
ex,
e
penses.
pennistrat

e

in the Di-

tririces
in the District.
Forest
Forest Service.
Service.

SALARIES
SALARIES

Chief
Chief Forester,
Forester, and
and
personFor
Forester and
and other
services in
in the
the District
District office
field personoffice and field
personal services
other personal
Chief Forester
the Chief
For the
nel'
of
in accordance
with the Classification
Classification Act of 1923, and 1161.
accordance with
of Columbia
Columbia in
for personal
services in the field, $3,325,003.
for
personal services
General expenses.
expenses.
Oeneral
SERVICE
GENERAL EXPENSES,
EXPENSES, FOREST
FOREST SERVICE
GENERAL

To enable
enable the
the Secretary
of Agriculture
experiment and to make
Agriculture to experiment
Secretary of
To
and continue
continue investigations
investigations and report on forestry, national forests,
tand
forest
fires, and
and lumbering,
appropriation shall
lumbering, but no part of this appropriation
forest fires,
be used
used, for
any experiment
made outside the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
test made
experiment or test
for any
be
proper
the United
United States;
to advise
advise the
owners of woodlands as to the proper
the owners
States; to
the
care
of the
same • to investigate
investigate and test American
American timber
timber and
the same;
care of
timber trees
same;
treatmethods for
preservative treatthe preservative
for the
and methods
uses, and
their uses,
and
trees and
timber
ment
of timber;
timber; to
seek through
and the planting
investigations and
through investigations
to seek
ment of
regions;
of native
native and
and foreign
suitable trees
trees for the treeless regions;
species, suitable
foreign species
of
to
species,Provided, That
the cost
cost of
of any
any building
building
That the
buildings:
necessary buildings:
erect necessary
to erect
purchased,
erected, or as improved
improved shall not exceed
exceed $1,500; to pay
purchased, erected,
all
expenses necessary
necessary to protect, administer,
administer, and improve
improve the
all expenses
planting in the forest
national
forests, including tree planting
forest reserves to
national forests,
prevent
erosion, drift,
waste and the formasoil waste
and soil
wash, and
surface wash,
drift, surface
prevent erosion,
payment of rewards under regution
floods, and
reguthe payment
including the
and including
of floods,
tion of
lations
the Secretary
of Agriculture
Agriculture for
information leading to
for information
Secretary of
of the
lations of
the arrest
arrest and
for violation
violation of the laws and regulations
regulations
conviction for
and conviction
the
relating
national forests, or for the unlawful
unlawful taking
or near national
in or
to fires
fires in
relating to
Government property; to ascertain the natural
of,
or injury
to, Government
injury to,
of, or
Secretary
conditions
utilize the national forests
forests and the Secretary
and utilize
upon and
conditions upon
other
of Agriculture
Agriculture may,
his discretion,
discretion, permit
permit timber
timber and other
in his
may, in
of

Investigations etc.
Restricted to United
States.
ited
States.

Proviso.
Provio.

Cost
of buildings.
buildings
Cost of

Sales of
timber, etc.
etc.
of timber,
Sal
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forest
forests to
to be
be
national forests
products cut
cut or
or removed
removed from the national
forest products
exported
from the
the State
State or
or Territory
Territory in
which said
said forests
forests are
are
in which
exported from
Care
of fish and game. respectively
respectively situated; to transport
transport and care
care for fish and game
game supCareotfhandgame.
plied
therein; to employ
plied to stock the national forests or the waters therein;
agents,
required in practical forestry
other labor
labor required
agents, clerks,
clerks, assistants,
assistants, and other
administration of national forests in the city of Washingand in
in the administration
ton and elsewhere;
elsewhere; to collate, digest, report, and illustrate the results
Station supplies and
ot experiments
staion supplies and of
experiments and investigations
investigations made by the Forest Service; to
services.
purchase necessary supplies, apparatus, office fixtures, law books, and
technical books and technical journals for officers of the Forest Service stationed
stationed outside of Washington,
Washington, and for medical
medical supplies and
services and other assistance necessary for the immediate relief
relief of
artisans, laborers, and other employees
hazardous
employees engaged
engaged in any hazardous
work under the Forest Service; to pay freight, express,
express, telephone,
and telegraph
telegraph charges;
charges; for electric light and power, fuel, gas, ice,
washing towels, and official
official traveling
traveling and other necessary exand washing
officers
penses, including traveling expenses for legal and fiscal officers
Outside
while performing Forest
Outside rent,
rent.
Forest Service
Service work; and for rent outside of
of the
District of Columbia, as follows:
Forest
supervisors,
For the employment
employment of
of forest
forest supervisors,
For
supervisors, deputy
deputy forest superg
Fornt
updsors,
rangers, guards, etc.
visors, forest rangers, forest guards, and administrative clerical
clerical
assistants on the national
national forests, and
an for additional salaries and
field-station expenses, including
including the maintenance
maintenance of nurseries, collecting seed, and planting, necessary
necessary for the use, maintenance,
maintenance, improveadditional
ment, and protection
protection of the national forests and of additional
Vol. 36, p. 963.
Vol.3. 3P.
or to be created
created under
national forests created or
under section
section 11 of
of the Act
of March
March 1, 1911 (Thirty-sixth Statutes at Large, page 963),
963), and
lands under contract
contract for purchase or for the acquisition
acquisition of which
condemnation proceedings
proceedings have
condemnation
hava been instituted
instituted for the purposes of
said Act, and for necessary miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses incident to the
general administration
administration of the Forest Service
Service and of the national
national
District expenses al- forests:
forests:
lotted.
lotted.
In national forest district one, Montana, Washington,
Washington, Idaho, and
Proviso.
South
Dakota,
$661,314:
Provided,
That
the
Secretary
of AgriculAgriculSecretary of
the
That
Provided,
$661,314:
Dakota,
South
of
graes
Care of graves of fire
fighters,
flghters, Idaho.
ture is authorized to use not to exceed
exceed $200 in caring for the graves
graves
buried at Wallace,
Wallace, Idaho, and Saint Marks,
Idaho;
of fire fighters buried
Maries, Idaho;
national forest district two, Colorado, Wyoming, South DaIn national
kota, Nebraska,
Michigan, and Minnesota
Minnesota, $272,431;
$272,431;
Nebraska, Michigan,
In national forest district three, Arizona
Arizona and New Mexico,
$283,552;
$283,552;
In national forest district four, Utah, Idaho, Wyoming, Nevada,
Arizona, and Colorado, $302,932;
$302,932;
Arizona,
In national forest
forest district five, California
California and Nevada, $484.301;
$484,301;
In national
national forest district six, Washington,
Oregon, and CaliWashington, Oregon,
$509,668;
fornia, $509,668;
In national forest district seven, Arkansas,
Arkansas, Alabama,
Alabama, Florida,
Oklahoma, Georgia, South Carolina,
Oklahoma,
Carolina, North Carolina,
Carolina, Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania,
Tennessee, Virginia, West Virginia, New
Hampshire, Maine, Porto
New Hampshire,
Porto
Rico, and Maryland, $246,703;
$246,703;
$80,560;
In national forest district eight, Alaska, $80,560;
In
District.
In the
the District.
In the District of Columbia, $136,512;
$136,512;
Aggregate
amounts.
Aggregate amounts.
In all, for the use, maintenance,
improvement, protection,
maintenance, improvement,
protection, and genProvisos.
nterchangeable
administration of the national
eral
administration
national forests, $2,977,973:
$2,977,973: Provided,
Provided,
Interchangeable allotments
for emergenlotments for
emergen- That the foregoing
foregoing amounts appropriated
appropriated for such purposes
purposes shall be
cies.
es
available
available interchangeably
interchangeably in the discretion of the Secretary
Secretary of Agrifor
the
necessary expenditures
expenditures for fire
other
culture
for
the
necessary
fire
protection
and other
Limit.
unforeseen exigencies: Provided
Provided further,
Limt.
further, That the amount so interaggregate 10 per centum
centum of all the
changed shall not exceed in the aggregate
amounts
appropriated;
amounts so
so appropriated;
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For fighting
fighting and
and preventing
preventing forest
fires on
on or
or threatening
threatening the
the nana- Fighting
forest forest
fires..
Fghtingo
forest fires
For
tional
forests
and
for
the
establishment
and
maintenance
of
a
patrol
patrol
a
of
maintenance
and
establishment
the
for
tional forests and
to
to guard
against and
fires upon
upon the
the
check fires
and check
guard against
and to
trespass and
prevent trespass
to prevent
Reveted
by the Act approved June 9, California
States by
revested in
lands revested
lands
in the
the United
United States
c a
r ml
et(' OregonORailroad
ile
.
gon1916,
and
the
lands
known
as
the
Coos
Bay
Wagon
Road
lands
inlands,
etc.
1916, and the lands known as the Coos Bay Wagon Road lands in- lands,etc.
volved in
in the
the case
case of
of Southern
Southern Oregon
Oregon Company
Company against
United Vol.
p. 218.
3, p.218.
Vol 39,
against United
volved
States
(numbered 2711),
2711), in
in the
the Circuit
Appeals of
the
of the
of Appeals
Court of
Circuit Court
States (numbered
Ninth
$283,000, of
which $100,000
$100,000 shall
be immediately
immediately Proviso.
shall be
of which
Circuit, $283,000,
Ninth Circuit,
available:
That not
not to
to exceed
exceed $25,000
infestation.
nctinfestation.
may Insect
amount may
this amount
of this
$25,000 of
Provided, That
available: Provided,
be
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
in meeting
emermeeting emerAgriculture in
of Agriculture
used by
be used
gencies
national forests,
forests, national
national parks,
parks,
on national
insects on
by forest
forest insects
caused by
gencies caused
Indian reservations,
or other
other lands
lands under
under the
or control
control
ownership or
the ownership
reservations, or
Indian
of
of the
the United
United States;
States;
Ailanepatrol
Airplane
patrol.
For cooperation
War Department
rp
maintenance
in the
the maintenance
Department in
the War
with the
cooperation with
For
and
operation
of
an
airplane
patrol
to
prevent
and
suppress
forest
and operation of an airplane patrol to prevent and suppress forest Proviso.
forbidden.
Pirraes forbidden.
fires
on national
forests and
adjacent lands,
Provided, That
That Purchases
$50,000: Provided,
lands, $50,000:
and adjacent
national forests
fires on
no
part of
of this
this appropriation
appropriation shall
shall be
be used
used for
purchase of
land
of land
for the
the purchase
no part
or
or airplanes;
airplanes;
Selecting lands for
for
etc.
For
and segregation
of lands
homestead entries, etc.
within homestedentries,
lands within
segregation of
classification, and
selection, classification,
For the
the selection,
the boundaries
that may
be opened
homestead
to ,homestead
opened to
may be
forests that
of national
national forests
boundaries of
the
settlement
entry under
under the
the homestead
laws applicable
the nanato the
applicable to
homestead laws
and entry
settlement and
tional forests;
forests; for
for the
appraisal of
lands in
in effecteffecttional
the examination
examination and
and appraisal
of lands
ing
authorized by
by law
survey thereof
by cuis
r"tn
i
i
g
a,e.ta. ,agri"
lands.
Scutural
thereof by
the survey
for the
and for
law and
exchanges authorized
ing exchanges
metes
and bounds
or otherwise,
otherwise, by
of the Forest Service,
employees of
by employees
bounds or
metes and
Office;
under
direction of
General Land Office;
the General
of the
Commissioner of
the Commissioner
of the
the direction
under the
and for
for the
survey and
platting of
of certain
certain lands,
lands, chiefly
valuable for
for
chiefly valuable
and platting
the survey
and
listed within
the national
forests, Vol. 34, p. 233.
national forests
within the
to be
be listed
listed orr to
now listed
agri
culture, now
agriculture,
under the
of June
June 11,
11, 1906
1906 (Thirty-fourth
page 233),
233): Vol34,
p.233
Statutes, page
(Thirty-fourth Statutes,
the Act
Act of
under
Vol 30 pp. 34, 1098;
30,
Vo.8'7,
P. p.
843. 34. 109
Statutes, page
and
the Act
Act of
March 3,
3, 1899
(Thirtieth Statutes,
page 1095),
1095), as Vol.
1899 (Thirtieth
of March
and the
provided
Act of
4, 1913,
1913, $60,900;
$60,900;
ublic camp
camp
provided by
by the
the Act
of March
March 4,
Public
facilities, etc.
etc.
For the
the construction
construction of
of sanitary
facilities and
for fire-preventive
fire-preventive grounds,
grounds, facilities,
and for
sanitary facilities
For
measures
public camp
camp grounds
the national
when
forests when
national forests
within the
grounds within
on public
measures on
necessary
protection of
public health
health or
prevention of
or the
the prevention
of the
the public
the protection
for the
necessary for
pEquipments,
Equipments, su
sup.
forest fires,
fires, $25,000;
$25,000;
forest
plies, etc.
necessary field, office,
of necessary
For
purchase and
and maintenance
office, and plies,etc.
maintenance of
the purchase
For the
Proviso.
laboratory
supplies, instruments,
Provided, That
for Alaskan
Alaskan
Boat for
That Boat
equipments: Provided,
and equipments:
instruments, and
laboratory supplies,
waters.
not to
may be
of aapassen- waters.
purchase of
the purchase
for the
expended for
be expended
$15,000 may
to exceed
exceed S15,000
not
ger-carrying boat
for service
in Alaskan
Investigating wood
Investigating
$140,480;
waters, $140,480;
Alaskan waters,
service in
suitable for
boat suitable
ger-carrying
forest proFor investigations
of methods
methods for
for wood
distillation and
and for
for the
the distillation,
pro
distillation,
wood distillation
investigations of
For
ducts,
etc. forest
testing ducts,etc.
the testing
and the
preservative treatment
treatment of
timber, for
timber testing,
testing, and
for timber
of timber,
preservative
of such
such woods
may require
to ascertain
ascertain if
if they be suitable for
test to
require test
as may
woods as
of
making
paper, for
investigations and
and• tests
the United
States
United States
within the
tests within
for investigations
making paper,
of
foreign woods
woods of
importance to
to industries
industries in the
the
commercial importance
of commercial
of foreign
United States,
States, and
and for
investigations and
experiments to
to proproand experiments
other investigations
for other
United
commote economy
economy in
forest and
and fiber
products, and for comfiber products,
use of
of forest
the use
in the
mote
mercial demonstrations
demonstrations of
of improved
improved methods
or processes,
in coopcoop- Proviso.
pr0im.
processes, in
methods or
mercial
Flax straw for pulp
Fla tw for pulp
eration with
companies, $383,264:
$383,264: Provided,
Provided, That manufacture.
and companies,
individuals and
with individuals
eration
not to
to exceed
of this
amount may
be used
used for
for the
the investigainvestigamay be
this amount
$15,000 of
exceed $15,000
not
tion
Forest Products
United States Dethe United
Laboratory of the
Products Laboratory
the Forest
by the
tion by
the
a source of supply for the
straw as a
partment
Agriculture of
of flax straw
of Agriculture
partment of
manufacture
pulp and
paper;
manufacture of
of pulp
and paper;
Rangeondonsand
Range
conditions and
nd
mprovement
the improvement.
within the
For experiments
and investigations
range conditions
conditions within
of range
investigations of
experiments and
For
methods for
national forests
or elsewhere
on the
the public
range, and
and of methods
public range,
elsewhere on
forests or
national
improving the
the range
range by
by reseeding,
reseeding, regulation
regulation of
of grazing,
grazing, and
other
and other
improving
means,
$40,320;
means, $40,320;,
rplt-plantSeeding, tree
For the
the purchase
tree seed,
seed, cones,
cones, and
and nursery
nursery stock,
for seedseed- ing,
plant-.
t
g, etc.
stock, for
of tree
purchase of
For
•
ing and
and tree
planting within
within national
national forests,
experiments
for experiments
and for
forests, and
tree planting
ing
Proviso.
and investigations
investigations necessary
necessary for
such seeding
planting, Young trees to arid
and
and tree planting,o
seeding and
for such
and
residents in Ne$131,705: Provided,
That from
from the
the nurseries
on the
the Nebraska
in Neresidents
land
Na- land
Nebraska Nanurseries on
Provided, That
$131,705:
braska.
tional Forest
Forest the
under such
such rules
and bra
rules and
Agriculture, under
of Agriculture,
Secretary of
the Secretary
tional
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regulations as he may prescribe,
prescribe, may furnish young
regulations
young trees
trees free,
free,
so far as they may be spared, to residents of
of the
the territory
covterritory
covVol.
VoL 33,
33 p. 547.
7.
ered
by "An
"An Act increasing
increasing the area of homesteads in a
a portion of
ered by
of
Land for Beal NurNur- Nebraska,"
Nebraska," approved
approved April 28, 1904: Provided
Provided further,
That addifurther, That
addisery,
Mich.
sery, Mich.
tional
may be
be purchased
a total cost of not to exceed $900
$900
tional land
land may
purchased at a
Nursery in
adjacent to the present Beal Nursery
Tawas, Michigan;
Michigan;
in East Tawas,
Management
forManagement of
of forFor silvicultural,
silvicultural, dendrological,
dendrological, and
and other
other experiments
investiexperiments and
and investiest lands.
t lands
gations, independently
independently or in cooperation with other branches
branches of the
gations,
the
Federal Government, with States, and with
with individuals,
to deterdeterindividuals, to
mine the best methods for the conservative
conservative management
of forest
management of
forest
and
forest lands,
lands, $202,020;
and forest
$202,020;
Appraising
timber
Apprisng timber For estimating and appraising
appraising timber
and other
other resources
the
timber and
resources on
sale, etc.
on the
national forests preliminary
preliminary to disposal by sale or
or to
issue of
of
to the
the issue
occupancy
emergency expenses incident
occupancy permits, and for emergency
their sale
incident to
to their
sale
or use,
use, $108,550;
$108,550;
Collating results, etc.
Collatingreslts.
etc.
For other miscellaneous
and for collating,
For other
miscellaneous forest
forest investigations
investigations and
digesting, recording, illustrating, and
distributing the
the results
results of
of the
and distributing
the
experiments
experiments and investigations
investigations herein
herein provided
for, $33,800;
provided for,
$33,800;
Permanent improveFor
the construction
construction and
and maintenance
maintenance of roads,
bridges,
For the
roads, trails, bridges,
ments.
fire lanes,.
lanes,, telephone lines, cabins, fences, and
and other
other improvements
improvements
necessary for
proper and
and economical
economical administration,
administration, protection,
m
necessary
for the
the proper
protection,
Provisos.
Purchase of telePurchase
tele- and development
development of the national forests,
forests, $431,900:
Provided, That
$431,900:
Provided,
That
phone
lines, cabins, etc. where, in
phoneuines,cabins,etc.
Agriculture, direct
where, in the
the opinion of the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture,
direct purpurchase
construction, telephone
chase will be more economical than construction,
lines,
telephone lines,
cabins, fences,
improvements may
fences, and other improvements
may be
be purchased:
purchased: Provided
Provided
Division fences, stock
Disinfees,
tock further,
further, That not to exceed $50,000
may be
expended for
for the
$50,000 may
be expended
driveways, etc.
the construcconstruction
boundary and range division
tion and
and maintenance
maintenance of boundary
division fences, couhtcouhting corrals, stock driveways
driveways and bridges, the
the development
development of
of stockstockwatering places, and the eradication
eradication of poisonous plants
watering
plants on
on the
the
national
national forests;
forests;
In
$4,868,912.
conservationofnaviIn all,
all, general
general expenses,
expenses, $4,868,912.
Conservation of navigable waters.
To enable
the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture
gable
waters.
Agriculture more effectively
To
enable the
effectively- to carry
Vol.
36, p. 961.
vol.36,p.
91.
out the provisions of the .Act
1, 1911
1911 (Thirty-sixth
StatAct of
of March
March 1,
(Thirty-sixth Stat961), entitled
utes, page 961),
entitled "An
"An Act to enable
State to
to cooperate
enable any
any State
cooperate
with any other State or States, or
or with
with the
States, for
for the
the United
United States,
the
watersheds of
protection of watersheds
navigable streams,
streams, and
and to
t
o a
ppoi
nt a
of navigable
appoint
a
Expenses in Wash- commission for the acquisition
Expenses
acquisition of
of lands
the purpose
conservlands for
for the
purpose of
of conservington, D. C.
ington,D.C.
ing
the navigability
navigable rivers
rivers)"
ing the
navigability of navigable
2" $34,900 of the
moneys
the moneys
appropriated
appropriated therein, or for carrying out its
shall be
be availavailits purposes
purposes shall
employment of agents, title
able for the employment
title attorneys,
assistants,
attorneys, clerks,
clerks, assistants,
and other
other labor, and for the
supplies and
equ ip ment
the purchase
purchase of
of supplies
and equipment
required
for the
the purpose
purpose of
of said
Act
in the
the city
of Washington.
Washington.
epar8
e
required
for
said
Act
in
city
of
Departmentalservice
itmhe
District.
Total, Forest Service,
Service, $8,193,915,
$8,193,915, of
which amount
amount not
to exceed
of which
in the District.
not to
exceed
departmental personal
$444,593 may be expended
expended for departmental
the
personal services
services in
in the
District of Columbia.
Columbia.
Bureau.
Chemistry Bureau.

BUREAU OF CHEMISTRY
BUREAU OF CHEMISTRY
SALARIES
SALARIES

Chief, and office
office and
5eld personnel.
geld
personnel.

General expenses.
General
expenses.

For chief of bureau and other personal services in the District
of
District of
Columbia in accordance
Columbia
accordance with the Classification
Classification Act
of 1923
1923 and
and for
for
Act of
personal
personal services in the field,
$363,208.
field, $363,208.

eneralexpenses.

Apparatus, supplies,

employees, etc.

employees, etc.

GENERL
EXPENSES, BUREAU
BUREAU OF CHEMISTRY
GENERAL EXPENSES,
CHEMISTRY

For all necessary
necessary expenses, for
for chemical
chemicals and
an d
chemical apparatus
apparatus, chemicals
supplies, repairs to apparatus,
supplies,
apparatus, gas, elect
ri
c current,
current, official
electric
official traveling
traveling
expenses,
telephone service,
expenses, telegraph
telegraph and telephone
service, express and
and freight
freight
charges,
charges , for
for the
of such
suc h assistants,
ass i
st
ant
s, clerks,
cl
erks, and other
the employment
employment of
and other

SIXTYEIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. S
ESS. II
CH. 200.
200.
II.. CH.
SEss.
SIXTY-EIGHTH

1925.
1925.

837
837

persons
the Secretary
consider necessary for
Agriculture may consider
of Agriculture
Secretary of
as the
persons as
the
named, in
the city
Washington and
elsewhere, in
and elsewhere,
of Washington
city of
in the
purposes named,
the purposes
conducting investigations;
investigations; collecting,
reporting, and illustrating the
collecting, reporting,
conducting
of the District
results of
such investigations;
inveskgations; and
and for
for rent
rent outside
District
outside of
of such
results
of Columbia
for carrying
carrying out
out the
the investigations
investigations and work herein
Columbia for
of
Generalsubts
authorized as
follows:
as follows:
authorized
General
subjects.
387.
p. 387.
Vol. 12,
12, p.
of vol.
Act of
For conducting
conducting the
the investigations
contemplated by
by the
the Act
investigations contemplated
For
May 15,
15, 1862,
1862, relating
relating to
to the
the application
application of
of chemistry
chemistry to
to agriculture;
agriculture; Biolo
food and
Biological
gical food
and
May
druginvestigations.
sub- druginvestigations.
for
the biological
of food
food and
and drug
products and
and subdrug products
investigation of
biological investigation
for the
stances used
the manufacture
thereof, including
including investigations
investigations
manufacture thereof,
in the
used in
stances
organism,
of
the physiological
of such
products on the human organism,
such products
effects of
physiological effects
of the
with
Colaboration
$123,400;
Collaboration with
$123,400;
otherdepartments,
For collaboration
collaboration with
of the
the Government
departments, etc.
etc.
Government other
departments of
other departments
with other
For
desiring chemical
investigations and
and whose
heads request
request the SecreSecrewhose heads
chemical investigations
desiring
miscellaneous
tary
of Agriculture
such assistance,
and for
for other miscellaneous
assistance, and
for such
Agriculture for
tary of
native raw
Utilizing
work, $14,090;
$14,090;
•
Utilizing native
raw
work,
coloring,, materials
utilization, for coloring
the utilization,
in the
For investigation
investigation and
and experiment
experiment in
materials for
for colorants,
colorants,
For
medicinal
and technical
of raw
raw materials
grown or
ete'
or pro- etc
materials grown
purposes, of
technical purposes,
medicinal, and
duced
United States,
States, in
in cooperation
with such persons,
cooperation with
the United
in the
duced in
associations, or
or corporations
necessary, including
including
corporations as may be found necessary,
associations,
a building on the
additions to a
repairs alterations,
alterations, improvements,
improvements, or additions
repairs,
Table sirup,
Table
sirup, etc.
Arlington
on Experimental
Farm, $54,805;
$54,805;
Experimental Farm,
Arlington
For the
investigation and
and development
development of methods for the manuthe investigation
For
facture
table sirup
sirup and
and sugar
sugar and
and of
of methods
methods for the manufacture
manufacture
of table
facture of
ispio
r food inspection,
of
sirups by
the utilization
utilization of
of new
$28,000; Pure
agriculture sources, $28,000;
new agriculture
by the
of sweet
sweet sirups
diSecti
etc.
For enabling
enabling the
of Agriculture
to carry
carry into
into effect
effect the etc.
Agriculture to
Secretary of
the Secretary
For
Vol. 34,
p. 760.
760.
34p.
"An Act for pre- Vol.
provisions
the Act
of June
entitled "An
1906, entitled
30, 1906,
June 30,
Act of
of the
provisions of
of adulterated,
transportation of
venting
manufacture, sale, or transportation
adulterated, or
or
venting the manufacture,
misbranded, or
or poisonous,
poisonous, or
medicines,
deleterious foods, drugs, medicines,
or deleterious
misbranded,
Phrmaother pur- Revision
and liquors,
liquors, and
for regulating
regulating traffic
therein, and
and for
for other
traffic therein,
and for
and
Revision of
of Pharmacopceia.
poses";
cooperate with associations and scientific societies in
in copoeia.
to cooperate
poses"; to
of
development of
Pharmacopoeia and development
the revision
revision of
of the
the United
United States Pharmacopoeia
the
Examining
foreign
Examining foreign
character of
the character
and for
analysis, and
of analysis,
methods
methods of
for investigating
investigating the
of the
the tests
American food
tests of
of American
food
products.
American food products.
chemical and
and physical
which are
applied to American
are applied
tests which
physical tests
chemical
products
countries, and
inspecting the same before
and for inspecting
foreign countries,
in foreign
products in
shipment
by the shippers
shippers or owners of these products
desired by
when desired
shipment when
reintended
for countries
countries where
chemical and physical tests are rewhere chemical
intended for
Proviso.
aio.
Pro
quired before
said products
are allowed
allowed to be sold therein, Foreign
products are
the said
before the
travel.
quired
for
used
be
shall
$4,280
$788,860:
Provided,
That
not
more
than
$4,280
than
$788,860: Provided, That not more
mpure tea imports.
Impure
imports.
the United
of the
travel
outside of
United States;
States;
travel outside
preventing,
Expenses preventing,
For enabling
the Secretary
of Agriculture
Agriculture to
to carry
carry into effect
effect etc.Expenses
Secretary of
enabling the
For
"An etc
the provisions
provisions of
the Act
Act approved
1897, entitled "An
March 2, 1897,
approved March
of the
the
Vol. 29, p. 604; Vol.
6N; vol.
2,p.
Act to
importation of
impure and
tea," 35,vol.
unwholesome tea,"
and unwholesome
of impure
the importation
prevent the
to prevent
Act
p.163;
Vol.41, p. 712.
35,p.63;ol.,
of
expenses of
as
amended, including
including payment
payment of
compensation and
and expenses
of compensation
as amended,
the members
of the
board appointed
under section
section 22 of the Act and
appointed under
the board
members of
the
all
necessary officers
officers and
and employees,
employees, $40,690;
$40,690;
other necessary
all other
Insecticides and funinvestigations,
gicides investigations,
.For
For the
and development
development of
of methods
methods of.manufactur- gicies
investigation and
the investigation
etc.
etc.
ing
insecticides and
investigating chemical
for investigating
and for
fungicides, and
and fungicides,
ing insecticides
action, and application of
problems
relating to
to the
the composition,
composition, action,
problems relating
explodust exploPlant
insecticides
$27.580;
fungicides, $27.580;
and fungicides,
insecticides and
sions, etc.
For
the investigation
of methods
for the
the prepre- sions
etc.
methods for
development of
and development
investigation and
For the
Methods
for p.-eventing.
vention of
of grain-dust,
grain-dust, smut-dust,
smut-dust, and
and other
explosions venting.
plant-dust explosions
other plant-dust
vention
cotton-oil
and
and
resulting
fires,
including
fires
in
gins
cotton-oil
cotton
in
fires
including
fires,
and resulting
mills, $26,555;
mills,
$26.555:
Naval stores.
Ivetigations, demdemof improved methods or Investigations,
For the
the investigation
and demonstration
demonstration of
investigation and
For
onstrations,
etc.
etc.
onstrations,
transprocesses
preparing naval
stores, the
the weighing,
weighing, handling,
naval stores,
of preparing
processes of
individuals and
cooperation with individuals
portation,
and uses
in cooperation
same, in
of same,
uses of
portation, and
companies, including
the employment
of necessary
necessary persons and
employment of
including the
companies,
the
means
in the
the city
of Washington
Washington and
elsewhere, and
enable the
and to enable
and elsewhere,
city of
means in
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SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.

Vol. 42,
42, p.. 1435
Vol.
1435.

in the
the DisDServices in
trict.
trict.
ervies

Soils Bureau.
Soils

S
ESS. II.
II. CH.
Cir. 200.
SEss.
200.

1925.
1925.

Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture to carry into effect the
the
the provisions
provisions of
of the
Naval Stores Act of March 3, 1923, $35,000;
$35,000;
In all, general expenses, $1,138,980.
$1.138,980.

Total,
Bureau of
of Chemistry,
Chemistry, $1,502,188,
$1,502,188, of
of which
to
Total, Bureau
which amount
amount not
not to
exceed $628,121 may be expended for
for personal
personal services
services in
the DisDisin the
trict of Columbia.

BUREAU
BUREAU OF SOILS
SALARIES
SALARIES

Chief, and
and office
office perChief,
sonneL

sonneL

General
General expenses.
expenses.

exInvestigations,
exemployees,
Investigations,

periments,
etcents,
etc,

employees

For chief of bureau and
and other personal
personal services
services in
the District
of
in the
District of
Columbia in accordance
Columbia
accordance with the Classification
Classification Act of
of 1923, $88,260.
$88,260.
GENERAL
GENERAL EXPENSES,
EXPENSES, BUREAU
SOILS
BUREAU OF
OF SOILS

For
all necessary
necessary expenses
For all
expenses connected with the investigations
and
investigations and
experiments
experiments hereinafter
hereinafter authorized, including
employment of
of
including the
the employment

investigators, local and special agents, assistants,
xper t
s,c
l
er k
s,
assistants, e
experts,
clerks,
draftsmen,
draftsmen, and labor in the
the city
city of
of Washington
Washington and
and elsewhere;
elsewhere;
official traveling
traveling expenses, materials,
materials,. tools,
rat
us ,
tools, instruments,
instruments, appa
apparatus,
repairs to apparatus, chemicals,
chemicals, furniture, office fixtures,
stationery,
fixtures, stationery,

gas, electric
electric current,
current, telegraph
telegraph and
and telephone
telephone service,
service, express
express and
and
freight charges, rent outside the District of
freight
Columbia, and
and for
of Columbia,
for all
all
other necessary
necessary supplies and expenses, as follows:
follows:
ghemical ietig
Chemical
investigaFor chemical
chemical investigations
investigations of
soil types,
types, soil
soil composition,
composition, and
of soil
gations
gations of soils, etc.
and
soil minerals, the soil solution, solubility of
and all
of soil
soil and
all chemical
chemical
properties of soils in their relation to soil formation, soil
properties
soil texture
texture
and soil
soil poductivity, including all routine chemical work
and
conwork in
in connection with the soil survey, $25,640;
$25,640;
produePhysical
prod .,.
of the
important p
roperti es of so i
For physical investigations
investigations of
the important
properties
of soill
tivity, etc., investiga- which determine productivity,
tivity, etc., investiga- which determine productivity, such as moisture relations,
aerations,
relations, aerations,
tions.
heat conductivity,
conductivity, texture,
other physical investigations
heat
texture, and
and other
investigations of the
the
various
various soil classes and soil types, $13,145;
$13,145;
Fertilizers.
For investigations within the United States of fertilizers and
Fertilizers.
For
and
other soil amendments
amendments and their
their suitability
suitability for
agricultural use,
use,
for agricultural
$63,595;
$63,595;
Cooperative
soil
For the
Cooperative
soil
For
the investigation
investigation of soils, in cooperation with other
other branches
branches
mapping.
of
Agriculture, other departments
of the
the Department
Department of Agriculture,
department s o
ov off th
thee G
Government, State agricultural
agricultural experiment
experiment stations, and
other State
State
and other
institutions, and for indicating upon maps and plats, by
by coloring
coloring
lassification of ag- or otherwise,
otherwise, the
the results
results of
such
investigations,
$193,710;
of
such
investigations,
$193,710;
ricCultural
1
illcaan
tiodl of agriculturallands.
id i
n the
th e c
l
ass ifi cat i
on of agriculFor examination
examination of
of soil
soilss t
too aaid
in
classification
of agricultural lands, in cooperation
cooperation with other bureaus of the department
department
of the
the Government,
$15,510;
Administrative
ex- and
and other
other departments
departments of
Government, $15,510;
penses.trat
For general
Administmtive
".general administrative
administrative expenses
connected with
with the
the aboveaboveexpenses connected
mentioned lines of investigation,
investigation, $4.000;
$4,000;
In all, general expenses, $315,600.
Total,
Soils, $403,860,
amount not
to exceed
exceed
ervices in the
is
Total, Bureau
Bureau of
of Soils,
$403,860, of
of which
which amount
not to
triScetr.vices in the District.
$329,710
$329,710 may be expended fo
ersona lserv
i
ces in
i
n the
the District
forr p
personal
services
District of
of
Columbia.
Entomology Bureau.
Bureau.
Entomology
BUREAU OF ENTOMOLOGY
BUREAU OF ENTOMOLOGY
Outiderent.
Outside rent,

SALARIES
SALARIES
Chief, and
and offce
Chief,
office and
and
field personnei.
personnel.

ld

For chief of bureau and other personal services in the District of

For chief
bureau and other personal services in the District of
Columbia
in of
accordance
with the Classification Act of 1923 and for

Columbia in accordance with the Classification Act of 1923 and for
personal services
services in the field, $137,818.
$137,818.

SIXTYEIGHTH '
CONGRESS. SESS.
SESS. II.
II, CH. 200.
SIXTY-EIGHTH'CONGRESS.
GENERAL
BUREAU OF
OF ENTOMOLOGY
ENTOMOLOGY
EXPENSES, BUREAU
GENERAL EXPENSES,

1925.

839
839
General
General expenses.
expenses.

t
izes
ett
eiga
. tion of inof ininvestigating the seeIInvestigation
For
economic entomology;
entomology; for investigating
promotion of economic
the promotion
For the
history
and the
the habits
habits of
injurious and
beneficial to agriculand beneficial
insects injurious
of insects
history and
ture, horticulture,
and the
the study of insects affecting the
arboriculture, and
horticulture, arboriculture,
ture,
health of
of man
man and
and domestic
and ascertaining
ascertaining the best means
animals, and
domestic animals,
health
of destroying
destroying those
to be
be injurious;
injurious; for
collating, digesting,
for collating,
found to
those found
of
for
of such investigations;
reporting, and
and illustrating
investigations; for
the results
results of
illustrating the
reporting,
Washington Outsiderent.
salaries and
and the
employment of
labor in
city of Washington
the city
in the
of labor
the employment
salaries
Outside rent.
and elsewhere,
elsewhere, rent
rent outside
outside of the
District of Columbia, freight,
the District
and
express
official traveling
office fixtures,
fixtures, supplies,
supplies,
expenses, office
traveling expenses,
charges, official
express charges,
apparatus telegraph
telegraph and
electric current,
s
pecific
invest'
investigacurrent, specific
gas, and.
and electric
service, gas,
and telephone
telephone service,
apparatus,
gations.
in
investigations:
gations,
following investigations:
the following
with the
connection with
in connection
fill
orchards, etc
affecting deciduous
For
investigations of
deciduous fruits, orchards,
orchards, Frits, orchards, et
of insects affecting
For investigations
vineyards,
and nuts,
nuts, $107
2
200;
and forage
Cereal
$107,200;
vineyards, and
Cereal and
forage
crops.
For
investigations of insects affecting cereal and forage crops, crops.
For investigations
including
special investigation
investigation of the Hessian
Hessian fly, grasshopper,
grasshopper,
a special
including a
alfalfa
weevil and
the chinch
chinch bug,
$197,700;
bug, $197.700;
and the
alfalfa weevil
ps
Southern field crops.
outhern field cro .
affecting southern
For
of insects
southern field crops, includinsects affecting
investigations of
For investigations
ing
affecting cotton,
cotton, tobacco, rice, sugar cane, and so forth,
insects affecting
ing insects
and the
the cigarette beetle and Argentine
Argentine ant, $255,440;
and
Forpes s.
For
insects affecting forests, $75,000: Provided,
Provided, Proviso.
investigations of insects
For investigations
Combating
infestanfestCombatng
preventing and combating infestations
That
shall be
for preventing
infestations tions
be used
used for
$15,000 shall
That $15,000
of national forests,
tionsofnationalforests,
etc.
and near the national forests, etc.
of
insects injurious
injurious to
to forest
forest trees on and
of insects
Federal
branches of the Federal
independently
cooperation with other branches
in cooperation
or in
independently or
Government,
counties, municipalities,
municipalities, or with private
States, counties,
with States,
Government, with
owners;
owners;
Truck crops, etc.
setc
ck
inFor
investigations of
of insects
affecting truck
truck crops,
crops, including
including ininsects affecting
For investigations
sects
and wireworms
the potato, sugar beet, cabbage, onion,
affecting the
wireworms affecting
sects and
tomato,
affecting stored prodtomato, beans, peas, and so forth, and insects affecting
culture.
Bee
ucts,
$171,250;
ucts, $171,250;
Bee culture.
d sub
For
culture, $32,380;
TBeica
$32,380;
bee culture,
in bee
demonstrations in
and demonstrations
investigations and
For investigations
Tropical and subtropicpallandt
For
investigations of
of insects
insects affecting
affecting citrus
citrus and other tropical tropical
plants.
For investigations
and subtropical
plants, and
and for
investigations and
and control
control of the
for investigations
subtropical plants,
and
cooperation with the Federal
Mediterranean
other fruit
Federal
fruit flies, in cooperation
and other
Mediterranean and
Horticultural Board,
Board, $71,385;
$71,385;
nMiscellaneous
Horticultural
Miscellaneous
inhealth of
of
affecting health
sects affecting
classification of sects
For investigations,
identification, and systematic classification
investigations, identification,
For
man, etc.
miscellaneous insects,
insects, including
including the
affecting the mans'tc.
the study of insects affecting
miscellaneous
health of
man and
and domestic
animals, household
household insects, and the
domestic animals,
of man
health
importation and
exchange of
of useful
useful insects,
$66,560;
insects, $66,560;
and exchange
importation
Administrative
ex.
or general
general administrative
administrative expenses
connected with
with above lines pedistetlv
perms.
expenses connected
For
of
investigation, and
and for
for miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses
expenses incident thereto,
of investigation,
$3,880;
$3,880;
In
all, general
$980,795.
expenses, $980,795.
general expenses,
In all,

PREVENTING SPREAD
SPREAD OF
OF MOTHS
MOTHS
PREVENTING

Gypsy
Gypsy and browntail moths.

To
the Secretary
Secretary of
Agriculture to
to meet
meet the
emergency prSiaonorYntronlpli
pntapprog-,
rn
the emergency
of Agriculture
enable the
To enable
etc.
caused
by
the
continued
spread
of
the
gypsy
and
brown-tail
moths
brown-tail
and
gypsy
the
of
spread
continued
the
by
caused
necessary to determine
by conducting
experiments as may be
be necessary
such experiments
conducting such
by
the best
introducing and
controlling these insects; by introducing
methods of controlling
best methods
the
quarCooperative
quarestablishing the
the parasites
and natural
of these insects and Cooperative
enemies of
natural enemies
parasites and
establishing
antine maintenance.
colonizing them
them within
infested territory;
establishing and antinemaintenance.
territory; by establishing
the infested
within the
colonizing
maintaining aa quarantine
against further
further spread
such a
a manner
manner Vol. 37, ppp. 315, 854.
spread in
in such
quarantine against
maintaining
as
the general
general nursery
approved August V 37pp315
stock law, approved
nursery stock
by the
provided by
is provided
as is
20, 1912,
as amended,
amended, entitled
entitled "An
"An Act to regulate
regulate the importation
1912. as
20,
of nursery
other plants
plants and plant products,
products, to enable
and other
stock and
nursery stock
of
the
Secretary of
establish and
and maintain
quarantine
maintain quarantine
to establish
Agriculture to
of Agriculture
the Secretary
districts
for plant
diseases and
insect pests, to permit and regulate
and insect
plant diseases
districts for
therefrom, and
the
plants, and
and vegetables
vegetables therefrom,
fruits, plants,
of fruits,
movements of
the movements

840
840

SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH

CH.
CH. 200.
200.

1925.
1925.

for
other purposes,"
with the
authorities of
the diffor other
purposes," in
in cooperation
cooperation with
the authorities
of the
different States
and with
with the
staferent
States concerned
concerned and
the several
several State
State experiment
experiment stations, including rent
Columbia, the
rent outside
outside of the
the District
District of Columbia,
employment of
labor in
of Washington
elsewhere, and
and
employment
of labor
in the
the city
city of
Washington and
and elsewhere,
all
necessary expenses,
$'740,000, of
which amount
$100,000
all other
other necessary
expenses, $740,000,
of which
amount $100,000
shall be
be immediately
immediately available.
available.
shall

Outside rent.

Otsiderent.

European corn borer.
Emergency
Emergency appropriation
preventing
ation for preventing
spread of, etc.
spread

Quarantines.
Vol. 37, pp.
315, 854.
854.
pp. 315,

Proviso.
Proiso.
T.nral,
contribuLocal, etc.,
etc., contributions
tions required.
required.

Mexican bean beetle.
Meian
bean beetle.

EmergencyappropriEmergencyappropriation for preventing
spread of.
spread of.

state,
State, etc.,
tion.

SESS. IL
SESS.
II.

PREVENTION
PREVENTION OF SPREAD
SPREAD OF EUROPEAN
EUROPEAN CORN BORER

To enable
Secretary of
of Agriculture
Agriculture to
the emergency
emergency
To
enable the
the Secretary
to meet
meet the
caused by
of the
corn borer
to provide
caused
by the
the spread
spread of
the European
European corn
borer, and
and to
provide
means for
investigation control,
and prevention
spread of
of
means
for the
the investigation,
control, and
prevention of
of spread
this insect
the United
-United States,
States, in
with the
the
this
insect throughout
throughout the
in cooperation
cooperation with
States
including, when
necessary, cooperation
States concerned,
concerned, including,
when necessary,
cooperation with
with the
the
Federal Horticultural
in establishing,
Federal
Horticultural Board
Board in
establishing, maintaining,
maintaining, and
and enenforcing
promulgated under
Act
forcing quarantines
quarantines promulgated
under the
the plant
plant quarantine
quarantine Act
of August
August 20,
20, 1912,
1912, as
as amended,
amended, including
including the
employment of
perof
the employment
of persons
means in
the city
of Washington
and elsewhere,
and all
all
sons and
and means
in the
city of
Washington and
elsewhere, and
other
necessary expense,
expense, $383,630,
which amount
$50,000 shall
be
other necessary
$383,630, of
of which
amount $50,000
shall be
immediately
Provided, That
That in
the discretion
discretion of
of the
the
immediately available:
available: Provided,
in the
Secretary of
Agriculture $100,000
of this
amount shall
shall be
Secretary
of Agriculture
$100,000 of
this amount
be available
available
for
only when
when an
an equal
equal amount
have been
been approapprofor expenditure
expenditure only
amount shall
shall have
priated, subscribed,
contributed by
byStates,
or local
local
subscribed, or
or contributed
States, counties,
counties, or
authorities, or by individuals
individuals or
or organizations,
organizations, for
authorities,
for the
the accomplishaccomplishment
ment of
of such purposes.
purposes.
CONTROL AND
PREVENTION OF SPREAD OF
AND PREVENTION

THE MEXICAN
BEAN BEETLE
THE
MEXICAN BEAN

To enable
Agriculture to meet the emergency
enable the Secretary of Agriculture
emergency
caused by the recent
recent introduction
introduction and rapid multiplication
the
multiplication of
of the
Mexican
Mexican bean beetle
in the
the State
other States,
States,
beetle in
State of
of Alabama,
Alabama, and
and other
and
to provide
provide means
for the
experimentation in
eradication,
and to
means for
the study,
study, experimentation
in eradication.

and for
for the
the control
and prevention
prevention of
of the
of this
this insect
insect in
in
the spread
spread of
control and
coopera- and
that State and to other States, in cooperation
cooperation with the State of
of
Alabama and other States
concerned and with
States concerned
with individuals
individuals affected,
affected,
including the employment
including
the city
of WashWashemployment of persons and
and means
means in
in the
city of
ington
ington and elsewhere,
and all
all other
other necessary
necessary expenses,
expenses, $32,500.
$32,500.
elsewhere, and

coopera-

Japanese
beetle.
Japanese beetle.

PREVENTING SPREAD
SPREAD OF
OF JAPANESE
JAPANESE BEETLE
PREVENTING
BEETLE

Emergency appropriEmergency
appropripreventing
ation for preventing
spread
of.
spread of.

To
enable the
the Secretary
Secretary of
to meet
the emergency
To enable
of Agriculture
Agriculture to
meet the
emergency
caused by
by the spread of the Japanese
caused
Japanese beetle, and to provide means
for the investigation,
investigation, control,
control, and
spread of
and prevention
prevention of spread
of this
this insect
insect
throughout
throughout the United States, in cooperation
concooperation with the
the States
States concerned, including,
including, when
necessary, cooperation
cooperation with
Federa l
cerned,
when necessary,
with the
the Federal
Quarantines.
Board in
maintaining, and
enforcing
oQuarapine5s.
Horticultural Board
in establishing,
establishing, maintaining,
and enforcing
Vol.
37, pp. 315, 854. Horticultural
promulgated under
quarantines promulgated
Act of
of August
August
under the plant
plant quarantine
quarantine Act
including the employment
and
20, 1912, as amended,
amended, including
employment of persons and
means
necesmeans in the city of Washington
Washington and elsewhere,
elsewhere, and all other necessary expenses,
sary
expenses, $280,000.
$280,000.
Total, Bureau
Bureau of
$2.554,743, of
which amount
amount not
not
of which
of Entomology,
Entomology, $2.554,743,
DisTotal,
ervices
the
in
Services
the District.
to exceed $354,910
$354,910 may be expended
services in
in the
expended for
for personal
personal services
the
District of Columbia.
Biological
Bureau.

Survey
Survey

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY
SURVEY
SALARIES

Chief, and office and
field personnel.

fieldperonneland

For chief
chief of bureau and other
other personal
personal services
services in the District
District
accordance with the Classification
Classification Act
of Columbia
Columbia in accordance
Act of 1923 and
and
for
for personal
personal services
services in
in the
the field,
field, $106,368.
$106,368.

SIXTY-EIGHTH
SIXTY EI GHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRE SS
GENERAL
EXPENSES, BUREAU
GENERAL EXPENSES,
BUREAU

S
ESS II.
II. Cu.
SESS
CH. 200.
200.
OF

BIOLOGICAL
BIOLOGICAL SURVEY
SURVEY

1925.
1925.

841
841
General
General expenses.
expenses.

For salaries
and employment
salaries and
employment of
labor in
the city
city of
of Washington
Washington Employees,
of labor
in the
Employees, supplies,
supplies,
etc.
and elsewhere,
elsewhere, furniture,
furniture, supplies, including
purchase of
bags,
including the
the purchase
of bags,
tags, and labels printed in the course
course of manufacture,
and
manufacture, traveling
traveling and
expenses necessary
all other expenses
carrynecessary in
in conducting
conducting investigations
investigations and
and carrying out
out the
of the
the bureau,
bureau, as
ing
the work
work of
as follows:
follows:
Reservations
for
the maintenance
and Reservations
For the
maintenance of
of the
the Montana
Montana National
National Bison
Bison Range
Range and
for
game
other reservations
reservations and for the maintenance
maintenance of game introduced into
into game
on public
public lands,
lands, under
of the
Biological
suitable localities on
under supervision
supervision of
the Biological
Survey, including
construction of
including construction
shelters
of fencing,
fencing, wardens'
wardens' quarters,
quarters, shelters
for animals, landings, roads, trails, bridges, ditches,
lines,
ditches, telephone
telephone lines,
rockwork, bulkheads, and other improvements
for the
ecoimprovements necessary
necessary for
the ecoProtection of bird
of the
nomical administration
administration and
and protection
protection of
the reservations,
reservations, and
and preserves.
preseesto
of bird
Vol. 35,
35, p.1104.
p. 1104.
for the enforcement
enforcement of section 84 of the
March 4,
the Act
Act approved
approved March
4, Vol.
"An Act
amend the
laws
1909, entitled
entitled "An
Act to
to codify,
codify, revise,
revise, and
and amend
the penal
penal laws
Provisos.
of
States," $58,215:
Provided, That
$2,500 may
of the
the United States,"
$58,215: Provided,
That $2,500
may be
be used
used Pro
for pur.
Amount for
purchases.
for the purchase, capture,
capture, and transportation
transportation of game for
national chases.
for national
Sullys
Bill
Park
reservations: Provided
Provided further,
further, That $12,000
reservations:
$12,000 may be used for the
the roadway.
Hill
rsys
Park
construction of a
a highway
Sullys Hill National Park
construction
highway through Sullys
in
Park and
and in
chief of
of the
the construction
construction thereof the chief
of Biological
Biological Survey
the Bureau of
Survey
cooperate with
the Bureau
of Public
Roads;
may cooperate
with the
Bureau of
Public Roads;
North
American
North
American
For
investigating the
the food
habits of
of North
For investigating
food habits
North American
American birds
birds and
and birds
birds and
andanimals.
animals.
Food habits
investiother animals in relation to agriculture,
horticulture, and forestry;
agriculture, horticulture,
forestry; gations,
habits investiFsod etc.
for investigations,
investigations, experiments, and
and demonstrations
demonstrations in
connection
in connectiontio, etc.
Destroying
predarearing fur-bearing
fur-bearing animals;
demonstrations, tory
tDestroing
with rearing
animals; for experiments, demonstrations,
preda
animals.
m
and cooperation in destroying
destroying mountain lions, wolves, coyotes, bob-ry
bobcats, prairie dogs, gophers,
gophers, ground squirrels, jack rabbits,
rabbits, and other
other
animals injurious to agriculture,
forestry, animal
agriculture, horticulture,
horticulture, forestry,
animal hushusbandry and
game; and
and for
for the
the protection
protection of
of stock
and other
other suppressing
and wild
wild game;
stock and
Suppressing rabies.
domestic animals through the suppression
suppression of rabies in predatory
wild
animals, $533,290;
$533,290;
wild animals,
Biological
1
iinvedigar
For biological investigations, including
including the relations,
relations, habits, geo- tions.
nv t
tions. gi
distribution, and
graphic distribution,
animals and
plants, and
and migration
migration of animals
and plants,
and the
the
preparation of
the life
preparation
of maps
maps of
of the
life zones,
zones, $29,455;
$29,455;
Migratory bird
bird proFor
enforcing the
the provisions
For all
all necessary
necessary expenses
expenses for enforcing
provisions of
of the
the tection.
Vol. 40, p. 755.
Migratory
Migratory Bird
3, 1918
1918 (Fortieth
(Fortieth Statutes
Statutes at
at Vol. 40, p. 75.
Bird Treaty
Treaty Act
Act of
of July
July 3,
755), and for cooperation
cooperation with local authorities
Large, page
page 755),
authorities in the
the
protection of migratory birds, and for necessary
necessary investigations
investigations conProviso.
$149,345: Provided,
nected therewith,
therewith, $149,345:
Provided, That
of this
this sum
not more
more than
than Preventing
That of
sum not
Preventingshipment
shipment
of
prohibited birds, et.
etc.
$20,500 may be used for the enforcement
enforcement of
241, 242, 243,
of sections
sections 241,
243, and ofprohibitedbirds,
Vol. 35, pp. 113.5-1138.
approved March
pp 3
244 of the Act approved
March 4, 1909,
1909, entitled "An Act to codify,
codify,
Carrying
illegally
the United
revise, and amend the penal laws of the
United States,"
States," and
and for
for the
the kille.d
illega Dy
killed game.
31, p. 187.
enforcement of section
enforcement
section 1
May 25,
entitled, Vol.
1 of the Act approved
approved May
25, 1900,
1900, entitled,
Vol 31, p. 187.
"An Act to enlarge
enlarge the powers of the Department
Department of
Agriculture,
of Agriculture,
transportation by interstate
prohibit the transportation
interstate commerce
commerce of game killed
killed
in violation
purposes," including
violation of local laws, and for other purposes,"
including all
necessary investigations
investigations in
necessary
in connection
connection therewith;
therewith;
ReindeerinAlas
Reindeer in Alaska.
For investigations,
investigations, experiments,
experiments, and
and demonstrations
For
demonstrations for
the welwel- Improving industry,
for the
etc.
fare, improvement,
improvement, and increase of the reindeer
reindeer industry
industry in
in Alaska,
Alaska, etc.PPost, pp. 1321
1321.
including the
necessary buildings
buildings and
other structures
structures and
the erection
erection of necessary
and other
and
cooperation
the Bureau
enforcement
cooperation with
with the
Bureau of
of Education,
Education, and
and for
for the
the enforcement
Vol. 36, p. 327.
of section
of the
Revised Statutes
as amended
amended so
far as
as it
so far
relates VOL 36 p 327
of
section 1956
1956 of
the Revised
Statutes as
it relates
to
the
protection
of
land
fur-bearing
animals
in
Alaska,
including
to the protection of land fur-bearing animals in Alaska, including
Protection of game.
necessary investigations
investigations in
in connection
therewith, and
and for
for carrying
o2.
necessary
connection therewith,
carrying Vol.5.
Vol. 3,
35, p. 102.
into effect the Act entitled "An
"An Act for
protection of
of game
game in
for the protection
in
Alaska, and for other purposes,"
purposes," approved May 11, 1908, as
amended
as amended
Ante ,p. 668.
by
the Act
approved
June 7,
7, 1924
1924 (Public
34, Sixty-eighth
Sixty-eighth Au, P 686 by the
Act app
ro
ve dJune
(Public Resolution
Resolution 34,
Congress),
Congress), $85,095;
$85,095;
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ESS. II

Administrative
Administrative
pores

exex-

pees

Upper
Mississippi
River Refuge
River
Refuge.

1925.

general administrative
connected with
with the
For general
administrative expenses
expenses connected
the aboveabovementioned
mentioned lines of work, including
including cooperation
cooperation with other Federal
bureaus, departments, boards,
request from
boards, and
and commissions,
commissions, on
on request
from
them,
them, $11,000;
$11,000;
In
In all, general
general expenses,
expenses, $866,400.
$866,400.
UPPER
UPPER MISSISSIPPI
MISSISSIPPI RIVER
RIVER REFUGE
REFUGE

Acquiring
Acquiring areas
areas for.
or.

For the acquisition
acquisition of areas of land or land and water pursuant
pursuant
to the Act entitled, "An Act to establish the Upper
Mississippi
Upper Mississippi
River Wild Life and Fish Refuge,"
Refuge," approved
approved June 7,
7, 1924, and
and
for all necessary
necessary expenses incident thereto, including the
the employment
employment
of persons and means in the city of Washington
and elsewhere,
Washington and
elsewhere,
$375,000
$375,000 (of which $75,000 shall be immediately
available), being
immediately available),
being
part
of the
the sum
appropriated for
for such
such
Au., p.662.
part of
sum of
of $1,500,000
$1,500,000 authorized
authorized to
to be
be appropriated
Ante,
p. 852.
Pt,
Post,
p. 135.
1354.
purpose by section 10 of said
said Act;
necessary expenses
expenses
Act; and for
for all
all necessary
of the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture authorized
authorized to be appropriated
appropriated for by
of said Act,
section 99 of
be immediately
available; in
all,
Act, $25,000,
$25,000, to
to be
immediately available;
in all,
Proviso.
$400,000,
available until
expended: Provided,
Provided, That
That
ontracts authorized
authi
$400,000, which
which shall
shall be
be available
until expended:
Contracts
for
additional areas.
foradditionalareas.
the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture may incur obligations
obligations and enter into
contracts for the acquisition
acquisition of additional areas to an amount
amount which,
which,
DeemedFedeaoblihereby appropriated,
appropriated, shall
shall not
of the
the $375,000
$375,000 hereby
not exceed
exceed aa
Deemed
Federal obli- inclusive of
gations.
gations.
total of $1,500,000,
$1,500,000, and such
such contracts
contracts shall
shall be
be deemed
deemed a
a contractual
contractual
of the
obligation of
the Federal
Federal Government.
Government.
Services in the
the Distrvies
DiTotal,
$1,372,768, of
Total, Bureau
Bureau of Biological
Biological Survey,
Survey, $1,372,768,
of which
which amount
trict.
amount
not to exceed
for personal
exceed $213,463 may be expended
expended for
personal services
services in
in the
the.•
District of Columbia.
Ante,
p. 650.
nte,p.
50.

Accounts and DisAemounts Division.
and
Dis
bursements Division.

DIVISION
AND DISB17RSEMENTS
DISBURSEMENTS
DIVISION OF
OF ACCOUNTS
ACCOUNTS AND

Chief, and office
Chief,
office personnel.
sonnel.

Salaries: For chief of division and other personal services in the
the
District of
of Columbia
accordance with the Classification
Classification Act of
District
Columbia in
in accordance
of
1923, $78,460.
$78,460.
LIBRARY, DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF
LIBRARY,
OF AGRICULTURE
AGRICULTURE

Library.

Salaries: For librarian and other personal services in the District
District
accordance with the Classification
of Columbia in accordance
Classification Act
Act of
of 1923,
1923,
$38,680.
eneral expenses.
expenses.
General
General
General expenses, Library:
Library: For books
re f
erence ,l
aw books,
boo ks,
books of
of reference,
law
technical
technical and scientific books, newspapers
newspapers and periodicals,
periodicals, and
and for
for
expenses incurred in
in completing
for the
the employcompleting imperfect
imperfect series;
series; for
employment of additional
additional assistants in the city of Washington
Washington and
and elseelsewhere; for official traveling
traveling expenses, and for library
library fixtures, library
library
cards, supplies, and for all
expenses, $29,500,
of
all other
other necessary
necessary expenses,
$29.500, of
Services in the Ms'
Services
Din which
which amount
exceed $5,080
amount not
not to
to exceed
$5,080 may be expended
expended for personal
personal
trict.
.
services in the District
Columbia.
District of
of Columbia.
Total, Library,
Library, $68,180.
$68,180.
Librarian,
and perLibrarian, and
Per'
sonnel.

Public
rMau.
reau.

Roads

BuBu-

BUREAU
BUREAU OF PUBLIC ROADS
ROADS
SALARIES
SAL.ARIES

Chief, and
Chief,
and office
offce and
and
field
field personnel.
personnel.

General expenses.
General
expenses.
Employees, supplies,

Employees, bulletins,
supplies,
publishing
bulletins,
etc.
etc.

For chief of bureau and

in the
the District
For chief of bureau and other
other personal
personal
services in
District of
of
rsonal services
Columbia in
in accordance
accordance with the Classification Act of 1923 and for
Columbia
personal services
services in the field, $118.558.
$118.558.
GENERAL
GENERAL EXPENSES,
EXPENSES, BUREAU
BUREAU OF
OF PUBLIC
PUBLIC ROADS
ROADS

For salaries
salaries and the
the employment
Washingemployment of
of labor
labor in
in the
the city
city of
of Washington and elsewhere, supplies, office fixtures, apparatus,
apparatus, traveling
traveling and
and

SIXTY-EIGHTH
CONGRESS.
S
IXTYEIGHTH CONGRE
SS.

SESS. II.
CH. 200.
SES8.
II. CH.
200.

1925.
1925.

843
843

all other necessary
for conducting
necessary expenses, for
investigations and
exconducting investigations
and experiments, and for collating, reporting, and
and illustrating
illustrating the
results
the results
of same, and for preparing,
publishing, and
and distributing
bulletin
preparing, publishing,
distributing bulletins
Pr
Proviso.
Provided, That
and reports, as follows: Provided,
That no
of these
appropria - Road-making
no part
part of
m
athese appropriaRoad-makin
ma.
c
hiner
tions
shall be expended
purchase of
road-making mations shall
expended for the rent or purchase
of road-making
ma chieryy restriction.
esrcton
chinery,
chinery, except such as may be necessary
necessary for
for field
field experimental
experimental
work as hereinafter provided
for;
provided for;
For
inquiries in
in regard
regard to
For inquiries
systems of
management and
and ecoeco- Road
to systems
of road
road management
Road management
management
systems.
nomic studies of highway construction,
construction, operation,
and systems
operation, maintenance,
maintenance, and
value, either independently
independently or in cooperation
cooperation with
the State
State highway
with the
highway
departments and other agencies,
agencies, and
departments
and for
expert advice
advice on
on
for giving
giving expert
these
subjects, $61,350;
$61,350;
these subjects,
For investigations
Materials,
plants,
investigations of the
of road
especially Materals,
the best methods
methods of
road making,
making, especially
plantS,
etc., investigations.
by the use of local materials;
materials; for studying
studying the
the types
types of
of mechanical
mechanical et c
tigatlon.
plants and appliances
appliances used
road building
maintenance; for
for
used for
for road
building and
and maintenance:
studying methods of road repair and maintenance
maintenance suited
suited to
the
to the
Experimental highhighneeds of different localities;
localities; for maintenance
maintenance and
and repairs
of experiexperi- Eperimental
repairs of
ways.
including the
mental highways,
highways, including
materials and
and equipthe purchase
purchase of
of materials
equipment; for furnishing
furnishing expert advice
advice on these
subjects; and
and for
these subjects;
for the
the
employment of
employment
and labor,
labor, $82,951;
of assistants
assistants and
$82,951;
Farm irrigation, etc.,
For
and reporting
For investigating
investigating and
the utilization
water nvestigations.
reporting upon
upon the
utilization of
of water
nvFesatrga
tiO0
etc.
in farm irrigation,
irrigation, including the best methods to
to apply
apply in
practice;
in practice;
the different kinds of power and appliances;
appliances; the
the flow
flow of
water in
in
of water
ditches, pipes, and other conduits; the
the duty,
duty, apportionment,
apportionment, and
and
measurement of irrigation
measurement
irrigation water,
water, the customs, regulations,
laws
regulations, and
and laws
gti
a:L ef
.
arms,
Draipnla
ard
affecting
irrigation; for
affecting irrigation;
for investigating
investigating and
and reporting
reporting upon
upon farm
farm swDswang,
etc.o"
drainage and upon the drainage
drainage
drainage of
swamp and
other wet
wet lands
lands which
of swamp
and other
which
may be made available for agricultural
agricultural purposes;
purposes; for
for preparing
preparing
plans for the removal
removal of surplus water
water by drainage; for
for the
the developdevelopment
equipmment for farm irrigation and drainage
ment of equipmment
drainage and for givgiving expert advice and assistance; for field experiments
experiments and
and investigainvestigations and the purchase and installation of equipment for
for experiexperimental
preparation and
mental purposes; for the preparation
of reports
and illustration
illustration of
reports and
and
Domestic water supbulletins; for investigating
investigating farm
farm domestic
water supply
bulletins;
domestic water
supply and
and draindrain- plyDomestic
ply, farm watilr
buildings,
age
disposal, the
construction, etc.
etc.
the construction
age disposal,
construction of
farm buildings
other rural
rural construction,
of farm
buildings and
and other
engineering
problems involving mechanical
engineering problems
mechanical principles,
including
principles, including
the erection of such structures
structures outside
District of
outside of
of the
the District
of Columbia
Columbia
as may be necessary for experimental
experimental purposes only;
for rent
rent outout- Outsiderent.
only; for
Outside rent.
side the District
District of Columbia;
side
Coltunbia; the employment of assistants and
and
labor in the city of Washington
Washington and
elsewhere; and
and for
supplies and
and
and elsewhere;
for supplies
all other necessary expenses, $207,170.
Surplus war
x
The Secretary
authorized to expend not to ex- sives.
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture is authorized
sisveTlu
war eexploplo
ceed $15,000
Distribution
for
of
the
administrative fund
$15,000 of the administrative
fund provided
by the
Federal Distiution of,
provided by
the Federal
of,
for
agricultural.
Aid Road Act of July 11, 1916,
1916, as amended,
amended for supervising
supervising the
the Vol.
42, p. 217.
Vol.42,p.217.
preparation, distribution, and use of
of picric
preparation,
picric acid,
acid, trinitrotoluol,
trinitrotoluol,
trojan powder, and such other surplus war explosives
explosives as
may be
be
as may
made available
clearing stumps
available for use in clearing
stones from
from agriculstumps and
and stones
agriculindependently or in cooperation
cooperation with
tural land, independently
colleges
with agricultural
agricultural colleges
and other agencies,
agencies, and for investigating
upon the
the Proviso.
investigating and
and reporting
reporting upon
pro,.
results obtained
Reimbursement from
obtained from the use of the explosives:
explosives: Provided,
Provided, That
That exex- Reimbursementfom
activities receiving.
penditures
hereunder shall
shall be reimbursed
administrative fund activities receiving.
penditures hereunder
reimbursed to the administrative
by charge to other Federal
agricultural colleges, or
Federal activities, agricultural
or other
other
agencies
agencies to which the explosives
explosives are distributed;
distributed;
administrative expenses
For general
general administrative
expenses connected
connected with
with the
the aboveabove- Administrative
Administrative
expenses.
mentioned lines of investigations and experiments,
experiments, $14,935;penses.
$14,935;
In all, general expenses,
expenses, $366.406.
$366.406.
Services
e
in the
Total, Bureau of Public Roads, $484,964,
it .
trictes
th D
$484,964, of which amount not trDes.
to exceed $211.754
to
$211,754 may be expended for personal services
services in
in the
the
District of Columbia.
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Agricultural
EconomAgriculturalEconomics Bureau.
iea

SESS. II.
II. CH.
200.
SESS.
CH. 200.

1925.
1925.

OF AGRICULTURAL
BUREAU OF
AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS
ECONOMICS
SALARIES
SALARIES

Chief, and office
office and
and
field personnel.
personnel.

General
expenses.
eneralepenses.

For chief
of bureau
and other
services in
the District
District of
For
chief of
bureau and
other personal
personal services
in the
of
Columbia, in
accordance with
the Classification
Classification Act
of 1923,
for
Columbia,
in accordance
with the
Act of
1923, and
and for
personal services
in the
field, $1,162,666.
personal
services in
the field,
$1,162,666.
GENERAL
EXPENSES, BUREAU
OF AGRICULTURAL
ECONOMICS
GENERAL EXPENSES,
BUREAU OF
AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS

Employees,
Employees, supplies,
supplies,
etc.
etc.

For salaries and the employment
employment of labor
the city
city of
of Washinglabor in
in the
Washingfurniture, supplies,
expenses, rent
rent outoutton and elsewhere,
elsewhere, furniture,
supplies, traveling
traveling expenses,
side of the District of
Columbia, and
all other
other expenses
of Columbia,
and all
expenses necessary
necessary in
in
conducting investigations,
investigations, experiments,
experiments, and
demonstrations, as
as folconducting
and demonstrations,
follows:
lows:
Administrative
Apedministrative
For general
general administrative
connection with
lines
administrative expenses
expenses in
in connection
with the
the lines
expenses.
of investigation,
investigation, experiment,
and demonstration
in the
the
experiment, and
demonstration conducted
conducted in
Bureau of
Economics, $36,613;
$36,613;
m Bureau
of Agricultural
Agricultural Economics,
Farm management
management
,
practice.
To
investigate and
and encourage
improved methods
methods
and practice.
To investigate
encourage the
the adoption
adoption of
of improved
Proviso.
of farm
farm management
farm practice,
$261,586: Provided,
Cot of producing
Cost
producing of
management and
and farm
practice, $261,586:
Provided, That
That
staples.
staples.
of this amount $150,000 may be used in ascertaining
ascertaining the cost of
of
production of the principal staple agricultural products;
DistributgioDistributing
informa- production of the principal staple agricultural products;
tion of farm products,
For
acquiring and
diffusing among
people of
of the
the United
United
products,
For acquiring
and diffusing
among the
the people
marketing, etc.
etc.
marketing
States useful
useful information
States
information on subjects connected
connected with the marketing,
handling, utilization, grading, transportation,
transportation, and
and distributing
distributing of
of
farm and nonmanufactured food products and the purchasing of
omoti standards
Promoting
standards farm and nonmanufactured food products and the purchasing of
• farm supplies, including
of classification.
clarification.
demonstration and
including the
the demonstration
and promotion
promotion of
of the
the
use of uniform standards of classification
classification of American
American farm
farm prodproducts throughout
independently and
throughout the world, independently
in cooperation
cooperation with
with
and in
other branches of
of the
department, State
the department,
State agencies,
agencies, purchasing
purchasing and
and
consuming
consuming organizations,
organizations, and persons engaged in
in the
the marketing,
marketing,
handling, utilization,
utilization, grading,
grading, transportation,
transportation, and
and di
st
rib u ti ng of
of
distributing
Cost of retail marketgc
ofmeat,
meatamarket
farm and food products, and
investigation of
of the
economic costs
and for
for investigation
the economic
costs
ing
of
etc.
of retail marketing
marketing of meat and meat products,
products, $550,988,
$550,988, of
of which
which
$25,000, or so much thereof as may be
necessa ry, shall
available
be necessary,
shall be
be available
for completion
completion of the investigation of
of the
the economic
economic costs
costs of
of retail
retail

General agricultural
and livestock
livestock information.
Ct(oecting,
publishCollecting, publishing,
etc., designated
iugt etc.,
designated
data
Proiseo.

Provisos.
information of world supply
and need for American
American
agricultural products,
agricultural
products,
etc.

Disseminating

infor-

Cooperation
Cooperation
other
Gther agencies.
agencies.

with
with

antionofworldmsuppl

Not
Not available for intended cotton
acreage
tended
cotton acreage
planting.
planting.

Perishablefarmprodfarm prodcPerishable
ucts.

u ts.

marketing
meat and
products;
marketing of
of meat
and meat
meat products;
For collecting,
collecting, compiling,
analyzing, summa
ri
zi
ng ,
compiling, abstracting,
abstracting, analyzing,
summarizingo
interpreting, and publishing
publishing data
relating to agriculture,
including
interpreting,
data relating
agriculture, including
crop
acreage, yield,
crop and livestock estimates, acreage,
yield, grades, stock, and value
of farm crops, and
and numbers,
numbers, grades,
and value
value of
of livestock
and
grades, and
livestock and
livestock products
livestock
on farms,
cooperation with
Servproducts on
farms, in
in cooperation
with the
the Extension
Extension Service and
and local
agencies, $472,910:
and other
other Federal,
Federal, State,
State, and
local agencies,
$472,910: Provided,
Provided
That $65,360
be available
available for
for collecting
collecting and disseminating
That
$65,360 shall
shall be
disseminating to
to
American producers,
producers, importers,
American
importers, exporters,
exporters, and other interested
interested perinformation relative
sons information
relative to
world supply
supply of
of and
and need
need for
to the
the world
for AmeriAmerican agricultural
agricultural products, marketing
marketing methods,
methods, conditions,
conditions, prices,
prices,
and other factors, aa knowledge
knowledge of
which is
is necessary
necessary to
to the
advanof which
the advandisposition of
countries, independindependtageous disposition
of such
such products
products in
in foreign
foreign countries,
ently and in
m cooperation
Government,
cooperation with other branches
branches of the Government,
State
State agencies,
agencies, purchasing
purchasing and consuming organizations,
organizations, and
persons
and persons
engaged
transportation, marketing, and distribution
engaged in the transportation,
distribution of
of farm
farm
and food
including the
the purchase
of such
and
and
food products,
products, including
purchase of
such books
books and
periodicals
periodicals as may be necessary in connection with this work:
work:
Provided
no part of the funds herein appropriated
Provided further,
further, That no
appropriated
available for any expense
expense incident to ascertaining, collating,
shall be available
collating,
or publishing
publishing a
a report stating the intentions of farmers
farmers as to
to the
the
acreage
to be
cotton;
acreage to
be planted
planted in
in cotton;
For enabling the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture to investigate
investigate and
and
certify to shippers
shippers and other interested
interested parties
quality,
parties the
the class,
class, quality,
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vegetables, poultry, butter,
and/or
of cotton
cotton and
and fruits,
fruits, vegetables,
condition of
and/or condition
hay,
and other
perishable farm
products when
for interstate
interstate
offered for
when offered
farm products
other perishable
hay, and
shipment
or when
at such
central markets as the
important central
such important
received at
when received
shipment or
Secretary of
of Agriculture
Agriculture may
may from
time to
designate, or at
to time designate,
from time
Secretary
points
may be
conveniently reached
therefrom, under such
reached therefrom,
be conveniently
which may
points which
rules
regulations as
he may
prescribe, including
including payment of
may prescribe,
as he
and regulations
rules and
such
fees as
as will
reasonable and
as may
may be
the
cover the
to cover
be to
nearly as
as nearly
and as
be reasonable
will be
such fees
cost
service rendered:
Provided, That
certificates issued
issued by
by
That certificates
rendered: Provided,
the service
for the
cost for
the
authorized agents
of the
be received
received in all
shall be
departments shall
the departments
agents of
the authorized
evidence of the truth
courts
of the
the United
United States
States as
prima facie evidence
as prima
courts of
of
contained, $348,755;
$348,755;
•
therein contained,
the statements
statements therein
of the
and distributing,
For
distributing, by telegraph,
telegraph, mail,
mail,
publishing, and
collecting, publishing,
For collecting,
demand,
or
on the
the market
market supply
and demand,
supply and
information on
timely information
otherwise, timely
or otherwise,
condition, and
commercial
movement, location,
location, disposition,
disposition quality, condition,
commercial movement,
and animal
fish, and
meats, fish,
market
prices of
of livestock,
animal products, dairy
dairy
livestock, meats,
market prices
and poultry
products, fruits
vegetables, peanuts and their prodand vegetables,
fruits and
poultry products,
and
and other agricultural products,
ucts, grain
hay, feeds,
feeds, and
and seeds,
seeds, and
grain, hay,
ucts,
independently and
and in
branches of the GovernGovernin cooperation
cooperation with other branches
independently
and consuming organizations,
ment, State
State agencies,
agencies, purchasing
organizations, and
purchasing and
ment,
persons engaged
engaged in
production, transportation, marketing, and
the production,
in the
persons
$719,748;
distribution of
of farm
and food products, $719,748;
farm and
distribution
In
$2,390,600.
expenses, $2,390,600.
general expenses,
all, general
In all,

Certifying condition

ertifying condition
shipments, etc., of,
of shipments,
at central markets.

at central markets.

Prom

Proviso.
Legal effect
effect of certifiLegal
cates.
ca

ofcertifl-

tes

dairy,
Livestock,
Livestock,
agricultural, etc.,
etc., prodagrcultural,
ucts.
Collecting, distributin
g
ing,

etc., information
of market conditions
of designated.

, et.information

ofdesignated.

Cotton Futures, and
Standards Acts.
CottonStandardsActs.
UNITED Cotton
ENFORCEMENT OF
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES COTTON
COTTON FUTURES
FUTURES ACT
ACT AND
AND UNITED
OF THE
ENFORCEMENT
ACT
STATES
STANDARDS ACT
COTTON STANDARDS
STATES COTTON
Enforcement
linesf.or cement ex-

To enable
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture to carry into effect the penses.
enable the Secretary
To

478; Vol.
Vol.
p. 476;
39, p.
amended Vol. 39,
as amended
provisions of
of the
Cotton Futures
Futures Act,
Act, as
States Cotton
United States
the United
provisions
n i7p. 1351; Vol. 42, p.
, p.7
ol
1351;
p
United
the
of
provisions
the
carry into
and to
March
1919, and
to carry
into effect
effect
4, 1919,
March 4,
States
Cotton Standards
Standards Act, approved March 4, 1923, including all
States Cotton
expenses
necessary for
for the
the purchase
of equipment
equipment and supplies; for
purchase of
expenses necessary
Washington
travel;
employment of
gton and
and Outside rents.
the city of Washm
persons in the
of persons
the employment
for the
travel; for
rent outside of the outsiderents.
including rent
ekewhere;
all other
other expenses,
expenses, including
for all
and for
elsewhere; and
to
effect
to effect
Agreements
provi- useAgreements
District
that may
may be
necessary in
the proviin executing
executing the
be necessary
Columbia, that
of Columbia,
District of
of
of standards,
standards, arbitration
of
disputes,
etc..
trationofdisputesetc.,
for
necessary
be
may
as
means
such means
sions of
of these
Acts, including
including such
necessary
these Acts,
sions
in foreign countries.
with cotton
effectuating
or hereafter
cotton in foreigncountries.
made with
hereafter made
heretofore or
agreements heretofore
effectuating agreements
associations, cotton
other cotton organizations
organizations in
exchanges, and other
cotton exchanges,
associations,
observance of universal
foreign
countries, for
adoption, use, and observance
the adoption,
for the
foreign countries,
standards of
cotton classification,
for the
the arbitration
settlement
arbitration or settlement
classification, for
of cotton
standards
of disputes
disputes with
respect thereto,
preparation, distributhereto, and for the preparation,
with respect
of
tion,
and protection
protection of the practical
practical forms or copies
copies
inspection, and
tion, inspection,
thereof
agreements, $188,500.
such agreements,
under such
thereof under
peVol.

ENFORCEMENT OF
or THE
UNITED STATES
STATES GRAIN
GRAIN STANDARDS
ACT
STANDARDS ACT
THE UNITED
ENFORCEMENT

Act.
Grain Standards Act.
Enforcement ex-

To
enable the
the Secretary
of Agriculture
Agriculture to
to carry
into effect
the peensrement
lnelor come nt
effect the
carry into
Secretary of
To enable
provisions
of
the
United
States
Grain
Standards
Act,
including
rent
Vol.
39
'p' 482 '
p.-42
V'' 39,
rent
including
Act,
Standards
Grain
States
provisions of the United
outside of
of the
District of
Columbia and
the employment
employment of such perand the
of Columbia
the District
outside
sons and
and means
means as
as the
of Agriculture
Agriculture may
necessary,
may deem necessary,
Secretary of
the Secretary
sons
m the
the city
city of
Washington and elsewhere, $598,940.
of Washington
in
WAREHOUSE ACT
ADMINISTRATION
ACT
STATES WAREHOUSE
UNITED STATES
THE UNITED
OF THE
ADMINISTRATION OF

Warehouse Act.
Warehouse

Administration ex-

To
Secretary of
Agriculture to
to carry
effect the
A
nse
the pe
pesesnitrat.
into effect
carry into
of Agriculture
the Secretary
enable the
To enable
provisions of the United States
Warehouse Act, including the pay _42VpoLg
dminNtration
i p. 486; VoL
provisions of the United States Warehouse Act, including the pay- V4o 39, p. 4s6; Vol
emment
of
such
rent
outside
of
the
District
of
Columbia
and
the
'
.'
ment of such rent outside of the District of Columbia
ployment of
of such
such persons
as the Secretary of AgriculAgriculmeans as
and means
persons and
ployment
ture may
may deem
deem necessary,
necessary, in the city of Washington
Washington and elsewhere,
elsewhere,
ture
$205,060.
$20.5,060.
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Standard
Standard Container
Container
Act.
Enforcement
Enforcement expenses.
penses.
39, p. 673.
673.
Vol. 39,

1918.
Wool clip of 1918.

Completing
Completing distribudistribun-

among owners, of

tion among owners, of

collected

money collected,
money

II. CH.
CH. 200.
SESS. II.
200.

SESS.

1925.
1925.

ENFORCEMENT OF THE
ENFORCEMENT
11It: STANDARD
STANDARD CONTAINER
CONTAINER ACT
ACT

To enable the Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture to carry into effect the
the Act
Act
"An
entitled "
An Act to fix standards for
for Climax
Climax baskets
for grapes
and
baskets for
grapes and
other fruits and vegetables, and to fix standards
standards for baskets
and
baskets and
other containers for small fruits, berries, and vegetables, and
for
and for
other purposes,"
purposes," approved August 31,
31, 1916, including
employincluding the employment of such persons and means as the Secretary
of Agriculture
Secretary of
Agriculture
may deem necessary
necessary in the city of Washington
elsewhere, $5,000.
Washington and
and elsewhere,
$5,000.
COMPLETION OF WOOL
WOOL WORK
WORK

To enable the Bureau
Bureau of
of Agricultural
Agricultural Economics
to complete
the
Economics to
complete the

work of the Domestic Wool Section
of the
the War
War Industries
Industries Board
Section of
Board

regulations for
and to enforce Government
Government regulations
handling the
wool clip
clip
for handling
the wool
established by the Wool Division
of 1918 as established
said board,
board, pursuant
pursuant
Division of
of said
to the Executive
Executive order dated
December 31,
31, 1918,
dated December
1918, transferring
transferring such
such
work to the said bureau, $11,290,
$11,290, and to
to continue,
as practipracticontinue, as
as far
far as
cable.
cable, the distribution among the growers
growers of
wool clip
clip of
of 1918
of the
the wool
1918
of all sums heretofore
heretofore or
or hereafter
hereafter collected
collected or
or recovered
recovered with
with or
or
without suit by the Government
Government from
from all
all persons,
firms, or
persons, firms,
or corporacorporations which
which handled any part of
the wool
wool clip
of 1918.
of the
clip of
1918.
Center Market,
Market, D.
C.
D.C.

Operation
Operation and man-

agement expenses.

agement expenses.
Vol. 41, p. 1441.

V.

41,

. 1441.

CENTER MARKET,
MARKET, DISTRICT
CENTER
DISTRICT OF
OF COLUMBIA
COLUMBIA

Operation
Management: To
Operation and Management:
the Secretary
AgriTo enable
enable the
Secretary of
of Agri-

culture, in carrying
carrying out the provisions
provisions of the Act of March 4,
4, 1921

(Forty-first
(Forty-first Statutes at Large, page 1441),
to pay
for ice,
1441), to
pay for
ice, electricity,
electricity,
gas, fuel, travel, stationery, printing, telegrams,
telephones, labor,
labor,
telegrams, telephones,
supplies, materials, equipment,
equipment, miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses,
expenses, necessary
necessary rereProriso.
pairs
alterations, to
to be
reimbursed by
whose
pairs and
Prorisas.
and alterations,
be reimbursed
by any
any person
person for
for whose
Purchases for,
for, with- account
account any such expenditure
be made:
made: Provided,
Provided, That
the
expenditure may
may be
That the
out regard to Supply
omt
regtad awards.
atwduppl Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture may purchase
Committee
necessary supplies
equippurchase necessary
supplies and
and equipment for use at Center Market,
regard to
to awards
by
Market, without
without regard
awards made
made by
General Supply Committee; to
continue the
the necesto continue
the employment
employment of
of the
necessary persons under
under the conditions in
time of
the
in existence
existence at
at the
the time
of the
Fundforcharges,etc.
Fund
for charges, etc. taking over of the property
property by
by the
Secret
ar y of
Agriculture, with
with
the Secretary
of Agriculture,
such changes
changes thereof as
he may
necessary; to
to provide
provide aa fund
as he
may find
find necessary;
fund
for the payment of
freight, express,
drayage, and
other c
harges an
d
of freight,
express, drayage,
and other
charges
and
claims against
against the commodities
commodities accepted
accepted for
to
require
for storage,
storage, and
and to require
reimbursement thereof with interest
reimbursement
at the
rate of
per centum
centum per
per
interest at
the rate
of 66per
annum under
under such rules as the Secretary
of Agriculture
preSecretary of
Agriculture may
may prescribe,
scribe, and to remove,
or otherwise
otherwise dispose
dispose of
such commodities
commodities
remove, sell,
sell, or
of such
held as security
security for such
payment when
when such
such reimbursement
is not
such payment
reimbursement is
not
made when due, all reimbursement
reimbursement of such payments
receipts
payments and
and all
all receipts
from such disposition of commodities
commodities to be credited to
to such
such fund
fund and
and
to be reexpendable
reexpendable therefrom;
use such
other means
as the
therefrom; and
and to
to use
such other
means as
the
Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture may find
for the
the proper
find necessary
necessary for
proper occuoccuProrio
pancy
pancy and use by the Government
and its
of said
property,
Government and
Proviso.
its tenants
tenants of
said property,
Claims for
for storage
storage $176,000:
Claims
176,000: Provided,
That not
not more
more than
$500 may
may be
be use
d for
for the
Provided That
than $500
used
the
loss or damage.
loss
damage.
or
payment
in storage
payment of claims for the loss of or damage to goods while in
accrued or may
in Center
Center Market
Market that have accrued
accrue at
at any
any time
during
may accrue
time during
the operation
Secretary of Agriculture
the
operation thereof
thereof by the Secretary
accordance
Agriculture in
in accordance
with such regulations as
may prescribe.
as he
he may
prescribe.
Total, Bureau
Agricultural Economics,
Economics, $4,738,056,
Servies iin the
the DisTotal,
Bureau of
of Agricultural
$4,738,056, of
Services
Disof which
which
trict.
trict.
amount not to exceed
exceed $1,792,498
$1,792,498 may be
expended for
for personal
personal servbe expended
services in the District of
Columbia.
of Columbia.
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BUREAU
HOME ECONOMICS
ECONOMICS
OF HOME
BUREAU OF

Home

Home

Bureau.

Economics
Economics

SALARIES
SALARIES
For
chief of
and other
other personal
personal services
services in
District of
of
in the
the District
For chief
of bureau
bureau and
Columbia
accordance with
with the
Classification Act
Act of
of 1923,
1923, $27,244.
$27,244.
the Classification
Columbia in
in accordance
GENERAL
EXPENSES, BUREAU
OF HOME
ECONOMICS
BUREAU OF
HOME ECONOMICS
GENERAL EXPENSES,

so Che
irf,

office perperand office
Chief, and

General expenses.

General expenses.

Utilizing farm
prodUtilizing
farm prodTo
of Agriculture
Agriculture to
investigate the
the relative
relative ucts
to investigate
enable the
the Secretary
Secretary of
To enable
in the home, etc.
utility
agricultural products
products for
and ucts n the home, etc.
for food,
food, clothing,
clothing, and
economy of
of agricultural
utility and
and economy
other uses
uses in
in the
the home,
home, with
with special
special suggestions
suggestions of
plans and
methods
other
of plans
and methods
for the
the more
more effective
effective utilization
of such
such products
products for
these purposes,
purposes,
for
utilization of
for these
Employment of
of lalaand
to disseminate
disseminate useful
on this
this subject,
the bor.
including the
Employment
subject, including
useful information
information on
and to
employment
of
labor
in
the
city
of
Washington
and
elsewhere,
supemployment of labor in the city of Washington and elsewhere, supplies,
all other
necessary expenses,
$90,000, of
which amount
plies, and
and all
other necessary
expenses, $90,000,
of which
amount not
th Disnot Sere
Services in
in the
Disto
may be
for personal
personal services
services in
in the
the Dis- trict.
be expended
expended for
exceed $80,885
$80,885 may
to exceed
trict
trict of
of Columbia.
Columbia.
Total, Bureau
Bureau of
Economics, $117,244.
Total,
of Home
Home Economics,
$117,244.

ENFORCEMENT OF
ACT
OF THE
THE INSECTICIDE
INSECTICIDE ACT
ENFORCEMENT

Insecticide act.

Insecticideact.

SALARIES
SALARIES
Executive officer, and

Executive officer, and
For executive
officer and
other personal
personal services
services in
in the
the District
District of
of oce
fied personand other
For
executive officer
office and field
nel.
Columbia
Classification Act
Act of
of 1923
1923 and nel.
in accordance
accordance with the
the Classification
Columbia in
personal
personal services
services in
in the
the field,
field, $37,020.
$37,020.
ACT
GENERAL EXPENSES,
EXPENSES, ENFORCEMENT
OF THE
THE INSECTICIDE
INSECTICIDE ACT
ENFORCEMENT OF
GENERAL

General expenses.
Generalexpenses.

For salaries
and the
in the
of WashingWashingthe city
city of
of labor
labor in
salaries and
the employment
employment of
For
ton and elsewhere, furniture,
furniture, supplies, traveling expenses,
expensAs, rent outside
District of
for all
expenses, as
as
necessary expenses,
of Columbia,
Columbia, and
and for
all necessary
side of
of the
the District
follows:
follows:
effect the
proTo enable
enable the
the Secretary
Agriculture to
to carry
carry into
into effect
the proof Agriculture
To
Secretary .of
visions of the Act of April 26, 1910, entitled "An Act for preventing
preventing
or misthe
sale, or
transportation of adulterated
adulterated or
or transportation
manufacture, sale,
the manufacture,
other insecticides,
insecticides, and also
branded
greens, lead
lead arsenates, other
Paris greens,
branded Paris
fungicides, and for
regulating traffic
therein, and for
for other purtraffic therein,
fungicides,
for regulating
poses," $163,775.
$163,775.
poses,"
Act, $200,795,
Total, enforcement
the Insecticide
$200,795, of
of which
which
of the
Insecticide Act,
enforcement of
Total,
amount not
may be
expended for
personal services
services
for personal
be expended
$105,260 may
not to
to exceed
exceed $105,260
amount
in the District
District of Columbia.
Columbia.
in

etmPloYees
supplies
etc.

FEDERAL HORTICULTURAL
HORTICULTURAL BOARD
BOARD
FEDERAL

Employees, supplies,

Preventing sale, etc.,

Preventing sale, etc.,
of adulterated insecti
insecticides and fungicides.
cldesndfuntgicdes.
Vol. 36, p. 331.

adulterated

rv
Services
es
ts
trict.

Federal
Federal

in the Dis-

in the

tural
tural Board.
Board.

Dis-

HorticulHorticulti

SALARIES
SALARIES
Secretary, and
and office
Secretary,

personnel.
eld personnel.
For
board and
other personal
personal services
services in
in the
Dis- and field
the Disand other
of the
the board
For secretary
secretary of
Classification Act of 1923
accordance with the Classification
of Columbia
Columbia in accordance
trict of
in the field,
field, $59,240.
$59,240.
services in
and personal services

GENERAL
EXPENSES, FEDERAL
HORTICITL uKAL BOARD
BOARD
FEDERAL HORTICULTURAL
GENERAL EXPENSES,

General expenses.
expenses.
General
Employees, supplies,
supplies,
Employees,

yees PP i
For
salaries and
the employment
employment of
of labor
labor in
in the
city of
of Washingetc.
Washing- etc."
the city
and the
For salaries
ton and
elsewhere, furniture,
supplies, traveling
traveling expenses,
rent out
out
expenses, rent
furniture, supplies,
ton
and elsewhere,
side of
of the
the District
of Columbia,
and for
all other
other necessary
necessary exexfor all
Columbia, and
District of
side
penses, as
as follows:
follows:
Enorcing nursery
nursery
Enforcing
quarantine, etc.
To
of Agriculture
Agriculture to
to carry
effect the
the propro- plant
ec.
plantquantine,
carry into
into effect
the Secretary
Secretary of
To enable
enable the
visions of
the Act
of August
August 20,
var
'
5,86°315as0.
pp. 3
"An Act
Act \ol.
37,,PPamended, entitled
entitled "An
20, 1912,
1912, as
as amended,
of the
Act of
visions

56
45822*o-25t
--25t ----56
4582)
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848
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importation of
to regulate the importation
of nursery
nursery stock and other
other plants
plants and
and
plant products;
products; to enable the Secretary
to establish
establish
plant
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture to
and maintain quarantine
quarantine districts
districts for plant
plant diseases
diseases and insect pests;
pests;
to permit and regulate the
the movement
plants, and
movement of
of fruits,
fruits, plants,
and vegevegePreventing
entry of
Preventing entry
of tables therefrom,
therefrom, and for other purposes
purposes";
prevent the movement
movement
"; to prevent
Mexican cotton
cotton and
Mexican
and
cottonseed.
cottonseed.
Mexico into
the United
United States,
States, includincludof cotton and cottonseed from Mexico
into the
cars
ing the regulation of the
the entry into the
the United States
States of
of railway
railway cars
and other vehicles, and freight, express, baggage,
or other
materials
baggage, or
other materials
from Mexico, and the inspection, cleaning, and disinfection
disinfection thereof:
thereof:
Proviso.
Proso.
Provided,
Provided, That any moneys
moneys received in payment
payment of charges
charges fixed
fixed by
Receipts for cleaning,
cleaning,
Receipts

deposited in the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture on account of such cleaning
cleaning and disinfection at plants constructed
constructed therefor out of any appropriation
appropriation
made on account of the pink bollworm of cotton shall be covered into
the Treasury
Treasury as miscellaneous
miscellaneous receipts, $370,000;
$370,000;
Potato wart.
Emergencyexpeses
To enable the Secretary
Agriculture to
Secretary of Agriculture
to meet
meet the
the emergency
emergency
Emergency expenses
for exterminating, etc.
forexterminating,etc.
caused by the establishment
establishment of the potato wart in eastern Pennsylvania and to provide means for the extermination
extermination of
of this disease
disease in
Pennsylvania
or elsewhere
the United
United States,
States, in
cooperation with
with
utside rent.
Pennsylvania or
elsewhere in
in the
in cooperation
Outside
rent.
the State or States concerned,
concerned, including
including rent outside the District
of
District of
Columbia, employment of labor in the city of
elseof Washington
Washington or
or elsewhere, and all other necessary
where,
$5,110;
necessary expenses,
expenses, $5,110;
In all, general
general expenses, $3'75,110.
$375,110.

etc.,
etc., to be deposited in
the Treasury.

the Treasury.

Pink
cotton.

bollworm

of

ERADICATION
BOLLWORM
ERADICATION OF PINK
PINK BOLLWORM

Emergency approEmergency
appr opriationforeradicating.
priationforeradicating.

To enable the Secretary
Secretary of
meet the
the emergency
emergency
of Agriculture
Agriculture to
to meet
caused by the existence
existence of the
bollworm of
Mexico,
the pink bollworm
of cotton
cotton in
in Mexico,
and to prevent the establishment
establishment of such insect in
States
in the
the United
United States
employment of all means necessary, including
by the employment
outside of
of
including rent outside
Columbia and the employment
the District of Columbia
employment of
of persons
persons and
and means
means
elsewhere, $300,000,
$300,000, as
as follows:
with in
cooperation
city of
in the
the city
of Washington
Washington and
and elsewhere,
follows:
Cooperation
with
Mexico in exterminatTo make surveys to determine
the
actual
distribution
determine
distribution
of
of the pink
pink
ing, etc.
in, etc.
bollworm
bollworm in Mexico and to exterminate
exterminate local infestations in
Mexico
in Mexico
near the border of the United States, in cooperation
cooperation with
with the
the Mexican
Government
$8,860;
Government or
or local
local Mexican
Mexican authorities,
authorities, $8,860;
Investigating for contnvestigatingfor
conTo investigate
investigate in Mexico
Mexico or
elsewhere the
pink bollworm
bollworm as
or elsewhere
trol.
the pink
as a
a
basis
for
control
measures,
$5,000;
inspection, basis for control measures, $5,000;
Surveys, inspection,
etc., in
in United States.
etc.,
states.
To conduct
conduct surveys and inspections
inspections in Texas or
State
or in any
any other
other State
to detect any infestation
infestation and to conduct such control
incontrol measures, including the establishment
establishment of cotton-free
cotton-free areas, in cooperation
cooperation with
the State of Texas or other States concerned,
concerned, as may be
be necessary
necessary to
stamp out such infestation, to establish in cooperation
cooperation with the
the
States concerned
concerned a
a zone or zones free from cotton culture
on
or
culture
on
or
Cooperation
with
near the
of any
any State
or States
States adjacent
to Mexico,
and to
to
perautionrities
M
or near
the border
border of
State or
adjacent to
Mexican
authorities for
Mexico, and
extermination.
extermination.
cooperate
cooperate with the Mexican Government
Government or local Mexican authoriauthorities, or otherwise, by undertaking
undertaking in Mexico such measures for the
the
extermination
extermination of the pink bollworm of cotton as shall be determined
determined
to be practicable
practicable from surveys showing its
its distribution,
distribution, $286,140:
$286,140:
Prerisos.
Provided, That
to exceed
$200,000 may
may be
for reimreimnproduction rere-Provided,
That not
not to
exceed $200,000
be available
available for
Nonproduction
imbursement.
imhursermnt.
bursement
to
cotton-growing
for
expenses
bursement
cotton-growing
States,
expenses
incurred
by
them
incurred
by
them
Vol. 42, p. 158.
V\ol. 4, p. 1
in connection with losses due to enforced
cotton
enforced nonproduction
nonproduction of cotton
in certain
certain zones
zones in the manner and upon the terms and conditions
set
forth
in Senate
Senate Joint
Resolution Numbered
72, approved
No pay
pa for
crops,
set
forth in
Joint Resolution
Numbered 72,
approved August
August
for
etc.,
destroyed.
etc., destroyed.
9, 1921: Provided
Provided further,
further, That no part of the money herein appropriated
priated shall be used to pay the cost or value of crops or other property injured or destroyed.
destroyed.
Parlatoria date scale.
cale.
Parlatoria

Emergency expenses
Emergency
for
exterminating,
foreterminating.

ERADICATION
ERADICATION

OF THE PARLATORIA
PARLATORIA DATE

SCALE
SCALE

To enable the Secretary
emergency
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture to meet the emergency
caused by
by the
the existence
Parlatoria date scale in California,
caused
existence of the Parlatoria
California,

SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH

S
ESS. II.
II. Cm
SESS.
CH. 200.
200.

849
849

1925.
1925.

State cooperation.
Arizona,
or any
State, and
to provide
provide means
means for
for the
the exterminaother State,
Arizona, or
any other
and to
extermina- State
cooperation.
tion of this insect in California,
California, Arizona,
Arizona, or
elsewhere in
United
or elsewhere
in the
the United
States, in
with the
States,
in cooperation
cooperation with
the States
States concerned,
concerned, $21,760.
$21,760.
Services in
the DisTotal, Federal
Total,
Federal Horticultural
Horticultural Board,
Board, $756,110,
$756,110, of
amount tervice
of which
which amount
in the
District.
not to exceed
exceed $158,139 may be expended
expended for
services in
for personal
personal services
in the
the
District
of Columbia.
Columbia.
District of

INTERCHANGE OF
OF APPROPRIATIONS
INTERCHANGE
APPROPRIATIONS

Interchange of
of approInterchange
appropriations.
Allowed of miscelAllowed

Not to exceed 10 per
amounts for
the laneous
per centum of
of the
the foregoing
foregoing amounts
for the
laneous expnses
of
expenses of
bureaus, etc.
miscellaneous expenses
work of
any bureau,
bureau, division,
division, or
office bureausetc.
miscellaneous
expenses of
of the
the work
of any
or office
herein provided
provided for
shall be
be available
interchangeably for
herein
for shall
available interchangeably
for expendiexpenditures on
on the
the objects
objects included
the general
general expenses
of such
such
tures
included within
within the
expenses of
bureau, division,
division, or
or office,
but no
no more
per centum
shall be
be
bureau,
office, but
more than
than 10
10 per
centum shall
added to
any one
one item
item of
appropriation except
cases of
extraoradded
to any
of appropriation
except in
in cases
of extraordinary emergency,
and then
only upon
written order
order of
dinary
emergency, and
then only
upon the
the written
of the
the
Secretary of
of Agriculture.
Secretary
Agriculture.
MISCELLANEOUS
MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS
ITEMS
FOREST FIRE COOPERATION
COOPERATION

For
cooperation with
with the
the various
various States
or other
other appropriate
For cooperation
States or
appropriate
agencies in
agencies
in forest-fire
forest-fire prevention
the protecprevention and
and suppression
suppression and
and the
protection of timbered
accordance with the provisions
timbered and cut-over
cut-over lands in accordance
of sections
sections 1,
of the
entitled "An
Act to
to provide
provide for
of
1, 2,
2, and
and 33 of
the Act
Act entitled
"An Act
for
the protection
protection of
of forest
forest lands, for
for the reforestation
reforestation of
of denuded
denuded areas,
areas,
for the extension of
of national
purposes, in
in order
national forests, and for
for other purposes,
order
to promote
continuous production
of timber
timber on
to
promote continuous
production of
on lands
lands chiefly
chiefly valuable
valuable
therefor,"
therefor," approved
approved June
June 7, 1924, including also the study of the
effect of
of tax laws
prolaws and
and the
the investigation
investigation of
of timber
timber insurance
insurance as
as provided in
3 of
of said
of which
which $17,897
$17,897 shall
shall be
vided
in section
section 3
said act,
act, $660,000,
$660,000, of
be
available
available for personal
of Columbia
and not
not
personal services in the
the District
District of
Columbia and
to exceed
$5,903 for
purchase of
of supplies
supplies and
and equipment
equipment required
to
exceed $5,903
for the
the purchase
required
for the purposes
purposes of said
District of
of Columbia.
said Act in
in the
the District
Columbia.
COOPERATIVE
FARM FORESTRY
FORESTRY
COOPERATIVE FARM

Miscellaneous.

Miscellaneous.

Forest
tion.

fire
fire

prevenpreven-

Cooperation
with
SatesC
protecStates,
etc., for protection o
ftimber and cutoverlands.

tioor
tionoftimberand cutAnte, p. 6663.

An", p- 3.

Tax laws and timber
iTuarasand
insurance.

ime

Services, etc.,
in the
the
Diseric
etc., in
District.

Farm forestry.

Farm forestry.

Cooperation
with
Cooperation
with
States, etc.,
states,
etc., to assist
asist
farm owners in wood
otstimber
lots,
timber crops, etc.

For
appropriate officials
officials of
of the
the various
States
For cooperation
cooperation with
with appropriate
various States
or with
with other
other suitable
to assist
in
or
suitable agencies
agencies to
assist the
the owners
owners of
of farms
farms in
rops,
establishing,
and renewing
lots, shelter
establishing, improving,
improving, and
renewing wood
wood lots,
shelter belts,
belts, windwindbreaks,
and other
valuable forest
and Ante,
breaks, and
other valuable
forest growth,
growth, and
and in
in growing
growing and
6.
Ante, p.
p.6.54.
renewing useful timber
section 5
timber crops under the
the provisions
provisions of
of section
5
of
the Act
entitled "An
Act to
provide for
of the
Act entitled
"An Act
to provide
for the
the protection
protection of
of forest
forest
lands, for the
the reforestation
lands,
reforestation of denuded
denuded areas, for
for the
the extension
extension of
national forests,
forests, and
for other
purposes, in
in order
to promote
national
and for
other purposes,
order to
promote the
the
production of timber
continuous ',production
lands chiefly
chiefly suitable
suitable therefor,"
therefor,"
timber on lands
approved June
7, 1924,
$50,000, of
of which
to exceed
exceed
approved
June 7,
1924, $50,000,
which amount
amount not
not to
Dis$2,650
for personal
personal services
in the
of tServices
triSeet rvieee in the
the Diethe District
District of
services in
may be
be expended
expended for
$2,650 may
Columbia.
COOPERATIVE DISTR
IB U ION OF
FOREST PLANTING
STOCK
PLANTING STOCK
OF FOREST
DISTRIBUTION
COOPERATIVE

Forest plantingstock.
Forest

Cooperation
Cooperation

with
with

For
with the various
States in
in the
procurement,
pro- seeds, for forest
tree
For cooperation
cooperation with
variousthe
the procurement,
States
prfor
forest tree
for planting
duction, and
distribution of
of forest-tree
seeds and
duction,
and distribution
forest-tree seeds
and plants
plants in
in estabestab- seeds,
eeds, etc.,
etc.,
denuded
or forplanting
iaonforested
denuded
nonforested
la
nds.
lishing windbreaks, shelter belts, and farm
farm wood lots upon denuded
denuded lands.
Ante, p.
p 6.54.
or
.
n
onforested
lands
within
such
cooperating
States,
under
the
proor nonforested lands within such cooperating States, under the provisions
the Act
"An Act
for the
visions of
of section
section 4
4 of
of the
Act entitled
entitled "An
Act to
to provide
provide for
the
protection
of forest
forest lands,
the reforestation
denuded areas.
protection of
lands, for
for the
reforestation of
of denuded
areas.
for the extension of national
other purposes,
national forests,
forests, and
and for
for other
purposes, in

850

SIXTYEIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. SESS.
SESS. II.
Cir. 200.
SIXTY-EIGHTH
II. CH.
200.

1925.
1925.

order
continuous production
production of
of timber
order to
to promote
promote the
the continuous
timber on
on lands
lands
chiefly
therefor," approved
1924, $50,000,
chiefly suitable
suitable therefor,"
approved June
June 7,
7, 1924,
$50,000, of
of which
which
Services
the Disrvices in
in the
Di- amount not to exceed $2,650
$2,650 may
expended for
personal services
may be
be expended
for personal
services
trict.
in
District of
in the
the District
of Columbia.
Columbia.
Additional
Additional
lands.

forest
forest

Acquiring,
under
Acquiring,
under
conservation Act.
conservation
Vol. 36, p.
Vol.
p. 961.
961.
Ante,
.4
nte, p.
p. 654.
654.

ACQUISITION OF
FOREST LANDS
LANDS
ACQUISITION
OF ADDITIONAL
ADDITIONAL FOREST

the acquisition
acquisition of
of additional
additional
For the
streams,
be expended
under the
the
streams, to
to be
expended under
1, 1911
1911 (Thirty-sixth
Statutes at
1,
(Thirty-sixth Statutes
at
$1,000,000, of
which amount
amount not
not to
$1,000,000,
of which
to
for
for departmental
departmental personal
personal services
services

lands
of navigable
navigable
lands at
at headwaters
headwaters of
provisions of
of the
Act of
provisions
the Act
of March
March
Large, page
as amended,
amended,
Large,
page 961),
961), as
exceed
$14,800 may
be expended
exceed $14,800
may be
expended
in
District of
in the
the District
of Columbia.
Columbia.

Cane sugar
Cane
sugar and cotcotdistricts.
ton districts.
EXPERIMENTS AND
AND DEMONSTRATIONS
LIVESTOCK PRODUCTION
PRODUCTION IN
EXPERIMENTS
DEMONSTRATIONS IN
IN LIVESTOCK
IN THE
THE
CANE-SUGAR
AND COTTON
COTTON DISTRICTS
DISTRICTS OF
OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES
CANE-SUGAR AND
Cooperative
Cooperative experiments,
etc., with
States
ments, etc.,
with States
livestock production
production
in livestock
In.
in.

To
enable the
the Secretary
of Agriculture,
in cooperation
cooperation with
To enable
Secretary of
Agriculture, in
with the
the
authorities
the States
concerned, or
or with
individuals, to
to make
make
authorities of
of the
States concerned,
with individuals,
such investigations
investigations and
as may
may be
conand demonstrations
demonstrations as
be necessary
necessary in
in conwith the
nection with
development of
livestock production
in the
the canecanethe development
of livestock
production in
sugar
and cotton
cotton districts
States, $43,930.
sugar and
districts of
of the
the United
United States,
$43,930.

Woodward,
Woodward, Okla.
Okla
Livestock
departLivestock
department in field station at.

ent inelds tationaat-

Maintenance, etc.
Maintenance,
etc.

Buildings.
Buildings.

Western
Western
etc., lands.
etc.,
lands.

FLELD STATION,
STATION, WOODWARD,
WOODWARD, OKLAHOMA
FIELD
OKLAHOMA

For
the maintenance
maintenance in
in connection
connection with
Woodward, Oklahoma,
For the
with the
the Woodward,
Oklahoma,
Field Station of aalivestock department,
experiments
department, through
through which experiments
and
in livestock
livestock breeding,
breeding, growing,
feeding.
and demonstrations
demonstrations in
growing, and
and feeding.
including
dairy animals,
including both beef and dairy
animals, may
may be
$12,300, of
of
be made,
made, $12,300,
which
Secretary of
Agriculture is
is hereby
hereby authori
ze d to
to use
use
which sum
sum the
the Secretary
of Agriculture
authorized
not exceeding
erection of
exceeding $4,000 for
for the
the erection
of necessary
necessary buildings
buildings for
for the
the
protection
and care
said animals.
animals.
protection and
care of
of said

irrigated,
irrigated,

EXPERIMENTS
EXPERIMENTS
•

Dairying and meat
production experi-

prodincond

mentsin.
ments
in.

experi-

IN
LIVESTOCK PRODUCTION
PRODUCTION
IN DAIRYING
DAIRYING AND LIVESTOCK

IN
IN

SEMIARID
SEMIARID

AND IRRIGATED
IRRIGATED DISTRICTS
DISTRICTS OF THE
THE WESTERN
UNITED STATES
WESTERN UNITED
STATES

To enable
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Agriculture
to conduct
cond uct investigations
i
nves ti ga ti ons
To
enable the
Agriculture to
and experiments in problems connected with the establishment
establishment of
of
meat-production enterprises
dairying and meat-production
enterprises on the
the semiarid and
and irriirrigated lands
lands of
of the western
western United
United States,
States, including
including the
the purchase
purchase
of livestock and the employment
employment of
and means
of necessary
necessary persons
persons and
means in
in
the city of Washington
Washington and
elsewhere, $39,610.
and elsewhere,
$39,610.

Passenger
vehicles.
Passenger vehicles.
PASSENGER-CARRYING
PASSENGER-CARRYING VEHICLES
VEHICLES
Allowance
in
Allowancepappropriaor,
iump-sum
lump-sum
appropriations.
tions.

That not
to exceed
lump-sum appropriations
appropriations
That
not to
exceed $150,000
$150,000 of
of the
the lump-sum
Agriculture shall
herein made for the Department
Department of Agriculture
available for
for
shall be
be available
the purchase,
purchase, maintenance,
maintenance, repair, and operation
operation of
of motor-propelled
motor-propelled
and horse-drawn
horse-drawn passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles
necessary in
in the
vehicles necessary
the conconduct of
the field
field work
work of
of the
the Department
Department of
of Agriculture
Proeios,
duct
of the
Agriculture outside
outside the
the
Provisos.
Purchases and
Purchases
and use District of Columbia: Provided,
Provided,
That
That
not
exceed
$46,000
of this
this
not
to
exceed
$46,000
of
limited.
limited.
amount
shall be
the purchase
amount shall
be expended
expended for
for the
purchase of such vehicles,
vehicles, and that
such vehicles shall be used only for official service
service outside
the Disoutside the
District of Columbia, but this shall not prevent
the continued
continued use
use for
for
prevent the
official service
of motor
motor trucks
Columbia: ProProPurchases to
to replace
replace official
service of
Purchases
trucks in
in the
the District
District of
of Columbia:
vehicles
transferred iaided further, That the Secretary of Agriculture
vehicles transferred
to
vided further,
is authorized to
from War
War Department
Department
for roads, etc.
purchase, from the funds provided for carrying
carrying out the provisions
provisions
Vol.
Vol. 42,
4 p.
p 212.
212.
of the
of
the Federal
Federal Highway
Highway Act of November 9, 1921 (Forty-second
(Forty-second
Statutes at Large, page 212),
212), not to
to exceed
exceed $35,000
$35,000 for
motor-profor motor-propelled passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles
replace such
such vehicles
Vo.4,p.121.
pelled
vehicles to
to replace
vehicles transtransVol. 40, p. 1201.
under authority
ferred under
authority of
Acts of
of February
28, 1919
1919 (Fortieth
of the
the Acts
February 28,
(Fortieth

SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH

S
ESS. II.
II. C.
200.
CH. 200.
SESS.

851
851

1925.
1925.

Vol. 41,
p. 530.
50.
41, p.
Statutes
at Large,
Large, page
page 1201),
1201), March
Statutes Vol
(Forty-first Statutes
1920 (Forty-first
15, 1920
March 15,
Statutes at
Vol. 42, p. 212.
p.212.
42,
Vol.
at Large,
Large, page
530), and
November 9,
9, 1921
(Forty-second Statutes
1921 (Forty-second
and November
page 530),
at
at Large,
page 212),
212), from
from the
the War
and retained
and
retained and
Department and
War Department
Large, page
at
used by
by the
the Secretary
Agriculture in
in the
construction and
and mainmainthe construction
of Agriculture
Secretary of
used
tenance
of national
forest roads
roads or
or other
constructed under
roads constructed
other roads
national forest
tenance of
x
of expendiPro- tReort
unserviceable: Prohis
which are
or may
become unserviceable:
tuRreesP°rt of e pendimay become
are or
supervision which
direct supervision
his direct
first
vided
further, That
Secretary of
Agriculture shall,
shall, on
on the first
of Agriculture
the Secretary
That the
vided further,
day of
make aa report
to Congress
Congress
report to
Congress, make
of Congress,
session of
regular session
each regular
of each
day
showing the
the amount
under the
parathis para-thor
of this
provisions of
the provisions
expended under
amount expended
showing
vehicles,
edx for
or new
further, That the ijd
graph
preceding fiscal
n:::v v
a
eu
hicha
Provided further,
year: Provided
fiscal year:
the preceding
during the
graph during
etc.
boats
Secretary
of
Agriculture
may
exchange
motor-propelled
boats,
etc'
horseand
motor-propelled
exchange
may
Agriculture
Secretary of
drawn vehicles,
vehicles, and
and boats,
tires, or equipment
equipment
accessories, tires,
parts, accessories,
and parts,
boats, and
drawn
thereof, in
in whole
whole or
in part
part payment
or boats,
boats, or
or parts,
parts,
vehicles, or
for vehicles,
payment for
or in
thereof,
purchased
accessories,
such vehicles,
or boats, purchased
vehicles, or
of such
equipment of
or equipment
tires, or
accessories, tires,
by him.
him.
by
digaases
Contagions diseases
Contagious

ofanimals.
DISEASES OF of
ERADICATION
FOOT-AND-MOUTH AND
AND OTHER
CONTAGIOUS DISEASES
animals.
OTHER CONTAGIOUS
OF FOOT-AND-MOUTH
ERADICATION OF
ANIMALS
ANIMALS

Emergency approEmergency

priation for eradicating.
In case
out of
the existence
existence of foot-and- priationforeradicatig.
of the
arising out
emergency arising
an emergency
of an
case of
In
pleuropneumonia, or other conmouth disease,
disease, rinderpest,
contagious pleuropneumonia,
rinderpest, contagious
mouth
tagious
infectious disease
disease of animals
animals which, in the opinion of the
or infectious
tagious or
Secretary. of
threatens the
industry of the
the livestock industry
Agriculture, threatens
of Agriculture,
Secretary
11
p. III.L.
Ant, p.
country,
may expend,
expend, in
in the
Washington or elsewhere,
elsewhere, the Ards,
of Washington
city of
the city
he may
country, he
sum of
of $10,980,
with any
balances of appropriaunexpended balances
any unexpended
together with
$10,980, together
sum
Ante, p. 682.
tions
heretofore made for this purpose, in the arrest and eradica- A, p. 682
tions heretofore
tion
of
any
such
disease,
including
the
payment
of
claims
growing
of
growing
claims
of
payment
the
including
disease,
such
any
tion of
Payment of claims
for animals destroyed,
out of
of past
past and
and future
purchases and destruction,
destruction, in cooperation
cooperation for
future purchases
out
etc.
with the
the States,
States, of
or exposed
exposed to,
of mate- etc.
to, or of
by or
affected by
animals affected
of animals
with
rials contaminated
by or
wherever
any such disease, wherever
exposed to, any
or exposed
contaminated by
rials
found
and irrespective
irrespective of
like or substantially
ownership, under like
of ownership,
found and
P.
similar
such owner
all law- Proviso.
with all
complied with
has complied
owner has
when such
circumstances, when
similar circumstances,
Appraisement of
of
Appraisement
ful
That the
the payment for animals meat,
Provided, That
regulations: Provided,
quarantine regulations:
ful quarantine
etc., values.
tetale
hereafter purchased
purchased may
appraisement based on the
on appraisement
made on
be made
may be
hereafter
meat,
or breeding
breeding value,
value, but
case of
appraisement based on
of appraisement
in case
but in
dairy, or
meat, dairy,
breeding
no appraisement
appraisement of
of any
shall exceed three
animal shall
any animal
value no
breeding value
case of an extraorditimes
its meat
dairy value,
value : and
in case
except in
and except
or dairy
meat or
times its
nary
to be
determined by
Secretary of
Agriculture,
of Agriculture,
the Secretary
by the
be determined
emergency, to
nary emergency,
animal
the
payment
by
the
United
States
Government
for
any
animal shall
Government
States
United
the
by
payment
the
not
one-half of
of any
any such
appraisements.
such appraisements.
exceed one-half
not exceed
Travel expenses.
expenses.

MILEAGE RATES
FOR MOTOR
MOTOR VEHICLES
VEHICLES
RATES FOR
MILEAGE
Allowance

for,

Whenever,
the fiscalJune 30,
the Secret
t
i
o
i
rvvehicles.
v=ies.f
"'
motor
Secre- iii`o
1926, the
30, 1926,
ending June
year ending
fiscal- year
during the
Whenever, during
tary of
Agriculture shall
including
find that the expenses of travel, including
shall find
of Agriculture
tary
travel at
official stations,
reduced thereby, he may, in lieu of
be reduced
can be
stations, can
at official
travel
actual
operating expenses,
under such
such regulations
regulations as he may preexpenses, under
actual operating
scribe,
payment of not to exceed
exceed 33 cents per mile for
the payment
authorize the
scribe, authorize
motor
cycle or
per mile
mile for
automobile, used for necesan automobile,
for an
cents per
7 cents
or 7
motor cycle
sary
travel on
official business.
business.
on official
sary travel
ENFORCEMENT OF
OF PACKERS
PACKERS AND
STOCKYARDS ACT
ACT
AND STOCKYARDS
ENFORCEIENT

by
by

Packers and StockStockPackers
yards Act.
yards Act.
Enforcement
Enforcement ex-

penses.
To enable
enable the
of Agriculture
Agriculture to
carry into
effect the
the penses.
into effect
to carry
Secretary of
the Secretary
To
Wol. 42, p. 159.
provisions
of the
Stockyards Act,
Act. approved
approved August 15, Vol 42 P 159
and Stockyards
Packers and
the Packers
provisions of
1921, $480,000,
$480,000, of
of which
not to
to exceed
exceed $160,220
$160,220 may be ex- Proriso.
amount not
which amount
1921,
from agency
agency
Bonds from
pended for
District of
Provided, Bonds
Columbia: Provided,
of Columbia:
the District
in the
services in
personal services
for personal
pended
and dealer.
dealer
and
bonds
That
the
Secretary
of
Agriculture
may
require
reasonable
bonds
reasonable
require
may
That the Secretary of Agriculture
from every
agency and
dealer, under such rules and regulaand dealer,
market agency
every market
from
performance of their obligations
as he
he may
secure the performance
prescribe, to secure
may prescribe,
tions as

852
852

SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH

S
ESS. II
200.
SEss.
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CH. 200.

1925.
1925.

vio- tions, and whenever,
viewhenever,
after due notice
notice and hearing, the Secretary
,
,
finds
any registrant
registrant is
is insolvent
insolvent or
has violated
violated any
provision of
finds any
or has
any provision
of said
said
Act
he may
issue an
an order
order suspending
for aareasonreasonAct he
may issue
suspending such
such registrant
registrant for
able specified
specified period.
period. Such
of suspension
suspension shall
shall take
effect
able
Such order
order of
take effect
within
not less
five days,
suspended or
or set
set
within not
less than
than five
days, unless
unless suspended
or modified
modified or
aside by
the Secretary
of Agriculture
or a
court of
aside
by the
Secretary of
Agriculture or
a court
of competent
competent jurisjurisdiction.
diction.
Grain
Act.
Grain Futures
FuturesAct.
ENFORCEMENT
OF THE
If uTURES ACT
ACT
ENFORCEMENT OF
THE GRAIN
GRAIN FUTURES
suspension

Suspension for
for

lations.

Enforcement
pensrcement
penses.

ex-

ex-

Vol.
p. 99. .
Vol. 42,
42, P.
998

Services
in the
Services in
the DisDistrict.
trict.
Seed-grain
Sped-grain loans.

Seedrain

To
of Agriculture
to carry
carry into
effect the
the
into effect
Agriculture to
Secretary of
enable the
the Secretary
To enable
provisions of
of the
Grain Futures
September 21,
1922,
provisions
the Grain
Futures Act,
Act, approved
approved September
21, 1922,
$111,530, of
amount not
exceed $24,647
for
$111,530,
of which
which amount
not to
to exceed
$24,647 may
may be
be expended
expended for
personal
the District
District of
Columbia.
personal services
services in
in the
of Columbia.
loans.

COLLECTION OF
OF SEED-GRAIN
COLLECTION
SEED-GRAIN LOANS
LOANS

Collecting,
Collecting, from
from
rom
farmers'.
farmers.
Vol.
41,
p.
1347.
Vol. 41, p. 1347.

To
enable the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Agriculture
collect moneys
To enable
Agriculture to
to collect
moneys due
due the
the
made to farmers
United States on account of loans made
the seedseedfarmers under
under the
Vol. 42, p.
Vol.
p. 467.
provisions of
the Act
Act of
of March
March 3,
grain loan provisions
of the
the Seed
Grain
3, 1921,
1921, the
Seed Grain
Ante,
p.110.
Ante.p.
lO.
20, 1922,
Seed and
and Feed
Feed Loan
Loan Act of March
March 20,
1922, and
and the
the Seed
Loan Act
Act of
of
April
1924, including
including the
employment of
of such
persons and
means
April 26,
26, 1924,
the employment
such persons
and means
in the
the city
city of
of Washington
and elsewhere
may be
be necessary,
in
Washington and
elsewhere as
as may
necessary,
$24,000.
$24,000.
Federal Highway
FOREST ROADS
ROADS AND
AND TRAILS
FOREST
TRAILS

Act.

Roads and trails in
ress
and
forests.
Post, p.
p. 889.
Post,
889.

For
carrying out
For carrying
provisions of
of section
23 of
of the
Highout the
the provisions
section 23
the Federal
Federal Highway.Act approved
approved November 9, 1921, $4,000,000 to remain available
until
and of
of which
not to
to exceed
$3,000 may
until expended,
expended, and
which amount
amount not
exceed $3,000
may be
be
departmental personal
personal services
in the
of
p. 219,
expended for
for departmental
Vol. 42
218, 6.
services in
the District
District of
42, pp.
660. expended
of the
sum of
of $6,500,000
Columbia, being
being the
the remainder
remainder of
the sum
$6,500,000 authorized
authorized to
to
be appropriated
be
for the
ending June
appropriated for
the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
June 30,
30, 1925,
1925, by
by paraparagraph
of section
section 4
4 of
appropriations for
the Post
graph 22of
of the
the Act
Act making
making appropriations
for the
Post
Office
Department for
the fiscal
approved June
June 19,
19, 1922:
1922:
Provisos.
Provisos.
Office Department
for the
fiscal year
year 1923,
1923, approved
Payment
Piayment of
incurred Provided,
of incurred
appropriations heretofore,
heretofore, herein,
Provided, That the appropriations
herein, and
and hereafter
hereafter
obligations.
Vol.
vol. 39,
39. p. 368.
38.
of carrying
carrying out
provisions of
of section
made for the purpose of
out the
the provisions
section 8
8 of
of the
the
Vol .42,
pp. 218,
218, 660.
Vol.
42, pp
660. Act of July 11, 1916, and of section 23
Highway
Act of July 11, 1916, and of section
of the Federal
Federal Highway
November 9,
9, 1921,
and Acts
Acts amendatory
amendatory thereof
Act of November
1921, and
thereof and
and supplesupplemental
mental thereto, shall be
purpose of
of disbe considered
considered available
available for
for the
the purpose
disthe obligations
in any
any State
State or
Territory:
Limit to aa State or charging
charging the
obligations created
created hereunder
hereunder in
or Territory:
Territory.
Territory.
Provided further,
further, That the total expenditures
Provided
expenditures on
account of
on account
of
any State or Territory shall
exceed its
its authorized
shall at
at no
no time
time exceed
authorized
apportionment.
apportionment.
Federal Aid HighFederal
HighFEDERAL AID
HIGHWAY SYSTEM
way System.
System.
FEDERAL
AID IIIGHWAY
SYSTEM
trais in

Cooperation With
tCatesin
onstrcitig
States
in ponstruc
constructing
Statesin
rural
post roads.
rural post roads
Post, p. 889.

For carrying
out the
of the
Act entitled
"An Act
Act to
For
carrying out
the provisions
provisions
of
the Act
entitled "An
to
ros
provide
construction
provide that the United States shall aid the States in
in the construction
of rural
rural post
and for
of
post roads,
roads, and
for other
other purposes,"
11, 1916,
1916,
purposes," approved
approved July
July 11,
Vol.
p.o35;
305; Vol.
Vol. and all Acts amendatory
39, p.
Vol. :39,
supplementary
be
and
amendatory
thereof
and
supplementary
thereto,
to
be
40, p
p 1201;
Vol.
42,
pp.
1291; Vol.
pp.
(160, 1157.
il.'
6V,
'
expended
of said Act
expended in accordance
accordance with the provisions of
as amended,
amended,
Act as
$76,000,000,
$76,000,000, to remain available
until expended,
available until
expended, of
of which
which amount
amount
Departmental servserv- not to exceed
iDeprtmental
may be
expended for
for departmental
exceed $454,971
$454,971 may
be expended
departmental personal
personal
ices in the District.
ices
the Dstrct
in the District of Columbia, being $25,000,000,
services in
$25,000,000, the
the
Use
of annual
allot- remainder
annual allotUse of
appropriated
remainder of the sum of $50,000,000
$50,000,000 authorized to be appropriated
ments.
for the fiscal year
year ending June 30, 1923; $35,700,000,
$35,700,000, the remainder
remainder
of the sum of $65,000,000
authorized to be appropriated
$65,000,000 authorized
appropriated for the
fiscal year ending
ending June 30,
1924; and
and $15,300,000,
$15,300,000, being
being part
of the
30, 1924;
part of
the
sum
of
$75,000,000
authorized
$75,000,000
authorized to
be
appropriated for
for the
the fiscal
year
to
be
appropriated
fiscal
year
p
Vol. 42, p. 660.
. 42' 660.
4 of
ending June
June 30.
30, 1925,
1925, by paragraph
paragraph 11of section
section 4
of the Act
Act making
making
appropriations for the Post Office Department
Department for the
appropriations
year
the fiscal
fiscal year
approved June
1923. approved
June 19.
19. 1922.
1922.
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Bieber Building,
The Secretary
Secretary of
of Agriculture
Agriculture is
to enter
into leases
Building,
leases etc.,
Bieber
is authorized
authorized to
enter into
The
D. C.
authorized for
for the
B Street
ware- Leases authorized
southwest, and
and the
the ware1358 B
Street southwest,
the Bieber
Bieber Building,
Building, 1358
for
years.
tenyears.
house now
now under
southeast corner
corner of
of Linworth
Linworth ten
at the
the southeast
under construction
construction at
house
Place and
and C
ten years,
Place
C Street
Street southwest,
southwest, for
for a
a period
period not
not to
to exceed
exceed ten
years,
provided in
in his
his judgment
judgment it
it is
advantage to
Government of
provided
is of
of advantage
to the
the Government
of
the United
to do
do so.
so. Such
have the
the approval
approval of
of
leases shall
shall have
States to
Such leases
the
United States
the
Public Buildings
Commission.
Buildings Commission.
the Public
Total,
Agriculture, $124,774,441.
Total, Department
Department of
of Agriculture,
$124,774,441.
Approved,
10, 1925.
1925.
February 10,
Approved, February

CHAP.
201.—An Act
Act To
maintemanufacture, mainteand provide
provide for
for the manufacture,
To authorize
authorize and
CHAP. 201.-An
nance, distribution,
and supply
electric current
current for
within the
power within
light and
and power
for light
of electric
supply of
nance,
distribution, and
district
Territory of Hawaii.
county of Hawaii,
Hawaii, Territory
island and
and county
district of
of Hamakua,
Hamakua, on the island

of the
the
Be
it enacted
by the
the Senate
Representatives of
of Representatives
and House of
Senate and
Be it
enacted by
United
States of
of America
America in
assembled,
United States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
SEcrioN. 1.
1. M.
M. S.
S. Botelho,
Botelho, of
Honokaa, district
district of
of Hamakua,
Hamakua,
of Honokaa,
SECTION.
county of
Territory of
of Hawaii,
his associates,
associates, successors,
successors,
Hawaii, his
county
of Hawaii,
Hawaii, Territory
as he
may or
cause to
and assigns,
assigns, or
such corporations
corporations as
and
or such
he may
or they
they shall
shall cause
to
of Hawaii
Hawaii (he or
be
under the
the Territory
Territory of
laws of the
the laws
incorporated under
be incorporated
they
hereinafter referred
referred to
the association
association"),
"), are
are hereby
hereby
as "
"the
to as
being hereinafter
they being
granted the
right, authority
and privilege
manufacture, sell,
sell,
to manufacture,
privilege to
authority,, and
granted
the right,
furnish, and
light, electric
current, or
electric power
power
or electric
electric current,
supply electric
electric light,
furnish,
and supply
in
district of
of Hamakua,
Hawaii, Territory
Territory of
of
of Hawaii,
on the
the island
island of
Hamakua, on
in the
the district
Hawaii, for
streets, roads,
roads, public
public and
and private
buildings,
private buildings,
for lighting
lighting the
the streets,
Hawaii,
or for
for motive
motive power,
or for
other purpose
purpose which the association
association
power, or
for any other
or
may
deem advisable,
advisable, and
from time
purposes above
time, for the
the purposes
time to
to time,
and from
may deem
mentioned, subject
subject to
the approval
approval and
the board
board of
of
supervision of
of the
to the
and supervision
mentioned,
officials having
charge of
streets or
construct, maintain,
maintain,
or roads,
roads, to
to construct,
of said
said streets
officials
having charge
cables, lamps, lamp-posts,
and operate
poles, lines, wires, cables,
operate suitable
suitable poles,
and
conductors, conduits,
conduits, and such
and appurtenances
appurtenances
appliances and
such other appliances
conductors,
as may
from time
to time
time be
necessary for the
the transmission, distribube necessary
time to
as
may from
tion,
of electricity
thereof, under,
tion, or
or supply
supply of
electricity to
to consumers
consumers thereof,
under, along,
along, upon,
upon,
and over
over the
the streets, sidewalks,
squares, bridges,
bridges, alleys, and
roads, squares,
sidewalks, roads,
and
Hawaii, and to
lanes in said district
district of Hamakua, on said island of Hawaii,
connect
manufactory,
and conductors
conductors with any manufactory,
wires, lines, and
connect the
the said wires,
lamp-posts, or other structure
private or public
public buildings,
buildings, lamps, lamp-posts,
private
or objects
objects with
the place
supply.
or
with the
place of
of supply.ation
SEC. 2.
officials or
or boards
boards having
said streets
streets or
or
charge of
of said
having charge
The officials
SEC.
2. The
change,
time to
to time,
from time
roads, are
are hereby
authorized to
to make
make from
time, change,
hereby authorized
roads,
regulating the placing
rules regulating
amend, or add
reasonable rules
placing of poles,
to, reasonable
add to,
amend,
the
the insulation
insulation of
of wires
wires and
and apparatus
electric current, the
carrying electric
apparatus carrying
the
excavation of
conduits, and
repair of all
in good repair
and the maintenance
maintenance in
of conduits,
excavation
poles. wires,
wires, and apparatus generally, concerning
poles,
concerning the manufacture
the public
and supply
of electricity
may be
necessary for
for the
be necessary
which may
electricity which
and
supply of
safety and
safety
and welfare.
welfare.
S
EC. 3.
All poles,
poles, lines,
lamps, lamp-posts,
lamp-posts, conductors,
conductors,
cables, lamps,
lines, wires,
wires, cables,
SEC.
3. All
conduits, and
maintained or
or operated
operated
constructed, maintained
other apparatus
apparatus constructed,
and other
conduits,
under,
upon, or
or over
over the
the streets,
roads, squares,
squares,
sidewalks, roads,
streets, sidewalks,
under, along,
along, upon,
bridges, alleys,
alleys, and
lanes in
in said
said district,
Hawaii,
of Hawaii,
on the
the island
island of
district, on
and lanes
bridges,
associmaintained and
shall
constructed and maintained
and operated
operated by the associshall be so constructed
ation as
as not
not to
to unnecessarily
ation
unnecessarily interfere with the use of such streets,
sidewalks,
roads, squares,
bridges, alleys,
alleys, and
lanes by
by the
the public.
public.
sidewalks, roads,
squares, bridges,
and lanes
SEC. 4.
4. The
The entire
lines, poles,
and all
all other
other apparatus
and
apparatus and
poles, and
plant, lines,
entire plant,
SEC.
equipment shall
shall at
at all
times be
be subject
to the
the inspection
inspection
open to
subject and
and open
ail times
equipment
of
the officials
officials or
having charge
of said
said streets,
or roads,
roads, or
or
streets, or
charge of
or boards
boards having
of the
any officer
appointed by
that purpose.
any
officer appointed
by them
them for
for that
purpose.
SEC. 5.
The association
association shall
shall also
also have
to maintain,
maintain, use,
have the
the right to
5. The
SEC.
and operate
operate electric
meters, or
or other
meansof measuring
electric light,
measuring electric
other meansof
electric meters,
and

February 10,
10, 1925.
1925.
February
[H. R.
R. R070.
00701
[H.
[Public, No.
391.1
[Public,
No. 391.]

Hawaii
Hawaii.

M. S.
Botelho and
M.
s. Botelho

associates granted
right
te
to operae
to
operate ' eectri
electric
plant,
etc.,
in
district
plant, etc., in
of Hamakua, island
of Hawaii.

distric

ofHawaii.

to

be

Regulati
escribedons to
be
by street
prescribed
giiicials, etc. y street
oficial, etc.

Interference
with
Interference with
public
public use of streets,
etc., restricted.

use of

etc., resticted.

npon
sp

Inspection.

Maintenance
of
Maintenance of

meters, etc.
meter,
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power,
or current
supplied from
from time
time to
to time
and to
locate the
the same
same
time and
to locate
power, or
current supplied
at
such places
their protection;
protection; and
and
be deemed
deemed necessary
necessary for
for their
at such
places as
as may
may be
also
to charge,
charge, receive,
receive, and
and collect
from all
all consumers
consumers of
of electricity
electricity
collect from
also to
such
prices as
may be
be from
time to
to time
time fixed
and
fixed and
as may
from time
such reasonable
reasonable prices
Proviso.
a determined by the association: Provided, however
?
That
power
is
is
power
That
Jurisdiction
of courts
court determined by the association: Provided, however,
risdictionof
as
to rates.
hereby
upon the
courts of
competent jurisdiction,
jurisdiction, or
or any
astorates.
hereby conferred
conferred upon
the courts
of competent
any
utility commission
commission which
is, or
be, created
created by
law of
the
by law
of the
or may
may hereafter
hereafter be,
utility
which is,
Territory of
Hawaii, or
or of
the United
United States,
States, at
at all
all times
times and
and upon
upon
Territory
of Hawaii,
of the
the
petition of
consumer of
of electric
power or
from the
the
or lights
lights from
electric power
of any
any consumer
the petition
said
association, to
hear and
from time
whether
to time
time whether
and determine
determine from
time to
to hear
said association,
an existing
existing rate
or rates,
rates'are
are unreasonable;
unreasonable; and
and if
if a
be unreasonunreasona rate
rate be
an
rate or
able to
to be
be decreased,
decreased, and
to enforce
enforce such
such orders
orders
and to
same to
able
to order
order the
the same
by
appropriate
judgment
or decree.
decree.
or
judgment
appropriate
by
Connection costs t
The association
also have
have the
the right
to charge
charge conconright to
shall also
association shall
SEC. 6.
6..The
to° Site.
conse
consumers.
sumers or
for the
one-half of
of the
the costs
costs
of electricity,
electricity, one-half
or applicants
applicants for
the use
use of
sumers
and expense
connections between
nearest line
of
between the
the nearest
line of
and
expense of
of making
making connections
supply and
and the
premises where
electricity is
to be
be used;
used; such
such
is to
where the
the electricity
the premises
supply
cost
expense to
include the
the price
price of
of all
all wires,
wires, poles,
poles, insulators,
insulators,
cost and
and expense
to include
and
other
material and
labor
necessary
to
be used
used in
making
such
and
other
material
and
labor
necessary
to
be
in
making
such
Proviso.
connections:
Provided, however,
however, That
That the
said association
shall not
not
Deposit
in advance.
association shall
the said
connections: Provided,
D
itin
be
to make,
or maintain
maintain said
said connections
connections as
as
be required
required to
make, construct,
construct, or
aforesaid for
or power,
power, unless
applicant therefor,
therefor,
aforesaid
for supplying
supplying light
light or
unless the
the applicant
i
if
required, shall
shall deposit
deposit in
n advance
of money
money
if required,
advance with
with them
them,' a
a sum
sum of
sufficient to
one-half of
of the
the total
total estimated
estimated cost
and expense
expense of
sufficient
to pay
pay one-half
cost and
of
making and
and constructing
constructing such
connections and
and for
for current
current for
for the
the
making
such connections
period of
one month.
of one
month.
Right
to hold
hold propprop- period
Eight to hold
p ro p
Site.
The association
right to
acquire, hold,
hold, or
or
the right
to acquire,
association shall
shall have
have the
SEC. 7.
7. The
erty, etc.
et
take over,
over, either
either by
by purchase
lease, property,
real, personal,
take
purchase or
or lease,
property, both
both real,
personal,
or
as may
may be
the proper
proper conduct
conduct
or mixed,
mixed, as
be necessary
necessary or
or incidental
incidental to
to the
Limitation.
of his
or their
but he
or they
they shall
shall not
have the
the power
of
his or
mtton.
their business;
business; but
he or
not have
power or
or
right to
and property
of any
any other
other company
right
to purchase
purchase franchises
franchises and
property of
company
of like
nature.
like nature.
sse of
Mortgages,
and issue
Mortgages,
and
Site. 8.
8. The
whenever from
from time
time it
it shall
be
of bonds, authorized.
authorized.
The association
association whenever
SEC.
time to
to time
shall be
deemed expedient
furtherance of
objects for
which this
this
deemed
expedient in
in furtherance
of the
the objects
for which
franchise is
granted, shall
the power
power to
franchise
is granted,
shall have
have the
to borrow
borrow money,
money, and
and
to
secure the
with the
the interest
interest agreed
upon by
by
to secure
the payments
payments thereof,
thereof, with
agreed upon
the mortgage
of any
or all
of its
its property,
property, and
all franchises
and
the
mortgage of
any or
all of
and all
franchises and
privileges granted
granted or
or obtained
virtue of
or if
if it
it is
is
privileges
obtained by
by virtue
of this
this Act,
Act, or
deemed advisable,
advisable, bonds
bonds may
may be
be issued,
by deed
trust of
of
deemed
issued, secured
secured by
deed of
of trust
such property,
and all
all future
property acquired,
acquired, as
as well
as the
the
such
property, and
future property
well as
income and
property from
from whatever
whatever source
source derived
derived
income
and receipts
receipts of
of the
the property
and in
in such
form and
and upon
upon such
such terms
he or
or they
shall deem
Prorio.
and
such form
terms as
as he
they shall
deem
Provisos.
advisable: Provided,
That nothing
in this
section contained
Business
Business credits.
advisable:
credits.
Provided, That
nothing in
this section
contained shall
shall
operate
to prevent
prevent the
from obtaining
usual business
business
operate to
the association
association from
obtaining the
the usual
credits,
and to
make promissory
promissory notes
without security:
And procredits, and
to make
notes without
security: And
proMortgages limited.
ortgageslimited. vided further,
mortgage or
or deed
further? That no mortgage
deed of
of trust
trust shall
shall be
be made
made
by such
an amount
amount exceeding
exceeding 60
per centum
centum of
by
such association
association for
for an
60 per
of the
the
actual value
value of
of the
the physical
physical property
of such
as deterdeterproperty of
such association
association as
mined by
appraisal of
the Public
of Hawaii.
mined
by appraisal
of the
Public Utilities
Utilities Commission
Commission of
Hawaii.
No exclusive right
It is hereby expressly
SEC.
dexcldve right
No
S
EC. 9. It
expressly provided that nothing herein
herein
granted.
contained
shall be
contained shall
be so
as to
to the
association an
an
so construed
construed as
to grant
grant to
the association
to furnish,
furnish, sell,
sell, or
or supply
supply the
the electric
electric current
current for
exclusive right to
for
light and
power, and
said association
and the
rights,and
an d
light
and power,
and said
association and
the franchise,
franchise, rights,
privileges granted
granted hereby
shall be
in all
to suc
h
hereby shall
be subject
subject in
all respects
respects to
such
law
law establishing
and such
other laws
establishing a
a public
public utility
utility commission
commission and
such other
laws
of aageneral
be applicable
from time
of
general nature
nature as may be
applicable from
to time
to electric
electric
time to
time to
light and power
companies operating
power plants
plants or companies
in the
Territory
operating them
them in
the Territory
county of
of Hawaii,
successors.
their successors.
or their
Hawaii, or
the county
or the
awaii, or
of Hawaii,
Proceedings on fail- of
Proceedings
ure of association
awneiation to
SEC.
10. If
If the
said association
shall fail
SEC. 10.
the said
association shall
fail or
refuse to
do or
perform
or refuse
to do
or perform
comply
with
concomply with
any of
of the
this Act,
the laws
of the
the
with con- or
tl
or comply
with any
the provisions
provisions of
of this
Act, or
or the
laws of
ditions.
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Territory of
of Hawaii,
of Hawaii,
Hawaii, or
the rules
rules
Territory
Hawaii, or
or of
of the
the county
county of
or the
promulgated under
under section
of this
this Act,
Act, and
and continues
continues to
to refuse
promulgated
section 22 of
refuse
or comply
therewith after
notice
and fail
fail to perform
perform or
comply therewith
after reasonable
reasonable notice
the superintendent
works, or
any proper
proper county
given by
by the
superintendent of
of public
public works,
or any
county
said officer
officer or
or board
board may,
may, with
the
or municipal
municipal officer
officer or
or board,
board, said
with the
consent of
of the
governor and
and of
of the
attorney general,
cause proceedproceedconsent
the governor
the attorney
general, cause
ings
instituted before
an appropriate
appropriate tribunal
tribunal to
to have
have the
ings to
to be
be instituted
before an
the
franchise
rights and
and privileges
accruing
franchise granted
granted hereby
hereby and all
all rights
privileges accruing
thereunder forfeited
forfeited and
null and
and void.
void.
thereunder
and declared
declared null
Yearly
SEC. 11. The association
association shall, within one month after the expira- receipts
Yearly statement
statement of
of
SEC.
to be tiled.
tion of
year, file
treasurer of
the county
county of
of recpts to be fed.
tion
of each
each calendar
calendar year,
file with
with the
the treasurer
of the
Hawaii,
showing the
the gross
receipts from
the sale
of
Hawaii, aa statement
statement showing
gross receipts
from the
sale of
electric
and power
furnished by
by it
it during
during such
such
electric current
current for
for light
light and
power furnished
Tax payable to coun
counyear
year and shall
shall at
at the
the same time pay to the
the treasurer
treasurer of
of the
the county ty.
tyarpayableto
of
behalf of
county 21/2
21/
2 per
of Hawaii for
for and
and on
on behalf
of said
said county
per centum
centum of
of the
the
gross
from all
all electric
electric current
current for
for light
light or
or power
furnished
gross receipts
receipts from
power furnished
to consumers
consumers during
the year
year preceding.
preceding.
to
during the
Subject to
to Hawaiian
Hawaiian
SEc. 12. This franchise
holding Subject
SEC.
franchise and
and the person
person or
or corporation
corporation holding
laws
public
regulating public
laws regulating
the same
shall be
to reasonableness
of rates,
utilities.
the
same shall
be subject
subject as
as to
reasonableness of
rates, prices,
prices, and
and utilities.
charges, and
in all
all other
provisions of
of chapter
chapter 128
128
charges,
and in
other respects
respects to
to the
the provisions
of the
of Hawaii,
Hawaii, 1915,
public utilities
of
the Revised
Revised Laws
Laws of
1915, creating
creating aa public
utilities
commission, and
regulation of
commission,
and all
all amendments
amendments thereto
thereto for
for the
the regulation
of the
the
public utilities
in said
Territory.
public
utilities in
said Territory.
Extensions
Si
o order
S
EC. 13.
13. The
The Public
Utilities Commission
Commission of
of oftEpubl
SEC.
Public Utilities
of the
the Territory
Territory of
iton
of Public Utilities
Coin--nsor
mission.
Hawaii
is hereby
granted power,
hereof, to
order mission.
Hawaii is
hereby granted
power, subject
subject to
to section
section 2
2 hereof,
to order
said
successors or
or assigns,
of its
said association,
association, its
its successors
assigns, to
to make
make extensions
extensions of
its
service lines whenever it shall be made to appear
appear that said extension
extension
is
the total
total plant
of said
said association,
is a
a public
public necessity
necessity and
and that the
plant of
association,
including such
such extension
can be
be made
including
extension or
or extensions,
extensions, can
made to
to earn
earn a
a Pro
rs viewable by
reasonable profit
profit on
on the
the cost
and maintenance
maintenance of
the same:
same: Provided,
reasonable
cost and
of the
Provided, Proveisor.e
Ordersreviewableby
Territorial courts.
That
the public utilities
utilities commission herein provided
provided for
for Territorialcourts.
That orders
orders of the
shall be
be subject to review
shall
review by the courts of the
the Territory
Territory as
as provided
provided
by law.
law.
by
S
EC. 14. The right hereby granted shall cease and determine if
SEC.
hereunder are not commenced
operations hereunder
commenced by beginning
beginning the
construction
of buildings
or other
for manufacturing
or
construction of
buildings or
other work
work for
manufacturing or
supplying
electric current
current for
light or
by placing
placing poles
or by
poles
or power
power or
for light
supplying electric
and
wiring the
the same,
and laying
layingwires
and wiring
same, or
or constructing
constructing conduits
conduits and
wires
therein, in any of the streets, roads, or other places
places hereinbefore
hereinbefore
mentioned,
current for
light
the purpose
purpose of conducting
conducting electric
electric current
for light
mentioned, for the
and
power, and
and unless
unless the
the association
association shall
shall actually
have expended
expended
actually have
and power,
a sum not less than $5,000
$5,000 within one year from and
in such
such work
work a
after the
date of
of the
approval of
Act.
after
the date
the approval
of this
this Act.
S
EC. 15.
of Hawaii,
Hawaii, the
the county
county of
of Hawaii,
Hawaii, or
or
That the
the Territory
Territory of
SEC.
15. That
any political
political subdivision
subdivision thereof,
thereof, may
at any
time and
and upon
upon six
six
may at
any time
any
months' notice
notice in
association, .given
to proper
proper
given pursuant
pursuant to
to the
the association,
in writing
writing to
months'
authority, when
when so
so authorized
authorized by
the Legislature
Legislature of
Territory
by the
of the
the Territory
authority,
of
Hawaii, acquire
acquire by
by purchase
association,
of the association,
all the property
property of
purchase all
of Hawaii,
subject
the then
then existing
thereon.
subject to
to the
existing charges
charges thereon.
The amount
amount to
to be
paid to
the association
association for
such purchase
purchase shall
shall be
be
be paid
to the
for such
The
determined by
persons, one
to be
by
a commission
commission of
of three
three persons,
one to
be appointed
appointed by
determined
by a
thirty days
days
the asosciation,
asosciation, or
or in
in case it
it should
should fail to do so
so within thirty
after
requested to do
do so by the
the purchaser, then by the
after having
having been requested
chief justice
justice of
Supreme Court
of Hawaii,
Hawaii, one
one by
by the purchaser,
purchaser,
chief
of the
the Supreme
Court of
and
so appointed,
appointed, or
they should
should fail
fail
or in
in case
case they
third by
by the
the two
two so
and the
the third
to agree
agree upon
upon the
third member
member within
then by
said
by said
days, then
thirty days,
within thirty
the third
to
chief justice,
justice' any such action
action by the chief justice to be taken only
after
party notice
notice and an opportunity to be heard, but
but
after giving to
to each party
such
amount shall
shall in
no case
the actual
actual value
of tangible
tangible
such amount
in no
case exceed
exceed the
value of
property
of the
The value
the franchise
franchise or
or
value of
of the
time of
the taking.
taking. The
property at
at the
the time

Time
imit for
for con
Time limit
construction,
operation.
struction,
operation,
etc.
etc.

Acquirement of proppropAcquirement

by
etc.,
erty
by Territory, etc.,
authorized.

authorized.

Pu
to
Purchase
to be
be de
de-

termined by
by commiscommistermined
sion of three.
io

s n o thee

Good

wi
will,
considered.

consider.

etc., not
not
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good
other intangible
not be
be considered
good will
will or
or any
any other
intangible element
element shall
shall not
considered
in determining
the
amount to
be paid.
paid.
determining
the
amount
to
be
Appeal to Territorial
r l
stirro
efed
epectoTerrto
court.
Either
association or
purchaser may
the Supreme
Supreme
Either the
the association
or the purchaser
may appeal
appeal to
to the
pr ocedur
s
Court of the Territory of Hawaii
Hawaii from
comfrom the
the decision
decision of
of such
such com.
filing aa written
commission
mission by
by filing
written notice
notice of
of appeal
appeal with
with the
the commission
the decision
decision is
is rendered.
shall thereupon
within five
five days after
after the
rendered. It
It shall
thereupon
be the
the duty
of the
commission immediately
immediately to
up to
to the
be
duty of
the commission
to certify
certify up
the
supreme court
record of
its proceedings,
proceedings, showing
such
supreme
court the
the record
of its
showing in
in such
certificate the
valuation claimed
by the
association, the
the value
claimed
certificate
the valuation
claimed by
the association,
value claimed
by the
the purchaser, and the
by
valuation as determined
determined by
the commission.
commission.
the valuation
by the
Such
be accompanied
papers, docudocuSuch certificate
certificate shall
shall be
accompanied by
by copies
copies of
of all
all papers,
evidence upon
which the
the decision
of the
commission was
ments and
and evidence
upon which
decision of
the commission
was
any such
such appeal,
appeal, the
the
based, and
and aa copy of such
such decision.
decision. Upon
Upon any
supreme
court may,
in its
require further
evidence
supreme court
may, in
its behalf,
behalf, take
take or
or require
further evidence
by either
and the
said court
court shall
shall have
Fr e to
e on to
to be
be introduced
introduced by
either party
party and
the said
have power
power
Franchise to cease on
finaldeterminationand
flnal
determination and to
confirm, decrease,
increase the
to confirm,
decrease, or
or increase
the said
said award.
award. Within
Within six
six months
months
payment oofpriceafter the final determination
determination of
payment
price,
of the
purchase price
aforesaid, the
the purchase
price as
as aforesaid,
the
same shall be paid to
thereupon the
the franchise
to the association,
association, and
and thereupon
franchise
granted
granted hereby shall
all the
of
shall cease
cease and
and determine,
determine, and all
the property
property of
said association
association shall become the property of such purchaser
purchaser without
without
any further conveyance,
conveyance, but
but said association
make all
all further
further
association shall
shall make
conveyances
conveyances as may
by the
approved by
may be desired by
the purchaser
purchaser and
and approved
by
said commission
tommission or
or said
court on
appeal.
said
said court
on appeal.
Amendment.
Amendment.
SEC.
S
EC. 16. The Congress
Congress of the United
United States may at any time alter,
amend, or
this Act.
Act.
amend,
or repeal
repeal this
Approved,
February 10, 1925.
Approved, February
pe to

erritorin

11, 1925.
February 11,
[H. R.
H. 3669.]
3669.]
[Public, No. 392.]

CHAP. 203.-An
203.—An Act To provide for the inspection
inspection of the battle fields of the
siege of Petersburg,
Virginia.
Petersburg, Virginia.

Be it
Be
it enacted
enacted by
of Representatives
the
by the
the Senate
Senate and
ana House
House of
Representatives of
of the
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
of America in
commisassembled, That
That a
a commishereby created, to be composed
composed of the following members,
hereby
who
shall
by the
of War:
War:
who shall be
be appointed
appointed by
the Secretary
Secretary of
(1) A
Corps of
of Engineers,
Engineers, United
United
(1)
A commissioned
commissioned officer
officer of
of the
the Corps
States Army;
Army;
States
States
Army;i
(2) A
A veteran
veteran of
Civil War,
War, who
honorably in
the
(2)
of the Civil
who served
served honorably
in the
military
forces of
of the
the United
and
military forces
United States;
States; and
(3) A
A veteran
War, who
who served
served honorably
honorably in
in the
the
(3)
veteran of
of the
the Civil
Civil War,
military
military forces of the Confederate
Confederate States of
of America.
America.
SE. 2. In
In appointing
Snc.
appointing the members
members of
created by
by
of the
the commission
commission created
section 1
1 of this Act
Act the
Secretary of
shall, as
far as
as practipractithe Secretary
of War
War shall,
as far
persons familiar with the terrain
cable, select persons
terrain of
of the
fields of
of
the battle
battle fields
siege of
Petersburg, Virginia,
Virginia, and
the historical
events assothe siege
of Petersburg,
and the
historical events
associated therewith.
therewith.
S
EC. 3.
3. It
shall be
the duty
duty of
the commission,
acting under
under the
the
It shall
be the
of the
commission, acting
SEC.
direction of the Secretary
Secretary .of War, to inspect the battle fields of the
siege of
of Petersburg,
Petersburg, Virginia,
in order to ascertain the
the feasibility
feasibility
siege
Virginia, in
of preserving
for historical
of
preserving and
and marking
marking for
historical and
and professional
professional military
military
study such
fields. The
submit aareport
report of
of its
findsuch fields.
The commission
commission shall
shall submit
its findings to the
ings
Secretary of War
not later
December 1,
1925.
the Secretary
War not
later than
than December
1, 1925.
Swa.
There is authorized
4. There
authorized to be appropriated,
appropriated, out of any
SEC. 4.
any money
in the
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the sum
in
the Treasury
Treasury not
not otherwise
sum of
of $3,000
$3,000 in
in
provisions of
this Act.
order to carry
carry out
out the
the provisions
of this
Act.
Approved,
Approved, February
February 11,
11, 1925.
1925.

Petersburg, Va., batt
tle felesiU^Va.,
United
United
fields.
Cornmis.siori
created. sion
Commissoncreated.
sion is
is

Engineer
ArmyArmy
Engineer
ng ne
ficer.

cer.y

of-

United
United StatesCivil
States Civil
veteran.
Cl
War veteran.
Confederate

States

Confederate
States
civil war
Civil
War veteran.

Q al f
Qualifications of commission.

Inspection and report

on feasibility
feasibility of prepreserving, etc.,
for hisserving,
etc., for
historical study, etc.
toricaltudy,etc.

Amount authorized
Amount
or eenses

for expenses.

SIXTYEIGHTH CONGRE
SS. S
ESS. II.
204.
CH. 204.
II. Cx.
SESS.
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH
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857
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CHAP.
204.—An Act
Act To
To provide
fees to be
district
charged by clerks of the district
be charged
provide fees
CHAP. 204.-An
courts
the United
States
United States
courts of
of the

February
1925.
11, 1925.
February 11,
[H. R. 5420.]
5420.]
[publi.
[Public
No.
393.]
393.1
[Public No.

Be
by the
Representatives of
of the
the United
United States courts.
of Representatives
and House
House of
the Senate
Senate and
it enacted
enacted by
Be it
be collected
United States
States of
in Congress
That the
the fees
fees Fees
Feea to States
c rt
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
America in
of America
United
by clerks of district
hereinafter
provided
for,
and
no
other,
shall
be
charged
and
collected
courts.
dstct
courtks
collected
and
be
charged
hereinafter provided for, and no other, shall
by
courts of
of the
the United
States for
for services
rovisos.
,ros.
services
United States
the district
district courts
of the
clerks of
by clerks
all laws or Inconsistent laws reProvided, That
performed
That all
reassistants: Provided,
or their
their assistants:
by them
them or
performed by
affected.
repugnant to the provisions of this Act Petsinot
inconsistent or
of laws
laws inconsistent
parts
or repugnant
Act snot affected.
parts of
Poor suitors,
etc.
suitors, etc.
are hereby
hereby repealed;
but nothing
nothing in
in this Act shall repeal or in any Poor
repealed; but
are
27, p.
p. 252.
252.
Vol. 27,
way
enlarge or
or modify
the provisions
provisions. of the Act of July 20, 1892 Vol.
modify the
way enlarge
Vol. 36,p.
36, p. s6.
866.
(Twenty-seventh United
United States
States Statutes
Statutes at
at Large,
252), as vol.
page 252),
Large, page
(Twenty-seventh
Vol. 42, p. 666.
42, .666
States vol
amended
by the
Act of
of June
June 25,
25, 1910,
United States
(Thirty-sixth United
1910, (Thirty-sixth
the Act
amended by
Statutes at
at Large,
Large, page
(Fortythe Act of June 27, 1922 (Fortyand the
866), and
page 866),
Statutes
fur- Not required from
666)::Provided
second
States Statutes
at Large,
Large, page
Provided furfrom
page 666)
Statutes at
United States
second United
ther, That
That the
the United
not be
be required
required to
any sum
sum United
U
States.
to pay
pay any
shall not
States shall
United States
ther,
or fee
fee herein
provided for.
for.
herein provided
or
Snc.
.2.
2. Upon
suit or
or proceeding,
proceeding, whether
whether Upon
Dapteisi. institution of
any suit
of any
institution of
the institution
Upon the
SEC.
by
original process,
information or
otherwise, suit, etc.
etc.
or otherwise,
indictment, information
removal, indictment,
process, removal,
by original
there
paid bthehe
by the party or
instituting such suit
or parties so instituting
be paid
shall be
there shall
or
for all
services to be performed
all services
clerk for
of the
the clerk
fees of
as fees
proceeding, as
or proceeding,
by
him in
in such
such case
proceeding, except
hereinafter provided,
except as hereinafter
or proceeding,
case or
by him
the
sum of
of $5.
$5.
the sum
Filing answers, etc.
ingaswers etc.
SE°. 3.
3. Upon
filing of
any answer
answer or
or paper
or
issue, or
joining issue,
paper joining
of any
the filing
Upon the
SEC.
collected
and
the
entering of
of an
order for
there shall
shall be
be charged
collected
charged
trial, there
for trial,
an order
the entering
any such answer
by the
party or
answer or
filing any
or parties
parties filing
the party
from the
clerk, from
by
the clerk,
paper, for
for services
performed and
to be
be performed
by said
clerk in
in po .w
said clerk
and to
performed by
services performed
paper,
parties separafter Other
Provided,That
of $5:
said case
sum of
$5: Provided,
That after
otherr;arties
further sum
the further
proceeding, the
or proceeding,
case or
said
paid by ately appearing.'
one fee,
hereinbefore provided
provided in
section, has
has been
been paid
this section,
in this
as hereinbefore
fee, as
one
any defendant,
defendant, cross-petitioner,
party, other
other defendor party,
intervenor, or
cross-petitioner, intervenor,
any
ants, cross-petitioners,
cross-petitioners, intervenors,
or parties,
appearing
separately appearing
parties, separately
intervenors, or
ants,
or filing
filing any
any answer
proceeding, shall pay
pay
or paper in said suit or proceeding,
answer or
or
entera
further fee
of $2,
$2, for
so filed:
filed: And
Criminal cases enterprovided Criminal
And provided
or paper
paper so
answer or
each answer
for each
fee of
a further
further,
any criminal
case, upon
the entering
entering, of
plea of
plea of notguilty.
not guilty.
ingplea
of ing
of aa plea
upon the
criminal case,
in any
That in
further, That
not
guilty by
any defendant,
defendant, there
there shall
shall be
be charged and taxed in the
by any
not guilty
costs
of said
said case,
case, a
fee of
$5 for
entering such plea,
plea,
defendant entering
each defendant
for each
of $5
a fee
costs of
account for any such fee not
but
the clerk
clerk shall
shall not
not be
be required
required to account
but the
collected
by him.
him.
collected bv
Entry ofudgment.
of Judgment.
order
S
EC. 4.
the entry
entry of
of any
decree, or final order
judgment, decree,
any judgment,
Utpon the
4. Upon
SEC.
of the
court in
any suit
suit or
or proceeding
there shall be charged and
proceeding there
in any
the court
of
parties, as an
collected by
the clerk,
clerk, from
party or
or parties,
prevailing party
the prevailing
from the
by the
collected
additional
fee for
for services
to be
be performed
said Poro
performed in said
and to
performed and
services performed
additional fee
Precise.
cases.
however, That
suit or
proceeding, the
further sum
sum of
$5: Provided,
Provided, however,
That Criminal cases.
of $5:
the further
or proceeding,
suit
in
any criminal
case the
the clerk
required to account
account for
shall not be required
clerk shall
criminal case
in any
for appeal
any such
such fee
fee not
by him.titions
him.
not collected
collected by
any
SEC. 5. Upon the filing of any petition for appeal or writ of error
tgiof
operror.
sf
or appeal
writ
5. Upon the filing of any petition for appeal or writ of error orP:
SEC.
to
Circuit Court
of Appeals
Appeals or
or the
the Supreme
United
of the
the United
Court of
Supreme Court
Court of
to any
any Circuit
States
there shall
shall be
charged and
and collected
collected by the clerk, from the
be charged
States there
party
or parties
prosecuting such
or writ of error, an addiappeal or
such appeal
parties prosecuting
party or
.
be corpus, or
Habeas
t
ional fee
said suit
suit or
or proceeding
proceeding of
of $5.
$5.
fee in
in said
tional
deportation
or der
deportationorder
a writ
S
EC. 6.
6. Upon
filing of
any petition
or application
application for
for a
writ appealpetition or
of any
the filing
Upon the
SEC.
appeal
United
a
of
of
deportation order
a
a deportation
from a
appeal from
or appeal
corpus, or
habeas corpus,
of habeas
the
States
commissioner, there shall be charged
charged and collected by the
States commissioner,
clerk, from
from the
or applicant,
applicant, as
full payment
payment for
all Pr
for all
as full
petitioner or
the petitioner
clerk,
services performed
performed or
or to
be performed
performed by
by him
in said
rli iTinal if appeal
appeal
proceeding, Additional
said proceeding,
him in
to be
services
prosecuted.
the prosecuted.
the sum
sum of
of $5:
$5: Provided,
That if
an appeal
appeal is
is prosecuted
from the
prosecuted from
if an
Provided, That
the
order
court in
in said
said proceeding,
proceeding, then
then and in
in that event
district court
the district
of the
order of
the
additional sum
sum of
of $5,
provided in
in section
4 of this Act, shall
section 4
as provided
$5, as
the additional
Additionaltrialupon
clerk.
be
charged and
and collected
collected by
by the clerk.
be charged
Additional
trial upon
reversal, disagreement
S
EC. 7.
7. For
or final
hearing, upon
reversal reersa,
disagreement
a reversal
upon a
final hearing,
trial or
additional trial
each additional
For each
SEC.
of jury, etc.
by a
Circuit Court
Appeals or
the Supreme
Court of
the United
United of ury, etc.
of the
Supreme Court
or the
of Appeals
Court of
a Circuit
by
e

oi: o

P

d.

nited States.

pr

atelY appearing

or

r

o

i

ea or.
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States,
or following
a disagreement
or the
the granting
States, or
following a
disagreement by
by a
a jury
jury or
granting of
of a
a
new
there shall
be charged
and
new trial
trial or
or rehearing
rehearing by
by the
the court,
court, there
shall be
charged and
collected
by the
the clerk,
clerk, from
from the
the party
party or
collected by
or parties
parties securing
securing such
such
reversal,
new
trial, or
or rehearing,
rehearing, or
from the
the plaintiff
or plaintiffs
plaintiffs
reversal,
new
trial,
or
from
plaintiff
or
Provisos.
in
event of
the further
further sum
sum of
of $5: Provided,
Provided,
the event
of a
a disagreement,
disagreement, the
in the
Crin
Criminal cses.
cases.
however,
the clerk
be required
however, That
That the
clerk shall
shall not
not be
required to
to account
account for
for any
any
such fee
not
collected by
by him
him in
in any
any criminal
criminal case:
Provided
such
fee
not
collected
case:
Provided
Collection wnen servThat nothing
nothing herein
herein contained
the court
court from
from
contained shall
shall prohibit
prohibit the
further, That
v further,
iceorenetirowned
ices
rendered, taxed as
costs
costs.
.
directing by rule or standing order, the collection
collection at the
directing
the time the
the
services
are rendered
of the
the fees
fees herein
herein enumerated,
from either
either
services are
rendered of
enumerated, from
party,
fees shall
shall be
be taxed
costs in
the respective
party, but
but all
all such
such fees
taxed as
as costs
in the
respective cases.
cases.
Miscellaneous sem-Miscelaneous
srSEC.
S
EC. 8. That in addition to the fees for
rendered in
for services rendered
in cases,
cases,
ices.
hereinbefore
enumerated, the
collect, for
hereinbefore enumerated,
the clerk
clerk shall
shall charge
charge and
and collect,
for
miscellaneous
performed by
his assistants,
except
miscellaneous services
services performed
by him,
him, and
and his
assistants, except
when
on behalf
the United
when on
behalf of
of the
United States,
States, the
the following
following fees:
fees:
Issuing writ, etc., in
1. For
writ or
or a
for aawitness,
witness, not
case
not in
in aacase
a subpcena
subpoena for
issuing any
any writ
For issuing
1.
notefoet
caseins not
cases
before tin
the
court.
court.
instituted
or pending
instituted or
is issued,
issued, and
and filing
filing
pending in
in the court from
from which
which it
it is
and entering
entering the
the return
return of
of the
50 cents.
and
the marshal
marshal thereon,
thereon, 50
cents.
Filing, etc., paper,
2.
For filing
filing and
paper, not
not in
case or
2. For
and indexing
noFtin
pending case.
cpe.
indexing any
any paper,
in aacase
or proceeding,
proceeding,
not in pending
25 cents.
Administering oath,
Administering
oath,
3. For administering
a case or proadministering an oath or affirmation,
affirmation, not in a
etc.
ceeding pending in the court where the oath is
administered, 10
10
is administered,
cents.
Acknowledgments,
Acknowledgments,
4. For an acknowledgment,
acknowledgment, certificate, affidavit or counteretc.
signature, with
with seal,
seal, 50
50 cents.
cents.
signature,
ec.
Depositions.
Depositions.
5. For taking and certifying depositions to file, 20 cents for each
each
folio
hundred words,
and if
taken stenographically,
stenographically, 15
cents
folio of one
one hundred
words, and
if taken
15 cents
per folio
for the
stenographer.
per
folio additional,
additional, for
the stenographer.
Copy of record, etc.
Copyofrecord,etc.
6. For
For aa copy
copy of
record, entry,
entry, or
or other
other paper,
paper, and
and the
the com6.
of any
any record,
comparison
thereof,
15
cents
for
each
folio
of
one
hundred
words.
Searching bank- parison thereof, 15 cents for each folio of one hundred words.
Searching
rupcty records,
etc.
rupcty
records, etc.
7.
'7. For filing praecipe or requisition and searching the records of
of
decrees, or
other instruments
or suits
the court
court for
for judgments,
judgments, decrees,
or other
instruments or
suits
pending, or bankruptcy proceedings,
proceedings, including
of
including the
the certifying
certifying of
60 cents
for the
the first
first name
and 25
25 cents
cents
the results
results of
of such
such search,
search, 60
cents for
name and
for
each additional
name embraced
certificate.
Money
in
custod
or each
additional name
embraced in
in the
the certificate.
Money in
in custody of
court.
court.
8. For receiving,
paying out
out money
money in
pursuance of
of
receiving, keeping,
keeping, and
and paying
in pursuance
or order
order of court, including
any statute or
including cash
or bonds
bonds or
or
cash bail
bail or
securities
securities authorized
to be
deposited in
in lieu
other security,
authorized by
by law
law to
be deposited
lieu of
of other
security,
11 per centum of the amount
or of
of
amount so
so received,
received, kept
kept and
and paid
paid out,
out, or
the
face value
value of
of such
bonds or
or securities.
securities.
Recording
suret
the face
such bonds
Recording
surety
bonds.
bonds.
9. For
keeping a
a record
of surety
companies and
and bonds
bonds thereof,
For keeping
record of
surety companies
thereof,
15 cents
cents for
for each
each folio
one hundred
hundred words.
Bak
y notices.
tic.
15
folio of
of one
words.
Bankruptcy
10. For preparation
preparation and mailing notices in bankruptcy, 10
10 cents
cents
Prorisos.
each for
the first
first twenty
notices and
and 5
5 cents
for each
Proriso.
each
for the
twenty notices
cents for
each additional
additional
All
included. notice:
All services
services included.
notice: Provided,
Provided, That this fee shall cover and include all services
services
Not
included in any
ote
ncluded
in any and expenses in connection
connection therewith:
therewith: And provided further,
further, That
other fee.
such fee shall
deemed to
to be
in any
other fee
for
shall not
not be
be deemed
be included
included in
any other
fee for
services in bankruptcy proceedings.
TranscriDt
Transcript of record services in bankruptcy proceedings.
appeol or writ of
onr r appeal
11. For making
making and
comparing a
a transcript
and comparing
transcript of
on appeal
appeal
of record
record on
eerror.
or.
or
writ of
error when
or writ
of error
when required or requested, 15 cents for each folio
of
words.
of one
one hundred
hundred words.
Comparing
transComparing
trans12. For
For comparing
comparing any
copy of
record, or
paper
12.
any transcript,
transcript, copy
of record,
or other
other paper
cripts, etc., with originals.
als.
not made by the clerk with the original thereof,
5 cents for each
thereof, 5
each
folio
folio of one hundred
hundred words.
words.
Final records.
lrecor
13. For
making aa final record in any case at the request of
of either
13.
For making
either
party or upon order of court in aa particular case, 15 cents for each
each
Proviso.
Proaiso.
folio of one
one hundred
words: Provided,
hundred words:
Provided, however, That when any
Taxed as costs
costs if on
order of court.
such final record is made upon order of court the fees
fees therefor
therefor shall
be
costs of
case.
be taxed
taxed in
in the
the costs
of the
the case.
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859

Admissions to
practo praccertificate tidmissions
attorneys to
of attorneys
14.
For admission
to practice,
practice, $1
$1 each;
each; for certificate
admission of
14. For
tice.
of
request, $2 additional.
to be furnished upon request,
of admission
admission to
Records,
c., not
not
eic.,
Records, el
15.
record not
not in
in a
for in
in herein prolvied
for.
provided for.
not provided
provided for
and not
a case
case and
any record
making any
For making
15. For
this
Act,
15
cents
for
each
folio
of
one
hundred
words.
this Act, 15 cents for each folio of one hundred words.
July 1,
192,5.
1,1925.
EffectiveJuly
That this
this Act shall
become and be in force and effect on Effective
shall become
9. That
SEC. 9.
and after
1, 1925.
July 1,
after July
and
Approved, February
February 11, 1925.
•
Approved,

CHAP.
205.—An Act
Act To
To authorize
the incorporated
Juneau, Alaska,
incorporated town of Juneau,
authorize the
CHAP. 205.-An
to
in any
not exceeding
exceeding $60,000 for the purpose of improving
sum not
any sum
bonds in
to issue
issue bonds
the
system of the town.
the sewerage
sewerage system

February 11,
1925.
11, 1925.
[H. R. 5558.j
[Ti.
5558.]

394.]
[Public, No. 394.]

Be
enacted by
of Representatives
Representatives of the
House of
and House
Senate and
the Senate
by the
it enacted
Be it
United
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
zeaa, Aittoc
ia
a.ds fkaor
for
the JMayubonds
Congress assembled,
America in
of America
States of
United States
incorporated
town
of
Juneau,
Alaska,
is
hereby
authorized
and
sewerage
system.
system.
sewerage
and
authorized
hereby
is
Alaska,
Juneau,
of
town
incorporated
empowered
to issue
issue bonds
in any
sum not
not exceeding
exceeding $60,000 for the
any sum
bonds in
empowered to
e
purpose of
sewerage system
system of
the town.
town.
of the
the sewerage
of improving
improving the
purpose
to
SEC. 2.
shall be
issued a
special election
S
tWal . election
to
election auuthorie.
a special
be issued
bonds shall
said bonds
before said
2. That
That before
SEC.
shall
be ordered
the common
common council of the town of Juneau,
by the
ordered by
shall be
at
question of whether such bonds shall be issued
election the question
which election
at which
shall be
be submitted
the qualified
Juneau
qualified electors of said town of Juneau
to the
submitted to
shall
whose names
names appear
assessment roll of said town for
last a.ssessment
the last
on the
appear on
whose
municipal taxation.
days' notice of such election
election shall be
taxation. Thirty days'
municipal
a newspaper
given by
by publication
publication thereof
newspaper printed
printed and published
published
thereof in a
given
and
of general
general circulation
circulation in
said town
town before the
the day fixed for
in said
and of
of election.
election.
Conduct
such election.
election.
such
Conduct of
election, the manner
S
EC. 3.
That the
the registration
registration for
manner of
for such election,
3. That
SEC.
conducting
the same,
and the
returns of said election
the canvass of the returns
same, and
conducting the
accordance with the requirements
practicable, in accordance
shall be,
be, as near
requirements
as practicable,
near as
shall
said municipality,
of
elections in said
municipality, and said
or special
special elections
general or
in general
law in
of law
bonds
shall be
be issued
issued only
only upon
upon condition
condition that
centuin of the
that 60 per centum
bonds shall
votes cast
cast at
at such
election in
in said
shall be
favor of issuing
be in favor
town shall
said town
such election
votes
said
bonds.
said bonds.
sale,
rte, sale.
to be
authorized to
SEC. 4.
4. That
That the
the bonds
bonds above
above specified,
when authorized
be tInterest
Interest rate,
specified, when
SEC.
betc.
a
issued
as
hereinbefore
provided,
shall
bear
interest
at
a
rate
to
be
e
c.
interest
bear
shall
provided,
as
hereinbefore
issued
6 per centum
exceed 6
not to exceed
fixed by
by the
the common
common council
council of
Juneau, not
of Juneau,
fixed
per annum,
payable semiannually,
semiannually, and
shall not
for less than
be sold for
not be
and shall
annum, payable
per
their par
interest, and
and shall be in denominaaccrued Interest,
with accrued
value, with
par value,
their
tions not
$1,000 each,
each, the
in twenty
twenty p.
to be
be due
due in
principal to
the principal
exceeding $1,000
tions
not exceeding
Provisos.
Redemption.
years
from date
date thereof:
thereof: Provided,
Provided, however,
however, That
the common
common Redemption.
That the
years from
council of
of the
said town
may reserve
reserve the
the right to pay
Juneau may
of Juneau
town of
the said
council
$10,000 thereof
order at the rate of $10,000
off such
such bonds
bonds in
in their
numerical order
thereof
their numerical
off
per annum
the expiration
expiration of
of four
four years
from their
their Payment
payment of principal
principal
years from
after the
and after
from and
annum from
per
and interest.
date.
and interest
shall be
be payable
payable in
money of
of the
interest.
the an.!
lawful money
in lawful
interest shall
Principal and
date. Principal
United
States of
of America
America at
treasurer or at
at the office of the town treasurer
United States
such
of New York, in the State of New York,
York, or
city of
in the
the city
bank in
such bank
the town
such place
as may
be designated
designated by
by the
the common
council of the
common council
may be
place as
such
sea;
of
place of
of payment
payment to
to be
be mentioned
in the
bonds: And signatures
Signatures and seal
the bonds:
mentioned in
the place
Juneau, the
of Juneau,
provided
each and
and every
every bond
bond shall
shall have
have the
required.
written required.
the written
That each
further, That
provided further,
signature
of the
mayor and
and clerk
Juneau and also
of the said town of Juneau
clerk of
the mayor
signature of
re
bear
the
seal
of
said
town.
Use of funds retown.
said
of
seal
the
bear
SEC. 5.
That no
no part
the sale
of said
stlicied•
said stricted.
sale of
from the
arising from
funds arising
the funds
of the
part of
5. That
SEC.
bonds
used for
other than
than specified
specified in
in this
bonds.
leeof
ofbons.
this
purpose other
any purpose
for any
be used
shall be
bonds shall
Act.
Said bonds
common
amounts as the common
such amounts
in such
only in
sold only
be sold
shall be
bonds shall
Act. Said
council shall
and the
the proceeds
for
proceeds thereof shall be disbursed for
direct, and
shall direct,
council
the
purposes herembefore
under the order and
and under
mentioned and
hereinbefore mentioned
the purposes
direction
of said
said common
time to
as the same
time as
to time
from time
council from
common council
direction of
may
be required
required for
for said
said purpose.
purpose.
may be
Approved,
February 11,
11, 1925.
Approved, February
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860
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CONGRESS.
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February
1925.
February 11,
11, 1925.
[H. R. 8263.]
H. R. 8263.]
[Public, No. 395.]

[Public, No. 395.

SESS. II:
IL CHS.
CHs. 206-208.
206-208.
SESS.

1925.
1925.

CHAP. 206.-An
208.—An Act To authorize
authorize the General
General Accounting
Accounting Office
Office to
to pay
pay to
to
certain supply officers of the regular
regular Navy
Navy and Naval Reserve
Reserve Force the pay
approval of
and allowances of their ranks for services performed
performed prior to the approval
their bonds.
bonds.
their

Be
by the
House of
of Representatives
of
Representatives of
and House
the Senate
Senate and
enacted by
Be itit enacted
the United
Congress assembled,
United States of America in
in Congress
assembled, That the
General Accounting
Office is
to pay
pay
and directed
directed to
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized and
Accounting Office
have ppay for artive General
officers, or former supply officers, of the regular Navy
Navy
prorld to all supply officers,
of
or United
United States Naval Reserve
Reserve Force, the pay
pay and
and allowances
allowances of
of
their
respective ranks
by such
officers
their respective
ranks for active duty
duty performed
performed by
such officers
during
1921, inclusive,
during the
the period
period from
from April
April 6,
6, 1917, to March
March 3,
3, 1921,
inclusive,
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Navy.
Navy.
prior to the approval
approval of
of their
their bonds
bonds by
by the
of the
Approved, February
11, 1925.
Approved,
February 11,
1925.

Navy and
Reserve

Navy
and
Naval
Reserve Force.
Force.
Supply officers of, to
have pay for active
duty during
World
dring prior
duty
War period
period
to
to
approval
of
bonds.
approval bonds.

February 11,
1925.
11, 1925.
[H. R. 8369.]
[Public, No. 396].

[H. R. 8369.]
[Public, No. 396].

CHAP.
207.-An Act To extend the period in which relief may be granted
CHAP. 207.—An
granted
accountable officers of the War and Navy Departments,
Departments, and for other purposes.

Be it
enacted by
by the
Senate and
and House
Representatives of
of the
the
Be
it enacted
the Senate
House of
of Representatives
United
States of
of America
in Congress
assembled, That the
Act
the Act
Congress assembled
America in
United States
(Forty-second Statutes at Large,
approved April 21,
21, 1922 (Forty-second
Large, page 497,
497,
chapter 136),
be, and
and is
amended to
to read
as follows:
my d Navy dischapter
136), be,
is hereby,
hereby, amended
read as
follows:
Army and Navy dis"That
General of
of the
United States
States be,
be, and
bursing
relieved
and
the United
"That the
the Comptroller
Comptroller General
bursing officers reeved
from losses incurred in.
hereby is,
is, authorized,
authorized, through
through such
may designate,
designate, and
and
such officers
officers as
as he
he may
icued i. hereby
lossextended.
rom
Time
within four years from the passage
passage of this Act: (a)
(a) to relieve
relieve disbursing officers
special disbursing
agents of
War and
bursing
officers or
or special
disbursing agents
of the
the War
and Navy
Navy
Departments from
from accountability
accountability or
for losses
occurDepartments
or responsibility
responsibility for
losses occurring between
between April 6, 1917,
or of
of
1917, and
and November
November 18,
18, 1921,
1921, of
of funds,
funds, or
accounts,
papers, records,
accounts, papers,
records, vouchers,
vouchers, or data pertaining
pertaining to said
said funds,
for which
were accountable
accountable or
or responsible;
responsible; and
and
agents were
which said
said officers
officers or
or agents
Credits for
for irregular
irregular for
payments madeingood
made in good (b)
to allow
allow credits, in the settlement of accounts of said officers
(b) to
or
officers
or
faith.
•
payments made
in
good
faith
on
public
account
during
agents, for
for payments
made in good faith on public account during
said period,
period, notwithstanding
failure to
comply with
said
notwithstanding failure
to comply
with requirements
requirements
Provisos.
of existing
pursuant thereto:
thereto: Provided,
Provided, That
That in
in
Requirement if over of
law or
or regulations
regulations pursuant
Requirement
existing law
$1,000 involved.
$1,000involved.
cases of losses or payments involving more than $1,000, the CompComptroller General
General shall exercise
exercise the
authority herein
upon the
the
the authority
herein only
only upon
written recommendation
recommendation of the Secretary
of War
Secretary
Secretary of
War or
or the
the Secretary
of the
shall also
set forth
facts
of
the Navy,
Navy, which
which recommendation
recommendation shall
also set
forth the
the facts
Freedom from fraud
relative to
to such
or payment:
payment: Provided
Provided further,
the Compeqiedom
from fraud relative
such loss
loss or
further, That
That the
Compequisite.
troller
certify that
transactions, expenexpentroller General
General in
in all
all cases
cases shall
shall certify
that the
the transactions,
ditures, losses, or payments appear to be
be free
free from fraud
fraud or
or
collusion."
collusion."
1925.
Approved, February
February 11,
11, 1925.

.

W service.
Wrld
World
War
Vol.42,
p. 497, amendVol.42,p.4a97,amended.
ed.

February 11,
11, 1925.
[H. R. 10528.1
10528.1
R.
[il.
[Public
[Public No.
No. 397.1
397.1

in certain
certain cases.
CHAP. 208.-An
208.—An Act To refund
refund taxes paid on distilled
distilled spirits in
cases.

Be it
it enacted
Senate and
and House
House of
enacted by the Senate
of Representatives
Representatives of
of
Congress assembled, That the
in Congress
America in
the
United States
of America
States of
the United
Commissioner
Commissioner of Internal
Internal Revenue
Revenue may, pursuant
pursuant to the provisions
provisions
3220, Revised
Statutes, as
amended, allow
allow the
the claim
of any
any
duced tand ownedpy of
of section
section 3220,
Revised Statutes,
as amended,
claim of
42,.
distiller for
per proof
for the refund
refund of taxes paid in excess of $2.20
$2.20 per
proof
('oditions.
gallon on any distilled
distilled spirits produced and now owned by
and
by him
him and
stored on the premises of the distillery
distillery where
where produced,
produced, but
but no
no refund
refund
shall be allowed unless such spirits
spirits are contained
contained in the distiller's
original
original packages
packages in which they were taxpaid, or in regularly
regularly
stamped
stamped bottles and cases in
when bottled
in which they
they were
were placed
placed when
bottled
unstamped bottles
into which
which they
they have
in bond, or
or in
in stamped
stamped or unstamped
bottles into
have
been
placed
while
on
and
without
removal
from
the
distillery
prorio.
been
placed
while
on
and
without
removal
from
the
distillery
.Proriso.
premises: Provided,
Commissioner of
of Internal
Internal Revenue
Revenue
premises:
Provided, That
That the
the Commissioner
Internal revenue.
revenue.
Internal spirits.
Distilled
Excess
Excess tax
tax refunded
refunded
on, proto distiller on,
duced and owned by
him.
hio.
34.
Vol. 42, p. 314.
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S
ESS. II.
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Cm. 208,209.
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SESS.

861
861

1925.
1925.

may direct
direct that
that any
spirits on
on which
tax is
claimed under
may
any spirits
which refund
refund of
of tax
is claimed
under
this
shall be
be removed
to and
warehouse designated
this section
section shall
removed to
and stored
stored in
in a
a warehouse
designated

hoR
us
Ti
pe
evralitt,:d.

Removal

to

ware

ware'

by him.
by
him.
Approved,
1925.
February 11,
11, 1925.
Approved, February

CHAP.
Making appropriations
appropriations for
for the
CHAP. 209.—An
209.-An Act
Act Making
the Navy
Navy Department
Department and
and

the naval service for the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
ending June 30, 1926,
1926, and
and for
for other
other purpurposes.
poses.

February 11,
1925.
February
11, 1925.
[11.
R. oi.]
10724.1
[H. Ry.

[Public, No. 398.]

Be it
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
Be
enacted by
by the
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
Navy
Department
Department
in Congress
United States of America in
United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the following apNriat
appropriations.
appropriated, out
any money
othersums are appropriated,
out of
of any
money in
in the
the Treasury
Treasury not
not otherappropriated, for
Department and
and the
the naval
naval service
wise appropriated,
for the Navy Department
service
for the
the fiscal
year ending
30, 1926,
for
fiscal year
ending June
June 30,
1926, namely:
namely:
OFFICE
OF THE
THE SECRETARY
SECRETARY
OFFICE OF

Secretary's Office.

ecretary's Office.

SALARIES, SECRETARY'S
OFFICE, NAVY
NAVY DEPARTMENT
SALARIES,
SECRETARY'S OFFICE,
DEPARTMENT
Secretary, Assistant,
Secretary
other andec
Secretary of
of the
the Navy,
Navy, $12,000;
$12,000; Assistant
Assistant Secretary,
Secretary, and
and other
ta personnel.
persosnnet
and office
personal services in
the
in the
the District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia in
in accordance
accordance with
with the
Provisos.
Classification
Classification Act of 1923, $146,400; in all,
all, $158,400:
$158,400: Provided,
Provided, That Saari
Salaries limited
limited to
average
in expending
aere rates
appropriations or
or portions
portions of
ratesAct.under
under
in
expending appropriations
of appropriations,
appropriations, concon- CoClaification
Classification
Ac
t.
tained in this Act,
payment for personal
services in
the =vol.42
Act, for the payment
personal services
in the
148.
Vol. 42, p. 1488.
"The
District of Columbia in accordance
accordance with "
The Classification Act of
of
1923,"
1923," the average of the salaries
salaries of
of the total
total number of persons
persons
grade in
bureau, office,
office, or
appropriation unit
under any
any grade
in any
any bureau,
or other appropriation
unit
shall
not at
at any
any time
time exceed
exceed the
of the
shall not
the average
average of
the compensation
compensation rates
rates If only
oy one pitio
one position
p lt
specified
such Act,
in grades
grades in
specified for the
the grade by
by such
Act, and
and in
in which
which only
only one
one in aagrade.n
grade.
position is allocated the
position shall
not exceed
exceed the
the salary of such position
shall not
the Restriction not appliaverage
the compensation
compensation rates
Provided, That
this cable to clerical-meaverage of
of the
rates for
for the
the grade:
grade: Provided,
That this
chanical service.
restriction
shall not
not apply
to grades
4of
clerical- chncal
restriction shall
apply (1)
(1) to
grades 1,
1, 2,
2, 3,
3, and
and 4
of the
the clericalservice.
No reduction
reduction of
No
of fixed
fixed
mechanical service,
or (2)
require the
reduction in
mechanical
service, or
(2) to
to require
the reduction
in salary
salary of
of any
any salaries.
Vol. 42, p. 1490.
person whose
person
compensation was
fixed as
of July
July 1,
1, 1924,
accord- Transfers
whose compensation
was fixed
as of
1924, in
in accordTranfers to another
another
position
without rereance with
the rules
rules of
of section
of such
ance
with the
section 6
6of
Act, (3)
reduc- duction.
such Act,
(3) to
to require
require the
the reducpoiton without
tion in salary of any person who is transferred
transferred from one position to
to
another position in the same or different grade
grade in the same
same or a
a
Payments under
different
office, or
or other
appropriation unit,
unit, or
or (4)
(4) to
to prevent
different bureau,
bureau, office,
other appropriation
prevent higher
hiher rates
rames permittedr
permitted.
payment of aa salary
the payment
salary under any grade at a
a rate higher than
than the
the
maximum
by
maximum rate
rate of
of the grade when
when such higher
higher rate
rate is
is permitted by
"
"The
The Classification Act
specifically authorized
authorized by
by
Act of 1923,"
1923," and
and is specifically
other
other law.
law.
General
General Board.
Board.
GENERAL BOARD
GENERAL
BOARD

Salaries, Navy
Navy Department:
personal services
in the
Salaries,
Department: For
For personal
services in
the District
District

Columbia, in
1923,
of Columbia,
in accordance
accordance with the
the Classification
Classification Act of
of 1923,
$9,920.
$9,920.
NAVAL EXAMINING
EXAMINING AND RETIRING
BOARDS
RETIRING BOARDS

Salaries, Navy
Navy Department: For personal services in the District
District
of
Classification Act
of Columbia,
Columbia, in
in accordance
accordance with the Classification
Act of 1923,
89,880.
$9.880.
COMPENSATION
BOARD
COMPENSATION BOARD

Salaries,
Navy Department:
Department: For
Salaries, Navy
For personal
personal services
services in
in the
the District
District

of Columbia,
Columbia, in accordance
accordance with the Classification
Classification Act of 1923,
$22,000.
$22,000.

Civilian personnel.

ivilian personnel.

Examining and Retiring Boards.
tiring
Boards.
Civilian personnel.

Compensation
Compensation
Board.

Board.

Civilian
personnel.
Civilian personnel.

862
862

SIXTY-EIGHTH
CONGRESS.
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Department
Department contincontingent expenses.
gent

SEss.
II. CH.
CH. 209.
209.
SESS. II.

1925.
1925.

CONTINGENT EXPENSES,
NAVY DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
CONTINGENT
EXPENSES, NAVY

For professional
professional and technical books and periodicals,
periodicals, law books,
and
necessary reference
reference books,
books, including
including city
railway
directories, railway
city directories,
and necessary
guides,
freight, passenger,
passenger, and
and express
express tariff
for department
department
books, for
tariff books,
guides, freight,
. library,
$3,000.
library, $3,000.
Stationery,
*l
ea ,furniture,
furniture,
u
For stationery,
stationery, furniture,
furniture, newspapers,
drawings, and
and drawdrawplans, drawings,
newspapers, plans,
For
vehicle,
vehicles, etc.
ing materials;
materials; purchase
purchase and
motor trucks
trucks or
motor
or motor
of motor
exchange of
and exchange
ing
delivery wagons,
and operation
operation of
of motor
motor trucks
trucks
repair, and
maintenance, repair,
delivery
wagons, maintenance,
or
motor delivery
wagons, and
and one
motor-propelled passenger-carrypassenger-carryone motor-propelled
delivery wagons,
or motor
ing
vehicle, to
to be
used only
only for
purposes; garage
rent; streetstreetgarage rent;
for official
official purposes;
be used
ing vehicle,
car fares
exceeding $500;
typewritpostage, typewritexpressage, postage,
freight, expressage,
$500; freight,
fares not
not exceeding
car
ers, and
machines; and
other absolutely
exnecessary exabsolutely necessary
and other
and computing
computing machines;
ers,
penses of
the
Navy Department
Department and
bureaus and
and offices,
offices,
and its
its various
various bureaus
of
the
Navy
aval
ervie
penses
Naval service appro•
priations
to be used
p77,OOO, it
it shall
shall not
not be
be lawful
lawful to
to expend,
expend, unless
unless otherwise
specifically
otherwise specifically
sed $77,000;
ottobe
pratival not
for Department
Department pur- provided
for any
any of
the offices
offices or
of the
the Navy
Navy Departor bureaus
bureaus of
Departprovided herein,
herein, for
of the
poses.
ment in
in the
the District
District of
appropriations
ment
of Columbia,
Columbia, any sum out of appropriations
made for
for the
naval service
any of
the purposes
mentioned or
of the
purposes mentioned
for any
service for
the naval
made
authorized in
in this paragraph.
paragraph.
authorized
Library.
Library.

PRINTING
PRINTING AND

BINDING
BINDING

Printing and bindnd binding. ing

For printing
printing and
and binding
for the
the Navy
Department and
and the
the Naval
Naval
Navy Department
binding for
For
Establishment executed at the
Government Printing Office,
Office, $500,000,
$500,000,
the Government
Establishment
,including
exceeding $85,000
$85,000 for
Hydrograplaic Office.
including not
not exceeding
for the
the Hydrographic
Office.

Pay, miscellaneous.
miscellaneous.
Expenses designated.
designated.
Expenses

PAY, MISCELLANEOUS
MISCELLANEOUS
PAY,

For commissions
commissions and
interest; transportation
transportation of
funds; exchange;
exchange;
of funds;
and interest;
For
for
employees; for
for the
the expenses
expenses of
of the
the
expenses of
of civilian
civilian employees;
for traveling
traveling expenses
attendance of
of representatives
representatives of
Department who
who may
may be
of the
the Navy
Navy Department
attendance
designated
the United
United States
States to
to attend
attend the
meetthe meetas delegates
delegates from
from the
designated as
ings
of the
Research Council
Council or of
of its
its branches;
branches; actual
actual
ings of
the International
International Research
expenses
patrol duty;
duty; hire
hire of
of launches
launches
expenses of
of officers
officers while
while on
on shore
shore patrol
or
other small
boats in
in Asiatic
waters; for
rent of
buildings and
for rent
of buildings
and
or other
small boats
Asiatic waters;
offices not
yards; expenses
courts-martial, including
including
of courts-martial,
expenses of
in navy
navy yards;
offices
not in
law
and reference
prisoners and
prisons, and
and courts
of ininlaw and
reference books,
books, prisoners
and prisons,
courts of
quiry, boards
boards of
of inspection,
inspection, examining
boards, with clerks,
and
clerks, and
examining boards,
quiry,
witnesses' fees,
traveling expenses
and costs;
of naval
naval
witnesses'
fees, and
and traveling
expenses and
costs; expenses
expenses of
defense
districts;
stationery
and
recording; religious
religious books
•newsbooks;
newsand
recording;
districts;
stationery
defense
Advrtisng,
et
Advertising, etc.
papers
the naval
naval service;
for
papers and
and periodicals
periodicals for
for the
service; all
all advertising
advertising for
the Navy
Department and
its .bureaus
bureaus (except
advertising for
the
Navy Department
and its
(except advertising
for
recruits
the Bureau
Bureau of
of Navigation);
Navigation) ;copying;
copying; ferriage;
recruits for the
ferriage; tolls;
tolls;
costs
of suits;
suits; relief
of vessels
vessels in
in distress;
valuables
relief of
distress; recovery
recovery of
of valuables
costs of
from shipwrecks;
shipwrecks; quarantine
professional ininfrom
quarantine expenses;
expenses; reports;
reports; professional
vestigation;
cost of
special
instruction at
home and
and abroad,
abroad, includincludat
home
vestigation;
nomation
o
cost
of
special
instruction
information
fro ing maintenance of students and
abroad.
information from
abro ad
from abroad
attaches; information
ing maintenance of students and attaches;
abroad.
and
the collection
and classification
thereof; all
all
and at
at home,
home, and
and the
collection and
classification thereof;
charges pertaining to
Department and its
to the Navy Department
its bureaus for
for ice
for the
cooling of
of drinking
water on
on shore
(except at
at naval
naval hospihospifor
the cooling
drinking water
shore (except
tals),
$200,000 for
for telephone
telephone rentals
rentals and
tolls,
tals), and
and not
not to
to exceed
exceed $200,000
and tolls,
telegrams and
domestic, and
posttelegrams
and cablegrams;
cablegrams; postage,
postage, foreign
foreign and
and domestic,
and postInterned prisoners of
interned persons
persons and
war,
etc.
office
box rentals;
rentals: for
for necessary
and
expenses for
for interned
necessary expenses
prisoners
office box
wnterned
jurisdiction of
of the Navy
prisoners of war under the jurisdiction
Navy Department,
Department, including funeral expenses
cluding
expenses for
for such interned
interned persons
persons or prisoners
prisoners of
of
and
for
payment
of
as
may
die
while
under
such
jurisdiction,
war
Vol.
41 ep3im.
3claims.
p
132.
war
as
may
die
while
under
such
jurisdiction,
and
for
payment
of
TO m
m4e
, .
claims for
damages under
under Naval
approved July
July 11,
1919; and
and
11, 1919;
Act approved
Naval Act
for damages
claims
1.
ro. 4.
Proriq..
Restriction on use
other necessary
and incidental
incidental expenses;
in all,
$1,725,000: Provided,
Provided,
Restriction
use in
in other
necessary and
expenses; in
all, $1,725,000:
naval
districts.
That
part of
this appropriation
shall be
available for
for the
the expense
naval districts.
That no
no part
of this
appropriation shall
be available
expense
district unless
unless the
commandant thereof
thereof shall
be also
of any
any naval district
the commandant
shal be
also
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etc., service
a navy yard, naval training
the commandant
commandant of a
training station, or naval Clerical, etc.,
operating
base: Provided
Provided further,
That the
to be
paid out
of this
this in yards and stations.
out of
be paid
sum to
the sum
further, That
operating base:
appropriation, under
under the
the direction
direction of
the Secretary
for
Navy, for
Secretary of the Navy,
of the
appropriation,
clerical,
and messenger
messenger service
service in navy yards and naval
inspection, and
clerical, inspection,
stations, for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
June 30,
exceed
not exceed
30, 1926,
1926, shall not
ending June
stations,
$560,000.
$560,000.
CONTINGENT, NAVY
NAVY
CONTINGENT,

For
all emergencies
exclusive of
expenses, exclusive
extraordinary expenses,
and extraordinary
emergencies and
For all
personal
services in
in the
Navy Department
Department or
subordinate
or any
any of its subordinate
the Navy
personal services
bureaus or
or offices
Washington, District
District of
arising at
of Columbia,
Columbia, arising
at Washington,
offices at
bureaus
home
or abroad,
but impossible
impossible to
anticipated or classified,
classified, to be
to be
be anticipated
abroad, but
home or
expended on
on the
the approval
Secretary of the
of the Secretary
authority of
and authority
approval and
expended
Navy, and
and for
such purposes
proper, $40,000.
deem proper,
he may deem
purposes as he
for such
Navy,

Contingent, Navy.

TEMPORARY
GOVERNMENT FOR
WEST INDIAN
INDIAN ISLANDS
ISLANDS
FOR WEST
TEMPORARY GOVERNMENT

Virgin
Islands.
Virgin Islands.
Temporary government in.
Vol.
39, p. 1132.
1132.
ol. 39,

For
incident to
the occupation
occupation of
Islands and
and
p.
the Virgin
Virgin Islands
of the
to the
For expenses
expenses incident
a temporary
to
execution of
of the
the provisions
.
provisions of the
temporary
providing a
the Act
Act providing
to the
the execution
government
for the
West Indian
Indian Islands
Islands acquired
acquired by
by the United
the West
government for
States from Denmark, and
approved March
March 3,
and for other purposes, approved
States
1917, to
to be
be applied
applied under
the direction
of the
the President,
President, $270,150,
$270,150, Additional
under the
direction of
1917,
Additional from insular revenues.
revenues.
plus
so much
$29 850 additional
additional as
revenue sular
equal the sum of revenue
as may equal
of $29,850
much of
plus so
for
Water supply for
collected
of said islands in excess of Water
into the treasuries
treasuries of
and paid into
collected and
designated towns.
towns.
water-supply designated
of permanent
$270,150;
toward the
construction of
permanent water-supply
the construction
$270,150; toward
system
for the
the towns
towns of
of Saint Thomas,
Christiansted, and
Thomas, Christiansted,
system for
Fredericksted,
$125,000; in all, $395,150.
$395,150.
Fredericksted, $125,000;
SCHOOLS
STATE MARINE
MARINE SCHOOLS
STATE

Marine schools.
Reimbursing
Reimbursing

New
New

York, Massachusetts,
To
reimburse the
the State
State of
New York,
$25,000; the
the State
State of Mas- and
York, $25,000;
of New
To reimburse
Pennsylvania for.
for.
and Pennsylvania
of Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, $25,000,
sachusetts, $25,000;
$25,000; and
and the
the State of
$25,000, for exsachusetts,
penses incurred
incurred in
in the
maintenance and support of marine schools in Vol. 36, p.
1353.
p. 1353.
the maintenance
penses
of the Act entitled "An
those States
States in
"An
2 of
section 2
with section
accordance with
in accordance
those
Act for
establishment of
schools, and
and for
for other
purother purmarine schools,
of marine
the establishment
Act
for the
poses," approved
in all,
all, $75,000.
1911; in
4, 1911;
March 4,
approved March
poses,"

CARE
SO FORTH,
ISLAND OF
GUAM
OF GUAM
FORTH, ISLAND
AND SO
OF LEPERS,
LEPERS, AND
CARE OF
Naval station,
Guam: For
maintenance and
and care of
For maintenance
of Guam:
island of
station, island
Naval
lepers, special
special patients,
patients, and for other purposes, including cost of
lepers,
transfer of
of lepers
from Guam
Guam to
to the
the island
in the Philipof Culion, in
island of
lepers from
transfer
pines,
maintenance, $18,000; for educational
educational purposes,
and their maintenance,
pines, and
$12,000;
$30,000.
$12,000; in all, $30,000.
NAVAL RESEARCH
RESEARCH LABORATORY
LABORATORY
NAVAL

Lepers, etc.
Lepers,

etc., Callon,
Cullon,
Care, etc.,

P. I.
P.I.

Research Labora•
LaboraResearch
tory.
Work of,
of, for
for naval
naval
-Work

or ava
service.
For
research work
and other
other necessary
necessary work of
of service.
work and
and research
laboratory and
For laboratory
the
research laboratory
laboratory for
the benefit
benefit of
of the
as Vol.
39, p.
50.
ol. 39,
service, as
the naval
naval service,
for the
the naval
naval research
p. 570.
authorized in
the Naval
Naval Appropriation
Appropriation Act
Act approved
29,
August 29,
approved August
in the
authorized
1916, including
including operation
maintenance of a
a laboratory, addiand maintenance
operation and
1916,
tions to equipment necessary
tions
necessary properly to carry on work in hand,
maintenance
of buildings
buildings and
and grounds,
grounds, and
and the
the temporary
employtemporary employmaintenance of
become necessary,
ment
such scientific
scientific civilian
civilian assistants
assistants as may become
of such
ment of
to be
be expended
expended under
the direction
of the
the Navy,
Navy, Proo,.
Provisos.
of the
Secretary of
the Secretary
direction of
under the
to
Temporary
sciens
ciee$150,000:
this appropriation
shall be
Tempo
be availavail- tists,
appropriation shall
of this
$10,000 of
That $10,000
Provided, That
$150.000: Provided,
etc.
e
tech-sts
and
scientists
of civilian
able for
for the
civilian
tech- Technical,
employment of
temporary employment
the temporary
able
servTechnical, etc.,
etc., servsemusts
on special
problems: Provided
further, That the sum ices.
Provided further,
special problems:
nicists required
required on
to
be paid
appropriation for technical, drafting, clerical,
of this
this appropriation
out of
paid out
to be
not, exceed
and
service shall
exceed $40,000 in addition to the
shall not
messenger service
and messenger
amount
authorized by
preceding proviso.
the preceding
by the
amount authorized
45,2 °-25 -f
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864
864
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OFFICE OF
OF NAVAL
NAVAL RECORDS
RECORDS AND
LIBRARY
AND LIBRARY
OFFICE

Naval Records and
and
Library.

SALARIES,
NAVY DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
SALARIES, NAVY

For personal
personal services in the District of Columbia
Columbia in accordance
with the
Classification Act
of 1923,
$25,160.
1923, $25,160.
Act of
the Classification
with

Civilian
personnel.
Civilian personnel.

Naval
records
Naval
World War.
Expenses

inss
jug, etc.

of

of collect"fleetof

NAVAL
WAR RECORDS
RECORDS
NAVAL WAR

Toward the
the collection
with a
view
a view
and classification,
classification, with
or copying
copying and
collection or
Toward
to publication,
publication, of
the naval
the war
Central
the Central
war with
with the
records of
of the
naval records
of the
to
Powers of
personal services
of
in the
the District
District of
services in
including personal
of Europe,
Europe, including
Powers
Columbia
in accordance
accordance with
with the
to
of 1923,
1923, not
not to
Act of
the Classification
Classification Act
Columbia in
exceed $19,320,
$19,320, and
and including
the purchase
of books,
books, periodicals,
periodicals,
purchase of
including the
exceed
photographs,
and other
publications, documents,
and picpicdocuments, and
other publications,
maps, and
photographs, maps,
torial
the Navy
in said
said war,
war, and
necessary inciinciand other
other necessary
Navy in
of the
torial records
records of
dental
$19,720.
expenses, $19,720.
dental expenses,

O
Judge Advocate GeneJudgeAdvocate
eneral.

OFFICE
ADVOCATE GENERAL
GENERAL
OFFICE OF JUDGE ADVOCATE
SALARIES, NAVY DEPARTMENT
SALARIES,
DEPARTMENT

Civilian

Civilian
office
of.
of.
office

personnel,

Personnel '

accordance
For personal
personal services
services in
in the District
For
District of Columbia in accordance
with
the Classification
Classification Act
Act of
of 1923,
1923, $102,000.
$102,000.
with the

Chief of Naval Operations.
erations.

OF NAVAL
OPERATIONS
OFFICE OF
NAVAL OPERATIONS
OFFICE
OF CHIEF OF
SALARIES,
NAVY DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
SALARIES, NAVY

Civilian
office of.
office
of.

personnel,

Personnel '

For
services in
in the
the District
District of
Columbia, in
accordance
of Columbia,
in accordance
For personal
personal services
with
Act of
1923, $68,000.
with the
the Classification
Classification Act
of 1923,
$68,000.

Inspection
Inspection and SurSur° vey Board.
Civilian personnel.

Civilian personnel.

Director of Naval
Naval
Communications.
Communications.

Civilian personne4

Civilian personnel.

BOARD OF
BOARD
OF INSPECTION
INSPECTION AND
AND SURVEY
SURVEY

Salaries, Navy Department:
Department: For personal services in the District
of
accordance with
with the
1923,
of 1923,
the Classification
Classification Act
Act of
of Columbia,
Columbia, in
in accordance
$22,000.
$22,000.
OFFICE
OFFICE OF DIRECTOR OF NAVAL COMMUNICATIONS
COMMUNICATIONS

Salaries, Navy Department:
Department: For personal
the District
District
personal services
services in
in the
of
in accordance
accordance with
with the
1923,
the Classification
Classification Act
Act of
of 1923,
Columbia in
of Columbia
$130,000.
$130,000.

personne

Naval
Office.
Office.

Intelligence

Civilian personnel.
Civilian
personneL

Bureau
tion.

of Naviga-

OFFICE
NAVAL INTELLIGENCE
OFFICE OF
OF NAVAL
INTELLIGENCE

Salaries, Navy Department:
Department: For personal services
in the
services in
the District
District
of
in accordance
accordance with
Act of
of 1923,
of Columbia
Columbia in
with the
the Classification
Classification Act
1923,
$36,520.
$36,520.
BUREAU OF NAVIGATION
NAVIGATION
TRANSPORTATION
TRANSPORTATION AND RECRUITING

For mileage and actual and necessary expenses and per diem in
authorized by law
lieu of subsistence as authorized
and
law to officers of
of the
the Navy and
Naval
Force while
while traveling
traveling under
under orders,
orders, and
Naval Reserve
Reserve Force
and officers
officers perperforming
vessels for
transforming travel
travel by
by Government-owned
Government-owned vessels
for which
which no
no transportation
fare is
charged, shall
only be
to reimbursement
portation fare
is charged,
shall only
be entitled
entitled to
reimbursement of
of
menieaner
and necessary
incurred; for mileage,
Mileage
to midshig
m
idthi r' actual
necessary expenses
expenses incurred;
mileage, at 55cents per
per
men
entering
Naval
—
Academy.
mile, to midshipmen entering the Naval
Academy.
Naval Academy
Academy while
while proceedproceeding from their
Academy for
and
their homes
homes to
to the Naval
Naval Academy
for examination
examination and
Transportation,
Transportation, etc.
etc.
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appointment as
as midshipmen;
for actual
actual traveling
traveling expenses
expenses of femidshipmen; for
appointment
male nurses;
nurses; for
subsistand subsisttransportation and
for transportation
or for
allowance or
travel allowance
for travel
male
ence as
by law
law of
of enlisted
enlisted men
upon discharge;
discharge; transmen upon
authorized by
as authorized
ence
portation of
enlisted men
men and
and apprentice
apprentice seamen
applicants for
and applicants
seamen and
of enlisted
portation
enlistment at
subsistence and
transfers en
and transfers
with subsistence
abroad, with
and abroad,
home and
at home
enlistment
route, or
cash in
lieu thereof;
thereof; transportation
transportation to
to their
if reshomes, if
their homes,
in lieu
or cash
route,
apprentice seamen
idents
the United
States, of
of enlisted
enlisted men and apprentice
United States,
of the
idents of
transfers en
discharged on
on medical
subsistence and transfers
with subsistence
survey, with
medical survey,
discharged
route, or
or cash
cash in
thereof; transportation
insane enof sick or insane
transportation of
lieu thereof;
in lieu
route,
listed men
seamen to
hospitals, with
subsistence and
with subsistence
to hospitals,
apprentice seamen
and apprentice
men and
listed
transfers en
apprehension and dethereof; apprehension
lieu thereof;
in lieu
cash in
or cash
route, or
en route,
transfers
livery of
of deserters
deserters and
stragglers, and
other
for railway guides and other
and for
and stragglers,
livery
Recruiting.
expenses incident
to transportation;
transportation; expenses
recruiting for the Recruiting.
of recruiting
expenses of
incident to
expenses
maintaining
naval
service;
rent
of
rendezvous
and
expenses
maintaining
the
of
expenses
and
naval service; rent of rendezvous
seamen;
same; advertising
advertising for
obtaining men
and apprentice
apprentice seamen;
men and
and obtaining
for and
same;
actual and
and necessary
expenses in
lieu of
officers on duty
duty Dependents
to officers
mileage to
of mileage
in lieu
necessary expenses
actual
Dependents of offioffienlisted men.
and enlisted
dependents of cers and
with traveling
traveling recruiting
recruiting parties;
transportation of dependents
parties; transportation
with
officers and
enlisted men; in all, $4,000,000.
and enlisted
officers
RECREATION
ENLISTED MEN
MEN
FOR ENLISTED
RECREATION FOR

health
and health
For the
contentment, and
comfort, contentment,
amusement, comfort,
recreation, amusement,
the recreation,
For
of the
the Navy,
Navy, to
be expended
Secretary of
in the discretion of the Secretary
expended in
to be
of
the
under such
as he may
may prescribe, $500,000:
regulations as
such regulations
Navy, under
the Navy,
Provided,
the amount
paid from
this appropriation
for perperappropriation for
from this
amount paid
That the
Provided, That
sonal services
field employees,
employees, exclusive
temporary services,
exclusive of temporary
of field
services of
sonal
shall not
not exceed $64,000.
shall
CONTINGENT
CONTINGENT
For
certificates, commissions,
commissions, warrants,
warrants, diplomas,
diplomas,
continuous-service certificates,
For continuous-service
discharges, good-conduct
badges, and
medals for
for men
and boys;
men and
and medals
good-conduct badges,
discharges,
purchase of
deceased
transportation of effects of deceased
apparatus; transportation
gymnastic apparatus;
of gymnastic
purchase
officers and
enlisted men
officers and men of the
the Navy, and of officers
of the
men of
and enlisted
officers
Naval Reserve
Reserve Force
Force who
training
while on duty; books for training
die while
who die
Naval
apprentice
landsmen; packing
packing boxes
materials;
boxes and materials;
and landsmen;
seamen and
apprentice seamen
books and
stationery; and other contingent expenses and
and
models; stationery;
and models;
books
emergencies arising
arising under
under cognizance
Navigation,
of the Bureau of Navigation,
cognizance of
emergencies
unforeseen
impossible to classify, $15,000.
and impossible
unforeseen and
GUNNERY
ENGINEERING EXERCISES
EXERCISES
AND ENGINEERING
GUNNERY AND
For
and badges
for excellence
in gunnery,
target practice,
gunnery, target
excellence in
badges for
trophies and
For trophies
engineering
exercises, and
in fuel
be
consumption, to be
fuel consumption,
economy in
for economy
and for
engineering exercises,
awarded
such rules
rules as
as the
the Secretary
Secretary of the Navy
Navy may formuunder such
awarded under
late .;for
for the
the purpose
of recording,
recording, classifying, compiling,
compiling, and pubpurpose of
late;
maintenance
lishing the
the rules
results; for
the establishment
establishment and maintenance
for the
and results;
rules and
lishing
of shooting
galleries, target
target houses,
houses, targets,
targets, and
ranges; for hiring
and ranges;
shooting galleries,
of
established ranges,
ranges, and
for transporting
transporting equipment
equipment to and from
and for
established
$45,850.
ranges, $45,850.
INSTRUMENTS
AND SUPPLIES
SUPPLIES
INSTRUMENTS AND

purchase of all
For supplies
supplies for
for seamen's
all
for the purchase
quarters; and for
seamen's quarters;
For
payment
other articles
at home
abroad; and for the payment
and abroad;
home and
equipage at
of equipage
articles of
other
of labor
in equipping
vessels therewith
manufacture of such
therewith and manufacture
equipping vessels
labor in
of
all pilotage and towage
articles
the several
yards; all
towage of ships
navy yards;
several navy
in the
articles in
of
war; canal
canal tolls,
other
wharfage, dock and port charges, and other
tolls, wharfage,
of war:
necessary
incidental expenses
of a
services and
nature; services
similar nature;
a similar
expenses of
necessary incidental
materials
in repairing,
repairing, correcting,
compasses
testing compasses
and testing
adjusting, and
correcting, adjusting,
materials in
on
shore and
ship: nautical
nautical and
astronomical instruments
instruments
and astronomical
board ship:
on board
and on
on shore
caretakers; libraries
and
to same,
and pay
pay of
chronometer caretakers;
of chronometer
same, and
repairs to
and repairs

Recreation
Recreation
listed men.

men.

for

enen-

pro.iso.

Proviso.
Payrestriction.

Payrestriction.

Contingent.

Contingent.

Gunnery and engineering
neering exercises.

neingexe
Prizes, badges, etc.
Prizes,

Equipment
supplie
Equipment supplies.

866
866

•
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for
of war,
war, professional
books ' schoolbooks,
papers;
and papers;
schoolbooks, and
professional books,
ships of
for ships
maintenance
gunnery and
and other
training classes;
classes; compasses,
compasses,
other training
of gunnery
maintenance of
compass
and other
appendages
other appendages
tripods, and
binnacles, tripods,
including binnacles,
fittings, including
compass fittings,
of
ship's compasses;
appliances for
for measuring
the
measuring the
other appliances
and other
logs and
compasses; logs
of ship's
ship's way
way and
leads and
and other
other appliances
appliances for
for sounding;
sounding; photophotoand leads
ship's
graphs, photographic
photographic instruments
and materials,
materials, printing
printing outfit
outfit
instruments and
graphs,
and materials;
materials; and
and for
the necessary
electricians for gyrocivilian electricians
necessary civilian
for the
and
compass testing
testing and
all, $640,000.
$640,000.
in all,
inspection; in
and inspection;
compass
OCEAN AND
AND LAKE
LAKE SURVEYS
SURVEYS
OCEAN
Ocean and lake
take surOcean
veys.

Training stations.

For
hydrographic surveys,
surveys, including
including the
the pay
of the
necessary
the necessary
pay of
For hydrographic
hydrographic surveyors,
and recorders,
recorders,
draftsmen, and
cartographic draftsmen,
surveyors, cartographic
hydrographic
charts, and sailing direcand for
for the
the purchase
nautical books, charts,
of nautical
purchase of
and
tions,
$95,000.
tions, $95,000.
NAVAL TRAINING
TRAINING STATIONS
STATIONS
NAVAL

IVIaintenance,etc.
Maintenance,etc.

For
including labor
labor and
material, heat,
heat, light, water,
and material,
maintenance, including
For maintenance,
general
care, repairs,
repairs, and
and improvement;
other
books; and all other
improvement; school books;
general care,
incidental
expenses for
for the
the naval
follow:
that follow:
stations that
training stations
naval training
expenses
incidental
California.
San Diego,
California, $160,000;
$160,000;
Diego, California,
San
RhodeIsland.
Rhode sland.
Newport, Rhode
Island, $250,000;
$250,000;
Island,
Rhode
Newport,
Illinois.
$250,000;
Great Lakes,
Lakes, Illinois,
$250,000;
Illinois,
Great
Virginia.
Hampton
Roads, Virginia,
Virginia, $260,000.
$260,000.
Hampton Roads,
Proviso.
Proiso.
foreProvided,
amount to
be paid out of
of each of the foreto be
the amount
That the
Clerical,etc.,services.
Provided, That
Clercal,etc.,services.
going sums
sums under
the direction
the Secretary
Secretary of the Navy for
of the
direction of
under the
going
clerical,
service for
fiscal
for the
the fiscal
messenger service
and messenger
inspection, and
drafting, inspection,
clerical, drafting,
year ending
June 30,
1926, shall
except for
for
$12,600, except
exceed $12,600,
not exceed
shall not
30, 1926,
ending June
year
Great
Lakes, which
which shall
exceed $13,500.
$13,500.
not exceed
shall not
Great Lakes,
Naval Reserve
Reserve Force-

Organizing, recruiting,
etc.,expenses.
ing,etc.,expenses.
Post, p.1080.

NAVAL
NAVAL

PESERVE
RESERVE

FORCE
FORCE

For
expenses of
and recruiting
the
recruiting-•the
administering, and
of organizing,
organizing, administering,
For expenses
and
Militia; for
for the
Force and
and Naval
Naval Militia;
Naval Reserve
Naval
Reserve Force
the maintenance
maintenance and
Post, p.l. .
Pay, etc.,
etc., on active
the pay
pay of
of necessary
necessary janitors,
active rental
rental of
Pay,
of armories,
armories, including
including the
janitors, and
and for
for
training duty.
tranng uty.
wharfage, $170,000; for pay and allowances
allowances of officers and enrolled
enrolled
wharfage,
men
the Naval
Naval Reserve
Reserve Force,
Force, other
on
one, while
while on
than class
class one,
other than
of the
men of
active duty
for training;
mileage for
for officers
while traveling
traveling under
under
officers while
training; mileage
duty for
active
orders
to and from
active duty for training; transportation
transportation of enfrom active
orders to
rolled
men to
and from
from active
active duty for
for training, and subsistence
to and
rolled men
subsistence of enand transfers
n lieu
lieu thereof;
thereof; subsistence
in
route or cash i
en route
and
transfers en
rolled men
men during
the actual
actual period
period of
duty for
for training;
training;
active duty
of active
during the
rolled
pay and
of officers
Naval Reserve
Reserve Force and
and
the Naval
officers of the
and allowances
allowances of
pay
pay, allowances,
ofenrolled
enrolledimen of
of the Naval Resubsistence of
and subsistence
allowances, and
pay,
serve Force
when ordered
ordered to
active duty in
n connection
connection with the
to active
Force when
serve
instruction,
and drilling
of the
Reserve Force;
Force;
Naval Reserve
the Naval
drilling of
training, and
instruction, training,
Retainer py.
Retainer
pay.
and
retainer
pay
of
officers
and
enrolled
men
of
the
Naval
Reserve
Reserve
Naval
of
the
men
enrolled
and
officers
of
pay
retainer
and
materia,
ation
Aviation
material,
Force, other
than class
equipmaterial, equipetc.
for aviation
aviation material,
class one,
one, $3,409,820;
$3,409,820; for
other than
Force,
ment,
fuel,
and rental
of
hangars,
$320,180; in
all,
$3,900,000,
not
not
$3,900,000,
in
all,
$320,180;
of
hangars,
and
rental
fuel,
other
ment,
ion
to
Additional to other
more than
than $1,232,060
$1,232,060 of
of which
which amount
shall be
be available,
available, in
in addition
addition
amount shall
appropriations
yes- more
appropriations for vessels.
to other
other appropriations,
for fuel
fuel and
and the
transportation thereof
and
the transportation
thereof and
sels.
to
appropriations, for
for
expenses in connection
connection with
maintenance, operation,
operation,
with the maintenance,
for all other expenses
repair, and
of vessels
training the
the
for training
assigned for
vessels and
and aircraft
aircraft assigned
and upkeep
upkeep of
repair,
the money approNaval Reserve
Force: Provided,
no part of
of the
That no
Provided, That
Reserve Force:
Consent
to ttraining Naval
onsent to
required.
required.
priated in this Act shall be used for the training of any member of
the Naval
Force except
own consent:
Provided
consent: Provided
with his
his own
except with
Reserve Force
the
Naval Reserve
Uniforms to Volunfurther, That
That until
30, 1926,
members of
Volunteer Naval
Naval
the Volunteer
of the
1926, members
June 30,
until June
teer
Reserve.
further,
teer Naval Reservle
Reserve may,
may, in
in the
of the
the Secretary
of the
the Navy,
be
Navy, be
Secretary of
discretion of
the discretion
Reserve
issued such
such articles
articles of
may be
for their
their drills
drills
required for
be required
as may
of uniform
uniform as
issued
and
training, the
the value
value thereof
not to
exceed that
that authorized
to be
be
authorized to
to exceed
thereof not
and training,
Provisos.
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issued
to other
other classes
classes of
charged
and to
to be charged
Force and
Reserve Force
the Naval
Naval Reserve
of the
issued to
against
clothing and
small stores
stores fund:
fund: Provided
further, That
Provided further,
and small
against the
the clothing
law,
until
1926, of
of the
the Organized
Militia as
as provided
provided by law,
Organized Militia
30, 1926,
June 30,
until June
such
as may
may be
duly prescribed
State, Territory,
Territory, or
or for
for
in any
any State,
prescribed in
be duly
such part
part as
the
of Columbia
shall constitute
Naval Militia;
and until
until
Militia; and
constitute aa Naval
Columbia shall
District of
the District
in existence,
June 30,
30, 1926,
1926, such
such of
of the
the Naval
Militia as
now is
is in
existence, and
and
as now
Naval Militia
June
as
now organized
and prescribed
prescribed by
of the Navy
Navy
Secretary of
by the
the Secretary
as now
organized and
under
of the
the Act
of Congress
Congress approved
February 16,
approved February
Act of
authority of
under authority
Secretary
1914, shall
shall be
the Naval
Reserve Force, and the Secretary
Naval Reserve
part of
of the
be a
a part
1914,
of
the Navy
provide for
Naval
for said
said Naval
and provide
to maintain
maintain and
is authorized
authorized to
of the
Navy is
Militia as
provided in
in said
said Act:
Provided further,
further, That upon their
Act: Provided
as provided
Militia
Reserve Force, and not otherwise
enrollment
otherwise until
enrollment in the Naval Reserve
June 30,
members of
of said
said Naval
Naval Militia
Militia shall have all the
the members
1926, the
30, 1926,
June
benefits, gratuities,
gratuities, privileges,
and emoluments
emoluments provided
provided by
law
by law
privileges, and
benefits,
Reserve Force; and that, with
members of the Naval Reserve
other members
for other
the
approval of
of the
Secretary of
of the
Navy, duty
duty performed
in the
performed in
the Navy,
the Secretary
the approval
Naval
may be counted as active service for the maintenance
Militia may
Naval Militia
of efficiency
efficiency required
required by
for members
members of
of the
the Naval
Reserve
Naval Reserve
law for
by law
of
Force: Provided
retainer pay
pay provided
provided by existing
That retainer
further, That
Provided further,
Force:
law shall
be paid
paid to
any member
the Naval Reserve Force
member of the
to any
not be
shall not
law
for which he
who fails
fails to
to train
as provided
provided by
law during
the year for
during the
by law
train as
who
fails to
to train.
fails
NAVAL WAR
ISLAND
RHODE ISLAND
COLLEGE, RHODE
WAR COLLEGE,
NAVAL

Naval
Constitut
Militia.
ed

NCostituted from
from

State, etc., Organized
Organized
State,tc.,
Militia.
Until June 30, 1926,

made part
par of Nval
Naval

Reserve Force.
Force.
Reserve

vol. 38, p. 28

Vol. 38, p. 285.

n ed
Benefits to enrolled

mennefi"
men.

Credit

duty.
duty-

to e ro

for
for'

militia
militia

No retainer

pay if
failing
failing tor
to drill. pay i

Naval war
War College.
College.

Maintenance.
Harbor Maintenance.
For
maintenance of
War College
College on
on Coasters
Coasters Harbor
Naval War
of the
the Naval
For maintenance
maintenance, repair, and operation
operation of one
Island, including the maintenance,
horse-drawn passenger-carrying
official,
passenger-carrying vehicle to be used only for official
horse-drawn
a proservices of a
purposes;
$96,000; services
same, $96,000;
for same,
of ground
ground for
care of
and care
purposes; and
fessor of
of international
law, $2,000;
of civilian
civilian lecturers,
lecturers,
services of
$2,000; services
international law,
fessor
rendered
the War
War College,
care and preservation
preservation of the
$2,000; care
College, $2,000;
at the
rendered at
library, including
including the
and repair
of books of
repair of
binding, and
purchase, binding,
the purchase,
library,
etc. Ser7sevic , etc.,
reference
$5,000; in
in all,
$105,000: Provided,
Provided, That
all, $105,000:
periodicals, $5,000;
reference and
and periodicals,
the sum
sum to
to be
appropriation under
the direction
direction of
ic
of ices.
under the
of this
this appropriation
out of
paid out
be paid
the
the Secretary
Navy for
for clerical,
inspection, drafting,
drafting, and
clerical, inspection,
the Navy
of the
the
Secretary of
1926, shall
messenger
service for
for the
year ending
ending June
June 30, 1926,
the fiscal
fiscal year
messenger service
not exceed
$64,000.
not
exceed $64,000.

NAVAL HOME,
PENNSYLVANIA
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA
HOME, PHILADELPHIA,
NAVAL

Naval Home.
Rome.
Naval

Pay of employees.

For pay
of employees
employees at
at rates
rates of
of pay
pay to
be fixed
by the
the Secretary
4: ;
"
Secretary 1Proviso.
fixed by
to be
pay of
For
Prevailing rates
of
That the
the rates
pay prevailing
prevailing increased.
in Prevaing
rates
of pay
rates of
Provided, That
$66,971: Provided,
Navy, $66,971:
of the
the Navy,
on
date of approval of this Act for inmates of the home emthe date
on the
ployed in
various capacities
capacities shall
shall not
not be
be increased
increased during the fiscal
in various
ployed
year 1926.
Maintenance.
Maintenance.
Maintenance: For
For water rent, heating, and lighting; cemetery,
Maintenance:
of
burial
headstones; general care and improvements
improvements
and headstones:
expenses, and
burial expenses,
grounds,
buildings, walls,
fences; repairs
repairs to power-plant equipand fences;
walls, and
grounds, buildings,
ment,
purchase of the same;
same;
tools, and furniture, and purchase
implements, tools,
ment, implements,
music in
chapel and
and entertainments
beneficiaries; stationery,
entertainments for beneficiaries;
in chapel
music
books, and
and periodicals;
periodicals; transportation
transportation of indigent
indigent and destitute
books,
beneficiaries,
beneficiaries to
to the
the Naval
Naval Home,
Home, and
and of sick and insane beneficiaries,
beneficiaries
their attendants
attendants and
and necessary
necessary subsistence
for both, to and from
subsistence for
their
other Government
hospitals; employment
employment of such beneficiaries
beneficiaries in
Government hospitals;
other
and
the Naval
Naval Home
Home as
authorized by the Secretary
Secretary
as may be authorized
about the
and about
of
Navy, on
recommendation of
of the governor;
governor; support of
of
the recommendation
on the
the Navy,
of the
main-beneficiaries and
and all
other contingent
including the main
contingent expenses, including
all other
beneficiaries
tenance,
repair, and
operation of one
horse-drawn passenger-carrypassenger-carryone horse-drawn
and operation
tenance, repair,
ing vehicle,
vehicle, two
two motor-propelled
motor-propelled
one motor-propelled
and one
vehicles, and
motor-propelled vehicles,
ing
passenger-carrying
vehicle, to be used only for official purposes,
purposes,
passenger-carrying vehicle,
$123,029;
$123,029;
P

0
3

eraPi
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not
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In
all, Naval
Naval Home,
Home, $190,000,
$190,000, which
which sum
be paid
paid out
the
of the
out of
shall be
sum shall
In all,
income
from
the
naval
pension
fund.
fund.
income from the naval pension
SALARIES,
SALARIES,
Civilian personnel in
Civilianpersonnelin
Department.
Department.

NAVY DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
NAVY

in the District of Columbia in accordance
For personal
personal services
accordance
services in
For
with the Classification
Classification Act of 1923, $423,000.
HYDROGRAPHIC OFFICE
OFFICE
HYDROGRAPHIC

Hydrographic
Hydrographic Office.

SALARIES,
DEPARTMENT
NAVY DEPARTMENT
SALARIES, NAVY
Civilian
personnel.
Civilianpersonnel.

in accordance
For personal
personal services
in the District
accordance
District of Columbia, -in
services in
For
. with
the
Classification
Act
of
1923,
$310,000.
$310,000.
of
1923,
Act
Classification
with the

Coneo
threi
ntpean
nse
dsmis.

Continge

anemis
nst

Enos
charts.
Pilotcharts.

OFFICE:
HYDROGRAPHIC OFFICE:
MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES,
CONTINGENT
EXPENSES, ITYDROGRAPHIC
CONTINGENT AND MISCELLANEOUS

For
and printing
printing of
nautical books,
charts, and
sailing
and sailing
books, charts,
of nautical
purchase and
For purchase
directions, copperplates,
copperplates, steel
plates, chart
boxes,
packing boxes,
paper, packing
chart paper,
steel plates,
directions,
chart portfolios,
electrotyping copperplates,
copperplates, cleaning
copperplates;
cleaning copperplates;
portfolios, electrotyping
chart
tools, instruments,
instruments, power,
power, and
materials for
drawing, engraving,
and
engraving, and
for drawing,
and materials
tools,
printing; materials
and mounting
charts; reduction of charts by
mounting charts;
for and
materials for
printing;
photography;
use; transfer
transfer
immediate use;
for immediate
charts for
photolithographing charts
photography; photolithographing
of
photolithographic and
and other
other charts
charts to
copper; purchase
purchase of
of equipto copper;
of photolithographic
ment for
storage of
of plates
used in
charts and for the
making charts
in making
plates used
the storage
for the
ment
storage of
of Hydrographic
publications; modernizaand publications;
charts and
Office charts
Hydrographic Office
storage
tion, care
care and
and repairs
repairs to
printing presses,
furniture, instruments,
instruments, and
presses, furniture,
to printing
tion,
tools; extra
extra drawing
and engraving;
translating from
from foreign
foreign lanengraving; translating
drawing and
tools;
guages; telegrams
business; preparation
preparation of
of pilot charts
on public
public business;
telegrams on
*guages;
and mailing same; purchase
and
purchase of
and printing and
supplements, and
their supplements,
and their
data for
charts and
and sailing
other nautical
publicanautical publicaand other
directions and
sailing directions
for charts
data
tions;
books of
of reference
reference and
periodicals relating to
and periodicals
works and
and works
tions; books
hydrography,
marine meteorology,
meteorology, navigation,
navigation, surveying,
oceanogsurveying, oceanoghydrography, marine
raphy, and
terrestrial magnetism,
magnetism, and
professional and
other professional
to other
and to
and terrestrial
raphy,
Hydrographic
of the Hydrographic
technical subjects
subjects connected
connected with
with the
work of
the work
technical
Office, $68,800.
$68,800.
Office,

Branch
offices.
Branch offices.
Contingent
expenses
Contingent expenses
of
designated.
odesignated.

Employees.
Employees.
Naval Observatory.
Observatory.
Naval

OFFICES
IIYDROGRAPHIC OFFICES
CONTINGENT EXPENSES,
BRANCH HYDROGRAPHIC
EXPENSES, BRANCH
CONTINGENT

For
contingent expenses
expenses of
of branch
branch hydrographic
Boston,
at Boston,
offices at
hydrographic offices
For contingent
ew York,
New
York, Philadelphia,
Philadelphia, Baltimore, Norfolk, Savannah,
Savannah, New
Orleans, San
Francisco, Portland
Portland (Oregon),
Portland (Maine),
(Maine),
(Oregon), Portland
San Francisco,
Orleans,
Chicago, Cleveland,
Marie, Seattle,
Sainte Marie,
Sault Sainte
Duluth, Sault
Buffalo, Duluth,
Cleveland, Buffalo,
Chicago,
Panama,
Juan (Porto
(Porto Rico),
Rico), and
and Galveston,
Galveston, including
including furniSan Juan
Panama, San
ture,
fuel, lights,
and periodicals
periodicals relating
hydrography,
to hydrography,
relating to
works, and
lights, works,
ture, fuel,
oceanography, and termarine meteorology,
meteorology, navigation,
surveying, oceanography,
navigation, surveying,
marine
restrial magnetism,
magnetism, stationery,
miscellaneous articles, rent and care
stationery, miscellaneous
restrial
visiting, merof offices,
time balls,
car fare and ferriage in visitinc
balls, car
of time
care of
offices, care
of
other
telegrams, and other
chant
and express charges, telegrams,
freight and
vessels, freight
chant vessels,
collecting the latest information for
necessary
incurred in collecting
expenses incurred
necessary expenses
pilot charts,
charts, and
and for
for other
for which
offices were
the offices
which the
purposes for
other purposes
pilot
established,
$13,620.
established, $13,620.
For services of necessary
necessary employees
employees at branch offices,
offices, $32,580.
NAVAL OBSERVATORY
OBSERVATORY
NAVAL
SALARIES, NAVY
NAVY DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
SALARIES,

Civilian personnel
personnel in
Department.
Department.

For
the District
District of
of Columbia,
accordance
in accordance
Columbia, in
in the
services in
personal services
For personal
with the
the Classification
1923, $82,000.
Classification Act of 1923,
with
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CONTINGENT AND
MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES,
EXPENSES, NAVAL
OBSERVATORY
NAVAL OBSERVATORY
AND MISCELLANEOUS
CONTINGENT

in the
the District
personal services
Miscellaneous computations:
For personal
services in
computations: For
Miscellaneous

Computations.

Computations.

of
Classification Act of 1923,
1923,
with the Classification
accordance with
of Columbia, in accordance
$9,300.
$9,300.
ry
For professional
professional and
books, books
books of reference,
Library.
reference, periodi- Libra
and scientific
scientific books,
For
cals,
photographs, and
and fixtures for the library, $1,000.
cals, engravings,
engravings, photographs,
For apparatus
for repairs
of the
the same,
same, Apparatusetc.
Apparatus, etc.
repairs of
and for
instruments, and
and instruments,
For
apparatus and
$2,500.
$2,500.
R$2,500.
epairs to buildings,
For repairs
repairs to
to buildings,
buildings, fixtures,
fixtures, and
furniture, gas,
et!!ePairs to buildings,
gas, etc.
fences; furniture,
and fences;
For
chemicals,
stationery, including
including transmission of public docuand stationery,
chemicals, and
ments
Smithsonian exchange,
exchange, foreign postage; plants,
ments through the Smithsonian
fertilizers,
contingent expenses, $3,500.
all contingent
fertilizers, and all
Miscellaneous sup
supMiscellaneous
For fuel,
oil, grease, pipe,
materials needed
needed for plies.
wire, and other materials
pipe, wire,
fuel, oil,
For
apparatus, es
the maintenance
engines, heating apparatus,
of boilers, engines,
and repair
repair of
maintenance and
the
electric lighting
lighting and power
water-supply
water-supply system; purplant, and
and .
power plant,
electric
chase and
maintenance of teams;
repair, or operation
maintenance, repair,
teams; maintenance,
chase
and maintenance
of motor
passenger automobile
automobile and of
horse-drawn pasof horse-drawn
of
motor truck and passenger
senger-carrying vehicles;
vehicles; material for boxing nautical
nautical instruments
instruments
senger-carrying
telephone service, and incitelegraph and telephone
for
for transportation;
transportation; paints, telegraph
dental
which amount not to exceed $3,058 may be
$12,000, of which
labor, $12,000,
dental labor,
.
expended for
personal services in the District of Columbia.
expended
for personal
Grounds and roads.
rounds ad road
For
upkeep of grounds
grounds and roads, including
and upkeep
repair, and
cleaning, repair,
For cleaning,
accordance with
personal services in the District of Columbia, in accordance
the Classification
$6,030, of which amount
amount not to exceed
of 1923, $6,030,
Classification Act of
the
$4.920 may
be expended
expended for
personal services in the District of
for personal
$4,920
may be
Columbia.
Columbia.
Observing total solar
sotso
of ecliOipse
conducting observations
and conducting
For expenses
expenses in
in preparing
preparing for
for and
observations of
For
eclipse
1926.
January 14, 1926, $3,670.
total solar eclipse of January
SALARIES, NAUTICAL
ALMANAC OFFICE
OFFICE
NAUTICAL ALMANAC
SALARIES,

accordance
For personal
the District
of Columbia,
Columbia, in
in accordance
District of
in the
services in
personal services
For
with
the Classification
Classification Act
Act of
of 1923,
$28,460.
1923, $28,460.
with the

Civilian personnel.

Civiian personnel.
Computers o

BUREAU OF
OF ENGINEERING
ENGINEERING
BUREAU

piece

Computers on piece

For pay
pay of
of computers
computers on piecework
preparing for publication
publication work.
in preparing
piecework in
For
the
Ephemeris and Nautical
Almanac and in improving
Nautical Almanac
the American
American Ephemeris
the
moon, and stars, $2,500.
$2,500.
of the planets, moon,
the tables of

Bureau of Engineering.

ENGINEERING
ENGINEERING

machinery, auxiliary
For repairs,
preservation, and
and renewal
renewal of machinery,
repairs, preservation,
For
machinery,
and boilers
boilers of
vessels, yard
yard craft, and ships' boats,
of naval vessels,
machinery, and
distilling
and refrigerating
apparatus; repairs,
preservation, and
repairs, preservation,
refrigerating apparatus;
distilling and
renewals of
of electric
interior and
and exterior
communications and
signal communications
exterior signal
electric interior
renewals
whatsoever nature on board naval vessels,
appliances of whatsoever
all electrical appliances
except
except range finders, battle order and range transmitters and indiapparatus used to operate
motors and their controlling apparatus
and motors
cators, and
machinery
belonging to
other bureaus;
bureaus; searchlights
searchlights and fire-control
fire-control
to other
machinery belonging
equipments
antiaircraft defense at shore stations; maintenance
for antiaircraft
equipments for
and operation
signal service;
service; equipage,
equipage, supplies,
maand masupplies, and
coast signal
of coast
operation of
and
terials under
under the
cognizance of
the bureau
required for the mainmainbureau required
of the
the cognizance
terials
boats;
tenance and
and operation
vessels, yard craft,
craft, and ships' boats;
naval vessels,
of naval
operation of
tenance
care, custody,
custody, and
operation of the naval petroleum reserves; purand operation
care,
chase,
installation, repair,
repair, and
preservation of machinery,
machinery, tools,
and preservation
chase, installation,
and appliances
appliances in
in navy
classified field
navy yards and stations, pay of classified
and
force
under the
vessels, navy
incidental expenses for naval vessels,
bureau; incidental
the bureau;
force under
yards, and
and stations,
stations, inspectors'
inspectors' offices,
offices, the
the engineering
engineering experiment
experiment
yards,
station,
such as
as photographing,
periodicals,
technical books and periodicals,
photographing, technical
station, such

Engineering
re Pairs,
Engineering
• repairs,
machinery,
machinery, etc.

Equipment supplies.
supplies
Equipment

870
870

S
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stationery, and
services, instruments
instruments and
and apparatus,
stationery,
and instruments;
instruments; services,
apparatus,
supplies, and
books and
periodicals necessary
to carry
on
supplies,
and technical
technical books
and periodicals
necessary to
carry on
experimental
and research
research work;
in all,
all, $19,500,000,
$19,500,000, of
which
experimental
and
work;
in
of
which
s
Proi
o., etc.
.. $1
$1,100,000
immediately: Provided,
Proviso.
100 000 shall be available immediately:
Provided, That the sum
sum
Clerical, etc.,serviCes.
,services.
Clencal
7
v
. .
.
.
*
£ to be
of this
the direction
the
to
be paid
paid out
out of
this appropriation,
appropriation, under
under the
direction of
of the
Secretary of
of the
clerical, drafting,
drafting, inspection,
mesSecretary
the Navy,
Navy, for
for clerical,
inspection, and
and messenger service
in navy
navy yards,
stations, and
senger
service in
yards, naval
naval stations,
and offices
offices of
of United
United
States
inspectors of
of machinery
and engineering
material for
for the
the
States inspectors
machinery and
engineering material
fiscal year
June 30,
1926, shall
shall not
not exceed
exceed $1,475,000.
$1,475,000.
fiscal
year ending
ending June
30, 1926,
7

xp i
Engineering ExpertENGINEERING
Enjginein
ment
Station. E er - ENGINEERING

Experimental
Experimental
etc.

work,
work,

EXPERIMENT STATION,
STATION, UNITED
NAVAL ACADEMY,
ACADEMY,
UNITED STATES
STATES NAVAL
EXPERIMfENT
ANNAPOLIS,
MARYLAND
ANNAPOLIS, MARYLAND

For
original investigation
investigation and
and extended
extended experimentation
of naval
naval
For original
experimentation of
appliances,
implements and
apparatus; purchase
purchase and
appliances, testing
testing implements
and apparatus;
and instalinstallation
such machines
machines and
auxiliaries considered
considered applicable
applicable for
for
lation of
of such
and auxiliaries
test
and use
use in
service, and
for maintenance
maintenance and
and equipment
equipment
test and
in the
the naval
naval service,
and for
of buildings
buildings and
and grounds,
grounds, $175,000.
$175,000.
of
SALARTF.S
NAVY DEPARTMENT
SALARIES,7 NAVY
DEPARTMENT

personnel in
Civilian personnel
Department.
Bureau of ConstrueConstrucBureau
tion and Repair.

For personal
services in the District
District of Columbia in accordance
personal services
accordance

with "The
Act of
$286,000.
with
"The Classification
Classification Act
of 1923,"
1923," $286,000.

BUREAU OF
REPAIR
BUREAU
OF CONSTRUCTION
CONSTRUCTION AND
AND REPAIR
CONSTRUCTION AND
CONSTRUCTION
AND REPAIR OF VESSELS
VESSELS

Construction and repCotr°ueon
and pair of
VP.AIAR.

For preservation
preservation and completion of vessels on the stocks and in
ordinary; purchase
purchase of
of all
all kinds;
kinds; steam
of materials
materials and stores
stores of
steam
steerers, steam
steerers,
steam windlasses,
and all
auxiliaries;
steam capstans,
capstans, steam
windlasses, and
all other
other auxiliaries;
labor in
on foreign
foreign stations;
stations; purchase
of machinery
in navy yards
yards and
and on
purchase of
machinery
and tools
carrying on
on work
work of
experimental model
tools for use
use in
in shops;
shops; carrying
of experimental
model
tank and wind tunnel;
designing naval
naval vessels;
vessels; construction
construction and
and
tunnel; designing

repair of yard craft, lighters, and barges;
barges; wear, tear,
tear, and repair of
of
vessels afloat; general care and
protection of
in the
the line
line
and protection
of the
the Navy
Navy in
of construction
construction and
incidental expenses
expenses for
for vessels
and navy
navy
and repair;
repair; incidental
vessels and
inspectors' offices,
such as
photographing, books,
professional
yards, inspectors'
offices, such
as photographing,
books, professional
magazines, plans,
magazines,
stationery, and
for drafting
drafting room,
plans, stationery,
and instruments
instruments for
room,
Equipment supplies. and for pay of classified field force under the bureau; for hemp,
Equipmentsupplies.
wire, iron, and other materials for the manufacture
manufacture of
of cordage,
cordage,
anchors, cables,
cables, galleys,
galleys, and
and chains;
chains; specifications
for purchase
anchors,
specifications for
purchase
so prepared
prepared as shall give
thereof shall be so
fair and
and free
free competition;
give fair
competition;
manufacture of sails, awnings, hammocks,
canvas for the manufacture
other
hammocks, and
and other
work; interior appliances
and tools
tools for
for manufacturing
purposes in
appliances and
manufacturing purposes
in
navy yards and naval stations;
navy
and for
purchase of
other
stations; and
for the
the purchase
of all
all other
articles of equipage
equipage at home and abroad;
abroad; and
payment of
and for the
the payment
of
labor in equipping vessels therewith
manufacture of such articles
therewith and manufacture
articles
in
several navy
navy yards;
signals and
and apparatus,
apparatus, other
other than
in the
the several
yards; naval
naval signals
than
electric
signals, lights,
light s,and
an d lamps
l
amps
electric, namely,
namely, signals,
lights, lanterns,
lanterns, running
running lights,
general use
use on
on board
illuminating
and their
their appendages
appendages for
for general
board ship
ship for
for illuminating
purposes;
candles used
purposes; and oil and candles
used in
connection therewith;
in connection
therewith; bunting
bunting
and other
other materials
materials for
making and
and repairing
repairing flags
flags of
all kinds;
for making
of all
kinds; for
for
all permanent
permanent galley
fittings and
equipage; rugs,
rugs, carpets,
curtains,
and equipage;
carpets, curtains,
Pr
all
galley fittings
Proviso.
Clerical, etc., ser- and
Clerical,
board naval
naval vessels,
vessels, $17,000,000:
$17,000,000: Provided,
Th at
and hangings
hanginos on
on board
Provided, That
vices.
ices.
the sum
paid out of this appropriation
appropriation, under the direction
the
sum to be paid
directi on
of the Secretary
Secretary of the Navy, for clerical, drafting, inspection,
inspection, watchwatchmen (ship
(ship keepers),
keepers), and messenger
messenger service
yards, naval
service in
in navy
navy yards,
naval
stations, and offices of superintending
superintending naval
naval constructors
the
constructors for
for the
fiscal year ending June
$1,700,000.
June 30, 1926, shall not
not exceed
exceed $1,700,000.

SIXTY-EIGHTH
SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.

II. CH.
SESS. II.
CH. 209.
209.

SESS.

871
871

1925.
1925.

SALARIES, NAVY
SALARIES,
NAVY DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
ivilian personnel in
For personal
of C
Columbia
inn accordance
with
personal services
services in
in the
the District
District of
ol
um bi a i
accordance DeCiianprsonneln
C
i
Department.

with the Classification
Classification Act
of 1923,
1923, $315,000.
$315,000.
Act of

BUREAU OF
OF ORDNANCE
BUREAU
ORDNANCE

Bureau of Ordnance.
BureauofOrdnance.

ORDNANCE AND ORDNANCE
ORDNANCE STORES
STORES
ORDNANCE

preserving, and
and handling
ordnance
For procuring,
procuring, producing, preserving,
handling ordnance
material;
for fuel,
fuel, material,
material, and
and labor
material; for
for the armament
armament of
of ships;
ships; for
labor
to be used in the general
general work under the cognizance
Bureau
cognizance of
of the
the Bureau
of
furniture at
at naval
depots, torpedo
of Ordnance;
Ordnance; for
for furniture
naval ammunition
ammunition depots,
torpedo
stations,
ordnance plants,
and proving
grounds; for
technical
stations, naval ordnance
plants, and
proving grounds;
for technical
books; plant
plant appliances
defined by
books;
appliances as
as now
now defined
by the
Navy Classification
Classification
the ""Navy
of
machinery and
tools; for
for maintenance
of Accounts";
Accounts"; for machinery
and machine
machine tools;
maintenance
of proving grounds, powder
powder factory,
torpedo stations,
stations, gun
factory,
factory, torpedo
gun factory,
ammunition
and naval
target pracammunition depots,
depots, and
naval ordnance
ordnance plants,
plants, and
and for
for target
practice; not
not to
minor improvements
improvements to
buildings,
tice;
to exceed
exceed $10,000
$10,000 for
for. minor
to buildings,
grounds, and appurtenances,
appurtenances, and at
not to
to exceed
exceed $750
$750 for
at aa cost
cost not
for
any single project;
project; for the maintenance,
maintenance, repair, and
and operation
operation of
of
horse-drawn
horse-drawn and motor-propelled
motor-propelled freight
freight and
and passenger
carrying
passenger carrying
vehicles,
vehicles, to
only for
at naval
ammunition
to be used
used only
for official
official purposes
purposes at
naval ammunition
depots, naval
grounds, naval
plants, and
and naval
naval
depots,
naval proving
proving grounds,
naval ordnance
ordnance plants,
torpedo
stations; for
for the
the pay
of chemists,
drafting, inspectorpedo stations;
pay of
chemists, clerical,
clerical, drafting,
inspection, and messenger
messenger service in
navy yards,
naval stations,
stations, naval
ordin navy
yards, naval
naval ordnance plants,
nance
plants, and
and naval
for care
care and
and operaoperanaval ammunition
ammunition depots,
depots, and
and for
tion
during the
the fiscal
ordnance stations
at
tion of schools
schools during
fiscal year
year 1926
1926 at
at ordnance
stations at
Indianhead,
Dahlgren, Virginia,
Charleston,
Indianhead, Maryland,
Maryland, Dahlgren,
Virginia, and
and South
South Charleston,
West Virginia,
Virginia, $10,375,250:
$10,375.250: Provided,
Provided, That
sum to
to be
West
That the
the sum
be paid
paid out
out
of this appropriation
appropriation under the direction
the Secretary
direction of
of the
Secretary of
of the
the
Navy for chemists,
chemists, clerical, drafting, inspection,
and
inspection, watchmen,
watchmen, and
messenger
service in
messenger service
in navy
navy yards,
yards, naval
naval stations,
stations, naval
naval ordnance
ordnance
plants, and naval
for the
year ending
naval ammunition
ammunition depots
depots for
the fiscal
fiscal year
ending June
June
30,
1926, shall
30, 1926,
shall not
not exceed
exceed $900,000.
$900,000.
For purchase
purchase and
manufacture of
of smokeless
powder, $772,000.
and manufacture
smokeless powder,
$772,000.
For the
the purchase and manufacture
manufacture of
of torpedoes
and appliances,
appliances, to
to
torpedoes and
be available
available until
until expended,
expended, $500,000.
$500,000.

Procuring, etc., ordnance and
ordnance
and ordnance

nProing, etc.,ordnance

stores.
stores.

Plant
appliances, etc.
Plant appliances,

etc.

Schools at designated
stahooatdesignated
stations.

Pvi

Proviso.
Chemical, etc.,
Chemical,
etc., services.

ices.

Smokeless powder.

Sokeless powder.

Torpedoes, etc.

To'pedoes.etc

EXPERIMENTS, BUREAU
EXPERIMENTS,
BUREAU OF
OF ORDNANCE
ORDNANCE

For experimental
work in
development of
and
For
experimental work
in the
the development
of armor-piercing
armor-piercing and
other projectiles,
projectiles, fuses,
powders, and
high explosives,
explosives, in
in connection
fuses, powders,
and high
connection
with problems of the attack
attack of armor
and inclined
inclined fire
armor with direct
direct and
fire
powder, projecat various ranges,
ranges, including
including the
the purchase
purchase of
of armor,
armor, powder,
projectiles, and fuses for
for the above purposes
all necessary
material
purposes and
and of
of all
necessary material
and labor
therewith; and
and for
for other
other experimental
labor in
in connection
connection therewith:
experimental work
work
under the cognizance
cognizance of
of Ordnance,
in connection
of the
the Bureau
Bureau of
Ordnance, in
connection with
with
the development
development of ordnance
ordnance material
the Navy,
Navy, $190,000.
material for
for the
$190,000.

Experimental work.

xrental

work.

SALARIES,
NAVY DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
SALARIES, NAVY
Civilian personnel
personnel in
in

For personal
personal services
services in
For
the District
Columbia in
in accordance
partment '
in the
District of
of Columbia
accordance De
Department.
Classification Act of 1923, $145,000.
with the Classification
$145,000.
BUREAU
OF SUPPLIES
BUREAU OF
SUPPLIES AND
AND ACCOUNTS
ACCOUNTS
PAY OF
THE NAVY
PAY
OF THE
NAVY

Bureau of Supplies
Bureau

andsAocounots.p
and Accounts.

Pay of the Navy.

Pay of the Navy.

For pay and allowances
prescribed by law
allowances prescribed
officers on sea
Clficers '
law of officers
sea duty
duty Offcers
Pay, rental,
Pay,
rental, and sub,96,00
and other duty, and ofiers on waiting orders-pay
$25,796,006, Ssaistence
and other duty, and officers on waiting
orders—pay $25,796,006,
itt eXICe alowances.
—
allowances.
itenealoacs
ex, orders-pay

872

SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH
CONGRESS.

S
ESS. II.
II. CH.
CH. 209.
209.
SESS.

1925.
1925.

rental allowance
$5,339,920, subsistence
allowance $3,316,720,
allowance $5,339,920,
subsistence allowance
$3,316,720, in
in all
all
$34,452,646; officers
$4,145,766; for
$34,452,646;
officers on the retired list, $4,145,766;
for hire
of
hire of
quarters
quarters for officers serving
serving with troops where
where there
there are
are no
no public
public
quarters
Government, and
quarters belonging to the Government,
and where
where there
there are
are not
not
sufficient quarters possessed by the United
United States
to accommodate
accommodate
States to
them, and hire of quarters for
officers and
and enlisted
for officers
enlisted men
men on
on sea
sea duty
duty
at such times as they may be deprived
deprived of
of their
on board
their quarters
quarters on
board ship
ship
due
repairs or
or other
conditions which
may render
Enlsted
men
due to
to repairs
other conditions
which may
render them
them uninuninEnlisted men.
nstedmen
habitable, $1,000;
habitable,
$1,000; pay of enlisted
enlisted men on the retired list, $1,433,012;
$1,433,012;
extra pay to men reenlisting after
after being
honorably discharged,
discharged,
being honorably
$1,459,775;
$1,459,775; interest
interest on deposits by men,
men, $7,500;
petty officers,
$7,500; pay
pay of
of petty
officers,
seamen,
apprentice seamen,
seamen, landsmen, and apprentice
seamen, including
including men
in the
the
men in
engineer's
engineer's force
force and men
with the
the Fish
Fish Commismen detailed
detailed for
for duty
duty with
Commission, enlisted men
men, men in
pay of
li st
ed men
men o
the
in trade
trade schools,
schools, pay
of en
enlisted
offthe
Hospital Corps, extra pay to
to men
men for
for diving
and cash
cash prizes
prizes for
diving and
for
men for excellence
excellence in gunnery, target
practice, and
engineering comtarget practice,
and engineering
competitions,
pay of
men undergoing
undergoing sentence
sentence of
petitions, $66,588,000;
$66,588,000; pay
of enlisted
enlisted men
of
Machinists, apprenppr
tiMesea
court-martial, $198,000;
as many
machinists as
as the
President
en- court-martial,
tice seamen.
$198,000; and
and as
many machinists
the President
may from time to time deem
to appoint;
appoint; and
apprentice
deem necessary
necessary to
and apprentice
seamen under
at training
training stations
board training
training
seamen
under training
training at
stations and
and on
on
board
Nurse Corps.
rse
Corps.
ships,
law,, $1,512,000; pay and allowances
ships at the pay prescribed by law
all owances
of the Nurse Corps, including assistant
superintendents directors,
directors,
assistant superintendents,
and assistant directors-pay
directors—pay $718,000,
$718,000, rental
rent
alallowance
allowance $2,4,000,
$24,000, subsubsistence allowance $20,805,
$20,805 in
$762,805; rent
rent of
of quarters
quarters for
for
in all $762,805;
Fleet
Naval
Reserve.
Fleet Naval eserve. members
members of
of the
the Nurse
Corps, $2,000; retainer
active-service
Nurse Corps
retainer pay
pay and
and acti
ve serv i
ce
pay
and
allowances
of
members
of
the
Naval
Reserve
Force
class
pro
pert
.
pay
and
allowances
of
members
Property losses.
of the Naval Reserve Force class 1
1
Vol. 40, p.
389.
Vol.40,
p.389.
(Fleet Naval Reserve),
Reserve), $6277,496;
$6,277,496; reimbursement
reimbursement for
for losses
losses of
of
ratuity
property
Act of
October 6,
payment of
six
property under
Death gratuity.
under Act
of October
6, 1917,
1917, $10,000;
$10,000; payment
of six
Accounting, etc.
months' death
months'
death gratuity,
$117,000,000; and
and the
the money
gratuity, $150,000;
$150,000; in
in all,
all, $117,000,000;
money
herein specifically
specifically appropriated
appropriated for
for "Pay
"Pay of
of the
the Navy,"
Navy," shall
shall be
be
disbursed
accounted for in
disbursed and accounted
accordance with
with existing
law as
in accordance
existing
law
as
Provisos.
Proio
me.ical
the Navy,"
and for
purpose shall
one fund:
Pay of
of the
Navy," and
for that
that purpose
shall constitute
constitute one
Additional
Additional medical
fund:
medical "Pay
personnel
Veterans' Provided,
ersonnel for Veterans'
Provided, That additional
additional commissioned,
commissioned, warranted,
warranted, appointed,
appointed enenBureau
patients
at
navalhospi
listed, and
and civilian
civilian personnel
personnel of
of the
medical department
department of
naval hospitals. s at listed,
the medical
of the
the Navy,
Navy,
required
for the
care of patients of the United
required for
the care
United States Veterans'
Veterans'
Bureau
in
naval
hospitals,
may be
be employed
employed in
in addition
addition to
the numRestriction
on
adBureau
in
naval
hospitals,
may
Restriction on adto the
nummissions
to Naval Aca- bers appropriated
missionstoNavalAcafor
in
appropriated
for
in
this
Act:
Provided
further,
That
no part
part
this
Act:
Provided
further,
That
no
demy
demy hereafter.
hereafter.
of this appropriation shall be available for the pay of any midshipof this appropriation shall be available for the pay of any midshipmen whose admission subsequent to
December 13,
13, 1924,
1924, would
to December
would reresult
in exceeding at any time an allowance
allowance of
sult in
of three
three midshipmen
midshipmen
Representative, and
for each Senator, Representative,
Congress; of
and Delegate
Delegate in
in Congress;
of one
one
midshipman for Porto Rico, a
native of
the island,
on
a native
of the
island, appointed
appointed on
nomination
nomination of the governor, and
and of
of two
Porto
two midshipmen
midshipmen from
from Porto
Rico, appointed
appointed on
of the
and
Appointments
at Rico,
Appointments
on nomination
nomination of
the Resident
Resident Commissioner;
Commissioner; and
large or from enlisted of
midshipmen for
for the District of Columbia: Provided
Provided further,
further,
of two
two midshipmen
men not affected.
men not affected.
That nothing herein
be construed
to repeal
herein shall be
construed to
repeal or
in any
any
or modify
modify in
way existing laws relative to the appointment
of midshipmen
appointment of
midshipmen at
at
Longevity not alal- large
large or from the enlisted personnel
of the
personnel of
the naval
naval service:
service: And
And proprolowed officers for time
lowed
officers for time vided further,
further, That in computing for
the length
length of
for any
any purpose
purpose the
of
at Naval or Military
Academy
March service
service of
Academy after March
of any
any officer
officer of the Navy, of the
the
Marine
Corps,
Marine
Corps,
of
the Coast
Coast
of
the
4, 1913.
4,1913.
Guard,
Geodetic Survey,
Survey, or
Guard, of the Coast and Geodetic
or of
Public Health
Health
of the
the Public
Service, who was appointed to the United
United States
States Naval
Naval Academy
Academy
or
to the
United States Military
Militarv Academy after March 4, 1913,
or to
the United
1913, the
the
time spent
not be counted.
spent at either academy
academy shall not
counted.
Hire of quarters.

ireoquarters.

Provisions.
Provisions.
Commuted
Commuted

etc.

etc.

PROVISIONS,
PROVISIONS.
rations,
rations,

NAVY
NAVY

For provisions and commuted
commuted rations
for enlisted
men of
of the
the
rations for
enlisted men
Navy,
which commuted rations may be paid to
Navy, which
of messes
in
to caterers
caterers of
messes in
case of death or desertion
of the commanding
case
desertion upon orders of
commanding officers,
officers, at
at
If

SIXTY-EIGHTH
S
IXTYEIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRE SS.

S
ESS. II.
II. CH.
SESS.
CH. 209.
209.

1925.
1925.

873
873

50 cents per diem, and midshipmen at
and comcomat 80
80 cents
cents per diem,
diem, and
muted rations stopped on account
account of
in hospital
credited at
of sick
sick in
hospital and
and credited
at
froS
m
ubs
si
!.i
s
ps.
the
of 75
75 cents
to the
the naval
os pit alf
un d; subsistence
sub
si
st
enceabsent
tence, if8 absent
the rate
rate of
cents per
per ration
ration to
naval h
hospital
fund;
froships.e'
of men unavoidably
unavoidably detained
or absent
absent from
to which
atdetained or
from vessels
vessels to
which attached under orders (during
which subsistence
subsistence rations
to be
stopped
(during which
rations to
be stopped
on board ship and no
commutation therefor
to be
be given)
no credit
credit for
for commutation
therefor to
given);;
quarters and
and subsistence
subsistence of
on detached
quarters
of men
men on
of Naval
Naval ReserveForce
Reserve Force..
detached duty;
duty; subsistence
subsistence of
members of the Naval
Force during
during period
of active
service;
Naval Reserve
Reserve Force
period of
active service;
expenses of handling
expenses
handling provisions
and for
at hospiprovisions and
for subsistence
subsistence in
in kind
kind at
hospiboard ship
tals and on board
in lieu
female
ship in
lieu of
of subsistence
subsistence allowance
allowance of
of female
nurses and Navy and
Marine Corps
general courts-martial
courts-martial prisoners
and Marine
Corps general
prisoners
undergoing imprisonment
undergoing
imprisonment with
of dishonorable
discharge
with sentences
sentences of
dishonorable discharge
service at
at the
of such
such confinement;
in all,
all,
from the
the service
the expiration
expiration of
confinement; in
$19,800,000:
Proio.
$19,800,000: Provided,
Provided, That the Secretary
Secretary of the Navy is authorized C
ommuted rations
to commute
commute rations
general courts-martial
courts-martial prisoners
i
n such
s
uc h forprisoners.
for prisoner.
to
rations for
for such
such general
prisoners in
amounts as seem to him
may vary
in accordance
him proper, which may
vary in
accordance with
with
of the
naval prison,
prison, but
in no
case exceed
the location of
the naval
but which
which shall
shall in
no case
exceed 30
30
per diem
for each
each ration
so commuted;
for the
ra=
cents per
diem for
ration so
commuted; and
and for
the purchase
purchase emergency
raSiS1
,93
.' emergencr
of United
States Army
required.
of
United States
Army emergency
emergency rations
rations as
as required.
MAINTENANCE
MAINTENANCE
Maintenance.
For fuel; the
the removal
and transportation
transportation of
ashes and
and garbage
garbageMaintenance.
removal and
of ashes

war; books,
books, blanks,
stationery, including
stationery
from ships of
of war;
blanks, and
and stationery,
including stationery
for
commanding and
and navigating
navigating officers
officers of
of ships,
chaplains on
for commanding
ships, chaplains
on shore
shore
and
of courts-martial
on board
ships; purchase,
and afloat,
afloat, and
and for
for the
the use
use of
courts-martial on
board ships;
purchase,
exchange of
repair, and exchange
typewriters for
ships; packing
packing boxes
boxes and
of typewriters
for ships;
and
materials;
for general
materials; interior
interior fittings
fittings for
pay offices,
offices and
general storehouses, pay
and
accounting
offices in
navy yards;
of disbursing
disbursing officers;
officers;
accounting offices
in navy
yards; expenses
expenses of
coffee
coffee mills and repair
repair thereto; expenses
expenses of
factory
of naval clothing
clothing factory
and machinery
and
machinery for
for the
purchase of
of Equipment
Equipment supplies.
supplies.
the same;
same; laboratory
laboratory equipment;
equipment; purchase
articles of equipage
equipage at home and abroad under
the
under the
the cognizance
cognizance of
of the
Bureau
payment of
Bureau of Supplies and Accounts,
Accounts, and for the payment
of labor
in
labor in
equipping
vessels therewith,
therewith, and
the manufacture
manufacture of
such articles
equipping vessels
and the
of such
articles in
in
the several navy yards;
yards; musical instruments and music;
outfits;
music; mess
mess outfits;
soap on board naval vessels; tolls, ferriage, yeomen's
yeomen's stores, safes, Freight,
Freight, Department
Department
bureaus.
and
expenses; all
all freight
freight and
and express
charges perand bureaus.
and other incidental
incidental expenses;
express charges
per- and
taining to
taming
Department and
its bureaus;
bureaus •labor
general
to the Navy
Navy Department
and its
labor in
in general
navy island
storehouses, paymasters'
paymasters' offices,
offices, and accounting
accounting offices
offices in navy
yards
yards
and naval stations,
including
stations maintained
possessions
station s,i
n cluding naval stations
maintained in
in island
possessions under the control of the United States, and expenses
expenses in
in
manufactured under "the
handling stores purchased
purchased and manufactured
"the naval
naval supsup- Prmeio.
Chemical, etc.,
etc., eeryChemical,
servaccount fund "; in all, $9,800,000: Provided,
Provided, That the sum to
to be
be keg
ply account
ices.
paid out of this appropriation, under
direction of
the Seoretary
under the direction
of the
Seoretary
Navy, for
for chemists
chemists and
clerical, inspection,
inspection, and
messenger
of the
the Navy,
and for
for clerical,
and messenger
service in the supply and accounting
departments of the
accounting departments
yards
the navy yards
and naval stations and
and disbursing
disbursing offices
offices for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
ending
year ending
June 30, 1926,
1926, shall not exceed
exceed $2,850,000.
Clothin
Clothingg and
and smallsmallfund.
clothing and
and small-stores
small-stores fund
shall be
be charged
charged with
with the
the value
stcas
t
k
t
70%tint enuet _
The clothing
fund shall
value stores
Outfits on first enlistmade to
enlisted men
ments, uniform
uniform grainof all issues
issues of clothing and
and small
small stores
stores made
gratuto enlisted
men and
and ments,
ities, etc.,
charged
apprentice
apprentice seamen
seamen required
required as
as outfits
first enlistment,
not to
to exex- itrreto.
outfits on
on first
enlistment, not
thereto. etc., charged
for uniform
ceed $100 each, and for
uniform gratuity
men of
gratuity to enrolled
enrolled men
of the
the
Naval Reserve Force and
and for civilian
civilian clothing
clothing not
exceed $15
not to
to exceed
$15 per
per
discharge for bad conduct, for
man to men given discharge
or
for undesirability, or
inaptitude,
paid to
of the
inaptitude, the uniform
uniform gratuity
gratuity paid
to officers
officers of
the Naval
Naval Reserve
Reserve
Nurse Corps.
Corps.
Force, and the
Force,
clothing and
and equipment
the Nurse
the authorized
authorized issues of clothing
equipment to
to the
Corps.
members of the Naval Nurse
Nurse Corps.
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FUEL
AND TRANSPORTATION
TRANSPORTATION
tiEL AND
Fuel, transportation,
etc.

For
For coal
coal and
and other
fuel for
for steamers'
steamers' and
and ships'
including exexother fuel
ships' use,
use, including
penses of transportation, storage, and handling
the same;
handling the
same; mainmaintenance and general
tenance
general operation
operation of
of machinery
fuel depots
and
machinery of
of naval
naval fuel
depots and
fuel plants; water for all purposes
purposes on
on board
and ice
board naval
naval vessels,
vessels, and
ice
for the
the cooling
of water,
water, including
including the
the expense
of transportation
transportation and
and
provisos.
for
cooling of
expense of
Provisos.
Issues charged to apap- storage of both, $15,460,000:
Provided, That fuel acquired other
$15,460,000: Provided,
other than
than
propriations
applicablrepat.ons
appbcaby purchase shall not be issued without
charging the
the applicable
apwithout charging
ble.
applicable appropriation with
with the
cost of
such fuel
fuel at
at the
the rate
current at
at the
time
Prices for fuel on
on propriation
the cost
of such
rate current
the time
hand.
hand.
Provided further,
of issue for fuel purchased:
purchased: Provided
That the
President
further, That
the President
may direct the use, wholly or in part, of fuel on
hand, however
on hand,
however
charged at
acquired, to be charged
the last
fuel acquired
acquired by
at the
last issue
issue rate
rate for
for fuel
by
purchese, when,
when, in
in his
his judgment,
quoted for
supplying fuel
purchase,
judgment, prices
prices quoted
for supplying
fuel
are
excessive.
are excessive.
SALARIES,
SALARIES, NAVY
NAVY DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
etcne

transportation,

Civilian personnel in
Departm"ent.'in
Department.

Bureau
Medicine
Bureau of Medicine
and Surgery.

in the
accordance
For personal
personal services
services in
the District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, in
in accordance
with the
the Classification
Classification Act
Act of
of 1923,
$830,000.
with
1923, $830,000.
BUREAU OF MEDICINE
MEDICINE AND
AND SURGERY
SURGERY
MEDICAL DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
MEDICAL

Surgeon'snecessaries*
Surgeon's necessaries.

Sucov

For surgeon's necessaries
necessaries for
in commission,
yards,
for vessels
vessels in
commission, navy
navy yards,
naval stations, and Marine
Marine Corps;
Corps; and
for the
the civil
establishment at
at
and for
civil establishment
the several
several naval
hospitals, navy
yards, naval
naval medical
denaval hospitals,
navy yards,
medical supply
supply depots,
Medical School
and Dispensary,
Dispensary, Washington,
pots, Naval
Naval Medical
School and
Washington, and
and Naval
Naval
serv- Academy, $1,730,000:
serbe paid
out of
of this
$1,730,000: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
the sum
sum to
to be
paid out
this
appropriation,
appropriation, under the direction
direction of the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Navy,
Navy,
for clerical
clerical service
service in
naval hospitals,
hospitals, dispensaries,
dispensaries, medical
medical supply
supply
in naval
depots, and Naval Medical School, for
the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
for the
ending June
June
30,
shall not
exceed $150,000.
$150,000.
30, 1926, shall
not exceed

ecessariesh.

Civil establishment.

Prtiso.

Proviso.
Clerical, etc.,
etc.,
ices. c e s

CONTINGENT, BUREAU
BUREAU OF
CONTINGENT,
MEDICINE AND
AND SURGERY
SURGERY
OF MEDICINE
Contingent.

Care of
of insane
Care
insane on

Pacific coast.
coast.
Pacific

For tolls and
For
ferriages; purchase
books and
t
ati onery; hyhy and ferriages;
purchase of
of books
and s
stationery;
gienic
gienic and sanitary investigation and
and illustration;
illustration; sanitary,
sanitary, hyhygienic, and special instruction,
instruction, including
the issuing
issuing of
of naval
naval medical
including the
medical
bulletins and supplements; purchase
purchase and repairs
repairs of
nonpassengerof nonpassengercarrying wagons, automobile
automobile ambulances,
ambulances, and
harness; purchase
and harness;
purchase
of and feed for horses and cows; maintenance,
operation
maintenance, repair,
repair, and
and operation
of three passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying motor vehicles
vehicles for naval
dispensary,
naval dispensary,
Washington,
Washington, District
District of
Columbia, and
of one
motor-propelled veveof Columbia,
and of
one motor-propelled
hicle for official use only for the medical
medical officer
on out-patient
medical
officer on
out-patient medical
service at the Naval Academy;
Academy; trees,
trees, plants,
plants, care
care of
of grounds,
grounds, garden
garden
tools, and seeds; incidental articles for
Medical School
School
for the Naval
Naval Medical
and naval dispensary.
dispensary, Washington,
Washington, naval
medical supply
supply depots,
naval medical
depots,
sick quarters
quarters at Naval Academv
Academy and marine
washing for
marine barracks;
barracks; washing
for
medical department
department and Naval Medical
Medical School
and naval
School and
naval dispensary,
dispensary,
Washington, naval medical
Washington,
depots, sick
sick quarters
quarters at
Naval
medical supply
supply depots,
at Naval
Academy
barracks, dispensaries
dispensaries at
Academy and marine
marine barracks,
naval
at navy
navy yards
yards and
and naval
stations, and ships; and for minor repairs on
buildings and
grounds
on buildings
and grounds
of the United States Naval Medical School
and naval
naval medical
medical supsupSchool and
depots; rent
rent of
of rooms
for naval
naval dispensary,
dispensary, Washington,
Washington, District
ply depots;
rooms for
District
of Columbia, not to exceed
$1,200; for
exceed $1.200;
for the
the care,
care, maintenance,
maintenance, and
and
treatment of the insane of the Navy and
and Marine
Marine Corps
Corps on
on the
the Pacific
Pacific
coast, including supernumeraries
supernumeraries held
held for transfer
transfer to
to the
Governthe Government Hospital
Insane: for
Hospital for the Insane;
and dental
for dental
dental outfits
outfits and
dental mamaterial:
terial: and all other necessary contingent expenses;
expenses; in
$375,000:
in all,
all, $375,000:
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Provided, That the Secretary
Provided,
Secretary of the Navy is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
to fr..°E;r:
to desigdePoig
nuunbiuns to
construct necessary additional buildings at the
naval hospitals
hospitals at
hospitals.
the naval
at nated
natedhiospitals.
Pearl Harbor, Hawaii;
Hawaii; Chelsea,
Chelsea, Massachusetts;
Massachusetts; Newport,
Newport, Rhode
Rhode
Island; New York, New
New York; League Island,
Pennsylvania; NorIsland, Pennsylvania;
Norfolk, Virginia; Great
Lakes, Illinois;
Sound, Washington;
Washington;
Great Lakes,
Illinois; Puget
Puget Sound,
Guam;
Canacao, Philippine
Philippine Islands,
at a
total cost
exceed
Guam; and
and Canacao,
Islands, at
a total
cost not
not to
to exceed
$715,500,
$715,500, which total expenditure
expenditure for
for the
the purposes
purposes aforesaid
aforesaid shall
shall
be made
made from
from the
hospital fund.
fund.
be
the naval
naval hospital
CARE
DEAD
CARE OF
OF THE
THE DEAD

Care of the dead.

Expenses
interring
Expenses
interring
purchase of cemetery
For care of the dead; for purchase
cemetery lots;
lots; for
for funeral
funeral remains
of
officers, etc.,
etc.,
of officers,
in the
the service.
service.
expenses and
interment or
or transporation
homes or
or to
desig- dying in
and interment
transporation to
to their
their homes
to designated
cemeteries of
of the
the remains
remains of
of officers
officers who
die
nated cemeteries
officers (including
(including officers
who die
within
States and
and supernumerary
who die
within the
the United
United States
supernumerary patients
patients who
die in
in
naval hospitals)
hospitals) and
Navy and
and Marine
Marine Corps,
and enlisted
enlisted men
men of
of the
the Navy
Corps,
of members
members of the Nurse
Nurse Corps,
Corps, and
and of
of officers
officers and
and enlisted
enlisted men
men of
of
the Naval Reserve
Reserve Force, when on active service with
with the Navy, who
who Civilian
Civilian employees
employees
die or are killed in action
action ashore
or afloat,
afloat, and
enable the
the dying abroad.
ashore or
and also
also to
to enable
abroad.
Secretary of the Navy, in
Secretary
to cause
to be
in his discretion,
discretion, to
cause to
be transported
transported
to their homes the remains
remains of civilian employees
employees of
the Navy
of the
Navy DeDepartment
partment and Naval
die while
outNaval Establishment
Establishment who
who die
while employed
employed outProviso.
Proviso.
side of the continental
continental limits of
States, $90,000:
Provided, Application of fund.
of the
the United
United States,
$90,000: Provided,
fund.
That the sum herein
available for payment
herein appropriated
appropriated shall be available
payment
for transportation
transportation of the remains of officers and men who
who have
died while on duty at any time since April 21,
21, 1898.

SALARIES,
NAVY DEPARTMENT
SALARIES, NAVY
DEPARTMENT
Civilian personnel is
For personal services in the District of
Columbia in
accordance DCiiarersone
of Columbia
in accordance
Department.
Classification Act of
with the Classification
1923, $73,400.
of 1923,
$73,400.

BUREAU OF
BUREAU
AND DOCKS
DOCKS
OF YARDS
YARDS AND

Bureau of Yards
Yards and
Docks.
Docks.

MAINTENANCE
MAINTENANCE
General mainteGeneral
mainte.
main te
For the labor, materials,
materials, and supplies necessary,
necessary, as determined
determined by
by nane'
nance.
the.Secretary
of
the
Navy,
for
the
general
maintenance
Secretary
Navy,
general maintenance of
acof the
the activities
under the cognizance
tivities and properties
properties now,
now, or hereafter, under
cognizance of
of the
the
Vehicles, etc.
Bureau
Bureau of Yards and Docks, including
including the purchase,
purchase, maintenance,
maintenance, Vehicles,
etc.
repair, and operation of passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles
vehicles for the
the Naval
Naval
Establishment not
otherwise provided
provided for,
for, and
Establishment
not otherwise
and including
including not
not to
Clricatcseetc., servto Clerical,
exceed
drafting, messenger, and ices.rics. '
exceed $950,000 for clerical, inspection, drafting,
se
Provisos.
other classified work in the field, $6,750,000:
Provded, That during PR,%e
of passenas
$6,750,000: Provided,
Purchase of
vehicles limited.
Secretary of the Navy is authorized
authorized to pur- ger
ger vehicles
limited.
the fiscal year 1926 the Secretary
chase not more than two passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying motor-propelled
motor-propelled vehivehicles, to cost not to exceed $2,500 each, fifteen passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying
motor-propelled
motor-propelled vehicles, to cost not
not to
to exceed
exceed $1,500
$1,500 each,
each, and
and thirty
thirty
passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying motor-propelled
motor-propelled vehicles,
cost not
to exceed
exceed
vehicles, to
to cost
not to
Secretary of
$500 each, and the Secretary
shall sell,
sell, or
or exchange
in
of the
the Navy shall
exchange in
part payment for such new vehicles, not less than a
a corresponding
corresponding
number of motor-propelled
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
vehicles in
use and
passenger-carrying vehicles
in use
and
of makes which now cost in excess
per vehicle
excess of
of $2,000
$2,000 per
vehicle to
to replace
replace
for each new car purchased
purchased costing
$1,500 or
or more:
costing $1,500
more: Provided
Provided furfur- Limit
Limit for
for operaton
operation,
ther. That
from appropriations
appropriations contained
contained in
in this
this Act
Act etc.
ther.
That expenditures
expenditures from
etc.
for the maintenance,
maintenance, operation, and repair of motor-propelled
motor-propelled paspassenger-carrying vehicles, including
senger-carrying
including the
compensation of
the compensation
of operators,
operators, Marine Corps outshall not exceed in the
the aggre
g ate $100,000,
$100,000, exclusive
exclusive of
of such
aggregate
such vehicles
vehicles side
sidecontinen
continentalrlints
limits.
owned and operated
operated by
in connection
with expediexpediby the Marine
Marine Corps
Corps in
connection with
continental limits of the
tionary duty without the continental
United States,
States, and
and
the United
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on any one vehicle
vehicle shall not exceed
upkeep, and
exceed for
for maintenance,
maintenance, upkeep,
and
repair, exclusive of garage
garage rent, pay of operator, fuel,
lubricants,
fuel, and lubricants,
one-third of the market price of a
of the
same make
make or
a new vehicle
vehicle of
the same
or
class, and in any case
$500.
case more
more than
than $500.
CONTINGENT
CONTINGENT
Contingent.
contingent.

For contingent
contingent expenses
expenses and
and minor
minor extensions and improvements
improvements
For
of public works at navy yards and stations, $125,000.
$125,000.
SALARIES,
NAVY DEPARTMENT
SALARIES, NAVY
DEPARTMENT

Civilian personnel in
Department.

DeCitmentU
peoelin
Public works.
works.
Portsmouth, N.
N. H.
H.
Portsmouth,

For personal services in
in the
the District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia in
in accordance
accordance
with the Classification
Classification Act
Act of
of 1923,
1923, $238,000.
$238,000.
PUBLIC
PUBLIC WORKS, BUREAU OF
OF YARDS
YARDS AND
AND DOCKS
DOCKS

Navy yard,
yard, Portsmouth,
Portsmouth, New Hampshire:
Navy
Hampshire: Repairs
Repairs to coaling
plant, $25,000; for improvements
to building
building numbered
numbered 138,
improvements to
138, $20,000;
$20,000;
in all, $45,000.
$45,000.
Mass.
Boston, Mass.
Navy yard, Boston, Massachusetts:
Navy
Massachusetts: For improvements
improvements to
to water
water
replacement of circulating
front, $150,000; replacement
$125,000; in
in all,
circulating loop,
loop, $125,000;
all,
$275,000.
$275,000.
New
New York,
York, N.
N. Y.
Y.
Navy yard, New York, New York: For ga
an timprovements,
i
m provement
s,
gass pl
plant
$25,000;
$25,000; improvements to distributing
distributing system,
$15,000; replacement
system, $15,000;
replacement
of high tension electric cable,
cable, $25,000; improvements
to sanitary
improvements to
sanitary
facilities, Dry Dock
4, $20,000
; in
n all,
all, $85,000.
Dock Numbered
Numbered 4,
$20,000;
i
$85,000.
Philadelphia,
Pa.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Navy
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania:
Navy yard,
yard, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania: For
For paving,
pavi
ng ,to
t
o continue,
conti nue ,
$30,000; improvements to
to Pier
3, $70,000;
$70,000; dredging,
dredging, to
to
Pier Numbered
Numbered 3,
continue, $150,000;
$150,000; in
all, $250,000.
$250,000.
in
all,
Norfolk,
Norfolk, Va.
Va.
Navy
yard, Norfolk,
Virginia: For improvements
Navy yard,
Norfolk, Virginia:
improvements to fire protection, $21,000;
replacement
$21,000; replacement
of one
one hundred
and twenty
twenty ton
t
on
of hull
hull of
hundred and
tion,
i
derrick,
$90,000; inn all,
derrick, $90,000;
all, $111,000.
$111,000.
Charleston, S. C.
Charleston,S.C.
Navy
Charleston, South
South Carolina:
Navy yard,
yard, Charleston,
Carolina: Dredging,
Dredging, to continue,
continue,
$36,000.
Mare Island, Calif.
Navy
continue,
Navy yard,
yard, Mare
Mare Island,
Island, California:
California: For dredging, to continue,
$70,000.
$70,000.
Puget Sound,
Sound, Wash.
Wash.
Navy yard,
Puget Sound, Washington:
Washington: Repair
Navy
yard, Puget
Repair and fitting out
pier (limit of cost, $1,190,000),
$1,190,000), to continue,
$400,000.
continue, $400,000.
Guantanamo, Cuba.
Guantanamo,
Naval
Guantanamo, Cuba: For replacement
of magazine
magazine
Naval station,
station, Guantanamo,
replacement of
wharf, $50,000; improvements
improvements to fuel-oil plant,
$28,000; in
in all,
all,
plant, $28,000;
I a $78,000.
Pearl Harbor,
Harbor HaI Naval station, Pearl
Hawaii: For
Naval station,
Pearl Harbor,
Harbor, Hawaii:
For additional
additional moorings,
moorings,
waii.
$45,000; improvement
improvement to waterfront, industrial section,
section, $20000;
$200,000;
extension of administration
extension
administration building,
building, $100
1
000; in
in all,
all, $345,000.
$100,000;
$345,000.
Tutuila, Samoa.
Samoa.
Naval
Naval station,
station, Tutuila,
Tutuila, Samoa: For improvements
improvements to wharf,
$28,000.
$28,000.
Cavite, Cai,.
P. I..
Naval
station, Cavite,
Cavite, Philippine Islands: For moving officers'
Naval station,
officers'
quarters from Olongapo,
quarters
Olongapo, $30,000;
$30,000; moving
moving power
power plant
plant equipment
equipment
from Olongapo
Olongapo and replacing
replacing worn
worn out
outequipment
to comcomequipment at
at Cavite,
Cavite, to
plete, $54,000;
$54,000; moving dry dock Dewey from
from Olongapo,
Olongapo, $400,000;
$400,000;
Fort Lafayette, N. moving
moving water
tank from
Olongapo, $7,500;
$7,500; in
all, $491,500.
water tank
from Olongapo,
in all,
$491,500.
Y., ammunition
ammunition depot.
depot.
Y.,
Naval Ammunition
Fort Lafayette,
Lafayette, New York:
Naval
Ammunition Depot, Art
For dredgdredgYork: For
Puget Sound, Wash.,
Wash., ing,
ing, to
to continue.
continue, $20.000.
$20.000.
ammunition depot.
depot.
ammunition
Naval
Naval Ammunition
Ammunition Depot. Puget Sound, Washington:
For addiaddiWashington: For
tional storage,
storage, $35,000.
C., tional
Washington, D. C.,
$35,000.
hospital.
hospital.
Naval Hospital,
Hospital, Washington,
Washington, District of Columbia:
Naval
Extension of
of
Columbia: Extension
nurses' quarters, $75,000, which sum shall be paid
out of
the Naval
paid out
of the
Naval
Fund.
Hospital Fund.
Great
Great Lakes training Hospital
station.
station.
Naval training station, Great Lakes, Illinois,
For imimIllinois, buildings:
buildings: For
provements to
$30,000.
provements
to power
power plant,
plant, $30,000.
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Submarine base,
Hawaii: For
extension of
Submarine
base, Pearl
Pearl Harbor,
Harbor, Hawaii:
For extension
of motor
motor
generator building
building and
and equipment,
equipment, $55,000.
generator
$55,000.
Submarine base,
Coco Solo,
Solo, Canal
Canal Zone:
Zone: For
improvements to
Submarine
base, Coco
For improvements
to
refrigeration
refrigeration plant, $36,000; dredging,
dredging, to continue, $90,000; in all,
$126,000.
$126,000.
Submarine
base, Key
Key West,
Florida: Toward
Toward completion
completion of
piers,
Submarine base,
West, Florida:
of piers,
$100,000.
$100,000.
$100,000.
extension of
Naval station,
station, San
Diego, California:
Naval
San Diego,
California: For
For extension
of shop
shop and
and
storage facilities,
facilities, $70,000.
storage
$70,000.
Naval Aeronautic
Pensacola, Florida: For fuel-oil storAeronautic station, Pensacola,
age, $35,000.
$35,000.
age,
Naval
For foam
fire-protection
Naval Fuel
Fuel Depot,
Depot, Yorktown,
Yorktown, Virginia:
Virginia: For
foam fire-protection
system, $60,000.
system,
$60,000.
The
of $500,000
The unobligated
unobligated balance
balance of
of the
the appropriation
appropriation of
$500,000 concontained
in the
fiscal year
year 1925
1925 on
tained in
the Naval
Naval Appropriation
Appropriation Act
Act for
for the
the fiscal
on
the Supply
account of
an extensible
building for
for the
Supply
account
of the
the construction
construction of
of an
extensible building
Depot, Marine
Marine Corps,
Corps, San
Depot,
San Francisco,
Francisco, California,
California, is
is made
made available
available
for adding two additional
additional floors
floors to said building, such
such addition
addition to
to
be
permanent construction
construction and
and made
for occupancy
in all
be of permanent
made ready
ready for
occupancy in
all
available.
respects within
amount hereby
respects
within the amount
hereby made
made available.

BUREAU
BUREAU OF
AERONAUTICS
OF AERONAUTICS

Harbor
Pearl Harbor
marine base.

sub-

marine base.

Coco8 Solo,
Solo, Canal
Canal
Coo
Zone, submarine base.

submare b

Key West,
West, Fla., submarine base.

m,

Fla., sub-

marine base.

San
an Diego, Calif.

Diego Calif.

Pensacola, Fla. aeronautic station.

nautSicSstaoflla

eron

Yorktown, Va., fuel
depot.

Yrktown, Va., fuel

an Francisco, Calif.,
Sap
Marine Corps Supply
Supply
Depot.

S Franisco,Calif.,
Depot.
n
adtdjr:iog'.
balances
addio. bala
ces for
for
Ante, p.198.
p. 198.
ACe,

Bureau
tisureau
tics.

of Aeronau-

f Aeronau-

AVIATION, NAVY
AVIATION,
NAVY

For
as follows:
follows: For
For aviation,
aviation, as
For navigational,
navigational, photographic,
photographic, aeroaerological, radio, and
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous equipment,
equipment, including
includingrepairs
repairs thereto,
for use
use with
with aircraft
on June
30, 1925,
1925, $375,000;
$375,000;
for
aircraft built
built or
or building
building on
June 30,
of aircraft
aircraft factory,
factory, helium
operation of
for
for maintenance,
maintenance, repair,
repair, and
and operation
helium
plant,
activities, testing
laboratories, and
and for
for overoverplant, air
air stations,
stations, fleet
fleet activities,
testing laboratories,
hauling
of planes,
planes, $6,921,625,
$6,921,625, including
the equipment
hauling of
including $300,000
$300,000 for
for the
equipment
of vessels
catapults; for
continuing experiments
experiments and
developof
vessels with
with catapults;
for continuing
and development work on
on all
all types of
ment
of aircraft,
aircraft, $1,550,000;
$1,550,000; for
for drafting,
drafting, clerical,
clerical,
$700,000; for
construction
inspection,
inspection, and
and messenger
messenger service,
service, $700,000;
for new
new construction
and
procurement of
aircraft and
and equipment,
all,
in all,
equipment, $5,243,375;
$5,243,375; in
of aircraft
and procurement
$14,790,000;
and the
the money
specifically appropriated
appropriated for
for
$14,790,000; and
money herein
herein specifically
"Aviation" shall
shall be
be disbursed
disbursed and
accounted for
for in
"Aviation"
and accounted
in accordance
accordance with
with
existing
and for
that purpose
shall constitute
constitute
existing laws as "Aviation"
"Aviation" and
for that
purpose shall
one fund: Provided,
Provided, That in addition to the amount
amount herein appropriated
and specified
specified for
for expenditure
expenditure for
for new
construction and
propriated and
new construction
and procurement
aircraft and
equipment, the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Navy
Navy may
curement of
of aircraft
and equipment,
enter
into contracts
contracts for
the production
production and
purchase of
for the
and purchase
of new airenter into
planes
and their
spare parts
an
and accessories,
accessories, to an
parts and
planes and
their equipment,
equipment, spare
amount not
not in
in excess
excess of
of $4,100,000:
further, That
That no
no part
part
$4,100,000: Provided
Provided further,
amount
shall be
be expended
expended for maintenance
maintenance of more
of this appropriation
appropriation shall
than six
heavier-than-air stations
coasts of
the continental
than
six heavier-than-air
stations on
on the
the coasts
of the
continental
United States:
That no
no part
this appropriaappropriapart of
of this
Provided further,
further, That
United
States: Provided
tion
shall be
be used
construction of
for the
tion shall
used for
for the
the construction
of a
a factory
factory for
the manufacmanufacfurther, That
the Secretary
Secretary of
ture
of airplanes:
airplanes: Provided
Provided further,
That the
of the
the Navy
Navy
ture of
is hereby
hereby authorized
consider, ascertain,
ascertain, adjust,
adjust, determine,
determine, and
and
to consider,
is
authorized to
pay out
out of
this appropriation
amounts due
on claims
claims for
damages
for damages
due on
the amounts
appropriation the
pay
of this
which have
occurred or
or may
occur to
growing out
to private
private property
property growing
may occur
which
have occurred
of the
of naval
where such
claim does
does not
exceed
such claim
not exceed
of
the operations
operations of
naval aircraft,
aircraft, where
the
sum of
of $250:
further, That
That all
all claims
under
claims adjusted
adjusted under
$250: Provided
Provided further,
the sum
this
authority during
during the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year shall
shall be
be reported
reported in
in detail
detail to
to
this authority
the Congress
the Navy.
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of the
the
Congress by

aviation
ted aviation

exp
d
expeesign.ate

Aircraft factory, he-

liuorprlatt,tetc
lium plant, etc.

he-

Catapults, etc.

Catapults, etc.

Aircraft,
Aircraft, new construction, etc.
struction etc.
Accounting.

pr*o,
Addiionl contracts

Provisos.
Additional contracts
for production.
production, etc.,
authorized.

authoriled.

Shore
ited.

thoe

stations

Urnn

stations li -

fator for-

Airplane factory forAirplane
bidden.

bidden.

Determnation
Determination
damagesclaims.
damages claims.

of
of

Report
epor t to Congress.

to Congrs.

SALARIES,
DEPARTMENT
SALARIES, NAVY
NAVY DEPARTMENT

accordance
For personal services
services in the District of Columbia
Columbia in accordance
Classification Act of 1923, $191,000.
with the Classification
$191,000.

Civilian personnel
s e t in
Department.

Pcpi
r

in
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NAVAL ACADEMY
ACADEMY

Naval Academy.
Naval
Academy.

Pay, Naval
Naval Academy:
Academy: Pay
of professors
and others,
Naval AcadPay,
Pay of
professors and
others, Naval
Academy:
Pay of
of professors
professors and
instructors, including
including one
as
professor as
one professor
and
instructors,
Pay
emy:
Proviso.
librarian,
Provided, That
That not
more than
than $36,500
$36,500 shall
shall be
be
not more
$236,900: Provided,
librarian, $236,900:
Pay restriction.
paid
masters and
physical
in swordmanship
swordmanship and physical
instructors in
and instructors
for masters
paid for
_training;
Pay
of
administra
training;
of
administraPay
For pay
of employees
at rates
rates to
to be
be fixed
fixed by
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the
by the
employees at
For
pay of
and departments
tion and
employees.
employees.
Navy, as
Administration, $155,020;
$155,020; department
department of
ordof ordfollows: Administration,
as follows:
by Navy,
Rates
to be fixed b
Rateto
Secretary.
Secretary.
nance
$16,952; departments
departments of
electrical engineering
engineering
nance and
and gunnery,
gunnery, $16,952;
of electrical
and physics,
of seamanship,
$8,880; department
department
seamanship, $8,880;
department of
$17,727; department
physics, $17,727;
and
of marine
and naval
construction, $47,922;
commis$47,922; commisnaval construction,
marine engineering
engineering and
of
sary
department, $188,993;
$188,993; department
of buildings
buildings and grounds,
department of
sary department,
$131,574; in
all, $567,068.
$567,068.
in all,
$131,574;
Current expenses.
Current
miscellaneous expenses,
expenses, Naval Academy:
rrentpeCues.
rrent and
and miscellaneous
Academy: For text
text
and
reference books
books for
stationery, blank books
instructors; stationery,
for use of instructors;
and reference
and
forms, models,
materials
and materials
apparatus and
periodicals; apparatus
maps, and
and periodicals;
models, maps,
and forms,
for
in physical
physical training
training and
athletics; expenses
expenses of lecand athletics;
for instruction
instruction in
including pay and
tures
entertainments, not
exceeding $1,000,
$1,000, including
not exceeding
and entertainments,
tures and
expenses of
of lecturer;
lecturer; chemicals, philosophical
philosophical apparatus
apparatus and instruexpenses
ments,. stores,
stores, machinery,
machinery, tools,
apparatus, and materials
tools, fittings,
fittings, apparatus,
ments,
for instruction
purposes,
$77,800.
$77,800.
purposes,
for
instruction
Library.
For
purchase, binding,
binding, and
for the
the library
library (to
(to be
be
books for
and repair
repair of
of books
For purchase,
Library.
purchased
the open
open market
the written
written order
order of
superinof the
the superinmarket on
on the
purchased in
in the
tendent),
$5,000.
tendent), $5,000.
Board of Visitors.
For expenses
expenses of
the Board
of Visitors
the Naval
Naval Academy,
Academy,
Board of
Visitors to
to the
For
Boardoto
of the
$3,000.
$3,000.
Superintendent.
For contingencies
contingencies for
for the superintendent
superintendent of
of the
the academy, to
to be
be
superintendent.
expended
in
his discretion,
$3,000.
$3,000.
in
his
discretion,
expended
Commandant.
Comn .
For contingencies
contingencies for the commandant
to be
be
commandant of midshipmen,
midshipmen, to
expended
in
his
discretion,
$1,200.
$1,200.
discretion,
his
in
expended
e
maint
Genera
General maintenance
Maintenance
Academy: For necessary
necessary repairs
Naval Academy:
and repairs.
and repairs,
repairs, Naval
Maintenance and
of
public buildings,
buildings, wharves,
and walls
walls inclosing
inclosing the
of
the grounds
grounds of
of public
wharves, and
the Naval
Naval Academy,
improvements, repairs,
repairs, and
fixtures; for
for books,
books,
and fixtures;
the
Academy, improvements,
periodicals, maps,
maps, models,
models, and
drawings; purchase
purchase and
and repair
repair of
periodicals,
and drawings;
of
Horse-drawn
vets
and plants,
machinery; purchase
purchase and
and
plants, machinery;
apparatus and
fire apparatus
engines; fire
fi re
re engines;
eted'
cles,
ales, etc.
maintenance
maintenance of all horses and horse-drawn
horse-drawn vehicles for use at the
academy, including
including the
the maintenance,
and repair
repair of
of three
three
operation, and
maintenance, operation,
academy,
horse-drawn
official
only for official
vehicles to
to be
be used only
horse-drawn passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles
purposes;
seeds and
and plants; tools
tools and
and repairs
repairs of the same; stationpurposes; seeds
ery;
furniture for
Government buildings
and offices
academy,
offices at the
the academy,
buildings and
for Government
ery; furniture
including
furniture for
midshipmen's rooms;
other fuels;
fuels;
rooms; coal and
and other
for midshipmen's
including furniture
light and power plants; cleanoil, and
and gets;
gas; attendance
attendance on light
candles, oil,
ing and clearing
clearing up
up station and care of buildings;
ing
buildings; attendance
attendance on
on
fires,
lights, fire
fire apparatus,
apparatus, and
and plants,
and telephone,
fires, lights,
fire engines,
engines, fire
plants, and
telephone,
telegraph,
incidental labor; advertising, water
water
and clock systems;
systems; incidental
telegraph, and
tax,
postage, telephones,
telegrams, tolls, and ferriage; flags and
and
tax, postage,
telephones, telegrams,
bandsmen's
awnings;
awnings; packing boxes, fuel for heating
heating and lighting
lighting bandsmen's
quarters;
quarters; pay of inspectors
inspectors and draftsmen;
draftsmen; music and astronomical
astronomical
instruments;
instruments; and for pay of employees
employees on leave, $1,026,500.
$1,026,500.
Rent
commutation.
$15 per month each,
Rent commutation.
For commutation of rent for bandsmen, at $15
each,
$13,500.
$13,500.
Pay
professors, etc.
Pay of
ofproessors,etc.

Marine Corps.

MARINE CORPS

MARINE CORPS

P, MARINE

et c
Pay,
Pay, etc..

CORPS

PAY, MARINE
PAY,
MARINE CORPS
CORPS

Officers, active
active and
rerve,
reserve.

and

Pay
officers, active
active and
and class
class 1,
1, Fleet
Marine Corps
Corps reserve
reserve
Fleet Marine
Pay of
of officers,
list: For pay and allowances
allowances prescribed
prescribed by law for all officers
officers on
the
list—pay and
the active
active and class 1,
1, Fleet
Fleet Marine
Marine Corps
Corps reserve
reserve list-pay
and
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allowances,
$3,453,174; subsistence
allowances, $3,453,174;
allowance, $486,399;
$486,399; rental
allowsubsistence allowance,
rental allowance, $703,506;
$703,506; in
in all,
all, $4,643,079.
$4,643,079.
ance,
Retired list.
prescribed by law
For pay of officers prescribed
law on the retired
retired list, $493,180. Retiredlist
Pay of enlisted men, active and class 1, Fleet Marine
Marine Corps Enlisted
Enl istedmen,
serv men, active
reserve
list: For
and allowances
of noncommissioned
officers, andresere.
and
reserve list:
For pay
pay and
allowances of
noncommissioned officers,
privates, as
as prescribed
by law,
law, and
for the
the expenses
expenses
musicians, and privates,
prescribed by
and for
United States
Marine Corps
orders,
of clerks
clerks of the
the United
States Marine
Corps traveling
traveling under
under orders,
and including
compensation for
for enlisted
enlisted men
men of
of the
the
including additional
additional compensation
Marine Corps qualified as expert riflemen,
riflemen, sharpshooters,
sharpshooters, marksmarksmen,
gun, captains,
gun pointers,
pointers, cooks,
cooks,
men, or regularly
regularly detailed
detailed as
as gun
captains, gun
pins, or
or bars,
messmen, or holding
holding good-conduct
good-conduct medals,
iedals, pins,
bars, including
including
interest on
deposits by
by enlisted
enlisted men,
post exchange
exchange debts
deinterest
on deposits
men, post
debts of
of deof the
Navy may
may preserters, under
under such
such rules as
as the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Navy
prescribe, and the
the authorized
authorized travel
allowance of
travel allowance
of discharged
discharged enlisted
enlisted
men,
prizes for
for excellence
gunnery exercises
target
men, and
and for
for prizes
excellence in
in gunnery
exercises and
and target
practice,
enlisted men
men designated
designated as
as Navy
practice, and
and for
for pay
pay of
of enlisted
Navy mail
mail
clerks
assistant Navy
Navy mail
mail clerks,
both afloat
and ashore—pay
clerks and
and assistant
clerks, both
afloat and
ashore-pay
and allowances,
and
allowance for lodging
lodging and
allowances, $8,669,431;
$8,669,431; allowance
and subsistence,
subsistence,
$759,711;
$9,429,142.
$759,711; in
in all,
all, $9,429,142.
Retired enlisted men.
re

For
by law
For pay
pay and
and allowances
allowances prescribed
prescribed by
law of
of enlisted
men on
on the
the
enlisted men
retired list, $383,656.
retired
$383,656.
Undrawn clothing:
payment to
to discharged
discharged enlisted
Undrawn
clothing: For
For payment
enlisted men
men for
for
clothing
$250,000.
clothing undrawn,
undrawn, $250,000.
For pay
and allowances
of Reserve
Force, excepting
1, Fleet
Fleet
For
pay and
allowances of
Reserve Force,
excepting class
class 1,
Marine Corps
Corps Reserve,
Marine
Reserve, $75,943.
$75,943.

e.

Retireden l l sted men.
Undrawn clothing.
Undrawnclothing.
Reserve Force.

eserve

or

MILEAGE
MILEAGE
Mileage.
For
necessary expenses
expenses and
diem in
For mileage
mileage and
and actual
actual and
and necessary
and per
per diem
in Mileage.
lieu
subsistence as
by law
law to
to officers
officers traveling
traveling under
under Proviso.
lieu of
of subsistence
as authorized
authorized by
proiso
allowance on
Travel allowance
on
orders without
troops, $125,000:
$125,000: Provided,
That officers
officers performing
orders
without troops,
Provided, That
performing Travel
Government-owned
Government-owned
travel by
Government-owned vessels
travel
by Government-owned
for which
which no
no transportation
transportation vessels not charging
vessels for
charging
are.
shall only
be entitled
to reimbursement
of actual
actual fare.
fare is charged, shall
only be
entitled to
reimbursement of
and
necessary expenses
expenses incurred.
and necessary
incurred.
Disbursing and acIn
all, $15,400,000
the money
money herein
herein specifically
specifically appropriated
In all,
$15,400,000,7 and
and the
appropriated counting.
cDburing and ac
for pay of the Marine
Marine Corps
be. disbursed
accounted for
Corps shall
shall be
disbursed and accounted
for
existing law
law as
as pay
of the
Marine Corps,
and
in accordance
accordance with
with existing
pay of
the Marine
Corps, and
for that
shall constitute
one fund.
for
that purpose
purpose shall
constitute one
fund.
Restriction
on pay of
No officer
the Navy
or Marine
leave of
Restrictione
on
p
of
No
officer of
of the
Navy or
Marine Corps,
Corps, while
while on
on leave
of absence
absence Navy
or Marine Corps
engaged in
other
engaged in
service other
than that
that of
of the
the Government
Government of
of the
the officer,
engaged
in aa service
other than
officerengaged
in other
service, while on leave.
United States,
States, shall
be entitled
to any
any pay
or allowances
allowances for
United
shall be
entitled to
pay or
for a
a erVice, wh"eonleave.
period in excess of that for which he
he is
is entitled to full
full pay, unless
the President otherwise
otherwise directs.

PAY OF
OF CIVIL
FORCE
PAY
CIVIL FORCE
Civilian personnel at

For personal
the District
District of
in accordance
For
personal services
services in
in the
of Columbia
Columbia in
accordance heaCidquters,etct
headquarters, etc.
with ""The Classification
Classification Act
Act of
of 1923," as follows:
follows:
Offices of the major general
Offices
commandant and adjutant
ingeneral commandant
adjutant and
and inspector, $61,840;
$61,840;
Office of the paymaster,
$22,860;
paymaster, $22,860;
quartermaster, $74,300;
$74,300; in
Office of
of the quartermaster,
in all,
all, $159,000.
$159,000.
For
personal services
For personal
services in Marine
Marine Corps
Corps offices located elsewhere
than at Marine
Marine Corps headquarters,
headquarters, $15,650.
$15,650.
EXPENSES, MARINE
GENERAL EXPENSES,
GENERAL
MARINE CORPS
CORPS

For every
every expenditure
requisite for,
For
expenditure requisite
for, and
and incident
incident to,
to, the
the authorauthorized
Marine Corps,
Corps, other
than as
appropriated for
for
ized work of
of the
the Marine
other than
as appropriated
salaries. as follows:
under the headings of pay and salaries,
follows:
For provisions,
enlisted men,
men,
lodging of
of enlisted
For
provisions, subsistence,
subsistence, board
board and
and lodging
recruits and
and recruiting
and applicants
enlistment, cash
recruits
recruiting parties,
parties, and
applicants for
for enlistment,
cash
45822 °-25t
°-5t
45822

58

General expenses.

General expenses.

Authorized objects.

Authorized objects.
Provisions, etc.

Provisions, etc.

880
880
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allowance
for lodging
enlisted men
traveling on
on
men traveling
to enlisted
subsistence to
and subsistence
lodging and
allowance for
duty;
ice, ice
ice machines
their maintenance,
$3,253,000;
maintenance, $3,253,000;
and their
machines and
duty; ice,
$1,279,000;
Clothing.
For clothing for enlisted
enlisted men, $1,279,000;
Fuel,
etc.
For fuel,
light, and
and power,
including sales
$600,000;
officers, $600,000;
sales to
to officers,
power, including
heat, light,
fuel, heat,
For
Fuel, etc.
Military
For military
military supplies
their purchase,
purchase,
including their
equipment, including
and equipment,
supplies and
For
supplies,
Military supplies,
etc.
Purchase, repairs,
repair, preservation,
preservation, and
handling; recreational,
recreational, school,
educational,
school, educational,
and handling;
repais, repair,
etPrchase
and gymnasium
gymnasium supplies,
etc.
amusement, field sport and
library, musical,
musical, amusement,
equipment, services
and incidental
incidental expenses;
and marking
marking
purchase and
expenses; purchase
services, and
equipment,
of
for excellence
rifle practice,
practice, good-conduct
good-conduct
and rifle
in gunnery
gunnery and
excellence in
prizes for
of prizes
badges, medals
and buttons
awarded to
to officers
officers and
men by
by
and enlisted
enlisted men
buttons awarded
medals, and
badges,
the
Government for
and special
special service;
rental
service; rental
gallant, and
for conspicuous,
conspicuous, gallant,
the Government
and
target ranges
ranges and
and entrance
for competitions,
competitions,
fees for
entrance fees
of target
and maintenance
maintenance of
$356,000;
$356,000;
Transportation and
For transportation
transportation of troops and applicants for enlistment, inTransportation
it i
recruiting.
transfers en route; toilet kits
recru lg.
cluding cash in lieu of ferriage
ferriage and transfers
for
to recruits
enlistment and
and other
other incidental
incidental
first enlistment
upon their
their first
recruits upon
for issue
issue to
dependents
Transporting depenTransporting
dePen- expenses
expenses of the recruiting service;
service; and transportation
transportation for dependents
dents.
Of officers
and enlisted
$562,000;
men, $562,000;
enlisted men,
officers and
of
Repairs to barracks,
barracks,
repairs and improvements
barracks, quarters, and other
other
improvements to barracks,
For repairs
Repairs
etc.
etc.
public buildings at posts and stations;
public
stations; for the renting, leasing, and
and
improvement of
in the
the District
District of
of Columbia
the
with the
Columbia with
of buildings
buildings in
improvement
approval
of the
the Public
Buildings Commission
Commission and
at such
such other
other
and at
Public Buildings
approval of
places as
as the
the public
exigencies require,
require, and
and the
erection of
of tempotempothe erection
public exigencies
places
rary
buildings upon
approval of
the Secretary
the Navy
Navy at
at a
a
of the
of the
Secretary of
the approval
upon the
rary buildings
total
cost of
of not
exceed $10,000
during the
the year,
year, $400,000;
$400,000;
to exceed
$10,000 during
not to
total cost
Forage, etc.
For forage
and stabling
stabling of
of public
animals and the
authorized
the authorized
public animals
forage and
For
Forage,etc.
number.of
$50,000;
officers' horses,
horses, $50,000;
number.of officers'
Contingent.
personal and
and
supplies, material, equipment, personal
miscellaneous supplies,
For miscellaneous
Contingent.
other services,
and for
expenses for
for the
Marine
the Marine
incidental expenses
for other
other incidental
services, and
other
Corps
purchase, repair,
exchange
and exchange
repair, and
for; purchase,
provided for;
otherwise provided
Corps not
not otherwise
of typewriters
typewriters and
purchase and
and repair
repair of
of
and calculating
calculating machines
machines; purchase
of
Vehicles, etc.
etc.
vehicles,
furniture
furniture and fixtures;
fixtures; purchase
purchase and repair of motor-propelled
motor-propelled and
horse-drawn passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying and
and other
vehicles; veterinary
servveterinary servother vehicles;
horse-drawn
ices
and
medicines
for public
animals and
and the
the authorized
number of
authorized
number
of
ices
and
medicines
for
public
animals
Horses, etc.
officers'
horses;_ purchase
purchase of
of mounts
mounts and
and horse
horse equipment.
all
for all
oresetc
officers' horses;
equipment for
officers
grade of
major required
required to
be mounted;
shoeing
officers below
below the
the grade
of major
to be
mounted; shoeing
for
animals and
and the
the authorized
authorized number
for public
public animals
number of
of officers'
officers' horses;
horses;
books,
newspapers, and
periodicals; printing
books, newspapers,
and periodicals;
printing and
and binding;
binding; packing
packing
and crating
crating of
of officers'
officers' allowance
allowance of
baggage; funeral
funeral expenses
of
and
of baggage;
expenses of
officers
enlisted men
men and
and accepted
for enlistment
officers and
and enlisted
accepted applicants
applicants for
enlistment and
and
retired officers
officers on
on active
active duty
and retired
men of
of the
the Marine
retired
duty and
retired enlisted
enlisted men
Marine
Corps, including the transportation
transportation of their bodies, arms, and wearing apparel
of demise
demise to
homes of
of the
ing
apparel from
from the
the place
place of
to the
the homes
the deceased
deceased
Laundries.
in the
the United
States; construction,
operation, and
and maintenance
of
Ludri.
in
United States;
construction, operation,
maintenance of
laundries;
laundries; and
extraordinary expenses,
and for all
all emergencies
emergencies and extraordinary
expenses,
Promo.
eh
of
motor $1,875,000:
$1,875,000 :Provided,
Provided, That
there may
be expended
approof thi
thiss approout of
may be
expended out
That there
of motor
Purchase
passenger
priation
purchase of motor-propelled
passenger vehicles.
priation for the purchase
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying
vehicles not more than $12,400,
$12,400, as follows:
follows: Two
Two vehicles
vehicles to cost
cost not
more
ten vehicles
vehicles to
more than
$500 each,
each,
more than
than $1,200
$1,200 each,
each, ten
to cost
cost not
not more
than $500
twenty motor
cost
not
more
$250 each;
and
twenty
motor
cycles
to
cost
not
more
than
$250
each;
Accounting.
In
$8,375,000, to
for as
one fund.
fund.
Accounting
In all, $8,375,000,
to be
be accounted
accounted for
as one
Increase of
of the
the Navy.
Increase
Navy.
Unexpended balances
available.

INCREASE
INCREASE OF THE NAVY

eavaienied bances
The Secretary
Secretary of the Navy may use the unexpended
balances on
unexpended balances
the date
date of
the approval
of this
this Act
Act under
under appropriations
appropriations heretofore
heretofore
approval of
of the
the
Newappropriation
New appropriation.
made
on account
account of
Increase of
of the
the sum
made on
of ""Increase
the Navy,"
Navy," together
together with
with the
sum
of
$7,444.000,
which
is
hereby
appropriated
for
the
prosecution
of
of
prosecution
for
the
appropriated
is
hereby
which
$7,444.000,
Work on
vessels unun- of
on vesses
limitations. work on vessels
der treaty limitations.
vessels under construction
construction on such date,
date the construction
construction
of which
be proceeded
proceeded with
the terms
of the
the treaty
of
which may
may be
with under
under the
terms of
treaty
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209.
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the
providing for
the limitation
limitation of
of naval
armament; for continuing
continuing the
naval armament;
for the
providing
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Aircraft carriers.
carriers.
conversion
of two
battle cruisers
including Aircraft
carriers, including
aircraft carriers,
into aircraft
cruisers into
two battle
conversion of
Pod,
p. 882.
82.
Post,p.
in
their
complete
equipment
of
aircraft
and
aircraft
accessories,
in
accessories,
aircraft
and
aircraft
of
their complete equipment
accordance
the terms
terms of
of such
construction
toward the construction
treaty; toward
such treaty;
with the
accordance with
Fleet submarines.
the highest
have the
of two
two fleet
fleet submarines
heretofore authorized,
to have
highest Fleet submarines.
authorized, to
submarines heretofore
of
practicable speed
and greatest
greatest desirable
to
radius of action and to
desirable radius
speed and
practicable
cost not
to exceed
exceed $5,300,000
each for
for construction
construction and
and machinery
machinery
$5,300,000 each
not to
cost
Payment
for
vessels
for vessels
Payment
and $850,000
$850,000 each
each for
armor, armament,
ammunition; for
for the
the already
and ammunition;
armament, and
for armor,
and
delivered.
settlement of
of contracts
contracts on
vessels already
delivered to
to aredy delivered.
already delivered
of vessels
on account
account of
settlement
Gyro
compasses, etc.
etc.
the Navy
Department; for
for the
the procurement
of gyro
gyro compass
Gyrocompasses,
equip- Fire
compass equipprocurement of
the
Navy Department;
control instruinstruFire control
ments, and
and for
the installation
of fire-control
ments.
de- ments.
instruments on defire-control instruments
installation of
for the
ments,
Onnwst'
"Colorado"
and
"orado" and
for the installation
stroyers not
already supplied;
installation of fire-control
fire-control ap- "West
supplied; for
not already
stroyers
Virginia."
Armor, etc.,
for ships
ships
etc., for
Armor,
completion under
for the
the completion
and for
paratus on
on the
West Virginia;
Virginia; and
and West
Colorado and
the Colorado
paratus
construction.
and der construction.
supply and
for the
the supply
of armor,
armor, armament,
torpedoes for
and torpedoes
ammunition, and
armament, ammunition,
of
as hereinbefore
complement of
vessels which
be proceeded
hereinbefore
with as
proceeded with
may be
which may
of vessels
complement
mentioned.
mentioned.
Use for Department
Department
forrestricted.
be exex- ese
shall be
No part
part of
of any
any appropriation
made for
for the
Navy shall
the Navy
appropriation made
No
expenses
restricted.
of ex
pended
for any
any of
herein provided
on account
account of
for on
provided for
purposes herein
the purposes
of the
pended for
the Navy
Navy Department
Department in
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, including
including perthe District
in the
the
sonal services
civilians and
men of
of the
except Provisos.
Pos
Navy, except
the Navy,
and of
of enlisted
enlisted men
of civilians
sonal
services of
Bureau of
of
to Bureau
Details to
may be de- Details
there may
Provided, That
as herein
herein expressly
expressly authorized:
authorized: Provided,
That there
as
gation.
Navigation.
tailed to
to the
the Bureau
Bureau of
Navigation not
not to
to exceed at any one time Navi
of Navigation
tailed
Specified service not
twenty-four enlisted
enlisted men
men of
Navy: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
decmfedDepartment
Depricenot
That enen- deemed
of the
the Navy:
twenty-four
details.
listed men
men detailed
detailed to
to the
the Naval
Naval Dispensary
Dispensary and
Com- details.
the Radio Comand the
listed
munication Service
Service shall
not be
as detailed
detailed to the Navy
regarded as
be regarded
shall not
munication
officers
N
Department in
Columbia.
District of
of Columbia.
in the
the District
Department
No
pay to officers,
tine measmes.
us
etc., using
be available
time
No part
of the
in this
this Act
Act shall
shall be
available etc.,
made in
appropriations made
the appropriations
part of
No
uring devices
on work
work
devi on
manager, superintendent,
for
the salary
of any
any officer,
officer, manager,
superintendent, fore- ofriemployees.
pay of
or pay
salary or
for the
man,
or other
other person
charge of
of the
work of
of any
any employee
the work
having charge
person having
man, or
of
the United
Government while making or causing
causing to be
States Government
United States
of the
made
watch or
time-measuring device a
atime study
other time-measuring
or other
a stop
stop watch
with a
made with
of
any job
of any
any such
complestarting and complethe starting
between the
employee between
such employee
job of
of any
employee while ention
the movements
movements of
of any such employee
or of
of the
thereof, or
tion thereof,
gaged
such work;
work; nor
shall any
any part
e
, etc.
appropriations
of the
the appropriations
part of
nor shall
upon such
gaged upon
Cash rewards, etc.,
made in
in this
this Act
Act be
available to
to pay
pay any
premiums or
bonus or
or restricted.
or bonus
any premiums
be available
made
restricted.
cash
reward to
employee in addition to his regular wages, exto any employee
cash reward
cept for
in improvements
improvements or
or economy
economy in
cept
for suggestions
suggestions resulting
resulting in
in the
the Restriction on reequipment
operation
Government plant;
plant; and
and that
no part
part of
the moneys
moneys pair
of the
pair and
and e
quipment of
of
that no
of any
any Government
operation of
naval vessels,tveelsh,
machi
machinna
herein appropriated
appropriated for the Naval Establishment
Establishment or herein made ery,
cry, etc.,
at other
than
etc., at
other than
navy yards
or arsenals.
ydsorarsenals.
or expended
used or
available
therefor shall
shall be
expended under
under contracts
contracts here- navy
be used
available therefor
after made
made for
for the
repair, purchase,
acquirement, by or from
or acquirement,
purchase, or
the repair,
after
private contractor,
contractor, of any naval vessel, machinery, article
article or
any private
articles that
at the
proposed repair, purchase,
purchase, or acquireacquirethe time
time of the proposed
that at
articles
produced in each or any
ment, can
manufactured, or produced
repaired, manufactured,
can be
be repaired,
ment,
of the
the Government
arsenals of
United States,
of the United
or arsenals
yards or
navy yards
Government navy
of
when time
and facilities
when, in the judgment
judgment of the
and when,
permit, and
facilities permit,
time and
when
Secretary
Navy, such
repair, purchase,
acquirement, or propurchase, acquirement,
such repair,
the Navy,
of the
Secretary of
duction,
involve an
an appreciable
increase in cost to the
appreciable increase
not involve
would not
duction, would
Government.
Invitation anthorGovernment.
Invitation
authorized for
international
for international
The
is requested
governments with ized
the governments
invite the
to invite
requested to
President is
The President
conferences for reducoby
ament
tionofnc
which the
which
the United
United States
States has
has diplomatic relations
relations to send tion
of armament
by
or sea.
representatives to
to a
a conference
conference to
be held
the city
of Wash- land
landore
city of
in the
held in
to be

representatives
ington,
which shall
shall be
be charged
with the duty
formulating and
and
of formulating
duty of
charged with
ington, which
armaments
entering
into a
international agreement
agreement by which armaments
a general
general international
entering into
for war,
effectually reduced and
war, either upon land or sea, shall be effectually
for
limited
in the
of the
the world
world and
and the relief of all
peace of
of the
the peace
the interest
interest of
limited in
expenditures
nations
burdens of
of inordinate
inordinate and
and unnecessary
unnecessary,expenditures
the burdens
from the
nations from
for
provision of
armaments and
and the
preparation for war.
the preparation
of armaments
the provision
for the
Approved, February
February 11, 1925.
Approved,
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CHAP. 210.-An
210.—An Act
Act To
To authorize
authorize an
increase in
in the
of cost
cost of
CHAP.
an increase
the limits
limits of
of certain
certain
naval
naval vessels.
vessels.

[H.
R. 11282].
[H. R.
11282].
[Public, No.
No. 3991
399.]
[Public,

Be it
enacted by
of
Representatives of
by the Senate and House of Representatives
Be
it enacted
-That the
America in
the United
United States
States of
of America
in Congress assembled,
assembled, i
si That
ships.
limits of cost for the construction
ships.
construction of the United
United States ships LexLimit
of cost
cost inin- ington and Saratoga, the conversion
Limit of
conversion of which vessels into airplane
creased
converting,
creased for
for converting,.
into airplane carriers. carriers,
carriers, in accordance
accordance with the terms
terms of the treaty
treaty providing for
intoairplanecarriers.
Vol.
42, p.
814.
Vol. 42,
p. 814.
limitation of
naval armament,
armament, was
by the
the Act
Act of
of
authorized by
was authorized
of naval
Vol.39,p.616,amend-the
V01.39,
p. 616, amend- the limitation
ed.
July 1,
1, 1922,
hereby increased
increased to
$34,000,000 each.
each.
to $34,000,000
is hereby
1922, is
July
p.8.p. 881.
ed Ante,
Post,
1336.
poat, p.
p. 1336.
Approved, February
February 11,
11, 1925.
1925.
"Lexington"
and
"Lexington" and
"Saratoga", Battle"Saratoga",
Battle-

February
1925.
February 12,
12,1925.
[H.
R. 466.
466.1
[H. R.
[Public,
490.]
[Public, No.
No. 400.]

CHAP. 212.-An
212.—An Act
section 90
90 of
of the
United
Judicial Code
Code of
the United
To amend
amend section
of the
the Judicial
CHAP.
Act To
approved March 3, 1911, so as to change
the time of holding certain
States, approved
change the,
terms of the District
District Court of Mississippi.

Be it
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
Be
enacted by
by the

United
Statescourts.
United States
States of America
America in Congress
Congress assembled,
unl.ited States
courts.
assembled, That section 90
Vo
37
118

amended., p.
amended.

, of

the Judicial
be, and
same is
amended to
to read
read
of the
Judicial Code
Code be,
and the
the same
is hereby,
hereby, amended
as follows:
as
follows:
Mississippi judicial
judicial
Mississippi
"SEC.
"
SEc. 90. The State of Mississippi
Mississippi is divided into two judicial
judicial
districts.
of
districts.
districts to be known as the northern and southern districts of
Northern
district.
Northern district.
Mississippi. The northern
northern district shall include
include the territory
embraced
on the
the 1st
1st day
of December,
of Alcorn,
Alcorn,
in the
the counties
counties of
day of
December, 1923,
1923, in
embraced on
Attala,
Choctaw, Clay,
Itawamba, Lee,
Lowndes, Monroe,
Clay, Itawamba,
Lee, Lowndes,
Attala, Chickasaw,
Chickasaw, Choctaw,
Oktibbeha, Pontotoc,
Tishomingo, and
and • Winston,
which
Pontotoc, Prentiss,
Prentiss, Tishomingo,
Winston, which
Oktibbeha,
Eastern
division.
shall constitute
Eastern division,
constitute the eastern
eastern division of said district; also the territory
embraced on
on the
date last
last mentioned
in the
counties of
of Benton,
Benton,
tory embraced
the date
mentioned in
the counties
Calhoun,
Grenada, Lafayette,
Calhoun, Carroll,
Carroll, De
De Soto, Grenada,
Lafayette, Marshall,
Marshall, MontMontgomery,
Panola, Tate,
Yalabusha,
gomery, Panola,
Tate, Tippah,
Tippah, Union,
Union, Webster,
Webster, and
and Yalabusha,
Western
division.
Western division.
which shall constitute the western
western division of said district; also the
territory
the date
date last
the counties
counties of
territory embraced
embraced on
on the
last mentioned
mentioned in
in the
of
Bolivar,
Tallahatchie, and
Bolivar, Coahoma,
Coahoma, Leflore,
Leflore, Quitman,
Quitman, Sunflower,
Sunflower, Tallahatchie,
and
Delta
division.
Deltadivision.
Tunica, which shall constitute the Delta division of said district.
Tunica,
Terms.
The
be held
held
Terms.
The terms of
of the
the district court for
for the eastern
eastern division
division shall be
at
Aberdeen on
Mondays in
in April
April and
and October;
October; and
the
at Aberdeen
on the
the first
first Mondays
and for
for the
western
the third
Monday in
April and
and the
the
western division,
division, at Oxford
Oxford on the
third Monday
in April
first
and for
for the
at Clarksdale
Clarksdale
first Monday
Monday in
in December;
December; and
the Delta
Delta division,
division, at
on
fourth Monday
Monday in
in January
third Monday
in October.
October.
on the
the fourth
January and
and the
the third
Monday in
Southern
district.
Southerndistrict.
the territory
The southern district shall include the
territory embraced
embraced on
on the
the
1st day of December, 1923,
1923 in the
the counties of Amite,
Copiah, CovAmite, Copiah
Covington,
Holmes, Jefferson
Lawrence, Leake,
ington, Franklin,
Franklin, Hinds,
Hinds, Holmes,
Jefferson Davis,
Davis, Lawrence,
Leake,
Lincoln,
Lincoln, Madison,
Smith, Scott,
Madison, Pike, Rankin,
Rankin, Simpson, Smith,
Scott, Wilkinson,
Wilkinson,
Jackson division.
Jacksondivision.
and Yazoo, which shall constitute the Jackson division; also the
territory embraced
embraced on
on the date last mentioned
counties of
mentioned in
in the counties
of
Humphreys, Issaquena,
Adams, Claiborne,
Claiborne, Humphreys,
Issaquena, Jefferson,
Jefferson, Sharkey,
Sharkey,
Western
division.
Westerndivision.
Warren, and Washington, which shall constitute the western
western divialso the
the territory
embraced on
the date
the
sion; also
territory embraced
on the
date last
last mentioned
mentioned in
in the
Jones, Jasper,
Jasper, Kemper,
counties of Clarke, Jones,
Lauderdale, Neshoba,
Neshoba,
Kemper, Lauderdale,
Eastern division.
Easterndivision.
Newton,
Wayne, which shall constitute the eastern
Newton, Noxubee,
Noxubee, and Wayne,
eastern
division; also the territory embraced
embraced on
mentioned
on the
the date
date last
last mentioned
of Forrest,
Harrison,
in the
the counties of
Forrest, George,
George, Greene,
Greene, Hancock,
Hancock, Harrison,
Jackson, Lamar,
and Walthall,
Jackson,
Lamar, Marion,
Marion, Perry,
Perry, Pearl
Pearl River,
River, Stone,
Stone, and
Walthall,
Southern division. which shall constitute the southern division of said district. Terms
Serm
divsion. which shall constitute the southern division of said district. Terms
Terms.
of the district court for the Jackson division shall be held at
Jackson on the first Mondays in May and November;
November; for the western
division at Vicksburg
November;
Vicksburg on the third Mondays
Mondays in May and November;
division at
Meridian on
on the
Mondays in
March
for the
the eastern
eastern division
at Meridian
the third
third Mondays
in March
September; and for the
and September;
the southern
southern division
division at
at Biloxi on the third
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Monday in February
February and the
the first
first Monday
Monday in
The clerk
of
in June.
June. The
clerk of
the court for each district
charge of
of himdistrict shall
shall maintain an
an office
office in
in charge
himself, or aa deputy,
deputy, at each place
place in
at which
which court
in his
his district
district at
court is
is now
now
required to be held, at which he shall not himself reside,
reside, which
which
shall be kept open
the t
ra nsacti on of
ofth
business of
open at all
all times
times for
for the
transaction
thee business
of
the court. The marshal for each of
of said districts
districts shall
shall maintain
maintain
an office in charge of himself or
at each
each place
of holding
or aa deputy
deputy at
place of
holding
court in his district."
Approved, February
Approved,
1925.
February 12, 1925.

enforceable written
CHAP. 213.-An
213.—An AAt
A* To make valid and enforceable
written provisions
provisions
arbitration of disputes arising out of contracts,
or agreements
agreements for arbitration
maritime
contracts, maritime
transactions,
transactions, or commerce
commerce among the
Territories or
or with
foreign nations.
the States or Territories
with foreign
nations.
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Officers.
officers.

February 12, 1925.
1925.
February
[H. R.
R. 646.]
[Public,
[Public, No. 401.]

Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Representatives of
it enacted
Senate and
and House
Hou,se of
of Representatives
of the
the uUntiitell
States Arbited t.States
ArbiUnited
States of
America in
United States
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
"maritime Definitions.
in Congress
That "maritime
Deftnit?ons.
Maritime transactransactions,"
as herein
herein defined,
defined, means
charter parties,
parties, bills
transactions," as
means charter
bills of
of lading
lading tions."
"toMaritime
transaccarriers, agreements
agreementsrelating
of water
water carriers,
,relating to
furto wharfage,
wharfage, supplies
supplies furnished
nished vessels or repairs
repairs to vessels, collisions,
any other
other matters
matters
collisions, or any
in foreign
if the subject
foreign commerce
commerce which, if
of controversy,
controversy, would
be
subject of
would be
Commerce."
embraced
embraced within admiralty
admiralty jurisdiction; "commerce,"
"commerce," as herein
herein "Commerce"
defined, means commerce
commerce among the several
several States
foreign
States or
or with
with foreign
nations, or in any Territory of the United States
in the
District
States or
or in
the District
of Columbia, or between any such Territory
Territory and
another, or
or between
and another,
between
any such Territory
Territory and any State or foreign nation, or between
between the
the
District of
and any
any State
or Territory
or foreign
nation,
of Columbia
Columbia and
State or
Territory or
foreign nation,
Not applicable to emapply to
contracts of
but nothing herein contained
contained shall apply
to contracts
of employment
employment plotNapplicable
toemployment contracts of
of seamen, railroad employees, or
other class
of workers
engaged workers.
or any
any other
class of
workers engaged
workers.
in foreign
or interstate
interstate commerce.
in
foreign or
commerce.
Written contracts
for
O
SEC.
a written
written provision
in any
Silo. 2.
2. That
That a
provision in
any maritime
maritime transaction
transaction or
or aaarbitration
arbitration of controversies
in
maritime
or
contract
a transaction
transaction involving
contract evidencing
evidencing a
involving commerce
commerce to
to settle
settle by
by commerce
crsiein transactions,
m'ariticme or
etc.
a controversy
thereafter arising out of such
such contract
arbitration a
controversy thereafter
contract or
enforceable, etc.
or enforceable,
transaction, or the refusal to perform
perform the whole or
any part
part thereof,
or any
thereof,
or an agreement in writing to submit to arbitration
arbitration an existing
existing concontroversy arising out of
of such a
refusal, shall
shall
a contract,
contract, transaction,
transaction, or
or refusal,
Exception.
be valid, irrevocable, and enforceable,
enforceable, save upon such grounds as Exceptin
exist at law or in equity
eq u ity for
forthe
of any
the revocation
revocation of
any contract.
contract.
Trials of suits upon
SEC.
SEC. 3. That if
if any suit or proceeding
be brou
g ht in
in any
any of
proceeding be
brought
of the
the iissues
,as
of sitstoupbon
referable
arbitration on
on agreement
agreement
courts of
the United
any issue
referable to
courts
of the
United States
States upon
upon any
issue referable
to arbitration tration
therefor, stayed,
on
writing for
such arbitration,
arbitration, the
under an agreement
agreement in
in writing
for such
the court
court in
in application,
til
arapplication, until
arbitration has been had.
upon being
satisfied that
the issue
which such suit is
is pending, upon
being satisfied
that the
issue bitrationas
beenhad.
involved in such suit or proceeding
proceeding is
arbitration under
is referable
referable to
to arbitration
under
agreement, shall on application
such an agreement,
the parties
parties stay
application of
of one
one of
of the
stay the
the
trial of the action until
until such
been had
in accordance
accordance
such arbitration
arbitration has
has been
had in
the applicant
with the terms of the agreement,
agreement, providing the
applicant for the
stay is not in
in default
default in
in proceeding
proceeding with
with such
such arbitration.
arbitration.
Aggrieved party may
SEC.
a party aggrieved by the alleged failure, neglect, or petition
etgrievedpartdyay
S
EC. 4. That a
petition
for order
order of
of
for
court
arbitrarefusal
of
another
to
arbitrate
under
a
written
agreement
refusal
another
arbitrate under a written agreement for
for arbiarbi- tion
courtondirecting
directing
arbitrafailure,
of
tion on
failure, etc.,
etc., of
tration may petition any court of the United States which,
party.
which, save for
for other
otherparty.
such agreement,
agreement, would
jurisdiction under
the
judicial
code
at
would have jurisdiction
under the judicial code at
law,
law, in equity, or in admiralty
admiralty of the subject matter of a
asuit
suit arising
arising
out of the controversy
controversy between the parties,
an order
parties, for an
order directing
directing
proceed in the manner
manner provided
that such arbitration
arbitration proceed
provided for
for in
such
in such
Notice, etc.
agreement.
Five days'
notice in
in writing
agreement. Five
days' notice
writing of
of such
shall Noticeetc.
such application
application shall
be served
served upon the party in default.
default. Service
be made
Service thereof
thereof shall
shall be
made
n the manner
provided by
the service
service of
in
manner provided
by law
law for
for the
of summons in
in the
the On
Onhearing,
hearing, order
order didirected, if making agreejurisdiction in which the proceeding
proceeding is
jurisdiction
The court
shall rected,ifmakingagreeis brought.
brought. The
court shall
ment, etc., not in issue.
hear the parties,
parties, and upon being satisfied that the making of the ment,etc.,notinssue.
agreement for arbitration
arbitration or the failure
agreement
therewith is
is not
failure to
to comply
comply therewith
not in
in
tra ti

n
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issue, the
the court
court shall
make an
order directing
directing the
parties to
issue,
shall make
an order
the parties
to proceed
proceed
to arbitration
arbitration in
in accordance
of the
accordance with
with the
the terms
terms of
the agreement:
agreement:
Proviso.
Provided,
Provided, That the hearing and
proceedings under
and proceedings
under such
such agreement
agreement
Venue
of hearing,
etc. shall be within the district in which the petition
Venueofhearing,etc.
for an order
order
shall
Summary
Summary trial
trial ifif directing
directing
such
arbitration
is
If
the
making
of
arbitration
filed.
If
making
of
the
arbitration
the
arbitration
makin
greement,
makingg a
agreement,
etc.,
in issue.
etc.,inissue.
agreement
neglect, or refusal
be
agreement or the failure, neglect,
refusal to
to perform
perform the same
same be
By
judge.
Byjudge.
in issue, the court shall proceed
proceed summarily to the
thereof. If
the trial
trial thereof.
If
no jury trial be demanded
demanded by
by the
alleged to
to be
default, or
or if
the party
party alleged
be in
in default,
if
the matter
dispute is
within admiralty
jurisdiction, the
the court
matter in
in dispute
is within
admiralty jurisdiction,
court shall
shall
Jury
trials.
Jury trials,
hear and determine
determine such issue. Where such an issue is raised, the
the
party alleged
party
to be
be in
in default
may22except
except in
cass of
of admiralty
on
alleged to
default may
in .cases
admiralty,: on
or before the return day
of application,
applicition, demand
jury
day of
of the
the notice
notice of
demand a
a jury
trial of such issue, and
upon such
demand the
the court
shall make
an
and upon
such demand
court shall
make an
order referring
referring the issue
or issues
issues to
to a
ajury
jury in
in the
manner provided
issue or
the manner
provided
for referring
jury issues
issues in
in an
an equity
equity action,
or may
by law
law for
referring to
to aa jury
action, or
may
Action
on findings. specially call a
Actiononfindings
ajury for that purpose. If
the jury find
that no
agreeIf the
find that
no agreement in
in writing for arbitration
made or
no default
default
arbitration was
was made
or that
that there
there is
is no
in proceeding
proceeding thereunder,
proceeding shall
shall be
thereunder, the
the proceeding
be dismissed.
dismissed. If
If
jury find that
the jury
agreement for
for arbitration
was made
made i
n writing
that an agreement
arbitration was
in
writing
a default in proceeding
and that there
there is a
proceeding thereunder,
the court
shall
thereunder, the
court shall
make
summarily directing
the parties
proceed with
make an
an order
order summarily
directing the
parties to
to proceed
with the
the
arbitration
arbitration in accordance
accordance with
with the
the terms
terms thereof.
thereof.
Provisions
for
arbitrovision
S
EC. 5. That
if in
in the
the agreement
made for
SEC.
That if
agreement provision
provision be
be made
for a
a method
method
trator, etc. for arbiof naming or appointing
appointing an
arbitrator or
arbitrators or
umpire,
an arbitrator
or arbitrators
or an
an umpire,
such method shall be
followed; but
provided therein,
therein,
be followed;
but if
if no
no method
method be
be provided
or if
provided and
if a
a method be provided
party thereto
shall fail
fail to
avail
and any
any party
thereto shall
to avail
himself of such method, or if
if for any other reason
reason there
there shall
shall be
be aa
lapse in the naming
of an
arbitrator or
arbitrators or
naming of
an arbitrator
or arbitrators
or umpire,
umpire, or
or
in filling a
a vacancy,
vacancy, then upon
either party
the
upon the application
application of
of either
party to
to the
controversy
and appoint an
controversy the court shall designate and
an arbitrator
or
arbitrator or
arbitrators or
may require,
require, who
who shall
shall act
act under
under
or umpire,
umpire, as
as the
the case
case may
the said agreement
agreement with the same
same force and
and effect
as if
if he
he or
or they
effect as
they
therein; and
had been specifically named
named therein;
and unless
unless otherwise
otherwise provided
provided
in the agreement
agreement the arbitration
shall be
by a
asingle
single arbitrator.
arbitrator.
arbitration shall
be by
Procedure on appliatocedure on appliSEC.
S
EC. 6. That any
application to
to the
shall be
be made
made
any application
the court
court hereunder
hereunder shall
cations.
and heard
heard in the manner provided by law for the making
making and
and
hearing of motions, except
except as
otherwise herein
herein expressly
expressly provided.
as otherwise
provided.
Authority of
of arbitraarbitraAuthority
SEC.
this
S
EC. 7. That the arbitrators selected
selected either as prescribed
prescribed in this
tors
tors to issue
issue summons,
summons,
etc.
Act or otherwise, or aa majority of them, may summon
summon in
in writing
writing
any person to attend
attend before them
them or
any of
of them
them as
witne ss and
an d
or any
as a
a witness
in a
a proper case to bring with him or them
book, record,
record, docudocuthem any
any book,
deemed material
ment, or paper which may be deemed
evidence in
in the
material as
as evidence
the
Fees.
case. The
case.
The fees
fees for
for such
such attendance
attendance shall be the same as the fees of
of
Service of summons.
summons. witnesses before masters of the United
United States courts. S
aid summons
summons
Said
shall issue in the name of the arbitrator
arbitrator or arbitrators,
arbitrators, or
or aamajority
majority
shall be signed
of them, and shall
by the
arbitrators, or
majority of
signed by
the arbitrators,
or aa majority
of
them, and shall be directed to the said person and shall be
be served
served
in the same manner as subpoenas to appear and testify before the
court;
in the if
i
same
fany
anymanner
person or
as persons
subpcenas
so to
summoned
appe ar an
todtestify
t
es tifyshall
before
refuse
the
On
may court;
on ref
ef u.sal,ascourt
courtmay
person or
persons
so
summoned
to testify shall refuse
compel attendance or
punish for
orcontempt.
contempt. or neglect to obey said summons, upon petition
petition the
United States
the United
States
court
court in and for the district in which such arbitrators,
arbitrators, or aamajority
are sitting
sitting may
compel th
atten dance of
of suc
h person
person or
or
of them,
them, are
may compel
thee attendance
such
persons before said arbitrator or arbitrators,
arbitrators, or
said person
or punish
punish said
person
or persons for contempt
contempt in the same manner now
now provided
provided for
for
securing
punishment for
securing the attendance
attendance of witnesses or their punishment
for neglect
neglect
or refusal
refusal to attend in the courts of
of the
the United
United States.
States.
Seizure of vessel, etc.,
Seizureotvessel,
etc,
SEC.
jurisdiction
a cause of
S
EC..8. That if the basis of jurisdi
ctio n be
be a
ofac
ti on otheraction
otherif action
if
action justiciable
justiciable in
admiralty, to be held wise
admiralty,
wise justiciable
justiciable in admiralty, then, notwithstanding anything herein
herein
until
award
in
arbitrationl aardin abitra- to the contrary, the party claiming to be aggrieved may begin his
tom.
to the contrary, the party claiming to be aggrieved may begin his
proceeding hereunder
hereunder by libel and
proceeding
the vessel
or other
and seizure
seizure of
of the
vessel or
other

SIXTYEIGHTH CONGRESS
SESS. II.
II. CH.
CH. 213.
SIXTY-EIGHTH
CONGRESS.. SEss.
213.

1925.
1925.

course of
of
property of
of the other
other party according
according to the
the usual course
admiralty proceedings,
jurisdiction
admiralty
proceedings, and the
the court
court shall
shall then
then have jurisdiction
to
to proceed
proceed with
the arbitration
arbitration and
shall retain
retain
to direct
direct the
the parties
parties to
with the
and shall
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jurisdiction
its decree
upon the
the award.
Order o court conaward.
jurisdiction to
to enter
enter its
decree upon
Order of court conS
EC. 9.
9. If
parties in
agreement have
agreed that
If the parties
SEC.
in their
their agreement
have agreed
that aafirming
award if agreed
frmingawardifagreed
in agreement for arbiagreement
for arbimade
purin
upon
the
award
shall
be
entered
court shall be entered upon the award made pur- tration.
judgment of
judgment
of the
the court
suant
to the
and shall
specify the
the court,
court, then at any
shall specify
suant to
the arbitration
arbitration, and
time
one year
year after
made any
any party
party to the
the
after the
the award
award is made
time within
within one
arbitration may
may apply
to the
for an
an order
order conconapply to
the court
court so
so specified
specified for
arbitration
firming the award,
must grant such an
an
award, and thereupon
thereupon the
the court
court must
firming
order unless
award is
vacated, modified,
or corrected
corrected as
order
unless the
the award
is vacated,
modified, or
as prepre- Application
Application to
to court.
court.
scribed
specified in the
next two sections.
sections. If
If no court is specified
scribed in
in the
the next
agreement of
the parties,
parties, then
then such
application may
may be
to the
the
be made
made to
of the
such application
agreement
United States
States court
court in
in and
for the
district within
such
t
United
and for
the district
within which
which suchf
Service of notice,etc.
award was
was made.
upon er vlceofnot l ceetc.
shall be
be served
served upon
the application
application shall
made. Notice
Notice of the
award
the
and thereupon
court shall
shall have
have jurisdiction
jurisdiction
party, and
thereupon the
the court
the adverse
adverse party,
of
such party
had appeared
appeared generally
generally in the
the proparty as
as though
though he
he had
of such
ceeding.
If the
the adverse
resident of the district within
within
ceeding. If
adverse party
party is aa resident
which
the award
award was
made, such
service shall
be made
upon the
such service
shall be
made upon
which the
was made,
adverse party
party or
his attorney
attorney as prescribed
law for
for service of
of
prescribed by
by law
adverse
or his
notice
of motion
in an
an action
action in the same
adverse
If the
the adverse
same court.
court. If
motion in
notice of
party shall
shall be
be a
a nonresident,
of the
the application
application
party
nonresident, then the notice of
shall be
be served by the marshal
marshal of any district
within which
district within
which the
shall
adverse party
be found
like manner
other process
the
manner as
as other
process of the
may be
found in
in like
adverse
party may
court.
court.
Vacation
of award
y
w a r by
a
t.
10. That in either of the following
SEC.
following cases the United States courc
SEC. 10.
court.
court
in and
for the
the district
wherein the
the award
award was
was made
made may
may make
district wherein
court in
and for
application of any party to Causes.
the award
award upon
upon the application
an order vacating the
the
arbitration—
the arbitrationProcured by fraud,
by fraud,
(a) Where
Where the
the award
by corruption,
fraud, or
or etc.
etPrcud
corruption, fraud,
procured by
was procured
award was
(a)
undue
means.
undue means.
Partiality, etc.,
etc., in
in
Partiality,
arbitrator.
in the
the arbitrator.
or corruption
corruption in
(b) Where
was evident
evident partiality
partiality or
there was
Where there
(b)
arbitrators, or
or either
either of
of them.
arbitrators,
them.
Misconduct
f b
Misconduct of arbi(c)
arbitrators were
were guilty
of misconduct
misconduct in
in refusing
prejudice of
or
refusing trator to prejudice
guilty of
(c) Where
Where the
the arbitrators
parties.
to
hearing, upon sufficient
sufficient cause shown,
shown, or in refusing
refusing parties.
the hearing,
to postpone
postpone the
controversy; or
or of
of
to
evidence pertinent
and material
material to
to the
the controversy;
to hear
hear evidence
pertinent and
been
party have been
by which the rights of any party
any other
other misbehavior
misbehavior by
prejudiced.
prejudiced.
Imperfeet
execution
Imperfect execution
imper- of powers.
powers, or
or so
exceeded their
their powers,
(d) Where
Where the
arbitrators exceeded
so imperthe arbitrators
(d)
fectly executed
award upon
upon
final, and definite
definite award
that aa mutual,
mutual, final,
executed them
them that
fectly
the subject
subject matter
matter submitted
submitted was
was not
not made.
made.
the
Vacated award may
(e) Where
Where an
award is
is vacated
and the
within which
be reheard.
may
award
which the
the berea
the time
time within
vacated and
an award
(e)
not expired
agreement
made has not
expired the court
award to be made
the award
required the
agreement required
by the
the arbitrators.
may,
in its
its discretion,
direct a
rehearing by
a rehearing
discretion, direct
may, in
Order
modifying,
Order modifying,
either of
SEC.
S
EC. 11.
11. That
That in
in either
of the
the following
following cases
cases the
the United
United States
States etc.,
etc, of
of award
award on
applion application.
court
in and
and for
district wherein
award was
was made
make cation.
may make
made may
the award
wherein the
for the
the district
court in
an
order modifying
modifying or
or correcting
the application
application of
the award upon the
correcting the
an order
any party
party to
any
to the
the arbitration—
arbitrationFor material
materia mismistake, etc.
etc.
(a) Where
Where there
there was
was an
material miscalculation
of figures
figures take,
miscalculation of
evident material
an evident
(a)
or
mistake in
in the
description of any person,
the description
material mistake
an evident
evident material
or an
thing,
in the
the award.
award.
thing, or
or property
property referred
referred to
to in
Ifawarduponmatter
If
award upon matter
submitted.
(b) Where
the arbitrators
arbitrators have
upon a
matter not
sub- not
notsubmitted.
not suba matter
awarded upon
have awarded
(b)
Where the
mitted to
to them,
unless it
the merits
the
of the
merits of
not affecting
affecting the
is a
a matter
matter not
it is
them, unless
mitted
imperfect in form,
decision
matters submitted.
decision upon
upon the
the matters
submitted.
Imperfect
etc.
(c)
in matter
matter of
of form
form not
affecting etc.
not affecting
is imperfect
imperfect in
award is
the award
Where the
(c) Where
the
the controversy.
controversy.
the merits
merits of
of the
Effect of order.
order.
The
order may
modify and
and correct
effect the
the
as to
to effect
so as
the award,
award, so
correct the
may modify
The order
intent
promote justice
justice between
between the
the parties.
intent thereof
thereof and
and promote
parties.
Procedure
motion
Procedure on motion
vacate, etc, award.
S
EC. 12.
notice of
of a
motion to
to vacate,
modify, or
or correct
correct an
an to
tovacate,etc.,award.
vacate, modify,
a motion
That notice
SEC.
12. That
award must
be served
upon the
the adverse
adverse party
within
attorney within
or his
his attorney
party or
served upon
award
must be
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Stay of
of proceedings
proceedings
by same court.

Stay

bymert

Papers tobefiled.
to be filed.
Papers

Agreement.
Agreement.

A w a rd

Award..
Papers used upon the

appicatnsduonthe
application.

Docket of

Docket of judgment.
judgment.
Force and effect of
and effect of
uForc
judgment.

Title
Act.
Title of Act.

of

Inconsistent laws repeconsistent
repealed.
Effective date.
date.
Effective

laws

Prior contracts
Prior
affected.

not
contracts not

affected

February 12, 1925.
[H. R.
[H.
R. 2694.]
2694t.]
[Public, No. 402.]

SESS. II.
IT. CHS.
213, 214.
SESS.
CHS. 213,214.

1925.
1925.

three
months after
or delivered.
delivered. If
If the adverse
adverse
award is filed or
three months
after the award
party
resident of
of the
the district
district within
within which
was made,
made,
party is
is a
a resident
which the
the award
award was
such
shall be
upon the
the adverse
party or
or his
attorney
such service
service shall
be made
made upon
adverse party
his attorney
as prescribed
by law
of notice
notice of
of motion
an action
action in
in
as
prescribed by
law for
for service
service of
motion in
in an
the
same court.
If the
the adverse
adverse party
shall be
be a
nonresident then
the
the same
court. If
party shall
a nonresident
then the
notice of
of the
application shall
shall be
served by
marshal of
of any
any
notice
the application
be served
by the
the marshal
district within
the adverse
adverse party
may be
found in
in like
manner
district
within which
which the
party may
be found
like manner
as other process of the court. For the purposes of the motion any
action
judge who might make an order to stay the proceedings
proceedings in an action
brought in
in the
same court
court may
may make
make an
an order,
order, to
be served
served with
the
brought
the same
to be
with the
notice of
motion, staying
proceedings of
the adverse
party to
to
notice
of motion,
staying the
the proceedings
of the
adverse party
enforce the
award.
the award.
enforce
SEC. 13. That the party moving
SEc.
moving for an order confirming, modifying,
correcting an
an award
award shall,
shall, at
at the
the time
time such
such order
is filed
filed
order is
fying, or
or correcting
with
for the
the entry
of judgment
file the
the folfolthereon, also
also file
entry of
judgment thereon,
with the
the clerk
clerk for
lowing
the clerk:
lowing papers
papers with
with the
clerk:
agreement; the selection or appointment,
appointment, if
any, of an
(a) The agreement;
if any,
an
additional arbitrator
or umpire;
each written
extension of
of the
additional
arbitrator or
umpire; and
and each
written extension
the
time,
if any,
which to
to make
award.
time, if
any, within
within which
make the
the award.
(b) The award.
(c) Each
Each notice,
notice, affidavit,
or other
other paper
paper used
used upon
upon an
an application
application
affidavit, or
(c)
to confirm,
confirm, modify,
the award,
award, and
and a
acopy
copy of
order
to
modify, or
or correct
correct the
of each
each order
of
the court
upon such
such an
an application.
application.
of the
court upon
The judgment
if it was rendered
The
judgment shall be docketed
docketed as if
rendered in an action.
The judgment
judgment so entered shall have the same force and effect, in
all
all respects,
respects, as,
as, and
and be
be subject
subject to
to all
all the
the provisions
provisions of
of law
law relating
relating
i
to,
tmay
be enforced
enforced as
had been
to, a
a judgment in an
an action; and
and it
may be
as if
if it
it had
been
rendered
it is entered.
rendered in
in an
an action
action in
in the
the court
court in which it
SEC.
be referred
SEc. 14. That this Act may be
referred to as
United States
States
as "
" The
The United
Arbitration Act."
Act."
Arbitration
SEC.
SEc. 15. That all Acts and parts of Acts inconsistent with this
this
Act are hereby repealed, and this Act shall take effect
after
effect on and after
the 1st day of January
January next after
after its enactment,
enactment, but shall not apply
to contracts made prior to the taking effect of this Act.
Approved, February
12, 1925.
Approved,
February 12,
1925.

CHAP.
214.—An Act
certain Indian
Indian tribes,
CHAP. 214.-An
Act Authorizing
Authorizing certain
tribes, or
or any
any of
of them,
them, residresiding in the State
State of Washington
Washington to
Claims certain
certain claims
claims
to submit
submit to the Court
Court of
of Claims
growing out
treaties or
growing
out of
of treaties
or otherwise.
otherwise.

Be
and House
of Representatives
of
Representatives of
House of
Senate and
by the
the Senate
enacted by
Be itit enacted
Indians
Indians in Washington.
the United
States of America
America in
United States
Congress
assembled, That
That all
in
Congress
assembled,
all
ntr,
exceptlaso
Claims of,
of, against
Claims
claims of
of whatsoever
whatsoever nature,
and equitable,
equitable, of
of the
the tribes
S'Kllams,
against claims
nature, both
both legal
legal and
tribes
United States to be
to
be
sUnted
and
bands
of
Indians,
them, except
comStates
or any
any of
of them,
except the
the S'Klallams,
Salallams, comsubmitted
submitted to Court of and bands of Indians, or
Claims.
monly known as the Clallams, with whom
whom were made
made any
any of
of the
Vol. 10,
10, p. 1132.
vol.

Vol. 12, pp.

971.
971.

927, 9,
933,

uridiction

Jurisdiction

ferred.
ferred.

piso.
Proviso.

con-

c

treaties
1854, Point
Point Elliott,
Elliott,
26, 1854,
December 26,
dated December
Creek, dated
of Medicine
Medicine Creek,
treaties of
dated
1855, Point-no-Point,
26, 1855,
1855,
January 26,
dated January
Point-no-Point, dated
22, 1855,
dated January
January 22,
Quin-ai-elts, dated May 8, 1859, growing
the Quin-ai-elts,
growing out of said treaties, or
or
any of them, and that all claims of whatever
legal and
whatever nature,
nature, both
both legal
and
equitable, which
which the Muckelshoot,
Muckelshoot, San
Islands Indians;
NookSan Juan
Juan Islands
Indians; NookSack,
Sack, Suattle, Chinook,
Chinook, Upper
Upper Chehalis,
Chehalis, Lower
Lower Chehalis,
Chehalis, and
and
Humptulip
Humptulip Tribes or Bands of Indians, or any of them (with whom
whom
v
no
treaty
has
been made),
made), may
may have
against the
the United
United States
States shall
no treat
has been
have against
shall
be submitted to the Court of Claims, with right of appeal by either
either
party to the Supreme
the United
States for
for determination
Supreme Court of
of the
United States
determination
and
adjudication, both legal
and equitable,
equitable, and
and jurisdiction
jurisdiction is
hereby
and adjudication.
legal and
is hereby
conferred upon
the Court
to hear
hear and
and determine
and
conferred
upon the
Court of
of Claims
Claims to
determine any
any and
all suits
hereunder and
and to
final judgment
judgment therein:
therein:
to render
render final
suits brought
brought hereunder
all
Provided, That the
the court
court shall
shall also
also consider
consider and
any legal
legal
Provided,
and determine
determine any
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CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH

S
ESS. II.
II. Cm.
215.
CHS. 214,
214,215.
SESS.

1925.
1925.
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Counterclaims,
etc.,
Counterclaims, etc.,
defenses, set-offs, or counterclaims
or
equitable defenses,
counterclaims including gratuities admitted.
or equitable
which
the United
United States
States may have against
against any of said tribes or
or
which the
bands.
bands.
Advancement
of
of
Advancement
the cause
Claims shall
S
EC. 2.
That the
the Court
Court of
of Claims
shall advance
advance the
cause or
or cause,
2. That
SEC.
etc.
authority to
to a
causes
docket for
shall have
have authority
and shall
for hearing,
hearing, and
its docket
upon its
causes upon
determine
and equitaequitaand claims, both
both legal
legal and
determine and
and adjudge
adjudge all rights and
said tribes or bands of Indians, or any of them, and of the
ble, of said
United States
the premises,
or
notwithstanding lapse of time or
States in
in the
premises, notwithstanding
United
statutes of
statutes
of limitation.
Time for
filing.
or fling.
SEC. 3.
3. That
instituted hereunder
hereunder shall be begun Time
suits instituted
or suits
That suit or
SEC.
within five
years from
from the
of this Act
Act by
by such
such
the date
date of
of the
the passage
passage of
within
five years
tribes
or bands
of Indians,
as parties
plaintiff, and
States
and the
the United
United States
Indians, as
parties plaintiff,
tribes or
bands of
Verification.
erification
as the
party defendant.
defendant. The
The petition or
petitions may be verified
or petitions
as
the party
Indians under
by attorney
attorney or
under
by such tribes of Indians
attorneys employed
employed by
by
or attorneys
contract or
approved in
accordance with
existing law
law upon
with existing
upon
contracts approved
in accordance
contract
or contracts
information and
and belief
belief as
as to
to the
therein alleged,
other
no other
the facts
facts therein
alleged, and no
information
Attorneys' feoe,
fees, etc.,
etc.,
such byAttorneys'
verification shall
be necessary.
Upon final determination
determination of
of such
necessary. Upon
shall be
verification
decree of court.
of co
to fix
and by de
suit or
Court of
of Claims
have jurisdiction
jurisdiction to
fix and
Claims shall
shall have
the Court
suit
or suits
suits the
determine a
fee, not
not to exceed
centum of
of the
exceed 10 per centum
reasonable fee,
determine
a reasonable
event shall such fee amount
amount in the
the aggregate
aggregate
no event
recovery and
and in no
together
under one
one attorneyship
attorneyship for each
each tribe
tribe to
to more than $25,000, together
under
expenses incurred
incurred in preparation
preparation and
and proper
proper expenses
with all
all necessary
necessary and
paid to the
the attorneys
attorneys employed by the
prosecution of
of the
the suit, to
to be
be paid
prosecution
tribes or bands
bands of Indians, or any of them, and the same shall
said
said tribes
be included
in the
the decree
be
included in
decree and shall be paid out of any sum or sums
found to be due said tribes.
Approved, February 12, 1925.

of
between the
an agreement
agreement between
To validate
CHAP.
validate an
the Secretary
Secretary. of
Act To
215.-An Act
CHAP. 215.—An
Light
the Washington
War, acting
on behalf
States, and
and the
Washington Gas
Gas Light
the United
United States,
of the
behalf d
War,
acting on
Company.
Company.

Whereas
Whereas Congress has provided for the work of reclaiming
reclaiming and
of
Anacostia River, in the District of
land along the Anacostia
improving the land
a part of the park system of
Columbia, and
declared it
it a
and declared
and made and
Columbia,
the
the District of Columbia, to be known as Anacostia Park, and it
necessary in the prosecution of the said work to settle
has
has become necessary
certain
in dispute between the United States and the
certain questions in
Washington
Light Company
Company as to
ownership of land and
to the ownership
Gas Light
Washington Gas
Therefore
thereto: Therefore
title thereto:
to quiet
quiet title

Be
it enacted
Representatives of the
the Senate
Senate and House of Representatives
Be it
enacted by the
agreement
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the agreement
America in
United States of America
of War,
made between
between the Secretary
Secretary of
War, acting
acting on behalf
behalf of the United
made
States, and
the Washington
Washington Gas
Company, a
acorporation,
corporation, for
Gas Light
Light Company,
and the
States,
the
effecting an
an adjustment
settlement of all the
and settlement
adjustment and
of effecting
the purpose
purpose of
matters at
between the
the United
States and the
company
the said
said company
United States
issue between
at issue
matters
land
certain parcels and lots of land
respecting the title
ownership of certain,
and ownership
title and
respecting
adjacent
the Anacosta
Anacosta River, the terms of which
which agreement
agreement are
to the
adjacent to
a formal instrument on file in the War Department,
embodied
embodied in a
bearing date
of September
1921, and
signed by
J. M.
M. Wainwright,
by J.
and signed
8, 1921,
September 8,
date of
bearing
H. S. Reeside,
Assistant Secretary
Assistant
Secretary of War, and H.
Reeside, president
president of the said
the
Washington
is hereby
hereby approved, and the
Company, is
Light Company,
Gas Light
Washington Gas
agreeconsent
is hereby
hereby given
carrying out
out of
of said
said agreethe carrying
given to
to the
of Congress
Congress is
consent of
ment
the tenor
tenor and
thereof.
terms thereof.
and terms
with the
full accordance
accordance with
in full
ment in
Approved, February 12,
12, 1925.
Approved,

February
February 12, 1925.
[S.
[S. 2848.]
2s48.]
[Public, No.
No. 403.]
403.]
[Public,
Columbia.
District of Columbia.
Preamble.
Preamble.

Anacostia
Anacostia Park.
Park.
Agreement
with
with
Agreement
Light
Washington
Washington Gas Light
Company as to title of
adjacent to,
of lands adjacent
validated.
validated.
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CHS. 216-218.
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February 12,
12, 1925.
1925.
February
[
S.3622.]
3622.]
[S.
[Public, No. 404.1

[Public, No. 40

CHIA.
Granting the consent of Congress
CHAP. 216.-An
218.—An Act Granting
Congress to the police
police jury

Morehouse Parish, Louisiana, or the State Highway Commission
Commission of Louisiana
Louisiana
of Morehouse
to construct, maintain, and operate
operate a
a bridge across the Bayou Bartholomew
at
each of
points in
in Morehouse
Louisiana: Vester
Vester
Morehouse Parish,
Parish, Louisiana:
of the
the following-named
following-named points
at each
Zachery Ferry.
Ward Ferry, and
and Zachery
Ferry, Ward

Be
enacted by
by the
House of
Representatives of
of Representatives
of the
the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
Be it
it enacted
United States
of America
assembled, That
That the
conthe conin Congress
Congress assembled,
America in
States of
United
oBaYrouBaehPme.
sent of
of Congress
Congress is
is hereby
hereby granted
granted to
the police
police jury
Morehouse
to the
jury of
of Morehouse
La., may
sent
Parish, Louisiana,
State Highway
Louisiana
of Louisiana
Commission of
Highway Commission
or the
the State
Louisiana, or
Resolu Parish,
tions,"
to
construct, maintain,
maintain, and
operate a
a bridge
bridge and
thereto
and approaches
approaches thereto
and operate
to construct,
across the
the Bayou
Bayou Bartholomew,
point suitable
to the
the interests
interests
at a
a point
suitable to
Bartholomew, at
across
Construction.
of
and in
in accordance
with the
the provisions
Act
of an
an Act
provisions of
accordance with
navigation, and
of navigation,
VConstrionp.
Vol.
34, p. 84.
Locations.
entitled
"An Act
regulate the
entitled "An
Act to
to regulate
construction of
of bridges
over navinavithe construction
bridges over
gable waters,"
or near
of the
each of
the folfol23, 1906,
1906, at
at or
near each
approved March
March 23,
gable
waters," approved
lowing-named points
Morehouse Parish,
Louisiana: Vester
Ferry,
Vester Ferry,
in Morehouse
Parish, Louisiana:
lowing-named
points in
Ward Ferry,
Ferry, and
and Zachery
Ferry.
Ward
Zachery Ferry.
Amendment.
Sac.
right to
amend, or
or repeal
repeal this
this Act
Act is
is hereby
SEC. 2.
2. That
That the
the right
to alter,
alter, amend,
hereby
Amendment.
expressly reserved.
expressly
reserved.
Approved,
February 12,
Approved, February
12, 1925.
1925.
Bayou Bartholomew.
Morehouse
Parish,
La., may bridge.
bridge.
Concurrent Resolutions, p. 9.

February
12, 1925.
1925.
February 12,
[
38843
[.S.3884.1
405.]
[Public, No.
N O. 405.]

CHAP.
217.—An Act
Granting the
consent of
Congress to
the county
of
to the
county of
of Congress
Act Granting
the consent
CHAP. 217.-An
Independence,
Arkansas, to
to construct,
construct, maintain,
operate aa bridge
bridge across
across
and operate
maintain, and
Independence, Arkansas,
the White
White River,
River, at
near the
of Batesville,
in the
county of
of Independence,
Independence,
the county
or near
the city
city of
Batesville, in
the
at or
in the
of Arkansas.
the State
State of
Arkansas.
in

Be
enacted by
the Senate
of Representatives
of the
the
Be it
it enacted
by the
Senate and
and Howe
House of
Representatives of
consent
assembled, That
That the consent
in Congress
Congress assembled,
of .America
America in
United States of
nddeendence coun- United

White River.
Independence County, Ark., may bridge,
ty,
Ark.,
bridge,
Batesville.

may

Construction.
Vol. 34, p. 84.

Independence,'in
of Congress is hereby
hereby granted to the county of Independence
in the
State of
to construct,
construct, mainits successors
successors and
and assigns, to
State
of Arkansas,
Arkansas, and its
operate a
bridge and approaches
thereto across
White
tain, and
and operate
a bridge
approaches thereto
across the
the White

River,
at a point
suitable
to
the
interests
of navigation,
navigation,inat
atthe
or
near
River,
the cityatofa Batesville,
point suitable
in the
to the
county
interests
of Independence,
of
or State
near
the city of Batesville, in the county of Independence, in the State
of Arkansas,
accordance with
with the
the provisions
provisions of
the Act
Act entitled
entitled
of the
in accordance
of
Arkansas, in
"An
regulate the construction
bridges over
"An Act to regulate
construction of bridges
over navigable
navigable
waters," approved
23, 1906.
waters,"
approved March
March 23,
1906.

quire
State,
for etc., ating
inay aacS
EC. 2.
2. That
That the
of Arkansas,
Arkansas, or
or any
subdivision
political subdivision
any political
State of
the State
SEC.
as aa
opers
quire for operating
tree bridge.
bridge,
or division
division thereof,
thereof, within
within or
adjoining which
bridge is
free
or
or adjoining
which said
said bridge
is located,
located,

may
any time,
tune, by
by agreement
or by
by condemnation
condemnation in
accordance
may at
at any
agreement or
in accordance
with the laws of said State, acquire all right, title, and interest
interest in
approaches thereto
said bridge and the approaches
constructed under
under authority
authority
thereto constructed
of this Act, for
for the purpose
such
purpose of maintaining
maintaining and
and operating
operating such
bridge as aa free bridge, by the
the payment
payment to
the owners
of the
the
to the
owners of
reasonable
construction
reasonable value
value thereof, not to exceed
exceed in any event the construction
is
Prov o.
Provided, That the said State or political
subdivision
Proviso,
cost thereof: Provided,
political subdivision
Tolls
allowed
Tolls allowed
o oforr five
v
years.
e
or division
division thereof
or
thereof may
operate such bridge as
as a
bridge not
to
may operate
a toll
toll bridge
not to
years.
exceed
five years
from
date of
acquisition thereof.
exceed
five
years
from
date
of
acquisition
thereof.
Amendment
The
Amendment
S
SEC.
EC. 3. The
T e right to
this Act
is hereby
to alter,
alter, amend, or repeal
repeal this
Act is
hereby
expressly reserved.
expressly
reserved.
Approved, February
February 12,
12, 1925.
Approved,
1925.
February 12, 1925.
[
S.3885.1
3885.]
[S.
[Public,
No. 406.]
406.1
[Public, No.

CHAP. 218.—An
Granting the
the consent
consent of
to Harry
Bovay,
218.-An Act
Act Granting
of Congress
Congress to
Harry E.
E. Bovay,
of
Stuttgart, Arkansas,
construct, maintain,
maintain, and
and operate
operate a
of Stuttgart,
Arkansas, to
to construct,
a bridge
bridge across
across the
the
Black River,
at or
or near
city of
of Black
in the
of Lawrence,
Black
River, at
near the
the city
Black Rock,
Rock, in
the county
county of
Lawrence, in
in
the
the State
State of Arkansas.
Arkansas.

the
Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate
of Representatives
Representatives of the
House of
and House
Senate and
Be it
it enacted
E. Bova
United
United States
States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
the consent
consent
assembled, That
America in
Black Rock,
Rock, Of
of Congress
Tess is
granted
to Harry
Harry E.
E. Bovay,
Bovay, of
rt,
Back
Congress
is hereby
hereby granted
to
of Stuttga
Stuttgart,
successors and
assigns, to
maintain,
Arkansas, and
and his
his successors
and assigns,
to construct,
construct, maintain,

Black
River.
Black Rier.

arry E. Bovay may
Harry
bridge,
Ark.

brk.

ts

ty
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and operate
operate a
abridge
River
bridge and
and approaches
approaches thereto across the Black River
and
navigation
at
or
near
the
city
suitable
to
the
interests
of
at
a
point
of
at a
Black
pointRock,
suitable
in the
to the
county
interests
of Lawrence,
of navigation
i
n the at
State
or near
of Arkansas,
the city
Construction.
construction.
of Black Rock, in the county of Lawrence, in the State of Arkansas, Vol.
34, p.
p. 84.
Vol. 34,
84.
in
accordance with
provisions of the Act entitled
Act
entitled "An
"An Act
in accordance
with the provisions
to
regulate the
construction of
bridges over
over navigable
navigable waters,"
waters,"
of bridges
to regulate
the construction
approved March
1906.
March 23,
23, 1906.
approved
may acState, etc., may
S
EC. 2.
political subdivision
subdivision or quire
SEC.
2. That the
the State of
of Arkansas or any political
operating as a
a
for operating
free
bridge.
division
thereof, within
within or
said bridge
is located,
bridge is
located,
or adjoining
adjoining which
which said
division thereof,
according to
condemnation according
agreement or by
by condemnation
any time, by agreement
may at any
laws
acquire all right, title, and interest in said bridge
laws of said State, acquire
and
the approaches
approaches thereto
constructed under
Act,
authority of
of this Act,
under authority
thereto constructed
and the
for
the purpose
purpftse of
bridge as a
a free
and operating
operating such bridge
of maintaining
maintaining and
for the
bridge
by the
payment to
to the
the owners
thereof,
value thereof,
owners of
of the
the reasonable
reasonable value
bridge by
the payment
Proviso.
not
to exceed
in any
any event
thereof: Provided,
Provided, Tolls
construction cost
cost thereof:
exceed in
event the construction
not to
allowed
allowed for five
years.
That
the said
said State
or division
may years.
division thereof
thereof may
subdivision or
or political
political subdivision
That the
State or
operate
years from
bridge as aa toll bridge not to exceed five years
operate such
such bridge
date
acquisition thereof.
thereof.
of acquisition
date of
Amendment.
Amendment.
S
EC. 3.
The right
alter, amend,
repeal this
this Act
is hereby
hereby
Act is
amend, or
or repeal
right to
to alter,
SEC.
3. The
reserved,
expressly reserved
Approved, February
February 12, 1925.
Approved,
provide that the
the
CHAP. 219.-An
219.—An Act
Act To
To amend
amend the
"An Act to provide
CHAP.
the Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
United
States shall
shall aid
the States
States in
roads, and
and
of rural
rural post
post roads,
in the
the construction
construction of
aid the
United States
for
other
purposes,"
approved
July
11,
1916,
as
amended
and
supplemented,
for other purposes," approved July 11, 1916, as amended and supplemented,
and
and for other purposes.

Be it
Be
enacted by
of the
the
it enacted
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
That for
assembled, That
United States
Congress assem,bled,
for the
in Congress
of America
America in
States of
United

purposes
of carrying
carrying out
out the
"An Act
Act
of the
the Act entitled "An
the provisions
provisions of
purposes of
the conshall aid the States in
in the
that the
United States
States shall
to provide
to
provide that
the United
struction
purposes," approved
struction of rural post roads, and for other purposes,"
July
supplementary
amendatory thereof and supplementary
July 11,
11, 1916,
1916, and
and all Acts amendatory
thereto, there is hereby authorized
authorized to be appropriated, out of any
following
appropriated, the following
money
otherwise appropriated,
money in
in the Treasury not otherwise
such
according to the provisions of such
to be
be expended
expended according
additional sums, to
Act
Act as
as amended:
amended:
The
sum of $75,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1926;
The sum
30, 1927.
The sum of $75,000,000
$75,000,000 for the fiscal year ending
ending June
June 30,
1927.
Immediately
upon the
Act and
thereafter not
not later
and thereafter
of this
this Act
passage of
the passage
Immediately upon
than
January 1,
Agriculture is author1. of each year, the Secretary of Agriculture
than January
ized to
apportion among
among the
the several
in section
section
States, as
as provided in
several States,
to apportion
ized
21
of the
Federal Highway
Act, approved
approved November
the
1921, the
November 9, 1921,
Highway Act,
the Federal
21 of
$75,000,000
authorized to be
apportioned for
for the fiscal year
be apportioned
herein authorized
$75,000,000 herein
ending
June 30,
30, 1926,
1926, and
January 11 next preceding
preceding
before January
and on or before
ending June
the
fiscal year
he shall
make like
like
year he
shall make
of each
each succeeding
succeeding fiscal
the commencement
commencement of
apportionment of
appropriation herein
apportionment
of the
the appropriation
herein authorized,
authorized, or
or which
which may
may
be authorized, for each fiscal year: Provided,
hereafter
Provided, That the
hereafter be
Secretary of
act upon projects submitted to him
Agriculture shall act
Secretary
of Agriculture
under
apportionment of this authorization,
authorization, and his approval of
under his
his apportionment
any such
within three
three years
shall be
contractual
deemed aa contractual
be deemed
vears shall
such project
project within
any
obligation of
Federal Government
Government for
for the
the payment
of its
its
payment of
of the
the Federal
obligation
proportional contribution
proportional
contribution thereto.
thereto.
SEC. 2.
For carrving
carrying out
the provisions
Federal
provisions of section 23 of the Federal
out the
2. For
SEC.
Highway Act,
Act, approved
approved November
9, 1921,
1921, there is hereby authorHighway
November 9,
ized to be appropriated
appropriated for forest
forest roads and
and trails,
trails, out
out of
of any
any money
money
.
additional
appropriated, the following
following additional
Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
in the
the Treasury
provisions
sums,
available until expended
expended in accordance
accordance with the provisions
to be available
sums, to
of said
of
said section
section 23:
23:
The sum
of $7,500.000,
for the
fiscal year
30, 1926;
June 30,
year ending
ending June
the fiscal
$7.500.000, for
The
sum of
The sum
sum of
$7,500,000, for
fiscal year
ending June
June 30, 1927.
year ending
for the
the fiscal
of $7,500,000,
The

February
12, 1925.
1925.
February 12,
[H. R.
R. 4971.1
4971.]
[H.
[Public, No. 407.]
[Public,

Rral
post roads
Rural post
roads.

Additional authoriAdditional

f
at
iont of appropriations
or.f appropriaVol. 39, p. 356; Vol.
Vol.
39. p.
35;42, vol.
40, p. 1201;
1201; Vol.
vol. 42,
pp.
660, 1157.
66,1157.
ioias

r

For 1
1828.
92

For

For
927
For 1927.
Immediate apportionment for 1926.apportion.

mmetdiae

Vol. 42, p. 217.

Vol42 p.217.

Proviso.
Approval
of project
project
Approval of

byederotaldtim a

1
P;dral
ra
,bar
liLdtr:fad a

Federal Highway
Federal
Highway
Act.
Additional authorizations for roads and
trails in national forests.
trailsnnationlforests.
Vol. 42, p. 218.
218.

Act.

adtio

For 19
For
1928.

For1,.

For 1927.
Past, p. 1326.

POtp.136.

and

890
890
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Agriculture may
exchange deterio3. That
Secretary of
Deteriorated
exSEC.
SEC. 3.
That the
the Secretary
of Agriculture
may exchange
deterioexplosive components,
components, obtained
obtained by
by transfer
transfer from
from
or explosive
explosives or
rated explosives
pr oth ers in rated
the Secretary
Secretary of War for distribution
distribution among
among the States and for
for
use
the improvement
improvement of
roads under
under his
his direct
supervision, for
for
direct supervision,
of roads
use in
in the
explosives
products in
condition for
for immediate
immediate use.
use.
in condition
or explosive
explosive products
explosives or
Reclaiming, etc., auThe Secretary
is further
further authorized,
or
by contract
contract or
authorized, by
of Agriculture
Agriculture is
Secretary of
thoriedg'etc. au- The
thorized.
otherwise,
to reclaim
by reworking,
reworking, reconditioning,
cartridging, or
or
reconditioning, cartridging,
reclaim by
otherwise, to
otherwise
usable form
form such
such deteriorated
deteriorated explosives
explosives
into usable
otherwise converting
converting into
Payment from Highor explosive
explosive components
as can
can not
so exchanged,
exchanged, and
to pay
pay
and to
be so
not be
components as
fIdsHigh or
way Act
Amctfunds
the
of available
available administrative
administrative funds
authorized by
by
funds authorized
out of
cost thereof
thereof out
the cost
the
9, 1921,
and Acts
1921, and
Acts
approved November
November 9,
Act approved
Federal Highway
Highway Act
the Federal
Transfers thereof alamendatory thereof
thereof or
Secretary of
The Secretary
supplementary thereto. The
or supplementary
alc- amendatory
Tlowfers
thereo
lowed
to
activilowed
to other
other
activities.
ties.
Agriculture, in his discretion,
discretion, may transfer
transfer to any department or
agency of
of the
the Federal
the materials
materials acquired
acquired
of the
such of
Government such
Federal Government
agency
such of
of the explosives
from such
such exchanges
explosives or explosive
exchanges, and also such
from
components as
as may
may1;)
reconditioned, c,artridged,
or otherothercartridged, or
reworked, reconditioned,
be reworked,
components
wise converted
hereunder,
as may
be
required
by any
any such
such departdepartrequired
by
as
may
be
hereunder,
converted
e re- wise
hr
to
Charges to be reimor agency
agency for
in its
its authorized
That
Provided, That
activities: Provided,
authorized activities:
bursed
by activities re- ment
use in
for use
ment or
bursedbyacUtivtes
ceiving.
ceiing.
the charges
exchange,
charges incident to the storage,
storage, handling, protection,
protection, exchange,
reworking,
cartridging, or conversion of such exploreconditioning, cartridgmg,
reworking, reconditioning,
sives or
or explosive
as may
certified by the
Secretary
the Secretary
may be
be certified
components as
explosive components
sives
of Agriculture
have been
been incurred
incurred against
said administrative
administrative
against said
to have
of
Agriculture to
funds
pro rata
rata by
by the
the department
department
funds pro
said funds
be reimbursed,
reimbursed, said
shall be
funds shall
or
Federal Government,
the State,
State, or other agency
agency
Government, the
of the
the Federal
or agency
agency of
receiving
such explosives
explosives or
or explosive
products.
explosive products.
receiving such
Application of pay
SEC. 4.
4. That
11 of
Federal Highway
Act approved
approved
Highway Act
of the
the Federal
section 11
That section
menptsUnited
ments
by UnitedState
States • SEC.
to
to nontaxable
nontaxable Indian
Indian November
November 9, 1921, as amended and approved by the Acts of June
lands. ,
Vol.
19, 1922,
1922, and
1923, is
amended by
by inserting
616, 19,
vol. 4t2,, pp. 214, 661,
and January
January 22,
22, 1923,
is further
further amended
inserting after
after
1157,
1157, amended.
amended.
each place
where the
words "unappropriated
lands" occur
each
place where
the words
"unappropriated public
public lands"
occur
the
and nontaxable
individual and
tribal."
and tribal."
lands, individual
nontaxable Indian
Indian lands,
words "
" and
the words
Temporary approval
SEC. 5.
5. That
That in
in any
State where
where the
constitution or
or laws
laws
the existing
existing constitution
of projects
when State
any State
SEC.
state
projects w
laws do not allow use
will not
not permit
permit the
the State
provide revenues
for the
the construction,
construction,
revenues for
to provide
State to
f its
its dundt
tended will
of
funds, extended.
reconstruction, or
or maintenance
maintenance of
the Secretary
of
of highways,
highways, the
Secretary of
reconstruction,
Agriculture
shall
continue
to approve
approve projects
for said
said State
until
State
until
projects
for
continue
to
Agriculture
shall
ol.42p.aendVol. 42, p. 661, amendthree years
after the
passage of
of this
this Act,
Act, if
that said
find that
said
the passage
if he
he shall
shall find
ed.
three
years after
State
complied with
with the
the provisions
of this
this Act
in so
far as
as its
its
Act in
so far
provisions of
State has
has complied
existing constitution
and
laws
will permit.
will
permit.
and
laws
existing
constitution
Inconsistent laws
S
EC. 6.
Acts or
of Acts
Acts in
in any
any way
way inconsistent
the
with the
inconsistent with
or parts
parts of
SEC.
6. All
All Acts
laws
repealednt
repealed.
and this Act
Act shall
shall take
provisions of this Act are hereby repealed
repealed and
take
effect on
on its
its passage.
passage.
effect
Approved,
February 12,
12, 1925.
1925.
Approved, February

Deteriorated war exploaives may be
plosives
b exchanged
changed ipr others in
good
condition.
goodcondtion.

1925.
February 12, 1925.
[II.
6860.1
[H. R. 60.

[Public, No.
[Public,
No. 498.1
40.]

authorize each of the judges of the United
CHAP. 220.-An
220.—An Act To authorize
United States
District Court for the District
District of Hawaii to hold sessions of the said court
court separately
at the
the same
time.
same time.
rately at

Be
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
Be it
it enacted
by the
Representatives of
the
United States
America in,
assembled, That
That subdivision
subdivision
in Congress
Congress assembled,
of America
United
States of
ed.
(a)
of section
(a) of
section 86 of the Hawaiian Organic Act, as amended, is
amended
follows:
to read as follows:
amended
District court.
Two judges authorthe said
said Territory
""Shc.
SEC. 86.
86. (a)
(a) That
That there
there shall
be established
shall be
established in
in the
Territory
ed for.
ized
a
consist of
of two
two judges,
who shall
shall reside
reside therein
iz
for .
a district
district court,
court, to
to consist
judges, who
therein
and
and who
who shall
shall each
each receive
receive an
annual
and be
be called
called district
district judges,
judges, and
an annual
Division of cases.
salary
of $7,500.
$7,500. The
two judges
time to
either
Division ocases
salary of
The two
judges shall
shall from
from time
to time,
time, either
by
prescribe at
in what
by order
order or rules of the
the court, prescribe
at what times and in
what
classes
cases each
of them
them shall
shall preside.
preside.
classes of
of cases
each of
Sessions
by
each
a
maby each
to judges may
The two
each hold separately
separately and at the same time a
juThe
judge.
session
of the
the court
court (whether
at the
the same
different terms
terms of
of court,
court,
session of
(whether at
same or
or different
regular
or special)
special) and
may preside
alone over
such session.
session. The
regular or
and may
preside alone
over such
The
Hawaii.
Vol.
42, p. 119,amend119, amendVol.42,p.
ed.
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CHs. 220-223.
220-223. 1925.
1925.

said two
two judges
judges shall
shall .have
have the
the same
same powers
said
matters coming
coming Powers,
powers in
in all
all matters
Powers, etc.
etc.
before the court; and in case two
two sessions
of the
court are
held at
sessions of
the court
are held
at the
the
same time, the judgments, orders, verdicts, and
and all
all proceedings
proceedings of
of a
a
session of the court, held by either
either of
as effective
of the
the judges,
judges, shall
shall be
be as
effective
as if one session only were being held at
at aatime."
time."
Approved,
1925.
Approved, February
February 12,
12, 1925.
February 12, 1925.
February
[EL R. 71
44.]
[H.
7144.]
[Public, No. 409.]

CHAP. 221.-An
221.—An Act To relinquish
relinquish to the city of Battle Creek;
Creek, Michigan,
Michigan, all
all
unsurveyed islands
right, title, and interest
interest of the United
United States in two unsurveyed
islands in
the
in the
Kalamazoo
Kalamazoo River.
River.

Be it
by the
the Senate
Be
it enacted
enacted by
Senate and
of Representatives
of the
the
and House
House of
Representatives of

Battle Creek,
ich.
Illa
a
t
y
tle ac
Cre
ci elc, Mich
vici
May
acquire
two

United States
in Congress
Congress 'assembled,
the payUnited
States of
of America
America in
assembled, That
That upon
upon the
pay-

ment
of $1.25
$1.25 per
acre whatever
right, title,
interest the
the United
United i
isl
ti
a
vn
eds
rvI
ligli
amaz
epur
oo.
ment of
per acre
whatever right,
title, or
or interest
ive
torrn ppublic
purStates may have in or to the two unsurveyed
poses.
unsurveyed islands shown upon the PosPs•
survey of
official plat of the survey
2 south,
Michiof township
township 2
south, range
range 88 west,
west, Michigan, approved July 14, 1826,
as being in the
1826, as
the Kalamazoo
Kalamazoo River
River in
secin section 22of said township,
shall be relinquished
township, shall
the city
Battle
relinquished unto
unto the
city of
of Battle
Creek, in the said State of Michigan,
Michigan, for
public purposes,
for public
purposes, and
and the
the
Secretary of the Interior
Secretary
Interior is hereby authorized
authorized and
and directed
appro- P .
directed by
by appropriate
to carry
priate conveyance
conveyance to
carry out
out the purposes of this Act: Provided,
Provided, Reversion
11"eversion
°v18°: for n
onnonse r
however, in case said islands
islands are not
not used
used or
or held
held by
by said
said city
city for
for user
.
u '
public purposes, title to the same shall revert
revert to the United
United States
States
upon a
and declaration
declaration by
a finding and
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior,
Interior, that
that
they
used or
or held.
they are not
not used
held.
Approved,
February 12,
12, 1925.
Approved, February
1925.
February 12,
1925.
February
12,1925.
[H.
R.10413.)
[H. R.10413.]

CHAP.
CHAP. 222.-An
222.—An Act To revive and reenact
reenact the Act entitled
entitled "An
Act
"An Act
granting
Allegheny, Pennsylvania,
to
granting the consent of Congress to the county
county of Allegheny,
Pennsylvania, to
construct,
operate aabridge across the Monongahela
construct, maintain,
maintain, and operate
Monongahela River,
River, at
at or
or
near the borough
in the county
borough of Wilson, in
county of
the Commonwealth
of Allegheny,
Allegheny, in
in the
Commonwealth
of Pennsylvania,"
Pennsylvania," approved
approved February
February 27,
27, 1919.
1919.

[Public, No.
[Public,
No. 410.]
410.]

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
and House
House of
of the
the Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
the Monongahela
Monongahela River
River.
United
in Congress
assembled, That
United States
States of
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
That the
extended for
for
the Act apap- Time extended
bridging,
b
Aegheny
proved
27 1919, authorizing
authorizing the county of
proved February
February 27,
in nountt
of Allegheny,
Allegheny, in
sonw,,1q
Pa.
gnitiR11111

the
Pennsylvania, to
construct aa bridge
the State
State of
of Pennsylvania,
to construct
bridge across
across the
Mononthe Monongahela River, at or
the borough
borough of
of Wilson,
Wilson, in
the county
of
or near
near the
in the
county of
Allegheny, in the State
a of Pennsylvania,
Allegheny,
State
Pennsylvania, be,
the same
same is
is hereby,
hereby,
be, and
and the
revived
revived and
and reenacted:
reen ac t
ed: P
ro
v ided, That
this Act
be null
and
Provided,
That this
Act shall
shall be
null and
void unless the actual construction
construction of the
bridge hereby
hereby authorized
the bridge
authorized
be commenced
commenced within one year
year and completed
within three
years
completed within
three years
approval hereof.
from the date of approval
hereof.
Approved,
February 12,
1925.
Approved, February
12, 1925.

CHAP. 223.—An
223.-An Act Granting the consent
the State of
CRAP.
consent of Congress
Congress to the
Alabama to construct
a bridge across the Coosa River
Alabama
construct a
River at Gadsden,
Gadsden, Etowah
Etowah
County, Alabama.
Alabama.

i

i

Vol. 41, p. 1078.

Vol. 41,.

1
1

1078.

Pro,

Proviso.
Time of construction.

Timeofconstruction.

February 12,1925.
12, 1925.
10887.]
[.[H. R.
R.10887.]
[Public
No. 411.]
4114
[PublicNo.

Be it
enacted by the Senate and
and House of Representatives
Re
it enacted
Representatives of
of the
the C
Rir.
Coosa River.
United States
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
Alabama
may
may
United
States of America
Congress assembled,
the consent
consent Aoabama
bridge, Gadsden.
granted to
Alabama to
to construct,
construct, bridge, Gadsder.
of Congress is hereby
hereby granted
to the
the State
State of
of Alabama
maintain, and
maintain,
and operate
operate a
and approaches
approaches thereto
thereto across
a bridge and
across the
the
a point suitable to the interests
Coosa River at a
interests of
of navigation,
navigation, at
at or
or
near Gadsden,
Gadsden, in
!war
in the
the county
county of
of Etowah,
Alabama, Construction.
Etowah, in
in the
the State
State of
of Alabama,
onstruction
34, p.s4.
84.
in
accordance with
with the
in accordance
the provisions
provisions of
of the
the Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
to Vol.
Vol.34,p.
of bridges over
regulate the construction
construction of
navigable waters,"
waters," apapover navigable
proved
proved March
March 23, 1906.

892
892
Amendment.
Amendment.

February 12,
1925.
February
12,1925.
DI.
R. 11635.]
116351
]H. R.
[Public,
No. 412.]
412.]
[Public, No.

SIXTY-EIGHTH
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.

SESS.
SEss. II.
II.

CHs.
CHS. 223-225.
223-225.

1925.
1925.

SEC. 2. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved,
February 12,
12, 1925.
1925.
Approved, February
CHAP. 224.—An
Act Granting
consent of
Congress to
to the
the county
of
county of
CHAP.
224.-An Act
Granting the
the consent
of Congress
Allegheny and the county of Westmoreland,
counties of the State of
Westmoreland, two of the counties
Pennsylvania,
maintain, and operate
operate a
a bridge
across the
bridge across
construct, maintain,
Pennsylvania, jointly
jointly to construct,
Allegheny
nineteen and one-tenth miles above
above
approximately nineteen
point approximately
Allegheny Riter, at aa point
the
mouth of
the river,
in the
counties of
Allegheny and
the
in the
and Westmoreland,
Westmoreland, in
of Allegheny
river, in
the counties
of the
the mouth
State of Pennsylvania.
Pennsylvania.

Be
House of
Representatives of
of the
of Representatives
the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
Alle gheny River.
United
States of
of America
Congress assembled,
the consent
consent
assembled, That the
in Congress
America in
United States
moreland
moreland Counties,
Counties, off Congress is hereby granted to the county of Allegheny
Allegheny and the
Pa., may bridge.
a., may brge.
county of Westmoreland,
county
counties of
State of
of PennPennWestmoreland, two
two of the
the counties
of the
the State
sylvania, and
and assigns,
to construct,
construct, maintain,
maintain,
assigns, to
and their
their successors
successors and
sylvania,
and operate
bridge and
thereto across
Allegheny
across the
the Allegheny
and approaches
approaches thereto
and
operate aa bridge
Location.
Location.
River, at a
a point suitable to the interests of navigation,
navigation, approximately nineteen
nineteen and
and one-tenth
miles above
above the
mouth of
of the
the river,
river,
the mouth
one-tenth miles
mately
Construction.
construction.
in the counties of Allegheny and Westmoreland,
Westmoreland, in the State of
Vol.
34, p.8.
p.84.
Vol.34,
Pennsylvania, in
entitled
Pennsylvania,
in accordance
accordance with the provisions of the Act entitled
"An
regulate the
bridges over navigable
navigable
of bridges
the construction
construction of
"An Act
Act to regulate
waters," approved
1906.
waters,"
approved March
March 23,
23, 1906.
Amendment.
S
EC.. 2.
2. The
The right
alter, amend,
amend, or
or repeal
repeal this
is hereby
exSendment
right to
to alter,
this Act
Act is
hereby expressly
reserved.
pressly reserved.
Approved,
February 12,
12, 1925.
1925.
Approved, February
River.
Allegheny
Allegheny and
West-

February 12,
1925.
February
12,1925.
[H.
R. 11248.]
H. R.
11248.]
[Public, No.
No. 413.1
413.]
[Public,

apw
pro
a
p
r
rimilepartm
s.
ent

en
appropriations.p

CHAP.
CHAP. 225.-An
225.—An Act Making appropriations
appropriations for the military and nonmilitary
nonmilitary
Department for the fiscal year ending
activities of the War Department
ending June 30, 1926, and
for other purposes.
Be
enacted by
by the
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Repmentatives of
of the
Be it
it enacted
the Senate
the
assembled, That the
the following
following
United States
Congress assembled,
United
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
appropriated, out
of any
in the
the Treasury
not othersums are
are appropriated,
out of
any money
money in
Treasury not
otherwise
appropriated, for
the military
nonmilitary activities
of
wise appropriated,
for the
military and
and nonmilitary
activities of
the
War Department
the fiscal
ending June
June 30,
30, 1926,
1926, and
and
the War
Department for
for the
fiscal year
year ending
for
purposes, namely:
namely:
for other
other purposes,

Department
military TITLE I.—MILITARY
I.-MILITARY ACTIVITIES
ACTIVITIES AND OTHER EXDepartmentmiitar
activities.
aces.
PENSES
OF THE
PENSES OF
THE WAR
WAR DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT INCIDENT
THERETO
THERETO
Secretary's
Secretary's Office.
Office.
OFFICE
OF WAR
OFFICE OF
OF SECRETARY
SECRETARY OF
WAR
Secretary, Assistant,
andr,
assistan
nel
and
civilian personnel.
Provisos.

Restriction on
on exexRestiction
ceedin
gesalaceedingg avera
salaaverage
ries.
Vol. 42,
v'ol.
42, p.
p. 1488.
1488.

only one
one ppoition
If only
position
os
on
in a
ag
grade.
in
rade.
Not applicable to
eot applicable to
clerical-mechanical
service.
service.
No
reduction in fixed
Noreductioninfixed
salaries required.

salariesrequied

Salaries: Secretary
Secretary of
War, $12,000;
Assistant Secretary,
Secretary, $10,000,
$10,000,
$12,000; Assistant
Salaries:
of War,
and
and for
for other
personal services
services in
in the
of Columbia
Columbia in
in accordother personal
the District
District of
accordance
Act of
of 1923,"
$202,174; in
in all,
ance with
with "
" The
The Classification
Classification Act
1923," $202,174;
all, $224,174:
$224,174:
Provided, That
in expending
appropriations or
or portions
portions of
approof approexpending appropriations
That in
Provided,
priations,
priations, contained
contained in
payment for
in this
this Act, for
for the
the payment
for personal
personal servservices in
in the
District of
Columbia in
in accordance
accordance with
ices
the District
of Columbia
with ""The
The ClassificaClassificathe average
salaries of
tion Act of
of 1923,"
1923," the
average of
of the
the salaries
of the
the total
total number
number
of persons under any grade in any bureau, office,
office, or other
other appropriaappropriation unit
not at
time exceed
the average
of the
tion
unit shall
shall not
at any
any time
exceed the
average of
the compensacompensation rates
specified for
in grades
tion
rates specified
for the
the grade
grade by
by such
such Act,
Act, and
and in
grades in
in
which only
the salary
position
which
only one
one position
position is
is allocated
allocated the
salary of
of such
such position
shall
average of
compensation rates
rates for
for the
the grade:
grade:
not exceed
exceed the
the average
of the
the compensation
shall not
Provided, That this
shall not
(1) to
to grades
grades 1,
Provided,
this restriction
restriction shall
not apply
apply (1)
1, 2,
2, 3.
3.
and 4
clerical-mechanical service,
(2) to require
4 of the clerical-mechanical
service, or (2)
require the
reduction
salary of
person whose
was fixed
fixed as
as
reduction in
in salary
of any
any person
whose compensation
compensation was

SIXTY-EIGHTH
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.

S
ESS. II.
II. CH. 225.
SESS.

893
893

1925.
1925.

p. 1490.
42,p.1490.
Vol. 42,
6 of such
rules of section 6
with the
of
1, 1924,
in accordance
accordance with
the rules
such Vol.
1924, in
July 1,
of July
Transfers to another
any person
person who
Act,
(3) to
require the
the reduction
reduction in
salary of
of any
who is
is psitione
in salary
to require
Act, (3)
position withouotrewithout reduction.
transferred from one position
position to another position in the same or duction.
transferred
different
grade in
office, or other
different bureau, office,
a different
in the
the same or a
different grade
Higher salary rates
salary rates
appropriation unit,
unit, or
or (4)
(4) to
to prevent
the payment
payment of a
asalary under aigher
prevent the
appropriation
allowed.
any
grade at a
maximum rate of the grade
than the maximum
higher than
a •rate higher
any grade
when
higher rate
permitted by "
The Classification
Classification Act of
"The
is permitted
rate is
when such
such higher
1923,"
and is
specifically authorized
authorized by
by other
other law.
is specifically
1923," and

CONTINGENT EXPENSES,
EXPENSES, WAR
WAR DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
CONTINGENT
Department

con-

For purchase
purchase of
of professional
scientific books, law books, in- tisDgPtmnes.
professional and scientific
For
tingent expenses. conpamphlets,
cluding
their exchange;
exchange; books
books of reference,
reference, blank
blank books, pamphlets,
cluding their
periodicals, newspapers,
newspapers, maps; typewriting
typewriting and adding machines,
machines,
periodicals,
exchange;
and
other labor-saving
including their repair and exchange;
devices, including
labor-saving devices,
and other
furniture
repairs to same; carpets, matting, linoleum,
linoleum, filing
furniture and repairs
equipment, photo
photo supplies,
supplies, towels,
brooms, soap, sponges, fuel,
towels, ice, brooms,
equipment,
gas,
and heating
heating apparatus
apparatus for buildings,
buildings, electric power, electric
gas, and
alterations and installations in Government-owned
repairs to, alterations
Government-owned
light; repairs
buildings (other
(other than
than those
under the
supervision of the Superinthe supervision
those under
buildings
tendent of the
occuand Navy Department Buildings) occuState, War, and
the State,
tendent
pied by
by the
War Department
Department and
repair,.
maintenance, repair,
bureaus; maintenance,
and its bureaus;
the War
pied
and
operation of
of motor
motor trucks and motor cycles, and one motorand operation
propelled passenger-carrying
vehicle, to be used only for official
official
passenger-carrying vehicle,
propelled
purposes; freight
and express
express charges; street-car
street-car fares, not exceedfreight and
purposes;
ing $750; and
necessary expenses,
expenses, including a
a per
absolutely necessary
other absolutely
and other
ing
$99,685.
diem allowance
allowance not
to exceed
in lieu of subsistence, $99,685.
exceed $4 in
not to
diem
Stationery.
For stationery
stationery for
for the
department and
and its
its bureaus
bureaus and
and offices,
offices, Stationery.
the department
For
$69,000.
$69,000.
Postage.
For postage
postage stamps
department and its bureaus, as re- Postage.
the department
for the
stamps for
For
quired under
postage on matters
matters adprepay postage
to prepay
the Postal
Postal Union, to
under the
quired
dressed to
to Postal
countries, $250.
and ind$250.inting
dressed
Postal Union
Union countries,
Printing and bindFor printing
printing and
the War
Department, its bureaus ing.
War Department,
for the
ing.
binding for
and binding
For
and
offices, and
and for
for all
and binding for the field activities
all printing and
and offices,
under
Department, except such as may be authorized in
under the War Department,
accordance
with existing
existing law
law to
elsewhere than at the Gov- Proviso.
be done
done elsewhere
to be
accordance with
Medical bulletins.
$3,000, Medical
the sum of $3,000,
$600.000: Provided,
ernment Printing
Office, $600.000:
Provided, That
That the
Printing Office,
ernment
or so
so much
much thereof
thereof as
as may be necessary, may be used for the pubor
lication,
prepared under the direcbulletins prepared
time, of bulletins
to time,
time to
from time
lication, from
tion of
of the
General of
Army, for the instruction of For Chief of Engiof the Army,
Surgeon General
the Surgeon
tion
fr Chief of Enginot neers.
medical officers,
by the
Secretary of
War, and
and not
of War,
the Secretary
approved by
when approved
officers, when
medical
exceeding $70,000
$70,000 shall
shall be
available for printing and binding under
under
be available
exceeding
the direction
of the
Chief of Engineers.
the Chief
direction of
the
CONTINGENCIES
THE ARMY
ARMY
OF THE
CONTINGENCIES OF
Army contingencies.

provided Army contingencies.
otherwise provided
the Army
For
all contingent
expenses of
Army not
not otherwise
of the
contingent expenses
For all
for and
military service,
service, including
including the
embracing all branches of the military
and embracing
for
office of
emergencies and extraordinary
the Chief
Chief of Staff; for all emergencies
of the
office
expenses,
including the
the employment
translators and exclusive
exclusive of
employment of translators
expenses, including
all other
services in the
Department or any of its subthe War Department
personal services
other personal
all
ordinate bureaus
bureaus or
in the
District of
Columbia, or
or in the
of Columbia,
the District
offices in
or offices
ordinate
Army at
at large,
classified; to be
or classified;
be anticipated
anticipated or
to be
impossible to
but impossible
large, but
Army
expended on
on the
the approval
or authority
authority of
and Provisos.
Pr
of War,
War, and
Secretary of
of the
the Secretary
approval or
expended
Sale of war supplies,
for
purposes as
he may
proper, $48,960:
$48,960: Provided,
That adjusting
supplies,
Sale of war
Provided, That
deem proper,
as he
may deem
for such
such purposes
claims,
etc.
be exex- adjutingclims etc.
not
exceed $29,960
$29,960 of
of the
money herein
shall be
appropriated shall
herein appropriated
the money
to exceed
not to
pended
for the
the payment
of salaries
of civilian
connected
employees connected
civilian employees
salaries of
payment of
pended for
with
sale of
the adjustment
adjustment of war contracts
and the
supplies and
war supplies
of war
the sale
with the
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SIXTYEIGHTH CONGRESS.
ESS. II.
Cu. 225.
SESS.
II. CH.
225.
SIXTY-EIGHTH
CONGRESS. S

1925.
1925.

Transfer
Transfer of surplus
property
to
other
other
to
property
activities restricted.

and claims:
Provided further,
further, That
That none
the funds
none of
of the
funds appropriated
appropriated
and
claims: Provided
in
this Act
Act shall
shall be
of expenses
connected
in this
be used
used for
for the
the payment
payment of
expenses connected
with
transfer of
the War
Department to
any
of surplus
surplus property
property of
of the
War Department
to any
with the
the transfer
other
activity of
of the
where the
articles or
lots of
articles
other activity
the Government
Government where
the articles
or lots
of articles
to
be transferred
transferred are
are located
located at
place at
which the
the total
total surplus
at which
surplus
to be
at any
any place
quantities
the same
same commodity
are so
that their
of the
commodity are
so small
small that
their transfer
transfer
quantities of
would not,
the opinion
War, be
be economical.
opinion of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War,
economical.
would
not, in
in the

General
Staff Corps.
General Staff

GENERAL S
STAFF
CORPS
GENERAL
TAFF CORPS

Intelligence
Intelligence
sion.
sion.

Di vIDivi-

•

CONTINGENCIES,
INTELLIGENCE DIVISION
DIVISION
CONTINGENCIES, MILITARY
MILITARY INTELLIGENCE

For contingent
Intelligence Division,
contingent expenses of the Military
Military Intelligence
General
Staff Corps,
Corps, and
of the
General Staff
and of
the military
military attaches
attaches at
at the
the United
United
States
and legations
legations abroad,
purchase of
of law
law
States embassies
embassies and
abroad, including
including the
the purchase
books, professional
reference, and subscriptions
subscriptions to
to newsnewsbooks,
professional books of reference,
papers and
and periodicals;
for cost
of special
special instruction
at home
home and
instruction at
and
papers
periodicals; for
cost of
abroad,
in maintenance
maintenance of
of students
the hire
hire
students and
and attaches;
attaches; for
for the
abroad, and
and in
of
interpreters ;special
agents, and
and guides,
other purposes
special agents,
guides, and
and for
for such
such other
purposes
of interpreters,
deem proper,
including $5,000
Observing military
the
$5,000 for
for the
may deem
proper, including
Secretary of
of War
War may
Observing
military as
as the
the Secretary
operations
operations of foreign actual and necessary
necessary expenses
abroad
expenses of officers of the Army on duty abroad
armies.
.
for the
the purpose
of observing
operations of
foreign States
States
. for
purpose of
observing operations
of armies
armies of
of foreign
at war,
to be
paid upon
upon certificates
of the
the Secretary
War that
at
war, to
be paid
certificates of
Secretary of
of War
that the
the
expenditures were
were necessary
necessary for
for obtaining
obtaining military
information,
expenditures
military information
$65,500,
to be
be expended
the direction
direction of
of the
of
Secretary of
under the
the Secreary
$65,500, to
expended under
Proviso.
War:
Provided, That
Revised Statutes,
shall apply
Periodicals, etc.
Periodals,
War: Provided,
That section
section 3648,
3648, Revised
Statutes, shall
apply
R.
8., sec. 3648, p.718.
R. .,sec.3648,p.718. neither
neither to
to subscriptions
for foreign
subscriptions for
foreign and
and professional
professional newspapers
newspapers
periodicals nor to other
from appropriations
appropriations
and periodicals
other payments
payments made
made from
contained in
in this
this Act
compliance with
with the
the laws
laws of
councontained
Act in
in compliance
of foreign
foreign countries
military attaches
to operate.
tries under
under which
which the
the military
attaches are
are required
required to
operate.
Civilian personnel,
Salaries, Office
Office of
of Chief
of Staff:
personal services
services in
in the
oCiiliani
personnel
Salaries,
Chief of
Staff: For
For personal
the DisDisOffice
of Chief
of Staff.
trict
with "The
of
trict of Columbia in
in accordance
accordance with
"The Classification
Classification Act
Act of
1923," $213,801.
1923,"
$213,801.
Contingent expenses.
expenses.

Adjutant General's
General's
Department.

ADJUTANT
GENERAL'S DEPARTMENT
ADJUTANT GENERAL'S
DEPARTMENT

Headquarters
of miliHeadquartersof
milltary departments,
departments, etc.

CONTINGENCIES, HEADQUARTERS
CONTINGENCIES,
HEADQUARTERS OF
AND SO
OF MILITARY
MILITARY DEPARTMENTS,
DEPARTMENTS, AND
0S
FORTH
FORTH

Contingent
expenses.
Contingent expenses.

For contingent
contingent expenses
headquarters of
several terriexpenses at the
the headquarters
of the
the several
territorial departments,
torial
departments, corps areas,
armies.,territorial
territorial districts,
districts, tactical
areas, armies,
tactical
corps,
corps, divisions,
divisions, and
brigades, including
Cgrps serving
and brigades,
including the
the Staff
Staff Cqrps
serving
thereat, being
for the
purchase of
of the
necessary articles
articles of
thereat,
being for
the purchase
the necessary
of office,
office,
toilet, and
and desk
desk furniture,
ice, and
water for
for
toilet,
furniture, stationery,
stationery, ice,
and potable
potable water
office use,
technical books
books of
professional
use, binding, maps, technical
of reference,
reference, professional
and technical
technical newspapers
newspapers and periodicals,
periodicals, payment
may be
be
payment for which
which may
made
advance, and
and police
utensils, to
to be
allotted by
Secretary
made in
in advance,
police utensils,
be allotted
by the
the Secretary
of
War, and
to be
expended in
discretion of
of the
commanding
of War,
and to
be expended
in the
the discretion
the commanding
military departments,
officers of the several military
departments, corps
districts,
corps areas,
areas, districts,
armies,
$4,500.
armies, and tactical commands,
commands, $4,500.

Army War College.
College.
Army
Instruction
Instruction expenses.
expenses,

Employees, etc.
Employees,

ARMY
ARMY WAR
WAR COLLEGE
COLLEGE

For expenses
Army War
War College,
the purchase
purchase of
For
expenses of
of the
the Army
College, being
being for
for the
of
the necessary
necessary special
books of
reference, scienscienspecial stationery;
stationery; textbooks,
textbooks, books
of reference,
maps; police
tific and
and professional
professional papers
papers and
and periodicals;
periodicals; maps;
police utensils;
utensils;
or special
special services
services and
employment of
of temporary,
temporary, technical,
technical, or
and expenses
expenses
of special
special lecturers;
pay of
for all
lecturers; for the pay
of employees;
employees; and
and for
all other
other
absolutely
expenses, $70,570.
absolutely necessary
necessary expenses,
$70,570.
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THE COMMAND
COMMAND AND
AND GENERAL
GENERAL STAFF
STAFF SCHOOL,
SCHOOL, FORT
LEAVENWORTH
FORT LEAVENWORTH,
THE
KANSAS
KANSAS
For
textbooks, books
of reference,
reference, scientific
scientific
For the
the purchase
purchase of
of textbooks,
books of
instruction;
professional papers,
papers, instruments,
instruments, and
and material
material for
for instruction;
professional
temporary, technical,.
special, and
ployment of
of temporary,
technical, special,
and clerical
clerical services;
services;
for other
other necessary
expenses of
of instruction,
the Command
Command
for
necessary expenses
instruction, at
at the
General Staff
Kansas, $45,680.
$45,680.
Fort Leavenworth,
Leavenworth, Kansas,
Staff School,
School, Fort
General

F

Fort
ort
Kars.
K.as.

Leavenworth,
Leavenworth,

Instruction expenses
and CommsndensneSr
cohrinTancran=
n
and
Shool.
emem- stafl
staix sch
"L
and
and

MILITARY POST
POST EXCHANGES
MILITARY
EXCHANGES
For
construction, equipment,
equipment, and maintenance
maintenance of
continuing the
the construction,
For continuing
suitable buildings
buildings at
at military
stations, for the
the conduct
conduct of
military posts
posts and stations,
suitable
the post
reading, lunch,
lunch, and
and amusement
rooms;
amusement rooms;
school, reading,
post exchange,
exchange, school,
the
for the
the conduct
conduct and
and maintenance
maintenance of
clubs, chapels,
of libraries,
libraries, service clubs,
for
and
gymnasiums, including
repairs to
erected at private
to buildings
buildings erected
including repairs
and gymnasiums,
cost,
of the
Act approved
May 31,
1902, and
and includinclud31, 1902,
approved May
the Act
m the
the operation
operation of
cost, in
ing salaries
salaries and
civilians employed
employed in
in the
and
hostess and
the hostess
for civilians
and travel
travel for
ing
library
transportation of books and equipment for
and for transportation
services, and
library services,
these services;
the rental
rental of
and
for and
of slides
slides for
films, purchase
purchase of
of films,
for the
these
services; for
moving-picture outfits and for similar
repairs to moving-picture
similar and other
other
making repairs
now estabrecreational purposes
at training
training and
mobilization camps now
estaband mobilization
purposes at
recreational
lished,
$87,800.
established, $87,800.
hereafter established,
may be
be hereafter
or which
which may
lished, or
ADJUTANT
GENERAL'S OFFICE
OFFICE
ADJUTANT GENERAL'S
Salaries:
Columbia in acacof Columbia
the District
District of
services in
in the
personal services
Salaries: For
For personal
cordance with
with "The
"The Classification
1923," $1,395,000;
$1,395,000; all emof 1923,"
Act of
Classification Act
cordance
ployees provided
paragraph for The Adjutant
Adjutant General's
General's
for by this paragraph
provided for
ployees
on work
work
Office of
the War
exclusively engaged
engaged on
shall be
be exclusively
Department shall
War Department
Office
of the
of that
that office.
office.
of
GENERAL
INSPECTOR GENERAL
OFFICE OF
OF THE
OFFICE
THE INSPECTOR

Post
exchanges.
Post exchanges.
Maintenance, etc.
Maintenance,

Recreationbuildings,
Recreationbuildings,
Vol. 32, p. 282.
Vol.

Adjutant
Adjutant
Office.

General's
General's

Civilian personnel.

Inspector
Inspector
Office.
Office.

General's
General's

Salaries: For
For personal
personal services
in acof Columbia
Columbia in
the District
District of
services in
in the
Salaries:
cordance with
with ""The
The Classification
Act of
of 1923,"
1923," $25,180.
$25,180.
Classification Act
cordance

Civilian personnel.
personnel.

OFFICE OF
OF THE
THE JUDGE
JUDGE ADVOCATE
GENERAL
ADVOCATE GENERAL
OFFICE

Judge Advocate GenJudgeAdvocate
eral's Offce.
Office.
eral's

personnel.
Civilian personnel.
Salaries: For
For personal
personal services
services in
District of Columbia in ac- Civilian
in the
the District
Salaries:
Proviso.
cordance
with
"
The
Classification
Act
of
1923,"
$87,820:
Provided,
Pri
ao
$87,820:
Provided,
Act
of
1923,"
cordance with "The Classification
Experts for patent
infringement sui.n
suits.
That not
not to
to exceed
shall be
used for
the employment
of such
such infringement
employment of
for the
be used
exceed $25,000
$25,000 shall
That
experts and
other employees
be required
required by the Judge
may be
as may
employees as
and other
experts
Advocate General
General of
of the
the Army
of evidence
evidence for
for
preparation of
for the
the preparation
Army for
Advocate
use
in behalf
behalf of
the Government
claims or
or suits
suits filed
filed in
in Federal
Federal
in claims
of the
Government in
use in
courts
account of
alleged patent
infringements and for like
patent infringements
of alleged
on account
courts on
necessary
matters and for necessary
services
in connection
connection with other patent
patent matters
services in
per
traveling expenses
connection therewith,
therewith, as auexpenses in connection
and traveling
per diem
diem and
thorized by
thorized
by law.

FINANCE DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
FINANCE
PAY,
AND SO
SO FORTH,
FORTH, OF
OF THE
THE ARMY
ARMY
PAY, AND

Finance
Department.
Finance Department.

Pay of Army, etc.
Officers.

PAY
officers of
the line
and staff,
staff, $29,$29,- Off".
line and
of the
pay of
of officers
For pay
OF OFFICERS:
OFFICERS: For
PAY OF
809,300.
809,300.
No Army, Navy, or
officer
Marine Marine
arne Corps
orps officer
no commissioned
officer of
Hereafter no
Hereafter
commissioned officer
of the
the Army,
Army, Navy,
Navy, or
or Marine
deprived of pay while
opawhile
deprved
Corps shall be deprived of his right
right to pay and allowances
allowances while on
duty in coordinaGovernment
of Government
tion of
in the
may direct
the President
President may
as the
on such
serving on
serving
such duty
duty as
direct in
the coordinacoordina- tion
business.
Government, as now being conducted
tion
conducted by busness
business of the Government,
tion of the
the business
him
the general
of the
Director of
of the
the Bureau
Bureau
supervision of
the Director
him under
under the
general supervision
59
45822°
--25t----59
45822"-25t-
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the Budget:
of
Budget: Provided,
Provided, That the number of officers
officers detailed to this
of the
duty shall
shall not
not at
time exceed
twenty-six.
exceed twenty-six.
any time
at any
duty
National
Guard.
National Gard.
For pay of officers,
officers, National Guard, $100.
Warrant
Warrant officers.
offiee.
For pay of warrant
warrant officers,
officers, $1,801,680.
$1 2801,680.
Aviation
Aviation increase.
increae.
officers of the
For aviation increase to commissioned
commissioned and warrant officers
Army, $1,100,000.
$1,100,000.
Army,
Lon
gevity.
additional pay
$5,529,998:
For additional
Longevity.
pay to
to officers for length
length of
of service
service, $5,529,998:
Provisos.
That in
in computing
computing for
any purpose
purpose the
the length
of service
service
length of
for any
Provided, That
at Military or Provided,
Time at
Time
Naval
Academy after
any officer
the Army who was appointed to the United States
officer of the
of any
Naval Arademy
August
24, 1912, anter
not of
after
counted for.
Academy or the United States
cnted
for.
Military Academy
States Naval
Naval Academy
Academy after
August
1912, the
time spent at
academy shall
shall not be
at either
either academy
24, 1912,
the time
August 24,
counted.
counted.
Enlisted
men.
Enlisted men.
PAY
ENLISTED MEN:
MEN: For
For pay
pay of
of enlisted
PAY OF
OF ENLISTED
enlisted men
men of
and
of the
the line
line and
Provisos.
Posiso.
including
staff, not including
the Philippine
Philippine Scouts, $51,090,846:
$51,090,846: Provided,
Provided,
Authorized numeriThat the
the total
total authorized
authorized number
of enlisted
enlisted men,
men, not
including the
the
not including
number of
cal strength. nmn e That
caluSuent
Philippine
Scouts,
shall
be
one hundred
hundred and
twenty-five thousand:
DI
mio
Philippine
Scouts,
shall
be
one
and
twenty-five
thousand:
o
Discharge of minors
That hereafter
of satissatisthe presentation
presentation of
enlisting after
after Juiy
July 1,, Provided
upon the
hereafter upon
further, That
Provided further,
eiishtg
1925, e,
without
consent
discharge by
for discharge
application
and
age
to
factory
evidence
as
his
and
upon
application
by
evidence
factory
consent
ithot
of
parents.
etc.
of parants. etc.
his parent
parent or
guardian presented
the Secretary
Secretary of
within six
of War
War within
six
his
or guardian
presented to
to the
months after
after the
any man
man enlisted
months
the date
date of
of his
his enlistment,
enlistment, any
enlisted after
after
July 1,
Army under
under twenty-one
twenty-one years
age who
who has
July
1, 1925,
1925, in
in the
the Army
years of
of age
has
enlisted without
without the
written consent
his parent
or guardian,
enlisted
the written
consent of
of his
parent or
guardian, if
if
any,
shall be
be discharged
discharged with
with the
the form
form of
of discharge
and
any, shall
discharge certificate
certificate and
the
and other
allowances to
to which
his service
service after
the travel
travel and
other allowances
which his
after enlistenlistment
ment shall entitle
entitle him.
National Onard.
Guard.
National
For pay of enlisted
Guard, $100.
$100.
enlisted men of National Guard,
Aviationincrese.
Increase.
Aviation
For aviation
to enlisted
men of
the Army,
Army, $275,000:
aviation increase
increase to
enlisted men
of the
$275,000:
Proviso.
Provided,
That
this
appropriation
shall
not
be
available
for ininfor
available
not
be
shall
appropriation
this
That
Provided,
imited
Number
Number limited.
creased
pay on
flying status
status to
than seven
seven hundred
hundred enlisted
enlisted
creased pay
on flying
to more
more than
men.
Philippine
Scouts.
Philippine Scouts.
For pay of the enlisted
Scouts, $1,151,232.
enlisted men of the Philippine
Philippine Scouts,
$1,151,232.
Lon
gevity.
Longevity.
For additional
for length
of service
service to
For
additional pay
pay for
length of
to enlisted
enlisted men,
men, $2,500,000.
$2,500,000.
Retired
list.
Retired list.
PAY OF
OF PERSONS
WITH RETIRED
STATUS: For
For pay
of the
the officers
PAY
PERSONS WITH
RETIRED STATUS:
pay of
officers on
on
Officers.
Officers.
the retired list, $6,600,000.
On
On active
active duty.
duty.
For increased
increased pay to retired
duty, $214,470.
retired officers on active
active duty,
$214,470.
Enlisted
For
Enlisted men.
men.
For pay
pay of retired
retired enlisted
enlisted men, $8,028,926.
$8,028,926.
Onn active duty.
duty.
For increased
pay and
and allowances
For
increased pay
allowances of
retired enlisted
men on
on acof retired
enlisted men
active
$10,080.
tive duty, $10,080.
Pay
Pay clerks.
clerks.
For pay of retired pay clerks, $10,125.
$10,125.
Veterinarians.
Veterinarians.
For pay of retired
retired veterinarians, $3,570.
$3,570.
Headquarters of
Headquarters
of terterPAY OF
OF ARMY
ARMY FIELD
AND CIVIL
CIVIL SERVICE
SERVICE MESSENGERS
MESSENGERS AT
PAY
FIELD CLERKS
CLERKS AND
AT HEADHEADritorial
departments,
ritorial departments,
corps
etc.
corps areas,
areas, etc.
QUARTERS OF
THE SEVERAL
TERRITORIAL DEPARTMENTS,
QUARTERS
OF THE
SEVERAL TERRITORIAL
DEPARTMENTS, CORPS
CORPS AREAS,
AREAS,
ARMY
AND CORPS
CORPS HEADQUARTERS,
HEADQUARTERS, TERRITORIAL
ARMY AND
TACTICAL
TERRITORIAL DISTRICTS,
DISTRICTS, TACTICAL
DIVISIONS
BRIGADES, SERVICE
CAMPS AND
AND PORTS
OF EMEMDIVISIONS AND
AND BRIGADES,
SERVICE SCHOOLS,_
SCHOOLS, CAMPS
PORTS OF
Field clerks
and mes- BARKATION
lerksandmesField
BARKATION AND
AND DEBARKATION:
DEBARKATION: Army
Army field
field clerks-seven
clerks—seven at
at $2,000
$2,000
ers .
sengers.
seng
each, thirty-two
thirty-two at $1,800 each,
each, fifty-three at $1,600
$1,600 each, seventy
seventy
at $1,400
each, sixty-two
sixty-two at
$1,200 each;
at
at
$1,400 each,
at $1,200
each; sixty-five
sixty-five messengers
messengers at
$391,200.
$960 each; in all, $391,200.
Assignments to
Assignments
to DeDeNo clerk,
messenger, or laborer
laborer at headquarters
of tactical
tactical di
viheadquarters of
divi*,*.
partment
duty
for- *
duty forbidden.
sions,
departments, brigades,
office of
of
brigades, service
service schools, and office
sions, military departments,
bidden.
assigned to
in any
of the
the
the Chief
Chief of Staff shall be assigned
to duty
duty in
any bureau
bureau of
War Department.
Department.
Contract surgeons.
surgeons.
Contract
allowances of contract surgeons, $41,100.
For pay and allowances
Nurses.
Nurses.
nurses, $722,380.
For pay of nurses
Hospital
matrons.
Hospital matrons.
matrons, $960.
For pay of hospital
hospital matrons,
$960.
Courts
etc.
courts martial,
maria etc.
For
For expenses
expenses of
of courts-martial,
courts-martial, courts
inquiry, military
military comcomcourts of
of inquiry,
missions, retiring
retiring boards,
boards, and
and witwitmissions,
and compensation
compensation of
of reporters
reporters and
nesses atteniIin
attending same, and
nesses
and expenses
expenses of taking
taking depositions
depositions and
and sesecuring
evidence for use
curing other
other evidence
use before
before the
the same,
same, $70,000.
$70,000.
Proviso.
Prismited.
Number
limited.
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allowance
Rental allowances.
For rental
rental allowances,
allowances, including
including allowances
allowances for quarters for en- Rental
For
listed
men on
duty where
are not
available,
not available,
quarters are
public quarters
where public
on duty
listed men
allow
$6,200,000.
$6,200,000.ubsistence
Subsistence
allowances
For subsistence
allowances, $5,550,000.
$5,550,000.
ances.
subsistence allowances,
For
Soldiers' interest.
For interest
interest on
soldiers' deposits
$100,000.
Soldiers interest.
deposits, $100,000.
on soldiers'
For
Loss by exchange.
foreign countries,
For payment
payment of
exchange by
()deers serving
serving in
in foreign
countries, Loss byexchange.
by officers
of exchange
For
and
when specially
specially authorized
authorized by
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
War, by
by officers
officers
of War,
and when
Department when
disbursing
pertaining to the War Department
when serving
serving
funds pertaining
disbursing funds
in
Alaska and
all foreign
foreign money
money received
shall be
charged to and
be charged
received shall
and all
in Alaska
valuation
paid
by disbursing
the legal valuation
Army at the
the Army
of the
officers of
disbursing officers
out by
paid out
fixed by
the Secretary
Secretary of
$3,000.
the Treasury,
Treasury, $3,000.
of the
by the
fixed
furnishing
of major required
For
additional pay
pay to
to officers
grade of
required mOfs furnishing
the grade
below the
officers below
For additional
$100,000.
mounts,
to
be
mounted
and
who
furnish
their
own
own
mounts,
$100,000.
their
furnish
who
and
to be mounted
Disbursing and acaneand.
pay of the Army cobursing
for payappropriated for
All
the money
hereinbefore appropriated
money hereinbefore
All the
counting as one
fund.
e.
shall be
be disbursed
disbursed and
and accounted
for as
of the
the Army,
Army, and for P
as pay
pay of
accounted for
shall
Proviso.
on emRestriction on
that purpose
purpose shall
one fund:
That under
this Restriction
under this
Provided, That
fund: Provided,
constitute one
shall constitute
that
ploying additional perlying additional perprovision no
be used
used for
the employment
employment of any addi- SODS.
for the
shall be
amount shall
no amount
provision
appropriaspecific appropriational persons
the number
for which the specific
number for
over the
persons over
tional
tions herein
provide.
herein provide.
tions
forbidden to reshall be used to pay tPy
None of
of the
money appropriated
appropriated in
in this
this Act shall
the money
None
tir d officer selling supany
on the
the retired
of the
the Army
who for
himself or
for plies
plies
P
erto
to
otArmy,
Army,
rb
er
id
sIn
etg.suPn to
etc.
or for
for himself
Army who
list of
retired list
officer on
any officer
others
selling, contracting
contracting for
for the sale of, negotiating
negotiating
the selling,
in the
engages in
others engages
for
the sale
or furnishing
furnishing to
to the
the Army
or the
War Department
Department
the War
Army or
of, or
sale of,
for the
any
materials, equipment,
lands, buildings,
buildings, plants,
plants, vessels,
vessels, To officer
officer retired
retired be
beequipment, lands,
any supplies,
supplies, materials,
ageof64employed
or
munitions. None
this Act shall be fore age
of 64 employed
in this
appropriated in
money appropriated
the money
of the
None of
or munitions.
Depardsaes
paid
to any
on the
of the
Army who,
who, having
havinc been
been rect
Y. P sales
the Army
bea
r
'es to DePat
list of
retired list
the retired
officer on
any officer
paid to
the mentor
is employed
retired
reaching the
the age
age of
of sixty-four
employed in the
m e
n to
r Army.
Arm y.
sixty-four,, is
before reaching
retired before
United
States or
or its
its possessions
possessions by
by any
individual, partnership,
partnership, corany individual,
United States
poration,
or association
frequently engaged
engaged in makregularly or frequently
association regularly
poration, or
mg
direct sales
sales of
any merchandise
merchandise or material
material to the War Departof any
ing direct
ment
or the Army.
ment or
Mileage.
Mileage.
MILEAGE OF
or TIIE
ARMY
THE ARMY
MILEAGE
.For

mileage, reimbursement
actual traveling
expenses, or per
traveling expenses,
of actual
reimbursement of
For mileage,
diem allowances
in lieu
lieu thereof,
by law, to commiscommisas authorized
authorized by
thereof, as
allowances in
diem
sioned
officers, warrant
officers, contract
surgeons, expert
expert accountant,
accountant,
contract surgeons,
warrant officers,
sioned officers,
Inspector
General's Department,
Department, Army
field clerks and
clerks
and field clerks
Army field
Inspector General's
of
the Quartermaster
Quartermaster Corps,
Corps, when
when authorized
authorized by
law, $800,000;
and
$800,000; and
by law,
of the
officers and
establishment named in
members of the military establishment
other members
and other
officers
this
paragraph performing
performing travel
travel on
Government-owned vessels for
on Government-owned
this paragraph
which no
transportation fare
fare is
entitled only to
be entitled
shall be
is charged
charged shall
no transportation
which
reimbursement of
of actual
actual and
and necessary
necessary expenses incurred.
reimbursement
FINANCE SERVICE
SERVICE
FINANCE

Officers, etc.

Ofcers,etc.

Limitation when
Limitation
when on
on
Government
Government- -owned
vessels not charging
fare.
fare.

o ned
t h

Finance Service.
Service.
Finance

Pay of clerks, etc.
of clerks, etc.
Pay
Proviso.
Pr
AuditinggorWar
World War
accounts.
shall be
be available
available only
only for
compensation and
and traveling
expenses contracts
contracts accounts.
traveling expenses
the compensation
for the
shall

For compensation
clerks and
other employees
employees of the Finance
Finance
and other
of clerks
compensation of
For
Provided, That $250,000
Department,
Department, $1,406,849:
$1,406,849: Provided,
$250,000 of this amount
of clerks
clerks and
and other
employees engaged
on work
work pertaimng
to the
the
pertaining to
engaged on
other employees
of
to exceed
audit of
of World
World War
of this
this amount
amount not
not to
exceed
and of
contracts, and
War contracts,
audit
$25,000 shall
shall be
available for
personal services
services in the office of the
for personal
be available
$25.000
Chief
Finance, War
Department.
War Department.
of Finance,
Chief of
CLAIMS FOR
AND LOSS
OF PRIVATE
PROPERTY
PRIVATE PROPP.X"X
LOSS OF
TO AND
DAMAGES TO
FOR DAMAGES
CLAIMS

in
se
Per
Personal services in
the Deparment.
Department.

Private property
property
Private
damages, etc.
etc.
damages,

claims
Payment of
of claims
Payment

nt f claims
or
For
claims not
not exceeding
$500 each
each in
in amount
amount for tor.
exceeding $500
of claims
payment of
For payment
damages to
to or
of private
private property
property incident
trainin
incident to the training,
or loss
loss of
damages
r,.
accrued, Proviso.
practice, operation,
operation, or
maintenance of the
Army that have accrued,
the Army
or maintenance
practice,
Settlement through
or may
may hereafter
Provided, General
through
8ettlmentAccounting
$25,000: Provieed,
hereafter accrue, from time to time, $25,000:
or
oeffle.
That settlement
of such
such claims
be made
made by
by the General
General AcAc- Office.
shall be
claims shall
settlement of
That
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counting Office,
Office, upon the approval
approval and recommendation
recommendation of the
Secretary of War, where the
ascerthe amount
amount of
of damages
damages has
has been
been ascertained by the War Department,
Department, and
thereof will
will be
be acacand payment
payment thereof
cepted
cepted by the
owners of
property in
full satisfaction
the owners
of the
the property
in full
satisfaction of
of such
such
damages.
damages.
Destruction
Destruction of pripri&i
o
OF
OFFICERS, ENLISTED
ENLISTED MEN,
NURSES OF
offi- CLAIMS
vate property
property of offCLA
OF OFFICERS,
MEN, AND
AND NURSES
OF TKE
THE ARMY
ARMY
cers, etc.
cers,
DESTRUCTION OF
PRIVATE PROPERTY
PROPERTY
DESTRUCTION
OF PRIVATE
Payment of
of claims
claims
for, in the service.
Vol 41,
41, p. 1436.
Vol.
1436.

Office
Office of
Finance.

Chief
Chief of

FOR
MFO

For the payment of claims
officers, enlisted
and nurses
nurses of
claims of
of officers,
enlisted men,
men, and
of
the Army for private
private property
property lost, destroyed,
abandoned,
destroyed, captured,
captured, abandoned,
or damaged in the military service
service of
United States,
States, under
under the
the
of the
the United
provisions of
Act approved
approved March
March 4,
4, 1921,
1921, $75,000.
provisions
of an Act
$75,000.
OFFICE
OF THE
THE CHIEF
CHIEF OF
OF FINANCE
OFFICE OF
FINANCE

Civilian personnel.
personnel.

Salaries: For personal
Salaries:
in the
in
personal services
services in
the District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia in
accordance with
accordance
Act of
$316,280.
with ""The
The Classification
Classification Act
of 1923,"
1923," $316,280.

Quartermaster
Quartermaster
Corps.
CorPe.

QUARTERMASTER CORPS
QUARTEBMASTER
CORPS

Subsistence.
Subsistence.
Purchase
Purchase of
of supplies
supplies
for
etc.
or issue,
issue,etc.

SUBSISTENCE or
ARMY: Purchase
Purchase of
supplies: For
SUBSISTENCE
OF THE
THE ARMY:
of subsistence
subsistence supplies:
For
issue as
retired enlisted
enlisted men
as rations
rations to troops, including
including retired
when ordered
ordered
men when
to active duty, civil
when entitled
entitled thereto,
thereto, hospital
hospital
civil employees
employees when
matrons, applicants for enlistment while held under
under observation,
observation,
general prisoners
prisoners of
Indians held
held by
as
of war
war (including
(including Indians
by the
the Army
Army as
prisoners, but for whose
subsistence appropriation
is not
not otherwise
whose subsistence
appropriation is
otherwise
made),
employed by
Army as
made), Indians
Indians employed
by the
the Army
as guides
guides and
and scouts,
scouts, and
and
general prisoners
masters, officers,
prisoners at
at posts;
posts; for
for the
the subsistence
subsistence of
of the
the masters,
officers,
crews,
crews, and employees of the vessels
vessels of the
Service;
the Army
Army Transport
Transport Service;
hot coffee
coffee for troops traveling
traveling when
when supplied
with cooked
supplied with
cooked or
or travel
travel
i:ations; meals
recruiting parties
parties and
applicants for
enlistment
rations;
meals for
for recruiting
and applicants
for enlistment
while
while under observation;
observation; for sales to officers,
officers, including
of
including members
members of
the Officers'
Officers' Reserve
Corps while
while on
on active
active duty,
duty, and
and enlisted
enlisted men
Reserve Corps
men
of the
That the
the sum
of $12,000
authorized to
of
the Army:
Army: Provided,
Provided, That
sum of
$12,000 is
is authorized
to
be expended
meals or
furnishing commutation
expended for supplying meals
or furnishing
commutation of
of
rations to enlisted
enlisted men
the Regular
National Guard
Guard
men of
of the
Regular Army
Army and
and the
the National
while
further,
while competitors
competitors in
in the
the national rifle match:
match: Provided
Provided further,
That no competitor
competitor shall be entitled to
of rations
in
to commutation
commutation of
rations in
excess of $1.50 per day,
when meals
meals are
are furnished
greater
day, and when
furnished no
no greater
expense
expense than that sum
man per
for the
period the
the contest
contest is
is
sum per
per man
per day
day for
the period

Sales to officers, etc.

ales to omcers, et.

Provisos.
Competitor in
Competitors
nain national
rifle match.
tionalrifle
match.
Ration
restrictions.
Raton restrictions.

Payments.
oraCommutation of
rations,
etc.
tions, etc.

commutation

Advertising;

prizes

for
and cooks,
prizes
for bakers
bakers and

etc

in
shall be
be incurred.
incurred. For
For payments:
payments: Of
the regulation
in progress
progress shall
Of the
regulation
allowances of commutation
commutation in lieu of
enlisted men
men on
of rations
rations to
to enlisted
on furfurlough, enlisted men when
at places
places where
where rations
when stationed
stationed at
rations in
in kind
kind
can not be economically
issued, including retired
economically issued,
enlisted men
retired enlisted
men when
when
ordered
traveling on detached
ordered to active duty and when traveling
detached duty
where
duty where
it is impracticable
impracticable to carry rations
enlisted men
men selected
selected
rations of
of any
any kind,
kind, enlisted
to contest for places
or prizes
prizes in
department and
and Army
rifle competicompetiplaces or
in department
Army rifle
tions when traveling to
to and
places of
for
and from
from places
of contest,
contest, applicants
applicants for
enlistment
enlistment and general
general prisoners while traveling
traveling under
under orders.
For
orders. For
payment of the regulation
regulation allowances
allowances of commutation
commutation in
lieu of
in lieu
of
rations for
rations
enlisted men,
while held
for enlisted
men, applicants
applicants for
for enlistment
enlistment while
held under
under
observation,
who are entitled to
observation, civilian employees
employees who
subsistence at
to subsistence
at
public expense,
general prisoners
prisoners while
expense, and !general
in hospitals,
hospitals, to
to be
be
while sick
sick in
paid to
to the
the surgeon
in charge;
charge; advertising;
prizes to
paid
surgeon in
advertising; for
for providing
providing prizes
to
be established
established by the Secretary
Secretary of War
for enlisted
Army
War for
enlisted men
men of
of the
the Army
who graduate
graduate from
the Army
Army schools
bakers and
and cooks,
the total
total
from the
schools for
for bakers
cooks, the
amount of
the various
schools not
exceed $900
per
of such prizes at
at the
various schools
not to
to exceed
$900 per
annum;
annum: and for
for other necessary
necessary expenses
expenses incident
incident to
to the
the purchase,
purchase,
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testing,
care, preservation,
issue, sale,
sale, and
accounting for
for subsistence
subsistence
and accounting
preservation, issue,
testing, care,
supplies
all, $12,935,000.
$12,935,000.
Army; in
in all,
for the
the Army;
supplies for
the
for the
shall be
be used
None
funds appropriated
appropriated in
in this
used for
this Act
Act shall
of the
the funds
None of
payment
of expenses
expenses of
of operating
operating sales
sales commissaries
than in
commissaries other than
payment of
Alaska,
Philippine Islands,
Islands, and
and China,
which the
charged
the prices charged
at which
China, at
Alaska, Philippine
do not
include the
customary overhead
costs of
of freight, handling,
overhead costs
the customary
do
not include
storage,
provisions of the Act of
the provisions
notwithstanding the
delivery, notwithstanding
and delivery,
storage, and
July
July
5, 1884.
1884.
July 5,
payused for
None of
of the
the funds
funds appropriated
appropriated in
in this
this Act
shall be
be used
for payAct shall
None
ment
of expenses
expenses of
Department
any utility of the War Department
operating any
of operating
ment of
selling
services or
supplies at
the cost
of the services or supsupcost of
which the
at which
or supplies
selling services
plies
so sold
sold does
does not
overhead costs of labor,
customary overhead
not include
include all customary
plies so
rent,
and other
other expenses
chargeable to the conexpenses properly chargeable
heat, and
light, heat,
rent, light,
duct
such utility.
utility.
duct of
of such
REcrimAit
ARMY: Regular
supplies of
of the
Quarterthe QuarterRegular supplies
THE ARMY:
SUPPLIES OF THE
REGULAR SUPPLIES
master
Corps, including
including their
protection; construction
construction and
and
their care and protection;
master Corps,
repair of
reservation fences;
apparatus
fences; stoves and heating apparatus
military reservation
of military
repair
required for
for the
the use
use of
of the
the Army
Army for heating
heating offices, hospitals,
hospitals, barrequired
States disracks and
quarters, and
recruiting stations,
and United States
stations, and
and recruiting
and quarters,
racks
ciplinary barracks;
also ranges,
ranges, stoves, coffee roasters, and applibarracks; also
ciplinary
when
ances for
for cooking
at posts
posts in
in the field and when
food at
serving food
and serving
cooking and
ances
traveling,
and maintenance
maintenance of such heating
heating and cooking
repair and
and repair
traveling, and
appliances; and
the necessary
for the
the operation
operation of movingpower for
necessary power
and the
appliances;
authorized issues of candles
picture machines;
candles and matches; for
machines; authorized
picture
allowance of quarters
furnishing heat
light for
the authorized
authorized allowance
for the
and light
heat and
furnishing
for officers,
officers, enlisted
men, warrant
warrant officers,
field clerks,
clerks , including
including
and field
officers, and
enlisted men,
for
retired enlisted
enlisted men
surgeons
to active duty, contract surgeons
ordered to
when ordered
men when
retired
when stationed
stationed at
at and
public quarters
quarters at
at military
posts,
military posts,
occupying public
and occupying
when
garrison schools,
officers
of the
the National
National Guard
Guard attending
attending service and garrison
officers of
and for
guards, hospitals,
hospitals, storehouses,
storehouses, offices,
the buildings
buildings
offices, the
and
for recruits,
recruits, guards,
erected
at private
in the
the operation
operation of
the Act
Act approved
May
approved May
of the
cost, in
private cost,
erected at
reservations
31, 1902, and
buildings for
similar purpose
military reservations
purpose on military
for aasimilar
and buildings
31,1902,
authorized
by War
War Department
Department regulations;
to officers,
officers,
sale to
for sale
regulations; for
authorized by
and including
also fuel
required in
the operation
operation
in the
supplies required
engine supplies
fuel and
and engine
including also
and
including
of modern
batteries at
at established
established posts;
posts; for
for post
post bakeries,
bakeries, including
modern batteries
of
bake ovens
and apparatus
pertaining thereto and the repair thereof;
thereof;
apparatus pertaining
ovens and
bake
for ice
maintenance where
required for
the health
health
for the
where required
their maintenance
and their
ice machines
machines and
for
for ice for issue to organizations
and
comfort of
of the
the troops
troops and for
organizations of
and comfort
enlisted
offices at
at such
such places
as the
the Secretary
of War may
Secretary of
places as
and offices
men and
enlisted men
determine,
and for
for preservation
materials for
for cleaning
and
cleaning and
of stores;
stores; materials
preservation of
determine, and
preserving
ordnance and
ordnance stores except at establishments
establishments
and ordnance
preserving ordnance
under
direct control
control of
of the
storage;
for cold storage;
Ordnance; for
of Ordnance;
Chief of
the Chief
the direct
under the
for the
the construction
construction and
and maintenance
maintenance of
laundries at
posts
at military
military posts
of laundries
for
in
the United
its island
island possessions;
issues of
of
authorized issues
possessions; authorized
and its
States and
United States
in the
soap,
toilet paper,
paper, and
towels; for
for the necessary furniture, textbooks,
and towels;
soap, toilet
paper, and
and equipment
equipment for
libraries, and for
schools and libraries,
post schools
the post
for the
paper,
purchase and issue of
schools
noncommissioned officers;
for the purchase
officers; for
for noncommissioned
schools for
instruments,
office furniture,
authorized articles
articles
other authorized
stationery, and other
furniture, stationery,
instruments, office
for the
the use
use of
officers' schools
schools at the several military posts; for purof officers'
for
chase of
commercial newspapers,
newspapers, market
reports, and
and so forth; for
market reports,
of commercial
chase
the
and mess
furniture for
kitchens and
mess halls,
halls, each
each
for kitchens
and mess
the tableware
tableware and
mess furniture
and
men, including
recruits; for forage, salt, and
including recruits;
enlisted men,
the enlisted
for the
all for
and all
vinegar
the horses,
other draft and riding anihorses, mules, oxen, and other
for the
vinegar for
several posts and stations
mals
of the
the Quartermaster
at the several
Corps at
Quartermaster Corps
mals of
and
with the
armies in
in the
the field,
field, for
the horses of the several regifor the
the armies
and with
ments of
of Cavalry
and batteries
batteries of
of Artillery
Artillery and
companies of
of
such companies
and such
Cavalry and
ments
Infantry and
Scouts as
as may be
mounted, and for remounts and for
be mounted,
and Scouts
Infantry
the authorized
authorized number
number of
officers' horses, including bedding
bedding for the
of officers'
the
implements required
animals;
required for the raising of forfor seeds and implements
animals; for
age
remount depots
and on
military reservations
reservations in the Hawaiian
on military
depots and
at remount
age at

Restriction on prices

Restriction on prices
at sales commissaries.

salescommissaries.

Vol. 23
23 D. 103.
D 103
V.

Utilities t, include

Utilities to include
overhead
overhead costs on sale
of services or supplies.

of services or supplies.

Regular quartermas-

telrugi
untsq.uarte"
tersupplies.

Heat and light to
lht to
qutrand
quarters.

Recreationbuildings
Recreation buildings.
Vol.
282.
32..D. 282.
ol. 32.

maBakes ice maBakeries,
chines, and
laundries.
andlaundries.
chines,

upplies for schools,
Supplies
etc.
etc.

etc, for
for ania
Forage, etc.,

mals.
ma

t.,

for a

900
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and Philippine
Philippine Islands,
Islands, and
and for
for labor
labor and
and expenses
incident thereto,
thereto,
expenses incident
and
including, when
when specifically
specifically authorized
authorized by
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
War,
of War,
including,
Stationery, printing,
of irrigation;
for straw for soldiers'
stationery,
bedding, stationery,
soldiers' bedding,
irrigation; for
the cost
cost of
prting, the
Stationery,
etc.
typewriters and exchange of same, including blank
typewriters
blank books
blank
books and blank
forms for
discharged soldiers,
for
soldiers, and for
for discharged
certificates for
for the
the Army,
Army, certificates
forms
printing
department orders
$12,626,965.
and reports, $12,626,965.
orders and
printing department
Clothing.
CLOTHING AND
AND EQUIPAGE:
EQUIPAGE: For
For cloth,
woolens, materials,
and for
for
materials, and
cloth, woolens,
na
CLOTHING
Clothig.
Purchase,
including
the
purchase and
manufacture of clothing
clothing for the
ture, etc.
the purchase
and manufacture
the Army, including
retired enlisted
active duty, for
for
for issue
issue and
and for
men when ordered
ordered to
to active
retired
enlisted men
sale; for
for payment
payment of
of clothing
clothing due
due to
warrant officers
officers
to warrant
of commutation
commutation of
sale;
of the
Planter Service
Service and
and to
men; for
altering and
for altering
and
to enlisted
enlisted men;
of
the Mine
Mine Planter
fitting
clothing and
and washing
washing and
and cleaning
necessary; for
for opopcleaning when
when necessary;
fitting clothing
eration
issues of
laundry materials
materials
of laundry
for the
the authorized
authorized issues
of laundries;
laundries; for
eration of
for use
use of
of general
general prisoners
prisoners confined
at military
military posts
without pay
pay
posts without
confined at
for
or
for applicants
applicants for
for enlistment
enlistment while
while held
held under
under
or allowances
allowances, and
and for
observation;
for equipment
repair of
of equipment
equipment of
of dry-cleaning
dry-cleaning
equipment and
and repair
observation; for
plants,
hat repairing
repairing shops,
shops, shoe
shoe re.
restorehouses, hat
plants, salvage
salvage and
and sorting
sorting storehouses,
pair
clothing repair
repair shops,
shops, and garbage
garbage reduction
reduction works;
works; for
Equipage,
ai
r shops,
shops.
,clothing
for
Equipage, toilet
tolet artiarti- p
des,. etc.
articles, barbers'
equipage, including authorized
ciesetc.
authorized issues of toilet articles
barbers' and
tailors' materials,
materials, for
for use
of general
prisoners confined
confined at
at military
military
use of
general prisoners
tailors'
posts without
without pay
or allowances
allowances and
applicants for
for enlistment
enlistment while
while
and applicants
posts
pay or
held under
of toilet
toilet kits
to recruits
upon their
their first
first
issue of
kits to
recruits upon
held
under observation;
observation; issue
enlistment, and
issue of
of housewives
housewives to
to the
the Army;
Army; for
for expenses
expenses of
enlistment,
and issue
of packpackmanatee-

of citizen's
OssU
Issue ef
citizen's
outer clothing.

I
for dedestrIndemnity
ndemnity
clothing
toret
oyed, c.

sr.

Incidental expenses.
Incidental

civilian
Civilian employees.
employees,

Entrance fees in rifle,
etc, ,competSitionse
ete
competitions.

Proviso.
Former
Forn'er payments
validated.
validated,

Transportation.
Transportation

ing and
and similar
similar necessaries;
of citizen's
citizen's outer
outer
and handling
handling and
necessaries; for
for a
asuit
suit of
clothing and when necessary an overcoat,
overcoat, the cost of all not to exexceed $30,
be issued
issued to
to each
discharged otherwise
than honceed
$30, to
to be
each soldier
soldier discharged
otherwise than
honorably,
to each
each enlisted
enlisted man
by civil
court for
for an
an offense
offense
orably, to
man convicted
convicted by
civil court
resulting
in confinement
penitentiary or
and
resulting in
confinement in
in aapenitentiary
or other
other civil
civil ,prison
prison,'and
to each enlisted man ordered
ordered interned by reason of the fact that he
is an
an alien
alien enemy,
or, for
the same reason,
reason, discharged
discharged without
without inis
enemy, or,
for the
ternment; for
indemnity to officers
ternment;
for indemnity
officers and men of the Army for clothclothbedding, and
and so
so forth,
forth, destroyed
April 22,
22, 1R98.
by
ing and
and bedding,
destroyed since
since April
1998. by
order of
sanitary reasons,
reasons, $6,093,186.
order
of medical
medical officers
officers of the Army for
for sanitary
$6,093,186.
INCIDENTAL
EXPENSES or
OF THE
ARMiY: Postage; hire
laborers in
in
I
NCIDENTAL EXPENSES
THE ARMY:
hire of
of laborers
the Quartermaster
Quartermaster Corps, including
including the
the care
care of officers'
officers' mounts when
when
the
are furnished
furnished by the Government;
Government; compensation
the same
same are
compensation of clerks
Quartermaster Corps, and clerks, foreand other employees of the
the Quartermaster
men,
watchmen, and
organist for
for the
the United
disciplinary barbarmen, watchmen,
and organist
United States
States disciplinary
incidental expenses
recruiting; for
for the
the apprehension,
racks, and incidental
expenses of
of recruiting;
apprehension,
securing,
securing, and delivering of deserters,
deserters, including
including escaped
escaped military
military
prisoners,
greater
prisoners, and the expenses
expenses incident to their pursuit; and no greater
deserter or
escaped military
prisoner shall,
shall, in
in
sum than $50
$50 for
for each
each deserter
or escaped
military prisoner
the discretion
any civil
civil officer
officer or
or
discretion of the Secretary
Secretary of War, be paid to any
citizen for such
expenses; for a
donation of $10
citizen
such services and
and expenses;
a donation
$10 to each
each
prisoner discharged
discharged otherwise
otherwise than
than honorably
his release
release from
prisoner
honorably upon
upon his
from
confinement under
under court-martial
court-martial sentence
confinement
sentence involving
involving dishonorable
dishonorable disdischarge; for
of coffee-roasting
coffee-roasting plants;
plants; for
payment of
of
charge;
for the
the operation
operation of
for payment
entrance fees
participating in
in
fees for Army rifle and pistol
pistol teams
teams participating
competitions; and such
additional expenditures
are necessary
competitions;
such additional
expenditures as
as are
necessary and
and
authorized by law in the movements
authorized
movements and operation
operation of
of the
the Army
Army and
and
at
military posts,
posts, and
expressly assigned
any other
other department
department,
at military
and not
not expressly
assigned to
to any
$4,100,891:
$4,
100 ,
891 :Provided.
Provided, That expenditures
expenditures heretofore made from, and
obligations incurred
incurred against,
against, appropriations
appropriations for
for incidental
expenses
obligations
incidental expenses
of
entrance fees
of the Army
Army for
for entrance
fees of Army rifle and
and pistol teams participating
authorized and
and
ticipating in small
small arms competitions
competitions are
are hereby authorized
validated.
validated.
ARMy TRANSPORTATION:
TRANSPORTATION: For transportation
ARMY
transportation of the Army and its
its
supplies,
including retired
when ordered
to active
active duty;
supplies, including
retired enlisted
enlisted men
men when
ordered to
duty;
authorized baggage, including
of authorized
including that of
of retired
retired officers,
officers, warrant
warrant
officers,
officers, and enlisted men when ordered to active duty and upon relief
relief
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therefrom,
and including
including packing
packing and
crating; of
recruits and reof recruits
and crating;
therefrom, and
cruiting
parties; of
of applicants
between recruiting
recruiting staenlistment between
for enlistment
applicants for
cruiting parties;
tions
recruiting depots;
depots; of
necessary agents
agents and other employees,
of necessary
and recruiting
tions and
including per
diem allowances
allowances in
of subsistence,
subsistence, not
not exceeding
exceeding
lieu of
in lieu
per diem
including
Transporting
deTransporting deof de- pendents,
allowances; of
$4
for those
receive the per diem allowances;
to receive
authorized to
those authorized
$4 for
etc.
pendents
of
officers
and
enlisted
men
as
provided
by
of
dislaw;
pendents of officers and enlisted men as provided by
charged prisoners,
prisoners, and
and persons
from Saint
Saint Elizabeths
discharged from
persons discharged
charged
Hospital
transfer thereto
the military
military service, to their Proviso.
from the
thereto from
after transfer
Hospital after
Cost rsion.
restriction.
homes (or
(or elsewhere
elsewhere as
they may
may elect)
Provided, That
That the
cost Cost°
the cost
elect)::Provided,
as they
homes
enlistment:
in each
each case
case shall
not be
place of
of last enlistment:
the place
to the
than to
greater than
be greater
shall not
in
Boats, etc.
etc.
of horse
horse equipment;
equipment; and
funds for
Army; for
operation Boats,
for the operation
the Army;
for the
of funds
and of
of
ferand
repair
of
boats
and
other
vessels;
for
wharfage,
tolls,
ferand
tolls,
and repair of boats and other vessels; for wharfage,
Vehicles, draft and
riages; for
for drayage
drayage and
and cartage;
purchase, hire,
hire, operation,
drat
operation, packehiclea,
animals,
etc. and
the purchase,
for the
cartage; for
riages;
maintenance,
and
repair
of
harness,
wagons,
carts,
drays,
other
vehicarts,
maintenance, and repair of harness, wagons,
cles, and
passenger-carrying vehimotor-propelled passenger-carrying
and motor-propelled
horse-drawn and
and horse-drawn
cles,
cles
for the
of troops
troops and
and supplies and for
transportation of
the transportation
required for
cles required
official military
draft
purposes; for purchase and hire of draft
garrison purposes;
and garrison
military and
official
and
pack animals,
animals, including
of unserviceable
unserviceable animals;
animals; Travel allowances.
replacement of
including replacement
and pack
for travel
travel allowances
allowances to
officers and
on discharge;
discharge; to
Travel IUowan.
to National
men on
enlisted men
and enlisted
to officers
for
Guard on
d o
discharge.
officers
of National
National Guard
Guard on
from Federal
service as prepre- discharge.
Federal service
discharge from
on discharge
officers of
Vol. 31, p. 902.
.
Vol. 31,p.
scribed
in the
the Act
Act of
of March
enlisted men of National Vol.
to enlisted
1901; to
2, 1901;
March 2,
scribed in
42, p. 1021.
Guard on
discharge from
from Federal
amenda- Vol.42, p. 1021.
prescribed in amendaas prescribed
service, as
Federal service,
on discharge
Guard
tory
Act of
September 22,
1922; and
and to
of the
the National
members of
to members
22, 1922;
of September
tory Act
Guard who
have been
mustered into
and discharged
discharged
service and
Federal service
into Federal
been mustered
who have
Guard
on account
account of
all $15,814,000.
$15,814,000.
in all
disability; in
physical disability;
of physical
on
Motor veh
vehicle reNo money
money appropriated
by this
expended for
for the
the hire,
hire, strictIon
stricton
be expended
shall be
Act shall
this Act
appropriated by
No
operation, maintenance,
or repair
motor-propelled vehicle
any motor-propelled
of any
repair of
maintenance, or
operation,
which
shall be
employed wholly
for personal, social, or
part for
in part
or in
wholly or
be employed
which shall
similar use,
except such
prescribed by
order for the transby order
is prescribed
as is
use as
such use
use, except
similar
recreational
portation
of
Army
personnel
in
connection
with
the recreational
connection
in
personnel
Army
of
portation
purchase
Amount for purchase
activities of
Army.
Amount
of the
the Army.
activities
or
of motor
exchange of
or exchange
Not
$175,000 from
from the
appropriated or made avail- vehicles.
funds appropriated
the funds
exceed $175,000
to exceed
Not to
able in
Act or
balances of any other Act vehicles.
unexpended balances
the unexpended
from the
or from
this Act
in this
able
motor-propelled passenof
may
be
used
for
the
purchase
or
exchange
motor-propelled
exchange
or
purchase
the
for
used
may be
ger or
or freight
freight carrying
carrying vehicles
the Army
that
other than those that
Army other
for the
vehicles for
ger
Proviso.
are
purchased
solely
for
experimental
purposes:
Provided,
That
the
passenger
Lhnit for passenger
the Limit
That
Provided,
purposes:
experimental
for
are purchased solely
vehicles.
vehicles.
shall
hereunder
sum
paid
for
any
passenger-carrying
vehicle
hereunder
not
vehicle
sum paid for any passenger-carrying
exceed
$1,050, including
amount allowed
allowed on any vehicle
vehicle exchanged
exchanged
the amount
including the
exceed $1,050,
in
therefor.
payment therefor.
in part
part payment
Horses.
Horss.

FORTH
HORSES
FOR CAVALRY,
CAVALRY, ARTILLERY,
ENGINEERS, AND SO
SO FORTH
ARTILLERY, ENGINEERS,
HORSES FOR
Purchase,
Purchase, etc.

For the
purchase of
of horses
horses within
limits as
as to
sex, and size to
age, sex,
to age,
within limits
the purchase
For
be prescribed
prescribed by
Secretary of
of War
for remounts
for officers
officers enremounts for
War for
the Secretary
by the
be
and
titled to
to public
public mounts,
mounts, for the United States
States Military Academy,
Academy, and
titled
for
such organizations
organizations and
and members
members of the military service as may
for such
be
be mounted,
all expenses
incident to such
such Encouraging
expenses incident
for all
and for
mounted, and
to be
breedrequired to
be required
Encouraging breedof riding
horses.
riding horses.
ing of
purchases (including
$150,000 for
encouragement of
breeding of ing
the breeding
of the
for encouragement
(including $150.000
purchases
riding horses
cooperation with the Bureau
Bureau
Army, in cooperation
the Army,
for the
suitable for
horses suitable
riding
of
Department of Agriculture, including the purIndustry, Department
Animal Industry,
of Animal
chase of
animals for
for breeding
breeding purposes
and their
their maintenance),
maintenance), Provisos.
Proisos.
purposes and
of animals
chase
Number limited.
limited.
Number
$500,000: Provided,
Provided, That
number of
purchased under
under this
horses purchased
of horses
the number
That the
$500,000:
appropriation
shall be
limited to
to the
the actual
mounted Open-market puractual needs of the mounted
be limited
appropriation shall
Open-market purservice,
including reasonable
reasonable provision
for remounts. When prac- chases.
provision for
chases.
service, including
ticable, horses
purchased in open market at all military posts
be purchased
shall be
horses shall
ticable,
or
stations, when
when needed,
needed, within
within a
maximum price to be fixed by the Standard
a maximum
or stations,
requirad.
appro- Standard required.
further, That no part of this approSecretary of
Provided further,
War: Provided
of War:
Secretary
priation shall
be expended
expended for
for the
the purchase
purchase of any horse below the
shall be
priation
standard set
set by
by Army
Army Regulations
Cavalry and Artillery horses,
for Cavalry
Regulations for
standard
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when purchased
as remounts
remounts or
or for
of cadets
cadets at
at
hN
in except
except when
purchased as
for instruction
instruction of
es
n the United States Military Academy,
horses
m
Academy, except
except that
not to
to exceed
$3,000
that not
exceed $3,000
of this appropriation
appropriation shall be available
available for the purchase
purchase of native
native
Chinese horses of specifications
specifications to be approved
approved by the Secretary
Secretary of
of
War for
needs of
American Forces
Forces in
China: And
Poloponieslimited.
Polo ponies limited. War
for the
the actual
actual needs
of the
the American
in China:
And
provided
further, That no part of this appropriation
provided further,
appropriation shall
exshall be
be expended
pended for polo ponies except for West Point Military Academy
Academy
n
and
such ponies shall not be used at any other place: And provided,
of d
dotan of
Acceptance
o- a d such ponies shall not be used at any other place: And provided
natedbrooedig
sated
breeding am- further,
further, That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
War may,
may, in
in his
of War
his discretion,
discretion, and
and under
under
mals.
mal.
such rules
rules and
and regulations
such
regulations as he may prescribe, accept donations of
of
animals
animals for breeding
breeding and donations of money or other
property to
other property
to
be used as prizes or awards at agricultural
agricultural fairs,
fairs, horse
and
horse shows,
shows, and
the breeding
similar exhibitions, in
in order
order to
to encourage
encourage the
breeding of
of riding
riding
tRportb
of exend.
Re P
prt breeding,
exPendifor Army
Army purposes:
purposes: And
And provided
further, That
That the
horses suitable
suitable for
provided further,
the
tures
for
etc. horses
Secretary of War
Secretary
annually to
to Congress,
Congress, at
at the
the comWar shall report
report annually
commencement of each session, aastatement
mencement
statement of all expenditures
expenditures under
under this
appropriation,
appropriation, and full particulars
particulars of means adopted
adopted and carried
into effect for the encouragement
encouragement of the breeding of riding horses
suitable for the military service.
Native

china
China.

Military poste.
posts.

MILITARY
MILTARY POSTS
POSTS

Mly

'et.'
"
botirdions.
buildings.
Construction etc

of

For
construction and
and enlargement
enlargement at
military posts
of such
such
For the
the construction
at military
posts of

buildings as in the judgment
judgment of the Secretary
necesSecretary of War may
may be
be necessary, including
including all appurtenances
appurtenances thereto, $100.
sary,
$100.

Fort Porter,
Y.
Fort
Porter, N.
N. Y.
of
Sale of site, etc.,
etc., of
military post
post at, a,au-

FORT PORTER,
PORTER, NEW
MILITARY POST
POST OR
OR RESERVATION
RESERVATION
FORT
NEW YORK,
YORK, MILITARY
--

whenever in
in the
the opinion
President, the
Whenever
opinion of
of the
the President,
the lands
lands and
and improveimprovements or any portion of them of the military post or
ments
or reservation
reservation at
at
Fort Porter, New York, are no longer
for military
military purlonger necessary
necessary for
purposes, he may, in his discretion,
discretion, cause
cause to
to be
appraised and
one
be appraised
and sold
sold in
in one
or
more parts
portion
.
of such
such real
real property
to whi
ch th
n ited
or more
parts that
that portion
of
property to
which
thee U
United
holds a
such regulations
regulations as
to public
States holds
a fee
fee simple
simple title,
title, under
under such
Deposit of proceeds.
proceeds. States
as to
public
notice and
and terms
conditions of
of sale
may prescribe
prescribe and
and the
the
prm'o.
notice
terms and
and conditions
Provisos.
sale as
as he
he may
Amount from pro- proceeds to be deposited in the Treasury: Provided,
Amount
Provided, That not exceeds
cons
crructinge
ceeds for constructing
r
antry barracks, etc.
etc.eeding
Infantry
ceeding $400,000
$400,000 of the
proceeds of
of such
sale
or
hereby approthe proceeds
such sale
orrrbsales
sales is
is hereby
appropriated for the construction of barracks
barracks and
quarters or
or other
and quarters
other buildbuildings and utilities
utilities to accommodate
accommodate a
battalion of
of Infantry
Infantry upon
upon ana battalion
anGovernment-owned military
reservation within
within the
tc., not other
other Government-owned
military post
post or
or reservation
Estimates, etc.,
the
required.
req red.
further, That the
Second Corps Area: Provided
Provided further,
of section
the provisions
provisions of
section
R. S., sec. 1136, p. 206.
R.econveyace
to
1136 of the Revised Statutes shall not apply to the structures authorReconveyance
to 1136 of the Revised Statutes shall not apply to the structures authorNew
York of land origi- ized herein: Provided further,
NewYorkoflandorgiin.d
herein: Provided further, That the President
President is authorized
authorized to
nally donated by.
reconvey to the State of New York such portions of the military
military post
at Fort Porter
that were
originally donated
donated by
by the
the State
Porter that
were originally
State of
of New
New
York, when, in his opinion, such land
is no
longer needed
needed for
mililand is
no longer
for military purposes.
purposes.
awai.
tary
MILITARY
POSTS, HAWAIIAN
HAWAIIAN ISLANDS
ISLANDS
MILITARY POSTS,
thorized.
thorized.

Construction, etc.,
Construction,
etc., of
of

buildings at poets.
posts.

Panama Canal.
Construction, etc
Construction,
etc.,,of
buildings at
at posts.
buildings
pmts.

For the construction
construction and enlargement
enlargement at military
military posts
posts of
of such
such

buildings as in the judgment of the Secretary of War
may be
be necesWar may
necessary, including
including all
appurtenances thereto,
thereto, $100.
$100.
all appurtenances
MILITARY
MILITARY POSTS,
POSTS, PANAMA
PANAMA CANAL
CANAL

For the construction
enlargement at militaryconstruction and enlargement
such
military posts of
of such

buildings
buildings as in the judgment of
Secretary of
of War
may be
of the
the Secretary
War may
be necesnecessary, including
including all
appurtenances thereto,
$100.
all appurtenances
thereto, $100.
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903
Barracks and
quarand quarBarracks
ters.
Construction,
tsuction, som-

Construction,
quarters, pairs, etOc.
For
and rental
barracks, quarters,
of barracks,
rental of
repair, and
construction, repair,
For construction,
and
stables,
storehouses,
magazines,
administration
office
buildstables, storehouses, magazines, administration
ings, sheds,
sheds, shops,
shops, garages,
garages, reclamation
and other
other buildings paRirsen,tals.
plants, and
reclamation plants,
ings,
necessary for
for the
shelter of
the Army
Army and
including R ls.
property, including
its property,
and its
of the
the shelter
necessary
retired
officers and
when ordered
for
active duty; for
to active
ordered to
men when
enlisted _men
and enlisted
retired officers
rental of
grounds for
for military
military purposes,
purposes, of
of recruiting
recruiting stations, and
of grounds
rental
of lodgings
lodgings for
recruits and
repair
for repair
enlistment; for
for enlistment;
applicants for
and applicants
for recruits
of
of
furniture for
for Government-owned
Government-owned officers'
officers' quarters and ofsuch furniture
of such
ficers'
messes as
as may
may be
Secretary of War; tor
tor
the Secretary
by the
approved by
be approved
ficers' messes
wall
screen doors,
doors, window
window screens, storm
refrigerators, screen
lockers, refrigerators,
wall lockers,
doors
and sash,
shades, and
flooring and
tents, Pro,
for tents,
framing for
and framing
and flooring
window shades,
sash, window
Provisos.
doors and
Rent
for military
miitary atRent for
$4,250,000: Provided,
this appropriation
appropriation shall
shall be
be available
available tachés.
That this
Provided, That
$4,250,000:
for rental
of offices,
and stables
attaches: th
for military attaches:
stables for
garages, and
offices, garages,
rental of
for
Fort Ontario,
Ontario, hi.. Y.
as may
thereof as
Provided
further, That
That $29,500,
so much
much thereof
may be Fort
or so
$29,500, or
Provided further,
pai rs of
of buildings
buildings
Rpairs
for repairing
used for
necessary, shall
be used
repairing buildings within
within the old fort atRord.
shall be
necessary,
condition:
at
Fort
Ontario,
New
York,
and
placing
them
habitable
condition:
habitable
in
them
placing
and
York,
New
Ontario,
Fort
at
Reno, Okla.
Provided further,
further, That
That $3,500
of this
this appropriation
be availavail- Fort Reno,
kla.
shall be
appropriation shall
$3,500 of
Provided
Purchase of addisix-tenths tiona,
and six-tenths
able for
for the
the purchase
approximately forty-three
forty-three and
of approximately
purchase of
able
tional land
land opposite.
opposite.
acres
opposite the
the Fort
Fort Reno,
Oklahoma, pumping plant.
Reno, Oklahoma,
of land
land opposite
acres of
to straighten
to
in an
an effort to
straighten the course of the North Canadian
Canadian
used in
to be
be used
River.
River.
Philippine Islands.
Philippine
Islands.
IsLANDs
BARRACKS
QUARTERS, PHILIPPINE
REILLIPPINE I
SLANDS
AND QUARTERS,
BARRACKS AND
Shelter
of troops in.
Shelteroftroopsain.

Continuing
the work
of providing
providing for the proper shelter and prowork of
Continuing the
tection of
of officers
officers and
and enlisted
enlisted men
of the Army of the United
men of
tection
States lawfully
lawfully on
in the
the Philippine
Philippine Islands,
including reIslands, including
duty in
on duty
States
pairs and
the acquisition
building
of title to building
acquisition of
of rents,
rents, the
payment of
and payment
pairs
sites,
and such
additions to
military reservations
reservations as may
existing military
to existing
such additions
sites, and
including also shelter
be necessary,
shelter for the animals
animals and supnecessary, and including
be
tainhina
administration Rentals
for post
plies and
and all
all other
post administration
necessary for
buildings necessary
other buildings
plies
in China.
purposes,
and for
for shelter
shelter and
repair thereof,
thereof, and rentals for United RtalSCh
and repair
purposes, and
Proviso.
onstructlon of ofStates
China, $250,000:
Provided, That no part of the Construction
$250,000: Provided,
in China,
troops in
States troops
ficers' quarters limited.
said sum
sum shall
shall be
construction of quarters for ficers'quartUmi.d
expended for the construction
be expended
said
approval
of emergency with the approval
officers of
of the
Army except
except in case of
the Army
officers
of
Secretary of
in which
including
which case the total cost, including
War, in
of War,
the Secretary
of the
the heating
plumbing apparatus,
apparatus, wiring, and fixtures, shall
and plumbing
heating ana
the
not
in the
the case
case of
quarters of
of a
a general
general officer
officer the sum of
of quarters
exceed in
not exceed
$8,000,
of a
or officer
above the rank of captain, $6,000,
officer above
colonel or
a colonel
$8,000, of
s, etc..
Wat
and
an officer
officer of
of and
and below
below the
the rank
of captain,
captain, $4,000.
$4,000.
rank of
and an
Water
MIMS, etc
atposts. .,
intro- atposts:
W ATER AND
AND SEWERS
AT MILITARY
MILITARY POSTS:
POSTS::For
For procuring
procuring and
and introSEWERS AT
WATER
ducing water
and premises
premises at
military posts and staat military
buildings and
to buildings
water to
ducing
tions;
installation and
and extension
extension of plumbing
plumbing within buildthe installation
for the
tions; for
ings
where the
the same
same is
is not
not specifically
specifically provided
for in
other
in other
provided for
ings where
appropriations; for
for the
the purchase
purchase and
apparatus, infire apparatus,
of fire
repair of
and repair
appropriations;
cluding
fire-alarm systems;
systems; for
disposal of sewage, and expenses
the disposal
for the
cluding fire-alarm
incident thereto;
for repairs
water and
and sewer
and pr ,
systems and
sewer systems
to water
repairs to
thereto; for
incident
plumbing;
for hire
hire of
employees, $2,450.000:
$2,450.000: Provided,
Provided, That
That New
New construction
construction
of employees,
and for
plumbing: and
limitd
not
to
exceed
$50,000
of
this
appropriation
shall
be
expended
for
expended
be
shall
appropriation
this
of
$50,000
not to exceed
construction work.
new construction
ROADS,
WHARVES, AND
DRAINAGE
AND DRAINAGE
WALKS, WHARVES,
ROADS, WALKS,

Roads,
wharves, etc.
etc.
Roads, wharves,

n '
° a
For
the construction
construction and
by the
the Quartermaster
etccmstmetk
n'
rePairs
I '
f '
ep
Corps etc.
Quartermaster Corps
repair by
and repair
For the
the
of roads,
and wharves;
wharves; for
for the pay
employees; for the
pay of employees;
walks, and
roads, walks,
of
disposal of
drainage; for
for dredging
dredging channels;
channels; and for care and
and
of drainage;
disposal
$849,381:
improvement of
of grounds
grounds at
military posts and stations, $849,381:
at military
improvement
Provided. That
or made
made available
available Cantnments,
Cantonments, etc.,
etc.,
appropriated or
funds appropriated
the funds
of the
none of
That none
ProLided.
under
this Act
Act shall
used for
for the
the permanent
construction of exclded.
excluded '
permanent construction
be used
shall be
under this
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walks, or wharves connected
connected with any of the
any new roads, walks,
National Army cantonments
cantonments or National
National Guard
Guard camps.
camps.
Shooting
galleries
Shooting galleries
and ran
ges.
and
ranges.
Expenses of.
Expenses
oL

SHOOTING
GALLERIES AND
AND RANGES
RANGES
SHOOTING GALLERIES

observation towers, shooting
shooting galleries,
For shelter, grounds, observation
galleries,
practice, machine-gun
machine-gun practice, field,
ranges for small-arms target practice,
mobile, and railway artillery
artillery practice, repairs, and expenses
expenses incident thereto, including
including flour for paste for marking
marking targets, hire of
of
employees,
employees, such ranges and galleries to be open as far as practicable
practicable
to the National
National Guard and organized
organized rifle clubs under regulations
regulations
Secretary of War, $36,900.
to be prescribed
prescribed by the Secretary

Rent.

RENT
QUARTERMASTER CORPS
CORPS
RENT OF
OF BUILDINGS,
BUILDINGS, QUARTERMASTER

Buildings in the Dis13 u
ildings
the
Dis
For rent of buildings and
and parts
parts of
of buildings in
in the
the
tnct.
trict.
Priso.
Proviso.
Columbia
military purposes,
Provided, That
That
Columbia for
for military
purposes, $32,982:
$32,982: Provided,
Restrictdon.
Restriction.

District of
of
this
this approappropriation shall not be available
available if space is provided
provided by the Public
Buildings Commission in Government-owned
Government-owned buildings.
buildings.

Fort
Monroe, Vs.
Fort Monroe,
Va.
Wharf.
Wharf.

repair and maintenance
maintenance of wharf and
apron of wharf,
For repair
and apron
wharf, inmaterial therefor, fuel for waiting
waiting
cluding all necessary
necessary labor and material
rooms; water, brooms, and shovels, $20,280; for
one-third of
for one-third
of said
said
supplied by the United States, $6,760.
sum, to be supplied
repairs to roadway,
pavements,
For rakes
rakes, shovels, and brooms;
brooms; repairs
roadway, pavements,
arid asphalt block; repairs to
crossings; repairs
macadam and
to street
street crossings;
repairs to
to
street drains, and labor for cleaning
cleaning roads, $8,469;
$8,469; for
for two-thirds
two-thirds
of said sum, to be supplied by the United States, $5,646.
For waste, oil, motor and pump repairs, sewer
sewer pipe, cement,
services, $6,690; for two-thirds of
brick, stone, supplies, and personal services,
of
supplied by the United States, $4,460.
said sum, to be supplied

Roods.
Roads.

Sewers,
etc.
Sewers, etc.

Hospitals.
Hospitals.

CONSTRUCTION
AND REPAIR
REPAIR OF
HOSPITALS
CONSTRUCTION AND
OF HOSPITALS

Construction, repairs,
etc.onstruction, repairs.

hospitals.
Temporary

hoisutaS

SEWERAGE
SEWERAGE SYSTEM,
SYSTEM, FORT
FORT MONROE,
MONROE, VIRGINIA
VIRGINIA

am
camp

For construction
construction and repair of hospitals
hospitals at military posts alalready established
established and occupied,
expenditures for conoccupied, including all expenditures
construction and repairs
repairs required at the Army and Navy Hospital
Hospital at
at
Hot Springs, Arkansas, and for the construction
construction and repair of
general hospitals and expenses incident thereto, .and
and for additions
needed to meet the requirements
increased garrisons,
and for
for temtemrequirements of
of increased
garrisons, and
porary hospitals in standing
camps and cantonments;
cantonments; for the
standing camps
the alteraalteration of permanent
permanent buildings
construcbuildings at posts for
for use
use as
as hospitals,
hospitals, construc-

tion
of temporary
temporary hospital
hospital buildings
at permanent
posts,
tion and
and repair
repair of
buildings at
permanent posts,
construction and repair of temporary
temporary general hospitals, rental or
construction
purchase of grounds, and rental and alteration
alteration of
use
of buildings for
for use
for hospital purposes in the District of Columbia and elsewhere,
elsewhere,
temporary quarters for hospital
outincluding necessary
necessary temporary
hospital personnel,
personnel, outbuildings, heating and laundry apparatus, plumbing, water
water and
sewers, and electric
electric work, cooking
cooking apparatus,
apparatus, and
roads and
walks
and roads
and walks
Proviso.
That no
part of
this
appropriation
New
New construction
construction for
for the
the same,
same, $440,000:
$440,000: Provided,
Provided, That
part
no
of
this
appropriation
work forbidden.
forbidden.
work
shall be used for the construction
shall
construction of new hospitals.
Rentals,
etc.
Renttc

Quartermaster GenQuartermaster
General's
eral's Office.
Office.
Civilian
Civilian personnel.
personnel.

Technical
Technical
etc.
etc.

OFFICE OF
OF THE
THE Q
QUARTERMASTER
OFFICE
UARTERMASTER GENERAL
GENERAL

Salaries: For personal services in the District of Columbia
Columbia in
i
n
accordance with "
The Classification
Classification Act
Act of
of 1923,"
$584,520.
"The
1923," $584,520.
s,accordance
expert
experts,
In addition to the foregoing employees appropriated
appropriated for in the
office of the Quartermaster
Quartermaster General, the services of technical ex-
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ports and
and such
other services
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War
War may
may deem
deem
perts
such other
services as
as the
necessary
Quartermaster
necessary may
may be employed
employed in the
the office
office of
of the
the Quartermaster
General, to
to be
be paid
paid from
from the
the appropriation
appropriation for
for "
Incidental Expenses
General,
" Incidental
Expenses
of the
Army":
Provided, That
That the
entire expenditures
expenditures for
for this
purthis purthe entire
the Army
": Provided,
of
pose
year 1926
exceed $16,300,
$16,300, and there shall
1926 shall not
not exceed
pose for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
be included
in the
of the
the
year aa statement
statement of
be
included in
the Budget for each fiscal year
number of
amount paid
duties, and
and the amount
paid
number
of persons
persons so employed, their duties,
to each.
each.

Pro.

PrOVis0.

Limit.

Limit.

SIGNAL CORPS

Signal Corps.
Corps.
Signal

SIGNAL
SERVICE OF THE ARMY
ARMY
SIGNAL SERVICE

Signal
Service.
Signal Service.

operation,
Telegraph and telephone
Telegraph
telephone systems:
systems: Purchase, equipment, operation,
signaland repair
of military
telegraph, telephone,
telephone, radio, cable, and signalmilitary telegraph,
and
repair of
ing systems;
heliographs, signal lanstores, heliographs,
and stores,
equipment and
signal equipment
ing
systems; signal
barometers,
terns,
flags, and
instruments; wind vanes, barometers,
and other
other necessary
necessary instruments;
terns, flags,
anemometers, thermometers,
instruments;
meteorological instruments;
anemometers,
thermometers, and other meteorological
photographic and
work performed
performed for the Army
and cinematographic
cinematographic work
photographic
by
the Signal
Signal Corps;
cycles, motor-driven
and other
other vehicles
vehicles
motor-driven and
Corps; motor
motor cycles,
by the
for technical
technical and official
in connection with the construcofficial purposes in
for
signaling
tion,
operation, and maintenance
maintenance of communication or signaling
tion, operation,
systems,
and supplies for
maintenance; profesprofesfor their
their operation
operation and maintenance;
systems, and
sional
pamphlets, periodicals, newsbooks of
of reference,
reference, pamphlets,
and scientific
scientific books
sional and
papers,
maps for
for use
Chief Signal
and
Signal Officer and
office of the Chief
use in
in the office
and maps
papers, and
the
School, Camp
New Jersey;
Jersey; telephone
telephone
Camp Alfred Vail, New
Corps School,
the Signal
Signal Corps
for commercial,
apparatus, including
rental and
commercial, exchange,
and payment
payment for
including rental
apparatus,
trunk-line, long-distance,
message,
long-distance, and leased-line
leased-line telephone service at
message, trunk-line,
or
connecting .any
post, camp,
camp, cantonment,
headcantonment, depot, arsenal, heador connecting
any post,
quarters,
hospital, aviation
other office
office or station
the
station of the
or other
aviation station,
station, or
quarters, hospital,
Army,
excepting local
telephone service for the various
various bureaus of
local telephone
Army, excepting
the
War Department
the District
District of
messages
toll messages
and toll
of Columbia,
Columbia, and
in the
Department in
the War
service;
pertaining
office of the Secretary
Secretary of War; electric time service;
the office
pertaining to the
the
rental of
of commercial
telegraph lines
lines and
equipment and
and their
their
and equipment
commercial telegraph
the rental
at or
or connecting
connecting any post, camp, cantonment,
cantonment, depot, arseoperation at
nal, headquarters, hospital, aviation station, or other office or station
of the
Army, including
including payment
individual telegraph
telegraph
of
the Army,
payment for
for official
official individual
messages transmitted
transmitted over
installations
over commercial
commercial lines; electrical installations
messages
and
maintenance thereof
posts, cantonments,
cantonments, camps,
camps, and
and
at military
military posts,
thereof at
and maintenance
stations of
of the
the Army,
fire control
and direction
direction apparatus
apparatus and
stations
Army, fire
control and
and mamaterial for
for Field
salaries of civilian
employees, including
civilian employees,
Artillery; salaries
terial
Field Artillery;
general
vocational schools; supplies, general
those nece-ssary
instructors at vocational
necessary as instructors
those
and other expenses
repairs, reserve
expenses connected
connected with the
supplies, and
reserve supplies,
repairs,
collecting and
and transmitting
of information
for the
collecting
transmitting of
information for
the Army
Army by
by teletelegraph or
or otherwise;
research, purchase,
purchase,
investigation, research,
experimental investigation,
graph
otherwise; experimental
and development
development or
or improvements
improvements in
in apparatus,
maintenance
and maintenance
apparatus, and
and
patent rights and other
of signaling
signaling and
other
including patent
thereto, including
accessories thereto,
and accessories
of
equipment
rights thereto,
instruments, and other equipment
including machines, instruments,
thereto, including
rights
for laboratory
laboratory and
and repair
so
fees, and so
laboratory fees,
tuition, laboratory
purposes; tuition,
repair purposes;
for
forth, for
Corps officers
officers detailed
detailed to
technical schools
to civilian
civilian technical
Signal Corps
for Signal
forth,
for
of pursuing
technical courses
of instruction
instruction along
along
for the
the purpose
purpose of
pursuing technical
courses of
Signal Corps lines; lease,
lease, alteration, and repair
repair of such buildings
required for
for storing
Signal Corps
equipment,
Corps supplies, equipment,
guarding Signal
or guarding
storing or
required
and
personnel when
when not
not otherwise
land
for, including the land
provided for,
otherwise provided
and personnel
therefor,
introduction of
of water,
water, electric light and power, sewerthe introduction
therefor, the
age,
grading, roads
roads and
equipment required,
required,
other equipment
and other
walks, and
and walks,
age, grading,
$1,927,970.
$1,927,90.
SEACOAST DEFENSES,
DEFENSES, UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES
SEACOAST

For operation
operation and
and maintenance
maintenance of
of fire-control
installations at seafire-control installations
For
coast
defenses, $144,576.
coast defenses,
$144,576.

Telegraph
Telegraph and
and telephone systems.
Purchase, operation,
etc.

tele-

urchase, operation,

etc

Telephones.
Telephones.

Exception.

Exception

Eilct

Electrical

install

installa-

tions at posts
posts, etc.

Civilian employees.

Cia employes.

Experimental re

search, etc. imenetcl
searh

ils
fr
p
Buildings
for sup-

plies.
pies.

p-

Fire-control
Fire-control operation.
tion.
Seacoast defenses.
Seacoast
United States.
United
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SEACOAST
SEACOAST DEFENSES,
INSULAR POSSESSIONS
POSSESSIONS
DEFENSES, INSULAR
Insular possessions.
Insular
possessions.

operation and
maintenance of
seaFor operation
and maintenance
of fire-control
fire-control installations
installations at
at seacoast
defenses, insular
possessions, $26,000.
$26,000.
coast defenses,
insular possessions,
SEACOAST DEFENSES,
PANAMA CANAL
CANAL
SEACOAST
DEFENSES, PANAMA

Panama Canal.
Canal.
Panama
Chief
Signal
Chief Si
gnal Officer's
Officer's
Office.
Office.

operation and maintenance
For operation
maintenance of
fire-control installations
installations at
seaof fire-control
at seadefenses, Panama
Canal, $10,000.
$10,000.
coast defenses,
Panama Canal,
OFFICE OF
OFFICE
OF THE
OFFICER
THE CHIEF
CHIEF SIGNAL
SIGNAL OFFICER

Civilian
Civilian personnel.
personnel.

Salaries: For personal services
services in
of Columbia
Columbia in
in acacin the
the District
District of
cordance
cordance with ""The
Classification Act
of 1923,"
1923," $57,000.
The Classification
Act of
$57,000.
Draftsmen,
Draftsmen, etc.,
etc., paid
paid
The
of skilled
draftsmen and
other services
the
The services
services of
skilled draftsmen
and such
such other
services as
as the
from
other appropriaappropriafrom other
tions.
Secretary
tions.
Secretary of War
War may
deem necessary
necessary may
may be
be employed
only in
may deem
employed only
in the
the
Signal
Office to carry
Signal Office
effect the
the various
for forticarry into effect
various appropriations
appropriations for
fortifications
fications and other
other works of defense,
defense, and,
and for
for the
the Signal
Signal Service
Service
of the Army, to be paid from such appropriations,
appropriations, in
addition to
in addition
to the
the
Proviso.
foregoing
employees appropriated
foregoing employees
appropriated for
in the
Signal Office:
for in
the Signal
Office: ProProLimit, etc.
vided, That
vided,
That the entire expenditures
purpose for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal
expenditures for
for this
this purpose
year 1926 shall not
and the
of War
War shall
shall
not exceed $35,000,
$35,000, and
the Secretary
Secretary of
each year in the Budget
Budget report
Congress the
the number
of persons
persons
report to
to Congress
number of
so employed,
duties, and the amount
employed, their duties,
amount paid
each.
paid to
to each.
Air Service.
Service.
Air

AIR SERVICE
SERVICE
AIR
AM
SERVICE, ARMY
ARMY
AIR SERVICE,

Designated purposes.
Designatedpurposes.
and operating
For creating, maintaining, and
establi shed flying
operating at
at established
flying
Flying and
and balloon
Flying
balloon schools and balloon schools courses of instruction
instruction for officers, stuschools,
schools, etc.
etc.
dents, and enlisted men, including
including cost
cost of
equipment and
and supplies
supplies
of equipment
necessary
for instruction
purchase of
equipment, materials,
ma t
eria l
s,
necessary for
instruction, purchase
of tools,
tools, equipment,
machines, textbooks, books of
of reference,
reference, scientific
scientific and
and professional
professional
papers, instruments and materials
materials for theoretical
practical inintheoretical and
and practical
Aircraft
Aircraft operation,
operation, struction;
struction;
maintenance,
repair,
and
operation
for
maintenance
repair,
storage,
operati
on of
of a
i
rairconstruction, etc.
ships,
war balloons,
maintenance,
and other aerial
ships, war
balloons,
and
including instruinstrumachines, including
materials, gas plants,
ments, materials,
hangars, and
and repair
and appliplants, hangars,
repair shops,
shops, and
appliances of every
every sort and description
description necessary
necessary for
the operation,
operation, conconfor the
struction,
or equipment
equipment of
of aircraft,
aircraft, and
and all
all necessary
necessary
struction, or
of all
all types
types of
Landing,etc.,
Landing,
etc., runrun- spare
spare parts and equipment
equipment connected
connected therewith
therewith and
and the
the establishestablishways.
ment of landing and
runways; for
for purchase
purchase of
for
and take-off
take-off runways;
of supplies
supplies for
securing, developing,
developing, printing,
printing, and
and reproducing
reproducing photographs
photographs in
conin connection with aerial photography;
photography; improvement,
mainteimprovement, equipment,
equipment, maintenance, and
operation of
of plants
plants for
for testing
testing and
and experimental
wo rk,
and operation
experimental work,
procuring and
and introducing
introducing water,
light and
power, gas
and procuring
water, electric
electric light
and power,
gas
and sewerage,
sewerage, including
including maintenance,
maintenance, operation,
operation and
of such
such
and repair
repair of
Helium gas
Helium
gas producproduc- utilities
at such
such plants;
plants; for the acquisition
utilities at
acquisition of
of land
land or
or interest
interest in
in land
land
tion.
by purchase,
by
purchase, lease,
or condemnation
condemnation where
where necessary
necessary to
explore for,
for,
lease, or
to explore
procure, or
reserve helium
helium gas,
or reserve
gas, and
and also
also for
for the
the purchase,
purchase, manufacmanufacture
operation of
for th
roture, construction,
construction, maintenance,
maintenance, and
and operation
of plants
plants for
thee p
proCivilian
Civilian employees,
employees, duction thereof and experimentation
experimentation therewith;
therewith. salaries
salaries and
and wage
wagess
etc.
etc.
of civilian
civilian employees
employees as may be necessary, and payment
payment of
of their
their
traveling
and other
other necessary
expenses as
as authorized
existinglaw
traveling and
necessary expenses
authorized by
by existing
law;;
transportation of
consolidation of
of Air
Air
of materials
materials in
in connection
connection with
with consolidation
Service activities; experimental
investigation and
purchase and
and deexperimental investigation
and purchase
deof aircraft,
velopment of new types of
aircraft, accessories
accessories thereto
aviation
thereto,' and
and aviation
engines, including licenses
licenses for
design rights
thereto, and
for patents
patents and
and design
rights thereto.
and
Purchase, manure.-Purchase,
nac- plans. drawings,
drawings.
and
specifications
specifications
thereof;
for
the
purchase,
manuthereof;
for
the
purchase.
manutore, etc., of a
aircraft,
etc' etc. of rat, facture, and construction
construction of airships, balloons,
etc.
balloons, and
and other
aerial mamaother aerial
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chines, including
including instruments,
plants, hangars, and repair shops,
instruments, gas plants,
chines,
and appliances
of every
necessary for the operdescription necessary
sort and description
every sort
appliances of
and
ation, construction,
construction, or
equipment of all types of aircraft, and all
or equipment
ation,
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Marking military
military
Markineg
therewith; for the airways,
necessary
and equipment
connected therewith;
equipment connected
parts and
spare parts
necessary spare
etc.
marking of
of military
airways where
where the
purchase of land is not inthe purchase
military airways
marking
volved;
for the
the purchase,
purchase, manufacture,
issue of special clothing
clothing,
and issue
manufacture, and
volved; for
Disposal
of surplus
surplus
of
t
DeqDp
purposes; for equipment,
aviation purposes;
wearing
for aviation
equipment for
similar equipment
and similar
apparel, and
wearing apparel,
etc.
etc.
surplus
of
all
necessary
expenses
connected
with
the
or
disposal
or
sale
all necessary expenses connected with the
or
aeronautical equipment,
and the
rental of
and
of buildings,
buildings, and
the rental
equipment, and
or obsolete
obsolete aeronautical
Consultingengineers.
such equipment;
other facilities
facilities for
for the
or storage
storage of
of such
equipment; for consultingengineers
handling or
the handling
other
the services
experimental stations of
consulting engineers at experimental
of such consulting
services of
the
the Air
Air Service
as the
the Secretary
necessary, inof War may deem necessary,
Secretary of
Service as
the
cluding necessary
necessary traveling
traveling expenses;
purchase of
of special apparatus
expenses; purchase
cluding
connection
and appliances,
replacements of same used in connection
and replacements
repairs and
appliances, repairs
and
Outside printing,
etcin
suppies, etc.
with special
medical research
research in the Air Service;
Service; for main- supplies,
scientific medical
special scientific
with
of
tenance
and
operation
of
such
Air
Service
plants
outside
plants
printing
Service
Air
tenance and operation of such
accordance with
authorized in accordance
the
Columbia as may be authorized
of Columbia
District of
the District
law; for
for publications,
station libraries,
libraries, special
special furniture,
furniture, supplies
publications, station
law;
Special services.
and
for offices,
and laboratories;
laboratories; for
for special
serv- Provisos.
peil ervices.
special servshops, and
offices, shops,
equipment for
and equipment
for desigAllotment for
Pro- Allotment
ices,
the salvaging
of wrecked
wrecked aircraft,
$14,700,000: Proaircraft, $14,700,000:
salvaging of
including the
ices, including
nated purposes.
purposes.
vided, That
not to
this appropriation
appropriation may be nated
from this
$2,690,000 from
exceed $2,690,000
to exceed
That not
vided,
expended for
employees other than those
for pay and expenses of civilian employees
expended
employed in
in experimental
and research
research work; not exceeding
exceeding $500,000
experimental and
employed
may
be expended
conservation, and production
production
experimentation, conservation,
for experimentation,
expended for
may be
of
exceeding $2,730,000
$2,730,000 may be expended
expended for experinot exceeding
helium; not
of helium;
airplanes or lighter-than-air
mental
and research
research work
lighter-than-air craft
work with airplanes
mental and
and their
their equipment,
equipment, including
including the
necessary civilian emthe pay of necessary
and
production
ployees;
not exceeding
expended for the production
be expended
may be
$400,000 may
exceeding $400,000
ployees; not
of
exceeding $300,000
$300,000 may be exnot exceeding
equipment; not
lighter-than-air equipment;
of lighter-than-air
pended for
improvement of
of stations, hangars, and gas plants for the
for improvement
pended
etc.
Regular Army
Army and
and for
such other
markings and
and fuel
supply stations
stations Newairplnes,
fuel supply
other markings
for such
Regular
New airplanes, etc.
and temporary
temporary shelter
as may be necessary; not less than $4,400,000
shelter as
and
shall be
expended for
production and
and purchase
purchase of new
airplanes
new airplanes
the production
for the
be expended
shall
and
their equipment,
equipment, spare
spare parts, and accessories;
accessories; not more than
and their
exceeding
$4,000 may
be expended
expended for
claims (not exceeding
of claims
settlement of
for settlement
maybe
$4,000
$250
damages to
to persons
persons and
resulting
private property resulting
and private
for damages
each) for
$250 each)
from
the operation
of aircraft
aircraft at
home and abroad
abroad when each claim
at home
operation of
from the
appointed
is
by a
a survey
survey report of a
a board
board of officers
officers appointed
substantiated by
is substantiated
by the
the commanding
of the
the nearest aviation
aviation post and approved
approved
officer of
commanding officer
by
Airplane bombing
Airplane bombing
by the
Chief of
Air Service
Secretary of
of War;
not less
less than
than tests.
War; not
the Secretary
and the
Service and
of Air
the Chief
by
airplane
conduct
the
$50,000
of
this
amount
shall
be
used
for
of
$50,000 of this amount shall be used
bombing tests
against obsolete
moving under
their own
own Transfer for, of obsounder their
vessels moving
obsolete vessels
tests against
bombing
hipbNav and
letreNavy
power: Provided,
Provided, That
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Navy
Navy and
and the United lete
and Shipof the
That the
power:
ping Board vessels.
States Shipping
Board or
or the
States Shipping
Shipping Board
oardvessels.
Board ping
United States
the United
Shipping Board
States
Emergency Fleet
Fleet Corporation
hereby directed
directed to transfer
transfer to
are hereby
Corporation are
Emergency
the
for this
this purpose
purpose not
exceed two obsolete
to exceed
not to
Department for
War Department
the War
naval
Board or
United States
or United
Shipping Board
obsolete Shipping
two obsolete
and two
craft and
naval craft
Shipping Board
Emergency Fleet
Fleet Corporation
Corporation vessels,
respectively,
vessels, respectively,
Board Emergency
Shipping
of
such types
types as
may be
be designated
the President,
the purpose McCook Field,DayPresident, for the
by the
designated by
as may
of such
MCoo
set forth
not exceeding
exceeding $500,000
$500,000 shall be available
available im- ton,
and not
Ohio. FielFd,Dayherein; and
forth herein;
set
Expenses
tran sfertransferExpenses
plant
mediately
toward
the
transfer
of
the
testing
and
experimental
plant
experimental
and
testing
the
of
transfer
the
toward
mediately
ring, to new site.
of the
Air Service
Service now
now located
at McCook
Field, Dayton,
Dayton, Ohio,
Ohio, and rig, to new ste.
McCook Field,
located at
the Air
of
the reestablishment
reestablishment thereof
on a
permanent site in the same vicinity,
a permanent
thereof on
the
including the
grounds, construction
construction of buildings, inof grounds,
preparation of
the preparation
including
stallation of
of roadways
and utilities,
utilities, and
and all
expenses of whatall other expenses
roadways and
stallation
ever character
with this
this project, provided that such aa
connected with
character connected
ever
site,
satisfactory to
to the
Secretary of
approved by Building restrictions
on terms
terms approved
and on
of War
War and
the Secretary
site, satisfactory
him,
provided for
for this
without cost
to the
the Government:
Government: not
ca^
,nBo"dip
cost to
applicable.
purpose without
this purpose
is provided
him, is
8., sees. 1136,
3734,
13,334,
R.sa.,es.
Provided
sections 1136 it.
contained in sections
limitations contained
the limitations
That the
further That
Provided further,
pp. 706, 737.
7.
^i
PP.conwork
the
to
and
3734
of
the
Revised
Statutes
shall
not
apply
to
the
work
conand 3734 of the Revised Statutes shall not apply
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nected with this project: And provided
provided further,
further, That no part of said
sum of
$500,000 shall
be expended
expended for
buildings or
or improvements
improvements on
on
sum
of
$500,000
shall
be
for
buildings
Periodicals, etc.
further,
land not
not owned
owned in
fee simple
by the
United States: Provided
Provided further,
the United
simple by
in fee
d.,sec.3l8,p.718.
R.
R. S.,
see. 3648, p. 718. land
That
Revised Statutes,
subscriptions
shall not
not apply
apply to subscriptions
Statutes, shall
That section
section 3648,
3648, Revised
for
foreign and
and professional
and periodicals
to be
be paid
paid
professional newspapers
newspapers and
periodicals to
for foreign
Restriction on exhithe
further, That none of the
for
appropriation: Provided
Provided further,
for from this appropriation:
bitiction
bition
flights. on exhlpurpose
furids
appropriated under this title
shall be used
used for the purpose
title shall
funds appropriated
of giving
exhibition flights
flights to
to the
public other
other than
than those
the
those under
under the
the public
giving exhibition
of
such flights are
control and direction
War Department,
if such
of the
the War
Department, and if
direction of
control
given by
personnel upon
other than
than Government
fields a
a bond
bond
given
by Army
Army personnel
upon other
Government fields
of indemnity,
indemnity, in
in such
as the Secretary
require for
for
may require
Secretary of War may
such sum
sum as
of
damages to
to person
person or
property,
shall be
furnished the
Government
Additional
amount
damages
or
property,
shall
be
furnished
the
Government
Additional amount
parties desiring
exhibition: Provided
Provided further,
further, That in
the exhibition:
authorized for new airair- by the
desiring the
the parties
authorized
planes, etc.
appropriated and specified
addition to the amount herein appropriated
planes, etc.
specified for expenditure for
for the
purchase of
of new
airplanes and
and
new airplanes
the production
production and
and purchase
penditure
their equipment,
equipment, spare
the Chief
of the
the Air
Air
parts and
and accessories,
accessories, the
Chief of
their
spare parts
Service,
when authorized
authorized by
War, may
enter into
into
may enter
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War,
by the
Service, when
contracts for
for the
production and
of new
new airplanes
and their
their
airplanes and
the production
and purchase
purchase of
contracts
equipment, spare
spare parts,
parts, and
and accessories
an amount
amount not
in excess
excess
accessories to
to an
not in
equipment,
Fee
required.
Fee simple
simple required.

Action of Secretary a
contiractl
contractual Federal obligation.
atorioation
for
Authorization for
helium gas production,
1 to Navy.
etc., extended
Post, p. 1110.

of $2,150,000,
$2,150,000, and
action in
doing shall
deemed a
a contractual
contractual
shall be
be deemed
so doing
in so
and his
his action
of
obligation
payment of
of the
the cost
obligation of
of the
the Federal
Federal Government
Government for the payment
thereof. Authorization
Authorization as
granted for
for the
the acquisition
land
acquisition of
of land
gas production, thereof.
as herein
herein granted
where necesneceslease, or
or condemnation
condemnation where
etcpo, p.nd tNav7y. or interest in land
land by
by purchase,
purchase, lease,
sary
to explore
explore for,
gas, and also
also for
for the
sary to
for, procure,
procure, or
or reserve
reserve helium gas,
purchase, manufacture,
manufacture, construction,
construction, maintenance,
maintenance, and
and operation
operation of
purchase,
of
plants for
for the
production thereof
experiments therewith
plants
the production
thereof and
and experiments
therewith is
is likelikewise
hereby granted
granted to
Navy Department.
the Navy
Department.
to the
wise hereby
Incurred obligations.
The
sum of
of $203,255.95
appropriation for
the Air
Service
for the
Air Service
$203,55.95 of
of the
the appropriation
The sum
Balances of former
former
appropriations
conappropriations
contained in the "Act making appropriacon- for the fiscal
fiscal year 1923 contained
tinued
JIlEte 30,
tinued until
until June
30,
1926.
tions
nonmilitary activities
War DepartDeparttions for
for the military
military and
and nonmilitary
activities of
of the
the War
1i6.
Vol.
42, p.
Vol. 42,
p.7.736.
ment for the fiscal year ending June
June 30, 1923, and for other purposes," approved
poses,"
approved June
remain available
June 30,
30, 1922,
1922, shall remain
available until June
June
30, 1926, for the payment of obligations incurred under contracts
executed prior
to July
July 1,
1923.
1, 1923.
prior to
executed
Office
Office of
of Chief
Chief of
of Air
Air

Service.h
Service.

o Air

CiSviancpersonnel.
Civilian
personnel.

ivilian peronnel.

assistant aeroLegal assistant,
engineers, etc.,
nautical engineer,
in Department Office.

in Department

ce

pro.
Proviso.

Limitation, etc.
etc.
Limitation,

Medical
ment.

DepartDepart-

OFFICE OF
THE CHIEF
CHIEF OF
OF AIR
AIR SERVICE
SERVICE
OF THE
OFFICE

Salaries:
personal services
services in
in the
of Columbia
Columbia in
Salaries: For
For personal
the District
District of
in
accordance with
with 'The
"The Classification
Classification Act
Act of
$211 1191.
of 1923,"
1923," $211,191.
accordance
The
of legal
aeronautical engineers,
skilled
The services
services of
legal assistant,
assistant, aeronautical
engineers skilled

draftsmen, and
and such
technical and
Secretary
draftsmen,
such technical
and other
other services
services as
as the
the Secretary
of War may deem
office of
of
deem necessary,
necessary, may
may be
be employed
employed only in the
the office
the
the Chief
Chief of
of Air Service
Service to
to carry
carry into effect
effect the various
various appropriaappropriations
for aeronautical
purposes, to
be paid
paid from
tions for
aeronautical purposes,
to be
from such
such appropriaappropriations, in
addition to
to the
employees appropriated
in
for in
appropriated for
foregoing employees
the foregoing
in addition
tions,
the office of the Chief of Air Service: Provided,
Provided, That the entire
entire
expenditure for
this purpose
year 1926
shall not
expenditure
for this
purpose for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
1926 shall
not exceed
exceed
$80,000, and the Secretary
Secretary of
War shall
of War
shall each
each year
year in
in the Budget
Budget
report to Congress the number
persons so employed,
number of persons
employed, their duties,
duties,
and the
the amount
amount paid
paid to
each.
and
to each.
MEDICAL DEPARTMENT
MEDICAL
DEPARTMENT

MEDICAL
MEDICAL AND
AND HOSPITAL DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
Medical and hospital

supplies.
supplian
es.

lit

manufacture and purchase
medical and hospital supFor the manufacture
purchase of medical
plies, including
including disinfectants,
posts, camps,
hospitals,
disinfectants, for
for military
military posts,
camps, hospitals.
hospital ships and transports,
transports, for laundry
laundry work for
for enlisted men
men
and Army nurses
nurses while
while patients
and supplies
patients in aahospital, and
supplies required
required
for mosquito destruction in and about military
military posts in
in the
the Canal
Canal
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Zone; for the purchase
purchase of veterinary
veterinary supplies
veterinary
supplies and
and hire
hire of veterinary
Private treatment.
treatment.
surgeons; for expenses of medical supply depots; for medical care Private
and treatment
treatment not otherwise provided for, including
including care
care and subsistence
men, and civilian
sistence in private hospitals
hospitals of officers,
officers, enlisted men
employees
of the
the Army,
Army, of
for enlistment,
enlistment, and
and of
of prisoners
prisoners
employees of
of applicants
applicants for
of war
other persons
in military
or confinement,
when
of
war and
and other
persons in
military custody
custody or
confinement, when
Provisos.
entitled thereto by
entitled
Provided, That this Not applicable
by law,
law, regulation,
regulation, or
or contract:
contract: Provided,
applicable it
if on
on
furlough.
in
private
frulough.
men
who
are
treated
to
officers
and
enlisted
shall not apply
officers
treated
Contagious dseases
diseases
hospitals or by civilian physicians
physicians while on furlough; for the proper entaous
exPenses.
care and treatment
treatment of epidemic and contagious
contagious diseases in the Army
or
military posts
posts or
or stations,
stations, including
including measures
to prevent
prevent the
or at
at military
measures to
the
spread
reasonable damages
spread thereof,
thereof, and
and the
the payment
payment of
of reasonable
damages not
not otherotherwise
destroyed in
in
wise provided
provided for
for for
for bedding
bedding and
and clothing
clothing injured
injured or
or destroyed
such prevention; for the pay of male and female nurses,
nurses not including
Army Nurse
Nurse Corps,
Corps, and
and of
cooks and
nurses,
ing the
the Army
of cooks
and other
other
civilians employed for
for the
the proper
proper care of sick officers
officers and
and soldiers, under
under such
regulations
regulations fixing
fixing their
their number,
number, qualifications,
qualifications, assignments,
assignments, pay,
pay,
and
allowances as
shall have
shall be
be prescribed
the SecreSecreand allowances
as shall
have been
been or
or shall
prescribed by
by the
physicians employed
tary of
of War;
War; for
for the
the pay of
of civilian
civilian physicians
employed to
to examine
examine
physically applicants
for enlistment
enlistment and
and enlisted
enlisted men
men and
and to
to render
render
physically
applicants for
other professional
professional services
from time
time to
time under
under proper
other
services from
to time
proper authority;
authority;
for the pay
officers
T'tisn
cot .°.!
pay- of other employees
employees of the Medical Department;
Department; for and
r!I ur
neers
Vol. 41, p. 86.
786.
tuition of officers
officers of the Medical Department,
Department, including the Army Vol.,41p.
Nurse Corps,
section 127-a
127—a of
Reorganization Act
Act
of the
the Army
Army Reorganization
Nurse
Corps, under
under section
approved June
4, 1920;
for the
the payment
payment of
of express
and
express companies
companies and
approved
June 4,
1920; for
local
employed directly by the
Medical Department
the Medical
Department for
for
local transfers
transfers employed
the transportation
transportation of medical
medical and hospital supplies, including bidders'
samples and
and water
water for
analysis; for
supplies for
teaching
use in
in teaching
for supplies
for use
for analysis;
ders' samples
li ti°

Ar
Hkot Springs Hospital,
Department; HotSpdnsHoapital,
force of
of the
the Medical
of cooking
cooking to
the enlisted
enlisted force
the
the art
art of
to the
Medical Department;
Hot
Springs,
and
Navy
Hospital
supply
of
the
Army
for
the
supply
of
Army
Navy
at
for the
Arkansas; for
advertising, laundry,
and all
other necessary
Arkansas;
for advertising,
laundry, and
all other
necessary misms- Use for Medical
Medical and
History of
Department, $1,033,633: Prosurgical History
of
cellaneous
cellaneous expenses
expenses of the Medical
Medical Department,
Pro- Surgical
War with OGermany,
wriddn me n any
appropriation shall be used for payment
vided, That no part of this appropriation
payment forbidden.
of any
expense connected
publication of
the Medical
and
Medical and
of the
with the
the publication
connected with
of
any expense
Surgical
of the
War with
with Germany.
Germany.
the War
History of
Surgical History

HOSPITAL CARE,
CANAL ZONE
ZONE GARRISONS
GARRISONS
CARE, CANAL
HOSPITAL

Canal Zone.
Zone.

Cnamacanal
t hoest
For paying
paying the Panama
Panama Canal such reasonable
reasonable charges, exclusive
exclusive pisare
ama etc troops
kok
at
of
as may
be approved
approved by
of War
War for
for pitals
Pita'
s'
Secretary of
by the
the Secretary
may be
of subsistence,
subsistence, as
caring in
officers, enlisted
enlisted men,
men, military
military prisoners,
prisoners,
for officers,
in its
its hospitals
hospitals for
caring
and
the Army
Army admitted
admitted thereto
sno!on the
the
thereto upon
of the
employees of
and civilian
civilian employees
request
of proper
proper military
authority, $40,000:
Provided, That the
the rubsi
s
.tence pay
Subsistence
$40,000: Provided,
military authority,
request of
Pay •
subsistence of
of the
said patients,
patients ' except
except commissioned
commissioned officers,
officers, shall
shall ments.
meld'
s'
the said
subsistence
be paid
paid to
to said
said hospitals
hospitals out
out of
appropriation for subsistence
subsistence of
of
of the
the appropriation
be
the Army
at the
provided therein
therein for
for commutation
commutation of
of rations
the rates
rates provided
Army at
the
for
enlisted patients
general hospitals.
hospitals.
in general
patients in
for enlisted
MEDICAL
ARMY MEDICAL

MUSEUM
MUSEUM

Army
Army Medical MuMuMUM.

Medicl Mu

For
Medical Museum,
Museum, preservation
preservation of
of specimens,
specimens, and
Preserving, etc.,
etc.,
and the
the specimens.in
For Army
Army Medical
preparation
and
purchase
of
new
specimens,
$7,500.
specimens.
$7,500.
specimens,
of
new
purchase
and
preparation
LIBRARY, SURGEON
SURGEON
LIBRARY,

GENERAL'S
GENERALS

OFFICE

Library.

Librry.

For
library of
the Surgeon
General's Office,
including the
the etc
.
etcq.dMe
Office, including
of the
Surgeon General's
For the
the library
purchase of
of the
of reference
reference and
and periodicals,
periodicals, $20,000.
$20,000.
books of
necessary books
the necessary
purchase

Pureha9°

books,
of books
of
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Surgeon
Surgeon
Office.
Office.

General's
General's

SESS. II.
CH. 225.
225.
SESS.
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OFFICE
VAL S
URGEON GENERAL
GENERAL
OF THE
SURGEON
OFFICE OF

Civilian
Civilian personnel.
PersennaL

Salaries:
For personal
personal services
services in
in the
the District
Columbia in
acin acof Columbia
District of
Salaries: For
cordance with
Classification Act
Act of
of 1923,"
$268,284.
1923," $268,284.
"The Classification
cordance
with "'The

Insular
Buffairs BuInsular Affairs
reau.
reau.
Care of
insane solsolof insane
Care
diers.
diers.

BUREAU
NSULAR AFFAIRs
AFFAIRS
OF I
INSULAR
BUREAU OF

In the
the Philippines.
Philippines.
In

CARP
SOLDIERS
OF INSANE
INSANE FILIPINO
FIIPINO SOLDIERS
CARE OF
For
care, maintenance,
and treatment
treatment at
at asylums
asylums in
the PhilipPhilipin the
For care,
maintenance, and
pine Islands
Islands of
of insane
Islands, conconPhilippine Islands,
of the Philippine
natives of
insane natives
pine
formable
the Act
Act of
of Congress
Congress approved
approved May
May 11,
11, 1908,
$900.
1908, $900.
to the
formable to
CARE
PORTO RICAN
RICAN SOLDIERS
SOLDIERS
OF INSANE
INSANE PORTO
CARE OF

In
Porto Rico.
Rico.
In Porto

For
treatment at
asylums in
in Porto
Porto Rico
Rico
at asylums
and treatment
maintenance, and
For care,
care, maintenance,
of
insane Porto
of the
the Forty-second
Forty-second and
Sixty-fifth
and Sixty-fifth
soldiers of
Porto Rican
Rican soldiers
of insane
Regiments
Infantry, $50.
$50.
Regiments of
of Infantry,

Office
Chief of
of InInOfice of
of Chief
sular
Asairs.
sular Affairs.

OFFICE OF
(41118..b OF
OF BUREAU
BUREAU OF
INSULAR AFFAIRS
AFFAIRS
OF INSULAR
OFFICE
OF CHIEF

Civilian
Civilan personnel.
personnel.

Salaries: For
personal services
services in
in the
the District
in
District of
of Columbia
Columbia in
Salaries:
For personal
"The Classification
accordance
Classification Act of 1923," $80,280.
accordance with "The

Engineer
DepartEngineer Department.
ment.

CORPS OF
CORPS
OF ENGINEERS
ENGINEERS

Depots.
Depots.

ENGINEER
ENGINEER DEPOTS
DEPOTS

Incidental
Incdental expenses.
expenses.

School.
School.

For incidental
incidental expenses
for the
the depots,
depots, including
including fuel,
fuel, lights,
expenses for
For
chemicals,
stationery, hardware,
hardware, machinery,
machinery, pay
civilian clerks,
clerks,
pay of
of civilian
chemicals, stationery,
mechanics, laborers,
laborers, and other
materials
other employees;
employees; for lumber
lumber and materials
mechanics,
and
for packing
engineer supplies; repairs of,
of,
and for
for labor
labor for
packing and
and crating
crating engineer
and for
to repair,
public buildings,
buildings, machinery,
machinery, and
and ininand
for materials
materials to
repair, public
struments, and
unforeseen expenses,
expenses, $97,210.
$97,210.
and for
for unforeseen
struments,
ENGINEER
SCHOOL
ENGINEER SCHOOL

Eqnuipent,
nance,
EquiPment,mainte-

For equipment and maintenance
maintenance of the Engineer School,
School, including
including
purchase and
instruments, machinery,
purchase
and repair
repair of
of instruments,
machinery, implements,
implements, models,
models,
boats,
materials for
means
boats, and materials
for the
the use
use of
of the school
school and to provide
provide means
theoretical and
practical instruction
instruction of Engineer
officers
for the
the theoretical
and practical
Engineer officers
and
miners;• for land
land
and troops
troops in
in their special
special duties
duties as
as sappers
sappers and
and miners;
purchase .and
of
mining, pontoniering, and
and signaling;
signaling; for purchase
and binding of
scientific
and professional
professional works,
works, papers,
periodicals treating
treating
papers, and periodicals
scientific and
subjects; for
for textbooks
military engineering
scientific subjects;
textbooks and
and
and scientific
on military
engineering and
books of
of reference
reference for
Engineer
for the
the library
library of the
the United States
States Engineer
books
Incidental
expenses. School;
incidental expenses
expenses of the
including chemicals,
chemicals,
the school, including
School; for
for incidental
Incidentalexpenses.
stationery, hardware,
civilian
and boats;
boats; for
for pay of
of civilian
stationery,
hardware, machinery,
machinery, and
clerks,
and laborers;
clerks, draftsmen,
draftsmen, electricians,
electricians, mechanics,
mechanics, and
laborers; for
for compencompenTuitinn
to
and for
for payment
payment of
of tuition fees of
of not to
Tuitionm att civil
avni instiinti- sation
sation of civilian
civilian lecturers
lecturers and
tutions.
tutions.
exceed fifty student officers at civil technical institutions in addition
addition
to
per centum
centum of
of commissioned
commissioned officers
authorized to attend
to the
the 22 per
officers authorized
educational institutions as provided
provided
technical, professional,
professional, and other educational
'Vol. 41,
for in
in section
National Defense
Act of
3, 1916,
Defense Act
of June
June 3,
1916, as
as
Vol.
41, p.
p. 786.
78.
for
section 127a
127a of
of the
the National
Travel expenes
expenses of
the Act
4, 1920;
expenses; and
and
of amended
amended by
by the
Act of
of June
June 4,
1920; for
for unforeseen
unforeseen expenses;
Travel
if e
°dicers.
for
travel expenses
expenses of
of officers
officers on
approved by
Secretary
c m.
for travel
on journeys
journeys approved
by the
the Secretary
of
War and
and made
made for
for the
the purpose
That
Provided, That
instruction: Provided,
of instruction:
purpose of
Provisos.
of War
Proaism.
In lieuotfm
lieu of mileage.
In
e. the traveling expenses herein provided for shall be in lieu of mileage
and other
allowances; and
and for
other absolutely
absolutely necessary
necessary expenses:
expenses:
and
other allowances;
for other
etc.

mainte
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Provided
That section
section 3648,
3648, Revised
Revised Statutes,
lerigdic,als
m;
shall not Periodi:cals
Statutes, shall
further, That
Provided further,
newspapers and 71s.
professional newspapers
apply to
to subscriptions
subscriptions for
for foreign
718-*
"
foreign and professional
apply
periodicals to
to be
for from
from this
this appropriation,
$26,000.
appropriation, $26,000.
paid for
be paid
periodicals
ENGINEER EQUIPMENT
TROOPS
OF TROOPS
EQUIPMENT OF
ENGINEER

o

Equipment of troops.

Equipment otroops.

at
supplies
erial , supplies,
tM
For pontoon
material, tools,
tools, instruments,
instruments, supplies,
supplies, and
and appliances
appliances °te
m
.ateria'
pontoon material,
For

required
for use
of troops, for military
equipment of
engineer equipment
the engineer
in the
use in
required for
surveys,
and for
for engineer
in the
including the purfield, including
the field,
operations in
engineer operations
surveys, and
chase,
and repair
repair of
necessary motor
of the necessary
operation, and
maintenance, operation,
chase, maintenance,
cycles;
the purchase
purchase and
engineer manuals
manuals and for
for
of engineer
preparation of
and preparation
cycles; the
a
$62,305.
equipment, $62,305.
above equipment,
of above
supply of
reserve supply
a reserve
OFFICERS
CIVILIAN ASSISTANTS
ENGINEER OFFICERS
ASSISTANTS TO ENGINEER
CIVILIAN

For services
services of
survey parties,
parties, draftsmen,
draftsmen, photogsurveyors, survey
of surveyors,
For
raphers, master
clerks, and
and other employees to Engineer
Engineer
laborers, clerks,
master laborers,
raphers,
commanders,
officers on
on the
department commanders,
and department
corps, and
division, corps,
of division,
staffs of
the staffs
officers
$46,620.
IN THE
ENGINEER
OPERATIONS IN
1HE FIELD
ENGINEER OPERATIONS

For expenses
engineer operations
operations in the field,
military engineer
to military
incident to
expenses incident
For
including
purchase of
material and
and a
reserve of material
material for
a reserve
of material
the purchase
including the
such
operations, the
the rental
of storehouses
within and outside of the
storehouses within
rental of
such operations,
District
of Columbia,
Columbia, the
maintenance, and repair of
operation, maintenance,
the operation,
District of
horse-drawn
and motor-propelled
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles, and
and
horse-drawn and
such
provided for under appropriations
appropriations
ordinarily provided
are ordinarily
as are
expenses as
such expenses

civilian assistants.
Civilian
Surveyors, etc.
Surveyors,

Field operations.
operations
Incidental expenses.

Engineer officers,"
to Engineer
for "Engineer
"Engineer depots,"
depots," "Civilian
"Civilian assistants
officers,"
assistants to
for
and "Military
Provided, That
That when
$75,735: Provided,
maps," $75,735:
and maps,"
surveys and
"Military surveys
and

Prosos.
proris08.
tio ns
onPmrteri
options
oisPIr
math
erials.of op

for use
use
materials for
head may
may be
used for
for the
the purchase
purchase of
of options
options on
on materials
be used
head

onstrueTemporary construe-

to the
Government, funds appropriated
appropriated under this
the Government,
of the
interest of
the interest
to

training.
much tionwork
so much
in engineer
in the
the field:
Provided further,
tionwork for training.
further, That so
field: Provided
operations in
engineer operations
in
engineer
of this
is necessary
provide facilities for engineer
to provide
necessary to
as is
appropriation as
this appropriation
of
training of
troops may
may be
expended for
construction work
military construction
for military
be expended
of troops
training
of
temporary character
character at
cantonments and at training
and cantonments
camps and
at camps
a temporary
of a
areas,
training purposes only.
•
areas, for training
MILITARY
MILITARY

SURVEYS AND MAPS
SURVEYS

Military surveys and
Military
maps.
of executassentExpenses of

For the
of topographic
other surveys,
the securing
securing ing.
ing
E,'Pens"
surveys, the
and other
topographic and
execution of
the execution
For
of such
data as
may be
be required,
preparathe preparaand the
required, and
as may
topographic data
extra topographic
such extra
of
tion and
printing of
maps required
required for
for military purposes, to be
of maps
and printing
tion
December 31, 1926, Proo.
immediately
available and
and remain
available until becember
remain available
immediately available
$52,600: Provided,
the Secretary
War is
is authorized
to secure
secure Assistance
Z
I Zs
t,„„
authorized to
of War
Secretary of
That the
Provided,That
$52,600:
offces.
the
United States
States Geological
Geological offices.
the United
of the
practicable, of
wherever practicable,
assistance, wherever
the assistance,
Survey, the
the Coast
Geodetic Survey,
mapping agencies
or other mapping
Survey, or
and Geodetic
Coast and
Survey,
of
work and
therefor to them
and to allot funds therefor
this work
in this
Government in
the Government
of the
from this appropriation.
SEACOAST DEFENSES,
DEFENSES, UNITED
UNITED STATES
SEACOAST

For the
preparation of
plans for
for fortifications
fortifications and
work of
and other work
of plans
the preparation
For

of
other
of other

Fortifications.
Fortifications.
Seacost
fortifications,
fcatioes.
UnSeacst
United States.
Plans, etc.

Plans,

et.

Gun and mortar
mortar batdefense,
$10,000.
defense, $10,000.
teries.
teries.
$25,000.
For
mortar batteries,
batteries, $25,000.
and mortar
gun and
of gun
construction of
For construction
Installing electric
and search
searchplants angd
For
the installation
installation and
electric light
and power
power plants
light and
of electric
replacement of
and replacement
For the
lights.
plants at
seacoast fortifications
fortifications in
in the
the United
United States
States and the pur- lights.
at seacoast
plants
defenses in the
chase and
of searchlights
searchlights for
seacoast defenses
for seacoast
installation of
and installation
chase
Sea wails, etc.
et
seaalls
United
States,
$33,100.
$33,100.
States,
United
For construction
repair of
of sea
sea walls, embankments, and bulkand repair
construction and
For
heads, $525.
458T2*-25t---60
45822°-25--t-60
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Preservation, etc.
etc.
Preservation

SESS. II.
SEss.
II.

CH. 225.

1925.
1925.

fortifications for which
For protection,
protection, preservation, and repair of fortifications
which

there may
be no
no special
appropriation available,
and of
of structures
structures
available, and
special appropriation
may be
there

se
f
Maintaining searchMaintaining
lights, electric plants,
lights,
etc.

for the submarine
submarine mine defense of the United States and for mainfor access to submarine mine wharves,
taining
channels for
wharves, $273,744.
taining channels
searchlights and electric light and
and
maintenance and repair of searchlights
For maintenance
power equipment
equipment for
seacoast fortifications,
fortifications, and
and for
tools, electrical
electrical
for tools,
for seacoast
power
and other
supplies, and
and appliances
appliances to
be used
their operation,
operation,
in their
used in
to be
other supplies,
and
including the
the purchase
reserve lights,
$68,655.
lights, $68,655.
of reserve
purchase of
including

possessions.
Insular possessions.

SEACOAST DEFENSES,
DEFENSES, INSULAR
POSSESSIONS
INSULAR POSSESSIONS
SEACOAST

Submarine mine
mine dedeSubmarine
tense. e n
fense.

Plans, etc.
etc.
Plans,
Installing electric
electric
Installing
and searchsearchplants and

ignst

lights, Hawaii.

Preservation, etc.

Preservation, etc.

Submarine
Submarine mine defense.

ense.

Maintaining
searhMaintaininig searchlights, electric
plants,
lights,
electric plants,
etc.
etc.
•

Panama Canal.
Plans,
etc.
Plans, etc.
Seacoast
batteries.
Seacoast batteries.
Installing
electric
nstalling electric
plants and searchsea
lights.

lghts.

Preservation, etc.
Preservation,etc.
Submarine
desubmarine mine defense.
fense.

mine

Maintaining searchplarnh
elri
lights electric
lights,
plants,
etc.
etc.

Office
Office of
of Chief of
Engineers
Engineers.
Civilian personnel.

Civilian personnel.

Draftsmen, etc., pay-

appr
ftm other
ablrae
able from
other appro-

priations.
priations.

Proviso.
Proiso.
Limit, etc.
Limit, etc.

For preparation
preparation of plans for fortifications
of
fortifications and other works of
defense
in
the
insular
possessions,
$2,000.
$2,000.
possessions,
insular
in
the
defense
power
For the installation and replacement
For
replacement of electric light and power
plants
and installation
of searchlights
searchlights at
at the
the seaseainstallation of
purchase and
the purchase
and the
plants and
coast
fortifications of
of the
the Hawaiian
Hawaiian Islands,
Islands, $24,000.
$24,000.
coast fortifications
For protection,
protection, preservation,
preservation, and
repair of fortifications, includand repair
For
there may
defense, for
which there
mine defense,
ing structures
structures for
for submarine
submarine mine
for which
may
appropriation available,
be no special appropriation
available, and for maintaining
maintaining channels
channels
for
to submarine
submarine mine
wharves, in
in the
insular possessions,
possessions,
the insular
mine wharves,
access to
for access
$73,595.
$73,595.
electric light
and electric
For
maintenance and
and repair
repair of
of searchlights
searchlights and
light
For maintenance
and power
seacoast fortifications
for tools,
tools, elecand for
fortifications and
for seacoast
equipment for
power equipment
and
trical
and other
appliances to
to be
used in
operation
their operation
in their
be used
and appliances
supplies, and
other supplies,
trical and
in
the insular
$34,000.
possessions, $34,000.
insular possessions,
in the
SEACOAST
PANAMA CANAL
CANAL
DEFENSES, PANAMA
SEACOAST DEFENSES,

preparation of plans for fortifications
For preparation
fortifications and other works of
of
defense,
surveys for
roads, Canal Zone,
Zone, $4,400.
for roads,
including surveys
defense, including
Zone
batteries on
For
of seacoast
seacoast batteries
on the
the Canal
Canal Zone
the construction
construction of
For the
for
Canal, $133,950.
$133,950.
Panama Canal,
of the
the Panama
defense of
for defense
For
and replacement
light and
and power
power
replacement of
of electric
electric light
For the
the installation
installation and
plants,
and the
purchase and
searchlights for the
and installation
installation of searchlights
the purchase
plants, and
seacoast
fortifications on
on the
the Canal
Zone,. $24,000.
$24,000.
Canal Zone,
seacoast fortifications
For protection, preservation,
fortifications of the
the
preservation, and repair
repair of fortifications
Panama
Canal, for
may be
appropriation
no special
special appropriation
be no
there may
which there
for which
Panama Canal,
available, including
structures erected
available,
including structures
erected for submarine
submarine mine defense,
defense,
and
maintaining channels
channels for
for access
to submarine
submarine mine
access to
for maintaining
and for
wharves,
$50,770.
wharves, $50,770.
For
and repair
of searchlights
light
electric light
and electric
searchlights and
repair of
maintenance and
For maintenance
and power
power equipment
equipment for
for fortifications
fortifications and
tools, electrical
electrical
and
and for
for tools,
and
other supplies,
supplies, and
and appliances
to be
their operation,
operation,
in their
be used
used in
appliances to
and other
$30,000.
$30,000.
OFFICE
OF CIIEF
CHIEF OF
ENGINEERS
OF ENGINEERS
OFFICE OF
Salaries:
Salaries: For personal services in the District of Columbia in
Act of 1923," $118,000.
accordance with
with "the
"the Classification
Classification Act
accordance
other
The services
services of
of skilled
engineers, and
such other
and such
civil engineers,
draftsmen, civil
skilled draftsmen,
The
services
Secretary of War may deem necessary, may be
services as the Secretary
employed
only in
in the
the office
of the
Engineers, to carry
Chief of Engineers,
the Chief
office of
employed only
into
effect the
various appropriations
appropriations for
and harbors,
surveys,
harbors, surveys,
for rivers
rivers and
the various
into effect
preparation for
river and
estimates
harbor estimates
and harbor
of river
the consideration
consideration of
for and
and the
preparation
engineer
and bills,
fortifications, engineeenginee - equipment
equipment of troops, engineer
and
bills, fortifications,
operations in
in the
the field,
other military purposes, to be paid
and other
field, and
operations
from such
appropriations: Provided,
That the
the expenditures
expenditures on
on
Provided, That
from
such appropriations:
the fiscal
fiscal year 1926 shall not exceed $160,000; the
account for the
this account
Secretary of
of War
shall each
year, in
the Budget,
Budget, report
to Congress
Congress
report to
in the
each year,
War shall
Secretary
the
number of
so employed,
employed, their
amount
duties, and the amount
their duties,
of persons
persons so
the number
paid
to each.
each.
paid to
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ORDNANCE
DEPARTMENT
ORDNANCE DEPARTMENT

Ordnance DepartD epart Ordnance
ment.

ORDNANCE
SERVICE
ORDNANCE SERVICE

Ordnance Service.
Ordnance
Current expenses.
expenses.
Current

For the
current expenses
of the
Ordnance Department
Department in
in conthe Ordnance
expenses of
the current
For
nection
purchasing, receiving,.
and issuing
issuing ordnance
storing, and
receiving, storing,
with purchasing,
nection with
and
ordnance stores,
stores, comprising
police and
and office
duties, rents, tolls,
office duties,
comprising police
and ordnance
typewriting and
fuel, light,
light, Water, and
advertising, stationery,
stationery, typewriting
and advertising,
water,
fuel,
adding machines,
and office
furniture,
office furniture,
exchange, and
their exchange,
including their
machines, including
adding
tools, and
and instruments
instruments of
of service;
service; for
for incidental
incidental expenses
the .
of the
expenses of
tools,
Ordnance
Service
and
those
attending
practical
trials
and
tests
of
tests
and
trials
practical
attending
those
and
Service
Ordnance
ordnance small
other ordnance
ordnance stores;
stores; for
for instruction
instruction
and other
arms, and
small arms,
ordnance
Ordnance Departpurpose.s; for
publications for
of the Ordnance
libraries of
for libraries
for publications
purposes;
ment, including
including the
the Ordnance
Ordnance Office;
Office; subscriptions
subscriptions to periodicals,
ment,
which
may be
for in
and payment
for mechanical
mechanical
payment for
advance; and
in advance;
paid for
be paid
which may
labor
the office
office of
Ordnance; and
maintenance,
for maintenance,
and for
of Ordnance;
Chief of
the Chief
of the
in the
labor in
repair,
operation of
of motor-propelled
motor-propelled or
horse-drawn passengeror horse-drawn
and operation
repair, and
carrying
vehicles, $1,185,000.
$1,185,000.
carrying vehicles,
ORDNANCE STORES,
AMMUNITION
STORES, AMMUNITION
ORDNANCE

Ammunition.
Ammunition.

Manufacture of air-

ammubombs,
plane
maintenance pla
For
the development,
manufacture, purchase,
Ivi
i
irt
o
f
aiti
ke ammu
and maintenance
purchase, and
development, manufacture,
For the
nition for small arms,
of
pyrotechnics, grenades,
ammunition for
small (t
on for small arms,
for small
grenades, ammunition
bombs, pyrotechnics,
airplane bombs,
etc.
of airplane
arms,
targets, and
and accessories
bomb, small
small arms, and machinefor bomb,
accessories for
arms, targets,
gun target
target practice;
and ammunition
ammunition for
for military
military salutes
at Governsalutes at
practice; and
gun
ment
establishments and
institutions to which the issues of arms
and institutions
ment establishments
for
are authorized,
authorized, $1,000,000.
salutes are
for salutes

MANUFACTURE
OF ARMS
ARMS
MANUFACTURE OF
For
manufacturing, repairing,
repairing, procuring,
procuring, and issuing arms at
For manufacturing,
the
$389,000.
armories, $389,000.
national armories,
the national
ORDNANCE STORES
STORES AND
AND SUPPLIES
SUPPLIES
ORDNANCE
For overhauling,
overhauling, cleaning,
cleaning, repairing, and preserving ordnance
ordnance and
For
arsenals, posts, and
ordnance
stores in
in the
hands of
of troops
at the arsenals
and at
troops and
the hands
ordnance stores
depots,
material for
for cleaning
arsenals,
at places other
at
preserving
and preserving
cleaning and
except material
depots, except

Manufacture
of arms.
Manufacture ofarms.
At
At arsenals
arsenals for issue.

Ordnance
Ordnance stores and
supplies.
supplies.
Preserving,
Preserving, etc.

than
the direct
control of
of the
of Purchase,
etc., for
urse•
etc.,
Chief of
the Chief
direct control
under the
establishments under
than establishments
Ordnance;
for
purchase
and
manufacture
of
ordnance
stores
to
fill
issue.
issue.
fill
to
stores
ordnance
of
manufacture
and
purchase
for
Ordnance;
requisitions of troops, $120,000.
$120,000.
requisitions
AUTOMATIC RIFLES
RIFLES
AUTOMATIC

Automatic rifles.
Purchase,
Purchase,

manufac-

Purchase,

etc.,, of.,

etc.
tre, etc.
of ture,
For the
the purchase,
purchase, manufacture,
and maintenance
maintenance of
repair, and
test, repair,
manufacture, test,
For
automatic machine
machine rifles,
rifles, or
or other
semiautomatic guns,
or semiautomatic
automatic or
other automatic
automatic
machinery
including
their mounts,
sights, and
and equipments,
equipments, and the machinery
mounts, sights,
including their
necessary for
manufacture, to remain
available until June 30,
remain available
their manufacture,
for their
necessary
Tanks.
1927, $188,000.
Tanks.
$188,000.
1927,
TANKS
TANKS

veFor
test, maintenance,
rmetc
and other armored
of anPduorflhieaise;
repair of
and repair
maintenance, and
manufacture, test,
purchase, manufacture,
the purchase
For the
ice's.
available
remain
to
vehicles,
tanks
and
other
self-propelled
armored
vehicles,
remain
available
hiel8s.
armored
self-propelled
other
and
tanks
$214,400.
June 30, 1927, $214,400.
until June

FIELD ARTILLERY
ARTILLERY ARMAMENT
ARMAMENT
FIELD

Artillery.
Field Artillery.

Mountain, field,
and
field, and
Mountain,

of mountain, field, and siege
and test
manufacture,
purchase,
For purchase
cannon,
For
including
manufacture,
their carriages,
and test
sights,
of mountain,
implements
field,
equipments,
and siege
cannon, including their carriages, sights, implements, equipments,
$635,000.
manufacture,
their
and
machinery necessary
necessary for
manufacture,
the machinery
and the

siege cannon.
siege
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manufacture, maintenance, and test of ammunition
ammunition
For purchase, manufacture,
for
field, and
and siege
siege cannon,
including the
the necessary
excannon, including
necessary exfor mountain,
mountain, field,
periments in
connection therewith,
necessary for
for
therewith, the
the machinery
machinery necessary
periments
in connection
its
and the
the necessary
storage facilities,
$386,000.
necessary storage
facilities, $386,000.
its manufacture,
manufacture, and
Altering,
etc., mobile
terin, etc.,
maintenance
of
the
For alteration
alteration and maintenance
mobile artillery, including
including
artillery.
ery
the purchase
purchase and manufacture
manufacture of machinery,
tools and
materials
machinery, tools,
and materials
necessary
for the
the work
and the
expenses of
of the
mechanics engaged
engaged
the mechanics
the expenses
work and
necessary for
thereon, $600,000.
thereon,
$600,000.
Ammunition,
etc.,
etc..
For purcnase,
Ammunition,
manufacture, and test of subcaliber guns, ammunipurcnase, manufacture,
ammunifor
for practice.
prsctl.
tion, and
tion
and other
other accessories
accessories for
for mountain, field,
field, and siege artillery
practice,
for their
their manufacture,
manufacture,
necessary for
including the
the machinery
machinery necessary
practice, including
$70,000.
$70,000.
Ammunition for.
for.
Ammunitin

Proving gronds.
grounds.
Proving

PROVING GROUNDS,
PROVING
GROUNDS, ARMY
ARMY

Current expenses
expenses.
Current

For current expenses of the ordnance
ordnance proving grounds, comprising
comprising
the maintenance
of rail
rail and
transportation, repairs
alterarepairs, alteramaintenance of
and water
water transportation,
the
tions, accessories,
accessories, and
service of
of employees
to testing
testing and
and
employees incidental
incidental to
tions,
and service
proving
ordnance material,
material, hire
the
proving ordnance
ordnance and
and ordnance
hire of
of assistants
assistants for
for the
Ordnance
Board, purchase
purchase of
of instruments
instruments and
for
required for
Ordnance Board,
and articles
articles required
testing
and experimental
repairing butts
and
and repairing
butts and
testing and
experimental work,
work, building
building and
targets,
grading ranges,
ranges, $160,000.
$190,000.
targets, clearing
clearing and
and grading

Rock Island
Arsenal.
Rock
Arsenal
oc Island
Id

ROCK ISLAND
ISLAND

BRIDGE,
BRIDGE, ROCK ISLAND,
ISLAND, ILLINOIS

expenses.
Bridges expenses.

For operating, repair, and preservation
preservation of Rock
Rock Island bridges
bridges
and viaduct,
viaduct, and
and repair
conand
and maintenance
maintenance and
repair of
of the
the arsenal
arsenal street
street connecting
the bridges,
necting the
bridges, $43,150.
$43,150.

Testing machines.

TESTING MACHINES
MACHINES

Operating expenses.
operating

Arsenals.
Arsenals.

For
necessary professional
professional and
skilled labor,
labor, purchase
For necessary
and skilled
purchase of
of mamaterials,
and appliances
testing machines,
terials, tools,
tools, and
appliances for
for operating
operating the
the testing
machines, for
for
investigative
and tests
in connection
connection with
the manumanuinvestigative test
test and
tests of
of material
material in
with the
facturing work
work of
the Ordnance
Department and
instruments
facturing
of the
Ordnance Department
and for
for instruments
and
the chemical
and materials
materials for
for operating
operating the
chemical laboratory
laboratory in
in connection
connection
therewith, and
for maintenance
of the
the establishment,
establishment, $25,000.
therewith,
and for
maintenance of
$25,000.
REPAIRS
REPAIRS OF ARSENALS
ARSENALS

Repairs, etc..
Repairs,
etc.

For repairs and improvements
improvements of arsenals
arsenals and depots, and to meet
as accidents
accidents or
other contingencies
as
or other
contingencies
necessary,
including machinery
machinery for
for
necessary, including
arsenals,
$675,000.
arsenals, $675,000.

such unforeseen
unforeseen expenditures
such
expenditures
during the
the year
year may
render
during
may render
manufacturing purposes
purposes in
in the
the
manufacturing
Gauges,
Gauges,
jigs.

dies,
dies,

and
and

Procuring, for armamainufactnre
ment manufacture.

Vol 39, p. 215.
Vol.

Seacoast
defenses,
Seacoast
defenses,
United States.
Armament.
Armament.
Seacoast
Seacoast cannon.
cannon.

Ammunition for.
Ammunition

GAUGES,
AND JIGS
JIGS FOR
FOR 3MANUFACTURE
MANUFACTURE
GAUGES, DIES,
DIES, AND

For the development and procurement
procurement of gauges, dies, jigs, and
special aids
specifications and
other special
aids and
and appliances,
appliances, including
including specifications
and dedetailed
drawings,
to
carry
out
the
purpose
of
section
123
of
the NaNathe
123
of
of
section
the
purpose
tailed drawings, to carry out
tional Defense
approved June
June 3, 1916, as
Defense Act, approved
Act
as amended
amended by
by the
the Act
approved June 4. 1920.
1920. $50,000.
$50,000.
approved
SEACOAST
DEILNSES, UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES
SEACOAST DEFENSES,
ARMAMENT OF FORTIFICATIONS
ARMAM.ENT
FORTIFICATIONS

purchase, manufacture,
manufacture, and test of seacoast cannon for coast
For purchase,
coast
defense,
defense, including their carriages,
carriages, sights, implements, equipments,
equipments,
manufacture, $4gt,000.
and the machinery
machinery necessary for their manufacture,
$407,000.
For purchase, manufacture,
manufacture, and test of ammunition for seacoast
seacoast
cannon, and for modernizing
projectiles on hand, including the
cannon,
modernizing projectiles
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necessary experiments
connection therewith,
therewith, and
machinery
the machinery
and the
in connection
experiments in
necessary

necessary
for its
$180,000.
manufacture, $180,000.
its manufacture,
necessary for
etc.,
ammuni- for practice.
guns, ammuniFor purchase,
purchase, manufacture,
test of
of subcaliber
subcaliber guns,
and test
manufacture, and
For
tion,
accessories for
practice, including
Artillery practice,
Seacoast Artillery
for Seacoast
other accessories
and other
tion, and
the
necessary for
for their
manufacture, $50,000.
$50,000.
their manufacture,
machinery,necessary
the machinery
l
sea
tearitnler
Ao
Artillery, including coast
of Seacoast
For alteration
alteration and
Seacoast Artillery,
Altering,
artiller y.
etc.,
maintenance of
and maintenance
For
necesthe
purchase
and
manufacture
of
machinery,
tools,
materials
materials
tools,
machinery,
of
manufacture
the purchase and
sary
for the
expenses of
of civilian
civilian mechanics, $300,000.
and expenses
work, and
the work,
sary for
POSSESSIONS
SEACOAST DEFENSES,
INSULAR POSSESSIONS
DEFENSES, INSULAR
SEACOAST

Insular
possessions.
Insular possessions.
Ammunition for
sea•
for sea.
Ammunition

For
manufacture, and
and test
seacoast coast
cocannon.
ast cannon.
ammunition for seacoast
of ammunition
test of
purchase, manufacture,
For purchase,
cannon, including
including the
necessary experiments
experiments in
in connection
therewith,
connection therewith,
the necessary
cannon,
and the
machinery necessary
necessary for
its manufacture,
manufacture, $236,600.
$236,600.
for its
the machinery
and
For
of the
the seacoast
including coatearngery
Altering,
artillery, including
seacoast artillery,
maintenance of
coast
artilleryetc., seaand maintenance
alteration and
For alteration
the purchase
manufacture of
of machinery,
tools, and
and materials
materials
machinery, tools,
and manufacture
purchase and
the
necessary
expenses of
mechanics,
civilian mechanics,
the civilian
of the
and expenses
work, and
the work,
for the
necessary for
$80,000.

CANAL
SEACOAST DEFENSES,
DEFENSES, PANAMA
PANAMA CANAL
SEACOAST

Pma
Panama Canal
Canal.
Seacoast cannon.
cannon.
Seacoast

For
cannon for coast
coast
test of seacoast cannon
and test
manufacture, and
purchase, manufacture,
For purchase,
defense,
including
their
carriages,
sights,
implements,
equipments,
implements,
sights,
carriages,
their
defense, including
and
machinery necessary
for their
manufacture, $100,000.
$100,000.
their manufacture,
necessary for
the machinery
and the
Ammunition for.
Ammunition
For the
the purchase,
purchase, manufacture,
manufacture, and test of ammunition for seaFor
coast and
and land
including the necessary
necessary experiments
experiments
cannon, including
defense cannon,
land defense
coast
in
connection therewith,
therewith, and
and the
the machinery
machinery necessary
necessary for its manuin connection
Altering, etc., seaseafacture,
$200,000.
facture, $200,000.
artillery.
coast artillery.
For
the alteration
alteration and
and maintenance
installation of the Sea- coast
and installation
maintenance and
For the
coast
the purchase
purchase and manufacture
manufacture of maincluding the
Artillery, including
coast Artillery,
chinery, tools,
and materials
materials necessary
necessary for
for the
the work,
work, and expenses of
tools, and
chinery,
$60,000.
civilian
mechanics, $60,000.
civilian mechanics,
OFFICE
or CH
ORDNANCE
OF ORDNANCE
CHIEF or
OFFICE OF

of
Office of Chief of
Ordnance.
Ordnance.

fivilian personnel.
rMnnntI
Civilian

Salaries: For
For personal
services in the District of Columbia in
personal services
Salaries:
accordance with
with "The
"The Classification
Act of
$159,652.
Dmftsmen, etc.,from
etc., from
Dratsmen.
1923," $159,652.
of 1923,"
Classification Act
accordance
The services
services of
of skilled
other appropriations.
the otherappropriations.
as the
services as
other services
such other
and such
draftsmen and
skilled draftsmen
The
Secretary
of War
War may
deem necessary
be employed only in
may be
necessary may
may deem
Secretary of
the office
office of
of Ordnance
Ordnance to
to carry
various
carry into effect the various
Chief of
the Chief
of the
the
appropriations
for the
the armament
armament of
fortifications and for the armof fortifications
appropriations for
ing
equipping of
of the
the National
to be
pro.
such Proviso.
from such
paid from
be paid
Guard, to
National Guard,
and equipping
ing and
appropriations:
That the
the entire
pur- Limit,
etc.
Liit. etc.
this purfor this
expenditures for
entire expenditures
Provided, That
*appropriations: Provided,
the
pose
for
the
fiscal
year
1926
shall
not
exceed
$260,000,
and
$260,000,
exceed
not
shall
1926
year
fiscal
the
pose for
Secretary
of War
War shall
shall each
each year,
in the
the Budget, report to Congress
Congress
year, in
Secretarv of
the
of persons
employed, their
their duties,
and the
amount
the amount
duties, and
so employed,
persons so
number of
the number
Warfare
Chemical
paid to
to each.
Chemical
Warfare
each.
paid
Service.
CHEMICAL
W
ARFARE
S
ERVICE
Service.
SERVICE
CHEMICAL WARFARE
ARMY
ARMY
Purchase, manufacmanufacPurchase,

etc., of gases.
For
manufacture, and
test of
of chemical
warfare gases
ture. etc.. a gases.
gases ture,
chemical warfare
and test
purchase, manufacture,
For purchase,
offensive
or
other
toxic
substances,
gas
masks,
or
other
offensive
or
defensive
other
or
masks,
gas
or other toxic substances,
including
materials
appliances required
required for
gas-warfare purposes,
purposes, including
for gas-warfare
or appliances
materials or
all
necessary investigations,
design, experimentation,
and
experimentation, and
research, design,
investigations, research,
all necessary
operations
therewith; purchase
special scienbuildings,
scien- Plants, buildings,
chemicals, special
of chemicals,
purchase of
connected therewith;
operations connected
machinery, etc.
tific
and
technical
apparatus
and
instruments;
construction,
maintemachinery.
etc'
construction,
instruments;
and
apparatus
tific and technical
and the manance,
repair of
of plants, buildings, and equipment,
equipment, anti
and repair
nance, and
chinery
therefor; receiving,
receiving, storing, and issuing of supplies, comchinery therefor;
gasoline, lubricants,
prising police
duties, rents,
rents, tolls
lubricants,
tolls, fuel, gasoline,
office duties,
and office
police and
prising
light,, water, advertising, stapaints
oils, rope
cordage, light
and cordage,
rope and
and oils,
paints and
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including their
their exchange,
exchange,
tionery, typewriting
typewriting and
and adding
adding machines,
machines, including
office furniture,
furniture, tools,
tools, and
and instruments;
instruments; for
for incidental
incidental expenses;
expenses; for
for
of the
Warfare Service
civilian employees;
employees; for
for libraries
libraries of
the Chemical
Chemical Warfare
Service
and
subscriptions to
to periodicals
may be
be paid
for in
in advance;
advance;
and subscriptions
periodicals which
which may
paid for
Organizing
special
incidental to
to the
organization,
training, and
and equipment
equipment
Organizing
for expenses
expenses incidental
special for
the
organization,
training,
gas troops
troops.
gas
trooas
of sgas
special
gas troops not otherwise
otherwise provided
provided for, including the training
warfare, both offensive
offensive and
ing of
of the Army
Army in
in chemical
chemical warfare,
and defensive,
defensive,
together with the
necessary schools,
tactical demonstrations,
and
the necessary
schools, tactical
demonstrations, and
Current
current expenses. maneuvers;
for current expensess of chemical
projectile filling plants
expense
chemical projectile
and
grounds, including
including construction
construction and
maintenance of
of
and proving
proving grounds,
and maintenance
rail
building and
and
rail transportation,
transportation, repairs, alterations, accessories,
accessories, building
repairing butts
and targets,
clearing and
grading ranges,
ranges, $907,980,
$907,980,
cot- repairing
Exterminating cotand grading
butts and
targets, clearing
Exterminating
ton boll
ton
weevil.
boll weevil.
of which
sum not more than $25,000
of
which sum
$25,000 may be used in completing
agricultural experiments
in exterminating
exterminating the
boll weevil.
agricultural
experiments in
the cotton
cotton boll
weevil.
Office,
Office, Chief
Chief of
of
Chemical Warfare
Warfare
Chemical
Service.
Service.

OFFICE
CHEMICAL WARFARE
WARFARE SERVICE
SERVICE
OF CHIF.F
CHIEF OF
OF CHEMICAL
OFFICE OF

Civilian
personnel.
Civilianpersonnel.

Salaries: For personal services in the District of Columbia
Columbia in
accordance
The Classification
Classification Act of 1923,"
1923," $21,420.
accordance with "
"The
$21,420.
Chemists, etc.,
for
The
of chemists
and such
such other
other services
services as
the Secretary
for
oCheists
The services
services of
chemists and
as the
Secretary
office
in the ete,
Department.
ment.
of War may deem necessary
necessary may be employed
employed only in the office
office of
of
the
the Chemical
Chemical Warfare
Warfare Service
to carry
carry into
into effect
the Chief
Chief of
of the
Service to
effect the
the
appropriation
Chemical Warfare
Warfare Service, to be
appropriation for Chemical
be paid from such
such
appropriation: Provided,
That the
the total
for this
this purpurProviso.
total expenditures
expenditures for
Provided, That
appropriation:
Proso.
Limit, etc.
Limitetc.
pose for the fiscal year 1926 shall not exceed
exceed. $19,160,
$19,160, and the SecreSecretary of War
War shall
year in
in the
the Budget
report to
the
shal each year
Budget report
to Congress
Congress the
number of persons so employed, their duties,
duties, and
and the
the amount paid
paid
to each.
CHIEF OF
INFANTRY
CHIEF
OF INFANTRY
Infantry School,
Infantry
School, Fort
Part
Dennin
g,
Oa.
Benning,
Oa.

Instruction
expenses.
Instruction expenses.

Tank Service.
Tank
Service.
Civilian
Civilian employees.
employees.

Tank schools.
Tank
schools.

ARMY
ARMY
INFANTRY
SCHOOL, FORT
GEORGIA
INFANTRY SCHOOL,
FORT BENNING,
DENNING, GEORGIA

purchase of textbooks, books of reference,
reference, scientific
For the purchase
scientific and
and
professional
instruments and
and material
professional papers; instruments
material for
for instruction,
instruction, ememployment of temporary,
temporary, technical,
technical, special,
special, and clerical
clerical services,
services, and
and
of instruction
the Infantry
Infantry School,
School,
for the necessary
necessary expenses of
instruction at
at the
Fort Benning, Georgia, $37,620.
TANK
SERVICE
TANK SERVICE

For payment of the necessary civilian
civilian employees to assist in handling the clerical work
the tank
tank center,
center, tank
tank schools,
work in the office of
of the
schools,
and the various tank organization headquarters,
headquarters, including
including the
the office
office
of the chief of
meof Infantry; and for the payment
payment of
of the necessary
necessary mechanics
tanks in
the hands
hands of
of
chanics to assist in
in repairing
repairing and
and preserving
preserving tanks
in the
tank units, $26,840.
$26,840.
Incidental
Incidental expenses
connection with
with the
operation of
of the
expenses in
in connection
the operation
the tank
tank
schools, $1,000.
CHIEF
CAVALRY
CHIEF OF
OF CAVALRY

Cavalry
School, Fort
Fort
Cavalry Sch(xol,
Riley,
Riley, Kans.
Kans.

CAVALRY
KANSAS
CAVALRY SCHOOL,
SCHOOL, FORT
FORT RILEY,
RILEY, KANSAS

Instruction expenses.
expenses.
Instruction

For the purchase
purchase of textbooks, books of reference, scientific and
professional
professional papers, instruments,
materials for
instruments, and materials
for instruction;
instruction; employment of temporary,
temporary, technical,
and
technical, special, and clerical
clerical services;
services; and
necessary expenses
for other necessary
expenses of
of instruction
instruction at
at the Cavalry
Cavalry School,
School,
Fort Riley, Kansas, $19,080.
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C
HIEF OF
FIELD ARTILLERY
ARTILLERY
OF FIELD
CHIEF
FIELD ARTILLERY
ARTILLERY SCHOOL,
SCHOOL, FORT
FORT SILL,
SILL, OKLAHOMA
OKLAHOMA
FIELD
For the
the purchase
purchase of
of reference,
reference, scientific and
books of
textbooks, books
of textbooks,
For
professional papers,
papers, instruments,
and material
material for
instruction; emfor instruction;
instruments, and
professional
ployment
of temporary,
temporary, technical,
and clerical services;
special, and
technical, special,
ployment of
and
for other
necessary expenses
expenses of instruction
instruction at the Field Artillery
other necessary
and for
School
Fort Sill,
Oklahoma, $18,820.
Sill, Oklahoma,
at Fort
School at

INSTRUCTION IN
IN FILLD
ACTIVITIES
ARTILLERY ACTIVITIES
FIELD ARTILLERY
INSTRUCTION

Field
Field Artillery
School,
Sill, Okla.
School, Fort
Fort Sill,
Instruction
expenses.
Instructionexpenses.

Field Artillery
Artillery activities.
tivities.

ntersfiring
in gade fin
instruction in
To
for the
the theoretical
practical instruction
ric
i
t
gcgntrrs.
and practical
theoretical and
means for
provide means
To provide

Field Artillery
activities at
at the
brigade firing centers at Fort
two brigade
the two
Artillery activities
Field
Sill, Oklahoma,
Bragg, North
Carolina, by the purchase
North Carolina,
Fort Bragg,
and Fort
Oklahoma, and
Sill,
of modern
modern instruments
material for
practical intheoretical and practical
for theoretical
and material
instruments and
of
struction, for
for the
the tuition
tuition of
officers detailed as students at civil eduof officers
struction,
cational institutions,
institutions, and
and for
necessary expenses,
expenses, to be
for all other necessary
cational
allotted in
in such
such proportion
proportion as
may, in
opinion of the Secretary
the opinion
in the
as may,
allotted
of War,
for the
the best
best interests
interests of the service, $4,000.
be for
War, be
of

CHIEF OF
OF COAST
COAST ARTILLERY
ARTILLERY
CHIEF
COAST
ARTILLERY SCHOOL,
SCHOOL, FORT
FORT MONROE,
VIRGINIA
MONROE, VIRGINIA
COAST ARTILLERY

Chief
Coast ArtilChief of Coast
lery.
Coast Artillery
Coast
School, Fort
Monroe,
Fort Monroe,
School,
Va.
Va.
Instruction expenses.

For
engines, generators,
generators, motors,
motors, machines,
measuring Istructn epense
machines, measuring
of engines,
purchase of
For purchase
and
nautical
instruments,
special
apparatus,
and
materials
and for
materials
and
apparatus,
special
instruments,
and nautical
experimental purposes
purpose-s for
for the
engineering and artillery and military
the engineering
experimental
art
division; for purchase
purchase and
specialists division;
enlisted specialists
and enlisted
departments and
art departments
binding
of professional
professional books
books treating
treating of military
military and scientific subbinding of
jects
library, for
for temporary use in coast deand for
school, and
of school,
use of
for use
for library,
jects for
fenses; for
for incidental
incidental expanses
of the
chemicals,
including chemicals,
school, including
the school,
expenses of
fenses;
material; cost of
stationery,
hardware; materials;
binding; hardware;
and binding;
printing and
stationery, printing
special
instruction of
detailed as
instructors; employment
employment of
as instructors;
officers detailed
of officers
special instruction
temporary,
services; for
for office
office furniture
furniture and fixspecial services;
or special
technical, or
temporary, technical,
P
tures,
motor trucks;
trucks; and
and unforeseen
unforeseen expenses; in all Provisos.
and motor
machinery, and
tures, machinery,
etc.
Perodicasete.
$27,740:
That section
section 3648,
3648, Revised
Revised Statutes, shall not Periodicals,
Provided, That
$27,740: Provided,
It. S., sec. 3648, p.
718.
p.
3
se'
n7
apply
to
subscriptions
for
foreign
and
professional
newspapers
and
and
apply to subscriptions for foreign and professional newspapers
periodicals to
to be
be paid
paid for
for from
from this
appropriation: Provided
further, sSpecial typri
Providedfurther,
this appropriation:
periodicals
typewriters,
etc.
That
purchase and
and exchange
of typewriting
machines, to
be paid for etc.
to be
typewriting machines,
exchange of
That purchase
the special price allowed
from
this appropriation,
may be
made at
allowed to
to
at the
be made
appropriation, may
from this
schools
teaching stenography
typewriting without obligating
obligating
and typewriting
stenography and
schools teaching
departments of
typewriter
companies to
to supply
these machines
machines to all departments
supply these
typewriter companies
the
at the same price.
Government at
the Government

SEACOAST DEFENSES,
UNITED STATES
STATES
DEFENSES, UNITED
SEACOAST
For
of fire-control
fire-control stations
stations and
including
accessories, including
and accessories,
construction of
For construction

Fortifications.
Seacoast
defenses,
defenses,
United
United States.
Constructingfire control
tro stations, etc.

stations, etc.

purchase of
lands and
rights of
purchase and
installation of
and installation
way, purchase
of way,
and rights
of lands
purchase
necessary lines
and means
means of
of electrical
communication, including teleelectrical communication,
lines and
necessary
phones, dial
wiring and
and all special
special instruments,
instruments,
telegraphs, wiring
other telegraphs,
and other
dial and
phones,
subaqueous, sound,
apparatus, subaqueous,
apparatus,
and materials,
coast-signal apparatus,
materials, coast-signal
apparatus, and
and
flash ranging
including their
their development,
development, and
and salaries
appartus, including
ranging appartus,
and flash
finders etc.
con-- Range
of
experts, engineers
and other
other necessary
employees con
Range finders,
necessary employees
engineers,' and
electrical experts,
of electrical
manufacture, and
nected
with the
the use
coast artillery;
artillery; purchase,
purchase, manufacture
of coast
use of
nected with
test
finders and
and other
other instruments
instruments for fire control at
al the
range finders
of range
test of
fortifications ' and
and the
the machinery
machinery necessary for their manufacture
manufacture at
fortifications,
Accessories
Accessories for subthe
$80,800.
arsenals, $80,800.
the arsenals,
marine mine practice.

test of
For
purchase, manufacture,
manufacture, and
of submarine-mine
submarine-mine material, mare ine
and test
For purchase,

practice, including the maand other
for submarine-mine
submarine-mine practice,
accessories for
other accessories
and
$3,000.
chinery necessary
necessary for
for their
manufacture„000.
their manufacture,
chinery

praetice.
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Submarine
supplies,
Submarine supplies,
submarine-mine material within the limits
maintenance of submarine-mine
For maintenance
etc.
etc.
Fort Totten,
Totten, N.Y.
N. Y. of continental
continental United
purchase of necessary machinery, tools,
United States; purchase
Fort
and
implements for
shop of the
the torpedo depot, United
for the repair
repair shop
and implements
States
Army, at
at Fort
Fort Totten,
torpedo depot
depot adfor torpedo
New York, and for
Totten, New
States Army,
ministration and experimental
$31,100.
experimental work, $31,100.
ministration
War instruction
maWar
instruction maFor
maintenance of Coast Artillery
war-instruction material at
Artillery war-instruction
For maintenance
terial.
terial.
Coast
Artillery posts,
posts, including
including necessary
necessary material
material and labor thereCoast Artillery
for,
for, $1,000.
Insular possessions.
possessions.
Insular
SEACOAST
DEFENSES, INSULAR
INSULAR POSSESSIONS
POSSESSIONS
SEACOAST DEFENSES,
Constructingofire conConstructitnfire
trot
stations, Hawaii.n-

including
accessories, including
construction of fire-control
For construction
For
fire-control stations and accessories,

purchase of
of lands
lands and
purchase and installation
installation of
of way, purchase
rights of
and rights
purchase
necessary
communication, including
including
necessary lines and means of electrical communication,
telephones,
other telegraphs,
wiring and
instruall special
special instruand all
telegraphs, wiring
and other
dial and
telephones, dial
ments, apparatus
apparatus and
and materials,
materials, coast-signal
subaqueous,
apparatus, subaqueous,
coast-signal apparatus,
ments,
sound, and
ranging apparatus,
apparatus, including
development,
their development,
including their
flash ranging
and flash
sound,
and
salaries
of electrical
experts,
engineers,
necessary
and other
other necessary
engineers, and
experts,
of
electrical
salaries
and
Rangefinders, etc. employees
employees connected
with the use of Coast Artillery; purchase,
connected with
Bangeideetc.
and other
other instruments
inst
inrum
theents ufor
f
l
or
finders and
and test of range finders
manufacture,
manufacture,
a
fire
atnandeete,satf
the
machinery necessary
necessary for
factur
ine,at
the submarine
and the
the machinery
fortifications,
the fortifications,
control
fire control

iesup
Submarinemine
Submarine
supplies.

Panama Canal.
Canal.
Panama

their
manufacture in
in the
the Hawaiian
Hawaiian Islands,
$40,000.
Islands, $40,000.
manufacture
their
F
maintenance of the submarine mine material
For
possessions,
possessions, $10,000.

in the insular

SEACOAST
DEFENSES, PANAMA
PANAMA CANAL
CANAL
SEACOAST DEFENSES,

Constructing fireconconstrctngfrecontrol
stations, etc.

infire-control stations and accessories,
For the construction
For
construction of fire-control
accessories, in

Submarine mine supplies.

maFor
alteration, maintenance,
maintenance, and
and repair
of submarine
mine marepair of
submarine mine
For alteration,
terial, $3,000.
$3,000.
terial,

lands and
and rights
of way,
way, purchase
purchase and
and installainstallapurchase of
of lands
rights of
eluding purchase
tion of
of necessary
necessary lines
lines and
and means
means of
of electrical
incommunication, inelectrical communication,
tion
cluding telephones,
telephones, dial
other telegraphs,
and all special
wiring and
telegraphs, wiring
dial and
and other
cluding
instruments, apparatus
coast-signal apparatus,
apparatus, suband materials,
materials, coast-signal
apparatus and
instruments,
aqueous, sound,
sound, and
including their developapparatus, including
ranging apparatus,
and flash ranging
aqueous,
ment,
of electrical
and other
necessary
other necessary
engineers, and
experts, engineers,
electrical experts,
salaries of
and salaries
ment, and
Range finders,
finders, etc.
etc. employees
employees connected
connected with the
artillery, purchase, manuthe use
use of coast artillery,
Range
facture,
and test
test of
of range
and other
other instruments
instruments for
for fire
finders and
range finders
facture, and
control at
and the
machinery necessary
their
necessary for their
the machinery
fortifications, and
the fortifications,
at the
control
manufacture, $85,000.
$85,000.
manufacture,
lstations, etc.

submarineminesup-

Purchase of
mines,
of mines,
etc.

Purchase

Ofhce
Chief of
Office of Chief
Artillery.
Coast Artillery.
Civilian personnel.

ivilian personel.

Military Academy.

Military Academy.

Pay.
Professors, etc.
etc.
Professors,

Cadets.
Cadets.
Civilian employees.
Civilian
Proviso.
Praoio.
Pay of
of organist.
Pay

For purchase
purchase of submarine
submarine mines and necessary
necessary appliances
appliances to opop..
crate them, $2,000.
OFFICE
OF COAST
ARTILLFRY
COAST ARTILLERY
CHIEF OF
OF CHIEF
OFFICE OF

Salaries: For
services in
in the
the District
of Columbia
Columbia in
in acDistrict of
Salaries:
For personal
personal services

cordance with
Classification Act of
1923, $23,880.
$23,880.
of 1923,
the Classification
with the
cordance
UNITED
"
UNITED S
TATES M
ILITARY ACADEMY
STATES
MILITARY
ACADEMY

PAY
MILITARY ACADEMY
ACADEMY
OF MILITARY
PAY OF

For eight professors, $30,500;
Permanent
Establishment: For
$30,500; chapPermanent Establishment:
lain, $2,750;
quartermaster, in
in addition
addition to
to his
regular
his regular
constructing quartermaster,
$2,750; constructing
lain,
professors and officers
of professors
pay,
$1,000; additional
officers for length of
additional pay of
pay, $1,000;
service,
subsistence allowance
of professors
professors and
and officers,
officers,
allowance of
$12,600; subsistence
service, $12,600;
$4,161;
$51,011.
in all,
all, $51,011.
$4,161; in
cadets, $936,000.
For one
thousand two
two hundred
hundred cadets,
$936,000.
one thousand
For
Civilians: For
pay of
of employees,
$240,000: Provided,
That not
to
not to
Provided, That
employees, $240,000:
For pay
Civilians:
exceed
$3,000 of
of this
this amount
shall be
be used
used for
for pay
of the
organist,
the organist,
pay of
amount shall
exceed $3,000

in
allowances.
his present allowances
addition to his
in addition
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Disbursing and acand acDisbursing
All
of the
money hereinbefore
hereinbefore appropriated
appropriated for pay of the Mili- counting
the money
All of
as one fund.
cotingonend.
the
of
accounted for
tary
shall be
be disbursed
disbursed and
and accounted
for as
as pay
Academy shall
tary Academy
Military
that purpose
purpose shall
constitute one fund.
shall constitute
for that
and for
Academy, and
Military Academy,
t
Quarters,
etc., for
for
truo.
The
civilian instructors
in the
departments of modern
modern civial
the departments
employed in
instructors employed
civilian e
instructors.
The civilian
and
languages
and
tactics
shall
be
entitled
to
public
quarters,
fuel,
quarters,
public
to
entitled
be
shall
tactics
languages and
light.
light.
Maintenance.
Iv ml
enanot.
MAINTENANCE, UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES MILITARY
MILITARY ACADEMY
ACADEMY
MAINTENANCE,

For
and reference
books for
instruction; increase
increase and expense
for instruction;
reference books
text and
For text
of
library (not
$7,000) ;
equipment and supplies; sta; office
office equipment
exceeding $7,000)
(not exceeding
of library
periodicals;
tionery,
blank books,
books, forms,
printing and
and binding,
binding, and
and periodicals;
forms, printing
tionery, blank
diplomas
(not exceeding
immediately
$1,100), to be immediately
exceeding $1,100),
graduates (not
for graduates
diplomas for
available; expenses
expenses of
lectures; apparatus,
apparatus, equipment,
supplies, and
and
equipment, supplies,
of lectures;
available;
materials for
for purposes
and maintenance
athletics, and
and athletics,
instruction and
of instruction
purposes of
materials
and repair
repair thereof;
musical instruments
instruments and
maintenance of band;
band;
and maintenance
thereof; musical
and
care
maintenance of
of organ;
organ; equipment
equipment for
for cadet
cadet mess;
postage,
mess; postage,
and maintenance
care and
telephones
telegrams; freight
and expressage;
expressage; transportation
transportation
freight and
and telegrams;
telephones and
of cadets
cadets and
from their
their homes to the Military
cadets from
accepted cadets
and accepted
of
Academy
reimbursement of travelincluding reimbursement
cadets, including
discharged cadets,
and discharged
Academy and
ing expenses;
expenses; for
for payment
payment of
commutation of
rations for the cadets
of rations
of commutation
ing
of
the
United
States
Military
Academy
in
lieu
of
of the regular establieu
in
Academy
Military
States
United
the
of
lished ration;
school (not exceeding $8,children's school
of children's
maintenance of
ration; maintenance
lished
800) ;contingencies
contingencies for
for superintendent
superintendent of
the academy
academy (not
exceed
to exceed
(not to
of the
800);
$3,000) ;expenses
the members
of the
the Board
Board of
of Visitors (not
members of
of the
expenses of
$3,000);
exceeding
$750) ;contingent
contingent fund,
fund, to
be expended
expended under
under the directo be
exceeding $750);
tion of
of the
Board (not
(not exceeding
exceeding $500);
$500) ;improvement,
improvement,
Academic Board
the Academic
tion
(including roads,
repair, and
maintenance of
and grounds
grounds (including
buildings and
of buildings
and maintenance
repair,
walls, and
and fences)
galleries and ranges;
ranges; cooking, heating,
shooting galleries
fences);;shooting
walls,
and
apparatus and
fixtures and operation
operation and maintenance
and fixtures
lighting apparatus
and lighting
of water, sewer, and plumbing
thereof; maintenance
plumbing systems;
systems; maintemaintenance of
thereof;
apparatus;
nance of
of and
repairs to
to cadet
camp; fire extinguishing
extinguishing apparatus;
cadet camp;
and repairs
nance
maintenance, repair, and
machinery and
tools and
and repair
repair of
and
same; maintenance,
of same;
and tools
machinery
operation
of an
one motor
truck; policing buildings
motor truck;
and one
automobile and
an automobile
operation of
and
furniture for
academy, and reofficial purposes at the academy,
for official
grounds; furniture
and grounds;
heat, light, and power;
pair
maintenance thereof;
thereof; fuel
power; and
fuel for heat,
and maintenance
pair and
superinother
necessary incidental
expenses in
in the
of the superindiscretion of
the discretion
incidental expenses
other necessary
in all, $1,006,920.
tendent;
$1,006,920.
tendent; in
ACADEMY
PUBLIC
UNITED STATES
STATES MILITARY
MILITARY ACADEMY
WORKS, UNITED
I'U-LI(C WORKS,

Designated
Designated expenses.

Board
Visitors.
Board of Visitors

Public works.
Constructing

desig-

For continuing
continuing the
the construction
of a
new mess
mess hall,
hall, cadet
cadet store,
store, natsedudstiln
nated buildings. desig"
a new
construction of
For
$350,000.
drawing
and
dormitories
and
drawing
academy,
$350,000.
dormitories,
Periodicals, etc.
Periodicals, etc.
to subscriptions
apply to
Section 3648,
Revised Statutes,
Statutes, shall
shall not
not apply
subscriptions for R
3648, Revised
Section
.. S., sec. 3648, p.
S ee 3648sp.
be
periodicals
and
foreign,
professional,
and
other
newspapers
and
periodicals
to
newspapers
other
and
professional,
foreign,
Military
the
paid
from any
any of
of the
the foregoing
appropriations for
foregoing appropriations
paid from
Army surplus mateAcademy.
Academy.
transferred
etc.,
ril;_rthe
y
tc su
. rrkw
s fo
n:rTdThe
of War
War is
hereby directed
directed to
to turn
turn over
over to
to the
the United rial,
is hereby
Secretary of
The Secretary
for
expense, for
without 'expense,
such surplus material witnout
States Military
Military Academy
expense all
all such
without expense
Academy without
States
construction, etc.
buildings;
of
construction
as may
may be
be available
available and
and necessary
necessary for the ,construction
buildings;
as
also surplus
tools and
required for use in the instruction of Provisos
material required
and material
surplus tools
also
Leaves of absence to
to
constructing quarter- Leaves
That the
cadets at
at the
the academy:
academy: Provided,
Provided, That
the constructing
cadets
employees.
master, United
Academy, is
hereby exempted
exempted from employees.
is hereby
Military Academy,
States Military
United States
master,
all laws
and regulations
relative to employment and to granting
regulations relative
laws and
all
construc- Ependitures with
on construcleaves of
to employees
with pay
pay while
employed on
while employed
employees with
of absence
absence to
leaves
ou
adivaelrtising
tures
wpitehrperadvertising
the out
That the
further, That
tion work
work at
at the
the Military
Military Academy:
Academy: Provided
Provided further,
tion
mitted.
funds
herein for
for the
the United
States Military
Military Academy tted
United States
appropriated herein
funds appropriated
may
advertising when in the opinion of the
without advertising
expended without
be expended
may be
responsible
and the
the superintendent
superintendent it is more ecoofficer and
constructing officer
responsible constructing
nomical and
and advantageous
Government to dispense with
the Government
to the
advantageous to
nomical
advertising.
advertising.
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MILITIA
M
ILITIA BUREAU
BUREAU

Militia Bureau.
National Guard,
Guard,
National
arming,
arming, etc.

NATIONAL
NATIONAL. GUARD
GUARD
GUARD
ARMING,
EQUIPPING, AND
THE NATIONAL
NATIONAL GUARD
TRAINING THE
AND TRAINING
ARMING, EQUIPPING,

Forage, etc. for animals.
Use
of
balances.
of balances.
Use
Vol 42, p.1410.

For procurement
procurement of
of forage,
animals
forage, bedding, and so forth, for animals
For
addition thereto the
used by
by the
$1,444,905, and
and in
in addition
Guard, $1,444,905,
National Guard,
the National
used
the appropriations
sum of
$16,000 from
the unexpended
of the
appropriations
balances of
unexpended balances
from the
of $16,000
sum
o.42p1410
for
"Arming, equipping,
equipping, and
training the
the National
National Guard,
Guard, 1924,"
1924,"
and training
for "Arming,
is continued
made available
available for
for this
during the
the fiscal
purpose during
this purpose
and made
continued and
is
year 1926.
1926.
year
Care of animals.
and equipFor
compensation of
of help
for care
care of
materials, animals,
animals, and
equipof materials,
help for
For compensation
of animals.
Care
ment,
ment, $2,760,000.
$2,760,000.
Instruction camps.
For
expenses, camps
camps of
$9,900,000, and in
in addition
instruction, $9,900,000,
of instruction,
For expenses,
Instruction camps.
Use of balances.
the
of the
unexpended balances
from the unexpended
$635,000 from
thereto
the sum
sum of
of $635,000
balances of
thereto the
se of balances
Vol. 42, p. 1410.
National
"Arming, equipping,
appropriaition for
for "Arming,
equipping, and training
training the National
appropriation
ol. 42, p 1410.
Guard,
1924," is
continued and
made available
available for
for this purpose
and made
is continued
Guard, 1924,"
during
during the fiscal year 1926.
enlisted men,
For
expenses, selected
officers and
and enlisted
men, military service
Service school
selected officers
For expenses,
in
school inservice
struction.
from the
schools,
addition thereto
sum of
$15,500 from
of $15,500
the sum
thereto the
in addition
and in
Use of
balances.
$325,000, and
schools, $325,000,
obalances.
"Arming,
Vol. 42
42, p.1410.
p.1410.
unexpended
of the
appropriation for
for "
Arming, equipping,
equipping,
the appropriation
balances of
unexpended balances
Vol.
continued and made
and training
training the
National Guard,
1924," is
is continued
Guard, 1924,"
the National
and
1926.
available
for
this
purpose
during
the
fiscal
year
1926.
year
fiscal
the
during
available for this purpose
Property, etc., offiFor
pay of
property and
and disbursing
disbursing officers
officers for the United
United States,
property
of
pay
For
ofetc.,
Property,
cers.
unex$1,800
of
sum
the
$72,000,
and
in
addition
thereto
the
sum
.of
$1,800
from
the unexthereto
Use
of
balances.
addition
in
and
$72,000,
use of balances.
Vol.
42, p. 1410.
pended balances of the appropriation
appropriation for "Arming,
"Arming, equipping, and
Vol.42,p.1410.
and made available
training
the National
1924," is
is continued
continued and
Guard, 1924,"
National Guard,
training the
for this
purpose
during
the
fiscal
year
1926.
1926.
year
fiscal
the
during
purpose
this
for
iEquipmet
Equipment and ininstruction, National Guard,
For general
equipment and
and instruction,
expenses, equipment
general expenses,
For
struction
expenses.
strction expenses.
$900,000.
$900,000.
Travel, Army officers.
Regular
officers of the Regular
For travel
noncommissioned officers
officers and noncommissioned
of officers
travel of
For
rmyofficrs.
Travel
Army
in
connection
with
the
National
Guard,
$375,000.
$375,000.
Guard,
National
the
with
connection
Army in
Transporting
supin
$350,000, and in
For transportation
of equipment
equipment and
supplies, $350,000,
and supplies,
transportation of
For
snp
pliTesporting
plies.
balances of
Use
of balances.
the sum of $31,250 from the
addition thereto
thereto the
the unexpended
unexpended balances
of
addition
balances.
se of
Vol. 42, p. 1410.
equipping, and
the appropriation
and training
training the
"Arming, equipping,
for "Arming,
appropriation for
the
42, p. 1410.
Vol.
National Guard,
continued and
and made
made available for this puris continued
1924," is
Guard, 1924,"
National
pose during the
the fiscal
fiscal year
1926.
year 1926.
Army enlisted men. pose during
For
expenses of
enlisted men of the Regular Army on duty with
of enlisted
For expenses
ry enlisted men.
the National
National Guard,
Guard, including
including the
the hiring
hiring of
quarters in kind,
of quarters
the
$500,000.
$500,000.
Pay,
Fay, amorydrills.
armory drills.
in
For
pay of
Guard (armory
drills), $9,990,000,
and in
$9,990,000, and
(armory drills),
National Guard
of National
For pay
se oof balane.
Use
balances.
addition
thereto
the
sum
of
$968,750
from
the
unexpended
balances
balances
unexpended
the
from
addition thereto the sum of $968,750
1410.
o 12, p.
Vol.
p.1410.
the
of
appropriation for
and training
training the
equipping, and
"Arming, equipping,
for "Arming,
the appropriation
of the
for
available
National
Guard,
1924,"
is
continued
and
made
available
this
continued
is
1924,"
National Guard,
purpose.
purpose.

Frage, etc. or ani-

hice.
Fiell:~rser vice.
Field
Fiel

Procuring
equipments,
equipments,
issue.
i su

Iice.
arms,

etc., for
etc.,

frm

Requests ffrom
g
om gov-

ernors, etc,
ernorqet

ARMS,
UNIFORMS, EQUIPMENT,
FOR FIELD
SERVICE,
FIELD 'SERVICE,
FORTH, FOR
SO FORTH,
AND SO
EQUIPMENT, AND
ARMS, UNIFORMS,
NATIONAL
GUARD
NATIONAL GUARD

issue from time to
and issue
manufacture and
To
by purchase
or manufacture
to
purchase or
procure by
To procure
of
governors of
time
to
the
National
Guard,
upon
requisition
of
the
the governors
of
requisition
upon
Guard,
National
the
to
time
the
States and
and Territories,
Territories, or
or the
general,
commanding general,
the commanding
several States
the several
National
the District
such military equipColumbia, such
of Columbia,
District of
of the
Guard of
National Guard
ment
and stores
stores of
of all
all kinds
kinds and
thereof as are
a reserve supply thereof
and a
ment and
National
necessary to
to arm,
field service
the National
service the
for field
equip for
and equip
uniform, and
arm, uniform,
necessary
Guard
of the
several States,
States, Territories,
Territories, and
and the
the District of Columthe several
Guard of
equipage
bia, and
and to
of the
the aforementioned
of equipage
articles of
aforementioned articles
such of
repair such
to repair
bia,
under
damaged
and
military
stores
as
are
or
become
damaged
when,
under
may
or
are
as
stores
military
and
regulations prescribed
the Secretary
Secretary of
War, such repair
repair may be
of War,
by the
prescribed by
regulations
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determined
measure and
and as necessary
necessary for their
economical measure
be an
an economical
to be
determined to

proper preservation
preservation and
use, $3,119,281,
$3,119,281, and
in addition
addition thereto
thereto the
the
and in
and use,
proper
appropriation
sum of
of $62,500
unexpended balances
of the
the appropriation
balances of
the unexpended
from the
$62,500 from
sum

Use
of balances.
balances.
Use of
1
Vol.
42,
p.
410Vol.42p.- 1410.

for
"Arming, equipping,
training the
Guard, 1924," is
the National Guard,
and training
equipping, and
for "Arming,
continued and
for this
this purpose
purpose during
during the fiscal
fiscal year
year
available for
made available
and made
continued
1926:
the Secretary
hereby directed
equipto Clothing,
o.hing
directed to
is hereby
of War
War is
Secretary of
That the
Provided, That
1926: Provided,
equipments, etc.,
etc., from
from sururissue
from surplus
surplus or
reserve stores
stores and
on hand and pur- ments,
material on
and material
or reserve
issue from
plus Army stores.
chased
for the
the United
such articles
articles of
of clothing
clothing and
and plus Army stores.
Army such
States Army
United States
chased for
equipment and
Artillery, Engineer,
Engineer and
Signal material and
and
and Signal
Field Artillery,
and Field
equipment
ammunition
be needed
the National
Guard organized
organized
National Guard
by the
needed by
may be
as may
ammunition as
Vol. 39, pp. 197.
under the
the provisions
of the
Act entitled
entitled ""An
An Act
Act for
for making
further Vol 39 - 197making further
the Act
provisions of
under

and
other Vol.
p. 780.
70.
Vol 41,
41 P.
defense, and
and for
for other
the national
national defense,
provision for
for the
more effectual
effectual provision
and more
purposes,"
approved June
3, 1916,
1916, as
as amended
by the
to
charge to
Without charge
approved Without
Act approved
the Act
amended by
June 3,
purposes," approved
appropriations.
militia appropriations.
charge against
without charge
June
4, 1920.
1920. This
be made
against militia
made without
shall be
issue shall
This issue
June 4,
militia
except for
expenses incident to such
such
for actual expenses
appropriations except
militia appropriations
of
Reduction
issue.
issue.
Reduction
of
mounted, etc.,
etc., units.
units.
motor mounted,
tank units
The
and tank
units and
and motor
medical, and
air, medical,
motorized, air,
mounted, motorized,
The mounted,
the
transport,
military police,
police, wagon
companies of the
and service companies
wagon and
transport, military
National Guard
reduced that the appropriations
appropriations made in
shall be so reduced
Guard shall
National
maintenance of such units for
this.Act
Act shall
cover the entire cost of maintenance
shall cover
this
the
National Guard
Guard during the fiscal year 1926.
the National
M ILITIA BUREAU,
AR DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
WAR
BUREAU, W
MILTIA

in
District of Columbia
Salaries:
For personal
services in
in the
the District
Columbia in
personal services
Salaries: For
in
$127,560, and
accordance with
"the Classification
Classification Act
of 1923,"
1923," $127,560,
and in
Act of
with "the
accordance

addition thereto
thereto the
$12,000 from the unexpended
unexpended balances
the sum of $12,000
addition
training the
of the
the appropriation
"Arming, equipping, and training
for "Arming,
appropriation for
of
National Guard,
continued and made available for this puris continued
Guard, 1924," is
National

Militia Bureau.
Militia Bureau.

Civilian
personnel.
Civilian personnel.
Balances continued.
1410.t
vol.42e
Vol.
42, p.
p. 1410.

pose during
during the
the fiscal
1926.
Appropriationsavailfiscal year
year 1926.
pose
able
December
until December
able until
"Arming, equipping, and 31,
for "Arming,
The
appropriations herein
herein made
made for
The appropriations
1926.

training the
the National
available until December 31,
be available
shall be
Guard " shall
National Guard"
training

31*1926.

1926.
balUnexpended
1926.
Unexpended
balcon925 con
for 1925
ances for
"Arming, ances
for "Arming,
The
balances of
appropriations for
of the
the appropriations
unexpended balances
The unexpended
tinued available until
av31ib12
fiscal year tincerd
for the
equipping,
training the
the National
the fiscal
December
31, 1925. n
Guard" for
National Guard"
and training
equipping, and
W
A
p.
n
P.5505.
ending
June 30,
continued and made available until Decem- Ante,
are continued
1925, are
30, 1925,
ending June
ber
31, 1925.
1925.
ber 31,
ORGANIZED
RESERVES
ORGANIZED RESERVES

Organized Reserves.

Organized Reserves.
Officers'
Officers'

Reserve

Officers'
For pay
members of
of Corps.
ve
R
Corps.
of members
allowances of
and allowances
pay and
Corps: For
Reserve Corps:
Officers' Reserve
Pay, etc., for active
exceeding fifteen dr^t
the
Reserve Corps
Corps on
on active
duty for not exceeding
active duty
duty. ec., for actlve
Officers' Reserve
the Officers'
days'
allowances of members of
and allowances
for pay and
$2,293,500; for
training, $2,293,500;
days' training,
fifteen
the
Officers' Reserve
Corps on
on active
for more than fifteen
active duty for
Reserve Corps
the Officers'
days
in accordance
accordance with
with law,
law, $400,000;
$400,000; for
for mileage, reimbursement
reimbursement
days in
allowances in lieu thereof
of actual
actual traveling
traveling expenses,
expenses, or per diem allowances
thereof Provisos.
of
Milewhen
gewhen trai
trainProvided, That the mileage allowas authorized
allow - Milea
law,' $449,300: Provided,
by law
authorized by
as
g.
ing
Officers' Reserve Corps when called into in
ance to
members of the Officers'
to members
ance
exceed Limit when Governactive
not exceed
shall not
less shall
days or
or less
for fifteen
fifteen days
training for
for training
service for
active service
transports used.
ment transports
performing travel ment
used.
4
cents per
per mile:
mile: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
That officers
officers performing
4 cents
on Government-owned
to reimentitled only to
be entitled
shall be
transports shall
Government-owned transports
on
bursement of
necessary expenses
incurred; in all,
expenses incurred;
and necessary
actual and
of actual
bursement
$3,142,800.
nlited Reserve
Reserve
$3,142,800.
Enlisted
e
Corps.
subsistence, and corps.
Enlisted
transportation, subsistence,
pay, transportation,
Corps: For pay,
Reserve Corps:
Enlisted Reserve
Pay,
etc.
Pay, etc.
clothing,
$50,000.
clothing, $50,000.
Correspondence ininstruCoescoS
Correspondence
courses: For conducting
conducting correspondence
correspondence courses struction
courses.
Correspondence courses:
for instruction
of the
including necessary
necessary
Corps, including
Reserve Corps,
the Reserve
members of
of members
instruction of
for
supplies, procurement
procurement of
of maps
textbooks, and transportation,
transportation,
maps and textbooks,
supplies,
Training
Training manuals.
mantis's.
$17.000.
$17,000.
Manuals:
For purchase
purchase of training manuals, $15,000.
Manuals: For

922
922
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establishment, maintenance,
Headquarters
Headquarters and camps: For establishment,
maintenance, and
of divisional
divisional and
and of
of camps
camps
headquarters and
and regimental
regimental headquarters
operation of
Eisabshment,ain- operation

Headquarters
and
Headquartes
and
training camps.
Estabbshment,maintenance, etc.
tenance,
etc.

for training of the Organized
Organized Reserves; for miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses
incident to
the administration
of the
including
incident
to the
administration of
the Organized
Organized Reserves,
Reserves, including
the
maintenance and
passenger-carryof motor-propelled
motor-propelled passenger-carryand operation
operation of
the maintenance
ing vehicles;
including packing
and
packing and
baggage, including
of baggage,
transportation of
for transportation
ing
vehicles; for
crating, of
of reserve
officers
on
active duty
for not
not less
than six
six
for
less
than
on
active
duty
reserve
officers
crating,
Medical and hospital
months; for
medical 'and
hospital treatment,
treatment, continuation
continuation of pay
and hospital
for medical
in-months;
tratent, etc., if intreatment,
jured
of duty.
allowances not to exceed six months, and transportation
transportation when
and allowances
nred in
in line
line ofduty.
fit for
travel to
homes of
of members
Officers' Reserve
Reserve
of the
the Officers'
members of
to their
their homes
fit
for travel
Corps and
and Enlisted
Reserve Corps
the Army
in line
line of
of
injured in
Army injured
Corps of
of the
Enlisted Reserve
Corps
duty
while voluntarily
voluntarily
or while
proper orders
orders or
under proper
active duty
duty under
while on
on active
duty while
participating in
in aerial
aerial flights
in Government-owned
by
aircraft by
Government-owned aircraft
flights in
participating
proper
authority as
incident to
to their
training, and
and for
for
military training,
their military
as an
an incident
proper authority
Burial expenses,
expenses, etc.
etc. the preparation
Burial
preparation and transportation
transportation to their homes and burial exPublic
Laws, 1st se., penses of the remains of members of the Organized
PrubicLaws,istsess.,
Organized Reserves who
p. 364.
die
while on
duty, as
as provided
provided in
in section
section 4
of the
the Act
Act of
June
of June
4 of
on active
active duty,
die while
Proviso.
3, 1924, $450,000: Provided, That not to exceed $100,000 of this
Divisional,etc.,headDivisonaletc.head- 3, 1924, $450,000: Provided, That not to exceed $100,000 of this
quarters.
divisional
establishment and maintenance
amount
quarters.
amount may be used for establishment
maintenance of divisional
and regimental
regimental headquarters.
headquarters.
and
Other funds
not to
funds not
to
appropriated elsewhere
Other
None of the funds appropriated
elsewhere in this Act except for
be used.
bensed,
printing and binding shall be used for expenses
expenses in connection with
the Organized
Reserves, but
supplies and
and existing
existing facilities
facilities
but available
available supplies
the
Organized Reserves,
at
military posts
utilized to
to the
the fullest
fullest extent
extent possible.
possible.
be utilized
shall be
posts shall
at military
Period of pay for
No portion
Period
portion of this appropriation
appropriation shall be expended
expended for the pay
officers.
O cer
of
reserve officer
on active
active duty
longer period
than fifteen
fifteen
duty for
for a
a longer
period than
f
s.
of a
a reserve
officer on
General Staff
Staff duty.
duty. days, except such as may be detailed
General
detailed for duty with the War DepartVol.
vol. 41,
760, 765.
41, pp. 760,
765. ment General
5 (b) of the Army
General Staff under section
section 3a and section 5
Other
details.
Otherdetails.
Reorganization
Reorganization Act approved June 4, 1920, or who may be detailed
detailed
for courses
of instruction
instruction at
general or
or special
special service
service schools
schools
at the
the general
courses of
for
of
the Army,
who may
detailed for
as instructors
instructors at
at
for duty
duty as
be detailed
may be
Army, or
or who
of the
civilian military
training camps,
appropriated for
for in
in this
this Act,
Act, or
or
camps, appropriated
civilian
military training
who
may be
for duty
tactical units
units of
of the
the Air
Air Service,
Service,
duty with
with tactical
be detailed
detailed for
who may
Vol.
p. 776.
Vol. 41,
41,Vol.
p.
776.41as as provided
provided in
in section
section 37a
of the
Army Reorganization
Act approved
approved
37a of
the Army
Reorganization Act
Proviso.
Provided, That
the pay
allowances of
of such
such addiaddiand allowances
pay and
That the
4, 1920:
1920: Provided,
Medical
June 4,
iedial Reserve June
Corps
for
Veterans'
Corps
for
Veterans'
tional
officers
nurses
of
Medical
Corps
as are
are rereand
the
Medical
Reserve
patients in
in
Bureau
patients
Army
quired to
supplement the
the like
like officers
officers and
and nurses
nurses of
Army hospitals.
quired
to supplement
of the
the Regular
Regular
Army in
the care
care of
of beneficiaries
United States
States Veterans'
Veterans'
of the
the United
Army
in the
beneficiaries of
Bureau treated
in Army
may be
be paid
paid from
from the
the funds
funds
Bureau
treated in
Army hospitals
hospitals may
allotted
to the
the War
existing law.
War Department
Department by that
that bureau
bureau under
under existing
law.
allotted to
Reserve
Officers'
Reserve
Officers'
Training Corps.

RESERVE
RESERVE OFFICERS'
OFFICERS' TRAINING
TRAINING CORPS
CORPS

For the
the procurement,
issue ' under
regulasuch regulaand issue,
under such
maintenance, and
procurement, maintenance,
p'Quarterm'aster suo * For
of War,
War, to
to institutions
institutions
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
to tions
ftions as
as may
may be
be prescribed
prescribed by
which one or more
Officers' Training
Training Corps
Corps
units of the Reserve
Reserve Officers'
at which
more units
are maintained,
maintained, of
transportation,
of such public
public animals,
animals, means of transportation,
are
uniforms as
necessary,
supplies, tentage,
tentage, equipment,
equipment, and
and uniforms
as he
he may
may deem necessary,
including cleaning
laundering of uniforms
including
cleaning and laundering
uniforms and
and clothing
clothing at
the United
States, public
camps; and
and to forage,
forage, at
at the expense
expense of
of the
United States,
public
animals
so issued,
issued, and
to pay
pay commutation
commutation in
in lieu
of uniforms
uniforms at
at
and to
lieu of
animals so
a
fixed annually
annually by
by the
the Secretary
of War;
War; for
for transporttransporta rate
rate to
to be
be fixed
Secretary of
ing said
and other
other authorized
authorized supplies
from
supplies and
and equipnient
equipment from
ing
said animals
animals and
place of
of issue
issue to
training camps
reto the
the several
several institutions
institutions and
and training
camps and
and replace
Expenses of
turn of
of same
place of
when necessary;
the establishment
Epenries
of training
tra.,ing turn
same to
to place
of issue
issue when
necessary; for
for the
establishment
cam
ps.
maintenance of camps
camps for the
instruction of
of
the further practical
practical instruction
and maintenance
cip.
the members
members of
of the
the Reserve
Reserve Officers'
Training Corps,
Corps, and
and for
for transOfficers' Training
the
porting
of such
such corps
corps to
to and
and from
from such
camps and
such camps,
and to
to subsubporting members
members of
sist
while traveling
traveling to
and from
camps and
while remainand while
remainto and
from such
such camps
sist them
them while
Quartermaster supPlies, ete ,to units of.
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ing
far as
appropriations will
permit or,
in lieu
lieu of
transof transor, in
will permit
so far
as appropriations
ing therein
therein so
porting
them to
from such
camps and
and subsisting
them while
while
subsisting them
such camps
to and
and from
porting them
en
travel allowance
at the
the rate
rate of
cents per
per mile
mile
of 5
5 cents
them travel
allowance at
route, to
to pay
pay them
en route,
for the
the shortest
usually traveled
traveled route
the places
route from the
by the
shortest usually
the distance
distance by
for
from
which they
they are
are authorized
to proceed
proceed to
to the
the camp
and for
the
for the
camp and
authorized to
from which
return
travel thereto,
thereto, and
and to
pay the
the return
return travel
travel pay
pay in
in advance
advance
to pay
return travel
of
performance of
of the
the travel;
for students
students atatpay for
travel; for
for pay
of the
the actual
actual performance
tending advanced
advanced camps
at the
the rate
rate prescribed
of the
for soldiers
soldiers of
prescribed for
camps at
tending
seventh grade
grade of
of the
Army; for
for the
the payment
payment of
of commutacommutathe Regular
Regular Army;
seventh
tion of
to members
members of
senior division
the Reserve
of the
Reserve
the senior
division of
of the
of subsistence
subsistence to
tion
Officers' Training
exceeding the
the cost
cost of
the garriof the
garriat a
a rate
rate not
not exceeding
Training Corps,
Corps, at
Officers'
Act apapthe Act
as authorized
son ration
prescribed for
for the
Army, as
authorized in
in the
the Army,
ration prescribed
son
proved June
June 3,
3, 1916,
as amended
by the
Act approved
approved June
June 4,
4, 1920;
1920;
proved
1916, as
amended by
the Act
for medical
medical and
subsistence until
furnished
until furnished
and hospital
hospital treatment,
treatment, subsistence
for
transportation and transportation
when fit for travel to their homes
transportation when
transportation,
of members
members of
injured in
of
of
of the Reserve
Reserve Officers'
Officers' Training
Training Corps
Corps injured
in line
line of
of section
under the
the provisions
provisions of
duty
at camps
instruction under
section
camps of
of instruction
duty while
while at
47a
and section
section 47d
National Defense
approved June
June 3,
3,
Defense Act
Act approved
of the
the National
47d of
47a and
1916, as
the cost
cost of
of preparation
preparation and
transportation
and transportation
for the
and for
as amended;
amended; and
1916,
.to their
homes and
and burial
burial expenses
of the
the
of members
members of
expenses of the remains of
their homes
.to
Reserve Officers'
Officers' Training
Training Corps
Corps who
who die
die while
while attending
attending camps
camps of
Reserve
of
instruction as
4 of
approved June 3,
of the
the Act approVed
section 4
as provided
provided in section
instruction
1924;
and for
the cost of
of
repair, and
and operation of
of maintenance,
maintenance, repair,
1924; and
for the
passenger-carrying vehicles,
$3,828,020, to remain available until
vehicles, $3,828,020,
passenger-carrying
other equipment
December 31
1926: Provided,
uniforms and
and other
equipment
That uniforms
31,2 1926:
Provided, That
December
or material
material issued
issued to
to the
Corps in
in acacTraining Corps
Officers' Training
the Reserve
Reserve Officers'
or
cordance with
with law
be furnished
surplus or
or reserve
furnished from
from surplus
law shall
shall be
cordance
stocks
without payment
appropayment from this approstocks of
of the War
War Department
Department without
priation, except
for actual
actual expense
expense incurred
incurred in
priation,
except for
in the
the manufacture
manufacture or
or
from
no case
issue: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
That in
in no
case shall
shall the
the amount
amount paid
paid from
issue:
this
equipment, or material
material furnished
furnished
uniforms, equipment,
for uniforms,
this appropriation
appropriation for
Training Corps from stocks under the conReserve Officers'
Officers' Training
conto the Reserve
trol
War Department
Department be
be in
in excess
excess of
the price
the
trol of
of the
the War
of the
price current
current at
at the
apof the
the funds
funds apnone of
further, That
is made:
time the
the issue
time
issue is
made: Provided
Provided further,
That none
the organization
propriated
organization or mainthis Act
Act shall
shall be used for the
propriated in this
tenance
of additional
mounted, motor
motor transport,
transport, or
or tank
in the
the
additional mounted,
tank units
units in
tenance of
Provided further,
Reserve Officers'
further, That none of
Training Corps: Provided
Officers' Training
Reserve
the
appropriated elsewhere
Act, except
except for
for printing
printing
elsewhere in
in this
this Act,
funds appropriated
the funds
and binding,
used for
for expenses
expenses in
in connection
the ReReconnection with
with the
shall be
be used
and
binding, shall
to exexnot to
Corps: Provided
Officers' Training
serve
serve Officers'
rraining Corps:
Provided further,
further, That
That not
expended
may be
this Act
ceed $10,000
$10,000 of
of the
appropriated by
by this
Act may
be expended
total appropriated
the total
ceed
for the
the transportation
transportation of
authorized Reserve
Training Corps
Reserve Officers'
Officers' Training
of authorized
for
students who
be competitors
competitors in
match, and
and to
national rifle
rifle match,
in the
the national
who may
may be
students
subsist
to and
match and
and while
while
and from
from said
said match
while traveling
traveling to
subsist them
them while
remaining thereat.
remaining
thereat.
AND COLLEGES
MILITARY
AND EQUIPMENT
EQUIPMENT FOR
SCHOOLS AND
COLLEGES
FOR SCHOOLS
SUPPLIES AND
MILITARY SUPPLIES

Commutation of
of
tCormmutation
travel allowance.

travel aowa

Subsistence commu-

ommu-"
tatuonta
tation
to ne
senior
divi.
don members.
sionmembers.
Vol. 39, p. 19;

Vol. 39, p. 193; Vol.
41, p. 776.

41, p.

Mdical treatment,

Medical treatment,
etc., if injured
injured in line
of duty.

etc.,if

in line

of duty

,.

Vol. 41, pp. 778, 779.

41

78, 79.

Burial expenses. etc.

Burial epenses, etc.

PublicLaws,lstsess.,
PublicLaws,lst
sess.,
p.34.
364.

p.

.Provisos.
rom
etc., from
Uniforms, etc.,
Army surplus stocks.

uniorms,

Amysurplsstocks.

Price
govPrice current
current to
to gov-

ern payments.
er

Additional mounted,
Additional
mounted,
etc., units
forbidden.
units forbidden.
etc.,
funds
other funds
Ue
of other
Use of
forbidden.

forbidden.

e
Transporting, eta.,
students to
national
tP°onational
student
rifle match.

iflematch.

Other
colleges.
colleges.

schools

and
and

Issue
Issue of military
military sup-

plies, equipments, etc.,
For
procurement and
as provided
provided in
of the
the plis,equipments,etc.,
55-c of
in section
section 55—c
issue as
and issue
the procurement
For the
to.
Vol. 41,p.780.
41, p. 780.
in section 1225, Revised
Act
Revised Statutes, Vol.
June 4, 1920, and in
Act approved
approved June
R. S., sec. 1225, p.216.
as
under such
as may
be prescribed
the R. sec '5 p-21
by the
may be
prescribed by
such regulations
regulations as
amended, under
as amended,
Secretary of
and colleges,
than those
provided Vol.
Secretary
of War,
War, to
to schools
schools and
colleges, other
other than
those provided
41 p. 776
Vol. 41,
776.
section 40 of the Act above
above referred
referred to, of such arms, tentage,
for in section
and equipment,
of same,
same, and the overtransporting of
including the transporting
and
equipment, including
hauling and repair of personal equipments, machine-gun
machine-gun outfits, and
horse equipments,
Secretary of
of War
War shall
shall deem
for Proviso.
horse
equipments, as
as the
the Secretary
deem necessary
necessary for
pro
Ordnance purchases
proper military
schools and
and colleges,
colleges, $3,000:
Pro- excluded.
purcases
Ordnnce
$3,000: Proin said
said schools
training in
military training
proper
vided, That
no part
part of
this appropriation
appropriation shall be
expended for the exuded.
be expended
of this
That no
vided,
ordnance equipment.
purchase of arms
arras or
or other
other ordnance
purchase

924
924
Civilian
Civilian
camps.
camps.
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TRAINING CAMPS
MILITARY TRAINING
CITIZENS' MILITARY
CITIZENS'
CAMPS

warrant
For
expense of the United States, to warrant
For furnishing, at the expense
mainofficers,
enlisted
men,
and
civilians
attending
training
camps
training
attending
civilians
and
men,
enlisted
officers,
'norattenceendo.
tained under
under the
provisions of section 47-d of the National Defense
the provisions
tained
o41l,
Act
of June
June 3,
3, 1916,
amended by the Act of June 4, 1920, uni1916, as amended
Act of
forms,
including altering,
altering, fitting,
fitting, washing, and cleaning when necesforms, including
sary,
subsistence and
and transportation,
transportation, or in
n lieu of such transportasary, subsistence,
tion and
and of
of sub;
subsistence
travel to andifrom camps travel allowsubsistence for travel
tion
Maintenance, etc.
for
prescribed in said section 47-d; for
ances at 5
5 cents per mile, as prescribed
ances
Maintenance,etc.
47-d as may be
such expenditures
expenditures as are authorized by said section 47-d
such
necessary for
for the
and maintenance
maintenance of said camps,
establishment and
the establishment
necessary
including recruiting
recruiting and advertising therefor, and the cost of mainmamincluding
tenancet repair,
passenger-carrying vehicles; for
for
repair, and operation of passenger-carrying
tenance,
gymnasium
and athletic
(not exceeding
exceeding $15,000);
$15,000); for
for
athletic supplies (not
gymnasium and
m lieu
mileage,
reimbursement of
of traveling
traveling expenses,
expenses, or allowance
allowance in
mileage, reimbursement
thereof
authorized by law,
law , for officers
officers of the Regular Army and
as authorized
thereof as
Organized Reserves,
traveling on
on duty
duty in
in connection
connection with
with citizens'
citizens'
traveling
Reserves,
Organized
Medical, etc., treatsubmilitary training
training camps; for medical and hospital treatment, subnj, tredinline
medn if injured
ment
in line military
of
duty.
transportation when fit,
transportation, and transportation
sistence until furnished transportation,
ofduty.
fit
for
to their homes
members of the citizens' military trainof members
homes of
travel to
for travel
ing
camps injured
in line
duty while attending
attending camps of inof duty
line of
'injured in
ing camps
Vol.
pp. 778,
778, 779.
779. struction
under the
the provisions
section 47-a and section 47-d
47-d of
of
of section
provisions of
struction under
41, pp.
Vol. 41,
the
National Defense
approved June
June 3,
and
1916, as amended, and
3, 1916,
Act approved
Defense Act
the National
Burial
preparation and transportation
transportation to their homes
homes and
the cost
cost of preparation
for the
etc. for
expenses, etc.
Burial expenses,
PublieLaws,Ist sess., burial expenses of the remains of civilians who die while attending
attending
PnblicLawsistsess.,
p.364.
4 of the Act approved
camps
approved
instruction, as provided in section 4
of instruction,
camps of
p3 6.4
June
3,
1924; in
in all,
$2,807,471, to
to remain
available until
until December
December
remain available
all, $2,807,471,
3, 1924;
June
Provisot.
31,
the funds
funds herein
not
appropriated shall not
herein appropriated
That the
Provided, That
1926: Provided,
31, 1926:
limitation.
Age litation.
be
used for
for the
the training
training of
of any
person in
lowest
in the
the first year, or lowest
any person
be used
course who shall
twenty-fourth birthday before
shall have reached his twenty-fourth
course,
Use
of other
other funds
further,
Provided
enrollment: Provided
fwrther, That none of the funds
funds the date of enrollment:
Use of
forbidden.
or
elsewhere in this Act except for printing and binding
appropriated
binding
appropriated elsewhere
ben
shall
used for
for expenses
trainmilitary traincitizens' military
with citizens'
connection with
in connection
expenses in
be used
shall be
Uniforms,
etc., from
further, That uniforms and other equipment
from ing camps: Provided
Uniforms, etc.,
Provided further,
equipment
Army surplus stocks.
citizens'
or
furnished in accordance
accordance with law for use at citizens'
material furnished
or material
military training camps shall be furnished from surplus or reserve
reserve
military
Department without payment from this approof the War Department
stocks of
priation,
actual expense
in the
manufacture
the manufacture
incurred in
expense incurred
for actual
except for
priation, except
Price current to gov- or issue: Provided further, That in no case
paid
case
shall
the
amount
paid
shall
no
in
That
further,
Provided
issue:
or
gov
to
rrent
ePrice
or
ern payments.
payments.
from
appropriation for uniforms, equipment, or material
material furthis appropriation
from this
training
citizens' military
military training
accordance with law for use at citizens'
nished in accordance
camps from
stocks under
Department be in
control of the War Department
under control
from stocks
camps
of the price current at the time the issue is made.
excess of
Use
of
reserve supof rereno issues
Act no
the authorizations
Under
upreserve
Use of
Under
authorizations contained
contained in this Act
issues of
plies
restricted.
plies
shall'be
serve supplies or equipment
equipment shall
be made where such issues would
would
impair the reserves
reserves held by the War Department
Department for two field armies
impair
or one million men.

Uniforms,
Uniorms, transportation,
expenses
taton etc., expenses
for attendance.
Vol. 89, p. 193; Vol.
41, p. 779. p. 193; vol

Promotion
Promotion
practice.

of

nfle
n'le

t:ivi!ianinrtruction.
Civilian
instruction.

Quartermaster
Quartermaster supplies for rifle ranges,

practice, etc.
practice

PRACTICE
RIFLE PRACTICE
OF RIFLE
PROMOTION or
FOR PROMOTION
NATIONAL
BOARD FOR
NATIONAL BOARD
FOR CIVILIAN
FOR RIFLE
SERVICES FOR
QUARTERMASTER SUPPLIES
QUARTERMASTER
SUPPLIES AND
AND SERVICES
RIFLE RANGES
RANGES FOR
CIVILIAN
INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTION

To establish and maintain indoor and outdoor rifle ranges for
for

capable of bearing arms under
able-bodied males 'capable
under rea' the use of all able-bodied

sonable
regulations to
to be
prescribed by the National Board for
be prescribed
sonable regulations
Secretary of
approved by the Secretary
the
Promotion of
Practice and approved
of Rifle
Rifle Practice
the Promotion
War;
the employment
labor in connection
connection with the estabemployment of labor
for the
War; for
lishment of
of outdoor
outdoor and
including labor in
indoor rifle ranges, including
and indoor
lishment
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etc.
nstructors, etc.
operating targets;
targets; for the employment
employment of instructors;
instructors; for clerical
clerical Instructors,
operating
services
exceeding $20,000;
for
badges and other
other insignia; for
services not
not exceeding
$20,000; for
for badges
civilians to
to engage
the transportation
transportation of employees,
employees, instructors,
instructors, and
and civilians
engage
in practice;
for the
the purchase
purchase of
of materials,
materials, supplies,
supplies, and servservin
practice; for
ices, and for expenses
expenses incidental to instruction of citizens of
of
in
the United
United States
States in
in marksmanship,
marksmanship, and
and their
their participation
Participation in
participation in maPtachretsi.cipation
the
national and international
international matches, to be expended
expended under the direc- match
tion of
of the
Secretary of
War 'and
to remain
remain available
until expended,
tion
the Secretary
of War,
and to
available until
expended,
5,000: Provided,
_'°sportat
$85,000:
Provided, That
That out of
of this
this appropriation
appropriation there
there may
may be Eri
-wi
an
" bportation,
expended
to exceed
$80,000 for
the payment
of transportation,
etc., for
rifle
for rifl
payment of
transportation, meals, etc.,
for the
not to
exceed $80,000
expended not
f
or supplying
supplying meals
meals or
commutation of
subsistence of
ofteams.
teams.
of subsistence
furnishing commutation
or furnishing
for
civilian
civilian rifle teams authorized
authorized by the Secretary
Secretary of War to participate in the
the national matches.
NATIONAL TROPHY
TROPHY AND MEDALS FOR RIFLE CONTESTS
NATIONAL

a national trophy and medals and
the purpose
purpose of furnishing a
For the
other prizes
prizes to
contested for annually, under such
provided and contested
to be
be provided
other
regulations as
Secretary of
regulations
as may be
be prescribed
prescribed by the
the Secretary
of War,
War, said contest to
to be
open to
to the
the Army,
National
the National
Marine Corps, and the
test
be open
Army, Navy, Marine
Guard
or Organized
Organized Militia
Militia of
and
of the
the several
several States,
States, Territories, and
Guard or
of the
members of
of rifle
rifle clubs,
clubs, and
and civilians,
of
the District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, members
and
for the
cost of
the trophy,
trophy, prizes,
prizes, and
and medals
provided
and for
the cost
of the
medals herein
herein provided

Rifle
contests.
Riflecontests.
Furnishing national
national
etc.,
trophy,
trophy, medals,
medals, etc.,
for
annual.
forannual.

for,
for the
the promotion
of rifle
rifle practice
the United
United Re
for, and
and for
promotion of
practice throughout
throughout the
g
Reimbursing NaBoard.s
of necessary
States,
reimbursement of
necessary expense of members tional
the reimbursement
States, including
including the
tional Board.
National Board for
for the Promotion
Promotion of Rifle
Rifle Practice, to
to be
be exof the
the National
pended
for the
the purposes hereinbefore
the direction
direction
hereinbefore prescribed,
prescribed, under the
pended for
of the
War, $7,500.
$7,500.
of
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War,
Ordnance equipOrdnance
ORDNANCE EQUIPMENT
INSTRUCTION ment.
EQUIPMENT FOR
FOR RIFLE RANGES FOR CIVILIAN INSTRUCTION
ORDNANCE
ment.

For arms, ammunition, targets, and other accessories for target
target
practice,
for issue
and sale
sale in
with rules
rules and
regulations
and regulations
in accordance
accordance with
issue and
practice, for
prescribed by
by the
the National Board for the Promotion of Rifle Pracprescribed
tice
and approved
connection with the
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of War, in connection
approved by
tice and
provisions of
pursuance of the provisions
encouragement
encouragement of rifle practice,
practice, in pursuance
law , $10,000.
$10.000.
law,
No
appropriations made in this Act shall be available
14 part of the appropriations
for
the salary
salary or
or pay
pay of
manager, superintendent,
foresuperintendent, foreofficer, manager,
of any
any officer,
for the
employee of
any employee
man
or other
other person
person having charge
the work of any
charge of the
man, or
made
the
United States
Government while
while making
making or causing to be made
States Government
the United
with
device, a
of
a time
time study of
time-measuring device,
or other
other time-measuring
watch, or
with a
a stop
stop watch,
any job
job of
of any
any such
employee between
starting and
and completion
completion
between the starting
such employee
any
thereof,
of any
any such
while engaged
engaged
employee while
such employee
of the
the movements
movements of
thereof, or
or of
upon
shall any
the appropriations
appropriations made
made in
part of
of the
any part
nor shall
work; nor
upon such
such work;
or cash reward
this
available to
to pay
pay any
reward
or bonus or
premiums or
any premiums
be available
this Act
Act be
to
employee in
addition to
to his
wages, except
suggesfor suggesexcept for
regular wages,
his regular
in addition
to any
any employee
operation of any
tions
in improvements
improvements or economy
in the
the operation
economy in
tions resulting
resulting in
Government
Government plant.
plant.
of the
the United States
States
material purchased
Equipment or material
purchased outside
outside of
from
appropriated in
in this
be admitted
admitted free
free of duty.
Act shall
shall be
this Act
funds appropriated
from funds
TITLE
II.—NONMILITARY ACTIVITIES
ACTIVITIES OF THE WAR
TITLE II.-NONMILITARY
DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
FINANCE DEPARTMENT
FINANCE
DEPARTMENT

For amount
required to
make monthly
to Jennie
Jennie Carroll,
Carroll,
payments to
monthly payments
to make
amount required
For
widow
late major,
United States
States Army,
Army, $1,500.
$1,500.
major, United
of James
James Carroll,
Carroll, late
widow of

Arms, etc.,
etc., for
for tarpractice at rifle
ranges, etc.

get

rangs, etc.

No pay to officers,
etc., using time-measuring
work
devce on
on work
uring devices
of employees.

etNcuio

Ome-mers-

ofemplo

Cash rewards
cJsh rewards
stricted.

re-

re-

F
ad
Free admission of
imported eqmipmenot
equipment,
etc.
etc.
Nonmilitary
Nonmiitar
ties.

activiactivi

Finance Departmrianet
Department.
Jennie Carroll.

Jee

Caoll.
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Mabel H..Lear.
Lauer.
Mabel

H.
amount required
to make
make monthly payments to Mabel
Mabel H.
required to
For amount
Lazear,
of Jesse
Jesse W.
late acting assistant surgeon,
Lazear, late
W. Lazear,
widow of
Lazear, widow
United
Army, $1,500.
$1,500.
States Army,
United States
John R.
Kissinger.
For amount
amount required
to make monthly payments to John R. Kisrequired to
For
R. Kissinger.
John
singer
late of
of Company
fifty-seventh Indiana
hundred and fifty-seventh
Company D, One hundred
singer,, late
Volunteer
Infantry, also late
late of the Hospital Corps, United States
Volunteer Infantry,
Army,
$1,200.
Army, $1,200.
Quartermaster
Quartermaster
QUARTERMASTER
QUARTERMASTER CORPS
CORPS
Corps.
Corps.
NATIONAL
CEMETERIES
NATIONAL CEMETERIES
National
cemeteries.
National cemeteries
For
maintaining and improving
improving national cemeteries,
cemeteries, including
including
For maintaining
fuel
superintendents, pay
pay of
of laborers
employees, purlaborers and other employees,
for superintendents,
fuel for
chase
materials and
and including
including care
of
maintenance of
and maintenance
care and
and materials,
tools and
of tools
chase of
the
Arlington Memorial
Memorial Amphitheater
Chapel and grounds in
Amphitheater and Chapel
the Arlington
Arlin
gton, Va.
Arlington,
the Arlington National Cemetery, Virginia, and permanent AmeriAmerican cemeteries
cemeteries the Arlington National Cemetery, Virginia, and permanent AmenAmerican
abroad.
can
can military cemeteries abroad, $400,000.
abroad.
cemeteries, inFor
superintendents of national cemeteries,
seventy-six superintendents
pay of seventy-six
Superintendents.
For pay
Superintendents.
cluding
the
superintendent
at
Mexico
City,
$83,025.
$83,025.
City,
Mexico
at
cluding the superintendent
For repairs
roadways to
to national
which have
been
have been
cemeteries which
national cemeteries
to roadways
repairs to
Repairs
For
roadways.
to roadways.
pairs to
constructed
special authority
of Congress,
Provided,
$15,000: Provided,
Congress, $15,000:
authority of
by special
constructed by
Pre
Proriscw..
That no
no railroad
railroad shall
which
shall be permitted upon the right of way which
Encroachment by
by That
Encroachment
railroads
forbidden.
railroads forbidden.
cemetery
may
have
been
acquired
by
United States
States to a
a national cemetery,
the United
by the
acquired
been
have
may
oadsorbidden
or to
to encroach
any roads
constructed thereon and
or walks constructed
roads or
upon any
encroach upon
or
Restriction on
on rere- maintained
Provided further,
maintained by the United States: Provided
further, That no part
Restrction
pair
of
sum shall
repairing any
roadway not owned by
any roadway
for repairing
be used
used for
shall be
of this
this sum
s.
the
States within
within the
corporate limits
limits of
of any
any city,
city, town,
or
town, or
the corporate
United States
the United
village.
village.
No
any appropriation
appropriation for
for national
cemeteries or the
national cemeteries
of any
part of
Limited to
to one
No part
apone apLimited
proach.
maintenance
thereto shall be expended
repair of
of roadways
roadways thereto
expended in the maintenance
repair
proach
of
more
than
a
single
approach
to
any
cemetery.
national
any
to
approach
a
single
than
Headstones
for
solHeadstones for sol- of more
diers',
etc., graves.
graves.
For
continuing the
work of
of durable stone
headstones of
furnishing headstones
of furnishing
the work
For continuing
diers', etc.,
or
other
durable
material
for
unmarked
graves
of
Union
and Conunmarked
for
or other durable material
federate
soldiers, sailors,
sailors, and
and marines,
marines, and
soldiers, sailors,
sailors, and
and soldiers,
federate soldiers,
other wars
in national,
post, city,
and village
village
town, and
city, town,
national, post,
wars in
all other
R.
4877, p.
of all
marines of
p. marines
sec. 4877,
R. S.,., sec.
9944.
cemeteries,
naval
cemeteries at navy yards and stations
stations of the United
United
cemeteries
naval
cemeteries,
Vol.
28
20,
p.
ol
Vol. 20, p. 281; Vol.
States, and
places, under
under the
March 3,
3, 1873,
1873,
of March
Acts of
the Acts
34, p.
56.
burial places,
other burial
and other
States,
34.
p.5.
February 3,
3, 1879,
9, 1906;
the work
of furfurwork of
continuing the
1906; continuing
March 9,
and March
1879, and
February
Civilians.
civilians
interred in
Vol.
Vol. nishing
nishing headstones for unmarked graves of civilians interred
39; Vol.
p. 396;
33, p.
vol. 33,
34, p.
741.
1906;
post cemeteries
p. 741.
34,
cemeteries under the Acts of April 28, 1904, and June 30, 1906;
Confederates.
Confederate
furnishing headstones
Confederates.
and furnishing
headstones for the unmarked
unmarked graves of Confederate
soldiers, sailors, and marines in national cemeteries, $85,000, of which
Marking
burial place soldiers, sailors, and marines in national cemeteries, $85,000, of which
Marking
burial
place amount $15,000 shall be expended by
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War
toward
War toward
amount $15,000 shall be expended by the
Fitch.
Lt. John
John Fitch.
of Lt.
erecting
marking of the burial place, at Bardstown,
fitting marking
erecting aa fitting
inventor.
Kentucky, of
soldier and inventor.
Fitch, soldier
John Fitch,
Lieutenant john
of Lieutenant
Kentucky,
Antietam battle field,
For repair
preservation of monuments,
monuments tablets, observaobservaand preservation
repair and
For
Mdnttam batt.le ield
Md.
Preservation, etc.
etc.
tion tower,
tower roads,
roads, and fences,
fences, and so forth, made and constructed
constructed
tion
Preservation,
within the limits of the
by
United States
upon public
public lands
lands within
States upon
the United
by the
and for pay of
Antietam battle
near Sharpsburg,
Maryland, and
Sharpsburg, Maryland,
field, near
battle field,
Superintendent.
Antietam
Superintendent.
superintendent, said
superintendent to perform
perform his duties under
under the
said superintendent
superintendent,
direction of
of the
Quartermaster Corps
Corps and to be selected
selected and apthe Quartermaster
direction
pointed by
the Secretary
of War,
War, at
discretion, the person
his discretion,
at his
Secretary of
by the
pointed
selected for
for this
position to
an honorably
honorably discharged
discharged Union
be an
to be
this position
selected
soldier,
soldier, $6,500.
Disposition
of rere
REMAINS OF
OF REMAINS
DISPOSITION
Disposition of
DISPOSITION OF
OF OFFICERS,
OFFICERS, SOIDIERS,
SOLDIERS, AND
AND CIVILIAN
CIVILIAN
maths
officers, etc.
etc.
of officers,
mains of
EMPLOYEES:
request from relaupon request
(only upon
cremation (only
interment, cremation
For interment,
EMPLOYEES: For
to their
tives of
the deceased),
deceased), or
or of
transportation to
their
and transportation
preparation and
of preparation
of the
tives
proper
homes
such national
may be
designated by proper
be designated
as may
cemeteries as
national cemeteries
to such
or to
homes or
authority,
discretion of the Secretary of War, of the remains
in the
the discretion
authority, in
of
cadets, United
United States
Military Academy,,
acting assistant
Academy,,acting
States Military
officers, cadets,
of officers,
in
surgeons,
the Army
Army Nurse
Nurse Corps, and enlisted men in
of the
members of
surgeons, members
Maintenance.
Maintenance.
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active
and accepted
applicants for
for enlistment;
interment
enlistment; for interment
accepted applicants
service, and
active service,
remains of
or
preparation and
and transportation
transportation to
to their
homes of
of the remains
their homes
or preparation
civilian
the employ of the War Departin the
Army in
the Army
of the
employees of
civilian employees
ment who
die abroad,
in the
the Canal Zone, or on Army
Alaska, in
in Alaska,
abroad, in
who die
ment
transports, or
die while
on duty
duty in
the field;
interment of
of
field; for interment
in the
while on
who die
or who
transports,
military prisoners
prisoners who
die at
at military
interment and
and
the interment
for the
posts; for
military posts;
who die
military
shipment to
their homes
of remains
remains of
of enlisted men who are dishomes of
to their
shipment
charged in
in hospitals
in the
the United
States and
and continue
as inmates
inmates
continue as
United States
hospitals in
charged
of said
said hospitals
hospitals to
date of
of their
interment of
prisoners
of prisoners
for interment
death; for
their death;
the date
to the
of
of
alier enemies
die at
prison camps
camps in the Removal from abanat prison
who die
enemies who
interned alier
and interned
war and
of war
onedpostsetc.
posts to
abandoned posts
of remains
United
States; for
remains from abandoned
to doned
posts, etc. ban
removal of
for removal
United States;
the
including
permanent
military
posts
or
national
cemeteries,
including
cemeteries,
national
or
posts
military
permanent
remains of
interred in fields,
marines interred
or marines
sailors, or
soldiers, sailors,
Federal soldiers,
of Federal
remains
Reimbursement
to
Reimbursement to
and in
cemeteries; and
abandoned
abandoned private
private and city cemeteries;
in Individuals.
or abandoned
graves, or
abandoned graves
any
case
where
the
expenses
of
burial
or
shipment
of
the
remains
of
remains
the
of
any case where the expenses of burial or shipment
officers
of the
the Army
Army who
die on the active list, are
who die
men of
enlisted men
or enlisted
officers or
borne
individuals where
such expenses
expenses would have been lawful
where such
by individuals,
borne by
claims against
individuals,
the
to such
such individuals
individuals
the Government, reimbursement to
against
claims
Government for such
may,
be
made
of
the amount
such
allowed by the Government
amount allowed
may be made of the
services out
this sum,
sum, but
but no
reimbursement shall
be made
made of
of American cemeteries
shall be
no reimbursement
of this
out of
services
i n Great Britain and
Great Britain and
for expenses of the in
1, 1910;
such expenses
expenses incurred
prior to
to July
July 1,
1910; for
incurred prior
such
France.
Proviso.
segregation
of bodies
in permanent
in Great Proiso.
cemeteries in
American cemeteries
permanent American
bodies in
segregation of
Retired officers and
actnd
mennrs
enlisted
Britain and
France, $90,000:
$90,000: Provided,
provisions enlisted
men on active
Provided, That the above provisions
and France,
Britain
duty included.
dutyincluded.
the
on
shall
be applicable
the cases
cases of
of officers and enlisted men
in the
applicable in
shall be
hereafter die while
retired
the Army
who have
or may hereafter
died or
have died
Army who
of the
list of
retired list
on
duty by
confederate
Confederate Mound,
assignment.
proper assignment.
by_proper
active duty
on active
Chicago,
ll.Ill.
CONFEDERATE MOUND,
MOUND, OAKWOOD
OAKWOOD CEMETERY,
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS:
ILLINOIS: Chicago,
CEMETEBY, CHICAGO,
CONFEDERATE
For
maintenance of
plat of ground known
the plat
of the
and maintenance
protection, and
care, protection,
For care,
as "
Confederate Mound"
in Oakwood
Cemetery, Chicago, Illinois,
Oakwood Cemetery,
Mound " in
" Confederate
as
Confederate
Confederate Stock$500.
$500.
Ohio.
ade, Ohio.
Confederate Stockade ads,
For
protection, and
maintenance of
of Confederate
and maintenance
care, protection,
For care,
Cemetery, Johnstons
Johnstons Island,
Sandusky Bay,
Bay, Ohio,
Ohio, $350.
$350.
Confederate burial
Confederate
in Sandusky
Island, in
Cemetery,
Plats.
and maintenance
CoNFEDERATE BURIAL
care, protection,
protection, and
maintenance plats.
For care,
PLATS: For
BURIAL FLATS:
CONFEDERATE
of
Confederate
burial
plats,
owned
by
the
United
States,
located
States,
United
the
by
owned
plats,
of Confederate burial
and
known by
by the
the following
following designations:
designations: Confederate
Confederate Cemetery,
and known
North
Alton,
Illinois;
Confederate
Cemetery,
Camp
Camp Chase, ColumCemetery,
Confederate
Illinois;
Alton,
North
bus, Ohio;
Ohio; Confederate
Greenlawn Cemetery,
Cemetery, Indianapolis,
section, Greenlawn
Confederate section,
bus,
Maryland; and
Indiana; Confederate
Cemetery, Point
Point Lookout, Maryland;
Confederate Cemetery,
Indiana;
LittleRock,
Rock, Ar.
Ark.
Little
Confederate
Cemetery, Rock
Rock Island,
Island, Illinois,
Illinois, $1,250.
$1,250.
Confederate Cemetery,
Burial of Hot Springs
BURIAL
DECEASED INDIGENT
INDIGENT PATIENTS:
For burying
Hospital patients in
burying in the HospitalHptienDtsi
PATIENTS: For
OF DECEASED
BURIAL OF
national cemetery
at.
emeteryat.
transporta- national
Little
Rock (Arkansas)
(Arkansas) National
National Cemetery,
Cemetery, including
including transportaLittle Rock
tion thereto,
thereto indigent
indigent ex-soldiers,
ex-soldiers, ex-sailors, or ex-marines
ex-marines of the
tion
United States
service, either
either Regular
or Volunteer,
have been
Volunteer, who have
Regular or
States service,
United
honorably discharged
discharged or
or retired
and who
patients at the
who die while patients
retired and
honorably
Army
and Navy
General Hospital,
Hospital, Hot
Hot Springs,
Springs, Arkansas,
Arkansas, to be
Navy General
Army and
disbursed at
at a
exceeding $35
$35 for
expenses in
burial expenses
such burial
for such
not exceeding
cost not
a cost
disbursed
Burial
places in Cuba
BurialplacesinCuba
each
case,
exclusive
of
cost
of
grave,
$100.
$100.
each case, exclusive of cost of grave,
China.
and Chna
For
repairs and
preservation of
of monuments,
fences, and
tablets, roads, fences,
monuments, tablets,
and preservation
For repairs
and so
so forth,
made and
and constructed
United States
States in
Cuba
in Cuba
the United
by the
constructed by
forth, made
and
and China
to mark
the places
places where
where American
American soldiers
soldiers fell,
fell, $1,000.
$1,000.
mark the
China to
and
Military Parks.
Military

NATIONAL
NATIONAL

MILITARY
MILITARY

CH1CR AM AUGA AND CHATTANOOGA
CHATTANOOGA

CHICKAMAUGA AND

PARKS
PARKS

NATIONAL XILITARY
PARK
MILITARY PARK
NATIONAL

Chickamauga
Chickamauga
Chattanooga

ContinningestablishContinningestablish-

ment of, etc.
For
the establishment
establishment of
of the
compensation and mentof,etc.b
park; compensation
the park;
continuing the
For continuing
asclerical
expenses
of
the
superintendent,
maps,
surveys,
clerical
and
other
surveys,
expenses of the superintendent, maps,
sistance;
repair, and
and operation
motor-prooperation of one motor-promaintenance, repair,
sistance; maintenance,
pelled and
one horse-drawn
horse-drawn passenger-carrying
all
office and all
vehicle; office
passenger-carrying vehicle;
and one
pelled
other necessary
expenses; foundations
foundations for
for State
State monuments;
monuments; mownecessary expenses;
other
carriages; roads
ing;
historical tablets,
tablets, iron
iron and
and bronze;
bronze; iron gun carriages;
ing; historical
45822
°--25t---- 61
45822°-25t----61

and
and

Chattanooga.
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and their maintenance;
maintenance; purchase of small tracts of lands
lands heretofore
heretofore
authorized by law, $58,265.
$58,265.
authorized
Notwithstanding the restrictive provisions of the Act of February 26, 1896 (Twenty-ninth Statutes, page 21), the Secretary of War
is authorized in his discretion to permit without cost to the United
States the erection of monuments or memorials to commemorate
commemorate
encampments of Spanish War organizations
organizations which were encamped
encamped
encampments
in said park during the period of the Spanish-American
Spanish-American War.

rials etc. alMemo,
lowed Spanish
'War
Notwithstanding the restrictive provisions of the Act of FebruSpanishtWar
veterans
en- ary 26 ,18 96 (T wenty ni
nth Statutes, page 21 )
,the Secretary ofW ar
vetans whoi.n.
w were
ere encamped there
Vol. 29, p. 21.
21.
is authorized in his discretion to permit without cost to the United

lowed

Gettysburg.
Gettysburg.

es t

GETTYSBURG
MILITARY PARK
GETTYSBURG NATIONAL
NATIONAL MILITARY
PARK

me
Crlitno
t=g establish-

meontosfin

abish-

Guilford Courthouse.
GunfltrdCourthouse.
Continuing
estabcontinuing
lishment
of, etc. estabVol. 39, p. 996.
VoL3tp.96M.

Shiloh.
Shiloh.
Continuing
estabContinuing
st a
lishment of, etc.
lisnment
e.

Vicksburg.

Cisonntft c.nestab-

lishment
Continuing
of, etc. estab-

Signal
Corps.
signal Corps.
Washington-A
Iask a
Washington-Alaska
cable, etc.

Operation, etc.

For continuing
the establishment
of the
the park;
acquisition of
lands,
of lands,
park; acquisition
establishment of
continuing the
For
surveys, and
and maps
improving, and
and maintaining
surveys,
maps;•constructing,
constructing, improving,
maintaining aveavefences and
nues, roads, and bridges thereon; fences
and gates;
gates; marking the
lines of battle with tablets
tablets and guns, each
bearing a
brief
each tablet
tablet bearing
a brief
legend giving historic facts
facts and
and compiled
compiled without censure
censure and
and
without praise; preserving
preserving the
the features
and the
the
features of
of the
the battle
battle field
field and
monuments thereon;
thereon; compensation
compensation of superintendent,
superintendent, clerical and
purchase and preparation
of
other services, expenses, and labor; purchase
preparation of
tablets and gun carriages
carriages and placing them in position; maintetablets
nance, repair, and operation
operation of a
a motor-propelled
motor-propelled passenger-carrying vehicle, and all other expenses
expenses incident
incident to the foregoing,
$53,600.
$53,600.
GUILFORD
COURTHOUSE NATIONAL MILITARY
GUILFORD COURTHOUSE
MILITARY PARK
PARK

For continuing
park at
a national military
military park
establishment of
of a
continuing the
the establishment
For
the battle field of Guilford Courthouse, in accordance
Act
accordance with the Act
a national military park at the battle
entitled "An Act to establish a
field of Guilford Courthouse,"
Courthouse," approved
approved March
March 2, 1917,
1917, $9,640.
SHILOH
NATIONAL MILITARY
SHILOH NATIONAL
MILITARY PARK
PARK

For continuing
continuing the establishment
establishment of the park; compensation
compensation of
superintendent
clerical and other
services; labor;
superintendent of the park;
park; clerical
other services;
labor; hishistorical tablets; maps and surveys; roads;
roads; purchase and
and transportatransportation of supplies, implements, and materials;
materials; foundations
foundations for monuments; office and other necessary
necessary expenses, including maintenance,
maintenance,
repair, and operation
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
operation of one motor-propelled
passenger-carrying
vehicle; in all, $24,000.
VICKSBURG
NATIONAL MILITARY
VICKSBTURG NATIONAL
MILITARY PARK
PARK

For continuing
continuing the
the establishment
establishment of
of the
compensation of
For
the park;
park; compensation
of

civilian
civilian commissioners; clerical and other services, labor, iron gun
gun
carriages,
carriages, mounting of siege guns, memorials, monuments,
monuments, markers,
historical tablets giving historical
and historical
historical facts, compiled without
without praise
censure; maps,
maps surveys, roads,
restoration o
and without censure;
roads, bridges,
bridges, restoration
off
earthworks, purchase
purchase of lands, purchase
purchase and transportation
earthworks,
transportation of supplies and materials; and other necessary
necessary expenses, $24,000.
SIGNAL COPS
SIGNAL CORPS

WASECINGTON-ALASKA
MILITARY
WASHINGTON-ALASKA MILITARY

CABLE
CABLE AND
AND

TELEGRAPH
TELEGRAPH

SYSTEM
SYSTEM

For defraying
defraying the cost of such extensions, betterments,
betterments, operation,
operation,
Military Cable and
and maintenance
maintenance of the Washington-Alaska
Washington-Alaska Military
Telegraph System as may be approved
approved by
Secretary of
by the Secretary
of War,
War,
to be available until the close of the fiscal year 1927, from the receipts
of the Washington-Alaska
Washington-Alaska Military
Military Cable and Telegraph
Telegraph System
which have been covered
Treasury of the United States,
which
covered into the Treasury
States, the
the
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S
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II. CH.
CH. 225.
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1925.
1925.

extent
of such
such extensions
and betterments
betterments and
and the
the cost
cost thereof
thereof to
to be
extensions and
extent of
reported
to Congress
Congress by
the Secretary
War, $150,900.
$150,900.
of War,
Secretary of
by the
reported to
MEDICAL
DEPARTMENT
MEDICAL DEPARTMENT

apparatus,
limbs and
Artificial limbs:
limbs: For
artificial limbs
and apparatus,
furnishing artificial
For furnishing
Artificial
or
commutation therefor,
and necessary
necessary transportation,
$30,000.
transportation, $30,000.
therefor, and
or commutation
Appliances for
furnishing surgical
surgical appliappliFor furnishing
soldiers: For
disabled soldiers:
for disabled
Appliances
ances to
to persons
in the
military or
service of the
naval service
or naval
the military
disabled in
persons disabled
ances
United
to April
1917, and
not entitled to artificial
and not
6, 1917,
April 6,
prior to
States prior
United States
limbs
or trusses
disabilities, $750.
$750.
the same
same disabilities,
limbs or
trusses for
for the
TruRses
soldiers: For
for persons
persons entitled
entitled
trusses for
For trusses
disabled soldiers:
for disabled
Trusses for
United States,
thereto
1176, Revised
Revised Statutes
Statutes of the United
section 1176,
under section
thereto under
and the
the Act
amendatory thereof,
3, 1879, $1,000.
March 3,
approved March
thereof, approved
Act amendatory
and
MEDICAL AND
SURGICAL HISTORY
OF THE WORLD
WORLD WAR
HISTORY OF
AND SURGICAL
MEDICAL

Toward the
the preparation
publication under the direction of
for publication
preparation for
Toward
the Secretary
Secretary of
and surgical
surgical history
history of
of the
war
the war
medical and
of aa medical
War of
of War
the
with Germany,
Germany, including
personal services, $19,700.
including personal
with

Medical Department.dical Dpartment.
Artificial limbs.

Artifciallimbs.

Surgical appliances.

urgica appliances

Trusses
Trusses.

2 1

R.s.,sec.
R. S., sec. 1176, p. 211..
Vol. 20, p. 353.

Vol.20,p.

33.

Medical and
SurMedical
World
gical History of World
War.
War.
Preparation of.

Engineer Corps.
CORPS OF

ENGINEERS

and
Buildings and
grounds, D.
D. C.
C.
COLUMBIA grounds,
AROUND THE DISTRICT OF
AND AROUND
BUILDINGS AND
AND GROUNDS
IN AND
OF COLUMBIA
GROUNDS IN
BUILDINGS
Care, etc.,
etc., executive

departments.
For
and maintenance
maintenance of
of grounds
grounds of
of executive
executive departments.
care, and
improvement, care,
For improvement,
Washington MonuWashington Monudepartments, $1,000
$1,000.
denartments,
ment.
Employees.
Employees.
$8,780.
Washington
For pay
pay of
employees' $8,780.
of employees,
Monument: For
Washington Monument:
Operating expenses.
peratinexenses.
For power,
oil, waste,
waste, packing, tools, matches, paints,
lights, oil,
fuel, lights,
power, fuel,
For
brushes, brooms,
brooms, lanterns
electric lights,
rope, nails, screws, lead, electric
lanterns, rope,
brushes,
heating apparatus,
saves for
for elevator
elevator car and upper
upper and lower
lower
oil stoves
apparatus, oil
heating
and mafloors;
repairs of
all kinds
connected with
maMonument and
the Monument
with the
kinds connected
of all
floors; repairs
for keeping the
chinery;
all necessary
articles for
necessary articles
of all
purchase of
and purchase
chinery; and
Monument, machinery,
machinery, and
and elevator
$6,000.
order, $6,000.
Suday opening.
opening
elevator in
in good
good order,
Monument,
Sunday
For extra
extra services
services of
of employees
employees and
and for
for additional
additional supplies
supplies and
For
the Monument to the public
materials,
provide for
of the
opening of
the opening
for the
to provide
materials, to
on Sundays
Sundays and
$2,500.
holidays, $2,500.orms
and legal
legal holidays,
on
Uniforms.
For
and supplying
to the three
watchmen,
three watchmen,
uniforms to
supplying uniforms
purchasing and
For purchasing
two floormen,
floormen, and
and the
elevator conductor
Washington Monuthe Washington
at the
conductor at
the elevator
two
ment, $480.
Lincoln Memorial.
Memorial.
ment,
$480.
Lincoln
Lincoln
For pay
pay of
of employees,
employees, $7,140;
$7,140; heat,
heat, light,
re- Operating
light, reMemorial: For
Lincoln Memorial:
Operating expense.
expenses.
pairs,
labor, and
extra services of
supplies, $3,910; extra
and supplies,
miscellaneous labor,
pairs, miscellaneous
employees and
and additional
additional supplies
supplies and
and materials
materials to provide for openemployees
ing
the Lincoln
the public on Sundays and legal holito the
Memorial to
Lincoln Memorial
ing the
days, $1,750;
$1,750; for
supplying uniforms to the three
and supplying
purchasing and
for purchasing
days,
Lincoln
Lincoln's deathplace.
in all,
all, $13,040.
$13,040.
watchmen,'$240;
$240; in
Lincoln Memorial
Memorial watchmen
Lincoln's
deathplace.
miscelBuilding
Abraham Lincoln
For painting
and miscelpainting and
died: For
Lincoln died:
where Abraham
Building where
laneous
laneous repairs,
repairs, $240.
$240.
ashington's birthWashington's
birthBirthplace
of George
George Washington,
Washington, Wakefield,
Wakefield, Virginia:
For piace.
place.
Virginia: For
Birthplace of
Watchmen.
Watchmen
watchmen for
for the
the care
care of
of the
the monument
monument and
and dock at Wakefield,
watchmen
Virginia, the
birthplace of
of Washington,
Washington, $480.
noad
$480.
Virginia,
the birthplace
Road construction,
construction,
etc.
For
road and
and improvement
improvement and
maintenance of etc.
and maintenance
a road
of a
construction of
For construction
reservation and
monument at
at Wakefield.
birthplace of
Wakefield. Virginia, the birthplace
and monument
reservation
Washington, $12,600.
Washington,
CALIFORNIA
COMMISSION
DEBRIS COMMISSION
CALIFORNIA DEBRIS

For defraying
defraying the
the expenses
of the
the commission
commission in carrying on the
expenses of
For
work authorized
authorized by
the Act
Act approved
approved March
March 1,
1, 1893, $15,565.
by the
work

California
Commission.

Debris
Debris

Commission.
Expenses.
Expenses.

07.
p.507.
Vol. 27, p.

930
930
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CONSTRUCTION AND
OF ROADS,
BRIDGES, AND
AND TRAILS,
TRAILS,
CONSTRUCTION
AND MAINTENANCE
MAINTENANCE OF
ROADS, BRIDGES,
ALASKA
ALASKA

Roads,
bridges, trails,
trails,
Roads, bridges,
etc.,
etc., in.
in.
Construction,
etc.,
Construction, etc.,
expenses under
under road
expenses
road
commissioners.
commissioners.
Vol.
192.
Vol. 34,
34, p.
p. 192.

Incurrin
obligations
Incurringgobligations
authorized
for fiscal
fiscal
authorized for
years
prior to
approyears prior
to appropriations.
priations.

Rivers
and harbors.
harbors.
Rivers and

For the construction, repair, and maintenance
maintenance of roads, tramways,
tramways,
ferries bridges, and trails, Territory of Alaska, to be expended
expended under
under
ferries,
the direction of the Board of Road Commissioners
Commissioners described
described in section 2
2of an Act entitled "An Act to provide for the construction and
maintenance
maintenance of roads, the establishment
establishment and maintenance
maintenance of schools,
and the care and support of insane persons in the District of Alaska,
and for other purposes,"
purposes," approved January 27, 1905, as amended by
the Act approved
approved May 14, 1906,
1906, and to be expended conformably
conformably to
the provisions
provisions of said Act as amended, $900,000,
$900,000, to be
immediately
be immediately
available. Hereafter
Hereafter when an appropriation
appropriation for this purpose for
any fiscal
fiseal year shall not have been made prior to the 1st day of
preceding the beginning
March preceding
beginning of such fiscal year, the Secretary
Secretary of
of
authorize the Board of Road Commissioners
War may authorize
Commissioners to incur obliobligations for this purpose of not to exceed 75 per centum of the
the appropriation for this purpose for the fiscal year then current, payment
payment
of these obligations to be made from the appropriation
appropriation for the new
fiscal year when it becomes available.
RIVERS AND
AND HARBORS
HARBORS
RIVERS

Appropriations
Appropriations immediately
available.ir-

To be immediately
immediately available
the direc
direcavailable and
and to
to be
be expended
expended under
under the
tion
of the
the Secretary
of War
of the
the Chief
tion of
Secretary of
War and
and the
the supervision
supervision of
Chief of
of
Engineers:
Engineers:
Preserving, conPreserving,
con
For
maintenance of existing river and
and harbor
or the preservation
preservation and maintenance
harbor
structing, etc., authorand for
prosecution of
of such
heretofore authorized
iztedproec.
t
utho works,
works, and
for the
the prosecution
such projects
projects heretofore
authorized
ized
projects.
as may be most desirable in the interests
interests of commerce and navigaBoundary waters
Boundary
waters tion; for survey of northern and northwestern
northwestern lakes,
lakes, Lake
Lake of
of the
the
survey.
survey.
Woods, and other boundary and connecting
said
connecting waters between the said
lake and Lake Superior, Lake Champlain, and the natural
natural navigable
navigable
waters embraced
embraced in the navigation
canals,
navigation system of the New York canals,
including all necessary
necessary expenses for preparing,
preparing, correcting,
correcting, extending, printing, binding, and issuing charts and bulletins and of inNew York
York Harbor
Harbor vestigating lake levels
New
regulation; and
and for
levels with
with a
a view
view to
to their regulation;
for the
the
deposits.
prevention of obstructive and injurious deposits within the harbor
harbor
adjacent waters
waters of New York City,
inspectors, deputy
deputy
and adjacent
City, for
for pay of
of inspectors,
inspectors,
force, and for maintenance
maintenance of patrol
inspectors, crews, and office force,
fleet and expenses of office, $40,000,000.
Examinations, etc.
etc.
Eaminations
examinations, surveys, and
For examinations,
and contingencies
of rivers
harbors
contingencies of
rivers and
and harbors
Proviso.
rLiitd to
for which there
may be
no special
special appropriation,
appropriation, $275,000:
$275,000: Provided,
Provided,
there may
be no
Limited to
to authoriauthori-*
Limited
That
of this
this sum
shall be
be expended
expended for
for any
zations.
zations.
That no
no part
part of
sum shall
any preliminary
preliminary
examination,
authorized by law.
examination, survey, project, or
or estimate
estimate not
not authorized
y

Muscle
Shoals.
Muscle Shoals.

MUSCLE SHOALS
SHOALS
MUSCLE

Continuing work
work on
on
continuing
Dam No.
2, Tennessee
Tennessee
No. 2,
Ri ver.
River.
Vol. 42, P.
p. 1421.
Ante, p.
518.
Ante,
p. 516.

Flood
control.
Flood control.

FLOOD CONTROL
FLOOD
CONTROL

Mississippi River.
Mississippii
ver.
Vol. 39, p. 94S; Vol.

p
p'.150.
42, p.
1505.

Sacramento

For the
of the
the work
Numbered 22on
on the
For
the continuation
continuation of
work on
on Dam
Dam Numbered
the TenTen-

nessee River at Muscle
Muscle Shoals,
Alabama, $3,040,390,
be immediately
immediately
nessee
Shoals, Alabama,
$3,040,390, to
to be
available, and
and to
the contract
this project
proj ect
for this
available,
to apply
apply on
on the
contract authorization
authorization for
carried in the War Department
Department Appropriation
Appropriation Acts for the fiscal
fiscal
years 1924 and 1925.

'

River,

Cafaento
River,
Calif.
Vol. 39,
39, p.
p. 98.
948.
Vol.

Flood control, Mississippi River: For
work of
of flood
flood
For prosecuting
prosecuting work
control
in accordance
accordance with
the provisions
provisions of
of the
control in
with the
the Flood
Flood Control
Control Acts
Acts
approved March
March 1,
1, 1917,
and March
4, 1923,
$10,000,000.
approved
1917, and
March 4,
1923, $10,000,000.
Flood control, Sacramento
River, California:
California: For prosecuting
Sacramento River,
prosecuting work
of flood control in accordance
accordance with the provisions of the Flood Control Act approved
approved March
March 1,
1, 1917,
1917, $500,000.
$500,000.
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NATIONAL HOME
HOME FOR
FOR DISABLED
DISABLED VOLUNTEER
VOLUNTEER S
OLDIERS
SOLDIER8
NATIONAL

931
931

1925.
1925.

Hoe for
National
Nional Horne
Soldiers.

Disabled Volunteer
Volunteer
Disabled

Volunteer SolSupport.
For support of
of the National
National Home for Disabled
Disabled Volunteer
Sol- Support.
diers,
follows:
diers, as
as follows:
Dayton,
Dayton, Oio.
Ohio.
Central Branch,
Current expenses:
expenses: For
of Current
Central
Branch, Dayton
Dayton, Ohio:
Ohio: Current
For pay
pay of
urrent expenses.
officers
of the
the home,
home, with
with such
officers and
and noncommissioned
noncommissioned officers
officers of
such excepexceptions
are hereinafter
noted, and
and their
their clerks,
weighmasters, and
and
tions as
as are
hereinafter noted,
clerks, weighmasters,
orderlies; chaplains, religious instruction, and entertainment
entertainment for the
the
members of
of the
home, printers
members
the home,
printers, bookbinders,
bookbinders, librarians
librarians, musicians,
musicians,
telegraph and
and telephone
operators, guards,
janitors, watchmen,
watchmen, fire
telegraph
telephone operators,
guards, janitors,
fire
company, and
and materials
materials purchased
use, incompany,
and property
property and
purchased for
for their
their use,
including repairs;
repairs; articles
articles of
amusement, library
library books,
books, magazines,
cluding
of amusement,
magazines,
papers, pictures,
pictures, musical
musical instruments,
instruments, and repairs
repairs not
not done by
by the
the
home;
stationery, advertising,
legal advice,
advice, payments
due heirs
ome; stationery,
advertising, legal
payments due
heirs of
of
deceased
all receipts
of the
the 1Reeipts
1io
from
dedeceased members:
members: Provided,
Proided, That
That all
receipts on
on account
account of
from
deeffects
members.
effects of deceased members during the fiscal year shall also be avail- ceased
ceased members.
able
payments; and
expenditures as can not
able for
for such payments;
and for such
such other expenditures
not
properly be
included under
$85,000.
heads of expenditure,
expenditure, $85,000.
properly
be included
under other
other heads
Subsistence: For
pay of
commissary clerks,
clerks, Subsistence.
ubsistene.
For pay
of commissary
commissary sergeants,
sergeants, commissary
Subsistence:
porters, laborers,
bakers, cooks,
dishwashers'waiters, and
and others emlaborers, bakers,
cooks, dishwashers,
porters,
ployed in
in the
department; food
purchased for
for
the subsistence
subsistence department;
food supplies purchased
ployed
the subsistence
the members
of the
the home
home and
and, civilian
civilian employees
employees
subsistence of
of the
members of
the
regularly
regularly employed
employed and residing at the branch, freight, preparation,
preparation,
and serving; aprons
aprons,' caps,
caps, and
and jackets for kitchen and dining-room
employees; tobacco;
tobacco; dimnng-room
dining-room ,and
and utensils;
furniture and
utensils;
employees;
and kitchen
kitchen furniture
bakers'
bakers and butchers' tools and appliances, and their repair
repair not done
by the home, $435,000.
Household.
Hosehold.
Household:
For furniture
for officers'
officers' quarters;
quarters; bedsteads,
bedsteads, bedbedfurniture for
Household: For
other articles,
articles, including
including repairs,
repairs,
ding, bedding
bedding material, and all
all other
required in
in the
the quarters
and of
civilian employees
employees
required
quarters of
of the
the members
members and
of civilian
permanently employed
branch; fuel; water;
water; enenemployed and residing at the branch;
permanently
gineers
and firemen, bathhouse
bathhouse keepers,
employees,
keepers, janitors,
janitors, laundry
laundry employees,
gineers andfiremen,
and
all labor,
materials, and
appliances required
required for
for household
household
and appliances
and for
for all
labor, materials,
use and
repairs, if
the home,
home, $199,800.
$199,800.
use,
and repairs,
if not
not repaired
repaired by
by the
HospltaL
oita
Hospital: For pay of medical officers and assistant
assistant surgeons, matrons,
druggists, hospital
hospital clerks and stewards, ward masters, nurses,
trons 'druggists,
cooks, waiters, readers
readers, drivers, funeral
funeral escort, janitors,
janitors,. and for such
such
other services
as may
be necessary
necessary for
for the
the sick;
sick; burial
the care
care of
of the
burial of
of
other
services as
may be
the dead;
dead; surgical
surgical instruments
appliances, medical
medical books,
medibooks, medithe
instruments and
and appliances,
for the sick
sick not
not purchased
purchased
necessaries for
liquors, fruits, and
and other
other necessaries
cine, liquors
under subsistence;
subsistence; bedsteads,
bedsteads, bedding, and all other
articles
other special
special articles
under
necessary for
the wards;
furniture, including
special articles
articles
including special
for the
wards; hospital
hospital furniture,
necessary
and appliances
kitchen and
and dining
dining room;
room; carriage,
carriage,
for hospital
hospital kitchen
and
appliances for
hearse, stretchers,
stretchers, coffins;
coffins; and
and for
for all
all repairs
repairs to
furniture and
and
to hospital
hospital furniture
hearse,
appliances not
not done
done by
by the
the home,
$360,700.
home, $360,700.
appliances
Transportation: For
of the
home, Transportation.
Transportation.
transportation of
of members
members of
the home,
Transportation:
For transportation
1

$4000.
$1,000.
Rp.
Repairs.
car-- Reps.
Repairs:
Repairs: For pay of chief engineer,
engineer, builders,
builders, blacksmiths, car
penters,
painters,
gas
fitters,
electrical
workers,
plumbers,
tinsmiths,
workers,
plumbers,
tinsmiths,
gas
fitters,
electrical
penters, painters,
steam itters,
all appliapplimasons, and laborers,
laborers, and
and for all
steam
fitters, stone
stone and
and brick masons,
ances
materials used
used under
under this
this head;
re-pairs of
of roads
roads and
and Prori.
head; and
and repairs
and materials
ances and
improvements of
of a
permanent character,
character, 885,000:
Nevr buildings
other improvements
a permanent
$85,000: Provid,ed,
Provided, PNewbidings
That
no part
of the
bidden.
for repairs for
for any of the branch bidden.
That no
part of
the appropriation
appropriation for
homes shall
new building.
be used for the
the construction
construction of any new
homes
shall be
Farm: For
pay of
chief gardener,
gardener, harness
makers, farm
farm Farm.
Frar
harness makers,
Farm:
For pay
of farmer,
farmer, chief
hands, gardeners,
gardeners, horseshoers,
dairymen, herdherdteamsters, dairymen,
horseshoers, stablemen,
stablemen, teamsters,
hands,
ers, and
laborers; tools,
appliances, and
for farm,
farm,
materials required
required for
tools, appliances,
and materials
ers,
and laborers;
garden,
garden, and dairy work; grain and grain products, hay, straw, ferconveyances; anitilizers, seed, carriages, wagons, carts, and other conveyances;
mals purchased
purchased for
for stock
stock or
(including animals in the
park) ;
the park);
mals
or work
work (including
so

forfor-
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gasoline;
gasoline; materials, tools, and labor
labor for flower garden, lawn, park,
and cemetery; and construction
construction of roads and walks, and repairs not
done by the
the home, $28,000.
$28,000.
In
Central Branch,
Branch, $1,194,500.
In all,
all, Central
$1,194,500.
Specified expenses at
For
"Current Expens3s,"?
"Subsistence," "Household,"
"Hos"Household," "HosFor "Current
Expenses," "Subsistence,"
brah.ensa
branches.
pital," "Transportation,"
"Transportation," ""Repairs,"
Repairs," and "Farm," at the following
specified herein
herein
respectively specified
ig branches, including the same objects respectively
under
namely:
under each
each of
of such
such heads
heads for
for the
the Central
Central Branch,
Branch, namely:
Milwaukee,
Wis.
Northwestern
Milwaukee, Wisconsin:
Current expenses,
expenses,
Northwestern Branch,
Branch, Milwaukee,
Wisconsin: Current
Milawauee, ws.
$71,000; subsistence, $300,000; household, $152,000;
$152,000; hospital, $289,$52,000; farm, $15,000; in all,
000; transportation,
transportation, $500; repairs, $52,000;
Northwestern Branch,
$879,500.
Tog,
M
Northwestern
Branch,
$879,500.
Togus, Me.
expenses, $58,500;
To g s M.
Eastern Branch
Branch, Togus, Maine: Current expenses,
$58,500; subsistence,
$65,000; transportatransporta$101,000; hospital, $65,000;
sistence, $105,000;
$105,000; household,
household, $101,000;
tion,
tion, $500;
$500; repairs, $31,000; farm, $25,000; in all, Eastern Branch,
$386,000.
$386,000.
HaptoV.
Hampton,
Va.
Southern
Branch, Hampton,
Virginia: Current
Current expenses,
$66,000;
expenses, $66,000;
Hampton, Virginia:
Southern Branch,
subsistence,
$250,000; household, $127,000;
$127,000; hospital,
subsistence, $250,000;
hospital, $155,000; transportation, $1,000; repairs,
Southern
farm, $15,000;
$15,000; in all,
all, Southern
repairs, $50,000; farm,
portation,
Branch,
$664,000.
Branch,
$664,000.
Leavenworth, Bans.
Leavenworth, Kansas: Current expenses,
expenses, $71,800;
$71,800;
LoWh KS. Western Branch, Leavenworth,
subsistence ' $230,000;
household, $140,000;
$140,000; hospital,
$140,000; transtranssubsistence,
$230,000; household,
hospital, $140,000;
Western
portation, $500; repairs, $50,500; farm, $26,200; in all, Western
Branch, $659,000.
$659,000.
Branch,
Mo Call!
st Monica,
Cal. ' Pacific Branch, Santa Monica,
Banta
Monica ; California: Current expenses,
household, $131,000;
$131,000; hospital, $352,subsistence, $469,000; household,
$83,000; subsistence,
$1,000; repairs,
repairs, $67,000; farm,
farm, $32,200; in all,
all,
800; transportation,
transportation, $1,000;
Pacific
Branch,
$1,136,000.
$1,136,000.
Pacific Branch,
d.
ro, Ind.
Marron,
Marion Branch,
Branch, Marion, Indiana:
Indiana: Current expenses
expenses, $57,000;
$57,000;
subsistence, $252,000; household, $103,000;
$103,000; hospital, $304,500; transsubsistence,
portation,
repairs, $52,000;
in all,
Marion
portation, $1,000;
$1,000; repairs,
$52,000; farm,
farm, $19,000;
$19,000; in
all, Marion
Danville
Branch,
$788,500.
Branch, $788,500.
Danvi le ,I.
Th.
Danville Branch, Danville, Illinois: Current expenses,
expenses, $67,500;
$67,500;
subsistence
$114,500; hospital,
$107,450; transsubsistence,' $209,770; household, $114,500;
hospital, $107,450;
portation, $500; repairs, $51,000; farm, $14,780;
$14,780; in all,
portation,
all, Danville
Danville
Branch,
$565,500.
oson
Ci
T
Branch,
$565,500.
enn
Johnson City, Tenn.
on CitT
- Mountain
Mountain Branch, Johnson City, Tennessee:
Tennessee: Current expenses,
$57,000; subsistence,
subsistence, $280,000; household, $100,000;
$100,000; hospital, $275,200; transportation,
transportation, $500; repairs, $50,000; farm, $34,300;
$34,300; in all,
Branch, $797,000.
$797,000.
Springs, S.
S. Dak. Mountain
Mountain Branch,
Hot Sprin
Battle Mountain Sanitarium, Hot Springs, South Dakota: Cur$62,200;
rent expenses
expenses,' $41,000;
$41,000; subsistence
subsistence, $81,550;
$81,550; household,
household, $62,200;
hospitals, $82,650; transportation,
transportation, '$500;
$500; repairs, $19,100;
$19,100; farm,
Clothing,
all $5,200;
$292,200.
Mountain Sanitarium, $292,200.
$5,200; in
in all,
all, Battle Mountain
Clothing, all
branches.
For
branches; labor,
materials, machines
and
For clothing
clothing for
for all
all branches;
labor, materials,
machines, tools,
tools, and
appliances employed and for use in the tailor shops and ;hoe
shoe shops,
or other home shops in which any kind of clothing is made or
repaired,
$160,000.
repaired, $160,000.
omanaers.
Board of
managers.
Salaries
and expenses.
Board
managers: President,
President, $4,000;
secretary, $500;
$500; general
general
$4,000; secretary,
Board of managers:
Saariesandexpenses.
treasurer, who shall not be a
a member of the board of managers,
managers,
$5,000; chief surgeon,
surgeon, $4,500; assistant
assistant general treasurer
treasurer,, $3,500; inspector
clerical services
for the
Of the
the presispector general,
general, $3,500;
$3,500; clerical
services for
the offices
offices of
president,
treasurer, chief
surgeon, and
general, $19,500;
dent, general
general treasurer,
chief surgeon,
and inspector
inspector general,
$19,500;
clerical services
services for
for managers,
expenses of
of the
clerical
managers, $2,700;
$2,700; traveling
traveling expenses
the
board
of managers,
managers, their
their officers
officers and
employees, including
officers
board of
and employees,
including officers
of branch homes when detailed
detailed on
outside
on inspection
inspection work, $14,000;
$14,000; outside
relief, $100;
$100; legal services, medical examinations,
examinations stationery,
stationery, telegrams and other
other incidental expenses,
expenses, $1,700;
$1,700 ;in all,
$59,000.
all, $59,000.
Disabled Volunteer
Volunteer Soldiers,
Soldiers, $7,581,200.
Total, National
National Home
Home for
for Disabled
$7,581,200.
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State and
Territorial homes
homes for
disabled soldiers
For
sailors: For
soldiers and
and sailors:
for disabled
State
and Territorial
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State or Territorial
State or Territorial
homes.

continuing aid
State or
or Territorial
homes for
for the
of disto.
Continuing aid to.
the support
support of
dis- Continuing
aid to
to State
Territorial homes
continuing
abled
volunteer soldiers
in conformity
conformity with
approved August
August
Act approved
with the
the Act
soldiers, in
abled volunteer
27, 1888,
1888, as
as amended,
amended, including
admissible to
to
of soldiers
soldiers admissible
all classes
classes of
including all
27,
Proviso.
the
Home for
for Disabled
Disabled Volunteer
Volunteer Soldiers,
Soldiers, $640,000:
$640,000: ProPro- Collections
Proono.
the National
National Home
from
from
Collections
vided,
or sums
sums collected
in any
from inin- inmates.
collected in
any manner
manner from
for any
any sum
sum or
vided, That
That for
mates
of such
or Territorial
homes to be used for
support
for the
the support
such State
State or
Territorial homes
mates of
of
homes aa like
like amount
amount shall
shall be
from the
the aid
aid herein
herein
be deducted
deducted from
said homes
of said
shall not
not apply to any State or Terriprovided for, but
but this
this proviso shall
provided
torial
home into
which the
or widows
admitted
are admitted
of soldiers
soldiers are
wives or
widows of
the wives
into which
torial home
and maintained.
Panama Canal.
CANAL
THE PANAMA
PANAMA CANAL
THE

Panama Canal.

Limitations not apLimitations

The
limitations on
the expenditure
expenditure of
hereinbefore picable
plicable to
of appropriations
appropriations hereinbefore
to appropriaappropriaThe limitations
on the
for.
tlonsforto the
the appropriations
made
in this
appropriations for
for the
the tions
not apply
apply to
Act shall
shall not
made in
this Act
Panama
Panama Canal.
Canal.
Al
All expenses.
For
expenditure requisite
requisite for
for and
and incident
incident to
to the
the maintemainteevery expenditure
For every
nance
and operation,
operation, sanitation,
sanitation and
and civil
civil government
government of
the Panama
Panama Objects
Objects specfied.
of the
nance and
specified.
Compensation of all
Canal and Canal
Canal Zone, including
including the following: Compensation
officials and
and domestic
and pepenewspapers and
foreign and
domestic newspapers
officials
and employees,
employees, foreign
riodicals; law
books not
exceeding $500;
$500; textbooks
books of
of
textbooks and books
not exceeding
law books
riodicals;
reference; printing
and binding,
including printing of
of annual reprinting and
binding, including
reference;
port; rent and personal services in the District of Columbia;
Columbia 7•purchase or
or exchange
exchange of
of typewriting,
machines ;; purpurand other machines;
typewriting, adding, and
chase
chase
or exchange,
maintenance, repair,
and operation
operation of
motor- Claims
of motorClam for
for damage
chase or
exchange, maintenance,
repair, and
damages,
propelled and
and horse-drawn
claims for
for etc.
etc.
vehicles; claims
horse-drawn passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles;
propelled
damages
to vessels
vessels passing
pa.sing through
locks of
the Panama
Panama Canal,
Canal,
the locks
of the
through the
damages to
as
Panama Canal
Act; claims
claims for
for losses
losses of
of or
or
Canal Act;
the Panama
by the
as authorized
authorized by
damages
to property
property arising
arising from
from the
the conduct
busiauthorized busiconduct of
of authorized
damages to
ne-ss
operations; claims for damages
damages to property
arising from the
property arising
ness operations;
maintenance
and operation,
sanitation, and
civil government
government of the
and civil
operation, sanitation,
maintenance and
Panama
acquisition of
under water,
as authorwater, as
authorand land
land under
of land
land and
Canal; acquisition
Panama Canal;
Disposal
unservDispoal of
of unservized
expenses incurred in assembling, iceable
ized in the Panama Canal Act; expenses
materials, etc.
assorting, storing,
storing, repairing,
and selling
machinery, and
and ceabe materials.etc
material, machinery,
selling material,
repairing, and
assorting,
equipment heretofore
or hereafter
or acquired
the
for the
acquired for
purchased or
hereafter purchased
heretofore or
equipment
no
construction of
of the
unserviceable or no
which are unserviceable
the Panama
Panama Canal which
construction
longer needed,
to be
reimbursed from
the proceeds
of such
such sales;
sales;
proceeds of
from the
be reimbursed
needed, to
longer
expenses incident
to conducting
examining estimates
estimates
hearings and examining
conducting hearings
incident to
expenses
for
on the Isthmus;
emerincident to
to any
any emerIsthmus; expenses
expenses incident
for appropriations
appropriations on
gency
of calamity
pestilence, or
like
or like
fire, pestilence,
by flood,
flood, fire,
calamity by
because of
gency arising
arising because
character
otherwise provided
provided for herein;
herein; per diem
or otherwise
foreseen or
not foreseen
character not
allowance in
in lieu
lieu of
of subsistence
when prescribed
of Per
Governor of
perdiemsubstence.
prescribed by
by the
the Governor
allowance
subsistence when
diem subsistence.
the Panama
Panama Canal
Canal to
in field
field work
on
or traveling
traveling on
work or
engaged in
to persons
persons engaged
the
Vol. 38, p. 880.
official
business, pursuant
section 13
Sundry Civil
Civil ApproAppro- vol. 3 p. 60.
13 of
of the
the Sundry
to section
pursuant to
official business,
priation
Act
approved
August
1,
1914;
and
for
such
other
expenses
other
expenses
for
such
1,
1914;
and
August
approved
priation Act
not
the United
United States
as the
Governor of
Panama Canal
Canal may
the Panama
of the
the Governor
States as
not in
in the
deem
necessary best
best to
promote the
and operation,
sanioperation, sanithe maintenance
maintenance and
to promote
deem necessary
tation,
and civil
civil government
government of
of the
to be
exall to
be exCanal, all
the Panama
Panama Canal,
tation, and
pended under
the direction
the Governor
of the
the Panama
Canal
Panama Canal
Governor of
of the
direction of
under the
pended
Maintenance
Maintenance and
and
as follows:
follows:
for as
and accounted
accounted for
For maintenance
and operation
of the
Canal: Salary
of operation.
operation.
Salary of
the Panama
Panama Canal:
operation of
For
maintenance and
Governor.
the
the governor,
governor, $10,000;
$10,000; purchase,
purchase, inspection
inspection, delivery,
delivery, handling,
handling, and
and Governor.
Purchase of supplies,
etc.
storing of
of material,
material, supplies
an equipment for issue
issue to
to all
all depart
depart-- etc.
supplies, and
storing
ments of
of the
the Panama
Panama Canal,
Canal, the
the Panama
Panama Railroad,
alien
other branches
branches Payment to alien
Railroad, other
ments
of the
States Government,
and for
for authorized
authorized sales,
sales, payment
payment cripples.
cripples.
Government, and
of
the United
United States
Vol. 30, 13- 750in
lump sums
sums of
exceeding the amounts
amounts authorized
authorized by the Injury vo. 39p.750.
of not
not exceeding
in lump
Compensation
approved September
September 7,
7, 1916,
who
alien cripples
cripples who
1916, to
to alien
Act approved
Compensation Act
are
charge upon
Canal by
of injuries
injuries sussusreason of
by reason
Panama Canal
upon the
the Panama
now aacharge
are now
tained
employed in
in the
the construction
construction of
of the
the Panama
Panama Canal;
Canal;
while employed
tained while
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and including $710,000 for the completion
completion of new power plant at
from Miraflores;
Miraflores; in all, $7,140,000,
$7,140,000, together
together with all moneys arising from
the conduct of business
operations authorized
authorized by the Panama
business operations
Panama Canal

Power
Power plant, Miraftores.
Additional
Additional from

receipts.
receiPts.
Sanitation, etc.

itation, etc.

mb

Artificial limbs for
injured employees.
injured

employees.

ivil government
government
Civil

expenses.
expenses.

Act.
Act.
For sanitation,
sanitation, quarantine,
quarantine, hospitals,
aid and
support
hospitals, and medical
medical aid
and support
support of indigent persons
persons
of the insane and of lepers and aid and support
legally within
Zone, including
including expenses
of their
their deportadeportaexpenses of
Canal Zone,
the Canal
within the
legally
when practicable,
practicable, and the purchase
purchase of artificial limbs or other
other
tion when
appliances for indigent
indigent persons who were
of
appliances
were injured
injured in
in the service of
Isthmian Canal
Canal Commission or the Panama Canal prior to Septhe Isthmian
7,1916,
officer
tember 7,
1916, and including additional compensation
compensation to any officer
of the United
United States Public Health Service detailed with the Panama
Canal as
chief quarantine
officer, $653,216.
$653,216.
Canal
as chief
quarantine officer,
civil government
government of
Canal and
and Canal
Canal Zone,
Zone inFor civil
of the
the Panama
Panama Canal
in-

cluding salaries of district judge, $7,500;
$7,500; district attorney,
attorney,. $5,000;
$5,000;
marshal, $5,000; and gratuities
gratuities and necessary
necessary clothing for indigent
indigent

discharged prisoners,
$942,150.
prisoners, $942,150.
- discharged
Total., Panama
$8,735,366, to be available
available until expended.
Total
Panama Canal, $8,735,366,
Purchases from
Arsurchase
from
The Governor
Governor of the Panama
Panama Canal,
Canal, so far as the expenditure
expenditure of
of
Army surplus stocks.
appropriations
contained in
in this
Act may
may be
be under
under his
direction,
appropriations contained
this Act
his direction,

ut
vailable until

Available

pended.
pended.

eex-

shall, when it
purchase needed materials, supshall,
it is more economical, purchase
plies, and equipment
plies
equipment from available
available surplus stocks of the War Deparnent.
partment.

Money from designatedsy
oreo ded In
In addition
addition to the foregoing
foregoing sums there is
appropriated for
the
is appropriated
for the
nated sources, credited
to
original
appropri- fiscal year 1926 for expenditures
o
-iina appropriexpenditures and reinvestment
the sevreinvestment under
under the
sevatkaw.
eral heads
heads of
of appropriation
appropriation aforesaid,
covered into
into
eral
aforesaid, without
without being
being covered

et

Net profits to be
covered into the Treasury
ury.

coveredtotieTreat

-

operating

r-annually
annually

Operating waterWork,St.,
etc., for Panam
Panama
and Colon.
Colon.

wor
and

for

Repeal of
of appropriRepeal
appropriations.

Designated
Designated

the Treasury
Treasury of the United States, all moneys received
received by
by the
rendered or materials
materials and supplies
Panama Canal from services rendered
furnished to the United States, the Panama Railroad
Railroad Company, the
the
respectively, or to
Canal Zone government,
government, or to their employees, respectively,
and
the Panama Government,
Government, from hotel and hospital
hospital supplies
supplies and
services; from rentals, wharfage, and like service;
service • from labor,
services;
materials, and supplies and other services furnished to vessels other
other
than those passing through
through the canal, and to others unable to obtain the same elsewhere; from the sale of scrap and other byproducts of manufacturing
manufacturing and shop operations;
operations; from
from the sale of
of
obsolete and unserviceable
unserviceable materials,
materials, supplies, and equipment purchased
for the
the operation,
maintenance, protection,
chased or
or acquired
acquired for
operation, maintenance,
protection, sanitasanitation,
government of
of the
the canal
Canal Zone;
and any
tion and
and government
canal and
and Canal
Zone; and
any net
net
profits accruing from such business to the Panama Canal shall

unexc

pended balances
balanes
pended
ove covered
into the Treasury.
eedotheT
y.

be covered
covered into the Treasury
Treasury of the United States.
In addition
maintenance,
aIn
addition there is
is appropriated
appropriated for
for the
the operation,
operation, maintenance

and extension of waterworks, sewers,
of
sewers and pavements in the cities of
Panama and Colon,
Colon, during the fiscal year 1926, the necessary
necessary portions of such sums as shall be paid as water rentals or directly by
the Government
Government of Panama for such expenses.
BEPEAL
APPROPRIATIONS
REPEAL OF APPROPRIATIONS

The following
following unexpended
unexpended balances
balances or
portions of
of unexpended
unexpended
The
or portions
unexpended balances or combined
combined portions of
of
balances or combined
combined unexpended
unexpended
appropriations for
for the support
support of the miliunexpended balances
balances of
of appropriations
tary
nonmilitary activities
of the
Department and
and for
tary and
and nonmilitary
activities of
the War
War Department
for
other purposes
purposes shall be
be carried to the surplus fund and be covered
covered
into the Treasury
Treasury immediately
immediately upon the approval
approval of this Act:
Act:
Medals of honor for distinguished
distinguished services, $825.86; reimbursemilitary police, expenses
incurred under
$38,ment to military
expenses incurred
under Draft Act, $38,389.39; inland and port storage and shipping facilities,
facilities $8,391,$8,391,750.22; temporary office buildings, War Department, $33,319.67;
$33,319.67;
temporary
temporary office buildings, War and Navy
Navy Departments,
Departments, $12,523.49;
$12,523.49;
damages to and loss of private
private property
property by explosion and
claims for damages
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fire, plant
plant of
of T.
T. A.
Gillespie Company,
Company, Morgan, New Jersey,
Jersey,
A. Gillespie
fire,
$5,863.65; evacuation
evacuation of
of ordnance
$152,893.11; ordnance
ordnance maordnance depots, $152,893.11;
$5,863.65;
terial
(proceeds of
$500,000; field
field artillery
Organized
for Organized
artillery for
sale), $500,000;
of sale),
terial (proceeds
Militia,
encampments and
and maneuvers,
maneuvers, Organized
Organized Militia,
Militia,
$3,248.30; encampments
Militia, $3,248.30;
Act July
July 8,
1912, $38,050.19;
$38,050.19; memorial
archway at Vicksburg,
memorial archway
8, 1912,
Act
and peace
M ississippi, $54.33;
$54.33; national
national memorial
peace jubilee,
celebration and
memorial celebration
Mississippi,
Vicksburg, Mississippi,
Mississippi, $5,583.04;
to officers
officers and men
men
reimbursement to
$5,583.04; reimbursement
Vicksburg,
of the
the Army
for losses
losses fighting
on national
forests, $2,257.91;
$2,257.91;
national forests,
fires on
fighting fires
Army for
of
transportation for
for refugee
from Mexico,
Mexico, $1,640.70;
$1,640.70;
citizens from
American citizens
refugee American
transportation
monument in
Scott Key
Key and others, Fort
Francis Scott
of Francis
memory of
in memory
monument
McHenry, Baltimore,
Baltimore, Maryland,
Maryland, $97.57;
$97.57; reerection
reerection of statue
McHenry,
of Abraham
Abraham Lincoln,
$1,010.51; total
total appropriations
recovered,
appropriations recovered,
Lincoln, $1,010.51;
of
$9,187,507.94.
$9,187,507.94.
Approved, February
1925.
February 12, 1925.
Approved,
13. 1925.
February
February 13.1925.

[S. J.
J. Res.
Res. 135.1
135.1
[S.
permission to the Roosevelt Memorial
CHAP. 226.—Joint
Resolution Granting
Granting permission
Memorial [Pub.
226.-Joint Resolution
CHAP.
Res., No. 49.]
No. 49.Res.,
Theodore Roosevelt. [Pub.
Association to
procure plans
plans and
and designs
designs for
memorial to Theodore
for aa memorial
to procure
Association
District of Columbia.
a corporation
Whereas the
Association, a
corporation of the District of Columbia.
Memorial Association,
the Roosevelt Memorial
Whereas
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, has
petitioned the Congress in relation to
has petitioned
District
enduring monument
the
the association
to erect
monument
erect an enduring
association to
of the
proposal of
the proposal
Washington:
to the
of Theodore
Roosevelt in
the city
city of Washington:
in the
Theodore Roosevelt
memory of
the memory
to
Therefore
it
be it
Therefore be
Resolved
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the Roosevelt Memorial
House of
and House
the Senate
by the
Resolved by
em
AOvolt
permission is A
walatten.Mon. ori
United States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That permission
America in
of America
States of
United
Plans, etc., for monuTheo.dore
meantto
at
its
hereby
given
to
the
Roosevelt
Memorial
Association
to
procure
at
its
procure
to
hereby given to the Roosevelt Memorial Association
ment to Theodore
Roosevelt may be propermanent memo- Roosevelt
a permanent
for the erection of a
own
expense plans
plans and
and designs
designs for
own expense
cured by.
4, p.
p. s92.
692.
following-described
the
within
rial
to Theodore
Theodore Roosevelt
following-described sVol.l.e 41,
a site within
upon a
Roosevelt upon
rial to
it
area:
That portion
portion of
territory included
Commission Site.
in the Park Commission
included in
the territory
of the
area: That
Washington Monument
Plan of
of 1901
1901 lying
between the Washington
Monument
lying in general between
Plan
and
River and
Fifteenth and
Seventeenth
and Seventeenth
by Fifteenth
bounded by
and bounded
Potomac River
the Potomac
and the
Cosiderations atStreets
southward, including
the waters
waters of Twining Lake. Considerations
including the
projected southward,
Streets projected
affecting plans,
plans. etc.
S
EC. 2.
2. That
That the
the plan
design procured
procured or
or selected
selected by the fecting
and design
plan and
SEC.
Roosevelt
account the requiretake into account
Association shall take
Memorial Association
Roosevelt Memorial
ments of
traffic circulation
of recreational
recreational facilities
facilities and shall be
and of
circulation and
of traffic
ments
to approval
ubject to
submitted to
to the
the Congress
Congress before
the first
of January,
January, 1926.
day of
first day
Subject
approval
before the
submitted
Congress.
bycongress.
SEC. 3.
3. That
no authority
to proceed
proceed with the execution
execution of such by
authority to
That no
SEC.
plan or
or with
the erection
erection of
memorial shall be deemed to be conof the memorial
with the
plan
ferred upon
upon the
Roosevelt Memorial
Memorial Association
Association unless or until the
the Roosevelt
ferred
plan
design shall
first have
have been
been approved by the Congress.
shall first
and design
plan and
Approved, February
February 12, 1925.
Approved,

13, 1925.
February 13,

CHAP.
228.—An Act
To
Act To
CHAP. 228.-An
Illinois,
to construct
construct aa bridge
bridge
Illinois to
Knox
County, Indiana.
Indiana.
Knox County,

authorize
the State
the State
State of
and the
of Indiana,
Indiana, and
State of
authorize the
across the
the Wabash
Wabash River
River at the city of Vincennes,
Vincennes,
across

[S. 37221
.]414.1
[Sbm3
[Public,
No.

[Pc,

No.414

Be
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Wabash River.
Representatives of the WbshRiver.
and House
by the
it enacted
Be it
Indiana and Illinois
United States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
State of
of may
llinois
Indiana
the State
in Congress
America in
of America
States of
United
bridge,and
Vincennes,
Ind.
Vinee
Indiana, and
and the
the State
State of
are hereby
authorized to
construct, Imdbr.d
to construct,
hereby authorized
Illinois, are
of Illinois,
Indiana,
maintain, and
and operate
approaches thereto
thereto across the
bridge and approaches
operate aa bridge
maintain,
Wabash River,
the city
of Vincennes,
Vincennes, Knox County,
city of
in the
point in
from aapoint
River, from
Wabash
Indiana,
to a
apoint
point in
in Lawrence
County, in
of Illinois,
Illinois, at
at Construction.
contrction.
State of
the State
in the
Lawrence County,
Indiana, to
34, p. 84.
p. 84
vol.3,
with Vol.
a
point suitable
suitable to
to the
the interests
in accordance
accordance with
navigation in
of navigation
interests of
a point
the
provisions of
of the
the Act
entitled "An
"An Act
constructo regulate the construcAct to
Act entitled
the provisions
tion
over navigable
navigable waters,"
23, 1906.
m
1906.
March 23,
approved March
waters," approved
Amendment.
bridges over
tion of
of bridges
S
EC. 2.
The right
to alter,
amend, or
hereby
is hereby
Act is
this Act
repeal this
or repeal
alter, amend,
right to
2. The
SEc.
expressly
reserved.
expressly reserved.
Approved,
February 13,
13, 1925.
1925.
Approved, February
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February 13,
1925.
February
13, 1925.
R. 8206.1
* [H.
i. No.
806.1
[Public, No. 415.1

[Public, No. 415.]
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CHAP.
229.-An Act To amend
to further
further define
CHAP. 229.—An
amend the Judicial Code, and to
define
courts of appeals
appeals and of the Supreme Court, and
of the
the circuit courts
jurisdiction of
- the jurisdiction
for other purposes.

Be
enacted by
by the
House of
of the
the
of Representatives
Representatives of
and House
Senate and
the Senate
it enacted
Be it
United
assembled, That
128,
United States
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That sections
sections 128,
129, 237,
238, 239,
239, and
and 240
240 of
Judicial Code
Code as
now existing
existing be,
be,
129,
237, 238,
of the
the Judicial
as now
Circuit Courts
Courts of
Circuit
of and they are severally,
amended
and
reenacted
to
read
as
follows:
severally,
amended
reenacted
to
follows:
Appeals.
Appeals.
Appeals or writs of
SEC.
SEC. 128. (a) The circuit courts of appeal
appeal shall have appellate
Appeals
error
error to.
'
'
to
review by
by appeal
or writ
of error
final decisions-amend- jurisdiction
l.38, p.
jurisdiction
to rreview
appeal or
writ of
error final
decisionsVol.38,
p. 8,
803, amended.
"
First. In
In the
the district
all cases
cases save
save where
where a
a direct
direct
in all
courts, in
district courts,
"First.
',
ed.trict
In district courts.
Exception.
review
of the
decision may
be had
had in
the Supreme
Supreme Court
Exception.
review of
the decision
may be
in the
Court under
under
Peat, p. 938.
Pot, p' 38.
section
section 238.
238.
Hawaii and
Hawaii
and Porto
Porto
Rico district courts.
"
" Second.
Second. In
In the
the United States
States district
district courts
courts for
for Hawaii
Hawaii and
and for
for
Porto
cases.
all cases.
Rico in
in all
Porto Rico
Alaska and Virgin
Islands.
"Third.
Islands.
district courts for Alaska or
or any
any division
"
Third. In
In the district
division thereof,
thereof,
Cases reviewable.
Casesreviewable.
Islands in
all cases,
and for the Virgin
Virgin Islands,
in all
cases, civil
civil and
and criminal,
criminal, wherein
wherein
the
or a
statute or
or treaty
of the
United States
or any
the Constitution
Constitution or
a statute
treaty of
the United
States or
any
authority
exercised thereunder
is involved;
in all
other civil
cases
authority exercised
thereunder is
involved; in
all other
civil cases
wherein
in controversy,
exclusive of
of interest
and costs,
costs,
wherein the
the value
value in
controversy, exclusive
interest and
exceeds $1,000;
exceeds
$1,000; in
in all
all other
cases where
where the
charged
other criminal
criminal cases
the offense
offense charged
is punishable
imprisonment for
term exceeding
exceeding one
is
punishable by
by imprisonment
for aa term
one year
year or
or
Canalanal
Zone.
on
by death, and in all habeas corpus proceedings; and in the district
by
court
death,
for the
and Canal
in all Zone
habeasincorpus
the cases
proceedings;
and modeand
prescribed
in the distr
in the
ict
court for the Canal Zone in the cases and mode prescribed in the
Vol. 42, n.1006.
V42MOB.
21, 1922,
Act approved
approved September
September 21,
1922, amending
amending prior
prior laws
laws relating
relating to
to
the Canal Zone.
Hawaii and Porto the Canal Zone.
the Supreme
Supreme Courts
Courts of
of the
the Territory
Territory of
of Hawaii
Hawaii and
""Fourth.
Rio Supreme
uaprmae Courts.
Corts.
Fourth. In
In the
and
Rico
Cases
reviewable.
Casesrevawable.
of Porto Rico,
cases, civil or criminal, wherein
the ConConRico in all civil cases
wherein the
cases,
stitution or
Rico,
any authority
stitution
or
aastatute or
or treaty
treaty
of the United
United States
States or
or any
authority
exercised thereunder
is involved;
involved; in
other civil
civil cases
the
exercised
thereunder is
in all
all other
cases wherein
wherein the
value in
in controversy,
controversy, exclusive
exclusive of
of interest
interest and
and costs,
exceeds $5,000,
value
costs, exceeds
$5,000,
habeas corpus
corpus proceedings.
proceedings.
and in
in all
all habeas
t
Cu and
*Unitedu States
Court
In the
Court for
for China,
China, in
all cases.
cases.
for Chinate
for
Chins.
""Fifth.
Fifth. In
the United
United States
States Court
in all
Other appellatenuris.
appellate Juris"(b)
circuit court
court of
appeals shall
dithr
(b) The
The circuit
of appeals
shall also
also have
have appellate
appellate jurisjurisdiction.
diction—
dictionicio
Specified orders, etc.,
"First.
To review
review the
interlocutory orders
or decrees
decrees of
the
of district
distict courts.
courts.
of
"First. To
the interlocutory
orders or
of the
Post, p. 937.
Pst,
district courts which are specified in
in
section
section
129.
129.
Awards of railway
employees'
"Second. To review
review decisions of the district courts sustaining
sustaining or
or
employees' controvecontroversies.vo. 38 p.
overruling
to awards
in arbitrations,
in
overruling exceptions
exceptions to
awards in
arbitrations, as
as provided
provide in
Vol. 38, p. 107.
section
of an
an Act
Act entitled
entitled 'An
Act providing
providing for
for mediation,
consection 88of
'An Act
mediation, conciliation, and
arbitration in
in controversies
controversies between
ciliation,
and arbitration
between certain
certain employers
employers
and their
their employees,'
employees,' approved
approved July
July 15,
15, 1913.
1913.
and
Bankrutcy cases.
Bankruptcy
Vol.
SO, p. 553.
Vol.30p.
3,p.
"(c) The
The circuit
of appeal
also have
have an
an appellateand
"(c)
circuit courts
courts of
appeal shall
shall also
appellate and
supervisory jurisdiction
jurisdiction under
sections 24
24 and
and 25
25 of
of the
the Bankruptcy
Bankruptcy
supervisory
under sections
Act of
1, 1898,
1898, over
over all
all proceedings,
proceedings, controversies,
and cases
Act
of July
July 1,
controversies, and
cases
had or
or brought
had
in the
district courts
courts under
or any
of its
brought in
the district
under that
that Act
Act or
any of
its
amendments, and
and shall
same in
the manner
prescribed in
in
manner prescribed
the same
in the
shall exercise
exercise the
Alaska and amendments,
In Alaska
Hawaii.
those sections;
sections; and
and the
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
of the
Circuit Court
Court of
of Appeals
Appeals
those
the Circuit
for the
Ninth Circuit
the courts
bankfor
the Ninth
Circuit in
in this
this regard
regard shall
shall cover
cover the
courts of
of bankIn Porto Rico.
InPortoRico.
ruptcy in Alaska
and Hawaii,
Alaska and
Hawaii, and
and that
that of
Circuit Court
Court of
of the
the Circuit
of
Appeals
First Circuit
shall cover
bankruptcy
Appeals for
for the
the First
Circuit shall
cover the
the court
court of
of bankruptcy
in Porto Rico.
Distribution to cdrcir- in Porto Rico.
Distribution
cuits.
cuits
"(d) The review under
under this section
section shall
"(d)
be in
in the
the following
shall be
following circuit
circuit
courts of appeal: The
The decisions
decisions of
of a
a district
district court
court of
of the
United
the United
States within
State in
in the
the circuit
circuit court
court of
of appeals
the circuit
States
within aa State
appeals for
for the
circuit
embracing
such State:
of the
District Court
Court of
of Alaska
Alaska or
any
embracing such
State; those
those of
the District
or any
division
thereof, the
the United
United States
States district
district court,
court, and
Supreme
division thereof,
and the
the Supreme
Court
United States
States Court
for China,
in the
the
Court of
of Hawaii
Hawaii,' and
and the
the United
Court for
China, in
Circuit
Appeals for
the Ninth
Ninth Circuit;
of the
United
Circuit Court
Court of
of Appeals
for the
Circuit; those
those of
the United
States
court and
the Supreme
Rico in
in the
the
States district
district court
and the
Supreme Court
Court of
of Porto
Porto Rico
Circuit Court
Court of
for the
of the
the District
District
Circuit
of Appeals
Appeals for
the First
First Circuit;
Circuit; those
those of
Judicial Code.
Code.
Judicial
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Court of
of the
the Virgin
Virgin Islands
the Circuit
Court of
of Appeals
Appeals for
the
for the
Circuit Court
in the
Islands in
Court
Third Circuit;
and those
of the
of the
Zane
the Canal
Canal Zone
Court of
the District
District Court
those of
Circuit; and
Third

937
937

in the
the Circuit
for the
Circuit.
f
h
Fifth Circuit.
the Fifth
of Appeals
Appeals for
Court of
Circuit Court
in
Further specified
e
authority.SP'
further empowered
are further
"(e)
circuit courts
courts of
empowered to
to en- authority.
of appeal
appeal are
The circuit
"(e) The
Federal Trade ComTrade ComFederal
Commission mission
Trade Commission,
Federal Trade
of the
the Federal
force,
aside, or
or modify
orders of
modify orders
set aside,
force, set
orders.
Vol. 38, p.
p. 720.
720.
Cor- Vol.38,
Act to
as
in section
section 5
'An Act
to create
create a
a Federal
Federal Trade
Trade Com5 of
of 'An
as provided
provided in
mission to
to define
define its
and duties,
duties, and
for other
purposes,' Orders
of Interstate
other purposes,'
and for
powers and
its powers
mission,
Orders of Interstate
approved
September 26,
26, 1914;
1914; and
orders of
of the
Interstate Commerce
Commerce Commerce commisCommisthe Interstate
and orders
approved September
etc.,
Clayunder Clayetc., under
sion,
Board, and the Federal Trade sion,
Reserve Board,
Commission,
tile Federal
Federal Reserve
Commission, the
ton Act.
Vol. 38, p.
735.
p.735.
11 of
Commission,
in section
section 11
of 'An
'An Act
Act to supplement
supplement Vol.
provided in
as provided
Commission, as
existing
monopolies, and for
for
and monopolies,
restraints and
unlawful restraints
against unlawful
laws against
existing laws
other
purposes,' approved
October 15,
15, 1914.
1914.
Appealsallowedrom
approved October
other purposes,'
Appeals allowed from
injunctions and interinter"Snc.
129. Where,
Where, upon
in a
district court,
or by
by aainjunctions
court, or
a district
hearing in
upon aa hearing
"SEC. 129.
locutory orders of disof disodr
is granted,
judge
in vacation,
vacation an
granted, continued,
continued, modi- tcourt
an injunction
injunction is
thereof in
judge thereof
trict courts.
Cases specified.
ed. 1157,
Cassspecif
fied,
or dissolved
an interlocutory
interlocutory order
or decree,
decree, or
or an
an Vol.
order or
by an
dissolved by
fied, refused,
refused, or
36, p.
amended.
amended.
or
is
application
to
dissolve
or
modify
an
injunction
refused,
an
application to dissolve or modify an injunction
receiver, or rea receiver,
decree is made appointing
interlocutory
appointing a
order or decree
interlocutory order
fusing an
an order
order to
to wind
pending receivership
receivership or to take the
up aa pending
wind up
fusing
directappropriate steps
steps to
to accomplish
the purposes
as directsuch as
thereof, such
purposes thereof,
accomplish the
appropriate
ing aasale
sale or
disposal of
thereunder, an
appeal AuthorityofSupreme
an appeal
held thereunder,
of property
property held
or other
other disposal
ing
Authority of Supreme
court.
may
taken from
from such
such interlocutory
interlocutory order or decree
decree to the circuit
circuit Court.
be taken
may be
Post, p. 938.
p. 8.
apply to
shall apply
court of
of appeals;
appeals; and
and sections
239 and
240 shall
to such
such cases Pot,
and 240
sections 239
court
Provisos.
Precedence given.
Provided, Precedence
in the
of appeals
as to
other cases
therein: Provided,
cases therein:
to other
appeals as
courts of
circuit courts
the circuit
in
be applied
That the
appeal to
circuit court
applied for
for
must be
appeals must
of appeals
court of
the circuit
to the
the appeal
That
within thirty
days from
such order or decree, and shall
of such
entry of
the entry
from the
thirty days
within
proceedings in other
take precedence
precedence in
the appellate
appellate court;
court; and
and the proceedings
other
in the
take
respects in
in the
the district
court shall
shall not
not be
pendency
during the pendency
stayed during
be stayed
district court
respects
of such
unless otherwise
otherwise ordered
the court,
or the
the appellate
di.
Additioa bond
appellate Additional
court, or
by the
ordered by
appeal unless
of
such appeal
bond discourt,
judge thereof:
district cretionary.
the district
That the
however, That
Provided, however,
thereof: Provid,ed,
or aa judge
court, or
additional bond as aacondition
court may,
may, in
condition
discretion, require an additional
in its
its discretion,
court
of the
the appeal."
appeal."
of
supreme
cot.
Supreme Court.
Writ of
error allowed
allowed
oferror
writ
suit in the highest from
S
EC. 237.
A final
final judgment
or decree
any suit
decree in any
judgment or
(a) A
237. (a)
SEC.
decision of State
ourt dnst
is court
in the suit could be had,
a decision
which a
State in
of aaState
court of
court
in which
decision in
had, where
where is
against validity
validity
of tty
treaty o
or statute
of
tatute of
drawn
in question
question the validity of a
atreaty
treaty or statute of the United
United of
drawn in
United States.
If
validity
States,
and the
its validity;
validity; or
where is
is drawn,
drawn, If validity of State
or where
is against
against its
decision is
the decision
States, and
statute drawn in quesit To
repdnt,
in question
question the
statute of
of any State, on the ground of tionntas
as repugnant
to
a statute
of a
the validity
validity of
in
etc.
its
Constitution, treaties,
treaties, or
the Constitution,
eta
constitution
of the
or laws
laws of
the Constitution,
to the
repugnant to
its being
being repugnant
Vol. 39,p.726,amendUnited
and the
is in favor of its validity, may be ed. aed.P
decision is
the decision
States, and
United States,
reviewed
by the
the Supreme
Court upon
upon a
writ
of error. The writ
a writ of
Supreme Court
reviewed by
shall have
same effect
if the
been
decree had been
or decree
judgment or
the judgment
as if
effect as
the same
have the
shall
Authority
of
Su"prAuthCr
Supreme preme
rendered or
or passed
passed in
of the
United States. The
The Supreme
Court. f st.
the United
court of
in a
a court
rendered
Court may
judgment or decree
decree of such
the judgment
affirm the
or affirm
modify, or
reverse, modify,
may reverse,
Court
State court,
discretion, award
remand
execution or remand
award execution
its discretion,
in its
may, in
and may,
court, and
State
the cause
to the
the court
court from
from which
which it
it was
was removed
the writ.
writ.
certiorari
removed by
by the
the
cause to
Certiorari to State
where validity of
"(b) It
shall be
be competent
Supreme Court,
by certiorari,
certiorari, court
ourtwhrevaditof
Court, by
the Supreme
for the
competent for
It shall
"(b)
United States treaty or
to
require that
there be
for review
review and
and determination,
determination, statute draw
drawn in quesit for
to it
be certified
certified to
that there
to require
tion.
with
the same
authority and
effect as
if brought tion.
as if
like effect
with like
and with
and authority
power and
same power
with the
a final judgment
up
writ of
cause wherein
wherein a
judgment or decree
decree
error, any cause
of error,
by writ
up by
has been
been rendered
rendered or
which
passed by the highest court of aaState in which
or passed
has
of state
could be
be had
where is
is drawn
drawn in
question the
validity of
the validity
in question
had where
aa decision
decision could
State law as rpgrepugnant to
the ConstituConstituto the
in ques- nant
is drawn
drawn in
or where
States; or
statute of
of the
the United
where is
United States;
or statute
treaty or
aatreaty
tion, etc.
tion the
the validity
validity of
of a
a statute
statute of
of any
on the ground of its tion etc
any State on
tion
Tile. etc.,
et., set up
being repugnant
to the
the Constitution,
treaties, or
or laws
laws of
of the United Title,
Constitution, treaties,
repugnant to
being
under United states
United States
States;
any title,
title, right,
privilege, or
or immunity
immunity is
is specially
specially undr
right, privilege,
or where
where any
States; or
authority.
set
or claimed
by either
either party
party under
Constitution, or any tty
the Constitution,
under the
claimed by
up or
set up
treaty
or statute
statute of,
of, or
commission held
exercised under,
held or authority exercised
or commission
treaty or
the
and the
review under this paragraph
paragraph
to review
power to
the power
States; and
United States;
the United
may
be exercised
as well
well where
where the
claim is
sustained as
as Use of writ
may be
exercised as
the Federal
Federal claim
is sustained
of error
i
not herebylimited
hereby limited.
not
where
it
is
denied.
Nothing
in
this
paragraph
shall
be
construed
be
construed
shall
paragraph
in
this
Nothing
is
denied.
where it
review on aawrit of error
to
or detract
detract from
from the
the right
right to
error in a
a
to a
a review
limit or
to limit
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case where
where such a
a right is conferred
conferred by the preceding paragraph;
paragraph;
nor shall the fact that a
a review on a
a writ of error might be
be obtained
obtained
preceding paragraph be an obstacle
under the preceding
obstacle to granting aa review
review
certiorari under this paragraph.
rit of e not on certiorari
paragraph.
Writ of error not
dismissed
if certiorari "(c)
dismissed if
"(c) If
If a
a writ of
error be
be improvidently
sought and
and allowed
allowed
of error
improvidently sought
proper mode of review,
propermodeofreview, under this section in aa case where the proper
mode of
invoking a
proper mode
of invoking
a
etc.
review is by aapetition for certiorari, this alone shall
shall not be a
a ground
for dismissal; but the papers whereon the
the writ
was allowed
allowed
writ of
of error
error was
shall be regarded
regarded and acted on as a
certiorari and
a petition for certiorari
and as
if duly presented to the Supreme Court at the time they were
prewere presented
to
the
court
or
judge
by
whom
the
writ
of
error
was
allowed:
Prorio.
sented to the court or judge by whom the writ of error was allowed:
Proviso.
Damages, etc.,
Damges,
etc., if no Provided,
Provided, That where in such aa case there appears to be no reasonreasonreasonable
reasonable ground for
for
O
ground for granting
granting a
it shall
shall be
be comcomcertiorari
d
able ground
certiorari.
a petition
petition for certiorari
certiorari it
petent for the Supreme
Supreme Court to adjudge
adjudge to the respondent
respondent
reasonable
reasonable damages for his delay, and single or double costs,
as
costs, as
R.
S., sec. 1010, p. 189. provided in section 1010 of the Revised
R.S.,sec.1010,p.189.
Statutes."
review of acDirect review
acL
revi
the
Cor of
*
tion oof district
distriect courts
outs
""SEC.
SEC. 238. A direct review by the Supreme Court
Court of
of an
an interin speciied
specified Acts
Acts limlim- locutory or final judgment
in
or
decree
of
a district court may be had
locutory
decree
a
ited.
where itit is
so provided
provided in
of Acts,
Acts, and
and
Vol.38,p.804,amendis so
in the
the following
following Acts
Acts or
or parts
parts of
Vol.
38, p.804, amend- where
ed.
not otherwise:
otherwise:
Expediting antitrust,
etc,
ntest
" "(1)
etc., csPd
cases.
(1) Section 2
Act of
1903, 'to
to expedite
expedite the
2 of
of the
the Act
of February
February 11,
11, 1903,
the
Vol. 32,.
32, p. 8.
823.
hearing
determination' of certain
hearing and
and determination'
certain suits brought by the United
States under the antitrust or interstate commerce laws and so forth.
decisions m
dvee decisions
Adverse
in States under the antitrust or interstate commerce laws, and so forth.
"(2)
of March
March 2,
providing for
laws,writs of error
criminl
criminal cases.
"(2) The
The Act
Act of
2, 1907,
1907, 'providing
for
error
VoL 34, p. 1246.
VoL34,p.126.
in certain instances in criminal cases'
cases' where
where the decision of
of the
district
adverse to
the United
trtngint
district court
court is
is adverse
to the
United States.
States.
Restrictinginterlocutory injunctions
tory
injunctions aaint
againt
"(3)
interlocutory injunctions
"(3) An Act restricting
restricting the issuance of interlocutory
injunctions
State laws, etc.
enforcement of
of the
statute of
State or
of an
an order
order
StVoelTs.
suspend the
the enforcement
the statute
of a
a State
or of
Vol. 37, p. 1013,
1013, to suspend
amended.
made
commission created
made by an administrative
administrative board or commission
by and
and
created by
acting
under
the
statute
of
a
State,
approved
March
4,
1913,
which
Requirement
for
acting
under
the
statute
of
a
State,
approved
March
4,
1913,
which
Requirement
presence of three Act is hereby amended
amended by
the end
end thereof,
The requireby adding
adding at the
thereof, 'The
requirejudges,
etc.
judgesetc.
ment respecting
respecting the presence of three judges shall also
al so apply
apply t
th e
too the
final hearing in such suit in the district court;
direct appeal
appeal
court; and
and aadirect
to the Supreme
Supreme Court may be taken from a
decree granting
a final decree
granting
denying a
permanent injunction
or denying
a permanent
injunction in such suit.'
udg
o or
Judgments, etc., on
nterstate Commerce "(4)
Interstate
"(4) So much of 'An Act making appropriations
appropriations to
supply
to supply
Cornmksion orders.
in appropriations
for the
fiscal year
CV.onl.
e urgent deficiencies in
appropriations for
the fiscal
year 1913,
1913, and
and
Vol. 38, p. 220.
for other purposes,'
purposes,' approved
approved October 22, 1913, as relates
relates to the
review of interlocutory
interlocutory and final judgments and decrees
decrees in suits
to enforce,
enforce, suspend, or set aside orders of the Interstate
Interstate Commerce
Commission
other than
than for
payment of
of money.
by
nt
Commission
other
for the
the payment
money.
Interstate
OrdersOCdes
by Interstate
NO
commerce
Commerce
Commiscommis"(5) Section 316 of
Act to
interstate and
of 'An
'An Act
to regulate
regulate interstate
and foreign
foreign
sion as to livestock,
livestock,
commerce in
in livestock,
livestock products,
dairy products,
products, poultry,
poultry,
poultry,. etc. livetoc commerce
live
livestocivestock
products, dairy
poultry,
Vol. 42, p.
p. 168.
poultry products, and eggs, and for other purposes'
purposes' approved
poultry
approved
August 15,
Questions
certified August
Questions
certified
15, 1921."
1921."
for
instructions
instructions by
""Szo.
SEC. 239. In
a circuit court
In any case, civil or criminal, in a
of
court of
courts of appeals.
cVoL.,o
Vol. 38, p. 1157,
1157, appeals, or in the Court of Appeals
Appeals of the District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, the
the
amended.
amended.
court at
court
at any
any time
time may certify
certify to the Supreme
Supreme Court of the United
United
States any
any questions
questions or
or propositions
of law
law concerning
States
propositions of
concerning which
which instrucinstrucAuthority of court.
tions are desired
desired for the proper decision of
of the
the cause; and
and thereupon
thereupon
the Supreme Court may either give binding instructions on the
certified or may require
questions and propositions certified
require that the entire
record in the cause be sent up for its
consideration, and thereupon
its consideration,
thereupon
shall decide the whole matter i
controversy in
inn controversy
in the
the same
same manner
manner as
as
if
it
had
been
brought
there
by
writ
of
error
or
appeal."
llowane
o
if
it
had
c
been
brought
there
by
writ
of
error
or
appeal."
Allowance
of certiorari to
to courts of
of ap
tiorari
apSr.o. 240.
(a) In
In any
civil or
or criminal,
criminal, in
in a
a circuit
circuit court
of
SEC.
240. (a)
any case,
case, civil
court of
peals on petition of
peas
petition
on
of appeals, or in the Court of Appeals
Appeals of the District of
Columbia, it
of Columbia,
it
either party.
Vol. 36,
1157, shall
Vol.
36, p. 1157
shall be competent
competent for the Supreme Court of the United States, upon
amended.
the petition of any party thereto, whether Government
other
Government or
or other
litigant, to require by certiorari,
before or
or after
after aa judgment
judgment
certiorari, either before
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or decree
decree by
by such
such lower
lower court,
court, that the
the cause
cause be
be certified
certified to the
the
Supreme Court
for determination
it with the same power and
by it
Supreme
Court for
determination by
authority, and
and with
with like effect, as if
if the cause had
had been
been brought
brought
there
or appeal.
appeal.
writ of
of error
error or
by unrestricted
unrestricted writ
there by
""(b)
(b) Any
case in
of appeals
where is
Any case
in aa circuit
circuit court
court of
appeals where
is drawn
drawn in
in

Writ ""7 error

e
peWt oerror
or:apof rr;Th;e
depeal
peal
allowed,
where
decision against
against validity
validity
cision

question
of any
any State,
on the
the ground
ground of
of its
its of State law as repugState, on
validity of
of a
a statute
statute of
question the
the validity
being
repugnant to
to the
the Constitution,
or laws
laws of
the United
United nant
o
l
l
f
agt ato
t
t
: United
6
4:ft:a
s rgala;
being repugnant
Constitution, treaties,
treaties, or
of the
states
etc.
States, and
the decision
its validity,
the election
at the
election Constitution,
Constitution, etc.
is against
against its
validity, may,
may, at
States,
and the
decision is
of the
relying on
on such
State statute,
statute, be
be taken
taken to
Supreme
to the
the Supreme
such State
of
the party
party relying
Court for
review on
writ of
error or
but in
in that
Limitation.
a Limitation.
or appeal;
appeal; but
that event
event a
Court
for review
on writ
of error
review on
on certiorari
shall not
not be
at the
the instance
such
instance of
of such
be allowed
allowed at
review
certiorari shall
party, and
the review
writ of
error or
or appeal
shall be
appeal shall
of error
on such
such writ
review on
and the
party,
Federal questions
questions
restricted to
to an
an examination
decision of
of the
the Federal
and decision
examination and
restricted
presented in
case.
presented
in the
the case.
No other
No
other review
review by
by
Court.
"(c) No
No judgment
judgment or
or decree
of a
a circuit
of appeals
appeals or
or of
of Supreme
supreme Court.
court of
decree of
circuit court
"(c)
the
Court of
of Columbia
Columbia shall
be subject
subject to
to
shall be
of Appeals
Appeals of
of the
the District
District of
the Court
review by
by the
Supreme Court
Court otherwise
provided in
in this
than as
as provided
otherwise than
the Supreme
review
section."
section."
Certiorari,
etc., al0
Sza 2.
2. That
of appeals
appeals under
under section
ra" et
asection 88of
of lowed.
circuit court
court of
SEO.
That cases
cases in
in aacircuit
Railway employees
Semployees
in arbitrations.
Rbsraway
"An
Act providing
for mediation,
conciliation, and
and arbitration
arbitration in
mediation, conciliation,
providing for
"An Act
Vol. 38,
38, p.
p. 107.
07.
ap- vol.
controversies between
certain employers
employers and
employees," apand their employees"
controversies
between certain
Trade Commission
a Federal
5 of "An
"An Act to create a
15, 1913;
1913; under
under section 5
Federal orders. 0
proved July
July 15,
Vol. 38, p. 720.
Trade Commission,
Commission to
to define
its powers
duties, and
38, p. 720.
and for
for other
other vol.
and duties,
powers and
define its
Trade
purposes"
26, 1914;
under section
section 11
11 of
of Clayton
Act enforcepurposes," approved
approved September
September 26,
1914; and
and under
Clayton Act enforceunlawful restraints ment.
laws against unlawful
supplement existing
existing laws
"An Act to
to supplement
Vol. 38, p. 73.5.
38, P 735.
October 15,
for other
and
monopolies, and
and for
other purposes,"
purposes," approved
approved October
15, 1914,
1914, vol
and monopolies,
are
among the
to which
239 and
and 240
240 of
of the
the
which sections
sections 239
the cases
cases to
are included
included among
Judicial Code
Code shall
apply.
Judicial
shall apply.
Court of Claims.
SEQ. 3.
That in
any case
in the
the Court
Court of
of Claims,
including May
ay certify
certify to
S
SEc.
3. (a)
(a) That
in any
case in
Claims, including
to Sit•
Court questions
questions
Judicial Code,
that court
the Judicial
those begun
180 of
of the
Code, that
court at
at any
any preme Court
begun under
under section
section 180
those
of law for instruction.
time may
may certify
and distinct
distinct of'w foristruction
certify to
to the
the Supreme
Supreme Court
Court any
any definite
definite and
time
questions of law
desired for
for the
the
questions
law concerning
concerning which
which instructions are desired
proper
disposition of
of the
the cause;
Supreme Court
Court
and thereupon the Supreme
cause; and
proper disposition
may give
give appropriate
appropriate instructions
instructions on
on the
the questions
questions certified
and
certified and
may
transmit the
the same
same to
Court of
its guidance
guidance in
in the
the
of Claims
Claims for
for its
transmit
to the
the Court
further
progress of
the cause.
cause.
further progress
of the
Certiorar by either
Certiorari by either
party of any cause
cense for
for
(b)
In any
any case
case in
the Court
of Claims,
Claims, including
includingthose
begun under
under party
those begun
in the
Court of
(b) In
review and determine.
a
it shall be competent
section 180 of
of the Judicial Code, it
section
competent for the trevewanddeterm
Urns.
Supreme
petition of
party, whether
whether Governof either
either party,
upon the
the petition
Supreme Court,
Court, upon
that the cause
cause, including
certiorari, that
including
to require, by
by certiorari,
ment or
or claimant, to
judgment or decree,
decree, but omitting the
and the
the judgment
the findings
findings of fact and
evidence, be
certified to it
it for review
determination with the
review and determination
be certified
evidence,
if the cause had
same power and authority, and with like effect,
effect, as if
been brought there by appeal.
appeal.
No other review of
(c) All
and decrees
of the
Court of
Claims shall
shall be
ther review of
juo
be judgments.
of Claims
the Court
decrees of
All judgments
judgments and
(c)
.
section,dg
the Supreme Court as provided
subject to
review by the
provided in this section,
subject
to review
and
and not
not otherwise.
otherwise.aims
Claims cases in disS
EC. 4.
4. That
in the
wherein they
they exercise
exercise trict courts
courts subject to
the district
district courts
courts wherein
That in
in cases
cases in
Sea.
like review as other
concurrent jurisdiction
the Court
Court of
of Claims
or adjudicate
claims judgments.
like review as other
adjudicate claims
Claims or
with the
jurisdiction with
concurrent
against
States the judgments shall be subject to review in
against the United States
the circuit
circuit courts
courts of
appeals like
like other
other judgments
judgments of the district Ante, p. 938.
of appeals
the
, p. 38.
courts; and sections
sections 239 and 240 of the Judicial Code shall apply to
such cases
in the
circuit courts
courts of
of appeals
as to
cases therein.
therein. District
of Columbia
to other
other cases
appeals as
such
cases in
the circuit
District of
Columbia
Court of
Appeals.
SEC. 5.
5. That
That the
Court of
of the
of Columbia
Columbia Court
ofAppeals.
the District
District of
Appeals of
the Court
of Appeals
SEC.
Jur
shall have
the same
appellate and
supervisory jurisdiction
jurisdiction over
over circuit
cJursdtion
of.
ppke
shall
have the
same appellate
and supervisory
circuit
cappeals.
.
tcourt
of' .e
court of
ofappeals.
proceedings,
controversies, and
cases in
District of
of
in the
the District
in bankruptcy
bankruptcy in
and cases
proceedings, controversies,
Columbia
that a
circuit court
court of
proceedings,
has over
over such
such proceedings,
of appeals
appeals has
a circuit
Columbia that
controversies,
cases within
within its
circuit, and
and shall
shall exercise
exercise that
that
its circuit,
and cases
controversies, and
jurisdiction in
in the
the same
manner as
of appeals
appeals is
is
court of
as aa circuit
circuit court
same manner
jurisdiction
required to
to exercise
required
exercise it.
it.
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SE.
a proceeding
S
EC. 6. (a)
(a) In a
proceeding in habeas
habeas corpus in a
a district court,
or
before a
a district
or a
judge, the
the final
final order
order shall
be
shall be
a circuit
circuit judge,
district judge
judge or
or before
subject to review, on appeal, by the circuit court of appeals
appeals of the
circuit wherein
wherein the
the proceeding
i
shad.
had. A
judge shall
have
proceeding is
A circuit
circuit judge
shall have
the same
same power
power to
to grant
grant writs of
of habeas corpus within his
his circuit
circuit
that a
a district
district judge
and the
order of
the
that
judge has
has within
within his
his district;
district; and
the order
of the
circuit judge shall be entered
entered in
in the
the records of
of the district court
court of
of
the district wherein the restraint complained
complained of is had.
By District of Co(b) In
proceeding in
in the
Supreme Court
Court of
of the
the District
District of
of
the Supreme
such aaproceeding
(b)
In such
Coly Distrit
lumbia
Court of Appeals.
Columbia,
or before
before a
ajustice
thereof, the
the final
order shall
shall be
be subject
peals.
Columbia, or
justice thereof,
final order
subject
to review,
review, on
on appeal,
appeal, by
by the
the Court
Court of
of Appeals
Appeals of
of that
that District.
Authority
of Su(c) Sections
the Judicial
Judicial Code
shall apply
apply to
to
(C)
Sections 239
239 and
and 240
240 of
of the
Code shall
prAemeoit
preme
Court. of S
Ante, p. 938.
courts of
of appeals
S3
habeas corpus
corpus cases
cases in
in the
the circuit
circuit courts
appeals and
and in
in the
the Court
Court
of Appeals of the District
District of
of Columbia as to
to other
other cases
cases therein.
Circuit courts of ap(d) The
The provisions
of sections
and 766
of the
Statutes,
766 of
the Revised
Revised Statutes,
pealsjurisdiction
sections 765
765 and
provisions of
(d)
Circuitcourtsonf in
co rt cases.
a se
t t e court
State
ta
and
provisions of an Act
restricting in
. 766,
entitled "An Act
and the provisions
Act entitled
Act restricting
in certain
certain
K. S.,
S., sees.
secs. 765,
765,
R.
766,
p. 144.
144.
p.
cases the right of appeal
habeas corpus
corpus
appeal to the
the Supreme Court
Court in habeas
Vol.
35, 1
340 .
vol.3,
p.40.
proceedings, approved
proceedings,"
approved March
March 10, 1908, shall apply to appellate
proceedings
proceedings under this
this section
section as they heretofore
heretofore have applied to
to
direct appeals to the Supreme Court.
Court
Philippine Islands.
SEC. 7.
7. That
That in
in any
case in
Philippine
Court of
of the
the Philippine
the Supreme
Supreme Court
any case
in the
SEC.
PhcaSppinerands.
Cases
where certiorari
rar from
from Supreme
Supreme Islands wherein the Constitution
Constitution,
any statute or treaty of the
or
Court allowed.
Courtallowed
United States is involved, or wherein the value in controversy
controversy exceeds
United
exceeds
$25,000, or
the title
title or
or possession
possession of
of real
real estate
estate exceeding
exceeding
$25,000,
or wherein
wherein the
Vol. 36, p. 1158.
in value
sum of
of $25,000
$25,000 is
is involved
or brought
in question,
question, it
ol.3,p.15.
in
value the
the sum
involved or
brought in
it
competent for
Supreme Court
shall be competent
for the Supreme
Court of
of the
the United
United States, upon
the petition
petition of
party aggrieved
the final
judgment or
decree;
the
of aa party
aggrieved by
by the
final judgment
or decree,
to require,
require, by
by certiorari,
certiorari, that
that the
the cause
cause be
be certified
certified to
to it for
for review
review
and
with the
the same
power and
with like
and determination
determination with
same power
and authority,
authority, and
and with
like
effect, as if the cause had been brought before it on writ of error or
No other
other appte
No
appellate effect, as if the cause had been brought before it on writ of error or
review allowed.
review
appeal; and, except as provided in this section, the
the judgments
and
appeal;
judgments and
decreco
decrees of the Supreme Court of the Philippine Islands shall
shall not be
subject
to appellate
appellate review.
subject to
review.
Time limit for bringSEC. 8.
8. (a)
(a) That
That no
writ of
error, appeal,
appeal, or
writ of
certiorari,
or writ
of certiorari,
of error,
ing
no writ
i judgments
Jdgments to
to Su- SEC.
preme
for rere- intended to bring any judgment or decree
Court for
preme Court
decree before the Supreme Court
view.
for
entertained unless
for review shall be allowed
allowed or
or entertained
unless application
application therefor
therefor
be
within three
after the
be duly
duly made
made within
three months
months after
the entry
entry of
of such
such judgment
judgment
or
decree, excepting
certiorari to
to the
Court of
or decree,
excepting that
that writs
writs of
of certiorari
the Supreme
Supreme Court
of
the Philippine
Philippine Islands
Islands may
may be
be granted
where
application
therefor
is
the
granted
where
application
therefor
is
Proviso.
made within
within six
That for
for good
good cause
cause shown
six months:
months: Provided,
Provided, That
shown
ension for cause.
ause. made
Extension
either
for a
a writ
writ of
of certiorari
certiorari may
either of
of such periods for
for applying
applying for
may be
be
extended not
not exceeding
the Supreme
Supreme Court.
extended
exceeding sixty
sixty days
days by
by a
a justice
justice of
of the
Court.
Certiorari
allowed
(b) Where
Where an
application for
prior to hearing
hearing in
(b)
an application
for aa writ
writ of certiorari
certiorari is
is made
made with
courts of
of appeals.
courts
ppeas
the purpose
purpose of securing a
aremoval of the case to the Supreme Court
from
the
from aa circuit court of appeals or
or the Court
Court of
of Appeals of
of the
District
Columbia before the court wherein
same is
pending
District of
of Columbia
wherein the
the same
is pending
has
application may
may be
any
has given
given a
a judgment
judgment or decree
decree the
the application
be made
made at
at any
time prior to the hearing and submission in that court.
Time limit
lt
to appy
Time
to
apply time prior to the hearing and submission in that court.
for review by circuit
(c)
(c) No writ
writ of error
error or appeal
appeal intended
intended to
to bring any
any judgment
judgment
ourts of appeals.
ourts of appeals.
decree before a
a circuit court of appeals for review shall be
or decree
application therefor
therefor be duly made
allowed unless application
made within
within three
months
the
entry
of
judgment
or
months
after
the
entry
of
such
judgment
or
decree.
Judgments may be
(d) In
In any
any case
case in
in which
which the
judgment or
or decree
decree of
any
styed in cases
cessbje
(d)
the final
final judgment
of any
stayed
subject
to certiorari
certiorari from
from SuSu- court is subject to review by the Supreme Court on writ of certiorari
to
certiorar,
preme Court.
preme Court.
the execution and enforcement
enforcement of such judgment or decree
decree may be
stayed for a
a reasonable
reasonable time to enable the party aggrieved to
to apply
apply
for and
of certiorari
the Supreme
Court.
Supreme Court.
certiorari from
from the
to obtain
obtain a
a writ
writ of
be given,
given for
and to
urety to
Surety
to be
etc.
The stay may be granted by a
a judge of the court rendering the
judgment or decree or by a
a justice
Supreme Court, and
justice of the Supreme
and may
be conditioned on the giving of good and sufficient security, to be
Habeas
corpus.
Habeas corpus.
Circuit courts of apCpeals
peals
to review final
orders
for.
orders for.

review
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approved
judge or
or justice,
aggrieved party
fails
party fails
the aggrieved
that if
if the
justice, that
by such
such judge
approved by
to
for such
within the
therefor,
allotted therefor,
the period
period allotted
writ within
such writ
application for
to make
make application
or fails
fails to
to obtain
obtain an order granting his application, or fails to;
or
make
good in
in the
shall answer
answer for all
he shall
Court, he
the Supreme
Supreme Court,
plea good
his plea
make his
damages
and costs
costs which
sustain by
by reason
of
reason of
may sustain
party may
other party
which the
the other
damages and
the
stay.
the stay.
Ascertainment
of
S
EC. 9. That
where the
power to
to review,
review, whether
whether in
of
Ascertainment
in value
the power
case where
in any
any case
That in
SEC.
not disclosed
record, if
jurisdicifurisdic,uponreord,
the
circuit courts
courts of
of appeals
appeals or
in the
Court, depends
depends upon
upon upon
the Supreme
Supreme Court,
or iri
the circuit
tion
depends
on
the
amount or
or value
such amount
amount or
value, if
if not
thereof.
amountthereof.
not amount
or value,
in controversy,
controversy, such
value in
the amount
otherwise
upon the
the record,
be shown
shown
may be
record, may
disclosed upon
satisfactorily disclosed
otherwise satisfactorily
and
the oath
oath of
of a
party to the cause or by other
other
a party
by the
and ascertained
ascertained by
Appellate courts.
competent
evidence.
competent evidence.
No case
dismissed,
case dismssed,
No
a judgment
That no court having
SEC.
S
EC. 10.
10. That
having power to review a
judgment or solely
for mistake of
decree
of another
another shall
shall dismiss
dismiss a
writ of
of error
because an procedure.
procedure.
solely because
error solely
a writ
decree of
Vol. 39, p. 727.
solely because
appeal should
should have
have been
taken or
dismiss an
appeal solely
because Vol 39, P 727.
an appeal
or dismiss
been taken,
appeal
error should
sued out;
out; but where such error
been sued
have been
should have
of error
aa writ
writ of
occurs
the same
same shall
shall be
be disregarded
court shall
as
proceed as
shall proceed
and the
the court
disregarded and
occurs the
if
review were
invoked.
were properly
properly invoked.
Action if Federal,
if in
in that
that regard
regard its
its power
power to
to review
officer dies while
SEC. 11.
(a) That
That where,
where, during
during the
the pendency
an action,
action suit,
suit, etc.,
etc,
officer dies while
of an
pendency of
11. (a)
SEC.
suit pending.
or
other proceeding
proceeding brought
against an
an officer
officer ot
ot the
the United
United it pe
g.
or against
by or
brought by
or other
a
the Canal
Canal Zone, or of a
States, or
or the
of Columbia,
Columbia, or
District of
of the
the District
or of
States,
a
States, or of a
Territory or
an insular
insular possession
United States,
possession of the United
or an
Territory
agency of such Territory or
county,
or other
other governmental
governmental agency
city, or
county, city,
insular
relating to
to the
the present
discharge
present or future discharge
and relating
possession, and
insular possession,
continued,
to Cause
Cause continued,
ceases to
of his
his official
official duties,
duties, such
dies, resigns,
resigns, or
or otherwise
otherwise ceases
officer dies,
such officer
of
and successor substihold
such office,
it shall
for the
the court
court wherein
wherein the
the tuted
^ifif suebtantSbneed
be competent
competent for
shall be
office, it
hold such
subtantial need
therefor.
action, suit,
is pending,
pending, whether
whether the court be
be one of therefor.
proceeding is
suit, or
or proceeding
action,
appellate tribunal, to permit the cause to be
instance or
or an appellate
first instance
continued and
maintained by
against the successor in office of
by or
or against
and maintained
continued
such officer,
officer, if
six months
months after
his death
separation from
or separation
death or
after his
within six
if within
such
court that there is aa
the office
it be
to the court
be satisfactorily
satisfactorily shown to
office it
the
substantial need
for so
so continuing
cause and
maintaining the cause
and maintaining
continuing and
need for
substantial
obtaining an
an adjudication
of the
the questions
obtaining
adjudication of
questions involved.
involved.imilr
action as
as to
Similar action
to
to
tate, etc., oicer.
°Meer.
an action, State,
where an
and taken
taken where
be had
had and
proceedings may
(b) Similar
may be
(b)
Similar proceedings
suit, or
brought by
or against
against an
an officer
of a
a State,
State, or
officer of
by or
or proceeding
proceeding brought
suit,
governmental agency of aaState, is pending
of
county, city,
other governmental
city, or
or other
of aacounty,
in
of the
United States
States at
at the
the time
or
death or
officer's death
of the
the officer's
time of
the United
court of
in a
a court
separation
separation from
from the
the office.
office.
Notice of
propoed
Notice
of proposed
to
be
be
substitution to
(c)
Before a
a substitution
under this
this section
made the party substitution
section is made,
substitution under
(c) Before
given.
or
to be
unless expressly
consenting thereto,
thereto, must
be ve""
must be
expressly consenting
be affected,
affected, unless
or officer
officer to
given
reasonable notice of the application
accorded
application therefor and accorded
given reasonable
an
to present
present any
any objection
objection which
which he
he may
may have.
Federal
inrporahave.
an opportunity
opportunity to
Federal
incorporanot aground for actionnotagroundforacof any
any tion
S
EC. 12.
no district
district court
jurisdiction of
have jurisdiction
shall have
court shall
That no
12. That
SEC.
tion in district courts.
action
or suit
corporation upon
upon the
that tion
in distrct courts.
ground that
the ground
any corporation
or against
against any
suit by
by or
action or
Proviso.
it
or under
under an
Act of
of Congress:
Except it
if GovernoovernThat Exept
Provided, That
Congress: Provided,
an Act
by or
was incorporated
incorporated by
it was
ment principal owner
er
this
shall not
not apply
to any
brought ofe.nt
or proceeding
proceeding brought
action, or
any suit,
suit, action,
apply to
stock.pripal own
this section
section shall
by
incorporated by
of
an Act
Act of
or under
under an
by or
corporation incorporated
or against
against aa corporation
by or
Congress wherein
the Government
Government of the
the United States is the owner
wherein the
Congress
Laws repealed.
stock.
of its
its capital
capital stock.
of more
than one-half
one-half of
of
more than
S
EC. 13.
13. That
the following
following statutes
of statutes
statutes be,
and
be, and
parts of
and parts
statutes and
That the
SEC.
Judicial
udicial Code secthey
are, repealed:
repealed:
they are,
tions.
Sections
130, 131,
131, 133,
133, 134,
182, 236,
236, 241
242, 243,
244, 245,
245, tions.
243, 244,
241,: 242,
134, 181,
181, 182,
Sections 130,
Appellate
jurisdicjurisdicAppellate
the Judicial
Judicial Code.
246,
250, 251,
and 252
Code.
252 of
of the
251, and
248, 249,
249, 250,
246, 247,
247, 248,
Sections
and 55of
amend an
Act entitled
Act ti
peals
court
tin,
'An Act
entitled 'An
an Act
Act to
to amend
:ipco
rurt
em eomf
o
jo a
np
rE
eals
of "An
"An Act
4,: and
2, 4
Sections 2,
t
Vol. 38, pp. 803, 804.
3,so4.
to
codify, revise
the laws
relating to
to the
the judiciary,'
judiciary,' vo.3S,pp.sc
laws relating
amend the
and amend
revise,' and
to codify,
approved March
March 3.
3, 1911,"
approved January
28, 1915.
rt of
of error
error to
1915.
1911," approved
January 28,
approved
Writs
to Su-preme Court.
Sections 2.
2, 3,
5, and
to amend
the Judicial
Code, prit
S
ourto
Judicial Code,
amend the
Act to
"An Act
of "An
4, 5,
and 66 of
3, 4,
Sections
Vol. 39, p. 726.
to fix
fix the
the time
the annual
annual term
term of
of the
Supreme Court
Court shall
shall Vo. 39,p. 726.
the Supreme
when the
time when
to
commence ' and
and further
further to
to define
define the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of that court,"
commence,
approved September
September 6, 1916.
1916.
approved

942
942
Judgments of Phil-

PhilJudgments
of Court.
ippine
Supreme
ippne
Court.
Vol.
39, p. 555.
ol.39,
55.
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Section
the purpose
purpose of
of the
of the
the
the people
people of
to declare
declare the
27 of
of "An
"An Act
Act to
Section 27

United States as to the future political status of the people of the
government
Philippine Islands,
Islands, and to provide
provide aa more
more autonomous
autonomous government

for those
those islands,"
islands," approved
approved August
August 29,
29, 1916.
1916.
Review by Supreme for
So much
of sections
and 10
of "An
to provide
the
for the
Act to
provide for
9, and
10 of
"An Act
sections 4,
4, 9,
So
much of
Cout
n of itstegaist
bringing of suits against the Government
Government of the United
United States,"
approved March 3, 1887, as provides for aa review by the Supreme
Court on
writ of
of error
cases therein
Court
on writ
error or
or appeal
appeal in
in the
the cases
therein named.
named.
Direct appeal in haSo much
of "An
restricting in
in certain
certain cases
cases the
the right
right of
of appeal
appeal
So
much of
"An Act
Act restricting
bea corpus.
t4puspel in habeas
Vol.
35, p. 40.
Vol. 35,p.
4.
approved
to the Supreme
Supreme Court in habeas
habeas corpus proceedings,"
proceedings," approved
March
as permits
direct appeal
appeal to
the Supreme
Supreme Court.
Court.
March 10,
10, 1908,
1908, as
permits a
a direct
to the
Review
bankSo much
much of sections 24 and 25 of the Bankruptcy Act of July 1,
Revicses.of hnkruptcy30, p..553.
ol. 30, p. 553.
1898, as regulates the mode of review
review by the Supreme Court in the
proceedings, controversies, and cases
therein named.
cases therein
named.
Porto
Rico
courts.
Porto
Riocourt.
So
much
So
much
of
"An
Act
to
provide
a
civil
government
for
of
"An
Act
to
provide
a
civil
government
for Porto
Porto
Vol. 39, p. 966.
ol. ,
Rico, and for other purposes,
a
Rico
purposes," approved March 2, 1917, as permits a
direct review by the
the Supreme
Supreme Court
Court of cases in
in the
the courts in Porto
Porto
Rico.
Rico.
Hawaii courts.
the Act
Act of
So
2f the
as amended
amended by
by the
Act, as
Organic Act,
the Hawaiian
Hawaiian Organic
So much
much qf
Hlwa
cours.
Vol. 42, p. 120.
July 9,
9, 1921,
permits a
a direct
review by
by the
the Supreme
Court of
p.
July
1921, as
as permits
direct review
Supreme Court
of
cases in
in Hawaii.
Hawaii.
cases
in the
the courts
courts in
Canal Zone
district
e d s tr
So
of section
section 9
the Act
Act of
courts.
to
of August
August 24,
24, 1912,
1912, relating
relating to
So much
much of
9 of
of the
oaa
Zon
Vol.
37, p.
Vol. 37,
p 566.
566.
the government of the Canal Zone as designates the cases in which,
and
the courts
courts by
by which,
the judgments
judgments and
of the
and the
which, the
and decrees
decrees of
the district
district
court of
the Canal
Zone may
may be
be reviewed.
kruty
ap
.
court
of
the
Canal
Zone
reviewed.
Bankruptcy appeals.
R. S.,
763, *764,
Sections 763 and
and 764
764 of the Revised Statutes.
S., secs.
sews. 7^3,7,
p.
143.
p.,43.
Revised
An Act entitled "An Act amending section 764 of the Revised
Vol. 23, p. 437.
Vo.
Statutes," approved
3, 1885.
approved March
March 3,
1885.
Actions against FedAn Act entitled "An Act to prevent the abatement of certain
certain
eral
officers.
eral officers.
actions,"
approved February
February 8,
1899.
vol. 30,
actions," approved
30, p. 822.
822.
Vol.
8, 1899.
Contracts repugnant
An
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
to amend
amend section
section 237
237 of
of the
the Judicial
Judicial
to the Constitution.
Consteutgat
An Act
Vol.
42, p.
ol. 42,
p. 366.
36.
Code,"
Code," approved February
February 17,
17, 1922.
Transfers of appeals
An Act
Act entitled
to amend
Judicial Code
Code in
in reference
reference
andrtes
An
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
amend the
the Judicial
and
writs
error.
and
writsofofoferrorp
apperrl
Vol. 42, p. 837.
to
appeals
and
writs
of
error"
approved
September
14,
1922.
Vl.42
.nco.
to
appeals
and
writs
of
error,"
approved
September
14,
1922.
All other inconsistActs, etc.
ent Acts,
A
All other
other Acts and parts of
of Acts
Acts in so
so far
far as
as they are embraced
embraced
superseded by
or are
within and superseded
by this
this Act
Act or
are inconsistent
inconsistent therewith.
therewith.
Effective
three
Effective in
in three
SEC.
its
S
EC. 14. That this Act shall take effect three months after its
months.
months.
Pending cases in Su- approval; but it shall
not
affect
cases
in
Supreme
shall
not
affect
cases
then
pending
in
the
Supreme
preme Court,
Court, etc.,
not
etc.,
preme
Court, nor
nor shall
shall it
it affect
the right
to a
the mode
amffcted.
et c o Court,
affect the
right to
a review,
review, or
or the
affected.
mode or
or time
time
for exercising
exercising the same, as respects any judgment or decree
decree entered
entered
prior to the date when it takes
takes effect.
Approved,
February 13 1925.
Approved, February
1925.
Review by Supreme
Court of suits against
the United States.
Vol. 24,
pp. 506, 507.
vol.
24,pp.506,507.

February
February 13,
13. 1925.
1925.
[H.
(H. R.
R. 8550.1
8550.)
[Public,
No.
416.1
[Public, No. 416.1

230.-An Act To authorize
a commission
select
CHAP. 230.—An
authorize the appointment
appointment of a
commission to select
such of the Patent Office models for retention
retention as are
are deemed
value and
and
deemed to
to be
be of
of value
historical interest
interest and to dispose of said models, and for other purposes.
purposes.

lie
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
Be itit enacted
enacted by
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
PatentOfficemodels.
States of
of America
America in
assembled, That
That aa commisceated United
United States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
commisto select or retention. sion to consist of the Commissioner of Patents and the Secretary
Secretary
patent
of the Smithsonian Institution, or their representatives,
representatives, and aapatent
attorney duly registered as such in the Patent Office, the latter to
be designated by the Commissioner
Commissioner of Patents, with the approval
approval
of
of the Secretary of the Interior, is hereby created to
to select such of
models and exhibition exhibits as may be deemed
deemed
the Patent Office models
O- to be of value
value and of
of historical
interest, and
and thereafter
Placed in Patent Ofhistorical interest,
or
thereafter store
store or
flece
National MuMiuflee or National
seum.
place the same on exhibition in the Patent Office or the National
seum,
National
Disposal
of remain- Museum,
Museum, and
and cause
of the
the said
said models
models and
cause the
the remainder
remainder of
and exhibits
exhibits
r
de
to be disposed of by public auction, gift to Federal, State, or private
der..
to
Patent Office models.

Commission created
to select, for retention.
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museums or
or returned
Governwithout expense to the Governreturned without
institutions, or
or institutions,
museums
ment
to the
the original
original depositors
depositors or their
representatives, where detheir representatives,
ment to
manded
in writing
writing by
by them,
destroyed, as
as the commission
commission may
or destroyed,
them, or
manded in
determine.
determine.
E
m e
rz a
,e
utc
h
.
orized
to pay necessaryforfor handling, etc.
is authorized
The Commissioner
of Patents
authorized to
Patents is
Commissioner of
The
p. 1330.
1330.
Pot, p.
drayage
other expenses
incident to
handling and removing
removing Post,
to handling
expenses incident
all other
and all
drayage and
diem employees
the
models and
and exhibits
exhibits and
and to
to employ
employees in
per diem
employ per
said models
the said
such numbers
numbers and
such times
times as
may determine,
determine, and pay each
each
he may
as he
at such
and at
such
of
said employees
at a
arate
rate of
compensation not
to exceed
per
exceed $5 per
not to
of compensation
employees at
the said
of the
day, such
such employees
employees to
be engaged
upon the
work of uncrating,
the work
engaged upon
to be
day,
removing, crating,
crating, storing,
listing, sorting,
and otherwise handling
sorting, and
storing, listing,
removing,
Amount authorized
exhibits.
said
models and
Amount
authorized
and exhibits.
said models
In
to carry
carry out
the purposes
of this
this Act
Act the
sum of
of $10,000
$10,000 for
expences.
forexpenses.
the sum
purposes of
out the
order to
In order
the
is hereby
appropriated out of any moneys in the
be appropriated
to be
authorized to
hereby authorized
is
Approval
Treasury; not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated:
appropriated: Provided,
Provided, That
all actions
rf.ofisov al of Secreactions ,:pr
That all
Treasury,
Interior.
and
expenditures
herein
authorized
shall
be
subject
to
the
approval
tory of Interior.
tary
approval
the
to
subject
be
shall
authorized
herein
and expenditures
of
Secretary of the Interior.
of the Secretary
Report to Congress.
commission Rport to Congress.
A
to Congress
action of
of the
the commission
the action
of the
Congress of
made to
be made
shall be
report shall
A report
hereunder.
hereunder.
Approved, February
February 13, 1925.
Approved,
February 13, 1925.
February
[H. R. 11367.]
11367.1
417.]
[Public, No. 417.]
[Public,

CHAP. 231.-An
231.—An Act
Granting the consent of Congress to the county of
Act Granting
CHAP.
Allegheny in
Pennsylvania, to construct,
construct, maintain,
maintain, and
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania,
in the Commonwealth
Allegheny
operate a
the Monongahela
near its junction with the
Monongahela River at or near
across the
bridge across
a bridge
operate
Allegheny River
in the
the city
Pittsburgh, in the county
county of Allegheny,
Allegheny, in the
of Pittsburgh,
city of
River in
Allegheny
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.
Pennsylvania.
Commonwealth

Representatives of the
Be it
enacted by
by the
House of Representatives
the Senate and House
it enacted
Be

m
River.
Monongahela
o
e
n
gc
i
m ah
y el aR
Coun
,River.
ity,

County,
Allegheny
Congress assembled,
United States
of America
in Congress
assembled, That
at the consent
consent Ltay
All
America in
States of
United
bridge. Pittsmay bridge,
Pa.,
Comthe
in
Allegheny
burgh.
to
of
Congress
is
hereby
granted
the
county
of
Allegheny
Corn
of Congress is hereby
monwealth
Pennsylvania, and
and its
its successors
and assigns, to consuccessors and
of Pennsylvania,
monwealth of
approaches thereto,
struct,
maintain,
and
operate
a
bridge,
approaches
with
bridge,
a
operate
and
struct, maintain,
across the
interests of
point suitable to the interests
a point
at a
River at
Monongahela River
the Monongahela
across
in the
River,
navigation,
at
or
near
its
junction
with
the
Allegheny
Allegheny
the
with
junction
its
navigation, at or near
city of
of Pittsburgh,
Pittsburgh, in
county of
Commonwealth Construction.
Allegheny, in the Commonwealth
of Allegheny,
the county
in the
city
Construction.
34, p. 84.
of
in accordance
accordance with
the provisions
provisions of the Act en- Vol. 34,
with the
Pennsylvania, in
of Pennsylvania,
titled "An
"An Act
Act to
to regulate
the construction
construction of bridges over navigable
regulate the
titled
waters," approved
approved March
1906.
23, 1906.
March 23,
waters,"
Amendment.
Amendment.
SEC. 2.
2. That
the right
alter, amend,
repeal this Act is hereby
hereby
amend, or repeal
to alter,
right to
That the
SEC.
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved, February
February 13, 1925.
Approved,
February 13, 1925.

[S. J. Res. 174.)
. Res 174.
Is
[Pub. Res. No. 50.]
[Pub. Res. No. 50.1

CHAP. 232.—Joint
Authorizing the
of permits
permits to
to the
the
granting of
the granting
Resolution Authorizing
232.-Joint Resolution
CHAP.

Committee on
Inaugural Ceremonies
Ceremonies on the
inauguration of the
occasion of the inauguration
the occasion
on Inaugural
Committee
President elect
elect in March,
March, 1925, and so forth.
President

Resolved
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
House of
the Senate
by the
Resolved by
District of Columbia.
United States
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the Secretary
Secretary DistritofColumbia.
That the
America in
States of
United
Inauguration of the
naugSation of the
restrictions President.
under such restrictions
of War
War is
is hereby
hereby authorized
permits, under
grant permits,
to grant
authorized to
of
Use
of
reservations,
of reservations,
Use
Ceremonies
Inaugural
on
as
he
may
deem
necessary,
to
the
Committee
on
Inaugural
Ceremonies
Committee
the
as he may deem necessary, to
tc., authorized.
authozed.
in the city of etc.,
spaces in
public spaces
for the
the use
use of
of any
any reservations
reservations or
other public
or other
for
ro,.
Washington
control on
on the
occasion of
inauguration of Provisos.
of the inauguration
the occasion
his control
under his
Washington under
Condition.
the
President elect
March, 1925:
1925: Provided,
Provided, That in his opinion no Condition.
in March,
elect in
the.President
serious or
or permanent
permanent injuries
will be
be thercby
inflicted upon
such Streets, avenues, etc.,
upon such
thereby inflicted
injuries will
serious
reservations or
or public
public spaces
or statuary
and the
the CommisCommis- Street aene etc.
thereon; and
statuary thereon;
spaces or
reservations
sioners of
the District
of Columbia
Columbia may
may designate
designate for such and other
other
District of
of the
sioners
purposes
on the
occasion aforesaid
sidewalk
and sidewalk
avenues, and
streets, avenues,
such streets,
aforesaid such
the occasion
purposes on
m
city of
Washington under
under their
deem
control as they may deem
their control
of Washington
said city
in said
e

458Z2°
25t
45822 °-25t--
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Supervision
of stands,
Supervisio
nofstands,
etc.

proper and necessary: Provided
Provided however, That all
stands or
all stands
or
platforms
may be erected
platforms that may
on the
the public
aforesaid,
erected on
public spaces
spaces aforesaid,
including
as may
including such as
erected in
in connection
the display
display
may be
be erected
connection with
with the
of fireworks, shall be under the supervision
supervision of
of the
said inaugural
the said
inaugural
committee
committee and in accordance
accordance with the
designs to
the plans and
and designs
to be
be
approved
approved by the Engineer
Engineer Commissioner
Commissioner of
the District
District of
of the
of Columbia,
Columbia,
the officer in charge
and the
the
charge of
of public buildings
buildings and
and grounds,
grounds, and
Removal of
of strucstrc- Architect of the United
United States Capitol: And provided
provided further,
That
further, That
tures, etc.
etc.
the reservations
reservations or public
spaces occupied
occupied by
by the
the stands
stands or
or other
public spaces
other
structures
inauguration be
restored to
their
structures shall
shall after
after the
the inauguration
be promptly
promptly restored
to their
condition before such occupation,
occupation, and that
that the
the inaugural
inaugural committee
committee
shall indemnify
shall
indemnify the
War Department
Department for
for any
any damage
any kind
kind
the War
damage of
of any
whatsoever upon
upon such
reservations or
spaces by
reason
of
such
use.
whatsoever
such
reservations
or
spaces
by
reason
of
such
use.
Overhead wires may
SEC. 2.
of Columbia
are hereby
iumin SEC.
be used for illumina2. The
The Commissioners
Commissioners of
of the
the District
District of
Columbia
are
hereby
tion.
tion.
authorized
authorized to permit
committee on
the inaugural
permit the committee
on illumination
illumination of
of the
inaugural
committee
for said
said inaugural
inaugural ceremonies
stretch suitable
committee for
ceremonies to
to stretch
suitable overhead
overhead
with sufficient
sufficient supports
supports wherever
wherever necessary,
necessary, for
conductors, with
for the
the
purpose of connecting
connecting with the
the present
of light
light for
for the
present supply
supply of
the
Provisos.
Provisos.
Supervision
of work.
Supervisio
n of
ork. purpose of effecting
Provided,That
effecting the said illumination: Provided,
if it
shall
That if
it shall
be necessary
necessary to erect
erect wires
illuminating or
or other
wires for
for illuminating
other purposes
purposes over
over
any park
or reservation
reservation in
the District
of Columbia
Columbia the
the work
work of
any
park or
in the
District of
of
erection and removal of said wires
wires shall be
under the
the supervision
supervision
be under
of the
official in
in charge
of said
park or
reservation: Provided
Provided further,
further,
Time limit
limiit for use,
se, of
the official
charge of
said park
or reservation:
etc.
That the said conductors
not be
be used
for conveying
electrical
conductors shall
shall not
used for
conveying electrical
currents
1925, and
currents after
after March
March 8, 1925,
with their
their supports,
be
and shall, with
supports, be
fully and entirely
streets and
entirely removed
removed from
from the
the streets
and avenues
avenues of
of the
the said
said
city of
or before
before March
March 15,
And provided
provided
a city
of Washington
Washington on
on or
15, 1925:
1925: And
Safety prea
precautions.
Safety
further,That
further,
removing of
of the
said wires
be
That the
the stretching
stretching and
and removing
the said
wires shall
shall be
the supervision
supervision of
Commissioners of
the District
of
under the
of the
the Commissioners
of the
District of
Columbia, who
provisions of
resolution are
are
Columbia,
who shall
shall see
see that
that the
the provisions
of this
this resolution
enforced,
that all needful
enforced, that
needful precautions
precautions are
taken for
for the
the protection
protection of
are taken
of
the public, and that the pavement
pavement of any street, avenue,
avenue, or
or alley
alley
disturbed
replaced in as good condition
disturbed is replaced
condition as
before entering
entering upon
upon the
as before
the
No expense
expensr to United
authorized: And
And provided
That no
no expense
expense or
or
herein authorized:
provided further,
further, That
States or District.
Dis ttrni ted work herein
damage
damage on account
account of or due to the
or removal
the stretching,
stretching, operation,
operation, or
removal
of the said temporary
temporary overhead
conductors shall
by the
overhead conductors
shall be
be incurred
incurred by
the
United States or the District of Columbia.
ags etc.,
Loans of flags,
etc., United States or the District of Columbia.
for decorations.
decoratio s.
'
SEC.
S
EC. 3. The Secretary
Secretary of
of War
War and
and the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Navy
Navy be,
be,
and
they are
are hereby,
loan to
to the
on
and they
hereby, authorized
authorized to
to loan
the Committee
Committee on
Inaugural Ceremonies
ensigns, flags,
flags, and
signal numbers,
and
Ceremonies such
such ensigns,
and signal
numbers, and
so forth, belonging
belonging to
to the
the Government
Government of
the United
States (except
(except
of the
United States
battle flags) that are not now in use and may
may be
be suitable
suitable and
and proper
proper
their judgment,
for decoration, and which may, in their
be spared
spared without
judgment, be
without
detriment to the public service, such flags to be
be used
used in
in connection
connection
with said ceremonies
ceremonies by said
committee under
such regulations
and
said committee
under such
regulations and
prescribed by the said Secretaries,
Secretaries, or
restrictions as may be prescribed
or either
either
of them,
them, in decorating
decorating the fronts
fronts of
of public
public buildings
buildings and
and other
other
places
on
the
march
between
the
Capitol
and
the
Executive
line
of
march
between
the
Capitol
and
the
Executive
Prorisos.
Prorisos.
Time
Time limit.
limit
interior of
Mansion and the interior
the reception
hall: Provided,
Provided, That
the loan
of the
reception hall:
That the
loan
of the said ensigns,
signal numbers,
and so
forth, to
to said
said comcomensigns, flags,
flags, signal
numbers, and
so forth,
mittee shall not
place prior
prior to
the 24th
24th day
of February,
February, and
they
not take
take place
to the
dav of
and they
shall
be
returned
by
the
10th
day
of
March,
1925:
Provided
further,
for
damshall
be
returned
by
the
10th
day
of
March,
1925:
Provided
further,
Indemnity for damIndemnity
age, etc.
age,
etc.
That the said committee shall indemnify the
said departments,
or
the said
departments, or
either
either of them, for any loss or damage to
flags not
not necessarily
to such flags
necessarily
Loan of
tents, etc.
Loan
of te
nts, etc.

incident
incident to such use. That the Secretary
Secretary of War
authorWar is hereby
hereby author-

ized to
to loan
inaugural committee
committee for
the purpose
caring
ized
loan .to
to the
the inaugural
for the
purpose of
of caring
for the
sick, injured,
and infirm
infirm on
on the
occasion of
of said
for
the sick,
injured, and
the occasion
said inauguration,
inauguration,
such hospital tents and camp
camp appliances,
other necessaries,
appliances, and
and other
necessaries,
hospital
hospital furniture
furniture and
of all
descriptions, ambulances,
and utensils of
all descriptions,
ambulances,
horses, drivers, stretchers, and
flags and
and poles
belonging
and Red
Red Cross
Cross flags
poles belonging

S
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to the
United States
States as
as in his judgment
judgment may
may be
Government of
of the
the United
to
the Government
spared and
in use
the Government
at the
the time
time of
for damthe Indemnity
of the
use by
by the
Government at
and are
are not
not in
spared
Indemnity for
dametc.
inauguration:
And provided
further, That
the inaugural
inaugural committee
committee ages,
ages, etc.
That the
provided further,
inauguration: And
shall
indemnify the War
Department for
such
for any
any loss or damage
damage to
to such
shall indemnify
War Department
hospital
necessarily incident
incident to
hospital tents
tents and appliances,
appliances, as
as aforesaid,
aforesaid, not necessarily
such
use.
sucn
use.
overhead
sucTenporary
Temporary overhead
wires perperColumbia be,
be, and
District of
Sec.
4. The
The Commissioners
Commissioners of
of the
the District
of Columbia
and telegraph wires
SEC. 4.
mitted.
they
authorized to permit the Western
Western Union Telegraph
Telegraph mntted.
are hereby,
hereby, authorized
they are
Company and
Postal Telegraph
Telegraph Company
overhead
to extend overhead
Company to
the Postal
and the
Company
along the
the line of parade
parade as shall be deemed by
wires to such
such points along
the
marshal convenient
use in
connection with
parade
with the
the parade
convenient for
for use
in connection
the chief
chief marshal
and other
other inaugural
be taken
taken down
down within
within
the said
said wires
wires to
to be
inaugural purposes,
purposes, the
and
ten days
days after
the conclusion
the ceremonies.
of the
ceremonies.
conclusion of
after the
ten
Approved,
13, 1925.
February 13,
Approved, February

amended.
the Judicial
101 of
of the
CHAP.
Act To
Judicial Code as amended
section 101
To amend
amend section
CHAP. 233.—An
233.-An Act

February 16, 1925.
[H. It. 64.1
R. 64.]
[H.
[Public,
4181
[Public, No. 418.1

Representatives of the UntedS
it enacted
and House of Representatives
enacted by
by the Senate and
Be it
United
l22c:oUrts.
p.
36, States
101 vol.
That section
Congress assembled,
America in
United
States of
of America
in Congress
assembled, That
section 101
United States
p 1122.
AAnte, p. 387, amendamend41e387
of
the Act
entitled "An
amend the laws ed
revise, and amend
to codify, revise,
"An Act to
of the
Act entitled
ed.
relating to the
approved March 3,
hereby
3, 1911, be,
be, and it
it hereby
the judiciary,"
judiciary," approved
relating
judicial
Oklahoma
judicial
is,
to read
read as
as follows:
follows:
is, amended
amended to
districts.
is divided into three judicial
"
Sec. 101.
101. The
The State of Oklahoma
Oklahoma is
judicial distcts" SEC.
districts,
known as
as the
the northern,
and the
districts, to
to be
be known
northern, the
the eastern,
eastern, and
the western
western Northerndistrict.
Northern district.
embraced on January
districts of
of Oklahoma.
Oklahoma. The
The territory
districts
territory embraced
January 1,
1, 1925,
Okfuskee,
in the counties of Craig, Creek, Delaware,
Delaware, Mayes, Nowata, Okfuskee,
Osage,
Ottawa, Pawnee,
as they
Rogers, Tulsa, and.
and Washington,
Washington, as
Pawnee, Rogers,
Osage, Ottawa,
constitute the northern
existed on said date, shall
shall constitute
northern district
district of OklaTerms.
Okla- Terms.
homa.
of the
District Court
for the
the Northern
Northern
Court for
United States
States District
homa. Terms
Terms of
the United
District
of Oklahoma
the first Monday
Monday in
at Tulsa on the
Oklahoma shall
shall be held at
District of
January, at Vinita on the first Monday
Monday in March, at Pawhuska
Pawhuska on
on
in May,
May, and
and at Bartlesville
Monday in
Bartlesville on the first Monday
Monday in
in Provisos.
the first
first Monday
June in
in each
each year:
year: Provided,
Provided, That
That suitable
suitable rooms
accommoda- Rooms at Pawhuska
June
rooms and
and accommodaPawhuska
anlas
Btaerrtnle svillec.t.
BerslU.ct
tions
court at Pawhuska, and Bartlesville
Bartlesville are furnished and
tions for holding court
free of
of expense
expense to the United
United States. The eastern district of Oklafree
homa shall
shall include the territory
territory embraced on the 1st day of January,
1925,
in the
the counties
counties of
Adair, Atoka,
Atoka, Bryan,
Bryan, Cherokee,
Cherokee, Choctaw,
Choctaw,
of Adair,
1925, in
Jefferson,
Coal,
Garvin, Grady,
Hughes, Johnston,
Johnston, Jefferson,
Haskell, Hughes,
Grady, Haskell,
Carter, Garvin,
Coal, Carter,
McCurtain,
Love, McClain,
Latimer, Le Flore, Love,
McClain, Muskogee,
Muskogee, McIntosh,
McIntosh, McCurtain,
Latimer,
s
Pushmataha, Pontotoc, TTerms.
Murray, Marshall,
Okmulgee, Pittsburg, Pushmataha,
Marshall, Okmulgee,
Murray
Seminole,
Se9uovah, and Wagoner. Terms of the district
district
Stephens, Sequovah,
Seminole, Stephens,
court
district shall be held at Muskogee on the first
the eastern district
court for
for the
Monday
the first
first Monday in March,
March, at
at
on the
at Ada on
in January,
January, at
Monday in
Okmulgee on
the first
Monday in
second
on the second
at Hugo
Hugo on
April, at
in April,
first Monday
on the
Okmulgee
Monday
in May,
McAlester on the first Monday in June,
South McAlester
May, at South
Monday in
Chickasha on the
at Ardmore
on the
the first
Monday in
in October, at Chickasha
first Monday
at
Ardmore on
first Monday
Poteau on
on the
the first
Monday in
in
first Monday
at Poteau
in November,
November, at
Monday in
first
December in
annually at Pauls Valley .at such times
year, and annually
in each year,
December
as may
be fixed
fixed by
the the
of the
the eastern
eastern district: Provided,
Provided,
the judge
judge of
by the
may be
as
Rooms at Hugo, PoHokn, oThat suitable
suitable rooms
accommodations for holding said court at tato,Oteo
rooms and accommodations
That
Ada,atOkmulgee,
and
Pauls Valley.
Hugo, Poteau,
Ada, Okmulgee,
Okmulgee, and
Pauls Valley
are furnished
furnished free and Patils
Valley are
and Pauls
Poteau, Ada,
Hugo,
district.
Western district.
of Oklahoma
district of
of expense
expense to
to the
the United
United States.
States. The
western district
Oklahoma Western
The western
of
shall include
the territory
territory embraced
embraced on
.
1925,
on the
the 1st day of January,
include the
shall
Blaine, Caddo,
Beckham, Blame,
in
counties of
of Alfalfa,
Alfalfa, Beaver, Beckham,
in the
the counties
Canadian,
Cimarron, Cleveland,
Cleveland, Comanche,
Comanche, Cotton,
Cotton, Custer, Dewey,
Canadian, Cimarron,
Ellis, Garfield,
Greer, Harmon,
Harper, Jackson,
Kay,
Jackson, Kay,
Harmon, Harper,
Grant, Greer,
Garfield, Grant,
Ellis,
Oklahoma, Payne,
Kingfisher,
Kiowa, Lincoln,
Logan, Major,
Major, Noble, Oklahoma,
Lincoln, Logan,
Kingfisher, Kiowa,
Pottawatomie.
Roger Mills.
Mills, Texas,
Tillman, Washita,
Washita, Woods,
Woods.,and
Term
and Terms.
Texas, Timan,
Pottawatomie. Roger
Woodward.
terms of
district court
western district
court for the western
the district
of the
The terms
Woodward. The
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Guthrie on the first Monday in January, at Oklashall be held at Guthrie
homa City on the first Monday in March, at
Mangum on
first
at Mangum
on the
the first
Monday in April, at Enid on the first Monday in June, at Lawton
on the first Monday
Monday in September, and at Woodward
Woodward on the first
Monday
in
November in
each
year:
Provided, That
suitable rooms
rooms
Rooms
in
each
year:
Provided,
That suitable
Mangm
Monday
in
November
Booms at Mangum
and Woodward.
and
Woodward.
and accommodations
accommodations for holding court at Mangum and Woodward
Woodward
•
are furnished
furnished free of expense to the United States. The clerk of
of
ffices of
o clerks.
Offices
the district court for the northern
northern district shall
office at
at
shall keep
keep his
his office
Tulsa, the clerk of the district court for the eastern district shall
keep
Muskogee and shall
keep his office at Muskogee
shall maintain an office
office in charge
of
of aadeputy
deputy at Ardmore,
Ardmore, the
the clerk
clerk for
for the
the western
western district shall keep
keep
his
Guthrie and shall
maintain an
himself
his office
office at
at Guthrie
shall maintain
an office
office in charge of himself
or
or his
his deputy at
at Oklahoma City."
Assignment of Judges.
Sac. 2.
judge of
of OklaOklaof the
the eastern district of
senior judge
2. The
The present
present senior
Sea.
Atent-dges
Eastern district.
homa
and he
he is
is hereby,
hereby, assigned
to hold
hold said
in the
the said
said
assigned to
said court
court in
homa be,
be, and
eastern
shall exercise
same jurisdiction
jurisdiction and
pereastern district,
district, and
and shall
exercise the
the same
and perand
exercised and
duties within
within the
the said district
district as
as he exercised
form the
the same
same duties
performed within
within his
district prior
prior to
passage of
of this
to the
the passage
this Act.
Act.
performed
his district
Western
district.
That the
Western disrict
judge of
of the
the western
district of Oklahoma
Oklahoma be,
be, and
and
the present
present judge
western district
he is
hereby, assigned
assigned to
to hold
court in
district of
of
he
is hereby,
hold said
said court
in the
the western
western district
Oklahoma,
jurisdiction and
and perform
perform the
the
exercise the
the same jurisdiction
Oklahoma, and
and shall
shall exercise
same
duties as
as he
he exercised
his district
same duties
exercised and
and performed
performed within
within his
district prior
prior
Northern district
to
the
passage
of
this
Act.
That
the
present
junior
judge
the
of the
junior
judge of
present
That
the
Act.
of
this
to the passage
Vol. A2 p. 838.
Vol.42,
eastern
Oklahoma be,
be, and
and he
assigned to
to hold
eastern district
district of
of Oklahoma
he is
is hereby,
hereby, assigned
hold
said
in the
said northern
northern district,
district, and
shall exercise
exercise the
the same
said court
court in
the said
and shall
same
o
i
es within
a
m the
the
j
sam
etsaid
htehre passage
duties
within
the
said
district
jurisdiction
and
perform
same
i
exercised
sc
t
i
o
an an
E adaschdpeporerformed
f
f
o
said
apllrii
t
e
n
h
re
other
es ennduties
distrisschtall
u
hiscourts
district
prior to the passage
as he exercised and performed within
Authority of
Authority
of Judges.
Judges. jo
of
this
Act.
Each
of
said
judges
and
courts
shall
in
other respects
t
aus
f
rhi
th
seth
respects
have
all the
authority, civil,
criminal, equitable,
or otherhave all
the power
power and
and authority,
civil, criminal,
equitable, or
otherof
wise, which
which is conferred
conferred by law
law generally
generally upon
upon the
the district
district courts
courts of
the
United States
States and
the
judges
thereof.
the
United
and
the
judges
thereof.
Appointment
of
SEC. 3.
The President,
by and
the advice
advice and
and consent
the
consent of
of the
and with
with the
President, by
SEC.
3. The
udgfor
judge
for northern
northern district upon
upon vacancy.
trict
vacancy.
district of Oklahoma
Senate, shall appoint for said northern
northern district
Oklahoma a
a
district
disability, or
or retirement
retirement of
of the
the district
district judge
judge upon
upon the
the death,
death, disability,
district
judge
is hereby
to said northern district.
judge who
who is
hereby assigned to
Marshal, district, and
SEC. 4.
President, by
with the
the
of the
and consent
consent of
the advice
advice and
by and
and with
4. The
The President,
SEC.
leMrkshforanrStcterndS
clerks
for northern district
appointed.
trict to
to be
be appointed.
Senate, shall appoint for said northern
northern district of Oklahoma
Oklahoma aa
marshal and
district attorney.
attorney. A
clerk and
and deputy
deputy clerks
clerks shall
marshal
and aa district
A clerk
shall
be appointed
appointed and
and may
removed in
in the
manner provided
provided by
by law.
law.
the manner
be removed
may be
urisdiction etc., of be
Jurisdiction,
western
eastern
western and
and eastern
SEC. 5. The jurisdiction
officers
Sac.
jurisdiction and authority
authority of the courts and officers
districts
continued undistricts continued
undistrict of
Oklahoma, and
and of
of the
and officers
til northern organized. of the western district
of Oklahoma,
the courts
courts and
officers
of the eastern district of Oklahoma as heretofore
heretofore divided
divided between
between
them
the order
of the
senior judge
judge of
the Circuit
of Appeals
Appeals
them by
by the
order of
the senior
of the
Circuit Court
Court of
States over
for the
the Eighth Circuit
Circuit of
of the United
United States
over the
the territory
territory emembraced
northern district
of Oklahoma
Oklahoma shall
shall continue
as
braced within
within said
said northern
district of
continue as
until the
organization of
of the
the district
court of
of said
northern
said northern
district court
Termination
the organization
heretofore until
Termination over heretofore
territory
dterrIto in
in northern
northern district, and thereupon shall cease and determine, save and except
except in
district.
of said
is
so far as the
the authority of the
the junior judge
judge of
said eastern
eastern district
district is
continued in
as judge
of said
northern district,
and
Prior
district, and
and save
save and
said northern
in him
him as
judge of
Prior criminal
criminal proseprose- continued
cutions, excepted.
cutions,
excepted.
except as to the authority expressly conferred
conferred by law on said courts,
judges
judges or officers,
officers, or
or any
any of them, to
to commence
commence and proceed with the
the
prosecution of crimes and offenses committed
committed therein prior to the
prosecution
the
establishment of the said northern district,
district, and
and save and except
except as to
to
any other authority expressly reserved
reserved to them or any of them under
under
any law applicable
creation or change of the diviapplicable in the case of the creation
sions or districts of district courts of the United States.
Pending
civilca
Pending civil
casPs in
in sions or districts of district courts of the United States.
eastern and western
eastern
SEC. 6.
Sac.
6. Any party to any civil action, suit, or
including
or proceeding, including
districts may be transin bankruptcy,
bankruptcy, which
the said
ferred to northernif
proceedings in
which is
is pending
pending in
in the
said eastern
eastern or
or
northern if proceedings
within
prescribed
within
prescribed
western
district
and
the
prescribed
venue
of
which
would
have
been
western
district
and
the
prescribed
would
have
been
venue thereof
in said northern district had such district been constituted at the
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time such
such action, suit, or proceeding
time
instituted, may,
by filing
filing
proceeding was instituted,
may, by
of the
the clerk
eastern or
notice of such desire in the
the office
office of
clerk of
of such
such eastern
or
western
western district
cause such
such action,
proceeddistrict as
as the
the case
case may
may be,
be, cause
action, suit,
suit, or
or proceeding to be transferred to said northern district,
district, and upon the filing of
of
such notice
the cause
cause shall
shall proceed
proceed in
in the
northern district
as
such
notice the
the said
said northern
district as
though originally
originally brought
brought therein.
therein. The
The clerk
clerk in
whose office
such perS,
per
r3ransim
,etc
ai clerk.
clo
erfea.
though
in whose
office such
etc.,jtbyy
notice
may be
forthwith transmit
and docunotice may
be filed
filed shall
shall forthwith
transmit all
all the
the papers
papers and
docusuch cause
the clerk
clerk of
of said
said
ments in
in his court pertaining
pertaining to
to such
cause to
to the
northern
and he
all reasonable
northern district
district and
he shall
shall also,
also, with
with all
reasonable dispatch,
dispatch,
prepare
and transmit
last-named clerk
prepare and
transmit to
to such
such last-named
clerk aa certified
certified transcript
transcript
of the
the record
record of
of all
interlocutory decrees
decrees or
in
of
all orders,
orders, interlocutory
or other
other entries
entries in
the court
court that
the
such cause,
cause, with
with his
his certificate
certificate under
under the
the seal
seal of
of the
that the
belonging to
papers sent are
are all that were
were on
on file in said
said court belonging
to the
the
cause. For
For the
his duties
duties under
this section
the clerk
cause.
the performance
performance of
of his
under this
section the
clerk Fees authorized,
etc
authorized, eta
transmitting and certifying
certifying such
receive
so transmitting
such papers
papers and records
records shall
shall receive
the same
same fees
are now
allowed by
law for
services to
be
the
fees as
as are
now allowed
by law
for similar
similar services
to be
bill of
of costs
regularly collected
with the
other costs
costs
taxed in the bill
costs and
and regularly
collected with
the other
received,
in the
the cause
cause;•and such transcript,
transcript, when so
so certified
certified and
and received,
shall
henceforth constitute
shall henceforth
constitute aa part of the
the record
record in
in the cause in
in the
which the
transfer shall
transcript shall
With such
such transcript
court to
to which
the transfer
shall be made. With
be remitted
all deposits
in the
the hands
of the
clerk to
to the
the credit
or
hands of
the clerk
credit or
be
remitted all
deposits in
account of
of such
cause. The
and Origaccount
such cause.
The clerk
clerk receiving
receiving such
such transcript
transcript and
Removal onl
orig- Removal
upon
only upon
papers
shall
the
same.
In
case
the
permissible
prescribed
inal
file
consent if venue opvenue
inal papers
of anyshall
such file
action,
the suit,
same.or In
proceeding
case the would,
permissible
at theprescribed
option of consent
ti°nal * if
venue
venue of any such action, suit, or proceeding would, at the option of tiol.

the
plaintiff, have
the plaintiff,
have been in
in either the said eastern district
district or in
in the
the
northern district had then
said western
western district,
district, though
though said
said northern
then been
been
constituted,
proceeding shall not
not be
be removed
removed
constituted, then
then such
such suit,
suit, action,
action, or
or proceeding
to said
said northern
district except
consent of all
all of
of the
the parties
to
northern district
except upon
upon consent
thereto
thereto which
which consent shall be filed with the clerk in lieu of the
notice of transfer above specified
specified and shall have the same effect.
Approved, February
1925.
Approved,
February 16,
16, 1925.

February
1925.
February 18,
1, i197.
Fb[t
458l.
18. 2458.1
[Public,
419.1
[Public, No. 419.)

CHAP.
Act To
To authorize
authorize the
payment of
indemnity to
SweCHAP. 234.—An
234.-An Act
the payment
of an
an indemnity
to the
the Swedish
for the
the losses
sustained by
by its
its nationals
in the
the sinking
sinking of
the
dish Government
Government for
losses sustained
nationals in
of the
Swedish fishing
boat
Lilly.
fishing

Be
enacted by
by the
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
the Sweden.
Be it
it enacted
the Senate
House of
of the
weden.
Payment authorized
authorized
That there
assembled, That
in Congress
Congress assembled,
United
States of
of America
there is
is Payment
America in
United States
deg
onsinbfort
hereby authorized
authorized to
to be
be paid
paid to
to the
of Sweden,
out of
of !inking
skink in
hereby
the Government
Government of
Sweden, out
i
t
d
;srng
ily bg r
t
Lilly."
"y."
any money in
in the Treasury
any
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, as a
a matter "
Post, p. 1339.
of
and without
reference to
to the
liability therefor,
p. 1339.
therefor, Pos
of liability
the question
question of
without reference
of grace,
grace, and
as
full indemnity
indemnity for
the losses
crew of
of
sustained by
by the
the owners
owners and
and crew
as full
for the
losses sustained
pecuniarily
or any
any other parties pecuniarily
the
Swedish fishing
fishing boat Lilly, or
the Swedish
interested, through
the sinking
sinking of
vessel by
by the
United States
the United
States
of that
that vessel
interested,
through the
Army
March 23,
an amount
amount equivalent
equivalent
1920, an
on March
23, 1920,
transport Antigone
Antigone on
Army transport
to 26,381
kroner on
date of
of the
the approval
of this
Act, as
as recomrecomapproval of
this Act,
the date
26,381 kroner
on the
to
January 3, 1924.
mended by the President
his message of January
President in his
mended
Approved, February
February 16, 1925.
Approved,
February
18, 1925.
February 1,1925.
S. 4162.1
4162.1
(s.
[Public, No
41511
No 420.1
[Public,

CHAP. 235.-An
235.—An Act
home ports
ports of
of vessels
the United
United States,
States,
of the
vessels of
To establish
establish home
Act To
CHAP.
to validate
validate documents
relating to such
purposes.
other purposes.
vessels, and for other
such vessels,
documents relating
to

Representatives of the shipping.
and House of Representatives
Senate and
Be it
_Be
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
i
United States
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
for the
four- sttes
startoPobeUixed
b
r.tlr
United
States of
of America
assembled, That
That for
the puri er
by

the Ship
poses of
of the
the navigation
laws of
of the
the United
United States
States and
of the
ship ownerof
owner of AmericanveAmerican weeand of
navigation laws
poses
Mortgage Act,
otherwise known
the Merchant
Merchant irol.
1000..
Vol. 41,
41, /3.
p. woo
section 30
30 of
of the
known as
as section
Act, 1920,
1920, otherwise
Mortgage
Marine Act.
Act, 1920,
vessel of
of the
the United
States shall
shall have
have aa
United States
1920, every
every vessel
Marine
"home
port" in
in the
Alaska, Hawaii,
Hawaii, and
including Alaska,
United States,
States, including
the United
"home port"
sel
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Porto
owner of
of such
vessel, subject
the apto the
apsubject to
such vessel,
the owner
port the
Rico, which
which port
Porto Rico,
proval
Commissioner of
of the
the Department
Department of
Navigation of
of Navigation
of the
the Commissioner
proval of
Commerce,
shall specifically
specifically fix
and determine,
determine, and
and subject
subject to
to such
such
fix and
Commerce, shall
Vessel's documents
vessel's
documents
approval
from
Such
home
approval
may
time
to
time
change.
Such
port
shall
be
to show.
tshown
shown in the register, enrollment and license, or license of such
which documents,
documents, respectively,
respectively, are
are hereinafter
hereinafter referred
to
referred to
vessel, which
port vessel,
rent hom
Present
home port
recognized.
document
as the vessel's document. The home port shown in the document
recognized.
of any
any vessel
of the
in force
force at
the apapof the
the time
time of
at the
States in
the United
United States
vessel of
of
proval of
Act shall
deemed to have
determined
have been fixed and determined
shall be deemed
of this
this Act
proval
R. RS,
S., see.
4141, in
the
sec. 4141,
in accordance
accordance with the provisions hereof. Section 4141 of the
p. p.
amended.
79, amened.
. 796,
Revised Statutes is hereby
hereby amended to conform herewith.
Noo bill
of sale,
asbneil
oe
as
SEC.
2. No bill of sale, conveyance,
SEC. .2.
conveyance, mortgage,
assignment of
mortmortgage, assignment
of mortsignment,
etc.,sale.,
valid
until
by col- gage,
hypothecation (except
(except bottomry)
bottomry), which
vessel
recorded by
until recorded
gage, or
or hypothecation
which includes
includes aa vessel
at
lector of
lector
of customs
customs at
a t of the United States or any portion thereof shall
respect
home port.s
port.
of the United States or any portion thereof shall be valid in respect
home
to
vessel against
the grantor
or
grantor or
than the
other than
any person
person other
against any
such vessel
to such
mortgagor,
or devisees,
devisees, and
and any
having actual
actual notice
notice
person having
any person
his heirs
heirs or
mortgagor, his
thereof, until
until such
bill of
sale, conveyance
conveyance,2 mortgage,
assignment
mortgage, assignment
of sale,
such bill
thereof,
of mortgage,
or hypothecation
hypothecation is
is recorded
the office
of the
the colcolm the
office of
recorded in
mortgage, or
of
Bills of
port of such vessel. Any bill of sale
customs
sale, etc.,
etc., to
to lector
of sale,
beBills
recorded
at
be
recorded
at home
home lector of customs at the home
port of
document. or conveyance
conveyance of the whole or any part of aavessel shall be recorded
port
of new
new document.
recorded
at
the home
port of
of such
such vessel
in her
her new
new document.
document.
as shown
shown in
vessel as
home port
at the
SEc. 3.
conveyances and
and mortgages
mortgages of
of any
any tart
bart
any vessel
vessel or
or any
conveyances,
SEC.
3. All
All conveyances
Prior conveyances,
etc., declared valid if thereof, and all documentations, recordations, indorsements, and inipfthereof, and all documentations, recordations, indorsements, and indced
aatlidat proper
etc.,
documented
port.
dexing thereof,
Port.
thereof, and proceedings
proceedings incidental
incidental thereto
thereto heretofore
heretofore made
or done,
done, are
valid to
they would
have
would have
extent they
to the
the extent
declared valid
are hereby
hereby declared
or
been
the port
ports at
said vessel
vessel has
fact been
been
has in
in fact
at which
which said
or ports
if the
port or
been valid
valid if
documented from
time to
time had
had been
been the
the port
or ports
ports at
at which
which
port or
to time
from time
documented
should have
have been
documented in
with law;
this
Retroactive effect.
effect. itit should
Retroactive
been documented
in accordance
accordance with
law; and
and this
section is
is hereby
declared retroactive
retroactive so
so as
to
accomplish such
validasection
hereby
declared
as
to
accomplish
such
validaProviso.
tion: Provided,
nothing herein
be construed
construed to
to
shall be
contained shall
herein contained
That nothing
Provided,That
right
im- tion:
No vested
ght imNo
vested ri
paired.
paired.
deprive any person of any vested right.
documentaof
Port
of
documentaPort
S
EC. 4.
Wherever in
Ship Mortgage
Mortgage Act, 1920,
known
otherwise known
1920, otherwise
in the
the Ship
4. Wherever
SEC.
tion deemed
deed homeport.
tion
home port.
Vol. 41,
41, p.
Vol.
pW.1000.
Merchant Marine Act, 1920, the words "port
"port of
as section 30 of the Merchant
of
documentation" are
are used
used they
they shall
deemed to
to mean
"home
mean the
the "home
be deemed
shall be
documentation"
port"
of the
the vessel,
words "
of documentation"
" port
port of
documentation"
except that
that the
the words
port
" of
vessel, except
shall not
in which
which a
document is
is issued.
a temporary
temporary document
a port
port in
not include
include a
shall
Navigation laws and
S
EC. 5.
5. All
All such
such provisions
provisions of
of the
Navigation Laws
of the
United
the United
Laws of
the Navigation
SEC.
Act
SN'^ortgags
Ship
Mortga
ge Act
amended
to conorm
conform States
and of
the Ship
Ship Mortgage
Mortgage Act,
Act, 1920,
1920, otherwise
known as
as secsecknown
otherwise
of
the
and
States
amended
to
herewith.
tion 30
Merchant Marine
Act, 1920,
with this
as are in conflict
conflict with
1920, as
Marine Act,
tion
30 of
of the
the Merchant
Vol.
1000.
vol. 4,41, p.
p. 100.
Act
hereby amended
amended to
conform herewith.
to conform
are hereby
Act are
Approved,
February 16, 1925.
Approved, February
February 17,1925.
17, 1925.
February
[H. R.
[H.
R. 51971
5197.]
[Public,
[Public, No.
No. 4211
421.

amended.
CHAP. 252.—An
71 of
of the
Judicial Code,
as amended.
section 71
the Judicial
Code, as
CHAP.
262.-An Act
Act To
To amend
amend section

Be it
it enacted
by the
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
and House
House of
enacted by
Be
United
courts. United
United States
States courts.
That
in
Congress
assembled,
United
States
of
America
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
section
71
Aide,
90,
amended.
A
nte, p.
p. 90, amended.
of the Judicial
Judicial Code, as amended, be amended to read as follows:
follows:
Arkansas judicial
Arkansas
judicial dis"
SEC. 71. (a)
(a) The State of Arkansas
Arkansas is divided
divided into two districts,
"SEa.
tricts.
to be known as the western
western and eastern
eastern districts
districts of Arkansas.
Arkansas.
Western district.
Western
district.
"
(h) The
district
shall
include four divisions constituted
shall
district
The
western
"(b)
division.
Texarkana
Texarkana division.
Texarkana division,
division, which shall include
include the territory
as follows: The Texarkana
embraced
embraced on July 1, 1920, in the counties of Sevier, Howard, Little
El Dorado
Dorado division.
El
division. River, Pike, Hempstead,
Nevada; the El
El
Hempstead, Miller, Lafayette, and Nevada;
such
Dorado division, which shall include the territory embraced
embraced on such
Fort
division. date in the counties of Columbia, Ouachita, Union, and Calhoun; the
Fort Smith
Smith division.
Fort Smith division, which shall include the territory embraced
embraced
counties of Polk, Scott, Logan, Sebastian
Sebastian, Frankon such date in the counties
lin, Crawford, Washington,
Benton, and Johnson; and the Harrison
Washington, Benton,
Harrison division.
division.
Harrison
division, which shall include
include the territory embraced on such date in
division,
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CONGRESS,

S
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Cns. 252-254.
SESs.
252-254.
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the
Marion, Newton,
the counties of
of Baxter,
Baxter, Boone,
Boone, Carroll,
Carroll, Madison,
Madison, Marion,
Newton, and
and
Searcy.
Searcy.
Tams.
"(c) Terms
Terms of
of the
district court
court for
shall Terms.
Texarkana division
division shall
"(c)
the district
for the
the Texarkana
be
held
at
Texarkana
on
the
second
Mondays
in
May
and
November;
be held at Texarkana on the second Mondays in May and November;
for the
El Dorado
division, at
El Dorado
Dorado on
on the
the fourth
Mondays in
for
the El
Dorado division,
at El
fourth Mondays
in
January
Fort Smith on
Smith division, at Fort
January and
and June;
June; for the Fort Smith
the
second Mondays
in January
January and
and for
Harrison
Mondays in
and June;
June; and
for the
the Harrison
the second
division,
at Harrison
the second
April and
October.
and October.
on the
second Mondays
Mondays in
in April
division, at
Harrison on
Offices of
of clerk.
clerk.
clerk of
of the
the court
court for
district shall
shall main- Offices
western district
for the
the western
""(d)
(d) The
The clerk
tain
an
office
in
charge
of
himself
or
a
deputy
at
Texarkana,
Fort
Fort
or
a
deputy
at
Texarkana,
office
in
charge
of
himself
tain an
Smith,
El Dorado,
Harrison. Such
be kept
kept open
open
Such offices
offices shall
shall be
Smith, El
Dorado, and
and Harrison.
at all
times for
the transaction
business of the court.
of the business
at
all times
for the
transaction of
Eastern district
district not
not
Eastern
ged.
changed.
(e) This
repeal or
amend the
the remainder
remainder of section chan
or amend
not repeal
This Act
Act does
does not
""(e)
71 of
of the
Judicial Code
Code as
as it
eastern district
to the eastern
district of
71
the Judicial
it applies
applies to
Arkansas."
Arkansas."
Approved,
February 17,
17, 1925.
1925.
Approved, February

CHAP.
253.—An Act
bridge across
across Rock
Rock
the construction
construction of aa bridge
Act Authorizing
Authorizing the
CHAP. 253.-An
of Wisconsin.
Wisconsin.
River
city of
of Beloit,
county of
of Rock,
Rock, State
State of
Beloit, county
at the
the city
River at

February 17,1925.
February
17, 1323.
[H. R.
R. 11280.
11280.]1
[Hu
[Public,
No.
422.]
[Public, No. 422.]

Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Be
it enacted
Representatives of the
Be it
enacted by the Senate
That the
consent R
w
k !uver"
eloiRivs.
may
the consent
in Congress
United States
Congress assembled,
assembled,That
States of America in
United
Beloit,
Wis., m
aY
bridge.
of Congress
is hereby
granted to
to the
the city
city of
of Beloit,
county of
of Rock, bridge.
Beloit, county
hereby granted
of
Congress is
in the
the State
construct, maintain,
operate aa
maintain, and operate
to construct,
of Wisconsin,
Wisconsin, to
in
State of
thereto across Rock
bridge and
Rock River, at aapoint suitable
and approaches
approaches thereto
bridge
navigation, at or near
Avenue in said construction.
interests of
of navigation,
near portland
Portland Avenue
to the interests
Construction.
Vol. 3,
34, p.
p.84.
accordance with the
of Beloit,
Beloit, in accordance
the provisions
provisions of the Act entitled vol.
city of
"An Act
Act to
regulate the
construction of
of bridges
bridges over
over navigable
navigable
the construction
to regulate
"An
waters,"
approved March
1906.
March 23,
23, 1906.
waters," approved
Amendment.
is hereby
Snc.
to alter,
alter, amend,
amend, or
hereby Amndment
Act is
or repeal
repeal this Act
right to
2. The
The right
SEC. 2.
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved,
1925.
February 17, 1925.
Approved, February
CHAP.
254.—An Act
Act To
To provide
for an
district judge
judge for the
an additional
additional district
provide for
CHAP. 254.-An
Michigan.
western
western district of Michigan.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
of the
the
Be it
by the
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
United States
States of
the President
President
That the
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
of America
America in
United

February
192.
February 17,
174925.
6
[S. 4088.1
.1
18.40
[Public,
No. 423.1
Public, No. 431

ignited States courts.
UMcdgan
Michigan weastern
western
district.
of
the United
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed,
directed, dAditionai
be, and
and he
of the
United States
States be,
Additional judge
jud ge
for.
by and
and with
with the
the advice
and consent
consent of
Senate, to
appoint an
an authorized
bthorizedfor.
to appoint
the Senate,
of the
advice and
by
Vol.
36, p. 1047.
additional judge
United States for the
the Vt
Duties, etc.
etc.
judge of
of the
the District Court of the United
additional
Western District
District of
whose compensation,
compensation, duties,
and
duties, and
Michigan, whose
of Michigan,
Western
powers shall
shall be
be the
the same
now provided
provided by
law for
for other
other district
district
by law
same as
as now
powers
judges, and
said judge shall
treated as if
if senior in comshall be
be held and treated
and said
judges,
and shall
mission to
the present
shall exercise such
such
court, and
said court,
judge of said
present judge
to the
mission
powers and
such duties
law may
may be
be incident
incident to senas by
by law
duties as
perform such
and perform
powers
iority.
dge made
made
iority.
Present judge
death,
and on
on death,
of junior,
imP'or, and
SEC. 2.
2. The
The present
for the
the western
western district
district of
judge for
present district
district judge
SEC.
etc.,
not to be
anc not to be
t., vacancy
commission, and
as if
Michigan shall
be held
held and
and treated
treated as
if junior
junior in
in commission,
and Med.
shall be
Michigan
upon
the
death,
resignation,
or
retirement
of
the
present
district
district
upon the death, resignation, or retirement of the present
judge for
for the
district of
caused by
by
vacancy caused
the vacancy
Michigan the
of Michigan
western district
the western
judge
such
or retirement
retirement of
of the
the said
present judge
judge shall
shall
said present
resignation, or
such death,
death, resignation,
not be
be filled.
not
filled.
Approved,
February 17,
17, 1925.
Approved, February
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950
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1925.
February 18,8,192
R. 44411
4441.
[H. R.
[Public, No.
[Public,
No. 4241
424.]

Postal Service.
Service.
R. S.,
S., sec.
sec. 4044,
4044, p.
R.
p.
779, amended.
amended.
Rendering of
of moneymoney.
Rendering
order
order accounts.
accounts.
edV.ol.
Vol. 28, p. 32,
32, amended.

February 19,, 1925.
1926.
Febmary

. R. 8090.1

[H. R. 80901

[Public, No. 426.1
LPublic,

Sass. II.
II.
SEss.

Cm. 265-267.
265-267.
CHs.

1925.
1925.

CHAP. 26.-An
265.—An Act To amend section 4044 of the Revised
Revised Statutes,
Statutes, as
CHAP.
amended.
amended.

Be
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
the
of the
Representatives of
House of
and House
by the
enacted by
Be it
United States
States of
in Congress
assembled, That
That section
section 4044
4044
Congress assembled,
America in
of America
United
of the
Statutes, as
amended to read as follows:
follows:
is amended
amended, is
as amended,
the Revised
Revised Statutes,
of
"
be the
at post
offices authorized
authorized to
to
post offices
of postmasters
postmasters at
the duty
duty of
shall be
"ItIt shall
issue
to render
render to
to the
the comptroller,
Bureau of
of Accounts,
Accounts,
comptroller, Bureau
orders to
issue money
money orders
Post
Office Department,
Department, quarterly,
quarterly,_ monthly,
monthly, semimonthly,
semimonthly, weekly,
weekly,
Post Office
semiweekly, or
or daily
daily account,
account; of
money orders
orders issued
paid,
and paid,
issued and
all money
of all
semiweekly,
of
all fees
fees received
received for
for issuing
them, of
of all
transfers and
and payments
payments
all transfers
issuing them,
of all
made from
money-order funds,
funds, and
and of
of all
received to
to be
be used
used
all money
money received
from money-order
made
for
or on
on account
account of
of money-order
money-order
orders or
of money
money orders
the payment
payment of
for the
business."
business.
Approved. February
February 18,
18, 1925.
1925.
Approved.
CHAP. 266.-An
266.—An Act
Authorizing the
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury to
remove
to remove
the Secretary
Act Authorizing
CHAP.
the
station now
situated at
at Fort
Alabama, to
to Sand
Sand Island,
Island,
Fort Morgan,
Morgan, Alabama,
now situated
the quarantine
quarantine station
near the
entrance of the
the port of Mobile, Alabama, and
and to
thereon aa
to construct
construct thereon
near
the entrance
new quarantine
quarantine station.

Be
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
House of
Representatives of
of the
the
of Representatives
and House
by the
enacted by
Be it
Alaquaran- United
States of America in
United States
in Congress
Congress assembled, That the SecreSecretary of
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to
be, and
and is
Treasury be,
of the
the Treasury
onSand Island tary
tobeusedfor.
cause to be constructed
cause
constructed on aa site now owned
owned by the United States
Government
Sand Island,
the entrance
entrance of
the port
port of
Mobile,
of Mobile
of the
near the
on Sand
Island, near
Government on
Alabama
on such
on this
as may
hereafter be
be ceded
ceded
may hereafter
this island
island as
or on
such site
site on
Alabama, or
to
United States
States bythe State
State of
of Alabama,
quarantine station
station
Alabama, aaquarantine
by-the
to the
the United
Cost authorized
for at a
cost
authorized for
a cost for station
station,'dredging, and all other improvements
improvements and
and
construction.
construction.
appurtenances provided
which
appurtenances
provided for by this Act not exceeding
exceeding $300,000, which
amount
is hereby
hereby authorized
out of
of any
any money
money in
in
appropriated out
authorized to
to be
be appropriated
amount is
Acceptance of
Acceptanc
of title
title the Treasury
otherwise appropriated;
Treasury not otherwise
appropriated; and the Secretary
Secretary of the
the
for lands ceded by
Ala'
to accept
authorized to
Treasury
is hereby
accept title for and on
further authorized
hereby further
Treasury is
bama.ndedb y
barns.
behalf
of the
United States
States to
to such
such additional
additional lands on Sand Island
the United
behalf of
as
be ceded
ceded by
by the
the State
to the
the United
States for
United States
for
State of
of Alabama
Alabama to
as may
may be
aforesaid.
use
as a
anational
national quarantine
quarantine station
as aforesaid.
station as
use as
SEC. 2.
2. That
That the
said quarantine
station shall
include such
such wharves,
wharves,
shall include
the said
quarantine station
SEC.
Facilities for operaFacilites
tions, equipment, etc.
equipment, water
water supply, electric-lighting
electric-lighting
buildings and equipment,
tions equipment,etc. bulkheads, buildings
system, telephone
cable, heating
heating and
and the
the dredgdredgsewage systems,
systems, and
and sewa.ge
system,
telephone cable,
ing
of a
a channel
channel leading
leading to
the proposed
proposed wharves,
wharves and
and such
such other
other
to the
ing of
facilities
as may
may be
be deemed
necessary by
by the
the Secretary
Secreary of
of the
Treasthe Treasdeemed necessary
facilities as
Proviso.
station: Provided,
of a
a quarantine
quarantine station:
Provided
ury for
for the
the proper
proper operation
operation of
PAont. for ush ury
Amount for furnishappropriated
herein authorized
ing,
That
$40,000 of
amount herein
authorized to be appropriated
of the
the amount
That $40,000
etc.
g,etc.
Pod, p. 1343.
Pot, p. la.
may
used for
for miscellaneous
miscellaneous furnishing
furnishing and
equipment.
may be
be used
and equipment.
Transfer and
and dis
disS
EC. 3. That the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury be, and
and is
is hereby,
hereby,
SEC.
Transfer
posal
posal of
of equipment
equipment
to transfer
and remove
remove such
such furniture,
equipment, articles,
articles,
furniture, equipment,
from
transfer and
authorized to
ort authorized
tation at Fort
from station
Morgan.
Morgan.
and materials
materials as may be useful in the construction
construction and equipment
equipment
Sand Island,
of
the new
new quarantine
quarantine station
station at
Island, Alabama,
Alabama, from the
at Sand
of the
quarantine
station now
now maintained
at Fort
Fort Morgan,
Alabama, and
and
Morgan, Alabama,
maintained at
quarantine station
make
disposition of
and equipment
equipment at
at Fort
Fort
the buildings,
buildings, site,
site, and
of the
make such
such disposition
as he may
may deem
deem
terms as
Morgan,
at such
such time
time and
and on
on such
such terms
Alabama, at
Morgan, Alabama
of the
the Government.
the best
interests of
to be
to the
best interests
to
be to
Approved, February
February 19,
19, 1925.
1925.
Approved,

Mobile,
Mobile Ala., quarantine station.
Site
t on Sand Island
to be used for.

February 19, 1925.
1926.
[H.
[H. R.
R. 46481
4548.]
4281
[Public, No. 426.]

of Columbia
Columbia.
District of
of Standards.
Bureau of
Standards

267.—An Act Authorizing
Authorizing the Secretary
Secretary of Commerce
Commerce to acquire, by
CHAP. 267.-An
condemnation or otherwise,
otherwise, a
certain tract
the District
District of Columbia
Columbia
tract of land in the
a certain
condemnation
for
enlargement of the present site of the Bureau
Standards.
Bureau of Standards.
for the
the enlargement

Be
enacted by
the Senate
and House
110148e of
of the
the
Representatives of
of Representatives
Senate and
by the
it enacted
Be it
United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the SecreSecrein Congress
of America
America in
States of
United States
tary
of Commerce
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized to
to acquire,
acquire,
and he
be, and
Commerce be,
tary of

SIXTYEIGHTH CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH
CONGRESS.

S
ESS. II.
267, 268.
SESS.
II. CHS.
CHS. 267,268.

1925.
1925.

951
951

by
condemnation or otherwise,
of land
by condemnation
otherwise, that
that certain
certain parcel
parcel of
land hereinhereinAdditional
lands
to
to
after more fully described,
described, aggregating
aggregating approximately
approximately three
three hun- Addition
acqiured forlands
.
dred and
thousand two
and thirty-four
square
two hundred
hundred and
thirty-four square
acqdf
dred
and forty-six
forty-six thousand
for the
the enlargement
present site
site of
the Bureau
Standfeet, for
enlargement of
of the
the present
of the
Bureau of
of Standce
ards, at
at aa price
or cost
to exceed
exceed $173,117,
$173,117, the
the said
said land
land being
Prioe.cost not
not to
being Pri
ards,
price or
that
to the
the east
of the
site of
the Bureau
Bureau of
of Standards,
Standards, L
that lying
lying to
east of
the main
main site
of the
in the
of Columbia,
Columbia, including
including the
the land
landLocation.
in
the city
city of
of Washington,
Washington, District
District of
situated
between Tilden
and Van
Van Ness
Streets, and
and exexsituated and
and lying
lying between
Tilden and
Ness Streets,
tending along
along Connecticut
Connecticut Avenue,
Avenue, bounded
and described
described approxiapproxitending
bounded and
mately as
follows:
mately
as follows:
Beginning at
the southwest
Ness Street,
Street, sixty
feetDescription.
of Van
Van Ness
sixty feet
Dription.
Beginning
at the
southwest corner
corner of
wide, and
Connecticut Avenue,
Avenue, one
one hundred
hundred and
thirty feet
feet wide,
wide,
wide,
and Connecticut
and thirty
south twenty-four
twenty-four degrees
degrees twenty-six
minutes east,
east, eight
eight hundred
hundred
south
twenty-six minutes
and forty-five
and eighty-two
one-hundredths feet
feet to
the center
and
forty-five and
eighty-two one-hundredths
to the
center
line of
Tilden Street,
Street, one
feet wide,
wide, as
proline
of Tilden
one hundred
hundred and
and twenty
twenty feet
as proposed
by District
District of
of Columbia
highway plan;
thence with
the arc
arc
posed by
Columbia highway
plan; thence
with the
of a
a circle
circle whose
whose radius
one thousand
thousand two
two hundred
and twentytwentyof
radius is
is one
hundred and
six and
and six-tenths
six-tenths feet,
distance of
of three
hundred and
and eighty-six
six
feet, a
a distance
three hundred
eighty-six
one-hundredths feet,
deflecting to
to the
the left;
thence
and thirty-seven
thirty-seven one-hundredths
feet, deflecting
left; thence
with the
arc of a
a circle
circle whose
whose radius
thousand nine hundred
hundred
radius is
is one thousand
with
the arc
feet, a
of two
two hundred
sehnteen and
nineteen one-hunone-hunfeet,
a distance
distance of
hundred and
and seventeen
and nineteen
dredths feet,
feet, deflecting
to the
the right,
right, to
to the
the southeast
southeast corner
corner of
of the
the
dredths
deflecting to
Standards; thence
thence with the east
land of the Bureau
Bureau of
of Standards;
east line
line of the
the
Bureau
of Standards'
land north
four minutes
minutes east,
hundred
north four
east, eight
eight hundred
Bureau of
Standards' land
seventy-seven one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet to
to the south line
and ninety and seventy-seven
of
Ness Street,
Street, sixty
sixty feet
feet wide;
wide; thence
with the
the south
south line
of
line of
thence with
of Van
Van Ness
Van
eighty-nine degrees
degrees fifty-six
fifty-six minutes
minutes east, two
Van Ness Street,
Street, south eighty-nine
hundred and
six one-hundredths
feet to
the point
point
one-hundredths feet
to the
and thirty-eight
thirty-eight and
and six
hundred
of beginning,
beginning, containing
hundred and
and forty-six
forty-six
approximately three
three hundred
of
containing approximately
thousand two
two hundred
hundred and
thirty-four square
square feet,
seven and
feet, or seven
and thirty-four
thousand
nine-thousand-four-hundred-and-eighty-four
ten-thousandths acres.
nine-thousand-four-hundred-and-eighty-four ten-thousandths
Approved,
19, 1925.
1925.
February 19,
Approved, February

preference right to
CHAP. 268.-An
268.—An Act Granting to certain claimants
claimants the
the preference
purchase unappropriated
unappropriated public lands.
purchase

February
19. 1925.
February 19,
1925.
[H. R.
R. 976.1
9765.1
[H.
[Public,
No.
427.)
[Pubic, No. 427.)

Be it
by the
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
the Senate
Be
it enacted
enacted by
s
p
lbuci
lat
United States.
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the Secretary
Secretary
zgiied ale
in Congress
That the
bUctried
of
United
States of
of America
America in,

of
the Interior,
judgment and
and discretion,
authorized in Lonisiana,
Louisiana, erro
erroof the
Interior, in
in his
his judgment
discretion, is
is hereby
hereby authorized
to
sell, in
manner hereinafter
hereinafter provided,
provided, any
any of
of those
those lands
lands water-coveredareas.
water-cover
sue
r
cTe
X ads. as
in the
the manner
to sell,
originally erroneously
erroneously
situated
Louisiana which
which were originally
situated in the
the State
State of
of Louisiana
meandered and
shown upon
official plats
water-covered areas.
areas.
plats as water-covered
upon the official
meandered
and shown
appropriated by a
a qualified
qualified settler or
or
and which are not
not lawfully
lawfully appropriated
entryman
public lands laws.
laws.
entryman claiming
claiming under the public
That any
any citizen
United States
States who,
who, or
or whose
ancestors in
in settlers
Preference
rightfaith.
whose ancestors
Prefpce
to
That
citizen of
of the
the United
on,in good
title in
good faith
faith under
claiming as
as aa riparian
riparian ettsogoodt
title or
or claiming
under color
color of
of title
in good
title
upon
placed valuable
valuable improvements
owner has, prior to this Act, placed
improvements upon
owner
or reduced
reduced to cultivation any of the lands
lands subject to the operation
operation
of
file in the
office of
of the
preferred right to
to file
the office
of this Act, shall have
have aa preferred
register
United States
district
of the United
States land office of the district
and receiver
receiver of
register and
in
lands are
are situated,
an application
application to
the lands
lands Application
be
pplication to be
to purchase
purchase the
situated, an
in which
which the
the lands
by them at any time within ninety days from the date
thus improved
improved by
of
the passage
Act if
if the
have been
been surveyed
surveyed and
and plats
lands have
passage of
of this
this Act
the lands
of the
filed
United States land office; otherwise
slays
the United
otherwise within
within ninety days
filed in
in the
from
claimant of
the filing
such plats.
of such
plats.
notice to
to such
such claimant
of the
filing of
from official
official notice
Every
such application
be accompanied
accompanied with
with satisfactory
satisfactory- Prodo
Proof of pcesassion.
p
Every such
application must
must be
proof
the applicant
applicant is
is entitled
entitled to
such preference
preference right
right and
and
to such
that the
proof that
that the lands which he applies to purchase
purchase are not in the legal
possession of an adverse claimant or in the actual possession
possession of
a aa

952
952
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SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
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CHs. 268,272.
268, 272.
SESS.
II. CHS.

1925.
1925.

improved the
property and
have
person or
or persons who have
have improved
the property
and who
who have
attempted
same in
in compliance
with the
the laws
and regulaattempted to
to enter
enter same
compliance with
laws and
regulations of the United States
States land
land office.
office.
Appraisal
ppraisal of
of lands.
lands.
That upon the filing of an application
application toto-purchase any
any lands suboperation of
Act, together
together with
with the
the required
required proof,
proof,
ject to
to the operation
of this
this Act,
the
Secretary of
the Interior
shall cause
the lands
lands described
in said
the Secretary
of the
Interior shall
cause the
described in
said
application to
be appraised,
appraised, said
said appraisal
to be
on the
the basis
basis of
of the
the
Value
improve- application
to be
appraisal to
be on
Value of
of improvevalue of
such lands
lands at
at the
the date
of appraisal,
appraisal, exclusive
inment by applicant
applicant exment
e- value
of such
date of
exclusive of
of any
any included.
cluded.
from the development
development or
creased value resulting from
or improvement
improvement
thereof
for agricultural
agricultural purposes
by the
the applicant
applicant or
his predecessor
predecessor
thereof for
purposes by
or his
in
interest, but
but inclusive
inclusive of
of the
stumpage value
of any
any timber
timber cut
cut or
or
in interest,
the stumpage
value of
removed by
the
applicant
or his
his predecessor
in interest.
interest.
a
o removed
by
the
applicant
or
predecessor
in
Payment and
s issue of
That an
applicant who
to purchase
lands under
under the
the propropatents.
purchase lands
who applies
applies to
That
an applicant
patents.nd'
visions of
this Act,
Act, in
to be
entitled to
to receive
receive aapatent,
patent, must
must
visions
of this
in order
order to
be entitled
within six
six months
months from
notice of
of appraisal
appraisal by
within
from receipt
receipt of
of notice
by the
the SecreSecretary
of the
the Interior
Interior pay
to the
receiver of
of the
the United
United States
land
tary of
pay to
the receiver
States land
office of
of the district
district in
in which
which the lands
lands are situated, the appraised
appraised
price of
the lands,
lands, and
patent shall
issue to
to said
said apapprice
of the
and thereupon
thereupon aa patent
shall issue
plicant
for
such
lands
as
the
Secretary
of
the
Interior
shall
deterdetershall
Interior
the
of
Secretary
the
plicant for such lands as
Procda
Proceeds.
mine that such applicant
applicant is entitled to purchase under this Act. The
proceeds derived
sale of
the lands
hereproceeds
derived by
by the
the Goveinment
Govetnment from
from the
the sale
of the
lands hereunder shall
shall be
covered into
into the
States Treasury
Treasury,and
and applied
applied
under
be covered
the United
United States
as
proceeds from
from the
the sale
as provided
provided by
by law
law for the disposal
disposal of the
the proceeds
sale
of _public
lands.
of
public
lands.
Regulations to be
That
Interior is
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
to preprepRegtions to be
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
prescribed.
scribe
all necessary
and regulations
for administering
administering the
the proproscribe all
necessary rules
rules and
regulations for
conflicting claims arising herevisions of
of this
this Act
Act and
and determining
determining conflicting
under.
Reservation of minofminSEC.
2. That
all purchases
purchases made
patents issued
Rereration
SEC. 2.
That all
made and
and patents
issued under
under the
the proproeral
rights.
visions
this Act
shall be
be subject
subject to
to and
contain aa reservation
reservation to
to
visions of
of this
Act shall
and contain
the United
and other
other minerals
in the
the
United States of all the
the coal, oil, gas, and
minerals in
lands
purchased and
patented, together
together with
with the
the right
right to
to prospect
prospect
lands so
so purchased
and patented,
for, mine,
mine, and
and remove
same.
for,
remove the
the same.
Approved. February
Approved.
February 19,
19, 1925.
1925.
February 20, 1925.
[eIH.ru.
[11.
R. 103.1
[Public No.
No. 428.1
428.i

CHAP.
Act For
For the
of certain
certain lands
lands in
in the
the Plumas
Plumas National
National
CHIAP. 272.—An
272.-An Act
the inclusion
inclusion of
Forest, California,
California, and
purposes.
for other
other purposes.
Forest,
and for

enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
Representatives of
of

x
E
I
tioat fo
the United
United States
of Amerka
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That within
within
assembled, That
Nationale
foesds
States of
America in
Exchange
ofrests
lands the
with private
following-described
areas any
lands not
not in
in Government
with
owners the
private owners
the
following-described
areas
any
lands
Government
in
inclusion in
for inclusion
designated.
ownership
are found
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Agriculture
to
ownership which
which are
found by
Agriculture to
designated.
of

Vol.
Vol. 42, p.
p. 465.
5.

42

Plumas

National

Forlest
caliNti
Forest, Calif.
Description.
Description.

ds

be chiefly valuable
purposes may be offered
offered
valuable for national
national forest purposes
in
provisions of
March 20,
1922
in exchange
exchange under the
the provisions
of the Act of
of March
20, 1922
(Public, 1'73,
173, Forty-second
Forty-second United
Large, page
United States Statutes at Large,
465),
acceptance of
465), upon notice as therein provided
provided and upon acceptance
of title
title
shall
Plumes National Forest, the
Eldorado
shall become
become parts of
of the Plumas
the Eldorado
National Forest, the Stanislaus
Stanislaus National
National Forest, the
the Shasta National
National Forest, respectively,
of
Forest, and the Tahoe National
respectively, and any of
such described areas in Government
ownership, chiefly
valuable for
for
Government ownership,
chiefly valuable
national
purposes and
of any
any national
forest
national forest
forest purposes
and not
not now
now parts
parts of
national forest
national forests, as
as herein
by proclaproclamay be added to said national
herein provided
provided by
mation of
of the
the President,
President, subject
to all
valid claims
provisions of
of
mation
subject to
all valid
claims and
and provisions
existing
withdrawals: (1)
(1) To
the Plumas
Plumas National
National Forest,
Forest, CaliCaliexisting withdrawals:
To the
fornia:
Township 22
22 north,
sections 1, 12,
12, and
and 13;
fornia: Township
north, range
range 44 east,
east. sections
13;
township 23 north, range 4
4 east; township
township 20 north, range 66 east,
township 26
north, range
east; township
27
east half
township; township
half of township;
26 north,
range 6
6 east;
township 27
township 20 north,
range 7
township 21
north, range 6
6 east; township
north, range
7 east; township
north, range 7
7 east; township 26 north,
north, range 7
east; township 27
7 east;
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north,
range 7
east; township
east, sections
sections 4,
4, 5,
5, 6,
6,
range 88east,
21 north,
north, range
township 21
7 east;
north, range
7,
8,
9,
and
18;
township
27
north,
range
8
east;
township
north,
north,
24
township
east;
8
range
north,
27
township
18;
and
9,
8,
7,
range
11, 16,
and 24; township 27 north,
23, and
22, 23,
16, 22,
10, 11,
sections 10,
east, sections
9 east,
range 9
range
east, sections
35, and
township 23 north, range 10
36; township
and 36;
34, 35,
sections 34,
9 east,
range 9
east,
half of
of section
section 1;
24 north,
range 10 east, secnorth, range
township 24
1; township
north half
east, north
tions
19, 28,
29, and
and 36;
township 26
26 north,
east, sections 31,
10 east,
range 10
north, range
36; township
28, 29,
tions 19,
32, and
township 22
22 north,
north, range
east, sections 11 and 2;
range 11 east,
33; township
and 33;
32,
township
23 north,
north, range
range 11
range 11 east,
north, range
24 north,
township 24
east; township
11 east;
township 23
sections 31,
and 33;
township 29
29 north,
east, sections 25
11 east,
range 11
north, range
33; township
32, and
31, 32,
sections
to
township 22
22 north,
12 east;
east; township
township 28
range 12
12
north, range
28 north,
range 12
north, range
36; township
to 36;
east, sections
sections 1,
3, and
12; township
township 29
secrange 12 east, sec29 north, range
and 12;
2, 3,
1, 2,
east,
tions 26
26 to
to 35,
21 north,
range 13
half
north half
east, north
13 east,
north, range
township 21
inclusive; township
35, inclusive;
tions
of township;
township 22
north, range
range 13
township 23 north,
east; township
13 east;
22 north,
township; township
of
range 13
township 21
21 nofth,
14 east,
sections 5,
5, 6,
6, 7,
7, 8,
8,
east, sections
range 14
north, range
13 east;
east; township
range
seceast,
17,
18,
19,
20,
29,
30,
31,
and
32;
township
22
north,
range
14
range
north,
22
township
32;
and
31,
30,
17, 18, 19, 20, 29,
tions 29,
29, 30,
30, 31,
31, and
32; township
township 23
23 north,
north, range
east, sections 7,
14 east,
range 14
and 32;
tions
16,
17,
18,
19,
20,
21,
28,
29,
30,
and
33;
township
25
range 16
north,
25
township
33;
and
30,
29,
28,
21,
20,
19,
18,
17,
16,
east, sections
15 and
Mount Diablo
Diablo base
and meridian,
base and
all Mount
16; all
and 16;
sections 15
east,
California.
California.
°
(2) To
the Eldorado
Eldorado National
National Forest,
California: Township
Township 11
11 FFoErld,°cdNati
LIer
s
ifraac ufNational
nal
Forest, California:
To the
(2)
Description.
north,
range 12
12 east,
25 to
to 29,
29, inclusive,
inclusive, and
and 32
32 to
in
nesriptioli
36 into 36
sections 25
east, sections
north, range
elusive;
township 10
sections 11 to 3, inclusive,
inclusive,
10 north, range 12 east, sections
elusive; township
10 to
15, inclusive,
inclusive, 22
inclusive, 32 to 36, inclusive;
inclusive; township
township
29, inclusive,
to 29,
22 to
to 15,
10
11 north,
range 13
east, sections
to 33,
33, inclusive;
inclusive; township 10
•
31 to
sections 31
13 east,
north, range
11
north,
range 13 east; township
township 8
8
north, range
9 north,
township 9
east; township
13 east;
range 13
north, range
north,
13 east,
sections 1
3, inclusive,
inclusive, 22
inclusive, 10 to 15, inclusive,
to 3,
1 to
east, sections
range 13
north, range
to
27, inclusive,
inclusive, 34
34 to
36, inclusive;
east;
range 14 east;
north, range
township 88north,
inclusive; township
to 36,
to 27,
township 7
inclusive, 16 to 20,
1 to 13, inclusive,
sections 1
east, sections
14 east,
range 14
7 north,
north, range
township
inclusive;
range 18
18 east,
east, sections
sections 31 and 32;
32;
north, range
13 north,
township 13
inclusive; township
township 12
range 18
sections 3
11, inclusive,
inclusive, 14 to 23,
3 to 11,
east, sections
18 east,
north, range
12 north,
township
inclusive, 26
26 to
to 34,
inclusive; all
and meridian.
meridian. gttanslaus
Diablo base
base and
National
in Mount
inclusive,
34, inclusive;
all in
Mount Diablo
es
siti
t
isNational
ca.s
(3) To
To the
Stanislaus National
National Forest,
Forest, California:
California: Townshipf. 1
1 Forest,
ini
the Stanislaus
(3)
south,
range 16
east, sections
to 5
15, inclusive, 22 DeriptionDescription.
8 to 15,
5,,inclusive, 8
sections 11to
16 east,
south, range
2
to
27,
inclusive,
and
34
to
36,
inclusive;
2
north, range 15
15
township
inclusive;
36,
to
34
and
to 27, inclusive,
east,
to 12,
12, inclusive;
north, range
east,
range 16 east,
township 22 north,
inclusive; township
sections 11 to
east, sections
4 north,
sections 2
to 10,
inclusive, 15,
north, range 14
14
21; township 4
and 21;
16, and
15, 16,
10, inclusive,
2 to
sections
east, sections
sections 1,
11 to
14, inclusive,
and 23
23 to
to 26,
26, inclusive;
inclusive; towntowninclusive, and
to 14,
2, 11
1, 2,
east,
to
ship 5
north, range
east, sections
sections 1,
1, 2,
14, inclusive, 23 to
to 14,
11 to
2, 11
14 east,
range 14
5 north,
ship
26,
inclusive, 35
35 and
36; township
north, range
range 14
east, sections
sections
14 east,
6 north,
township 6
and 36;
26, inclusive,
inclusive, 21
to 36,
36, in33 to
inclusive, 33
to 28,
28, inclusive,
21 to
16, inclusive,
to 16,
9 to
inclusive, 9
to 4,
4, inclusive,
11to
elusive
township 7
7north,
north, range
14 east,
sections 9
9 to
to 17,
17, .inclusive,
inclusive,
east, sections
range 14
clusive;;township
and
19 to
to 36,
Diablo base
and meridian.
meridian.
base and
Mount Diablo
in Mount
all in
inclusive; all
36, inclusive;
and 19
3. Shas, eN
(4) To the Shasta
National Forest,
California: Township
Townshipional
36 FshBsta
ta Natinal
aat
36
Forest, California:
(4) To the Shasta National
north,
11, inclusive,
and 15
15 to
to 17,
17, mclusDescription.
inclus- Dcription.
inclusive, and
to 11,
sections 11to
west, sections
range 55 west,
north, range
ive;
township 37
north, range
section 1;
1; township
37 north,
north,
township 37
east, section
range 11east,
37 north,
ive; township
range
16, inclusive;
township 37
range 3
3
north, range
37 north,
inclusive; township
to 16,
9 to
sections 9
2 east,
east, sections
range 2
east, north
section 1,
1, sections
sections 9
9
inclusive, sections
to 6, inclusive,
sections 33 to
quarter section
north quarter
east,
and 10,
15 and
16; township
range 4
east, north
north half sec4 east,
north, range
37 north,
township 37
and 16;
10, 15
and
tion 6;
6; township
township 37
west, sections
inclusive,
sections 44 to 9, inclusive,
range 44 west,
north, range
37 north,
tion
and
21, inclusive;
inclusive; township
township 37
north, range
west, sections
1,
sections 1,
range 55 west,
37 north,
to 21,
16 to
and 16
11
14, inclusive,
23 to
to 26,
inclusive, and
and 31 to 36, inclusive; town26, inclusive,
inclusive, 23
to 14,
11 to
ship
range 1
sections 11,
13, 14,
24, 25,
25, 26, and
and
23, 24,
14, 23,
12, 13,
11, 12,
1 east,
east, sections
north, range
38 north,
ship 38
36;
north, range
east, sections
2, 3,
17, into 17,
5, 77 to
3, 5,
1, 2,
sections 1,
2 east,
range 2
38 north,
township 38
36; township
clusive,
19 to
36, inclusive;
township 38
north, range
range 3
east, all;
all;
3 east,
38 north,
inclusive; township
to 36,
clusive, 19
township
38 north,
north, range
range 4
east, sections
8; township
township 38 north,
6, 7,
7, 8;
sections 6,
4 east,
township 38
range 4
4 west,
2, 3,
20, 24,
28,
24, 22, 27, 28,
inclusive, 20,
17, inclusive,
to 17,
10 to
3, 10
1, 2,
sections 1,
west, sections
range
29, 31,
township 38
north, range
range 5
west, section
section 36; township
township
5 west,
38 north,
33; township
32, 33;
31, 32,
29,
39
north, range
range 1
east; township
39 north,
range 2
2 east; township
township
north, range
township 39
1 east;
39 north,
39 north,
east; township
township 39
39 north,
east, sections
sections 30,
30,
4 east,
range 4
north, range
range 33east;
north, range
39
31; township
township 39
township 39
39 north,
north, range
range 2
2
west; township
range 11 west;
north, range
39 north,
31;
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FoTrest,
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west; township
township 39 north, range 33 west; township 39 north, range 44
west;
sections 1
1to 12; township
township
west; township 39
39 north, range 55 west, sections
40
range 2
2 east; township
township
1 east;
east; township
township 40
40 north, range
40 north, range 1
40,
east; township 40
township 40
40
40 north,
north, range 44 east; township
40, range 33 east;
township 40
north, range 11west; township 40 north, range 22west; township
township 40 north,
range 4
4 west, sections 2
2 to
3 west; township
north, range
north, range 3
6,
inclusive; township 40
6, inclusive, 10 to
to 15,
15, inclusive,
inclusive, 19, 22 to 36, inclusive;
4
range 55 west; township
township 40 north,
north, range
range 99 west, sections
sections 4
north, range
and 5; township 41 north,
north, range 1
1 east; township 41 north, range 2
2
sections 34, 35, 36; township
township
east; township
township 41
41 north, range
range 44 east,
east, sections
township
41 north, range 1
1 west; township 41 north, range 22west; township
range 4
4 west;
41 north, range
west; township
township 41
41 north, range 55west, sections
sections 1,
inclusive, and 21 to
inclusive; towntown99to 16, inclusive,
to 28,
28, inclusive,
inclusive, 33 to 36,
36, inclusive;
west, sections
sections .28
ship 41 north, range 7
7 west,
28 and 29; township 42 north,
range 1
1 east;
east; township
township 42
42 north,
north, range
range 2
2 east, sections
sections 19 to 30, and
31;
township 42 north, range
range 4
4
range 11 west; township 42 north, range
31; township
west, sections 19 .to
to 30, and 31; township 42 north, range 55west, section
north, range
tion 36; township
township 43 north, range 11east; township 43 north,
range 2
2 west; township 43 north, range
11west; township
township 43 north, range
sections 1
and 2,
2, 13
to 16,
16, inclusive,
inclusive, 20
20 to
24, inclusive;
inclusive;
33 west,
west, sections
1 and
13 to
to 24,
township
range 1
Iwest;
west;
township 44 north,
north, range 11east;
east; township
township 44 north, range
township 45 north, range
range 1
east,,
township 44 north, range
range 22 west; township
1 east,
township 45
range 1
1west,
west, sections 19
19
19, 20, 29, 30; township
45 north, range
sections 19,
meridian, California.
California.
to 36, inclusive. All Mount Diablo base and meridian,
(5)
To the
Tahoe National
National Forest,
Forest, California
California and
and Nevada:
Nevada:
the Tahoe
(5) To
9 east,
Township 18 north, range 9
east, sections 28 and 29; township 18
sections 28, 29, 30, 31, and 32; township
township 17
north, range 10 east, sections
13, 24, 25,
25, and 36; township
township 17 north,
north,
north, range 9
9 east, sections 13,
east; township
township 16 north,
range 10 east; township 17 north, range 11 east;
east, sections
sections 1,
1, 2,
2, 11,
13, 23
23 to
to 27,
27, inclusive,
and 29;
29; towntownrange 10
10 east,
11, 13,
inclusive, and
ship 16 north, range 11 east; township 15 north, range 10 east, sections 13, 24, 25, and 36; township 14 north, range 10 east, sections
sections
and 25; township
township 14 north, range 11 east;
township 21
1, 12, 13, 24, and
east; township
north, range 14 east, sections
sections 17,
17, 18, 19, 20, and
and 29 to 32, inclusive;
inclusive;
township 20 north, range 14 east, se:ctions
inclusive;
sections 9, 16, 21 to 24, inclusive;
township 20 north, range 15 east;
east; township
range 16
16 east;
township 20
20 north,
north, range
east;
township 20 north, range
range 17 east; township
township 19 north, range 15 east;
township 19 north, range
range 16 east;
east; township 19 north, range 17 east;
east;
township 18 north, range
range 15 east; township
township 18 north, range 16 east;
township 18 north, range
range 17 east;
east; township
township 18 north, range
range 18 east;
township 17 north, range
range 18 east; township
township 15 north, range 18 east;
township
east;
township 15 north, range 19 east, sections 4
4to 9, inclusive, 16 to 21,
township
inclusive, 28 to 33, inclusive; township
township 14 north, range
range 18 east;
inclusive,
township 14
sections 4,
'T, 8, 9,
township
14 north, range 19 east, sections
4, 5, 6, 7,
9, 16 to 21,
inclusive, 28 to 33, inclusive; township 13 north, range
range 18 east, sections 1,
inclusive, 33 to 36, in1, 2, 3, 99 to 16, inclusive,
inclusive, 21 to 28, inclusive,
clusive; township 13 north, range 19 east,
east, sections 5, 6, 7, 8, 17, 18,
19, 20, 29, 30, 31, and 32; all in Mount Diablo base and meridian.
Approved,
February 20, 1925.
Approved, February

February
e 20, 1925.
[8.
t87.]
S. 877.1
[Public, No.
No. 429.]
429.]

CHAP. 273.-An
273.-An Act
To provide
for exchanges
of Government
Government and priprprovide for
exchanges of
CHAP.
Act To
vately
Walapai Indian
Indian Reservation,
Arizona.
vately owned
owned lands
lands in
in the
the Walapai
Reservation, Arizona.

•
Tahoe National

Description.
Descrfption.

Be it
it enacted
Representatives of
enacted by the Senate and House
House of Representatives
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
the United States of America
assembled, That
That the
the
Secretary of the Interior is hereby
Secretary
hereby authorized,
authorized, in his discretion,
discretion,
under rules
rules and
and regulations
to be
be prescribed
prescribed by
by him,
him, to
to accept
reaccept reregulations to
tocnnsoolidate under
of privately
owned and
and State
State school
school
privately owned
to the
the Government
Government of
e a
d conveyances
conveyances to
lands and relinquishments
relinquishments of any
any valid filings, under the home-

WalapaiiIdianResIndian ResWalavpa
ervation, Ariz.
Exchanges
prirxchanges of privately owned, etc.,
lands in, to consolidate
Indian retained
r t
n e
Indian
holding.

ti,m
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CONGRESS.

S
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11.
SESS.

ens. 273-276.
CHS.
273-276.
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1925.

stead laws,
laws, or
claims within
within the
the Walapai
or of other
other valid
valid claims
Walapai Indian
Indian
Reservation in
and Coconino
Counties, Arizona,
to
Reservation
in Mohave
Mohave and
Coconino Counties,
Arizona, and
and to
boundaries of
of the
reservation
permit lieu selections
selections within
within the
the boundaries
the said
said reservation
their rights
rights so
so that
the lands
for
by those surrendering
surrendering their
that the
lands retained
retained for
Indian purposes may be
consolidated and
and held
held in
in a
area so
so
be consolidated
a solid
solid area
far as may be possible: Provided,
Provided, That
or claim
That the
the title
title or
claim of
of any
any
person or
company who
reconvey to
Government
person
or company
who refuses
refuses to
to reconvey
to the
the Government
shall not
be hereby
hereby affected.
shall
not be
affected.
Approved,
20, 1925.
Approved, February
February 20,
1925.
CHAP.
CHAP. 274.—An
Revised Statutes.
274.-An Act To amend section 5147 of the Revised

1
41,7n
ot
T^itlenot
Title not

affected ,
if

ect if
affected,

reconveyance refused.
reconveyancerefused.

February 20,
20, 1925.
1925.
February

[
S. 2209.]
Ie.
22019.
[Public, No.
[Public,
No. 430.]
430.]

Be it
it enacted
by the
Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of
of the
the
Be
enacted by
the Senate
of Representatives
United States
States of
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
United
America in
in Congress
That section
section 5147
a
nd
Aims
i
g b
5r . 99
5147 11INatiosne.
bank
:xi. •
").
of
the Revised
Statutes is
to read
read as
as follows:
follows:ame
of the
Revised Statutes
amended.
is amended
amended to
SEC. 5147.
Each director,
when appointed
or elected,
elected, shall
shall take
take rectors.
Oath
required of di""SEC.
5147. Each
director, when
appointed or
aretrequired
dian
far as
duty devolves
diligently
an oath that
that he
he will, so
so far
as the
the duty
devolves on
on him,
him, diligently
and
administer the
affairs of
association, and
will not
and honestly
honestly administer
the affairs
of such
such association,
and will
not
knowingly
violate or
or willingly
the proproknowingly violate
willingly permit
permit to
to be
be violated,
violated, any
any of
of the
visions of this
visions
is the
owner in
faith, and
and in
in
this title,
title, and
and that
that he
he is
the owner
-in good
good faith,
shares of
of stock
required by
title,
his own right,
right, of
of the
the number
number of
of shares
stock required
by this
this title,
subscribed
by him,
standing in
in his
the books
of the
subscribed by
him, or
or standing
his name
name on
on the
books of
the
association,
same is
is not
not hypothecated,
or in
any way
association, and
and that the
the same
hypothecated, or
in any
way
pledged, as security for any loan or debt. The oath shall be taken
AdTrdn
eZte
.r
e
elgra
04,
taken no
nAdniSteredbyany
before
before aa notary
public, properly
properly authorized
authorized and
and commissioned
notary public,
commissioned by
onnected with the
by connected
other officer
the State in
in which
which he
he resides,
resides, or before
before any
any other
officer having
having an
an
by the
administer oaths,
official seal and
and authorized
authorized by
the State
State to
to administer
oaths, except
except
that the
the oath
shall not
not be
taken before
before any
any such
notary public
public or
or
that
oath shall
be taken
such notary
Transmittal and
an d
officer who
is an
officer of
of the
bank. The
The oath,
oath,fu iinmg."
other officer
who is
an officer
the director's
director's bank.
subscribed
subscribed by
director making
and certified
by the
the notary
by the director
making it,
it, and
certified by
notary
public or other officer before
before whom it
it is taken,
shall be
taken, shall
be immediately
immediately
transmitted to the Comptroller of the
Currency and
and shall
be filed
filed
the Currency
shall be
and preserved in his
his office for aaperiod
period of
of ten
ten years."
years."
February 20,
Approved, February
20, 1925.

CHAP.
275.-An Act Authorizing
Authorizing the Postmaster
CHAP. 275.---An
Postmaster General
General to permit the use
of precanceled
precanceled stamped
stamped envelopes.
envelopes.

February 20,
1925.
February
20,1925.
[H. R.10471.1
H., R. 10471'.
[Public, No. 431.1
[ublic, o. 3

Be it
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
of the
the
Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
House of
Representatives of
prstealo ero
v
e
i
United
America in
That the
United States
States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the PostPost- Pre canceling
nti g of
of
master
General is
under such
such regulations
as he
may sV
mti-ddenvelopespergdenvel°PesPermaster General
is authorized,
authorized, under
regulations as
he may
a permit to persons
prescribe, to issue a
persons using Government
Government stamped
stamped
envelopes to deface the
thereon in
in connection
connection with
with
envelopes
the postage
postage stamps
stamps thereon
the placing
placing on
on the
the envelopes
envelopes of
of the
the name
name of
of the
the post
post office
and State
the
office and
State
of mailing, together
of
indicia as
may be
prescribed.
together with
with such
such other
other indicia
as may
be prescribed.
Approved, February
Approved,
February,s20, 1925.

276.-An Act To authorize
CHAP. 276.—An
authorize the payment of an indemnity
indemnity to the
government of
Norway on account
account of losses sustained
cwners of the
Government
of Norway
sustained by
by the cwners
Norwegian
Norwegian steamship
steamship Hassel as the result
steamship
result of a
a collision between
between that steamship
American steamship Ausable.
and the American

February 21,
21, 1925.
1925.
February
[s. 2718.1
2718.
[s.
[Public, No.432]
No. 432]
[Public,

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
the N.
United States
States of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That there is
United
aoy
r
la
e
y
ni to,
is 1PPayent
to, as inhereby
be paid
paid to
the Government
of demnity
odenanitY ofor
hereby authorized
authorized to
to be
to the
Government of
of Norway,
Norway, out
out of
to
oses to
f losees
any
money in
in the
appropriated, as
as a
"Haemrms
fr
s
om "'cog
any money
the Treasury
Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
a matter
matter "Hassel"
from
colilof
reference to
to the
the question
of grace
grace and
and without
without reference
question of
of liability
liability therefor'
therefor,"n.°•
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Post, p.
1339.
p. 1339.
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February 21,
21, 1925.
1925.
February

0

[S. 2397.1
2397.

[Public, No.
No. 433.]
[Public,
433.1
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276, 277.
SESS.
CHS. 276,277.
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the owners
owners of
of the
as full
full indemnity
indemnity for the
the losses sustained by the
the
Norwegian steamship Hassel, or any other parties pecuniarily
Norwegian
pecuniarily
interested,
collision on August
August 24, 1918,
between
interested, as the result of aa collision
1918, between
that steamship and the American
American steamship
operated by
by
steamship Ausable,
Ausable, operated
the War Department, the sum of $164,169.23,
$164.169.23, as recommended
recommended by
the President
President in his message
message to Congress
February 25,
Congress of February
25, 1924,
1924,
printed as Senate
Senate Document Numbered
Numbered 52, Sixty-eighth
Sixty-eighth Congress,
first
first session.
session.
February 21, 1925.
Approved, February
1925.

CIAP.
CRAP. 277.-An
277.—An Act To
To provide
provide for
for refunds
refunds to
veterans of
the World
War
to veterans
of the
World War
of certain
certain amounts
amounts paid by them under
projects
of
under Federal
Federal irrigation projects.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
of Representatives
the
Be it
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of
of the
nited States
States of
United
of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That as used in
Act—
this ActTerms
construed.
(a) The
"veteran" includes
any individual
member of
of
Termonstrned.
(a)
The term
term "veteran"
includes any
individual aa member
"Veteran."
the
military or
naval
forces
of
the United
States at
at any
any time
time after
the
military
or
naval
forces
of
the
United
States
after
Persons excluded.
April
and before
1918; but
but does
does not
not include
include
Persoselude.
April 5,
5, 1917,
1917, and
before November
November 12,
12, 1918;
(1) any individual at any
such period
period or
(1)
any time during
during such
or thereafter
thereafter
separated from such forces under other than honorable conditions,
conditions,
(2)
(2) any conscientious objector
who performed
duty
objector who
performed no military
military duty
whatever or
wear the
uniform or
or (3)
(3) any
any alien
alien at
whatever
or refused
refused to
to wear
the uniform,
at any
any
time during such period
period or thereafter
thereafter discharged
discharged from the military or naval forces
forces on account of
of his
his alienage;
alienage; and
and
"Reclamation
law."
(b)
The term
term
"reclamation
"Reclamation law."
(b) The
"reclamation law"
law" means
means the
Act entitled
entitled "An
the
Act
"An
Vol. 32, p. 388.
Vol. 32, 388.
Act appropriating
appropriating the receipts from the sale and disposal of public
lands
in certain
States and
Territories to
to the
the construction
construction of
of irriirrilands in
certain States
and Territories
reclamation of arid lands,"
gation works for the reclamation
approved June
lands," approved
June
17, 1902,
1902, and
thereof or
or supplementary
supplementary thereto.
and all
all Acts
Acts amendatory
amendatory thereof
thereto.
Veteran
no
S
EC. 2.
2. (a)
any time
time since
since April
6, 1917,
1917,
April 6,
at any
veteran-who at
(a) Any
Any veteran—who
SEC.
longer
no longer
Veteran etc.,
retaining,
farm
unit may applyaforrefor re- has made entry upon a
a farm unit within a
a Federal
Federal irrigation
irrigation
fundofchargespaid.
project under the reclamation
reclamation law and (1) who no longer retains
fund of charges paid.
retains
such entry
because of
or relinquishment
relinquishment to,
to, the
the
entry because
of cancellation
cancellation by,
by, or
(2) who,
who prior
prior to
to receipt
receipt by
by him
him of
final
United States
States after or (2)
of aa final
certificate in respect
respect of such
no case
more than
one
certificate
such entry,
entry, but in
in no
case more
than one
year after the date of passage
passage of
relinquish
of this Act, desires to relinquish
such entry—may,
with regulations
prescribed by
by the
the
entry-may, in
in accordance
accordance with
regulations prescribed
Secretary
Secretary of the Interior, file application
application for
provided
for the refund provided
afread Y eT
subdivision (b).
(b). A
veteran who
who has
has been
been compensated,
i
n cash
cash
omcFento" in
af daloready
in subdivision
A veteran
compensated, in
sated
not entitl
refund,
for any
such relinquishment
relinquishment shall
shall not
not be
be entitled
refund.
or otherwise,
otherwise, for
any such
entitled
to the benefits of this
this Act,
Act, and
before payment
and before
payment of
of such
such refund
refund
the Secretary of the Interior, under such regulations
regulations as he may
may
prescribe, shall require
proof that
the veteran
veteran has
been so
so
require proof
that the
has not
not been
compensated.
compensated.
Investigation
and re(b) Upon
Upon receipt
receipt of
of such
such application
application the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the InInvestigation and
(b)
reInfund by the Secretary.
fundthe by
Secretary. tenor
teor is authorized
authorized to investigate
investigate the facts and, in his discretion,
discretion,
refund to
to any
such veteran
veteran entitled
to pay as aa refund
any such
entitled thereto,
thereto, aa sum
sum
equal to all amounts paid to the United
United States by
by such
such veteran,
veteran,
or for his account,
account, as construction
interest and
and
construction charges
charges and as
as interest
ectPayment from Pr*
penalties on such charges in respect of
such unit.
unit. Every
Every such
Payment
of such
such
allotment.from pro- penalties on such charges in respect
refund so approved
approved by the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
Interior shall be
be paid
paid
from
on which
which the
the entry
in
from the appropriation
appropriation for the project
project on
entry in
question
question was made.
Benefits payable
payable to
to
SEC.
Benefits
SEC. 3. (a)
(a) The estate of a
aveteran
veteran shall be entitled to the benefits
benefits
estate.
of this Act in any case where
where the veteran
have
veteran, if living, could have
availed himself of such benefits. Application
Application for
for such
such benefits
benefits
shall be
shall be
be made
to, the
be made by, and payments
payments thereof
thereof shall
made to,
the
'executor
administrator of
·executor or
or administrator
of such
such estate.
Reclamation proieeamation proects.
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All rights
in unt
unit re
rein
gh on
Alin
(b)
A veteran
veteran (or
his estate)
estate) accepting
farm linquished
respect of any farm
accepting in respect
(or his
(b) A
accepting benefits.
unit
this Act,
Act, shall
thereby to have relin- ingbeneits.a
be deemed
deemed thereby
shall be
of this
benefits of
the benefits
unit the
quished,
with regulations
regulations prescribed
prescribed by
the SecreSecreby the
in accordance
accordance with
quished, in
veteran
tary
of the
Interior, all
title, or
or interest
interest of such veteran
right, title,
all right,
the Interior,
tary of
(or estate)
such farm
farm unit
improvements thereon.
any improvements
and any
unit and
in such
estate) in
(or
Cancellation of perigte
of
S
EC. 4.
The Secretary
of the
the Interior
to cancel
cancel any manelartion
is authorized
authorized to
Interior is
Secretary of
4. The
SEC.
manent water right.
respect
unit in respect
application for
for permanent
permanent water
water right
any farm unit
right for any
application
of which
veteran (or
estate) has
the benefits
benefits of
of this
this
has received
received the
his estate)
(or his
a veteran
which a
of
Act,
to terminate
all rights
liabilities of
such veteran
veteran (or
(or
of such
and liabilities
rights and
terminate all
and to
Act, and
estate)
such application.
respect of such
in respect
estate) in
Regulations
to be
be
egulations to
S
EC. 5.
The Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
Interior is
is authorized
to make such made.
authorized to
5. The
SEC.
regulations
as
he
deems
necessary
to
execute
the
functions
imposed
imposed
functions
the
execute
to
regulations as he deems necessary
upon him
him by
by this
Act.
this Act.
upon
Approved, February
February 21,
21, 1925.
1925.
Approved,

CHAP. 278.—An
To provide
provide for
for the
the appointment
appointment of
of an
an appraiser
appraiser of
Act To
278.-An Act
CHAP.
merchandise at
at Portland,
Portland, Oregon.
Oregon.
merchandise

Be
it enacted
by the
esentatives of the
and House of Representatives
Senate and
the Senate
enacted by
Be it
United States
America in
in Congress
assemble, That
That on
on and
and after
Congress assembled,
of America
States of
United
the passage
this Act
of the
Treasury is
is authorized
authorized
the Treasury
Secretary of
the Secretary
Act the
of this
passage of
the
laws and reguand
directed to
to appoint,
appoint, pursuant
service laws
civil service
to the
the civil
pursuant to
and directed
lations,
an appraiser
merchandise at Portland, Oregon, prescribe
appraiser of merchandise
lations, an
compensahis duties
duties when
not otherwise
otherwise defined by law, and fix his compensawhen not
his
tion.
tion.
3 of section
Sao. 2.
of paragraph
section 2587 of the Revised
paragraph 3
much of
So much
2. So
SEC.
Statutes
appraiser of merappointment of an appraiser
the appointment
for the
provides for
as provides
Statutes as
chandise
Oregon, is hereby repealed. .
Portland, Oregon,
at Portland,
chandise at
21, 1925.
Approved,
February 21,
Approved, February

county authorities
to the
the county
CHAP.
Granting to
authorities of San Juan County,
County,
Act Granting
279.-An Act
CHAP. 279.—An
certain described
roads over
State
of Washington,
right of
way for county
county roads
over certain
described
of way
a right
Washington, a
State of
tracts of
of land
on the
Lopez and Shaw Islands,
reservations on Lopez
military reservations
abandoned military
the abandoned
land on
tracts
and for
for other
purposes.
other purposes.
and

21, 1925.
February 21,
S. 3352.1
[S.
[Public, No. 434.1
[Public, No. 434.1
„Ciusptoins.r at
Acramsr
at

ia,
la,

Oreg.,
reg.,

PortPortauthor-

provionr
peFled
1
2i:dr!' prov
isio
nr
e*
51Ri
171 aS.,e.
•' 8'
,see* 287
2587, p.
P•
512, Amended.

Feb5 1
764
2
1
11925.
[Pbr.21,8.

[Public,
No. 435.
4354
[Public, No.

it enacted
Representatives of the
and House
House of Representatives
Senate and
the Senate
enacted by the
Be it

sWmIl
abd
a right of lanod,
lan gs :b
andot
d mit
Congress assembled, That a
in Congress
United States
of America
America in
States of
United
i
w
tazt:reservations,
reservatlons,
the following-described
way
for the
of highways
highways over
following-described iah
over the
construction of
the construction
way for
San
Juan Connty
County
san Juan
on the abandoned
tracts
of land on
abandoned military reservations
reservations on Lopez and Er
tracts of
i
a
ggy
tedrsi
g
o
tof way for
tofwaytn
Shaw Islands,
Islands, county
county of
of San
Juan, State
State of Washington,
Washington, is hereby
hereby rghd
San Juan,
Shaw
granted:
granted:
Description.
Beginning
point on
on the
the military
reservation on
end of Decription.
north end
on north
military reservation
a point
at a
Beginning at
one-hunfifty-two
and
Lopez
Island
five
hundred
and
sixty-six
fifty-two
one-hunsixty-six
and
Lopez Island five hundred
dredths feet
feet north
corner to
to sections
1, 2,
township 35
12, township
and 12,
11, and
2, 11,
sections 12
of corner
north of
dredths
north of
2, west
west Willia.mette
south boundboundthe south
being the
meridian, being
Williamette meridian,
range 2,
of range
north
thousand three hundred and fiftyary
of reserve;
reserve; thence
thence north three thousand
ary of
five and
thence north twenty-eight
twenty-eight
feet; thence
one-hundredths feet;
eighty-five one-hundredths
and eighty-five
five
degrees twenty-five
minutes east
hundred and forty-six and
and
three hundred
east three
twenty-five minutes
degrees
thirty-nine degrees
three-tenths feet;
degrees fifty-one
fifty-one minutes
thence north thirty-nine
feet; thence
three-tenths
east four
four hundred
hundred and
and ninety-nine
ninety-nine and
thence
three-tenths feet; thence
and three-tenths
east
north
twenty degrees
degrees five
five minutes
minutes west
four hundred
hundred and thirtywest four
north twenty
four
thence north
naught degrees
minutes east
east two
nineteen minutes
degrees nineteen
north naught
feet; thence
four feet;
hundred
and forty-four
forty-four and
and four-tenths
four-tenths feet;
thence north
north twentytwentyfeet; thence
hundred and
six
forty-one minutes
minutes east
east eight
eight hundred
sixty-two feet;
hundred and sixty-two
degrees forty-one
six degrees
thence
north twenty-nine
degrees fifteen minutes
hundred
minutes east two hundred
twenty-nine degrees
thence north
and
five-tenths feet;
north fourteen
degrees
fourteen degrees
thence north
feet; thence
and five-tenths
thirteen and
and thirteen
twenty-three
minutes east
east two
two hundred
and forty-one
forty-one feet,
feet •thence
thence
hundred and
twenty-three minutes
north
degrees thirty-four
minutes east four hundred
hundred and
and
thirty-four minutes
twenty-nine degrees
north twenty-nine
i

pe

an i

aw
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sixty-six
and five-tenths
five-tenths feet;
feet; thence
degrees fortyfortythirteen degrees
north thirteen
thence north
sixty-six and
nine
minutes east
one hundred
and thirty-three
nine-tenths feet;
feet;
and nine-tenths
thirty-three and
hundred and
east one
nine minutes
thence
north six
degrees fifty-five
east one
hundred and
and
one hundred
minutes east
fifty-five minutes
six degrees
thence north
sixteen
seven-tenths feet;
feet; thence
twenty-four degrees
degrees
north twenty-four
thence north
and seven-tenths
sixteen and
twenty
west fifty-nine
degrees twelve
twelve
five degrees
north five
thence north
feet; thence
fifty-nine feet;
minutes west
twenty minutes
minutes
west one
one hundred
and eighty-seven
thence north
north fiftyfiftyfeet; thence
eighty-seven feet;
hundred and
minutes west
three
east twenty-three
five-tenths feet;
feet;
and five-tenths
twenty-three and
minutes east
thirty minutes
degrees thirty
three degrees
thence
south sixty-three
sixty-three degrees
degrees fifty-nine
fifty-nine minutes
minutes east
east sixty-five
thence south
feet to
to the
landing.
ferry landing.
to ferry
approach to
the approach
feet
Also beginning
beginning at
one thousand
and forty-five
forty-five and nine
thousand and
point one
a point
at a
Also
one-hundredths feet
feet north
north of
boundary of
on section
section
reserve on
of reserve
of south
south boundary
one-hundredths
line between
between sections
sections 1
1 and
and 2;
fifty-seven degrees
degrees
north fifty-seven
thence north
2; thence
line
twenty-one minutes
hundred and
six and four-tenths
four-tenths feet;
and six
eight hundred
west eight
minutes west
twenty-one
thence
four degrees
degrees thirty
minutes east
east two
hundred and sixtytwo hundred
thirty minutes
north four
thence north
five and five-tenths
a point on the shore of Mails Bay.
five-tenths feet to a
five
section
Also beginning
on the
one-sixteenth line of section
west one-sixteenth
the west
a point
point on
at a
beginning at
Also
34,
township
36
north
of
range
2
west,
Willamette
meridian,
nine
meridian,
Willamette
2
west,
range
of
north
36
township
34,
at interone-sixteenth
hundred and seventy feet south of west one
-sixteenth corner atinterhundred
section
of the
Shaw
on Shaw
reservation on
military reservation
the military
boundary of
north boundary
the north
of the
section of
Island; thence
thence south
south two
thousand six
six hundred
and fifteen
feet;
fifteen feet;
hundred and
two thousand
Island;
thence
south
thirty
degrees
fifty
minutes
west
and
hundred
four
west
minutes
fifty
degrees
thirty
south
thence
thirty-six and
seventy-seven one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet; thence
thence west on the
and seventy-seven
thirty-six
south one-sixteenth
one-sixteenth line
line one
one thousand
thousand five
to
feet to
fifty feet
and fifty
hundred and
five hundred
south
the
of the
the military
reservation.
military reservation.
boundary of
west boundary
the west
Approved,
Approved, February 21, 1925.

1919, relative to per
CHAP. 280.-An
280.—An Act To amend the Act of June 30, 1919,
capita cost
cost of
Indian schools.
schools.
of Indian
capita
Be it
it enacted
the Senate
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
and House
Senate and
by the
enacted by
Be
second
Indian
schools.
United
Congress assembled, That the second
in Congress
America in
States of America
United States
Indianschools.
(Forty-first Statutes
Vol.
41, p.
p. 6,, amendamend- paragraph
of the
Act of
of June
June 30,
page 6
6 (Forty-first
1919, page
30, 1919,
the Act
paragraph of
vol. 41,
"Per capita cost,"
ed.
6), entitled "Per
cost," be,
be and the same is
at Large, page 6),
ed.
hereby,
thereof the amount
amount
hereby, amended by inserting in the third line thereof
$270"
in lieu
lieu of
"$225 "
amount
" and in the eighth line thereof the amount
of "$225
" in
" $270
"$300" in lieu of
"$250," so that the same shall read:
read:
of "$250,"
"$300"
transPer capita
capita cost
of
That
except for
for 'only
of superintendents
and for transsuperintendents and
pay of
hereafter, except
That hereafter,
cot of
Per
pupils
portation
of goods
goods and
and transportation
transportation of
of pupils,
not
pupils, not
supplies and
and supplies
portation of
pupis increased.
resed
in this
made in
more
than $270
shall be
from appropriations
appropriations made
be expended
expended from
$270 shall
more than
support and education
annual support
Act,
other Act,
Act, for
for the
the annual
education of any
or any
any other
Act, or
one
pupil in
in any school
school
attendance in
the attendance
unless the
school, unless
Indian school,
m any
any Indian
one pupil
shall
be less
two hundred
in which
which case
case the
Secretary
the Secretary
pupils, in
hundred pupils,
than two
less than
shall be
to
not to
of the
authorize a
a per
capita expenditure
expenditure of not
per capita
may authorize
Interior may
the Interior
of
exceed
$300.
exceed $300.
21, 1925.
Approved,
February 21,
Approved, February
February
21, 1925.
February21,1925.
[S. 40141
No. 436.]
[Public, No.
[Public

February 21, 1925.
Febrary
[S. 41091
437No 437.]
[Public, No.

National parks.
parks.
Determination
Determination of
areas to be acquired
acquired for
areas
Shenandoah,
Va., and
Shenandoah, Vas,
Smoky Mountains,
Mountains,
Tenn. and N. C.

281.-An Act To provide for the securing of lands in
in the southern
CHAP. 281.—An
Appalachian Mountains
and in
in the
the Mammoth
Mammoth Cave
Cave regions
regions of
of Kentucky
Kentucky for
for
Mountains and
Appalachian
perpetual preservation as national parks.
perpetual

the
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
Be
it enacted
and House
Senate and
by the
the Senate
enacted by
Be it
the SecreThat the
assembled, That
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
of America
America in
States of
United States
tary
of the
hereby authorized
to determine
determine
directed to
and directed
authorized and
is hereby
Interior is
the Interior
tary of
Ridge Mounthe Blue
Blue Ridge
the
boundaries and
and area
area of
of such
such portion
portion of
of the
Mounthe boundaries
Shenandoah
of the Shenandoah
tains
Virginia lying
lying east
of the
Fork of
South Fork
the South
east of
of Virginia
tains of
Waynesboro
River
and between
Front Royal
Royal on
and Waynesboro
north and
the north
on the
between Front
River and
and adadon
as may
may be
to be
be acquired
acquired and
by him
him to
recommended by
be recommended
south as
on the
the south
ministered as
as a
national park,
park, to
to be
be known
the Shenandoah
Shenandoah Naas the
known as
a national
ministered
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tional
Park, and
and such
such portion
of the
Smoky Mountains
in
tional Park,
portion of
the Smoky
Mountains lying
lying in
Tennessee and
and North
as may
by him
him
Tennessee
North Carolina
Carolina as
may be
be recommended
recommended by
to
be acquired
acquired and
administered as
known
to be
and administered
as aa national
national park,
park, to
to be
be known
Lands in Mammoth
Msmmoth
Lsndsin
as
Mountains National
Mammoth Cave
National Park, and in the Mammoth
Smoky Mountains
as the
the Smoky
regions of Kentucky, etc.
Cave
regions of
Kentucky and
and also
also such
such other
lands in
in the
the southern
southern tucky,
other lands
of Kentucky
Cave regions
Appalachian
Mountains as
judgment should
be acquired
acquired
Appalachian Mountains
as in
in his
his judgment
should be
and
administered as
as national
national parks,
receive definite
definite offers
offers
parks, and
and to
to receive
and administered
Securing options, etc.
of
and to
options Securingoptions,etc.
such options
to secure
secure such
moneys, and
lands and
and moneys,
of lands
of donations
donations of
as
his judgment
judgment may
considered reasonable
and just
just for
the
may be
be considered
reasonable and
for the
as in his
purchase
of lands
within said
said boundaries,
boundaries, and
to Congress
Congress
to report
report to
and to
lands within
purchase of
Proviso.
thereon: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
Interior may, for
for •Proeaom
the Interior
of the
thereon:
Commission to be
the purpose
of carrying
provisions of
of this
Act, appoint
appoint aa appointed.
this Act,
the provisions
carrying out the
the
purpose of
commission of
five members,
members, composed
of the
representative of
of a
a representative
composed of
of five
commission
Interior
and four
national park
experts, said
said four
four
park experts,
four national
Department and
Interior Department
members to
without compensation.
authoriz
members
to serve
serve without
compensation.
Amount authorized
S
EC. 2.
2. A
and to
to pay
pay the
necessary for
for expenses.
the necessary
secure options
options and
sufficient to
to secure
A sum
sum sufficient
SEC.
Post, p. 1331.
expenses of
the commission
carrying out
the provisions
of this
this Postp.1331.
provisions of
out the
in carrying
of the
commission in
expenses
Act, including
including the
salary of
of one
to the
commission at
at a
a rate
rate
the commission
clerk to
one clerk
the salary
Act,
not to
to exceed
per annum,
annum, necessary
traveling expenses
of
expenses of
necessary traveling
$2,000 per
exceed $2,000
not
the members
members of
the commission,
commission, and
and $10
$10 per
actual
lieu of actual
per diem
diem in lieu
of the
the
cost
exceed $20,000
authorized
hereby authorized
$20,000 is hereby
all, not
not to exceed
in all,
of subsistence,
subsistence, in
cost of
to be
be appropriated.
appropriated.
to
Approved, February
February 21,
1925.
21, 1925.
Approved,

CHAP.
To authorize
authorize the
of War
grant aa perperWar to
to grant
Secretary of
the Secretary
Act To
282.-An Act
CHAP. 282.—An
petual
easement for
right of
of way
way over
and upon
upon a
of the
military
the military
portion of
a portion
over and
railroad right
for railroad
petual easement
on Anastasia
reservation
Anastasia Island,
Island, in
in the State of Florida.
Ronda.
reservation on

February 21,
21, 125.
1225.
February
IS.
4152.]
[S.4152.]
[Public, No. 438.1

[Public, No. 4s]

Be it
by the
the Senate
of Representatives
Representatives of
of Anastasia Island,
Island,
House of
and House
Senate and
it enacted
enacted by
Be
the
States of
Congress assembled,
That the
ot, Johns Electric
the United
United States
in Congress
of America
America in
assembled, That
the FlSaint
Secretary of
of War
War be,
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
and directed
q%s
t
a
g=
gran
e te d
granted
Company
to
directed to
authorized and
he is
be, and
and he
Secretary
- right of way over miluY ion on.
tary reervation
grant and
to the
the Saint
Saint Johns
Electric Company,
Company, an electric
reservat
electric ay
Johns Electric
and convey
convey to
grant
power and
and railroad
corporation, organized
organized and
and
under and
and existing under
railroad corporation,
power
by virtue
of the
successors and
and
the State of Florida, its successors
laws of the
the laws
by
virtue of
assigns,
perpetual easement,
to the
the proviso
2
in section
section 2
proviso in
subject to
easement, subject
a perpetual
assigns, a
herein, for electric railroad
railroad purposes over and upon the followingdescribed
property, being
of the
the military
military reservation
reservation on
part of
being aa part
described property,
Anastasia
Anastasia Island, in the State of Florida, to wit:
wit:
Description.
Beginning at
way of
the Saint
Saint Johns
Johns Der"4"."of the
of way
old right
right of
point in
in old
at aa point
Beginning
Electric Company
the northeast
(Tarter
northeast quarter
of the
quarter of
the northeast
northeast quarter
in the
Electric
Company in
said point of
of
28, township
range 30 east, said
7 south, range
township 7
section 28,
of section
beginning
being one
hundred and
and twenty-five
from the north
twenty-five feet from
one hundred
beginning being
line
hundred and
and seventv-two
seventy-two feet
feet from
from the west line of
five hundred
line and
and five
quarter of the northeast
northeast quarter of section 28, townthe northeast
northeast quarter
a southerly
7 south, range
range 30 east, running thence generally in a
southerly
ship 7
direction to
to aa point
the half-section
half-section line
line of section
section 27, townin the
point in
direction
hundred and
point being one hundred
and
east, said
said point
30 east,
ship 77 south,
south, range 30
eighty-one feet
section line between
between sections
sections 27 and 28,
28,
of the section
feet east of
eighty-one
a southeasterly
township
south, range
thence in a
southeasterly direction
direction
range 30 east; thence
7 south,
township 7
to aapoint
in the
line of
of lot
section 27,
township 7
7south,
27, township
lot 10 of section
the south
south line
point in
to
range 30
east, said
said point
point being
being three
three hundred
hundred and
and twenty-six
twenty-six feet
range
30 east,
east
of the
the southwest
southwest corner
corner of
easement
said perpetual
perpetual easement
said lot 10; said
of said
east of
to .be
be one
one hundred
hundred feet
feet on
side of the
of
center of
of the track of
the center
on each
each side
to
thirty-eight
railroad company
company and six thousand
thousand one hundred and thirty-eight
railroad
Construction of
of
Constreti'on
and construct
construct railroad
feet in
in length;
length; with
power to
to locate
railroad tracks,
locate and
with full
full power
feet
etc.
tracks,
sidings,
switches,
stations,
and
other
appurtenances
thereon
thereon
other
appurtenances
and
tracks, sidings, switches, stations,
and
any and
all purposes
purposes appurtenant
appurtenant to
to Proviso.
and to
to use
use said
said property
property for
for any
and all
,o
Restricted to railroad
its
Provided, That
of the
the property
hereby granted
Restrictedtorailroad
granted purposes,
That no
no part
part of
property hereby
its business:
business: Provided,
reversion for
MINIM , revsion for
for any
any other
other than
shall
shall be
be used
u.,pd for
than railroad
railroad purposes,
purposes, and
and that
that when
when pu1
45822*--25t
63
45822-25t--63

960
960
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it shall revert
the
described shall
to be
be so
so used
used it
cease to
shall cease
above described
property above
the property
to
the United
States of
of America.
America.
United States
to the
Conveyance subje
subject
S
EC. 2.
said conveyance
shall be
subject to the
the conditions
conditions
be subject
Conveyance
conveyance shall
The said
2. The
SEC.
ct
to control,
control, etc.,
etc., of
to
and reversion
provided for, and shall be used
used for the
United States
hereinbefore provided
in an
States in
reversion hereinbefore
United
an and
emergency.
emergency.
purposes hereinbefore
hereinbefore described
only, and
shall be
be subject
subject to
to the
the
and shall
described only,
purposes
conright
of
the
TJnited
States
in
case
of
an
emergency
to
assume
assume
to
emergency
an
of
case
in
States
United
the
right of
trol
of, hold,
hold, use,
temporarily or
or otherwise,
otherwise, without
without
occupy, temporarily
and occupy,
use, and
trol of,
said
license,
consent
or
leave
from
said
corporation,
any
or
all
of
of said
all
or
any
corporation,
said
from
leave
or
license, consent
land for
for any
and all
naval, or
or lighthouse
lighthouse purposes,
purposes, free
military, naval,
all military,
any and
land
from
charges, encumbrances,
encumbrances, or
or liens
liens made,
made, created,
created,
conveyance, charges,
any conveyance,
from any
Provisos.
permitted,
or
sanctioned
thereon by
by said
corporation: Provided,
Provided,
Proi/os.
said corporation:
thereon
sanctioned
or
permitted,
No Government
Government lia1
No
That
United States
States shall
be or
or become
become liable
liable for
for any
any damages
damages
not be
shall not
bility.
the United
That the
or compensation
compensation whatever
to the
said corporation
corporation for
for any
any future
future
the said
whatever to
or
use by
Government of
or all
of the
the above-described
land
above-described land
all of
any or
of any
the Government
by the
use
Reconveyance of for any of the above-mentioned purposes:
Reconveyance
Provided further,
further, That
Provided
purposes:
above-mentioned
the
of
any
for
ot
prior
right of
way.
of way.
prior right
this grant
shall not
not become
become effective
until there
there shall
shall have
been
have been
effective until
grant shall
this
reconveyed
to the
United States
States free
from all
all incumbrances
incumbrances the
free from
the United
reconveyed to
title
to that
that portion
of the
the right-of-way
of the
the St.
John's Electric
St. John's
right-of-way of
portion of
title to
Company across
this reservation
reservation which
which will
will be
be superseded
superseded by
by the
across this
Company
new
right-of-way.
new right-of-way.
1925.
Approved,
February 21,
21, 1925.
Approved, February
February 21, 1925.
1925.
February
R.8581.1
081.
[[H.
H. R.
[Public, No. 4391
439.]

Alaska.
Emergency mail
mail
Emergency
sernce authorized for
without
advertising.
for,
svithoauthoiersd

21, 1925.
February
February 21,
[
II. R.y 7911.]
7911.
[Feb.
[Public,
No.
4401
440.]
[Public,
Providence, R. I.
Providence,
Appraisers'
Appraisers' stores in,
to be sold, etc.

1925.
February 21, 1925.
S410.
[H. R. 84101
441.]
[Public, No. 441.]
District
of Columbia.
Columbia.
District of
NE.,
Third Place NE.,
changed
to
Abbey
changed to Abbey
Place.

CHAP.
283.—An Act
Authorizing the
the Postmaster
General to
provide emeremerto provide
Postmaster General
Act Authorizing
CHAP. 283.-An
gency mail
mail service
service in
in Alaska.
Alaska.
gency

Be
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Repre8entatives of
of the
and House
by the
it enacted
Be it
assembled, That the PostUnited
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
in Congress
States of
United States
master
General is
emergency mail
mail
to provide difficult or emergency
authorized to
is authorized
master General
service
in Alaska,
establishment and equipment
equipment of
of
the establishment
including the
Alaska, including
service in
relay
in such
such manner
manner as
think advisable
advisable without
without
may think
as he may
stations, in
relay stations,
advertising
therefor.
advertising therefor.
Approved,
February 21, 1925.
Approved, February

Treasury to sell
CHAP.
authorize the
Secretary of the Treasury
the Secretary
To authorize
Act To
284.-An Act
CHAP. 284.—An

Providence, Rhode
in Providence,
appraisers' stores
stores property
property in
Rhode Island.
appraisers'

the

Be
enacted by
Senate and
House of
Representatives of
of the
the
of Representatives
and House
the Senate
by the
it enacted
Be it
United
States of
America in
in Congress
That the SecreSecreassembled, That
Congress assembled,
of America
United States
tary
of the
the Treasury
Treasury be,
be, and
he is
is hereby,
authorized, in his discrehereby, authorized,
and he
tary of
tion, after
sell at
at public
public auction
the property
property at the
auction the
to sell
advertising to
after advertising
tion,
southeast corner
South Main
Street and
and Custom
Custom Avenue,
Avenue, in the
Main Street
of South
corner of
southeast
appraisers' stores
city
of Providence,
Providence, Rhode
Rhode Island,
known as the
the appraisers'
Island. known
city of
to
deem to
may deem
property,
in such
and upon
upon such
such terms
terms as
he may
as he
manner and
such manner
property, in
be
to the
the best
best interests
interests of the United
United States; and to convey such
such
be to
deed;
property
the purchasers
thereof by the usual quitclaim deed;
purchasers thereof
to the
property to
as aa
Treasury
in
the
proceeds
of
such
sale
to
be
deposited
the
Treasury
deposited
be
to
sale
such
of
proceeds
the
miscellaneous receipt.
receipt.
miscellaneous
Approved,
February 21,
1925.
21, 1925.
Approved, February
Abbey
CHAP. 285.—An
To change
the name
name of
of Third
Place northeast
northeast to Abbey
Third Place
change the
Act To
285.-An Act
CHAP.
Place.
Place.

Be
it enacted
the Senate
House of
Representatives of the
of Representatives
and House
Senate and
by the
enacted by
Be it
United
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
the name of
assembled, That
America in
States of
United States
as Third Place
the street
through, but
now on
on record
record as
but now
cut through,
yet cut
not yet
street not
the
changed to Abbey
northeast,
be, and
and the
same is
Abbey Place, and
hereby, changed
is hereby,
the same
northeast, be.
hereby directed
the
the District
District of
of Columbia
is hereby
directed to enter
Columbia is
of the
surveyor of
the surveyor
office.
his
such
change
on
the
records
of
his
office.
of
such change on the records
February 21, 1925.
Approved,
Approved, February
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CHAP. 286.-An
288.—An Act
Act To
To authorize
authorize the
appointment of
Henry F.
F.
of Machinist
Machinist Henry
the appointment
CHAP.
Mulloy,
United States
States Navy,
Navy, as
an ensign
ensign in
the regular
regular Navy.
Mulloy, United
as an
in the
Navy.

February 21,
21, 1925.
1925.
February
[H. R. 93083
[H. R. 930.]
[Public,
No. 442.]
442.]
[Public, No.

Be
it enacted
enacted by the
Senate and
House of
Representatives of
of Navy
Be it
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
Navy.
Henry F.
F. Mulloy
Mulloy
the
United States
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
Henry
the United
States of
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
the may
be appointed
enen
President
and he is hereby, authorized to smin.
United States be, and
President of the United
sign in.
appoint,
by and
and with
with the
consent of
of the
the Senate,
Senate, and
and
appoint, by
the advice
advice and
and consent
regard to age, Machinist
F. Mulloy,
Mulloy, United
States
without regard
Machinist Henry
Henry F.
United States
Navy,
to the
the grade
grade of
of ensign
ensign in
in the
the regular
to take
take rank
rank
Navy, to
regular Navy,
Navy, to
from
February 9,
1924, next
next after
A. Graham,
from February
9, 1924,
after Ensign
Ensign William
William A.
Graham,
United States
Navy.
United
States Navy.
Approved,
February 21,
1925.
Approved, February
21, 1925.

CHAP. 287.-An
287.—An Act
authorize the
the Secretary
State to
to enlarge
enlarge the
the site
of State
Secretary of
Act To
To authorize
CHAP.
and erect
buildings thereon
thereon for
the use
use of
and consular
consular establishestablishof the
the diplomatic
diplomatic and
for the
and
erect buildings
ments
of
the
United
States
in
Tokyo,
Japan.
ments of the United States in Tokyo, Japan.

February 21,
21, 1925.
1925.
February
[H. R.
R. 9700.]
9700.]
[H.
[Public, No.
No. 443.]
443.]
[Public,

Be it
it enacted
by the
Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of
of the
the Tokyo,
Be
enacted by
the Senate
of Representatives
Tokyo, Japan.
Japan.
land, etc.,
Additional land,
etc.,
United
States of
in Congress
the Secretary
Secretary Additional
United States
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
for forei
gn service
service
for
foreign
is hereby,
cost not
not exceeding
exceeding buildings
of State be, and
and he
he is
hereby, empowered
empowered at
at a
a cost
buildings,,in.
in.
$1,250,000,
to acquire
acquire in
Tokyo, Japan,
additional land
land adjoining
adjoining
$1,250,000, to
in Tokyo,
Japan, additional
the
site of
of the
former American
American Embassy
Embassy and
and such
such other
other land
land as
as may
may
the site
the former
be
and construct
thereon suitable
buildings for
use of
of
be necessary,
necessary, and
construct thereon
suitable buildings
for the
the use
the
establishments of
the United
the diplomatic
diplomatic and consular
consular establishments
of the
United States,
States,
the
said buildings
residences for
diplomatic and
and conthe said
buildings to
to include
include residences
for the
the diplomatic
con- Amount
authorized.
Amount authorized.
Post, p.
p. 1341.
1341.
Post,
sular
representatives, and
furnishing of
of the
the same,
same, and
and an
appro- Vol.
sular representatives,
and the
the furnishing
an appro38, p.
451.
Vol. 38,
p. 451.
priation
of $1,150,000
is hereby
authorized for
this purpose,
purpose, in
in addiaddipriation of
$1,150,000 is
hereby authorized
for this
tion
of $100,000
$100,000 already
already available.
available.
tion to
to the
the sum
sum of
Approved,
February 21,
1925.
Approved, February
21, 1925.

examination and survey of
CHAP. 288.—An
288.-An Act
Act Authorizing
Authorizing preliminary
preliminary examination
of the

Caloosahatchee
River, in
in Florida,
view to
to the
the control
Florida, with
with aa view
control of
of floods.
floods.
Caloosahatchee River,

Be, it
it enacted
Representatives of
of the
the
Be
enacted by the
the Senate and
and House of
of Representatives
United States
America in
That the
the SecrereUnited
States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
tary of War be, and he is hereby,
tau
hereby, authorized
authorized and directed
directed to cause
preliminary
examination to be
be made of
of the Caloosahatchee
Caloosahatchee River,
preliminary examination
in
with a
to the
the control
control of
the floods
floods in
in accordance
accordance
in Florida,
Florida, with
a view
view to
of the
3 of "An Act to provide for the control
with the provisions
provisions of section 3
control
of
the floods
River and
and of
of the
Sacramento River,
the Sacramento
of the
floods of
of the
the Mississippi
Mississippi River
California,
other purposes,"
purposes," approved
1, 1917.
1917.
March 1,
and for
for other
approved March
California, and
be necessary,
S
EC. 2. The
$1,000, or
necessary,
SEC.
The sum
sum of
of $1,000,
or so
so much
much thereof
thereof as
as may
may be
is
authorized to
be expended
of any
any funds
heretofore
to be
expended out
out of
funds heretofore
is hereby
hereby authorized
appropriated for
examinations, surveys,
and contingencies
of rivers
rivers
contingencies of
surveys, and
for examinations,
appropriated
and harbors
to carry
provisions of this
carry out
out the provisions
this bill.
bill.
and
harbors to
Approved,
21, 1925.
1925.
Approved, February
February 21,

CHAP.
To amend
amend an
of buildings
buildings in
in
the height
height of
Act regulating
regulating the
an Act
Act To
CHAP. 289.—An
289.-An Act
June 1,
the
District of
1, 1910, as amended
amended by the Act of
approved June
of Columbia, approved
the District
December 30,
1910.
December
30, 1910.

February
21, 125.
1925.
February 21,
[U. R.
[H
.. 10287.]
0287.1
[Public,
No.
444.]
[Public, No. 44.]
Caloosahatchee
Caloosahatchee River,
River,
pla,
Fla.
Examination of, for
ik
nal,=1°D
c
of, for
flood
control.

Vol. 39,
39, p.
p. 950.
Vol.
950.
Amount authorized
Amount
authorized
for expenses.
expenses.
for

February 21,
21, 1925.
February
1925.
[H. R.. 11214.]
4.
[H.
[Public, No.
No. 445.
445.]
[Public,

Be
it enacted
by the
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
the
Be it
enacted by
the Senate
Representatives of

U nited

America in
assembled, That paragraph
United States of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
paragraph

on 5
of
of secti
section
5 of
33of
buildings in the
buildings
amended
amended by
by the
further
further amended
amended

HeihSt
Hsight of budirb.
regulate the
height of
of Vol3
Vol. 36, pp. 454
454, 891,
891.
the height
to regulate
"An Act
Act to
an Act entitled
entitled "An
District of Columbia,"
District
Columbia" approved June
June 1, 1910, as amen
Act of
30, 1910,
be, and
and it
it is
is hereby,
hereby, Residence streets
Act
of December
December 30,
1910, be,
"On aaresidence
residence street,
avenue, tim
etended.
to
to read
read as
as follows:
follows: "On
street avenue,
limit extended.
an Act

962
962
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or highway
erected, altered,
in any
any
raised in
or raised
altered, or
be erected,
shall be
building shall
no building
highway no
or
manner so
so as
to be
over eight
eight stories
stories in
in height
height or
or over
over ninety
ninety feet
feet
be over
as to
manner
in height
height at
at the
the highest
highest part
part of
of the
or parapet,
parapet, nor
nor shall
the
shall the
roof or
the roof
in
highest part
part of
of the
roof or
or parapet
exceed in
in height
height the
the width
width of
of the
parapet exceed
the roof
highest
street, avenue,
avenue, or
highway upon
which it
abuts, diminished
by ten
ten
diminished by
it abuts,
upon which
or highway
street,
to sixty-five
sixty to
feet, except
except on
on a
a street,
avenue, or
or highway
sixty-five feet
highway sixty
street, avenue,
feet,
street,
wide, where
sixty feet
feet may
may be
allowed; and
and on
on aastreet,
be allowed;
of sixty
height of
where aaheight
wide,
avenue,
highway sixty
feet wide
wide or
or less,
where aaheight
height equal
equal to
less, where
sixty feet
or highway
avenue, or
Proviso.
Provso.
the width of the street may
be allowed:
That any
any church.
church.
Provided,That
allowed: Provided,
may be
Churches
under con- the width of the street
Churches under
undertaken but not completed
struction.
struction.
the
construction of
of which
which had been undertaken
completed'
the construction
exempted from the limitaprior to
to the
the passage
this Act,
limitashall be exempted
Act, shall
of this
passage of
prior
tions of
this paragraph,
paragraph, and
and the
the District
District of
of
of the
Commissioners of
the Commissioners
of this
tions
Columbia
shall cause
cause to
permit for
the construction
construction of
of
for the
issued aa permit
be issued
to be
Columbia shall
the
any
church to
to aaheight
height of
of ninety-five
ninety-five feet
feet above
above the
level of
of the
the level
such church
any such
adjacent
curb."
adjacent curb."
Approved,
February 21,
1925.
21, 1925.
Approved, February
February 21, 1925.
11474.1
FeZi. 11474.
(Public,
44^l
No. 4464
[Pubie. No.

vigia

CHAP. 290.—An Act To fix the time for holding the terms of the United
Alexandria.
States
Eastern District
District of Virginia, at Alexandria.
Court for the Eastern
States District Court

CHAP. 290.-An Act To fix the time for holding the terms of the United

Be it
it enacted
the Senate
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the
Senate and
by the
enacted by
Be
America in
n- United
United States of America
in Congress
Congress assembled, That the terms of
of

eastern
Virg
inia eas
t
ern i
n.
dicial district.
Tenns
at Alexandria.
TedrnstAtieandria.

District Court for the Eastern
Eastern District
District of Virginia,
United States District
the United

Alexandria, shall hereafter be held at that city on the first MonVoi.40,p.s5,6amend- at Alexandria,

Vel '
"'P' 605, amend-

February 21,
1926.
21, 1925.
February
[S.
172.1
172.]
[S..J. Res.ies.

[Pub. Res. No. 61.1

days
in June
June and
instead of on the first
year, instead
each year,
of each
December of
and December
days in
Mondays
heretofore.
and July of each year as heretofore.
January and
in January
Mondays in
1925.
21,
Approved,
February
February
Approved,

CHAP.
291.—Joint Resolution
To authorize
the appropriation
certain
appropriation of certain
authorize the
Resolution To
CHAP. 291.-Joint
and for other
amounts
the Yuma
Yuma irrigation
project, Arizona,
Arizona, and
other purposes.
purposes.
irrigation project,
for the
amounts for

Resolved by
Senate and
House of
Representatives of
of the
the
of Representatives
and House
the Senate
by the
Resolved
in Congress
Congress assembled, That there is
America in
of America
United
United States of
ect,
Ariz.
ect, Ariz.
hereby authorized
to be
appropriated, out
out of
of any
any money
money in
in the
the
be appropriated,
authorized hereby
authorized to
Amount authorized
to furnish water to
be
$200,000,
of
Treasury
not
otherwise
appropriated,
the
sum
of
$200,000,
to
sum
the
appropriated,
otherwise
not
Treasury
t
watMer
furnish
^o
lands in first Mesa
the reclamation
paid out
out of
reclamation fund established
established by the Act
Act of June
of the
from reclamation paid
unit, from
fund.
17, 1902
1902 (Thirty-second
(Thirty-second Statutes,
Statutes, page
388), for
for operation
operation and
page 388),
Vol. 32,
17,
388.
32, p,
p. 388.
fUvoi.
Vol. 39, p.
Vol. maintenance
of construction
completion of
maintenance and
and completion
construction of the irrigation system
868; vol.
ol.9, p. 868;
40, p. 437.
required to
water to
of the
the irrigable
irrigable lands
in part
of
part 11of
lands in
all of
to all
furnish water
to furnish
required
the Mesa
division, otherwise
as the
the first
first Mesa
Mesa unit
unit of
the
of the
known as
otherwise known
Mesa division,
the
Post, p. 1331.
Yuma
auxiliary project,
project, authorized
authorized by the Act of January
January 25, 1917
1917
Yuma auxiliary
Pont, p. .
(Thirty-ninth Statutes,
Statutes, page
page 868),
amended by
by the
the Act
of FebruFebruAct of
as amended
868), as
(Thirty-ninth
Yuma irrigation projYunmairrigationproj-

Provisos.
Provisos,.
Moneys received
received to
Moneys
be
covered into fund.
becoveredintofund.

ary 11, 1918 (Fortieth
page 437)
Provided, That
That all
all
437)::Provided,
Statutes, page
11, 1918 (Fortieth Statutes,
ary
received by the United
United States in payment of land and water
moneys received

rights in
part 11of
the Mesa
Mesa division,
beginning one year
year from
division, beginning
of the
said part
in said
rights
the date
date this
this Act
Act becomes
be covered
covered into
into the
the reclareclashall be
effective, shall
becomes effective,
the
mation fund
until the
said fund
fund hereunder
hereunder is
from said
advanced from
sum advanced
the sum
fund until
mation
Installment
pay- fully
paid: Provided
That the
the purchase
price of
of land
land and
purchase price
further, That
Provided further,
fully paid:
Installment payi
ments for land and
division shall
of the
the Mesa division
water rights
rights hereafter
sold in
part 11of
said part
in said
water
hereafter sold
awater
ater rights.
be
the United
in ten
ten equal
equal installments,
the first
first of
of
installments, the
States in
United States
to the
paid to
be paid
which shall
shall be
due and
payable at
at the
date of the
the purchase,
purchase, and
and
the date
and payable
be due
which
on
the
remaining installments
installments annually
annually thereafter,
thereafter, with
interest on
with interest
the remaining
per annum,
deferred
at the
the rate
of six
six per
per centum
centum per
rate of
installments at
deferred installments
Existing
annually; and the Secretary
payable annually;
Secretary of the Interior
Interior is authorized,
contracts to payable
Edsting contracts
conform to payments.
onorm to payments. at
at any
any time
time within one year from the date
date this Act becomes effective,
to
any existing
the purchase
purchase of
for the
contract for
uncompleted contract
existing uncompleted
amend any
to amend
land
rights so
aggregate amount
amount of
of principal
principal
the aggregate
that the
so that
water rights
and water
land and
be paid
and
under such
may be
paid in
contract may
such contract
unpaid under
remaining unpaid
interest remaining
and interest
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CONGRESS.
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S
ESS. II.
II. CHS.
CBS. 291-293,
291-293, 297.
297.
SESS.
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963

1925.
1925.

accordance with
the conditions
conditions of this proproten equal installments
installments in
in accordance
with the
viso beginning
with the
date of
amendatory co
nt
rac t:A
nd provided
provided °Nes
°f und'sP°sed
viso,
beginning with
the date
of amendatory
ndfisped
contract:
And
saes
andsof and
water

That land
land and
water rights
part 11 of
further,
further, That
and water
rights in
in said
said part
of the
the Mesa
Mesa rights.
rights.

n

wa

heretofore or hereafter
hereafter offered
at public
public sale
sale under
said
division heretofore
offered at
under said
Minimum prices.
Act of January
25, 1917, and
and not disposed of at such public
public sale
sale may Minimum
prices.
January 25,
be sold later at private sale
sale at not less than $25 per
per acre
acre for the
land and at $200 per
per acre
acre for the water right.
right.
Approved,
February 21,
Approved, February
21, 1925.
1925.

CHAP.
Extending the
time during
during which
certain doCHTAP. 292.—Joint
292.-Joint Resolution
Resolution Extending
the time
which certain
domestic
which have
have crossed
crossed the
boundary line
line into
into foreign
countries may
may
foreign countries
mestic animals
animals which
the boundary
be returned duty free.

Resolved
by the
House of
Representatives of
of the
the
Resolved by
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
United
States of
America in
in Congress.
assembled, That
That despite
the
United States
of America
Congress assembled,
despite the
provisions
of paragraph
paragraph 1506
the Tariff
Act of
of 1922,
1922,
provisions of
1506 of
of Title
Title II
II of
of the
Tariff Act
domestic animals,
animals,
cattle, sheep,
sheep, goats,
goats, and
other domestic
horses, mules,
mules, asses,
horses,
asses, cattle,
and other
which heretofore
strayed across
boundary line
any
line into
into any
which
heretofore have
have strayed
across the
the boundary
foreign country,
country, or
or been
such boundary
boundary line
the
foreign
been driven
driven across
across such
line by
by the
owner
for temporary
temporary pasturage
pasturage purposes
which may
so
owner for
purposes only,
only, or
or which
may so
stray
or be
be driven
driven before
1, 1925,
shall together
together with
with their
their
stray or
before May,
May, 1,
1925, shall
offspring,
admitted free
offspring, be admitted
free of
of duty under
under regulations
regulations to
to be prescribed
Secretary of
Treasury, if
brought back
back to
to the
the
scribed by the
the Secretary
of the
the Treasury,
if brought
United
time before
1925.
United States
States at
at any
any time
before December
December 31,
31, 1925.
SEC.
Secretary of
shall, under
under regulations
S
EC. 2. The Secretary
of the
the Treasury
Treasury shall,
regulations
prescribed
by him,
him, remit
(Julies, on
on any
any such
such domesdomesremit and
and refund
refund any
any duties
prescribed by
tic
animals and
offspring returned
United States
States after
after
and their
their offspring
returned to
to the
the United
tic animals
December
and before
before the
enactment of
this resolution.
resolution.
of this
December 30,
30, 1924,
1924, and
the enactment
Such refunds
therefor made
made within
within
refunds shall
shall be
be made
made upon
upon application
application therefor
Such
one year
year after
after the
of this
resolution. There
There is hereby
the enactment
enactment of
this resolution.
one
authorized to be appropriated
necessary to make
make such
such
authorized
appropriated an
an amount necessary
refunds.
refunds.
Approved, February
February 21,
21, 1925.
Approved,

CHAP. 293.—Joint
authorize the appointment
appointment of an addiCHIAP.
293.-Joint Resolution
Resolution To authorize
tional commissioner
Lexington-Concord Sesquicentennial
commissioner on the United States Lexington-Concord
Sesquicentennial
Commission.
Commission.

February 21,
21, 1925.
1925.
February
[H. J.
J. Res.
325.1
Res. 325.]
[H.
[Pub.
Ras., No.
52.]
[Pub. Re.,
No. 52.]
Domestic animals.
Free admission
of,
Free
amisson •of,
crossin
g frontier before
roing
before
frontier
May
1,1, 1925,
if brou
ght
May
1925,
brought
if
back before'December
before December
back
31, 1925.
31
Vol52
p. 923
23
Vol. 42, p.

Refund of Ddeember
duties collec"ed
lected after
after December
30
30, 192
1924.

'

February 21,
1, 10.
1025.
Ili. J. Res. 342.)
(Pub. RN., No. 533

(H.Jes.42.]
[Pub. a.. No.As.

Resolved by
by the
the Senate
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the Lexington-Con
Resolved
Senate and
in
cor d
United
States of
in Congress
assembled, That
the Speaker
Speaker Commission.
Commission.
United States
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
That the
Additional
RepreAdditiona,to be
be apof the House of Representatives
Representatives is authorized
authorized to appoint a
aMember
Member sentative
pointed on.
of
House of
Representatives as
as an
an additional
additional commissioner
commissioner on pointedon.
of the
the House
of Representatives
Ante, p. 749.
the
States Lexington-Concord
Sesquicentennial Commission
Commission A p 749
Lexington-Concord Sesquicentennial
the United
United States
established
under Public
Numbered 43,
43, Sixty-eighth
Sixty-eighth
Resolution Numbered
established under
Public Resolution
Congress,
January 14,
1925.
14, 1925.
approved January
second session,
session, approved
Congress, second
Approved, February
21, 1925.
February 21,
Approved,

CHAP. 297.—An
from earthquake
earthquake in Japan.
Japan.
sufferers from
297.-An Act For the relief of sufferers

House of Representatives
the
it enacted
Senate and
and Howe
Be it
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of the
United States
of America
America in
assembled, That
That the
action
the action
United
States of
Congress assembled,
in Congress
of the
issue, and
and the
of
the Executive
Executive in
in directing
directing the
the issue,
the issuance
issuance of
of Army
Army
supplies
reserve stock
stock for
for use
of the
the Army,
Army,
and reserve
use' of
supplies out
out of
of the
the current
current and
and
in directing
for supplies
and for
for services
rendered in
in
services rendered
payment for
supplies and
and in
directing payment
connection
transfer of such supplies,
supplies, includconnection with
with the shipment
shipment and transfer
ing
other extra
extra expenditures,
$6,017,expenditures, of
of a
a value
value not
not exceeding
exceeding $6,017,ing all
all other
069.03
the relief
of sufferers
from the
earthquake in
in Japan
Japan on
on
069.03 for
for the
relief of
sufferers from
the earthquake

February 24,
24, 1925.
1925.
February

[S. 31714
3171a.
I.

[Public, No.
No. 447.1
447.1
[Public,
Japaipene earth quake,
1pne earthquake
1923.
Action Sof
of Executive,
eeutive,
iniction
issuing Army
supplies,
etc.,
for sufferers
pt,
etc.,
foresuffer
from, approved.

rov
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1925.

is approved.
1, 1923,
1923, is
approved. Credit
Credit for all such supplies so
September 1,
in accounts September
issued and
and funds
disbursed in connection
therewith and with
connection therewith
so disbursed
funds so
issued
the settlement
relief
tendered
by
the
Army
shall
be
allowed
in
settlement of
allowed
be
shall
Army
the
by
tendered
relief
the accounts
accounts of
officers of
the Army.
Army.
of the
the officers
of the
the
Approved, February
1925.
24, 1925.
February 24,
Approved,

Credits in accounts
allowed.
allowed'

February 24,1925.
24, 1925.
February
[H.
8267.1
R. 8267.1
[H. R.

rP.nMhlin
[Public, No. 448.1
448.]

...............

Fort Bliss, Tex.
Additional
Additioal land
be
b purchased for.

epurchasedfor.
Post, p. 1.
1344.
Paso,p.

CHAP.
298.—An Act
For the
land adjoining Fort Bliss, Texas.
purchase of land
the purchase
Act For
CHAP. 298.-An

the
Be
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of the
House of
Senate and
by the
Be it
United
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
a
not
not
sum
a
That
assembled,
Congress
in
America
to United States of
to exceed
exceed $366,000
authorized to be appropriated,
appropriated, out of
of
hereby authorized
is hereby
$366,000 is
to
any
money
in
the
Treasury
not
otherwise
appropriated,
for
the
for
appropriated,
otherwise
not
Treasury
the
in
any money
with
purchase
land in
in the
vicinity of
of and
and for
connection with
use in connection
for use
the vicinity
of land
purchase of
the
present
military
reservation
at
Fort
Bliss,
Texas,
and
the
SecreSecrethe
and
Texas,
Bliss,
Fort
at
reservation
the present military
tary of
hereby authorized
authorized to
purchase.
said purchase.
make said
to make
is hereby
War is
of War
tary
Approved,
February
24,
1925.
1925.
Approved, February 24,
to

24,1925.
February 2
February
4,1925 (a. nia.1
[S.2746.1
[Public,
No.
449-]
449.]
J[ublic

CHAP. 299.—An
Regulating the
of allotments
allotments and
allowances
and allowances
recovery of
the recovery
Act Regulating
299.-An Act
CHAP.
heretofore
paid to
designated beneficiaries.
beneficiaries.
to designated
heretofore paid

Be
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
and House
House of
Representatives of
the
of the
of Representatives
Senate and
by the
Be it
United
States of
of America
Congress assembled,
much of
of
assembled, That so much
in Congress
America in
United States
amended by
made to section 210 of the War Risk
Risk Insurance Act, as
as amended
by the
the Act
Act
beneficiaries under
Statutes, page
page 153),
153), as
as precludes
precludes
(Forty-second Statutes,
Army allotment
1921 (Forty-second
9, 1921
August 9,
of August
sy- of
alotSment sysAmy
tem not recoverable.
3
the
an award
award of
allotment, or
or allowance,
paid
both, paid
or both,
allowance, or
of allotment,
of an
Vol.
153..
recovery of
the recovery
p.15
42, p.
ol. 42,
to, or
behalf of
of a
a. person
person designated
designated as
as beneficiary
beneficiary of
of an
an alloton behalf
or on
to,
9, 1921,
ment under
the War
War Risk
Risk Insurance
Insurance Act
Act prior
prior to
to August
August 9,
1921,
under the
ment
shall hereafter
hereafter be
be applicable
applicable to
to allotments
allotments paid
prior to
to August
August
paid prior
shall
9,
to beneficiaries
beneficiaries designated
designated under
the Army
Army allotment system
under the
1921, to
9, 1921,
by any
any person
served in
in the
the Army.
Army.
who served
person who
by
1925.
Approved, February
24, 1925.
February 24,
Approved,
War Risk
ns a n e
s IInsurance

War R
Act.
Payments
paments

24,1925.
February
24, 1
925.
February
[S. 3252.1
il32'52.1
[Public, No.
No. 450.
450.]
[Public,

of Rhode
CHAP.
300.—An Act
Act Referring
Referring the
claim of
of the
Rhode Island
Island for
for
State of
the State
the claim
CHAP. 300.-An
expenses during
during the
war with
Spain to
the Court
Court of Claims
Claims for
for adjudication.
adjudication.
to the
with Spain
the war
expenses

Be it
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of the
House of
and House
by the
enacted by
Be
in Congress
America j1
United
Congress assembled,
assembled ' That the items of
United States of America
Rhode Island against the
of the State of Rhode
claim of
the United
United States
States
the claim
spain, the
to raise
States
United
the
aiding
in
for
expenses
incurred
and
paid
in
States
paid
and
Court of for expenses incurred
its Volunteer
Volunteer Army
Army in
in the
the war
with Spain,
Spain, which
items, either
either in
which items,
war with
its
whole or
or in
part, were
were rejected
rejected by
by the
accounting officers
of the
the
officers of
the accounting
in part,
whole
to the
Treasury Department,
Department, be,
be, and
and the
the same
same are
are hereby,
referred to
hereby, referred
Treasury
Court
Claims for
adjudication and
and report
report to
to Congress.
Congress.
for adjudication
of Claims
Court of
Approved, February
February 24, 1925.
Approved,

Rhode
Island.
Rhode Island.
expenses
Claim of, for expenses
in
war with
re
with Spain, reinCar
ferred to Court of
Claims. to

idms

1925.
24,
February
FelamarY
4,
1925 F 2
[
S. 3793.1
3793.]
IS
[Public,
No.
451.1
Public, No. 451.1
Court
Court of Claims.
Commiqsioners to be
Commissioners
appointed
to take
evitake eviappointed to
dence and report
report facts
facts
to court.

CHAP. 301.—An
authorize the
of commissioners
commissioners by
by the
the
appointment of
the appointment
To authorize
Act To
301.-An Act
CHAP.
Court of
Claims and
and to
prescribe their
their powers and compensation.
compensation.
to prescribe
of Claims
Court

Be
by the
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
the Senate
enacted by
it enacted
Be it
United States
States of
of America
in Congress
afford the
assembled, That to afford
Congress assembled,
America in
United
brought
suits
of
Court
of
Claims
needed
facilities
for
the
disposition
of
brought
disposition
the
for
Court of Claims needed facilities
therein said
said court
court is
authorized and
and empowered
empowered to appoint
appoint
hereby authorized
is hereby
therein
seven competent
competent persons,
as commissioners,
commissioners, who .shall
known as
be known
to be
persons, to
seven
assigned
attend the
evidence in
that may be assign
ed
cases that
in cases
take evidence
or take
of or
taking of
the taking,
attend
to them
by the
the court
and make
make report
report of
of the
facts in the case
the facts
court and
severally by
them severally
to
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to the
Any commissioner
commissioner shall
shall proceed
such rules
rules and
and Procedure.
Procedur°.
to
the court.
court. Any
proceed under
under such
regulations
may be
promulgated by
by the
the court
court and
and such
such orders
orders as
regulations as
as may
be promulgated
as
make in
particular case,
and may
have and
and perform
perform
the court
court may
may make
in the
the particular
case, and
may have
the general duties that
in suits
suits in
in equity.
equity.
that pertain to
to special
special masters
masters in
administer oaths,
oaths, examine
examine witwitHe may fix
fix the .times
times for
for hearings,
hearings, administer
nesses, and
and receive
Parties to
to the
the suit
suit may
appear before
before
nesses,
receive evidence.
evidence. Parties
may appear
the commissioner
commissioner in
person or
or by
produce evidence,
evidence, and
and exexthe
in person
by attorney,
attorney, produce
amine
witnesses. Subpoenas
Subpoenas for
for witnesses
the production
production of
of
amine witnesses.
witnesses or
or for
for the
testimony before
before the
commissioner may
may issue
issue out
of the
the court
court by
by the
the
testimony
the commissioner
out of
clerk
and shall
served by
States marshal
marshal in
in any
any
clerk thereof
thereof and
shall be
be served
by aaUnited
United States
judicial district
to whom
The rules
of the
court Findingandreportof
Finding and report of
the court
whom they
they are
are directed.
directed. The
rules of
district to
judicial
shall
of facts
facts by
by a
commissioner, to
!s ta to be filed w
with
for aafinding
finding and
and report
report of
a commissioner,
to tastimtoeny.
shall provide
provide for
be
in court
court with
testimony upon
same is
is based,
be filed
filed in
with the
the testimony
upon which
which the
the same
based,
and
for exceptions
thereto, in
in part,
by the
to the
the
and for
exceptions thereto,
in whole
whole or
or in
part, by
the parties
parties to
suit,
and a
ahearing
hearing thereon
thereon within
within such
such reasonable
as the
the court's
court's
suit, and
reasonable time
time as
rules
order may
may prescribe.
this section
shall be
be so
f
iuthority of
court
so nAuthority
of court
Nothing in
in this
section shall
or order
prescribe. Nothing
rules or
es

ony

no t

p

d.

construed
to prevent
the court
from passing
all questions
questions and
and not impaired.
construed as
as to
prevent the
court from
passing upon
upon all
findings
to whether
whether exceptions
were or
or were
not taken
taken
findings without
without regard
regard to
exceptions were
were not
at
the hearings
commissioner. Any
person appointed
appointed as
as
at the
hearings before
before the
the commissioner.
Any person
commissioner
be removed
removed at
pleasure of
court.
commissioner may
may be
at the
the pleasure
of the
the court.
1
S
EC. 2.
Each of
of said
said commissioners
shall devote
devote all
all of
of his
his time
time Sala'.
Salarie,s and
expense&
isnd
peenses.
commissioners shall
SEC.
2. Each
Post, p. 1333.
office, and
receive a
and receive
a salary of $5,000
$5,000 per
per annum,
to the
the duties
duties of
of his
his office,
payable monthly
commissioners and
payable
monthly out
out of
of the Treasury.
Treasury. The
The commissioners
and stenographers authorized
by the
the court
also receive
necessary
raphers
authorized by
court shall
shall also
receive their
their necessary
traveling expenses
expenses and their actual
expenses incurred
incurred for
subsistence
traveling
actual expenses
for subsistence
traveling on
duty and
from Washington
an amount
amount
while traveling
on duty
and away
away from
Washington in
in an
commissioners and $4 per day
day
exceed $7
$7 per
per day in the case of
of commissioners
not to
to exceed
in
expenses of
travel and subsistence
in the case
case of stenographers. The
The expenses
of travel
herein
authorized shall
paid upon
upon the
the order
order of
court.
herein authorized
shall be
be paid
of the
the court.
Ter
Terminationin
S
EC. 3.
3. This
Act and
made thereunder
thereunder shall
shall yea..
mination
three
in three
appointments made
and all
all appointments
SEC.
This Act
cease
after the
date of
of its
its approval
approval by
by the
the
three years
years after
the date
cease and
and determine
determine three
President.
President.
Approved, February
February 24,
24, 1925.
1925.
Approved,

CHAP. 302.-An
302.—An Act To authorize
authorize the coinage
50-cent pieces in
coinage of silver 50-cent
commemoration
hundred and fiftieth anniversary
anniversary of the
the Battle of
commemoration of the one hundred
Bennington and the independence
independence of Vermont,
Vermont, in commemoration of the seventyBennington
fifth anniversary
anniversary of the admission
admission of California
California into the Union and in commemcommemanniversary of the founding
founding of Fort Vancouver,
Vancouver,
oration of the one hundredth anniversary
State of Washington.
Washington.

February 24, 1925.
IS. 8

S. 91

[Public, No. 452.)

[Public, No. 42.

Be
enacted by
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
of .the
Be it
it enacted
by the
the Senate
House of
Representatives of
theSir
United States
States of
of America
America in
assembled, That
That in
in coinage
Mier 5°11'1'
3
:J74i
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
authorized
of the
the Battle
ot to tommemorate
and fiftieth
of the
one hundred
commemoration
commemoration of
the one
hundred and
fiftieth anniversary
anniversary of
of,
ofcommemorate
Bennington,
Battle of
Bennington and
the independence
independence of
of Vermont
Vermont there
shall vt.
vt.
Battle of Bennington,
there shall
and the
Battle
of Bennington
be coined
the mints
United States
50-cent pieces
pieces to
to
silver 50-cent
the United
States silver
in the
mints of
of the
be
coined in
the
of forty
forty thousand,
50-cent pieces
pieces to be of the
thousand, such
such 50-cent
the number
number of
standard troy weight,
weight, composition,
standard
composition, diameter,
diameter, device, and design as
with the approval
approval of the
shall
of the Mint,
Mint, with
shall be fixed
fixed by the Director of
Secretary of
the Treasury,
Treasury, which
which said
said 50-cent
pieces shall
legal
shall be
be legal
50-cent pieces
of the
Secretary
tender
in any
any payment
to the
the amount
of their
their face
tender in
payment to
amount of
face value.
value.
To
commemorate
To
commemorate
S
EC. 2.
That in
in commemoration
commemoration of
the seventy-fifth
anniversary seventy-fifth
seventy-fifth annimerminiverseventy-fifth anniversary
of the
SEC.
2. That
of
the State
State of
California into
the Union
sarY of,nmion
micsion o
of
into the
Union there
there scyof
of California
of the
the admission
admission of
of the
shall
coined at
at the
mints of
of the
the United
States silver 50-cent
50-cent
United States
the mints
shall be
be coined
pieces
the number
of not
not more
three hundred
thousand, such
such
hundred thousand,
number of
more than
than three
pieces to
to the
50-cent
pieces to be
weight, composition,
troy weight,
composition,
50-cent pieces
be of the
the standard
standard troy
diameter,
device, and
design as
as shall
fixed by
by the
of the
the
be fixed
the Director
Director of
diameter, device,
and design
shall be
Mint,
with the
approval of
the Secretary
Secretary of
which
Treasury, which
Mint. with
the approval
of the
of the
the Treasury,
said
50-cent pieces
pieces shall
in any
payment to
to the
the amount
amount
said 50-cent
shall be
be legal
legal tender
tender in
any payment
of
of their face
face value.
Caw
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The
authorized by
section 2
2hereof
hereof shall
shall be
be issued
only
by section
issued only
The coins
coins herein
herein authorized
upon
request of
the San
Francisco Clearing
Clearing House
House Association
Association
upon the
the request
of the
San Francisco
and
the Los
House Association,
or either
either of
of them,
them,
and the
Los Angeles
Angeles Clearing
Clearing House
Association, or
and
by such
or either
either of
of them,
them, to
to the
the
and upon
upon payment
payment by
such associations,
associations, or
United
of the
of such
such coins.
coins.
United States
States of
the par
par value
value of
To
commemorate
S
EC. 3.
3. That
in commemoration
commemoration of
of the
hundredth anniversary
anniversary
the one
one hundredth
SEC.
That in
To
commemorate
anniFort Vancouver
Vancouver by
the Hudson
Hudson Bay
Bay Company,
Company,
of Fort
by the
hundredth
ao - of
of the
the founding
founding of
one hundredth
founding
versary
of the founding
of Fort Vancouver,
Vancouver, State
State of
Washington, there
there shall
shall be
be coined
at the
mints of
of the
of
Washington,
coined
at
the
mints
the
Wash. a s
h
United States
States silver
silver 50-cent
50-cent pieces
the number
number of
not more
more
pieces to
to the
of not
than
three hundred
hundred thousand,
thousand, such
such 50-cent
to be
be of
the
than three
50-cent pieces
pieces to
of the
standard
troy weight,
diameter, device,
device, and
design
standard troy
weight, composition,
composition, diameter,
and design
as shall
shall be
fixed by
by the
of the
the Mint,
Mint, with
with the
the approval
of
as
be fixed
the Director
Director of
approval of
the
the Treasury,
which said
pieces shall
be
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Treasury, which
said 50-cent
50-cent pieces
shall be
legal tender
tender in
in any
amount of
of their
their face
face value.
value.
legal
any payment
payment to
to the
the amount
lame
to Corporation,
That the
coin herein
herein authorized
authorized shall
shall be
be issued
issued only
only upon
ssue tocorporation.
That
the coin
upon the
the
request of the executive
executive committee
etc.
committee of
of the
Vancouver Cententhe Fort
Fort Vancouver
Centennial Corporation,
Corporation, of
of Vancouver,
Washington, and
and upon
upon payment
payment
nial
Vancouver, Washington,
by such
such executive
committee for
and on
on behalf
of the
the Fort
Vanby
executive committee
for and
behalf of
Fort Vancouver Centennial
Corporation of
value of
of such
such coins,
coins, and
couver
Centennial Corporation
of the
the par
par value
and
it
shall be
permissible for
for the
the said
said Fort
Centennial
it shall
be permissible
Fort Vancouver
Vancouver Centennial
Corporation to
to obtain
obtain said
said coins
upon said
said payment,
all at
one time
Corporation
coins upon
payment, all
at one
time
or
separate times,
times, and
and in
amounts, as
as it
may determine.
determine.
or at
at separate
in separate
separate amounts,
it may
Coinage
etc,
SEC.
Cataag
e Taws,
Taws,
eta '
SEC. 4. All laws now in force relating to the subsidiary
subsidiary gold and
and
applicable.
silver
coins of
United States
States and
and the
the coining
coining or
or striking
of the
silver coins
of the
the United
striking of
the
same,
and guarding
guarding the
the process
of coinage,
coinage, providing
providing
same, regulating
regulating and
process of
for the
the purchase
purchase of
of material
material and
for the
the transportation,
transportation, distridistrifor
and for
bution,
and redemption
redemption of
for the
the prevention
of debasement
bution, and
of coins,
coins, for
prevention of
debasement
or counterfeiting,
counterfeiting, for
of the
for any
any other
other purposes,
purposes,
or
for security
security of
the coin,
coin, or
or for
whether said
said laws
are penal
penal or
otherwise, shall,
shall, so
far
as
applicable,
whether
laws
are
or
otherwise,
so
far
as
applicable,
Precis
G e.
No
overnment ex- apply
to the
the coinage
coinage herein
Provided, That
the United
That the
United
apply to
herein authorized:
authorized: Provided,
Noovernment
pense.
States
not be
the expense
expense of
making the
necessary
pense.
States shall
shall not
be subject
subject to
to the
of making
the necessary
dies and
other preparations
this coinage.
coinage.
dies
and other
preparations for
for this
Approved,
24, 1925.
1925.
Approved, February
February 24,
Issue Associations.
Issue
Clring
to Clearing

House

February 24,
February
1925.
24,1925.
[H. R. 9095.1
[Public, No. 4531
[Public,
453.1

F[H.B. 9096.1

CHAP. 303.—An
303.-An Act To incorporate
incorporate the American War Mothers.

Be it
enacted by
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
the
by the
Representatives of
of
States of America in,
United States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the
following-named persons,
persons, namely:
namely:
incorporated. following-named
C.
Alice M. French, founder,
founder, Indianapolis,
Indianapolis, IndianaIndiana; Mable
Mable C.
Digney, State
War Mother,
Mother, White
Plains, New
New York;
York; Mrs.
Mrs. George
George
Digney,
State War
White Plains,
Gordon Seibold,
Seibold, Washington,
Washington, District
District of
of Columbia;
Columbia; Mary
Gordon
Mary I.
I.
Huntington,
Bloomington, Indiana;
Huntington, State
State War Mother,
Mother, Bloomington,
Indiana; Edna
Edna C.
C.
Wilson,
State War
War Mother,
Missouri; Libbie
Libbie Thomas,
Thomas,
Wilson, State
Mother, Warrensburg,
Warrensburg, Missouri;
State War
War Mother,
Mother, Racine,
Racine, Wisconsin;
Heaen, State
State War
War
State
Wisconsin; Virginia
Virginia Heaen,
Mother, Frankfort,
Shanahan, State
State War
War Mother,
Mother,
Mother,
Frankfort, Kentucky;
Kentucky; A.
A. Shanahan,
Jersey
Jersey City, New
New Jersey;
Jersey; Blanche
Blanche A.
A. Bellak,
State War
War Mother,
Mother,
Bellak, State
Philadelphia,
Lydia Burby,
Burby, State
State War
War Mother,
Mother,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania;
Pennsylvania; Lydia
Butte,
T. Wilcox,
Wilcox, State
State War
War Mother,
Mother, Omaha,
Omaha,
Butte, Montana;
Montana; Estelle
Estelle T.
Nebraska;
Hendricks, State
State War
War Mother,
Mother, Salem,
Salem, Oregon;
Oregon;
Nebraska; Emile
Emile Hendricks,
Grace
Grace R.
R. Montgomery,
Montgomery, State
War Mother,
North
State War
Mother, Charlotte,
Charlotte, North
Carolina;
Kate C.
C. DeKay,
DeKay, State
State War
War Mother,
Mother, Blackfoot,
Blackfoot, Idaho;
Carolina; Kate
Idaho;
Elizabeth
Elizabeth Allen,
State War
Colorado; Ida
Alien, State
War Mother,
Mother, Loveland,
Loveland, Colorado;
Ida
McCullough,
War Mother,
Mother, Ottawa,
McCullough, State War
Illinois; Rose
S. Sargent,
Ottawa, Illinois;
Rose S.
Sargent,
State
State War
War Mother,
San Francisco,
Jessie Monahan,
Mother, San
Francisco, California;
California; Jessie
Monahan,
State War
War Mother,
Mother, Edmond,
State
Oklahoma; Margaret
Margaret N.
McCluer,
Edmond, Oklahoma;
N. McCluer,
Kansas City,
Missouri; Carrie
Carrie R.
Root, Gardner,
E.
Kansas
City, Missouri;
R. Root,
Gardner, Illinois;
Illinois; Mary
Mary E.
Spence,
Milwaukee, Wisconsin;
Alice Bronson
Spence, Milwaukee,
Wisconsin; Alice
Oldham, Lexington,
Lexington,
Bronson Oldham,
Kentucky; Florence
Florence A.
Kansas City,
City, Missouri;
Missouri; Mahal&
Kentucky;
A. Latham,
Latham, Kansas
Mahala

District
Columbia.
District of Colombia.
American
War
American War
Mothers
Mothers Incorporated.
incorporators.
Incorporators.
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M. Boyd,
New
Castle,
Indiana;
Carrie
White
Avery,
Washington,
District
M. Boyd,
of New
Columbia;
Castle,H.Indiana;
C. Morrison,
Carrie
Shelbyville,
White Ave
Indiana;
ry, Washingt
Jeanette
on,
District
of
Columbia;
H. C. Morrison, Shelbyville, Indiana; Jeanette
Boone,
Kansas City,
Joliet, Illinois;
Illinois;
Boone, Kansas
City, Missouri; Gertrude
Gertrude R.
R. Cary,
Cary, Joliet,
North Carolina;
Carolina; Mrs.
Isabelle
Mrs. R.
R. E. Little,
Little, Wadesboro,
Wadesboro, North
Mrs. Isabelle
Clements,
Mrs. Alice
Alice E.
E. Evans,
Evans, Pueblo,
Pueblo,
Clements, Sacramento,
Sacramento, California;
California; Mrs.
Colorado;.Mrs.
Mrs. Mary
Idaho Falls,
Falls, Idaho;
Idaho; Mrs.
Mrs. Jessie
T.
Colorado;
Mary Dawson,
Dawson, Idaho
Jessie T.
Lesh,
Lesh., Chicago,
Chicago, Illinois;
Illinois; Mrs.
Morrison, Shelbyville,
Mrs. Harry
Harry C. Morrison,
Shelbyville,
Indiana; Mrs.
Mrs. Jessie
Jessie E.
E. Moody, Carterville,
Missouri; Mrs.
Mrs. J.
J. L.
Carterville, Missouri;
L.
Roddy, North Platte, Nebraska;
Nebraska; Mrs. Catherine
H. Connelly,
Catherine H.
Connelly,
Newark,
O'Gorman Stanton,
Bronx, New
New
Newark, New Jersey;
Jersey; Mrs.
Mrs. Ella
Ella O'Gorman
Stanton, Bronx,
York . City,
R. C.
C. Warren,
Warren, Gastonia,
Gastonia, North
North
York
City, New
New York;
York; Mrs.
Mrs. R.
Carolina;
Hattie V.
Selkin, Oklahoma
Oklahoma City,
City, Oklahoma;
Oklahoma; Mrs.
Mrs.
Carolina; Mrs.
Mrs. Hattie
V. Selkin,
Mrs. Charles
Charles S.
S. Fohl,
Fohl, Harrisburg,
Harrisburg,
Ida Boxwell, Middletown,
Middletown, Ohio;
Ohio; Mrs.
Pennsylvania; Mrs. E.
L. Phillip,
Phillip, Milwaukee,
Milwaukee, Wisconsin;
Wisconsin; Mrs.
Pennsylvania;
E. L.
Mrs.
Wilkinson, Portland, Maine;
associates and
and
Julia A.
A. Wilkinson,
Maine; and
and their
their associates
successors
duly chosen
chosen are
are hereby
and declared
to be
be
successors duly
hereby incorporated
incorporated and
declared to
of the
the District
District of
Columbia by
of
aa body
body corporate
corporate of
of Columbia
by the
the nam
namee of
American
and by
by such name
American War Mothers, and
known and
and have
name shall
shall be
be known
perpetual
perpetual succession
succession with
with the powers, limitations,
limitations, and
and restrictions
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herein contained.
contained.
herein
Completion
Completion of or.
orSEc. 2.
2. That
persons named
named in
in section
hereof and
and such
ganization.
such ganztion.
section 11 hereof
SEC.
That the
the persons
other
be selected
the membership
membership of
other persons as
as may
may be
selected from
from among
among the
of
American
Mothers, an
an association
association of
and
American War
War Mothers,
of women
women whose
whose sons
sons and
daughters
served the
the allied
allied cause
in the
the great
War between
between
daughters served
cause in
great World
World War
the
of April
6, 1917,
November 11,
1918, are
are hereby
hereby
the dates
dates of
April 6,
1917, and
and November
11, 1918,
authorized
to meet
complete the
the organization
of said
said corporation
authorized to
meet to
to complete
organization of
corporation
by the
the selection
selection of
officers, the
adoption of
of a
constitution and
and
by
of officers,
the adoption
a constitution
to carry
into effect
effect
by-laws, and to
to do all other
other things
things necessary
necessary to
carry into
provisions of
which meeting
the provisions
of this
this Act, at
at which
meeting any person duly
accredited
delegate from any
of
accredited as
as a
a delegate
any local
local or State
State organization
organization of
the existing
organization known
known as
as American
American War
War Mothers
the
existing organization
Mothers shall
shall
be permitted
to participate
the proceedings
be
permitted to
participate in
in the
proceedings thereof.
thereof.
Objects of
corporaObects
of corpo
SEC. 3.
3. That
of the
the corporation
corporation shall
be to
to keep
keep alive
alive tiol
shall be
SEC.
That the
the object
object of
service; to
to maintain
the
develop the spirit
prompted world service;
maintain the
and develop
spirit that
that prompted
ties
of fellowship
that service
to assist
assist and
further any
any
ties of
fellowship born
born of
of that
service and
and to
and further
patriotic
patriotic work; to inculcate
inculcate a
a sense of individual
individual obligation
obligation to the
the
community, State,
to work
for the
of the
Army
the Army
State, and
and Nation;
Nation; to
work for
the welfare
welfare of
community,
and Navy; to
to assist in any
any way in their power
power men and women who
served
and were
incapacitated in
in the
War; to
the World
World War;
to
served and
were wounded
wounded or
or incapacitated
foster and
and promote
promote friendship
America
between America
and understanding
understanding between
foster
friendship and
and
Allies in
War.
Meetings.
in the
the World
World War.
and the
the Allies
SEC. 4.
corporation shall
shall hold
meetings in
in such
such
SEC.
4. That
That said
said corporation
hold its
its meetings
General corporate
place
the incorporators
incorporators or
successors shall
shall determine.
determine.
corporate
or their
their successors
as the
place as
SEC. 5.
5. That
corporation created
by this
Act shall
shall have
the POwrs.
P°'°' .
this Act
have the
created by
SEC.
That the
the corporation
following
succession until
membership as
as
the membership
until the
To have
have succession
following powers:
powers: To
hereinafter
for shall
shall become
become extinct,
extinct, with
with power
power to
to sue
sue
provided for
hereinafter provided
and
be sued
in courts
courts of
law and
and equity;
equity; to
to receive,
receive, hold,
use,
own, use,
hold, own,
of law
and be
sued m
and dispose
such real
estate and
and personal
personal property
be
and
dispose of
of such
real estate
property as
as shall
shall be
necessary
for its
to adopt
seal and
and
purposes; to
adopt .aa corporate
corporate seal
necessary for
its corporate
corporate purposes;
alter
the same
pleasure; to
to adopt
adopt a
constitution, by-laws,
by-laws, and
and
a constitution,
alter the
same at
at pleasure;
regulations
to carry
carry out
its purposes,
purposes, not
not inconsistent
with the
the laws
laws
out its
inconsistent with
regulations to
of
the United
United States
State; to
in carrying
carrying out
out the
the
use in
or of
of any
any State;
to use
of the
States or
purposes
of the
corporation such
such emblems
and badges
badges as
may
as itit may
emblems and
the corporation
purposes of
adopt; to
and maintain
maintain offices
offices for
the conduct
conduct of
of its
its
for the
adopt;
to establish
establish and
business; to
to establish
establish State,
Territorial, and
subdivisions; to
to
local subdivisions;
and local
State, Territorial,
business;
publish
other publications,
publications, and
and generally
generally to
to do
any
do any
magazine or
or other
publish aa magazine
and proper
proper to
and
all such
and things
may be
necessary and
be necessary
things as may
such Acts
Acts and
and all
Pesonalpropertyeof
the
corporation.
the
purposes
into
effect
carry
carry
SEC.into
6. That
effect the
all purposes
of the personal
of the corporation.
property and funds of the emPersonal
Pt fmla property
taxes.
SEC. 6. That all of the personal property and funds of the emptfrom tae.
corporation
held
or
used
for
the
purposes
hereof,
pursuant
to
the
corporation held or used for the purposes hereof, pursuant to the
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holdings.

provisions of
of this
principal or income,
income, shall, so
of principal
whether of
Act, whether
this Act,
provisions
long as
the same
same shall
be so
so used,
used, be
exempt from taxes by the
be exempt
shall be
as the
long

United
any Territory
Territory or
or District
District thereof:
thereof: Provided,
Provided, That
That
or any
States or
United States
or indirectly
not accept,
own, or
directly or
indirectly
hold directly
or hold
accept, own,
shall not
corporation shall
said corporation
property said
such as may be reasonably
any
property, real
reasonably
except such
personal, except
or personal,
real or
any property,

Proviso.
Prois.
Restriction
on real
Restriction on
or personal
peronal property
holdings.

or

1925.
1925.

Qualification limitaoQualifcation
tion to membership.

nmee
to

limta-

necessary
carry out
purposes of
creation as defined in
of its creation
the purposes
out the
to carry
necessary to
this Act.

woman
membership is limited to women,
7. That
That membership
SEc. 7.
Site.
women, and no woman
shall be aamember
member of this corporation
corporation unless
unless she is a
acitizen
citizen of the

United
and unless
unless her
son or
sons or
daughter or daughters
or daughter
or sons
her son
States and
United States
of
her blood
blood served
served in
Army or
Navy of
of the United States or
or Navy
the Army
in the
of her
in
or naval
naval service
of its
its allies
allies in
War
in the great World War
service of
military or
the military
in the
at some
some time
time during
during the
period between
between April 6,
November
6, 1917, and November
the period
at
11,
both dates
an honorable
discharge or
or
honorable discharge
having an
inclusive, having
dates inclusive,
1918, both
11, 1918,
still in
in the
service.
service.
the
still
Nonpolitical characSEC. 8. That this organization
organization shall be nonpolitical, and as an
SEC.
chara
Nonpotial
ter.
organization shall
not promote
promote the
the candidacy
candidacy of
seeking
any person seeking
of any
shall not
organization
public
public office.
Assets
of existing
may acquire
SEC. 9.
That said
said corporation
acquire any or all of the
corporation may
9. That
or- SEC.
exsting orAssets of
ganization may be aoassets of the existing
existing organization
known as American
American War Mothers
Mothers
organization known
assets
qaion may be
quired.
upon
and
satisfactorily providing for the payment and
or satisfactorily
discharging or
upon discharging
discharge of
all its liabilities.
of all
discharge
Exclusive
use
SEC.
of
use
Exclusive
S
EC. 10. That said corporation
corporation and its State, Territorial,
Territorial, and local
local
=Me.
subdivisions
exclusive right to have and to
to
sole and exclusive
the sole
have the
shall have
subdivisions shall
nae
use
in carrying
carrying out
business purposes
purposes the name of American
American
its business
out its
use in
War Mothers.
Mothers.
War
knnnal report
to
re
of
EC. 11.
11. That
said corporation
corporation shall,
or before
before the 1st day of
on or
shall, on
That said
SEC.
Congress.
port So S
Conge
January in
each year,
year, make
Congress a
areport
report
transmit to the Congress
make and transmit
in each
January
a full
of
its proceedings
calendar year, including a
preceding calendar
the preceding
for the
proceedings for
of its
expenditures: Provided,
and
complete report
report of
of its
receipts and
and expenditures:
Provided,
its receipts
and complete
Proviso.
Proso.
Not printed as public
That said
said report
report shall
shall not
not be
be printed
printed as
as a
public document.
document.
a public
however, That
document.
b however,
document.pdp
power
any
S
EC.
12.
That
as
a
condition
precedent
to
exercise
power
of
exercise
the
to
precedent
a
condition
as
Registration
of
State
That
12.
SEC.
of
State
Registration
agents.
or privilege
herein granted
or conferred
conferred this
shall file
corporation shall
this corporation
granted or
privilege herein
or
agents.
in the
the office
of the
secretary of each State the name and post-office
post-office
the secretary
office of
in
address
of an
authorized agent
agent in
in such
local
State upon whom local
such State
an authorized
address of
process
American War Mothers
Mothers may be served.
process or demands against American
Official
acceptance of
of
13. That
SEC.
SEC. 13.
That. this charter shall take
take effect upon its being accepted
accepted
official acceptance
charter.
of the incorporators
vote of
a majority
by
majority vote
incorporators named
named herein who shall
by a
charter.
be present
at the
the first
corporation, due
due notice
notice of which
which
the corporation,
of the
meeting of
first meeting
present at
be
meeting
shall be
be given
given to
to each of the
incorporators named
named herein,
the incorporators
meeting shall
and
notice of
acceptance shall
shall be
given by
by said
corporation,
said corporation,
be given
such acceptance
of such
a notice
and a
causing
a
certificate
to
that
effect,
signed
its
president
ani
and
its
by
signed
effect,
that
to
a
certificate
causing
secretary,
to be
in the
office of
of the
the recorder
recorder of deeds of the
Filing.
the office
filed in
be filed
secretary, to
Filing.
District
District of Columbia.
Authority
Congress may from time to time alter, repeal, or
SEC. 14.
14. That
That Congress
SEC.
alter,
to alter,
Authority to
eetc.
tc
modify this
this Act
of incorporation,
incorporation, but
individual
contract or individual
but no contract
Act of
modify
.
right made
hereby be divested
divested or impaired.
impaired.
acquired shall hereby
or acquired
made or
right
the
direction of the affairs
Officers
SEC.
who shall
officers who
SEC. 15. That the management
management and direction
affairs of the
serve until next annual
serve
corporation
the controlling
of its
property and
and
its property
disposing of
and disposing
controlling and
convention.
and the
corporation and
convention.
funds shall
vested in
persons duly
annual
the last annual
elected at the
duly elected
the persons
in the
be vested
shall be
funds
convention
held in
in Kansas
Kansas City,
who shall
shall be the officers
officers
Missouri, who
City, Missouri,
convention held
of
the American
War Mothers
year beginning October,
Mothers for the year
American War
of the
1923,
serve until
the next
next annual
annual convention
convention to
be held at
to be
until the
to serve
1923, to
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,
1925, or until their
on October 8, 192,5,
Pennsylvania, on
Philadelphia,
successors
are duly
appointed, and
and who
are the
following:
the following:
who are
duly appointed,
successors are
Names.
Margaret N. McCluer, National
National War Mother,
Mother, Kansas City,
Margaret
NaosMissouri;
L. Root,
Root, first vice National War Mother,
Mother, Gardner,
Carrie L.
Missouri: Carrie
Illinois;
Blanche A.
Bellak, second
vice National
National War
War Mother,
Mother,
second vice
A. Bellak,
Illinois: Blanche
Philadelphia,
National
Mary. E. Spence, third vice National
Pennsylvania; Mary
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania;
War
Milwaukee, Wisconsin;
fourth vice
Rose S. Sargent, fourth
Wisconsin; Rose
Mother, Milwaukee,
War Mother,
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1925.
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National War Mother,
National
Mother, San Francisco,
Francisco, California;
Alice Bronson
Bronson
California; Alice
Oldham, national
Oldham,
national recording
Lexington, Kentucky;
Kentucky;
recording secretary,
secretary, Lexington,
Florence
Florence A. Latham, national corresponding
corresponding secretary,
Kansas City,
secretary, Kansas
City,
Missouri; Mahala M. Boyd, national
national treasurer, Newcastle,
Newcastle, Indiana;
Indiana;
Kate C. De Kay, national historian, Blackfoot,
Carrie White
White
Blackfoot, Idaho;
Idaho; Carrie
Avery, national
national custodian
custodian of
records, Washington,
Washington, District
of
of records,
District of
Columbia; Estelle T.
T. Wilcox, national
national auditor,
auditor, Omaha,
Omaha, Nebraska.
Nebraska.
Approved, February
February 24,
24, 1925.
1925.
CHAP. 304.—An
304.-An Act To enable the board
supervisors of Los
board of supervisors
Los Angeles
Angeles
County to maintain public camp grounds
grounds within the Angeles
Angeles National Forest.

1925.
February 24, 1925.

HI
(H. R.9494.]
R. 94943
[Public, No. 454.]
454.1
[Publc,

enacted by the Senate and
Be it
it enacted
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
the
Representatives of
United States of
America in
National
That the
the Secretary
Secretary Angeles
United
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
Angeles National
Forest, Calif.
Agriculture is
hereby authorized,
of Agriculture
is hereby
authorized, in
discretion, upon
upon applicaapplica- Los Angeles
in his
his discretion,
Angeles
County
county
granted lands in, for
tion by the board of supervisors of
of Los
Los Angeles
Angeles County,
County, California,
California, frlted
lads in,
f
free public
camp
grounds.
to designate
designate and segregate,
segregate, for
not to
exceed groundb
for recreation
recreation development,
development, not
to exceed
5,000 acres
acres within the Angeles
Angeles National Forest, California,
California, which,
which,
in his opinion, are available
available for such purposes, and to
to issue
issue to
to the
the said
said
board of supervisors,
supervisors, for the benefit of
free permit
of said county,
county, aa free
permit
authorizing the improvement,
authorizing
improvement, maintenance, and use
use of
of such
lands for
such lands
for
free public camp
camp grounds under conditions which
which will
will allow the
the
fullest use of the lands for recreational
recreational purposes
purposes without interfering
interfering
with the objects for which
national forest
Maintenance.
which the
the national
forest was
was established.
established. Such
Such Maintenane.
permit or permits shall remain in full force
force and
and effect
effect as
as long
long as
as the
the
county complies with the conditions therein and
maintains the
the areas
areas
and maintains
Not subject to minso designated
Lands so
so designated
designated as free public camp grounds.
grounds. Lands
designated and
and ing
gsbjct
Not
to mnlaws.
segregated
segregated under the provisions of
this Act
shall not
to the
the
of this
Act shall
not be
be subject
subject to
mining laws of
of the
the United States.
States.
Approved,
24, 1925.
Approved, February
February 24,
1925.
CHAP.
305.-An Act To authorize the Secretary
CHAP. 305.—An
Secretary of Commerce
Commerce to transfer
transfer to
the city of Port Huron, Michigan, a
a portion of the Fort Gratiot
Gratiot Lighthouse
Reservation, Michigan.
Michigan.
Reservation,
enacted by the Senate and
Be it
it enacted
and House
of Representatives
of the
the
House of
Representatives of
United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
United States of America in
in Congress
the Secretary
That the
Secretary
of Commerce
by deed
to the
city of
Commerce is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to convey
convey by
deed to
the city
of
Port Huron, Michigan, a
a portion
portion of
Gratiot Lighthouse
Lighthouse
of the
the Fort
Fort Gratiot
Reservation,
Michigan: Provided,
Reservation, Michigan:
Provided, That
the city
Port Huron
Huron will
will
That the
city of
of Port
open and maintain in first-class passable
condition an
extension of
of
passable condition
an extension
Garfield
the lighthouse
Garfield Street through the
to Lake
Huron;
lighthouse property
property to
Lake Huron;
that the city will rebuild the pile groin
the northerly
northerly side
side
groin now near
near the
reservation in
in a
a manner
of the lighthouse reservation
similar to
to its
manner similar
its present
present
form of construction
construction or one
on the
the northerly
northerly line
one of equal
equal efficiency
efficiency on
line
reservation extended,
of the said reservation
extended, and
that the
the city
and that
city will
will maintain
maintain
6 in a
a serviceable
serviceable condition
pile groin numbered
numbered 6
present localocacondition at
at its
its present
location approved
tion or at some other location
by the
the Lighthouse
Lighthouse Service:
Service:
approved by
Provided further,
That the
Provided
further, That
the city
city of
of Port
maintain the
the
Port Huron
Huron will
will maintain
tract to
to be
conveyed in
in a
a presentable
presentable condition
be conveyed
and at
at all
all times
times
condition and
accessible to the public as a
accessible
public park
and for
for no
purpose,
a public
park and
no other
other purpose,
and will construct and maintain
suitable wire
wire fence
on the
the line
line
maintain a
a suitable
fence on
separating the said tract from the
the lighthouse
prolighthouse premises:
premises: And
And provided further,
further, That the exact location
location of
of the
property to
be conconthe property
to be
the conditions
veyed to the city under the
herein recited
be agreed
agreed
conditions herein
recited shall
shall be
upon between the city of Port Huron
Huron and
Secretary of
and the
the Secretary
of ComCommerce
merce and be described
described by
in the
deed: And
proby metes
metes and
and bounds
bounds in
the deed:
And pro-

February
24, 1926
1925.
February 24
(H. R. 9527.]
(Public, No. 425.)

[H. R.957.1
[Public, No. 45.]

Port Huron, M
Mich.
GrantIe
rt
Granted part of Fort
Grat Iot Lighthouse
Oratiot
Lghthouse
Reservation.

Reservation.
Provisos.
Ioemeutbyt
Improvements
by the

city.
dty.

Maintenance of treat
asMasteusca
public park. o'treoft

Location:
Loati

970
970
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Reversion
Reversion on failure
to
conditions,
observe conditions,
to observe
etc.

February 24
24, 1925.
February
[H.
9724.]
R. 9724.1
[H. R.
[Public,
No. 456.]
458.1
[Public, No.

1925.

vided
further, That
That should
should the
city of
Port Huron
Huron fail
fail to carry
of Port
the city
vided further,
out,
within one
one year
year from
the date
the transfer
transfer hereby
hereby authorized,
authorized,
of the
date of
from the
out, within
any
the conditions
of transfer
transfer herein
any
recited, or should at any
herein recited,
conditions of
of the
any of
time
thereafter
fail
for
a
period
of
one
year
to
observe
the
condicondithe
observe
to
year
one
of
period
a
for
fail
thereafter
time
tions
maintenance herein
the title
title to
the premises
premises
to the
for, the
provided for,
herein provided
of maintenance
tions of
shall
revert to
and be
revested in
in the
the United
United States.
States.
be revested
to and
shall revert
Approved,
February 24,
24, 1925.
1925.
Approved, February

CHAP. 308.—An
To authorize
authorize an
an appropriation
for the
the care,
care, mainteappropriation for
Act To
306.-An Act
CHAP.
nance, and
and improvement
improvement of
of the
the burial
burial grounds
containing the remains
remains of Zachary
grounds containing
nance,
Taylor, former
President of
of the
and of
of the
the memorial shaft erected
erected
States, and
United States,
the United
former President
Taylor,
to
purposes.
his memory, and for other purposes.
to his

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
House of
and House
Senate and
the Senate
Be
United
States of
assembled, That there is
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
of America
United States
authorized to be appropriated,
appropriated, out of any money in the
hereby authorized
nd, etc.,otforer hereby
f=
$10,000, for
the
Treasury
not
otherwise
appropriated,
the sum of $10,000,
for the
appropriated,
otherwise
Treasury not
care,
maintenance,
and
improvement
of
the
burial
!
grounds,
comKY
comgrounds,
burial
the
of
improvement
and
care, maintenance,
Post, p. 1345.
prising
approximately five
containing the
the remains
Zachary
of Zachary
remains of
acres, containing
five acres,
prising approximately
.
p
Taylor, former
former President
President of
of the
the United
United States,
States, and
of the
the memorial
memorial
and of
Taylor,
shaft erected
erected to
to his
his memory,
the Brownsboro
Road in
in
Brownsboro Road
on the
located on
memory, located
shaft
Jefferson
County,
Kentucky.
Supervision
upervision of ex- Jefferson County, Kentucky.
The appropriation
appropriation herein
authorized shall
be expended
expended by and
and
shall be
penses.
herein authorized
The
penses
under
the
supervision
of
the
Secretary
of
War.
War.
of
Secretary
the
nd under the supervision of
Titeaccepted
atd
Title
and
Sac. 2.
2. That
That the
War be,
be, and
and he is hereby, authorized
authorized
of War
Secretary of
land
the Secretary
SrC.
as aa
establised as
land established
national cemetery.
to accept,
free of
of cost
United States Government, from
from the
the United
to the
cost to
accept, free
to
nationalceetery.
conState
of Kentucky,
from any
others having
having authority
authority to
to conany others
and from
Kentucky, and
State of
vey
same, the
coraprising- the
the aforesaid
aforesaid burial
burial grounds;
grounds; and
and
land comprising
the land
vey same,
upon
the presentation
presentation of
perfect title
title to
to said
said land
land the
and perfect
good and
of good
upon the
Secretary of
of War
War is
is authorized
directed to establish
establish thereon
thereon aa
and directed
authorized and
Secretary
national
cemetery.
national cemetery.
Approved, February
24 1925.
1925.
February 24
Approved,
•

Zachary Taylor.
Zacary
Care
of aylofrial
burial
,etc., of former
nt, authorized,
in
County,
Jeferson county,
in Jefferson
Ky.

February
24, 1925.
February 24,
(H. R. 11445.1
11445.)
[H.
[Public,
No. 457.1
[Public, No.

Act To amend
307.-An Act
CHAP.
amend the National
National Defense
Defense Act.
Act.
CHAP. 307.—An

the
Be
enacted by
by the
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the
and House
Senate and
the Senate
it enacted
Be it
Chief
the
That
United
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
the
Chief
assembled,
Congress
in
Amnerica
of
States
United
and the Chief of the Chemical Warfare
of Finance
Warfare Service
Service of the
Finance and
ChioemaeWarfare ser- of
major
of aamajor
Army
shall
hereafter
have
the
rank,
pay,
and
allowances
allowances
and
pay,
rank,
the
have
hereafter
shall
Army
general.
general.
Approved,
February 24,
24, 1925.
1925.
Approved, February

Army.
Chief of Finance
and
Finance and
Chieof
Chemical Warfare Service
to
have
rank, etc.,
vice to have rank,
of
major generals.
generals.
major
of Vol.
Vol.
41,
766, 768,
pp. 768,
41, pp.
amended.

February
2/4, 1925.
February 24,
[H.
[H. R.. 1571
[Public. No.
No. 4S8-.
4581
TPublc-.

157.1

authorize the more complete
CHAP. 308.-An
308.—An Act To authorize
complete endowment
endowment of agricultural
stations, and
and for
for other
purposes.
other purposes.
experiment stations,
cultural experiment

Be it
enacted by
by the
and House
House of
Representatives of the
of Representatives
Senate and
the Senate
it enacted
Be
United
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That for
the more
for the
That
assembled,
Congress
in
America
of
States
ri- United
Aisrtation.
complete endowment
maintenance of agricultural
agricultural experiment
experiment
endowment and maintenance
Additional amounts complete
hereafter be established,
or which may
stations now established,
established, or
may hereafter
established, in
stations
there
the Act of Congress
accordance
with the
Congress approved
approved March
March 2, 1887,
1887, there
accordance with
p.
3ol.
is hereby authorized
authorized to be appropriated,
appropriated, in addition to the amounts
amounts
is
now received
by such
the sum of
experiment stations, the
agricultural experiment
such agricultural
received by
now
'4.
$30,000
$20,000
for
the
fiscal
year
ending
June
30,
1926;
$30,000
for the
1926;
30,
June
ending
year
$20,000 for the fiscal
ending
fiscal
year ending
June 30,
30, 1927;
1927; $40,000
$40,000 for
for the
the fiscal year ending
ending June
fiscal year
June
1928; $50,000
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
ending June
June 30, 1929;
1929;
$50,000 for
30, 1928;
June 30,
$60,000
the fiscal
fiscal year
ending June
June 30, 1930; and $60,000
$60,000 for
year ending
for the
$60,000 for

Agricultural experiment stations.
Additional amounts
anthorized for mainteauthorized
nance
of.
nance of.
Vol. 24, p. 440; Vol.
440; Vol.
34, p. 6324,
.
Annual
increase.
increase.
Annul
Ante, p. 824.
Fag,
P. 1324.
Pt, p.
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each
paid to
to each
State and
and Territory;
Territory;
each State
be paid
to be
thereafter,7 to
year thereafter
fiscal year
each fiscal
Estimates to be subsmates to be sub
sums mitted.
additional sums
and the
Secretary of
of Agriculture
Agriculture shall
include the
the additional
shall include
the Secretary
and
above authorized
to be
in the
estimates of the
the
annual estimates
the annual
appropriated in
be appropriated
authorized to
above
estimate,' as he may
Department of
separate estimate
a separate
or in a
Agriculture, or
of Agriculture,
Department
ca
Designated appliesiuoStr
deem best.
best. The
funds appropriated
pursuant to this Act shall be Son
appropriated pursuant
The funds
deem
of funds. appli
applied
only to
to paying
paying the
expenses of conducting
conducting investinecessary expenses
the necessary
applied only
gations or
directly on the production,
experiments bearing directly
making experiments
or making
gations
manufacture, preparation,
use, distribution,
marketing of
of
distribution, and marketing
preparation, use,
manufacture,
scientific researches
including such scientific
agricultural
researches as have
and including
products and
agricultural products
a permanent
maintenance of a
for their
permanent
establishment and maintenance
the establishment
purpose the
their purpose
for
and
efficient agricultural
and sociological
sociological
economic and
such economic
and such
industry,l and
agricultural industry
and efficient
investigations as
as have
purpose the development
development and
have for their purpose
investigations
improvement of
rural home
rural life,
printing and
for printing
and for
life, and
and rural
home and
the rural
of the
improvement
researches.
disseminating the
the results
results of said researches.
disseminating
Payments quarterly.
SEc. 2.
the sums
slIrris hereby
authorized to
be appropriated to the Payments quarterly.
to be
hereby authorized
That the
2. That
SEC.
endowment and support
States
Territories for
support of
further endowment
the further
for the
and Territories
States and
agricultural
stations shall be annually paid in equal
experiment stations
agricultural experiment
July, and
quarterly payments
the let
day of
January, April, July,
of January,
1st day
on the
payments on
quarterly
October
of each
year by
by the
Secretary of
of the
Treasury upon
upon aawarrant
warrant
the Treasury
the Secretary
each year
October of
of the
the Secretary
Agriculture out
out of
of the
the Treasury
Treasury of the United
of Agriculture
Secretary of
of
States,
to the
treasurer or
other officer
officer duly
duly appointed by the
or other
the treasurer
States, to
governing boards
of such
experiment stations to receive
agricultural experiment
such agricultural
boards of
governing
Reports of
receipts,
of reeipts,
Reports
report to the etc.
be required
the same
same and
such officers
officers shall
required to
to report
shall be
and such
the
Secretary
the 1st day
day of September of
before the
or before
on or
of Agriculture
Agriculture on
Secretary of
each
year a
adetailed
detailed statement
the amount
received and of its
amount so received
of the
statement of
each year
disbursement
on schedules
schedules prescribed
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
Agriculture. Legislative
Legislative assent
of Agriculture.
prescribed by
disbursement on
assent
necessary.
The
of money
money authorized
this Act
Act are made subject to necssary.
by this
authorized by
grants of
The grants
Po,
several States and Territories to the purpose Proviso.
legislative
of the several
assent of
legislative assent
Assent of
of governors.
governors.
of such
of
grants: Provided,
payment of
such installments
installments of the Assent
That payment
Provided That
said grants:
of said
to
appropriation
herein
authorized
to
be
made
as
become
due
to
shall
appropriation herein authorized to be made as
any
Territory before
before the
regular
adjournment of the regular
the adjournment
or Territory
State or
any State
session
the legislature
legislature meeting
meeting next
next after
the passage of this Act
after the
of the
session of
shall be
be made
certified
of the governor thereof duly certified
assent of
the assent
upon the
made upon
shall
to
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury.
tates to
to replace
replace miTreasury.
to the
the Secretary
States
misetc., apportionappded,etc.,apportiondesig- applied,
the desigSEC. 3.
3. That
if any
the moneys
received by
by the
moneys received
of the
portion of
any portion
That if
SEC.
ments.
nated
of any
Territory for
for the
further and more
the further
or Territory
State or
any State
officer of
nated officer
of agricultural
complete endowment,
endowment, support,
support, and
agricultural
maintenance of
and maintenance
complete
shall by any action or
experiment stations
stations as
provided in
in this
this Act shall
as provided
experiment
it shall be
contingency be
be diminished
lost or
or be
be misapplied,
misapplied, it
or lost
diminished or
contingency
replaced by
by said
State or
it belongs, and until so
Territory to which it
or Territory
said State
replaced
lm
atet, umreplaced no
no subsequent
subsequent appropriation
apportioned or
or paid
paid to
Bauing, etc.,
to 13undings,
be apportioned
shall be
appropriation shall
replaced
exceeding 10 Ited
such State
Territory, and
of said
moneys exceeding
said moneys
portion of
no portion
and no
or Territory,
State or
such
per centum
each annual
annual appropriation
appropriation shall
shall be
directly
applied directly
be applied
of each
centum of
per
erection,
or
under any
purchase, erection,
whatever, to the purchase,
pretense whatever,
any pretense
indirectly, under
or indirectly,
Annual
reports to
to
reports
Annu
the governors,
to the
preservation,
repair of
any building
buildings or
or to
or buildings
building or
of any
or repair
preservation, or
etc.
etc.
purchase
or
rental
of
land.
It
shall
be
the
duty
of
each
of
the
said
goV"
said
the
of
of
each
duty
the
be
shall
It
land.
of
rental
or
purchase
stations
annually, on
1st day
February, to make to
of February,
day of
the 1st
before the
or before
on or
stations annually,
a full
the
of the
the State
which it
it is
full
is located a
in which
Territory in
or Territory
State or
governor of
the governor
and
detailed report
report of
of its
its operations,
operations, including
statement of
a statement
including a
and detailed
a copy
receipts
expenditures for
for the
the fiscal
year next
next preceding,
preceding, a
fiscal year
and expenditures
receipts and
of
which report
shall be
of the
the said
said stations and the
each of
to each
sent to
be sent
report shall
of which
Secretary of
of Agriculture
Secretary of the Treasury of
of
to the Secretary
Agriculture and to
Secretary
Certificates as tocomto comCertificatesas
the
States.
United States.
the United
pliance with the law,
piance with the law,
S
EC. 4.
4. That
That on
or before
1st day
day of
July in
in each
each year
after etc.
year after
of July
the 1st
before the
on or
SEC.
the passage
passage of
this Act
Act the
the Secretary
of Agriculture
ascertain
Agriculture shall ascertain
Secretary of
of this
the
and
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Treasury as to each State and
the Treasury
to the
certify to
and certify
Territory
it is
is complying
complying with
with the
the provisions of this Act and
whether it
Territory whether
is
to receive
receive its
share of
the annual
annual appropriations
appropriations for agriof the
its share
entitled to
is entitled
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which
stations under this Act and the amount which
experiment stations
cultural experiment
withhold- cultural
Secretary
If
thereupon
each
is
entitled,
respectively,
to
receive.
If
the
Secretary
respectively,
thereupon each is entitled,
ng cr s
a certifiof Agriculture
Agriculture shall
withhold from
Territory a
any State or Territory
from any
shall withhold
of
therefor shall be
cate of
of its
facts and
and reasons therefor
the facts
appropriation, the
its appropriation,
cate
kept
reported
to the
President and
amount involved shall be kept
and the amount
the President
reported to
separate in
in the
the Treasury
until the close of the next Congress in order
Treasury until
separate
to
that
State or
or Territory
Territory may,
it shall
shall so desire
appeal to
desire, appeal
if it
may, if
the State
that the
Congress from
the determination
determination of
of the
Secretary of Agriculture.
the Secretary
the
from
Congress
Disposal of sum withCongress shall
direct such sum to be paid, it
it shall
not direct
shall not
next Congress
the next
If the
eDsposalofumwth- If
held.
is
be covered
covered into
Treasury. The Secretary, of Agriculture
Agriculture is
into the Treasury.
be
law.
this
hereby
charged
with
the
proper
administration
of
this
of
administration
hereby charged with the proper
Report to Congress.
Szo. 5.
the Secretary
Secretary of
Agriculture shall make an annual
of Agriculture
That the
5. That
So.
eport to congres.
report
to
Congress
on
the
receipts
expenditures and work of the
and expenditures
report to Congress on the receipts and
agricultural
stations in
Territories,
in all of the States and Territories,
experiment stations
agricultural experiment
and also
whether the
the appropriation
appropriation of
any State
Territory has
State or Territory
of any
also whether
and
been withheld;
and if
if so,
so, the
therefor.
reason therefor.
the reason
withheld; and
been
e
Amendment, etc.
SEX). 6.
6. That
That Congress
Congress may
may at
at any
any time
amend, suspend, or repeal
time amend,
SE.
ntt.
Act.
any and
and all
all of
the provisions
provisions of this .Act.
of the
any
Approved,
Approved, February 24, 1925.

Reasonsfor withholdResonsfor
ing certificates.

February
February 24, 1925.
(11. NH.
R.
216.1
R. 2716.)
[Public, No.
No. 4594
450.[

[Publc,

Revenue Act of 1921.
District courts.
Vol. 42, p.
311
p. 311.
VolS42

'ReivemU'ectfc12

Concurrent jurisdiction with Court of
Claims
recovering
for recovering
Clm for
collected
erroneously
collected
taxes,
collector
i colector
taes,e., etc., if
dead or not in
in office.
or not348,
dead
Ante,
amendp. 348, amendAnte, p.
ed.
ed.

onrrent

rii

orna.

February 24, 1925.
IlL R. 11725
1725 1
FeB.
[Public,
No. 460.]
460.1
[Public, No.

York River.
Gloucester
Pier at Gloucester
Banks,
Banks, Va., in, legalised.
Ied.

Proviso.

Judicial
paragraph 20 of section
Act To
To amend
amend paragraph
section 24 of the
the Judicial
Act
and
1921,entitled
Act
of November
November 23, 1921,
entitled "An
"An Act to reduce and
Act of
purposes."
equalize
taxation, to
to provide
revenue, and for other purposes."
provide revenue,
equalize taxation,
CHAP.
309.-An
CHAP. 309.—An
Code as
by
amended by
as amended
Code

Representatives of the
Be it
it enacted
the Senate and House of Representatives
by the
enacted by
Be
paraassembled,
United
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That the paraCongress
in
America
of
United States
graph added
by section
1310 of
of the
the Revenue
Revenue Act of 1921 at the end
section 1310
added by
graph
Judicial Code, reenacted
of paragraph
of section
section 24 of the Judicial
reenacted
Twentieth of
paragraph Twentieth
of
without
change by
section 1025
1025 of the
Revenue Act of 1924, is
the Revenue
by section
without change
amended
read as
follows:
as follows:
to read
amended to
proceeding
any suit or proceeding
"Concurrent
with the
Court of
of Claims
of any
Claims of
the Court
Concurrent with
for the
commenced
after the
passage of the Revenue
Revenue Act of 1921,
1921, for
the
the passage
commenced after
erroneously
been
have
to
recovery
of
any
internal-revenue
tax
alleged
erroneously
tax
internal-revenue
any
of
recovery
have
claimed to
or illegally
assessed or collected,
collected, or of any penalty
penalty claimed
to have
illegally assessed
or
o
been
collected without
any sum
sum alleged to have been
or any
authority, or
without authority,
collected
been
excessive or
or in
any manner
manner wrongfully
collected under
under the internal
wrongfully collected
in any
excessive
revenue
laws,
even
if
the
claim
exceeds
$10,000,
if the
collector of
the collector
if
$10,000,
exceeds
claim
the
revenue laws, even if
collected is
sum was collected
internal
revenue by
whom such
such tax,
penalty, or
or sum
is
tax, penalty,
by whom
internal revenue
the time
at
revenue
dead
or
is
not
in
office
as
collector
of
internal
revenue
internal
of
collector
as
dead or is not in office
such
suit or
is commenced."
commenced."
proceeding is
or proceeding
such suit
February 24, 1925.
Approved, February
CHAP.
310.—An
legalize a
and wharf
wharf in York River at Gloucester
Gloucester
pier and
a pier
To legalize
Act To
10.-An Act
. 3
CA
Point, Virginia.
Banks, near
near Gloucester
Gloucester Point,
Banks,

the
Be it
it enacted
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of the
House of
the Senate
by the
enacted by
Be
pier
the
embled,
United
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
ass
That
and
Congress
in
America
of
United States
wharf
by Robert
Talley, trustee,
trustee, in the York River, State
H. Talley,
Robert H.
built by
wharf built
of
Virginia,
at
Gloucester
Banks,
which is
about one mile east of
is about
which
Banks,
of Virginia, at Gloucester
Gloucester
Point, Gloucester
Virginia, and
one-half
and about one-half
County, Virginia,
Gloucester County,
Gloucester Point,
same is hereby,
and
mile
west
of
Sarah
Creek,
Virginia,
be,
and
the
hereby,
be,
Virginia,
Creek,
mile west of Sarah
as to all existing or
legalized to
extent and
with like
like effect
effect as
and with
same extent
the same
to the
legalized
if the permit
future laws
of the
States as if
permit
United States
the United
regulations of
and regulations
laws and
future
required by
existing laws
laws of
of the
cases
United States in such cases
the United
the existing
by the
required
prior to the erection
made and
had been
been regularly
regularly obtained
erection
obtained prior
provided had
and provided
made
of
said pier
Provided, That
That any
any changes in said pier,
wharf: Provided,
and wharf:
pier and
of said
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in the
which
Secretary of
may deem
deem necessary
necessary and
and order in
War may
of War
the Secretary
which the
interest
of navigation,
navigation, shall
promptly made
made by
by the
thereof.
the owner thereof.
be promptly
shall be
interest of
this Act is hereby
SEC. 2.
2. That
right to
alter, amend,
or repeal
repeal this
amend, or
to alter,
the right
That the
SEC.
expressly
expressly reserved.
Approved,
February 24, 1925.
Approved, February

whennecesChanges
Changes when
necesSa

of certain
certain patented
CHAP. 311.-An
311.—An Act
Act To
authorize the
the exchange
exchange of
patented lands in
To authorize
CHAP.
in the park.
the Rocky
Mountain National
National Park
Government lands in
for Government
Park for
Rocky Mountain
the

Amendment.
Amendment.

February 24, 1925.
1925.
February

11952.]
[H. R. 11952.1
[Public No.
No. 461.1
461.]
[Public

ocky Mountain
the Rocky
Be it
it enacted
by the
Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of
of the
of Representatives
the Senate
enacted by
Be
Mountain
Colo.
owner National Park, Cob.
United
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the owner
in Congress
America in
States of
United States
Exchange of lands of
ofnelandsad
ricate
section
quarter
of
the
northeast
quarter
southeast
quarter
22;
northwest
southeast
quarter
of the northeast
N
i
r
3.3vtothe
IOe
tlew p
nar
er nd actark.
quarter southwest
southwest quarter,
quarter, east
southeast quarter
quarter section
section 23; ded
half southeast
east half
quarter
4
quarter
and
northeast
quarter
northeast
quarter
section
26,
township
4
northeast
quarter
and northeast
north,
range 74
principal meridian,
meridian, Colorado, within
sixth principal
west, sixth
74 west,
north, range
permitted and
the
Rocky
Mountain
National
Park,
is hereby
hereby permitted
and
Park,
National
Mountain
the Rocky
authorized to
fee-simple title
thereto to the United
title thereto
the fee-simple
convey the
to convey
authorized
States, and
and select
in lieu
lieu thereof
thereof the
south half
southeast quarter,
half southeast
the south
select in
States,
south half
quarter southeast
southeast quarter,
quarter, south half southnortheast quarter
half northeast
south
east quarter
quarter, south half south half northwest
northwest
southwest quarter,
quarter southwest
east
quarter southeast
south half north half southeast quarter
quarter, south
southeast quarter,
quarter
southwest quarter
section 7,
range 73
73 west, and
township 44 north, range
7, township
quarter,, section
southwest
quarter, north
the north
half northwest
northwest quarter
northeast quarter
quarter northeast
north half
half north
north half
the
half north
north half
half northeast
quarter northwest quarter, section 18,
northeast quarter
half
township
4north,
north, range
west of
meridian; and the Secretary
said meridian;
of said
73 west
range 73
township 4
empowered to accept such
of
Interior is
hereby authorized
authorized and
and empowered
is hereby
the Interior
of the
selected
conveyance
and thereafter
thereafter cause
cause a
a patent
patent for the lands so selected
conveyance and
to
be issued
issued to
to such
owner, reserving
reserving to the
the United States, however,
such owner,
to be
such
way as
as may
may be
needed for
construction and
and
for the construction
be needed
of way
rights of
such rights
Proviso.
so Coneyed
lands so
the lands
maintenance
in the
the park:
That the
Provided, That
Conveyed lands
lands
park: Provided,
roads in
of roads
maintenance of
made part
park.
of park.
part of
made
subject
be
and
park
conveyed
shall
become
and
be
a
part
of
said
park
and
be
to
said
of
conveyed shall become and be a part
all
and regulations
regulations relating
relating to other lands therein.
laws and
all laws

Approved, February
February 24, 1925.
Approved,

CHAP.
Act To
authorize the city of Norfolk, Virginia, to conTo authorize
312.-An Act
CHAP. 312.—An
struct a
combined dam
and bridge
in Lafayette
Lafayette River
River at or near Granby Street,
Street,
bridge in
dam and
a combined
struct
Norfolk, Virginia.
Virginia.
Norfolk,

February
1925.
ebruary 24, 1926.
- 1S. 3398.1
.33 8.
[Public
No.
462.i
[Public No. 462.1

Be
enacted by
House of Representatives
Representatives of the Lafayette River.
and House
Senate and
the Senate
by the
it enacted
Be it
arfolkte Va.,ver.,mayy
That the
United
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the consent
consent Norfolk,
in Congress
States of
United States
dam and
and bridge.
bridge.
dam
municipal
a
Norfolk,
of
of
Congress
is
hereby
granted
to
the
city
of
Norfolk,
a
municipal
city
the
to
granted
of Congress is hereby
conto
corporation,
in Norfolk
County, State of Virginia,
Norfolk County,
situated in
corporation, situated
struct,
combined dam and bridge
bridge in
operate aa combined
and operate
maintain, and
struct, maintain,
navigation,
Lafayette River,
point suitable
suitable to
the interests of navigation,
to the
a point
at a
River, at
Lafayette
Provisos.
tos. of plans.,
at or
or near
near Granby
Granby Street,
Norfolk, Virginia:
That the
the Prpir
Provided, That
Virginia: Provided,
Approval
Street, Norfolk,
at
been
therefor
work
shall
not
be
commenced
until
the
plans
therefor
have
work shall not be commenced until the plans
defor deauthoity for
submitted
and approved
Chief of
of Engineers,
Engineers, United
United States
States No
No authority
the Chief
by the
approved by
to and
submitted to
veloping power,
power, etc.
etc.
further, That this veloping
Army,
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War:
Provided further,
War: Provided
by the
and by
Army, and
Act shall
not be
construed to
authorize the use of such dam to
to
to authorize
be construed
shall not
Act
develop
water power
power or
generate hydroelectric
energy.
hydroelectric energy.
or generate
develop water
Time of construction
construction
darn.
this Act
S
EC. 2.
by this
Act shall cease and of Time
granted by
authority granted
the authority
That the
2. That
SEC.
the
be
null
and
void
unless
the
actual
construction
of
the
dam
hereby
of
construction
be null and void unless the actual
authorized
is commenced
commenced within
within one
completed within Proviso.
and completed
year and
one year
authorized is
Termination of
of auTermination
Provided, That thority
Act: Provided,
three years
years from
of approval
approval of
of this
this Act:
date of
the date
from the
three
on notice from
raPower
Federal
Power Com
CornCom- tFedt
from
and after
days' notice
the Federal
Power ComFederal Power
from the
notice from
thirty days'
after thirty
from and
minion of
interfering
of interfering
mission,
or other
other authorized
of the
the United
United States, to said mission
agency of
with water-power deauthorized agency
mission, or
velopment.
city,
be interfered
interfered with velopment.
will be
development will
water-power development
desirable water-power
that desirable
city, that
conto
by
the
existence
of
said
dam,
the
authority
hereby
granted
granted
hereby
authority
by the existence of said dam, the
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struct, maintain,
operate said
said dam
dam shall
shall terminate
terminate and
and be
be at
at
struct,
maintain, and
and operate
Grantee
of power pro- an end; and any grantee or licensee of the United States proposing
Granteeofpowerproproposing
ject may
may remove,
remove, etc.,
ject
etc.,
to develop
power project
project at
at or
said' dam
shall have
darn.
or near
near said
dam shall
have authority
authority
dam.
to
develop aapower
to remove,
remove, submerge,
or utilize
utilize said
dam under
under such
such conditions
as
said dam
conditions as
submerge, or
to
said commission
commission or
or other
determine, but
but such
such conditions
conditions
agency may
may determine,
other agency
said
shall not
not include
for the
the removal,
removal, submergence,
submergence, or
or
shall
include compensation
compensation for
utilization of
dam.
utilization
of said
said dam.
Amendment.
SEC.
Amendment.
S
EC. 3. That the right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
expressly reserved.
expressly
reserved.
Approved,
1925.
24, 1925.
February 24,
Approved, February
February
1925.
February 24,
24,925.
IS. 3178.j
[Public,
No.
463.]
463.1
[Public, No.

CHAP.
Act To
To provide
construction of
of a
a memorial
memorial bridge
CHAP. 313.-An
313.—An Act
provide for
for the
the construction
bridge
across
the Potomac
Potomac River
from a
a point
near the
the Lincoln
city
the city
in the
Memorial in
Lincoln Memorial
point near
River from
across the
of Washington
appropriate point in the State of Virginia, and for other
Washington to an appropriate
purposes.
purposes.

Be
it enacted
by the
and House
House of
of the
the
of Represen,tatives
Representatives of
the Senate
Senate and
Be it
enacted by
Potomac
_Itivet,X.C : UUnited
ted States
States of America
in Congress
PotomacRiver,D.C.
America in.
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the comMemorial
bridge,
oril
Washington to
to ArlingArling- mission created
washington
created by section 23 of the Act approved
approved March
March 4, 1913
ton, Vauthorized.
(Thirty-seventh Statutes,
page 885),
authorized and
and.
hereby authorized
885), is
is hereby
Statutes, page
(Thirty-seventh
ol.37,p..
Vol.
,
p. 885.
directed
once with
with the
the construction
of a
a memorial
memorial
construction of
at once
directed to
to proceed
proceed at
bridge across
from the
vicinity of
Lincoln
of the
the Lincoln
the vicinity
River from
the Potomac
Potomac River
across the
bridge
Memorial
the city
an appropriate
appropriate point
point in
the
in the
to an
of Washington
Washington to
in the
city of
Memorial in
Plans of Commission State of Virginia, including appropriate approaches, roads, streets,
omtd""in State of Virginia, including appropriate approaches, roads, streets,
toPblaecn
to
be executed.
boulevards,
avenues, and
and walks
walks leading
both sides
of said
said
on both
sides of
leading thereto
thereto on
boulevards, avenues,
river,
together with
landscape features
features appertaining
all
appertaining thereto,
thereto, all
with the
the landscape
river, together
cost transin accordance
accordance with
the design,
surveys, and
estimates of
of cost
and estimates
with the
design, surveys,
in
mitted
by said
said commission
Congress under
under date
date of
April 22,
1924:
of April
22, 1924:
to Congress
commission to
mitted by
Proviso.
Provided,
That said
commission may
may make
such changes
design
in design
changes in
make such
said commission
Chan
ges allowed.
allowed.
Provided, That
Changes
and location
location of
of said
increasing the
cost of
of the
the
total cost
bridge without
without increasing
the total
and
said bridge
project as
in its
found to
project
as in
its discretion
discretion may
may be
be found
to be
be necessary
necessary or
or advisable.
advisable.
Arlington Memorial
S
EC. 2.
execution of
project herein
and hereby
herein and
hereby
of the
the project
SEC.
2. That
That the
the execution
Brington
Memorial
Brid geCommission.
Supervision
of conupervision of
con- authorized
shall be carried
out
under
the
general
supervision
of the
authorized
carried
under
general
struction by.
rucion by.
Arlington
Memorial Bridge
Arlington Memorial
in the
immediate charge
charge
Bridge Commission
Commission .in
the immediate
of the
the said
that said
said concommission, and
and that
conof
the executive
executive officer
officer of
of the
said commission,
struction
shall be
be entered
upon as
speedily as
as practicable
in accordaccordas speedily
practicable in
struction shall
entered upon
ance
the plans
plans submitted
submitted by
by the
the said
said commission
commission and
and shall
shall be
be
ance with
with the
prosecuted to
completion by
by contracts
as may
be most
may be
most
contracts or
or otherwise,
otherwise, as
to completion
prosecuted
economical and advantageous to the Government and approved and
Limit
author- economical and advantageous to the Government and approved and
Limit of
of cost
cost authorordered
the said
commission in
in aa total
total sum
sum not
not to
ized.
z mit o.
ordered by
by the
said commission
to exceed
exceed
Post, p. 1316.
pos, p. 1316.
sum is authorized
authorized to be appropriated
appropriated from any
$14,750,000, which sum
moneys
or that
that may
may become
become available
available in
Treasury of
moneys available
available or
in the
the Treasury
of
Provisos.
the
United
States:
Provided,
That
such
appropriations
as
be
may be
as may
appropriations
such
That
Provided,
States:
Proportional
char
g
es
the
United
roportional charges
on Treasury
Treasury and
Dis- made under the authority of this Act for the execution of said
on
and Disrict
revenues.
ct revenues.
project
project shall
shall be
be chargeable
chargeable to the Treasury of the United States
and
the
revenues
of
the District
of Columbia
Columbia in
such manner
as shall
and the revenues of the
District of
in such
manner as
shall
then be
determined by
Congress to
to be
be equitable:
further,
by Congress
equitable: Provided
Provided further,
then
be determined
That
opening, widening,
widening, extending,
extending, or
or improvement
of any
any
That the
the opening,
improvement of
Assessments on
oec
isesnsments
streets
the
Columbia
with
this
project
of
District
of
Columbia
in
connection
project
widening streets,
widening
streets, etc.
etc.
shall
be subject
subject to
to assessments
assessments for
shall be
for benefits
benefits in
in accordance
accordance with
with the
the
laws
governing similar
work under
the Commissioners
Commissioners of
the DisDislaws
governng
similar
work
under
the
of
the
Accounting if confurther, That if the bridge
stcountien
i con-y
Columbia: And provided
provided further,
bridge is
is
structed
other than
by trict of Columbia:
contract.
contract.
otherwise than by contract there shall
shall be kept
constructed otherwise
kept accurate
accurate
and itemized
itemized account of all costs, including labor, materials,
materials, rental,
repairs, insurance, depreciation
depreciation of
of plant and equipment,
equipment, and all
other items and engineering
engineering costs properly chargeable
chargeable to the construction
bridge.
of said
said bridge.
struction of
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Engineers, architects,
anginees,architets,
SEC. 3.
That the
executive officer of the said Arlington Me- artists,
said executive
the said
3. That
SEC.
to be emartists, etc., to
ployed.
approval
the
with
morial
Bridge Commission
Commission is
hereby authorized,
authorized,
is hereby
moriai Bridge
engineers,
of the
said commission,
commission, to
to employ
employ the services
services of such engineers,
the said
of
architects,
sculptors, artists,
artists, and
other personnel as shall be deand other
architects, sculptors,
termined to
be necessary
reference to civil service requirerequire- pro8o
without reference
necessary without
to be
termined
Proviso.
ArmyengiDetailsof
Details
of Army
engiments and
and at
at rates
authorized by said commission:
commission: Provided,
Provided, eer
of pay authorized
rates of
ments
ce
neer officers.
That
officers of
United States Corps of Engineers
Engineers as may n ff rs.
the United
of the
such officers
That such
be considered
necessary by
by said
said commission may be detailed by the
considered necessary
be
President on
on this
work for
for such
such periods
periods as the commission
commission may
may
this work
President
require.
require.
Occupation of
Occupation
of
require.
G ov et nme nt-owned
Memorial Bridge
Arlington Memorial
SEC.
4. That
That the
said Arlington
Bridge Commission Government-owned
the said
SEC. 4.
c nstr
land d
during construc-

is hereby
to occupy
such Government-owned
Government-owned lands as
occupy such
authorized to
hereby authorized
is

authorized herein,
project authorized
may be
be necessary
for the
the bridge
bridge project
herein,
necessary for
may
the park
to the
and
completion of
of the
the project
transfer to
park system
to transfer
project to
on completion
and on
under
the Chief
Chief of
Engineers, United
States Army, all or such
United States
of Engineers,
under the
portions
lands as
the said
commission may in its discretion
discretion
said commission
as the
such lands
of such
portions of
decide
to be
be necessary.
necessary.
decide to
Arlington Memorial
SEC. 5.
That the
said Arlington
Memorial Bridge Commission
Commission is
is
the said
5. That
SEC.
open market,
hereby
to procure
purchase in
the open
market, or
or
in the
by purchase
procure by
authorized to
hereby authorized
condemnation, such
otherwise,
as may
advisable, or by condemnation,
most advisable,
be most
may be
otherwise, as
privately
owned lands
lands as
for approaches
approaches on the
necessary for
be necessary
may be
as may
privately owned
Washington,
Virginia
shore
and
to
allow
B
Street
northwest,
Washington, Disnorthwest,
Street
B
allow
to
and
shore
Virginia
trict
Columbia, to
opened up
up from
the Capitol
Capitol to
the Potomac
to the
from the
be opened
to be
of Columbia,
trict of
River
in accordance
accordance with
with the
the said
said plans
plans of
of the
said commission:
the said
River in
this Act
Provided,
carried out
out under
under this
Act shall
shall
condemnation carried
any condemnation
That any
Provided, That
apCongress, apbe
accordance with
with the
the provisions
Act of
of Congress,
the Act
of the
provisions of
in accordance
be in
proved August
August 30,
providing for
site for
enlargement
the enlargement
for the
for aa site
1890, providing
30, 1890,
proved
of the
Government Printing
Office.
Printing Office.
the Government
of
SEC. 6.
6. That
the project
project herein
herein authorized
prosecuted by
by
be prosecuted
may be
authorized may
That the
SEC.
direct appropriations
contracts, or by both direct
continuing contracts,
by continuing
or by
appropriations or
direct
appropriations and
and continuing
contracts: Provided,
Provided, That
That the excontinuing contracts:
appropriations
penditures in
in any
any year
year shall
amounts for the correexceed the amounts
not exceed
shall not
penditures
sponding year
shown in
in the
the ten-year
program of expenditures
expenditures and
ten-year program
as shown
year as
sponding
construction contained
of the
said commission.
commission.
the said
report of
the report
in the
contained in
construction
to Congress,
submit to
SEC.
7. That
annually submit
Congress,
shall annually
commission shall
said commission
That said
SEC. 7.
through
the Bureau
Bureau of
Budget, aa statement
statement of
sums of money
money
of sums
the Budget,
of the
through the
previously
an estimate
money
estimate of the total sum of money
and an
expended and
previously expended
necessary
succeeding year to carry on
the next succeeding
in the
expended in
be expended
to be
necessary to
the
authorized by this Act.
the work authorized
Approved.,
February 24, 1925.
Approved, February
•

tn.
tion.

Transfersof, to park
Transfers of, to park
system after completion.

tion-

Acquiring additional

Acquiring additional

and
land in Virgina
Virginia and
Washington.

Washington

Proviso.
Condemnation
Condemnation
ceedings.
ceedings.
V
Vol. 26, p. 412.

Prevso.

pro-

ol.26,p.412.

Proceeding for exexecuting project.

Proceeding for
ecuting project.

ro.

Proviso.
Annual
nnual expenditures
limited.

expenditures

itd

Statement and
tmateyealynd
timate, yearly..

es-

February 24, 1925.
February

CHAP. 314.-Joint
314.—Joint Resolution
Resolution To
To authorize
the American
National Red
Red
American National
authorize the
CHAP.
Cross to
the use
of temporary
square numbered
numbered
on square
erected on
now erected
buildings now
temporary buildings
use of
continue the
to continue
Cross
172,
Washington, District of Columbia.
Columbia.
172, Washington,

[S. J. Res. 95.]

[S.J.Res.es.No.5.]
[Pub.
54.]
[Pub. Res. No.54.]

ross.
Red Cross.
Resolved by
and House
of the
the American Red
Representatives of
of Representatives
House of
Senate and
the Senate
by the
Resolved
Use of temporary
United States
States of
of America
in Congress
assembled, That
o Washington,
temporary
be, bUse
authority be,
That authority
Congress assermled,
America in
United
buildings.
C., by,
may be conby, may
D. C,
the central
and is
hereby., given
to the
central committee
committee of the American
American tinued.
given to
is hereby
and
p.0.
tinvol
buildings
National
Red
Cross
to
continue
the
use
of
such
temporary
buildings
temporary
such
Vol.
40,
p.
90.
of
use
the
continue
to
Cross
Red
National
as are
now erected
erected upon
upon square
square numbered
numbered 172,
Washthe city of Washin the
172, in
are now
as
ington, for
the use
use of
of the
the American
American Red
Cross in
connection with
in connection
Red Cross
for the
ington,
its work
cooperation with
with the
the Government
Government of
of the
the United
United States:
States: Provisos.
p,i.
in cooperation
work in
its
Final
of
of
removal
Final removal
Provided, That
building or
buildings the
of which
is exex- buildings,
which is
use of
the use
or buildings
any building
That any
Provided,
etc.
etc.
buidirgs,
tended
under this
authority shall
shall be
and site or sites thereof
removed and
be removed
this authority
tended under
eGovernent explaced in
in good
good condition
condition not
not later
than December
31, 1926:
No Government
Provided No
1926: Provided
December 31,
later than
placed
for.
pensefor.
further,
That the
United States
States shall
shall be
to no
of any pense
expense of
no expense
put to
be put
the United
further, That
kind by
reason of
the exercise
of the
hereby conferred.
authority hereby
the authority
exercise of
of the
by reason
kind
Approved,
February 24, 1925.
Approved, February
45822-25t
458220-25 --
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February 25, 1925.
[H. R. 11957.]
11957.]
[Public,
[Public, No. 464.]

Visages.
Visa
fees.
Presidentmay
President may modimodi-

Por s
ot"
imPiranpltiesU

ts.of aliens
not immigrant

Ante,
154.
Ante, p. 154.

SESS. II.
II. CBs.
317.
SESs.
CHS. 316,
316,317.

1925.
1925.

the President
President in
certain cases
cases to
modify
CHAP. 316.—An
316.-An Act
Act To
To authorize
authorize the
in certain
to modify
vis6
visA fees
fees.

Be itit enacted
enacted by
the Senate
House of
Representatives of
of the
the
of Representatives
and House
Senate and
by the
Be
United States of America
United
America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That notwithstanding existing
existing law
law fixing
the fees
be collected
collected for
of
for vises
vises of
fees to
to be
standing
fixing the
passports of aliens and for executing
executing applications
applications for such vises, the
the
President be, and he is hereby, authorized,
authorized, to the
President
the extent
extent consistent
consistent
with the public interest,
interest, to reduce such fees or
or to abolish them
them altoaltogether, in the case of any class
class of
of aliens desiring to visit the United
United
States who
not "immigrants"
as defined
Act
Immigration Act
in the
the Immigration
defined in
"immigrants" as
are not
who are
States
of 1924, and who are citizens
grant
citizens or
or subjects
subjects of
of countries which
which grant
similar privileges to citizens of the United States of
of aasimilar class
visiting such countries.
February 25, 1925.
Approved, February

February 25, 1925.
1925.
February
[S. 2835.1
[S. 2s35.1
[Public, No. 485.)

[P

No 4

CHAP.
317.-An Act To
To amend
authorizing insurCHAP. 317.—An
amend an Act entitled "An
"An Act authorizing
fraternal beneficiary
ance companies or associations
associations and fraternal
societies to
beneficiary societies
to file
file bills
bills of
of
interpleader,"
approved February
February 22, 1917.
interpleader," approved

Be it
House of
of the
the
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
United States courts.
vOn'tdstaenrts.
United States of America
America in
assembled,
That
Act
in. Conress
Congress assembled,
That
an
Act
Vol. 39, p.929, amend- United
a
Vol.39,p.929,amendemo
aa
ed.
ed.
approved February 22, 1917, authorizing
authorizing insurance
and
insurance companies
companies and
fraternal societies to file bills of interpleader
interpleader be
amended to read
be amended
as follows:
follows:
Insurance companies
SEcnow 1. That
States shall
I file interpleader
nys
leteep in "
" SECTION
That the
the district
district courts of the
the United
United States
shall
may
district bcourt
court to
to de
de- have
dierstie
original jurisdiction
jurisdiction to
have original
to entertain
determine suits
suits in
entertain and
and determine
in equity
equity
termine
termine beneficiary, if
claimants of different begun
any insurance
begun by bills of interpleader, duly verified,
verified, filed by any
insurance
States.
state
.
company or association
or fraternal
association or
fraternal or
or beneficial
beneficial society,
society, and
and
averring that one or more persons who are bona fide
fide claimants
claimants
against
company, association,
or sdciety
sOciety resides
or reside
reside
against such
such company,
association, or
resides or
jurisdiction of said court; that such
within the territorial jurisdiction
such company,
company,
association, or society has issued a
certificate
a policy
policy of
of insurance
insurance or
or certificate
membership providing
payment of
or more
more as
of membership
providing for
for the
the payment
of $500
$500 or
as ininsurance, indemnity, or benefits to aa beneficiary,
the
beneficiary, beneficiaries,
beneficiaries, or
or the
representatives, or
assignee of
person
heirs, next of kin, legal representatives,
or assignee
of the
the person
insured or
or more
adverse claimants,
claimants, citizens
citizens
insured
or member; that
that two
two or
more adverse
of different
are claiming
be entitled
entitled to
such insurance,
insurance,
nr
y of of
different States,
States, are
claiming to
to be
to such
Deposit in registry of
indemnity, or
or benefits;
that such
association, or
court.
court
indemnity,
benefits; that
such company,
company, association,
or society
society
has paid the
the amount thereof into the registry of
of the
the court,
court, there to
to
abide the
the judgment
judgment of
of the
the court.
court.
Jurisdiction.
abide
Jurisdiction.
If
policy not assigned.
"Skc. 2. In all
or certificate
drawn
IUpoiicynotassigned.
"SEC.
all such cases
cases if
if the policy or
certificate is
is drawn
payable to
in
payable
to the estate of the insured
insured and has
has not
not ,been
.been assigned
assigned in
accordance with the terms of the policy or
certificate the
the district
accordance
or certificate
district
court
the district
the residence
residence of
the personal
personal representative
representative
of the
of the
district of
of the
court of
assigned
If policy assigned.
jurisdiction of such suit.
the
of the insured
insured shall have jurisdiction
suit. In
In case
case the
policy or certificate
certificate has been assigned
assigned during
during the
the life of the
the insured
insured
accordance with the terms of
certificate, the
district
in accordance
of the policy or
or certificate,
the district
court of
of the
district of
of the
the residence
the assignee
of his
his peryable to
to a
a benebn court
the district
residence of
of the
assignee or
or of
perIf payable
ficiary, etc.
fciary,etc.
sonal representative
representative shall
shall have
have jurisdiction.
In case
case the
jurisdiction. In
the policy
policy or
or
certificate is drawn
drawn payable
beneficiary or beneficiaries
beneficiaries and
certificate
payable to a
a beneficiary
and
there has been no
jurisdiction shall
no such assignment
assignment as
as aforesaid
aforesaid the jurisdiction
shall
be in the district court of the district in which the beneficiary or
Iff residets
residents, of
of dif
dif- be in the district court of the district in which the beneficiary or
ferent districts.
ferent
districts,
beneficiaries or
representatives reside.
reside. In
case there
beneficiaries
or their
their personal
personal representatives
In case
there
are beneficiaries
beneficiaries resident in more districts than one, then
then jurisdiction
jurisdiction
shall be in the district court in any district
beneficiary or
district in which a
a beneficiary
or
personal representative
representative of
deceased beneficiary
resides.
Ful
the personal
oer of
cou. the
of a
a deceased
beneficiary resides.
Full power
of court.
*S
SEC.
"
EC. 3. Said court shall hear and determine
determine the
cause and
and shall
shall
the cause
discharge the complainant
complainant from further liability;
discharge
liability: and
and shall make the
injunction
permanent and enter all such other orders and decrees
injunction permanent
decrees

317-319.
SIXTYEIGHTA CONGRESS.
ESS. II.
II. CHS.
CH& 317-319.
SESS.
CONGRESS. S
SIXTY-EIGHTI

977
977

1925.
1925.

writs
as
may be
suitable and
all such
customary writs
such customary
issue all
and issue
proper, and
and proper,
be suitable
as may
the
enforce the
and enforce
as may
or convenient
convenient to
to carry out
out and
necessary or
be necessary
may be
as
same."
Approves, February
February 25,
25, 1925.
1925.
ApproveS,

CHAP. 318.—An
Penal Code of the United
of the Penal
194 of
section 194
amend section
To amend
Act To
318.-An Act
CHAP.

States.
States.

February
1925.
25, 1925.
February 25,
3lso.]
i[.[S. 3180.]
[Public,
466.]
No. 466.]
[Public, No.

Be it
the Senate
of the
crmial Code.
the Criminal
of Representatives
Representatives of
House of
and House
Senate and
by the
it enacted
enacted by
Be
ms,
United States
assembled, That
p. 1125,
35, p.
vol. 35,
194 Vol.
section 194
That section
in Congress
Congress assembled,
America in
of America
States of
United
amended.
it shall amended
of
the penal
the United
be amended
amended so that it
States be
United States
of the
laws of
penal laws
of the
Postal crimes..
ecretingg,
Stealing,
read
follows:
Stealing, secretin
as follows:
read as
g,
etc.,
mail
etc., mai
embeig,
"
EC. 194.
"Whoever shall
take, or
by fraud
fraud or
or embezzlin
or by
abstract, or
or abstract,
steal, take,
shall steal,
194. Whoever
SEC.
" S
matter.
ttr
•
deception obtain,
from or
out of
any mail,
mail, post
post office or station
of any
or out
obtain, from
deception
thereof, or
or other
other authorized
authorized depository
depository for
matter, or from aa
mail matter,
for mail
thereof,
letter
mail carrier,
any letter,
letter, postal
postal card,
package, bag,
mail,
or mail,
bag, or
card, package,
carrier, any
or mail
letter or
or shall
abstract or
remove from
any such
such letter,
letter, package,
package, bag,
bag, or
or
from any
or remove
shall abstract
or
mail, any
any article
article or
or thing
contained therein, or shall secrete,
thing contained
mail,
embezzle, or
destroy any
any such
letter, postal
package, bag,
bag, or
C
Mai left
or Mail
card, package,
postal card,
left upon
upon colsuch letter,
or destroy
embezzle,
box, etc.
etc.
mail, or
or any
any article
or thing
whoever shall
lectionbox,
shall lection
or whoever
therein; or
contained therein;
thing contained
article or
mail,
steal, take,
or abstract,
or deception
deception obtain
any letter,
letter,
obtain any
fraud or
by fraud
or by
abstract, or
take, or
steal,
postal
card, package,
package, bag,
bag, or
which has
has been
been left
left for
for collection
collection
mail, which
or mail,
postal card,
upon
or adjacent
authorized depository
depository
other authorized
or other
box nr
collection box
to aa collection
adjacent to
upon or
of
or whoever
shall buy,
buy, receive,
receive, or
or conceal,
aid
or aid
conceal, or
whoever shall
matter; or
mail matter;
of mail
in
concealing, or
shall unlawfully
unlawfully have in
or shall
or concealing,
receiving, or
buying, receiving,
in buying,
his possession,
letter, postal
postal card,
package, bag,
or mail,
any
or any
mail, or
bag, or
card package,
any letter,
possession, any
his
article
or thing
thing contained
therein, which
been so
so stolen, taken,
has been
which has
contained therein,
article or
embezzled,
or abstracted,
as herein
the same
taking
Uathored takin
same Unauthorized
knowing the
described, knowing
herein described,
g
abstracted, as
embezzled, or
before delivery.
mabeforedelivery.
to
been so
embezzled, or
or who- mail
abstracted; or
or abstracted;
taken, embezzled,
stolen, taken,
so stolen,
have been
to have
post
ever shall
any letter,
letter, postal
package out
out of
of any post
or package
card, or
postal card,
take any
shall take
ever
office or
or station
station thereof,
thereof, or
authorized depository
depository for mail
of any
any authorized
out of
or out
office
matter, or
from any
any letter
or mail
mail carrier,
which has
any
in any
been in
has been
or which
carrier, or
letter or
or from
matter,
post office
or station
station thereof,
thereof, or
other authorized
authorized depository,
depository, or in
or other
office or
post
the custody
custody of
of any
letter or
carrier, before
before it
delivered
been delivered
it has
has been
mail carrier,
or mail
any letter
the
to the
person to
whom it
it was
directed. with
with a
adesign
the
obstruct the
to obstruct
design to
was directed.
to whom
the person
to
correspondence,
or
to
pry
into
the
business
or
secrets
of
another,
or Punishment for.
or
another,
of
secrets
or
business
the
into
to
pry
or
correspondence,
shall
open, secrete,
secrete, embezzle,
embezzle, or
or destroy
the same,
fined not
not P
n
be fined
shall be
same, shall
destroy the
shall open,
more
than
$2,000
or
imprisoned
not
more
than
five
years,
both."
or
years,
five
than
more
not
imprisoned
or
$2,000
than
more
Approved,
1925.
25, 1925.
February 25,
Approved, February

CHAP. 319.-An
319.—An Act
Authorizing the
Secretary of War to convey to the
the Secretary
Act Authorizing
CHAIP.
Rico.
Federal Land
Baltimore certain
certain land
land in
of San
San Juan,
Juan, Porto Rico.
city of
the city
in the
of Baltimore
Bank of
Land Bank
Federal

Be it
it enacted
by the
the Senate
House of
of the
the
Representatives of
of Representatives
and House
Senate and
enacted by
Be
United
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
the
SecreSecrethe
That
assembled,
Congress
in
United States of America
tary of
War be,
hereby, authorized
authorized to
to convey
convey by
by approapprois hereby,
he is
and he
be, and
of War
tary
priate
quitclaim
deed
to
the
Federal
Land
Bank
of
Baltimore,
of
of
Baltimore,
of
Bank
Land
Federal
the
to
deed
priate quitclaim
Baltimore,
Maryland, for
for the
the sum
sum of
which is
is hereby
made
hereby made
$6,000, which
of $6,000,
Baltimore, Maryland,
available
construction of
of a
set of
of noncommissioned
noncommissioned
a double
double set
the construction
for the
available for
officers' quarters
on the
the main
main reservation
reservation of
San Juan,
Juan, Porto
Porto Rico,
Rico,
of San
quarters on
officers'
which
set of
officers'
noncommissioned officers'
of noncommissioned
double set
the double
replace the
will replace
which will
quarters
on the
the land
land to
to be
conveyed, the
of land
land situated in
tract of
the tract
be conveyed,
quarters on
the
City of
of San
San Juan,
Juan, in
in the
Rico, and
described
and described
Porto Rico,
of Porto
island of
the island
the City
as
as follows:
follows:
Being the
easterly part
of La
Palma Bastion
Bastion Military
ReservaMilitary ReservaLa Palma
part of
the easterly
Being
follows:
tion,
Rico, located
and described
described as follows:
located and
Porto Rico,
Juan, Porto
San Juan,
tion, San
Beginning at
at the
the northwesterly
this parcel
at the
located at
parcel located
of this
corner of
northwesterly corner
Beginning

February
25, 1925.
1925.
February 25,
[S.
3630.]
S. 3630.]
[Public,
No.
467.]
[Public, No. 467.]
. P. B.
San Juan,
Conveyance to
to FedFedConveyance
eral Land Bank, of
of
BMan, tract
Land Md.,
eral
Baltimore,
of land in.
oflandin.
Use of proceeds.
Useoproceed s

Decriptio.
Description.

978
978

SIXTY-EIGHTH
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.

SESS. II.
II. CHS.
319-321.
SESS.
CHS. 319-321.

1925.
1925.

Tetuan Street,
Street, in line
southerly side of Tetuan
line with the north
north wall
wall of
of aa
masonry building on this parcel and distance five and
masonry
and sixty-one
one-hundredths meters
northwest corner of same building;
building;
one-hundredths
meters from the northwest
bounding with La Palma Bastion bearing
bearing sduth
mouth twelve
twelve
thence bounding
degrees forty-nine
forty-nine minutes
minutes east,
distance of
of twenty
twenty and
degrees
east, aa distance
and seventyseventyalong the
the inside
inside
four one-hundredths
one-hundredths meters to
to the
the city
city wall; thence
thence along
of
wall north
eighty-three degrees
degrees thirty-eight
minutes east,
of this
this wall
north eighty-three
thirty-eight minutes
east,
a
one-hundredths meters;
meters; thence
a distance of
of twenty-four
twenty-four and four one-hundredths
thence
north
five degrees
degrees twenty-six
twenty-six minutes
west, a
adistance
distance of
of ninety-four
ninety-four
north five
minutes west,
one-hundredths
thence north
eighty-three degrees
degrees thirtyone-hundredths meters;
meters; thence
north eighty-three
eight
distance of five and ninety-one
ninety-one one-hundredths
one-hundredths
eight minutes
minutes east, a
a distance
north twelve
twelve degrees
minutes east,
degrees twenty-four
twenty-four minutes
east a
a
meters; thence north
meters to the Recinto Sur
distance of ten and six one-hundredths
one-hundredths meters
Sur
Street; thence along the westerly
westerly side of the Recinto
Recinto Sur Street
Street
twenty-five degrees one one-hundredths
north twenty-five
one-hundredths minute west, aadistance
eleven and
one-hundredths meters;
of eleven
and eighty
eighty one-hundredths
meters; thence
thence along aa curve
curve
radius
Tetuan Street,
Street, bounding
radius about ten
ten feet
feet to
to its
its intersection
intersection with Tetuan
with a
a small parcel
parcel conveyed
conveyed to the people of Porto Rico; thence
Tetuan Street
south seventy-seven
seventy-seven degrees
along the south line of Tetuan
Street south
degrees
eleven minutes west, aa distance of twenty-eight
twenty-eight and ten onehundredths meters to the point of beginning.
beginning. The above-described
above-described
parcel contains an
an area
area of seven hundred and
and nineteen
nineteen and sixtysquare meters.
eight one-hundredths
one-hundredths square
Approved, February
February 25, 1925.
Approved,
•
February
vebrary 25,
25, 1925.
1925.
[H.
[H.
a. R. 4825.]
4825.]
[Public,
No. 465.]
[Public, No.
468.]

CHAP. 320.-An
CHAP.
320.—An Act
the establishment
of industrial
schools for
for Alaskan
Alaskan
Act For
For the
establishment of
industrial schools
native children,
children, and for other purposes
purposes

Be it
enacted by the Senate and
Representatives of the
it enacted
and House of Representaties
the
Alaska.
United States
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
the SecreIndustrial
schools, United
States of
Indurial schools,
America in
assembled, That
Secrehospitals,
etc.,
for tary of the Interior
hospits,of, to
etc.,be for
authorized to establish
Interior is hereby
hereby authorized
establish a
a system of
of
natives
established
tabished in.
in.
vocational
Tervocational training for
for the aboriginal native people
people of the TerAlaska, and to construct
suitable buildings
ritory of Alaska,
construct and maintain suitable
localities within
within
for schools and dormitories
dormitories and hospitals in such localities
the Territory
of
Alaska as
he
may select.
select.
the
Territory
of
Alaska
as
he
may
Unoccupied buildS
EC. 2.
2. That
That the
the Secretary
of the
the Interior
is hereby
hereby instructed
instructed to
ingstranserred
SEC.
to EdSecretary of
Interior is
ings
transferred to
Edto
ucation
Bureau,
from assign to the Bureau of Education
eau,
in and
in
Education any unoccupied
unoccupied buildings in
interior
War from
Departments.
partments.
abandoned military
Alaska which are in his custody at abandoned
military posts or
or
any other buildings controlled
Department of the Interior,
controlled by the Department
for use by the Bureau of Education
Education as industrial schools or hospitals
that are held by him to be necessary
purposes;
necessary or suitable for such purposes;
and the Secretary
authorized to transfer
transfer to the
Secretary of War is hereby authorized
the
Secretary of the Interior
unoccupied buildings in Alaska that
that
Secretary
Interior any unoccupied
in the opinion
opinion of the Secretary
Secretary of War may be dispensed with by
by
the War Department,
Department, to be used for industrial
hospital
industrial school or hospital
purposes that
held by
by him
to be
necessary or
suitable for
for such
such
or suitable
be necessary
him to
are held
that are
purposes
ponto.
Proviso.
Removals
Removals to
to other
purposes: Provided,
the Secretary
hereby
other purposes:
Provided,
That
Secretary
of
the
Interior
is
hereby
locations.
loations.
authorized
authorized to dismantle and remove any of the aforementioned
aforementioned
locations as
decided upon
erection
buildings to such locations
as may be
be decided
upon for the erection
of industrial
industrial schools.
schools.
Approved, February
Approved,
February 25, 1925.
February
1925.
February 25,
25, 1925.
[H.
[H. R.
R. 10348.]
Iar48.]
[Public,
469.]
[Public, No.
No. 469.]

CHAP. 321.—An
321.-An Act Authorizing
Authorizing the
Engineers of the United States
the Chief of Engineers
a certain
certain tract
Army to accept a
tract of
land from
Mrs. Anne
Anne Archbold
Archbold donated
donated to
of land
from Mrs.
to
the United
for park
park purposes
the
United States
States for
purposes

Be it
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
District
of Columbia.
District ofColumbia.
Be
it enacted
enacted by
House of
Acceptance
from Mrs. United
AcceptaneeromMrs.
United States
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Chief
Chief
Anne Archbold of land
of Engineers,
States Army,
be, and
and he
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized
in,
foropark
parkbsem'"
system.
inAl,
of
Engineers, United
United States
Army, be,

1925.

979
979

an addition to the park
and directed
directed to
to accept,
accept, as an
park system of the
and
approximately 28.12 acres in extent,
District of
of Columbia,
extent,
land, approximately
the land,
Columbia, the
District
Glover Parkway
lying
Foundry Branch
Parkway and Resbetween the Glover
Branch between
along Foundry
lying along
to the United States
ervoir Road,
donated by
by Mrs.
Mrs. Anne
Anne Archbold
Archbold to
Road, donated
ervoir
for
park purposes
terms of her dedication
dedication
with the terms
in accordance
accordance with
purposes in
for park
10, 1924,
1924, on file
as shown
on the
the map
area dated
dated November
November 10,
said area
of said
map of
shown on
as
in
the Office
Office of
tract shall be
Buildings and Grounds, which tract
Public Buildings
of Public
in the
Parkway "; and the
known
the "Archbold
"Archbold Parkway";
the Chief of Engineers,
as the
known as

Acceptance of
dediof dediAceptance
cations of additional
cations

SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH

SUss. II.
II.
SESS.

Cris. 321-323.
321-323.
CHS.

on request
request of
of
lands on
United
shall be,
and is
is hereby,
hereby, further
authorized to
to lands
further authorized
be, and
Army, shall
States Army,
United States
National Capital Park
commission.Par
District of Columbia Commission.
accept
land in
in the
the District
additional land
of additional
dedications of
accept dedications
and
adjacent thereto
on request
National Capital
Capital Park Comof the
the National
request of
thereto on
and adjacent
mission
and in
in accordance
with the
the plans
said commission
commission for the
of said
plans of
accordance with
mission and
extension of
the park
system of
the District
of Columbia
under the
the pPubliciLws
Columbia under
District of
of the
park system
of the
extension
Laws, 1st sess.,
p. 4e.
463.
Sixty-eighth Con- p,.
authority contained
Public Act
Numbered 202, Sixty-eighth
Act Numbered
in Public
contained in
authority
gress,
approved June 6, 1924.
gress, approved
Approved, February
1925.
February 25, 1925.
Approved,

accomplishment of the
CHAP. 322.—An
recognize and reward the accomplishment
Act To recognize
322.-An Act
CHAP.
flyers
world flyers

Be it
enacted by
and H0124e
Representatives of
of
of Representatives
House of
Senate and
the Senate
by the
it enacted
Be
the
United
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That the
That
assembled,
Congress
in
America
of
States
United
the
Lowell Herbert
Captain Lowell
advance Captain
hereby authorized
President
authorized to advance
Herbert
is hereby
President is
Smith, Air
thousand files on the
Service, United States Army, one thousand
Air Service,
Smith,
Lieutenant
Leigh Wade,
promotion list;
list; First
First Lieutenant
Lieutenant Leigh
Wade, First Lieutenant
promotion
Henning Nelson,
Leslie Philip
Arnold, and
Erick Henning
Lieutenant Erick
First Lieutenant
and First
Philip Arnold,
Leslie
in recognition
circumnavigation of the
accomplishment in circumnavigation
their accomplishment
of their
recognition of
in
globe
by aeroplane,
all of
Service, United
United States Army, five
Air Service,
the Air
of the
aeroplane, all
globe by
the ofihundred files
the promotion
list: Provided,
That the
offiProvided, That
promotion list:
on the
each on
files each
hundred
cers
hereinbefore named
named be,
extra numbers
numbers in their
remain, extra
and remain,
be, and
cers hereinbefore
grade to
to be
as extra
numbers up
up to
grade
including the grade
and including
to and
extra numbers
carried as
be carried
grade
operate
Act shall
in this
of colonel:
colonel: Provided
further, That
nothing in
this Act
shall operate
That nothing
Provided further,
of
to
interfere with
with or
the promotion
which any
other
any other
to which
promotion to
retard the
or retard
to interfere
law.
under existing
officer
on the
the promotion
promotion list
list would
entitled under
existing law.
be entitled
would be
officer on
the advice
with the
Sue.
is hereby
authorized, by
by and
and with
hereby authorized,
President is
The President
2. The
SEC. 2.
Sergeant Henry
Technical Sergeant
to commission
and consent
of the
the Senate,
Senate, to
commission Technical
consent of
and
Herbert Ogden,
Air Service,
Service, United
States Army
Army (second
(second lieulieuUnited States
Ogden, Air
Herbert
tenant,
Service, Officers'
Officers' Reserve
Corps), and
and John
John Harding,
Reserve Corps),
Air Service,
tenant, Air
junior,
lieutenants, Air
Officers' Reserve Corps, as
Service, Officers'
Air Service,
second lieutenants,
junior, second
second
lieutenants, Air
Service, United
States Army,
placed
Army, to be placed
United States
Air Service.
second lieutenants,
on
promotion list
list next
lieutenant who immethe second lieutenant
after the
next after
the promotion
on the
approval of this Act:
diately
precedes them
them on
on the
the date
date of the approval
diately precedes
shall operate
this Act
contained in
Provided, That
Provided,
That nothing
nothing contained
in this
Act shall
operate to
to
Regular
the
of
officers
increase the
total number
of commissioned
Regular
commissioned officers
number of
the total
increase
law.
authorized by
Army of
of the
the United
now authorized
by law.
States now
United States
Army
present to
Sue.
The President
hereby authorized
to present
to Major
authorized to
is hereby
President is
3. The
SEC. 3.
to
and to
Air Service,
Frederick
Martin, Air
Service, United States
States Army,
Army, and
L. Martin,
Frederick L.
Service, United States
Air Service,
Sergeant Alva
Alva L.
Harvey, Air
States Army,
Army, and
and
L. Harvey,
Sergeant
to
each of
the officers
the Regular
Army and
and Officers'
Reserve
Officers' Reserve
Regular Army
of the
officers of
of the
to each
Corps
hereinbefore named,
named, aa distinguished-service
distinguished-service medal,
and each
each
medal, and
Corps hereinbefore
of
them is
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
to accept
medals, or decorations
decorations
any medals,
accept any
of them
tendered
or bestowed
bestowed upon
upon them
foreign governments.
governments.
by foreign
them by
to or
tendered to
1925.
Approved, February
February 25,
Approved,
CHAP.
Act Authorizing
of the Interioi
Interioi to
to issue patent
Secretary of
the Secretary
Authorizing the
323.-An Act
CHAP. 323.—An
to
the city
city of
Redlands, California,
lands, and for other purposes.
certain lands,
for certain
California, for
of Redlands,
to the

Be
enacted by
by the
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
the Senate
it enacted
Be it
United States
States of
That the
Secretary
the Secretary
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
of America
United
of
and he
hereby is,
authorized and
and directed
directed to issue
is, authorized
he hereby
be, and
Interior be,
the Interior
of the

February
25, 1925.
February 25,
[11.
R. 12064.]
120641
[H. R.
[Public No.
No. 470.]
470.]
[Public

Army.

Word
World

flyers
flyers

adad-

vanced on
on promotion
promotion
vanced
recognition of
list in recognition

their achievemnt.

their achievement.

Provisos.
To remain
remain as extra
extra
numbers.

numbers-

Promotions of other
roffeotoofotarder
officers
not retarded.

Commissions author-

Commissions authorized to Henry Herbert
Ogden and John Harding, jr., as second
lieutenants Air Service.

zed to Henry Herbert
Ongd enrd aJ Harsnd
lieutenants Airervice.

Pr
Proviso..
ohe

Noofc
increaseiinnnin nuniber
of commissioned
commissioned
ber of
officers.

officers.

Distinguished
Distinguished service
service
medals, accorded
accorded to
medals,
Major Federtic
Frederick L.
L.
Mtaor
Martin, Sergeant Alva
L. Harvey,
and the
rvey, and
L.
world flyers.
Acceptance of foreign
Acceptanceofforign
medals, etc.
medasetc

25, 1925.
1925.
February 25,
[H. R.
R. 166.1
166.]
[H.
[Public, No. 471.]
[Public, No. 471.1

Public lands.

980
980

SIXTY-EIGHTH
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.

SEss. II.
SEFS.
II.

Cris.
323-325.
CHS. 323-325.

1925.

RedGranted
Granted
to
Re
dr
" patent to the city
lands,
for wate
lands, Calif.,
Calif. for
water .
conservation.
conservation.
cipal corporation

patent to the city of Redlands
organized and existing muniRedlands (a duly organized
Minicipal corporation of
of the
the State of
of California, aa body
body corporate
corporate and
and

to

politic, with full power to hold and own real estate),
estate), of California,
California,
following tract of public land, to wit: The south half of the
for the following
southeast quarter
southeast
quarter of section 14, township 1
1 south, range 2
2 west, San
Bernardino base and meridian, in the State of California, upon payBernardino
Secretary of the Interior for the Government
ment therefor to the Secretary
Government
of the United States the full sum of $1.25 per acre, which patent
patent
shall be issued upon the express condition that the city of Redlands
Redlands
shall
said tract
of land
for the
the purpose
of water
conservation
shall use
use said
tract of
land for
purpose of
water conservation
Provisos.
noil- for
public benefit:
benefit: Provided,
That whenever
whenever said
said lands
cease to
to be
be
Reversion for nonRevesion
for public
Provided, That
lands cease
user.
user,
used by said city for said purposes or are attempted
or
attempted to be sold or
conveyed,
in that
that event,
said lands
lands and
whole
conveyed, then,
then, in
event, title
title to
to said
and the
the whole
Mineral
right°
shall revert
further, That
servea
right rere thereof
thereof shall
revert to
to the
the United
United States:
States: Provided
Provided further,
That
served.
such patent shall contain aa reservation
reservation to the United States of all
gas, oil, coal, and other mineral deposits that may be found in such
such
land, and the right to the
the use of
of the
the land
land for
for extracting
extracting the
the same.
Approved, February
February 25, 1925.
Approved,
Location.
Location.

February 25,
25,1925.
1925-

[H.
[H. R.
R. 392sr.
3927.1
[Public, No.
[Public,
No. 472.]
472.1

Public lands.
Granted
silverGranted to Silverton, Colo.,
for park
park
ton,
Colo., for
purposes.

urpes.

Description.

Payment,
Payment, etc.

Valid
afvalid rights not affected.
fected.
Provisos.
Mineral deposits
deposits reserved.
served.

Use restricted, reversion if trwe
version
otherwise

used.
used,

February 25,
25, 1925.
February
1925.
[H. R. 5170.]

[Public, No. 473.1
473.]

Be
it enacted
by the
House of
of the
Be it
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
United States
States of
of America
assembled, That
there is
is
That there
in Congress
Congress assembled,
America in
United
hereby
hereby granted and conveyed
conveyed to the town of Silverton, Colorado,
Colorado,
following-described lands or so much
much
for public park purposes, the following-described
thereof
as said
town may
desire, to
wit:
to wit:
may desire,
said town
thereof as

A tract of land situate in :township
township forty north, range seven west,
New Mexico principal meridian, in the county
county of San Juan
Juan and
and
Colorado, conforming
State of Colorado,
conforming as nearly as
as practicable
practicable to legal subsubdivisions, and not exceeding
exceeding three hundred and twenty acres in exembraces what is commonly known as lower Molas
Molas
tent, which land embraces
Lake,
in said
county.
said county.
Lake, in
conveyance shall be made of the said land to said town
That such conveyance
by the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior, upon the payment by said town
town
for the said land, or such portion thereof as it may select, at the
rate of $1.25
$1.25 per acre, and patent issued to said town for the said
said
land selected,
selected, to have and to hold for public park purposes, subject to
to
the existing laws and regulations
regulations concerning
concerning public parks; and the
grant
hereby made
not include
include any
any lands
lands which
at the
the date
date
grant hereby
made shall
shall not
which at
of issuance
issuance of
of patent
patent shall
be covered
covered by
valid existing
existing bona
fide
shall be
of
by valid
bona fide
right
the laws
laws of
of the
the United
ProStates: ProUnited States:
under the
claim initiated
initiated under
right or
or claim
vided, That there shall be reserved
reserved to the United States all oil, coal,
and other mineral deposits that may be found in the land so granted
granted
and
extracting the
same: Provided
and all
all necessary
necessary use of the
the land for extracting
the same:
Provided
further, That said town shall not have the right to sell or convey
further,
the land herein
herein granted, or any part thereof, or to devote
devote the same
to any other purpose
purpose than as hereinbefore
hereinbefore described;
described; and that if
if
the said land shall not be used as a
a public park, the same, or such
such
parts thereof not so used, shall revert to the United
United States.
Approved, February
February 25, 1925.
CHAP.
Act Providing
an exchange
lands between
between Anton
CHAP. 325.—An
325.-An Act
Providing for
for an
exchange of
of lands
Anton

Hiersche
Hiersche and the United States in connection
connection with the North Platte Federal
Federal
irrigation project.

Be it
it enacted
Representatives of the
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
the
United States
Congress assembled,
rse United
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
assembled, That upon
upon proper
proper
execution and delivery
delivery by Anton Hiersche
Hiersche of a
a deed conveying
conveying to
to

North
Platte irrigaNorth Pltte
gadon project,
Nebr. and
tyon
proelet,Nebr.
and
Wyo.

wyo.

324.-An Act Granting public
CHAP. 324.—An
public lands to the town of Silverton,
Silverton, ColoColorado, for public
park purposes.
public park
purposes.

SIXTY-EIGHTH
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.

SESS. II.
325-327.
SEss.
II. Cns.
CHS. 325-327.

1925.
1925.

981
981

lands
Exchange
assigns,
successors and
the United States, its successors
assigns, aa good merchantable
merchantable
wrh
A
ag:„ of
°Liel
r
a
s
n
eg:
to
- with Anton Hiersche
title
lands needed
needed by
thereto.
free of
title in
in fee, free
of incumbrance,
incumbrance, to
to certain
certain lands
by the
the for addition thereto.
purposes in connection
connection with the North
United States for reservoir purposes
North
irrigation project
project in
Nebraska and Wyoming,
Platte Federal
Federal irrigation
in Nebraska
Wyoming, to
to
conveyed.
Landsconveyed.
half of the northwest
quarter; north half
The northeast
northeast quarter;
wit:
wit: The
northwest quarter;
quarter; Lands
southeast quarter of
of the
northwest quarter;
north half
the southsouthsoutheast
the northwest
quarter; north
half of
of the
southeast quarter of
16,
east quarter and southeast
southeast quarter
quarter southeast
of section 16,
township 23
north, range
range 54
54 west,
meridian, Netownship
23 north,
west, sixth
sixth principal
principal meridian,
NeLands in
in exchange.
echange.
exchange for such
then in
in exchange
braska;
braska; then
such lands so conveyed
conveyed the usual patent Lands
shall be issued
issued by
by the United States
States to
to Anton
Anton Hiersche, conveying
conveying
to
lands: The
The northeast
northeast quarter
of the
the
to him
him the
the following-described
following-described lands:
quarter of
northeast
south half
half of
the northwest
northwest quarter
quarter of
of the
northnortheast quarter;
quarter; south
of the
the northeast
quarter; south
half of
of the
northeast quarter;
quarter; south
south half
of the
half of
the
south half
the northeast
east quarter;
north
northwest quarter; south
northwest
south half of the
the northwest
north half
half of the northwest
quarter;
southeast
and the
the southeast
southeast quarter of section
section 22; and
quarter; and the southeast
quarter
of the
quarter; and
and the
east half
of the
southeast
half of
the southeast
northeast quarter;
the east
quarter of
the northeast
quarter of
all in
township 23
sixth
54 west,
west, sixth
23 north,
north, range
range 54
of section
section 15,
15, all
in township
quarter
principal meridian,
Nebraska, excepting
rights of
of way
excepting therefrom
therefrom rights
meridian, Nebraska,
principal
thereon for
or canals
constructed by
thereon
for ditches
ditches or
canals constructed
by authority
authority of
of the
the United
United Provisos.
pi.
States: Provided,
Provided, That
deed to
to the
the United
States shall
shall release
damages
release Release of damages
United States
That said
said deed
States:
to lands conveyed.
conveyed.
16 sufsuf- tolands
the United
United States
from all
all damages
said lands
lands in
in section
section 16
to said
damages to
States from
the
fered by
by said
said grantor
Anton Hiersche
Hiersche on
on account
of the construcaccount of
grantor Anton
fered
tion,
irrigation project:
said irrigation
project: Removaofimproemaintenance of
of the
the said
operation, and
and maintenance
tion, operation,
Removal of improveProvided
said grantor
grantor shall be permitted within aa ments.
That said
Provided further,
further, That
ments.
period of
of six
six months
months after
after the
of said
said deed
deed to
to remove
remove his
his imperiod
the date
date of
im- Conditions
patent.
Conditions in
in patent.
provements
from said
said land
in section
16: Provided
further, That
That
Provided further,
section 16:
land in
provements from
the
patent from
from the
the United
the patent
United States
States shall
shall contain
contain language
language (a)
(a) by
by
which
released from
for damdamfrom all
all claims
claims for
shall be
be released
the United
United States
States shall
which the
ages to
said land
land in
section 22
by seepage
seepage from
from existing
or proproexisting or
22 by
in section
to said
ages
posed
reservoirs constructed
or to
to be
be constructed
constructed in
connection with
in connection
constructed or
posed reservoirs
said irrigation
irrigation project,
project, and
and (b)
the grantee
title of the
by which the title
(b) by
said
shall be
held subject
subject to a
favor of
to secure
States to
of the United States
a lien in favor
be held
shall
the payment
payment of
of the
maintenance and
and conconand maintenance
operation and
the project
project operation
the
struction charges
irrigable area
the land
land patented herearea of the
upon the irrigable
charges upon
struction
under.
Approved,
February 25, 1925.
Approved, February

cases.
certain cases.
CHAP. 326.-An
326.—An Act
Act To
restore homestead
rights in certain
homestead rights
To restore
CHAP.

February 25, 1925.
February
[H. R.
R. 8333.)
8333.)
[H.
[Public,
No. 474.)
[Public, No.
474.]

Be
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
and House of
of the
the Public lands.
of Representatives
Representatives of
Senate and
Be it
United
of America
in Congress
assembled, That
from and
and Seicond
Second homestead
homestead
Congress assembled,
That from
America in
States of
United States
entry allowed if former
after
passage of
of this
this Act
any person
person who
who has
has heretofore
heretofore enformer
after the
the passage
Act any
en- entry
one in llowed
a cededifIndian
reservation.
tered, under
the homestead
homestead laws,
laws, and
and paid
equivalent to
or reservation.
to or
a price
price equivalent
paid a
under the
tered,
greater than
acre, lands
embraced in
in aa ceded
ceded Indian
Indian
lands embraced
$2.50 per
per acre,
than $2.50
greater
reservation,
proof of
of such
otherwise qualified,
qualified, be
be
fact, if
if otherwise
such fact,
upon proof
shall, upon
reservation, shall,
entitled to
of the
law as
former
such former
though such
as though
the homestead
homestead law
the benefits
benefits of
to the
entitled
P;trim.
entry
had not
not been
been made:
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this Restrictions.
Prvio.
That the
Provided, That
made: Provided,
entry had
Act
shall not
not apply
to any
person who
who has
has failed
full Restrictions.
the full
to pay
pay the
failed to
any person
apply to
Act shall
price for
his former
former entry,
canceled for
entry, or whose former entry was canceled
for his
price
fraud.
Approved, February
1925.
25, 1925.
February 25,
Approved,

CHAP.
Act Granting
State of
of Oregon
Oregon certain
lands to
to be
be
certain lands
to the
the State
Granting to
327.-An Act
CHAP. 327.—An
used
it for
for the
of maintaining
maintaining and
and operating
operating thereon
hatchery.
fish hatchery.
thereon aafish
purpose of
the purpose
used by
by it

February
February 25,
25, 192.5.
1925.
[H. R. 94951
9495.]
(H.R.
[Public, No. 4751

[Public, No. 475.1

Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
of the
the
of Representatives
Representatives of
and House
House of
Senate and
it enacted
Be
lands.
United
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the Secretary
Secretary Public
rantedegon
That the
United States
States of
America in
Granted
Oregon for
for
fish
hatchery.
of
be, and
and he
he is
is hereby,
authorized and
to issue
issue fish hatchery.
and directed
directed to
hereby, authorized
Interior be,
of the
the Interior

982
982
Lo c
ion
Tramtinro

SIXTYEIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS . S
ESS. II.
II. Cus.
327-329.
CHS. 327-329.
SESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH
at

p r w
Provisos.
'
d*
Minerals reserved.
Reversion
Reversion
user.

for nonnon.
for

1925.
1925.

patent,
hereinafter limited,
limited, to
to the State of Oregon for the folpatent, as
as hereinafter

lowing-described land:
northeast quarter
of the
northwest quarquarthe northwest
The northeast
quarter of
lowing-described
land: The

ter of
2, township
township 39
Willamette
39 south,
south, range 22 east, of the Willamette
of section
section 2,
ter
meridian, in the State
maintainfor use
use of
of said State in maintainState of
of Oregon,
Oregon, for
meridian,

ing and
thereon a
hatchery: Provided,
That there
ing
and operating
operating thereon
a fish
fish hatchery:
Provided, That
there
shall be
to the
United States
minerals
oil, coal,
coal, or
or other minerals
States all
all oil,
the United
be reserved
reserved to
shall

prospect for, mine, and remove
remove the
in the land, and the right to prospect
further, That if the State of Oregon shall, for aa
same: Provided
Provided further,
period of two years, fail to use the land for fish hatchery purposes,
thereto shall revert to
or shall devote the same to other uses, the title thereto
the United States, and the lands shall be restored
restored to the public
domain upon
Secretary of the
finding of
of such failure by the Secretary
domain
upon a
a finding
Interior.
Interior.

Approved, February
February 25, 1925.
February 25, 1925.
February
9688.]
[H. R.
R. 95ss.l
[Public, No.
[Public,
No. 476.]
476.]

Publie
lands.
Puble
lanmds.
Granted
to
Red
Granted
Red
Calif., for public
Bluff, cait,

park.

park,

CHAP.
328.-An Act Granting public lands to the city of Red Bluff, CaliCHAP. 328.—An
fornia,
a public
fornia, for a
public park.
park.

it enacted
and House
Be it
enacted by the
the Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the
the
United
States of America in
assembled, That the SecreUnited States
in Congress
Congress assembled,

Interior be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed
directed to
to
tary of the Interior
issue patent to the city of Red Bluff, California, in trust, for public
park purposes, for the following
following tract of land, to wit:

The north
north half of the northeast
northeast quarter of section 22, township 29
north, range 2
2 east, Mount Diablo meridian, Tehama
Tehama County, Calipayment by said city at the rate of $1.25
$1.25 per acre,
fornia, upon payment
subject
subject to all valid existing bona
bona fide
fide right or
or claim
claim initiated
initiated under
Provisos.
the
land laws
laws of
the United
United States:
there shall
shall be
be
That there
States: Provided,
Provided, That
of the
Minerals
reserved.
the land
inerals rerved.
reserved to the United States all oil, coal, and other mineral deposits
that
granted and all necessary use
use of
that may
may be found in
in the land so granted
Water power reser- the
extracting the same; that the grant hereby made shall
Watr
power reserland for extracting
vation.
Vol. 41, p. 1075.
be subject to the provisions of section 24 of the Federal Water
Water
(Forty-first United States Statutes,
Statutes, pages 1063-1077
1063-1077 1
Power Act (Forty-first
Reversion for
Reversion
for non1920)::Provided
Provided further,
non - approved June 10, 1920)
further, That said city shall
user.
user.
not have
to sell
sell or
convey the
land herein
granted, or any
not
have the
the right
right to
or convey
the land
herein granted,
part thereof, or to devote the same to any other purpose than as
hereinbefore
described; and
and that
that if
the said
land shall
shall not
not be
be used
used
if the
said land
hereinbefore described:
as
revert to the United States: And
the same
same shall
shall revert
as a
a public
public park,
park, the
Rights reserved.
provided
of
Rights reseved
provided further,
further. That
That the
the patent
patent issued under the provisions
provisions of
this Act
Act shall
expressly reserve
all the
the rights
rights in
in the United States
reserve all
this
shall expressly
as
as specified
specified herein.
Approved, February
February 25, 1925.
Approved,
Description.

February 25, 1925.
[H. R.
R. 10411.1
[u.
o10411.
[Public, No.
tPublic,
No. 477.]
477.-

CHAP.
329.-An Act Granting
Granting desert-land
desert-land entrymen
entrymen an extension
CHAP. 329.—An
extension of time for

making
making final proof.

Be
the ASenate
Representatives of the
the
and House
House of
of Representatives
it enacted
enacted by
by the
Senate and
Be it
United
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
the SecreSecreassembled, That
That the
States of
United States
tary
of the
Interior may, in
in his
in addition
addition to
to the
the extenextenhis discretion,
discretion, in
tary of
the Interior
sions authorized
authorized by
existing law,
law, grant
grant to
to any
entryman under
under the
the
any entryman
sions
by existing
desert-land laws
laws of
the United
States a
extension of
of time
of the
United States
a further
further extension
time of
of
desert-land
not to
to exceed
exceed three
three years
within which
to make
final proof:
not
years within
which to
make final
proof: ProProProvisos.
Proisos.
That such
such entryman
entryman shall,
shall, by
by his
corroborated affidavit,
affidavit, filed
Cause of delay to be vided,
filed
vided, That
his corroborated
proven.
proven
in the
the land
office of
where such
such land
land is
located, show
show to
in
land office
of the
the district
district where
is located,
to
the
Secretary that because
the satisfaction
satisfaction of
of the
the Secretary
because of unavoidable
unavoidable delay
in
construction of
of the
irrigation works
intended to
to convey
convey
in the
the construction
the irrigation
works intended
water to
to the land embraced
embraced in his
his entry,
entry, he
he is,
is, without fault on
his
part, unable
to make
make proof
the reclamation
reclamation and
and cultivation
his part,
unable to
proof of
of the
cultivation

Public lands.
Public
Time extended for
final proof by desertland entrymen.
entrymen.
Vol. 38, p. 1161; Vol.
40, p. 458.

SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH
CONGRESS.

S
ESS. II..
II., CHS.
ens. 329,339.
329, 339.
SESS.
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1925.
1925.

•of
said lands
lands as required
time limited
limited therefor:
therefor:
required by
by law
law within
within the time
of said
And
further, That
entryman, his
his heirs,
heirs, or
or his
his duly
duly reccictmPliniten
with law
Complancewithlaw
the entryman,
That the
And provided
provided further,
qualified
complied with the
the requirements
requirementse
qualified assignee,
assignee, has
has in good
good faith complied
of
and proof
proof thereof,
and shall
thereof, and
shall show,
show,
of law
law as
as to
to yearly
yearly expenditures
expenditures and
under
and regulations
to be
Secretary of the
by the Secretary
the
under rules
rules and
regulations to
be prescribed
prescribed by
Interior, that
if the
the extension
extension
Interior,
that there
there is
is aa reasonable
reasonable prospect
prospect that if
reclamation,
is granted
granted he will be
be able
able to
to make the final proof of reclamation,
irrigation,
and cultivation
cultivation required
by law.
law.
required by
irrigation, and
Approved, February
February 25,
25, 1925.
Approved,
,

CHAP. 339.—An
Act To
consolidate the
office of
Buildings and
of Public
Public Buildings
the office
To consolidate
339.-An Act
CHAP.
Grounds under
Chief of
of Engineers,
Engineers, United
States Army,
Army, and
and the office of
United States
under the
the Chief
Grounds
superintendent of
Navy Department
Department Buildings.
of the State, War, and Navy
superintendent

February 26, 1925.
1925.
February

s. 1918.]
[S.
[Public,
[Public, No. 478.]

Be
it enacted
and House
Representatives of
of the
the
Senate and
House of Representatives
Be it
enacted by the
the Senate
Public Buildings and
PublicBuildingand
America in
in Congress
States of
of America
United
United States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the office of Public
Parks of the
National Capital.
Capital.
of Engineers,
Engineers, United
Chief of
Buildings and
Public Buildings
and Grounds
Grounds under
under the
the Chief
United National
Public
Offices consolidated
consohdated
superintendent of the State, War, intoe
States Army, and the office of superintendent
into.
are hereby
hereby consolidated
and
Department Buildings
consolidated into aa
Buildings are
and Navy Department
single office and shall hereafter
designated as the office
office of Public
hereafter be designated
single
Assignment by the
pAsignent
by the
Buildings and
Capital. The
Public Parks
Parks of
of the
the National
National Capital.
The super- President
Buildings
and Public
of Engineer
officer
as Director.
Director.
intendent of
and Navy
Navy Department
Department Buildings
Buildings and
and officer as
State, War,
War, and
intendent
of the
the State,
hereafter
charge of
in charge
of Public
Public Buildings and Grounds shall hereafter
the officer
officer in
Director of
of Public Buildings and Public Parks
be designated
designated as
as the Director
of
the National
National Capital,
Capital, and shall
assigned by
shall be
be assigned
by the President from
of the
Duties transferred to.
as Dutietransferredto.
in this
this position
position as
duty in
of Engineers
the Corps
Corps of
the
of the
Engineers for
for duty
the officers
officers of
now provided
provided by
law for
of Public Buildings
Buildings
officer in charge
charge of
by law
for the
the officer
now
Navy
and
the superintendent
superintendent of the State, War, and Navy
and the
and Grounds and
Department Buildings.
Buildings.
Department
State, etc.,. DepartSEC. 2.
2. The
The commission
commission in
charge of
of the
and Navy
Navy mente
BuidigDecothe State,
State, War,
War, and
SEC.
in charge
ment Building
commission
abolished.
3 missionabolished.
by the
Act approved
Department
Building, established
established by
the Act
approved March
March 3,
Department Building,
Vol. 22
22, p. 553.
1883, is
hereby abolished
abolished and
and all
all powers
duties conferred
conferred and
and VoL p.53.
powers and
and duties
1883,
is hereby
of
superintendent of
imposed by
by law upon such commission
imposed
commission and the superintendent
Powers
transferred
the
War, and
Department Buildings
Buildings shall
be toDaroed.
shall hereafter
hereafter be
and Navy
Navy Department
the State,
State, War,
to Director.
exercised
and performed
performed by
the general
general direcdirecby such director, under the
exercised and
tion of
the President
of the
United States.
o
O
the United
States.
President of
tion
of the
Office
of
Public
and °rounds
S
EC. 3.
3. The
office of
of Public
Public Buildings
and Grounds,
under the
the Buildings
BuildingsandOrounds
SEC.
The office
Buildings and
Grounds, under
abolished.
direction
and control
Engineers of
the United
States abDuties
direction and
control of
of the
the Chief
Chief of
of Engineers
of the
United States
^o'S.ed of Secretary
Duties of
Army,
hereby abolished,
duties of war
War and chef
Chief of
of
and duties
authority, powers
powers and
and all
all authority,
is hereby
abolished, and
Army, is
Engineers
over buildk
r build
Enge
conferred and imposed
conferred
imposed by law upon the Secretary
Secretary of War or upon ings,
parks, etc.,
transtc.,
transings,prkso
to Director of
the
of Engineers
the United
in relation
relation to
to ferred
Director of
ferrto
Army in
United States
States Army
of the
Engineers of
the Chief
Chief of
new office.
the
construction,
maintenance,
care,
custody,
policing,
upkeep,
or
the construction, maintenance, care, custody, policing, upkeep, or nwo
repair
or memomonuments, or
parks, monuments,
grounds, parks,
buildings, grounds,
of public
public buildings,
repair of
rials
the District
District of
of Columbia,
together with
the authority,
powers,
authority, powers,
with the
Columbia, together
in the
rials in
and all
duties and
powers conferred
and imposed
law upon
upon the
the
by law
imposed by
conferred and
and powers
and
all duties
officer in
public buildings
grounds, shall
shall be
held,
be held,
and grounds,
buildings and
of public
in charge
charge of
officer
exercised,
and performed
by the
the Director
Public Buildings
Buildings and
and
of Public
Director of
performed by
exercised. and
Public
the National
National Capital,
the general
direction
general direction
under the
Capital, under
of the
Parks of
Public Parks
of
President of
the United
United States.
of the
of the President
Personnel,
records,
SEC.
etc of confurniture, etc.,
SEC. 4. The officers and employees
employees in the offices hereby consoli- furniture,
solidated offices trans.
dated
shall
become
officers
and
employees
of
the
office
of
Public
offime
trans.
dated shall become officers and employees of the office of Public solidated
(erred to new
office.
Buildings
the National
Capital without
without reapreap- trred to new oie.
National Capital
Parks of
of the
and Public
Public Parks
Buildings and
pointment, and
and all
official records,
papers, files,
furniture, supplies,
supplies,
files, furniture,
records, papers,
all official
pointment,
and other
property in
in use
use in
possession of
the offices
so
offices so
of the
in the
the possession
in or
or in
other property
and
consolidated are
are hereby
to the
the office
office hereby
created. Administrative
Administrativ
consolidated
hereby transferred
transferred to
hereby created.
of Director.
The director
is authorized
authorized to
appoint, in
in accordance
with existing
porsof
Director.
existing powers
accordance with
to appoint,
director is
The
as
law,
such
officers
and
employees,
and
to
incur
such
expenses,
as
expenses,
such
to
incur
and
employees,
and
officers
such
law,
may
be necessary
for the
the proper
his office
office within
within
of his
administration of
proper administration
necessary for
may be
the
of the
appropriations from
to time
time granted
granted therefor.
therefor.
time to
from time
the appropriations
the limits
limits of
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There may be detailed to assist the director not to exceed two qualified
of the
United States
not above
above the rank of
of major.
major.
Army not
States Army
fied officers
officers of
the United
All unexpended
balanll
aapended balw
SEC.
SEC. 5. All unexpended
unexpended balances
balances of appropriations
appropriations made for
ances available for new
office.
either of the activities hereby consolidated shall be available
available for
expenditure
office hereby
hereby established
established to
to the
the same
same extent
extent and
and
by the
the office
expenditure by
under
the same
same conditions as such appropriations
are available
appropriations are
under the
for
consolidated.
for the offices hereby consolidated.
Laws not affected.
affected.
Laws
Nothing contained in this Act shall be held to modify
SEC.
S
EC. 6. Nothing
Vol.
40, p. 1269.
ol.40,p.1269.
existing law with respect to the assignment
assignment of space in the public
buildings
of
Columbia by the Public Buildings
buildings
in
the
District
of
Columbia
Buildings ComComAnte, p.
175.
Auc
p.17.
mission
4 to 10, inclusive, of the Act approved
mission or to modify sections 4
approved
May
the United States park police, except as
relating to the
May 27, 1924, relating
provided in section 3
3 of this Act.
provided
Approved,
February 26, 1925.
Approved, February
Assistants
by detail.
Assistants by

February 26,
1925.
February
25, 1925.

[S. 2287.]
2287.]
[I.
[Public, No. 479.]
[Publi,

Hoboken
ManufacHoboken Manufacturers' Railroad Comturers'
pany.

CHAP.
War to dispose
dispose of and the
To permit
permit the Secretary
Secretary of
of War
CHAP. 340.—An
340.-An Act To
Port of New York Authority to acquire the Hoboken Manufacturers'
Manufacturers' Railroad.
Railroad.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
United
States of America in
assembled, That the Secretary
United States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
Secretary

of War
War be,
be, and
and he
he is
is hereby,
for such
hereby, authorized,
authorized, for
such sum
sum and
and on
on such
such
of
Stock of, may be sold terms
dispose
Stocko,maybesold
terms and conditions
conditions as he may deem best, to sell to and dispose
to Port of N
New Y
York
and the
of New
York Authority
Authority is
authorized to
to acquire
acquire
is authorized
New York
the Port
Port of
of, and
iutortt ew k of,
Authority.
Hoboken Manufacturers'
of the
the Hoboken
Manufacturers'
of War,
War, the
the stock of
from the
the Secretary
Secretary of
Railroad Company, said corporation
corporation being the lessee of the line
Railroad
constituting part of Belt
Belt
known as the Hoboken Shore Road now constituting
Line Numbered
comprehensive plan
plan for
the development
for the
development
13 in
in the
the comprehensive
Line
Numbered 13
of
York, adopted
adopted by the States of New York and
port of New York,
of the
the port
New Jersey
under chapter
of New
New York,
and chapter
chapter
1922, and
York, 1922,
43, Laws
Laws of
chapter 43,
New
Jersey under
9, Laws of New Jersey, 1922, and ratified and confirmed
confirmed by the Congress of
of the
the United
States by
Public Resolution
Resolution 66,
66, Sixty-seventh
Sixty-seventh
by Public
United States
gress
Vol. 42,
822.
42, p. 82
vo.
Bonds in lieu of cash Congress;
empowered to take
Secretary is authorized
authorized and empowered.
Congress; and the Secretary
acceptable.
acceptable.
and accept in lieu of cash the bonds of the said Port of New York
York
Authority, secured
secured by such lien as the Secretary
Secretary in his discretion
discretion
Operation to
to con- may
determine is proper
proper and sufficient; and upon such acquisition
Operation
may,determine
acquisition the
tinue.
shalt continue to be operated in intrastate, interstate, and
tin a e.
said railroad shall
and
foreign commerce
commerce and
accordance with the provisions
said
provisions of the said
and in
in accordance
foreign
comprehensive
plan for
the development
of the
and the
the improveimprovethe port
port and
development of
for the
comprehensive plan
Pronsosr.
Provisos.
Jurisdiction
of Interurisdictionof
nter- ment of commerce and navigation:
Provided, That the operation
operation
navigation: Provided,
state Commerce Comm of said railroad in intrastate, interstate, and foreign commerce shall
mSisioCn.mere
of said railroad in intrastate, interstate, and foreign commerce shall
mission.
CommisCommerce CommisInterstate Commerce
jurisdiction of the Interstate
be subject to the jurisdiction
sion in
in the
extent as would be the
sion
the same manner and to the same extent
Use by Government case if this Act had not been passed:
Provided further,
passed: Provided
further, That the
in emergency.
Secretary shall attach such conditions to such transfer as shall
in emergency.
insure the use of such railroad facility by the United States in the
Coordination with event of war or other national emergency:
Coordination
emergency: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
That
Government
,
.
Governmentpiers,
piers, etc.
etc.,
facilitate the interchange
interchange of freight between
between rail and
ireghtcatofaciitate
in order to facilitate
to facilitate freight
car- in
riage.
riage.
water facilities, such railroad, if acquired
acquired by the Port of New
Authority hereunder
hereunder shall be operated in coordination with
York Authority
the piers and docks adjacent
adjacent thereto so long as said piers and docks
are
operated by
Government or
or by
by the
the United
United States Government
are owned
owned and
and operated
stock
a majority of whose stock
thereof, or
or by
by any
any corporation
corporation a
any agency
agency thereof,
is owned bv
by the United States: Provided
Provided further,
Sale to other pur- is
further, That if the
chaser
if terms, etc.,
notagceediup
etc., Port of New York Authority
Authority fails to agree upon terms and connot agreed upon.
ditions of
are considered
considered satisfactory
by the
ditions
of sale
sale which
which are
satisfactory by
the Secretary
Secretary
of
of War, he is hereby authorized to sell and dispose of the stock of
the
Railroad Company
Company or
all or
or any
any part
part
or all
Manufacturers' Railroad
the Hoboken
Hoboken Manufacturers'
Hoboken Manufacturers'
of the real and personal property of the Hoboken
Manufacturers'
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Railroad
Company to
purchaser or purchasers
purchasers upon such terms
any purchaser
to any
Railroad Company
nevertheless, to the proand
as he
he may
may deem
deem best
subject, nevertheless,
best subject,
conditions as
and conditions
further, That if
visos herein
stated: Provided
Provided further,
if the Secretary
Secretary thisosalof
h
osal of other
other
above stated:
herein above
visos
pisP
of War
deem it
it to
that any
any real
real or
or t an railroad property.
interest that
public interest
in the
the public
be in
to be
shall deem
War shall
of
Manufacturers' Railpersonal
property owned
owned by
Hoboken Manufacturers'
by the
the said Hoboken
personal property
road
Company not
not connected
with the railroad itself should be
connected with
road Company
separately disposed
disposed of
or held
for later
later disposition,
disposition, he is
is hereby
held for
of or
separately
transferred from the said
authorized to
to cause
property to be transferred
such property
cause such
authorized
Railroad Company to the United States,
Hoboken Manufacturers'
Manufacturers' Railroad
Hoboken
'oldngg corporation
if auligita
as he
he deems best, or if
and thereafter
to sell
same upon
upon such
such terms as
the same
sell the
thereafter to
and
to form aa corporation
more
he is
hereby authorized
authorized to
corporation to
is hereby
expedient, he
more expedient,
acquire
such property,
property, and
authorized to cause such property,
property, or
and is authorized
acquire such
transferred from the said Hoboken
any part thereof,
thereof, to be transferred
Hoboken Manu- Sale,
organized
facturers' Railroad
corporations so organized
Company to such new corporations
Railroad Company
facturers'
and to
to accept
in place
place thereof
thereof the stock of such new corporation, and etc.Sale, etc
accept in
and
to
he secures what he shall deem to
to hold
hold the
the same
such time
time as he
until such
same until
to
be
and reasonable
reasonable price
price for
property, at
at which time he
such property,
for such
fair and
be aa fair
is authorized
property in whole or in part or the stock in
said property
sell said
to sell
authorized to
is
the
said new
new corporation
to which
which such
such property
property is transferred
transferred on
corporation to
the said
such
terms and
and conditions
judgment will
will best
best promote
promote the Terms.
as in
in his
his judgment
conditions as
such terms
.
public
Secretary of
War is
is further
authorized to
further authorized
of War
the Secretary
and the
interest, and
public interest,
make
and impose
terms, conditions,
conditions, or
necessary to
to
reservations necessary
or reservations
any terms,
impose any
make and
effectuate
purpose hereof,
and to
enter into
contracts as
into such contracts
to enter
hereof, and
the purpose
effectuate the
i
ne t
o
i /
Tr.
provided further,
will effectuate
further, That nothing in mN
And provided
same: And
the same:
in N
a: iexpatornstaf
m
effectuate the
will
tales.
property
the
exempting
this
Act shall
shall be
be construed
property taxes.
construed as relieving or exempting
this Act
acquired hereunder
of New
New York
York Authority from any
Port of
the Port
by the
hereunder by
acquired
municipal taxes
or assessments
nothing
improvements, and nothing
public improvements,
for public
assessments for
taxes or
municipal
herein contained
shall be
be construed
expression on the part
an expression
as an
construed as
contained shall
herein
of
whether the
New
of New
New York and New
States of
the States
to whether
as to
Congress as
the Congress
of the
Jersey,
or either
of them,
them, should
should relieve or exempt the said Port
either of
Jersey, or
of
from taxation or subject the said port of
Authority from
York Authority
New York
of New
New
or any
any of
of said
property to taxation.
said property
York or
New York
Approved,
February 26, 1925.
Approved, February
February
February 26,
28, 19.2
1925.
CHAP. 341.-An
341.—An Act
authorize the
the sale
sale of
of lands
lands in
in Pittsburgh, PennsylTo authorize
Act To
CHAP.
vania.
vania.be,

[H. R. 2720.1
. 2720.IBH.
[Public, No. 4804

No. 40.

the Pittsburgh, Pa.
House of Representatives
Senate and House
,Re
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of the
it enacted
Be it
OovThat the Secre- Sale of tract of Gov.
nited States
States of
of America
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
United
land in.
tary of
of the
the Interior
Interior be,
and he
hereby, authorized
authorized to
to sell
in.
due ernment land
after due
sell after
is hereby,
he is
be, and
tary
advertisement at
at competitive
sale, with
reserved to reject
right reserved
the right
with the
competitive sale,
advertisement
any and
and all
bids, at
at not
not less
appraised value as fixed by three
its appraised
than its
less than
all bids,
any
disinterested
be appointed
the Secretary
Inthe Inof the
Secretary of
by the
appointed by
to be
landowners to
disinterested landowners
terior
and at
at a
sum not
not less
less than
its original
original cost
cost to
to the
the United
United
than its
a sum
terior and
States,
and convey
convey by
as such
such Secretary
Secretary that certain
certain parcel
parcel
deed as
his deed
by his
States, and
of
belonging to
to the
the United
United States
States situate
fourteenth
situate in the fourteenth
land belonging
of land
ward
city of
of Pittsburgh,
Allegheny, and State of
county of Allegheny,
Pittsburgh, county
of the
the city
ward of
Desription.
Pennsylvania, and
as follows:
follows:
Description.
Pennsylvania,
and particularly
particularly described
described as
United
Beginning
on the
the line
line of
of land of the United
monument on
a stone
stone monument
at a
Beginning at
States and
land of
of the National
National Tube Company,
Company, being south two
and land
States
degrees
twenty-three minutes
fifteen seconds
seconds east,
of
a distance
distance of
east, a
minutes fifteen
degrees twenty-three
the
nmety-one
from Forbes
Forbes Street
and the
northeast corner
corner of the
the northeast
Street and
feet from
ninety-one feet
said
property of
of the
United States;
south two degrees
thence south
States; thence
the United
said property
twenty-three
fifty-eight and eighty-nine
east fifty-eight
seconds east
fifteen seconds
minutes fifteen
twenty-three minutes
common
a corner common
one-hundredths feet
to a
a stone
monument, being a
stone monument,
feet to
one-hundredths
to land
land of
the United
United States
States and
tract now
now being
described;
being described;
the tract
and the
of the
to
thence north
north eighty-seven
eighty-seven degrees
degrees thirty-six
thirty-six minutes
forty-five secsecminutes forty-five
thence
onds east
east sixty-six
seventy-one one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet
feet to
a point on
to a
and seventy-one
sixty-six and
onds
the
of land
the United
and land
land of
of the
the National Tube
States and
United States
of the
land of
line of
the line
aliment
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Company;
fifty degrees
degrees forty-one
forty-one minutes
minutes fifteen
secfifteen secnorth fifty
thence north
Company; thence
onds
seventy feet
concrete monument,
monument, being
being aa corner
comcorner comto aaconcrete
feet to
west seventy
onds west
mon
to the
the land
of the
the National
National Tube
Company and the tract
as
tract as
Tube Company
land of
mon to
now
described; thence
thence north
fifty-two degrees
twenty-six mindegrees twenty-six
north fifty-two
being described;
now being
utes
fifteen seconds
eighty one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet
to
feet to
and eighty
west twenty
twenty and
seconds west
utes fifteen
a
stone monument,
monument, being
being the
beginning, containing one
of beginning,
point of
the point
a stone
thousand
nine hundred
hundred and
and sixty-six
square
one-hundredths square
four one-hundredths
and four
sixty-six and
thousand nine
feet:
sale shall
shall be
made on
and
on such terms and
be made
such sale
That such
Provided, That
feet: Provided,
conditions
as will
the Government
to property
property
Government to
of the
uses of
the uses
protect the
will protect
conditions as
adjacent
thereto as
easements.
other easements.
light and other
as to light
adjacent thereto
Approved, February 26, 1925.
Approved,
February
1925.
February 26, 198
1925.
"b.[S. 3765.)
376.j
[Public,
No. 4.91.]
[Public,No.481.]

CHAP.
To authorize
authorize a
five-year building
for the
the
program for
building program
a five-year
Act To
342.-An Act
CHAP. 342.—An
public
system of
of the
of Columbia
Columbia which
shall provide
school
provide school
which shall
the District
District of
school system
public school
adequate in size and facilities to make possible an efficient system of
buildings adequate
public education
education in the District of Columbia.

Be
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
of the
and House
House of
by the
Be itit enacted
in Congress
assembled, That it is the
United States
States of America in
United
Congress assembled,
BdingrogrAct. purpose
urpose of this Act, which shall hereafter be known as the Fivenumber
Year School
Building Program
Program Act, to provide a
a sufficient number
School Building
Year
Purposes
of
authori- of
school
buildings
to
make
it
possible:
To
abandon
all
all
portables;
portables;
abandon
To
it
possible:
to
make
buildings
school
of
authoriuroses
of
zation.
to
eliminate the use of rented buildings; to abandon the use of
to eliminate
undesirable
reduce elementary
standard
a standard
elementary school classes to a
to reduce
rooms; to
undesirable rooms;
of not
than forty pupils per class;
provide a
a five-hour
five-hour day
to provide
class; to
not more
more than
of
of instruction
thereby eliminating part
pupils, thereby
elementary school pupils,
instruction for elementary
of
time classes;
classes; to
all school
recommended for immeschool buildings
buildings recommended
abandon all
to abandon
time
school buildabandonment in 1908; to abandon other school
or early abandonment
diate or
for further use since 1908; to provide
become unfit for
ings which
which have become
a
instruction for high school pupils thereby eliminating
eliminating
a full day of instruction
high schools; to provide for the
the "
double shift"
program in
in the
the high
shift" program
"double
the
annual increase
increase in
enrollment of
five-year period;
period;
during said five-year
of pupils during
in enrollment
annual
and
program
in the District of Columbia aa program
in general,
general, to provide in
and in
of schoolhouse
which shall exemplify
schoolexemplify the best in schoolconstruction which
of
schoolhouse construction
educational accommoconstruction and educational
accommohouse planning, schoolhouse construction
dations.
Elementary
schools.
ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS
Elementary schools.
ELEMENTARY
District of Columbia.
Columbia.
Five-Year
Five-Year School
School
Building Program Act.

Land for school sites,
SEC. 2.
The following
for the
of land for schools
purchase of
the purchase
items for
following items
2. The
SEC.
construction of build- sites and school playgrounds
construction of buildings
consttion
playgrounds and for the construction
ings.
s
elementary schools are authorized
in' .
for elementary
authorized in the:

or sdchol
plaund
playgrounds,
and ites
the

FIRST
DIVISION
FIrST DIVISION
First division.
Firt
diviso.

For the erection
erection of an eight-room extensible
extensible building, including
including
a
and assembly hall, on aa site on Calvert
gymnasium and
combination gymnasium
a combination
owned by the District of Columbia.
now owned
Street now
For the purchase
purchase of land adjoining or in the vicinity of the site
on
Road now owned by the District of Columbia.
on Grant Road
including
For the erection of an eight-room extensible building, including
a
gymnasium and
Grant
and assembly hall, on aa site on Grant
a combination
combination gymnasium
Columbia.
Road now owned by the District of Columbia.
For the purchase
purchase of a
a site on which to locate a
a new eight-room
school
building in Potomac
Potomac Heights to replace
replace the one-room
one-room buildschool building
ing
Road.
Conduit Road.
ing on Conduit
For
the erection
four-room extensible
extensible building
building on the site to
of aa four-room
For the
erection of
be purchased
purchased in Potomac Heights.
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For the
construction of an eight-room
eight-room addition to the Janney
the construction
For
School to
to replace
replace the
the present
present Tenley School, including the necessary
School
remodeling of
of the
present Janney
Janney building.
the present
remodeling
For
combination gymnasium and assembly
assembly
of aa combination
construction of
the construction
For the
hall at
at the
John Eaton
accordance with the original plans
School in accordance
Eaton School
the John
hall
for the
the construction
construction of
of said building.
for
For the
the purchase
of land
in the
the vicinity
vicinity of
of the Addison School
land in
purchase of
For
for playground
playground purposes.
purposes.
for
For
the purchase
land in
the vicinity of the John Eaton School
in the
of land
purchase of
For the
for
playground purposes.
purposes.
for playground
For
the purchase
purchase of
of land
vicinity of the Jackson School
land in the vicinity
For the
for
purposes.
for playground
playground purposes.
sixteen-room
a new sixteen-room
For
of a
a site
site on
on which
to locate a
which to
the purchase
purchase of
For the
Avenue and Upton
school building
in the
Connecticut Avenue
of Connecticut
vicinity of
the vicinity
building in
school
Street.
Street.
sixteen-room
a new sixteen-room
For
purchase of a
a site on which to locate a
the purchase
For the
school
of Foxhall
Road and
and Calvert
Calvert Street.
Foxhall Road
vicinity of
the vicinity
in the
building in
school building
a sixteen-room
For
purchase of
locate a
sixteen-room school
on which
which to locate
site on
of aasite
the purchase
For the
building
Wesley Heights.
Heights.
in Wesley
building in
land in the vicinity of the E. V.
For
purchase of
additional land
of additional
the purchase
For the
Brown
School to
for the
construction of an addition
addition to said
said
the construction
provide for
to provide
Brown School
school
for playground
playground purposes.
purposes.
and for
school and
SECOND DIVISION
DIVISION
SECOND
For
the purchase
in the vicinity
Morgan School
vicinity of the Morgan
land in
of land
purchase of
For the
for playground
purposes.
for
playground purposes.

Second division.

WIdW'dion.

THIRD
DIVISION
THIRD DIVISION
For the
erection of
of a
sixteen-room building, including aa combia sixteen-room
the erection
For
nation
gymnasium and
assembly hall, on aa site now owned by the
and assembly
nation gymnasium
District of
of Columbia
northwest.
Decatur Streets northwest.
Fifth and Decatur
at Fifth
Columbia at
District
For the
land adjoining
adjoining the
the Brightwood
Brightwood Park School
of land
purchase of
the purchase
For
to
provide for
for the
of an
an addition to said school.
construction of
the construction
to provide
For the
the construction
construction of
twelve-room addition
Brightwood
addition to the Brightwood
a twelve-room
of a
For
Park School,
gymnasium and
assembly hall
and assembly
combination gymnasium
including aacombination
School, including
Park
and including
necessary remodeling
remodeling of the present building.
the necessary
including the
and
For the
eight-room extensible
building on a
a site
extensible building
an eight-room
of an
erection of
the erection
For
now
owned by
by the
the District
District of
Columbia at
at Fifth and Sheridan
Sheridan
of Columbia
now owned
Streets northwest.
Streets
For the
the purchase
of a
a site
site on
on which
to locate
sixteen-room
new sixteen-room
locate aa new
which to
purchase of
For
school building
vicinity.of
of Thirteenth
Thirteenth and Montague Streets
the vicinity
in the
building in
school
Brightwood School.
replace the Brightwood
northwest to replace
northwest
a site
For
erection of
sixteen-room extensible building on a'
a sixteen-room
of a
the erection
For the
to
in the
the vicinity
of Thirteenth
Thirteenth and
Montague Streets
and Montague
vicinity of
purchased in
to be
be purchased
Brightwood School.
northwest to
to replace
the present
present Brightwood
School.
replace the
northwest
sixteen-room
For
the purchase
purchase of
of a
a site
site on
on which
to locate
locate aanew sixteen-room
which to
For the
school building
building in
in the
vicinity of
of Fourteenth
and Ogden
Ogden Streets
Streets
Fourteenth and
the vicinity
school
northwest.
northwest.
For
the erection
of an
eight-room extensible
building on the site
extensible building
an eight-room
erection of
For the
to be
purchased in
in the
the vicinity
of Fourteenth
Ogden streets
and Ogden
Fourteenth and
vicinity of
be purchased
to
northwest.
northwest.
For the
addition, including aacomeight-room addition,
an eight-room
of an
construction of
the construction
For
Raymond School,
bination gymnasium
gymnasium and
and assembly
assembly hall,
School,
to the Raymond
hall, to
bination
including
the necessary
remodeling of
of the
the present
building.
present building.
necessary remodeling
including the
For the
the construction
construction of
four-room addition
addition to
Woodburn
the Woodburn
to the
a four-room
of a
For
School, including
of the
building.
present building.
the present
remodeling of
necessary remodeling
the necessary
including the
School,
For
the construction
construction of
combination gymnasium
gymnasium and
assembly
and assembly
of aa combination
For the
original plans for
hall at
the West
West School
School in
accordance with
with the original
in accordance
at the
hall
the construction
construction of said building.
the
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on
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For the
the construction
construction of
of aa combination
gymnasium and
combination gymnasium
and assembly
assembly
hall at
at the
the Petworth
Petworth School
School in
accordance with
the original
original plans
hall
in accordance
with the
plans
for
said building.
for the
the construction
construction of
of said
building.
For the purchase
purchase of
of land
land in
the vicinity
vicinity of
the Hubbard
Hubbard School
in the
of the
School
for playground
for
playground purposes.
purposes.
For the purchase of land in
the vicinity
vicinity of
the Johnson
Johnson School
in the
of the
School
for playground
playground purposes.
purposes.
For the
For
the purchase
of land
in the
of the
the Petworth
School
purchase of
land in
the vicinity
vicinity of
Petworth School
for playground
for
playground purposes.
purposes.
the purchase
purchase of
For the
of a
site on
on which
to locate
locate a
anew
sixteen-room
a site
which to
new sixteen-room
school building
building in
school
the vicinity
vicinity of
Sixteenth Street
Street and
in the
of Sixteenth
and Webster
Webster
Street northwest.
Street
northwest.
For the purchase of aasite on which
which to locate
locate aanew
new sixteen-room
sixteen-room
school
the vicinity
Avenue and
and Holly
school building
building in
in the
vicinity of
of Alaska
Alaska Avenue
Holly Street.
Street.
For the construction
construction of
of an
an eight-room
eight-room extensible
building includincludextensible building
a combination
ing a
combination gymnasium
gymnasium and
and assembly
assembly hall
the site
to be
hall on
on the
site to
be
purchased
purchased in
in the
the vicinity
of Alaska
Alaska Avenue
and Holly
Holly Street.
Street.
vicinity of
Avenue and
For the
the construction
construction of
For
an eight-room
eight-room addition
addition to
Bancroft
of an
to the
the Bancroft
School,
School, including the necessary
necessary remodeling
present building.
building.
remodeling of
of the
the present
the construction
For the
construction of
of a
combination gymnasium
gymnasium and
a combination
and assembly
assembly
hall at the Takoma
Takoma School in accordance
with the
accordance with
the original
original plans
plans
for the
the construction
building.
for
construction of
of said
said building.
FOURTH
DIVISION
FOURTH DIVISION
Fourth
Frth division.
divii

For the purchase
purchase of a
a site
to locate
locate aa new
twenty-four
site on
on which
which to
new twenty-four
room
the vicinity
room school building
building in the
of the
the Adams
Adams School,
School, to
to replace
replace
vicinity of
the
the Force
Schools.
Force and
and the
the Adams
Adams Schools.
For
For the
of a
twenty-four-room building,
building, including
the erection
erection of
a twenty-four-room
including a
a comcombination
gymnasium and
and assembly
bination gymnasium
assembly hall,
on the
to be
be purchased
purchased
hall, on
the site
site to
in the
the vicinity
vicinity of
Adams School.
School.
in
of the
the Adams
a site
site on
on which
For the purchase of a
which to
locate a
a new
to locate
new sixteen-room
sixteen-room
school building in the
the vicinity
vicinity of
of and
and to
replace the
the Abbot
Abbot School.
School.
to replace
For the erection of an eight-room extensible
extensible building
building on
on the
the site
site
in the
the vicinity of
of the
to be purchased in
the Abbot
Abbot School.
School.
FIFTH
FIFTH DIVISION
DIVISION

Fifth
Fifth division.
diviion

For
construction of an eight-room addition to
to the
For the construction
the Park
Park View
View
School, including
the necessary
necessary remodeling
remodeling of
of the
present building.
building.
School,
including the
the present
For the
the construction
construction of
eight-room addition,
addition, including
of an
an eight-room
including aa comcombination
gymnasium and
and assembly
assembly hall,
hall, to
School,
bination gymnasium
to the
the Burroughs
Burroughs School,
including
including the
remodeling of
building.
the necessary
necessary remodeling
of the
the present
present building.
a site on which
to locate
For the purchase of a
which to
eight-room
locate a
a new
new eight-room
school building, in
the vicinity
South Dakota
Dakota Avenue
in the
vicinity of
of South
Avenue and
and Rhode
Rhode
Island Avenue
Island
Avenue northeast.
northeast.
For the erection of
of an
building on
on the
an eight-room
eight-room extensible
extensible building
the site
site
to be purchased in
in the vicinity
vicinity of
of South
South Dakota
Dakota Avenue
Avenue and
and Rhode
Rhode
Island
Island Avenue
Avenue northeast.
northeast.
of land
For the purchase
purchase of
the vicinity
vicinity of
of the
School,
land in
in the
the Langdon
Langdon School,
to provide
provide for the erection
erection of
of aa new
new sixteen-room
building,
sixteen-room school
school building,
to
replace the
School.
to replace
the present
present Langdon
Langdon School.
of a
a sixteen-room
For the erection of
sixteen-room building,
building, including
including aa combicombiand assembly
nation gymnasium and
assembly hall,
hall, to
replace the
present Langdon
Langdon
to replace
the present
School building.
School
building.
For the purchase
purchase of
of land
in the
of the
the Brookland
Brookland School,
land in
the vicinity
vicinity of
School,
for
playground purposes.
purposes.
for playground
For the purchase
purchase of
land in
vicinity of
of the
the Eckington
School,
of land
in the
the vicinity
Eckington School,
for
playground purposes.
for playground
purposes.
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a sixteen-room school
locate a
For
the purchase
purchase of
site on
on which
to locate
which to
of aasite
For the
building in
the vicinity
Island Avenue and Twelfth Street
Rhode Island
of Rhode
vicinity of
in the
building
northeast.
For the
purchase of
of a
asite
site on
on which
which to
to locate
locate a
sixteen-room school
school
a sixteen-room
the purchase
For
building
the neighborhood
of Michigan
Michigan Avenue,
Avenue, extended,
extended,
north of
neighborhood north
in the
building in
northeast.
northeast.
SIXTH DIVISION
DIVISION
SIXTH

division.
Sixth division.
to the Kenilworth Sixth
For the
construction of
of a
four-room addition
addition to
a four-room
the construction
For
School,
remodeling of the present building.
necessary remodeling
including the necessary
School, including
For
of land
land in
in the vicinity of the Benning School
purchase of
the purchase
For the
for playground
purposes.
playground purposes.
for
For the
purchase of
of land
vicinity of the Ludlow School
in the
the vicinity
land in
the purchase
For
for playground
for
playground purposes..
For
purchase of
land in
in the
vicinity of
Wheatley School
of the Wheatley
the vicinity
of land
the purchase
For the
for playground
purposes.
playground purposes.
for
For the
purchase of
land in
vicinity of the Carbery School
in the vicinity
of land
the purchase
For
for playground
playground purposes.
for
For the
the purchase
in the
the vicinity
vicinity of
of the
Peabody School
the Peabody
of land
land in
purchase of
For
for playground
playground purposes.
for
For the
gymnasium and assembly
assembly
a combination
combination gymnasium
of a
construction of
the construction
For
original plans
hall
at the
Wheatley School
in accordance
accordance with
the original
with the
School in
the Wheatley
hall at
for the
the construction
construction of said building.
for

SEVENTH DIVISION
DIVISION
SEVENTH

a combiFor the
the construction
construction of
four-room addition, including a
of aa four-room
For
nation gymnasium
to the
the Buchanan
Buchanan School,
School,
hall, to
assembly hall,
and assembly
gymnasium and
nation
including the
the necessary
necessary remodeling of the present building.
including
For the
the purchase
purchase of
adjoining the
the Lenox
Lenox School to provide
land adjoining
of land
For
school.
for the
the construction
addition to
to said
said school.
an addition
of an
construction of
for
Lenox School,
For
the construction
construction of
four-room addition
addition to
the Lenox
to the
of aafour-room
For the
including the
the necessary
necessary remodeling
remodeling of the present building.
including
For
addition to the Bryan School,
four-room addition
of aafour-room
construction of
the construction
For the
including
remodeling of the present
present building.
necessary remodeling
the necessary
including the
For
the purchase
purchase of land in the vicinity
vicinity of the Cranch School
For the
for
purposes.
playground purposes.
for playground
Ketcham-Van
vicinity of the Ketcham-Van
For
the purchase
purchase of
land in the vicinity
of land
For the
Buren
School for
playground purposes.
for playground
Buren School

Seventh
division.
Seventh division.

EIGHTH DIVISION
DIVISION
EIGHTH
For
of a
third story
story addition
addition of
of four rooms to
to
a third
construction of
the construction
For the
the Amidon
Amidon School,
the necessary
of the
remodeling of
necessary remodeling
including the
School, including
the
present building.
building.
present
For
purchase of
of land
Fairbrother School to prothe Fairbrother
adjoining the
land adjoining
the purchase
For the
vide for
construction of
school.
addition to said school.
an addition
of an
the construction
for the
vide
For
the construction
of a
a twelve-room
twelve-room addition, including a
a comconstruction of
For the
Fairbrother School,
bination gymnasium
gymnasium and
assembly hall,
hall, to the
the Fairbrother
and assembly
bination
the present building, to replace
including
the necessary
necessary remodeling
remodeling of the
including the
the Bradley
Bradley School.
For
the purchase
purchase of
of land
land in
the vicinity
vicinity of the Toner School
in the
For the
for
purposes.
for playground
playground purposes.
TENTH
DIVISION
TENTH DIVISION
For
the purchase
of land
land adjoining
the Bruce School to provide
adjoining the
purchase of
For the
for
of an
addition to
school.
said school.
to said
an addition
construction of
the construction
for the
to the Bruce School,
For
of an
an eight-room
addition to
eight-room addition
construction of
the construction
For the
including
gymnasium and assembly
assembly hall and the
combination gymnasium
a combination
including a
necessary
present building.
of the present
remodeling of
necessary remodeling

Ei
ghth division.
division.
Eighth

Tenth
division.
Tenth division.
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Wilson School to provide
For
the purchase
the Wilson
adjoining the
land adjoining
of land
purchase of
For the
said school.
for
the construction
construction of
of an
an addition
addition to
to said
for the
to the Wilson
For the
construction of
eight-room addition
Wilson
addition to
an eight-room
of an
the construction
For
School,
combination gymnasium
gymnasium and
assembly hall and
and assembly
a combination
including a
School, including
building.
the
present building.
the present
of the
remodeling of
necessary remodeling
the necessary
For
construction of
to the Military
addition to
four-room addition
a four-room
of a
the construction
For the
Road
School,
including
the
necessary
remodeling
of
present
the present
of the
remodeling
necessary
the
including
Road School,
building.
building.
the Phillips
For
the construction
of an
an eight-room
addition to
to the
eight-room addition
construction of
For the
School,
including aacombination
combination gymnasium
gymnasium and assembly hall and
School, including
the present building.
of the
the necessary
remodeling of
necessary remodeling
the
Reno School,
the Reno
For the
the construction
addition to
to the
four-room addition
of aa four-room
construction of
For
including
necessary remodeling
present building.
the present
of the
remodeling of
the necessary
including the
For
of land
Garrison School to provide
the Garrison
adjoining the
land adjoining
purchase of
the purchase
For the
school
for the
construction of
of an
addition to
said school.
to said
an addition
the construction
for
For
of an
an eight-room
eight-room addition
addition to the Garrison
construction of
the construction
For the
and assembly hall and
School,
including aa combination
gymnasium and
combination gymnasium
School, including
the necessary
remodeling of
of the
present building.
the present
necessary remodeling
the
For the
purchase of
of land
vicinity of
of the
the Wormley
School
Wormley School
the vicinity
in the
land in
the purchase
For
for
playground
purposes.
purposes.
playground
for
For
the purchase
purchase of
in the
vicinity of the Montgomery
Montgomery School
the vicinity
land in
of land
For the
for
playground
purposes.
purposes.
for playground
For the
purchase of
of land
land in
the vicinity
vicinity of
Stevens School
the Stevens
of the
in the
the purchase
For
purposes.
for
playground
purposes.
for playground
For
purchase of
land in
vicinity of
of the
the Sumner-Magruder
Sumner-Magruder
the vicinity
in the
of land
the purchase
For the
purposes.
School
playground purposes.
for playground
School for
ELEVENTH
DIVISION
ELEVENTH DIVISION
Eleventh division.
Eleventh

For
purchase of
land adjoining
adjoining the
Smothers School to provide
the Smothers
of land
the purchase
For the
for
construction of
addition to said school.
an addition
of an.
the construction
for the
Smothers
For
construction of
of a
to the Smothers
addition to
four-room addition
a four-room
the construction
For the
School,
remodeling of
the present
present building.
of the
necessary remodeling
the necessary
including the
School, including
For the
of an
an eight-room
eight-room addition
addition to
to the
the Deanwood
Deanwood
construction of
the construction
For
assembly hall in
School, including
combination gymnasium
and assembly
gymnasium and
including aa combination
School,
of said
accordance with
with the
plans for
said
construction of
the construction
for the
original plans
the original
accordance
present
building, and
remodeling of the present
necessary remodeling
the necessary
including the
and including
-building,
building.
building.
Crummell
the Crummell
to the
For
construction of
of aa six-room
addition to
six-room addition
the construction
For the
building.
School,
including the
the necessary
remodeling of
the present
present building.
of the
necessary remodeling
School, including
For the
the purchase
purchase of
of land
land in
in the
the vicinity
Slater-Langston
vicinity of the Slater-Langston
For
purposes.
School
playground purposes.
for playground
School for
For the
construction of
eight-room addition to the Burrville
an eight-room
of an
the construction
For
School,
including a
combination gymnasium
assembly hall and
and
gymnasium and assembly
a combination
School, including
of the present building.
the
remodeling of
necessary remodeling
the necessary
Deanwood School
the vicinity of the Deanwood
in the
For
purchase of
of land
School
land in
the purchase
For the
playground purposes.
for the
construction of
addition and
and for playground
an addition
of an
the construction
for
TWELFTH
DIVISION
TWELFTH DIVISION

Twelfth
division.
Twelfth division.

Banneker School
For
land in
School
the vicinity of the Banneker
in the
of land
purchase of
the purchase
For the
for playground
playground purposes.
for
For
Douglass-Simmons
land in the vicinity of the Douglass-Simmons
of land
purchase of
the purchase
For the
School
playground purposes.
for playground
School for
combination gymnasium and assembly
For
assembly
For the construction of aa combination
Douglass-Simmons School.
hall at Douglass-Simmons
For the
the purchase
in the vicinity of the Jones School for
of land in
purchase of
For
playground
purposes.
playground
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purchase of land
the vicinity
vicinity of
of the
the Harrison
For the purchase
land in
in the
Harrison School
School
to provide
provide for the construction
construction of an addition to said school and
and
for playground
for
playground purposes.
purposes.
of an
an addition
addition to
the Harrison
to proFor the
the construction
construction of
to the
Harrison School
School to
provide
room, and
and a
kitchen.
vide for
for a
a rest
rest room,
room, aa dining
dining room,
a kitchen.
THIRTEENTH
DIVISION
THIRTEENTH DIVISION
For
of land
the Giddings
Giddings School
School to
proFor the
the purchase
purchase of
land adjoining
adjoining the
to provide for the erection of aa new sixteen-room
sixteen-room building
building to replace
replace the
the
present Lincoln
present
Lincoln School
School building.
building.
For
sixteen-room building,
building, including
For the
the erection
erection of
of a
a sixteen-room
including a
a combination
and assembly
assembly hall
replace the
the present
Lincoln
nation gymnasium
gymnasium and
hall to
to replace
present Lincoln
School building.
building.
School
For the
the erection
erection of
twelve-room building
to replace
the present
present
For
of a
a twelve-room
building to
replace the
Randall
School building.
building.
Randall School
For the
the purchase
of land
adjoining the
the Birney
Birney School
School to
provide
For
purchase of
land adjoining
to provide
for
an addition
addition to
to said
said school.
school.
for the
the construction
construction of
of an
For
the construction
construction of
of an
to the
the Birney
For the
an eight-room
eight-room addition
addition to
Birney
School,
remodeling of
of the
the present
present building.
building.
School, including
including the
the necessary
necessary remodeling
For
the construction
of a
a combination
combination gymnasium
For the
construction of
gymnasium and
and assembly
assembly
hall
School in
accordance with
with the
the original
plans
original plans
hall at
at the
the Lovejoy
Lovejoy School
in accordance
for the
of said
said building.
the construction
construction of
for
For the
of land adjoining
adjoining the new Bell School to provide
For
the purchase
purchase of
for the
the construction
construction of an
school.
an addition
addition to said school.
for
construction of
sixteen-room addition to the
the new
new Bell
Bell
of aa sixteen-room
For the
the construction
School, including
including a
combination gymnasium
gymnasium and
and
and assembly
assembly hall
hall and
a combination
School,
the
necessary remodeling
remodeling of
the present
present building.
building.
of the
the necessary
For
land in
the vicinity
vicinity of
of Lovejoy
Lovejoy School to
to
of land
in the
For the
the purchase
purchase of
provide
erection of
new building.
building.
of a
a new
for the
the erection
provide for
For the
erection of
the vicinity
of the
vicinity of
the
building in
in the
of an
an eight-room
eight-room building
For
the erection
Lovejoy School.
School.
Lovejoy
For the
purchase of
of land
the Payne
Payne School
School
of the
in the
the vicinity
vicinity of
land in
For
the purchase
for
purposes.
for playground
playground purposes.
For
the construction
construction of
addition to the Syphax School.
a four-room
four-room addition
of a
For the

Thirteenth
Thirteenth division.

VOCATIONAL SCHOOLS
VOCATIONAL
SCHOOLS
For the
the purchase
purchase of
land in
in the
of the
Street Vocational
Vocational
the 0
O Street
vicinity of
the vicinity
of land
For
School
to provide
provide for
the construction
an addition
addition to
said school.
school.
to said
of an
construction of
for the
School to
For the
the construction
construction of
addition to
to the
Street
O Street
the 0
eight-room addition
of an
an eight-room
For
Vocational School,
School, including
the necessary
necessary remodeling
remodeling of the present
present
including the
Vocational

building.

JUNIOR HIGH
SCHOOLS
HIGH SCHOOLS
JUNIOR

school.
Vocational school.

Junior High Schools.
dfores
tc
chools, con-

Land for schools, conS
EC. 3.
3. The
The following
items for
for the
the purchase
purchase of
of land
for school
school strLuacton,
land for
following items
SEc.
struction, etc.
sites
and
school
playgrounds
and
for
the
construction
of
junior
high
high
of
junior
sites and school playgrounds and for the construction
school buildings
buildings are
the:
in the:
authorized in
are authorized
school

FIRST DIVISION
DIVISION
FIRST
For the
the purchase
purchase of
site on
which to
to locate
junior high
high
a new
new junior
locate a
on which
of aa site
For
school
building in
in Georgetown.
Georgetown.
school building
For
the erection
erection of
of a
junior high
school building
to be
be
a site
site to
on a
building on
high school
a junior
For the
purchased
for that
that purpose
the
in accordance
accordance with
with the
purpose in
in Georgetown,
Georgetown, in
purchased for
plans
of the
High School.
School.
Junior High
the Macfarland
Macfarland Junior
plans of
For
of a
site on
on which
locate a
new junior
junior high
high
a new
to locate
which to
a site
purchase of
For the
the purchase
school
building in
in the
section.
Reno section.
the Reno
school building
445822'
5822'°-:

2:";"
25. --
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65
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a site to be
For
building on a
a junior high school building
erection of a
the erection
For the
purchased
that purpose
accordance with
Reno section, in accordance
purpose in the Reno
for that
purchased for
the
Macfarland Junior High School.
the Macfarland
of the
the plans
plans of
THIRD DIVISION
DIVISION
Third division.
division.
Third

For the construction
a comconstruction of two wings, additional
additional shops, and a
bination
Junior
Macfarland Junior
assembly hall at the Macfarland
gymnasium and assembly
bination gymnasium
remodeling of the present
High ,School,
including the necessary
necessary remodeling
School, including
building, in accordance
plans for the construction
construction
original plans
accordance with the original
of said building.
For
a new junior highFor the
the purchase of aa site on which to locate a
school building in Brightwood.
Brightwood.
For the erection of a
a junior high school building on aasite to be
accordance with the
purchased
purpose in Brightwood
Brightwood in accordance
purchased for that purpose
plans of
Macfarland Junior High School.
School,
of the
the Macfarland
plans
latTH
DIVISION
FIFTH DIVISION

Fifth division.
Fifth
division.

For the construction of two wings, additional
additional shops, and a
acombicombination
gymnasium and assembly hall at the Langley
Langley Junior High
nation gymnasium
School,
including the
necessary remodeling
the present building,
of the
remodeling of
the necessary
School, including
in
construction of said
in accordance
accordance with the original plans for the construction
building.
For the purchase
a site on which to locate aa new junior highpurchase of a
Woodridge.
school building in the vicinity of Brookland
Brookland and Woodridge.
a site to be
For the erection of a
a junior high-school
high-school building on a
purchased for that purpose
purpose in the vicinity
vicinity of Brookland
Brookland and Woodpurchased
ridge in
accordance with
Macfarland Junior High
plans of the Macfarland
with the plans
in accordance
ridge
School.
SIXTH
SIXTH DIVISION
DIVISION

Sixth division.
Sixth
division.

construction of two wings, additional shops, and a
a combiFor the construction
nation
gymnasium and assembly hall at the Stuart Junior High
nation gymnasium
the
including the necessary
remodeling of the
necessary remodeling
in the
the hortheast, including
School in
accordance with the original plans for the conpresent building, in accordance
struction of said building.
a new junior high
For the purchase of aa site on which to locate a
school building in the vicinity of the Kingsman School.
a site to be
For the erection
erection of a
a junior high school building on a
Kingsman School
purchased
purpose in the vicinity of the Kingman
purchased for that purpose
in accordance
accordance with
Macfarland Junior High School.
the plans
plans of the Macfarland
with the
m
SEVENTH
SEVENTH DIVISION
DIVISION

Seventh division.
Seventh

For the construction
construction of an eight-room
eight-room addition to the Hine Junior
Junior
High School.
DIVISION
EIGHTII
EIGHTH DIVISION

Eighth division.
division.

For the purchase of aa site on which
a new building to
which to locate
locate a
replace the present
present Jefferson
Jefferson Junior
Junior High School building.
Hew building for the Jefferson
erection of a
ahew
Jefferson Junior High
For the erection
purchased for that purpose.
purpose.
School on the site to be purchased
TENTH
TENTH DIVISION
DIVISION

Tenth
Tenth division.
division.

For the erection
erection of the Francis Junior High School on a
a site
now
Columbia at Twenty-fourth
Twenty-fourth and N
owned by the District of Columbia
now owned
Macfarland
Streets northwest in accordance
accordance with the plans of the Macfarland
Junior High School.
Junior
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FJ;FVENTH DIVISION
ELEVENTH
DIVISION
For the purchase
purchase of land adjoining the
the Garnet-Patterson
Garnet-Patterson School
erection of
of a
buildto provide
provide for
for the erection
a new
new twenty-four-room
twenty-four-room school
school buildreplace the present
buildings.
ing to replace
present buildings.
For the erection
twenty-four-room building
to replace
replace the
erection of aa twenty-four-room
building to
the
present Garnet-Patterson
Garnet-Patterson School building
in accordance
building in
accordance with
with the
the
plans of
Macfarland Junior
Junior High
High School.
of the Macfarland
School.

Eleventhdivision.

Eleventh division.

THIRTEENTH DIVISION
THIRTEENTH
DIVISION
Cardozo
For the construction
construction of an eight-room
eight-room addition to the Cardozo
School, on land already owned by the District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, includincluding a
a combination gymnasium
gymnasium and
hall, for
the Randall
Randall
and assembly
assembly hall,
for the
Junior
Junior High
High School.
School.

Thirteenth
division.
Thrteenth division

SENIOR HIGH
HIGH SCHOOLS
SENIOR
SCHOOLS

Senior High Schools.

Senior

High Schools.

Buildings, transfers,
SEC.
SEC. 4. The following items for the construction
construction of high-school etBetuiditgsnedrnfe
designated.
buildings, for the
the transfer of
from one
one building
to another,
of schools
schools from
building to
another,
and the establishment
establishment of a
a business high school for
for colored
colored pupils
pupils
are authorized.
authorized.
For the construction of a
a new school building for the McKinley
McKinley
Manual Training School.
a site now owned by the District
Manual
School on a
District of
Columbia adjoining
High School.
School.
adjoining the Langley
Langley Junior
Junior High
a new school building
For the construction
construction of a
building for the Business
Business
a site now owned by the District of
High School on a
Columbia
of Columbia
adjoining the Macfarland
Macfarland Junior High School.
For the transfer of the Shaw Junior
Junior High
to the
the building
High School
School to
building
now occupied by the McKinley
Manual Training
McKinley Manual
School.
Training School.
For the transfer
transfer of the business department
department from the Dunbar
High School and the organization of
school for
for
of a
a business
business high
high school
colored pupils in the building now occupied
occupied by the Shaw Junior
Junior
High School.
For the purchase
purchase of land in the vicinity of the Armstrong TechTechnical High School to complete
complete the original
original plan for an extension
extension
the building.
of the
building.
For
of additional
the Dunbar
High Athletic
athletic fields.
For the purchase
purchase of
additional land
land adjoining
adjoining the
Dunbar High
filda.
School to complete the original plan
plan for
for an athletic field.
field.
For proper grading, for seating, and for fitting up
for athletic
athletic
up for
ajoining the
purposes in general
general the ground adjoining
High School
School
the Dunbar High
for the use of pupils at Dunbar and Armstrong High Schools and
the pupils of others schools in the immediate
immediate vicinity.
For proper grading, for seating, and for fitting
fitting up
up for
for athletic
athletic
purposes
in general,
the ground
ground for
for which
which an
has
purposes in
general, the
an appropriation
appropriation has
athletic field for
already been made, for an athletic
Western High
School.
for the
the Western
High School.
For proper
proper grading, for seating,
seating, and for fitting up for athletic
purposes in
the ground
ground purchased
site for
for the
McKinley
purposes
in general
general the
purchased as
as a
a site
the McKinley
Manual
Manual Training School, including
including the purchase of additional
additional
ground if
if necessary.
necessary.
SEC. 5.
Frnklin
Schol.
Sue.
5. The Board of Education is hereby authorized to use the F
rann
n
r
Sehoolremaining four
four classrooms
remaining
classrooms and
facilities of
poses.
and accessory
accessory facilities
of the
the Franklin
Franklin pomsesOOC
prSchool building
building for office purposes
purposes as it
it may
be found
may be
found possible
possible to
to
transfer the classes now
occupying said
four rooms
adjoining
now occupying
said four
rooms to
to adjoining
schools.
schools.
SEC.
the purchase
purchase of land iaP-Sdong
S
EC. 6. The phrase used in this Act "for
"for the
un
P=aseoradioining
adjoining" aa given
given school shall be
adjoining"
as making
making possible
possible
be construed
construed as
immediate vicinity
the purchase
purchase of land "in
"in the immediate
vicinity of"
of" said
said school,
provided the land now available
available adjoining
adjoining a
a given school shall
provided
shall not
not
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be equally
available at
the estimates
such
for such
made for
are made
estimates are
time the
at the
the time
equally available
be
Gymnasium and
and asasGymnasum
sembly hall in first
unit of extensible building, authorized.
ing,authorized.

purchase.
purchase.

S
EC. 7.
appears more
appropriation it appears
the time of appropriation
at the
7. Whenever
Whenever at
SEC.

construct a
combined gymnasium
gymnasium and assembly hall
a combined
to construct
economical to
unitofetensiblebuild- economical
with the first unit of an extensible
extensible elementary-school
elementary-school building, the
provisions of
of this
construed as
such conconauthorizing such
as authorizing
be construed
shall be
Act shall
this Act
provisions
struction.
struction.

SF.
S
EO. 8. Nothing in this Act shall be construed
construed as precluding the
possibility
of
the
Board
of
Education
submitting,
the
Commissioners
the Commissioners
submitting,
possibility of the Board of Education
and the
the Bureau
of the
approving and
or of
of
forwarding, or
and forwarding,
Budget approving
the Budget
Bureau of
and
Congress appropriating
appropriating money
for, an
item or
or items
items for
purthe purfor the
an item
money for,
Congress
chase
of land
for the
construction of
of buildings
thereon made
made
buildings thereon
the construction
or for
land or
chase of
necessary
future by
by the
of conditions
conditions which
development of
the development
the future
in the
necessary in
were not
this Act
passed.
was passed.
Act was
when this
foreseen when
not foreseen
were
_Effective
July 1, 182.5.
effective on the 1st day of July,
become effective
S
Act shall
shall become
99. This
This Act
SEEC. 9.
mEfective Julyl,1925.
1925,
and that
that estimates
for buildings
buildings and grounds
grounc_s
expenditures for
of expenditures
estimates of
1925, and
for the
public schools
schools of
of the
shall hereafter
hereafter
Columbia shall
of Columbia
District of
the District
the public
for
be
prepared in
accordance with
the provisions
of this
this Act.
Act.
provisions of
with the
in accordance
be prepared
Approved,
1925.
26, 1925.
February 26;
Approved, February

Submission
of future
future
Submission of
items
for purchase, etc.
Items for

1925..
February 26, 1925
[H. R. 41141
[Public,
[Public, No. 482]
482.1

[H.

4114.]

343.-An Act Authorizing the construction
CHAP. 343.—An
construction of a bridge across the
Colorado
Colorado River near
near Lee Ferry, Arizona.
Arizona.

Be it
it enacted
the Senate
and House
Representatives of
of the
the
of Representatives
House of
Senate and
by the
enacted by
Be
United States
States of
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That there is
in Congress
America in
ant°autorized United
the
authorized to be appropriated,
hereby
hereby authorized
appropriated, out of any money in the
bridge aros,
not to exceed the sum of $100,Treasury
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, not
$100,Treasury not
Lee Ferry,
direction of the Secretary of the
the direction
000, to
under the
expended under
be expended
to be
000,
and approaches
Interior, for
for the
bridge and
approaches thereto
a bridge
of a
construction of
the construction
Interior,
across
the
Colorado
River
at
a
site
about
six
miles
below
Ferry,
Lee Ferry,
below Lee
miles
six
about
a
site
at
River
Colorado
the
across
Reimbursable from
to
Arizona, to
until expended,
expended, and
to be
be reimbursable
reimbursable to
and to
available until
be available
to be
funds orNsable
of Navajo froe
Res- Arizona,
fRmd
ervation Indians.
the United States from any funds now or hereafter placed in the
Indians
ervation
Indian ReservaTreasury to
to the
the credit
credit of
of the
the Indians
Indians of the Navajo Indian
Treasury
upon the funds of such Indians
lien upon
tion, to
to remain
remain a
and lien
charge and
a charge
tion,
until
That no
no part
part of
the appropriations
appropriations herein
herein
of the
OVt80.
Provided, That
paid: Provided,
until paid:
uaranties from AriSTuaroantiesfomInterior
the Secretary
expended until
Secretary of the Interior
until the
zona to
to pay
pay one-half
one-half authorized
be expended
shall be
authorized shall
tona
cost, and maintain,
State of
the State
shall have
of the
authorities of
proper authorities
the proper
from the
obtained from
have obtained
shall
etc,
etc„ bridge.
bridge. maint
Arizona
satisfactory guaranties of the payment by said State of
Arizona satisfactory
authorities
one-half of
of the
bridge, and
and that
the proper
proper authorities
that the
said bridge,
of said
cost of
the cost
one-half
times
all times
will at all
of said
said State
assume full
responsibility for
for and
and will
full responsibility
State assume
of
thereto.
maintain and
and repair
said bridge
and approaches
approaches thereto.
bridge and
repair said
maintain
February 26, 1925.
Approved,
Approved, February
Colorado River.
Amount authorized
for
near
or bridge across, near
Lee Ferry, Ariz.

February 2e
If, 1926
1925.
February
[II.
[H.
R.R. 4202.1
42..]
[Public, No. 483.1

CHAP. 344.-An
344.—An Act To amend section
section 3186 of the Revised Statutes,
Statutes, as amended.
amended.
C.

Be it
it enacted
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
the
Be
enacted by the Senate and
in Congress
Congress assembled,
United States
States of America in
assembled, That section 3186
is amended
amended to read as follows:
amended, is
Statutes, as amended,
of the
Revised Statutes,
of
the Revised
612.
or
neglects or
tax neglects
any tax
to pay
pay any
"
SEC. 3186.
That if
if any
any person
person liable
liable to
3186. That
" SEC.
a en
refuses
37,
refuses to pay the same after demand,
demand, the amount shall be a
alien in
in
Poid, p. 1617.
favor of the United States from the time when the assessment
assessment list was
otherwise provided, until paid,
except when otherwise
received
the collector,
collector, except
by the
received by
may accrue in addition
costs that may
with
interest, penalties,
penalties, and
addition
and costs
the interest,
with the
to such
thereto
all property
and rights
rights to
belonging to
to property
property belonging
property and
upon all
thereto upon
Provisos.
person:
Provided,
however,
That
such
lien
shall
not
be
valid
as
as
not
be
valid
such
lien
shall
however,
That
Provided,
a
t
person:
Notvis.i
*1
Not
against
Not valid aginst
judgment creditor
any mortgagee,
mortgagee, purchaser,
creditor until notice
purchaser, or judgment
mortgagee, etc., until against
against any
motee
notice
notice filed.L
of
shall be
be filed
of
of such
such lien
lien shall
filed by
by the
the collector
collector in
in the
the office
office of
of the
the clerk
clerk of
Public, No. 43.

Internal
revenue.
Internalrevenue.
It. S., sec.
3186, p.
e
612.
Unpaid taxes a lien
roper y
on au
all property.
Vol. 37, p.
p. 1016,
1016,
vol.
amended.
amended.
Post, p. 1617.
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the district court
court of the district
district within which the
the property
property subject to
to
by
any State
such lien
lien is
situated: Provided
Provided further,
That whenever
State by
whenever any
further, That
is situated:
such

when
authorz iling, a
n
a
t
e: f
i
a
u
w
thlr
i:
record offices
in the
appropriate legislation
authorizes the
filing of
of such
such notice
the land record
office; of
notice in
the filing
legislation authorizes
appropriate
toobtvist
office of the registrar or recorder
recorder of deeds of the counties of that 2
u
b
n
etlid.thwns'etc.
of Louisiana
State,
Louisiana in the parishes thereof, and in
in the State of
State, and in
Rhode Island, and
the States of
of Connecticut,
Connecticut, Rhode
and Vermont in
in the office
office of
of
deeds or town or city
custody
of deeds
city clerk
clerk having
having custody
the registrar
registrar or
or recorder
recorder of
of the
cities, then
lien shall
shall not
be
of
the land
land records
records of
of the
the towns
towns and
and cities,
then such
such lien
not be
valid in
in that
against any
purchaser, or
or judgment
judgment
any mortgagee,
mortgagee, purchaser,
valid
that State
State against
or
creditor until
such notice
registrar or
office of
of the
the registrar
shall be
be filed
filed in
in the
the office
creditor
until such
notice shall
recorder of deeds
recorder
deeds of the county or counties, or parish or parishes in
office of
of the
the registrar or recorder
Louisiana, or in the office
recorder
the State
State of Louisiana,
of deeds
deeds or
or town
town or
city clerk
clerk having custody
custody of the
the land
land records
or city
of
in the
States of
of Connecticut,
Rhode Island,
Island, and
and Vermont
Vermont of
of the
the States
Connecticut, Rhode
in
towns or
within which
which the
lien is
is
subject to
to the
the lien
the property
property subject
towns
or cities
cities within
situated."
situated."
Approved, February
February 26, 1925.
Approved,
etc"

CHAP. 345.
— An Act To amend the China Trade Act, 1922.
CHAP.
345.-An

February 28,
26, 1925.
1925.
February

[H. R. 7190.]

[H. R. 7190.]

[Public, No. 484.]

the
Representatives of the
Senate and
and House of Representatives
enacted by the Senate
Be it
it enacted
rna
ee Trade Act.
Actna
Trade
in Congress
America in
United States of
United
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That subdivision C,Tlili
Incorporators
required.
by strik- torsrequired.
amended by
Act, 1922,
the China
China Trade
section 4
(a) of
4of
of the
Trade Act,
1922, is
is amended
(a)
of section
Vol. 42, p. 850, amendword ed.
ed 2p.5me
ing
the word
and inserting
inserting in
lieu thereof
the word
thereof the
in lieu
"Five" and
word "Five"
ing out
out the
"Three."
"
Three."
42, p. 850, amendVol.42,p.850,amendof section 4
of subdivision
subdivision (b)
(6) of
That paragraph
SEc.
paragraph (6)
(b) of
4 of ed.Vol.
SEC. 2.
2. That
said
amended to
read as
follows:
said Act
Act is
is amended
to read
as follows:
Temporary
direTemporary
directors.
"(6) The
The names
names and
and addresses
least three individuals
individuals (a tors.
of at
at least
addresses of
"(6)
whom, at the time of designation
majority of whom,.
designation and during their term
designated by
office, shall be citizens of the United
of
United States), to be designated
of office,
the incorporators,
incorporators, who
who shall
serve as
as temporary
temporary directors;
directors; and"
and"
shall serve
the
Vol. 42, p. 8.50, amendend
ed.ol42p.85
of section
section 4
subdivision (b)
(7) of
paragraph (7)
S
EC. 3.
of subdivision
(b) of
4 of ed.
3. That
That paragraph
SEC.
said
Act is
is amended
amended to
as follows:
follows:
to read
read as
said Act
subscribed for.
or.
Stocksubscribed
centum of the Stock
25 per
per
to 25
The fact
fact that
"(7)
"(7) The
that an
an amount
amount equal
equal to
i centum
subfaith
in
good
been
stock
has
capital
authorized
of the
the authorized capital
amount
n
amount of
scribed to."
to."
scribed
a p. 850, amendVol.
42,
S
EC. 4.
subdivision (c)
of said
is amended
p. amend. ol 42,
ev
amended ed.
Act is
said Act
4 of
of section
section 4
(c) of
4. That
That subdivision
SEC.
follows:
to
as follows:
to read
read as
Banking or insurance
bbsinessforbildden
the busi- business
shall not
Trade Act
A China
"(c) A
China Trade
Act corporation
corporation §hall
not engage
engage in
in the
"(c)
forbidden.
ness
of discounting
discounting bills,
other evidences
receivof debt,
debt, of receivevidences of
or other
notes, or
bills, notes,
ness of
exchange, or of issuing
deposits, of buying and selling bills of exchange,
ing deposits,
bills,
evidences of debt, for circulation as money; nor
bills, notes, or other evidences
engage
in any
business; nor engage
engage in any
banking business;
form of banking
other form
any other
engage in
Interest in shipping
form
insurance business;
business; nor
in, nor
anterdetif inheppibn
nor be
be formed to engage
engage allowed
nor engage
engage in,
of insurance
form of
owned
citizens.
in,
the
business
of
owning
or
operating
any
vessel,
unless
the
controlcitizens.
the
controlunless
any
vessel,
or
operating
of
owning
business
in. the
ling
in such
such corporation
corporation is
is owned
citizens of
of the
United Vol
ling interest
interest in
owned by
by citizens
39, p.
the United
p. 729;
72; Vol.
Vol. 39,
p.900. 7.
4o, p.
States, within
within the
the meaning
meaning of
of section
section 2
of the
1916, 40,
Act, 1916,
Shipping Act,
the Shipping
2 of
States,
as
as amended."
amended."
New matter.
S
EC. 5.
5. That
section 4
adding thereto
thereto Vol.
New"mater.
amended by
by adding
Act is
is amended
4 of
of said
said Act
That section
SEC.
42,
p.
850,
amended.
amended.
subdivision:
the
following new
new subdivision:
the following
Incorporation
not
Incorporation
not
delivered to aaChina complete
incorporation shall be delivered
"(d) No certificate
certificate of incorporation
until
until requisite
amount
paid
in.
paidin.
amount
Trade
Act
corporation
and
no
incorporation
shall
be
complete
until
until
complete
Trade Act corporation and no incorporation shall be
at least
centum of
its authorized
capital stock
has been
paid Statement of real or
stock has
been paid
25 per
per centum
of its
authorized capital
at
least 25
property.
personalproperty.
in
cash, or,
with the
the provisions
provisions of
8, in real
real personal
section 8,
of section
accordance with
or, in
in accordance
in in
in cash,
or
personal property
which has
has been
been placed
of the
the
the custody
custody of
in the
placed in
property which
or personal
Vol. 42, p. 851.
directors,
this effect
effect vol.42,p.851.
to this
filed aa statement
statement to
has filed
corporation has
and such
such corporation
directors, and
under oath
oath with
registrar within
within six
months after
after the
the issuance
issuance
six months
the registrar
with the
under
of its
its certificate
of incorporation,
incorporation, except
that the
grant
may grant
the registrar
registrar may
except that
certificate of
of
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on vioa- additional time for the filing of such statement upon application
application

Revocation on violaRevocation
tion.

made prior to the expiration
expiration of such six months. If
If any such corporation transacts
transacts business in violation of this subdivision or
poration
or fails
fails
to
such statement
six months,
months, or
within such
time as
as the
the
such time
or within
within six
statement within
file such
to file
Vol
Vol. 42
42, p.
p. 8.
853.
prescribes upon such application, the registrar
registrar shall institute
registrar prescribes
proceedings under
under section 14 for the revocation
proceedings
revocation of the certificate."
certificate."
Vol.
42, p.
amendol.42,
p. 851,
851, amendSEC.
SEC. 6. That subdivision (b)
(b) of section 6
6 of said Act is amended
amended
ed.
to read as follows:
follows:
Corporate seal.
corporateseaL
"(b) Shall have a
a corporate
"(b)
corporate seal and may, with the approval of
the Secretary,
Secretary, alter it."
Vol.
p.s851,
851, amendamendVo.4242, p.
SEC.
SEC. 7. That section 77of said Act is amended
amenaed to read as follows:
follows:

Stock
be issued at
stok to
to be
at
"SEC.
7. Each share of the original or
or any subsequent
issue of
"SEC. 7.
subseqi.ent issue
not less than par.
not lessthanpar.
stock of
of a
a China
stock
China Trade
Trade Act
be issued
not less
Act corporation
corporation shall
shall be
issued at
at not
less
than par value, and shall be paid for in cash,
accordance with
cash, or in accordance
with
section 8,
8, in
real or
which has
has
property which
personal property
or personal
in real
of section
provisions of
the provisions
Fl payment before the
Full
issue. issu
been placed
placed in the custody of the directors. No such share shall be
issued until the amount of the par value thereof
thereof has
has been paid the
corporation; and when issued, each share shall
corporation;
shall be
be held to be
be full
full paid
Holders liable for unHoldersliablefor
n- and nonassessable;
violation
of this
this
nonassessable; except that if
if any share is, in violation
paid amounts.
am
paid
onn1.
section, issued without the amount of the par value thereof having
having
been paid to the corporation
the holder
holder of
shall be
liable
corporation,'the
of such
such share
share shall
be liable
between the amount paid
in suits by creditors for the difference between
paid for
for
such share
share and
and the
the par
par value
value thereof."
thereof."
By4aws.
such
Bylaws.
Val.42,
amendp. 852amendvol.42 p.852,
SEC
section 9
9 of such
such Act
Act is amended
amended to
to
SEC. 8.. Subdivision (b) of section
ed.
read
as follows:
follows:
Directors.
Direc to a
" (b) The number, qualifications, and manner of choosing and fix"(b)
ing the tenure
tenure of office and compensation
compensation of all
all directors;
directors; but the
the
number of such directors
majority
number
directors shall be
be not less
less than three, and
and aamajority
president and the treasurer, or
or each
of the directors, and
and the president
each officer
officer
tenure of office,
holding aa corresponding.
corresponding office, shall, during their tenure
office,
of the United
United States resident in China."
China."
be
citizens
Meetings.
S
EC. 9.
third sentence
sentence of
of subdivision
(a) of
of section
section 10
10 of
of such
such
9. The
SEC.
The third
subdivision (a)
vole.42,p.852,
Vol. 42, p.852, amended.
ed.
Act is amended to read as follows:
Quorum.
Quorum.
"The
in
"The holders of two-thirds of the voting shares, represented
represented in
person or by proxy, shall constitute aaquorum
quorum at such
meetings ausuch meetings
thorized to
business."
thorized
to transact
transact business."
Suits against corporaS
EC. 10. That section 20 of said
"(a)"
agatorpotion
SEC.
said Act
Act is
is amended
amended by inserting
inserting "(a)
tion.
Vol.
42, p. 85.5,
amendvol. 42p.
85, amendbefore the word "That,"
"That," and by adding
adding thereto the following new
ed.
subdivision:
subdivision:
Agent to be main"(b) Every China Trade
Trade Act corporation
corporation shall maintain
maintain in the
anedintint District
trict of
"(b)
of
tained
Columbia to answerin
answer in District of Columbia a
person as its accredited agent upon whom
a
whom
court.
legal process may be served, in any suit to be brought in the Supreme
Court
Columbia, and
authorized to
Court of
of the
the District of Columbia,
and who is authorized
to enter
enter an
an
appearance
appearance in its behalf. In the
the event
event of
of the death or inability
inability to
resignation or removal, of such person, such corporation
serve, or the resignation
corporation
shall, within such time as the Secretary by regulation
regulation prescribes,
a successor.
corporation shall
appoint a
successor. Such corporation
;Ilan file with the Secretary
Secretary
a certified copy of each power of attorney
a
attorney appointing a
under
a person under
this subdivision,
subdivision, and aa certified copy of the written consent of
each
of each
person
so appointed."
person
so
appointed."
Income tax.
SEC. 11.
(a) and
and (b)
(b) of
section 263
263 of
the
Ane, p.
p 295,, amendamendAnte,
SEC.
11. That
That subdivisions
subdivisions (a)
of section
of the
ed.
ed.
Revenue Act of 1924 are amended to read as follows:
follows:
Credit for
proporcredit
for propor" Sec.
Sc. 263. (a)
"
(a) That for the purpose only of the tax imposed
imposed by
from
tion of
of income from
China sources bears
to section 230 there shall be allowed, in the case of a
bearsto
Chinasorces
a corporation
corporation
share,s of China, United
organized under
the China
China Trade
amount
organized
under the
Trade Act,
Act, 1922,
1922, aa credit
credit of
of an
an amount
shtatesfetChorted
States,
etc., owners.
equal to
to the
the proportion
proportion of
the net
net income
equal
of the
income derived
derived from
from sources
sources within
within
China (determined
(determined in
manner to
to that
that provided
in section
section
China
in aa similar
similar manner
provided in
217)
which the
value of
stock of
of the
the corporation
corporation
217) which
the par
par value
of the
the shares
shares of
of stock
owned on
last day
the taxable
taxable year
year by
(1) persons
in
owned
on the
the last
day of
of the
by (1)
persons resident
resident in
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China, the
United States, and
the United
States, or possessions
possessions of the
China,
the United
United States,
wherever
(2)
citizens of
of the United
United States or China wherever
(2) individual citizens
resident, bears
value of the whole number of shares of
bears to the par value
resident,
stock of
of the
corporation outstanding
on such
date: Provided,
That
such date:
Provided, That
outstanding on
stock
the corporation

in no
no case
case shall
the amount
amount by
which the
the tax
tax imposed
imposed by
by section
section 230
230
by which
shall the
in
is diminished
diminished by reason of such credit exceed the amount of the
special dividend
dividend certified
section.
subdivision (b)
(b) of this section.
certified under
under subdivision
special
be allowed
allowed unless the Secretary of
shall not
"(b) Such
"(b)
Such credit
credit shall
not be
which,
the amount
Commissioner (1)
certified to
Commerce has
has certified
to the
the Commissioner
(1) the
amount which,
Commerce
the return,
for filing
during the
the year
year ending
on the
the date
by law
law for
filing the
return,
date fixed by
ending on
during
dividend to or for the
the corporation
corporation has
has distributed
as a
a special dividend
distributed as
the
taxable year were
benefit of
persons as
on the last day
day of the taxable
as on
of such
such persons
benefit
resident in
the United
United
possessions of the United
States, or possessions
United States,
in China,
China, the
resident
China,
States,
citizens of the United
States or China,
United States
individual citizens
or were
were individual
States, or
(2) that such special
and owned
of the corporation, (2)
of stock
stock of
shares of
and
owned shares
dividend
in addition
addition to
payable or to be
amounts, payable
all other
other amounts,
to all
was in
dividend was
by reason of their
payable to
to such
such persons
their benefit,
benefit, by
or for
for their
persons or
payable
has been
distribution has
interest
in the
the corporation,
and (3)
that such
such distribution
been
(3) that
corporation, and
interest in
proportion to the par
made to or for the benefit of such persons in proportion
by each; except
value
the shares
shares of
stock of
of the
except
owned by
the corporation
corporation owned
of stock
of the
value of
certifithat if
if the
has more
more than
stock, the certifiof stock,
one class
class of
than one
corporation has
the corporation
that
cates shall
contain a
a statement
statement that
that the
articles of
of incorporation
incorporation
the articles
shall contain
cates
dividend
provide a
a method
method for
apportionment of such special
special dividend
the apportionment
for the
provide
among
such persons,
and that
that the
certified has been disamount certified
the amount
persons, and
among such
tributed in
in accordance
accordance with the method so provided."
tributed
section 213
(b) of
S
Ec. 12.
12. That
That paragraph
(13) of
of subdivision
subdivision (b)
of section
213 of
of
paragraph (13)
SEC.
the Revenue
Revenue Act
of 1924
1924 is
amended to
to read
read as
as follows:
follows:
is amended
Act of
the
person, amounts
of aa person,
the case
case of
"(13) In
In the
amounts distributed
distributed as dividends
dividends
"(13)
to or
or for
by a
corporation organized
organized under
under the
China
the China
a corporation
his benefit
benefit by
for his
to
Trade
1922, if,
if, at
such distribution,
resident
distribution, he is aaresident
of such
time of
at the
the time
Act, 1922,
Trade Act,
income of the shares of stock
of China
and the
the equitable
stock
to the
the income
equitable right to
of
China and
of
corporation is
in good
faith vested
him."
in him."
vested in
good faith
is in
of the
the corporation
SEC. 13.
13. That
the China
by adding
adding
is amended
amended by
1922, is
Act, 1922,
Trade Act,
China Trade
That the
SEC.
at
the end
end thereof
thereof the
followng new
new section:
section:
the followng
at the
"
SEC. 29.
Hereafter no
no corporation
the purpose
purpose of
of engaging
engaging
for the
corporation for
'SEC.
29. Hereafter
in business
within China
China shall
shall be
created under any law of the
be created
business within
in
United States
States other
other than
the China
China Trade
Trade Act."
Act."
than the
United
1925.
Approved, February
February 26,
26, 1925.
Approved,

CHAP.
346.—An Act
Granting the
the consent
consent of
Congress to
to the
the county
of
county of
of Congress
Act Granting
CHAP. 346.-An
Allegheny,
across the
Monongahela River
River
the Monongahela
bridge across
to construct
construct aa bridge
Allegheny, Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, to
from Cliff
Street, McKeesport,
McKeesport, to
opposite in
city of
of Duquesne.
Duquesne.
the city
in the
point opposite
to a
a point
Cliff Street,
from

Proviso.
Limitation.

Promon

Credit subject
to
to
Credit
special dividends to
residents in
China,
United States, etc.

subject
residents in China,

United States, etc.

Addition to other
to other
diidn
dividends.

Distribution in proroerd
poDtiobutionk
portion to stock io
owned.

Gross income exemp-

tions
tions.

me.em

Ante, p. 267, amend-

P. 267, amended.tc
ed.

China
Trade Act
Act
China Trade
corporation dividends
torPesidentin
to resident in dhidnda
China.

New matter.
voNl42,p.i8amend.
Vol.
42, p.856, amended.
for.
fol
business In
aa
cePt_
under
China
Trade Act.

ed.

bNo esispation

etunder c

February 26, 1925.
2,
Fe[bruy
S3.8438.]
[11. 11.
[Public,
[Public, No. 485.]

Be it
it enacted
by the
the Senate
and Howse
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
Senate and
enacted by
Be
Monongahela River.
River.
MOnoghrhely
That the
United States
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the consent
consent Allegheny
in Congress
America in
States of
United
County,
Pa., mgy bridge, Mcof
Congress
is
hereby
granted
to
the
county
of
Allegheny,
in
the
my bridge, M
of Congress is hereby granted to the county of Allegheny, in the Pa.,
Keesport to Duquesne.
Commonwealth of
of Pennsylvania,
and its
its successors
successors and
and assigns
to Keesportto Duuesne
assigns to
Pennsylvania, and
Commonwealth
construct, maintain,
operate a
bridge and
approaches thereto
and approaches
a bridge
and operate
maintain, and
construct,
a point suitable to the interests of
across
the Monongahela
Monongahela River at
at a
across the
navigation,
at or
or near
near Cliff
Cliff Street,
in the city of McKeesport, to aa
Street, in
navigation, at
point
opposite in
the city
of Duquesne,
Duquesne, in
in the
the county
Allegheny.
, co
point opposite
in the
city of
county of
of Allegheny,
mttio
Construction.
34, p. 84.
Voi.3,p.8
in
the State
State of
Pennsylvania, in
accordance with
provisions of Vol.
the provisions
with the
in accordance
of Pennsylvania,
in the
the
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
regulate the
of bridges
bridges
construction of
the construction
to regulate
Act to
the Act
over
waters," approved
approved March
March 23,
23, 1906.
1906.
Amendment.
over navigable
navigable waters,"
Amendment.
SEc. 2.
That the
the right
right to
to alter,
amend, or repeal
repeal this Act is herealter, amend,
2. That
SEC.
by
expressly reserved.
by expressly
Approved, February
1925.
26, 1925.
February 26,
Approved,
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998
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CONGRESS.
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February 26, 1925.
February
R. 101121
10412.]
[H. It.
[Public,
486.]
[Public, No. 486.]
Little
Calmet

Little

River.
River.

Calumet

Pittsburgh, CincinPittsburgh,
Cincin-

nati, Chicago, and St.
Railroad ComLouis Railroad
pany may bridge, Riverdnae, Ill.
Ri.v
erdale,

Construction.
Vol.
34, P.
Vol. 34,
P.. 84.

Amendment.

February 26, 1925.
HFebruary
iS.10596.]
[H.
It.
[Public,
[Public, No.
No. 487.]

S
ESS. II.
II. CHs.
Cris. 347-349.
SESS.
347-349.

1925.
1925.

347.-An Act Granting
CHAP. 347.—An
Granting the consent
Congress to
Pittsburgh,
consent of
of Congress
to The
The Pittsburgh,
Cincinnati,
Chicago and St. Louis Railroad Company, its successors
Cincinnati, Chicago
assigns,
successors and
and assigns,
to construct
construct aa bridge across
across the
the Little
Little Calumet
Calumet River.
River.

Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate
House of
the
Be it
it enacted
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United
Congress assembled,
the consent
United States
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
consent
of Congress is hereby granted to The Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Chicago,
its successors
and St. Louis Railroad
Railroad Company
Company and its
successors and
and assigns,
assigns. to
to
construct,
maintain, and
operate a
a bridge
and approaches
thereto
construct, maintain,
and operate
bridge and
approaches thereto
across
River at
at a
a point
interests
across the Little Calumet
Calumet River
point suitable
suitable to
to the
the interests
of
or near
near the
the village
in the
the county
of navigation,
navigation, at
at or
village of
of Riverdale,
Riverdale, in
county of
of
Cook, in the State of Illinois,
Illinois, in accordance
accordance with the provisions
provisions of
of
the Act entitled
entitled "An Act to regulate the
the construction
construction of bridges
navigable waters,"
over navigable
approved March
waters," approved
March 23,
23, 1906.
1906.
SEC.
S
EC. 2. That the right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
hereby
expressly
expressly reserved.
reserved.
Approved,
26, 1925.
Approved, February
February 26,
1925.

CTHAP.
348.-An Act To extend
commencing and completing
CHAP. 348.—An
extend the times for commencing
the
construction of
of aa dam
dam across
the Red
River of
the North.
North.
the construction
across the
Red River
of the

Be it
enacted by the
it enacted
and House
House of
the
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
of the United
States of America
America in
in
Congress
assembled,
That
times
United
Congress
assembled,
the
North.
construct- for commencing
Time for constructof the
dam auaucommencing and completing
completing the
the construction
construction of
the dam
ing dam across, at
thorized by
by Act
approved January
31, 1923,
to be
be built
built
t n dam
aSakat
Act of
of Congress
Congress approved
January 31,
1923, to
Grand
Forks,
N. Dak., thorized
extended.
1 by the cities of Grand Forks, North Dakota, and East Grand Forks,
42, p.
Vol. 42,
p, 1219,
amended.
Minnesota,
Minnesota, or
of them,
the Red
or either
either of
them, across
across the
Red River
River of
of the
the North,
North, at
at
or
near the
the cities
cities of
North Dakota,
Dakota, and
or near
of Grand
Grand Forks,
Forks, North
and East
East Grand
Grand
Forks,
Minnesota, are
are hereby
hereby extended
extended for
for a
a period
of two
two years.
years.
Forks, Minnesota,
period of
Amendment.
Amendment.
SEC.
S
EC. 2. That the right to alter, amend, or repeal
is hereby
hereby
repeal this Act
Act is
expressly
reserved.
expressly reserved.
February 26,
Approved, February
26, 1925.
1925.
Red River

February 26, 1925.
11030.]
F[[II.. R. 11030.
[Public, No. 488.1
[Public,
488.]

CHAP. 349.-An
349.—An Act
To revive
revive and
the Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
authorizCHAP.
Act To
and reenact
reenact the
Act authorizing the
ing
maintenance, and
operation of
private drawbridge
over
the construction,
construction, maintenance,
and operation
of aa private
drawbridge over
and
and across
across Lock Numbered
Numbered 4
canal and
and locks,
Willamette Falls,
4 of
of the
the canal
locks, Willamette
Falls, Clackamas
Clackamas
County, Oregon,"
Oregon," approved May 31,
1921.
31, 1921.

Be it
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of
it enacted
of the
the
United States of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the
Act
United
the Act
Time extended
approved May
authorizing the
May 31,
31, 1921, authorizing
the Crown
Crown Willamette
Willamette Paper
Paper
at
Company, aa corporation,
corporation, subject to the approval
approval of
of the
the Chief
Chief of
of
42,p. 19, amend- Engineers
Engineers and Secretary
Secretary of War, and to
as they
to such
such conditions
conditions as
they
may prescribe,
prescribe, to construct, maintain,
and operate
maintain, and
operate a
a private
private drawdrawconnecting the units
bridge, connecting
of its
its industrial
industrial plant,
over and
across
units of
plant, over
and across
Lock Numbered 4
4 of
Willamette Falls,
Falls, Clackof the
the canal
canal and
and locks,
locks, Willamette
Clackamas County,
County, Oregon,
Oregon, and
and to
of way
for abutabutto use
use the
the canal
canal right
right of
way for
ments or other construction
construction work,
hereby,
work, be,
be, and
and the
the same
same is
is hereby.
Proviso.
visor constru- revived
revived and
and reenacted:
reenacted: Provided,
Provided, That
Act shall
shall be
That this
this Act
be null
null and
and
Time for construction.
void unless the actual construction
construction of the bridge hereby
hereby authorized
authorized
is commenced
commenced within
within one year and completed
completed within
within three
three years
years
from the date
date of approval
hereof.
approval hereof.
Approved, February
February 26,
26, 1925
1925

Willamette
Willamette Falls
canal, Oreg.
canal,
Oreg.
Time extended for
bridging, at Lock No.
bridging,
Lock No.
4.
Vol. 42, p. 19, amenddol.
ed.
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CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH

SESs.
350-352.
SESS. II.
II. CHS. 350-352.

999
999

1925.
1925.

CHAP.
CHAP. 350.-An
350.—An Act Granting the consent of Congress to the Kanawha
Kanawha
a bridge across the Kanawha
Company, Incorporated,
Incorporated, to construct
Falls Bridge Company,
construct a
Kanawha
River at Kanawha
Kanawha Falls, Fayette
Fayette County,
County, West Virginia.
Virginia.

February
26, 1925.
February 26,
1925.
[H. R.
R. 11255.]
112551
[H.
[Public,
No.
4891
[Public, No. 489.1

Be it
it enacted
House of
of Representatives
of theRiver.
the
enacted by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
Representatives of
United States
of America
America in
assembled, That the consent t
an
anawha
awha River.
F
alls
United
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
Kanawha
Falls
hereby granted
granted to the
Bridge Corn- Bridge
Company
may
of Congress is
is hereby
the Kanawha
Kanawha Falls Bridge
Bdgge, Coma.eyrr
bnd
Glen Ferns,

w.ava•
a corporation
puny, Incorporated,
corporation organized
organized and existing
existing under
under the W.
Incorporated, a
pany,
laws of the State of West Virginia, and its successors and assigns, to
construct, maintain,
maintain, and operate a
a bridge and approaches
approaches thereto
thereto
across the Kanawha
suitable to the interests of
Kanawha River at aa point suitable
navigation, at or near the falls of said river
navigation,
river,, close to the town of

Glen Ferris, in
Fayette, in
Slate of West Virginia,
Virginia, Constru
p.8
ction.
in the County of Fayette,
in the State
Conuction.
Vol.
34,
4.
in
accordance with the provisions
- p.
in accordance
provisions of the Act entitled "An Act to
regulate the construction
construction of bridges
bridges over navigable
navigable waters,"
waters," approved March
proved
March 23,
23, 1906.
1906.
West
etc.,
S
EC. 2. That the State of West Virginia,
may
West
acquire
Virginia
etc.,
an
SEC.
Virginia, or any political sub- may
cquie
operand,
operas
reeidge.
adjoining which said bridge
division or divisions thereof,
thereof, within or adjoining
bridge ate
a
te
as afree
br
idge'
is located, may at any time, by agreement
agreement or by condemnation
condemnation in
accordance
accordance with the laws of said State, acquire all right, title, and
interest in said bridge
bridge and the approaches
thereto constructed
approaches thereto
constructed
under authority
authority of this Act, for the purpose of maintaining
maintaining and
operating such bridge as a
a free bridge by the payment to the owners
owners
operating
con.
of the reasonable value thereof, not to exceed in any event the construction
struction cost thereof:
thereof: Provided,
Provided, That the said State or political
political TollUowed
Toll allowed for five
ar
subdivision or division thereof may operate
operate such bridge as a
a toll ye
Years'
s.
years from date of acquisition thereof.
bridge not to exceed five years
Amendment.
S
EC. 3. The right to alter, amend, or repeal
repeal this Act is hereby
hereby
Anden.
SEC.
reserved.
expressly reserved.
Approved, February
February

26, 1925.
26,
1925.

CHAP. 351.—An
Act Granting
consent of
Congress to
the States
Missouri,
351.-An Act
Granting consent
of Congress
to the
States of
of Missouri,
Illinois,
and Kentucky
maintain, and
and operate
Illinois, and
Kentucky to
to construct,
construct, maintain,
operate bridges
bridges over
over the
the
Mississippi and
near Cairo,
Mississippi
and Ohio
Ohio Rivers
Rivers at
at or
or near
Cairo, Illinois,
Illinois, and
and for other purposes.

February 26,
February
26, 1925.
1925.
[H.
116681
[H. R.
R. 1168.1
[Public, No.
No. 4901
[Public,
490.]

Representatives of the
the
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Mississippi
United States
of America
assembled, That the consent Rivers.
MLssippi and
and Obio
hio
in Congress
Congress assembled,
United
States of
America in
Missouri,
Illinois,
of Congress
Congress is hereby
hereby granted to the States
States of
of Missouri,
Missouri, Illinois,
Illinois, and
Missouri,
Illinois,
and and
Kentucky
may
bridge, at Cairo, Ill.
construct, maintain,
Kentucky
may
Kentucky to construct,
maintain, and operate two bridges and bridge,Kantuiro,
approaches thereto,
thereto, one of said bridges to cross the Mississippi
River
Mississippi River
approaches
points
and the other of said bridges to cross the Ohio River, at points
suitable to the interest
interest of navigation,
as
navigation, at or near Cairo, Illinois, as
projected interstate
interstate highways built under
under and
and
aa link in existing or projected

part of the Federal
Federal aid highway systems of these States, and in
in
accordance with the provisions
provisions of an Act entitled "An Act to reguaccordance
late the construction
construction of bridges
bridges over navigable
waters," approved
approved
navigable waters,"
March
March 23, 1906.
SEC. 2. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
SEC.
expressly reserved.
reserved.
Approved,
February
Approved, February

Construction.
Construction.
Vol. 34, p. 84.
Vol 34 P.
Amendment.

Am"m"

26,
26, 1925.
1925.

February 26,
February
2, 1925.
1925.
[H.
CHAP.
Act Granting
Granting the
the consent
of Congress
Congress to
to G.
G. B.
R.11763.1
CHAP. 352.—An
352.-An Act
consent of
B. Deane,
Deane, of
of
[
licNo
43L
[Public,
Saint Charles,
Arkansas, to
maintain, and
No.
Saint
Charles, Arkansas,
to construct,
construct, maintain,
and operate
operate aa bridge
bridge across
across the
the4911
White
River ' at
or near
near the
county of
in
of Arkansas,
Arkansas, in
Saint Charles,
Charles, in
in the
the county
at or
the city
city of
of Saint
White River,
the State
State of
of Arkansas.
the
Arkansas.
Be
it enacted
enacted by
Senate and
and House
11021.86 of
of Representatives
Be it
by the
the Senate
Representatives of
of the
the
it Ri.
o..
B.RDeane
Congress assembled,
g
.
111 W.
Zaie may
in Congress
assembled, That the consent bridge,
United States
States of
of America
America in
att Saint
Saint
baridge,Ark.
Charles,7Charles,
Congress is hereby
hereby granted to G. B. Deane, of Saint Charles
of Congress
Arkansas,
and
his
successors
and
assigns,
to
construct,
maintain,
Arkansas, and his successors and assigns,

1000
1000

S
IXTYEIGHTH CONGRE
SS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH
CONGRESS.

SESS. II.
TI. CHS.
Cris. 352-354.
SEss.

1925.

and o5perate
operate aa bridge and approaches
approaches thereto
thereto across the White
River at aa point suitable to the interests of navigation at or near
near
the city of Saint Charles, in the county of Arkansas,
Arkansas, in the State
Construction.
entitled
of
provisions of the Act entitled
with the provisions
in accordance
accordance with
of Arkansas,
Arkansas, in
Construction
Vol.
34, p. 84.
"An Act to regulate
regulate the
"An
the construction
construction of
of bridges
bridges over navigable
navigable
waters,"
waters," approved March 23, 1906.
Arkansas, etc., may
rkransasd
ertc, may
SEC.
SEC. 2. That the State of Arkansas, or any political subdivision
subdivision
acquire
and operate
as
a
a free bridge.
or division thereof, within or adjoining which said bridge is located,
agreement or by condemnation
condemnation in accordance
accordance
may at any time, by agreement
interest
with the laws of said State, acquire all right, title, and interest
approaches thereto
thereto constructed
constructed under
under
in said bridge and the approaches
authority of this Act, for the purpose of maintaining
maintaining and operating such bridge as a
a free bridge by the payment to the owners of
the
event the
.
the reasonable
reasonable value
value thereof,
thereof, not to exceed
exceed in any
any event
the conconProviso.
Toll allowed for five struction cost thereof: Provided,
Provided, That the said
political
said State
State or
or political
years.
ears
subdivision or division thereof may operate such bridge as a
a toll
bridge not
to exceed
five years
from
date of
of acquisition
thereof.
bridge
not
to
exceed
five
years
from
date
acquisition
thereof.
Amendment.
men
nt.
SEC. 3. The right to alter, amend, or repeal
repeal this Act is hereby
hereby
expressly reserved.
reserved.
Approved, February
February 26, 1925.
February
26, 1925.
February 26,
DI. R. 11737.1
[H.

[Public, No. 4921
492.]
[Public.

Flood ontrl.

CHAP.
353.—An Act
Act Authorizing
Authorizing preliminary
preliminary examinations
and surveys
surveys of
CHAP. 353.-An
examinations and
of
sundry
a view to the control of their floods.
sundry rivers
rivers with a
floods.

Be
enacted by the
Senate and
and Haase
of Representatives
the
Be it
it enacted
the Senate
Houae of
Representatives of
of the

Prelimicnaryo examiStates of
of America
assembled, That
the SecreSecreThat the
in Confress.
Congress assembled,
America in
United States
Peliminary
exanmi- United
nations to
be made
ade tary of War be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to cause
nations
to
be
desi
ted
river
m
.
'''"
for
J of War be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to cause
of designated riverssfor.
p.950.
°f Vol. 39, p.
950.
preliminary
examinations to
to be
be made of
rivers, with
preliminary examinations
of the
the following
following rivers,
with

Rivers
specified.
Rivers specified.

Sum authorized
sum
authorized for.
for.

February
February 26, 1925.
[R. R. 11825.1
11825s.
[Public, No. 493.1
493.l

[n. R.

Ohio River.
River.
Time extended
for
Time
extended for
bridging.
bridging by Steubenville
and
Pittsburgh
and Pittsburgh
vile
Bridge Company.
Vol.
42, p. 664, amendvol.42,p.64,

ed.

Amendment.
Amendment.

aa view to the control
control of their floods, in accordance
accordance with the pro"An Act to provide for the control
control of the
visions of section 3
3 of "An
floods of the Mississippi River and of the Sacramento
Sacramento River, California, and for other purposes,"
purposes," approved
approved March 1, 1917:
1917:
Skykomish
Skykomish River, Snoqualmie
Snoqualmie River, Snohomish River, and Stillaguamish River, all in Snohomish County, State of Washington,
aguamish
Washington,
and the Nooksack
Nooksack River in Whatcom
Whatcom County, State of Washington.
SEC.
S
EC. 2. That the sum of $2,000,
$2,000, or so much thereof as may be
necessary, be, and is hereby, authorized
authorized to be appropriated to be
expended under the direction of the Secretary of War and the
expended
supervision of the Chief
and
supervision
Chief of
of Engineers
Engineers to
to carry
carry out the objects and
purposes of this Act.
Approved, February
February 26, 1925.

CHAP. 354.-An
354.—An Act To extend
extend the time for the construction of a
a bridge
over the Ohio River near Steubenville,
Steubenville, Ohio.
Ohio.
Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
of
Representatives of
United States
States of America in
assembled, That the times
the United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
for
completing the
of a
abridge
authorfor commencing
commencing and
and completing
the construction
construction of
bridge authorized by Act of Congress approved
approved June 21,
21, 1922, to be built by
the Steubenville and Pittsburgh Bridge Company, across
across the Ohio
Steubenville, Ohio, are
River at or near the north city limits of Steubenville,
extended one and three years, respectively,
hereby extended
respectively, from the date
of
hereof.
of approval hereof.
SEC. 2.
to alter,
alter, amend,
repeal this
this Act
SEC.
2. That
That the right to
amend, or
or repeal
Act is
is
expressly reserved.
reserved.
Approved,
Approved, February
February 26,
26, 1925.
1925.
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it enacted by
the Senate
Senate aid
House of
Be it
by the
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the DistrictofColumbia
District of Columbia.
United States of
Americea in
Congress assembled,
United
of America
in Congress
assembled, That
the chief
diseases.
That the
chief Venereal
Venerealdiseases.
Hospital, etc.,
I
Hospital,
etc., officer
administrative
administrative officer
officer of
of every
every hospital,
dispensary, sanitarium,
hospital, dispensary,
sanitarium, and
and to
to report
any
onceofficer
report at
at once
any
an inmate.
of
report any
of every
every penal
penal institution
institution shall
shall report
any case
case of
of venereal
venereal disease
disease in
in case
in an
ase in
inmate.
an inmate or other
other person
person under
or surveillance
surveillance of
under the
the supervision
supervision or
of
such officer
officer immediately upon becoming
aware of
such fact.
becoming aware
of such
fact.
Report by juvenile
SEC.
S
EC. 2. That the judge of the juvenile court
the judge
of or
court and the
judge of
orcmii
juvenlofa
criminal judge
of a
case in court.
any court
any person
person is
brought probable
probablecasein
court.
any
court of
of criminal
criminal jurisdiction,
jurisdiction, when
when any
is brought
before him for
who believes
believes and
and has
for trial or
or investigation,
investigation, who
has reasonable
reasonable
grounds to believe
believe that any
is afflicted
afflicted with
with syphilis,
any such
such person
person is
syphilis,
gonorrhea, or chancroid,
chancroid, shall immediately
immediately report said fact to
to the
health officer as herein provided.
•
SEC.
required shall
shall state
state in writing
SEC. 3. That the report herein required
writing Details required.
required.
the disease from which the
the person
person is
his name,
name, age,
is suffering,
suffering, his
age, sex,
sex,
color, occupation,
occupation, marital state, and address.
Ascertaining source
SEC.
SEC. 4. That the health officer
officer and his authorized representatives
representatives of
re=t2eodur
ofiS
infection directed.
ascertain the
existence
of
and
to
shall use every
every available
available means
means to
to ascertain
the existence of and to
investigate all cases
cases of syphilis, gonorrhea,
gonorrhea, or
which
or chancroid
chancroid of which
they have or may receive
receive information
information and to ascertain
ascertain the
the sources
sources
of such infection.
Medicalexa'mintion
examination
SEC.
That it
be the
duty of
of the
officer or
or of
S
EC. 5.
5. That
it shall
shall be
the duty
the health
health officer
of aa of Medical
presumed infection.
physician
authorized to
practice medicine
District of
presum ineon.
physician authorized
to practice
medicine in
in the
the District
of ColumColumbia who shall also be so directed
directed by
make aa
by the health
health officer
officer to
to make
thorough
thorough medical examination
examination of persons whom
whom the
the health officer
officer
has reasonable grounds to
to believe
believe are
venereal
are afflicted
afflicted with
with a
a venereal
disease
form likely to be a
disease in a
a form
infection to
to others,
others, but
but
a source
source of
of infection
no such medical examination shall
shall be
consent of
be made
made against the
the consent
of
any such
such person unless under
under order
as hereinafter
provided.
order of
of court
court as
hereinafter provided.
Action
of court
court to
SEC.
6. That
whenever the
the health
health officer
has reasonable
reasonable grounds
S'm. 6.
That whenever
officer has
grounds require
Actionexamination
of
to
if
if
require exarOnation
to
believe that
to believe
person is
is afflicted
venereal disease
disease in
in a
that any
any person
afflicted with
with aa venereal
a refused.
refused.
form likely
likely to be aa source of
and said
person
of infection
infection to
to others,
others, and
said person
refuses
refuses to
examination it
duty of
of said
to submit to said medical
medical examination
it is
is the
the duty
said
officer to
file an
any judge
judge of
police
health officer
to file
an affidavit
affidavit before
before any
of the
the police
judge of
court or the judge
having criminal
jurisdiction setting
setting
of any court
court having
criminal jurisdiction
out that he
reasonable grounds
grounds to
believe, that
that
he believes,
believes, and
and has
has reasonable
to believe,
said
person, giving
his name
address, is
is afflicted
afflicted with
with a
venereal
said person,
giving his
name and
and address,
a venereal
disease in
of infection
to others,
others, and
in aa form likely
likely to be aa source
source of
infection to
and
that
to submit
to said
examination. Thereupon
that said
said person refuses
refuses to
submit to
said examination.
Thereupon
it
of said
court or
thereof to
to forthwith
it shall be the
the duty of
said court
or judge
judge thereof
forthwith
order said person to appear
health officer
officer for
for medical
appear before
before said
said health
medical
examination. The
court and
and the
judge thereof
shall issue
an
examination.
The said
said court
the judge
thereof shall
issue an
order
out the
time and
and place
place for
for said
order in
in writing,
writing, setting
setting out
the time
said person
person to
to
appear for
medical examination.
shall be
in duplidupliappear
for such
such medical
examination. Said
Said order
order shall
be in
cate
the officers
officers of
court upon
upon said
said accused
accused perpercate and
and served
served by
by the
of said
said court
Failure
miniabable
son,
upon the
the failure
of said
said person
appear and
and asFinteptih"able
son, and
and upon
failure of
person so
so notified
notified to
to appear
as contempt.
submit to
time specified
specified he
he shall
punished
submit
to said
said examination
examination at
at the
the time
shall be
be punished
in
as provided
provided for in case
case of
of those
those guilty of contempt
contempt of
of court, in
addition to being subject to the
provided in
Act.
the penalties
penalties provided
in this
this Act.
Presumption of inSEC.
feSption
of inSEC. 7. That prostitutes and all persons convicted of any sexual
sexual fection
fection in
in prostitutes,
prstittes.
etc.
crime,
as fornication,
adultery, and
and other
offenses, and
crime, such
such as
fornication, adultery,
other offenses,
and all
all etc
procurers, bawdyhouse
keepers, and similar
similar persons
persons shall
shall be
be prebawdyhouse keepers,
presumed to
to be
be a
infection and
and shall
shall be
subjected to
to medical
sumed
a source
source of
of infection
be subjected
medical
examination under
the provisions
this Act.
examination
under the
provisions of
of this
Act.
Means to be amSEC.
is authorized
authorized and shall be played
re
lM"p
topreventing
Bve
SEC. 8. That the chief
chief health
health officer is
ployed for
for preventing
spread
disease.
required
and to
the
protection
of
public
health
required to
to employ
employ and
to adopt
adopt for
for the protection of public health spread of
of dise.
all
regulatory measures
measures as
as may
be necessary
to prevent
all such
such regulatory
may be
necessary to
prevent the
the
spread of
of these
these communicable
spread
communicable diseases.
diseases.
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S
EC. 9. That it
unlawful for any person to knowingly
it shall be unlawful
SEC.
violate the
the rules
promulgated by the said health
health officer
officer for the previolate
rules promulgated
vention
of the
the spread
of venereal
disease by
by persons
persons suffering
from
suffering from
venereal disease
spread of
vention of
such disease.
disease. Said
Said rules
rules shall
in force
until terminated
by
terminated by
force until
remain in
shall remain
such
said health
officer.
said
health officer.
Treatment
SEC.
10. That
That any
any person found, under the provisions
S
EC. 10.
provisions of this Act,
Treatment by
by physiphysician in good standing
g
s
to
afflicted with
any of
of said
diseases may
may consult
any physician
physician
consult any
with any
said diseases
allowed.
to be
be afflicted
a owed.
authorized
practice medicine
the District
of Columbia,
Columbia, or any
any
District of
medicine in
in the
to practice
authorized to
physician
in good
standing with
the State
of health
health of
of the
the
State board
board of
with the
good standing
physician in
Health officer to act State wherein said physician lives ? and said health officer shall act
Ha
In
accord. officer to act State wherein said physician lives, and said health officer shall act
in
said physician
to assure
provision of
of
the provision
assure the
physician to
with said
in conjunction
conjunction with
adequate treatment
treatment in
in accordance
medical standards
standards
with approved
approved medical
accordance with
adequate
and
prevent the
the spread
of such
diseases.
spread of
such diseases.
and to
to prevent
Advertising mediSEC. 11. That
unlawful for any person, firm, or corshall be unlawful
SEC.
That it
it shall
cinestisin
cines to cure, metietc.,
unlawful.
poration
the District
any medicine
poration to
to advertise
advertise within
within the
District of
of Columbia
Columbia any
medicine
or remedy,
by means
means of
of a
a prescription
prescription or
or otherwise,
otherwise, for
for the
the treator
remedy, by
Proviso.
ment, cure,
or prevention
prevention of
of syphilis,
gonorrhea, or
Prosyphilis, gonorrhea,
or chancroid:
chancroid: ProPRmiso.
ment,
cure, or
Professional periodivided,
section shall
not apply
of drugs
drugs in
medical
in medical
advertising of
apply to
to advertising
shall not
This section
vided, This
cals excepted. perod
casrSS
trade
or scientific,
scientific, medical
journals, or literaor dental
dental journals,
medical or
periodicals or
trade periodicals
ture
to physicians,
dentists, hospitals
those
or for those
hospitals or
physicians, dentists,
direct to
ture mailed
mailed direct
engaged in
in the
sale of
drugs and
and medicinal
appliances.
medicinal appliances.
of drugs
the sale
engaged
Sales of cures, etc.,
SEC. 12.
12. That
for any
person, firm,
firm, or
or corcorany person,
be unlawful
unlawful for
That it
it shall
shall be
SEC.
a prescription,
eseipti.,
witout a
without
unlawful.
unlawful
poration to sell any drug or medicine to any person
person other than
than aa
dealer, druggist,
druggist, hospital,
hospital, or
for the
the cure
of
or alleviation
alleviation of
cure or
or physician
physician for
dealer,
syphilis,
gonorrhea, or
chancroid without
without a
awritten
or prescripprescriporder or
written order
or chancroid
syphilis, gonorrhea,
tion
for the
person for
for whom
whom the
or medicine
medicine are
to be
be
are to
the drugs
drugs or
the person
tion written
written for
delivered
by a
authorized to
medicine
to practice
practice medicine
physician authorized
a physician
and signed
signed by
delivered and
in the
District of
Columbia.
of Columbia.
the District
in
Isolation, etc., to be
h3
S
EC. 13.
who professionally
professionally attends
attends any
perany perphysician who
any physician
13. That
That any
SEC.
atteding
advised by attending
physician.
son
gonorrhea, or
chancroid shall,
addition to
to
physician.
son having
having syphilis,
syphilis, gonorrhea,
or chancroid
shall, in
in addition
treating these
these diseases
diseases in
in such
persons, advise
as to the
the
advise said person as
such persons,
treating
proper means
to prevent
prevent the
of said
disease, and
necessary
spread of
said disease,
and if
if necessary
proper
means to
the spread
shall
order him
him to
be
so
isolated
as
to
prevent
spread
of
such disease,
disease,
spread
of
such
be
so
isolated
as
to
prevent
shall
order
to
e
reF
to
Failure to
t o bee re- and it shall be
the duty
physician, upon
the willful
failure or
or
willful failure
upon the
said physician,
duty of
of said
and it shall be the
ported.
ported
refusal
of such
such patient
comply with
with the
the directions
directions of
of said
said physiphysipatient to
to comply
refusal of
cian
to prevent
prevent the
spread of
of said
said disease,
to report
to
report said
said person
person to
disease, to
cian to
the spread
the
health
officer as
as herein
prescribed
by
this
Act.
prescribed
by
this
Act.
the
health
officer
herein
RequrementsifphyRequirements if phySEC. 14.
14. That
That any
is under
under the
treatment of any
the treatment
who is
any person
person who
during
SEC.
sicians changedduring
treatment.
treatment.
chancroid may from time to
to
physician for syphilis, gonorrhea,
gonorrhea, or chancroid
time change
but before
patient
any patient
before any
any physician
physician treating
treating any
time
change physicians,
physicians, but
for any
any of
of said
be relieved
the responsibilities
responsibilities imimof the
diseases shall
shall be
relieved of
for
said diseases
posed in
this Act,
Act, he
shall be
furnished with
a written
written acceptance
acceptance by
by
he shall
be furnished
with a
posed
in this
another
medicine in
in the District of
authorized to practice
practice medicine
another physician
physician authorized
Columbia
he will
from thereon
thereon accept,
accept, for
for treatment,
treatment,
that he
will from
certifying that
Columbia certifying
said
under the
provisions of
said patient
patient under
the provisions
of this
this Act
Act and
and therefrom
therefrom said
said first
first
physician
will be
be relieved
any further
physician will
relieved of
of any
further responsibility
responsibility for
for said
said
patient
the responsibility
over said
patient shall
from that
that time
patient and
and the
responsibility over
said patient
shall from
time
on
be imposed
upon the
the said
said accepting
physician.
physician.
be
imposed
upon
accepting
on
Pamphlet
Pamphlet of
of instrucSEc.
be prepared
by the
health officer
officer
the chief
chief health
shall be
prepared by
15. That
That there
there shall
tive
information, etc.,
etc.,
SEC. 15.
tveinomation,
to be prepared.
to be prepared.
a circular stating in
a
general way
nature of
the
in a
a general
way the nature
of said
said diseases,
diseases, the
dangers
proper
dangers therefrom,
therefrom, their communicable
communicable character,
character, and the
the proper
care to
to be
taken to
to prevent
prevent their
their spread;
and said
saill pamphlet
shall
care
be taken
spread; and
pamphlet shall
also advise
health officer
from time
to time
examine
also
advise that
that the
the health
officer will
will from
time to
time examine
any person
person so
so afflicted,
both for
for the
of determining
any
afflicted, both
the purpose
purpose of
determining the
the
existence of any
person
existence
any of the
the said
said diseases
diseases and
and whether
whether or
or not
not such
such person
Distribution.
Distribution.
mav still be
be aasource
source of infection
may
infection to others. Said health officer shall
so
distribute said
said pamphlets
pamphlets or
or circulars
circulars as
as to
to disseminate
the knowldisseminate the
knowlso distribute
edge therein
therein contained
contained to
the public,
public, and
shall be
the duty
duty of
of
and it
it shall
be the
to the
edge
every practicing
practicing physician
in charge
being treated
of any person
person being
treated for
physician in
charge of
every
Violating
rules
of
ruls of
Viotlatin
health
health officer,
officer, unlawunlawful.
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any of said diseases to furnish said patient with said pamphlet
pamphlet or
or
circular furnished
furnished by
by said
said health
health officer.
circular
officer.
SEC.
SEC. 16. That every
every physician
physician practicing
practicing medicine
medicine in
in the
the District
District

Practicing
physiPraticirtn
physicians to report any case

of Columbia shall
shall report
report to
to the
any coming for
the health'officer
health 'officer within
within ten
ten days
days any
for treatment.
treatment.
case of syphilis, gonorrhea,
gonorrhea, or chancroid which he has been employed to treat, but said report shall be
be used
used for
and
for statistical
statistical and
public health purposes and shall in
event disclose
in no
no event
disclose to
to any
any but
but the
the
health officer
officer or his duly authorized agents
person
agents the
the identity of
of the
the person
so treated except under the
in this
this Act
the conditions
conditions in
Act provided.
provided.
SEC.
SEC. 17. That whenever any person is
provisions ment
Free medical
treatis found
found under
under the provisions
edil trtfor persons unof this
this Act
Act to
be suffering
suffering with
with syphilis,
syphilis, gonorrhea,
gonorrhea,or c
hancro id. able to pay.
pay.
of
to be
chancroid.
and said person is without
without means
means to employ
physician or
without
employ a
a physician
or without
with which
means with
which to purchase
suitable drugs
drugs and
medicine for
for the
purchase suitable
and medicine
the
treatment
treatment thereof, said person shall
control of
of the
shall be under
under the
the control
the
Board of Health of the District of Columbia,
Columbia, who shall
shall provide
provide
for the medical care
in other
discare thereof as
as in
other cases
cases of
of communicable
communicable disindigent persons.
eases of indigent
shall be
be the
the duty
persons It
It shall
duty whenever
whenever such
such
knowledge of any
cases come to the knowledge
practicing physician
physician immediimmediany practicing
ately to
such cases
cases to
the health
officer.
ately
to report
report such
to the
health officer.
Sno. 18.
18. That
That whenever
duty is
imposed by
this Act
Act upon
upon ParentorSguarians
Par ents or guardians
SEo.
whenever any
any duty
is imposed
by this
to enforce compliance
any person,
person, and
and the
the person
person upon
imposed or
or by minors.
upon whom
whom such
such duty
duty is
is imposed
would ordinarily fall is aaminor child
then the
the parents
parents or
child,?then
or guardian
guardian
of such minor
minor child, and,
if such
such minor
have no
or
and, if
minor child
child have
no parent
parent or
guardian, the person having him in charge,
shall enforce compliance
guardian,
charge, shall
compliance Proviso.
o
by him with all the requirements
requirements of
this Act:
if such
such Responsibility
Responsibility of
of
of this
Act: Provided,
Provided, That
That if
minor
child has
the age
age when
is answerable
to the
criminal age.
mnor if
of answerable
minor child
has attained
attained the
when he
he is
answerable to
the criminal
minor
iof
answerable
laws for his
laws
responsibility herein
imposed upon
his acts,
acts, the responsibility
herein imposed
upon his
his parents
parents
or
guardian shall
not relieve
such minor
minor child
child of
or guardian
shall not
relieve such
of responsibility
responsibility on
on
his own
own account.
account.
his
S
EC. 19.
no person
person knowing
knowing that
that he
is suffering
from a
Classes of
by
persons
SEC.
19. That
That no
he is
suffering from
a hibited
hibiteds
persons'
by work
venereal disease
disease in
in a
a form
likely to
venereal
form likely
to be
of infection
to others
othersdisease.
with
infectious
be aasource
source of
infection to
withinfectiousdisease.
shall work as a
a barber,
barber, masseur, cook,
baker, or
or other
producer or
or
cook, baker,
other producer
handler of food or drink
profession, trade,
trade, or
drink or
or in
in any profession,
or occupation
occupation
in which by reason of the
the disease
disease from which
suffering the
which he is
is suffering
the
public health
health is endangered,
endangered, nor
shall any
nor shall
any such
such person
person be
be employed
employed
or permitted to
to work in such
such occupation.
occupation.
0
EC. 20.
20. That
That whenever
whenever any
any word
of masculine
masculine gender
appears in
S81138.
Application
both n to
SEC.
word of
gender appears
in seepcatl
to both
be construed
to include
the corresponding
corresponding word
of
this Act it
it shall be
construed to
include the
word of
the feminine
the
feminine gender.
gender.
S
EC. 21.
21. That
any person
person who
violates any
of the
the provisions
SEC.
That any
who violates
any of
provisions of
fo vioVLO
Ituishment
of M
U: g.shment for
this Act
Act shall,
shall, on
conviction thereof,
thereof, be
be punished
for the
offense
this
on conviction
punished for
the first
first offense
by a
fine not
not exceeding
and for
for the
second or
or.any
by
a fine
exceeding $100,
$100, and
the second
any subsequent
subsequent
offenses by
fine not
not exceeding
exceeding $300,
$300, or
or by
by imprisonment
offenses
by aa fine
imprisonment in
in the
the
workhouse for
not exceeding
exceeding sixty
sixty days,
days, or
or by
both such
such fines
and
workhouse
for not
by both
fines and
imprisonment,
the discretion
court.
imprisonment, in
in the
discretion of
of the
the court.
Approved,
26, 1925.
1925.
Approved, February;
February 26,
m

CHAP. 356.-An
Act Authorizing
Secretary of
of the Interior
356.—An Act
Authorizing the Secretary
Interior to
to sell cercerland to provide
provide funds to be
purchase of
tain land
be used
used in the
the purchase
of aa suitable
suitable tract of
of land
for cemetery
the use
use and
and benefit
benefit of
of members
members of
to be
be used
used for
cemetery purposes
purposes for
for the
of the
the
Comanche, and Apache
Tribes of
Kiowa, Comanche,
Apache Tribes
Indians.
of Indians.

February 26, 1925.
1925.
[It.
R. 10590.1
[H. R.
10590.1
[Public, No. 495.1

[Public, No. 495.]

it enacted
by the
the Senate
and Howe
of Representatives
of the
the
Be it
enacted by
Senate and
House of
Representatives of
Oklahoma.
United States
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
United
States of
America in
assembled, That
That theSecrethe Secre- Sale
lahma
directed of
of de
de
in.
tary of
of the
the Interior
Interior is
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized and
and directed
to advertise
advertise scribed
directed to
scribed land
land in.
and sell to the highest bidder for cash the southwest quarter
quarter of the
northeast quarter
quarter of
section 9,
in township
15 west
northeast
of section
9, in
township 5
5 north,
north, range
range 15
west

1004
1004
Proviso. st
Proms
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of
Oklahoma: Provided,
Provided,
the Indian meridian, and in Kiowa County, Oklahoma:
of the

Proceedo purchase
tract for
for That
proceeds derived
from such sale
sale shall be used by the Secderived from
the proceeds
That the
for cemetery
cemeteor
tract
Kiowa, etc.,
etc., Indians.
Indians.

Effective provision
provisions
authorized.

nEffctive

February
February 27, 1925.
IS. 2503.1
2S3.1
[8.
[Public,
495.1
No. 496.1
[Public, No.

purchase of aa suitable tract or tracts
Interior in the purchase
retary of the Interior
of
land
to
be
used
for
cemetery
purposes, near
adjacent to an
near or adjacent
purposes,
cemetery
for
used
be
to
land
of
existing
mission, or
or churches
missions, for the use and
churches or missions,
or mission,
church or
existing church
benefit of
of the
Kiowa, Comanche,
Apache Tribes
Tribes
and Apache
Comanche, and
the Kiowa,
members of
of members
benefit
of Indians.
SEc.
2. The
The Secretary
of the
Interior is
authorized to
hereby authorized
is hereby
the Interior
Secretary of
2.
S.
make rules
rules and
regulations necessary
carrying into effect the
for carrying
necessary for
and regulations
make
provisions of
Act.
this Act.
of this
provisions
Approved,
February 26, 1925.
Approved. February
CHAP. 358.—An
Act To
To regulate
regulate within
the sale
of Columbia
Columbia the
the District
District of
within the
358.-An Act
CHAP.
cream, and ice cream, and for other purposes.
of milk, cream,
of

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
the
of the
Representatives of
of Representatives
by the
Be
United
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
and
from and
That from
America in
of America
nited States
passage of this Act none but pure, clean, and wholesome
the passage
after the
milk,
to the
the definitions
hereinafter
definitions hereinafter
conforming to
cream conforming
ice cream
or ice
cream, or
milk, cream,
specified
shall be
or shipped
District of
the District
into the
shipped into
in or
produced in
be produced
shall
specified
,
Sale, etc., of, reg
reguColumbia or
or held
offered .for
.for sale
sale therein,
and then
then only as
therein, and
or offered
held or
Columbia
laedl. etc. o
lated.
hereinafter
provided.
hereinafter provided.
Dairy
SEC. 2. That no person shall keep or maintain aa dairy
dairy or dairy
requirements. SEc.
Dair requirements.
farm
within
the
District
of
Columbia,
or
produce
for
sale any milk
farm within the District of Columbia,
or
cream therein,
bring or send into said District for sale, any
therein, or bring
or cream
milk, cream,
cream, or
or ice
ice cream
cream without a
a permit so to do from the health
milk,
officer
accordance with the terms
District, and then only in accordance
officer of said District,
Permits.
of said
said permit.
permit. Said
Said permit
permit shall be for the calendar
calendar year only
of
Permits.
in
which it
it is
annually on the 1st day
renewable annually
shall be renewable
and shall
is issued
issued and
in which
Application details.
Application for said
details. of January
Application
January of each calendar year thereafter. Application
permit
shall
be
in
writing
upon
a
form
prescribed
by said health
prescribed
form
a
upon
in
writing
be
shall
permit
officer
by such
such detailed
description of the
detailed description
accompanied by
be accompanied
shall be
and shall
officer and
dairy or
or dairy
other place
place where
milk, cream, or ice
where said milk,
or other
farm or
dairy farm
dairy
offered
cream
handled, stored, manufactured,
manufactured, sold, or offered
produced, handled,
cream are produced,
for
sale
as
the
said
health
officer
may require,
and
shall
be accombe
accomshall
and
require,
may
officer
health
said
as
the
sale
for
soundof
e
Certificate of soundby a
department
a certificate
certificate signed by an official of the health department
panied by
cattle, etc., re- panied
ness of cattle,
quired.
quired.
of the District of Columbia, the United States Department of Agriculture, or
or some
some veterinarian
the United
United States
DeStates Deby the
authorized by
veterinarian authorized
culture,
partment of
of Agriculture
or the
health department
department of
of
District of
the District
of the
the health
Agriculture or
partment
Columbia,
detailed for
that the
the cattle
cattle producproduccertifying that
purpose, certifying
the purpose,
for the
Columbia, detailed
ing
such milk
cream are
are physically
physically sound,
and in
milk
of milk
case of
the case
in the
sound, and
or cream
milk or
ing such
or cream
offered for
for sale,
or sold
sold as
such shall
shall in
in addition
addition be
be
as such
sale, or
held, offered
or
cream held,
accompanied by
by one
of the
the officials
aforesaid
officials aforesaid
one of
signed by
a certificate
certificate signed
by a
accompanied
certifying
the cattle
cattle producing
producing such
milk or
reacted
have reacted
cream have
or cream
such milk
certifying the
negatively to
to the
as prescribed
by the Bureau of
prescribed by
test as
tuberculin test
the tuberculin
negatively
Animal
within
Agriculture, within
of Agriculture,
Department of
States Department
United States
Industry, United
Animal Industry,
Provisos.
one
year
previous
to
the
filing
of
the
application:
Provided,
That
That
Provided,
application:
the
of
filing
the
to
previous
year
"per-- one
itension of "Per
Extension
the
words "
person" or
this Act
be taken and
shall be
Act shall
in this
or "persons"
"persons" in
son"
"person"
the words
son."
construed
include firms,
firms, associations,
associations, partnerships,
and corporacorporapartnerships, and
to include
construed to
tions, as well as individuals: Provided further, That
That the
health
the health
State,
certificate tions, as well as individuals: Provided further,
State ete., certificate
officer may
may accept
the certification
of a
a State
health
municipal health
State or
or municipal
accepted.
certification of
accept the
officer
accepted.
Action
on applicaapplica- officer: And provided
further, That final action on each application
provided further,
Action on
on
s
tions.
t
shall, if
if practicable,
shall,
practicable, be taken within thirty days after
after the receipt
receipt of
such
application at
health department.
department.
the health
at the
such application
authorized and emSuspension
SEC. 3. That the health officer is hereby authorized
SEC.
perof perSuspension of
mits for cause.
under authority of this Act
powered
to suspend
any permit
Act
permit issued under
suspend any
powered to
mits for cause
endangered by the imwhenever
his opinion
the public
health is endangered
public health
opinion the
in his
whenever in
purity
or unwholesomeness
of the
the milk,
milk, cream,
cream, or
or ice
ice cream
cream supplied
supplied
unwholesomeness of
purity or
District of Columbia.

Milk, cream.
cream, and
andiice
Mik,
cream.
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by any
person, and
shall remain
force until
such
by
any person,
and such
such suspension
suspension shall
remain in
in force
until such
time as
as the
health officer
is satisfied
danger no
longer concontime
the said
said health
officer is
satisfied the
the danger
no longer
tinues: Provided,
Provided, That whenever
whenever any permit is suspended the
tinues:
health officer shall furnish in writing to the holder of said permit
permit his
reasons for such
suspension. and the dealer
dealer receiving
such milk
or
reasons
such suspension,
receiving such
milk or
cream
cream shall also
also be
be promptly
promptly notified
notified by the health
health officer
officer of
of such
suspension.
suspension.
construed to prohibit
SEC.
SEC. 4.
4. That nothing
nothing in this Act shall be construed
interstate
interstate shipments
shipments of
of milk
milk or
or cream into the District of
of Columbia
Columbia
manufacturing into
cream: Provided,
Provided, That such milk or
for manufacturing
into ice cream:

Promso.
Notice
to
Notice
to
r
holder.
holde -

Shipments

crments

permit
permit

tbr

for

ice

ice

Proviso.
Preoirso
Health requirements.
cream
produced or
or handled
handled in
specifications
cream is
is produced
in accordance
accordance with
with the
the specifications
a State board of
medical milk
milk commission or a
authorized medical
of an authorized
health.
health.
Effect of refusal to
5. That
failure or
or refusal
on the
the part
Efect
of reusal to
person holding permit
refusal on
part of any person
That failure
SEC. 5.
inspection of
etc
permit the health
health officer of dairy,,etc
permit under
under authority
authority of
of this Act to permit
aapermit
the
to
Columbia, or his
his duly appointed
appointed representative,
representative, to
the District of Columbia,
inspect the dairy, dairy
appurtenances of such
dairy farm, cattle,
cattle, and all appurtenances
inspect
dairy, dairy
farm, or
where said
said milk,
milk, cream, or ice
other places
places where
dairy,
dairy farm,
or other
cream are
are produced,
manufactured, handled,
handled, offered
offered for sale,
stored, manufactured,
cream
produced, stored,
or sold
sold may be
sufficient to suspend
revoke such
such permit at
suspend or revoke
be deemed sufficient
or
the
health officer.
of said
said health
officer.
the discretion
discretion of
Seizure of milk. etc.,
S
EC. 6.
6. That
officer or
duly appointed
appointed representative
representative brSeuheito
'lk etc.i
or his
his duly
That the
the health
health officer
SEC.
brought into the
District
in violation hereof.
be
he is
authorized to
seize all
cream trict inviolationhereof.
or ice
ice cream
all milk,
milk, cream
cream, or
to seize
hereby, authorized
be, and
and he
is hereby,
which may,
may, in
of the
provisions of
which
in violation
violation of
the provisions
of this
this Act,
Act, be brought into
to owner, etc.
Notice to owner, etc.
or Notice
cream, or
such milk,
milk, cream,
of any
owner of
the District
District of
of Columbia.
Columbia. The
The owner
any such
the
ice cream
be at
at once
once notified
notified of
if he
he shall fail
of such
such seizure;
seizure; and if
shall be
ice
cream shall
twenty-four hours
direct the
of the
the same
same from
from the
to direct
the removal
removal of
within twenty-four
hours to
District of
Columbia, the
health officer
officer may destroy or otherwise
otherwise
District
of Columbia,
the health
dispose of
or ice cream.
the said milk,
milk, cream,
cream, or
dispose
of the
Regulations authorauthorRegulations
Columbia, under ized,
SEC.
SEC. 7. That the health
health officer of the District
District of Columbia,
etc., to protect domestic
the
of and
with the
the approval
approval of
supply.
of the
the Commissioners
Commissioners of said mestc supply.
and with
the direction
direction of
District, is
is hereby
authorized and
and empowered
to make
make and
and enforce
enforce
empowered to
District,
hereby authorized
all
such reasonable
Act, from time
this Act,
consistent with this
regulations, consistent
all such
reasonable regulations,
cream,' and ice
to time,
proper, to protect the milk, cream
he may deem
deem proper,
to
time, as he
Proviso.
aper pubicahowever, Newspaper
cream
cream supply of the said District of Columbia: Provided,
Provided, however,
Newspaper publication.
days in tion.
That
published once
once at
at least thirty days
shall be
be published
regulations shall
That such
such regulations
some daily
newspaper in
District of
of Columbia
general circirColumbia of
of general
in the
the District
some
daily newspaper
culation before
before any
exacted for
for violation
thereof.
violation thereof.
any penalty
penalty be
be exacted
culation
Name of owner, etc.,
et.,
onNgons.n',
shall on
Columbia shall
District of
of Columbia
8. That
all milk
milk wagons
wagons within
the District
within the
That all
SEC. 8.
wagons.
have the
the number
the permit,
permit, and
and the
the
of the
number of
owner, the
of the
the owner,
the name
name of
have
location
of the
the dairy
haul milk
milk or
or cream
cream Proviso.
said wagons
wagons haul
which said
dairy from
from which
location of
painted
thereon plainly
Provided, That
all trucks
trucks or
bringing
TPruks bringing
or Trucks
That all
and legibly:
legibly: Provided,
plainly and
painted thereon
etc., into the Dissaid milk,
milk, etc., into the Diswagons
engaged in
in bringing
or ice
cream into
into the
the said
ice cream
cream, or
milk, cream,
bringing milk,
wagons engaged
trict.
District
have the
name and
and address
address of
owner painted
painted
the owner
of the
the name
shall have
District shall
plainly and
thereon.
plainly
and legibly
legibly thereon.
p
es to
Sellers
to post
names
S
EC. 9.
That all
persons within
within the
the District
having of
persons from whom
opersons
of Columbia
Columbia, having
District of
all persons
SEC.
9. That
etc., received.
ketc.,received.
sell
with intent
or offering
for sale,
sale, or
or having
possession with
intent to
to sell
their possession
having in
in their
or
offering for
the name
name or names
milk,
cream, or
or ice
all times
names
times keep
keep the
shall at
at all
ice cream,
cream, shall
milk, cream,
of
person or
or persons
persons from
whom the
the said
said milk,
cream, or
ice
or ice
milk, cream,
from whom
of the
the person
cream
have been
been obtained
in a
wherever
place wherever
a conspicuous
conspicuous place
obtained posted
posted in
cream have
Proviso.
such
milk, cream,
or ice
ice cream
are kept
kept or
offered for
General distributors.
distributors.
for sale:
sale: Provided,
Provided, Gera
or offered
cream are
such milk,
cream, or
however, That
general distributors
distributors of
milk, cream,
cream
cream, or
or ice cream
of milk,
That general
however,
shall
required to
to keep
record of
of the
name of
of all
all persons
persons
the name
keep a
a record
only be
be required
shall only
from
whom said
receiving milk, cream,
cream, or ice cream,
cream,
distributor is receiving
said distributor
from whom
which record shall at all times be open to inspection by the health
officer or
his duly
duly authorized
representative.
officer
or his
authorized representative.
Indicative labels
labels rereIndicative
for "skimmed
S
EC. 10.
10. That
That no
no person
person shall
shall sell,
or have
have in
in quired for
or deliver,
deliver, or
sell, exchange,
exchange, or
SEC.
milk," etc.
his possession
possession with
to sell,
sell, exchange,
exchange, or
or deliver,
deliver, any
skimmed mlk" etc.
any ""skimmed
intent to
with intent
his
milk," or
or "
reconstructed milk,"
milk," or
"reconstructed cream"
unless
cream" unless
or "reconstructed
"reconstructed
milk,"
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can, vessel, package, or container
container is
every can,
is plainly labeled conveying
conveying
to the purchaser
purchaser the exact nature of its contents.
etriction
onpartusales
SEC.
before
Restriction
and
on
sales
S
EC. 11. That it shall be unlawful for any person
person or persons to
to
after
rition.
sell, offer for sale, or have in their possession with intent to sell,
within the District of Columbia,
within
Columbia, milk or cream taken from cows less
than fifteen days before or seven days after
after parturition, nor shall
shall
any
such
milk
be
used
in
manufacture
of
ice cream.
cream.
any
such
milk
or
cream
be
used
in
the
manufacture
of
ice
Permit holder, to rport if
communicable
S
EC. 12.
permit issued
port
if communicable
SEC.
12. That
That any
any person
person or persons holding a
a permit
issued under
under
am- authority
disein
himself, ffaindisease in himself,
authority of this Act being afflicted,
afflicted, or any member
member of his family,
family,
ily, ete.
hired help,
help, or other person on said dairy farm being afflicted
afflicted with
a communicable
a
communicable disease,
disease, or if he has reason to suspect any such communicable disease, shall report the same to
health officer
to the
the health
officer of the
District of Columbia within twenty-four hours after becoming aware
thereof. Willful violation
violation of this section shall be
be deemed
deemed sufficient
sufficient
cause
for revocation
of said
permit.
cause
for
revocation
of
said
permit.
meaningg of
of words.
words.
SEC.
SEC. 13. That for the purpose and within the meaning of this Act
Act
"milk"
"
milk" shall be held to be the lacteal
lacteal secretion obtained from the
the
complete
of cows.
complete milking
milking of
cows.
"Cream."
· crm"Cream
ream" is that portion of the milk rich in fat which rises to the
"Cream"
the
separated from it
surface of the milk on standing or is separated
it by centrifugal
force or otherwise,
otherwise and shall contain
contain not less than 20 per centum
centum of
of
butter fat and shall not be offered
offered for
for sale or
or sold
sold unless and
and until
until
it
regulations prescribed
it has been pasteurized
pasteurized under regulations
prescribed by the health
officer, and shall be free from pathogenic
pathogenic organisms
organisms and
from visible
and from
visible
dirt.
'Pasteid."
"Pasteurized."
The term "
pasteurized ""as used in
Act shall
be held
held to
mean
" pasteurized
in the
the Act
shall be
to mean
the heating of milk or cream to a
a temperature
temperature of not
not less than one
one
hundred
hundred and forty-two
Fahrenheit and maintained
at such
such
forty-two degrees Fahrenheit
maintained at
temperature
temperature for aa period of not less than thirty minutes,
minutes then imimmediately
mediately cooled to a
temperature of not more
more than
a temperature
than .forty-five
forty-five degrees
degrees
Fahrenheit and maintained
Fahrenheit
maintained at not more than that temperature.
temperature.
"Raw
milk."
" Ra w k."
"Raw
"
Raw milk"
milk" is milk produced
determined
produced from healthy cows as determined
by physical
by a
tuberculin test
test made
made within
within one
one
and by
a tuberculin
by
physical examination
examination and
xamitioo
etc. year
time of
application; said
said 'Physical
byExamination
health official,
official,of etc.
year previous
previous to
to the
the time
of filing
filing of
of the
the application;
physical
examination and tuberculin
official of the
examination
tuberculin test shall be made by
by an
an official
the
health department
department of the District of Columbia,
Columbia, the United States
Agriculture, or some veterinarian authorized
Department of Agriculture,
authorized by the
United States Department
Department of Agriculture
department
Agriculture or the health department
and tubercutubercuof the District of Columbia,
Columbia, to make such
such examination
examination and
lin test; and said tuberculin test shall be repeated at
at least one time
time
during each
each succeeding
succeeding calendar
reactors are found
found
calendar year; and when reactors
dairy herd licensed
licensed under this Act, the tuberculin
in any dairy
tuberculin test
test shall
be
semi-annually thereafter
thereafter until
be repeated
h
repeated semi-annually
until such
such time
time as
as tuberculosis
tuberculosis
Proviso
e

cows,

Additions to herd to is eradicated
from the
the heard:
Provided, That
eradicated from
heard: Provided,
That no
cow or
no cow
or bull
bull shall
shall

Additions to herd to

be added to any dairy herd licensed under this Act until such cow
be
or bull
has first
been physically
and tuberculin
tuberculin tested
tested as
examined and
physically examined
first been
bull has
offarm, etc. or
hereinbefore provided. The farm on which the milk is produced
hereinbefore
shall rate not less than 80 per centum, the dairy
dairy from which
which such
such
milk is sold or distributed not less than 90
cows
90 per
per centum,
centum, and
and the
the cows
producing the milk not less than 95 per
per centum
centum on
on the
the rating cards
cards
in use at the time by the health department
department of the District
District of
of Columbia, and said milk shall not at any time contain
contain less than 3.5
per
3.5 per
centum of butter fat nor less than 11.5 per centum
centum of total
solids;
total solids;
nor shall it contain
contain when delivered to the consumer more than twenty
twenty
thousand bacteria
bacteria per cubic centimeter
colon
thousand
centimeter total count, and no colon
bacilli or other pathogenic organism shall be present in one-fiftieth
centimeter,
shall be
free from
pastenred mii,, cubic
cubic
centimeter, and
and the
the milk
milk shall
be free
from all
all visible
visible dirt.
dirt.
"Pasteurized milk "
"
"Pasteurized
Pasteurized milk"
milk" is milk produced
produced from healthy cows, as determined by the physical examination and tuberculin test as herein-

be

tested.
be tested,

Rat
etc.
Rating
ing offarm,
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before
"raw" milk.
pasteurized
milk. Said milk shall be pasteurized
for "raw"
provided for
before provided
Requirements.
uncler
regulations prescribed
by the
health officer. The milk im- Requirements.
the health
prescribed by
under regulations
mediately
cooled to a
a temperature
temperature
pasteurized shall be cooled
being pasteurized
after being
mediately after
maintained to
of
more than
degrees Fahrenheit
Fahrenheit and maintained
forty-five degrees
than forty-five
not more
of not
Ratingoffarm,
etetc.
at least
least such
such temperature.
temperature. The
The farm
farm on
on which the milk is produced Rt
at
must
rate not
than 70 per centum, the dairy from which said
less than
not less
rate
must i
mu.
milk
sold or
or distributed
not less
less than 85 per centum, and the cows
distributed not
is sold
milk is
producing
the
milk
not
less
than
90
per centum on the rating cards
90 per
than
less
not
milk
the
producing
of the District of Columbia.
now in
in use
the health
health department
department of
by the
use by
now
centum
It
shall
not
contain
less
than
3.5
centum of butterfat or 11.5
per
3.5
than
less
contain
not
shall
It
it contain when delivered
per
centum total
delivered to the
solids; nor shall it
total solids;
per centum
thousand bacteria, total count, per cubic
consumer more
more than
than forty thousand
consumer
centimeter, and
and be
free from
from colon bacilli and other pathogenic
be free
centimeter,
pasteurized
organisms and
such milk shall be pasteurized
No such
dirt. No
visible dirt.
all visible
and all
organisms
more than
one time.
than one
more
"Certified milk."
mlk."
accordance "Certmed
and handled
."
Certified milk"
is milk
milk produced
produced and
handled in accordance
milk" is
"Certified
and
commission
with
specifications
of
an
authorized
medical
milk
commission
milk
medical
with specifications of an authorized
must be
labeled according
to the
specifications of the commission
commission
the specifications
according to
be labeled
must
which certifies
to the
the quality
quality of
of the
necessary
product. A copy of the necessary
the product.
certifies to
which
articles of
of certification
certification must
must be
filed in the
the health
health department
department of the
be filed
articles
District of
of Columbia
and be
health officer of said
approved by the health
be approved
Columbia and
District
District.
"Reconstructed
District.
"Reconstructed
truem.
milk" or
or "cream."
means milk
"Reconstructed milk"
milk" or
or "
cream" means
milk or
or cream which milk"
"cream"
"Reconstructed
subsequently
has been
concentrated or
or dried
dried in
any manner
manner and
in any
been concentrated
has
restored to
a liquid state.
to a
restored
milk."
"simmed mi."
"Skimmed milk"
milk" is
is that
that part
part of
of milk from which the fat has "Skimmed
"Skimmed
been partly
partly or
removed and
less than 99
not less
contain not
shall contain
and shall
entirely removed
or entirely
been
per centum
milk solids,
solids, inclusive
inclusive of fat.
of milk
centum of
per
cream."
"Iccream.-"
"Ice cream"
frozen product
mixture made from "Ice
or mixture
product or
the frozen
means the
cream" means
"Ice
sugar,
with
pasteurized
cream,
milk,
or
product
of
sweetened
milk
pasteurized cream, milk, or product of
to
has been
added pure,
pure, wholesome
wholesome food gelatin, vegetable
vegetable
been added
which has
to which
gum, or
or other
without wholesome
flavoring extract,
extract,
wholesome flavoring
or without
with or
thickener, with
other thickener,
gum,
fruits, nuts,
nuts, cocoa,
confections, and
chocolate, eggs, cake, candy, or confections,
cocoa, chocolate,
fruits,
which contains
contains not
not less
less than
than 8
centum, by weight, of milk
per centum,
8 per
which
(butter)
fat.
fat.
(butter)
Sales restricted to
colncsrestrctdeto
SEC. 14.
14. That
no person
person in
of Columbia
Columbia shall handle, compliance
with defiDistrict of
the District
in the
That no
SEC.
nitions.
nitions.
sell, offer
have in
possession with
to sell,
sell, any
intent to
with intent
his possession
in his
or have
sale, or
for sale,
offer for
sell,
milk, cream,
or ice
cream which
not comply
comply with the definitions Markin
does not
which does
ice cream
g on containcream, or
milk,
tiers.r kn g
hereinbefore specified,
specified, and
all bottles,
bottles, cans,
cans, vessels, or other containers ea
and all
hereinbefore
have
in
which
said
milk
or
cream
is
sold
or
offered
for
shall
sale
for
offered
or
sold
is
cream
or
in which said milk
plainly and
grade of the milk or cream
cream
thereon the grade
printed thereon
legibly printed
and legibly
plainly
Regulations
Regulations for pas
paswhich
is
contained
therein.
therein.
which is contained
teurization.
S
EC. 15.
15. That
That the
the pasteurization
of all
milk or
required teurization.
cream required
or cream
all milk
pasteurization of
SEC.
under this
pasteurized shall
be done
under regulations
to
regulations to
done under
shall be
be pasteurized
to be
Act to
this Act
under
be prescribed
the health
officer of
the District of Columbia and
of the
health officer
by the
prescribed by
be
open
the supervision
supervision of
of said
health officer.
ofhealth ofolesting health
officer.
said health
to the
open to
Molesting
ficer aaviolation
of the
the
violation of
SEC. 16.
16. That
any person
who shall
shall molest,
or in
in any
any faler
hinder, or
molest, hinder,
person who
That any
SEC.
Act.
manner
prevent said
said health
duly appointed
appointed agent from Act.
his duly
or his
officer or
health officer
manner prevent
the
by t
them
or
performing
any
duty
imposed
imposed
upon
him
h eprovisions
performing any duty
of this
this Act
shall be
be deemed
deemed guilty
guilty of violating
violating the provisions
provisions of
Act shall
of
said Act
liable to
to the
the penalty
therefor:
prescribed therefor.
penalty prescribed
and.be liable
Act and.be
said
Record
to be kept by
isby
Prdntob
a permit
SEC. 17.
person, or
receiving a
permit to ship shippers
persons, receiving
into the
the Disor persons,
every person,
That every
17. That
SEC.
trict.
trict.
milk
or cream
into the
the District of Columbia from any creamery,
creamery, or
or
cream. into
milk or
receiving station,
aforesaid, shall
keep posted at all times in such
shall keep
station, aforesaid,
receiving
creamery,
or
receiving
station,
the
names
of all persons licensed
names of
the
station,
receiving
or
creamery,
such
under this
Act, who
who are
delivering milk or cream at any such
are delivering
this Act,
under
creamery, or
receiving station,
and shall
record of
of all milk
a record
keep a
shall keep
station, and
or receiving
creamery,
and cream
cream received,
received, and
furnish from
from time
time to
to time
sworn statement
statement
time aasworn
and furnish
and
giving
such information
relative thereto
thereto as
officer
as the said health officer
information relative
giving such
may
officer of
of the
Columbia shall
District of Columbia
the District
health officer
The health
require. The
may require.
45822'
23f
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other have power by regulation to include other places than creameries,
of other
creameries,

or
receiving stations,
stations, under
under the
provisions of
of this
this section,
or receiving
the provisions
section, from
from time
time
to time,
as may
in his
his judgment.
judgment.
may be
be necessary
necessary in
to
time, as
Receiving milk
from
Receiving
milk from
SEC.
SEC. 18. That no person in the District of Columbia licensed under
other than
licensee
than aa licensee
this
Act shall
shall receive
receive any
milk or
or cream
from any
source until
he
forbidden.
any source
until he
any milk
cream from
this Act
forbidden.
shall
ascertained from
the health
department that
that the
the
from the
health department
shall have
have first
first ascertained
person from
milk is
is obtained
holds a
from the
the
a license
license from
obtained holds
such milk
from whom
whom such
person
health officer
officer of
or cream
cream into
into the
District
the District
send milk
milk or
District to
to send
of said
said District
health
of Columbia.
Columbia.
of
Punishment for
for vioPunishment
vioSEC.
the
S
EC. 19. That any person or persons violating
violating any of the
lations.
lations.
provisions of
of this
any of
of the
regulations promulgated
provisions
this Act,
Act, or
or of
of any
the regulations
promulgated
hereunder,
conviction, be
for the
the first
offense by
by
first offense
punished for
be punished
shall, on
on conviction,
hereunder, shall,
fine of
of not
more than
for the
the second
second offense
by a
fine of
of not
not
a fine
offense by
$10; for
than $10;
aa fine
not more
more
for any
any subsequent
within one
one year,
year,
offenses within
subsequent offenses
$50, and
and for
more than
than $50,
a
fine of
more than
or by
imprisonment in
the workhouse
workhouse
in the
by imprisonment
than $500,
$500, or
of not
not more
a fine
for not
not more
more than
than thirty
thirty days
or by
by both
such fine
and imprisonment,
fine and
imprisonment,
both such
days,'or
for
in the
discretion of
the
court, and
in addition
addition any
license
issued
any
license issued
and
in
the
court,
discretion
of
in
the
p
Prosecutions in
Prosecutions
n po- under authority
hereunder
authority of this Act may be revoked. Prosecutions hereunder
lice court.
l c ec o
shall be in the police court
court by the District of Columbia.
Columbia.
Inconsistent
reIconsistent laws
laws reSEc.
20.
That all Acts and parts of Acts inconsistent with the
S
EC.
pealed.
pealed.
Vol. 28, p. 709,
709, rere- foregoing be, and the same
Vol.
same are hereby, repealed.
pealed.
peal ed .
Approved,
27, 1925.
1925.
Approved, February
February 27,
places.

February 27,1925.
27, 1925.
[H.
57281
[EH.R. 57i2.
[Public, No. 497.)

Public, No. 4W7.

CHAP.
359.-An Act
Act of
of Congress
Congress of March
March 3,
3, 1921,
CHAP. 359.—An
Act To
To amend
amend the
the Act
1921,
entitled
Act to
section 3
3 of
of the
the Act
Act of
Congress of
June 28,
28, 1906,
entitled "An
"An Act
to amend
amend section
of Congress
of June
1906,
entitled 'An
'An Act
Act of
for the
the division
division of
of the
lands and
funds of
of the
the Osage
Osage
the lands
and funds
entitled
of Congress
Congress for
Indians in
in Oklahoma,
and for
other purposes.'"
purposes.' "
for other
Oklahoma, and
Indians

of the
the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
by the
the Senate
Senate and
Be
assembled, That the Secretary
States of America
America in
ekla. United
United States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
Secretary
to competent adult of the Interior
Interior shall cause
cause to be
be paid at the end
end of each
each fiscal quarter
quarter
to each adult member
Oklahoma
member of the Osage Tribe of Indians in Oklahoma
having a certificate of competency, his or her pro rata share, either
ol. 41,
41, p.
p. 125,
Vol.
1250, having a certificate of competency, his or her pro rata share, either
amended.
amended.
as aamember
a deceased member, of
member of the tribe or heir or devisee
devisee of a
the interest
on trust
funds, the
received from
the sale
sale of
oil
the
interest on
trust funds,
the bonus
bonus received
from the
of oil
or gas
leases, the
and any
due such
the royalties
royalties therefrom,
therefrom, and
any other
other moneys
moneys due
such
or
gas leases,
Indian
each fiscal
fiscal quarter,
quarter, including
including all
Indian received
received during
during each
all moneys
moneys
received prior
prior to
the passage
passage of
this Act
Act and
and remaining
and
remaining unpaid;
unpaid; and
of this
to the
Payment of $1,000
$1,000 if received
without
competency SO
of
competency
as
the
sufficient
Secretary
accumulated
without
so
long
accumulated
income
is
sufficient
the
Secretary
the
certificate.
Interior shall
shall cause to be
be paid
paid to
to the
the adult members
members of
of said
said tribe
having aacertificate
of competency
$1,000 quarterly, except
where
except where
competency $1,000
guardians of not
certificate of
not having
To legal guardians
incompetents.
incompetents.
such adult members have legal guardians, in which case the amounts
provided
herein may
may be
be paid
the legal
legal guardian
guardian or
or direct
direct to
to
provided for
for herein
paid to
to the
such
Indian in
discretion of
of the
of the
the Interior
such Indian
in the
the discretion
the Secretary
Secretary of
Interior the
the
total
payments, however,
however, shall
total amounts
amounts of
of such
such payments,
shall not
not exceed
exceed $1,000
$1,000
To parents, etc., of
To parens,
of quarterly except as hereinafter
hereinafter provided;
provided; and shall cause to be paid
VAX)
if above
above minors
$1,000 ietc,
ISs1years, and $SW
$500 if
maintenance and education, to either
if for the maintenance
either .one of the parents or
under.
under.
legal
actually having
having personally
legal guardians
guardians actually
personally in charge,
charge, enrolled or
unenrolled, minor
member under
under twenty-one
twenty-one years
years of
and above
unenrolled,
minor member
of age,
age, and
above
eighteen years
years of
of age,
age, $1,000
out of
income of
each of
of
eighteen
$1,000 quarterly
quarterly out
of the
the income
of each
said minors, and out of the income of minors under
under eighteen
eig.hteen years of
age, $500
so long
long as
as the
the accumulated
accumulated income
of the
the
age,
$500 quarterly,
quarterly, and
and so
income of
parent or parents
parents of
of a
a minor who
or whose
income is
is
who has
has no income
income or
whose income
less
than $500
is sufficient,
cause to
be paid
to either
either
less than
$500 per
per quarter
quarter is
sufficient, shall
shall cause
to be
paid to
of said parents
parents having
having the
of such
such minor
minor $500
the care
care and
and custody of
$500
quarterly,
as the
the income
such minor
minor
quarterly, or such
such proportion
proportion thereof
thereof as
income of
of such
may be
be less
less than
than $500,
$500, in
in addition
to the
allowances above
provided
may
addition to
the allowances
above provided
Rentals, etc., in addi- for such parents.
Rentals,etc.,inaddiparents. Rentals due such adult members
from
their
lands
members
tion.
and
and all
all income
from such
and their
their minor
minor children's
children's lands
lands and
income from
such adults'
adults'

Osage Indians, Okla.
Osage Indians,
Quarterly payments
to competent
adult
members,
from income.
members,fromincome.
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investments
addition to the allowance above
to them in addition
paid to
shall be paid
investments shall
provided. All
payments to legal guardians
guardians of Osage
Osage Indians shall
All payments
provided.

ofexpendiApproval
tA
pproval
by guardians.
of exPendi-

s.
and t ures by g
court and
the court
be
expended subject
the joint
approval in
in writing
writing of
of the
joint approval
to the
subject to
be expended
the
superintendent of
of the
Osage Agency.
Agency. All
All payments
upervision of
payof payadults SSupervision
to adults
payments to
the Osage
the superintendent
toompetnts.
not
certificates of
of competency,
competency, including
amounts paid
paid for
for m
including amounts
having certificates
not having
each minor,
shall, in
in case
case the
the Interior finds that such
Secretary of the
the Secretary
minor, shall,
each
adults are
wasting or squandering
income, be subject to the
squandering said income,
are wasting
adults
supervision
superintendent of
Osage _Agency:
Provided, Proisos.
Provisos.
Agency: Provided,
of the
the Osage
of the
the superintendent
supervision of
income
so toontireutre
That
an adult
adult member,
member, not
having a
acertificate
certificate of
competency so
Lneo
arnie
pe
iturnzsincome
of competency
not having
if an
That if
desires, his
his entire
entire income
income accumulating
accumulating in the future from the sources
desires,
herein
may be
him without
without supervision,
Exception.
supervision, unless the Exception.
to him
paid to
be paid
specified may
herein specified
Secretary of
notice and hearing, that
after notice
shall find, after
Interior shall
the Interior
of the
Secretary
such
or squandering
his income, in which event
squandering his
wasting or
is wasting
member is
such member
the
of the
the Interior
member only the
Interior shall pay to such member
Secretary of
the Secretary
nvestment of rehereinbefore specified to be paid to adult members not
amounts
having
amountscertificates
hereinbefore
of competency.
specified to be
The
paid
Secretary
to adult
of members
the Interior
not i
t
naInvestment
inder, after
paying
paying
after of
having certificates of competency. The Secretary of the Interior mainder,
,etc.
taxesetc.
shall
invest
the
remainder,
after
paying
the
taxes
of
such
members,
axes
members,
such
of
taxes
the
paying
after
remainder,
the
invest
shall
in United
Oklahoma State
estate, first
State bonds, real estate,
bonds, Oklahoma
States bonds,
United States
in
mortgage
exceed 50 per centum of the
to exceed
not to
loans not
estate loans
real estate
mortgage real
appraised value
value of such real estate, and where the member is aa
appraised
Oklahoma
resident of
such investment
investment shall be in loans on Oklahoma
Oklahoma such
of Oklahoma
resident
real estate,
estate, stock
stock in
building and loan associations,
associations, liveOklahoma building
in Oklahoma
real
stock, or
Oklahoma, or-expend
or expend the same
or deposit
deposit the same in banks in Oklahoma,
stock,
for the
and
member, such expenditures, investments, and
such member,
of such
benefit of
the benefit
for
deposits to
to be
under such
regulations as
rules, and regulations
restrictions, rules,
such restrictions,
made under
be made
deposits
ouls
iT
c
o
oinves
nt
t
ment with.
with.
Noinvestmet
he may
Provided, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior shall out
prescribe: Provided,
may prescribe:
he
securing
make any investment for an adult member without first securing
not make
Providedfurther,
the approval
approval of
member of such investment:
investment: Provided
further,
such member
of such
the
reserved for
for
reseed
Amnunt
That
reserved annual
fiscal year there shall first be reserved
beginning of each fiscal
the beginning
at the
That at
expenditures.
expendres
a
a
and
set
aside,
out
of
Osage
tribal
funds
available
that
purpose,
a
purpose,
that
for
available
funds
tribal
Osage
of
out
and set aside,
sufficient amount
amount of
of money
money for
for the
authorized byI
by
expenditures authorized
the expenditures
sufficient
Appointment, etc., of
ment, etc
Congress
out of
Osage funds
for that fiscal year. No guardian shall guApdPioi
guardians.
funds for
of Osage
Congress out
the
of
be appointed
appointed except
on the
written application
application or approval
the written
except on
be
Secretary
of the
the Interior
the estate
estate of
a member of the Osage
of a
for the
Interior for
Secretary of
or Excess moneys, etc.,
Tribe of
does not
not have
have aa certificate
competency or
of competency
certificate of
etc.,
who does
Indians who
of Indians
Tribe
to be retuned
Secto Secto be returned to
who
is of
one-half or
or more
more Indian
Indian blood.
All moneys
moneys now in the retary.
blood. All
of one-half
who is
in
them
possession
or
control
of
legal
guardians
heretofore
paid
to
paid
possession or control of legal guardians heretofore
excess
of $4,000
$4,000 per
per annum
annum each
$2,000 each for
each for adults and $2,000
excess of
minors
under the
the Act
Act of
of March
March 3,
1921, relating to the
3, 1921,
Congress of
of Congress
minors under
Osage Tribe
of Indians,
Indians, shall
be returned
returned by
by such
such guardians
to the
guardians to
shall be
Tribe of
Osage
Secretary of
of the
and all property, bonds, securities, and
Interior, and
the Interior,
Secretary
stock purchased,
or investments
made by such guardians
guardians out of said
investments made
purchased, or
stock
moneys
paid them
shall be
be delivered
delivered to
Secretary of
Interior
the Interior
of the
the Secretary
to the
them shall
moneys paid
by
to be
held by
by him
or disposed
of by
him as
deem
shall deem
he shall
as he
by him
disposed of
him or
be held
them, to
bv them,
to
be for
for the
best interest
members to
to whom
belongs. Alienation
tliela,tt°Il'
of
prop
the same
same belongs.
whom the
the members
of the
i:ne
er
%dropinterest of
the best
to be
erty investment reand property
All bonds,
stocks, and
property purchased
purchased and other strieted.
ery
securities, stocks,
bonds, securities,
All
guardians shall not be subject to alienainvestments made
aliena - steted.
legal guardians
made by legal
investments
tion,
disposal, or
approval of the
the approval
without the
assignment without
or assignment
sale, disposal,
tion, sale,
Secretary of
of the
indebtedness heretofore
lawfully
heretofore lawfully
Any indebtedness
Interior. Any
the Interior.
Secretary
incurred by
by guardians
paid out
the funds
members
the members
of the
funds of
of the
out of
be paid
shall be
guardians shall
incurred
for whom
whom such
such indebtedness
incurred by
of the
the AuthorityoverpropAuthority over propSecretary of
the Secretary
by the
was incurred
indebtedness was
for
Interior. All
than as
as above
other e
g,r
i
tirdl .possession
possession of
of
and other
mentioned, and
above mentioned,
other than
funds other
All funds
Interior.
a member
property heretofore
or hereafter
member
guardian of a
by aaguardian
received by
hereafter received
heretofore or
property
of the
the Osage
Osage Tribe
Tribe of
of Indians,
Indians, which
which was
was theretofore
theretofore under the
of
supervision
control of
of the
the Secretary
Interior or the title
of the Interior
Secretary of
and control
supervision and
to
which
was
held
in
trust
for
such
Indian
by
the
the United States,
by
Indian
such
for
trust
in
held
was
which
to
shall
thereby become
divested of
the supervision
supervision and control of
of the
become divested
not thereby
shall not
the
Secretary of
of the
the United
United States
States be
be relieved
relieved of
of its
or the
Interior or
the Interior
the Secretary
trust;
and such
shall not
not sell,
of or otherwise
sell, dispose of
guardian shall
such guardian
trust; and
encumber such
such fund
property without
the approval
Secrethe Secreof the
approval of
without the
or property
fund or
encumber
in
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tary of the Interior, and in accordance
county
accordance with
with orders of
of the county
Control
vested in
Control vested
in court of Osage County, Oklahoma. In case of the death, resignation,
resignation,
Osage agency
Osage
superin- court of Osage County, Oklahoma. In
agency superintendent
tendent on death,
death, etc.,
etc., or removal from office
funds and
office of such a
a guardian, the funds
property
and property
of guardian.
of
guardia.
in his possession subject to supervision and control of the Secretary
in
Secretary
of the Interior
Interior or to which the United
in trust
United States
States held the
the title
title in
trust
shall be immediately
immediately delivered to
superintendent of
the Osage
Osage
to the
the superintendent
of the
Agency,
to be
held by
by him
him and
or invested
hereinbefore
A
gency, to
be held
and supervised
supervised or
invested as
as hereinbefore
Accounting to
to be
be provided. Within
edountg
thirty days after the passage of this Act such
provided.
such
died.
guardian
guardian shall render and file with the Secretary
Interior or
Secretary of the
the Interior
or
superintendent of the Osage Agency
the superintendent
Agency aacomplete
complete accounting,
accounting, fully
fully
itemized,
itemized, under oath, for the funds so paid
to him
him and
and pay
to the
the
paid to
pay to
said Secretary
Secretary or superintendent
superintendent any
his hands
hands
any and all
all moneys in
in his
at the time of the passage of this Act, which have
paid him
have been
been paid
him in
in
excess of $4,000 per annum
annum each for adults and
and $2,000 each
each for
for
minors. The
said guardian
guardian shall
same time
time tender
tender to
Transfer
of property.
The said
Transfer of
property. minors.
shall at
at the
the same
to said
said
Secretary
Secretary or superintendent all property
property of whatsoever
whatsoever kind
kind in
in his
his
possession at the time of the passage of this Act, representing
representing the
Acceptance.
Acceptance.
investment
investment by him of said funds. The Secretary
superintendent
Secretary or superintendent
is hereby authorized
authorized to accept such property
property or
or any
any part
part thereof at
at
the price paid therefor by said guardian
of the
the ward
guardian for
for the
the benefit
benefit of
ward
of such guardian,
guardian, if in his judgment
judgment he deems
deems it advisable, and
and to
to
make
such settlement
settlement with
with such
such guardian
guardian as
he deems
deems best
best for
such
Suit
as he
for such
Suit if
if no
no settlement
settlement make such
made.
made.
ward. Failing to make satisfactory
satisfactory settlement
settlement with
guardian
with said guardian
as to said investments or any part thereof, the Secretary
Secretary is
authorized
is authorized
to bring such suit or suits against said guardian,
bond, and
and other
other
guardian, his
his bond,
parties in interest as he may deem necessary
of
necessary for
for the
the protection
protection of
the interests
interests of the ward and may
bring_ such
action in
any State
may bring
such action
in any
State
court of competent jurisdiction or m the
Vnited States
the Vnited
States district court
court
for the
dig.trict in
in which
said
guardian
resides.
for
the
district
which
said
guardian
resides.
Payments to estates,'
etc.,
SEC.
All funds
funds of
SEC. 2. All
of restricted
restricted Osage
Indians of
of one-half
or more
Osage Indians
etc.,
of restricted
restricted Inone-half or
more
dians.
dians.
Osage Indian blood inherited by or bequeathed
bequeathed to them accruing;
accruing to
to
their credit and which are subject
subject to supervision
supervision as above provided
provided
may, when deemed
deemed to be
for the
the best
interest of
of such
such Indians,
be
be for
best interest
Indians, be
paid to the administrators
administrators of the estates of deceased
deceased Osage
Osage Indians
or direct
their heirs,
in the
Secretary
Administration exdirect to
ex or
to their
heirs, or
or devisees,
devisees, in
the discretion
discretion of
of the
the Secretary
Administration
penses
allowed.
penses allowed.
of the Interior, under regulations
regulations to
to be
be promulgated
promulgated by
by him.
him. The
The
Secretary
Secretary of the Interior shall pay to administrators
executors
administrators and executors
of estates of such deceased Osage Indians a
a sufficient amount of
money
money out of said estates to pay all lawful
costs
lawful indebtedness
indebtedness and
and costs
and expenses
expenses of administration,
administration, when approved
approved by him, and
and out
out
of the shares belonging to heirs or .devisees he
costs
he .shall pay the
the costs
and expenses of such heirs or devisees, including
including attorneys'
fees,
attorneys' fees
determination of heirs or contest of
when approved by him, in the determination
of
wills.
wills.
Devised lands
inSEC. 3.
Lands devised
devised to
the Osage
Tribe of
of one-half
alienable
unless
apSEC.
3. Lands
to members
members of
alienable unless
apof the
Osage Tribe
one-half
proved by the Secre- or more Indian blood or who do not have certificates of competency,
proved
certificates
tary.
under wills approved
approved by the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior, and lands
inherited by such Indians,
Indians. shall be inalienable unless such
such lands
lands be
Restriction
Restriction on liens, conveyed with the approval of the Secretary
conveyed with the approval of the Secretary of the Interior. Propetc.
erty of Osage Indians not having certificates
purcertificates of competency
competency purchased as hereinbefore
hereinbefore set forth shall not be subject to the lien of
of
any debt, claim, or judgment
judgment except taxes, or be subject to alienation,
alienation,
Rwithout
of the
the Secretary
without the approval
approval of
the Interior.
Secretary of
of the
Interior.
Revocation of compReten
oicftesfor
SEC.
petency c
certificates
for
shall find that
that any
SEc. 4. Whenever
Whenever the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior shall
any
cause.
cause.
member of the Osage Tribe of more than one-half Indian blood, to
whom has been granted a
certificate of competency,
squandering
a certificate
competency, is squandering
or misusing his or her funds, he may revoke such certificate
certificate of competency
petency after
after notice and hearing
hearing in accordance
acc orda nce with such rules and
and
regulations as he may prescribe,
prescribe, and thereafter
thereafter the income
income of such
such
Supervision
of inmember shall
shall be
subject to
to supervision
supervision and
herein
Snpervision
of in- member
be subject
come.
and investment
investment as
as herein
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provided
certificates of competency
competency to the
provided for members
members not having certificates
same extent
extent as if a
of competency
competency had
had never
been granted:
granted:
a certificate
certificate of
never been

Provided, That all
all just
such member
existing at
Provided,
just indebtedness
indebtedness of
of such
member existing
at the
the
time his certificate of competency
competency is revoked shall be paid by the
Secretary
Secretary of the
representative, out
out of
the Interior, or
or his authorized
authorized representative,
of
the income
income of
the
of such
such member,
member, in
to the
the quarterly
quarterly income
in addition
addition to
income
hereinbefore provided for: And provided
provided further,
hereinbefore
further, That such
such revocation
of competency
competency shall
cation or cancellation
cancellation of
of any
any certificate
certificate of
shall not
not
affect
of any
transactions theretofore
by reason
reason of
affect the
the legality
legality of
any transactions
theretofore made
made by
of
the issuance
of any
of competency.
competency.
the
issuance of
any certificate
certificate of
SEC. 5.
5. No
convicted of
SEc.
No person
person convicted
of having
having taken,
taken, or
of
or convicted
convicted of
causing or procuring another to take, the life of an Osage Indian
shall inherit from
receive any
estate of
of the
from or
or receive
any interest
interest in
in the
the estate
the decedecedent
of where
where the crime was
dent,2 regardless of
committed and
the conviction
was committed
and the
conviction
obtained.
obtained.
obtained.
SEC.
a member of the
SEC. 6. No contract for debt hereafter
hereafter made with a
Osage Tribe of Indians not
certificate of competency,
competency, shall
not having a
a certificate
shall
have
any validity,
unless approved
approved by
Secretary of
of the
the Interior.
Interior.
have any
validity, unless
by the
the Secretary
In
In addition to the payment of funds
heretofore authorized,
authorized, the
funds heretofore
the
Secretary of
the Interior
Interior is
discretion to
to
Secretary
of the
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized in
in his
his discretion
pay,
out of
of the
of a
a member
member of
of the
the Osage
Osage Tribe
Tribe not
pay, out
the funds
funds of
not having
having
a
competency, any
indebtedness heretofore
heretofore or
or hereafter
a certificate
certificate of
of competency,
any indebtedness
hereafter
incurred by such member by reason
reason of his
his unlawful
unlawful acts of
of carelessness or negligence.
negligence.
SEC.
7. Hereafter
SEC. 7.
blood shall
inherit
Hereafter none but heirs of Indian
Indian blood
shall inherit
from
of one-half
one-half or
or more
of the
from those who are of
more Indian
Indian blood
blood of
the Osage
Osage
Tribe
title, or
lands,
Tribe of
of Indians any
any right,
right, title,
or interest
interest to
to any
any restricted
restricted lands,
moneys, or mineral
mineral interests
Provided, That
interests of
of the
the Osage
Osage Tribe:
Tribe: Provided,
That
spouses under
existing marriages.
this section shall not apply to spouses
under existing
marriages.
Approved,
Approved, February
February 27,
27, 1925. ,
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Provisos.
aymen't of
of indebtPayment
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edness.
edn

Legality

of prior
Legality
n ot aftransactions
not
transactions
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fected.

No

inheritance

to

peson
life ofn
taing
te
s
r
a
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taking
than. life of an
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Approval
Approval

of
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it enacted
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
Be it
enacted by
House of
the Topographical
Toporaphical surof United States.
United
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
States of
United States
in Congress
the PresiPresi- vey
veyComplet
ofnited
ion states.20
authorized.
hereby is, authorized
period of
of years,
f in
dent be,
be, and
and hereby
authorized to
to complete,
complete, within
within aa period
year, auethozed.
twenty
the passage
of this
this Act,
general
twenty years from
from the date of
of the
passage of
Act, aa general
topographical survey
utility topographical
survey of
of the
the territory of
of the United
United States,
States,
including adequate
including
horizontal and vertical control,
control, and the
the securing
securing
adequate horizontal
and hydrographic
hydrographic data
be required
of such topographic
topographic and
data as
as may
may be
required for
for lisilIVIAps to be pub.
p
this purpose,
purpose, and
and the
preparation and
publication of
of the resulting lished to
and publication
the preparation
this
ProViso.
maps
and
data:
Provided,
That
in
carrying
out
the
provisions
of
maps and data: Provided, That in carrying out the provisions of zA!gencies
°',,P to be utilAgencies to
this Act the President
President is authorized
ised.
authorized to utilize the services and ized.
facilities or
or such
such agency
agencies of
Government as
as now
facilities
agency or
or agencies
of the
the Government
now exist,
exist,
or
may hereafter
hereafter be
be created,
created, and
to allot
allot to
(in addition
to
or may
and to
to them
them (in
addition to
and not
not in
substitution for
for other
other funds
to such
such agencies
agencies
and
in substitution
funds available
available to
under other
other appropriations
or from
other sources)
funds from
the
under
appropriations or
from other
sources) funds
from the
appropriation
authorized, or
or from
such appropriation
or
from such
appropriation or
herein authorized,
appropriation herein
appropriations as
hereafter be
be made
made for
for the
the purpose
purpose of
of this
this
may hereafter
appropriations
as may
Act.
.Cooperative agreeCooperative
SEC.
SEC. 2. That the
agencies which
may be
in carrying
carrying out
out ments
the agencies
which may
be engaged
engaged in
ments with States
States and
funds from, authorized.
the
provisions of
of this
this Act
Act are
are authorized
authorized to
to enter
enter into
cooperative fundsfrom,authorized.
the provisions
into cooperative
agreements
funds made
by any
any State
agreements with
with and
and to
to receive
receive funds
made available
available by
State
or
civic subdivision
subdivision for
for the
or civic
the purpose
purpose of
of expediting
expediting the
the completion
completion
of the mapping within its borders.
t authorized
authoa"e
fmorAmount
SEC.
slum of $950,000
S
EC. 3. The sum
$950,000 is hereby authorized
authorized to be appro- for
expenses.
priated out
of any
the Treasury
Treasury not
appropripriated
out of
any moneys
moneys in
in the
not otherwise
otherwise appropri-
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ated, to be available until the 30th day of
of June,
June, 1926,
1926, for
for the
the purpose of carrying out the provisions of this Act, both in
in the District
District
Columbia and elsewhere
President may deem essential
essential
of Columbia
elsewhere as the President
and proper.
Approved, February
Approved,
February 27, 1925.

February
27, 1925.
1925.
February 27,
[H. R. 5204.]
[Public, No. 499.]

[u. R. 52O4.]
[Public, No. 499.]

CHAP. 361.-An
361.—An Act
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Interior
to adjust
Act To
To authorize
authorize the
of the
Interior to
adjust
settlers, entrymen,
entrymen, selectors,
selectors, grantees, and
disputes or claims by settlers,
and patentees
patentees of
of
the United States against the United States and between each other, arising
from incomplete
township 28 south, ranges
ranges 26
and
27
east,
incomplete or faulty surveys in township
26 and 27 east,
County, in the State of Florida,
Florida, and
Tallahassee meridian, Polk County,
and for
for other
other
purposes.
purposes.

Be
by the
and House
of Representatives
of the
the
Representatives of
Senate and
House of
the Senate
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
United
assembled, That
That the
Secretary
United States
States of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
the Secretary
Adjustment of
puted
claims "o
arising
of
the Interior
be, and
he is
is hereby,
authorized to
to equitably
adjust
di
Of the
puAtedelat
Interior be,
and he
hereby, authorized
equitably adjust
from faulty
faulty surveys
surveys in. disputes
disputes and
and claims
claims of
of settlers,
settlers, entrymen,
entrymen, selectors,
selectors, grantees,
grantees, and
and
patentees of
of the
the United
their heirs
or assigns,
assigns, against
against the
the
patentees
United States,
States, their
heirs or
United
and between
each other
arising from
or
United States
States and
between each
other,, arising
from incomplete
incomplete or
faulty surveys
in section
28 south,
south, range
range 26
faulty
surveys in
section 31,
31, township
township 28
26 east,
east, and
and in
in
sections 4,
4, 5,
5, 6,
6, 7,
7, 8,
8, 9,
9, 16,
1809, 20,
20, and
and 21,
21, township
28 south,
sections
16, 17,
17,18,19,
township 28
south,
range 27
Tallahassee meridian,
meridian' Polk
County, in
in the
of
range
27 east,
east, Tallahassee
Polk County,
the State
State of
Florida,
and to
to issue
issue directly
as may
be found
Florida, and
directly or
or in
in trust
trust as
may be
found necessary
necessary
Issue
entrymen selectors
grantees,
sue of
of patents.
or advisable, patent
patent to
to such
such settlers,
settlers, entrymen,
selectors, grantees,
and
patentees, their
their heirs
heirs or
assigns, for
land C
,
and patentees,
claimed
through
setor assigns,
for land
claimed through
settlement, occupation,
purchase, or
described area,
area,
tlement,
occupation, purchase,
or otherwise
otherwise in
in said
said described
preserving,
may deem
equitable, to
those claimants
claimants now
now
preserving, as
as far as he
he may
deem equitable,
to those
in
possession of
of public
public land
the right
to have
to them
in possession
land the
right to
have patented
patented to
them the
the
Prorisos.
areas
so occupied:
Provided, That
That a
charge of
$1.25 is
to be
areas so
occupied: Provided,
a charge
of $1.25
is to
be made
made
ayentrequired
Payment
required.
for each acre or fraction thereof of Government
Government land
patented under
under
land patented
Rights not
not rewg.
recog- this Act: Provided
further, That
niRights
Provided further,
acquired subsequent
subsequent to
t
o the
the
That rights
rights acquired
zed.
withdrawal of
1921, shall
be recognized
or be
be subject
of July
July 5, 1921,
shall not
not be
recognized or
subject to
to
adjustment
adjustment hereunder,
hereunder.
veypances
aadjust°of
SEc.
the Interior
authorized to
Acceptance
conSEC. 2.
2. That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Interior is
is authorized
to accept
accept
veyances
for of
any and all
ments, etc.
any
land for
for purposes
purposes of
and to
all conveyances
conveyances of
of land
of adjustment
adjustment and
to
make
make all necessary
necessary rules and regulations
regulations in
in order
order to
to carry
carry this
this Act
Act
into effect.
effect.
Approved. February
Approved.
February 27,
27, 1925.
1925.
Public lands.

Public lands.

Polk County,
County, Fla.

February
February 27,1925.
27, 1925.
[H. R. s819.]
8169.]
[Public, No. 500.1
500.]

Aet For
For the
CHAP. 362.-An
362.—An Art
the relief of
of John
J. Dobbertin.
Dobbertin.
John J.

enacted by the Senate and
and House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
Representatives of
of the
the
United States
States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
United
America in
assembled, That
That the
the President
President
of
o the United States be, and he
authorized to
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
to appoint
appoint
John J
J. Dobbertin,
former marine
marine gunner,
United States
Marine
Dobbertin, former
gunner, United
States Marine
Corps, in
in which
grade he
he served
served honorably
during the
War,
Corps,
which grade
honorably during
the World
World War,
a marine
a
marine gunner in the United States Marine Corps,
Corps ' and to retire
retire
him and place bun
him on the retired
United States
retired list of
of the
the United
States Marine
Marine
Corps as aamarine gunner
gunner with
grade, in
in accordaccordwith retired pay
pay of
of that
that grade,
ance with the provisions of existing law for the retirement
of officers
retirement of
officers
of the Marine
Marine Corps, in case
case aa retiring board
board should
should find
find him
him inincapacitated
active service,
and that
the result
result
capacitated for
for active
service, and
that his
his incapacity
incapacity is
is the
incident of
of an
an incident
of service.
service.
Approved, February
February 27,
27, 1925.
1925.

MhaneJCOobbert
Marine
CWT.,.
John J.
J. Dobberti
Dobbertin
•
n
beapponted
may
may be
appointed mamaf
rinedgrnegnnr
gunner, and
and re- John
tired.
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claimants the preference right to
CHAP. 363.—An
certain claimants
to certain
Granting to
Act Granting
363.-An Act
CHAP.
purchase
public lands.
lands.
unappropriated public
purchase unappropriated
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February
1925.
27,1925.
February 27,
[H. R.
R. 8522.1
[H.
[Public,
No.s522.1
5011

Be
it enacted
the Senate
Representatives of
of the
the Public
of Representatives
Senate and
and House
House of
enacted by
by the
Be it
Public lands.
lands.
Sale authorized
of, in
in
authorizedof,
Sle
assembled, That
in Congress
United
States of
Congress assembled,
That the Secretary
Secretary Wisconsin,
America in
of America
United States
erroneously
Wisconsin, erroneously
as water-covwater-covsurveyed as
is hereby
of the
and discretion,
discretion, is
hereby authorized
authorized surveyed
judgment and
in his
his judgment
Interior, in
the Interior,
of
ered areas.
those lands situ- eredareas.
provided, any
to sell,
in the
the manner
manner hereinafter
any of
of those
hereinafter provided,
sell, in
to
ated in
in the
State of
of Wisconsin
Wisconsin which
which were
originally erroneously
erroneously
were originally
the State
ated
as water-covered
water-covered areas,
meandered and
and shown
upon the
the official
official plats as
shown upon
meandered
and
which are
are not
not lawfully
settler or
appropriated by aa qualified settler
lawfully appropriated
and which
entryman claiming
land laws.
Preference ri
rights
the public
public land
laws.
entryman
claiming under
under the
Preference
ghts to
to
settlers in
in g
ood faith.
faith.
good
shown by the official settlers
good faith
SEC. 2.
2. That
That any
any owner
owner in
in good
faith of
of land
land shown
public land
land surveys to be bounded in whole or in part by such erropublic
neously meandered
area, and who acquired title to such land prior to
meandered area,
neously
the United States who in good faith
this enactment,
enactment, or
or any citizen of the
this
a riparian owner has, prior to this
under
of title or
claiming as a
or claiming
color of
under color
to cultivation
Act, placed
placed valuable
upon or reduced
reduced to
cultivation
improvements upon
valuable improvements
Act,
a
any
lands subject
subject to the operation of this Act, shall have a
of the
the lands
any of
preferred
right to file in the office of the register and receiver of the
preferred right
be
Application to
United
States land
land office
the district
are situ- Application
lands are
the lands
which the
in which
district in
of the
office of
United States
to be
fied.
ated,
improved by them filed.
an application
application to purchase the lands thus improved
ated, an
at
any time
tune within
within ninety
ninety days
of the
this
passage of this
the passage
date of
from the
the date
days from
at any
Act
the lands
been surveyed
United
plats filed in the United
surveyed and plats
have been
lands have
if the
Act if
State land
otherwise within
days from the filing of
ninety days
within ninety
office; otherwise
land office;
State
Proof of
possession.
of possession.
must be
such
plats. Every
application must
be accompanied
accompanied with satis- Proof
such application
Every such
such plats.
right
preference
factory
proof
that
the
applicant
is
entitled
to
preference
such
to
is
entitled
factory proof that the applicant
the
are not
purchase
to ea
and that the lands which he napplies
ae
pop
u
l
s
ily
es to
purchase
n de
d laarnedn
is in
noutnded
he legal
legal
andE.
tla
o a
3.
tthe
t whicherroneously
possession
of
an adverse
claimant under
under the public landtlaws.
claimant
an
adverse
of lands
possession
bounded
Division of conflics

SEC. 3. In event such erroneously meandered land is bounded by

tivecams.
tive
eivrns °

co

ownership with apparent
two
more tracts
private ownership
apparent
land held in private
tracts of land
or more
two or
riparian
rights indicated
official township
township plat of survey at
by the
the official
indicated by
riparian rights
date of
of disposal
disposal of
of
title by the United States, the Commissioner of
of title
date
the
General Land
Land Office
Office shall
shall have
have discretionary
discretionary power to cause such
the General
such tracts or lots
meandered area,
area, when
when surveyed,
to be
be divided
divided into such
surveyed, to
meandered
as will
will permit
meandered area among the
fair division of such meandered
permit aa fair
as
to claimclaim
to
Preference
provisions antPreference
owners of
of such
such surrounding
or adjacent
adjacent tracts
under the provisions
tracts under
surrounding or
owners
baying vomit
imetc.
etc.
provements,
there
where
of
this
Act.
In
administering
the
provisions
of
this
Act,
where
there
Act,
this
of this Act. In administering the provisions of
shall exist
falling within
operation, if
if any
within its operation,
claims falling
of claims
conflict of
a conflict
exist a
shall
claimant shall
shall have
have placed
improvements upon the land
valuable improvements
placed valuable
claimant
involved,
shall have
reduced the
the same
cultivation, then to the
to cultivation,
same to
have reduced
or shall
involved, or
extent of
of such
cultivation, such claimant shall be
or cultivation,
improvements or
such improvements
extent
Praises.
given preference
preference in
adjustment of
of such
such conflict:
conflict: Provided,
That no
no Area
given
in adjustment
Provided, That
to one
one applipplicant
limited.
limited.
cant
a
for
preference
right
of
entry
under
this
Act
shall
be
recognized
for
a
recognized
be
shall
Act
this
under
entry
preference right of
greater area
area than
hundred and
and sixty
acres, in one body, to any
sixty acres,
one hundred
than one
greater
one
individual, an
association, or
or a
corporaa corporaan association,
an individual,
whether an
applicant, whether
one applicant,
aistin.g ri
rights
ghts not
not
bin
tion:
Provided further,
further, That
act shall
shall not
not be
construed as in abi
be construed
this act
That this
tion: Provided
any
manner
abridging
the
existing
rights
of
any
settler
or
entryman
or
entryman
settler
of
any
rights
existing
the
abridging
manner
any
under
the public
public land
land laws.
laws.
under the
Appraisal of lands.
S
EC. 4.
That upon
upon the
filing of
application to
purchase any
any Apprasalo lands.
to purchase
an application
of an
the filing
4. That
SEC.
lands
subject
to
the
operation
of
this
Act,
together
with
required
required
the
lands subject to the operation of this Act, together with
proof,
of the
the Interior
Interior shall
the lands
described
lands described
cause the
shall cause
Secretary of
the Secretary
proof, the
in
application to
be appraised,
appraised, said
be on
on the
basis
the basis
to be
appraisal to
said appraisal
to be
said application
in said
f
ppi nprr
Vatl
a
nty o
y a i oppl
of
the value
lands at the date of appraisal, exclusive
exclusive of any ve neyf
such lands
of such
value of
of the
eluded.
increased
value
resulting
from
the
development
or
improvement
eluded.
improvement
or
development
increased value resulting from the
thereof
for agricultural
by the
the applicant
applicant or
his predecessor
predecessor
or his
purposes by
agricultural purposes
thereof for
in interest,
stumpage value of any timber cut or
the stumpage
of the
inclusive of
but inclusive
in
interest, but
Enue
Payment and I
SMS
removed
by the
or his
his predecessor
predecessor in
interest.
in interest.
applicant or
the applicant
removed by
of patent.
SEC. 5.
That an
an applicant
applies to
to purchase
lands under
under of
patent.
purchase lands
who applies
applicant who
5. That
SEC.
the provisions
in order
be entitled
entitled to
patent,
to receive
receive aapatent,
to be
order to
Act, in
this Act,
of this
provisions of
the
must
within thirty
notice of
appraisal by
by the
the
of appraisal
of notice
receipt of
from receipt
days from
thirty days
must within
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Secretary of the Interior pay to the receiver
United States
receiver of the United
States
land office of the district in which the lands are situated the appraisal
appraisal
price of the lands, and thereupon
thereupon aa patent shall issue
issue to
said
to said
applicant for such lands as the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior shall deterDispoal
proceeds
Disposal of p
roceed' mine that such applicant
applicant is entitled
entitled to purchase under
under this Act.
The
Act. The
proceeds derived
derived by the Government
Government from the sale of lands hereunder shall be covered
covered into the United States
applied
States Treasury
Treasury and
and applied
as provided by law for the disposal of the proceeds
proceeds from the sale of
public lands.

Regulations
prrado
prescribed.

to
to

be

be

27,1925.
February 27,
1025.
February

CHAP.
appropriations for
for the
the Departments
CHAP. 384.—An
364.-An Act
Act Making
Making appropriations
Departments of
of State
State
and Justice and
and for the Judiciary,
Judiciary, and
and for
of Commerce
Commerce and
for the
the Departments
Departments of
and

[H. R. 11753.]
11753.1
[Public, No. 502.]

Approprations

Appropriations

SEC. 6.
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Interior
Interior is
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
to
SEC.
6. That
of the
prescribe all necessary
necessary rules and regulations for administering
administering the
the
conflicting claims arising
provisions of this Act and determining conflicting
arising
hereunder.
hereunder.
Approved, February 27, 1925.

Labor, for the fiscal
purposes.
fiscal year ending June
June 30,
30, 1926,
1926, and for
for other
other purposes.

fofor

Be it
it enacted
by the
Howe of
the
Be
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the

Departments of State
Department
State United
United States
States of America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the followin Congress
tnistice,
Judicand
Justice, the Judic-

appropriated, out of
iary, and
iary,
and Departments
Deprtments ing sums are
are appropriated,
of any money in the
the Treasury not
of Commerce and
La- otherwise
obommerce
and Laappropriated, for the Departments
otherwise appropriated,
Departments of State and Justice
Justice
bor.
and for the Judiciary,
Judiciary, and for the Departments
Departments of Commerce and
ending June 30,
namely:
Labor, for the fiscal year ending
30, 1926,
1926, namely:

Department State.

Department of
of State.

TITLE I-DEPARTMENT
I—DEPARTMENT OF STATE
STATE
OFFICE
OF SECRETARY
SECRETARY OF
OF STATE
STATE
OFFICE OF

Secretary,
secretary, UndersecUndersecretary, and office per-

sonnand
sonnel.

Salaries:
Salaries: For Secertary
Secertary of State, $12,000;
$12,000; Undersecretary
of
Undersecretary of

services in
in the
the District
of Columbia
Columbia in
omce per- State, and
and other personal
personal services
District of
in

accordance with
the Classification
Classification Act
Act of
of 1923,
1923, including
including temporary
temporary
with the
accordance
Salaries limited to employees,
$1,069,600: Provided,
employees, $1,057,600;
$1,057,600; in all, $1,069,600:
Provided, That m expending appropriations
appropriations or
portions of
appropriations, contained
contained in
cav
caoate
pending
or portions
of appropriations,
in
this Act, for the payment for personal
personal services in the District of
of
Vol. 42, p.
p. 1488.
1488.
Columbia in accordance
Classification Act
accordance with "The
"The Classification
Act of
of 1923,"
1923," the
the
of persons
under any
any
average of
of the salaries
salaries of the total number
number of
persons under
grade in any bureau, office,
appropriation unit shall not
at
office, or other appropriation
not at
any time exceed
exceed the average of the compensation
compensation rates specified
for
specified
for
position
ItIf only
ony one
one po
siti on the grade
grade by such Act, and in grades
grades in which only one position
position
in awoade.
im
e.
is allocated the salary of such position shall not exceed the averNot
Not applicable
applicable to
to age of the compensation
Provided,
compensation rates for the grade: Provided,
That this
clerical-mechanical serclerical-mechanical
.
..
i
.
vice.
vice.
restriction
(1) to
grades 1,
2,
3,
and 4
of the
clericalrestriction shall
shall not apply
apply (1)
to grades
1,
2,
3,
and
4
of
the
clericalNo fixed salary rremechanical
or (2)
reduction in
in salary
of
duNceded
mechanical service, or
salary
(2) to
to require
require the
the reduction
salary of
duced.
Vol.
42, p.
Vol. 42,.
P 1190.
1o.
any
person whose compensation
compensation was fixed as of July 1, 1924,
any person
1924, in
Transfers to another accordance
Transfers
accordance with the rules of section 66 of such Act, (3)
(3) to require the
position without reducposition
tion.
reduction
in salary
person who
who is
is transferred
transferred from
from one
one posireduction in
salary of
of any
any person
position to another position in the same or different grade in the same
same
Payment at higher
higher or aa different
different bureau, office,
office, or other appropriation unit,
or (4)
(4)
unit, or
salaries permitted.
alariesrmted.
to
prevent the
of aa salary
salary under
any grade
grade at
at a
to prevent
the payment
payment of
under any
a rate
rate
higher
higher than the maximum rate of the grade when such higher
higher rate
is permitted by "
The Classification
1923," and is specifically
"The
Classification Act of
of 1923,"
specifically
authorized by other
law.
authorized
other law.
Provisos.
PrAisos.
Salaries limited to
average rates under
Classification Act. d.er

CONTItGENT EXPENSES,
CONTINGENT
EXPENSES, DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF
OF STATE
STATE

Contingent and mis-

Contingent and MIS.
cellaneous expenses,

n

expense

For contingent and miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses, including
including stationery
stationery,
furniture, fixtures,
fixtures, typewriters,
typewriters, exchange
of same,
and
furniture,
exchange of
same, repairs
repairs arid.
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1825.
1825.

material
repairs; books, maps, and periodicals, domestic and
for repairs;
material for
foreign, for
the library,
exceeding $4,000;
maintenance, repair,
$4,000; maintenance,
not exceeding
library, not
for the
foreign,
and
storage of
of motor-propelled
motor-propelled vehicles,
be used
used only for official
to be
vehicles, to
and storage
purposes;
automobile mail
and
including storage, repair, and
wagons, including
mail wagons,
purposes; automobile
exchange
exceeding $150;
$150; and other
other
not exceeding
street-car fare not
same; street-car
of same;
exchange of
miscellaneous
items not
not included
included in
in the
the foregoing, $43,605.
miscellaneous items
PRINTING
PRINTING AND BINDING

of State,
For
all printing
and binding
in the
State, indudincludDepartment of
the Department
binding in
printing and
For all
ing all
offices, institutions, and services located in
bureaus, offices,
of its bureaus,
ing
all of
Washington,
elsewhere, $149,785.
$149,785.
Columbia, and elsewhere,
District of Columbia,
Washington, District
PASSPORT BUREAUS
BUREAUS
PASSPORT

For
and expenses
of maintenance,
maintenance, including rent outside
expenses of
salaries and
For salaries
the
District of
bureaus at New York City,
passport bureaus
of passport
Columbia, of
of Columbia,
the District
New York;
York; San
San Francisco,
Francisco, California;
Chicago, Illinois; Seattle,
California; Chicago,
New
Washington;
New Orleans,
Orleans, Louisiana;
Massachusetts,
Boston, Massachusetts,
and Boston,
Louisiana; and
Washington; New
$63,698.
$63,698.
DIPLOMATIC
AND CONSULAR
SERVICE
CONSULAR SERVICE
DIPLOMATIC AND
AMBASSADORS AND
AND MINISTERS
MINISTERS
AMBASSADORS

'inrin,

g
i
ng
Prin
. ting

and bind.

and bind

Passport
bureaus.
Passport bureaus.
Salaries and expenses.

Salariesandexpenses.
Boston added.

Bostonadded.

Foreign service.

Foreign service.

Ambassadors
ministers.

and
a
nd

Ambassadors.

Ambassadors extraordinary
Argentina, Ambassador.
to Argentina,
plenipotentiary to
and plenipotentiary
extraordinary and
Ambassadors
Brazil, Chile,
France, Germany,
Britain, Italy,
Japan,
Italy, Japan,
Great Britain,
Germany, Great
Cuba, France,
Chile, Cuba,
Brazil,
APance for
Mexico, Peru,
Turkey, at $17,500
Pro- Allowance
$17,500 each, $227,500: Proand Turkey,
Spain, and
Peru, Spain,
for TurTurMexico,
available for minnecessary of the amount
may be
as may
vided,
That so
so much
much as
be necessary
amount herein key
vided, That
apt
po
e
tiritaLl
ha
ia b
t
legrade
gra
for
demin
ap:
ister
if .that
appropriated for
of an
Ambassador to Turkey shall be pointed.
an Ambassador
salary of
the salary
for the
appropriated
extraordinary and minister
available for
the salary of
minister pleniof an envoy extraordinary
for the
available
potentiary to
to Turkey
per annum
annum in the event that the
at $12,000
$12,000 per
Turkey at
potentiary
President should
appoint a
diplomatic representative
representative of
of that
grade;
that grade;
a diplomatic
should appoint
President
Belgium and Luxad Lxemburg
For ambassador
extraordinary and plenipotentiary
plenipotentiary to Belgium emburg.
ambassador extraordinary
For
Luxemand
envoy
extraordinary
and
minister
plenipotentiary
to
plenipotentiary
and envoy extraordinary and minister
burg,
$17,500;
burg, $17,500;
Nethe
and
Envoys extraordinary
extraordinary and
and ministers
ministers plenipotentiary
plenipotentiary to China, and 1.China
(
‘
3
i
tn
i
i
i
i
iis
a
ter
an d NetherEnvoys
lands.
the
Netherlands, at
at $12,000
$12,000 each,
each, $24,000;
$24,000;
lands
the Netherlands,
Other coin:Aries.
Albania, Othercountes.
Envoys extraordinary
and ministers
plenipotentiary to
to Albania,
ministers plenipotentiary
extraordinary and
Envoys
Austria,
Bolivia,
Bulgaria,
Czechoslovakia,
Colombia,
Costa
Rica,
Austria, Bolivia, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Colombia, Costa Rica,
Denmark, Dominican
Dominican Republic,
Ecuador, Egypt, Finland, Greece,
Republic, Ecuador,
Denmark,
Guatemala,
Hungary, Nicaragua,
Nicaragua, Norway,
Honduras, Hungary,
Haiti, Honduras,
Guatemala, Haiti,
Panama,
Persia, Poland,
Poland, Portugal
Rumania, Salvador,
Portugal,„Rumania,
Paraguay.: Persia,
Panama, Paraguay
Siam, Sweden,
Sweden, Switzerland,
Uruguay, and
and Venezuela,
$10,000
at $10,000
Venezuela, at
Switzerland, Uruguay,
Siam,
each,
and to
Serbs, Croats,
Slovenes, $10,000;
$320,000;
$10,000; in all, $320,000;
and Slovenes,
Croats, and
the Serbs,
to the
each, and
Envoy extraordinary
extraordinary and
minister plenipotentiary
plenipotentiary to
to Esthonia,
Esthonia.
and minister
Envoy
Latvia, and
r etc.,
etc. LiLatvia,
and Lithuania,
Lithuania, $10,000;
$10,000;
Minister,
Minister
resident and
general to
to Liberia,
Liberia, $5,000;
$5,000;
beria.
consul general
and consul
Minister resident
Agent, etc., Tangier.
Agent and
and consul
consul general
at Tangier,
$7,500;
Agent, etc., Tanger
Tangier, $7,500;
general at
Agent
Proviso.
alarrestriction.
paid to
Provided, That
no salary
herein appropriated
shall be
to Salary
be paid
restriction.
appropriated shall
salary herein
That no
Provided,
any
receiving any
any other
from the
United States Govthe United
salary from
other salary
official receiving
any official
ernment;
ernment;
Total,
ministers, $611,500.
$611,500.
and ministers,
ambassadors and
Total, ambassadors
CHARGES
7AFFAIRES AD INTERIMI
INTERIM
D'AFFAIRES
CHARGES D
Charges

c ha
act- etb
consuls while
For salaries
of foreign
foreign service
officers or
or vice
vice consuls
while actservice officers
etc.
salaries of
For

ing as
charges d'affaires
interim or while in charge of aa cond'affaires ad interim
as charges
ing
sulate
or consulate
consulate during
during the absence of the principal officer,
general or
sulate general

d'aflaires,

d'afaires.
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Proviso.
Proviso.

pay
to
Additional
vice
Additional
consuls
inpay
charge
to
vice
consuls in
charge
of
consulates.
of consulates,
Aide, p:
P:143.
Ank,
143.

SESS. II.
II. CH.
SEss.
CH. 364.
364.

1925.
1925.

$45,000:
That after
30, 1924,
1924, vice
vice consuls
consuls while
in
while in
after June
June 30,
Provided. That
$45,000: Provided,
c
h arge
. of
of aa consulate
general or
during the
the absence
absence of
the
of the
or consulate
consulate during
consulate general
charge
principal officer
officer shall
shall be
be entitled
entitled to
additional compensation
compensation in
in the
the
to additional
principal
same manner
under the
as foreign-service
foreign-service offioffisame conditions
conditions as
and under
the same
same
manner and
cers
as provided
provided in
17 of
of the
the Act
of May
May 24,
Act of
24, 1924.
1924.
section 17
cers as
in section
EMBASSIES AND
LEGATIONS
AND LEGATIONS
CLERKS AT
AT EMBASSIES

Clerks at
Clerks
at embassies
embassies
legations.
,
and legations.

For
the employment
employment of
necessary clerks
clerks at
the embassies
embassies and
and legalegaat the
of necessary
For the
tions, who,
who, whenever
hereafter appointed,
citizens of
shall be
be citizens
of the
the
tions,
whenever hereafter
appointed, shall
United
$355,000; and
so far
far as
practicable shall
shall be
be appointed
appointed
and so
as practicable
States, $355,000;
United States,
under
civil-service rules
rules and
and regulations.
regulations.
under civil-service

Interpreters.
Interpreters.

INTERPRETERS
TO EMBASSIES
EMBASSIES AND
AND LEGATIONS
LEGATIONS
INTERPRETERS TO

Interpreter to
legation and
consulate general
to Persia,
Persia, $2,000.
general to
$2,000.
and consulate
Interpreter
to legation
Interpreter
and consulate
Bangkok, Siam,
Siam,
to Bangkok,
legation and
consulate general
general to
Interpreter to
to legation

Persia.
Siam.
Siam.
Tuition.
TuitionrruChina,
hina, J a key.
pan, and Turkey.
la-

$2,500.

For
the cost
cost of
tuition of
of foreign
officers
For the
the payment
payment of
of the
of tuition
foreign service
service officers
assigned
for language
language study
in China,
Japan, and
Turkey, at
the
study in
China, Japan,
and Turkey,
at the
assigned for
rate
$350 per
$5,250.
per annum
annum each,
each, $5,250.
rate of
of $350
QUARTERS FOR
IN 'katPRETERS AT
EMBASSIES
QUARTERS
FOR STUDENT
STUDENT INTERPRETERS
AT EMBASSIES

stu
cr officers.
o
t
reef
g language'
study

Quarters for language

For rent
rent of
for foreign
foreign service
officers assigned
for lanservice officers
assigned for
lanFor
of quarters
quarters for
guage study
study in
and Turkey,
Turkey, $1,800.
$1,800.
Japan and
in Japan
guage
CONTINGENT EXPENSES,
FOREIGN MISSIONS
MISSIONS
CONTINGENT
EXPENSES, FOREIGN

To enable
enable the
provide, at
the public
all
the President
President to
to provide,
at the
public expense,
expense, all
such stationery,
blanks, records,
records, and
and other
books, seals,
seals, presses,
presses, flags,
such
stationery, blanks,
other books,
flags,
and signs
as he
he shall
think necessary
necessary for
the several
several embassies
embassies and
and
signs as
shall think
for the
and
legations in
transaction of
and also
rent, relegations
in the
the transaction
of their
their business,
business, and
also for
for rent,
repairs, postage,
household furniture
and furnishpairs,
postage, telegrams,
telegrams, furniture,.
furniture, household
furniture and
furnishings not
not to
exceed $25,000,
exchange of
same, mesmesings
to exceed
$25,000, typewriters
typewriters and
and exchange
of same,
Launch,
c, ConstantiConstanti- senger
operation and maintenance
senger service, operation
maintenance of launch
launch for
at
for embassy
embassy at
nnople.

Contient epene,

Contingent expenses,

nmissions.

Constantinople not
exceeding $2,500,
compensation of kavasses,
kavasses,
Constantinople
not exceeding
$2,500, compensation
guards, dragomans,
dragomans, and
including compensation
and porters, including
compensation of inin-

terpreters, translators,
translators, and
the compensation
compensation of
of and
and rent
rent for
for dispatch
terpreters,
and the
dispatch
agents
San Francisco,
New
agents at
at London,
London, New
New York,
York, San
Francisco, Seattle,
Seattle, and
and New
Orleans,
and for
and miscellaneous
of embassies
for traveling
traveling and
miscellaneous expenses
expenses of
embassies
Orleans, and
and legations,
and for
loss on
of exchange
to and
and
legations, and
for loss
on bills
bills of
exchange to
and from
from ememLoes by exchange.
bassies and legations,
Loss
exchange.
legations, including such loss on bills of exchange
exchange to
to
officers of
United States
payment in
adofficers
of the
the United
States Court
Court for
for China,
China, and
and payment
in advance of
subscriptions for
for newspapers
(foreign and
and domestic),
vance
of subscriptions
newspapers (foreign
domestic), rent,
rent,
telephone, and
and other
other similar
similar services
services under
telephone,
under this
this appropriation
appropriation is
is
hereby authorized,
$713,162: Provided,
That no
no part
part of
sum apapNo
Proviso.
payment
for clercler- hereby
this sum
of this
Provided, That
authorized, $713,162:
payment for
No
i( lservies
to persons
persons propriated
propriated for contingent
contingent expenses,
shall be exical
services to
expenses, foreign
foreign missions, shall
not
n Americans.
nded for
for salaries
of persons
persons not
not American
citizens perpericans.
pended
salaries or
or wages
wages of
American citizens
orming clerical
services, whether
whether officially
designated as
as clerks
clerks or
or
forming
clerical services,
officially designated
not,
in any
foreign mission.
not, in
any foreign
mission.
Dispatch
Dispatch agents.

GROUND
RENT OF EMBASSY AT TOKYO,
TOKYO, JAPAN
JAPAN
GROUND RENT
Ground
Ground rent, Japan.
Japan.

For annual
annual ground
for the
the
ground rent
rent of
of the embassy
embassy at Tokyo,
Tokyo, Japan,
Japan, for
year ending
ending March
year
March 15,
15, 1926,
1926, $250.
$250.
EXPENSES OF FOREIGN
FOREIGN SERVICE INSPECTORS
PXPENSES
INSPECTORS

Expenses, foreign serv-

ExPenses.
imigaservice
inspectors.
ice

For the actual
traveling and
subsistence expenses
actual and
and necessary
necessary traveling
and subsistence
expenses
of
traveling and
and
of foreign
foreign service
service officers
officers detailed
detailed for
for inspection
inspection while
while traveling

CONGRESS.
SIXTYEIGHTH CONGRE
SS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH

SESS.
II. CH.
S
ESS. II.
Cu. 364.
364.
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1925.
1925.

inspecting
Secretary of State, $25,000:
under instructions
instructions from the Secretary
inspecting under
Proviso.
Subsnce
Provided, That
That inspectors
be allowed
allowed actual
necessary Subsistence
Provided,
inspectors shall
shall not
not be
actual and
and necessary
ance.
expenses
itemized, exceeding
exceeding an average of $8 per anee.
subsistence, itemized,
expenses for subsistence,
day.
day.

alowallow-

STATES CONSULATES
ALLOWANCE
FOR CLERK
AT UNITED
CONSULATES
HIRE AT
UNITED STATES
CLERK HIRE
ALLOWANCE FOR

.rk hire
conxgat consuClerk
be expended
For allowance
allowance for
for clerk
hire at
consulates, to
to be
expended under
under Isele
hire at
at consulates,
clerk hire
For

the direction
direction of
of the
the Secretary
$1,550,000. Clerks, whenwhenSecretary of State, $1,550,000.
the
ever hereafter
hereafter appointed,
far as practicable,
practicable, be appointed
appointed
so far
appointed, shall,
shall, so
ever
civil-service rules and regulations.
under civil-service
CONTINGENT EXPENSES,
UNITED STATES
CONTINGENT
EXPENSES, UNITED
STATES CONSULATES
CONSULATES

PB
n ','
For expenses
of providing
all such
stationery, blanks,
tit
n
erntexPensee
and co=a
conates."e
record and
blanks, record
such stationery,
providing all
expenses of
For

other books,
presses, flags,
flags, signs,
necesas may
may be
be necesmuch as
signs, rent (so much
books, seals,
seals, presses,
other
sary), repairs
buildings owned
owned by
United States,
by the
the United
to consular
consular buildings
repairs to
sary),
postage,
household furniture
furniture and
not to
to exand furnishings
furnishings not
postage, furniture,
furniture, household
ceed $10,000,
exchange of
of same,
newsstatistics, newssame, statistics,
and exchange
typewriters and
$10,000, typewriters
ceed
papers,
telegrams, advertising, mesand domestic),
domestic), telegrams,
(foreign and
freight (foreign
papers, freight
senger
expenses of
service
foreign service
of consular
consular and foreign
traveling expenses
senger service,
service, traveling
officers,
compensation of
interpreters, kavasses,
guards, dragomans,
dragomans,
officers, compensation
of interpreters,
kavasses, guards,
translators,
Chinese writers,
writers, loss
by exchange,
exchange, and
other
such other
and such
loss by
and Chinese
translators, and
necessary for the
miscellaneous
President may think necessary
as the President
expenses as
miscellaneous expenses
several consulates
and consular
consular agencies
the transaction
transaction of their
agencies in the
consulates and
several
business and
in advance
of subscriptions
newspapers
for newspapers
subscriptions for
advance of
payment in
and payment
business
(foreign
and domestic),
rent, telephone,
services
other similar
similar services
and other
telephone, and
domestic), rent,
(foreign and
under this
this appropriation
are hereby
$968,900.
authorized, $968,900.
hereby authorized,
appropriation are
under
IMMIGRATION OF
OF ALIENS
ALIENS
IMMIGRATION

by exchange.
exchae.
Loss by

Immigration
of
Immigration of
aliens.
aliens.

To
enable the
Department of
of State
to perform
perform the
duties devolvDepartment
expen, der laws regulatsespadrtlareenat
the duties
devolv- ses
the Department
State to
To enable
ing upon
it under
under the
the laws
regulating immigration
immigration of
'pg.
aliens into
into in-.
of aliens
laws regulating
upon it
ing
mA p.
p.'3.
the United
States, including
including the
specified in the Acts Ante,
objects specified
the same
same objects
the
United States,
making
the Department
fiscal
for the
the fiscal
of State
State for
Department of
for the
appropriations for
making appropriations
year
1926, under
the heads
of salaries
and contingent
contingent expenses
of the
the
expenses of
salaries and
heads of
under the
year 1926,
Department
of State,
salaries of foreign
binding, salaries
printing and binding,
State, printing
Department of
service
hire at
at United
United States
consulates,
States consulates,
for clerk
clerk hire
allowance for
officers, allowance
service officers,
transportation of
of diplomatic
consular officers
clerks, and
and clerks,
officers and
and consular
diplomatic and
transportation
contingent expenses,
expenses, United
United States
consulates, $450,000,
of which
$450,000, of
which
States consulates,
contingent

t

not to
$35,000 shall
for personal
—
D
n the DRservices in the triricer ices In
personal services
available for
shall be
be available
to exceed
exceed $35,000
not
District of
of Columbia
Columbia under
the Classification
Classification Act of 1923.
under the
District
RELIEF
OF AMERICAN
AMERICAN SEAMEN
SEAMEN
PROTECTION OF
AND PROTECTION
RELIEF AND
Relief, etc.,
of ArunAmerietc., of
Relief,

canseamen.
For relief and
protection of American seamen in foreign countries,can
and protection
For
in
Panama Canal
Canal Zone,
in the
the Philippine
and shipshipIslands, and
Philippine Islands,
and in
Zone, and
in the
the Panama
wrecked American
seamen in
in the
the Territory
Alaska, in the HaTerritory of Alaska,
American seamen
wrecked
waiian
Islands, in
in Porto
Rico, and
in the
the Virgin
$150.000.
Virgin Islands, $150,000.
and in
Porto Rico,
waiian Islands,
SALARIES
OFFICERS
SERVICE OFFICERS
OF FOREIGN
FOREIGN SERVICE
SALARIES OF
For salaries
salaries of
of foreign
service officers
officers as
in the
the Act
Act apapas provided
provided in
foreign service
For

proved
May 24,
24,
proved May
improvement of
of
improvement
purposes,"
other purposes,"

1924, entitled
"An Act
Act for
for the
the reorganization
and
reorganization and
entitled "An
1924,
the foreign
United States, and for
of the United
foreign service of
the
$2,911,000.
$2,911,000.

offiForeign service
service &mForeign
cers.
CerS.
Salaries.
Ante,, p.
p.140.

SALARIES, DIPLOMATIC,
DIPLOMATIC, CONSULAR,
CONSULAR, AND
AND FOREIGN
SERVICE OFFICERS
WHILR
OFFICERS WHILE
FOREIGN SERVICE
SALARIES,
RECEIVING
AND IN
IN TRANSIT
TRANSIT
INSTRUCTIONS AND
RECEIVING INSTRUCTIONS
" and tranr
To
the salaries
salaries of
of ambassadors,
ministers, consuls,
consuls, vice
con- i,nstructi
on
anIpctionand
vice conambassadors, ministers,
To pay
pay the
suls,
other officers
States for the period
period actually
of the
the United States
officers of
suls, and
and other
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and necessarily
necessarily occupied
occupied in
in receiving
instructions
receiving instructions
and
transits
their posts,
posts, and
and while
while awaiting
awaiting
and from
from their
to and
transits to
B.. S., sec.
see. 1740, p. 309. authority
authority to
act in
in pursuance
with the
provisions
the provisions
pursuance with
to act
of
Statutes, $30,000.
$30,000.
Revised Statutes,
the Revised
of the

1925.

and in making
making
recognition
and
recognition and
of
section 1740
of section

TRANSPORTATION
DIPLOMATIC, CONSULAR,
SERVICE
FOREIGN SERVICE
AND FOREIGN
CONSULAR, AND
OF DIPLOMATIC,
TRANSPORTATION OF
OFFICERS

To pay
verified statements
statements of the actual and
and verified
the itemized
itemized and
pay the
To
necessary
transportation and
and subsistence,
subsistence, under
under such
of transportation
expenses of
necessary expenses
regulations as
Secretary of
of State
may prescribe,
diplomatic,
prescribe, of diplomatic,
State may
as the
the Secretary
regulations
consular and
foreign service
service officers,
and clerks
clerks in
legain embassies,
embassies, legaofficers, and
and foreign
consular
tions, and
and consulates,
consulates, including
including officers
officers of the
Court
the United States Court
tions,
for
China, and
their families
families and
effects in
and returning
returning
to and
going to
in going
and effects
and their
for China,
from
their posts,
posts, or
or of
of such
when traveling
traveling under
under
clerks when
and clerks
officers and
such officers
from their
orders
of the
the Secretary
of State,
but not
including any
inany expense
expense innot including
but
of
State,
Secretary
of
orders
Proviso.
Proriso.
Provided,
curred in
connection with
leaves of absence,
absence, $250,000: Provided,
with leaves
in connection
Passage on foreign
foreign curred
Passage
restricted.
ships restricted.
That no
part of
of said
be paid
for transportation
transportation on
foreign
on foreign
paid for
shall be
sum shall
said sum
no part
That
vessels
without a
a certificate
the Secretary
Secretary of State that there
from the
certificate from
vessels without
are no
no American
American vessels
such officers
and clerks
be
may be
clerks may
officers and
on which
which such
vessels on
are
transported.

Transportation, etc.,
Transportation,
expenses.
expenses.

EMERGENCIES
TUE DIPLOMATIC
DIPLOMATIC
IN THE
ARISING IN
EMERGENCIES ARISING
Emergencies.
Emergencies.
Neutrality Act.
Neutrality
It. S.,
S., sec.
sec. 291,
p. 49.
R.
291, p.
49.

unforeseen emergencies
To enable the President
President to meet unforeseen
emergencies arising in
the Diplomatic
Diplomatic and
and to
extend the commercial
commercial
to extend
Service, and
and Consular
Consular Service,
the
and other
other interests
and
interests of the United States
States and to meet the necessary
necessary
expenses
the execution
the Neutrality
Neutrality Act,
be
Act, to
to be
of the
execution of
upon the
attendant upon
expenses attendant
of section 291
291 of the
the Revised
expended pursuant
to the requirement
Revised
expended
pursuant to
requirement of
Statutes,
$400,000.
Statutes, $400,000.
ALLOWANCE
ALLOWANCE

Allowance
officers
Allowance for officers
dying abroad.
R.
1749, p.
p. 311.
311.
sec. 1749,
R. S.,
S., sec.

AND
CONSULAR SERVICE
SERVICE
AND CONSULAR

TO
WIDOWS
OR
HEIRS OF
CONSULAR,
OF DIPLOMATIC,
DIPLOMATIC, CONSULAR,
OR
HEIRS
TO
WIDOWS
FOREIGN SERVICE
SERVICE OFFICERS
ABROAD
OFFICERS WHO DIE ABROAD
FOREIGN

AND
AND

For payment
under the
the provisions
provisions of
of section
section 1749 of the
Revised
the Revised
For
payment under
of diploStatutes
of the
the United
United States
to the
widows or heirs at law
law of
the widows
States to
Statutes of
matic, consular,
and foreign
foreign service
service officers
the United
States
of the
United States
officers of
consular, and
matic,
dying in
in foreign
foreign countries
discharge of
of their
duties, $2,000.
$2,000.
their duties,
in the
the discharge
countries in
dying
TRANSPORTING REMAINS
REMAINS OF
OF DIPLOMATIC,
DIPLOMATIC, CONSULAR,
FOREIGN SERVSERVCONSULAR, AND FOREIGN
TRANSPORTING
ICE
OFFICERS AND CLERKS
CLERKS TO THEIR
THEIR HOMES FOR INTERMENT
INTERMENT
ICE OFFICERS

rcBringing home remains of officers.
mains

Post allowances.

Special allowances to
officers to meet living
expenses.
expenses.

For
defraying the
the expenses
transporting the
remains of
of diplothe remains
of transporting
expenses of
For defraying
matic, consular,
consular, and foreign service
service officers of the United States,
matic,
including clerks,
who have
have died
died or
may die abroad or in transit,
or may
clerks, who
including
while
discharge of
their official
to their
their former
former homes
duties, to
official duties,
of their
in the
the discharge
while in
in
country for
interment, and
ordinary and necessary
necessary
the ordinary
and for the
for interment,
this country
in this
$4,000.
expenses
of such
their post
post or at home,
home, $4,000.
at their
interment, at
such interment,
expenses of
POST
POST

ALLOWANCES TO
TO DIPLOMATIC,
DIPLOMATIC, CONSULAR,
CONSULAR,
ALLOWANCES
OFFICERS
OFFICERS

AND

FOREIGN
FOREIGN

SERVICE
SERVICE

To enable
the President,
President, in
in his
his discretion,
accordance with
in accordance
and in
discretion, and
To
enable the
such regulations
he may
prescribe, to
make special allowances
allowances
to make
may prescribe,
as he
regulations as
such
by way
of additional
to diplomatic,
diplomatic, consular,
consular, and
compensation to
additional compensation
by
way of
foreign service
officers, and
officers of
States Court
for
Court for
the United
United States
of the
and officers
service officers,
foreign
China
order to
to adjust
adjust their
their official
official income
the ascertained
ascertained cost
cost
to the
income to
in order
China in
of living
living at
at the
posts to
may be assigned,
assigned, $25,000.
they may
to which
which they
the posts
of
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INTERNATIONAL
COMMISSIONS,
OBLIGATIONS, COMMISSIONS,
INTERNATIONAL OBLIGATIONS,
BUREAUS,
FORTH
BUREAUS, AND SO FORTH
COAST OF
LIGHT, COAST
CAPE
OF MOBOCCO
MOROCCO
SPARTEL LIGHT,
CAPE SPARTEL

For annual
of the
of Cape
Cape Spartel and Tanexpenses of
the expenses
proportion of
annual proportion
For

Cape
Light.
partelLight.
Cape Spartel

exchange, $386.
gier Light
Light on
coast of
including loss by exchange,
Morocco, including
of Morocco,
the coast
on the
gier
RESCUING SHIPWRECKED
SEAMEN
AMERICAN SEAMEN
SHIPWRECKED AMERICAN
RESCUING
Life
Life saving testimo-

For
acknowledgment of nif
Mats savg
incurred in the acknowledgment
be incurred
may be
which may
expenses which
For expenses
the services
services of
rescuing
foreign vessels in rescuing
crews of foreign
and crews
masters and
of masters
the
American seamen
seamen or
or citizens
shipwreck or other catastrophe
catastrophe
from shipwreck
citizens from
American
at
sea, $3,000.
at sea,

m

MEASURES
INTERNATIONAL BUREAU
BUREAU OF
AND MEASURES
WEIGHTS AND
OF WEIGHTS
INTERNATIONAL
fVe
elai i
tionaldBAreau.

Bureau

International
Measof Weightsand MeasFor contribution
contribution to
maintenance of
of the
the International
Bureau 0
International Bureau
the maintenance
to the
For
u
ures.

of Weights
Measures, in
conformity with
terms of the conwith the terms
in conformity
and Measures,
Weights and
of

under the direction
paid, under
vention
to be
be paid,
direction
same to
the same
1875, the
20, 1875,
May 20,
of May
vention of
of the
of State,
State, to
said bureau
bureau on
on its
its certificate
certificate of apporto said
Secretary of
the Secretary
of
tionment, $3,000.
tionment,

res.

Vol. 20, p.1714.

Vol.20,p.1714.

CUSTOMS TARIFFS
INTERNATIONAL BUREAU
FOR PUBLICATION
OF CUSTOMS
TARIFFS
PUBLICATION OF
BUREAU FOR
INTERNATIONAL
CusInternational
ofns
tapationCnsl

mBureau.
Tarifs Bureau.
toms
To
share of
the annual
for t
expense for
annual expense
in the
States in
United States
the United
of the
the share
meet the
To meet
Vol. 26, p. 1518.
2,p.1518.
international Vol.
the year
year ending
ending March
31, 1926,
of sustaining
sustaining the
the international
1926, of
March 31,
the
bureau
at
Brussels
for
the
translation
and
publication
of
customs
publication
and
translation
the
for
Brussels
at
bureau
tariffs,
pursuant to
to the
proclaimed December 17, 1890,
convention proclaimed
the convention
tariffs, pursuant
$2,187.
Chinese customs
$2,187.
arid.
tariff.
REVISION OF
CHINESE CUSTOMS
CUSTOMS TARIFF
TARIFF
OF CHINESE
REVISION

The unexpended
balance of
of the
of $47,750
enable
to enable
$47,750 to
appropriation of
the appropriation
unexpended balance
The

the United
United States
States Government
obligations arising
to carry out its obligations
Government to
the
under
the treaty
relating to
to the
the Chinese
Chinese customs
made in
the
in the
tariff made
customs tariff
treaty relating
under the

JusAct
making appropriations
appropriations for
of State
and JusState and
Departments of
the Departments
for the
Act making
tice
and for
for the
Judiciary, approved
1922, shall remain availapproved June 1, 1922,
the Judiciary,
tice and
able
for the
the purposes
for the
the fiscal year 1926.
described for
therein described
purposes therein
able for
INQUIRY INTO
CHINA
IN CHINA
EXTRATERRITORIALITY IN
INTO EXTRATERRITORIALITY
INQUIRY

Unexpended balance
Unexpended
or revising,
f
continued
for
revg continued
available.
avalable.
p.10.
ol.2,
Vol.
42, p.
610.

p.

Ante,
Ante, p. 211.

Extraterritoriality
Extraterritoriality in
China.
China.

Unexpended bainneo
Unexpended
balance

for inquiry regarlding
inquiry regarding,
The
of the
the appropriation
appropriation of
$21,000 to
to enable
enable for
of $21,000
balance of
unexpended balance
The unexpended
continued available.
arising
the
obligations
carry out its obligations
to carry
Government to
States Government
United States
the United
under Resolution
Resolution Numbered
4, adopted
adopted by the Conference
Conference on the
Numbered 4,
under
Limitation of
of Armament,
December 10,
10, 1921,
extraterri- Vol. 42, p. 610.
regarding extraterri1921, regarding
Armament, December
Limitation
p. 610
oL 42,
toriality
in
China,
made
by
the
Act
making
appropriations
for the Ante,
Act
p. 211.
the
by
made
China,
in
toriality
approved
Departments
of State
State and
Justice and
for the Judiciary, approved
and for
and Justice
Departments of
June 1,
1, 1922,
shall remain
available for
for the purposes therein deremain available
1922, shall
June
scribed
scribed for the fiscal year 1926.

WATER
BOUNDARY, UNITED
STATES AND
AND MEXICO
MFXICO
UNITED STATES
WATER BOUNDARY,
Mexican Boundary
Boundary
Mexican

commssion.
To enable
the President
President to
to perform
perform the
obligations of the United CommVuion.
the obligations
enable the
To
Vol. 24, p. 1011; Vol.
Vop
. 310;

2;4i
the 2VO.
between the
treaties of 1884, 1889,
States under
under the
the treaties
1889, 1905,
1905, and 1906,
1906, between
States
26, p.
1512; Vol.
p. 1512;
26,

United States
including not to exceed $900 for rent of
Mexico, including
and Mexico,
States and
United
offices
$600 for
for the
truck, $43,200:
$43,200:
motor-driven truck,
of a
a motor-driven
purchase of
the purchase
and $600
offices and
Provided,
That not
exceed $6,000
discresum may in the discresuch sum
of such
$6,000 of
to exceed
not to
Provided, That
tion of
the President
President be
taking over the water gauging
for taking
used for
be used
of the
tion
now
being done
Texas.
of Texas.
State of
the State
by the
done by
now being

29
2953.

3.

po,

Precise.
Water
ganging.
Watergaging.

34,
34, p.

1020
1020

SIXTY-EIGHTH
SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.

SESS. II.
II. CH.
SEss.
CH. 364.
364.

1925.
1925.

BOUNDARY LINE,
LINE, ALASKA
ALASKA AND
BOUNDARY
AND THE
UNITED STATES
STATES AND
AND CANADA,
CANADA, AND
THE UNITED
AND
CANADA
CANADA
Boundary, Alaska
and Canada.
Vol.
32, p. 196.
1961.
Vol.32,

To enable
To
enable the
the Secretary
Secretary of
boundary and
make
of State
State to
to mark
mark the
the boundary
and make
the surveys
surveys incidental thereto between
between the Territory
Territory of
of Alaska
Alaska and
and
the Dominion of Canada,
Canada, in
conformity with
of the
the
in conformity
with. the
the award
award of
Alaskan
Alaskan Boundary Tribunal
Tribunal and existing
existing treaties,
treaties, including
including ememployment at the seat
of such
such surveyors,
seat of
of government
government of
surveyors, computers,
computers,
Land
and
water draftsmen,
Land and
water
as
are
necessary;
and
for
draftsmen,
and
clerks
necessary;
and
for
the more
the
more effective
effective
boundary,
United
States and Canada.
states
Canada.
demarkation
mapping, pursuant
demarkation and
and mapping,
pursuant to
to the
the treaty
treaty of
of April
11, 1908,
April 11,
1908,
between
between the United States
States and
Britain, of
of the
the land
land and
and water
water
and Great
Great Britain,
Vol. 35, p.2003.
p. 2003.
Vol.35,
boundary
boundary line between the United States and the
the Dominion
Dominion of
of
Canada,
as established
Canada, as
established under
treaties, to
be expended
expended under
under
under existing
existing treaties,
to be
the direction
direction of
of the
of State,
State, including
the salaries
the Secretary
Secretary of
including the
salaries of
of the
the
commissioner
commissioner and the necessary
necessary engineers,
draftsmen,
engineers, surveyors,
surveyors, draftsmen,
computers,
computers, and
and clerks
in the
field and
at the
the seat
seat of
of government,
government,
clerks in
the field
and at
expense
expense of necessary
necessary traveling,
for payment
for timber
necessarily
traveling, for
payment for
timber necessarily
cut in determining
determining the boundary
boundary line
to exceed
line not
not to
exceed $500,
$500, and
and comcommutation
mutation to members of
of the
the field
field force
force while
while on
field duty
duty or
or actual
actual
on field
expenses
exceeding $5
expenses not exceeding
each, to
expended in
accordance
$5 per day
day each,
to be
be expended
in accordance
with regulations from time to
prescribed by
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of
to time prescribed
Proviso.
State,
$38,515:
Provided,
That
when
the
commissioner
is
absent
Srooe
when
State,
$38,515:
Provided,
That
when
the
commissioner
is
absent
Subsistence
when
absent from WashingWashing- from
Washington and
from Washington
his regular
regular place
of residence
residence on
and from
from his
place of
on official
official
ton.
ton.
business
shall not
necessary expenses
business he
he shall
not be allowed actual
actual and necessary
expenses of
of
subsistence
excess of
$8 per
subsistence in
in excess
of $8
per day.
day.
andCany

Alaska

INTERNATIONAL PRISON
INTERNATIONAL
PRISON COMMISSION
COMMISSION
International Prison
Prison
International
Commission.

PanAmericanUnion.
Pan American Union.

nQuptnti
and
Quportian t ing
forr anuppr,
support,
and
bindand printing
and
binding.
in g.
Proviso.
P
rofmo. from
Use
of money

other
other Republics.
Republics,

For
For subscription
subscription of the United States as an adhering member of
of
the International
International Prison Commission, and the expenses
expenses of aa commission,
including preparation
reports, $2,550.
$2,550.
mission, including
preparation of
of reports,
PAN
UNION
PAN AMERICAN
AMERICAN UNION

For the payment
payment of
of the
the United
es for
f
or th
of the
the quota
quota of
United Stat
States
thee sup
sup-Union, $107,231.48,
port of the Pan American
American Union,
$107,231.48, and
and for
for printing
printing and
and
binding of
of the
binding
the union,
union, $20,000;
$20,000; in
$127,231.48: Provided,
in all
all $127,231.48:
Provided, That
That
from the
any moneys
moneys received
received from
the other
other American
Republics for
for the
the
American Republics
support
be paid
support of the union shall be
as aa credit,
in
paid into
into the
the Treasury
Treasury as
credit, in
addition to the appropriation,
and may
may be
be drawn
drawn therefrom
appropriation, and
therefrom upon
upon
requisitions of the chairman
chairman of the governing
requisitions
governing board
board of
the union
union
of the
for the purpose of meeting the expenses
expenses of the union and
and of carrying out the orders of the said
said governing
governing board.
board.
INTERNATIONAL
BUREAU OF
INPEKNATIONAL BUREAU
THE PERMANENT
RT OF
OF ARBITRATION
OF THE
PERMANENT COU
COURT
ARBITRATION

pnternstionalBureau,

International
Bureau,
Permanent
Permanent
Court
of
of
Arbitration.
Arbitration,
Vol.
32,
p.
1793.
Vol. 32,.793.

To meet the share of the
the United
States in
the expenses
for the
United States
in the
expenses for
the
calendar year 1924 of the International
calendar
International Bureau
Bureau of
Permanent
of the
the Permanent
Court
Court of
of Arbitration,
Arbitration, created
created under
under article 22 of the convention
convention
concluded at The Hague, July 29,
the pacific
pacific settlement
settlement
29, 1899,
1899, for
for the
of international
international disputes, $2,000.
$2,000.
BUREAU OF
UNION FOR
BUREAU
OF INTERPARLIAMENTARY
INTERPARLIAMENTARY UNION
FOR PROMOTION
OF INTERNAPROMOTION OF
INTERNATIONAL
ARBITRATION
TIONAL ARBITRATION

Interparliamentary
Interparliame ntarp
Union
Union
for Promoting
Promoting
International ArbitraInternational
Arbitration
tin

For the
the contribution
of the
contribution of
the United
States toward
toward the
mainteUnited States
the maintenance of the Bureau of
of the
the Interparliamentary
Interparliamentary Union
Union for
for the
the propromotion of international arbitration,
arbitration, to be immediately
immediately available,
available,
$6,000.
$6,000.
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CONGRESS.
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SESS.
II. CH.
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INTERNATIONAL COMMISSION
INTERNATIONAL
COMMISSION ON
ON ANNUAL
OF CONSTANTS,
CONSTANTS, AND
ANNUAL TABLES
TABLES OF
AND
SO FORTH
FORTH
SO

To the International Commission
Tables of
of Constants
Constants iii=intonVablCesomo-f
Commission on
on Annual
Annual Tables
International Commission
on Tables of
and Numerical
and Technological,
Technological, as
as constants,etc.
Numerical Data, Chemical,
Chemical, Physical, and
Constants, etc.

established by the Seventh International
International Congress
Congress of
of Applied
Applied
Chemistry
Chemistry in London
London and as continued
continued by
congress in
by the eighth
eighth congress
in
New York, as a
a contribution
contribution by the
United States
pubthe United
States toward
toward the
the publication of annual tables of constants, chemical, physical, and
and techtechnological, $500.
nological,
$500.
INTERNATIONAL
AND PRIVATE
PRIVATE INTERNATIONAL
INTERNATIONAL COMMISSION
COMMISSION ON
ON PUBLIC
PUBLIC AND
INTERNATIONAL
LAW
LAW

International ComCornThe
of $15,000
The appropriation
appropriation of
$15,000 for
the payment
payment of
compensation to
to msstion
for the
of compensation
on InternaInternamission on

and the necessary
representative or representatives
necessary expenses of the representative
representatives
of the United States on the International
International Commission
of Jurists,
Jurists,
Commission of

made
by the
made by
the Act
Act making
making appropriations
appropriations for
for the
Departments of
of
the Departments

tional Law.
tionalLaw.
Appropriation
Appropriation made
available.
available.
Vol. 42, p. 608.
Vol. 42'p.608.

INTERNATIONAL
INSTITUTE
ROME, ITALY
INTERNATIONAL INSTIL
U1.8., OF
OF AGRICULTURE
AGRICULTURE AT
AT ROME,
ITALY

International InstiInternational
tute
Agriculature.
tute
of of
Agriculature.

State and Justice and for
1, 1922,
1922, is
for the
the Judiciary,
Judiciary, approved
approved June
June 1,
is
hereby made available for the
therein described
described for
the purposes therein
for the
the
fiscal
fiscal year
year 1926.
1926.

For
the quota
quota of
of the
including the
the peQnta
Quota, ienclig
includin g deFor the
the payment
payment of
of the
the United
United States,
States, including
de-

Territory of
of Hawaii,
and the
Philippine
Territory
Hawaii, and
the dependencies
dependencies of
of the
the Philippine
Islands, Porto Rico
Virgin Islands,
Islands, for
the support
support of
of the
the
Rico,' and
and the Virgin
for the
International Institute of Agriculture
Agriculture for the calendar
International
calendar year
year 1926,
$9,600;
$9,600;
For
the additional
of the
the United
States, Additionalquota.
Additional quota.
For the payment
payment of
of the
additional quota
quota of
United States,
Territory of
and the
dependencies of
of the
the
including the Territory
of Hawaii,
Hawaii, and
the dependencies
Philippine
Philippine Islands, Porto Rico, and the Virgin Islands,
Islands, for
for the
the
support of the International
International Institute
Institute of Agriculture,
accordance
Agriculture, in accordance
with the resolutions
resolutions of the general meetings of the institute held
held in
in
November, 1920, and May, 1924, said
to be
be paid
paid in
United
said amount
amount to
in United
States currency on the basis of the fixed rate of exchange
exchange at
at par,
par, for
for
the calendar year 1926, $34,740;
$34,740;

For salary
salary of
For
the one
the permanent
permanent committee
of the
one member
member of
of the
committee of
of the
the

International
International Institute
Institute of Agriculture
Agriculture for
calendar year
for the
the calendar
year 1926,
1926,
$5,000;
$5.000;

in l enl
e .bar

Member
tte

of

om
CoinC -

For
cost of
the English
English tio
Tns
raasia
.
ting publcapublleaFor the
the cost
of translating
translating into
into and
and printing
printing in
in the
tTranlating
language the publications
publications of the International
International Institute of AgriculAgriculture at Rome, $5,000;
$5,000;
Total,
Total, $54,340.
$54,340.
INTERNATIONAL
INTERNATIONAL RAILWAY
RAILWAY CONGRESS
CONGRESS
International
International Rail-

To
of the
member of
Congress.
To pay
pay the
the quota
quota of
the United
United States
States as
as an
an adhering
adhering member
way congress.
of way
the International
International Railway
Railway Congress
for the
15,
Congress for
the year
year ending
ending April
April 15.
1926, $800.
INTERNATIONAL
IN IERNATIONAL SANITARY
SANITARY BUREAU
BUREAU

International
International

For the
the annual
annual share
United States
for the
the maintenance
tary Bureau.
For
share of
of the
the United
States for
maintenance tary
Bureau.

SaulSani-

of the International
International Sanitary Bureau
Bureau for
the year
1926, $11,154.29.
for the
year 1926,
$11,154.29.
INTERNATIONAL
onacE OF
INTERNATIONAL OFFICE
OF PUBLIC
PUBLIC HEALTH
HEALTH

International Office
Office
International

For the
the payment
For
payment of
of the
the quota
the United
United States
for the
the year
year of Public
quota of
of the
States for
Public Health.
Vol. 35, P. 2061.
the support
support of
the International
1926 toward the
of the
International Office
Office of
of Public
Public Health,
Health. Vol.
Vol. 35.
35, p.
p. 206
1834;. Vol.
42,, p.
created
created by
by the
the international
international arrangement
arrangement signed
Rome, DecemDecem- 42
signed at
at Rome,
p. 1823.
183.

1022
1022
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ber 9, 1907,
International Sanitary
181 of the International
of article
article 181
pursuance of
1907, in
in pursuance
ber
Convention
December 3, 1903, $3,860.
Paris on
on December
Convention signed at Paris
ARBITRATION OF
OUTSTANDING PECUNIARY
CLAIMS BETWEEN
THE UNITED
UNILea)
BETWEEN THE
PECUNIARY CLAIMS
OF OUTSTANDING
ARBITRATION
STATES AND
AND GREAT
BRITAIN
GREAT BRITAIN
STATES
British --American
American
Pecuniary ClaimsCommission.
mission.
Vol. 37, p.
1635.
p. 1635
Salariesand
expenses.
Slanriesandempenses.

British

International
International RadiotelegraphicConvention.
telegraphicConvention.
Vol. 37, p. 1569.
tvol37,
1569n.

For the
of outstanding
outstanding pecuniary
pecuniary
of the arbitration
arbitration of
the expenses of
accordance
claims between the United States and Great Britain, in accordance
i
with
the special
concluded for
that purpose
purpose August
August 18,
18,
for that
agreement concluded
special agreement
with the
1910,
and the
the schedules
including salary and
thereunder,, including
schedules of claims thereunder
1910, and
expenses
of the
the tribunal,
tribunal, and of the
appointed by the
the agent
agent to be appointed
expenses of
President,
by and
and with
the advice
and consent
consent of
of the Senate, counsel,
advice and
with the
President, by
joint
secretary and other assistants, contingent
contingent expenses, and perjoint secretary
sonal
services and
rent in
of Columbia,
Columbia, and elsewhere,
in the
the District
District of
and rent
sonal services
to be
expended under
under the
the direction
direction of
of the
Secretary of
of State,
State,
the Secretary
be expended
to
$64,750.
INTERNATIONAL RADIOTELEGRAPHIC
CONVENTION
RADIOTELEGRAPHIC CONVENTION
INTERNATIONAL
F
or the
the share
share of
United States
the calendar
as
of the
For
the United
States for
for the
calendar year
year 1926,
1926, as
a
international radiotelegraphic
conventions heretofore
heretofore
radiotelegraphic conventions
to the
the international
party to
a party
signed,
of the
the expenses
of the
the radiotelegraphic
service of
of the Interradiotelegraphic service
expenses of
signed, of
national Bureau
Bureau of
Telegraphic Union
at Berne,
Berne, $5,750.
$5,750.
Union at
of the
the Telegraphic
national
UNI1.83.4 STATES
STATES SECTION
INTER-AMERICAN HIGH
HIGH COMMISSION
COMMISSION
OF THE
THE INTER-AMERICAN
SECTION OF
UNITED

Inter-American

Inter-American High
Commission.
United States secsecClUnitedStates
tion.
8..
Vol.
Vol. 39,
39 ,p.. 8

To defray
defray the actual and necessary
neeessary expenses on the part of the
United
Commission
Inter-American High Commission,
United States section of the Inter-American
$21,680,
under the
the direction
of the
of
the Secretary
Secretary of
direction of
expended under
to be
be expended
$21,680, to
State.
WATERWAYS
GREAT BRITAIN:
INTERNABRITAIN: INTERNAAND GREAT
STATES AND
TREATY, UNITED
UNITED STATES
WATERWAYS TREATY,
TIONAL
JOINT COMMISSION,
COMMISSION, UNITED
STATES AND
AND GREAT
GREAT BRITAIN
BRITAIN
UNITED STATES
TIONAL JOINT

For
expenses, including
salaries of commissioners
Canadian Boundary
For salaries
salaries and
and expenses,
including salaries
commissioners and
salaries
employees appointed
appointed by
by the commisand other
other employees
salaries of
of clerks
clerks and
o

Canadian Boundary
Waters
Joint
ComWaters
Joint Como

mission.
missio.

sioners
sioners on
on the part of the United States, with the approval solely of
the
the Secretary
Secretary of State, cost of law books, books of reference, and
periodicals,
and necessary
necessary traveling
supplies, and
equipment and supplies,
periodicals, office equipment
expenses,
reasonable and necessary
necessary joint exfor one-half of all reasonable
expenses, and for
penses
the
the International
International Joint Commission incurred under the
penses of the
Vol. 3,p.
36, p. 2448.
treaty between
between the United States and Great Britain
248.
Vol.
terms of the treaty
concerning the
the use
use of
between the
United States
the United
waters between
boundary waters
of boundary
concerning
January 11, 1909,
other purposes,
purposes, signed January
and Canada,
Canada, and for other
$33,000, to
to be
be disbursed
disbursed under
under the
State:
Secretary of State:
the direction
direction of the Secretary
$33,000,
Provisos.
Provided,
That no
this appropriation
shall be
be expended
for
Provided, That
no part
part of
of this
appropriation shall
expended for
Priohs.
Subsistence
when
or secretary,
secretary, except
for actual
actual and
and
except fqr
of the
the commission
commission or
subsistence of
r
washing- subsistence
aSbstent from
absent
Washington.
ton.
necessary expenses,
necessary
expenses, not in excess
excess of $8 per day each, when absent
absent
from Washington
Washington and from
residence on official
official
from his regular
regular place of
of residence
from
Rent in the
the District.
District. business: Provided
Rent
Provided further,
further, That a
a part of this appropriation
appropriation may
be expended
expended for
for rent
rent of
commission in
District of
of
the commission
in the
the District
be
of offices
offices for
for the
Columbia
the, event
event that the Public
Columbia in
in the.
Public Buildings
Buildings Commission
Commission is
is
unable to
to supply
office space.
unable
supply suitable
suitable office
space.
TO THE
THE GOVERNMENT
PAYMENT
GOVERNMENT OF
OF PANAMA
PANAMA
PAYMENT TO
Panama.
Panama.

Annual payment to.
Vol. 33, p. 2238.

Vol. up.

s

To enable
enable the Secretary
Secretary of State to pay to the Government
Government of
Panama
Panama the
the fourteenth
fourteenth annual
annual payment,
payment, due
due on
on February
February 26,
26,
1926, from
from the
the Government
of the
United States
Government
1926,
Government of
the United
States to
to the
the Government
of
Panama under
under article
14 of
of the
November 18,
18, 1903,
1903,
of November
article 14
the treaty
treaty of
of Panama
$250,000.
$250,000.
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PAYMENT TO
COLOMBIA
GOVERNMENT OF COLOMBIA
TO THE GOVERNMENT
PAYMENT

To enable
Government of
of State to pay to the Government
To
enable the Secretary of
Colombia the
the fourth
the Government
Government of the United
from the
payment from
fourth payment
Colombia
States to
2 of
of the treaty of
article 2
under article
Colombia under
of Colombia
the Republic
Republic of
to the
States
April
6, 1914,
1914, $5,000,000.
$5,000,000.
April 6,

Colombia.
Payment to.
Vol. 42, p. 2124.
Vol.

INTERNATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL
COUNCIL
INTERNATIONAL
sear
Inctrctaotiont
c.
i
t
i
l

International

Re-

To
pay the
share of
of the
the United
United States,
adhering search Council.
ReStates, as an adhering
annual share
the annual
To pay
member
the International
Research Council
and of
of the
Specified quotas.
quotas.
Associated Specified
the Associated
Council and
International Research
of the
member of
Unions
organized at Brussels,
1919, as follows: InterJuly 18-28, 1919,
Brussels, July
Unions organized
Astronomical Union,
national
International Astronomical
$160; International
Research Council, $160;
national Research
$960;
of Pure
$360;
Applied Chemistry, $360;
Pure and Applied
Union of
International Union
$960; International
International Union
Union of
Interna$1,664; InternaGeophysics, $1,664;
and Geophysics,
of Geodesy
Geodesy and
International
tional
International Union of Scientific
Mathematics, $80; International
of Mathematics,
Union of
tional Union
Radiotelegraphy, $128;
$128; in
all, $3,352,
to be
be expended
expended under the
the
$3,352, to
in all,
Radiotelegraphy,
direction
State.
Secretary of State.
the Secretary
of the
direction of
BUREAU
HYDROGRAPHIC BUREAU
INTERNATIONAL
INTERNATIONAL HYDROGRAPH1C
International HydroFor
the annual
contribution of
of the
the United
United States
States toward
International
toward the main- graphic
annual contribution
For the
Bureau. Hydrotenance
of the
International Hydrographic
Bureau, $3,860.
graphic
$3,860. Bureau.
Hydrographic Bureau,
the International
tenance of
FOREIGN
HOSPITAL AT CAPE TOWN
TOWN
FOREIGN HOSPITAL

Somerset
For
contribution toward the support of the Somerset Hos- Cape
CapeTo
wn.
annual contribution
For annual
Town.
Secthe
paid
pital
(a
foreign
hospital),
at
Cape
Town,
$50,
to
be
by
Pe
pital (a foreign hospital), at Cape
retary of
assurance that suffering
suffering seamen and citizens
citizens
upon the assurance
of State upon
retary
of
admitted to the privileges
privileges of said
United States will be admitted
of the
the United
hospital.

Hospital,

Hospital'

INTERNATIONAL TRADE-MARK
TRADE-MARK REGISTRATION
BUREAU, QUOTA
QUOTA OF
REGISTRATION BUREAU,
INTERNATIONAL
UNITED STATES
STATES

Intenationl
For the
share of the United
United States
States for the expenses
expenses of the m ln
rtrational Trade
Tradeannual share
the annual
For
u
i
tumr(Tn
.6 1maintenance
International Trade-Mark
Trade-Mark Registration Bureau Habana
Alta? Bureau exof the International
maintenance of
ol.
p 1680;
i; Vol.
Pevo,
at
including salaries
salaries of the director and counselor,
counselor, assistant Pe
M.8.3a, p.
Habana, including
at Habana,
33.
41, p.
director
and counselor,
clerks, translators,
P. 533.
translators, secretary to the director, 41,
counselor, clerks,
director and
stenographers
typewriters, messenger,
watchmen, and laborers
messenger,iwatchmen,
and typewriters,
stenographers and
,
rent
quarters, stationery
including the purchase
purchase of
and supplies, including
statlonery and
of quarters,
rent of
books,
traveling expenses,
expenses, and the cost of printing the bulpostage, traveling
books, postage,
letin, $4.961.
$4.961.
INTERNATIONAL
INTERNATIONAL

BUREAU OF
OF THE
FOR THE PROTECTION
PROTECTION OF
UNION FOR
THE UNION
BUREAU
INDUSTRIAL PROPERTY
INDUSTRIAL

For
of the
United States
in the
the expense
expense of
of conducting
conducting
States in
the United
share of
the share
For the
the International
International Bureau of the Union
Union for the Protection
Protection of Industhe
trial
Property, at Berne, Switzerland,
Switzerland, $1,700.
$1,700.
trial Property,

Industrial
Breau.
Bureau.

Property

Property

MIXED
CLAIMS COMMISSION,
COMMISSION, UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES AND
AND GERMANY
GERMANY
MIXED CLAIMS
i
o
xed
.
the amounts
For
the expenses
expenses of
determining the
amounts of claims against cOiSmnS
cprinan
sc
..Mied
of determining
For the
Commission.
Claims
220.
p.
42,
Germany
by the
Mixed Claims
Commission established
established under
under the
the Vol.
P. 2200.
•
Claims Commission
the Mixed
Germany by
agreement
concluded between
the United
States and
and Germany
Pose. p.
P. 1339.
1339.
on Pot,
Germany on
United States
between the
agreement concluded
August
10, 1922
1922, for
determination of the amount to be paid by
the determination
for the
August 10,
Germany
Germany
in satisfaction
obligations of Germany
the financial obligations
of the
satisfaction of
Germany in
under
treaty concluded
concluded between
the Governments
United
the United
of the
Governments of
between the
the treaty
under the
States and
and Germany
August 25,
25, 1921,
1921, including
the expenses
expenses
including the
on August
Germany on
States

45822°--25t
67
45822°-25t--67

1024
1024
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which under
under the
the terms
terms of
of such
10, 1922, are
of August
August 10,
agreement of
such agreement
which
chargeable
part to
to the
the United States;
an
States; and the expenses of an
in part
chargeable in
agency
of the
States to
necessary services
services in
to perform
perform all necessary
the United
United States
agency of
connection
the preparation
preparation of
of claims
presentation
claims and the presentation
with the
connection with
thereof
before said
including salaries of an agent
commission, including
mixed commission,
said mixed
thereof before
and
other assistants
and employees,
rent in
employees, rent
assistants and
and other
counsel and
necessary counsel
and necessary
the
expenses
traveling expenses
expenses, traveling
contingent expenses,
of Columbia,
Columbia, contingent
District of
the District
allowSecretary of State may
and per
of subsistence
(and the Secretary
subsistence (and
lieu of
in lieu
per diem
diem in
and
foreign travel at not to exallow
per diem
diem in
subsistence for foreign
in lieu
lieu of subsistence
allow per
ceed
expenses in
in the
United States
elsewhere
and elsewhere
States and
the United
other expenses
and such
such other
$8), and
ceed $8),
as
the President
President may
may deem
deem proper,
proper, $147,536.
$147,536.
as the

Agency expenses.

Subsistence
Subsistence
ance.
ance.

GENERAL AND
AND SPECIAL
CLAIMS COMMISSIONS,
UNITED STATES
STATES AND
AND
COMMISSIONS, UNITED
SPECIAL CLAIMS
GENERAL
MEXICO
Mexican
Claims
Mexican Claims
Commissions.
Commissions.
Post, pp. 1730,1732.
1730, 1732.
Pos,

Agency expenses, etc.

Subsistence
Subsistence
ance.

allow-

For
settlement and adjustment
adjustment of claims by
the settlement
the expenses
expenses of the
For the
convention
a convention
country against the other under a
the citizens of each country
concluded September
September 8, 1923, and of citizens
citizens of the United States
concluded
against
Mexico under
concluded September
September 10, 1923,
1923,
convention concluded
a convention
under a
against Mexico
between the United States and Mexico, including the expenses
expenses which,
between
chargeable in part to
under
conventions, are chargeable
under the terms of the two conventions,
the
commissions, and the
States, the expenses of the two commissions,
United States,
the United
expenses
necessary
United States to perform all necessary
of an agency of the United
expenses of
services in connection
connection with the preparation
preparation of the claims and the
defending
presenting
thereof before the said commissions, as well as defending
presenting thereof
the
United States
States in
in cases presented
convention
under the general convention
presented under
the United
by
necessary counsel and
and necessary
an agent and
of an
salaries of
including salaries
by Mexico,
Mexico, including
other
assistants and
employees in
District of Columbia and elsein the
the District
and employees
other assistants
where, rent,
reference, printing and binding,
books and books of reference,
rent, law books
where,
contingent expenses,
subsistence expenses
expenses (notwithtraveling and subsistence
expenses, traveling
contingent
standing the
the provisions
Act), and such other expenses
of any other Act),
provisions of
standing
in the
United States
States and
and elsewhere
as the
deem
may deem
President may
the President
elsewhere as
in
the United
proper,
$100,000 shall be immediately
immediately available.
proper, $275,000, of which $100,000
INTERNATIONAL
INTERNATIONAL

International Statistical Bureau.
Ante, p.
Ante,
p. 112.
112.

STATISTICAL
STATISTICAL

INSTIru it. AT THE HAGUE
INSTITUTE

For
the annual
of the
the United
United States
to the
the InterStates to
contribution of
annual contribution
For the
national Statistical
Bureau at
Hague for
for the year
1926, as
year 1926,
The Hague
at The
Statistical Bureau
national

authorized by
by public
approved April 28, 1924, $2,000,
resolution approved
public resolution
authorized
to
expended under
direction of
Secretary of State.
of the Secretary
the direction
under the
to be
be expended
INTERNATIONAL
FISHERIES COMMISSION
COMMISSION
INTERNATIONAL FISHERIES
International
FishInternational Fisheries Commission.
Commission.
Share
of
United
United
Sthareof
States
in expenses.
Post, p. 1641.

Paot, p l=.

For the
of the
expenses of
the Interof the
of the
the expenses
States of
the United
United States
the share
share of
For
national -Fisheries
-Fisheries Commission,
Commission, established
under the treaty beestablished under
national
tween
and Great
Britain, concluded
1923,
2, 1923,
March 2,
concluded March
Great Britain,
United States
States and
tween the
the United
including salaries
salaries of
other employees
employees of the
and other
members and
of two
two members
including
commission, traveling
traveling and
and subsistence
subsistence expenses
(notwithstanding
expenses (notwithstanding
commission,
the provisions of existing law), purchasing
purchasing of books, periodicals,

furniture, and
scientific instruments,
instruments, contingent
contingent expenses,
in
rent in
expenses, rent
and scientific
furniture,
the
District of
Columbia, and
and such
other expenses
expenses in
United
in the
the United
such other
of Columbia,
the District
States and
President may
may deem
deem proper,
proper, to
to be
be disas the
the President
and elsewhere
elsewhere as
States
bursed
under the
the direction
direction of
of the
of State,
State, $15,000.
$15,000.
the Secretary
Secretary of
bursed under
Rio
de Janeiro,Brazil.
RiodeJaneiro,Brazil.

EMBASSY BUILDING,
BUILDING, RIO DE
EMBASSY

JANEIRO, BRAZIL
BRAZIL
JANEIRO,

Part of unexpended
$50,000 of
to exceed
Not
Not to
exceed $50,000
of the
the unexpended
unexpended balance
balance of the approof unexpended
bart
balance for Internathe
tional Exposition, au- priation heretofore
heretofore made for the expenses
expenses of taking part in the

·
additional *......
thorized for additional
forembassybuildland
embassy build- International
and for
ing.

ing.

de Janeiro,
Janeiro, Brazil, is continued
continued
at Rio
Rio de
Exposition at
International Exposition
and made
made available
available during the fiscal
fiscal year 1925 for the purchase
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of additional
adjoining the
the site
site now
now owned
owned by
by the
of
additional land
land adjoining
the United
embassy building
building (formerly
(formerly the
the exposition
exposition
States upon which
which the embassy
building)
building) is
is situated.
situated.
JUDICIAL
JUDICIAL

""142,13 '
1548 .
Vol.42,p.54s.

UNITED STATES
UNITED
STATES COURT
COURT FOR
FOR CHINA
CHINA
United States
court
Judge, $8,000; district attorney,
attorney, $4,000; marshal,
marshal, $3,000;
$3,000; clerk,
clerk, for
States court
fotn
China.

$3,000;
assistant clerk,
$2,400; stenographer
stenographer and
and court
$3,000; assistant
clerk, $2,400;
court reporter,
reporter,

$2,400; stenographer, $1,800; court expenses, including
including reference
reference
law
in all,
all, $33,100.
$33,100.
law books, $8,500; in
The judge of the said court and the district attorney
attorney shall, when
at other
cities than
Shanghai,
the sessions of the
the court
court are held
held at
other cities
than Shanghai,
receive in
in addition
to their
their salaries
actual expenses
expenses
receive
addition to
salaries their
their necessary
necessary actual
during such session, not to exceed $8 per day each, and so
so much as
may be necessary
necessary for said purposes
purposes during the fiscal year ending
ending
June 30, 1926, is
is appropriated.
appropriated.

saaries,etc.
Salaries, etc.

0 other than at
Sessions
s efiootherthanat
Shanghai.

PRISONS FOR
PRISONS
CCiNVICa
FOR AMERICAN
AMERICAN CONVICTS
.For
expenses of
in China,
China, the
the former
former Ottoman
Ottoman EmEmFor expenses
of maintaining
maintaining in
pire, Egypt, and Persia institutions for incarcerating
incarcerating American
American
convicts and persons declared
declared insane
insane by
United States Court
Court
by the United
for China
China or
or any
of not
exceedfor
any consular
consular court,
court, including
including salaries
salaries of
not exceeding $1,800 for the deputy
deputy marshal and $1,200
$1,200 each for
assistant
for three assistant

Consular prisons.
Conslarrisoa.

deputy marshals
at Shanghai;
wages of
of prison
rent of
et"per,
quarte r
deputy
marshals at
Shanghai; wages
prison keepers;
keepers; rent
of ete
x
.'Pers' quarters,
quarters for prisons; and for the expenses
expenses of
and
of keeping, feeding, and
transportation
transportation of prisoners and persons declared
declared insane
insane by
by the
the
United States Court for China or any consular
consular court
in China,
China, the
court in
the
former Ottoman
Ottoman Empire, Egypt, and Persia, so much
be
much as may
may be
necessary; in all, $20,000.
BRINGING HOME
HOME CRIMINALS
CRIMINALS
BRINGING

i i
Bringing
home
For
For actual
actual expenses incurred
incurred in bringing
bringing home from
from foreign
foreign inals.
Br
n ng home
o crbnn
countries
persons
charged
with
crime,
$2,000.
countries persons charged with crime, $2,000.
Rent retriction
restriction In
in
No portion of the sums appropriated
appropriated in Title II of this Act shall, United
Uent
States.
unless
authorized, be
expended for
for rent
rent in
in the
District
unless expressly
expressly authorized,
be expended
the District
of Columbia
Columbia or elsewhere in the United States.

TITLE
II.—DEPARTMENT OF
OF JUSTICE
JUSTICE
TITLE II.-DEPARTMENT

Department of Job
Joe.

Department
tire.
tice.

of

OFFICE
OF THE
1Mk. ATTORNEY
ATTORNEY GENERAL
OFFICE OF
GENERAL
ral

Atctiorne 4e2el
y
rt i!
Salaries:
General, $12,000;
Salaries: For
For Attorney
Attorney General,
$12,000; Solicitor
Solicitor General,
General, sttoeOeerals"
sistant, Solicitors, and
$10,000; Assistant
to the
the Attorney
General, $9,000;
and other
other perper- office
$10,000;
Assistant to
Attorney General,
sitt, personnel.
$9,000; and
solieitors, and
sonal services
of Columbia
Columbia in
with the
the o
sonal
services in
in the
the District
District of
in accordance
accordance with
el.
Vol. 42, p. 1488.
Classification
of 1923.
1923. including
including the
the Solicitors
the State,
State, Vol.42,p.1488.
Act of
Solicitors of
of the
Classification Act
e il

Treasury, Interior, Commerce, and Labor
Solicitor
Treasury,
Labor Departments,
Departments, the Solicitor
the office
forces of
the Solicitors
Solicitors of
of the
of Internal
Internal Revenue,
Revenue, and
and the
office forces
of the
the
Treasury, Commerce,
and Labor
Labor Departments,
Departments, $549,000;
Treasury,
Commerce, and
$549,000; in
in all,
all,
$580,000.
$580,000.
For the
the purchase
purchase of
books of
and periodicals,
periodicals, Law
Law books.
books
reference, and
of law
law books,
books, books
of reference,
For
including
exchange thereof,
Department of
of Justice,
including the
the exchange
thereof, for the
the Department
Justice,
$6,700.
CONTINGENT
EXPENSES, DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF
OF JUSTICE
CONTINGENT EXPENSES,
JUSTICE

Contingent and misFor stationery.
stationery. furniture,
and repairs,
floor coverings
coverings not
not exceedexceed- cellaneous
For
furniture, and
repairs, floor
nd mse
cotinentexpenses.

miscellaneous expenditures,
expenditures, includincludcases; miscellaneous
holders and
and cases;
ing $500,
$500, file holders
postage, labor,
labor, typewriters
typewriters
ing telegraphing
telegraphing and telephones, foreign
foreign postage,
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machines and the exchange
exchange thereof and repairs thereto,
and adding machines
street-car
$300, newspapers, press clippings,
street-car fares not exceeding $300,
Vehicles,
etc.
vehicles, etc.
necessaries ordered by the Attorney
and other necessaries
Attorney General; official transportation, including the purchase and exchange,
exchange, repair, maintenance,
maintenance,
and operation of a
a motor-driven passenger
passenger car, and the repair,
maintenance,
cycle,
operation of a
a delivery truck and motor cycle
maintenance, and operation
to be
official purposes,
purposes, and purchase and repair of
to
be used only for official
bicycles, $63,000.
Rent.
For
of buildings
buildings and parts of buildings in the District of
For rent
rent of
Rent.
Columbia, $75,000,
assigned by the Public
Public Buildspace can
can not be assigned
$75,000, if
if space
Columbia,
ings Commission
Commission in buildings under the control of that commission.
Printing
Printing and
and bindbind- For printing and binding for the Department of Justice
Justice and the
ing.
courts
United States, $225,000.
the United
courts of the
Traveling, etc.,
exerveling,
etc., erFor traveling and other miscellaneous
expenses,
miscellaneous and
and emergency
emergency expenses,
penses.
including,
advances made by the disbursing clerk, authorized and
and
including advances
approved by
by the
the Attorney
Attorney General,
General, to
be expended
expended at
at his
his discretion,
discretion,
to be
approved
R. S., sec. 3648, p. 718.
R.S.,se.3648,p.718.
provisions of section 3648, Revised Statutes, to the contrary
the provisions
notwithstanding,
notwithstanding, $7,500.
Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneous.

MISCELLANEOUS OBJECTS,
OBJECTS, DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF
OF JUSTICE
JUSTICE
MLISCELLANEOUS

Conduct of Customs
customs
cases.
cases.
Assistant Attorney
Assistant
Attorney
General,
attorneys, etc.
General, attor

nc.

Vol.
Vol. 36, p. 1108.

Conduct of customs cases: Assistant Attorney General, $8,000;
$8,000;
special
special attorneys and counselors
counselors at law in the conduct
conduct of customs
cases,
employed and their compensation
compensation fixed by the Attorney
cases, to
to be
be employed

General,
as authorized
authorized by subsection
Act of
of
section 28 of the Act
of section
subsection 30 of
General, as
assistance and other employees
employees
necessary clerical assistance
1909; necessary
August 5, 1909;
at
the seat
seat of
government and
and elsewhere,
elsewhere, to
and their
their
be employed
employed and
to be
of government
at the
compensation fixed
fixed by
General; supplies,
supplies, Supreme
Supreme
by the Attorney
Attorney General;
compensation
Court
Reports and
and Digests,
and Federal Reporter and Digests,
Digests, and
Court Reports
traveling, and
expenses, to
to be
and incidental
incidental expenses,
and other
other miscellaneous
miscellaneous and
traveling,
expended
the direction
of the
the Attorney
General; in
in all,
all,
Attorney General;
direction of
expended under
under the

Defending
Defending
claims.

suits

in
in

$93,200.
$93,200.

Defending suits in claims against
Defending
against the United
States: For
For necesUnited States:
necessary
procuring
the examination
examination of witnesses, procuring
sary expenses
expenses incurred
incurred in the
evidence,
employment of
of experts,
experts, and
may
as may
such other
other expenses
expenses as
and such
evidence, employment
including
in the Court
Court of
of Claims, including
necessary in defending
defending suits in
be necessary
Indian
Indian depredation
de,
claims, to be expended
expended under the direction of
of
Indian depredation
depredation claims,
predation Indian
clhims.
the Attorney
Attorney General,
General, $75,000.
$75,000.
the
prosDetection and
a
Detection
prosecution of
of crimes:
For the
detection and
the detection
and proseproseDetection and
and prosecution
crimes: For
nd prosecution of cri
crimes.
ecution
Protection
of the
the cution of crimes against the United States; for the protection
Protection
of
protection of
President.
President.
the person
the President
acquisition,
of the
the United
United States;
States; the acquisition,
person of
of the
President of
the
collection, classification,
preservation of
identification
of criminal
criminal identification
and preservation
classification, and
collection,
records and their exchange
exchange with the officials
officials of States, cities, and
records
investigations regarding official
official
other institutions;
institutions; for such other investigations
control of
Department of Justice and the
of the
the Department
matters under the
the control
Department of
may be
be directed
directed by
by the
General;
Attorney General;
of State
State as
as may
the Attorney
Department
Vehicles,
Vehicles, etc.
eti3 .
maintenance, upkeep, and operation
operation of motor-propelled
or
motor-propelled or
hire, maintenance,
horse-drawn passenger-carrying
when necessary:
necessary; purchase
purchase
vehicles when
horse-drawn
passenger-carrying vehicles
and
of aa motor-propelled
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
vehicle to
to
passenger-carrying vehicle
and exchange
exchange of
cost
not to
to exceed
$3,000, exclusive
exclusive of
exchange allowance
allowance on
on
cost not
exceed $3,000,
of the
the exchange
any
vehicle given
given in
payment therefor;
therefor; firearms
any vehicle
in part
part payment
firearms and
and ammuniammunition, such
such stationery
supplies for
for use
use at
at the
the seat
tion,
stationery and
and supplies
seat of
of government
government
or
elsewhere as
General may
including not
to
or elsewhere
as the
the Attorney
Attorney General
may direct,
direct, including
not to
exceed $10,000
$10,000 for
for taxicab
hire to
used exclusively
purexceed
taxicab hire
to be
be used
exclusively for
for the
the purposes
forth in
in this
paragraph and
and to
to be
be expended
expended under
the
set forth
this paragraph
under the
poses set
Perdiemsul
Per diem subsistence.
General; per diem in lieu
subsistence
bsistence. direction
direction of the Attorney
Attorney General;
lieu of subsistence
Vol. 38, p. f680. o
when
allowed pursuant
13 of
Civil ApproApprowhen allowed
pursuant to
to section
section 13
of the
the Sundry
Sundry Civil
priation Act approved
exceed
priation
approved August
August 1, 1914,
1914, including
including not
not to
to exceed
$295,000
$295,000 for
necessary employees
employees at the
for necessary
the seat of
of government,
government,
suits
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$2,177,500;
investigation of
of the
official acts,
acts, records,
and aerreesetointsinegteofficial
Investigating official
records, and
the official
for the
the investigation
$2,177,500; for
accounts of
marshals, attorneys,
clerks of
the United
States acts, ords, etc.
and clerks
of the
United States
accounts
of marshals,
attorneys, and
courts
territorial courts, and
and United
United States
States commissioners,
commissioners,
courts and the territorial
all the official
official papers, records, and dockets
for which
which purpose
purpose all
of
officers, without exception,
exception, shall be
be examined
examined by
by the
the agents
of said
said officers,
of
any time;
also, when
requested
and also,
when requested
General at
at any
time; and
of the
the Attorney
Attorney General
by
judge, the
official acts, records, and accounts
accounts
the official
by the presiding
presiding judge,
of
including $43,000 for
referees and
and trustees
trustees of such courts, including
of referees
$117,000; in all,
necessary
employees at
government, $117,000;
at the seat of government,
necessary employees
$2,294,500;
be expended
expended under the
of the
the Attorney
the direction
direction of
to be
$2,294,500; to
Provisos.
Od°"o.
General: Provided,
appropriation shall be available
available for Advances.
General:
Provided, That this appropriation
advances to
be made
made by the disbursing clerk
clerk of
the Department
Department of
of the
to be
advances
General,
Justice when
when authorized
Attorney General,
approved by the Attorney
authorized and approved
Justice
718.
the
provisions of
of the
the Revised
Revised Statutes
to the
R.S.,see.35478,p.718.
con- R.S.,sec.3478,p.
the conStatutes to
3648 of
of section
section 3648
the provisions
thspridl
purpose of th
Provided further,
trary notwithstanding:
notwithstanding: Provided
further, That for the purpose
s
orP.ejeT offcils
°fliciam auexecuting
the duties
which provision
provision is made by this approfor which
duties for
executing the
priation,
Attorney General
General is
is authorized
to appoint
appoint officials
officials
authorized to
the Attorney
priation, the
who shall be vested with the authority necessary
necessary for the execution
execution
of such duties.
c i
Enforcement
antitrust laws:
laws: For
enforcement of
antitrust law
E
s
af
.oreing
antitrust
Eor
ng antitrust
of antitrust
the enforcement
For the
of antitrust
Enforcement of
laws,
including not exceeding $15,000
$15,000 for clerical services and not
laws, including
exceeding
$50,000 for
compensation of attorneys
attorneys at the seat of
for compensation
exceeding $50,000
government, $228,000:
Provided, That
this money
government,
$228,000: Provided,
That no
no part
part of
of this
money shall
shall tsr.fo"orr. prosecuting
pr
cuting
be
in the
of any
any organization
organization or
individual for
for labor organizations,
organizations,
or individual
prosecution of
the prosecution
be spent
spent in
etc. forbidden.
entering
combination or agreement
agreement having in view the,etc.,o
entering into any combination
increasing
bettering the conditions
or bettering
increasing of wages, shortening of hours, or
of
or for
any act
done in
furtherance thereof
not in
in itself
itself Associations
of labor,
labor, or
for any
act done
in furtherance
thereof not
Asoiations of
of
tarners, etc.
etc.
unlawful:
Provided further,
further, That
appropriation shall farmers,
That no
no part
part of this appropriation
unlawful: Provided
be
prosecution of producers
producers of farm products
products and
be expended
expended for the
the prosecution
associations
farmers who
cooperate and
organize in
an effort
effort to
to
of farmers
who cooperate
and organize
in an
associations of
and
reasonable
and for the purpose to
to obtain
obtain and maintain aa fair and reasonable
price
for their
price for
their products.
Enforcing interstate
mcoEerctlaws.
inwte
Enforcement of Acts to regulate
regulate commerce: For salary and commerce
Enforcement
expenses of
in representing
representing the
the Solicitor
Solicitor General
General in
of assistant
assistant to the
expenses
Vol. 34, p. 379; Vol.38;
Government
entitled "An
all matters
matters arising
arising under
under the
the Act entitled
"An Act p.
Government in
in all
p. ^i;vool.
539; Vol. 37,o.
37, p. 70
701,
38,
p. 219;
Vol. 40
40,
.
vol
ap.
219;Vo
commerce," approved February 4, 1887, as amended
to regulate commerce,"
amended, Vol.
p. 272; Vol. 41, p. 474.
including
expenses, to be
direction of
of
be expended
expended under
under the direction
including traveling expenses,
General, including not to exceed $9,540 for salaries
Attorney General,
the Attorney
of employees
employees in
District of
of Columbia
of
in the
the District
Columbia,' $10,500.
$10,500.
War frauds.
Investigation
prosecution of
of war
frauds: For
Investigation and
and prosecution
war frauds:
For the
the investigainvestiga- Inestation
and
Investigation
and
prosecution
of.
prosecution
or
criminal,
civil
or
either civil or criminal, or Vol. 42, p.of.
frauds, either
tion and
of alleged
alleged frauds,
prosecution of
and prosecution
tion
543.
other
crimes or
offenses against
United States,
of
O 42, p' 54
growing out
out of
States, growing
against the
the United
or offenses
other crimes
or arising in connection with the preparation for or prosecution of
the
late war,
including the institution and prosecution
prosecution of suits for
for
war, including
the late
the
of moneys
which contain
contain no element
element of fraud but arose
moneys which
recovery of
the recovery
incident
to the
the investigation
investigation of alleged frauds, to be available for
incident to
the
employment of
of counsel
counsel and
and other
rents, and
other
and all other
assistants, rents,
other assistants,
the employment
purposes in
connection therewith,
therewith, whether
in the
of ColumDistrict of
the District
whether in
in connection
purposes
bia
elsewhere, including
to exceed
$10,000 for
for communication
communication
exceed $10,000
not to
including not
or elsewhere,
ia or
service, the
books of reference,
reference,
books, books
law books,
of furniture,
furniture, law
purchase of
the purchase
service,
and other
equipment and
at the seat of the govand supplies
supplies at
necessary equipment
other necessary
and
ernment, $1,000,000,
$1,000,000, to
i
the Attorney Provisos.
discretion of the
to be
be expended
expended in the discretion
ernment,
District.
the District.
Rent in
in the
available Rent
not be
be available
appropriation shall
'
-}eneral: Provided.
That this
this appropriation
shall not
Provided. That
'eneral:
for rent
rent of
the District
if suitable
suitable space is
of Columbia
Columbia if
District of
in the
of buildings
buildings in
for
provided by
by the
the Public
Public Buildings
further,
Provided further,
Commission: Provided
Buildings Commission:
provided
p
restriction.
That not
not more
more than
than two
two persons
shall be
be employed
restriction
at aa Pay
hereunder at
employed hereunder
persons shall
That
rate of
compensation exceeding
exceeding $10,000
$10,000 per
per annum each, whose
of compensation
rate
aggregate compensation
shall not
not exceed
exceed $30,000,
the Attorney
Attorney
but the
$30,000, but
compensation shall
aggregate
General may
may fix
fix the
compensation of not
exceed six persons at
at
not to
to exceed
the compensation
General
not to
exceed $10,000
$10,000 each.
each.
to exceed
not
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PUEBLO LANDS
LANDS BOARD
BOARD
PUEBLO

PebloLandsBard,

Pueblo Lands Board,
expenses.
Ante, p. f338.

8

1p.G7.

For expenses
expenses of
of the
Pueblo Lands
Board, including
including compensation
compensation
the Pueblo
Lands Board,
For
for member appointed
appointed by the President a
and
of the United States, and
clerical assistants,
assistants, interpreters,
interpreters, surveyors,
stenographers,
surveyors, and stenographers,
for clerical
rental of quarters,
quarters, travel expenses,
expenses, fees of witnesses, telephone and
telegraph service, $39,000.
$39,000.

Jn
ci
JudiciaL

JUDICIAL
JUDICIAL

di al

United States
States SuCourt.
preme Court.

UNITED
SUPREME COURT
COURT
STATES SUPREME
UNITED STATES

Salaries.
saeCrt.
alaries.

Salaries:
Justice, $15,000;
Salaries: Chief
Chief Justice,
$15,000; eight associate
associate justices, at $14,500
each;
one for the Chief Justice
law clerks,
clerks, one
nine law
marshal, $4,500;
$4,500; nine
each; marshal,
and one for each associate justice, at not exceeding
exceeding $3,600 each;
clerical
associate justices,
justices,
the associate
Justice and the
the Chief
Chief Justice
assistants for the
clerical assistants
160; in
all , $188,060.
$188,060. •
$20,160;
in all,
Printing and
and bind- $20
printing and
Supreme Court of the
the United
binding .for the
the Supreme
and binding
For printing
ing.
States, $25,000,
the printing
printing and
binding for
for the
the Supreme
Supreme
and binding
and the
$25,000, and
States,
Court shall
shall be
be done
the printer
it may
may employ, unless it
it shall
printer it
done by
by the
Court
otherwise order; and for printing and binding the official reports
otherwise
Supreme Court
advance pamphlet
pamphlet
Court of the United States, and advance
of the Supreme
installments thereof,
during the
1926, to be
be expended
expended as
the fiscal
fiscal year 1926,
thereof, during
installments
required, without
quarters, $25,000; in all, $50,000.
$50,000.
without allotment
allotment by quarters,
required,
Repotar.
For the salary of the Reporter,
Reprte.
Reporter, $8,000;
$8,000; and for his expenses for
professional and clerical
professional
clerical assistance
assistance and stationery, to be paid upon
vouchers signed
and approved
approved by
the Chief
Justice, $3,500;
$3,500;
by the
Chief Justice,
by him
him and
signed by
vouchers
all,
$11,500.
in
all,
s
7

Judges.

ge

Salaries
Salaries of
of circuit,
retired.
district, and
and retired.

for
or

f

a
all
ll

National park com-

masionea
missioners. park co
Salaries.

Court

of

AppC
A
ppeals. of
Appeals.

Code,
as amended
by the
1919; in
in all,
$1,353,000:
Code, as
amended by
the Act
Act of
of February
February 25,
25, 1919;
all, $1,353,000:
Provided 2That
appropriation shall
shall be
be available
available for
salaries
for the
the salaries
this appropriation
That this
Provided

of all United States justices, and circuit and
and district
district judges lawfully
lawfully
thereto, whether
retired.
whether active or retired.
entitled thereto,
NATIONAL
COMMISSIONERS
PARK COMMISSIONERS
NATIONAL PARK

Glacier,
For the salaries of the Commissioners in the Crater Lake, Glacier,
Mount Rainier, Yellowstone,
Yellowstone, Yosemite, and Sequoia and General
General
National Parks,
fees
in lieu
lieu of
of all fees
$11,160, which shall be in
Parks, $11,160,
Grant National
and
authorized.
compensation heretofore
heretofore authorized.
and compensation
Customs

Cstoms

Salaries.
Salaries.

Rent, miscellaneous
expenses, etc.

Repenss,
emselnes

Court
Claims.
Court of
of Claims.
Salaries.
alaries.

For
salaries of
thirty-three circuit
each; one
one
at $8,500
$8,500 each;
judges, at
circuit judges,
of thirty-three
For salaries

hundred and
twenty-eight district
district judges
the
(including two in the
judges (including
and twenty-eight
hundred

$7,500 each; and judges retired under section 260 of the Judicial
$7,500

40 p 1157.

proviso.

SALARIES
SALARIES OF JUDGES

Territory of
Hawaii and
and one
in the
Territory of
of Porto
Porto Rico),
Territory
of Hawaii
one in
the Territory
Rico), at
at

Vol. 40, p. 1157.
Proviso.
Available
Ajigble
judges.

.

COURT
CUSTOMS APPEALS
APPEALS
OF CUSTOMS
COURT OF

Salaries: Presiding
Presiding judge and four associate judges, at $8,500
Salaries:
$8,500
each; and all other officers and employees
employees of the court, $27,500; in
all
$70,000.
all $70,000.
For
rent of
District of
and
For rent
of necessary
necessary quarters
quarters in
in the
the District
of Columbia
Columbia and
elsewhere, $10,000;
elsewhere,
$10,000; books and periodicals,
periodicals, including their exchange;
exchange;
stationery, supplies, traveling expenses;
expenses; heat, light, and power
power
service; drugs, chemicals,
chemicals, cleansers,
cleansers, furniture; and for such other
other
miscellaneous
approved by
miscellaneous expenses as may be approved
by the presiding judge,
$3,100; in all, $13,100.
COURT
OF CLAIMS
COURT OF
CLAIMS

Salaries: Chief justice, $8,000;
$8,000; four judges, at $7,500
$7,500 each;
each;
and
officers and employees
employees of the court, $45,432;
$45,432; in
and all
all other officers
in all
all
$83,432.
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and bindbind. Printing
Printing and
$45,000.
Court of
and binding
printing and
binding for
for the
the Court
of Claims,
Claims, $45,000.
For printing
ing.
For auditors
auditors and
stenographers, when
and additional
additional stenographers,
when deemed
deemed necesneces- Auditors,
Auditors, etc.
etc.
sary,
disbursed under the
sary, in the
the Court
Court of Claims,
Claims, to
to be disbursed
the direction
direction of
of
the court,
court, $12,000.
the

For stationery,
court library,
library, repairs,
repairs, including
including repairs
to bicycles,
bicycles,
repairs to
stationery, court
For
fuel, electric
electric light, electric elevator, and other miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses $6,600.
$6,600.
penses,
and for
annex building
to roof
Building: For
For repairs
repairs to
roof of
of annex
building and
for painting
painting
Building:
supervision of
interior of main building, to be expended
expended under
under the
the supervision
of
Architect of the Capitol, $5,660.
the Architect
TERRITORIAL COURTS
COURTS
TERRITORIAL

Contingent expenses
expenses.
Contingent

Repairs to
building.
to bulding.
Repairs

Territorial courts.
Territorial
courts.
Alaska.
Alaska.

$5,000 each;
each;
attorneys, $5,000
ALASKA: Four judges,
judges, at $7,500
$7,500 each;
each; four attorneys,
four
$3,800 each; in all,
four clerks,
clerks, at $3,800
marshals, at
at $4,000
$4,000 each;
each; four
four marshals,
$81,200.
$81,200.
HAWAII:
justice, $7,500;
two associate
at $7,000
$7,000
HAWAII: Chief
Chief justice,
$7,500; two
associate justices,
justices, at
each;
all, $21,500.
$21,500.
in all,
each; in
For
judges of
circuit courts,
courts, at
at $6,000
$6,000 each,
each, $48,000.
of circuit
For judges

Hawaii.
Hawaii.

MARSHALS,
MARSHALS,

United States
United
States courts.
courts.

DISTRICT
ATTORNEYS, CLERKS,
CLERKS, AND
OTHER EXPENSES
EXPENSES OF
AND OTHER
OF
DISTRICT ATTORNEYS,
UNITED STATES
STATES COURTS
COURTS
UNITED

Marshals.
For
For salaries,
salaries, fees, and
and expenses
expenses of United States
States marshals and Marshals.
Salaries, etc.
etc.
Salaries,
their
rendered in
behalf of the United
United
their deputies,
deputies, including
including services
services rendered
in behalf
Alaska.
Stays or
services in
evidence for
for the
the Alaska.
in Alaska in
in collecting
collecting evidence
States
or otherwise,
otherwise, services
United States
so specially
directed by
the Attorney
by the
Attorney General,
General,
United
States when
when so
specially directed
and
alteration, repair,
motor-driven
of motor-driven
repair, and
and operation
operation of
and maintenance,
maintenance, alteration,
passenger-carrying
vehicles used
connection with
transaction
used in
in connection
with the
the transaction
passenger-carrying vehicles
of
official business
business of
the United
United States
marshal for the
the District
District
States marshal
of the
of the
the official
Provisos.
Provisos.
of
Columbia, $3,500,000:
Provided, That there shall be paid here- Keeping
of Columbia,
$3,500,000: Provided,
eepi attached
attached
etc.
vessels, etc.
under any
any necessary
necessary cost of keeping
property vessels,
vessels or other property
keeping vessels
under
attached or
in such amount as the court, on
in admiralty
admiralty in
or libeled
libeled in
attached
petition
setting forth
allow: Provided
Provided Per
facts under oath,
oath, may allow:
forth the
the facts
petition setting
Per diem
subsistence.
diem subsistence.
further,
That marshals
deputy marshals (except
(except in the
marshals and office deputy
further, That
District of
Alaska) may be
granted a
a per
per diem of not to exceed $4
be granted
of Alaska)
District
instead of, but under the conditions
conditions prescribed
prescribed
subsistence, instead
of subsistence,
in lieu of
for,
present allowance
for actual
actual expenses
expenses of
subsistence.
of subsistence.
allowance for
for, the
the present
District attorneys.
District
attorneys.
For
Salaries, etc.
etc.
attorneys and expenses of Salaries,
United States district attorneys
salaries of
of United
For salaries
United
States district
regular assistants, includand their regular
attorneys and
district attorneys
United States
ing the
the office
expenses of United
attorneys in Alaska,
Alaska,
United States district attorneys
office expenses
ing
and for
of regularly
clerks to
United States
States disdisto United
appointed clerks
regularly appointed
salaries of
and
for salaries
trict attorneys
attorneys for
for services
services rendered
rendered during
office of
of Proviso.
the office
during vacancy
vacancy in the
trict
Proiso.
subsistence.
diem subsistence.
Per diem
the United
United States
district attorney,
attorney, $1,334,000:
$1,334,000: Provided,
Provided, That Per
States district
the
United States
States district
and their
their regular
regular assistants
may
.
be
be
assistants may
attorneys and
district attorneys
United
granted aaper
diem of not to exceed $4 in lieu of subsistence,
subsistence, instead
instead
per diem
granted
of, but
the conditions
present allowance
the present
prescribed for, the
conditions prescribed
under the
but under
of,
for
actual expenses
of subsistence.
expenses of
for actual
Regular assistants.
assistants.
For regular
assistants to
to United
United States
States district
attorneys who are
are Regular
district attorneys
regular assistants
For
appointed by
by the
the Attorney
Attorney General
General at
fixed annual
annual compensation,
compensation,
at a
a fixed
appointed
$919,000.
$919,000.
Assistants in
in special
special
Assistants
For assistants
to the
the Attorney
General and
and to United States cases.
Attorney General
assistants to
For
district
attorneys
employed
by
the
Attorney
General
to
aid
in
district attorneys employed by the Attorney General to aid in
special
including not
to exceed
exceed $60,180
for clerical
help for
for
clerical help
$60,180 for
not to
cases, including
special cases,
such
in the
the District
District of
of Columbia,
payment of
for payment
and for
Columbia, and
assistants in
such assistants
Foreign counsel.
counsel.
Foreign
foreign
counsel employed
employed by
General in special cases
Attorney General
by the Attorney
foreign counsel
Oath
not
required.
not
required.
Oath
(such
counsel
shall
not
be
required
to
take
oath
of
office
in
accordaccordin
office
of
oath
(such counsel shall not be required to take
R.
sec. 366,
p. 62.
62.
S., sec.
366, p.
R. S.,
ance
with section
section 366,
366, Revised
United States),
the United
Statutes of the
Revised Statutes
ance with
$650,000,
of
which
not
to
exceed
$300,000
shall
be
available
for
legal
legal
for
be
available
shall
$300,000
to
exceed
$650,000, of which not
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services
in the
the District
District of
of Columbia:
Columbia: Provided,
the amount
amount
That the
Provided, That
services in
paid as
compensation out
of the
the funds
funds herein
herein appropriated
paid
as compensation
out of
appropriated to
to any
any
person employed
hereunder shall
shall not
not exceed
exceed $10,000:
furProvided fur$10,000: Provided
employed hereunder
person
Prohibition enforce- ther, That not more than $150,000 of
the $650,000
$650,000 herein appronfore- ther, That not more than $150,000 of the
Pribition
ment
counsel.
priated shall be available
me counse.
to enforce
enforce the
the National
available for special counsel to
National
Provisos.
Proeisros.
Pay restrictions.

ay res

ons

Clerks of
courts.
ofcourts.
Salaries,
alaries, ate.
etc.
Vol 40, p. 1182.
Vol40,p.
1182.
Vol.
42, p.
616.
ol. 42,
p. 616.

Proviso.
Prodiesubsiste
Per
diem subsistence.

Vol. 40, p. ls.
1182.
Vol.4O,p.
Commissioners, etc.
Commissioners,
etc.
R. S.,
S., sec.
p.
1014 P.
ec 1014.
189
189. .
Jurors.
Jurors.

Witnesses.
It.
se. 860, p. 150.
R. S.,
., sec.

5, p.1.

Proviso.
Prciso.
Pay, etc.,
etc., on approwl
Attorne
proval
of
Attorney
General.
Generl.

Rent
of court
court rooms.
rooms.
Rent of

etc.

Bailiffs,
Baiifts, etc.
Traveling expenses of
Travelingexpensesof
judges.

udges
Vol. 36, p. 1161.

Vol 36 p. 1161.
expenses.
Jury expenses.
Alaska.
Vol. 31, p. 363.

a3.

Priso.

Proviso.
Restriction.
Restriction.

M iscellaneous.

Mellaneus.

Ses.

Supplies.p p

s s

Prohibition Act.
For salaries of clerks of United States circuit courts of appeals
and United
United States
States district courts, their deputies, and other assistsubsistence, and other expenses
expenses of conand subsistence,
of travel
travel and
expenses of
ants, expenses
ducting their respective
respective offices, in accordance
of
accordance with the provisions
provisions of
approved June 1,
the Act approved
approved February
February 26, 1919, and the Act approved
1922,
making appropriations
for the Departments
Departments of
and
State and
of State
appropriations for
1922, making
Justice
judiciary for
the fiscal
fiscal year ending June 30,
for the
Justice and for the judiciary
1923, $1,758,000:
Provided, That
in lieu
subsistence
of subsistence
lieu of
per diem
diem in
That per
$1,758,000: Provided,
1923,
not
exceed $4
$1 may
be granted
granted to
clerks and clerical assistto deputy clerks
may be
not to
to exceed
ants to
to clerks
courts, instead
instead of but under
under
district courts,
United States district
clerks of United
ants
conditions applicable
applicable to
to the
the allowance
allowance for
subfor actual expenses of subconditions
sistence,
above-mentioned Act of
February 26,
sistence, as provided
provided in the above-mentioned
of February
1919.
For fees of United States commissioners
commissioners and justices
justices of the peace
acting
acting under section 1014, Revised Statutes of the United States,
$500,000.
$500,000.
For fees of jurors, $1,850,000.
$1,850,000.
For fees
and for
for payment
expenses of
of
actual expenses
of the
the actual
payment of
witnesses and
fees of
of witnesses
For
witnesses, as provided by section 850, Revised Statutes of the United
United
States including
including the fees
of
States,
fees and expenses
expenses of witnesses on behalf of
Government before the Boards of United States General
General Apthe Government
praisers, such payments to be made on the certification
certification of the
United States and to be conclusive
in
attorney for the United
conclusive as provided in
section 850, Revised Statutes of the United States, $1,670,000:
Pro$1,670,000: Proshall be
be available
vided, That
not to
available
of this amount shall
to exceed
exceed $10,000
$10,000 of
vided,
That not
for such compensation
compensation and expenses of witnesses
witnesses or informants
informants as
may be authorized
authorized or approved
approved by the Attorney General, which
which
approval shall be conclusive.
approval
judicial
For rent of rooms for the United States courts and judicial
officers, $80,000.
For bailiffs and criers, not exceeding three bailiffs and one crier
crier
in each court, except in the southern district of New
New York and the
northern district of Illinois; expenses
northern
expenses of circuit and district judges
of the United States and the judges of the district courts of the
Hawaii, as provided
United States in Alaska, Porto Rico, and Hawaii,
provided by
section 259 of the Act entitled "An Act to codify, revise
revise,' and
amend
the laws
laws relating
to the
judiciary," approved
1911;
amend the
relating to
the judiciary,"
approved March
March 3.
3. 1911;
meals and lodging for jurors in United States cases, and of bailiffs
bailiffs
in
the same,
when ordered
by the
the court,
court, and
and meals
meals
ordered by
same, when
upon the
attendance upon
in attendance
and
lodging for jurors in Alaska,
Alaska, as provided
provided by section 193, Title
and lodging
II,
II, of the Act of June 6, 1900; and compensation
compensation for jury corruniscommissioners
per day,
not exceeding
exceeding three
three days
days for
any one
t
erm o
off
one term
for any
day, not
$5 per
sioners, $5
Provided, That no per diem shall be paid to any
court, $348,000: Provided,
bailiff or crier unless the court is actually
actually in session and the judge
present and presiding
chambers;
presiding or present in chambers:
miscellaneous expenses as may be authorized or approved
For such miscellaneous
approved
their
by the Attorney
Attorney General,
General, for the United States
States courts
courts and
and their
officers,
including so
so much
much as
the discretion
discretion of
of
officers, including
as may
may be
be necessary
necessary in
in the
the Attorney General
General for such expenses
expenses in the District of Alaska and
and
in courts
other than
courts, $925,000.
$925,000.
Federal courts,
than Federal
in
courts other
including the exchange
exchange of typewriting
typewriting and adding
adding
For supplies, including
machines, for the United States courts and judicial officers, including
including
firearms and ammunition
ammunition therefor,
therefor , to be expended
under the
th e direcexpended under
direction of the Attorney
General, $73,000.
Attorney General,
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Books
judicial
for judicial
Booksr for
For
the purchase
of law
law books,
books, including
the exchange
exchange thereof,
thereof, for officers.
including the
purchase of
For the
judicial
United
States
judges,
district
attorneys,
other
judicial
officers,
and
attorneys,
district
judges,
States
United
including the
the nine
of the
the United
of Federal Reporter.
courts of
circuit courts
States circuit
United States
libraries of
nine libraries
including
purchase of the Federa Reporter.
the purchase
for the
appeals, including
to exceed
exceed $25,000
$25,000 for
not to
including not
appeals,
Federal
thereto as
issued, to be expended
expended
as issued,
continuations thereto
and continuations
Reporter and
Federal Reporter
Proviso.
to sncTra'sittal to
Provided, That such Transmittal
under
the Attorney
Attorney General:
General: Provided,
sueof the
direction of
the direction
under the
CeSSOTS.
ceos.
their
books
shall
in
all
cases
be
transmitted
successors
in
office;
to
books shall in all cases be transmitted
" The property
all books
books purchased
be marked plainly, "
thereunder to be
purchased thereunder
all
of the
the United
$65,000.
States," $65,000.
United States,"
of

PENAL
INSTITUTIONS
PENAL INSTITUTIONS

including
Leavenworth, Kansas,
Kansas, Penitentiary:
subsistence, including
For subsistence,
Penitentiary: For
Leavenworth,

supplies
the prison
prison stores
warden, deputy warden, and
stores for warden'
from the
supplies from
physician, tobacco
tobacco for
prisoners, kitchen
dining-room furniture
kitchen and dining-room
for prisoners,
physician,
neces-and
utensils seeds and implements, and for purchase
purchase of ice if
if neces
and utensils,
sary,
$203,500;
$203,500;
sary,

Penal
institutions.
Penal institutions.

Levenworth,
Leavenworth, Kans.
Subsistence.

For
clothing, transportation,
and traveling
traveling expenses,
expenses, including
C
ni
,
o
e
tlicing, transportsansetc
tion,
including tio
transportation, and
For clothing,
materials
making clothing
the penitentiary;
gratuities for
penitentiary; gratuities
at the
clothing at
for making
materials for
prisoners
at release,
such gratuities
gratuities shall be furnished to
provided such
release, provided
prisoners at
prisoners
terms of
imprisonment of not less than six
of imprisonment
for terms
sentenced for
prisoners sentenced
months,
and transportation
transportation to
to place
conviction or place of bona
of conviction
place of
months, and
fide
in the
United States,
or to such other place within the
States, or
the United
residence in
fide residence
United States
States as
as may
may be
be authorized
Attorney General; exauthorized by the Attorney
United
penses
of shipping
shipping remains
remains of
of deceased prisoners
prisoners to their homes in
in
penses of
traveling
the
States; expenses
expenses of
of penitentiary
penitentiary officials while traveling
United States;
the United
on
official duty;
incurred in pursuing and identifying
expenses incurred
duty; expenses
on official
escaped
prisoners, and
and for
for rewards
for their
their recapture,
recapture, $112,000;
$112,000;
rewards for
escaped prisoners,
Mscellaneos.
For
miscellaneous expenditures,
expenditures in
the discretion
discretion of
of the Attorney
Attorney Miscellaneous.
in the
For miscellaneous
General,
forage hay,
hay, light
water, stationery;
stationery; firearms and
light,, water,
fuel, forage,
General, fuel,
ammunition therefor;
for generating
generating steam, heating apparatus,
fuel for
therefor; ,fuel
ammunition
burning bricks
lime; forage
forage for
for issue
to public
public animals, and hay
issue to
and lime;
bricks and
burning
maintenance and
and straw
straw for
for bedding;
not exceeding
$500 for maintenance
exceeding $500
bedding; not
and
repair of
of motor-propelled
motor-propelled and
and horse-drawn
horse-drawn passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying
repair
vehicles; blank
blank forms,
typewriting supplies, pencils
forms, typewriting
books, blank
blank books,
vehicles;
and memorandum
for guards,
guards, books
for use
use in
paper,
chapel, paper,
in chapel,
books for
books for
memorandum books
and
envelopes, and
for issue
issue to
prisoners; labor
labor and
and
to prisoners;
stamps for
postage stamps
and postage
envelopes,
materials
for repairing
steam-heating plant,
plant, electric
electric plant, and
repairing steam-heating
materials for
water
circulation, and
and drainage;
and materials
materials for construclabor and
drainage; labor
water circulation,
tion
and repair
supplies, machinery,
machinery, and tools
general supplies,
buildings, general
of buildings,
repair of
tion and
for
on farm
farm and
and in
limekiln, laundry,
quarry, limekiln,
brickyards, quarry,
shops, brickyards,
in shops,
use on
for use
bathrooms, printing
printing office,
gallery, stables,
stables, policing
policing
photograph gallery,
office, photograph
bathrooms,
wagons,
buildings
and
grounds;
purchase
of
cows
'
horses
'
mules,
wagons,
mules,
horses,
cows,
of
purchase
grounds;
and
buildings
harness,
veterinary supplies;
supplies •lubricating
furniture, stoves,
office furniture,
oils, office
lubricating oils,
harness, veterinary
blankets,
and oils,
oils, library
library books,
newsbooks, newspaints and
bunks, paints
iron bunks,
bedding, iron
blankets, bedding,
papers and
and periodicals,
supplies; payment
water
of water
payment of
electrical supplies;
and electrical
periodicals, and
papers
supply,
telegrams,
telephone
service,
notarial
and
veterinary
servservveterinary
and
notarial
service,
telephone
telegrams,
supply,
ices; advertising
advertising in
in newspapers;
newspapers; fees
fees to
to consulting
called
physicians called
consulting physicians
ices;
to
determine mental
mental conditions
conditions of
of supposed
prisoners, and
insane prisoners,
supposed insane
to determine
for
services in
pay of
of extra
guards or emextra guards
emergency; pay
of emergency;
case of
in case
other services
for other
ployees when
when deemed
necessary by
the Attorney
General: Provided,
uvesto
Provided, Livestodc.
Attorney General:
by the
deemed necessary
ployees
That
livestock
may
be
exchanged
or
traded
when
authorized
by the
authorized
when
traded
or
exchanged
be
That livestock may
Hospital
Attorney General,
General, $184,500.
$184,500.
Hospital.
Attorney
For
medicines, medical
an d surgical supplies,
supplies, H ta
medical and
supplies, medicines,
hospital supplies,
For hospital
and
for the
care and
and treatment
of sick
prisoners;
sick prisoners;
treatment of
the care
articles for
other articles
all other
and all
and
for
expenses
of
interment
of
deceased
prisoners
on
the
penitenpenitenthe
on
prisoners
deceased
of
interment
of
expenses
and for
tiary
reservation, $10,000.
tiary reservation,
For salaries
salaries of
and employees,
including guards and
employees, including
officers and
all officers
of all
For
foremen, $220,000;
420,000;
foremen,

swanes.
sa.
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Erecting
Erecting factory,
factoy, etc.
et
The unexpended
unexpended balance
balance of
appropriation of
of $200,000
conof the
the appropriation
$200,000 conUnexpended balances for,
or, continued
contau tained
taed
ed in
act, fiscal
fiscal year
1924, approved
April
2,
in the first
first deficiency
deficiency act,
year
1924,
approved
April
2,
avilble.1
available.
Al, pp.
pp. 7,
7,445.
1924, for the
erection of
of a
factory or
and other
buildings,
the erection
a factory
or factories
factories and
other buildings,
Ante,
and for the purchase of equipment
equipment for the
manufacture of
the manufacture
of shoes,
shoes,
brooms, and
available until
until June
June 30,
30, 1926;
1926;
and brushes,
brushes, shall
shall remain
remain available
Working
Working capital.
capital.
The appropriation
appropriation of $250,000
$250,000 for the fiscal
fiscal years 1924
1924 and
and 1925,
1925,
Reappropriation.
Reappropriation.

for a
a working
working capital fund, is reappropriated
reappropriated and made available
available
for the fiscal
for
and the
said working
all
fiscal year
year 1926;
1926; and
the said
working capital
capital fund
fund and
and all
receipts credited
receipts
thereto may
be used
revolving fund
during the
credited thereto
may be
used as
as a
a revolving
fund during
the
fiscal year 1926;
1926;
fiscal
In all, Leavenworth,
In
Leavenworth, Kansas,
Kansas, Penitentiary,
$730,000.
Penitentiary, $730,000.
Atlanta, Ga.
Ga.
Georgia, Penitentiary:
Penitentiary:
Atlanta, Georgia,
For subsistence,
subsistence, including
including the
the
Subsistence.
c
same objects specified
specified under this
this head for
penitentiary at
at
for the
the penitentiary
Leavenworth, Kansas,
Leavenworth,
Kansas, $236,000;
$236,000;
transportaClothing, transportaFor clothing, transportation,
transportation, and traveling expenses, including
including
tion. etc.
tion.etc.
the same objects
specified under this head for
the
objects specified
penitentiary at
at
for the
the penitentiary
Leavenworth,
Leavenworth, Kansas, $115,000;
$115,000;
Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneous.
For miscellaneous expenditures,
expenditures, including the same
same objects
objects specispecified under this
head for
for the
the penitentiary
this head
penitentiary at
at Leavenworth,
Leavenworth, Kansas,
Kansas,
exceeding $500
and not exceeding
$500 for maintenance
maintenance and
and repair
repair of
of horse-drawn
horse-drawn
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
vehicles, $183,000;
and motor-propelled
passenger-carrying vehicles,
$183,000;
Hospital.
Hospital.
including the same
For hospital supplies, including
same objects
objects specified
specified under
under
this head for the penitentiary
penitentiary at Leavenworth,
Leavenworth, Kansas,
$10,000;
Kansas, $10,000;
salaries.
Salaries.
For salaries of all officers and employees,
including guards
guards and
and
employees, including
foremen, $220,000;
$220,000;
Working capital
capital rereWorking
The
appropriation of $150,000
The appropriation
$150,000 for the fiscal year 1925 for aa workappropriated.
Ante,
223.
Ante,p. p.
a2.
fiscal
ing capital fund is reappropriated
reappropriated and made available
available for the fiscal
year 1926; and the said working
working capital fund and
credand all
all receipts
receipts credited thereto
thereto may be used as aa revolving fund during
fiscal year
during the
the fiscal
year
1926;
1926;
In
In all, Atlanta, Georgia,
Georgia, Penitentiary,
Penitentiary, $764,000.
$764,000.
McNeil
McNeil Island,
Island,
McNeil Island, Washington,
Penitentiary: For subsisten
subsistence,
McNeil
Washington, Penitentiary:
ce ,ini
nWash.
cluding
specified under
under this
this head
head for
penisubsistence.
eluding the
the same
same objects
objects specified
for the
the peniSubsistence.
tentiary
tentiary at Leavenworth,
Leavenworth, Kansas,
and for
for guards,
Kansas, and
for supplies
supplies for
guards,
$44,000;
$44,000;
Clothing, transportatransportation, and traveling
For clothing, transportation,
traveling expenses, including
including the
tion, etc.
etc.
tion,
v
i
t
j
tion,
etc.
same objects
objects specified
specified under
for the
the penitentiary
penitentiary at
under this
this head
head for
at
Leavenworth,
$32,000;
Leavenworth, Kansas, $32,000;
Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneous.
For miscellaneous
expenditures, including
miscellaneous expenditures,
including the
same objects
the same
objects specispecified
under this
this head
for the
the penitentiary
penitentiary at
fied under
head for
at Leavenworth,
Leavenworth, Kansas,
Kansas,
$51,500;
$51,500;
Hospital.
For
hospital supplies, including the same objects specified
under
For hospital
specified under
this head for the
penitentiary at
at Leavenworth,
Leavenworth, Kansas,
the penitentiary
Kansas, $2,400;
$2,400;
Salaries.
Salaries.
For the salaries of all officers and employees,
employees, including
including guards and
and
foremen,
$71,600.
foremen, $71,600.
Water supply.
supply.
The unexpended
balance of the $60,000
deThe
unexpended balance
$60,000 contained
contained in the first deUnexpended balane
balance
Inexpended
year
ficiency
Act,
fiscal
1924,
approved
April
2, 1924, for drilling
for,
continued availfor, continued
availA*
able.
wells and providing
necessary storage
providing necessary
facilities for
for water
water during
during
storage facilities
Ante, p. 45.
Acp.45.
the fiscal years 1924 and 1925, shall remain available until June
June 30,
30,
Proviso.
P o for
or additional
do.
Provided, That
not exceeding
$10,000 of
this amount
be
1926: Provided,
That not
exceeding $10,000
of this
amount may
may be
Use
for
Use
additional
land, etc.
used, within the discretion
discretion of
General, for
the purpurof the
the Attorney
Attorney General,
for the
chase
chase of land
McNeil Island,
Island, Washington,
which not
to exceed
exceed
land at
at McNeil
Washington, of
of which
not to
$1,000,
$1,000, in the discretion
discretion of
General, may
may be
be paid
paid to
to
of the
the Attorney
Attorney General,
lessees of lands ceded
to the
by the
State of
ceded to
the United
United States
States by
the State
of WashingWashington for and in consideration
consideration of the relinquishment
relinquishment of their leases
leases
and all rights thereunder.
In
McNeil Island
In all, McNeil
Island (Washington)
Penitentiary, $201,500.
$201,500.
(Washington) Penitentiary,
National
Training
National Boys,
Training
National
Training School
School for
National Training
for Bovs:
Boys: For
For salaries
and compensacompensasalaries andq
School
School for Boys.
D. C.
C.
Salaries.
salaries.
tion of all officers
officers and employees of the National
National Training
Training School
School
for Boys, Washington,
Washington, District
Columbia, $67,010.
$67.010.
District of Columbia,
Ante, pp. 7, 45.
Antc,pp.7,45.
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dry
feed, meats,
For
support of
of inmates,
including groceries,
flour, feed,
meats, dry
groceries, flour,
inmates, including
For support
goods,
shoes, gas,
gas, fuel,
hardware, furniture,
tableware, farm
farm
furniture, tableware,
goods, leather,
leather, shoes,
fuel, hardware,
implements,
seeds, harness
fertilizers, books
to same,
same, fertilizers,
repairs to
and repairs
harness and
implements, seeds,
and
entertainments, plumbing, painting,
stationery, entertainments
periodicals, stationery,
and periodicals,
glazing, medicines
attendance,
maintenance, reattendance, stock, maintenance,
and medical
medicalentertainments,
medicines and
glazing,
pair, and
and operation
operation of
of passenger-carrying
to
including not to
vehicles, including
passenger-carrying vehicles,
pair,
exceed $1,000
$1,000 for
for the
purchase of
of one
motor
passenger-carrying motor
one passenger-carrying
the purchase
exceed
vehicle,
fencing, roads,
to buildings,
buildings, and other necessary
repairs to
roads, all repairs
vehicle, fencing,
items,
for identifying
identifying and pursuing
inmates, for rewards
pursuing escaped inmates,
items, for
for
recapture, and
transportation and
for transportation
$500 for
not exceeding
exceeding $500
and not
for their
their recapture,
other necessary
incident to
suitable homes for disto securing
securing suitable
expenses incident
other
necessary-expenses
charged boys,
$18,700;
charged
boys, $18,700;

1033
1033
Maintenance.

Maintenance '

New buildings reIn all, National Training School for Boys, $85,710.
Appropriations
In all, National in
Training
this letSchool
under for
the Boys,
Department
$85,710.of Justice shall stricted.
New buildings
Appropriations in this Act under the Department of Justice shall stricted.
not be
the construction
construction of any new or additional
beginning the
used for
for beginning
be used
not
building, other than
specifically provided for herein, at any
those specifically
than those
building,
Federal penitentiary.
prisoners.
Support of psone.
Support of
of United
prisoners, Support
States prisoners,
United States
support of
For support
prisoners: For
of prisoners:
Support
including necessary
discharge gratuities
aid, discharge
medical aid,
and medical
clothing and
necessary clothing
including
provided by
law and
and transportation
conviction or place
to place of conviction
transportation to
by law
provided
of bona
bona fide
in the
or such other place
States, or
United States,
the United
residence in
fide residence
of
Attorney
within the
may be
by the Attorney
be authorized
authorized by
as may
States as
United States
the United
within
General; support
insane during
during imprisonimprisonbecoming insane
prisoners becoming
of prisoners
support of
General;
ment, and
and who
who continue
continue insane
after expiration
expiration of
sentence, who
of sentence,
insane after
ment,
have no
no friends
friends to
whom they
be sent;
sent; shipping
shipping remains
remains of decan be
they can
to whom
have
ceased prisoners
their friends
friends or
or relatives
in the
the United States,
relatives in
to their
prisoners to
ceased
unclaimed;
deceased prisoners
prisoners whose
whose remains are unclaimed;
interment of deceased
and interment
expenses incurred
incurred in
in identifying
and pursuing
pursuing escaped
esca -aed prisoners
prisoners and
identifying and
expenses
for
recapture; and
not exceeding
for repairs,
repairs,
$2,500 for
exceeding 82,500
and not
their recapture;
for their
for rewards
rewards for
including
betterments, and
and improvements
improvements of
of United
United States
States jails, including
betterments,
Inspectionofprisons
sidewalks,
sidewalks, $2,035,000.
$2,035,000.
Inspection of prisons
Inspection of
prisons and
of United
and prisoners.
United and
inspection of
For the
the inspection
and prisoners:
prisoners: For
of prisons
Inspection
States
including salary
salary of
superassistant superof the
the assistant
prisoners, including
and prisoners,
prisons and
States prisons
intendent of
to examination
estiof estiexamination of
incident to
expenses incident
and expenses
prisons, and
of prisons,
intendent
mates of
in the
field, $20,000.
$20,000.
the field,
of appropriation
appropriation in
mates

TITLE IIL—DEPARTMENT
OF COMMERCE
COMMERCE
III.-DEPARTMENT OF
TITLE
OFFICE
OF THE
SECRETARY
THE SECRETARY
OFFICE OF

Department of ComDepartment of Commerce.
Secretary's Office.

Secrtary's Office.

Secretary, Assistant,

Salaries: Secretary
$12,000; Assistant
Assistant Secretary,
rosinel
offitpersonnel.
anrdoffice
Secretary and
Commerce, $12,000;
of Commerce,
Secretary of
Salaries:

and
other personal
personal services
in the
Columbia in
accordin accordof Columbia
District of
the District
services in
and other
ance
"the Classification
Classification Act
Act of
the chief
clerk Chief clerk authorchief clerk
including the
of 1923,"
1923," including
with "the
ance with
and superintendent
who shall
be chief
executive officer
officer of
depart- ized
sign asuthor-c
official
ied to clert
the departof the
chief executive
shall be
superintendent who
and
ment and
and who
be designated
designated by
by the
Secretary of
to rapes.
Commerce to
of Commerce
the Secretary
may be
who may
ment
sign
official papers
papers and
and documents
documents during
temporary absence
of
absence of
the temporary
during the
sign official
the Secretary
Secretary and
and the
the Assistant
Assistant Secretary
$218,department, $218,of the
the department,
Secretary of
the
380;
all, $230,380.
$230,380.
in all,
380; in
CONTINGENT EXPENSES,
EXPENSES, DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF
OF COM3IERCE
COMMERCE
CONTINGENT
Contingent and
misand misContingent

For contingent
and miscellaneous
expenses of
of the
offices and
expenss.
celneous expenses.
and cellaneous
the offices
miscellaneous expenses
contingent and
For
bureaus
those for
which appropriaappropriafor which
including those
department, including
the department,
of the
bureaus of
tions for
for contingent
miscellaneous expenses
expenses are
are specifically
specifically
and miscellaneous
contingent and
tions
made, including
inrAuding professional
scientific books,
books
books, books
law books,
books, law
and scientific
professional and
made,
of
reference, periodicals,
blank books,
books, pamphlets,
newspapers
maps, newspapers
pamphlets, maps,
periodicals, blank
of reference,
(not exceeding
repairs to
same;
to same;
and repairs
furniture and
stationery; furniture
$2,500); stationery;
exceeding $2,500);
(not
carpets, matting,
oil-cloth, file
soap,
brooms, soap,
ice, brooms,
towels, ice,
cases, towels,
file eases,
matting, oil-cloth,
carpets,
sponges; fuel,
and heating;
purchase and
and exchange
exchange of
of
heating; purchase
lighting, and
fuel, lighting,
sponges;

A
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Vehicles.
Vehicles,

Available for
service.
s e r v c e

field

Purchase through
through
Purchase
Division of Supplies.
Division
of Supplies.
Vol. 36, p. 531.
Rent.
Rent.

Printing
printing and binding.
g

n

.

Proviso.
Detied
Detailed
tors.

tis.

copy
copy edi-

SESS. II.
II. CH.
364.
CH. 364.
SESs.

1925.
1925.

motor
and bicycles;
maintenance, repair,
repair, and
and operation
motor trucks and
bicycles; maintenance,
of
operation of
two motor-propelled
passenger-carrying vehicles
two
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
vehicles and
and of
of motor
motor
trucks and
bicycles, to
only for
for official
official purposes;
purposes; freight
freight and
and
trucks
and bicycles,
to be
be used
used only
express charges;
charges; postage
to foreign
foreign countries;
and teleexpress
postage to
countries; telegraph
telegraph and
telephone service;
typewriters, adding
machines, and
and other
phone
service; typewriters,
adding machines,
other labor-saving
labor-saving
devices, including
including their
outfits for
for
their repair
repair and
and exchange;
exchange; first-aid
first-aid outfits
devices,
use in
in the
occupied by
employees of
this department;
use
the buildings
buildings occupied
by employees
of this
department;
street-car
fares, not
exceeding $300;
all other
other miscellaneous
street-car fares,
not exceeding
$300; and
and all
miscellaneous
items
and necessary
necessary expenses
the foregoing,
foregoing, $200,000,
items and
expenses not
not included
included in
in the
$200,000,
which sum
shall constitute
constitute the
the appropriation
appropriation for
exwhich
sum shall
for contingent
contingent expenses of the department
purdepartment and shall also be available
available for the purchase
necessary supplies
supplies and
and equipment
equipment for
for field
chase of necessary
field services
services of
of
bureaus and
offices of
and
bureaus
and offices
of the
the department
department for
for which
which contingent
contingent and
miscellaneous appropriations
are specifically
order to
to famiscellaneous
appropriations are
specifically made
made in
in order
fa-

purchase through
office (Division
(Division
cilitate the purchase
through the central
central purchasing
purchasing office
Of Supplies),
(Thirty-sixth
of
Supplies), as provided in the Act of June 17, 1910 (Thirty-sixth
Statutes
Large, page
Statutes at
at Large,
page 531).
531).
For rent of buildings in the District of Columbia,
$66,500.
Columbia, $66,500.
For rent
of storage
storage space
the Commerce
Commerce Building,
$1,500.
For
rent of
space outside
outside the
Building, $1,500.
For all printing and binding for the Department
Department of Commerce,
including
its bureaus,
institutions, and
and services
in the
the
including all
all of
of its
bureaus, offices,
offices, institutions,
services in
District of
Columbia and
$500,000: Provided,
Provided, That
That an
an
elsewhere, $500,000:
and elsewhere,
of Columbia
District
amount not to exceed
of this
this appropriation
appropriation may
exceed $2,000 of
be expended
may be
expended
for
salaries of
of persons
persons detailed
detailed from
from the
for salaries
the Government
Government Printing
Printing
Office for
for service
service as
copy editors.
editors.
Office
as copy

Foreign and DomesDomestic Commerce
Commerce Bureau.
Bureau.
tie

BUREAU OF
FOREIGN AND
DOMESTIC COMMERCE
BUREAU
OF FOREIGN
AND DOMESTIC
COMMERCE

Director,
office
Director, and
and office
personnel.
p er so

Salaries: For the director
director and other personal services in the
"The
Act
District of Columbia in accordance
accordance with "
The Classification
Classification Act
of
$266,477.
of 1923,"
1923," $266,477.
Commercial attaches:
appointed
Commercial
attaches: For commercial
commercial attaches, to be appointed
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
Commerce, after
by
of Commerce,
after examination
held under
examination to
to be
be held
under
his direction
direction to
to determine
determine their
their competency
competency and
his
and to
to be
be accredited
accredited
through the
the State
Department, whose
whose duties
duties shall
be to
through
State Department,
shall be
to investigate
investigate
and
upon such
in the
the manufacturing
and report
report upon
such conditions
conditions in
manufacturing industries
industries
and
trade of
of foreign
foreign countries
may be
of interest
interest to
the United
United
and trade
countries as
as may
be of
to the
States;
for the
the compensation
or clerks
clerks for
for each
each comcoma clerk
clerk or
of a
compensation of
and for
States; and
mercial
at the
rate of
not to
to exceed
$3,000 per
each
mercial attache
attache at
the rate
of not
exceed $3,000
per annum
annum for
for each
person so
so employed,
travelperson
employed, and
and for
for janitor
janitor and
and messenger
messenger service,
service, traveling and
and subsistence
of officers
officers and
rent outsid
outsidee
and employees,
employees, rent
expenses of
subsistence expenses
ing
of the
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, purchase
and equipment,
of
the District
purchase of
of furniture
furniture and
equipment,
stationery and
stationery
and supplies,
supplies, typewriting,
typewriting, adding,
adding, and
and computing
computing mamachines, accessories
accessories and
and repairs,
repairs, books
of reference,
reference,. and
periodicals,
chines,
books of
and perioaicals,
reports, documents,
documents, plans,
plans, specifications,
specifications, manuscripts,
manuscripts, newspapers
newspapers
reports,
(both
not exceeding
and all
other
(both foreign
foreign and
and domestic)
domestic) not
exceeding $400,
$400, and
all other
publications, travel
travel to
to and
from the
the United
United States,
States, and
and all
other
publications,
and from
all other
incidental expenses
incidental
not included
included in
foregoing; such
such commercial
conunercial
expenses not
in the
the foregoing;
attaches shall
under the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Commerce
and
attaches
shall serve
serve directly
directly under
Commerce and
shall report directly to him, $315,861:
$315,861: Provided,
Provided, That not
not to
to exceed
exceed
report
to
two
under this
this appropriation
appropriation may
two commercial
commercial attaches
attaches employed
employed under
may
be
recalled from
from their
their foreign
foreign posts
posts and
assigned for
the
be recalled
and assigned
for duty
duty in
in the
Department of
Commerce without
loss of
Department
of Commerce
without loss
of salary.
salary.
Promoting
commerce, Europe
Promoting commerce,
Europe and other areas:
areas: For all necessary
expenses,
in Europe
Europe and
and other
other areas,
expenses, including
including investigations
investigations in
areas, purpurchase
of furniture
furniture and
and supplies,
chase of
and equipment,
equipment, stationery
stationery and
supplies, type.
type.
writing,
adding, and
and computing
machines, accessories
accessories and
and repairs,
writing, adding,
computing machines,
repairs,
purchase of
purchase
of books
books of
reference and
and periodicals,
maps, reports,
of reference
periodicals, maps,
reports,
documents, plans,
plans, specifications,
manuscripts, newspapers
newspapers (both
(both
documents,
specifications, manuscripts,

"nel.

Commercial
atcommercial attach5s.

tac.

Clerks, etc.

Outside

Outside rent.

prciso.
,inDepannment.

Proviso.
Assignments to duty
Assignments
In Department.

Promoting
comPromoti"g cormerce, Europe, etc.
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foreign and
and domestic)
domestic) not
exceeding $400,
and all
publicaforeign
not exceeding
$400, and
all othe
otherr publications
the promotion
of the
the commercial
commercial interests
the United
United
tions for
for the
promotion of
interests of
of the
Outside rent.
States, rent outside the District
District of Columbia, traveling
traveling and sub- Outsiderent
sistence expenses
of officers
officers and
employees, and
and a
ll o
th er i
nc id en t
al
sistence
expenses of
and employees,
all
other
incidental
expenses
included in
in the
the foregoing,
foregoing, to
to further
promote and
expenses not
not included
further promote
and
develop
domestic commerce
commerce of
of the
the United
States
develop the
the foreign
foreign and
and domestic
United States
$447,600, to
be expended
direction of
of
$447,600,
to be
expended under
under the
the direction
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
Provisos.
Commerce: Provided,
Provided, That
That not
Commerce:
than $53,000
$53,000 of
not more
more than
of the
the foregoing
Sevi'ces in the Disforegoing Services
trict.
sum may be used for personal
services
in
Washington,
District
of
timentstoduty
personal
Washington,
Assignments to duty
in Department.
Columbia: Provided
more than
trade concom- inDepartment.
Columbia:
Provided further,
further, That
That not
not more
than four
four trade
missioners
.
employed under
under this
from
missioners
employed
this appropriation
appropriation may
may be
be recalled
recalled from
in the
Department of
of
their foreign posts
posts and
and assigned
assigned to
to duty
duty in
the Department
Commerce.
Commerce.
District and
District
and Cooperative
Cooperative Office
Service: For
For all
all expenses
expenses necesDistrict and
Office Service:
neces- ativet
OfflceSer-c
S
d
erViweeP.
ersary to
and maintain
and cooperative
offices, insary
to operate
operate and
maintain district
district and
cooperative offices,
in- atiMaintenance,
Maintenance, outoutside rent, etc.
cluding personal
personal services
in the
the District
District of
of Columbia
services in
Columbia and
and elsewhere,
elsewhere, siderentetc.
of the
the District
District of
traveling and
subsistence
rent outside
outside of
of Columbia,
Columbia, traveling
and subsistence
expenses
expenses of officers and
and employees, purchase
purchase of
furniture and
equipof furniture
and equipand supplies,
typewriting, adding
adding and
computing
ment, stationery
stationery and
supplies, typewriting,
and computing
machines, accessories
accessories and
and repairs,
purchase of
maps, books
machines,
repairs, purchase
of maps,
books of
of referreference and
reports, documents,
documents, plans,
manuence
and periodicals,
periodicals, reports,
plans, specifications,
specifications, manunewspapers (both
(both foreign
foreign and
and domestic)
not exceeding
exceeding
scripts, newspapers
domestic) not
$400, and all other publications
the promotion
publications necessary for the
promotion of the
commercial interests
commercial
States, and
and all
all other
other incidental
interests of the United States,
incidental
expenses
included in
expenses not
not included
in the
the foregoing,
foregoing, $230,818.
$230,818.
Promoting comPromoting commerce,
South and
and Central
Central America:
America: To
Promoting
commerce, South
To further
further merce,
Southand
Can.
merce, South
and Central
promote
develop the
the United
South tral America.
America.
promote and
and develop
the commerce
commerce of
of the
United States
States with
with South
and Central America,
including personal
services in
in the
the District
America, including
personal services
District
of Columbia and elsewhere,
elsewhere, purchase
purchase of
equipment,
of furniture
furniture and equipment,
stationery and
and computing
stationery
and supplies,
supplies, typewriting, adding and
computing mamabooks of
reference and
and periodicals,
chines, accessories
accessories and
and repairs,
repairs, books
of reference
periodicals,
documents, maps,
newsreports, plans, specifications,
specifications, manuscripts,
manuscripts, documents,
maps, newspapers
and domestic)
domestic) not
not exceeding
exceeding $400,
and all
all
papers (both
(both foreign
foreign and
$400, and
rent.
other
rent outside
of the
District of
of Columbia,
other publications,
publications, rent
outside of
the District
Columbia, traveltravel- Outside
Outsiderent.
ing
officers and
employees, and
and all
other
ing and
and subsistence
subsistence expenses
expenses of
of officers
and employees,
all other
incidental
included in the foregoing, to be
incidental expenses
expenses not included
be expended
expended Services in the DisSecretary of
of Commerce,
of tric't
under the
the direction of
of the Secretary
Commerce, $273,040,
$273,040, of
i the Dn
trict.
which
to exceed
exceed $99,080
may be
for personal
which amount
amount not
not to
$99,080 may
be expended
expended for
personal Proviso.
service
more than
than Assignments
service in
in the
the District
District of Columbia:
Columbia: Provided,
Provided, That
That not
not more
Assignments to duty
in Department.
two
under this
this appropriation
appropriation may
Departmnt.
may be
be in
trade commissioners
commissioners employed
employed under
two trade
recalled
their foreign
posts and
and assigned
duty in
Departin the
the Departforeign posts
assigned to
to duty
recalled from
from their
ment
ment of Commerce.
Commerce.
Promotingcommerce
Promoting
commerce in
promote and
de- in
East: To
To further
further promote
and derarEast.
o'.mmert
Promoting commerce
in the
the Far
Far East:
In Far
velop
the commerce
with the
Far East,
East, includof the
the United
United States
States with
the Far
velop the
commerce of
ing
personal services
in the
the District
and elsewhere,
elsewhere, purpurDistrict of
of Columbia
Columbia and
services in
ing personal
chase of
furniture and
stationery and
supplies, typewritand supplies,
typewritof furniture
and equipment,
equipment, stationery
chase
ing,
and computing
accessories and
and repairs,
repairs, books
books
computing machines,
machines, accessories
ing, adding
adding and
of
reference and
and periodicals,
periodicals, reports,
plans, specifications,
specifications,
reports, documents,
documents, plans,
of reference
manuscripts,
maps, newspapers
newspapers (both
(both foreign
domestic) not
exand .domestic)
not exforeign and
manuscripts, maps,
Outside rent.
ceeding
and all
all other
rent outside
outside of
the District
ceeding $400,
$400, and
other publications,
publications, rent
of the
District Ountsderent
of
Columbia, traveling
expenses of
officers and
and ememof officers
traveling and
and subsistence
subsistence expenses
of Columbia,
ployees,
and all
all other
other incidental
expenses not
included m
in the foreforeincidental expenses
not included
ployees, and
going,
to be
expended under
direction of
of the
Secretary of
of ComCom- Services in the Disthe Secretary
under the
the direction
be expended
going, to
merce, $268,734,
of which
which amount
to exceed
may be
be exex- ,'Sicei
the Dsamount not
not to
exceed $95,771
$95,771 may
merce,
$268,734, of
trict.
Proviso.
pended
personal services
in the
the District
District of
Provided, Assignments
pended for
for personal
services in
of Columbia:
Columbia: Provided,
Pois
to.
t
to duty
Department.
in Department.
employed under
That
more than
two trade
trade commissioners
commissioners employed
under this
this in
not more
than two
That not
appropriation
may be
their foreign
foreign posts
posts and
assigned
and assigned
from their
be recalled
recalled from
appropriation may
the Department
to
Department of Commerce.
Commerce.
to duty
duty in
in the
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China
Trade Act.
Act.
Enforcement
ChinaTrade
Enforcement of China Trade Act: To carry out the provisions of
of
Enforcement
Enforcement exexpenses.
entitled "China
"China Trade
Trade Act, 1922,"
1922," including personal
penses.
the Act entitled
personal
services in the District of Columbia and elsewhere,
elsewhere, traveling
traveling and
Vol.
p. 849.
Vol. 42, p.
subsistence
subsistence expenses of officers and employees,
employees, purchase
purchase of furniture
Ante, p.
p. 995.
AM,
9.
and equipment,
supplies, typewriting,
equipment, stationery and supphes,
and
typewriting, adding
adding and
computing machines, accessories
accessories and repairs,
repairs ' purchase
purchase of books of
of
reference and periodicals, reports, documents, plans, specifications,
Outside rent.
Outsiderent.
manuscripts,
manuscripts, and all other publications; rent outside the District
District
Services in the Disof Columbia,
and all
all necessary
necessary expenses
included in
the foreforein the Dis of
triict.
Columbia, and
expenses not
not included
in the
trict.
going, $30,000, of which
not to
to exceed
may be
exwhich amount
amount not
exceed $10,060
$10,060 may
be expended for
for personal
services in
the District
District of
pended
personal services
in the
of Columbia.
Columbia.
Export industries.
Export
To enable
enable the
Bureau of
of Foreign
Foreign and
and Domestic
Domestic
the Bureau
Industries: To
Investigating probExport Industries:
probInvstigtin
lems
of.
lemsof.
foreign
Commerce to investigate
investigate and report on domestic as well as foreign
problems relating to the production,
production, distribution,
and marketing
in
problems
distribution, and
marketing in
so far as they relate
relate to the important export
industries of the United
United
export industries
Services in
in the DisServices
Die" States, including personal services in the District
District of Columbia not
not
$575,404, traveling and subsistence expenses of officers
officers and
and
to exceed $575,404,
employees
stationery and
employees, purchase of furniture and equipment,
equipment, stationery
and
typewriting, adding, and computing machines, accessories
supplies, .iypewriting,
accessories
repairs books of reference
reference and periodicals,
and repairs,
periodicals, reports,
reports, documents,
documents,
Outside rent.
Outside
rent.
plans, specifications, manuscripts,
manuscripts, and all other
other publications,
publications, rent
rent
outside
incidental expenses
conoutside District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, and
and all other
other incidental
expenses conRaw
materials andnected
d nected therewith,
therewith, $618,054.
$618,054.
aw mterials
an
maniactures.
manufactures.
Domestic commerce
commerce and raw-materials
raw-materials investigations:
investigations: For all exCompilingof.
penses including
in the
the District
of Columbia
Columbia and
disposition
and
services in
District of
including personal
personal services
dispssition
of.data as to penses,
elsewhere, purchase
purchase of books of reference
reference and periodicals, furniture
furniture
equipment, stationery and supplies, typewriting, adding and
and equipment,
and
computing machines, accessories
accessories and repairs, medical supplies and
computing
and
Outside
Outside rent.
rent.
documents, plans
first-aid outfits, reports, documents,
plans, specifications,
specifications, manuscripts,
manuscripts,
and all
all other
other publications,
rent outside
outside
plans,
and
publications, rent
of the District of
of Columbia,
Columbia
traveling and subsistence
officers and employees,
and
subsistence expenses of officers
employees, and
otherincidental
all other
incidental expenses not included
included in the foregoing, to enable
enable
the Bureau of Foreign
Foreign and Domestic Commerce
Commerce to
and comcomto collect
collect and
pile information
information regarding
regarding the disposition and handling of raw materials and manufactures
manufactures within the United States; and to
to investigate
investigate
materials
the conditions of production and marketing
marketing of foreign
foreign raw materials
essential for American industries,
industries $125,000,
which amount
to
$125,000, of
of which
amount not
not to
Services in
Services
the DisDis- excee
exceed
in the
d $100,000,
$100,000, may b
e expended
for personal
services
in the
Disbe
expended
for
personal
services
in
the
District.
trict of Columbia.
Bringing home
Bringing
home rereTransportation
and interment
and emTransportation and
interment of
of remains
remains of
of officers
officers and
emmains
Akers, ete.
mainsoof offcers,etc.
ployees: For defraying
defraying the expenses
expenses of transporting
the remains
remains of
transporting the
of
officers and employees of the Bureau of Foreign and
andi Domestic
Domestic Comdischarge of
of
merce who may die abroad or
or in transit, while
while in the
the discharge
their official duties, to their former homes in this
this country
country for
for interinterment, and for the ordinary expenses of such interment
interment at their post
i famili
or at
home $1,500.
$1,500.
at home,
ameor
Transportes
andeffects
effects of
ng
officers,
Transportation of
and effects
effects of
officers and
and employees:
employees:
and
of
officers,
Transportation
of families
families and
of officers
etc.
etc.
To pay the itemized and verified statements of the actual and nec
es necessary expenses of transportation
subsistence, under such
transportation and subsistence,
such reguregulations as the Secretary
Secretary of Commerce may prescribe, of
of families
and effects
effects of officers
officers and employees of the Bureau of Foreign
Foreign and
and
Domestic Commerce
Commerce in going to and returning
returning from their
their posts
posts,' or
or
when traveling under the
Commerce, but
the order
order of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of Commerce,
but
not including any expenses incurred in connection with leave of
absence of the officers
employees of the Bureau
officers and employees
Bureau of
of Foreign
Foreign and
and
Proviso.
Commerce, $35,000:
$35,000 :Provided
no part
part of
of said
sum
said sum
That no
Provided, That
Restriction
Domestic Commerce,
etriction on using Domestic
foreign
vessels,,
transportation on foreign vessels without aa certififoreign vessels
shall be paid for transportation
certificate from the Secretary
Secretary of Commerce that there are no American
American
vessels on which such officers and clerks may be transported
transported at
at rates
rates
not in excess of those charged by foreign vessels.
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statistics: For all expenses necessary for the operation
Customs statistics:
of
the section
section of
statistics transferred
Department of
of
the Department
to the
transferred to
customs statistics,
of customs
of the
Commerce
the Treasury
Department by the Act approved
Treasury Department
from the
Commerce from
January 5,
1923, including personal
personal services in the District of Co5, 1923,
January
lumbia and
and elsewhere;
elsewhere; rent
rent of
purchase of
of tabulating, punching,
of or purchase
lumbia
sorting,
and other
machinery or devices,
labor-saving machinery
other mechanical
mechanical labor-saving
sorting, and
including
typewriting, billing,
billing, computing, mimeographing,
adding, typewriting,
including adding,
multigraphing, photostat,
duplicating machines and dephotostat, and other duplicating
multigraphing,
vices, including
telegraph and telephone
their exchange
exchange and repair; telegraph
including their
vices,
service; subsistence
traveling expenses
employees
expenses of officers and employees
and traveling
subsistence and
service;
while traveling
traveling on
drayage; tabufreight, express, drayage;
business; freight,
on official
official business;
while
lating cards,
cards, stationery
stationery and
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous office supplies; furniture
lating
and equipment;
equipment; ice,
heat, light,
light, and
power; street-car
fare;
street-car fare;
and power;
water, heat,
ice, water,
and
and all
other necessary
necessary and
incidental expenses
included in the
not included
expenses not
and incidental
all other
and
foregoing, $339,980.
$339,980.
foregoing,
expenses, including
Lists
foreign buyers:
all necessary
necessary expenses,
including
For all
buyers: For
of foreign
Lists of
personal services
elsewhere, purin the District of Columbia and elsewhere,
services in
personal
chase
furniture and
equipment, stationery
stationery and
and supplies, typeand equipment,
of furniture
chase of
writing, adding,
adding, and
and computing
computing machines,
accessories and repairs,
machines, accessories
writing,
lists of
of foreign
foreign buyers,
buyers, books
books of
periodicals, reports
reports,
reference, periodicals,
of reference,
lists
District of
outside of
documents,
of the
the District
rent outside
specifications, rent
plans, specifications,
documents, plans
Columbia, traveling
traveling and
and subsistence
expenses of officers and emsubsistence expenses
Columbia,
ployees,
and all
all other
incidental expenses
not including
including in the foreexpenses not
other incidental
ployees, and
going,
the Bureau
Bureau of
of Foreign
Foreign and
Commerce to
to
Domestic Commerce
and Domestic
enable the
to enable
going, to
collect
and compile
compile lists
of foreign
buyers, $12,000,
$12,000, of which amount
foreign buyers,
lists of
collect and
not to
to exceed
$11,020 may
may be
expended for
for personal
personal services
services in the
be expended
exceed $11,020
not
District
Columbia.
District of Columbia.
For all necessary
restrictions: For
Investigation
trade restrictions:
necessary exof foreign
foreign trade
Investigation of
of Columbia and
the District
penses
including personal
services in
in the
District of
personal services
penses, including
furniture and
elsewhere,
purchase of
of furniture
and equipment,
equipment, stationery
stationery and
elsewhere, purchase
supplies,
and computing
machines, accessories
computing machines,
adding, and
typewriting, adding,
supplies, typewriting,
reference and periodicals, reports, documents,
and repairs,
repairs books
documents,
books of reference
and
plans,
specifications, manuscripts,
and all other publications, rent
manuscripts, and
plans, specifications,
outside
of the
the District
of Columbia,
subsistence exand subsistence
traveling and
Columbia, traveling
District of
outside of
penses
of officers
employees, and all other incidental
incidental expenses
expenses
and employees,
officers and
penses of
not
foregoing, to
Bureau of Foreign and
the Bureau
enable the
to enable
the foregoing,
in the
included in
not included
Domestic
to collect
and compile
information regarding
regarding
compile information
collect and
Commerce to
Domestic Commerce
the
imposed by
by foreign
countries,
foreign countries,
trade imposed
of trade
regulations of
and regulations
restrictions and
the restrictions
$30,000,
of which
to exceed
exceed $29,500
may be
be expended
expended
$29,500 may
not to
amount not
which amount
$30,000, of
for
personal services
of Columbia.
Columbia.
District of
the District
in the
services in
for personal
BUREAU
BUREAU OF THE CENSUS
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customsstatistics.
Expenses
Customs statistics.
etc.
ing, compiling, co
etcec
. tVol. 42, p. 1109.

Vol.42,p.1109.

Directory of
of Foreign
Buyers.
Expenses of compilExpenses
ing.

Foreign

Bitory

ing.

Outside
rent.
Outside rent.

is
Services in
Disn the
the D
Servies
trict.
trict
Foreign trade restrictions.
collectExpenses
Expenses of collecting,
compiling, etc., inaingcompiiingetc.,in
formation of.

toreigntraderestric.

fatonof.

T
Services in the Disrvlces in
trict .

the Di-

Census Bureau.
Bureau.
Census

Salaries:
the Director
Director and
and other
office
Drecor, and office
in the
the Director,
services in
personal services
other personal
For the
Salaries: For
el.
District
accordance with the Classification
Classification Act of pe
District of Columbia in accordance
1923, $973,000.
$973,000.
Collecting inorm
1923,
tion
for
Collecting
statistics: For
For securing
securing information
e
nt
ec
rrreports.
t
e
.
portsi
.
ni°rmainformation for census reports, tio
Collecting statistics:
provided
semimonthly reports of cotton production,
production,
by law, semimonthly
for by
provided for
periodical reports
reports of
of stocks
stocks of
in the
the United
United States
cotton in
baled cotton
of baled
periodical
and of
foreign consumption
consumption of cotton; quarterly
quarterly
and foreign
domestic and
the domestic
of the
and
compensation of special agents and
reports
tobacco; per diem compensation
of tobacco;
reports of
expenses
of same
same and
detailed employees,
employees, whether
whether employed
employed Vital statistics.
of detailed
and of
expenses of
stati sti
elsewhere; the cost of Vital
in
Washington, District
District of
of Columbia, or elsewhere;
in Washington,
Outside rent.
Outsiderent.
rental
transcribing
State,
municipal,
and
records;
temporary
temporary
records;
other
and
municipal,
State,
transcribing
agents.
pecialagents.
of
outside of
of the District of Columbia; for supervising Special
quarters outside
of quarters
special
by them
such temporary service
of such
them of
employment by
and employment
agents, and
special agents,
as
be necessary
necessary in collecting the statistics required by law,
may be
as may
Tobacco statistics.
including
$15,000 for
for collecting
collecting tobacco
authorized by law Tobacco tst
tobacco statistics authorized
including $15,000
Proviso.
in
any other
other fund
fund available
available therefor:
therefor: Provided,
Provided, That
Pay restriction.
in addition
addition to
to any
That P
rericton.
the
compensation of
of not
provided for
to exceed
exceed ten special agents provided
not to
the compensation

1038
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Services in the Dis-

trvice
trict.

in the Dis-

Tabulating machines,
eabUatgmachines.
etc.

Services in the District.
trct.

Steamboat
Steamboat
tion
tion Service.
Service.

InspecInspec-

Supervising Inspector General,
tor
General, and office
personnel.
personnel.

andoie

Inspectors.

Inspectors.

Assistants at
aSptants
at
nated ports.
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in this paragraph
paragraph may
fixed at
at a
rate not
to exceed
exceed $8
$8 per
may be
be fixed
a rate
not to
per
day, $960,000,
$960,000, of
which amount
amount not
not to
to exceed
exceed $324,160
day,
of which
$324,160 may
may be
be exexpended
pended for personal
services in
in the
Columbia, including
personal services
the District
District of
of Columbia,
including
temporary personnel.
temporary
personnel.
Tabulating
constructing tabulating
tabulating machines,
Tabulating machines:
machines: For constructing
machines, and
and
repairs to such machinery
repairs
machinery and other
mechanical appliances,
appliances, includincludother mechanical
ing technical
mechanical service
technical and mechanical
in connection
connection therewith,
therewith,
service in
whether in
of Columbia
purchase of
in the
the District of
Columbia or
or elsewhere,
elsewhere, and
and purchase
of
necessary
which not
exceed
necessary machinery
machinery and supplies, $41,000,
$41,000, of
of which
not to
to exceed
$37,120 may be expended
of
expended for personal services in the District of
Columbia.
STEAMBOAT INSPECTION
STEAMBOAT
INSPECTION SERVICE
SERVICE
Salaries:
Inspector General
and other
other perSalaries: For
For the
the Supervising
Supervising Inspector
General and
per-

sonal services in the District of Columbia
Columbia in accordance
accordance with "The
"The

Classification Act
$31,060;
Classification
Act of
of 1923,"
1923," $31,060;
Steamboat inspectors:
inspectors: For
inspectors; inspectors
For ten supervising
supervising inspectors;
inspectors
desigdesigOf
of hulls and inspectors
inspectors of boilers; assistant inspectors, as
authorized
as authorized
by law, for the following
following ports:
thirty-four; New
New Orports: New
New York,
York, thirty-four;
Or-

leans, six; Baltimore, eight; Providence,
six; PhilaPhilaProvidence, four;
four; Boston,
Boston, six;
delphia, fourteen;
fourteen; San Francisco, twelve;
twelve; Buffalo, six; Cleveland,
Cleveland,
six; Milwaukee,
Milwaukee, four; Chicago, four; Grand Haven, two; Detroit,
Detroit,
four; Norfolk, eight;
eight; Seattle
Seattle,, twelve; Portland
Portland (Oregon)
(Oregon), four;
four;
Albany, two; Duluth two; Portland (Maine),
(Maine), two;
two; Los
Los Angeles,
Angeles,
two; Galveston,
and
Galveston, two; Mobile, two; Savannah,
Savannah, two;
two; Toledo,
Toledo, two;
two; and
three traveling inspectors;
inspectors;
In all, for inspectors,
inspectors, Steamboat
Steamboat Inspection Service, $739,800.
hire.
Clerk hre.
Clerk hire, Steamboat
For compensation
Steamboat Inspection
Inspection Service:
Service: For
of
compensation of
clerks to boards of steamboat
steamboat inspectors,
inspectors, to be appointed by the
Secretary
Secretary of Commerce
Commerce in
the provisions
in accordance
accordance with
with the
provisions of
of law,
law,
$143,160.
$143,160.
Contingent
expenses.
Cotent
exentpes.
Contingent expenses: For the payment
payment of fees to witnesses; for
traveling and other expenses when on official business
business of
of the
the SuperSupervising Inspector
Inspector General,
General, Deputy Supervising
Inspector General,
General,
Supervising Inspector
supervising inspectors, traveling inspectors, local and assistant
assistant
inspectors, and clerks; for instruments, furniture, stationery,
stationery janitor
janitor
service, and every other thing necessary
necessary to carry into
into effect
effect the
R. S., Title
Title LII,
LI, pp.
pp. provisions of Title 52, Revised Statutes, $143,450.
$143,450.

852-869.
852-869.

Navigation
Navigation Bureau.
Bureau.
Commissioner,
Commissioner,
office personnel.
personnel.
office

and
and

BUREAU
BUREAU OF
OF NAVIGATION
NAVIGATION

Salaries: For the Commissioner
Commissioner and other personal services in
the
District of Columbia
"The Classification
Classification
the District
Columbia in accordance
accordance with "The

Act
1923," $63,960.
Act of
of 1923,"
$63,960.
Admeasurement of vessels: To enable the
Admeasurement
the Commissioner
Commissioner of
of NaviNavigation to
to secure
secure uniformity
uniformity in the admeasurement
gation
admeasurement of vessels, including
including
the employment of an adjuster of
admeasurements, purchase
purchase and
and
of admeasurements,
exchange
exchange of admeasuring
admeasuring instruments,
instruments, traveling
and incidental
incidental
traveling and
expenses,
expenses, $4,500.
$4,500.
Motor boats,
boats, etc., to
Enforcement of navigation laws: To enable
Enforcement
enable the Secretary
Secretary of
Comof Comenforce
navigation
laws.
enforcenavigationlaws. merce to provide and operate such motor boats and employ thereon
merce to provide and operate such motor boats
such persons as may be necessary
necessary for the enforcement,
enforcement, under
under his
his
direction
customs officers,
direction by customs
officers, of
relating to
of laws
laws relating
to navigation
navigation and
and
inspection of vessels,
inspection
vessels, boarding of vessels, and counting
of passencounting of
passengers on excursion
excursion boats, including insignia, braid, and
straps,
and chin straps,
and coats, caps, and aprons, for stewards'
departments on
stewards' departments
on vessels,
vessels,
$79,615.
$79,615.
Preventing
overPreventin
overPreventing
Preventing overcrowding
overcrowding of passenger vessels: To enable the Seccrowding of vessels.
temporarily, such persons as
retary of Commerce
Commerce to employ,
employ, temporarily,
as may
may
be necessary, of whom
whom not more than two at any one
time may
may be
be
one time
A
dmeasurement
Admeasurement
vessels.
vessels.

of
of
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employed in
in the
District of
of Columbia,
enforce the
employed
the District
Columbia, to
to enforce
the laws
laws to
to prevent
prevent
overcrowding of passenger
passenger and excursion
excursion vessels,
vessels, and all expenses
expenses in
overcrowding
connection therewith,
therewith, $17,920.
$17,920.
connection
Wireless communicommuniWireles
Wireless
communication laws: To enable
enable the Secretary of Com- cation
Wireless communication
cation on
steam veson steam
vesst
and sels.
sels.
apparatus and
"to
require apparatus
merce to
enforce the
to require
Congress "
the Acts of
of Congress
merce
to enforce
vVol. 36, p. 629 ;Vol.
69
vol.
p
ol^p,
operators for
steamers" and 37, pp. 199, 1565.
on certain
certain ocean steamers"
communication on
for radio communication
operators
"to regulate
communication" and carry out the international
international
"to
regulate radio
radio communication"
international radio
telegraphic convention,
convention, examine and settle international
radio telegraphic
accounts, including
including personal services,
of Columbia,
Columbia,
services, in the
the District of
accounts,
and
persons and means
means as may be necessary, traveland to employ
employ such
such persons
subsistence expenses,
expenses, purchase
purchase and
exchange of instruments,
and exchange
ing and subsistence
technical books,
tabulating, duplicating,
machinery
other office machinery
duplicating, and other
technical
books, tabulating,
and
devices, rent
rent and
items and necessary
necessary
miscellaneous items
and all
all other miscellaneous
and devices,
expenses not
included in
the foregoing,
foregoing, $220,525,
$220,525, of
of which
which amount
amount
not included
in the
expenses

ervices in
the DisDisServices
in the

expended for personal services in the trict.
$45.000 may be expended
tea.
exceed $45.000
not to
to exceed
District of Columbia.

sionersing
Shipping Commissioners:
For salaries
of shipping
Shipping
commissioners, sioners.
shipping commissioners,
salaries of
Commissioners: For
Shipping

$37,700.
of
Secretary of
Clerk hire:
hire: For
For compensation,
compensation, to
to be
by the
the Secretary
be fixed by
Clerk
Commerce,
clerk in
the offices
offices of shipping
comshipping comin the
or clerk
person or
to each
each person
Commerce, to
missioners,
$89,040.
missioners, $89,040.
requisites
rent, stationery,
Contingent expenses:
expenses: For
stationery, and
and other
other requisites
For rent,
Contingent

for transaction
commissioners offices,
offices,
the business of shipping commissioners'
transaction of the
for
and
the commissioners'
office at
at New York; in all,
commissioners' office
in the
for janitor
janitor in
and for
$9,980.
$9,980.
STANDARDS
BUEAU
BUREAU" OF
OF STANDARDS

Salaries: For the director and other personal services
services in the DisSalaries:
Classification Act of 1923,
accordance with the Classification
trict of Columbia in accordance
$511,760.
$511,760.
Equipment:
For apparatus,
apparatus, machinery,
appliances used
tools, and appliances
machinery, tools,
Equipment: For
in connection
connection with buildings or
laboratory
or work of the bureau, laboratory
in
supplies,
materials, and supplies used in the construction
construction of appasupplies, materials,
exchange;
ratus, machinery,
machinery, or
appliances, including
including their exchange;
other appliances,
or other
ratus,
piping, wiring,
construction incident
incident to the installation of
and construction
wiring, and
piping,
apparatus, machinery,
or appliances;
appliances; furniture
furniture for laboratories
laboratories and
machinery, or
apparatus,
offices,
$70,000.
apparatus, $70,000.
for apparatus,
cases for
offices, cases
General expenses:
fuel for heat, light, and power; office exFor fuel
expenses: For
General
penses, stationery,
stationery, books
which may
be exchanged
exchanged
may be
and periodicals,
periodicals, which
books and
penses,
(including
when not
needed for
permanent use; traveling expenses (including
for permanent
not needed
when
expenses of
of attendance
attendance upon
upon meetings
meetings of
of technical
technical and
and professional
professional
expenses
societies when
required in
in connection
with standardization,
standardization, testing,
connection with
when required
societies
or other
other official
work of
of the
the bureau);
bureau) ;street-car
street-car fares
exceeding
not exceeding
fares not
official work
or

commis-

Clerk
hire.
Clerkhire.
Contin
gent expenses.
Contingentexpenses.

Standards
Bureau.
Standards Bureau.
Director, and office
and "of
perDsone
personnel.
Equipment.
Equpment.

General expenses.
Oeneral expens

er o
n
n
ational Committeeont W eights
of mittee
$100;
expenses of
of the
expenses of
of attendance
attendance of
visiting committee;
committee; expenses
the visiting
$100; expenses
Measures.and
e
i
ghts alnd
American member
member at
of the
the International
International Committee
of Measures.
Committee of
meeting of
at the
the meeting
American
Weights and
goggles, rubber boots,
gloves, goggles,
of gloves,
purchase of
Measures; purchase
and Measures;
Weights
operation. maintenance,
and
aprons; supplies for operation,
maintenance, and repair of pasand aprons;
senger
and motor trucks for official use, including their
automobiles and
senger automobiles
exthange;
of all
all kinds,
kinds, $43,500.
exchange; and
and contingencies
contingencies of
$43,500.mprovement
Improvement and
of g
rounds.
grounds.
ce of
construction of care
Improvement and
and care of grounds: For grading, construction
Improvement
grounds for water supply, lamps, wiring for
and walks, piping grounds
roads and
lighting purposes,
purposes, and
expenses incident
improvement
incident to the improvement
other expenses
and other
lighting
and care
care of
of grounds,
including foreman
and laborers
laborers in the
the District
foreman and
grounds, including
and
of Columbia,
$11,000, of which amount not to exceed $7,740 may be
of
Columbia, $11,000,
expended for
services in the District of Columbia.
for personal
personal services
expended
Structural materials
Testing structural
materials: For
continuation of
the investigagations.
investigations
investiga- investi
of the
For continuation
structural materials:
Testing
structural materials, such as stone, clays, cement, and so forth,
tion of structural
including
services in
in the
the District
District of
Columbia and
the Services
e
s in
te Din the
of Columbia
and in
including personal
personal services
in the
Disfield,
of which
amount not
not to
$168,180 may be
trct.
be ex- trict.
to exceed
exceed $168,180
which amount
$230,000. of
field, $230,000,
Proviso.
pended for
for personal
services in
Provided, ""o.
Columbia: Provided,
of Columbia:
District of
in the
the District
personal services
pended
45822'--2)f
°-2. -45822

68
68

1040
1040
Disseminating
acDisseminating
aa"
quired
information of
quired information
of
housing, etc.
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That as much of this sum as necessary
necessary shall be used to collect said
and

disseminate such scientific,
disseminate
scientific, practical, and statistical information as

may be
be procured,
showing or
to show
show approved
methods in
in
approved methods
procured, showing
or tending
tending to
may
building, planning,
and adaptastandardization, and
adaptaand construction,
construction, standardization,
building,
planning, and
bility of
of structural
structural units,
including building
and codes,
codes,
building materials
materials and
units, including
bility
economy in
in the
manufacture and
building materials
materials
the manufacture
and utilization
utilization of
of building
economy
and
and such
such other
as may
tend to
to encourage,
encourage, imimand supplies,
supplies, and
other matters
matters as
may tend
prove, and
and cheapen
construction and
housing.
and housing.
prove,
cheapen construction
Testing machines for
Testing machines:
For maintenance
maintenance and
of testing
testing mamaTesting
machines: For
and operation
operation of
physical constants.
chines, including
personal services
services in
in connection
connection therewith
therewith in
in the
the
chines,
including personal
District of
field, for
for the
the determination
by the
the
and in
in the
the field,
determination by
District
of Columbia
Columbia and
Bureau of
of Standards
the physical
physical constants
and the
the properties
Bureau
Standards of
of the
constants and
properties
of materials
materials as
authorized
by law,
$38,000, of
of which
amount not
not to
of
as
authorized
by
law,
$38,000,
which
amount
to
Services in the District.
$34,020 may
be expended
expended for
personal services
in the
the District
District
services in
for personal
exceed $34,020
may be
tric
in the Dis- exceed

of Columbia.
Columbia.
Investigation
of
fire-resisting properties:
investigation of
of fireof fire-resisting
properties: For
For investigation
fireInvestigation
ing materials.
resisting
of building
materials and
and conditions
under which
which
building materials
conditions under
resing ng properties
properties of
they
standardization of
efficiently used, and for the standardization
they may
may be most efficiently
types of
appliances for fire prevention,
prevention including personal services
types
of appliances
in the
District of
and in
in the
the field,
field, $28,100,
the Din
the District
of Columbia
Columbia and
$28,100, of
of which
which amount
amount
Services in
in the
Disto exceed
$22,640 may
expended for
for personal
services in
the
in the
personal services
may be
be expended
exceed $22,640
trict.
not to
the s- not
tricts
District of
of Columbia.
Columbia.
District
Measurement, etc.,
Investigation
of public-utility
standards: For
For investigation
investigation of
the
Investigation of
public-utility standards:
of the
of MfMbsre'ment,
public utilities. etc.,
standards
of practice
and methods
of measurements
measurements of
of public
utilipublic utilimethods of
practice and
standards of
ties
such as
gas .electric
electric light,
light, electric
electric power,
water, telephone,
cenpower, water,
telephone, centies,'such
as gas,
tral
heating, and
and electric
service and
and the
the solution
of
solution of
electric railway
railway service,
tral station
station heating,
the
problems which
arise in
with standards
standards in
in such
such servthe problems
which arise
in connection
connection with
servServices in the Disice, including
in the
the District
District of
of Columbia
tres
in the Dis- ice,
including personal
personal services
services in
Columbia and
and in
in
trict.
the
of which
which amount
not to
to exceed
exceed $90,000
$90,000 may
may be
be
amount not
field, $100,000,
$100,000, of
the field,
expended
personal services
services in
the District
of Columbia.
Columbia.
in the
District of
for personal
expended for
Testing miscellaneTesting
miscellaneous
materials:
testing
miscellaneous
matematerials:
For
miscellaneous
oTesting
miscelaeous materials.
rials such
varnish materials,
soap materials,
materials, inks,
and chemicals,
chemicals,
rials,
such as
as varnish
materials, soap
inks, and
including supplies
for the
the Government
Government departments
departments and
and independent
independent
including
supplies for
establishments,
including personal
personal services
of ColumColumservices in
in the
the District
District of
establishments, including
bia and
and in
in the
field,
as
authorized by
law, $44,090
of
which amount
amount
the
field,
as
authorized
by
law,
$44,090
of
which
Services
in the Disbia
Services in the Disto exceed
$42,000 may
personal services
services in
the
for personal
in the
the D not
not to
exceed $42,000
may be
be expended
expended for
trict.
trict.
District of
Columbia.
of Columbia.
District
Radio standardizaRadio standardiaRadio research:
For investigation
investigation and
and standardization
standardization of methods
Radio
research: For
methods
tion, etc.
and instruments
in radio
communication, including
including perperand
instruments employed
employed in
radio communication,
sonal
services in
the
District of
Columbia
and
in the
field,
$44,800,
sonal
services
in
the
District
of
Columbia
and
in
the
field,
$44,800,
Services
the Diservices in
in the
Dis- of
Of which
which amount not to exceed
$42,200 may
may be
expended for
perexceed $42,200
be expended
for pertrict.
sonal
services
in
the
District
of
Columbia,
the
District
of
Columbia,
sonal
services
in
Industrial color
Color
standards and
of
standardization,
standardization, etc.
Color standardization:
standardization: To
etc.r
To develop
develop color
color standards
and methods
methods of
manufacture
of color
special reference
reference to
to
manufacture and
and of
color measurement,
measurement, with
with special
their industrial
use in
in standardization
of colorants
colorants
their
industrial use
standardization and
and specification
specification of
such
as dyestuffs,
dyestuffs, inks,
and other
other products,
such as
inks, and
and pigments,
pigments, and
products, paint,
paint,
paper,
and
textiles, in
which
color
is
apertinent
pertinent property,
including
paper,
and
textiles,
in
which
color
is
a
property,
including
Services in the Dises i the Di personal
etrvic
personal services in the
the District of Columbia
Columbia and in
in the field, $9,000,
$9,000,
trict.
of
which amount
not to
exceed $8,120
$8,120 may
be expended
for personal
of which
amount not
to exceed
may be
expended for
personal
District of Columbia.
services in the
services
the District
Clay
products procprocClay products
Investigation of clay products: To study methods of measurement
measurement
Investigation
esses.
technical processes
processes used in
and technical
manufacture of
of pottery,
pottery, brick,
brick,
in the manufacture
tile, terra cotta, and
tile,
study of
the proppropand other
other clay
clay products,
products, and the
the study
of the
erties of
the
materials
used
in that
industry, including
personal serverties
of
the
materials
used
in
that
industry,
including
personal
servServices in he Disices
in the
District of
of Columbia
in the
field, $27,000,
of which
which
e
trice
ices in
the District
Columbia and
and in
the field,
$27,000, of
trict.
amount
not to
to exceed
exceed $20,050
may be
be expended
expended for
for personal
personal services
amount not
$20,050 may
services
in the
the District
District of
of Columbia.
Columbia.
in
Standardizing
rne"
Standardizing mechanical
appliances: To
methods of
bSandardizing
Standardizing
mechanical appliances:
To develop
develop methods
of
chanical appliances.
Mechanical,
hydrau- testing
and standardizing
standardizing machines,
tools,
measuring instruinstruMechanical hydtesting and
machines, motors,
motors,
tools,
measuring
lie, and aeronautic devices,
etc..
ments,
and other
other apparatus
apparatus and
devices used
used in
hydrauicesetc
ments, and
and devices
in mechanical,
mechanical, hydrauFire-resisting buildFire-resisting
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aeronautic engineering;
engineering; for
for tne
tile comparative
comparative study
lie, and
and aeronautic
study of
of
apparatus and methods
types of apparatus
methods of operation,
estaboperation, and
and for
for the
the establishment of standards
standards of performance;
performance; for the accurate
accurate determinadetermination
proper
tion of
of fundamental
fundamental physical
physical constants
constants involved
involved in
in the
the proper
execution of this work; and for the scientific experiments
experiments and
and investiinvestigations needed in solving
solving the problems which may
may arise in
in connecespecially in response to the requirements
tion therewith,
requirements of aerotherewith, especially
nautics
information of
scientific nature,
nature,
nautics and aviation for
for information
of aa purely
purely scientific
Services in the Disincluding
services in
in the
and in
in the
the Services
personal services
the District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia and
including personal
trict.
$27,800, of which amount not to exceed $25,580 may be ex- trit.
field, $27,800,
pended
for personal
personal services
services in
in the
the District
of Columbia.
pended for
District of
Columbia.
Optical glass producInvestigation of optical
investigation of
of the probprob- tiont
glass produc
Investigation
optical glass: For
For the investigation
tion.
lems
involved
in
the
production
of
optical
glass,
including
personal
lems involved in the production of optical glass, including personal
services in
District of
Columbia and
in the
$20,520, of
of triServices
services
in the
the District
of Columbia
and in
the field,
field, $20,520,
S
et
er
.vices in the Diswhich amount
amount not to
to exceed
exceed $14,160
$14,160 may
may be expended for personal trict.
services in the
the District of Columbia.
stiTnedxatritafiOrr , etc.,
Investigation of
textiles, paper,
paper, leather,
leather, stanledasatne
etc.,
Investigation
of textiles:
textiles: To
To investigate
investigate textiles,
and rubber in order to develop standards of quality
quality and
of
and methods of
measurement, including
measurement,
including personal
personal services
services in the
the District
District of ColumtriS
ceices in the Disin the Disbia and in the field, $26,560, of which amount not to exceed $23,140 tervices
personal services in the District of Columbia. tt Sugar
may be
be expended
expended for personal
t.
standardizaSugar
standardization and design of tion.
tionur staardizSugar standardization:
standardization: For the
the standardization
sugar-testing apparatus;
apparatus; the development
specifications
sugar-testing
development of technical specifications
for the various grades
grades of sugars, with particular
particular reference
reference to urgent
urgent
problems
pressing by conditions
conditions following
following the
problems made pressing
the war, especially
especially
involving
standardization and
sugars; for the
involving the standardization
and manufacture
manufacture of
of sugars;
the
technical problems incidental
study of the technical
incidental to the collection
collection of the
revenue on sugar and to determine
determine the fundamental
fundamental scientific conrevenue
Rare and unusual
stants
substances; for the
tes and unusua
sugars and
and other
other substances;
the standardization
standardization and types.
stants of
of sugars
production
sugars required
production of
of rare and
and unusual
unusual types
types of sugars
required for the
the
medical
service of
departments-' and
medical service
of the Government
Government departments;
and for other
other techtechnical and
scientific purposes,
purposes, including
services in
including personal
personal services
in the
the DisDis- Services in the Disnical
and scientific
in the Districts
trict of Columbia and in the field, $38,160,
$38,160, of which amount not to trict.
exceed $32,220 may be
District
for personal services in the
the District
be expended
expended for
exceed
of Columbia.
Columbia.
Ganges an
and screw
d scre w
standardization: To provide by cooperation of the Bureau thor
Gauge standardization:
threads.
cooperative standof Standards,
Standards, the
War Department,
Department, and the
Navy Department
Department for ardisation,
c,, tle's
standthe Navy
of
the War
etc.
standardization and
standard gauges,
gauges, screw
and testing of the standard
the standardization
threads ' and
and standards
required in
manufacturing throughout
throughout the
in manufacturing
threads,
standards required
United
States, and
and to
calibrate and
and test
such standard
standard gauges,
gauges, screw
screw
test such
to calibrate
United States,
threads, and
including necessary
equipment and personal
personal
necessary equipment
threads,
and standards, including
services
District of
Columbia and
in the
$38,320, of
services in
in the
the District
of Columbia
and in
the field,
field, $38,320,
of Services
Services in the Dis
District.
which amount
amount not
$36,180 may
may be
expended for
personal trict.
for personal
be expended
to exceed
exceed $36,180
not to
which
services in
the District
District of
Columbia.
services
in the
of Columbia.
Coal weighing, etc.,
etc,
Coal
mines.
Investigation of
scales and
investigating the conat mines.
con- at
cars: For investigating
and cars:
of mine
mine scales
Investigation
and methods
methods of use of scales and mine cars used for weighditions and
ing and
measuring coal
purpose of deterthe purpose
miners, for the
coal dug
dug by miners,
and measuring
ing
affecting the accuracy
conditions affecting
accuracy of the
and of
of conditions
due, and
mining wages due,
weighing or
measuring of
of coal
coal at
mines, including
personal
including personal
at the
the mines,
or measuring
weighing
services
i
n the
District of
Columbia and
and in
in the
field, $14,540,
$14,540, of
services in
the District
of Columbia
the field,
of Services
S
in the Diswhich amount not
expended for
in the
for personal
personal trict.
tri
$11,340 may be
be expended
not to exceed $11,340
which
services in
in the
services
the District
District of
of Columbia.
Columbia.
Metallurgical
re
Metallurgical
reMetaches.
Metallurgical research:
Metallurgical
research: For metallurgical
metallurgical research, including alloy searches.
steels, foundry
foundry practice,
and standards
sands; castcastmetals and
and sands;
for metals
standards for
practice, and
steels,
ing, rolling, forging,
forging, and
properties of aluminum
aluminum alloys; preand the properties
ing,
vention
of corrosion
and alloys
development of
metal
of metal
alloys; development
metals and
of metals
corrosion of
vention of
substitutes,
as for
for platinum;
behavior of bearing
bearing metals;
metals; preparaplatinum; behavior
substitutes, as
tion
of metal
specifications; investigation
of new
new metallurgical
metallurgical
investigation of
metal specifications;
tion of
metallurgical
processes
and study
study of
methods of conservation
conservation in metallurgical
of methods
processes and
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materials used in the
manufacture and
products; investigation
investigation of materials
and products;
manufacture
construction
construction of rails, wheels, axles, and other railway
railway equipment,
equipment,
and the
the cause
their failure;
failure; including
including personal
services in the
the
personal services
of their
cause of
and
of which
which amount not
District of
of Columbia
Columbia and
and in
the field,
$43,140, of
not
field, $43,140,
in the
District
Services
in the
the DisDis- to exceed $40,080 may be expended
Services in
expended for personal
personal services in the
trict.
Columbia.
District of Columbia.
trict.
High
laboratory and field investiinvestigations: For laboratory
temperature investigations:
High temperature
temperature
investiHigh temperature
measurements, etc.
gations
of suitable
methods of
of high temperature
measurements and
temperature measurements
suitable methods
gations of
control
industrial processes and to assist in making availin various
various industrial
control in
able
directly to
bureau's investigainvestigato the industries the results of the bureau's
able directly
of
tions in
personal services in the District of
including personal
field, including
this field,
in this
tions
Columbia and
and in
$9,740, of
of which
amount not
not to
to exceed
exceed
which amount
field, $9,740,
in the
the field,
Columbia
Services in
of
personal services in the District
District of
the DisDi- $8,460 may be expended for personal
tervices
in the
trict.
Railway
equipment.
Railway equipment.

Columbia.
Columbia.
of
investigation of the principles of
Sound investigation:
investigation: For the investigation
sound and
their application
application to
to military
and industrial
industrial purposes,
purposes,
military and
and their
sound
including personal
Columbia and
in the
the
and in
of Columbia
District of
in the
the District
services in
personal services
Dis- including
in the
the DisServices
Services
in
field,
which amount
to exceed
exceed $5,100
may be
expended
be expended
$5,100 may
not to
amount not
of which
$5,580, of
field, $5,580,
trict.
the
teric
for
District of
of Columbia.
Columbia.
in the
the District
services in
personal services
for personal
de
nd developIndustrial
cooperation
Industrial research:
research: For
technical investigations
investigations in
in cooperation
For technical
mentinvetigations.
investigations.
Industrial
with
upon fundamental
problems involved
involved in
in indusindusfundamental problems
industries upon
the industries
with the
trial
following the
war, with
with a
assisting in
the
in the
to assisting
a view
view to
the war,
development following
trial development
permanent establishment
of the
the new
new American
industries, including
including
American industries,
establishment of
permanent
personal services
the District
District of
elsewhere, $174,120,
$174,120,
and elsewhere,
Columbia and
of Columbia
in the
services in
Dis- personal
in the
the Diservice in
Services
of which
which amount
amount not
not to
exceed $154,000
for perexpended for
may be
be expended
$154,000 may
to exceed
of
trit.
trict.
sonal
services in
in the
District
of
Columbia.
Columbia.
of
District
the
services
sonal
Testing large scales,
Testing railroad
railroad track
other scales:
For investigation
investigation and
and
scales: For
and other
track and
Testing
etc.
large ss,
ete.stm
testing
railroad track
track scales,
scales, elevator
used
scales, and other scales used
elevator scales,
of railroad
testing of
in
weighing commodities
commcdities for interstate
interstate shipments and to secure
in weighing
equipment
and assistance
Governby the Governused by
the scales
scales used
testing the
for testing
assistance for
equipment and
ment
transactions with
public, such
such as
office, navy
post office,
as post
the public,
with the
its transactions
in its
ment in
yard, and
and customhouse
and for
cooperating
of cooperating
purpose of
for the
the purpose
scales, and
customhouse scales,
yard,
and measures
with
States in
in securing
uniformity in
weights and
in the weights
securing uniformity
the States
with the
laws
and in
the methods
methods of
of inspection,
inspection, including
personal services
including personal
in the
laws and
in
the
District of
of Columbia
Columbia and
and in
the
field,
$39,000,
of which
which amount
amount
of
$39,000,
field,
in
the
District
in
the
s
in
the
Services in tthe
Disis
he D
not
to exceed
exceed $25,460
may be
in the
the
services in
personal services
for personal
be expended
expended for
$25,460 may
not to
trict.
trict
District
of Columbia.
of
Columbia.
District
Cooperative
standardization
Standardization of
of equipment:
equipment: To enable the Bureau of Standards
Standards
Standardization
dsttril
ardia tiof industrial
cooperate with Government
Government departments,
devices, etc.
etc.
to cooperate
departments, engineers,
engineers, and manufacturers
the establishment
establishment of
of standards,
standards, methods
methods of testing, and
in the
turers in
inspection
instruments, equipment,
equipment, tools, and electrical and
of instruments,
inspection of
mechanical
devices used
in the
the industries
Government,
the Government
by the
industries and by
used in
mechanical devices
including
the practical
practical specification
and performance
of
performance of
for quality
quality and
specification for
including the
such devices,
devices, and
methods of inspection, laboraformulation of methods
the formulation
and the
such
tory,
service tests,
tests, including
of
the District of
services in the
personal services
including personal
and service
tory, and
Columbia and
in the
the field,
field, $110,000,
of which
not to
exceed
to exceed
amount not
which amount
$110,000, of
and in
Ds- Columbia
Services in
Services
in the
the Dispersonal services
services in
in the
the District
of
trict.
District of
for personal
may be
be expended
expended for
te D $89,020
$89,020 may
tricet.
Columbia.
Standards
Standards for checkcheck- Columbia.
preparation, analysis,
Standard
analysis, and
and
materials: For purchase, preparation,
Standard materials:
ing chemical
chemical analyses.
analyses.
chemical
distribution of
standard materials
to be used in checking chemical
materials to
of standard
distribution
analyses and
and in
physical measuring apparatus, includin the testing of physical
analyses
ing personal
personal services
services in
in the
the District
Columbia and in the field,
District of Columbia
ing
Services in the Dis$8,000 may be expended
$10,000, of which
exceed $8,000
expended for
for
not to
to exceed
which amount not
ervicestin the Dis- $10,000,
trict.
personal
services in
the District
of Columbia.
Columbia.
District of
in the
personal services
Radioactive investiInvestigation of
of
substances: For an investigation of
radioactive substances:
of radioactive
Investigation
investigadioactive
gations.
radioactive substances
measurements and
the methods of their measurements
substances and the
radioactive
testing,
including personal
services in
of Columbia
Columbia and
and
the District
District of
in the
personal services
testing, including
Services in the Dismay be
$9,320
amount
not to
to exceed
D thein the field,
$10,680, of
of which
field.
$10,680,
which
amount
not
exceed
$9,320
may
be
trict.
of Columbia.
Columbia.
the District
services
for
tricexpended expended
Columbia.
personal services
services in
in the
District of
the
in
personal
for personal
expended for
Soundinvestigations.

Soundinvestitions.
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Automotive
Investigation
.Automotive
Investigation of automotive engines:
engines: For the promotion
promotion of econ- investigations.

omy
efficiency in
transportation by
by land
land and
and by
omy and
and efficiency
in automotive
automotive transportation

engines
engines

investigations

air through investigations of the basic principles underlying
underlying the
design, performance,
performance, operation,
operation, and testing of automotive engines,
engines,
accessories, and
the power
power transmitting
system
their fuels, lubricants,
lubricants, accessories,
and the
transmitting system
used in connection
connection with them, also
elements as brakes
and brake
brake
also such elements
brakes and
linings; to promote economy
economy in
safety in
in
in the use of
of liquid fuels and
and safety

vehicular traffic,
traffic, including
personal services
in the
the District
vehicular
including personal
services in
District of
of ColumColum-

arices in the Disthe Dis
bia and in the field, $25,000, of which amount not to exceed $20,680 tervic
may be
be expended
personal services
services in
in the
the District
of Columbia.
may
expended for
for personal
District of
Columbia.
work
Sr perati ve
wIrk
During
year 1926,
head of
During the
the fiscal
fiscal year
1926, the
the head
of any
any department
department or
or indeinde- witheprartments,
etc.,
in sientic
scientific investigapendent
the Government
Government having
pendent establishment
establishment of
of the
having funds
funds available
available in
investigations.
tr

wi

d 3p

m ents,

.,

for scientific investigations and requiring
cooperative work by the tions
requiring cooperative
within the
scope
Bureau of Standards
Standards on
on scientific
scientific investigations
investigations within
the scope
of the functions of that bureau, and which the Bureau of Standards
is unable to perform within the limits of
appropriations, may,
of its appropriations,
Commerce, transfer to the
with the approval of the Secretary
Secretary of Commerce,
the
Bureau of Standards
Standards such sums as may
necessary to
to carry
may be necessary
carry on
on
Secretary of
the Treasury
shall transfer
transfer credit
such investigations.
investigations. The
The Secretary
of the
Treasury shall
of bur
ureea
au.
credit of
u.
Department any
may be
on the books of
of the
the Treasury
Treasury Department
any sums
sums which
which may
be
authorized hereunder,
hereunder, and such amounts
amounts shall
shill be placed
placed to the credit
credit
of the Bureau of Standards for the performance
performance of work for the
department
department or establishment
establishment from which
transfer is
which the
the transfer
is made.

erof tund° to

BUREAU
OF LIGHTHOUSES
BUREAU OF
LIGHTHOUSES Lighthouses

BuLighthouses Bu-

reau.
reau.

Commissioner,

and
and

Salaries:
For the
the commissioner
personal services
services in
offer
pert
mss n
e
e
i
r
:
Salaries: For
commissioner and
and other
other personal
personnel.
in the
the office
accordance with the Classification
District of Columbia in accordance
Classification Act of
of
1923,
$89,880.
1923, $89,880.
General
expenses: For
supplies, repairs,
repairs, maintenance,
expenses.
General expenses:
For supplies,
maintenance, and
and inciinci- GObeneral
Objects
jects seciied
specified.
dental expenses of lighthouses
lighthouses and other lights, beacons,
beacons, buoyage,
buoyage,
fog
rivers heretofore
heretofore authorized
authorized to
to be
lighted,
fog signals,
signals, lighting of rivers
be lighted,
hght
other aids
aids to
navigation, and
and lighthouse
lighthouse tenders,
tenders, ininlight vessels,
vessels, other
to navigation,
cluding
establishment, repair,
improvement of
beacons and
and
cluding the
the establishment,
repair, and
and improvement
of beacons
day
and purchase
same; establishment
of post
post
day marks,
marks, and
purchase of
of land
land for
for same;
establishment of
h
Oil, etc., houses.
lights, buoys, submarine
submarine signals, and fog
establishment of Provisos.
fog signals; establishment
Priosa.
for buildings.
oil or
or carbide
houses, not
not to
to exceed
exceed $10,000:
Provided, That
That any
any oil
Limit for buildings.
oil
carbide house.s,
$10,000: Provided,
oil Limit
or
shall not
not exceed
exceed $1,000
cost;
or carbide
carbide house erected hereunder
hereunder shall
$1,000 in
in cost;
construction of necessary outbuildings
construction
outbuildings at
exceeding $500
$500
at aa cost not
not exceeding
station in
in any
any fiscal
fiscal year;
of grounds
grounds Restoring
at any one light
light station
year; improvement
improvement of
statio,
Restoring
stations,
buildings connected
restoring etc.
and buildings
connected with
with light
light stations
stations and depots;
depots; restoring
stations and depots
connected therewith:
therewith: ProPro- Limitations.
light stations
depots and
and buildings
buildings connected
Limitations.
vided
further, That such
vided further,
such restoration
restoration shall
shall be limited to
to the original
original
purpose of
the structures;
of persons
lights;
purpose
of the
structures; wages
wages of
persons attending
attending post
post lights;
temporary employees
while engaged
engaged on
on works
of
temporary
employees and
and field
field force
force while
works of
general
laborers and
mechanics at
at lightlight- Rations,
general repair
repair and
and maintenance,
maintenance, and
and laborers
and mechanics
atiet etc.
house
rations and
and provisions
provisions or
or commutation
thereof for
house depots;
depots; rations
commutation thereof
for
working parties in
officers and crews of light
light vessels and
and
working
in the field,
field, officers
tenders, and
and other
persons of
of the
tenders,
and officials
officials and
other authorized
authorized persons
the Lighthouse
Lighthouse
Service
of such
such tenders
or vessels,
vessels, and
and money
money
Service on
on duty
duty on
on board
board of
tenders or
accruing
commutation for rations and
accruing from
from commutation
and provisions
provisions for
for the abovenamed
tenders and light vessels or in working
working
named persons on board of tenders
parties
in the
the field
field may
may be
paid on
vouchers to
person
be paid
on proper
proper vouchers
to the
the person
parties in
having
mess of
such vessel
or party;
party; purchase
of
having charge
charge of
of the
the mess
of such
vessel or
purchase of
rubber boots,
oilskins, rubber
rubber gloves,
caps, and
and aprons
aprons for
for
rubber
boots, oilskins,
gloves, and
and coats,
coats, caps,
stewards'
departments on
vessels; reimbursement
under rules
stewards' departments
on vessels;
reimbursement under
rules preprescribed
by the
Secretary of
of Commerce
of keepers
keepers of
light stations
scribed by
the Secretary
Commerce of
of light
stations
and masters
light vessels
and of
of lighthouse
lighthouse tenders
tenders for
of light
vessels and
for rations
rations
and
masters of
and provisions
clothing furnished
shipwrecked persons
persons who
who may
may
and
provisions and
and clothing
furnished shipwrecked
be temporarily
temporarily provided
them, not
all $5,000
be
provided for
for by
by them,
not exceeding
exceeding in
in all
$5,000
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Purchase,

sitcha'
sites.

etc.,

of

etcs.,

Contingentpenses.

Contingent expenses.

Keepers.
Keepers.
Proviso.
Proaso.
Rations to
to keepers,
repealed.
Vol.35,
p.163;
Vol.40,
4,
163; Vo.
Vore35ep.
608
p. 608.

keepers,

p- .

vessels.

Lighthouse
vessels,
Lighthouse
and crews.
crews.

officers
officers

and

Serintendents
Superintendents,
clerks,
etc., inthe
in the field.
clerk etc.,
field.

pay.
Retired pay.
p.

Public
Public

sels.
sels.

works,
works,

ves-

to navigation.
Aids to
Aids
navigation.

Coss.
Geodetic
Coas. and Geodetic
Survey.
Survey.
All expenditures.
All
expenditures.

S
ESS. II.
CH. 364.
364.
SESS.
II. CH.

1925.
1925.

in
year; fuel
fuel and
of quarters
in any
any fiscal
fiscal year;
and rent
rent of
quarters where
where necessary
necessary for
for
keepers
of lighthouses;
of land
land sites
sites for
for fog
fog signals;
keepers of
lighthouses; purchase
purchase of
signals; rent
rent
of necessary ground for
lights and
and beacons
beacons as
are for
temfor all
all such lights
as are
for temchangeable channels and
porary use or to mark changeable
and which
which in
in consequence
consequence
can
permanent; rent
of offices,
offices, depots,
depots, and
wharves;
can not
not be
be made
made permanent;
rent of
and wharves;
traveling
mileage; library
library books
light stations
stations and
traveling expenses; mileage;
books for
for light
and
vessels, and technical books
books and periodicals
periodicals not
not exceeding
$1,000;
exceeding $1,000;
traveling
subsistence expenses
expenses of
teachers while
emtraveling and subsistence
of teachers
while actually
actually employed
States or
or private
to instruct
instruct the
the children
ployed by
by States
private persons
persons to
children of
of
keepers of
of lighthouses;
lighthouses; all other
other contingent
district
contingent expenses
expenses of
of district
offices and
and depots,
and not
not exceeding
for contingent
contingent expenses
expenses
offices
depots, and
exceeding $8,500
$8,500 for
office of
of the
the Bureau
Bureau of
of Lighthouses
in the
the District
of the office
Lighthouses in
District of
of ColumColumbia, $4,039,500.
$4,039,500.
bia,
Keepers
salaries of
not exceeding
one thouthouKeepers of
of lighthouses:
lighthouses: For
For salaries
of not
exceeding one
sand
eight
hundred
lighthouse
and
fog-signal
keepers
and-persons
and-persons
keepers
fog-signal
and
sand eight hundred lighthouse
attending light
attending
That
light exclusive
exclusive of
of post
post lights,
lights, $1,970,000;
$1,970,000: Provided,
Provided, That
section 9
of the
Act approved
approved May
1908 (Thirty-fifth
(Thirty-fifth Statutes,
Statutes,
14, 1908
May 14,
9 of
the Act
section
page 163),
the Act
Act approved
June 20,
20, 1918
163), and
and section 3
3 of
of the
approved June
1918 (Fortieth
(Fortieth
Statutes,
page
608)
' are hereby repealed.
Statutes, page 608), are hereby repealed.
Lighthouse
Lighthouse vessels:
crews
vessels: For
For salaries
salaries and
and wages
wages of
of officers
officers and
and crews
of light
light vessels
and lighthouse
temporary emof
vessels and
lighthouse tenders,
tenders, including
including temporary
employment
$2,220,000.
ployment when
when necessary,
necessary, $2,220,000.
and so
For salaries
salaries of
of seventeen
seventeen
Superintendents, clerks,
clerks, and
so forth:
forth: For
superintendents of
lighthouses, and
and of
assistant superintendents,
superintendents
of lighthouses,
of assistant
superintendents,
clerks, draftsmen,
draftsmen, and
permanent employees
clerks,
and other
other authorized
authorized permanent
employees in
in the
the
district offices
depots of
the Lighthouse
Lighthouse Service,
Service, exclusive
district
offices and
and depots
of the
exclusive of
of
those
employed in
in the
the Bureau
Bureau of
of Lighthouses,
those regularly
regularly employed
the office
office of
of the
Lighthouses,
District
of Columbia,
Columbia, $548,600.
$548,600.
District of
Retired pay:
For retired
retired pay
pay of
employees engaged
in.
Retired
pay: For
of officers
officers and
and employees
engaged in
the
field service
service or
on vessels
vessels of
of the
the Lighthouse
Lighthouse Service,
Service, except
except perthe field
or on
persons
continuously employed
employed in
offices and
and shops,
sons continuously
in district
district offices
shops, $110,000.
$110,000.
Public
works: For
For constructing
constructing or
and equipping
equ ippi ng
Public works:
or purchasing
purchasing and
lighthouse tendersand
for the
Lighthouse Service
Service as
lighthouse
tenders and light
light vessels
vessels for
the Lighthouse
as
may
be specifically
by.the
Secretary of
of Commerce
to
not to
Commerce not
the Secretary
approved by
specifically approved
may be
exceed
and for
improving aids
to naviganavigaexceed $485,000;
$485,000; and
for establishing
establishing and
and improving
aids to
tion
works as
as may
be specifically
specifically approved
tion and
and other
other works
may be
approved by
by the
the SecreSecretary
Commerce, $240,000;
tary of
of Commerce,
$240,000; in
in all,
all, $725,000.
$725,000.
COAST
AND GEODETIC
SURVEY
COAST AND
GEODETIC SURVEY

For every expenditure
the work
work of
of
expenditure requisite for
for and
and incident
incident to
to the
the Coast and Geodetic
or
Geodetic Survey, including
including maintenance,
maintenance, repair, or
operation of motor-propelled
vehicles for
motor-propelled or horse-drawn
horse-drawn vehicles
for use
use in
in
field work, purchase
purchase of surveying
surveying instruments, rubber
canvas
rubber boots,
boots, canvas
rubber gloves,
gloves, goggles, and caps, coats, and
and aprons
stewards'
and rubber
aprons for
for stewards'
departments on vessels, extra compensation at not to exceed $1
departments
$1 per
per
day for each station to employees
Service and the
employees of the Lighthouse Service
Weather Bureau
Bureau while
currents, services
Weather
while observing, tides or
or currents,
services of
of one
one
tide observer
observer in the District of Columbia
Columbia at not to exceed $1
$1 per
per
compensation, not otherwise
day, and compensation,
otherwise appropriated
appropriated for, of persons
employed in the field work, commutation
commutation to officers of the field force
while on field duty, at aa rate not exceeding
exceeding $3 per day each, to be
expended
expended in accordance
accordance with the regulations relating to the Coast
Coast
Distribution.
prescribed by the
Secretary of
Commerce, and
and
and Geodetic Survey prescribed
the Secretary
of Commerce,
under the following
following heads:
heads:
Field expenses.
expenses.
Field expenses,
expenses. Atlantic
Atlantic Coast: For surveys and necessary
necessary resurAtlantic and Gulf
coasts.
coasts.
veys of the Atlantic and Gulf coasts of the United States, including
including
coasts of outlying islands under
under the
jurisdiction of
of the
United
the
the
jurisdiction
the
United
Proviso.
Prodiso.
States: Provided,
Provided, That not more than $15,000
$45,000 of
of this
this amount
amount shall
shall

S
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limitabe expended
expended on
coasts of said outlying islands and the Atlantic
Atlantic tiolands,
tionl.ands, etc.,
etc., limitsthe coasts
on the
be

$122,420;
entrance
the Panama
Panama Canal, $122,420;
to the
entrance to
Paiflc casts
Pacific
coast: For
For surveys
necessary resurveys
of coasts
coasts.
on Pacific
coasts on
resurveys of
and necessary
surveys and
Pacific coast:
the
Ocean under
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of the United States,
under the
Pacific Ocean
the Pacific
hydroghysical
$321,420;
$321,420;
rap
P
h
h
yy
.s
ical hydrogTides, currents,
researches in phys- raphy.
forth: For continuing researches
and so forth:
currents, and
Tides,
ical
to harbors
bars and for tidal and
and bars,
harbors and
relating to
hydrography, relating
ical hydrography,
current
of the
United States,
States, or other
the United
coasts of
the coasts
on the
observations on
current observations
Piot
coast
coasts
under the
jurisdiction of
$26,775;
United States, $26,775;
of the United
the jurisdiction
coasts under
Coast Pilot.
the
Coast Pilot:
For compilation
compilation of the Coast Pilot, including the
Pilot: For
Coast
employment
of such
nautical experts,
experts, and stenographic
stenographic help
pilots, nautical
such pilots,
employment of
obs
Manet
$6,500;
in
field and
necessary for the same, $6,500;
may be necessary
office as may
and office
the field
in the
tions,etc.
establish meridian
For continuing
continuing magnetic
observations and to establish
meridian sons,et
e
c
t
.
ic
°bservamagnetic observations
For
lines in
connection therewith
parts of the United States; magall parts
in all
therewith in
in connection
lines
netic observations
observations in
jurisdiction of the
under the jurisdiction
regions under
other regions
in other
netic
United States;
States; purchase
purchase of
of additional
additional magnetic
magnetic instruments;
instruments; lease
United
of sites
erection of temporary magnetic buildnecessary and erection
where necessary
sites where
of
ings; continuing
line of
of exact
between the Atlantic, Pacific,
levels between
exact levels
the line
continuing the
ings;
Alaska; deand
Gulf coasts;
establishing lines
exact levels in Alaska;
lines of exact
coasts; establishing
and Gulf
termination of
of geographical
triangulation or traverse
by triangulation
positions, by
geographical positions,
termination
for .the control of Federal, State, boundary, and other surveys and
and
for
engineering works
works in
in all
parts of the interior of the United States
all parts
engineering
bserato
and Alaska;
Alaska; determination
of field
astronomic positions; for con- a ib
field astronomic
determination of
and
f
se
.rvatory, Ukiah,
operation of cauir.
tinuing gravity
observations; for
maintenance and operation
for the maintenance
gravity observations;
tinuing
$2,000;
the
observatory at
California, not
exceeding $2,000;
not exceeding
Ukiah, California,
at Ukiah,
latitude observatory
the latitude
magof
and
including
the
employment
in
the
field
office
such
and
field
the
in
employment
the
including
and
$128,735;
netic observers
as may
necessary, $128,735;
be necessary,
may be
observers as
netic
Earth quake regions.
in regions sub- Earthquake regions.
leveling in
and leveling
For executing
triangulation and
precise triangulation
executing precise
For
ject to
earthquakes, $10,000;
$10,000;
to earthquakes,
ject
ion.
triangulaHawaiian triangulation:
triangulation: For
For adjusting
triangulation of the tie
lia
f
n
waiian triangulathe triangulation
adjusting the
Hawaiian
of
District
the
in
services
personal
Hawaiian Islands,
services
including
Islands, including
Hawaiian
Columbia
$2,000;
Columbia and in the field, $2,000;
surveys.
For
special surveys
that may
may be
be required
required by
Special surveys
Bureau of Light- Sp'
the Bureau
by the
surveys that
For special
expenses incident
contingent expenses
houses or
authority, and contingent
proper authority,
other proper
or other
houses
$4,500;
thereto,
Miscellaneous.
thereto, $4,500;
Mcellaneous
For
objects not
not hereinbefore
hereinbefore named that may be deemed
deemed urgent
For objects
of
specifications
of
purchase
or
including
preparation
purchase
plans
and
specifications
oi
preparation
the
including
in the field and R
vessels
the employment
employment of
of such
such hull
hull draftsmen
draftsmen in
and the
vessels and
persons.
etc.,
under
office
as
may
be
necessary
for
the
same;
the
reimbursement,
under wrecked,
wree
Rek
l
eCle
,
f
etoc.f, pe
eh
reimbursement,
the
same;
the
for
necessary
be
may
as
office
rules prescribed
prescribed by
by the
the Secretary
officers of the
Commerce, of officers
of Commerce,
Secretary of
rules
Coast
Survey for
clothing, medicines, and other
other
food, clothing
for food,
Geodetic Survey
and Geodetic
Coast and
in
of distressed persons in
supplies furnished
for the
temporary relief
relief a
the temporary
furnished for
supplies
remote
localities and
and to
shipwrecked persons
persons temporarily
temporarily provided
to shipwrecked
remote localities
for
by them,
them, not
not to
exceed a
a total
total of $550; actual necessary exto exceed
for by
penses
of the
the field
field force
force temporarily
temporarily ordered to the office
office
officers of
of officers
penses of
in
the District
of Columbia
for consultation
with the
the director,
director, and
and
consultation with
Columbia for
District of
in the
not exceeding
$1,000 for
for the
the expenses
of the
of reprerepre- ioAtteni
t
ernae Itcernattendance of
the attendance
expenses of
exceeding $1.000
not
cii
il
designated
be
may
sentatives
of
the
Coast
and
Geodetic
who
designated
Survey
Geodetic
and
Coast
the
of
sentatives
as delegates
the United
United States
States at
at the
the meetings
Intermeetings of the Interfrom the
delegates from
as
national
Research Council
Council or
its branches,
branches, $4,200;
of its
or of
national Research
vessels
In
$626,550.
Vessels.
expenses. $626,550.
field expenses,
all, field
In all,
Vessels:
repairs of
vessels, including
expenses of
etc.
epa,etc.
of Rep,
traveling expenses
including traveling
of vessels,
For repairs
Vessels: For
persons inspecting
inspecting the
the repairs,
repairs and
and exclusive
of engineer's
engineer's supplies
exclusive of
persons
employE
qeuipment, employEquipment,
and other
other ship
ship chandlery,
chandlery, $74,000.
$74,000.
and
eesetc.
vessels,
For all
necessary employees
employees to man and equip the v
essels, includ- ees,
all necessary
For
ing professional
professional seamen
on vessels
vessels of the survey,
mates on
as mates
serving as
seamen serving
ing
for and authorto
execute
the
work
of
the
survey
herein
provided
provided
herein
survey
the
of
work
to execute the
ized
law, $655,000.
$655,000.
by law,
ized by
Pay, commissioned
commissioned officers:
officers: For
and allowances
allowances prescribed
prescribed siz
e
ziedtce.co
olte' , commis"
Pay
pay and
For pay
Pay,
by law
law for
for commissioned
commissioned officers
officers on
and other
other duty,
duty, holding
duty and
sea duty
on sea
by
t

nal
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relative
rank with
with officers
officers of
of the
the Navy,
Navy, including
including one
one director
director with
relative rank
relative
rank of
of captain,
geodetic engineers
engineers
and geodetic
hydrographic and
two hydrographic
captain, two
relative rank
with
relative
rank
of
captain,
seven
hydrographic
and
geodetic
engiengigeodetic
and
hydrographic
seven
of
captain,
rank
with relative
neers
with relative
relative rank
rank of
of commander,
commander, nine
hydrographic and geonine hydrographic
neers with
detic engineers
engineers with
relative rank
lieutenant commander,
thirtycommander, thirtyof lieutenant
rank of
with relative
detic
eight
and geodetic
geodetic engineers
engineers with
lieuof lieurank of
relative rank
with relative
hydrographic and
eight hydrographic
tenant,
geodetic engineers
engineers with reland geodetic
hydrographic and
junior hydrographic
fifty-five junior
tenant, fifty-five
ative rank
of lieutenant
lieutenant (junior
with relaaids with
twenty-nine aids
grade), twenty-nine
(junior grade),
rank of
ative
tive
rank
of ensign,
ensign, and
including
officers
accordance with
retired in accordance
officers retired
including
and
of
rank
tive
Provisos.
That the
the Secretary
Commerce
of Commerce
Secretary of
Provided, That
$500,000: Provided,
law, $500,000:
Assistant
director.
existing law,
director. existing
ist
may designate
designate one
one of
of the
the hydrographic
hydrographic and
and geodetic
engineers to
geodetic engineers
may
Reimbursement
re- act
act as
as assistant
Provided further,
That officers
officers of
of the
the Coast
Coast
further, That
director: Provided
assistant director:
Reimbursement
stricted
if traveling reon
Government-owned vesand Geodetic
Survey performing
Government
owned
performing travel by Government-owned
Geodetic Survey
Oovernment - owned and
vessel.
transportation fare is charged
sels for which
which no transportation
charged shall only be
vesseL
entitled
to
reimbursement
of actual
and necessary
incurred.
expenses incurred.
necessary expenses
and
actual
of
reimbursement
to
entitled
Office
personneL
icepersonne
Office force: For personal services in the District of Columbia in
accordance
the Classification
Classification Act
Act of
of 1923,
$410,000.
1923, $410,000.
with the
accordance with
Office expenses.
purchase of new instruments (except surexpenses: For purchase
Office expenses:
ieene
veying
instruments), including
exchange, materials,
equipmaterials, equiptheir exchange,
including their
veying instruments),
ment,
supplies required
the instrument
shop, carpenter
carpenter shop,
shop,
instrument shop,
in the
required in
and supplies
ment, and
and
scientific and
and technical
books, journals,
journas,
technical books,
books, scientific
division; books,
drawing division;
and drawing
books
of reference,
reference, maps,
charts, and
subscriptions; copper plates,
and subscriptions;
maps, charts,
books of
chart paper,
paper, printer's
ink, copper,
chemicals for electroelectrozinc, and chemicals
copper, zinc,
printer's ink,
chart
typing and
photographing; engraving,
photographing,
printing, photographing,
engraving, printing,
and photographing;
typing
and electrotyping
photolithographing charts
charts and
printand printsupplies; photolithographing
electrotyping supplies;
and
ing from
stone and
copper for
for immediate
for office
stationery for
immediate use; stationery
and copper
from stone
ing
and
parties; transportation
transportation of
of instruments
and supplies
supplies 'hen
when
instruments and
field parties;
and field
not charged
to party
party expenses;
office wagon and horses or automobile
expenses; office
charged to
not
truck; heating,
lighting, and
and power;
including operation
operation
telephones, including
power; telephones,
heating, lighting,
truck;
of switchboard;
switchboard; telegrams,
telegrams, ice, and
furniture, reand washing; office furniture,
of
pairs,
traveling expenses
employed in the
of officers and others employed
expenses of
pairs, traveling
office sent
sent on special
duty in the service of the office; miscellaneous
special duty
office
contingencies of
of all
all kinds,
$62,100.
kinds, $62,100.
expenses, contingencies
allow- expenses,
Subsistene
Subsistence allowSurvey
Appropriations
and Geodetic
Geodetic Survey
the Coast
Coast and
for the
made for
herein made
Appropriations herein
ance
restricted.
ane restricted.
shall
allowance to civilian or other officers for
for
for allowance
available for
shall not be available
subsistence
Washington (except
hereinbefore
(except as hereinbefore
duty at Washington
while on duty
subsistence while
provided for officers of the field force ordered to Washington
Washington for
for
short
periods for consultation with the director),
director), except as now proshort periods
vided by law.
Fisheries Bureau
Bureau.1L
Fisheries
BUREAU
FISHERIES
OF FISHERIES
BUREAU OF
Commissioner, and
an
Commissioner,
d
(Ake
personnel.
office personnel.
Pay of
of field
field employemp
Pay
l"yees.
ees.

Vessels employees.
employee
Vessels
!s
Alaska fisheries
vesAlaska
fisheries ve
sels.
sels.
Administration exAdministration
expenses.
penses.

Propa
gation expel
expenses.
Propagation

Commissioner's Office: For the Commissioner
Commissioner and other personal
personal
Commissioner's
services
accordance with the ClassiDistrict of Columbia in accordance
the District
services in the
fication Act of 1923, $160,360.
$160,360.
For pay
field, as follows:
follows: Alaska service,
service,
the field,
of employees
employees in the
pay of
For
$47,210; employees
employees at large, $39,450;
$39,450; distribution
distribution (car)
(car) employees,
fish
employees at fish cultural stations, $252,500; employees fish
$33,600; employees
employees at
rescue station, Mississippi River Valley, $19,600; employees
biological stations, $39,000; in all, $431,360.
$431,360.
officers and employees
employees for the steamers Gannet,
For pay of officers
Halcyon, and Phalarope, $34,230.
Halcyon,
For officersiand
officersiand crew of vessels for Alaska fisheries service,
service, $47,790.
commissioner,
Administration:
Administration: For expenses of the office of the commissioner,
periodicals and
scientific and reference books, periodicals
including stationery, scientific
equipment, telegraph and
newspapers for library, furniture
furniture and equipment,
newspapers
telephone service, compensation
temporary employees,
employees, and all
compensation of temporary
telephone
other
necessary expenses
$3,900.
therewith, $3,900.
connected therewith,
expenses connected
other necessary
Propagation of food fishes: For maintenance, repair, alteration,
fish-cultural stations,
improvement,
equipment, and operation
operation of fish-cultural
improvement, equipment,
distribution, including
general propagation
propagation of food fishes and their distribution,
general
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movement, maintenance,
and repairs
purchase of equipment
repairs of cars, purchase
maintenance, and
movement,
apparatus, contingent
(including
contingent
rubber boots and oil skins) and apparatus,
(including rubber

exceed $10,000
expenses, temporary
labor, and
and not
$10,000 for propagation
propagation
to exceed
not to
temporary labor,
expenses,

Fresh-water
Fresh-water mussels
mosseis
and
distribution of
of fresh-water
expenses
fresh-water mussels and the necessary expenses
and distribution
connected therewith,
therewith, $400,000.
$400,000.
connected
vantnance.
of vessels and launches, Vessels.
Maintenance of
For maintenance
maintenance of
Maintenance.
vessels: For
of vessels:
Maintenance
including purchase
purchase and repair of boats, apparatus, machinery, and
including
other
facilities required
use with
same, hire of vessels, and
the same,
with the
for use
required for
other facilities
all
connection therewith, and money
in connection
expenses in
necessary expenses
other necessary
all other
provisions on board
accruing
board vesand provisions
of rations and
commutation of
from commutation
accruing from
sels
paid on
on proper
vouchers to
to the
charge of
having charge
the persons having
proper vouchers
be paid
may be
sels may
the
mess of
of such
vessels, $105,000.
such vessels,
the mess
C
ns
o
.
tiCom""'ntati
$1 per day)
Commutation
day) may be paid tio
mmutation o
of ra
raof rations (not to exceed $1
Commutation of
during
to
officers
and
crews
of
vessels
of
the
Bureau
of
Fisheries
to officers and crews of vessels of the Bureau of Fisheries
the
fiscal year
year 1926
under regulations
regulations prescribed
prescribed by the Secretary
1926 under
the fiscal
of
Commerce.
of Commerce.
ir"
quFy fitsher"es
Inquiry
s
heri
es i
respecting food fishes: For inquiry into the causes of the ,
Inquiry respecting
decrease
waters of the United States, and for
in the waters
fishes in
of food
food fishes
decrease of
investigation
and experiments
experiments in
in respect
respect to the
aquatic animals,
the aquatic
investigation and
plants
fishery
in the interests of fish culture and the fishery
and waters, in
plants and
industries,
including maintenance,
maintenance, repair, improvement,
improvement, equipment,
industries, including
and operations
biological stations, expenses of travel and prepaof biological
operations of
and
ration of reports,
reports, $43,500.
Statistical inquiry.
compilation of statistics
Fishery
industries: For collection and compilation
Fishery industries:
of
the fisheries
fisheries and the
the study of their methods and relations, and
of the
the
of preservation
preservation and
utilization of fishery products,
and utilization
methods of
the methods
including
compensation of temporary employees, travel and preparaincluding compensation
employees in the District of
tion
reports, including
including temporary employees
of reports,
tion of
Columbia not
not to
to exceed
exceed $1,800,
expenses in
and all other necessary expenses
$1,800, and
Columbia
connection
therewith, $25,500.
connection therewith,
Sponge fisheries:
fisheries: For
For protecting
the sponge
sponge fisheries,
including sponge
fisheries.
et
roteting,
fisheries, including
protecting the
Sponge
hire
employment of
of inspectors,
watchmen, and
and temporary
temporary assistants, hire
inspectors, watchmen,
employment
of boats,
rental of
of office
office and
and storage,
storage, care
other
seized sponges and other
of seized
care of
of
boats, rental
property, travel,
travel, and all
necessary to carry out the Pm
all other expenses necessary
property,
olt
.
ec
g:ug
p. '
892.
ete.
provisions
the Act
Act of
of August
1914, to
to regulate
the sponge
v 38, .
sponge Vol.
regulate the
15, 1914,
August 15,
of the
provisions of

fisheries, $2,500.
fisheries,
Alaska,$2,500.
general
service: For
For protecting
of Alaska,
Alaska,
fisheries of
seal fisheries
the seal
protecting the
general service:
Alaska,
he
furnishing
of
food,
fuel,
clothing
and
other
necessities
necessities
other
and
including
t furnishing of food, fuel, clothing,'
including the
improvement,
of life
life to
the natives
Alaska, improvement,
of the Pribilof Islands of Alaska,
natives of
to the
of
repair,
buildings and roads,
transportation of
roads, transportation
of buildings
alteration of
and alteration
repair, and
supplies to
and from
from the
expenses of
of travel
agents and
of agents
travel of
islands, expenses
the islands,
to and
supplies
other
while on
said islands, hire and mainon said
subsistence while
and subsistence
employees and
other employees
a reserve
tenance
vessels, including
$10,000 to
providing a
used in providing
to be
be used
including $10,000
of vessels,
tenance of
supply
food, clothing,
necessities on the
other necessities
and other
medicines, and
clothing, medicines,
of food,
supply of
Pribilof
Islands, and
out the
the proprocarry out
to carry
necessary to
expenses necessary
all expenses
for all
and for
Pribilof Islands,
visions of
entitled "An
Act to
to protect
fisheries of
of
seal fisheries
the seal
protect the
"An Act
Act entitled
the Act
of the
visions
Alaska,
for other
other purposes,"
purposes," approved
approved April
April 21, 1910, and for
and for
Alaska, and
the
of the
fisheries of
Alaska, including
including travel,
subsistence
travel, subsistence
of Alaska,
the fisheries
protection of
the protection
(or
per diem
diem in
lieu of
of subsistence)
of employees
while on duty in
employees while
subsistence) of
in lieu
(or per
Alaska,
hire of
employment of
other
labor, and all other
temporary labor,
of temporary
boats, employment
of boats,
Alaska, hire
necessary
$310,000.
therewith, $310,000.
connected therewith,
expenses connected
necessary expenses
MISSISSIPPI
WILD LIFE
REFUGE
FISH REFUGE
AND FISH
LIFE AND
MISSISSIPPI WILD

iceAl
.asks,

general
"e"
ies.kgeneral

ti ,!3
eal,Mler;,?8
ea

etc.
ase!"

Pr.o, tee"
fisheries protecatv

vol.
p 3326.
ol.'3636, p.

Mississippi Wild
Life
wild Life
Mississippi
Refuge.
and Game
ge.
Game Refu
and
Construction, e
quip-

eqiP
ment, etc.
For construction
of buildings
buildings and
ponds, for
equipment, main- mnotSetO
for equipment,
and ponds,
construction of
For
tenance, operation,
repair, and
and improvements,
improvements, including
expenditures
including expenditures
operation, repair,
tenance,
for personal
personal services
services at
the seat
of government
government and
and elsewhere
elsewhere as
as may
may date, p. 650.
seat of
for
at the
$25,000. sA t p.6)0.
be
as authorized
in the
the Act
Act approved
approved June 7, 1924, $25,000.
authorized in
necessary, as
be necessary,
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TITLE IV.-DEPARTMENT
IV.—DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
OFFICE OF
THE SECRETARY
OF THE
SECRETARY
OFFICE

Secretary's
Office.
Secretary's Office.
Secretary,
Assistants,
Secretary, Assistants,

and office personnel.
and
ofice personnel

Salaries:
Salaries: Secretary
Secretary of
Labor, $12,000;
Second
of Labor,
$12,000; Assistant
Assistant Secretary,
Secretary, Second

Assistant Secretary,
Secretary, and other
personal services
the District
District of
of
other personal
services in
in the

Columbia
accordance with
of 1923,
1923, $171,900;
Columbia in
in accordance
with the
the Classification
Classification Act
Act of
$171,900;
in
all, $183,900.
$183 1900.
in all,
Commissioners
Commissioners of conciliation:
conciliation: To enable
enable the Secretary
Commissioners of
Commissioners
Secretary of Labor
Labor
conciliation.
OVo
to exercise
exercise the authority
authority vested
of the
creatvested in
in him
him by
by section
section 8
8 of
the Act
Act creatVol. 37p.
37, p. 738.
738.
ing the
the Department
Department of
Labor, and
and to
to appoint
ing
of Labor,
appoint commissioners
commissioners of
of conconciliation,
lieu of
subsistence at
at not
ciliation, for
for per
per diem
diem in
in lieu
of subsistence
not exceeding
exceeding $4
$4
expenses, and
exceed $11,800
Services
Services in the
th Dis- traveling
traveling expenses,
and not
not to
to exceed
$11,800 for
for personal
personal services
services
trict.
in the
the Distri.
District
of Columbia,
and telephone
service,
ct of
Columbia, and
and telegraph
telegraph and
telephone service,
$198,720.
$198,720.
CONTINGENT EXPENSES,
EXPENSES, DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF
OF LABOR
CONTINGENT
LABOR

For contingent
contingent and miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses of the offices and
bureaus
which appropriations
appropriations for
contingent
bureaus of
of the
the department,
department, for
for which
for contingent
and miscellaneous
expenses are
are not
made, including
and
miscellaneous expenses
not specifically
specifically made,
including the
the
purchase of
the same,
purchase
of stationery,
stationery, furniture,
furniture, and
and repairs
repairs to
to the
same, carpets,
carpets,
matting,
oilcloth, file
cases, towels,
soap, sponges,
matting, oilcloth,
file cases,
towels, ice,
ice, brooms,
brooms, soap,
sponges,
laundry, street-car
street-car fares
exceeding $2003
laundry,
fares not
not exceeding
$200; lighting
lighting and
and heating;
heating;
purchase, exchange,
maintenance, and
repair of
of motor
motor cycles
cycles and
and
purchase,
exchange, maintenance,
and repair
motor trucks;
trucks; purchase,
purchase, exchange,
maintenance, and
of a
motor
exchange, maintenance,
and repair
repair of
a
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
for offioffimotor-propelled
passenger-carrying vehicle,
vehicle, to
to be
be used
used only
only for
purposes; freight
newspaper clippings
clippings not
not
cial purposes;
freight and express
express charges,
charges, newspaper
to exceed
postage to
foreign countries,
and telephone
to
exceed $900,
$900, postage
to foreign
countries, telegraph
telegraph and
telephone
service,
adding machines,
machines, and
labor-saving dedeservice, typewriters,
typewriters, adding
and other
other labor-saving
vices;
of law
law books,
of reference,
and periodicals
periodicals
vices; purchase
purchase of
books books
books of
reference, and
Addition from immiimmi- not exceeding
exceeding $2,500;
$2,500; in all, $35,500;
835,500; and in addition
addition thereto such
such
gration expenses.
grationexpenses
sum as may be necessary,
necessary, not
in excess
excess of
of $13,500,
the
not in
$13,500, to
to facilitate
facilitate the
purchase through
through the
central purchasing
purchasing office
as provided
provided in
the
purchase,
the central
office as
in the
Vol.
36, p.
Act
of June
June 17,
(Thirty-sixth Statutes
Statutes at
at Large,
Large, page
page 531),
531),
Vol.36,
p 531.
Act of
17, 1910
1910 (Thirty-sixth
supplies for
be deducted
of certain supplies
for the
the Immigration
Immigration Service,
Service, shall
shall be
deducted
Post, p.
p. 1049.
from the appropriation
"Expenses of reaulating
appropriation "Expenses
immigration"
regulating immigration"
made
made for the fiscal year
to the
the appropriation
appropriation
year 1926 and added'
added to
"Contincrent expenses,
expenses, Department
Labor," for
that year;
year; and
and
"Contingent
Department of
of Labor,"
for that
the total sum thereof
thereof shall be
constitute the
the appropriation
appropriation for
be and
and constitute
for
Expended
through contingent
Department of Labor, to be expended
contingent expenses for the Department
expended
Division of publicathrough the
central purchasing
purchasing office
office (Division
of Publications
tions and
and Supplies.
Supplies.
through
the central
tions
(Division of
Publications and
and
Supplies), Department
Department of
of Labor.
Supplies),
Labor.
Rent: For
rent of
of buildings
parts of
buildings in
Rent.
Rent:
For rent
buildings and
and parts
of buildings
in the
the District
District
of Columbia
Columbia for the use
the Department
Department of
use of
of the
of Labor,
Labor, $24,000.
$24,000.
Printing
and binding.
binding.
Printing and
Printing and binding: For printing and binding for Department
Dep artment
including all
all its
institutions and
and services
of Labor, including
its bureaus,
bureaus, offices
offices, institutions,
services
located in
i
n Washington,
of Columbia,
Columbia, and
elsewhere,
Washington, District
District of
and elsewhere,
$220,500.
$220,500.
Labor
Statistics BuLabor Statistics
BuBUREAU OF
OF LABOR
BUREAU
LABOR STATISTICS
STATISTICS
reau.
expenses.
Contingent eenses

Commissioner, and
offmmipsronne
and
office personnel.

Special agents,
agents,
Specia
perts, etc.

exex-

Temporary statististatistiTemporary

cal employees
the
eal
employees in
in the

District.

For the
the Commissioner
Salaries: For
Commissioner and other
other personal
personal services
services in the
the
District of Columbia in accordance
accordance with the Classification Act of
1923, $215,000.
1923,
$215,000.

Per diem in lieu of subsistence
subsistence not exceeding
exceeding $4 of special agents,

and employees,
employees, and
their transportation;
transportation; experts
experts and
and temporary
temporary
and for
for their
assistance for field service
outside of
the District
service outside
of the
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, to
to be
be
paid at the rate of not exceeding $8 per day; personal services in the
the
District of Columbia not to exceed $29,500,
$29,500, including also temporary
temporary
statistical
stenographers, and
and typewriters
typewriters in
the District
statistical clerks,
clerks, stenographers,
in the
District of
of
Columbia,
to be
civil-service registers,
same perColumbia, to
be selected
selected from
from civil-service
registers, the
the same
per-
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son to
employed for not more than six consecutive
consecutive months;
months; travelbe employed
to be
son
ing expenses
expenses of
officers and
employees, purchase of reports and maand employees
of officers
ing
terials for
reports and bulletins of the Bureau of Labor Statistics,
for reports
terials
$70,000.
$70,000.
For periodicals,
periodicals, newspapers,
newspapers, documents,
documents, and special reports
reports for
For
the purpose
purpose of
strike data, price quotations, and court
of procuring strike
the
decisions for
for the
the Bureau
Bureau of
of Labor
Labor Statistics, $300.
decisions
BUREAU OP
IMMIGRATION
OF IMMIGRATION
BUREAU

General and other personal servSalaries: For
the Commissioner
Commissioner General
For the
Salaries:

Traveling
Traveling
etc.

expenses,
expenses,

Periodicals, etc.
etc
Periodicas

Immigration
Bureau.
Immigration Bureau.
Commissioner OenGenCommissioner
eral, and ofice
office personnel.
nel-

ices in
in the
Columbia, in accordance
accordance with the ClassificaClassificaof Columbia,
District of
the District
ices
tion Act
$91,840.
1923, $91,840.
of 1923,
Act of
tion
Enforcing immigrammigraenforcement of the laws regulating
Regulating
regulating tioEnlrcg
immigration: For enforcement
Regulating immigration:
tion laws.

1008; vol.
vol.
41, p.. 1008;
oL 41,
including the con- 42,Vol.
immigration
of aliens
into the
United States,
States, including
the United
aliens into
immigration of
p. 5.
M6.
Ante,
p.155.
p.
'nU,
courts,
tract
labor
laws;
cost
of
reports
of
decisions
of
the
Federal
courts,
Federal
of
the
of
decisions
reports
of
cost
laws;
labor
tract
and digests
digests thereof, for
Commissioner General of
for the use of the Commissioner
and
Immigration;
salaries and
clerks, and emofficers, clerks,
of all officers,
expenses of
and expenses
Immigration; salaries
ployees appointed
to enforce
exceed
including not to exceed
laws, including
said laws,
enforce said
appointed to
ployees
n the DisServices iin
the Di s
Services
$125,000
for personal
personal services
Columbia, together trict.
services in the District of Columbia,
$125,000 for
Washat
with persons
persons authorized
authorized by
law to be detailed for duty
by law
with
Per diemsubsistence.
diem subsistence.
lieu of subsistence
in lieu
diem in
ington,
Columbia, per
subsistence when
when Per
per diem
of Columbia,
District of
ington, District
Vol. 38, p. 680.
38, p. W.
VoL
Appropriation
Civil
allowed
pursuant
to
section
13
of
the
Sundry
Civil
Appropriation
allowed pursuant to section 13 of the Sundry
Vol. 39, p. 874; Vol.
40, p.
p. 542;
Vol. 41,
p
41, p.
2;vol.
Act approved
approved August
August 1,
1, 1914;
enforcement of the provisions of the 40,
1914; enforcement
Act
1008;
Vol. 42, p. 5.
1
p.l.sS
,
Anu
immiAnte,
p.
155.
the
Act
of
February
5,
1917,
entitled
"An
Act
to
regulate
the
immito
regulate
Act
"An
Act of February 5, 1917, entitled
gration
of aliens
to and
and the
residence of
of aliens in the United States,"
the residence
aliens to
gration of
and Acts
Acts amendatory
thereof and
and in
thereto; necessary
necessary
addition thereto;
in addition
amendatory thereof
and
supplies, including
including exchange
alterations
typewriting machines, alterations
of typewriting
exchange of
supplies,
and repairs,
and for
expenses authorized by said Act;
other expenses
for all other
repairs, and
and
preventing the
unlawful entry
entry of
of aliens into the United States, by
the unlawful
preventing
the appointment
suitable officers
enforce the laws in relation
relation
officers to enforce
of suitable
appointment of
the
Chinese exclusion.
exclusion
found chinese
persons found
thereto; expenses
returning to
to China
China all
Chinese persons
all Chinese
of returning
expenses of
thereto;
including the cost of imto be
be unlawfully
in the United States, including
unlawfully in
to
prisonment and
and actual
expenses of conveyance
conveyance of Chinese persons
actual expenses
prisonment
Refunding head
Refunding head
head money.
to the
the frontier
seaboard for
for deportation;
of head
refunding of
deportation; refunding
or seaboard
frontier or
to
of
presentation
tax,
bills, and immigration fines upon presentation
maintenance bills,
tax, maintenance
evidence showing
showing conclusively
made through
collection was made
that collection
conclusively that
evidence
error of
of Government
all to
to be
direction
expended under the direction
be expended
officers; all
Government officers;
error
Provisos.
borand
o and
of the
the Secretary
of Labor,
Labor, $5,084,865:
$5,084,865: Provided,
Provided, That $1,000,000 of Coast
and
land borSecretary of
of
der patrol.
derpatrol.
this
amount
shall
be
available
only
for
coast
and
land
border
land-border
and
this amount shall be available only for coast
th'
e
Vinte te
.tc., outside
patrol: Provided
further, That
That the
the purchase,
exchange, use, mainte- theistriceUtS. d
purchase, exchange,
Provided further,
patrol:
nance, and
and operation
operation of
of motor
motor vehicles
allowances for horses,
and allowances
vehicles and
nance,
including motor
vehicles and
officers
immigration officers
by immigration
owned by
horses owned
and horses
motor vehicles
including
enforcement of the
when used
on official
business required
required in the enforcement
official business
used on
when
immigration
and Chinese
exclusion laws
laws outside of
of
of the District of
Chinese exclusion
immigration and
Columbia may
may be
be contracted
contracted for
the cost
cost thereof
thereof paid
paid from
from the
and the
for and
Columbia
appropriation for
under such
such terms
terms
laws, under
those laws,
of those
enforcement of
the enforcement
for the
appropriation
or tvehicles.
etck, of
Provided et
and conditions
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Labor
Labor may prescribe:
vericls7rehase,
prescribe: Provided
as the
conditions as
and
further,
more than
than $100,000
of the
the sum appropriated
appropriated
$100,000 of
not more
That not
further, That
herein may
be expended
in the
the purchase
purchase and
and maintenance
maintenance of such
such
expended in
may be
herein
motor
vehicles, and
of such
such sum
$100,000 not
$88,000
not more than $88,000
of $100,000
sum of
and of
motor vehicles,
shall be
be available
available for
the purchase
and maintenance
maintenance of motor ve- Border patrol.
purchase and
for the
shall
hicles for
coast and
patrol: Provided
further, That Border patro
Provided further,
land-border patrol:
and land-border
for coast
hicles
hereafter any
employee of
of the
Bureau of
authorized
Immigration authorized
of Immigration
the Bureau
anv employee
hereafter
so to
to do
under regulations
by the
the Commissioner
General
Commissioner General
prescribed by
regulations prescribed
do under
so
of
approval of
a
Employees may
shall Employees
Labor, shall
of Labor,
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the approval
with the
Immigration with
of Immigration
may arwithout warrant
warrant
rest without
have power
power without
without warrant
to arrest
arrest any
who in his rest
any alien who
(1) to
warrant (1)
have
any alien attempting
l"gaientry
presence or
entry in his prespresattempting to enter the United illegal
is entering
entering or attempting
or view
view is
presence
etc.
ence,etc.
States
of any
law or
or regulation
regulation made in pursuance ence,
any law
violation of
in violation
States in
of law
admission of
aliens, and
to take
alien
such alien
take such
and to
of aliens,
the admission
regulating the
law regulating
of
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immediately for examination
examination before
before an immigrant inspector
inspector or
other
or other
official having authority
authority to
examine aliens
aliens as
to
their right
right to
to
examine
as
to
their
to
May bard
board setes,
vessels,
cMaY
the United States, and (2)
(2) to board and search for
for
cars, etc., and search for admission to
aliens attempting
attempting to aliens any vessel within the territorial
the United
territorial waters
waters of the
United States,
States,
enter.
ee
railway car, conveyance,
conveyance, or vehicle,
vehicle, in which he believes aliens are
being
to the
the United
United States;
States; and
and such
such employee
employee shall
have
being brought in
in to
shall have
Execution of warrant,
etc.
nw
t power to execute any warrant or
any officer
officer
or other process
process issued
issued by
etc.
by any
under any law regulating
expulsion
regulating the admission, exclusion,
exclusion, or
or expulsion
of aliens.
Immigrant stations.
stations.
Remodeling
iRemdelng
ings,
etc.

build-

build-

Naturalization

rean .

Bu-

reauL

Commissioner,
office personnel.

oetpersonne

and

and

inPay oof examiners,
examiners, interpreters, clerks,
clerks, etc.

Vol.
596.
Vol 34, p. s6.
Vol. 37,
736.
37, p.
p. 736.

Vol.40, p.

Vol. 40, p. 542.
542.
Services in the Distrvics
in the Dis
trict.

IMMIGRATION STATIONS
STATIONS
IMMIGRATION

For remodeling,
remodeling, repairing
repairing (including repairs
repairs to
to the
the ferryboat,
ferryboat,
Ellis Island),
Island), renovating
renovating buildings, and
equipment,
and purchase
purchase of
of equipment,
$75,000.
$75 000
, .
BUREAU
OF NATURALIZATION
BUREAU OF
NATURALIZATION

Salaries:
the commissioner
commissioner and
and other
other personal
services in
Salaries: For
For the
personal services
in

with the
the Classification
the District of Columbia in accordance
accordance with
Classification Act
Act
of 1923, $100,000.
General expenses:
For compensation,
be fixed
fixed by the Secretary
Secretary
General
expenses: For
compensation, to be
examiners, interpreters, clerks, and
of Labor, of examiners,
and stenographers,
stenographers, for
for
the purpose of carrying
Naturalizacarrying on the work
work of
of the
the Bureau of
of Naturalization,
tion, provided for by the Act approved June 29, 1906, as amended
amended
by
Act approved
by the
the Act
approved March
March 4, 1913 (Statutes
(Statutes at Large, volume 37,
page
and May
9, 1918 (Statutes
40, pages
page 736),
736), and
May 9„
(Statutes at Large, volume 40,
pages
542 to 548, inclusive),
inclusive), including not
for personal
not to
to exceed
exceed $51,410
$51,440 for
personal
services in the District of Columbia, in accordance
accordance with the Classification Act of 1923 and for their actual
actual and
and necessary
necessary traveling
traveling
expenses while absent from their official stations,
including street
street
stations, including

Per diem subsistence. car
Perdiemsubsistence.
official stations,
fare on official
official business at official
stations, together
together with
with per
per

680.

Vol. 38, p. 680.

Outsiderent.
Outside rent.
Assistance to clerks
ofssstsnce
to
of
courts.
Vol. 34, p. 600; Vol.
36, p. 765, 830; Vol. 40,
p. 171.

clerks

Vol. 34, p. 600; Vol.
36,p71305, ol. 40,

witness

etc.

Witnesss fees
fees, etc.

PrStso.
Assistants
Proviso.
to clerks

Assistants to clerks
of
of Federal
Federal courts excluded.
eluded.

diem in lieu of subsistence,
section 13
diem
subsistence, when
when allowed pursuant to section
of
13 of
the Sundry Civil Appropriation
Appropriation Act approved August 1,
and
1, 1914,
1914, and
for such per diem, together with actual necessary traveling
traveling expenses
expenses
of officers and employees of
Natura li za ti on in
in Washof the Bureau
Bureau of
of Naturalization
Washington while absent on official duty outside of
Columof the
the District of
of Columbia; telegrams,
telegrams, verifications
verifications of legal papers, telephone
telephone service
service in
in
offices outside
outside of the District of Columbia; not to
offices
$20,000
to exceed
exceed $20,000
for rent of offices outside of the District of
suitable
of Columbia
Columbia where
where suitable
quarters can not be obtained in public buildings;
buildings; carryinc
effect
carrying, into
into effect
section 13 of the Act of June 29, 1906 (Thirty-fourth
page
(Thirty-fourth Statutes,
Statutes, page
600), as amended
amended by the Act approved
600),
approved June
June 25,
1910 (Thirty-sixth
25, 1910
(Thirty-sixth
Statutes, page 765), and in accordance
accordance with the provisions of the
Sundry Civil Act of June 12, 1917; and $20,000
$20,000 of
of the appropriaappropriation contained
contained in this paragraph
paragraph shall
available for
for
shall be
be immediately
immediately available
such of the purposes covered by the paragraph
paragraph as the Secretary
Secretary of
of
Labor
may determine;
and for mileage and fees to witnesses
Labor may
determine; and
witnesses subpcenaed on behalf of the United States, the expenditures
poenaed
expenditures from
from this
this
appropriation
appropriation shall be made in the manner
manner and under such reg
ularegulation as the Secretary of
ma y p
rescr ib e; $680,000:
$680,000 : Provided,
Provided,
of Labo
Laborr may
prescribe;
That no part of this appropriation
appropriation shall be available
available for
for the
the corncompensation of assistants to clerks of United States courts.

Children's
Children's Bureau.

and office

p

Chief, and office pererChief,
sonnel.

CHILDREN'S
BUREALCHILDREN'S BUREAU

Salaries:
Salaries: For the chief,
chief, and other personal
personal services in the District
District

of Columbia
accordance with the Classification Act
Columbia in accordance
Act of
of 1923,
1923,
$110,000.
$110,000.
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To investigate
upon matters
matters pertaining
to the
the welfare
welfare
pertaining to
report upon
and report
investigate and
To

Child welfare,
welfare, infant
infant
mortality, etc., investi-

Chid

of children
children and child
especially to investigate the questions gations.
child life, and especially
of
of infant
mortality, including
$130,000 for personal
not to exceed $130,000
including not
of
infant mortality,
services in
in the
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, $135,000.
$135,000.
the District
services
Traveling
Traveling
For
traveling expenses
expenses and
and per diem in lieu of subsistence at not experts,
For traveling
etc.
exceeding $4
other employees of the experts, etc.
special agents, and other
$4 of officers, special
exceeding
Children's
Bureau; experts
experts and
assistants, to be paid at
temporary assistants,
and temporary
Children's Bureau;
rate
a
exceeding $6
interpreters to
to be paid at aa rate
$6 a
a day,
day, and interpreters
a rate
rate not
not exceeding

expenses,
expenses,

Material for
for publicapublica.Material
of reports tion.
employed; purchase
not exceeding
actually employed;
purchase of
day when
when actually
$4 aaday
exceeding $4
not

news-o.
and
material for the publications
publications of the Children's
Children's Bureau, newsand material
Children's
papers
clippings not
exceeding $700 to enable the Children's
not exceeding
and clippings
papers and
Bureau
regarding the progress
progress of legislation
legislation affecting
affecting
data regarding
secure data
Bureau to secure
organizations dealchildren
activities of public and private organizations
and the activities
children and
in
g with children,
children, and for reprints from State, city, and private
ing
publications
for distribution
procured
reprints can be procured
when said reprints
distribution when
publications for
more
cheaply than
be printed
printed by
by the
Government, $68,000.
$68,000.
the Government,
they can
can be
than they
more cheaply
Maternity and innd in
Promotion
welfare and hygiene of maternity
maternity and infancy:
infancy: rancyenite
the welfare
Promotion of the
fancy hygiene Act.
Expenses
executing.
Eensesecuting.
For
carrying
out
the
provisions
of
the
Act
entitled
"An
Act
for
the
"An
For carrying out the provisions of the Act entitled
Vol. 42, P. 224.
promotion
of the
the welfare
hygiene of maternity and infancy, v.4.4.
welfare and hygiene
promotion of
and
November 23, 1921, and of the
approved November
other purposes,"
purposes," approved
for other
and for
Ante, p. 17.
Act
entitled "An
"An Act
extend the
certain laws to the At, p. 17.
of certain
provisions of
the provisions
to extend
Act to
Act entitled
Proviso.
pportiomnent to.
$1,000,000: Pro10, 1924,
Territory
of Hawaii,"
Hawaii," approved
approved March
March 10,
1924, $1,000,000:
Pro- Apportionment
Territory of
to.
states.
vided,
That the
the apportionments
States to the Territory
Territory of States.
apportionments to the States,
vided, That
Hawaii,
Bureau for administration
administration shall be
Hawaii, and to the Children's Bureau
computed
basis of
of not
not to
$1,252,079.96, as authorized
authorized
exceed $1,252,079.96,
to exceed
on the
the basis
computed on
by
Acts of
of November
November 23,
23, 1921,
and March
March 10,
1924.
10, 1924.
1921, and
by such
such Acts
WOMEN'S BUREAU
BUREAU
WOMEN'S

For carrying
"An Act to
to
out the provisions of the Act entitled "An
For
carrying out
the
a bureau to be known as the
establish
of Labor a
Department of
in the
the Department
establish in
Women's
June 5,
5, 1920,
including personal serv1920, including
approved June
Bureau," approved
Women's Bureau,"
ices in
in the
District of Columbia, not to exceed $92,170; purchase of
the District
ices
material
and educational
newspaper
including newspaper
exhibits, including
educational exhibits,
reports and
for reports
material for
clippings
traveling expenses,
expenses, $105,000.
8105,000.
and traveling
$200, and
not exceeding
exceeding $200,
clippings not
EMPLOYMENT SERVICE
EMPLOYMENT
SERVICE

Women's Bureau.

Women's Burean.

Salaries
expenses.
and expenses.
Salaries and
Vol. 41,
p. 987.
987.
41, p.
Vol.

Employment
ice.
Ice.

Serv-

Promoting welfare of

Promoting welfare of
To
Secretary of
of Labor
to foster,
foster, promote,
develop wage
promote, and develop
Labor to
the Secretary
enable the
To enable
earners.
the
of the
wage earners
the United States, including
of the
earners of
the wage
welfare of
the welfare
juniors
legally employed,
employed, to
to improve
their working
to Objects designated.
conditions, to
working conditions,
improve their
juniors legally
designated.
advance
their opportunities
employment by regularly
profitable employment
for profitable
opportunities for
advance their
collecting,
and publishing
employment information as
publishing employment
furnishing, and
collecting, furnishing,
to
for employment;
employment; maintaining
clearing
for clearing
a system
system for
maintaining a
opportunities for
to opportunities
labor between
cooperating with
with and
coordinating
and coordinating
States; cooperating
several States;
the several
between the
labor
the public
employment offices
offices throughout
throughout the country, including
public employment
the
elsewhere, and
personal
services in
of Columbia and elsewhere,
District of
in the District
personal services
for their
actual necessary
absent from
from their
their Per diem subsistence.
while absent
expenses while
traveling expenses
necessary traveling
their actual
for
official station,
station, together
together with
with their
their per
in lieu
lieu of
subsistence, Vol. 38, p.
of subsistence,
diem in
per diem
p. 680.
official
when allowed
pursuant to
to section
Sundry Civil
AppropriaCivil Appropriaof the
the Sundry
13 of
section 13
allowed pursuant
when
tion Act
Act approved
equipment, telesupplies and equipment,
August 1, 1914; supplies
approved August
tion
graph and
and telephone
telephone service,
miscellaneous expenses, $205,000, Services
and miscellaneous
service, and
graph
Services in the Disof which
exceed $31,590
may be
be expended
expended for personal trict.
$31,590 may
to exceed
not to
amount not
which amount
of
services
in the
of Columbia.
District of
the District
services in
February 27, 1925.
Approved, February
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RB

Chippewa
Chippewa

1925.
1925.

the Chippewa
CHAP. 365.-An
365.—An Act To
To compensate
compensate the
Chippewa Indians of Minnesota
Minnesota
CHAP.
connection with the settlement
settlement for the Minnesota
Minnesota
for timber and interest in connection
National
National Forest.

Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
and House
House of
Representatives of
the
of the
of Representatives
Senate and
it enacted
Be

Indians,
Indians,
United States
States of America
America in
assembled, That there is
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
is

Credit authorized
authorized to
to
Credit
general fund,
acgeneral
fund, on
on account
eount

SESS. II.
II. CHS.
Cm. 365-367.
365-367.
SESs.

appropriated, out of any funds in the Treashereby authorized
authorized to be appropriated,

ury of
the United
States not
appropriated, the sum of
not otherwise appropriated,
United States
of the
of Minnesota ury

of Minnesota
National Forest.

National Forest.

vol. 25, p•
645.
P6.
4
VoL2.

$422,939.01,
$422,939.01, with interest thereon at the rate of 55 per centum per

settlement, said amount
annum from
February 1,
1923, to the
amount
date of
of settlement,
the date
1, 1923,
from February
annum
to be
be credited
credited to
to the
fund of
the Chippewa
Chippewa Indians
of
Indians of
of the
general fund
the general
to

Minnesota, arising under
under the provisions of section
section 7
7 of the Act of
Minnesota,

January 14, 1889.
1889.
January
Approved,
1925.
28, 1925.
February 28,
Approved, February
1925.
February 28,
25, 1925.
February
[S. 4045.]
[S.
4045']
[Public, No. 504.]

[Public, No. 504.

CHAP.
366.—An Act
Comer
Act Granting
Granting the consent of Congress to W. D. Corner
CHAP. 366.-An
and
to construct
construct a
between
River between
the Columbia
Columbia River
a bridge
bridge across the
Wesley Vandercook
Vandercook to
and Wesley
Washington, and Rainier, Oregon.
Longview, Washington,

Be it
by the
the Senate
Representatives of the
the
of Representatives
Senate and
and House of
it enacted
enacted by
Be
in Congress
States of America in,
United States
United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the
the consent
consent
Congress is hereby granted to W. D. Comer and Wesley VanderVanderof Congress
maintain, and
cook,
their successors
successors and assigns,
assigns, to construct,
construct, maintain,
and their
cook, and
operate a
and approaches
approaches thereto
River
the Columbia River
thereto across the
bridge and
operate
a bridge
suitable to the
the interest
interest of navigation, at or near the city
at a
a point suitable
of Longview,
the county
county of
of Cowlitz,
the State
Washington,
State of Washington,
in the
Cowlitz, in
in the
of
Longview, in
and
at or
the city
of Columbia, in
the county of
city .of
of Rainier,
Rainier, in the
or near
near the
and at
the State
of Oregon,
Oregon, in
Act
of the Act
provisions of
with the provisions
in accordance
accordance with
State of
the
Construction.
Construction.
"An Act to regulate
regulate the construction of bridges over
over
entitled "An
Vol.
Vol. 34,
34, p. 84.
84.
Proviso.
Promo.
navigable waters,"
waters," approved
1906: Provided,
Provided, however,
how.ever,
23, 1906:
approved March
March 23,
, navigable
Approval
of plans,
Approval of
That the
specifications for said bridge shall first be
the plans
plans and specifications
That
etc.
submitted to
and approved
approved by
the State
State Highway
Commissioners
Highway Commissioners
by the
submitted
to and
of
Oregon and
and Washington.
of
Oregon
Washington.
Washington aand OreWashington
SEo.
2. The
States of
and Oregon,
Oregon, or
either of
of them,
them,
or either
Washington and
of Washington
The States
SEO. 2.
e, toopgon
acquire,
gon may
may acquir
erate as a
a free bbridge.
or
any political
political subdivision
thereof, within
or
or subdivisions
subdivisions thereof,
within or
ridge,
or any
subdivision or
adjoining
which said
bridge is
located, may
may at
at any
any time
time acquire
acquire
is located,
said bridge
adjoining which
all right,
right, title,
title, and
and interest
in said
bridge and
approaches thereto
thereto
and the approaches
said bridge
interest in
all
constructed under
this Act,
the purpose
purpose of
of
Act, for
for the
of this
the authority
authority of
under the
constructed
maintaining and
and operating
bridge as
free bridge, by the
such bridge
as aa free
operating such
maintaining
payment to
to the
the owners
owners of
the reasonable
value thereof,
thereof, not
to
not to
of the
reasonable value
payment
Proviso.
Protiso.
in any
the construction
cost thereof:
That
Provided, That
thereof: Provided,
construction cost
event the
any event
Toll allowed
allowed for five exceed
exceed in
years.
years.
the said
or States
or political
subdivision or divisions may
may
political subdivision
State or
States or
the
said State
operate such
such bridge
bridge not
not to
to exceed
exceed five years from
a toll
toll bridge
bridge as
as a
operate
date
acquisition thereof.
of acquisition
date of
Amendment.
S
EC. 3.
3. The
The right
right to
to alter,
alter, amend, or
this Act
Act is hereby
or repeal this
SEC.
expressly
reserved.
expressly reserved.
28, 1925.
1925.
February 28,
Approved, February

Columbia River.
Columbia
RiD and
D. Comer
Corn and
W. D.
Wesley
Vandercook
Vans
Wesley
dercook
Lot
may bridge, Longview,
Wash.,
to
aer,
to 1Rainier,
Wash.,
Oreg.

February 28,
28, 1925.
[II.
[H. R. 105.331
[Public, No. 505.]

R. 10.33.l

[Public, No. 5.]

Columbia River.
River.
Columbia
Washington
may
may
Washington
bridge,
near Chelan
bridge, near
Falls.
Fails.

CHAP.
367.-An Act Granting the
the consent of Congress
State of
of
CHAP. 367.—An
Congress to the State

Washington to
maintain, and
the Columbia
Columbia
operateaa bridge
bridge across
across the
construct, maintain,
and operate
Washington
to construct,
River.
River.

Be it
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
of the
the
of Representatives
Representatives of
and House
House of
by the
enacted by
Be
United States
of America
America in
the consent
consent
That the
assembled, That
in Congress
Congress assembled,
States of
United
of Congress
Congress is
hereby granted
granted to
the State
Washington, and
and
State of
of Washington,
to the
is hereby
of
assigns, to
construct, maintain,
bridge and
a bridge
operate a
and operate
maintain, and
to construct,
assigns,
approaches thereto
across the
the Columbia
Columbia River,
at a
a point
suitable
point suitable
River, at
thereto across
approaches
to
approximately one
one mile
mile south
south of
of the
the
of navigation,
navigation, approximately
interests of
to the
the interests
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S
ESS. II.
368.
SESS.
II. Cm.
CHS. 367,
367,368.
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1925.
1925.

Construction.
Constructio.
town of Chelan Falls, in the State of Washington, in accordance
accordance Vol.
34, p. 84,
of the
entitled "An
"An Act to
to regulate
with the provisions of
the Act
Act entitled
regulate the
the Vol.34.84
construction
construction of bridges over navigable
navigable waters," approved March 23,
1906.
Amendment.
SEC.
SEC. 2. That the right to alter, amend,
amend, or repeal this Act is hereby Amendment.
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved,
February 28, 1925.
Approved, February
1925.

CHAP. 368.—An
368.-An Act Reclassifying the salaries
employees
CHAP.
salaries of postmasters
postmasters and employees
Postal Service,
Service, readjusting
salaries and
compensation on an equiof the Postal
readjusting their
their salaries
and compensation
increasing postal rates
table basis, increasing
rates to
to provide for such readjustment,
readjustment, and for other
purposes.
purposes.

February
1925.
February 28, 1925.
11444.1
[H. R. 114441
[Public, No. 506.1
506.]

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
and House
House of
of Representatives
the
Be
Senate and
Representatives of
of the

United States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled:
assembled:

SALARIES OF POSTAL EMPLOYEES
EMPLOYEES
TITLE
TITLE I.-RECLASSIFICATION
I.—RECLASSIFICATION OF SALARIES

Postal service.
Postal
service.

Reclassification
SECTION 1. That
and after
after January
January 1,
postmasters and
and postmasters
pReclassiication
SEcrioN
That on
on and
1, 1925,
1925, postmasters
and
employees of the Postal Service
Service shall be reclassified
reclassified and their salaries
employees
salaries
ployees.
I
Vol. 41, p. 1015.
1045.
Vol.

and
compensation readjusted,
and compensation
except as
folreadjusted, except
as otherwise
otherwise provided
provided as
as follows:
lows:
CLASSIFICATION
POSTMASTERS
CLASSIFICATION OF POSTMASTERS

That postmasters
postmasters shall
be divided
divided into
four classes,
That
shall be
into four
classes, as
as follows:
follows:
The first
shall embrace
all those
are
The
first class
class shall
embrace all
those whose
whose annual
annual salaries
salaries are

$3,200
$3,200 or more.
more.
The second
class shall
embrace all
all those
those whose
whose
The
second class
shall embrace
less
not less
$2,49.0.
less than $3,200,
$3,200, but
but not
less than
than $2.400.
The third
shall embrace
embrace all
those whose
all those
whose
The
third class
class shall
less than
$2,400, but not less than
than $1,100.
$1,100.
less
than $2,400,
The
class shall
embrace all
all postmasters
postmasters
The fourth
fourth class
shall embrace
pensation
to less
exclusive
pensation amounts
amounts to
less than
than $1,100,
$1,100, exclusive
money
money orders
orders issued.
RECLASSIFICATION

OF

Post, p. 133.
Post,
1331.
Postmasters.
Postmasters.

Classification.
Classification.
First dclass.
First ass.

annual salaries
are
annual
salaries are

Second class.

annual
salaries are
are
annual salaries

Third class.

Thirdclass

whose annual
annual comcomwhose

Fourth lass.

of
commissions on
on
of commissions

POSTAL
SALARIES
POSTAL SALARIES

of
of
em-

Secondass.

Fourth class.

Reclassification
salasiiati.
n
salaries.

of

of

of, from postal
Bass.of,
from potal
first, second,
second, lifist
The
respective compensation
compensation of
of postmasters
postmasters of
of the
the first,
The respective
recer
Vol. 41,
p. 1044
and third
classes shall
shall be
annual salaries,
salaries, graded
in even
even hundreds
hundreds of
of amended.
1044
graded in
Vol 41, p.
third classes
be annual
and
dollars,
and payable
payable in
in semimonthly
payments to
to be
be ascertained
ascertained and
and amended.
semimonthly payments
dollars, and
fixed
by the
the Postmaster
Postmaster General
respective quarterly
quarterly
General from
from their
their respective
fixed by
returns to
to the
General Accounting
or copies
of duplicates
duplicates
Accounting Office,
Office, or
copies of
returns
the General
thereof
to the
the First
Assistant Postmaster
for the
calendar
Postmaster General,
General, for
the calendar
thereof to
First Assistant
year
the adjustment,
based on
gross postal
on gross
postal
adjustment, based
year immediately
immediately preceding
preceding the
receipts
at the
the following
namely:
rates, namely:
following rates,
receipts at
First claw.
First
but less
less than
$50,000, $3,200;
$3,200; $50,000,
$50,000, but
but Firtclass.
than $50,000,
First class—$40,000,
class-$40,000, but
less
than
$60,000,
$3,300;
$60,000,
but
less
than
$75,000,
$3,400;
less than $60,000, $3,300: $60,000, but less than $75,000, $3,400;
$75.000, but
$90,000, $3,500;
$90,000, but
less than
$120,000,
but less
than $120,000,
$3,500; $90,000,
$75.000,
but less
less than
than $90,000,
$3,600;
$120,000, but
less than
$150,000. $.3,700;
$150,000, but
less
but less
$3,700; $150,000,
but less
than $150,000.
$3.600; $120,000,
than $200,000,
but less
than $250,000,
$250,000, $3,900;
$3,900;
less than
$3,800; $200,000,
$200,000, but
than
$200,000, $3,800;
$250,00(1, but
$4,000; $300,000,
$300,000, but
but less
less than
than
than $300,000,
$300,000, $4,000;
$250,000,
but less
less than
$400,000, $4,200;
but less
than $500,000,
$500,000, $4,500;
$500,000,
less than
$4,500; $500,000,
$400,000,
$4,200; $400,000,
$400,000, but
but less
less than
than $600,000,
$600,000, $5,000;
$5,000; $600,000,
but less
than $7,000,000,
$7,000,000,
but
$600,000, but
less than
$6,000;
upward, $8,000.
and upward,
$8,000.
$6,000; $7,000,000
$7,000,000 and
class.
Second class—$8,000,
but less
$12,000, $2,400;
but Second
Send lass
$12,000, but
than $12,000,
$2,400; $12,000,
less than
Second
class-$8,000, but
less than
$15,000, $2,500;
$2,500; $15,000,
$15,000, but
$2,600;
$18,000, $2,600;
but less than
than $18,000,
less
than $15,000,
$18,000, but less
$22.000, but less than
$27,000,
than $27,000,
$18,000,
less than
than $22,000,
$22,000, $2.700; $22.000,
$27,000, but less than
$33,000, but less
less than
than
$2,800; $27,000,
than $33,000,
$33,000, $2,900; $33,000,
$40,000, $3,000.
$40,000,
$3,000.
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fourth
Relegatedtd to fourth
class
when receipts less
elswhen
than
minimum.
than minimum,

$1,300; $1,900,
than $1,700,
$1,700, $1,200; $1,700, but less
less than
than $1,900,
$1,900, $1,300;
$1,900,
but less than $2,100,
$2,100, $1,400; $2,100, but
but less
less than
than $2,400,
$2,400, $1,500;
$1,500;
$2,400, but less than $2,700, $1,600;
$2.400,
$1,600; $2,700, but less than $3,000,
$1,700; $3,000, but less
less than
than $3,500,
$3,500, $1,800; $3,500,
$3,500, but less
less than
$4,200,
$5,000, but
$4,200, $1,900; $4,200,
$4,200, but less than $5,000, $2,000; $5,000,
but less
less
than
$6,000, but
than $6,000,
$6,000, $2,100; $6,000,
but less
less than
than $7,000, $2,200;
$2,200; $7,000,
$7,000, but
less than
than $8,000,
$8,000, $2,300:
Provided, That
That when
when the
the gross
gross postal
postal
$2,300: Provided,
less

of two
two consecutive
receipts less receipts
receipts of
of a
a post
post office
office of
of the
the third
third class
class for
for each
each of
consecutive

Clerk hire
hire based
based on
on
Clerk
salaries of postmasters.

salaries

1925.
1925.

Third cla-cs—$1,500,
class-$1,500, but less than $1,600,
$1,600, $1,100;
$1,100; $1,600,
$1,600, but less

Third
class.
Third class.

el

S
ESS. II.
II. CH.
Cx. 368.
368.
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pomasrs.

calendar
calendar year the
calendar years are less than $1,500, or when in any calendar
receipts are less than $1,400,
$1,400, it shall be relegated
relegated to the
gross postal receipts
fourth class: Provided,
postmasters at offices of the third class
Provided, That postmasters

shall be granted for clerk hire an allowance
allowance of $240 per annum
annum where

postmaster is $1,100 per annum; an allowance
the salary of the postmaster
allowance of
of
per
$330 per annum where the salary of the postmaster is $1,200 per
annum; an allowance
allowance of $420 per annum where
where the salary
salary of the
the
postmaster is $1,300 per annum; an allowance
allowance of $510 per annum
postmaster
where the salary of the postmaster is $1,400
$1,400 per annum; an allowance
postmaster is $1,500 per
of $600 per annum where the salary a
of the postmaster
per
allowance of $690 per annum where
where the salary of
annum; an allowance
of the
the
postmaster is $1,600 per annum; an allowance
postmaster
allowance of $780 per annum
where the salary of the postmaster
postmaster is $1,700
$1,700 per annum;
annum; an allowance of $870 per annum where the salary of the postmaster is $1,800
per annum; an allowance of $960 per annum where the salary of the
the
postmaster
$1,900 per
allowance of
$1,050 per annum
postmaster is
is $1,900
per annum;
annum; an
an allowance
of $1,050
annum
where the salary of the postmaster
postmaster is $2,000 per annum; an allow$1,140 per annum where the salary of the postmaster
ance of $1,140
postmaster is
is
$2,100 per annum; an allowance
annum where the salallowance of $1,400 per annum
$2,200 per
annum; an
of $1,600
$1,600
ary of
of the postmaster
postmaster is $2,200
per annum;
an allowance
allowance of
per annum where the salary of the postmaster is
is $2,300
$2,300 per annum:
annum:
Modifying
Modifying to
to meet Provided
Provided further,
further, That the Postmaster
General may modify these
Postmaster General
varying needs.
varying needs
allowances for clerk hire to meet .varying
.varying needs, but in no case
allowances
modification more than 25
25 per
per centum:
shall they be reduced by such modification
centum:
Aggregate limited.
Aggregate
ltlimed.
Provided however,
hmoever, That the aggregate
Provided
aggregate of such allowances, as modified, shall not exceed in any fiscal year the aggregate
aggregate of allowances
allowances
herein prescribed
prescribed for postmasters
postmasters of the third class.
herein

Clerk hire to cover all
clerical labor.

crlekhabretocovera
r

The allowances
allowances for clerk hire made to postmasters
postmasters of the first,
second, and third class post offices by the Postmaster General out of
of

the annual appropriations
appropriations therefor
therefor shall
shall cover
cover the cost
cost of
of clerical
clerical
service of all kinds in such post offices, including
including the cost of
of clerical
clerical
Separating mails
mails ex- labor in the money-order
allowances
money-order business, and excepting allowances
for
cepted.
cepted.
separating mails at third-class
third-class post offices,
offices, as
as provided
provided by
by law.
law.
Fourth class.
class.
class.-The compensation of postmasters of
Fourth class.—The
of the fourth
fourth
Compensation fixed
class shall
be fixed
fixed upon
upon the
the basis
of the
whole of
of the
box rents
rents
upon speiied
shall be
basis of
the whole
specified receipts
receipts, class
the box
etc.
etc.
collected at their offices and commissions upon the amount of canceled postage-due
postage-due stamps and on postage stamps,
stamps, stamped
stamped envelopes,
envelopes,
and postal cards canceled,
canceled, on matter
matter actually
ictually mailed at their offices,
offices,
and periodical
periodical postage
postage collected
collected
and on the amount of newspaper
newspaper and
in money,
money, and on the postage collected
collected in money on identical
identical pieces
Postage
due, etc.
Postagedue,etc
Of
of third and fourth class matter mailed under the provisions
provisions of the
Vol.
33, p.
Vol. 33,
p 440.
440
Act of
postage
of April 28, 1904, without postage stamps affxed,
affixed, and on 'postage
Vol.
41, p.
p. s.
583.
Vol.41,
collected
collected in money on matter of the first class mailed under proprovisions of the Act of April 24, 1920, without postage stamps
affixed, and on amounts received from waste paper, dead newspapers,
printed matter, and twine sold, at the following rates, namely:
namely:
Allowance
based on
Allowance based
On the first $75 or less per quarter
on
quarter the postmaster
postmaster shall be
quarterly returns.
allowed 160 per centum
on the
the amount;
amount; on
on the
or less
less per
per
allowed
centum on
the next
next $100
$100 or
balance, 75 per centum, the
quarter, 85 per centum; and on all the balance,
the
same to be ascertained
Accounting
ascertained and allowed
allowed by the
the General
General Accounting
settlement of the accounts
postmasters upon
Office in the settlement
accounts of such postmasters
upon
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their sworn
quarterly returns:
Provided, That when the total corncomreturns: Provided,
sworn quarterly
their

Provisos.
Prori8s.

proper
Advanced to
to proper
Advanced.

exceed
for the class if returns exceed
the fourth
pensation of
any postmaster
postmaster at
fourth class
class for
of the
office of
a post
post office
at a
of any
pensation
$1,500 ayear.
commissions on $1,500ayear.
calendar year
shall amount
amount to
to $1,100,
$1,100, exclusive
exclusive of
of commissions
year shall
calendar

money orders
orders issued,
issued, and
the receipts
receipts of
such post office for the same
of such
and the
money
period
shall aggregate
aggregate as
as much
much as
assigned
office shall be assigned
the office
$1,500, the
as $1,500,
period shall
to its
its proper
proper class
class on
on July
July 1,
1, following,
and the salary of the postfollowing, and
to

Compensation

for
for

three months.
months.
first three
further, That in
master
fixed according
the receipts:
Provided further,
in no first
receipts: Provided
to the
according to
master fixed
case
shall
there
be
allowed
any
postmaster
of
this
class
a
a
compensacase shall there be allowed any postmaster of this
tion greater
than $300
$300 in
one of
of the
three quarters
quarters of the
first three
the first
any one
in any
greater than
tion
fiscal
year, exclusive
exclusive of
commissions, and
and in the last
money-order commissions,
of money-order
fiscal year,
quarter
of each
each fiscal
fiscal year
there shall
allowed such
further sums as
such further
be allowed
shall be
year there
quarter of
exceeding
he
may be
be entitled
entitled to
to under
under the
provisions of
this Act,
Act, not exceeding
of this
the provisions
he may
to proper
for the
whole fiscal
year the
sum of
exclusive of money-order
money-order Advance
$1,100, exclusive
of $1,100,
the sum
fiscal year
the whole
for
Advanced to proper
whenever unusual
commissions:
provided further,
further, That
unusual condi- class if receipts of inThat whenever
And provided
commissions: And
crease
under
unusual
enditioer unusual
tions
prevail the
Postmaster General,
General, in his discretion,
discretion, may advance
advance conditions.
the Postmaster
tions prevail
any 'Post
fourth class
class to
the appropriate
indiclass indiappropriate class
to the
the fourth
from the
office from
post office
any
cated by
by the
the receipts
receipts of
the
notwithstanding the
quarter, notwithstanding
preceding quarter,
the preceding
of the
cated
578.
proviso
which requires
the compensation
compensation of
of fourth-class
postmasters Vol.41,p.
fourth-class postmasters
Vol. 41, p. 578.
requires the
proviso which
to
reach $1,100
$1,100 for
the calendar
calendar year,
year, exclusive
exclusive of
of commissions on
for the
to reach
money-order
business, and
that the receipts
receipts of such post office for the
and that
money-order business,
same
as much
much as
as $1,500
before such
re
advance- Reduction
such advanceReduction when re$1,500 before
aggregate as
shall aggregate
period shall
same period
ceipts decrease.
ment is
made: And
That when
the Postmaster
Postmaster ceiptsdecrease.
when the
further, That
provided further,
And provided
is made:
ment
General
authority herein
shall, whenhe shall,
granted, he
herein granted,
the authority
exercised the
has exercised
General has
ever
the receipts
are no
no longer
justify retaining such post
post
sufficient to justify
longer sufficient
receipts are
ever the
office in
the class
it has
has been
been advanced,
advanced, reduce
reduce the grade of
which it
to which
class to
in the
office
such office
to the
appropriate class
indicated by its receipts
receipts for the
class indicated
the appropriate
office to
such
quarter.
last
preceding quarter.
last preceding
inspectors.
Post-ofeinspector
S
EC. 2.
2. That
That post-office
inspectors shall
divided into six grades, Post-office
be divided
shall be
post-office inspectors
SEC.
Grades and salaries.
grade
as follows:
follows: Grade
Grade 1—salary,
$2,800; grade
2 salary, $3,000;
$3,000;
grade 2-salary,
--salary, $2,800;
as
3—salary,
$3,200; grade
grade 5—salary,
$3,800;
5-salary, $3,800;
$3,500; grade
4-salary, $3,500;
grade 4--salary,
3-salary, $3,200;
grade
6 salary, $4,000,
$4,000, and
and there
be fifteen
inspectors in
,ivos.
in Provisos.
fifteen inspectors
shall be
there shall
grade 6-salary,
Readjustment
of
charge
at $4,500:
Provided, That
That in
readjustment of grades for Readjustment
the readjustment
in the
$4,500: Provided,
charge at
present grades.
inspectors
conform to
to the
grades herein
provided, inspectors who presentgradesherein provided,
the grades
to conform
inspectors to
are now
now in
in present
present grades
included in grade 1; inbe included
and 22 shall be
1 and
grades 1
are
spectors
who are
are now
present grade
be included
in grade 2;
included in
3 shall
shall be
grade 3
now in present
spectors who
inspectors
present grade
grade
included in grade
be included
shall be
4 shall
grade 4
in present
now in
are now
who are
inspectors who
3; inspectors
who are
present grade
grade 5
5 shall be included in
in present
now in
are now
inspectors who
3;
grade
4; inspectors
in present grade 66shall be included
now in
are now
who are
inspectors who
grade 4;
in grade
5; and
inspectors who
who are now in present grade 77 shall be
and inspectors
grade 5;
in
promotions.
Yearly promotions.
pro- Yearly
included in
in grade
grade 6:
6: Provided
further, That
inspectors shall be 'ProThat inspectors
Provided further,
included
moted successively
successively to
grade 55at
at the
quarter followthe beginning of the quarter
to grade
moted
ing a
year's satisfactory
service in
the next
lower grade, and
and not to
next lower
in the
satisfactory service
a vear's
ing
exceed 35
per centum
to grade
for meritorious
meritorious service
grade 66 for
force to
the force
of the
centum of
35 per
exceed(
after
in grade
grade 5; and the
the time served
service in
year's service
one year's
than one
less than
not less
after not
by inspectors
inspectors in
in their
their present
shall be included in the year's
grade shall
present grade
by
service required
for promotion
provided herein, except
except
grades provided
the grades
in the
promotion in
required for
service
1.
grade 1.
as
to inspectors
inspectors in
in present
present grade
as to
Expenses of inspeco inspecrsesetc.
Inspectors and
and supervisory
the Railway
Mail Service
Service tors,
Railway Mail
of the
employees of
supervisory employees
Inspectors
bv law.
and post
offices shall
shall be
paid their
actual expenses
expenses as fixed by
their actual
be paid
post offices
and
Clerks at division
t division
of post-office
That
at division
division headquarters
headquarters of
post-office inspectors shall head
clerks at
That clerks
headquarters.
be divided
divided into six grades, as follows:
follows:
be
Grades and pay.
Grade 1—salary,
grade 3—salary,
p.0511051,
41 p.
3-salary, Godesl
$2,000: grade
2-salary, $2,000;
grade 2—salary,
$1,900; grade
Vol. 41,
1-salary, $1,900;
Grade
amended.
6- amended.
$2,150; grade
grade 4-salary,
4 salary, $2,300;
5—salary, $2,450; grade 6—
grade 5-salary,
$2.300; grade
$2,150;
salary,
there shall be one chief clerk at each division head- Provisos.
and there
$2,600: and
salary, $2,600;
Prsnt grades i-inquarters
That in
readjustment of Present
the readjustment
in the
Provided, That
$3,000: Provided,
of $3,000:
a salary
salary of
at a
quarters at
in the
new.
thenew.
udedin
conform to the grades
to conform
grades
for clerks
clerks at
grades cluded
headquarters to
division headquarters
at division
grades for
herein
provided, clerks
clerks who are now in present grade 11 shall be
herein provided,
2 shall be
included in
in grade
1; clerks
in present grade 2
are now in
who are
clerks who
grade 1;
included
3 shall be
included
2; clerks
clerks who are now in present grade 3
grade 2;
in grade
included in
included in
in grade
grade 3;
clerks who
who are
now in
present grade 4
4shall be
in present
are now
3: clerks
included
4.5822 °--251----69
45822°-25---69
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included
i
grade 5
5shall be
are now in present
who are
clerks who
4; clerks
grade 4;
in grade
included in
included in grade
grade 5; and clerks who are now inn present grade 66shall
included
Promotions
yearly,
be included
further, That clerks at division
Provided further,
6: Provided
grade 6:
in grade
included in
be
romotionsyely.
headquarters
promoted successively
successively to
5 at the begingrade 5
to grade
be promoted
shall be
headquarters shall
ning of
of the
the quarter
satisfactory service in the next
following aayear's satisfactory
quarter following
ning
lower grade
and not
not to
exceed 35
per centum
centum of the force to grade
35 per
to exceed
grade and
lower
in
6
for
meritorious
service
after
less
than
than one year's service in
less
not
after
service
meritorious
6 for
grade 5,
time served
present grades
grades shall
clerks in their present
served by clerks
the time
5, and
and the
grade
be
included in
the year's
required for promotion in the
service required
year's service
in the
be included

to d
m

That whenever in
herein: And
And provided
provided further,
further, That
provided herein:
grades provided
Transferofdcerksand grades
service
needs of
the discretion
General the
the needs
of the
the service
Postmaster General
the Postmaster
of the
discretion of
of i- the
spectors.
require
action ' he is authorized
authorized to transfer clerks or carriers
such action,
require such
specters.
in the
Delivery Service
Service from
which
from post offices at which
City Delivery
city City
the city
in
division headquarters
headquarters of
of post-office
post-office inspectors
located to the posiare located
inspectors are
division
tion of
of clerk
clerk at
such division
division headquarters
headquarters after
noncomafter passing aanoncomat such
tion
Status when transn
ferred.
petitive examination
exceed $2,300. After such
such
a salary not to exceed
at a
examination at
when tra - petitive
ferrta
transfer is
transferred shall be eligible for
so transferred
clerks so
effective clerks
made effective
is made
transfer
promotion
the grades
grades of
provided for clerks at division
salary provided
of salary
to the
promotion to
Substitutes for
for clerks
clerks headquarters
headquarters of post-office
Hereafter when any clerk in
post-office inspectors. Hereafter
Substitutes
absent without pay.
inspection service
the
office of
of division
division headquarters
headquarters in
the post-office inspection
in the
the office
absent withut pay.
is absent
absent from
from duty
for any
any cause
allowed
leave with pay allowed
than leave
cause other than
duty for
is
may
by law,
regulations as he may
under such regulations
General, under
Postmaster General,
the Postmaster
law, the
by
prescribe, may
may authorize
authorize the employment
such
a substitute for such
employment of a
prescribe,
absent
lapsed salary
Paid from
work, and
and payment
payment therefor
therefor from
from the
salary of such absent
the lapsed
lapsed work,
from lapsed
Paid
la y
exceed the grade of pay of the clerk absent
salary.
absent withclerk at aarate not to exceed
sa .
out pay.
of
postmasSEc.
3. That
That at offices of the second class the annual
annual salaries of
ters
Assistant
second
SEC. 3.
postmasAssistant
at
class
offices.
assistant
postmasters shall be in even hundreds of dollars, based on
assistant postmasters
.
io.es
Based on receipts,
the
postal receipts
receipts for
preceding calendar
calendar year, as follows:
follows:
the preceding
for the
gross postal
the gross
Basedonreeipts.
$8,000, but
$2,200; $10,000,
$10,000, but less than $12,000,
$10,000, $2,200;
than $10,000,
less than
but less
$8,000,
$2,200; $15,000, but less than
$2,200; $12,000, but less than $15,000, $2,200;
Vol.
41,
amended..
Ix
1°47 ' $18,000,
$18,000, $2,300; $18.000,
$18.000, but less than $22,000,
$22,000, $2,300; $22,000, but
but
107,
amended41'
less than
$27,000, but
$2,400;
less than $33,000, $2,400;
but less
$2,400; $27,000,
$27,000, $2.400;
than $27,000,
less
but less than $40,000, $2,500.
$33,000, but
Assista
dnt
postmasoffices of the first class the annual salaries of the employees
employees,
at
That
postmasAssistant
ters an
other emof
hundreds of
ployees
at first
class other than those in the automatic grades, shall be in even hundreds
first class
ployees at
offces.
dollars, based on the gross postal receipts for the preceding calendar
offices.
calendar
follows:
year, as follows:
postmaster,
$50.000-assistant postmaster,
$40,000, but less than $50,000—assistant
Receipts
on
bas
alaries
Salar
iesipts.
based
OD
Receipts
office rece
Receipts $50,000,
$2,600;
ce$receipt
$2,600; superintendent
superintendent of mails, $2,400.
$2,400. Receipts
$50,000, but less
than $60,000-assistant
$60,000—assistant postmaster,
postmaster, $2,600; superintendent
superintendent of mails,
than
$2.400. Receipts
$75.000-assistant postmaster,
$60,000, but less than $75,000—assistant
Receipts $60,000,
$2.400.
$2,600;
$75,000, but less
superintendent of mails, $2,400. Receipts $75,000,
$2.600; superintendent
than
superintendent of mails,
$90,000-assistant postmaster, $2,700; superintendent
than $90,000—assistant
$2,500.
$120.000-assistant post$90,000. but less than $120.000—assistant
Receipts $90,000,
$2,500. Receipts
master.
$2,700; superintendent
$2,600; foremen,
foremen, $2,500. Resuperintendent of mails, $2,600:
master. $2,700;
ceipts $120,000,
$120,000, but less than $150.000-assistant
$150.000assistant postmaster, $2,800;
$2,800;
ceipts
$150,000,
$2,500. Receipts
superintendent of
mails $2,700;
Receipts $150,000,
foremen, $2,500.
$2,700; foremen,
of mails,
superintendent
but less
less than
$200,000—assistant postmaster,
$2,900; superintendent
superintendent
postmaster, $2.900;
than $200,000-assistant
but
of mails,
mails, $2,800; foremen,
Receipts $200,000, but less than
foremen, $2,500. Receipts
of
$250,000—assistant
$3,000; superintendent
superintendent of mails,
postmaster, $3.000;
$250,000-assistant postmaster,
$300,000$2,900;
foremen, $2,500. Receipts
Receipts $250,000.
$250.000, but less than $300,000—
$2,900; foremen,
$3.000; assistant
assistant postmaster, $3,100:
$3,100; superintendent
assistant
superintendent of mails, S3.000;
assistant
superintendent
foremen, $2,500. Receipts $300,000,
superintendent of mails, $2,600; foremen,
but
less than
than $400,000-assistant
$400,000—assistant postmaster, $3,200;
$3,200; superinbut less
tendent
mails, $3,100;
$2,600;
superintendent of mails, $2,600;
assistant superintendent
$3,100; assistant
of mails,
tendent of
foremen,
Receipts $400,000,
$500.000—assistant
$400,000, but less than $500,000-assistant
$2,500. Receipts
foremen, $2,500.
postmaster,
superintendent of mails, $3.200; assistant superpostmaster, $3.300; superintendent
intendent
$2,600; foremen,
foremen, $2,500.
$2.500. Receipts $500,000, but
mails, $2,600:
of mails,
intendent of
superintendent of
less
than $600,000—assistant
$3,500; superintendent
$600,000-assistant postmaster, $3,500;
less than
Transfer of clerksandn
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mails,
$3,300; assistant
assistant superintendent
$2,600; foremen,
mails, $2,600;
superintendent of mails,
mails, $3,300;
$2,500;
postal cashier,
$2,900; money-order
money-order cashier,
Receipts
$2,600. Receipts
cashier, $2,600.
cashier, $2,900;
$2,500; postal
$600,000, but
but less
than $1,000,000-assistant
postmaster, $3,700;
$3,700; super$1,000,000-assistant postmaster,
less than
$600,000,
intendent
mails, $3,500;
superintendent of mails,
$2,800;
mails, $2,800;
assistant superintendent
$3,500; assistant
of mails,
intendent of
foremen, $2,500;
$2,500; postal
postal cashier,
$3,100; money-order
money-order cashier, $2,800.
cashier, $3,100;
foremen,
Receipts $1,000,000,
$1,000,000, but
less than
postmaster,
$2,000,000-assistant postmaster,
than $2,000,000-assistant
but less
Receipts
$3,900; superintendent
superintendent of
of mails,
$3,700; assistant
assistant superintendents
superintendents of
mails, $3,700;
$3,900;
mails, $2,700,
and $3,100;
$3,100; foremen,
$2,600; postal
postal
and $2,600;
$2,500 and
foremen, $2,500
$2,800, and
$2,700, $2,800,
mails,
cashier, $3,300;
assistant cashiers,
$2,600; money-order
money-order cashier.
cashiers, $2,600;
$3,300; assistant
cashier,
$3,000; bookkeepers,
$2,400; station
station examiners,
Receipts
examiners, $2,400. Receipts
bookkeepers, $2,400;
$3,000;
$2,000,000, but
but less
than $3,000,000-assistant
$4,000;
$3,000,000-assistant postmaster, $4,000;
less than
$2,000,000,
superintendent of
mails, $3,800;
$3,800; assistant
assistant superintendents
superintendents of
mails,
of Mails,
of mails,
superintendent
$2,700,
$2,800, $3,000,
and $3,300;
$2,500 and $2,600;
foremen, $2,500
$3,300; foremen,
$3,000, and
$2,700, $2,800,
postal cashier,
cashier, $3,400;
$3,400; assistant
$2,600 and $2,900; moneyassistant cashiers, $2,600
postal
order cashier,
cashier, $3,100;
bookkeepers, $2,400
$2,400 and $2,500; station
station ex$3,100; bookkeepers,
order
aminers,
$2,600.
Receipts
$3,000,000, but
less than
than $5,000,000$5,000,000but less
Receipts $3,000,000,
aminers, $2,600.
assistant
$3,900; assistmails, $3,900;
of mails,
superintendent of
$4,100; superintendent
postmaster, $4,100;
assistant postmaster,
ant
$2,700, $2,800,
$3,100, and
$3,500;
and $3,500;
$2,800, $3,100,
mails, $2,700,
of mails,
superintendents of
ant superintendents
foremen,
$2,500 and
postal cashier,
$3,600; assistant cashiers,
cashier, $3,600;
$2,600; postal
and $2,600;
foremen, $2,500
$2,600, $2,800,
and $3,100;
$3,100; money-order
money-order cashier,
bookkeepers,
cashier, $3,300; bookkeepers,
$2,800, and
$2,600,
$2,400 and
$2,500; station
station examiners,
examiners, $2,600
$2,600 and $2,800. Receipts
and $2,500;
$2,400
$5,000,000,
less than $7,000,000-assistant
$7,000,000-assistant postmaster, $4,300;
$4,300;
but less
$5,000,000, but
superintendent
assistant superintendents
superintendents of
$4,100; assistant
mails, $4,100;
of mails,
superintendent of
mails,
$2,700, $2,800,
$3,100, $3,300,
$3,300, and $3,700;
$3,700; foremen, $2,500
$2,500
$2,800, $3,100,
mails, $2,700,
$2,600, $2,900,
and $2,600;
postal cashier,
assistant cashiers, $2,600,
$2,900,
cashier, $3,800; assistant
$2,600; postal
and
and $3,100;
$3,100; money-order
money-order cashier,
cashier, $3,500;
bookkeepers, $2,400,
$2,400, $2,500,
$3,500; bookkeepers,
and
and $2,600;
and $2,800. Receipts $7,000,000,
$7,000,000,
$2,600 and
examiners, $2,600
station examiners,
$2,600; station
and
superintendent
but
$9,000,000-assistant postmaster, $4,600: superintendent
than $9,000,000-assistant
less than
but less
$2,800,
of mails,
mails, $4,300;
$4,300; assistant
$2,700, $2,800,
superintendents of mails, $2,700,
assistant superintendents
of
$3,100, $3,500,
foremen, $2,500
$2,500 and $2,600; postal cashier,
$3,900; foremen,
and $3,900;
$3,500, and
$3,100,
$4,000; assistant
$2,600, $2,800,
and $3,400;
$3,400; moneymoney$3,100, and
$2,800, $3,100,
cashiers, $2,600,
assistant cashiers,
$4,000;
order
bookkeepers, $2,400,
$2,500, and
$2,600; station
station
and $2,600;
$2,400, $2,500,
$3,600; bookkeepers,
cashier, $3,600;
order cashier,
examiners,
$2,800. Receipts $9,000,000,
$9,000,000, but less than
than
and $2,800.
$2,600 and
examiners, $2,600
$20,000,000-assistant
$4,700 and
and $4,800; superintendent
superintendent
postmasters, $4,700
$20,000,000-assistant postmasters,
of
assistant superintendents
$2,800, $2,900,
$2,900,
superintendents of mails, $2,800,
$4,500; assistant
mails, $4,500;
of mails,
$3,100, $3,500,
$3,500, $3,700,
$3,700, and
and $4,100;
$4,100; foremen,
foremen, $2,500,
and
$2,600 and
$2,500, $2,600
$3,100,
$2,700;
cashier, $4,100;
cashiers, $2,600, $2,800,
$2,800,
assistant cashiers,
$4,100; assistant
postal cashier,
$2,700; postal
$3,200, and
money-order cashier,
bookkeepers, $2,400,
$3,700; bookkeepers,
cashier, $3,700;
$3,600; money-order
and $3,600;
$3,200,
$2,500, $2,600,
$2,800; station
$2,800.
and $2,800.
$2,600 and
examiners, $2,600
station examiners,
and $2,800;
$2,600, and
$2,500,
Receipts
postmasters, $4,800,
$4,800, and
upward-assistant postmasters,
and upward-assistant
$20.000,000 and
Receipts $20,000,000
$4,900;
mails, $4,700;
assistant superintendents
superintendents of
$4,700; assistant
of mails,
superintendent of
$4,900; superintendent
mails, $2,800,
$3,500, $3,900,
$3,000, and
and $4,100; superin$3,100, $3,500,
$2,900, $3,100,
$2,800, $2,900,
mails,
tendent of
of delivery,
delivery,
superintendents of delivery,
assistant superintendents
$4,700; assistant
delivery, $4,700;
tendent
$2,800, $2,900,
$3,100, $3,500,
$3,900, and
and $4,100;
foremen, $2,500,
$2,500,
$4,100; foremen,
$3,500, $3,900,
$2,900, $3,100,
$2,800,
$2,600,
$2,700; superintendent
superintendent of registry,
assistant
registry, $4,300; assistant
and $2,700;
$2,600, and
superintendents
of registry,
registry, $2,800,
$3,100, $3,500,
$4,100;
$3,500, and $4,100;
$2,900, $3,100,
$2,800, $2,900,
superintendents of
superintendent
of money
order, $4,300; assistant superintendent
superintendent of
money order,
superintendent of
money
order, $4,100;
auditor, $4,000;
$4,000; postal
postal cashier,
$4,300; assistant
assistant
cashier, $4,300;
$4,100; auditor,
money order,
cashiers,
$3,100, $3,300,
$3,800; money-order
money-order
and $3,800;
$3,300, and
$2,800, $3,100,
$2,600, $2,800,
cashiers, $2,600,
cashier,
$3,900; bookkeepers,
bookkeepers, $2,400,
$2,600, $2,800,
$3,300; sta$2,800, and $3,300;
$2,400, $2,600,
cashier, $3,900;
of
Superintendents
tion
$2,600, $2,800,
Superintendents
$3,000.
$2,800, and $3,000.
examiners, $2,600,
tion examiners,
classifed stations.
The
salary of
of classified
classified stations
stations shall
be based
stations.
on classified
based on
shall be
superintendents of
of superintendents
The salary
the number
number of
employees assigned
assigned thereto
R estriction.
thereto and the annual postal Restriction.
of employees
the
receipts. No
be made for sales
sales of stamps to patrons
shall be
allowance shall
No allowance
receipts.
residing outside
of the
the stations.
At classified stastations. At
territory of
the territory
of the
outside of
residing
tions
$25,000 of
of postal
receipts shall
shall be considered
considered equal to one
postal receipts
each $25,000
tions each
superinSalary of superb-additional employee.
employee.
additional
tendents
nmon numtendents based on
At classified
stations the
the salary
salary of
superintendent shall be as fol- ber of employees.
of the superintendent
At
classified stations
1049,
p.
41
Vol.
lows: One
and not
not exceeding
exceeding five
employees, $2,400; six and not ex- amended.
Vol. 41.
It 1049,
five employees,
One and
lows:
amended.
ceeding
eighteen
employees,
$2,500;
nineteen
not
exceeding
thirtyexceeding
not
and
nineteen
ceeding eighteen employees, $2,500;
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two employees,
employees, $2,600;
not exceeding
emforty-four emexceeding forty-four
and not
$2,600; thirty-three
thirty-three and
two
ployees, $2,700;
$2,700; forty-five
forty-five and
employees,
exceeding sixty-four
sixty-four employees,
and not
not exceeding
ployees,
$2,800; sixty-five
not exceeding
ninety employees,
employees, $2,900;
$2,900; ninetyninetyexceeding ninety
and not
$2,800;
sixty-five and
one and
not exceeding
exceeding one
one hundred
employees, $3,000;
$3,000; one
one
twenty employees,
hundred and
and twenty
one
and not
hundred
exceeding one
hundred and
fifty ememone hundred
and fifty
and not
not exceeding
and twenty-one
twenty-one and
hundred and
ployees,
$3,100; one
and fifty-one
fifty-one and
and not
not exceeding
exceeding three
three
ployees, $3,100;
one hundred
hundred and
hundred
and fifty
fifty employees,
employees, $3,300;
three hundred
and fifty-one
fifty-one and
and
$3,300; three
hundred and
hundred and
not
employees, $3,500;
hundred and
one
and one
$3,500; five
five hundred
five hundred
hundred employees,
not exceeding
exceeding five
or
employees, $3,800.
$3,800.
more employees,
or more
superinAt classified
forty-five or more employees
classified stations
stations having forty-five
employees there
stations shall be assistant superintendents
follows:
superintendents of stations with salaries as follows:

Assistant
tendents.
tendents.
Salaries
Salaries at
with
over 45 employees.
withover45employees.

Forty-five
Forty-five and not exceeding
exceeding sixty-four employees,
employees, $2,400; sixty-five

and not
$2,500; ninety-one
not
and not
ninety-one and
employees, $2,500;
ninety employees,
and
not exceeding
exceeding ninety
exceeding one
one hundred
hundred and
and twenty
twenty employees,
$2,600; one
one hundred
hundred
employees, $2,600;
exceeding
and
twenty-one and
hundred and
and fifty
fifty employees,
employees,
not exceeding
exceeding one
one hundred
and twenty-one
and not
$2,700;
and fifty-one
and not
not exceeding
exceeding three
hundred
three hundred
fifty-one and
one hundred
hundred and
$2,700; one
and fifty
and fifty-one
fifty-one and
and not
not exexthree hundred
hundred and
$2,900; three
and
fifty employees,
employees, $2,900;
ceeding
five hundred
hundred employees,
hundred and
and one
one ememceeding five
employees, $3,100;
$3,100; five
five hundred

ployees
and upward,
upward, $3,400:
$3,400: Provided,
Provided, That
That not
not more
more than
than two
pstployees and
postassistant
postmasters
employed at offices
offices where the
receipts
assistant
postmasters
shall
be
the
receipts
Superintendents
deSvperytndets
anotof are $9,000,000
$9,000,000 and upward:
Provided further,
further, That at post offices
upward: Provided
offices
delivery,
and assistants
where $receits
receipts
bewhere
where
bd
the
receipts
$14,000,000
but
than
$20,000,000,
there
where
receipts
are
$14,000,000
less
$20,000,000,
there
tween $14,000,000 and
Proasos.
Provisos.
Assistant
Assistant

masters limited.
masterslimited.

a superintendent
superintendent of delivery
shall be a
delivery whose salary
salary shall be the same
as
provided for
for the
the superintendent
of mails,
mails, and
and assistant
assistant
superintendent of
as that
that provided
superintendents
of delivery
at the
the salaries
assistant
salaries provided for assistant
delivery at
superintendents of
Addition to postsuperintendents
of
mails:
Provided
further,
That
in
fixing
the
the
fixing
in
That
further,
Provided
of
mails:
superintendents
washtdten' etc.,t Washingmaster,
ton,
D. C.
C.
salaries
employees in the post office
ton,D.
salaries of the postmaster and supervisory
supervisory employees
office
at
Washington, District
the Postmaster
Postmaster General
General may,
may, in
in
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, the
at Washington,
his
discretion, add
add not
per centum
centum to
the gross
gross receipts
receipts
his discretion,
not to
to exceed
exceed 75
75 per
to the
Maximum
salary
Provided further,
not more
more than
assistant
Mimitsmo of assisla
that office:
office: Provided
further, That not
than one
one assistant
limits
assistant of that
superintendents.
superintendents.
superintendent
superintendent of mails, one assistant superintendent
superintendent of delivery, one
assistant
superintendent of
registry, and
and one
cashier shall
shall
one assistant
assistant cashier
of registry,
assistant superintendent
Exception.
Exception.
except
be paid the maximum
maximum salary provided for these positions, except
where receipts
less than
$14,000,000 to
to which
where
receipts are.
are $9,000,000
$9,000,000 and
and less
than $14,000,000
which
offices
superintendents of mail shall be assigned at the
offices two
two assistant
assistant superintendents
maximum
in charge
charge of
city delivery:
delivery: And
maximum salary,
salary, one
one to
to be
be in
of city
And provided
provided
Cashiers at State depositriest
fortpostae
further, That State depositories for surplus postal funds
central
funds and central
positories
for postal further,
funds,
funds, etc.
accounting offices, where the gross receipts are
are less than $500,000,
accounting
$500,000,
and
cashier is
such
employee in charge of such
and no
no postal
postal cashier
is provided,
provided, the employee
records and adjustments
records
adjustments of the accounts shall be allowed an increase
receipts are $500,000 and less than $5,000,000,
$5,000,000,
of $200 per annum; if receipts
annum:
the postal cashier shall be allowed an increase of $200 per annum:
Bookkeeper atffcenat cen- And provided further, That at all central accounting offices where
Bookkeeper
And
provided
further,
accounting
offices
tral accounting
accounting offices.
the bookkeeper
bookkeeper in charge performs the duties of auditor, he shall be
designated chief bookkeeper,
bookkeeper, at aasalary equal to that of the assistant
designated
assistant
Promotions
promotions
eto when
hig cashier of the highest
highest grade at that office: And provided
provided further,
further,
office
office advanced
advanced to
to highhigher grade.
grade.
That when an office advances
er
advances to aahigher grade
increased
That
grade because
because of increased
supervisory
gross postal receipts for aacalendar year, promotion of all supervisory
employees shall be made to the corresponding
employees
corresponding grade at the higher
higher
salary provided for the same titles or designations under the higher
higher
classification
office based
receipts: And
classification of the office
based on its postal
postal receipts:
And provided
Minimum for super- f
no employee
in the
the supervisory
supervisory grades
oTades shall
shall receive
receive aa
forsuper- frurther
rinimm
That no
employee in
thier, That
visory grade employsalary less than $100 more than that paid to the highest grade of
of
ees.
saWries f
for
special
clerk:
Provided
in
further,
the
readjustment
Increased salaries
or clerk or
or
special
clerk:
Provided
further,
That
readjustment
gr
grade
adeiin which
which placed.
ld.
of salaries
of all
employees above
above the
highest grade
grade for special
of
salaries of
all employees
the highest
special clerks,
those at present designated
than one grade
designated by titles for which more than
grade
of salary is provided shall be placed
placed in the same relative grade and
designation and receive the increased
increased salary provided
provided in this title.
designation
$20,000,000.
$o20,0oo,0.
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Clerks and carriers,
and carriers,
Clerks
SEC. 4.
That clerks
and second
class post
post offices
offices and
and letter first
second class
first and
in first
clerks in
4. That
SEC.
and second class
carriers
City Delivery
Service shall
divided into five grades offices.
shall be divided
Delivery Service
the City
in the
carriers in
as follows:
First grade—salary
$1.700; second
$1,800; Oradesandpay
grade-salary, $1,800;
second grade—salary,
grade-salary $1.700;
as
follows: First
Grades and pay.
third grade-salary,
grade salary, $1,900;
salary, $2,000; fifth
grade-salary,
$1,900; fourth grade
third
Provisos.
from
mat from
P
grade—salary, $2,100:
$2,100: Provided,
Provided, That
the readjustment
readjustment of grades
That in the
grade-salary,
Readjustment
from
Readjustment
.
present
grades.
grades.
present
class post
for clerks
at first
and second
second class
post offices
offices and letter carriers
carriers
first and
clerks at
for
in the
the City
Service to
conform to
the grades herein proto the
to conform
Delivery Service
City Delivery
in
vided, grade
shall include
present grade
grade 1,
1, grade
grade 2
include
2 shall include
include present
grade 11shall
vided,
4
present grade
grade 2,
2, grade
grade 3
3 shall
shall include
3, grade 4
grade 3,
present grade
include present
present
shall include
present grade
and grade
present
5 shall include present
grade 5
4, and
grade 4,
include present
shall
credited
grade 5:
further, That
hereafter substitute
substitute clerks
clerks in
first forSubstitutes
crdtedi
substitutese
in first
That hereafter
Provided further,
5: Provided
grade
time served.
and
second
class
post
offices
and
substitute
letter
carriers
in
the
the
and second class post offices and substitute letter carriers in
City_
Service when
appointed regular
regular clerks
or carriers
clerks or
when appointed
Delivery Service
City Delivery
shall
credit for
for actual
time served
served on
on a
basis of
one year for
of one
a basis
actual time
have credit
shall have
each
and six
six days
days of
of eight
as subserved as
hours served
eight hours
hundred and
three hundred
each three
stitute,
and appointed
the grade
grade to
carrier
such clerk or carrier
to which such
to the
appointed to
stitute, and
would
progressed had
his original
appointment as substitute
original appointment
had his
have progressed
would have
Grade
promotions
Grade promotions
been
1: And
And provided
provided further
? That
That clerks
in first
first and
and yearly.
clerks in
further,
grade 1:
to grade
been to
ye
second
class
post
offices
and
letter
carriers
in
City
Delivery
the
in
second class post offices and letter earners
Service shall
promoted successively
one year's
year's satisfactory
satisfactory
after one
successively after
be promoted
shall be
Service
service in
in each
to the
higher grade
until they reach the
grade until
next higher
the next
grade to
each grade
service
fifth grade.
All promotions
promotions shall
be made
at the
beginning of the
the beginning
made at
shall be
grade. Al
fifth
clerks.
quarter following
following one
year's satisfactory
service in
Speciallerks.
And Special
grade: And
in the
the grade:
satisfactory service
one year's
quarter
from
pr
ft
ese
eg
aust
graT41.
'
grades.
present
provided
further,
That
there
shall
be
two
grades
special
clerks,
special
of
provided further, That there shall be two grades
as
First grade—salary,
second grade—salary,
grade-salary, $2,300:
$2,200; second
grade-salary, $2,200;
follows: First
as follows:
Provided, That
grades for special clerks
clerks to
to
the adjustment of grades
in the
That in
Provided,
conform to
to the
the grades
special clerk
grade 11 shall
clerk grade
provided special
herein provided
grades herein
conform
include present
present grade
grade 1,
special clerk
include present
present
shall include
grade 22shall
clerk grade
and special
1, and
include
Senior preference.
grade
Provided further,
special clerk promotions Seniorpreference.
in all special
That in
further, That
2: Provided
grade 2:
the
senior
competent
employee
shall
have
preference:
Provided
Printers,
et.,emed
Provided
preference:
have
shall
employee
the senior competent
Printers, etc., deemed
further,
That printers,
mechanics, and
and skilled
laborers, employees
employees of
force.e
cerica force.
ofPclerical
skilled laborers,
printers, mechanics,
further, That
of
States Stamped Envelope Agency at Dayton, Ohio,
of the United States
a
shall
for the
of promotion
promotion and
compensation be deemed a
and compensation
purpose of
the purpose
shall for
part
part of the clerical force.
Pay of substitutes.
auxiliary clerks at first Vl
or auxiliary
That
the pay
temporary, or
Vol. o"441, pubs.tute1
p.
1060,
substitute, temporary,
of substitute,
pay of
That the
amended.
carriers in the amended.
substitute letter carriers
and
second class
class post offices and substitute.letter
and second
City Delivery
Service shall
shall be at the rate of 65 cents per hour:
Delivery Service
City
Driotiversrce
Marine Detroit
Provided,
That marine
marine carriers
carriers assigned
assigned to
to the
the Detroit
Detroit River
River Marine
Provided, That
itiverservloe.
Service
shall be
highest
paid annual salary of $300 in excess of the highest
be paid
Service shall
Eight
day's
hours aa day's
Eight hours
further work.
Providedfurther,
salary paid
paid carriers
the City
City Delivery
Service: Provided
Delivery Service:
in the
carriers in
salary
That hereafter
hereafter special clerks, clerks, and laborers, in the first and work.
That
second class
class post
carriers in the City Delivery Service
and carriers
offices and
post offices
second
Period restricted
restricted to
to
tPerod
Provided ten
day: Provided
a day:
hours a
shall be
work not
not more
more than
eight hours
than eight
to work
required to
be required
shall
hours.
hor
a
extend
further,
That
the
eight
hours
of
shall
not
extend
over
a
service
of
hours
eight
the
That
further,
longer
than ten consecutive hours, and the schedules of duty
period than
longer period
Provided further,
of
the employees
accordingly: Provided
further,
employees shall be regulated accordingly:
of the
Overtime pay for
payexcess
for
Oeertime etc.,
That
in cases
emergency, or
or if
of the
the service
service require,
require,
excess
etc.,
the needs
needs of
if the
of emergency,
caser, emergency,
cases of
emergency,
That in
work.
and
it is
is not
not practicable
to emplov
employ substitutes,
substitutes, special clerks, clerks. work.
practicable to
and it
and
and laborers, in first and second class post offices and carriers in the
City Delivery
Service can
required to
eight
to work in excess of eight
be required
can be
Delivery Service
City
hours per
per day,
day, and
and for
for such
such overtime
overtime service
shall be
be paid
opay.
paidion Computation of
they shall
service they
hours
pay.
omptoop
on the
annual pay
pay received
received by
by such
employees: And
And
such employees:
the annual
of the
basis of
the basis
on
provided
further, That
That in
in computing
computing the
the compensation
for such overcompensation for
provided further,
time the
annual salary
compensation for such employees shall
or compensation
salary or
the annual
time
he divided
divided by
three hundred
hundred and
number of working days
the number
six, the
and six,
by three
be
in the
the year
year less
less all
Sundays and
and legal
holidays enumerated
enumerated in the
legal holidays
all Sundays
in
Act of
of July
July 28,
28, 1916:
1916; the
the quotient
will be the daily
obtained will
thus obtained
quotient thus
Act
compensation which
which divided
divided by
by eight
eight will
will give
the hourly com- Compensatory time
give the
compensation
provided further,
pensation for such overtime service:
service: And provided
further, forCompensatorytime
Sunday and holiday
employen
employment employment.
the
require
the service
needs of
thewhen
Thatthe
That
when
needs
of
the
service
require
the
employment
e-plor-e.t.
employment
the
That when the needs of the service require
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on Sundays
Sundays and holidays
holidays of foremen, special
special clerks,
clerks, clerks,
carriers,
clerks, carriers,
watchmen, messengers, or laborers,
laborers, at first
first and second class post
post
offices, they shall be allowed compensatory
compensatory time on one day within six
except the last three Sundays in
days next
next succeeding
succeeding the Sunday,
Sunday, except
calendar year,
succeeding
year, and
and on
on one
one day
day within thirty days next succeeding
the calendar
• the
last three
in the
the year
year on
on which
which service
service
Overtime
three Sundays
Sundays in
and the
the last
holiday and
pay in
in lieu
lieu
the holiday
Overtime pay
of compensatory
time is
performed: Provided,
the Postmaster
Postmaster General
General may,
of
compensatory time
is performed:
Provided,however,
however, That
That the
may,
at end of the year.
if
exigencies of
service require
require it,
authorize the
of the
the service
it, authorize
the payfrient
payient
if the
the exigencies
overtime for service
service on
calendar year
year
on the last
last three Sundays in the calendar
of overtime
or on Christmas Day in lieu of compensatory time.
watch- SEC.
Messengers, watchMessengers,
SEC. 5. That messengers, watchmen, and laborers
laborers in first and
and
men, etc.
Grades
second class post offices
shall
be
divided
two
grades,
as
follows:
Grades and
and pay.
pay.
offices
shall
be
divided
into
two
grades,
as
follows:
Provisos.
Promotion.
First grade,
grade salary
grade, salary
salary $1,600:
Provided,
$1,600: Provided,
second grade,
$1,500; second
salary $1,500;
First
Prmotin.
That watchmen, messengers, and laborers
laborers shall be promoted to the
second
one year's
satisfactory service
grade 1:
1: ProProservice in
in grade
year's satisfactory
after one
second grade
grade after
Pay
of substitutes.
substitutes.
vided further,
messengers, and
of substitute watchmen,
watchmen, messengers,
further That the
the pay of
Pay of
vided
laborers shall be at the rate of 55 cents per hour.
Motor-vehicle
emS
EC. 6. That employees
motor-vehicle service shall be classiemployees in the motor-vehicle
SEC.
emMotor-vehicle
ployees.
classifcation and fled
fied as follows: Superintendents,
Superintendents, $2,400,
$2,400, $2,600,
Classification
$2,800, $3,000,
$3,000, $3,400,
$2,600, $2,800,
$3,400,
pay.
$3,600,
pay.
$3,600, $3,800, $4,000, and $5,000
$5,000 per annum;
annum; assistant superintendents,
$2,500, $2,600,
$2,600, and
annum; chiefs of
$2,200,
records, $2,200,
of records,
per annum;
and $2,800
$2,800 per
ents, $2,500,
$2,300,
$2,500, $2,600,
chiefs of supplies,
$2,400, $2,500,
$2,600, $2,800, and $3,000; chiefs
$2,300, $2,400,
$2,200,
and $2,500;
$2,500; route
route
$2,300 and
chief dispatchers,
dispatchers, $2,300
$2,300, and $2,400; chief
$2,200, $2,300,
supervisors, $2,400,
$2,400, $2,500,
$2,500, and
$2,600; dispatchers
dispatchers,' $2,100, $2,200,
and $2,600;
supervisors,
and
$2,600, $2,800, and $3,000;
$3,000;
$2,400, $2,500, $2,600,
chief mechanics, $2,400,
and $2,300;
$2,300; chief
mechanics
$2,200, $2,300, and $2,400,
$2,400, and special mecharge, $2,200,
mechanics in charge
Proviso.
chanics, $2,100, $2,200, and $2,300: Provided, That assistant superinAssistant
superin- chanics, $2,100, $2,200, and $2,300: Provided, That assistant superinPtstant
tendentslimited.
tendents shall not be authorized at offices where the salary of the
tendents
limited.
superintendent is less
less than $3,000 per annum.
superintendent
General mechanics.
That general
in the
the motor-vehicle
t
shall
service shall
motor-vehicle service
employed in
mechanics employed
general mechanics
That
Grades and
pay. s.
meancha
Gnrad
Clerks,
be
divided
into
three
grades:
First
grade,
salary
$1,900;
second
be divided into three grades: First grade, salary $1,900; second
Clerks. Grades and pay.
grade, salary $2,000; third grade, salary $2,100; and clerks employed
employed
in the
folinto five
five grades, as folshall be
be divided
divided into
service shall
in
the motor-vehicle
motor-vehicle service
lows:
First grade,
grade, salary $1,700; second grade,
grade, salary
salary $1,800; third
lows: First
grade, salary
$1,900; fourth
$2,000; fifth
fifth grade,
grade salary
salary
salary $2,000;
fourth grade,
grade, salary
salary $1,900;
grade,
Reism.
Provisos.
Readjustment from $2,100:
readjustment of grades for
or clerks in
Provided, That in the readjustment
$2,100: Provided,
Readjustment
presentgrades.
motor-vehicle service to conform
present
grades,
the motor-vehicle
conform to the grades above provided,
grade
include present
present
1, grade
grade 2
2 shall include
present grade 1,
grade 1
1 shall include present
grade
rade 3,
present ggrade
3, grade 44shall
shall include
include
grade 2,
2. grade 33shall include present
present grade
grade 4,
and
grade 5
shall
include present
grade
5: Provided,
present
grade
5:
Provided,
4,
and
grade
5
shall
include
present
Promotions,
motor-vehicle service shall
mechanics employed in the motor-vehicle
That general mechanics
pomoti.
be promoted
promoted successively
successively after
after one
one year's
each
in each
year's satisfactory
satisfactory service in
be
grade to
to the
the next
grade until
grade,' and
third grade
they reach
reach the third
until they
higher grade
next higher
grade
service shall be promoted
promoted sucmotor-vehicle service
clerks employed in the motor-vehicle
cessively
year's satisfactory
service in
in each
each grade
grade to
satisfactory service
to the
the
cessively after
after one
one year's
next
higher grade
rade. at
respective
fifth ggrade,
at the
the respective
until they
they reach
reach the
the fifth
next higher
grade until
offices
employed, and promotion shall be made at
beginning
at the beginning
where employed,
offices where
of
the quarter
year's satisfactory
satisfactory service
in the
0
rade:
of the
quarter following
following one
one year's
service in
the grade:
Special clerks in first
P rovided
be
class offices.
ed further,
further, That
first-class post
offices there
there shall
shall be two
two
post offices
That at
at first-class
clasos
ofices.
rst Provided
grades
in the
the motor-vehicle
motor-vehicle service-grade
service—grade 1,
salary
grades of
of special
special clerks
clerks in
1, salary
Readjustment from
in the
readthe readThat in
further, That
Provided further,
$2,300: Provided
2, salary
salary $2,300:
grade 2,
rom $2,200;
$2,200; grade
gdes
present grades.
justment of grades
herein
the grades
grades herein
justment
grades for
for special clerks
clerks to conform
conform to the
provided,
provided, special clerk, grade
grade 1,
1, shall
shall include
include present
present special clerk,
grade
grade 1,
1, and
and special
special clerk,
clerk, grade 2,
2, shall include present special
special clerk,
grade 2.
grade
2.
helpers, grade 2.
Mechanics'
Mechanics' helpers.
Mechanics'
helpers employed
employed in
motor-vehicle service
hepersy.
Mechanics' helpers
in the motor-vehicle
service shall rereiay.a
Proviso.
satisfactory
That on
on satisfactory
Pro-vided That
of $1,600
$1600
aa salary
cive
Prooio
Promotions
ceive a
$1.600 per
satisfactory
Provided,
per annum:
annum: Provided,
salary of
ceive
Promotions.
evidence of their qualifications after
mechanics'
after one year's
year's service mechanics'
helpers
mechanics as
helpers shall be
be promoted
promoted to
to the
the first grade
grade of general mechanics
as
vacancies may occur.
vacancies
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Driver-mechanics.
service shall
That driver-mechanics
employed in
in the
motor-vehicle service
shall Driver-mechanics.
the motor-vehicle
driver-mechanics employed
That
Grades and pay.
grade,pa
be
divided into
into five
First grade,
grade, salary
salary $1,600;
$1,600; second
second grade,
grades: First
five grades:
be divided
$1,900;
salary
third grade,
salary $1,800;
$1,800; fourth
grade, salary $1,900;
fourth grade,
grade, salary
$1,700; third
salary $1,700;
fifth grade,
grade, salary
$2,000; and
and garagemen-drivers
employed in the
garagemen-drivers employed
salary $2,000;
fifth
grades: First grade,
motor-vehicle service
service shall
shall be
divided into two grades:
grade,
be divided
motor-vehicle
Provisos.
Prsos.
salary $1,550;
$1,550; second
second grade,
grade, salary
Provided, That in the Readjustment
$1,650: Provided,
salary $1,650:
salary
from
mg
present grades.
driver-mechanics presanstment
readjustment
of salaries
for in
this title
title all driver-mechanics
in this
provided for
salaries provided
readjustment of
with
shall be
be classified
respective grades as follows: Those
the respective
in the
classified in
shall
less than
one year's
shall be placed in grade 1; those with
service shall
year's service
than one
less
more than
year's service
less than
than two years'
years' service shall
and less
service and
one year's
than one
more
be placed
in grade
grade 2;
2; those
years' service and less
those with more than two years'
be
placed in
than
service shall
shall be
placed in grade 3; those with more
be placed
years' service
three years'
than three
than
service and
and less
service shall be
years' service
four years'
than four
less than
years' service
three years'
than three
placed
4; those with more than four years' service shall be Promotions.
grade 4;
in grade
placed in
placed
5: Provided
Provided further,
driver-mechanics em- Promotionsfurther, That driver-mechanics
grade 5:
in grade
placed in
ployed
in the
the motor-vehicle
motor-vehicle service
successively
promoted successively
shall be promoted
service shall
ployed in
after one
service in
in each
each grade to the next higher
satisfactory service
year's satisfactory
one year's
after
grade
they reach
fifth grade
grade at
respective offices
offices where
at the respective
the fifth
reach the
until they
grade until
PGarsemen'drveMs
garagemen-drivers in the motor- Garagemen-drivers.
employed: Provided
Provided further,
further, That garagemen-drivers
employed:
Promotions.
vehicle service
shall be promoted
promoted after one year's satisfactory
satisfactory service
service
service shall
vehicle
respective offices where
in the
grade to the second grade at the respective
first grade
the first
in
employed, and
promotions of
garagemendriver-mechanics and garagemenof driver-mechanics
and promotions
employed,
drivers shall
shall be
at the
beginnirg of the quarter
quarter following
following one
the beginnirg
made at
be made
drivers
year's satisfactory
satisfactory service
service in
grade.
the grade.
in the
year's
Substitutes.
t
pay
That the
pay of
of substitute,
substitute, temporary,
or auxiliary
auxiliary employees in sRn
temporary, or
the pay
That
Rates of fes
pay per
per
hour.
be as follows:
the motor-vehicle
motor-vehicle service
follows: Special mechanics
mechanics at hour.
service shall be
the
mechanics at the rate of 70
the
cents per
general mechanics
hour; general
per hour;
of 75
75 cents
rate of
the rate
cents
hour; clerks
clerks and
and driver-mechanics
driver-mechanics at
at the rate of 65 cents
per hour;
cents per
per
hour; and
garagemen-drivers at
at the
the rate
55 cents
cents per
per hour.
hour.
of 55
rate of
and garagemen-drivers
per hour;
Day's work limited
mi
8ashork
mechanics' helpers, to
That
mechanics, general
mechanics, mechanics
general mechanics,
special mechanics,
to 8
hours.
That special
service
motor-vehicle
the
in
garagemen-drivers
driver-mechanics,
service Provisos.
and garagernen-drivers
driver-mechanics, and
shall be
to work
not more
than eight
Provided, Period
Period not to exceed
exceed
a day:
day: Provided,
eight hours
hours a
more than
work not
shall
be required
required to
hours.
10 hours
a longer period 10
That the
extend over a
not extend
shall not
service shall
of service
hours of
eight hours
the eight
That
than
consecutive hours,
and the
the schedules
schedules of duties of the em- Pay for emergency
hours, and
ten consecutive
than ten
in ovPertme'ser''
That in
further, That
ployees shall
shall be
be regulated
Provided further,
accordingly: Provided
overtime service.
regulated accordingly:
ployees
cases of
if the
the needs
the service
service require, special
of the
needs of
or if
emergency, or
of emergency,
cases
clerks, clerks,
clerks, special
mechanics, general
mechanics'
mechanics, mechanics'
general mechanics,
special mechanics,
clerks,
helpers, driver-mechanics,
and garagemen-drivers
garagemen-drivers in the motordriver-mechanics, and
helpers,
work in excess of eight hours per
vehicle service
can be
required to
to work
be required
service can
vehicle
day,
and for
for such
such overtime
basis
the basis
on the
paid on
be paid
shall be
they shall
service they
overtime service
day, and
Computation of overJmeOptatoofove
further, time
of
received by
Provided further,
pay.
employees: Provided
such employees:
by such
pay received
annual pay
the annual
of the
That
in computing
compensation for
for such
overtime the annual
such overtime
the compensation
computing the
That in
salary
or compensation
compensation for
for such
employees shall
shall be
three
by three
divided by
be divided
such employees
salary or
hundred
the number
number of
days in
in the year less all
working days
of working
six, the
and six,
hundred and
1916;;
enumerated in the Act of July 28,
Sundays and
holidays enumerated
28 ,1916
legal holidays
and legal
Sundays
the
quotient thus
thns
i
obtained will
the daily
which
compensation which
daily compensation
be the
will be
obtained
the quotient
divided
by eight
eight will
will give
give the
the hourly
compensation for
overtime Compensatory time
such overtime
for such
hourly compensation
divided by
tiune
for employment Sunservice: Provided
when the
require foempelonat
needs of the service require
the needs
That when
further, That
Provided further,
service:
ol
days and holidays.
idays.
h
and
days
supervisors,
route
of
the
employment
on
Sundays
and
holidays
of
route
supervisors,
special
holidays
and
Sundays
on
the employment
special mechanics,
clerks, clerks,
dispatchers, mechanics
mechanics in
mechanics,
charge, special
in charge,
clerks. dispatchers,
clerks,
general mechanics,
mechanics' helpers,
helpers, driver-mechanics,
driver-mechanics, and garagemechanics, mechanics'
general
men-drivers in
in the
the motor-vehicle
service, they
compenbe allowed compenshall be
they shall
motor-vehicle service,
men-drivers
satory time
time on
day within
within six
days next
next succeedino.
Sunday, Exception.
the Sunday,
succeeding the
six days
one day
on one
satory
except
last three
three Sundays
Sundays in the calendar year, and on one day Ep
the last
except the
within
holiday and
and the
Sun- Overtime pay in lieu
three Sunlast three
the last
the holiday
succeeding the
next succeeding
days next
thirty days
within thirty
days in
in the
year on
on which
which service
service is
Provided, however,
however, of compensatory
time.
compenatory time.
performed: Provided,
is performed:
the year
days
That the
if the
service
of the service
exigencies of
the exigencies
may, if
General may,
Postmaster General
the Postmaster
That
require it,
in lieu
of compensatory
lieu of
overtime in
of overtime
payment of
the payment
authorize the
it, authorize
require
Railway Mail ServRailway
holidays.
and holidays.
time for
on Sundays
Sundays and
service on
for service
time
ice.
SEC. 7.
That the
the annual
of employees
employees of
the Railway
Railway Mail
Mail ice
of the
salaries of
annual salaries
7. That
SEC.
Superintendents, etc.
Service shall
shall be
as follows:
Division superintendents,
superintendents, $4,500;
assist- Superintendents. etc.
$4,500; assistfollows: Division
be as
Service
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superintendents and assistant superintendents
ant division superintendents
superintendents at large,
charge of car construction, $3,300;
$3,300;
$3,600; assistant superintendent
superintendent in charge
Provided, That
That
chief clerks, $3,300; assistant chief clerks, $2,800: Provided,
the clerks in charge of sections
sections in the offices of the division
division superintendents shall be rated as assistant chief clerks at $2,800 salary.
salary.

That railway
railway postal clerks shall be divided into two classes,
classes, class A
That
and class B, and into seven grades with annual
annual salaries as follows;
follows:
Grade 1, salary $1,900;
$1,900; grade 2,
2, salary $2,000; grade
grade 3,
$2,150;
3, salary
salary $2,150;
$2,600;
grade 4, salary $2,300; grade 5, salary $2,450; grade 6, salary $2,600;
$2,700.
grade 7, salary $2,700.
Laborers.
Laborers
divided into
into two
two
Railway Mail
Mail Service
Service shall
shall be
be divided
Laborers.
ay
Laborers in the Railway
Grades and pay.
Gde and
grades with annual salaries
as follows: Grade
Grade 1,
salaries as
1, salary
$1,500; grade
grade
salary $1,500;
2, $1,600.
$1,600.
Promotion.
Promotion.
Laborers shall be promoted to grade 2
2 after one year's
year's satisfactory
satisfactory
Readjustment
Proviso.
from
That in
in the
the readjustment
of the
Readjustment
Provided, That
from service
service in
in grade
grade 1:
1: Provided,
readjustment of
the service
service
present grades.
to conform
herein provided for laborers,
grades.
conform to the grades herein
laborers, grade 1
1shall
include laborers in present grade 1, and grade 2
2shall include laborers
include
inNresent
in present grade 2.
Substitute postal
ubstitute railway
clerks shall
paid for
for services
actually
shall be
be paid
services actually
railway postal
postal clerks
postal
Substitute
dlestitute
clerks.
Service
pay and proservice pay
performed at the rate of $1,850 per annum, the first
pro- performed
first
year
of
service
to
year
of
service
to
motions.
moons
constitute a
a probationary
probationary period, and when appointed
appointed regular clerks
clerks
receive credit on
year of
service perpershall receive
on the basis
basis of
of one
one year
of actual
actual service
formed as a
asubstitute and be appointed
appointed to the grade to which such
such
progressed had his original
clerk would
would have progressed
original appointment
appointment as
as aasubCredit of substitte
substitute stitute been to grade
fractional part
a year's substitute
grade 1. Any fractional
part of a
service on promotions.
on promotions. service will be included with his service as aaregular clerk in detergrade following
following
to the
the next higher grade
mining eligibility
eligibility for promotion to
appointment
regular position.
appointment to aaregular
Original
original
appointAll original appointments shall be made to the rank of substitute
ments.
Promotions.
"Promotions.
railway postal
postal clerk,
shall be
be made
railway
clerk, and
and promotions
promotions shall
made successively
successively at
at
the beginning
beginning of
the quarter
following aa total
service
the
of the
quarter following
total satisfactory
satisfactory service
of
hundred and
and six
six days
the next
next lower
lower grade.
grade.
days in
in the
of three
three hundred
Readjustment from
Readjustment
from
In the readjustment
readjustment of the service to conform to the grades herein
herein
present
grades
of
clerks.
psentgradeso er . provided,
provided, grade 11 shall include clerks
clerks in present grade 1, grade-2
grade- 2
shall
include clerks
2, grade
grade 3
include clerks
shall include
clerks in
in present
present grade
grade 2,
3 shall
shall include
clerks
in present grade
. 3, grade 4
4 shall include clerks in present grade 4,
4
Fade
shall include
include clerks
in present
grade 5,
5, and
all
grade 5 shall
clerks in
present grade
and grade
grade 6
6 sh
shall
include
clerks in
present grade
grade 6.
6.
in present
include clerks
Travel
allowances,
That
hereafter, in
in addition
addition to
the salaries
salaries provided
provided by
by law,
law, the
That hereafter,
inTravoel
to the
the
in
lieu of allwancexs
actual expenses, for duty over
over Postmaster
penses,
Postmaster General
General is hereby authorized
authorized to make travel allowances
allowances
ten hours,
hours,
ten
increased.
0 increased.
in lieu
lieu of
of actual
actual expenses,
expenses, at
at fixed
not exceeding
Vol. 40,
4 , p. 1195,
119, in
fixed rates
rates per
per annum,
annum, not
exceeding
amended.
amended.
aggregate the sum annually appropriated,
in the aggregate
appropriated, to railway
railway postal
postal
clerks,
acting railway
railway postal
and substitute
substitute railway
clerks, acting
postal clerks,
clerks, and
railway postal
postal
clerks,
substitute railway
railway postal
postal clerks
clerks for
railway postal
clerks, including
including substitute
for railway
postal
clerks granted
granted leave
leave with
with pay
pay on
sickness, assigned
assigned to
to
clerks
on account
account of
of sickness,
duty in railway post-office
cars while on duty, after ten hours
post-office cars,
hours from
from
the time of beginning
regulations as
as
beginning their initial
initial run,
run, under
under such
such regulations
he may prescribe,
prescribe, and
and in
in no case shall such an
an allowance
allowance exceed
exceed
$3 per
per day.
Substitutes credited
Substitute railway postal clerks
Substittes
clerks shall be
be credited with
with full
full time
time
with
full timecmredited
when
traveling to
to an
assign- while traveling under orders of the department to and from their
traveling
an assigntheir
ment.
ment.
designated headquarters
headquarters to take up an assignment,
assignment, together with
designated
actual and necessary travel expenses, not
exceed $3 per
not
to
exceed
per day,
day, while
while
Travel
allowance.
Travelallowance
on duty away from such headquarters.
headquarters. When a
a substitute clerk
railway post office starting from his official
performs service
service in aa railway
official
headquarters
travel expenses
expenses under the
headquarters he shall be allowed travel
the law
law
applying
assigned to
to the
applying to clerks regularly
regularly assigned
the run.
run.
Railway post-office
s t fi c e
Railway
classes, class
ailway post-office lines shall be divided into two classes,
ailway po -o
lines.
Classes
and promoClasses and
promo- A and class B, and clerks assigned to class A lines shall be protions in grades.
tins i grades
moted successively
grade 44 and clerks in charge to grade 5.
successively to grade
Postal clerks.

ostalsesgrkad
Classes,
grades, and
and
pay.
pay.
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successively to
Clerks assigned
lines shall
promoted successively
be promoted
shall be
B lines
class B
to class
assigned to
Clerks
grade
charge to
to grade
pviso• cl sss
in Prs
lines in
That lines
Provided, That
6: Provided,
grade 6:
in charge
clerks in
and clerks
5 and
grade 5
present
class A
A shall
be continued
in class
class A,
tinure
e de
.
nt
asses conA, and lines in present tinued.
continued in
shall be
present class
class
be continued
in class B.
continued in
shall be
B shall
class B
Terminal offices.
offices.
class Terminal
shall be
Terminal
railway post
post offices
offices shall
be divided into two classes, class
Terminal railway
Classification, etc.
shall
employees
twenty
A
and
class
B;
those
having
less
than
twenty
employees
be
than
less
having
those
B;
A and class
assigned to
class A,
those having
employees
twenty or more employees
having twenty
and those
A, and
to class
assigned
Promotions.
A terminals
shall be
assigned to
class B.
Clerks in
in class
class A
terminals shall be Promotions.
B. Clerks
to class
be assigned
shall
of
clerks
promoted
successively
to
grade
4,
clerks
in
charge
tours
to
and
4,
grade
promoted successively to
grade 5.
5. Clerks
Clerks in
B terminals
promoted successively
successively
terminals shall be promoted
class B
in class
grade
to grade
and clerks
in charge
charge of
of tours
grade 6.
to grade
tours to
clerks in
5, and
to
grade 5,
Transfer offices.
Transfer offices
offices shall
shall be
be divided
into two
classes, class
class A
class classifcatieSetc.
A and
and class
two classes,
divided into
Classification, etc.
Transfer
B;
than five
five employees
employees shall be assigned to class
less than
having less
those having
B; those
Clerks Promotions.
B. Clerks
A
and those
those having
having five
five or
or more
more employees
employees to
to class
class B.
A and
in class
class A
be promoted
promoted successively
successively to grade 4, and clerks in
shall be
A shall
in
charge
of tours
grade 5.
5. Clerks
Clerks in
B shall
promoted
shall be promoted
class B
in class
to grade
tours to
charge of
successively
grade 5,
and clerks
in charge
of tours to grade 6.
charge of
clerks in
5, and
to grade
successively to
cser'k
of
chief wiPotions
or chief
Clerks assigned
the office
office of
of division
superintendent or
wiInftfrIo
n.s o
s
t
iperin
cleCks
division superintendent
to the
assigned to
Clerks
of tendents, etc. clerk
successively to
grade 4,
and in
in the
the office
office of
4, and
to grade
promoted successively
be promoted
shall be
clerk shall
5
division superintendent
superintendent four
clerks may
may be
be promoted
promoted to grade 5
four clerks
division
and
to grade
grade 6,
6, and
the office
office of chief
chief clerk one clerk
in the
and in
clerks to
eight clerks
and eight
E inandassist
may
be promoted
to grade
and two
grade 6.
clerks to grade
two clerks
5 and
grade 5
promoted to
may be
Examiners and assist6 and assist- ats.
ants.
successively to grade 6
Examiners shall
be promoted
promoted successively
shall be
Examiners
Promotions.
ant
examiners to
to grade
assigned to
to the
of division
division Promotions.
office of
the office
whether assigned
grade 55 whether
ant examiners
Proviso.
Days'work
Days work desigsuperintendent
or
chief
clerk:
Provided,
That
service
of
clerks
shall
shall
clerks
of
service
That
Provided,
superintendent or chief clerk:
nated.
natedthree
for
be based
based on
on an
of not
exceeding eight
hours daily
eight hours
not exceeding
average of
an average
be
hundred and
days per
per annum,
including proper
proper allowances
allowances for all Overtime allowance.
annum, including
six days
and six
hundred
allowance.
service required
required on
lay-off periods.
periods. Clerks
perform Overt
Clerks required to perform
on lay-off
service
service in
excess of
eight hours
herein provided, shall be
as herein
daily, as
hours daily,
of eight
in excess
service
and
terminal
paid
in cash
the annual
annual rate
rate of
of pay
compensatory At
granted compensatory
or granted
pay or
at the
cash at
paid in
At
terminal
and
transfer offices.
offces.
time
option for
for such
such overtime.
Railway postal clerks transfer
overtime. Railway
their option
at their
time at
assigned
to terminal
railway post
transfer offices
offices and
and transfer
offices and
post offices
terminal railway
assigned to
laborers
in the
the Railway
Mail Service
Service shall
be required
required to work
shall be
Railway Mail
laborers in
the eight hours of
not more
more than
than eight
eight hours
and that
that the
day, and
hours aa day,
not
work in exservice
shall not
not extend
extend over
longer period
for work
consecutive Pay for
ten consecutive
than ten
period than
over aa longer
service shall
ess
cess.
hours,
that in
cases of
the needs
needs of the service c
if the
or if
emergency, or
of emergency,
in cases
and that
hours, and
require,
they may
may be
required to
to work
in excess
excess of
of eight
eight hours
hours a
aday,
work in
be required
require, they
to
and for
such additional
they shall
shall be
be paid
paid in
in proportion
proportion to
service they
additional service
for such
and
their
salaries
as
fixed
by
law.
law.
by
fixed
as
salaries
their
That clerks
duty shall
gag i
d
oy
u
t
.
ycredit
t for
for
credl
tdzie
time u
full time
with full
credited with
be credited
shall be
road duty
to road
assigned to
That clerks assigned
for delay
to trains
trains equal
equal to
to the
period of
between the scheduled
scheduled
time between
of time
the period
delay to
for
arrival and
and actual
actual arrival
of the
the train
train at
at destination
destination of run.
arrival of
arrival
That section
3 of the Act approved June 19, 1922 (Forty-first 1,,reaves
of 660,
absence.
bsden
ol.42, p.
amendThat section 3 of the Act approved June 19, 1922 (Forty-first Leave2po
ed.
in
employees
of
Statutes,
page
660),
providing.
for
leaves
of
absence
employees
ed.
absence
of
leaves
for
providing
660),
Statutes, page
the Postal
Postal Service,
Service, bee amended
adding the
following proviso:
railwic
t
l
y
t
zstal
clerks
onraddtymaycarproviso:S on
the following
by adding
car-.
may
duty,
amended by
onRroad
the
"
Prorided,
That
hereafter
not
exceeding
five
days
of
the
fifteen
days'
ry
part of, to next year.
rypartof,
days
fifteen
the
of
days
five
exceeding
not
hereafter
That
" Provided,
annual
leave with
with pay,
pay, exclusive
Sundays and
and holidays,
holidays, granted
granted
of Sundays
exclusive of
annual leave
duty each fiscal year may
to railway
railway postal
postal clerks
road duty
to road
assigned to
clerks assigned
to
be
carried over
over to
year."
fiscal year."
succeeding fiscal
the succeeding
to the
be carried
RITRAL
DELIVERY SERVICE
SERVICE
MAIL DELIVERY
RURAL MAIL
SEc. 8.
8. That
carriers in
the Rural
Rural Mail
Mail Delivery
ServDelivery Sex-vin the
of carriers
salary of
the salary
That the
SEC.
days in the week
ice
rural route
route of
of twenty-four
miles six
six days
twenty-four miles
serving aarural
for serving
ice for
twenty-four
shall
$1,800; on
on routes
and less than twenty-four
miles and
twenty-two miles
routes twenty-two
be $1,800;
shall be
miles,
$1,728;
on
routes
twenty
miles
and
less
than
twenty-two
twenty-two
miles,
than
less
and
miles
twenty
routes
on
$1.728;
miles,
$1,440;
$1,620;
on routes
routes eighteen
miles and
and less
than twenty miles, $1,440;
less than
eighteen miles
$1,620; on
on
less than
miles, $1.260;
$1,260; on routes
eighteen miles,
than eighteen
and less
miles and
sixteen miles
routes sixteen
on routes
fourteen miles
and less
less than
sixteen miles, $1,080; on routes twelve
than sixteen
miles and
fourteen
miles and
and less
less than
than fourteen
miles, $1,008;
on routes ten miles and less
$1,008; on
fourteen miles,
miles
than
twelve
miles,
$936;
on
routes
eight
miles
and
and less than ten miles,
miles
eight
routes
on
than twelve miles, $936;

delivery.
Rural delivery.
Carriers' pay estabclshier' pay estab
lished.
l 41, P. 1051,
Vol.
amended.

v e 41,
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on routes
routes
$792; on
miles $792;
$864; on
on routes
six miles
miles and
less than
eight miles,
than eight
and less
routes six
$864;
assigned
four miles
miles and
and less
Each rural
rurai carrier
carrier assigned
$720. Each
six miles,
miles, $720.
than six
less than
four
to
route on
is performed
per
$30 per
shall receive
receive $30
performed shall
daily service
service is
on which
which daily
to aaroute
Excess mileage alExcess
a- mile per annum for each mile said route is in excess
twenty-four
excess of twenty-four
lowance.
e
owan
miles or major fraction
fraction thereof, based on actual
actual mileage,
mileage, and
and each
miles
each
pertriweekly service is perrural carrier
carrier assigned
assigned to
route on
on which
which triweekly
to a
a route
rural
formed shall
receive $15
mile for
mile said
said route
route is
is in
in excess
excess
for each
each mile
per mile
$15 per
shall receive
formed
of twenty-four
miles or
fraction thereof,
thereof, based
actual
based on
on actual
major fraction
or major
of
twenty-four miles
mileage.
mileage.
Deductions
a standard
Deductions for
for failfailDeductions for failure
failure to perform service on astandard rural
rural
ure to perform service.
ure to perform servce delivery
delivery route
twenty-four miles and less shall not exceed the
route for
for twenty-four
rate
of pay
per mile
mile for
for twenty-four
twenty-four miles
and less;
less; and
and
miles and
for service
service for
pay per
rate of
deductions
for failure
failure to
perform service
on mileage
mileage in
in excess
excess of
of
service on
to perform
deductions for
twenty-four
miles shall
shall not
not exceed
exceed the
the rate
of compensation
allowed
compensation allowed
rate of
twenty-four miles
for
such excess
excess mileage.
mileage.
for such
Equipment mainteIn
Equipment
mainte
In addition to the salary herein
herein provided,
provided, each carrier in Rural
Rural
nance allowance.
a
be
paid
for
equipment
maintenance
Mail
Delivery
Service
shall
ainte
f
n
r
a
a
n
ec
tea
ry
eSenervicI
mile
p
Mail Delivery
4cents i shall be pai
daye
for each
equipmentrmajor fraction
sum
sum equal to 4 cents per mile per day for each mile or major fraction
Payments.
Payments.
of aamile scheduled. Payments
maintenance as proPayments for equipment maintenance
vided herein
herein shall
at the
periods and
and in
manner
same manner
in the
the same
the same
same periods
shall be
be at
vided
as payments
for regular
compensation to
rural carriers.
carriers.
to rural
regular compensation
payments for
as
Triweekly routes.
A
serving one
one triweekly
shall be
salary
a salary
paid a
be paid
route shall
triweekly route
carrier serving
rural carrier
A rural
roupent
Taiyweekl
Pay
and equipment
allowance.
allowance.
and equipment
equipment allowance
and
allowance on
on the
route one-half
length
the basis
basis of
of a
a route
one-half the
the length
of
the route
him. A
A rural
serving two
triweekly
two triweelly
carrier serving
rural carrier
by him.
route served
served by
of the
routes shall
shall be
paid a
the basis
on the
basis
allowance on
and equipment
equipment allowance
a salary
salary and
be paid
routes
aroute
route one-half
of the
the combined
length of
the
two routes.
the two
routes.
combined
length
of
f
a
one-half
of
Requiioon ers of
Requisition
fillers,
S
EC. 9.
9. That
That the
salary of
of requisition
and packers
packers in
in the
the
fillers and
the salary
requisition fillers
etcquon filers,
SEC.
etc.
Pay increased.
division
shall be
be as
as follows:
One foreman,
foreman,
and supplies
supplies shall
follows: One
increased,
Pay
division of
of equipment
equipment and
Vol. 41, p.
1052,
and nine packers
at $1,800
$1,800
$2,100
amended.
$2,100 per
per annum;
annum; ten
ten requisition
requisition fillers and
packers at
each per
per annum.
annum.
each
Village delivery.
SEC. 10.
pay of
of carriers
in the
service,
delivery service,
village delivery
the village
carriers in
the pay
10. That
That the
SEC.
Pay
o carriers.
carriery.
Pay of
under such
rules and
and regulations
regulations as
as the
Postmaster General
may prepreGeneral may
the Postmaster
such rules
under
Substitutes.

scribe, shall be from $1,150 to $1,350 per annum. The pay of sub-

Substitutes.

Leaves of
absence to
Leaves
of absence
employees.

to

Sick
leave
Sick leave
tive.

cumulacumula-

Monthly credit
credit
leave.

leaethly

Restoration

of

duRcemstoaio
duced employees.

Withheld
tions.

Withheld

for

for

re-

re-

promo1
oprom

stitute letter
letter carriers
carriers in
in the
the village
delivery service
be at
the
service shall
shall be
at the
village delivery
stitute
rate of
per hour.
hour.
50 cents
cents per
rate
of 50
granted fifteen
SEC.
S
EC. 11. Employees
Employees in the Postal Service shall be granted
days'
with pay
pay exclusive
exclusive of
of Sundays
holidays,
Sundays and
and holidays,
of absence
absence with
days' leave
leave of
each fiscal year, and sick leave
leave with pay at the rate of ten days aa
year, exclusive of Sundays and holidays, to be cumulative,
cumulative, but no
sick
with pay
of thirty
thirty days
clays shall
shall be
be granted
granted during
sick leave
leave with
pay in
in excess
excess of
during
any one
Sick leave
shall be
granted only
any
one fiscal
fiscal year.
year. Sick
leave shall
be granted
only upon
upon satissatisfactory evidence
evidence of
illness in
with regulations
regulations to
factory
of illness
in accordance
accordance with
preto be
be prescribed by
by the
Postmaster General.
General.
the Postmaster
scribed
one and
oneThe
leave shall
be credited
and onerate of
of one
at the
the rate
credited at
shall be
fifteen days'
days' leave
The fifteen
quarter days
service.
for each
each month
month of
of actual
actual service.
quarter
days for
Whenever
employee herein
for shall
shall have
have been
reduced
been reduced
herein provided
provided for
an employee
Whenever an
in
salary for
for any
any cause,
cause, he
he may
to his
former grade
grade or
in salary
may be
be restored
restored to
his former
or
advanced to
to an
intermediate grade
grade at
at the
the beginning
beginning of
of any
any quarter
quarter
advanced
an intermediate
following
the reduction,
restoration to
to a
former grade
following the
reduction, and
and a
a restoration
a former
grade or
or
advancement
to an
grade shall
be construed
as a
advancement to
an intermediate
intermediate grade
shall not
not be
construed as
a
promotion within
promotion
within the
meaning of
of the
law prohibiting
prohibiting advancement
advancement
the meaning
the law
of
more than
grade within
of more
than one
one grade
within one
one year.
year.
for is
Whenever the
the promotion
employee herein
herein provided
provided for
of an
an employee
promotion of
Whenever
of unsatisfactory
service, such
employee may
withheld because of
unsatisfactory service,
such employee
be
may be
promoted
the beginning
second quarter
thereafter, or
promoted at
at the
beginning of
of the
the second
quarter thereafter,
or of
of
any subsequent
subsequent quarter,
quarter, on
evidence that
record has
atisany
on evidence
that his
his record
has been
been s
satisfactory during
factory
during the
the intervening
intervening period.
period.
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Hereafter
when the
needs of
the service
require the
the employment
employment on
of the
service require
the needs
Hereafter when
postal clerks at terminal
Sundays
railway postal
terminal
laborers or railway
of laborers
holidays of
or holidays
Sundays or
railway
offices and
offices, they
compenbe allowed
allowed compenthey shall be
post offices
and transfer offices,
railway post
succeeding the Sunday,
within six days next succeeding
on one day within
satory time on
calendar year, and on one day
except the
Sundays in the calendar
three Sundays
except
the last
last three
next succeeding
succeeding the
the holiday
holiday and the last three
within thirty
thirty days next
Provided, howyear on which service is performed:
Sundays in
performed: Provided,
in the year
Sundays
servof the
exigencies of
ever, That
That the
the Postmaster
General may,
the exigencies
the servmay, if
if the
Postmaster General
ever,
service on the
for service
overtime for
of overtime
ice require
the payment
payment of
authorize the
it, authorize
require it,
ice
Day in lieu
lieu
last three
calendar year
year or on Christmas
Christmas Day
in the
the calendar
Sundays in
last
three Sundays
of compensatory
time.
compensatory time.
of
provided for
All
employees herein
herein provided
for in
in automatic
automatic grades
grades who have
All employees
are entitled
entitled to
they are
not reached
the maximum
maximum grades
to
which they
to which
grades to
reached the
not
progress automatically,
shall be promoted at
at the
the beginning
beginning of the
automatically, shall
progress

Compensatory time
tdme
fCormpnatory
for Sunday or holiday
work.

Proviso.
Pay in lieu of cdmelmpensatory tune at end
of the year.

Provio.

pensatory time at end
of the year.

Promotions
automatically
one
one
matically after auton
year's
satisfactory servyear'ssatisfactory
ice.

maoytiaonf

serv-

quarter following the completion of one year's satisfactory service
since their last promotion, regardless of any increases in salaries
granted them
by the
of this
title.
this title.
the provisions
provisions of
them by
granted

quarter
since their
following
last promotion,
the completion
regardless
of one
of year's
any increases
satisfactory
i
n salaries
service

Transfers and interd interthe interest
when the
General may,
The Postmaster
Postmaster General
may, when
interest of the service re- chTnges
The
changes of
of clerks, carriers,
etc.
quires, transfer
any clerk to
to the position of carrier or any carrier to riers, etc.
transfer any
quires,
force between the
the
position of
of clerk
clerk and
the clerical
clerical force
interchange the
and interchange
the position
post office
office and
and the
the motor-vehicle
motor-yehicle service,
transfer or interservice, such transfer
post
clerk
change
to be
be made
salary of the clerk
and salary
to the
the corresponding
corresponding grade and
made to
change to
or
carrier transferred
appointor carrier
transferred or
or interchanged.
interchanged.
Substitutes appointed to
to regular
positions
regular positions
Substitute
clerks in
and second
second class
class post
offices and
and the
the RailRail- ed
post offices
first and
in first
Substitute clerks
credited for time as
Delivery substttf
in the
letter carriers
way
substitute letter
carriers in
the City
City Delivery
and substitute
Service and
Mail Service
way Mail
substitute.timete.
or
clerks, or
Service when
regular clerks,
postal clerks,
railway postal
clerks, railway
appointed regular
when appointed
Service
a basis of one
carriers
actual time served on a
for actual
credit for
shall have
have credit
carriers shall
year
hundred and six days of eight hours served as
year for
for each three hundred
substitute,
appointed to
carrier
to which such clerk or carrier
grade to
to the
the grade
and appointed
substitute, and
would have
have progressed
progressed had
original appointment
as substitute
substitute
appointment as
his original
had his
would
been to
to grade
grade one.
one.
been
Employees inArmy,
Employees
in Army,
World
during Word
etc., during
served in
Postal
and substitute
substitute postal
postal employees
employees who
who served
in the
the etc.,
employees and
Postal employees
War, to have credit
servin Postal
therefor in
States during the therefor
United States
the United
service of
military,
marine, or
or naval
naval service
of the
military, marine,
Postal ServWorld War
and have
not reached
maximum grade
salary shall
shall ice.
p. 115,
41, p.
ico
grade of
of salary
the maximum
reached the
have not
War and
World
Vol. 41,
1152,
receive
credit for
for all
all time
in the
the military,
naval amended.
amended.
or naval
marine, or
military, marine,
served in
time served
receive credit
service on
the basis
of one
one day's
credit of eight hours in the Postal
day's credit
basis of
on the
service
service,
Service for
for each
each day
the military,
marine, or
naval service
or naval
military, marine,
in the
day served
served in
Service
which such postal employee
and be
be promoted
promoted to
the grade
employee or subto which
grade to
to the
and
original
stitute postal
postal employee
would have
have progressed
progressed had his original
employee would
stitute
appointment as
been to
grade 1.
1. This
apply
shall apply
provision shall
This provision
to grade
as substitute
substitute been
appointment
to such
postal employees
employees and substitute postal employees who were
to
such postal
pay re
No
rank or pay
in
the Postal
Postal Service
October 1,
1, 1920.
1920.
on October
Service on
in the
No rank
reduction.
No
employee in
the Postal
Postal Service
shall be
be reduced
in rank
rank or
or duction.
reduced in
Service shall
in the
No employee
salary
provisions of
of this title.
of the
the provisions
the result
result of
as the
salary as
Appropriations
for
for
Appropriations
sums appropriated
appropriated for
SEC.
the sums
SEC. 12.
12. That
That the
for salaries
salaries and
and compensacompensa- fiscal
fiscal year
year 192.5
1925 available.
tion
of postmasters
employees of
of the
the Postal
Postal Service
Service in
in the
the Act able.
and employees
postmasters and
tion of
Ante, p. 85.
making
fiscal year
ending June
June 30,
1925,
adp.
P..5
30, 1925,
year ending
the fiscal
for the
appropriations for
making appropriations
approved
April
4,1924,
shall
be
available
for
the
payment
of
salaries
approved April 4,1924, shall be available for the payment of salaries
and compensation
and postal
postal employees
anthe rates
rates Additional ssums auat the
employees at
of postmasters
postmasters and
and
compensation of
thorized.
of pay
herein provided;
such additional
neces - thorized.
additional sums as may be necesand such
provided; and
pay herein
of
sary
are hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
to be
be appropriated
appropriated to
to carry
carry out
out the
the proprosary are
visions of
this title.
title.
of this
visions

INCONSISTENT ACTS
Acrs REPEALED
REPEALED
INCONSISTENT
SEC. 13.
13. All
and parts
parts of
of Acts
Acts inconsistent
conflict
in conflict
or in
inconsistent or
Acts and
All Acts
SEC.
with
this title
title are
are hereby
amended or repealed.
repealed.
hereby amended
with this

Inconsistent,

awinsemsistent
repealed.
reeal
laws

etc.

etc..
et
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II.-POSTAL
RATES
TITLE IL—
TITLE
POSTAL RATES
FIRST-CLASS
FIRST-CLASS MATTER
MATTER

First
First class.
Private
mailing
Private mailing
cards.
cards.
Rate
increased.
Rate increasen.

PRIVATE
IAILING CARDS
CARDS
PRIVATE MAILING

SEC. 201.
SEc.
201. The rate of postage
postage on private mailing cards described
described

Vol. 30, p. 419,a mendedVol.30,p.419amendin the Act entitled "An Act to amend
amend the postal laws relating to use
ed.

of postal
cards," approved
approved May
19, 1898,
be 22 cents each.
shall be
1898, shall
May 19,
postal cards,"
of

Second class.
class.
Second

MATTER
SECOND-CLASS
S
ECOND-CLASS 3/T
ATTER

SEC. 202.
202. (a)
the case
case of
second-class
as second-class
entered as
publications entered
of publications
In the
(a) In
SEC.
matter
(including
sample
copies
to
the
extent
of
10
per
centum
of
centum of
10
per
of
extent
the
matter (including sample copies to
Vol. 40, p. 327.
year)
the
weight of
of copies
mailed to
subscribers during
the calendar
calendar year)
during the
to subscribers
copies mailed
the weight
l. 40, . 327.
when
sent by
by the
publisher thereof
thereof from
from the
publication
of publication
office of
post office
the post
the publisher
when sent
or other
post office,
office, or
or when
sent by
news agents to actual subscribers
by news
when sent
other post
or
thereto or
or to
the purpose
of salesale—
purpose of
agents for
for the
news agents
to other
other news
thereto,
On portion not adad
(1) The
The rate
rate of
of postage
postage on
on that
portion of
of any
publication
such publication
any such
that portion
(1)
not
vertisements.
vetserme
Flat
rate.
advertisements shall be 12
devoted
Flatrate.
devoted to matter other than advertisements
11
/ cents per
2
pound, or
or fraction
thereof;
fraction thereof;
pound,
Advertisement por(2)
that portion
portion of'
advertiseto advertisedevoted to
publication devoted
any such
such publication
of any
(2) On
On that
ivertisment portion.
Zone
within the
ments
the rates
per pound
or fraction
fraction thereof
thereof for
delivery within
for delivery
pound or
rates per
ments the
rates.
one rates.
eight
established for
fourth-class matter
matter shall
be as
as
shall be
for fourth-class
zones established
postal zones
eight postal
follows:
follows:
For the
first and
second zones,
zones, 2
cents, and
third zone,
cents.
zone, 33cents.
and third
2 cents,
and second
the first
For
For the
fifth, and
zones, 6
6 cents.
cents.
sixth zones,
and sixth
fourth, fifth,
the fourth,
For
For the
the seventh
and eighth
eighth zones,
Philippine
the Philippine
between the
and between
zones, and
seventh and
For
Islands
and
any
portion
of
the
United
States,
including
the
District
District
the
including
States,
United
of
the
Islands and any portion
of Columbia
and
the
several Territories
Territories and
and possessions,
9 cents:
cents:
9
possessions,
several
the
and
Columbia
educa-of
Religious
Religions,
educational,
agricultural,
(3) The
The rate
postage
newspapers or periodicals maintained
maintained
on
postage
of
rate
(3)
agricultural,
tional,
te
labor, etc.,
abor, e ., publicapublic- by and in the interests
interests of religious, educational, scientific, philantions.
Flat
rate.
agricultural, labor,
thropic, agricultural,
labor ' or fraternal
fraternal organizations
organizations or associathropic,
Flat rate.
tions, not
for profit
profit and
and none
none of
of the
income of which
which
net income
the net
organized for
not organized
tions,
inures
to the
of any
or individual, shall
stockholder or
private stockholder
any private
benefit of
the benefit
inures to
be 11/2
11/
2 cents
or fraction
fraction thereof,
publisher of
any
of any
the publisher
and the
thereof, and
pound or
per pound
cents per
be
such
newspaper or
or periodical,
being entitled
entitled to such
such rate, shall
before being
periodical, before
such newspaper
furnish
the Postmaster
Postmaster General,
at such
such times
and under
such conunder such
times and
General, at
to the
furnish to
ditions
the Postmaster
Postmaster General
may prescribe,
satisfactory evieviprescribe, satisfactory
General may
as the
ditions as
dence
that none
of the
the net
organization or
or association
association
such organization
of such
income of
net income
none of
dence that
inures to the benefit of any private stockholder or individual.
Flat
rate if advertise- inures to the benefit of any private stockholder or individual.
Flat rateifdvertisements less
(h) Where
Where the
devoted to advertisements
exceed
advertisements does not exceed
space devoted
the space
(b)
five
les than
than five
ments
per
five per centum of the total space, the rate of postage shall be the
per cent.
cent.
five
same as
as if
the whole
whole of
of such
was devoted
devoted to
matter other
other
to matter
publication was
such publication
if the
same
than
advertisements.
than
advertisements.
Daily
nepaers,
Daily
newspapers,
(c)
postage on
on daily
newspapers and
periodicals
on the periodicals
and on
daily newspapers
of postage
rate of
(c) The
The rate
etc.
etc.re
Present rate when
and newspapers
newspapers provided
for in
this section
section when
deposited in
in aa
when deposited
in this
deposited
provided for
carrier of- and
at carrier
deposited at
Bee
letter-carrier
letter-carrier office for delivery by its carriers, shall be the same as
for delivery.
delivery.
nee for
now provided
by law,
law, and
nothing in this
Act shall affect existing
this Act
and nothing
provided by
now
law
as to
free circulation
and existing
existing rates
rates on
on second-class
second-class mad
mail
circulation and
to free
law as
Separation for zone
on e
matter
publication. The
General
The Postmaster General
of publication.
county of
the county
within the
matter within
maing
may
hereafter require publishers
publishers to
separate or make up to zones, in
to separate
may hereafter
such
may direct,
direct, all
all mail
mail matter of the
the second class
he may
as he
a manner
manner as
such a
when
mailing.
for mailing.
when offered
offered for
Statement
from
pubt
(d)
mailing of
each issue
each such
such publication,
publication,
of each
issue of
of each
the first
first mailing
(d) With the
lisher
sher for determining
rates.
rates.
a copy of such issue,
the publisher shall file with the postmaster a
together
statement containing such information as the Posta statement
together with a
master
determining the postage
postage chargeable
chargeable
General may prescribe for determining
master General
thereon.
thereon.

Rates payable by
puisher or agent.
publisher

aent by
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Rate if
not sent
sent by
by
it not
Rat
publications entered
on publications
Sec. 203.
The rate
entered as second- publisher.
postage on
of postage
rate of
203. The
Sec.
blh.
agent,
or
class
matter,
when
sent
by
others
the
publisher
news
the
than
others
by
sent
class matter, when
ceepost if
rl post
shall be
be 2
each two
or fraction
weights Parcel
thereof, for weights
fraction thereof,
ounces or
two ounces
for each
cents for
2 cents
shall
if exceednot exceeding
exceeding eight
eight ounces,
ounces, and
weights of such
exceeding ing 88ounces.
ounces.
such matter exceeding
for weights
and for
not
eight ounces
ounces the
the rates
rates of
postage prescribed
fourth-class matter
matter
for fourth-class
prescribed for
of postage
eight
f s
shall be
thereto.
applicable thereto.
be applicable
shall
Rate for small issue
to any one zone.
S
EC. 204.
204. Where
any one edition or issue of any to
of any
weight of
total weight
the total
Where the
SEC.
such
publication mailed
one zone
does not exceed one pound,
zone does
any one
to any
mailed to
such publication
the
rate of
of postage
shall be
be 1
cent.
1 cent.
postage shall
the rate
Zone rates to entire
SEC. 205.
The zone
provided in section 202 of this title shall bulk.
rates provided
zone rates
205. The
SEC.
Ante, p.
p. 1066.
106.
relate to
entire bulk
bulk mailed
mailed to
to any
any one zone and not to Ante,
the entire
to the
relate
individually addressed
addressed packages.
individually

THIRD-CLASS M
ATTER
MATTER
THIRD-CIASS
SEC. 206.
206. (a)
Mail matter
matter of
of the
the third
third class
class shall
shall include
books,
include books,
(a) Mail
SEC.

Third class.
class.
Third
Matter
included as.
Matter included
20, p.
35amendVo.
Vol. 20,
p.3.59,
amend-

circulars,
and other
other matter
in print
(except newspapers
newspapers and ed.
print (except
wholly in
matter wholly
circulars, and
other
entered as
second-class matter),
matter), proof sheets, coras second-class
periodicals entered
other periodicals
accompanying same,
rected
manuscript copy
copy accompanying
and manuscript
sheets, and
proof sheets,
rected proof
merchandise
(including
farm
and
factory
products),
other
and all other
products),
factory
and
farm
(including
merchandise
Ifr
mailable
matter not
included in
in the
second class, or in the Infra.
or second
first or
the first
not included
mailable matter
fourth class
class as defined
defined in section
section 207.
fourth
Rate.
Rate.
(b) The
of postage
shall be
be 112
11/
2 cents for each two
thereon shall
postage thereon
rate of
The rate
(b)
ounces or
up to
and including
ounces in
including eight ounces
to and
thereof, up
fraction thereof,
or fraction
ounces
catalogues, seeds,
weight, except
except that
the rate
rate of
postage on books, catalogues,
of postage
that the
weight,
cuttings, bulbs,
roots, scions,
exceeding eight ounces
not exceeding
plants, not
and plants,
scions, and
bulbs, roots,
cuttings,
in
weight, shall
cent for
each two
two ounces
or fraction
thereof.
ble
fraction thereof.
ounces or
for each
1 cent
be 1
shall be
in weight,
Permissible
(c)
The written
written additions
additions permissible under existing law on mail
(c) The
matter
fourth class shall be permissible on
or fourth
third or
the third
either the
of either
matter of
discrimination on
either
these classes
as herein
defined without discrimination
herein defined
classes as
of these
either of
account
of
classification.
classification.
of
account
FOURTH-CLASS MATTER
MATTER
FOURTH-CLASS

tig.

writing.

Fourth class.
class.
Mail
includmatter includMail matter

ed, as.e
as.
SEC. 207.
207. (a)
(a) Mail
Mail matter
the fourth
class shall weigh in excess ed
fourth class
of the
matter of
SEC.
Vol. 37, p. 557, amendother
of
eight
ounces,
and
shall
include
books,
circulars,
and
matter
circulars,
books,
include
shall
ed.Vo. 37, p.7, amend
of eight ounces, and
wholly in
in print
(except newspapers
periodicals entered as
and other periodicals
newspapers and
print (except
wholly
sheets and manusecond-class
matter),
proof
sheets,
corrected
proof
corrected
sheets,
proof
second-class matter),
script copy
copy accompanying
same, merchandise
(including farm and
and
merchandise (including
accompanying same,
script
factory products),
products), and
and all
other mailable
matter not
not included in the
mailable matter
all other
factory
estound ratete estabfirst or
or second
second class,
or in
in the
in section
section 206.
as defined
defined in
class as
third class
the third
class, or
first
Pound
lished
(b)
That on
matter the rate of postage shall be by lished.
fourth-class matter
on fourth-class
(b) That
Vol. 37, p. 1.57.
Vol 3, p.5i. service
the pound
as established
established by,
by, and
and in
in conformity
Act of Additional
the Act
with, the
conformity with,
pound as
the
charge
except on
on rural
August
24, 1912,
1912, and
and in
in addition
thereto there
there shall
be aa service
service charg except
shall be
addition thereto
August 24,
collections.
collections.
packages
or
charge
of
2
cents
for
each
parcel,
except
upon
parcels
packages
upon
except
parcel,
each
for
charge of 2 cents
collected
on rural
routes, to
prepaid by
postage stamps
by postage
be prepaid
to be
delivery routes,
rural delivery
collected on
affixed
thereto,
or
as
otherwise
prescribed
by
the
regulations
of the
regulations
the
by
prescribed
otherwise
as
or
thereto,
affixed

Postmaster General.
General.
Postmaster

Whenever,
the postage
hereinbefore provided,
provided.
as hereinbefore
postage as
to the
addition to
in addition
Whenever, in
fourththere shall
shall be
be affixed
any parcel
of mail
thefourthmail matter of the
parcel of
to any
affixed to
there
"Special
class
the value
of 25
Special hanwith the words "
cents with
25 cents
value of
of the
postage of
class postage
dling"
printed upon the wrapper, such parcel shall
or printed
written or
dling' written
receive the
same expeditious
expeditious handling,
handling, transportation,
and delivery
delivery
transportation, and
the same
receive
accorded
to
mail
matter
of
the
first
class.
class.
accorded to mail matter of the first
The classification
classification of
articles mailable,
as well
well as
as the
weight limit,
limit,
the weight
mailable, as
of articles
The
the rates
rates of
of postage,
postage, zone
zone or
or zones
and
other
conditions
of mailability
mailability
of
conditions
other
and
zones
the
under
Postmaster General
General shall find on experience
the Postmaster
if the
section if
this section
under this
that
or any
any of
them are such
prevent the shipment of
such as to prevent
of them
they or
that they
articles desirable,
or to
to permanently
permanently render
render the
the cost
cost of the service
desirable, or
articles
greater
than the
the receipts
revenue therefrom,
therefrom, he is hereby
the revenue
of the
receipts of
greater than

treatFirst-classmail
First-class mail treatment given if additional
stamps and "Special
handling" on wrapper.

mentgivenifaditiona

andln "wrpeir

st

Authority to reform

cdassifcation,
ci=i
raVn, t° rerates,
rtr
esm,
z
t: of parcel
arpot aael post
tele
i i;s_
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Commerce Commisto consent of directed, subject to the consent
consent of the Interstate Commerce

Subject
Subject to consent of
Interstate Commerce
Commission.
Commssion.

Experiments in selected
localities to
eto enleedlocities
courage
food
courage sending
sending food
products directly to
consumers
consmers or vendors.

Redution of rates,
Reduction
and commiagion allowed
lowed carriers.

and

commission acarers.

Proviso.

Not to exceed
enue from
from service.
enue
service.

rev-

Report to Congress.

Report to Congress.

Money
Money orders.
increased.
Rates increased.
Vol. 22,
22, p. 526.
Vol.26,p.31,amended.
Vol.28,p.31,amended.
Fees for domestic.

Registered mail.
Registered
R.
S., sec.
sec. 3927, p.
R. S.,
763, amended.
amended.
763,
Application and fees
Application
required.
required.

Lesser fee
permitted.
fee permitted.
Lesser

It.
see. 3928,
3922, p.
R. S.,
S., sec.
763,
amended.
763, amended.
Receipt
for delivery
delivery
Receipt for
of fee.
fee.
on payment
payment of

sion
classificato time such classificafrom time to
reform from
sion after investigation,
investigation, to reform
tions, weight
weight limit,
limit, rates,
or either, in
or conditions, or
zones or
zone or zones
rates, zone
tions,
order
to promote
promote the
the service
public or
to insure
the receipt
receipt
insure the
or to
the public
to the
service to
order to
of
revenue from
such service
service adequate
adequate to
to pay
pay the
the cost
cost thereof.
thereof.
from such
of revenue

(c) That
succeeding the
the approval
approval
next succeeding
months next
twelve months
the twelve
during the
That during
(c)
of this Act, the Postmaster General
General be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized
to
operation of not more than fifty rural
experiments in the operation
to conduct experiments
routes,
localities to
to be
be selected
experiments shall be
him; said experiments
selected by him;
in localities
routes, in
designed
primarily to
to develop
and to
of
the transportation
transportation of
encourage the
to encourage
develop and
designed primarily
food
products directly
directly from
from producers
producers to
to consumers
and,
vendors, and,
consumers or vendors,
food products
if
General shall
shall deem
deem it necessary
necessary or advisable during
the Postmaster
Postmaster General
if the
the
progress of
said experiments,
experiments, he is
hereby authorized,
authorized, in his
is hereby
of said
the progress
discretion, on
such number
number or
or all
all of
of said
as he
may desire,
desire, to
to
he may
routes as
said routes
on such
discretion,
reduce to such an extent as he may deem advisable the rate of postage
on food products mailed directly on such routes for delivery at the
post offices from which such routes start, and to allow the rural
carriers thereon
received at such rate
on the postage so received
a commission
commission on
thereon a
carriers
as
prescribe, which
which commission shall be
the Postmaster
Postmaster General may prescribe,
as the
in
addition to
carriers' regular
regular salaries. The amounts due the
the carriers'
to the
in addition
carriers
for commissions
determined under rules and regulabe determined
commissions shall be
carriers for
tions
to be
prescribed by
by the
from the
General directly from
Postmaster General
the Postmaster
be prescribed
tions to
postal
revenues:
Provided,
That
the
amount
so
paid
shall
in
no case
case
in
no
shall
paid
so
amount
the
postal revenues: Provided, That
exceed
exceed the actual
actual amount of revenue derived
derived from this experimental
experimental
service.
A report on the progress of this experiment shall be made to Congress
gress at the next regular session.

ORDERS
M ONEY ORDERS
MONEY
SEC. 208.
Section 3
3 of the Act entitled "An Act to modify the
208. Section
SEC.
postal money-order
March
purposes," approved March
money-order system, and for other purposes,"
postal
amended to read as follows:
3, 1883,
1883, as amended, is amended
"Sec. 3.
shall not
not be
issued for more than $100,
$100,
be issued
money order
order shall
3. A
A money
"Sec.
followsand the fees for domestic orders shall be as follows—
"
For orders
$2.50, 55 cents.
orders not exceeding $2.50,
"For
exceeding $2.50 and not exceeding $5,
$5, 7
7 cents.
""For orders exceeding
exceeding $10, 10 cents.
$5 and
and not exceeding
exceeding $5
orders exceeding
""For
For orders
exceeding $20, 12 cents.
exceeding $10 and not exceeding
""For orders exceeding
""For orders exceeding $20 and not exceeding $40, 15 cents.
exceeding $60, 18 cents.
exceeding $40 and not exceeding
""For orders exceeding
"For orders exceeding
exceeding $80,
$80. 20 cents.
exceeding $60 and not exceeding
"For
"For orders exceeding $80
$80 and not exceeding
exceeding $100,
$100, 22 cents."
cents."
"For
REGISTERED MAIL
RErISTERED
MAIL
S
EC. 209. (a)
sentence of section 3927 of the Revised
Revised
(a) The first sentence
SEC.
Statutes is amended to read as follows:
EC. 3927. Mail matter shall be registered only on the application
""S
SEC.
of the party posting the same, and the fees therefor shall not be less
regular postage,
than 15 nor more than 20 cents in addition to the regular
accounted for
prepaid: and all such fees shall be accounted
to be, in all cases, prepaid:
General shall direct."
direct."
in such manner as the Postmaster General
Notwithstanding; the provisions of such section as amended,
(b) Notwithstanding
the Postmaster
General may fix the fee for registered mail matter
matter
the
Postmaster General
at any amount less than 20 cents.
S
EC. 210.
210. Section
Section 3928 of the Revised
Revised Statutes, as amended, is
SEC.
amended to read as follows:
follows:
amended
"SEC.
"SEc. 3928. Whenever
Whenever the sender shall so request, and upon
payment of a
taken on the delivery
delivery
a receipt shall be taken
a fee of 33 cents, a
payment
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of
registered mail
matter, showing
to whom
whom and
when the
the same
and when
showing to
mail matter,
of any
any registered
41
°l
eaVol. 36,
aendp. 6 amend.36p.416,
was delivered,
delivered, which
which receipt shall be returned
returned to the sender, and e'
was
be
received in
evidence of such delivery."
delivery."
in the
the courts as prima facie evidence
be received

SERVICES
INSURANCE AND
AND COLLEOT-ON-DELIVERY
COLLECT-ON-DELIVERY S
ERVICES
INSURANCE
Insurance
indemnity
Insuranceindemnity
insurance shall be 55cents for indemnifi- fees.
fee for
The fee
SEC. 211.
211. (a)
for insurance
(a) The
SEC.
cation
not
to
exceed
$5;
8
cents
for
indemnification
not
to
exceed
$25;
$25;
to
exceed
cation not to exceed $5; 8 cents for indemnification not
delivery
10
cents for indemnification
indemnification not to exceed $50; and 25 cents for Receipt
10 cents
Receipt for
for delivery
payment of fee.
onpaymentoffee.
indemnification
indemnification not to exceed $100. Whenever the sender of an on
request, and upon payment of
insured article of mail matter shall so request,
a
of 3
delivery of such
on the
the delivery
be taken on
shall be
a receipt
receipt shall
3 cents,
cents, a
a fee
fee of
insured mail
mail matter,
showing to whom and when the same was
matter, showing
insured
delivered,
receipt shall be returned to the sender, and be
which receipt
delivered, which
received in
prima facie evidence of such delivery.
in the
the courts as prima
received
C oll cton-delivery
Collect-on-delivery
shall be 12 cents for fees.
(b) The
collect-on-delivery service
service shall
for collect-on-delivery
fee for
The fee
(b)
collections
not
to
exceed
$10;
15
cents
for
collections
exceed
exceed
not
to
collections not to exceed $10; 15 cents for collections
$50; and
and 2,5
cents for
collections not
not to
exceed $100.
$100.
to exceed
for collections
25 cents
$50;
Extension to
to thirdthirdciteon
extend the insur- class
(c) The
The provisions
provisions of
of the
the Act
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
to extend
Act entitled
(c)
mail.
Ante, p.
p. 652.
other Aide,
ance
collect-on-delivery service
service to
to third-class
mail, and
and for
for other
third-class mail,
ance and
and collect-on-delivery
p 558.
purposes,"
approved June
1924, and
and of
of section
section 88of
of the
Act entitled
entitled vol.
the Act
June 7,
7, 1924,
Vol. 37, A
purposes," approved
"An Act
Act making
Office
service of the Post Office
for the
the service
appropriations for
making appropriations
"An
Department
year ending June 30, 1913, and for other
the fiscal year
for the
Department for
purposes" approved
1912, with respect to the insurance
approved August 24, 1912,
purposes"
collect-on-delivery services, are hereby continued in force.
and collect-on-delivery

SPECIAL DELIVERY
DELIVERY
SPECIAL

of mail
S
EC. 212.
212. (a)
(a) To
procure the
the immediate
delivery of
mail matter
matter
immediate delivery
To procure
SEC.
weighing
pounds and
and not
more than
than 10
10 pounds,
pounds, stamps
stamps
not more
than 22pounds
more than
weighing more
of
regular
affixed (in addition to the regular
shall be affixed
of 15
15 cents shall
value of
the value
of the
postage),
for the
delivery thereof
thereof 11
may be paid
11 cents may
the special
special delivery
and for
postage), and
to
messenger or
person making such delivery.
or other
other person
the messenger
to the
(b)
To procure
the immediate
immediate delivery
delivery of
matter weighing
weighing
mail matter
of mail
procure the
(b) To
more
than 10
10 pounds,
pounds, stamps
of the
the value
affixed
of 20 cents shall be affixed
value of
stamps of
more than
(in addition
the regular
and for
delivery
the special delivery
for the
postage), and
regular postage),
to the
addition to
(in
thereof 15
15 cents
cents may be
making
the messenger
messenger or other person making
to the
be paid
paid to
thereof
such
such delivery.
(c)
the purposes
purposes of
of this
section the
the Postmaster
General is
is
Postmaster General
this section
(c) For
For the
authorized to
to provide
and issue
issue special-delivery
special-delivery stamps
stamps of
the
of the
provide and
authorized
denominations
of 15 and 20 cents.
denominations of
SEC. 213.
The Act
Act making
making certain
changes in
in the
the
certain changes
"An Act
entitled "An
Act entitled
213. The
SEC.
postal
laws," approved
March 2,
amended to
to read
follows:
as follows:
read as
is amended
2, 1907,
1907, is
approved March
postal laws,"
"
That when,
in addition
to transmit
any
transmit any
required to
stamps required
to the
the stamps
addition to
when, in
"That
mail matter through the mails, there shall be
or package
letter or
letter
package of
of mail
attached
to the
the envelope
envelope or
ordinary postage
postage stamps
any
of any
stamps of
covering ordinary
or covering
attached to
denomination
equivalent to
to the
value fixed by law to procure the
the value
denomination equivalent
immediate
delivery of
of any
any mail
mail matter,
matter, with
with the
the words 'special'specialimmediate delivery
delivery
or their
their equivalent
envelope or
on the envelope
written or printed on
equivalent written
delivery' 'or
covering,
Postmaster General
General may
may
the Postmaster
as the
regulations as
such regulations
under such
covering, under
prescribe,
transmitted, and
package shall be handled, transmitted,
or package
letter or
said letter
prescribe, said
delivered
a regulation
regulation specialspecialit bore a
though it
respects as though
in all
all respects
delivered in
delivery stamp."
stamp."
delivery
S
EC. 214.
214. The
Genreal is hereby authorized to continue
Postmaster Genreal
The Postmaster
SEC.
of
cost of
the cost
the
of ascertaining
ascertaining the
the revenues
derived from
and the
from and
revenues derived
work of
the work
carrying
classes of
of mail
mail matter
matter and
of
and of
several classes
the several
handling the
and handling
carrying and
performing
services, and
and to
to state
state the
the results
annually as
results annually
the special
special services,
performing the
appropriation
practicable and pay the cost thereof out of the appropriation
far as practicable
for inland
inland transportation
transportation by railroad
railroad routes.
routes.
for

Special delivery.
delivery.
Special
Additional
stamps
for
less
andlless
for mail over 2and
than 10 pounds.

mal over2

than 10 pounds.

More than 10 pounds.
10 pounds.
Morethan

Special stamps.
spedastmps.

Authorization

spAuthorizationry
special delivery.

for

Vol. 34,
34, p. 1244,
amended.
Ordinarystamps may
be used with "special
"special
delivery"with
on covering.

p. 1244
veo
Ordinarystampsmay
lus

Ascertaining
revenusrom
nues
from and costof
cost of
handling mail, etc.,
handEng mail, etc
continued.

contued.
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REPEALS
Laws
repealed.
Laws repealed.

Sec.
following Acts and parts
parts of Acts are hereby
hereby
The following
SEC. 215. The
repealed:
repealed:
Vol.
328.
(a)
1101 to 1106, inclusive, of the Revenue
Revenue Act of 1917;
Sections 1101
(a) Sections
27, 328.
40, pp.
pp. 327,
Vol. 40,
Vol.
(b)
The Act
entitled "An Act fixing the rate of postage to be
Act entitled
(b) The
p. 40.
40.
ol. 23,
23, p.
paid
mail matter
of the
the second
second class when sent by persons
matter of
upon mail
paid upon
other
or news
agent," approved
approved June 9, 1884; and
news agent,"
publisher or
the publisher
than the
other than
Vol. 38,
p. 346.
(c) The
The Act
amend an Act entitled 'An
'An Act
Act to amend
"An Act
entitled "An
Act entitled
(c)
38p.3.
Vol.
making
appropriations for
the service
of the
the Post
Office Department
Department
Post Office
service of
for the
making appropriations
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
June thirtieth,
nineteen hundred
hundred and
thirtieth, nineteen
ending June
for
fifteen, and
for other
other purposes,'
nineteen hunMarch nine, nineteen
approved March
purposes,' approved
and for
fifteen,
dred and
fourteen," approved
approved April
April 24, 1914.
and fourteen,"
dred
EFFE17.1aV.k.
EFFECTIVE DATE
In
effect April
15,
April 15,
In effect
1925.

except section 217, shall become effective
SEC. 216. This title, except
effective on
SEC.

April 15, 1925.
Permanent Postal
S'Ec.
subcommittee is hereby created
created to consist
special joint subcommittee
217. AA special
SEC. 217.
postal
Permanent
rates.
of the
Committee on Post Offices
Offices and Post Roads
Roads
the Committee
Special joint
subcom- of
members of
three members
of three
joint subomspecial
mittee created to report of the Senate
Office
the
Post
on
the
Committee
of
members
Senate
and
three
members
Committee
Office
mtteecreatedtorepot
on.
and
Roads of
appointed by
by the
the respective
respective
be appointed
to be
House, to
the House,
of the
Post Roads
and Post
Hearin
gs, etc.
chairmen of
of said
special joint subcommittee
subcommittee is
said special
The said
committees. The
said committees.
chairmen
etc.
Hearings,
authorized
and directed
prior to
to the
the beginning of
hearings prior
hold hearings
to hold
directed to
authorized and
the first
first regular
regular session
session of
the Sixty-ninth
Congress, to sit
sit in
Sixty-ninth Congress,
of the
the
Washington
convenient place and to report during
during
other convenient
at any other
or at
Washington or
the first
first week
of the
the first
regular session
session of the Sixty-ninth
Sixty-ninth Congress,
first regular
week of
the
by
permanent schedule
postal
of postal
schedule of
a permanent
for a
recommendations for
its recommendations
bill, its
by bill,
Authority
subcommittee is hereby
Said special
special joint subcommittee
hereby authorized
authorized to
conferred. rates.
Authority conferred.
administer oaths,
persons or papers,
papers, to employ
employ necessary
necessary
for persons
oaths, to send for
administer
clerks, accountants,
and stenographers,
stenographers, the latter
latter to be paid
paid
experts, and
accountants. experts,
clerks,
Expenses from
from concon- at
a cost
cost not
not exceeding
exceeding 25
per
per one hundred words;
words; and the
25
cents
at
a
tigenses
tingent funds.
expense attendant
attendant upon
upon the
subcommittee
of said special joint subcommittee
the work of
expense
shall
one-half from the contingent fund
fund of the Senate
Senate and
and
paid one-half
shall be paid
one-half
House of Representatives
Representatives
of the House
fund of
contingent fund
the contingent
from the
one-half from
effective
upon
chairman. This section shall become effective
voucher of its chairman.
upon voucher
upon
enactment of this Act.
upon the enactment
."

Federal Corrupt
Corrupt
Federal

Act, 1925.
Practices Act,
192.3.
Practices

Title.
Title.
Meaning of
of terms
terms
Meaning
used.
"Election."
"Election."

1925
TITLE III.-FEDERAL
III ..—FEDERAL CORRUPT
CORRUPT PRACTICES
PRACTICES Acr,
Apr, 1925

"Federal
SEC.
SEC. 301.
301. This title may be cited as the "
Federal Corrupt Prac1925."
tices Act, 1925."
titleSEC. 302. When used in this title—
SEc.

(a) The
The term
"election" includes
election,
general or special election,
includes aa general
term "election"
(a)
and,
in the
the case
of a
a Resident
from the Philippine
Resident Commissioner from
case of
and, in
Islands, an
an election
Legislature, but does not
the Philippine Legislature,
election by the
Islands,
include a
primary election
of aapolitical
political party;
party;
convention of
or convention
election or
a primary
include
"
Candidate."
(b) The
candidate" means
means an individual whose
whose name is
"candidate"
term "
The term
(b)
"Candidate."
presented at
election as Senator or Representative
Representative in,
election for election
an election
at an
presented
Delegate or Resident
Resident Commissioner
Congress of the
Commissioner to, the Congress
or Delegate
United States,
elected;
States, whether or not such individual is elected;
United
committee" includes
"political
"
Political commit(c)
commit"Political
(c) The term "
political committee"
includes any committee,
committee, assoassotee." t e
ciation, or organization
organization which accepts
accepts contributions
contributions or makes
makes ex"
penditures for
attempting to influence
influence
influencing or attempting
purpose of influencing
the purpose
for the
penditures
the election
election of
of candidates
candidates or presidential
presidential and vice presidential
presidential electhe
(2) whether or not in more than
(1) in two or more States, or (2)
tors (1)
association, or organization
organization (other
(other than
one State if such committee, association,
party) is
a
duly
organized
State
or
local
committee
a
political
a
of
committee
local
or
State
organized
a duly
a
branch or
subsidiary of
national committee,
committee, association,
association, or orof aa national
or subsidiary
a branch
ganization ;
ganization;
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"Contribution."
gift, subscription,
includes aa gift,
(d)
term "contribution"
"contribution" includes
subscription, loan,
loan, "Contribution."
The term
(d) The
advance,
deposit, of
anything of value,
value, and includes
includes a
a
money, or anything
of money,
or deposit,
advance, or
enforceable,)
contract,
promise or
or agreement,
legally enforceable
whether or not legally
agreement, whether
contract, promise,
to make
contribution;
a contribution;
to
make a
"Expenditure."
"expenditure" includes
(e) The
term "expenditure"
includes a
a payment, distribution, "Expenditure."
The term
(e)
and
of
thing
or
money,
loan,
advance,
deposit,
or
gift,
of
money,
any
value,
of
gift,
or
loan, advance, deposit,
includes
agreement, whether
whether or not legally
or agreement,
promise, or
a contract,
contract, promise,
includes a
enforceable, to
to make
an expenditure;
expenditure;
make an
enforceable,
"Person."
(f)
person"" includes
includes an
com- "Person."
partnership, coman individual,
individual, partnership,
" person
term "
The term
(f) The
organization or group
mittee,
association, corporation,
corporation, and any other organization
mittee, association,
of
persons;
of persons;
"Clerk."
(g) The
The term
term ""Clerk
Clerk "
the Clerk
Clerk of the House of Repre- "Clerk."
means the
" means
(g)
States;
sentatives
of
the
United
States;
United
sentatives of the
"Secretary."
of the Senate of "Secretary."
the Secretary
(hi The
The term
term "
Secretary" means
means the
Secretary of
"Secretary"
(h)
the
United States;
States;
the United
"State."
Territory and possession of the "State."
(i) The
"State" includes
incluae,s Territory
term "State"
The term
(i)
United States.
United
committee.
Political committee.
committee shall have aa chairman Political
SEC. 303.
303. (a)
(a) Every
Every political committee
SEC.
quired.
fficers required.
and a
a treasurer.
No contribution
contribution shall
shall be accepted,
expendi- Officers
accepted, and no expendtreasurer. No
and
ture made,
behalf of
committee for the purpose
political committee
of aapolitical
on behalf
by or
or on
made, by
ture
of influencing
treasurer have
have
an election
election until such chairman and treasurer
influencing an
of
chosen.
been chosen.
as
oD
U ts by treasC
Accounts
by tre Ar.
(b)
shall be
duty of
of the
the treasurer
treasurer of
of aapolitical
political committee
committee to urer.
the duty
be the
It shall
(b) It
ofkeep a
detailed and
and exact account
account of—
a detailed
keep
Receipts.
(1) All
made to or for such committee;
committee; .Receipts.
•
contributions made
All contributions
(1)
(2)
and address
address of
every person
person making any such conof every
name and
The name
(2) The
thereof;
tribution and
the date thereof;
and the
tribution,
Expenditures.
committee; Expenditures.
such committee;
of such
behalf of
on behalf
(3)
or on
by or
made by
expenditures made
All expenditures
(3) All
and
and
(4) The
The name
and address
every person
person to whom any such exof every
address of
name and
(4)
penditure is
thereof.
date thereof.
the date
and the
is made,
made, and
penditure
Reeeipted bills to be
Recipted bills to be
treasurer to obtain
(c)
It shall
the duty
duty of the
obtain and
and keep aare- kept.
the treasurer
be the
shall be
(c) It
by
expenditure
for
ceipted
bill,
stating
the
particulars,
every
expenditure
or
on
particulars,
ceipted bill, stating the
exceeding $10 in amount. The treasbehalf
of a
committee exceeding
a political committee
behalf of
accounts required
urer shall
shall preserve
all receipted
required to be
and accounts
bills and
receipted bills
preserve all
urer
years from
kept by
for a
aperiod
of at
from the date
two years
at least
least two
period of
section for
this section
by this
kept
of the
the filing
of the
Contributions to
to be
such items.
items.
of
filing of
the statement
statement containing
containing such
reported to the treasS
EC. 304.
304. Every
Every person
receives a
contribution for aapolitical reported
a contribution
who receives
person who
SEC.
urer.
committee shall,
shall, on
demand of
event withinrer
within
treasurer, and in any event
of the
the treasurer,
on demand
committee
five
after the
receipt of
contribution, render to the treassuch contribution,
of such
the receipt
days after
five days
urer a
thereof, including
name and
and address
of the
address of
the name
including the
account thereof,
a detailed
detailed account
urer
detail
person
such contribution,
the date
received. Statements
which received.
on which
date on
and the
contribution, and
making such
person making
Statements in
in detail
to be
filed with
the
with the
be filed
S
EC. 305.
treasurer of
shall file with
with to
committee shall
a political
political committee
of a
The treasurer
(a) The
305. (a)
SEC.
Clerk by treasurers.
the
Clerk between
between the
10th days
days of
June, and
Septem- Clerk by treasurers
and SeptemMarch, June,
of March,
and 10th
1st and
the 1st
the Clerk
ber,
and also
between the
10th and
and 15th
on
days, and on
15th days,
the 10th
also between
year, and
each year,
in each
ber, in
the
day, next
preceding the
general election is to
to
the date on which aageneral
next preceding
5th day,
the 5th
be
at which
are to
elected in two or more States,
to be elected
candidates are
which candidates
held, at
be held,
and
the 1st
1st day
day of
of January,
January, aastatement
containing, complete
complete
statement containing,
on the
also on
and also
as of
of the
next preceding
preceding the
date of
ontributor of
filingof filing—
the date
the day
day next
as
Contributors
of $100
or more.
(1) The
The name
each person
has made
contri- ormore.
made aacontriwho has
person who
of each
address of
and address
name and
(1)
bution to
for such
such committee
committee in one
aggregate
or more items of the aggregate
one or
or for
to or
bution
amount or
or value,
the calendar
of $100
$100 or more,
together
more, together
year, of
calendar year,
within the
value, within
amount
with the
date of such contribution;
contribution ;
and date
the amount and
with
Total from others.
such com- Totalfromothers.
(2)
The total
the contributions
contributions mae
for such
to or for
made to
of the
sum of
total sum
(2) The
mittee during
calendar year
year and
and not
paragraph (1);
(1) ; All contributions.
under paragraph
not stated under
the calendar
during the
mittee
(3)
The total
of all
to or
or for
for such
such corncom- Acontributions.
made to
contributions made
all contributions
sum of
total sum
(3) The
mittee during
the calendar
year;
calendar year;
during the
mittee
List of expenditures,
(4)
The name
name and
address of
of each
whom an
an expendiexpendi- names,
expenditures,
of $10 orro
List etc.,
to whom
person to
each person
and address
(4) The
more.
ture in
more items
items of
of the
the aggregate
aggregate amount
amount or
or value,
value, within
within more.
or more
one or
in one
ture
the calendar
calendar year,
year, of
has been
made by or on behalf of
been made
more has
or more
$10 or
of $10
the
458
99 *--25÷----70
45822°-25t-70
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Total
all other.
Total of
of allother.

Yearly total.
Yearly
total.
Statements cumulaStatements
cumuia
tive during the year.

t

.

ung t

Final statement
statement JanJanFinal
uary 1st.
of perperstatements of

Statements

sonal contributions.
sonal
contributions.

Statements from cancanStatementfrom
didates.

Contributions
in aid
aid
Contributions in

of candidacy.
of
candidacy.

All
expenses.
Allexpenses.

Post, p.
Post,
p. 1073.
1073.
Promises
given for
Promises given
for
appointments,
etc.,
prior to closing of the
polls.

ppoto

polls

Statements
cumulaStatements cumulative.

Report of total votes
o totalvote
last election
to be
at last
to
incloeed.
inclosed.

atReporlt

Statement
Statement
ments.

require-

require-

SEss. II.
II. Cu. 368.
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such
committee, and
the amount,
date, and
and purpose
purpose of
of such
such expendiexpendiamount, date,
and the
such committee,
ture;
ture;
(5) The total sum of all expenditures
expenditures made
made by
by or
on behalf
of
(5)
or on
behalf of
such
the calendar
year and
and not
not stated
stated under paracalendar year
during the
such committee
committee during
graph (4)
graph
(4); ;
(6)
sum of expenditures
expenditures made by or on behalf of such
(6) The total sum
such
committee
calendar year.
the calendar
committee during the
(b) The statements required
required to be filed by subdivision
subdivision (a) shall
shall
the calendar
relate, but
be cumulative
cumulative during
during the
calendar year
year to which
which they
they relate,
but
been no change
change in an item reported in a
a previous
where there has been
statement only
carried forward.
only the
the amount need be carried
statement
(c) The statement
(c)
statement filed
filed on the
the 1st day of January shall cover the
preceding calendar
calendar year.
preceding
SEC.
than aa political committee)
SEc. 306. Every
Every
committee) who
v person (other
makes
items, other than by conor more items,in one or
an expenditure
expenditure in
makes an
tribution
to a
apolitical
political committee,
$50 or
or more
within a
a
more within
aggregating $50
committee, aggregating
tribution to
of influencing
influencing in two or more States the
calendar year
year for the purpose of
election
with the
the Clerk
Clerk an
an itemized
itemized detailed
detailed
file with
shall file
of candidates,
candidates, shall
election of
statement
expenditure in
required of the
manner as required
in the same manner
such expenditure
statement of such
treasurer
committee by section
section 305.
political committee
of a
a political
treasurer of
Senator shall file with the
candidate for
for Senator
(a) Every
Every candidate
. SEC. 307.
307. (a)
Secretary and every
candidate for Representative,
Representative, Delegate,
Delegate, or
or
Secretary
every candidate
Resident Commissioner
Commissioner shall file
Clerk not less than ten nor
nor
file with the Clerk
Resident
fifteen days before,
before, and also within thirty days after, the
more than fifteen
date
election is to
containing, comdate on which
which an
an election
to be
be held, aastatement
statement containing,
plete
filing—
preceding the date of filingof the
the day next preceding
plete as of
(1)
correct and
of each
each contribution
contribution received
received
(1) A
A correct
and itemi7ed
itemized account
account of
by him or by any person for
or consent,
for him with his knowledge
knowledge or
consent,
from any source, in aid or support of his candidacy
election, or
or
candidacy for election,
for the purpose of influencing
influencing the result of the election, together
together
with the name of the person
person who
made such
contribution;
who has made
such contribution;
2) A
A correct
correct and itemized account
account of each expenditure
expenditure made by
him or by any person for him with his knowledge
knowledge or consent,
consent, in aid
or
election, or for the purpose
of
or support of his
his candidacy
candidacy for
for election
purpose of
influencing
influencing the result of the election,
election, .tog„ether
together with the name of the
person to whom
whom such expenditure
except that only the
expenditure was made; except
total sum of expenditures
expenditures for items specified in subdivision
subdivision (c)
(c) of
section
stated;
309 need be stated;
section 309
(3)
(3) A statement
statement of every promise
promise or pledge made by him or by
with his consent,
consent, prior to
to the closing
closing of
of the
the polls
polls
any person
person for
for him with
any
election, relative
on the day of the election,
relative to the appointment
appointment or recommendation for appointment
mendation
appointment of any person to any public or private
private
position or
or employment
of procuring
procuring support
in his
his
position
employment for
for the
the purpose
purpose of
support in
candidacy,
occupation of every
every person
candidacy, and the
the name, address, and
and occupation
person to
whom any
any such
promise or
pledge has
has been
been made,
made, together
together with
the
whom
such promise
or pledge
with the
description of any such position. If
If no such promise or pledge
pledge has
has
been
specifically stated.
been made,
made, that fact
fact shall be specifically
stated.
required to be filed by subdivision
(b) The statements required
subdivision (a)
(a) shall
be cumulative, but where there
there has been no change in an item
reported in a
amount need be carried
carried
a previous statement
statement only the amount
forward.
inclose with
with his first statement
shall inclose
(c)
statement aareport,
(c) Every candidate
candidate shall
based upon the records of the proper
proper State official,
official, stating the total
number of votes cast for all candidates
candidates for the office which
which the
candidate seeks, at the general election
election next preceding
preceding the election
election
candidate
at which he is a
a candidate.
SEc.
SC. 308. A statement
statement required by
by this title to be filed by aa canpolitical committee or other
other person
person with the
didate or treasurer of a
a political
may bebe-as the
the case may
Clerk or
or Secretary,
Secretary, as
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Verification.
affirmation of the person
(a) Shall be verified by the oath
oath or affirmation
person Verification.
(a)
taken before any officer
officer authorized
authorized to adminfiling such statement, taken
ister oaths;
oaths;
ister

an estabwhen deposited
filed when
(b) Shall
Shall be
deposited in
in an
properly filed
deemed properly
be deemed
(b)

lished
post office
office within
prescribed time, duly stamped, regiswithin the prescribed
lished post
tered,
and directed
directed to
to the
District
Washington, District
or Secretary
Secretary at Washington
Clerk or
the Clerk
tered, and
of
Columbia, but
but in
received, aaduplicate
duplicate of such
such
in the
the event it is not received,
of Columbia,
statement
shall be
be promptly
Clerk or
or Secreby the
the Clerk
notice by
upon notice
filed upon
promptly filed
statement shall
tary
nonreceipt;
its nonreceipt;
of its
tary of

Secretary for
or Secretary
(c)
be preserved
by the
the Clerk
Clerk or
for aaperiod
period of
preserved by
Shall be
(c) Shall
the
a part
two years
years from
from the
date of
of filing,
filing, shall
part of
of the
constitute a
shall constitute
the date
two
public
his office,
office, and shall
public inspection.
inspection.
be open
open to public
shall be
of his
records of
public records
not
for election,
Szc. 309.
309. (a)
A candidate,
in his
election, shall
shall not
campaign for
his campaign
candidate, in
(a) A
SEC.
make expenditures
in excess
of the
the amount
he may
may lawfully
lawfully
which he
amount which
excess of
expenditures in
make
make
under the
the laws
laws of
of the
the State
he is
candidate, nor in
is a
a candidate,
in which
which he
State in
make under
excess
which he
lawfully make
under the promake under
may lawfully
he may
amount which
the amount
of the
excess of
visions of this
this title.
visions
(b) Unless
Unless the
of his
his State
prescribe a
a less amount as the
State prescribe
laws of
the laws
(b)
maximum limit
of campaign
campaign expenditures,
expenditures, a
a candidate
candidate may
may make
limit of
maximum
expenditures
up to—
expenditures up
to(1)
sum of
$10,000 if
if a
for Senator,
Senator ' or
or the
the sum
sum of
candidate for
a candidate
of $10,000
The sum
(1) The
$2,500 if
if a
candidate for
Representative, Delegate,
Delegate, or Resident
Resident Comfor Representative,
a candidate
$2,500
missioner;
or
missioner: or
(2)
amount equal
to the
amount obtained
by multiplying
multiplying
obtained by
the amount
equal to
(2) An
An amount
last general
the last
three cents
cents by
the total
number of
votes cast
cast at
at the
general elecof votes
total number
by the
three
tion for
for all
all candidates
the office
office which
which the
candidate seeks, but
the candidate
for the
candidates for
tion
in no
no event
$25,000 if
if a
candidate for
$5,000
Senator or $5,000
for Senator
a candidate
exceeding $25,000
event exceeding
in
if a
candidate for
Delegate, or
Resident CommisCommisor Resident
Representative, Delegate,
for Representative,
a candidate
if
sioner.
discharge any
(c) Money
Money expended
candidate to meet and discharge
any
by aa candidate
expended by
(c)
assessment, fee,
fee or
or charge
made or levied
levied upon
upon candidates
candidates by the
charge made
assessment,
necessary
laws of
of the
the Stale
he resides,
resides, or expended
expended for his necessary
which he
in which
State in
laws
personal, traveling,
traveling, or
or subsistence
or for
for stationery,
stationery, postpostexpenses, or
subsistence expenses,
personal,
age, writing,
writing, or
or printing
than for use on billboards
billboards or in
(other than
printing (other
age,
newspapers), for
for distributing
distributing letters, circulars,
circulars, or posters, or for
newspapers),
telegraph or
included in determining
determining
or telephone service, shall not be included
telegraph
whether his
his expenditures
have exceeded
exceeded the sum fixed by paragraph
paragraph
expenditures have
whether
(1) or
(2) of
subdivision (b)
(b) as
as the
expenses of
campaign expenses
of campaign
limit of
the limit
of subdivision
or (2)
(1)
candidate.
aa candidate.
indirectly
directly or
SEC. 310.
It is
unlawful for
for any
to directly
or indirectly
candidate to
any candidate
is unlawful
310. It
SEC.
promise or
or pledge
appointment, or
or the
the use
use of
of his
or
influence or
his influence
the appointment,
pledge the
promise
support for
for the
appointment of any
public or private
person to any public
any person
the appointment
support
procuring support in his
position
employment, for the purpose of procuring
or employment,
position or
candidacy.
candidacy.
SEC. 311.
It is
for any
any person
person to
to make
make or
or offer
offer to
make
to make
unlawful for
is unlawful
311. It
SEC.
an expenditure,
expenditure, or
to cause
an expenditure
expenditure to be made or offered, to
cause an
or to
an
any person,
person, either
to vote
his vote, or to vote for or
withhold his
or withhold
vote or
either to
any
against
any candidate,
for any
person to solicit,
solicit,
any person
is unlawful
unlawful for
it is
and it
candidate, and
against any
accept,
any such
expenditure in
his vote
of his
consideration of
in consideration
such expenditure
receive any
or receive
accept, or
or
withholding of his vote.
or the withholding
Act to
"An Act
SEC. 312.
312. Section
Section 118
118 of
the Act
to codify,
codify , revise,
revise,
entitled "An
Act entitled
of the
SEC.
approved March
and amend
United States,"
States," approved
March 4,
amend the penal laws of the United
and
1909, is
to read
follows:
read as follows:
is amended
amended to
1909,
Representative in,
any Senator
"
SEC. 118.
118. It
It is
is unlawful
for any
Senator or
or Representative
in,
unlawful for
"SEC.
Congress, or any candidate
Commissioner to,
or
Delegate or
or Resident
to Congress,
Resident Commissioner
or Delegate
Delegate, or
for,
individual elected
elected as,
Representative, Delegate,
Senator, Representative,
as, Senator,
or individual
for, or
Resident
any officer
officer or employee
employee of the United
or any
Commissioner, or
Resident Commissioner,
States, or
any person
person receiving
receiving any
any salary
compensation for
for
or compensation
salary or
or any
States,
services
money derived
derived from
from the
Treasury of
of the
United States,
the United
the Treasury
from money
services from
to
indirectly solicit,
receive, or
manner conor be in any manner
solicit, receive,
or indirectly
to directly
directly or
cerned
soliciting or
or receiving,
receiving, any
any assessment,
subscription, or
assessment, subscription,
in soliciting
cerned in

Forwarded
terdmail
tered mail.

by rs
regisby

Preservation by
fby
Clerk oretary
or Secretary for
inspection.

Plerk

inspection.

Campaign

expenses

ofanidatsnliitepde
of candidates limited.

Amounts allowed.
Amountsallowed.

enor
Senators.
Reenatos.

Representatives.

Representatives

Alternative
amount
amount
lternative
based
A
based on total votes at
last election.

baledonatotilvotesat

last election.

Specified personal expens
penses not included in
limit.

notincrudean

limit.

Promising

appoint-

prpoi
etc., to
ment,
ment, etc.,
to procure
support of any person,
unlawful.

suport o anypeson,

Offering money, etc.,
un-

ttooirnfluemoneeteu
influence a vote,
lawful.
lawul.

Political
tions.
5
Vol. i 35,
amended.

otitica

vol

contribu-

contribup..
1110,
0.
P111

Soliciting, by Members of Congress, candidates, Government
officers, etc., unLawfuL

oliciting by Memdidates. Government
etc.,

a
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contribution for any
whatever, from
other
contribution
any political
political purpose whatever,
from any other
such
such officer,
officer, employee,
employee, or
or person."
person."
Contributions by naSzo.
It is unlawful for any national
national bank, or any corporation
corporation
SEC. 313. It
by
naContributions
tional
banks or corpocorporations
for politicaleleepolitical elec- organized
organized by
by authority
of any
any law
of Congress,
to make
make aacontribucontriburationsfor
authority of
law of
Congress, to
tions,
unlawful.
tions, etc.,
etc., unlawfl.
tion in connection
election to any political office, or for any
connection with any election
corporation
whatever to make
make a
contribution in
connection with
with any
corporation whatever
a contribution
in connection
any
and vice
vice presidential
presidential electors
electors or
or a
a
election at
at which presidential
presidential and
Senator or Representative
or a
Delegate or
Senator
Representative in,
in, or
a Delegate
or Resident
Resident CommisCommissioner
to, Congress
Congress are
to be
be voted
voted for,
for, or
or for
for any
sioner to,
are to
any candidate,
candidate, political
political
committee,
person to accept or
or receive
receive any
contribution procommittee, or other
other person
any contribution
proPenalty
Penalty for.
or.
corporation which
which makes any
hibited by this section. Every
Every corporation
any concontribution
fined not
not more
more than
than
tribution in
in violation
violation of this section shall be
be fined
Punishment
for viovio- $5,000; and every officer or director of any corporation
Ponishnent for
corporation who consents
lation by consenting
consenting
officer.
to
any contribution
contribution by
corporation m
in violation
violation of
of this
officer.
to any
by the
the corporation
this section
section
shall
be fined
fined not
not more
$1,000, or
or imprisoned
imprisoned not
not more
more than
than one
shall be
more than
than $1,000,
one
year,
or both.
year, or
Punishment
for viio
vioSzc.
(a) Any person
any of
of the
proeor
aPunisment
person who
who violates
violates any
the foregoing
foregoing proSC. 314. (a)
lations not specifically
provided.
provided.
which a
a specific
is imimvisions of this title, except
except those
those for
for which
specific penalty
penalty is
posed by
sections 312
and 313,
be fined
not more
more than
than $1,000
$1,000
posed
by sections
312 and
313, shall
shall be
fined not
or imprisoned
not more
more than
year, or
or
imprisoned not
than one
one year,
or both.
both.
Punishment for w
will(b)
willfully violates
any of
the foregoing
foregoin& proproof the
violates any
who willfully
person who
ill(b) Any
Any person
fulPunishent
violations. fo
visions
except those
which a
penalty is
is imvisions of
of this
this title,
title, except
those for
for which
a specific
specific penalty
imposed by
sections 312
312 and
313, shall
shall be
be fined
than $10,000
$10,000
posed
by sections
and 313,
fined not
not more
more than
and
imprisoned not
not more
than two
two years.
years.
more than
and imprisoned
Legal
Lega expenses
expense for
SEC.
315. This title shall not limit or affect the right of any person
for
S
EC.
315.
person
contests
not
affected.
contests not affecied.
.
,
to make
make expenditures
expenditures for
for proper
proper legal
in contesting
contesting the
the
to
legal expenses
expenses m
results
of
results
of
an
election.
an
State laws, unless inSzo. 316.
shall not
be construed
construed to
to annul
the laws
laws of
of any
any
annul the
not be
316. This
This title
title shall
SEC.
consistent, not aifete.
affected.
cosisteat,
State
fe to
Ins
.nomination
election of
of candidates,
candidates, unless
unless
nomination or
or election
State relating
to the
directly
inconsistent with
directly inconsistent
with the
the provisions of this
this title, or to
to exempt
exempt
tiny
candidate from
complying with
such State
State laws.
laws.
any
candidate
from
complying
with
such
Invalidity of any proSm.
thereof
provision of
of this title or the application thereof
vision not to affect reSEC. 317.
317. If
If any
any provision
mainder of
of Act.
mainder
Act.
to any person or circumstance
circumstance is held invalid, the validity
validity of the
remainder of
remainder
of the Act
Act and of
of the application
application of such
such provision
provision to
to
other persons
and
circumstances
shall not
not be
be affected
affected thereby.
thereby.
other
persons
and
circumstances
shall
Laws repealed.
S
EC. 318. The following
following Acts and parts of Acts are hereby
SEC.
Larpeaed
repealed:
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
providing for
publicity of
of conrepealed: The
The Act
Act providing
for publicity
contributions
made
for
the purpose
purpose of
of influencing
elections at
which
tributions
made
for
the
influencing
elections
at
which
Vol. 36, p. 822.
Representatives
are elected,"
elected," approved
approved June
June 25,
25, 1910
1910
3
V. 822.
Representatives in
in Congress
Congress are
(chapter 392,
Thirty-sixth Statutes,
page
822), and
and the
the Acts
Acts
(chapter
392,
Thirty-sixth
Statutes,
page
822),
Vol. 37, pp. 25, 360.
approved August
August 19,
1911 (chapter
(chapter 33,
33, ThirtyThirty19, 1911
amendatory thereof,
thereof, approved
ol.p.3,
25 . an;tendatory
seventh
Statutes, page
page 25),
and August
(chapter 349,
Thirty349, ThirtyAugust 23,
23, 1912
1912 (chapter
25), and
seventh Statutes,
seventh
Statutes, page
360) ;the
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
to prevent
prevent
seventh Statutes,
page 360);
the Act
corrupt
in the
election of
of Senators,
or
corrupt practices
practices in
the election
Senators, Representatives,
Representatives, or
Vol. 40, p. 1013.
Vol. 40,p. 03.
Delegates in Congress,"
Congress," approved
approved October
October 16, 1918 (chapter
(chapter 187,
Fortieth
page 1013);
1013) ;and
and section
section 83
83 of
of the
the Criminal
Fortieth Statutes,
Statutes, page
Criminal Code
Code
Vol. 35, p. 1103.
States, approved
March 4,
4, 1909
1909 (chapter
(chapter 321,
321, ThirtyThirtyvol.
p 35, of
of the
the United
United States,
approved March
fifth
1088).
fifth Statutes,
Statutes, page
page 1088).
Effective in 30 days.
Er ve in 30 dy
SEC.
This title shall take effect
S
EC. 319. This
effect thirty days after its
its enactenactment.
Approved, February
Approved,
February 28, 1925.
February 28, 1925.
1925.
Febrnary

CHAP. 369.—An
Act To
To consolidate
certain lands
the Snoqualmie
Snoqualmie
lands within
within the
369.-An Act
consolidate certain
National Forest.
National
Forest.

[H.
R. 2689.1
[H. R.
s2689.
[Public, No. 507.]
507.1

National f°rests *

Be
the Senate
of Reprcsentatives
Representatives of
of the
the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
Senate and
and House
House of
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the provisions
provisions
of America
United States
States of
lr United
of the Act of March
March 20, 1922, "An Act to consolidate
national forest
forest
consolidate national
lands," be,
be, and
are hereby,
extended to
the followinglands,"
and the
the same
same are
hereby, extended
to the
following-

NasStOfeSnso
Lands
to be consolidated for ,
idated
Vol. 42 P- 45

Vol. 42, p. 465.
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described lands to the same extent
extent that such
such provisions
provisions would
would apply
forest:
were
exterior boundaries
boundaries of a
anational
national forest:
said lands
lands within
within the exterior
were said
Township 26
26 north,
range 10
12, and
sections 1, 2, 3, 10, 11, 12,
10 east, sections
north, range
Township
township 26 north,
sections 17 to 29 inclusive,
range 11
11 east, sections
north, range
13; township
and
range 12 east, sec34, 35, and 36; township 26 north, range
sections 34,
and sections
9 east, sections
tions 13, 19 to 35, inclusive;
inclusive; township 27 north, range
range 9
10 to
to 15,
15, inclusive,
section 22,
north half
half of sections
and 24;
24;
sections 23 and
inclusive, section
22, and
and north
10
section
north, range 10 east, section 15, east half of section
township 27 north,
16, west
northwest quarter of
of secsouth half
half and
and northwest
of section
section 18,
18, south
16,
west half
half of
tion 19,
19, south
south half
half of section
section 20, south
northeast quarter
quarter
and northeast
south half and
tion
of section
21, section
22, and sections
sections 26,
26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 34, and 35, all
section 22,
of
section 21,
Willamette
Willamette base
base and
and meridian.
meridian.
Addd
noqualAdded to
to Sno
qualrnie National
National Forest.
Forest.
are hereby
hereby mie
areas are
SEC. 2.
2. That
That all
all public
the foregoing
foregoing areas
within the
public lands
lands within
SEC.
added to
to and
Snoqualmie National
Forest subject
subject
National Forest
the Snoqualmie
parts of
of the
made parts
and made
added
to all
adverse rights
rights established
prior to
passage of this Act.
to the passage
established prior
all valid
valid adverse
to
Approved, February
February 28,
1925.
28, 1925.
Approved,

CHAP.
Providing for
sale and disposal
disposal of public lands
lands
for the sale
CHAP. 370.-An
370.-An Act Providing
within
area heretofore
surveyed as
Boulder Lake
Lake in the State
State of Wisconsin.
Wisconsin.
as Boulder
heretofore surveyed
within the area

Be it
enacted by
by the
of the
the
Be
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That on the surAmerica in
of America
States of
United States
within the area
vey
of any
area heretofore
heretofore
lands found to exist within
public lands
any public
vey of
surveyed as
as Boulder
section 18, township 42 north of range
Lake, in section
Boulder Lake,
surveyed
Wisconsin, the
7 east, fourth principal
7
principal meridian,
meridian, in the State of Wisconsin,
Wisconsin, owner
State
Association of
of Wisconsin,
owner of lots
Christian Association
Men's Christian
Young Men's
State Young
right to purchase
a preference
6
8, said
section 18,
have a
preference right
purchase
shall have
18, shall
said section
and 8,
6 and
between said lots 66and
such
lands so
so surveyed
surveyed adjacent
adjacent to and lying between
and
such lands
8
the shore
shore line
line of
of the
lake as
as now
now established
established for
period of
for aa period
the lake
and the
8 and
sixty
after the
the filing
filing of
of the
official plats
survey, at $1.25
$1.25
plats of such survey,
the official
days after
sixty days
per acre:
acre: Provided,
Provided, That
not extend
to any
land
extend to
any land
shall not
such privilege
privilege shall
That such
per
so
the State
Wisconsin under
under the
the Act
Sepof SepAct of
of Wisconsin
to the
State of
inuring to
so surveyed
surveyed inuring
tember 28,
(Ninth Statutes,
Statutes, page
Provided further,
That
further, That
519)::Provided
page 519)
1850 (Ninth
28, 1850
tember
nothing
herein contained
have the
defeating the rights
rights
effect of defeating
the effect
shall have
contained shall
nothing herein
of
any other
other person
persons which
which may
have attached
attached to such
such
may have
or persons
person or
of any
lands
or any
part thereof.
any part
lands or
S
EC. 2.
2. That
That the
authorized to make
Interior is authorized
Secretary of the Interior
the Secretary
SEC.
all
this Act
effect.
into effect.
Act into
carry this
to carry
regulations to
and regulations
rules and
all necessary
necessary rules
Approved,
February
28,
1925.
1925.
28,
Approved, February

CHAP. 371.-An
371.-An Act
amend in
the National Defense
Defense
particulars the
certain particulars
in certain
To amend
Act To
CHAP.
Act of
of June
June 3,
3, 1910,
as amended,
other purposes.
_
amended, and for other
1918, as
Act

Be
it enacted
enacted by
Representatives of the
the
of Representatives
House of
and House
Senate and
by the
the Senate
Be it

February 28,
28, 1925.
1925.
February
e[8.379.]
[S. 33791
[Public,
No. 508.]
5081
[Public, No.

Publi lands.
lands.
Public
Boulder
Lake, Wi.
Wis.
Boulder Lake,

Youn
Men's ChrisChrisYoungg Men's
preference
to purchase
purchase
to
preference
adjacent lands.
tian Association
given
tian
Association given

adjacent ands

Provisos.

wosi.
Wisconsin
swamp
lands excepted
excepted.
lnds
Vol. 9, p. 520.
Prior rights
rights not
not
Prior
affected.
ec
afl ted.

Rules,
mRues,
made.

etc., to
to be
be
etc.,

February 28,
29, 12.5.
1025.
February
[.1S. 3760.1
3760.1
[Public,
No. 509.1
5091
[Public. No.
National

Defense

Defense
United States
States of
America in
Congress assembled,
section 58
58 Actil
That section
assembled, That
in Congress
of America
Act, 1912.
United
National Guard.
Guard.
the National
be, and
of the
National Defense
of June
1916, as
as amended,
amended, be,
and the
3, 1916,
June 3,
Act of
Defense Act
of
the National

same is
is hereby,
hereby, amended
amended to
follows:
read as
as follows:
to read
same

Composition of.
o
National Composition
"
Snc. 58.
58. COMPOSITION
OF THE
THE NATIONAL
Guean.-The National
NATIONAL GUARD.-The
COMrPOSITION OF
"SEC.
Eligible ages.
Guard shall
of regularly
enlisted men
men who upon original
original en- voL3ep.a.7mendVoL 39, p. 197, amendregularly enlisted
shall consist
consist of
Guard
ed.
listment shall
be not
than eighteen
eighteen nor
forty-five edmore than forty-five
nor more
less than
not less
shall be
listment
years of
of age.
age, or
or who
enlistments shall
shall not be more than
in subsequent
subsequent enlistments
who in
years
sixty-four years
of age,
armed, and
and equipped
equipped as hereinage, organized, armed,
years of
sixty-four
officers and warrant
after provided,
commissioned officers
warrant officers
of commissioned
and of
provided. and
after
Precise.
for train
between the
the ages
twenty-one and
and sixty-four
years: Provided,
°ents for
That P
Provided,That
sixty-four years:
ages of
of twenty-one
between
Payments
training
validated.
ingvalidated.
in
made
or enlistments
officers or
in cases
eases of
of appointments
appointments of
of warrant
warrant officers
enlistments mad.e in Vol.
in
39, p. 206; VoL
Vo
05.
p. 1035.
42, p.
accordance
regulations, no
payments heretofore
heretofore 42,
no payments
Guard regulations,
National Guard
with National
accordance with
made to
to such
and enlisted
in
participating in
enlisted men for participating
officers and
warrant officers
such warrant
made
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exercises or performing
performing the duties described
described in sections
97,
sections 92, 94,
94, 97,
and 99 of the National Defense
Defense Act of June 3, 1916,
1916, as
as amended,
amended, or
or
any bona fide claim therefor,
shall be
held or
or considered
considered invalid
invalid bebetherefor, shall
be held
warrant officer
officer or enlisted
cause such warrant
enlisted man was of an age greater
greater than
than
forty-five years at the time of his appointment
appointment or enlistment or
at
or at
the time of the
of such
such duties."
duties."
the performance
performance of
National Guard
National
Guard ReReSEC.
2. That section
S
EC. 2.
section 78 of the National Defense Act of June
June 3,
3,
serve.
serve.
Vol. 41,
41, p.
782, 1916,
Vol.
p. 782,
and the
the same
1916,
as
amended, be, and
same is
is hereby,
amended to
read as
as
hereby, amended
to read
amended.
amended.
follows:
follows:
Enlistment contract
contract Enlistment
SEC.
- "
" S
EC. 78. Men
Men duly
qualified for
enlistment in
in the
the active
active National
duly qualified
for enlistment
National
and oath.
Guard may enlist
enlist in the National Guard Reserve
period of
of one
one
Reserve for aaperiod
or three years,
years under such regulations
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War
War shall
shall
regulations as
as the
prescribe,
prescribe, and
subscribe to
the following
following
and on so enlisting they
they shall
shall subscribe
to the
enlistment contract
contract and take the oath therein specified:
specified: 'IIdo
do hereby
hereby
acknowledge to have voluntarily
acknowledge
voluntarily enlisted this
day
day of
of 19—,
the National
Guard of
the United
United States
States and
and of
of
19-, as aasoldier
soldier in
in the
National Guard
of the
the State of serve in
Reserve thereof,
thereof, or
or in
in the
the active
,,to serve
in the
the Reserve
active
National
National Guard of the United
United States and said State
if transferred
transferred
State if
thereto for a
(or three)
three) year-,
year—, unle
ss sooner
sooner disdisthereto,
a period of
of one
one (or
unless
charged by proper authority, and I
swear that
I do solemnly swear
that I
I will
bear true faith and allegiance
allegiance to
to the United
United States
States of
of America
America and
and to
to
, and that II will serve them honestly
the State of -honestly and
and faithfaithagainst all their enemies whomsoever
whomsoever and
fully against
and that II will
obey the
the
will obey
orders of the President
President of the United States
States and the
Governor of
of
the Governor
the State of , and
,
and of the officers
officers appointed
appointed over me according
according
law and the rules and Articles
tolaw
Articles of War.'
War.' Under
Under such regulations
Transfers; from
from
tTan
', 'andand as the Secretary
Secretary of War
may prescribe,
enlisted men
of the
the active
War may
prescribe, enlisted
men of
active
to
National Guard.
National Guard
Guard may be transferred
transferred to the National Guard
Guard Reserve;
Reserve;
likewise,
likewise, enlisted men hereafter
transferred to
the
hereafter enlisted
enlisted in
in or
or transferred
to the
National
National Guard Reserve
Reserve may be transferred
transferred to the active
active National
National
Provisos.
no enlisted
enlisted man
man shall
to serve
serve
erisnot
Guard: Provided,
Provided, That
That no
Service
not extended. Guard:
shall be
be required
required to
a longer
under any enlistment
enlistment for a
longer time than the period for which
which he
enlisted in the active
active National
National Guard or
National Guard
Reserve as
as
or National
Guard Reserve
Pay
training. the case may be. Members of said Reserve,
Pay while
while training,
the case may
Members
Reserve, officers and enlisted
enlisted men,
men,
when engaged
engaged in field or
defense training
with the
the active
active
or coast defense
training with
National Guard, shall receive the same Federal
Federal pay
pay and
and allowances
allowances
as those occupying like grades on the active list of said guard when
No other
other pay,
pay, etc.
etc. likewise engaged: Providedfurther, active list of said guard when
No
likewise engaged: Provided further, That except
except as otherwise
otherwise specifispecifically provided in this Act, no commissioned or
or enlisted
reservist
enlisted reservist
shall receive
receive any pay or allowances
allowances out of any
appropriation made
made
any appropriation
by
Congress
for National
National Guard
Guard purposes."
Bureau, War
War by Congress for
purposes."
MilitiaMilitia
Bureau,
Department".'
S
EC. 3. That section 81
of the
3,
Department.
SEC.
81 of
the National
National Defense
Defense Act
Act of
of June
June 3,
Vol. 42, p.
1034,
aVeode42,
p. 1034,
amended, be, and the same is hereby, amended
1916,
as amended,
amended to read as
as
amended.
amended.
follows:
follows:
Established.
'heie of,
of, tot be
be apap81. MILITIA
Chief
"SEC.
SEc. 81.
MILITIA BUREAU or
T HE WAR
WAR DEPARTMENT.-The
DEPARTNEENT.—The Militia
Militia
OF THE
pointed from
from recog-Division of
pointed
the War
War Department
Department shall
hereafter be
be known
known as
as the
the
of the
shall hereafter
nized
nized Natiknal
NationalreogGuard
Guard
officers.
offcers.
The Chief
Chief of
of the
the Militia
Militia
Militia Bureau of the
the War
War Department.
Department. The
Selection, Qualificaappointed by
by the
President, by
by and
and with
with the
advice
tion,
- Bureau
Bureau shall
tion, etc.
etc.
shall be
be appointed
the President,
the advice
and consent of the Senate, by selection
selection from
lists of
of active
active Federally
from lists
Federally
recognized National
Guard officers,
recognized
National Guard
officers, recommended
the governors
governors
recommended by
by the
of the several States and Territories
Territories as
as suitable
suitable for
such appointappointfor such
ment, who have
have had ten or more years'
years' commissioned service
service in
the
in the
active
National
Guard,
at
least
five
of
which
have
been
in
the
line,
active
National
Guard,
at
least
five
of
which
have
been
in
the
line,
Term,
rank, etc.
Ter ank etc.
and who have attained
attained at least the grade of major. The Chief
Chief of
of
the Militia Bureau shall hold office
office for four
sooner
four years unless
unless sooner
removed
removed for cause, shall be eligible to
and when
when he
he
to succeed
succeed himself
himself and
is sixty-four
sixty-four years of age
to hold
hold such
such office.
office. Upon
Upon
age he
he shall
shall cease
cease to
accepting his office the Chief of the
Bureau shall
shall also
also be
be
the Militia
Militia Bureau
a major
appointed a
major general in the Officers'
Officers' Reserve
Corps and
and shall
Reserve Corps
shall
be commissioned
United States, which
commissioned in the Army of the United
which appoint-
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1077
1077

terminate when
shall terminate
ment and
and commission
when he ceases to hold such
such
commission shall
ment
Pay
and allowances.
allowances.
ay 4ad
rank, pay,
shall have
office.
The Chief
Chief of
the Militia
Militia Bureau
Bureau shall
have the
the rank,
pay, and Vol.
of the
office. The
42, p. 629.
8 of the
allowances of
provided in section 8
the Pay
general provided
major general
of aa major
allowances
office, but
Readjustment Act
tenure of office,
but
June 10,
10, 1922, during his tenure
Act of
of June
Readjustment
Assignments
from
from
Assignments
pay. For
or retired
retired pay.
to retirement
retirement or
shall not
not be
be entitled
For duty in
in the Regular
entitled to
shall
Regular Army
Army for
for duty
duty
in, etc.
etc.
Guard, the Presi- in,
Militia
Bureau and
for instruction
National Guard,
the National
instruction of the
and for
Militia Bureau
dent shall
assign such
such number
number of
of officers
officers and
and enlisted
enlisted men
of the
men of
shall assign
dent
Details ofurd
recognized
oSnced
DeNailof
may also National
necessary. The President may
Regular Army as he may deem necessary.
National Guard
officers
Guard officers
who
are
reserve
officers.
whoarereserveoffioers.
offithree
Bureau
Militia Bureau three offiin the
assign, with
their consent,
duty in
the Militia
to duty
consent, to
with their
assign,
cers who,
who, at
their initial
Federally
assignment, are active Federally
initial assignment,
of their
the time
time of
at the
cers
recognized
who are
are reserve
reserve officers,
officers, and
and who
officers and
Guard officers
National Guard
recognized National
Pay and allowances.
ad allowances
receive the pay and allow- Pay
so assigned
any such
officer while
while so
assigned shall
shall receive
such officer
any
Vol. 42, p. 627.
as
1922,
of
June
ances
provided
in
the
Pay
Readjustment
June
10,
Act
Pay
Readjustment
ances provided in the
amended,
for officers
National Guard
Guard when
when authorized
authorized by
law Assignments to duty
by law
the National
of the
officers of
amended, for
to duty
nts
wi Army.
assign, with
to
.
eral pay.
The President
President may
may also
also assign,
with their
their with
pay. The
Federal
receive ged
to receive
consent
and within
within the
the limits of the appropriations
appropriations previously
previously made
consent and
for
not exceeding
hundred officers
officers of the
five hundred
exceeding five
purpose, not
this specific
specific purpose,
for.this
active
National Guard,
Guard, and who are reserve
reserve
recognized National
Federally recognized
active Federally
Regular Army, in addition to those attendofficers,
with the Regular
officers, to duty with
Chief
ing
schools, and
while so
the pay
pay Temporary
shall receive
receive the
they shall
so assigned
assigned they
and while
service schools,
ing service
Temporary Chief in
the case of vacancy, etc.
and
allowances authorized
authorized in
the preceding
preceding sentence.
case the
In case
sentence. In
in the
and allowances
office
of Chief
Chief of
Militia Bureau
Bureau becomes
becomes vacant or the incumincumthe Militia
of the
office of
bent,
because of
clisability, is
unable to discharge
discharge the powers
powers and
and
is unable
of disability,
bent, because
officer, senior in rank on duty in the
duties
of the
the office,
office, the
reserve officer,
the reserve
duties of
Militia
National Guard,
Guard, shall act as
from the National
appointed from,
Bureau, appointed
Militia Bureau,
chief of
bureau until
able to
to resume
resume his
his duties,
duties, Pay, etc., from
is able
incumbent is
until the
the incumbent
of said
said bureau
chief
National Guard
regularly filled. The pay and allowGuard frnd.
fund.
office is regularly
the office
the vacancy
or
or the
vacancy in
in the
allow- National
section for the Chief of the Militia Bureau
ances
provided in this section
ances provided
and
for the
the reserve
reserve officers
officers assigned
National Guard
assigned to duty from the National
and for
shall
out of
fund appropriated
for the
the support
support of
of Prnt
Chief
appropriated for
whole fund
of the
the whole
be paid
paid out
shall be
Present
Chief exshall empt
empt from age limithe National
Guard. The
herein prescribed
prescribed shall
age limitations
limitations herein
The age
National Guard.
the
tation.
not
to the
existing Chief
Militia Bureau
Bureau during his tationthe Militia
of the
Chief of
the existing
apply to
not apply
present term
term of
of office."
Damaged property
office."
present
Damaged
property,
etc.
SEC. 4.
That section
section 87
of the
the National
National Defense
Defense Act
Act of
June 3, etc.
of June
87 of
4. That
SEC.
Vol. 39
39, p. 204, amendp 204, end
amended to read as edV.
1916,
amended, be, and the same is hereby,
hereby, amended
as amended,
1916, as
ed.
follows:
follows:
Disposition
follows:
Disposition and
and rre64
SEC. 87.
87. DISPOSITION
OF D
AMAGED PROPERTY,
PROPERTY, placement
DAMAGED
placement thereof.
thereof.
AND REPLACEMENT
REPLACEMENT OF
DISPOSITION AND
"SEC.
the National
AND
property issued
issued to
to the
National Guard
military property
SO FORTH.—All
FORTH.-All military
AND SO
as herein
property of
the United
States. Survey
eport
United States.
of the
the property
remain the
shall remain
provided shall
herein provided
as
Survey and
and report
by Army
Army officer.
ofcer.
National Guard
the National
to the
Whenever any
any such
Guard in
in any
any by
issued to
property issued
such property
Whenever
State or
or Territory
or the
District of
of Columbia
Columbia shall have
have been lost,
the District
Territory or
State
damaged,
or destroyed,
become unserviceable
or unsuitable
unsuitable by
unserviceable or
or become
destroyed, or
damaged, or
use
in service
service or
from any other
other cause, it shall
shall be examined
examined by a
a
or from
use in
National
disinterested surveying
Regular Army or the National
the Regular
officer of the
surveying officer
disinterested
Guard, detailed
the Secretary
and the
report of
such
of such
the report
of War,
War, and
Secretary of
by the
detailed by
Guard,
surveying
to the
the Secretary
of War,
or to
to State relieved if loss
War, or
Secretary of
forwarded to
shall be
be forwarded
officer shall
surveying officer
without reltvd
fault.
if loss
reports; and if
such reports;
receive such
to receive
such
designate to
if it
it wthot
he shall
shall designate
as he
officer as
such officer
shall
to the
of War
from the
the record
of survey
survey
record of
War from
Secretary of
the Secretary
appear to
shall appear
that
the property
property was
damaged, or
through
destroyed through
or destroyed
lost. damaged,
was lost,
that the
unavoidable
hereby authorized
relieve the
the State
State. .or
or
to relieve
authorized to
he is
is hereby
causes, he
unavoidable causes,
accountability
Territory
Columbia from further
further accountabih.
ty Payment for loss, if
or the District of Columbia
Territory or
eif
fornes,etc.
Payent
destruction due
damage, or
therefor. If
If it
it shall appear that the
the loss, damage,
or destruction
due
to carelessness,
etc.
to
carelessness,
of property
due to
carelessness or
neglect, or that its .loss,
or neglect,
to carelessness
was due
property was
of
damage, or
or destruction
could have
have been
by the
of
exercise of
the exercise
avoided by
been avoided
destruction could
damage,
reasonable care,
money value
shall be
be charged
charged
property shall
such property
of such
value of
the money
care, the
reasonable
to
State, Territory,
Columbia to
to be
be
of Columbia
District of
or District
Territory, or
accountable State,
to the
the accountable
paid from
State, Territory,
or District
or any
funds other
other Disposal of unany funds
funds, or
District funds,
Territory, or
from State,
paid
artfes .
e articles.
iso
than Federal.
Federal. If
If the
articles so
found to
to be
be serviceable
are found
surveyed are
so surveyed
the articles
than
what
unserviceable or
the Secretary
War shall
shall direct what
of War
Secretary of
unsuitable, the
or unsuitable,
unserviceable

1078
1078

Allowance for.

Allowance for.

Provisos.
ProiOd.
Refusal of State to
pay for loss, etc., abar
to future allotments.
"to
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disposition by
otherwise shall be made of them; and if sold,
sold,
by sale or otherwise
disposition
officers and
proceeds of
stoppages against officers
of such sale, as well as stoppages
the proceeds
enlisted
made from any
proceeds of collections made
and the net proceeds
men, and
enlisted men,
person
Territory, or District to reimburse
reimburse the
from any State, Territory,
or from
person or
Government
the loss,
destruction of any property,
damage, or destruction
loss, damage,
for the
Government for
shall
States as a
acredit
credit
Treasury of the United States
deposited in the Treasury
be deposited
shall be
to
Territory, or the District
District of Columbia, accountable
accountable
State, Territory,
to said State,
for said
said property,
property, and
and shall
throughout the then
then
available throughout
shall remain available
for
current
fiscal year following that in
throughout the fiscal
current fiscal year and throughout
which
effected, for the
stoppages, and collections were effected,
sales, stoppages,
which the sales,
purposes
allotment set aside
provided for in that portion of its allotment
purposes provided
war:
for
the purchase
of similar
stores ' or material of war:
supplies, stores,
similar supplies,
purchase of
for the
Provided,
Columbia
Provided, That if any State, Territory, or the District of Columbia

cause to be paid,
shall
or refuse
refuse to
to pay,
pay, or
or to cause
paid, the money
money
neglect or
shall neglect
equivalent of
damage, or destruction of property
prop erty charged
charged
of any
any loss, damage,
equivalent
by the
against
Territory, or the District of Columbia by:
against such State, Territory,
Secretary of War after
after survey
survey by aa disinterested
disinterested officer
officer appointed
appointed
Secretary
authorized
as
provided, the Secretary
hereby authorized
Secretary of War is hereby
hereinbefore provided,
as herembefore
to
Territory, or the District of Columbia
Columbia from
State, Territory,
such State,
debar such
to debar
further participation
in any
any and
and all
appropriations for the National
National
all appropriations
participation in
further
Guard until
such payment
shall have
have been
been made:
made: Provided
further,
Provided further,
shall
payment
such
until
Guard
Disposition of propthe National Guard
issued
That
property
issued to the
Guard and which
which has become
property
of Prnby That
ertDpoyition
erty
rope
u
unserviceable
erty unserviceable
wear
and
tear in
in unserviceable through
wear
and tear
through fair
fair wear
wear and tear in service, may, after
service.
s e r vc e
officer of
to that effect made by an
and finding
finding to
inspection
thereof and
an officer
of
inspection thereof
or
the
designated by
Secretary of War,
War , be sold or
by the Secretary
Army designated
Regular Army
the Regular
of
otherwise
the State,
Territory, or District of
State, Territory,
disposed of, and the
otherwise disposed
Columbia
shall be
relieved from
accountability
further accountability
from further
be relieved
accountable shall
Columbia accountable
Inspection, etc., by
therefor; such inspection, and sale or other disposition
Arnseonef
Army officer. etc., by therefor; such inspection, and sale or other disposition, to be made
under regulations
regulations prescribed
Secretary of War, and to
prescribed by the Secretary
under
constitute
property a
a discretional substitute for the
such property
to such
as to
constitute as
examination,
report, and
and disposition
elsewhere in this
provided for elsewhere
disposition provided
examination, report,
section."
•
rank.
Precedence of
Precedence
of rank.
ra
n
SEc.
That the
the eighth
of section
section 127a
127a of
of the
the National
National
paragraph of
eighth paragraph
5. That
SEc. 5.
v-ol.41.
Vol.
41, p.
p. 785.
Defense Act
3, 1916,
amended, be,
be, an-the
hereby,
andthe same is hereby,
as amended,
1916, as
of June
June 3,
Act of
Defense
amended to
read as
follows:
follows:
as
read
to
amended
Determination of.
Determination o.
c Unless special assignment
assignment is made by the President under the
"
Regular
Army.
Regular Army.
provisions of
of the
the one
hundred and
and nineteenth
nineteenth article
all
war, all
of war,
article of
pne hundred
provisions
Regularrmy
officers
in the
active service
of the
United States
in any
any grade shall
States in
the United
service of
the active
officers in
take
rank according
according to
which, in the case of an officer
officer of the
to date,
date, which,
take rank
Concurrent ResoluConcurrent
Resolu- Regular Army, is that stated in his commission
or
letter
of appointcommission
letter
tio ns, p. 9.
Reserve
ofment, and.
or an officer of the National
reserve
officer
and, in the case of aareserve
officer
National
or of
eserve officer
officer or
in
Guard in
National Guard
National
into the
the service
service of
of the
States, shall
shall precede
precede that
that
the United
United States,
called into
uard called
service.
uard in Guard
ice
on
which he
placed on
on active
total
to the total
equal to
period equal
duty by aa period
active duty
he is
is placed
on which
provisions of
the provisions
under the
of active
active Federal
service under
of
and service
service and
Federal service
length of
206, 207
207;; length
Vol.
pp. 206,
39, pp.
vol. 30,
Vol.
42, p. 1035.
sections
94, 97,
97, and
and 99
99 of
of this
this Act
Act which
which he may have
have performed
performed in
sections 94,
ol. 12, p. 1035.
the grade
higher grade.
dates of rank
rank
grade. When dates
called or any higher
in which
which called
the
grade in
are the
same, precedence
precedence shall
shall be
determined by length of 'active
active
be determined
the same,
are
commissioned
When length of such service
service
service in the Army. When
commissioned service
is the
Regular Army shall take rank
rank among
-officers of the Regular
same, -officers
the same,
is
themselves
promotion list, preceding
preceding
on the promotion
places on
their places
to their
according to
themselves according
reserve
and National
National Guard
officers of the same date of rank and
Guard officers
reserve and
length
of service,
service, who
who shall
among themselves
according
themselves according
take rank among
shall take
length of
to age."
age."
Monroe Water SupS
EC. 6.
War be,
he hereby
hereby is,
is, authorized,
authorized,
and he
be, and
of War
Secretary of
the Secretary
That the
6. That
SEC.
SIuPn
plMonreater
ply
Company.
Lands
Pennsyl- in his discretion, to reconvey
reconvey to the Monroe
in PennsylLands
Monroe Water Supply Company
Company
vania conveyed
ovey to.
to.
that portion
portion of the lands
lands in the State of Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania conveyed
conveyed by
under its deed of June 12,
the
said company
company to
to the
the United
United States
States under
the said
1915,
and described
in said
deed
as
follows:
follows:
as
deed
in
said
described
and
1915,
Description,
"Number
warrantee tract
tract in the name
Number 38. All that part of the warrantee
Desription
of
said township
township of Coolbaugh,
Coolbaugh, Monroe
in said
situate in
Sproat, situate
William Sproat,
of William
paeorlossteta ba

ftre allotments.
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County,
Beginning at
at aapoint in
as follows:
follows: Beginning
described as
County, bounded and described
the
warrantee tract, said point bethe north line of the William Sproat warrantee
ing
south forty-five
perches from
fifty-six perches
thirty minutes
minutes west, fifty-six
forty-five degrees
degrees thirty
ing south
a
stone mound
southeast corner
corner of tract of land in
the southeast
marks the
which marks
mound which
a stone
the warrantee
warrantee name of
James Hollingshead,
Hollingshead, now owned by the
of James
the
Pocono
thence by land in the warrantee
warrantee
Company; thence
Mountain Ice Company;
Pocono Mountain
names
James Hollingshead
Jacob Postens north forty-five
of James
Hollingshead and Jacob
names of
degrees
hundrecl and
and twenty-one
twenty-one perches,
perches,
east, one hundred
minutes east,
degrees thirty minutes
more
northwest corner
William Sproat
tract;
Sproat tract;
of the William
corner of
to the
the northwest
or less,
less, to
more or
thence
thirty minutes east, along the south
south
thence south forty-four degrees thirty
line
of the
the Nathan
Nathan Levering
perches to aa
tract thirty perches
warrantee tract
Levering warrantee
line of
point;
minutes west, one hundegrees thirty minutes
south forty-five
forty-five degrees
point; thence south
dred
and thirty-three
thirty-three perches
thence north
forty-four
north forty-four
point; thence
perches to aa point;
dred and
degrees
thirty minutes
perches to
to the
the point,
the place
place of
point, the
thirty perches
west, thirty
minutes west,
degrees thirty
twenty-two acres, more or less. Courses as
containing twenty-two
beginning, containing
of meridian
May 12, 1902."
1902."
meridian May
of
Tract
to be
be received
received
Tract to
It being
tract north of inin exchange.
the intent to convey that portion of the tract
It
being the
exchange.
the public
leading from Tobyhanna
Tobyhanna to Sterling, adjacent to the
road leading
public road
the
tract of
in the
the warrantee
warrantee name
of Jacob
conPostens, upon the conJacob Postens,
name of
land in
of land
tract
veyance
Monroe Water
to the
the United
Company to
Supply Company
Water Supply
said Monroe
the said
by the
veyance by
States
approximately equal area to that named
of land of approximately
a tract
tract of
of a
States of
within the adjoining Nathan Levin
description and lying within
above description
in the above
ering warrantee
at such
location within the
the said tract as may
such location
tract, at
warrantee tract,
ering
company.
be
Secretary of War with said company.
be agreed
agreed upon by the Secretary
Approved,
February 28, 1925.
Approved, February

CRAP. 372.—An
the addition
addition of certain
certain lands to the Mount
Mount
authorize the
372.-An Act To authorize
CHAP.
Hood National Forest.

Be it
it enacted
by the
the Senate
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
the
Representatives of
Senate and
enacted by
Be

any of
of the
the
United States
States of
of America
That any
in Congress
Congress assembled, That
America in
United

February
28, 1925.
1925.
February 28,
[H. R.
R. 5612.)
5612.1
[H.
[Public,
No. 510.]
MO.]
[Public, No.

Nt
National forests.

Lands offered
offered for
for
Lands

exchange
in.
following-described lands
which-are
found by
of AgriAgri- exch~a
i:n.
Secretary of
by the
the Secretary
are found
lands which
following-described
Vol. 42,
p. 465.
.
national-forest purposes
culture
chiefly valuable
valuable for national-forest
purposes may
may be Vol.
culture to be chiefly
offered
provisions of the
the Act
Act of March
March 20,
exchange under the provisions
offered in exchange
1922 (Public
(Public 173), and upon acceptance
acceptance of title shall
shall become
become parts
1922

Drion
of
the Mount
Mount Hood
National Forest:
Forest:
Hood National
of the
Description.
Township 2
range 9
9east:
east: Sections
Sections 22,
27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32,
22, 27,
north, range
2 north,
Township
33,
southwest quarter
northwest quarter,
southwest quarter
quarter southsouthquarter, southwest
quarter northwest
33, 34,
34, southwest
east
southwest quarter of section 35.
and southwest
quarter, and
east quarter,
Township
north, range
Sections 8,
8, 9,
9, 10,
10, 11; north half
9 east:
east: Sections
range 9
1 north,
Township 1
northwest
northeast quarter,
northeast quarter,
quarter, southwest
southwest quarter
quarter northeast
quarter, northwest
northeast
quarter, north
half southwest
southwest quarter,
quarter, section
of sections
14; all of
section 14;
north half
quarter,
15,
16, 17,
18, 19,
20; north
north half
southwest quarter,
quarter, and
and northwest
northwest
half southwest
19, 20;
17, 18,
15, 16,
quarter,
northwest quarter,
quarter southeast
quarter of
section 21;
21; north half northwest
of section
southeast quarter
quarter
southeast quarter
quarter northeast
quarter, south half southwest
southwest quarter,
northeast quarter,
southeast
southeast quarter
of section
section 22; south
half and the south
south
south half north half
quarter of
southeast
half of
section 23;
all of
of sections
and 27;
27; northeast
quarter northnortheast quarter
26 and
sections 26
23; all
of section
half
east quarter,
south half
southeast quarter
quarter northquarter, southeast
northeast quarter,
half northeast
quarter, south
east
west
south half
half of
section 28;
28; southeast
quarter and southsoutheast quarter
of section
quarter, south
west quarter,
east
quarter southwest
southwest quarter
section 29;
quarter and
northeast quarter
29; northeast
of section
quarter of
east quarter
lots
11, inclusive,
of section
section 30;
southeast quarter
northeast
quarter northeast
30; southeast
inclusive, of
lots 11 to 11.
quarter,
of section
31; all
of sections
32, 33,
34,
33, 34,
sections 32,
all of
section 31;
quarter of
southeast quarter
quarter, southeast
and
and 35.
35.
llblindswithgrare
bi
areas1sta
K
d
i
sl
d
e
r
<1tI
t
i
c;
S
EC. 2.
All public
public lands
the areas
to
i Athe
in section
section 11in
described in
areas described
within the
lands within
2. All
SEC.
Mount
Hood added
Forest.
hereof
are hereby
the Mount
Mount Hood
National Forest
and Mount Hood Foremt.
Forest and
Hood National
to the
added to
hereby added
hereof are
shall
hereafter become
become subject
subject to
to all
all laws
laws and
regulations applicable
No vested
vested right,
right, etc.,
etc.,
applicable No
and regulations
shall hereafter
to
National Forests.
Forests. But
But the
the addition
addition of
said lands
affect affected.
affected.
not affect
shall not
lands shall
of said
to National
any entry
entry or
or vested
vested right
under the
the public
public land
land laws
laws initiated
initiated prior
prior
right under
any
to
passage of
this Act.
Act.
of this
to the
the passage
Approved, February
February 28, 1925.
1925.
Approved,

1080
1080
February 28,1925.

February 28, 1925.
1.H. R. 8366.]
83661
[H.
[Public, No.
511.]
[Public,
No. 511
Santiam National
National
Santiar
Forest.
Forest.
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CHAP. 373.—An
373.-An Act To add certain
certain lands
lands to the Santiam National
National Forest.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and Howe
House of
Be
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
of the
United
United States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled, That the following-

described lands,
wit, the
the southeast
quarter of
of section
section 24 and the
southeast quarter
to wit,
lands, to
Lands withdrawn
withdrawn described

and added
added to.
and
to.

February 28, 1926.
February
1926.
[H. R. 9863.
9834.)
[H.

[Public, No. 512.]
512
Naval
Naval Reserve.

Established as part

of
leu
the Navy
of
of the
Navy inin lieu
of

Naval Reserve
eserve Force.

northeast
northeast quarter
quarter and the southwest quarter
quarter of section
section 26, township
township
14
Willamette meridian;
meridian; the
east half
half of secsecthe east
south, range
range 2
2 east,
east, Willamette
14 south,
tion 10;
10; all
all of
of section
section 14;
20; the
the northwest
northwest
the north
north half
half of
of section
section 20;
14; the
tion
quarter of
22; they
west half
of section
section 24;
northwest
24; the
the northwest
half of
section 22;
the west
quarter
of section
quarter of
of section
section 28;
northeast quarter
of section
section 31;
all
31; and
and all
quarter of
28; the
the northeast
quarter
of
sections 34
34 and
and 35,
south, range
range 3
3 east,
Willamette
east, Willamette
35, township
township 14
14 south,
of sections
meridian, be,
and they
are hereby,
hereby, withdrawn
withdrawn from
from all
disposition
all disposition
be, and
they are
meridian,
and
of the
the Santiam
Santiam National
National Forest.
part of
made a
a part
and made
Approved,
February 28, 1925.
Approved, February
To provide
provide for
for the
the creation, organization,
CHAP.
organization, administraCHAP. 374.—An
374.-An Act
Act To
tion, and maintenance
maintenance of aa Naval
Naval Reserve
Reserve and
and a
Marine Corps
Corps Reserve.
Reserve.
a Marine

Be itit enacted
the Senate
of Representatives
of the
the
Representatives of
and House
House of
by the
Senate and
Be
enacted by
United States
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Naval
Naval
United
States of
America in
in Congress
Reserve
under the Act
Act of
29, 1916,
1916, is
established under
of August 29,
Reserve Force, established

hereby abolished, and in lieu thereof there is hereby created and
established,
as a
of the
the United
United States
Navy, aaNaval
Naval
States Navy,
part of
a component
component part
established, as
Reserve
consist of
of three
three classes,
classes, namely:
namely: The
The Fleet
Fleet
shall consist
Reserve which
which shall
Naval
Reserve,
the Merchant
Marine
Naval Reserve,
and
the VolVolMarine
Naval
Reserve,
and
the
Naval
Reserve,
the
Merchant
Provisos.
Naval Reserve:
Provided, That
That all
officers and
and men
who on
on
men who
all officers
Organizations
trans- unteer
Reserve: Provided,
unteer Naval
rganizationstransferred
Fleet Naval
Naval the date of this Act are members
feared to
to
Fleet
of
the
Fleet
members
Naval
the
Reserve,
the
Reserve.
Naval Reserve,
Reserve, or the Naval Reserve
Reserve Flying Corps
Naval
Corps of
of the Naval
Reserve Force,
are hereby
transferred
to
the Fleet
Naval Reserve
Reserve
Reserve
Force,
are
hereby
transferred
to
the
Fleet
Naval
To Merchant Marine
created by
by this
this Act,
Act, and
officers and
and men
who on
the date
date of
this
of this
on the
men who
and all
all officers
created
Naval Reserve.
Naval
Act
members of
of the
the Naval
Auxiliary Reserve
the Naval
Naval
Reserve of
of the
Naval Auxiliary
Act are
are members
Reserve Force
are hereby
transferred to
to the
the Merchant
Merchant Marine
Marine Naval
Naval
Reserve
Force are
hereby transferred
Others to Volunteer
Reserve created
this Act:
Act: Provided
members of
of
further, That
That members
by this
Provided further,
e Reserve
created by
Ntava
Reservye
Naval Reserve
the
Force on
the Naval
Naval Reserve
Reserve Force
on the
the date
date of the approval of this Act
Act
whose status in the
Reserve thus created
created is not otherwise
the Naval
Naval Reserve
otherwise
specifically
established by
this
Act
are
hereby transferred
transferred to
to the
the
specifically
established
by
this
Act
are
hereby
Term of service.
Term
o servic.
Volunteer Naval
Provided further,
Naval Reserve:
Reserve: Provided
further, That
That such transfers
transfers of
of
officers
and enrolled
be for
the unexpired
unexpired period
period of
of their
their
officers and
enrolled men
men shall
shall be
for the
Transferred
officers
Transerred
onffcers current enrollment in the Naval Reserve
provided furReserve Force: And provided
furappointed in
may be appointed
same rank.
rank.
ther,
That within
after the
date of
of this
this Act
Act any
any officer
officer
ther, That
within three
three months
months after
the date
so
pursuant to
to this
make application
application to
so transferred
transferred pursuant
this section
section may
may make
to the
the
Secretary
of the
the Navy
Navy for
for appointment
appointment in
in the
the Naval
Naval Reserve
Reserve herein
herein
Secretary of
created, and
such officer
officer shall,
shall, if
qualified for
for
created,
and such
if found
found physically
physically qualified
Post, p. 1081.
Pst,
p.10.
appointment,
appointed in accordance
appointment, be
be appointed
accordance with section
section 77 of this Act
Act
in the
grade or
or rank
rank held
by him
in the
the Naval
Reserve
Naval Reserve
him in
held by
confirmed grade
in
the confirmed
Post, p. UAL
Pstats
of mem.
Force with date of precedence
precedence
in
accordance
with
accordance
of
this
section
15
of this
Status of members
heretofore
heretofore retirel
retiredl not Act: And provided further,
further, That nothing contained
contained in this Act shall
shall
affected.
Raffected.
affect
members of the Naval
Naval Reserve
affect the status or pay
pay of members
Reserve Force hereheretofore
retired with
with or
or without
pay.
without pay.
Corps ReR tofore retired
Mine Corps
Marine
serveo.
serve.
SEc.
SEC. 2. That the United
United States
States Marine
Reserve, established
Marine Corps
Corps Reserve,
established
Established as part
under the
the Act
of August
29, 1916,
1916, is
is hereby
hereby abolished,
and in
in lieu
lieu
abolished, and
August 29,
Act of
raspartin under
ofEMaHrine
of
Marine Corps
lieu
of former
former organilieu of
organi- thereof
thereof there is hereby
hereby created and established,
as
a
component
part
established,
a
component
part
zation.
States Marine
Marine Corps,
Corps, a
Corps Reserve,
under
Vol. 39, p.
of the United States
p. 593,
593, re- of
a Marine
Marine Corps
Reserve, under
pealed.
pealed.
the same
same provisions
(except as may
the
provisions in all respects (except
may be necessary to
to
adapt the said provisions
provisions to
adapt
Corps) as
those contained
in
to the
the Marine
Marine Corps)
as those
contained in
this Act
Act or
or which
which may
may hereafter
hereafter be
be enacted
enacted providing
providing for
for the
the Naval
this
Naval
Prods°.
Reserve: Provided,
That the
the Marine
Marine Corps
Corps Reserve
consist of
of
shall consist
Reserve shall
Provided, That
Reserve:
Cls
Classes creaed.
created.
two classes.
classes, namely:
namely: The
Fleet Marine
Marine Corps
Corps Reserve
Reserve and
and the
two
The Fleet
the VolVolReserve, corresponding,
corresponding, as
may be,
be, to
unteer Marine
Marine Corps
Corps Reserve,
as near as may
to

Vol. 39, p. 587, rerepealed.
Classes created.
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Reserve and the
Volunteer Naval
Naval Reserve,
respecthe Fleet Naval Reserve
the Volunteer
Reserve, respectively.

Reserve
SEC. 3.
3. That
all provisions
the Naval
Naval Reserve
relating to
to the
provisions of
of law
law relating
SEC.
That all

Former laws repealed.
Formerlawsrepealed.

Vol. 39,p.
39, pp. 587,
587, 1174.
1174.
Marine Corps Reserve,
Reserve, and the Naval V
Force, the United States Marine
Vol. 40, pp. 37, 84,
1:38812
Militia
the Acts of
of August
August 29,
1916; March
March 4,
4, 1917;
1917; 708;vo.
Militia contained
contained in
in the
29, 1916;
708 ;Vol. 41,:pp
41, pp.138,
812.
April 25, 1917; May 22, 1917; July 1, 1918; July 11, 1919; June
June 4,

relating to
or parts
Acts relating
1921, and
1920;
July 12,
1920; July
12, 1921,
and all
all other
other Acts
Acts or
parts of
of Acts
to
the Naval Reserve Force, the United
United States Marine
Marine Corps Reserve,
Reserve,
the Act
Act of
June 10,
10,
the exception
with the
and the
the Naval
and
Naval Militia,
Militia, with
exception of
of the
of June
(Forty-second Statutes
625), are hereby
hereby
Statutes at
at Large, page 625),
1922 (Forty-second
repealed.
repealed.
composed of male citiSEC.
S
EC. 4. That the Naval Reserve
Reserve shall be composed
zens of the United States
States and of the
the insular
insular possessions of the
United
years of
of age
age or
over who
appointment
United States
States of
of eighteen
eighteen years
or over
who by
by appointment
or
enlistment therein,
regulations prescribed
Secretary
or enlistment
therein, under regulations
prescribed by
by the
the Secretary
of
assignment thereto
this Act
Act proof the
the Navy, or by
by transfer
transfer or
or assignment
thereto as
as in this
vided,
in the
in time
time of
of war
war or
or
Navy in
serve in
the Navy
to serve
obligate themselves
themselves to
vided, obligate
during
existence of
of a
a national
national emergency
emergency declared
declared by
by the Presiduring the
the existence
contained in
dent: Provided,
Provided, That nothing
nothing contained
in this section
section shall render
by this
created by
ineligible
for transfer
to the
the Naval
Reserve created
this Act,
Act, as
as
Naval Reserve
transfer to
ineligible for
provided
person now
now serving
Naval
serving in the Naval
provided in
in section
section 1
1 hereof,
hereof, any
any person
man now
Reserve Force:
Force: Provided
further, That
any enlisted
enlisted man
now servservThat any
Provided further,
Reserve
ing
Navy who
who is
is not
not aacitizen
of the
United States
States and
and
ing m
in the
the regular
regular Navy
citizen of
the United
years'
not less
who
on the
the date
date of
this Act
Act has
less than
than eight
eight years'
completed not
of this
has completed
who on
naval service
service shall
shall be
be deemed
eligible for
for transfer
transfer to
to the Fleet Naval
Naval
naval
deemed eligible
Reserve
the Naval
Reserve created
completion of
of
this Act
Act upon
upon completion
created by
by this
Reserve of
of the
Naval Reserve
the minimum
minimum amount
of service
service required
required for
for such
transfer: .Prothe
amount of
such transfer:.Provided further,
That no
officer or
or man
of the
Naval Reserve
shall be
be
the Naval
Reserve shall
no officer
man of
vided
further, That
a
member of
any other
naval or
organization except
except the
the
or military
military organization
a member
of any
other naval
Naval
provided further,
further, That no existing law shall
And provided
Naval Militia: And
be
Reserve from
from
member of the
the Naval
Naval Reserve
to prevent
prevent any
any member
be construed
construed to
accepting
civil branch
branch of
of the
the public
public service,
nor
service, nor
in any
any civil
accepting employment
employment in
from
receiving the
and allowances
employment
incident to such employment
the pay
pay and
allowances incident
from receiving
in
which he may be entitled
entitled
allowances to which
to any
any pay
pay or allowances
in addition
addition to
under the provisions
provisions of
of this Act.
under
the various
Naval Reserve
Reserve the
SEC. 5.
5. There
shall be
be allowed
in the
the Naval
various
allowed in
There shall
SEC.
the regular
regular
corresponding to those in the
and ratings
ratings corresponding
ranks, grades,
grades, and
Navy, but
but not
above the
lieutenant commander,
as
except as
of lieutenant
commander, except
the rank
rank of
Navy,
not above
otherwise provided
provided in this Act. Officers
Officers of
of the line may
may be apotherwise
pointed for
deck duties,
engineering duties,
duties, or
or both,
or for
aviation
for aviation
both, or
duties, engineering
pointed
for deck
enlistduties. All
All appointments
and
promotions
of
officers,
and
enlistofficers,
and
of
promotions
and
appointments
duties.
....
PP
..
ments and
rating of
of men,
men, in the
Reserve, and
the Naval
Naval Reserve,
in rating
changes in
ments
and changes
transfers to
any of
othertherein, unless
unless otherclasses therein,
of the
the three
three classes
from any
to and
and from
transfers
wise provided
in this
this Act,
Act, shall
shall be
accordance with regularegulabe made
made in accordance
provided in
wise
tions
prescribed by
by the
the Navy:
Navy: Provided,
That perpertions prescribed
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Provided, That
sons appointed
commissioned grades
Naval Reserve
Reserve shall be
in the
the Naval
grades in
to commissioned
appointed to
sons
commissioned by
by the
President alone
and those
those appointed
appointed to
warto waralone and
the President
commissioned
rant grades
shall be
be warranted
warranted by
the Secretary
of the
Prorant
grades shall
by the
Secretary of
the Navy:
Navy: ProNaval Reserve
shall be
enlistments in
in the
the Naval
vided further.
further. That
That enlistments
Reserve shall
be for
for
vided
term of
four years,
years, subject
subject to
to the
of section
of this
section 99of
provisions of
the provisions
of four
aa term
Act, and
may be
be extended
for periods
one, two,
two, three,
four
or four
three, or
of one,
periods of
extended for
Act,
and may
years, in
accordance with
prescribed by
by the
of
the Secretary
Secretary of
with regulations
regulations prescribed
years,
in accordance
the Navy.
Navy.
ReSEC. 6.
6. That
in time
time of
of peace
peace no
or man
the Naval
Naval Reman of
of the
no officer
officer or
That in
SEC.
serve shall
be discharged
except upon
servof his term of servexpiration of
upon expiration
discharged except
shall be
serve
ice or
or upon
his own
request, or
or for
for full
in the
the
cause, in
and sufficient
sufficient cause,
full and
own request,
upon his
ice
discretion of
of the
the Secretary
of the
the Navy:
That enlisted
discretion
Secretary of
Navy: Provided,
Provided, That
enlisted
men heretofore
or hereafter
hereafter transferred
to the
the Fleet
Naval Reserve
Reserve
Fleet Naval
transferred to
heretofore or
men
from
Navy in
in accordance
law shall
shall at
at all
all times
times be
be
with law
accordance with
regular Navy
from the
the regular
governed
by the
government of the
for the
the government
regulations for
the laws and regulations
governed by

Vol.
42, p.
p. 122.
122.
Vol. 42,

Pay readjustment
readjustment
Aay
Act excepted.
Vol.
42, p. 625.
Vo.42,p.625.

Composition of
of
NaCvoaesetvion
Naval
Reserve.

Service
required.
ervicerequired.
Provisos.

oitoperson
Eligibility
of persons
Eligibility of
persons

now serving.
serving.
now

Enlisted men,
men, not
not
Encisted
citizens, after serving
eligible for transfer.
eligibleortransfer.

eighteears
years in
in Navy
Navy
eight

Other service prohiited
hibited, exeeptMilitia
except Militia.
Civil employment,
empomenet,
etcivio
etc., not affected.

Ranks, grades,
and
gade, and
Raanks,

ratings of °facers.

rgso

Appointments and
and
Appointmnts
enlistments
in accordaccordenlistments
in
ance with
with regulation.
regulations.
anoe
Provisos.

Commissions and
and
Commiissions
warrants.
warrants
Term for enlistments.

Termforenmens.
Post, p. 1082.

Dischfirges limited in

tiDschage
time of
time
of peace.
peace. imitedin

Provisos.

PSaOenisstd
Navy
enlisted men
men
transferred toFleetNato Fleet Natransferred
val Reserve.
val Reserve
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Navy
discharged from
Reserve without
the Naval Reserve
from the
shall not be discharged
Navy and shall
their
except by
by sentence
court-martial or in accordance
accordance
a court-martial
sentence of a
consent except
their consent
Post,
p. 1087.
1087.
with
the
provisions of
section
23 of
this Act:
Provided
further,
further,
23
of
this
Act:
Provided
with
the
provisions
of
section
ost, p.
In time of war, etc.,
service
accordance That
time of
of war,
or a
anational
declared by the
the PresiPresiemergency, declared
national emergency,
war, or
in time
That in
in accordaee
service in
with
Navy regulations. dent to exist, officers and enlisted,
withNavyregulations.
enrolled and assigned men of the
Naval
Reserve shall
subject to separation
therefrom in the same
same
separation therefrom
shall be subject
Naval Reserve
manner as
as may
may be
provided by or in
pursuance of law
for the
the separaseparalaw for
in pursuance
be provided
manner
mnfra.
tion of officers
enlisted men from the regular
regular Navy, subject to
officers and enlisted
Inra.
the provisions of section 99of this Act.
Service of officers.
SEC. 7.
Commissioned and
officers appointed or transand warrant
warrant officers
SEC.
7. Commissioned
Serviceofofficers.
ferred to
to the
Reserve shall
shall be
commissioned or
warranted to
or warranted
be commissioned
the Naval
Naval Reserve
ferred
serve
during the
the pleasure
pleasure of
of the
the President,
grades or ranks not
not
President, in grades
serve during
above
that of
lieutenant commander,
commander, except
percentage
that a
a small percentage
except that
of lieutenant
above that
of
in higher
higher grades
or ranks
for the
the
ranks for
grades or
be required
required in
who may
may be
officers, who
of officers,
recruiting, organization,
organization, administration,
and
inspection, and
training, inspection,
administration, training,
recruiting,
mobilization of
of the
the Naval
Reserve, may
may be
be commissioned
commissioned in
in the
the
Naval Reserve,
mobilization
Distribution oe
of the
grades or
or ran
ks o
fcommo
dore, captain,
captain, and
commander. The
The actual
actual
ltribntion
the
grades
ranks
of
commodore,
and
commander.
line.
number of
officers so
higher grades
grades shall
shall be
be
in higher
so commissioned
commissioned in
line officers
of line
number
distributed
in the
the proportion
one in
grade of
commodore,
the grade
of commodore,
of one
in the
proportion of
distributed in
to fifteen
fifteen in.
the grade
to twenty-eight
twenty-eight in
in the
the grade
of
grade of
of captain
captain, to
grade of
in the
to
Of
the staff.
commander.
The actual
captain,
Ofthestaff.
so commissioned
commissioned in
in
commander. The
actual number
number
of staff officers
officers so
higher
ranks shall
be commissioned
of eight
eight in
in the
the
the proportion
proportion of
in the
commissioned in
shall be
higher ranks
Computations for agag- rank of captain, to sixteen
sixteen in the rank of commander. The total numgregate
number.
gregatenumber
ber of line officers
officers in such higher grades
grades shall not exceed forty-four
forty-four
one-hundredths
of 11 per
per cent=
staff officers
such higher
higher
in such
officers in
and of
of staff
centum and
one-hundredths of
ranks shall
exceed twenty-four
one-hundredths of
of 11per
per centum
centum
twenty-four one-hundredths
not exceed
ranks
shall not
of the
the actual
number of
regularly assigned
assigned to
divisions
to divisions
men regularly
of enlisted
enlisted men
actual number
of
or other
other organized
of the
Reserve entitled
to pay
pay
entitled to
Naval Reserve
the Fleet
Fleet Naval
units of
organized units
or
as
section 21
of this
this Act.
Whenever aa final
final fraction
fraction
21 of
Act. Whenever
as provided
provided in
in section
occurs
in computing
computing the
the authorized
authorized number
number of
of officers
in said
said higher
higher
officers in
occurs in
grades
whole number
number shall
shall be
regarded as
as the
the
be regarded
grades or
or ranks
ranks, the
the nearest
nearest whole
authorized
number, but
at least
one officer
officer may
may be
be allowed
allowed in
in each
each
authorized number,
but at
least one
To
made each
or rank:
rank: Provided,
Provided, That
That to
to determine
determine the authorized
authorized number
number
grade or
each grade
bes. made
To"ibe
calendar year.
of officers in the various
grades or
lieutenant commander
commander
various grades
or ranks
ranks above lieutenant
as provided
provided in
this section
computations shall
made by
by the
Secas
in this
section, computations
shall be
be made
the Secretary
once during
year and
and the
retary of
of the
the Navy
Navy at
at least
least once
during each
each calendar
calendar year
the
resulting
numbers as
as so
held and considered
considered for
resulting numbers
so computed
computed shall be held
all purposes
as the
the authorized
authorized number
number of
of officers
officers in
such various
various
all
purposes as
in such
grades or
or ranks
ranks and
not be
varied between
between the
the dates
dates of
of such
such
and shall
shall not
be varied
grades
tc
No reductions, eetc.'
computations:
no officer
officer shall
shall be
be reduced
reduced in
in
That no
further, That
Provided further,
computations: Provided
authorized.
autorized.
rank as
as the
the result
result of
of any
and that
nothing in
in
rank
any computation
computation so
so made
made and
that nothing
this
as reducing
reducing the
the present
present confirmed
confirmed grade,
this Act
Act shall
shall be
be construed
construed as
grade
rank,
man transferred
transferred to the Navai
Naval
any officer
officer or
or man
rank, or
or rating
rating of
of any
Reserve
of this
this Act,
Act, or
as prohibiting
prohibiting the
the
or as
Reserve pursuant
pursuant to
to the
the provisions
provisions of
appointment
such officers
in their
confirmed grades
grades or
or
present confirmed
appointment of
of such
officers in
their present
ranks,
or as
restricting the
promotion of
officers of
of the
the Naval
Naval
ranks, or
as restricting
the promotion
of officers
Port,
1084..
Reserve in
in time
time of
of war
as provided
provided for
section 17
of this
this Act.
Mpot, p.
Pm.
Reserve
war as
for in
in section
17 of
Act.
Midshipmen.
Appointments
SEC. 8.
8. That
That hereafter
Secretary of
Navy is authorized
authorized to
to
of the
the Navy
hereafter the Secretary
from
SEC.
Appointments from
Reserve
enlist
men.
midshipmen to the Naval Academy
Academy from the enlisted men of
Reserve
enlisted
n,
appoint midshipmen
of
e d me
VG1.
the Naval Reserve
Reserve and
Marine Corps Reserve
similar condiand Marine
Reserve under
under similar
conditions as
prescribed by
appointments from
enlisted men
the
men of
of the
from enlisted
law for
for appointments
P70610.
by law
tions
as prescribed
Proiso.
ijmit.
Navy: Provided.
Provided. That
Yearly limit.
midshipmen shall
shall
That not more
more than
than twenty-five
twentv-five midshipmen
be appointed
in any
any one
under the
the authority
authority contained
in this
this
be
appointed in
one year
year under
contained in
section.
section.
Active duty, includReserve, including
intimed
SEC.
nretired
ing
retired uist
list in
time
S
EC. 9. That officers
officers and men of the Naval Reserve,
including
war, etc.
of
those who may have
of war,
have been retired,
retired, may
may be ordered
ordered to active
duty by
by
active duty
Navy in
opinion of
of
the Secretary
Secretary of the
the Navy
in time
time of
of war
war or
or when
when in
in the
the opinion
emergency exists
exists and
and may
may be
required to
to
the President
President a
a national
national emergency
be required
perform
active duty
duty throughout
throughout the
the war
war or
the national
national emeremerperform active
or until
until the
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In time of
peace, only
only
ofpeace
gency ceases
ceases to
exist; but
in time
time of
of peace,
except as
as is
is otherwise
otherwise byIme
peace, except
but in
to exist;
gency
by consent.
e
provided in
in this
Act,. they
they shall
continued on
be ordered to or continued
only be
shall only
this Act,
provided
Proviso.
active duty
with their
own consent:
Provided, That the Secretary
Secretary Optiona
consent: Provided,
their own
duty with
active
Optional release.
release.

of the
officer or man from active duty at any
release any officer
Navy may release
of
the Navy
time.
Navy
time.
Navy laws,
laws, etc.,
etc., to
to
govern active
active duty
duty
govern
the Naval
of the
SEC. 10.
10. Officers
Officers and
and men
men of
Naval Reserve,
Reserve, when employed
employed service.
SEC.
on active
active duty,
pay, drill,
drill,
without pay,
duty, with
with or without
training duty,
authorized training
duty, authorized
on
or other
other equivalent
or duty,
duty, or
employed in
in authoror when
when employed
instruction or
equivalent instruction
or
ized travel
travel to
to and
and from
from such
such duty,
duty, drill,
drill, or
instruction, or during
during
or instruction,
ized
perform active duty in
such time
may by law
required to perform
law be
be required
they may
as they
time as
such
accordance with
their obligations,
or while
while wearing
wearing aa uniform
uniform preobligations, or
with their
accordance
scribed for
Naval Reserve,
Reserve, shall
shall be
be subject
subject to
to the
laws, regularegula- Provisos.
Provisos.
the laws,
the Naval
for the
scribed
Action on offenses.
offenses.
Provided, That
tions, and
and orders
Navy: Provided,
That Actionon
of the
the Navy:
government of
the government
for the
orders for
tions,
disciplinary action
action for
offense committed
committed while
while so subject to the
an offense
for an
disciplinary
laws, regulations,
regulations, and
orders for
for the
the government
Navy shall
government of the Navy
and orders
laws,
not be
be barred
barred by
by reason
reason of
officer or
status of an officer
duty status
from duty
of release
release from
not
Retired list subject
further, That
man
charged with
with the
the commission
commission thereof:
thereof: Provided
That torNavylawst
Provided further,
man charged
to Navy laws, etec
etc.
hereafter be transofficers an
men who
who have
have heretofore
heretofore been
been or may hereafter
and men
officers
ferred to
retired list
Reserve Force or the Naval
Naval
list of the Naval Reserve
the retired
to the
ferred
Reserve with
at all times be subject
subject to the laws, regulations,
regulations,
pay shall
shall at
with pay
Reserve
Grade of
of commiscommisGrade
and orders
orders for
for the
of the
the Navy.
Navy.
government of
the government
and
sionedetffce,
officers
on active
coastrued
Sze. 11.
11. That
That commissioned
commissioned officers
of the
the Naval
Reserve when
when emem- duty,
Naval Reserve
officers of
SEC.
duty, etc., construed.
ployed on
on active
active duty
duty or
or on
on training
with pay,
when
pay, or when
duty, with
training duty,
ployed
employed
authorized travel
and from
from such
such duty,
shall be
duty, shall
to and
travel to
in authorized
employed in
deemed to
to have
have been
been confirmed
in grade
and qualified
qualified for
all general
general Pay transportation,
for all
grade and
confirmed in
deemed
Pay, transportation,
service
receive the
the pay,
pay, allowances,
allowances, including
including longevity
ranta
longevity etc.
shall receive
and shall
service and
etc.
pay,
provided by
by law
law for
for the
the reserve
forces of
States,
United States,
of the United
reserve forces
as provided
pay, as
and shall
shall when
when traveling
traveling under
under orders
orders receive
receive transportation
transportation in kind,
and
Warrant officers
officers and
and
mileage
for travel
travel performed
performed Warrant
law for
by law
provided by
as provided
expenses as
actual expenses
or actual
mileage or
enlisted men.
men.
by
officers of
of the
the regular
regular Navy.
Navy. Warrant
officers and
and men
men of
of enlisted
Warrant officers
by officers
the Naval
Naval Reserve
active duty
duty or
on training
training
or on
on active
employed on
when employed
Reserve when
the
Pay actveloces
and allowances
and
in authorized
duty
pay or
or when
when employed
authorized travel
travel to and from of,,Paon active
employed in
with pay
duty with
duty.
such
duty
shall
receive
the
same
pay
and
allowances
received
as
received
such duty shall receive the same pay and allowances
of the
by
warrant officers
regular Navy
Navyof
officers and enlisted men of the regular
by warrant
Service longevity.
same rank,
rank, grade,
grade, or rating, and of the same length of service
service which Service logevity.
same
Guard,
Marine Corps, Coast Guard,
shall
service in
Navy, Marine
in the Navy,
include service
shall include
Naval
Reserve Force,
Naval Volunteers,
po*.
Volunteers, Proviso.
National Naval
Militia, National
Navy Militia,
Force, Navy
Naval Reserve
Pay
for less
less than
than 30
30
Pay for
Provided, That
Marine
That when
when days.
Reserve: Provided,
Naval Reserve:
Reserve, or Naval
Corps Reserve,
Marine Corps
officers
perform active
active duty or training da
Reserve perform
the Naval Reserve
or men
men of the
officers or
duty
with pay
pay for
thirty days
such duty
duty perdays such
than thirty
less than
of less
period of
a period
for a
duty with
formed
on the
any month
month shall
shall be
be paid
at the
paid for at
of any
day of
thirty-first day
the thirty-first
formed on
same rate
rate as
as for
other days.
Uniform
days.
for other
same
Uniform gratuity to
officers.
S
EC. 12.
12. That
being appointed
in the
Fleet Naval
Reserve officers.
Naval Reserve
the Fleet
appointed in
upon being
That upon
SEC.
an
officer shall
shall be
of $100 for
purchase of required
required unifor purchase
sum of
be paid
paid aa sum
an officer
forms
thereafter he
he shall
shall be
be paid
paid an
sum of
of $50
$50 for
for
additional sum
an additional
and thereafter
forms and
the same
same purpose
of four
years in
in proo,
four years
period of
of each
each period
Provisos.
completion of
upon completion
purpose upon
the
Limitation.
here- Limitation.
the Fleet
Fleet Naval
Reserve: Provided,
any officer
has herewho has
officer who
That any
Provided, That
Naval Reserve:
the
tofore received
gratuity shall
not be
either of
of
entitled to either
be entitled
shall not
uniform gratuity
received aa uniform
tofore
the above-mentioned
sums until
the expiration
expiration of
years from
from Further sum in time
of four
four years
until the
the
above-mentioned sums
time
of war.
war.
the date
date of
of the
the receipt
such gratuity:
gratuity: Provided
further, That in of
Provided further,
of such
receipt of
the
time
of war
or national
emergency a
$150 for pursum of $150
a further
further sum
national emergency
war or
time of
chase
of required
uniforms shall
officers of all classes
classes of
of
shall be paid to officers
required uniforms
chase of
enUniforms, etc.,
to enetc., to
Uniforms,
the Naval
Reserve when
when they
first report
report for
duty.
active duty.
for active
they first
the
Naval Reserve
listed men in time of
Naval Reserve
the Naval
Svc.
13. That
That in
in time
of peace
of the
Reserve listed
men of
enlisted men
peace enlisted
time of
SEC. 13.
peace. men in time of
shall be
and equipment
equipment in accordaccordbedding, and
of uniform, bedding,
articles of
issued articles
be issued
shall
Proviso.l in tie o
ance
with regulations
regulations to
to be
be prescribed
prescribed by
by the
of the
Navy: Additional
the Navy:
the Secretary
Secretary of
ance with
in time of
Provided, That
That upon
duty in
Wa.
war or war.
in time of war
active duty
for active
reporting for
first reporting
upon first
Provided.
national emergency
emergency enlisted
men of the
Reserve shall receive
Naval Reserve
the Naval
enlisted men
national
in
authorized for the enlisted
same outfit as may be authorized
addition the same
in addition
personnel
the regular
regular Navy
Navy upon
upon first
first enlistment.
enlistment.
of the
personnel of
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while on

S
EC. 14.
That if
peace any
any officer
or enlisted
enlisted man
of the
SEc.
14. That
if in
in time
of peace
time of
officer or
man of
the
Naval Reserve
Reserve is
is physically
physically injured
in the
the line
duty while
while perperNaval
injured in
line of
of duty
forming
authorized training
training duty
with or
or without
without pay,
pay,
forming active
active duty,
duty, authorized
duty with
in authorized
or when employed
employed in
authorized travel
to and
and from
from such
such duty,
duty, or
or dies
dies
travel to
as
of such
such physical
his beneficiary
beneficiary shall
shall be
be
as the
the result
result of
physical injury,
injury, he
he or
or his
entitled to
by law
law for
employees of
of
to all
all the benefits
benefits prescribed
prescribed by
for civil
civil employees
the
are physically
injured in
in the
the line
line of
of duty
duty or
or
the United
United States
States who
who are
physically injured
Jurisdiction of Em- who die as the result thereof, and the United States EmployeesComof Emon who die as the result thereof, and the United States Employees CompJrsdction
ployees
Compensation
Commission.
Commission.
pensation Commission shall have
have jurisdiction
jurisdiction in such
such cases
cases and
and shall
shall
Vol.
Vol. 39,
39,. p. 743.
743.
perform the same
same duties
duties with reference
reference thereto
thereto as in the cases
cases of
Proviso.
civil employees
employees of
of the
the United
United States
States so
so injured:
Provided, That
That in
in
injured: Provided,
not deemed
Sickness
Sickness not
deemed civil
njuries
active
duty while
active
duty
in
of
in time
time on
of
peace.
peace.

an
an injury.
injury

case shall
or disease
no case
shall sickness
sickness or
disease be
be regarded
regarded as
as an
an injury
injury within
within the
the
meaning
section relating
to the
the Naval
Naval Reserve.
meaning of this section
relating to
Reserve.
Precedence
Precedence of
of offioffiSE.
commissioned officers
same rank
and warrant
S
EC. 15. That
That commissioned
officers of the
the same
rank and
warrant
cers.
oers.
Among themselves.
themselves. officers in the Naval Reserve
Among
Reserve shall take
among themselves
themselves
take precedence
precedence among
by date of commission
commission or warrant. Officers
of the
same date
date of
Officers of
the same
of
commission or warrant
commission
warrant shall take precedence
according to
to such
such regureguprecedence according
Provisos.
lations as
as the
the Secretary
of the
prescribe: Provided,
That
r
fromNav
Secretary of
the Navy
Navy may
may prescribe:
Provided, That
Transfers
from Naval lations
Reserve Force.
commissioned
Reserve
Force.
commissioned officers
rank and
warrant officers
officers in
in the
the
officers of
of the
the same
same rank
and warrant
Naval Reserve
Reserve Force who are
are transferred
to the
Naval Reserve
in
transferred to
the Naval
Reserve in
accordance with the provisions
accordance
provisions of
of this
Act shall
shall take
precedence
this Act
take precedence
among
among themselves
themselves and with
officers of
of the
the Naval
with other
other officers
Naval Reserve
Reserve
according
according to the
of the
the commissions,
warrants, or
or provisional
the dates
dates of
commissions, warrants,
provisional
assignments of rank
held by
by them
them at
at the
time of
rank or
or grade
grade held
the time
of transfer,
transfer,
except
except that such officers
officers who were
were transferred
transferred to
to the
the Naval
Naval Reserve
Reserve
Force from the National
National Naval Volunteers,
if they
they have
have not
not been
been
Volunteers, if
separated from the
Naval Reserve
separated
the Naval
Reserve Force
Force for
for more
more than
than four
four months
months
transfer, shall
shall take
among themselves
themselves and
and
since said transfer,
take precedence
precedence among
with other officers
officers of the Naval
Reserve according
according to
to the
the date
date of
the
Naval Reserve
of the
commissions or
warrants held
by them
them on
on the
the active
active lists
lists of
of the
the
commissions
or warrants
held by
Naval Militia at the
the time of their
in the
the National
National Naval
their enrollment
enrollment in
Naval
Volunteers, or
subsequently promoted
in the
the National
National Naval
Nava lVolVolVolunteers,
or, if
if subsequently
promoted in
Per
officers of
Former
u niaccording
dates of
said promotions:
promotions: Provided
officers
of unteers,
unteers, according to
to the
the dates
of said
Providedfurther,
further,
Navy or
or Coast
Navy
That former
officers of
of the
Guard who,
who, within
within four
four
Coast Guard.
Guard. That
former officers
the Navy
Navy or
or Coast
Coast Guard
months of their separation
separation therefrom,
therefrom, enrolled in
the Naval
Naval Reserve
Reserve
in the
Force in the same
grades last
held by
by them
them in
in the
the Navy
or
same ranks or
or grades
last held
Navy or
Coast Guard,
Guard, and
and who are
the Naval
in the
are transferred
transferred to
to the
Naval Reserve
Reserve in
the
said ranks or grades
to this
and such
former officers
officers
grades pursuant
pursuant to
this Act,
Act, and
such former
of the Navy or Coast Guard
Guard who
hereafter, within
within the
the same
same
who may
may hereafter,
period,
period, be
appointed in
in the
the Naval
the same
same ranks
or
be appointed
Naval Reserve
Reserve in
in the
ranks or
last held
held by
by them
in the
Coast Guard,
Guard, shall
take
grades as
as last
them in
the Navy
Navy or
or Coast
shall take
precedence among themselves
precedence
themselves and with other
other officers
officers of the
the Naval
Naval
Reserve
according to
to the
the dates
of the
the commissions
commissions or
warrants held
held
Reserve according
dates of
or warrants
by
in the
or Coast
Guard when
when separated
separated therefrom.
therefrom.
by them
them in
the Navy
Navy or
Coast Guard
With Navy
officers.
S
- 16.
With
offcers.
SEC.
16. In
In time
time of
officers of
EC
of peace
peace officers
of the
the Naval
Naval Reserve
Reserve shall
shall take
take
In timeN'avy
of peace,
precedence
but after
precedence with
with but
after officers
of the
the same
same rank
or
grade in
in the
officers of
rank
or
grade
the
When mobilized during
war.
regular
with the
regular Navy
Navy for
for war
or
war or
the regular
When mobilized
mobilized with
regular Navy.
Navy. When
iWheobiizeddurnational emergency, officers
officers of
for the
the duraduraof the
the Naval
Naval Reserve
Reserve shall,
shall, for
tion of the war or national emergency,
emergency, take precedence
precedence after
the
after the
junior
respective ranks
or grades
grades in
the regular
Navy on
on date
date
junior of
of their
their respective
ranks or
in the
regular Navy
Proviso.
of
such mobilization:
mobilization: Provided.
That officers
the Naval
oreiso.
of such
Provided. That
officers of
of the
Naval Reserve
Reserve
Above
lieutenant
and above
of lieutenant
selected for
commander
ieutenant of
of and
above the
the rank
rank of
lieutenant commander
commander who
who are
are selected
for
commander.
advancement
accordance with the provisions
advancement in accordance
section 17
of this
this
provisions of
of section
17 of
Act shall, when
advanced, take
during the
then existexistwhen so
so advanced.
take precedence
precedence during
the then
emergency with officers
ing war or national
national emergency
officers of
of the
the regular
Navy of
of
regular Navy
the same
accordance with the
same rank or grade in accordance
the dates
dates stated
stated in
their
in their
commissions.
commissions.
UptolieutenantcomSEC.
17. In
In time of war
tolieutenant comSEC. 17.
war or national
emergency, officers
officers on
on the
active
national emergency,
the active
mander.
list of the Naval Reserve
Reserve emploved
employed on active duty shall be
be advanced
advanced
in grade and rank
rank up
up to and
the rank
rank of
of lieutenant
lieutenant comcornand including
including the
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mander with
with the
officers of
Navy with whom or next
regular Navy
of the regular
the officers
mander

after whom
whom they
accordance with
this Act
Act and
and
with this
in accordance
precedence in
take precedence
they take
after
Advancement of lieucmemander
shall be tedant
commander shall
such
of and
above the
the rank
rank of
of lieutenant
lieutenant commander
and above
officers of
such officers
tenant
commander
and
above,
upon
upon
above,
eligible for
upon recommendation
recommendation by
by aa board
board appointed,
appointed, and
selection upon
for selection
eligible
recommendation
of

regular Navy
constituted, and
approved as required
required by law for the regular
Navy board.
and approved
constituted,
and when
so selected
shall be
eligible for
advancement, either temfor advancement,
be eligible
selected shall
when so
and
Naval
porary or
higher grade or rank in the Naval
to the
the next higher
permanent, to
or permanent,
porary
Reserve corresponding
higher grades
grades or ranks as may then
such higher
to such
corresponding to
Reserve
exist on
on the
the active
list of
of the
Navy, in
such numbers
numbers for
for
in such
regular Navy,
the regular
active list
exist
each
or rank
rank as
as may
may be
prescribed from
time to time by the
from time
be prescribed
grade or
each grade
Provisos.

Naval Subjto
Secretary
of the
Navy: Provided,
officer of
of the
the Naval
no officer
That no
Provided, That
the Navy:
Secretary of
Subject to quaificaqualification examinations.
qualified tionexaminations.
a higher rank until he has qualified
Reserve
advanced to a
be advanced
shall be
Reserve shall
therefor
such mental, moral, professional,
professional, and physical examinaexaminaby such
therefor by
date
from date
tions as
Secretary of the
Navy may prescribe:
prescribe: Provided
Provided further,
further, Pay, etc.,
the Navy
etc., from
as the
the Secretary
tions
of commission.
coromicsion.
a of
who may
That
all officers
officers of
the Naval
Naval Reserve
Reserve who
may be
be advanced
advanced to a
of the
That all
higher
grade or rank shall
allowed the pay and allowances
allowances of the
be allowed
shall be
higher grade
higher grade
grade or
or rank
rank from
from the
dates stated
stated in
their commissions:
commissions: Retired
in their
the dates
Retired officers not
higher
included.
Provided
That the
the provisions
section shall not apply included
of this
this section
provisions of
further, That
Providedfurther,
to
been or
hereafter be retired from the Naval
Naval
or may
may hereafter
have been
who have
to officers
officers who
Physical
Physical examinaReserve Force
or the
Naval Reserve.
Reserve.
the Naval
Force or
Reserve
tion every four years.
SEC. 18. All officers of the Naval
Naval Reserve
Reserve shall be examined
examined tion every fouryers.
SEC.
deemed
physically once
once every
four years, or oftener, as may be deemed
every four
physically
To
disbe honorably
honorablydis
To be
physi- charged
necessary,
and if
such examination
examination they
they are
found not
not physiare found
upon such
if upon
necessary, and
charged or retired if
activefor
qualiied
not
qualified
active
discharged
cally
qualified
for
active
service
they
shall
be
honorably
discharged
honorably
be
shall
they
service
active
for
cally qualified
service.
or, within
discretion of
Secretary of the Navy, placed on servce.
the Secretary
of the
the discretion
within the
or,
list.
the honorary
provided for
for in
in section
Honorary
19 of
of this Act.
section 19
list provided
retired list
the
honorary retired
Honorary retired
retired list.
Established
after
Established after
placed on an designated
shall be
Naval Reserve
SEC. 19.
19. That
That officers
officers of
the Naval
Reserve shall
be placed
of the
SEC.
service, etc.
service e
pay .or
honorary retired
retired list
list of
Naval Reserve
without pay
or allowallow- design
Reserve without
the Naval
of the
honorary
ances upon
sixty-four years, or, within
within the disreaching the age of sixty-four
upon reaching
ances
cretion of
Navy, upon the officer's
officer's own request,
of the Navy,
Secretary of
the Secretary
of the
cretion
Proviso.
after twenty-five
twenty-five years'
years' service
the Naval
Provided, Percs
Reserve: Provided,
Naval Reserve:
in the
service in
after
Services iuded
included in
longevity.
Corps, Naval
That
service in
Marine Corps,
Naval Reserve Force,
Force, longevity.
Navy, Marine
the Navy,
in the
That service
National
Naval Volunteers,
Militia, Naval
Naval Auxiliary
Auxiliary Service,
Service,
Naval Militia,
Volunteers, Naval
National Naval
service in the Naval Reserve
and
counted as service
Reserve
Coast Guard shall be counted
and Coast
under
the provisions
section.
of this section.
provisions of
under the
Fleet Naval
Naval Reserve.
Fleet

THE
NAVAL RESERVE
RESERVE
FLEET NAVAL
THE FLEET

peace, except as herein otherwise
S
EC. 20.
otherwise pro20. That
That in time of peace,
SEC.
vided,
officers and
and enrolled
enrolled and
men of
Fleet Naval
Naval
of the Fleet
enlisted men
and enlisted
vided, officers
Reserve
be required
required to
to perform
such training
duty, not to
to
training duty,
perform such
shall be
Reserve shall
Secretary
prescribed by the Secretary
exceed fifteen
annually, as may be prescribed
days annually,
fifteen days
exceed
of
Navy, unless
unless excused
excused therefrom
sufficient reafor good and sufficient
therefrom for
the Navy,
of the
sons
by direction
direction of
the Secretary
Secretary of
Navy: Provided,
they
That they
Provided, That
the Navy:
of the
of the
sons by
may
additional training
training or
or other
other duty,
either with
or withwithwith or
duty, either
be given
given additional
may be
Secretary
out
authorized, with their
consent, by the Secretary
their consent,
be authorized,
as may
mav be
pav, as
out pay,
of
Navy: Provided
That when
when authorized
authorized training
training or
or
further, That
Provided further,
the Navy:
of the
other
officers or
or men
men they
they may,
in
may, in
by officers
performed by
is performed
pay is
without pay
duty without
other duty
the
Secretary of
of the
the Navy, be furnished subsistence
subsistence
of the
the Secretary
discretion of
the discretion
in kind
or commutation
at a
rate to
to be
time to
from time
be fixed from
a rate
thereof at
commutation thereof
kind or
in
time by
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Navy:
That
further, That
provided further,
And provided
Navy: And
of the
by the
time
officers and
and men
men while
training or other duty in aviation
aviation
detailed for training
while detailed
officers
which involves
involves actual
actual flying
in aircraft,
aircraft, in
in accordance
accordance with regulaflying in
which
tions prescribed
Secretary of
the Navy,
shall receive
receive the
the same
same
Navy, shall
of the
the Secretary
by the
prescribed by
tions
increase
the pay
pay of
ratings as may be
grades, ranks, or ratings
their grades,
of their
of the
increase of
received
by officers
officers and
men in
similar grades,
grades, ranks, and
in similar
enlisted men
and enlisted
received by
ratings
in the
the regular
regular Navy
Navy for
performance of
of similar
similar duty.
the performance
for the
ratings in
S
EC. 21.
21. Officers
Officers below
the grade
or rank
rank of
commander
lieutenant commander
of lieutenant
grade or
below the
SEC.
and
enlisted men
Fleet Naval
Reserve attached
division
attached to aa division
Naval Reserve
the Fleet
of the
men of
and enlisted
Secretary of
thereof,
prescribed by the
the Secretary
of
regulations prescribed
under regulations
organized under
thereof, organized

of, in time
du
ofintimenftpeaced

duty
troaifning
peace.

Additional,
Additional, authorized with consent.
ized with consent.
n

Subsistence

bsistence

fu rfur-

Increase for aircraft

Icrease for aircraft

compensation fo
1orr
Compensation
drill attendance, etc.

drill attendance, etc.
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the Navy, shall receive
receive compensation
rate of
of one-thirtieth
one-thirtieth of
of
compensation at the rate
the monthly
grades, ranks, or ratings for attending,
monthly base pay of their grades,
under competent
competent orders,
orders, each regular
other equivalent
equivalent ininregular drill, or other
struction
duty, as
as may
may be
be prescribed
prescribed by
by the
the Navy:
Proaio.
struction or
or duty,
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Navy:
Provisos.
Yearly limit.
limit.
Provided,
That no
no such
such officer
man shall
shall receive
receive pay
pay for
Yearly
Provided, That
officer or
or enlisted
enlisted man
for
more
than
60
drills
or
other
equivalent
instruction
or
duty
in any
Week-endcruisesnot
Week-end
cruises not more than 60 drills or other equivalent instruction or duty in any
duty.
one fiscal year: Provided
further, That
Provided further,
That week-end
week-end cruises shall
shall not
not
e regarded as drills or other equivalent instruction or duty.
be
Additional
Additional pay, offi- b regarded as drills or other equivalent instruction or duty.
cers
above lieutenants.
cersabove
lieutepants.
For satisfactory
satisfactory performance
For
performance of their appropriate
appropriate duties under
under
such regulations as the Secretary
Secretary of the Navy may prescribe,
prescribe 'officers
officers
above the grade or rank of lieutenant
lieutenant of the
the Fleet
Fleet Naval
Naval Reserve
Reserve
shall receive
receive compensation
compensation at
the rate
not more
more than
$500 aayear,
Below,
ad
sted shall
at the
rate of
of not
than $500
year,
Below, and enlisted
and officers
officers below
the grade
or rank
of lieutenant
lieutenant commander
commander and
and
men, not attached
to aa and
below the
grade or
rank of
men,
attached to
division.
division.
enlisted men of the Fleet Naval Reserve
Reserve not attached
a division
attached to a
division
thereof,
thereof, shall receive
receive not more than
than four-thirtieths
four-thirtieths of
of the
the monthly
monthly
base pay of their grades, ranks, or ratings, each month.
Further addition
addition to base pay of their grades, ranks, or ratings, each month.
officers for
administraofficers
for administraIn addition to the pay to which they may otherwise become
In
tive
duties.
tiveduties.
entitled
this section,
officers of or below the grade or rank of
entitled under
under this
section, officers
of
captain of the Fleet
regularly assigned
assigned to
to and
and comcomFleet Naval Reserve
Reserve regularly
organizations of the Fleet Naval
manding organizations
Naval Reserve,
Reserve organized
organized under
under
regulations
prescribed by
Secretary of
Reserve,
the Navy, and having
regulations prescribed
by the
the Secretary
of
the
having
administrative functions,
administrative
functions, shall receive
compensation at the rate
of
receive compensation
rate of
a year for the faithful
$240 a
faithful performance
performance of the administrative
administrative duties
connected therewith.
therewith.
Not accruing if rePay under
of this
shall not
accrue to
to any
Pay
under the
the provisions
provisions of
this section
section shall
not accrue
any
Neot acicrman
r-d
ceiving
active
and
training
dutypay.
pay.
trainingty
officer
officer or enlisted
enlisted man during
during a
a period when he shall be lawfully
lawfully
entitled to pay for active duty or
or training duty.
First enlistments in
S
EC.
22.
That
the
Secretary
of the
the Navy,
Navy, in
in his
his discretion,
discretion, under
under
enrlstments
NaFst
in
SEC.
22.
That
the
Secretary
of
Navy to require four
years in
in Fleet Reserve such regulations
regulations as he may prescribe, may
may require
require any
any person
person herehereon termination thereof. after
onterminationthereof.
when first enlisting
after when
enlisting in the
the regular naval service and
and may
may
authorize
authorize any enlisted man
man in such service
obligate himself
himself to
to serve
serve
service to
to obligate
four years
years in
in the
the Fleet
Fleet Naval
upon termination
of his
four
Naval Reserve
Reserve upon
termination of
his enlistenlistProvisos.
ment in
regular naval
naval service:
Provided, That
That upon
upon termination
termination
in the
the regular
service: Provided,
Assignment
Assignment thereto, ment
unless reenlisting
reenlisting in of their enlistment in the regular
unless
regular naval service
service, men
men who
who have so
Navy.
Navy,
obligated
obligated themselves
themselves shall be assigned to the Fleet
fleet Naval Reserve
for the
they apply
apply for
for reenlistment
reenlistment or
or
the four-year
four-year period,
period, unless
unless they
extension of their enlistment in the
naval service,
service, in
extension
the regular naval
in which
which
event they may be reenlisted
reenlisted or may extend
their enlistment
enlistment in
in the
the
extend their
Active duty
duty
nott rsed
re- regular naval service:
Active
w assigned
Provided further,
further, That the men so assigned
assigned
service: Provided
quired when
when assigned
quired
to Fleet
Fleet Reserve.
to the Fleet Naval Reserve
Reserve for
four-year period
shall not,
not, in
time
for the
the four-year
period shall
in time
of peace,
peace, be ordered
ordered to active duty, except
except with their own consent, and
and
shall be under no obligation to perform training duty or drill durlowan when
Allowance
when per- shall be under no obligation to perform training duty or drill durforming
forming assigned du- ing that
that period,
period, but
but shall
shall be
be paid
paid in
in advance
advance $25 per
per annum,
annum, except
except
ties.
ties,
when,
when, with their own consent, they become
become attached
attached to aa division
division
of the Fleet Naval Reserve,
Reserve, or satisfactorily
satisfactorily perform appropriate
appropriate
assigned by direction of the Secretary
Secretary of the Navy,
in which
which
duties assigned
Navy, in
case they shall receive
receive the pay, allowances,
allowances, gratuities,
gratuities, and other
emoluments as herein
herein specifically
enlisted men of
of the
the
specifically provided
provided for
for enlisted
Fleet Naval Reserve.
Enlisted men.
Enlisted men
men of
the regular
regular naval
naval service
service assigned
assigned to
to the
the Fleet
Fleet
Enlisted
of the
Reenlistment
Reenlistment of,
from
Fleet Reserve,etc.
Reserve,etc. Naval
from Fleet
Reserve in accordance
section, or
Naval Reserve
accordance with the provisions
provisions of this section
or
months from date of
of discharge
disch arge from
enlisted men who within three months
from
the regular naval service upon completion
completion of a
afour-year enlistment,
enlistment,
enlist in the Naval Reserve, may,. while so in the Naval Reserve,
Reserve be
permitted to reenlist in the regular
permitted
regular naval service, in which case
case they
they
shall be entitled to the same benefits as if
if they had enlisted in the
the
service within
within three
last discharge
regular naval service
three months
months of
of their last
discharge
therefrom.
therefrom.
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SEC.
Transfers to
to Fleet
Fleet
S
EC. 23. Men who enlist in the regular Navy
Navy after
after the passage of
of Transfers
Reserve after
after 20
years'
Reserve
20 years'
this Act, except
except as
as herein otherwise
otherwise provided,
provided, may
transferred to
to service.ter
may be
be transferred
20 years
service.
the Fleet Naval
Naval Reserve
Reserve only upon the completion
completion of at least twenty
twenty
years' naval
service and
and provided
provided they
are then
then found
naval service
they are
and Limitation.
found physically
physically and
Limitation.
otherwise qualified
qualified to perform duty in
apply for
for
in time
time of war
war and
and apply
such transfer, and thereafter,
thereafter, except
duty, shall
shall be
be
except when on
on active duty,
paid at the rate of one-half of the
the base pay they are receiving
receiving at Provisos.
Pro0.
the time of transfer:
Duty required
required
transfer: Provided,
Provided, That in time of peace
peace all enlisted Duty
men transferred.
men so transferred
transferred to the Fleet Naval
Naval Reserve
Reserve may be required
required to
perform
perform not more
more than two months'
months' active duty
duty in each four-year
four-year
period and shall be physically
physically examined
examined at least once
during each
once during
each
four-year
four-year period, and if
such examination
examination they
found not
not
if upon
upon such
they are
are found
physically
duty in
in time
time of
physically qualified
qualified to perform
perform duty
war they
shall be
be Transfers
of war
they shall
Transfers to
to Navy
Navy
retired list
list after
30
discharged:
further, That
That all
all enlisted
men so
so transferred
after 30
discharged: Provided
Provided further,
enlisted men
transferred retired
years'
service.
ye
to the Fleet Naval Reserve
Reserve shall
shall upon
upon completion
completion of
of thirty
rs ervie.
thirty years'
years'
service, including
including naval service
and time
time in
the Fleet
Naval Reserve,
service and
in the
Fleet Naval
Reserve,
be transferred
transferred to the retired list
regular Navy
Navy with
list of the
the regular
with one-half
one-half
of the base pay of their ratings
permanent additions
additions thereto,
ratings plus all permanent
thereto,
and the allowances to which enlisted
men of
of the
same ratings
ratings are
are
enlisted men
the same
entitled on
on retirement
retirement after
entitled
after thirty
thirty years'
years' naval
naval service.
service.
Pay of
men
Pay
of enlisted
enlisted men
from former
SEC.
heretofore have
have been
S
EC. 24. All
All enlisted
enlisted men
men who
who heretofore
been transferred
transferred transferred
transferredfrom
Fleet Reserve. former
from the regular
regular Navy to the Fleet Naval Reserve
Reserve established
established by the
the
t erve.
Act of
August 29,
29, 1916,
1916, and
Act
of August
who by
by section
section 11of
of this
this Act
Act are
are transtrans- Vol.
and who
39, p.
p. 589.
589.
Vol. 39,
ferred to the Fleet Naval
Naval Reserve
Reserve herein
herein created,
created, shall.
shell. receive
receive the
the
rate of pay they were legally entitled to receive
Proviso.
receive in the
the Naval
Naval Reserve
Reserve Provio.
Pay ,
t
ransfer
Force: Provided,
Provided,That such enlisted men so transferred
transferred to
Fleet
etc.,list
on after
transfer
toPay,
_
ter 30
t the
t
to
retired
l
to
service.
Naval Reserve
Reserve herein
herein created
created shall, upon completing
thirty years'
years' ye'service.
completing thirty
service, including naval service and time
time in the Fleet Naval
Naval Reserve
Reserve
of the Naval
Naval Reserve
Reserve Force and in the Fleet Naval
Reserve herein
Naval Reserve
herein
created, be transferred
transferred to the retired list of the regular
regular Navy
Navy with
the pay they were then legally
legally entitled
entitled to receive,
allowances
receive, plus
plus the
the allowances
to which enlisted
enlisted men of the regular Navy
entitled on
on retirement
Navy are entitled
retirement
after
thirty years'
after thirty
years' naval
service.
naval service.
Benefits
men enBenefits to
to men
enrolled in Reserve
Force,
SEC.
Enrolled men
the Naval
Naval Reserve
Force transferred
S
EC. 25. Enrolled
men of
of the
Reserve Force
transferred by
by roledin
ReserveForce,
reenlisting
in the Navy.
av y
1 of this Act
Act to
to the
the Naval
Reserve herein
herein created,
who had
section 1
Naval Reserve
created, who
had reestinntheN .
enrolled in the Naval Reserve
Reserve Force within four
four months
months from
from the
the
date of their discharge from the regular
hereafter
regular Navy,
Navy, and who hereafter
reenlist in the regoular
regrular Navy within three months
months from
from the date
of
date of
discharge from the Naval
their discharge
Naval Reserve
Reserve herein
created, shall
shall be
be
herein created,
entitled to
the same
same benefits
they had
in the
the regular
entitled
to the
benefits as
as if
if they
had reenlisted
reenlisted in
regular
Navy within
within three
three months
Navy
last dischar
getherefrom.
Naval Reserve.
Reserve .
months of
of their
their last
discharge
therefrom.
Fleet Naval
me n
ote, N
e
igr
SEC.
men serving
S
EC. 26.
26. Enlisted
Enlisted men
serving in
in the
regular Navy on
date of
of enlisted
e Transfers
Transters
the regular
on the
the date
men ofto, Navy
after
the approval
approval of
this Act,
Act, or
the
of this
or who,
having been
discharged therefrom,
therefrom, i16 years'
years' service.
service.
who, having
been discharged
reenlist in the regular
regular Navy within
date of
of disdiswithin three
three months from
from date
charge, or who are serving in the Naval
Naval Reserve
Reserve Force
Force on the date
date
of this Act in an enrollment entered
entered into within
within four
four months
months from
the date of their discharge
regular Navy
and hereafter
hereafter
discharge from
from the regular
Navy and
reenlist in the regular Navy within
months from
from the
the date
of
within three
three months
date of
their discharge
discharge from the Naval Reserve,
Reserve, herein
herein created,
created, shall be
be
transferred to the Fleet Naval
entitled to be transferred
Naval Reserve
Reserve on
the completion
completion
on the
of sixteen or more
years' naval
naval service,
service and
when so
shall, Pay
more years'
and when
so transferred
transferred shall,
Pay, etc.
etc.
except when on active duty, be entitled
entitled to receive,
if they
receive, if
they have had
sixteen but less than twenty
twenty years' naval service
of
service, pay
pay at
at the rate
rate of
the time of
of transfer, After
After 20
years, or
or
one-third the base pay they are receiving
receiving at the
20 years.
plus
additions thereto, and
they have
have had
twenty more
plus all
all permanent
permanent additions
and if
if they
had twenty
or more years'
years' naval service, pay
pay at the rate of one-half
one-half of the base
pay
they are
at the
of transfer,
permanent prmos.
Provisos.
pay they
are receiving
receiving at
the time
time of
transfer, plus
plus all
all permanent
Inere
‘r
a
t
i
s
e
e
,for !street„
aw
Provided, That the pay
authorized in
Ineaser,
for extraradditions thereto:
thereto: Provided,
pay authorized
in this
this section dio
lsuL
shall
be increased
per centum
centum for
men who
who may
be credited
credited
shall be
increased 10
10 per
for all
all men
may be
with extraordinary
heroism in
line of
of duty
duty or
or whose
whose average
average
with
extraordinary heroism
in the
the line
45822°--25t----71
45822°-25--- 71
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marks
for twenty
twenty years
or more
more shall
shall not be
be less than 95
years or
conduct for
in conduct
marks in
further, That for all purProvided further,
per centum of the maximum:
maximum: Provided
poses
section a
enlistment during minority shall be
a complete
complete enlistment
this section
of this
poses of
counted
four years'
years' service
service and any enlistment
enlistment terminated within
as four
counted as
three
months prior
prior to
term of such enlistment
enlistment
expiration of the term
the expiration
to the
three months
shall
service for which enlisted.
be counted as the full term of service
shall
Limitation of active
S
EC. 27.
27. That
time of
peace all
enlisted men
men so
transferred to
to
so transferred
all enlisted
of peace
in time
That in
SEC.
active
requi
duty required.
Transferred
to retired the
the Fleet
Naval
Reserve
in
accordance with
with the
the preceding
preceding section
section
accordance
in
Reserve
Naval
Fleet
Trasferredtoretied
list
if
found
physically
list if found physically
may
be required
months' active duty
not more than two months'
perform not
to perform
required to
may be
disqualified.
disquallied.
in
four-year period
period and
shall be
examined physically
physically at least
be examined
and shall
each four-year
in each
once
each four-year
four-year period,
examination
period, and if upon such examination
during each
once during
they
are
found
not
physically qualified
qualified they
they shall
shall be
be transferred
transferred to
physically
not
found
are
they
Pay.
the
retired list
then
regular Navy, with the pay they are then
of the regular
list of
the retired
Pay.
receiving,
upon the
the completion
completion of
of thirty
thirty years'
years' service,
including
service, including
and upon
receiving, and
naval
service, time
time in
retired
Reserve and time on the retired
Naval Reserve
Fleet Naval
in the
the Fleet
naval service,
list of
of the
the Navy,
Navy, they
they shall
shall receive
receive the
the allowances
allowances to which
which enlisted
enlisted
list
men of
the regular
regular Navy
are entitled
entitled on
on retirement
retirement after thirty
years'
thirty years'
Navy are
of the
men
Proviso.
naval service:
That all
all enlisted
men so
so transferred
transferred to
the
to the
enlisted men
Other transfers
Provided,That
service: Provided,
trasfers from naval
Other
Fleet Reserve,
Reserve, after
after 30
30 Fleet Naval Reserve who are
neet
are not transferred to the retired
retired list puryears' service.
section shall, upon comof this
this section
provisions of
suant to
the foregoing
to the
foregoing provisions
years service.
pletion
including naval service and time in
service, including
years' service,
thirty years'
of thirty
pletion of
the
Fleet Naval
Naval Reserve,
the retired list of the
transferred to the
be transferred
Reserve, be
the Fleet
regular Navy
Navy with
allowwere then receiving, and the allowthey were
the pay they
with the
regular
ances to
same rating are entitled on retirethe same
men of the
enlisted men
which enlisted
to which
ances
ment after
years' naval
service.
naval service.
thirty years'
after thirty
ment
NavalMilit
Naval Militia.
SEC. -28.
28. That
That of
Militia, as
provided by
law, such
such
by law,
as provided
Part
Organized
Organized Militia,
the Organized
of the
SEC.
of oryanized
Part of
Militia to constitute.
prescribed in any State, Territory, or the Disas may
may be
be duly
duly prescribed
part as
toonstmatteb
Militia
as
bep part
Personnel
may be
Personnel
admitted
to Fleet
Fleet Retrict of
Columbia shall constitute aa Naval Militia. Any officer or
or
of Columbia
Re- trict
admitted to
serve,
serve, if
if qualified.
qualifed.
enlisted man
of such
such Naval
Naval Militia
Militia may,
may, in
in the discretion
enlisted
man of
discretion of the
Secretary of
the Navy,
Navy, be
or enlisted
enlisted in
in the
the Fleet Naval
Naval
appointed or
be appointed
of the
Secretary
Reserve
in the
the grade,
or rating
rating not
the rank
lieutenant
rank of lieutenant
above the
not above
rank, or
grade, rank,
Reserve in
for
he may
be found
found qualified
accordance with such special
special
qualified in accordance
may be
which he
for which
regulations
as may
may be
prescribed by
the Secretary
of the
the Navy:
Navy:
Secretary of
by the
be
prescribed
as
regulations
Provisos.
Provided,
That
each
officer
and
enlisted
man
of
the
Naval
Militia
Militia
Naval
the
of
for rank
rank Provided, That each officer and enlisted man
qualiy for
To qualify
or
Reserve shall be required
appointed
Naval Reserve
required
appointed or enlisted in the Fleet Naval
rating.
or rating.
within one
the date
of his
his appointment
enlistment in
appointment or enlistment
date of
after the
year after
one year
within
the
Fleet Naval
qualify for
for the rank or rating
may
rating he may
to qualify
Reserve to
Naval Reserve
the Fleet
hold
in accordance
with
the general
regulations
governing the
Fleet
Fleet
the
governing
regulations
the
general
with
accordance
in
hold
Naval
ReservemeNaval Reserve memReserve: Provided
Provided further,
That officers
officers and
and men
Naval
of the Naval
men of
further, That
bers
Naval Reserve:
from mi- Naval
relieved from
bers relieved
litia duty in time of
of the Naval
Naval Militia
Militia of any State,
duty in time of Reserve who
litia
who are
members of
are members
State, Terriwar.
tory, or
or the
the District
of Columbia
shall stand
stand relieved
from all
all
relieved from
Columbia shall
District of
tory,
service
or
duty
in said
Naval
Militia when
when on active duty in time of
of
Militia
Naval
said
in
duty
or
service
Lonofav
Loan of Navy vessels
war
Provided further,
further, That such vessels,
vessels, mato
States,
etc.,
for
emergency: Provided
national emergency:
or national
war or
for
etc.,
States,
to
militia
training.
terial, armament, equipment,
ilitia training.
other facilities
facilities of the
terial,
equipment, and other
the regular
regular Navy
Navy
as are
are or
available for the Fleet Naval Reserve
Reserve
made available
be made
may be
or may
as
shall
also be
discretion of the Secretary
Secretary of the Navy,
Navy,
available, in the discretion
be available,
shall also
Territories, or the District of
for
several States, Territories,
issue or loan to the several
for issue
Columbia, for the administration and training of units of the Naval
Proportion
per- Columbia, for the administration and training of units of the Naval
Proortion of psonnel required to be Militia,
regular Navy
Navy shall be furnished
furnished
Militia, but no such facilities of the regular
sonnerequired
in Fleet Reserve, etc.
for use
the Naval
Naval Militia
unless at
at least
least
Militia unless
of the
unit of
or unit
portion or
any portion
use by
by any
n Fleet Reserve, etc. for
95
per centum
of its
its personnel
personnel has been
enlisted in the
appointed or enlisted
been appointed
centum of
95 per
Reserve and unless its organization,
organization, administration,
administration, and
and
Naval Reserve
Fleet Naval
training
conform to
to the
the standard
standard prescribed
Secretary of
by the Secretary
prescribed by
training conform
the
Navy for
such units.
units.
for such
the Navy
Yearly inspection of
SEC. 29.
That an inspection
inspection of Naval Reserve
made
Reserve units shall be made
29. That
SEC.
reserve units.
at
least once
once each
each year
year by
by officers
regular Navy detailed by
the regular
of the
officers of
at least
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Navy
that purpose,
purpose, and
and said officers shall
for that
Navy for
of the
the
report
to the
Secretary of
organqualifications, organthe qualifications,
Navy upon the
the Navy
of the
the Secretary
report to
ization, and
units.
of said
said units.
administration of
and administration
ization,

Minority enlistments
counted as
years'
as four years'
service.
service,

Minority
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Merchant Marine
Merchant
Marine
Naval Reserve.
Reserve.

THE MERCHANT
MARINE NAVAL
NAVAL RESERVE
MERCHANT MARINE
RESERVE

SEC.
Composed of
of citiens
citizens
Marine Naval
SEC. 30. That the Merchant
Merchant Marine
Naval Reserve
be comReserve shall
shall be
com- Composed
following the sea as a
posed of
of male
male citizens
citizens of
of the
the United
States and
and of
of the
the insular
insular profession,
United States
proeion, etec.
etc.

possessions
possessions of the United
United States who
follow or
who have
followed
who follow
or who
have followed
the sea as a
a profession
and who
who are
or who
profession and
are employed,
employed, or
who have
have been
been
employed
employed within three years, on
public vessels
vessels of
of the
the United
States
on public
United States
or such other seagoing vessels documented
documented under
under the
the laws
of the
the
laws of

United States as may
approved by
may be
be approved
by the
Secretary of
of the
the Navy.
the Secretary
Transfer to
to VolunVolunNavy.
Transfer
Reserve on ceasing
SEC. 31.
31. That
officers and
SEC.
That officers
and enlisted
the Merchant
Merchant Marine
Marine teer
enlisted men
men of
of the
toollow
sea.
to
follow the sea.

Naval Reserve
Reserve shall be transferred
to the
the Volunteer
Volunteer Naval
transferred to
Naval Reserve,
Reserve,
or discharged,
discharged, three years
they have
ceased to
to follow
follow the
the sea
sea
years after
after they
have ceased
as
as a
a profession.
profession.
Training duty
given
SEC. 32. That officers
and enlisted
men of
officers and
enlisted men
of the
Merchant Marine
Marine onTraining
the Merchant
dut given
application.
Naval Reserve
Reserve may, upon their own application,
application, approved
approved by
direcby direction of the Secretary
Secretary of the Navy, be given the
the same
same training
training duty,
duty,
with or without pay, as is provided for officers
and enlisted
enlisted men
men of
of
officers and
Naval Reserve.
Reserve.
the Fleet Naval
Yearly pay,
when
SEC.
of peace
peace officers
S
EC. 33. That in
in time of
officers and
and enlisted
enlisted men
men of
of the
the Yearly
pay, when
not on active Navy
Merchant Marine
Marine Naval Reserve
Reserve when
when not employed on active
duty duty.
active duty
with the regular Navy shall be paid
under such
such reguregupaid per
per annum,
annum, under
lations as the Secretary
Secretary of the Navy may prescribe,
prescribe, at
the rate
rate of
of
at the
not exceeding
exceeding one
one month's
month's base
of their
their corresponding
corresponding grades,
base pay
pay of
grades, Additional to trainpay.
ranks, or ratings in the regular Navy, which pay
pay shall
shall be
additional ing
be additional
ingProvsso.
pay
to any pay to which they may
entitled for
may be
be entitled
for training
training duty:
duty: ProPro- Specific
specific funds
funds rerequired.
vided, That funds equal
equal to the amount required
purposes of
of quired
required for
for the
the purposes
this section shall first have been made
made available
Congress for
for
available by
by the
the Congress
this specific purpose.
purpose.
nl auFlag or pennant
a
SEC.
S
EC. 34. That the Secretary
Secretary of
Navy shall
shall prescribe
prescribe a
asuitable
suitable thFgored
of the Navy
p
thorized for vessels.
flag or pennant which may be flown as an emblem of the Merchant
Merchant
or s
Marine
Marine Naval Reserve
Reserve on any seagoing
seagoing merchant
merchant vessel
documented Provisos.
vessel documented
rmois.
Vessel
suitable as
as
under
Provided, That such
under the laws of the United
United States: Provided,
such vessel
vessel be naval
vsna
ae suitable
auxiliary.
first designated by the Secretary of the Navy as suitable
suitable for
for service
service
Naval Reserve
Reserve perperas aa naval
in time of war: Provided
further, That
That the
Naval
naval auxiliary in
Provided further,
the sonnel.
master or commanding
commanding officer
officer and
and not less than
per centum
centum of
than 50
50 per
of Not in lieu of nan
of the
the officers are members
members of
the Naval
Naval Reserve:
Reserve: And
And provided furfur- tional
ble.
tional em
emblem.
ther,
ther, That such flag or pennant shall
be flown
flown in
in lieu
of
the
shall not
not be
lieu of the
national ensign.
ensign.
THE
THE

VOLUNTEER
VOLUNTEER NAVAL
NAVAL RESERVE
RESERVE

Volunteer Naval ReVolunteer
Naval Reserve.
srve.
etc., rereNo drills,
drills, etc.,
quired.
quied.

SEC.
S
EC. 35. That officers
officers and enlisted
enlisted men
men of
of the
the Volunteer
Naval
Volunteer Naval
Reserve shall not be required to
Reserve
attend drills
or perform
training
to attend
drills or
perform training
duty and shall receive no pay or allowances,
when ordered
ordered to
to Proo.
allowances, except
except when
Proviso.
May have
have training
training
active
Provided, That they may,
may, upon
upon their
active duty or training duty: Provided,
their May
duty, etc.,
etc., on appliown application, approved
approved by the direction
direction of the
Secretary of the
the cation
the Secretary
cation
Navy, be given the same active
active duty or training duty,
with or
or withduty, with
without pay, as is provided
provided for officers and
enlisted men
the Fleet
Fleet
and enlisted
men of
of the
Reserve.
Naval Reserve.
GENERAL PROVISIONS
PROVISIONS
GENERAL

General provisions.
provisions.
General

SEC.
Navy shall
shall prescribe
S
EC. 36. That the Secretary
Secretary of the Navy
prescribe all
all necesnecessary and proper regulations, not inconsistent
inconsistent with
with the
the provisions
provisions of
of

Regulctdio fr
prescribed
for organe
organiprescribed
orani-

Regulations

to

be

zation, etc., of Naval
Reserve.

e""etc,of Naal

this Act, for the recruiting, organization,
government, administraadministraorganization, government,
tion, training, inspection,
inspection, and mobilization
mobilization of
of the
the Naval
Naval Reserve
Reserve Details oof personne.
personnel,
ships, etc.,
from the
c
hereby
established, and shall detail such officers
hereby created and established,
officers and
and N^a
Navy. et . fm th
enlisted men and shall make
make available
such vessels,
material, armaarmaavailable such
vessels, material,
ment, equipment, and other facilities
facilities of
he may
may
of the regular
regular Navy
Navy as
as he
deem necessary
necessary and advisable for the development
development of the
the Naval
Naval
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Proviso.
Proaio.
Government emGovernm
ployees allowed
allow t leaves
ployees
leaves
for training
of absence fo
r trig
duty.
duty.

Reserve in
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this Act:
Act: Provided,
Provided,
with the
accordance with
in accordance
Reserve

1925.
1925.

That
officers and
employees of
United States or of the Disof the United
and employees
all officers
That all
trict
of Columbia,
Columbia, who are
Reserve, shall be
members of the Naval Reserve,
are members
trict of
entitled
of absence
absence from
their respective
respective duties, without
from their
leave of
to leave
entitled to
loss of
of pay,
time, or
efficiency rating, on all days during
during which they
or efficiency
pay, time,
loss
are
on training duty for periods not to
orders, on
under orders,
employed, under
are employed,
exceed
calendar year.
exceed fifteen days in any one calendar
Annual
ai
Annual appropriaS
EC. 37.
That the
funds are
are hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
to be
be
necessary funds
the necessary
37. That
SEC.
PPdo.ra
tions
authorized.
tions authori
appropriated annually,
annually, to
to be
be paid
out of
any money
money in
in the
the Treasury
Treasury
of any
paid out
appropriated
not
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, for
Reserve,
the support of the Naval Reserve,
for the
not otherwise
including all
all expenses
pertaining thereto
as authorized
authorized by
by law.
law.
as
thereto
pertaining
expenses
including
Estimatest to be subEstimates
S
EC. 38.
38. That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Navy shall submit annually
annually in
SEC.
to be smitted.
mitted.
connection
estimates for
for the
the Navy
statement
a statement
Department a
Navy Department
the estimates
with the
connection with
showing
for the
the following
following purposes
purposes
required for
sums required
the sums
separately the
showing separately
under this Act:
For
purposes of
For all
all pi
(a)
necessary for
for all purposes
purposes for the Fleet
amount necessary
The estimated amount
(a) The
Irposes of
Reserves.
Fleet Reserv
es
Naval Reserve
the succeeding
including pay
pay and
and
succeeding fiscal year, not including
for the
Reserve for
Naval
allowances
of
former
enlisted
men
regular
transferred
transferred
Navy
regular
of
the
men
enlisted
former
of
allowances
Reserve.
to the Fleet Naval Reserve.
assigned to
or assigned
Pay,
(b)
The estimated
estimated amount
said fiscal
year required
required to
to cover
cover
etc., of
Pay, etc.,
fiscal year
for said
amount for
(b) The
of transtensferred
Navy enlisted
ferred Navy
the pay
pay and
allowances of
of those
those former
former enlisted
enlisted men
men of
the regular
regular
of the
and allowances
ented the
men.
men.
Navy
Fleet Naval
Naval Reserve.
Reserve.
to the
the Fleet
transferred to
Navy transferred
For enlisted
men
For
enlis
(c)
The amount
estimated for
for said
said fiscal
to cover
annual
the annual
cover the
year to
fiscal year
amount estimated
(c) The
assigned,
without
assigned,
active duty.
payment of
$25 allowed
allowed by
section 22 of this Act to those men of
by section
of $25
payment
p. 1080.
10
Ante, p.
the Naval
Naval Reserve
Reserve who
who have
have been
assigned thereto.
thereto.
been assigned
the
Funds
le
Funds available.
ava
Sze. 39.
39. That
unobligated funds
funds from
appropriations for the
from appropriations
That unobligated
SEC.
ab
Naval
the various
classes thereof for the current
current
various classes
and the
Force and
Reserve Force
Naval Reserve
fiscal
year and
and thereafter
thereafter are hereby
hereby made available
available for carrying
carrying
fiscal year
the provisions
provisions of
this Act
effect.
into effect.
Act into
of this
the
Effective as of july
SEC. 40.
40. That
That this
this Act
on July
July 1,
1, 1925,
1925, which date
take effect
effect on
shall take
Act shall
SEC.
as of Jl
1,1925.
shall
be construed
construed as the date of the passage or approval
approval thereof.
shall be
Approved,
February 28, 1925.
Approved, February
February
1925.
February 28,
28,1925.
(H.
50oo.]
[H. R. 11500.]
(Public,
No.
513.]
[Public, No. 513.1

Act To amend an
an Act entitled
entitled "An Act to consolidate
375.-An Act
CHAP. 3715.—An
national forest lands."
lands."

Be
enacted by
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of the
the
House of
Senate and
by the
it enacted
Be it
United States
of America
in Con.qress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the Act of
That the
America in
States of
iands United
March 20,
20, 1922
(Forty-second Statutes
Statutes at
at Large,
Large, page
page 465),
465), entitled
entitled
1922 (Forty-second
March
lands,' be, and the same is
"An
to consolidate
consolidate national
national forest lands,"
Act to
"An Act
hereby, amended
by adding
adding the following
following section thereto:
thereto:
amended by
hereby,
Reservations of
of timtiSEC.
Either
party
2.
Reservations
S
EC.
party to an exchange
exchange may make reservations
reservations of
ber, minerals, etc., alshall be duly
timber,
minerals, or
the values
values of which
which shall
easements, the
or easements,
lowed.
timber, minerals,
e
lowed.
In
lands.
Where
exchanged
in
determining
to
considered
considered
determining the values
values of the exchanged
Where
n lands
ands conveyed
conveyed to
United States.
reservations are
are made
made in
lands conveyed
to the United States the
conveyed to
in lands
reservations
reasonable conditions
right
to enjoy
conditions
subject to such reasonable
be subject
them shall be
enjoy -them
right to
respecting
the use
use of
of the
surface of
of the
the land
land
the surface
and the
and egress
egress and
ingress and
respecting ingress
By
United States,
of
of
Agriculture;
the
Secretary
be
necessary
of
may
By
uniteda
tat,
as
deemed
necessary
by
Secretary
Agriculture
•
'
where
mineral deposits.
conveyed by the United
mineral reservations
reservations are made in lands conveyed
mineral
States it
shall be
stipulated in
in the
patents, and
and that
that any
any person
person
the patents,
be so
so stipulated
it shall
States
who
the right
right to
to mine
and remove
remove the reserved deposits
mine and
acquires the
who acquires
required
may
and occupy
occupy so
so much
of the surface
surface as may
may be required
much of
enter and
may enter
for
all purposes
removal of the minerals
and removal
mining and
to the mining
incident to
for all
purposes incident
therefrom, and
may mine
mine and
upon payment
payment
remove such
such minerals upon
and remove
and may
therefrom,
Proviso.
to
the owner
of the
the surface
surface for
for damages
damages caused
the land and
caused to
to the
owner of
Proa.
to the
State
taxation on
improvements thereon:
That all
all property,
rights, easeeaseproperty, rights,
Provided, That
thereon: Provided,
etc., retained improvements
property, etc.tretaned
by
owners.
by owners.
authorized by this section
retained by or
ments, and benefits authorized
section to be retained
reserved
of lands
lands conveyed
conveyed to the United States shall be
to owners
owners of
reserved to
subject to
to the
the tax
tax laws
laws of
of the
the States where such lands are located.
subject
Approved,
February 28,
1925.
28, 1925.
Approved, February

National forests.
Acceptance
Acceptane of lands
for use of.
us of. 4amendorVol.42,p.4613,amended.

SIXTYEIGHTH CONGRESS,
CONGRESS, S
ESS. II.
II. C
ITS. 376-378.
376-378.
CHs.
SESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH

1091
1091

1925.
1925.

on the
game refuges
CHAP.
Act To
creation of
of game
refuges on
the Ozark
Ozark
the creation
authorize the
To authorize
376.-An Act
CHAP. 378.—An
National Forest
the State
Arkansas.
of Arkansas.
State of
in the
Forest in
National

February 28,
28, 1925.
196.
February
[H. R.
R. 12192.]
12192.]
[l.
514.1
No. 514.]
[Public, No.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the Ozark National
Representatives of
Senate and
the Senate
by the
Be
o
ForUnited
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the President trk.. at al ForAmerica in
of America
States of
United States
es tdame refuges author,amerefugesauthornational
such
to
designate
of
the
United
States
is
hereby
authorized
to
designate
such
national
authorized
hereby
is
States
United
the
of
ized in.
forest lands
within the
the Ozark
Ozark National
National Forest, within the State of d
lands within
forest
Arkansas,
should, in
in his
be set
set aside
aside for
the protection
protection
for the
discretion, be
his discretion,
as should,
Arkansas, as
Punishment for unof game
birds, or
or fish;
shall hunt,
catch, trap,
huntin
trap, authorized
hunt, catch,
authorized
hunting,
whoever shall
fish; and
and whoever
animals, birds,
game animals,
of
etc.
game animal, game or non- etc.
willfully disturb,
disturb, or
or kill
kind of game
any kind
kill any
willfully
game, bird,
fish, or
or take
of any
any such bird on
on any lands
eggs of
the eggs
take the
or fish,
bird, or
game,
so set
set aside,
aside, or
or in
or on
on the
the waters
thereof, except under such general
general
waters thereof,
in or
so
rules and
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture may from
the Secretary
as the
regulations as
and regulations
rules
than $500
time to
time prescribe,
prescribe, shall
fined not
$500 or imprisoned
imprisoned Proviso.
not more than
be fined
shall be
to time
time
not
more than
than six
months, or
That no
within Lands
ecluded.
Lands excluded.
lands within
no lands
Provided,That
or both:
both: Provided,
six months,
not more
the present
present limits
of the
congressional district
shall be
be
district shall
fourth congressional
the fourth
limits of
the
included in
in such
designation.
such designation.
included
Approved,
28, 1925.
February 28,
Approved, February

furnishCHAP. 377.-Joint
377.—Joint Resolution
accept donations of furniture
furniture and furnishTo accept
Resolution To
CHAP.

ings for
for use
in the
the White
White House.
House.
use in
ings

the
Resolved by
by the
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
and House
Senate and
the Senate
Resolved
United
States of
of America
in Congress
assembled, That
with a
aview
view
That with
Congress assembleda
America in
United States
to conserving
conserving in
in the
the White
best specimens
specimens of
of the
the early
early
the best
House the
White House
to
American
furnishings, and
and for the purpose of mainand furnishings,
furniture and
American furniture
taining the
the interior
of the
the White
White House
House in
in keeping
keeping with its original
interior of
taining
design the
officer in
charge of
of public
public buildings
buildings and
grounds is hereby
hereby
and grounds
in charge
the officer
design
authorized and
President, to
to
directed, with the approval of the President,
and directed,
authorized
accept donations
for use
use in
White
in the
the White
furnishings for
and furnishings
furniture and
of furniture
donations of
accept
House.
articles thus
thus donated
to become the property of
donated to
such articles
All such
House. All
such.
the
United States
accounted for
for as such.
be accounted
and to be
States and
the United
SEc.
2. The
The said
said officer
officer in
in charge
charge of
buildings and
grounds
and grounds
public buildings
of public
SEC. 2.
is further
Presiapproval of the Presithe approval
with the
directed, with
and directed,
authorized and
is
further authorized
of one
one repredent, to
appoint aa temporary
temporary committee
committee composed
composed of
to appoint
dent,
of Arts, one representative
sentative of
of the
the American
representative of
of
Federation of
American Federation
sentative
the National
Fine Arts,
Arts, one
one representative
representative of the
of Fine
Commission of
National Commission
the
American InstiNational Academy
Academy of
Design, one member
member of the American
of Design,
National
tute of
of Architects,
Architects, and
members representing
representing the public at
at
five members
and five
tute
large;
the said
committee to
have full
power to
select and pass on
to select
full power
to have
said committee
large; the
the articles
articles in
question and
and to
to recommend
recommend the same for acceptance.
acceptance.
in question
the
Approved, February
February 28, 1925.
Approved,
CHAP. 378.-Joint
378.—Joint Resolution
Resolution To
To amend
section 2
of the
the public
resolution
public resolution
2 of
amend section
CHAP.
entitled "Joint
"Joint resolution
the operation
operation of Government-owned
Government-owned
authorize the
to authorize
resolution to
entitled
radio stations
stations for
the use
purposes," apgeneral public, and for other purposes,"
the general
use of the
for the
radio
proved April 14, 1922.
proved

February 28,
1925.
28, 1925.
February
[S. J. ReS. 163.1
J Res. 163.]
[S.
[Pub. Res., No. 55.]

[Pb. Rs., No. 5.
White

d

IlseOfPI
.C.
donaptofe
Acbtce
Acceptance
kof furniture,
furniture, etc.,
etc.,
tionsof

for .

T

To be United States
te Statesy.
rop
property.

eory comit

Temporary commit-

tee authorized to
to slct
select
teeiahored
and recommend ant.

acceptance.
cles for acceptance.
ces

February 28, 1926.
1925.
February
[S. J. Res. 1771
Rs.
177.]
[S.
J
[Pub. Res., No. Nil

[Pub. es., N 6OW1

Resolved by
by the
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the Government radio
and House
the Senate
Resolved
t ad
s
stations.
2 of staton
United States
of America
assembled, That section
section 2
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
States of
United
Vol. 4Z p.495, amenddvol.495nd
public resolution
resolution numbered
numbered 48,
48, Sixty-seventh
Sixty-seventh Congress,
Congress, approved ed.
public
April 14,
14, 1922,
read as follows:
amended to read
is amended
1922, is
April
Naval stations.
"SEC. 2.
2. The
Navy is
hereby authorized,
authorized, under
under
is hereby
the Navy
of the
Secretary of
The Secretary
"SEC.

ssathor
fied nsesauthorSpec
Specified

ized.
the terms
and conditions
rates prescribed
prescribed by
by him,
which rates ized.
him, which
at rates
and at
conditions and
terms and
the
shall
and reasonable
which, upon
upon complaint,
complaint, shall be
and which,
reasonable,.,and
just and
be just
shall be
subject
to review
the Interstate
Commerce ComInterstate Commerce
by the
revision by
and revision
review and
subject to
mission,
to use
use all
apparatus, wherever
wherever located,
located,
stations and apparatus,
radio stations
all radio
mission, to
owned
United States
States and
under the
the control
control of the Navy
Navy
and under
the United
by the
owned by

1092
1092
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EIGHTH CONGRESS,
CONGRESS,
SIXTY-EIGHTH

Press messges.

Press messages.

Private commercial
messages bet ween
W with shore.
s re
ships, and
Provisos.
Rates other than Pacific coast, etc., press

nmesag bCoeten
Ss, asnd th ho
.
Rate other than PamegCast'
messages. etc., press
Termination

when

Termination
when
private
stations able to
privatestationsableto
meet requirements.

meet requireent.

Final
termination,
except in China.

excFtinictEina

March
1925.
2,1925.
March 2,
[H. R.
R.11706.]
11706.1
[Public, No.
No. 515.]

S
ESS. I
I. CHS.
ens. 378,384,385.
378, 384, 385.
SESS.
II.

1925.
1925.

Department
(a) for the reception and transmission
Department (a)
transmission of press mesnewspaper published
published in the
States, its
its
sages offered by any
any newspaper
the United States,
Territories or
published by citizens
citizens of
United
or possessions, or published
of the United
States
of the
the United
United
States in foreign
foreign countries,
countries, or by any
any press
press association
association of
States,
and (b)
(b) for
for the
reception and
and transmission
of private
private comcomtransmission of
the reception
States, and

mercial messages between
Probetween ships and between ship and shore: Provided, That
vided,
That the
fixed for
for the
the reception
transmission of
of all
all
the rates
rates fixed
reception and
and transmission
than press messages
messages between the Pacific
coast
such messages,
messages, other than
Pacific coast
Hawaii, Alaska,
Alaska, the Philippine
Philippine Islands,
of the United States, Hawaii,
Islands, the
rates
Virgin Islands, and the Orient,
Orient, shall
shall not be less than the
the rates
charged by
by privately
privately owned
owned and
stations for
like messages
messages
charged
and operated
operated stations
for like
and service:
service: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
That the
use such
such stations
and
the right
right to
to use
stations
for any of the purposes named
named in this section
section shall
shall terminate
terminate and
and

cease as between any
localities or between
between any locality
locality
any countries
countries or
or localities
and privately
privately operated
operated ships whenever
whenever privately
privately owned
owned and operated
operated
stations are capable
communication requirecapable of meeting
meeting the normal
normal communication
ments between such countries
countries or localities
between any
any locality
localities or between
locality
and privately
ships, and
and the
Secretary of
of Commerce
shall
and
privately operated
operated ships,
the Secretary
Commerce shall
have notified
notified. the Secretary
event
Secretary of the Navy thereof, and in any event
conferred by this section
shall terminate
terminate and cease on
on
all rights conferred
section shall
except that all such rights conferred
June 30, 1927, except
conferred by this section
section
in the Republic
Republic of China shall terminate and cease on January
January 1,
1924."
1924."
Approved, February
February 28, 1925
1925
CHAP.
384.—An
Act To
To authorize
authorize the
the construction
construction of
of aa bridge
bridge across
across
CHAP.
384.-An Act
the Pend d'Oreille
Newport-Priest River
d'Oreille River at or near
near the Newport-Priest
crossing,
River Road
Road crossing,
Washington
Washington and
and Idaho.
Idaho.

Be it
Representatives of the
it enacted
enacted by the
the Senate
Senate and House
House of Representatives

of America
America in
That the
the States
WashingtoneeRiadar United
United States
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
States

Pend
d'Oreille
River.
Washington
and
Idaho
may bridge, at Newhomarbridge,atNewport-Priest
River Road
portPriest RiverRoad
crossing.

rossing.

construction.
Construction,
Vol .34, p. 84.
Vol.34,
p. .

Amendment.

Amendment.

March
21925.
March 2,
1925.
[El. R.11978.]
-[Pubic
No.
501
[Public,
516.]
[Public, No. 516.1

of Washington
Washington and Idaho, or
or either of them, or any political
, . . .
.
subdivision or subdivisions thereof,
or their
their assigns,
assigns, are
are hereby
hereby
thereof, or
authorized to construct,
bridge across
across the
the
construct, maintain, and
and operate
operate aa bridge
d'Oreille River
River at
interests of
of navigation
Pend d'Oreille
at a
a point
point suitable
suitable to the interests
navigation
crossing, Washington
and
at or near the Newport-Priest
Newport-Priest River
River Road
Road crossing,
Washington and
Idaho, in accordance
accordance with the provisions
provisions of the Act entitled "An
"An
regulate the construction
navigable waters,"
Act to regulate
construction of bridges over
over navigable
waters,"
approved March
approved
March 23,
23, 1906.
1906.
S
EC. 2. The right to alter, amend,
amend, or
or repeal
repeal this
this Act
Act is
hereby
SEC.
is hereby
expressly reserved.
Approved, March
March 2,1925.
2, 1925.
Approved,

CHAP.
CRAP.
s
sioners
ioners of
of
Allegheny
Allegheny
Allegheny

385.—An Act
Granting the
the consent
Congress to
to the
the commis385.-An
Act Granting
consent of
of Congress
commisMcKean
construct aa bridge
bridge across
the
McKean County,
County, Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, to
to construct
across the
River
River.
River.

Be
by the
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
and House
the Senate
enacted by
Be itit enacted
United
States
of
America in Congress
assembled,
That
the
consent
United
States
Congress
assembled,
consent
—
C ongress is
hereby granted
granted to
commissioners of
of McKean
brge,'nar of Congress
is hereby
to the commissioners
McKean
successors and assigns,
assigns, to
to constr
uc t,
County, Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, and
and their
their successors
construct,
maintain, and operate
approaches thereto across the
operate aa bridge and approaches
Allegheny
interests of
navigation,
Allegheny River at a
a point suitable to the interests
of navigation,
south of
Larabee in
the county
county
at a
a location approximately
approximately one
one mile
mile south
of Larabee,
in the
Construction.
Construction.
McKean, in the State
Pennsylvania,
accordance with
with the
the
of McKean,
State of
of
Pennsylvania,
in
accordance
Vol. 34, p. 84.
Vol.
34, p. 8.
provisions of the Act entitled
"An
entitled "
An Act to regulate
regulate the construction
construction
of bridges
bridges over navigable
navigable waters,"
approved March
March 23,
23, 1906.
waters," approved
1906.
Amendment.
Amendment.
SEC.
2. The right to alter, amend, or repeal
S
EC. 2.
repeal this Act is hereby
hereby
expressly
reserved.
expressly reserved.
1925.
Approved, March
March 2, 1925.
Allegheny
River.
Allegheny River.

McKean County,
County.
McKean
Pa., may bridge, near
Larabee.
Lara

S
IXTYEIGHTI:1 CONGRESS,
CONGRESS , S
ESS. II.
386-388.
CHS. 386-388.
II. Cm.
SESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH

1925.
1925.

CHAP. 386.-An
388.—An Act
sale of the United States Veterans'
Veterans'
the sale
Authorizing the
Act Authorizing
CHAP.
Bureau hospital
hospital at
at Corpus
Corpus Christi,
Texas.
Christi, Texas.
Bureau

1093
1093
March 2,
1925.
2,1925.
March
[S. 2100.]
[s. 2100.]
[Public,
No. 517.]
517.1
No.
[Public,

Be
enacted by
by the
Me Senate
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
and House
Senate and
it enacted
Be it
Corpus Christ
Christi, Tex.
Tel.
Corpus
Director Sale
United
of America
in Congress
That the
the Director
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
America in
States of
United States
Sale of
of Veterans'
Veterans'
Bureau
hospital
at.
hospitalat.
of
the
United
States
Veterans'
Bureau
is
hereby
authorized
to
have
Bureau
have
to
authorized
is
hereby
Bureau
Veterans'
States
of the United
appraised and
and after
highest bidder
bidder or
to sell
sell to the highest
advertisement to
after advertisement
appraised
bidders
as a
whole or
in parcels
parcels in
his discretion
discretion and on such terms
in his
or in
a whole
bidders as
as he
he deems
Veterans' Bureau hospital
hospital
States Veterans'
United States
proper the United
deems proper
as
reservation
at Corpus
and to
execute, and
to make,
make, execute,
Texas, and
Christi, Texas,
Corpus Christi,
reservation at
deliver
needful conveyances.
director shall have the right to Disposal of proceeds.
The director
conveyances. The
all needful
deliver all
or sales
of such
reject
any and
proceeds of
such sale
sale or
sales shall Disosaoproceeds.
net proceeds
The net
bids. The
all bids.
and all
reject any
States as miscellaneous
be
into the
the Treasury of the United
United States
miscellaneous
paid into
be paid
receipts.
receipts.
Approved, March
1925
March 2, 1925
Approved,

CHAP.
provide and adjust penalties for violation
violation of the
To provide
Act To
387.-An Act
CHAP. 387.—An
navigation
purposes.
navigation laws, and for other purposes.

March 2,2, 1925.
1925.
March
[S. 2399.]
2399.]
[s.
[Public, No.
No. 518.]
518.]
[Public,

the
Be
it enacted
enacted by
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
Senate and House
the Senate
by the
Be it
Steam passenger vesselstem passenger vesUnited States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That there be sels.
America in
of America
States of
United

Automobiles on.
Automobileson.
added at
the end
end of
4472, Revised
as amended,
the Penalty
amended, the
Statutes, as
Revised Statutes,
section 4472,
of section
at the
added
for not
not extinPenalty for
extinfire, and stopwhich all fire has guishg
provision: "That
"That the
the owner
owner of
of any
automobile in
in which
gu ishin gfire,
any automobile
provision:
0
1motor
ping
when
on
when on
t
not been
stopped immediately
immediately after
after g ngtor
and the motors stopped
extinguished and
been extinguished
not
130
Vol. 33
33, p
p 1301,
1,
Vole
the automobile
position on any vessel
vessel found on navi- amended.
taken its position
automobile has taken
the

States and
gable waters
the United
United States
and in
in which
which such fires do not
of the
waters of
gable
remain
until the vessel is
and the motors remain idle until
extinguished and
remain extinguished
made
shall
made fast to the wharf or ferry bridge at which she lands shall
incur
which the automobile
than $500, for which
of not more than
penalty of
incur aa penalty
shall
shall be liable."
Approved, March
March 2, 1925.
1925.
Approved,

CHAP.
Act To
To revive
revive and
and reenact
the Act entitled
"An Act to
entitled "An
reenact the
388.-An Act
CHAP. 388.—An
River at
authorize the
the construction
construction of
of aa bridge
Sabine River
at or near Orange,
Orange,
across the Sabine
bridge across
authorize
Texas."
Texas."
,Be

and House of Representatives
Senate and
Representatives of the
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Be it

R..,se
R. S., see. 4472,p.865.
4472, p.865.

March 2,
2, 1925.
1925.
March

[S. 4s07.]
4087.]
[s.
[Public, No.
No. 519.]
519.1
[Public,
Sabine River.

nited States
of America
assembled, That
That the
the Act
ap- Time
Act apTime extveded
extended for
for
in Congress
Congress assembled,
America in
States of
United
bridging, at
at Orange,
Orange,
Orange Chamber
the Orange
authorizing the
proved May
May 13,
13, 1920,
Chamber of CornCom- bridgng,
1920, authorizing
proved
Tex.
Vol. 41, p.598, amendmerce,
its successors
maintain, and operate ed.Vol.41,p.598,amendconstruct, maintain,
to construct,
assigns, to
and assigns,
successors and
merce, its

and approaches
thereto across
across the
River at or near ed.
Sabine River
the Sabine
approaches thereto
bridge and
aabridge
the
hereby, revived and
and
Texas, be, and the same is hereby,
Orange, Texas,
of Orange,
city of
the city
Proviso.
Pio.
reenacted: Provided,
That this
unless the Time
this Act shall be null and void unless
Provided, That
reenacted:
of construction.
year and
actual construction
of the
bridge be
commenced within
within one
one year
and Tieofcontruction
be commenced
the bridge
construction of
actual
completed within
three years
from the
approval hereof.
of approval
date of
the date
years from
within three
completed
Texas or
orLouisiana
Lousiana
Texas
either of them, or may
SEC. 2.
The States
of Texas
Texas and
Louisiana, or
or either
and Louisiana,
States of
2. The
SEC.
may
ac
quire to
to
operate
operate
acquire
as
a
free
bridge.
a
freebridge.
as
adjoinor
within
any
political
subdivision
or
subdivisions
thereof,
within
adjointhereof,
subdivisions
or
any political subdivision
ing
said bridge is located,
located, may at any time acquire
acquire all right,
which said
ing which
title, and
and interest
interest in
in said
bridge and
and approaches
approaches thereto
thereto constructed
constructed
said bridge
title,
under
of this
this Act,
Act, for
for the
purpose of
maintaining and
of maintaining
the purpose
authority of
the authority
under the
operating
such bridge
bridge as
as a
free bridge,
bridge, by the payment to the owna free
operating such
ers
thereof, not
event the Proviso.
exceed in any event
to exceed
not to
value thereof,
reasonable value
of the
the reasonable
ers of
Tolls allowed
allowed for
five
for five
construction
cost thereof:
Provided, That
the said
said State
or States,
States, Tolls
State or
That the
thereof: Provided,
construction cost
ears"
a years.
or
or divisions,
may operate
operate such
such bridge as a
divisions, may
subdivision or
political subdivision
or political
toll
bridge not
not to
years from
acquisition thereof.
thereof. Amendment.
of acquisition
date of
from date
five years
to exceed
exceed five
toll bridge
S
EC. 3.
3. The
to alter,
amend, or
or repeal
repeal thi
this Act
is hereby
hereby exexAct is
alter, amend,
right to
The right
SEC.
pressly
reserved.
pressly reserved.
Approved,
March 2, 1925.
Approved, March
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CHAP. 389.—An
Act To
To authorize
authorize the
Port of
New York Authority to conof New
the Port
389.-An Act
CHAP.
the
River between
struct,
a bridge across the Hudson
Hudson River
between the
maintain, and operate a
struct, maintain,
[Public,
No. 520.States
5.20.1
[Publc, No.
States of New York and New Jersey.
Jersey.
March 2,
1925.
2,1925.
March
[S. 4178.1
4178.1
[S.

Hudson
River.
Hudson
River.
Port
York
Ne
PortS of New
Authority
bridge,
Authority may bridge,
New
New York to Fort Lee,
N.
N. J.

Y.

Fe
tFort

Construction.

onstruction.

vo. 34, p. 4.

Vol. 34, p. 84.

Time of construction.
Timeofconstration.

Amendment.

menment

Be
by the
House of
Representatives of
of the
the
of Representatives
and House
Senate and
the Senate
enacted by
Be itit enacted
consent
the
That
United
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
the
consent
assembled,
Congress
in
America
of
United States
of Congress
Congress is
hereby granted
to the
the Port
of New
New York
York Authority
Authority
Port of
granted to
is hereby
of
approaches thereto
a bridge and approaches
to
maintain, and operate a
construct, maintain,
to construct,
across
the Hudson
River, at
point suitable
suitable to
to the
interests of
of navithe interests
at aapoint
Hudson River,
across the
gation, and
and connecting
connecting aapoint
hundred and
seventieth
and seventieth
One hundred
between One
point between
gation,
Street and
One hundred
and eighty-fifth
eighty-fifth Street,
of ManManborough of
Street, borough
hundred and
and One
Street
hattan
New York
with aapoint
point approximately
approximately opposite thereto
City, with
York City,
hattan, New
in the
the l
borough of
Fort Lee, Bergen County, New Jersey, in accordof Fort
borough
in
ance with
provisions of an Act entitled "An Act to regulate the
the provisions
with the
ance
construction
bridges over
over navigable
navigable waters,"
23,
approved March 23,
waters," approved
of bridges
construction of
1906.
the said bridge shall be commenced within
of the
S
EC. 2.
2. Construction
Construction of
SEC.
three years
and it
it shall
shall be
be completed
within seven
seven years from the
completed within
years and
three
date
of the
the passage
thereof the authority
default thereof
in default
and in
Act, and
this Act,
of this
passage of
date of
hereby
granted
shall
cease
and
be
null
and
void.
void.
and
null
be
and
cease
hereby granted shall
S
EC. 3.
right to
alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
to alter,
The right
3. The
SEC.
expressly
reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved, March 2, 1925
1925
Approved,

March 2,
1925.
2,1925.
March

[8. 4179.1
4179.]
[8.
[Public, No.
521.]
No. 5211
[Public,

CRAP. 390.—An
Act To
authorize the Port of New York Authority to conTo authorize
390.-An Act
CAP.
struct,
operate bridges across the Arthur Kill between the States
Stret, maintain, and operate
of
and New Jersey.
York and
New York
of New

Arthur Kill.
Port of New York
Portof
Authority may bridge,
Authority
Staten Island to
from Staten
New Jersey.
Jersey.
New
Locations.
Locations.

Representatives of the
Be it
it enacted
by the
Senate and House of Representatives
the Senate
enacted by
Be
United States
States of
of America
in Congress
consent
assembled, That the consent
Congress assembled,
America in
United
York Authority

Congress is hereby granted
of Congress
granted to the Port of New York Authority
may bridge, Of

approaches
to construct,
construct, maintain,
and operate
bridges and approaches
operate two bridges
maintain, and
to
a
thereto across Arthur Kill, one of said bridges to be located at a
point
to the
of navigation
Amboy
navigation in or near Perth Amboy
interests of
the interests
suitable to
point suitable
on the
the New
and Tottenville
Tottenville on
New York side, and
on the New
side and
Jersey side
New Jersey
on
the
other to
to be
be located
located at
interests of navigathe interests
to the
suitable to
point suitable
a point
at a
the other
tion in
or near
near Elizabeth
Elizabeth on
the New
Howland
New Jersey side and Howland
on the
in or
tion
Hook, Staten
Island, on
on the
the New
New York
accordance with the
in accordance
York side, in
Staten Island,
Construction.
Hook,
construction.
Vol. 34, p. 84.
construction
provisions
an Act
Act entitled "An Act to regulate the construction
of an
provisions of
34 p4.
Vol.
of bridges
over
navigable waters,"
waters," approved
approved March
March 23, 1906.
navigable
over
bridges
of
Time of
of construeton
construction.
commenced withConstruction of the said bridges shall be commenced
. 2. Construction
S EC.
Time
S
in
years, and
completed within six years from
be completed
shall be
they shall
and they
three years,
in three
the date
date of
of the
default thereof the authis Act, and in default
passage of this
the passage
the
thority
hereby
granted
shall
cease
and
be
null
and
void.
and void.
null
be
and
cease
shall
thority hereby granted
Amendment.
SRC. 3.
The right
right to
to alter,
alter, amend,
repeal this Act is hereby
amend, or repeal
3. The
SEC.
endment
reserved.
expressly reserved.
Approved,
1925.
March 2, 1925.
Approved, March
March 2,
1925.
2,1925.
[S. 42031
[Public, No. 522.]

[. 4203.1
[Public No. 522.

Kill
Van Kull.
Kill
Port of New York
Authority
Authority may bridge,
Bayonne, N. J., to
Port Richmond, N. Y.

Van Kul.
may

BporeShmndJN. to

authorize the Port of New York Authority to conCHAP.
391.—An Act To authorize
conCHAP. 391.-An
a bridge across the Kill Van Kull between
struct, maintain,
between the
the
maintain, and operate a
New York and New Jersey.
Jersey.
of New
States of

Representatives of the
Be it
enacted by the Senate and
House of Representatives
and House
it enacted
Be
assembled, That the consent
in Congress
America in
United
States of
of America
Congress assembled,
consent
United States
of Congress
is hereby
hereby granted
the Port of New
New York Authority to
to the
granted to
Congress is
of
a bridge and approaches
construct,
approaches thereto
construct, maintain, and operate a
the
to
across
the
Kill
Van
Kull,
a
point
suitable
interests of naviat
a
across the Kill Van
gation, at or
Bayonne, on the New Jersey
Jersey side, and at or near
near Bayonne,
or near
gation,
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1925.

Port Richmond
Richmond on the New York side, in accordance
accordance with the provisions of an Act entitled "An Act to regulate the construction
construction of
bridges over navigable
waters," approved
approved March 23, 1906.
bridges
navigable waters,"
SEC.
S
EC. 2. Construction
Construction of the said bridge
bridge shall be commenced
commenced within
three years, and shall be completed within six years from the date
of
passage of
default thereof
thereof the
of the
the passage
of this
this Act, and in default
the authority
authority
hereby granted
cease and
and be
be null
hereby
granted shall
shall cease
null and
and void.
void.
S
EC. 3.
3. The right
right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
SEC.
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved, March
2, 1925.
1925.
March 2,
Approved,

construction, maintenance,
392.-An Act Authorizing the construction,
CHAP. 392.—An
maintenance, and operaSuperior,
between the cities of Superior,
tion
tion of a
a bridge
bridge across the Saint Louis River between
Wisconsin,
and Duluth,
Duluth, Minnesota.
Minnesota.
Wisconsin, and

Construction.
constrction.
Vol. 34,
p. 84..
34, P
Vol
Time of construction.
Timeofconstmction.

Amendment.

Amendment-

March 2, 1925.
[S.
4325.]
[S. 4325.]
[Public,
No. 523.]
523.]
[Public, No.

the
Senate and House of Representatives
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of the
Be it
United States
States of
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the consent
consent
in Congress
That the
United

Saint
Louis River.
aintLouisniver.
company
bridge,
Ports Bridge
Bridge Company,
Company, Corap
is hereby
granted to
to the
the Twin
of
Congress is
of Congress
hereby granted
Twin Ports
any may
gay br
i
dge,
g
, . ,
DuWis., to DuWisconsin corporation,
corporation, its
its successors
successors and
and assigns,
assigns, to
to construct,
construct, li
erqWis.
Suerior,
aa Wisconsin
n

t

'

rldge

.

maintain, and
approaches thereto,
thereto, across the
and approaches
and operate
operate aa bridge and
maintain,
Saint
interests of navigation,
navigation,
to the interests
at aa point suitable to
Saint Louis
Louis River
River at
one-half mile north or south thereof,
Belknap Street,
Street, or
or within
within one-half
from Belknap
Wisconsin, to Le Seur Street, or the vicinity
city of Superior,
Superior, Wisconsin,
in the
the city
thereof, in
city of
Duluth, Minnesota,
Minnesota, in
accordance with
in accordance
with the
the
thereof,
in the
the city
of Duluth,

Construction.
Cvonstrction.
Vol.
34, p. 84.
regulate the
the construction
to regulate
the Act
Act entitled
provisions of
of the
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
construction
provisions
of bridges
over navigable
navigable waters,"
March 23,
23, 1906.
1906.
of
bridges over
waters," approved
approved March
Duluth a Superior
Duluth
p,
purchase, after
S
EC. 2.
2. The
The cities
cities of
Minnesota, and
and Superior, Wisconsin,
Wisconsin, may
SEC.
of Duluth,
Duluth, Minnesota,
may
jointly,
or
either
may,
with
the
consent
of
the
other,
at
any
at
any
completion.
may jointly, or either may, with the consent of the other,

purchase
time after ten years after the completion of said bridge, purchase
purchase price shall be the reasonable
reasonable value
said
value of said
The purchase
the same. The
bridge, including approaches,
accessory works.
right of way, and accessory
approaches, right
bridge,
In
such value the
considered as having the license
bridge shall
shall be
be considered
the bridge
In such
considered
to continue,
continue, but such license or franchise right shall not be considered
to
have a
value of
exceeding $1,000,
nothing shall be allowed
allowed
and nothing
$1,000, and
a value
of exceeding
to have
for
for going
going concern value. The item of cost of financing the construction
but it
it is
is not intended that any specific
shall be considered, but
struction shall
sum of
therein expended
expended must
must be
be added
added to
to the
price
sum
of money
money therein
the purchase
purchase price

of
Determination
Determination
of
value,etc.
otherwise
determined by such value,
etc.
otherwise determined. Such value shall be determined
board
of arbitration
arbitration as may be
corporation and said
said
be selected by the corporation
board of
cities
the event
event of
then upon
either
of either
upon request
request of
of disagreement
disagreement then
and in
in the
cities and
the
or the
the cities by the Secretary
Secretary of War. When
company or
the bridge
bridge company
such
is made
made it
it shall
shall be
the city
city clerks
clerks of
with the
be filed
filed with
determination is
such determination
the respective
respective cities
Duluth, Minnesota,
and Superior,
Wisconsin.
Superior, Wisconsin.
Minnesota, and
of Duluth,
cities of
the
The said bridge company shall file with the Secretary of War and
and
the city clerks
clerks of the cities of Duluth and Superior
Superior within six
months
said bridge
bridge and works an accurate
of said
the completion
completion of
after the
months after
report
by its
its treasurer, of the
expenditures made by the comthe expenditures
verified by
report verified
pany in
such construction
construction and purchase
purchase of right
accesright of way and accesin such
pany
sories
financing construction,
with
construction, and likewise shall file with
of financing
and cost
cost of
sories and
the
Secretary of
of War
War and
and the
the city
said
of such cities within said
clerks of
city clerks
the Secretary
time
after the
expenditure thereof,
additional
any additional
of any
verified report of
thereof, verified
the expenditure
time after
improvements afterwards
The books of said comthereon. The
made thereon.
afterwards made
improvements
demand
pany
to audit
audit by either city at any time upon demand
be open to
pany shall be
of
proper officials.
officials.
of proper
Payment to credit
Payme
In the
event of
of any
bridge property,
ors.eredit
nt to
the ors.
property, the
said bridge
upon said
any incumbrances
incumbrances upon
In
the event
amount thereof,
with accrued
accrued interest,
exceed the purchase
interest, but not to exceed
thereof, with
amount
be first
first paid direct to the owners or holders thereof and P
shall be
price, shall
applied upon
upon the
purchase price:
Provided, That
the amount
ro'
ofProviso.
amount of
That if
if the
price: Provided,
the purchase
applied
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incumbrances exceeds
such incumbrances
extin- such
exceeds the purchase price, then
then the payment of
such
purchase
price
to
the
owners
holders
such incumbrances
incumbrances
of
holders
or
owners
the
to
price
such purchase
shall
extinguish the
the same,
and same
shall be
be paid
paid in order of
of
same shall
same, and
fully extinguish
shall fully
their priority
lien.
of lien.
priority of
their
Conveyance to
Upon
purchase price, within four months
months after
after
payment of said purchase
Upon payment
purto purconveyance
chaser, etc.
the filing with said city clerks
chaseretc.
clerks of the determination
determination thereof, the said
shall exeTwin Ports
Ports Bridge
Bridge Company,
its successors
successors and
assigns, shall
and assigns,
Company, its
Twin
cute and
a_conveyance of
of said
said bridge
bridge to
to the
purchaser or
or
the purchaser
deliver a.conveyance
and deliver
cute
purchasers and
assign all
all rights
and grants
grants hereunder.
The limitalimitahereunder. The
rights and
and assign
purchasers
tion herein
herein as
months shall
not bar
bar subsequent
subsequent purchase
shall not
four months
the four
to the
as to
tion
under
provisions of
of this
Act.
this Act.
the provisions
under the
Amendment.
hereby
S
EO. 3.
3. The
right to
to alter,
alter, amend,
amend, or
or repeal
this Act
Act is
is hereby
repeal this
The right
SEO.
Amendment.
expressly
reserved.
expressly reserved.
Approved,
2, 1925.
1925.
March 2,
Approved, March

Incumbrances extinIncumbrances
guished
guished when purchase
pice paid.paid.
chase price

March 2,
1925.
2,1925.
March
[S.
[8. 4230.1

[Public, No. 524.1
[Public,

Treasury to prepare
CHAP.
393.—An Act To authorize
Secretary of the Treasury
authorize the Secretary
CHIAP. 393.-An
appropriate emblems
commemorative of the
emblems and inscriptions commemorative
with appropriate
medal with
aa medal
Norse-American
Centennial.
Norse-American Centennial.

Be
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
HOMO of Representatives
Representatives of the
the
it enacted
enacted by
Be it
United States
Congress assembled,
medal, not
That aamedal,
assembled, That
in Congress
America in
of America
States of
Norse-American United
with appropriate
to exceed
exceed in
in number
number forty
thousand, with
appropriate devices,
devices, emforty thousand,
to
blems, and
arrival in the United
United
commemorative of the arrival
inscriptions commemorative
and inscriptions
ay blems,
the first shipload of Norse
the States of the
Norse immigrants
immigrants on board the sloop
sloop

Norse-American
Centennial.
Medal commemoraommemorMedal
first
tive of landing of first
Norse Immigrants may
Norselmmilgrts
be prepared
prepared at
at the
be
mint.

Restaurationen,
event is to be celebrated
celebrated at the Norse-AmeriNorse-AmeriRestaurationen, which event
can
on the
Minnesota State
State Fair Grounds
Grounds June 66 to 9,
the Minnesota
Centennial on
can Centennial
1925, inclusive,
prepared under the direction
direction of the Secretary
be prepared
shall be
inclusive, shall
1925,
Restrictions, etc.
Philadelphia. The
off the Treasury at the United States Mint at Philadelphia.
Restrictions, etc.
medals herein
manufactured, subject
subject to the proauthorized shall be manufactured,
herein authorized
medals
R.
3551, p* visions
Coinage Act
the Coinage
section 52 of the
visions of
of section
Act of 1873, from suitable
suitable models
S., sec.
sec. 355,
R. S.,
702.
to be
supplied by
the Norse-American
Centennial (Incorporated).
(Incorporated).
Centennial
Norse-American
the
by
supplied
to
be
y
Delivery.
The medals
so prepared
prepared shall
shall be
delivered at the
Philadelphia Mint
Mint
the Philadelphia
be delivered
medals so
DeliveryThe
to aa designated
agent of
of said
said Norse-American
Centennial (IncorNorse-American Centennial
designated agent
to
porated)
cost thereof.
thereof.
the cost
of the
payment of
upon payment
porated) upon
Approved,
March
2,
1925.
Approved, March 2, 1925.
March 2,1925.
1225.
[H. R.
It. 11362.]
113621
[Public,
No. 525.]
525.]
[Public, No.

purchase of
CHAP.
394.—An Act To
To authorize
authorize an appropriation
appropriation for
or the purchase
of
CHAP. 394.-An
certain lots
lots in
the town
town of
Cedar City,
Utah, for
for the
the use and benefit of aa small
small
City, Utah,
of Cedar
in the
certain
band of
located thereon.
thereon.
Indians located
of Piute Indians
band

Be it
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
and House
by the
it enacted
enacted by
Be
States of America in
United States
- United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the sum of
of
$1,275
is hereby
be appropriated,
out of
of any
any moneys
moneys
to be
appropriated, out
hereby authorized
authorized to
$1,275 is
for Piute Ind tns
in
United States
States Treasury
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
to enable
enable
Treasury not
the United
in the
the Secretary
the Interior
Interior to purchase
purchase nine lots or parts of lots
of the
Secretary of
the
in
town of
City, Utah,
the use
occupancy of aa
use and occupancy
for the
Utah, for
of Cedar
Cedar City,
the town
in the
Proviso.
That
small
band
of
Piute
Indians
now
residing
thereon:
Provided,
Provided,
thereon:
residing
now
Indians
Piute
of
band
small
he.
o
Tit
Title to be held.
benefit
the
to said
said lots
lots is
is to
be held
held in
for the
the benefit
States for
United States
in the
the United
to be
title to
the title
of
Indians.
of said
said Indians.
Approved, March
March 2,
2, 1925.
1925.
Approved,
Cedar
Utah. in,
Cedar City,
City, Utah
Purchase of lots
for Piute Indians.

1925.
March 2, 1925.
March
12001.]
[H. R. 120011
[H.
526.1
[Public, No. 526.]
District
of Columbia.
DistrictofColumbia.

CHAP.
CHP.
ing
in the
the
ing in

395.—An
395.-An
District
of
District of

Act To
provide for
for the
the elimination
elimination of
of Lamond
grade crosscrossLamond grade
To provide
Act
Columbia, and
and for
the extension
extension of
Buren Street.
Street.
Van Buren
of Van
for the
Columbia,

Be
enacted by
Senate and
Representatives of the
of Representatives
House of
and House
the Senate
by the
it enacted
Be it
assembled, That the CommisCongress assembled,
States of America in
United States
in Congress
sioners of
District of
authorized and
hereby authorized
are hereby
Columbia are
of Columbia
the District
of the
sioners
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CONGRESS,

S
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CHs. 395,
396.
SESS.
395,396.
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Subway directed of
directed to
construct a
a subway
and approaches
approaches to
to carry
Buren Van
directed
to construct
subway and
carry Van
Van Buren
Svubay iected of
Buren Street under Metropolitan
Metropolitan
Street under
under the
the tracks
of way
the Metropolitan
Street
tracks and
and right
right of
way of
of the
Metropolitan branch
branch der
Branch tracks.
in accordance
of
the Baltimore
Ohio Railroad
of the
Baltimore and
and Ohio
Railroad Company,
Company, in
accordance with
with Branchtracks.

plans
and profiles
profiles of
of said
works to
to be
by the
the said
said commiscommisplans and
said works
be approved
approved by
Provisos.
sioners:
of constructing
constructing One-half
sioners: Provided,
Provided, That
That one-half
one-half of
of the
the total
total cost
cost of
One-halfocosttobe
of cost to be
paid by
by the
the railroad.
railroad.
paid
and
paid
by
the
said
shall
be
borne
and
approaches
said subway
subway
approaches
pain
the
railroad
of taxes
railroad company,
company, its successors
successors and assigns, to
to the
the collector
collector of
taxes
of
District of Columbia, to the
credit of
of Columbia,
Columbia,
of the
the District
the credit
of the
the District
District of
and
against the
franand the
the same shall be a
a valid
valid and
and subsisting
subsisting lien against
the franchises
and property
property of
of the
the said
and shall
shall consticonstichises and
said railroad
railroad company
company and
tute
company in
favor of
of the
the District
District
tute a
a legal
legal indebtedness
indebtedness of
of said
said company
in favor
of
the said
said lien
be enforced
in the
the name
name of
the
of Columbia
Columbia, and
and the
lien may
may be
enforced in
of the
District of Columbia by aabill in equity brought by the said
commissaid commisCourt of the District of Columbia
sioners in the
the Supreme
Supreme Court
Columbia or
or by
by any
proceeding against
against the
the said railroad
other lawful proceeding
railroad company:
company: ProProPayment for lighting.
Dis- Paymentforlighting.
the said
railroad company
shall pay
vided
vided further,
further, That
That the
said railroad
company shall
pay to
to the
the District of Columbia
Columbia for the lighting
lighting of the subway over which the
tracks
railroad company
company will
will pass,
in accordance
tracks of
of the
the said
said railroad
pass, in
accordance with
with
Payment
required of
Payment
reqiredof
the provisions of existing law: Provided
Provided further,
further, That no street street
railway company
subway.
use said
subway or
or any
approach herein
usingsubway.
railway
company shall
said subway
any approach
herein using
railway company
shall use
authorized for its tracks
authorized
tracks until
company shall
shall have
have paid to the
until said
said company
the
collector
collector of taxes of the District of Columbia
Columbia a
a sum equal to onefourth
subway and approaches, to be applied
applied
fourth of the
the total
total cost
cost of said subway
to the credit of the District of Columbia.
Sum authorized
for
Sum
authorized for
the foregoing
foregoing proSEC.
2. For
the purpose
purpose of
carrying into
effect the
S
EC. 2.
For the
of carrying
into effect
pro- constructor,
constructor, et.
etc.
o p. 1319.
Post,
appropriated, P t, p. 1319.
visions the
hereby authorized
authorized to
to be
be appropriated,
is hereby
the sum
sum of
of $71,500
$71,500 is
visions
payable
payable in like manner
manner as other appropriations
appropriations for the expenses of
of
the government
government of the District of Columbia, and the said commissioners are
are authorized
such sum
sum as
may be
be necessary
for
sioners
authorized to
to expend
expend such
as may
necessary for
No purchase of land
personal services
engineering and
and incidental
incidental expenses,
expenses, and
and no
no for extending
personal
services and
and engineering
Van
extending
Van
Buren Street.
purchase of any
applied toward
toward the purchase
any land Bren Street.
same shall be applied
part of the same
aforesaid extension of Van
Van Buren
Buren Street, but
but such
such extension
for the aforesaid
Columbia
shall be made within the area in which the District of Columbia
already possesses
Van Buren Street under
under
right to
to extend
extend said Van
already
possesses the right
the
aforesaid tracks
and right
of way.
way.
the aforesaid
tracks and
right of
Lamond
cros
Lamond grade
grade crowing of
of railroad
railroad cosed
closed
SEC. 3.
From and
completion of
of the
the said
said subway
and
ing
subway _, and
and after
after the
the completion
SEC.
3. From
forever on completion
completion
T-, Tiforever
of subway. co
o
approaches
approaches to carry Van Buren
Buren Street
Street under
under the tracks and right or
Metropolitan branch of the Baltimore
Baltimore and Ohio Railthe Metropolitan
of way
way of the
road Company
Company aforesaid,
the highway
grade crossing
over the
the
crossing over
highway grade
aforesaid, the
road
tracks
Metropolitan branch of the
way of the
the said
said Metropolitan
and right
right of
of way
tracks and
Baltimore and
and Ohio
Railroad Company
at Lamond,
in the
the District
District
Lamond, in
Company at
Ohio Railroad
Baltimore
of Columbia,
Columbia, shall
be forever
forever closed
of any
any
traffic of
further traffic
closed against
against further
shall be
of
kind.
Approved, March
2, 1925.
March 2,
Approved,

CHAP. 396.—An
To authorize
authorize the
of the United
States Weather
Weather
transfer of
United States
the transfer
396.-An Act
Act To
CHAP.
Bureau site
at East
East Lansing,
Michigan
the State
State of Michigan
Michigan, to the
Lansing, Michigan,
site and
and buildings
buildings at
Bureau
in exchange
exchange for
Weather Bureau
Bureau site
the Michigan
Michigan
on the grounds
grounds of the
site on
for another
another Weather
in
State Board
of Agriculture
other considerations.
considerations.
Board of
Agriculture and other
State

2, 1925.
March 2,1925.
[H. R. 12086.1
R. IO2B6.I
[H.
[Pubic, No. &27.1

[Public, No.

Be
it enacted
by the
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
of the
the
and House
Representatives of
the Senate
Be it
enacted by

27.

United States
America in
Congress assembled,
That the
the SecreSecre- EeSter
tkear
n=ant
United
States of
of America
in Congress
assembled, That
i
B^,u
at,
transferred
to
Mihbe,
and
he
is
hereby,
authorized
and
directed
tary
of
Agriculture
tary
to transfer
of Agriculture
and convey
be, to
and
theheState
is hereby,
of Michigan
authorized
all the
andright
directed
and 4
!it,'
transferred to

to transfer and convey to the State of Michigan all the right and
title of
of the
the United
United States
States in
in and
and parcel
parcel of
of land
land
piece and
and to
to all
all that
that piece
title
situate in the city of East
county of Ingham, State of
of
Lansing, county
East Lansing,
situate
Michigan,
used by the
Bureau of the
the Weather
Weather Bureau
and used
occupied and
now occupied
Michigan, now
United States
States Department
Agriculture, more
departicularly demore particularly
of Agriculture,
Department of
United
scribed
as follows:
point in
the south
of
south boundary
boundary of
a point
in the
Beginning at
at a
follows: Beginning
scribed as

Description.

Decription.
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the
westerly from the
and Howell plank road forty feet westerly
the Lansing and
intersection of south
township line beof said road with the township
south line of
intersection
2 west;
tween town
range 1
town 4
range 2
west;
4 north, range
west, and town
1 west,
north, range
town 44 north,
tween
thence
one hundred
hundred and
and
three minutes west, one
degrees three
seventy degrees
north, seventy
thence north,
thirty-eight feet;
twenty-one minutes
feet; thence south, seven degrees twenty-one
thirty-eight
feet;
east,
two hundred
hundred and
sixty-eight one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet;
twenty and sixty-eight
and twenty
east, two
seventythence
sixty-five degrees
degrees forty-three
forty-three minutes east, seventysouth, sixty-five
thence south,
seven
thence north, eight deone-hundredths feet; thence
sixty-eight one-hundredths
and sixty-eight
seven and
grees
thirty-three minutes
east, two
hundred and six feet to the
two hundred
minutes east,
grees thirty-three
point
tract of land
containing fortyland so described containing
beginning; the tract
of beginning;
point of
nine one-hundredths
one-hundredths of
an acre,
or less; including all the
acre, more or
of an
nine
buildings
easements, and
improvements thereon and all rights, easements,
and improvements
buildings and
appurtenances
thereunto appertaining,
appertaining, and
execute and deliver
deliver
to execute
and to
appurtenances thereunto
in
name of
of the
the United
behalf any and all conUnited States and in its behalf
the name
in the
Lands to be convey- veyances or other instruments
effectuate such
necessary to effectuate
such transfer,
transfer,
to e convey- veyances or other instruments necessary
edLand
ed in exchange
upon the
the conditions
that the
the State
of Michigan
Michigan shall,
shall, in conState of
(a) that
conditions (a)
upon
sideration thereof,
convey to the United States aagood
good
transfer and convey
thereof, transfer
sideration
title
in fee
to aaparcel
located on the lands of the
ground located
parcel of ground
simple to
fee simple
title in
Michigan
State Board
Board of
of Agriculture
Lansing, Michigan,
Michigan,
Agriculture at East Lansing,
Michigan State
hereinbefore
approximately equal in
ore described,
described, which
which
in area to that hereinbef
approximately
shall be
acceptable to the
Agriculture as aa site suitsuitSecretary of Agriculture
the Secretary
be acceptable
shall
able
for the
and maintenance
thereon of buildings
buildings and
and
maintenance thereon
erection and
the erection
able for
other
structures for
for Weather
Weather Bureau
purposes, and (b)
(b) that said
said
Bureau purposes,
other structures
State
of Michigan
in addition,
pay to
the United
United States
States the
the
to the
addition, pay
shall, in
Michigan shall,
State of
Paymentin addition.
said amount the necessary
from said
of $25,000.
$25,000. After
deducting from
necessary
After deducting
sum of
Pamntaddition, sum
expenses
of making
making such
such transfers
the balance
balance thereof
thereof shall be dedetransfers the
expenses of
posited by the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture
the Treasury
Treasury of the
Agriculture in the
posited
United
States as
as miscellaneous
miscellaneous receipts.
receipts.
United States
Erection of building,
The
Secretary of
authorized to erect
erect on the
further authorized
is further
Agriculture is
of Agriculture
The Secretary
af uirdine
tEreoction
etc.,
on acquired
site.
, o
site so
so acquired a
a building
and
site
building for the use of the Weather
Weather Bureau and
to pay
for all
all necessary
necessary labor,
expenses, plans
plans and
materials, and expenses,
labor, materials,
pay for
to
specifications to
prepared by
Secretary of Agriculture, and
and
by the Secretary
to be
be prepared
specifications
the work
work to
under the
supervision of the Chief of the
the supervision
done under
be done
to be
the
Amount authorized.
Weather Bureau,
Bureau, at a
cost not to exceed
exceed $38,000,
$38,000, from funds to be
a cost
authorized. Weather
Amount
appropriated.
appropriated.
1925.
2, 1925.
Approved, March
March 2,
Approved,
2, 1925.
1925.
March 2,

[S. 4352.1

[Public, No.
528.)
[Public,
No. 528.i

CHAP. 397.-An
397.—An Act
judge in
in the
the district
district of
Minof Minan additional
additional judge
create an
To create
Act To
CHAP.

nesota.
nesota.

Representatives of
of Representatives
Be it
enacted by
by the
House of
of the
and House
Senate and
the Senate
it enacted
Be

States of America
Judicial United
United States
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the President
President
judicial
Judge
States be, and he is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed,
directed,
United States
the United
of the
judge of
consent of the Senate,
authorized
and consent
Senate, to appoint
appoint aajudge
judge
advice and
a by and with the advice
to ffill a
athorized
vacancy.
to
vacancy created in the District Court of the United
United States
838.
to fill
fill aavacancy
Vol. 42, p. 838.
Minnesota
Minnesota
district.
Additional

for the
the District of
occasioned by the death of Honorable
Honorable
of Minnesota,
Minnesota, occasioned
for
John F.
F. McGee,
appointed as an additional judge in said
said
who was appointed
McGee, who
John
"An
of Congress
district under the provisions
Act .of
Congress entitled "An
provisions of the Act
district
Act for
for the
judge for the fourth
fourth
circuit judge
an additional
additional circuit
of an
the appointment
appointment of
Act

judicial circuit,
for the
of additional
additional district
district judges
judges for
for
appointment of
the appointment
circuit, for
judicial
certain
certain
districts, providing
providing for
for an
an annual
annual conference
conference of certain
certain districts,
14. 1922.
judges,
for other
other purposes,"
purposes," approved
approved September
September 14,
1922.
and for
judges, and
No
S
EC. 2.
2. A
A vacancy
vacancy occurring
two years
years after
after the passage
than two
more than
occurring more
SEC.
No vacancy
vacancy two
Years after this date
to
appointed pursuant
judge appointed
district judge
be
filled.
of this
Act in
the district
pursuant to
to
of the
office of
the office
in the
this Act
th date to of
befiller
this
shall not
unless Congress
Congress shall
shall so
so provide.
provide.
filled unless
be filled
not be
Act shall
this Act
SEC. 3. The judge
judge appointed
appointed hereunder
district
hereunder shall reside in said district
Residence, etc.
SEC.
Residence,
and
his compensation
and powers
powers shall be the same as now provided
provided
compensation and
and his
by
law for
for the
the judge
district.
said district.
of said
judge of
by law
Effective at once.
SEC.
S
EC. 4. This Act shall
shall take
take effect
effect immediately.
immediately.
Effectiveatonce.
Approved,
March 2,
2, 1925.
1925.
Approved, March
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CHAP.
Resolution Establishing
Establishing a
a commission
for the participation
participation
commission for
398.-Joint Resolution
CHAP. 398.—Joint
of
the United
in the
observance of
of the
the one
one hundred
hundred and fiftieth
fiftieth anniversary
the observance
States in
United States
of the
in conbe
utilized
to
of
Battle of
appropriation
Hill, authorizing
authorizing an appropriation
Bunker Hill,
of Bunker
of the
the Battle
nection
observance, and for other
other purposes.
purposes.
such observance,
nection with
with such

1099
1099
March
March 2,1925.
2, 1925.

[H. J.J. Res.
[H.
Has. 318.1
318.1
[Pub. Res.,
Res., No.
No. 57.]
57.)
[Pub.

Representatives of the
Senate and House of Representatives
Resolved by the Senate
Hill &a
esqiis Bunker
United
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, .That
.That there
there is
Bunker Hill
quiof America
America in
United States
l
i
ontenn
Commiseonntia
United States
hereby
be known
the United
States :
n, ial Commisas the
known as
to be
commission to
established aa commission
hereby established
and cons
com(hereinafter referred
Commission (hereinafter
Bunker
referred to Creation
c.rte
i
=1 and
Hill Sesquicentennial
Sesquicentennial Commission
Bunker Hill
as
commissioners ' as Pcm
of eleven
eleven commissioners,
to be
be composed
composed of
and to
as the
the commission)
commission) and
Three persons
appointed by the President of the
persons to be appointed
follows: Three
United
States, four
Senate, and
of the
the Senate,
the President
President of
by the
four Senators
Senators by
United States,
Representatives by the Speaker of
of Representatives
four Members of
of the House of
No compensation.
compensation.
commission shall
The commission
the
House of
shall serve
serve without
without No
of Representatives.
Representatives. The
the House
compensation
and shall
chairman from
their number.
number. _
from among
among their
a chairman
shall select
select a
compensation and
orAmount authorized
trveltng, ethdto be appropriated out of any for
authorized
hereby
is
There
SEC. 2.
money
SEC. in
2. the
There
Treasury
is hereby
notauthorized
otherwise appropriated
to be appropriated
the sum
out
of of
$5,000
any pe
Nimes*
f travehng,etc.,
1
money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated the sum of $5,000 5-.
Post, p. 1324.
traveling
to
be expended
by the
commission for
for actual
and necessary
necessary traveling
actual and
the commission
expended by
to be
expenses
discharging its official
official duties outside
and subsistence
subsistence while discharging
expenses and
the District of Columbia.
Columbia.
i
any forparttcipating
appropriated, out
authorized to
S
EC. 3.
3. There
There is
to be
be appropriated,
out of
of any
rot-AEI:did /
Tart
is hereby
hereby authorized
SEC.
of celebration,
not otherwise
money
in the
the Treasury
Treasury not
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
the sum
sum of
eelebrathm*
money in
$10,000
to be
be utilized
utilized in
the discretion
the commission
commission for
for the
the Post, p. 1324.
of the
in the
discretion of
$10,000 to
appropriate
United States in the
part of the United
on the
the part
participation on
appropriate participation
celebration
observance of
anniverand fiftieth anniverone hundred
hundred and
of the
the one
and observance
celebration and
sary
of the
Battle of Bunker
commemorated on or about
about
Hill to be commemorated
Bunker Hill
the Battle
sary of
June 17,
June
17, 1925.
1925.
Special commemoracoamporaGeneral is hereby
SEC. 4.
SEo.
4. The
The Postmaster
Postmaster General
hereby authorized
authorized and directed
directed tipepatalg
tive postage
stamps to
be
issued.
and beilsed.
to
issue a
series of
of postage
such denominations
denominations and
in such
stamps, in
postage stamps,
special series
a special
to issue
of
commemorative of
the one
one
of the
determine, commemorative
he may
may determine
as he
such designs
designs as
of such
hundred
and fiftieth
fiftieth anniversary
anniversary of
Battle of
and
of Bunker
Bunker Hill and
of the
the Battle
hundred and
of
the one
hundred and
anniversary of such
such other major
major
and fiftieth
fiftieth anniversary
one hundred
of the
events
Revolutionary War as he may deem appropriate.
events of the Revolutionary
Approved, March
March 2,
2, 1925.
Approved,

CHAP.
define the status
status of retired
officers of the Regular
Regular
retired officers
411.-An Act To define
CHAP. 411.—An
Army who have been
been detailed as professors
professors of military
military
assistant professors
professors and assistant
science and tactics at educational
institutions, and for other purposes.
educational institutions,
science

Be
enacted by
the Senate
Representatives of the
and House of Representatives
Senate and
by the
Be it
it enacted
United
AS'tates of
America in
assembled, That
That the
authority
the authority
in Congress
Congress assembled,
of America
United States
for detail
retired officers
officers of
of the
Regular Army
Army contained
section
in section
contained in
the Regular
of retired
for
detail of
National Defense Act of June 3, 1916, as
55c of
40b and
of the
the National
section 55c
40b
and section
be conamended by
Act of
of June
in either
either case,
case, be
conshall, in
1920, shall,
4, 1920,
June 4,
by the
the Act
amended
strued to
to include
authority to
to so
so detail
retired officers
officers of
of the
Philipthe Philipdetail retired
include authority
strued
pine Scouts.
Scouts.
SEC. 2.
2. Duty
by retired
retired officers
officers of
of the
the Regular
Regular Army
Army
performed by
Duty performed
SEC.
and duty
duty performed
performed by
by retired
retired officers
officers of
of the
the Philippine
Philippine Scouts,
and
pursuant to
issued under
section 40b
40b or
or
under section
orders issued
Department orders
to War
War -Department
pursuant
section 55c,
55c, respectively,
respectively, of
National Defense Act of June
June 3,
3,
of said National
section
1916.
amended by
including in either
either
June 4, 1920, including
Act of June
by the Act
as amended
1916. as
case, temporary
duty for
attendance on
on any
any course
course of
of preparatory
preparatory
for attendance
temporary duty
case,
instruction required
order, shall be construed
construed to be active
such order,
by such
required by
instruction
duty
for the
the purpose
of increase
of longevity
retired
pay of such retired
longevity pay
increase of
purpose of
duty for
officers within
the meaning
of the
National Defense
of June
June 3,
3,
Act of
Defense Act
the National
meaning of
within the
officers
1916, as
amended by
June 4,
and the
of May
May 12,
12,
Act of
the Act
1920, and
4, 1920,
of June
Act of
by the
the Act
as amended
1916,
1917, entitled
making appropriations
appropriations for
for the support
support of
Act making
"An Act
entitled "Ali
1917,
the
Army for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
nineteen hundred
hundred
thirtieth, nineteen
June thirtieth,
ending June
year ending
the Army
June 10,
Act of
of June
the Act
and
and the
10, 1922,
1922,
purposes." and
other purposes,"
for other
and for
eighteen, and
and eighteen,
comentitled
"An Act
readjust the pay and allowances of the cornto readjust
Act to
entitled "An

March
March 3,3, 1925.
1925.

[S.
2865.]
[s.2865.]

[Public, No.
No. 529.]
529.]
[Public,

Army.retiremofAtm
Details of
of retired officers
for school
school duties
duties
cers for
ed to Philippine
extended
to Philippine
nd
Scouts.
Vol. 41, pp.
780.
pp. 777,, 780.
Vol.41,
Duty performed
performed at
at
Duty etc.,
schools,
construed
schools,
etc., construed
as
active
for
increase
active for increase
as
of lon
gevity pay.
oflongevtypay.

Vol. 41, p.296.

Vol. 41, p. 7s6

Vol. 40,
40, p.
48.
8
p. 4
Vol

Vol. 42, p. 6a
832.
42p.
Vol.

1
100
1100
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CAS. 411,412.
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1925.
1925.

missioned and
enlisted personnel
of the
the Army,
Navy, Marine
Marine Corps,
Corps,
Army, Navy,
personnel of
and enlisted
missioned
Coast
Guard, Coast
Coast and
Survey, and
and Public
Public Health
Health
Geodetic Survey,
and Geodetic
Coast Guard,
Service."
Service."
SEC. 3.
3. Duty
Duty heretofore
heretofore performed
performed by
by retired
retired officers
officers of
of the
the PhilSEC.
ippine Scouts,
War Department
purporting to
to
orders purporting
Department orders
to War
pursuant to
Scouts, pursuant
ippine

School details
heretodetails heretoforechool
of retired
Philippine
offces,
scout officers,
pine Scout
"
trued "
ti " du
t
Yhave been issued under section 40b or section 55c, respectively, of
ofdutY
ieastie
osred
for
increase
of
longevitY
pay.
said National
Defense Act
Act of
amended by the Act
of June 3, 1916,
1916, as
as amended
said
National Defense
itypay.
of June
June 4,
1920, including,
including, in
either case,
case, temporary
temporary duty
duty for
for attendattendin either
4, 1920,
of
ance
on any
course of
preparatory instruction
by such
required by
instruction required
of preparatory
any course
ance on
order, shall
shall be
construed to
be active
duty for
the purpose
of increase
increase
purpose of
for the
active duty
to be
be construed
order,
of longevity
of such
officers, within
the meaning
meaning of the
within the
retired officers,
such retired
pay of
of
longevity pay
aforesaid
Act of
June 3,
3, 1916,
1916, as
as amended
amended by the Act of June 4,
of June
aforesaid Act
1920,
aforesaid Act
Act of
May 12,
12, 1917,
the aforesaid
aforesaid Act
Act
and the
1917, and
of May
the aforesaid
and the
1920, and
of
June 10,
10, 1922.
1922.
of June
1, 1922,
D
e
t
a
ils
°
ch
ftetirec
fn, Sic.
1922, by retired
retired officers
performed prior to July 1
Duty performed
SEC. 4.
4. Duty
eti,
hools, "
Del
cat
s
for
sools,
etc.
vco
or to
922, .1,'°
performed prior to June 10, 1922,
1922, by
by
to)of the Regular Army and duty performed
July, 1922,
to Julyda1s
prior
retired
t
duty.
duty.
retired officers of the Philippine
Philippine Scouts, pursuant
pursuant to War Department orders
orders issued
or purporting
have been
been issued
issued under
under section
section
to have
purporting to
issued or
ment
40b or
or section
respectively, of
of said
said National
Defense Act of
National Defense
55c, respectively,
section 55c,
40b
June 3,
3, 1916,
amended by
by the
the Act
Act of
of June
June 4, 1920, including,
including, in
as amended
1916, as
June
either
case, temporary
attendance on any course of preparapreparafor attendance
duty for
temporary duty
either case,
tory
instruction required
required by
by such
construed to be
such order, shall be construed
tory instruction
active duty
duty for
of such
such retired officers
officers on
of promotion
promotion of
the purpose
purpose of
for the
active
June 3,
the retired
retired list,
list, within
the meaning
the aforesaid
Act of
of June
aforesaid Act
of the
meaning of
within the
the
Act
aforesaid Act
1916,
as amended
by the Act
of June
June 4, 1920, and the aforesaid
Act of
amended by
1916, as
of
June 10,
10, 1922.
1922.
of June
Administrative aeS
EC. 5.
5. Any
Any administrative
action heretofore
heretofore taken
Administraive
SEC.
administrative action
taken by
by the
the War
War
ac
tion by
by department
department as
as
tion
dependent for validity upon the above-mentioned
to such
such details,
ratified Department dependent
above-mentioned conto
detailsratified
and confirmed.
structions of
construction of
of any
any
or a
a like
like construction
indicated statutes,
statutes, or
of the
the indicated
structions
andconfirmed.
other statute
statute authorizing
the detail
of retired
Army
of the Army
officers of
retired officers
detail of
authorizing the
other
to educational
educational institutions,
is hereby
hereby ratified
and confirmed;
and
confirmed; and
ratified and
institutions, is
to
Withheld
Pay conco
n- that
that any
any pay
pay otherwise
due to
to any
retired officers
officers of the Regular
Regular
any retired
otherwise due
Withheld pay
sidered
able. due mid pay- Army or the Philippine Scouts but heretofore withheld by reason
y- Army or the Philippine Scouts but heretofore withheld by reason
able.
of a
a construction
construction of
of any
any of
inconsistent with
with
statutes inconsistent
indicated statutes
of the
the indicated
of
those foregoing
foregoing shall
shall be
considered due
due and
and payable.
payable.
be considered
those
Approved, March
March 3,
3, 1925.
Approved,
March
3,1925.
March 3,
1925.
25
CHAP.
provide for the appointment
appointment of a
aleader
leader of the Army
Army
Act To provide
412.-An Act
CHAP. 412.—An
34.1
M[.[S. 3824.j
[Public,
band.
530.)j band.
No. 530.
[Public, No.

Army.
Be
enacted by
by the
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
Senate and
the Senate
it enacted
Be it
Army.
Appointment
of warStates of
assembled, That
That the SecreSecreCongress assembled,
in Congress
of America
America in
war- United
United States
Appointment of
rant officer as leader of
officer of
warrant officer
Army
band.
tary
of War
authorized to
to appoint
appoint aa warrant
of
is hereby
hereby authorized
War is
tary of
ArnmyS
bfad.e
Pay
etc.
the
Army leader
leader of
who, while
while holding
holding such
such
band, who,
Army band,
the Army
of the
Regular Army
the Regular
etc.
pay ,
appointment, shall
receive, in
in lieu
of any
any and
and all pay
pay and allowances
lieu of
shall receive,
appointment,
as warrant
warrant officer,
the base
base pay
and the
the allowances
allowances of
of a
captain of
a captain
pay and
officer, the
as
the Regular
Army in
in the
shall be entitled
entitled to
to
pay period and shall
third pay
the third
Regular Army
the
longevity pay
pay provided
provided for
for an
an officer
officer for
each three
three years of service
for each
longevity
under such
any previous
previous active
active commissioned
commissioned
plus any
such appointment
appointment plus
under
service
under a
a Federal
Federal appointment
which the
the appointee
appointee may
may have
have
appointment which
service under
a higher pay period. The
shall not be entitled to pass to a
Returned
to former
Returned
former had, but
pi.
status
if
relieved.
ige
e
,
status
if relieved.
leader
the Army
relieved from
from his
his appointment
appointment as
be relieved
may be
band may
Army band
of the
leader of
such
and returned
to his
Secrediscretion of the Secreat the discretion
former status at
his former
returned to
such and
retired as aawarrant
Retired pay
etctary of War. Upon
Upon retirement
warrant offiretirement he shall be retired
Retired
pay,,etc.
cer and
the retired
retired pay
pay to
to which
which he
he would
would have
have been
shall receive
receive the
cer
and shall
entitled
he not
not been
been appointed
appointed and received
received the pay and allowhad he
entitled had
Proviso1..
ances of
of leader
band: Provided
Provided, That
back pay
pay or
or
That no
no back
Army band:
leader of
of the
the Army
ances
PNobc.
No back pay, etc.
leader of the Army band by reaNo back pay, etc.
allowances
allowances shall be allowed to the leader
No
effect on
on number
number son
son of
of the
further, That
nothing
That nothing
of this Act: And provided further,
No effect
the passage
passage of
ogofficers.
of officers.
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CONGRESS , SESS.
SESS. II.
IL
SIXTY-EIGHTH

CRS. 412-414.
412-414.
CHS.

1925.
1925.

1101
1
101

authorized numincrease the authorized
contained
in this
this Act
shall operate
operate to increase
Act shall
contained in
Army,
ber
or warrant
officers of the Regular
Regular Army,
warrant officers
officers or
commissioned officers
of commissioned
ber of
authorized by law.
nor
officers authorized
of warrant
warrant officers
number of
decrease the number
nor to
to decrease
Approved, March
March 3, 1925.
Approved,
March 3,
3, 1925.
192.
March
3977.]
[.[S. 3977.]
[Public, No. 531.]
531.]

authorize the Secretary
CHAP. 413.-An
413.—An Act To authorize
Secretary of War
War to
to reappoint
reappoint and
immediately
discharge or retire certain
certain warrant
warrant officers
officers of the Army Mine
Mine
immediately discharge
Planter
Service.
Planter Service.

enacted by the
Representatives of the
the Senate and House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
assembled, That the Secreof America
States of
United
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
United States
reappoint and
and directed
hereby authorized
tary of
of War
is hereby
authorized and
directed to reappoint
War is
tary
directed all
as hereinafter
immediately
hereinafter directed
all warrant
warrant
retire as
or retire
discharge or
immediately discharge
officers,
Mine Planter
discharged from
from such
such service
service
Service, discharged
Planter Service,
Army Mine
officers, Army
appropriations for
pursuant
"An Act making
making appropriations
for
Act entitled
entitled "An
to the Act
pursuant to
Department
the
and nonmilitary
activities of the War Department
nonmilitary activities
the military
military and
for the
the fiscal
1923, and for
purposes,"
for other purposes,"
June 30,
30, 1923,
ending June
year ending
fiscal year
for
approved
warrant officers of the
the Army
Army
1922: Provided,
Provided, That warrant
30, 1922:
June 30,
approved June
service be discharged
than ten years' service
less than
of less
Mine
Planter Service
Service of
discharged
Mine Planter
years'
with payment
payment of
one years'
years' pay; or those of more
more than ten years'
of one
with
unlimited
the unlimited
on the
be placed
and less
than twenty
twenty years
service be
placed on
years service
less than
and
retired list
1
/
2 per centum
centum of their active
21/2
pay at the rate of 2
list with
with pay
retired
pay,
by the
complete years
service;
years of such service;
of complete
number of
the number
multiplied by
pay, multiplied
or
of more
twenty years'
years' service
service be
placed on the unlimunlimbe placed
than twenty
more than
or those
those of
ited retired
rate of 3
3 per centum
centum of their active
at the rate
list with
with pay at
retired list
ited
pay,
multiplied by
by the
the number
of complete
service, not
not
years of such service,
complete years
number of
pay, multiplied
Providedfurther,
exceding
75 per
per centum
their active
pay: Provided
further, That
active pay:
of their
centum of
exceding 75
m computing
in computing
length of service for retirement
retirement and
and in
computing
computing length
in
longevity
under the
the provision
provision of
Act service
service on boats in
of this Act
pay under
longevity pay
the
the Quartermaster
service in
Department as well as service
Quartermaster Department
of the
service of
the service
further, That
provided further,
And provided
be counted:
shall be
the
Regular Army
the Regular
Army shall
counted: And
That
this Act
Act shall
shall not
apply to
to any
any discharged
warrant officer,
officer, Army
discharged warrant
not apply
this
Mine Planter
Planter Service,
has been
been reappointed
reappointed a
a warrant
warrant officer,
who has
Service, who
Mine
Army Mine
Planter Service.
Mine Planter
Army
Approved,
1925.
3, 1925.
March 3,
Approved, March

Army Mine Planter
ervim
Service.
Discharged warrant
officers of,
of, to
to be
be reapreapofficers
pointed
pointed
and
discharged, etc.
e.
Vol. 42, p. 723.

Mie Planter
Discharged warrant
and reda
charged4,

Provisos.

Provisos.

Discharge if service
0years.
yersec
lesthan
less than 10
On
retired list if
if ser
servOnretiredlist
ice 10 years or more.

Other
service countcountOther service
ed.

ed.

Not applicable
applicable to
to
Not
present
reappointed
reappointed
present
officers.
officers.

March
March 3, 1925.

CHAP. 414.—An
To authorize
authorize the
the Secretary
of the
the Interior
Interior to
to sell to
Secretary of
Act To
414.-An Act
CHAP.
the city
Los Angeles
Angeles certain
California heretofore
heretofore purchased
purchased by the
in California
lands in
certain lands
of Los
city of
the
Government
for the
the relief
of homeless
homeless Indians.
Indians.
relief of
Government for

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
of Representatives
of thes,
the
and House
House of
Representatives of
the Senate
Senate and
Be

United States
States of
of America
America in
assembled, That
That the
Secretary
the Secretary
Congress assembled,
in Congress
United

[S. 4015.1
Is.
40o5.j
(Publlc,
[Public, N0o.53.]No. 532:j -

o
i5:
8
n4ront' to,!". or
conveyance'
n
for
or

of the
be, and
is hereby,
hereby-,authorized
authorized in
his discretion
to lrande
1ri ds psrchsed
pf ehased
discretion to
in his
he is
and he
Interior be,
the Interior
of
sell and
the United
America,
of America,
States of
United States
of the
behalf of
on behalf
title on
to convey
convey title
and to
sell
to
Los Angeles,
California heretofore
heretofore
in California
lands in
certain lands
Angeles, certain
of Los
city of
the city
to the
;:, m e

dians.

purchased
the Government
for the
the relief
of homeless
homeless Indians,
Indians,
relief of
Government for
by the
purchased by
namely: Lot
55 of
of the
the Owens
Owens Valley
Valley Improvement
Company's subsubImprovement Company's
Lot 55
namely:

Description.

Description

division
on a
numbered 1,
1,
in book numbered
filed in
map filed
a map
shown on
as shown
1, as
numbered 1,
division numbered
page
41, of
of the
map records
of Inyo
containin g approxiapproxiCounty, containing
Inyo County,
records of
the map
page 41,
acres; and the northerly
mately
-hundredths acres;
northerly
one-hundredths
sixty-one one
and sixty-one
sixteen and
mately sixteen
four
hundred and
feet of
of lot
lot 141 of the Owens
Valley
Owens Valley
twenty-nine feet
and twenty-nine
four hundred
Improvement
as shown
shown on a
a map
numbered 22as
subdivision numbered
Company's subdivision
Improvement Company's
filed in
in book
the map
records of
Inyo County,
County, '.
of Inyo
map records
of the
42. of
1, page
page 42,
numbered 1,
book numbered
filed
containing
thirteen acres:
acres: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
the confatt s
timi on sale
con- Restriction
approximately thirteen
containing approximately
sideration to
to be
be received
the lands
lands shall
determined by
rim '
prie.
by the p
be determined
shall be
for the
received for
sideration
Secretary of
the Interior
and the
amount for
area
entire area
the entire
which the
for which
the amount
Interior and
of the
Secretary
may
be sold
sold shall
shall not
not be
less than
than the
total cost
cost of
the lands
lands and
and of
of the
the Amount to be used
of the
the total
be less
may be
Indian irrigation.
the sum
improvements
to the
Government Provided
That the
sum for
for=
i
t
r
°
4alion.
further, That
Provided further,
the Government:
improvements to

1102
1102

SIXTY-EIGHTH
S
IXTYEIGHTH CONGRESS,
CONGRESS,

SESS. II.
II. CHS.
Cns. 414-416.
414-416.
SESS.

1925.
1925.

of $1,060.75
$1,060.75 shall
segregated from
from the
the proceeds
proceeds of
of this
this sale
sale and
and
shall be segregated
deposited in the Treasury
reimbursable approdeposited
Treasury to the credit
credit of the reimbursable
priation
(Forty-second Statutes
Statutes at
at
priation by
by the
the Act
Act of May
May 24,
24, 1922
1922 (Forty-second
Large, page 560),
560), for
miscellaneous projects
projects in
in
for irrigation
irrigation work on miscellaneous
Balance to
purchase district numbered
Balance
to purchase
numbered 4:
Provided further,
further, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the
4: Provided
other lands.
other lands.
Interior
and he
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized to
to use
the remainder
remainder of
of
Interior be,
be, and
use the
the proceeds,
exclusive of the
for irrigairrigaproceeds, exclusive
the sum of $1,060.75
$1,060.75 expended for
California, with such
tion improvements,
improvements, in purchasing other land in
in California,
such
improvements
thereto, for the relief of homeimprovements as may be appurtenant
appurtenant thereto,
less Indians of that State,
deposited in
in the
the
State, and the money
money when
when deposited
Treasury
reserved for
purpose.
Treasury shall be set apart and reserved
for that
that purpose.
Approved, March
March 3. 1925.
March 3, 1925.
1925.
[8.
IS. 1707.]
[Public,
[Public, NO.
No. 533.]

COAP. 415.—An
415.-An Act
CHAP.
Act Appropriating
Appropriating money
for the
the relief
relief of
of the
the Clallam
money for
Clallam
Tribe of Indians
in the
Indians in
the State
for other
purposes.
State of
of Washington,
Washington, and
and for
other purposes.

Be
enacted by
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
Be it
it enacted
by the
the Senate
and House
eroled United States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled, That
That there
there is
is
to be
be appropriated,
appropriated, out
out of
moneys in
the Treasury
Treasury
of.
hereby authorized
authorized to
of moneys
in the
of the United States
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
the sum
of $400,000,
$400,000,
States not
not otherwise
sum of
to be paid per capita
capita to
to the Clallam
Clallam Indians
of the
State of
of WashWashIndians of
the State
ington
ington upon enrollment of said Indians to be made under
under the
the di.
and to be approved
rection of and
approved by the
Secretary of
of the
the Interior:
Interior:
the Secretary
Provisos.
Relinquishment
of Provided,
before payment
payment to
to the
the individual
individual Indians
Renq0nishment
Provided, That
That before
Indians
they
shall
all
all claims required.
re
ed
relinquish in
writing all claims of any
relinquish
in writing
any nature against the United
United
States under any
any treaty, agreement,
agreement, or
or Act
Act of
of Congress,
Congress, and
and agree
agree
to
accept
such
payment
in
full
satisfaction
of
any
and
all
claims
of
any
and
all
claims
to
accept
such
payment
in
full
satisfaction
Retention of shares
shares
of
of minor children.
whatsoever against
against the
the United States:
further, That
States: Provided
Provided further,
That the
the
children shall
retained in the Treasury
shares of minor children
shall be retained
Treasury of
of the
the
United States, where
where they
shall draw
interest at
at the
of 4
4 per
per
they shall
draw interest
the rate
rate of
centum
centum per annum until such
the age
age of
of majority
majority
such minors
minors reach
reach the
under
under the laws of the
after which
such minors
minors
the State of
of Washington,
Washington, after
which such
shall
be
paid
their
shares
upon
application
to
the
Secretary
of the
the
Interest may be paid shall be paid their shares upon application to the Secretary of
to parents.
parents.
Interior:
Interior: And
provided further,
further, That
interest accumulated
And provided
That the
the interest
accumulated at
at
the end of any fiscal year
year to the
the shares
shares of
of any
minor
the credit
credit on
on the
any minor
child may be disbursed,
disbursed, under
under the direction
direction of the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the
Interior, to
to the
parent or
guardians of
of such
child
Allowance to
to attorattor- Interior,
the parent
or parents
parents or
or guardians
such minor
minor child
Allowance
neys.
neys.
or
children: And
And provided
not more
more than
than $15,000
$15,000
or children:
provided further,
further, That
That not
thereof, shall
be paid
paid to
the attorney
employed by
the tribe
tribe under
thereof,
shall be
to the
attorney employed
by the
under
contract approved
approved by the
contract
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Interior.
Interior.
of the
Approved,
3, 1925.
1925.
Approved, March
March 3,
Clilam
Clallam
Indians,
Wash.
Wpapi
Per capita to enrolled
members of.

March 3,
3. 1925.
1925.
1934.]
CHAP. 4143.—An
416.-An
_ [S.. 1934___
[Public, No. 534.]
534.]
ter 4
4 of the Code of

[_.

District of Columbia.
Second deputy rerecorder of deeds
deeds authorauthorcorder
ized.
ized.

Pay, etc.

Act
amend, revise, and
and reenact
Act To amend,
section 549
549 of
of subchapsubchapreenact section
the
Columbia relating
the District of Columbia
relating to
to the
the appointment
appointment of
of
deputy
recorder
deputy
fixing the
compensation therefor.
therefor.
of deeds,
deeds, and
and fixing
the compensation

it enacted
Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
Be it
enacted by the Senate
United States
States of America
America in
United
in Congress
Congress assembled, That the recorder
recorder
of deeds is authorized
authorized to appoint a
a second deputy recorder, who
may do and perform
perform any and all acts
acts which the recorder
recorder is authorrecorder shall
ized to do, and all such acts by the said second deputy recorder
shall
have the same
same legality force,
force, and effect
by the
the rereeffect as
as if
if performed
performed by
corder;
corder; the compensation
second deputy
deputy recorder
recorder to
to be
be at
at
compensation of
of said
said second
the rate of
per annum,
to be
paid out
of the
the fees
emoluof $2,000
$2,000 per
annum, to
be paid
out of
fees and
and emoluments of the office of the recorder
recorder of deeds. And with the approval
approval.

SIXTYEIGHTH CONGRESS
SESS. II.
CHs. 416, 417.
417.
II. CHS.
CONGRESS,, SESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH

1925.
1925.1103

recorder of deeds
of the
the Attorney
General of
of the
United States, the recorder
the United
Attorney General
of
may from
to time
the number
number and
and compensation
other
of all other
compensation of
fix the
time fix
time to
from time
may

incurred
his office:
of his
employees of
office: Provided,
Provided, That any expenditure
expenditure incurred
employees
the Public
upon the
charge upon
be a
a charge
by him
shall not
not be
Public Treasury,
doing shall
so doing
in so
him in
by
And
but shall
shall be
be paid
emoluments of said office:
office: And
fees and emoluments
the fees
of the
out of
paid out
but
not be
provided further,
further, That
the employees
of said
said office
office shall
shall not
be in
in
employees of
That the
provided
excess of
of the
the number
actually necessary
proper conduct
conduct of
the proper
for the
necessary for
number actually
excess
said
office of
deeds: Provided,
however, That
That the
Provided, however,
of deeds:
recorder of
the recorder
of the
said office
compensation
first deputy
recorder of deeds
deeds and that of the
deputy recorder
the first
of the
compensation of
second
of deeds
deeds shall
shall not
changed except
except by Act
Act
be changed
not be
recorder of
deputy recorder
second deputy
of
of Congress.
Congress.
Approved, March
1925.
3, 1925.
March 3,
Approved,

reenact subchapter
CHAP.
revise, and reenact
subchapter 3,
3, sections
amend, revise,
To amend,
417.-An Act To
CHAP. 417.—An
546
and 547
547 of
of the
of Law
Law of
Columbia relating
relating to the
of Columbia
District of
the District
of the
Code of
the Code
546 and
recording
of deeds
deeds of chattels.
chattels.
recording of

1103

sotionn. from
P
,4-3
,
:
7
from
Compensation
receipts.
recei
eesNumber

Number of employ-

Pay of first deputy.
Payoffirstdeputy.

March 3,1925.
3, 1925.
March

[S.
1935.]
[S. 1935.1
[Public
535.]
No. 535.]
[Public No.

Be
the Senate
House of
Representatives of the
of Representatives
and House
Senate and
by the
enacted by
it enacted
Be it
United
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled,
America in
of America
United States
CoD
dis
etrict of Columbia
mortgage, or deed of trust
SEC. 546
That no
bill of sale, mortgage,
trust to secure Dtric of ColuDbia
no bill
546 That
SEC.
Chattel
deeds of
of
deeds
Chattel
or
mortgagor,
of any
any personal
chattels whereof
the vendor,
vendor, mortgagor,
whereof the
personal chattels
debt of
aa debt
trust.
donor shall
shall remain
remain in
shall be
valid or
to pass
pass "Vaiid
Valid only
only ifif filed
filed
effectual to
or effectual
be valid
possession, shall
in possession,
donor
r
o
.f
Deeds
v7
v
n
ithRe
. icoorys
such instruments
to such
the
title therein,
therein, except
except as
between the
parties to
instruments withinRcodrofDds
the parties
as between
the title
Vol.
31,
p.
1275,
vol. 31, p. 1275,
it, unless
and as
as to
of it,
unless the
the same
same amended.
notice of
actual notice
having actual
persons having
other persons
to other
and
amended.
date
the
from
be
executed,
acknowledged,
and
within
days
of
days
ten
within
and
be executed, acknowledged,
such
filed in
office of the Recorder
Recorder of Deeds
in the office
acknowledgement filed
such acknowledgement
and the
filing if
such instrument
aforesaid as to third
therein as aforesaid
instrument therein
if such
said filing
the said
and
persons not
having notice
aforesaid shall be operative
operative only
notice of it as aforesaid
not having
persons
from
the time
time within
within the said ten days
days when it
it is delivered
delivered to said
said
from the
recorder.
recorder.
Intlesipg without
rered
t
wtDo
cordnegxallowed.
the Recorder
necessary for
And it
be necessary
for the
Recorder of Deeds to spread
spread cording
not be
shall not
it shall
And
shall
such
instruments
upon
the
records
of
his
office,
the
same
shall
but
such instruments upon the records of his office,
be indexed
the manner
real estate
and said
estate are indexed, and
to real
deeds to
as deeds
manner as
in the
indexed in
be
instruments
shall be
file and
shall be open to inspection
inspection by
and shall
on file
kept on
be kept
instruments shall
the public,
public, and
shall have
legal effect
they Fee.
as if they
effect as
and legal
force and
the same
same force
have the
and shall
the
were actually
of said office.
office. For filing and
the books of
in the
recorded in
actually recorded
were
aforesaid instruments
indexing such aforesaid
instruments the Recorder
Recorder of Deeds shall
indexing
collect $1
$1 each.
o
Conditional sales
each.
collect
Conditional
sales of
property.
SEC. 547.
CONDITIONAL SALES.-NO
SALES.—NO conditional
sale of
chattels in
in proip
of chattels
conditional sale
547. CONDITIONAL
SEC.
pey
t
ieeyaaint
i
a
d
ot
l
gails
t
tthird
thisr
t
l
by patonlif terms of
virtue of
of which
which the
delivered to
to the
but by
purchaser, but
the purchaser,
is delivered
property is
the property
virtue
sale
filed
withReorder
Recorder
soaleie
said
of
the
terms
of
which
the
title
is
not
to
pass
until
the
price
of
said
price
the terms of which the title is not to pass until the
of Deeds, etc.
Vol. 31,
P. 1275,
1275,
31, p.
Vol.
chattels
is fully
fully paid,
paid, where
where the
the purchase
purchase price
price exceeds
exceeds $100,
$100, shall be amended.
chattels is
amed.
from
property
valid
as
against
third
persons
acquiring
title
said
property
said
to
title
valid as against third persons acquiring
said
purchaser without
notice of
sale, unless
unless the
of the terms of said sale,
without notice
said purchaser
terms
of said
said sale
sale are
are reduced
reduced to
the parties
parties
by the
signed by
and signed
writing and
to writing
terms of
thereto and
acknowledged by
office
purchaser and filed in the office
the purchaser
by the
and acknowledged
thereto
of the
the Recorder
of Deeds
Deeds of
the District
District of Columbia,
Columbia, and said
said
of the
Recorder of
of
writing
be indexed
indexed as
as if
the purchaser
mortgagor and
and
purchaser were aa mortgagor
if the
shall be
writing shall
the seller
mortgagee of
of such
such chattels,
chattels, and
and shall
shall be
be operative
to
operative as to
seller aamortgagee
the
F,
third persons
persons without
actual notice
it from
from the
the time of being Fee,
of it
notice of
without actual
third
filed.
filing and indexing
indexing such an instrument, the
the Recorder
Recorder
for filing
And for
filed. And
of Deeds
These Acts
take effect
effect thirty days
shall take
Acts shall
$1. These
collect $1.
shall collect
Deeds shall
of
after
approval.
after approval.
Approved, March 3, 1925.
Approved,
45822 °-25---72
458220--25t----72
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CONGRESS, SESS.
SESS. II.
418, 419.
419.
SIXTY-EIGHTH
CHS. 418,
II. CHs.

March3,1925.
Is. 2745.
No.

March 3, 1925
[S. 27451
[Public
536.]
[Public No. 536.

National

1925.
1925.

CHAP. 418.-An
Secretary of War to convey
418.—An Act To authorize
authorize the Secretary
convey to the
States
in which
which located Government
approach roads to
States in
Government owned
owned or controlled
controlled approach
to
national cemeteries
national
cemeteries and national
national military parks, and for other purposes.

cemeteries
cem e
es

andarks.
and parks.
onveyancetoto State,
Conveyance
State,
etc.,
etc., of
of approach
approach roads
roads

to.
to.

Be
enacted by
Be it
it enacted
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of
of the
the
of Representatives

United
United States
States of
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secreecreof America in
in Congress
tary
of War
be, and
n his
his discretion,
discretion, subsubtary
War be,
and he
he hereby
hereby is,
is, authorized
authorized i
in
,
ject to such
je,ct
such conditions as may seem to him proper,
convey by
by
proper, to convey
quitclaim deed to any State,
county, municipality,
or proper
proper
proper quitclaim
State, county
municipality, or
same is located,
located, all
the right,
and
agency thereof,
thereof, in
in which
which the same
all the
right, title,
title, and
interest of the United States in
in and to any Government
Government owned
owned or
or

controlled
approach road
road to
any national
cemetery or
or national
milicontrolled approach
to any
national cemetery
national military
Provided, That
That prior
to the
the delivery
delivery of
of any
any conveyance
tary park:
park: Provided
prior to
conveyance
ceptance,
etc.,
re- under
ceptance,
etc.,
re"
un d
er this
thi s Act
Actthe
the State, county, or municipality
municipality to
to which
which the
the conconquired.
quired.
veyance
authorized is
is to be
be made shall
shall notify
veyance herein authorized
the Secretary
Secretary of
of
notify the
Jurisdiction a
writing of
of its
to accept
accept and
and maintain
or
Jurisdiction
of unitUnit- War
in writing
War in
its willingness
willingness to
maintain the
the road
road or
states to
to cease
se on roads included in such conveyance:
conveyance: Provided
ed States
further, That
upon, the
the
Provided further,
That upon
execution of deed.
on of
execution
execution and delivery
delivery of any
any conveyance
conveyance herein authorized,
authorized, the
which has
has been
been heretoheretojurisdiction of
of the United States
States of America,
America, which
fore ceded to the United States by aa State over the roads
roads conveyed,
conveyed,
shall thereby cease
cease and determine
determine and shall thereafter
thereafter vest and
and be in
particular State in which such
roads are located.
located.
the particular
such roads
Approved, March
March 3, 1925.
1925.
Provisos.

Notification
Nofiation

of
of

acc-

March
1925.
March 3,
3, 1925.
[S. 2935.l
29354

[Public, No. 537.1
537.]
TerritoriBe

Tenitories.
eollection and editCollection

CHAP.
CHAP. 419.—An
Act To
authorize the
collection and
of official
419.-An Act
To authorize
the collection
and editing
editing of
official

papers of the Territories
Territories of the United States
States now
now in the
the national archives.
archives.

Be it
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
of
and House
House of
Representatives of
it enacted
by the

United States of America in Congress
That the
the
the
Congress assembled, That
ChiefUnited
of
Division
Chief
of Division
Division of
Publications of
of the
the Department
Department of
of State
State
Chief of
of Publications
Department
(hereinafter
(hereinafter referred
referred to as the editor),
editor), under
of
under the direction
direction of

ing of official papers of
ing ofrofficial papers of
formertipderon
forme, to be made on
request
governors,
request of governors,
etc.
tc.
the Secretary
Governor of
Secretary of State, and upon the request
request of the Governor
of

Departments, etc
directed to coopera te.,

directedtoecooperate.

Editor authorized to

employassistance
withemploy assistance with-

ut regardt civiserv

out
regard
to civil service laws,
etc.

Amoruntauthorized

forAmount
expenses. authorized

Copies to be furnished
to States,
States, etc., for

etc.,

publication.
publication.

any State or of any
organization duly
any organization
duly authorized
by him,
him, is
is
authorized by
authorized
copied, and
authorized and directed
directed to have collected,
collected 2 edited,
edited, copied,
and suitsuitably arranged
arranged for
for publication,
publication, the
the official
official papers
of the
the TerriTerripapers of
tory from which such State was formed,
national
formed, now in the national
listed in
in Parker's
archives, as listed
Parker's "
Calendar of
of Papers
Washington
"Calendar
Papers in
in Washington
Territories of
Archives Relating
Relating to the Territories
of the
States (to
(to 1873),"
1873),"
the United
United States
being publication
publication numbered
numbered 148 of the Carnegie
Carnegie Institution
Institution of
of
Washington,
with such
such additional
papers of
of like
like character
character
Washington, together
together with
additional papers
the several
that may be found. The
The heads
heads of the
several executive
executive departdepartments and
ments
independent establishments
establishments are
are directed
directed to
to cooperate
cooperate
and independent
editor in
in such
with the editor
such work
by giving
to the
the records
records and
and
work by
giving access
access to
k
by
having them copied.
copied. The
by providing
providing facilities
facilities for having
The editor
editor is
is
authorized to
employ such
such clerical
clerical assistants
assistants as
as may
may be
be necessary,
authorized
to employ
necessary,
and, under
under the
and,
the direction
direction of
the Secretary
Secretary of
of State
State and
without
of the
and without
regard to
to the
regard
the Classification
Classification Act
and the
civil service
service laws
Act of
of 1923
1923 and
the civil
laws
and regulations
regulations made
and
thereunder, to
to engage
engage the
the services
services of
of not
not
made thereunder,
specially qualified
more than five persons
persons who are specially
qualified for
for the
the editorial
editorial
necessary in arranging
work necessary
arranging such
Territorial papers
papers for
for publicapublicasuch Territorial
tion.
the salaries
of such
such, persons
persons and
all other
tion. For
For the
salaries of
and assistants
assistants and
and all
other
with such
expenses incurred in connection
connection with
such work,
there is
is hereby
work, there
hereby
authorized to be appropriated
appropriated the
sum of
of $20,000
for the
the fiscal
the sum
$20,000 for
fiscal
year ending June 30, 1926, and
and the
the same sum
sum for
each of
of the
the two
for each
two
succeeding
years.
succeeding fiscal
fiscal years.
SEC.
Secretary of State shall, upon application,
S
EC. 2. The Secretary
application, furnish
without charge to the proper
authorities of the several States for
proper authorities
for
publication, a
a copy of such papers, or any
any part
part thereof,
thereof, as
as arranged
arranged
by
by the
the editor.
editor.
Approved,
March 3,
1925.
Approved, March
3, 1925.
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SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS,

SESS. II.
II. CHS.
CHs. 420,421.
420, 421.
SESS.

1925.1105
1925.

CHAP. 420.—An
Authorizing the
the Postmaster
Postmaster General
General to make monthly
monthly
Act Authorizing
420.-An Act
CHAP.
payment
rental for
for post
post office premises under lease.
of rental
payment of
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March 3, 1925.
[S. 3162.]

March 3, 1925.
[S. 3162.]
[Public, No. 538.]
538.]

ost offices.
Be it
the Senate
and House
House of
Representatives of the Post
of Representatives
Senate and
by the
enacted by
Be
it enacted
offices.
Rentals
paid
be paid
Rentals to be
United
States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the
the PostPost- monthly.
America in
United States
master General
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to make
monthly payment
payment of monthly.
make monthly
General is
master
rental for
for post
post office
office premises
under lease.
premises under
rental
Approved,
March 3.
3, 1925.
Approved, March
approved January
CHAP. 421.-An
421.—An Act
Act To
amend the
Printing Act
Act approved
January 12,
the Printing
To amend
CHAP.
1895,
discontinuing the
of certain
Government publications,
publications, and for
certain Government
printing of
the printing
by discontinuing
1895, by
other
other purposes.

Representatives of the
Be it
the
the Senate and House of Representatives
enacted by the
it enacted
Be

March 3,3, 1925.
1925.
March

[S. 3633.]
3633.]
([.
[Public, No. 539.]

[Public, No. 539.1

printing and
binding. printing and
That section
United States
States of
of America
Congress assembled,
section 33of binding
assembled, That
in Congress
America in
United
Public

the 'Act providing
public printiiag
printihg and binding and the disthe public
for the
providing for
the-Act
tribution of
of public
public documents,
documents, approved
approved January
January 12, 1895,
1895, be,
be, and
and
tribution
is hereby,
follows:
read as follows:
to read
amended to
hereby, amended
is
OF PAPER
PURCHASE
PAPER
PURCHASE OF

Purchase of
paper.
of paper.
Purchase
fixed
Standards to
to be
be fixed
Standards

on
Joint Committee
by Joint
Committee on
"SEc. 3. The Joint Committee on Printing shall fix upon stand- by
"SEC.
Printing.
Printing.
and
ards of
paper for
for the
descriptions of
public printing
of public
different descriptions
the different
of paper
ards
Advertisements.
Advertisements.
d on, adVolp.601,amendVol,
28, p.601, amend-

binding, and
and the
the Public
Public Printer
Printer shall,
shall, under their direction, ad- binding,
ed.
vertise in
trade journal, published
published in each of six ed
or trade
newspaper or
one newspaper
in one
vertise
cities,
sealed proposals
proposals to
Government with paper,
the Government
furnish the
to furnish
for sealed
cities, for
as specified
in the
applicants by the Public
schedule to be furnished applicants
the schedule
specified in
as
required Standard samples.
quantities required
Printer, setting
setting forth
detail the quality
quality and quantities
in detail
forth in
Printer,

under their direction, ad-

for the
the public
printing.
public printing.
for

Printer shall
And
shall furnish
Public Printer
the Public
And the

Standard smpls.

samples of
of the
therefor
standard of papers fixed upon to applicants therefor
the standard
samples
who shall desire
desire to bid."
OFFICIAL
REGISTER
OFFICIAL REGISTER

Official
Official Register.
Register.

To be prepared anat
uTaly be
byptrepd
the Director
of the
S
EC. 2.
2. (a)
(a) That
That the
the Director
the Census shall
shall cause
cause to be nually
Director of
SEC.
of
the Census.
Census.
of
the
first
the
before
compiled,
edited,
indexed
and
published,
on
or
before
the
or
on
published,
and
compiled, edited, indexed
Monday in
October of
of each
Register of the United
Official Register
an Official
year an
each year
in October
Monday
States which
shall contain
contain a
full and
and complete
complete list
persons
list of all persons
a full
which shall
States
occupying
administrative and
positions in
in each
execueach execusupervisory positions
and supervisory
occupying administrative
the
including
Government,
tive
and
judicial
department
the
of
department
judicial
tive and
District
of Columbia.
Columbia, in
in connection
connection with
salaries are paid
paid
with which salaries
District of
Details to be shown.
from the
the Treasury
the United
The Register
Register shall
show Detailstobe shown.
shall show
States. The
United States.
of the
Treasury of
from
legal
emolunents;
and
the name;
title; salary,
salary, compensation
compensation and emoluments; legal
official title;
name; official
the
residence
therein: Proviso.
for each person listed therein:
employment for
of employment
place of
and place
residence and
Postal service, Army,
Provided however,
however, That
That the
Register shall
contain Postalservice,Army,
not contain
shall not
Official Register
the Official
Provided
Navy,
and
Marine
d Marie
Corps omitted.
the name
name of
postmaster or officer of the cNOy,
assistant postmaster
postmaster, assistant
any postmaster,
of any
the
furnished
Dat
Army, Navy
Navy and
Corps.
Data to
to be
be furnished
and Marine
Marine Corps.
Army,
ns of July 1st of the year
(b) To
of the
to compile
compile and
and pubpub- asojulylstofrtheyear
Census to
the Census
Director of
the Director
enable the
To enable
(b)
Office,
Executive Office,
lish
the Official
of the
United States, the Executive
the United
Register of
Official Register
lish the
Columbia, and
the judiciary,
the Commissioners
of the
and
District of Columbia,
the District
Commissioners of
judiciary, the
the
the head
each executive
department, independent
independent office,
office, estabexecutive department,
of each
head of
the
lishment
commission of
Government shall, as of the
the 1st
the Government
of the
and commission
lishment and
day
of
July
of
each
year,
supply
to
the
Director
Census
the
the
of
Director
the
to
supply
year,
each
day of July of
data required
required by
upon forms
forms approved
approved and furnished
furnished
section, upon
this section,
by this
data
by
him, in
to permit
permit the publication of the Official Regis- No extra compensatime to
due time
in due
bv him,
be allowed
ter
as herein
herein provided;
and no
compensation shall
shall be
allowed tion for preparing.
extra compensation
no extra
provided; and
ter as
to
any officer,
officer, clerk,
or employee
employee of
of the
the Census for
for
Bureau of the
the Bureau
clerk, or
to any
Ditribution.
compiling
Official Register.
Distribution.
Register.
the Official
compiling the
Vol.
p. 619, re
vlt.ra,al, p.
(c) Of
Official Register
Register there
there shall
shall be
be printed
printed and
and bound
bound aa pealed.
61 rethe Official
Of the
(c)
paed.
made
be
to
sufficient
number
of
copies
for
the
following
distribution
made
distribution
sufficient number of copies for the following
by
Superintendent of
Documents: To
To the
President of the United
the President
of Documents:
the Superintendent
by the
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CHs. 421,422.
421, 422.
II. CHs.
SESS.

1925.
1925.

copies, one copy of which shall
§hall be for the library
library of the
States, four copies,
Executive
President of the United States, 2
2
to the Vice President
Executive Office; to
each Senator,
Senator, Representative,
Representative, Delegate
Delegate and Resident Comcopies; to each
Sergeant
missioner
Secretary and the Sergeant
missioner in Congress, three copies; to the Secretary
Sergeant at Arms, and
of the Senate
Senate and to the Clerk, the Sergeant
at Arms of
the Doorkeeper
Doorkeeper of the House, one copy each; to the library of the
Senate and the House, each, not to exceed
exceed fifteen
fifteen copies; to the
Senate
Library of
of Congress,
twenty-five copies,
and to
to the
the Commissioners
Commissioners of
of
and
twenty-five
copies,
s
nuer
not
Library
Congress,
Usual number not
ot the District of Columbia, 10 copies.
usual number
number of
the
of the
The usual
the District of Columbia, 10 copies. The
primntse.
printed.
Official Register
Register shall
not be
be printed.
printed.
shall not
Official
repealed.
Laws repealed
R.
510, p.
84,
R. S.,
., sec.
sec. 510,
p. 84,
(d) That Section 510 of the Revised
Revised Statutes of the United States,
(d)
repealed.
repeled.
and
acts or parts of acts amendatory
supplemental
and all
all acts
amendatory thereof or supplemental
thereto, be, and the same are hereby,
hereby, repealed.
Navy
Navy Yearbook.
Yearbook.
Authority
Authority for,
pealed.
pealed.
Vol. 36, p. 766.

NAVY YEARBOOK
YEARBOOK
NAVY
re-

Departmental
Departmental publications.
cations.

of the
Civil Appropriation
Appropriation Act
Act for
the Sundry
Sundry Civil
so much
much of
3. That
That so
SEC. 3.
1911 (36
(36 Stats.
766), approved
1910, and
and all
all
June 25,
25, 1910,
approved June
Large, p.
p. 766),
Stats. at
at Large,
1911
thereof or supplemental
supplemental thereto, as
amendatory thereof
acts
of acts
or parts
parts of
acts amendatory
acts or
provides
for the
and printing
printing of
of the
the Navy
Navy Yearbook,
Yearbook, be,
be,
compilation and
the compilation
provides for
and
the same
are hereby,
repealed.
hereby, repealed.
same are
and the
DEPARTMENTAL
PUBLICATIONS
DEPARTMENTAL PUBLICATIONS

Limitation on numSEC. 4.
4. That
much of
Printing Act approved
approved
89 of the Printing
section 89
of section
so much
That so
SEC.
numbeLimitation
ber
for officialonuse
repealed.
January
12,
1895,
and
all
acts
or
parts
of
acts
amendatory
thereof
January 12,
1895,
and
all
acts or
parts
acts
amendatory
thereof
Vol. 28, p. 622.

Vo.

2p.

Message and Documents.
ments.

Printing abridgment
abridgment
of, repealed.
repealed.
Vol. 28, p. 617.
617.

or supplemental
supplemental thereto, as limits the number of reports and docuprinted for official
official use to 1,000 copies, be, and
ments that may be printed
hereby, repealed.
the same are hereby,
ABRIDGMENT
ABRIDGMENT OF

MESSAGES AND
MESSAGES

DOCUMENTS
DOCUMENTS

S
EC. 5.
That so
approved
73 of the Printing Act approved
section 73
so much
much of section
SEC.
5. That
January 12, 1895, and all acts or parts of acts amendatory
amendatory thereof
thereof
January
or
supplemental thereto, as provides for the preparation
preparation and printor supplemental
abridgment of messages
messages and documents
documents annually, be,
be, and the
ing of abridgment
same are
are hereby,
hereby, repealed.
repealed.
same

Documents and reDocuments
ports.

Number for House
Document Room.
Document

Library
Library of Congress.

DISTRIBUTION OF CONGRESSIONAL
DISTRIBUTION
CONGRESSIONAL DOCUMENTS
DOCUMENTS AND REPORTS
REPORTS
SEC.
hereafter, in
the printing
of House and Senate numprinting of
in the
6. That
That hereafter,
SEC. 6.
reports, there shall be distributed,
distributed, unbound,
unbound, to
bered documents and reports,
Document Room not to exceed
exceed 500 copies.
copies.
the House Document

PUBLICATIONS FOR LIBRARY
PUBLICATIONS
LIBRARY OF CONGRESS
CONGRESS

Number
Number of publications for.

7. That
hereafter there
there shall be printed and delivered to the
That hereafter
SEC. 7.
international exchange
Library of Congress for its own use and for international
exchange
provided by law.
125 copies in lieu of the number now provided
Approved, March
March 3, 1925.

March 3, 1925.
[HaRch
[H.
R. 3l5.]
3842.1
[Public,
[Public, No. 540.1

CHAP. 422.-An
422.—An Act
for terms
terms of
of the
the United
United States
States district
court
district court
provide for
To provide
Act To
CHAP.
at
Denton, Maryland.
Maryland.
at Denton,

Maryland
Maryland
district.
district.

judicial
judicial

Terms of
Terms
of court at
Denton.
p. 1114,
1114,
Vol.
38, p.
Vol. 36,
amended.
amended.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
and Howe
of Representatives
Representatives of the
House of
by the
Be
United
of America
assembled, That
That hereafter
hereafter and
and
in Congress
Congress assembled,
America in
States of
United States
until
otherwise provided
by law
shall be
be held
held annually
annually on
the
on the
there shall
law there
provided by
until otherwise
third
Monday in
in January
the first
first Monday
terms of
of
Monday in July terms
and the
January and
third Monday
States for the district
United States
the district
district court
the United
district of Maryland,
Maryland,
of the
court of
the

SIXTY-EIGHTH
CONGRESS,
SIXTYEIGHTH CONGRE
SS, SESS.
SESS. II.
II. CHS.
Cns. 422,423.
422, 423.

1925.
1925.

at the town of Denton, in said district,
to be
in addition
addition
district, said
said terms
terms to
be in
to the terms now required
required to be
Baltimore and
and the
the
be held
held in
in the
the city of Baltimore
city of Cumberland
Cumberland in said
said district: Provided,
That suitable
suitable
Provided, That
accommodations
accommodations for holding court at Denton are
furnished free of
of
are furnished
expense
expense to
to the United States.
Approved,
Approved, March
March 3,
3, 1925.
1925.

CHAP. 423.-An
423.—An Act To
create aa Library
Library of
Congress Trust
Trust F
und Board,
Boar d,
To create
of Congress
Fund
and for other
purposes.
other purposes.
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Proviso.
Proviso.
Free court rooms.
Free

1
March 3,
3, 1925.

March
[S. 3899.]925.

[s. 38W.]

[Public.
No. 541.1
[Public, No.
541.1

it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Be it
Senate and
Representatives of
of the
the
and House
House of
of Representatives
Library
Library of Congress
Congress
United States
States of America in
United
assembled, That aa board is
is Trust
in Congress
Congress assembled,
Trust Fund
Fund Board.
hereby created
established, to
known as
the Library
Library of
Con- Creation and
created and established,
to be
be known
and comas the
of Conposition
(hereinafter referred
gress Trust Fund Board (hereinafter
referred to as the board),
board), position of.
which shall consist of
the chairman
chairman
of the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury,
Treasury, the
of the Joint Committee
Committee on the Library,
Congress,
Library, the Librarian
Librarian of Congress,
appointed by
the President
for a
a term
term of
of five
five years
years
and two
two persons
persons appointed
by the
President for
each (the
being for
and five
(the first
first appointments
appointments being
for three
three and
five years,
years, respecrespectively).
the board
shall constitute
constitute a
quorum for
for Quorum, seal, etc.
tively). Three
Three members of
of the
board shall
a quorum
the transaction
transaction of business,
the
board
shall
have
an
official
seal,
business, and
and the board shall have an official seal,
which shall be judicially
adopt rules
rules and
and
judicially noticed.
noticed. The
The board may adopt
regulations in regard to its procedure
procedure and the
business.
the conduct
conduct of
of its business.
compensation,
compensation,
No
compensation shall
shall be
be paid
to the
of the
the board
board for
No compensation
paid to
the members
members of
for butNo expenses
reimreimtheir services
services as such members, but they
they shall be reimbursed
reimbursed for the
the bursed.
expenses necessarily
necessarily incurred by them, out of
of the
the income
income from the
the
connection with which
which such
such expenses
expenses are
are incurred.
fund or funds
funds in connection
incurred.
The voucher
voucher of the chairman
chairman of
sufficient evidence
of the
the board
board shall be
be sufficient
that the expenses are properly allowable.
expenses of
the
allowable. Any
Any expenses
of the
including the cost of its seal, not properly
board, including
properly chargeable
chargeable to
to the
the
for in the
income of any trust fund held by it, shall
shall be
be estimated
estimated for
the
annual estimates of
maintenance of
Library
of the
the librarian
librarian for
for the maintenance
of the
the Library
of
of Congress.
accept, etc.,
etc., gifts
accept,
The
board is
hereby authorized
accept, receive,
hold, and
and adThe board
is hereby
authorized to
to accept,
receive, hold,
ad- forTobenefit
benefit of
of Library.
Library.
minister
bequests of
of personal
personal property
property for
benefit
minister such
such gifts
gifts or
or bequests
for the
the benefit
of,
connection with,
Library, its
or its
of, or in connection
with, the
the Library,
its collections,
collections, or
its service,
service,
board and by
Joint Committee
Committee on
on
as may be
be approved
approved by the board
by the
the Joint
the
the Library.
Deposit of
Deposit
of funds with
securities composing
The moneys or
or securities
composing the
the trust funds
funds given
given or be- Secretary
Secretary of
of the TreasTreasqueathed to
board shall
receipted for
137 the
Secretary of
the ury.
queathed
to the board
shall be receipted
for by
the Secretary
of the
Treasury, who
invest, reinvest,
or retain
investments as
as the
the
Treasurv.
who shall
shall invest,
reinvest, or
retain investments
Income made
made a
a spespeIncome
board
determine. The
as and
and when
when cial
board may
mav from time
time to
to time
time determine.
The income as
cial account in
In the
Treasury.
collected
shall be
be deposited
Treasurer of
of the
the United
States, Treasury.
collected shall
deposited with
with the
the Treasurer
United States,
who
shall enter
enter it
in aaspecial
to the
the Library
Library of
of
who shall
it in
special account
account to
the credit
credit of
of the
Congress
disbursement by
the librarian
librarian for
purCongress and
and subject
subject to
to disbursement
by the
for the
the purPayments from.
poses
each case
the Treasurer
Treasurer of the United States Payments
poses in each
case specified; and the
is
requisitions of
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
to honor
honor the
the requisitions
of the
the librarian
librarian made
made
in such
such manner
and in
in accordance
accordance with
with such
such regulations
regulations as
Proviso.
as the
the Proriso.
in
manner and
Restriction
busiRestriction on busiTreasurer
time to
time prescribe:
Provided, however.
however, ness
from time
to time
prescribe: Provided,
Treasurer may
may from
and investments.
investments.
and
That
authorized to
engage in any
to engage
any business nor
nor to
to
That the
the board is
is not authorized
exercise any
any voting
voting privilege
which may
may be
exercise
privilege which
be incidental
incidental to
to securities
securities in
in
its hands,
the board
make any
any investments
that could
not
investments that
could not
its
hands, nor
nor shall
shall the
board make
lawfully
trust company
company in the
lawfullv be
be made by
by aatrust
the District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia,
except that it may make any investments
investments directly authorized
authorized by the
except
instrument of
of gift,
gift, and
any investments
accepted by
by it.
it. Cash deposits as a
and may
may retain
retain any
investments accepted
instrument
a
Should
any gift
bequest so
so provide,
provide, the
board may
may deposit
the permanent
permanent loan
loan to the
Should any
gift or
or bequest
the board
deposit the
Treasury.
Treasury.
principal
sum,
in
cash,
with
the
Treasurer
of
the
United
States
as
principal sum, in cash, with the Treasurer of the United States as
loan to
Treasury, and
and the
Treasurer
the Treasurer
the United
United States
States Treasury,
to the
aapermanent
permanent loan
shall
thereafter credit
deposit with
with interest
interest at
at the
the rate
rate of
of 4
4
shall thereafter
credit such
such deposit
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Income
interest
Income from
from interest
subject
of Lisubject to
to use
use of
Librarian.
brarian.
Proviso.
A
ggregate limited.
lmed.
Aggregate

payable semiannually,
semiannually, such interest,
per
centum per annum,
annum, payable
interest, as
I
income,
subject to
Librarian of Congress
Congress
the Librarian
income, being
being subject
to disbursement
disbursement by the
for
Provided, however,
That the
the total
of
total of
however, That
specified: Provided,
purposes specified:
the purposes
for the
such
sums at
at any
time so
so held
held by
by the
the Treasurer
Treasurer under
under
such principal
principal sums
any time
this authorization
authorization shall
shall not
exceed the
the sum
sum of
of $5,000,000.
$5,000,000.
this
not exceed
SEC.
SEC. 3. The board shall have perpetual
perpetual succession,
succession, with all the
a trustee, except as herein limited,
powers and obligations of a
usual powers
in respect
respect of
all property,
property, moneys,
moneys, or
which shall
shall be
conbe conor securities
securities which
in
of all
veyed, transferred,
assigned, bequeathed,
delivered, or
or paid
paid over
over
bequeathed, delivered,
veyed,
transferred, assigned,
to it for the purposes
purposes above specified. The board
board may be sued in
the Supreme Court of the District of Columbia, which
which is hereby
hereby
given jurisdiction
such suits,
for the
enforcing the
of such
suits,.for
the purpose
purpose of enforcing
given
jurisdiction of
provisions
trust accepted
accepted by
by it.
it.
of any
any trust
provisions of
SEC.
SEC. 4. Nothing
Nothing in this Act shall be construed
construed as prohibiting or
restricting the Librarian of Congress from accepting
accepting in the name
name
of
States gifts
of money
for immediate
immediate disdismoney for
gifts or
or bequests
bequests of
United States
of the
the United
bursement
in the
interest of
of the
the Library,
collections, or
or its
its service.
service.
Library, its
its collections,
the interest
bursement in
Such gifts
gifts or
bequests, after
the librarian,
librarian, shall
shall be
be
after acceptance
acceptance by
by the
Such
or bequests,
paid by
donor or
representative to
to the
the Treasurer
of the
the
paid
by the
the donor
or his
his representative
Treasurer of
United States, whose
receipts shall be their acquittance.
acquittance. The Treaswhose receipts
Treasurer of
the United
United States
enter them
them in
special account
account to
to
in aa special
States shall
shall enter
of the
urer
the credit
subject to
to disbursement
disbursement
Congress and
and subject
the Library
Library of
of Congress
the
credit of
of the
by the
librarian for
purposes in
each case
specified.
case specified.
in each
for the
the purposes
the librarian
by
S
EC. 5.
5. Gifts or bequests
bequests to or for the benefit
benefit of the Library of
of
SEC.
Congress, including
including those
those to
to the
income therefrom,
therefrom,
the income
board, and
and the
the board,
Congress,
shall be
be exempt
all Federal
taxes.
Federal taxes.
exempt from
from all
shall
SEC. 6. Employees
Employees of
of the
of Congress
who perform
speSEC.
the Library
Library of
Congress who
perform special functions
functions for the performance
performance of which
which funds
funds have been enboard or the librarian,
trusted to the board
librarian, or in connection
connection with cooperative
cooperative
Congress is engaged,
undertakings, in which
which the Library
Library of Congress
engaged, shall
not be
be subject
proviso contained
in the
the Act
making approapproAct making
contained in
to the
the proviso
not
subject to
priations
executive, and
and judicial
expenses of
of
judicial expenses
for the
the legislative,
legislative, executive,
priations for
the Government
Government for
for the
year ending
June 30,
for
30, 1918,
1918, and
and for
ending June
the fiscal
fiscal year
the
other
3, 1917,
in Thirty-ninth
Thirty-ninth Statutes
Statutes
1917, in
March 3,
approved March
other purposes,
purposes, approved
at Large, at page 1106;
additional compensation
1106; nor shall
shall any additional
compensation so
paid
to such
such employees
double salary
salary under
paid to
employees be
be construed
construed as
as aa double
under the
the
provisions
Act making
appropriations for
for the
the
of the
the Act
making appropriations
of section
section 66 of
provisions of
legislative, executive,
executive, and
expenses of
of the
the Government
Government for
for
and judicial
judicial expenses
legislative,
the fiscal
ending June
30, 1917,
as amended
amended (Thirty-ninth
June 30,
1917, as
(Thirty-ninth
the
fiscal year
year ending
Statutes
582).
page 582).
at Large,
Large, page
Statutes at
SEC.
S
EC. 7. The board shall submit to the Congress an annual report
or securities
and held
by it
it and
its operaoperaof the moneys
moneys or
securities received
received and
held by
and of
of its
tions.
tions.
Approved. March
March 3,
1925.
3, 1925.
Approved,

Trustee
conTrustee rights
rights conferred.

Jurisdiction
of Dis
Disurisdiction of
trict
Supreme Court
trict Supreme
Court in
in
suits.
suits.
Gifts
direct to
to the
the
Gifts direct
Library
not restricted.
ibrary not
tdc
Payment
to United
teUnited
Ptatenst
States
Treasurer.
Special
account from
from
iaspe
acont
at disposal of Librarian.

atdispsaofLibran.

Tax
Tax exemption.
exemption.
Employees notsub-t
not subEmployees
ject
to prohibition
against
receiving other
against receiving
other
than Government
Government salthan
alaries.
Vol.
1106.
vol. 39,
39, p.
p.1106.

Double
salary rereDouble salary
striction not applicable.
5a2.
voi. 39, p.
p. 582.
Vol.

Annual
Annual
Congress.

report
report to
to

ongress.

March 3,
3, 1925.
1925.
March
(
I.4156.1
_S.4156.1

[Public,
542.j
[Public, No. 542
4

CHAP. 424.—An
To authorize
the
Act To
authorize the
CHAP.
424.-An Act
forest experiment
experiment station
in California
California and
forest
station in
and

1925.
1925.

establishment
maintenance of
of aa
and maintenance
establishment and
the
the surrounding
surrounding States.
States.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
Representatives of
of the
by the
the Senate and
and House of
of Representatives
the
experiment United
States of America in
assembled, That in order to
United States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
demonstrate the best methods for the conservative
determine and demonstrate
conservative
thorized in cooperation
protection of
lands and
management of
of forest
forest and
forest lands
and the
the protection
of timber
timber
and forest
cooperation
withCizadin
with California
California
to
de- management
with
to determine best
best methods
and
other
forest
products,
the
Secretary
of
Agriculture
is
authorized
the
Secretary
of
Agriculture
is
authorized
methods
and
other
forest
products,
termine
of conserving forests
and products.
andproducts.
and directed (1)
(1) to establish
establish and maintain, in cooperation
cooperation with
the
with the
State
of California
with the
the surrounding
States, aaforest
State of
California and
and with
surrounding States,
forest experiexperiplace or
places as
he may
may determine
determine to
to be
be most,
ment station at such
such place
or places
as he
most.
suitable, and
to conduct,
or in
in cooperation
cooperation with
with
suitable,
and (2)
(2) to
conduct, independently
independently or
other
Government, the
the States,
States, universities,
other branches
branches of the
the Federal
Federal Government,
universities,
Forest

Forest
experiment
station.
station.
Establishment
of, auEstablishmentof,
au-
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SIXTYEIGHTH CONGRESS,
CONGRESS , S
ESS. II.
424, 425.
SESS.
II. CRS.
CHs.424,425.
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colleges, county, and municipal agencies, business organizations,
organizations, and
and
silvicultural, dendrological,
individuals, such silvicultural,
dendrological, forest fire,
economic,
fire, economic,
as may
may be
be necessary.
and other
other experiments
experiments and investigations
investigations as
necessary.
S
EC. 2.
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
be appropriated,
appropriated, out
of any
any foAuexpe
forAmonnt aeurerrized
SEC.
2. There
There is
to be
out of
atho
r r
money in the Treasury
Treasury not
appropriated, the
the sum
sum of
of
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
$50,000, or so much thereof as may be necessary,
necessary, to carry
$50,000,
carry out the
purpose of this Act, including the erection
erection of
of buildings
buildings and payment
payment
of other necessary expenses,
immediately available
available
expenses, such sum
sum to
to be
be immediately
and to remain available
available for expenditure
during the
year endendexpenditure during
the fiscal year
ing
ing June
June 30, 1926.
1926.
Approved,
Approved, March
March 3,
3, 1925.
1925.

chapter 100, 1914, Public,
CHAP. 425.-An
425.—An Act To repeal and
and reenact
reenact chapter
Public,
Numbered
Numbered 108, to provide for the restoration
restoration of Fort McHenry,
McHenry, in the State
of Maryland,
and
its
permanent
preservation
perpetual
Maryland,
permanent preservation as a
a national
national park and perpetual
memorial shrine as the birthplace
national memorial
birthplace of the immortal
immortal "Star-Spangled
"Star-Spangled
Banner,"
Banner," written by Francis Scott Key, for the appropriation
necesappropriation of the necessary funds, and for other purposes.
purposes.

March 3,3, 19i25.
1925.
March

[H.
5251.]
[H.. R. 5261.]
[Public,
[Public, No.
No. 543.)
543.)

Be it
and House
House of Representatimes
Representatives of the
it enacted by the Senate and
Fort McHenry, Md.
United States of America
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
an Act
United
Congress assembled,
That an
Act Fort
GrantMcHenr,
to Baltimore
authorizing
of
portion of,
of, for
for pubpubthe
Secretary
of
War
to
grant
the
use
of
the
Fort
authorizing
Secretary
Fort of portion
lic
park,
repealed.
lic
park,
repealed.
McHenry
McHenry Military Reservation
Reservation in the State
State of Maryland
the vol.
Maryland to the
re
Vol. 3sr.
38, p. 3s2,
382, remayor and city council
a municipal
pealed.
council of Baltimore, a
municipal corporation
corporation of pealed.
the
the- State of Maryland,
Maryland, making
certain provisions
provisions in
in connection
making certain
connection
therewith, providing access to and from the site of the new immigration station heretofore
heretofore set
set aside
aside be,
be, and
and hereby
hereby is,
and
is, repealed
repealed and
reenacted to read as follows:
follows:
reenacted
Restoration
of, ddi"That the
Secretary of
of War
be, and
and he
he is
authorized an
d rected
"That
the Secretary
War be,
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
Resatoration
and
of,
to become
a
national park.
directed so soon as
needed for
for uses
needs nationalpark.
as it
it may no
no longer
longer be
be needed
uses and
and needs
growing
growing out of the late war, to begin the restoration
restoration of
of Fort
McHenry, in the State of Maryland,
McHenry,
and used
used as
as aa
Maryland, now
now occupied
occupied and
military reservation,
reservation, including
military
including the
the restoration
restoration of the
the old Fort
Fort
McHenry
proper to such
would make
make it
suitable for
McHenry proper
such aa condition
condition as
as would
it suitable
for
preservation permanently
permanently as a
preservation
national park
national
a national
park and
and perpetual
perpetual national
memorial shrine as the birthplace of the
'Star-Spangled Ma
the immortal 'Star-Spangled
by See
Banner,'
written by Francis
Scott Key,
and that
that the
the Secretary
Secretary of
Banner,' written
Francis Scott
Key, and
r
e
tali?y
n
V
n%
i
r
e
.
eby
of retary
o wrw.
War be, and he
further authorized
authorized and
directed, as
as are
are
he is hereby,
hereby, further
and directed,
his successors,
McHenry in perpetuity
perpetuity as aa
successors, to hold the said Fort McHenry
reservation, national
and memorial,
memorial, and
to maintain
maintain
military reservation,
national park,
park, and
and to
that part
part mentioned
section 3
hereof, and
and that
it as
as such,
such, except that
mentioned in
in section
3 hereof,
that
part now
in use
the Department
of Commerce
Commerce for
for a
a light
light and
and
part
now in
use by
by the
Department of
fog-signal
revocable license
from the
the War
fog-signal station
station under
under revocable
license from
War DepartDepartment
the maintenance
of the
the electric
and such
such
inent with
with the
maintenance of
electric lines
lines thereto
thereto and
portion of
improvement, as
nlay be
be
portion
of the
the reservation,
reservation, including
including improvement,
as may
reserved by the
Chief of
reserved
the Secretary
Secretary of War for the
the use
use of
of the
the Chief
of
Engineers, the
said reservation
reservation to,
be maintained
maintained as
as a
Engineers,
the said
ta be
a national
national
may from
public park, subject
subject to such
such regulations
regulations as
as may
from time
time to
to time
be
issued by
Secretary of
of War.epaietc
War.
be issued
by the
the Secretary
Repairs, etc., at
at Government expense.
expense.
"That
any and
and all
changes, and
and altera"That any
all repairs,
repairs. improvements,
improvements, changes,
altera- emnent
tions
grounds, buildings,
appurtenances to
the
tions in
in the
the grounds,
buildings, and other
other appurtenances
to the
reservation
shall be
according to
to detailed
plans which
which
reservation shall
be made
made only
only according
detailed plans
shall be
be approved
approved by
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War,
War, and
all such
repairs,
shall
and all
such repairs,
improvements, or
or alterations
be made
at the
expense of
the
improvements,
alterations shall
shall be
made at
the expense
of the
United
and all
improvements, together
with the
reserUnited States.
States. and
all such
such improvements,
together with
the reservation
remain permanently
the property
property of
of
vation itself,
itself, shall
shall become
become and remain
permanently the
PTOVE108.
the
United States:
States: Provided,
permission is
is hereby
granted the
the Riight
the United
Provided, That
That permission
ght of
of way
way to
to imhereby granted
immi
gration station
Secretary
of
the
Treasury
to
use
permanently
a
strip
of
land
sixty
Secretary of the Treasury to use permanently a strip of land sixty migration
station
granted.
feet
wide belonging
belonging to
to said
said fort
fort grounds,
grounds, beginning
lieginning at
at the
the north
north ganted.
feet wide
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corner of the present
present grounds
south sixtysixtycorner
grounds of
of the fort and extending south
three degrees thirty minutes
minutes east, six hundred
hundred and fifty feet
feet to the
the
south corner of the site
at
site set
set aside
aside for the immigration
immigration station at
Baltimore, said strip of land
land being
being located
located along
along the northwest
northwest
boundary of the land
land ceded
ceded to the Baltimore
boundary
Baltimore Dry
Dry Dock Company
Company
and
immigration station, the same to
to be
used,
and the land
land of
of the said
said immigration
be used,
acquiring, by
purchase or condemnation,
condemnation,
if so desired, in lieu of acquiring,
by purchase
any
any of
of the lands of
of the
the dry
dry dock
dock company
company so that the Secretary
Secretary
of the
Treasury may,
in connection
connection with
with land
acquired from
the
the Treasury
may, in
land acquired
from the
Baltimore and Ohio Railroad
Company, have
Railroad Company,
have access to and from
and grounds
grounds over
over the
the right
right of
of way
way so
Construction of
rail- said
construction
of railsaid immigration
immigration station
station and
so
road
facilities, etc.
etc.
road facilities,
acquired to the city streets
streets and railroads beyond, the Secretary
Secretary of
of
the
construct, contract
contract for,
and
the Treasury
Treasury to
to have
have the same power
power to construct,
for, and
arrange
for railroad
railroad and
and other
other facilities
upon said
as fully
fully
arrange for
facilities upon
said outlet
outlet as
Vol. 37, p. 889.
as provided
provided in the Act approved
approved March
1913, setting aside a
March 4,
4, 1913,
a site
for
station and
providing for
outlet therefrom:
therefrom:
for an immigration
immigration station
and providing
for an
an outlet

Provided, however, That
That if
Treasury accepts
Provided,
if the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury
accepts
and makes use of said strip of land for the purposes
purposes aforesaid
aforesaid the
War
railroad track
track and
and
War Department
Department shall
shall have equal
equal use of the
the railroad
constructed over
reach the city
and
other roads
roads constructed
over which
which to reach
city streets and
railroads beyond
from the
the other
the fort
grounds: ProProfort grounds:
Closing in
in case ofof railroads
beyond from
other parts
parts of
of the
national
national emergency.
emergency. vided further,
further, That the Secretary
Secretary of War may in case of aanational
national
emergency close the
and
emergency
the said military
military reservation
reservation and
and use it
it for any and
all military
military purposes
during the
the period
period of
of the
the emergency,
emergency, and
for
purposes during
and for
such
period
of
time
thereafter
as
the
public
needs
may
require:
require:
may
needs
public
as the
of useless
Disposal of
useless such period of time thereafter
temporary
temporary buildings, And
further, That the Secretary
Secretary of
War is
is hereby
hereby authorprovided further,
And provided
of War
authoretc.
etc.
ized and directed to dispose of the useless
useless temporary
temporary buildings and
and
recent war
from the
proceeds
contents constructed
constructed during
during the
the recent
war and
and from
the proceeds
thereof there
is hereby
hereby authorized
to be
be appropriated
such sum
sum as
as
thereof
there is
authorized to
appropriated such
Amount authorized
may be necessary not exceeding $50,000 for use by the Secretary of
for restoration,
turnauthior
for
etc zed may be necessary not exceeding $50,000 for use by the Secretary of
War
in the
the restoration
said Fort
Fort McHenry
reservation and
and for
War in
restoration of
of said
McHenry reservation
for
this Act.
other purposes consistent
consistent with this
Act.
Approved,
Approved, March
March 3, 1925.
1925.

Use
Use by
by War
War DepartDepartment allowed.

menlo.

March 3, 1925.
[II. R. 5722.]
5722.1
[Public,
544.]
[Public, No. 544.1

[H.

Relit= gas.
Helium
Acquiring lands, conAcquiring
structing plants, etc.,
production of, aufor production
thorized.
thorized.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Reservation of heliReservation
um gas bearing lands,
leases,
not covered by
by leases,
etc.
Vol.
41,
rt.
437.
Vol. 41, p. 437.

CHAP. 426.-An
428.—An Act Authorizing
Authorizing the conservation,
conservation, production,
production, and exploitation of helium gas, a
a mineral resource
resource pertaining
pertaining to the national defense, and to
to
the development
development of commercial
commercial aeronautics,
and for other purposes.
aeronautics, and
Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of
Senate and House of Representatives
United States
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled, That for
purpose
purpose of producing
producing helium with which
which to supply the
the needs
needs of
of

the
the
the
the
the

Army and
and Navy
Navy and
and other
of the
other branches
branches of
the Federal
Government, the
the
Federal Government,

Secretary of the Interior
Interior is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
to acquire
or
acquire land
land or
purchase, lease,
interest in land by purchase,
lease, or condemnation,
condemnation, where
where necessary,
necessary,
purchased from
when helium can not be purchased
from private parties at
at less
less
cost, to explore for, procure, or conserve
conserve helium-bearing
helium-bearing gas; to
drill or otherwise
otherwise test such lands; and to construct
construct plants, pipe
lines, facilities, and accessories
production, storage.
storage, and
and
accessories for the
the production,
repurification of
helium: Provided,
Provided, That any
known helium
helium gasgasrepurification
of helium:
any known
bearing lands on the public domain
bearing
domain not covered
covered at
at the time
time by
leases or permits under
under the Act of February
February 25, 1920, entitled "An
"An
Act to promote the mining of coal, phosphate,
phosphate, oil, oil shale, gas,
reserved for the purposes
and sodium on the public domain."
domain." may be reserved
of this Act, and that the United States reserves
reserves the ownership and
and
the right to extract, under such rules and regulations
regulations as shall be
prescribed by the Secretary
helium from all gas
as
Secretary of the Interior,
Interior, helium
produced from lands so permitted,
permitted, leased,
otherwise granted
granted for
for
leased, or otherwise
development.
development.
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Bureau of
of Mines,
Mines, to
to
Mines, acting
acting under
under the
the direction
of the Bureau
SEC.
the Bureau
SEC. 2.
2. That
That the
Bureau of Mines,
direction of
operate plants
plants for heoperate
Secretary of
authorized to
maintain and operate lium productions,
of the
the Interior, is
is authorized
to maintain
productions, etc
etc,
production and
repurification plants,
plants, together
together with
helium production
and repurification
with facilities
facilities
thereto; to
care for
helium; to
to conduct
conduct
and accessories
accessories thereto;
to store
store and
and care
for helium:
exploration
production of helium
exploration for
for and production
helium on and from
from the
the lands
acquired
acquired or set aside under this
Act; to
conduct experimentation
experimentation
this Act;
to conduct
and research for the purpose
discovering helium
supplies and
and
purpose of discovering
helium supplies
improving processes
production, repurifiprocesses and methods of helium production,
cation, storage,
cation,
storage, and
and utilization.
utilization.
All
Government
All Government
transferred to
SEC.
That on or
or before
before June 30, 1925,
all existing
SEC. 3. That
1925, all
existing Government
Government plants transferred
the Bureau.
or under
under lease or contract
plants
operated by
by the
Government or
contract with the Bureau.
plants operated
the Government
production of helium
shall be
transferred to the
it, for the production
helium shall
be transferred
Proviaoa.
jurisdiction
thereafter the Requisitions
itions from
jurisdiction of the Bureau of Mines:
Mines: Provided,
Provided, That
That thereafter
Requisitions from
from
Army, Navy,
Navy, etc.,
etc., for
for
service requiring
requiring Army,
Navy and
Army and
Army
and Navy
and other
other branches
branches of
of the
the Federal
Federal service
helium.
um
helium
requisition it
it from the said bureau
bureau and make
make payment he
helium may requisition
therefor by transfer of funds on the books of the Treasury
Treasury from
from
applicable appropriation
any applicable
appropriation at actual
actual cost of said
said helium to the
Surplus may be sold
Provided tourpl
smay be sold
connected therewith:
therewith: Provided
United
States, including
including all
all expenses
expenses connected
United States,
to Americans.
further,
further, That any surplus helium produced
until needed
needed for
produced may, until
for
Government
American citizens
Government use,
use, be leased
leased to American
citizens or American
American corporegulations approved
approved by the
provided
rations under
under regulations
the President:
President: And
And provided
Receipts tod
to beonredac
be credfurther,
further, That all moneys received
received from the sale or leasing of helium
helium itedpto
ited to production account.
shall
production account
and count.
a helium
helium production
account and
and shall
shall be
be and
shall be credited to a
Receipts from sales
remain available
available for
for the
purposes of
this section;
section; and
and that
any ofRother
remain
the purposes
of this
that any
of other products.
products.
gas belonging
belonging to the United States
States after the extraction
extraction of helium,
needed for Government
or other by-product
by-product not
not needed
Government use
use "shall
'shall be
be sold
and the proceeds of such sales shall be deposited
deposited in the Treasury
Treasury
credit of
miscellaneous receipts.
to the credit
of miscellaneous
ExportInghelium
gas
SEC.
hereafter no helium
Ewxpiortuherlumnga
SEC. 4. That hereafter
helium gas shall be exported from the without
without permission
permission of
of
the President,
President, forbidforbidits possessions,
United States,
States, or
or from
from its
possessions, until
until after
after application
application for
for the
United
den.
such exportation
exportation has been
made to the
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
Interior den.
been made
the Secretary
such
exportation has been obtained from the
and permission for said exportation
President of
joint recommendation
recommendation of the
the
President
of the United
United States, on the joint
Secretary of
the Navy,
Navy, and
the Secretary
Secretary
of the
and the
Secretary
of War,
War, the
the Secretary
Secretary of
Punishment for vioperson violating
violating any of
of the Interior.
Interior. That any person
of the
the provisions
provisions latioun
for vio
lation.
misdemeanor and shall be punished
of this section
section shall be guilty of a
amisdemeanor
punished
by
of not
more than
or by
by imprisonment
of not
not more
more
than $5,000
$5,000 or
imprisonment of
by aafine
fine of
not more
than
fine and
and imprisonment,
imprisonment, and
and the
the
both such
such fine
one year,
year, or
or by
by both
than one
Federal courts of the United States are
hereby granted jurisdiction
jurisdiction
are hereby
Federal
to
and determine
determine all
all questions
arising under
section.
under this
this section.
to try
try and
questions arising
Army
and
Navy
S
EC. 5.
5. The
Army and
and Navy
may each
each designate
designate an
an officer tofficer
to officer
to cooperate.
SEc.
The Army
Navy may
torycooperate.v
cooperate
Department of
of the
the Interior
Interior in
carrying out
out the
the
cooperate with
with the
the Department
in carrying
purposes of
and shall
shall have
have complete
complete right of access to
of this
this Act,
Act, and
purposes
plants,
plants, data,
data, and accounts.
Approved,
3, 1925
1925
Approved, March
March 3,

427.—An Act To
authorize the Secretary
Secretary of War to sell real property,
To authorize
CHAP. 427.-An
to wit,
portion of
of the
Revere Reservation,
Reservation, at Hull,
Massachusetts.
Hull, Massachusetts.
the Fort
Fort Revere
to
a portion
wit, a

March 3,1925.
3, 1925.
March
[H. R. 60951
[Public, No. 545.1

[H. B.R0.]

[Public, No. 545.1

Be it
it enacted
Representatives of the
the
House of Representatives
by the
the Senate and House
Be
enacted by
e
Fort Revere
ResereserR
Congress assembled,
States of
United
of America in
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
the SecreSecre- vFit
United States
vation, Mass.
Sale
of
portion
of,
of portion of,
Town of
the Town
tary
of War
War be,
and he
to sell
sell to
to the
of tosale
is, authorized
authorized to
be, and
he hereby
hereby is,
tary of
town of Hull.
Hull, Massachusetts,
Massachusetts, at
private sale
upon terms
and conditions
conditions totown of Hul
terms and
at private
sale upon
Hull,
deemed advisable
advisable by
him, a
section of
the town
town
in the
of land,
land, situated
situated in
a section
by him,
deemed
of Hull,
and included
in the
the Fort
Fort Revere
ReservaRevere Reservaincluded in
of
Hull, Massachusetts,
Massachusetts, and
tion,
comprising an
area of
approximately one
twentyand twentyone hundred
hundred and
of approximately
an area
tion, comprising
five thousand
seven hundred
hundred and
eighty square
feet, to
to be added
square feet,
and eighty
thousand seven
five
Added to present
by the
the town
town of
of Hull
to its
said land
land is
is cemetery.
Added to present
which said
to which
cemetery to
its present
present cemetery
Hull to
by
adjacent; and
and to
to execute
execute and
of the
the United
Unitedmete
in the
the name
name of
and deliver
deliver in
adjacent;

1112
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proceeds
Deposit of proceeds

March 3,
1925.
March
3,1925.

[H.R. 9535.1

[H. R. 9535.)

[Public, No. 546.]
[Public,

Admiralty causes.
diralty
sesa
Libel
in personam
against
aganst United States
authorized for
for damages
authorized
damages
vessel.
by a
a public
public vessel.

SIXTYEIGHTH CONGRESS,
CONGRE SS,
SIXTY-EIGHTH

SESS. II.
427, 428.
SEss.
II. Cns.
CHS. 427,428.

1925.
1925.

States and in its
its behalf
behalf any
any and all deeds or
or other instruments
instruments
necessary to effect such sale.
necessary
SEC.
received as the proceeds
S
EC. 2. That all moneys received
proceeds of such
such sale,
sale, after
after
expenses connected
connected therewith,
therewith, shall be
deducting the necessary
necessary expenses
deposited in
in the
the Treasury
the United
States to
credit of
of
deposited
Treasury of
of the
United States
to the
the credit
miscellaneous receipts.
receipt&
miscellaneous
March 3, 1925
Approved, March
CHAP.
428.-An Act Authorizing
CHAP. 428.—An
Authorizing suits against the United States in admisalvage services rendered
rendered to public vessels belongralty for damage caused by and
and salvage
ing to the United
United States, and for other purposes.
purposes.
it enacted
Representatives of
of the
the
Be it
enacted by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives

United States
Congress assembled, That a
States of America in
in Congress
United
a libel in

states personam
personam in admiralty may be brought
brought against the United States,
a petition impleading
or a
impleading the United States, for damages
damages caused
caused
by a
a public vessel of the
for
the United States, and for
for compensation
compensation for
contract salvage,
rendered
towage and salvage services, including
including contract
salvage, rendered
Proviso.
to
United States:
Provided, That
the cause
cause
That the
States: Provided,
of the
the United
vessel of
to a
a public
public vessel
Pr
tatio.
Time limitation.
of
action arose after
6th" day
e lomitn
f action
after the
the 6th'
day of
of April,
April, 1920.
1920.
Venue of
Venue
of action.
action.
SEC.
SEC. 2. That such suit shall be brought in the district court of
of
the United States for the district in which
which the vessel or cargo
creating the
within the
the United
United
charged with creating
the liability
liability is
is found
found within
States, or if such vessel or cargo be outside the
territorial waters
the territorial
waters
of the United
United States, then in the district court
court of the United
United States
States
for the district in which
which the parties
parties so suing, or any of them,
reside or have
have an office
in the
the United
United
office for the transaction
transaction of business
business in
States; or in case none of such parties
parties reside or have an office for
the transaction
transaction of business in the United States, and such vessel
vessel or
or
cargo be outside the territorial waters
waters of the United States, then in
in
Procedure.
Procedure.
any district
district court of the United States. Such suits shall be subject
subject
Vol.
41, p.
526.
Vol. 41,
p. 526.
to and proceed
proceed in accordance
accordance with the provisions of an
an Act
Act
entitled "An Act authorizing
authorizing suits against
against the
the United
United States
States in
in
admiralty, suits for salvage
salvage services, and providing
providing for the release
release
of merchant
merchant vessels belonging
belonging to the United
United States
States from arrest
arrest and
and
attachment
foreign jurisdictions,
jurisdictions, and
and for other
attachment in foreign
other purposes,"
purposes,"
approved March 9, 1920,
approved
1920, or any amendment
amendment thereof, in so far as
as the
Interest restriction.
Interestrestriction.
same are
are not
not inconsistent
inconsistent herewith,
same
herewith, except
except that no interest
interest shall be
of the
rendition of
of judgment
judgment
allowed on any claim
claim up to
to the
the time
time of
the rendition
a contract expressly stipulating for the
unless upon a
the payment
payment of
of
interest.
Admission of cross
SEC. 3.
3. That
in the
States filing
libel in
in
filing aa libel
event of
of the
the United
United States
That in
the event
SEC.
cro
Abibesseion
bill
by vesseloeowner,
in actions
actions by United rem or in personam
personam in admiralty
admiralty for damages
damages caused by
by aaprivately
privately
States
States
owned vessel,
vessel, the owner of such vessel, or his successors
interest,
successors in
in interest,
may file a
personam or claim
claim a
or countercountera cross libel in
in personam
a set-off
set-off or
against the United States in such suit for and on
claim against
account
on account
Proviso.
Provm.
damages arising out of
of the
the same subject
of any damages
subject matter
matter or
cause of
of
or cause
Security required of
action: Provided,
libel is
is filed
sespondent.ted
°action:
respondent.
Provided, That
That whenever
whenever a
a cross
cross libel
filed for
for any
any cause
cause of
of
action for which the original
by authority
authority of
of this
this Act,
Act,
original libel is
is filed by
respondent in the cross libel
in the
the usual
usual
the respondent
libel shall
shall give security
security in
amount and form to respond to the claim
claim set forth in said
libel
said cross libel
shown, shall
otherwise direct;
unless the court, for cause shown,
shall otherwise
direct; and
and all proceedings on the original
original libel shall
stayed until
until such
security
shall be
be stayed
such security
Restriction
Restriction on sub- shall be given.
POSna
r.cena to personnel
personnel of
of
any public vessel.
S
EC. 4.
4. That
officer or
or member
member of
of the
the crew
of any
any
vessel.
SEC.
That no
no officer
crew of
any public
public vesvesbe subpoenaed
in connection
connection with
sel of
of the
the United
United States may
may be
subpoenaed in
with any
any
authorized under
under this
without the
of the
the secretary
secretary
suit authorized
this Act without
the consent
consent of
department or
independent establishment
establishment
of the department
or the
the head
head of
of any
any independent
of the Government
Government having
vessel at the
the time
time the
the
having control
control of the vessel

SIXTYEIGHTH CONGRESS
SESS. II.
II. CHs.
CHS .428-430.
428-430.
CONGRESS,, SESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH
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master or commanding
commanding officer of
of
action arose, or of the master
cause of action

Suits by foreign
such vessel
at the
time of
of the
issuance of
of such
such su,bpcena.
subpcena.
the issuance
such
vessel at
the time
Suits by foreign nationals not
not allowed ununa national
national tionals
SEC. 5. That no suit may be brought
brought under this Act by
by a
SEC.
less similar rights alloed mamericnts
of any
any foreign
foreign government
government unless
to the
the satisfaction
satisfaction lowed
it shall
shall appear
appear to
unless it
of
American nana-

tionals.
brought that said government,
government, under tionals.
of the court in which suit is brought
similar circumstances,
circumstances, allows
the United
to sue
States to
sue
of the
United States
allows nationals
nationals of
similar
in
its courts.
in its
courts.
Arbitration, etc,,
etc„ by
by
Arbitration,
Attorney General aaauhereby Attorney
States is
is hereby
of the
SEC. 6.
General of
the United
United States
Attorney General
That the
the Attorney
SEC.
6. That
thorized.
authorized
compromise, or settle
settle any claim
claim on which thorized.
to arbitrate, compromise,
authorized to
libel or cross libel
provisions of this Act, and
and
the provisions
would lie
lie under the
libel would
aalibel

for
which aalibel
libel has
has actually
for which
libel or
or cross
cross libel
actually been
been filed.
filed.
Payment of
of judgjudgPayment
ment or settlement.
settlement.
libel or
SEC. 7.
rendered on
on any
or cross
cross mentor
any libel
final judgment
judgment rendered
any final
7. That
That any
SEC.
libel herein
authorized, and
and any
any settlement
settlement had
agreed to under
under
and agreed
had and
herein authorized,
libel
the provisions
of section
a
presentation of a
Act, shall, upon presentation
this Act,
section 66of this
the
provisions of
proper accounting
duly authenticated
accounting
thereof, be paid by the proper
authenticated copy thereof,
duly
officer of the United States out of any
the Treasury
Treasury of
any moneys
moneys in the
officer
lien
created
No
the United
United States
States appropriated
therefor by Congress.
appropriated therefor
the
No
lien
created
public vessels.
vessels.
against public
this Act
Act shall
in this
SEC. 8.
Nothing contained
contained in
shall be construed
construed to against
8. Nothing
SEC.
recognize the
the existence
creating a
a lien against
against any public
or as
as creating
of or
existence of
recognize
vessel of
the United
States.
Exemptions, etc,
vessel
United States.
of the
S
EC. 9.
The United
United States
States shall
shall be
all
benefits of all
to the
the benefits
entitled to
be entitled
SEC.
9. The
exemptions
and of
of all
of liability accorded
accorded by law to
to
limitations of
all limitations
exemptions and
the owners,
owners, chartekers,
or agents
of vessels.
Report
agents of
vessels.
operators or
charterers, operators
the
Report to Congress
all suits, etc.
ofallsuits,etc.
United States
of the
the United
SEC. 10.
the Attorney
Attorney General
States shall
shall of
General of
That the
SEC.
10. That
report to
to the
the Congress
Congress at
session thereof
thereof all
all suits
suits in
which
in which
at each
each session
report
final
judgment shall
shall have
have been
rendered and
and all claims which shall
been rendered
final judgment
Act.
have been settled under this Act.
Approved, March
March 3, 1925.
Approved,

Vancouver
of the
restoration of
CHAP. 429.—An
provide for
for restoration
the Old
Old Fort
Fort Vancouver
Act To
To provide
429.-An Act
CHIAP.
Stockade.
Stockade.

March 3,
1925.
3,1925.
March
L
[H.
'0472.]
[ I.R. 10472.]
[Public, No. 547.]

[Public, No. 547.]

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
the Old Fort vancouver
Vancou ver
Representatives of
Senate and
Be
Wash.
assembled, That
That the Secre- stockade,
of America
America in
States of
United States
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
"Restoration,
ekattl
V
n
ash
eic of,
of
etc.,
restoration authorized.
in the
to permit
permit and
tary of
of War
and cooperate
cooperate in
the restoration
authorized.'
is authorized
authorized to
War is
tary
dimension
or rebuilding,
historically accurate
accurate as to dimension
manner historically
or
rebuilding, in aa manner
and architecture,
architecture, the
the Old
Fort Vancouver
Vancouver Laton.
Old Fort
known as the
the building known
and
Location.
Stockade.
rebuilding shall
shall be
in close
proxclose proxbe in
or rebuilding
restoration or
Such restoration
Stockade. Such
imity
to the
the site
site of
structure originally
originally built by the
stockade structure
the stockade
of the
imity to
Hudson's
within the present
present limits
limits of the United
Company within
Bay Company
Hudson's Bay
States
in the
•
the State of
Barracks in
at Vancouver
Vancouver Barracks
Reservation at
Military Reservation
States Military
Washington, and
and shall
be completed
completed on
on or
or before
before July
July 1,
1, 1925.
1925.
shall be
Washington,
Approved,
March 3, 1925.
Approved, March

Secretary of War to convey by
430.-An
— An Act Authorizing the
the Secretary
by revorevo CHAP. 430.
cable
to the
of Springfield,
of land
land
parcel of
a certain
certain parcel
Massachusetts, a
Springfield, Massachusetts,
the city
city of
lease to
cable lease
within
the Springfield
Springfield Military
Reservation, Massachusetts.
Massachusetts.
Armory Reservation,
Military Armory
within the

March
3, 125.
1925.
March 3,
[H. It. 11355.)
. 548
[HP , N135.]
(Publi,
c o.
.]
Publo48

Be it
enacted by
by the
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
s i fi m m
Mass.
the Springfied,
House of
Senate and
and House
the Senate
Be
it enacted
United States
States of
of America
the Secreecre- Armory
&Lease
t
f
of
porton to,
ae reservation
of porrion
That the
assembled, That
in Congress
Congress assembled,
America in
United
.or higway
pnrAe.
highwaypurposs.
empowerd to
tary of
and hereby
hereby is,
is, authorized
authorized and
and empowerd
to convey
convey for
be, and
of War
War be,
tary
pr ng

e

,

ass.

tc,

by a
the city
Springfield, Massachusetts,
Massachusetts,
city of Springfield,
to the
lease to
revocable lease
proper revocable
a proper
by
for
purposes, and
no other
purpose, aa strip of
other purpose,
for no
and for
highway purposes,
public highway
for public

land within
Springfield Military
Armory Reservation,
MassaReservation, MassaMilitary Armory
the Springfield
within the
land
chusetts, fifty-five
fifty-five feet
feet wide lying southerly
southerly of and adjacent to
to
chusetts.
established by aa deed of the
southerly line of Pearl Street as established
the southerly
Secretary
of War
War bearing
December 1,
1, 1922.
1922, and extending
extending
date December
bearing date
Secretary of
easterly from
from Byers
Byers Street
Street to
to Federal
sheets
as shown
shown on four sheets
Federal Street as
easterly
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of
the inscription
inscription "
Springfield, Massachusetts,
of blue
blue prints
prints bearing
bearing the
"Springfield,
Massachusetts,
department of streets
showing proposed
department
streets and
and engineering
engineering plan showing
proposed widenwidening
from Byers
Byers Street
Street to
to Federal
Scale one
one
ing Pearl Street from
Federal Street.
Street. Scale
inch
m the office of
of
inch equals
equals twenty feet
feet February,
February, 1924,"
1924," and filed
filed in
Provisos.
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War:
War: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
conveyance herein
herein authorauthorthe
conveyance
the
Streetimprovements,
etc,provements,
etc.,. by the city re
reshall be upon the condition that the said city of Springfield
- ized
Springfield
quired.
qured.
shall within aa reasonable
reasonable time lay out and
and improve and
thereafter
and thereafter
maintain upon
said land
roadway, tree
maintain
upon said
land aa public street with
with roadway,
tree belts,
belts,
substantially as shown
shown upon
blue prints
prints or
and sidewalks substantially
upon said blue
or with
therefrom as
Secretary of
of
such variations therefrom
as may be directed
directed by the Secretary
said land
land except
except
War; shall preserve
preserve all trees now
now standing
standing upon
upon said
such as
stand within
said new
new roadway;
roadway; shall
the iron
iron fence,
fence,
such
as stand
within said
shall set
set the
within said land,
thereof;
now standing within
land, over
over to the southerly
southerly line thereof;
adjacent portion
reservation a
a new
shall construct
construct upon
upon the adjacent
portion of
of said
said reservation
new
drainage
place of
that now
upon said
said
drainage system
system to take
take the
the place
of that
now existing
existing upon
land; all of said things to be done by said
said city at
at its own
own expense
and
cost
to the
United States
and to
the satisfaction
satisfaction of
of the
and
without
cost
to
the
United
States
and
to
the
the
Rights of way,
Right of way, etc., Secretary
Provided further,
Secretary of War: Provided
further, That
That there
there shall
be reserved
shall be
reserved
reserved.
in the conveyance
authorized the
right to
to construct
and mainmainconveyance herein authorized
the right
construct and
new street
street water,
water, gas,
gas, and
and sewer
sewer
tain over, under, and across
across said
said new
mains, electric
light and power
power and
wires and
and cables,
cables, and
and
electric light
and telephone
telephone wires
any other utility which
which the operation
and use
States
operation and
use by
by the United States
No other
use per- of the said armory may require: Provided
No
other use
further, That the said
Perrequire: Provided further,
mitted.
city shall not sell Or
herein authorized
authorized
or assign the right
right and
and interest herein
to be conveyed
conveyed or devote
devote said premises
premises to any other
purpose
than
other
purpose
than
Termination on ovi
viostreet
purposes: And
And provided
provided further,
further, That
That in
in the
the event
event that
that said
said
i.aigcodin°n
street purposes:
lating
conditions.
premises shall be used for any other purpose or shall not be cared
cared
for and maintained
streets of
maintained as are other public streets
of the said city,
city, or
or
foregoing conditions
conditions shall be violated by the said
that any of the foregoing
said
city, said right
right and interest shall cease
cease and
and said
said lease
lease shall
shall thereby
thereby
be terminated.
Approved, March
March 3,
1925.
3, 1925.
March 3, 1925.
March
In. R.
113581
[H.
R. 11358.]
[Public, No.
No. 589.]
549.]

CHAP.
To authorize
authorize the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Interior to
to cancel
cancel
CHAP. 431.—An
431.-An Act
Act To
the Interior
restricted fee
fee patents
on the
the Winnebago
Winnebago Indian
Indian Reservation
Reservation and
restricted
patents covering
covering lands
lands on
and
to issue
issue trust
trust patents
patents in
thereof.
to
in lieu
lieu thereof.

Be it enacted
Representatives of
of the
the
enacted by the Senate and
and House of Representatives

United States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the Secretary
Secretary
restricted of the Interior be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized in his discretion,
discretion, to
cancel any
fee patents
patents that
that have
been issued
issued to
to Indians
Indians
cancel
any restricted
restricted fee
have been
of the
Winnebago
Reservation in
Nebraska, under
under the
the provisions
of
of
the
Winnebago
Reservation
in
Nebraska,
provisions
of
Vol. 12, p. 658.

Winnebago
Indian
Winnebago
Indian
E
Reservation,
Nebr.
Canceling
canceling restricted
atents to
of,
patents
to
of,
P
d Indians
n
authorized.
•
aiathorize .

Vol.12

the Act of Ccmgress
Congress of February
at
February 21, 1863 (Twelfth
(Twelfth Statutes at

.65.

Trut A

Large, page
page 658),
and to
to issue
issue in
lieu thereof,
thereof, to
to the
the original
original
tLarge,
658), and
in lieu
allottees,
heirs, trust
trust patents
the form
form and
subject to
to all
the
allottees, or
or heirs,
patents of
of the
and subject
all the
provisions set out in the general
allotment act
February 8, 1887
1887
general allotment
act of
of February
(Twenty-fourth
Statutes at
Large, page 388),
amended: ProPro388), as amended:
at Large,
(Twenty-fourth Statutes
vided, That the trust period
period shall be
years from the date of
of
be ten years
issuance of the lieu trust patents.
Approved,
March 3,
Approved, March
3, 1925.
1925.

Trust
patents
to
issue
lieu thereof.
is sue in litentsro.
Vol. 24,
24 p. 388.

p.
Vol.

Proviso.
Trsperiod.
Trust
period.

.

March 3,
1925.
March
3,1925.

[H. R. 11380.]
11360.1
[Public, No.
550.1
No. 550.)

Navajo Indians, N.

Navajo Indians, N.

x

Met
Mex

CHAP.
432.—An Act
To provide
provide for
for the
of aa certain
CHAP. 432.-An
Act To
the permanent
permanent withdrawal
withdrawal of
certain
forty-acre tract
tract of
public land
land in
New Mexico
Mexico for
for the
the use
use and
and benefit
forty-acre
of public
in New
benefit of
of the
the
Navajo
Indians.
Navajo Indians.

Be
it enacted
the Senate
and House
Representatives of
the
Be it
enacted by
by the
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
of the

Congress assembled, That
the following
United States of America in Congress
That the
following
described tract in the State
State of New Mexico,
Mexico, temporarily
described
temporarily withdrawn
withdrawn

1925.
1925.

1115
1115

from settlement,
entry, sale,
sale, or
or other
other disposition
until March
March 5,
5, 1927,
1927,
disposition until
from
settlement, entry,
by
October 24, 1924,
proposed
1924, in aid of proposed
order dated
dated October
by presidential
presidential order
permanently withdrawn
withdrawn for the
the
legislation, be, and it hereby
hereby is, permanently
use and benefit of Navajo Indians
Indians residing
residing in that immediate
vicinity: Southeast
Southeast quarter southeast
southeast quarter, section
section 8, township
principal meridian,
Mexico.
11 north, range 33west, New Mexico
Mexico principal
meridian, New Mexico.
Approved, March
March 3, 1925.
Approved,

T,
ract permanently
wi th drawn for use of.
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CONGRESS,

S
ESS. II.
SESS.
II. CHS.
CHS. 432-435.
432-435.

Tract

Location.

Location.

March 3,
3, 1925.
1925.
March
11361.]
[H. R. 11361.]
[Public,
No.
[Public, No. 551.]
551.]

Government and privately
CHAP.
433.—An Act To provide for exchanges
privately
exchanges of Government
CHAP. 433.-An
owned
in the
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Arizona,
by
owned lands
lands in
the additions
additions to
to the
the Navajo
Navajo Indian
Arizona, by
Executive
January 8, 1900,
and November
November 14,
1901.
Executive orders of
of January
1900, and
14, 1901.

it enacted
Representatives of the
the
Be it
enacted by
by the Senate
Senate and House
House of Representatives

Navajo Indian ResNavaio
Indian Resassembled, That
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
United
United States
States of
of America
That the
the Secretary
Secretary ervation,
Ariz.
Reconveyances
acacReconveyances
of
is hereby
hereby authorized,
authorized, in
discretion, under
under rules
rules cepted
in his
his discretion,
Interior is
of the
the Interior
cepted of private
private lands,
reconveyances etc.,
and
to be
be prescribed
accept reconveyances
etc., in.
in.
by him,
him, to
to accept
regulations to
prescribed by
and regulations

and State
State school lands, and
to the
the Government
Government of
of privately
privately owned and
relinquishments
valid filings
under the
laws, or of
relinquishments of
of any valid
filings under
the homestead
homestead laws,
of
additions to the
the Navajo Indian
Indian
other valid claims within the
the additions

Reservation, Arizona,
by Executive
orders of
January 8,
8, 1900,
1900, and
and Lieu selections perReservation,
Arizona, by
Executive orders
of January
Lieu selections perNovember
November 14,
14, 1901,
1901, and
and to
to permit
permit lieu
lieu selections
selections within
the boundutted, to
within the
bound- mitted,
to consolidate
retained Indian lands.
surrendering their
those surrendering
aries of
of the
the said
additions by
by those
their retained Indian lands.
said reservation
reservation additions
aries

Indian purposes
may be
be
rights, so
so that
that the lands retained
retained for
for Indian
purposes may
consolidated and
consolidated
and held
held in a
a solid area
area so
so far
far as may
may be
be possible:

or company
company who
of any
person or
Provided, That
the title
any person
who
title or
or claim
claim of
Provided,
That the
refuses to
to reconvey
reconvey to
the Government
shall not
be hereby
hereby affected.
refuses
to the
Government shall
not be
affected.

pro.

Proviao.
Title not affected on
refusal to reconvey.

Title not affected on
tooney.

Approved, March 3, 1925.
March 3,
3, 1925.
March
(H. El. 114104
[H.
R. 11410.1
[Public, No. 5.52.]

434.—An Act To extend the time
time for the
the exchange
exchange of Government
Government
CHAP. 434.-An
in the Territory
lands for privately owned lands in
Territory of Hawaii.
lands

[Public, No. 552.1

Hawaii.
House of Representatives
and House
it enacted
enacted by
Representatives of the Hawaii.
by the Senate and
Be it
Time extended

for

ftr
That the
the time
of America
America in
in Congress
United
United States
States of
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
time ecehaengm
exchanging landes
lands with
private owners in.
owners n.
land in
for the
the exchange
exchange by
the President
President of
of Government
Government owned
owned land
in prvate
by the
for

the Territory of Hawaii for privately
privately owned land or land owned
owned
by the
Territory of
authorized by
Act of
of Congress
Congress
by
the Territory
of Hawaii,
Hawaii, as
as authorized
by Act

Vol.
0, ameVol. 42,
42, p.
p. 360,
amen-

ded.
provisions of said Act are hereby
approved January
hereby dod.
January 31, 1922, and the provisions
approved
extended until January 31, 1926.
extended
Approved. March
3, 1925.
March 3,
Approved.

1925.
March 3, 1925.
[H. It. 12300.]

CHAP.
281 of
Revenue Act
Act of
436.-An Act
Act To
To amend section
section 281
of the
the Revenue
of 1924.
CHAP. 435.—An
Be
enacted by
the Senate
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
Be it
it enacted
by the
Senate and
of the
United States
States of
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That subdivision
subdivision
assembled, That
of America
United
(e)
section 281
of the
the Revenue
Revenue Act
Act of
of 1924
1924 is
by adding
adding
is amended
amended by
(e) of
of section
281 of
thereto two
two new
read as
as follows:
the taxpayer
taxpayer has,
has,
"IfIf the
to read
follows: "
new sentences
sentences to
thereto

s2300.
[iHlR.
[Public, No.
No.
553.]
553.]
[Public,
nome ta.
Income
tax.
Credits and refunds
refunds
allowed.
On claims for taxable
year 1919 if waiver filed.
year1919'fwaiverfiled.
Ante, p. 302, amended.

credits and
Onwclaimfortaable

on or
before June
filed such a
respect of the taxes ed.
a waiver
waiver in respect
15, 1925,
1925, filed
or before
June 15,
on
due for
taxable year
year 1919,
1919, then
then such
such credit
refund relating
relating
credit or refund
due
for the
the taxable
to the
the taxes
for the
the taxable
taxable year
year 1919
1919 shall
be allowed
allowed or made
made if
shall be
to
taxes for
claim therefor
is filed
either on
on or
or before
before April
1926, or
or within
within
filed either
April 1,
1, 1926,
claim
therefor is

of

On
extension of pen extension

riodIf any such
such waiver
waiver so riod.
time the tax was paid. If
from the
the time
four years from
before the expiration
expiration of the period
period thereof,
thereof, been extended
extended
filed has, before
either by
the filing
filing of
new waiver
or by
by the
the extension
original
extension of the original
a new
waiver or
of a
either
by the
waiver, then
or refund
relating to
the taxes
year
for the
the year
to the
taxes for
refund relating
such credit
credit or
waiver,
then such
in respect
of which
filed shall
shall be
if
or made if
be allowed
allowed or
waiver was
was filed
which the
the waiver
in
respect of
claim therefor
is filed either
(1) within
within four years
years from the time
either (1)
therefor is
claim
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For taxable
For
ta able
1917, 1918.

years
y
ears

1917191
For
For year
year 1919.
119.

March 3, 1925.
[H. B. 12262.1
[Public, No. 554.]

[H. R. 12262.]
[Public No. 554.]
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the tax was paid, or (2)
(2) on or before
before April 1, 1926, in the case of
of
credits
the taxes
taxes for
the taxable
years 1917
1917
credits or
or refunds
refunds relating
relating to
to the
for the
taxable years
1918, or on or
before April
in the
case of
of credits
credits or
and 1918,
or before
April 1,
1, 1927,
1927, in
the case
or
refunds relating
relating to the taxes
taxes for the taxable
taxable year
year 1919."
1919."
Approved, March
March 3,
3, 1925.
1925.
Approved,

CHAP. 436.-An
436.—An Act For the relief of certain
certain enlisted
enlisted men
Coast
men of the Coast
Guard.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Represen,taaves of
of the
Be
by the
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
the
United States
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the accountaccountin Congress
America in
States of
United
allowances to
to dis;-„`-`n. officers
Government are
are authorized
authorized and
to allow
allow
allowances
dising
officers of
of the
the Government
and directed
directed to
charged
charged enlisted
enlisted men
men .1
of the Navy who
accounts of
disbursing officers
officers of
of the
the GovernGovernwho en- in the
the settlement
settlement of
of the
the accounts
of disbursing
listed in.
in.
ment
them to honorlisted
ment all payments
payments of enlistment allowances
allowances made by them
honorably
of the
the Navy
who enlisted
in the
Coast
ably discharged
discharged enlisted
enlisted men
men of
Navy who
enlisted in
the Coast
Guard
within aa period
period of
of three
three months
from the
the date
date of
of discharge
discharge
Guard within
months from
from
the Navy,
Navy, between
July 1,
1922, and
and January
January 20,
20, 1925.
1925.
from the
between July
1, 1922,
Approved,
March
3,
1925.
Approved, March 3, 1925.
Coast Guard.
Payments
of
directed of
ayments directed

15

March
3, 1925.
1925.
March 3,
[S. 99.]
[Public,
[Public, No.
No. 555.1
555.1

IS.99.1

United States courts.

Two
Two addititonalt
additional
judges
for eighth
judges for
eighth circirto be appointed.
appointed.
cuit to
Vol. 42, p.m, amendVol.42,p.840,amended.

March 3,
3, 1925.
(S. 3406.)
[Public, No. 556.1
556.1

[S. 3406.l
No.

Customs.
Cstos
vehicles
Vessels or vehicles
summarily forfeited for
violations, may be used
forcustoms
for customs or prohibition enforcement.

summarily forfeited for
or prohibi-

uon enforcement

Forfeitures by decree
ered ort Treasury De
oparmtbifor utor-

Forfeitures by decree
of court may be delivered to Treasury Department for customs
or prohibition enforcement.

Use only for official

Use only for official

enforcement purposes.
enorcement
purposes.

Customs
Customs and
and prohiprohipropriations available
propriatios
fotoperation,
for operation, etc.
etc.
enforcement apbition enforcement

CHAP. 437.-An
437.—An Act Authorizing
President to appoint
appoint two additional
Authorizing the President

circuit judges
judges for
for the
eighth circuit.
circuit
the eighth
circuit.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
Be
by the
Senate and
and House
United States
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
the PresiPresiThat the
assembled, That
America in
States of
United
dent be, and he is hereby, authorized,
authorized, by and with the advice and consent of
the Senate,
Senate, to
to appoint
appoint two
additional circuit
for the
sent
of the
two additional
circuit judges for
the
eighth
eighth circuit, who shall receive
receive the same
same salary
salary as other circuit
circuit
judges
judges now
receive and
shall reside
within the
the said
eighth circuit.
circuit.
now receive
and shall
reside within
said eighth
Approved,
1925.
Approved, March
March 3,
3, 1925.

CHAP. 438.—An
438.-An Act Relating
CHAP.
Relating to the use or disposal of vessels
vessels or vehicles
vehicles
forfeited
forfeited to the United States
States for violation of the customs
customs laws or the National
National
Prohibition Act, and for other purposes.
purposes.
Prohibition
Be it
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
of the
Be
it enacted
by the
and House
Representatives of
the
United
States of
America in
Congress assembled,
That hereafter
United States
of America
in Congress
assembled, That
hereafter
any vessel
vessel or
or vehicle
vehicle summarily
forfeited to
to the
United States
States for
for
summarily forfeited
the United
violation
the customs
customs laws,
laws, may,
the discretion
of the
Secretary
the Secretary
may, in
in the
discretion of
violation of
of the
of the Treasury,
of
Treasury, under
such regulations
may prescribe,
prescribe, be
be
under such
regulations as
as he
he may
taken and
used for
the enforcement
of the
the customs
customs laws
laws or
or the
the
taken
and used
for the
enforcement of
National Prohibition
Act, in
in lieu
lieu of
the sale
sale thereof
thereof under
under existing
National
Prohibition Act,
of the
existing
law.
law.
SEC.
That upon
SEC. 2. That
upon application
application therefor
therefor by
by the
Secretary of
of the
the
the Secretary
Treasury,
vessel or
or vehicle
vehicle forfeited
forfeited to
to the
United States
by aa
Treasury, any
any vessel
the United
States by
decree
of any
any court
violation of
of the
the customs
customs laws
laws or
or the
the National
National
for violation
decree of
court for
Prohibition
Prohibition Act
.Act may
ordered by
the court
court to
to be
to the
the
may be
be ordered
by the
be delivered
delivered to
Treasury Department
for use
use in
in the
the enforcement
of the
the customs
customs
Treasury
Department for
enforcement of
laws or
or the
the National
National Prohibition
Prohibition Act,
Act, in
lieu of
of the
the sale
sale thereof
thereof
in lieu
under existing
existing law.
under
law.
SEC.
3. That
That any
vessel or
S
EC. 3.
any vessel
or vehicle
vehicle acquired
acquired under
under the
the provisions
provisions
of section 11or 22of this Act shall be utilized only for official purposes
purposes
in
in the
the enforcement
enforcement of
customs laws
National Prohibition
of the
the customs
laws or
or the
the National
Prohibition
Act. The appropriations
Act.
appropriations available
available for defraying
defraying the expenses
expenses of
of
collecting
revenue from
collecting the
the revenue
customs or
or for
for enforcement
enforcement of
the
from customs
of the
National Prohibition
hereafter be
be available
National
Prohibition Act
Act shall
shall hereafter
available for
for the
the payment of
maintenance, repair,
and operation
operation of
of said
said
ment
of expenses
expenses of
of maintenance,
repair, and

SIXTYEIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS , SESS.
SESS. II.
II. CHS.
ells. 438-441.
438-441.
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1925.
1925.

vessels
vehicles, including
including motor-propelled
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying
and vehicles,
vessels and
vehicles. Said
Said appropriations
also be
for the
the Costs
Costs of seizure,
seizure, etc.
available for
be available
shall also
appropriations shall
vehicles.
payment
incident to the seizure and
and forfeiture,
forfeiture,
of the actual costs incident
payment of
and
the seizure
seizure is
any section
of law
which
law under which
section of
under any
made under
is made
if the
and if
liens
are recognized,
recognized, for
for the
the amount
amount of
of such
such lien
lien Proviso
of the
the payment
payment of
liens are
allowed
by the
however That
report shall
shall be
be Full report to ConThat aa report
Provided, however,
court: Provided,
the court:
allowed by
a ch
gr ess each year.
Budget, setting
submitted
Congress each
each year
year in
in the
the Budget,
setting forth in gress
year.
to Congress
submitted to
detail
of the
vessels or
vehicles so
acquired, the cost of
of
so acquired,
or vehicles
the vessels
description of
detail aadescription
acquiring,
the appraised
value thereof,
thereof, the
to which
which they
they have
have
the uses
uses to
appraised value
acquiring, the
been
appraised value
value of
of seizures
seizures resulting
resulting from
from their
their use,
the appraised
been put,
put, the
vesels,
and
the expense
expense of
of operating
operating such
vessels or
or vehicles:
vehicles: Provided
Provided Dispoa
DizpOsai of
of vessels,
such vessels
and the
etc., when no longer
further,
vessel or
vehicle so
longer
acquired when no longer etc,
so acquired
or vehicle
any vessel
That any
further, That
ded
in the same
needed
official use shall
same manner
manner as
be disposed of in
shall be
for official
needed for
other
property.
other surplus
surplus property.
Approved,
March 3,
3, 1925.
1925.
Approved, March
p

CHAP. 439.-An
439.—An Act
Act Granting
the consent
consent of
the State of WashCongress to the
of Congress
Granting the
CHAP.
ington
maintain, and
and operate
operate a
bridge across
the Columbia River
River
across the
a bridge
to construct,
construct, maintain,
ington to
at
Vantage Ferry, Washington.
Washington.
at Vantage

rovi
sos.

March 3,
1925.
3,1925.
March
[S.
[S. 341.]
3641.]

557.1
[Public, No. 557.]

and House of Representatives
Be it
Representatives of the Columbia
Columbia River.
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
Be
River.
United
of America
America in
consent Washington
Washington may
may
assembled, That the consent
Congress assembled,
in Congress
States of
United States
d
Vantage Ferry.
bridge,
of
Congress is
is hereby
hereby granted
Washington, or its bridge,
to the State of Washington,
granted to
of Congress
a bridge and approaches
maintain and operate
assigns, to construct,
construct, maintain,
operate a
approaches
assigns,
thereto across
the Columbia
interat aa point suitable to the interliver at
Columbia River
across the
thereto
Vantage Ferry, between Kittitas
ests of
of navigation,
navigation, at
Sittitas and
or near Vantage
at or
ests
accordance with the provisions of Construction.
Grant
Washington, in accordance
Counties, Washington,
Grant Counties,
an Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
to regulate
the construction
construction of bridges
bridges over
over Vol.
Construction.
regulate the
34, p.
p. 84.
an
Amendment.
navigable
waters," approved March 23, 1906.
Amendment.
navigable waters,"
SEC. 2.
The right
right to
alter, amend,
amend, or
or repeal
hereby
this Act is hereby
repeal this
to alter,
2. The
SEc.
expressly reserved.
expressly
Approved,
March 3, 1925.
Approved, March
National Forest,
CHAP.
Act For
For the
exchange of
Forest,
lands in the Custer National
of lands
the exchange
440.-An Act
CHAP. 440.—An
Montana.
Montana.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
Be
United States
in Congress
That lands
lands of
of the
the
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
America in
of America
States of
United
United
States within
the Custer
National Forest,
Montana, which
which
Forest, Montana,
Custer National
within the
United States
have been
classified as
coal lands
or are
are valuable
valuable for
for
lands or
as coal
or classified
withdrawn or
been withdrawn
have
coal, may
be exchanged
exchanged under
the provisions
March 20,
provisions of the Act of March
under the
may be
coal,
1922
Statutes at
page 465),
reservation
with aareservation
465), with
at Large,
Large, page
(Forty-second Statutes
1922 (Forty-second
to the
States of
of the
the coal
coal in
in such
lands and
to
right to
of the right
and of
such lands
United States
the United
to
prospect
prospect for, mine, and remove the same.
Approved,
1925.
3, 1925.
March 3,
Approved, March

CHAP.
441.—An Act
Treasury to
exchange
to exchange
the Treasury
of the
Secretary of
the Secretary
Authorizing the
Act Authorizing
CHAP. 441.-An
the present
present customhouse
site located
located in
in Denver,
Denver, Colorado.
Colorado.
and site
building and
customhouse building
the

March 3, 125
1925
March
[S. 3666.]
36M.]
IS.
[Public, No. 815.8.]

(Public, No. 668.

Custer National ForFor.
est Mont.
Exchange of withdra
drawn
t ch
n coal lands
lan
°f dswifor.
f
t
o
h
r
42, p.
Vol. 42,
vol.
p. 465.
465.
•

eate
en
rtN
. ational

1925.
March 3, 1925.
[S. 3721.]
[8.3721.]
[Public, No. 559.]

[Public No. 559.

Be
enacted by
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
of the
the Denver, Colo.
Representatives of
House of
Senate and
by the
it enacted
Be it
Customhouse may be
United
assembled, That the
the Secretary
Secretary customhoumayb
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
of America
States of
United States
exchanged for new site
for new site
of
Treasury be,
he is
is hereby,
authorized and
empowered, in
in exaned
and empowered,
hereby, authorized
and he
be, and
and building.
the Treasury
of the
bing.
building and
customhouse building
his
discretion, to
the present
present customhouse
exchange the
to exchange
his discretion,
site,
in block
block 98,
numbered 11 to
inclusive, fronting
fronting
8, inclusive,
to 8,
lots numbered
98, lots
situate in
site, situate
northwest
hundred feet
feet on
Street and northeast
northeast one
Arapahoe Street
on Arapahoe
two hundred
northwest two
hundred
twenty-five feet
on Sixteenth
Sixteenth Street,
Colorado, for
Street, Denver, Colorado,
feet on
hundred twenty-five
site and
building to
be constructed
constructed thereon
thereon for the use and
to be
a building
and a
new site
aanew
accommodation of
of the
the customs
customs service
and other
Government officials.
officials.
other Government
service and
accommodation

1118
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442.
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Approval of site and
titpproval
of site and
title.

have the
The new site must have
Secretary of
of the
the
the approval
approval of
of the
the Secretary
Treasury,
Treasury, and
and the title thereto
thereto must be
be satisfactory
the
Attorney
satisfactory to
to
the
Attorney
Construction,
Construction, etc.,
etc., General
General of the United
site shall
United States. The site
shall have
have approximately
approximately
requirements.
the
site above
the same
same area as the present
present customhouse
customhouse site
above described;
described; the
the
ground area of the building to be
be constructed
ground
constructed shall
shall be
be approximately
approximately
seventeen thousand square
square feet;
feet; building
be four
four stories
stories above
the
building to
to be
above the
basement
basement and
and provision made in the
the construction
construction of
of the
the foundation
foundation
placing three
and walls and columns
columns for placing
three additional
stories thereon,
thereon
additional stories
if required, in
if
in the
the future.
future.
Preparation of plans,
trpreparation
pans,
The plans
plans and specifications
The
specifications for said building
building shall
shall be
be prepared
prepared
etc.
by the Supervising Architect
Architect of
of the
Treasury Department
Department or
the Treasury
or by
by aa
private architect
architect employed
employed by
by the
of the
the customhouse
customhouse
the purchasers
purchasers of
property, as the Secretary
Secretary of
the Treasury
may elect;
elect; in
in the
the latter
latter
of the
Treasury may
case the architect and the
the plans
plans and
and specifications
specifications .prepared
prepared by
him,
by him,
and in either case
the completed
case the
building, must
meet the
approval
completed building,
must meet
the approval
of the Supervising Architect of
of the
who may
reprethe Treasury,
Treasury, who
may detail
detail representatives to supervise
supervise or inspect
inspect the
sentatives
the building
during construction
construction
building during
until
acceptance.
until final
final acceptance.
Present building may
besPtudbuiding
may
Authority is hereby
hereby given
be turned over to party
Authority
given to the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury
to turn
turn
Treasury to
offering new
new building
building the present building and
site thereof
thereof over
the present building
over to
to the
the party
or parties
party or
parties
and site in exchange.
and sitex e.
property in
offering property
in exchange
exchange•therefor
upon condition
condition that
good and
and
therefor upon
that .good
sufficient security
sufficient
security is
is furnished
party or
or parties
to insure
insure the
furnished by
by said
said party
parties to
the
prompt construction
building herein
prompt
construction of the building
herein contemplated,
contemplated, upon
upon the
the
its conveyance
conveyance to
site selected, and its
the United
United States
States of
of America
to the
America
free and clear from any lien
any kind
kind or
or characcharaclien or
or incumbrance
incumbrance of
of any
ter, and that in the meantime
meantime the
the customs
customs service
and other
other GovGovservice and
Quarters for officials
tobeprovidedthout
ernment officials
to
be provided without ernment
occupying quarters
officials now occupying
quarters in the present
present building
building
expense.
expense.
shall
provided, without expense
shall be provided,
expense to
to the
the United
States, adequate
United States,
adequate
space
for
accommodation, either
space
for
their accommodation,
either in
their present
quarters in
in
in their
present quarters
1
the customhouse or elsewhere,
elsewhere, until
until the
the new
building is
is completed
completed
new building
and ready
ready for
for occupancy.
occupancy.
Limitation of GovLinmitation
The Government
Government shall
be involved
involved in
expense in
in this
this transtransshall be
ernment
expense. o ovin no
no expense
action, except in connection
connection with the
action,
the drawings
drawings and
and specifications
specifications if
if
prepared by the Supervising
Supervising Architect,
and in
connection with
with the
the
Architect. and
in connection
superintendence,
superintendence inspection,
inspection, and
general administration.
admin i
st
ra ti on . Nor shall
and general
Nor shall
the United States be
be involved
involved in
in any
expense incident
incident to
the work
any expense
to the
work
in connection
connection with the removal
removal of Government
in
Government property
property either
either from
from
the old building
quarters provided
provided by
the
building into quarters
by the
the purchasers
purchasers or
or to
to the
the
new
new building upon
upon its
its completion.
completion.
Approved, March
March 3,
3, 1925.
1925.
March 3,
3, 1925.
[11. R. 4148.l
41481
[Public, No. 560.1

[H.

CHAP. 442.-An
CHAP.
442.—An Act To modify and amend the
the mining
mining laws in their applicaapplication to
to the
purposes.
tion
the Territory
Territory of Alaska, and
and for
for other purposes.

Be
enacted by the Senate and
and House of
Be it
it enacted
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
United States of America in
Congress assembled,
United
in Congress
assembled, That
That section
section 4
4 of
of
the Act
Act of
of Congress
Congress of
129d Compiled
the
of August
August 1, 1912, section
section 129d
Compiled Laws
Laws
ed Vol. 37, p. 243, amended..
of Alaska,
Alaska, entitled "An
of
"An Act to modify
modify and
and amend
the mining
laws in
in
amend the
mining laws
their
Territory of Alaska,
Alaska, and7for
their application
application to the Territory
and-for other
other purposes,"
purposes,"
be amended
amended to
read as
follows:
to read
as follows:
Area of claims limitedrea of claims limit"SEC. 4. That no placer
ed.
"SEc.
placer mining
mining claim hereafter
hereafter located
in Alaska
located in
Alaska
shall
contain aagreater
shall be patented which
which shall contain
greater area
area than
is fixed
fixed by
than is
by
law,
nor which
longer than three times
law, nor
which is
is longer
times its greatest
greatest width
width as
as deterdetermined by a
a transverse
transverse line drawn within
mined
within the
the lines
lines of
of the
the claim
claim and
and
o.ce
for isoi
at
Proviso.
Allowance
for
at right angles
angles to
its lo
ngests
id e: Provided,
Provided, That
where any
ol
at
ed
to its
longest
side:
That where
any is
isolated
lated
lated adjoining
adjoining claims.
claims. parcel of placer ground
ground lies
lies between
between and
and adjoins
patented or
or validly
adjoins patented
validly
located claims on all of
of its
its sides
sides and
not over
over thirteen
thirteen hundred
hundred
and is
is not
and twenty
and
twenty feet
feet in length
length this dimensional
dimensional restriction
restriction shall
shall not
not
apply."
apply."
Approved, March
Approved,
3, 1925.
March 3,
1925.
Alaska.
Placea
mining laims
Placer mining claims
7
in.
in
3
243 amend
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CHAP.
regulation of motor-vehicle
CHAP. 443.-An
443.—An Act To provide
provide for the regulation
motor-vehicle traffic
traffic
in the District of Columbia, increase the number
number of judges
judges of the police court,
and for other purposes

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
House of
Representatives of
Be
of Representatives
of the
United
States of America
America in
Congress assembled, That this Act
United States
in, Congress
Act
may be cited as the "
" District of Columbia
Columbia Traffic
Traffic Act,
Act, 1925."
1925."
DEFINITIONS
DEFINITIONS

SEC.
SEC. 2. When
When used in this ActAct--

March
March 3,
3, 1925.
1925.
[S.
4207.]
[S. 4207.1

[Public, No. 561.]
561.]
District of Columbia

District of Columbia
Traffic Act,
Act, 1925.
Traffic
1925.

Definitions.
Definitions.

Meaning
Meaning of terms
term

(a) The term "motor
"motor vehicle"
vehicle" means all vehicles
vehicles propelled
by "Motor
propelled by
"Motor vehi
vehicle."
lde."
internal-combustion engines, electricity,
internal-combustion
electricity, or steam,
steam, except
except traction
traction enengines,
gines, road rollers, and vehicles
vehicles propelled
propelled only upon rails and
tracks;
tracks;
"Court."
(b)
(b) The term "court"
"court " means the police court of the District
District of "ourt-"
Columbia;
Columbia;
(c) The term "
"District
of Columbia
Columbia Code"
"District of
of ColumColumn(c)
District of
Code" means
the Act
en- "District
means the
Act entitled "An Act to establish a
the District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, bia
a code
code of law for
for the
bia Code."
Code"
approved March 3, 1901,"
1901," as
as amended;
amended;
"District."
"District."
(d) The term "District"
"District" means the District of Columbia;
Columbia;
"Commissioners."
lers."
(e)
commissioners " means the Board of Commissioners
(e) The term ""commissioners"
Commissioners "Commissio,
of the District of Columbia;
Columbia;
"Director."
(f)
director""means the director
director of traffic of
of the Dis- "Director."
(f) The term ""director
trict of Columbia;
Columbia;
Person."
(g) The term "person"
"person" means
means individual,
individual, partnership,
partnership, corpo- "
"Perso."
ration, or association;
association;
"Park."
park" means to leave
leave any motor vehicle
vehicle standing "Park-"
(h) The term ""park"
on aa public highway, whether
whether or not attended;
attended;
"Public highway."
way."
highway" means any street, road, or pub- "Publichigh
(i) The term "public
"public highway"
lic thoroughfare;
thoroughfare; and
and
"This Act."
(j) The term "this Act"
Act" includes all lawful regulations
regulations issued "This.Act."
thereunder
thereunder by the commissioners.
commissioners.
ADDITIONAL
ADDITIONAL JUDGES
JUDGES FOR
TELL POLICE
COURT
FOR THE
POLICE COURT

SEC.
S
EC. 3. (a)
(a) Section 42
of Columbia
42 of the District
District of
Columbia Code
Code is
is amended
amended
to read
read as
as follows:
follows:
"SEC.
"
Svc. 42. CONSTIrrurTN.-The
CoNsTrrunox.—The police
court of
of the
the District
District shall
shall
police court
consist of four judges learned in
by the
the PresiPresiin the law, appointed
appointed by
dent, by and with the
consent of
of the
Senate. No
No person
the advice and
and consent
the Senate.
person
shall be so appointed unless he has been an actual
resident of the
the
actual resident
District for aaperiod of at least five
five years
immediately preceding
preceding his
his
years immediately
appointment and has been in the actual practice
before the
practice of law
law before
Supreme Court of
District for
five years
years prior
prior to
to
of the District
for a
a period
period of
of five
his original appointment.
The term
office of
of each
each judge
appointment. The
term of
of office
judge shall
shall
be six years,
years, except
except that
that any
any judge
judge in
the expiration
of the
the
in office
office at
at the
expiration of
term for which he was appointed
appointed may
continue in
office until
his
may continue
in office
until his
successor takes office. Each judge
shall be
subject to
to removal
removal by
by
judge shall
be subject
the President for cause. The salary
salary of
each judge
judge shall
be fixed
fixed in
in
of each
shall be
accordance with the Classification
Classification Act
Act of 1923.
The judges
judges shall
shall
1923. The
hold separate
separate sessions and may
may carry
carry on the business of the court
separately and simultaneously,
simultaneously, but the holding of such sessions shall
be so arranged that the court shall
continuously from
from nine
shall be
be open
open continuously
nine
o'clock antemeridian
antemeridian until
o'clock postmeridian
each day,
day,
until eleven
eleven o'clock
postmeridian each
Sundays excepted,
excepted, for
the trial
cases involving
involving violations
violations of
traffic
Sundays
for the
trial of
of cases
of traffic
laws and regulations.
regulations. The judges shall
rules
shall have power
power to make
make rules
for the apportionment
apportionment of business between them and
and the act of each
each
respecting the business
business of the court shall
deemed and
and taken
taken
judge respecting
shall be
be deemed
to be the act of the court.
court. Each
Each judge
when appointed
appointed shall
judge when
shall take the
the
prescribed for judges of
oath prescribed
United States."
States."
of courts
courts of
of the
the United
45822°-25t-73
45822 °--25t
73

Police court.
Police

Vol.31,p. 1196,
1196, amendVol.31,p.
amended.
ed.
To consist
cor.sist of four
four
judges.
Judges.
Appointment, quali
quail
Appointment,

fications, etc.
etc.
fications,

Salary.

Separate sesions
SeffSiOlIS
Separate

For traffic
For
traffic cases.
ases.
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contained in this section shall affect the term of
(b)
(b) Nothing
Nothing contained
office
of
the
present
judges of
the police
court or
or require
require their
their repolice court
of the
judges
present
the
of
office
appointment.
appointment.
Additional
deputy
deeputy
Additional
not
(c) The
judges of
are authorized
authorized to
to appoint
appoint not
court are
police court
the police
of the
The judges
(C)
clerks and bailiffs.
bailiffs.
additional bailiffs,
exceeding two
two additional
and two
two additional
bailiffs,
clerks and
deputy clerks
additional deputy
exceeding
addiif
business of
the court
it. The
The salaries
such addiof such
salaries of
requires it.
court requires
of the
the business
if the
tional deputy
and bailiffs
bailiffs shall
be fixed
fixed in
in accordance
accordance with
with
shall be
clerks and
deputy clerks
tional
the
Classification Act
Act of
of 1923.
1923.
Classification
the
Rooms, equipi
equipment,
Rooms,
(d)
The commissioners
commissioners shall
provide for
for the
use of
of the
the police
police
the use
shall provide
(d) The
Scourt
etc., for enlarged
enlarged court.
court
as enlarged
this Act
Act such
additional quarters,
quarters, furniture,
furniture,
such additional
by this
enlarged by
court as
books, stationery,
and office
equipment as
as may,
may, in
their opinion,
opinion, be
in their
office equipment
stationery, and
books,
necessary
execution of
of the
the functions
functions of
of the
the court,
efficient execution
the efficient
for the
necessary for
and
as may
may be
be appropriated
appropriated for
the Congress
Congress from
from time
time to
to time.
time.
by the
for by
as
and
Trials.
Sno.
The second
second paragraph
section 44
44 of
of the
District of
of
the District
of section
paragraph of
Vol. 31,
p. u16,
1196,
4. The
SEc. 4.
Vol.
amended.
amended.
Columbia Code
hereby is
read as
as follows:
follows: ""In.
cases
all cases
In all
to read
is amended
amended to
Code hereby
Columbia
By the court.
court.
where the
the accused
accused would
would not
by force
of the
the Constitution
Constitution of the
force of
not by
where
trial shall be by
United States
States be
be entitled
jury, the
the trial
by jury,
trial by
to aa trial
entitled to
United
dema
jury if
By
last-named cases
of
such
in
B
YJurY
ifd
eman
di'd- the
the
court
without
a
jury,
unless
in
said
last-named
cases
unless
a
jury,
without
court
ndd.
Condition.
Condition.
wherein
$300, or imprisonpenalty may be more than $300,
or penalty
fine or
the fine
wherein the
be more than ninety
ment
the offense
offense may
ninety
may be
for the
punishment for
as punishment
ment as
jury, in which
days
which case
case the trial
trial
trial by jury,
demand aatrial
shall demand
accused shall
the accused
days, the
all cases
shall be
jury. In
cases where
where the said court
court shall impose aa
In all
by jury.
be by
shall
commit
fine it
it may,
i
n default
of the
payment of
of the
fine imposed,
imposed, commit
the fine
the payment
default of
may, in
fine
the defendant
for such
such a
the court
court thinks
thinks right
right and proper,
proper,
as the
term as
a term
defendant for
the
not
exceed one
one year."
year."
to exceed
not to

present
Status of pi
esent
judges not affected.
affected
judges

Jurors for police
court.

JURORS FOR
FOR POLICE
COURT
POLICE COURT
JURORS

S
EC. 5.
5. (a)
(a) Section
45 of
of the
the District
of Columbia
Columbia Code is
District of
Section 45
SEC.
amended
to read
read as
follows:
follows:
as
to
amended
Qualifications and secourt shall consist
said court
"Snc.
45. Jun
Ir.—The jury
jury for
consist
in said
service in
for service
JURY.-The
SEC. 45.
lection.
d
s
lection.
of
men 'who
..shall have
necessary for
qualifications necessary
legal qualifications
the legal
have the
who.shall
twelve men,
of twelve
of the District, and shall receive aa
jurors
Supreme Court
Court of
the Supreme
in the
jurors in
like
for their
their services,
and such
such jurors
drawn
be drawn
shall be
jurors shall
services, and
compensation for
like compensation
and
selected under
under and
in pursuance
of the
the laws
concerning the
laws concerning
pursuance of
and in
and selected
Service.
drawing and
and selection
selection of
of jurors
jurors for
service in
court. The term
said court.
in said
for service
drawing
Service.
of
service of
jurors drawn
service in
the police
court shall be
police court
in the
for service
drawn for
of jurors
of service
for one
jury term
and, in
in any
any case
case on
at the
the expiration
expiration of
of any
any
trial at
on trial
term and,
one jury
for
jury
term until
rendered or
or the
the jury
jury discharged.
discharged.
been rendered
has been
verdict has
until aa verdict
term
jury
Bimonthly terms.
The
jury terms
the first
first Monday
onMonday and the third Monon the
begin on
shall begin
terms shall
he jury
Bimonthterms
on the
day of
each month
month of
year. The
jury term
term beginning
beginning on
The jury
the year.
of the
of each
day
first
Monday of
of each
each month
month shall
terminate at
at the
of two weeks,
end of
the end
shall terminate
first Monday
and the
Monday of each
each month
beginning on the third Monday
term beginning
jury term
the jury
and
beginning of
shall terminate
on the
the Saturday
Saturday next
next preceding
preceding the
the beginning
terminate on
shall
of said court it
the next
next jury
When at
at any
term of
it shall happen
happen
any term
term. When
jury term.
the
that in
in a
verdict shall
shall be
jury otherfound, nor the jury
be found,
no verdict
trial no
a pending
pending trial
that
court, the
wise
the next
next succeeding
succeeding term
the court,
of the
term of
before the
discharged before
wise discharged
court
shall proceed
proceed with
the trial
the same
same jury, as if
if said term
by the
trial by
with the
court shall
had
commenced."
not commenced."
had not
Drawing jurors.
(b) The third paragraph
paragraph of section 204 of the District of Colum(b)
Drawingjurors.
Vol. 41, p. 559, amendCode
is
amended
so
to compose
compose two paragraphs
paragraphs to read as
so as
as to
is
amended
bia
Code
559,amend4,p
edo
ed.
follows:
follows:
Bimonthly, for poand at least
"At
ten days
before the
the first
least ten days
Monday and
first Monday
days before
least ten
"At least
for polBiemoenthy
lice court.
before the
third Monday
the year
year the
jury
the said
said jury
of the
month of
each month
of each
Monday of
the third
before
of
the names of
commission shall
shall likewise
jury box the
the jury
from the
draw from
likewise draw
commission
the police
such number
number of
as the
police court
court of the District of Columpersons as
of persons
such
bia may
to time
as jurors
jurors in
in the
the police
police
to serve
serve as
direct to
time direct
time to
from time
may from
bia
court and
certify to the clerk
clerk of the Supreme
Supreme Court
forthwith certify
shall forthwith
and shall
court
of the
of Columbia
Columbia the
the names
names of the persons so drawn as
as
District of
the District
of
jurors.
jurors.
Vol. 31,
Vol.
amended.
amended.'

p.

1197,
1197,
11
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"At least
in January,
January, the
the first
first Quarterly,
uarterly, for juju"At
least ten
ten days
days before
before the
the first
first Monday
Monday in
veQ
rule and other courts.
Monday
April, the
the first
in July,
the first
Monday in
in veandothercourt
Monday in
in April,
first Monday
Monday in
July, and
and the
first Monday
October of each year the said
likewise draw
said jury
jury commission
commission shall likewise
from the jury box the names
jurors in
names of
of persons to
to serve
serve as
as jurors
in the
District of Columbia
with secsecjuvenile court of the
the District
Columbia in
in accordance
accordance with
34, p. 75.
75.
tions
14 and
and 15
15 of
of the
tions 14
the Act
Act of
of Congress
Congress approved
approved March
19, 1906,
March 19,
Vo.34,p.
1906, Vol.
creating the
draw from
the jury
jury
creating
the said
said juvenile
juvenile court, and
and shall
shall also
also draw
from the
serve as
jurors in
in any
other court
court in
in
box the names
names of
of persons to serve
as jurors
any other
hereafter may
may be
given cognizance
cognizance
the District of Columbia
Columbia which
which hereafter
be given
of jury trials, and shall certify the respective
respective list of jurors
jurors to the
clerk of the Supreme Court of the District of Columbia."
Columbia."
DIRECTUR OF TRAFFIC-REGULATIONS
TRAFFIC--REGITLATIONS
DIRECTOR

Director of
of traffic.
traffic.
Director

Appointment under

Site.
The commissioners
are hereby
authorized to
to appoint
police authority,
SEC. 6.
6. (a)
(a) The
commissioners are
hereby authorized
ap
point
po
uthonrty, for
who, under
under the
direction of
the major
major and
and supercontrol of trafficetc.
traffic, etc.
aadirector
director of
of traffic
traffic who,
the direction
of the
super- controlof
intendent
shall perform
the
intendent of
of police of
of the District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, shall
perform the
duties prescribed
prescribed in this Act and such additional
additional duties,
duties, not inconsistent
of the
the regulation
control of
traffic in
in
sistent therewith, in
in respect of
regulation and
and control
of traffic
Term.
commissioners may require. The
the District, as the commissioners
The term of office of Termthe
director shall
be three
years and
salary shall
shall be
fixed in
in acthe director
shall be
three years
and his
his salary
be fixed
accordance
The director
director shall
shall be
be
cordance with
with the
the Classification
Classification Act
Act of
of 1923.
1923. The
subject to
subject
by the
the commissioners
commissioners for
for cause.
motor
to removal
removal by
cause.
Regulations of motor
(b)
is hereby
authorized, beginning
beginning 50
50 days
days after
after vehicle
vehicle traffic,
traffic, to
be
to be
(b) The
The Director
Director is
hereby authorized,
the enactment
of this
this Act,
Act (1)
(1) to
to make
make reasonable
reasonable regulations
with mae
made by.
the
enactment of
regulations with
by
brakes horns,
horns, lights,
lights, mufflers
and other
equipment, the
respect to
to brakes,
mufflers, and
other equipment,
the
parking of vehicles
the registration
of motor
motor vehicles,
vehicles,
speed and
and parking
vehicles, the
registration of
revocation of
of operators'
operators' permits
and such
such other
other
the issuance and
and revocation
permits, and
regulations with respect
respect to the control of traffic in
in the
the District not
not
deemed adin conflict with any
any law of
of the United States as are deemed
visable, which
which regulations
regulations shall
shall remain,
revoked by
by
visable,
remain in
in force
force until
until revoked
Penalties for violaapproval of the commissioners,
commissioners, and (2)
for violathe director with the approval
(2) to prepre- tin
tions.
limitations of this Act reasonable
reasonable penalties
scribe within the limitations
penalties of fine,
fine,
addition to
to
or imprisonment
imprisonment not to exceed ten days
days in lieu of or in addition
regulation. Such
regulations
any fine,
fine, for the violation
violation of
of any such
such regulation.
Such regulations
shall
become effective
effective when
adopted and
and promulgated
the commisshall become
when adopted
promulgated by
by the
commisaccordance with law.
sioners in accordance
Publication of regu(c) Regulations
promulgated under
subdivision (b)
(b) shall,
shall, when
when latioBs
(c)
Regulations promulgated
under subdivision
lations inO
in newspapers,
newspape
etc.
adopted,
be
printed
in
one
or
more
of
the
daily
newspapers
pubadopted, be printed in one or more of the daily newspapers pub- etc.
lished
in the
District, and
and no
penalty shall
be enforced
for any
lished in
the District,
no penalty
shall be
enforced for
any
violation of any
regulation which occurs
occurs within
within ten days
after
violation
any such regulation
days after
such
whenever it
is deemed
advisable to
to
such publication,
publication, except
except that
that whenever
it is
deemed advisable
make immediately
relating to
regulation relating
to parking,
parking,
make
immediately effective
effective any regulation
diverting
traffic, or
closing of
of streets
streets to
such traffic,
traffic, the
the
diverting of
of vehicle
vehicle traffic,
or closing
to such
regulation shall
immediately upon
point
shall be
be effective
effective immediately
upon placing
placing at the point
regulation
where
it is
to be
force conspicuous
conspicuous signs
signs containing
notice of
of
containing aa notice
where it
is to
be in
in force
Parking signs except
the
regulation. The
the regulation.
placing at
upon the
the public
public highway
highway of
of any
any byr
The placing
at or
or upon
except
by directorpngsig
prohibited.
sign relating
relating to parking or the regulation
regulation of traffic,
traffic, except by the
authority of
of the
is prohibited.
authority
the director
director is
prohibited.
Additional assistant
(d) The
The commissioners
commissioners are
are hereby
hereby authorized
appoint one
one addiaddi- to
(d)
authorized to
to appoint
to'rditi°nacounst
corporation comm.',
authorized.
assistant to
to the
the corporation
counsel, whose
whose salary
salary shall
shall be
be authorized.
corporation counsel,
tional assistant
fixed in accordance
Classification Act of 1923.
accordance with the Classification
Orr)?
&TORSI PERMITS
PERMITS
OPERATORS'

Operators'
permits.
Operators' permits.

Application requirerequire
under oath
oath and
and the
S
EC. 7.
7. (a)
(a) Upon
Upon application
made under
the payment
payment meAplietion
application made
SEC.
ments.
of
the fee
the director
director is
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized
of the
fee hereinafter
hereinafter prescribed,
prescribed, the
annually aamotor-vehicle
operator's permit to any
any individual
individual
to issue annually
motor-vehicle operator's
opinion of the director,
director, is mentally,
mentally,
who, after examination,
examination, in the opinion
qualified to
such
morally, and physically
physically qualified
to operate
operate a
a motor
motor vehicle in
in such
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manner as
as not
to jeopardize
jeopardize the
safety of
of individuals
individuals or property.
property.
the safety
not to
manner
The
each applicant
applicant to be examined
examined as to his
cause each
shall cause
director shall
The director
knowledge of
of the
regulations of
of the District
require
District and shall require
traffic regulations
the traffic
knowledge
to
ability
his
the
applicant
to
give
a
practical
demonstration
ability
of
demonstration
practical
a
give
to
the applicant
operate aa motor
vehicle within
congested portion
portion of the District
District
a congested
within a
motor vehicle
operate
and in
of such
such individuals
authorize to conas he may authorize
individuals as
presence of
the presence
in the
and
duct
the demonstration,
that upon
the renewal
renewal of
of any such
such
upon the
except that
demonstration, except
duct the
waived
be
may
operator's
permit
such
examination
and
demonstration
waived
demonstration
and
operator's permit such examination
Period for,
in the
the director.
director. Operators'
Operators' permits
permits shall be issued
issued
of the
discretion of
the discretion
in
Period for.
for
a
period
not
in
excess
of
one
year
expiring
March 31st, and
and
on March
expiring
year
for a period not in excess of one
shall
be
renewable
for
periods
of
one
year
upon
compliance
with
compliance
upon
year
one
of
periods
for
shall be renewable
$1, as
such regulations
regulations and
and the
payment of
of such
such fee, not exceeding
exceeding $1,
the payment
such
persuch
any
The
Fees.
the
Director
of
Traffic
prescribe.
fee
for
prescribe.
may
Traffic
of
Director
the
Fees.
mit
be $2
$2 except
in case
case of
of any
any permit which will expire
that in
except that
shall be
mit shall
within
less than
of the
the date
shall
issuance the fee shall
its issuance
of its
date of
months of
six months
than six
within less
Lost permits.
be $1.
case of
the loss
an operator's
operator's permit
the individual
individual
permit the
of an
loss of
of the
$1. InIn case
be
Lostpermits.
to whom
whom such
issued shall
shall forthwith
notify the
forthwith notify
was issued
permit was
such permit
to
director,
who
shall
furnish
such
individual
a
duplicate
a
with
individual
such
furnish
shall
who
director,
permit.
for each
each 'such
duplicate permit
permit shall be 50
such duplicate
fee for
The fee
permit. The
Age, etc., restriction. cents.
No operator's
operator's permit
permit shall
individual under
under
to any individual
issued to
be issued
shall be
, etc., restriction. cents. No
16 years
age; and
and no
permit shall
issued to any indibe issued
shall be
such permit
no such
of age;
years of
16
vidual 16
16 years
or over
over but
under 18 years of age for the
but under
age or
of age
years of
vidual
operation
any motor
vehicle other
other than
than aa passenger
passenger vehicle
vehicle
motor vehicle
of any
operation of
used
solely
for
purposes
of
pleasure
and
owned.
individual
individual
such
by
owned
and
used solely for purposes of pleasure
or his
his parent
or guardian,
guardian, or
or a
a motor
cycle, or aa motor bicycle.
bicycle.
motor cycle,
parent or
or
DetaiLi on permits.
(b) Each
operator's permit
permit shall
(1) state
state the
the name
and address
address
name and
shall (1)
Each operator's
(b)
Detais onpermts.
may
the
of
the
holder,
together
with
such
other
as
director
may
matter
other
such
with
together
holder,
the
of
by regulation
regulation prescribe,
prescribe, and
and (2)
(2) contain
contain his signature
signature and space
by
for
convictions for
for violations
violations of the traffic
traffic laws of
of
of convictions
notation of
the notation
for the
the
the District.
whom has been issued aapermit
era
P
t
nnsennion when
when op
oP.
(c) Any individual
to whom
permit to operate
operate
individual to
(C)
Possession
motor vehicle
shall have
have such
immediate possession
possession
such permit in his immediate
vehicle shall
aamotor
at all
times when
motor vehicle
vehicle in the District and shall
operating aamotor
when operating
all times
at
exhibit such
such permit
to any
any police officer
officer when demand is made
permit to
exhibit
therefor.
Any
individual
failing
to
with the
the provisions
provisions of
of
comply with
therefor. Any individual failing to comply
vine for failure,
this
subdivision
shall,
upon
conviction
thereof,
be
less
not
fined
be
thereof,
conviction
upon
shall,
subdivision
this
Fineorflure.
Proviso.
Transient
visitors ex- than $2 nor more than $40: Provided, That this
this shall not apply to
Transientvisitors ex- than $2 nor more than $40: Provided, That
cepted.
transient visitors from States in the Union.
cepted.
the issuance
holders.
Issuance to present
(d) The
The director
di re cto r shall provide by regulation
regulation for
for the
issuance
present
issuance
holders.
without charge, upon application
application therefor,
therefor, of
of operators'
operators' permits
permits
under the
provisions of
of this
this Act
to individuals
possession of opindividuals in possession
Act to
the provisions
under
erators'
issued to
to such
such individuals
individuals in the District prior
prior to
permits issued
erators' permits
the enactment
enactment of
permits shall be issued with or
Such permits
Act. Such
this Act.
of this
the
without the
the examination
practical demonstration
demonstration provided in
and practical
examination and
without
subdivision
of this
this section,
section, as
director may deem
deem advisable.
the director
as the
(a) of
subdivision (a)
All
permits shall
expire on
March 31, 1926.
on March
shall expire
such permits
All such
the District,
Operating
without
(e)
motor vehicle
vehicle in
in the
District,
individual shall operate aa motor
No individual
(e) No
forbidpermit vehicle
forbidwithout permit
den.
except as
provided in
having first obtained
obtained an
in section 8, without having
as provided
except
den.
operator's
permit issued
issued under
provisions of this Act. Any
under the provisions
operator's permit
individual violating
any provision
of this
this subdivision
upon
subdivision shall, upon
provision of
violating any
individual
Penalty for,
conviction
$500 or imprisoned
imprisoned for
than $500
more than
not more
fined not
be fined
thereof, be
conviction thereof,
Penalty for.
not more
year, or
both.
or both.
one year,
than one
more than
not
Licenses,vehicles
for
(f)
Nothing in this Act
Act shall relieve
relieve any individual from compli(f) Nothing
for
ehtcles for
icnsees, etc.,
passenger
with the Act entitled, "An
hire not affected.
ance with
"An Act to amend
amend the license law,
law, apapance
afected.
hirenot
Vol. 37, p. 653.
to
respect
with
two,
and
nineteen hundred
proved July first, nineteen
ol. 37, p. 653.
hundred and two, with respect to licenses
licenses
January 29,
of
of passenger
vehicles for hire," approved January
passenger vehicles
drivers of
of drivers
1913.
Examinations, etc.
Examinationsetc.
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NONRESIDENTS
NONRESIDENTS
S
EC. 8. (a)
(a) The
vehicle who
who is
SEC.
The owner or operator
operator of
of any
any motor
motor vehicle
not
legal resident
resident of
the District,
District, and
has complied
with the
who has
complied with
the
not aa legal
of the
and who
laws
State, Territory,
of the
the United
United States,
States, or
or
laws of
of any
any State,
Territory, or
or possession
possession of
of
foreign country
or political
subdivision thereof,
in respect
respect of
of
of a
a foreign
country or
political subdivision
thereof, in
the
registration of
the licensing
licensing of operators
vehicles and the
of motor vehicles
the registration
thereof,
shall, subject
subject to
the provisions
provisions of
section, be
be exempt
exempt
thereof, shall,
to the
of this
this section,
from
compliance with
with section
with any
of law
or
from compliance
section 7
7 and
and with
any provision
provision of
law or
regulation
the registration
vehicles or
the disdisregulation requiring
requiring the
registration of
of motor
motor vehicles
or the
play of
identification tags
the District.
Such exemption
exemption shall
shall
in the
District. Such
play
of identification
tags in
cover the
immediately following
entrance of
owner
of such owner
following the entrance
cover
the period
period immediately
or operator
operator into
District equal
equal to
to the
the period
period for which the diinto the
the District
or
rector
previously found
extended to
found that
that a
a similar
similar privilege is extended
rector has
has previously
legal
of the
the District by such State, Territory,
Territory, or
possession
or possession
legal residents
residents of
of the
the United
foreign country
political subdivision
subdivision
country or political
States, or
or foreign
of
United States,
thereof.
The director
director shall
shall from
time to
to time ascertain
ascertain such privfrom time
thereof. The
promulgated.
findings to
to be
be promulgated.
cause his findings
ileges and
and cause
(b)
Any operator
operator of
of a
who is
not a
a legal
resident
legal resident
is not
motor vehicle
vehicle who
a motor
(b) Any
of the
the District
District and
who does
not have
have in
immediate possession
possession
in his
his immediate
does not
and who
of
an
permit issued
possession of the
the
Territory, or
or possession
issued by
by aaState,
State, Territory,
an operator's
operator's permit
United
foreign country
or political
subdivision thereof,
political subdivision
country or
States, or
or foreign
United States,
having
reciprocity relations
relations with the District, shall
shall
having motor vehicle reciprocity
not operate
operate a
a motor
(1) the laws of
of
unless (1)
motor vehicle
vehicle in
in the District unless
not
the
possession of
of the United States, or foreign
the State,
State, Territory, or possession
country
thereof, under -which the motor
or political
political subdivision
subdivision thereof,
country or
a motor vehicle
require the
registered do not require
vehicle is registered
the issuance
issuance of a
vehicle
operator's permit or (2)
(2) he has
within 72
has submitted
submitted to examination within
operator's
hours after
and obtained
operator's permit
permit
District and
obtained an operator's
after entering
entering the
the District
hours
Any insection 77of this
this Act. Any
provisions of section
in accordance
accordance with the provisions
dividual
provision of this subdivision shall, upon
dividual who violates any provision
conviction
$5 nor
$50 or
nor more
more than $50
less than $5
be fined
fined not less
conviction thereof,
thereof, be
imprisoned not less than 30 days,
days, or both.
SPEEDING AND
AND RECKLESS
RECKLESS DRIVING
DRIVING
SPEEDING

1123
1123
Nonresidents.
Nonresidents.
Exempt from
from regisregisExempt
tration,
etc.
tration, etc.

Period of
exemption.
Period
of exemption.

Restriction if
if nonnonRestriction
residentoperatingwithresidentoperatingwithout outside
outside permit.
permit.
out

Unless laws
laws of
of State,
State,
Unless
etc.,
do not
not require
require
etc., do
permit.
permit.

Submits to
.Submits
to examlnaexamination within
within 72
72 hours.
hours.
tion
Penalty
Penalty
tion.
tion.

for
for

violaviola-

Speeding, etc.
etc.
Speeding,

Rate
t e allowed.
operated upon any public
(a) No motor vehicle shall be operated
public Ra alowed.
SEC. 9.
9. (a)
greater than 22 miles per
highway
rate of speed greater
per
the District at aarate
highway in the
outlying districts, and on such arterial
arterial highexcept in such outlying
hour, except
ways,
director may
may designate.
designate.
as the
the director
ways, as
Specified restrictions.
(b) No
vehicle over any public Spcmedrstrnctions
a motor vehicle
operate a
shall operate
individual shall
(b)
No individual
highway
in the
the District
District (1)
recklessly; or (2)
(2) at aa rate
of speed
speed
rate of
(1) recklessly;
highway in
greater
than is
is reasonable
reasonable and
and proper,
having regard
the width
width
to the
regard to
proper, having
greater than
of
highway, the
and the
thereon; or
or (3)
(3)
traffic thereon;
the traffic
use thereof,
thereof, and
the use
the public
public highway,
of the
so
as to
endanger any property
individual; or (4)
(4) so as unnecesunnecesproperty or individual;
so as
to endanger
sarily
or unreasonably
damage the
the public
public highway.
highway.
sarily or
unreasonably to
to damage
Penalties for reckkes
driving.
r
(c) Any
section where diveing.
provision of this section
violating any provision
individual violating
(c)
Any individual
the
constitutes reckless
shall, upon
upon conviction
conviction for the
driving shall,
reckless driving
the offense
offense constitutes
first offense,
offense, be
more than
than $100 or imless than
than $25 nor more
be fined not less
first
prisoned not
10 days
days nor
nor more
30 days; and upon
more than 30
less than
than 10
not less
prisoned
conviction for
for the
or any
any subsequent
offense such
individual
such individual
subsequent offense
second or
the second
conviction
shall be
less than
$100 nor
nor more
than $1,000,
and shall be
$1,000, and
more than
than $100
not less
be fined
fined not
shall
imprisoned not
less than
nor more
than one
one year, and the
more than
days nor
30 days
than 30
not less
imprisoned
forthwith such conviction
conviction to the Revocationof permit.
the court shall certify forthwith
clerk of the
director,
who shall
shall thereupon
permit of such
such Revocationofpermi
operator's permit
revoke the operator's
thereupon revoke
director, who
individual.
Penalties for other
(d)
Any individual
individual violating
violating any
of this
this section,
except violations.
for other
Peat
section, except
any provision
provision of
(d) Any
where the'offense
the offense constitutes
constitutes reckless
driving, shall, upon
upon conviction
conviction
reckless driving,
where
for
first offense,
$5 nor more
upon
more than $25; upon
than $5
fined not
not less than
offense, be
be fined
the first
for the
conviction
second offense,
offense, such
such individual
individual shall
shall be
be fined
fined not
not
the second
for the
conviction for
.SEC.

1124
1124

SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH

S
ESS. II.
II . Cu.
443.
CH. 443.
SESS.

1925.
1925.

less
than $25
more than
than $100;
$100; upon
upon conviction
conviction for
the third
third
for the
nor more
$25 nor
less than
offense
such individual
shall be
be fined
fined not
not
individual shall
offense such
any subsequent
subsequent offense
or any
offense or
less than
than $100
nor more
more than
$500, and
shall be
be imprisoned
not less
less
imprisoned not
and shall
than $500,
$100 nor
less
than 30
days nor
more than
one year,
year, and
and the
the clerk
clerk of
of the
the court
court shall
shall
than one
nor more
30 days
than
certify forthwith
forthwith such
such conviction
conviction to
to the
the director,
director, who
shall theretherewho shall
certify
upon revoke
the operator's
operator's permit
permit of
of such
such individual.
individual.
revoke the
upon
Fleeing from acc iFLEEING
Fleeing from acci- FLEING
dents.

Operator causing acOperator
cident
to causingpve
stop, give
name,
etc., to
other
name, etc.,
to other
individual,
etc.
individual, etc.

et

Penalty for failure to

FROM
INFLUENCE OF
OF
UNDER INFLUENCE
OF ACCIDENT—DRIVING
ACCIDENT-DRIVING UNDER
FROM SCENE
SCENE OF
LIQUOR OR
OR DRUGS
DRUGS
LIQUOR

S
EC. 10.
10. (a)
while operating
operating a
motor vehicle
vehicle in
in the
the
a motor
individual while
No individual
(a) No
SEC.
District, knowing
knowing that such motor vehicle
vehicle has
has struck any individual
or any vehicle,
vehicle, or that such vehicle has been struck by any
any other
other
vehicle, shall
the place
where the
the collision
collision or
or injury
injury occurred
occurred
place where
leave the
shall leave
vehicle,
without stopping
and giving
giving his
his name,
place of
of residence,
residence, including
including
name, place
stopping and
without
street and
registration and
and operator's
operator's permit
permit numbers
numbers
and registration
and number,
number, and
street
to
struck or
or to
owner or
or operator
operator of
of the
other
the other
to the
the owner
so struck
individual so
to the
the individual
vehicle
such owner
owner or
or operator
operator is
is present,
present, or
or if
if such
owner or
or
such owner
if such
vehicle if

operator is
not present
then to
bystanders. Any
operator whose
whose
comply, if
Any operator
to bystanders.
present then
is not
per- operator
if canqing
casing percomply,
sonal injury.
sonal
injury.
vehicle strikes
strikes or causes personal injury to an individual and who
fails
to conform
to the
requirements of
of this
this subdivision
subdivision shall,
shall, upon
upon
the requirements
conform to
fails to
conviction
the first
first offense
be fined
fined not
than $100
$100 nor
nor more
more
not less
less than
offense be
of the
conviction of
than
shall be
be imprisoned
imprisoned for
for aaterm
term of
less than
thap sixty
sixty
of not
not less
$500 and
and shall
than $500
days
more than
than six
six months;
upon the
the conviction
conviction of
of aa
and upon
months; and
not more
and not
days and
second
subsequent offense
offense shall
be fined
fined not
less than
than $500
$500 nor
nor
not less
shall be
or subsequent
second or
more
$1,000 and
shall be
for aaterm
term of
of not
less than
than
not less
be imprisoned
imprisoned for
and shall
more than
than $1,000
It damaging other
other six
Ifdamaging
six months
more than
year. And
months nor
nor more
than one
one year.
And any
any operator
operator whose
vehicle
whose vehicle
vehicle.
strikes
causes damage
any other
other vehicle
and who
fails to
conto conwho fails
vehicle and
to any
damage to
or causes
strikes or
form to
to the
of this
this subdivision
subdivision shall
shall upon
upon conviction
conviction of
of
requirements of
the requirements
form
the
first offense
more than
$500 or
or imprisoned
imprisoned not
not more
more
than $500
fined not
not more
be fined
offense be
the first
any other subsequent
second or any
than
six months,
months, or
for the
subsequent
the second
and for
or both;
both; and
than six
offense
fined not
more than
or imprisoned
not more
more than
than one
one
imprisoned not
$1,000 or
than $1,000
not more
be fined
offense be
year,
both.
year, or
or both.
Operating
oerating
(b) No individual
individual shall, while
under the influence
vehicle
(b)
while under
influence of any intoxiintoxiwhile intoxicated, eetc.,
cating liquor
liquor or
or narcotic
drug, operate
operate any
any motor
motor vehicle
vehicle in
in the
the
narcotic drug,
tc. eating
forbidden. Cd
Penalty for.
for.
Penalty
individual violating any provision
District. Any individual
provision of this subdivision
subdivision
shall upon
for the
the first
first offense
offense be
be fined
fined not
not less
less than
$100
than $100
conviction for
upon conviction
shall
nor more
more than
imprisoned not
not less
than sixty
sixty days
days nor
nor more
more
less than
and imprisoned
than $500
$500 and
nor
than
six months;
months; and
and upon
conviction for
second or
or any
subseany subsefor the
the second
upon conviction
than six
than $1,000
quent
offense, be
fined not
than $200
$200 nor more than
$1,000 and
not less
less than
be fined
quent offense,
six months nor more
not less than
than six
imprisoned
more than one year.
imprisoned not
Revocation of
Revocation
of per(c) Upon conviction
perconviction of a
a violation
of
any
provision
section
(c)
violation
provision of this section
mits.
the court
shall certify forthwith
the clerk
of the
the
clerk of
court shall
forthwith such conviction
conviction to the
mits.
director who
who shall
thereupon revoke
the operator's
operator's permit
of such
such
permit of
revoke the
shall thereupon
director
individual.
'
Smoke screens.
SMOKE
SMOKE SCREENS
SCREENS
Prohibitions.
Prohibitions.
Having
device
Having device
possession.

possson.

Use of.
Use
of.
Equipment
for.
Equipmentor.

Punishment for.

Pnishment or

in

SEC.
11. (a)
No individual
knowinglySte. 11.
(a) No
individual shall knowingly—
(1)
(1) Have in his possession
possession any device
device designed
designed to cause the
emission
motor vehicle
of aa dense
dense mass
commonly
mass of
of smoke
smoke commonly
from aamotor
vehicle of
emission from
called
smoke screen;
screen;
called aasmoke
(2) Use or permit the use of any such device
(2)
device in the operation
operation of

any
or
any motor
motor vehicle;
vehicle; or
(3) Have in his possession or control any motor
motor vehicle
(3)
vehicle equipped
equipped
attachment thereto
with
device or
specially fitted
for the
the attachment
thereto
fitted for
such device
or specially
with any
any such
of
such device.
device.
of any
any such
(b)
provision of
of this
this section
section shall
shall
individual violating
violating any
any provision
(b) Any
Any individual
be guilty
felony and
upon conviction
conviction shall
shall be
be punished
punished by
by imimand upon
of a
a felony
be
guilty of
prisonment
the penitentiary
for aaterm
term of
of not
not less
than one
year
one year
less than
penitentiary for
prisonment in
in the
nor more
five years.
years.
than five
nor
more than

S
IXTYEIGHTH CONGRESS
ESS. IL
II.
SESS.
CONGRESS.. S
SIXTY-EIGHTH

CH. 443.
443.
CH.

1125
1125

1925.
1925.

Damaged cars.
cars.
Damaged

ACCIDENTS
IN ACCIDENTS
DAMAGED IN
REPORTING
BY GARAGE
GARAGE KEEPER
XFEPER OF CARS DAMAGED
REPORTING BY

SEC. 12.
12. The
The individual
of any
any garage
garage or
or repair
shop to
to to
th o
r
ax= k
eer motor
,
mee
o
t
t
c
c;;.
anii
raeport
repair shop
in charge
charge of
individual in
SEC.
an
in an
been in
shows evidence
which
brought any
vehicle which
which shows
evidence of having
having having
hay.ing
nt been
motor vehicle
any motor
is brought
which is
accide, etc.
been
involved in
an accident
accident or
bullets shall report
report to aa
struck by bullets
or struck
in an
been involved
vehicle is received,
police
station within
within 24
24 hours
after such
motor vehicle
received,
such motor
hours after
police station
giving the
the motor
motor vehicle,
the engine
engine number,
registry
number, the registry
vehicle, the
of the
make of
the make
giving
number, and
and the
name and
and address
the owner
operator of such
or operator
owner or
of the
address of
the name
number,
failure.
orfailure.
Penalty for
motor
such individual
to report shall, upon Penalty
failing so to
individual failing
Any such
vehicle. Any
motor vehicle.
conviction
be fined
fined not
not less
than $25
$25 nor
than $100 for
for
more than
nor more
less than
thereof, be
conviction thereof,
each offense.
offense.
each
Revocation,
etc., of
Revocation, etc.,
permits.

REVOCATION
SUSPENSION OF OPERATORS'
PERMITS
OPERATORS PERMITS
OR SUSPENSION
REVOCATION OR

S
EC. 13.
13. (a)
(a) The
The director
in his
(except where
where for
discretion (except
his discretion
may in
director may
SEC.
any violation
violation of
Act revocation
revocation of
of the
the operator's
operator's permit
permit is manthis Act
of this
any
individual
datory) revoke
suspend the
the operator's
permit of any individual
operator's permit
or suspend
revoke or
datory)
after
convicted of
of aaviolation
of any
any of
provisions of this Act, or after
the provisions
of the
violation of
convicted
regulation made
notice and
and upon
the violation
violation of any regulation
for the
hearing for
upon hearing
notice
under
Act.
of this
this Act.
the authority
authority of
under the
(b)
In case
operator's permit
of any
individual is
revoked
is revoked
any individual
permit of
the operator's
case the
(b) In
no new
new permit
permit shall
to such
individual for at least six
such individual
issued to
be issued
shall be
no
director.
months
revocation except
discretion of the director.
in the discretion
except in
the revocation
after the
months after
(c) Any
individual not
having an operator's
issued by the
operator's permit issued
not having
(c)
Any individual
immediate possession
director
possession an operator's
operator's permit
in his immediate
having in
but having
director but
United States,
the United
issued
by any
any State,
possession of
of the
States,
or possession
Territory, or
State, Territory,
issued by
or foreign
or political
political subdivision
subdivision thereof
thereof shall, upon
country or
foreign country
or
requiring the
conviction of
violation of
provision of this Act requiring
any provision
of any
a violation
of a
conviction
revocation or
permit,
suspension for any period of the operator's permit,
or suspension
revocation
have
right to
to operate
the District
District under
under the
such
the permit of such
in the
operate in
his right
have his
State,
or possession
possession of
of the United States, or foreign
foreign
Territory, or
State, Territory,
country or
political subdivision
subdivision thereof,
thereof, suspended
suspended for such
period
such period
or political
country
authority at the place
as the
may prescribe,
prescribe, and
proper authority
and the proper
director may
the director
as
suspension and
of such suspension
of issuance
of the
the permit
be notified
and
notified of
shall be
permit shall
issuance of
of
the
reason
therefor.
the reason therefor.
(d)
vehicle
motor vehicle
operating aa motor
of operating
guilty of
found guilty
individual found
Any individual
(d) Any
in
the period
which his operator's permit is
period for which
during the
District during
the District
in the
suspended
revoked
or suspended
suspended or
or for
for which
his right
right to
operate is suspended
to operate
which his
revoked or
under
shall, for
each such
such offense,
offense, be fined not less than
for each
Act shall,
this Act
under this
$100
$500, or
imprisoned not less
less than 30 days nor
or imprisoned
than $500,
more than
nor more
$100 nor
both.
more
or both.
year, or
one year,
than one
more than

Authority of director
oAthorityo
for.

dector

issnRestriction
Restriction on
on issu-

ing new
new ones.
ones.
ing

Suspension of right
isin the Dis-

s
toSopete
to operate

te

trict of
of holder
holder of
a
of a
trct
State, etc.,
for
permit for
etc., permit
State,

provisions of
of
violating provisions
Act.

t.

Penalty
if

operating
is

Penalty for operating
re
vehicle if permit is re
yoked, etc.

voked,etc.

Arterial highways.

ARTERIAL HIGHWAYS
HIGHWAYS OR
BOULEVARDS
OR BOULEVARDS
ARTERIAL

Arterial highways.

Establishment of, by
Establishment

director, authorized.
SEC. 14.
14. For
the purpose
purpose of
traffic the
the director,
authorized.
motor-vehicle traffic
expediting motor-vehicle
of expediting
For the
SEC.
director is
is authorized
authorized and
directed to
to designate
and establish
establish as
designate and
and directed
director
arterial highways
highways or
or boulevards
boulevards such
such public
public highways
as he
deems
he deems
highways as
arterial
advisable,
of any such highway or
equipment of
the equipment
for the
provide for
to provide
advisable, to
•
boulevard with
with such
traffic-control lights
lights and
other devices for the
and other
such traffic-control
boulevard
proper
as may
may be appropriated
appropriated for by
thereon, as
traffic thereon,
of traffic
regulation of
proper regulation
the
Congress from
from time
time to time.
the Congress
ADDITIONAL POLICE
POLICE
ADDITIONAL

Pol
_

ce

.

Additional

one him
aulittad.p
nal
.
S
EC. 15.
commissioners are
authorized to
appoint one
hun--authorie
to appoint
are authorized
The commissioners
15. The
SEC.
dred
privates for
Metropolitan police
force.
police force.
the Metropolitan
for the
additional privates
dred additional
REPF.4IS

REPEALS

privates
privates

Laws
repealed.
Laws repealed.

Speed of automobiles.
o°fautomobile
SEC. 16.
provisions of
Act entitled
entitled "An Act
Act regulatregulat- sed
Vol. 34,
p. 621.
the Act
of the
The provisions
(a) The
-6. (a)
SEC.
mg the
the speed
of automobiles
the District of Columbia,
Corumbia, and for
in the
automobiles in
speed of
ing

1126
1126

SIXTYEIGHTH CONGRESS,
CONGRE SS,
SIXTY-EIGHTH

SESS. II.
II. CHS.
CHs. 443,
443, 444.
SESS.

9125.
9125.

other
approved June 29,
29, 1906, and, in so far as they relate
purposes," approved
other purposes,"
vehicles or vehicle
to the regulation of vehicles
vehicle traffic
traffic in the District, the
provisions
entitled "An
Act to
to authorize
authorize the
the CommisCommis"An Act
the Act
Act entitled
of the
provisions of
24, pp.
sioners
of
the
District
of
Columbia
to
make
police
regulations
for
the
for the
regulations
police
sioners of the District of Columbia to make
Vol.
p. 394
ol. 27,, p.394.
government
said. District,"
District," approved
approved January
January 26, 1887, and of
of the
of said
government of
joint
resolution entitled
entitled "Joint
resolution to regulate
regulate licenses
licenses to
"Joint resolution
joint resolution
proprietors
Washington, District of ColumColumin the
the city of Washington,
theaters in
of theaters
proprietors of
bia, and
and for
purposes" approved
approved February
February 26,
26, 1892,
and of
of the
the
1892, and
other purposes,"
for other
bia,
Motor vehicles, 11- Act entitled "An
the
to
appropriations
"An
Act
making
appropriations
provide
for
Act
making
entitled
i
Act
vehicles,
eMtor
comes.
Vol. 39, p.1012.
p. 1012.
expenses
government of
of the
Columbia for the
the District
District of Columbia
of the
the government
expenses of
Vol.39,
fiscal
ending June
thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred and eighteen,
June thirtieth,
year ending
fiscal year
and for
for other
purposes," approved
3, 1917,
1917, are
are repealed.
repealed. The
The
March 3,
Operating,
approved March
other purposes,"
in- and
Operating, while intoxicated.
the
provisions
of
section
20
of
the
Act
entitled
"An
Act
to
prevent
the
prevent
to
"An
entitled
Act
the
20
of
section
of
provisions
129.
Vol.
Vol. 39,
39, p. 1129.
manufacture
sale of
liquors in the
District of Columbia,
the District
of alcoholic
alcoholic liquors
and sale
manufacture and
and
purposes," approved
March 3,
3, 1917,
1917, shall not apply
apply to
tO
approved March
for other
other purposes,"
and for
any person
vehicle in
in the District.
motor vehicle
any motor
operating any
person operating
any
Park
system under
under
construed to interfere
(b) Nothing contained
contained in this Act shall be construed
interfere
(b)
arki system
Chief of Engineers not
committed to the
heretofore committed
charge and control heretofore
exclusive charge
the exclusive
with the
interfered
with.
nterfered with.
Chief
over the
system of
of the District, and he is
the park
park system
of Engineers
Engineers over
Chief of
hereby authorized
and empowered
empowered to make and enforce
enforce all regulaauthorized and
he:eby
tions for the
vehicles and traffic
speed
traffic,2 and limiting the speed
of vehicles
the control of
tions
thereof on
public grounds
highways, and bridges within the public
on roads,
roads, highways,
thereof
in
District, under
under his
his control,
to the
the penalties
prescribed
penalties prescribed
subject to
control, subject
in the
the District,
in
in this
this Act.
(c)
Pfrseestion
Pr°secutice
erof prior
Prbr
(c) Any violation
violation of any provision of law or regulation
regulation issued
issued
offences
tmd
former
this Act
Act and any liability arising
repealed by this
thereunder which
arising
is repealed
which is
thereunder
law.
under such
regulations may,
occurred
violation occurred
may, if the violation
or regulations
provisions or
such provisions
under
or
the liability
liability arose
arose prior
such repeal, be prosecuted
prosecuted to the same
to such
prior to
or the
enacted.
been enacted.
extent as if this Act had not been
Police
regulatraffic regulaPolice traffic
tions.
tions.
Vol.
24,
pp.
368,
369.
368,39.
Vol.

Effective date.
Issue
permits and
and
Issue of permits
repeals, in 60 days.

of

epeals, in 0 days.

The
rest, except
reguTherest,
exceptregulations,
at once.
ations,atonce.

EFFECTIVE
EFFECTIVE DATE
DATE OF
OF ACT
ACT

provisions of this Act shall take effect
SEC.
S
EC. 17. (a)
(a) The following provisions
effect
(a)
7 and
enactment: Sections 7
sixty days
days after its enactment:
and 8, and subdivision (a)
of section 16.
(b)
(b) Except as provided
provided in subdivision (a)
(a) of this section and in
in
subdivision
section 6,
6, the
of this
subdivision (b)
(b) of
of section
the provisions
provisions of
this Act
Act shall take
effect upon its enactment.
PROVISIONS
SEPARABILITY OF
Or PROVISIONS
SEPARABILITY

Invalidity of
of any
provision
effect
provision not
not to
to effect
remainder
of Act,
remainderofAct.

March 3,1925.
3, 1925.
[S. 4210.]
4210.)
[S.
[Public
162.)
[Public No. 562.]
Congaree River.

If any provision
SEC. 18. If
SEC.
provision of this Act is declared
declared unconstitutional,
unconstitutional,
person or circumstance
circumstance is held
held
applicability thereof to any person
or the
the applicability
invalid, the
validity of
remainder of the Act and the applicathe remainder
of the
the validity
invalid,
bility of
other persons
persons and circumstances
circumstances shall not
provision to other
of such
such provision
bility
thereby.
be affected
affected thereby.
Approved, March 3, 1925.
Approved,
the
CHAP.
444.—An Act
To authorize
the building
building of aa bridge
bridge across
across the
authorize the
Act To
CHAP. 444.-An

Congaree River in South Carolina
Carolina
Congaree

Be it
it enacted
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
of the
the
Representatives of
House of
Senate and
by the
enacted by
Be

of America
Congress assembled,
the State
That the
assembled, That
in Congress
America in
States of
United States
South Carolina may United
CothnareeRivermy
bridge, Columbia.
bridge,
Columbia.
.Department of South Carolina
and is hereby,
Highway -Department
Carolina be,
be, and
hereby, au-

thorized to
to construct,
construct, maintain,
operate a
highway bridge and
a highway
maintain, and operate
thorized
Congaree River
approaches
River at aapoint
point suitable
suitable to
approaches thereto across the Congaree
the
navigation at
or near
the city
city of
of Columbia, between
between
near the
at or
of navigation
interests of
the interests

Construction.

3, p. s84.
Vol. 34,

the
of Richland
South Carolina,
Carolina, in
in acacLexington, South
and Lexington,
Richland and
counties of
the counties
regucordance
provisions of
Act. entitled
"An Act
Act to
to reguentitled "An
of the
the Act
the provisions
with the
cordance with

S
IXTYEIGHTH CONGRES
S,
SIXTY-EIGHTH
CONGRESS,

SESS. II.
II. CnH.
CIEs. 444-447.
444-447.
SESS.

1925.
1925.

late
construction of
of bridges
navigable waters,"
waters," approved
approved
late the
the construction
bridges over
over navigable
March
23, 1906.
1906.
March 23,
SEC.
right to
alter, amend,
amend, or
or repeal
repeal this
this Act
S
EC. 2.
2. The
The right
to alter,
Act is
is hereby
hereby
expressly
expressly reserved.
reserved.
Approved,
Approved, March
March 3,
3, 1925.
1925.
CHAP.
445.—An Act
the building
building of
of a
a bridge
bridge across
across the
the
CHAP. 445.-An
Act To
To authorize
authorize the
Catawba
Carolina
Catawba River
River in South Carolina

1127
1127

Amendment.
Amendment

March
March 3,
3, 1925.
1925.
[8.4211.1
563.]
[Public, No. 563.]

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
Representatives of the
and House
H01186 of Representatives
United
States of
of America
assembled, That
the State
State 2a
u
t
t
iztirtilTer. y
United States
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
saawbie
bridge, Fort Lawn,
Highway Department of South Carolina be, and is hereby,
hereby, author- Inge,
ized to construct, maintain and operate
operate a
a highway
bridge and ap- • •
highway bridge
proaches thereto across the Catawba River
River at aapoint
point suitable
suitable to the
interests of navigation
navigation at
between
at or
or near
near the
the town of Fort Lawn,
Lawn, between
Construction.
the counties
of Chester
Chester and
and Lancaster,
Lancaster, South
accordance construction.
the
counties of
South Carolina,
Carolina, in
in accordance
Vol. 34.
34, Pp. 84.
84.
with the
the provisions
provisions of
of the
the Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
to regulate
regulate the
with
the Vol
construction
bridges over
over navigable
navigable waters,"
waters," approved
approved March
March 23,
construction of
of bridges
23,
1906.
1906.
Amendment.
SEc. 2.
The right
right to
alter, amend,
Act is
is hereby
2. The
SEC.
to alter,
amend, or
or repeal
repeal this
this Act
hereby Amedent.
expressly
expressly reserved.
reserved.
•
Approved,
March 3,
1925.
Approved, March
3, 1925.
CHAP. 448.—An
446.-An Act To authorize
a bridge across the Broad
authorize the building
building of a
Broad

River in
South Carolina
Carolina
River
in South

March 3,1925.
3, 1925.
March
[S.4212.1
[Public,
No.
564.]
[Public, No. 564.]

Be it
it enacted
Rrou Rivera
House of
of the
the South
Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and Howse
of Representatives
Representatives of
Broad
liavreorlina may
United States
States of
America in
Congress assembled,
That the
United
of America
in Congress
assembled, That
the State
State bridge, near Strothers
Ferry.
Highway Department of South Carolina
Carolina be, and is hereby,
hereby, author- Ferry.
Highway
ized to construct, maintain,
maintain, and operate aa highway
highway bridge
bridge and
and •
approaches thereto
thereto across
across the
the Broad
suitable to
to
approaches
Broad River
River at
at aa point
point suitable
Strothers
the interests
interests of navigation
navigation at or near
near a
a point known
known as Strothers
Fairfield, South CaroCaroFerry, between
between the counties
counties of Newberry
Newberry and Fairfield,
ti
Construction.
gVol34cp
84
provisions of the Act entitled
entitled "An Act Vol.
lina, in accordance
accordance with the provisions
34, p. 84.
waters,"
to regulate
regulate the
the construction
construction of bridges over navigable
navigable waters,"
approved March
23, 1906.
1906.
approved
March 23,
Amendment
Amendment.
S
EC. 2.
2. The
right to
alter, amend,
amend, or
hereby
repeal this
this Act is hereby
SEC.
The right
to alter,
or repeal
expressly reserved.
reserved.
Approved,
1925.
March 3,
3, 1925.
Approved, March
CHAP.
To amend
amend section
section 2
Act of
June 7,
7, 1924
1924 (Public
(Public
2 of
of the
the Act
of June
Act To
CHAP. 447.—An
447.-An Act
270),
act to
for the
protection of
of forest
lands, for
for the
the
forest lands,
the protection
"An act
to provide
provide for
270), entitled
entitled "An
reforestation
of denuded
denuded areas,
areas, for
the extension
national forests,
forests, and
for
and for
extension of
of national
for the
reforestation of
other
in order
to promote
promote the
the continuous
production of timber
on
timber on
continuous production
purposes," in
order to
other purposes,"
lands
therefor.
iands chiefly
chiefly suitable
suitable therefor.

March
March 3,
3, 1925.
Es.
4224.]
[- 4224.]
[Public No. W.]

[Public No. 565.

Be it
it enacted
by the
Senate and
and House
Revresentatives of
of the
the An
F
Be
enacted by
the Senate
House of
of Representatives
F
protection
oi
r
e
es,t
p.protection.
United
AS`tates of
of America
Congress assembled,
asserab d, That
the third
6.53, amendamendthird Ante, p. e.
United States
America in
in Congress
That the
sentence
section 2
2of
of the
the Act entitled
entitled "An
the ed.
ed "
provide for
for the
"An Act
Act to provide
of section
sentence of
protection
of forest
forest lands,
lands, for
the reforestation
of denuded
denuded areas,
areas,
for the
reforestation of
protection of
for the
the extension
extension of
national forests,
other purposes,"
purposes" in
in
for other
forests, and
and for
of national
for
order
to promote
promote the
the continuous
continuous production
production of
of timber
timber
purposes,"
on lands
on
order to
chiefly suitable therefor,
therefor, approved June 7,
7, 1924 (Public, 270),
270) ' is
aninnded by adding after the
forest producing
lands"
" the
producing lands
the words
words ""forest
amninded
following:
water is
secured for
is secured
for domeswhich water
following: '"or
or watersheds
watersheds from which
tic
or irrigation,"
irrigation," so
so that
as amended
will read
read as
as
section 2
2 as
amended will
tic use
use or
that section
Extension
foll
follows::
Extension to watertllsheds
sheds
for
domestic
domestic
"
S
EC.
2.
If
the
Secretary
of
Agriculture
shall
find
that
the
water
supply or
or irrig
irriga"SEC. 2. If the Secretary of Agriculture shall find that the water supply
system
fire prevention
prevention and
suppression propro- tion
".
and suppression
of forest
forest fire
and practice
practice of
system and

1128
1128

SIXTYEIGHTH CONGRESS,
CONGRESS , SESs.
SESS. II.
CHs. 447-449.
447 -449.
II. CHS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH

1925.

described in
vided by
any State
State substantially
substantially promotes
the objects
objects described
promotes the
by any
vided
section, he is hereby
the foregoing section,
hereby authorized
authorized and directed, under
.
·7
to be fair and
such
conditions
as he,
may
and equitable in
determine to
may determine
he,
as
such conditions
each State,
of
each
State,
to
cooperate
with
appropriate
officials
of each
officials
appropriate
with
each State, to cooperate
and
through them
them with
private and
other agencies
agencies therein,
therein, in the
and other
with private
and through
In
protection of
forest-producing lands from fire. In
and forest-producing
timbered and
of timbered
Federal expenses not protection
Federalexpenses
to exceed amounts used
amount
the
no
case
other
than
for
preliminary
investigations
shall
amount
shall
investigations
preliminary
for
than
other
case
no
by etatemus.
States.
during any fiscal
expended by
by the
Federal Government
any State
State during
in any
Government in
the Federal
expended
year, under
under this
section, exceed
expended by
by the State
amount expended
the amount
exceed the
this section,
year,
for
the same
same purpose
purpose during
during the
the same
same fiscal
including the
fiscal year, including
for the
expenditures
of forest
owners or
operators which
are required
by
required by
which are
or operators
forest owners
expenditures of
State law
law or
which are
are made
made in
pursuance of
of the
the forest
forest protection
protection
in pursuance
or which
State
system of
the State
under State
State supervision
for which
which in
in all
and for
supervision and
State under
of the
system
cases the
the State
State renders
accounting. In
In the
cooperation
the cooperation
satisfactory accounting.
renders satisfactory
Protecting the water- cases
Protectingthewatersheds
of navigble
navigable extended
extended to the several
e d s of
several States due consideration shall be given to
to
Eh
timbered
streams,
streams, timbered
protection
navigable streams, but such
such cooperawatersheds of navigable
lands,
domestic supply, the
protection of watersheds
the
lands,domestic
etc.
etc.
tion may, in
in the discretion
discretion of the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture,
Agriculture, be
extended
forest producing
lands, or
or watersheds
watersheds
producing lands,
or forest
timbered or
any timbered
to any
extended to
from which
which water
water is
secured for
for domestic
domestic use
use or
or irrigation,
irrigation, within
within
is secured
from
the cooperating
cooperating States."
States."
the
Approved, March
March 3, 1925.
Approved,

Cooperation
with
with
Cooperation
State systems
systems and troclracState
andra
tice.
hee.

•
March
March 3, 1925.
[8.
S8.4225.1
[Public, No. 566.1

Detroit River.

Time extended for
extended for
Time
bridging, at Detroit,
Detroit,
bridging,
Mich.
Vol. 41,
p.
1433,
1439,
41, p.
Vol.
amended.
amended,

Amendment.
Amendment.

March 3, 1925.
[S.
4229.1
[S. 4229.]
[Public, No.
No. 5671
567.]

CHAP. 448.-An
448.—An Act
the times
for commencing
commencing and completing
completing
times for
extend the
To extend
Act To
CHAP.
the
River within or near
near the city limits of
Detroit River
across Detroit
bridge across
of aa bridge
construction of
the construction
Detroit,
Detroit, Michigan.

Representatives of the
Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
House of Representatives
the
and House
Senate and
the Senate
Be it

United States
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
That the times
Congress assembled,
United
construction of the bridge
completing the construction
for
commencing and
and completing
bridge aufor commencing
built by
to
be
1921,
thorized
by
Act
of
Congress
approved
March
4;
1921,
March
thorized by Act of Congress approved

the American
American Transit
Company, its
across
assigns, across
and assigns,
successors and
its successors
Transit Company,
the

Detroit
within or
the city
city limits of Detroit, Wayne
near the
or near
River, within
Detroit River,
County,
are hereby
hereby extended
extended one year and five years,
Michigan, are
County, Michigan,
respectively,
approval hereof.
hereof.
respectively, from the date of approval
Ec. 2.
2. The
The right
right to
to alter,
amend, or
repeal this
Act is
is hereby
hereby
this Act
or repeal
alter, amend,
SEC.
expressly
expressly reserved.
March 3, 1925.
Approved, March

CHAP. 449.-An
449.—An Act
Act Granting
Granting the
consent of Congress
Congress to the State Highthe consent
CHAP.
Chowan
way
Commission of
North Carolina
Carolina to
construct a
a bridge
across the Chowan
bridge across
to construct
of North
way Commission
River at
at or
or near
the city
city of
of Edenton,
Edenton, North
North Carolina.
Carolina.
near the
River

the
House of Representatives
Be
it enacted
enacted by
and House
Representatives of the
Senate and
the Senate
by the
Be it
United States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the consent
consent
America in
States of America
United
hereby granted
of Congress
Congress is
is hereby
granted to the State Highway
Highway Commission of
of
of
North
Carolina and their successors
successors and assigns,
assigns, to construct,
construct, mainNorth Carolina,
thereto across the Chowan
tain, and
approaches thereto
Chowan
and approaches
bridge and
a bridge
operate a
and operate
tain,
River
point suitable
suitable to the interests
interests of navigation,
navigation ' at or near
near
at aa point
River at
North Carolina,
Edenton, in
the county
of Chowan,
Chowan, in
the State
State of North
Carolina, in
in the
county of
in the
Edenton,
accordance with the provisions of the Act
accordance
Act entitled "An Act to reguover navigable
late
navigable waters,"
waters," approved
approved
of bridges
bridges over
construction of
late the
the construction
March
23, 1906.
1906.
March 23,
SEC.
S
EC. 2. That the right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
hereby
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved,
3, 1925.
1925.
March 3,
Approved, March

Chowan River.
maer.
Chowani
North Carolina may
bridge,
Edenton.
bridge, near Edenton.

near

Construction.
Colstruction.
Vol. 34, p. to.

p

Amendment.
Amendment.

SIXTYEIGHTH CONGRE
SS, S
ESS. II.
II. CHS.
Cus. 450,
451.
450,451.
SESS.
CONGRESS,
SIXTY-EIGHTH

1925.
1925.

CHAP.
Authorizing the
Secretary of
War to
to convey
certain
CHAP. 450.-An
450.—An Act
Act Authorizing
the Secretary
of War
convey certain
Francisco to the city
portions of the military
military reservation
reservation of the Presidio of San Francisco
city
educational, art, exposition, and park
and county
county of San Francisco for educational,
park purposes.
purposes.

1129
1129
March3,1925.
March 3, 1925.
[.[S. 4264.]
[Public,
568.]
[Public, No. 568.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House of Representatives
of the
an Francisco, Cali.
Representatives of
the
Francisco,
Calif.
oSfPresidio
Portion
Congress assembled,
States of America in
United States
United
in, Congress
assembled, That the SecreSecre- San
Portion of Presidio
reservation
conveyed
conveyed
reservation
city
to
the
to
convey
authorized
hereby,
he
is
and
be,
War
tary of
of War
authorized
convey
to.
hereinafterr
Francisco,' subject to the conditions hereinafte
and county of San Francisco
educational, art, exposition
exposition,' and park
specified, for educational,
specified,
park purposes,
purposes, that
p. 882.
82.
Vol- 40, pFrancisco Vol.
of the Presidio
reservation of
military reservation
the military
portion of
of the
Presidio of San Francisco
portion
Francisco, State of California, on
in the city and county of San Francisco,
on
located, included
which the Palace of Fine Arts is located,
included within metes
metes and
follows:
bounds as follows:
Description.
the westerly
westerly line
Commencing
at a
a point
point on
on the
line of
of Lyon Street, dis- DesitionCommencing at
tant thereon
thereon five and seventeen one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet southerly
southerly from
if extended
extended and produced
the northerly
northerly line of Bay Street, if
produced westerly,
westerly,
and
northerly along the
Street
the westerly
westerly line
line of
of Lyon Street
and running thence
thence northerly
hundred and
ninety-six and eighty
eighty one-hundredths
one-hundredths
one hundred
and ninety-six
one thousand one
hundred and
a curve to the left of six hundred
feet; thence southwesterly
southwesterly on a
twelve feet
angle one
degrees
fifty-five degrees
one hundred
hundred and fifty-five
feet radius,
radius, central
central angle
twelve
a line deflected
forty-seven minutes
seconds, tangent
tangent to a
deflected
fifty seconds,
minutes and
and fifty
forty-seven
one hundred
hundred and
and two degrees
five seconds
seconds to the
minutes and five
degrees six minutes
one
left from
from the
preceding course
course a
a distance
thousand six
six hundistance of one thousand
the preceding
left
dred and
sixty-four and thirteen
thirteen one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet
feet to the westerly
westerly
and sixty-four
dred
line of
of Lyon
the point
point of
commencement, containing
containing PrvO
of commencement,
and the
Street and
line
Lyon Street
Proviso.
Possession by United
more or
one-hundredths acres,
nine and
and nmety-three
acres, more
or less:
less: Provided,
Provided, PossessionbyUnited
ninety-three one-hundredths
nine
States in event of war,
ste
emergency,
great national
other great
however, in
the event
event of
of war
war or
or any
national emergency, etc. in event of war
any other
in the
however,
the United
have the
the right,
right, which
it hereby
hereby reserves,
reserves, to
to
which it
shall have
States shall
United States
the
take exclusive
exclusive possession of said land and all improvements
improvements thereon,
take
without
the payment
payment of
any compensation
compensation therefor, and to hold,
of any
without the
occupy, and
and use the
same during
during the continuance
continuance of such war or
the same
occupy,
emergency.
emergency.
Right
subject to
Right
grant of
of use
streets
Said
grant shall
shall become
become effective
only in
event that
that the
of streets
se of
city grant
the city
the event
in the
effective only
Said grant
for railroad track, Fort
Fdo
ooad
t'tPrek
and county
San Francisco
shall grant
the Mason
Mar
States the
United States
the United
grant to
to the
Francisco shall
of San
county of
to the
Presidio.
and
Presidio.
to
right
to maintain
maintain and
and operate
operate over
its public
public streets
track
streets aa spur track
over its
right to
railroad
from Fort
Fort Mason
Military Reservation
the
Reservation in the
Mason Military
extending from
railroad extending
city
and county
county of
of San
San Francisco
Francisco to
to said
said Presidio
Presidio Reservation,
Reservation, over
over
city and
such
route or
routes as
as may
determined by
resolution or ordiby resolution
be determined
may be
or routes
such route
nance
of the
of said
city and
and county
county and
apand apsaid city
supervisors of
of supervisors
board of
the board
nance of
:1
proved
the Secretary
War. If,
the 1st
day of
of July,
July, vCionveyacenulland
voC
i
r iTerdn
i
ce
nan
ntc1,!
1and
1st day
before the
If, before
of War.
Secretary of
by the
proved by
1927,
the
city
and
county
of
San
Francisco
shall
fail
to
grant
by
granted.
granted.
by
grant
to
fail
shall
Francisco
San
of
county
and
city
1927, the
valid ordinance
ordinance to
to the
the United
United States
States the
the right
to maintain
maintain and
right to
valid
operate said
this grant
shall become
null and
and void,
void, and
and
become null
grant shall
track, this
spur track,
said spur
operate
title to
to said
said premises
premises shall
shall revert
revert to
to the
TOf Palace of Fine
epalofFi
Provided, E
Use
States: Provided,
the United
United States:
title
however,
in any
any event
event until
the 1st
1927, said
city Arts.
A.
said city
of July,
July, 1927,
day of
1st day
until the
That in
however, That
and
of San
San Francisco,
use, occupy,
occupy, and
and retain
retain possession
possession
may use,
Francisco, may
county of
and county
of
said Palace
Palace of
of Fine
Fine Arts
Arts and
and the
it is
located.
is located.
which it
upon which
ground upon
the ground
of said
Approved, March
March 3,
1925.
3, 1925.
Approved,

March 3,
1925.
3,1925.
March

CHAP.
451.—An Act
Act Granting
Congress to
to the
the Yell
Yell and
and Pope
Pope
of Congress
consent of
the consent
Granting the
CHAP. 451.-An
County
district, Dardanelle
to construct,
construct,
Arkansas, to
Russellville, Arkansas,
and Russellville,
Dardanelle and
bridge district,
County bridge
maintain, and
bridge across
River, at
at or
near the
of
city of
the city
or near
Arkansas River,
the Arkansas
across the
operate aa bridge
and operate
maintain,
Dardanelle,
County, Arkansas.
Arkansas.
Yell County,
Dardanelle, Yell

[8. 42844
o.5.]5691
[
[Public,
No.

[

N.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
of Representatives
the Arkansas River.
R
of the
Repesentatives of
House of
and House
Senate and
the Senate
Be it
Yell and Pope
Pope
United States
of America
America in
in, Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
consent Yell
and
the consent
assembled, That
States of
United
County bridge district
of
Congress
is
hereby
granted
to
the
Yell
and
Pope
County
bridge
may
bridge,
Dardadiict
bridge
County
bridge
County
Pope
and
Yell
the
to
granted
of Congress is hereby
Ark.
district, Dardanelle
and Russellville,
Arkansas, to
to construct,
construct, mainmain- nelle,
nee, ArD.
Russellville, Arkansas,
Dardanelle and
district.
tain, and
and operate
bridge and
and approaches
approaches thereto
across the
the ArArthereto across
operate aa bridge
tain,
kansas River
point suitable
the interests
interests of
navigation at
at or
or
of navigation
to the
suitable to
at aa point
River at
kansas

1130
1130
Construction.
Construction.
Vol. 34, p. 84.
Vo.
Amendment.
Amendment.

March
3, 1925.
Masch42s925
[S. 4289.]
[Public, No. 570.]

SIXTY-EIGHTH
CONGRESS,
SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS,

S
ESS. II.
Cus. 451,
452.
451,452.
II. CHS.
SES.

1925.
1925.

near
city of
of Dardanelle,
in the
the county
county of Yell, in the State of
Dardanelle, in
the city
near the
Arkansas, and in accordance
accordance with the provisions of an Act entitled
construction of bridges
"An Act
to regulate
bridges over
over navigable
the construction
Act to
regulate the
"An
waters," approved
March 23,
23, 1906.
1906.
approved March
waters,"
S.EC. 2. That the right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
S
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved,
March 3, 1925.
Approved, March

CHAP.
construction of aa bridge across the
CHAP. 452.-An
452.—An Act Authorizing
Authorizing the construction
Colorado River
River near
near Blythe,
California.
Blythe, California.
Colorado

Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
Senate and
it enacted
Be it
United
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
consent
the consent
Congress assembled,
America in
of America
States of
United States
Congress is. hereby
hereby granted to John Lyle Harrington,
Harrington, or his
of
Blythe, Calif.
operate aabridge and approaches
maintain, and operate
assigns,
to construct,
approaches
construct, maintain,
assigns, to
e,
thereto
across the
the Colorado
River,
point suitable
to the
interests
the interests
suitable to
a point
at a
River, at
Colorado
across
thereto
Construction.
of navigation,
accordance with
navigation, near the city of Blythe, California, in accordance
of
n4,
Vol.
Vol.
34, p84.
p. 84.
the
entitled "An
to regulate
regulate the
the construction
construction
Act to
"An Act
Act entitled
an Act
of an
provisions of
the provisions
Proviso.
of bridges
bridges over
over navigable
navigable waters,"
waters," approved
approved March
March 23,
23, 1906:
1906: ProProApproval
Apprv by high- of
way dpanaments
departments of
of vided, That the location,
wao
location, design, plans, and specifications
specifications for said
Arizona and California
submitted to and approved by the highway
required.
bridge shall first
highway departfirst be submitted
required.
ments of
States of
California as being safe and
and
Arizona and California
of Arizona
the States
of the
ments
sufficient
standpoint of the traffic
traffic which
which will pass thereover.
thereover.
sufficient from the standpoint
Acquisition by AriS
EG. 2.
States of
or either
either thereof,
thereof, or
or
California, or
and California,
Arizona and
of Arizona
The States
2. The
zona and California
auSEO.
califo^riaaumona
thorized.
any
political subdivision
subdivision or divisions thereof,
thereof, may jointly or severtortied.
Payment
for.
ayment or.
ally, at
at any
any time
time after
years from
from the
ally,
after five years
the completion
completion of said bridge,
take
over and
and acquire
complete ownership
ownership thereof at aaprice
price to be
the complete
acquire the
take over
mutually agreed
thereof and such State or States
agreed upon by the owner thereof
mutually
or subdivision
subdivision or
by
or at aaprice to be determined by
divisions thereof, or
or divisions
or
condemnation proceedings
proceedings in accordance
accordance with the general laws of
condemnation
the State
California governing
governing the acquisiState of California
the State
of Arizona
Arizona or the
State of
the
tion
of private
private property
property for
condemnation, or at
public purposes by condemnation,
for public
tion of
a
price to
to be
be fixed
fixed by
by such
other method
as may'be
maybe provided
provided by
law:
by law:
method as
such other
a price
Provisos.
Provided,
That
if
such
bridge
shall
be
acquired
States
said
the
by
acquired
be
shall
Determination
of Provided, That if such bridge
Determination
damages,
if acac- or either
political or other subdivision or divisions
either thereof, or by any
any political
divisions
etc., if
damages, etc.,
quired by condemnacondemnaaccordance
in
proceedings
thereof,
by
condemnation
or
other
legal
proceedings
accordance
legal
by
condemnation
tion.
thereof,
on.
ti
with
acquisition of private property
property
governing the acquisition
laws governing
with the general laws
measure of damages
for
purposes, in determining
damages or comdetermining the measure
public purposes,
for public
pensation to be paid
there shall not be included any credit
credit
the same there
for the
paid for
pensation
or allowance
will, going
revenues or
or
going value, or prospective revenues
good will,
for good
allowance for
or
amount not exceeding
exceeding the
but the same shall be limited to an amount
profits, but
cost of
bridge and
thereto, including
including
approaches thereto,
and approaches
such bridge
constructing such
of constructing
cost
interest
charges incidental
necessary loans made
incidental to any necessary
other charges
interest and other
construction, engineering
in connection with financing
financing such construction,
engineering services,
betterments and
necessary contingent
contingent expenses, actual and necessary
necessary betterments
necessary
improvements,
less a
reasonable deduction
deduction for
for actual
actual depreciation:
depreciation:
a reasonable
less
improvements,
Tolls allowed for five
over
That if
acquired or taken over
be acquired
such bridge shall be
if such
further, That
Provided further,
tofbe
wich to
yeTsafter
years, after which
be Provided
aafree
bridge.
free bridge.
by the States of Arizona
California, or either
Arizona and California,
either of them, or by any
political
or divisions
divisions thereof, in accordance
accordance with the
subdivision or
political subdivision
provisions of
of this
this Act,
Act, the
be operated by such State
same may be
the same
provisions
or States
States or
political subdivision
subdivision or divisions thereof as aatoll bridge
or political
or
for a
period of
five years
date of the acquisifrom the date
years from
to exceed
exceed five
not to
of not
a period
for
tion thereof,
thereof, after
which
time
it shall
shall be
and
remain aa free
free bridge.
bridge.
remain
and
be
it
time
which
after
tion
Amendment.
SEQ..mendment
hereby
3. The right to alter, amend, or repeal of this Act is hereby
expressly
reserved.
expressly reserved.
Approved, March
March 3, 1925.
1925.
Approved,
Colorado River.

John Lyle
larringLyle HarringJohn
ton
may bridge,
bridge, near
near
ton may
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consent of Congress
3, 1925.
March 3,1925.
CHAP. 453.-An
453.—An Act Granting
Granting the consent
Congress to R. L. Gaster, his
[S..4306.]
4306.]
construct aa bridge across the White
White River.
',
successors and assigns, to construct
No. 571.]
571.]
[Public, No.

enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of
Be it
it enacted
of the Whiteer.
.
United
America in,
in Congress
the consent
United States of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
consent R.
L. River
Gaster
may
R.'.hit.R
Gaster may
bridge, near
near Augusta,
of Congress
Congress is
is hereby
to R.
L. Gaster
Gaster and
and his
successors and
Augusta,
hereby granted
granted to
R. L.
his successors
and bridge,

assigns, to construct, maintain and operate aabridge and approaches
approaches
thereto across the White
White River at aa point suitable to the interests

of navigation
navigation at
at or
town of
of Augusta,
or near
near the
the town
Augusta, in
in the
the county
Wood- Construction.
county of
of WoodConstruction.
State of Arkansas,
Arkansas, in
the provisions
provisions of
ruff, in
in the State
in accordance
accordance with
with the
of vol.
34 p.
Vol. 34,
p. 84.
84.
"An
the Act entitled "
An Act to regulate the construction
construction of bridges
over
waters," approved
approved March
March 23,
23, 1906.
1906.
over navigable
navigable waters,"
Arkansas may acS
EC. 2.
2. The
of Arkansas,
or any
any political
political subdivision
subdivision or
or didi- quire
SEC.
The State
State of
Arkansas, or
,kasperat'
to operate asya
as a
free bridge.
vision thereof,
vision
thereof, within
said bridge
is located,
located, may
may free
within or
or adjoining
adjoining which
which said
bridge is
bridge.
at any
with the
the
any time, by
by agreement
agreement or
or by
by condemnation
condemnation in accordance
accordance with
laws of said State, acquire
acquire all right, title, and interest
interest in said bridge
bridge
and the approaches thereto constructed
constructed under authority
authority of
of this Act,
maintaining and operating
operating such
such bridge
bridge as
free
for the purpose of maintaining
as aa free
Payment for.
bridge,
by the
payment to
the owners
owners of
of the
reasonable value
value thereof
bridge, by
the payment
to the
the reasonable
thereof Payment
for.
Proviso.
not
to exceed
exceed in
event the
construction cost
not to
in any
any event
the construction
cost thereof:
thereof: Provided,
Provided, Tols
Tolls allowed for five
a
years.
That the said State or political subdivision
subdivision or division
division thereof
thereof may ye
operate such bridge
exceed five
from
bridge as a
a toll
toll bridge
bridge not to exceed
five years
years from
date of acquisition
thereof.
acquisition thereof.
Amendment
S
EC. 3.
3. The
The right
to alter,
or repeal
repeal this
this Act
Act is
is hereby
ex- Amendment
SEC.
right to
alter, amend,
amend, or
hereby expressly
pressly reserved.
reserved.
Approved, March
3, 1925.
Approved,
March 3,
1925.

CHAP. 454.-An
authorize the States of Indiana
454.—An Act To authorize
Indiana and Illinois
Illinois in the

across the Wabash
Wabash River
River at
States of Indiana and Illinois to construct
construct aa bridge
bridge across
of Mount
Mount Carmel,
Wabash County,
Illinois, and
connecting Gibson
Gibson
the city
city of
Carmel, Wabash
County, Illinois,
and connecting
County, Indiana.
Indiana.
County,

Be it
enacted by
by the
Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of
of the
the
Be
it enacted
the Senate
of Representatives
United States
States of
of America
assembled That
State of
of
United
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
the State

March 3,
3, 1925.
1925.
March
0
[S. 4307.]

[S. 43 7.]

[Public, No. 572.]
[Public,
No. 572.]

wa

Wbash iver.
Indiana
Indiana
River.

Illinois and
y

err,

Mount

Illinois and the State of Indiana
Indiana are hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to construct,
construct, r
ann
cameri1.ge
Mount
maintain, and
operate a
a bridge
approaches thereto
thereto across
across the
the
maintain,
and operate
bridge and approaches
Wabash River
point in
m the
city of
Carmel, Wabash
Wabash
Wabash
River from
from a
a point
the city
of Mount
Mount Carmel,
County
point in
Gibson County,
County, in
in the
the State
Indiana, Construction.
County,?Illinois, to
to aapoint
in Gibson
State a
of Indiana,
at
point suitable
suitable to
to the
the interests
accordance with
with Vol.
at a
a point
interests of
of navigation
navigation in
vol. 34,
p. 84..
in accordance
34 p.
provisions of the Act entitled
constructhe provisions
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
to regulate
regulate the construction of bridges
bridges over navigable waters,"
waters," approved
approved March
March 23, 1906.
mendent.
Amendment.
SEC. 2.
amend, or
or repeal
repeal this
hereby
SEC.
2. The
The right
right to
to alter,
alter, amend,
this Act
Act is
is hereby
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved,
Approved, March
March 3,
3, 1925.
1925.

CHAP.
455.—An Act
Act Granting
the consent
consent of
Congress to
to the
county of
of
CHAP. 455.-An
Granting the
of Congress
the county
Jackson, Arkansas,
Arkansas, to
bridge across
across the
to construct,
construct, maintain,
maintain, and
and operate
operate aa bridge
the
Jackson,
White
Newport, in
Jackson, in the
the
White River,
River, at or
or near the city
city of
of Newport,
in the
the county
county of Jackson,
State
of Arkansas.
State of
Arkansas.

March 3,
3, 1925.
1925.
March
[S. 4317.]

[8. 4117[Public, No. 573.]
[Pblic, No. 573.]

Be
it enacted
by the
the Senate
Senate and
of the
the White
Be it
enacted by
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
hit River.
Jackson
County,
Jackson County,
That the consent
United
States of
in Congress
United States
of America
America in,
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
consent Ark.,
may bridge, near
of
Congress is
hereby granted
to the
county of
Jackson, in
the State
State Newport.
Newport.
granted to
the county
of Jackson,
in the
dne
of Congress
is hereby

of
Arkansas, and
its successors
successors to
to construct,
construct, maintain,
maintain, and
and operate
of Arkansas,
and its
operate a
a
White River, at
at aa point
point
bridge and
and approaches
approaches thereto
thereto across
across the White
suitable
interests of navigation,
navigation, at
of NewNewsuitable to
to the
the interests
at or near
near the
the city
city of
Construction.
port, in
in the
the county
port,
county of
of Jackson,
in the
State of
of Arkansas,
Arkansas, in
Jackson, in
the State
in accordConstruction.
accord- Vol.
34, p. 84.
ance
with the
the provisions
of the
the Act
entitled "An
Act to
to regulate
regulate the
the
ance with
provisions of
Act entitled
"An Act
p..
construction
bridges over navigable
navigable waters,"
waters," approved
approved MLarch
March 23,
construction of bridges
23,
1906,
1906.
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Arkansas may
may acacArkansas, or any
SEC.
Arkansas
SEC. 2. The State of Arkansas,
any political
political subdivision or
or
division
adjoining which
which said
located,
said bridge is located,
or adjoining
within or
thereof, within
free bridge.
division thereof,
freebridge.

as aa
quire to
to operate
operate as
quire

may at
time, by
by agreement
agreement or
by condemnation
condemnation in
in accordance
accordance
or by
at any
any time,
may
with the
the laws
laws of
said State
acquire all right,
right, title,
said
and interest in said
title, and
State acquire
of said
with
bridge
and the
thereto constructed
constructed under
under authority
of
authority of
the approaches
approaches thereto
bridge and
this
Act, for
the purpose
purpose of
of maintaining
bridge as
such bridge
operating such
and operating
maintaining and
for the
this Act,
Payment for.
Payment
for.
a free bridge,
bridge, by
by the payment
payment to
to the
the owners
owners of the reasonable
a
reasonable value
thereof,
not
to
exceed
in
any
event
the
construction
cost thereof:
thereof:
cost
construction
the
event
in
any
to
exceed
not
thereof,
Proviso.
Proiso.
Tolls allowed for five Provided,
Provided, That the said
said State or political
political subdivision or division
division
Tollsallowedorfive
years.
y ea s
thereof
bridge not to exceed
exceed five
toll bridge
bridge as
as aa toll
operate such
such bridge
thereof may
may operate
.
years
of acquisition
thereof.
acquisition thereof.
date of
years from
from date
Amendment.
Amendment.
exS
EC. 3.
to alter,
alter, amend,
or repeal
repeal this
this Act is hereby examend, or
right to
The right
SEC.
3. The
pressly
reserved.
pressly reserved.
Approved,
March 3,
3, 1925.
Approved, March
March 3,3, 1925.
March
1925.
[S. 4320.]
[S.
4320.]

[Public, No.
[Public,
No. 574.1
574.]
Ohio River.
River.
Ohio
extended for
Time extended
for
Time
brid
ging, by
Kentucky
by Kentucky
bridging,
and
Indiana.
and Indiana.
Public Laws,
sees.,
1st sess.,
Public
Laws, 1st
662, amended.
amended.
p. 662,

Amendment.
Amendment.

March
3, 1925.
1925.
March 3,
[H. R.
5939.]
[H.
R. 5939.
[Public,
No.
575.]
[Public, No. 575.]
Forest protection.
Moneys
contributed
Moneys contributed
for
reforestation,
etc.,
ai nspecial
spect
to rcostitutte
to
constitute a
fund.
fund.
Useoffund.
Use
of fund.

Additilbuild
Additional
buildings
authorized.
authorized.

Proviso.

Water supply,
supply, etc.,
etc.,
Water
for
buildings.
for buildings.

au
T
ow
ini
er;;it:o
t
u
ci'aclv
ale
es
radver
without
allowed
tis31
p.
661.
tismg.
Vol.
,
Vo'l.''

CHAP. 456.—An
Act
extend the time for constructing
constructing a
a bridge across the
Act To extend
456.-An
4
CHA.

Henderson County,
Ohio River
between Vanderburg
River between
Vanderburg County, Indiana, and Henderson
County,
Kentucky.
Kentucky.

Be
it enacted
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
House of
enacted by
Be it
the
assemb led, T
That
oh
fatth
t
e
hebtimes
t
ri
i
m
dg
es
e
United States of America in Congress assembled,
completing
ai
eo the
the construction
construction
e b
of the bridge
and completing
for commencing and
authorized
the Act
Act of
approved June
June 7,
7, 1924,
be built
built
to be
1924, to
Congress approved
of Congress
by the
authorized by
by the
Commonwealth of
Kentucky and
State of
of Indiana
Indiana across
across
and the
the State
of Kentucky
by
the Commonwealth
the Ohio
Ohio River
County, Indiana,
Indiana, and
and HenderHenderVanderburg County,
between Vanderburg
River between
the
son
County, Kentucky,
Kentucky, are
hereby extended
extended one
one year and three years,
are hereby
son County,
respectively,
date of
of approval
approval hereof.
hereof.
the date
from the
respectively, from
S
EC. 2.
2. The
right to
to alter,
alter, amend,
amend, or
repeal this Act is hereby
hereby
or repeal
The right
SEC.
expressly
reserved.
expressly reserved.
Approved, March
March 3, 1925.
Approved,
f
U
on
ritedm Sta
eit
i
e
es
ioo
gf

457.-An Act To facilitate
Forest
CHAP. 457.—An
facilitate and
and simplify
simplify the
the work of the Forest
Agriculture, and to promote
Department of Agriculture,
Service, United States Department
promote reforestation.
reforestation.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
the
Representatives of
Senate and
by the
Be
United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That all moneys
moneys
in Congress
America in
of America
States of
United States
received
toward reforestation
administraor for the administrareforestation or
contributions toward
as contributions
received as
tion or protection
protection of lands
lands within or near the national forests shall
shall
be
and shall constitute
constitute a
a special
special fund,
fund,
Treasury and
the Treasury
into the
be covered
covered into
which
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
to be
be appropriated
appropriated for
the payment
payment
for the
which is
of
administration, or protection
protection
reforestation, administration,
of said
said reforestation,
the expenses
expenses of
of the
by
the Forest
Service, and
contributors of amounts
amounts
the contributors
to the
for refunds
refunds to
and for
by the
Forest Service,
heretofore
or hereafter
hereafter paid in by or for them in excess of their
heretofore or
share
the cost,
but the
United States
States shall not be liable for any
the United
cost, but
share of
of the
damage incident
hereunder.
to cooperation
cooperation hereunder.
incident to
damage
SEC. 2.
2. That,
That, in
addition to
to buildings
buildings costing
costing not
to exceed $1,500
$1,500
not to
in addition
SEC.
appropriated
each, the
of Agriculture,
Agriculture, out of any moneys appropriated
Secretary of
each,
the Secretary
for
of the
national forests, may concgathe national
or protection
protection of
for the
the improvement
improvement or
struct, improve,
improve, or
or purchase
during each
each fiscal year
year three buildings
purchase during
for
national forest
purposes at
at not
to exceed
exceed $2,500
each, and three
$2,500 each,
not to
forest purposes
for national
at not
exceed $2,000
each: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
the cost
of aa water
water
cost of
$2,000 each:
not to
to exceed
at
sanitary system shall not be charged
supply or sanitary
charged as aapart of the
the cost
cost
of
except those
those costing
$2,000 each, and no
in excess
excess of $2,000
costing in
any building
building except
of any
such
water supply
supply and
shall cost
cost in
of $500.
$500.
in excess
excess of
system shall
and sanitary
sanitary system
such water
S
EC. 3.
That the
the Act
of June
1900 (Thirty-first
(Thirty-first Statutes, page
6, 1900
June 6,
Act of
3. That
SEC.
661),
is hereby
amended to enable
enable the
Secretary of
Agriculture, in
of Agriculture,
the Secretary
hereby amended
661), is
his discretion,
advertisement, in
his
discretion, to sell, without
without advertisement,
in quantities
quantities to suit
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cordwood, and other
applicants, at
at aa fair
fair appraisement,
appraisement, timber, cordwood,
other
applicants,

forest products
products not
not exceeding
exceeding $500
$500 in
appraised value.
value.
in appraised
forest
Agriculture is hereby
SEC. 4. That
Secretary of Agriculture
hereby authorized
authorized
That the Secretary
SEC.

e.
employees
Siitllbosym.ence,
esto
etc.,

CHAP.
458.—An Act
Act To
To authorize
authorize the
the Secretary
Secretary of
Interior to lease
of the Interior
CHAP. 458.-An
certain
lands.
certain lands.

[Public, No.
No. 576.]
576.1
[Public,

te .

Service, to purto furnish
furnish subsistence
to employees
employees of the Forest Service,
subsistence to
to
chase personal
personal equipment
make deducdeducthem, and to make
supplies for them,
and supplies
equipment and
chase
tions therefor
therefor from
from moneys
moneys appropriated
appropriated for salary payments
payments or
tions
Lnffore ea
due such employees.
otherwise due
ort
Lands for foresterhheador ranger staSEC. 5.
where no
Government land is available
available for quarters
qLaliedrs
o for
suitable Government
no suitable
That where
5. That
SEC.
national
forest
headquarters
or
ranger
stations,
the
Secretary
of
lions
be
bought.
boght.
may
tions
national forest headquarters or ranger stations, the Secretary of
Agriculture is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to purchase
purchase such lands out of any
Agriculture
national
funds
improvements on the national
building improvements
for building
appropriated for
funds appropriated
forests,
but not
more than
than $2,500
expended in any one
shall be so expended
$2,500 shall
not more
forests, but
year; and
and to
to accept
accept donations
land for any
national forest purany national
of land
donations of
year;
pose.
Medical
attention,
Medical
pose.
S
EC. 6.
6. That
the Secretary
Secretary of
is hereby
authorized, in etc.,
etc., for employees at
at
hereby authorized,
Agriculture is
of Agriculture
That the
SEC.
his discretion,
discretion, to
to provide
out of
appropriated for
the general
generalsituations.
isolated situations.
isolated
for the
moneys appropriated
of moneys
provide out
his
expenses of
medical attention
attention for employees
employees of
of
Forest Service medical
the Forest
of the
expenses
moving
isolated situations, including
including the moving
the Forest Service located at isolated
of
hospitals or
other places
where medical
medical assistplaces where
or other
to hospitals
employees to
of such
such employees
ance is
is available,
available, and
and in
in case
of death
death to
remove the bodies of deto remove
case of
ance
prepared
ceased
employees to
the nearest
nearest place
where they can be prepared
place where
to the
ceased employees
for
shipment or
burial.
or for burial.
for shipment
Approved, March
March 3, 1925.
1925.
Approved,
March 3, 1925.
March
[H. R. 6710.]
[H.R.6710.]

Be it
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
of the
the Publi
Representatives of
and House
it enacted
enacted by
Be
Public lands.
lands.
Leases permitted
permitted for
Leases
United
in Congress
Congress assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary bath
America in
of America
States of
United States
houses, hotels,
intc., adjacent
of the
the Interior,
and under
such regulations
regulations as
as he
he etc.,
adjacent to minunder such
terms and
such terms
upon such
Interior, upon
of
eral springs, etc., on
etc., on
may deem
proper, may
may permit
permit responsible
responsible persons
persons or
or associations
associations to eral
deem proper,
may
publicsprings
lands.
bath houses, hotels, or other
use and
and occupy,
occupy, for
the erection
of bath
other
erection of
for the
use
improvements
for the
accommodation of the public,
public, suitable
suitable spaces
spaces
the accommodation
improvements for
or
tracts of
land near
medicinal, or other
adjacent to mineral, medicinal,
near or adjacent
of land
or tracts
springs
upon unreserved
unreserved public lands or public
public
located upon
are located
which are
springs which
Pravo.
protection of such springs:
lands
have been
been withdrawn
springs: Proviso.
withdrawn for the protection
which have
lands which
Term of leases.
Termofleases.
not
for
shall
Provided,
That
permits
or
leases
hereunder
be
periods
hereunder
leases
or
permits
Provided, That
exceeding
exceeding twenty years.
Approved, March 3, 1925.
Approved,

CHAP. 459.-An
459.—An Act
Act
CHAP.
hear, examine,
adjudicate,
examine, adjudicate,
hear,
nature, which
Kansas
the Kansas
which the
nature,
against the
United States,
States,
the United
against

Conferring
Court of
of Claims
to
Claims to
the Court
upon the
jurisdiction upon
Conferring jurisdiction
whatever
and enter
in any
claims, of whatever
all claims,
and all
any and
judgment in
enter judgment
and
or Kaw
Kaw Tribe
Indians may
may have
have or
or claim
claim to
to have,
have,
of Indians
Tribe of
or
and for
for other
other purposes.
purposes.
and

Be
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
Senate and
by the
Be it
United
of America
America in
That jurisdiction
jurisdiction
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
in Congress
States of
United States
hereby, conferred
is hereby,
and is
e, and
conferred upon
upon the Court of Claims, notwithstandnotwithstandbe,
ing the lapse of time or statutes of
limitation, to
to hear,
hear, examine,
and
examine, and
ing the lapse of time or statutes of limitation,
adjudicate and
and render
judgment in
legal and equitable
in any and all legal
render judgment
adjudicate
claims
said Kansas
Kansas or
or Kaw
Kaw Tribe
Tribe of Indians
Indians may have or
or
which said
claims which
claim
the United
growing out of or arising
arising
United States, growing
against the
to have
have against
claim to
under any
treaty or
or agreement
agreement between
between the
United States and the
the United
any treaty
under
Kansas or
Kaw Tribe of
of Indians,
arising under
under or growing out
or arising
Indians, or
or Kaw'Tribe
Kansas
of
any Act
of Congress
in. relation
relation to
to Indian
Indian affairs,
affairs, which claims
Congress in
Act of
of any
have not
adjudicated on their
their merits
merits
and adjudicated
determined and
been determined
heretofore been
not heretofore
have
by the
the Court
of Claims
States:
Supreme Court of the United States:
the Supreme
or the
Claims or
Court of
by

March 3,
3, 1925.
March
[H. R 9062.1
062.1
RN
[H.
[Public, No. 577.]
[Publi No. 5n.1

o

diKas

d[.

or

!Caw

In-

of toagainst
Claims
. States
Stag;
bendbe
adUnited

udiated by Court of

indicated by Court of

clams.
Claim'
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Provided,
provision of
of this
this Act
Act shall
shall not
not be
be
Provided, however,
however, That
That the
the provision
Kaw construed
construed to confer jurisdiction upon the court
court to
to hear, consider, and
and
xommiession olf l
claim presented
presented to
considered by
by the
Comadjudicate
any claim
to and
and considered
the Kaw
Kaw Coniaadjudicate
t any

Proviso.
^oj°risdiction
No
jurisdiction of
of
before
Kew
Commission of 1902,
except the surplus
surplus land

claims

mission under the provisions of section 12
Congress of
12 of the
the Act
Act of
of Congress
of
pages 636),
636), saving
saving and
and exceptexceptJuly 1,
1, 1902 (Thirty-second
(Thirty-second Statutes,
Statutes, pages
ing the claim known
known as the surplus
surplus land
Kansas or
Kaw
land claim
claim of
of the Kansas
or Kaw
Tribe of Indians, which said claim is expressly
expressly included in this
this Act,
Act,
and jurisdiction
jurisdiction to consider
consider the same is hereby
conferred.
hereby conferred.
Time for
filing.
Time
for filing.
SEC.
United States within the
SEC. 2. Any and all claims against the United
purview of this Act shall be forever barred
barred unless suit be instituted
instituted
provided, in the Court of Claims within
or petition filed, as herein provided,
within
five years from the date of approval of this Act, and such suit shall
shall
make the
the Kansas
Tribe of
of Indians
plaintiff, and
the
Pro
make
Kansas or
or Kaw
Kaw Tribe
Indians party
party plaintiff,
and the
Procedure.
United States party defendant. The petition
petition shall
verified by
by the
United
shall be
be verified
the
attorney
attorney or attorneys employed
employed to prosecute
prosecute such claim or claims
under contract
contract with
the Kansas
or Kaw
Kaw Tribe
Tribe of
of Indians
approved
under
with the
Kansas or
Indians approved
by the Commissioner
Commissioner of Indian
Affairs and
Secretary of
the InInIndian Affairs
and the
the Secretary
of the
terior;
tenor; and said contract shall be executed in their behalf by aacommittee chosen by them under
under the direction and
and approval
approval of the
the Commissioner of
Indian Affairs
Secretary of
of the
the Interior,
Interior, and
and
missioner
of Indian
Affairs and
and the Secretary
R. 7S.,secs.
2103-2105,
6
contract shall be executed and approved
approved as required by section
section
p.
367.
p.p.
36 .S.,sec. 2103-2105, such contract
Evidence
Evidence admitted.
admitted. 2103-5 of the Revised Statutes
Statutes of the United
United States. Official letters,
papers, documents, and records,
records, or certified
certified copies thereof, may be
used in evidence, and
Government shall
shall give
give
and the departments
departments of the Government
access to the attorney
attorney or
attorneys of
Kansas or
or Kaw
Kaw Tribe
Tribe of
of
or attorneys
of said
said Kansas
Indians to such treaties, papers, correspondence,
correspondence, or
records as
as may
may
or records
be needed by the attorney or attorneys of the Kansas
Kansas or
or Kaw
Kaw Tribe
of Indians.
Counterclaims
alcounterclaims
SEC.
alIn said suit the court
S
EC. 3. In
court shall also hear, examine,
examine, consider,
consider,
lowed.
and
States may
may have
have against
.
and adjudicate
adjudicate any
any claims
claims which
which the
the United
United States
against
said Kansas
Kansas or Kaw Tribe of Indians, but any payment
payment which may
may
have been made by the United States upon any claims against
against the
United States shall not
may be
be pleaded
pleaded
United
not operate
operate as an estoppel, but may
as
as an offset
offset in such suit.
suit.
Appeal
Supreme
Appeal to Supreme
SEC.
S
EC. 4. That from the decision of the Court of Claims
Claims in any
any suit
suit
Court.
Court.
prosecuted under the authority of
appeal may
be taken
taken
of this Act,
Act, an appeal
may be
by either party as in other
other cases to the Supreme
Supreme Court of the
United
the United
States.
Attorneys' fees by
dAttOreys'
by
SEC.
That upon
SEC. 5.
5. That
upon the
the final
determination of
of any
any suit
suit instituted
instituted
final determination
decree
of court.fee
claim.

claim,

under this
this Act,
Act, the
Claims shall
decree such
such amount
amount or
or
under
the Court
Court of
of Claims
shall decree

amounts
amounts as it may find reasonable
attorney or
reasonable to be paid the attorney
or attorattorneys so employed
employed by said Kansas or Kaw
Kaw Tribe of Indians
Indians for the
services and expenses
expenses of said attorneys
rendered or incurred
incurred subseattorneys rendered
Proviso.
quent
to the
of approval
approval of
this Act:
Act: Provided,
Provided, That
in no
no case
case
That in
of this
the date
date of
quent to
Limitation.
LStaton.
shall the aggregate
aggregate amounts
amounts decreed
decreed by said Court of
of Claims for fees
be in excess of the amount or amounts stipulated in
in the
the contract
contract of
of
employment,
excess of aa sum
equal to
per centum
centum of
of the
the
employment, or in
in excess
sum equal
to 10
10 per
amount
of recovery
the United
United States,
States, and
and in
no event
shall
amount of
recovery against
against the
in no
event shall
such
such fees
fees exceed
exceed the sum of
of $25,000.
$25,000.
Issue of orders
orders and
and
issue
SEC.
S
EC. 6. The Court of Claims shall have full authority by proper
proper
process.
process.
orders and process to bring in and make parties to such suit any or
or
all persons or tribes or bands of Indians
or
Indians deemed by it necessary
necessary or
proper to the final determination
matters in controversy.
determination of
of the matters
Appearance
Appearance of
of AttorAttorSEC.
SEC. 7. A copy of the petition shall, in such case, be served upon
ney General directed.
ney General directed. the
the Attorney
Attorney General
General of the United
United States.
States, and he.
he. or some
some attorney
Department of Justice
from the Department
Justice to be designated
designated by him, is hereby
directed to appear
appear and defend
defend the
the interests
interests of
of the
the United
United States
States in
in
such case.
1025.
Approved, March
March 3,
3, 1925.
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Be it
enacted by the Senate and
and House of Representatives
it enacted
Representatives of the

United States
of America
America in
That the
institu- visstrtigoortcrai!ia.
United
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the instituDistrictofColuia
District
Training
tion
for the
the custody,
custody, care,
training, and
and treatment
of School established
tion for
care, education,
education, training,
treatment of
established for
feeble-minded
persons, established
of Columbia
Columbia feevol.t 42,ride
p. 1360
feeble-minded persons,
established by
by the
the 1924
1924 District
District of

Appropriation
and supervision
Appropriation Act,
Act, shall
shall be under
under the
the control and
supervision of the
the
Board
Charities of
known as
District
Board of Charities
of the District, and shall be known
as the
the District
Persons
Training School.
Persons construed
construed as
as
S
EC. 2.
in this
this Act
shall be
feeble-minded.
SEC.
2. The
The words
words "feeble-minded
"feeble-minded persons"
persons" in
Act shall
be feeble-minded.
construed to mean any person afflicted
afflicted with mental
mental defectiveness
defectiveness
from birth or from an early age, so pronounced
pronounced that he is incapable
incapable
of managing
managing himself and his affairs, or being
and
being taught to
to do so, and
who
requires supervision,
supervision, control,
control, and
and care
care for
or
who requires
for his
his own
own welfare,
welfare, or
for the welfare
welfare of others, or for
welfare of the community,
community, and
and
for the
the welfare
is
unsound mind
extent as
as to
to require
require his
is not insane or of
of unsound
mind to
to such
such an
an extent
his
commitment
provided by
by the
the Act
Act
commitment to Saint
Saint Elizabeths
Elizabeths Hospital, as
as provided
of
April 27,
(Thirty-third Statutes
page 316),
316), or
or Vol.
33, p. 316
Vol-33,p.316
of April
27, 1904
1904 (Thirty-third
Statutes at
at Large,
Large, page
other
and custody
other laws now in effect with
with respect
respect to the
the commitment
commitment and
custody
of
of insane
insane persons.
persons.
S
EC. 3.
The Board
of Charities
shall make
all necessary
rules tionsto
Rules and
regulaSEC.
3. The
Board of
Charities shall
make all
necessary rules
resrbed,
tions to be
be prescribed.
and regulations
and
for enforcing
enforcing discipline,
discipline, for
for imparting
imparting instruction
instruction
regulations for
or
and for
for the
and moral
moral Annual
or preserving
preserving health,
health, and
the physical,
physical, intellectual,
intellectual, and
Annual report to
report
to
training
the inmates
said institution.
The said
board shall
shall commissioners.
Commissioners.
training of
of the
inmates of
of said
institution. The
said board
make
annually to
the Commissioners
Commissioners of
District of
of Columbia
Columbia aa Details.
make annually
to the
of the
the District
Details.
report
30th day
day of
of June.
June.
report for the preceding
preceding fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
ending the
the 30th
Said report shall show
show for such period the number
number and
names of
and names
of
the
superintendent, officers,
officers, teachers,
and all
regular employees,
the superintendent,
teachers, and
all other
other regular
employees,
and
and what,
if any,
and the salaries paid to each, and
what, if
any, other
other emoluments
emoluments
are
Said board
board shall
shall also
also cause
cause aa full
full and
and pInentor
Inventory to accmaccomwhom. Said
are allowed
allowed and
and to
to whom.
OanY•
accurate inventory
inventory to be
taken at the
each fiscal year, showing
showing
be taken
the close
close of
of each
the
acres of land and the
the number
number of
of acres
the value thereof,
thereof, the number,
kind,
various kinds
personal property
property
kind, and value of
of buildings,
buildings, the
the various
kinds of
of personal
and
inventory, duly
verified
and the value thereof,
thereof, and a
a copy of said
said inventory,
duly verified
on
making said
inventory, shall accompany
accompany said
said
on oath by
by the officer making
said inventory,'shall
report.
report.
te
S
EC. 4.
4. The
of Charities
superintendent, Superintendent
tobe
be
SEC.
The Board
Board of
Charities shall
shall appoint
appoint aa superintendent,
Superin
ndent to
appointed as chief exwho shall
be experienced
the care,
and treatment
treatment of
of ecutive
appointed
ecutive offcer.
officer.
as chief
care, training,
training, and
who
shall be
experienced in
in the
the
feeble-minded. He shall
executive officer of the
the feeble-minded.
shall be
be the chief executive
institution and may be removed
removed by the said
said board.
board.
institution
SEC. 5.
of the
the said
said institution
may sell
sell such
such Saleoproducts.
Sale of products.
institution may
superintendent of
SEC.
5. The
The superintendent
of
the farm,
farm, greenhouse,
and garden
garden products,
the products
products of
of
products, and
and the
greenhouse, and
of the
the
as may
and
the maintenance
maintenance and
nct be
be required
required in
in the
shops as
may nct
the industrial
industrial shops
conduct of
of the
the home
home and
and school,
school, and
and the
so secured
secured shall
shall be
be
the funds
funds so
conduct
paid into
Treasury of
of the
the United
United States
the credit
credit of the
States to
to the
into the
the Treasury
paid
United
and the
the District
District of
of Columbia
the proportion
proportion
in the
Columbia in
States and
United States
required
by law.
law.
required by
Sac. 6.
shall be
be received
received into
into the
the said
subject to
to Agemitation
Age limitation.
said institution,
institution, subject
SEC.
6. There
There shall
and
the Board
Board of Charities may adopt, and
rules and regulations
regulations as the
such rules
pursuant to
provisions of
feeble-minded persons
not
persons of not
the provisions
of this
this Act, feeble-minded
pursuant
to the
more
than forty-five
forty-five years
of age.
more than
years of
age.
Pitin by guardian,
i
SEC. 7.
7. When any
is aa resident
resident of
of etc.,nforuadissiono
etc.,
Pet ition
for admission of
the District
District of
7When
any person
person who
who is
of the
SEC.
Columbia shall
shall be
be supposed
supposed to
to be
be feeble-minded
his guardian,
guardian, or
or feeble-minded
feeble-minded person
person.
feeble-minded his
Columbia
may
or any reputable
reputable citizen of the District of Columbia may
any relative,
relative, or
file
with the
clerk of
of the
the Supreme
Supreme Court
of the
District of
of Columbia
Columbia
Court of
the District
file with
the clerk
a
petition, in
person therein
named contents.
Contents.
that the
the person
therein named
in writing,
writing, setting
setting forth
forth that
a petition,
is feeble-minded,
and such
such other
necessary to
to bring
such
facts as
as are
are necessary
bring such
other facts
is
feeble-minded, and
person
purview of
of this
Act; also
name and
and residence
residence
also the
the .name
the purview
this Act;
person within
within the
of
some person,
if any there be, actually
actually supervising,
supervising, caring
or
caring for, or
person, if
of some
45822°--25t----74
74
45822°-25 --
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supporting such
and of
at least
one person,
if any there be,
person, if
least one
of at
person and
such person
supporting
legally
chargeable with
care, or
or support,
support, or that
supervision, care,
such supervision,
with such
legally chargeable
such names
names and
and residence
are unknown
unknown to
to the
petitioner, and
and also
also
the petitioner,
residence are
such
the names
names and
and residences,
residences, or
or that
the same
same are
unknown, of the
the
are unknown,
that the
the
parents
parents or guardians.
person has
Further
The petition
petition shall
whether or
such person
has been
not such
or not
allege whether
also allege
shall also
The
Further statements,
etc.
etc.
examined
knowledge of
of the
personal knowledge
having personal
physician having
qualified physician
by aaqualified
examined by
condition
of such
such alleged
alleged feeble-minded
feeble-minded person. There
There shall be
condition of
indorsed
the names
names and
and residences
residences of witnesses
witnesses
petition the
such petition
on such
indorsed on
allegations of
known
whom the truth of the allegations
the petitioner, by whom
known to the
the petition
proved, as
well as
as the
the name
name and
and residence
of a
a
residence of
as well
be proved,
may be
the
petition may
qualified physician,
physician, if
any is
known to
the petitioner,
petitioner, having
having personal
personal
to the
is known
if any
qualified
knowledge of
of the
case.
the case.
pro-knowledge
of proNotation of
Notification
ceedings.
All
named in
such petition
petition or
or whose
whose names
names are
are indorsed
indorsed
in such
persons named
All persons
atin o. pr
ee
thereon shall
be notified
by proper
proper summons
summons
proceedings by
such proceedings
of such
notified of
shall be
thereon
issued
the clerk
said court.
court. The
The petition
by
verified by
petition shall be verified
of said
clerk of
by the
issued by
affidavit,
which
shall be
sufficient
states that
it is
is based
upon
based upon
that it
it states
if it
sufficient if
be
shall
which
affidavit,
Issue of process.
information
against such persons
Process shall be issued against
belief. Process
and belief.
information and
Isseofproces.
as are
are mentioned
mentioned in
the petition
whose names
are unknown
unknown to
names are
but whose
petition but
in the
as
the
by the
designation "To
it may
concern,"
may concern,"
whom it
all whom
"To all
the designation
petitioner, by
the petitioner,
and
such designation
shall be
be sufficient
sufficient to
authorize the
to authorize
notice shall
and notice
designation and
and such
court
to hear
hear and
and determine
determine the
the proceedings
proceedings as
as though
though the
the parties
court to
had been
been summoned
by
their
proper names.
names.
proper
their
by
summoned
had
Service of summons,
etc.
SEC. 8.
8. The
The summons
summons shall
require all
persons upon
upon whom
served
whom served
all persons
shall require
SEo.
o
etc.rv
to
appear at
and place
stated therein
therein and
and to
to
place stated
time and
at the
the time
personally appear
to personally
bring
into court
feeble-minded person. No written
alleged feeble-minded
the alleged
court the
bring into
answer shall
shall be
to the
the petition
but the
shall stand
stand
cause shall
the cause
petition, but
required to
be required
answer
for
upon the
on the
return day of the summons.
summons.
the return
petition on
the petition
hearing upon
for hearing
The
shall be
be made
twenty
any time within twenty
returnable at any
made returnable
summons shall
The summons
days
after the
date thereof.
thereof. No
No service
process shall be necessary
necessary
of process
service of
the date
days after
upon
any of
the persons
persons named
in the
the petition
petition or whose
whose names
names are
named in
of the
upon any
indorsed
thereon if
if they
they appear
or are
brought before
before the court
court
are brought
appear or
indorsed thereon
personally without
service of
summons. Summons
Summons in proceedings
proceedings
of summons.
without service
personally
hereunder may
authorized by law to serve
officer authorized
any officer
by any
be served
served by
may be
hereunder
processes
of the
the Supreme
Court of
of Columbia.
Columbia.
the District
District of
of the
Supreme Court
processes of
J
1to appoint two
S
EC
9
Upon
the
filing
of
such
petition
the
court
shall appoint
appoint
shall
court
the
petition
such
of
filing
the
Upon
9.
SEC.
to examine
"
• •
physicians to
physicians, at least one of whom shall be skilled in the diagas
to mental andphysiand PhYst- two physicians
asto
cal condition.
condition.
nosis
and treatment
treatment of
diseases to
to make
make an
an examination
of
examination of
of mental
mental diseases
nosis and
the
person to determine his mental and
feeble-minded person
alleged feeble-minded
the alleged
physical
and their
their certificate
be filed
filed with
the court
court
with the
shall be
certificate shall
condition, and
physical condition,
Certificate after personal
examination. per- on
the hearing
on the
the petition.
petition. The persons
persons so appointed
appointed
hearing on
before the
on or
or before
sonaltenaton
are
empowered to go
where such
alleged feeble-minded
feeble-minded person may
such alleged
go where
are empowered
personal examination
be and make such personal
examination of him as will enable them
to
physical and mental condition, and no
an opinion
opinion as to his physical
to offer an
such examination.
certificate shall
except after
after such
examination.
by them
them except
made by
be made
shall be
certificate
orderoreourt to take
of the petition, or upon motion at
filing of
the peron
person into
cusS
EC. 10.
upon the filing
That upon
10. That
SEC.
intottsthe
tody.
any time
appear to the court
court by
it shall
shall be made to appear
time thereafter,
thereafter, if it
any
tody.
evidence given under
under oath that it is for the best interest of the
evidence
alleged
persons or of the comof other persons
person or of
feeble-minded person
alleged feeble-minded
munity that such person
person be at once taken
taken into custody, or that the
such
service
presence of such
ineffectual to secure the presence
will be ineffectual
of summons will
service of
person,
warrant may
issue on
directing that
that
the order of the court directing
on the
may issue
person, aawarrant
such person be taken into custody and brought before the court
court
forthwith
place as the judge may appoint, and,
and place
at such time and
or at
forthwith or
Detention
petition, the court
court may make any order
order
hearing of the petition,
Detention pending pending the hearing
hearings.
se a r g
feeble-minded person,
for the detention of such feeble-minded
person, or the placing of
of
such
person under
under temporary
temporary guardianship
guardianship of some
feeble-minded person
such feeble-minded
recognizance for his
suitable
entering into a
a recognizance
suitable person, on such person entering
such alleged
alleged
Place retricted.
restricted.
appearance,
as the
deem proper.
proper. But
But no
no such
shall deem
the court
court shall
appearance, as
feeble-minded
during the pendency
pendency of the hearing
hearing of
feeble-minded person shall, during
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the petition,
be detained
place provided
provided for the detention of
any place
in any
detained in
petition, be
the
persons charged
charged with
with or convicted
criminal or quasiconvicted of any criminal
persons
criminal
criminal offense.
:totbefore
be taken by
pending the
SEC. 11.
11. At
At any
after the filing of the petition and
and pending
thProofstobetakenrb
eur
any time after
SEC.
deterbefore detercourt
mnation.
hearing
continue
the
final
disposition
of
the
case
the
court
may
continue
the
raination.
court
the
case
the
the final disposition of
from time
time. The
cases take proofs
proofs as to the
court shall in all cases
The court
to time.
time to
from
legally liable
relatives
his
financial
circumstances
of
the
relatives
and
patient
the
of
circumstances
financial
for
and shall
shall take proofs as to the alleged condition of
support, and
his support,
for his
such
his personal
personal and
and family history, and shall fully
and his
person and
such person
investigate
the facts
before making
making an order, and if no jury is
facts before
investigate the
required
the court
the question of whether
whether such
such
determine the
shall determine
court shall
required the
Summoning of jury.
person
is a
feeble-minded person.
If the
the court shall deem it
it neces- sunig of ury.
person. If
a feeble-minded
person is
any
or
relative
sary,
or if
if such
any
person or any
feeble-minded person
alleged feeble-minded
such alleged
sary, or
person with
may reside
reside shall so demand, aa jury shall be
he may
whom he
with whom
person
summoned to
determine the
of whether
whether such person is
question of
the question
to determine
summoned
in
feeble-minded.
Such
jury
shall
be
selected
from the jurors in
from
selected
be
shall
jury
Such
feeble-minded.
attendance
or a
jury may
to
may be summoned to
special jury
a special
court or
the court
upon the
attendance upon

fs
rro

Petition
determine such
question.
Petition dismissed
dismissed
such question.
determine
S
EC. 12.
or the
the jury
jury shall
shall find
such alleged
feeble- and
and person
person discharged
discharged
alleged feeblefind such
court or
the court
If the
12. If
SEC.

minded
person not
not to
be feeble-minded
m
'
'
i
n
n
e
?:d.min
'defined in this Act, he minded.
as defined
feeble-minded as
to be
minded person
If
shall
order
the
petition
dismissed
and
person
discharged. If
person discharged.
the
and
dismissed
shall order the petition
the
shall find
find such
person to be feeblefeeble-minded person
alleged feeble-minded
such alleged
court shall
the court
Act,.,having due
minded
and
subject
to
be
dealt
with
under
this
Act
under
with
dealt
be
to
subject
minded and
regard
to all
ircumstances appearing
hearing, the guidappearing on the hearing,
circumstances
the .c
all the
regard to
ing
controlling thought
proceedings to be the
the proceedings
throughout the
thought throughout
and controlling
ing and
welfare of
of the
person and
and the
welfare of the corcoin- Decree placing
placing party
party
the welfare
feeble-minded person
the feeble-minded
welfare
isitution
mu
.mty, the
the court
enter a
decree directing
directing that such
such feeblefeeble- if
i,n h
inistitYtd
iond if found
found
a decree
shall enter
court shall
munity,
minded person
institution, and such
such decree so
so "ee—e-nun-e—
the said institution,
in the
placed in
be placed
person be
minded
it
entered shall
shall stand
stand and
whom it
continue binding upon all persons whom
and continue
entered
or
superseded
may
concern
until
rescinded
or
otherwise
regularly
superseded
or
regularly
otherwise
or
rescinded
until
may concern
or
Ifbondfurnished for
set
aside.
set aside.
be ordered
SEC. 13. If at the time of or before the making of such order a suI
p
f
po
borrto
tfourbn43isohrecfle
rei
SEC. 13. If at the time of or before the making of such order a support,
patient,
B aaprivate
otherwise
apublic.
bond in
the penal
penal sum
of $1,000,
$1,
000 ,executed
by aa surety
surety company
company as
private
patient,
executed by
sum of
in the
bond
two
by
or
Columbia,
authorized
to
do
business
in
the
District
of
District
the
in
business
do
to
authorized
or
more sureties
to be
be approved
approved by
by the
running to the United
United
court, running
the court,
sureties to
or more
States
conditioned for
for the
the payment
payment of
support and mainof the support
and conditioned
States and
tenance
of the
the patient
in the
the manner
manner prescribed
prescribed by law, shall be
patient in
tenance of
delivered
to the
the court,
with the
advance
sum of $50 as an advance
the sum
together with
court, together
delivered to
payment
toward
the
support
of
such
patient,
admission
admission shall be
patient,
such
of
support
payment toward the
end
ss I
ionot
patient. Such bTranesml
ordered as a private patient,
patient, otherwise
bo nd,
public patient.
as aa public
otherwise as

ordered as a private

bond and
order of
of admission
admission
etc.
advance payment, together with the order
and advance
bond
and bond,
by the clerk of the court
court to the supertransmitted by
be transmitted
shall be
bond, shall
and
intendent of
of the
Until such
such bond and advance
advance payment
payment
institution. Until
the institution.
intendent
are
delivered
to
the
superintendent
the
person
shall
admitted to
to R
be admitted
are delivered to the superintendent the person shall be
ondc
the home
school only
only as
public patient.
patient. At
At the etc.Rne
Renewal of bond,
as aa public
training school
and training
home and
the
sureties
the
request
of
the
superintendent
the
court
shall
require
sureties
require
shall
court
the
request of the superintendent
on such
bond to
justify their
their responsibility
anew or
or order
order that aa
responsibility anew
to justify
on such bond
or
new
bond
be
given
in
place
of
the
original,
which
justification
justification
which
original,
the
of
place
in
new bond be given
new
bond shall
shall be
to the
and unless
superintendent, and
the superintendent,
transmitted to
be transmitted
new bond
such
justification or
or bond
bond shall
shall be
be delivered
delivered to
to the
the superintendent
superintendent
such justification
within thirty
days the
shall from
the time
time of such request
request
from the
patient shall
the patient
thirty days
within
be regarded
regarded as
patient.
public patient.
as aapublic
be
SEC. 14. If the
the order
for admission
admission
order for
SEC. 14. If
shall
appear from
the proofs
taken
proofs taken
from the
shall appear

is
patient and
and it
it
public patient
as aa public
is as
in
writing as
as aforesaid
aforesaid that
that
in writing
the patient
an estate
estate out
of which
the Government
Government may
may be
be
which the
out of
has an
the patient has
reimbursed
for his
or in
the court
court shall
shall
part, the
in part,
whole or
in whole
maintenance, in
his maintenance,
reimbursed for
direct in
its order
order of
of admission
admission the
out of
of such
estate of
of
such estate
payment out
the payment
in its
direct
the whole
whole or
such part
part of
maintenance of said patient
patient
of maintenance
cost of
the cost
of the
or such
the
at
said institution
institution as
as it
it shall
regard being
being had
for the
had for
just, regard
deem just,
shall deem
at said
needs of
those having
legal right
out of
said estate,
estate,
of said
support out
to support
right to
having aa legal
of those

needs

u admitted as a puban
iij
i
patient, but
but has
has an
iieUpatient,
may
depayment
et"tordered
nerhenynuinerteirmay
therefrom,
be

etc.

etc.

oin'
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which said order shall remain
remain in full force and effect until modified
by proceedings
patient
proceedings under section 20 of this Act, or until
until the
the patient
shall
said institution,
institution, and
the court
committing
shall be discharged from
from said
and the
court committing
such
discharge.
such patient
patient shall
shall be
be notified of
of such discharge.
Proceedingsif there
S
EC. 15.
15. If
admission is
is as
as aapublic
public patient
patient and
and the
the
for admission
the order
order for
If the
SEC.
iraliaare relatives
relatiegsially
are
legally
ble for
for support
ble
support of
of papa- court finds
finds that the patient has not an estate out of which the
tient.
tient.
Government
reimbursed for his maintenance,
Government may be fully reimbursed
maintenance, and if
if
it appears
appears that
that there
there are
are relatives who
who are legally
legally liable
liable for
for his
his
support, the court
to show
show
court shall
shall issue
issue to
to such
such relatives
relatives aa citation
citation to
cause why they should not be adjudged
adjudged to pay aa portion
portion or all
all of
of
maintenance of such
such patient in the said
institution.
the expense of maintenance
said institution.
The citation shall be served
served at least ten days before
before the
hearing on
on
the hearing
Order for
Order
to said citation. If
for paymcnt
payment to
If itit shall, upon such
such hearing, appear
appear to the court
be
issued.
be issued,
that such
has not
sufficient estate out of which the Governthat
such patient
patient has
not sufficient
Governreimbursed and that he
relatives
ment may properly
properly be fully reimbursed
he has relatives
who are parties to the proceedings
proceedings and who are legally
legally liable for
for
able to contribute
thereto, the
the court
court may
his support, and who are able
contribute thereto,
may
make
payment by such
relatives of
of such
such sum
sum or
make an
an order
order requiring payment
such relatives
or
sums
it may
may find
are reasonably
able to
pay and
and as
as may
may be
be
sums as
as it
find they
they are
reasonably able
to pay
necessary to reimburse
reimburse the Government
Government for
for the maintenance
maintenance of
of
Duty
Duty of
of Board
Board of
of such patient. Said order shall require
require the payment
payment of
of such
such sums
sums
Charities to receive
to the
the Board
annually, semiannually,
or quarterly
quarterly as
suChsSeS.
re e
to
Board of
of Charities
Charities annually,
semiannually, or
as
sums
due, etc.ive
the
It shall
the duty
board to
to collect
collect
the court may
may direct.
direct. It
shall be the
duty of the board
the said sums due under
under sections
and under
this section,
sections 14 and 15 and
under this
section,
and to turn the same into the Treasury of the United States
States to
to the
credit of the District of Columbia
United States
States in
Columbia and the United
in the
Enfcamement of order. proportion required by law. Any such order
Enforementoforder.
order may be enforced
enforced
against any property of the feeble-minded
feeble-minded person or of the person
person
liable or undertaking
undertaking to maintain
maintain him in the same way as if it were
a judgment
a
judgment or decree
decree for temporary
temporary alimony
alimony in a
a divorce case.
case.
Person
admitted as SEG.
S
EC.
If
any
person
be
admitted
as
a
his
his
public
patient,
a
shall
admitted
If
any
person
16.
Peron
admittteordea
public may have order
changed
changed to
to private
private papa- order for admission
may
be
changed
to
that
of
a
private
patient
by
admission
a
private
tient upon
delivery
of
tient
upon delivery
ve of
bond, etc
executing
delivering to
bond,
etc.
executing and delivering
to the
the court
bond and
and advance
advance payment
court the
the bond
payment
for his support mentioned
mentioned in section 14. Thereupon
Thereupon the court shall
shall
changing the admission
admission of said person
make an order changing
person from a
apublic
to a
a private patient.
patient.
Dischargesrestricted.
Discharges restricted.
SEa.
feeble-minded person admitted to the said institution
SEC. 17.
17. No feeble-minded
institution
provided shall be discharged
pursuant to an order of court as herein provided
discharged
therefrom
therefrom except
except as herein provided,
provided, except
except that nothing herein
herein
contained shall abridge
abridge the right of petition
petition for the writ of habeas
Petition to
court for
for corpus. At any time after the admission of the feeble-minded
Petition
to ciurt
feeble-minded person
person
discharge,
etc.,
dischge,
etc., allowed.. pursuant to an order of court as herein provided, any of the relatives
pursuant to an order of court as herein provided, any
relatives
or friends of the feeble-minded
feeble-minded person, or any reputable
citizen, or
reputable citizen,
or
superintendent of the institution having the feeble-minded
the superintendent
feeble-minded person
person
in charge,
charge, or the Board
Board of Charities,
Charities, may
may petition
petition the court
court that
that
entered the order of admission to discharge
discharge the feeble-minded
feeble-minded person,
person,
or to vary the order
order of the court sending
sending the feeble-minded
feeble-minded person
person to
Action
court.
Action of
of court.
the institution. If
If on the hearing
hearing of the petition the court is satisfied
satisfied
that the welfare
welfare of the feeble-minded
feeble-minded person or the welfare
welfare of others
or the welfare of the community
community requires
requires his discharge
discharge or
or aavariation
variation
of the order, the court may enter such order of discharge
discharge or variation
variation
causesfor
Causes for discharges,
discharges, as the court thinks proper. Discharges
and
variations
of
orders
may
Discharges
and
variations
orders
may
etc.
be made for either of the following
following causes: Because the person
person
adjudged to be feeble-minded
feeble-minded: because
because he
feeble-minded is not feeble-minded:
he has
so far improved as to be capable
capable of caring
caring for himself; because
because
friends of the feeble-minded
the relatives or friends
feeble-minded person are able and
and
willing to supervise,
supervise, control,
care for,
for, and
support him,
him, and
and request
request
control, care
and support
discharge, and in
judgment of
th e superintendent
superintendent of
the
his discharge,
in the judgment
of the
of the
institution having the person in charge
charge no evil consequences
consequences are
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likely
to follow
the enumeration
enumeration of grounds of
but the
discharge; but
such discharge;
follow such
likely to
discharge or
or variation
of
not exclude other grounds of
shall not
herein shall
variation herein
discharge
discharge or
variation which
discretion, may deem
deem
the court, in its discretion,
which the
or variation
discharge
adequate, having
due regard
regard for
person concerned
concerned
welfare of the person
for the welfare
having due
adequate,
or the
the welfare
welfare of
of others
others or
welfare of the community.
community. On any
the welfare
or the
or
discharge the
petition of
discharge or
variation the court may discharge
the feeblefeebleor variation
of discharge
petition
minded person
person from
from all
all supervision,
care, or make such
control, and care,
supervision, control,
minded
tendent, etc.,
thinks fit
variation of
of the
the order
to maintenance
as the
fit under Superintendent,
court thinks
the court
maintenance as
as to
order as
variation
etc.,
of hearnotified
be
to
The
all
the
circumstances
appearing
on
the
hearin
g
of
the
petition.
The
petition.
the
of
hearing
the
on
appearing
all the circumstances
gs
iings.
superintendent of
the institution
having the feeble-minded
feeble-minded person
person n
institution having
of the
superintendent
in
charge must
must be
be notified
the time
time and
hearing on any
any
and place of hearing
of the
notified of
in charge
petition
for discharge
discharge or
or variation,
variation, as
as the
the court
court shall direct,
direct, and no
petition for
order
of discharge
discharge or
shall be entered
entered without giving
giving such
such
variation shall
or variation
order of
heard; and the court
superintendent
reasonable opportunity
opportunity to be heard;
superintendent aa reasonable
feeblefriends of the feeblemay
notify such
'‘uch other
other persons,
persons, relatives,
relatives, and friends
may notify
minded
as the
court may
proper of the time and place
place
think proper
may think
the court
person as
minded person
of
the hearing
hearing on
or variation
variation of prior
prior
discharge or
for discharge
petition for
any petition
on any
of the
Notice of°variation of
variationro
orticeo
order.
No person
charged with any greater
greater degree
degree of order.
be charged
shall be
person shall
order. No
person
financial
for the
the support
feeble-minded person
such feeble-minded
support of such
responsibility for
financial responsibility
by variation
of the
as to
without notice and aa
maintenance without
to maintenance
order as
the order
variation of
by
Denial of one petition
Dnot
denial of
reasonable opportunity
of one petition for not
The denial
abatfoaneotier
bar to another.
heard. The
be heard.
to be
opportunity to
reasonable
discharge or
or variation
variation shall
shall be no bar to another on the same or
discharge
different grounds
grounds within
such reasonable
reasonable time thereafter, such
within aareasonable
different
time to
be determined
the court
court in
discretion, discouraging
discouraging
in its discretion,
by the
determined by
to be
time
frequent,
discharge or
petitions for discharge
ill-founded petitions
frivolous, ill-founded
repeated, frivolous,
frequent, repeated,
Contrivingtohavea
variation of
prior order.
Contriving to have a
order.
of prior
variation
person
improperly adadS
EC. 18.
18. Any
shall knowingly
knowingly contrive
contrive or
or who
who shall
rson improperly
shall judged
who shall
person who
Any person
SEC.
feeble-minded,
amisdemeanorde
misdemeanor.
conspire to
feeble-minded under this Act,
Act, ea
any person adjudged feeble-minded
have any
to have
conspire
violate any
unlawfully
improperly, or
or any
any person
person who shall violate
and improperly,
unlawfully and
misdemeanor,, and,
provision
shall be
deemed guilty of a
amisdemeanor
and,
be deemed
Act, shall
this Act,
of this
provision of
Punishment for.
or Punishmentfor.
$1,000 or
upon
shall be
be fined
fined not exceeding
exceeding $1,000
thereof, shall
conviction thereof,
upon conviction
the
of
discretion
imprisoned
not
exceeding
.
one
year,
or
both,
in
the
discretion
both,
or
imprisoned not exceeding one year,
court in
conviction is had.
which such conviction
in which
court
Delinquent child
befDeiunquen
of fore
court of
juvenile court
brought before the juvenile
is brought
if
child is
court,beSEc.
juvenile chrd
When aa child
juvenile
if
19. When
SEC. 19.
apparently feeblefeeblethe District
of Columbia
as aa dependent
dependent or
if itit apparently
delinquent child, if
or delinquent
Columbia as
minded, to have petiDistrict of
the
this
fdled under
tion
under this
tion filed
under
appears to
the court,
of aa physician
physician or psycholpsychol- tondedtod
testimony of
the testimony
on the
court, on
to the
appears
Act.
Act.
feeble-minded
is feeble-minded
ogist or other evidence, that such
such person
person or child is
ogist
within the
proceedcourt may adjourn the proceedthe court
Act, the
this Act,
of this
meaning of
the meaning
within
ings and
and direct
direct some
some suitable
officer of the court or other suitable aelLerno tico
suitable officer
ings
on .pending
court Detention uending
reputable
file a
petition under
this Act;
the court
and the
Act; and
under this
a petition
to file
person to
reputable person
hearing
may
order
that
pending
the
preparation,
filing,
hearing
of
and
filing,
may order that pending the preparation,
a place of safety
such
the person
person or
child be
be detained
detained in
in a
or child
petition the
such petition
or
under the
suitable person on
on
some suitable
of some
guardianship of
the guardianship
placed under
be placed
or be
Onconviction
that
entering into
for his
his appearance.
appearance.
On
conviction oan
of any
recognizance for
into recognizance
person entering
that person
etc., the
court, if
thecourti
etc.,
crime,
SEC. 20.
On the
the conviction
conviction by
by a
of record
competent crime,
of competent
record of
court of
a court
20. On
SEC.
L
atife
selliethat
!hst the
t
dh
ee
dperson
person
y
satisfied
jurisdiction of
any person
any crime,
or any
any i feeble-mided, may
misdemeanor, or
crime, misdemeanor,
of any
person of
of any
jurisdiction
direct filing petition.
i
violation of
which is
n whole
whole or
part aa violation
violation direct fng petition.
in part
or in
is in
ordinance which
any ordinance
of any
violation
of any
any statute
of the
the District
District of
court, if
satisfied
if satisfied
the court,
Columbia, the
of Columbia,
statute of
of
other
on
the
testimony
of
a
physician
or
a
psychologist
or
evidence
psychologist
a
or
physician
a
of
on the testimony
that
the person
person or
child is
is feeble-minded
within the meaning
meaning of this
feeble-minded within
or child
that the
Act,
may suspend
sentence, or
entering an order sending
sending
suspend entering
or suspend
suspend sentence,
Act, may
the child
to a
or industrial
and direct
industrial school, and
training, or
reformatory, training,
a reformatory,
child to
the
Retention
pending
Rtentionpending
that a
be filed
this Act.
the court directs
directs a
a action
When the
Act. When
under this
filed under
of court.
petition be
a petition
that
preparation, filing,
petition
to be
be filed
it may
order that
pending the
the preparation
that pending
may order
filed it
petition to
and hearing
of the
petition, the
detained in aa
person or child be detained
the person
the petition,
hearing of
and
of
place
of
safety,
or
be
placed
under
the
guardianship
any suitable
guardianship
the
under
placed
be
or
place of safety,
Sentence imposed
imposed if
if
Sentence
his appearfor his
person on
person entering
entering into
into aa recognizance
appear- person
recognizance for
that person
on that
not feebleperson
minded.. not feleP
subsequent
ance.
If
upon
the
hearing
of
said
petition
or
upon
any
subsequent
any
upon
or
petition
said
of
hearing
the
upon
If
ance.
hearing under
under this
this Act
person is
not to
be feeble-minded,
feeble-minded,
to be
found not
is found
the person
Act the
hearing
the
impose sentence.
sentence.
shall impose
court shall
the court
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n
SEC.
21. W
When
any person
shall become
become insane
in
confined in
while confined
insane while
person shall
hen any
SEC. 21.
superintendent shall certify
said institution and the superintendent
certify in writing
writing that
that
such patient is insane and is not aa fit subject
subject for care and mainteSupreme Court shall issue
order
nance at
at said institution,
institution, the
the said Supreme
issue an order
Support, etc.
etc.
for his admission to Saint Elizabeths
Such transfer
Elizabeths Hospital.
transfer
shall
not affect
liability on
on any
bond for
for private
private support,
support, or
or
shall not
affect the
the liability
any bond
any order
for reimbursement
public support,
support, but
but all
all such
such bonds
bonds
any
order for
reimbursement for
for public
and orders for
and in full force
force for
for
and
for reimbursement
reimbursement shall be liable
liable and
the
cost of
maintenance at the
asylum.
said
asylum.
the
the
cost
of
maintenance
Docket to be kept of
SEC.
beinkept
ofee S
aocodin
EC. 22. The Supreme
Supreme Court of the District of Columbia
Columbia shall
all
proceedingsin
feebleproceedings
feeblemindedness.
mindedness.
proceedings in feeble-mindedness,
keep aa separate
separate docket
docket of proceedings
feeble-mindedness, upon
upon
which
entries as will, together with the papers
which shall
shall be made such entries
preserve a
perfect record
record of each case, the original
a complete
complete and perfect
original
filed, preserve
petitions, writs, and returns
returns made thereto, and the reports of
of
commissions shall
shall be filed
commissions
filed with the clerk of the court.
Inmates of Boys or
SEC. 23.
23. Whenever
Whenever the
the superintendent
Training
superintendent of the National Training
SEC.
Trag
ShBool,
}iniesTraining
Girls
Schools,
if found feeble-minded,
Girls
shall
School
for
the
National
Training
for
Boys
or
of
School
for
Boys
of
the
National
Training
School
shall
School
if
fond
feeble-minded,
may be transferred.
certify to
to the
that in
his opinion
opinion any
any inmate
thereof
inmate thereof
in his
said court
court that
the said
certify
has
become or is feeble-minded,
feeble-minded, the court
court shall
shall permit such
has become
superintendent or any other reputable
reputable citizen
citizen of the District
District of
of
superintendent
petition as provided
provided in section 9
9 of this Act. If
If
Columbia to file a
a petition
feeble-minded, the
such inmate shall be found and adjudged
adjudged to be feeble-minded,
court shall immediately
immediately issue an order
order for his admission as a
a public
patient
Training School.
the District
District Training
patient to
to the
Removal of persons
SEC. 24. The District Training
Training School
School is intended
intended for the benefit
benefit
SEC.
of personof
nRemoval
not
legal residents
theDDistrict.
ictt.
of
of bona fide residents of the District of Columbia.
Columbia. The Board of
Charities shall cause
been admitted, but who
cause any person who has been
who has
has
not acquired
acquired a
soon
a legal residence in the District, to be
be removed
removed as
as soon
as possible to the State in which he belongs.
Paroles,
etc., may
be
Paroles, etc.,
SEC.
may be
It shall be within
S
EC. 25. It
within the discretion
discretion of the superintendent,
superintendent,
granted.
granted.
under
under general conditions prescribed
prescribed by the Board of Charities, to
grant paroles to patients where
which
where the conditions
conditions in the homes in which
they are to reside
reside are satisfactory
satisfactory and
where such paroles
paroles are deemed
deem ed
and where
by
the superintendent
superintendent as
not injurious
injurious to
the interest
of the
patients
by the
as not
to the
interest of
the patients
Expense by guaror the
public. The
such a
a vacation
vacation shall
shall in
dinpe
by gua r- or
the public.
The expense
expense of
of such
in every
every case
case
dians, etc.
be borne by the guardian, relatives, or other persons responsible
responsible for
the care of such patient while on such vacation. It
It shall be within
the discretion of the superintendent
superintendent to grant aaparole for an indefinite
patient who
who has improved
improved sufficiently
period to a
a patient
sufficiently to warrant such
such
opportunity
opportunity and when satisfactory
satisfactory supervision
supervision for such patient
patient
while on such leave is assured. If
If the conditions
conditions of any parole
granted under this Act are violated, the patient may be taken up
up
returned the same as an escaped
escaped patient.
and returned
Service on inmates to
EC. 26.
process required
required by
by law
to be
be
beieonly
sperino S
onlyiny
SEC.
26. Any
Any citation,
citation, order,
order, or
or process
law to
be
by superintendent.
tendent.
be served
served on an inmate of the institution shall be
served only
by the
only by
the
superintendent or by some one designated
superintendent
designated in writing by him.
Return, etc.
Return,etc.
Return thereof
thereof to the
the court from which
Return
which the same issued may be
made by the person making such
service and
and
such service
service and such
such service
return shall have
have the same
same force and effect as if it had been made
made by
by
the United States marshal of the District
District of
of Columbia or by
by the
county in
in which
which the
the institution
institution may
be located.
located.
sheriff of
N contract
of the
the county
may be
No
contract by
by pa- sheriff
tient allowed uness
unless
SEC.
S
EC. 27. No public or private patient in said institution
institution shall be
first approved and entedr offprecod
nyd
is- allowed
allowed to
to execute
execute any
contract, deed,
deed, will,
will, or
or other
any contract,
other instrument
instrument
tered
record by
DisSupreme Court. unless such execution shall have first been allowed and approved by
trct Supreme
trict
unless such execution shall have first been allowed and approved by
entered of record by the said Supreme
an order to be entered
Supreme Court of the
District of Columbia, and a
a certified copy of such order shall be
furnished
superintendent at the time of the execution
furnished to the superintendent
execution of such
such
instrument. Such order
order of the court
court shall be evidence only
only of
of the
the
capacity of such patient
patient to make such instrument.
Transfer
to
Saint
to
Elizabeths Hospital
if
patient
becomes
inpatient
insane.
sane.

ElTransfer spiSnti
becomes
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Invalidityofanypart
this Act
S
EC. 28.
The invalidity
any part
part of
of this
Act shall
shall not be not
Irk.°
Sq. affect
_
1
).1rtr
of any
invalidity of
28. The
SEC.
remainder
:I
LL °r
f
ean
mainue
not
to
construed
to affect
affect the
other part capable
capable of having
having ofAct.
of Act.
of any other
validity of
the validity
construed to
practical
invalid part.
without the invalid
effect without
operation and effect
practical operation
re
S
EC. 29.
All Acts
and parts
parts of
of Acts
Acts inconsistent
with this
this Act
Act are
are poIsistent
Inconsistent laws reinconsistent with
Acts and
29. All
SEC.
hereby
repealed
hereby repealed
Approved,
March 3, 1925.
Approved, March

a bridge
CHAP. 461.-An
461.—An Act
extend the
the time for the construction of a
Act To extend
CHAP.
one-half miles
across Pearl
River at
at approximately
miles north of Georgetown,
Georgetown,
approximately one and one-half
Pearl River
across
Mississippi.
in the State of Mississippi.

of the
Be
by the
and House
House of
Representatives of
the
of Representatives
Senate and
the Senate
enacted by
Be it
it enacted
assembled, That the times for
United States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
for
America in
of America
States of
United

March
March 3, 1925.
1925.

[H. R. 9825.]
[H.R.
[Public, No.
No. 579.]
579.]
[Public,

Rliver.
Pea
Pearl River.
Time extended for
for
Time
George.
bridging, near George-

town, Miss.
commencing
and completing
authorized ton,Miss.
bridge authorized
of aabridge
construction of
the construction
completing the
commencing and
Vol. 42, P 1220,
Vol. 42, p. 1220,
by Act
Act of
of Congress
Congress approved
January 31, 1923,
1923, to be built by the amended.
approved January
by
at
Great
Lumber Company
across the Pearl
Pearl River
River
Company across
Southern Lumber
Great Southern
approximately one
one and
north of Georgetown,
Georgetown, in the
one-half miles north
and one-half
approximately
State
of Mississippi,
hereby extended
years,
and three years,
extended one and
are hereby
Mississippi, are
State of
respectively,
the date
approval hereof.
hereof.
of approval
date of
from the
respectively, from
mendme
SEC. 2.
2. That
the right
right to
to alter,
repeal this Act is Amendment.
or repeal
amend. or
alter, amend.
That the
SEC.
hereby
expressly reserved.
hereby expressly
Approved,
March 3, 1925.
Approved, March

•
CHAP.
462.—An Act
Act Making
appropriations for
for the
Department of the
the Department
Making appropriations
CHAP. 462.-An
purposes.
1926, and for other purposes.
Interior
year ending June 30, 1926,
Interior for the fiscal year

March 3,
3, 1925
1925
March
002
[H. R. 100201
0.]
R.
[H.
[Public, No. 580.1
, No.
[P

Be
and House
of Representatives
of the
the Interior
interior Department
Representatives of
House of
Senate and
by the
the Senate
Department
enacted by
Be it
it enacted
appropriations.
United States
States of
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the
the followfollow- appropriations.
of America
United

Treasury not
ing sums
sums are
appropriated, out
money in the Treasury
not
out of any money
are appropriated,
ing
otherwise appropriated,
Department of the Interior
Interior for the
the Department
for the
appropriated, for
otherwise
fiscal year
namely:
year ending June 30, 1926, namely:
fiscal
SECRETARY
OFFICE
THE SECRETARY
OF THE
OFFICE OF

Secretary's Office.

secretay

ce.

SALARIES
SALARIES
Secretary of
Interior, $12,000;
Secretary,
Assistant Secretary
First Assistant
$12,000; First
the Interior,
of the
Secretary

services in the District of
Assistant Secretary,
of
personal services
and other personal
Secretary, and
Assistant
1923,"
Classification Act
"The Classification
Columbia
Act of
of 1923,"
accordance with "The
in accordance
Columbia in
in expending
$302,835; in
$314,835: Provided,
Provided, That
That in
expending appropriaappropriaall, $314,835:
in all,
$302,835;

Secretary. Assistants,

and office personnel.
Apesositn
anSEomrer

PrOti$03.

Salaries limited
Salaries
limited to
average rates under
Classification Act.
42,p.
Vol. 42,
p. 14s.
1488.

in this Act,
tions or
of appropriations,
contained in
Act: for
for the
the averca rtActs under
appropriations, contained
portions of
or portions
tions
payment
services in
in the
District of
Columbia in
in acac- vol.
of Columbia
the District
personal services
for personal
payment for
cordance with
The Classification
1923," the average
average of the
Classification Act of 1923,"
" The
with "
cordance
salaries of
of the
the total
persons under
any grade
grade in
in any
any
under any
of persons
number of
total number
salaries
time
any
at
not
shall
appropriation
other
or
bureau
'
office,
appropriation
unit
office,
bureau,
compensation rates specified
exceed
the average
average of the compensation
specified for the grade
exceed the

only one position
which only
in which
by
and in
grades in
position is allocated
allocated
in grades
Act and
such Act,
by such
the
salary of
of such
shall not exceed
the comaverage of the
exceed the average
position shall
such position
the salary
restriction
this restriction
pensation
That this
Provided, That
grade: Provided,
the grade:
for the
rates for
pensation rates
shall
to grades
3, and
the clerical-mechanical
clerical -mechanical
4 of
of the
2, 3,
and 4
1, 2,
(1) to
grades 1,
apply (1)
not apply
shall not
service,
or (2)
(2) to require
require the reduction
reduction in salary
salary of any person whose
whose
service, or
compensation
was fixed,
1, 1924,
1924, in
in accordance
with the
the
accordance with
July 1,
of July
as of
fixed, as
compensation was
rules
such Act,
to require
require the
in salary
salary
the reduction
reduction in
Act, (3)
(3) to
of such
of section
section 66of
rules of
of any
who is
transferred from
position to
to another
another posione position
from one
is transferred
person who
any person
of
tion
the same
same or
or different
different grade
in the
same or
different bureau,
bureau,
or a
a different
the same
grade in
in the
tion in
office, or
other appropriation
appropriation unit,
unit, or
or (4)
(4) to prevent
prevent the payment
payment
or other
office.
of a
under any
any grade
at aa rate
rate higher
higher than
the maximum
maximum
than the
grade at
salary under
a salary
of
rate of
grade when
such higher
higher rate
"The
permitted by "The
rate is permitted
when such
the grade
of the
rate

e
If only
poition
o one position
inf
in agrade.

on

ot
Restriction
Restriction not

-

applicable
to cleria
clericalto
mechanical service.
lservice.
, rehaiead
No
fixed salary
duced.
Vol. 44, p. 1490.

plicable
No

duced.

r.

Vol. 44 p. 1490.
Trpansfrs to

Transfers to another
another
position without
reduction.

duction.
nder
Payment
Payment under
higher ratespermitted.
rates permitted.
highe
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Clerk to sign
Clerk to sign
patents.

Classification Act of
1923," and is
specifically authorized
authorized by other
other
of 1923,"
is specifically
law.
land
clerical, administrative,
One clerk of
of grade
grade 1,
1, clerical,
administrative, and fiscal service,
service,
land

Chief clerk
to be exChief
clerktobeexecutive
ecutive officer
officer and
and may
sign official
officialpapers.
Contingent
expenses.
Contingent expenses.
R. S., sec. 3683,pp.723.

R.s.,sc.,

1925.
1925.

..

who shall
designated by
by the
the President,
to sign
land patents.
patents.
President, to
sign land
who
shall be
be designated
Department of the Interior
The chief clerk of the
the Department
Interior shall
shall be
be the
the
chief executive
officer of
may be
be designated
designated by
by
chief
executive officer
of the
the department
department and
and may

papers and documents,
documents, including
including the
the Secretary
Secretary to sign official papers
authorization
expenditures from the contingent and other approauthorization of expenditures
priations
for the department,
department, its bureaus
bureaus and offices, section 3683
priations for
of the Revised Statutes
Statutes to the
contrary notwithstanding.
the contrary
CONTINGENT EXPENSES,
EXPENSFS, DEPARTMENT
OF THE
CONTINGENT
DEPARTMENT OF
THE INTERIOR
INTERIOR

Department econtinontingermexS
gent
expenses.

For
contingent expenses
of the
office of
the Secretary
Secretary and
and the
the
the office
of the
expenses of
For contingent
bureaus,
offices, and buildings of the department;
department; furniture, carpets,
bureaus, offices,
carpets,
lumber, hardware,
hardware, dry goods,
goods, advertising,
telegraphing, teleteleice, lumber,
advertising, telegraphing,
phone service,
service, street
street car
exceeding $250, and
and expressage;
expressage;
phone
car fares not exceeding
examination of estimates
estimates for appropriations
examination
appropriations in the
the field for any
any
bureau, office,
office, or
or service
service of
of the
department; not
not exceeding
exceeding $500
$500 shall
shall
the department;
bureau,
Property damages.
Pro"
. be available for the payment
dam
payment of damages
damages caused to private
property
private property
by department
department motor vehicles exclusive
those operated
operated by
by the
the
exclusive of those
Government fuel yards;
Government
yards; purchase
exchange of motor trucks,
trucks,
purchase and exchange
motor cycles, and "bicycles,
maintenance, repair,
repair, and operation of
bicycles, maintenance,
motor-propelled
and motor
motor trucks,
motor
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles
vehicles and
trucks, motor
cycles,
cycles, and
and Jicycles.
jaicycles. to be used. only
only for official purposes;
purposes; diagrams,
diagrams,
awnings, filing and labor-saving
labor-saving devices; constructing
constructing model
model and
and
other cases and furniture;
furniture; postage
postage stamps to prepay
prepay postage on
on
Disbarment exex- matter addressed
Disbarment
addressed to Postal Union countries
special-delivery
countries and for
for special-delivery
penses.
pnses
stamps for use in the United States; expense of taking testimony
testimony
preparing the same,
disbarment proceedings
proceedin gs
and preparing
same, in connection
connection with disbarment
instituted against persons
charged with improper practices
persons charged
practices before
the department,
department, its bureaus
bureaus and
offices; not
for the
the
and offices;
not exceeding
exceeding $450
$450 for
purchase
of newspapers,
newspapers, notwithstanding
the provisions
provisions of
of section
section
notwithstanding the
purchase of
Newspaper
Newspapers.
R.
It. s.,
S., sec.
sec. 192,, p.30.
p. 30. 192 of the Revised Statutes
Statutes of the United States; and other absonecessary expenses
expenses not
hereinbefore provided
including
lutely necessary
not hereinbefore
provided for,
for, including
traveling
traveling expenses, fuel and lights, typewriting
labor-saving
typewriting and labor-saving
machines
$76,000.
machines, $76,000.
Stationery, etc.
tatonery,etc.
or stationery, including
including tags, labels, index
For
ne d
index cards, cloth-li
cloth-lined
wrappers,
specimen bags, printed
wrappers, and specimen
printed in the course
course of manufacture,
manufacture,
Additional
contracts
Additional, from and such printed envelopes as are not supplied under
under contracts
specified
General, for the department
me
ns
cilled appropria- made by the Postmaster General,
department and
and its several
several
bureaus
$73,000; and, in addition thereto, sums amountbureaus and offices, $73,000;
ing to $90,000
$90,000 shall be deducted
deducted from
appropriations made
from other
other appropriations
made
follows: Surveying
Surveying public lands,
$3,500;
for the fiscal year 1926,
1926, as
as follows:
lands, $3,500;
protecting
and timber,
protecting public lands and
timber, $2,000; contingent expenses local
local
$3,500; Geological
land offices, $3,500;
Geological Survey, $2,000$2,00_(); Bureau
3ureau of Mines,
$17,000; Indian
$17,000;
Indian Service, $35,000;
$35,000 ; Freedmen's
Freed men '
s Hospital, $500;
Saint
$500; Saint
Elizabeths
Hospital, $3,500;
National Park
Service, $5,000;
$5,000; Bureau
Bureau
Elizabeths Hospital,
P
.
$3,500; National
Park Service,
Proviso.
ReversiontareclamaReclamation, $18,000:
Reversion toreclama- of Reclamation,
$18,000: Provided,
portion of
Provided,That any unexpended
unexpended portion
of
tionitid.
this amount
amount shall
shall revert
don
fund.
revert and be credited
credited to the reclamation
reclamation fund;
fund;
and said sums so deducted
deducted shall
shall be credited
credited to and constitute,
constitute, together with the first-named
first-named sum
sum of
$73,000, the
the total
total appropriation
appropriation
gether
of $73,000,
stationery for the department
for stationery
department and its several bureaus and offices
offices
for the
the fiscal
year 1926.
1926.
fiscal year
erodical, for
Books,
Books,
periodicals,
etc.
etc.S
peo
,
For the purchase
exchange of professional and scientific books,
purchase or exchange
law books, and books to complete
complete broken
broken sets, periodicals, direcdirectories, and other books of reference
reference relating to the business of the
department by the several offices
qffices and bureaus
department
bureaus of the Interior Deavailable for aa common
partment herein
herein named, to be available
common library for
for
the joint use of the several
several offices and bureaus
bureaus named,
named, there is
hereby
is hereby
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1925.

made available
from any
any appropriations
bureau or
appropriations made for such bureau
available from
made
Office allotments.
office
exceed the
the following
respective sums: Office of the Officeallotments.
following respective
to exceed
not to
office not
$1,250;
Secretary, $600;
$600; Indian
Indian Service,
Bureau of Education, $1,250;
Service, $200; Bureau
Secretary,
Bureau
Bureau
Geological Survey, $2,000; Bureau
$1,500; Geological
Reclamation, $1,500;
of Reclamation,
Bureau of
of
Mines, $3,500;
$500; General Land Office,
Office,
Park Service, $500;
National Park
$3,500; National
of Mines,

$500.
$500.
Minor purchases in
market.
open
equipment or the procurement of open
The
purchase of
supplies and equipment
of supplies
market.
The purchase
services
for the
the Department
Department of the
offices
the Interior, the bureaus and offices
services for
thereof,
including Howard
University and the Columbia Institution
Howard University
thereof, including
for the
seat of
of government,
located in
in
government, as well as those located
the seat
at the
Deaf, at
the Deaf,
for
Open market
market purpur°Open
the field
field outside
outside the
the District
Columbia, may be made in open chases.
District of Columbia,
the
R.
S.,
secs.
3709,
3744,
3709,3744,
sees.
R.s.,
the
of
3744
and
3709
market without
without compliance
sections 3709
3744
with sections
compliance with
market
pp. us, ras.
Revised Statutes
Statutes of
of the
the United
in the
the manner common among p. 733 73
States, in
United States,
Revised
the
or
purchase
the
of
business
men,
when
the
aggregate
amount
the
purchase
the
business men, when the aggregate
service does
$100 in any instance.
instance.
exceed $100
not exceed
does not
service
Inspectors' epense.
expenses.
subsistence to four Inspectors'
For per
per diem
$1 in lieu of subsistence
exceeding $4
not exceeding
at not
diem at
For
necessary exon duty, and for actual necessary
inspectors
inspectors while traveling on.
penses
incidental expenses
negotiation,
expenses of negotiation,
and incidental
transportation and
of transportation
penses of
inspection,
and investigation,
investigation, including
temporary
including telegraphing, temporary
inspection, and
employment
of stenographers,
assistance outside of the Proviso.
other assistance
and other
stenographers, and
employment of
itaion.
Provided, That the four inspectors
District
Columbia, $8,000: Provided,
inspectors Limitation.
of Columbia,
District of
a longer period
shall
per diem
diem in
subsistence for a
period
of subsistence
lieu of
in lieu
receive per
not receive
shall not
than
thirty days
days at
at any
time at
at the
the seat
seat of government.
one time
any one
than thirty
PRINTING AND
AND BINDING
BINDING
PRINTG

Department of the Interior,
For printing
printing and
and binding
binding for
for the
the Department
For

i'ncluding
of its
its bureaus
bureaus, offices, institutions, and services in
all of
including all
Washington,
District of
of Columbia,
except the Alaska
Alaska
elsewhere, except
Columbia, and elsewhere,
Washington, District
Railroad, the
the National
National Park
Park Service,
Service, the Geological
Geological Survey,
Survey, the
Railroad,

$119,000: Provided,
Office, $119,000:
Bureau of
of Mines
the Patent
Patent Office,
Provided, That
and the
Mines, and
Bureau

Printing and bindPrinting and binding.
Department
and bubuDepartmentand
reaus.

Proviso.
SPriof
Size of

annual
annual re
re-

ports limited.
the annual
annual reports
the department
bureaus and portslimited.
department and of all its bureaus
of the
reports of
the
establishments,
Reclamation, shall not exincluding the Bureau of Reclamation,
establishments, including
ceed a
total of
of one
one thousand
Alas
pages.
and fifty
fifty pages.
two hundred
hundred and
thousand two
ceed
a total
Alaska Railroad.
Railroad.
$6,300 of the amount
For
the Alaska
Alaska Railroad,
Railroad, not
exceed $6,300
not to exceed
For the
appropriated herein
herein for
and operation
railroads in
operation of railroads
maintenance and
for maintenance
appropriated
o
Alaska
shall be
printing and binding.
binding.
for printing
available for
be available
Alaska shall
For
For printing
printing and
$25,000. ice.o"
ice
National Pr
Park Sem
binding, $25,000.
and binding,
Service: For
Park Service:
National Park
the National
For the
urvey.
Oeological Survey.
For
the United
States Geological
For engraving
engraving the
the Geological
Survey: For
Geological Survey:
United States
For the
illustrations necessary
necessary for the
annual report
report of the director
director and for
the annual
illustrations
the monographs,
monog aphs, professional
bulletins, water-supply
water-supply papers,
papers,
papers, bulletins,
professional papers,
the
and
the report
resources, and
printing and binding
binding
for printing
and for
mineral resources,
on mineral
report on
and the
the same
which sum not more than
than $45,000
$45,000 may be
publications, of which
same publications
the
used
engraving, $102,300;
$102,300; for
for miscellaneous
miscellaneous printing and bindfor engraving,
used for
ing,
$115,000.
all, $115,000.
in all,
$12,700; in
ing, $12,700;
Mines Bureau.
Brea.
For the
the Bureau
Bureau of
including printing,
printing, engraving
engraving of illus- Mines
Mines, including
of Mines,
For
trations, and
binding bulletins,
technical papers,
papers, miners
miners' circulars,
bulletins, technical
and binding
trations,
and other
other publications
to carry
the purposes of the Act of
out the
carry out
publications to
and
February
not to
$37,500; for
miscellaneous printfor miscellaneous
exceed $37,500;
to exceed
1913, not
25, 1913,
February .25,
ing
and binding,
mnding, not
exceed $10,000;
$10,000; not
not to
exceed in all, $47,500:
$47,500: Pr
to exceed
to exceed
not to
ing and
unexpended
$36,788.90 of
Provided,
the unexpended
balance of
of the
the approappro- Use
ge
m tof unexpended
of $36,788.90
unexpended balance
That the
Provided, That
priation
of $100,000
$100,000 made
the Act
t
a
c
lan
, ce foi
1°F lie
g
n
r
te
. oa.
February 25, 1919, ebbaanp
approved February
Act approved
by the
made by
priation of
reference to Val.40,p.1154.
for experiments
investigations, and
VOL 40, P. 1154.
forth, with reference
so forth,
and so
and investigations,
experiments and
for
lignite coals
to the
extent of not more
the extent
available to
is made
made available
peat is
and peat
coals and
lignite
than $6,000
$6,000 for
such experiments
and
experiments and
reports of such
of reports
publication of
for publication
than
appropriation
investigations, and
and any
any balance
balance of
of the
said original appropriation
the said
investigations,
remaining unexpended
unexpended or imobligated.
1, 1925,
1925, shall
shall thereupon
thereupon
unobligated July 1,
remaining
be carried
to the
the surplus
into the Treasury.
covered into
and covered
fund and
surplus fund
carried to
be
Patent OiRoe.
For
Office: For
printing the
weekly issue
issue of
of patents,
patents, Patent Offia.
the weekly
For printing
Patent Office:
the Patent
For the
designs, trade-marks,
trade-marks, prints,
prints, and
and labels,
exclusive of illustrations;
illustrations;
labels, exclusive
designs,
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and for
printing, engraving
engraving illustrations,
illustrations, and
and binding
the Official
Official
and
for printing,
binding the
weekly and annual
$810,000; for
for miscelmiscelGazette, including
including weekly
annual indices, $810,000;
$70,000; in
in all,
all, $880,000.
$880,000.
laneous printing
printing and
and binding,
binding, $70,000;
Solicitor's Office
Office.
Solicitor's

OFFICE OF SOLICITOR
SOLCITOR
OFFICE

Office
personnel.
Officepersonnel.

For personal services
services in the District
District of Columbia in accordance
accordance
with the Classification
$120,920.
Classification Act
Act of 1923,
1923, $120,920.

General
ceneral
fice.

Land

Of-

GENERAL LAND OFFICE
GENERAL
OFFICE
SALARTF.S
SALARIES

Commissioner,
Commissioner,
office
personnel.
offcepersonnel.

and

For Commissioner of the General Land Office and other
personal
other personal
services in
in the
the District
of Columbia
accordance with the
services
District of
Columbia in accordance
the Classification
1923, $805,000.
$805,000.
fication Act of 1923,
GENERAL EXPENSES,
EXPENSES,

GENERAL LAND OFFICE
OFFICE
GENERAL

For
per diem
in lieu
lieu of
at not
not exceeding
exceeding $4,
$4, of
of examexamFor per
diem in
of subsistence,
subsistence, at
inspect offices
offices in the public-land
public-land service,
iners and of clerks detailed
detailed to
to inspect
service,
to
fraudulent land
trespasses on
the public
public lands,
to investigate
investigate fraudulent
land entries,
entries, trespasses
on the
lands,
and cases
misconduct, actual
necessary expenses
expenses of
transcases of official
official misconduct,
actual necessary
of transportation, including
including necessary
necessary sleeping-car
sleeping-car fares, and for employment
assistants when
necessary to
to the
the
ment of stenographers
stenographers and other assistants
when necessary
efficient conduct
authorized by the
conduct of examinations,
examinations, and when authorized
the Commissioner of the General
General Land
Office, $3,000.
Land Office,
IMab
For
connected
Maps.
connected
separate
United
States
other maps,
and
separate
States and other
maps, prepreDistribution.
Office, $15,000, all of which maps shall
pared in the General Land
Land Office,
shall
be delivered to the Senate and House of Representatives,
Representatives, except
except 10
10
which shall be delivered to
Commissioner of
the
per centum, which
to the
the Commissioner
of the
General Land Office for official
official purposes. All maps delivered
delivered to
Representatives hereunder
the Senate and House
House of Representatives
hereunder shall be mounted
mounted
with rollers ready for use.
and Territorial
ate and
For separate
separate State and Territorial maps of public-land
State
Territorial
public-land States,
States,
maps.
including maps showing
showing areas
areas designated
designated by the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the
Per diem, etc.,
inPerdiem,
etc., in-

nlarged
st Enlarged

under the
the enlarged
Acts, prepared
prepared in
home- Interior
Interior under
enlarged homestead
homestead Acts,
in the
the GenGenhome-

eads.

General.
Surveyor
Surveyor General.
abolished.
Ofice abolished.
Office

Administration,
etc.,
traanderre
tocF.eid
transferred
to Field
Surveying Service,
ervice.

Surveying
1 expenses.
1
Anic, p. 1142.
Ante,

ege.

Provi
ction
sos.
corner
corner monumonu
Se
Section

ments.

eral
Land Office,
eral Land
Office, $1,300.
$1,300.
The office
office of
of surveyor
abolished, effective
effective July
July 1,
1,
is hereby
hereby abolished,
general is
surveyor general
The
1925, and
of all
all activities
theretofore in
and the
the administration
administration of
activities theretofore
in charge
charge
of surveyors
including the
the necessary
necessary personnel,
personnel, all
all records,
recorcrs,
of
surveyors general,
general, including
furniture,
and other
other equipment,
supplies of
of their
their respective
respective
furniture, and
equipment, and
and all
all supplies
offices,
offices, are
to and
with the
the Field
are hereby
hereby transferred
transferred to
and consolidated
consolidated with
Field
Surveying Service, under
under the
United States
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of the
the United
Supervisor
hereafter administer
administer same
same in assoassoSupervisor of Surveys, who shall hereafter
ciation with the surveying
and under
such
surveying operations
operations in his charge and
under such
regulations
as the
the Secretary
of the
provide.
regulations as
Secretary of
the Interior
Interior may
may provide.
Surveying public
For surveys
surveys and
resurveys of
of public
public
Surveying
public lands:
lands: For
and resurveys
lands, examination
surveys heretofore
reported to be
examination of surveys
heretofore made and reported
be
defective or fraudulent, inspecting
defective
inspecting mineral deposits, coal fields,
fields, and
timber districts,
districts, making
and such
other surmaking fragmentary
fragmentary surveys,
surveys, and
such other
surrequired for identification
identification of lands
veys or examinations
examinations as may be required
evidence in any suit or proceeding
for purposes
purposes of evidence
proceeding in behalf of the
under the supervision
United States, under
supervision of the Commissioner of the
General Land Office and direction of the
Secretary of the
the Secretary
the Interior.
Interior,
$840,290:
That the
the sum
sum of
of not
exceeding 10
10 per
per centum
centum
not exceeding
Provided, That
$840,290: Provided,
of the
the amount
amount hereby
hereby appropriated
be expended
expended by
by the
the ComComappropriated may
may be
missioner of the General
General Land Office,
Office, with
the approval
approval of
of the
the
missioner
with the
Secretary of the Interior, for the purchase
Secretary
purchase of metal or
equally
or other
other equally
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durable
monuments to
survey corners wherto be used for public land survey
durable monuments
Detailed field emfield empDeoed
of ployees.
further, That
Provided further,
practicable: Provided
ever practicable:
ever
That not
not to exceed
exceed $10,000
$10,000 of
this
may be
be expended
salaries of employees
employees of
expended for salaries
appropriation may
this appropriation
detailed to the General
the
General Land
Land
temporarily detailed
field surveying service temporarily
the field
Oregon and
and CaiCalioregon
Office: Provided
Provided further,
further, That not to exceed $15,000
$15,000 of this appro- fornia
Railroad lands,
classification, and
priation
may be
be used
and sale
sale of the etc.
survey, classification,
for the
the survey,
used for
priation may
lands
timber of
of the
Oregon and
California Railroad
and California
Railroad Olands.
lands and
and timber
the so-called
so-called Oregon
Oil lands.
lands
further, That
Providedfurther,
lands: Provided
Road lands:
Wagon Road
Coos Bay Wagon
the Coos
lands and
and the
not
exceed.$50,000 of this appropriation
surveys
appropriation may be used for surveys
not to
to exceed.$50,000
provided by law, of
rectangular system provided
and resurveys,
under the rectangular
resurveys, under
and
public lands
deemed to
to be
be valuable
valuable for oil
oil shale.
oil and oil
lands deemed
public
Reproducing plats of
pl
Reproducing
To enable
enable the
the Commissioner
Commissioner of
of the
the svey.
surveys.
of surveys:
surveys: To
plats of
Reproducing plats
General Land
Office to
to continue
continue to
reproduce worn and defaced
defaced
to reproduce
Land Office
General
official plats
plats of
of surveys
surveys on
other plats
plats constituting
constituting aa part
on file, and other
official
of the
the records
records of
office, to
offices with the
to furnish local land offices
of said office,
of
same, and
reproducing by
photolithography original plats of
of
by photolithography
for reproducing
and for
same,
surveys prepared
the offices of surveyors
$6,000.
general, $6,000.
surveyors general,
in the
prepared in
surveys
Registers.
ofregisters of district Consolidation
Registers:
salaries and commissions
Consolidation of
of ofcommissions of registers
Registers: For salaries
flfices.
land offices,
not exceeding
exceeding $3,000
per annum
annum each,
$175,000: ProPro- Vol.,42,.
each, $175,000:
$3,000 per
land
offices, at
at not
42, p. 20.S.
offices
receiver of such land offices
vided, That the offices
register and
and receiver
offices of register
vided,
as may
have two officials
effective July
July 1,
consolidated, effective
be consolidated,
shall be
officials shall
now have
may now
as
1925, and the applicable
applicable provisions of the Act approved
approved October 28,
1925,
expenses.
1921,
followed in
in effecting
effecting such
such consolidations.
consolidations.ontingent
be followed
1921, shall
shall be
Contingent expenses.
1142.
Ante p. 1142.
hire, rent, and
For clerk
offices: For
Contingent
expenses of
of land
land offices:
clerk hire,
and other
other Ante,
Contingent expenses
offices, including
incidental expenses
of the
district land offices,
including the exthe district
expenses of
incidental
Per diem subsistence.
penses of
depositing public
public money;
money; per
diem, in
in lieu
lieu of
of surdlembsistence,
subsistence,
per diem,
of depositing
penses
of
district
management
of
clerks
detailed
to
examine
books
and
management
books
the
examine
to
detailed
of clerks
operation of said offices
offices and to assist in the operation
offices and
and in the
land offices
pursuant vol.
opening of
of new
new land
reservations, when
when allowed
allowed pursuant
Vol. 38, p. 68
680.
and reservations,
offices and
land offices
opening
to
of the
the Sundry
approved
Appropriation Act approved
Sundry Civil Appropriation
13 of
section 13
to section
August 1,
1, 1914,
1914, and
and for
for actual necessary
traveling expenses of said
necessary traveling
August
clerks and
and of
transferred in
in the
the interest
interest of
Proviso.
of the public service Proio.
of clerks
clerks transferred
clerks
Expenses limited.
limited.
from
one district
district land
office to
another: Provided,
Provided, That
That no
no expenses
expenses Expenses
to another:
land office
from one
the
in
registers
chargeable
to
the
Government
shall
be
incurred
by
incurred
chargeable to the Government shall be
conduct of
offices except
except upon
upon previous
previous specific
specific authorizaauthorizaland offices
local land
of local
conduct
tion
by the
of the
the General
General Land
Land Office,
Office, $350,000.
$350,000.
Timberdepredations
Commissioner of
the Commissioner
tion by
Timber depredations,
and swampDepredations
public timber,
public lands,
lands, and set- protecting, andswamp
protecting public
timber, protecting
on public
Depredations on
land claims.
tlement of
of claims
lana and
and swamp-land
swamp-land indemnity:
indemnity: For land claims
swamp land
for swamp
claims for
p. 1142.
tlement
protecting timber
on the
the public
more efficient
efficient exeexepublic lands, and for the more
timber on
protecting
cution of
of the
law and
rules relating
relating to
to the
the cutting
thereof; of protectcutting thereof;
and rules
the law
cution
fraudulent entry
entry or appropriation,
appropriation,
ing public lands from illegal and fraudulent
and
of adjusting
adjusting claims
claims for
swamp lands,
lands, and
indemnity for swamp
swamp
and indemnity
for swamp
and of
,
lands,
$420,000, including
including not
exceeding $35,000
$35,000 for
purchase of
of Ve
the purchase
for the
not exceeding
lands, $420,000,
Vehicles, etc.
use of
the use
motor-propelled
passenger-carrying vehicles
for the
of agents
agents
vehicles for
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
employed in the field service
service and for operation,
operation, maintemainteand others employed
nance,
and exchange
exchange of
of same
and for
for operation
and maintenance
of Froths.
maintenance of
operation and
same and
nance, and
Per diem subsistence.
a
motor
boat:
Provided,
That
agents
and
others
employed
under
this
Pediemsubsistence.
this
under
employed
others
and
agents
That
Provided,
a motor boat:
appropriation may
may be
of subsistence,
pur- vol.
80.
subsistence, purVol. 38
38, p. 680.
lieu of
in lieu
diem in
per diem
allowed per
be allowed
appropriation
suant to
section 13
13 of
the Sundry
Sundry Civil
Appropriation Act approved
approved
Civil Appropriation
of the
to section
suant
August 1,
expenses for
for transportation,
ex- In
aka
In Alaska.
transportation, exnecessary expenses
and actual
actual necessary
1914, and
1, 1914,
August
cept when
agents are
are employed
they may be allowed
allowed not
Alaska they
in Alaska
employed in
when agents
cept
enHearing in land err
Hearings
exceeding $5
each in lieu
subsistence.
lieu of subsistence.
day each
$5 per
per day
exceeding
tries.
Hearings in
For hearings
or other
held tries.
proceedings held
other proceedings
hearings or
entries: For
land entries:
in land
Hearings
by order
order of
the Commissioner
the General
General Land Office to deterof the
Commissioner of
of the
by
mine
whether alleged
fraudulent entries
entries are of
of
alleged fraudulent
of lands,
lands, whether
character of
the character
mine the
that character
have been
been made
made in
compliance with
with law,
of Proriso.
,,
and of
law, and
in compliance
or have
character or
that
Deposition fees.
tee
hearings in
$15,000: Provided,
That where
where Deposition
Provided, That
proceedings, $15,000:
disbarment proceedings,
in disbarment
hearings
officer
depositions are
for use
use in
in such
hearings the fees of the officer
such hearings
taken for
are taken
depositions
taking them
them shall
shall be
be 20
per folio
folio for
certifying
for taking and certifying
cents per
20 cents
taking
same and
and 10
10 cents
cents per
per folio
folio for
each copy
copy furnished
party on
furnished to aa party
for each
same
request.
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National
forests.
National forests.
Advertising restorarestoralands in.
tion of
of lands
in.

Opering
Indian resresOperiag Indian
ervati:ms.
ervati
ls.
Proviso.
Provito.
Reimbursement
Reimbursement

Northern
Pacific
Northern
Pacific
land grant
land
grant.
Balance for classifyetc., to
be covered
ing, etc.,
to be
covered
in.
in.
Vol.
38,
p.
1148.
Vol. 38, p. 1148.
Vol.
18.
Vol. 40, p.
p. 18.
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Affairs BuBnIndian Affairs
MEWL
reaa.

S
ESS. II.
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CH. 462.
462.

1925.
1925.

Restoration of lands in forest
reserves: To
To enable
enable the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of
forest reserves:
the Interior to advertise
restoration to
to the
public domain
of lands
lands
advertise the
the restoration
the public
domain of
in forest reserves
reserves or of
temporarily withdrawn
withdrawn for
for forest
forest
of lands
lands temporarily
reserve purposes,
purposes, $2,000.
reserve
$2,000.
Opening Indian
Indian reservations (reimbursable):
(reimbursable) :For expenses
expenses pertaining to the opening to entry and settlement
settlement of such
Indian reservareservasuch Indian
tion lands as may be opened during the fiscal year
Provided,
year 1926: Provided,
That the expenses pertaining to the opening of each
each of
said reservareservaof said
tions and paid for out of this appropriation
shall be
reimbursed to
to
appropriation shall
be reimbursed
the United
United States from the money received
received from the sale
lands
sale of the lands
embraced in said reservations,
embraced
$1,000.
reservations, respectively,
respectively, $1,000.
The unexpended balance
balance of $1,576.45
remaining to the credit
credit of
of
$1,576.45 remaining
$2,055.67 authorized
in the
the Deficiency
Deficiency Approthe appropriation
appropriation of
of $2,055.67
authorized in
Appropriaton Act approved
priation
approved September 8, 1916, for
for examination
examination and
and classiclassification of lands within
within the limits of the Northern Pacific
grant and
and
Pacific grant
made available
available until expended
expended by the
Deficiency Act
17,
the Deficiency
Act of
of April
April 17,
1917, shall be carried to the surplus fund
into the
the
fund and
and be covered
covered into
Treasury
Treasury immediately
approval of
this Act.
immediately upon the
the approval
of this
Act.
BUREAU OF INDIA
N AFFAIRS
INDIAN
SALARIES
SALARIES

Conamiarionet,
Commissoner,
office
personnel
office personnel

and
and

General
General expenses.
Special
agents, etc.
Special agents,
etc.

Ante,
p.1142.
Ant, p.
1142

For the Commissioner of Indian Affairs and other personal servservices in the District
District of Columbia in accordance
accordance with "The Classification Act of 1923," $381,500.
GENERAL EXPENSES
GENERAL
EXPENSES OF
OF INDIAN
INDIAN SERVICE
SERVICE

incidental expenses
For pay of special agents, for traveling and incidental
expenses
of such special agents, including
including sleeping-car
fare ' and aa per diem
diem
sleeping-car fare,
of not to exceed $4 in lieu of subsistence,
subsistence, i
n the
the discretion
discretion of
in
of the
the
Secretary
Secretary of the Interior, when actually employed
employed on
on duty
duty in
in the
the
field or ordered to the seat of government;
government; tor
transportation and
for transportation
and
incidental expenses of officers and clerks of the Office
Office of
Indian
of Indian
Affairs when traveling
official duty;
duty; for
pay of
employees not
traveling on
on official
for pay
of employees
not

otherwise provided
otherwise
provided for; for telegraph
telegraph and
and telephone
telephone toll
on
toll messages
messages on
business pertaining
pertaining to the
sent and
received by
the
the Indian Service
Service sent
and received
by the
Bureau of Indian Affairs at Washington;
Washington; and for
other necessary
necessary
for other
openis.
expenses
expenses
of
the
Indian
Service
for
which
no
other
appropriation
is
of
the
Indian
Service
for
which
no
other
appropriation
is
Provisos.
Competency Com- available, $107,000:
$107,000: Provided,
exceed $5,000
$5,000 of
of this
Provided, That not to exceed
this
mission,
mission Five
Five Civilized
Civilized appropriation
appropriation may be used for continuing
continuing the work
work of
of the
Comthe ComTribes.
petency
Five Civilized
Civilized Tribes
Tribes of
of Oklahoma:
OtherIndians
petenc Commission
Other Indians.
Commission to
to the
the Five
Oklahoma:
Provided,
Provided, That not to exceed $15,000
$15,000 of the
herein approapprothe amount herein
riated may be expended
priated
expended out of applicable
applicable funds in the work of
of
determining the competency
determining
competency of Indians
Indians on Indian reservations
reservations outoutside of the Five
Civilized Tribes
Five Civilized
Tribes in
in Oklahoma.
Oklahoma.
Supplies.
transpor- For
Purchase, transporFor expenses necessary
necessary to the purchase
goods and
supplies for
for
purchase of
of goods
and supplies
tation,
tation, etc.
the Indian
Service, including
including inspection,
inspection, pay of necessary
the
Indian Service,
necessary employees,
and all other expenses connected
including advertising,
connected therewith,
therewith, including
advertising,
storage, and transportation
Indian goods
and
supplies,
$500,000:
transportation
of
Indian
goods
and
supplies, $500,000:
Provisos.
Onlyithree
ware- Provided,
Provided, That
That no
no part
sum hereby
hereby appropriated
appropriated shall
be
part of
of the
the sum
Only
three wareshall be
houses.
houses,
used for the maintenance
three warehouses
maintenance of to exceed
exceed three
warehouses in
in the
the
Limitation on paymetaton on pay- Indian
Indian Service:
Service: Provided
That no
no part
part of
this appropriaappropriaProvided further,
further, That
ments.
of this
tion shall be used in payment
forr any
therefor
payment fo
any services
services except
except bill therefor
is
rendered
within
from
time
the
service
rendered
one
year
from
the
service
performed.
is
performed.
Inspectors.
ors
For pay of special Indian
inspector and
Indian Service inspector
and four
four Indian
Indian
Service
Service inspectors, and actual
actual traveling
traveling and incidental
incidental expenses,
expenses, and
and
not to exceed $4 in
per diem in lieu of subsistence
subsistence when
when actually
actually em
em-ployed
ployed on duty in
n the field away from
from home
home or
heador designated
designated headquarters, $22,000.
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For pay of seventy judges of Indian
Indian courts where tribal relations

Judges, Indian
Indian
Judges,

courts.
now
now exist,
exist, $8,400.
$8,400.
courts.
For pay of Indian police, including chiefs of police at not to Indian
Indian police.
police

exceed $60 per month
month each and privates at
to exceed
exceed $40
$40 per
per
at not
not to
month each, to be employed in maintaining
maintaining order, for purchase
purchase of
of
equipments
equipments and supplies, and for rations
rations for
policemen at
at nonration
for policemen
nonration
agencies,
agencies, $177,760.
$177,760.
Suppressing
liquor
For the suppression
suppression of the traffic
intoxicating liquors
traffic in intoxicating
liquors and trairessing
liquor
tral5c.
deleterious
deleterious drugs, including
including peyote,
peyote, among
among Indians,
Indians, $22,000.
$22,000.
For construction, lease, purchase,
purchase, repair, and improvement
improvement of tg
ciiZZ,unc
dongiiicin
Purcaseonsru
the purchase
agency buildings,
buildings, including the
purchase of
of necessary
necessary lands
the tion, repairs, etc.
etc.
lands and
and the
installation, repair, and improvement
improvement of heating, lighting,
lighting, power,
power,
and sewerage
sewerage and water systems in connection
connection therewith, $150,000:
$150,000:
r
Prorims.
Provided, That this appropriation
appropriation shall be available
Provided,
available for the pay- P
oro . w
Supervising work.
ment of salaries and expenses
expenses of persons employed
employed in the
the supervision of construction
construction or repair work of
on
of roads
roads and bridges
bridges on
Indian reservations
reservations and other
other lands devoted
devoted to
to the
Indian Service:
the Indian
Service:
Provided further,
further, That the Secretary
Provided
Secretary of the
the Interior
Interior is
is authorized
authorized Heat and light to emees
to allow employees
employees in the Indian
quarters, ployees.
Indian Service, who arefurnished
are furnished quarters,
necessary heat and light for such quarters
quarters without
without charge,
charge, such
such
heat and light to be paid for out of the fund chargeable
the
chargeable with
with the
cost of heating and lighting other buildings
buildings at
at the
same place.
the same
place.
Vehicles.
That
not to
to exceed
That not
exceed $150,000
$150,000 of
of applicable
applicable appropriations
appropriations made
made Allocane
Allowance for main.
maintenance,
etc.
herein for the Bureau
of
Indian
Affairs
shall
be
available
for the tennce, repairs,
repairs, etc.
Bureau
Indian Affairs
maintenance,
maintenance, repair, and operation
and horsehorseoperation of
of motor-propelled
motor-propelled and
drawn passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles
vehicles for
the use
use of
for the
of superintendents,
superintendents,
farmers, physicians,
physicians ' field matrons, allotting,
allotting, irrigation,
and other
other
irrigation, and
Provisos.
Procw- limited.
employees in the Indian field service:
service: Provided,
Provided, That not to exceed
exceed Purcheses
$14,000 may be used in the purchase
purchase of horse-drawn
horse-drawn passengervehicles, and not
carrying vehicles,
the purchase
purchase of
not to exceed
exceed $35,000
$35,000 for
for the
of
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
motor-propelled
passenger-carrying vehicles,
vehicles, and
and that
vehicles
that such
such vehicles
Motor vehicles from
shall be used only for official
official service:
service: Provided
That such
such wMorepartiefrom
Provided further,
further, That
War Department.
motor-propelled vehicles
motor-propelled
vehicles shall
shall be purchased
purchased from
from the
the War
DepartWar Department,
practicable.
ment, if
if practicable.
EXPENSES
PROBATE MAI
MATTERS
EXPENSES IN
IN PROBATE
ELKS

Probate
Probate matters.
matters.

Determining heirs of
For the purpose of
of determining
the heirs
of deceased
determining the
heirs of
deceased Indian
Indian deeeteallottieso.
deceased allottees.

allottees having right, title, or interest
trust or
or restricted
interest in
in any trust
restricted
property, under regulations prescribed
prescribed by the Secretary
Secretary of the Inas provided
by existing
existing law:
terior, $83,680, reimbursable
reimbursable as
provided by
law: Provided,
Provided, (lrks
ls
ia
in the Indian
Indian
(VW.
That the Secretary of the Interior is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to use not to
to o"ec"
exceed $17,000
$17,000 for the
employment of
in the
the Indian
the employment
of additional
additional clerks
clerks in
Indian
Office in connection
connection with the
work of
heirs of
of
the work
of determining
determining the
the heirs

deceased Indians,
and examining
their wills,
wills, out
out of
of the
apdeceased
Indians, and
examining their
the $83,680
$83,680 ap-

propriated herein:
That the
of this
this
propriated
herein: Provided
Provided further, That
the provisions
provisions of
paragraph
paragraph shall not apply to the
Osage Indians
Indians nor
to the
Five
the Osage
nor to
the Five
Civilized Tribes of
of Oklahoma.
Oklahoma.
For salaries
expenses of
of such
attorneys and
other employees
employees
salaries and
and expenses
such attorneys
and other

Tribe
excepte
Tribes excepted.

Five Civilzed
Five
Civilized Tribes
Tribes

awl Quapaws.
Quapaws.
anl

Probate expenses.

as the
as
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
Interior may,
may, in
his discretion,
deem necesin his
discretion, deem
neces- Probate epenses.
sary in probate
probate matters affecting
affecting restricted
restricted allottees
allottees or
or their
heirs
their heirs
in the Five
in the
the several
tribes of
of the
the Quapaw
Five Civilized
Civilized Tribes
Tribes and
and in
several tribes
Quapaw
Agency,
Agency, and for the costs
incident to
costs and other necessary
necessary expenses
expenses incident
to Proriso.
suits
suits instituted or
by such
Provided', Atorneys.
or conducted
conducted by
such attorneys,
attorneys, $40,000:
$40,000: Provided,
Attorneys. etc.,
etc., restrited to civil service
That
part of
this appropriation
for the
the payThat no
no part
of this
appropriation shall
shall be
be available
available for
pay- eligibles.
esltg
ceivilservice
employees unless
unless appointed
appointed after
after aa comment of attorneys
attorneys or
or other employees
competitive examination
examination by
Service Commission
Commission and
petitive
by the
the Civil
Civil Service
and from
from an
an
eligible list
list furnished
by such
such commission.
commission.
eligible
furnished by
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EXPENSES
OF INDIAN
EXPENSES OF
INDIAN COMMISSIONERS
COMMISSIONERS
Citizen commission.
Citizen
commission.

Indian lands.
Surveying,
Surveying, allotting
in severalty,
severalty, etc.
Vol. 24, p.88.
p. 388.

expenses of the Board of Indian Commissioners,
of
For expenses
Commissioners, $10,000, of
which amount
amount not
exceed $7,560
personal
expended for
for personal
$7,560 may be expended
not to exceed
which
services in the District of Columbia.
INDIAN LANDS
INDIAN
LANDS
INDIAN
LANDS

allotment of lands
For
the survey, resurvey, classification,
orsutmhe
classification ' and allotment
in severalty under the provisions of the Act of February, 8, 1887
(Twenty-fourth
388), entitled "An Act
Statutes at Large, page 388),
(Twenty-fourth Statutes
to
and
in severalty to Indians," and
for the
the allotment of lands m
to provide for
under
Acts
providing for the survey
survey or allotment
allotment
any
other
Act
or
Acts
providing
under
Proviso.
reimbursable: Provided,
part of
of
Use in
of Indian
Indian lands,
lands, $50,000,
$50,000, reimbursable:
Provided, That no part
in New Mexico of
and
Arizona restricted.
and Arizona
restricted said sum shall be used for the survey, resurvey,
resurvey, classification,
classification, or
or
allotment
of any
any land
land in
in severalty
severalty on the public
any
public domain
domain to
to any
allotment of
Indian
Navajo or other tribes, within the State of
of
of the Navajo
Indian, whether of
New
Mexico and
State of
of Arizona,
Arizona, who
who was
was not
residing upon
upon
not residing
and the
the State
New Mexico
the
public domain prior to June 30, 1914.
the public
Advertisingexpenses,
Ad vetngeS
For the payment
payment of newspaper
newspaper advertisements
advertisements of sales of Indian
sales
sales of
of lands.
lands.
lands, $1,000,
$1,000, reimbursable
reimbursable from
from payments
of costs
costs
by purchasers
purchasers of
payments by
lands,
regulations as the Secretary
Secretary of the
the
of sale, under such rules and regulations
Interior may
may prescribe.
prescribe.
Interior
Pueblo Indians.
For
pay of
one special
special attorney
attorney for
for the
Pueblo Indians
Indians of
of
the Pueblo
of one
the pay
For the
Special attorney for.
specalattonesyfor.
New
be designated
Interior, and
the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior,
to be
designated by the
New Mexico,
Mexico, to
for necessary
necessary traveling
attorney, $3,000,
much
$3,000, or so much
said attorney,
traveling expenses
expenses of said
for
thereof as
the Secretary of the Interior may
deem
necessary.
may
deem
necessary.
thereof
as
the
FiveCivilizedTribes.
For
payment of
salaries of
of employees
and other
other expenses
of
expenses of
employees and
of salaries
For payment
tribal lands,
Sales of tribal
etc.
from pro- advertising and sale in connection with the further sales of unetc. payable
payable from
c
ceeds.
eeds.
allotted
other tribal property belonging to any of the
allotted lands
lands and
and other
Five
Civilized
Tribes,
including the advertising and sale of the
Chotaw
Choctaw and ChickChick- Five Civilized Tribes, including the advertising and sale of the
segregated coal and asphalt
area of
of the
the Choctaw
asaw coal and asphalt land within the segregated
asphalt area
Choctaw
lands.
lands.
and Chickasaw
thereof, as provided for
for
Chickasaw Nations,
Nations, or of the surface
surface thereof,
Vol. 41,
41, p
p. 1107.
1107.
Vol.
in the Act approved February
February 22, 1921, entitled "An Act authorizing the Secretary of the Interior to offer for sale remainder
remainder of the
coal and asphalt deposits in segregated mineral land in the Choctaw and Chickasaw
Chickasaw Nations, State of Oklahoma"
Oklahoma" (Forty-first
(Forty-first
Statutes at Large, page 1107),
improvements thereon,
thereon,
1107), and of the improvements
authorized, and for other work necessary
necessary
which is hereby expressly authorized,
to aa final settlement
settlement of the affairs of the Five Civilized Tribes,
proceeds of sales of such tribal lands
$6,860, to be paid from the proceeds
Provisos.
Proi",
propertv:
Provided,
and
property:
Provided,
That
not to exceed $2,000 of such amount
amount
Collecting rents.
ctimgrents.
used in connection
unallotted
may be
be usect
connection with the collection
collection of rents of tmallotted
Continuing
buildings: Provided
Provided further,
further, That the Secretary
Secretary
Continuing tribal lands and tribal buildings:
schools.
schools.
of the Interior is hereby authorized
ensuing
authorized to continue during the ensuing
fiscal year the tribal and other schools among the Choctaw, Chickasaw
saw, Creek, and Seminole Tribes from the tribal funds of those
nations, within his discretion
discretion and under such rules and regulations
Apportionment of al- as he may prescribe:
ApportionmentofalProvided
Provided further,
further, That for the current fiscal
fiscal
fiscal
lotments, etc., for fiscal
year.
year.
year money may be so expended from such tribal funds for equalization of allotments, per capita, and other payments authorized
by
authorized by
law to individual members
members of the respective tribes, tribal and other
other
Specified
specified salaries.
salaries.
Indian
Indian schools under existing
existing law, salaries and contingent
contingent expenses
of the governor
governor of the Chickasaw
Chickasaw Nation and chief of the Choctaw
Choctaw
Nation
Chickasaw
Nation and one mining trustee for the Choctaw and Chickasaw
Nations
heretofore paid and the chief of the
Nations at salaries
salaries at the rate heretofore
Creek Nation at a
asalary not to exceed $600 per annum, and one atChickasaw Tribes employed
employed under
under
torney each for the Choctaw and Chickasaw
approved by the President under existing law: Provided
Provided
contract approved
Pay
restriction. ayrestriction.
further, That the expenses of any of the above-named
further,
above-named officials
officials shall
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not exceed $1,500 per annum each for chiefs and governor
governor except
except
determined
in the case of tribal attorneys whose expenses shall be determined
and limited by the Commissioner
Commissioner of Indian Affairs,
Affairs, not to exceed
exceed
Repairs,
etc., to
to
$2,000: And provided
further, That the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior is school
sRchpbi
retc.,
provided further,
buildings.
empowered, during
to
hereby empowered,
during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1926, to
expend funds of the Choctaw,
Choctaw, Chickasaw, Creek, and
and Seminole
Nations
available for
existing law
Nations available
for school purposes under
under existing
law for
for such
such
repairs,
deem essential
repairs, improvements,
improvements, or new buildings
buildings as
as he may deem
essential
for the
of the
for
the proper
proper conduct
conduct of
the several
several schools
schools of
of said
said tribes.
tribes.
Homeless Indians
a di ns in
For
Indians in California,
For the purchase
purchase of
of lands
lands for
for the
the homeless
homeless Indians
California, California.
calfomrn
Purchase of land for.
including
improvements thereon,
for the
the use
use and
including improvements
thereon, for
and occupancy
occupancy of
of said
said Purchase of land for.
expended under
such regulations
regulations
Indians, $7,000,
$7,000, said
said funds
funds to be
be expended
under such
and conditions
as the
of the
the Interior
Interior may
may prescribe.
prescribe.
and
conditions as
the Secretary
Secretary of
TemaIndians,
Temoak Indians, Nepurchase of land,
land, with
For the
the purchase
with sufficient
sufficient water
water right attached,
attached, for
for vada.
Lands, etc., for.
etc., for.
the Temoak
Temoak Band of homeless Indians in Ruby Valley,
Valley, Nevada, Lands,
$25,000.
$25,000.
Full-blood Choctaws
For the purchase of lands, including improvements
improvements thereon, not ofFUsi1ssipdhotaws
of Mississippi.
Purchase of
exceeding eighty
acres for
the use
and occupancy
occupancy etc.,
for the
use and
Purchase
of lands,
lands,
exceeding
eighty acres
for any
any one
one family,
family, for
for.
of the full-blood
full-blood Choctaw
Choctaw Indians
expended
Indians of
of Mississippi,
Mississippi, to be expended
prescribed by the Secretary of
under conditions to be prescribed
of the
the Interior
Interior for
its repayment
regulations
repayment to the United States under such rules and regulations
as he
direct, $4,000.
$4,000.
as
he may
may direct,
Eastern Cherokees of
North Carolinaees
"An
pro- North
For
carrying out
out the
For carrying
the provisions
provisions of
of the
the Act
Act entitled
entitled "
An Act
Act proCarolina.
Final disposition of
viding
for
the
final
disposition
of
the
affairs
of
the
Eastern
Band
of
Fin
viding for the final disposition of the affairs of the Eastern Band of affairs
of.disposition of
Cherokee Indians
North Carolina,"
4, 1924,
Ante, p.376.
Cherokee
Indians in
in North
Carolina," approved
approved June
June 4,
1924, Ante,p.376.
$10,000,
or so
much thereof
may be
be necessary.
$10,000, or
so much
thereof as
as may
necessary.
Kiowas, Comanches,
Apaches, Okla.
Oklahomesteads and
and
enances,
For
improvement of the homesteads
For maintenance
maintenance and support and improvement
Maintenance,
support,
homeIndians in
port, etc.,
etc., of
of homeof
Tribes of
of Indians
of the
the Kiowa, Comanche,
Comanche, and
and Apache
Apache Tribes
in OklaOkla- steads,
etc.
held by
by the
from the
funds held
homa, $150,000,
to be
paid from
the funds
the United
United States
States steads, etc.
be paid
$150,000, to
homa,
under such rules and
in trust for said Indians and to be expended under
regulations as
as the
Secretary of
the Interior
Interior may
Provided, Report
regulations
the Secretary
of the
may prescribe:
prescribe: Provided,
Report to Congress
Congress
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of the
the Interior
Interior shall report
report to Congress on the
the
Monday in December,
December, 1926,
first Monday
1926, a
a detailed
detailed statement
statement as
as to all
all
moneys expended
expended as provided for herein.
INDUSTRIAL
ASSISTANCE AND
AND ADVANCEMENT
INDUSTRIAL ASSISTANCE
ADVANCEMENT
For
the purposes
preserving living and
growing timber
timber on
and growing
purposes of preserving
For the
reservations and allotments,
and to
educate Indians
Indians in
in the
the
Indian reservations
allotments, and
to educate
proper
forests; for the employment
employment of suitable persons
as
persons as
care of
of forests;
proper care
matrons
teach Indian
Indian women and girls
housekeeping and
other
and other
girls housekeeping
matrons to
to teach
household
for necessary
traveling expenses
expenses of
matrons,
of such
such matrons,
duties, for
necessary traveling
household duties,
and for
furnishing necessary
and supplies
supplies and
renting
and
for furnishing
necessary equipments
equipments and
and renting
quarters
where necessary;
conducting of
for the
the conducting
of experiexperifor them
them where
necessary; for
quarters for
ments
school or
agency farms
farms designed
test the
the possipossior agency
designed to test
ments on
on Indian
Indian school
bilities
and climate
the cultivation
of trees,
trees, grains,
grains, vegevegebilities of
of soil
soil and
climate in
in the
cultivation of
tables,
employment of practical
practical farmfarmtables, cotton,
cotton, and
and fruits, and
and for the employment
ers
and stockmen,
stockmen, in
in addition
to the
and school
school farmers
farmers now
now
addition to
the agency
agency and
ers and
employed;
necessary traveling expenses of such farmers and stockemployed for
for necessary
men
equipment and supplies for them;
furnishing necessary
necessary equipment
men and for furnishing
and
and directing
directing farming
farming and
stock raising
raising
and for
for superintending
superintending and
and stock
among
Indians, $422,000,
of which
not less
less than
$50,000 shall
be
among Indians,
$422,000, of
which sum
sum not
than $50,000
shall be
used
for the
employment of
of field
and nurses:
Provided, That
nurses: Provided,
field matrons
matrons and
used for
the employment
the
shall not,
timber, apply
to the
the Menominee
the foregoing
foregoing shall
not, as
as to
to timber,
apply to
Menominee Indian
Indian
Reservation
exceed
not to
to exceed
further, That
That not
in Wisconsin:
Wisconsin: Provided
Provided further,
Reservation in
$20,000
amount herein
conduct
appropriated may be used to conduct
the amount
herein appropriated
$20.000 of the
experiments
the possischool or agency
agency farms to test the
experiments on Indian school
bilities of
of soil
soil and
climate in
in the
the cultivation
cultivation of
of trees,
cotton, grain,
grain,
trees, cotton,
bilities
and climate
vegetables,
fruits: Provided
the amounts
amounts paid
paid . to
to
Provided also,
also, That
That the
vegetables, and
and fruits:
matrons, foresters,
foresters, farmers, physicians, nurses, and other hospital

etc.
Industrial work, etc.
Timber preservation,
preservation,
etc.

etc.

Matrons.

Agricultural
Agricultural
ments.

experi-

ments

Farmers and stockstockmen.

men.

matrons and
Field matrons
nurses.
nurses
Prorians.
Menominee
ReserReserMenominee
vation.
vSoiln
etc.,
eperiSoil,
etc.,
expedments.
ments.

Pay not
by
Pa
not affected
affected by
limitations.
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Vol. 37,
p. 521.
Vol.
37, p.
521.

n"urag ng

ann"

E et,
i self fsup-ing,
etc., fself
for
ing,
port.
port.

Provisos.
Repayment.
Repayment.

Limitations.

Limitations.

Payment for dePayment
destroyed diseased livestock.
livestd

diseased

lnv
ppts.
W supply.
Water
oappxy.
i awl
Increasing
grazing
Increasing
ranges, etc.,
etc., by develranges,
oping, etc.,
etc., on reservaoping,
tions.

Proviso.
Proviso.

Condition.
Condition.

Papago villages,
Papago
Arizona.
Arizona.
Pumping plants.
Pumping
Navajos and Hopis.
Navajos
Developing water
water
Developing
supply for, on reservations in Arizona
Arizona and
and
New Mexico.

Pueblo Indian lands,
Pueblo
New Mexico.
Sinking wells on, etc.

Irrigation
drainrrigation and drainage.
Construction, mainmainConstruction,
tenance,
tenance, etc., of projects on reservations.
reservations.

Allotments to disAllotments
districts.
tricts

S
ESS. II.
II. CIH.
CH. 462.
SESS.
462.

1925.
1925.

employees,
and stockmen
stockmen provided
provided for
for in
in this
this Act
Act shall
shall not
not be
be
employees, and
included
compensation of
of
the limitations on salaries
salaries and compensation
included within
within the
employees contained
in the
the Act
24, 1912.
employees
contained in
Act of
of August
August 24,
1912.
For the
of encouraging
encouraging industry
self-support among
among
and self-support
industry and
purpose of
the purpose
For
culture of
the Indians
Indians and to aid
aid them
them in the
the culture
of fruits,
fruits, grains,
grains, and
and other
other
crops $158,000,
$158,000, or so much thereof
thereof as may be necessary,
necessary, which
which sum
crops,
may
machinery, tools, imof seeds, animals,
animals, machinery,
may be used
used for the
the purchase
purchase of
necessary, in the discretion
discretion of the
plements, and other equipment necessary,
Secretary of
of the
the Interior,
to enable
enable Indians
to become
self-supportSecretary
Interior, to
Indians to
become self-supporting: Provided,
Provided, That
sum shall
shall be
be expended
expended under
under conditions
conditions to
to
That said
said sum
ing:
be prescribed by the Secretary
repayment to
Secretary of the Interior for its repayment
the United States on or before June 30,
30, 1932: Provided
Provided further,
further,
$15,000 of the amount herein
herein appropriated
exceed $15,000
appropriated shall
shall
That not to exceed
be
expended on any
reservation or
any one reservation
or for the benefit of any one
be expended
tribe of Indians, and that no part of this appropriation
appropriation shall be
used for the
the purchase
purchase of tribal
tribal herds.
herds.
For reimbursing
reimbursing Indians
hereafter
Indians for livestock
livestock which
which may
may be hereafter
destroyed on account
account of being
infected with
dourine or
or other
other concondestroyed
being infected
with dourine
of
tagious diseases, and for expenses in connection with the work of
eradicating and
preventing such
diseases to
expended under
under such
such
eradicating
and preventing
such diseases,
to be expended
rules and regulations
regulations as the Secretary
Secretary of
of the Interior may prescribe,
$10,000.
DEVELOPMENT OF WATER
WATER SUPPLY
SUPPLY
DEVELOPMENT

For
improving springs,
wells, and
and otherwise
otherwise developing
developing
For improving
springs, drilling
drilling wells,
and conserving
conserving water
water for
for the
the use
Indian stock,
stock, including
including the
the
use of
of Indian
and
purchase,
and installation
construction, and
installation of
of pumping
pumping machinery,
machinery,
purchase, construction,
tanks, troughs, and
necessary equipment,
and for
for necessary
necessary
and other necessary
equipment, and
tanks,
investigations and surveys,
the availinvestigations
surveys, for
for the purpose of increasing
increasing the
able
grazing range on unallotted
unallotted lands on Indian
Indian reservations,
reservations,
able grazing
$10,000, to
to be
reimbursed under
regulations as the
the
$10,000,
be reimbursed
under such
such rules and regulations
Secretary
the Interior
Interior may
prescribe: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
the necesnecesSecretary of
of the
may prescribe:
sity
any Indian
Indian reservation
sity exists
exists on
on any
reservation so
so far
far as
as the
the Indians
Indians themselves
themselves
are
are concerned.
concerned.
For
operation and
and maintenance
of pumping
distribution
For operation
maintenance of
pumping plants
plants for
for distribution
Papago Indian villages
southern Arizona,
of a
a water supply
supply for
for Papago
villages in
in southern
Arizona,
$18,000.
$18,000.
For continuing
For
water supply for
for the
the Navajo
continuing the development
development of aawater
Navajo
and Hopi
Hopi Indians
Indians on
on the
the Hopi
Pueblo
and
Hopi Reservation,
Reservation, and
and the
the Navajo,
Navajo, Pueblo
Bonito, San
subdivisions of
of the
Navajo
Bonito,
San Juan,
Juan, and
and Western
Western Navajo
Navajo subdivisions
the Navajo
Reservation in Arizona
Reservation
Arizona and New Mexico,
Mexico, $45.000,
$45.000, reimbursable
reimbursable out
out
of any funds
funds of
of said
hereafter available.
said Indians now or hereafter
available.
For continuing
continuing the sinking of wells on Pueblo Indian land, New
New
Mexico, to
provide water
and stock
purposes, and
for
Mexico,
to provide
water for
for domestic
domestic and
stock purposes,
and for
and other
necessary structures
building tanks, troughs, pipe
pipe lines,
lines, and
other necessary
structures
for the utilization
utilization of such water,
water, $4,300.
IRRIGATION AND
AND DRAINAGE
IRRIGATION

For the construction,
construction, repair, and maintenance
maintenance of irrigation syspurchase or rental
rental of irrigation tools and appliances,
tems, and for purchase
water rights, ditches, and lands necessary for irrigation
irrigation purposes
purposes for
for
operation of irrigation
Indian reservations
reservations and allotments;
allotments; for operation
systems or appurtenances
appurtenances thereto when no other funds are applicable
or available
purpose; for drainage
drainage and protection
irrigable
available for the purpose;
protection of irrigable
lands from damage by floods or loss of water
water rights, upon
upon the
the Indian
Indian
following
irrigation projects named below, in not to exceed the following
amounts, respectively:
respectively:
Irrigation district one: Colville Reservation,
Reservation, Washington,
Washington, $5,000;
Irrigation
$5,000;
Irrigation district two:
Walker River Reservation,
Irrigation
two; Walker
Reservation, Nevada,
Nevada,
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$5,000;
$2,000;
Nevada, $2,000;
Idaho and
and Nevada,
Reservation, Idaho
Western Shoshone
Shoshone Reservation,
$5,000; Western
Shivwits,
$500;
Shivwits, Utah,
Utah, $500;
Irrigation district
district three:
Montana $750;
$750;
River, Montana,
three: Tongue
Tongue River,
Irrigation
Irrigation district
district four: Ak Chin
Reservation, _Arizona,
$4,000;
Arizona, $4,000;
Chin Reservation,
Irrigation
Chiu
Chiu pumping
pumping plants,
plants Arizona,
pumpCoachella Valley pump$6,000; Coachella
Arizona, $6,000;
Chiu Chiu
ingplants,
California, $4,000; Hoopa Valley, California,
California, $20,000;
ing
plants, California,
MTirongo
California, $3,500; Pala Reservation
Reservation and
Reservation, California,
Morongo Reservation,
Rincon Reservation,
Reservation, California,
miscellaneous projects,
California, $2,000; miscellaneous
Rincon
$5,000;
$5,000;
Irrigation
Mexico Pueblos, $10,000; Zuni ReserNew Mexico
district five: New
Irrigation district
vation, New
Mexico $7,500;
raiscellaneoug projHopi, miscellaneous
Navajo and Hopi,
$7,500; Navajo
New Mexico,
vation,
ects, Arizona
Tes-nos-pos Moencopi
Moencopi
Mexico, including Tes-nos-pos,
New Mexico
and New
Arizona and
ects,
Wash, Kin-le-chee,
Wide Ruins,
Ruins,
Mexico,
Corn Creek, *epo
Wepo Wash,
Red Lake,
Lake, Corn
Kin-le-chee, Wide
Wash,
Oraibi Wash,
and Polacca
Polacca Wash, $10,000;
Reservation,
$10,000; Southern Ute Reservation,
Wash, and
Oraibi
Colorado, $13,000;
$13,000;
Colorado,
Administration exexmiscellaneous expenses
For necessary
For
necessary miscellaneous
expenses incident to the general ad- peAinistration
penses.
Supervising
engiengisupervising
ministration of
of Indian
including salaries of neers,
irrigation projects, including
Indian irrigation
ministration
etc.
irriga- neersetc.
chief irrigaone chief
pay of
for pay
not
to exceed
five supervising
engineers, for
of one
supervising engineers,
exceed five
not to
engineer one assistant
assistant chief irrigation
irrigation engineer, one superinsuperintion engineer,
field
irrigation competent to pass upon water rights, one field
tendent of irrigation
Traveling, etc. ex,Treelig, etc. excost accountant,
accountant, and
traveling and
and incidental
incidental expenses
expenses of officials
officials penses.
for traveling
and for
cost
and employees
irrigation service, including
including sleepingsleepingIndian irrigation
employees of the Indian
and
car fare
fare and
per diem not
subsistence when
in lieu of subsistence
exceeding $4 in
not exceeding
a per
and a
car
actually employed
designated headheadand away from designated
in the
the field and
employed in
actually
quarters,
$75,000;
quarters, $75,000;
Investigating new
etc.
For
feasi- projects,
to determine
determine the feasiinvestigations to
and investigations
surveys and
necessary surveys
For necessary
projects, etc.
Vol. 38,
853.
36 .p. 85.
reservoir
and
power
estimated cost of new projects
projects and
reservoir Vol.
and estimated
bility and
sites on
on Indian
Indian reservations
provisions of
accordance with the provisions
reservations in accordance
sites
section
of June
June 25,
1910, $1,000;
San
Juan River.
$1,000;
25, 1910,
13 of
of the
the Act
Act of
section 13
San Juan River.
For
reconnaissance work along
upper waters
of the
the San
San Juan Investigating in La
waters of
along the upper
For reconnaissance
Plata County,
ounty, olo.,Irri-s
to determine
County, Colorado,
River in
La Plata
Colorado, to
determine the water supply
supply tPlata
Plata County,
in La
River
gating lands, etc.
etc.
available for
in that vicinity by gravity and to gating
of lands in
for irrigation
irrigation of
available
determine whether
whether or
not such supply can be augmented by the imor not
determine
pounding of
of flood
flood waters and whether there are any feasible reserpounding
voir sites
sites should
investigations develop
feasibility of impounddevelop the feasibility
should investigations
voir
Charged
lands
to lands
Charged to
Said sum
ing such
such flood
flood waters
waters for
for irrigation
purposes $10,000.
$10,000. Said
sum or
or benefited.
irrigation purposes,
ing
any
that may
be expended
purposes,
this work
be beefited
shall be
work shall
for this
expended
may be
thereof that
part thereof
any part
charged to
to lands
lands that
that may
be benefited
benefited by reason of these
hereafter be
may hereafter
charged
pursuant to investigainvestigations, and before
development pursuant
investigabefore any development
investigations,
tions
made under
authority of
carried out the
shall be carried
Act shall
this Act
of this
under authority
tions made
Secretary of
execute with
landowners to be so
the landowners
with the
shall execute
Interior shall
of the
the Interior
Secretary
expended;
benefited
providing for payment of the money
money expended;
contracts providing
benefited contracts
Stream gauging.
For cooperative
cooperative stream
with the
the United
States Geogauging.
Geo- strm
United States
gauging with
stream gauging
For
logical
Survey, $850;
$850;
logical Survey,
nexfndedbaances
In all,
for irrigation
irrigation on
on Indian
Indian reservations,
reservations not
not to
$130,- Dn
i
:j
.
.burs
ape d
e
Z e
a
r
a
t nees
to exceed
exceed $130.all, for
In
availame. n
582
remaining availab.
000, together
the unexpended
balance of
of ,$45,915.21
$45,915.21 remaining
unexpended balance
together with the
000,
Vol. 38, p. 582.
from the
the appropriation
appropriation of
of $335,000
$335,000 for
such purposes in the Act apfor such
from
proved August
reimbursable as provided in the Act of
1914, reimbursable
1, 1914,
August 1,
proved
Provisos.
August 1,
Statutes at
at Large,
page 582):
582) :ProPro- roricted
Large, page
1, 1914
1914 (Thirty-eighth
(Thirty-eighth Statutes
August
Vse restricted.
vided, That
part of this appropriation
appropriation shall be expended
expended on any
no part
That no
vided,
are
irrigation system
project for which public funds are
reclamation project
system or reclamation
irrigation
damages, etc.
Fl
or may
may be
be otherwise
Provided further,
the forefore- Flood
etc
ood damages
That the
further, That
available: Provided
otherwise available:
or
going
purposes shall be available
for such purposes
appropriated for
amounts appropriated
going amounts
interchangeably
n the
the discretion
the Secretary
Interior
of the Interior
Secretary of
of the
discretion of
in
interchangeably i
for
necessary expenditures
expenditures for damages
damages by floods and other unfor the necessary
Limitation.
however, That the amount so inter- Limtation.
foreseen exigencies:
exigencies: Provided,
Provided, however,
foreseen
changed
shall not
not exceed
exceed in
in the
aggregate 10 per centum of all the
the aggregate
changed shall
amounts so
appropriated.
so appropriated.
amounts
45822°--25t-75
45822"-25
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River ReservaReserveila River
Con, Arizona.
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constructing the irrigation system
the work
For
continuing the
work of constructing
system for
For continuing

vicinity of
in the
the vicinity
Continuing irrigation the
the irrigation
of the
lands of
of the
Indians in
Pima Indians
the Pima
the lands
irrigation of
Continungirrigation

the
Sacaton, on
on the
the Gila River
River Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Arizona,
Arizona, within
within the
In- Sacaton,
(Thirty-third
1905
3,
of
March
Act
the
by
limit
cost fixed
fixed
March
of cost
limit of
and
Statutes
1081), $5,000;
maintenance and
for maintenance
and for
$5,000; and
page 1081),
Large, page
at Large,
Statutes at
in all,
all,
$15,000; in
Repayment.
operation of
of the
the pumping
pumping plants
plants and
canal systems
systems $15,000;
and canal
operation
Repayment.
Vol.
$20,000, reimbursable
reimbursable as
in section
section 2
2of
of the
the Act
of August
Act of
August
as provided
provided in
$20,000,
Vol
52.
3737, p. 522.
24, 1912
1912 (Thirty-seventh
(Thirty-seventh Statutes
522).
Statutes at Large, page 522).
24,
strucand struccanals and
construction of
continuing the
For
Diverting river water
water
For continuing
the construction
of the
the necessary
necessary canals
Diverting
Final County lands,
lands,
to Final
to the
the Indian lands
etc.
tures to
to carry
flow of
of the
Gila River
River to
the Gila
natural flow
the natural
carry the
tures
etc.
private lands
and private
of
the' Gila
Indian Reservation
Reservation and
and to
public and
to public
River Indian
Gila River
of the
in Pinal
reimbursable as provided
provided in the Indian
Arizona, reimbursable
County, Arizona,
Pinal County,
in
which
of which
18, 1916,
Repayment.
Appropriation
Act approved
approved May
May 18,
1916, $200,000
$200,000, of
Appropriation Act
Repayment.
Vol. 39, la. no.
$10,000 shall be available for acquiring
to exceed $10,000
amount
not to
acquiring by .puramount not
39,p..
rights
chase or
condemnation proceedings
proceedings lands
for necessary
necessary rights
needed for
lands needed
or condemnation
chase
of
way in
with the
construction of
of the
the project.
project.
the construction
in connection
connection with
of way
on aadam across the CanSan
Reser" For commencement
of construction
work on
construction work
commencement of
For
cArio Reservasan Carlos
tion, Ariz.
to be hereafter
Arizona,
Carlos,
near
San
Gila
River
the
of
across
yon
Dam
cooidge
hereafter
C Coolidgef
anyon
river con
o 1)river,
struCtio
'c
Coolidge Dam,
Dam, for
for the
the purpose,
purpose, first,
first, of
of providing
providing
the Coolidge
as the
known as
on- known
et
ingof
streant
water for
the irrigation
irrigation of lands allotted
allotted to the Pima Indians on
on
for the
For irrigating
irrigating Reser- water
vation lands, etc.
Reservation; and, second, for the irrigation
the
irrigation of such
such
River Reservation;
Gila River
the Gila
vaton lands, etc.
of the
other lands
in public
or private
private ownership
ownership as
as in
the opinion
opinion of
in the
public or
lands in
other
by said
said
Secretary
the Interior
Interior can
can be
water impounded
impounded by
be served
served water
of the
Secretary of
Indian lands
said Indian
dam without
the supply
supply necessary
necessary for
for said
lands
diminishing the
without diminishing
dam
7, 1924
1924 (Forty-third
Ante,
as provided
provided for
in the
Act approved
approved June 7,
the Act
for in
as
75.
Ane, p. 4475.
Statutes
at
Large,
pages
475
and
476),
$450,000,
to
immediately
be immediately
to be
$450,000,
476),
and
475
pages
Large,
at
Statutes
proois.
Provisos.
sum, or so much thereof as may be
That said sum,
Purchase
of land, etc. available:
available: Provided,
Provided, That
Purchaseoland,ete.
and acquiring
required,
shall be
for purchase
acquiring of land and
and
purchase and
available for
be available
required, shall
construction
necessary
rights of
of way
way needed
needed in
connection with the construction
in connection
necessary rights
further, That the total amount approthe project: And provided further,
of the
Reimbursement.
Reimbursement.
Ante, p.
p.46.
476.
Ante,
priated
reimbursed to
to the
the Treasury
Treasury of
the United
United States
States in
in
priated shall
shall be
be reimbursed
of the
7, 1924.
1924.
accordance with
said Act
Act of
of June
June 7,
with said
accordance
and
construction of the necessary canals
continuing the construction
Colorado River Res- For continuing
Colorado
canals and
Ariz.
ervation, Ari,.
the
on the
water from the pumping
utilization of water
the utilization
Extending irrigation
irrigation laterals
for the
pumping plant
plant on
laterals for
system.
Colorado
River Indian
Indian Reservation,
provided in the Act
Colorado River
Reservation, Arizona, as provided
Act
Vol. 36,
6, p.23.
of April 4, 1910 (Thirty-sixth
(Thirty-sixth Statutes at Large,
p. 273.
Large, page 273),
273), $10,000;
$10,000;
and for
for maintaining
maintaining and
and operating
the pumping
pumping plant, canals,
canals, and
and
operating the
and
as provided
reimbursable as
Repayment.
structures $10,000;
$10,000; in
$20,000, reimbursable
provided in the
all, $20,000,
in all,
structures,
aforesaid Act.
Act.
aforesaid
project,
irrigation project,
of the
and maintenance
operation and
For operation
OanadoproJect',Ari.
Ganad°
project '
Ariz '
For
maintenance of
the Ganado
Ganado irrigation
Operating.
rules and regulations
such rules
under such
Arizona,
reimbursable under
regulations as the
Arizona, reimbursable
Secretary of
may prescribe,
$2,800.
prescribe, $2,800.
Interior may
of the
the Interior
Secretary
Res y
San Xavier RwerveFor
operation and
and maintenance
of
the
pumping
plants on
on the
the
pumping plants
the
of
maintenance
operation
For
r
e
i
tion",
Con, Ariz.
t
umping
s.' San Xavier Indian Reservation,
Pum
pin gplan
plants
Reservation, Arizona, $5,000,
$5,000, reimbursable out
out
hereafter
or hereafter
now or
of any
funds of
of the
the Indians
Indians of
reservation now
this reservation
of this
of
any funds
available.
available.
maintenance of pumping
For the operation
carlos ReservaSan
San Carlos
Reserve,
operation and maintenance
pumping plants
plants and for
for
tion,
Ariz.
tion, Ariz.
perating pumping
pumping the drilling of wells and installation of additional pumping plants
Operating
irrigatetc.,
plants,
tc
cii-i for
nantt
p
s
.g
f
ai i
i
utr, for
the irrigation
irrigation of
of lands
lands on
Reservation in
in Arizona,
Arizona,
Carlos Reservation
San Carlos
on the
the San
for the
bal
frrndi.
il
fom
g, fro
in trust
$8,760, to
funds held
held by
by the
United States
States in
trust
the United
the funds
from the
to be
be paid
paid from
$8,760,
used
so
sum
the
Proviso,
for
the
Indians
of
such
reservation:
Provided,
That
the
sum
used
That
Provided,
reservation:
such
of
Indians
the
for
to
Peisrement
Reimbursement to
tribe.
tribe,
shall be reimbursed to the tribe by the Indians benefited, under such
such
Interior may prescribe.
rules and
and regulations
Secretary of
of the Interior
prescribe.
as the
the Secretary
regulations as
rules
Yuma Reservation,
For
reclamation and maintenance charges on Indian lands within
within
For reclamation
Ycaua
Calif.
Calif.
California. and on ten acres within each of
Reservation, California.
Advancing charges
Advancing
charges the Yuma
Yuma Reservation,
of
on 12,1111.8 in, and Arihomestead entries in Arizona, under
Yuma homestead
zona.
the
eleven Yuma
under the Yuma
the eleven
zon ands
$31,290. reimbursable
tEriMm.
reclamation project,
project, $31,290,
reimbursable as provided
provided by the Act
reclamation
Roeas3mpen
1063).
page 1063).
Statutes
Fort
Hall
Reserveof
March
3,
1911
(Thirty-sixth
(Thirty-sixth
at
Large,
1911
3.
March
of
eservaFort Hall
Hall irrigation
irrigation system,
don, Idaho.
For
maintenance and
operation of
Fort Hall
of the
the Fort
and operation
For maintenance
Idaho.
ton,
Operating irrigation Idaho, $15,000.
system.
Operating irrigation Idaho, $15,000.
systema.
system for
dian
lands.
teanm

for

Pima In-

Pima
Vol.
101.
ol. 33, p. 1081.
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and repairing
repairing of
For completion
completion of
of the
the enlarging,
enlarging, relocating,
relocating, and
of
canals,
structures, and
and replacing
replacing of structures
structures of
of the
the irrigaand dam,
dam, and
canals, structures,
tion system
system for
for the
irrigation of
of lands
Hall Reservation
the irrigation
lands on
on the
the Fort
Fort Hall
ReservaIndians of
said reservation,
reservation,
tion, Idaho,
by the
the Indians
of said
'tion,
Idaho ' and lands ceded
ceded May
as
for in
of May
24, 1922
(Forty-second Statutes
Statutes
as provided
provided for
in the
the Act
Act of
May 24,
1922 (Forty-second
at
Large.
,page
reimbursed in
in accordance
accordance with
with
at Large,
page 568),
568), the
the same to be reimbursed
the
said Act
of May
24, 1922,
1922, $30,000:
$30,000: Provided,
the provisions
provisions of
of said
Act of
May 24,
Provided, That
That
the
of the
the appropriation
of $300,$300,appropriation of
the unexpended
unexpended balance
balance of
of $135,600
$135,600 of
000,
May 24,
24, 1922,
hereby reappropriated
reappropriated
000, made
made by
by the
the Act
Act of
of May
1922, is
is hereby
and
made available
available for
same purposes
as specified
said Act.
and made
for the
the same
purposes as
specified in
in said
Act.
For maintenance
and operation
repairs of the irrigaFor
maintenance and
operation,' including repairs
$25,000,
tion
systems on
on the
tion systems
the Fort
Fort Belknap
Belknap Reservation,
Reservation, in
in Montana,
Montana, $25,000,
reimbursable in
in accordance
accordance with
the provisions
of the
the Act
Act of
reimbursable
with the
provisions of
of April
April
4, 1910.
4,
1910.
For continuing
continuing construction,
maintenance and
of the
the
For
construction, maintenance
and operation
operation of
irrigation systems
Flathead Indian Reservation,
Reservation, in
Montana,
irrigation
systems on
on the Flathead
in Montana,
by and
and under
under the
the direction
direction of
Commissioner of
of Indian
by
of the
the Commissioner
Indian Affairs,
Affairs,
including the purchase
purchase of
of any
necessary rights
rights or
any necessary
or property,
property, $35,000,
$35,000,
of
completion of
the
of which
which $10,000
$10,000 shall
shall be available
available only for
for the completion
of the
Taber
(reimbursable).
Taber feed
feed canal
canal (reimbursable).
For maintenance
maintenance and operation of the irrigation
irrigation systems on the
Montana, by
Fort Peck Indian
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, in
in Montana,
by and
and under
under the
the direction
including the purchase
purchase of
tion of the Commissioner
Commissioner of
of Indian
Indian Affairs,
Affairs, including
of
any
rights or
property, $8,000
any necessary
necessary rights
or property,
$8,000 (reimbursable).
(reimbursable).
For
maintenance and
operation of the irrigation
irrigation systems on the
and operation
For maintenance
Blackfeet Indian Reservation
Montana, by
by and
and under
under the
the direcBlackfeet
Reservation in
in Montana,
direcCommissioner of
Indian Affairs,
Affairs, including
tion of
of the
the Commissioner
of Indian
including the purchase
purchase
necessary rights or property,
$5,000 (reimbursable).
(reimbursable).
of. any necessary
property, $5,000
For maintenance
and operation
of the
systems on
on the
the
For
maintenance and
operation of
the irrigation
irrigation systems
Crow Reservation,
including maintenance
maintenance assessments
assessments
Crow
Reservation, Montana,
Montana, including
payable
Leggings Water Users' Association,
Association, and Bozepayable to the
the Two Leggings
man Trail Ditch Company, Montana, properly
properly assessable
assessable against
against
lands allotted
allotted to
to the
the Indians
Indians irrigable
irrigable thereunder,
thereunder, $16,000,
$16,000, to
be
to be
lands
reimbursed under such rules and regulations as may be prescribed
reimbursed
prescribed
of the
by the Secretary
Secretary of
the Interior.
Interior.
system on
For
the irrigation system
on the
the
of the
and maintenance
maintenance of
For operation
operation and
any
$3,500, reimbursable
Reservation, Nevada,
Nevada, $3,500,
Pyramid Lake
Lake Reservation,
Pyramid
reimbursable from any
funds of
of the
the Indians
Indians of
of this
now or
or hereafter
funds
this reservation
reservation now
hereafter available.
available.s
For reclamation
reclamation and
maintenance charges
lands allotted
allotted to
to
charges on
on lands
For
and maintenance
Paiute
Indians within
Paiute Indians
within the
the Newlands
Newlands project,
project, Nevada,
Nevada, $6,000;
$6,000; for
for
payment
against said
said lands
lands $2,500;
$2,500;
assessments against
of annual
annual drainage
drainage assessments
payment of
in
$8,500, reimbursable
reimbursable from any funds of the said Indians
in all,
all, $8,500,
now or hereafter available.
available.
For completing
completing the
and for
for operation
and mainmainoperation and
reconstruction and
For
the reconstruction
tenance
of the
the irrigation
irrigation system
system for
Laguna and
and Acoma
Acoma Indians
Indians
for the
the Laguna
tenance of
in
New Mexico,
Mexico, $4,000,
Indians benefited,
under
benefited, under
by the
the Indians
$4,000, reimbursable
reimbursable by
in New
such
rules and
regulations as
as the
the Secretary
of the
Interior may
may
the Interior
Secretary of
such rules
and regulations
prescribe.
prescribe.
For improvement,
improvement, operation,
operation, and maintenance
maintenance of the Hogback
For
irrigation
Navajo Reservation
irrigation project
project on
on that
that part
part of
of the
the Navajo
Reservation in
in New
Mexico
under the
the jurisdiction
the San
Juan Indian
Indian School,
$5,000,
School, $5,000,
San Juan
of the
jurisdiction of
Mexico under
reimbursable under
under such
rules and
regulations as the
Secretary of
of
the Secretary
and regulations
such rules
reimbursable
the
Interior may
prescribe.
may prescribe.
the Interior
For
necessary for
operation, and
and
the construction,
construction, operation,
for the
For all
all purposes
purposes necessary
maintenance
of the
the San
project, New
New Mexico,
$5,000.
maintenance of
San Juan
Juan Pueblo
Pueblo project,
Mexico, $5,000.
For repair
damage to
to irrigation
resulting from
For
repair of
of damage
irrigation systems
systems resulting
from flood
flood
and for
for flood
irrigable lands
several pueblos
pueblos
on the
the several
lands on
of irrigable
flood protection
protection of
and
in New Mexico, $5,000.

Enlarging
system,
Enlarging system,
etc.,
ceded lands,
etc., for
for ceded
lands,
etc.

etc.

Vol. 42, p. 568.
68

Vol.42 p.

.

Proviso.
tio
Reappropriation
balance.
Vol. 42, p. 568.
56

PrO

Vol 42 .

of

8.

Irrigationsystemsin
Irrigation
systems in
Montana.
Fort Belknap Reservation.

Montana.

vaBelknap

Flathead
t.lathead
tion.

eser-

ReservaReserva-

Fort Peck ReservaReerva
tont
tion.

Peck

Blackfoot

Reserve.

Reserva"

tion.at
Son.

Crow
Reservation.
crow Reservaton.
Maintenance,
etc.,
Maintenance,

from tribal
tribal funds.
Repayment.

Repayment.

Pyramid Lake ResLake Re
Pyramid
ervation,
Nev.
Operating
operating system.
system.
Newlands
e
d

Nev.

project

project,

o carge

Payment of charges
on Paiute allotments.

onPament ootharnes

Laguna and Aroma

Mexom
Indians,
N Mex.
Indians, N.
Operating irrigation
gperating
irrigation
system for.
stem or.
vao Reseration

Navajo Reservation,
es e

at
Operating Hogback
Operating
Hogback
irrigation
project
on.
project
N.Mi
N. Mex.

San Juan
N.
San
uan Pueblo,
Pueblo, N.
Mex.
Operating,
operating, etc.,
etc., project.
Pueblo lands,
lands,
N.
Mex.
Repairing flood dam.ages
ages.

JtPueblo
Mex.
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For improvement, maintenance,
maintenance, and operation
operation of the Modoc Point,
Creek, Fort
Fort Creek,
Creek, and
miscellaneous irrigaand miscellaneous
Crooked Creek,
Creek, Crooked
Sand Creek,
proj- Sand

Klamath ReservaReservaKlamath
tion, Oreg.
Operating,
etc.,
projetc.,
oeratg,
ects on, from tribal
funds.

etds on, from

tribal tion projects on the Klamath
Klamath Reservation,
Reservation, $8,940,
$8,940, to be paid from
the
funds
held
by
United
States in trust for the Klamath
Klamath
States
United
the
the funds held by
Indians
in the
such part thereof as
of Oregon, said sum, or such
State of
the State
Indians in
may
used, to
to be
reimbursed to the tribe under
under such rules and
and
be reimbursed
be used,
may be
regulations
as the Secretary
Interior may prescribe.
prescribe.
of the Interior
Secretary of
regulations as
Uncompahgre,
etc.,
construction of lateral
For continuing
Uneompahgre, etc.,
continuing the construction
lateral distributing
distributing systems to
Utes.
Uncompahgre, Uintah, and White
Continuing irrigation
allotted lands of the Uncompahgre,
the allotted
irrigate the
irrigation irrigate
Continuing
to allotments of.
River Utes
Utes in
Utah, and
and to
existing irrigation
irrigation systems
systems
maintain existing
to maintain
in Utah,
Vol. 34,, tp. 375.
375.
River
Vol.
authorized under
the Act
21, 1906,
1906, $16,000,
$16,000, to be reimbursed
reimbursed
June 21,
Act of
of June
under the
authorized
under such
rules and
the Secprescribed by the
be prescribed
regulations as may be
and regulations
such rules
under
retary of the Interior.
retary
Yakima Reservation,
operation and maintenance,
maintenance, including repairs, of the TopYaima Reservation, For operation
Wash.
Reservation, WashOperating Toppenpenish-Simcoe irrigation
irrigation unit, on the Yakima
Yakima Reservation,
Was
Toppen- penish-Simcoe
Operating
system.
ish-Simcoe system.
Vol.
41, p.
P.
2 28.
ol.41,

ish-SiMcoe

provided by
by the
the Act
Act of
of June
June 30,
1919 (Forty(Forty30, 1919
as provided
reimbursable as
ington, reimbursable

Reimbursing recls
reclaReimbursing
mation
fund
mation dfund
n for stored
lands.
an s.
Vol. 38, p. 604.
Vol. 38, p.0.

Wapato system.

aptnuing cnstruem
Continuing
construction, enlargement,
etc.
ton,
enlargement, etc.
Vol. 38, p. 604.
ol. 38, p.
.

Provisos.
P
Reimbursement

Remrsement

cost.
Vol. 39, p. 154.
Payment
Payment
owners for
for
etc.

wers

of
of

landto landdamages,

first Statutes
Statutes at
at Large,
$3,500.
28), $3,500.
page 28),
Large, page
first
reimbursement to the reclamation
For reimbursement
reclamation fund the proportionate
proportionate
expense of
of operation
operation and
and maintenance
maintenance of the reservoirs
reservoirs for furnishfurnishexpense
ing
water to
the lands
lands in
Yakima Indian
Reservation, WashIndian Reservation,
in Yakima
to the
ing stored
stored water
ington,
accordance with the provisions of section 22 of the Act of
of
in accordance
ington, in
August
1, 1914
Large, page
page 604),
604), $11,000.
Statutes at Large,
(Thirty-eighth Statutes
1914 (Thirty-eighth
August 1,
For
continuing construction
enlargement of the Wapato irriconstruction and enlargement
For continuing

drainage system, to make possible the utilization
gation and drainage
utilization of the

water
water supply provided by the Act of August 1, 1914 (Thirty-eighth
(Thirty-eighth
Statutes
604), for forty acres of each Indian allotStatutes at Large, page 604),
ment under
under the
Indian
Yakima Indian
on the Yakima
irrigation project on
the Wapato
Wapato irrigation
ment
Reservation,
supply as may be
Reservation, Washington, and such other water supply
available
or obtainable
obtainable for
for the
total of
hundred
of one hundred
of aatotal
the irrigation
irrigation of
available or
and
thousand acres
allotted Indian
Indian lands on said reservareservaof allotted
acres of
twenty thousand
and twenty
tion,
$10,000: Provided,
said irrigation
and
irrigation and
cost of
of said
the entire
entire cost
That the
Provided, That
tion, $10,000:
drainage system
system shall
shall be
reimbursed to the United
United States under
under the
be reimbursed
drainage
conditions
terms of
of the
the Act
18, 1916:
Provided further,
further,
1916: Provided
May 18,
of May
Act of
and terms
conditions and

appropriated shall be available for the reimdamages, That the funds hereby appropriated

bursement
of Indian
Indian and
and white
white landowners
landowners for
for improvements
improvements and
bursement of
crops destroyed
destroyed by
by the
the Government
Government in connection
connection with the concrops
struction
of irrigation
canals and
and drains
drains of
of this project:
proAnd proproject: And
irrigation canals
struction of
Damages for drain$100 of the amount herein
herein approThat not to exceed $100
further, That
vided further,
Lr drain- vided
- Lake.
aDotnM
age
of Mud
priated
shall be
for settlement
settlernent of
in
damages caused in
of damages
be available
available for
priated shall
connection
the drainage
Mud Lake.
of Mud
drainage of
with the
connection with
Constructing
part of
of
operation and maintenance
For operation
Constructing part
maintenance of the Satus
Satus unit
unit of the Wapato
Wapato
Satus unit, etc.
the drainage
from
gravity
by
irrigated
be
can
that
project
irrigated
drainage water
water
from
Yakima Reservation,
Reservation, Washington,
Washington $5,000,
Wapato project, Yakima
the Wapato
from the
to
regulations as the Secretary
reimbursed under such rules and regulations
to be
be reimbursed
of
the
Interior
may
prescribe.
of the Interior may prescribe.
Wind River ReserFor the
the extension
of canals
and laterals
laterals on
on the
the ceded
portion of
of
ceded portion
canals and
extension of
For
vaton,
vation, Wyo.er
Wyo.
Extending irrigation
Reservation, Wyoming, to provide for the irrigation
irrigation the Wind River Reservation,
Extending
irrigation
to additional lands.
a tio an
of additional
additional Indian lands, and for the Indians'
Indians' pro rata
rata share of
of
the cost
cost of
operation and maintenance
laterals
maintenance of canals and laterals
of the operation
the
and for the Indians' pro rata share
share of the cost of the Big Bend
drainage
on the
the ceded
ceded portion
portion of that reservation,
reservation, and for
for
project on
drainage project
continuing the
constructing an irrigation
irrigation system
system within the
the work
work of constructing
continuing
diminished reservation,
reservation, including
including the Big Wind River and Dry
and operation of commaintenance and
including the maintenance
and including
Canals, and
Creek Canals,
Repayment.
$50.000, reimbursable
reimbursable as provided by existing law.
pleted canals, $50,000,
Repayment.
Unexpended
unexpended balances
Unexpended
irriThe following unexpended
balances of the appropriations
appropriations herebalances covered
ion balances
gation
covered
into the Treasuy.
Treasury.
inafter enumerated shall be covered into the Treasury
Treasury and carried
carried
Act:
to the surplus fund immediately
immediately upon the approval
approval of this Act:
Blackfeet
ReservaReservation, Montana
Blackfeet
"Irrigation
Blackfeet Reserva"Irrigation system, Black
feet Reservation,
Montana (reimburs(reimburstion, Mont.
able),"
Act
of
May
25,
1918,
$890.31;
able);
$890.31;

nto
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Fort
Peck Reservaeserv
to,
ote
"Irrigation
Fort Peck
Montana (reimburs(reimburs- tion,
Reservation, Montana
Peck Reservation,
system, Fort
"Irrigation system,
Mont.
$26,192.82;
able),"
Act
of
May
1918,
$26,192.82;
25,
able)," Act of May
a
Klamath Reserv
Reserva-Oregon (reimbursReservation, Oregon
Klamath Reservation,
"Irrigation system,
(reimburs- tiKiamath
system, Klamath
"Irrigation
tion, Oreg.
n, reg.
able),"
Act of
$2,743;
1913, $2,743;
30, 1913,
of June
June 30,
able)," Act
IJintah Reservation,
Reservation,
jlntah
(reimbursable)," Utah.
Reservation, Utah
"Irrigation
system, Uintah
Utah (reimbursable),"
Uintah Reservation,
"Irrigation system,
$378.09;
Act of
of March 2, 1917, $378.09;
Wind
ReserRiver ReserWnd River
WyoReservation, Wyo
Wind River
"Irrigation
River Diminished
Diminished Reservation,
Wyo- vation,
system, Wind
"Irrigation system,
Wyo.
ming
(reimbursable)," Act
of May
May 25,
25 21918,
1918, $3,349.45;
y
$3,349.45;
Act of
ming (reimbursable),"
Pima
lands,
Indian lands,
ima Indian
irrigation system, Pima Indian Ariz.
operation, irrigation
and operation,
"Maintenance an
"Maintenance
Lands,
$102.50;
(reimbursable)," Act of May 25, 1918, $102.50;
Lands, Arizona (reimbursable),"
Modoc Point IrrigaIreiga
tModoyteoint
Reservation, Oregon tion
Klamath Reservation,
"Modoc
Irrigation System,
System, Klamath
Point Irrigation
"Modoc Point
System, Oreg.
(reimbursable),"
$145;
(reimbursable) ," Act of May 18, 1916, $145;
In
$33,801.17.
In all,
all, $33,801.17.
Education.
Education.
EDUCATION
EDUCATION
Support of Indian
of Indian
supror
not otherschools not
For
support of
Indian day
industrial schools
other- schools.
day and
and industrial
of Indian
the support
For the

wise provided
provided for,
for, and
and other
other educational
and industrial
industrial purposes
educational and
purposes pm.
wise
Provisos.
dumb,
Deaf and dumb,
in
therewith, $2,445,000:
Provided, That not to exceed blind,
$2,445,000: Provided,
connection therewith,
in connection
etc.
$40,000
this appropriation
appropriation may be used for the support and educa- blind, etc.
of this
$40,000 of
and CouCouAlabama and
deficient Indian children: Alabamas
tion
or blind
blind or mentally deficient
of deaf and
and dumb or
tion of
in Texas.
shattasinTexas.
appropriation may be used elates
Provided
That $3,500 of this appropriation
further, That
Provided further,
for the
civilization of
Alabama and Coushatta Pueblos and Hopis.
of the Alabama
and civilization
education and
the education
for

$25,000 of
exceed $25,000
Indians
in Texas:
Texas: Provided
not to
to exceed
of Puelos andHopis.
That not
further, That
Provided further,
Indians in
the
may be
used for
ood Choctaws.
taws
additional Full-blood
providing additional
be used
for providing
appropriation may
the above
above appropriation
blood Cho
school facilities
for the
Hopi Indians:
Provided further,
further,
Indians: Provided
and Hopi
Pueblo and
the Pueblo
facilities for
school
That
not more
more than
$20,000 of the above
appropriation may be used
above appropriation
than $20,000
That not
Mississippi
for the
education of
full-blood Choctaw
Choctaw Indians
Indians of Mississippi
of the
the full-blood
for
the education
by
establishing, equipping,
equipping, and
includmg
day schools, including
maintaining day
and maintaining
by establishing,
construction of necessary
the
purchase of land and the construction
necessary buildings
the purchase
and their
their equipment,
for the
tuition of
full-blood Mississippi
Mississippi Bordin schools
the tuition
of full-blood
and for
equipment, and
and
dgnisis
ia ooata
l
t
s
with ard
diminished
Provided wg
Choctaw Indian
Indian children
children enrolled
in the
the public
schools: Provided
public schools:
enrolled in
Choctaw
tendance discontinued.
nonreservation boarding
and nonreservation
further,
That all
reservation and
boarding schools tendancediscontinued.
all reservation
further, That
with an
forty-five and eighty
eighty pupils,
of less
less than forty-five
attendance of
average attendance
an average
with
respectively, shall
shall be
on or
the beginning
of the
the Trsfer
of pupils.
pupils.
beginning of
or before
before the
be discontinued
discontinued on
respectively,
Transfer of
fiscal year
year 1926.
1926. The
The pupils
in schools
so discontinued
discontinued shall be
schools so
pupils in
fiscal
transferred first, if
if possible, to Indian day schools or State public
transferred
schools; second,
to adjacent
or nonreservation
nonreservation boarding
dsonDay soo
boarding Day
reservation or
adjacent reservation
second, to
schools;
schools discotinned.
schools,
the limit
limit of
capacity of said schools: Provided
Provided tinud.
of the capacity
to the
schools, to
further,
That all
day schools
schools with
attendance of less
an average
average attendance
with an
all day
further, That
than eight
be discontinued
on or
the beginning
of the
the ?,:loneys returned to
beginning of
or before
before the
discontinued on
eight shall
shall be
than
fiscal year
year 1926:
1926: And
And provided
provided further,
further, That
all moneys
moneys approappro- the
hMneyreured to
That all
fiscal
priated
for any
discontinued pursuant to this Act or for other
school discontinued
any school
priated for
cause
immediately to
the Treasury
in public
Tuition in
the United
United Tuition
of the
to the
Treasury of
be returned
returned immediately
cause shall
shall be
public
States: And
provided further,
further, That
$350,000 of the schools.
That not more than $350,000
And provided
States:
amount
herein appropriated
may be
be expended
expended for
for the tuition of
appropriated may
amount herein
Indian
children enrolled
enrolled in
in the
the public
schools under
such rules and 1*.To . contracts reunder such
public schools
Indian children
regulations
the Secretary
the Interior
Interior may
may prescribe,
prescribe, but
but formal
formal qo
quired.cntrtred
of the
Secretary of
as the
regulations as
R. S., sec. 3744, p.738.
p.738.
R.Ssec.3744
contracts
not be
be required
compliance with
with section
3744 Not
section 3744
for compliance
required for
shall not
contracts shall
available
for
specified
for
schools
of
the
Revised
Statutes:
And
provided
further,
That
no
part
of
sped
of
no
part
That
further,
provided
And
Statutes:
of the Revised
this
appropriation shall
be used for
and
support of Indian day and
for the support
shall be
this appropriation
industrial schools
schools where
where specific
appropriation is
is made.
made.
specific appropriation
industrial
Collecting, etc, puFor
collection and
and transportation
of pupils
pupils to
from Indian
Indian
etc. pand pas. ,
to and from
transportation of
For collection
and public
public schools,
schools, and
placing school
school pupils,
with the consent
pupils, with
and for
for placing
and
of
under the
care and
and control
control of
of white
white families
families qualiqualithe care
parents, under
of their
their parents,
fied to
to give
them moral,
educational training,
training, $90,$90,- pProvisos.
and educational
industrial, and
moral, industrial,
fied
give them
Obteining
employObtinng employbe used
used ment.
000: Provided,
That not
$7,000 of
of this
sum may
may be
this sum
exceeding $7,000
not exceeding
Provided, That
000:
for
for Indians
Indians and,
when
and, when
employment for
remunerative employment
obtaining remunerative
for obtaining
necessary,
payment of
of transportation
and other
necessary, for
for payment
transportation and
other expenses
expenses to
to Repayment.
their places
of employment:
employment: Provided
Provided further,
That when
practicable Ramt.
when practicable
further.That
places of
their
such transportation
transportation and
and expenses
shall be
shall be rerefunded and shall
be refunded
expenses shall
such
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turned to the appropriation
of
appropriation from which paid. The provisions
provisions of
native Indian
Indian pupils of school age
section shall
shall also
also apply
apply to
to native
this section
under twenty-one
twenty-one years
of age
age brought
from Alaska.
Alaska.
brought from
under
years of

For construction,
purchase, repair,
improvement of
of
and improvement
repair, and
lease, purchase,
For
construction, lease,
purchase of necessary
school buildings,
buildings, including the purchase
necessary lands and the
installation,
repair, and improvement
improvement of heating, lighting, power,
installation, repair,
Proviso.
and
sewerage
and
water
systems
connection therewith,
$175,000:
therewith, $175,000:
in connection
systems in
water
and
and sewerage
Limitation.
Pition.
Provided,
$7,500 out of this appropriation
shall
Provided,That not more than $7,500
appropriation shall
be
expended for
construction at any one school or institution
be expended
for new construction
unless
expressly authorized.
unless herein
herein expressly
authorized.
desSupport,
For support
support and
and education
education of
of Indian
Indian pupils
pupils at
the following
following
ignated boarding
l
bo
eto%
arding
r
a
n
at the
For
schools.
schoos
boarding schools
following amounts, reboarding
schools in not to exceed the following
Mospectively:
Fort spectively:
Fort Mojave, Ariz.
Fort Mojave, A.
Fort Mojave,
Mojave, Arizona:
Arizona: For two hundred
hundred and
and fifty pupils, $56,250;
$56,250;
for
drayage, and general repairs and
and imimfor pay of
of superintendent,
superintendent, drayage,
provements,
$10,000;
$10,000;
provements,
Phoenix, e
Ariz.
Phoenix, Arizona:
hundred and
and fifty
fifty pupils, including
P n.
Phoenix,
Arizona: For
For eight
eight hundred
not
printing and
and issuing
issuing school
paper,
not to exceed $1,500
$1,500 for printing
school paper,
$191,250;
drayage, and general repairs
$191,250; for pay of superintendent,
superintendent, drayage,
purchase of approximately
approximately 18 acres
and improvements,
improvements, $20,000;
$20,000; for purchase
acres
of land
land adjacent
to the
the school
school farm,
$11,000;
farm,
$11,000;
adjacent
to
Traxton Canyon,
Canyon, of
Truxton
n
Truxton
Canyon, Arizona:
hundred pupils, $45000;
for
$45,000; for
Arizona: For
For two hundred
Ariz.
Truxton Canyon,
Arizr
pay of superintendent,
superintendent, drayage,
and general repairs
repairs and
and improveimprovepay
drayage, and
ments, $8,000;
$8,000;
Roosvt ments,
Theodore
Theodore Roosevelt
Theodore Roosevelt
Roosevelt Indian
School, Fort
Fort Apache,
Apache, Arizona:
Arizona: For
For
School, Fort Apache,
Indian School,
Apache,
Theodore
sheool,
Ariz.
four hundred
hundred and fifty pupils, $101,250;
superintendent,
Ail$101,250; for pay of superintendent,
repairs and
and improvements,
improvements, $17,500;
$17,500;
general repairs
and general
drayage, and
ntitut drayage,
Sh
Sherman
Institute,
Sherman
Riverside, California:
California: For nine hundred
hundred
Calif.
canif. •
Sherman Institute, Riverside,
printing and issuing
issuing
pupils, including not to exceed $1,000 for printing
school
and
drayage, and
school paper,
paper, $202,500;
$202,500; for
for pay
pay of superintendent,
superintendent, drayage,
general repairs and improvements,
improvements, including
completion of addiincluding completion
tional
buildings, $27,500;
$27,500;
tional buildings,
Cal.
Fort Bidwe
Bidwell, Calif.
California: For one hundred
Fort Bidwell Indian School, California:
hundred pupils,
$25,000; for pay of superintendent,
superintendent, drayage, and general repairs
repairs
$25,000;
and improvements, $7,000;
Haskell Institute,
Institute, and improvements, $7,000;
Haskell
Haskell Institute
Lawrence, Kansas: For eight hundred and
and
Kans.
Institute, Lawrence,
Kans.
including not to exceed
exceed $1,500
$1,500 for printing
printing and
and issuing
issuing
fifty pupils, including
$191,250; for pay of superintendent,
superintendent, drayage,
drayage, and
and
school paper,
paper, $191,250;
improvements, $21,400;
$21,400; for completion
completion of regeneral repairs and improvements,
modelingplant, $17,000;
$17,000; for drainage
drainage work,
work,
modeling of heating and power plant,
$3,800; for
enlarging and
and repairing
teachers' quarters,
quarters, $10,000;
$10,000;
repairing teachers'
for enlarging
leasant $3,800;
Mount
Pleasant,
Mich.
Mich.
Mount
Michigan: For three hundred
Mount Pleasant, Michigan:
hundred and fifty pupils,
general repairs
$78,750; for pay of superintendent,
superintendent, drayage,
drayage, and general
and
improvements,
$12,000;
$12,000;
and improvements,
Pipmtone,
Minn.
pestone, Minn
Pipestone, Minnesota:
Minnesota: For two hundred
hundred and fifty pupils, $56,250;
$56,250;
drayage, and general repairs
repairs and imfor pay of superintendent,
superintendent, drayage,
provements, $9,500;
$9,500;
provements,
Genoa,
Genoa. Nebr.
Genoa, Nebraska:
Nebraska: For five hundred
$112,500; for pay of
of
hundred pupils, $112,500;
superintendent, drayage,
repairs and improvements,
superintendent,
drayage, and general
general repairs
improvements,
$15,000;
$15,000;
Carson
Carson City, Nev.
Nevada: For four
four hundred and twenty-five pupils,
Carson City, Nevada:
$95,625;
$95,625; for pay of superintendent,
superintendent, drayage,
general repairs
drayage, and general
and
improvements,
$16,500;
$16,500;
improvements,
and
N
lbunqerque,
Albuquerque,
N.
Albuquerque, New Mexico:
Mexico: For eight hundred
hundred pupils,
$180,000;
Albuquerque,
pupils, $180,000;
Mex.
for pay of superintendent,
superintendent, drayage,
drayage, and general repairs
repairs and improvements, including
sleeping porches,
additional sleeping
including construction
construction of additional
Pr.
provements,
Proviso.
porches.
Sleeping porehes.
$23,000: Provided,
Provided, That
for the sleeping
$23,000:
That the money
money for
sleeping porches
porches shall
shall be
immediately available;
available;
immediately
M.
Santa Fe, N. Mex.
Santa
Santa Fe, New Mexico:
Mexico: For four hundred
hundred and fifty pupils,
$101,250; for pay of superintendent,
$101,250;
superintendent, drayage, and general
general repairs
repairs
improvements, $13,000;
$3,000;
and improvements,
$13,000; for water
water supply,
supply, $3,000;

ments, etc.
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Charles
H. Burke
Burke
Chales H.
Charles H.
Burke School,
School, Fort
Fort Wingate,
Mexico: For five „
Wingate, New Mexico:
H. Burke
Charles
chool, Fort Wingate,
.Mex.
N.Mex.
hundred pupils,
pupils, $100,000;
$100 2000; for
for pay of
superintendent, drayage,
drayage, and k
of superintendent,
hundred
Constructing build-

general repairs
improvements, $31,500;
$31,500; for
for construction
of aa ing,consrtctm'g
construction of
and improvements,
repairs and
general
etc.

school building
building and
an assembly
hall, $100,000,
$100,000, to
to be
be immediately
assembly hall,
and an
school
available;
and extension
sewer
water, light, and sewer
extension of water,
construction and
for construction
available; for
systems,
immediately available;
available; and
and for
equipment,
for equipment,
to be
be immediately
$18,500, to
systems, $18,500,
$50,000;
$50,000;
Cherokee,
Carolina: For
For three
three hundred
hundred pupils,
pupils, $67,500;
North Carolina:
Cherokee, North
for
drayage, and
and general
general repairs
repairs and imimsuperintendent, drayage,
of superintendent,
pay of
for pay
provements,
$8,000; for
for purchase
additional land
as authorized
authorized
land as
of additional
purchase of
provements, $8,000;
by
Act of
of June
June 4,
$10,000, to
immediately available;
available;
to be immediately
4, 1924,
1924, $10,000,
the Act
by the
Bismarck, North
North Dakota:
For one
one hundred
hundred and
and fifteen pupils,
Dakota: For
Bismarck,
$28,750; for
for pay
of superintendent,
general repairs
and general
drayage, and
superintendent, drayage,
pay of
$28,750;
and
improvements
$7,200;
$7,200;
and improvements,
Fort Totten
Indian School,
School, Fort
Totten, North Dakota: For
Fort Totten,
Totten Indian
Fort
three
hundred and
pupils, $73,125;
$73,125; for
for pay
pay of supertwenty-five pupils,
and twenty-five
three hundred
intendent, drayage,
and general
$12,000;
improvements, $12,000;
and improvements,
repairs and
general repairs
drayage and
intendent,

build-

etc.

Cherokee, N. C.

heroN.

.

Additional land.

38d.
Aditop.
Aide, p. 381.

Bismarck,
s m a r ck N. flak.

Bi

N.Dak.

Totn,.

Fort Totten, N. flak.

FortTotten

ak

Wahpeton, N. flak.

Wahpeton, North
North Dakota:
Dakota: For
For two
two hundred
and twenty
twenty pupils,
pupils, wahpeton, N. Dk.
hundred and
Wahpeton,
$49,500;
for pay
drayage, and general repairs
repairs
superintendent, drayage,
of superintendent,
pay of
$49,500; for
and
$8,700;
improvements, $8,700;
and improvements,
Chilocco, Okla.
a
Chilocco
Oklahoma: For
For eight hundred
hundred pupils, including not to Chiloco, Ok Chilocco, Oklahoma:
exceed
$2,600 for
paper, $160
2
000; for
for
$160,000;
school paper,
issuing school
and issuing
printing and
for printing
exceed $2,000
pay of
of superintendent,
drayage, and
general repairs and improveand general
superintendent, drayage,
pay
ments, $18,000;
Orphan
Sequoyah
Sequoph
Orphan
$18,000;
ments,
Training
School,
Training School,
Sequoyah Orphan
Orphan Training
Training School,
School, near
near Tahlequah,
Tahlequah, Oklahoma:
Oklahoma: Tahlequah,
Sequoyah
Okla.
For the
the orphan
Indian children
the State
State of
of Oklahoma
belong- Tahlequah, Oka.
Oklahoma belongof the
children of
orphan Indian
For
school
ing
to
the
restricted
class
to
be
conducted
as
an
industrial
conducted
be
to
class,
restricted
the
to
ing
under the
the direction
of the
Secretary of
of the
the Interior,
Interior, $59,850;
$59,850; for
the Secretary
direction of
under
repairs
and improvements,
improvements '$6,500;
enlargement of the school
$6,500; for the enlargement
repairs and
exceed
building so
so as
provide four
additional class rooms not to exceed
four additional
to provide
as to
building
immediately available;
$20,000,
available
be immediately
$20,000, to be
Chemawa,
Salem,
Salem
a
Chemawa,
Salem, Oregon:
Oregon: For
eight hundred
hundred and
and fifty Indian oChe"
For eight
Oreg.
Chemawa, Salem,
brought from Alaska,
Alaska, inpupils,
Indian pupils brought
native Indian
including native
pupils, including
paper,
cluding
to exceed
for printing
printing and issuing school parr,
$1,000 for
exceed $1,000
not to
cluding not
$191
2
250; for
for pay
pay of
of superintendent,
drayage, and general repairs
superintendent, drayage,
$191,250;
Precise.
asPRo. on AlasProvided,That except upon the individ- Restriction
and
improvements, $17,000:
$17,000: Provided,
and improvements,
ka
kenatives.
approthis appro- natives.
of this
ual order
no part
part of
Interior,, no
the Interior
of the
Secretary of
the Secretary
of the
order of
ual
education at said school of
priation shall
used for the support or education
be used
shall be
priation
January 1, 1925;
any native
native pupil
pupil brought
brought from Alaska
after January
Alaska after
any
flak.
Flandrea sS. Dak.
Flandreau, South
seventy-five Flandreau,
hundred and seventy-five
three hundred
For three
Dakota: For
South Dakota:
Flandreau,
and
drayage,
superintendent,
Indian pupils,
$84,375; for pay of superintendent, drayage,
pupils, $84,375;
Indian
a
general
improvements, including the beginning of a
general repairs and improvements,
heating plant, $11,700;
$11,700;
new heating
Pierre, S. flak.
.Dak
Pierre,
Dakota: For
For two
hundred and seventy-five
seventy-five Indian Pierre,
two hundred
South Dakota:
Pierre, South
general
and
drayage,
pupils,
$61,875;
for
pay
superintendent,
general
superintendent,
of
pay
pupils, $61,875; for
repairs and
$10,500;
improvements, $10,500;
and improvements,
repairs
Rapid City, S. Dak.
city, s. Dak.
Rapid
City, South
Dakota: For
three hundred
fifteen Indian
Indian Bapd
and fifteen
hundred and
For three
South Dakota:
Rapid City,
regeneral
drayage and
pupils, $70,875;
superintendent, drayage
pay of superintendent,
for pay
$70,875; for
pupils,
$9,400;
pairs and
and improvements,
improvements, including repair of roads, $9,400;
pairs
Hayward, Wis.
Hayward, Wisconsin:
Indian pupils, Hyward Wi.
hundred and fifty Indian
one hundred
For one
Wisconsin: For
Hayward,
$37.500; for
drayage, and general
general repairs
superintendent, drayage,
of superintendent,
pay of
for pay
$37.500;
and
$9,000;
improvements, $9,000;
and improvements,
Tomah, Wis.
twenty-five Indian Tomah, Wi.
and twenty-five
Tomah, Wisconsin:
For three
three hundred
hundred and
Wisconsin: For
Tomah,
general
and
pupils,
$73,125;
for
pay
of
superintendent,
drayage,
general
drayage,
pupils, $73,125: for pay of superintendent,
repairs
and improvements, including rebuilding
rebuilding barn and shops,
repairs and
$11,500;
$11.500;
Shoshone
ReservaBesrvaShohone
Shoshone Reservation.
Reservation. Wyoming:
Wyoming: For
For one hundred
hundred and thirty- tion,
Wyo.
Shoshone
and
drayage,
five
Indian
pupils,
$33,750;
or
of
superintendent,
drayage,
superintendent,
of
pay
for
$33,750:
pupils.
five Indian
general repairs
repairs and
improvements, $7,700;
$7,700;
and improvements,
general
$3;000,000.
In all,
all, for
for above-named
above-named boarding
exceed, $3000,000.
boarding schools, not to exceed,
In
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To enable the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior to carry
carry into effect the
provisions
of the
sixth article
the treaty
1868, bebe1, 1868,
June 1,
of June
treaty of
of the
article of
the sixth
provisions of
tween
the United
United States
Nation or Tribe of Indians,
Indians,
the Navajo
Navajo Nation
and the
States and
tween the
proclaimed August
12, 1868,
1868, whereby
United States agrees to
whereby the United
August 12,
proclaimed
provide
school facilities
facilities for
children of the Navajo
Tribe of
of
Navajo Tribe
for the
the children
provide school
Proviso.
Indians,
$75,000, to
to be
be immediately
available: Provided,
Provided, That
the
the
That
available:
immediately
$75,000,
Indians,
yse
poretio
Discretionary use.
said
discretion, in estabmay expend said funds, in his discretion,
said Secretary
Secretary may
lishing
industrial schools.
or enlarging
enlarging day or industrial
lishing or
Chippewas
MinneInterior is authorized
ofMinneChippewas of
The Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
authorized to withdraw
withdraw from the
sota.
sota.
of the
the United
his discretion,
the sum
sum of
of $35,000,
$35,000,
discretion, the
in his
Payment
for tuition
States, in
United States,
of
tuition Treasury
Treasury
Payment for
of children in State
necessary, of the principal
may be
be necessary,
much thereof
thereof as
as may
principal sum on
on
oschools.
children in State or so much
deposit
to the
credit of
of MinMinState of
Indians in the State
the Chippewa
Chippewa Indians
Vol. 25,
645.
of the
the credit
deposit to
25, p..645.
Vol.
nesota
under section 7
and
January 14, 1889, and
the Act of January
7 of the
arising under
nesota arising
to
expend the
the same
same for
Indian
Chippewa Indian
for Chippewa
for payment
payment of tuition for
to expend
children
in the
public schools
schools of
State of
of Minnesota.
Minnesota.
of the
the State
the public
enrolled in
children enrolled
Chippewas of the
For support
support of
or schools
for the
the Chippewas
Chippewas of
of the
the MisMisschools for
school or
of a
a school
Mississippi, Min.
Mimi. te
For
Mississppi,
Schools.
sissippi
in
Minnesota
(article
3,
treaty
of
March
19,
1867),
$4,500:
$4,500:
1867),
19,
March
of
treaty
3,
(article
Minnesota
in
sissippi
Vol.
p. 720.
ol. 16, p
Proviso.
Provided,
Proiro-.
Provided, That
That no part of the sum hereby
hereby appropriated
appropriated shall be
Restriction,
used except
Restriction.
except for school or schools of the
the Mississippi
Mississippi Chippewas
Chippewas now
in the State of Minnesota.
Osages
in Oklahoa.
Oklahoma.
children, including repairs
osages in
For the
the education
education of Osage children,
repairs to buildEducating children,
ings,
be paid
paid from
the funds
held by the United
United States
funds held
from the
to be
$20,620, to
ings, $20,620,
from
tribal funds.
fromtribalfunds.
Proviso.
in
Prooiso.
in trust for the Osage Tribe of Indians
Indians in Oklahoma:
Oklahoma: Provided,
Provided,
Saint Louis
Louis Boarding
Boarding
Saint
That the
the expenditure
expenditure of
said money
shall include
include the
the renewal
renewal of the
money shall
of said
That
School.
School.
present
contract with the Saint Louis Mission
Mission Boarding School, expresent contract
cRpt that
for annual
annual supexpended more than $200 for
cept
that there shall not be expended
port and education
education of any one
one pupil.
Five
For aid to the common schools
Tribes
Five Civilized
Civlized Tribes
schools in the Cherokee, Creek, Choctaw,
Choctaw,
and Quapaws, Okla.
Nations and
and the
the Quapaw
Quapaw Agency
Agency in OklaAid
and Seminole
Seminole Nations
Chickasaw, and
commnon Chickasaw,
anid to common
schools.
schools.
expended in the discretion of the Secretary
homa, $155,000, to be expended
Secretary of
of
the
Interior,
and
under rules
regulations to be prescribed
prescribed by
and regulations
rules and
and under
the
Interior,
P
Proviso.
ronte
liition
him: Provided,
Provided, That this appropriation
subject to the
appropriation shall not be subject
Parentage limitation
limitation in section
not applicable.
section 11of the Act of May 25,
25, 1918 (Fortieth
(Fortieth Statutes,
Vol. 40, p. 564.
564), limiting the expenditure
Vo. 40, p. 4.
page 564),
expenditure of money to educate
educate children of
of
Indian blood.
less than one-fourth Indian
Indians, Nebr.,
For support and maintenance
Nebr.,
Sioux Indians,
maintenance of day and industrial
industrial schools among
among
etc.
Day and
and industrial
industrial the
Sioux Indians,
Indians, including
including the
the erection
erection and
and repairs
repairs of
of school
school
the Sioux
Day
schools.
buildings,
in accordance
accordance with
with the
the provisions
provisions of
article 55of
of
of article
$250,000, in
buildings, $250,000,
scVohols
Vol. 19, p.
p. 2a.
256.
the
made and entered
26, 1876,
1876, and ratiinto September 26,
entered into
the agreement
agreement made
fied
28, 1877
1877 (Nineteenth
(Nineteenth Statutes,
Statutes, page
page 254).
254).
February 28,
fied February
IIIntah
and
DuFor
of the
Uintah and
and Duchesne County
schools in Uintah
public schools
the public
aid of
For aid
hesCounties,
chesne
Counties, Utah.
Utah.
Aid to public schools
of
from the tribal funds
$6,000, to
paid from
funds of
be paid
to be
Utah, $6,000,
districts, Utah,
school districts,
Aidto pulieschool school
in, from UM tribal
fnds.
funds.
the Confederated
Confederated Bands
Bands of Ute Indians and to be expended
expended under
under
such rules and regulations as may be prescribed
prescribed by the Secretary
Secretary
Proviso.
the Interior:
Provided, That
children shall
shall at
times be
be
all times
at all
Indian children
That Indian
Interior: Provided,
of the
Indian of
Eqaity of
Equality
of Indian
children.
admitted
children.
admitted to such schools on an entire equality
equality with white children.
Navajos
of Arizona.
Navajos ofArizona.
School facilities for.
Vol.
15,
p.
669.
Vc0l.15, . 669.

Conservation
Conservation
health,
health, etc.

of
of

Relieving
distress,
Relieving
distress,
preventing contagious
contagious
diseases,
etc.
diseases,etc.a

RELIEF
CONSERVATION OF
HEALTH
RELIEF OF
OF DISTRESS
DISTRESS AND
AND CONSERVATION
OF 1TE
ALTH

For the relief and care of destitute Indians not otherwise pro-

vided for,
the prevention
and treatment
treatment of
of tuberculosis,
tuberculosis,
for the
prevention and
vided
for, and
and for

trachoma, smallpox, and other contagious
contagious and infectious
infectious diseases,
trachoma,
including transportation
patients to and from hospitals and sanatransportation of patients
including
Provisos.
Provided, That this appropriation
$700,000: Provided,
appropriation may be used also
seeratreat- toria, $700,000:
Use for general treatment.
for general
general medical
and surgical
treatment of Indians, including
including the
for
medical and
surgical treatment
ment
maintenance and operation
operation of general hospitals, where no other
other
maintenance
Allotments to
or
available
for
that
purpose:
Provided
further,
spci- funds are applicable
fiotments
tod speciapplicable
purpose:
Provided
further,
fied sanatoria and hosauthorized there shall be availpitals.
That out of the appropriation
appropriation herein authorized
sanatoria and hospitals hereinafter
hereinafter
able for the maintenance
maintenance of the sanatoria
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expenses for their proper
named, and
for incidental
incidental and
and all other expenses
proper
and for
named,
conduct
and management,
management, including
pay of
of employees,
repairs,
employees, repairs,
including pay
conduct and
equipment, and
improvements, not
the following
amounts:
following amounts:
exceed the
to exceed
not to
and improvements,
equipment,
Arizona.
Sanatorium, Arizona
Arizona:
Indian Oasis
Oasis Hospital,
Navajo Sanatorium,
$11,820; Navajo
Hospital, $11,820;
Arizona: Indian
$11,920;
Phoenix Sanatorium,
Sanatorium, $57,300;
Hospital, $14,720;
$14,720;
$57,300; Pima Hospital,
$11,920; Phoenix
Truxton Canyon
Canyon Camp
$6,000;
a.
C
Hospital, $6,000;
Camp Hospital,
Truxton
California.
California: Hoopa
Hoopa Valley
$12,020;
California:
Idaho.
Valley Hospital,
Hospital, $12,020;
Idaho.
Iowa.
Idaho:
Fort Lapwai
Lapwai Sanatorium,
Sanatorium, $46,370;
$46,370;
Idaho: Fort
Iowa.
ow a
.
Iowa: Sac
Sac and
Fox Sanatorium,
Sanatorium, $46,930;
$46,930;
and Fox
Iowa:
Montana.
Mo
Hospital,
Peck
Montana:
Blackfeet
Hospital,
$17,760;
Fort
$17,760;
Hospital,
Montana: Blackfeet
$20,000;
$20,000;
Nebraska.
Nebraska
Nebraska: Winnebago
Winnebago Hospital,
Hospital, $22,370;
$22,370;
Nebraska:
Nevada.
Nevada: Carson
Carson Hospital,
Hospital, $14,060;
$14,060; Pyramid
Lake Sanatorium,
Sanatorium, NevadaPyramid Lake
Nevada:
$30,000;
$30,000;
New Marko.
Mexico.
New
$12,220; Laguna
Laguna Sanatorium,
Sanatorium, New
Hospital, $12,220;
Jicarilla Hospital,
Mexico: Jicarilla
New Mexico:
$20,130;
Mescalero Hospital,
$12,360;
Hospital, $12,360;
$20,130; Mescalero
h
$12,160;
North Dakota:
Dakota: Turtle
Turtle Mountain
Mountain Hospital,
Hospital, $12,160;
North

North Dakota.
Dakota.
Nort

Oklahoma.
Oklahoma:
Cheyenne and
Arapahoe Hospital,
Hospital, $12,600;
Choctaw Oklahoma
$12,600; Choctaw
and Arapahoe
Oklahoma: Cheyenne
and
Chickasaw
Hospital,
$42,600;
Shawnee
Sanatorium,
$40,000;
Dakota.
South
Dakota.
$40,000;
Sanatorium,
Shawnee
$42,600;
and Chickasaw Hospital,
South
Dakota: Crow
Hospital, $9,840;
$9,840;
Creek Hospital,
Crow Creek
South Dakota:
Washington.
Washington.
Washington: Spokane
Spokane Hospital,
$14,720.
Hospital, $14,720.
Washington:
Fort Lapwai, Idaho,
For constructing
constructing and
and equipping
equipping a
a girls'
girls' dormitory
the houshous- Fort
todahfor
for the
dormitory for
For
*iris'Lapal
dormitory
for
patients.
tuberculosis patients.
Lapwai tuberculosis
ing of
treated for
for tuberculosis
the Fort
Fort Lapwai
in the
tuberculosis in
being treated
patients being
of patients
ing
date, p.533.
"n p.533-.
Sanatorium, Idaho,
Idaho, in
with the
the provisions
provisions of the Act of
accordance with
in accordance
Sanatorium,
June 7,
1924 (Forty-third
(Forty-third Statutes
at Large,
533), $50,000..
$50,000.
page 533),
Large, page
Statutes at
7, 1924
June
Canton, S. Pak.
asylum exnsane asylum
for insane
For the
the equipment
equipment and
and maintenance
maintenance of
of the
asylum for
insane Insane
the asylum
For
e ses
penses.
Indians at
incidental and all other ex- P
Canton, South Dakota, for incidental
at Canton,
Indians
penses necessary
necessary for
for its
conduct and management,
management, including
proper conduct
its proper
penses
pay of
employees, repairs,
necessary expense
repairs, improvements, and for necessary
of employees,
pay
of transporting
asylum, $47,000; for
for
insane Indians to and from said asylum,
of
transporting insane
deep well,
well, $3,000;
$50,000.
$3,000; in all, $50,000.
deep
GENERAL SUPPORT
AND CIVILIZATION
CIVILIZATION
SUPPORT AND
GENERAL

For general
civilization of Indians,
Indians, including
including pay of
and civilization
support and
general support
For
employees, in
in not
not to
to exceed the following amounts,
amounts, respectively:
respectively:
employees,
In Arizona,
$200,000;
Arizona, $200,000;
In
$55,000;
In California,
California, $55,000;
In
Seminole
Florida, $15,000;
$15,000;
Indians of Florida,
Seminole Indians
Fort Hall Reservation,
Reservation, Idaho,
Idaho, $18,000;
$18,000;
Fort
Full-blood
Choctaw Indians,
Mississippi, $10,500;
$10,500;
Indians, of Mississippi,
Full-blood Choctaw
Fort
Belknap Agency,
Agency, Montana,
Montana, $20,000;
$20,000;
Fort Belknap
Flathead Agency, Montana, $14,000;
$14,000;
Flathead
Fort
Agency, Montana, $30,000;
$30,000;
Peck Agency,
Fort Peck
$76,000;
Blackfeet
Agency, Montana,
Montana, $76,000;
Blackfeet Agency,
Rocky
Boy Band
other indigent
indigent and homeless
homeless
and other
Chippewas and
of Chippewas
Band of
Rocky Boy
Indians
Montana, $6,800;
Indians in Montana,
In
Nevada, $25,000;
$25,000;
In Nevada,
In
New Mexico,
$160,000;
Mexico, $160,000;
In New
Sioux of
of Devils
$7,000;
North Dakota, $7,000;
Lake, North
Devils Lake,
Sioux
Fort
Berthold Agency,
$15,000;
Dakota, $15,000;
North Dakota,
Agency, North
Fort Berthold
Turtle
Band of
North Dakota,
$17,000;
Dakota, $17,000;
Chippewas, North
of Chippewas,
Mountain Band
Turtle Mountain
Wichita
collected on the reserhave been collected
who have
bands who
affiliated bands
and affiliated
Wichita and
vations
set apart
occupation in Oklahoma,
Oklahoma, $5,600;
$5,600;
use and occupation
for their use
apart for
vations set
For
expenses of
the Five Civilized
Civilized
administration of the affairs of the
of administration
For expenses
Tribes,
Oklahoma, and
employees, $197,000:
$197,000:
compensation of employees,
and the compensation
Tribes, Oklahoma,
Provided, That
report shall
to Congress
the first Monon the
Congress on
made to
be made
shall be
That aareport
Provided,
day
December, 1926,
1926, by
by the
the Superintendent
Superintendent for the Five Civilized
Civilized
of December,
day of
Tribes
the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior, showing in detail the
through the
Tribes through
provision;
expenditure
all moneys
moneys appropriated
appropriated by this f•rovision;
of all
expenditure of

Support and civiliza
civiliza
Support
tion.
tlon.
Expenses
limited.
Expenses limited.
Arizona.
Arlzona

California.
Florida.
Idaho.
Mississippi.
MlinsippL
Montana.
Montana

Nevada.
New Mexico.
Mexico.

Dakota.
North Dakota.

Oklahoma.
Oklahoma.

Tribes.
Five Civilized
Civliized Tribes,
Prcciso.
Prorio.

to
Detailed report to

Congress.
Congres
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Kansas and Kickapoo Indians of Oklahoma,
Oklahoma, $4,000;
$4,000;
Ponca Indians
Indians of Oklahoma
Nebraska, $8,000;
Ponca
Oklahoma and Nebraska,
$8,000;
Grande Ronde
Ronde and
and Siletz
Siletz Agencies,
Oregon, $3,900;
$3,900;
Agencies, Oregon,
Grande
Oregon.
Yankton Sioux,
Sioux, South
Dakota, $7,600;
$7,600;
South Dakota.
Dakota.
Yankton
South Dakota,
Utah.
In
$6,000;
In Utah,
Utah, $6,000;
In
$20,000;
Washington.
In Washington,
Washington, $20,000;
Washington.
In
Wisconsin, $12,800;
$12,800;
In Wisconsin,
Wisconsin.
In all,
not to
$875,000.
In
all, not
to exceed
exceed $875,000.
Fulfilling treaties.
treaties.
For general
general support and
civilization of Indians,
Indians, including pay of
of
and civilization
For
Fulfilling
employees
in accordance
with treaty
named, in
not to
to
in not
treaty stipulations
stipulations named,
accordance with
employees in
exceed the
the following
respectively:
amounts respectively:
following amounts
exceed
Coeur
For
Idaho: For
For pay of blacksmith, carcoeur d'Alenes,
d'Alenes, IdaIdaFor the Coeur
Coeur d'Alenes,
d'Alenes, in Idaho:
ho.
penter, and
physician, and
and purchase
of medicines
(article 11,
agreepurchase of
medicines (article
11, agreeol. 26, p.
p. 1029.
1029.
penter,
and physician,
Vol.
ment
ratified March
March 3,
1891), $4,360;
$4,360;
3, 1891),
ment ratified
Bannocks, Idaho.
Idaho:
Idaho.
For fulfilling treaty stipulations
Bannocks,
stipulations with the Bannocks, in Idaho:
Vol. 15, p. 696.
Vol.
,
For pay of physician, teacher, carpenter,
For
carpenter, miller, engineer,
engineer, farmer,
and
treaty of
3, 1868),
1868), $6,660;
$6,660;
(article 10,
10, treaty
of July
July 3,
and blacksmith
blacksmith (article
Crows,
Mont.
Crows, Mont.
For
fulfilling
treaties
with
Crows,
Montana:
For
pay of
physiof physipay
For
Montana:
Crows,
with
Vol.
15,
p.
652.
treaties
For fulfilling
Vol. 15, p.652.
cian, $1,680;
and for
for pay
pay of
carpenter, miller,
engineer, farmer,
and
farmer, and
miller, engineer,
of carpenter,
$1,680; and
cian,
blacksmith (article
treaty of
of May
1868), $3,560;
$3,560; for
for pay
pay of
of
7, 1868),
May 7,
10, treaty
(article 10,
blacksmith
second blacksmith
blacksmith (article
(article 8,
8, same
same treaty),
$960; in
in all,
all; $6,200;
$6,200;
treaty), $960;
second
Northern
For
and civilization
civilization of
the Northern
and ArapCheyennes and
Arapof the
Northern Cheyennes
Cheyenne
Nortern Cheyennes
For support
support and
and
and Arapahoes,
Araphoes, Mont.
ahoes
the Sioux
approved February
February 28,
28,
Vol. 19,
p.2256. o.
1sp.
vol.
ahoes (agreement
(agreement with
with the
Sioux Indians,
Indians, approved
1877), including
including Northern
Northern Cheyennes
removed from
Pine Ridge
Ridge
from Pine
Cheyennes removed
1877),
Agency
River, Montana,
for pay
pay of
of physician,
physician, two
two
and for
Montana, and
to Tongue
Tongue River,
Agency to
teachers,
two carpenters,
miller, two
two farmers,
blacksmith, and
and
farmers, aablacksmith,
one miller,
carpenters, one
teachers, two
engineer
7, treaty
of May
May 10,
1868), $81,000;
$81,000;
10, 1868),
engineer (article
(article 7,
treaty of
Pawnees, Okla.
For
fulfilling treaties
treaties with
with Pawnees,
Pawnees, Oklahoma:
For perpetual
perpetual
Oklahoma: For
For fulfilling
Annuity.
Annuity.
Vol.
p. 64.
644.
27,p.
annuity, to be paid in cash
Vol. 27,
cash to the Pawnees (article
(article 3,
3, agreement
agreement of
November 23,
1892), $30,000;
for support
support of
two manual-labor
manual-labor
of two
$30,000; for
23, 1892),
November
schools (article
3, treaty
treaty of
September 24,
for pay
pay of
of
$11,000; for
24, 1857),
1857), $11,000;
of September
(article 3,
schools
one
blacksmiths, one
one engineer
engineer and
and apprenapprenone miller,
miller, one
two blacksmiths,
one farmer,
farmer, two
tices, and
and two
two teachers
(article 4,
4, same
same treaty),
$7,300; for
for purchase
purchase
treaty), $7,300;
teachers (article
Schools, blacksmiths,
blaksmiths, tices,
Schools,
etc.
of iron and steel and other necessaries
necessaries for the shops (article
etc.
(article 4, same
Vol. 11, p. 730.
physician and purchase
ol. 11, p. 730.
treaty), $500; for pay of physician
treaty),
purchase of medicines,
$1,200;
in
all, $50,000;
$50,000;
$1,200;
in
all,
Quapews, Okla.
For support
support of
Quapaws, Oklahoma:
Oklahoma: For
For education
education (article
3,
(article 3,
of Quapaws,
For
Education,o.
etc.
Education,
Vol.
425.
vol. 7,
7, p.
treaty
p.25.
treaty of May
May 13, 1833),
1833), $1,540;
$1,540; for blacksmith and assistants,
assistants, and
tools, iron,
and steel
for blacksmith
shop (same
(same article
article and
and treaty)
treaty),
blacksmith shop
steel for
iron, and
tools,
Provio.
Proviso.
$500;
in
all,
$2,040:
Provided,
That
the
President
of
the
United
of
the
United
President
That
the
Provided,
$500; in all, $2,040:
pricetonaryus.
Discretionary
use.
States
the same
same to
for the
interests of
of the
the
best interests
the best
be for
to be
certify the
shall certify
States shall
Indians;
Indians;
Sioux of different
For support
support of
of Sioux
Sioux of
different tribes,
tribes, including
including Santee
Sioux
Santee Sioux
of different
For
N.and
Nebr. N.
tribes Nebr.,
tribes,
and
S.
Dalt.
'
of Nebraska,
Nebraska, North Dakota, and South
S.Dak.
South Dakota: For pay of five
Teachers, etc.
teachers,
one carpenter,
one miller,
miller, one
one engineer,
two
engineer, two
carpenter, one
physician, one
one physician,
teachers, one
0.
Vol.
Vol. 15, p. 640.
farmers, and
blacksmith (article
treaty of
of April
April 29,
29, 1868),
1868),
13, treaty
(article 13,
and one
one blacksmith
farmers,
$14,400; for
of second
second blacksmith,
blacksmith, and
iron, steel,
steel,
and furnishing
furnishing iron,
Additional employfor pay
pay of
employ- $14,400;
ees.
treaty), $1,600; for pay of
and
(article 88 of
of
of same
same treaty),
material (article
and other
other material
es.
additional
of the
for the
the Sioux
Sioux in
in NeNeagencies for
several agencies
the several
Subsistence.
employees of
additional employees
Subsistence.
Vol. 19, p. 256.
braska, North
and South
South Dakota,
Dakota, $144,426;
for subsistence
subsistence
$144,426; for
Dakota, and
braska,
North Dakota,
Vol. 19, p. 25.
of
the
Sioux
and
for
purposes
of
their
civilization
(Act
of FebruFebruof
(Act
civilization
of the Sioux and for purposes of their
Proviso.
Proiso.
Transporting
sup28, 1877),
1877), $229,574:
this sum
sum shall
Transporting
sup- ary
ary 28,
$229,574: Provided,
Provided, That
That this
shall include
include
plies.
plies.
transportation
transportation of supplies from the
the termination
termination of railroad
railroad or
steamboat transportation,
and in
in this
service Indians
Indians shall
be ememshall be
this service
transportation, and
steamboat
ployed whenever
$390,000;
all, $390,000;
in all,
practicable; in
whenever practicable;
ployed
Confederated
For support
Confederated Bands
Bands
civilization of Conf
ederated
Bands of Utes: For
support and civilization
Confederated
of Utes, Utah.
pay
of
two
carpenters,
two
millers,
two
farmers,
and two
blackCarpenters,
etc.
and
two blackfarmers,
millers,
two
two
of
two
carpenters,
pay
C enters,
15
Vol.
622.
Vol. 15,p.
,p.622.
smiths (article
(article 15, treaty of March
March 2, 1868),
1868), $9,660; for pay of two
teachers
and treaty),
treaty), $2,400;
for purchase
purchase of
of iron
iron and
and
$2,400; for
(same article
article and
teachers (same
steel and
and the
the necessary
necIssary tools
shop (article
same
(article 9,
9, same
blacksmith shop
tools for
for blacksmith
steel
Oklahoma and
NeOklahoma
and Nobraska.
braska.
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treaty),
$220; for
for annual
amount for
for the purchase of beef,
beef, mutton, Food, etc.
annual amount
treaty), $220;
of food
wheat
flour,
beans,
and
potatoes,
or
other
necessary
articles
necessary
other
or
wheat flour, beans, and potatoes,
and clothing,
farming equipment
(article 12,
treaty), Agency employees.
12, same treaty),
equipment (article
and farming
clothing, and
and
$20,660;
$24,260;
pay of
of employees
employees at
agencies, $20,660;
the several Ute agencies,
at the
for pay
$24,260; for
in all, $57,200;
$57,200;
in
Spokane's,
Spokanes, Wash.
For support
of Spokanes
in Washington
Washington (article 66 of agreement
agreement Vol. 27, p. 139.
Spokanes in
support of
For
July
of
Act
by
with said
said Indians,
March 18, 1887, ratified
dated March
Indians, dated
with
13,
1892), $1,320;
$1,320;
13, 1892),
Shoshones,
Wyo.
Shoshones, Wyo.
For support
support of
of Shoshones
Wyoming: For pay of physician, Vol. 15, p.
in Wyoming:
Shoshones in
For
p. 575.
576.
(article
teacher, carpenter,
carpenter, miller,
miller, engineer,
blacksmith (article
engineer, farmer, and blacksmith
teacher,
10,
treaty of
of July
3, 1868),
1868), $6,000;
$6,000; for
blacksmith,
for pay of second blacksmith,
July 3,
10, treaty
and such
such iron
other materials
required, as
materials as may be required,
and other
steel and
and steel
iron and
and
$7,240;
in
per
article
8,
same
treaty,
$1,240;
all,
$7,240;
$1,240;
treaty,
same
8,
article
per
In all,
all, for
$606,020.
not to exceed $606,020.
stipulations, not
treaty stipulations,
for treaty
In
Springs
Warm
For support
and civilization
confederated tribes and bands Agency, Oreg.
civilization of the confederated
support and
For
Inetc., of InSupport, etc.,
under
Warm
Springs
Agency,
Oregon,
including
pay
employees,
of
pay
including
under Warm Springs Agency, Oregon,
dians under.
$4,500;
regulations as the
under such rules and regulations
reimbursed under
be reimbursed
to be
$4,500; to
Secretary
of the
Interior may prescribe.
the Interior
Secretary of
Support, etc., at specFor
civilization of Indians
Indians under the jurisdiction igg
from
agencies, at =
ified p lg=
and civilization
support and
For support
tribal
funds.
tribal
of
the following
following agencies,
paid from the funds held by the
be paid
to be
agencies, to
of the
exceed the
United
the respective
respective tribes,
tribes, in not to exceed
for the
trust for
in trust
States in
United States
following sums,
respectively:
sums, respectively:
following
Arizona.
$119,000; Fort Arizona.
Arizona:
Colorado River,
Apache, $11,000;
River, $6,000; Fort Apache,
Arizona: Colorado
$500;
Mojave,
$2,000; Pima,
Pima, $3,000;
$3,000; Salt River, $500;
Kaibab, $2,000;
$1,400; Kaibab,
Mojave, $1,400;
San Carlos,
$34,000;
Carlos, $74,000; Truxton Canyon, $34,000;
San
California.
Tule
California: Hoopa
„$7,000; Tule
Hoopa Valley, $200; Round Valley, ,$7,000;
California:
River, $200;
$200;
Colorado.
Colorado.
Colorado:
Consolidated Ute (Southern
(Southern Ute, $5,000; Ute MounColorado: Consolidated
tain,
$19,500;
$14,500), $19,500;
tain, $14,500),
Idaho.
Idaho.
Idaho: Coeur
Coeur d'Alene,
$16,000; Fort Hall, $25,000; Fort Lapd'Alene, $16,000;
Idaho:
wai, $14,000;
Iowa.
Iowa:
$1,800;
•
Iowa: Sac and Fox, $1,800;
Kansas.
Kansas.
Kansas: Kickapoo,
$2,800;
$500; Pottawatomie, $2,800;
Kickapoo, $500;
Kansas:
Michigan.
Michigan.
Michigan: Mackinac,
Mackinac, $700;
$700;
Michigan:
Minnesota.
$25,000;
Minnesota: Consolidated
$3,000; Red Lake, $25,000;
Chippewa, $3,000;
Consolidated Chippewa,
Minnesota:
Montana
Montana.
$41,000;
Montana: Blackfeet,
Blackfeet, $8,500;
$8,500; Crow,
Crow, $99,500;
$99,500; Flathead,
Flatheiti, $41,000;
Montana:
$9,500;
Fort
Peck, $5,500;
Rocky Boy,
Boy, $5,000; Tongue River,
$5,500; Rocky
Fort Peck,
Nebraska.
Nebraska.
$2,000;
Winnebago, $2,000;
Nebraska: Omaha,
Omaha, $1,000; Winnebago,
Nebraska:
Nevada.
Nevada.
$5,000),
Nevada: Reno
(Fort McDermitt,
McDermitt, $300;
Lake, $5,000),
$300; Pyramid Lake,
Reno (Fort
Nevada:
Summut
River,
$5,300;
Walker
River
(Paiute,
$200;
Walker
$300;
Summit
Walker
$200;
(Paiute,
River
Walker
$5,300;
Lake, $200),
$200), $700;
$700; Western
Western Shoshone,
$16,000;
Shoshone, $16,000;
Mexico.
New Mexico.
New
Lake,
New
$80,000; Mescalero,
Mescalero, $29,000; Navajo,
Jicarilla, $80,000;
Mexico: Jicarilla,
New Mexico:
$14,000;
$4,000 ;
$500; San Juan, $4,000;
Bonito,' $500;
Dakota
North Dakota.
Pueblo Bonito
$14,000; Pueblo
$59,000; Oklahoma.
North
Berthold, $22,000;
$22,000; Standing
Standing Rock, $59,000;
Fort Berthold,
Oklahoma.
Dakota: Fort
North Dakota:
Oklahoma:
Ponca $2,500;
$2,500; Tonkawa,
Tonkawa, $700),
$1,000; Ponca,
(Otoe, $1,000;
Ponca (Otoe,
Oklahoma: Ponca
Comanche, and Apache,
$4,200;
Sac and
Fox, $2,
000 ; Kiowa,
Apache,
Kiowa, 'Comanche,
$2,000;
and Fox,
$4,200; Sac
$50,500; Cheyennes
and Arapahoes,
Arapahoes, $33,000;
$33,000;
Oregon.
Oregon.
Cheyennes and
$50,500;
Prorioo.
ProMio.
Oregon:
Klamath, $149,000:
Provided, That
to exceed
exceed $25,000 Klamath
not to
That not
$149,000: Provided,
Hospital.
Oregon: Klamath,
Klamath Hospital.
upkeep
of
said
sum
may
be
used
for
the
construction,
equipment,
and
upkeep
equipment,
construction,
the
for
used
be
mav
of said sum
South Dakota.
Dakota.
of hospital;
$9,800; Warm Springs,
Springs, $16,000;
Umatilla, $9.800;
hospital; Umatilla,
of
Lower
South
Dakota:
Cheyenne
River,
$99,000;
Pine
Pine Ridge, $500; Lower
$99,000;
River,
Chevenne
Dakota:
South
Utah.
$2,000;
Brule, $5,000;
Rosebud, $2,000;
$5,000; Rosebud,
Brule,
Utah: Goshute
Goshute (Goshute,
(Goshute ' $3,500;
$3,500; Paiute,
Paiute, $600; Skull Valley,
Utah:
Washington.
Washington.
$15,000;
$1,000),
$5,100; Uintah
Uintah and
and Ouray, $15,000;
$1,000), $5,100:
Washington :Colville,
Neah Bay,
Bay, $900;
Puyallup, $3,000;
$3,000;
$900; Puyallup
$30,000: Neah
Colville, $30,000:
Washington:
Wisconsin
Spokane, $19,000;
(Quinaielt), $11,000;
$11,000; Yakima,
Yakima, $32,400;
$32,400; Wisconsin.
Taholah (Quinaielt),
$19,000; Taholah
Spokane.
Wyoming.
$30,000;
Wisconsin:
$4,000; Keshena,
Keshena, $30,000;
Flambeau, $4,000;
du Flambeau.
Lac du
Wisconsin: Lac
Wyoming: Shoshone,
Shoshone, $83,500;
$83,500;
Wyoming:
In all, not
exceed $1,363,000.
$1,363,000.
not to exceed
In
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chiPPewasinmthne
ChippewasinMinne-- For promoting civilization and self-support among the Chipsota.
Promoting
—
wa Indians in the State of Minnesota, $150,330, to be paid from
civiliza- pe
Promoting civilization,
ond etc.,
from tribal the principal sum on deposit to the credit of said Indians, arising
etc., from
fun.
Vol.
p. 645.
under section 7 of the Act entitled "An Act for the relief and
Vol. 25,
25, p.
645.

For promoting civilization and self-support among the Chip-

pewa Indians in the State of Minnesota, $150,330, to be paid from
ib the principal sum on deposit to the credit of said Indians, arising
under section 7 of the Act entitled "An Act for the relief and
civilization
Chippewa Indians
Minnesota,"
State of Minnesota,"
Indians in the State
of the
the Chippewa
civilization of
approved
January
14,
1889,
to
be
used
exclusively
for
the
purposes
purposes
the
for
exclusively
used
to
be
Objects
specified.
14,
1889,
January
approved
Objects specifed.
following: Not
exceeding $47,190
of this
amount may
may be expended
expended
this amount
$47,190 of
Not exceeding
following:
for general
general agency
not exceeding
exceeding $10,000
$10,000 may
may be expurposes; not
agency purposes;
for
Aiding
direction of the Secretary
Secretary of
under the
the direction
of the
the Interior,
Interior, in aidState public
public pended, under
Aing State
ing in
maintenance of additional
additional
equipment, and maintenance
the construction,
construction, equipment,
ing
in the
public schools
connection with and
control of the publicunder the control
and under
in connection
schools in
public
school system
of the
State of Minnesota,
additional school
school
Minnesota, said additional
the State
system of
school
buildings to
to be
located at
places contiguous
Indian children
children who
contiguous to Indian
at places
be located
buildings

are
now without
proper public-school
public-school facilities,
said amount
amount to
to be
be
facilities, said
without proper
are now
exceeding $15,000
may be expended
expended in
$15,000 may
immediately available; not exceeding
the condition
condition that
that any
any
upon the
Indians upon
aiding indigent Chippewa Indians
Condition.
funds used
used in
in support
of aamember
member of
of the
the tribe
shall be reimbursed
reimbursed
tribe shall
support of
funds
out
and become
become a
a lien
individual property
property of
of which
which
any individual
against any
lien against
of and
out of
such member
member may
now or
hereafter 'become
seized or
and
or possessed,
possessed, and
become seized
or hereafter
may now
such
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
Interior shall
shall annually
annually transmit
transmit to
to Congress
Congress at
at
the
the
commencement of
of each
regular session
session a
a complete
and detailed
detailed
complete and
each regular
the commencement
statement
of such
expenditures, the
two preceding
preceding requirements
requirements not
the two
such expenditures,
statement of
to
apply
to any
any old,
old, infirm,
infirm, or
or indigent
indigent Indian,
in
the
discretion
in
the discretion
Indian,
to
to
apply
di hspit.
Indian hospitals.
of the
Secretary of
of the
not exceeding
exceeding $78,140
$78,140 may
may be
be exexInterior; not
the Interior;
of
the Secretary
pended for
for the
the support
of
the
Indian
hospitals.
Indian
hospitals.
of
the
support
pended
Choctaws and Chickmembers
For the
expenses of
of per
per capita
enrolled members
to the
the enrolled
payments to
capita payments
the expenses
For
aCws,o^
asaws,
Okla. dCh-a.
Per capita payments' of
the
Choctaw
and
Chickasaw
Tribes
of
$5,000,
to
be paid
$5,000,
Indians,
Chickasaw
and
of
the
Choctaw
Perapitapsyments'
expenses.
exp enses
from the
funds held
held by
by the
United States
States in trust
trust for said Indians.
the United
the funds
from
Agency and pay of tribal officers,
Osages,
For
support of
Osage Agency
officers,
of the
the Osage
the support
For the
osages, Okla.
oka.
Agencyexpenses,
ses, etc.,
Agenxcyetng
the
tribal
attorney
and
his
stenographer,
and employees
of said
said
employees of
from
funds.
the tribal attorney and his stenographer, and
rom tribal
trbalds.
agency, $134,100,
paid from
United
the United
funds held by the
from the funds
be paid
to be
$134,100, to
agency,
States in
Tribe of Indians in Oklahoma.
Osage Tribe
for the Osage
in trust
trust for
States
Oil and gas producnecessary
connection
production
with oil and gas production
in
connection
expenses
peadu.For
gas
Oi
o
nd
tion expenses, from
from
tion
tribal funds.
Reservation, including salaries
tribal
funds.
on the Osage Reservation,
salaries of employees,
employees, rent of
quarters
traveling expenses, printing,
telegraphing
printing, telegraphing
for employees,
employees, traveling
quarters for
and telephoning,
and purchase,
repair, and
and operation
operation of
of automobiles,
automobiles,
purchase, repair,
and
telephoning, and
$58,400,
be paid
paid from
the funds
the United
United States in
by the
held by
funds held
from the
to be
$58,400, to
for the
Osage Tribe
Tribe of
of Indians
Indians in
in Oklahoma.
Oklahoma.
trust for
the Osage
mora at
w trust
Memorial at PawFor the
erection of
monument, under
the supervision
of the
the
supervision of
under the
of aa monument,
the erection
For
husks to
to Indians
who
ndians who
hMs
died
in World
War.
died in
World War.
Secretary of the Interior, on the Osage Indian
Indian Reservation
Reservation in Pawhuska,
Oklahoma, as
Indians of that tribe who gave
as a
a memorial
memorial to Indians
huska, Oklahoma,
their
lives for
for their
country in the recent
recent war with Germany,
their country
their lives
$25,000,
from the
the tribal
of the
the Osage
Osage Indians.
Indians.
funds of
tribal funds
$25,000, payable
payable from
Visits of Tribal CounFor
expenses
incurred
in
connection
with
visits
to Washington,
Washington,
to
visits
with
connection
in
incurred
expenses
For
D.
Woln
to
Cdl
cil
Washington, I).
C.
C.
District of Columbia, by the Osage Tribal Council and other memauthorized or approved
approved by the Secretary
of said
said tribe, when duly authorized
bers of
of
$10,000, to be
be paid from the funds held by the
Interior, $10,000,
of the Interior,
United States
trust for
Osage Tribe.
Tribe.
for the
the Osage
States in
in trust
United
Confederated Bands
The sum
$148,000 is
out of
of the
the principal
pfincipal
appropriated out
is hereby
hereby appropriated
of $148,000
sum of
The
ederated
of Utes,
of
Utah. Bands
Distribution
to, from
Confederated Bands of Ute Indians, the
from funds to the credit of the Confederated
Distributionto,
principal
of
tribal
Ute Mountain
$74,000 of
said amount
benefit of
of the
the Ute
Mountain
for the
the benefit
of said
amount for
fppal
of tribal sum of $74,000
funds.
Allotments.
Allotments.
(formerly
(formerly Navajo Springs) Band of said Indians in Colorado, and
and
and
the
of $35,000
$35,000 of said amount for the Uintah, White River, and
the sum
sum of
Uncompahgre Bands
Bands of
of Ute
Ute Indians
in Utah,
and the
of $39,000
the sum of
Utah, and
Indians in
Uncompahgre
of said
amount for
the Southern
Ute Indians
Indians in
in Colorado,
Colorado, which
which
for the
Southern Ute
of
said amount
Self-support,
etc.,
shall be
be charged
charged to
to said
said bands,
and the
the Secretary
of the
the Interior
Interior
Secretary of
bands, and
sums shall
etc., sums
sterocndrt
from
accrued interest
is
also authorized
withdraw from
accrued infrom the Treasury the accrued
to withdraw
authorized to
is also
terest
to and
June 30,
1924, on
the funds
of the
the said Confunds of
on the
30, 1924,
and including
including June
terest to
VoL
federated
VoL 37,
37, p.
p. 934.
federated Bands of Ute Indians appropriated
appropriated under the
the Act of
March 4,
1913 (Thirty-seventh
(Thirty-seventh Statutes
Statutes at Large,
Large, page 934),
934), and to
4, 1913
March

Aiding indigent •
Chippewas.
immediately available; not
hAipd sindignt
Condition.
aiding indigent Chippewa
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expend
of promoting civilizapurpose of
the purpose
for the
same for
the same
distribute the
or distribute
expend or
tion
and
self-support
among
the
said
Indians,
under
such regulations
under
Indians,
said
the
tion and self-support among
Provisos.
eprtto
the Report
as the
Secretary of
the Interior
Interior may
may prescribe:
prescribe: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
to Congress.
Congress.
of the
the Secretary
as
Secretary
of
the
Interior
shall
report
to
Congress
' on the first MonCongress,
to
report
shall
Interior
the
of
Secretary
on road
statement as to all moneys
day in
in December,
a detailed
detailed statement
moneys exex- Restron
1926, a
Restn"ction on road
December, 1926,
day
construction.
the
of
further,
Provided
pended
as
provided
for
herein:
Provided
further
That
none
of
construction.
herein:
for
provided
as
pended
unexpended on road construction unfunds
this paragraph
paragraph shall
shall be expended
in this
funds in
less,
preference shall
shall be given to Indians in
practicable, preference
wherever practicable,
less, wherever
the
of labor
labor on
roads constructed
congtructed from the sums
all roads
on all
employment of
the employment
herein appropriated
appropriated from
from the
the funds
Confederated Bands of
of
funds of the Confederated
herein
Utes.
Utes.
ROADS AND BRIDGES
ROADS AND BRIDGES

Roads and bridges.
bridges.
Roads

ReservaRed ..Lake
For the
construction of
of roads
roads and
and bridges
on the
Red Lake
Indian t. Red
I.ake ReserveLake Indian
the Red
bridges on
the construction
For
Constin
runction
from
Constructionof,
and sup- ion,
Reservation,
including the
the purchase
material, equipment,
. of, from
equipment, and
of material,
purchase of
Reservation, including
funds.
trba
funds
the
plies,
and
the
employment
of
labor,
$9,000,
to
be
paid
from
tribal
funds
'
from
paid
be
to
$9,000,
labor,
plies, and the employment of
held
United States
States in
in trust
trust for
the Red
Lake Band of Chip- Pro
Red Lake
for the
the United
by the
held by
Indian Indianlabor.
That
Provided,
Minnesota:
of
pewa
Indians
in
the
State
of
Minnesota:
Provided,
That Indian
indmifiabor.
State
the
in
pewa Indians
labor
shall be
be employed
far as
as practicable.
practicable.
as far
employed as
labor shall
ReserMescalero
Mescalero coM
For
continuing road
and bridge
bridge construction
nesNallri° Reser"
construction on the Mescalero
road and
For continuing
se
'
-ns rr
etc., of,
Construetioetc.,of,
maof
purchase
Indian Reservation,
Mexico, including
including the purchase of ma;i ii,
New Mexico,
in New
Reservation, in
Indian
funds.
terial, equipment,
equipment, and
the employment
of labor;
and the
the from
from tribal
tribal funds.
labor; and
employment of
supplies; the
and supplies;
terial,
necessary, $10,000, to be recost of
of surveys,
surveys, plans,
plans, and
and estimates,
estimates, if
if necessary,
cost
reservation now
imbursed
of the
Indians of
of said reservation
the Indians
funds of
any funds
from any
imbursed from
Proviso.
Pdiabor
United
of
or
hereafter
on
deposit
in
the
Treasury
the
United
States: ProPro- Indian
Treasury
the
in
labor.
or hereafter on deposit
practicable.
as
vided,
employed as far
practicable.
be employed
shall be
labor shall
Indian labor
That Indian
vided, That
Navajo Reservation,
Navejo
the
of
The
sum of
of $20,000,
or so
thereof as may be necessary,
necessary, of the N. Mex. Reservation.
much thereof
so much
$20,000, or
The sum
Maintenance of highMaintenanceofhighwithdrawn way
be withdrawn
to
tribal
of the Navajo
be
Navajo Indians is authorized
funds of
tribal funds
across.
way acrs.
prescribed
be
from
the
Treasury
for
expenditure
under
regulations
to
prescribed
to
regulations
under
expenditure
for
from the Treasury
maintenance and repair of
by the
the Secretary
of the
of
for the maintenance
Interior for
the Interior
Secretary of
by
Mexico,
New
that
portion
of
the
Federal
aid
highway
from
Gallup,
New
Mexico,
from
highway
aid
Federal
the
of
portion
that
p. 606.
Ant, p.66.
Reservation in Ante,
to Shiproek,
New Mexico,
the Navajo
Indian Reservation
Navajo Indian
across the
Mexico, across
Shiprock, New
to
conformity
with the
June 7,
7, 1924
at Proviso.
(Forty-third Statutes at
1924 (Forty-third
of June
Act of
the Act
conformity with
Indian labor shall be Indian labor.
That Indian
Large,
Provided, That
607)::Provided,
and 607)
606 and
pages 606
Large, pages
Reservahoshone Reserveemployed
as
far
as
possible.
Mahone
possible.
as
far
as
employed
For
work of
roads and
bridges within tion,
don, Wyo.
Wyo.
and bridges
constructing roads
of constructing
the work
continuing the
For continuing
Construction, etc., of,
tbSlfondstcom'
Com
in Wyoming, from
the diminished
Wind River
River Reservation,
Reservation, in
tnbal
funds.
or Wind
Shoshone or
diminished Shoshone
the
or
now
which
$8,000,
said
sum
to
be
reimbursed
any
funds
are
or
from
reimbursed
be
to
sum
said
$8,000,
may hereafter
hereafter be
be placed
placed in
in the
Treasury to the credit of said Indians,
the Treasury
may
to remain
remain aa charge
charge and
and lien
lands and funds of said
said
lien upon the lands
to
Indians
Indians until paid.
p

ANNUITIES AND
AND PER
PER CAPITA
CAPITA PAYMENTS
PAYMENTS
ANNUITIES

For fulfilling
fulfilling treaties
of New
New York:
York: For
For permanent
permanent
Senecas of
with Senecas
treaties with
For
1831),
annuity
in
lieu
of
interest
on
stock
(Act
of
February
19, 1831),
February
of
(Act
stock
on
annuity in lieu of interest
$6,000.
$6,000.
perof New
For
fulfilling treaties
treaties with
Six Nations
Nations of
New York: For perwith Six
For fulfilling
manent
annuity, in
in clothing
clothing and
and other
useful articles (article
(article 6,
other useful
manent annuity,
treaty
November 11,
1794), $4,500.
$4,500.
11, 1794),
of November
treaty of
For
fulfilling treaties
treaties with
Oklahoma: For permanent
Choctaws, Oklahoma:
with Choctaws,
For fulfilling
annuity
(article
2,
treaty
of
November
16,
1805,
13, treaty
treaty
article 13,
and article
1805, and
16,
November
of
treaty
2,
(article
annuity
of
June 22,
22, 1855),
1855), $3,000;
support of light
for support
annuity for
permanent annuity
for permanent
$3,000; for
of June
treaty
horsemen (article
(article 13,
treaty of
of October
18, 1820,
and article
13, treaty
article 13,
1820, and
October 18,
13, treaty
horsemen
blackof
June
22,
1855),
$600;
for
permanent
annuity
for
support
of
blackannuity
permanent
for
$600;
1855),
22,
of June
and article
smith, article
article 6,
6, treaty
of October
1820, and
article 9, treaty of
of
18, 1820,
October 18,
treaty of
smith,
for
$600; for
1855), $600;
of
treaty
January
20,
1825,
and
article
13,
treaty
June
22,
1855),
13,
article
and
1825,
20
January
permanent
annuity for
education (article
treaty of
January 20,
of January
2, treaty
(article 2,
for education
permanent annuity
1825, and
and article
13, treaty
1855), $6,000;
$6,000; for
for permanent
permanent
22, 1855),
June 22,
of June
treaty of
article 13,
1825,
annuity
and steel
steel (article
(article 9,
9, treaty
January 20, 1825, and
of January
treaty of
iron and
for iron
annuity for
$10,520.
article 13,
13, treaty
1855), $320; in all, $10,520.
22, 1855),
June 22,
of June
treaty of
article

•

r

Annuities, etc.

Annuities, etc.

Senecas, N.
Y.
Senecas, N. Y.
Vol. 4, p. 443.

Vol.4,p.

3

Six Nations, N. Y.
Nations, N.Y.
Vol. 7, p. 46.

l

octaws

Choctaws,

h°
mC
ma.

ta

Oklaho-

Oka

Annuities.
Vol 7, p. 99; Vol. 11,
1
7,
614 :
p. 614.

o. ,

7 .;

Liol.ght7,horsemen.
p.213; ol. IL

11,

.
B4.cith

Vol. 7, pp. 212,
212, 236;
6
7,
VT.du11(61:i.on61.4.

voli

cati
oEdul

pp.

.

V1. 7, p. 236; Vol. 11,

ep.23;V.
p. 614.
Iron aro steel.
Ironarlsteel.
Vol.
p. 236;
II,
Vol.11,
3; Vol.
~, p.
Vol. 27,
p. 614. p.3
p.-614
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To carry out the provisions
provisions of the Chippewa treaty of September
September
$10,000, in part setat Large,
Statutes at
1854 (Tenth
Large, page 1109), $10,000,
(Tenth Statutes
30, 1854
for, 30,

Saint Croix ChipChippewas
of Wisconsin.
Wisconsin.
pewas of
Purchase of land for,
Purchaseofland
etc.
etc.

saint Croix

Vol. 10, p.

Vol. 10, p. 1109.
Beneficiaries.
vlBeneciie.
Vol.
38, p. 606.

Proviso.
Dietionar
Discretionary
payments.
payments.

cash

Pension
Office.
Pension Office.

heretofore approved
tlement of the amount, $141,000, found due and heretofore
approved
for the Saint Croix Chippewa Indians of Wisconsin, whose names
appear on
on the
final roll
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Interior
Interior
of the
by the
prepared by
roll prepared
the final
appear
pursuant to
August 1,
1914 (Thirty-eighth
Statutes at Large,
(Thirty-eighth Statutes
1, 1914
Act of
of August
to Act
pursuant
House Document Numbered
Numbered
and contained
contained in House
605), and
to 605),
pages 582 to
1663,
expended in the purchase of land or
to be expended
$10,000 to
said sum
sum of $10,000
1663, said
for the
the benefit
of said
by the
the Commissioner
Commissioner of Indian
Indians by
said Indians
benefit of
for
Affairs: Provided,
Provided, That,
Commissioner of
of the Commissioner
discretion of
in the
the discretion
That, in
Affairs:
Indian Affairs, the per capita share
share of any of said Indians under
under
this appropriation
appropriation may
be paid in cash.
may be
this
PENSION OFFICE
OFFICE
PENSION

Pensions.
Pensions.

PENSIONS
PENSIONS
PENSIONS

Army
Navy.
and Navy.
Army and

Provisos.
Proitso.
Navy
Navy from
pension
fund.
pension fund.

II. . CH. 462.
SESS. II

MI
.
"
Navy

Separate accounting.
accounting.
Separate

Army and
pensions, as
follows: For
invalids, widows,
minor
widows, minor
For invalids,
as follows:
Navy pensions,
and Navy
Army
children,
and dependent
relatives, Army
and all other penArmy nurses, and
dependent relatives,
children, and
sioners
now borne
hereafter be
on the rolls, or who may hereafter
borne on
are now
who are
sioners who
placed
under the
the provisions
provisions of
Acts of Conof any and all Acts
thereon, under
placed thereon,
gress,
2
000,000: Provided,
Provided, That
appropriation aforesaid for
That the appropriation
$197,000,000:
gress, $197
Navy pensions
pensions shall be paid from the income of the Navy pension
Navy
fund, so
far as
as the
same shall
shall be
be sufficient
Prothat purpose: Profor that
sufficient for
the same
so far
fund,
vided further,
the amount
amount expended
the above
each of the
expended under each
That the
further, That
vided
items
accounted for separately.
shall be accounted
items shall
SALARIES
SALARIES

Commissioner,
Commissioner,
office personnel.
office
personnel.

and

and

expenses.
Office expenses.
Per diem subsistence.
subsistence.
Vol.
p. 680.
680.
Vol. 38, p.

General
expenses.
General expenses.
Labor-saving
devices,
Labor-saving devices,
etc.

Examining
surgeons.
Examining surgeons.

Retirement Act.
Retirement
Expenses of Bureau
Expenses of Bureau
under.
Vol. 41, p. 817.
617.

vol.

Actuaries,
Actuaries, etc.
etc.

For
the Commissioner
personal services in
Pensions and other personal
Commissioner of Pensions
For the
the
District of
of Columbia
in accordance
accordance with
with "
The Classification
Act
Classification Act
"The
Columbia in
the District
of
$1,400,000.
of 1923," $1,400,000.
GENERAL
EXPENSES
GENERAL EXPENSES

For per
per diem
diem in
in lieu
of subsistence,
subsistence, pursuant
pursuant to
to section
section 13 of the
lieu of
For
Sundry
Civil Appropriation
approved August
August 1,
for per1, 1914,
1914, for
Act approved
Appropriation Act
Sundry Civil
sons
Bureau of
purpose of
the purpose
detailed for the
of Pensions,
Pensions, detailed
in the
the Bureau
employed in
sons employed
making
special investigations
and for
bureau, and
to said
said bureau,
pertaining to
investigations pertaining
making special
actual
telegrams, $100,000.
including telegrams,
expenses, including
necessary expenses,
other necessary
and other
actual and
For purchase, repair,
and exchange
exchange of adding machines, addressrepair, and
For.purchase,
ing machines,
machines, typewriters,
check-signing machines,
machines, and
and other
other labortypewriters, check-signing
ing
saving devices,
filing cabinets,
postage on foreign
and postage
cabinets, and
furniture, filing
devices, furniture,
saving
mail,
law and
and medical
medical books,
books of
periodicals,
and periodicals,
reference and
of reference
books, books
mail, law
$15,000.
$15,000.
For fees
and expenses
of examining
examining surgeons, pensions, for servexpenses of
For
fees and
ices
rendered within the fiscal year 1926, $500,000.
ices rendered
RETIREMENT ACT
ACT
RETIREMENT

To
Bureau of
perform the duties
imposed
duties imposed
to perform
of Pensions
Pensions to
enable the
the Bureau
To enable

upon itit by
entitled "An Act
Act for
retirement of
of employees
employees
for the
the retirement
by the
the Act
Act entitled
upon

in
approved May
May
purposes," approved
for other
other purposes,"
and for
the classified
classified civil service, and
in the
22.
1920, including
including personal
purchase of books, office
office equipservices, purchase
personal services,
22, 1920,
ment,
traveling expenses, expenses of
and other supplies, traveling
stationery, and
ment, stationery,
medical
other examinations,
including not to exceed
exceed $3,000
and other
examinations, and including
medical and
compensation of two actuaries,
for compensation
actuaries, exclusive of the Government
Government actuary,
fixed by
the Commissioner
approval
by the
Commissioner of Pensions with the approval
to be
be fixed
ary, to
of the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior, and actual necessary travel and
other
of Actuaries, $80,000.
the Board of
other expenses
expenses of three members of the
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PATENT
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Patent
Office.
Patent Office.

SALARIES
SALARIES
d
For
the Commissioner
Commissioner of
of Patents
other personal
personal services
Commissioner, an
and
services in 0 Commissioner,
and other
Patents and
For the
nnel.
with "The
the
District of
of Columbia
in accordance
accordance with
'The Classification
Classification o face Personnel'
Columbia in
the District
Act
of 1923,"
1923," $2,370,000:
Provided, That
That of
of the
herein aproi.
aptypis s,
$2,370,000: Provided,
the amount
amount herein
Act of
typists,
propriated not
not to
to exceed
$25,000 may be used for special and temtern- etc. emP°rarY
exceed $25,000
propriated
porary services
services of
of typists
Service Commission,
the Civil Service
by the
certified by
typists certified
porary
who may
may be
employed in
$4 per diem, as may, in
numbers, at $4
in such numbers,
be employed
who
the judgment
the Commissioner
Commissioner of
of Patents,
necessary to keep
be necessary
Patents, be
of the
judgment a
the
current' the
of furnishing
furnishing manuscript
manuscript copies
Additional tempocopies of
of records.
records.
the work
work of
current
For
temporary additional
additional employees
employees in
in the
the Patent
Patent Office
at rates
rates rary employees.
Office at
For temporary
Limtation1923," Limi
of compensation
accordance with
Classification Act of 1923,"
tation.
The Classification
with ""The
in accordance
compensation in
of
such
employees to
to serve
serve without
leave allowance
allowance and
or sick leave
annual or
without annual
such employees
to
be appointed
appointed under
the civil
civil service
service laws, rules,
of the
the provisions
provisions of
under the
to be
and
regulations for the purpose of making current the work of
and regulations
the Patent
Patent Office,
$191,000.
Office, $191,000.
the
GENERAL EXPENSES
GENERAL
Reference books, etc.

books and Reference books, tc.
reference books
For purchase
purchase of
of law
professional, and
and other
other reference
law, professional,
For
publications
and scientific
books, including their exchange, and exscientific books,
publications and
pense of
of transporting
transporting publications
publications of
issued by the
the Patent
of patents
patents issued
pense
Copies
of
weekly
of weekly
Copies
Office
foreign governments,
and directories,
directories, $8,000.
governments, and
to foreign
Office to
issues of patents, etc.
and issues of patents, etc.
• For
For producing
producing copies
copies of
of weekly
of drawings
of patents
patents and
drawings of
issue of
weekly issue
designs;
of copies
copies of
drawings and
specifications of
and specifications
of drawings
reproduction of
designs; reproduction
exhausted patents,
designs, trade-marks,
trade-marks, and
other papers,
papers, such
and other
patents, designs,
exhausted
other
papers when
when reproduced
reproduced for
for sale
less than cost
at not less
sold at
to be
be sold
sale to
other papers
plus
per centum;
of foreign patent
patent drawings;
drawings; photo
reproduction of
centum; reproduction
10 per
plus 10
prints
of pending
pending application
application drawings;
drawings; and
photostat and photoand photostat
prints of
tiltigraphing perperMltigraphng
$210,000.
graphic supplies
supplies and
mounts, $210,000.
dry mounts,
and dry
graphic
mitted.
The
patented cases may be multi- mitted
The headings of the drawings for patented
graphed in
in the
for the
the purpose
of photolithography.
photolithography. Invtg
purpose of
Office for
Patent Office
the Patent
graphed
Investigating
prior
of inventions.
inentions.
For investigating
investigating the
the question
question of
or sale of inventions use of
of public use or
For
for two
two years
or more
to filing applications
applications for patents, and
prior to
more prior
years or
for
such other
other questions
connection with applications
applications for
for
in connection
arising in
questions arising
such
patents
the prior
prior art
art as
necessary by the Comdeemed necessary
may be deemed
as may
and the
patents and
missioner
Patents; and
defense of suits instiattending defense
expense attending
and expense
of Patents;
missioner of
Frnitre etc
tuted against
against the
the Commissioner
$800.
of Patents,
Patents, $800.
Commissioner of
tuted
Furniture, etc.
torage of models,
For
filing cases,
cases, $20,000.
$20,000.
and filing
furniture and
For furniture
Storage of models,
For
of Patent
exposition exhibits.
exhibits. etc.
and exposition
models and
Office models
Patent Office
storage of
the storage
For the
including
cost of
of the removal of the models if necessary, $1,800.
the cost
including the
BUREAU
RECLAMATION
OF RECLAMATION
BUREAU OF
The
appropriated out
of the
special fund
fund
the special
out of
are appropriated
sums are
following sums
The following
in
the Treasury
Treasury of
States created by the Act of June
United States
the United
of the
in the
17,
1902, and
and therein
therein designated
"the reclamation
reclamation fund,"
to be availfund," to
designated "the
17, 1902,
able immediately:
immediately:
able
of June
Act of
For
all expenditures
expenditures authorized
by the
the Act
June 17, 1902
authorized by
For all
388), and Acts amendatory thereof
(Thirty-second Statutes, page 388),
thereof
(Thirty-second
or
supplementary thereto,
reclamation law, and all
the reclamation
as the
known as
thereto, known
or supplementary
other
Acts under
which expenditures
from said fund
fund are authorized,
expenditures from
under which
other Acts
including personal
District of
Columbia and
and elseelseof Columbia
the District
in the
services in
personal services
including
appropriations in the field;
where; examination
field;
estimates for appropriations
examination of estimates
where;
received on account
hereafter received
refunds or
or overcollections
overcollections hereafter
account of waterrefunds
printing
right charges,
purposes; printing
charges, rentals, and deposits for other purposes:
right
and
exceeding $25,000;
purchase, maintenance,
maintenance, and
and
$25,000; purchase,
not exceeding
binding, not
and binding,

Reclamation Bureau.

ReclamationBureau.
Payments from rec-

lamation fund.
fund.
larnation
Vol.
32, p.
388.
3s.
p.d
vol. 32,

A expenses
All
expenses.
A nte,
p. 1142.
ec,p.1142.
-A

Personal services.
Personalservices.

Objects specified.
specified.
Objets
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passenger-carrying
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
of horse-drawn
horse-drawn or motor-propelled
operation of
operation
or
vehicles;
damages caused to the owners of lands or
payment of damages
vehicles; payment
private property
property of
of any
operations of the
by reason
reason of the operations
any kind by
private
United States,
officers or
employees, in
survey, construction,
construction,
the survey,
in the
or employees,
its officers
States, its
United
operation,
or maintenance
irrigation works,
works, and
and which
be
may be
which may
of irrigation
maintenance of
operation, or
compromised
by agreement
agreement between
between the
the claimant
Secretary
the Secretary
claimant and the
compromised by
of the
Interior; and
and payment
official telephone
service in the
telephone service
for official
payment for
of
the Interior;
field hereafter
in case
case of
of official
in
installed in
telephones installed
official telephones
incurred in
hereafter incurred
field
private houses
houses when
authorized under
under regulations
regulations established
by
established by
when authorized
private
Proviso.
the Secretary of the Interior: Provided, That no part of said apapLimitation
on use for the Secretary of the Interior: Provided, That no part of said
Limitationonuse
propriations
be used
headquarters for
headquarters.
for the
the
of headquarters
for maintenance
used for
maintenance of
propriations may
may be
headquarters.
Bureau
of Reclamation
Reclamation outside
District of Columbia except
except for
for
the District
outside the
Bureau of
the
office
of
the
chief
engineer:
Projects
designated. the office of the chief engineer:
Projects designated.
Salt River
River project,
Arizona: For examination
examination of project
project and projproject, Arizona:
Salt
Ariz.
Salt
River, Ariz.
salt River,
ect
accounts,
$5,000;
ect accounts, $5,000;
Yuma,
Ariz.-Calif.
Yuma.Ariz.-Caif.
and mainteYuma project, Arizona-California:
Arizona-California: For operation
operation .and
nance,
continuation
of
construction,
and
incidental
operations.
operations.
incidental
and
construction,
nance, continuation of
Proviso.
$432,000: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
balance of
of the
$250,000
the $250,006
unexpended balance
the unexpended
Reappropriation for $432,000:
Repropriation
power,
authorized in the Act approved
power, etc.
etc.
authorized
approved June 5, 1924, for the construction
construction
n
Ante, p.416.
A , p.
of aahydroelectric
hydroelectric power plant at the siphon drop on the main canal
canal
is
rea.ppropriated
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
1926 and
and made
available for
for
made available
year 1926
is reappropriated for
the
same purpose
purpose and
and under
under the
the same
said
as provided
provided in said
conditions as
same conditions
the same
Act;
Act;
Orland, Calif.
Orland
maintenance, conproject, California: For operation and maintenance,
Orland project,
Orland, Calif.
$34,000;
tinuation
operations, $34,000;
construction, and incidental operations,
tinuation of construction,
Grand Valley, Colo.
Valley.project,
alley, colo.
Grand
Grand Valley
project, Colorado, including
including Orchard
Orchard Mesa division:
division:
For
For operation and maintenance, continuance of construction, and
incidental
$278,000;
operations, $278,000;
incidental operations,
Uncompahgre, Colo.
maintenance,
Colorado: For operation
Uncompahgre
project, Colorado:
operation and maintenance,
Uncompahgre project,
Uncompahgre, Colo.
$163,000;
continuation
of
operations, $163,000;
of construction,
construction, and incidental operations,
continuation
Boise, Idaho.
Boise, Idaho.
Boise project, Idaho:
operation and maintenance,
continuance
Idaho: For operation
maintenance, continuance
Proviso.
of construction,
construction, and
and incidental
operations, $439,000:
$439,000: Provided,
Provided, That
That
incidental operations,
Drainage
rainage expendi- of
tures
limited.
tures limited.
drainage shall not exceed the amount paid by
the expenditure
expenditure for drainage
the water users pursuant to the provisions of the Boise public notice
drainage in irrigation
February 15,
15, 1921,
1921, except for drainage
irrigation districts
dated February
formed under .State
execution of agreements
agreements for
for
State laws and upon the execution
formed
the
repayment
to
the United
States of
costs thereof;
thereof;
of the
the costs
United States
to
the
repayment
the
King Hill, Idaho.
maintenance, coning Hill, Idaho.
King Hill project, Idaho: For operation and maintenance,
tinuation of
construction, and
and incidental
incidental operations,
$35,000;
$35,000;
operations,
of
construction,
tinuation
Minidoka, Mont.
Idaho: For operation
operation and maintenance,
maintenance, conconMinidoka project, Idaho:
Minidoa, Mont.
tinuation
of
construction, and incidental
incidental operations,
operations, $797,000;
$797,000;
of
construction,
tinuation
Huntley, Mont.
iluntley, Mont.
Huntley project, Montana:
Montana: For operation
maintenance, conoperation and maintenance,
tinuation
construction,
incidental operations,
$118,000;
$118,000;
incidental
operations,
and
of
construction,
tinuation
Milk River, Mont.
maintenance,
operation and maintenance,
Milk River project,
ilkRiver, Mont.
project, Montana:
Montana: For operation
continuation
of construction,
and incidental
incidental operations,
operations, $76,000;
$76,000;
and
of
construction,
continuation
Sun River, Mont.
Sun
River
project,
Montana: For
operation and
and maintenance,
maintenance,
For
operation
Montana:
project,
Sun
River
ier,
on.
Provisos.
continuation of construction,
construction, and incidental
operations, $611,000:
$611,000:
incidental operations,
Contracts for pay- continuation
Contracts
is t r i
ments
by districts,
Provided, That no part of this appropriation
appropriation shall be used for concts Provided,
d
mredby
required.
struction purposes until a
acontract or contracts in form approved by
by
struction
the Secretary
have been made with an irrigation
Secretary of the Interior shall have
organized under State law,
district or with irrigation districts organized
providing for payment
payment by the district or districts as hereinafter
hereinafter provided. The Secretary of the Interior shall by public notice announce
the
available under
under the
the date when
when water is
the project:
project: Provided
Provided furfuris available
No extension, etc.,
expended
be expended
etc., ther,
eMtension,assumes
uo
ther, That
no
appropriated shall be
Montana
h
oeapart of the sum hereby appropriated
until
Montana
assumes
development, etc.,
offor the construction
construction of new canals or for the extension of the present
etc., of
development,
present
project after compleproec
er
canal system
system for
of lands
lands outside
outside of
forty thousand
thousand
tion.
canal
for the
the irrigation
irrigation of
of the
the forty
acres for the irrigation of which a
a canal system is now provided,
until a
a contract or contracts shall have been executed
executed between the
United States and the State of Montana, whereby the State shall

Vehicles.
Vehicles,
Damages
erty.ge
erty.

to prop-
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promoting the development
responsibility of promoting
assume
the duty
development
duty and responsibility
assume the
securing, selecting,
completion, securing,
and
selecting,
settlement of the project after completion,
and settlement
and
financing of settlers to enable
enable the purchase
purchase of the required
required liveand financing
improvement of the
stock,
equipment, and supplies and the improvement
the lands to
to
stock, equipment,
State funds to be
Statedfunds
and productive.
render them
productive. The State
State shall provide the
the provided.
habitable and
them habitable
render
funds
operations in a
a
necessary for this purpose and shall conduct operations
funds necessary
Charges payable
in
payable in
dChages
Interior: Provided
of the
the Secretary
manner satisfactory
to the
Secretary of
the Interior:
Provided fur- advance.
satisfactory to
manner
maintenance charges
ther,
the operation
charges on account
account of land
land
operation and maintenance
That the
ther, That
advance not later than
in this
this project
project shall
shall be paid annually in advance
than
in
for operation
March 1,
1, no
operation and maintenance
maintenance for
for
being made for
charge being
no charge
March
It shall be the duty
the
first year
public notice. It
duty of the
said public
after said
year after
the first
Secretary of
the Interior
notice when water
water is
public notice
such public
give such
to give
Interior to
of the
Secretary
actually available
lands;
such lands;
for such
available for
actually
Lower Yellowstone
Deo'to
Montana-North Dakota: For operaLower Yellowstone
Yellowstone project,
opera- Mont.N.
project, Montana-North
Lower
Mont.-N. Dak.
tion and
continuation of
incidental
construction, and incidental
of construction,
maintenance, continuation
and maintenance,
tion
operations, $180,000.
$180,000.
operations,
North Platte,
Nebr.Patte,Nbr.Nebraska-Wyoming: For operation
North Platte
project, Nebraska-Wyoming:
operation and WNyh
Platte project,
North
Wyo.
incidental
maintenance
continuation
of
construction,
and
incidental
operamaintenance, continuation of construction,
Provisos.
tions,
$510,000: Provided,
That any
unexpended balance
balance of
of any
ap- Balanceavailable.
any apany unexpended
Provided, That
Balance available.
tions, $510,000:
A n p. 685.
Ante,
e, p. 685.
Reservoir
Guernsey
the
of
propriation
available
for
the
construction
of
the
Guernsey
Reservoir
construction
the
for
propriation available
availand incidental
incidental operations
the fiscal
year 1925
1925 shall
shall remain
remain availfiscal year
for the
operations for
and
further,
Provided further,
able for
such purposes
purposes during
during the
fiscal year
year 1926:
1926: Provided
the fiscal
for such
able
Power plant reveto cov
That all
all net
net revenues
revenues from
from any
plant connected
connected with this nuPesappn
power plant
any power
nues applied to
conThat
struction
costs.
costs.
struction
costs
construction
the
of
repayment
project
shall
be
applied
to
the
repayment
of
the
construction
the
to
applied
be
shall
project
incurred
Government on
on this
this project
project until such obligations
obligations
the Government
by the
incurred by
are
fully repaid;
repaid;
are fully
Newlands, Nev.
Nev.
Newlands project,
project, Nevada:
For operation
maintenance, Neands,
and maintenance,
operation and
Nevada: For
Newlands
Balance available.
p. 47.
417.
Ans, p.
continuation
and incidental
operations, $167,000,
$167,000, Ants,
incidental operations,
construction, and
of construction,
continuation of
together
balance of
the appropriation
for this Use
use for drainage
drainage reappropriation for
of the
unexpended balance
the unexpended
with the
together with
stricted.
project for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
of which
$245,000 shall be stcted.
amount $245,000
which amount
1925, of
year 1925,
project
used for
for drainage
drainage purposes
but only
execution by the TruckeeTruckeeonly after execution
purposes, but
used
Carson
district
appropriate reimbursement
contract
reimbursement contract
district of an appropriate
irrigation purposes,
Carson irrigation
satisfactory in
form to
to the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
confirmaInterior,, and confirmain form
satisfactory
decree of aa court of competent
tion of
of such
such contract
competent jurisdiction
by decree
contract by
tion
and final
decision on
on all
decree •
dia
such decree;
from such
appeals from
all appeals
final decision
and
Spanish
Springs divid
sion.
Newlands project,
project, Spanish
Nevada: For con- sion.h
division, Nevada:
Springs division,
Spanish Springs
Newlands
Construction, etc.
etc.
tinued
construction, and
and necessary
necessary Constructon,
of construction,
commencement of
investigations, commencement
tinued investigations,
Provisos.
Contract
with taigaontract wrth
expenses
That no
water
no water
Provided, That
$500,000: Provided,
therewith, $500,000:
connection therewith,
in connection
expenses in
Lion district required..
limits tion dtrit equed.
shall
delivered to
to irrigators
this division
division outside
outside of
of the
the limits
on this
irrigators on
be delivered
shall be
of the
the Truckee-Carson
project until
contract or
contracts in
in form
or contracts
until aacontract
Truckee-Carson project
of
approved by
by the
Secretary of
Interior shall
shall have
made with
been made
have been
the Interior
of the
the Secretary
approved
an irrigation
irrigation district
or with
with. irrigation
organized under
under
districts organized
irrigation districts
district or
an
State law
by the
districts as
as hereinherein- Contract
required
of
rqued of
Cont
or districts
the district
district or
payment by
for payment
providing for
law providing
State
Pacific Comafter provided:
provided: Provided
Provided further,
no part
part of
the sum
sum provided
provided Southern
ComPacic
southern
of the
That no
further, That
after
pany
for
sale
of
irril lands, etc.
anyfo
paoan
gated lad
etc.
any lands
for herein
herein shall
shall be
expended for
for construction
construction on
on account
of any
lands gted
account of
be expended
for
owned
by
the
Southern
Pacific
Company
until
an
appropriate
owned by the Southern Pacific Company until an appropriate
contract
form approved
the Secretary
of the
the Interior
Interior shall
Secretary of
by the
approved by
in form
contract in
have
properly executed
fixing the
the price
price
company, fixing
said company,
the said
by the
executed by
been properly
have been
and conditions
conditions of
of sale
sale of
of said
lands to
to actual
actual settlers,
settlers, and
and such
such conconsaid lands
and
tract
that until
until one-half
the construction
charges
construction charges
of the
one-half of
provide that
shall provide
tract shall
against
shall have
fully paid
paid no
no sale
sale of
of any
lands
such lands
any such
been fully
have been
lands shall
said lands
against said
shall
be valid
and until
the purchase
price involved
in such
such W
involved in
Water right canceled
purchase price
until the
unless and
valid unless
shall be
sale fraudulent.
sale
is
approved
by
the
Secretary
of
the
Interior,
and
shall
also iif sale
raudulet.
also
shall
and
Interior,
the
of
Secretary
sale is approved by the
provide
that
upon
proof
of
fraudulent
representation
as
to
the
true
provide that upon proof of fraudulent representation as to the true
consideration
in any
such sale
sale the
the Secretary
of the
Interior
the Interior
Secretary of
any such
involved in
consideration involved
is
cancel the
the water
to the
involved
land involved
the land
attaching to
right attaching
water right
to cancel
authorized to
is authorized
in such
and all
irrigable under
the
under the
lands irrigable
public lands
all public
sale; and
fraudulent sale;
such fraudulent
in
Spanish Springs
division shall
to the
the conditions
of
conditions of
subject to
entered subject
be entered
shall be
Springs division
Spanish
45822°--25t----76
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Provided further,
this section which shall be applicable
applicable thereto:
thereto: Provided
further,
That
of the
the Interior
is authorized
into such
such
enter into
to enter
authorized to
Interior is
Secretary of
the Secretary
That the
contract or contracts as may be possible whereby the State of Nevada,
Nevada,
i
or
n promoting
the development
settleand settledevelopment and
aid in
promoting the
shall aid
interests, shall
or local
local interests,
men of
project after
by the
the securing
selection of
of
and selection
securing and
completion by
after completion
of the
the project
men
settlers
and the
them to
enable the
purchase of
of the
the
the purchase
to enable
of them
financing of
the financing
settlers and
required
livestock, equipment
equipment and
supplies and
and the
of
improvement of
the improvement
and supplies
required livestock,
Charges payable
payable in
in the lands to render them habitable
Charges
habitable and productive:
productive: Provided
Provided furfuradvance.
avance.
ther,
the operation
operation and
and maintenance
maintenance charges on account of
of
ther, That
That the
land
division shall
be paid
paid annually
in advance
than
later than
not later
advance not
annually in
shall be
in this
this division
land in
March
1, no
no charge
charge being
being made
made for
and maintenance
maintenance for
for
operation and
for operation
March 1,
the
first year
year after
after said
said public
the duty of the
It shall
shall be the
notice. It
public notice.
the first
Secretary of the Interior to give such public notice when water is
Priority of
of ndproei
present actually
Pro
actually available for such
such lands: Provided
Provided further,
That the
the existfurther That
existusers of New lands projproject
ect.
ect.
ing water rights of the present water users of the Newlands
Newlands project
shall
priority over
water rights
rights of
the proposed
proposed Spanish
of the
the water
over the
have priority
shall have
Lands
Lands excepted
xcepted from
rsom Springs division: Provided
further,
That
Provided
further,
the
lands
on the existing
construction cost.
project
below the
the Lahontan
Lahontan Reservoir
Reservoir shall
shall not be liable for any
project below
part
the construction
of the Spanish Springs division:
division:
costs of
construction costs
part of
of the
Power plant
plant re"e
reve- Provided
Power
further
That
all
net
revenues
from
any
power
plant
conProvided
further,
revenues
nes
applied
to
connues
struction costs.
struction
costs.
nected with
the Spanish
division of
of the
the Newlands
nected
with the
Spanish Springs
Springs division
Newlands project
project
shall
applied to
the repayment
the construction
construction costs
incurred
costs incurred
of the
repayment of
to the
be applied
shall be
by the
the Government
Government on
on said
said division until such obligations are fully
by
repaid
with
revenues from any power plant connected with
all net revenues
repaid and all
the
Lahontan Reservoir
of the
applied to
to
be applied
Newlands project shall be
the Newlands
Reservoir of
the Lahontan
the
repayment of
construction costs
incurred by the Government
Government
costs incurred
the construction
of the
the repayment
project until such obligations are fully repaid;
repaid;
on the existing project
Carlsbad,
Carlsbad, N.
N. eMex.
Mex.
Carlsbad project, New Mexico: For operation, maintenance, con$70,000;
tinuation of construction
construction, and incidental operations, $70,000;
Rio Grande,
Rio
Grand* N.
N. Mex.Mex.- Rio
Rio Grande
Mexico-Texas: For operation
Grande project,
project, New
New Mexico-Texas:
operation and mainTex.
•
tenance continuation
continuation of construction,
construction, and incidental
incidental operations,
operations,
tenance,
$650,000;
$650,000;
Williston, N. Dak.
wlliston,N.Dak.
Williston project (formerly
(formerly North Dakota pumping
pumping project),
project),
North
For operation,
operation, maintenance,
and incidental
North Dakota:
Dakota: For
maintenance, and
incidental operaoperaSale or lease of all
prSae
tions, $25,000,
$25,000, to remain
or least ofl
remain available until December 31, 1925. The
property authorized .
authorized, during the fiscal year 1925,
Director of Reclamation is authorized,
thereafter, to appraise the buildings, machinery,
or thereafter,
machinery, equipment,
equipment, and
and
all other property of whatever
whatever nature or kind appertaining
appertaining to this
on
project and
and to lease
lease or to
to sell the
the same
same at public or private
private sale, on
such terms and in such manner
manner as he may deem for the best interests
of the Government,
reject any and all bids.
Government, reserving
reserving the right to reject
The
The proceeds
proceeds from such
such lease or
or sale shall be
be paid into
into the
the ReclamaReclamation Fund;
Fund;
tion
Baker, Oreg.
commencement of conBaker, O're.
Baker project,
project, Oregon:
Oregon: For
For investigation,
investigation, commencement
construction,
unexpended balance
the
struction, and incidental operations,
operations, the unexpended
balance of
of the
appropriation
appropriation for this purpose for the fiscal year 1925 is reapproreappropriated
available for
for the
fiscal year
year 1926;
1926;
priated and
and made
made available
the fiscal
Owyhee, Oreg.
Owyhee irrigation
unexpended balance,
if
balance, if
The unexpended
Oregon: The
project, Oregon:
Owyhee
irrigation project,
Balance
available.
Balance available.
Ante, p. 685.
Ante,
685.
any, remaining
remaining at the close of the fiscal year 1925 from
from the appropriation of $315,000 made by the Act referred
referred to as the "
Second De"Second
ficiency
1924," approved
ficiency Act, fiscal year 1924,"
approved December 5, 1924 (Public,
Numbered
Numbered 292),
292), for continued investigations,
investigations, commencement
commencement of construction,
struction, and incidental
incidental operations, Owyhee
Owyhee irrigation
irrigation project,
Oregon, is hereby reappropriated,
reappropriated, to be available
available and to continue
available for use during the fiscal year 1926;
Umatilla,
vmatiBa, Oreg.
Oreg.
Umatilla project, Oregon:
Oregon: For operation and maintenance, continuation
tinuation of construction,
construction, and incidental operations, $840,000;
$840,000;
Vale, Oreg.
Vale,
Oreg.
ale project, Oregon: For continued
investigations, commenceVale
continued investigations
commenceProvisos.
Poerise.
ment
ment of construction, and incidental
incidental operations,
operations, $500,000;
$500,000: Provided,
Provided,

Contract
NeContract with
with Nevada to assume development,
of proetc., of
opment, etc.,
ject.
ject.
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used for
That no
no part
part of
of this
appropriation shall
be used
for construction
construction
shall be
this appropriation
That

Contracts
Contracts forc payments by districts rere-

quired.
contracts in
purposes on
the Vale
a contract
contract or contracts
i
n form
form m
ci eld. by
project until a
Vale project
on the
purposes
approved by
by the
Secretary of the Interior shall have been made with
the Secretary
approved
irrigation districts organized
an irrigation
organized under
under
district or with irrigation
irrigation district
an
hereState law,
law, providing
payment by
by the district or districts as herefor payment
providing for
State
inafter
further, That
l proVa te
That no part of the sum Appropriate
Provided further,
provided: Provided
inafter provided:

distr.

me

t

t

ts

ts
repay-

repay-

for
eprovided for
herein shall
be expended
for construction
construction on account
account quired
Hired of districts, for
expended for
shall be
for herein
provided
of any
any lands
lands in
in private
appropriate repayment
irrigable
q_
lands.
repayment irgablelands.
an appropriate
until an
ownership until
private ownership
of
this Act and, in form
contract in
in accordance
with the
the terms
terms of this
accordance with
contract
approved by
by the
Secretary of
properly
the Interior, shall have been properly
of the
the Secretary
approved
executed by
organized under
under State law,
law , embracing
embracing the
by aa district organized
executed
lands in
public or
private ownership
ownership irrigable
under the project,
project,
irrigable under
or private
in public
lands
and the
the execution
thereof shall
have been
been confirmed
confirmed by
decree of aa
by aadecree
shall have
execution thereof
and
things, tracviions
court of
of competent
competent jurisdiction,
jurisdiction, which
which contract,
contract, among
other things,
Provisions in conamong other
court
shall
provide for
an appraisal
approved by
Secretary of the
the Secretary
by the
appraisal approved
for an
shall provide
Interior,
present actual
actual bona
fide value of all
bona fide
the present
showing the
Interior, showing
construcsuch irrigable
lands, fixed
fixed without
proposed construcreference to the proposed
without reference
irrigable lands,
such
construction charges
tion,
shall provide
one-half the construction
charges
until one-half
provide that until
and shall
tion, and
against said
said lands
lands shall
shall have
have been
such
been fully paid no sale of any such
against
lands shall
shall be
be valid
purchase price involved
involved
the purchase
until the
and until
unless and
valid unless
lands
in
such sale
sale is
the Secretary
of the Interior,
Interior, and shall
Secretary of
by the
approved by
is approved
in such
also provide
upon proof
proof of
representation as to the
fraudulent representation
of fraudulent
that upon
provide that
also
true
involved in
any such
Secretary of the
such sale the Secretary
in any
consideration involved
true consideration
Interior is
attaching to the
to cancel the water right attaching
authorized to
is authorized
Interior
land
involved in
in such
sale; and
and all public lands irrigable
irrigable
fraudulent sale;
such fraudulent
land involved
under
the project
project shall
shall be
be entered
to the
conditions of this /stii? water deliverye
the conditions
subject to
entered subject
under the
nti Oregon dae
further, That
Provided further,
section,
thereto: Provided
That no „„
applied thereto:
be applied
shall be
which shall
section, which
water
shall be
to irrigators
on this
until a
acontract
contract development,
development, etc., of
project until
this project
irrigators on
delivered to
be delivered
water shall
tion.ect after wimpleStates and proj
or
contracts shall
have been
between the
the United
United States
executed between
been executed
shall have
or contracts
the
State of
the State
assume the duty and
shall assume
State shall
whereby the
Oregon, whereby
of Oregon,
the State
responsibility
settlement of the
and settlement
development and
the development
promoting the
of promoting
responsibility of
project
completion, including
the subdivision
subdivision of lands held in
including the
after completion,
project after
private
ownership by
individual in
in excess
excess of
hundred and
of one hundred
any individual
by any
private ownership
settlers
sixty
selection, and
financing of settlers
and financing
securing, selection,
the securing,
acres, the
irrigable acres,
sixty irrigable
to enable
purchase of
of the
the required
required livestock,
livestock, equipment, and
the purchase
enable the
to
to provide
supplies
of the
the lands
lands to
to render
them habitable
habitable state
State
render them
improvement of
the improvement
and the
supplies and
and
productive. The
The State
the funds
funds necessary
necessary for
funds.
for funds
provide the
shall provide
State shall
and productive.
this purpose
shall conduct
operations in
in a
a manner
manner satisfactory
in
payable In
charges payable
satisfactory Charges
conduct operations
and shall
purpose and
this
an
ce.
adv
operathe
to
the
Secretary
of
the
Interior:
Provided
further,
operaadvance
'
That
further,
Provided
Interior:
to the Secretary of the
tion
maintenance charges
account of
of land
land in
this project
project
in this
on account
charges on
and maintenance
tion and
shall
be
paid
annually
in
advance
not
later
than
March
1,
no charge
charge
no
1,
March
than
later
not
advance
in
shall be paid annually
being
made for
operation and
after
maintenance for the first year after
and maintenance
for operation
being made
said
It shall
of the
the Secretary
of the
the
Secretary of
duty of
the duty
be the
shall be
notice. It
public notice.
said public
Interior
give such
public notice
when water
is actually
actually available
available Purchase of storage
water is
notice when
such public
to give
Interior to
r
i ol . Warm
for
such lands:
than $200,000
$200,000 of
s
p aergs
e
vo
pr
i
oec
Warm
Sprprorjet
of r
more than
not more
That not
further, That
Provided further,
lands: Provided
for such
the
amount herein
appropriated shall
be available
for purchase
purchase of
of an
an
available for
shall be
herein appropriated
the amount
interest
in the
the existing
reservoir of
of the
the Warm
Springs
Warm Springs
storage reservoir
existing storage
interest in
project,
to be
conveyed to
to the
the United
States free
free of
of
United States
be conveyed
interest to
said interest
project, said
all prior
liens and
whatever: Provided
Drage works pro
proProvided Drainage
kind whatever:
every kind
of every
encumbrances of
and encumbrances
prior liens
all
further,
contract for
for the
the purchase
purchase of
of said
said interest
interest in
in said
said vided
for.
idedfor.
the contract
That the
further, That
reservoir
provide for
of the
necessary drainage
drainage
the necessary
construction of
for construction
also provide
shall also
reservoir shall
works by
and Vale
projects and
and the
the proporproporVale projects
Springs and
Warm Springs
said Warm
the said
bv the
works
tion
of cost
of said
said works
works to
to be
be borne
borne by
each;
Oreg.Klamath, Oreg.Klamath,
by each;
cost of
tion of
Klamath project,
and maintemainte- Catlf.
operation and
For operation
Oregon-California: For
project, Oregon-California:
Klamath
nance.
of construction,
construction, and
operations,
incidental operations,
and incidental
continuation of
nance. continuation
£$561,000;
Belle Fourche,
,S
$561,000;
Belle Fourche
Dakota: For
and maintemainte- Dak.
operation and
For operation
South Dakota:
project, South
Fourche project,
Belle
nance,
incidental operations,
operations,
and incidental
construction, and
of construction,
continuation of
nance, continuation
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$65,000:
That the
the unexpended
unexpended balance
allotted
$100,000 allotted
of $100,000
balance of
Provided, That
$65,000: Provided,
is reapfor
under this
this paragraph
the fiscal
fiscal year 1925 is
for the
paragraph for
drainage under
for drainage
propriated
and made
available for
the fiscal
year
fiscal year
for the
purpose for
such purpose
for such
made available
propriated and
1926;
1926;
Strawberry Valley,
Valley,
Strawberry
operation and maintenance,
Strawberry Valley project, Utah: For operation
Strawberry
Utah.
continuation
incidental operations,
operations, $39,000;
$39,000;
Utah.
continuation of construction,
construction, and incidental
Salt
Lake
Basin,
Salt Lake Basin project, Utah, first division:
division: For construction
construction of
of
Basin
Lake
Salt
h
Utah.
Echo Reservoir,
Uta
.
Lake control,
control, and
and
Echo
Reservoir, Utah
Utah Lake
and Weber-Provo
Weber-Provo Canal,
Canal, and
Previte&
unexpended
incidental operations,
Provided, That any unexpended
$900,000: Provided,
operations, $900,000:
incidental
Balanceavafable.
Balance available.
balance of
of any
appropriation available
for the
Salt Lake Basin
Basin
the Salt
available for
any appropriation
balance
Ante,
p.
686..
scs
A p.
project
for
the
fiscal
year 1925
1925 shall
shall remain
available
during the
the
available during
remain
year
fiscal
the
for
project
Contracts for payno part of this appropriafiscal year
1926: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
That no
appropriayear 1926:
et- fiscal
ments by districts, etc.,
mentsraydistricts
or
a contract
contract or
construction purposes until a
required.
tion shall be used for construction
required.
by the Secretary
contracts in
Secretary of the Interior shall
shall
approved by
form approved
in form
contracts
with irrigation
have been
made with
with an
irrigation disdistrict or with
irrigation district
an irrigation
been made
have
tricts organized
State law,
law, or
water users'
users' association
association or asor water
under State
organized under
tricts
or districts, or
sociations,
providing for
for payment
by the
district or
or
the district
payment by
sociations, providing
provided:
hereinafter provided:
as hereinafter
water users'
users' association
associations, as
or associations,
association or
water
Charges payable
Provided further,
operation and maintenance charges on
on
That the operation
further, That
payable in Provided
Charges
advance.
this project shall be paid annually in advance
in this
land in
account of
of land
advance not
not
account
advance.
being made for operation and
later than
first, no
charge being
no charge
March first,
than March
later
It shall be
notice. It
maintenance
for the
the first
first year
after said
said public
public notice.
year after
maintenance for
give such public notice
to give
the
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
Interior to
duty of
the duty
such lands;
when water
water is
is actually
actually available
lands;
available for such
when
Okanogan, Wash.
maintenance,
Okanogan
operation and maintenance,
Washington: For operation
project, Washington:
Okanogan project,
Okanoganwash.
continuation of
construction, and
operations, $70,000;
$70,000;
incidental operations,
and incidental
of construction,
continuation
Yakima, Wash.
Wash.
maintenance,
operation and maintenance,
Washington: For operation
Yakma,
Yakima project, Washington:
$295,000;
construction, and incidental
continuation
incidental operations, $295,000;
of construction,
continuation of
Kittitas Division.
Yakima project
project (Kittitas
Division), Washington:
Washington: For construc(Kittitas Division),
Yakima
Division.
Kittitas
tion
of the
Kittitas Division
Division and
and incidental
incidental operations,
$375,000:
operations, $375,000:
the Kittitas
tion of
Provisos.
That no
part of
of this
this appropriation
appropriation shall
shall be used for conno part
Provided, That
pay- Provided,
Contracts for payContacts
a contract or contracts
ments by
districts rere- struction purposes until a
contracts in form approved
by districts
ments
quired.
quired.
by the Secretary of the Interior shall have been made with an irrigation district
irrigation districts organized
organized under
under State
with irrigation
or with
district or
gation
law providing
for payment
by the
district or
districts as hereinafter
hereinafter
or districts
the district
payment by
providing for
law
provided.
provided. The Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
Interior shall by public notice
announce the date when water is available under the project: ProAppropriate
Appropriate repay- announce the date when water is available under the project: Proment
contracts
rere vided further,
further, That no part of the sum provided
provided for herein shall be
be
contracts
ment
quired of districts, for
expended
account of any lands in private
private ownerexpended for construction on account
andsirrigable.
lands
irrigable.
ship
repayment contract,
contract, in form approved
approved
appropriate repayment
an appropriate
until an
ship until
executed
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior, shall have been properly executed
by
lands in
the lands
by
embracing the
in
law, embracing
State law,
under State
organized under
district organized
a district
by a
public or
or private
private ownership
irrigable under the project, and the
ownership irrigable
public
a court
court
of a
execution thereof
thereof shall
have been
been confirmed
decree of
by decree
confirmed by
shall have
execution
Provisions in o conshall
of
competent
jurisdiction,
which
contract,
among
other
things,
shall
things,
other
among
contract,
which
jurisdiction,
competent
of
in
tracts.i
tracts.
provision for an appraisal, showing the present actual
contain a
actual
a provision
contain
irrigable lands fixed without reference
such irrigable
bona fide
value of
of all
all such
fide value
bona
said Kittitas Division, and shall
of said
to
proposed construction
construction of
the proposed
to the
charges against said
provide
that until
the construction
construction charges
one-half the
until one-half
provide that
lands
shall have
no sale
any such lands shall be
of any
sale of
paid no
fully paid
been fully
have been
lands shall
involved in such sale is
valid unless
unless and
until the
the purchase
purchase price
price involved
and until
valid
approved by
shall also provide
and shall
Interior, and
the Interior,
of the
Secretary of
the Secretary
by the
approved
consideratrue considerathat upon
upon proof
of fraudulent
fraudulent representation
to the
the true
as to
representation as
proof of
that
the Interior is authorof the
tion involved
involved in
such sale
sale the
Secretary of
the Secretary
any such
in any
tion
land involved in such
ized to
water right
right attaching
attaching to
to the
the land
such
the water
cancel the
to cancel
ized
under the project
fraudulent sale;
and all
project
irrigable under
lands irrigable
public lands
all public
sale; and
fraudulent
shall
shall
be entered
subject to
the conditions
section which
which shall
this section
of this
conditions of
to the
entered subject
shall be
No construction exThat no part of the sum
penditure
until
wash- be
be applicable
applicable thereto:
thereto: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
tlwashpendituSres
nagton
assumes
dehereby appropriated
appropriated shall
shall be
be expended
construction until
until aa conconfor construction
expended for
etc.. of hereby
velopment,
veloment, etc.,
the United
between the
compleafter
oject
P.TWeet after cQm Ple' tract or contracts
contracts shall have been executed
executed between
United
ti011.
States
and the
of Washington
Washington pursuant
pursuant to
to its
settlement
land settlement
its land
State of
the State
States and
Proviso.
Reappropriation.
Ante, p.418.
p. 418.
Ate,

priaio.
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by chapter
amended by
act
embodied in
chapter
chapter 188, Laws of 1919, as amended
in chapter
act embodied
90, Laws
Laws of-1921,
of-1921, and
by chapters
Laws of 1923, or addiaddichapters 34 and 112, Laws
and by
90,
the
whereby the State shall assume
tional
if necessary,
necessary, whereby
assume the
enactments, if
tional enactments,
settlement
development
the
duty
and
responsibility
of
promoting
development
and
settlement
duty and responsibility of promoting
of the
project after
completion, including
including the subdivision of lands
lands
after completion,
the project
of
one hunheld
in
private
ownership
any
individual in excess of one
hunby
held in private ownership
financing
securing, selection,
dred and
the securing,
selection, and financing
acres, the
irrigable acres,
sixty irrigable
and sixty
dred
livestock, equipof settlers
settlers to
to enable
enable the purchase
purchase of the required
required livestock,
equipof
them
ment and
and supplies,
the improvement
improvement of the lands to render them
and the
supplies, and
ment
Stateto provide funds.
Sttetoprovdetonds.
necesfunds
shall
habitable
and
productive.
State
provide
the
funds
necesThe
habitable and productive.
payable
C
satisa manner
sary
and shall
shall conduct
conduct operations
operations in
in a
purpose and
this purpose
for this
sary for
Charges payable in
advance.
the
That
further,
Provided
advance.
factory
to
the
Secretary
of
the
Interior:
Provided
further
'
That
the
Interior:
the
of
Secretary
factory to the
projoperation and
and maintenance
account of land in
in this
this projmaintenance charges on account
operation
no
than
not
ect
shall
be
paid
annually
in
advance
later
March
1,
advance
in
annually
ect shall be paid
charge being
being made
made for
operation and
maintenance for the first year
and maintenance
for operation
charge
after said
said public
It shall
shall be
the duty of the Secretary of the
be the
notice. It
public notice.
after
Interior to
to give
public notice
notice when
water is actually available
when water
such public
give such
Interior
for
such
lands
;
lands;
for such
Balance reapPrunrireappropr
of the atdl
The
unexpeded balance,
remaining at the close of
any, remaining
ated.
if any,
balance, if
The unexpended
Ante,p.
85.
Antc,p. 685.
Act
the
by
made
$375,000
of
fiscal
year
1925
from
the
appropriation
of
$375,000
the
Act
appropriation
the
from
1925
fiscal year
approved
referred to
to as
deficiency Act,
Act, fiscal year 1924," approved
second deficiency
the ""second
as the
referred
continued
December
5,
1924
(Public,
No.
292),
investigation,
for
292),
No.
(Public,
1924
5,
December
commencement of
Sittitas unit, and incidental
incidental
construction of the Kittitas
of construction
commencement
operations, Yakima
Yakima project,.
reappropriated,
Washington, is hereby reappropriated,
project, Washington,
operations,
to
to continue
continue available
fiscal
available for use during the fiscal
and to
available and
be available
to be
year 1926;
year
Riverton, Wyo.
Riverton
For operation
operation and maintenance, conWyoming: For
project, Wyoming:
Riverton project,
o.
tinuation of
of construction,
incidental operations,
$790,000;
operations, $790,000;hoshone,
and incidental
construction, and
Shoshone, Wyo.
tinuation
maintenance,
Shoshone
project,
Wyoming:
For
operation
and
maintenance,
conand
operation
For
Shoshone project, Wyoming:
Rapids
Umatlla
tinuation of
construction, and
$414,000;
operations, $414,000;
incidental operations,
and incidental
Umatilla
Rapids,
of construction,
tinuation
or.
Oreg.
feasithe
of
Umatilla
Rapids
project,
Oregon:
For
investigation
investigation
For
Oregon:
project,
Umatilla Rapids
Reappropriation of
of
bppro°priati
bility
gravity or
sources, water
water storstor- balance.
water sources,
pumping, water
or pumping,
by gravity
irrigation by
of irrigation
bility of
tributaries,
age,
and
related
problems
on
the
Columbia
River
and
its
tributaries,
River
Columbia
the
on
problems
age, and related
and for
of the feasiinvestigations of
miscellaneous investigations
and miscellaneous
cooperative and
for cooperative
and
Disthe Disservices
personal
bility
of
reclamation
projects,
including
in the
including
projects,
bility of reclamation
trict
of Columbia
Columbia and
and elsewhere,
and incidental
expenses,
i
the un- Vol. 42, p...1540.
incidental expenses,
elsewhere, and
trict of
Act of
the Act
expended
balance of
of this
appropriation contained in
n the
of Vo 4
this appropriation
expended balance
hereby
1540),
March
4,
1923
(Forty-second
Statutes
at
Large,
page
1540),
is
hereby
page
Large,
at
March 4, 1923 (Forty-second Statutes
reappropriated
and
available;
immediately available;
made immediately
and made
Secondary projects.
reappropriated
proe
Secondary projects:
For cooperative and general investigations,
Mont.
Secondary projects: For cooperative and general investigations, Seo
Milk
River,
Mont.
$50,000;
$50,000;
Gauging,
under treant
Rivender
To
Secretary of
of the
Interior to
to meet
meet the
requirements Milng
the requirements
the Interior
the Secretary
enable the
To enable
ty requirements, water
water
of Article
VI of
of the
January 11,
1909 (Thirty-sixth
Stat- ty
(Thirty-sixth Statsupplyements
of tributaries
of.
11, 1909
of January
treaty of
the treaty
Article VI
of
Vol. otl
36,
2451.
36,tp.
2,.
pTal2.
t p.
'olyo.
Great ats
utes at
2448), between
States and
and Great
United States
the United
between the
page 2448),
Large, page
utes at Large,
Britain
for gauging
the streams
streams and
determining the water supply of
and determining
gauging the
Britain for
including
the
northern
or
eastern
tributaries
of
Milk
River, Montana,
Montana, including
Milk River,
of
tributaries
eastern
or
the northern
personal services
in the
the District
of Columbia
the purelsewhere; the
and elsewhere;
Columbia and
District of
personal services in
s
voLp.
32, p. 388.
chase
e
xchange,
hire,
maintenance,
repair
,
and
operation
of
motor- Vol.
operation
and
repair,
maintenance,
hire,
chase, exchange,
propelled or
or horse-drawn
horse-drawn passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles,
$10,000, to be
vehicles, $10,000,
propelled
expended under
under and
and in
in accordance
accordance with
with the
provisions of the Act
the provisions
expended
of June
June 17,
1902
(Thirty-second
Statutes
at
Large,
page
388), and
page 388),
Large,
at
17, 1902 (Thirty-second Statutes
of
amendatory
or
supplementary
Acts.
Expenditures limited
supplementary
or
amendatory
to specific allotments.
Under
the provisions
no greater
greater sum
shall be
be expended,
expended, topeidicotmets.
sum shall
Act no
this Act
of this
provisions of
Under the
nor shall the
to expend.
during the
the fiscal
expend, during
obligated to
be obligated
States be
United States
nor shall the United
year 1926, on
on any
reclamation
project
appropriated
for
herein,
an
herein,
for
appropriated
project
any reclamation
year 1926,
amount in excess
of the
the sum
sum herein
herein appropriated
appropriated therefor,
therefor, nor
shall
shall
nor
of
excess
in
amount
the
whole expenditures
obligations incurred
for all
all of
of such projincurred for
or obligations
expenditures or
whole
the
ects for the fiscal year 1926 exceed the whole amount in the "reclaects for the fiscal year 1926 exceed the whole amount in the recl
mation
for that fiscal year;
fund" for
mation fund"
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Interchangeable apapInterchangeable
propriations.
propriations.
Emergency
Emergency
etc., repairs.

flood,
flood,

et.,repairs.

Use
motorve

Ilse of motor vehicles
fortravel,etc.
for
travel, etc.

Geological Survey.
Geological
Survy.

S
ESS. II
462.
CH. 462.
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1925.

Ten per centum of the foregoing amounts shall be available interchangeably
changeably for
for expenditures
expenditures on the reclamation
reclamation projects named; but
but

not more
than 10
10 per
per centum
centum shall
shall be
be added
added to
to the
the amount
appropriamount approprinot
more than
of said
said projects,
projects, except
ated for
for any one
one of
except that
that should
should existing
existing works
endangered by
or the
the water
water supply
supply for lands under
under cultivation be
be endangered
floods
unusual conditions
conditions an
sufficient to
make
to make
amount sufficient
an amount
or other
other unusual
floods or
necessary emergency
repairs shall
expenditure
for expenditure
shall become
become available
available for
emergency repairs
necessary
by further
appropriation from
from any
any of
said projects
upon
of said
projects upon
transfer of
of appropriation
by
further transfer

approval
Interior;
approval of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior;
Whenever
during the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
ending June
June 30,
30, 1926,
Comthe Com1926, the
Whenever,, during
missioner
Bureau of
Reclamation shall
shall find
find that
that the
expenses
the expenses
of Reclamation
the Bureau
missioner of
of the
transportation of employees to and
of travel, including the local transportation
from
places where they are engaged on conto the
the places
their homes
homes to
from their
struction
operation and
maintenance work, can be reduced
reduced thereby
and maintenance
struction or operation
he
may authorize
the payment
3 cents
cents per mile
payment of not to exceed 3
authorize the
he may
for a
a motor
motor cycle
cents per
mile for
automobile used
used for
for
an automobile
per mile
for an
cycle or
or 7
7 cents
for
necessary
business;
official business;
necessary official
fund, $9,999,000.
$9,999,000.
reclamation fund,
Total, from
from reclamation
UNITED STATES
GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
SURVEY
UNITED
STATES GEOLOGICAL
SALARIES
SALARIES

Director, and
office
and °Mee

Director,

personnel.
pe on

ne.

General expenses.
expenses.
General

For the Director of the Geological
Geological Survey and other personal
"The
accordance with "The
services in the District of Columbia in accordance
Classification Act
of 1923,"
$54,760.
Act of
1923," $54,760.
Classification
GENERAL
GENERAL EXPENSES

For every
every expenditure
expenditure requisite
requisite for and incident
incident to the authorized
authorized
work of the Geological
Geological Survey, including personal services
services in the
District of
not to
to exceed
exceed
field, including
including not
and in
in the
the field,
District
of Columbia
Columbia and
$10,000
the purchase
and exchange,
exchange, and
to exceed
$30,000
and not
not to
exceed $30,000
for the
purchase and
$10,000 for
Vehi ,4as, etc.
Vehles,
etc.
for the hire, maintenance,
maintenance, repair,
motor-propelled
repair,. and operation of motor-propelled
and
vehicles for
by
for field use
use only by
passenger-carrying vehicles
and horse-drawn
horse-drawn passenger-carrying
geologists, topographers,
topographers, engineers,
and land
the
land classifiers, and the
engineers, and
geologists,
Geological Survey
Survey is
authorized to exchange
exchange unserviceable
unserviceable and wornis authorized
Geological
out passenger-carrying
and freight-carrying
freight-carrying vehicles
vehicles as
as part payout
passenger-carrying and
ment for new
freight-carrying vehicles, and whenever, during the
new freight-carrying
ment
fiscal year ending June 30, 1926.
1926, the Director of the Geological
Geological Surthereby he
vey shall find that the expense of travel can be reduced thereby
a
3 cents per mile for a
may authorize the payment of not to exceed
exceed 3
official
motor cycle or 77 cents per mile for an automobile
automobile used for official
exceed $5,000
necessary traveling
and including
including not to exceed
$5,000 for necessary
traveling
business and
expenses
.
of
the
Director
and
members
of
the
Geological
Survey
actupon
ttedce
Attendance
up on expenses of the Director and members of the Geological Survey acting under his direction,
direction, for attendance
attendance upon meetings
meetings of technical,
technical,
n eetings, etc.
meetings,
required in connection with
professional, and scientific societies when required
the authorized
authorized work of the Geological
Geological Survey, to be expended under
the regulations
Secretary of the
regulations from
from time to time prescribed
prescribed by the Secretary
Interior,
and
under
the
following
heads:
Topographicnrvey
Interior,
and
under
the
following
heads:
Topographic surveys.
For topographic
topographic surveys in various portions
portions of the United States,
including
including lands in national
national forests, $485,000,
$485,000, of which amount not to
exceed $305.900
may be
in the
District
the District
services in
for personal
personal services
be expended
expended for
exceed
$305,900 mav
Pr.
Proviso.
estriction on co
appropriation shall be
Restriction
co- of Columbia:
Columbia: Protided,
Provided, That no part of this appropriation
operative work with
th expended in cooperation with States
°l
ativec.or
expended
cooperation
or municipalities
municipalities except upon
SStates,
etc.
municipality bearing
the basis
basis of
of the State
State or municipality
bearing all
all of
of the
the expense
expense incident thereto in excess of such an amount as is necessary for the
Geological Survey to perform
perform its share of standard topographic
topographic
surveys;
surveys;

Authorization
Authorization
services, etc.
se

.142.
pAn

Ante, p. 1142.

for
for
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For geologic
geologic surveys
surveys in
of the
the United
Geologic urveys.
Geologic
United States,
States,Surveys.
portions of
in the
the various
various portions
For
.$325,000,
$325,000, of
of which
which amount
amount not
may be
be used
used for
not to
to exceed
exceed $11,840
$11,840 may
for
work in volcanology
volcanology in the Hawaiian
Hawaiian Islands and not to exceed
exceed
$272,700 may
personal services
services in the
$272,700
may be
be expended
expended for personal
the District
District of
of
Columbia;
Chemical
Columbia;
Chemical and
and physphysal researches'
researches.
relating to the geology of 'cal
researches relating
For
For chemical
chemical and physical researches
the United
United States,
States, including
including researches
researches with
of determining
the
with a
a view
view of
determining
geological conditions
the presence
presence of
of potas
potashsalts.
Potash
Potashsalts
of deposits
deposits of
favorable to
to the
geological
conditions favorable
$36,000 may be exwhich amount
amount not to exceed
exceed $36,000
salts, $40,000,
$40,000, of
of which

pended for personal services in the District of Columbia;

Alaska mineral re

pended
For continuation
continuation
for personal of
services
the
investigation
in the District
of
the
of Columbia;
mineral resources
resources of
of so
swims'
Alaska
.es mineral
of the
mineral
the investigation
of
For
Alaska, $72,000,
be available
available immediately,
of which
amount not
not
Alaska,
$72,000, to
to be
immediately, of
which amount
expended for
for personal
personal services
services in the Disto exceed
exceed $47,400
$47,400 may be expended
trict
of Columbia;
Columbia;
trict of
supply of
of the
the water
For gauging
and determining
determining the
water supply
the tatiarS.
tigations.supply
Water pply ivesstreams and
For
gauging streams
United States,
investigation of
underground currents
currents and
of underground
States, the investigation
United
artesian wells,
wells, and
preparation of
reports upon
best methods
methods
of reports
upon the best
and the
the preparation
artesian
water resources,
resources, $165,000,
$165,000, of which amount not to
to
of utilizing the
the water
exceed $71,730
$71,730 may
may be
services in
in the
the District
Artesian wells.
exceed
be expended
expended for
for personal
personal services
District Artesan
wells
of Columbia,
Columbia, and
test the existence
$25,000 may
may be used to test
and of
of which $25,000
of
of artesian
artesian and
other underground
underground water
water supplies
irrisuitable for
for irrisupplies suitable
and other
of
gation in
in the
the arid
gation
and semiarid
semiarid regions
regions by
wells i
Classifying lands
lands for
for
arid and
by boring
boring wells;
Classifying
For
and classification
of lands
lands requisite
requisite to
the enlarged
homesteads
enlarged homesteads
to the
classification of
For the
the examination
examination and
stock raising, etc.
determination
of their
enlarged homesteads,
stock- stor
etc
homesteads, stockfor enlarged
their suitability
suitability for
determination of
raising
and stock driveways,
driveways or
watering places,
places, and
homesteads, public
public watering
raising homesteads,
other
as required
by the
public land
laws, $265,000,
$265,000, of
of which
which
land laws,
the public
uses, as
required by
other uses,
amount
not to
$175,000 may
may be
be expended
for personal
personal services
services
expended for
to exceed
exceed $175,000
amount not
in
Maps.
in the District
District of Columbia;
Columbia;
Maps
For
engraving and
geologic maps,
maps, $105,000;
$105,000;
as
and printing
printing geologic
For engraving
stra
For
of the
Survey, m
imust
raans.
tic'
Geological Survey,
illustrations of the Geological
the illustrations
preparation of
For preparation
$18,000;
$18,000;
mpohnal"
resources of the wi
preparation of the reports
reports of the mineral resources
r e'
s'
For preparation
United States,
including special
inquiries as
production,
as to
to production,
statistical inquiries
special statistical
United
States, including
distribution, and
and consumption
consumption of
$123,000,
minerals, $123,000,
the essential
essential minerals,
of the
distribution,
of which
expended for personal
personal
$94,000 may
may be expended
not to
to exceed
exceed $94,000
which amount
amount not
of
services in
Columbia;
the District of Columbia;
services
in the
Geological Survey,
Survey, $1,652,760.
States Geological
$1,652,760.
Total, United
United States
BUREA.0 OF
MINES
OF MINES
BUREAU
SALARIES AND
AND GENERAL
GENERAL EXPENSES
EXPENSES
SALARIES

Mines Bureau.

Mines Breau.

General expenses.

General expenses.

For
general expenses,
including pay
the director
director and
and necessary
Director,
office
and
e.and
olc
necessary fiePilctone
pay of
of the
expenses, including
For general
field
personnel,
etc.
assistants, clerks,
and other
the office
in the
1142.
Ante. , 1142.
District Ante.%
the District
office in
in the
employees, in
other employees,
clerks, and
assistants,

of
Columbia, and
in the
the field,
field, and
every other
other expense
expense requisite
requisite for
for
and every
and in
of Columbia,
of
bureau in the District of
to the
the general work of the bureau
and incident
incident to
Columbia ' and
in the
expended under
under the direction
direction of
the field,
field, to be expended
and in
Columbia,
exceed
the
Secretary of the
which amount
amount not to exceed
$86,000, of which
the Interior,
Interior, $86,000,
the Secretary
$77,900 may
may be
be expended
personal services
services in
the District
District of
of
in the
for personal
expended for
$77,900
Columbia;
Columbia;
For
as to
to the
of mine
methods explsdo
1
1
;
ex;o
r
s
e
i
s
ons
.,
etc. ms
mine
For investigations
investigations as
the causes
causes of
mine explosions,
explosions, methods
ne
of
safety of
miners, the
the apapof miners,
the safety
to the
in relation
relation to
especially in
mining, especially
of mining,
pliances
best adapted
adapted to
prevent accidents,
the possible
improvement
possible improvement
accidents, the
to prevent
pliances best
of
under which
which mining
mining operations
operations are carried
carried on, the use
of conditions
conditions under
of
explosives and
other
accidents, and other
prevention of accidents,
the prevention
electricity, the
and electricity,
of explosives
inquiries
and technologic
technologic investigations
mining into the mining
pertinent to
investigations pertinent
inquiries and
dustry, including
including all
expenses of
travel
of travel
and expenses
supplies, and
all equipment,
equipment, supplies,
dustry,
i c s in the Disand subsistence.
subsistence. $400,000,
which amount
amount not
exceed $58,000
seServices
n the Ds$58,000 trict.
not to
to exceed
of which
$400.000, of
and
may
be
expended
for
personal
services
in
the
District
of
Columbia;
may be expended for personal services in the District of Columbia;
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a
For investigations
investigations and the dissemination of information with a
view
to
improving
conditions
in
the
mining,
quarrying,
and
metal-,
metaland
quarrying,
mining,
the
in
conditions
view to improving
lurgical
industries under
Act of
of March
3, 1915,
1915, and
to provide
provide
and to
March 3,
the Act
under the
lurgical industries
for the inspection
for
inspection of mines and the protection of the lives of miners
in
personal services, equipment,
Territory of Alaska, including personal
in the Territory
Alaska mes.
supplies,
newspapers, and
and expenses
of travel
travel and subsistence, $33,000:
$33,000:
expenses of
supplies, newspapers,
ro
P
Proviso.
Provided,
section 192
of the
the Revised
Revised Statutes
shall not
not apply,
apply,
192 of
Statutes shall
So
92
Provided, That
That section
R. S., sec. 192, p. 30.
appropriation
Abwka newsppes.
newspapers.
during
during the fiscal year 1926, to the purchase from this appropriation
Alasa
of
newspapers published
published in Alaska;
of newspapers
Mine
investigation and improvement of mine rescue
For the investigation
safety
Mine rescue,
rescue, safety
rescue and first-aid
first-aid
methods, etc.
methods, etc.
methods and appliances and the teaching of mine safety, rescue, and
first-aid methods, including
payment for opincluding the exchange in part payment
first-aid
eration, maintenance,
maintenance, and
repair of
rescue trucks, the conmine rescue
of mine
and repair
eration,
struction of
of temporary
structures and the repair, maintenance, and
temporary structures
struction
operation of
of mine
mine rescue
rescue cars
Government-owned mine rescue
and Government-owned
cars and
operation
Rescue
appurtenances thereto, and including personal
Rescue
nars,cars, stations,
stations, stations and appurtenances
personal services,
equipment, etc.
supplies includand supplies
traveling expenses
equipment, and
subsistence, equipment,
and subsistence,
expenses and
traveling
other
ing the
the purchase
of cooks'
cooks' uniforms, goggles, gloves, and such other
purchase of
ing
articles or
or equipment
as may
be necessary
operation of mine
in the operation
necessary in
may be
equipment as
articles
Proviso.
this amount not to
of this
rescue cars and stations:
stations: Provided,
to
That of
Provided, That
Minerescueophies
Mine
rescue trophies, rescue cars and
exceed
expended for the purchase and bestowal of
exceed $500 may be expended
etc.
trophies
connection with mine rescue
rescue and first-aid contests,
in connection
trophies in
Services in the Disper$281,840, of
of which
not to
to exceed
$20,000 may
may be
be expended
for perexpended for
exceed $20,000
which not
rvices in the Dis- $281,840,
trict.
services in the District of Columbia;
Columbia;
sonal services
Investigating
mineral
To conduct
conduct inquiries
inquiries and scientific
scientific and technologic
technologic investigations
Investigatgmineral
fuels, etc.
preparation, treatment,
concerning
fuels,etc.
concerning the mining, preparation,
treatment, and use of mineral
fuels,
investigation of mineral fuels belonging to or for
for investigation
and for
fuels, and
efficient
the
of the
a view to their most efficient
with a
the United States, with
use of
the use
utilization, to
recommend to various departments
departments such changes in
to recommend
utilization,
selection and
fuel as may result in greater economy and, upon
and use of fuel
selection
request
Bureau of the Budget, to investigate
the Bureau
Director of the
of the
the Director
request of
the
the
proposed for any of the
fuel-burning equipment in use by or proposed
the fuel-burning
departments,
departments, establishments, or institutions of the United States in
the
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, $155,000,
$155,000, of which amount not to exceed
exceed
the District
Services in
In the DisDis- $28,000 may be expended
Services
expended for personal services in the District
District of
of
trict.
Columbia;
tct.
Columbia;
Improving
mining
concernand scientific
scientific and technologic
For inquiries
inquiries and
technologic investigations concernmining For
mnroin
conditions, etc.
mining, preparation,
preparation, treatment,
ores and
and
of ores
utilization of
and utilization
treatment, and
the mining,
ing the
Studies and investi- ing
gations for.
a view
view to improving
with a
mineral substances,
other than
fuels, with
improving
than fuels,
substances, other
mineral
or.
gations
health
increasing safety, efficiency,
efficiency, economic develophealth conditions and increasing
ment,
and conserving
conserving resources
prevention of waste in
resources through the prevention
ment, and
industries;
the mining, quarrying, metallurgical,
metallurgical, and other mineral industries;
industries;
economic conditions affecting these industries;
inquire into the economic
to inquire
and including
including all equipment,
travel and subexpenses of travel
equipment, supplies, expenses
and
Proviso.
sistence: Provided,
Provided, That no part thereof
thereof may be used for investiwork orbid-sistence:
Prie
Private work forbidamount
den.
$117,800, of which
which amount
gation in behalf of any private party, $117,800,
Services
in the
Dis- not to exceed
for personal services in the
be
expended
the Disservices in
exceed
$20,000
may
expended
trict.
District
of Columbia;
Columbia;
District of
Petroleum and natFor inquiries and investigations
natPetroleum
investigations and dissemination of informaural gas development,
tga
development, tion concerning
concerning the mining, preparation,
preparation, treatment, and utilization
etc.
of
including economic
affecteconomic conditions affectgas, including
of petroleum
petroleum and natural gas,
ing the
industry, with
with a
view to
development and conservto economic
economic development
a view
the industry,
ing
Enforcing Act relating
through the
the prevention
of waste;
waste; for
enforcement of
of
for enforcement
prevention of
resources through
ng resources
etc.es
ol, etc.,
leases.
ing to oil,
Vol.
448. the provisions of the Act of February 25, 1920, relating to the opera441, 448.
vol 41, pp. 441,
tion
of oil, oil shale, and gasgas. leases on the public domain, for enforcetion of
ment
operation of oil, oil shale, and gas leases
leases
the operation
laws relating to the
ment of laws
on Indian
Indian and
and public
public lands
lands and naval petroleum reserves; for the
on
Newspapers.
Newspape.
purchase
industries:
purchase of newspapers
newspapers relating to the oil, gas, and allied industries:

Mining,
indusMining, etc.,
etc., indus
tries.
Investigating,
disdisInvestigating,
seminating,
information
of,
etc.
offetc.
tionT
Vol.
38, p.
957.
Vol. 38,
p 957.
Alaska mines.
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Proviso.ec.
, . .
Provided,
the Revised
Revised Statutes
Statutes shall not apply R.
of the
192 of
section 192
That section
S., we. 192, p. 30.
Provided, That
not apestion not
for
Restriction
apand
to such
newspapers from
this appropriation;
appropriation;
from this
of newspapers
purchase of
such purchase
to
plicable.
expenses
other
equipment,
including
every
other
expense
incident
thereto,
including
supplies,
equipment,
Other
expenses
thereto,
incident
expense
every other
expenses
and subsistence,
subsistence, purchase, exchange as part paytravel and
of travel
expenses of
ment
for,
maintenance,
and
motor-propelled passengerpassengeroperation of motor-propelled
and operation
maintenance,
for,
ment
carrying vehicles,
vehicles, and
construction, maintenance,
maintenance, and repair of
the construction,
and the
carrying
Disthe Disin the
services in
thereto, $456,000, of Services
necessary
camp buildings
buildings and
appurtenances thereto,
and appurtenances
necessary camp
trict.
trict
personal
for
expended
may
which
amount
not
to
exceed
$56,200
be
expended
personal
which amount not to exceed $56,200
services
Columbia;;
of Columbia
District of
the District
in the
services in
v
Oil shale, etc., de
developmentc.,
necessary opment.
For development
oil shale, including construction
construction of necessary
of oil
development of
For
erecplant; purchase,
purchase, lease,
or condemnation
condemnation of necessary land for
lease, or
plant;
operation of plant, and
tion of
plant; purchase
mining of
of shale, operation
or mining
purchase or
of plant;
tion
and
for
expenses incident
incident thereto,
clerical .and
including clerical
thereto, including
necessary expenses
all necessary
for all
be
to
elsewhere,
or
technical
assistance
in
the
District
of
Columbia
elsewhere,
Columbia
of
District
technical assistance in the
laws reatEnforcing
immediately
available $90,000;
$90,000;
immediately available,
Enforcing laws relatingtornonmetallicmin25,
February
of
of
ing
to
nonmetallic
minprovisions
For
enforcement
of
the
provisions
the
Acts
February
25,
the
of
For enforcement
eral deposits.
deposits.
1920,
and October
1917, relating
relating to
the mining
phosphates, e Vol.
mining of coal, phosphates
to the
2,21917,
October 2
1920, and
41, p. 437; Vol.
40, p.297
p. 297.
sodium,
the public
public domain,
domain, and for enforcement
enforcement 40,
on the
potassium on
and potassium
sodium, and
of the
laws relating
relating to
minerals other than oil, oil
oil
mining of minerals
the mining
to the
the laws
of
shale,
and natural
gas, on
on Indian
and public
public lands,
lands, and every other
Indian and
natural gas,
shale, and
expense
equipment, expenses of
supplies, equipment,
including supplies,
thereto, including
incident thereto,
expense incident
travel
and subsistence,
subsistence, purchase,
purchase, exchange
payment for,
as part payment
exchange as
travel and
passenger-carrying
maintenance, and
operation of
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
of motor-propelled
and operation
maintenance,
in the Disin the Dis
vehicles, $86,920;
of which
amount not
not to
$15,000 may
may be trvces
triricee
exceed $15,000
to exceed
which amount
$86,920; of
vehicles,
ning
Columbia;
expended
services in
in the
District of
Mining experiment
of Columbia;
experiment
the District
personal services
for personal
expended for
For the
the employment
employment of
stations.
personal services and all other expenses stations.
of personal
For
M.
operation
maintenance,,and o
in
peration of
of vol38,p.
Cxy.e,nis3.°1.59.
establishment, maintenance
the establishment,
with the
connection with
in connection
approved March
mining
experiment stations,
stations, authorized
authorized by the Act approved
March
mining experiment
3, 1915,
$200,000, of
which amount
exceed $15,000
$15,000 may be
to exceed
not to
amount not
of which
a
1915, $200,000,
3,
Pittsburgh,
st
Pittsburgh, Pa., etaexpended for
in the
Columbia;
District of Columbia;
the District
services in
personal services
for personal
tion.
expended
For care
buildings and grounds at Pittsburgh, ton
of buildings
maintenance of
and maintenance
care and
For
Expene.
Pennsylvania, including
services, the
the purchase,
purchase, exchange
exchange Ex
PenseS %
personal services,
including personal
Pennsylvania,
passenof
as
part
payment
for,
operation,
maintenance,
and
repair
passenrepair
and
maintenance,
as part payment for, operation,
for
ger
use, and all other expenses
expenses requisite for
official use,
for official
automobiles for
ger automobiles
additions
and
incident
thereto,
including
not
to
exceed
$5,000
for
$5,000
exceed
to
not
including
and incident thereto,
details of
Temporary details
and improvements,
Temporary
of
$65,000;
improvements, $65,000;
and
for ear','Persons
employed
during
the
fiscal
year
1926
in
field
work
outfield employees
feldempployaeefrvoutwork
field
in
1926
year
fiscal
the
during
Persons employed
the Istrta.
Le inn the
side of
the District
Bureau of
of Mines
ice
mayDistrict,
Mines may
the Bureau
under the
Columbia under
of Columbia
District of
of the
side
for
Columbia
be
detailed
temporarily
for
service
in
the
District
of
District
the
in
service
for
temporarily
be detailed
purposes of
of their
their field work; all persons so
results of
preparing results
of preparing
purposes
detailed shall
be
paid
in
addition
to
their regular
compensation only
only
regular compensation
their
to
addition
m
paid
be
detailed shall
subsistence in
lieu of subsistence
their actual
actual traveling
or per
diem m
in lieu
in proio.
provi.w.
per diem
expenses or
traveling expenses
their
ent of necesherein sarPayment
nothing
That
going
to and
and returning
returning therefrom:
therefrom: Provided,
P;erpenses.
e
5Inpe ofnecaProvided,
to
going
goingtasary
of
of Mines
shall prevent
prevent the
the payment
of the
the Bureau
Bureau of
Mines of
employees of
to employees
payment to
shall
on
while
their
necessary
expenses,
or
per
diem
in
lieu
of
subsistence
while
subsistence
of
lieu
in
diem
per
or
expenses,
necessary
their
Reports to
to be
made
be made
Reports
of therefrom.
Columbia, for purposes only of
temporary detail
District of
of Columbia,
the District
in the
detail in
temporary
theerom
States.
consultation
or
investigations
on
behalf
of
United
All
the
consultation or investigations on behalf of
details made
hereunder, and
of each,
during the
the prepreeach, during
purposes of
the purposes
and the
made hereunder,
details
ceding fiscal
reported in
in the
the annual
estimates of approannual estimates
be reported
shall be
year shall
fiscal year
ceding
priations to
to Congress
at the
session
of each regular session
beginning of
the beginning
Congress at
priations
Details from Public
thereof;
thereof;
Service.
Health Serice.
of the Health
officers of
The Secretary
Secretary of
Treasury may
may detail
detail medical
medical officers
the Treasury
of the
The
sanitation
Public
Health
Service
for
cooperative
health,
safety,
sanitation
or
safety,
Public Health Service for cooperative health,
work
the Bureau
Bureau of
Mines, and
and the
expenses
and expenses
compensation and
the compensation
of Mines,
with the
work with
of the
so detailed
may be
appropria- Government fuel
applicable appropria-n
the applicable
from the
paid from
be paid
detailed may
officers so
of the officers
yards.
Government fue
tions made
made herein
herein for
of Mines;
Mines;
Bureau of
the Bureau
for the
Purchase of fuel,
tions
t fuel,
Putehe etc.
of
maintenance,
Government
fuel
yards:
For
the
purchase
and
transportation
of
transportation
and
Government fuel yards: For the purchase
operaand
fuel;
storing
and
handling
of
fuel
in
yards;
maintenance
operamaintenance
yards:
in
fuel
of
handling
and
storing
fuel;
tion of
of yards
and equipment,
motor-propelled passengerpassengerincluding motor-propelled
equipment, including
yards and
tion
carrying vehicles
vehicles for
for inspectors,
inspectors, purchase
purchase of
equipment, rentals,
of equipment,

carrying
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expenses requisite
for and
and incident
thereto, including
including
and all
all other expenses
requisite for
incident thereto,
personal
services in the District of Columbia,
personal services
Columbia, the
the unexpended
unexpended
heretofore made for
balance of the
the appropriations
appropriations heretofore
for these purposes
purposes is
is
reappropriated and
such purposes
purposes for
for the
the fiscal
reappropriated
and made available for such
year
payment of obligations
of
year 1926,
1926, and
and for
for payment
obligations for such purposes
purposes of
prior years, and of such sum not exceeding
exceeding $500 shall be available
to settle
settle claims for damages caused
caused to private
private property
property by
by motor
motor
Proviso.
Proviso.
vehicles
delivering fuel:
That all
received
vehicles used in
in delivering
fuel: Provided,
Provided,That
all moneys
moneys received
Sales credited to apSales
propriation.
propriation.
appropriation and
and
from the sales of
of fuel shall
shall be credited
credited to
to this
this appropriation
be
paragraph;
be available for
for the purposes
purposes of this
this paragraph;
Scientific investigaScientific
head of
During the fiscal
fiscal year 1926 the head
of any .department
department or intions
departments,
tions for
for departments,
etc., by the bureau.
dependent
Government having
dependent establishment
establishment of the Government
having funds available
investigations and
cooperative work by the
for scientific
scientific investigations
and requiring
requiring cooperative
Bureau of Mines on scientific
scientific investigations
investigations within
within the
the scope
scope of the
functions of
it is
functions
of that
that bureau
bureau and
and which
which it
is unable to
to perform
perform within
the
appropriations may,
the limits
limits of its
its appropriations
may, with the approval
approval of the
Transfer of funds to
to
Secretary of the Interior,
Interior, transfer
tb ,iBureau of
of Mines
Mines such
such
Secretary
transfer to the
its credit.
sums
necessary to
sums as
as may be necessary
to carry on such
such investigations. The
The
Secretary
of the
the Treasury
transfer on
the books
books of
of the
the
Secretary of
Treasury shall
shall transfer
on the
Treasury Department any sums which may be authorized
Treasury
authorized hereunder,
amounts shall
be placed
placed to
to the
the credit
credit of
of the
the Bureau
Bureau
under, and
and such
such amounts
shall be
department or estabestabof Mines
Mines for the performance
performance of work for the
the department
Proviso.
Proviso.
lishment from which the transfer is made: Provided,
Provided, That any
sums
Expenditure of sums
transferred.
transferred.
transferred by any department
department or independent
establishment
sums transferred
independent establishment
of the Government
Government to the Bureau of Mines for cooperative
cooperative work
expended in the same
in connection with this appropriation
appropriation may be expended
manner as sums appropriated
expended.
manner
appropriated herein•
herein may be expended.
Total
$1,971,560.
Total, Bureau of Mines, $1,971,560.
Balance reapproprireappropriBalance
ated.
atad.
Ante, p.422.
Ante,
p.422.

National
Parks.
National Parks.

peD
rsir
onn
ecteo
z,and office

p eirsone'

NATIONAL PARKS
For
Director of
of the
the National
National Park
Park Service
other personal
personal
For the
the Director
Service and
and other

Columbia in accordance
services in the District of Columbia
accordance with ""The Classi-

fication Act
Act of
of 1923,"
$51,000.
1923," $51,000.
Accountservices fication
cco ng .
For compensation
the Secretary
Secretary of
For
compensation to be fixed by
by the
of the
the Interior
Interior for
for
accounting services in the District of Columbia or in the field in
checking and verifying the accounts and records of the
the various
various
operators,
permittees conducting utilities and other
operators, licensees, and permittees
other
enterprises within the national parks and monuments
enterprises
monuments under his
jurisdiction,
necessary travel and incidental
incidental expenses
jurisdiction, including necessary
expenses
while
absent from
from their
while absent
their designated
designated headquarters,
headquarters, $6,000.
$6,000.
Crater Lake, Oreg.
Crater
Park, Oregon:
Oregon: For
catr Lake, Oreg.
Crater Lake
Lake National
National Park,
For administration,
administration, proprotection,
exceeding $450 for the
tection, and
and maintenance,
maintenance, including not
not exceeding
the purpurchase, maintenance,
maintenance, operation,
operation, and repair of motor-driven passenger-carrying vehicles
vehicles for the use of the superintendent
superintendent and emger-carrying
ployees in connection
connection with general park work, $30,980;
$30,980; for construction of physical improvements, $5,000, including not exceeding
exceeding
General
Grant
Calif.
$800
for
fhe
construction
of
buildings;
in
all,
$35,980.
Generat cal. $00 for fhe construction of buildings; in all, $35,980.
General Grant National
National Park, California:
administration,
California: For administration,
protection and
and maintenance,
$12,180.
maintenance, $12,180.
protection
Mont
Glacier, Mont.
Glacier National Park, Montana:
Montana: For administration,
administration, protection, and maintenance,
maintenance, including necessary repairs to the roads from
Glacier
Glacier Park Station through the Blackfeet
Black-feet Indian Reservation
Reservation to
various points in the boundary
boundary line of the Glacier
Glacier National
National Park
international boundary,
and the international
boundary, including not
exceeding $3,400
not exceeding
$3,400 for
for
purchase, maintenance,
maintenance, operation,
operation, and repair of horse-drawn
the purchase,
horse-drawn
and motor-driven passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles for the use of the
the
superintendent
superintendent and employees in connection
connection with general park
park
work, $160,960;
$160,960; for construction of physical improvements, $24,000,
$24,000,
including
not exceeding
exceeding $9,500
$9,500 for
of buildings,
buildings,
including not
for the
the construction
construction of
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of which not exceeding $2,500
$2,500 shall be
available for a
ranger station
be available
a ranger
station
and
garage and
at Belton
Belton headquarters;
headquarters; in
and $4,000
$4,000 for aa garage
and shop at
in all,
all,
$184,960.
$184,960.
Grand Canyon
Park, Arizona:
proGrand
Canyon National
National Park,
Arizona: For
For administration,
administration, pro-

Grand canyon,
Ariz.
Canyon, Ariz.

tection,
tection, and maintenance,
maintenance, including not exceeding
exceeding $1,500
$1,500 for
for the
purchase, maintenance,
purchase,
maintenance, operation,
operation, and
and repair of
of motor-driven
motor-driven passenpassenger-carrying
superintendent and
and emger-carrying vehicles
vehicles for the
the use
use of
of the superintendent
employees
connection with
with general
park work,
$100,860; for
for conconployees in
in connection
general park
work, $100,860;
struction
improvements ' $91,500;
struction of physical improvements,
$91,500; including not exceedexceedconstruction of
ing $10,300 for
for the
the construction
of buildings,
buildings, of
of which
which not
not exceedexceeding $3,000 shall be available
available for the construction
construction of a
a ranger station
exceeding $72,000
on the north
north rim;
rim; not
not exceeding
$72,000 for the
the construction
construction of a
a
comprehensive
comprehensive sewage disposal
disposal system
system at
at administrative
administrative headheadquarters
$192,360.
quarters on the south rim; in all, $192,360.
Hawai.
Hawaii
administration, protection, mainte- Hawaii.
Hawaii National Park: For administration,
nance,
including not exceeding
exceeding $600
$600 for
the purpurnance, and improvement,
improvement, including
for the
chase,
chase, maintenance,
maintenance, operation, and repair of motor-driven
motor-driven passengercarrying vehicles
vehicles for
the use
the superintendent
superintendent and
and employees
carrying
for the
use of
of the
employees
general park
including not exceeding
exceeding
in connection
connection with
with general
park work, and
and including
$2,000 for the
$2,000
the construction
construction of
of buildings, $15,560.
$15,560.
Hot
Springs National
National Park,
Arkansas: For
For administration,
administration, propro- HottpngsArk.
Springs, Ark.
Hot Springs
Park, Arkansas:
tection,
tection, maintenance,
maintenance, and improvement,
improvement, including not exceeding
exceeding
$1
1
300 for the purchase,
purchase, maintenance,
maintenance operation, and repair
repair of motor$1,300
driven
superintendent
driven passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles
vehicles for the use
use of
of the
the superintendent
employees in connection
connection with general park work, including not
and employees
not
exceeding $600
$600 for the construction
construction of
exceeding
of aabuilding; in
in all, $72,100.
Lafayette,

Lafayette National
Park, Maine:
For administration,
Lafayette
National Park,
Maine: For
administration, protection,
protection, Me.Layette e.
maintenance, and improvement,
maintenance,
improvement, including not exceeding $500 for
for
the
the purchase,
purchase, maintenance,
maintenance, operation, and repair of motor-driven
motor-driven
passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles
vehicles for
for the use
use of
of the superintendent
superintendent and
and
employees in connection
connection with general park work, and including
employees
including
$1,500
the construction
ranger quarters,
$1,500 for
for the
construction of
of ranger
quarters, $34,190.
$34,190.
Lassen
Volcanic National
National Park,
For administration,
administration, LasseninVO
Vokanic,
nica Calif.
Park, California:
California: For
Lassen Volcanic
protection, and maintenance,
maintenance, including
including not exceeding
exceeding $400 for the
protection,
purchase, maintenance,
repair of
and repair
of motor-driven
motor-driven paspaspurchase,
maintenance, operation,
operation, and
senger-carrying vehicles for the use of
of the superintendent
senger-carrying
superintendent and
employees
general park work, $8,500; for conemployees in connection
connection with general
struction of physical improvements,
improvements, $1,500, which shall be available
for
the construction
construction of
buildings; in
in all,
for the
of buildings;
all, $10,000.
Mesa Verde, Colo.
Mesa Verde
Colorado: For
For administration,
pro- MV a rde, Col
administration, proMesa
Verde National
National Park,
Park, Colorado:
$2,400
for
the
maintenance, including not exceeding
tection, and maintenance,
maintenance, operation,
operation, and repair of horse-drawn
horse-drawn and
purchase, maintenance,
motor-driven passenger-carrying
vehicles for the use
the superuse of the
passenger-carrying vehicles
motor-driven
intendent and
and employees
employees in
connection with
work,
general park
park work,
with general
in connection
intendent
$37,385; for
for construction
of physical
physical improvements,
improvements, $5,450, of
of which
which
construction of
$37,385;
$2,950 shall
shall be
buildings; in
all,
in all,
of buildings;
the construction
construction of
available for
for the
be available
$2,950
$42,835.
$42,835.
Mout
McKinley,
Mslo
ut
u.
nt McKinley,
Mount
Alaska: For administration,
administration, prouAaskn M n l
McKinley National
National Park, Alaska:
Mount McKinley
tection,
and improvement,
improvement, $13,800.
$13,800.
tection, and
W
Mount
National Park,
Park, Washington:
administration,Rainier,ash.
Mount
MonntRah.
For administration,
Washington: For
Mount Rainier
Rainier National
protection,
and maintenance,
including not
exceeding $3,100
the
$3,100 for the
not exceeding
maintenance, including
protection, and
purchase,
maintenance, operation,
motor-driven pasoperation, and repair of motor-driven
purchase, maintenance,
senger-carrying vehicles
vehicles for
for the
the use
the superintendent
and
of the
superintendent and
use of
senger-carrying
employees
in connection
connection with
with general
work, $90,130;
confor con$90,130; for
park work,
general park
employees in
struction
physical improvements,
all, $106,500.
$16,370; in
in all,
$106,500.
improvements, $16,370;
struction of
of physical
Platt, Okla.
Platt
National Park,
Oklahoma: For
For administration,
administration, protection,
protection, PltO
Park, Oklahoma:
Platt National
maintenance.
and improvement,
auto camps
camps and
establishment of auto
improvement, establishment
maintenance. and
ccmfort
comfort stations,
stations. $17.920.
$17.920.
Rocky
Mountain
Rocky Mountain,
Rocky
Mountain National
National Park,
For administration.
colo.
administration, colo.
Colorado: For
Park. Colorado:
Rocky Mountain
protection,
and maintenance,
maintenance, including
for the
exceeding $1,500 for
including not exceeding
protection, and
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Yosemite, Calif.
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purchase, maintenance,
motor-driven pasoperation, and
and repair of motor-driven
maintenance, operation,
purchase,
senger-carrying
superintendent and
and
senger-carrying vehicles for the use of the superintendent
employees in
general park
park work,
work, $77,160;
$77,160; for conemployees
in connection
connection with general
struction
struction of
of physical
physical improvements,
improvements, $7,500,
$7,500, including
including not
not exceeding
exceeding
$5,500 for the construction
exceeding
construction of buildings, of which not exceeding
$2,500 shall be available for a
a stable and hay loft, and $3,000 for
for
quarters for road crew; in all, $84,660.
Sequoia
California: For administration,
administration, protecSequoia National
National Park, California:
tion,
not exceeding
exceeding $1,500
$1,500 for the purmaintenance, including
including not
tion, and
and maintenance,
chase,
maintenance, operation,
motor-driven passengerpassengerrepair of motor-driven
operation, and
and repair
chase, maintenance
carrying vehicles
vehicles for
superintendent and employees
for the
the use of
of the superintendent
carrying
in
construction of
of
with general
general park work, $62,572; for construction
in connection
connection with
physical improvements,
$9,138, including
including not
$4,500 for
for
exceeding $4,500
not exceeding
improvements, $9,138,
physical
the construction
construction of buildings, of which not exceeding
exceeding $1,800 shall
warehouse:
a warehouse:
Creek and
and $1,700 for a
for aabarn
barn at
at Alder
Alder Creek
be available
available for
in all,
all, $71,710.
$71,710.
in
Wind
National Park,
Park, South
South Dakota:
administration,
Dakota: For
For administration,
Cave National
Wind Cave
protection,
and improvement,
$10,960.
improvement, $10,960.
protection, maintenance,
maintenance, and
Yellowstone
For administration,
prdadministration, proNational Park,
Park, Wyoming:
Wyoming: For
Yellowstone National
tection, and
and maintenance,
maintenance, including
including not
exceeding $6,600
$6,600 for the
not exceeding
tection,
horse-drawn and
purchase,
maintenance, operation, and repair of horse-drawn
purchase, maintenance,
motor-driven
passenger-carrying vehicles for the use of the supermotor-driven passenger-carrying
intendent and employees
general park work,
connection with general
employees in connection
intendent
not exceeding $8,400 for maintenance
forest
maintenance of the road in the forest
reserve leading out of the park from the east boundary, not exceeding
exceeding
$7,500 for maintenance
$7,500
maintenance of the road in the forest reserve
reserve leading out
out
of the park from the south boundary, and including feed for buffalo
for
keepers, $364,503; for
and other
other animals and salaries of buffalo keepers,
construction of physical improvements,
construction
improvements, $31,497,
$31,497, including not exceeding $20,297 for extension of sewers and sanitary systems and
ceeding
garbage-disposal
exceeding $10,000 for auto camps,
garbage-disposal facilities,
facilities, not exceeding
exceeding $1,200
and not exceeding
$1,200 for the construction of buildings; in all,
$396,000.

Yosemite
Yosemite National
National Park,
Park, California:
proCalifornia: For
For administration,
administration, protection, and maintenance,
exceeding $2.100
$2,100 for the
maintenance, including not exceeding
purchase,
repair of•
purchase, maintenance,
maintenance, operation, and repair
of horse-drawn
horse-drawn and
motor-driven
motor-driven passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles
vehicles for the use of the superinconnection with general park work, not
tendent and employees in connection
exceeding $3,200 for maintenance of that part of the Wawona Road
exceeding
Road
in the Sierra National
National Forest
Forest between
boundary two miles
miles
between the park boundary
north of Wawona
Wawona and the park boundary near the Mariposa
Mariposa Grove
exceeding $2,000 for maintenance of the road
road
of Big Trees, and not exceeding
with
connecting the Tioga Road with
in the Stanislaus National Forest connecting
Mather Station on the Hetch
Hetch Hetchy Railroad,
Railroad, $249,214; for construction
struction of physical improvements,
improvements, $3,500, for the installation of
sewer lines, water lines, fire-protection
fire-protection service, and walks in new
village;
all, $252,714.
$252,714.
village; in
in all,
Zion National
National Park, Utah: For administration,
administration, protection,
protection, maintenance, and improvement,
improvement, including not exceeding $1,500 for the
purchase, maintenance,
operation. and repair of motor-driven
purchase,
maintenance, operation,
motor-driven
passenger-carrying vehicles for the use of the superintendent and
passenger-carrying
employees
in connection
connection with
with general
general park
park work,
work, $20,000.
$20,000.
employees in
National monuments: For administration,
protection, mainteadministration, protection,
nance, preservation,
preservation, and improvement
improvement of the national monuments,
monuments,
including
including not exceeding
exceeding $400 for the purchase,
purchase, maintenance,
maintenance, operation, and repair of motor-driven
motor-driven passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles for the
employees in connection
use of the custodians and employees
connection with general
general
monument
monument work, and including $500 for the construction
construction of buildings, $46,980, of which amount $25,000 shall be immediately
immediately availprotection, maintenance,
construcable for the administration,
administration, protection,
maintenance, and construe-
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Cave National
of Carlsbad
tion of
of physical
physical improvements
improvements of
Carlsbad Cave
National Monution

in New Mexico whenever the State of New Mexico shall surment m
render
render title to section 36, township 24 south, range 24 east, to the
United States.
States.
United
U ted States
trails,
For reconstruction,
reconstruction, replacement,
and •repair
roads, trails,
repair of
of roads,
replacement, and
For

bridges,
and other
other physical
improvements in national
physical improvements
buildings, and
bridges, buildings,
parks or
national monuments
monuments that
destroyed by flood,
damaged or destroyed
that are
are damaged
parks
or national
fire,
storm, or
or other
other unavoidable
during the
fiscal year
year 1926,
1926,
the fiscal
causes during
unavoidable causes
fire, storm,
adminareas adminand
forest fires
national parks
parks or
or other
other areas
in national
fires in
fighting forest
for fighting
and for
istered
endanger such
Service, or fires that endanger
by the National
National Park Service,
istered by
areas, and
and for
for replacing
replacing buildings
physical improvements
improvements
other physical
buildings or other
areas,
that have
been destroyed
destroyed by
by forest
forest fires
within such
$40,000:
such areas, $40,000:
fires within
that
have been
for any
not be
Provided, That
That these
funds shall
shall not
be used
used for
any precautionary
precautionary
these funds
Provided,
fire
or patrol
patrol work
to actual
actual occurrence
of the
the fire:
fire:
occurrence of
prior to
work prior
protection or
fire protection
various
to the various
of these
allotment of
Provided further,
further, That
That the
the allotment
these funds
funds to
Provided
national parks
parks or
or areas
administered by
by the National Park Service
areas administered
national
fire-fighting purposes shall be made by the
as may
may be required for fire-fighting
Secretary
obligation for
Interior, and then only after the obligation
of the Interior,
Secretary of
the expenditure
has been incurred.
the
expenditure has
available
of the
Ten per
the foregoing
foregoing amounts shall be available
centum of
per centum
Ten
expenditures in the various national parks
interchangeably
interchangeably for expenditures
named, but not more than 10 per centum shall be added to the
particular
amount appropriated
any one of said parks or for any particular
for any
appropriated for
amount
item within
within a
a park.
park.
item
Construction, and
and so
so forth,
of roads
roads and
and trails:
trails: For
the conConstruction,
forth, of
For the
construction,
reconstruction, and
of roads and trails,
and improvement
improvement of
struction, reconstruction,
necessary bridges, in the national
inclusive
national parks and monuinclusive of necessary
jurisdiction of the Department
ments
under the jurisdiction
Department of the Interior,
ments under
authorized to be appropriated for
$1,500,000,
being part of the sum authorized
$1,500,000, being
April 9, 1924,
Act approved
the Act
2 of
the
year 1926,
1926, by
by section
section 2
of the
approved April
1924,
fiscal year
the fiscal
personal
$6,000 may be expended for personal
amount not to exceed $6,000
of which
which amount
services
in the
District of
of Columbia:
Provided, That
the Secretary
Secretary
That the
Columbia: Provided,
the District
services in
and
of
may also
also approve
incur obligations,
obligations, and
projects, incur
approve projects,
the Interior
Interior may
of the
a total of
enter
contracts for additional work not exceeding a
enter into contracts
$1,000,000,
and his
action in so doing shall be deemed a
a contractual
contractual
his action
$1,000,000, and
payment of the cost
obligation
of the
Government for the payment
the Federal Government
obligation of
thereof,
and appropriations
hereafter made
made for the purpose of
appropriations hereafter
thereof, and
carryin
provisions of said Act and Acts amendatory
amendatory
carryingg out the provisions
for
considered available for
thereof and
and supplemental
thereto shall be considered
supplemental thereto
thereof
the purpose
of discharging
discharging the
the obligations
created.
obligations so
so created.
the
purpose of
Appropriations herein
herein made
Park Service
Service which
which
National Park
the National
for the
made for
Appropriations
are
purchase of
equipment may be used
used for purof equipment
the purchase
for the
available for
are available
chase
of water-proof
footwear which
shall be
listed
and listed
regarded and
be regarded
which shall
water-proof footwear
chase of
as
as park
park equipment.
equipment.
physical imof physical
Appropriations
made for
imconstruction of
for construction
herein made
Appropriations herein
available.
provements in
in national
parks shall
be immediately
immediately available.
shall be
national parks
provements
BUREAU
EDUCATION
OF EDUCATION
BUREAU OF

Carlsbad
Carisbad
Mex.

Cave,
Cave,

N.
N.

Repairing
Repairing damages by
causes.
unavoidable causes.
unavoidabl

Fighting forest fires.
FightnBg orest fres.

Provisos.

onuse
Lit
Limit on
use.
Allotments only for

incAlrednobligaions.o
incurred obligations.

Interchangeable apap
propranabl
propriations.

Roads andd trails.
Construction, etc., of.

Coons tt inet., o

Ante, p. 90.

An*e p.

Proviso.
or apontracts for
Contracts
proved projects, eot
etc.,
deemed Federal obligation.

proved poJeJts

o waterprooufootwear.

punhas
Purchase of waterproof footwear.

Improvements appropproImprovements
priations immediately
immediately
available.

pIations

available.

Education Bureau.

Education Bureau.

SALARIES
SALARIES
Commissioner,

and

office personnel.
For the
the Commissioner
of Education
Education and
and other
services offiempSnnel.
personal services
other personal
Commissioner of
For
in
of Columbia
Columbia in
"the Classification
Classification
with "the
accordance with
in accordance
District of
the District
in the
Act
of 1923,"
1923," $121,680.
Generalpen.
$121,680.
Act of
General
expenses.
GENERAL
GENERAL EXPENSES

For necessary
necessary traveling
expenses of
and ememcommissioner and
the commissioner
of the
traveling expenses
For

ployees
acting under
direction, including
attendance at
at meetmeetincluding attendance
his direction,
under his
ployees acting
ings of
of educational
educational associations,
associations, societies,
societies, and
other organizations;
organizations;
and other
ings
for purchase,
purchase, distribution,
and exchange
documents,
educational documents,
of educational
exchange of
distribution, and
for
collection, exchange,
exchange, and
cataloguing of
and
apparatus and
educational apparatus
of educational
and cataloguing
collection,

Traveling expenses.

Traveexpenses
Distributing
ments,
etc.
stru,

etc.

docu-
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appliances, articles
models of
of school
school buildbuildand models
school furniture
furniture and
articles of
of school
appliances,
ings illustrative
foreign and
methods of
of
systems and
and methods
and domestic
domestic systems
illustrative of
of foreign
ings
education, and
and repairing
same, and
and other
not herein
expenses not
herein
other expenses
repairing the
the same,
education,
Special reports.

pedalrep

Investigation work.
work.
Investigation

educaiondnStrial,'t,

education.
Rural,industrial, etc.,

Elementary
tion,
etc.
tiont etc.

educa-

Kindergarten
tiodagten
tion.

educaeduce-

la a
A
Alaska.
.

provided for,
$14,320.
provided
for, $14,320.

For collecting
collecting statistics
statistics for
for special
special reports and circulars
circulars of information, including
services in
for personal services
exceed $13,500 for
not to
to exceed
including not
formation,
the District of Columbia, $13,800.
INVESTIGATION WORK
WORK
INVESTIGATION

For investigation
investigation of rural education,
education, industrial education, physical
physical
education,
and school
hygiene, including
not to
to exceed
exceed $51,000
for
$51,000 for
including not
school hygiene,
education, and
personal services
in the
the District
of Columbia,
personal
services in
District of
Columbia, $53,000.
$53,000.
For
of elementary
elementary and
and secondary
education, ininsecondary education,
For investigation
investigation of
cluding evening
evening schools
the wider
use of
schoolhouse in
in
of the
the schoolhouse
wider use
and the
schools and
cluding
cities
services in
in the
of
the District
District of
personal services
including personal
and towns,
towns, including
cities and
Columbia
elsewhere, $12,800.
Columbia and elsewhere,
For investigation
education, including personal
personal
investigation of kindergarten
kindergarten education,
services in the District of Columbia
Columbia and elsewhere,
elsewhere, $7,000.
WORK
WORK IN
IN ALASKA
ALASKA

Education in
in Alaska: To enable the Secretary
Education
Secretary of the Interior, in
his discretion
discretion and
under his
his direction,
direction, to
provide for
education
for the education
to provide
and under
his
and
of the
Indians, and
and other
other natives
natives of
of
Aleuts, Indians,
the Eskimos,
Eskimos, Aleuts,
and support
support of
Alaska;
erection, repair,
repair, and
rental of
of school
buildings; textbooks
textbooks
school buildings;
and rental
Alaska; erection,
and
industrial apparatus;
and necessary
expenses of
of
traveling expenses
necessary traveling
pay and
apparatus; pay
and industrial
superintendents,
employees; repair,
and other
other employees;
superintendents, teachers, physicians, and
equipment,
maintenance, and
ship
States ship
of United
United States
operation of
and operation
equipment, maintenance,
Specified
allotments. Boxer; and all other necessary
specied allotments
which are
necessary miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses
expenses which
not included
included under
under the
above special
heads, including
including $237,975
for
$237,975 for
special heads,
the above
not
salaries
for
elsewhere, $12,000 for
District of
of Columbia
Columbia and elsewhere,
salaries in the District
traveling
traveling expenses, $86,900 for equipment, supplies, fuel, and light,
$11,000 for
for repairs
$50,000 for erection
buildings,
of buildings,
erection of
repairs of
of buildings,
buildings, $50,000
$11,000
$28,500
operation of
ship
of United States ship
for freight,
freight, including operation
$28,500 for
$5,000 for equipment
United States ship
Boxer, $5,000
equipment and repairs to United
Boxer, $5,000
for rentals,
and $700
$700 for
Boxer,
$5,000 for
rentals, and
for telephone
telephone and
and telegraph;
telegraph;
Provisos.
total, $437,075,
immediately available:
available: Provided,
Provided, That not to
to
to be
be immediately
$437,075, to
ap total,
Iangeable
Interchangeable appropriations.
propriations.
appropriated for the various
exceed 10 per centum of the amounts appropriated
items in
available interchangeably
interchangeably for
for exexin this paragraph
paragraph shall
shall be
be available
items
penditures on
paragraph, but
penditures
on the
the objects included
included in
in this
this paragraph,
but no
no more
than 10
centum shall
of appropriation
appropriation
to any
any one item of
shall be
be added
added to
10 per
per centum
than
Education of natives.
Educationofnative.

except
extraordinary emergency
emergency and
and then
upon the
the
then only
only upon
of extraordinary
except in
in cases
cases of
Provided further,
further,
written order
order of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the Interior:
Interior: Provided
That of
of said
said sum
not exceeding
$6,900 may
be expended
SupeionofeThat
sum not
exceeding $6.900
may be
expended for
for personal
personal
Supervision
onoof
f expenditur es.l
services in the District of
further, That
That all
of Columbia:
Columbia: Provided
Provided further,
all
ditures.
expenditures of
appropriated herein
school purposes
herein for
for school
purposes in
in
expenditures
of money
money appropriated
Alaska for schools other than those for the education
education of white
Alaska
children under
jurisdiction of
thereof shall
shall be
children
under the
the jurisdiction
of the
the governor
governor thereof
be
under the supervision and direction of the Commissioner
Commissioner of Educaregulations
tion and in conformity
conformity with such conditions, rules, and regulations
as
conduct and methods of instruction
instruction and expenditures
money
of money
as to
to conduct
expenditures of
as may from time to time be recommended
recommended by him and approved by
Secretary of the Interior.
the Secretary
Medical and sanitary
sanitary Medical
Medical
Medical relief in Alaska:
Secretary of the Interior,
Alaska: To enable the Secretary
Cooperation
Pub- in his discretion and under his direction,
Cooperation of
of Pubdirection, with the advice and colic Health
liC
Health Service.
erviceoperation of the Public Health
medical
Health Service,
Service, to provide for the medical
and sanitary relief of the Eskimos, Aleuts, Indians, and other natives
repair, rental,
of Alaska: erection, purchase,
purchase, repair.
rental, and equipment of
of
surgical apparatus;
apparatus; pay and necessary
necessary
hospital buildings; books and surgical
Diervic in
in the
the DisServices
trict.

trict.
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traveling expenses
physicians, nurses, and other employees, and
of physicians,
expenses of
traveling
all
other necessary
necessary miscellaneous
included
miscellaneous expenses which are not included
all other
immediately:
available immediately:
under the
the above
special heads,
$122,320, to be available
heads, $122,320,
above special
under
Provided, That
That patients who are not indigent may be admitted to
Provided,
the
care and
treatment on the payment of such reaand treatment
for care
hospitals for
the hospitals
sonable
the Secretary of the Interior shall preas the
therefor as
charges therefor
sonable charges
scribe.
reindeer stations in Alaska
Reindeer for
for Alaska:
Alaska: For support of reindeer
Reindeer
and
instruction of
natives in
care and management
management of
the care
in the
Alaskan natives
of Alaskan
and instruction
Provided, That the
reindeer, $12,500,
to be
immediately: Provided,
available immediately:
be available
$12,500, to
reindeer,
Commissioner
of Education
Education is authorized
authorized to sell such of the male
Commissioner of
reindeer belonging
to the
the Government
Government as he may deem advisable and
belonging to
reindeer
to
to use
use the
the proceeds
purchase of
female reindeer belonging to
of female
the purchase
in the
proceeds in
to
missions and
in the
the distribution
of reindeer
natives in those porreindeer to natives
distribution of
and in
missions
tions of
of Alaska
Alaska in
which reindeer have not yet been placed and
in which
tions
which are
the reindeer
reindeer industry.
to the
adapted to
are adapted
which
GOVERNMENT
IN THE
THE TERRITORIES
TERRITORIES
GOVERNMIENT IN
R OF
ALASK
TERRITORY
OF TER
ALASKA
ALASKA
TrLIRRITORY OF

$7,000.
For salary
salary of the
Governor of Alaska, $7,000.
the Governor
For
For incidental
and contingent
contingent expenses,
exceed
expenses, clerk hire, not to exceed
incidental and
For
office and the executive
$2,800; janitor
janitor service
for the
governor's office
the governor's
service for
$2,800;
mansion;
not to
to exceed
exceed $2,580; traveling
traveling expenses
expenses of the governor
governor
mansion; not
while absent
from the
official business; of the secretary
on official
capital on
the capital
absent from
while
on official business under direction
of the
Territory while
while traveling
traveling on
the Territory
of
repair
of the
,
repair and preservation of executive
executive offices and
governor;
the governor;
of
governors house
house and
furniture; for
for care
of grounds
grounds and purchase
care of
and furniture;
governor's
all.
of necessary
necessary equipment;
equipment; stationery,
stationery, lights, water, and fuel;
fuel.; in all,
of
$10,780, to
be expended
expended under
under the direction of the governor.
be
to .
$10,780,
Insane
Alaska: For
For care
persons legally adof persons
custody of
and custody
care and
of Alaska:
Insane of
judged insane
in Alaska,
transportation, burial, and other
including transportation,
Alaska, including
insane in
judged
expenses, $157,757:
$157,757: Prov
ided, That
granted to
to the SecreSecreis granted
authority is
That authority
Provided,
expenses,
tary of
of the
from this
this appropriation
appropriation to the Sanitarium
pay from
to pay
Interior to
the Interior
tary
Company
of Portland,
Portland, Oregon
or to other contracting institution
Oregon, or
Company of
per capita
or institutions,
not to
exceed $624
capita per annum for the care
$624 per
to exceed
institutions, not
or
and
maintenance of
of Alaskan
patients during
during the
fiscal year
the fiscal
insane patients
Alaskan insane
and maintenance
1926: Provided
further, That
That so
this sum
sum as
be reremay be
as may
of this
much of
so much
Provided further,
1926:
ascertaining
in
quired
shall
be
available
for
all
necessary
expenses
ascertaining
expenses
necessary
all
for
quired shall be available
the residence
residence of
inmates and
in returning
returning those
those who
who are
legal
not legal
are not
and in
of inmates
the
residents
of
Alaska
to
their
legal
residence
or
to
their
friends,
and
friends,
their
to
or
residence
legal
their
to
Alaska
of
residents
the Secretary
the Interior
as practicable,
practicable, return
return to
soon as
so soon
shall, so
Interior shall,
of the
Secretary of
the
their
places of
of residence
or to
their friends
friends all inmates
inmates not residents
to their
residence or
their places
of
Alaska at
the time
time they
they became
insane, and
the commitment
papers
commitment papers
and the
became insane,
at the
of Alaska
statement
for
any person
person hereafter
include a
a statement
insane shall include
adjudged insane
hereafter adjudged
for any
by
committing authority
authority as
as to
residence of
such person:
person:
of such
legal residence
the legal
to the
the committing
by the
auhereby
Provided
further That
That the
the Secretary
reby auSecretary of the Interior is he
Provided further,
thorized
and instructed
instructed to
investigation and
and report
report to
to the
the
conduct investigation
to conduct
thorized and
Congress on
advisability of
of establishing
an institution
for the
the
institution for
establishing an
the advisability
on the
Congress
insane within
within the
of Alaska
Alaska or
or in
States, to
to
United States,
the United
in the
Territory of
the Territory
insane
present estimates
of the
the cost
cost of
of such
such institution,
the maintenance
maintenance
institution, the
estimates of
present
of insane
and the
military
abandoned military
any abandoned
of any
utilization of
the utilization
persons, and
insane persons,
of
post or
or other
other property
of the
the United
United States
asylum for
the
for the
an asylum
for an
States for
property of
post
insane.
insane.
Traffic in
intoxicating liquors:
liquors: For
suppression of
the traffic
in
traffic in
of the
For suppression
in intoxicating
Traffic
intoxicating
liquors
among
the
natives
of
Alaska,
to
be
expended
expended
be
to
Alaska,
of
natives
the
among
liquors
intoxicating
under the
of the
the Secretary
of the
the Interior,
Interior, $16,200.
$16,200.
Secretary of
direction of
the direction
under

Proviso.
Proviso.
Pay
admitpatients admit*
Pay patients
ted
ted to hospitals.

Reindeer stations.
Proviso.
Proviso.
Sale
etc.
Sale of males, etc.

Government in the
Government
Territories.
Alaska.
Alaska.
Governor.
Governor.
expenses
Contingent expenses.

Care
Care of insane.
Provisos.
Provisos.
Payment to SaniSant.
Payment
tarium
tart= Company, etc.

Alaska
Patients not Alaska
returned,
residentsto be returned,
etc.

Investigating advisInvestigating

of establishing
ability
establishing
ability of
insane institution.
institution.
insane

Suppressing
Suppressing
traffic.
traffic.

liquor
liquor
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The Alaska
Alaska Railroad:
Railroad: For every
every expenditure
expenditure requisite
requisite for
and
for and
incident to the authorized
authorized work of the Alaska
Alaska Railroad,
Railroad, including
including
maintenance,
maintenance, operation, and improvements
improvements of railroads in
in Alaska;
Alaska;
Operating river
river maintenance
stperating
maintenance and operation of river steamers and other boats
boats on
on the
the
steamers.
Yukon River and its tributaries in Alaska;
Alaska; stores
stores for
for resale;
resale; paypayment of claims for losses and damages arising from operations;
operations;
Alaska railroad. exd
Alaskaralroace
All maintenance ex-

penses, etc.
penses,
etc.

Payments
for
Payments
for
juries.
Vol. 39, p. 750.

in- payment of amounts due connecting
connecting lines
lines under
under traffic
traffic agreements;
agreements;

p. 750.

Receipts, etc., to be
Receipts,
etc.,
be
consolidated
into
consolidated
intotoone
one
fund.
fund.

Proi
os
Provisos.
services iin the DisServices
District.
trct.
Amount for capital
acmount expenditures.
expendital
account

Hawaii.
Hawaii.
Governor, and secre-

overnor, and see
ontingent expenses.
exeses.

tar
&tingent

Saint Elizabeths Hos-

pital.

Maintenance, etc.

Ante, p.1142.
Aide,
p. 1142.

Vehicles.
Vehicles.

Proisos.
Provisos.
Returning patients
Returning
chargeable
not properly chargeable
to Federal expense.
expense.
Monthly
payments
Monthly payments
for District
District of Columbia, etc. patients.

payment
and expenses
expenses as
authorized by
by section
payment of
of compensation
compensation and
as authorized
section 42
42
of the injury compensation
compensation act, approved
approved September
be
September 7, 1916, to
to be
reimbursed
in addition
reimbursed as therein provided,
provided, $1,700,000,
$1,700,000, in
addition to all amounts
amounts
received by the Alaska Railroad
Railroad during the fiscal year 1926, which,
received
which,
balances in existing
for the
mainwith all balances
existing appropriations
appropriations and
and funds for
the maintenance and operation
operation of railroads and river steamers
steamers in Alaska,
Alaska,
shall be
be consolidated
consolidated into
the "Alaska
"Alaska railroad
fund," to
shall
into the
railroad fund,"
to continue
continue
available
available until expended:
expended: Provided,
Provided, That not to
of
to exceed $6,000 of
this fund shall be available
available for personal
personal services in the District of
of
Columbia
the fiscal
Columbia during the
fiscal year
further, That
That $500,year 1926:
1926: Provided
Provided further,
$500,000 of such fund shall be available
available only
expenditures
only for such
such capital
capital expenditures
chargeable to capital account under accounting
as are chargeable
accounting regulations
regulations
prescribed
prescribed by the Interstate
Interstate Commerce
Commission, which
amount
Commerce Commission,
which amount
shall be available immediately.
immediately.
TERRITORY
OF HAWAII
HAWAII
TERRITORY OF

Governor,
Governor, $7,000; secretary, $5,400; in all, $12,400.
For
contingent expenses,
For contingent
expenses, to be expended
expended by the governor,
stationery, postage, and incidentals, $1,000;
secretary to
to
$1,000; private secretary
governor, $3,000; for traveling expenses of the governor wile
while
sent from the capital on official
in all,
official business,
business, $500;
$500; in
all, $4,500.
$4,500.

for
the
the
abab-

SAINT ELIZABETHS
ELIZABETHS HOSPITAL
HOSPITAL
For support, clothing, and treatment
treatment in Saint Elizabeths
Hospital
Elizabeths Hospital
for the Insane from the Army, Navy, Marine
Marine Corps, Coast Guard,
Guard,
inmates of the National Home
Home for Disabled Volunteer
Volunteer Soldiers, persons charged with or convicted
convicted of crimes against the United
United States
States
who are insane, all persons who have become insane since their
their entry
entry
into the military and naval service of the United States, civilians in
in
the quartermaster's
quartermaster's service of the Army, persons transferred
transferred from
from
the Canal Zone who have been admitted to the hospital
hospital and who are
indigent, and beneficiaries
beneficiaries of the United States Veterans'
Veterans' Bureau,
Bureau,
including not exceeding $27,000 for the purchase, exchange,
exchange, mainmaintenance, repair, and operation
tenance,
operation of motor-propelled
motor-propelled passenger-carrypassenger-carrysuperintendent, purchasing
ing vehicles for the use of the superintendent,
purchasing agent, and
and
general hospital business, $910,000, including maintenance
maintenance and
operaand operation of necessary
necessary facilities for feeding
employees and others (at
feeding employees
(at
not less than cost), and the proceeds therefrom
therefrom shall
shall reimburse
reimburse the
the
appropriation
appropriation for the institution; and not exceeding $1,500
this
$1,500 of
of this
sum may be expended in the removal
removal of patients to their friends,
not exceeding
exceeding $1,500 in the purchase of such books, periodicals,
periodicals, and
and
papers as may be required
required for the purposes of the hospital
and for
for
hospital and
the medical library, and not exceeding
exceeding $1,500
$1,500 for actual and necesnecessary expenses incurred
incurred in the apprehension
apprehension and return to
to the hospital
hospital
of escaped patients: Provided,
Provided, That so much of this sum
be
sum as
as may be
required shall be available
available for all necessary
necessary expenses
expenses in ascertaining
ascertaining
the residence
residence of inmates who are not or who cease to be properly
chargeable to Federal maintenance
chargeable
maintenance in the institution and in rereturning them to such places
Provided further, That
places of residence: Provided
That
during the fiscal year 1926 the District of Columbia, or any branch
branch
of the Government requiring
requiring Saint Elizabeths Hospital to care for
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patients for which
which they are responsible,
responsible, shall
check to
the
shall pay
pay by
by check
to the
superintendent,
superintendent, upon his written
written request, either in
in advance
advance or
or at the
end
estimated or
end of each
each month, all
all or part
part of the
the estimated
or actual cost of such
such
maintenance, as the case may be, and bills rendered by the Superintendent
Hospital in
shall
tendent of Saint Elizabeths
Elizabeths Hospital
in accordance
accordance herewith
herewith shall
not
subject to
certification in advance
not be
be subject
to audit or
or certification
advance of
of payment;
payment;
proper
of the
of the
the care
proper adjustments
adjustments on the
the basis of
the actual
actual cost
cost of
care of
of
patients paid for in advance
advance shall be made
made monthly or
quarterly,
or quarterly,
agreed upon between
between the Superintendent
Elizaas may be agreed
Superintendent of
of Saint
Saint Elizabeths Hospital
Hospital and the District of Columbia government,
government, departdepart- Snms from patients
e credited
cedite to
concerned. All sums
sums paid to the Superin- toS
ment, or establishments
establishments concerned.
to be
to main
maintenanceappropriations.
tendent
Saint Elizabeths
for the
care of
he tenanceappropriations.
tendent of
of Saint
Elizabeths Hospital
Hospital for
the care
of patients
patients that
that he
is authorized
authorized by law
deposited to
law to receive shall be
be deposited
to the
the credit
credit on the
for
books of the Treasury Department
Department of the appropriation
appropriation made for
the care and maintenance
Elizabeths Hosmaintenance of the patients at
at Saint
Saint Elizabeths
Hosin which
which the
the support,
support, clothing,
pital for
for the
the year
year in
clothing, and
and treatment
treatment is
is
provided, and
requisition by the disbursing
disbursing agent
provided,
and be
be subject to requisition
agent of
of
approval of
of
Saint Elizabeths Hospital,
Hospital, upon
upon the approval
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Interior;
Interior;
and
B i dings* and
and grounds,
grounds, grounds.
g Buildings
For
and improvements
improvements to
For general
general repairs
repairs and
to buildings
buildings and
$113,000,
$113,000, of which sum not to
to exceed
exceed $7,000
$7,000 shall
shall be
be used for
for the
construction
construction of two gate houses.
COLUMBIA INSTITUTION
INSTITUTION FOR THE DEAF
COLUMBIA
DEAF
salaries and
incidental
For support
support of the institution,
institution, including
including salaries
and incidental
expenses, books and illustrative
illustrative apparatus, and general repairs
repairs and
and
improvements,
improvements, including
including purchase
purchase and installation
installation of aa typesetting
typesetting
instruction purposes,
$103,400.
machine for instruction
purposes, $103,400.
For
For repairs to buildings
buildings of the institution, including plumbing
plumbing and
and
steam fitting, and
and
steam
and for repairs
repairs to pavements within the grounds
grounds and
for completion
completion of the farm-drainage
farm-drainage system,
system, including
including materials and
labor, $10,000.
HOWARD UNIVERSITY
HOWARD
UNIVERSITY
For maintenance,
maintenance, to be used in payment of part of the salaries
salaries of
the officers,
officers, professors,
professors, teachers,
teachers, and other regular employees
employees of the
university,
stationery, the balance
university, ice,
ice, and
and stationery,
balance of
of which shall
shall be paid
paid
from
donations and other sources, of which
from donations
which sum not
not less
less than $2,200
shall
be used for
for normal
normal instruction,
instruction, $125,000;
$125,000;
shall be
For tools, material, salaries of instructors, and other necessary
expenses of the department
amount not to
to
department of manual arts, of which amount
exceed $21,800
may be
be expended
expended for
personal services
District
services in
in the
the District
for personal
$21,800 may
exceed
of Columbia,
$34,000;
of
Columbia. $34,000;
Medical
cost needed
laboratory
needed equipment,
equipment, laboratory
For part
part cost
Medical department:
department: For
supplies,
apparatus, and
of laboratories
laboratories and
and buildings,
$9,000;
buildings, $9,000;
and repair
repair of
supplies, apparatus,
construction of a
a building
Medical Department,
Department,
building for the Medical
for the construction
$370,000:
That no
no part
part of
appropriated
the sum
sum hereby
hereby appropriated
of the
$370,000: Provided,
Provided, That
shall
available until there is
Interior
Secretary of the Interior
is filed
filed with the Secretary
be available
shall be
by the
of the
university that
that aasuitable
equipment
suitable equipment
the university
the trustees
trustees of
aaguaranty
guaranty by
for such
such building
building will
will be
at a
of not
less than
than $130,000
$130,000
a cost
cost of
not less
be provided
provided at
for
by
subscription of
university;
and other friends of the university;
of alumni and
by subscription
For
material and
and apparatus
apparatus for
for chemical,
chemical, physical,
physical, biological,
biological, and
and
For material
natural-history
laboratories of the science hall,
studies and use
use in laboratories
natural-history studies
including cases
cases and
shelving, $5,000;
$5,000;
and shelving,
including
For
shelving, furniture,
fixtures for the
$3,000;
the libraries,
libraries, $3,000;
and fixtures
furniture, and
For books,
books, shelving,
For
improvement of
of grounds
and repairs
of buildings,
$30,000;
buildings, $30,000;
grounds and
repairs of
For improvement
Fuel
and light:
For part payment
light, Freedmen's
Freedmen's
payment for fuel and light,
light: For
Fuel and
Hospital
University, $15,000;
$15,000;
and Howard
Howard University,
Hospital and
Total, Howard
Howard University,
$591,000.
University, $591,000.
Total,
45822°--25t----77
77
45822°-25t --

Columbia Institu
Son for the Deaf.
tion
Maintenance.
Maintenance.

Repairs.

Howard
Howard University.
University.
Maintenance.
Maintenance.

Manual
Manual arts departdepartment.

Medical department.
department,
Medical

New building.
Precise.
Proviso.
Guaranty for equipOuaranty
ment by alumni, etc.

Laboratories.
Laboratories.

Libraries.
Libraries.
Grounds and buildGrounds
ings.
Fuel and light.

»
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Salaries, etc.

Contingent expenses.
expenses.
Contingent
Ante, p. 1142.
Ante,

Enlarging, etc.,
etc., nurses' home.

March
March 3,
3, 1925.
102771.
[H. R. 10277].
[Public,
[Public, No. 581.]
581.]

Humphreys Creek.
Humphreys
Time extended
extended for
bridging, near Sparrows Point, Md.
Vol. 42, p. 1482,
amended.
amended.

Amendment.
Amendment.

March 3, 1925.
1925.
March
[H. R. 10592].
10592).
[Public, No. 582.]
[Public,

Cheyenne
Cheyenne River and
Standing
Standing Rock Indian
Reservations,
Reservations, N. Dak.
and
and S.
S. Dak.
Vol. 42,
Vol.
42, p. 499.

Extension of time
Extension
allowed
allowed for payments
on lands in former.

Further extensions
extensions
allowed
allowed if still unable
unable
payments.
to make payments.

SESS. II.
II.
SESS.

CHs. 462-464.
CHS.
462-464.

1925.
1925.

FREEDMEN'S
HOSPITAL
FREEDMEN'S HOSPITAL
officers and employees
compensation for all other proFor officers
employees and compensation
fessional and
and other
other services
services that may be required and expressly
approved by
Secretary of the Interior, $89,000. A detailed
detailed
approved
by the
the Secretary
statement of
submitted to Conof this
this sum shall be submitted
statement
of the
the expenditure
expenditure of
gress;
gress;
For
bedding, forage,
forage, medicine,
medicine,
light, clothing,
clothing, bedding,
For subsistence,
subsistence, fuel
fuel and light,
medical and
and surgical
supplies, surgical instruments,
instruments, electric
electric lights,
surgical supplies,
medical
repairs,
replacement of
motor-propelled
of X-ray
X-ray apparatus, furniture, motor-propelled
repairs, replacement
ambulance, and
necessary expenses, $63,950;
$63,950;
and other
other absolutely
absolutely necessary
ambulance,
For
remodeling, enlarging,
enlarging, and
equipping .the
the nurses'
nurses' home,
home, ininand equipping
For remodeling,
cluding
of advertising
advertising for
proposals, printing,
printing, preparation
preparation of
of
for proposals,
cost of
cluding cost
plans,
revenues of
of
of the District
District of
work, from
from revenues
plans, and
and supervision
supervision of work,
$50,000;
Columbia, $50,000;
Total, Freedmen's Hospital, $202,950.
Approved, March
March 3, 1925.

a bridge
CHAP. 463.-An
463.—An Act To extend the time for the construction of a
across
Humphreys Creek
Creek at
at or
or near
near the
the city
city of
of Sparrows
Maryland
across Humphreys
Sparrows Point,
Point, Maryland

Be
the
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
Be it
United
Congress assembled, That the times
in Congress
of America in
United States of
for commencing
commencing and
and completing
the construction
construction of aabridge
bridge authorauthorcompleting the
for
March 4,
be built
built by the
the
approved March
4, 1923, to be
ized by
by Act of Congress approved
Bethlehem Steel Company across Humphreys
Humphreys Creek at or near the
Bethlehem
in the
the State
State
Baltimore, in
Sparrows Point, in the county of Baltimore,
city of Sparrows
Maryland, are
respectively,
are hereby
hereby extended one and three years, respectively,
of Maryland,
from the date of approval
approval hereof.
SEc. 2. That the
the right
right to alter, amend,
amend, or
or repeal
repeal this
this Act
Act is
is
SEC.
expressly reserved.
reserved.
hereby expressly
Approved, March
March 3, 1925.

CHAP. 464.—An
Act To
To amend
an Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
Act authorizing
authorizing extenCHAP.
464.-An Act
amend an
extensions
of time
time for
for the
of purchase
money due
sions of
the payment
payment of
purchase money
due under
under certain
certain homestead
homestead
entries and Government-land
Cheyenne River
River
Government-land purchases within the former Cheyenne
and Standing Rock Indian Reservations,
Dakota."
Reservations, North Dakota and South Dakota."

Be it
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
the
United
Act
United States of America
America in
in •Congress
-Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Act
entitled "An Act authorizing extensions of time for the payment of
of
entitled
certain homestead
homestead entries and GovernGovernpurchase money due under certain
ment-land
ment-land purchases
purchases within the former Cheyenne
Cheyenne River and Standing
Standing
Rock Indian Reservations,
Dakota,"
Reservations, North Dakota and South Dakota,"
approved April 25, 1922, be amended
amended so as to read as follows:
That any homestead entryman
entryman or purchaser
"That
purchaser of Government
Government lands
within the former Cheyenne
Cheyenne River and Standing Rock Indian
Reservations in North Dakota and South Dakota who is unable to
Reservations
make payment
payment of purchase money due under
of
under his
his entry
entry or contract
contract of
purchase as required by existing law or regulations, on application
purchase
application
duly verified
verified showing that he is unable to make payment as required,
shall
an extension
the date
of
shall be
be granted
granted an
extension to
to the
the 1925
1925 anniversary
anniversary of
of the
date of
his
interest in advance
his entry or
or contract
contract of
of purchase
purchase upon payment
payment of interest
advance
at the rate of 5
centum per annum
annum on the amounts due from the
5 per centum
the
anniversary; and if at the expiration
maturity thereof to the said anniversary;
expiration
of the extended period the entry-man
entryman or purchaser
purchaser is still unable to
to
make the payment he may, upon the same terms and
and conditions, in
in
the discretion of
the Secretary
Secretary of the
such
of the
the Interior,
Interior, be granted
granted such
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a period of three years, as
further
extensions of
exceeding a
time, not exceeding
of time,
further extensions
the facts
warrant."
facts warrant."
the
Approved, March
March 3, 1925.
Approved,
CHAP. 465.-An
465.—An Act
Authorizing the issuance of patents to the State
Act Authorizing
CHAP.
of South
of certain
lands within the Custer State
certain lands
purposes of
park purposes
for park
Dakota for
South Dakota
of
other
Park, now
now claimed
under the
the United
United States general mining laws, and for other
claimed under
Park,
purposes.
purposes.

March 3,
1925.
3, 1925.

1107].
R. 11077].
IH. R.
[H.
[Public,
[Public, No. 53.]
583.3

the
Representatives of the
Be
it enacted
the Senate
House of Representatives
and House
Senate and
by the
enacted by
Be it
Custer State
Park.
State Park.
assembled, That the Secretary Custer
United
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
States of
South Dakota
grantUnited States
Dakota grantSouth
in.
lands in..
ed
unpatented
unpatented lands
directed to issue
of the
the Interior
be, and
and is
is hereby, authorized
issue edVol.
authorized and directed
Interior be,
of
Vol. 41,
68.
p. 968.
41, p.
reserving
but
title,
to
State of
of South
South Dakota
conveying
reserving
Dakota patents conveying
the State
to the
the minerals
minerals therein,
therein, to
to any
any unpatented
unpatented lands of the United States
States
the
now held
or claimed
by virtue
virtue of
under the United
United
of locations made under
claimed by
held or
now
States general
within the Custer State Park, not
not Payments,
laws, within
mining laws,
general mining
States
etc.
Payments, etc.
United
exceeding
two thousand
payment to the United
thousand acres, upon payment
of two
total of
a total
exceeding a
furnished
States
$1.25 per
per acre
acre therefor,
and upon
evidence being furnished
upon evidence
therefor, and
of $1.25
States of
that all
all claim,
right, title,
title, and interest of such claimants have been
claim, right,
that
transferred to
the State
abandoned. Patents so isor have been abandoned.
State or
to the
transferred
the Reversion
shall
sued
to
the
State
South
Dakota
be conditioned upon the
of
State
sued to the
Reversion if
if not
not used
used
purposes.
park purposes.
for park
reversion for
lands being
for park
provide for the reversion
purposes, and provide
park purposes,
used for
being used
lands
of the
United States
event of failure
failure to so hold Mineral
States in the event
the United
of the
lands of
the lands
of
deposits.
Mineral deposits.
and
use. The
The United
United States reserves all coal, oil, gas, or other
and use.
minerals in
in the
the lands
patented under this Act with the right, in
lands patented
minerals
case any
any of
of said
Secretary of the
lands are found by the Secretary
patented lands
said patented
case
Interior
to be
be more
more valuable
valuable for the minerals therein than for park
Interior to
purposes,
special legislation, having due regard for
for
by special
provide, by
to provide,
purposes, to
the
rights of
of the
the State
disposition and
and
Dakota, for the disposition
South Dakota,
of South
State of
the rights
Proviso.
Proviso.
Provided, Situation
extraction
the coal,
coal, oil,
oil, gas,
or other
minerals therein:
therein: Provided,
Situation limited.
limited.
other minerals
gas, or
of the
extraction of
within
That the
of this
Act are limited to lands lying
this Act
provisions of
the provisions
That
3 and 44
the limits
limits of
of the
the Custer
Custer State
State Park, within townships 3
the
south,
range 6
east, and the east one-third of townships 3
3 and 4
4
6 east,
south, range
meridian.
south,
range
5
Black
Hills
Black
east,
5
range
south,
Approved,
Approved, March 3. 1925.
CHAP.
466.—An Act
Act To
To grant
public lands to the State of Washcertain public
grant certain
CHAP. 466.-An
ington for
other purposes.
purposes.
and other
park and
for park
ington

March 3, 1925.
1925.
ill. R.
112104
R. 11210.l
[H.
[Public, No. 5841

[Public No. 584.

Be it
by the
the Senate
House of
of Representatives
of the
the
Representatives of
and House
Senate and
enacted by
Be
it enacted
r
itl
:realat
n
eTioWash5 of LotgrantedtoWashUnited
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That lot 5
in Congress
America in
States of
United States
ington for park, etc.
Willamette meridian,
section
2, township
township 16
north, range
range 2
2 west,
west, Willamette
meridian, ington for prk, etc.
16 north,
section 2,
be,
and the
the same
same is
granted to
State of
Washington for Pr
of Washington
the State
to the
hereby, granted
is hereby,
Provisos.
be, and
Mineral deposits
deposits repark,
recreation, playground,
Pro- Mineral
purposes: Proconvenience purposes:
public convenience
or public
playground, or
park, recreation,
served.
served.
vided,
That
there
shall
be
reserved
to
the
United
States
all
oil,
coal,
States
United
the
to
reserved
be
shall
vided, That there
or other
deposits found
found at
any time
in the
and the
the land, and
time in
at any
mineral deposits
other mineral
or
right
to
prospect
for,
mine,
and
remove
the
same:
Provided
further,
further,
toe restricted, etc.
Provided
same:
the
remove
and
mine,
for,
prospect
to
right
That the
the grant
grant herein
herein is
made subject
subject to
to any
any valid
existing claim
valid existing
is made
That
or
the lands
lands hereby
hereby granted
used by the
be used
shall be
granted shall
that the
and that
easements, and
or easements,
State of
Washington only
for the
purposes herein
herein indicated,
if
indicated, and if
the purposes
only for
of Washington
State
the
land, or
or any
part thereof,
shall be
be abandoned
abandoned for
for such use,
thereof, shall
any part
said land,
the said
said land
land or
or such
such part
to the
the United
United States;
and the
States; and
revert to
shall revert
part shall
said
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
Interior is
is hereby
hereby authorized
empowered to
to Forfeitre if uses
ase
and empowered
authorized and
Secretary
abandoned.
Fi
declare
such
a
forfeiture
of
the
grant
and
to
restore
said
premises
to
abandoned.
to
premises
said
restore
to
and
grant
the
of
declare such a forfeiture
the public
domain, if
if at
at any
any time
time he
he shall
determine that the State
shall determine
public domain,
the
has,
for
more
than
one
year,
abandoned
the
land
for the
uses herein
the uses
land for
the
abandoned
year,
one
than
more
for
has,
indicated,
such order
of the
Secretary shall
shall be
and conbe final and
the Secretary
order of
and such
indicated, and
clusive, and
and thereby
thereby said
said premises
shall be
be restored
restored
premises shall
thereupon and
and thereupon
clusive,
to
the
public
domain
and
freed
from
the
operation
of
this
grant.
grant.
this
of
operation
the
from
to the public domain and freed
Approved, March
March 3,
3, 1925.
Approved,
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CHAP. 467.-An
467.—An Act Authorizing
Authorizing the construction,
construction, repair, and preservation
preservation
of certain public works on rivers and harbors, and for other purposes.

the
it enacted
Representatives of the
Be it
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
United
United States of America in Congress
Congress assembled, That the following
following
works of improvement
improvement are hereby adopted and authorized,
authorized, to be
Ate,p.930.
prosecuted under the direction of the Secretary of War and superprosecuted
vision
in accordance
accordance with
with the
the plans
plans recvision of
of the
the Chief of
of Engineers,
Engineers, in
ommended in the reports hereinafter
hereinafter designated:
designated:
Saco River,
Me.
Saco
River, Me.
accordance with the report submitted in
Saco River, Maine, in accordance
House Document
Numbered 477, Sixty-eighth
Congress, second
second
Sixty-eighth Congress,
House
Document Numbered
session, and subject to the conditions set forth in said document.
document.
Glencove CreekN.Y.
Glencove
olencoveCreek.N.Y.
Glencove Creek, New York, in accordance with the report sub'
sulal
mitted in House
House Document Numbered 207, Sixty-eighth
Sixty-eighth Congress,
session, and subject to the conditions set forth in said docufirst session,
ment.
Hudson River,
River, N.Y.
N. Y.
Hudson
accordance with the report
Hudson River, New
New. York, in accordance
report submitted
Sixty-eighth Congress,
Numbered 350, Sixty-eighth
mitted in House Document Numbered
first session, and subject to the conditions set forth in said document.
ment.
ChannelatWeehawat WeehawEdgewater, New
Weehawken and Edgewater,
Channel
Hudson River Channel at Weehawken
ken
Edgewater,
ken and Edgewater,
N.
Jersey,
submitted in House Docuaccordance with the report submitted
Jersey, in accordance
N. J.J.
Numbered 313, Sixty-eighth
Sixty-eighth Congress,
Congress, first session, and subment Numbered
ject to the conditions set forth in said document.
Flushing Bay
Bay and
Flushin
and
Flushing
Flushing Bay and Creek, New York, in accordance
accordance with the
Creek, N. Y.
River
and
and harbor
harbor
River
improvements.
Works authorized.
Avte, p. 930.

report submitted
submitted in
in House
House Document
report
Document Numbered
Numbered 124, Sixty-eighth
Congress, first session, and subject to the conditions set forth in
said document.
Delaware
Delaware
Delaware River,
River, Pa.
Delaware River, between Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, and Trenand N. J.
an N
accordance with the report submitted in House
ton, New Jersey, in accordance
Document
Sixty-eighth Congress, first session, and
Document Numbered
Numbered 228, Sixty-eighth
and
subject to the conditions set forth in said document.
Wilmington,
Del.
silmingtonb
Wilmington Harbor, Delaware:
Del
Delaware: The Secretary
Secretary of War is hereby
Plans
modiPlans may
may be modified.
authorized to
modify the
improvement of
fled.
to modify
the plans for
for the
the improvement
of Wilmington
Wilmington
Harbor in accordance
accordance with the report of the Chief of Engineers
Engineers to
to
the Secretary
Secretary of War, dated December
submitted in SenDecember 20, 1923, as
as submitted
Commerce print, Sixty-eighth
Congress, first sesate Committee on Commerce
Sixty-eighth Congress,
sion, the provisions
provisions of which report shall apply from and after
after
September
22, 1922.
September 22,
1922.
Salem
River, N.
N. J.
alem River,
J.
Salem River, New Jersey, in accordance
accordance with the report
report submitted
Numbered 110,
110, Sixty-eighth Congress,
in House Document Numbered
Congress, first
first sessession, and subject to the conditions set forth in said document.
Cambridge, Md.
Cambridge,
Md.
Cambridge
accordance with the report subCambridge Harbor, Maryland,
Maryland, in accordance
mitted
Congress,
mitted in
in House Document
Document Numbered
Numbered 210,
210, Sixty-eighth
Sixty-eighth Congress,
first
said document.
first session,
session, and
and subject
subject to
to the conditions
conditions set forth
forth in
in said
document.
Crisfield, Md.
Crisfeied, Md.
Crisfield Harbor,
Harbor, Crisfield,
Crisfield
with the
the reCrisfield, Maryland,
Maryland, in
in accordance
accordance with
reDocument Numbered
Numbered 355, Sixty-eighth
port submitted in House Document
Sixty-eighth Congress, first session, and subject
subject to
to the
the conditions
conditions set
set forth in
in said
said
document.
document.
Onancock
River, Va.
Va.
Onancock River,
Onancock
Onancock River, Virginia, in accordance
accordance with the report submitted in House Document
Document Numbered
Numbered 219, Sixty-eighth
Sixty-eighth Congress,
first session.
session.
Norfolk,
Norfolk, Va.
Va.
Norfolk Harbor, Virginia: Channels in southern and eastern
branches
accordance with the report subbranches of the Elizabeth River in accordance
milted
226, Sixty-eighth
Sixty-eighth Congress,
Congress,
mitted in House Document
Document Numbered
Numbered 226,
first session, and subject to the conditions set forth in said document.
Waterway,
Inland waterway
Waterway, Norfolk,
Norfolk,
Virginia, to
to Beaufort
North
waterway from Norfolk, Virginia,
Beaufort Inlet, North
Va., to Beaufort Inlet,
N. C..
Carolina:
to purchase,
Carolina: The Secretary
Secretary of War is hereby authorized
authorized to
Purchase
of
Lake as a
part of said waterway, the existing Lake Drummond
ofIake
rce
apart
Drummond Canal, tot
oDrummond Canal.
thereto,
gether with all property rights and franchises
franchises appertaining thereto,
Cree N..
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accordance with the
at a
to exceed
$500,000, in accordance
the report
exceed $500,000,
not to
of not
price of
a price
at
Numbered
submitted in
Rivers and
Harbors Committee Document
Document Numbered
and Harbors
in Rivers
submitted
5, Sixty-seventh
Sixty-seventh Congress,
session.
Congress, second session.
5,
with the report
Beaufort Harbor,
Harbor, North
accordance with
in accordance
Carolina, in
North Carolina,
Beaufort
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Beaufort ,N. C.
C.

submitted in
in Rivers
and Harbors
Harbors Committee
Document Number
ed 8,
Numbered
Committee Document
Rivers and
submitted
Sixty-eighth Congress,
second session.
Congress, second
Sixty-eighth
er
way, ChalS
Waterway
between Charleston,
South Carolina,
Waterway,
CharlesCarolina, and Saint Johns wat
Charleston, South
Waterway between
n, S.
and Saint

River, Fla.
Johns River,
the report
River, Florida:
Florida: In
In accordance
report submitted
submitted in
in Senate Johns
Fla.
with the
accordance with
River,
Document
Numbered 178, Sixty-eighth Congress, second session, and
Document Numbered
subject
to the
the conditions
conditions set
set forth in said documents.
subject to
Waterway
to Winyah
Winyah Bay,
in Waterway, Charl
Charles.
Carolina, in
South Carolina,
Bay, South
Charleston to
from Charleston
Waterway from
s. c. Winyah Bay'
Numbered tre
accordance with
submitted in
in House
Document Numbered
House Document
report submitted
the report
with the
accordance
237,
Congress, first session, and subject to the condiSixty-eighth Congress,
237, Sixty-eighth
tions set
document.
in said document.
set forth in
tions
S.C.
ShipyardCreek,
accordance with the report
Carolina, in
Shipyard Creek,
South Carolina,
in accordance
report Shi
pyard Creek, S.
C.
Creek, South
Shipyard
Sixty-eighth Consubmitted i
n House
House Document
Numbered 288, Sixty-eighth
Document Numbered
in
submitted
gress, first
first session,
subject to the conditions set forth in said
said
session, and subject
gress,
document.
document.
Fernandina Harbor,
Harbor, Florida,
in accordance
report subsub- Ferandina,
Fernandina, Fla.
the report
with the
accordance with
Florida, in
Fernandina
Congress,
Sixty-eighth
Numbered
mitted
in
House
Document
Numbered
227,
Sixty-eighth
Congress
,
mitted in House Document
first session.
Miami, Fa.
Miami Harbor,
Harbor, Florida,
Florida, in
in accordance
accordance with the report submitted
submittedFla.Miami,
Miami
Sixty-seventh Congress, fourth
in House
Document Numbered
Numbered 516, Sixty-seventh
House Document
in
session, and
conditions set forth in said document.
document.
to the conditions
and subject to
session,
the report
Charlotte Harbor,
Harbor, Florida,
Florida, in
with the
report sub- Charlotte,
Charlotte, Fla.
accordance with
in accordance
Charlotte
Congress,
mated in
Numbered 113, Sixty-sixth Congress,
Document Numbered
House Document
in House
mitted
first session.
Bat,.
La Batre,
Bayou La
the report of the Ala.
accordance with
Bayou La
La Batre,
Batre, Alabama,
Alabama, in
with the
in accordance
Bayou
Rivers
in
submitted
Harbors
and
Board of
Engineers for Rivers
Rivers
submitted
Rivers a.
of Engineers
Board
Sixty-eighth Conand Harbors
Harbors Committee
Document Numbered 4, Sixty-eighth
Committee Document
and
gress, first
first session,
conditions set forth in said
the conditions
to the
subject to
and subject
session, and
gress,
report, except
the conditions
conditions requiring
requiring local
local interests to conto the
as to
except as
report,
tribute toward
project.
the first cost of said project.
toward the
tribute
Teu
and
Inistana
from the Mis- In
Waterway, from
The Louisiana
Texas Intracoastal
Intracoastal Waterway,
I
t.ouistana and
Texas
and Texas
Louisiana and
The
racoastal
Water.
WaterIntracoastal
Louisiana, to Galveston
River at or near New Orleans,
Orleans, Louisiana,
Galveston way.
sissippi River
Bay, Texas,
in accordance
accordance with
the report
report submitted
submitted in House
with the
Texas, in
Bay,
Document Numbered
Numbered 238,
g hth Congress,
Congress, first session,
session, and
and Provisos.
Sixty-eighth
238, Sixty-ei
Document
Provided, Expenditure limited.
subject to
conditions set
in said
said document:
document: Provided,
forth in
set forth
the conditions
to the
subject
That the
the amount
hereby authorized
authorized to
project
expended upon said project
be expended
to be
amount hereby
That
land.
expense for lands.
shall not
not exceed
sum of
$9,
000 ,
000 :Provided
That no
no No expense
further, That
Provided further,
of $9,000,000:
the sum
exceed the
shall
acquiring any
expense shall
shall be
be incurred
by the United States for acquiring
incurred by
expense
lands
required for
the purpose
purpose of
Provided Num
ber of
of dredga
dredge.
Number
improvement: Provided
this improvement:
of this
for the
lands required
limited.
further, That
That not
more than
be concon- limited.
shall be
dredges shall
Government dredges
two Government
than two
not more
further,
structed for
in prosecuting
Tex.
Waterprosecuting this project.
for use
use in
structed
W
Sabine-Neches waterway.
waterway, Texas.-The
Texas.—The modification
modification of the project waSbTe
Sabine-Neches
recommended in
in House
Document Numbered
Numbered 234,
234, Sixty-eighth
Sixty-eighth Project
modified.
Project modifed.
House Document
recommended
Congress,
Congress, first session, is hereby authorized.
Tit:ton Ship ChanShip Chaoton
report sub- riel,H()
the
with t
in accordance
Houston Ship
Ship Channel.
Channel, Texas, in
accordance with
here port subHouston
Congress,
Sixty-seventh
93,
mitted in House Document Numbered
Numbered 93 ,Sixty -seventh Con gress,
first session,
the conditions
conditions set
set forth in said document.
to the
subject to
and subject
session, and
first
Freeport
Harbor, Texas,
Texas, in
accordance with
with the
report submitted
Freeport, Tem
Texsubmitted Feport
the report
in accordance
Freeport Harbor,
in
Rivers and
Committee, Document
10, SixtyNumbered 10,
Document Numbered
Harbors Committee,
and Harbors
in Rivers
eighth Congress.
subject to
conditions set
set
to the conditions
and subject
session, and
second session,
Congress. second
eighth
forth in
said document.
document.
n
er m
forth
in said
Galena River, Illinois: Funds for the removal of the dams in the i
n
t. sie rval
l
tivg, lams.
Galena River, Illinois: Funds for the removal of the dams in the Gealeaof dams
atlock.
of etc.,
Galena
River which
were rendered
rendered useless
by the
etc., at
lock.
abandonment of
the abandonment
useless by
which were
Galena River
the Galena
Galena River
River Lock,
under authority
of the
the R
iver and Harbor
42, p. 1042.
ol.p.
Harbor Vol.
River
authority of
Lock, under
the
appropriations
Act
192 2,may be allotted from appropriations
September 22, 1922,
of September
Act of
heretofore
hereafter made
the improvement,
improvement,
for the
Congress for
by Congress
made by
or hereafter
heretofore or
preservation, and
and maintenance
of rivers
and harbors.
rivers and
maintenance of
preservation,
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Mississippi River, between Missouri
Missouri River and Minneapolis, Minnesota: At
At Nauvoo,
Nauvoo, Illinois, in accordance
submitted
nesota:
accordance with the report submitted
in
House
Document
Numbered
112, Sixty-eighth
Sixty-eighth Congress,
first
Congress, first
in House Document Numbered 112,
session.
Mississippi
River, between
River and
MinMinneapolis, MinMadison, Iowa.
and Minneapolis,
between Missouri
Missouri River
Mississippi River,
Fort Madison,
nesota:
with the
the report subIowa, in
in accordance
accordance with
At Fort
Fort Madison,
Madison, Iowa,
nesota: At
mitted
Sixty-seventh Congress,
Congress.
Numbered 96, Sixty-seventh
Document Numbered
mitted in
in House Document
first
and subject
subject to
the conditions
document.
set forth
forth in
in said document.
to the
conditions set
first session,
session, and
Saint
to MiuMiiaSaint Louis
Louis to
The improvement
the northern
improvement of the Mississippi
Mississippi River from the
.7:capons.
apol.
boundary of
of the
of Saint
boundary
the city
city of
Saint Louis
Louis to
Minneapolis, Minnesota,
Minnesota, in
in
to Minneapolis,
accordance with
project, with
a view to securing aaperwith a
existing project
accordance
with the existing
manent navigable
navigable channel with a
aminimum depth of six feet and a
a
hundred feet,
reasonable additional
additional
with aa reasonable
feet, with
minimum width
width of two hundred
width around the bends in said river.
Missouri River.
The
improvement of
of the
the Missouri
from its
mouth to
to the
the
Rthouin
The improvement
Missouri River
River from
its mouth
FMissouro
From mouth
mouth
to
From
to QuinQuindaro
daro Bend.
Bend.
upper end of Quindaro
Quindaro Bend in accordance
accordance with the existing project
project
with
navigable channel
a miniminichannel with
with a
a view
view to
to securing
securing aapermanent
permanent navigable
with a
mum
depth of six
six feet and aa minimum
minimum width of two hundred feet,
mum depth
reasonable additional
additional width around the bends in said river.
with a
a reasonable
Tennessee River.
Tennessee
from Dam
to
Tennessee River
River from
Dam Numbered
Numbered 2
2 to Florence
Florence Bridge, AlaDenneseeoer.
Dam
No.
2,
to
Florence Bridge, Ala. bama, in accordance
accordance with the report submitted in House Document
Document
Provisos.
Numbered
1262,
Sixty-fourth
Congress,
first
session:
Provided,
That
Provided,
That
first
session:
Congress,
1262,
Sixty-fourth
ionsNumbered
MPrdseat
Modifications allowed.
lowed.
the Secretary
Secretary of War may, in his discretion, make such modifications
modifications
in
in the plans presented
presented in the said report as he may deem advisable
Funds available.
navigation: Provided
further, That
for the
That funds for
of navigation:
Provided further,
in the interest of
Funds available.
prosecution of this work may be allotted from appropriations
appropriations herehereprosecution
tofore
hereafter made by
the improvement,
improvement, preservapreservaby Congress for the
tofore or hereafter
tion, and
of rivers
rivers and
and harbors.
tion,
and maintenance
maintenance of
Tennessee River,
Tennessee
River
and
tributaries,
North
Carolina, Tennessee,
Tennessee, Alaand
tributaries,
North Carolina,
TenneseenRiela.
River
Tennessee
etc., N. C., Tenn., Ala.
and
Ky.
bama,
Kentucky:
The
completion of
the survey
survey recommended
in
andKly.
bama,
and
Kentucky:
The
completion
of
the
recommended
in
Completion of sursecond
sr House Document Numbered 319, Sixty-seventh Congress, second
ve.
tin
vey.
Vol. 42
42, p. 1040.
Vol
040.
O
session, is hereby authorized at a
a cost not to exceed
exceed $315,800 in addition to
amount authorized
in the
the River
tion
to the
the amount
authorized in
River and
and Harbor
Harbor Act
Act approved
approved
Allotments for.
September 22,
22, 1922.
That funds
funds for
prosecution of
this work
Alotments
September
1922. That
for.
for the
the prosecution
of this
work may
may
be allotted
allotted from appropriations
appropriations heretofore
heretofore or hereafter
hereafter made by
Congress
preservation, and maintenance
maintenance of
of
for the
the improvement,
improvement, preservation,
Congress for
rivers and harbors.
Green Bay, and Fox
reern Bay, and Fox
Green Bay Harbor
Harbor and Fox River, Wisconsin, in accordance
accordance with
River, Wis.
the
submitted in
in House
Sixtythe report
report submitted
House Document
Document Numbered
Numbered 294,
294, Sixtyeighth Congress, first session, and subject to the conditions
conditions set forth
document.
in said
said document.
Muskegon,
Muskegon, Mich.
Mich.
Muskegon
accordance with the report subMuskegon Harbor, Michigan, in accordance
Congress,
mitted in House Document Numbered 494, Sixty-seventh Congress,
session.
fourth session.
Frankfort,
Mich.
Frankfort, Mich.
Frankfort
with the
the report
Frankfort Harbor, Michigan,
Michigan, in accordance
accordance with
report sub
sub-•
mitted in House Document Numbered
Numbered 208, Sixty-eighth
Sixty-eighth Congress,
first session,
session, and subject to the conditions set forth
forth in said
said document.
document.
Indiana
Harbor, Ind.
Indiana
nd.
That
Harbor,
the
of
is
authorized
to
the
project
Secretary
War
authorized
modify
project
Project modified.
Vol.
vol. 40. p.
p. 1283.
adopted in
adopted
River and
and Harbor
Harbor Act
of March
March 2,
the imin the
the River
Act of
2, 1919,
1919, for
for the
improvement
Indiana Harbor, Indiana, so far as the same relates
provement of Indiana
Sale
of part
part of
aSle of
of breakbreak- to the length and alignment
alignment of breakwaters,
breakwaters, and he is further authorwater, authorized.
ized
to sell
Youngstown Sheet
Sheet and
approxiized to
sell to
to the
the Youngstown
and Tube
Tube Company
Company approximately one thousand one hundred
hundred and eighty lineal feet of
of the
the shoreward end of the existing north breakwater
breakwater for the sum of $90,000
$90.000
and
extension of the
and apply
apply the
the said
said sum
sum to the extension
the east
east breakwater.
breakwater.
Great
Bay
rbeat Sodus
Bay
Sodus
Great Sodus Bay Harbor, New
New York, in accordance
accordance with the
Harbor, N. Y.
report
House Document
Document Numbered
report submitted
submitted in House
Numbered 192,
192, Sixty-eighth
Sixty-eighth
Congress,
Congress. first session, and subject to the conditions set forth in
said document.
River.
Mississippi River.
Nauvoo,
Nauvoo,

M.
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Channel and
Black Rock Channel
and Tonawanda
Tonawanda Harbor, New York, in
in
Black
accordance with
the report
report submitted
Document NumNumHouse Document
in House
submitted in
with the
accordance

Black RckChanel
Rock Channel
Brlack
and Tonawanda Ha~and

bor,

N.Y.

bered
289, Sixty-eighth
Sixty-eighth Congress,
Congress, first
first session.
bered 289,
Los
Angeles
and
and
Angeles
Los
in accordBeach Harbors,
Los
Angeles and
Long Beach
Harbors California,
California, in
accord- Long
and Long
Los Angeles
Harbors,
Beach Harbors,
Beach
calif.
ance with
the report
report submitted
Document Numbered
Numbered 349, Calif.
submitted in House Document
with the
ance
Sixty-eighth Congress, first
session, and subject to the conditions
first session,
Sixty-eighth
tslimited.
Provided, That
set
That the amount hereby EProvisos.
document: Provided,
said document:
in said
forth in
set forth
spenditures limited.
$6,500,000:
sum of
authorized
to
be
expended
shall
not
exceed
the
of $6,500,000:
the sum
exceed
not
shall
authorized to be expended
Credit allowed
local
local
Cinredt aflloed
of War is hereby authorized interests
the Secretary
Provided
That the
Secretary of
further, That
Provided further,
construcfor construcinterests for
work.
tionwork.
to allow
allow credit,
such amount
amount as may be
determined as equitable tion
be determined
in such
credit, in
to
by
the Chief
Chief of
Engineers, to
to local
local interests
for such work as they
interests for
of Engineers,
by the
breakwater if such work
may hereafter
hereafter do
do in
construction of the breakwater
work
in the
the construction
may
commencehas been
been approved
by the
Engineers prior to its commenceChief of Engineers
the Chief
approved by
has
ment and
is in
in accordance
with this
this project.
accordance with
and is
ment
San Diego, Calif.
San Diego
Diego Harbor,
Harbor, California,
California, in
in accordance
accordance with the report sub- San Diego cal.
San
mitted in
in Rivers
Rivers and
and Harbors
Document Numbered
Numbered 2,
Harbors Committee Document
mitted
Sixty-eighth Congress,
Congress, first session, and subject to the conditions
Sixty-eighth
set
forth in said document.
set forth
Oakland,
1040,
con- Vol.
vol. 'n42
item conof the
the item
proviso of
Oakland Harbor,
Harbor, California:
The second
second proviso
California: The
4422,, p. 1040,
Oakland
amended.
amended.
1922,
tained
in
the
river
and
,harbor
Act
approved
September
22,
tained in the river and harbor Act approved September
improvement of Oakland
adopting a
a new project
project for the improvement
Oakland Harbor,
Harbor,
adopting
Guarantees
Guarantees required
California, is
hereby amended
read as
as follows:
follows:
to read
amended to
is hereby
California,
for removal of bridges.
done above
"Provided further,
further, That
no work
work shall be
be done
above the Web- for removal of bdges.
That no
"Provided
War
ster Street
and Harrison
Harrison Street
Street Bridges
Secretary of War
until the Secretary
Bridges until
Street and
ster
and the
the Chief
Chief of
satisfactory guarreceived satisfactory
shall have received
of Engineers
Engineers shall
and
accordantees that
that those
those bridges
bridges will be removed
removed or so altered, in accordantees
ance with
with plans
approved by them, as to provide suitable facilities
plans approved
ance
for navigation."
navigation."
reek
for
Petaluma
Creek,
Petaluma Creek,
Creek, California, in accordance with the report
report sub- cealf.
Calif.
Petaluma
Numbered 3,
mitted in
and Harbors
Committee Document
Document Numbered
Harbors Committee
Rivers and
in Rivers
mitted
Sixty-eighth
Congress, first
first session,
subject to the conditions
and subject
session, and
Sixty-eighth Congress,
set
in said document.
set forth in
Siuslaw River, Oreg.
Siuslaw River,
River Oregon,
submitted Siuslaw Rver oreg.
in accordance
accordance with the report submitted
Oregon, in
Siuslaw
in
Senate
Committee
Document
Numbered
1,
Sixty-eighth
ConConSixty-eighth
in Senate Committee Document Numbered 1,
gress.
first session.
gress. first
Tillamook Bay and
Bay and
with report
Tillamook
Bay and
and Bar,
Bar ' Oregon,
report subsub- Bamok
accordance with
in accordance
Oregon, in
Tillamook Bay
Bar, Oreg.
mitted in
in House
House Document
Document Numbered
Sixty-eighth Congress.
Congress,
562, Sixty-eighth
Numbered 562,
mitted
second
session, and
subject to
forth in said docuset forth
conditions set
the conditions
to the
and subject
second session,
ment, except
except as
as to
conditions requiring
requiring local
interests to
to conconlocal interests
the conditions
to the
ment,
tribute toward
toward the
cost of
said project.
Columbia
of said
project.
the first
first cost
tribute
Columbia River.
mouth of
of WilailColumbia and
lower Willamette
Rivers below
below Vancouver,
Vancouver, WashWash- From
From mouth
Willamette Rivers
and lower
Columbia
lamette to Vancouver,
ington. and
Portland, Oregon:
between thelmt'
River between
Wash. to Vancouver
Columbia River
The Columbia
Oregon: The
and Portland,
ington.
accordance with the
mouth of
of Willamette
and Vancouver
Vancouver in accordance
River and
Willamette River
mouth
report submitted
House Document
Numbered 126, Sixty-eighth
Sixty-eighth
Document Numbered
in House
submitted in
report
Congress, first
first session,
and subject
the conditions
set forth
said
in said
forth in
conditions set
to the
subject to
session, and
Congress,
doeument.
ash.
Deep River,
ver, Wash.
document.
Deep
Deep
River, Washington,
report subsub- DeepRiver Wash
the report
with the
accordance with
in accordance
Washington, in
Deep River,
mitted in
in House
Numbered 218,
Sixty-eighth Congress,
Congress,
218, Sixty-eighth
Document Numbered
House Document
mitted
first session.
session.
first
Port Orchard Bay,
WPah Orchard Bay,
Port Orchard
Washington, in
in accordance
accordance with the report Wash.
Bay, Washington,
Orchard Bay,
Port
submitted in
House Document
Document Numbered
Sixty-eighth Congress,
109, Sixty-eighth
Numbered 109,
in House
submitted
first session.
session.
first
Seattle Wash.
Wash
Seattle,
Seattle
Harbor, Washington:
Washington: Duwamish
accordance Duwamish Waterin accordance
Waterway, in
Duwamish Waterway,
Seattle Harbor,
way.
with the
report submitted
in House
House Document
Sixty- way
108. SixtyNumbered 108,
Document Numbered
submitted in
the report
with
Proviso.
eighth Congress,
first session,
subject to
to the
conditions set
Por
-o. interests credforth Local
set forth
the conditions
and subject
session, and
Congress, first
eighth
forworet
work dne.
done.
is hereby
of War
War is
Secretary of
in
document: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
hereby ited for
the Secretary
said document:
in said
authorized
to allow
allow credit
credit to local interests for such work as they
authorized to
may have
upon this
this project
project subsequent
subsequent to June 27, 1922, in so
done upon
have done
may
far
same shall
shall be approved
Engineers and
approved by the Chief of Engineers
the same
as the
far as
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Cowlitz River,
Cowlitz
River,
Wash.

Wash.

Wrangell
Wrangell
Alaska.

Narrows,
Narrows,

Limitation.
Limitation.

Hilo Harbor, Hawaii.

iloHarbor, Hawai.

Ponce
Harbor, P.
P. R.
Ponce Harbor,
R.

Wabash River,
River,
Wabash
and Ind.
and

Ill.,
m.,
at

Lock and dam at
Grand Rapids, rend Rapids, repealed.
Proviso.
Removal of section
authorized.

emoval of

authorized.

section

Muskingum River.
River.
Muskingum
Repairing
at
Repairing levee
levee a
at

Zanesville, Ohio.
zaneeville,ohieo

Estimate to be subEstimate
mitted of cost of exammitted
inations
inations of navigable
navigable
streams for power depnen
velopment, etc.owe

veamfor

de.

p r
Proviso.
mi
R er.
Colorado River
T r excluded.
cluded.

River and
and harbor
harbor
lRier
laws.
laws.
Vol. 41,
1014,
vol.
41, p. 1014,
amended.

amended.

Compilation
to
of, to
Compilation of,
include 2d session 68th
68th

Congress.

Congress.

Expenses
Expenses in lieu of

per diem
diem allowed
allowed for
per
for

aerial surveys.
aeal

surveys,

SESS. II.
SESS.
II. Cu.
CH. 467.
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found to have been done in accordance
accordance with the project hereby
adopted.
Cowlitz
Washington: Survey, in accordance
accordance with the report
report
Cowlitz River, Washington:
submitted in House Document
submitted
Document Numbered
Numbered 225, Sixty-eighth
Sixty-eighth Congress,
first session.
Wrangell
Wrangell Narrows, Alaska,
Alaska in accordance
accordance with the report subCongress,
Sixty-seventh Congress,
Document Numbered 179, Sixty-seventh
House Document
mitted
in House
mitted in
second
the conditions set
set forth in said docusession, and subject to the
second session,
ment. ItIt is understood
understood and provided
provided that no greater sum than
$500,000 shall be expended
expended on this project until specifically
specifically authorized
ized by law.
Hilo Harbor, Hawaii,
accordance with the report submitted
Hawaii, in accordance
in
Numbered 235, Sixty-eighth
Sixty-eighth Congress,
Congress, first
first
in House
House Document
Document Numbered
session.
Ponce Harbor, Porto Rico, in accordance
accordance with the report submitted
Numbered 532, Sixty-seventh
Sixty-seventh Congress,
mitted in House Document Numbered
fourth session, and subject to the conditions set forth in said document.
heretofore
SEC.
S
EC. 2. That the provisions of river and harbor acts heretofore
passed providing for the prosecution
upon the
the construction
construction
prosecution of work upon
of.a
of,a lock and dam at Grand
Grand Rapids, on the Wabash
Wabash River, Illinois
and
Indiana, are
are hereby
hereby repealed:
repealed: Provided,
Provided, That
sufficient funds
That sufficient
and Indiana,
heretofore or
or hereafter
may be allotted, from appropriations
appropriations heretofore
hereafter made
made
by Congress
improvement, preservation,
Congress for the improvement,
preservation, and maintenance
maintenance of
of
rivers
a section of the dam,
rivers and harbors,
harbors 'for the removal of a
dam as recomSixty-fourth ,Congress,
Congress,
mended in House Document Numbered
Numbered 427, Sixty-fourth
first
first session.
Muskingum
For repairing
repairing the levee at Dam Numbered
Numbered Ten in the Muskingum
River
Ohio, the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War
War is
authorized and
and
is authorized
River,, at Zanesville,
Zanesville, Ohio,
directed to use not exceeding
exceeding $5,735 from appropriations
appropriations heretofore
or hereafter
hereafter made by Congress for the improvement,
improvement, preservation,
preservation,
maintenance of rivers and harbors.
and maintenance
SEC.
of
S
EC. 3. The Secretary
Secretary of War, through
through the Corps of Engineers
Engineers of
the United States Army, and the Federal Power Commission are
authorized and directed to prepare and submit to
jointly hereby
hereby authorized
to
Congress an estimate of the cost
cost, of making
making such examinations,
examinations, surveys, or other investigations
investigations as, in their opinion, may be required
required
of those navigable
navigable streams
streams of the United States,
States. and their tributaries,
development appears feasible
practicable,
taries, whereon
whereon power development
feasible and practicable,
with aaview to the formulation of general
general plans for the most effective
effective
improvement of such streams for the purposes of navigation and the
improvement
prosecution
prosecution of such improvement
improvement i
inn combination
combination with the
the' most
most
efficient
efficient development
development of the potential
potential water power,
power, the
the control of
of
floods, and
and the
the needs
needs of
of irrigation:
consideration
floods,
irrigation: Provided,
Provided, That
That no
no consideration
of the Colorado
Colorado River and its problems
problems shall be included in the
consideration
consideration or estimate provided herein.
SEC.
SEC. 4. That section 6
6of the Act entitled "An
"An Act making appropriations for the construction,
construction, repair, and preservation
preservation of
certain
of certain
public works
works on rivers and harbors, and for other purposes,"
purposes," apapamended to read as
proved June 5, 1920, be, and the same is hereby, amended
follows:
follows:
the imimStates relating
relating to
"SEC.
"
SEC. 6. That the laws of the United States
to the
provement
harbors, passed
between March 4, 1913,
provement of rivers and harbors.
passed between
until and including the laws of the second session of the Sixtyeighth Congress,
Congress, shall be
be. compiled
compiled under the direction of the Secretaly of War
tary
War and
and printed
printed as
as a
a document,
document, and
and that six hundred additional copies
copies shall
be printed
printed for
of the
War Department."
Department."
use of
the War
for the
the use
shall be
tional
SEC.
SEC. 5. To cover actual additional expenses to which fliers are
subjected
when making
making aerial surveys, hereafter
a per diem of $7
$7
subjected when
hereafter a
in lieu of other travel allowances
allowances shall
shlall be paid to officers,
officers, warrant
warrant
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for
Corps for
officers,
and enlisted
enlisted men
men of
and Marine
Marine Corps
Navy, and
the Army,
Army, Navy,
of the
officers, and
the
consumed while
traveling by
by air,
air, under
competent
under competent
while traveling
time consumed
actual time
the actual
orders,
with aerial
surveys of
of rivers
rivers and
or
harbors, or
and harbors,
aerial surveys
connection with
in connection
orders, in
other
governmental projects,
and a
diem of
of $6
for the
actual
the actual
$6 for
a per
per diem
projects, and
other governmental
from approtime
aerial surveys,
be paid
paid from
approto be
surveys, to
such aerial
in making
making such
consumed in
time consumed
for
priations
for the
the particular
particular improvement
improvement or
project for
or project
available for
priations available
Proviso.
which
Provided, That
than one
That not
not more
more than
one Ltation
being made:
made: Provided,
which the
the survey
survey is
is being
Limitation.
of the
per diem
diem allowances
authorized in
section shall
shall be paid
paid
this section
in this
allowances authorized
the per
of
for any
one day.
Mieage
etc.,
for
any one
day.
Mileage,
etc.,
on
the change of station, payHereafter,
in the
the opinion
opinion of
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War
War the
of the
when in
Hereafter, when
able from improvechanges of
of a
of an
an officer
officer of
Corps of
Engineers is
veis ments
ments
'frmprop
of Engineers
of the
the Corps
a station
station of
changes
appropriations.
improvement, the
harbor improvement,
and harbor
primarily in
in the
the interest
interest of
of river
river and
primarily
incident
entitled incident
mileage
and other
to which
which he
be entitled
he may
may be
allowances to
other allowances
mileage and
to
such change
change of
station may
may be
be paid
paid from
from appropriations
appropriations for
of station
to such
such improvements.
improvements.
such
Payments for excess
daess
from workonet
by disbursing
made by
SEC. 6.
6. Payments
Payments heretofore
heretofore made
disbursing officers
officers from
SEC.
work on halfforh
holidays
legalized.
legalized.
that
of
Engineer Department
Department appropriations
per diem
employees
diem employees
to per
appropriations to
Engineer
four hours on the
department for
excess of four
in excess
performed in
work performed
for work
department
Saturday half
provided for
by Executive
Executive Orders
Orders of
June
of June
for by
holidays provided
half holidays
Saturday
General Accounting
office
General Office
and the General
9, 1914,
1920, are
are hereby
legalized, and
hereby legalized,
4, 1920,
August 4,
and August
9,
1914, and
toncreountin
credit officers
making.
Accounting
Office is
and directed
directed to
to allow
allow credit making.
authorized and
hereby authorized
is hereby
Accounting Office
for such
the accounts
accounts of
of said
said officers.
officers.
in the
payments in
such payments
for
Report on undesirauthorized proS
EC. 7.
projEngineers is directed to make aa report upon able authorized
of Engineers
7. The Chief of
SEC.
ects directed.
all river
river and
projects heretofore
heretofore adopted,
adopted, the further im- ectsdirected.
harbor projects
and harbor
all
provement of
of which
conditions is
undpsirable or in
is undesirable
present conditions
under present
which under
provement
which curtailment
of the
be made.
made.
examiPreliminary
should be
or projects
projects should
the plans
plans or
curtailment of
which
Preliminary examietc., authorS
EC. 8.
the Secretary
Secretary of War is hereby authorized
authorized and nations,
That the
8. That
SEC.
ized.
made Allotment of cost.
directed to
to cause
cause preliminary
preliminary examinations
examinations and
and surveys
surveys to
to be
cost.
be made
directed
a sufficient sum to pay the
at
the following-named
following-named localities
localities and a
at the
cost thereof
thereof may
may be
allotted from
from appropriations
appropriations heretofore
heretofore made,
made,
be allotted
cost
or to
to be
be hereafter
made, for
for examinations,
examinations, surveys,
surveys, and
and contingencies
contingencies Provisos.
Provisos.
hereafter made,
or
respecific authority raexamina- Specific
preliminary examinafor
Provided, That
That no
no preliminary
harbors: Provided,
and harbors:
rivers and
for rivers
quired.
new works other than
tion, survey,
survey, project,
project, or
than those quired.
for new
estimate for
or estimate
tion,
designated
in this
or some
some prior
or joint
joint resolution
resolution shall
shall be
be Supplementary
designated in
this or
prior Act
Act or
Supplementary
rerestricted.
formal reports ports restricted.
or formal
made: Provided
Provided further,
after the
regular or
the regular
That after
further, That
made:
made
as required
law on
examination, survey, project, or
any examination,
on any
by law
required by
made as
supplemental or adwork
under way
way or
or proposed
proposed .are
no supplemental
submitted no
are submitted
work under
roject author.
author.
ditional
shall be
made unless
unless authorized
by law:
law: Noo project
authorized by
be made
or estimate
estimate shall
report or
ditional report
until appropriaized until
And
further, That
That the
Government shall not be deemed ized
the Government
provided further,
And provided
tion made.
to have
for the
the improvement
improvement of any water- tion made.
project for
any project
upon any
entered upon
to
have entered
way
or harbor
this Act
Act until
until funds
funds for the commencecommencein this
mentioned in
harbor mentioned
way or
ment
of the
the proposed
work shall
shall have
have been
actually appropriated
appropriated by
been actually
proposed work
ment of
law :
law:
Maine.
Maine.
Harbor, Maine.
Portland
Portland Harbor,
Gotts Island
Island Channel,
Channel, Maine.
Maine.
Gotts
Massachusetts.
Nantucket Harbor,
Massachusetts, with
view to securing
securing aa Mauet
with aa view
Harbor, Massachusetts,
Nantucket
channel from
head of
of the
the harbor
the ocean.
ocean.
to the
harbor to
the head
from the
channel
to the
the removal of shoals in
view to
Nantucket Sound,
in the
the view
with the
Sound, with
Nantucket
Light.
vicinity of
of Cross
Rip Shoal
Shoal Light.
Cross Rip
vicinity
Harbor, Massachusetts.
Edgartown Harbor,
Edgartown
Gay Head,
Marthas Vineyard,
Vineyard, Massachusetts.
Massachusetts.
Head, Marthas
Gav
a view
view
Dorchester Bay
Bay and
with a
Massachusetts, with
River, Massachusetts,
Neponset River,
and Neponset
Dorchester
suitable width to
to securing
channel thirty
thirty feet
feet in
in depth
depth and
and of suitable
securing aa channel
to
Squantum.
Squantum.
Boston
with a
the elimination
elimination of
to the
view to
a view
Massachusetts, with
Harbor, Massachusetts,
Boston Harbor,
the bend
bend to
of Finns
the entrance
entrance of
of Broad
at the
Ledge at
Finns Ledge
eastward of
the eastward
to the
the
Sound Channel.
to
Weymouth
Massachusetts, from Hingham Bay to
River, Massachusetts,
Fore River,
Weymouth Fore
Quincy.
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Connecticut.
Connecticut.

Rhode Island.

hode Island.

New York.

NewYor

New Jersey.
New
Jersey.

Delaware.
Delaware.
New
New Jersey.

Jersey.

Maryland.
Maryland.
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Shore at
at and
Vineyara, Massachusetts,
Massachusetts,
Marthas Vineyara,
Chop, Marthas
West Chop,
near West
and near
Shore
with a
a view
preventing its erosion.
to preventing
view to
with
Salem
Massachusetts.
Harbor, Massachusetts.
Salem Harbor,
the dam at Shelton, Conup to the
Housatonic River,
Connecticut, up
River, Connecticut,
Housatonic
necticut.
Quinnipiac River,
Connecticut, from the new Tomlinson Bridge up
River, Connecticut,
Quinnipiac
to
Lewis Bridge.
to Lewis
New Haven
Harbor? Connecticut,
Connecticut, with
construction
view to the construction
a view
with a
Haven Harbor,
New
refuge in Morris
Morris Cove.
a harbor of refuge
of a
Park
up to Front Street, in Hartford.
Hartford.
Connecticut, up
River,' Connecticut,
Park River
Harbor
Bristol, Rhode
Island, with aa view to
to deepening the
Rhode Island,
of Bristol,
Harbor of
same
the depth of thirty feet.
same to the
Quonochontaug Inlet,
Inlet, Rhode
Island.
Rhode Island.
Quonochontaug

Hudson River, New York, with aa view to deepening the channel
in
and near
near Haverstraw
Haverstraw Bay.
in and
Hudson River,
New York,
removing rock in front
a view to removing
York, with a
River, New
Hudson
of
Poughkeepsie.
town of Poughkeepsie.
the town
of the
Hudson
York, below Hudson.
New York,
River, New
Hudson River,
South Jamesport
Jamesport Harbor,
Harbor, New York.
South
Mill
Mill River, New York.
Fort
Pond Bay, New York.
Fort Pond
Hempstead
Harbor, New York.
Hempstead Harbor
Mattituck
New York.
Harbor, 'New
Mattituck Harbor,
Tarrytown Harbor, New York.
Swan River,
River, Long
Long Island, New York.
Swan
Ship canal
canal or
connecting waterway
waterway from
from Flushing Bay or the
or connecting
Ship
headwaters
of Newtown
Newtown Creek
Jamaica Bay.
Creek to Jamaica
headwaters of
Three Mile
Mile Harbor
Gardiners Bay, New York.
and Gardiners
Harbor and
Three
Debs Inlet,
Inlet, New York.
Debs
East Rockaway
Rockaway Inlet, New
New York.
East
Manhasset Bay,
Bay, New York.
Manhasset
Freeport
Freeport Creek, New York.
Jones
Jones Inlet, New York.
Long
Channel, New York.
Beach Channel,
Long Beach
Hudson
at Ossining, New York.
River at
Hudson River
Peekskill
Harbor, New York.
Peekskill Harbor,
Hackensack
Jersey, from the Central Railroad
Railroad HackHackensack River, New Jersey,
north of the
ensack
River
Bridge
to
a
point
thousand
feet
thousand
two
about
ensack River Bridge to a point
Delaware,
and Western
Western Railroad
Railroad Bridge with aa view
Lackawanna and
Delaware, Lackawanna
to securing
a depth of thirty feet with suitable width.
securing a
to
Raritan
New Jersey,
natural deep water up to the
Jersey, from natural
River, New
Raritan River,
west side
side of
the Great
with a
view to providing
providing a
a suitable
a view
Bend with
Great Bend
of the
west
depth of thirty feet.
harbor with aa channel depth
West
Jersey, including the Perth Amboy
New Jersey,
Bay, New
Raritan Bay,
of Raritan
side of
West side
a
Point
section, with aa view to providing
providing aa suitable harbor with a
Point section,
channel
of thirty feet.
depth of
channel depth
the
Maurice River,
River, New Jersey,
Jersey, witn a
a view to improvement
improvement of the
Maurice
entrance
entrance channel.
Leipsic River,
River ' Delaware.
Little River,
River, Delaware.
Little
Delaware
River, New Jersey, in the vicinity of Camden.
Delaware River
Absecon
Absecon Inlet, New Jersey.
a view to preventShore near
Inlet, New Jersey, with a
Spring Inlet.
near Cold Spring
Shore
ing its erosion.
Smiths Creek, New Jersey.
Wicomico River, Wicomico
Wicomico County, Maryland.
Maryland.
Gaps), Maryland.
Honga, River
Bay (Barren Island Gaps),
Tar Bay
and Tar
River and
Honga
Choptank River, Maryland.
Choptank
River, Maryland.
Elk River,
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Baltimore Harbor and Channels,
Channels, Maryland.
Baltimore
Maryland. •
Twitch Cove to Ewell, Maryland.
Maryland.
River, D.C.
Potomac River: The water front
Potomac
front on
on the north side of Washington
Washington Potomac
Washington
Chan
Chan.
nel.
Channel, District of Columbia,
Columbia, with the view of surveying
surveying same
and
same and
preparing and submitting plans and estimates of
preparing
of cost
cost for the conadequate terminal or terminals
struction of an adequate
terminals which
which would provide
appropriate facilities for water transportation
appropriate
transportation and
and for
for interchange
interchange
of traffic
traffic between
respecbetween vessels
vessels and
and the railroads
railroads and
and highways, respectively, including any recommendations
recommendations which
which may be deemed advisable
commercial use
water front
front
able for coordinating
coordinating the
the full
full commercial
use of
of said
said water
and the approaches,
approaches, with the beautification
beautification thereof.
Virginia.
Nansemond River, Virginia, including the Western
Western Branch
Nansemond
Branch Virginia
thereof.
Norfolk Harbor, Virginia, with a
a view to deepening,
deepening, widening,
widening,
and extending
extending the channel
channel in the Western Branch of
Elizabeth
of Elizabeth
River.
Scotts Creek,
Virginia.
Creek, Portsmouth,
Portsmouth, Virginia.
River, Virginia
York River,
Virginia, and thence up the Pamunkey River
River to a
a
point near
near and above West Point.
Point.
Pungoteague
Pungoteague Creek, Virginia.
Nandua Creek, Virginia.
Occohannock Creek, Virginia.
Occohannock
Monroe Bay and Creek, Virginia.
Monroe
Channel from Newport News Channel, Virginia, to
to Municipal
Municipal
Boat Harbor
Harbor in Newport News.
Horn Harbor, Virginia, and channel leading into the deep waters
waters
of Mobjack
Mobjack Bay.
Cockrells Creek, Virginia.
Cockrells
Pokety Creek, a
branch of North Landing River, Virginia, Mill
a branch
Creek, Virginia.
Bradfords Bay, ACCOMil,C
Accomac County, Virginia.
North Carolina.
Lumber River, North Carolina and South Carolina.
Morehead
Carolina.
Morehead City Harbor, North Carolina.
South River to Sloans Bridge, North Carolina.
Neuse River, North Carolina, from New Bern to Raleigh.
Edenton Harbor, North Carolina.
Belhaven Harbor, Belhaven,
Beaufort County, North Carolina.
Belhaven Beaufort
Beaufort Harbor and Beaufort
Beaufort Inlet, North Carolina.
Knobs Creek, North Carolina.
Newport
Newport River, North Carolina.
Cashie River, North Carolina, below Windsor.
Cashie
Mouths of Roanoke
Roanoke River
River and Mackay
Mackay Creek, North Carolina.
Carolina.
Channel beginning
beginning at
mouth of
Manteo Bay,
Carolina,
of Manteo
Bay, North
North Carolina,
Channel
at the
the mouth
and thence southwardly via Roanoke
Roanoke Sound to the main channel in
Pamlico Sound.
Lockwood Folly River, North Carolina.
Elizabeth
Elizabeth River, North Carolina.
Channels from the inland waterway,
waterway, Beaufort,
Beaufort, North
North Carolina,
Carolina,
beginning at a
a point where Gallants Channel
Channel connects
connects with the
inland waterway
waterway (PS to BI Channel),
Channel), and via Gallants Channel
Channel
and in front of the town of Beaufort
Beaufort through Bulkhead Shoal to the
main inlet, with a
twelve feet with
a view to providing aa depth of twelve
suitable width.
Shallotte
Shallotte River, North Carolina, from Whites Landing to the
the
town of Shallotte.
North River, Carteret County, North Carolina.
Mudd Slue, North Carolina, from Corncake Inlet to the Cape Fear
Fear
River.
River.
Smiths Creek, North Carolina,
Carolina with aa view to securing
securing a
a channel
channel
ten feet deep and suitable width to the wharves
wharves at Oriental.
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South Carolina.
Georgia.

Florida.
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Harbor and
Beaufort River,
Port Royal
Royal Harbor
and Beaufort
River, South
South Carolina.
Carolina.
Charleston Harbor, South Carolina.
Savannah River,
River,_ Georgia,
Georgia, from
the foot
of Kings
Kings Island
to the
the
Savannah
from the
foot of
Island to
Coastal
Highway Bridge.
Coastal Highway
Bridge.
Oconee
River, Georgia.
Georgia.
Oconee River,
Ocmalgee
Ocmulgee River,
River, Georgia.
Georgia.
System, Georgia,
Georgia, with a
The Altamaha
Altamaha River System,
a view
view to improveimprovement for navigation
navigation in
in cooperation
cooperation with
with local
local interests.
Georgia, with a
deepening and
North Newport
Newport River, Georgia,
a view to the
the deepening
and
improvement of
improvement
of such
such river.
river.
Manatee
Manatee River, Florida.
Florida.
Taylor
Creek, Florida,
Florida, in
Taylor Creek,
in Okeechobee
Okeechobee County.
County.

Cedar Keys
Harbor and
Channel, Florida.
Cedar
Keys Harbor
and Channel,
Florida.
Wekiva
Wekiva River
River, Florida.
Florida.
Sarasota
Inlet, Florida.
Sarasota Inlet,
Florida.
Homosassa River,
Homosassa
River, Florida.
Florida.
Onosohatchee River,
River, Florida.
Onosohatchee
Florida.
Saint
Saint Cloud
Cloud Canal,
Florida, connecting
connecting the
the lake
at Saint
Saint Cloud
Canal, Florida,
lake at
Cloud
with the
at Kissimmee.
with
the lake
lake at
Kissimmee.
Peace
River Florida,
from Punta
Punta Gorda
Bartow.
Peace River,
Florida, from
Gorda to
to Bartow.
Waldo, Florida, into
Canal from 'Waldo,
into Lake
Lake Alto,
Alto, and
and from
from Lake
Lake Alto
Alto
to Little
Little Lake
Santa Fe.
Fe.
to
Lake Santa
Key West
West Harbor,
Harbor, Florida,
on the
north and
west water
front,
Florida, on
the north
and west
water front,
with aaview to deepening
deepening the channel
channel along
thirty feet,
along the
the docks
docks to
to thirty
feet.
and from
from Whitehead
Whitehead Spit
and
to the
the Florida
Florida East
Railway
Spit Buoy
Buoy to
East Coast
Coast Railway
terminal docks.
docks.
terminal
Channel
Pensacola Harbor,
Channel entering Pensacola
Harbor, Florida,
Florida, with
view to
to imimwith aa view
proving it
it to
to a
a depth
proving
depth of
of forty
feet.
forty feet.
the headwaters
From the
headwaters of
Florida, and
and Lake
of Oklawaha
Oklawaha River,
River, Florida,
Lake
Griffin to
Griffin
to Lake
Lake Apopka
Apopka and
and other
lakes,
Lake Tohopekaliga,
Tohopekaliga, through
through Lake
other lakes,
connecting
connecting the
the Oklawaha
River system
system with
the Kissimmee
River
Oklawaha River
with the
Kissimmee River
system.
system.
Canaveral Harbor,
Harbor, Florida.
Canaveral
Florida.
Melbourne Harbor
Melbourne
Harbor and
and Inlet,
Inlet, Florida.
Florida.
New
Inlet, Florida.
Florida.
New River
River Inlet,
Fort Pierce
Fort
Florida.
Pierce Inlet,
Inlet, Florida.

Kissimmee River Florida.
Saint Augustine Harbor, Florida.
to widening
Tampa Harbor, Florida, with a
a view to
widening the
the Ybor
Ybor
Estuary Channel.
Channel.
Estuary
,Pithlachascotee
Pithlachascotee River
River,'Florida.
Florida.
Anclote River,
River, Florida.
Anclote
Florida.
Fenholloway River,
River, Florida.
Fenholloway
Florida.
Crystal River,
Crystal
River, Florida.
Florida.
Mosquito Inlet,
Inlet, Florida.
Mosquito
Florida.
Channel
Channel connecting
connecting Pine
Pine Island
Sound with
Captiva Island
Island and
Island Sound
with Captiva
and
Caloosahatchee River,
Caloosahatchee
River, Florida.
Florida.
Inland
Inland waterway
waterway from
New Orleans,
from New
Orleans, Louisiana,
Louisiana, to
to Apalachicola
Apalachicola
River,
River, Florida, and the Apalachicola
Apalachicola and Chattahoochee
Chattahoochee Rivers
to
Rivers to
Columbus,
Georgia, with aa view
Columbus, Georgia,
securing a
adepth
depth suitable
suitable to
to the
view to
to securing
the
economical
of self-propelled
economical operation of
self-propelled barges.
barges.
Mobile Bay,
Bay,
Inland waterway
waterway from Pensacola
Pensacola Bay, Florida, to Mobile
Alabama.
Alabama.
Flint River,
River, Georgia.
Flint
Georgia.
Mobile
Mobile Harbor, Alabama,
Alabama, with
view to
to securing
securing increased
with a
a view
increased depth
depth
and width in
the channels
in the
the bar,
bar, bay,
channels through
through the
bay, and
and river.
river.
Biloxi Harbor,
Biloxi
Mississippi.
Harbor, Mississippi.
Gulfport Harbor,
Gulfport
Mississippi.
Harbor, Mississippi.
Bayou and East
Pearl River,
West Pearl River, Holmes Bayou
East Pearl
River, Louisiana
Louisiana
and Mississippi.
Saint
Kissimmee
Augustine
River,HFlorida.
arbor, Florida.

Inland
Inland waterway.
Louisiana,
Louisiana,
Florida,
and Georgia.
Georgia.

Mobile
Pensacola to Mobile
Georgia.
Georgia.
Alabama.

Mississippi.
Mississippi.
Louisiana.
Louisiana.
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Pass Manchac,
Manchac, Louisiana.
Bayou Des Ourse, Louisiana.
West Fork of Bayou Chene, Louisiana, known as
as Bayou
Bayou Crook
Crook
Chene, with a
a view to opening this waterway
waterway to
to navigation
navigation by
by the
the
removal of drift and snags.
Mississippi
Mississippi River, Louisiana, between Baton *Rouge
Rouge and
and New
New
Orleans.
ex as
Sabine-Neches
Waterway
Sabine-Neches Wate
rway and Port Arthur
Arthur C
ana l, f
rom Orange
Texas.
Canal,
from
Orange T
and Beaumont, Texas, to
the Gulf.
Gulf.
to the
Brazos Island Harbor, Texas.
Channel from Galveston Harbor to
City, Texas.
to Texas
Texas City,
Texas.
Colorado River, Texas.
Texas.
Galveston Channel, Texas.
Galveston
Texas.
Guadalupe River, Texas.
Guadalupe
Texas.
an d Louisiana,
Loui
si
ana ,f
rom Fulton
Ful
ton to
the mouth.
Red River, Arkansas
Arkansas and
from
to the
mouth. Arkansas.
Arkansas
Spring River, Arkansas.

Arkansas River, Arkansas, beginning at
Broadway Bridge
in
at the Broadway
Bridge in
the city of Little Rock and extending two and one-half
down
one-half miles
miles down
the said river to determine if the caving of
of the
the right
right bank
bank of
of the
the
river at that point may be prevented,
prevented, either
by dikes
or revetment.
revetment.
either by
dikes or
Boggy River, Oklahoma.
Oklahoma.
Oklahoma.
Oklahoma.
Rock Island and Moline Harbors,
Harbors, Illinois.
Illinois.
White River, and West Fork of White River,
River, Indiana,
up to
Indiana, up
to
Indianapolis.
Big Muddy River, Illinois.
Headwaters of the Mississippi Ri
Headwaters
ver a
bove Pimidji,
Pim idji , Mi
nnesota.Minnesota.
River
above
Minnesota.
Minnesota
Miissiippi River from Minneapolis
Minneapolis to Lake
Mississippi
with a
view
Lake Pepin, with
a view
to improvement
improvement by the construction
to
construction of
dams.
of locks
locks and
and dams.
Saint Croix River from Stillwater, Minnesota,
Minnesota, to
mouth.
to its
its mouth.
Lake City Harbor, Minnesota.
Cass Lake and Leech Lake, Minnesota.
Allegheny River, Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania and New York, with a
aview
and
view to
to enen- Nensyvania and
larging
present adopted project for the improvement
larging the
the present
improvement of said
said
river.
Youghiogheny
Youghiogheny River, Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvani a,up
up t
Fifteenth Street,
St reet
, McM c- Pennsylvania.
too Fifteenth
Pennsylvania.

Keesport.
Keesport.
Ohio River in the vicinity of Evansville,
Ev ansville,Indiana.
Indi ana .
River.
Ohio Rver.
Ohio
Ohio River, with aa view to the construction of
of an
an ice
on the
ice pier
pier on
the
south side of said river in the vicinity of Covington and
south
Newport,
and Newport,
Kentucky.
Kentucky.
Bear Creek, Kentuc.
rkuluth Min
Duluth-Superior Harbor,
Minnesota and
Duluth-Superior
Harbor, Minnesota
and Wisconsin,
Wisconsin, with
with aa view
-Superior
view rtaDarbr,
aneiod
rhor, Minn. and
of deepening
deepening the channels
channels at and near
the entr
ance of
ofTower
Tower Bay
Bay wis
near the
entrance
wis.
at its junction
junction with Howard's Bay.
Bay.
Wisconsin.
Algoma Harbor, Wisconsin.isonsin.
Wisconsin.
Two Rivers Harbor, Wisconsin.
Wisconsin.
Fox River and connecting
connecting waters from Green Bay,
Wisconsin,
Bay, Wisconsin,
to Portage;
to
Portage; the Portage Canal; and the Wisconsin River;
with a
a
River; with
view to providing
waterway nine feet deep from Green
view
providing a
a waterway
Green Bay
to
Bay to
the Mississippi
Mississippi River.
Stockbridge
Stockbridge Harbor, Wisconsin.
Wisconsin.
Highcliff
Harbor, Lake Winnebago,
Highcliff Harbor
Winnebago, Wisconsin.
Green Bay Harbor, Wisconsin, with aa view to widening
widening and
and
straightening the outer channel.
channel.
Oconto Harbor, Wisconsin,
Oconto
Wisconsin, with aa view to providing
depth of
of
providing aa depth
eighteen
eighteen feet.
Strawberry Passage, Green Bay, Wisconsin.
Strawberry
Wisconsin.
Chicago River and it
ranch
es , to
t
o d
et
ermi
ne w
hether fixed
fi xedm. Chicago
itss b
branches,
determine
whether
chicago River,
iver, m
bridges should be permitted and, if permitted,
permitted, what
what clearances
clearances for
for
navigation should be observed in their construction.
navigation
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Illinois River.
Michigan.
Michigan.
Great Lakes, Duluth
Duluth
to Buffalo.

Ohio.
Ohio.

Great Lakes to Hudson River.

York.
New York.
New

California.
California.

Oreson
oregoa.

Washingtom.
Washington.
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protecting the bank at the
Illinois
with a
view to
to protecting
a view
Illinois, with
River, Illinois,
Illinois River,
northern part
the town
of Naples.
town of
of the
part of
northern
Holland
and Black
Michigan.
Lake, Michigan.
Black Lake,
Harbor and
Holland Harbor
Grand
Haven Harbor
Harbor and
Grand River,
Michigan.
River, Michigan.
and Grand
Grand Haven
Great
from Duluth,
to Buffalo,
with
York, with
New York,
Buffalo, New
Minnesota, to
Duluth, Minnesota,
Lakes from
Great Lakes
through chanto such
as may
may be
be required
required for
for aathrough
improvements as
such imiirovements
view to
aaview
feet at lake stages cornel suitable
twenty feet
drawing twenty
vessels drawing
for vessels
suitable for
nel
mean sea level.
responding
level of
578.5 feet
feet above
above mean
of 578.5
Huron level
a Lake
Lake Huron
to a
responding to
Michigan
Indiana.
Harbor, Indiana.
City Harbor,
Michigan City
Sandusky Harbor,
Harbor, Ohio.
Ohio.
Sandusky
view to exThe outer
outer harbor
Fairport Harbor,
Harbor, Ohio,
with aa view
Ohio, with
of Fairport
harbor of
The
tending
and making
making such
improvements as
other improvements
such other
breakwater and
the breakwater
tending the
the harbor.
of the
may
be necessary
necessary to
enlargement of
the enlargement
to the
may be
Ohio.
Inner harbor
at Lorain
Lorain,'Ohio.
harbor at
Inner
Deeper waterway
waterway from
from the
the Great
Lakes to
the Hudson
Hudson River
River suitsuitto the
Great Lakes
Deeper
Prelimifeet:
able
for
vessels
of
a
draft
of
twenty
or
twenty-five
twentv-five
or
twenty
of
draft
a
of
able for vessels
Engineer
board of Engineer
a board
nary
and survey
survey to
made by
by a
be made
to be
examination and
nary examination
use,
shall
officers
providing
said
Board
of
Engineers
make
so far as
as
Engineers
officers providing said Board of
or before
applicable, of
of existing
existing data
data and
shall make
make its
before
on or
report on
its report
and shall
applicable,
May 1,
1926.
1, 1926.
May
Charlotte
Harbor, New
York.
New York.
Charlotte Harbor,
Saint
Lawrence River,
River, between
between Ogdensburg,
Ogdensburg, New York, and Lake
Saint Lawrence
Ontario.
Ontario.
Ogdensburg
Harbor, New York.
Ogdensburg Harbor,
York.
Morristown Harbor,
Harbor, New
New York.
Morristown
San Diego
California.
Harbor, California.
Diego Harbor,
San
channel in
Channel from
from Redwood
City, California,
the main
main channel
to the
California, to
Redwood City,
Channel
a depth of thirty feet
San
Francisco Bay,
Bay, with
view to securing
securing a
feet
a view
with a
San Francisco
width of three
and
three hundred
hundred feet.
and width
Sacramento River
River and
and tributaries
California, with aaview to protributaries,' California,
Sacramento
tecting
navigable channel
of the Sacramento
Sacramento River from deposits
channel of
the navigable
tecting the
from
the melting
glaciers of
of Mount
Mount Shasta.
melting glaciers
from the
California.
Harbor
Francisco, California.
San Francisco,
at San
Harbor at
and Bay, California.
Humboldt Harbor
Harbor and
Humboldt
Oakland Harbor
California.
Harbor, California.
Oakland
California.
Petaluma Creek,
Creek, California.
Petaluma
Klamath River
River, California.
California.
Klamath
California.
Cresent City
City Harbor,
Harbor California.
Cresent
Coquille
River bar
bar and
arid entrance,
entrance, Oregon.
Oregon.
Coquille River
Yaquina
Bay and
and entrance,
entrance, Oregon.
Yaquina Bay
Umpqua
Harbor and
and River,
River, Oregon.
Umpqua Harbor
Harbor, Oregon.
Port Orford
Orford Harbor,
Port
Skipanon
Skipanon Channel, Oregon.
Coos
Coos Bay, Oregon.
city of Kalama, Washingthe city
Columbia River
above and
below the
and below
River,' above
Columbia
ton,
with a
a view
view to
to providing
providing aa ship channel to the wharves at
ton, with
Kalama,
Washington.
Kalama, Washington.
between Portland,
Columbia
lower Willamette
Rivers, between
Portland, OreWillamette Rivers,
and lower
Columbia and
gon and
channel.
the sea, with view to deepening and widening the channel.
and the
gon,
its
Astoria, Oregon,
dolumbia
from Tongue
Point base, Astoria,
Oregon, to its
Tongue Point
River, from
Columbia River,
mouth.
mouth.
canalizaSnake River,
and Washington,
with a
its canalizato its
view to
a view
Washington, with
Idaho and
River, Idaho
Snake
tion
Shoshone Falls.
to Shoshone
tion to
Quillayute
Washington.
River, Washington.
Quillayute River
Grays Harbor
River,
, Washington.
Harbor,
Grays
Grays River,
River, Washington.
Washington.
Grays
a view to the removal of
Bellingham
Harbor, Washington,
Washington, with a
Bellingham Harbor,
Star Rock.
Rock.
Star
Seattle Harbor. Washington,
Duwamish Waterway,
Waterway, Seattle
Washington, above FourDuwamish
teenth Street.
Street.
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Willapa Harbor, Washington.
Port Angeles Harbor,
Harbor, Washington.
Chehalis River, Washington.
Olympia Harbor,
Harbor, Washington.
Washington.
Alaska.
Tongass Narrows,
Saxman Harbor, Tongass
Narrows, Alaska.
Alaska.
Alaska.
Hyder Harbor, Alaska.
Ketchikan Creek, Alaska.
Alaska.
Port Alexander, Alaska.
Wrangell
Wrangell Harbor, Alaska, with a
a view to the extension of the
breakwater.
breakwater.
Yukon River, near Fort Yukon, Alaska.
Yukon River, near Holy Cross, Alaska.
Alaska.
Resurrection Bay breakwater
Resurrection
breakwater or
harbor of
Alaska.
or harbor
of refuge,
refuge, Alaska.
Hawaii.
Honolulu Harbor, Kalihi Harbor, and connecting
connecting channels, Hawaii
Hawaii.
Hawaii.
Porto Rico.
Rico.
Mayaguez
Rico.
Mayaguez Harbor,
Harbor, Porto
Porto Rico.
Porto
Arecibo Harbor, Porto Rico.
San Juan Harbor, Porto Rico.
Coos Bay, Oreg'Oreg.
SEC. 9. That the Secretary
SEc.
Secretary of War is authorized
authorized to
appropriate co
to appropriate
Use offBay,
rocks forr imm
Bay Harbor,
Harbor, Oregon,
and use for the improvement
improvement of Coos Bay
Oregon, the
the provements.
provements.
rock lying in lots 2
2 and 3
3 of section 11, township
township 31 south, range
range
12 west, Willamette
Willamette meridian.
meridian.
Newport,
SEC. 10. That the Secretary
is hereby
Secretary of War is
hereby authorized
authorized to
modify, Neio
to modify,
tg
gCalharbor
Modifyin
harbor
s
from time to time, the harbor lines
lines at
at Newport
Newport Harbor,
Harbor, California,
California, 'ilines.
Vol 39
39 p. 411.
iso.
established in pursuance
3 of the River
Harbor Act Pro;'
Proio.
established
pursuance of section
section 3
River and Harbor
Condition.
of July 27
27.2 1916: Provided,
Provided, That in his opinion such modification
modification Condition
will not injuriously
injuriously affect the interests of navigation.
A
ds
Acceptance
of for
funds
SEC.
offer to
to advance
advance funds
SEC. 11. That whenever local interests shall offer
funds fr
from %'tets
local interests
for
for
prosecution of a
a work
immediate use
auimprovement duly immediate
use on
on
aufor the prosecution
work of river and harbor improvement
thorized work.
adopted
adopted and authorized
authorized by law the Secretary
Secretary of War may, in his thorzedworkdiscretion, receive such funds
the same
same in
discretion,
funds and expend
expend the
in the
the immediate
immediate
prosecution of such work. The Secretary
prosecution
Secretary of War
War is
is hereby
hereby authorauthor- Repayment.
Repayment
ized and directed to repay without
without interest, from appropriations
appropriations
which may be provided
river and harbor
provided by Congress for river
harbor improveimprove- Proviso.
prwo
ments, the moneys so contributed
Restriction
Restriction on
on repayrepay.
ments,
contributed and expended:
expended: Provided,
Provided, That no ment.
the purpose
repayment of funds which
which may be contributed for the
purpose of
of ment.
meeting any conditions
conditions of local cooperation
cooperation imposed
by Congress,
Congress,
imposed by
Vol. 38,
4 of the River and Harbor
Harbor Act,
nor under
under the authority of section
section 4
Act, Vol.
38 p.. 1053.
1053.
approved March 4,
4, 1915,
shall be
1915, shall
be made.
made.
Chesapeake
and
SEC.
12, 1924,
S
EC. 12. The agreement
agreement entered into November
November 12,
1924, subsub- DlCSaeaPe
Delaware Canal. and
Agreement
for
reconject to ratification
and
approval
by
Congress,
between
ratification
between the
Chief of
of structin
the Chief
Atement
for recong railroad
Engineers, United States Army, acting on behalf
of the
the United
Engineers,
behalf of
United brid
geacross,
bridge
across, ratified.
ratified.
States. and the Pennsylvania Railroad
Railroad Company
States,
Delaware
Company and
and Delaware
for the
the reconstruction
Railroad Company, to provide for
reconstruction of
of the
the latter
latter
companv's
across the
company's bridge across
Canal, is
the Chesapeake
Chesapeake and
and Delaware
Delaware Canal,
is
Use o
offfunds
for pur-hereby
and approved;
approved; and
and so
much as
may be
be necessary
orpa
hereby ratified
ratified and
so much
as may
necessary of
of chase
chase of
canal.
Vol.
40,
p.
1277.
the funds
which
have
been
available under
funds
or may be made available
under the
the auau- Vol 40 p 1277
thority of Congress
for improving
Congress for
improving inland
waterway from
inland waterway
from Delaware
Delaware
River
Chesapeake Bay,
Bay, Delaware
Delaware and
River to Chesapeake
and Maryland,
Maryland, shall
shall be
be dedevoted to carrying out said agreement in accordance
accordance with
the terms
with the
terms
and
tenor thereof.
thereof.
and tenor
Use
national forest
forest
Use of
of national
SEC.
etc., authorized
S
EC. 13. That the Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture is
is authorized
authorized to
to perper- earth,
earth, etc.,
authorized
for construction
construction.
mit the War Department
and timber from the
Department to take earth, stone, and
the for
construction of river and
and harbor and
national forests for use in the construction
and
to such
other works in charge
charge of that department, subject to
such regulations
regulations
restrictions as he may prescribe.
and restrictions
Lake Bankhead, Ala.
SEC.
Warrior River
River between
between Darn
S
EC. 14. That the portion of Black Warrior
Dam Portion
Portion of
of Black
Black
Warrior River
River named.
named.
Numbered 17 and the junction of Locust and
Numbered
and Mulberry
Mulberry Forks,
Forks, in
in waior
the State of Alabama, shall
shall hereafter
hereafter be
as Lake
Bankhead. National
be known
known as
Lake Bankhead.
National
Research
Research
g,
D.
C. di
SEC.
S
EC. 15. The Secretary
Secretary of War is authorized to
to cause
made Buildin
cause to
to be
be made
Buding,
D.
C for disAlterin g,
etc.,
such modification
office.
trict engineer's
engineer's offce.
modification and alterations
alterations of the National Research
Research Building trict

1198
1198
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at
B Streets
Washington, District
at Nineteenth
Nineteenth and
and B
Streets northwest,
northwest, Washington,
District of
of
Columbia,
necessary to
for occupancy
occupancy as
Columbia, as may be necessary
to fit
fit it
it for
as the
the office
office
District of
Columbia, and
of the
the district engineer, Washington,
Washington, District
of Columbia,
and to
to
expend therefor
therefor a
asum not
exceed $20,000,
expend
not to exceed
$20,000, to
to be paid
paid pro
pro rata from
appropriations
made by
by Congress for
for maintenance
maintenance and
appropriations heretofore
heretofore made
improvement of existing river and harbor works, for increasing
increasing
water
water supply,
supply, District of Columbia, and for reclamation
reclamation of
of AnaAnacostia
Flats, District of
costia River and
and Flats
of Columbia.
Columbia.
Yuma
irrigationprojYumairrigationprojSEC.
authorized to be appropriated,
SEc. 16. (a) That there is hereby authorized
appropriated,
ect,
and Calif.
ect, Ariz.
Ariz. and
Calif.
any moneys
the United
United States
otherStates not
not otherof the
in the
the Treasury
Treasury of
moneys in
out of
of any
Reclamation
Reclamation fundfor
fund for out
to
be
for wise appropriated,
be reimbursed
to
reimbursed
for
sum
of
$650,000,
or
so
much
thereof
as
may
appropriated, the sum
of
$650,000,
so
much thereof
as
may
be
be
work
Colorado
r
on Colorado
to reimburse
for the
the benefit
benefit of
of the
the
River adjacent thereto. necessary,
necessary, to
reimburse the
the reclamation
reclamation fund
fund for
Yuma
project in Arizona
Yuma Federal irrigation project
Arizona and California
California for all
all
costs, as found by the Secretary of
of the
heretofore incurred
incurred
the Interior,
Interior, heretofore
and
reclamation fund
operation and
-mainteand paid from the reclamation
fund for
for the operation
and-maintenance of the Colorado River front work
and levee
levee system
work and
system adjacent
adjacent
to
to said
said project.
project.
Transfer to reclama(b) That
That there
there is
hereby authorized
authorized to
be appropriated,
any
out of any
appropriated, out
to be
is hereby
(b)
of amountfor
tion fnd
fund of
amount for
levee
work, etc.,
etc., fiscal
levee work,
moneys in
the Treasury
Treasury of
of the
the United
States not
otherwise apfiscal moneys
in the
United States
not otherwise
apyear 1926.
propriated,
propriated, the sum of $50,000, or so much thereof as
as may be
be necessary, to be transferred
transferred to the reclamation
reclamation fund and to be expended
expended
under the direction
Secretary of the Interior
Interior for the purpose
direction of the Secretary
of paying the operation and maintenance
maintenance costs of said Colorado
River front work and levee system adjacent to said Yuma project,
Arizona-California,
Arizona-California, for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1926.
Annual amount anauAnnual
(c) That
(c)
That there
there is
hereby authorized
authorized to
to be
any
is hereby
be appropriated,
appropriated, out
out of
of any
thorized for maintainthe Treasury
Treasury of
of the
the United
United States
not otherwise
appropriotherwise appropriStates not
in the
inr moneys
olorado a River
moneys in
ithg
ing Colorado
levee, etc.
etc.
levee,
ated, for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1927, and annually therethereafter, the sum of $35,000, or so much thereof as may be necessary,
as the share of the Government
Government of the United States of the costs of
operating and maintaining
maintaining said Colorado River front work and
levee system.
March 3, 1925.
Approved, March
March 3, 1925.
1925.
[H.
[H. R. 11505.)
11505.]
[Public, No. 586.]
586.)
[Public,

Executive and indeestablishpendent
pendent
establishments appropriations.
appropriations.

Executive.

CHAP.
CRAP. 468.—An
Making appropriations
appropriations for the Executive
Office and
468.-An Act Making
Executive Office
sundry independent
bureaus, boards, commissions,
commissions, and offices,
sundry
independent executive bureaus,
offices, for the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1926, and for other purposes.
Be
enacted by
by the
and House
House of
Representatives of
of the
the
Be it
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
United
States of
of America
America in
assembled, That
United States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
following
the following
sums
are appropriated,
appropriated, out
out of
of any
Treasury not
othersums are
any money
money in
in the
the Treasury
not otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, for
for the Executive
Executive Office
Office and
sundry independent
independent
wise
and sundry
executive
bureaus, boards,
executive bureaus,
boards, commissions
commissions and
and offices,
offices, for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year
ending June 30, 1926, namely:
ending
namely:

EXECUTIVE
EXECUTIVE OFFICE
OFFICE

Compensation.
Compensation.

COMPENSATION OF
VICE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT
COMPENSATION
OF THE
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT AND
AND VICE

President.
President.
Vice
Vice President.
President.
Post, p. 1301.
Post,
1301.

For compensation
compensation of
of the
President of
of the
the United
United States,
States, $75,000.
the President
$75,000.
For
of the
the Vice
President of
the United
States,
For compensation
compensation of
Vice President
of the
United States,
$12,000.
$12,000.

Office of the PresiPresident.
dent.

Secretary,
Secretary, and office
office
Personnel.
nersonnel.
Proviso.
Proviso.
Details
employees.
Details of employees.

OFFICE OF
OFFICE
OF THE
PRESIDENT
THE PRESIDENT

Secretary to the President, $7,500; personal
Salaries: For Secretary
personal services in the office of the
the President in
in accordance
accordance with
with the
the ClassificaClassification Act of 1923,
$85,260; in all $92,760:
1923, $85,260;
$92,760: Provided,
Provided, That employees
of the executive departments
the
departments and other establishments
establishments of the
executive branch
be detailed
detailed from
time to
executive
branch of
of the
the Government
Government may
may be
from time
to
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CONGRESS.
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SEES.
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1925.
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time to the office of the President of
States for
for such
of the United
United States
such
temporary
necessary.
temporary assistance
assistance as
as may
may be
be deemed
deemed necessary.
expenses.
Contingent
Contingent expenses: For contingent
contingent expenses
the Executive
Executive Contingent
expenses of
of the
Contingentexpenses.
Office, including
including stationery,
stationery, record
books, telegrams,
record books,
telegrams, telephones,
telephones,
books for library, furniture
furniture and carpets for
offices, automobiles,
automobiles,
for offices,
expenses
including labor,
labor, special
special services,
and miscellamiscellaexpenses of
of garage,
garage, including
services, and
neous items, to be expended
expended in the
discretion of
of the
President,
the discretion
the President,
$35,000.
Printingand binding.
For printing
printing and binding, $2,800.
$2,800.
Printingandbinding.
expenses: For traveling and official entertainment
Traveling expenses:
entertainment Traveling,
Traveling, etc.,
etc., exof the President.
expenses
expenses of the President of the United
United States,
States, to be
expended in
be expended
in penses
pensesofthPresident.
his discretion and accounted
accounted for
certificate solely,
$25,000.
for on
on his certificate
solely, $25,000.
EXECUTIVE MANSION
MANSION AND
EXECUTIVE
AND GROUNDS
GROUNDS
maintenance, repair,
repair, refurnishing,
refurnishing, improvement,
improvement,
For the care
care, maintenance,
heating, and lighting, including
and fixtures,
of the
including electric
electric power
power and
fixtures, of
the
Executive Mansion,
Executive Mansion
Mansion greenhouses,
greenhouses, including
Mansion, the Executive
including

Executive Mansion.
Mansion.
Care, repairs,
repairs, etc.
etc.
Car,

reconstruction,
reconstruction, and the Executive
Executive Mansion
Mansion grounds, to be expended
expended

by contract
contract or otherwise
as the
the President
President may
may determine,
determine, $110,000.
otherwise as
$110,000.
For extraordinary
refurnishing the Executive
extraordinary repairs to and refurnishing
Executive
Mansion, to be expended
expended by contract or otherwise,
otherwise, as
as the
the President
President
determine, $50,000.
may determine,
$50,000.
WHITE HOUSE
POLICE
WHITE
HOUSE POLICE

Salaries: First sergeant,
$2.700; three
sergeant, $2,700;
three sergeants at $2,400 each;
and thirty-five
thirty-five privates at
all, $83,400.
$83,400.
at $2,100 each;
each; in
in all,
uniforming and equipping
equipping the
the White
For 'uniforming
White House
police, including
House police,
including
the purchase and issue of revolvers and ammunition, $4,000.
INDEPENDENT
INDEPENDENT ESTABLISHMENTS
ESTABLISHMENTS
ALIEN
PROPERTY CUSTODIAN
ALIEN PROPERTY
CUSTODIAN

For expenses
expenses of the Alien Property
Property Custodian
authorized by
Custodian authorized
by the
the
Act entitled "An Act to define, regulate, and
and punish
punish trading with
with
the enemy
enemy,: and for other purposes,"
approved October
October 6,
6, 1917,
purposes," approved
1917, as
as
amended,
amended, including
including personal and other
quarother services
services and
and rental
rental of
of quarDistrict of
and elsewhere,
per diem
diem allowances
allowances
ters in the
the District
of Columbia
Columbia and
elsewhere, per
in lieu of subsistence not exceeding
exceeding $4, traveling expenses,
expenses, law books,
books of reference
periodicals, supplies
reference and periodicals,
and equipment,
supplies and
equipment, and
and
maintenance,
maintenance, repair, and operation
operation of motor-propelled
motor-propelled passengerpassengercarrying vehicles
vehicles,' $188,420, of which amount not to exceed $1767040
$176,040
carrying
mav be expended
may
expended for personal services
services in the District of Columbia:
Columbia:
Provided,
appropriation shall
shall not
Pro
vided, That this appropriation
available for rent
not be available
rent of
of
buildings in the District of Columbia if
if suitable
suitable space is
is provided
provided
by
Commssion.
by the
the Public
Public Buildings
Buildings Commssion.
Property Custodian,
Custodian.
$8For all printing
printing and binding for the Alien Property
00.
$800.

AMERICAN BATTLE MONUMENTS
MONUMENTS COMMISSION
COMMISSION
AMERICAN

re-

Extraordinary reExtraordinary
pairs, etc.

pairsetc.

White House police.
Salaries.

aaries-

Uniforms and equipand equipment.

nforms

Independent
Independent Establishments.
lishments.
Allen Property
Property CusCusAlien
todian.
todian.
Personal
Personal services,
supplies,
supplies, etc.
Vol. 40, p. 415; Vol.
Vol.
41,
35, 977,
977, 1147;
1147;
41, pp.
pp. 35,
Vol. 12,
1511.
12,pp. 351,
351, 1511.

Proriso.
Proriso.
Rent restriction.
Printing and binding.
ing.
American
Battle
American Battle
Monuments Commission.
sion.

Monuments

All
expenses, from
from
The unexpended
unexpended balances
balances of the
the appropriations
appropriations made for
the unexpended
for the
All expenses,
batances.
unexpended balances.
expenses
the American
Laws, 1st
Commission by
bv the
first Public Laws,
expenses of
of the
American Battle
Battle Monuments
Monuments Commission
the first
Ist
' 522.
pp. ' 35,
deficiency
522
deficiency Act, fiscal year
year 1924, approved
approved April 2, 1924, and by the s,seas., PPAct making
appropriations for the
and sundry
sundry indeindemaking appropriations
the Executive
Executive Office
Office and
pendent executive
executive bureaus,
bureaus, boards, commissions,
commissions, and offices, for
for the
year ending
ending June
fiscal year
purposes, approved
June 30,
30, 1.925,
1925. and for
for other purposes,
approved
June 7, 1924, are extended
extended and made available
available until June
June 30, 1926,
1926,

45822'-25
45822 °--251--78

78

1200
1200
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tor the
purposes set
forth in
Acts, including
including the
employment
tor
the purposes
set forth
in said
said Acts,
the employment
of
necessary technical
professional services,
services, and
in addition
of necessary
technical and
and professional
and in
addition for
for
the
motor-propelled passengerthe maintenance,
maintenance, repair,
repair, and
and operation
operation of
of motor-propelled
passengercarrying
vehicles since
since June
1, 1924,
furnished by
by the
the Secretary
carrying vehicles
June 1,
1924, furnished
Secretary of
of
War
or other
other departments
of the
for the
use of
War or
departments of
the Government
Government for
the official
official use
of
Proviso.
and its
in foreign
foreign countries:
peonstio
n said
commission and
its personnel
personnel in
countries: Provided,
Provided,
said commission
Use for
construction
Use
for construction
work forbidden.
forbidden.
expended on
program of
That no part of this sum
sum shall be expended
on
aa program
of conVol. 42, p. 1509.
struction
4, 1923,
1923, the
complete cost
cost of
of
Vol.42,p. 509.
struction work
work under
under the
the Act
Act of
of March
March 4,
the complete
which
which shall exceed
exceed $3,000,000.
BOARD OF TAX APPEALS
APPEALS

Board of
of Tax
Tax ApBoard
Appeals.
peals.
All expenses.
Allexpenses.
Ante,
336.
Ante p.
p. 33.

Services in the
Di
trict.s
in the District.
Proviso.
Preto.
Rent.

Printing
and bindPrinting and
binding.
ing.

For every expenditure
incident to the work of the
expenditure requisite for and incident
Board of
Appeals as
as authorized under Title IX,
IX, section 900,
Board
of Tax
Tax Appeals
of
Revenue Act
Act of
approved June
June 2,
including tierof the
the Revenue
of 1924,
1924, approved
2, 1924,
1924, including
personal services
rent at
at the
the seat
of government
and elsewhere,
elsewhere,
seat of
government and
sonal
services and
and rent
traveling expenses,
expenses for
for subsistence
or per
subsistence or
per diem
diem
traveling
expenses, necessary
necessary expenses
stationery, furniture,
furniture, office
office equipment,
equipment,
in lieu
lieu of
of subsistence,
subsistence, car
car fare, stationery,
exchange of
of
purchase and
and exchange
of typewriters,
typewriters, law books and
and books of
reference, periodicals,
periodicals, and
other necessary
necessary supplies,
reference,
and all
all other
supplies, $345,320,
$345,320,
of which
to exceed
may be
be expended
expended for
for perperexceed $267,520
$267,520 may
of
which amount
amount not
not to
sonal services
the District
District of
Provided, That
this
That this
Columbia: Provided,
of Columbia:
services in
in the
sonal
appropriation shall
shall not
not be
be available
for rent
in the
the
rent of
of buildings
buildings in
available for
appropriation
space is
provided by
District of
of Columbia
Columbia if
if suitable space
is provided
by the Public
Public
Buildings Commission.
For all printing and binding for the Board
Board of Tax Appeals, $9,000.
BUREAU
BUREAU OF EFFICIENCY
EFFICIENCY

Efficiency
Effiiency Bureau.
Bureau.

Printing and
and bindbindPrinting
ing.

personal services
For chief of bureau and other personal
services in
in the
of
the District
District of
accordance with the Classification
Classification Act of 1923; continColumbia in accordance
per diem
diem in
in lieu
of
gent expenses, including traveling
traveling expenses;
expenses; per
lieu of
subsistence; supplies;
purchase and
exchange of
subsistence;
supplies; stationery;
stationery; purchase
and exchange
of equipequipreference, and
and
ment; not to exceed
exceed $100
$100 for
for law
law books,
books, books of reference,
periodicals; and not to exceed
exceed $150 for street-car fare; in all
all
$150,000, of which amount not to exceed $146,460
$150,000,
$146,460 may be expended
expended
for
personal services
services in the
for personal
the District
District of Columbia.
For all printing
printing and binding for the Bureau of Efficiency,
Efficiency, $350.

om
Civil Service ComCivil
mission.

C
IVIL SERVICE
SERVICE COMMISSION
COMMISSION
CIVIL

Commissioners, and
office personnel.

Salaries:
For three
three commissioners
services in
in
personal services
and other
other personal
commissioners and
Salaries: For
the District
District of
Columbia in
in accordance
accordance with
with the
the Classification
Classification Act
Act
the
of Columbia

of

Bureau, and
Chief of Bureau,
and
office personnel.
e personne.
Expenses.

Service

omislon.

oners, and
ommfisce

of 1923,
1923, $470,000.

Field force:
$330,000.
force: For salaries
salaries of the field force, $330,000.
Except
for one person detailed for part-time duty in
Except
in the district
ments, etc., forbidden.
office at New York City, no details from any executive
executive department
department
independent establishment
or independent
establishment in the District of Columbia or elsewhere to the commission's central office in Washington or to any of
of
its district offices shall be made during the fiscal year ending June
30, 1926; but this shall not affect the making of details for service
as
members
immediate offices of
Tnsfe
members of boards of
examiners outside
outside the
the immediate
of
itas
of examiners
Transfer, etc., of its
employeestc.,
the district secretaries. The Civil Service Commission
Commission shall have
employees.
power in
in case of emergency
emergency to transfer or
or detail
detail any of its
its employees herein provided for to or from its office or field force.
ployees
Expert
Expert examiners.
examiners.
For employment of expert examiners
examiners not in the Federal
Federal service to
to
prepare
examinations on special
prepare questions and rate papers in examinations
special subjects for which examiners
examiners within the service are not available, $2,000.
Field force.
force.
Field

Details from
departDetass
from de-
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Civil service
service retireretireCivi
entitled "
"An
To carry
carry out
out the
An ment
of section
section 13 of the Act entitled
the provisions
provisions of
To
expenses.
Act expenses.
Vol. 41, p.
Act
p.619.
619.
of employees
employees in the classified civil service, Vol.41,
retirement of
Act for
for the retirement
purposes," approved May 22, 1920, including personal
personal
and for other purposes,"
Columbia, stationery, purchase
purchase of books,
services in the District of Columbia,
equipment, and
$35,000, of
not
of which amount
amount not
office equipment,
and other supplies,
supplies, $35,000,
to exceed
exceed $34,440
personal services
in the
the DisDisto
$34,440 may
may be
be expended
expended for
for personal
services in
trict of Columbia.
Columbia.
PresidenFor examination
presidential postmasters,
postmasters, including
including travel,
travel, tialExamining
EtimisnngePresiden
examination of
of presidential
For
postmasters.
examiners and investistationery, contingent expenses, additional examiners
$32,000, of
gators, and
and other necessary
necessary expenses of examinations, $32,000,
personal
$26,880 may be expended for personal
which amount not to exceed $26,880
services in the District of Columbia.
Traveling expenses,
expess
examiners etTrvelin
For necessary traveling expenses, including those of examiners
etc
acting under
for expenses
expenses of
of
and for
direction of
of the
the commission, and
acting
under the direction
examinations and investigations
investigations held elsewhere
elsewhere than at Washington
Washington
examinations
including not exceeding
$1,000 for expenses of attendance
attendance at
exceeding $1,000
and including
meetings of public
specifically directed
directed by the commispublic officials when specifically
meetings
$18,000.
sion, $18,000.
expenses.
Contingentexpenses.
For contingent and miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses of the Civil Service Contingent
Commission, including furniture and other equipment and repairs
Commission,
thereto; supplies;
telegraph, telephone,
laundry
and laundry
telephone, and
supplies; advertising;
advertising; telegraph,
thereto;
service; freight
exceed
charges; street-car fares not to exceed
service;
freight and express charges;
stationery; purchase
purchase and exchange
exchange of law books, books of ref$200; stationery;
$1,000;
erence,
erence, directories, newspapers, and periodicals,
periodicals, not to exceed $1,000;
charts; purchase,
repair of motor
motor
and repair
purchase, exchange,
exchange, maintenance, and
charts;
a
trucks, motor cycles, and bicycles; maintenance, and repair of a
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicle to be used only for
motor-propelled
official purposes;
purposes; garage
garage rent;
postage stamps to prepay postage on
rent; postage
official
addressed to Postal Union countries;
countries; special-delivery
stamps;
special-delivery stamps;
matter addressed
and
other like miscellaneous
miscellaneous necessary
necessary expenses
hereinbefore proproexpenses not
not hereinbefore
and other
vided for; in all, $38,000.
$38,000.
Rent.
$24,592, RentFor rent of building for the Civil Service Commission, $24,592,
if space
space can not be assigned by the Public Buildings Commission in
other
other buildings
buildings under the control of that commission.
Printing and bindPrintng and bindFor all
and binding
the Civil
Civil Service
Commission, ing.
Service Commission,
for the
binding for
For
all printing
printing and
offices, institutions,
institutions, and services located
of its bureaus, offices,
including all of
in Washington,
Washington, District
District of
of Columbia,
and elsewhere,
elsewhere, $58,500.
$58,500.
Columbia, and
in

COMMISSION OF
OF FINE
FINE ARTS
ARTS
COMMISSION
For expenses
necessary by
entitled "An
"An Act
Act estabestabFor
expenses made
made necessary
by the
the Act
Act entitled

lishing a
Commission of
of Fine
Fine Arts,"
Arts," approved
1910, includinclud17, 1910,
May 17,
approved May
a Commission
lishing

Commission of Fine
Armmts
of Fine
Arts.

lon

Expenses.
Vol. 36, p. 371.

vot. se. 31.

ing
reference, to be
the purchase
purchase of periodicals, maps, and books of reference,
ing the
disbursed
by the
commission, $5,000,
which
of which
$5,000, of
the commission,
vouchers approved
approved by
disbursed on
on vouchers
amount
personal services
$3,300 may
may be expended for personal
not to exceed
exceed $3,300
amount not
in the
the District
District of
of Columbia.
in
Columbia.
Printing
and bindbindPrinting and
For
all printing
and binding
binding for
for the
Commission of
of Fine
Arts, lag.
ing.
Fine Arts,
the Commission
printing and
For all
$1,500.
EMPLOYEES'
COMMISSION
COMPENSATION COMMISSION
EMPLOYEES' COMPENSATION

Employees' CompenEmployees'
sation
sation Commission.
Commssion.

Commissioners,

Salaries: For
For three
three commissioners
commissioners and
services in
in okce
onam
peitsntne
e
l
n
.'
officepersonnel.
personal services
and other
other personal
Salaries:

Classification Act of
of
accordance with the Classification
the District of Columbia in accordance
1923,
including not
exceed $1,000 for temporary
temporary experts and assistnot to exceed
1923, including
elsewhere, to
to be paid at aarate
District of Columbia and elsewhere,
ants in
in the District
not exceeding
exceeding $8 per day, $138,000.
$138,000.

and

Contingent expewc,
s.

and ont
and other
other equipment
equipment and
Contingent
furniture and
For furniture
Contingent expenses:
expenses: For
repairs thereto;
law books, books
periodicals, stastabooks of
of reference,
reference, periodicals,
repairs
thereto; law
examinations, titi^edcal
expenses; medical examinations,
tionery,
supplies; traveling
traveling expenses;
l led
: ail
and supplies;
tionery, and
traveling
expenses, and
payable to
to ememof wages payable
and loss
loss of
and other
other expenses,
traveling and

e

examine:
amina
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Vol. 39,p.747
39, p. 747.
Vol.

ployees under sections
sections 21 and 22 of the Act of September 7, 1916,
and for
items; in
all, $10,000.
$10,000.
and
for miscellaneous
miscellaneous items;
in all,
Printing
and bindbindFor all printing
Printing and
printing and binding for the Employees' Compensation
Compensation

om
Employees' comPensaEmployes'
sation
fund. c pen-

Allowancesfrom.
Allowances from.

Vol.
39, pp.
Vol. 39,
pp. 743,
745.
43, 745.

Recoveries"
VRecoveries
Vol.
39, p. 747.
t
Lo=e
r
rl

tiodnal

Educe-

Educa-

Commission, $3,500.
Commission,
$3,500.

Emp loyees' compensation
compensation fund: For the payment
payment of compensation
Employees'
compensation

provided by
by "An
"An Act
Act to provide
provide compensation
compensation for
for employees
employees of
of

the United States suffering
suffering injuries
performance of
injuries while
while in
in the
the performance
of
their
duties, and
September 7,
7, 1916,
1916,
their duties,
and for
for other
other purposes,"
purposes," approved
approved September
including medical, surgical, and hospital services,
services and supplies provided
transportation and
expenses
vided by section 9, and the
the transportation
and burial
burial expenses
provided by sections 9
9 and 11 and advancement
advancement of costs for the
provided
enforcement
recoveries provided
provided in
sections 26
27 where
where
enforcement of
of recoveries
in sections
26 and
and 27
necessary, accruing
during the
year 1926
1926 or
in prior
prior fiscal
fiscal
necessary,
accruing during
the fiscal
fiscal year
or in
years, $2,150,000.
$2,150,000.
FEDERAL
BOARD FOR
EDUCATION_
FEDERAL BOARD
FOR VOCATIONAL
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION-

Hawaii.
Vocational
For
Territory of Hawaii the benefits of the Act
to the Territory
For extending
extending to
education
Vocational education
benefits extended
extended to.
" An Act to provide
beneAts
to. entitled "
provide for the promotion
promotion of vocational education; to provide for cooperation
cooperation with the States
States in
in the promotion
promotion of
of
education in agriculture
industries; to
to
such education
agriculture and
and the trades and industries;
provide for cooperation with the States in the preparation
preparation of teachers
teachers
subjects; and
appropriate money
its
of vocational
vocational subjects;
and to
to appropriate
money and
and regulate
regulate its
Ate, p.'1.
expenditure,"
Ante,
p.18.
expenditure," approved
approved February
February 23,
23, 1917,
the
1917, in
in accordance
accordance with
with the
provisions
provisions of the Act entitled "
An Act to extend the provisions of
"An
of
certain laws
Territory of
March 10,
10, 1924,
certain
laws to the
the Territory
of Hawaii,"
Hawaii," approved
approved March
1924,
$30,000.
$30,000.
Vocational rehabilirehabiliFor extending to the Territory
Jocational
Territory of Hawaii
Hawaii the benefits of
of the
the Act
Act
tation of persons disabled
in°f irlrussq
n
4, d
o
i
x
s--approved June 2, 1920 (Forty-first
ablediin
industry,
ex(Forty-first Statutes, page 735),
735), in accordtended to.
tended
ance with
with the
of the
the Act
Act entitled
"An Act
Act to
to extend
the
extend the
entitled "An
provisions of
ance
the provisions
Vol
4,to. p 735.
Vol. 41,
Ante,
1s.
Ante, p.
p.
p.
1S
provisions of certain laws to
Territory of
to the Territory
of Hawaii,"
Hawaii," approved
approved
March 10,
10, 1924,
1924, $5,000.
$5,000.
March
Vocational
rehabiliFor carrying out the ioprovisions of the Act entitled "An Act
Vocational
rehabiliAct to
to
tation
of persons
persons
diptation of
dr
abled inindinpdstry.d
provide
shied
industry.
provide for
for the
promotion of
vocational rehabilitation
the promotion
of vocational
rehabilitation of
of persons
persons
Vol. 41, p. 735.
Ante,
430.
disabled in industry or otherwise
return to civil employdisabled
otherwise and their return
VAte, p.
p. 430.
Proviso.
ment," approved
proiso.
ment,"
approved June
June 2,
2, 1920, as amended by the Act
Act of June
June 5,
of apportionBasis of
apportion- 1924, $750,000: Provided,
to the
States shall
sh all
Provided,That the apportionment
apportionment to
the States
ment.
be computed
computed on the basis of not to exceed
meat.
exceed $1,034,000,
$1,034,000, as authorized
authorized
by the Act approved June 2, 1920, as amended
amended by the
the Act approved
approved
June
June 5, 1924.
1924.
Administrative
Administrative exexFor the purpose
and reports
purpose of making
making studies, investigations, and
reports
penses.
penvestigations
regarding the vocational rehabilitation
rehabilitation of disabled persons and their
their
Investigations
of regarding
placements,
placements, etc.
etc.
placements in suitable or gainful occupations,
placements
occupations, and for the administrative expenses
expenses of said
performing the
trative
said board
board incident
incident to
to performing
the duties
duties
Vol. 41, p. 735.
imposed
by
the
Act
of
June
2,
1920,
as
amended
by
the
Act
of
of June
June
Act
the
by
amended
as
2,
1920,
of
June
Act
the
by
Ante,4,p.
imposed
p.-432. *
Vl.
5, 1924, including
including salaries of such assistants, experts, clerks, and
other employees,
employees, in the District of Columbia or
or elsewhere,
elsewhere, as
as the
the
board
board may deem necessary, actual traveling and
necessary
and other necessary
expenses
expenses incurred
incurred by the members
employees,
members of the board and
and by its
its employees,
under its orders; including
attendance at meetings
including attendance
meetings of
of educational
educational
associations and other organizations,
organizations, rent and equipment
equipment of offices
offices
elsewhere, purchase
purchase of books of
in the District of Columbia and elsewhere,
reference, law books, and periodicals,
reference,
and
periodicals, stationery,
stationery, typewriters
typewriters and
exchange thereof, miscellaneous
supplies, postage
foreign mail,
exchange
miscellaneous supplies,
postage on
on foreign
mail,
printing
at the
the Government
Office,
printing and
and binding
binding to
to be
be done
done at
Government Printing
Printing Office,
and
necessary expenses,
expenses, $75,000,
of
which amount,
not to
to
and all
all other
other
necessary
$75,000,
of
which
amount.not
Services
the Disexceed $60,770
may be
expended for
services in
District
trvices in
in the
Dis- exceed
$60,770 may
be expended
personal services
for personal
in the
the District
trict.
of Columbia.
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FEDERAL POWER COMMISSION
COMMISSION
FEDERAL

Federal Power Commission.

Expenses.
For
and incident to the work of Expenses.
requisite for and
every expenditure
expenditure requisite
For every
Vol.
Federal Power
authorized by law, including
including Vol. 41, p. 1063.
Power Commission
Commission as authorized
the Federal
traveling expenses;
expenses; per
diem in
in lieu
of subsistence;
subsistence; and not
exceednot exceedlieu of
per diem
traveling
ing $500
for press-clipping
of reference,
reference,
books of
law books,
books, books
service, law
$500 for
press-clipping service,
ing
and periodicals,
$22,800.
periodicals, $22,800.
and
Printing and bindFor
all printing
for the
Power Commission,
Commission, ing.
the Federal
Federal Power
and binding
binding for
printing and
For all
$4,000.
$4,000.
Federal Trade ComFEDERAL
COMMISSION
FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION

mission.

$10,000 each per annum, $50,000.
commissioners at $10,000
For five commissioners
Trade ComFor all
all other
other authorized
authorized expenditures
expenditures of the Federal
Federal'Trade
For
mission in
the duties imposed by law or in pursuance of
performing the
in performing
mission
commission and other personal servlaw, including
secretary to
to the commission
including secretary
law,
ices, supplies
supplies and
and equipment,
equipment, law
of reference,
reference, periodibooks, books of
law books,
ices,
expenses
cals, garage
rental, traveling
traveling expenses,
including actual
actual expenses
expenses, including
garage rental,
cals,
at
exceed $5
in lieu of subsistence
subsistence not
per diem in
day or
or per
$5 per day
not to
to exceed
at not
fees and mileto exceed
exceed $4,
foreign postage,
postage, and
witness fees
and witness
$4, newspapers,
newspapers, foreign
to
9 of the Federal Trade Commission
age in
accordance with
Commission
section 9
with section
in accordance
age
$879,558 may be
Act, $940,000,
$940,000, of
of which amount
amount not to exceed $879,558
Act,
expended
services in
in the
of Columbia,
Columbia, including
including
District of
the District
expended for
for personal
personal services
Provided, That no part of this sum shall be expended
witness fees: Provided,
expended
for
investigations requested
either House
House of Congress
Congress except
requested by either
for investigations
those requested
by concurrent
resolution of Congress, but this
concurrent resolution
requested by
those
limitation shall
apply to
to investigations
connecinvestigations and reports in connecnot apply
shall not
limitation
tion with
with alleged
violations of
of the
antitrust Acts by any corporation.
the antitrust
alleged violations
tion
For all
all printing
binding for
the Federal
Commission,
Trade Commission,
Federal Trade
for the
and binding
printing and
For
$18,000.
$18,000.
*_____

.

_____

--..

-

GENERAL ACCOUUNT'IINl
ACCOUNTING UJ
OFFICE
If UJlj;
(GENEIRAL

Commissioners.

Commissioners.

All other expenses.
Alotherexpenses.
Vol. 38, p. 717.
38 p-717.
Vol-

Vol. 38, p. 722.
38 p 722.
Vol
Services
Services in the District.
t'Proio.
Proviso.
Restriction
reon reRestriction on
quests by either House
House
quests
Congress.
of Congress.

Printing and bindng

Printing 'and binding.

Accounting
General Accounting
Office.
Comptroller General,

trtand
Assistant,
and oferce
office
Salaries:
Comptroller General,
$10,000; Assistant
Assistant Comptroller
Comptroller AssC
General, $10,000;
Salaries: Comptroller
pei sonnel.
General 2 $7,500;
other personal services in the District of peionnel.
$7,500; and for other
General,
$3,367,Columbia in accordance
accordance with the Classification Act of 1923, $3,367,460; in all, $3,384,960.
expenses.
Contingent expenses.
Contingent expenses:
traveling expenses,
expenses, materials, supplies, Contingent
For traveling
expenses: For
Contingent
purchase
equipment,
services; rent of buildings and equipment;
equipment, and services;
calculating
exchange of books, tabulating
tabulating cards, typewriters, calculating
and exchange
development,
machines,
appliances, including their development,
machines, and other office appliances,
passenger-carryincluding motor-propelled
motor-propelled passenger-carryrepairs and maintenance, including
ing vehicles;
vehicles; and
and miscellaneous
ing
miscellaneous items,
items, $295,000.
$295,000.
Printing and bindOffice, ing.
For
and binding
Accounting Office,
the General Accounting
for the
binding for
printing and
all printing
For all
the
including monthly
monthly and
and annual editions of selected decisions of the
including
Comptroller General,
General, $22,000.
Comptroller
HOUSING CORPORATION
CORPORATION
HOUSING

Housing
tion.

Corpora-

etc., in the
the
Salaries, etc.,

Salaries: For
For officers,
clerks, and
and other
other employees
employees in the District District
District of Columbia
officers, clerks,
Salaries:
specified duties.
necessary to collect and account for the receipts
receipts from for specified
of Columbia necessary
operation
the
from
the
sale
of
properties
and
the
receipts
operation
of
unsold
receipts
the sale of
Housing Corporation, the Bureau
Bureau
the United States Housing
of the
properties of
Housing and Transportation,
commandeered
Transportation, property commandeered
of Industrial
Industrial Housing
collect
Secretary of Labor, and to collect
United States through the Secretary
by the
the United
advanced to transportation
transportation facilities and others, Proviso.
amounts advanced
the amounts
Proviso.
a Pay restriction.
$48,700: Provided,
Provided, That
employed hereunder at a
restriction.
person shall be employed
That no person
$48,700:
rate
annum, and only one
exceeding $5,000 per annum,
compensation exceeding
rate of compensation
mav be employed at that rate.
person may
Contingent
Contingent expenses.
Contingent expenses:
miscellaneous expenses
expenses
contingent and miscellaneous
For contingent
expenses: For
Contingent
of the
the offices at Washington,
Columbia, including purWashington, District of Columbia,
of
chase of
books, maps, stationery, file cases, towels, ice, brooms,
of blank
blank books,
chase
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service;
soap, freight
freight and
and express
express charges;
charges; telegraph
telegraph and telephone
telephone service;
soap,
and all
all other
miscellaneous items and
expenses not included
included
and necessary expenses
other miscellaneous
and
in the
necessary to
collect moneys and loans due the
to collect
and necessary
foregoing, and
the foregoing,
in
corporation, $5,500.
corporation,
Housing Corprinting and binding for the United States Housing
For all printing
poration, including all its bureaus, offices, institutions, and services
poration,
located in
in Washington,
Washington, District
and elsewhere,
$1,000.
elsewhere, $1,000.
Columbia, and
of Columbia,
District of
located

collection of money due from the sale of real
the collection
For the
Collections: For
Collections:
collections from sales
and
under the
of the
19,
July 19,
approved July
Act approved
the Act
provision of
the provision
property under
other property
and other
2.
vol.
1919, the
the collection
of rentals
unsold properties,
including
properties, including
from unsold
rentals from
collection of
1919,
necessary office
of
expenses outside of the District of
travel expenses
and travel
office and
necessary
Columbia, $32,000.
$32.000.
Columbia,
Government
hotel,
Washington, District
District of
Government hotel for GovernColumbia, Government
of Columbia,
Washington,
Government hotel,
D. C.
ment workers:
operation, and management
management of the
maintenance, operation,
workers: For maintenance,
Maintenance,
ment
Maintenance, etc.
hotel
and restaurants
restaurants therein,
equipment,
replacement of equipment,
including replacement
therein, including
hotel and
Personal
in and
personal
services,
$572,500,
which amount not to exceed
exceed
of
$572,500,
services,
personal
and
services in
Personal services
the District.
$307,214 may
be
expended
for
personal
services
in
the
District
of
District of
$307,214 may be expended for personal services in thehereunder
Proviso.
Proviso.
at
Columbia: Provided,
Provided,That no person shall be employed
Columbia:
Pay restriction.
a
rate
of
compensation
exceeding
$5,000
per
annum,
one
only
and
annum,
per
$5,000
exceeding
compensation
a rate of
person may
be employed
employed at
at that
rate.
that rate.
may be
person
Ground rent.
For ground rent for squares 632, 681, and part of 680, in the Disronndrent.
trict
Columbia, occupied
occupied by
the Government
Government hotels,
$74,315.
hotels, $74,315.
by the
of Columbia,
trict of
repair houses,
Maintenance,
unsold
Maintenance,
Maintenance,unsold
Maintenance, unsold property: To maintain
maintain and repair
houses,
property.
buildings,
and improvements,
improvements, which
which are unsold, $2,500.
buildings, and
property.
Miscellaneous
Miscellaneous expenses
exMiscellaneous exMiscellaneous
expenses account of property sold: To pay taxes,
penses of sold property.
special assessments,
municipal, State, and county
county
assessments, and other utility, municipal,
pensesofsopropey. special
charges
or assessments
assessments unpaid
unpaid by
purchasers and which have been
been
by purchasers
charges or
assessed
States Housing Corthe United States
which the
in which
property m
against property
assessed against
poration
has an
and to
to defray
defray expenses
expenses incident to foreinterest, and
an interest,
poration has
closing
mortgages, conducting
conducting sales
sales under deeds of trust, or reacquirclosing mortgages,
ing title
title or
possession of
of real
property under
under default proceeding,
real property
or possession
ing
including
fees, witness fees, court costs, charges, and other
attorney fees,
including attorney
Proviso.
miscellaneous expenses,
the United
States
United States
That the
Provided, That
$7,400: Provided,
expenses, $7,400:
Allowance
Allowance of equit- miscellaneous
able claims.
Housing Corporation
Corporation is
is hereby
to allow
any
an offset
offset any
as an
allow as
authorized to
hereby authorized
Housing
able claims.
equitable claim
claim in
in any
any collection made against any State or any
equitable
political subdivision thereof.
rse
former approapproof former
lse of
No part of the appropriations
appropriations heretofore
heretofore made and available
available for
restricted.
priations
priations restricted.
expenditure by
Housing Corporation shall be
States Housing
United States
the United
by the
expenditure
expended for
appropriations are made
which appropriations
purposes for which
the purposes
for the
expended
herein.
herein.
erce
Interstate
Commerce
Interstate Commi
INTERSTATE
COMMERCE COMMISSION
COMMISSION
INTERSTATE COMMERCE
Commission.
Commission.

Collections from sales,
rents, etc.
Vol. 41, p. 224.

$7,500;
secretary, $
For
commissioners, at $12,000 each; secretary,
7,
500 ;in
For eleven commissioners,
all, $139,500.
Personnel and exexecution
For all other authorized
authorized expenditures
expenditures necessary
necessary in the execution
penses.
pertses.
of
to regulate
regulate commerce,
counsel, one direcone chief counsel,
including one
commerce, including
laws to
of laws
$10,000 each per annum,
tor of
finance, and
traffic at $10,000
annum,
and one director of traffic
of finance,
tor
Per diem snbsisten ce-' and
section
diem
lieu of subsistence when
when allowed
allowed pursuant to section
in
diem
per
and
Vol. 38,
38, p. 680.
Appropriation Act approved August 1, 1914,
13 of the Sundry Civil Appropriation
$2,318,660,
$100,000 shall be immediately
immediately available
available and not
not
$2,318,660, of which $100,000
Services in the DisServices
Dis- exceeding
$1,957,890 may be expended for personal
personal services in the
$1,957,890
exceeding
trict.
District of
exclusive of special counsel, for which the
Coonwl, etc.
Columbia, exclusive
Counsel,
of Columbia,
District
expenditure
shall not
necesexceeding $3.000 for necesexceed $50,000; not exceeding
not exceed
expenditure shall
open
sary books,
exceeding $100 in the open
reports, and periodicals; not exceeding
books, reports,
sary
market for
purchase of office furniture
furniture similar in class or kind
for the purchase
market
Rent,
Rent, D. C.
C.
to that
in the general supply schedule; and not exceeding
exceeding
listed in
to
that listed
Proviso.
Proiso.
Provided,
Columbia:
of
District
$75.000
for
buildings
in
Provided,
the
buildings
of
rent
for
$75.000
Rental
Rental condition.
That this
this appropriation
shall not
available for rent of buildings
not be available
appropriation shall
That
provided by the Pubin the
the District
District of
of Columbia if suitable space is provided
in
lic
lic Buildings Commission.

Commissioners
secretary.

secretary.
Commissioners

and
and

ex-

Per diem subsistence
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To
the Interstate
Interstate Commerce
Commission to
to enforce
enforce compliEnforcing accounting
compli- byEnforcingaccoting
Commerce Commission
enable the
To enable
railroads.
ol. 34,
ance with
with section
20 and
the Act
to regulate
regulate corncorn- Vol.
34, p. 593; Vol.
Act to
of the
sections of
other sections
and other
section 20
ance
36p.
merce as
amended by
by the
Act approved
June 29,1906,
29, 1906, and
36, p. 556; Vol. 41, p.
p.
amended 493.
as amended
and as
approved June
the Act
as amended
merce
by the
Transportation Act,
Act, 1920,
1920, including
the employment
employment of necesincluding the
the Transportation
by

diem
sary special
special accounting
agents or
examiners, and
including per
per diem
and including
or examiners,
accounting agents
sary

erdiemsubsistence.
Per
diem subsistence.
Vol. 38, p. 680.

in lieu
when allowed
allowed pursuant
pursuant to section 13 of the Sunsubsistence when
of subsistence
lieu of
in
Diservices in the Disdry Civil
Civil Appropriation
August 1,
of Services
$1,189,250, of
1914, $1,189,250,
1, 1914,
approved August
Act approved
Appropriation Act
dry
which amount
not to
exceed $200,000
expended for personal trict
be expended
may be
$200,000 may
to exceed
amount not
which
services in
the District
Columbia.
of Columbia.
District of
in the
services
safety apRailwy safety
keep informed pliances.
To
Interstate Commerce
Railway
apCommission to keep
Commerce Commission
the Interstate
enable the
To enable
regarding
and
to
enforce
compliance
with
Acts
to
promote
the
safety
Vol.
27,
531; Vol.
p.
ol.7
safety
the
regarding and to enforce compliance with Acts to promote
29, p. 85; Vol. 32, p. 943;
trict-

2 .
o36
requiring corn- Vol.
the Act
of employees
employees and
travelers upon
upon railroads;
railroads; the
Act requiring
36, p..
p. 298.
and travelers
of
mon
to make
accidents and
authorizing investigaAccidents.
3.
investiga- Accidents
and authorizing
Vol. 36, p. 350.
of accidents
reports of
make reports
carriers to
mon carriers
Commission
tions
thereof;
and
to
enable
the
Interstate
Commerce
Commission
Commerce
Interstate
the
enable
to
and
tions thereof;
to
and test
block-signal and
and train-control
train-control systems
and Block
Block34,
signals,
etc.
etc.V
signals,
systems and
Vol.
p. 838;
Vol.
test block-signal
to investigate
investigate and
p.
appliances
intended
to
promote
the
safety
of
railway
operation,
as
35,
p. 324; Vol. 38, P.
35.
as
operation,
railway
of
safety
the
promote
to
appliances intended
1906, and the 212.
authorized
joint resolution
30 ,19062
approved June 30,
resolution approved
the joint
by the
authorized by
provision
of the
the Sundry
Civil Act
Act approved
1908, including
including
27, 1908,
May 27,
approved May
Sundry Civil
provision of
the employment
employment of
of a
a chief
chief inspector
$6,000 per
annum, and two
per annum,
at $6,000
inspector at
the
assistant
chief inspectors
dt $5,000
and such
such other
P diem subsistence.
other Per
annum, and
per annum,
each per
$5,000 each
inspectors at
assistant chief
eso.
Vol. as,
inspectors as
as may
may be
necessary, and
and for
for per
lieu of sub38, p.
p. 680.
sub- Vol.
in lieu
diem in
per diem
be necessary,
inspectors
sistence
when
allowed
pursuant
to
section
13
of
the
Sundry
Civil
Sundry
the
of
13
sistence when allowed pursuant to section
Appropriation Act
Act approved
1914, $650,000,
$650,000, of
Services in the
the DisDi
tSerices
which trict.
of which
1, 1914,
August 1,
approved August
Appropriation
amount
not to
to exceed
5200,000 may
expended for
for personal
services
personal services
be expended
may be
exceed $200,000
amount not
in
District of
of Columbia.
Columbia.
the District
in the
For all
all authorized
expenditures under
under the
the provisions
provisions of
Act ers,Safe
locomotive boilSfe
the Act
of the
etc.locomotiveboil
authorized expenditures
For
vol36,
of
February 17
17, 1911,
1911, "To
"To promote
employees and 40,Vol.
38, p. 913; Vol.
of employees
safety of
the safety
promote the
of February
p. 616.
p. 1192.
3,
40ol
in
travelers
upon
railroads
by
compelling
common
carriers
engaged
in
Vol.
38,
engaged
travelers upon railroads by compelling common carriers
interstate
to equip
equip their
locomotives with safe and suitable
their locomotives
commerce to
interstate commerce
boilers
thereto," as
March
as amended by the Act of March
appurtenances thereto,"
and appurtenances
boilers and
4,
extending "the
"the same
same powers
and duties
duties with
with respect to all
powers and
1915, extending
4, 1915,
ta g ,
u
p
o
n.659
al InsPect
. 6 ors.
Icors.
amend-- Addition
and tender,"
appurtenances of the locomotive
locomotive and
tender," and
and amend
parts and appurtenances
from time
appointment from
providing for the appointment
ment of
of June
June 7,
time to
to i
7, 1924, providing
ment
time by
by the
the Interstate
Interstate Commerce
Commission of
of not more than
Commerce Commission
time
fifteen inspectors
to the
number authorized
authorized in the first
first
the number
addition to
in addition
inspectors in
fifteen
paragraph of
of section
of the
the Act
Act of
of 1911,
including such legal,
1911, including
section 44 of
paragraph
of the
technical, stenographic,
clerical help
as the
business of
the offices
offices Perdiemsu'bs^tence.
Pveortduierps.u6b80at.stence.
the business
help as
and clerical
stenographic, and
technical,
require, and
his two assistants may require,
inspector and
of the
the chief
chief inspector
and his
and for
for
of
per
diem in
in lieu
allowed pursuant to section 13
subsistence when allowed
of subsistence
lieu of
per diem
of
the Sundry
Civil Appropriation
August 1, 1914
1914,
Appropriation Act approved August
Sundry Civil
of the
DisServiS in
may be expended
$450,000, of
which amount
not to
to exceed
exceed $65,820,
$65,820, may
expended trict.
Services
In the
the Disamount not
of which
$450,000,
Columbia.
of
for personal
services in the District
personal services
for
Phsicavaluationof
Com- railroads.
Valuation of
of property
of carriers:
carriers: To
the Interstate
Interstate CornPhysical valuation of
enable the
To enable
property of
Valuation
p. 701; Vol.
voIl.37
merce
Commission to
out the
the objects
objects of
Act entitled
37, p.
entitled "An Vol.
the Act
of the
carry out
to carry
merce Commission
.
42, p.
commerce,',' 4.
Act to
Act entitled
'An Act
Act to
to regulate
624.
40, p 271; Vol. 42,
p.
regulate commerce
entitled 'An
an Act
amend an
to amend
Act
by
thereof,"
approved February
1887, and all Acts amendatory
amendatory thereof,"
4, 1887,
February 4,
approved
ofstock
Issaes of
of carriers
providing for
for a
valuation of
the several
several classes
property of
carriersetc.Issues
stock, etcof property
classes of
of the
a valuation
providing
stocks,
their
subject thereto
and securing
information concerning
concerning
securing information
thereto and
subject
bonds, and
securities, approved
approved March
March 1, 1913, including one
and other securities,
bonds,
Pst diem subsistence.
appraisals, one super- Per
director of
of valuation,
valuation, one
supervisor of land appraisals
one supervisor
director
p.6so.
ol.38s,
each
$9,000
at
accounts,
vising
engineer,
and
one
supervisor
of
accounts,
per
Vol.
38, p.
680.
supervisor
one
and
vising engineer,
pursuant
subsistence when allowed pursuant
in lieu of subsistence
annum, and
diem in
and per diem
annum,
approved
to section
section 13
of the
Appropriation Act approved
Sundry Civil Appropriation
the Sundry
13 of
to
August 1,
1, 1914,
$1,946,552, of
which sum $200.000
$200.000 shall be immediof which
1914, $1,946,552,
August
Proviso.
Rentsction.
appropriation shall not be Rent
ately
restriction.
Provided, That this appropriation
available: Provided,
ately available:
suitable
if
available
rent of buildings
buildings in the District of Columbia
Columbia if
for rent
available for
Commission.
space
is provided
provided by
the Public Buildings Commission.
by the
space is
and bind
Printng
Com- ingPrinting
For
all printing
printing and
and binding
for the
the Interstate
Commerce CornbindInterstate Commerce
binding for
ing
.
For all
furnish
and
to
$10,000
exceed
mission,
including
not
to
exceed
$10,000
print
to
the
mission, including not to
$160,000.
States at
report-form blanks, $160,000.
cost report-form
at cost
States
212.
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SIXTY-EIGHTH
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.

National Advisory
Advisory
Committee
for AeroAeroCommittee for
nautics.
nautics.
All
expenses
Allexpenses

Langley Laboratory.

Services in
in the
the DisDistrict.
Proviso.
Amount for additional laboratory building.
ing.

S
ESS. II.
II. Cu.
CH. 468.
468.
SESS.

1925.
1925.

NATIONAL ADVISORY
COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS
AERONAUTICS
ADVISORY COMMITTEE
For scientific
scientific research, technical investigations, and special reports
reports
in the
the field
field of
of aeronautics,
including the
the necessary
necessary laboratory
laboratory and
and
aeronautics, including
in
technical assistants;
traveling expenses
of members
members and
and employees;
employees;
assistants; traveling
expenses of
technical
office supplies
supplies and
other miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses,
expenses, including
technical
including technical
and other
office
periodicals
maintenance, and
periodicals and books of reference;
reference; equipment, maintenance,
operation of a
known as the Langley
Langley Memorial
Memorial
a research
research laboratory,
laboratory, known
operation
Aeronautical Laboratory;
operation, and
exchange of
of
maintenance, operation,
and exchange
Aeronautical
Laboratory; maintenance,
one motor-propelled
passenger-carrying vehicle;
personal services
services
vehicle; personal
one
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
in the
and in
in the
the District
District of
Columbia; in
of
of Columbia;
in all,
all, $522,000,
$522,000, of
in
the field
field and
which amount not to exceed $52,680
$52,680 may be expended for personal

services
the District
of Columbia:
Provided, That
That of
of the
the amount
amount
in the
District of
Columbia: Provided,
roviso.
services in
$40,000 shall be available only for the construcAmount for arddi- appropriated
appropriated herein $40,000
tion of
additional laboratory
laboratory building
building in
in connection
tion
of an
an additional
connection with
with the
the

Printing
Printing and binding.
mg

bind-

.

Hailroaa Labor
Laboroarm.
Railroad
Board.
rs
Salaries ol
off members
memb
secretary.
and secretar

All
other expenses.
e
AH other
enses.
Vol. 41, p.
p. 470.

Rent, D. C.,
1 eta.

C. etc.

Printing and
and bindbinding.

Smithsonian Institution.
International
International
changes.
changes.

ex-

American ethnology.
ethnology.

International CataInternational
logue of Scientific Literature.
eratLre.

research laboratory
laboratory at Langley Field, Virginia.
For all printing and binding for the National
National Advisory
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,
Aeronautics, including
including all
all of its
its offices,
offices, laboratories,
laboratories, and
services
located in
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, and
elsewhere,
and elsewhere,
services located
in Washington,
Washington, District
$12,000.
$12,000.
RAILROAD
RAILROAD LABOR
LABOR BOARD
BOARD

For nine members
members of the board, at $10,000
$10.000 each; secretary,
secretary, $5,000;
$5,000;
in all,
all, $95,000.
$95,000.
in
For
other authorized
expenditures of
Railroad Labor
Labor
For all
all other
authorized expenditures
of the
the Railroad
Board in
performing the
including personal
personal
Board
in performing
the duties
duties imposed
imposed by
by law,
law, including
and
other services
District of
supand other
services in
in the
the District
of Columbia
Columbia and
and elsewhere,
elsewhere, supplies and
equipment, law
books and
books of
of reference,
periodicals,
plies
and equipment,
law books
and books
reference, periodicals,
travel
travel expenses,
expenses, per
per diem
diem in
in lieu
lieu of
of subsistence,
subsistence, rent
rent of
of quarters
in
quarters in
the
District of
by the
Public
the District
of Columbia,
Columbia, if
if space
space is
is not
not provided
provided by
the Public
Buildings Commission,
of quarters outside
outside of
the District
Buildings
Commission, rent of
of the
District of
of
Columbia, witness
fees, and
and mileage,
witness fees,
mileage, $190,805,
$190,805, of
of which
which not
not to
to exceed
exceed
$136,920
$136,920 may
may be
be expended
expended for
for personal
personal services.
services.

For all printing and binding for the Railroad Labor Board,
including all
including
all its
its bureaus,
bureaus, offices,
offices, institutions,
services located
located in
institutions, and
and services
in
Washington.
of Columbia.
Washington. District of
Columbia. and
elsewhere, $11,000.
$11,000.
and elsewhere,
SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION
INSTITUTION
SMITHSONIAN

International exchanges:
exchanges: For the system of international
international exchanges between
between the United
United States and foreign countries,
countries, under the
Smithsonian Institution,
necessary emdirection of the Smithsonian
Institution, including
including necessary
employees and purchase of necessary
necessary books and periodicals,
periodicals, $46,260,
of which amount not to exceed $23,000 may be expended
expended for perservices in the District
District of Columbia.
sonal services
American
American ethnology: For continuing ethnological
ethnological researches
among
American Indians and the natives of Hawaii, including
among the American
including
preservation of archseologic
archmologic remains under
the excavation and preservation
under the
direction of the Smithsonian Institution, including,
including necessary
necessary employees and the purchase
purchase of necessary
necessary books
ployees
books and
and periodicals,
periodicals, $57,160,
$57,160,
of which amount not to exceed $45,040 may be expended
expended for personal
personal
services in the District
District of Columbia.
services
International
International Catalogue
Catalogue of Scientific Literature:
Literature: For the cooperation of the United States in
International
in the
the work
work of
of the
the International
Catalogue of Scientific Literature, including the preparation
preparation of a
a
classified index catalogue of
publications for
classified
of American
American scientific publications
for
incorporation
International Catalogue, clerk hire, purchase
incorporation in the International
of necessary
necessary books and periodicals,
periodicals, and
and other necessary incidental
incidental
expenses,
$7.785, may be
be
expenses, $8,000, of which amount not to exceed $7.1'85,
expended for personal services in the District of
expended
of Columbia.
Columbia.
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Astrophysical
Observatory: For
For maintenance
the AstrophysiAstrophysiof the
maintenance of
Astrophysical Observatory:
cal Observatory,
under the
the direction
direction of
of the
Institution,
the Smithsonian
Smithsonian Institution,
cal
Observatory, under
including
assiaants, purchase
of necessary
necessary books
books and
and periodicals,
periodicals,
purchase of
including assistants,
apparatus
necessary observations
high altitudes,
altitudes, repairs
repairs
in high
observations in
making necessary
apparatus, making
and
buildings, and
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses,
expenses, $31,180,
of
$31,180, of
of buildings,
alterations of
and alterations
which
not to
to exceed
$26,840 may
expended for
personal
for personal
be expended
may be
exceed $26,840
amount not
which amount
services in
the District of Columbia.
in the
services
For an
an additional
Assistant Secretary
the Smithsonian
Smithsonian InstituInstituof the
Secretary of
additional Assistant
For
$6,000.ecretary.~;.~atona,
on, $6,000.
*ion,
NATIONAL
MUSEUM
NATIONAL MUSEUM

For
required for the
and appliances
appliances required
fixtures, and
furniture, fixtures,
For cases,
cases, furniture,
exhibition
of collections,
including necessary
necessary emcollections, including
safe-keeping of
and safe-keeping
exhibition and
ployees,
$21,800, of
of which
which amount not to exceed $11,920 may be
ployees, $21,800,
expended
for personal
personal services
in the
the District
District of Columbia.
services in
expended for
For heating,
heating, lighting,
electrical, telegraphic,
servand telephonic
telephonic servtelegraphic, and
lighting, electrical,
For
ice,
$77,560, of
of which
not to
to exceed
may be
expended
be expended
$41,580 may
exceed $41,580
amount not
which amount
ice, $77,560,
for
services in the District of Columbia.
personal services
for personal
For continuing
continuing preservation,
preservation, exhibition,
exhibition, and
increase of collecand increase
For
tions
and exploring
exploring expeditions
expeditions of
of the
the GovernGovernsurveying and
the surveying
from the
tions from
ment,
and from
necessary employees, all
including necessary
sources, including
other sources,
from other
ment, and
other
expenses and
$5,500 for
for drawings
and
drawings and
exceeding $5,500
not exceeding
and not
necessary expenses
other necessary
illustrations
publications, $441,082,
to
amount not to
of which
which amount
$441,082, of
for publications,
illustrations for
exceed
may be
be expended
for personal
District
the District
services in the
personal services
expended for
$428,598 may
exceed $428,598
of Columbia.
For
including all necessary
necessary
of buildings, shops, and sheds, including
repairs of
For repairs
labor and
exceed $7,620
$7,620
which amount not to exceed
of which
$12,000, of
material, $12,000,
and material,
labor
the District
may
expended for
for personal
personal services
District of Columbia.
in the
services in
may be
be expended
For
of books,
periodicals for reference,
reference,
books, pamphlets, and periodicals
For purchase
purchase of
$1,500.
$1,500.
For
postage stamps
stamps and
$450.
postal cards, $450.
foreign postal
and foreign
For postage
In
Museum, $554,392.
all, National
National Museum,
In all,
NATIONAL

GALLERY OF
GALLERY
OP

1207
1207

1925.
1925.

ART
ART

Astrophysical
Astrophysical
servatory.

0bOb-

Additional Assistant
Assistant
Addtional
Secretary.

...

Museum.

National Museum.
Museum.
National
Furniture, etc.
Services in the District.

Heati ng, lighting, etc.
Heating,
Serv
i
c
es in the DisServices
trict.

Preserving
:reserving collections,
collections,
etc.
etc.
Employees, etc.

etc
Employees,

Repairs, etc.

Services in the DisDistrict.
Books, etc.
Postage.

National
Gallery of
of
National Gallery
Art.

exAdministration ex
For
administration of the
National Gallery
Gallery of Art by the Administration
the National
the administration
For the
emnecessary
of
compensation
Smithsonian
including compensation
necessary
Pe
•
Smithsonian Institution, including
periodicals,
ployees,
ployees, purchase of necessary books of reference
reference and periodicals,
Disand
necessary incidental
incidental expenses,
expenses, $21,028,
Srviees In
in the Dienot to services
amount not
of which amount
$21,028, of
and necessary
the District trirt.
exceed $17,850
triet.
services in the
personal services
for personal
expended for
may be
be expended
$17,850 may
exceed
Columbia.
of Columbia.
PRINTING
PRINTING AND BINDING

For all
all printing
Smithsonian Institution,
binding for the Smithsonian
and binding
printing and
For
including
of its
its bureaus,
offices, institutions,
located
and services located
institutions, and
bureaus, offices,
all of
including all
in
of Columbia,
Columbia, and
and elsewhere,
$90,000, of
of
elsewhere, $90,000,
District of
in Washington,
Washington, District
which
not to
$7,000 shall
shall be
for printing
printing the
the report
report
available for
be available
to exceed
exceed $7,000
which not

Printing and bindPrinting
ing.
i

Amin Historical
istorical
Association.
ssoci

rata restricrestricProvided, That the 11=P
of the American
American Historical Asssociation:
Asssociation: Provided,
.T
r
o p7c; rata
tion.
expenditure
this sum
restricted to a
apro rata amount tion.
sum shall
shall not be restricted
of this
expenditure of
m
any period
the fiscal year.
year.
period of
of the
in any

STATE,
AND NAVY
DEPARTMENT BUILDINGS
BUILDINGS
NAVY DEPARTMENT
WAR, AND
STATE, WAR,

State, VWar. and Navy

Department
Statell-arna
Buildings.
Deputy superintendsuperintend-

ent, and
peroffice perand office
superintendent and
For deputy
For
deputy superintendent
and other
other personal
personal services
services in
in the ent,
sonnel.
9S3
nnep. 93.
Classification Act of Ante,
District
of Columbia
accordance with the Classification
Columbia in accordance
District of
1923, $1,698,980.
$1,698,980.
Operating supplies.
1923,
For
ground rent,
rent, traveling
traveling expenses
expenses not to
repairs, ground
lights. repairs,
fuel, lights,
For fuel,
exceed
miscellaneous items,
directories, including
including;
and city directories,
items, and
$250, miscellaneous
exceed $250,
motor-promaintenance, repair,
repair, exchange,
and operation
operation of one motor-proexchange, and
maintenance,
pelled passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicle
be used for official purposes
vehicle to be
pelled
only, $641.200.
$641,200.
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1925.

Printing and
bindand bindPrinting
ing. i n g

For all printing and binding for the State, War, and Navy
Department Buildings,
Department
Buildings, $2,700.

Tariff Commission.
Tariff

TARIFF
COMMISSION
TARIFF COMMISSION

United States
of the United
For salaries
salaries and
and expenses
States Tariff Commission,
expenses of
For
including
purchase and
exchange of labor-saving devices, the purand exchange
including purchase
chase
of professional
and scientific books,
of
books, law books, books of
professional and
chase of
reference,
newspapers and periodicals
periodicals as may be necessary,
necessary, as
reference, newspapers
Vol.
39, p.
796; Vol.
Vol authorized under Title VII of the Act entitled "An Act to increase
p. 796;
Vol. 39,
42, pp. 941-917.
1916,
the
revenue, and
for other
approved September
8, 1916,
September 8,
purposes," approved
other purposes,"
and for
the revenue,
42,pp.9417.
" An Act
and
under sections
sections 315,
315, 316, 317, and 318 of the Act entitled "
and under
to
provide revenue,
revenue, to regulate commerce
commerce with foreign countries, to
to provide
encourage the
industries of the United States, and for other purthe industries
encourage
poses," approved
approved September
amount
September 21, 1922, $712,000, of which amount
poses,"
in the
the
services in
not to
to exceed
expended for
personal services
for personal
be expended
may be
$569,980 may
exceed $569,980
not
Proviso.
District of
Columbia: Provided,
Provided, That
appropriation
of this appropriation
part of
no part
That no
of Columbia:
District
Sadry restriction
Salary
restriction.
States
shall
be used
used to
to pay
pay the
the salary
salary of
of any
United States
the United
of the
member of
any member
shall be
participate in any proceedings
Tariff Commission
shall hereafter
hereafter participate
proceeding's
who shall
Commission who
Tariff
under
315, 316,
approved
317, and 318 of said Act, approved
316, 317,
sections 315,
said sections
under said
September 21,
1922, wherein
he or
or any
any member of his family has any
wherein he
21, 1922,
September
special,
and pecuniary
pecuniary interest,
which he has acted as
in which
or in
interest, or
direct, and
special, direct,
attorney or
representative.
special representative.
or special
attorney
$9,500.
Printing andbinding.
For
all printing
printing and
and binding
Commission, $9,500.
Tariff Commission,
the Tariff
for the
binding for
For all
Printinandbinding.
Salaries and expenses.
Salariesandexpenses.

UNITED STATES
STATES GEOGRAPHIC
GEOGRAPHIC BOARD
BOARD

Geographic
Board.
Geographic Board.

p

and print.
Stationery and

ing and
binding.
and binding.
ing

Shipping
Shipping Board.
Board.
Commissioners.
Commissioners.

expenses.
All other
other expenses.

Fant-

For
stationery and
and printing
binding, $550.
and binding,
printing and
For stationery

BOARD
UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES SHIPPING BOARD

For seven commissioners
commissioners at $12,000 each per annum, $84,000.

SepFor all
other expenditures
expenditures authorized
authorized by
the Act
approved SepAct approved
by the
all other
For
tember
7, 1916,
1916, as
Act approved
approved June
June 5,
1920,
5, 1920,
the Act
by the
and by
amended, and
as amended,
tember 7,
attorneys,
including
the compensation
of aa secretary
the board,
board, attorneys,
to the
secretary to
compensation of
including the
officers, naval
special experts, examiners,
examiners, and clerks, inarchitects, special
naval architects,
officers,
cluding one
admiralty counsel
annum, and
special
one special
and one
per annum,
$10,000 per
at $10,000
counsel at
one admiralty
cluding
expert
at
$8,000
per
annum,
and
other
employees
in
District
of
the
in
employees
other
and
annum,
per
expert at $8,000
Columbia and
and elsewhere;
elsewhere; and
and for
all other
other expenses
of the
the board,
board,
expenses of
for all
Columbia
including the
quarters outside the District of Columbia,
of quarters
rental of
the rental
including
necessary
law books
books of
periodicals, and actual and necessary
reference, periodicals,
of reference,
books, books
law
expenses of
of members
members of
the
board,
its
special experts,
and
other ememother
and
experts,
special
its
board,
the
of
expenses
Per diem subsistence.
subsistence when allowed pursuant
of subsistence
ployees 'or
or per
in lieu
pursuant to
lieu of
diem in
per diem
ployees,
s.
Vol. 38, ps,
p.
680.
pS.
section
of the
the Sundry
Civil Appropriation
approved August
Act approved
Appropriation Act
Sundry Civil
13 of
section 13
1,
1914,
while
upon
official
business
away
from
their
designated posts
designated
their
from
away
business
official
upon
while
1914,
1,
of
duty, and
for the
the employment
by
contract
or
otherwise of
expert
of expert
otherwise
or
by
contract
employment
for
and
duty,
of
nvestigating
Investigating disstenographic reporters
reporters for
for its
its official
official reporting
work, and including
including
reporting .work,
criminations
against stenographic
criminations
American
vessels, etc.
etc. the investigation of foreign discrimination against vessels and shipAmerican vessels,
discrimination against vessels and shipTransportation of imtransportation
investigation of transportation
States and for the investigation
pers
the United
United States
pers of the
n
uTgranSprtats.
migrants.
of
immigrants
in
vessels
of
the
United
States
Shipping
Board,
Board,
Shipping
States
United
the
of
of immigrants in vessels
Prso.
Proviso.
$238.000: Provided,
available by
moneys made available
of the moneys
Provided, That no part of
Pay
restriction.
$238,000:
Pay restriction.
this
Act for
States Shipping
Board: or
or the United States
Shipping Board
United States
the United
for the
this Act
Shipping Board
Emergency Fleet
Corporation shall be used to pay
Fleet Corporation
Board Emergency
Shipping
to an
Shipping Board aasalary in excess
member of the Shipping
to a
a member
assistant to
an assistant
to
of
$6,500 per annum.
of $6,500
Printing and binding.
For all printing and binding for the United States Shipping
Shipping
Printingandbinding.
Board, including all of its bureaus, offices, institutions, and services
services
Board.
located
elsewhere, $8,000.
District of Columbia, and elsewhere,
Washington, District
located in Washington,

'Vol.
4lPenelincluded.

Vol. 39,
39, p. 72;
7'.h3; Vol.
41, p. 988.
Personnel Included.

S
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S
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SESS.

EMERGENCY SHIPPING
FUND
SHIPPING FUND
EXMERGENCY

1925.1209
1925.
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Emergency
Emergency shipping
fund.
Emergency F;.et
Fl•iet
Emergency

expendiexpendiCorporation's
For
the United
United States
States Shipping
Shipping Board
Emergency Corporation's
Board Emergency
of the
expenses of
For expenses
payable from.
Vol.
Fleet
the fiscal
ending June
June 30,
ple88om
for tuvol.41,
30, 1926,
1926, for
tuspt
year ending
fiscal year
,p
during the
Corporation during
Fleet Corporation
administrative purposes,
purposes, miscellaneous
miscellaneous adjustments,
losses due
ouces.
due to
to Sources.
adjustments, losses
administrative
the
maintenance and
of ships,
repair of
and
of ships,
ships, and
the repair
for the
ships, for
and operation
operation of
the maintenance
for carrying
carrying out
out the
provisions of
the Merchant
Merchant Marine
1920,
Act, 1920,
Marine Act,
of the
the provisions
for
(a)
the amount
on hand
hand July
not in
sums
of the sums
in excess of
but not
1, 1925,
1925, but
July 1,
amount on
(a) the
sufficient
cover all
incurred prior
prior to July
and
July 1, 1925, and
all obligations
obligations incurred
to cover
sufficient to
then
(b) $24,000,000;
$24,000,000; (c)
(c) the
the amount
amount received
received during
the ProUos.
then unpaid;
unpaid; (b)
during the
Provisos.
limited.
Payments limited.
Pro- Payments
fiscal
ending June
June 30,
from the
operation of ships: Prothe operation
1926, from
30, 1926,
year ending
fiscal year
vided, That
That no
no part
part of
sums shall
shall be
be used for the payment of
of these
these sums
vided,
claims other
those resulting
resulting from
from current
operation and
and maincurrent operation
than those
other than
claims
tenance;
much of
to Liquidation
sales pertaining
pertaining to
proceeds of
of all
all sales
of the
the total
total proceeds
(d) so
so much
tenance; (d)
Liquidation expenses.
expenses.
exceeding
fiscal year, 1926,
liquidation received
1926, but not exceeding
during the fiscal
received during
liquidation
$4,000,000, as is necessary
necessary to meet the expenses
expenses of liquidation, includ$4,000,000,
ing
also the
cost of
of the
the tie-up
and the
salaries and
expenses of
the Payment
of the
and expenses
the salaries
tie-up and
the cost
ing also
Payment of claims
forbidden.
That no part forbidden.
personnel directly
Provided, That
liquidation: Provided,
in liquidation:
engaged in
directly engaged
personnel
of this
this sum
sum shall
be used
the payment
of
shall be
used for
for the
payment of
of claims.
claims.
Unexpendedbalances
Unexpended
balances
continued
claims continued
for claims
contained in
That
special claims
claims appropriation,
appropriation contained
in the for
the special
of the
portion of
That portion
fiscal year 1923, avaiol.4bp.67.
Independent
Offices Appropriation
Appropriation Act for the 'fiscal
Vol. 1;,
av1),
.p. 647.
Independent Offices
unexpended on
committed
remaining unexpended
committed prior to July 1, 1923, and remaining
June
30, 1925,
continue available
available until
until June
30, 1926,
1926, for the
June 30,
shall continue
1925, shall
June 30,
same
purposes and
same conditions.
Attorneys
to
same purposes
and under
under the
the same
conditions.
Attorneys subject to
approval of
of Attorney
Attorney
No
part of the
the sums
sums appropriated
this Act shall be used to approval
appropriated in this
No part
General.
pay the
the compensation
of any
attorney, regular or special,
special, for the ee
any attorney,
compensation of
pay
T.Inited States
States Shipping
Shipping Board
Board or the United
United States
States Shipping
Shipping
United
Board Emergency
Emergency Fleet
Fleet Corporation
unless the contract
contract of emCorporation unless
Board
ployment has
approved by
by the
the Attorney
Attorney General
of the United
General of
been approved
has been
ployment
States.
States.
restriction.
Pay restriction.
United States Shipping
Shipping Board or
No officer or employee of the United
the United
States Shipping
Board Emergency
Emergency Fleet Corporation
Corporation
Shipping Board
the
United States
shall be
salary or
or compensation
compensation at
annum in excess
at a
a rate per annum
paid aasalary
be paid
shall
of $10,000
$10,000 except
except the
following: One
One at
exceed $25,000
$25,000 and
to exceed
at not to
the following:
of
Auditing by Eft.
Effi
exceed $18,000
to exceed
$18,000 each.
seven at
at not to
Bureau.
ciency Bureau.
No part
part of
the sums
appropriated in
in this
this Act
available ciency
shall be available
Act shall
sums appropriated
of the
No
accountants, their agents or
for
payment of
of certified
certified public accountants,
for the
the payment
employees,
every nature requiring the services
of every
auditing of
all auditing
and all
employees, and
roe.
of
outside auditors shall be furnished through the Bureau of Effi- Proviso.
of outside
Outside
for
auditors for
Outside auditors
Provided, That nothing
ciency: Provided,
nothing herein contained
contained shall limit the claims
in litigation.
litig
ims
in
Shipping
United
States
Shipping
Board
or
the
United
States
Shipping
Board
States
United
the
or
United States Shipping Board
Emergency Fleet
Corporation from
from employing outside auditors
Fleet Corporation
Emergency
United States Shipto audit
litigation for or against the
tUnitedStates
claims in litigation
to
audit claims
Emergency Fleet
ping
the United
United States
Shipping Board
Board Emergency
States Shipping
or the
Board or
ping Board
Corporation.
pense
Corporation.
Subsisn
Subsistence expenses.
eexe
for S
used for
No part
the sums
Act shall
be used
shall be
this Act
in this
appropriated in
sums appropriated
of the
No
part of
per diem in
actual expenses
subsistence exceeding
$5 aa day
day or per
exceeding $5
of subsistence
expenses of
actual
lieu of
of subsistence
$4 for
officer or
employee of the
or employee
any officer
for any
exceeding $4
subsistence exceeding
lieu
United
Board or
States Shipping
the United States
or the
Shipping Board
States Shipping
United States
Board
Emergency Fleet
Corporation.
Board Emergency
Fleet Corporation.
ent inn the
District
Rent
the District
restricted.
No part
part of
funds of
the United
United States
Shipping Board
Board restricted.
States Shipping
of the
the funds
of the
No
Emergency
Corporation shall be available
available for the rent of
Fleet Corporation
Emergency Fleet
buildings
in the
District of
Columbia during
during the fiscal year 1926 if
if
of Columbia
the District
buildings in
suitable space is provided for said corporation by the Public Buildings Commission.
Commission.
ings
Claimsbyandagains
Claims
by and against
canDepartment canN- Department
United Navy
against the
That all
all claims
Navy Department
the United
Department against
the Navy
of the
claims of
That
celed.
States Shipping
Shipping Board "OEd
Board and the United States Shipping
Shipping Board
States
Corporation and all claims
Emergency
Emergency Fleet Corporation
claims of the United States
Shipping Board
or the
the United
Shipping Board
Board Emergency
Emergency
States Shipping
United States
Board or
Shipping
Fleet Corporation
Corporation against
the Navy
Department arising prior
prior to
Navy Department
against the
Fleet

-e
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July 1,
1, 1921,
1921, be
canceled: Provided,
Provided, That
no claim
the part
on the
part of
of
That no
claim on
be canceled:
July
Proviso.
the
Board Emergency
Emergency Fleet
Proviso.
the United
United States
States Shipping
Shipping Board
Fleet Corporation,
Corporation,
Individual
not
Individual claims
claims not
or
affected.
affected.
or the
the Navy
Navy Department,
Department, as against
against any private
private individual,
individual, firm,
firm,
association,
or corporation
corporation other
other than
than the
United States
Shipping
the United
States Shipping
association, or
Board
otherwise afafor otherwise
is canceled
canceled or
Corporation, is
Fleet Corporation,
Emergency Fleet
Board Emergency
fected
any way
by this
paragraph.
this paragraph.
way by
in any
fected in
Veterans'
Veterans' Bureau.
Bureau.

BUREAU
UNITED STATES VETERANS'
VETERANS' BUREAU

Salaries
Salaries and
and expenses.
expenses.
Vol. 42,
p. 147.
147.
Vol.
42, p.

For carrying
entitled "An
carrying out the provisions
provisions of an Act entitled
"An Act to
establish a
a Veterans'
Bureau and
and to
and servestablish
Veterans' Bureau
to improve
improve the
the facilities
facilities and
service
of such
and to
to further
further amend
and modify
modify the
the War
Risk
War Risk
amend and
such bureau
bureau and
ice of
Insurance Act
the
out the
1921," and
and to carry out
Act approved
approved August 9, 1921,"
Insurance
Ante, p.607.
Ante,p.607.
provisions of the Act entitled "World
Veterans' Act, 1924,"
'World War Veterans'
1924,"
approved June 7, 1924, and for administrative expenses in carrying
Adjusted compensa- approved June 7, 1924, and for administrative expenses in carrying
out
the provisions
of the
War adjusted
adjusted compensation
Act
compensation Act
provisions of
the World
World War
out the
tionact
tion act expensmesexpenses.
Ante,
p. 121.
Ante, p.
121.
of May 19, 1924, including salaries of personnel in the District of
of
Columbia
May 19,and
1924,
elsewhere
including
i
nsalaries
accordance
of personnel
with the in
Classification
the DistrictAct
of
Columbia and elsewhere in accordance with the Classification Act

of
1923, and
and expenses
expenses of
of the
District
at Washington
Washington.? District
central office
office at
the central
of 1923,
of
and regional
and suboffices,
suboffices, and
including
and including
offices and
regional offices
Columbia, and
of Columbia,
salaries, stationery
and. minor
office supplies,
furniture, equipment
equipment
supplies, furniture,
minor office
salaries,
stationery and
and supplies,
supplies, rentals
and alterations,
alterations, heat,
heat, light,
light, and
and water,
miswater, misand
rentals and
cellaneous expenses,
expenses including
including telephones,
telephones, telegrams,
freight, exextelegrams, freight,
cellaneous
press, law
books of
reference, periodicals,
ambulance service,
service,
of reference,
periodicals, ambulance
press,
law books,
books, books
towel service,
service, repairs
repairs to
to equipment,
storage, ice,
ice,
equipment, storage,
towel
service, laundry
laundry service,
taxi service,
service, car
box rent,
rent, traveling
traveling and
and subsistence,
subsistence,
and box
car fare,
fare, stamps
stamps and
taxi
salaries
of employees
employees engaged
engaged in
field investigation,
investigation,
in field
salaries and
and expenses
expenses of
passenger-carrying
other motor
motor vehicles,
vehicles, including
including purchase,
purchase,
and other
passenger-carrying and
Arlin gton Building
Buildin g maintenance,
operating
of
salaries
repairs,
maintenance,
Aeeington
repairs,
and
operation
same,
and
operating
expenses.
expenses
of the
the Arlington
Arlington Building
Building and
and annex,
annex, including
including repairs
repairs
expenses of
and
mechanical equipment,
fuel,
electric
current,
ice,
ash removal,
removal,
ash
ice,
current,
electric
fuel,
equipment,
mechanical
t
and
Civilian employees at
and
items; and
and including
including the
the salaries
and allowances,
etc.
hospitals,
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous items;
salaries and
allowances,
hospitals,
etc.
where applicable,
wages, travel
travel and
and subsistence
subsistence of
of civil
civil employees
where
applicable, wages,
employees
at
the
United
States
veterans'
hospitals, supply
depots dispendispenat
the
United
States
veterans'
hospitals,
supply
depots,
Proviso.
clinics, and
and vocational
vocational schools
That
Detailedstatementto
saries, clinics,
Detailed statement to saries,
schools $45,500,000:
$45,500 000: Provided
Provided,: That
Congress of employees, on the first day of each regular
the Director
Director
session of
of Congress
Congress the
on the first day of each regular session
gech year.
yoear.
etc., each
etc.,
of the
Veterans' Bureau
transmit to
President of
the
of
the Veterans'
Bureau shall
shall transmit
to the
the President
of the
a stateSenate and the Speaker
Speaker of the House of Representatives
Representatives a
ment giving
in detail
detail (a)
number of
of positions
ment
giving in
(a) the
the total
total number
positions at
at aa rate
rate
of $2,000
or more
per annum,
annum, (b)
(b) the
salary attached
attached to
each
of
$2,000 or
more per
the rate
rate of
of salary
to each
position, (c)
(c) the number
central
number of positions at each rate in the central
office and
in each
office or
or suboffice
hospital, and
office
and in
each regional
regional office
suboffice and
and hospital,
and (d)
(d)
abrief
brief statement
of
the
duties of
of each
each position.
a
statement
of
the
duties
position.
Allotment to Public
Health Service
details.
Such portion of this appropriation
appropriation as may be necessary
necessary shall be
Health
Service details.
allotted from
from time
to time
time by
by the
United States,
Veterans Bureau
Bureau to
to
allotted
time to
the United
States Veterans'
the Public
Service and
by
the
Public Health
Health Service
and shall
shall be
be available
available for
for expenditure
expenditure by
the Public Health
personnel, the pay and allowHealth Service for necessary personnel,
allowances,
travel of
of commissioned
Public Health
ances, and
and travel
commissioned officers
officers of
of the
the Public
Health
the United
United States
States Veterans'
Veterans' Bureau
Bureau for
for duty.
duty.
detailed to
to the
Service detailed
Printin gand bindin g.Service
Printingandbinding.
For
For printing and binding for the United States Veterans'
Veterans' Bureau,
including all of its bureaus, offices, institutions, and services located
in Washington,
Washington, District
District of
of Columbia,
in
Columbia, and elsewhere,
elsewhere, $200.000.
$200,000.
Military and naval
pavment of military and naval compensaCompensation: For the payment
na v a l
coilitoand
compensacompensation.
Vol.
41, p.
p. 371.
371.
Vol. 41,
tion
accruing
during
the
fiscal
or
in
prior
accruing
year
1926
fiscal
years for
for
years
Ante, p.615.
Ant, p. 615.
death or disability provided
provided by the Act approved October
October 6.
6, 1917, as
amended,
Veterans' Act 1924, approved
amended, and the World War Veterans'
approved June 7,
1924,
8127,000.000.
1924. $127,000.000.
Medical,
edical, surgical
srgial
dical and
and hospital
For medical,
surgical, dental,
dental, disdisMedical
hospital services:
services: For
medical, surgical,
Me
etc., services
hospital.
hospital, etc.,
services
to beneficiaries.
to
beneiciaries.
pensary, and hospital services and facilities, convalescent care,
care, necesnecessary and
and reasonable
reasonable aftercare,
aftercare, welfare
prosthetic applisary
welfare of,
of, nursing,
nursing, prosthetic
appli-
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examinations, funeral
incidental expenses
expenses
funeral and other incidental
medical examinations,
ances, medical
(including transportation
traveling expenses, and supremains), traveling
transportation of remains),
exceeding $100,000 for library books, magazines, and
plies, and not exceeding
papers
Veterans' Bureau, infor beneficiaries
beneficiaries of the United States Veterans'
papers for
proceedings heretocluding
and other expenses incident to proceedings
costs and
court costs
cluding court
incompetent
hereafter taken for commitment
commitment of mentally incompetent
fore or hereafter
persons
the• insane,
treatment of the
hospitals for the care and treatment
persons to hospitals
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$35,000,000.
Disbursement
of
$35,000,000.
Disbursement of albe disbursed
disbursed by the United States Vet- lotted
shall be
This
appropriation shall
lottI appropritions.
This appropriation
erans'
and such
such portion
portion thereof
necessary shall
shall . appropriations .
may be
be necessary
as may
thereof as
Bureau, and
erans' Bureau,
be
allotted from
from time
time to
time to the Public Health
Health Service, and the
to time
be allotted
War,
Navy, and
Interior Departments,
transferred to their credit
Departments, and transferred
and Interior
War, Navy,
foregoing
for disbursement
disbursement by
by them for the purposes set forth in the foregoing
for
paragraph;
Managers
transferred to the Board of Managers
and transferred
allotted and
paragraph; and allotted
of
Home for Disabled Volunteer
Soldiers for the purVolunteer Soldiers
National Home
of the National
paragraph, and such sums as are
the foregoing
foregoing paragraph,
set forth in the
poses set
Managers shall be covered into the surplus
the Board of Managers
allotted to the
fund of
of the
the Treasury.
Treasury.
fund
ew hor
nitetc.,
for
Upi
appropriation shall be expended
No
No part of this appropriation
expended for the purchase
purchase pitals,
use
for
any
new Ims
sites,
forbidden.
of
any site
site for
for a
anew
hospital, for or toward
toward the construction
construction of any bidden.
new hospital,
of any
new hospital,
hospital, or
purchase of any hospital; and not more than
or for
for the purchase
new
er
or alteraetnet. for
ions,
$3,837,750
of this
po:
Am
appropriation may be used to alter, improve, or tions
this appropriation
$3,837,750 of
provide facilities
in the
the several
several hospitals
hospitals under
under the jurisdiction of Ante,p.610.
Ante, p. 610,
facilities in
provide
the
adequate accomVeterans' Bureau so as to furnish adequate
the United States Veterans'
modations for
beneficiaries either by contract or by the hire of
for its beneficiaries
modations
temporary
employees and
purchase of materials.
the purchase
and the
temporary employees
The unexpended
the sum
of $2,666,050,
Medical
Medicalandhospital
.and hospital
$2,666,050, made available services
sum of
of the
balance of
unexpended balance
The
under the
"Medical and
Hospital Services,
Veterans' Unexpended
balance
nce
Unependedbaa
Services, Veterans'
and Hospital
appropriation "Medical
the appropriation
under
available.
continued available.
Ant, p. 532.
facilities in the several
Bureau, 1925,'
alter , improve
several Ante,
or provide facilities
improve, or
to alter,
1925," to
Bureau,
continued and made
jurisdiction of the bureau,
bureau, is continued
hospitals under the jurisdiction
available
during the
the fiscal year 1926 for the same purposes, either by
available during
of
contract or by
temporary employees
employees and the purchase of
by the hire of temporary
contract
materials,
including the
purchase of land contiguous
contiguous to Governmentthe purchase
materials, including
hospital sites.
owned hospital
t
s
roturasoutho
Expe
and 'zed
Navy, and
The
to the
the Public
Public Health
Expenditures
author.
War, Navy,
Service, War,
Health Service,
allotments
made to
allotments made
The allotments
1 from
agencies.
and to
care and
Interior
for expenditure
expenditure for
for care
to other
ot
he
ra
genc ies'
be available
available for
shall be
Departments shall
Interior Departments
treatment of
Veterans' Bureau
Bureau,.and
States Veterans'
United States
of the
the United
beneficiaries of
of beneficiaries
treatment
necessary minor repairs and improvements of existing facilities,
for necessary
under the
headings of appropriations
appropriations made
made to said departthe various headings
under
ments
as
may
be
necessary.
ments as may be necessary.tional
rbi
tatio
Vocational rehabilitation:
rehabilitation: For
carrying out
out the
the provisions
provisions of
of the
th e tation.
Vocational rehabilirehabiliFor carrying
Vocational
disof, for discExtlnse
vocational rehabilitation
the vocational
for the
Act
"An Act
rehabilitation and charged
Expenses
to provide for
Act to
entitled "An
Act entitled
soldiels,foretc.
1179;;
vol. 40,
return
to civil
civil employment
disabled persons discharged
discharged from the Vol.
40, pp.
pp. 617,
617, 1179
employment of disabled
return to
military or
naval forces
of the
the United
purposes,"1379.
Vol. 41,
pp. 159,
159, 1379.
t.4P.
other purposes,"
for other
and for
States, and
United States,
forces of
or naval
military
approved
27, 1918,
1918, as
as amended,
amended, and the World War Veterans
Veterans' Ante,'cp.62
p. 627.
June 27,
approved June
Prurisos.
Act
1924, approved
approved June
7, 1924,
1924, $38.000,000:
camp restriccap
no Army
That no
Provided, That
$38.000,000: Provided,
June 7,
Act 1924,
part
foregoing sum
sum shall
shall be
be used
used for
for the
the establishment,
main- don.
tion.
establishment, mainthe foregoing
of the
part of
tenance,
of training
training schools
schools at
any Army
camp or
or Limitation
ttio on
on conat any
Army camp
operation of
tenance, or
or operation
concantonment
acquired for
as aatraining
training center:
Provided further,
structhl.n work.
further. stmcionwork.
center: Provided
use as
for use
cantonment acquired
That no
no part
part of
the foregoing
foregoing appropriation
appropriation shall be expended
of the
That
for
construction
work
except
necessary
extensions,
extensions, additions, and
necessary
except
work
construction
for
repairs, which
be accomplished
either by contract or by hire
accomplished either
may be
which may
repairs,
of
temporary employees
employees and
and the
the purchase
materials: Provided
Embossed
Provided forEhed
of materials:
purchase of
the bliteratre
blind. literature
of temporary
be available
further,
That this
shall be
available for the purchase
appropriation shall
this appropriation
further, That
and distribution
embossed literature
Revised Braille for the
in Revised
literature in
of embossed
distribution of
and
use of
of blinded
procurement of equipment and
for procurement
and for
men and
ex-service men
blinded ex-service
use
mateSale
oof surpls
further,
literature: Provided
supplies
supplies for the production
production of such literature:
Provided further,
Salesupplies,
surplus
mateetc.,
supplies,
ePeriaL
dal,
etc.,
to
That
under such
such regulations
regulations as
the director
he is
is trainees, schools, etc.
prescribe he
may prescribe
director may
as the
That under
hereby authorized
authorized to sell
sell at 90 per cent of the appraised valuation to
hereby
rehabilitated trainees
Bureau, trade,
Veterans' Bureau,
trainees of the United States Veterans'
rehabilitated
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Adjusted
service
Adjusted service
credits.
Payment of.
Ante,
pp. 125, 128.
Ante, pp125,128.
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technical, and
schools and
recognized
other recognized
and other
universities, and
and universities,
public schools
and public
technical,
educational institutions,
institutions, upon
upon application
application in
writing, such
surplus
such surplus
in writing,
educational
material, supplies,
supplies, and
vocaof vocapurpose of
the purpose
for the
acquired for
equipment acquired
and equipment
material,
tional training
is are
are suitable
for their
their use
use which
now owned by
are now
which are
suitable for
training as
tional
the United
United States
of America
and under
control of the
United States
the United
under control
America and
States of
the
Veterans'
and are
not needed
needed for
for Government
Government purposes.
are not
Bureau and
Veterans' Bureau
Adjusted service and dependent
dependent pay: For payment of adjusted
Adjusted

service
of not
more than
than $50
$50 each,
each, as
sections 401
provided in sections
as provided
not more
credits of
service credits
May
and 601
601 of
of the
the "World
compensation Act" of May
adjusted compensation
War adjusted
"World War
and
Pay
to dependents.
the
deceased veterans the
of deceased
19,
1924, and
for payment
dependents of
to dependents
payment to
and for
19, 1924,
Pay todeendents
quarterly
due on
on adjusted
of
credits in excess of
service credits
adjusted service
installments due
quarterly installments
Ante, pp. 128, 129.
$50
each,
as
provided
in
sections
601
and
603
of
said
Act,
$12,000,000,
$12,000,000,
Act,
said
of
603
and
601
sections
in
provided
as
each,
50
pp.
12829.
Ante,
to remain
remain available
available until
until expended.
to
necessary under
Adjusted
service certificate
Adjusted service
Adjusted
certificate fund: For an amount necessary
service cerAdjusted service
tificate fund.
Act" of May
section
505 of
of the
World War
adjusted compensation
May
compensation Act"
War adjusted
"World
the "
Annual
section 505
endt.credit.
Xnnal
Ante,
p. 128.
Ant, p.128.
19, 1924, to provide for the payment of the face value of each adjusted
twenty years
its date
or on the prior
prior
date or
from its
years from
in twenty
certificate in
service certificate
justed service
death
of
the
veteran,
$50,000,000,
to
remain
available
until
expended.
available
remain
to
$50,000,000,
death of the veteran,
For military
$98,000,000.
insurance, $98,000,000.
naval insurance,
and naval
military and
For
appropriations or portions of appropriaMilitary and naval
expending appropriations
In expending
SEC.
SEC. 2. In
appropriaMilitary
insurance.
the payment for personal services in
tions contained
contained in
in this
Act, for the
this Act,
Restriction on ex- tions,
'"estcion
ceeding average sala- the District of Columbia in
Act
Classification Act
with "
The Classification
"The
accordance with
the District of Columbia in accordance
eding average sa
ries.
Vol.
42, p.
p. 1488.
of
1923," the
total number
number of persons
the total
salaries of the
the salaries
the average
average of the
of 1923,"
1488.
Vol. 42,
under any
any grade
grade in
in any
bureau, office,
office, or
other appropriation
unit
appropriation unit
or other
any bureau,
under
shall not
the average
of the
compensation rates
the compensation
average of
exceed the
time exceed
any time
at any
not at
shall
If
one position
grades in which only one
position specified for the grade by such Act, and in grades
only one
If only
in agrade.
shall not
not exceed
salary of
of such
such position
position shall
agrade.
position is allocated
allocated the salary
exceed the
for the grade:
rates for
Restriction
not apap- average
of
the compensation
compensation rates
grade: Provided,
Provided, That
of the
average
not
Restriction
plicable
to clerical.
clericalplicable
4 of the
and 4
2, 3, and
this
shall not
not apply
apply (1)
to grades
grades 1,
1, 2,
(1) to
restriction shall
this restriction
mechanical service.
mcha
No
fixed
salary
re- clerical-mechanical
the reduction
to require
require the
reduction in
in salary
(2) to
or (2)
service, or
clerical-mechanical service,
No fixed salary reduced.
of
any person
was fixed
fixed as of July 1, 1924, in
in
compensation was
whose compensation
person whose
of any
Vol. 42, p. 1490.
Vol.42,
6 of such Act, (3)
Transfers
to another
another accordance
Transfers to
accordance with the rules of section 6
(3) to require
require the
position without reducreduction
salary of
person who
who is
is transferred
from one
posione positransferred from
any person
of any
in salary
tion.
reduction in
tion.
tion
to another
another position
position in
in the
different grade
same or
the same
in the
grade in
or different
same or
the same
tion to
Higher salary rates
(4) to preunit, or (4)
bureau, office,
office, or
or other
other appropriation
appropriation unit,
different bureau,
a different
aiw'edr salary rates a
allowed.
vent the
of a
salary under
under any
any grade at aa rate higher than
a salary
payment of
the payment
vent
permitted
the
maximum rate
rate of
grade when
when such
such higher
higher rate is permitted
the grade
of the
the maximum
authorized
by
"The Classification
Act of
1923," and
specifically authorized
and is specifically
of 1923,"
Classification Act
by "The
by other law.
Approved, March 3, 1925.
1925.
Approved,
March 3, 1925.
(11.
116a3.]
([E. R. 116331
[Public, No. 587.]

for
Hospitals,
etc.. for
Hospitals, etc..
Veterans' Bureau beneficiaries.
ficiaries.
Additional
Additional facilities
to be provided, by purchase of plants,
plants, new
construction,
construction, etc.

Equipment,facilities,
Equipment,facilities,
etc., included.
included.
etc.,

additional
CHAP. 469.-An
469.—An Act
authorize an
an appropriation
appropriation to provide additional
To authorize
Act To
CHAP.
hospitalizahospital
dispensary facilities
facilities for persons entitled to hospitalizaout-patient dispensary
and out-patient
hospital and
tion under
under the World
World War Veterans'
Veterans' Act, 1924.
tion

Representatives of the
Be
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
House of
Senate and
by the
it enacted
enacted by
Be it
to
in Congress
Congress assembled,
States of America in
United
assembled, That in order
order to
United States
provide sufficient hospital and out-patient
out-patient dispensary
dispensary facilities to
Veterans' Bureau to care for its beneficiaries
enable the United States Veterans'
beneficiaries
in
Veterans' Bureau hospitals rather than in contract temporary
temporary
in Veterans'
facilities and
institutions, the Director of the United States
other institutions,
and other
facilities
Veterans'
Veterans' Bureau, subject to the approval of the President, is hereby
authorized to provide additional hospital and out-patient dispensary
authorized
facilities for persons
entitled to hospitalization under the World
persons entitled
facilities
remodeling
War
replacement, and remodeling
Veterans Act, 1924, by purchase, replacement,
War Veterans
construction on sites now
extension of existing
existing plants, and by construction
or extension
Government or on sites to be acquired by purchase,
purchase,
by the Government
owned by
condemnation, gift, or otherwise, such hospitals
hospitals and out-patient
out-patient
condemnation,
dispensary facilities, to include the necessary buildings and auxiliary
dispensary

SIXTY-EIGHTH
SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.

SESS. II.
SESS.
II. Cns. 469, 470.
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structures, mechanical
approach work,
and trackage
trackage
work, roads and
equipment, approach
mechanical equipment,
structures,
facilities leading
leading thereto;
equipment,
live stock,
stock, furniture, equipment,
thereto; vehicles, live
facilities

Accommodations
for
for
Accommodations
accessories, and also to provide accommodations for officers,
and accessories,
officers, personnel,
recreational
recreational
centers,
etc.
nurses,
and
attending
personnel;
and
also
to
provide
proper
and
centers,
proper
and
nurses, and attending personnel; and also to provide
Acceptance of
of donadonaACcptance
suitable recreational
recreational centers, and the Director of the United States tions.
suitable
Veterans' Bureau
Bureau is
to accept
accept gifts
donations for
for any
any Contrctonr
gifts or
or donations
is authorized
authorized to
Veterans'
Constructionrequirec.nr
to be constructed
constructed ments,tet
of the
the purposes
named herein.
Such hospital
hospital plants
plants to
etc.
herein. Such
purposes named
of

purchased shall
shall be of fireproof construction and existing plants purchased
fireproof, and the location and nature thereof,
be remodeled
remodeled to be fireproof,
whether for the
treatment of tuberculosis,
tuberculosis, neuropsychiatric,
neuropsychiatric, or
the treatment
whether
general medical and surgical
surgical cases, shall be in the discretion
discretion of the
Director
Veterans' Bureau,
Bureau subject to the Proviso.
pro,.
the United States Veterans'
Director of the

Utilization of
of GovGovUtiization
approval
the President:
Provided, however,
That the
the director,
director, ernment-owned
however, That
of the
President: Provided,
approval of
ernment-owned buildbuildItgs, etc.
with the
the approval
of the
the President,
President, may
may utilize
utilize such suitable ings,
approval of
with

buildings structures
United States,
buildings,
structures, and grounds, now owned by the United
as
available' for
purposes aforesaid, and the President
President
for the purposes
be available
as may
may be
is
by Executive
Executive order to transfer any such
authorized by
hereby authorized
is hereby
buildings, structures, and grounds to the control and jurisdiction
the
Veterans' Bureau
Bureau upon the request of the
the United States Veterans'
of the
director
director thereof.
thereof.
dispensaries, or
SEc. 2.
The construction
of new
or dispensaries,
or the
the
new hospitals
hospitals or
SEC.
2. The
construction of
replacement,
alteration, remodeling, or repair of all
extension, alteration,
replacement, extension
constructed shall
hereafter constructed
heretofore or hereafter
hospitals or
or dispensaries
dispensaries heretofore
hospitals
the President
be
in such
such manner
manner as the
President may determine,
determine, and he is
done in
be done
engineering, constructing,
architectural, engineering„
the architectural,
authorized
to require
require the
authorized to
or other forces
or
forces of any of the departments
departments of the Government
Government to
and agencies
do
in such
work, and
and to
employ individuals
individuals and
agencies
to employ
such work,
do or
or assist
assist in
if in his opinion desirable,
now connected
not now
not
connected with the Government,
Government, if
desirable,
at
consider reasonable.
at such
such compensation
compensation as
as he
he may
may consider
reasonable.
S
EC. 3.
3. For
For carrying
carrying into
into effect
effect the
preceding paragraphs
paragraphs relating
relating
the preceding
SEC.
out-patient dispensary facilities
and out-patient
to additional
additional hospitals
hospitals and
facilities there is
to
hereby
out of
of any money in the
appropriated, out
to be
be appropriated,
authorized to
hereby authorized
Treasury
otherwise appropriated,
sum of
Treasury not
not otherwise
appropriated, the
the sum
of $10,000,000,
$10,000,000, to
to be
be
and to remain
immediately
remain available
available until expended. That
available and
immediately available
not
exceed 3
centum of
sum shall
shall be available
available for the
of this
this sum
3 per
per centum
not to
to exceed
of necessary
and in
in the field of
employment
the District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia and
necessary
in the
employment in
at the
the customary
technical
and clerical
clerical assistants
customary rates
rates of compencompenassistants at
technical and
plans and
of the plans
sation
exclusively to
aid in
in the
preparation of
the preparation
to aid
sation, exclusively
specifications
for the
the projects
authorized herein and for the
projects authorized
specifications for
expenses,
supervision of the execution thereof, and for traveling expenses,
supervision
field-office
and supplies
supplies in
connection therewith.
field-office equipment
equipment and
in connection
therewith.
for
SEC. 4.
4. Upon
Upon completion
of the
program provided
provided for
hospital program
the hospital
completion of
SEC.
contract or other hospital or institution other than
Act no contract
in this
this Act
in
jurisdiction and control
under the jurisdiction
those hospitals
institutions under
control
and institutions
hospitals and
those
of the
Veterans' Bureau
Bureau or
or those
those governmental
governmental
States Veterans'
United States
the United
of
hospitals or
specified in
in section
section 10
World War
hospitals
or institutions
institutions specified
10 of
of the
the World
War
to the nature of
where due to
except where
Veterans' Act,
1924, shall
used, except
shall be
be used,
Act, 1924,
Veterans'
it would endanger his life to
a
claimant's disease
or disability
disability it
to
disease or
a claimant's
Veterans' Bureau hospital, or
remove
him from
to aa Veterans'
hospital to
such hospital
from such
remove him
director.
in
the event
event of
of extreme
in the
discretion of
of the
the director.
the discretion
emergency in
extreme emergency
in the
March 3, 1925.
Approved, March
Approved,

Technical, etc., services for construction
purposes authorized.

ices

construction

purposes authorized.

Amount
Amount authorized
authorized
to be appropriated.
appropriated.
tobe
A t p. 389.
Ante,
, p.389.
Auwa
for tehAllowance for techsupassistance, supnical
nical assistance,
plies, etc.

plies,etc.

Upon completion
of
Upon
completion of

program no other than
than
program
specified hospitals to
gcid
be used. hospitals to

CHAP.
Act Granting
Granting certain
lands to
the city
of Phoenix,
Phoenix, city of
to the
public lands
certain public
470.-An Act
CHAP. 470.—An
Arizona, for municipal
municipal park and other purposes.

Ante, p. 610.

Att, p.610.

ses.

Eceptioal cases.
Exceptional

1925.
March 3, 1921.
[H.
11c44.1
[H. R.
R. 11eA4.1
[Public,
[ublic, No. 5s.]

enacted by
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
the Publiclands.
Pu bli c l
ands
Be it
it enacted
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of the
Phoenix,
2, Granted Phoenix,
That lots
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
in Congress
of America
America in
ti
nzted States
States of
lots 11and
and 2,
United
United
northeast
quarter northwest
quarter, and
and northwest
pa
r
i
it.,,
etc
for municipal
unicip
north- A
ark,etc.
quarter northnorthwest quarter
northwest quarter,
northeast quarter
east
quarter, section
section 7,
7, township
township 1
1 south,
Description.
Gila and
and Description
east, Gila
4 east,
range 4
south, range
east quarter,
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SESS.

CHs. 470-472.
CHS.
470-472.

1925.
1925.

granted
Salt River meridian, Arizona, be, and the same are hereby granted
to
of Phoenix, Arizona, for municipal park, recreation,
to the
the city of
playground,
or public
public convenience
upon the condition that
purposes, upon
convenience purposes,
playground, or
'Payment required
required.
'Payment
the city shall make payment for such land at the rate of $1.25 per
per
acre
the receiver
receiver of the United States Land Office, Phoenix,
acre to the
ProArizona, within six months after the approval of this Act: ProArizona,
Provisos.
'Provisos.
Mineral deposits
re- vided, That there shall be reserved to the United
dleposits reall
oil,
coal,
United
States
served.
served.
or other mineral deposits
deposits found at any time in the land, and the
Provided further,
further,
right to prospect for, mine, and remove the same: Provided
Existing rights not
Existing
rights not That the grant herein is made subject to any valid existing claim or
impaired.
impaired.
easement, and that the lands hereby granted
granted shall be used by the
easement,
city of
Phoenix, Arizona,
Arizona, only
only for
the purposes
indicated,
herein indicated,
for the
purposes herein
of Phoenix,
city
and if the said land, or any part thereof, shall be abandoned
abandoned for
United States;
States;
to the
the United
shall revert
revert to
or such part, shall
such use, said land, or
and
the Secretary
of the
Interior
is
hereby
authorized
and
emand
the
Secretary
of
the
Interior
is
hereby
authorized
and
emReversion
for
nonReversion
powered to declare such a
a forfeiture of the grant, and restore said
nonuser.
premises
determine
premises to
to the public domain, if at any time he shall determine
that
abandoned the
the land
land for
for
the city has for more
more than
than one
one year, abandoned
that the
the
uses herein
herein indicated,
Secretary shall be
indicated, and such order of the Secretary
the uses
final
and conclusive,
premises shall
shall
said premises
and thereupon
thereupon and
and thereby said
conclusive, and
final and
operation of
be restored to the public domain and freed from the operation
this grant.
Approved, March 3, 1925.
Approved,
March 3, 1925.
1.11726.
[H. R.11726.]
589.
[Public, No.
No. ma

CHAP.
471.-An Act To authorize
of aa national
national memorial
memorial in
the
CHAP. 471.—An
authorize the creation
creation of
in the
Harney National
National Forest.
Forest.

Be it
the Senate
of the
the
of Representatives
Representatives _of
and House
House of
by the
Senate and
Be
it enacted
enacted by
Mount
America in
in Congress
United
United States of .America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Mount
Harney
Harney Memorial
Memorial Association
Association hereafter
hereafter to be created
created by the Legislature
of South
Dakota is
hereby authorized
authorized to
a memorial
lature of
South Dakota
is hereby
to carve
carve a
memorial
in heroic
heroic figures
figures commemorative
commemorative of
of our
national history
history and progress
our national
in
located
Mountain Range
upon a
suitable exposure
exposure of
of the
the Harney
Harney Mountain
Range, located
a suitable
upon
in the
State
within the
the boundaries
the State
Forest in
National Forest
of the
the Harney
Harney National
boundaries of
within
i
of South
Dakota.
Such
association is
sfurther
further authorized
to select
authorized
to
select
association
of
South
Dakota.
Such
Proviso.
location, and
design of
of such
Provided, That the
memorial: Provided,
such memorial:
and design
name, location,
ex- the
the name,
No"Government
overnment exNo
pense,
etc.
pense, etc.
United States shall be put
put to no
no expense
expense in
in respect
respect of
such memorial,
memorial,
of such
of the
the
the location
location of
and that
the Secretary
finds that
that the
Agriculture finds
of Agriculture
Secretary of
and
that the
site will
the administration
Harney NaNaof the
the Harney
administration of
with the
interfere with
will not
not interfere
site
tional Forest.
Forest.
tional
Approved,
March 3,
3, 1925.
1925.
Approved, March

Harney National
National
ForHstne
Forest.
Memorial
autorized
mem°rial
in,
by
M
in, by Mount Harney
Harney
Memoral
Memorial Association.
Association.
nt
auth°rized

ou

March 3,
1925.
3, 192.5.
[H. R.11818.]
11818.1]
[Public,
No.
590.1
[Public, No. 590.1

t

Granting the consent of Congress
Congress to the construction
construction
472.-An Act Granting
CHAP. 472.—An
of
Rio Grande.
Grande.
the Rio
across the
bridge across
of a
a bridge

the
Representatives of the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
House of
by the
the Senate
Be
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the consent
of Congress is hereby granted to W. J. Stahmann, Edgar D. Brown,
L N. Shafer, and associates, their successors and assigns, to construct,
thereto, across
maintain,
bridge, and
and approaches
across the Rio
approaches thereto,
and operate
operate aabridge,
maintain, an
at or near
near
interests of
of navigation,
Grande,
the interests
navigation, at
suitable to
to the
at aa point
point suitable
Grande, at
a
two miles
south of
of the
the town
town of
of Tornillo,
Texas , in
in the
lower
the lower
Tornillo, Texas,
miles south
a point
point two
the American
San
the county
county of
of El
El Paso,
Paso, on the
American side
Grant, in
in the
San Elizario
Elizario Grant,
of the Act entitled
of
river, in
the provisions
provisions of
entitled
with the
accordance with
in accordance
of the river,
"An
to regulate
the construction
bridges over
navigable
of bridges
over navigable
Act to
regulate the
construction of
"An Act
only
waters,"
such construction
construction to
to be
be made only
23, 1906,
1906, such
March 23,
approved March
waters," approved
of the Republic
with the
with
the consent
consent and approval
approval of
Republic of Mexico.

Rio Grande
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the consent
W. J. Stahmann,
nar OI Co ngress is hereby granted to W. J. Stahmann, Edgar D. Brown,
etc., may bridge, near
Tornillo, Tex.
Tex.
L. N. Shafer, and associates, their successors and assigns, to construct,
Tornillo,

Grande.
et, may bridge,

Construction.
Construction.
Vol.
34, p.84.
Consent t of Mexico
M
o
required.

requir
t
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ESS. II.
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SESS.
II. CHS.
472-474.
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1925.
1925.

is hereby exor repeal this
this Act is
SEC. 2.
amend, or
right to
to alter,
alter, amend,
SEC.
2. The
The right
pressly reserved.
pressly
reserved.
Approved,
1925.
Approved, March
March 3,
3, 1925.

CHAP. 473.—An
473.-An Act To amend section 7
7 of an Act
Act entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
to
enable
any State
State to
any other
other State
State or
or States,
States, or
or with
enable any
to cooperate
cooperate with
with any
with the
the United
United States, for the protection of the watersheds
appoint
watersheds of navigable streams, and
and to appoint
a
commission for
for the
acquisition of
of lands
lands for
for the
of conserving
a commission
the acquisition
the purpose
purpose of
conserving the
the navinavigability of
gability
March 1,
1911 (Thirty-sixth
of navigable
navigable rivers,"
rivers," approved
approved March
1, 1911
(Thirty-sixth Statutes
Statutes at
at
Large,
Large, page
page 961).
961).

Amendment.
Amendment.

N

March 3, 1925.

ch
R. 31
[H.
11i6.]
l
ar
.V.
,
11.87:5]
.
[Public, No. 591.]
591.]

Be it
enacted by
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
Be
it enacted
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of the
Conservation
blecate
ofneatvc,etc
igaCleatersoeds,
That section
section 77 i
United States
States of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
United
.
Vol.36,p.962,amendvol6,p.962,amendcooperate
with
State
to
to
enable
any
of an Act entitled "An Act
ed.
any other State or States, or with the United States, for the pro- Acquisition of lands.
tection
watersheds of
tection of
of the
the watersheds
of navigable
navigable streams,
streams, and
and to
to appoint
appoint a
a
commission for
for the
acquisition of
for the
purpose of
of conservconservlands for
the purpose
commission
the acquisition
of lands
ing the navigability
navigable rivers,"
rivers," approved
March 1,
1, 1911,
navigability of
of navigable
approved March
1911,
the following
be, and the same
same is hereby,
hereby, amended
by adding
adding the
amended by
following proviso
thereto:
thereto:
Acceptance
forests.
ofoflands
inAnceto^an
further, That with the approval of the National
"Provided further
"Provided
National In
n
Forest
Reservation Commission
as provided
provided by
and 7
7 of
of
by sections
sections 66 and
Forest Reservation
Commission as
public interests
interests will be benefited
this Act, and
and when
this
when the public
benefited thereby,
thereby, the
Secretary of Agriculture
Secretary
Agriculture be, and hereby is, authorized,
authorized, in his discreUnited States
States title
title to any lands
accept on behalf of
of the
the United
tion, to accept
tion,
within the
the exterior boundaries
boundaries of national
within
national forests acquired
acquired under this
Act which,
which, in
in his
his opinion,
chiefly valuable
purposes of
of
valuable for
for the
the purposes
are chiefly
opinion, are
Act
Conveyance
or
lands
or grant ofof
of tim-.
this Act, and in exchange therefor to convey by deed not to exceed
e-,
..ceed an lands
bor therefor.
equal
such national
forest land
land in the
the same
same State,
State, or be
he bertherefor.
national forest
value of
of such
equal value
to cut and
and remove an equal value of
grantor to
may authorize
authorize the grantor
may
of
timber
in the
the same
same State,
State, the
the values
values
national forests
forests in
within such
such national
timber within
Advertising of proof proAdvertising
provided further,
further, That posed
in each case to be determined by him: And provided
exchanges.
is effected
effected notice
before
any such
such exchange
exchange is
notice of the contemplated
contemplated posed exchanges.
before any
each
exchange reciting the lands involved shall be published once each
circuweek for
successive weeks
in some
newspaper of general circuweeks in
some newspaper
for four
four successive
week
counties in which may be situated
county or counties
lation in
the county
situated the lands
lation
in the
and in
in some like newspaper
to be
be accepted,
accepted, and
newspaper published in any county
or timber to be given in such
situated any lands or
in which
in
which may be situated
such Supervision of tint.
er removsal,
etc.i
removal, etc.
given in
exchange. Timber
Timber given
in such exchanges
exchanges shall be cut and re- her
exchange.
moved under
the laws
laws and
regulations relating
national
to such
such national
relating to
and regulations
under the
moved
forests,
the direction
supervision and
and in
accordance Accepted
forests, and
and under
under the
direction and
and supervision
in accordance
A
lands addwith
Agriculture. Lands
Lands so
so ed to the national
of Agriculture.
Secretary of
of the
the Secretary
requirements of
with the
the requirements
forests.
accepted
the Secretary
Agriculture shall,
acceptance, forests.
shall, upon
upon acceptance,
of Agriculture
Secretary of
by the
accepted by
whose exterior
within whose
become
parts of
of the
national forests
exterior bounforests within
the national
become parts
the provisions
provisions of this
daries
they are
are located,
located, and
be subject
subject to
to all
all the
and be
daries they
Act."
Act."
Approved, March
March 3, 1925.
Approved,

CHAP.
Act Granting
Granting the
the consent
Congress for the construction
construction
consent of Congress
474.-An Act
CHAP. 474.—An
of aa bridge
bridge across
Grand Calumet
River on
line
south center
center line
north and
and south
on the
the north
Calumet River
the Grand
across the
of
of section
section 33,
33, township
township 37
37 north,
north, and
range 9
west of
principal meridian
meridian
of the
the second
second principal
9 west
and range
of
crossed by
by what is known as Kenin Lake
County, Indiana,
Indiana, where
where said
said river
river is
is crossed
in
Lake County,
nedy Avenue.
Avenue.

March 3, 1925.
1925.
[H. R. 11953].
[H. R. 1193].
[Public, No. 592.]

[Public, No. 592]

Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of the
the Grand
Be it
it enacted
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
Calmet
Grand Calumet
United
Congress assembled,
That the
the consent
consent River.
assembled, That
in Congress
America in
States of
of America
United States
Lake County, Ind.,
County,
etd.
Lakebridge,
to the
the board
board of
commissioners of the may
Df
Congress is
is hereby
hereby granted
granted to
of commissioners
Of Congress
between
may
bridge,
between
riammond and
East
and East
County of
State of
of Indiana.
Indiana. to
maintain and
and Hammond
and maintain
to construct
construct and
of Lake,
Lake, State
County
Chicago.
operate a
Grand Calumet
Calumet River
River at
at a
point suitable
suitable Chicao.
a point
the Grand
across the
a bridge
bridge across
operate
45822°-25t-45822*--25t
79
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Construction.
Construction.
Vol.
84.
p. 84.
34, p.
Vol. 34,

Amendment.
Amendment.

S
ESS. II.
II. CHS.
CHs. 474-477.
474-477.
SESS.

1925.

to the
the interests
of navigation
on the
north and
and south
south center line
the north
navigation on
interests of
to
of section
section 33,
township 37
north, range
9 west of the second prinrange 9
37 north,
33, township
of
cipal meridian
County, Indiana, where
where said river is crossed
Lake County,
in Lake
meridian in
cipal
being
by
what is
is known
as Kennedy
Kennedy Avenue,
North Township,
Township, being
in North
Avenue, in
known as
by what
on
the
city
boundary
line
between
Hammond
and
East
Chicago,
Hammond
between
line
boundary
on the city
in
accordance with
the Act
Act of
of Congress
Congress entitled
An Act
to reguAct to
"An
entitled "
with the
in accordance
approved
navigable waters," approved
late the
the construction
construction of
bridges across navigable
of bridges
late
March 23,
March
23, 1906.
SEC. 2.
2. The
The right
alter, amend,
amend, or repeal this Act is hereby exto alter,
right to
SEC.
reserved.
pressly reserved.
Approved, March 3, 1925.

March 3, 1925.
1954.]
R. 11954.]
[H. R.
[H.
[Pubic,
[Public, No.
No. 593.]

construction
CHAP. 475.-An
475.—An Act
the consent
consent of
Congress for
the construction
for the
of Congress
Granting the
Act Granting
CHAP.
Gary, Indiana.
of
the Grand
Grand Calumet
Calumet River
at Gary,
River at
across the
bridge across
of aa bridge

Calumet

Grand
Grand
Calumet
River.
River
Lake County, bid.,
I^n
may bridge,
at Gary.
bridCgeaty

C.

may

Construction.
Construction.
Vol. 34, p
p. 84.

Vo.3
.
Amendment.
Amendment.

Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate
and House
Representatives of
the
of the
of Representatives
House of
Senate and
Be itit enacted
United
States of
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the consent
consent
in Congress
United States
of
Congress is
is hereby
hereby granted
the Board
the
of the
Commissioners of
of Commissioners
Board of
to the
granted to
of Congress
County of
Lake, State
of Indiana
Indiana,, to
construct and maintain and
to construct
State of
of Lake,
County
operate a
bridge across
across the
Grand Calumet
at a
apoint suitable
River at
Calumet River
the Grand
a bridge
operate
to
the
interests
of
navigation
on
the
east
line
of
1,
1, township
section
of
line
east
the
on
navigation
of
to the interests
36
range 9
of the
principal meridian, where said
second principal
the second
9 west
west of
north, range
36 north,
river
is crossed
crossed by
what is commonly known as the Clark Road, in
by what
river is
accordance with the
the
city of
of Gary,
Lake County, Indiana,
Indiana, in accordance
Gary, Lake
the city
"An
Act of Congress
Congress entitled "
An Act to regulate
regulate the construction
construction of
of
approved March
across navigable
bridges across
navigable waters,"
waters," approved
March 23, 1906.
bridges
amend, or repeal this Act is hereby exS
EC. 2.
2. The right to alter, amend.,
SEC.
reserved.
pressly
pressly reserved.
March 3, 1925.
Approved, March

March 3, 1925.
1925.
11977.]
[H. R. 11977.1
594.]
[Public, No. 594.]

Niagara
Niagara River.
for
Time
Time extended for
bridging
bridging, at TonawanTonawan1.
da, N. Y.
p. 1323,
Vol.
42,
amended.

Amendment.
Amendment.

March 3, 1925.
March
[H.
R. 12033.]
12033.]
[H. R.
[Public, No.
No. 595.1
595.]
[Public,

commencement and comCHAP. 476.
— An Act To extend the time for the commencement
com476.-An
CHAP.
the
pletion
of the
of the
the American
American Niagara
Railroad Corporation
Corporation across the
Niagara Railroad
bridge of
the bridge
pletion of
Niagara River
River in the State of New York.

Representatives of the
Be it
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
it enacted
Be
United States
States of
of America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the times for
in Congress
United
construction of the bridge of the
commencing and completing the construction
commencing
American Niagara
Niagara Railroad
authorized by Act of ConCorporation authorized
Railroad Corporation
American
gress, approved
1923, to be built across the Niagara
Niagara
approved February 27, 1923,
gress,
River at
point suitable
navigation, are hereby
hereby
suitable to the interests of navigation,
a point
at a
River
extended one
respectively, from the date hereof.
one and three years, respectively,
extended
SEC. 2. The right to alter, amend,
amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
hereby
SEC.
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved, March 3, 1925.
Approved,
Making appropriations
CHAP.
appropriations for the government
government of the
Act Making
477.-An Act
CHAP. 477.—An
against
District of Columbia and other activities chargeable
chargeable in whole or in part against
fiscal year ending
the fiscal
the revenues
such District
for the
ending June 30, 1926, and for
for
District for
of such
revenues of
the
other purposes.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Representatives of the
and House of Representatives
Senate and
Be
assembled, That in order to
America in Congress
United States
Congress assembled,
States of America
United
the fiscal year
defray the
of the
for the
year
Columbia for
of Columbia
District of
the District
expenses of
the expenses
eppenSoo rom D- defray
1926, any revenue (not including the proportionate
ending June 30, 1926,
proportionate
tit revenDues and
share
of the
States in
revenue arising as the result of the
in any revenue
United States
the United
share of
e
fr.
u
District
of Columbia.
Columbia.
Districtof
for
Appropriations
Appropriations
expenses of, from District revenues and
$9,T9000,000 from the Tress-

Revenue from activities from all sources to
be
to the
the DisDis
redited to
be credited
trict.

isfrom ansos to

fiscal year 1924 and
expenditure
of appropriations
made for
the fiscal
for the
appropriations made
expenditure of
credited to the District
prior
fiscal years)
years) now
to be credited
law to
by law
required by
now required
prior fiscal
of
Columbia and
United States in the same proportion that each
and the United
of Columbia

SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH

SESS.
S
ESS. II.
II . CH.
CH. 477.
477.

1925.
1925.

contributed
contributed to the activity or source from whence such revenue
revenue was
derived shall be credited
credited wholly to the District of Columbia, and,
in addition, $9,000,000 is appropriated,
appropriated, out of
in the
the
of any
any money
money in
Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, and all the remainder
remainder out of

the combined
combined revenues of the District
District
Federal Treasury
Treasury as are
from the Federal
Appropriation Act for the
Columbia Appropriation

of
Columbia and
and such
of Columbia
such advances
advances
authorized
authorized in the District of
of
fiscal year
1923, namely:
fiscal
year 1923,
namely:

GENERAL
EXPENSES
GENERAL EXPENSES
EXECUTIVE
OFFICE
EXECUTIVE OFFICE

1217
1217

Advances.

Vodlv'42p.S
8
Vol. 42, p. 668.

General expenses.
General
expenses.
Executive
office.
Executive office.

personnel.
For personal
accordance with the Classification
Offl ce personnel
personal services
services in accordance
Classification Act of Office
1923, $43,000,
$43,000, plus so much as may be necessary
of
necessary to make
make salary
salary of
engineer
commissioner, $7,500: Provided,
engineer commissioner,
expending appro- Res
Provided, That in
m expending
Prsrction
on exProv
triso.
iction on
average salaries.
priations or portions of appropriations,
appropriations, contained
contained in this
this Act,
Act, for
for ceeding
ceedingaveragesalaries.
Vol. 42, p. 1488.
the
for personal
personal services
the payment
payment for
services in
in accordance
accordance with
with "
The ClassifiClassifi- v. 42 p. 1488.
" The
the average
average of
the salaries
salaries of
the total
total number
number
cation Act
Act of 1923,"
1923," the
of the
of the
of
under any grade
grade in
bureau, office,
appropriof persons
persons under
in any
any bureau,
office, or
or other
other appropriation unit
unit shall
shall not
at any
any time
exceed the
the average
of the
compensa- I
ation
not at
time exceed
average of
the compensaon
If only one position in
tion rates
the grade
Act, and
grades in
tion
rates specified
specified for
for the
grade by
by such
such Act,
and in
in grades
in which
which a8grade.
grade.onepoitiin
only
one position
position is
is allocated
such position
shall not
not
only one
allocated the
the salary
salary of
of such
position shall
ot applicabe to
Not applicable to
exceed the
average of
the compensation
compensation rates
the grade:
grade: Proexceed
the average
of the
rates for
for the
Pro- clerical-mechanical
clerical-mechanical
service.
vided, That
not apply
apply (1)
(1) to
grades 1,
1, 2,
2, 3,
and service.
vided,
That this
this restriction
restriction shall
shall not
to grades
3, and
No reduction of a
fixed salary.
4
the clerical-mechanical
4of
of the
clerical-mechanical service,
to require
require the
the reduction
service, or
(2) to
or (2)
reduction fixedsalary.
Vol. 42, p. 1490.
in
salary of
of any
any person
person whose
in salary
whose compensation
compensation was
was fixed,
fixed, as
as of
of July
July 1,
1, Vol. 42 p. 1490.
Transfers to another
1924,2in
1924
in accordance
accordance with
the rules
section 6
such Act,
Act, (3)
(3) to
with the
rules of
of section
6 of
of such
to position
positiont without reduction.
transferred from duction.
requlre the reduction in salary of any person
reqture
person who is transferred
another position
the same
or different
one position
position to
to another
position in
in the
same or
different grade
grade in
in
bureau, office,
office, or other
appropriation unit,
unit, or
or
the same or
or aa different
different bureau,
other appropriation
Payment of higluov
(4) to prevent the payment
(4)
payment of
grade at
of a
a salary
salary under
under any
any grade
at a
a rate
rate rates
rateyallo
ed
ghe
allowed.
higher than the maximum rate
rate of
of the grade
grade when
when such
such higher
higher rate
rate
is permitted
permitted by
by "The
"The Classification
Classification Act
1923," and
Act of
of 1923,"
and is
is specifically
specifically
1
authorized
authorized by other law;
law;
Veterinary division.
Veterinary division:
Veterinary
personal services
with the
the Veterinary
division: For
For personal
services in
in accordance
accordance with
division.
Classification
Classification Act of 1923, $1,740;
and hos$1,740; for
for medicines, surgical,
surgical, and
hospital
pital supplies, $350;
$350; in
in all,
all, $2,090;
$2,090;
Purchasing divisions.
Purchasing division:
in accordance
with Purchasingl'"vLiionPurchasing
division: For
For personal
personal services
services in
accordance with
the
the Classification
Classification Act
Act of
of 1923
1923,1 $50,800;
$50,800;
pect on
Building Inspection
n
Division: For
For personal
personal services
services in
in accordaccord- divisn
io
i
Building
Inspection Division:
Building Inspection
ance
with the
the Classification
Act of
ance with
Classification Act
of 1923,
1923, $78,000;
$78,000;
Plumbing inspection
Plumbing Inspection
Division: For
services in
in accordaccord- divsmng
Plumbing
Inspection Division:
For personal
personal services
inspection
division.
ance
with the
the Classification
Classification Act
$22,420; for
emance with
Act of
of 1923,
1923, $22,420;
for temporary
temporary employment
assistant inspectors
inspectors of
of plumbing
and laborers
ployment of additional
additional assistant
plumbing and
laborers
for such time as
services may be required,
three memmemas their services
required, $4,000;
$4,000; three
bers of plumbing board, at $150 each; in all, $26,870;
$26,870;
In all, Executive Office,
Office, $200,760.

CARE OF DISTRICT
DISTRICT BUILDING
BUILDING

District Building.

District Building.

Operating force, etc.

For personal
in accordance
Act of
For
personal services
services in
accordance with
with the
the Classification
Classification Act
of Operatng force, etc
1923,
$45,000; services
services of
of cleaners
cleaners as
necessary, not
not to
exceed 48
1923. $45,000;
as necessary,
to exceed
48 cents
cents
per
$14,000; in
in all,
all, $59,000:
$59,000: Provided,
That no
n o other
other appro..
per hour,
hour, $14,000;
Provided, That
appro- =Li
engineers,
ssistant engineers,
priation made
in this
for the
of etc.
priation
made in
this Act
Act shall
shall be
be available
available for
the employment
employment of
additional
additional assistant engineers or watchmen
watchmen for the care of the District Building.
Operating expenses.
For
light, power,
laundry, mechanics,
mechanics, and
and labor
For fuel,
fuel. light,
power, repairs,
repairs, laundry,
labor not
not Operatig
e
to
exceed $5,000, and miscellaneous
to exceed
miscellaneous supplies,
supplies, $33,500.
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ASSESSOR'S
OFFICE
ASSESSOR'S OFFICE
For personal
services in
Classification Act
Act of
the Classification
with the
accordance with
in accordance
personal services
For
$121,000.
1923,
$118,000;
temporary
clerk
$3,000;
in
all,
$121,000.
$3,000;
hire,
clerk
temporary
1923, $118,000;

offie.
sos office.
Assessor's

LICENSE BUREAU
BUREAU
LICENSE
License bureau.
bureau.
License

Classification Act of
For
personal services
accordance with the Classification
of
services in accordance
For personal
1923,
$17,820;
temporary
clerk
hire,
$1,500;
in
all,
$19,320.
$19,320.
all,
in
$1,500;
hire,
clerk
temporary
$17,820;
1923,
For purchase
purchase of
of metal
tags for
for horse-drawn
vehicles
horse-drawn vehicles
identification tags
metal identification
For
District
used
for
business
purposes
and
motor
vehicles
the
of
in
vehicles
motor
and
purposes
business
for
used
Columbia,
$17,500.
Columbia, $17,500.
COLLECTOR'S OFFICE
OFFICE
COLLECTOR'S

Vehicle tags.

ehietas

Collector's
office.
Collector's office.

Classification Act of
For personal
services in
in accordance
accordance with the Classification
personal services
For
1923,
$71,320.
1923, $71,320.
AUDITOR'S OFFICE
OFFICE
AUDITOR'S

Classification Act of
For
personal services in accordance
accordance with the Classification
For personal

Auditor's
office.
Auditors office.

1923,
$80,460.
1923, $80,460.
Corporation
sel's
office.
Cororation

Cc41nCoun-

OFFICE OF
COUNSEL
CORPORATION COUNSEL
OF CORPORATION
OFFICE

Actt of
the Classification
For personal
personal services in accordance
accordance with the
Classification Ac
of
1923,
$33,240.
1923, $33,240.
CORONER'S
OFFICE
CORONER'S OFFICE

Coroner's
office.
Coroner's office.

For personal services in accordance
accordance with the Classification
Classification Act of

Expenses
morgue,
inquests,
etc.of morgue
inExuepset

Office of
superintendof superintendOffice
ent
ghts, measmeasweights,
of wei
ent of
urea,
and
markets.
Ures, and markets.

1923, $5,920.
$5,920.
1923,

For
maintenance of a
a nonpassenger-carrying
nonpassenger-carrying motor wagon
the maintenance
For the
for
the
morgue,
jurors'
fees,
witness fees,
autopsies, ice,
fees, making autopsies,
for the morgue, jurors' fees, witness
disinfectants,
service, and
necessary supplies for
and other necessary
telephone service,
disinfectants, telephone
the morgue,
morgue, and
and the
the necessary
necessary expenses
expenses of
holding inquests, includof holding
the
photographing
ing
stenographic services
testimony, and photographing
taking testimony,
in taking
services in
ing stenographic
$5,600.
unidentified
unidentified bodies, $5,600.
E

MARKETS
AND MARKETS
MEASURES, AND
OFFICE
OF SUPERINTENDENT
SUPERINTENDENT OF
WEIGHTS, MEASURES,
OF WEIGHTS,
OFFICE OF

Act
For
personal services
services in
accordance with
Classification Act
with the Classification
in accordance
For personal
of
1923,
$34,000.
of 1923, $34,000.
For
commodities, including personal services, in conof commodities,
purchase of
For purchase
nection
investigation and
detection of sales of short weight and
and detection
with investigation
nection with
measure,
$300.
$300.
measure,
For maintenance
maintenance and
repairs to markets, including
including salary of engiand repairs
For
neer
for
refrigerating
plant
at
not
exceeding
$1,200
$1,200 per annum,
exceeding
not
at
plant
refrigerating
neer for
$9,000.
For
and repair of four motor trucks, $1,360.
maintenance and
For maintenance

Inspection,
etc.
Inspection, etc
Markets,
etc.
t
Markts,
Motor
trucks.
Motor trucks.

ENGINEER
COMMISSIONER'S OFFICE
OFFICE
ENGINEER COMMISSIONER'S
Engineer
Engineer

sioner's
Imioner's office.
offce.

CommisCommis-

of
Classification Act
with the
accordance with
For personal services
services in accordance
the Classification
Act of
1923, $264,500.
CENTRAL GARAGE
GARAGE
CENTRAL

Central
arage.
garage.
Central g

Municipal
Municipal
act's offe.
office.
set's

ArchiArch!-

For
personal services
services in accordance
accordance with the Classification Act of
For personal
1923,
1923, $4,560.
OFFICE
MUNICIPAL ARCHITECT'S
ARCHITECT'S 0}
fICE
MUNICIPAL
For personal
services in
with the Classification
Classification Act of
accordance with
in accordance
personal services
For
1923,
$32,340.
1923,
For
the purchase
purchase of
of one
one-half-ton truck, $480.
one one-half-ton
For the
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CONGRESS.
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CH. 477.
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1925.
1925.

For
replacement of
one one-and-one-half-ton
one-and-one-half-ton truck, $2,400.
of one
the replacement
For the
of
All apportionments
appropriations for
for the
use of
Limit
services of
for services
Limit for
municipal. dr
the municipal
of the
the use
of appropriations
apportionments of
All
al
tsmen,
etc.
architect in
in payment
payment for
for the
the services
assistant engiengidraftsmen, assistant
of draftsmen,
services of
architect
neers,
employed on
on construction
construction
inspectors, employed
and inspectors,
copyists, and
clerks, copyists,
neers, clerks,
work
for by
said appropriations
shall be
be based
based on an
an
appropriations, shall
by said
provided for
work provided
amount
not exceeding
1
/
2 per
the amount
amount of
appro.
of the
the appro.
of the
per centum
centum of
21/2
exceeding 2
amount not
priation
for each
each project.
project.
made for
priation made
PUBLIC
IILI I.11.S COMMISSION
COMMISSION
UTILITIES
PUBLIC U
For
services in
in accordance
with the
Act mission.
Public utilitiescomutilities comPublic
Classification Act
the Classification
accordance with
personal services
For personal
of
1923, $37,240.
$37,240.
of 1923,
expenses.
Incidental expenses.
expenses authorFor
all other
necessary expenses
author- Incidental
general necessary
other general
and all
incidental and
For incidental
ized
by
law,
$5,000.
ized by law, $5,000.
ENGINEERS
BOARD
OF EXAMINERS,
STEAM ENGINEERS
EXAMINERS, STEAM
BOARD OF

$450.
at $150
Salaries: Three
Three members,
members, at
$150 each,
each, $450.
Salaries:

Examiners, steam en-

nerssteamenmgi
gineers.

DEPARTMENT OF
INSURANCE
OF INSURANCE
DEPARTMENT
Insurance depart-

For personal
personal services
services in
in accordance
accordance with
Classification Act
menet.
Act ment.
the Classification
with the
For
of 1923,
1923, $17,040.
$17,040.
of

det

OFFICE
SURVEYOR'S OFFICE
SURVEYOR'S

Surveyor's office.
offce.
Classification Act of Surveyor's
with the Classification
For
personal services
in accordance
accordance with
services in
For personal
Temporary employemploy1923,
services of
of temporary
temporary draftsmen,
draftsmen, computers, laborers, eTemporary
ees.
$46,640; services
1923, $46,640;
required, purchase of supplies, care or
additional field
when required,
party when
field party
additional
hire
of teams,
teams, $19,000, no part of which sum shall be expended
expended withhire of
out
authority of the commissioners;
commissioners; in all, $65,640.
the written
written authority
out the
Permanent hi gbways
For making
surveys to
mark permanently
permanently on
on the
ground the
the syPermanenthyseic
the ground
to mark
making surveys
For
s
yst em, surveys, etc.
Columbia, $2,000.
permanent system
system of
highways for the District
District of Columbia,
of highways
permanent
For revision
of the
the highway plan, $1,500.
revision of
For
DISTRICT OF
COLUMBIA
OF COLUMBIA
DISTRICT

FUND
COMPENSATION FUND
EMPLOYEES'
EMPLOYEES' COMPENSATION

of
For
the provisions
of section
section 11
11 of
of the
District of
the District
provisions of
out the
carrying out
For carrying
Columbia Appropriation
Appropriation Act
Act approved
approved July 11, 1919, extending
Columbia
to the
the employees
the government
District of
of Columbia
Columbia the
of the
the District
government of
of the
employees of
to
provisions of
of the
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
compensation for
provide compensation
to provide
Act to
the Act
provisions
employees
States suffering
injuries while in the
suffering injuries
United States
the United
of the
employees of
performance of
of their
duties, and
purposes," approved
Sepapproved Sepother purposes,"
for other
and for
their duties,
perfoirmance
tember 7,
7, 1916,
$10,000.
1916, $10,000.
tember
FREE
LIBRARY
PUBLIC LIBRARY
FREE PUBLIC

Employees' COMpmployees'
pensation
Fund. Compensation Fund.
Payment
for injuries.
aymentforinjuries.
Vol.
41,
p.
104.
vol. 41,p.104.
Vol. 39, p. 742.
Vl.39.74

Public
Library.
Public Library.

personnel.
Regular personnel.
For personal
in accordance
with the Classification Act Regular
accordance with
services in
personal services
For
of 1923, $162,300.
etc.
Substitutes,etc.
For substitutes
special and
and temporary
temporary service,
service, includinclud- Substitutes,
other special
and other
substitutes and
For
the
at
buildings,
ing the
the conducting
conducting of stations
stations in public-school
public-school
ing
Provided, That no money appro- P"o.
of the librarian, $3,500: Provided,
discretion of
stations
statins
Litd
priated by
Act shall
shall be
conducting library stations iiL
i
t
trda
.
rY
in conducting
expended in
be expended
this Act
by this
priated
openSunday,
not now
Sunday, etc.,
etc., openexistence.
in existence.
now in
not
For extra
services on
Sundays, holidays,
Saturday half holi- igholidays, and Saturday
on Sundays,
extra services
For
days, $2,500.
$2,500.
days,
Miscellaneous:
For books,
books, periodicals,
and newspapers,
including Miscellaneous.
Miscelaneos
newspapers, including
periodicals, and
Miscellaneous: For
payment
in
advance
for
subscriptions
to
periodicals,
newspapers,
newspapers,
periodicals,
to
subscriptions
for
advance
payment in
$42.000.
subscription books,
books, and
and society
society publications,
publications, $42.000.
subscription
Binding.
Binding.
For binding,
necessary personal
services, $10,000.
personal services,
including necessary
binding, including
For
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Contingentexpenses.
Contingent
expenses.

maintenance, repairs, fuel, lighting,
For maintenance,
lighting, fitting up buildings,
buildings,
lunch-room
equipment; purchase,
purchase, exchange,
and maintenance
exchange, and
maintenance of
of bicybicylunch-room equipment;
cles and
and motor
vehicles, and
and other
other contingent
contingent expenses,
expenses,
motor delivery
delivery vehicles,
cles
$15,000.

Contingentexpenses.
Contingent
expenses.

CONTINGENT
AND MISCELLANEOUS
EXPENSES
CONTINGENT AND
MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES

Items specified.
specifed.

for

Printing reports for
Prnting
fiscal year 1925.

sfyoear 'B2

Proviso.
Discretionary disconDiscretionary
tfoaryc.
tinuance.

rProm-.

For printing all annual
annual and special reports
reports of the government
government of
of
the District of Columbia for the fiscal
June 30,
fiscal year ending
ending June
1925,
30, 1925,
for submission
to Congress,
$4,800: Provided,
Provided, That
submission
That .authority
authorityi is
.
,,
. .
hereby
the Commissioners
District of
Columbia to
hereby given
given the
Commissioners of
of the
the District
of Columbia
to

discontinue
special reports
discontinue the printing of any annual
annual or special
reports of
of the
the
government of the
government
the District
District of Columbia
Columbia in order
order to keep the
the expendiexpendi-

rig- tures within this appropriation.
appropriation.

Preservation
Presrvaton of
of miginals.

.

Motor
Motor vehicles.
vehcle.
Maintenance.

Purchases
Purchases allotted.

alotted.

Allowances
or
motor

Allowances for prielowned
vately
owned motor
vehicles.
vehicles,

fici

Use by officials rer
ed.b
set
F
stricted.

Proviso.

cositation
Cost limitation.
Traniders forbidden.

R

For printing, checks, books, law books, books of reference,
reference, periodistationery; surveying
surveying instruments
implements; drawing
cals, stationery;
instruments and
and implements;
drawing
materials;
binding, rebinding,
rebinding, repairing,
repairing, and
preservation of
materials; binding,
and preservation
of records;
records;
purchase of
of laboratory
maintenance
laboratory apparatus
apparatus and
and equipment
equipment and maintenance
purchase
of laboratory
in the
the office
office of
inspector of
asphalt and
and cement;
of
laboratory in
of the
the inspector
of asphalt
cement;
damages; livery,
livery, purchase,
and care
care of
of horses
carriages or
damages;
purchase, and
horses and
and carriages
or
buggies and
bicycles not
for; horseshoeing;
buggies
and bicycles
not otherwise
otherwise provided
provided for;
horseshoeing; ice,
ice,
repairs to
bicycles by inspectors
repairs
to pound and vehicles;
vehicles; use
use of
of bicycles
inspectors in
in the
the
engineer department
department not
engineer
not to
to exceed
exceed $800
$800 in the
the aggregate;
aggregate; and
and other
other
general
necessary expenses
expenses of District offices,
personalgeneral necessary
offices, including
including the
the personaltax
office
tax board,
board, harbor
harbor master,
master, health
health department,
department, surveyor's
surveyor's office,
office, office
of superintendent
superintendent of
weights, measures,
markets, department
of weights,
measures, and markets,
department
of
insurance, and Board
Charities, $47,000.
Board of
of Charities,
of insurance,

aen.

In all cases where
printing
In
where the printing

of said reports is discontinued,
discontinued, the original copy thereof shall be
kept on file in the offices
of
offices of the Commissioners
Commissioners of
of the District
District of
Columbia for public inspection.
inspection.
Columbia

For maintenance,
maintenance, care, repair, and operation of passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying
automobiles owned by the District
$69,800; for exchange
exchange
automobiles
District of Columbia,
Columbia, $69,800;
of such passenger-carrying
District
passenger-carrying automobiles
automobiles now
now owned by
by the
the District
commissioners of said
of Columbia as, in the judgment of the commissioners
said Disbecome unserviceable,
unserviceable, $7,250; and for the purchase
trict, have or shall become
purchase
of passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying . automobiles
office, one
automobiles as follows: Assessor's office,
$1,500; District Training School (home and school for feebleminded),
minded), one $1,000; one Ford runabout,
runabout, with
with slip-on
slip-on body for the
the
municipal architect's office,
office, $420;
$420; three Ford
Ford field
wagons for
field wagons
for the
the
sewer division, $1,950;
$1,950; one Ford touring car for the jail, $500; one
autobus for the National
National Training
Training School for Girls, $1,000; one
autobus
for
Gallinger
Municipal
Hospital, $1,250;
$1,250; in
in all,
$84,670.
all, $84,670.
autobus for Gallinger Municipal Hospital,
For
for furnishing
furnishing privately
privately owned
motor vehicles
in
For allowances
allowances for
owned motor
vehicles in
the performance
$312
performance of official duties at the rate of not to exceed $312
per year for each automobile and $156
$156 per year for each motor
motor
cycle, $13,104.
$13,104.
cycle,
Al
All of said motor vehicles and all other motor vehicles provided
provided
for in this Act and all horse-drawn
horse-drawn carriages and buggies owned
by the District of Columbia shall be used only:
only for purposes
purposes directly
pertaining
pertaining to the public services of said District, and shall be under
under
the direction and control of the commissioners,
commissioners, who may from time
to time alter or change the assignment
assignment for use thereof or direct the
interchangeable use
offi ci
al
s and
an d emem joint or interchangeable
use of
of any
any of
of the
the same by officials
ployees of
the District,
otherwise provided
provided in
ployees
of the
District, except
except as
as otherwise
in this
this Act:
Act:
Provided,
That with
the exception
exception of
of motor
motor vehicles
vehicles for
for the
police
the police
with the
Provided, That
and fire departments, no automobile shall be
any
be acquired
acquired under
under any
a cost, including
provision of this Act, by purchase or exchange
exchange at a
including
exchanged, exceeding
$650, except
except as
as may
be
the value of a
a vehicle exchanged,
exceeding $650,
may be
herein specifically
authorized. No motor vehicles
vehicles shall
shall be transferred
transferred
herein
specifically authorized.
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from
the police
or fire
departments to
any other
other branch
branch of
of the
the
from the
police or
fire departments
to any
government of
the District
District of
of Columbia.
Columbia.
government
of the
of horses,
Appropriations in
this Act
Act shall
expended for
the purchase
purchase Expenses
Expenses of
for the
not be
be expended
shall not
in this
Appropriations
or
for the
the use
etc., limited.
et.,
vehicles for
use of
oflimited.
or maintenance
maintenance of
of horses
horses or
or horse-drawn
horse-drawn vehicles
the commissioners,
commissioners, or
the purchase
of horses
horses
the
or for
for the
purchase or
or maintenance
maintenance of
or
for inspection
inspection or
purposes for
those
for those
or other
other purposes
or horse-drawn
horse-drawn vehicles
vehicles for
officials
or employees
provided with
vehicles.
motor vehicles.
with motor
officials or
employees provided
appro.
otherrappropurchase, giti
Appropriations
T-T3sing
Act shall
shall not be used for the purchase,
this Act
in this
Appropriations in
horses
d
i
o
cts
n. o
livery,
or
maintenance
of
horses,
or
for
the
purchase
maintenance,
g
ot
her
forbidden.
maintenance,
purchase,
or
for
the
of
horses,
or
maintenance
livery,
or repair
repair of
of buggies
or carriages
carriages and
harness, except
except as
as provided
provided
or
buggies or
and harness,
for
the appropriation
appropriation for
for contingent
expenses
for in
in the
contingent and
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses
or unless
unless the
appropriation from
which the
the same
to be
be
or
the appropriation
from which
same is
is proposed
proposed to
such purchase,
purchase, livery, maintenance,
paid shall
specifically authorize
authorize such
shall specifically
paid
and
repair, and
except also
also as
hereinafter authorized.
authorized.
as hereinafter
and except
and repair,
ro"
hited.
Appropriations in
this Act
Act shall
shall not
not be
i
t
re
ed. insurance pro
be used
used for the payment of hiL
in this
Appropriations
premiums or other
other cost of fire insurance.
premiums
r
e
es
ieip
dh
eo
nn
cees
s ort
i
eg.d
allowed
Telephones
Telephones
may be
be maintained
the residences
superin- at
Telephones may
atTresidences of desigmaintained in
in the
residences of
of the
the superinofficials.
tendent of
water department,
sanitary engineer,
inspector nated
nated °facialschief inspector
engineer, chief
department, sanitary
of the
the water
tendent
of the
the street-cleaning
division, assistant
superintendent of the streetassistant superintendent
street-cleaning division,
of
cleaning
inspector of
of plumbing,
Board
the Board
of the
secretary of
plumbing, secretary
cleaning division,
division, inspector
of Charities,
Charities, health
health officer,
chief of
bureau
of the bureau
officer, chief
assistant health
officer, assistant
health officer,
of
of
chief engineer
engineer of the fire department,
department, superdiseases, chief
preventable diseases,
of preventable
intendent of
electrical inspector
inspector in
charge of
the fire-alarm
fire-alarm
of the
in charge
of police,
police, electrical
intendent
system,
one fire-alarm
fire-alarm repair
repair men,
operator, and two fire-alarm
fire-alarm operator,
system, one
onnections
per
under appropriations
appropriations contained
contained in
in this
this Act.
commissioners miConnections
perAct. The commissioners
under
system
to
may
connect
any
or
all
of
these
telephones
either
the
of
telephones
may connect any or all of these
Telephone Company or the telephone
the
Chesapeake and
Potomac Telephone
telephone
and Potomac
the Chesapeake
or to both of such
system
District of
of Columbia or
such
by the
the District
maintained by
system maintained
systems.
systems.
Postage.
For
for strictly
strictly official
matter, $19,000.
Postage.
$19,000.
mail matter,
official mail
postage for
For postage
Car fares.
fares, etc.
etc.
in their discretion,
The
commissioners are
are authorized,
authorized, in
discretion to fur- car
The commissioners
nish
necessary
transportation
in
connection
with
strictly
official
official
nish necessary transportation in connection with strictly
business
District of
of Columbia
Columbia by
the purchase
purchase of street-car
street-car
by the
of the
the District
business of
o 0.Provided, PP"is°8.
and bus
bus fares
from appropriations
in this Act: Provided
contained in
appropriations contained
fares from
and
apportioned
That
expenditures herein
herein authorized
be so
so apportioned
shall be
authorized shall
the expenditures
That the
as not
not to
to exceed
$8,000: Provided
further, That
pro- Fi
p
rete
r
n
c
r and
polle.
and police
Firmen
the proThat the
Provided further,
of $8,000:
total of
exceed aa total
as
visions of
this paragraph
shall not
the appropriations
herein
appropriations herein
not include
include the
paragraph shall
of this
visions
made
fire and
departments.
police departments.
and police
the fire
for the
made for
For
expenses, including
of chains
chains of
title Judicial
Judicial expenses.
expenses.
of title
procurement of
including procurement
judicial expenses,
For judicial
the printing
of briefs
in the
the Court
oi
of the
the District of
Appeals of
of Appeals
Court of
briefs in
printing of
the
Columbia,
fees, and
and expert
services in District cases before
expert services
witness fees,
Columbia, witness
the Supreme
$4,000.
District, $4,000.
said District,
of said
Court of
Supreme Court
the
Aodnverg.
For
general advertising,
and required
law, andratiting.
required by law,
authorized and
advertising, authorized
For general
A
oedn
ve
er s
.
for
tax and
and notices
changes in regulations,
regulations,
of changes
notices of
notices and
school notices
and school
for tax
$6,000.
$6,000.
Laii,.24. .
es in arrears.
For
advertising notice
notice of
of taxes
taxes in
in arrears
July 1,
1, 1925,
1925, as required Le2s6nparrears
arrears July
For advertising
a
to
be given
given by
Act of
March 19,
19, 1890,
1890, to
to be
reimbursed by a
be reimbursed
of March
the Act
by the
to be
charge
50 cents
for each
each lot
lot or
of property
property advertised,
piece of
or piece
cents for
of 50
charge of
$5,500.
$5,500.
daningerons
eEe rnovin gdan
For
carrying out
out the
provisions of the Act entitled "An Act to erous
g
the provisions
For carrying
authorize
the
Commissioners
of
the
District
of
Columbia
to
remove
Vol.30,
p.923.
9s.
Vol.3,
p.
to
remove
of
Columbia
the
District
authorize the Commissioners of
other purdangerous
unsafe buildings
and parts
thereof, and
for other
and for
parts thereof,
buildings and
or unsafe
dangerous or
poses,"
March 1,
1, 1899,
to pay
member of
the board
board
of the
each member
pay each
1899, to
approved March
poses," approved
of
survey provided
other than
the inspector
inspector of
of buildings,
buildings,
than the
therein, other
for therein,
provided for
of survey
at a
compensation of
exceed $10
$10 for
for each
and to
to pay
pay
survey, and
each survey,
to exceed
of not
not to
a compensation
at
refusal
the refusal
the
cost of
of making
or removing
such buildings
buildings upon the
removing such
safe or
making safe
the cost
or neglect
owners so
so to
$500.
or
neglect of
of the
the owners
to do,
do, $500.
Copies of wills, etc.
For
copies of
of such
such wills,
wills, petitions,
other papers
title to
to.,.
Copies
ofetc.,
wills,
assesse.
wherein title
papers wherein
and other
petitions, and
For copies
to
estate is
is involved,
the use
assessor of
of the
the District,
the assessor
of the
use of
for the
involved, for
real estate
to real
$500.
$500.
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For
of offices
offices of
recorder of
of deeds,
deeds, including
including services
services
For rent
rent of
of the
the recorder
of cleaners
as necessary,
not to
to exceed
30 cents
of
cleaners as
necessary, not
exceed 30
cents per
per hour,
hour, to
to be
be
expended
direction of
Commissioners of
of the
the District
District of
of
expended under
under the direction
of the Commissioners
$14,400.
Columbia, $14,400.
EMPLOYMENT
EMPLOYMENT

SERVICE
SERVICE

For
personal services
and miscellaneous
and contingent
contingent expenses
expenses
For personal
services and
miscellaneous and
required for
maintaining a
a public
for the
required
for maintaining
public employment
employment service
service for
the DisDistrict
of Columbia,
trict of
Columbia, $9,400.
$9,400.
HISTORICAL PLACES

Historical
tablets.
Historical tablets.

erection of
For erection
of suitable tablets
tablets to mark historical
historical places
places in the
the
District of Columbia, $500.
$500.

Emergency fund.
Emergency

EMERGENCY
EMERGENCY FUND

Expenses under, rreExpenses under, stricted.

Proviso.

P'are'g.
Purchases.

Refund
Refundofof erroneous
erroneous
collections.
Payments authorized
authorized
Payments
of.
of.

Building permits.
Vol. 36, p.
p. 967.
967.
Proviso.
Proviso.
Prior years.

Conference
National Conference
on
Uniform
State
Laws.
lines,
Painting traffic
traffic lines,
etc.

Charge for tax certilfCharge
certifirates.
cates.

To be
expended only
only in
in case
case of
as riot,
riot, pestilence,
pestilence,
such as
of emergency,
emergency, such
To
be expended
public insanitary conditions, calamity
calamity by
by flood
flood or fire or
or storm,
storm, and
and
of like character, and in all other cases of emergency
emergency not otherwise
sufficiently provided for, in the discretion
discretion of
of the
the Commissioners,
Commissioners,
$4,000:
Provided, That
in the
all articles
for
provided for
of all
articles provided
the purchase
purchase of
That in
$4,000: Provided,
in this Act no more than the market price shall be paid for any such
such
articles, and
and all bids
bids for any
any such
such articles
articles above
above the market
market price
price
received or purchases
shall be rejected and new
new bids
bids received
purchases made in
in open
open
market, as may be most economical and advantageous
advantageous to the District
District
of Columbia.
REFUND OF ERRONEOUS
ERRONEOUS COLLECTIONS
REFUND
COLLECTIONS

To enable
enable the commissioners, in any case where special assessassessments, school tuition charges,
of any
charges, rents,
rents, fees,
fees, or
or collections
collections of
any
character have been erroneously
erroneously covered into the
Treasury to
to the
the
the Treasury
credit of the United States and the District of Columbia in
in the
the proportion
portion required by law, to refund such erroneous
erroneous payments, wholly
or in part, including the refunding
refunding; of fees
for building
fees paid
paid.for
building perpermits authorized
authorized by the District of Columbia Appropriation
Appropriation Act
Act
approved March 2, 1911,
Provided, That
this appropriati
on
1911 $2,000: Provided,
That this
appropriation
shall be available
available for such refunds of payments made within the
the past
three years.
To aid in support of
Conference of
of Commissioners
Commissioners
of the National
National Conference
Uniform State
State Laws,
Laws, $250.
on Uniform
$250.
For furnishing material and equipment, and for the employment
employment
of the necessary
painting of
necessary labor to continue
continue the painting
of traffic
traffic lines
lines in
in the
the
congested
congested section of the city, and for marking
marking the centers of the
the
roadways at curves and on the crests of hills, $5,000.
$5,000.
Hereafter the charge for each certificate
certificate of taxes issued by the
the
collector
collector of taxes of the District of Columbia shall be $1.

Streets,
etc.,
imtreets, etc.,
improvement and repairs.
repairs.
provement

STREET
STREET AND
ROAD IMPROVEMENT
IMPROVEMENT AND
AND ROAD
AND REPAIR
REPAIR

Asessment and perAssessment
mit work.

For assessment
assessment and permit work, including maintenance of
of nonpassenger-carrying motor vehicles,
passenger-carrying
vehicles, $298,000.
$298,000.
For paving roadways
roadways under
under the permit system,
system, $45,000.
$45,000.

Paving roadways.
roadways.
Street
ments.

improve-

etc., streets,
streets,
Paving, etc.,
avenues,
suburban
avenues,
suburban
roads, etc.

STREET IMPROVEMENTS

For paving,
paving, repaving, grading, and otherwise
otherwise improving streets,
avenues,
respectively, includavenues, suburban roads, and suburban
suburban streets, respectively,
ing the maintenance
maintenance of nonpassenger-carrying
nonpassenger-carrying motor vehicles
vehicles used
used
in this work, as follows:
follows:
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Northwest:
Northwest: For paving Klingle Street, Tunlaw Road to Fortyfifth Street,
Street, thirty feet wide,
wide, $13,420;
$13,420;treet
Northwest:
Northwest: For paving Forty-fourth
Forty-fourth Street, Klingle
Klingle Street to
$5,600;
Lowell Street,
Street, thirty feet
feet wide,
wide, $5,600;
Northwest: For
Northwest:
For paving
paving Lowell
Lowell Street,
Street, Forty-fourth
Forty-fourth Street
Street to
to
Forty-fifth
thirty feet
$8,800;
Forty-fifth Street,
Street, thirty
feet wide,
wide, $8,800;
Northwest: For paving Ordway
Ordway Street,
Thirty-fourth Street
Northwest:
Street, Thirty-fourth
Street to
to
Wisconsin Avenue,
thirty feet
Wisconsin
Avenue, thirty
feet wide,
wide, $21,920;
$21,920;
Northwest: For paving
Avenue to
Northwest:
paving Eighth
Eighth Street,
Street, Florida Avenue
to Barry
Barry
Place, thirty
wide, $21,750;
$21,750;
Place,
thirty feet
feet wide,
Northwest:
paving Forty-second
Street to
Northwest: For paving
Forty-second Street, Fessenden
Fessenden Street
to
Garrison
Street, thirty
thirty feet
wide, $6,610;
Garrison Street,
feet wide,
$6,610;
Northwest: For paving
paving Rodman
Northwest:
Rodman Street, Reno
Reno Road to
to Thirty-fifth
Thirty-fifth
Street,
thirty feet
Street, thirty
feet wide,
wide, $6,600;
$6,600;
Northwest: For paving;
Thirty-fifth Street,
Northwest:
paving Thirty-fifth
Street, Quebec
Quebec Street to Rodman Street,
Street, thirty
$4,500;
man
thirty feet
feet wide,
wide, $4,500;
Northwest: For paving
paving Macomb
Macomb Street,
Avenue to
Northwest:
Street, Wisconsin Avenue
to
Idaho Avenue,
wide, $12,000;
$12,000;
Idaho
Avenue, fifty
fifty feet
feet wide,
Northwest: For
For paving
Decatur Street
Northwest:
paving Ninth
Ninth Street,
Street, Decatur
Street to
to Emerson
Emerson
Street,
thirty feet
Street, thirty
feet wide,
wide, $8,000;
$8,000;
Northwest: For paving
Ninth
Northwest:
paving Delafield
Delafield Street,
Street, Georgia
Georgia Avenue
Avenue to
to Ninth
Street,
thirty feet
feet wide,
wide !$5,300;
Street, thirty
$5,300;
Northwest:
Northwest: For paving
paving Emerson
Emerson Street, Ninth Street to Illinois
Avenue, thirty
feet wide,
wide, $6,600;
Avenue,
thirty feet
$6,600;
Southeast: For
Shannon Place,
Place, U
U to
to W;
W; and
Southeast:
For paving
paving Shannon
and U
U Street,
Street,
Nichols Avenue
Avenue to
to Shannon
thirty feet
wide, $5,200;
Nichols
Shannon Place,
Place, thirty
feet wide,
$5,200;
Northeast: For
Kearny Street,
Twenty-second Street
Street to
Northeast:
For paving
paving Kearrey
Street, Twenty-second
to
Rhode Island
Avenue, thirty
thirty feet
wide, $6,700;
$6,700;
Rhode
Island Avenue,
feet wide,
Northeast: For
paving Trinidad
Neal
Northeast:
For paving
Trinidad Avenue, Florida Avenue to Neal
Street,
thirty feet
wide, $13,200;
$13,200;
Street, thirty
feet wide,
Northeast: For paving
Street, Twentieth
Street to
to
Northeast:
paving Monroe
Monroe Street,
Twentieth Street
Twenty-second Street,
Street, thirty
thirty feet
Twenty-second
feet wide,
wide, $7,150;
$7,150;
Northeast: For
Street, Lincoln
to Fourth
Northeast:
For paving
paving Channing
Channing Street,
Lincoln Road
Road to
Fourth
$11,000;
thirty feet wide, $11,000;
Street,
Street, thirty
Northeast: For
For paving
paving Third
Third Street, Bryant
Bryant Street to
to Douglas
Douglas
Northeast:
Street,
thirty feet
Street, thirty
feet wide,
wide, $9,900;
$9,900;
Southeast: For.
Place, Nichols
Avenue to
Nichols Avenue
to Raleigh
Raleigh
For. paving
paving Esther
Esther Place,
Southeast:
Street,
twenty-four feet
Street, twenty-four
feet wide,
wide, $4,000;
$4,000;
Northwest: For
paving Decatur
Decatur Street,
Georgia Avenue
Avenue to
KanNorthwest:
For paving
Street, Georgia
to Kansas Avenue,
Avenue, thirty
wide, $18,700;
$18,700;
feet wide,
thirty feet
sas
Northwest:
Northwest: For paving
paving Buchanan
Buchanan Street, Eighth Street
Street to Kansas Avenue,
Avenue, thirty
thirty feet
wide, $2,200;
$2,200;
sas
feet wide,
Northwest:
For paving
side Sherman
Circle, Crittenden
Northwest: For
paving east
east side
Sherman Circle,
Crittenden
Street
Illinois Avenue,
feet wide,
wide, $7,000;g
$7,000;
Street to
to Illinois
Avenue, forty
forty feet
Northwest: For
paving Illinois
Avenue, Allison
Allison Street
Street to
to BuNorthwest:
For paving
Illinois Avenue,
Buchanan Street,
forty feet
$8,250;
chanan
Street, forty
feet wide,
wide, $8,250;
Northwest:
For paving
Street, Sherman
Northwest: For
paving Crittenden
Crittenden Street,
Sherman Circle
Circle to
to
Fifth Street,
thirty feet
wide, $4,500;
Fifth
Street, thirty
eet wide,
$4500;
Northwest:
paving Eighth
Street, Hamilton
Hamilton Street
IngraNorthwest: For
For paving
Eighth Street,
Street to
to Ingraham Street,
Street, thirty
feet wide,
ham
thirty feet
wide, $8,500;
$8,500;
Northwest: For
For paving
paving Seventh
Seventh Street,
Hamilton Street
Street to
to JefJefStreet, Hamilton
Northwest:
thirty feet
feet wide,
$9,900;
ferson Street, thirty
wide, $9,900;
Northwest:
Northwest: For paving
paving Kansas Avenue, Buchanan
Buchanan Street to Sherman
feet wide
wide with
west side
side
center parking;
parking; west
fifty feet
with ten-foot
ten-foot center
man Circle,
Circle, fifty
Sherman Circle,
Circle, Kansas
Avenue to
to Illinois
Illinois Avenue,
Avenue, forty
forty feet
wide;
feet wide:
Kansas Avenue
Sherman
feet
and Illinois
Illinois Avenue,
Sherman Circle
forty feet
Circle to Emerson Street, forty
and
Avenue, Sherman
wide.
$24,500;
wide. $24,500;
Northwest: For paving R
R Street. Thirty-seventh
Thirty-seventh Street to Thirty$5,200;
eighth Street,
Street, thirty
thirty feee'wide,
feet wide, $5,200;
eighth

Paving
Pa v i n g
Street NW.

Klingle
Klingle

Paving Forty-fourth
Street NW.

StrPeetiNgFrfrth

Paving Lowell Street
NW.
NW.

g

Orway

Paving
Street NW.

Ordway

Street

Paving Eighth
Eighth Street
Street
NW.
NW.

Paving

Paving
Paving Forty-second
Forty-second
Street
Street NW.

NW.

Paving Rodman
Paving

Street NW.
NW.

Street

Paving
Paving Thirty-fifth
Thirty-fifth
Street NW.
NW.

street

Paving
Street NW.

Macomb
Macomb

Street NW.
Paving Ninth
Ninth Street
Street

NW.

NW.

Delafeld

Paving
Street
Street NW.
NW.

Delatleld

Paving
Street
NW.
Street NW.

Emerson
Emerson

Paving

Shannon

Paving Shannon
Place and U Street SE.

Place

eaey

Paving

Paving
Street NE.
NE.

Kearney

Paving
Paving

Trinidad
Trinidad

street

Avenue NE.
Avenue
Paving
Paving

Monroe
Monroe

treetNE.

Street NE.
Paving

Channing

Street NE.
NE.
Street

Paving Third Street
Street
Paving
NE.

Third

Paving Esther Place

Esther
Sving
SE.
P
Paving
street NW.
Street
NW.

Place

Decatu
Decatur

Paving
Buchanan
tPrect NW.
Street

Buchanan

Paving Sherman Cir-

cPe
cle NW.ngWSherm"anir
Iinoi
Pa ving
Illinois
Avenue NW.
NW.

Avenue

ois

Crittenden
Paving
Crittenden
Street NW.
NW.

strpt

Street

Paving Eighth
Eighth Street
NW.

Nw.

Paving Seventh
Seventh
Street NW.
NW.
street
Paving Kanels
Kans
Avenue
NW., etc.
Avenue
isg.,
etc.

Paving R Street NW.

avingRStreetNW.
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S Street, Thirty-seventh
Northwest:
Thirty-seventh Street to ThirtyNorthwest: For paving S
eighth
Street, thirty
thirty feet wide, $5,200;
$5,200;
eighth Street,
Paving T
Thirty-seventh Street to ThirtyT Street, Thirty-seventh
Northwest:
paving T
Northwest: For paving
NW.
T Street
Street NW.
Paving
eighth
$5,200;
thirty feet wide, $5,200;
eighth Street, thirty
Paving
Woodley
Twenty-eighth Street to
Northwest:
Woodley Road,
Road, Twenty-eighth
Northwest: For paving Woodley
ood e y
Paving W
Road and
Twentyto
Woodley Road
Twenty-ninth
Street, and
and Twenty-ninth
Road to
Street, Woodley
Twenty-ninth Street,
ninth Street
Twenty-ninth Street,
Street NW.
ninth
Cathedral
Avenue, thirty
feet wide,
$13,200;
wide, $13,200;
thirty feet
Cathedral Avenue,
Paving
Northwest: For paving Thirty-third Place, Macomb
Northwest:
Macomb Street to
Thirty-third
Paving Thirty-third
Place NW.
Woodley
lace NW.
Woodley Road, thirty feet wide, $9,450;
$9,450;
Paving
Northwest: For paving
Northwest:
paving Cathedral Avenue, Cleveland Avenue to
Cathedral
Paving Cathedral
Avenue
NW.
Avenue NW.
Thirty-fourth Street,
Thirty-fourth
Street, thirty
thirty feet
feet wide,
wide, $4,400;
$4,400;
Paving
Northwest:
Crittenden
Northwest: For paving
paving Crittenden
Crittenden Street, Eighth Street
Street to
to SherSherPaving Crittenden
Street NW.
man
$2,200;
man Circle, thirty feet wide, $2,200;
Paving
Lawrence Street to MonNortheast: For paving Twentieth
Twentieth Street, Lawrence
Northeast:
Twentieth
Paving Twentieth
Street NE.
treet
NE.
roe Street, thirty feet wide, $5,200;
$5,200;
Paving
Northeast: For paving Second
Northeast:
Second Street,
Street, Channing
Channing Street to CromSecond
Paving Second
Street
treet NE.
NE.
well Terrace,
feet wide,
well
Terrace, thirty
thirty feet
wide, $3,000;
$3,000;
Paving V
Southeast:
SE.
v Street
Street SE.
Paving
Southeast: For paving V Street, Nichols Avenue to Fourteenth
Fourteenth
$10,000;
Street, thirty feet wide, $10,000;
Grading Everts
Northeast: For grading Evarts Street, Fourth Street to Central
Evarts
Grading
Street NE.
NE.
Street
Avenue,
$4,400;;*
Avenue, $4,400
Grading, etc.
For grading,
grading, including
necessary culverts,
culverts, drains, and
retaining
and retaining
including necessary
For
Grading, etc.
walls, the following:
following:
walls,
Sixteenth
Street NW.
Street,
Alaska Avenue to Kalmia
Northwest: Sixteenth Street,
Northwest:
Street, Alaska
Kalmia Street,
sixteenthStreetNW.
$40,500;
$40,500;
Western
Massachusetts Avenue to Forty-first
Northwest: Western
Western Avenue,
Avenue, Massachusetts
Northwest:
ve n ue
A venue
western A
NW.
$30,000.
Street,
N.
Street, $30,000.
Thirteenth Street
Street
Thirteenth
The appropriation
appropriation contained in the District of Columbia ApproNW.
Widening lessened.
priation Act for the fiscal year 1925 for increasing
increasing the roadway
lessened. priation
Widening
Public
Laws,lst sess., width of Thirteenth
I Streets
Streets northwest
to I
Thirteenth Street from F
PublicLaws,lstsess.,
F
to
northwest shall
shall not
not
p. 546.
widening such section of such street to more than
available for widening
be available
p.' '.
feet;
seventy feet;
Accounted
for as
one
accounted for as "Street
asone
Accounted for
In all, $399,750;
$399,750; to be disbursed
disbursed and accounted
"Street
fund.
improvements,"
and
for
that
purpose
shall
one fund,
fund, and
constitute one
improvements," and for that purpose shall constitute
Proviso.
shall be available immediately: Provided, That no part
such
fund
such fund
Restricted
sped- shall be available immediately: Provided, That no part of
Restricted to specifled
improvements.
thereof
section thereof
improvement of any street or section
shall be
be used
for the
the improvement
used for
fled improvements.
not
not herein specified.
Paving S
SStreet
Street NW.
NW.
Paving

Gasoline
tax road
road
Gasoline tax
and street fund.
and

GASOLINE
GASOLINE

STREET IMPROVEMENTS
TAX ROAD
ROAD AND STREET
IMPROVEMENTS

paving, repaving, grading, and otherwise improving streets,
Paving, etc., streets, For paving,
avenues,
suburban roads
roads and
and suburban
streets, respectively,
includrespectively, includsuburban streets,
avenues, suburban
et.,rom.
ing
and the
the maintenance
maintenance of
motor vehicles used in
of motor
services and
personal services
ing personal
created by
this
work, as
follows, to be paid from the special fund created
as follows,
this work,

Paving, etc., streets,
etc., from.
etc.,
from.

on motora tax
tax on
section
entitled "An
"An Act
to provide
provide for
for a
Act to
Act entitled
the Act
1 of
of the
section 1
other
vehicle fuels sold within the District of Columbia, and for other
vehicle
purposes," approved
repayment
accretions by repayment
approved April 23, 1924, and accretions
purposes,"
assessments;
of assessments;
roadway
Widening and
and repavrepavNorthwest: For widening to sixty feet and repaving
Widening
repaving the roadway
ing
M Street
Street NW.
Street, $97,400;
Thirty-fifth Street,
M Street
from Twenty-ninth
NW.
of M
ng M
of
Street from
Twenty-ninth Street
Street to
to Thirty-fifth
$97,400;
and
west side
Widening,
etc.,
Northwest:
etc.,
ning,
"ide
Northwest: For widening
widening by twelve feet on the
the west
side and
Ninth Street NW.
Avenue
York
New
from
Street
of
Ninth
the
roadway
repaving
tree
repaving
roadway
Avenue to
to
Massachusetts Avenue, $3,000;
$3,000;
Massachusetts
roadWidening, etc.,
etc., E
widening to fifty-five
Northwest: For widening
E
Widening,
fifty-five feet and repaving the
the roadStreet NW.
of E
way of
E Street, from
from Fifth Street to Thirteenth
Thirteenth Street, $95,000;
$95,000;
Street
N.
Widening,
etc., BladBlad- Northeast:
Northeast: For widening to sixty feet and repaving the roadway
roadway
Widening, etc.,
ensburg Road NE.
asphalt
of Bladensburg
ensbrg Road NE.
Bladensburg Road
Road from H Street to the end of the present asphalt
roadway, $30,000;
$30,000;
roadway,
Assessment
of cost on
roadways hereinbefore
In the widening and repaving
Assessmentoftoston
.In
repaving of roadways
hereinbefore provided
provided
abutting property.
be
shall be
cost thereof
entire cost
of the
for, 40 per centum of
.
abuttpop
the entire
thereof in
in each
each case
case shall
Ante, p. 106.
Ante, p. 106.
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assessed against and collected from the owners of abutting property

in the manner
the Act
Act approved
manner provided in'
in the
approved July
1, 1914
1914 (ThirtyJuly 1,
(Thirty- Vol.
Vol. 38, p.. 524;
524; Vol.
39,
p.
eighth Statutes,
Statutes, page
ti on 88 o
Act
716.
eighth
page 524),
524), as
as amended
amended by
by sec
section
ofl th
thee Act
39, p 716.
approved
716). The vao.t
approved September
September 1, 1916 (Thirty-ninth Statutes, page 716).
I
v
.1 s 'un.e
M
odificat
dee
ion
r
srd
owners
of abutting
sh all be
be requ
i
re d to
t
o mo
dify ,at
atwalks,
"
owners of
abutting property
property also
also shall
required
modify,
walks, etc.
etc.
e d ifi

a t ie

of

their own expense, the roofs of any vaults that may be
under the
the
be under
sidewalk or parking on said street if it be found necessary
necessary to chang:
changsuch vaults
vaults to
roadway being
•
to permit
permit of
of the
the roadway
being widened;
widened;
Asphaltt roadways.
covering with asphalt
follow i
ng ,includi
nc l
u dFor covering
asphalt the
the roadways
roadways of the
the following,
curbing and
and gutters
where necessary:
ing curbing
gutters where
necessary:
Thirtieth Street
Street
Thirtieth
Northwest:
Northwest: Thirtieth Street, Q
Q Street to R Street, $5,000;
NW.
Nw.
Cathedral
Avenue
thed r A
Northwest: Cathedral
Connecticut Avenue
Avenue t
Twen t
y -NW.
Northwest:
Cathedral Avenue,
Avenue, Connecticut
too TwentyNW.
ninth Street,
Street, $8,000;
$8,000;
ninth
Seventh Street SW.
Southwest:
Southwest: Seventh Street, from G Street to Water Street, Seenth treet SW.
$11,000;
$11,000;
Nineteenth S t r' e t
Nineteenth Street
t e et
Northwest:
Nineteenth Street, from
from Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Avenu
t
o K
K W.N
Northwest: Nineteenth
Avenuee to
NW. et

Street, $6,000;
Northwest: Twenty-first
to K
Twenty-first Street, Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Avenue
Avenue to
K Street,
Street,

Twentyst
s

my.
NW.-

Street
r et

st

$4,000;
$
4,
000;
Northeast: Rhode
Street, illiReNE.
n te
. Island
Island Ave.
Northeast:
Rhode Island
Island Avenue,
Avenue, Lincoln
Lincoln Road
Road to
to Fourth
Fourth Street,
Ave$22,000;
$22,000;
Northwest: Fifteenth
Fifteenth Street,
Street, Euclid
Street, NFh
N reenth
Street
Northwest:
Euclid Street
Street to
to Irving
Irving Street,
Street
$10,500;
$10,500;
Ontario Road
NW.
Northwest:
Northwest: Ontario Road, Columbia
Columbia Road to end of pavement Ontario
oad N
W
south of
of Euclid
$3,800;
south
Euclid Street,
Street, $3,800;
Seventeenth
Street
Northwest: Seventeenth
Seventeenth Street, Columbia Road to Euclid Street, NW.
Sventeenth
Street
$3,700;
$3,700;
to Rhode
Northeast: V Street, Lincoln
Lincoln Road
Road to
Rhode Island
Island Avenue,
Avenue,NE.VVStreet
SteetNE$2,600;
$2,600;
Northwest:
to Sixteenth
N rchanan
Street
Northwest: Buchanan
Buchanan Street,
Street, Fourteenth
Fourteenth Street
Street to
Sixteenth NBwuhan
Street
Street, $5,800;
$5,800;
Street,
Northwest:
Allison Street,
Seventh Street
Street to
Georgia Avenue,
Avenue, Allisn
Allison Street
Street NW.
Northwest: Allison
Street, Seventh
to Georgia
Nw$7,700;
$7,700;
Northwest: Shepherd
Shepherd Street,
Street, Fourteenth
Street to
Georgia Avenue,
Avenue,NW.
Shepherd Street
Northwest:
Fourteenth Street
to Georgia
ShheStreetNW.
$12,600;
$12.600;
Paving and repaving
rp
For
paving and
roadways as
as follows:
Paving and repaving
For paving
and repaving
repaving roadways
follows:
roadways.
Northwest:
Eleventh
Street,
E
Street
to
G
Street,
fifty-five
feet
Eleventh
Street
NW.
Northwest: Eleventh Street, E Street to G Street, fifty-five feet EleventhtreetNW.
$22,000;
wide, $22,000;
Thirteenth
Street
Thirteenth Street
Northwest: For widening
repaving the
Northwest:
widening to
to sixty feet
feet and
and repaving
the roadway
roadway NNW.
of Thirteenth
Thirteenth Street,
Street to
Pennsylvania Avenue,
Street, from E
E Street
to Pennsylvania
Avenue, $5,000;
$5,000; North Capitol
Northwest and Northeast:
Northeast: North Capitol Street, V Street to MichMich- Street.
Northwest
treth C a p t o l
igan Avenue,
wide, $53,000;
igan
Avenue, fifty
fifty feet
feet wide,
$53,000;
Northwest: Ninth
Ninth Street,
Street, Florida
Avenue to
Barry Place,
Place, thirty
Ninth Street
NW.
Northwest:
Florida Avenue
to Barry
thirty Ninth
treetNWfeet wide,
$10,009:
feet
wide, $10,000:
t t NE
Northeast: A
Street, Fifteenth
Fifteenth Street
Street to
Street, thirty
thirty A Street
NE.
Northeast:
A Street,
to Seventeenth
Seventeenth Street,

feet wide,
wide, $17,000;
$17,000;
feet
North
Caroli
eN
e fr
lp.Carolina AveAv
Northeast:
Carolina Avenue, Fifteenth
B Street, nu
Northeast: North Carolina
Fifteenth Street to
to B
nue NE.
forty feet
$6,500;
feet wide,
wide, $6,500;
Southeast:
Potomac Avenue.
Avenue, Sixteenth
E Street,
Potomac Avenue SE.
Southeast: Potomac
Sixteenth Street
Street to
to E
Street, forty
forty PooSE
feet
$22,000.
feet wide,
wide, $22,000.
Street, thirty
Street SE.
Southeast: A
A Street,
Street, Fifteenth
Fifteenth Street
Street to
to Eighteenth
Eighteenth Street,
thirty AAStreetSEfeet wide, $26,000;
$26,000;
E treet E.
Southeast:
Street, Eighteenth
Street to
Southeast: E
E Street,
Eighteenth Street
to Nineteenth
Nineteenth Street,
Street,SE.E Street
thirty-five feet wide, $14,000;
$14,000;
Southeast: You
You Street,
Avenue to
to Fourteenth
Street SE.
Southeast:
Street, Nichols
Nichols Avenue
Fourteenth Street,
Street, IIUStreetSE
thirty feet wide, $10,000;
$10,000
Seventeenth Steet
Street
Northeast:
Seventeenth Street,
Street, East
East Capitol
Capitol Street
to A
A Street,
Nrventeenth
Northeast: Seventeenth
Street to
Street, NE.te
tret
thirty feet wide,
thirty
wide, $9,000;
$9.000;
Street , spventeenth
Southeast: Seventeenth Street,
Street, East
East Capitol
Capitol Street to A
A Street,
ESeventeenth Street
Street
thirty feet wide, $9,000;
$9,000;
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Northwest:
Northwest: Thirty-fourth
Thirty-fourth Street, Massachusetts
Massachusetts Avenue
Avenue to Cleveland Avenue,
wide, $20,000;
Avenue, thirty and forty feet wide
$20,000;
Buchanan Street NW.
BuchananStreetNW.
Northwest:
Northwest: Buchanan
Buchanan Street, Thirteenth
Thirteenth Street to Fourteenth
Fourteenth
Street,
wide '$9,900;
$9,900;
Street, thirty
thirty feet
feet wide,
Street NE.
NE.
Fourth Street
Fourth Street, Rhode
Rhode Island Avenue
Northeast: Fourth
Avenue to Central
Central
Avenue, fifty feet wide, $13,900;
$13,900;
Woodley Place NW.
Northwest:
Northwest: Woodley Place, from pavement
pavement south
south of
of Woodley
Woodley
Cathedral Avenue,
Road to Cathedral
Avenue, twenty-four
twenty-four feet wide, $12,000;
$12,000;
Woodley Road
Woodley
Road NW.
NW.
Northwest:
Woodley Place
Northwest: Woodley
Woodley Road, Woodley
Place to end of pavement
pavement
Avenue, thirty feet wide,
east of Connecticut
Connecticut Avenue,
wide, $1,500;
$1,500;
Maple
Maple Street NW.
NW.
Northwest:
Northwest: Maple Street, Vine Street to Carroll
Carroll Street, twentyfour feet wide
$4,600;
wide,'$4,600;
Webster
Webster Street NW.
Northwest:
Street, Second
Northwest: Webster
Webster Street,
Second Street to Rock
Rock Creek Church
Church
Road, thirty feet
feet wide, $10,000;
$10,000;
Thirteenth SStreet
t r ee t
Thirteenth
Northwest: Thirteenth
Street, Jefferson
Northwest:
Thirteenth Street,
Jefferson Street to Kennedy
Kennedy Street,
NW.
forty
$6,000;
feet wide, $6,000;
0
Twenty. second
Twenty.--second
Northwest: Twenty-second
B Street
Street to C
Northwest:
Twenty-second Street,
Street, B
C Street,
Street, thirtyStreet NW.
two feet wide, $10,000;
$10,000;
C Street
Street NW.
C
NW.
Northwest:
C Street,
Twenty-first Street
Twenty-second Street,
Northwest: C
Street, Twenty-first
Street to Twenty-second
Street,
thirty-two
thirty-two feet wide, $7,000;
$7,000;
Q Street
Q
street NW.
NW.
Northwest:
Q Street,
Street, Thirtieth
Northwest: Q
Thirtieth Street
Street to Wisconsin Avenue, present width, $25,000;
$25,000;
R Street
Street NW.
NW.
R
Northwest:
R Street,
Wisconsin Avenue,
Northwest: R
Street, Thirtieth
Thirtieth Street to Wisconsin
Avenue, ,prespresent width, $32,000;
$32,000;
D Street
Street NW.
D
NW.
Northwest:
Northwest: D Street, Fifth Street to Seventh
Seventh Street, present
present
width, $18,000;
$18,000;
Eighth Street
Street NW.
Eighth
NW.
Northwest: Eighth Street, Market Space to E
E Street, present
Northwest:
present
$18,000;
width, $18,000;
Georgia Avenue NW.
OeorgiaAvenueNW.
Northwest: Georgia Avenue, Florida Avenue
Avenue to Barry Place,
Place,
present width, $25,000;
$25,000;
Grading Franklin
Franklin
Greding
Northeast: For
For grading
Northeast:
grading Franklin
Franklin Street, Rhode
Rhode Island
Island Avenue
Avenue
Street NE.
to Twentieth
Twentieth Street, $17,500;
$17,500;
Curbs, gutters, etc.
For
construction of
of curbs and gutters and adjustment
For construction
adjustment of roadways thereto, $50,000;
$50,000;
Disbursement,
Disbursement, etc.
etc.
In
$812,000; to
be disbursed
disbursed and accounted for as "Gasoline
In all,
all, $812,000;
to be
"Gasoline
tax, road and street improvements,"
that purpose
shall
conimprovements," and for
for
that
purpose
shall conProvisos.
and be
be available
immediately: Provided,
That no
no
sicte to spestitute one
one fund
fund and
available immediately:
Provided, That
Restricted
speci- stitute
fled
improvements.
fied improvements.
part of
of such fund shall be used for the
part
the improvement
improvement of
of any
any street
street
Assessments
Assessments under
under or section
or section thereof not herein
herein specified: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
That
existing law.
esting
la
assessments
accordance with existing law shall be made
assessments in accordance
made for
for paving
paving
and repaving roadways where such roadways
or repaved
repaved
roadways are
are paved
paved or
with funds derived
collection of the tax on motor-vehicle
derived from the collection
motor-vehicle
U
Continuing
ontinuing of
of unn- fuels: Provided
Provided further,
further, That any projects or portions
portions of
of projects
projects
completed projects
chargeable to the fund during
chargeable
during the fiscal year 1925 and subsequent
subsequent
uncompleted at the close of those
fiscal years and uncompleted
shall be
be a
those years
years shall
a
continuing
continuing charge
charge upon the fund
fund until completed
and shall,
completed and
shall, except
except
in so far as conditions beyond the control of the
commissioners
the commissioners
prevent,
prevent, be given priority
priority over projects subsequently
subsequently made a
a charge
charge
upon such fund.
Thirty-fourth Street
Street
Thirty-fourth
NW.

NW.

STREET REPAIR,
REPAIR, GRADING,
STREET
GRADING,

Grading.

Grading.

GradingGrading,

Condemnation.

Condemnatn

Small
park areas.
mall park

areas.

AND
EXTENSION
AND EXTENSION

streets, alleys,
and roads:
roads: For
For labor, purchase
Grading, streets,
alleys, and
purchase and
and

repair of carts, tools or hire of same, and horses, $52,700.
$52,700.
Condemnation: For purchase
Condemnation:
purchase or condemnation
condemnation of streets, roads,
$1,000.
and alleys, $1,000.
For the
of small
For
the condemnation
condemnation of
small park areas
areas at the intersection
intersection of
of
avenues, or roads in the
the District of Columbia,
streets, avenues,
Columbia, to be selected
selected
by the commissioners,
commissioners, $5,000.
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Opening streets,
streets, etc.,
To
carry out
the provisions
the District
District of
of Columbia
etc.,
in the
Columbia forOpening
out the
provisions contained
contained in
To carry
permanent highighAppropriation
com- ways
system.nt
ays system.
the comauthorize the
which authorize
1914 which
year 1914
the fiscal
fiscal year
for the
Act for
Appropriation Act
Vol. 37, p. 950
950.
Ece3ptios
missioners
to open,
open, extend,
extend, or
street, avenue,
or Exceptions.
road, or
avenue, road,
any street,
or widen
widen any
missioners to
Branch
highway,
Street extension
extension and
and Piney
Piney Branch
Fourteenth Street
except Fourteenth
highway, except
Road
extension, to
conform with
the plan
plan of
permanent system
system
of the
the permanent
with the
to conform
Road extension,
of
portion of
of the District
District of Columbia outside of
in that
that portion
of highways
highways in
from Disthe
of Washington
Washington and
is appropriated
appropriated
there is
and Georgetown
Georgetown there
cities of
the cities
lvl iugs
from Districtrevenues
fiscal year 1926, trict
such
as is
necessary for
purpose during the fiscal
said purpose
for said
is necessary
such sum
sum as
revenues.
to
be paid
wholly out
of the
the revenues
revenues of
of the
the District
District of
of Columbia:
Columbia: Proiso.
paid wholly
out of
to be
Proviso.
Provided,
given in
in the
the Act
1914 is
is not
not hereby
hereby Authority
not exAuthority not
Act of
of 1914
the authority
authority given
That the
Provided, That
tended.
in
any way
way extended.
extended.
Repair
in any
Repairs.
epa
rs.
Repairs:
work of
of repairs of streets,
avenues, and
streets, avenues,
current work
For current
Repairs: For
alleys,
pavements with
asphalt pavements
resurfacing and repairs to asphalt
including resurfacing
alleys, including
Motor vehicles.
the
other not
not inferior
material, and
and including
main- Motorvehicles.
the mainincluding the
inferior material,
or other
the same
same or
tenance
of nonpassenger-carrying
motor vehicles
this work,
work, Street
treet railway
,aay paveused in
in this
vehicles used
nonpassenger-carrying motor
tenance of
$800,000,
to be
appropriation shall be ments.
available. This appropriation
be immediately
immediately available.
$800,000, to
Vol. 20, p. 105.
05
when necesavailable
for repairing
repairing pavements
of street
street railways
railways when
neces- Vo. 20 p. 1
pavements of
available for
from such
such railsary;
thus expended
collected from
shall be
be collected
expended shall
amounts thus
sary; the
the amounts
a
road
provided by section
providing a
section 55 of "An Act providing
as provided
road companies
companies as
Columbia,"
of Columbia,"
permanent
of government
government for
the District
District of
for the
form of
permanent form
approved June
11, 1878,
and shall
shall be
be deposited
deposited to
the
to the
the credit of the
1878, and
June 11,
approved
appropriation
for the
the fiscal
year in
are collected.
collected.
hanging curb
curb lines.
lines.
appropriation for
fiscal year
in which
which they
they are
Changing
Vol. 34,
34, p.
p. 1130.
Colum- vol.
commissioners in
The
given the
the commissioners
in the
the District
District of
of Columauthority given
The authority

bia Appropriation Act approved March 2, 1907, to make such
changes in the lines of the curb of Pennsylvania Avenue and its
as they
they
intersecting streets
streets in
connection with
resurfacing as
with their
their resurfacing
in connection
intersecting
may
consider necessary
necessary and
is made
made applicable
applicable to such
such
advisable is
and advisable
may consider
other
streets and
avenues as
be improved
improved under
under appropriations
appropriations
as may
may be
and avenues
other streets

bia
changes
Appropriation
i
n the lines Act
of the
approved
curb of March
Pennsylvania
2, 1907,Avenue
to make
andsuch
its

contained
Act.
contained in
in this
this Act.
Sidewalks,
Sidewalks, etc.
of sidewalks
sidewalks and curbs around
For
construction and
around pubrepair of
and repair
For construction
lic reservations
and municipal
municipal and
United States
States buildings.
buildings. $15,000.
$15,000. Suburban
Suburban roads,
and United
reservations and
lic
roads, re
reetc.
current work of repairs
repairs to suburban roads and suburban
suburban pairs, etc.
For current
nonpassenger-carrying motor
includin g maintenance
maintenance of nonpassenger-carrying
streets, including
vehicles,
$297,500.
vehicles, $297,500
Bridges.
Bridges.
BRIDGES
BRIDGES

maintenance of
construction and repair of bridges, including maintenance
For construction
vehicles, $28,688.
$28,688.
nonpassenger-carrying
motor vehicles,
nonpassenger-carrying motor
Highway
Bridge across
across Potomac
Potomac River:
River: For
personal services in
For personal
Highway Bridge
accordance
with the
the Classification
$1,600;
of 1923,
1923, $9,360; labor, $1,600;
Act of
Classification Act
accordance with
necespower,
expenses of every kind necesand expenses
supplies, and
miscellaneous supplies,
power, miscellaneous
sarily incident to the operation and maintenance
maintenance of the bridge and
$18.600.
approaches.
$7,640; in all, $18,600.
approaches. $7.640:
Anacostia
River Bridge.
miscellaneous supplies,
supplies,
employees, miscellaneous
For employees,
Bridge. For
Anacostia River
operation and maintenance
necessary to operation
every kind necessary
and expenses
maintenance
of every
expenses of
and
of the bridge. $4,500.'
$4,500.
Francis Scott
For miscellaneous
supplies and
and
miscellaneous supplies
Bridge: For
Key Bridge:
Scott Key
Francis
maintenance of
expenses of
of
incident to the maintenance
necessarily incident
kind necessarily
everv kind
of every
expenses
$2,000.
the bridge
and approaches,
approaches, including
including personal
personal services,
services, $2,000.
bridge and
the
TREES AND
AND EARRINGS
PARKINGS
TREES
expenses, including laborers, trimmers,
trimmers, nurseryFor contingent expenses,
men, repairmen,
repairmen, teamsters,
teamsters, hire of carts, wagons, or motor
motor trucks,
men,
trees,
tree boxes,
tree labels, planting and
straps, tree
stakes, tree straps,
tree stakes,
boxes, tree
trees, tree
care
trees on
on city
suburban streets.
care of trees, tree
tree spaces,
streets. care
and suburban
city and
of trees
care of
maintenance
of nonpassenger-carrying
nonpassenger-carrying motor vehicles, and miscelmaintenance of
laneous
$78,000.
laneous items, $78,000.

Construction, reConstruction,
pair, etc.
Highway
Highway Bridge.

Aiaacostia Bridge.
Anacostia

Francis
Bridge.

Scott Key
Key

Trees and
parking.
Trees
and parking.
Contingent expenses.
expenses.
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PUBLIC
STATIONS
CONVENIENCE STATIONS
PUBLIC CONVENIENCE

For maintenance
maintenance of public convenience
convenience stations, including compensation of
of necessary
employees, $28,000.
pensation
necessary employees,
New station, Ninth
For aa new public
convenience station,
public convenience
station, numbered
numbered 5, to be located
and F Streets.
at the northeast corner
NWV., $15,000,
treets.
corner of Ninth and F
F Streets NW.,
$15,000, plus
the unexpended
appropriation now available
available for a
a
of the
the appropriation
balance of
the
unexpended balance
public convenience
convenience station
in Eighth
Eighth Street
NW., south
south of
Street
of F
F Street
Street NW.,
station in
public
NW.
Sewers.
Sewers.
SEWERS
SEWERS
Public
stations.
stations.

convenience
convenience

For cleaning
cleaning and repairing
repairing sewers and basins, including the purchase
three motor
motor trucks
at not
not to
to exceed
exceed $650
purchase
$650 each, the purchase
trucks at
chase of
of three
of three
three motor
motor trucks
not to
exceed $4,000
$4,000 each,
each, the
the replacement
replacement
to exceed
trucks at
at not
of
of one
one motor
motor, truck
at not
to exceed
of two
replacement of
$650, and
and the replacement
not to
exceed $650,
truck at
of
Pumping service.
motor trucks
trucks at
at not
not to
to exceed
$4,000 each;
for operation
mainand mainoperation and
each; for
exceed $4,000
motor
Pumpingservce.
tenance of
of the
the sewage
including repairs
repairs to
to boilers,
boilers,
service, including
pumping service,
sewage pumping
tenance
machinery, and
and pumping
mechanics and
and
employment of mechanics
stations, and
and employment
pumping stations,
machinery,
laborers,
laborers, purchase of coal, oils, waste, and other supplies, and for
the
maintenance of
nonpassenger-carrying motor
vehicles used
used in
motor vehicles
of nonpassenger-carrying
the maintenance
this
work, $258,950.
$258,950.
this work,
Main and pipe.
For main and pipe sewers and receiving basins, $150,000.
Suburban.
suburban.
For suburban
suburban sewers,
For
sewers, including
exchange or
replacement of
of
including the
the exchange
or replacement
$4,000, the purchase of one motor
motor
truck at not to
to exceed $4,000,
one motor truck
tractor at
$650, and
and the
maintenance of
nonpassengerof nonpassengerthe maintenance
to exceed
exceed $650,
tractor
at not
not to
carrying
$385,800.
in this
this work, $385,800.
motor vehicles
vehicles used in
carrying motor
Assessment and perPerFor assessment
assessment and permit work, sewers, $275,000.
$275,000.
Assessment
mit work.
Rights
of way.
For
construction,
condemnation of rights of way for construction,
purchase or condemnation
way.
For purchase
Rightsof
maintenance,
and
repair
of
public
sewers,
$2,000.
sewers,
$2,000.
repair
of
public
and
maintenance,
RockCreekintrcepRock Creek intercepextension of the Rock Creek main interceptor,
interceptor, $67,500.
For the extension
tor.
n
p Potomac
Upper
inFor
continuing
the
construction
of
the
Upper
Potomac main
main
the
Upper
Potomac
the
construction
of
otomac
For
continuing
i
tpper
terceptor.
interceptor,
interceptor, $50,000.
Cleaning, etc.
Cleaning,etc.

City
City refuse.
retuse.
Salaries.
salaries.

COLLECTION AND DISPOSAL OF REFUSE
REFUSE
COLLECTION
For personal services
accordance with the Classification
services in accordance
Classification Act of
$57,000.
1923, $57,000.

Sweeping, cleaning,
For dust prevention,
avenues,
prevention, sweeping, and cleaning streets, avenues,
streets, under
alleys, and suburban
suburban streets,
under the
the immediate
immediate direction
direction of the
etc.
commissioners,
commissioners, and for cleaning
cleaning snow and
and ice
ice from
from streets,
streets, sidewalks,
crosswalks, and gutters in the discretion of the commissioners,
commissioners, including services
services and purchase and maintenance
maintenance of equipment, rent of
of
storage
rooms; maintenance
stables; hire,
purchase,
hire, purchase,
of stables;
repairs of
and repairs
maintenance and
storage rooms;
Vehicles, etc.
vehices,etc.
and
purchase, maintenance,
repair
of horses;
horses; hire, purchase,
maintenance, and repair
and maintenance
maintenance of
of
repair
of wagons,
wagons, harness,
harness, and
and other equipment;
equipment; maintenance
maintenance and
and repair
nonpassenger-carrying motor-propelled
necessary in
of nonpassenger-carrying
motor-propelled vehicles necessary
cleaning streets and purchase
purchase of motor-propelled
cleaning
motor-propelled street-cleaning
street-cleaning
equipment; purchase,
maintenance, and repair of bicycles;
equipment;
purchase, maintenance,
bicycles; and necesnecessary
incidental expenses,
sary incidental
expenses, $430,000.
$430,000.
Garbage, ashes, dead
narbageass
deade To enable the commissioners
to carry
out the
the provisions
commissioners to
carry out
provisions of
existof existanimals, etc.
Collection and discolection
dis- ing law governing the collection
collection and disposal
disposal of
of garbage,
garbage, dead anianiposal of
posalot
mals, night
soil, and miscellaneous
mals,
night soil,
miscellaneous refuse and ashes in the District
District
of Columbia (no contract shall be let for the collection
collection of dead
dead animals),
mals), including inspection;
inspection; fencing of public and private property
property
designated by
by the
the commissioners
commissioners as
public dumps;
and incidental
incidental
as public
dumps; and
fdesignated
Provisos.
expenses,
Provided, That
That any
from the
Depositofreceipts.
expenses, $909,140:
$909,140: Provided,
any proceeds
proceeds received
received from
the
Deposit of receipts.
disposal of city refuse or garbage shall be paid into the Treasury
Treasury of
of
the United States to the credit of the United States and the District
Use restricted.
Use
restricted.
of Columbia
Providedfurther,
further, That
Columbia in the manner provided by law: Provided
appropriation shall not be available for collecting
this appropriation
collecting ashes or misrais7

Sweeping, cleaning,
ice
and snow
snow removal,
removal,
ice and
etc.
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cellaneous refuse
refuse from
from hotels
hotels and
and places of business or from apartcellaneous
ment
of four
apartments in
in which the landlord
four or more apartments
houses of
ment houses
furnishes
furnishes heat to tenants.

For
or condemnation
condemnation of
739,
square 739,
of square
purchase or
by purchase
acquisition by
the acquisition
For the
on
which the
the present garbage transfer
$35,000:
transfer station is located, $35,000:
on which
Provided,
purchase price shall not exceed the latest full
the purchase
Provided, That the
such property.
value
assessment of such
value assessment
PUBLIC
PLAYGROUNDS
PUBLIC PLAYGROUNDS

Classification Act of
the Classification
For personal
personal services
services in
in accordance
with the
accordance with
For

1923, $76,000:
Provided, That employments
hereunder shall be disemployments hereunder
$76,000: Provided,
1923,

corresponding employtributed
as to
accordance with corresponding
in accordance
to duration
duration in
tributed as

Appropriation Act
provided for in the District of Columbia Appropriation
ments provided
for the fiscal year 1924;

For general
general maintenance,
maintenance, improvement,
equipment, supplies, inciimprovement, equipment,
For

Purchas of transfer
transfer

st =ase

Proviso.
Proviso.
Price restricted.

Public playgrounds.
Publicplaygrounds.
Personal services.
Personalservices

Proviso.
Employments restricted.
stricted.

Employments

Maintenance, etc.

aintenance, et

dental
and contingent
contingent expenses
expenses of playgrounds, including labor and
dental and
maintenance
supervision of
truck, under the direction and supervision
of motor truck,
maintenance of
the
commissioners, $40,000;
$40,000;
sch
the commissioners,
Public school playduring psu
expenses of keeping open dur- groundse
For
contingent expenses
grounds during
summaintenance and contingent
the maintenance
For the
er
mer.
ing
summer months
public-school playgrounds, under the m
months the public-school
ing the summer
direction and
supervision of
commissioners; for special and
the commissioners;
of the
and supervision
direction
temporary services,
services, directors,
janitor service during
during
assistants, and janitor
directors, assistants,
temporary
the summer vacation,
vacation, and, in the larger yards, daily after school
school
the
hours during the school term, $21,000;
$21,000;
Swimming pools.
maintenance, and Simmppools.
For
electric lights, repairs, maintenance,
installing electric
supplies, installing
For supplies,
necessary
$3,000;
necessary expenses of operating three swimming pools, $3,000;
Bathing beach.
serv- Bathingbeach
BATHING
BEACH: For
superintendence, $600;
for temporary
temporary serv$600; for
For superintendence,
BATHING BEACH:
ices, supplies,
maintenance, $4,500; for repairs to buildings,
supplies, and maintenance,
ices,
upkeep of grounds, $1,780; in all, $6,880.
and upkeep
pools, and
In all, for playgrounds, $146,880.
ELECTRICAL
DEPARTMENT
ELECTRICAL DEPARTMENT

Electrical
Electrical
p rt
e ddepartt.
ment.

mlta

For personal
services in
the Classification
Classification Act
Act of
Personal services.
"ices.
of Personal
with the
accordance with
in accordance
personal services
For
1923,
1923, $84,200.
$84,200.
For general
repairs, new
and battery
battery supplies,
supplies, exSuppliese,tecontingent
^Spplies, contcnent
batteries and
new batteries
supplies, repairs,
general supplies,
For
telephone rental
and purchase,
purchase, telephone
telephone service
service charges, wire and expenses,
rental and
telephone
teleg-raph and telephone service, repairs of
extension of telegraph
for extension
cable for
lines
instruments, purchase of poles, tools, insulators, brackets,
brackets,
lines and instruments,
stationery, printing,
pins,
hardware, cross
cross arms, ice, record books, stationery,
pins, hardware,
livery,
blacksmithing, extra labor,
bicycles, blacksmithing,
of bicycles,
repair of
and repair
purchase and
livery, purchase
new
maintenance of motor trucks, and other necessary
necessary items,
boxes, maintenance
new boxes,
wir under
Plaing wires
$31.128.
$31.128.
underFor
groPuinacdu.ag
placing wires of fire alarm, police patrol, and telephone serv- ground.
For placing
including cost of cables,
underground in existing
existing conduits, including
ice underground
terminal
connections to and between existing conand posts, connections
boxes, and
terminal boxes,
duits,
manholes, handholds,
handholds, posts for fire-alarm
fire-alarm and police boxes,
duits, manholes,
extra
Polce patrol
patrolsystem
$4,800.
extra labor,
labor, and other necessary
necessary items, $1,800.
Police
system.
including
For extension
of police-patrol
police-patrol system, including
relocation of
and relocation
extension and
For
purchase of
boxes, purchase
purchase and
necessary poles,
erection of necessary
and erection
new boxes,
of new
purchase
cross arms,
arms, insulators,
braces, wire, cable, conduit connections,
pins, braces,
insulators, pins,
cross
posts, extra
extra labor,
necessary items,
$2,504).
etc.
streets, etc.
Lighting streets,
items, $2,500.
other necessary
and other
labor, and
posts,
Lighting
LIGHTING:
For purchase,
maintenance of public
and maintenance
installation, and
purchase, installation,
LIGHTING: For
lamps,
lamps, lamp-posts, street designations, lanterns, and fixtures of all
kinds on
avenues, roads, alleys, and public spaces, and for
streets, avenues,
on streets,
kinds
all necessary
necessary expenses in connection therewith, including
including rental of
all
Rates.
stables and
livery and
labor, this
Rates.
sum to be Vol.
this sum
extra labor,
and extra
storerooms. livery
and storerooms.
stables
36, p. 1008
expended in
with the
the provisions
sections 7
and 8
Vol. 36, p. 10
of Vol.
8 of
7 and
of sections
provisions of
accordance with
in accordance
expended
37, p. 181.
the
District of
of Columbia
Columbia Appropriation
Act for
fiscal year
1912 vol 37, P. 181.
year 1912
the fiscal
for the
Appropriation Act
the District

.
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Replacing old
fixReplacing
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tures,
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Appropriation
and
with the
the provisions
provisions of
the District of Columbia Appropriation
of the
and with
applicable thereto,
Act for
for the
,fiscal year
year 1913, and other laws applicable
the ,fiscal
Act
$590,000.
$590,000.
For replacing
replacing gas
lamps and fixtures and older and less effective
gas lamps
For
electric
streets, avenues,
roads, and public
avenues, roads,
on streets,
fixtures on
and fixtures
lamps and
electric lamps
spaces
by
improved
gas
or
electric
installations,
purchase of posts
purchase
installations,
electric
or
gas
improved
by
spaces
and fixtures
of all
kinds, and
necessary expenses in connecand for all necessary
all kinds,
fixtures of
and

tion
therewith, $35,000:
$35,000: Provided,
That no
no part
part of
of this
appropriation
this appropriation
Provided,That
tion therewith,
shall be
available for
payment on any contract required by law
for the payment
be available
shall
to be
be awarded
awarded through
through competitive
awarded
competitive bidding, which is not awarded
to
to the
the lowest
bidder on specifications,
specifications, and such specifications
specifications shall
lowest bidder
to
be so
so drawn
admit of fair competition.
to admit
as to
drawn as
be
For extension and relocation
relocation of fire-alarm system, including
including puroxes.
Fire alarm
alarm bboxes.
chase of
new boxes,
boxes, purchase
purchase and
erection of necessary
necessary poles, cross
and erection
of new
chase
arms, insulators,
insulators, pins,
pins, braces,
braces, wire,
cable, conduit
conduit connections,
connections, posts,
wire, cable,
arms,
extra
$10,000.
necessary items, $10,000.
and other necessary
extra labor and
Extending
sysFor purchase
purchase and installing additional
additional lead-covered
lead-covered cables to
c,able sysExtending cable
For
tem.
tern.
cable system, $8,000.
increase
the
capacity
of
underground
signal
underground
the
of
capacity
the
increase
Proriso.
Proriso.
Contract restrictions.
resttrictio.
Contract

Public schools.
Public

PUBLIC
SCHOOLS
PUBLIC SCHOOLS

administrative and supervisory
Salaries: For personal
services of administrative
personal services
Salaries:
officers
regulating the salaries
the Act fixing and regulating
accordance with the
in accordance
officers in
of
teachers, school
school officers,
other employees
of the Board of
employees of
and other
officers, and
of teachers,
Ante, p. 368.
368.
Education of
the District
District of
Columbia, approved June 4, 1924,
of Columbia,
of the
Education
$611,750: Provided,
Provided, That
av
ailable for
of this sum shall be available
no part of
That no
$611,750:
Proviso.
Proviso.
Teaching partisi
partisan the payment of the salary of any superintendent, assistant superinTeaching
superintendent,
any
of
salary
the
of
payment
oqthe
disrespect of
politics, disrespect
v- tendent,
Bible, and form of GovOco
principal
Bible,
tendent, director
director of
of intermediate
intermediate instruction,
instruction, or supervising
supervising principal
eminent, forbidden.
forbidden.
ermnent,
who permits
permits the
the teaching
teaching of partisan politics, disrespect
disrespect of the Holy
who
Bible,
government.
ours is an inferior form of government.
or that ours
Bible, or
For personal
services of clerks and other employees, office of superpersonal services
Personnel, office
For
office of
Personnel,
superintendent.
superintendent.
intendent
schools, in
in accordance
with the Classification Act of
accordance with
of schools,
intendent of
1923, $97,900.
$97,900.
Personnel, school
school atattendance and
department of school attendance
Personnel,
at- For personal
personal services
services in the department
tendance and work p
pertendance
work permits
permits in
in accordance
with the Act approved June 4, 1924,
accordance with
mits
work
department.
mits department.
Ante,
p. 359.
369.
Ante, p.
and
the Act
Act approved
approved February
February 5, 1925, $28,100.
and the

Administrative ar
and
Administrative
nd
supervisory officers.
officers.
supervisory

Teachers.
Teachers.
Salaries.
Salaries.
Ante, p. 367.
Ante,
Proviso.
Proviso.
Restriction.
PAest-iction.

Soliciting subscripsub scripSoliciting
tions, etc.,
etc., prohibited.
prohibited,
tions,

Exception.
Exception.

Vacation schools, etc.
Vacation

Annuities.

TEACHERS

•

Salaries:
For personal
personal services
teachers and librarians in
services of teachers
Salaries: For
accordance
with
the
Act
approved
June
Provided,
$5,168,000: Provided,
1924, $5,168,000:
4,
June
approved
Act
the
with
accordance
the
That
of this
be available for the payment of the
shall be
sum shall
this sum
part of
no part
That no
disrespect of the
salary
teaches partisan politics, disrespect
who teaches
teacher who
of any
any teacher
salary of
Holy Bible,
Bible, or
ours is
inferior form of government.
an inferior
is an
that ours
or that
Holy
No
any appropriation
appropriation made
made in
in this Act shall be paid to
of any
part of
No part
any
person employed
connection with the public schools
or in connection
under or
employed under
any person
of the
receive, or permit to
who shall solicit or receive,
Columbia who
District of Columbia
the District
of
be
solicited
or
received,
on
any
public-school
any subscrippremises,
public-school
any
on
received,
or
solicited
be
tion
money or other thing of value from any pupil
pupil
of money
donation of
or donation
tion or
to
enrolled
public schools
schools for
for presentation
presentation of testimonials
testimonials to
such public
in such
enrolled in
authorized
school
officials or
for any purpose except
except such as may be authorized
or for
school officials
by
Board of
of Education
meeting upon the written
written
a stated meeting
Education at a
the Board
by the
recommendation
superintendent of schools.
the superintendent
of the
recommendation of
For the
the instruction
instruction and supervision
supervision of children in the vacation
vacation
For
schools
playgrounds, and
and supervisors
teachers of vacation
vacation
supervisors and teachers
and playgrounds,
schools and
teachers of
schools
and playgrounds
supervisors and teachers
be supervisors
also be
may also
playgrounds may
schools and
day schools,
$30,000.
schools, $30,000.
day
For
payment of annuities, $61,000.
For payment
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schools.
Night schools.

SCHOOLS
NIGHT
NIGHT SCHOOLS

Salaries: For
teachers and
janitors of
of night schools, including
and janitors
For teachers
Salaries:
teachers of
of industrial,
and trade
trade instruction,
instruction, and teachcommercial, and
industrial, commercial,
teachers
ers
janitors of
night schools
teachers and janitors of
also be teachers
may also
schools may
of night
and janitors
ers and
day schools,
schools, $90,000.
$90,000.
day
Contingent expenses:
expenses: For
For contingent
contingent and
and other
necessary exother necessary
Contingent
penses,
including equipment
purchase of
of all
necessary articles
all necessary
and purchase
equipment and
penses, including
and
supplies for
for classes
trade instruccommercial, and trade
industrial, commercial,
in industrial,
classes in
and supplies
tion,
$4,500.
tion, $4,500.
THE DEAF,
DUMB, AND
AND BLIND
DEAF, DUMB,

Salaries.

Contingent
Contingent expenses

Deaf,
dumb, and
Deaf, dumb,
blind.

For expenses
attending the
the instruction
instruction of deaf and dumb persons
expenses attending
For
admitted
to the
Columbia Institution
Institution for
for the
the Deaf
Deaf from the District
the Columbia
admitted to
of
under section
section 4864
4864 of
Statutes, and as
Revised Statutes,
the Revised
of the
Columbia, under
of Columbia,

Columbia Institution
forCoumbIntituti
for
the Deaf.
Instruction expenses.
expenses.
R. S., sec. 4864, p. 942.
Vol. 31,
31, p. 844.

o

Instruction
p. 44.

provided
approved March 1, 1901, and under
under aa conAct approved
the Act
for in the
provided for
tract to
entered into
into with
with the
the said institution by the commisbe entered
to be
tract
sioners, $25,000.
deaf mutes.
Colored
Colored deaf
mutes.
$25,000.
sioiers,
teachable Tuitionofunder
For
colored deaf-mutes
deaf-mutes of teachable
of colored
of, under cncontuition of
and tuition
maintenance and
For maintenance
tract.
age belonging
belonging to
the District
Columbia, in Maryland, or some tract.
of Columbia,
District of
to the
age
com-other
contract to be entered into by the com
a contract
under a
State, under
other State,
Proviso.
supeion.
expenditures under this Supervision.
missioners,
Provided, That all expenditures
$4,500: Provided,
missioners, $4,500:
of
appropriation shall
supervision of the board
made under the supervision
be made
shall be
appropriation
education.
education.
Blind children.
For
instruction of
blind children
of the
of Columbia,
Columbia, in lintdructiornnder
District of
Instruction under
the District
children of
of blind
For instruction
contract.
contract to be entered into contract.
Maryland, or
some other
other State,
under aa contract
State, under
or some
Maryland,
Proiso.
Proviso.
supervision.
all expenditures
by the
the commmissioners,
commmissioners, $9,500:
expenditures Supervision.
Provided, That all
$9,500: Provided,
by
supervision of
under this
appropriation shall
shall be made
made under the supervision
this appropriation
under
the board of education.
WORK
AMERICANIZATION
AMERICANIZATION WORK

Americanization
Americanization
work.
Instructing foreigners
foreigners

For
Americanization work
and instruction
foreigners of all of all ages.
instruction of foreigners
ages.
work and
For Americanization
ages
both day
day and
night classes,
and janitors of
of
teachers and
and teachers
classes, and
and night
in both
ages in
the
Americanization
may also
be teachers
teachers and
and janitors of the
also be
schools may
Americanization schools
day
day school, $10,000.
Equipment,
etc.
Equipment, etc.
expenses, including
For
contingent and
other necessary
necessary expenses,
including books,
and other
For contingent
equipment,
supplies, $2,000.
and supplies,
equipment, and
COMMUNITY
CENTER DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
COMMUNITY CENTER

Community
(enters.
Community centers.
Salaries and expenses.
expenses.

Salaries
For personal
services of
of the
director, general
secretaries, and Public
general secretaries,
the director,
Laws.Istsess
Ist sess.,,
Laws.
personal services
For
375.
p.
4,
community
secretaries
in
accordance
with
the
Act
approved
June
approved
Act
the
with
accordance
in
community secretaries
1924; part-time
including janitors,
janitors, and
contingent exand contingent
employees, including
part-time employees,
1924;
penses, equipment,
supplies, and
lighting fixtures,
fixtures, $38,000.
and lighting
equipment, supplies,
penses,
CARE
BUILDINGS AND
GROUNDS
AND GROUNDS
OF BUILDINGS
CARE OF

Salaries: For
personal services
services in
accordance with the Classificain accordance
For personal
Salaries:

Care of buildings
buildings and
and
grounds.
Salaries.
ala ri

S

es

tion Act of 1923, $478,400.

Smaller buildings and
rSmalerbbadiand
For
of smaller
and rented
rented rooms, including cooking
cooking rented
buildings and
rooms.
smaller buildings
care of
For care
and manual-training
manual-training schools,
schools, wherever
wherever located, at aa rate not to
and
exceed
annum for
for the
the care
care of
schoolroom, other than
each schoolroom,
of each
per annum
$96 per
exceed $96
those
occupied by
or ungraded
ungraded classes, for which service
service
atypical or
bv atypical
those occupied
an
not to
allowed, $8,000.
$120 per annum may be allowed,
exceed $120
to exceed
amount not
an amount
HYGIENE AND
SANITATION
AND SANITATION
HYGIENE

Hygiene
sanitaHygiene and sanitation.
tion.
Personal services.

Salaries:
For personal
personal services
services in
accordance with the ClassificaClassifica- Personal
in accordance
p
Prorisos.service:.
Salaries: For
Day dUty,
etc.,
Day duty, etc.,
tion
Act
of
1923.
$63,000:
Provided.
That
employed
in
person
the
That
Provided.
$63.000:
1923.
tion Act of
chief inspector.
ispector.
chief
the capacity
of chief
chief medical
inspector shall,
shall, under
sanitary inspector
and sanitary
medical and
capacity of
the
80
45822"--25t----80
45822'--25 --

of

of
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the
health officer
of the
the District
of Columbia, give his
District of
officer of
the health
of the
direction of
the direction
whole time
time from
from nine
o'clock a.
m. to
o'clock p. m., to
to, and exerfour o'clock
to four
a. m.
nine o'clock
whole
cise
the direction
and control of the medical inspection and sanitary
direction and
cise the
conditions
public schools
schools of
of the
the District
District of Columbia:
ProColumbia: Prothe public
of the
conditions of
inspecfurther,
That
of
Division of ins
employed as medical inspectors
persons employed
of the persons
That
further,
vided
pe0 vided
tors.
tots.
one shall
shall be
be dentists,
dentists, and
the
be of the
shall be
four shall
and four
shall be
four shall
woman, four
be aawoman,
one
colored
race,
and
that
of
the
graduate
nurses
employed
publicas
employed
nurses
graduate
the
of
that
and
colored race,
school
shall be
colored race.
of the colored
be of
three shall
nurses three
school nurses
Free dental clinic
clinics.
Free
For the
maintenance of
of free
free dental
clinics in the public schools,
dental clinics
the maintenance
For
$1,000.
MiscellaneottS.
Miscellaneous.

MISCELLANEOUS
MISCELLANEOUS

For
of temporary
for classes above the second
temporary rooms for
equipment of
For equipment
grade,
now
on
half
time,
and
to
provide
for estimated
increased
estimated increased
for
provide
to
and
time,
half
on
now
grade,
enrollment that
may be
be caused
by operation
the compulsory
compulsory eduof the
operation of
caused by
that may
enrollment
cation law,
and for
of all
necessary articles
supplies
and supplies
articles and
all necessary
purchase of
for purchase
law, and
cation
to be
be used
used in
in the
the course
instruction which
for
be provided for
which may be
of instruction
course of
to
atypical
ungraded classes,
classes, $4,500.
and ungraded
atypical and
isTubercular pupi
pupils.
Tubercular
For the
maintenance of
of schools
schools for
pupils, $4,000.
$4,000.
tubercular pupils,
for tubercular
the maintenance
For
Transportation.
Transportation.
For
pupils attending
attending schools for tubercular
tubercular
for pupils
transportation for
For transportation
Proviso.
pupils,
$3,000:
Provided,
That
expenditures
for
car
fares
from
this
from this
fares
car
for
expenditures
That
pupils, $3,000: Provided,
Car fares
allowed.
fares allowed
Car
fund shall
to the
general limitations
limitations on the use of car
the general
subject to
be subject
not be
shall not
fund
fares
covered by this Act.
fares covered
traini g exManual
Man" training
For
purchase and repair of furniture,
tools machinery,
machinery, material,
material,
furniture, tools,
purchase
For
expenses.
penses.
and
books,
and
apparatus
to
be
used
in
connection
with
instruction
with instruction
connection
in
used
be
to
and books, and apparatus
in manual
manual training,
training, and
expenses connected
therewith,
connected therewith,
incidental expenses
and incidental
in
$65,000.
$65,000.
Fuel, light, and
and
For
fUel, gas,
gas, and
and electric
electric light
$250,000.
and power, $250,000.
light and
For fuel,

Equipping
ten
Equipping temporary rooms, etc.

ipo-

power.

FURNITURE
FURNITURE
Furniture,
etc., for
Furniture, etc.,
designated schools.

expenses,
Contingent expenses,
cabinetmaker, etc.

Proviso.
Proviso.
No bond for Army
cadets.
to cadets.
supplies to

Paper towels.
Pianos.
Pianos.
Supplies to pupils.
Supplies

For furniture,
including pianos and window shades, for buildings
furniture, including
For
and additions
additions to
to buildings,
kindergartens, and tools
for kindergartens,
equipment for
buildings, equipment
and
and
furnishings
for
manual
training,
and
and sewing schools,
cooking
training,
manual
for
and furnishings
as
Armstrong Manual
addition
School and addition
Training School
Manual Training
follows: Armstrong
as follows:
thereto,
assembly hall to replace
sixteen-room building and assembly
$25,000; sixteen-room
thereto, $25,000;
John F.
F. Cook
Cook School,
School, $14,061;
$14,061; addition
Macfarland Junior High
addition to Macfarland
John
School,
eight-room building at Fifth and Sheridan
Sheridan Streets,
$5,114; eight-room
School, $5,114;
$5,306; eight-room
Buchanan Streets, $5,306;
$5,306;
and Buchanan
building at Fifth and
eight-room building
$5,306;
equipment
and furnishing
furnishing of
of Health
Health School
tubercular pupils,
School for tubercular
equipment and
$6,000;
kindergartens, $3,000; two sewing schools, $1,200; two
three kindergartens,
$6,000; three
housekeeping and
and cooking
cooking schools, $3,000; two cooking schools,
housekeeping
$2,000;
two manual-training
shops, $3,000; in all, $72,987.
manual-training shops,
$2,000; two
For contingent
including furniture and repairs of same,
contingent expenses, including;
For
pay of
of cabinetmaker,
cabinetmaker, stationery,
necessary
stationery, printing, ice, and other necessary
pay
items
for, and
and including
exceeding $3,000
not exceeding
including not
provided for,
not otherwise
otherwise provided
items not
for books
books of
and periodicals,
periodicals, $80,000: Provided,
Provided, That aa
of reference
reference and
for
bond
required on account of military supplies or equipbond shall not be required
ment
Department for military instruction and
by the War Department
ment issued by
practice
Columbia.
by the
the students of high schools in the District of Columbia.
practice by
For
fixtures for
purchase of sanitary paper towels and for fixtures
For the purchase
dispensing the same to the pupils, $2,500.
dispensing
kindergarten
For
of pianos for school buildings and kindergarten
purchase of
For purchase
schools, at an average cost not to exceed $300 each, $1,500.
schools,
first
For textbooks and school supplies for use of pupils of the first
eight
grades, to
be distributed
superintendent of public
distributed by the superintendent
to be
eight grades,
schools
regulations to be made by the Board of Education,
under regulations
schools under
distribution. and preserand for the necessary expenses of purchase, distribution,
necessary labor not
vation of said textbooks and supplies, including necessary
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Proviso.
to
exceed $1,000,
Provided, That
Commissioners of
of Proies.
the Commissioners
That the
$175,000: Provided,
$1,000, $175,000:
to exceed
Exchanges.
ges.
to
the
District
of
Columbia,
in
their
discretion,
are
authorized
to
authorized
are
the District of Columbia, in their discretion,
exchange any
badly damaged
damaged book
book for
new one, the new one to
for aa new
any badly
exchange
it was new.
be similar
to the
old one when it
the old
text to
in text
similar in
be
Kindergarten
Kind e r ga r t e n
For
kindergarten supplies,
$7,000.
supplies, $7,000.
For kindergarten
supplies.
Flags.. dens.
Fl
For
of United
United States
States flags, $1,200.
$1,200.
purchase of
For purchase
School gardens.
Schoolgardens.
mainteFor
utensils,
material,
and
labor,
for
establishment
and
establishment
for
labor,
and
material,
utensils,
For
nance of
school gardens,
gardens, $3,000.
of school
nance
Nature study, etc.,
study, etc.,
The Board
of Education
Education is
designate the months in terche
to designate
authorized to
is authorized
Board of
The
teachers.
which
the ten
payments now
required by
by law
be made
made to
to
shall be
law shall
now required
salary payments
ten salary
which the
teachers
assigned to
to the
work of
in nature study and
instruction in
of instruction
the work
teachers assigned
school
school gardens.
Physics, etc., departetc., deps
Physi,supplies.
books, ments'
technical books,
For
purchase of
of apparatus,
fixtures, specimens,
specimens, technical
apparatus, fixtures,
For purchase
and
for extending
the equipment
equipment and
and for
the maintenance
maintenance of laborafor the
extending the
and for
tories
of the
departments of
of physics,
physics, chemistry,
biology, and genchemistry, biology,
the departments
tories of
eral
in the
the several
several high
normal
high schools and normal
junior hi7h
and junior
high and
science in
eral science
schools;and
and for
for the
the installation
of the same,
S12,000.
same, $12,000.
installation of
schools;
Children of Army,
admtted
The
of officers
men of
United States Army and NaCetnc.,
of the United
and men
officers and
Navy, etc., admitted
children of
The children
•
free.
free.
Navy
and
children
of
other
employees
of
the
United
States
stationed
States
United
Navy and children of other employees of the
outside the
Columbia shall
admitted to the public
be admitted
shall be
of Columbia
District of
the District
outside
of tuition.
schools without
payment of
without payment
schools
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDSand
AND GROUNDS
BUILDINGS

Buildings
Buildings
nds.
grou
grounds.
Armstrong

and

Techni-

Armstrong TechniFor
enlarging heating
plant and
addition to the cal.
of the addition
completion of
and completion
heating plant
For enlarging
.
Armstrong Technical
$50,000;
School, $50,000;
Technical School,
Armstrong
R. Francis.
SSite.
ite.
For
purchase of
of additional
land adjoining
the site
provided John
site provided
adjoining the
additional land
the purchase
For the
$50,000;
for
John R.
R. Francis
Francis Junior
Junior High School, $50,000;
the John
for the
Construction.
on
For
beginning the
construction of
of the John R. Francis Junior Constrcti .
the construction
For beginning
High
School, on
on aa site
already provided
provided for
Twenty-fourth and
at Twenty-fourth
for at
site already
High School,
N Streets
northwest, $175,000,
and the
the commissioners
commissioners are hereby
$175,000, and
Streets northwest,
N
authorized to
to enter
enter into
contract or
contracts, as in this Act proor contracts,
into contract
authorized
vided,
for such
building at
not to
to exceed
exceed $475,000;
$475,000;
cost not
at aa cost
such building
vided, for
Macfarland.
For
construction of
of a
a wing
wing to
the Macfarland
Junior High Macarland.
Macfarland Junior
to the
the construction
For the
School, $125,000;
$125,000;
Brc.
Bruce.
School,
Adjacent land.
For the
of land
adjacent to
to provide
provide Adjacent
School to
Bruce School
the Bruce
to the
land adjacent
purchase of
the purchase
For
Construction.
for the
an addition
to that
$25,000;
school, $25,000;
that school,
addition to
of an
construction of
the construction
for
Construction.
For the
construction of
addition to
the Bruce
to the
eight-room addition
an eight-room
of an
the construction
For
School, $120,000;
$120,000;
Stuart.
School,
a tua
For the
Stuart Junior
Junior High
High School with a
the Stuart
of the
construction of
the construction
For
combined assembly
assembly hall
on the
the site
site provided
provided for
gymnasium on
and gymnasium
hall and
combined
said building
building at
Fourth and
and E
b u d I ng s
$475,000;
northeast, $475,000;
New buildings
E Streets
Streets northeast,
at Fourth
said
northwest.
For
the construction
construction of
an eight-room
extensible building
building on the northwest.
eight-room extensible
of an
For the
site
at Fifth
Sheridan Streets
Streets northwest,
northwest, $140,000;
$140,000;
and Sheridan
Fifth and
site at
For
construction of
of an
an eight-room
building on the site near
near
eight-room building
the construction
For the
northeast
Fifth
and Buchanan
Buchanan Streets
$140,000;
northwest, $140,000;
Streets northwest,
Fifth and
Site, northeast.
th
For
purchase of
of a
a site
site for
new school
in the vicinity of Sit
school in
a new
for a
the purchase
For the
Rhode Island
Island Avenue
Dakota Avenue
Avenue northeast,
$25,000; Brightwood Park.
northeast, $25,000;
South Dakota
and South
Avenue and
Rhode
r
For the
the purchase
purchase of
of land
the Brightwood
Park School
School Brigood
Brightwood Park
adjoining the
land adjoining
For
Adjoining land.
to provide
provide for
an addition
that school,
$20,000;
addionstructing addischool, $20,000;
to that
for an
addition to
to
Constructing
Brightwood tion.
For the
the construction
construction of
an eight-room
eight-room addition to the Brightwood
of an
For
Site, northwest.
Park
Site,
northwest.
$140,000;
Park School,
School, $140,000;
For
the purchase
purchase of
for a
anew
of Thirvicinity of
the vicinity
in the
school in
new school
site for
of aasite
For the
teenth
Montague Streets
$60,000;
etc., as
Disburse, etc.,
Disbursed,
northwest, $60,000;
Streets northwest,
and Montague
teenth and
one fund.
fund.
In
all, $1,545,000,
for as
"Buildings one
as "Buildings
accounted for
and accounted
disbursed and
be disbursed
to be
$1,545,000, to
In all,
and Grounds,
Public Schools,"
Schools," and
and for
purpose shall constitute Proviso.
that purpose
for that
Grounds, Public
and
restricted to
one fund
be available
immediately: Provided,
Provided, That no part tise restricted
available immediately:
shall be
and shall
fund and
one
specified objects.
objects.
specified
building
school
any
of
such
fund
shall
be
used
for
or
on
account
building
of
account
on
or
for
used
be
shall
of such fund
or
herein specified.
or site not herein

1234
1234
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None of
or
appropriated by this Act shall be paid or
money appropriated
of the money
None
obligated
toward
the
construction
or addition
addition to any building
building
of or
obligated toward the construction of
the
construction of
of which,
exclusive of heating,
which, exclusive
entire construction
and entire
whole and
the whole
lighting,
plumbing, shall
not have
have been
been awarded
awarded in one or aa
shall not
and plumbing,
lighting, and
single
contract, separate
from any
other contract,
contract, project,
any other
apart from
and apart
separate and
single contract,
or
undertaking, to
to the
lowest bidder
bidder complying
with all
the legal
all the
complying with
the lowest
or undertaking,
or
requirements as
to aadeposit
execution of aabond, or
or the execution
money or
of money
deposit of
as to
requirements
Proviso.
Preiso.
both,
for the
the faithful
performance
of
the
contract:
Provided further,
further,
Provided
contract:
the
of
performance
faithful
for
both,
i
ion
of
P
Rejection of bids.
repealing existing
existing law givThat nothing herein shall be construed as repealing
of bi
Rejection
ing the
right to
bids.
all bids.
reject all
to reject
the right
commissioners the
the commissioners
ing
Rent,
etc.
For rent of school buildings and grounds, storage
storage and stock rooms,
Rent, etc.
$20,000.
Repairs,etc.,of buildimprovements to school buildings and grounds
For repairs and improvements
Repairs,ete.,ofbuildings and grounds.
ventilating
plumbing, and ventilating
and
for
repairing
renewing heating, I:numbing,
and
repairing
for
and
ingsandgrounds
apparatus, and
and installation
fountains in buildbuilddrinking fountains
sanitary drinking
of sanitary
installation of
apparatus,
ings
same and
maintenance of motor trucks,
and maintenance
with same
supplied with
not supplied
ings not
$450,000, to
to be available immediately.
$450,000,
For
repair of
of one
one hundred
school playgrounds
playgrounds
hundred school
and repair
School
playgrounds.
maintenance and
For maintenance
School playgrounds.
now established,
established, $4,500.
now
Additional,
in school
school
additional school
For equipment,
equipment, grading, and improving
improving eight additional
school
Additional, in
yards.
such
yards
for
the
purposes
of
play
of
pupils,
Provided,
That
such
Provided,
$4,000:
pupils,
of
play
of
yards for the purposes
Proviso.
rdiso.
Use, etc.
playgrounds shall
kept open
for play
purposes in accordance
play purposes
open for
be kept
shall be
playgrounds
etc.
Use,
with the
the schedule
schedule maintained
playgrounds under
under the jurisdicfor playgrounds
maintained for
with
tion of
of the
the playground
playground department.
department.
tion
For repair,
repair, replacement,
replacement, and
extension of equipment, furniture,
and extension
Repairs,
For
furetc., of furRepairs, etc.,
nishings for specified
for use as junior high
and
furnishings,
including
pianos,
to
adapt for
to adapt
pianos,
including
furnishings,
and
schooled
jnior
junior high
high schools.
schools, the
old Eastern
Jefferson School,
School, $6,000; the Jefferson
High School,
Eastern High
the old
schools,
$4,000; the
$5,000; and
School, $6,000;
$6,000;
and the Powell School,
School, $5,000;
Randall School,
the Randall
$4,000;
in all, $21,000.
Cost
of sites,
sites, etc.,
etc.,
The total cost of the sites and of the several and respective buildCost of
limited to appropriaings
herein provided
provided for,
for, including
lighting, and plumbing,
heating, lighting,
including heating,
tions
ings herein
tions
when
specifications to be made previously
plans and specifications
upon plans
completed upon
when completed
of
and
several and respective sums of
not exceed the several
shall not
and approved, shall
money
herein respectively
authorized for such purappropriated or authorized
respectively appropriated
money herein
poses, any
to the
the contrary notwithstanding.
Act to
this Act
provision in this
any provision
poses,
Preparation of
specifications for all buildings
The plans
buildings provided
provided for in this
plans and specifications
The
of plans.
plans.
Preparation
Act
under appropriations
appropriations administered
administered by the Commissioners
Commissioners of the
Act under
prepared under the supervision of
of
of Columbia shall be prepared
District of
the municipal
municipal architect,
those for school buildings after conand those
architect, and
the
sultation with
approved by the
Education, and shall be approved
with the Board of Education,
sultation
conformity thereto.
commissioners and shall be constructed in conformity
commissioners
Exits
appropriated for herein
required.
Exits required.
The school buildings authorized and appropriated
herein shall
be constructed
constructed with all doors intended
intended to be used as exits or entrances
be
of
an excess
Doors
open outout- opening outward, and
buildings having
said buildings
and each of said
to open
Doors to
having an
excess of
ward, etc.
in
carried
Appropriations
exits.
four
least
at
have
shall
rooms
eight
eight
Appropriations
ec
war
this Act
Act shall not
maintenance of school in any
be used for the maintenance
not be
this
entrances
building
thereto used as exits or entrances
building unless all outside doors thereto
outward and be kept unlocked every school day from
shall open
open outward
from
Unlocked
etc. shall
Unlocked doors, etc
one-half hour before
before until one-half hour after school hours.
one-half
Contract restrictions.
Contractrestrictions.

Police.

Police.

POLICE
METROPOLITAN POLICE
METROPOLITAN
SALARIES
SALARIES

Salaries, officers,
officers, etc.
For
allowances of officers and members of the Metroand allowances
pay and
For the pay
etc.
salaries,
entitled "An Act
with the
-4 rile, pp.174, U25.
politan police
police force,
in accordance
accordance with
the Act entitled
force, in
u13. politan
.AnUa,pp.174,
United States
Metropolitan police force, the United
the salaries
salaries of the Metropolitan
to fix the
department of the District of Columpark police force, and the fire department
bia,"
police department, who
chief clerk of the police
the present chief
including the
bia," including
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shall be
be appointed
assistant superintendent
superintendent on
Metropolitan
the Metropolitan
on the
an assistant
appointed an
shall
police force,
$2,646,900.
force. $2,646,900.
police
For
personal services
in accordance
accordance with
with the
Classification Act of
the Classification
services in
For personal
1923,
$69,600.
1923, $69,600.
MISCELLANEOUS
IISCELLANEOUS

For fuel,
$8,000.
fuel, $8,000.
For
For repairs
repairs and
and improvements
improvements to
to police
police stations and station
For
grounds,
grounds, $7,000.
For
and contingent
contingent expenses,
expenses, including rewards
rewards for
miscellaneous and
For miscellaneous
firearms, mainfugitives purchase
of
modern
revolvers
revolvers and other firearms,
modern
of
purchase
fugitives,
tenance
fugitives,
system, stationery,
stationery, city
directories, books
books of reference,
city directories,
tenance of card system,
periodicals,
printing, bindphotographs, printing,
telephoning, photographs,
telegraphing, telephoning,
periodicals, telegraphing,
ing, gas,
washing, meals
for prisoners,
prisoners, not
exceed $200 for
not to exceed
meals for
ice, washing,
gas, ice,
ing,
car
tickets, furniture
and repairs
and bed clothing,
beds and
thereto, beds
repairs thereto,
furniture and
car tickets,
insignia
of office,
motor cycles,
cycles, police
repairs to same,
equipments and repairs
police equipments
office, motor
insignia of
repairs
to vehicles,
vehicles, van,
van, patrol
saddles, mounted equipand saddles
wagons, and
patrol wagons,
repairs to
detection of crime,
ments,
and expenses
expenses incurred
in prevention
prevention and detection
incurred in
ments, and
and other
other necessary
necessary expense,
expense, $60,000;
$60,000; of
which amount
amount aa sum not
of which
and
and superintendent
exceeding
$500 may
be expended
by the
the major and
superintendent of
expended by
may be
exceeding $500
police
for prevention
and detection
of crime,
crime, under
certificate,
under his certificate,
detection of
prevention and
police for
approved by
by the
and every
every such certificate
certificate shall be
commissioners, and
the commissioners,
approved
deemed a
the sum
therein expressed
expressed to have
sum therein
for the
voucher for
sufficient voucher
a sufficient
deemed

Personal services.
Personal

Fuel.
Fuel.
Repairs, etc.
Repairs,
Contingent expenses.
Contingent

Proviso.
Proviso.

been
expended: Provided,
Department may, in its dis- Army mounted
Provided,That the War Department
been expended:
equipment.
police, upon
cretion, furnish
furnish the
the commissioners,
for use
use of
upon equipment.
of the police
commissioners, for
cretion,
requisition, such
such worn
mounted equipment
equipment as may be required.
required.
worn mounted
requisition,
Flags, etc.
For
flags and
halyards, $200.
and halyards,
For flags
Motor vehicles.
For purchase
purchase and
and maintenance
of motor
motor vehicles
vehicles and the replacemaintenance of
For
ment of
of those
those worn
worn out
the service
$50,000.
condemned, $50,000.
and condemned,
service and
in the
out in
ment
Garage,12th
precinct.
12thprecinct.
Garage,
For garage
for No.
precinct station house, $8,000.
12 precinct
No. 12
garage for
For
station.
Site for new station.
For
the
purchase
of
approximately
12,000
square
feet
of
land
in
land
of
feet
square
12,000
For the purchase of approximately
the vicinity
vicinity.of
of Georgia
Georgia Avenue
Avenue and
and Shepherd
Shepherd Road,
Road, or the Military
the
Road
Colorado Avenue
Avenue NW.,
NW., as
as a
a site
for aa new
new police station
site for
and Colorado
Road and
house, $7,500.
$7,500.
house,
C
onstruction,
13th
13th
Construction,
For
the erection
two-story building,
building, to
to be
precinct station.
the precinct
as the
known as
be known
of aa two-story
erection of
For the
thirteenth
precinct station
station house,
house, $64,000.
$64,000.
police precinct
thirteenth police
HOUSE OF
OF DETENTION
DETENTION
HOUSE

detention
For maintenance
maintenance of
reception and detention
of aasuitable place for the reception
For
of children
seventeen years
years of
age and,
and, in the discretion of
of age
under seventeen
children under
of
the commissioners,
of girls
girls and
and women
seventeen years of age,
women over seventeen
commissioners, of
the
arrested
the police
offense against any laws in force
of offense
charge of
on charge
police on
by the
arrested by
pending
in
the District
District of
Columbia, or
witnesses or held pending
as witnesses
or held as
of Columbia,
in the
final
investigation or
or otherwise,
including trasportatrasportaotherwise, including
examination, or
or examination,
final investigation
tion, the
maintenance of necessary
necessary motor vehicles,
purchase and maintenance
the purchase
tion,
clinic supplies,
supplies, food,
food, upkeep
repair of building, fuel, gas, ice,
and repair
upkeep and
clinic
laundry,
supplies, and
electricity, and other necessary
necessary
equipment, electricity,
and equipment,
laundry, supplies,
expenses, $16.800;
$16,800; for personal
personal services in accordance
accordance with the Classiexpenses,
fication
$14,400; in all, $31.200.
$31,200.
1923, $14.400;
of 1923,
Act of
fication Act

House
House of Detention.
Maintenance,
Maintenance, etc.

Personal
Personal services.

HARBOR
PATROL
HARBOR PATROL
For personal
personal services
in accordance
with the
the Classification
Classification Act
accordance with
services in
For
of 1923,
1923. $8,280.
$8.280.
For fuel,
fuel, construction,
construction, maintenance,
maintenance, repairs,
incidentals.
and incidentals.
repairs, and
For
$3,500.

Harbor patrol.
patrol.
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POLICEMEN
POLICEMEN AND FIREMEN'S
FIREMEN'S RELIEF
RELIEF FUND
a
allowances as authorized
pay the
the relief and other
To pay
other allowances
authorized by law, a
sum not
not to
to exceed
policemen and
appropriated from the policemen
$450,000 is appropriated
exceed $450,000
sum
firemen's relief fund.
firemen's

Payments from.
from.
Payments

FIRE DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
FIRE

Fire department..
department,

SALARIES
SALARIES
Salaries,
officers, etc.
etc
alaries. offiers,
Ante, p.175.

Ante, p. 1

and members
the Metropolitan
police force, the United
United States
Metropolitan police
of the
members of
and
park
department of the District of Columfire department
the fire
and the
police force, and
park police
$1,770,000.
bia, $1,770,000.
For
personal services
accordance with
Classification Act of
with the Classification
services in accordance
For personal
1923, $9,360.

Personal
services.
Personal services.
Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneous.
Repairs,
Repairs,
buildings.
buildings.

etc.,

For the pay of officers
officers and members
members of the fire department,
department, in
accordance
entitled "An
"An Act to fix the salaries
accordance with
with the
the Act entitled
salaries of officers
officers

MISCELLANEOUS
MISCELLANEOUS
to

For repairs and improvements
houses and grounds,
grounds,
improvements to engine houses
For
$25,000.

$25,000.
motorvehicles and other motorFor repairs to apparatus
apparatus and motor vehicles
driven apparatus,
apparatus, and
for new
apparatus, new
new motor
motor vehicles, new
new
new apparatus,
and for
driven
appliances, employment
mechanics, helpers,
helpers, and laborers in the fire
employment of mechanics,
appliances,
department repair
shop, and
and for
purchase of
of necessary
supplies,
necessary supplies,
for the
the purchase
repair shop,
department
Proviso.
materials, equipment, and tools: Provided, That the commissioners
Construction
re- materials, equipment, and tools: Provided, That the commissioners
Construction at repair shop.
shop.
are
discretion, to
construct, in whole
whole
to build or construct,
in their
their discretion,
authorized, in
are authorized,
pair
or
part, fire-fighting
repair shop,
department repair
in the fire department
apparatus in
fire-fighting apparatus
or in
in part,
$47,000.
$47,000.
Fire boat, repairs,
etcir
boat, repairs,
For
For repair
of fire
fire boat,
$5,000.
repair and
and improvement
improvement of
boat, $5,000.
etc.
Hose,
fuel, and forage.
$22,000.
For
Hose,fuel,andforage.
For hose,
hose, $22,000.
For fuel, $35,000.
For
forage, $2,300.
For forage,
Contingent
ontingent expenses.
For contingent
expnses
horseshoeing, furniture,
contingent expenses,
expenses, horseshoeing,
furniture, fixtures, oil,
harness, blacksmithing,
blacksmithing, gas
as and elecmedical and stable supplies, harness,
tric lighting, flags and halyards, and other necessary
necessary items, cost of
telephones in the residences
residences of the
maintenance of telephones
installation and maintenance
superintendent of machinery
machinery and the fire marshal, $28,000.
superintendent
New apparatus.
apparatus.
Permanent
improvements:
Permanent improvements:
For
motor driven, $15,500.
For one aerial hook and ladder truck, motor
pumping engines, triple combination,
combination, motor driven,
For four pumping
$11,000
$11,000 each.
each.
For
combination chemical and hose wagons, motor driven, at
For two combination
$8,000
each.
$8,000
Automobiles.
For two automobiles,
automobiles, at $2,000 each.
Automobiles.
For
each.
•Repairs
to apparatus.
Repairstoapparatus.

Health Department.

HEALTH DEPARTMENT
HEALTH
DEPARTMENT
SALARIES
SALARIES

For personal services
services in accordance
Classification Act of
of
with the Classification
accordance with
For
1923, $135,000.
1923,

Salaries.
Salaries

Contagious
Contagious
prevention.
prevention.

diseases
diseases

Enforcement
r c em e t
E
n
expenses.
29, p. 635.
eVe2

o

p. 6M.

Vol.
vol.
s
3 34, p.
p. 889.

PREVENTION OF
OF CONTAGIOUS
CONTAGIOUS DISEASES
DISEASES
PREVENTION

provisions of an Act to prevent the spread
For enforcement
enforcement of the provisions
spread
of contagious
contagious diseases in the District of Columbia,
Columbia, approved
approved March
March
3,
and an Act
prevention of scarlet
diphtheria,
scarlet fever, diphtheria,
Act for the prevention
3, 1897,
1897, and
epidemic cerebrospinal
cerebrospinal
measles, whooping
measles,
whooping cough
cough, chicken
chicken pox, epidemic
meningitis, and typhoid fever in the District
District of Columbia,
Columbia, ap-

SIXTY-EIGHTH
SIXTYEIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. SESS.
SESS. II.
II. CH. 477.
477.

1925.
1925.

9, 1907,
1907, and
an Act
Act to
provide for
registration of
of
proved February
February 9,
and an
to provide
for registration
tuberculosis in the
Columbia, for
for free
free
all cases of tuberculosis
the District
District of Columbia,
examination
examination of sputum in
for preventing
the
in suspected
suspected cases,
cases, and
and for
preventing the

1237
1237
Tuberculosis
tbercoss

tration, etc.
Vo.. 35, p. 126.

regisregis-

Vo..35,p.126.

spread of tuberculosis in said District of Columbia, approved
approved May
May
13,
13, 1908, under the direction
direction of the health officer of said District,
manufacture
serums, including
including their
their use
use in
in indigent
es ,
an d for
for Infantile
manufacture of
of serums,
indigent cas
cases,
and
Infantile
paralysis,
etc.
prevention
the prevention
.
communi cable disdi s-etc.
of infantile paralysis and other communicable
eases, including
including salaries
perso nalserv
i
ces ,w
hen
salaries or
or compensation
compensation for
for personal
services,
when
ordered in writing by the commissioners
commissioners and necessary
necessary for the
enforcement and execution
of
enforcement
execution of said Acts,
Acts, and for the prevention
prevention of
communicable diseases
diseases as hereinbef
ore provided,
such other communicable
hereinbefore
provided, purchase
purchase
and maintenance
necessary horses,
maintenance of necessary
harness, purchase
purchase smallpox
horses, wagons, and harness,
hospital,
Smallpox
hospital,
etc.
of reference
reference books and medical journals,
journals, and maintenance
maintenance of quar- etc
Proviso.
antine station and smallpox
hospital, $39,260:
smallpox hospital,
$39,260: Provided,
Provided, That any Provis0.
Bacteriological
exbacteriologist employed under this appropriation
be assigned
assigned aminations.
appropriation may
may be
aminations.
by the health officer to the bacteriological
bacteriological examination
examination of milk and '
other dairy products and of the water supplies of dairy farms, and
to such other sanitary work as in the judgment
officer
judgment of the health officer
will promote the public health, whether
whether such examinations
examinations be or
or
be not directly
directly related to contagious
contagious diseases.
diseases.
Islating
OarIsolating wards,
wards, Garfield and
and Providence
Providence
For isolating wards for minor
contagious diseases
Garfield field
minor contagious
diseases at
at Garfield
Hospitals.
Memorial and Providence
$12,000 and
and Hospitals.
Memorial
Providence Hospitals,
Hospitals, maintenance,
maintenance, $12,000
$8,000,
respectively,
or
so
much
thereof
as
in
the
opinion
of
the
com$8,000, respectively,
thereof as in the opinion of the commissioners may be necessary;
necessary; in all, $20,000.
Tuberculosis
and
a dispensary
dispensary or dispensaries
For the maintenance
maintenance of a
dispensaries for the treat- venereal
Tuberculosis
and
diseases disment of indigent
indigent persons suffering from tuberculosis
tuberculosis and of indigent pensaries.
persons suffering from venereal
diseases, including
including payment
payment for
venereal diseases,
Provisos.
Provided, That the commis- Volunteer
personal service and supplies, $14,500: Provided,
r services
Volunteer services.
sioners may accept such volunteer
volunteer services
services as they deem expedient
expedient
in connection with the establishment
establishment and maintenance
maintenance of the disPay prohibition.
pensaries herein
herein authorized:
Provided further,
That this
shall not
not Pay
pensaries
authorized: Provided
further, That
this shall
prohibition.
be construed
construed to authorize
authorize the expenditure
payment of any
expenditure or the payment
money on account
volunteer service.
service.
account of any such volunteer
Disinfecting service.
For maintenance
maintenance of
of disinfecting
disinfecting service,
service, including
com- Disinfecting
service
For
including salaries
salaries or
or comordered in writing by the
pensation for personal services when ordered
the commissioners and necessary
necessary for maintenance
missioners
maintenance of said
said service, and for
purchase
purchase and maintenance
maintenance of necessary
horses, wagons,
harness,
necessary horses,
wagons, and harness,
$5,880.
$5,880.
Vol.
Drainag
29,
enforcement of the provisions
ofep.olg.ts.
lot.
For enforcement
provisions of an Act to provide
provide for the vine
drainage
19, Abatement
drainage of lots in the District
District of Columbia,
Columbia, approved
i 19,
Abatement of nuiapproved May
May
sances.
1896,
1896, and an
an Act
Act to
provide for the
the .abatement
n the
to provide
abatement of
of nuisances
nuisances in
the aVc1'34,
Vol. 34, p.114.
p. 114.
District of Columbia by the commissioners,
commissioners, and for other purposes,
approved
14, 1906,
1906, $2,000.
approved April
April 14,
$2,000.
Food, etc., adulteraFor special services
services in connection
connection with
with the
the detection
detection of the
the tiosd,
etc.,adulterations.
adulteration of drugs and of foods, including
adulteration
including candy and milk, $200.
BACTERIOLOGICAL
BACTERIOLOGICAL LABORATORY
LABORATORY

For maintaining
maintaining and
in good
for the
the purchase
purchase
For
and keeping
keeping in
good order,
order, and
and for

of reference
reference books
of
books and
and scientific
scientific periodicals,
periodicals, $750.
$750.
other
Apparatus, equipment,
equipment, cost of installation, supplies, and other
expenses incidental
incidental to the biological
biological and serological
serological diagnosis
diagnosis of
expenses
of
disease, $750.
$750.
disease,

CHEMICAL
LABORATORY
CHEMICAL LABORATORY

For
maintaining and
and keeping
in good
and for
purchase
For maintaining
keeping in
good order,
order, and
for the
the purchase

scientific periodicals,
periodicals, $1,000.
$1,000.
of reference
reference books and scientific

Bacteriological
laboBacteriological labo.
Bratory.
ratory.
Maintenance, etc.

Maintenance, etc.

Chemical laboratory.

Chemical laboratory.
Maintenance, etc.
etc.
Maitenance,

1238
1238
Dairy farms.
farms.
Dairy

SIXTYEIGHTH CONGRESS.
ESS. II.
477.
CH. 477.
II. Cu.
SESS.
CONGRESS. S
SIXTY-EIGHTH

1925.
1925.

DAIRY
DAIRY FARM INSPECTION
INSPECTION

including
For
necessary expenses
of dairy
dairy farms,
farms, including
inspection of
of inspection
expenses of
For necessary
Ante,
necessary traveling
traveling expenses,
$3,150.
expenses, $3,150.
necessary
1004.
p. 1004,
Ante, p.
incident to the enforcement
expenses incident
enforcement of an Act to
contingent expenses
For contingent
lation,
Enforcing
etc. milk reguEnforcg
Vol.
p. 719.
regulate
the sale
of milk
milk in
Columbia, and for other
other
in the District of Columbia,
sale of
regulate the
28,p.719.
Vol. 28,
Food,
purposes, approved
approved March
March 2,
2, 1895;
an Act
Act relating
relating to the
the adultera1895; an
purposes,
etc.
candy, etc.
Food, candy,
Vol.
of foods
the District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, approved
approved Febin the
drugs in
and drugs
foods and
tion of
398. tion
246, 398.
pp. 246,
30, pp.
Vol. 30,
ruary
17, 1898;
an Act
to prevent
prevent the
of candy
in the
the
candy in
adulteration of
the adulteration
Act to
1898; an
ruary 17,
Pure food law.
District
of
Columbia,
approved
May
5,
1898;
an
Act
for
preventing
preventing
for
Act
an
1898;
5,
May
District of Columbia, approved
p. 768.
Vol. 34, p.7.
the manufacture,
manufacture, sale,
or transportation
of adulterated
or misbranded
misbranded
adulterated or
transportation of
sale, or
the
or poisonous
poisonous or
drugs, medicines,
medicines, and
and liquors,
liquors, and
and
foods, drugs,
deleterious foods,
or deleterious
or
for
traffic therein,
and for
other purposes,
approved
purposes, approved
for other
therein, and
regulating traffic
for regulating
June 30,
$1,000.
1906, $1,000.
30, 1906,
June
Crematory.
For
personal services, of the
the public cremincluding personal
maintenance, including
or maintenance,
crematory.
atory,
$3,440.
atory, $3,410.
Pound.
For the maintenance
maintenance of one motor
motor vehicle
vehicle for use in the pound
pound
Pound.
$400.
service, $400.
For equipping,
maintaining, and
operating the
ambulance,
motor ambulance,
the motor
and operating
equipping, maintaining,
For
and keeping
it in
good order,
$600.
order, $600.
in good
keeping it
and
Child hygiene
servFor maintaining
maintaining a
hygiene service
the establishestablishincluding the
service, including
child hygiene
a child
For
hil hygiene serMaintenance
of welment and
clinical
welfare stations for the clinical
maintenance of child welfare
and maintenance
we- ment
Maintenance of
fare stations, etc.
examinations,
advice, care, and
maintenance of children under six
and maintenance
examinations, advice,
farestatonsetc.
years
of age,
age, payment
payment for
rent, fuel, periodicals,
services, rent,
personal services,
for personal
years of
Provisos.
and supplies,
the commissioners
commissioners may
may accept
accept
That the
Provided, That
$25,000: Provided,
supplies, $25,000:
and
Volunteer services.
Volnteerservie.
such volunteer
volunteer services
they may
expedient in connection
connection
may deem expedient
as they
services as
such
with
establishment and
maintenance of the service herein authorand maintenance
the establishment
with the
No pay authorized.
authorized:
Provided
further,
That
this shall
be construed
construed to
to authornot be
shall not
this
That
further,
Provided
ized:
No pay authoried
ize the
the expenditure
expenditure or the
payment of any
any money
money on account
account of any
the payment
ize
such volunteer service.
Inspection expenses.
expenses.
Inspection

Courts
Courts and prisons.
Juvenile
court.
Juvenile court.

COURTS
AND PRISONS
COURTS AND
PRISONS
JUVENILE COURT
JUVENILE
COURT

accordance with the Classificaservices in accordance
Salaries:
Salaries: For personal
personal services
tion
Act of
of 1923,
$45,000.
1923, $45,000.
tion Act
Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneous:
compensation of jurors, $900.
Miscellaneous: For compensation
$900.
For
transportation and traveling
traveling expenses
expenses to secure
secure the return of
For transportation
absconding probationers,
probationers, $300.
absconding
Advances authorized
athrizebfrreturning
The disbursing officer of the District of Columbia is authorized
authorized to
for returning, etc., abprobation officer
sconding probationers.
probationers. advance
sconding
advance to the chief probation
officer of the juvenile court, upon
approved by the judge
judge of the juvenile
previously approved
requisition previously
court
money
court and the auditor of the District of Columbia, sums of money
expended for transportation
transportation
to exceed
exceed $50 at any one time, to be expended
not to
absconding probaand
traveling expenses
expenses to secure the return of absconding
and traveling
tioners,
be accounted for monthly on itemized vouchers to the
and to be
tioners, and
accounting
Columbia.
of Columbia.
District of
the District
of the
officer of
accounting officer
Meals
to Jurors,
jro, etc.
etc.
Meals to
For meals of jurors and of prisoners
prisoners temporarily detained
detained at court
awaiting trial, $100.
Rent.
Rent.
For rent, $2,000.
$2,000.
Furniture,
etc.
Furniture, etc.
For furniture, fixtures, equipment,
equipment, and repairs to the courthouse
and grounds, $500.
and
Contingent expenses.
For fuel, ice, gas, laundry
expenses.
Contingent
laundry work, stationery, printing, books of
of
reference,
repairs thereto, binding and
typewriters and repairs
periodicals, typewriters
reference, periodicals,
rebinding, preservation
buckets,
preservation of records, mops, brooms, and buckets,
rebinding,
removal
ashes and
and refuse,
telephone service, traveling expenses,
refuse, telephone
of ashes
removal of
$2,500.
and
expenses not
provided for, $2,500.
otherwise provided
not otherwise
incidental expenses
other incidental
and other
Salaries.
Salaries.

SIXTYEIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS . SESS.
SESS. II.
477.
SIXTY-EIGHTH
II. CH.
CH. 477.

1925.
1925.

POLICE COURT
POLICE
COURT

Salaries: For personal services in accordance
Classificaaccordance with the Classification Act of 1923, $90,774, including compensation
accordance with
compensation in accordance
additional judges and
and such
the Class*ation
Classification Act of 1923 for two additional
other court employees,
within the limit of available
available funds, as the court
court
employees, within
determine to be necessary,
necessary, and of said sum $6,530 shall be
may determine
available immediately: Provided,
available
Provided, That in addition to the sums hereinafter appropriated
court and for any of
appropriated for the expenses of said court
purposes there is further
further appropriated
of
said purposes
appropriated the sum of $22,800,
$22,800, of
immediately.
which $12,600 shall be available
available immediately.
For printing, law books, books of reference,
reference, directories,
directories, periodicals, stationery, binding and rebinding, preservation
preservation of records,
typewriters and repairs thereto,
thereto, fuel, ice, gas, electric
and
typewriters
electric lights and
power, telephone
telephone service,
laundry work, removal of ashes and rubservice, laundry
bish, mops, brooms, buckets, dusters, sponges, painter's and plumber's
plumber's
supplies, toilet articles, medicines, soap and disinfectants,
disinfectants, United
United
States flags and halyards, and all other necessary
necessary and
and incidental
incidental
expenses of every kind not otherwise
expenses
otherwise provided
provided for, $6,000.
For witness fees, $2,500.
For furniture,
furniture, furnishings, and fixtures, and repairing
and
repairing and
replacing same, $500.
$500.
For lodging, meals, and accommodations
accommodations of jurors and of bailiffs
ordered by the court, $200.
in attendance upon them
thefn when ordered
For compensation
compensation of jurors, $12,000.
alterations to building, $4,000.
For repairs and alterations
MUNICIPAL
COURT
MUNICIPAL COURT
Salaries: For personal services in accordance
accordance with the ClassificaClassificaSalaries:
additional for presiding
presiding judge,
judge,
tion Act of 1923, including $300 additional
$54,000.
$54,000.
For
compensation of
of jurors,
jurors, $5,750:
$5,750: Provided,
Provided, That deposits
For compensation
made
trials in
prescribed
with rules
rules prescribed
in accordance
accordance with
on demands
demands for
for jury trials
made on
by the
under authority
granted in
section 11
11 of
of the
Act
the Act
in section
authority granted
the court
court under
by
approved March
(Forty-first Statutes,
1312), shall be
be
Statutes, page 1312),
3, 1921
1921 (Forty-first
approved
March 3,
earned unless, prior to three days before the time set for such trials,
a new date for trial be set
including Sundays
Sundays and legal holidays, a
by
cohrt, cases be
demands for jury
be discontinued
discontinued or settled, or demands
the court,
by the
trials be waived.
For
lodging, meals,
accommodations for jurors
deputy
jurors and deputy
meals, and accommodations
For lodging,
when
attendance upon them, when
United States marshals, while in attendance
ordered by the court, $100.
$100.
For rent of building, $3,600.
$3,600.
furniture, repairs
repairs to building.
building, and repairs
For fixtures, repairs to furniture,
to building equipment,
equipment, to be expended
expended under the direction
direction of the
presiding judge, $1,500.
$1,500.
For
books, law
law books, books
books of
expenses, including books,
contingent expenses,
For contingent
reference, fuel,
telephone, blanks, dockets, and all other necesreference,
fuel, light, telephone,
sary miscellaneous
miscellaneous items and supplies, $4,000.
SUPREME
COURT, DISTRICT
OF COLUMBIA
DISTRICT OF
COLUMBIA
SUPREME COURT,
Salaries:
justice, $8,000
associate justices,
justices, at
at $7,500
$7,500
five associate
$8,000: five
Chief justice,
Salaries: Chief
each;
justice and one for each
each
each: six stenographers, one for the chief justice
$56,660.
$11.160; in all, $56,660.
associate justice, $11,160;
FEES
payment of the
and payment
fees of
of witnesses
witnesses and
For fees
OF WITNESSES:
WITNES'SES: For
FEES or
actual
of witnesses
in said
said court
court as
as provided
provided by
section 850,
850,
by section
expenses of
witnesses in
actual expenses
Revised Statutes of the United States, $25,000.
$25,000.
FEES OF
OF JURORS:
For fees
fees of
$55,000.
of jurors,
jurors, $55,000.
JURORS: For
FEES

1239
1239
Police
Court.
Police Court.
Salaries.
Salaries.
Two
additional
Two additional
judges.
Aide, p. 1119.
1119.
Ante,
Proviso.
Proviso.
Additional expenses.
expenses.
Additional

Contin gent expenses.
Contingent
expenses.

Witness fees, etc.
Witness
etc.
Furniture, etc.
Furniture,

Jurors, etc.
Jurors,
Repairs
to building.
Repairs to
building.
Municipal court.
court.
Municipal

Salaries.
Salaries.
Jurors, etc.
Jurors,
etc.
Proviso.
Proviso.
Disposition of deposDisposition
its on demand
demand for jury
jury
trials.
41, p. 1312.
1312.
Vol. 41,

Jury
Jury expenses.
expenses.

Rent, etc.
etc.
Rent,

Contingent expenses.
expenses.
Contingent

Supreme
Court.
Supreme Court.
Salaries.
Salaries.

Witnesses.
Witnesses.
R. S.
S. sec. 850, p.
160.
p. 160
Jutos.
Jurors.

1240
1240

SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH

Bailiffs.
Bailiffs.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Jury commissioner.
commissioner.
Jury
Compensation.
Compensation.
Probation
system.
Probation system.

Courthouse.
Care, etc.,
of.
etc., of.
Care,

Repairs, etc.
etc.
Repairs,

Court of
Appeals.
of Appeals.
Court

SESS. II.
II. CH.
Cu. 477.
477.
SESS.

1925.

PAY OF
OF BAILIFFS:
crier in
each court,
of
court, of
in each
one crier
exceeding one
For not
not exceeding
BAILIFFS: For
PAY
office
deputy marshals
marshals who
who act
or criers,
criers, and
and for
expenses
for expenses
bailiffs or
act as
as bailiffs
office deputy
of
meals and
and lodging
jurors in
United States
and of
of bailiffs
bailiffs
cases and
States cases
in United
for jurors
lodging for
of meals
in attendance
upon same
when ordered
ordered by the court, clerk to jury
same when
in
attendance upon
commissioners,
and per
per diems
diems of
of jury
jury commissioners,
commissioners, $37,520:
$31,520: ProProcommissioners, and
vided, That the compensation
commissioner for the
compensation of each jury commissioner
vided,
fiscal
exceed $250.
fiscal year 1926 shall not exceed
PROBATION SYSTEM:
SYSTEM: For personal
services, $8,120; contingent
contingent
personal services,
PROBATION
expenses,
$8,445.
in all,
all, $8,445.
$325; in
expenses, $325;
COURTHOUSE:
For personal
services for
for care
of the
the
and protection
protection of
care and
personal services
COURTHOUSE: For
courthouse, under
under the
United States
marshal of the
States marshal
the United
of the
direction of
the direction
courthouse,
District of
of Columbia,
$25,000, to
to be
be expended
under the direction
direction
expended under
Columbia, $25,000,
District
Attorney General.
General.
of the Attorney
For
repairs and
including repair
courthouse, including
and improvements
improvements to the courthouse,
For repairs
and maintenance
maintenance of
equipment, and for labor and
the mechanical
mechanical equipment,
of the
and
material and every
incident thereto,
thereto, $2,500,
$2,500, to be expended
expended
every item incident
material
under
Architect of the Capitol.
direction of the Architect
under the direction
COURT
OF APPEALS
APPEALS
COURT OF

Salaries: Chief justice, $9,000; two associate
associate justices, at $8,500
$8,500
each; all
and employees
employees of the court, including
including reportofficers and
all other
other officers
each;
ing
expenditures in the conduct of the
necessary expenditures
ing service, $21,050; necessary
Proviso.
clerk's
office, $950;
in all,
$48,000: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
reports of
of the
the
the reports
all, $48,000:
$950; in
Sale
of reports.
clerk's office,
aefreports.
court
be sold for a
a price
approved by the
that approved
price exceeding
exceeding that
shall not
not be
court shall
-court and
and for
than $6.50
volume.
per volume.
more than
$6.50 per
for not
not more
-court
Care, etc., of build
ngare,
etc.,
of
bildBuilding:
personal
for
For
personal
services
care and protection
protection of the
ng.
Court of
building, including
one mechanician,
mechanician, under
under the
the
including one
Appeals building,
Court
of Appeals
Proviso.
direction
of
the
Architect
of
the
Capitol,
$6,700:
Provided,
That
That
Provided,
direction of the Architect of the Capitol, $6,700:
C
ustodian.
Cutdian.
the
custodian of said
said
of Appeals
Appeals shall be the custodian
the Court
Court of
the clerk
clerk of the
building,
under the
direction and
supervision of the justices
justices of said
said
and supervision
the direction
building, under
court.
Contingent
Contingent expenses.
expenses.
disinfectants, removal
For mops, brooms, buckets, disinfectants,
removal of refuse,
electrical
necessary and incidental
incidental
electrical supplies, books, and all other necessary
expenses not otherwise
$800.
otherwise provided for, $800.
Salaries.
salaries.

MISCELLANEOUS
MISCELLANEOUS
Support of
support
of convicts
convicts
out
of Dstrict
District.
out of

Lunacy writs.
Luneacy
wits.executExpenses
Expenses of
of execut-

ing.

Vol.
33, p. 740.
Vol. 33,p.740.

Miscellaneous
Miscellaneous
expenses.

court
court

expen.

Printing
Prgnting and
and
lug.

bind-

maintenance, and transportation
For support, maintenance,
transportation of convicts
convicts transferred
from the
ferred from
the District
District of Columbia;
Columbia; expenses
expenses of shipping remains
remains

of deceased
convicts to their
their homes
homes in the United States,
States, and exexdeceased convicts
of
unclaimed remains
remains of deceased
deceased convicts;
convicts;
penses of
of interment
interment of
of unclaimed
expenses
incurred in
in identifying
escaped convicts
convicts and
and
expenses incurred
identifying and
and pursuing
pursuing escaped
rewards for
expended under the direction
direction of
rewards
for their recapture,
recapture, to
to be expended
$150,000.
General, $150,000.
Attorney General,
the Attorney
For expenses
attending
the execution
of writs
writs de
lunatico inquirendo
inquirendo
expenses attending
of
de lunatico
i the execution
atn
1
nue
and commitments
commitments thereunder
thereunder in all
indigent insane persons
persons
all cases of indigent
committed to Saint Elizabeths
Elizabeths Hospital
committed or sought to be committed
Hospital
executive authority of the District of Columbia
by order of the executive
Columbia
under the
provisions of
existing law,
including personal
services,
the provisions
of existing
law, including
personal services,
$7,800.
the
For such miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses
expenses as may be authorized by
by the

Attorney General
General for
for the
the Supreme
Attorney
Supreme Court of the District of Columbia
furnishing and collecting of
bia and its
its officers,
officers, including the
the furnishing
of evidence
or may
may be
be aaparty
party in
interest, and
and
dence where
where the
the United
United States
States is
is or
in interest,
including such expenses
services as may be
expenses other than for personal services
authorized by
by the
Attorney General
General for
for the
Court of
of Appeals,
Appeals,
authorized
the Attorney
the Court
District
Columbia, $35,000.
of Columbia,
District of
For printing and binding for the Supreme
Supreme Court
Court and the Court
Court
Appeals of the
$4,275.
the District
District of Columbia, $4,275.
of Appeals
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CHARITIES AND CORRECTIONS
CHARITIES
CORRECTIONS

Charities and
and corrections.

BOARD
OF CHARITIES
CHARITIES
BOARD OF

Charities.
Board of Charities.

Salaries
expenses: For personal services
Salaries and traveling
traveling expenses:
services in accordaccordance with the Classification
$30,000; traveling
traveling exClassification Act of 1923, $30,000;
expenses, including attendance
attendance on conventions,
conventions, $600; in all, $30,600.
JAIL
JAIL

Salaries,
etc.
Salaries, etc.

Jail.

P P ° of prisoners,
Support
For maintenance
maintenance of
of the
the DisDis- ete
Support of
of prisoners:
prisoners: For
rt of prisoners,
et.Support
of prisoners
prisoners of
trict of Columbia at the jail, including
all
other
including pay of guards
guards and
and all other
services, and
support of
prisoners therein,
therei
n,
necessary personal iservices,
and for
for support
of prisoners
necessary
expenses incurred in
n identifying
identifying and pursuing
pursuing escaped
escaped prisoners,
prisoners,
and rewards for their recapture, repair
repair and improvements
improvements to buildings, cells, and locking
locking devices, $95,480.

WORKHOUSE AND
AND REFORMATORY
REFORMATORY
WORKHOUSE

Salaries:
personal services in accordance
Salaries: For personal
accordance with the Classification Act of 1923, $14,060.
WORKHOUSE
WORKHOUSE

Workhouse and Re.
Workhouse
Reformatory.
formatory.
Salaries.

salaries-

Workhouse.
Workhouse.

Administration
ex-Admetnitration
accordance with
For personal services in accordance
with the Classification
Classification Act Muses.
$68,840.
of 1923,
1923, $68,840.
Maintenance, etc.
For maintenance,
maintenance, custody,
clothing, guarding,
care, and
support Maintenance
For
custody, clothing,
guarding, care,
and support
etc.
of prisoners;
prisoners; rewards
subsistence, medimediof
rewards for
for fugitives;
fugitives; provisions,
provisions, subsistence,
cine, and
hospital instruments,
and quarters
guards
cine,
and hospital
instruments, furniture,
furniture, and
quarters for
for guards
and other
other employees
and inmates;
inmates •purchase
purchase of
of tools
tools and
and equipment;
equipment;
and
employees and
purchase and
and maintenance
of farm
implements livestock,
tools,
purchase
maintenance of
farm implements,
livestock, tools,
equipment,
and miscellaneous
items; transportation;
transportation; maintenance
equipment, and
miscellaneous items;
maintenance
and
operation of
of nonpassenger-carrying
motor vehicles;
vehicles; supplies
and operation
nonpassenger-carrying motor
supplies and
and
labor;
and all
other necessary
items, $85,000;
$85,000;
labor; and
all other
necessary items,
Fue.
Fuel.
For
fuel for
for maintenance
and manufacturing
manufacturing, $47,500;
$47,500;
For fuel
maintenance and
Construction, reFor
dynamite, oils,
oils, repairs
repairs to
and material
For construction,
construction, dynamite,
to plant,
plant, and
material pars'ettc.ctio
pairs, etc.
for
repairs to
buildings, roads,
roads, and
and walks,
for repairs
to buildings,
walks, $45,000;
$45,000;
In
all, $246,340,
$246,340, which
which suni
suni shall
shall be
expended under
under the
the direction
direction
In all,
be expended
of
of the
the commissioners.
Reformatory.
neourmatory.
REFORMATORY
REFORMATORY
ex

Salaries.

Salaries: For personal services
services in accordance
accordance with the Classification Act of 1923, $50,000;
$50,000;
Buildings, construcBuildings.
continuing construction
construction of
permanent buildings, including
including tion,
For continuing
of permanent
etc.
sewers, water mains, roads, and necessary
equipment of industrial
industrial
sewers,
necessary equipment
$50,000;
railroad,
railroad, and equipment for new
new buildings, $50,000;
Maintenance, etc.
etc.
support of inmates;
inmates; Maintenance,
For maintenance,
maintenance, custody, clothing, care, and support
rewards for fugitives; provisions,
subsistence, medicine
medicine and hospital
hospital
provisions, subsistence,
rewards
quarters for guards and other employees
employees
instruments, furniture, and quarters
and inmates; purchase
purchase of tools and equipment;
equipment; purchase
purchase and maintenance of farm implements,
nance
implements, livestock, tools, equipment;
equipment; transportatransportanonpassenger-carrying motor
motor
tion; maintenance
maintenance and
and operation
operation of
of nonpassenger-carrying
vehicles;
necessary items, $55,000;
vehicles; supplies and labor, and all other necessary
$55,000;
For fuel, $10,000;
$10,000;
repairs, etc.
Fuel, repairs,
roads, and walks,
walks, $4,000;
$4,000;
For material for repairs to buildings, roads,
In
all,
$169,000,
which
sum
shall
be
expended
under
the
direction
direction
expended under
shall
In all, $169,000,
of the commissioners.

1242
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National Training
Training
National
School
Boys,D. C.
School for Boys,D.
Care, etc.,
etc., of
boys
of boys
Care,
committed
committed to.

National Training
Training
National
School for Girls, D. C.

Salaries.
Contingent expenses.
expenses.
Contingent

Electrical rewiring,
rewiring,
Electrical
etc.

Medical
charities.
Medical charities.
Care of
indigent papaof indigent
Care
tients
designated
at designated
tients at
hospitals,
etc.
hospitals, etc.

Columbia Hospital.
Hospital.
Columbia
Repairs,
etc.
Repairs, etc.

Tuberculosis
HospiTuberculosis Hospital.
Salaries.
Salaries.
Contingent expenses.
Contingentexpenses.

Repairs,
etc.
Repairs etc.

CH. 477.
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NATIONAL
TRAINING SCHOOL
FOR BOYS
BOYS
SCHOOL FOR
NATIONAL TRAINING
For
and maintenance
of boys
committed to
to the
National
the National
boys committed
maintenance of
care and
For care
Training
School
for
Boys
by
the
courts
of
the
District
of
Columbia
Columbia
District
the
of
courts
the
by
Training School for Boys
under
be made
made by
Charities with the
the Board of Charities
by the
to be
contract to
under aa contract
authorities
said National
National Training
Training School
School for Boys, $55,000.
$55,000.
of said
authorities of
GIRLS
NATIONAL
TRAINING SCHOOL
FOR GIRLS
SCHOOL FOR
NATIONAL TRAINING

Salaries: For
For personal
accordance with the ClassificaClassificaservices in accordance
personal services
Salaries:
tion
1923,
$29,580.
$29,580.
of
Act
tion
For groceries,
provisions, light,
fuel, soap,
soap, oil, lamps, candles,
candles,
light, fuel,
groceries, provisions,
For
attendance,
medical
clothing,
shoes,
forage,
horseshoeing,
medicines,
medical
attendance,
medicines,
horseshoeing,
clothing, shoes, forage,
transportation,
labor , sewing machines, fixtures, books, magazines,
magazines,
transportation, labor,
and
educational advantages,
advantages,
represent greater educational
which represent
supplies which
other supplies
and other
stationery,
horses, vehicles, harness, cows, pigs, fowls, sheds, fences,
fences,
stationery, horses,
repairs, typewriting,
typewriting, stenography,
and other
necessary items, inother necessary
stenography, and
repairs,
cluding compensation
compensation not
not exceeding
additional labor
labor or
$1,000 for additional
exceeding $1,000
cluding
services,
for identifying
escaped inmates and for rewards
rewards
pursuing escaped
and pursuing
identifying and
services, for
for
their capture,
for transportation
necessary expenses
expenses
transportation and other necessary
capture, for
for their
incident
to securing
homes for paroled
paroled or discharged
discharged girls,
suitable homes
securing suitable
incident to
$38,000.
fixtures for two of the old buildFor
electrical rewiring
rewiring and new fixtures
For electrical
ings
Conduit Road site, $3,000.
on the Conduit
ings on
MEDICAL CHARITIES
CHARITIES
MEDICAL

indigent patients under
For
treatment of indigent
under contracts
contracts to be
For care and treatment
and
institutions
following
made
by
the
Board
Charities
with
the
Charities
of
Board
the
by
made
for
not to
to exceed
respectively:
amounts, respectively:
following amounts,
the following
exceed the
for not
Freedmen's
Hospital, $42,500.
Freedmen's Hospital,
Columbia
Hospital for Women
Lying-in Asylum,
Asylum, $17,000.
$17,000.
Women and Lying-in
Columbia Hospital
Children's
Hospital, $20,000.
$20,000.
Children's Hospital,
Providence
$172000.
Hospital, $17,000.
Providence Hospital,
Garfield Memorial
Hospital, $15,000.
Memorial Hospital,
Garfield
Central Dispensary
Dispensary and
Emergency Hospital, $23,000.
and Emergency
Central
Eastern Dispensary
and Casualty
Casualty Hospital, $10,000.
$10,000.
Dispensary and
Eastern
$5,000.
Washington
Home
for
Incurables,
Incurables,
for
Home
Washington
Georgetown University
$5,000.
Hospital, $5,000.
University Hospital,
Georgetown
George
University Hospital,
Hospital, $5,000.
Washington University
George Washington
LYING-IN ASYLUM
COLUMBIA
COLUMBIA HOSPITAL
HOSPITAL AND
AND LYING-IN
ASYLUM

For general repairs
repairs and for additional
additional construction,
construction, including
including
labor and
and for expenses
heat, light, and power
power
expenses of heat,
material, and
and material,
labor
required in
in and
the operation
operation of
of the
$14,500, to be
the hospital, $14,500,
about the
and about
required
expended in
the discretion
direction of the Architect
Architect
under the direction
discretion and under
in the
expended
of the Capitol.
TUBERCULOSIS HOSPITAL
TUBERCULOSIS
HOSPITAL

Salaries: For personal services in accordance
accordance with the Classification
Act of
of 1923,
$50,580.
1923, $50,580.
tion Act
For
harness and vehicles, and repairs to
fuel, forage, harness
provisions, fuel,
For provisions,
same, gas,
gas, ice,
ice, shoes,
shoes, clothing,
medigoods, tailoring, drugs and mediclothing, dry goods,
same,
cal supplies,
supplies, furniture
furniture and bedding, kitchen utensils, books and
cal
exceed
periodicals
not to
to exceed
exceed $50,
services not to exceed
temporary services
$50, temporary
periodicals not
$1,000,
of motor
motor truck,
truck, and
and other necessary
necessary items,
maintenance of
$1,000, maintenance
$55,000.
pairs and improvements
For repairs
improvements to buildings
buildings and grounds,
grounds, including
roads and
and sidewalks,
sidewalks, $8,000.
ing roads
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HOSPITAL
GALLINGER
M UNICIPAL H
OSPITAL
GALLINGER MUNICIPAL

Salaries:
personal services
services in accordance
accordance with the ClassificaClassificaSalaries: For personal
tion
Act of
of 1923,
$170,000.
1923, $170,000.
tion Act
horse-drawn vehicles,
For maintenance,
maintenance of horses and horse-drawn
maintenance, maintenance
For
exceed $50, and all other
reference and periodicals,
periodicals, not to exceed
other
books of reference
necessary expenses, $134,400.
necessary
For repairs
buildings, $5,000.
$5,000.
to buildings,
repairs to
For
CHILD-CARING I
NSTITUTIONS
INSTITUTIONS
CHILD-CARING
BOARD OF
CHILDREN'S GUARDIANS
GUARDIANS
OF CHILDREN'S
BOARD

1243
1243

1925.
1925.

GaRinger Hospital.
Hospital.
Oallinger
Salaries.

Salaries

Maintenance.

Maitenance

Repairs.
Repairs.

Child-caring
Child-caring institutions.
Board of Children's
Children's
Guardians.
Guardians.
Administmtion

ex-

Administration: For administrative
administrative expenses, including
including placing peinsist-no
Administration:
penses,reference
and visiting children, city directory, purchase
purchase of books of reference
and periodicals not exceeding $25, and all office and sundry expenses, $5,000;
Lim
s it on visitationof
visitation of
shall Liiton
appropriated shall
herein appropriated
the moneys
moneys herein
of the
part of
no part
and no
$5,000; and
penses,
wards.
ward of the Board of Chil- ward
be used for the purpose of visiting any ward
Guardians placed
placed outside the District of Columbia
Columbia and the
dren's Guardians
placed outside said
Virginia and Maryland,
said
Maryland, and aa ward plabed
States of Virginia
visited
Maryland shall be visited
Virginia and Maryland
District and the States of Virginia
a voluntary
voluntary agent
agent or correspondent
correspondent
a year by a
not less than once a
proper
of
power, upon proper
of said board, and that said board shall have power,
showing, in its discretion, to discharge
discharge from guardianship
guardianship any
showing,
child committed to its care.
Salaries.
Salaries: For
For personal
services in
in accordance
accordance with
with the Classifica- salaries.
personal services
Salaries:
tion
Act of
of 1923,
1923, $51,300.
$51,300.
Feeble-minded h
tion Act
For maintenance
maintenance of
children (white
colored), dren.b
Feeble-minded chiland colored),
(white and
then.
feeble-minded children
of feeble-minded
For
$37,500.
$37,500.
Board, etc., of
chiletc., of chlBoard,
committed to the guardianFor board
board and
guardian- dren.
children committed
of all children
care of
and care
For
ship of said
temporary
the courts of the District, and for temporary
said board by the
ship
care
pending investigation
being transferred
transferred
investigation or while being
children pending
of children
care of
from place
to place,
place, with
authority to pay not more than
than $1,500 each
each
with authority
place to
from
to
institutions under
than $400 for
sectarian control and not more than
under sectarian
to institutions
burial
children dying
charge of the board,
board, $120,000.
$120,000.
under charge
while under
dying while
of children
burial of
Advances to agent.
toagent.
The disbursing
disbursing officer
the District
District of
is authorized
authorized Advanes
of Columbia
Columbia is
of the
officer of
The
to
advance
to
the
agent
of
the
Children's
Guardians,
upon
Guardians,
of
Children's
Board
the
to advance to the agent of
requisitions previously
previously approved
approved by the
auditor of the District of
the auditor
requisitions
Columbia and
upon such
such security
as may
of said
said agent
agent
required of
be required
may be
security as
and upon
Columbia
by
the commissioners,
commissioners, sums
sums of
of money
money not
exceed $400 at any
any one
to exceed
not to
by the
time, to
be used
for expenses
visiting children,
travelchildren, travelin placing
placing and visiting
expenses in
used for
to be
time,
ing on
on official
business of
of the
board, and
and for office and sundry
the board,
official business
ing
accounted for to the accounting
expenditures to be accounted
expenses,
expenses all such expenditures
accounting
expenses,
officers
District of Columbia
Columbia within
itemized
within one month on itemized
of the District
officers
vouchers properly approved.
approved.
vouchers
DISTRICT TRAINING
SCHOOL
TRAINING SCHOOL
DISTRICT

District Training
rang
School.
Continuing construc-

feeble- tConti'inf
For
continuing construction
construction of the home and school for feebletion
of, for
feebleFor continuing
forconstrufefeeble.
tien of,
minded persons.
minded persons,
the District
of Columbia
Columbia ApproAppro- minded
perons.
District of
by the
persons, as
as authorized
authorized by
minded
Vol. 42, p. 1360.
priation
approved February
February 28,
or otherwise
otherwise
13
42
labor or
by day
day labor
1923, by
28, 1923,
Act approved
priation Act
advantageous to the Maintenance, etc.
as the commissioners
commissioners may consider to be most advantageous
p. 1135. et5.
District of
Columbia, $170,000;
$170,000; for
for maintenance,
maintenance, salaries,
and other Ante, p.
salaries, and
of Columbia,
District
necessary expenses,
including the maintenance
maintenance of a
a nonpassengernonpassengerexpenses, including
necessary
carrying motor vehicle,
truck
a one-ton motor truck
purchase of a
vehicle, and the purchase
carrying
at
not to
maintenance of horses
purchase and maintenance
the purchase
$1.500, and the
to exceed
exceed $1,500,
at not
$188,300.
and wagons, $18,300; in all, $188,300.
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INDUSTRIAL
HOME SCHOOL
FOR COLORED
COLORED CHILDREN
INDUSTRIAL HOME
SCHOOL FOR
CHILDREN
Industrial
Home for
for
Industrial Home
Colored Children.
Children.
Salaries.
Salaries.
Maintenance,
Maintenance, etc.
etc.
Repairs,
Repairs, etc.
Manual-training
Manual-training
equipment.
equipment.
Deposit of
Deposit
of receipt
receipt
from sale of
of products.

Industrial
Industrial Rome
Home
School.
School.
Salaries.
Salaries.

Salaries:
accordance with
ClassificaSalaries: For
For personal services
services in accordance
with the
the Classifica$24,500.
tion Act of 1923,
1923, $24,000; temporary
temporary labor,
labor, $500;
$500; in
in all, $24,500.
For maintenance, including
including horses, wagons, and harness, $21,450.
For repairs and improvements
improvements to buildings
buildings and
and grounds,
grounds, $2,500.
$2,500.
For manual-training
manual-training equipment
equipment and
and materials,
materials, $1,250.
$1,250.
received at said school
All moneys received
school as income from sale
sale of products
products
and from
from payment
board or
otherwise shall
be
payment of
of board
or of
of instruction
instruction or
or otherwise
shall be
Treasury of
paid into the
the Treasury
of the United
United States
States to
to the credit
credit of the
the
United States and to the
the credit of the District
District of Columbia in
in the
manner provided
provided by law.
INDUSTRIAL HOME
HOME SCHOOL
•
INDUSTRIAL
SCHOOL

Salaries:
personal services
services in accordance
accordance with the ClassificaClassificaSalaries: For personal

tion -Act
Act of 1923, $19,300; temporary
temporary labor, $400; in
in all,
all, $19,700.
For maintenance,
maintenance, including care of horses, purchase
purchase and care
care of
of
wagon and harness, $24,600.
$24,600.
For
repairs and improvement
For repairs
improvement to buildings and grounds, $5,500.

Maintenance.
Maintenance.

Repairs, etc.
etc.
Home
Home for Aged and
and
Infirm.
Infirm.
Salaries.
Salaries.
Contingent expeses.
exPenses-

Repairs.
Repairs, etc.

HOME FOR
FOR AGED
INFIRM
HOME
AGED AND
AND INFIRM
Salaries:
personal services
services in accordance
ClassificaSalaries: For personal
accordance with
with the
the Classifica$40,680; temporary
temporary labor,
$42,680.
tion Act of 1923, $40,680;
labor, $2,000;
$2,000; in all, $42,680.
For provisions, fuel,
fuel 2 forage, harness, and vehicles and repairs to
goods, tailoring,
drugs and
medical
same, ice, shoes, clothing, dry goods,
tailoring, drugs
and medical
furniture and bedding, kitchen utensils,
supplies, furniture
utensils, and other
other necesnecessary items, $50,000.
$50,000.
For repairs and improvements
improvements to buildings
buildings and
and grounds, $4,000.
MISCELLANEOUS
M
ISCELLANEOUS

Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneous.

MUNICIPAL
AND WOOD
WOOD YARD
YARD
MUNICIPAL LODGING
LODGING HOUSE
HOUSE AND
Municipal
Municipal lodging
house.

For personal services in accordance with the Classification
Classification Act of
1923, $3,060; maintenance,
maintenance, $2,880;
$2,880; in
in all,
all, $5,940.
TEMPORARY HOME
TEMPORARY
HOME FOR
EX-SOLDIERS AND
ANT
,SAILORS
(DEPARTMENT
FOR UNION
UNION EX-SOLDIERS
SAILORS (DEPARTMENT
OF THE
POTOMAC, (I.
G. A.
A. R.)
R.)
OF
THE POTOMAC,

Grand Army
diered
dier,
etc., hoAmy
home.

8
°
1sol-

For personal
personal services
services in
accordance with
with the
the Classification
For
in accordance
Classification Act
Act

of 1923,
1923, $3,060; maintenance,
maintenance, $6,000; in all, $9,060, to be expended
expended
under the direction
direction of the commissioners;
commissioners; and Union ex-soldiers,
ex-soldiers,
sailors, or marines of the Civil War, ex-soldiers,
ex-soldiers, sailors, or marines
marines
of the Spanish War, Philippine Insurrection, or China Relief ExpeExpedition, and soldiers, sailors, or marines of the
the World War or who
served
1921, shall be admitted to the home,
served prior to July 2, 1921,
home, all under
under
the supervision of a
a Board of Management.
Management.
FLORENCE CRITTENTON
CRITTENTON HOME
FLORENCE
HOME

and Help Mi
-Hope
Hope and Help Mitawn,

For care and maintenance
maintenance of women and children under a
a con-

tract to be made with the Florence
Florence Crittenton Home
Home by the
the Board
of Charities, maintenance,
maintenance, $4,000.
SOUTHERN
SOUTHERN RELIEF
RELIEF SOCIETY
SOCIETY

For care and maintenance
of needy
maintenance of
needy and
vetand infirm
infirm Confederate
Confederate vetConwidows
deratents,
the District
District of
of
and dependents,
erans, their widows and
dependents, residents
residents in
in the

isothern
o
e"
Southern Relief
Relief
Se
Confederate

eiety for
vet
for
'vetema.
veterans.
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Columbia,
Columbia, under a
contract to be made with the Southern
Relief
a contract
Southern Relief
Society by the Board of Charities, $10,000.
NATIONAL LIBRARY
LIBRARY FOR
NATIONAL
FOR THE
THE BLIND

For aid
aid and
and support
of the
National Library
Library for
Blind,
For
support of
the National
for the
the Blind,

located at eighteen hundred
hundred D Street northwest, to be expended
located
expended
under the direction of the Commissioners
Commissioners of the District of ColumColumbia, $5,000.

National Libraryf or

thN
e tion
ati.
1Library for

theBlind.

COLUMBIA POLYTECHNIC
POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE
INSTITUTE
COLUMBIA
Columbia Polytech-

To aid the Columbia Polytechnic
located nic Institute.
Polytechnic Institute for the Blind, located
expended
at eighteen hundred and eight H Street northwest,
northwest, to be
be expended
direction of the Commissioners
Commissioners of the District of Columunder the direction
bia, $1,500.
Saint Elizabeths
Saint
Elizabeths
SAINT ELIZABETHS
HOSPITAL
ELIZABETHS HOSPITAL

Hospital.
Hospital.

Support of District

For support
support of indigent insane of the District of
of Columbia in indigent insane in.
Saint Elizabeths
Elizabeths Hospital, as provided
provided by law, $900,000.
$900,000.___
NONRESIDENT INSANE
NONRESIDENT
INSANE

nonresident insane persons, in accordance
For deportation
deportation of nonresident
accordance
with the Act of Congress "to
"to change
change the proceedings
proceedings for admission
to the Government
Government Hospital for the Insane in certain cases, and
31, 1899, $5,000.
$5,000.
for other purposes,"
purposes," approved January 31,
In expendmg
foregoing sum the disbursing officer of the
expending the foregoing
District of Columbia is authorized
secretary of
authorized to advance
advance to the secretary
requisitions previously
previously approved
approved by
the Board of Charities, upon requisitions
the auditor of the District of Columbia, and upon such security as
the commissioners
commissioners may require
require of said secretary,
money
secretary, sums of money
of
not exceeding $300 at one time, to be used only for deportation
deportation of
nonresident
nonresident insane persons, and to be accounted
accounted for monthly on
itemized vouchers to the accounting
accounting officer of the District of
Columbia.

Deporting
Deporting nonresinonresident insane.
Vol. 30, p. 811.
811.

Advances to
of
to Board
Boardof
Charities.
Charities.

RELIEF OF
POOR
RELIEF
OF THE
THE POOR

For relief of the poor, including pay of physicians
physicians to the poor
exceeding $1 per day each, to be expended
at not exceeding
expended under the direction of the Board
Board of Charities, $8,000.
beneficiaries named in section
For payment to beneficiaries
section 3
3 of "An Act making it
in the
District of
Columbia to
to abandon
ing
it aa misdemeanor
misdemeanor in
the District
of Columbia
abandon or
or
neglect to provide for the support and maintenance
maintenance by
willfully neglect
any person of his wife or his or her minor children in destitute or
or
circumstances," approved
necessitous circumstances,"
approved March 23, 1906, $1,500,
$1,500, to be
disbursed by the disbursing
disbursing officer of the District of Columbia on
on
disbursed
itemized vouchers
vouchers duly audited and approved by the auditor
auditor of
said District.
BURIAL
EX-SERVICE MEN
MEN
BURIAL OF EX-SERVICE

. For expenses of burying in the Arlington National Cemetery, or
or
in the cemeteries of the District of Columbia,
Columbia, indigent Union exex-marines, of the United States Service, either
either
soldiers, ex-sailors, or ex-marines,
Regular
have been
been honorably
discharged or
or
Regular or
or Volunteer,
Volunteer, who
who have
honorably discharged
retired, and who die in the District of Columbia.
Columbia, to be disbursed by
Secretary of War at aa cost not exceeding
exceeding $45 for such burial
the Secretary
expenses in each case, exclusive
exclusive of cost of grave, $600.
expenses

Relief of the poor.
Relief
poor.

Payment to
to
Payment
aban.
abets.

doned families.
donsd
families.

Vol. 34, p. 87.

Vol. 34, p. 87.

Ex-service men.
Ex-service
Burial
Burial of
of indigent, in
Arlington
Arlington
Cemetery,
etc.
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TRANSPORTATION
OF INDIGENT
INDIGENT PERSONS
PERSONS
TRANSPORTATION OF
Transporting
Tranpog

pers.
pers.

paupa-

sporting

nsportation of indigent
including indigent vetFor transportation
indigent persons,
persons, including
families, $2,000.
erans of the World War and their families,
MILITIA
MILITIA

Militia.
Militia.
Expenses authorized.
Expensesauthorized.

Camps,
drills, etc.
etc.
Camps, drills,

Rent,
etc.
Rent,etc.

Target practice.
Target
practice.
Pay oftroops.
of troops.
Pay

For the following, to be expended
tnder the authority
expended under
authority and directions
of the
commanding general,
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized and
and ememwho is
general, who
the commanding
tions of
powered to
to make
necessary contracts
and leases,
leases, namely:
namely:
contracts and
powered
make necessary
For expenses
expenses of
camps, including
of horses
horses for
for officers
officers
hire of
of camps,
including hire
For
required to
and such
such hire
hire not
to be
deducted from
from their
their
be deducted
not to
mounted, and
to be
be mounted,
required
mounted
the payment
payment of
commutation of
of subsistence
subsistence
of commutation
and for
for the
pay, and
mounted pay,
for
men who
who may
to guard
guard or
or move
move the
the United
United
be detailed
detailed to
may be
enlisted men
for enlisted
States
home stations
on days
days immediately
immediately preceding
preceding and
and
stations on
property at
at home
States property
immediately
encampments, damages to private
annual encampments,
following the annual
immediately following
property incident
encampment, instruction,
purchase, and
and mainmaininstruction, purchase,
to encampment,
incident to
property
tenance
of athletic,
recreational equipment
equipment at
at armory
armory
and recreational
gymnastic, and
tenance of
athletic, gymnastic,
field encampments,
encampments, not to exceed
exceed $500;
$500; practice
practice marches
and
marches and
or field
cruises drills and parades,
parades, fuel, light, heat, care
care and repair
repair
practice cruises,
of
armories offices,
offices, and storehouses,
storehouses, practice
practice ships, boats, machinery
machinery
of armories,
and
dock, dredging
alongside of
telephone service,
service 'horses
horses and
and
of dock,
dock, telephone
dredging alongside
and dock,
mules
organizations, street
street car fares (not to exceed
exceed
mules for
for mounted organizations,
$200)
of official
official business, and
transaction of
$200) necessarily
necessarily used
used in the transaction
general incidental
$21,000.
the service,
service, $24,000.
expenses of the
incidental expenses
for general
For
armories and
and drill
halls, $10,000.
$10,000.
drill halls,
For rent
rent of
of armories
For
stationery, and postage,
postage, $750.
$750.
For printing,
printing, stationery,
For
For cleaning
cleaning and repairing
repairing uniforms, arms, and equipments, and
contingent expenses, $1,200.
contingent
$1,200.
expenses of target
For expenses
target practice
practice matches,
matches, $2,500.
$2,500.
Government employees,
For pay of troops other than Government
employees, to be discommanding genbursed under
under the authority
authority and
and direction
direction of the commanding
eral, $9,000.
eral,
$9,000.
ANACOSTIA RIVER
RIVER AND FLATS
ANACOSTIA

Anacostla Park.
Aonoiti
Continuing
development
of.
mentof.

For continuing
continuing the
the reclamation
reclamation and
development of Anacostia
Anacostia
and development
For
Park, in accordance
accordance with the revised plan as set forth in Senate
Document Numbered
Sixty-eighth Congress,
first session,
session, $170,000,
$170,000,
Document
Numbered 37, Sixty-eighth
Congress, first
Division of expendiof which
available for
for expenditure
below
expenditure below
shall be
be available
which amount
amount $145,000
$145,000 shall
tuDiision of etpendi- of
tures.
Benning Bridge
Bridge and not more
$25,000 may be expended
expended above
more than $25,000
Benning Bridge
Bridge in the acquirement
acquirement of necessary
necessary land.
Benning

evelop-

Public
Public buildings and
and
grounds.

PUBLIC BUILDINGS
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS
GROUNDS
OFFICE OF
PUBLIC BUILDINGS
BUILDINGS AND
AND GROUNDS
OFFICE
OF PUBLIC
GROUNDS

P
al services.
Personal
en
ser i c es.

For personal services in accordance
accordance with the Classification
Classification Act of
1923,
1923, $61,540.
$61,540.
CONTINGENT
EXPENSES
CONTINGENT EXPENSES

Contingent
Contingent expense.
expenses.

For contingent
contingent and incidental expenses,
expenses, including
including purchase
purchase of
professional and scientific
scientific books and technical
technical periodicals,
periodicals, books of
reference, blank books, photographs, and maps, $800.
$800.

Ante, p.983.

Park police.

a
s
Salaries.

larie .
Ante, p.75.
p.175.
Ante,

PAR
POLICE
PARK
POLICE

Salaries:
pay and allowances
Salaries: For
For the
the pay
allowances of the United States park
police
force,. including motor-vehicle
motor-vehicle allowance
allowance for
the superintendsuperintendpolice force,.including
for the
ent of said force, in accordance
accordance with the Act entitled
entitled "An Act to

SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH
CONGRESS.

SESS. II.
II. CH.
CH. 477.
SESS.
477.
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1247

1925.
1925.

fix the
the salaries
of officers
and members
of the
the Metropolitan
Metropolitan police
police
members of
fix
salaries of
officers and
force, the
States park
park police
police force,
the fire
fire department
department
force, and
and the
force,
the United
United States
of
of Columbia,"
Columbia," approved
approved May
May 27,
of the
the District
District of
27, 1921,
1924, $127,446.
$127,446.
For
exchange of
bicycles and
and revolvers
For purchase,
purchase, repair,
repair, and
and exchange
of bicycles
revolvers for
for
park police
and for
for purchase
purchase of
ammunition, $800.
$800.
of ammunition,
police and
park
For
purchase, maintenance,
repair, operation,
and exchange
exchange of
operation, and
of
For purchase,
maintenance, repair,
motor
cycles for
for park
park police,
$4,850.
police, $4,850.
motor cycles
For
supplying uniforms
uniforms to
to park
park police,
police, $5,800.
$5,800.
For purchasing
purchasing and
and supplying

Purchase of
of equip
equip
ment, etc.
ment,

Uniforms.

IMPROVEMENT
PUBLIC GROUNDS
GROUNDS
IMPROVEMENT AND CARE OF PUBLIC

For improvement
and care
grounds in the District of
public grounds
care of public
improvement and
For

Columbia,
including foremen,
skilled and
and
gardeners, mechanics,
mechanics, skilled
foremen, gardeners,
Columbia, including

unskilled laborers,
laborers, maintenance,
and operation
operation of
exchange, and
maintenance, repair, exchange,
unskilled
not
four motor-propelled
passenger-carrying vehicles,
vehicles, the
the
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
not to
to exceed
exceed four
purchase
one motor-propelled
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicle
vehicle to
to cost
purchase of
of one
not
and the
the maintenance,
maintenance, repair,
exchange and
repair, exchange,
and
$700, and
not exceeding
exceeding $700,
operation
of motor
motor cycles
cycles and
for division
foremen, $431,100.
$431,100.
and bicycles
bicycles for
division foremen,
operation of
For
continuing construction
camp on its present
present site
of tourists'
tourists' camp
construction of
For continuing
in
Park, $50,000;
such camp,
camp,
of such
$50,000; for
for maintenance
maintenance of
East Potomac
Potomac Park,
in East
$5,000;
all, $55,000.
$55,000.
$5,000; in
in all,
and maintaining
maintaining special portions of the parks in conFor placing
placing and
dition for
sports, $19,460.
$19,460.
for outdoor
outdoor sports,
dition
For operation,
maintenance of the
the pumps which
care, repair, and maintenance
operation, care,
For

operate
the three
fountains on
on the
the Union
Station Plaza,
Plaza, $4,350.
$4,350.
Union Station
three fountains'
operate the
and the
appropriThe unexpended
balance of
of the
the sum
the approprisum of
of $50,000
$50,000 and
The
unexpended balance
ation of $25,000 provided
provided in
in the second deficiency Act, fiscal year
mainte1924,
1924, for
the construction
and maintefor the
construction and
5, 1924,
approved December
December 5,
1924, approved
shore of the
nance of
the bathing
bathhouse on
on the west
west shore
bathing beach
beach and bathhouse
nance
of the
covered into
Tidal Basin in Potomac
Potomac Park are hereby
hereby directed to be covered
the Treasury
Treasury to
to the
the credit
credit of
District of
of Columbia.
Columbia.
of the
the District
the
For
expenses incident
incident to
the conducting
concerts in the
the
of band
band concerts
conducting of
to the
For expenses
public
parks, $3,000.
public parks,
$3,000.
of section
section
as a
a recreation
For improvement
and maintenance
maintenance as
recreation park
park of
improvement and
For
D, Anacostia
Anacostia Park,
between Pennsylvania
Avenue and the AnacosPennsylvania Avenue
Park, between
D,
tia Bridge,
tia
Bridge, $63,060.
$63,060.
For the
construction of
of shelter
and comfort
comfort station
station in
in Rock
Creek
shelter and
Rock Creek
For
the construction
Park, $10,000.
$10,000.
Park,
For widening
the Inlet
Bridge, West Potomac Park, $20,000.
$20,000.
Inlet Bridge,
widening the
For
Lighting the
the public
public grounds:
For lighting
public grounds,
grounds,
the public
lighting the
grounds: For
Lighting
watchmen's
lodges, offices,
storehouses, and greenshops, storehouses,
garages, shops,
offices, garages,
s lodges,
watchmen
houses at
at the
the propagating
propagating gardens,
all necessary expenses
including all
gardens, including
houses
of installation,
installation, maintenance,
$37,480.
and repair,
repair, $37,480.
maintenance, and
of
For
watchmen's lodges,
and greenhouses
at the
the
greenhouses at
lodges, and
offices,' watchmen's
heating offices
For heating
propagating gardens,
gardens, $6,000.
propagating
NATIONAL
COMMISSION
PARK COMMISSION
CAPITAL PARK
NATIONAL CAPITAL

Improvement
cImprovement
care of grounds.

and
and

Services and
expenses.
and expenses.

Services

Tourists camp, Poto-

smp
macPark.
mac Park.

oto

Outdoor sports.

Outdoorsports-

Union Station pumps.

UIn""Station"mps-

Balances for bathing
beach, Potomac
Potomac Park,
Park,
beach,
covered
into
the
the
covered
into
Treasury.
Ante,
p.
698.
Ante,

p. s8.

Band concerts.

Bandconcerts.

Recreation

secti

Recreation
section,
8
Park.
Anacostia
Anacostia Park.

Par

Rock Creek Park.
Shelter, etc., station.
Potomac Park.
Widening Inlet
nlet
bridge.
Lighting public
Lighting
grounds.

bridening

gro'ud

Heating offices,
etc.
t

Heati o ces etc.

National
Capital
National
Capital
Park Commission.
Commission.

Incidental, etc., exFor
each and
and every
requisite for
incident to
to the
lncidof.
o
eral, etc., exwork pe
the work
and incident
penses
for and
purpose requisite
every purpose
For each
authorized by section Ante, p. 463.
of
the National
National Capital
Commission as authorized
Park Commission
Capital Park
of the
463.
a comprehensive
comprehensive de3
providing for a
entitled "An Act providing
3 of
of the Act entitled
playground system of the National
of the park
park and playground
velopment
National
velopment of
Capital," approved
June 6,
6, 1924,
1924, including
including not
to exceed
exceed $9,120
$9,120 for
for
not to
approved June
Capital,"
personal services
services in
accordance with the
the
in accordance
Columbia in
of Columbia
in the
the District
District of
personal
Classification Act
Act of
of 1923,
1923, $600,000,
available immediately
immediately and
and
be available
to be
$600.000, to
Classification
to remain available
available until expended.
to
expended.

NATIONAL ZOOLOGICAL
PARK
ZOOLOGICAL PARK
NATIONAL
For
water supply,
sewerage, and
and drainage:
drainage:
supply, sewerage,
bridges, water
roads, walks,
walks, bridges,
For roads,
grading,
and otherwise
otherwise improving
grounds, erecting
grading, planting,
planting, and
improving the
the grounds,
erecting
45822*--25t----81
45822'''--5
-81

National
National
Park.
Expenses.
ExpeDses.

Zoological
Zoological
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and
repairing buildings
inclosures; care, subsistence, purchase,
purchase,
and inclosures;
buildings and
and repairing
and transportation
transportation of
of animals;
animals; necessary
employees; incidental exnecessary employees;
and
penses
not otherwise
otherwise provided
for, including
including purchase,
maintenance,
purchase, maintenance,
provided for,
penses not
and driving
horses and
and vehicles
vehicles required
required for official purposes, not
of horses
driving of
and
exceeding $1,000
for purchasing
supplying uniforms to park
purchasing and supplying
$1,000 for
exceeding
police, not
not exceeding
exceeding $100
purchase of necessary
necessary books and
for the purchase
$100 for
police,
periodicals, and
and exclusive
exclusive of
compensation,
fees or compensation,
architect's fees
of architect's
periodicals,
$157,000.
WATER SERVICE
SERVICE
WATER

For continuing
continuing work on the project for an increased water supply
supply
for
District of
adopted by
by Congress in the Army
Columbia, adopted
of Columbia,
the District
for the
appropriation Act
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
as modified by the Disyear 1922, as
Act for
appropriation
trict of
of Columbia
Columbia appropriation
.Acts for
fiscal years
years 1923
1923 and
the fiscal
for the
appropriation Acts
trict
1924, and
and as
as further
modified by
by the
to Congress
submitted to
the report submitted
further modified
1924,
by the
Secretary of
of War
War December
December 4,
and for each
every
each and every
1923, and
4, 1923,
the Secretary
by
purpose
connected therewith,
available immediately
immediately and to
therewith, to be available
connected
purpose
Provisos.
remain available
available until
until expended,
expended, $2,500,000:
Provided, That
the SecSecThat the
$2,500,000: Provided,
Contracts
authoried. remain
Contracts authorized.
retary
of
War
may
enter
into
contracts
for
materials
and
work
necnecwork
and
materials
for
contracts
into
enter
may
War
of
retary
essary
to the
construction of
of said
project, to
be paid
as approapprofor as
paid for
to be
said project,
the construction
essary to
Cost
Cost limited.
.
priations
may
from
time
to
time
be
made,
not
to
exceed
in the
in
the
to
exceed
not
made,
be
to
time
time
from
may
priations
Cost limid
Ante, p. 575.
aggregate the
appropriations and
including all appropriations
of $9,169,000,
$9,169,000, including
sum of
the sum
aggregate
,p.575.
contract authorizations
Provided furheretofore made: Provided
herein and heretofore
authorizations herein
contract
Restriction
on bids
bids ther,
bid in excess of the estimated cost for that portion of
That
no
ther,
estrition on
and contracts.
accepted,7nor shall any
the work or plant covered
and ontrats.
covered by the bid shall be accepted
contract for
equipment to conof the work, material, or equipment
portion of
any portion
for any
contract
stitute a
appropriation is available
for which this appropriation
plant for
of the
the plant
a part
part of
stitute
be valid
Engineers of the United States Army
the Chief of Engineers
valid unless the
be
shall have certified
thereon that all its terms are within the requirerequirecertified thereon
shall
ments of
of the
authorization and the
the revised estimates for the work.
the authorization
ments
sums
Following
Following
sums are
wholly out
revenues
the revenues
of the
out of
appropriated wholly
are appropriated
following sums
The following
rem The
wat re.
wholly from water
venues.
Aqueduct
of the
the Washington
for expenses
expenses of
of the
the water
water department
department for
Washington Aqueduct
of
venues.
and its
appurtenances and
department,
expenses of water department,
and for expenses
its appurtenances
and
namely:
namely:

Lacreasing water supIncreasingwatersupply..
Vol. 42, pp. 94,
94, 709.

vol. 42, pp.

Washington
Washington

duct.
duct.

709.

Aque-

Maintenance,
etc., of,
Maintenance, etc.,
fllreservoir,
tunnel, filreeservoir, tunnel,
tration plant, etc.
tr
ation plant, etc.

N AQEDaCT
WAIN
WASHINGTON AQUEDUCT
AQUEDUCT
WASHINGTON

For operation,
operation, including
including salaries
necessary employees,
employees,
all necessary
of all
salaries of
For
and its accessories,
Aqueduct and
maintenance
repair of
of Washington
Washington Aqueduct
accessories,
and repair
maintenance and
McMillan Park
Reservoir, Washington
Washington Aqueduct
Aqueduct tunnel, the filtraPark Reservoir,
McMillan
tion plant,
plant for
preliminary treatment
treatment of the water
for the preliminary
the plant
plant, the
tion
supply,
purchase,
installation
and
maintenance
of water meters on
maintenance
and
installation
purchase,
supply,
Federal services,
services, vehicles, and for each and every purpose conFederal
nected
$192,210.
therewith, $192,210.
nected therewith,
Lieutenant John it.
to allow
The
General
Accounting
authorized and
and directed
directed to
is authorized
Office is
Accounting Office
General
The
R.
John
ieutenant
Hardin.
Hardin, Engineer
allowed in credit in the accounts of Lieutenant John R. Hardin
a Credit
redit allowed
Engineer
accounts
of.
ac
1923, covering
ccounts of.
Corps, United
United States Army, for the month of August, 192:3,
covering
appropriation,
vehicle purchased
purchased under the appropriation,
payment for aa motor vehicle
"Washington Aqueduct,
C. 1924."
1924."
D. C.,
Aqueduct, D.
"Washington
Road.
Conduit
Conduit
repairs, grading, opening ditches, and other mainFor ordinary repairs
onditRoad.
tenance of
Road, $5,000.
$5,000.
of Conduit
Conduit Road,
tenance
Emergency fund.
Emergencyfund.
For emergency
emergency fund, to be used only in case of a
a serious break
break
requiring
aqueduct
immediate repairs in one of the more important aqueduct
requiring immediate
or filtration
such as aadam, conduit, tunnel, bridge,
or
filtration plant structures, such
building, or
or important
machinery, $5,000; all expenditures
expenditures
important piece of machinery,
building,
from
appropriation shall be reported in detail to Congress.
from this appropriation
Control of Secretary
Nothing herein
be construed
as affecting
affecting the
superintendence
the superintendence
construed as
shall be
herein shall
Nothing
offsectedry
of cnarnol
War not
affected.
0o
and
Secretary of War over the Washington
Washington Aqueduct,
the Secretary
control of the
and control
fixtures connected
connected with the same and
appurtenances, and fixtures
its rights,
rights, appurtenances,
over
therefor as now provided by
over appropriations
appropriations and expenditures therefor
law.
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S
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WATER
WATER DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
For revenue and inspection and distribution branches:
branches: For personal services
services in
accordance with the Classification
Classification Act
Act of
1923,
in accordance
of 1923,
$129,710.
$129,710.

For
of the
the water
distribution system,
system,
For maintenance
maintenance of
water department
department distribution
including
water mains
fire
including pumping
pumping stations
stations and
and machinery,
machinery, water
mains, valves,
valves, fire
and
public hydrants,
water meters,
meters, and
all buildings
buildings and
and accessories
accessories,
and public
hydrants, water
and all
purchase and
maintenance of
of motor
motor trucks,
trucks, purchase
purchase of
and the
the purchase
and maintenance
of
fuel, oils,
oils, waste,
waste, and
and other
other materials,
materials, and the employment
employment of all
all
labor necessary
necessary for the proper execution
execution of
of this work; and for
for contingent expenses, including books, blanks,
blanks, stationery,
stationery, printing.,
printing,
postage,
reference books,
books, and
periodipostage, damages,
damages, purchase
purchase of
of technical
technical reference
and periodicals,
to exceed
and other
other necessary
necessary items,
$10,000; in
all, for
for
cals, not
not to
exceed $75,
$75, and
items, $10,000;
in all,
maintenance, $447,000.
maintenance,
$447,000.
For
the water
distribution system,
laying
water department
For extension
extension of the
department distribution
system, laying
of such
such service
of
the assessment
service mains
mains as may
may be
be necessary
necessary under
under the
assessment syssystem, $175,000.
tem,
$175,000.
The rates of assessment
assessment for laying or constructing
constructing water mains
and service
service sewers
sewers in
and
in the
the District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia under
under the
the provisions
provisions
of the
entitled "An
Act authorizing
authorizing the
the laying
laying of
of
the Act entitled
"An Act
of water
water mains
mains
and service
service sewers
sewers in the District of Columbia, the levying
and
levying of
of assessassessments therefor,
and for
other purposes,"
22, 1904,
ments
therefor, and
for other
purposes," approved
approved April
April 22,
1904,
increased from $1.25
are hereby
hereby increased
$1.25 to $2 and
$1 to $1.50, respectively,
and $1
respectively,
per
for any
water mains
mains and
service sewers
sewers conconper linear
linear front
front foot for
any water
and service
structed
year 1926.
structed or laid during the fiscal year
For installing
installing water
on services
to private
private residences
For
water meters
meters on
services to
residences and
and
business
business places as may not be required
required to install meters under
under existdirected by
ing regulations,
regulations, as may be directed
commissioners; said
said
by the commissioners;
meters at all times to remain
remain the property
property of the District of Columbia, $30,000.
$30,000.
bia,
For installing
installing fire and public hydrants, machinery, and appurtenances
extensions, $23,000.
tenances required for necessary extensions,
$23,000.
main in
in
For six
one hundred
feet of
of sixteen-inch
sixteen-inch main
six thousand
thousand one
hundred feet
For
Nebraska
Nebraska Avenue from Wisconsin
Wisconsin Avenue
Street, and
Avenue to
to Forty-fifth
Forty-fifth Street,
and
south in Forty-fifth
Forty-fifth Street to a
between Klingle
Klingle and Lowell
Lowell
a point
point between
Streets northwest,
northwest, $50,000.
$50,000.
hundred and fifty-six feet
For three thousand five hundred
feet of thirty-inch
thirty-inch
northeast, between
Sixteenth Street
Street
main in Rhode
Rhode Island
Island Avenue
Avenue northeast,
between Sixteenth
Queens Chapel Road
northeast, $70,000.
and Queens
Road northeast,
$70,000.
thousand eight
hundred feet of
For five thousand
eight hundred
of sixteen-inch
sixteen-inch main
main in Allison Street, from
from Illinois
Illinois Avenue
Hampshire Avenue
Avenue and
Avenue to New Hampshire
and
northeast in
in New
New Hampshire
Hampshire Avenue to North
North Capitol Street,
Street,
northeast
$48,000.
$48,000.
For laying six thousand five hundred
hundred feet of sixteen-inch
sixteen-inch main in
in
Grant
Grant Street from Forty-eighth to Fiftieth Streets; Fifty-third
Fifty-third
Street
Street from
from Grant
Grant to
to Foote Streets;
Streets; Foote
Foote Street
Street from Fifty-third
Fifty-third
Fifty-sixth Street
and
to Fifty-sixth Streets; Fifty-sixth
Street from
from Foote to
to Dix,
Dix, and
east in Dix Street to Eastern
Eastern Avenue,
Avenue, $42,000.
For laying
of sixteen-inch
sixteen-inch main
main
For
laving one
one thousand
thousand two
two hundred
hundred feet
feet of
in IIStreet
Sixth to
to Eighth
Eighth Streets,
Streets, and
and south
in Eighth
Eighth Street
Street
in
Street from
from Sixth
south in
northwest, $13,000.
to H Street northwest,
$13,000.
SEC.
draftsmen, assistant engineers,
S
EC. 2. That the services of draftsmen,
levengineers, levelers,
transitmen, rodmen,
rodmen, chainmen,
elers, transitmen,
chainmen, computers,
computers, copyists,
copyists, overseers,
overseers,
and inspectors
temporarily required
required in
in connection
with sewer,
and
inspectors temporarily
connection with
sewer,
street, street-cleaning
street-cleaning or
or road
road work,
or construction
construction and
repair of
of
and repair
street,
work, or
buildings and
bridges, or
or special
special engineering
buildings
and bridges,
or any
any general
general or
engineering or
or conconstruction
work authorized
authorized by
appropriations may
be employed
struction work
by appropriations
may be
employed
exclusively to
to carry
carry into
said appropriations
exclusively
into effect
effect said
appropriations when
when specifically
specifically
and
writing ordered
commissioners, and
all such
such necessary
necessary
the commissioners,
and all
and in
in writing
ordered by
by the

Water department.
department.
Water
Personal services.

Personalservices.

Operation expenses.
expenses.

Operation

Distribution
peD'ibuti'o
penses.

ex.
ex-

Assessments for layi
ng mains and sewers,
or fiscal year.
f
forfiscalyear.
Vol. 33, p. 244.

in meands forsee
Vol. 33,p.244.

vat
ater. d
m
eneterssetc'
e
l
ic.Pri.
vateresidmence

Hydrants.

Hydrants.

New
New mains.

mains

uncarr
sricti°
o
w
n=
coetionwrk
Draftsmen, inspectDraftsmen,
inspectors, ete., temporarily
emplo y
ed .

employed.
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ri°
Limit.

laborers,

Temporary
Temporar laborers,
mechanics, etc.

mecaicse.

1925.
1925.

expenditures for
the proper
proper execution
of said
work shall
paid
be paid
shall be
said work
execution of
for the
expenditures
from
and equitably
the sums
sums appropriated
appropriated for said
against the
charged against
equitably charged
from and
work; and
commissioners in
in their budget estimates shall report
the commissioners
and the
work;
the number
such employees
performing such services, and their
employees performing
of such
the
number of
appropriation:
work, and the sums paid to each, and out of what appropriation:
Provided,
expenditures hereunder
hereunder shall not exceed $165,000
That the expenditures
Provided, That
the fiscal year 1926.
during the

The commissioners
commissioners are
to employ
employ temporarily
temporarily
are further
further authorized
authorized to
The
hostlers, and mechanics
such
such laborers,
laborers, skilled laborers, drivers, hostlers,
mechanics as

and
required exclusively
exclusively in connection
connection with sewer, street, and
may be required
road work,
work, and street cleaning, or the construction and repair of
buildings
general
bridges, furniture and equipments, and any general
buildings and bridges,
repair work, and to incur
or special engineering or construction or repair
all
necessary engineering
engineering and
personal
exclusive of personal
other expenses, exclusive
and other
all necessary
services, incidental
incidental to carrying on such work and necessary for the
services,
proper
execution thereof, said laborers, skilled laborers, drivers,
proper execution
mechanics to be
employed to perform such work as may
be employed
and mechanics
hostlers, and
required by law to be done under contract, and to pay for
not be required
such services
expenses from
appropriations under which
from the appropriations
and expenses
services and
such
such services
rendered
and
expenses
incurred.
incurred.
and
expenses
are
rendered
services
such
Horses, vehicles, etc.
necessary
Special
authority
SEC. 3. That all horses,
horse-drawn vehicles
vehicles necessary
harness, horse-drawn
horses, harness,
SEC.
authrity
V eh
fm:COitnfersfor
with
construction
and
supervision
of
sewer,
" for use in connection
connection
construction
supervision
twin&
street,
lighting,
road
street-cleaning
work,
including
including
street-cleaning
work,
and
road
street
lighting,
IBstreet,
maintenance of
said horses
harness, and
repair
and maintenance
maintenance and repair
horses and harness,
of said
maintenance
of said
vehicles, and
knd purchase
purchase of
supplies
of all
all necessary articles and supplies
said vehicles,
of
in
therewith, or
construction and repair of buildings
or on construction
in connection
connection therewith,
and
general or special engineering
construction
engineering or construction
and bridges, or any general
work
be purchased,
purchased, hired, and
may be
by appropriations
appropriations, may
authorized by
work authorized
maintained
exclusively to carry into
may be hired exclusively
motor trucks
trucks may
maintained and motor
effect
appropriations when
when specifically
specifically and in writing ordered
ordered
said appropriations,
effect said
necessary for the
expenditures necessary
commissioners; and all such expenditures
by the commissioners;
proper execution
execution of
said work,
work, exclusive
exclusive of personal
personal services, shall
of said
proper
be
paid
from
and
equitably
charged
against
the sums
appropriated
sums appropriated
the
against
be paid from and equitably charged
TReport
Report.
for said
the commissioners
estimates shall
the budget
budget estimates
in the
commissioners in
and the
work; and
for
said work;
purchased, and
number of horses, vehicles, and harness purchased,
report the number
horses and vehicles hired, and the sums paid for same, and out of
maintained by the
what appropriation;
appropriation; and all horses owned or maintained
District shall, so far as may
provided for in
be provided
be practicable,
practicable, be
may be
District
Temporary
Proviso.
work for
stables owned
or operated
operated by
Provided, That such
said District: Provided,
by said
owned or
for stables
emporarywork
temporarily
excavations.
horses, horse-drawn
horse-drawn vehicles,
vehicles, and carts as may be temporarily
xcavations.
needed
for hauling
hauling and excavating
material in connection
with
connection with
excavating material
needed for
works authorized
authorized by
by appropriations
employed
temporarily employed
be temporarily
appropriations may be
works
for such
such purposes
purposes under
under the
conditions named
named in
in section 22 of this
the conditions
for
employment of laborers, skilled laborers, and
to the
the employment
Act in relation
relation to
mechanics.
mechanics.
ersdraftsmen,
SEC. 4.
That the
services of
of assistant
assistant engineers
draftsmen,
engineers, draftsmen,
the services
SEC.
4. That
Engine,
E
eersdrafsmen,
C mmissimersf

Water

dePartment.

computers, copyists,
and inspectors
copyists, and
inspectors
rodmen, chainmen,
chainmen, computers,
levelers, rodmen,
et.,tOemporarily emem- levelers,
ployedtemporarily required in connection
water-department work
connection with water-department
temporarily
authorized
exclusively to carry
employed exclusively
by appropriations
appropriations may be employed
authorized by
appropriations, and be paid therefrom,
therefrom, when speinto effect said appropriations,
cifically and in writing ordered by the commissioners, and the commissioners
report the number of such
budget estimates
estimates shall report
missioners in their budget
Proviso.
employees performing
Proio.
performing such services and their work and the sums
Limit.
Provided, That the expenditures
expenditures hereunder
hereunder shall not
paid to each: Provided,
exceed
during the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1926.
exceed $25,000 during
The commissioners are further
Temporary
TemPtmarY laborers,
laborers,
further authorized
authorized to employ temporarily
temporarily
etc.
such laborers, skilled laborers,
laborers, and mechanics as may be required
required

etc', temporarily
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in
and to
necesall necesto incur
incur all
work, and
connection with
with water-department
water-department work,
in connection
sary
engineering and
other expenses,
expenses, exclusive
services,
of personal
personal services,
exclusive of
and other
sary engineering
incidental
to carrying
carrying on
such work
work and
and necessary
for the
proper
the proper
necessary for
on such
incidental to
execution
skilled laborers,
and mechanics
mechanics to
to
laborers, and
said laborers,
laborers, skilled
execution thereof,
thereof, said
be employed
such work
work as
as may
by
be required
required by
not be
may not
to perform
perform such
be
employed to
existing
law to
done under
and to
to pay
pay for
such services
services
for such
contract, and
under contract,
be done
to be
existing law
and expenses
expenses from
from the
such services
are
services are
which such
under which
appropriation under
the appropriation
and
rendered and
expenses incurred.
incurred.
rendered
and expenses
employed
Persons employed
ten months
months anowed
allowed
That any
person employed
under any
any of
the provisions
of this
this ten
provisions of
of the
employed under
any person
That
eave with pay.
leave with pay.
fiscal 1
Act
and of
of the
Columbia Appropriation
Act for
for the
the fiscal
Appropriation Act
of Columbia
District of
the District
Act and
year
who has
has been
been employed
employed for
ten consecutive
or
months or
consecutive months
for ten
year 1925,
1925, who
Proviso.
Proiso.
more,
denied the
the leave
of absence
absence with
for which
which Positions
pay for
with pay
leave of
be denied
shall not
not be
more, shall
filled
the
law provides:
for twelve months conappropriations for
of appropriations
That estimates
estimates of
Provided, That
provides: Provided,
the law
secutively considered
the
District of
of Columbia
Columbia shall
shall include
provision for
for those
the District
include provision
those positions
positions regular
setively
considered
employments.
which have
have been
been filled
for twelve
consecutive months
months regular employms.
twelve consecutive
continuously for
filled continuously
which
or more
as regular
and not
not temporary
in the
judgthe judgif, in
employments, if,
temporary employments,
regular and
or
more as
ment of
of the
employments will
filled throughthroughwill be
be filled
such employments
the commissioners,
commissioners, such
ment
out
the fiscal
fiscal year
year for
the estimates
out the
for which
which the
estimates are
are submitted.
submitted. '
Misaneous
tt
Miscellaneous trust
S
EC. 5.
That the
the commissioners
employ in
in the
the funds.
funds.
to employ
authorized to
are authorized
commissioners are
5. That
SEC.
Expenses payable
froEpenses payable
which is payable from the appropria- from.
execution
of work
work the
the cost
cost of
of which
execution of
Vol. 33,
p. 368.
33, p.
3a
tion account
in the
the District
of Columbia Appropriation
Appropriation Act, vol.
District of
created in
tion
account created
approved
27, 1904,
known as
the "Miscellaneous
trust"Miscellaneous trustas the
1904, and
and known
April 27,
approved April
fund deposits,
overinspectors, overall necessary
necessary inspectors,
of Columbia,"
Columbia," all
District a
fund
deposits, District
seers,
foremen, sewer
mechanics, laborers,
laborers,
laborers, mechanics,
skilled laborers,
sewer tappers,
tappers, skilled
seers, foremen,
inspector
one inspector
special
at street-railway
street-railway crossings,
crossings, one
stationed at
policemen stationed
special policemen
and
of gas
two janitors
janitors for
laboratories of
the Washington
Washington and
of the
for laboratories
of
gas fitting,
fitting, two
Georgetown
market master,
market
assistant market
master, assistant
Companies, market
Gas Light
Light Companies,
Georgetown Gas
master, watchman,
watchman, two
bookkeepers in
in the
auditor's office,
office, clerk
clerk in
in the
the
the auditor's
two bookkeepers
master,
and wagons, and to hire
horses, carts, and
office of
of the
of taxes,
taxes, horses,
collector of
the collector
office
therefor motor
specifically and
and in
in writing
authorized
writing authorized
when specifically
trucks when
motor trucks
therefor
by the
to incur
necessary expenses
expenses incidental
incidental
incur all
all necessary
and to
by
the commissioners,
commissioners, and
to carrying
carrying on
work and
and necessary
necessary for
for the
proper execution
execution
the proper
such work
on such
to
thereof,
and including
including maintenance
of motor
such services
services
motor vehicles,
vehicles, such
maintenance of
thereof, and
Materials, supplies,
and
expenses to
said appropriation
appropriation account.
account.
Materials,
paid from
from said
to be
be paid
and expenses
p iclet,
ases
etc. of, direcSnc.
6. That
the commissioners
in ve
et.
vehicles,
officials, in
responsible officials,
and other
other responsible
commissioners and
SEC. 6.
That the
stock
ofdovGovted
from
stockofof
expending
appropriations
contained
in
this
Act,
so
far
as
possible
tvexpending appropriations contained in this Act, so far as possible ted fromhstock
'
o
rimi
nge nnee
t r
t tl
iv
14irhen
i
f.
shall
including food
food supplies
equip- l
lonrnerededvbthem.
and equipsupplies and
supplies, including
purchase material,
material, supplies,
shall purchase
ment,
and funds
funds are
available, from
from the
the various
various services
services
are available,
needed and
when needed
ment, when
of the
the Government
of the
States possessing
possessing material,
supmaterial, supUnited States
the United
Government of
of
plies, passenger-carrying
vehicles, and
puplies,
passenger-carrying and
and other
other motor
motor vehicles,
and equipment
equipment no
no Duty before Purelsewhere.
longer required
required because
the cessation
cessation of
of war activities.
It shall
chasing elsewhere.
shall chasing
activities. It
of the
because of
longer
be the
the duty
duty of
of the
the commissioners
officials, before
purchasbefore purchasother officials,
and other
commissioners and
be
ing any
herein, to
ascertain from
from the Govto ascertain
described herein,
articles described
any of
of the
the articles
ing
ernment of
of the
States whether
it has
articles of
the character
character Price stipulation.
ernment
the United
United States
whether it
has articles
of the
sp
described
that are
articles purchased
purchased from
from the
the Prtiptn
And articles
serviceable. And
are serviceable.
described that
Government,
the same
been used,
be paid
for at
at aa
paid for
shall be
used, shall
not been
have not
same have
if the
Government, if
authorized.
reasonable
price, not
exceed actual
if the
the same
same have
have been Sales authorized.
and if
cost, and
actual cost,
to exceed
not to
reasonable price,
used,
upon length
length of
usage. The
The various
various
of usage.
based upon
price based
reasonable price
at aareasonable
used, at
services
of the
the Government
Government of
of the
United States
States are
to
are authorized
authorized to
the United
services of
sell
such articles
articles to
the municipal
under the
the conditions
conditions Proviso.
government under
municipal government
to the
sell such
Transfers
under
specified
the proceeds
proceeds of
of such
such sales
be covered
covered into
into the
under
Transfers
the Executive
shall be
sales shall
and the
specified and
order not
Treasury
miscellaneous receipts:
receipts: Provided,
That this
this section
section shall
shall affected.
t
Executve order
Provided,That
as miscellaneous
Treasury as
Executive order of
not
construed to
to amend,
amend, alter,
or repeal
repeal the
the Executive
of
alter, or
not be
be construed
December
1918, concerning
concerning the
office materials,
supmaterials, supof office
transfer of
the transfer
3, 1918,
December 3,
plies, and
in the
the District
falling into
into disuse
disuse
of Columbia
Columbia falling
District of
equipment in
and equipment
plies,
because
of war
war activities.
activities.
cessation of
the cessation
of the
because of
Approved,
1925.
3, 1925.
March 3,
Approved, March
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1252
March
March 3,
3, 1925.
[H. J.
J. Res
Res.'1151.
1151 '
[Pub. Res.,
[Pub.
Rm., No.
No. 58.]
58.]
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CHAP.
Approving the
CHAP. 478.—Joint
478.-Joint Resolution
Resolution Approving
the action
action of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of

War in
directing the
of quutermaster
for the
relief of
of sufferers
sufferers
War
in directing
the issuance
issuance of
quartermaster stores
stores for
the relief
from the
the cyclone
cyclone at
at Lagrange
Lagrange and
and vicinity,
from
and at
at West
West Point,
Point, Georgia,
Georgia, and
vicinity, March,
March,
1920.

Representatives of
the
Resolved by the Senate
Senate and House of Representatives
of the
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
the action
action of
of
assembled, That
United States
States of
of America
sA o stores to re- United
Secretary of War in directing the issue, and the
the Secretary
guarthe issuance
issuance of quartermaster
stores out
out of
reserve stores
stores i
n the
service of
the
termaster stores
of the
the reserve
in
the field
field service
of the
Army,
of the
value of
$7,563.15, and
in directing
the payment
payment of
of
Army, of
the value
of $7,563.15,
and in
directing the
$985.12 from ""General
General appropriations,
appropriations, Quartermaster
Quartermaster Corps,
Corps, 1920,"
1920,"
transportation of such stores, for the relief of sufferers from
for transportation
Lagrange and
in
the cyclone at Lagrange
and at West Point,
Point, Georgia,
Georgia, and
and vicinity,
vicinity, in
Credits
allowed.
redits alowed.
March, 1920, is .approved;
approved; and credit for
for all such
such supplies
supplies issued,
issued,
and funds so disbursed,
disbursed, shall
shall be
be allowed
in the
settlement of
the
allowed in
the settlement
of the
accounts
accounts of
of the officers
officers of the Army.
Army.
Approved,
Approved, March
March 3, 1925.
1925.

Army.
stores to
Issue of stores
to rereLssue
lieve sufferers
lieve
sufferers from
from
Georgia cyclone,
Georgia
1920,
ne 1920,
approvedd.
approved.
2

March 3,1925.
3, 1925.
1781.
[8. J.
J. Res.
Res. 178].
[Pub. Res.,
Res., No.
[Pub.
No. 59.]
59.]

Daniel Webster
Webster and
and
Daniel
Henry Clay portraits.
Temporary loan of,
of,
Temporary
Pennsylvania Acadto Pennsylvania
Acad-

emy of Fine Arts.

March 3,
3, 1925.
[8.
Res. 28].
28].
[S. J. Res.
[Pub. Res.,
Res., No.
60.]
No. 60.]

Capitol.

CHAP.
479.-Joint Resolution
CHAP. 479.—Joint
Resolution To
for the
loaning to
to the
the PennsylPennsylTo provide
provide for
the loaning
vania Academy
Academy of the
the Fine
Fine Arts
Arts of
of the
the portraits
portraits of
Webster and
Henry
of Daniel
Daniel Webster
and Henry

Clay.

and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
Resolved by the Senate and
of the
the
United
States of America in
United States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
the Architect
assembled, That
Architect
he is hereby, authorized
of the Capitol
Capitol be, and he
authorized to
Pennto loan
loan to
to the
the Pennsylvania Academy
Academy of
sylvania
of the
the Fine
Fine Arts,
Arts, Philadelphia,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania,
the portraits
portraits of
Daniel Webster
Clay, painted
John
the
of Daniel
Webster and
and Henry
Henry Clay,
painted by
by John
Neagle, for an
an exhibition
exhibition of
Neagle,
the works
works of
John Neagle,
Neagle, portrait
of the
of John
portrait
(1796-1865), to
painter (1796-1865),
to be
be held
held at
said academy
from April
April 11,
11, 1925,
at said
academy from
1925,
to
13, 1925.
to May
May 13,
1925.
Approved, March
1925.
Approved,
March 3,
3, 1925.
CHAP.
480.—Joint Resolution
Resolution Authorizing
Authorizing the
Joint Committee
CHAP. 480.-Joint
the Joint
Committee on
on the
the
Library
for the
the restoration
Library to provide for
restoration and
and completion
completion of
of the
the historical
historical frieze
frieze in
in
the
Rotunda of
of the
the Capitol.
Capitol.
the Rotunda

Resolved
Resolved by
by the
Senate and
House of
the
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the

Frieein
Rotundato
States of America
Frieze in Rotunda
to United
America in
United States
in Congress
Congress assemled,
assembled, That the
the Joint
Joint
be restored
restored and
nd comcom- Committee
on the
Library be,
and it
Committee on
the Library
be, and
it is hereby, authorized
authorized to

pleted.

Selection
election of
of design
design
and employment of
artists,
artists.

Amount authorized.
Amount
authoried.

provide for the restoration
restoration and completion
completion of the historical
historical frieze
in the Rotunda of
of the
the Capitol.
For that
said joint
Capitol. For
that purpose
purpose the
the said
joint
committee is empowered
empowered to select
select an
appropriate design
design for
for the
an appropriate
the
completion of the frieze and to employ such
of
such artists in
in the
the work
work of
completion
completion and restoration
restoration as may demonstrate
demonstrate to the
the satisfaction
satisfaction
of said joint committee their ability to perform
perform the
the work in a
a proper
proper
manner.
manner.
SEC.
2. That
That there
authorized to
to be appropriated,
appropriated, out
S
EC. 2.
there is
is hereby
hereby authorized
of any money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
the sum
appropriated, the
sum
of $40,000, or so much thereof
as may
be necessary,
necessary, for
for the
the purposes
purposes
thereof as
may be
resolution.
of this resolution.
Approved,
March 3,
Approved, March
3, 1925.
1925.

March 3, 1925.
March

[S. J.
Res. 184].
J. Res.
[S.
184.
61.]
[Pub. Res., No. 61.]

CHAP.
481.-Joint Resolution
Authorizing the
CRAP. 481.—Joint
Resolution Authorizing
President to
to invite
invite the
the States
the President
States
the
Union and foreign countries
the Union
countries to participate
participate in aa permanent
permanent international
international
to begin
September 15,
trade exposition
exposition at New Orleans, Louisiana, to
begin September
15, 1925.
1925.

International Trade
Trade
Exposition,
Exposition, New Or-

Whereas the International
International Trade Exhibition,
Exhibition, a
domestic
a nonprofit domestic
corporation formed for the purpose of fostering better
corporation
better trade
relations between the peoples of the United States and of foreign
foreign
nations,
preparations for the holding of a
nations, has made preparations
a permanent
permanent
international exhibition of fabricated
fabricated and raw products of the
the
United States and similar products of foreign countries;
countries; and

leans, La.
Preamble.
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1925.

Whereas the
War Department,
authorization of Congress,
Congress, has
under authorization
Department, under
the War
Whereas

n t e p. 100.
Ante,
, . 100.
A

leased
to the
International Trade
Trade Exhibition
Exhibition the New Orleans
the International
leased to
2 for the purpose
Quartermaster
Numbered 2
Intermediate Depot Numbered
Quartermaster Intermediate
of
exhibiting such products; and
of exhibiting
participation of
Whereas
is the
the desire
purpose to obtain the participation
of
and purpose
desire and
it is
Whereas it
the
the Union
and foreign
foreign countries
countries in such exhibition,
Union and
of the
States of
the States
thus
encouraging and
in
facilitating the growth of commerce in
and facilitating
thus encouraging
trade
products; and
such products;
trade in such
a permanent
Whereas it
it is
permanent interof Congress that such a
sense of
the sense
is the
Whereas
officially
national trade
encouraged and officially
trade exhibition should be encouraged
national
it
recognized: Therefore
Therefore be it
recognized:
Resolved
Senate and
Representatives of the United
of Representatives
House of
and House
the Senate
by the
Resolved by
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That the President
President of the counaties and fore
assembled,
Congress
in
States of America
participate in
exthe exin the
United States
is authorized
authorized to
invite by
proclamation, or in such rtcipate
by proclamation,
to invite
States is
United
hibition.
tion
other
manner
as
he
may
deem
of
the
Union
and
States
the
proper,
deem
other manner as he may
permanent exhiall foreign
participate in the proposed permanent
to participate
countries to
foreign countries
all
bition to
to be
Trade Exhibition at New
New
International Trade
by the International
held by
be held
bition
Orleans,
Louisiana, beginning
September 15, 1925, for the purpose
purpose of
of
beginning September
Orleans, Louisiana,
exhibiting samples
products of all countries
of fabricated and raw products
samples of
exhibiting
and
and
bringing together
buyers and
and sellers for promotion of trade and
together buyers
and bringing
recognition
commerce
in such
such products.
products.
commerce in
egTg:CI ,by
recoguniitiisonf
furnishrequested,
S
EC.
2.
The
President
of
the
United
States
is
respectfully
rer
respectfully
is
States
United
the
of
President
The
2.
SEC.
ng credentials to
to Hamaierentis
ExhibiTrade
International
quested to
to give
give official
recognition to the International
official recognition
ilton K. Avery.
quested
e
.
and
president
the
tion
by
furnishing
to
Hamilton
K.
Avery,
vice
president
Avery,
K.
Hamilton
to
furnishing
by
tion
general
credentials as he deems proper to
thereof, such credentials
manager thereof,
general manager
of
enable
such
International
Trade
Exhibition, with the sanction
sanction of
Trade
International
enable such
the
States Government,
Government, to
to present to the peoples of the
United States
the United
United
countries the advantages
advantages of such exhibiof foreign countries
and of
States and
United States
y
tion as
as a
means of fostering and promoting trade and commerce.
commerce.
a means
tion
Articles solely for exadmitted
free
admitted
S
EC.
3.
All
articles
that
shall
be
imported
from
foreign
countries
hibition
countries
foreign
from
SEC. 3. All articles that shall be imported
dutyInternational Trade Exhi- ofof duty.
purpose of exhibition at the International
the sole purpose
for the
bition upon
shall be a
a tariff or customs duty shall be
there shall
which there
upon which
bition
admitted
free of the payment of duty, customs fees, or charges,
admitted free
sub
permitted subales permitted
under such
as the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Treasury
Treasury shall pre- Sales
of the
regulations as
such regulations
under
revenue reguaregulato revenue
scribe;
but it
be lawful at any time during the exhibition to ject
shall be
it shall
scribe; but
tions.
on s
sell
any goods
or property
imported for and actually on exhibition, ti
property imported
goods or
sell any
subject
revenue and for
for
regulations for the security of the revenue
subject to such regulations
Treasury may Proriso.
the
Secretary of the Treasury
duties as the Secretary
import duties
of import
collection of
the collection
prescribe:
all such
articles when sold or withdrawn Payment of duty.
such articles
That all
Provided, That
prescribe: Provided,
for consumption
consumption or use in the United States shall be subject to the
for
Allowance for dete
deteduty, if
if any,
imposed upon
the revenue
revenue laws in Allowance
by the
articles by
such articles
upon such
any, imposed
duty,
rioration, etc.
force at
the date
date of withdrawal;
which shall rioraton, etc.
withdrawal; and on such articles which
at the
force
have suffered
diminution or deterioration
handling
deterioration from incidental handling
suffered diminution
have
and
necessary exposure,
exposure, the
the duty,
according
paid, shall be assessed according
duty, if paid,
and necessary
consumption or
to
the appraised
value at
the time
withdrawal for consumption
or
time of withdrawal
at the
appraised value
to the
use,
and the
the penalties
prescribed by law shall be enforced
enforced against any
penalties prescribed
use, and
withdrawal.
person
guilty of
of any
illegal sale, use, or withdrawal.
any illegal
person guilty
1925.
Approved, March 3,
Approved,

countries argzdreir.

CHAP.
482.—Joint Resolution
Resolution Providing
for the
the cooperation
cooperation of the United
United
Providing for
CHAP. 482.-Joint
the signing of the DeclaStates in
exhibition commemorating
commemorating the
Declasesquicentennial exhibition
the sesquicentennial
in the
States
ration of Independence,
Independence, and for other purposes.
ration

Resolved by
by the
of Representatives
Representatives of the
House of
and House
Senate and
the Senate
Resolved
United States
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
there is
is
That there
assembled, That
America in
of America
United
hereby
commission, to be known as the National
established aa commission,
hereby established

March 3,1925.
3, 1925.
March
[S. J. Res. 187.1
187.
Res.
J.
[s.
[Pub. Res., No. 62.1

[Pub. Res., No. 62.1

adlh
tennial Eph

i

Philadelphia Sesquicentennial Exhibition.
ibetqon
National
Cocnmic-

National

Commis-

iTh ergni
telersa
forry the
o
of
Sesquicentennial Exhibition
Exhibition Commission
Commission and
composed of l5
annversary
150th
be composed
to be
and to
Sesquicentennial
Declaration
of
m Intdheepenznce
at ti
In
atIonho
depDecde
to
Commerce,
of
Secretary
the
Secretary
of
the
Secretary
.Commerce,
and
State
of
the Secretary
1926.
titon.
.
represent the
the United
United States
holding of Composition.
connection with the holding
in connection
States in
represent
compoo
PennPhiladelphia,
of
an
international
exhibition
in
the
Philadelphia,
city
the
an international exhibition
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sylvania, in 1926,
1926, in celebration
celebration of the one hundred
hundred and
sylvania,
and
fiftieth
anniversary of the signing of the Declaration
Declaration of Independfiftieth anniversary
IndependAdvisory
Commis- ence.
a commission
There is also established
CommiAdvisory
established a
commission to be known as
sion established.
Composition
from the National Advisory
Composition
Advisory
Commission
Commission to the Sesquicentennial
Sesquicentennial Exhibithe States,
States, Territories
Territories
composed of
tion Association
Association and
and to be
possessions.
be composed
of two
two citizens
citizens from
from each
each
and
possessions.
Porto
of the several States, Alaska, Hawaii,
Hawaii, the Philippine Islands,
Islands, Porto
Rico, the Canal Zone, and the Virgin Islands, to
to be
be appointed
appointed by the
President,
President, which commission is authorized to confer with and advise
advise
of the
the Sesquicentennial
Exhibition Associathe officers and directors of
Sesquicentennial Exhibition
AssociaAppropriation
for
is to
There is
tion under
under whose
the exhibition
exhibition is
to be
be held.
held. There
whose auspices
auspices the
Apprepriation
for tion
expenses.
hereby
hereby appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury not otherappropriated, the sum
exceed $25,000, to
defray such
wise appropriated,
sum of
of not
not to exceed
to defray
such
expenses
commissions herein
expenses of the commissions
established as shall be approved
herein established
approved
National Sesquicentennial
Sesquicentennial Exhibition
Commission.
by the National
Exhibition Commission.
Articles solely for
SEc.
2.
All
articles
that
shall
be
imported
from
foreign countries
foreign
countries
be
imported
from
that
shall
SEC.
2.
All
articles
solely
for
Artilesn
exhibition
admitted
free of
free
of duty.
duty.
for the sole purpose of display at such exhibition upon which there
shall be a
a tariff or customs duty shall be admitted
admitted free
free of
of the
payment
payment of duty, customs fees, or charges, under such
such regulations
regulations
Sales permitted subTreasury shall prescribe;
as the
the Secretary
b- as
ae permitted
Secretary of the Treasury
prescribe; but it
it shall be
ject to revenue regulations.
lawful at any time during the exhibition to sell any
or
any goods or
property imported for and actually on exhibition, subject
such
subject to such
regulations for the security of
revenue and for
collection of
of
regulations
of the
the revenue
for the collection
import duties as the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury may
prescribe:
may'.prescribe:
Proviso.
Provided, That
That all
all such
articles when
when sold
sold or
or withdrawn
withdrawn for
for conconsuch articles
Provided,
Paymentofduty.
Payment
of duty.
sumption or use in the United
United States
States shall be subject to
to the
the duty,
any, imposed
upon such
such articles
by the
revenue laws
laws in
at
force at
the revenue
in force
imposed upon
articles by
Allowance
if any,
Allowance for deter- if
ioration.
ioration.
and on
on such
the date of withdrawal;
withdrawal; and
articles which
which shall
have
such articles
shall have
suffered
suffered diminution or deterioration
deterioration from incidental handling and
and
exposure,
payable, shall
be assessed
assessed according
to the
the
according to
if payable,
shall be
the duty,
duty, if
or illegal exposure, the
Penalties
Penalties for
sales, etc.
sales,
appraised value at the time of sale or withdrawal, and the penalties
penalties
prescribed by law shall
person guilty
prescribed
shall be enforced
enforced against
against any person
guilty of
of any
any
illegal
illegal sale,
sale use, or withdrawal.
withdrawal.
Departments,
to
Departments etc.,
et., to
SEC.
heads of the various
departments and
and
SEC. 3. The heads
various executive departments
prepare and lend exhibits. and en
hibipts
ex independent
Government are authorized
independent establishments
establishments of the Government
authorized to
collect and prepare and lend
lend, upon request,
request, to the Sesquicentennial
Sesquicentennial
Exhibition Association articles, specimens, and exhibits which,
which, in
in
their judgment,
judgment, it
it may be in the interests of the United States to
exhibit at such exhibition.
Gold $2.50 and silver
S
EC. 4.
(a) In
hundred and
fiftieth
and fiftieth
of the
the one
one hundred
4. (a)
In commemoration
commemoration of
SEC.
silver
Goled
$2.o
and
50-cent commemorative
pieces to
to be coined
pieces
coined at anniversary
anniversary of the signing of the Declaration of Independence
Independence there
the mints.
the
mintsshall
the mints of the United States gold $2.50 pieces
shall be
be coined
coined at the
pieces
to the number of not more than two hundred thousand
thousand and silver
silver
50-cent pieces to the number of not more
mote than one million, such
coins to be of the standard troy weight, composition,
composition diameter,
device, and design as shall be fixed by
by the
Director of
Mint, with
the Director
of th
thee Mint,
with
Legal tender
Legal
tender quality.
quality. the approval
Secretary of the Treasury, and such coins shall
approval of the Secretary
be legal tender in any payment
payment to the amount of
of their
their face value.
Coinage laws
appliCoinage
laws appli(b) All laws now in force relating to the gold coins and subsidiary
subsidiary
cable.
cable.
silver coins of the United
coining or striking of the
United States and the coining
same, regulating and guarding the process of coinage, providing
providing
for the purchase
purchase of material, and for the transportation,
transportation distribuand redemption of the coins, for
for the
the prevention
prevention of
ofdebasement
debasement
tion, and
or counterfeiting,
counterfeiting, for security of the coins, or for any
any other purposes,
purposes,
whether such
laws are
are penal
or otherwise,
shall, so
far
as applicable
applicable,
Proti.
whether
such
laws
Precise.
penal
or
otherwise,
shall,
so
far
as
e
No Government exProvided,
- apply to the coinage herein authorized: Pro
Govferm nt
po
vided, That the United
United
pense for dies, etc.
States shall not
of making
making the
not be subject
subject to
to the
the expense
expense of
the necessary
necessary
dies and other preparation for this coinage.
Issued only to the
() The coins authorized
authorized by this section shall be issued only to
only
to
the
issued
(c)
Exhibition
Association.
the authorized
authorized officers of the Sesquicentennial
Sesquicentennial Exhibition Associa-
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and in such numbers and at such times as they shall request,
tion, and
upon payment
officers, for
for and on
association,
behalf of such association,
on behalf
such officers,
by such
payment by
upon
of the
the par
value of such coins.
par value
of
Approved,
Approved, March 3, 1925.
March 3, 1925.
[S. J. Res. 102.]
1021
CHAP.
483.—Joint Resolution
Resolution Authorizing
Authorizing the Secretary
Secretary of War
War to modify cer[S.
CHAP. 483.-Joint
631
tain contracts
contracts entered
transpor • [Pub. Res., No. 63.]
for the sale of boats, barges, tugs, and other transpor.
entered into for
tain
operation upon the New York State Barge
Barge Canal.
facilities intended for operation
tation facilities

Resolved
Representatives of the
the Senate and House of Representatives
by the
Resolved by

assembled, That the Secretary
United States
States of
of America
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
United

New

York

Canal

an
N
deG
w
reaYt"L
k
akesC CorC
an
o
al
rLakes
Great
and
poration.
Contracts with, for
for
Contracts
operating the facilities
State Barge
sold to State
Canal.
Canal.
p. 1149.
Vol. 41, P.
Vol.

of
authorized to so modify the terms
and he is hereby, authorized
be, and
War be,
of War
of
supplements thereto that have been entered
entered
and supplements
contracts and
all contracts
of all
into
by the
the United
States regarding
regarding the sale
sale of boats, barges, tugs,
United States
into by
and
other transportation
transportation facilities intended for operation on the
and other
New
State Barge
a new contract or contracts as
by such a
Canal by
Barge Canal
York State
New York
Corporation to
will
enable
the
New
Canal
and
Great Lakes Corporation
York
New
the
will enable
operate
barges, tugs, and other transportation
transportation facilities
boats, barges,
the boats,
operate the
sold
the terms
terms of
of Public Resolution Numbered 62, 1921, with Prceisos.
under the
sold under
Provisos.
Minimum price to be
Provided, That the terms of sale Minimum
success: Provided,
of success:
prospect of
aareasaonable
reasaonable prospect
paid.
be such
such that
amount received and to be received by the
total amount
the total
that the
be
other
United
States from
of such boats,
barges, tugs, and other
boats, barges,
sale of
the sale
from the
United States
transportation
facilities shall
be not
less than $500,000,
$500,000, which shall
not less
shall be
transportation facilities
be
within ninety
ninety days
contract or Intracoastal service
after the date of such new contract
days after
paid within
be paid
between Baltimore and
contracts: Provided
further, That any such new contract or con- between
Provided further,
contracts:
North
North Carolina ports
to be reestablished.
reestablished.
tracts
shall
provide
that
the
York
Canal
and
Great
Lakes
York
New
the
that
provide
shall
tracts
Intra-Corpofation shall
reestablish the
formerly known as the Intra
the line formerly
shall reestablish
Corporation
Coastal Section,
Inland and
and Coastwise
Waterways Service, operatoperatCoastwise Waterways
Section, Inland
Coastal
ing between
Baltimore, Maryland,
Beaufort, and Operation
Maryland, and New Berne, Beaufort,
between Baltimore,
ing
Operation of.
Morehead City,
North Carolina, and shall operate such line by
City, North
Morehead
not less
less than
self-propelled barges.
than two self-propelled
not
Approved,
Approved, March 3, 1925

CHAP.
Resolution To
for the
posthumous appointthe posthumous
provide for
To provide
484.-Joint Resolution
CHAP. 484.—Joint
ment
to commissioned
certain enlisted
enlisted men and the posthumous proof certain
grades of
commissioned grades
ment to
motion of certain
certain commissioned
commissioned officers.

—

March 3, 1925.
1241
[S. J. Res. 124.1
Rub.
64.]
[Pub. Res., No. 641

Army.
the Army.
Resolved by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
Representatives of
of the
of Representatives
House of
and House
Resolved
Commission to issue
Untted States
America in
the President
s
President in
That the
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
in Congress
of America
States of
United
in Commson
name
person
of toperson
name of
appointed or
or rcomrecombe,
and he
he is
authorized to
or cause
to be issued, appointed
cause to
issue, or
to issue,
hereby, authorized
is hereby,
be, and
mended
a grade
ford War.
mended
!tri
appropriate commission
commission in
in the
name of any person who, while during
the name
ngWe
.b
i! i
an appropriate
but
World
not
accepted by
reason
by
reason
accepted
during the war be- not
in the
the military
States during
United States
the United
of the
service of
military service
in
of death.
tween
United States
States and
Austria-Hungary, had of death
and Austria-Hungary,
Germany and
and Germany
the United
tween the
successfully
been
appointed to
to a
commissioned grade,
or had
had successfully
grade, or
a commissioned
duly appointed
been duly
been
completed
at a
training school
for officers
had been
and had
officers and
school for
a training
course at
the course
completed the
officer
grade
recommended
for
appointment
to
a
commissioned
by
the
officer
a
commissioned
to
appointment
for
recommended
commanding or
or in
charge of
such school
school and, through
through no fault
fault
of such
in charge
commanding
be
tobe
such grade Date and grade to
for such
of
his
own,
was
unable
to
accept
the
commission
for
commission
the
accept
of his own, was unable to
entered on Army recnte on Army rcby reason
death in
in line
and any
any such
such commission
commission ord.
duty; and
of duty;
line of
his death
of his
reason of
by
such pershall issue
issue as
as of
such appointment,
appointment, and
any such
and any
of such
date of
the date
of the
shall
son's
name shall
shall be
carried upon
the records
records of
War DepartDepartthe War
of the
upon the
be carried
son's name
he would
ment
as of
grade and
and branch
branch of
of the
the service
which he
would
to which
service to
the grade
of the
ment as
from the date of such
have
been promoted
promoted by
by such
commission, from
such commission,
have been
Commission
to issue
Commission to
appointment
date of
of his
his death.
death.
the date
to the
appointment to
in name of person offiS
EC.
2.
That
the
President
be,
and
he
is
hereby,
authorized
to
person
of
iname
to
authorized
hereby,
is
he
and
be,
cially recommendedofffor
SEC. 2. That the President
grade, and
and duly
duly
a rade
name a
issue,
or cause
cause to
issued, an
an appropriate
commission in
the name
in the
appropriate commission
be issued,
to be
issue, or
approved, during
of any
in the
the military
military service
United approvd,
the United
World War, bduring
but not
of the
service of
while in
who, while
person who,
any person
of
azvount of
of
on amunt
aeted on
States
during the
the war
war between
the United
and Germany
Germany accepted
States and
United States
between the
death.
States during
recommended
and
Austria-Hungary,
may
have
been
officially
recommended
for
officially
been
have
and Austria-Hungary, may
duril

f.
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appointment or for
promotion to aa commissioned
which
appointment
for promotion
commissioned grade,
grade, which
recommendation
been duly
duly approved
Secretary of
recommendation shall have
have been
approved by
by the
the Secretary
of
War,
or by
American Expeditionary
War, or
by the
the commanding
commanding general
general American
Expeditionary
Forces,
as the
case may
be, and
and who
shall have
been unable
Forces, as
the case
may be,
who shall
have been
unable to
to
receive and accept such commission by reason
reason of his
his death
death in
in line
Date and grade
be of duty; and any such commission shall issue as of the date of
tobe
Dateand
grade to
entered on Army record.
such approval,
approval, and any such person's name shall be carried upon
upon
the records of the War
War Department
the grade
grade and
and branch
branch
Department as
as of
of the
of the service to which he
he would have been promoted
promoted by
by such
such
commission,
the date
of his
his death.
death.
commission, from
from the date
date of such
such approval
approval to
to the
date of
Commission to issue
Comemioiofn
to risu
SEC.
SEC. 3. That the President be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized to
to
in name of officer duly
qualified for promo- issue, or cause to be issued, an appropriate
qualified
commission
name
appropriate
commission
in
the
tion but dying inservice
Army of
of the
the United
States who,
who, after
after having
having
before occurrence
occurrence of
before
of of
any officer
officer of
of the
of any
the Army
United States
vacancy entitling
been examined
and found
found duly
duly qualified
promotion, died
died or
entitling' been
hiacanc
examined and
qualified for
for promotion,
or
him thereto.
shall die, in line
line of
of duty
duty .after
after the occurrence
occurrence of the
the vacancy
vacancy
entitling him,
him, by
virtue of
of seniority,
seniority, to
such promotion
promotion and
and before
before
entitling
by virtue
to such
Date and grade to be
issue or
acceptance of
any such
enteredaonA
the issue
or acceptance
of aa commission
commission therefor;
therefor; and
and any
such
entered on Armyberec- the
ord.
ord.
commission shall issue with rank as of the date of said vacancy,
commission
vacancy,
and any such officer's name shall be carried upon the records of
of
the War Department
as of
the grade
grade and
and branch
branch of
of the
the service
service
Department as
of the
shown in such commission, from the date of
of such vacancy
vacancy to
to the
date of his death.
No bonus, etc.
No bonus, etc.
SE.
S
EC. 4. That no person shall be entitled to receive
receive any
bonus,
any bonus,
gratuity, pay,
allowances by virtue of
gratuity,
pay, or allowances
of any
any provision
provision of
of this resolution.
lution.
Approved,
March 3,
Approved, March
3, 1925.
1925.
March 3,
1925
Mareh
3, 1925.
[S. J. Res. 130.1
[Pub. Res., No. 65.]

[S.J. Res. 130.1
[Pub. Res., No. 65.]

CHAP. 485.-Joint
485.—Joint Resolution For the participation
United States
participation of the United
in an
international exposition
exposition to
to be
be held
Seville, Spain,
in
an international
held at
at Seville,
Spain, in
in 1927.
1927.

International

Whereas
by the
the Government
of
Whereas the United States has been invited by
Government of
Spain
in an
exposition of
of the
arts,
Spain to
to take
take part
part in
an international
international exposition
the arts,
commerce, and resources
of Spain,
Spain,
sciences, history, industries, commerce,
resources of

Sition.eville,
t
Preamble.

expo

i
i
i
rn
te,
rnSeville,
1
Sexposition,

Preamble.

Sp

Portugal, and the Republics of America,
Portugal,
America, to be held at Seville,
Seville,
Spain. commencing
continuing throughout
commencing April 17, 1927, and continuing
throughout the
year: Therefore
Therefore be
be it
Resolved by the Senate and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
Invitation
Invitation to take United
United States of America in
Congressassembled, That said invitation
in Congress
invitation
part
accepted.
part in,
in, accepted.
i accepted.
is
accepted.
is accepted.
Commission
commission to
to reprepSEC. 2. That the President
SEc.
President is hereby
hereby authorized to appoint aa
resent United
United States
States c
g
authorized.
commissioner general
commissioner
general and five commissioners
commissioners to represent
represent the United
States in the proposed exposition, the amount of whose compensation
compensation
Powers
conferred,
Powers
conferred, shall be determined
determined by the Secretary
State. The
The said
said commiscommisSecretary of State.
under
direction
of
of
Secretary of State.
sioner general
sioner
general shall,
shall, under
the direction
the Secretary
Secretary of
of State,
under the
direction of
of the
State,
make all needful rules and regulations in reference
reference to the contributions from this country,
country, and to control the expenditure
expenditure incident to
the pay
pay of
of the
commissioner
the installation
installation and exhibit
exhibit thereof,
thereof, the
the commissioner
Preparation of
of exgeneral.
commissioners, officials,
prep ara tion
ireparation
ex- e,
general. commissioners,
officials, and
and employees,
employees, and
and th
thee preparation
hibits, etc.
etc.
of the reports of the exposition, and the general
general results
results thereof;
thereof;
and he shall make all arrangements
preparation,
arrangements necessary
necessary for the preparation,
transportation,
transportation, installation, display, and
exhibits
and proper care
care of
of the
the exhibits
of the Government
Government of the United States, with the cooperation
cooperation and
departments, institutions, and
assistance of the various executive
executive departments,
branches of the Government
on ,
Government that
that may
may participate
participate in the
the expositi
exposition,
as well as to furnish
furnish such information
information service
service to private
private exhibitors
and prospective
prospective exhibitors
necessary and
exhibitors as he may
may deem
deem necessary
and feasible:
feasible:
Provisos.
Provided, That
the executive
executive departments
of the
may
o.ffi
of departdepart- Provided,
That the
departments of
the Government
Government may
Officials of
ments
to be designated. designate officials or employees of their respective
mentstobedesignated.
for
respective departments
departments for
or
service in connection with said commission,
commission, but no such official
official or
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employee
so designated
designated shall
amount
the amount
a salary
salary in excess of the
shall receive a
employee so
which he has been receiving
receiving in the department
department where employed,
plus
additional allowance
not now
allowance for expenses not
plus such reasonable
reasonable additional
authorized by
by law
law as
may be
proper by
the Secretary
Secretary of
of
be deemed
deemed proper
by the
as may
authorized
performed in a
a
that such
such service it to be performed
of the fact that
view of
State, in view
restrictions.
em- Pay restrictions.
or emforeign country:
country: Provided
further, That
appointed or
person appointed
That no
no person
Providedfurther,
foreign
ployed
greater
of this
this Act shall receive
receive aagreater
ployed by
by virtue of
of the
the provisions
provisions of
salary
$15,000 per annum, and
than one person shall
and not more than
salary than $15,000
receive
salary in
of $10,000
$10,000 per annum, and not more than
than
a salary
in excess
excess of
receive a
Permission to
five
persons shall
excess of
$7,500 per
per annum.
to allow
allow
Permission
annum.
of $7,500
in excess
salaries in
shall receive
receive salaries
five persons
exhibits to be transSEC. 3.
That officers
employees of
the executive
executive departments
departments ported to expostion
exposition,
of the
and employees
3. That
officers and
SEC.
on request of
and other
other branches
in charge
of etc.,
of
eques
ton
et-,
charge of
the Government
Government in
of the
and institutions
institutions of
branches and
and
Commissioner
General.
forth,
or responsible
for the
the safe-keeping
of objects,
articles, and
and so
so forth,
objects, articles,
safe-keeping of
or
responsible for
property of
it is desired to exhibit, may perof the
the United
United States, which it
property
their possession for the purpose of
out of their
to pass out
property to
mit such property
transported to and from and exhibited
exhibited at said exposition as may
being transported
requested by the Commissioner
General, such exhibits and articles
Commissioner General,
be requested
to be
be returned
departments and institutions to which
respective departments
returned to the respective
to
Proviso.
they belong
Com- Disposition
Protio of buildProvided, That the Comnexposition: Provided,
the close of the exposition:
belong at the
they
buildDisposition of
ings,
etc., at
of
close of
etc.,
at close
close
ings,
at
the
missioner
General,
with
the
approval
of
the
President,
at
close
missioner General, with the approval of the President,
exposition.
of
disposition of
of the
the buildings
buildings and
and epositiOn.
such disposition
make such
may make
exposition, may
of the
the exposition,
other property
United States used at the
exposition, which it
the exposition,
of the United
property of
other
will
be feasible
to the
deem
the United
United States, as he may deem
to return
return to
feasible to
not be
will not
advisable.
Shipping Board to
SEC. 4.
4. That
That the
Board is
is authorized
authorized to
to give
commis- provide
ippiinag
Board to
the commisgive the
SEC.
the Shipping
Shipping Board
transportation.
sion such
such assistance
necessary and to make special rates
assistance as may be necessary
sion
governmental
schedules for the transportation
transportation of governmental
sailing schedules
and special sailing
and private
and participants
to and
and from
the exposition.
exposition.
agricuiExhibits of agriculfrom the
private exhibits
exhibits and
participants to
and
staples and foresandfostrl
taples to
Agriculture is hereby authorized to tural
S
EC. 5.
5. That
the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture
That the
SEO.
tal
products
be preof
by Secretary
Secretary of
agricultural staples and pared by
suitable exhibits of the agricultural
collect and
and prepare
prepare suitable
collect
Agriculture.
g
products and
of the
several States
States of
of the
Union A cuture.
the Union
the several
productions of
forestal productions
and forestal
products
accompany the same with aa
for exhibition at the exposition
exposition and accompany
products and productions, including the qualireport respecting such products
ties and standards of cotton, the wheat and corn produced, and their
uses, the standards of which they are being marketed, and the charac- Printed explanatory
etoaconpy
rtepor
products, to be printed in the report
American animal products,
ter and quality of American
to accompany.
languages, the expense of the same
Spanish, and Portuguese languages,
English, Spanish,
Exhibits of
of fisheri
fisheries
anEhibts
hereinafter provided for.
appropriation hereinafter
out of the
the appropriation
to be paid out
and commerce to be
prepared by seretary
Secretary
Sno. 6.
The Secretary
Commerce is
hereby authorized
to collect prepaed
authorized to
is hereby
of Commerce
Secretary of
SEC.
6. The
of Commerce.
corn- of ommerce
fisheries industry and the comand
of the
the fisheries
exhibit of
suitable exhibit
prepare aasuitable
and prepare
merce of
of the
States for
exhibit at
and
exposition and
said exposition
at the
the said
for exhibit
United States
the United
merce
Report to accommto
Rport
to be
a report respecting
accompany the same with a
respecting such industries,
industries, to
be pany.
accompany
printed in
in the
the English,
English, Spanish,
Portuguese languages, the exand Portuguese
Spanish, and
printed
pense
the same
to be
be paid
appropriation hereinafter
hereinafter
of the
the appropriation
out of
paid out
same to
of the
pense of
provided
for.
xrhibits relating
provided for.
Exhibits
relating to
SEc. 7.
That the
authorized acities
ud Intet
activities under
hereby .authorized
the Interior
Interior is hereby
Secretary of the
the Secretary
SEC.
7. That
rior Department to be
to be
por Departet
Service, prepared
to collect
and prepare
suitable exhibits
the Reclamation
Reclamation Service,
by the
exhibits by
prepare suitable
to
collect and
by the Secrethereof.
tarythereof.
Engineering Commission, tary
the General
Office, the Alaskan
Alaskan Engineering
Land Office,
General Land
the
the Bureau
Education, the Patent
Office, the National Park
Patent Office,
Bureau of Education,
the
Service,
and the
at the
expothe said
said expoof Mines,
Mines, for
for exhibition
exhibition at
Service, and
the Bureau
Bureau of
Report to accomsition, and
report respecting
respecting such
such panyR
o
to
with aa report
the same
same with
to accompany
accompany the
pany.
and to
sition,
exhibits, to be printed in the English, Spanish, and Portuguese
languages, the expense
appropriathe same to be paid out of the appropriaexpense of the
languages,
tion hereinafter
for.
tion
hereinafter provided
provided for.
Amount
Amount anthoried
authorized
foralexpenses.
all expenses.
necessary expenses
S
EC. 8.
in order
defray the
the necessary
expenses above for
order to
to defray
That in
SEC.
8. That
commissioners and employees,
authorized,
including the salaries of commissioners
authorized, including
the cost
preparing the
the various
various Government
Government exhibits,
exhibits, transportaof preparing
the
cost of
tion, installation,
construction and
of exhibits, construction
return of
and return
display, and
installation, display,
tion,
equipment of
building, and
and acquisition,
preparation, and mainacquisition, preparation,
of building,
equipment
tenance
and grounds the sum of $700,000, or so much thereof
site and
tenance of site
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as may
may be
be necessary,
hereby authorized
to be
be appropriated,
appropriated, out
out
as
necessary, is
is hereby
authorized to
of any
any moneys
moneys in
the Treasury
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
to be
Treasury not
not otherwise
be
of
in the
available for
for the
the purpose
purpose of
of this
this resolution,
and to
remain available
available
available
resolution, and
to remain

of Secre- until expended
all expenditures
expended or no longer required,
required, all
expenditures out
of said
said
out of

Approval of SecreApproval
tary of State required.
Proviso.
Indebtedness in excess forbidden.

r r
eeorbidden

e.

appropriation
appropriation being made subject to approval by the Secretary

of State:
Provided, That
That no
indebtedness shall
be incurred
incurred herehereshall be
no indebtedness
e- of
State: Provided,

under in
excess of
of the
authorized to
to be
be appropriated.
appropriated.
under
in excess
the amount
amount herein
herein authorized
Detailed statement
SEc.
9. That
That it
shall be
be the
the duty
of State
State to
transofDetaped
SEC. 9.
it shall
duty of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
to transof expenses, steteentct
etc., to
Congress six months
months mit to Congress
Congress within six months of the close of said exposition
exposition a
a
after
close of exposition. detailed statement of
ercloseofexposition.
detailed statement of the
the expenditures
expenditures which may have been incurred
under
the provisions
together with
with all
resolution, together
all reports
reports
under the
provisions of
of the
the resolution,
called
for under
5, 6,
and 7
7of
of this
this resolution,
sections 5,
6, and
resolution, which
which reports
reports
called for
under sections
shall be
and arranged
arranged with
with a
aview
view to
to concise
shall
be prepared
prepared and
concise statement
statement and
and
convenient reference.
reference.
convenient
192&
Approved, March 3, 1925.

March 3, 1925.
[S. J.. Res.
Res.16.
186.)
[Pub. Res.,
lies., No.
No. 66.1

CHAP.
486.—Joint Resolution
the sale
sale of
old Federal
buildFederal buildthe old
of the
Authorizing the
Resolution Authorizing
CHAP. 486.-Joint

ing at
Toledo, Ohio
Ohio
at Toledo,
ing

Toledo, Ohio.
Preamble.

Whereas
the old
old Federal
Toledo, Ohio,
Ohio, has
has become
become
in Toledo,
building in
Federal building
Whereas the
wholly inadequate
inadequate to meet the needs of the Government, but is
situated
sufficiently valuable
valuable to
situated on
on a
a site sufficiently
to permit
permit of its
its sale, and
suitable location,
the erection of a
a new Federal building in aamore suitable
at
price of the old
old
at a
a cost
cost of but little
little if
if any
any more than the sale
sale price
building: Therefore be it
Resolved
of Representatives
of the
the
Representatives of
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
Sale authorized
authorized of
o
sale
Resolved by
abandoned
abandoned post
offie, United
post office
States
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
the
Secretary
United
of
Congress
assembled,
Secretary
etc., building at.
et., buildngat.
of
the Treasury
directed to
of the
Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed
to sell,
sell,
when salable,
reasonable and adequate
adequate for
for
salable, at aaprice by him deemed reasonable
in
cash, at either private or public sale, the old Federal building in
Toledo, Ohio, formerly
formerly used as the main
main post
post office
office and Federal
Federal
abandoned as a
office, and
building combined, and now abandoned
a main post office,
used as a
apost-office substation
substation and Federal office and court building,
the same being situated on the southeast corner
corner of Madison
Madison Avenue
and Saint Clair Street in said city.
Approved.
March 3, 1925.
Approved, March

Torledbi.

March 3,
1925.
March
3, 1925.
[H. J. Res. 347.]
[Pub. Res.,
Res., No. 67.1

[H. J. Res. 347.1
67.]
[Pub.

Judge George
George
English.
Preamble.
Preamble.

CHAP. 487.-Joint
487.—Joint Resolution
Resolution Providing
investigation of the official
official
an investigation
Providing for an
CAP.
conduct of
eastern district
district of
of Illinois.
Illinois.
W. English, district
district judge for the
the eastern
conduct
of George
George W.

W. Whereas
Whereas certain
certain charges
W.
charges against
against George
George W.
English, United
United States
States
W. English,

district
judge for
for the
the eastern
eastern district
district of
Illinois, have
have been
been transtransof Illinois,
district judge
mitted by the Speaker of the house
House of Representatives
Representatives to the
the
Judiciary Committee:
it
Judiciary
Committee: Be it
Resolved by the Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
Subcommittee
Subcommittee of
United
States
of United
America
of
in
Congress
assembled,
William
D.
States
Congress
assembled,
That
William
House of
RepresentaHouse
of Representative Judiciary
Judiciary Com- Boies, Charles A. Christopherson,
Christopherson, Ira
G.
Hersey,
Earl
C.
Michener,
tive
Ira
G.
Hersey,
Earl
C.
Michener,
mittee directed
directed to inHatton W.
W. Sumners,
John N.
N. Tillman,
Royal H.
H. Weller,
Weller, being
being
and Royal
Tillman, and
Sumners, John
into official
official con- Hatton
utre into
quire
duct
of, and
of,
report to
to a
a Subcommittee
ct
and report
Subcommittee of the Committee on the Judiciary
Judiciary of the House of
of
the House.
Representatives,
Representatives, be, and they hereby are, authorized
authorized and directed to
inquire into the official conduct
conduct of
of George W. English, United States
district judge for the eastern
eastern district of Illinois, and to report to the
House
House whether
whether in their opinion the said George
George W. English has been
been
guilty
in contemplation
the Constitution
Constitution are
are
guilty of
of any acts which in
contemplation of
of the
crimes or misdemeanors
misdemeanors requiring the interposition
conhigh crimes
interposition of
of the
the conPowers conferred,
conferred, stitutional
stitutional powers of the House; and that the said special committee
etc.
ehave
Washington, District of
of
have power to hold meetings in the city of Washington,
Columbia,
Columbia, and elsewhere
elsewhere and to send for persons and papers, to ad-
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minister the
the customary
witnesses, all
customary oaths
oaths to
to witnesses,
all process
process to
be signed
by
to be
signed by
the Clerk of
of the House
House of Representatives
the
Representatives under
under its
its seal,
seal, and
be
and be
served by
by the
Arms of
of the
the House
or his
his special
served
the Sergeant
Sergeant at
at Arms
House or
special mesmessenger; to
sit during
during the
the sessions
sessions of
of the
the House
senger;
to sit
House until
until adjournment
adjournment
sine die
die of
Sixty-eighth Congress,
Congress, and
thereafter until
inquiry
sine
of Sixty-eighth
and thereafter
until said
said inquiry
is completed,
completed, and
report to
the Sixty-ninth
is
and report
to the
Sixty-ninth Congress.
Congress.
Expenses to be paid
S
EC. . 2.
2. That
That said
said
special committee
committee
be, and
and
the. same
samef is
is, hereby,
SEC.
special
be,
the
hereby,v from
be paid
seto
fxren
House contingent
i
.
. v
.i .
Haouse
contimgent
authorized to
stenographic and
assistance as
as fund.
authorized
to employ
employ such
such stenographic
and clerical
clerical assistance
fund.
they may
may deem
deem necessary,
necessary, and
expenses incurred
by said
said special
special
and all
all expenses
incurred by
committee, including
the expenses
expenses of
of such
such committee
committee when
in
committee,
including the
when sitting
sitting in
or outside
the District
District of
conor
outside of
of the
of Columbia,
Columbia, shall
shall be
be paid
paid out
out of
of the
the contingent fund
fund of
House of
Representatives on
on vouchers
vouchers ordered
ordered by
by
tingent
of the
the House
of Representatives
Proviso.
said committee,
committee, signed
signed by
by the
chairman of
of said
said committee:
committee: ProPro- Amount
limited
said
the chairman
Aout
limited.
vided,
That the
the total
expenditures authorized
this resovided, however,
however, That
total expenditures
authorized by
by this
resolution
shall not
exceed the
lution shall
not exceed
the sum
sum of
of $5,000.
$5,000.
Approved, March
1925.
Approved,
March 3,
3, 1925.

CIAP.
CHAP. 488.-Joint
488.—Joint Resolution
Resolution Authorizing
Authorizing and
and directing
directing the
of AgriAgrithe Secretary
Secretary of
culture
culture to
to waive
waive one-half of the
the grazing
grazing fees
fees for the use of
of the national
national forests
forests
during the calendar year 1925.

March
1925.
March 3,
3, 1925.

[H. J. Res 375.]
[Pub. Res., No. 68.]
68.1
[Pub.

Resolved
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Resolved by
by the
and House
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
National forests.
Nationalforests
States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary of Grazing
fees
may
fees may
be
waived, etc.,
etc., in
in
waived,
regulations to be be
is authorized,
authorized, in his
his discretion
Agriculture
Agriculture is
discretion, under regulations
drought-stricken areas
aea
any part
part of
of or all requirements
requirements in respect
respect during
prescribed
by him,
him, to
to waive
prescribed by
waive any
during 1925.
1925.
of grazing
grazing fees
fees for
for the
use of
national forests
drought-stricken
of
the use
of national
forests in
in drought-stricken
calendar
regions during
during the
any part
part of
such calendar
regions
the calendar
calendar year
year 1925
1925 or
or any
of such
year.
year.
Approved,
Approved, March
March 3,
3, 1925.
1925.

CHAP.
Empowering the Speaker
Resolution Empowering
Speaker of the
the House
House of
of RepreCHAP. 489.—Joint
489.-Joint Resolution
sentatives
of the
Sixty-ninth Congress
as aa memCongress as
memthe Sixty-ninth
to appoint
appoint aa Member-elect
Member-elect of
sentatives to
ber of
of the
Commission in
in Control
of the House
House Office
Office Building.
Building.
ber
the Commission
Control of

3, 1925.
March 3,
1925.
[H.
Res. 382.]
[H. J.
J. Res.
382s]
[Pub.
Res.,
No.
89.1
[Pub. Res.,
69.1

Resolved by
by the
House of
of Representatives
Resolved
the Senate
Senate and
and House
Representatives of
of the
the United
Ofmce BuildUnited House
House Office
Bulding.
States
Congress assembled,
That the
the Speaker
Speaker of
of the
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
the Ipntmen
thj
OgzPe
c
r of
o
tI
na
a
enMember
geris hereby
hereby em- thoried
House of
Representatives of
of the
the Sixty-eighth
Sixty-eighth Congress
Congress is
House
of Representatives
elect of Sixty-ninth
Representatives eect
of Si-ninthb
powered to appoint aaMember-elect
Member-elect of the House of Representatives
ia
La
ni
f
nft
r
&nTroVO
ila
.M
Control
oIf
Commission in Con- slon
a member
to the
the Sixty-ninth
to
Sixty-ninth Congress
Congress as a
member of the Commission
Vol. a, p.1114.
trol
of the
the House
Building until
until the
election of
of a
Speaker of
of Vol 2 1114.
a Speaker
the election
Office Building
trol of
House Office
the
Representatives of
of the
Sixty-ninth Congress.
Congress.
the Sixty-ninth
the House
House of
of Representatives
Approved,
March 3,
Approved, March
3, 1925.
1925.

CHAP. 521.—An
To provide
provide for
for the
establishment of
of a
a probation
probation
the establishment
Act To
621.-An Act
CHAP.
system in
the United
courts, except
except in
in the
the District
of Columbia.
Columbia.
District of
States courts,
in the
United States
system

4 1925.
1925.
March 4,

ts. 142.1
[s.
Ir42.]

[Public, No.
No. 586.]
5961
[Public,

Be
it enacted
by the
the Senate
and House
House of
Representatives of
the United
Be it
enacted by
Senate and
of Representatives
of the
United States
courts.
States courts.
di uriminal actions
United
States of
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
courts of
United States
America in
in Congress
That the
the courts
of defendant
Iendialn may
atons
be
placed upon
upon probation
probaion
actions, placed
the
United States
original jurisdiction
criminal actions,
of criminal
jurisdiction of
having original
States having
the United
after
conviction,
etc.
D
except
in the
District of
of Columbia,
when it
shall appear
to the
the after convictio netc.
appear to
it shall
Columbia, when
the District
except in
interests
satisfaction
of the
the ends
and the
the best
best interests
ends of
of justice
justice and
the court
court that
that the
satisfaction of
of
as the
defendant, will
will be
be subserved
subserved thereby,
thereby,
the defendant,
public, as
as well
well as
of the
the public,
shall
have power,
conviction or
or after
guilty or
nobo
of guilty
or nolo
after a
a plea
plea of
power, after
after conviction
shall have
,
tmatendere for
for any
any crime
crime or
or offense
not punishable
by death
death or
life
or life
punishable by
offense not
contendere
imprisonment,
the imposition
execution of
of sentence
sentence
or execution
imposition or
to suspend
suspend the
imprisonment, to
and to
place the
the defendant
and upon
upon
for such
such period
period and
probation for
upon probation
defendant upon
and
to place
such terms
may deem
deem best;
best; or
or the
court mhy
my
the court
as they
they may
and conditions
conditions as
such
terms and
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Imposing
probation.
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a fine and may also place the defendant
impose a
defendant upon probation
probation in
in
manner aforesaid.
aforesaid. The court may revoke or modify any condithe manner

tion of
probation, or
period of
of probation:
Provided,
probation: Provided,
the period
change the
may change
or may
of probation,
tion

That
the period
period of
probation, together
with any extension thereof,
together with
of probation,
That the
shall
shall not exceed five years.
Other requirements
required to pay in one
defendant may be required
While on probation the defendant
Other requirements
while on probation
or
authorized.
being placed on probaa fine
fine imposed at
at the time
time of being
or several
several sums
sums a
authorized.
tion
and may
may also
also be
required to
make restitution or reparation to
to make
be required
tion and
the aggrieved
party or
damages or loss caused by
parties for actual damages
or parties
the
aggrieved party
required
the
which conviction
conviction was
was had, and may also be required
for which
offense for
the offense
to provide
provide for
for the
support of any person or persons for whose
the support
to
support
is legally
legally responsible.
responsible.
he is
support he
of cond
eport
Report of conduct to
S
EC. 2.
2. That
when directed
officer
probation officer
the probation
court, the
the court,
by the
directed by
That when
SEC.
court
cout by probation
shall report to the court, with aa statement of the conduct of the
officer.
thereupon discharge
Action
n probation.
Actioneron.
probationer whilon
while on
probation. The court may thereupon
the
from further
further supervision
supervision and may terminate the
probationer from
the probationer
proceedings against
or may
extend the
as shall
shall
probation, as
the probation,
may extend
him, or
against him,
proceedings
seem
advisable.
advisable.
seem
probation
Arrest
by probation
At any time within the probation period the probation
Arret by
probation officer
officer may
may
officer.
a
issue
may
or
the
arrest
probationer
without
a
warrant,
court
issue a
a
warrant,
probationer
the
arrest
warrant
forthwith
probationer shall forthwith
such probationer
Thereupon such
his arrest.
arrest. Thereupon
for his
warrant for
Arrest,
etc., after protaken before the court. At any time after the probation
P be
be taken
probation period,
ArrB etc.Ber
bation period expires.
ion pe
p.
maximum period for which the defendant
defendant might
but within the maximum
originally have
been sentenced, the
warrant and
a warrant
the court may issue a
have been
originally
cause the
arrested and brought before the court.
to be arrested
defendant to
the defendant
cause
Thereupon
court may
revoke the
suspension of
of
or the
the suspension
probation or
the probation
may revoke
the court
Thereupon the
sentence, and
any sentence
sentence which might originally have
impose any
may impose
and may
sentence,
been
been imposed.
Appointment of projudge of any United States
EC. 3.
3. That
the judge
States court having original
That the
SEC.
of prD S
bapionment
bation officers.
jurisdiction
of criminal actions, except in the District of Columbia,
jurisdiction of
suitable persons to serve as probation officers
appoint one or more suitable
may appoint
making
jurisdiction and under
under the discretion
discretion of the judge making
within the jurisdiction
No
compensation,
officers
probation
All
such
his
successor.
such
appointment
No
compensation,
appointment
or
of
officers
unlees service requires
unless
requires
salaried officer.
shall serve
shall
without compensation
compensation except
except that
that in
case it
it shall
appear
serve without
in case
shall appear
service require
to any such judge that the needs of the service
require that there
officer, such
such judge may appoint one
probation officer,
be a
a salaried probation
should be
such
and shall
fix the
subject to the
officer subject
of such officer
salary of
the salary
shall fix
such officer
officer and
Proviso.
i
approval
of
the
Attorney
General
n
each
case:
Provided,
That
That
Provided,
case:
in
each
General
Attorney
the
of
approval
Competitive
ompetitive examinations
for salaried
shall
be
appointed
after
who
are
to
receive
salaries
officers
sal ried probation
natioror
probation
salaries
after
position.
o
n
competitive
accordance with the laws and
examination held in accordance
competitive examination
poi
regulations
regulations of the civil service of the United States. Such judge
may in
officer serving in his
remove any probation officer
discretion remove
in his discretion
may
Appointment,
rec court.
writing
in writing
probation
The
appointment
reo
Appontment,
appointment
of
probation
officers
shall be in
ord, etc.
and shall
shall be
entered on
on the
records of
the court
court of
of the
making
the judge
judge making
of the
the records
be entered
and
such appointment,
order of appointment
appointment shall
and aa copy of the order
appointment, and
such
Payment of
of actual
delivered to the officer so appointed. Such court may allow any
actual be delivered
ePyment
expenses.
in the
incurred in
probation officer
probation
officer his actual
actual expenses necessarily incurred
es
performance
performance of his duties. Such salary and expenses when duly
approved
appropriations for the courts in
approved shall be paid from the appropriations
such officer serves.
which such
Investigation
Investigation of
of SEc.
SEC. 4. That it shall be the duty of a
a probation officer
officer to investiCOM.
gate
any case
referred to
to him
for investigation
which
court in
in which
by the
the court
him for
investigation by
case referred
gate any
Duties as to probato report
report thereon
thereon to
the court.
court. The
The probation
probation
to the
and to
he is serving and
tners as to prob he
tioners.
officer shall furnish to each person released on probation under his
supervision
conditions of probation
probation and
and
statement of the conditions
supervision aa written statement
shall
instruct him regarding the same.
keep
Such officer shall keep
shall instruct
informed concerning
condition of each person on
concerning the conduct and condition
informed
supervision and shall report thereon
thereon to the court
probation under his supervision
placing such
person on probation. Such officer shall use all suitable
such person
placing
inconsistent with the conditions imposed by the court,
methods, not inconsistent
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to
aid persons
on probation
probation and to
improvements in
bring about improvements
to bring
persons on
to aid
Records,
accounts,
accounts,
their
officer shall keep records of his et.ecords,
conduct and condition. Each officer
their conduct
etc.
work;
shall
keep
accurate
and
complete
accounts
all
moneys
of
work; shall keep accurate and complete accounts
collected
from persons under
under his supervision; shall give receipts
collected from
therefor, and
and shall make at least monthly returns thereof; shall make
therefor,
require;
such
Attorney General as he may at any time require;
reports to the Attorney
such reports
Power to arrest.
and
shall perform
perform such
such other
other duties
duties as
as the court may direct. A Powerto
and shall
exercised
probation
officer
shall
the
power
of
arrest
that
is
now
exercised
have
shall
officer
probation
by a
a deputy
marshal.
deputy marshal.
by
Effective at once.
once.
Effective
S
EC. 5.
That this
this Act
shall take
immediately.
effect immediately.
take effect
Act shall
5. That
SEC.
Approved, March
March 4,
1925.
4, 1925.
Approved,

a
Broadwater Irrigation
CHAP.
522.—An Act To Authorize
Irrigation District, a
Authorize the Broadwater
CHAP. 522.-An
River.
a dam across the Missouri River.
Montana organization,
organization, to construct a
Montana

March 4, 1925.
March
[S. 2085.)
[Public,
597.1
[Public, No. 5971

[s. 2085.l

Rver.
Be
enacted by
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the Mour
House of
and House
Senate and
by the
the Senate
Be it
it enacted
Missouri River.
rrigaBroadwater
Irrigaassembled, That the consent Broadwater
United States
of America
in Congress
Congress assem,bled,
America in
States of
United
tion District, may dam,

Broadwater Irrigation
of. Congress
Irrigation Dis- tionDistitm
Congress is hereby granted to the Broadwater
of
in Montana.

trict, a
aMontana
organization, its successors
successors or assigns,
assigns, to construct,
Montana organization,
trict,

Location.

a point,
maintain, and operate a
a dam across the Missouri River, at a
maintain,
navigation, in section 6, township
township 4
4north,
suitable to the interests of navigation,
range
east, Montana
Montana meridian,
township 4
4 north, Prw,.
1, township
in section 1,
meridian, or in
3 east,
range 3
range
Provided, That the work shall not Approval of plans.
east, Montana meridian: Provided,
2 east,
range 2
be
commenced until the plans
therefor have been submitted
submitted to and
plans therefor
be commenced
Provisos.

approved
Engineers, United
States Army,
and by
by Use
se restricted.
Army, and
United States
of Engineers,
Chief of
the Chief
by the
approved by
restricted.
the
Secretary of War: Provided
further, That this Act shall not be
Provided further,
the Secretary
construed
power
authorize the use of such dam to develop water power
construed to authorize
Tifstrio
or
hydro-electrio energy.
or generate
generate hydro-electrio
Time of construction.
SEC. 2.
2. That
the authority
granted by
by this
cease and be Tmeofconsro
Act shall cease
this Act
authority granted
That the
SEC.
null and
construction of the dam hereby authe actual construction
unless the
void unless
and void
null
thorized is
is commenced
commenced within
within one year and completed within three Proviso.
thorized
Terrinated if wateryears from
date of
of approval
of this
Provided, That from Terminated
Act: Provided,
this Act:
approval of
the date
from the
years
power development inin
Commission, tewrerement
and
thirty days'
days' notice
notice from
Power Commission,
Federal Power
the Federal
from the
after thirty
terfered with.
and after
its
district
or
other
authorized
agency
of
the
States
or
said
to
United
the
of
agency
or other authorized
development will be interfered
successors, that desirable water-power
interfered
water-power development
successors,
with
the existence
existence of
said dam,
hereby granted
dam, the authority hereby
of said
by the
with by
terminate and be
to construct,
operate said dam shall terminate
construct, maintain, and operate
to
at an
end; and
any grantee
grantee or
licensee of
States propospropos- Authority of grantee
United States
the United
of the
or licensee
and any
an end;
at
ing to
to develop
develop a
a power
near said
said dam
dam shall
shall have
au- of
project.
of powe
have aupower project.
at or
or near
project at
power project
ing
thority
submerge, or
said dam under such condiutilize said
or utilize
remove, submerge,
to remove,
thority to
tions
or other
agency may
may determine,
determine, but
but such Conditions.
other agency
commission or
said commission
as said
tions as
conditions shall
not include
for
removal, subsub- conditions.
the removal,
for the
coval,
include compensation
shall not
conditions
mergence, or
or utilization
Amedent
said dam.
dam.
utilization of
of said
mergence,
Amendment.
S
EC. 3.
That the
right to
alter, amend,
or repeal
repeal this Act is hereamend, or
to alter,
the right
3. That
SEC.
expressly reserved.
by expressly
Approved,
March 4, 1925.
Approved, March

CHAP.
523.—An Act
Act To
To provide
provide for
for retirement
retirement for
for disability
disability in
the LightLightin the
CHAP. 523.-An
house Service.

Be it
the
Representatives of the
of Representatives
House of
and House
Senate and
the Senate
by the
enacted by
it enacted
Be
hereafter any
United States
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That hereafter
America in Congress
States of
United

6 of the Act entitled "An Act
officer or
to whom
whom section 6
employee to
or employee
officer
to
aids to
to navigation and for other works in the Lightauthorize aids
to authorize
house
for other
purposes," approved June 20, 1918, as
other purposes,"
and for
Service, and
house Service,
amended, applies,
applies, who
has been
been in
in the
active service
Governthe Governservice of the
the active
who has
amended,
ment fifteen
fifteen vears
years or
more and
and who
is found,
found, after
after examination by
who is
or more
ment

[March
4, 19251
1925.1
[March 4,
[S. 3613.)
[s. 3613.1
[Public, No. 568.1

[Public, No. 598.]

Lighthouse
Service.
Lighthouse Service.
Field
°dicers,
Field service officers,
etc.,
to
for
for
retired
be
etc., to
disability.
Vol. 40, p. 608.
606.
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1262

SIXTY-EIGHTH
S
IXTYEIGHTH CONGRE
SS.
CONGRESS.

Annuity.

Retarn
to active duty
Return to
duty
if recovering
recovering before retirementage.
tirement
age.

[March 4, 19251
1925.

Is
[S 3a32.1
36321

[Public,
Public, No. 599.1
5991
ntermedate
Intermediate

banks, etc.
Vol. 42,
4

amvle
amended.

redt
credit

p.
1457,
p'
1 57

SESS. II.
II. CHs.
524.
SESS.
CHS. 523,
523,524.

United States, to
for useful
useful and
aamedical officer of the United
to be disabled for
and
efficient
efficient service by reason of disease or
vicious
or injury
injury not due to
to vicious
habits,
misconduct on
shall be
habits, intemperance,
intemperance, or
or willful
willful misconduct
on his
his part,
part, shall
be
retired under rules to be prescribed
prescribed by the Secretary of
of Commerce
Commerce
annuity
manner
Act.
on —an annuity
in the empoye
manner provided
provided in such Act.
An computed
c
b
officer or employee may, upon recovery, be
SEC. 2. Any such officer
be restored to active duty, and shall from time to time, before
reaching
before reaching
the age at which he may be retired under such Act, be reexamined
reexamined
by a
request of
a medical officer of the
the United
United States upon the request
of the
the
Secretary
Secretary of Commerce.
Approved, March
March 4,
4, 1925.

CHAP. 524.—An
524.-An Act To amend the Federal Farm Loan Act and the Agri-

cultural Credits Act of 1923.

Be
the Senate
House of
the
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
Be itit enacted
enacted by
by the
Senate and
of Anerica
America in
United States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That paragraph
paragraph
Agricultural Credits Act
of 1923,
as
""a"
a" of section 206 of the
the Agricultural
Act of
1923, as

amended, be
amended to
as follows:
follows:
ropoionte shae amended,
be amended
to read
read as

Proportionate share
of salaries and expenses
of Farm Loan Bureau
to
to Fbepad
be paid from
from earnings
ings by.
by.

1925.
1925.

"SEc. 206. (a)
the Federal
Federal Farm
Farm Loan
shall equiequi"SEC.
(a) That the
Loan Board
Board shall
earn- tably apportion
apportion the
joint salaries
the joint
salaries and
and expenses
expenses incurred
behalf of
of
incurred in
in behalf
the Federal
Federal land banks, joint-stock land banks, and Federal intermediate credit banks, and shall assess against
against each
each Federal
Federal intermediate
intermediate
credit bank its proportionate
proportionate share of the salaries
expenses
salaries and
and expenses
of the Federal Farm Loan Bureau
necessary in
in connection
connection
Bureau made
made necessary
operation of
of this
this provision."
provision."
the operation
with the
rates • with
Discount rates.
Discount
SEC. 2.
2. That
of section
the Agricultural
p. 1456,
SEC.
ol. 42
1456
That paragraph
paragraph 11 of
section 204
204 (a)
(a) of
of the
Agricultural
Vol.
42, p.
amended.
amended.
amended
Credits Act of 1923 be amended
adding at the end thereof the
by
adding
the
Classifying of loans,
toCifinrentealoaesrs
"Provided, That the
following: "Provided,
the Federal Farm Loan Board
may
to
differentiate rates on following:
Board may
like classes.
classify loans
loans and debentures
classify
debentures according to maturity, and if debendebentures of different classes sell at a
Federal intermea different
different rate the Federal
interme•
diate credit banks may differentiate
differentiate in rates on like classes of loans
loans
in
the
same
ratio."
ratio."
the
same
Loan
in
Federal Fm
Farm
Board.
Board.
SEC.
3 of the Federal Farm
SEC. 3. The eighth paragraph of section 3
Vol. 42, p. 1473,
Vol.
1473,
Loan Act, as
amended, be
further amended
to read
as follows:
follows:
amended.'
amended.
as amended,
be further
amended to
read as
Additional officers to
edditional
oficers to
"The salaries and expenses
"The
expenses of the Federal Farm Loan
Loan Board,
Board,
be paid by land banks
and internediate
intermediate credit its officers and employees,
an
employees, farm loan registrars, deputy registrars,
registrars,
banks.
bans.
examiners, and reviewing
appraisers authorized
authorized under this Act, or
examiners,
reviewing appraisers
or
any subsequent amendments
amendments thereof, shall be paid by the Federal
Federal
land banks, joint-stock land banks,
banks, and
and the Federal
Federal intermediate
intermediate
credit banks,
banks, as
follows:"
Estimates of all ex- credit
Estimates
as follows:"
penses
submitted
penses to be sbmitted
"The
"The Federal Farm Loan Board shall, prior to the first days of
of
every six months.
January and
and July of
January_
each year,
estimate the
the expenses
and salaries
of each
year, estimate
expenses and
salaries
of the Federal Farm Loan Board, its officers
employees, farm
farm
officers and
and employees,
loan
registrars
and
deputy
registrars,
examiners,
and
reviewing
apapand
reviewing
examiners,
registrars,
deputy
and
on loan registrars
ppotionment on
Apportionment
equitable
basis.
equtables
praisers, and apportion the same among
among the
the Federal
land banks,
banks,
Federal land
Joint-stock land banks, and the Federal intermediate
joint-stock
banks on
intermediate credit banks
on
such equitable
equitable basis as the Federal Farm Loan
Board shall determine,
Loan Board
determine,
giving due consideration
consideration to time and expense
expense necessarily
necessarily incident
incident
to the supervision of the operation of each type of bank, and
make
and make
an assessment
assessment upon each of such banks pursuant
pursuant to such
such apporpayable on
the 1st
days of
January and
and July
July next
ensuing.
Collections to
to be
be de- tionment,
tionment, payable
on the
1st days
of January
next ensuing.
posited in Treasury
Tea'ry as
posited
as The
The funds
funds collected
collected pursuant
deposited
pursuant to such assessments shall be deposited
aspecial fund.
a
l
ws
ith the
the Treasurer
of the
with
Treasurer of
the United States under
under the miscellaneous
miscellaneous
receipts title 'Assessments
'Assessments on Federal and joint-stock land banks and
and
intermediate credit banks, salaries and expenses
Federal intermediate
expenses Federal
Federal
Farm Loan Board,' to be disbursed
disbursed in payment
payment of such salaries and
and

of sasandexpenses
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CONGRESS.
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S
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II. CH.
Cn. 524.
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1925.
1925.

expenses on
on appropriations
appropriations duly
duly made
by Congress:
Congress: Provided,
That
Provided, That
made by
expenses
the present
status as
assessments against
against Federal
intermediate
Federal intermediate
to assessments
as to
legal status
present legal
the
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Proviso.
Pntrmediate credit
Intermediate
credit
banks,
assessment for
for
banks, assessment
1926.

appropria- 1926.
credit
until June 30, 1926, without appropriacontinue until
shall continue
banks shall
credit banks
tions
tions by Congress.
c
Assessment to
to cover
over
decesSnt
"If any
any deficiency
shall occur
in such
such fund during the half-year
half-year deficiencies.
occur in
deficiency shall
"If
Board
Loan
period
for
which
it
was
estimated,
Federal
Farm
Federal
the
estimated,
was
it
which
for
period
shall have
have authority
assessment covering such
such
to make immediate assessment
authority to
shall
deficiency
the Federal land banks, joint-stock land banks,
against the
deficiency against
and
Federal intermediate
intermediate credit banks upon the same basis as the
and Federal
de for
b used
Surplus tosbe
for
original
If at the end of the six months'
months' period there nsxt'ro
assessment. If
original assessment.
next period.
shall
remain .aa surplus
deducted from the
such fund, it shall be deducted
surplus in such
shall remain
assessment
estimated expenses
expenses of the next six months' period when assessment
estimated
is
is made for such period.
Payment
of land
prland
of
ayment
of bank,
appraisers, and appraisers
"Federal land
appraisers or inspectors
inspectors of
land bank appraisers,
"Federal
etc., appraisers
appraisers
bank, etc.,
and
inspectors.
compensation and inspectors.
Federal
receive such compensation
banks, shall receive
credit banks,
intermediate credit
Federal intermediate
as
the Federal
Farm Loan
Loan Board shall fix and shall be paid by the
Federal Farm
as the
Federal land banks, joint-stock
joint-stock land banks, and the Federal
intermediate
proportion and in such
intermediate credit banks they serve, in such proportion
manner
as the
the Federal
Federal Farm Loan Board shall order."
order."
manner as
Classification Act not
employparagraph of section 33of the Federal Farm applicable to employS
EC. 4.
the ninth paragraph
That the
4. That
SEC.
ees
Loan
be amended
amended by adding
"thereof" in the ees•
adding after the word "thereof"
Act be
Loan Act
thirteenth
line of
of said
said paragraph,
the following: "and
"and may be deVed.
V
d° 1*39 p.36,amen
P. 361'am"paragraph, the
thirteenth line
that
classified without regard to the Classification
Classification Act of 1923," so that
authorthe
paragraph as
read:
shall read:ees
as amended
amended shall
the paragraph
"The
Federal Farm
Loan Board
shall be
be authorized
authorized and
izZia7,asrmauthoarnby Fm Loan
and izod
Board shall
Farm Loan
"The Federal
Board.
empowered
such attorneys,
experts, assistants, clerks, Board.
attorneys, experts,
employ such
to employ
empowered to
laborers, and other employees
employees as it
it may deem necessary to conduct
laborers,
the business
authorized in this
business of said board. All salaries and fees authorized
the
section
provided for shall be fixed in advance by
otherwise provided
not otherwise
and not
section and
said board and shall be paid in the same manner as the salaries of the
Federal
Loan Board.
All such
such attorneys,
experts, assistants,
assistants, eNt
Nti
,
ect to civil
subject
attorneys, experts,
Board. All
Farm Loan
Federal Farm
403.
22, p.
clerks,
laborers, and
employees, and all registrars, examiners, Vol.
vol. 22,
p. 403.
other employees,
and other
clerks, laborers,
and
appraisers shall be appointed
appointed without
without regard to the provisions
and appraisers
of
the Act
Act of
January 16,
16, 1883
1883 (22
(22 Stat.,
403), and
ifimtion
Act
Act
amendments classifcation
and amendments
Stat., 403),
of January
of the
thereto,
any rule
not regarded.
pursuance thereof and notregarded.
in pursuance
made in
regulation made
or regulation
rule or
or any
thereto, or
148.
Vp 2. 1488.
may
be classified
without regard
the Classification
Classification Act of 1923: =P•
to the
regard to
classified without
may be
Transfers to classito classiferaer
prevent the President
Provided,
herein shall
President from fied
shall prevent
nothing herein
That nothing
Provided, That
service.
service.
placing
employees in the classified service."
said employees
placing said
Joint
land
land
stock
Joint stock
Federal Farm banks.
SEc. 5.
5. The
last two
paragraphs of
16 of the Federal
section 16
of section
two paragraphs
The last
SEC
691,
.
Vol.
41,
p.
691,
baol
Loan Act
Act as
as amended
amended be
stricken out
out and
the following inserted in
and the
be stricken
Loan
amended.
amended.
stock
joint
Federal
or
stock
lieu thereof:
thereof:
lieu
land banks may
ac"For the
purpose of
assisting in
in any
liquidation authorized
authorized land
banks may asuch liquidation
any such
of assisting
the purpose
"For
linuliteigliVorlt, etc., of,
o
tn.
iquidatioy
or
Federal
any
as
in
the
preceding
paragraph
provided,
Federal
land
bank
provided,
paragraph
as in the preceding
Farm
joint-stock
bank may,
approval of the Federal
Federal Farm
the approval
may, with the
land bank
joint-stock land
Loan
acquire the
the assets
and assume
the liabilities
of any
any Loan
restritio
liabilities of
assume the
assets and
Board, acquire
Loan Board,
restriction
ct
w ived.
joint-stock
land bank,
bank, and in
transaction any Federal
Federal land waived.
in such transaction
joint-stock land
bank
provisions of this Act requiring such bank
bank may waive the provisions
to
its loans
only through
national farm loan associations or
through national
loans only
acquire its
to acquire
agents,
agents and those relating to status of borrower,
borrower , purposes
pu rpose sof
of loan,
loan,
Limit on assumption
ederal land bank.
individual loans. No by Federal
and also
amount of individual
to the amount
as to
limitation as
the limitation
also the
and
Federal land
bank shall assume the obligations of any joint-stock
land bank
Federal
land bank
bank in
outstanding obligations
to make its outstanding
manner as to
such manner
in such
land
more than
than twenty
times its
creation of a
a
capital stock except by creation
its capital
twenty times
more
special
reserve
equal
to
one-twentieth
of
of
of such addi- By joint-stock
amount
the
of
one-twentieth
to
joint-stock land
land
equal
special reserve
bank.
tional
assumed. No joint-stock
joint-stock land bank shall as- bank.
obligations assumed.
tional obligations
sume
the obligations
any other
other joint-stock
joint-stock land
land bank in such
of any
obligations of
sume the
manner as
as to
outstanding obligations
more than
fifteen
than fifteen
obligations more
its outstanding
make its
to make
manner
times
the
amount
of
its
capital
and
except
by
creation of
except
surplus,
times the amount of its capital and
a
equal to one-fifteenth
one-fifteenth of the amount of such addispecial reserve equal
a special
assumed."
tional obligations
obligations assumed."
0
45822°--25t----82
-25t----82
45822
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SEC. 6. Paragraph 9
9 of section 21 of the Federal Farm Loan Act
SEc.
Act
amended be further
as amended
further amended to read as
as follows:
follows:
Consolidated bonds.
Consolidatedbonds.
"Each Federal land bank on whose behalf
consolidated bonds
"Each
behalf consolidated
bonds
42, p.
1476,
Vol. 42,
p. 1476,
amended.
shall be issued under
under this
this provision
provision shall
shall in
in all
respects be
be bound
bound
all
respects
Responsibility
Responsibility
of
Cer
by the
the Act
the Farm
Farm Loan
and
the Secretary
Secretary of
of
bank for whichissued.
Act of
which issued. by
of the
Loan Commissioner
Commissioner
and the
the Federal Farm Loan Board."
Board."
Intermediate credit
bntermediate
credit
SEC.
paragraph 1
1 of section 202 of the Agricultural
S
EC. 7. That paragraph
Agricultural
banks.
Vol.
Vol. 42, p.
p. 1455,
1455, Credits Act of 1923, approved March 4, 1923, be amended by inserting
inserting
amended.
after the
the word
"State" in
line
5 of
said paragraph
the words
words "or
"or
United States
States organorgan- after
word "State"
in
line
5
of
said
paragraph
the
izations included.
included.
izations
the Government
paragraph as
off the
Government of the United States,"
States," so that the paragraph
will read:
Power to
Power
to discount or amended
amended will
read:
purchase from
from banks,
purchse
banks,
"(1
To
from, any
"(1)
discount for, or purchase
purchase from,
any national
bank, and/or
and/or
national bank,
agricultural
agricultural organizaorganizations, etc.,
etc., paper based
based any State bank, trust company, agricultural
credit
corporation,
agricultural
credit
corporation,
on
advances
for agrion adtvans
or livestock
gieso
incorporated
livestock
incorporated
livestock loan company, savings institution, cooperative
cultural or
or livestock
cultural
incorprintuo
purposes.
prpses.
bank, cooperative
cooperative credit or
or marketing
marketing association
of agricultural
association of
agricultural
producers, organized
organized under the laws of any State or of
producers,
of the GovernGovernment of the United
United States,
Federal intermediate
States, and/or
and/or any other Federal
intermediate
credit bank, with its indorsement, any note,
exchange,
note, draft, bill
bill of
of exchange,
debenture,
debenture, or other such obligation the proceeds
proceeds of which
which have been
been
advanced or used in the first instance for any agricultural
agricultural purpose
purpose or
or
or marketing
marketing of
livestock."
for the raising,
raising breeding, fattening,
fattening, or
of livestock."
rep Inconsistent
nsistent laws
laws re
SEC.
S
EC. 8. All Acts, or parts of Acts, inconsistent with this Act are
pealed.
hereby repealed.
repealed.
Approved, March 4,
4, 1925.
1925.
March 4, 1925.
[5. 3818.]

s[.3818.]

[Public, No.
600.1
[Public,
NO. 600.1

A
d

Walter Reed Army
rmy

Hospital, D.
D.. c.
autheorized
forAmount
Amount
designated
authorized
improve-

men ts.

ments.

March 4,
4, 1925.
March

[9.
(S. 3913.
3913.)
[Public, No. 601.]

1`dic'al Code.
Code.
Judicial
Suits by the Government.
Vol. 12,
Vol
t2, p.
p. 849, amended.

suitsby the Govern
ment.
ded.

525.-An Act Authorizing
Authorizing the construction
CHAP. 525.—An
construction of additional
additional facilities at
at
in the District of Columbia.
Walter Reed General
General Hospital, in
Columbia.
Be
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
B
e it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
and House
House of
of the
the
•
United States
States of America
America in
Untied
Congress assembled,
in order
order to
in Congress
assembled, That
That in
to
continue
the construction
continue the
at W
alt er Reed
Ree d
construction of
of additional
additional facilities
facilities at
Walter
General Hospital, in the District of Columbia, there is
hereby
is hereby
authorized
authorized to be appropriated
appropriated a
asum of not exceeding
exceeding $2,000,000, to
to
be expended by the Secretary
Secretary of War, for the construction
construction of the
the
following improvements
improvements and buildings, including roads leading
leading
thereto,
necessary furniture, equipment
thereto, necessary
accessories: (a)
Comequipment and accessories:
(a) Completing two wings to the main hospital building, containing
containing wards;
wards;
(b) aarear addition to the main hospital building,
(b)
building, containing
containing dining
dining
rooms, kitchens, wards, and aa library; (c)
(c) aa laboratory
laboratory and morgue
building,
tuberculosis, observation,
observation, infectious disease and semibuilding, and tuberculosis,
isolation wards.
March 4,
Approved, March
4, 1925.

CHAP. 526.—An
526.-An Act To extend for an additional period of one year the
CHAP.
effective
"An
effective period of the Act entitled "
An Act to amend section 51 of chapter 4
4 of
of
the Judicial
Judicial Code,"
approved September
September 19,
19, 1922,
1922, and
an Act
An Act
Code," approved
and an
Act entitled
entitled "
"An
Act
to amend section 876 of the Revised
Statutes," approved
19, 1922.
Revised Statutes,"
approved September
September 19,
1922.

Be it enacted
enacted
by the Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
StatesThat
the last
States
of America in
in Congress
That the last
Congress assembled, That
last

Be it
United
United
United
proviso
proviso

of section
section 51
51 of
the Judicial
of
of the
Judicial Code, as amended by the Act
Act
entitled "An Act to amend section 51 of chapter
chapter 4
4 of the Judicial
Judicial
Code," approved
approved September
amended to read as follows:
September 19, 1922, is amended
follows:
Extension of service 4. p
efective
only
ftoSur
Provided
further,
this
Act
shall
"Provided
further,
That
Act
shall
be
effective
for
a
period
of
be
effective
effective
only
for
four
for
a
period
of
ears
yyears.
.
four
four years
years after
after September
September 19, 1922, after which said section 51,
it exists in the present
chapter 4, as it
present law shall be
be and remain
full
remain in
in full
effect."
force and effect."
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1925.
1925.

Issue
of subpoenas.
Issue ofsubpoenas.
Act entitled
of the
SEC. 2.
the last
last paragraph
the Act
entitled "An
"An Act to Vol.42,
paragraph of
That the
2. That
SEC.
848, amendamendVol.42, p. 848,
ed.
ed.
19,
September
amend
section
876
of
the
Revised
Statutes,"
approved
September
approved
Statutes,"
Revised
amend section 876 of the
1922,
amended to read
read as follows:
is amended
1922, is
Distance limit
limit eeceffecDitanee
after tive
a period
effective for a
"This amendment
period of six years after
amendment shall be effective
"This
tive only for six years.
R.
S.,
sec.
876,
p.
176.
. s., sec. 876, p. 176.
September
it exists in the present
as it
876 as
section 876
which section
after which
1922, after
19, 1922,
September 19,
effect."
law
be and
in full force and
remain in
and remain
shall be
law shall
Approved.
March 4,
1925.
4, 1925.
Approved. March

CHAP.
527.—An Act
Act To
To permit
street railway
railway corporations
corporations
of street
merger of
the merger
permit the
CHAP. 527.-An
operating in
District of
and for
for other
purposes.
other purposes.
Columbia, and
of Columbia,
the District
in the
operating
•

March 4, 1925.
1925.
[S. 4191.]
4191.1
[s.
602.]
[Public, No. 602.]

Be
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of theCombia.
the District of Columbia.
House of
and House
by the
Be it
railway cornstreet railway
comUnited States
States of
of America
Congress assembled, That any or all Street
in Congress
America in
United
panies in, permitted to
rigein,permitted to
of
the street
companies operating
District of Colum- merge.
the District
in the
operating in
railway companies
street railway
of the
authorized and empowered to merge
hereby, authorized
bia, be,
be, and
they are hereby,
and they
bia,
or consolidate,
consolidate, either
by purchase
or lease
lease by one
one company of the
purchase or
either by
or
the others, or by
of
of
properties,
and/or
stocks
or
securities
any
by
securities
or
stocks
properties, and/or
and/or
the properties and/or
the formation
formation of
to acquire
acquire the
corporation to
a new
new corporation
of a
the
stocks or
or securities
securities and
and to
succeed to
obligations of Agreement of stockpowers and obligations
the powers
to the
to succeed
stocks
f stoc
holder
each or
or any
of said
companies under
under such
such terms
conditions as holders.
and conditions
terms and
said companies
any of
each
may be
agreed upon
upon by
vote of
of a
a majority
majority in amount of the stock
by vote
be agreed
may
of the
corporations and
and as
as may
may be
be approved
approved by the Public
respective corporations
the respective
of
Subjecti to
Provided, That Subjec
Utilities
Commission of
of the
the District
District of
of Columbia:
Columbia: Provided,
to approval
approval
Utilities Commission
.
Congress
of
no
merger
of
said
companies
shall
be
finally
consummated
until
Congress.
the
until
consummated
finally
be
shall
companies
no merger of said
reIncorporation
same
approved by
by a
resolution of
Such new
new quiremets.
qi
neo
m
or!)
,?ation
Congress. Such
of Congress.
joint resolution
a joint
is approved
same is
1284.
Vol 31,
corporation
shall be
incorporated under
under the
the provisions
provisions of
Subchapter Vol.
31, p.
p. 1284.
of Subchapter
be incorporated
corporation shall
Columbia
IV,
the Code
of Law
the District
District of Columbia
of the
Law of
Code of
of the
XVIII of
Chapter XVIII
IV, Chapter
as far
applicable, with issues of stock at a
a stated par value and/or
and/or
as applicable,
far as
as
of no
par value,
value, as
be approved
Utilities Comthe Public Utilities
approved by the
may be
as may
no par
of
.°

mission.
Antimerger
Antimerger restricmission.
S
EC.
2.
The
inhibitions
and
restrictions
contained
in
section
11
of
titans
tinlre37mopved.
of
11
section
in
contained
Vol.removed.
37, p. 1006.
restrictions
and
inhibitions
The
2.
SEC.
the Act
Act of
4, 1913
antimerger law,
(commonly known as the antimerger
1913 (commonly
March 4,
of March
the
Public,
435, Thirty-seventh
Large, page 1006),
1006),
Thirty-seventh Statutes at Large,
Numbered 435,
Public, Numbered
be,
and the
same are
are hereby,
removed so far, and only so far, as they
hereby, removed
the same
be, and
affect
the acquisition
corporation of the stocks or bonds of
any corporation
by any
acquisition by
affect the
any of
corporations referred
in the
the foregoing
section.
Amendment
foregoing section.
to in
referred to
of the
the corporations
any
Amendment.
S
EC. 3.
amend, or repeal this Amendme
alter, amend.,
to alter,
right to
the right
reserves the
Congress reserves
3. Congress
SEC.
Act
any provision
provision thereof.
or any
Act or
Approved,
March 4, 1925.
Approved, March
March 4, 1925.

CHAP.
building of
bridge across
the
across the
of aa bridge
the building
authorize the
To authorize
Act To
528.-An Act
CHAP. 528.—An
Santee River
in South Carolina.
Carolina.
River in
Santee

[S. 4209.]
[i. 420.
[Public, No. 603.]

[Public, No.

Be it
enacted by
by the
and House
of the Santeeiver.
Representatives of
Santee River
of Representatives
House of
Senate and
the Senate
it enacted
Be
United
of AmericainCongress
the State
State Highsouth carodna
Carolina may
High- South
That the
assembled, That
America in Congress assembled,
States of
United States
Pp
Lding
way
Department
of
South
Carolina
be,
and
is
hereby
,
authorized
traind&g.'
Poplar
authorized
hereby,
is
and
be,
Carolina
way Department of South
to construct,
operate a
highway bridge
bridge and approaches
approaches
a highway
and operate
maintain and
construct, maintain
to
a point suitable to the interests
thereto across
at a
River at
Santee River
the Santee
across the
thereto
Construction.
of
navigation, at
at or
or near
near the
mouth of
of Poplar
between the
the Construction.
Landing, between
Poplar Landing,
the mouth
of navigation,
34, p. 84.
Vol 34,p.84.
accord- Vol.
counties
of Clarendon
Clarendon and
in accordCarolina, in
South Carolina,
Orangeburg, South
and Orangeburg,
counties of
ance with
with the
Act entitled,
entitled, "An
Act to
regulate the
to regulate
"An Act
an Act
of an
provisions of
the provisions
ance
construction of
over navigable
navigable waters,"
waters," approved
approved March
March 23,
23,
bridges over
of bridges
construction
Amendment.
Amendment.
1906.
1906.
S
EC. 2.
The right
right to
amend, or
repeal this
this Act
Act is
hereby
is hereby
or repeal
alter, amend,
to alter,
2. The
SEC.
expressly
reserved.
expressly reserved.
Approved,
March 4, 1925.
f925.
Approved, March

1266
1266
March 4,
1925.
4,1925.
[S. 4213.]

[P.
N4213.]
[Public, No.
604.]
No. 604.]
[Public,

SIXTY-EIGHTH
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.

SESS. II.
II. CHs.
529-531.
CHS. 529-531.
SESS.

1926
1925

CHAP.
529.-An Act To authorize
CHAP. 529.—An
authorize the building of a
a bridge across the Santee
River
South Carolina.
River in South
Carolina.

it enacted
Be it
enacted by the Senate and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
the
United
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
the
State
State
the
That
assembled,
Congress
in
America
of
States
Santee River.
River.
United
South
Carolina may Highway
Department of
South Carolina
be, and
is hereby,
hereby, authorsouth Carolina
Highway Department
of South
Carolina be,
and is
authorbridge,
near
Saint bridge,
near
Saint
ized to
to construct,
maintain, and operate
operate a
a highway bridge
bridge and apconstruct, maintain,
ant ized
James Ferry
Ferry.
proaches
proaches thereto across the Santee River at aa point suitable to the
interests of
of navigation,
at or
near a
a point
as Saint
Saint James
James
interests
navigation, at
or near
point known
known as
Ferry, between
Georgetown and Charleston, South
South
between the counties of Georgetown
Carolina, in
in accordance
accordance with
entitled ""An
An
Act entitled
of the
the Act
provisions of
the provisions
with the
Carolina,
Constrction.
Construction.
Vol.
p. 84.
ol. 34,
34, p.
84.
regulate the
Act to regulate
the construction
construction of
of bridges
bridges over
over navigable
navigable waters,"
waters,"
approved
Matti' 23,
approved Mafh
23, 1906.
1906.
Amendment.
S
EC. 2. The right to alter, amend, or repeal
repeal this Act is hereby exSEC.
pressly
reserved.
pressly reserved.
Approved,
March 4, 1925.
Approved, March

March
March 4, 1925.
1925.
[S. 4214.]
[Public, No. 605.]

[S. 4214.]
[Public, No. 605.]

Savannah River.

South Carolina
Carolina and
South
Georgia
may bridge
bridge.'
Georgia may

Loa

Location.

Construction.
4
Vol. 34, p. 84.

Amendment.

March 4,
4, 1925.
March
126.
[S.
4a2.
[s. 4232.]

[Public, No.
No. 606.1
606.]
(Public,

Postal service.

Postal service.

CAP. 530.-An
CHAP.
530.—An Act To authorize
authorize the building of a
a bridge across the
Savannah River, between South Carolina
Carolina and Georgia.
Georgia.
Be it
it enacted
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate
and House
the
HighUnited
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the State
State HighStates of
America in
UnitedStates
way Department
Department of South Carolina and the State Highway Department of Georgia be, and are hereby, authorized
authorized to construct, maintain,
operate a
highway bridge
approaches thereto
tain, and
and operate
a highway
bridge and
and approaches
thereto across
across
the Savannah
Savannah River at a
a point suitable to the interests of navigation
where the Seaboard Air Line Railway
at or near the point where
Railway now
now
crosses, between
between the
Elbert,
and Elbert,
Carolina, and
South Carolina,
Abbeville, South
of Abbeville,
the counties
counties of
crosses,
Georgia, in accordance
accordance with
entitled "An
"An
Georgia,
with the
the provisions
provisions of the Act
Act entitled
Act to regulate the construction
construction of bridges
navigable waters,"
bridges over navigable
waters,"
approved
March 23,
23, 1906.
1906.
approvedMarch
SEC.
S
EC. 2. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
hereby
expressly
expressly reserved.
Approved, March
Approved,
March 4, 1925.
1925.

531.-An Act To amend
CHAP. 531.—An
amend section 409, Revised Statutes of the United
States, relating to fines, penalties,
penalties, forfeitures,
forfeitures, and liabilities in the Postal Service.
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
and House
the Senate
by the
Be

States of
of America
Congress assembled,
the provisions
provisions
Authority of PostPost- United
United States
America in
in Congress
assembled, That the
master
General
exsection 409,
Revised Statutes
Statutes of
the United
United States,
States, shall
shall extend
extend
of the
409, Revised
of section
tended toal
ses of of
to all cases
penalties,
cases now
now pending or which may hereafter
enalties,etc.
etc.
in all cases
hereafter arise to balances
balances
R. S., see. 409, p. 68.
R. s.
, p 6 due to the United States through accountability
accountability for public moneys

relation to the officers,
officers, employees,
employees,
under any provision a
of law in relation
Burglary, Bre, etc.,
of the
Postal Service,
Service, excepting
the class
of
eulcepd.
operations, or
or business
business of
the Postal
excepting the
class of
excepted. ' fire. etc, operations
Vol. 38,p..
38, p. 279.
vol.
cases cognizable
January twenty-first,
twenty-first,
cognizable under the Act approved
approved January
nineteen hundred
hundred and fourteen, entitled
entitled "An
"An Act to amend the Act
approved
hundred and
eighty-eight, as
amended
approved May ninth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and eighty-eight,
as amended
by the Act of June eleventh, eighteen
ninety-six,"
eighteen hundred and ninety-six,"
relating to claims of postmasters
postmasters for loss by burglary, fire,
fire, or other
other
unavoidable
casualty.
unavoidable casualty.
Approved,
March 4,
Approved, March
4, 1925.
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CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH

SEss.
II.
SESS. II.

CHs.
532, 533.
533.
CHS. 532,

1925.1267
1925.

CHAP.
532.—An Act
Act Establishing
participation of the
a commission
commission for the participation
Establishing a
CHAP. 532.-An
United States
States in
one hundred
fiftieth anniversary
anniversary of
hundred and fiftieth
the one
of the
observance of
the observance
in the
United
the
action taken
taken by
of Mecklenburg
Mecklenburg County of North
people of
the people
by the
patriotic action
the patriotic
Carolina
in May,
May, 1775,
their independence
independence of the English Crown.
in declaring
declaring their
1775, in
Carolina in

1267

March
1925.
4,1925.
March 4,
[S. 43611
4361.]
[S.
[Public, No. 607.]

[Public,No.607.]

Representatives of Mecklenburg SesquiBe
enacted by
the Senate
and House of Representatives
Senate and
by the
it enacted
Be it
i
Comm,
the United
United States
States of
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That there is centenM'b
centennial
Commisin Congress
America in,
the

sion.
hereby
established a
commission to be known as the United States sion.
a commission
hereby established
Established with
members.
Mecklenburg Sesquicentennial
Commission (hereinafter
(hereinafter referred to eleven members.
Sesquicentennial Commission
Mecklenburg
as
commissioners,
as
the commission)
composed of eleven
commission) and to be composed
as the
follows: Three
President of the
to be appointed by the President
persons to
Three persons
follows:
United States,
States, four
Senators by the President of the Senate, and four
four Senators
United
the No pay.
Members
House of Representatives
Representatives to be appointed by the
Members of the House
Speaker.
compensation and No Paywithout compensation
shall serve without
commission shall
The commission
Speaker. The
shall select
chairman from
from among
among their
their number.
authorized
Amount
number.
select aachairman
shall
Amount authorized
expenses.
expenses.
appropriated, out of forPost,
be appropriated,
S
EC. 2. There
There is
authorized to be
hereby authorized
is hereby
SEC.
p. 13
1317.
any money
money in
in the
the Treasury
appropriated, the sum of Pst p. 17.
otherwise appropriated,
not otherwise
Treasury not
any
$5,000
to be expended
expended by the commission
necessary
commission for actual and necessary
$5,000 to
traveling
discharging its official duties
while discharging
subsistence while
and subsistence
expenses and
traveling expenses
outside the
of Columbia.th
Columbia.
d
District of
the District
outside
SEC. 3.
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
to be
out of
of any
any for
krAmoutipapihnogrit
participating in
appropriated out
be appropriated
3. There
There is
SEC.
Charmoney in
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the sum of $10,$10,- ceebration
c
Io
etbrigiT at CharTreasury not
the Treasury
in the
money
1317.
000
to be
in the
the discretion
discretion of
commission for the appro- Pst,
POst, p.
p. i317.
the commission
of the
utilized in
be utilized
000 to
priate participation
celebrathe United States in the celebraof the
part of
the part
on the
participation on
priate
tion and
observance at
city of
of Charlotte,
Charlotte, county
county of
Mecklenburg,
of Mecklenburg,
the city
at the
and observance
tion
North Carolina,
on the
the 18th,
18th, 19th,
19th, 20th,
21st, and 22d days of May,
20th, 21st,
Carolina, on
North
1925, of
the one
hundred and fiftieth
fiftieth anniversary of the patriotic
one hundred
of the
1925,
action
citizens of
Mecklenburg County, North Carolina, in
of Mecklenburg
the citizens
of the
action of
May,
in declaring
independence of the English Crown.
their independence
declaring their
1775, in
May, 1775,
Approved, March 4, 1925. •
Approved,

CHAP.
533.—An Act
provide for
payment on homestead
of payment
extension of
for extension
To provide
Act To
CHAP. 533.-An
Montana,
entries on
on ceded
ceded lands
Peck Indian
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, State of Montana,
Fort Peck
the Fort
of the
lands of
entries
and
for other
other purposes.
purposes.
and for

4, 1925.
March 4,
[S.
4367.]
S. 4367.1

[Public, No. 608.]
608.]
[Public,

Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of the
the Fo
of Representatives
Representatives of
Be it
Fort Peck Indian ReMont.
United
States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That all
all persons
persons servation,
serration, Mont.
America in
United States
Homestead settlers
settlers
Homestead
the
within
settlers
who
homestead entries, being actual
made homestead
have made
who have
allowed further
further time for
installment
payments.
payments.
installment
boundaries
of
the
Fort
Peck
Indian
Reservation
are
hereby
granted
hereby
are
Reservation
Indian
boundaries of the Fort Peck
Vol. 41, p. 365.
an
extension of
time for
for payment
of one-half
amount, including Vol 41, p. .
the amount,
one-half the
payment of
of time
an.extension
homestead entries
principal
and interest
and unpaid
unpaid on
their .homestead
on their
due and
interest due
principal and
payment of the other
until
day of
1925, and
for payment
and for
November, 1925,
of November,
1st day
the 1st
until the
half until
1st day
of November,
November, 1926; all such amounts to bear Proviso.
day of
the 1st
until the
half
forfeited if
interest
until
the
payment
dates, at
at 55 per
per annum:
annum: ProPro- Lands forfeited
centum per
per centum
dates,
payment
the
interest until
payments not made.
not made.
vided,
That upon
failure to
to make
payment of
either install- payments
of either
complete payment
make complete
upon failure
vided, That
ment
by any
any such
the entry
entry shall
shall be canceled and the land
persons the
such persons
ment by
revert
of other
other tribal
tribal lands
Peck Indian
the Fort Peck
of the
lands of
status of
the status
to the
revert to
Reservation.
Arre frompersons
m persons
Reservation.
Arrears
have abandoned
hoc hveabandoned
SEC. 2.
All such
persons who
have abandoned
abandoned residence
and who
on and
residence on
who have
such persons
2. All
SEC.
residence, etc., to be
etc., to be
any amounts
cultivation of
of their
their entries
who are
are in
arrears in
amounts reidence,
in any
in arrears
and who
entries and
cultivation
Paid
Pr.
ocisos.
are hereby
hereby required
to make
of both
and p Aosons.
principal and
both principal
full of
in full
payment in
make payment
required to
are
Interest on delinon dnqe
interest on
day of
of November,
Provided, That quencies.
1925: Provided,
November, 1925:
1st day
the 1st
before the
or before
on or
interest
foeid if
all delinquent
principal and
and interest
interest shall
shall draw
draw Lds
Lands forfeited
both principal
of both
amounts of
delinquent amounts
all
not mn.re.
mloie,
paymentsnot
Provided payments
interest at
at the
the rate
rate of
centum per
per annum until paid: Provided
per centum
of 55per
interest
further, That
to make
full and
and complete
of
payment of
complete payment
make full
failure to
upon failure
That upon
further.
both principal
principal and
before the
the 1st
of November,
November,
day of
1st day
or before
on or
interest on
and interest
both
1925,
said entry
entry or
or entries
shall thereupon
canceled, and
the land
land
and the
be canceled,
thereupon be
entries shall
1925, said
revert
to the
the status
tribal lands
Fort Peck Indian
the Fort
of the
lands of
other tribal
of other
status of
revert to
Reservation.
Reservation.
Approved, March
March 4, 1925.
Approved,
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S
ESS. II.
CHS. 534,
534, 535.
SEss.
II. Cus.

1925.

4, 1925.
March 4,1925.
[S. 43771
[S.
4377.
[Public, No. 6091

CAP.
534.—An Act
To permit
compact or
or agreement
between the
the
a compact
agreement between
CHAP. 534.-An
Act To
permit a
Washington, Idaho, Oregon,
disposition
States of Washington,
Oregon, and Montana respecting
respecting the disposition
and apportionment
Columbia River
and its
its tributaries,
tributaries, and
and
apportionment of
of the
the waters
waters of
of the
the Columbia
River and
and
for other
purposes.
for
other purposes.

Columbia River and
tributaries.
iver and
trbuta

Whereas the
its tributaries
tributaries are
streams
interstate streams
are interstate
and its
River and
Columbia River
Whereas
the Columbia
having their
their sources
in a
a drainage
of approximately
having
sources in
drainage area
area of
approximately 250,000
250,000

[Public, No. 69.]

Preamble,
Preamble.

Montana,
square miles, '
said streams flowing through the States of Montana,
gton, and the
Columbia River
River forming the
the boundary
boundary
Idaho, Washm
Washington,
the Columbia
between
Washington and Oregon;
and
Oregon; and
between the States of
of Washington
Whereas
vitally interested
in the
the possible
are vitally
interested in
possible
Whereas the
the above-named
above-named States
States are
development
for irrigairrigaRiver and its
its tributaries for
of the
the Columbia
Columbia River
development of
navigation uses; and
and navigation
and
tion, power, domestic and
'Whereas the
the Interior,
to the
the President
in aa letter
letter to
President
Whereas
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Interior, in
dated December
December 11,
11, 1924,
1924, has
pointed out
out that
for future
future
dated
has pointed
that plans
plans for
reclamation
development must
take into
consideration the
the needs
must take
into consideration
needs of,,
of,
reclamation development
the
States and
problems of
and
of interstate streams
streams and
and the
the water-right
water-right problems
the States
stated that
that efforts
to reach
an agreement
for the
the economic
economic apporapporagreement for
efforts to
reach an
stated
tionment of water of
States concerned
concerned
streams by
by the
the States
of interstate streams
tionment
approval and support of
and
of this
this Department";
Department "; and.
""have the
the cordial approval
Whereas
for the
a compact
compact for
the economic
economic apportionapportionWhereas it
it is
is desirable
desirable that
that a
ment
the water
the Columbia
River and
its tributaries
tributaries for
for
Columbia River
and its
ment of
of the
water of
of the
irrigation, power,
power, domestic,
and navigation
domestic, and
navigation purposes, entered into
irrigation,
by
Oregon, and
said States
States of Montana, Idaho, Oregon,
by and between
between the said
Washington, and
and that
that the
United States
be conWashington,
the interests
interests of
of the
the United
States be
considered
drawing of said
authorized representsidered in
in the
the drawing
said compact, by authorized
atives of each of
of said States and of
of the United
United States:
States: Now,
therefore,
therefore,
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
Be
Senate and
and House
of the
the
Washington, Idaho,
United States
consent of
of
That consent
assembled, That
in Congress
Congress assembled,
of America
America in
States of
Idaho, United
on, and Montana.
OrWSingnd
Negotiating
Congress
is
hereby
given
to
the
of
Washington,
Oregon,
agreem
g
apportionment
g
-agreeStates
Idaho,
Oregon,
ent of
of apportionment
ment
of water
agreement not
water supply among and Montana to negotiate
negotiate and enter into a
acompact or agreement
them consented to.
e etiatin

themconsent

to.

later than January
1, 1927,
1927, providing
January 1,
providing for
equitable division
and
for an
an equitable
division and

apportionment among
apportionment
among said States of
of the water supply
supply of the
the

FederC
repn

Columbia
River and
of the
tributary thereto,
upon condition
olumbia River
and of
the streams
streams tributary
thereto, upon
condition
that two suitable persons, who shall be appointed
that
appointed by the President
President
Department of the Interior
Interior and
of the United
United States, one from the Department
and
one from the War Department,
Department, shall participate in said negotiations
negotiations
as the
tile representatives
representatives of the United States
States and
and shall make report to
to
Congress of
of the
the proceedings
of any
any compact
compact or
or agreement
entered
agreement entered.
and of
proceedings and
Congress
Con- into: Provided,
Provided, That any such compact
compact or agreement shall not be
rerree
binding or
obligatory upon
the parties
thereto unless
and until
until
any of
of the
parties thereto
unless and
binding
or obligatory
upon any
the same shall have been approved
legislature of each of said
said.
approved by the legislature
States
by the
States.
United States.
the United
of the
Congress of
the Congress
and by
States and
SEC.
SEC. 2. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is herewith
herewith
expressly reserved.
expressly
Approved, March 4, 1925.

Federal representativestoprticipate
and
tives
to participate and
report.
report.

prso.

Proviso.
Isigislativeand
and
Legilative
gress
grea
approval
quired.
quired.

Amendment.

Amendment.

March
March 4,
4, 1925.
1925.

[H.
R. 21.
[H. R.
211
[Public, No. 6101
610.1

CHAP.
trade-mark laws, and for
CRAP. 535.-An
535.—An Act To amend the patent and trade-mark
other purposes.

Be
by the
Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of
of the
the
of Representatives
the Senate
enacted by
Be it
it enacted
Certifiatestorectify United
States of
of America
America in
United States
Congress ctssembled
That whenever
whenever
in Congress
assembled,2 That
office
mistake
in regismistake in
in aa patent
patent or
trade-mark registration,
incurred through
through
or trade-mark
registration, incurred
ana mistake
tration
tobe
be issued
issued
tration
to
and
Patent Office.
Office.
Certificates to rectify

recorded.
recorded,

the fault of the Patent Office,
Office, is clearly disclosed by the records or
or
a certificate, stating the fact and nature
files of the office,
office, a
nature of such
mistake, signed by the Commissioner of Patents and sealed with the
the
seal of the Patent Office,
Office, may be issued, without charge,
charge, and
and recorded
recorded
in the records of patents or
thereof
or trade-marks,
trade-marks, and aaprinted copy thereof
copy of the patent
patent or trade-mark
attached to each printed copy
trade-mark registra-
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Made apart and
and with
tion,
part of le gMadeapart
considered as part
thereafter be considered
tion, and
and such
such certificate
certificate shall thereafter
al effect of the with
origthe
every patent
or trade-mark
trade-mark registration,
registration, together
together inal.
patent or
and every
the original,
original, and
in
with such
such certificate,
certificate, shall have the
effect and
and operation
operation in
the same effect
with
law
of all
for causes
causes thereafter
thereafter arising
arising as
as if
if
law on
on the
the trial
trial of
all actions
actions for
Previous certificates
the same had been originally
originally issued in such corrected form. All
All adeo u certificates
such
certificates heretofore
heretofore issued in accordance
accordance with the rules of
such certificates
the
and the
or trade-mark
trade-mark registrations
registrations to
to
the Patent
Patent Office
Office and
the patents
patents or
Records,
d. etc.
which they are attached shall have the same force and effect as if validate
such
certificates had
been specifically
specifically authorized
statute.
by statute.
such certificates
had been
authorized by
S
EC. 2.
of the Revised Statutes be, and the same Recordsetc.
2. That
That section 892 of
SEC.
is
hereby, amended
to read
read as
follows:
is hereby,
amended to
as follows:
Copiesauthenticated
es authe certi
nticated
fied
byCopipies
"SEC. 892.
or printed
printed copies
copies of
of any
books, bythesealandcertified
892. Written
any records,
records, books,
"SEC.
Written or
by Coier
Commissioner
or
Office, of letters patent, oter
accepte
papers, or drawings
drawings belonging
belonging to the Patent
Patent Office,
other officer accepted
as
evidence.
of
registration of
trade-marks, labels,
labels, or
prints, au- asevidence.
or prints,
of trade-marks,
of registration
of certificates
certificates of
of the Patent
Patent Office and certified
thenticated
certified by the comthe seal
seal of
thenticated by the
missioner
thereof, or
in his
name attested
duly
of division duly
by a
a chief
chief of
attested by
or in
his name
missioner thereof,
designated by
be evidence
in all
all cases
where- Issue
designated
by the
the commissioner,
commissioner, shall
shall be
evidence in
cases whereon paying
fee.
Issue on
payingfee.
in the
the originals
could be
be evidence;
and any
making appliany person
person making
evidence; and
originals could
in
cation
therefor and
and paying
the fee
required by
by law shall have certifee required
paying the
cation therefor
fied
copies thereof."
thereof."
fied copies
3
mar
p7
"1kamendS
EC. 3. That section
Trade-Mark Act of
February 20, 1Tort.d3e
of February
ol.33ap.,amiendSEC.
section 11
11 of the
the Trade-Mark
ed.
1905 (Thirty-third
(Thirty-third Statutes at Large, page 724),
724), be, and the same ed.
1905
is
read as
follows:
certi
to read
as follows:tion
is hereby,
hereby, amended
amended to
Registration certifiSEC. 11.
certificates of
trade-marks shall be catestobeunderseati
cates Lobe under seal of
of registration
registration of trade-marks
11. That certificates
""SEC.
Patent Oicesi'gnedb
Office signed by
issued
under the seal CPatent
issued in the name of the United States of America, under
Commissioner,
etc.
of
the Patent
Office, and
and shall
shall either
either be
by the
the Commissioner
Commissioner
be signed
signed by
of the
Patent Office,
of
or have
his name
attested by an Asname printed
printed thereon and attested
have his
of Patents
Patents or
sistant
Commissioner of
of Patents
by one
examiners duly
the law examiners
one of
of the
or by
Patents or
sistant Commissioner
designated
Patents, and
record thereof, toand aarecord
of Patents,
the Commissioner
Commissioner of
by the
designated by
gether
printed copies
copies of
of the
the drawing
drawing and
and statement
statement of
gether with
with printed
of the
the appliappli- Date
Date of
of application.
application.
certificate shall
cant, shall
shall be
be kept
kept in books for that purpose. The certificate
shall
received
application for registration
state
which the application
registration was received
date on which
state the
the date
Issue to assignee.
trade-marks may Issuetoassignee.
in the Patent Office. Certificates of registration of trade-marks
must
assignment
be
the applicant, but the assignment must
assignee of the
the assignee
issued to the
be issued
first be entered
entered of record in the Patent Office."
Office."
4, 1925.
Approved, March
1925.
March 4,
Approved,

servCHAP.
Providing for sundry matters affecting the naval servAct Providing
536.-An Act
CHAP. 536.—An
other purposes.
and for
for other
ice, and
purposes.

March
4, 12.
192li
March 4,
261111.j .
[H. R.a8s.]
(Public,
No.
611.
Public, No. 611.1

Be it
it enacted
the Senate
and Home
Representatives of the
the
of Representatives
House of
Senate and
by the
enacted by
Be
Navy.i
re to
menrenreento men
United States
States of
Congress assembled,
assembled, That all men crt
in Congress
of America
America in,
United
lAsting after transfer to
transferred
the Fleet
Fleet Naval
Reserve who
transferred from
from the
the Regular
Regular Navy
Navy to
to the
Naval Reserve,
who lFtle
e.t
aftsr ttvrf
Fleet Naval
Reserve.
of
date of
have heretofore
have
heretofore reenlisted in the Navy, shall, from the dale
reenlistment,
be credited
with pay, including
including subsequent
subsequent increases
increases
credited with
reenlistment, be
therein,
the same
rate, exclusive
exclusive of
retainer pay,
pay, that
that they were
of retainer
same rate,
at the
therein, at
receiving when
when on
on active
duty in
the Navy as members
Fleet
members of the Fleet
in the
active duty
receiving
Naval
Reserve prior
to date
Navy.
Naval Reserve
prior to
date of
of reenlistment
reenlistment in
in the
the Navy.
That
of the
the Navy
Navy or
or Marine
has been
been
enlisted man
man of
Marine Corps
Corps who
who has
That any
any enlisted
discharged to
to enable
enable him
him to
to be
be enrolled
enrolled in
in the
the Naval
Naval Reserve
or
Force or
Reserve Force
discharged
and
Marine Corps
as a
or warrant
officer, and
warrant officer,
a commissioned
commissioned or
Reserve as
Corps Reserve
Marine
in the Navy within four months from
who
heretofore reenlisted
reenlisted in
has heretofore
who has
of his service
the
termination of
service as an officer
officer in the Naval
Naval
of termination
the date
date of
Marine Corps Reserve, shall be restored
Reserve Force
Force or Marine
restored to the
Reserve
grade. rank,
rank, or
rating held
held by
by him
at time
time of
the
from the
discharge from
of discharge
him at
or rating
grade,
Navy to
to permit
permit enrollment
in the
Naval Reserve
Reserve Force
Force or Marine
the Naval
enrollment in
Navv
Corps
Reserve, and
he shall
entitled from the date he has herebe entitled
shall be
and he
Corps Reserve,
subsequent
tofore so
so reenlisted
to the
including subsequent
pay, including
rate of pay,
same rate
the same
reenlisted to
tofore

Restoration to rank,
Restoration
rank,

etc., on reenlis-ting after
ete.,onreenstingaer
dischargefrom service
tobise
rneoas
to
be enrolled
as oerffic
officer
in Reserve.
inBeserv.
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increases
therein, as
as he
was receiving
discharge from
the
from the
time of
of discharge
at time
receiving at
he was
increases therein,
Navy to
to permit
permit enrollment
Reserve Force.
Force.
the Naval
Naval Reserve
in the
enrollment in
Navy
Fleet Naval Reserve.
That any
the Fleet
Fleet Naval
Naval Reserve,
thereto
transferred thereto
Reserve, transferred
of the
member of
That
any member
Members trnsferred
Members transferred
after
sixteen
or
twenty
years'
service
in
the
Navy,
who has
heretofore
who
has heretofore
Navy,
in
the
to,
from
Navy
disservice
years'
or
twenty
sixteen
after
and
disNavy
to, from
charged to accept tem- been discharged therefrom to accept temporary appointment as
an
to accept temporary appointment as an
to apet tem
charyged
porary
appointment
in been discharged therefrom
poraryappointmentflt
Navy,
revocation to officer
of temporary
Navy, shall
the revocation
temporary
revocation of
upon the
shall upon
the regular
regular Navy,
in the
officer in
on revocation
Navy,
resume status in Reappointment
officer be
to his
his former
former
reverted to
have reverted
to have
be deemed
deemed to
serve.
as an
an officer
appointment as
serve.
status
the Fleet
Reserve, and
and shall
shall be
entitled to
to retainer
retainer
be entitled
Fleet Naval
Naval Reserve,
in the
status in
pay,
increases therein,
he was
was
rate he
same rate
the same
at the
therein, at
subsequent increases
including subsequent
pay, including
receiving prior
to discharge
from the
the Fleet
Naval Reserve
from the
the
Reserve from
Fleet Naval
discharge from
prior to
receiving
date he
is herein
deemed to
have reverted
to his
his former
status therein:
therein:
former status
reverted to
to have
he is
herein deemed
date
Provisos.
Provided, That reenlistment in the Navy following revocation of
Pay,
etc., on
revoca- Provided, That reenlistment in the Navy following revocation of
on revocaPayetc.
tion
temporary ap- temporary
temporary appointment
appointment as
officer shall
shall not deprive him of the
an officer
as an
of temporary
tion of
pointment.
pointment.
benefits
benefits of this section, and he shall be entitled
entitled to receive the pay,
including
retainer pay,
pay, authorized
for members
the Fleet
Fleet Naval
Naval
of the
members of
authorized for
including retainer
Reserve
when
on
active
duty
during
the
period
served
under
enlistenlistunder
served
the
period
during
duty
active
on
when
Reserve
Retainer pay if rement: Provided
That nothing
nothing contained
contained in
this section
shall
section shall
in this
further, That
Provided further,
gay
r ment:
enlisting and
again
enRsnaetar
transferred to
to Reserve.
Reserve. be construed as changing the status or affecting the retainer pay of
transferred
construed
changing
affecting
any
after termination
officer,
a temporary
temporary officer,
as a
termination of service as
who, after
person who,
any person
reenlisted
in the
the regular
regular Navy
and was again
Fleet
transferred to the Fleet
again transferred
Navy and
reenlisted in
Naval
Reserve.
Reserve.
Naval
Enlisted men disEnlisted
That enlisted
enlisted men
of the
Navy who
at expiration
expiration
discharged at
were discharged
who were
the Navy
men of
charged
within
That
andwithin
charged and
four months enrolled
at
of enlistment
enlistment and
and had
had completed
completed sixteen
sixteen or
or twenty
years' service
service at
twenty years'
erollved of
fourmonths
as officer in Reserve,
transferred on the time of discharge,
deemed transferred
discharge, and were thereafter
thereafter enrolled
enrolled in the Naval
Naval
date of discharge.
the
date ofdischarge.
Reserve
Reserve Force within four months from date of discharge from the
warrant or commissioned
Navy
assigned provisional
provisional rank
rank as warrant
commissioned
and assigned
Navy and
transferred to the Fleet Naval
have been transferred
shall -be
be deemed to have
officers, shall
Reserve
discharge from the Navy, and then to have been
of discharge
Reserve on date of
transferred
Reserve Force in which
which they
to the
the class of the Naval Reserve
transferred to
were
given
provisional
assignment
as
warrant
or
commissioned
warrant
or
commissioned
as
provisional
assignment
were
given
.
Proviso.
Pay, etc.,
etc., from
officers: Provided,
Provided, That they shall be entitled to receive the same
Pay,
fom date officers:
of transfer.
transfer.
of
pay, allowances,
pay,
allowances, and other benefits from and after the date said
been
transfer
transfer to the Fleet Naval Reserve is herein deemed to have been
Naval
made as is provided by law for men transferred
transferred to the Fleet Naval
Reserve.
etc., if
Pay, etc.,
Pay,
it dis- Reserve.
That
any enlisted
man who
who was
was discharged
to
Navy to
the Navy
from the
discharged from
enlisted man
That any
charged
for enrollment
chayed for
as officer in Reserve,
in
a
commisForce
Reserve
in Rerve, enable him to be enrolled
s
offsrced
enrolled
in
the
Naval
Reserve
in
a
commisNavy
who isreduced
who
is reduced to Nary
rating at
thereafter at his own request reduced to the
at his
his own
own rere- sioned rank, who was thereafter
rating
quest, and
and serving
quest,
serving unenrollment pe- same rating in the Naval Reserve Force as held by him at the time
expired enrollment
riod in the Navy.
Vod
in 41,
thep.Navy.
Of
of his discharge from the Navy, and transferred
transferred to the regular
regular
Vol.
141.
enrollment, in accordance
Navy to serve the unexpired portion of his enrollment,
accordance
with the Act approved
approved July 11, 1919, shall be entitled, from the
date he was so transferred and so long as he shall continue in the
naval service, to the same rate of pay and other benefits that would
have been received
received by him if he had not been discharged from the
Navy to permit enrollment
enrollment in the Naval Reserve Force.
Charge
desertion.
Charge of desertion.
relieved of
of
May be relieved
deserter who since the
charge,
honorably
charge, honorably

served in the
d

served in the world
World
War in force of Allies
W
in forAce of Allies
or United States.

CHARGE OF
DESERTION.
CHARGE
OF DESERTION.
SE.
S
EC. 2. That in all cases where it shall be made to appear to the
satisfaction of
of the
the President
President that
officer
or warrant
warrant officer
commissioned or
that aa commissioned
satisfaction
or an enlisted man with the charge
charge of desertion now standing
standing
against him on the rolls and records of the Army, Navy, or Marine

charge was entered served honorably in the
Corps has since such charge
World War, either in the military or naval forces of the Allies or
Marine Corps or in other branches
in the Army, Navy, or Marine
branches of the
military service of the United
United States prior to November
1918,
November 11, 1918,
the President is hereby authorized, in his discretion,
discretion, to cause an
entry to be made on said rolls and records of the Army, Navy, or
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Marine Corps, relieving said officer or enlisted man of all the disabilities which he had heretofore
heretofore or would hereafter
hereafter suffer by virtue
Entry
Entry of
of honorable
honorable
of said charge
charge of desertion thus appearing
appearing against him; and upon discharge.
such action being taken by the President, such officer or enlisted
man shall be regarded
regarded as having been honorably discharged on the
•
Proviso.
date the
charge of desertion
O back
k a,
to.
desertion was
was entered
entered against
against him:
him: Provided,
Provided,That No
date
the charge
pay, etc.,
prior to
nothing contained
in this
shall operate
entitle any
service prior
to
nothing
contained in
this section
section shall
operate to
to entitle
any officer
officer for
or service
World
War.
a orld War or enlisted man to back pay or allowances
allowances of any kind or to a
pension for any service
service rendered prior to the World War.
pension

TO
CREDIT CERTAIN
CERTAIN OFFICERS
WITH ACTIVE
DUTY PERFORMED
OFFICERS WITH
ACTIVE DUTY
PERFORMED SINCE
SINCE
TO CREDIT
RETIREMENT.
RETIREMENT.

Retired officers.
Retired
officers.

Credited with all
S
EC. 3.
3. That
all retired
and warrant
officers of
of the
the azoecus.teercviicowierilaful
That all
retired commissioned
commissioned and
warrant officers
SEC.
active service April 6,
1917,
to March
1921.
United
States
Navy_
and
Marine
Corps
who
served
on
active
duty
1917,
March 3,
3
P
,1921:
United States Navy and Marine Corps
in the Navy and Marine Corps of the United States during the
World War shall be credited with all active duty performed
performed since
retirement during the period from April 6,
6, 1917,
1917, to March 3, 1921,
in the computation
computation of their longevity pay.

CIVILIAN OUTFITS
ENLISTED MEN.
MEN.
CIVILIAN
OUTFITS FURNISHED
FURNISHED ENLISTED
SEC. 4.
accounting officers
Government are
are
of the
the Government
officers of
4. That the
the accounting
SEC.
authorized and directed
directed to allow in the settlement
settlement of the accounts
authorized
of disbursing
disbursing officers
of the
Corps payments
made
and Marine
Marine Corps
payments made
officers of
the Navy
Navy and
of
furnished enlisted men of the Navy
by them for civilian outfits furnished
bad conduct,
conduct, undesirability,
upon
discharge
for bad
and
orinaptitude
and Marine
Marine Corps
Corps
since upon
November
discharge
13, 1917.
for
undesirability,
or inaptitude since November 13, 1917.
SECTION
OF
SECTION 1481
1481 OF

T.H..E
THE

REVISED STATUTES.
STATUTES.
REVISED

Civilian outfits.
outfits.

Navy
.
Navy. and Marine
disbursing officers al-

low
bed
urs
c
erdit i
i
i
o
ffi
r,ceto
t
n
oene
an
l:
lowed
credit
for,

listed men
men discharged
listed
discharged
for bad conduct,
conduct, etc.

Retired
Retired staff officers.
officers.

retirement with
No retirement
SEC. 5.
retired with the rank rank
5. That hereafter no person shall be retired
SEC.
rank of
of commodore,
commodore,
Revised unless of rank of capof commodore,
commodore, under the provisions of section 1481 of the Revised
tain.
retirement the rank R. 8.,
Statutes, unless he has attained at the time of retirement
S., sec. 1481,
1481, p. 257.
267.
of captain in the Navy.

ACQUISITION
OF CERTAIN
FOR AVIATION.
AVIATION.
SITES FOR
CERTAIN SITES
ACQUISITION OF

Aviation sites.
sites.

Expenses authorized
authorized
Secretary of the Navy be, and he is hereby, from
SEC.
6. That the Secretary
S
EC. 6.
aviation expenses,
m^ V at exien.es
authorized
"Aviation" contained
contained 1924.
appropriation "Aviation"
authorized to
to expend
expend from the appropriation
p. 1148.
in
Act making
making appropriations
for the
Navy Department
Department and
1148.
Vol. 42,
42,p.
and Vol.
the Navy
appropriations for
the Act
in the
service for the fiscal year
the naval service
and for
for Galveston,
year ending
ending June
June 30,
30, 1924,
1924, and
Galveston, Tex.
other
22, 1923,
1923, a
a sum
excess of
not in
in excess
of
January 22,
sum not
purposes, approved
approved January
other purposes,
$13,000
for acquiring
the site
site of
of the
the naval
naval air
station, Galveston,
Galveston, Lakchurst,
$13,000 for
acquiring the
air station,
Lkhurst, N. J..
a sum not in excess of $18,000
Texas; a
$18,000 for acquiring
acquiring the site of the
naval air
air station,
station, Lakehurst,
Lakehurst, New
of way for
for
Jersey, and right
right of
New Jersey,
naval
Quantico, Va.
railroad spur
spur track
appurtenant thereto;
sum not
not in
of QuanticoVa.
excess of
in excess
thereto; aa sun
track appurtenant
railroad
$20,000 for
for acquiring
the site
site of
Marine Corps
Corps flying
field at
at
flying field
of the
the Marine
acquiring the
$20,000
Chatham, Maw.
Reid,
Virginia; and
sum not
not in
in excess
excess of
$58,335 for
for Chath am,Mass.
of $58,335
a sum
and a
Reid, Quantico,
Quantico, Virginia;
acquiring
the site
of the
Chatham, Massachusetts:
Massachusetts:
air station
station at
at Chatham,
the naval
naval air
site of
acquiring the
Provisos.
Provided, That
Provided,
That the Secretary
Secretary of the Navy
Navy be,
be, and
and he
he is hereby, Sale
lP-alveston
ite
of Galveston site
authorized,
discretion, to
the site
of the
the naval
air station,
station, authorized.
naval air
sell the
site of
to sell
in his
his discretion,
authorized, in
Galveston,
improvements thereon,
upon such
terms Proceeds
Galveston, Texas,
Texas, with
with the
the improvements
thereon, upon
such terms
Proceeds to
to credit
credit of
of
Aviation.
as
may deem
deem proper:
further, That
That $13,000
$13,000 of
of the Aviation.
Provided further,
proper: Provided
as he
he may
the
proceeds
of such
such sale
the credit
credit of the
deposited to the
sale shall
shall be deposited
proceeds of
appropriation
the purchase
purchase price
of the
the land
land is
is defrayed.
defrayed.
price of
which the
from which
appropriation from
Sums
until
available until
S ms available
authorized shall remain available until spent.
That the sums herein authorized
expended.
expended.
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PERSONNEL.
MARINE
MARINE CORPS PERSONNEL.

Promotions below
below
Promotions
colonel subject to cercolonel
tificate of
of examining
examining
tifcate

board as to professional
qualifications, etc.
' Vol.
p. 321.
321.
Vol. 27,
27,p.

Marine Corps
no officer
SEc.
officer of the Marine
Corps below
below the grade or
7. That
That no
SEC. 7.
or rank
rank of
colonel shall
promoted or
in grade
grade or
advanced in
or advanced
be promoted
shall be
of colonel
rank

on the
unless the
examining board provided
provided for in the
the examining
list unless
active list
the active
qbuaSatonsr etn. on

provide for the
approved July 28, 1892, entitled "An Act to provide
Act approved
examination
of
certain
officers
of
the
Marine
Corps,
and
regulate
and to regulate
Corps,
Marine
the
of
officers
examination of certain
promotions therein"
therein" (Twenty-seventh
321), shall,
Statutes, page 321),
(Twenty-seventh Statutes,
promotions
in addition
to making
qualification for promotion
promotion
certificate of qualification
such certificate
making such
addition to
in
or advancement
advancement as
prescribed by
the Secretary
Secretary of the Navy,
by the
be prescribed
may be
as may
or
certify that
there is
evidence before the board to satisfy the
is sufficient
sufficient evidence
that there
certify
board
that
the
officer
is
fully
qualified
professionally for the higher
higher
qualified professionally
fully
is
officer
the
that
board
grade or
or rank.
grade
Reexamination in one
qualify profesofficer of the Marine Corps who fails to qualify
That any officer
Reexaminationmone
year if failing to qualify.
sionally
promotion or advancement
advancement shall be
examination for promotion
upon examination
sionally upon
reexamined as
soon as
expiration of one
be expedient after the expiration
as may
may be
as soon
reexamined
year
if he
in the
the meantime
meantime again
again becomes
becomes due for promotion, and if he
he in
year if
does not
the meantime
become due for promotion he shall be
again become
meantime again
in the
not in
does
reexamined
at such
time
anterior
becoming due for promoagain becoming
to again
anterior
time
at
such
reexamined
Provisos.
That
Provided, That
may be for the best interests of the service: Provided,
If
than 10 years' tion
tion as may
les than
f less

any
if
officer of less than ten years'
years' total active service, exclusive
oand fably tarif
servie
such officer
i any
any such
of service
as midshipman
midshipman or
cadet at
States Naval
Naval
United States
at the
the United
or cadet
service as
edwithoneyear'spay. of

service and failing, to
be
dischargbe honorably
honorably diseharged with one year's pay.

Academy or
or the
the United
United States
Military Academy,
Academy, fails to qualify
States Military
Academy
professionally
upon
reexamination
he
shall
be honorably discharged
of more than 10 professionally upon reexamination he shall be honorably discharged
If of
Provided further,
the
further, That
That
years,
Marine Corps with one year's pay: Provided
the Marine
from
be retained
retained from
as, to be
but ineligible for proactive
if
any
such
officer
of
than
ten
years'
total
service,
excluten
than
more
of
officer
for pro- if any such
botionib'e
motion.
sive
of service
midshipman or cadet at the United States Naval
Naval
service as midshipman
sive of
Military Academy, fails to qualify
Academy
qualify
or the United States Military
Academy or
professionally
upon reexamination,
reexamination, he
discharged from
he shall not be discharged
professionally upon
the
Marine Corps
account of
of such
thereafter be
shall thereafter
but shall
failure, but
such failure,
on account
Corps on
the Marine
ineligible for promotion or advancement;
advancement; and any such officer shall
ineligible
Retirement pay.
a percentage
pay.
be retired
retired with a
percentage of the pay received
received by him at the date
Retirement
of retirement
equal to
2 per
/
1
per centum for each year of total active
21/2
to 2
retirement equal
of
section
service
be computed
accordance with the provisions of section
computed in accordance
to be
service to
Vol.
42, p.
628.
1
of the
the Act
entitled "An
allowances
readjust the pay and allowances
to readjust
"An Act to
Act entitled
1 of
ol. 42,
p. 626.
Navy,
of the
commissioned and enlisted personnel of the Army, Navy,
of
the commissioned
Geodetic Survey, and Public
Marine Corps, Coast Guard, Coast and Geodetic
Health Service,"
Service," approved
not to exceed 75 per
1922, not
approved June 10, 1922,
Health
centum, upon
upon attaining,
previously attained, the ages in
had previously
or if
if he had
attaining, or
centum,
the
as follows: Lieutenant colonel, fifty
and ranks, as
grades and
various grades
the various
years,
major
and
company
officers,
forty-five years.
forty-five
officers,
company
and
major
years,
Brigadier generals apThat
brigadier
generals
of
the
shall, subject to physical
line shall,
the
of
generals
brigadier
That
cclline
from
pointed
pointed
line colonels on eligible list.
list.
onelsoneligible

Appointments of
headof
heads
of staff
staff departdepartments.
ments.
Preparation of
lit
blesl
ble
list.

Proviso.

Apointment
Appointment

field officers.
feldtofficer.

examination, be
appointed from
of the
the line
line whose
whose names
names
colonels of
from colonels
be appointed
examination,

are borne
borne on
on the
eligible list
by aa board of not
annually by
prepared annually
list prepared
the eligible
are
approved
less
than five
Marine Corps, and approved
of the Marine
officers of
general officers
five general
less than

by the
the President.
President.
by
That
occur, the
the heads
of staff
departments
staff departments
heads of
as vacancies
vacancies occur,
hereafter, as
That hereafter,

shall be appointed
appointed for terms of four years from officers holding
which the
the vacancies
in which
permanent
the departments
in the
departments in
appointments in
permanent appointments
eeligii occur whose names appear on eligible lists
prepared annually by
occur whose names appear on eligible lists prepared
a
officers of the Marine Corps above the
a board of not less than five officers
commandant
grade
general commandant
or rank of colonel, including the major general
grade or
and
approved by the Presiof the staff departments, and approved
the heads of
and the
dent,
no head
department appointed
appointed for aaterm of four
staff department
of aastaff
head of
but no
dent, but
consideration of
years
. member of the board during consideration
sit as aa
shall sit
years shall
names
the
his
department:
Provided,
That in
Provided,
department:
for
list
eligible
the
for
fromnames
from
case there be no officer
a permanent
officer holding a
permanent appointment in aa staff
appointment
department
department whose name is borne on the eligible list for appointment
as
appointment shall be made from
of that department, the appointment
as head of
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officers of
the Marine Corps whose names are borne on
of field rank of the
officers
the aforesaid
department.
aforesaid eligible list for that department.
the

That any
any officer
officer of
grade or rank of colonel whose name is
the grade
of the
That
not borne on one of the current eligible lists for appointment as

department shall, if more than
brigadier general or head of a
a staff department
brigadier
percentage of the pay received
fifty-six
fifty-six years of age, be retired with aapercentage

by him
at the
the date
of retirement
equal to
to 2
1
/
2 per
centum, to
to be
be
per centum,
21/2
retirement equal
him at
date of
by

computed in accordance
provisions of section 1
1of the Act
accordance with the provisions
allowances of the commis"An Act to readjust the pay and allowances
entitled "An
sioned
enlisted personnel
personnel of the Army, Navy, Marine
Marine Corps,
sioned and enlisted
Coast
Coast Guard, Coast and Geodetic Survey, and Public Health
Service," approved June 10, 1922, not to exceed 75 per centum.
Service,"
RELIEF OF CONTRACTORS.
CONTRACTORS.

Colonels.
a
Retirement at 56, if
not on eligible
eligible list for
brigadier general.

Colonels.

I

list

brigadier general.
Pay.

Pay

6.
vol.
42, p.
Vol. 42,
p. 626.

Relief
contractors.
of contractors.
Relief of
Investigation of

eof
cIestogltios
S
EC. 8.
That the Secretary
Secretary of the Navy be, and he is hereby, claims
8. That
SEC.
for losses in
of fixed
fixed prce
prices
contractsof
authorized
directed to make thorough
thorough investigation
investigation of the merits contracts
authorized and directed
April 6, 1917 to Novem11,1918.
1918.
for release
of the
the claims
claims (including
(including claims for
release from Government
Government claims ber 11,
of
for liquidated damages, but excluding
excluding claims in cases where aa full,
unqualified release has been given the United States) which
final, unqualified
may
be submitted to him in writing within six months after the
may be
passage of this Act, and verified under oath,
oath for any loss alleged
to
performance of
been caused to any of such claimants in the performance
to have been
any fixed
price (including
contract with the
(including fixed unit price) contract
fixed price
any
Navy, or the Navy
Secretary of the Navy,
States through the Secretary
United States
Department,
from April
November 11,
11, 1918, inclusive,
inclusive,
6, 1917, to November
April 6,
Department, from
or
of that portion of any such contract previously
performance of
the performance
or in the
entered
remained uncompleted
uncompleted on April 6, 1917, which
which
entered into which remained
Losses occasioned by
by
oveiTsnt
loss
occasioned by
action of any Government
Government' agency by Government
by the action
was occasioned
loss was
priority
reason
of priority
priority orders
material, , or transportation,
transportation, com- orders.
orders for material,,
reason of
mandeering
of property,
Government authority
of Government
order of
or other
other order
property, or
mandeering of
not authorized
by the
on or between March 4, 1917, and
contract on
the contract
authorized by
not
November
11, 1918,
1918, inclusive.
inclusive.
to be sub
Estimates
November 11,
Estimates to be subcls.
pay claims.
Etted to
The Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Navy
Navy shall
shall submit
estimates of appropriations mitted
to pay
submit estimates
The
required to
under
satisfy such of the claims as he may investigate under
to satisfy
required
accompanied by aa
this authority
be found to possess merit, accompanied
may be
as may
authority as
this
comprehensive presentation
presentation of the facts in each case,
case, but such findings
comprehensive
so communicated
shall not
as imposing any obligation
construed as
not be construed
communicated shall
so
upon
releasing any claim or rights of the
Government or releasing
the Government
upon the
If
Proof required
required if
Government.
Government.
Proof
losses are
claimed from
from
are claimed
No
claim shall
authorization for alleged loe
considered under this authorization
be considered
shall be
No claim
advance wages ordered
losses
of increases
in wages
wages until
until a
a claimant
claimant shall
shall have
have abdyvangoordered
by the Government.
increases in
on account
account of
losses on
established
satisfaction of the Secretary
Secretary of the Navy
proof to the satisfaction
established proof
that
he actually
actually paid
his employees
employees the
the .award
award ordered
ordered or recompaid his
that he
mended
by the
or other
other Government
agency and that his
Government agency
Board or
Macy Board
the Macy
mended by
entire
volume of
Government during
during the period
the Government
business with the
of business
entire volume
Authority to
covered
by the
the claim
a net profit.
not yield a
did not
claim did
covered by
Authority
to sumsummon witnesses,examine
In
duties imposed
the monwitnesses,examie
section the
this section
by this
imposed by
the duties
of the
performance of
the performance
In the
books, etc.
Secretary
the Navy
is authorized
examine books etc.
and examine
witnesses and
summon witnesses
to summon
authorized to
Navy is
of the
Secretary of
them under
claimants to
to exhibit
exhibit their
books and
their books
require claimants
to require
oath, to
under oath,
them
pertinent
papers,
have access
access to
to and
the right
right to
to examine
examine pertinent
and the
to have
and to
papers, and
income-tax returns
returns and other
other financial reports of such claimants as
income-tax
may be
be in
in the
the custody
the Secretary
the Treasury.
of the
Secretary of
of the
custody of
may
1920, AS
REPEAL OF
OF SO
OF THE
4, 1920,
ACT OF JUNE 4,
THE ACT
3 OF
SECTION 3
OF SECTION
clMCH OF
SO MUCH.
REPEAL
NAVY.
REGULAR NAVY.
AUTHORIZES
AND APPOINTMENTS
APPOINTMENTS IN
IN THE REGULAR
TRANSFERS AND
AUTHORIZES TRANSFERS

Naval Reserve Force.

NavalReserveForce

Transfers
hereafter of
Transfers hereafter

officers of, to Navy forSEC. 9.
9. That
of the
United States
Reserve officrs
Naval Reserve
States Naval
the United
officer of
bidden.of, toNavy forno officer
hereafter no
That hereafter
SEC.
under
Force
transferred to
or appointed
Navy under
the regular Navy
in the
appointed in
to or
be transferred
shall be
Force shall
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DISCHARGES
THE GOOD
OF THE
THE SERVICE.
DISCHARGES FOR
FOR THE
GOOD OF
SERVICE.

Discharges.
Discharges.

Payment
Payment to persons
dishonorably disdishonorably
discharged.
charged.

rionary
ment.
ment.

Provisos.
Discretionary

pay-

to

Civilian clothing
clothing to
marines dicharged
dicharged for
bad conduct, etc.
bad

C
omposition,
composition,
etc.

charge for the good of the service, may, upon discharge,
discharge, be-paid
be' paid a
a
sum not to exceed $25: Provided,
Provided, That the said sum shall be fixed
fixed
by, and
the discretion
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Navy, and
and shall
and in
in the
discretion of,
of, the
the Navy,
shall be
be
paid
discharged would
paid only
only in
in cases
cases where
where the person
person so
so discharged
would otherwise
without funds
be without
funds to
to meet
meet his immediate
immediate needs: Provided
Provided further,
further,
That
hereafter the appropriation,
General expenses, Marine
Marine Corps,"
Corps,"
hereafter
appropriation, "
" General
, ....
shall
snail be available
available for the purchase of civilian outer clothing, not to
to
exceed $15
to be
be issued
marines discharged
discharged
exceed
$15 per
per man,
man, to
issued when
when necessary
necessary to
to marines
for bad
bad conduct,
conduct, undesirability,
undesirability, unfitness,
unfitness, or
inaptitude.
for
or inaptitude.
sum

E

AN

MARINE
BAND.
XARINE BAND.

pay,

pay'

Vol.39,p.612,amendedo.39,p.612,aended.

Provisos.
etc.,
Second leader, etc.,
to receive
receive longevity
longevity
increase.

Secondleader,

to

crease

Pay increase
effecJ
tivo from Juneeff30
30,
2
1922.

ne

On
promotion
to
leader all service
service
counted
counted for longevity.
longevity,

leader

No loss during conNolorss
cert
tours. during con-

Electrician
Electrician grades.
grades.
Warrant

SEC.
hereafter persons
discharged from
SEC., 10. That
hereafter
persons discharged
from the
the naval
naval service
service
,
by dishonorable
discharge, bad-conduct
dishonorable discharge,
other disdisbad-conduct discharge,
discharge, or
or any
any other

A

Marine Band.

tivoPfro

1925.
1925.

the provisions of section 3
3 of the Act of June 4, 1920, and so much
much
of
section 33 of
of the
of June
4, 1920,
authorizes such
such
of said
said section
the Act
Act of
June 4,
1920, as
as authorizes
transfers
hereby repealed.
transfers and
and appointments
appointments is
is hereby
repealed.

Vol. 41,
834.
vol.
p. 84.
41, p.

19 .

SESS. II.
II. Cu.
SEss.
CH. 536.

grades

SEC.
shall
S
EC. 11. That the band of the United
United States Marine Corps shall
consist of one leader whose pay and allowances shall be those of
of aa

captain
leader whose
captain in the Marine Corps; one second leader
whose pay
pay shall
shall be
be

allowances of
sergeant
$200 per month and who shall have the
the allowances
of aa sergeant
major; ten
principal musicians
musicians whose
pay shall
be $150
$150 per
major;
ten principal
whose pay
shall be
per month;
month;
twenty-five first-class
first-class musicians
musicians whose pay shall be
$125 per
twenty-five
be $125
per month;
month;
shall be
be $100
per month;
twenty second-class
second-class musicians
musicians whose
whose pay
pay shall
$100 per
month;
and
musicians whose
pay shall
shall be
be $85
$85 per
and ten
ten third-class
third-class musicians
whose pay
per month;
month;
musicians of the band to have
allowances of
such musicians
have the allowances
of aa sergeant:
sergeant:

Provided,
the second
second leader
leader and
and musicians
musicians of
of the
shall
the band
band shall
That the
Provided, That
receive
increases for length of service and the same enlistreceive the same increases
ment allowance
ment
allowance or
or gratuity
gratuity for
for reenlisting
as is
now or
hereafter
reenlisting as
is now
or may
may hereafter
be provided
other enlisted
enlisted men
the Marine
Marine Corps:
Provided
be
provided for
for other
men of
of the
Corps: Provided
further,
That the
herein for
for the
the second
second leader
and
further, That
the pay
pay authorized
authorized herein
leader and
the musicians of the band shall be effective from July 1,
1, 1922, and
and
computing the pay of former
shall apply in computing
former members of the band
band
now
on the
who have
have been
retired since
since June
June 30,
30, 1922:
now on
the retired
retired list
list and
and who
been retired
1922:
Provided further,
further, That
in the
the event
event of
promotion of
second
Provided
That in
of promotion
of the
the second
leader, or
a musician
musician of
of the
the band to
to leader
leader of the band, all .service
service
leader,
or a
musician of
band, or
both, shall
as such
such second leader,
leader, or as such musician
of the
the band,
or both,
shall
be
computing longevity
be counted
counted in computing
longevity increase
increase in
in pay:
pay: And
And provided
provided
further,
approved by
by the
further, That
That hereafter
hereafter during
during concert
concert tours
tours approved
the PresiPresident, members of
the Marine
Marine Band
Band shall
shall suffer
suffer no
loss of
of allowances.
of the
no loss
allowances.
ETABLISHING
IN THE
ESTABLISHING CERTAIN
CERTAIN GRADES
GRADES IN
111, NAVY.
NAVY.

of

SEC.
SEC. 12. That the commissioned
commissioned warrant
warrant grades of chief electrician
electrician
electrician and
and chief radio electrician,
electrician, and the warrant grades of electrician
and
established in the United States Navy,
radio electrician
electrician are hereby
hereby established
and all persons appointed in such grades in
with such
in accordance
accordance with
such
regulations
as
the
Secretary
of
the
Navy may
prescribe
shall
have
regulations
as
the
Secretary
of
the
Navy
may
prescribe
shall
have the
the
Pay, etc.
y,etcs.
ame rank, pay, allowances,
same
allowances, and other benefits as now are
are or
or may
hereafter
hereafter be allowed other commissioned warrant and warrant
warrant
Proviso.
officers in
in the
the Navy:
Navy: Provided,
Provided, That
That chief
and gunners
gunners now
Precedence ifif chief officers
chief gunners
gunners and
now
gunners,
etc., apgunners, etc.,
ap- in the service,
service, qualified for electrical or radio duties, shall, if
if
pointed to new grade.
appointed in the grades hereby established, take precedence
precedence from
appointments as
the dates of their original appointments
as commissioned
commissioned warrant
warrant
and warrant
warrant officers,
officers, respectively.
respectively.

Warrant
gradeschief
of
chief
electrician,
chief
electrician,
chief
radio electrician,
etc.,
radio
electrician, etc.,
established.
establiradio
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REIMBURSEMENT
CERTAIN FIRMS,
FIRMS, ASSOCIATIONS,
CORPORATIONS
AND CORPORATIONS
ASSOCIATIONS, AND
TO CERTAIN
REIMBURSEMENT TO
FOR
ADVANCED.
FOR MONEY
MONEY ADVANCED.

Money
advances.
Money advances.

the Paymaster General of the Navy, with the tReimbrsemente
Reimbursement

13. That
SEC.
S
EC. 13.
That the Paymaster General of the Navy, with the
his
authorized, in
approval
the Navy,
Navy, is
is hereby
in his
hereby authorized,
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
approval of
any individual,
discretion,
to make
make reimbursement
reimbursement to
to any
individual, firm,
firm, associaassociadiscretion, to
tion,
company, or
advanced on behalf
behalf of the
for money advanced
corporation for
or corporation
tion, company,
Government
the World
to any
man of
enlisted man
War to
any officer or enlisted
World War
during the
Government during
evidence
the
service on
presentation of evidence
if upon
upon presentation
pay if
on account
account of pay
the naval
naval service
satisfactory
to himself
himself it
individual, firm,
is established
established that such individual,
it is
satisfactory to
received
association,
company, or
corporation has not heretofore
heretofore received
or corporation
association, company,
reimbursement
in any
way for
for the
so advanced:
advanced: Provided,
Provided,
reimbursement in
any way
the money
money so
That
for the
reimbursement shall not
of reimbursement
the purpose
purpose of
total amount
amount for
That the
the total
exceed the
the sum
sum of
of $35,000:
$35,000: Provided
Provided further,
further, That any amounts
amounts
exceed
thus
allowed shall
be payable
payable from
the appropriation
pay of
of the
the
for pay
appropriation for
from the
shall be
thus allowed
Navy
at the
the time
of settlement.
settlement.
time of
current at
Navy current

aauthorized for money
money advanced
for
the
naval
the
vaned
service during World
War on account of pay.

DISBURSING OFFICERS
SETTLEMENT
OF DISBURSING
OFFICERS OF
OF THE
THE NAVY.
NAVY.
OF ACCOUNTS
ACCOUNTS OF
SETTLEMENT OF

Accounts
of disbursdisbursAccounts of
ing officers.

dor naval
Waronaccountofpay.

Provisos.
Amountlimited.
Amount
limited.
Allowed from pay of
the Navy.

the Navy.

Comptroller General
SEC. 15.
15. That
Comptroller General of the United States is toComptrollerdeneral
That the Comptroller
SEC.
allow credits for
to assistants
paymentstoassistants
prior to payments
amounts credited,
allow amounts
directed to
hereby
and directed
to allow
credited, prior
authorized and
hereby authorized
to Chiefs of Bureaus.
his
decision of
of May
May 20,
20, 1922,
1922, as
as the
highest pay
pay of
grade"
" to to Chiefs of Bureaus.
of his
his grade
" highest
the "
his decision
the officers detailed
detailed as assistants to the Chiefs of Bureaus of Supplies
Rank hereafter for
hereafter for
hereafter any officer deRak
and
Accounts and
and Medicine
Surgery, and hereafter
and Surgery,
Medicine and
and Accounts
details.
duty
as
of
the
naval
service
who
is,
pursuant
detailed
to
law,
detailed
to
is,
pursuant
of the naval service who
assistant
of the Navy
assistant
to a
Navy Department or as assistant
of bureau
bureau of
a chief of
assistant to
so serving,
to
the Judge
of the
the Navy,
while so
Navy, shall, while
General of
Advocate General
Judge Advocate
to the
receive
the highest
rank.
of his
his rank.
highest pay
pay of
receive the

COMMANDER
CHARLFS 0.
MAAS.
O. MAA
COMMANDER CHARLES

Charles 0. Maas.

Charles 0. Maas.

Supplementary recoupplementaryvresupple- ord
is authorized
authorized to
Navy is
of the
SEC. 16.
That the
the Secretary
the Navy
to suppleSecretary of
16. That
SEC.
ord
of
of service
service of, in
Naval
Reserve Force,
Force,
Naval Reserve
ment
the military
record of
the late Lieutenant
Commander Charles authorized.
Lieutenant Commander
of the
military record
ment the
0.
Reserve Force, to
show the
service authozed.
the voluntary service
to show
Naval Reserve
Maas, Naval
O. Maas,
performed by
Commander Maas, and accepted
accepted by
Lieutenant Commander
by said Lieutenant
performed
Department subsequent to the date upon which he was
the Navy Department
placed on inactive
inactive duty,
acceptance may be treated Proviso.
duty, and that such acceptance
placed
as aa recall
That no
back pay
pay or
or allowallow- No back pay, etc.
no back
Provided, That
to active
active service:
service: Provided,
as
recall to
ances of
a result of the passage of this
any kind shall accrue as a
of any
ances
section.
section...
Navy
Band.
Navy Bana.
UNITED STATES
BAND.
NAVY BAND.
STATES NAVY
UNITED

Band at Washing-

SEC. 17.
the navy yard, ton,
at the
now stationed at
band now
the band
D. C'.,
C., navy yard
hereafter the
ton, D.
17. That
That hereafter
SEC.
designated.
so designated.
Washington,
Columbia, and
as the
the Navy Yard so
and known as
of Columbia,
District of
Washington. District
Band,
Band, shall be designated as the United States Navy Band, and Pay, etc., of leader.
a Prorisos.
the leader
of this
this band
receive the pay and allowances of a
band shall receive
leader of
the
Provisos.
lieutenant in
enlisted Service
Service counted
counted for
Provided, That all service as an enlisted
Navy: Provided,
the Navy:
in the
lieutenant
longevity.
man
in
the
naval
service
shall
be
counted
in
computing
longevity
longevity
man in the naval service shall be counted in computing
No back pay, etc.
increases for
for pay
pay of
this leader:
leader: Provided
Provided further,
further, That no back pay
of this
increases
or allowances
shall be
this leader
leader by
by reason of the passage No loss of allowanres
to this
be allowed
allowed to
or
allowances shall
allowances
concert tours.
concert on
on concert
further, That hereafter during concert
provided further,
And provided
of this Act: And
tours approved
approved by
by the
the President
President members
members of
the United
States Navy
Navy
United States
of the
tours
Band shall suffer no loss of allowances.
NAVAL
BAND.
ACADEMY BAND.
NAVAL ACADEMY
S
EC. 18.
18. That
the pay
pay and
of the
the Naval
Naval
members of
the members
of the
allowances of
and allowances
That the
SEC.
Academy Band
be those
for enlisted
enlisted men
men of
of the Navy
provided for
those provided
shall be
Band shall
Academy
by the
the Act
Act of
of June
second leader
receive
shall receive
leader shall
the second
that the
except that
1922. except
10, 1922.
June 10,
by
the pay
pay and
allowances provided
provided in
in said
for warrant
officers of
of
warrant officers
Act for
said Act
and allowances
the

Naval Academy
Academy
Naval
Band.
Pay
allowances.
and allowances.
Pay and
Vol.
p. 629.
Vol. 42,
42, p.
629.
Pay of second leader.
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Proviso.
Proviso.
No reduction of former
mer pay, etc.

Enlistments.
Periods
Periods
lished.
lished.
Vol. 41,
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the Navy
Navy of corresponding
corresponding length of service:
service: Provided,
Provided, That
nothing
That nothing
in this Act shall operate to reduce
reduce the pay that
the
that any
any member
member of
of the
Naval Academy
Academy Band was in receipt
receipt of on June
nor to
to
June 30, 1922,
1922, nor
deprive
deprive him of credit for any service with which he was then
then entitled
entitled
to be credited.
ENLISTMENTS IN
IN THE
NAVY.
ENLISTMENTS
THE NAVY.

of, estabestabof,

SEC.
SEC. 19. That hereafter enlistments
enlistments in the Navy may be for terms
of two, three, four, or six years, and all laws now applicable
applicable to fouryear enlistments shall apply, under such regulations
regulations as
as may
may be prescribed by the Secretary
Secretary of the Navy, to enlistments
enlistments for a
a shorter
shorter
or longer period
period with proportionate
discharge and
and reenproportionate benefits
benefits upon
upon discharge
reenProviso.
Provided, That
That hereafter
the presentation
presentation of
Minors enlisting
enlisting listment:
listment: Provided,
hereafter upon
upon the
of satissatisMinors
consent of parwithout consent
par- factory
factory evidence as to his age, and upon application
application for discharge
discharge by
by
ent, may be discharged
discharged
ent,
on application.
d his parent
parent or
or guardian
guardian presented
presented to
Secretary within
within sixty
sixty days
on
to the
the Secretary
days
after the date of his enlistment, any man enlisted after July
July 1, 1924,
in the naval service, including the Marine
Marine Corps, under twenty-one
years of age, who was enlisted without the
consent of
of his
his
the written
written consent
parent or guardian,
guardian, if any, shall be discharged
discharged for his own
own
convenience.
convenience.
CC
ccC.
C."1)
134.
p. 134.

P.

Public works.

CONSTRUCTION
CERTAIN PUBLIC
CONSTRUCTION OF CERTAIN
PUBLIC WORKS
WORKS AND
AND ACQUISITION
ACQUISITION OF LANDS
LANDS
REQUIRED FOR NAVAL
REQUIRED
PURPOSES.
NAVAL PURPOSES

Saud Point, Wash.
Sand
Wash.
Aceptance
Acceptance of site
for air station at.

forairstation at.

Expenditures authorEpendituresauthorized.
South Brooklyn,
Brooklyn,
N.Y.,forsupplydepot.
N.Y.,
for supply depot.

SEC.
S
EC. 20. That the Secretary
Secretary of the Navy be, and he is hereby,
authorized
authorized to accept on behalf
behalf of the United
United States, free
free from
from
encumbrances
encumbrances and without cost to the United States,
in
States, the
the title
title in
fee simple to such lands as he may deem necessary
necessary or desirable,
in
desirable, in
the vicinity
vicinity of Sand Point, Washington, approximately four
hundred
four hundred
acres, as aa site for aanaval air station, to be returned to the grantor
grantor
if
not used
Government within five years, and to acquire on
if not
used by
by the
the Government

behalf of the United States, by
by purchase
purchase or
or condemnation,
condemnation, after
after
Yorsppydepotan
an appropriation of the necessary
necessary funds for such purpose shall
shall

have been made by Congress, such land as he may deem necessary
necessary
in the vicinity of South Brooklyn, New York, known
third
known as the third
Bush lot, not under lease to the Navy
Navy Department,
Department, for
for addition
addition
to the site of the naval supply
cost not
not to
to exceed
supply depot, at a
a cost
exceed
Pearl Harbor
Pearl
Harbor Ha
Ha-" $330,000,
improvement
$330,000, and he is further authorized
authorized to proceed
proceed with improvement
wail, station.
to
channel and harbor at the naval station, Pearl
Pearl Harbor
to channel
Harbor, Territory
Territory
ali
San Diego,
n^van base.
De.e
cCalif
*
, of Hawaii,
with the
the waterwaterat a
a cost not to
to exceed $5,982,000,
$5,982,000, and
and with
naval
front develpoment
develpoment at the naval base, San Diego, California,
California, to
front
consist of the construction of a
extension
a pier and sea
sea wall,
wall, dredging,
dredging, extension
of railway connections,
connections, and other work incident
incident thereto, at
at a
a cost
cost
not to exceed
exceed $1,010,000.
$1,010,000.
Naval establishestablishment.

OF COST
INCREASE IN LIMITS OF
COST OF
OF CERTAIN
CERTATN VESSELS.
VESSELS.

Scout cruiers
cruisers and
and
submarine tender.
submarine
Limit of cost increased.
creased.
Vol.41, p.156, amended
ed.
.

limits
heretofore authorized
authorized
limits of cost of the vessels heretofore
enumerated are
are increased
enumerated
increased as
as follows:
follows: Scout
Scout cruisers
cruisers
and 6, from $8,250,000
$8,250,000 to $8,650,000
$8,650,000 each;
each; and
and
Submarine
numbered 3, from $3,400,000 to $4,800,000.
Submarine Tender
Tender numbered
$4,800,000.

Soubt

INCREASE IN

LIMITS

SEC.
21. The
SEc. 21.
The
of
in- and hereinafter
hereinafter
Vole.41,p.15amend- numbered
numbered 4, 5,

Naval Reserve
Reserve Officers Training
Training Corps.
Corps.
cers'
Authorized
to be
estblished
to be
established.
. for.
Regulations
fr
V.
191-194;
ol. 39,
39, pp. 191-194;
Vol. 41, pp. 776-779.

vReutions
Vol.4i.pp.776-r.

ESTABLISHMENT
OF NAVAL
NAVAL RESERVE
OFFICERS' TRANING
ESTABLISHMENT OF
RESERVE OFFICERS'
TRAINING CORPS.

SEC.
Officers' Training
SEC. 22. A Naval Reserve Officers'
Training Corps is hereby authorized to
to be
established and
and operated under such regulations
regulations as the
ized
be established
President
prescribe, which
which regulations
President may
may prescribe,
regulations shall, so far as may
may be
be
practicable,
provisions of the national
Act
practicable, conform to the provisions
national defense
defense Act
approved
approved June
June 3, 1916, sections 40 to 53 inclusive (39 Statutes at

SIXTY-EIGHTH
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.

II. CH.
Cu. 536.
SESS. II.

SESS.

1277
1277

1925.

Large,
pages 191
191 to
June 4,
amended by the Act approved June
194), as amended
to 194),
Large, pages
779)::
1920,
33 and 34 (41
(41 Statutes
Statutes at Large, pages 776- to 779)
sections 33
1920, sections
Provisos.
os.
Provided,
conferred therein
therein upon the Secretary
Secretary of PrProvided, That the powers conferred
Secretary of Navy
with powers
vested
hereby
are
War
with
regard
to
the
Reserve
Officers'
Training
Corps
are
hereby
Corps
Training
War with regard to the Reserve Officers'
over.
conferred
regard to the Naval over.
the Navy with regard
of the
Secretary of
the Secretary
upon the
conferred upon
Operations, etc
etc., to
to
further, That all beOperations
Provided further,
Reserve
Training Corps: Provided
Officers' Training
Reserve Officers'
specifically approfor.
expenditures in
establishment and operation
operation of priated for.
connection with the establishment
in connection
expenditures
specifically
the
Reserve Officers'
Officers' Training Corps shall be specifically
Naval Reserve
the Naval
Eligibility of memappropriated
therefor:
And
provided
further,
That
members
of
the beigibiality
mem
of the
That
members
further,
provided
And
therefor:
appropriated
bers as NavalofReserve
officers.
appointfor
Naval Reserve
appointOfficers' Training Corps shall be eligible
Reserve Officers'
Naval
ment as
as Naval
Naval Reserve
provided
the same conditions as provided
under the
officers under
Reserve officers
ment
by law
for the
the appointment
Reserve officers from other
of Naval Reserve
appointment of
law for
by
citizens of
of the
United States,
States, and
appointed shall have the
and when so appointed
the United
citizens
same
be entitled
the same benefits in all respects as Marine Corps into the
entitled to
and be
status and
same status
Corp ineuded
Reserve: And cluded.
provided by
law for
members of the Naval Reserve:
other members
for other
by law
provided
provided further,
further, That
"naval" wherever
wherever used in this
word "naval"
the word
That the
provided
Personnel limited.
ersonel lmted
section
shall be
construed to
include Marine
Provided furMarine Corps: Provided
to include
be construed
section shall
ther, That
That the
the total
personnel of the Naval
Training
Officers' Training
Naval Reserve Officers'
total personnel
ther,
Corps
shall not
not exceed
exceed at
at any
one time
time more than twelve hundred.
any one
Corps shall
REIMBURSEMENT
CERTAIN PERSONS
PERSONS FOR LOSS OF LIBERTY BONDS AND
OF CERTAIN
REIMBURSEMENT OF

Liberty
Loss of
of Liberty

Bonds.
Loss

COURT-MARTIAL PRISONERS.
VICTORY NOTES
NOTES WHILE
NAVAL GENERAL
GENERAL COURT-MARTIAL
PRISONERS.
WHILE NAVAL
VICTORY

S
EC. 23.
23. That
That there
there is
is hereby
hereby authorized
to be
stzinp
roursesa
inert tra
out stolefriomseent
appropriated out
be appropriated
authorized to
SEC.

prin- personswhowerenaval
the prinof any
money in
the Treasury
Treasury not
not otherwise
appropriated, the
pe!sonesrroxrervai
otherwise appropriated,
in the
any money
of
41/4
cipal
herein set
set forth
forth plus
plus interest
thereon at the rate of 4
1
/
4 mouth,
?mug, N.H.
N. H.
°
interest thereon
sums herein
cipal sums
per
centum per
October 24,
24, 1918, to the date of this Act;
from October
annum from
per annum
per centum
Joseph Taylor, junior,
to
persons: joseph
following-named persons:
the following-named
reimburse the
to reimburse
ex-landsman for electrician,
ex-seaman,
electrician,
ex-seaman, $100; Paul Victor Heine, ex-landsman
$250;
William Coker,
ex-fireman, first class, $300; John
Coker, ex-fireman,
James William
$250; James
Fogarty,
(assignee
Guard), $100; and Paul Beck (assignee
(Coast Guard),
ex-fireman (Coast
Fogarty, ex-fireman
of
John
Fogarty),
ex-fireman
(Coast Guard),$250
Guard), $250;;and to the follow(Coast
ex-fireman
Fogarty),
John
of
mg-named
forth_ plus interest
interest
ing-named persons the principal sums herein set forth
thereon
4% per centum per annum from May 20, 1919,
thereon at the rate of 43/4
ex-landsman for
to
date of
this Act:
Act: William Sarsfield Meagher, ex-landsman
of this
the date
to the
electrician, $200;
$200; John
John Douglas
Douglas Williams, ex-mess attendant, third
electrician,
class, $150;
$150; Isabelo
Quebral, ex-mess attendant, third class, $100;
Isabelo Quebral,
class,
and John
Grover Condon,
Condon, ex-seaman,
ex-seaman, second class, $100; being the
John Grover
and
Liberty
respective amounts of their private
private funds in the form of Liberty
respective
Bonds of
the fourth
fourth issue
and interest
interest thereon,
thereon, and Victory Notes
issue and
of the
Bonds
and
interest thereon,
which the
said persons
placed in the safe
had placed
persons had
the said
thereon, which
and interest
in the
the office
office of
officer at
United States Naval Prison,
at the
the United
supply officer
the supply
of the
in
Portsmouth, New
safe-keeping and which were
Hampshire, for safe-keeping,
New Hampshire,
Portsmouth,
stolen
therefrom on or about March 23,
23 ,1920, by some unknown
unknown
stolen therefrom
or
persons.
person

Temporary
e

Navy

OFFICERS OF
OF THE
.i.ttk. NAVY
NAVY AND
AND MARINE
MARINE CORPS
CORPS EXAMINED
EXAMINED FOR
RETIREMENT and Marine Cyoffi
Corps offiFOR RETIREMENT
OFFICERS
cers.
WHILE HOLDING
HOLDING TEMPORARY
TEMPORARY RANK
RANK AND
PHYSICALLY INCAINCA- ers.
FOUND PHYSICALLY
AND FOUND
WHILE
PACITATED IN
IN ,LINE
LINE OF
SHALL BE
BE RETIRED
RANK
TEMPORARY RANK
IN TEMPORARY
RETIRED IN
DUTY SHALL
OF DUTY
PACITATED
PAI
HELD
AT TIME
OF EXAMINATION
EXAMINATION BY RETIRING
RETIRING BOARD
BOARD AND PAID
TIME OF
HELD AT
ACCORDINGLY.
ACCORDINGLY.

Found physically in-

hnappoi
apa^ed and
appointSEC. 24.
24. All
All officers
the Navy and Marine Corps who while eapacited
of the
officers of
SEc.
ment revoked, consid-

ment asrevoked,
for retirement
holding
retirement and found ered
examined for
were examined
rank were
temporary rank
holding temporary
retired considwhen
recalled, etc.
etc.
temporary recaled,
physically
incapacitated in
in the
the line
line of
duty, and whose temporary
of duty,
physically incapacitated
appointments
department
revoked, shall, in all cases where the department
were revoked,
appointments were
has
and canceled
canceled the
revoking the temporary appointappointthe letter revoking
recalled and
has recalled
ment,
be considered
considered as
been retired
temporary rank
retired in the temporary
having been
as having
ment, be
held
at the
the time
time of
of examination
by the retiring board,
examination by
them at
by them
held by
and shall
entitled to
pay on
retired list computing on the
the retired
on the
to pay
be entitled
shall be
and
pay
of such
such temporary
rank from the day their retirement
retirement was
temporary rank
pay of
effective.
effective.
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536.
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Retired officers'
officers' grade
Retired
OFFICERS OF REGULAR
REGULAR NAVY RETIRED SINCE DECEMBER
31, 19
21, BECAUSE
BECAUSE
DECEMBER 31,
1921,
increased.
increased.
DISABILITY ORIGINATING
OF PHYSICAL
PHYSICAL DISABILITY
ORIGINATING IN
IN LINE OF DUTY
TIME OF
OF
DUTY IN
IN TIME

WAR,
IN HIGHER
HIGHER GRADE OR RANK HELD DURING
WAR, TO BE RETIRED IN
DURING THE
THE
WAR
WAR
Officers

retired

for
for

physical
diability,
physical disability,
SEC.
Any officer of the
SEc. 25. Any
the regular
Navy who has been
regular Navy
been retired
retired
while holding higher
tvhem
holrdng
31, 1921,
by reason
December 31,
1921, by
reason of physical
physical disability
disability which
which
temporary
rank highbe
to be since December
advanced on
retired originated in the line of duty at any time between
advanced
on retired
April 6, 1917,

list.

and March 3, 1921, inclusive, while holding higher temporary
temporary rank,
rank,
shall be advanced
advanced on the retired list to, or shall be placed
on the
the
placed on
retired
retired list in, such higher
or rank.
higher grade or
rank.

liand

Naval Academy.
Academy.

TO RELIEVE
RELIEVE THE UNITED
UNITED STATES NAVAL
NAVAL ACADEMY
ACADEMY FROM
FROM ITS
ITS OBLIGATION
OBLIGATION

TO REIMBURSE
REIMBURSE THE TREASURY
TREASURY FOR THE
AMOUNT OF
OF $155,000.
THE AMOUNT
$155,000.
Requirement for refor for
returnRequrement
by,
turn
by, of advances for
dairy,
repealed.
dairy repaed.
39, p.
Vol.
Vol. 39,
p. 603;
603; VoL
40, p. 488.

SEC.
S
EC. 26. That those portions of the Acts
of August
August 29,
29, 1916,
1916, and
and
Acts of
March 28, 1918, which require the ultimate return
return to
United
to the
the United
4O, p.4S8.
States of
of advances
advances aggregating
aggregating $155,000
$155,000 made
to the
made to
the midshipmen's
midshipmen's
at
the
Academy
be,
store
fund
Naval
Academy
be,
and
the
same
are
hereby, rereand
the
same
are hereby,
Provisos.
Dairy, etc., to be pealed: Provided,
Provided, That the
the
dairy
dairy
and farm,
farm, cattle
cattle and
work
animals,
and
and
work
animals,
Government property.
property. machinery and
Government
implements, buildings, and other stock,
stock, equipment,
machinery and implements,
equipment,
and supplies
heretofore purchased
purchased from
supplies heretofore
so advanced
advanced shall
from the
the funds
funds so
shall
become
and remain
remain the
of the
United States:
Provided
become and
the property
property of
the United
States: Provided,
Operation
of
farm.
Opeatonof rm
further, That
further,
That the dairy farm shall be continued
continued and
and operated
operated as
as
an
the midshipmen's
an activity
activity of
of the
midshipmen's store.
store.
National
National flag.
flag.

Loan
Loan of flag for remains of Navy officer,
etc.
Vol. 38, p. 406.
Issue to nearest
nearest relative of officer,
etc., dydyofficer, etc.,
ing in service April 6,
6,
1917, to March 3,
3, 1921.
1921.

Frigate
Frigate
tion."
tion."

"Constitu"Constitu-

TO PROVIDE FOR
FOR THE
ISSUANCE OF
NATIONAL FLAG FREE OF COST
COST
THE ISSUANCE
OF THE
THE NATIONAL
TO THE MOTHERI
NEAREST RELATIVE
RELATIVE OF
MOTHER, OR NEAREST
OFFICER OR
OF ANY
ANY OFFICER
OR ENLISTED
ENLISTED
MAN WHOSE DEATH
DEATH OCCURRED
OCCURRED AT ANY TIME
TIME EhTWEEN
APRIL 6,
6, 1917,
BETWEEN APRIL
1917,
AND MARCH 3, 1921.
1921.

TO PROVIDE

SEC.
in the
S
EC. 27. The provision
provision contained in
the Act
Act approved
approved June
30,
June 30,
1914, authorizing the
the issuance free
free of
of the
the national
national flag
under
of cost
cost of
flag under
is hereby
certain circumstances,
circumstances, is
hereby amended
adding thereto
thereto the
amended by
by adding
the
Provided, That
following proviso: Provided,
That the
the Navy
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Navy be
be
further authorized at
at his
discretion to
to issue
issue free
free of
of cost
cost the
his discretion
the national
national
flag (United States national ensign
ensign No.
No. 7),
upon request,
to the
mother
7), upon
request, to
the mother
enlisted man
or nearest relative of any officer,
officer, enlisted
man or
or nurse,
nurse, whose
whose death
death
occurred
occurred at any time during the period between
between April
April 6,
6, 1917,
1917, and
and
March
in the
the service
March 3, 1921,
1921, while in
service of
of the
the United
United States
States Navy,
Navy,
Marine Corps, Naval
or Marine
Marine Corps
Marine
Naval Reserve Force, or
Reserve, and
and
Corps Reserve,
whose mother
heretofore been
whose
mother or nearest
nearest relative
relative has not heretofore
been issued such
such
a flag
a
free of
cost.
flag free
of cost.
FOB
FOS.

THE PRESERVATION
PRESERVATION OF THE FRIGATE
FRIGATE CONSTITUTION.
CONSTITUTION.

Repair and restoration
oPfdir
tedsor
tion of,
directed.

Proviso.
ceptnce
Acceptance
Acceptance
tions for.

SEC.
Secretary of
of the
SEC. 28. That the Secretary
the Navy
hereby authorized
Navy is
is hereby
authorized to
to
repair, equip, and restore the frigate
frigate Constitution, as
be
as far
far as
as may
may be
practicable, to her original condition,
condition, but not for active service:
service:
oof
don
Provided, That the Secretary
Secretary of the Navy
Navy is
is further
further authorized
to
authorized to
of donadona- Provided,
accept
use any donations
offered
accept and
and use
donations or contributions
contributions which-may
which may be offered

for the aforesaid purpose.
fl
Retirement off sta
staff
Retirement
RETIREMENT
RETIREMENT
officers.
officers.

OF

STAFF

OFFICERS WITH
OFFICERS
WITH PERMANENT
PERMANENT
ADMIRAL
ADMIRAL DURING THE WORLD
WORLD WAR.
WAR.

RANK
RANK

OF
OF

REAR
REAR

Officer
Officer on active list
with
with designated
designated servserv-

SEC.
SEC. 29. Any staff officer of the Navy now on
the active
list who
on the
active list
who
may be pissed on
iice
maye
the permanent
permanent rank
rank of
admiral during
during the
the World
World War,
War,
of rear
rear admiral
retired
list. placed on held the

after serving
serving ten years in that rank, may, in the discretion of the
President, be placed upon the retired list with
President,
three-fourths of
the
with three-fourths
of the
pay received
received by him on the active list at the date
date of
of his
his retirement.
retirement.

SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. SESS.
SESS. II.
CRS. 536-538.
536-538.
SIXTY-EIGHTH
II. CHS.

1925.
1925.
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Retirement of
offieRetirement
of offiTHE NAVY
NAVY AND
RETIREMENT OF
OF THE
RETIREMENT
OF OFFICERS
OFFICERS OF
AND MARINE
MARINE CORPS
CORPS SPECIALLY
SPECIALLY cers.
COMMENDED
FOR DUTY
DUTY IN
ACTUAL COMBAT
WITH THE
ENEMY DURING
COMMENDED FOR
IN ACTUAL
COMBAT WITH
THE ENEMY
DURING
THE
WORLD WAR.
THE WORLD
WAR.

SEC.
who have
S
EC. 30. All officers of the Navy and Marine Corps who
been specially commended
commended for their performance
performance of duty in actual
combat
with the
the enemy
during the
the World
World War,
by the
the
enemy during
War, by
the head
head of
of the
combat with
executive department
department under
under whose
executive
whose jurisdiction
jurisdiction such
such duty
duty was
was
performed, when
promotion,
performed,
when retired
retired by
by reason
reason of age
age ineligibility
ineligibility for
for promotion,
shall
placed upon
upon the
the retired
with the
rank of
higher
shall be
be placed
retired list
list with
the rank
of the
the next
next higher
grade and
and with
three-fourths of
of the
they would
would have
have received
received if
grade
with three-fourths
the pay
pay they
if
not advanced
advanced in
in rank
pursuant to
this section.
section.
not
rank pursuant
to this
and conspicuous
conspicuous service
service in
in
his gallant and
That in
in recognition
recognition of his
United States
States ship Mount
Mount Vernon
Vernon safely
safely into port
bringing the
the United
after that
that vessel
vessel was
was torpedoed
torpedoed on
on September
5, 1918,
Captain
after
September 5,
1918, Captain
Douglas E.
States Navy,
retired in
in
Navy, when
when retired
Douglas
E. Dismukes,
Dismukes, United
United States
accordance with
the provisions
of existing
existing law,
law, shall
upon
be placed
placed upon
accordance
with the
provisions of
shall be
the
rear admiral
the retired list
list with the
the rank of
of rear
admiral and
and with the
the retired
retired
pay of
of the
the lower
lower half
that rank.
pay
half of
of that
rank.
Approved,
March 4,
Approved, March
4, 1925.
1925.

CHAP.
537.—An Act
For the
the relief
of First
First Lieutenant
John I.
I. Conroy.
Lieutenant John
Act For
relief of
CHAP. 537.-An

Be
it enacted
the Senate
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
Be it
enacted by
by the
Senate and
and House
House of

United States
States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
United
America in
assembled, That
That the
the President
President

Officers specially
commendedforcombat
commended for combat
duty in World Warto
War to
dutyinWorld
retired to next higher
higher
be retired

grade.

Lapt. Douglas E.
E.
DcmpskDoug
To be
be retired
retired as rear
rear
To
admiral for
So4.c1. War.
Ntrtf. .
service inWorld
D

ee

q.4.

.

(7

}1

1t

March 4,
4, 1925.
5143.1
[H. R. 5143.]
[Public, No. 612.]
Marine Corps.

Johrin I. Corpoy
John
Conroy may
may
be
a captain,
captain,
I. retired.
be promoted
promoted a
First Lieutenant
be, and
and he
he is
authorized to
Lieutenant John I.
to appoint
appoint First
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
be,
Conroy, United
Conroy
United States Marine Corps, retired, who served during the retire
World
:World War
ar in the United States Marine Corps, and was wounded
wounded
in action, aacaptain on the retired list of the Marine
the
Marine Corps, with the
rank and retired pay of that rank from the date of the passage of
of
this Act.
, Approved,
Approved, March
March 4,
4, 1925.
1925.
March 4, 1925.
CHAP.
To add
certain lands
Wallowa, and
and
CHAP. 538.—An
538.-An Act
Act To
add certain
lands to
to the
the Umatilla, Wallowa,
Whitman National
in Oregon.
Oregon. 613.]
Whitman
National Forests
Forests in

Representatives of the
House of Representatives
enacted by the Senate and
Be it
it enacted
and House
United States
of America
in Congress
That within
the
United
States of
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
within the
following
any lands
lands not
Government ownership
ownership
areas any
not in
in Government
following described
described areas
which are found by the Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture to be chiefly
exchaange
valuable for
national forest
may be
offered in
be offered
in exchange
forest purposes
purposes may
valuable
for national
173),
under the
the provisions
of the
the Act
Act of
20, 1922
(Public, 173)
1922 (Public,
of March
March 20,
under
provisions of
upon notice
as therein
therein provided,
upon acceptance
acceptance of
of title
title shall
shall
provided, and
and upon
upon
notice as
become
parts of
of the
the Umatilla,
Whitman National
National ForForUmatilla, Wallowa,
Wallowa, or
or Whitman
become parts
ests:
of such
such described
described areas
areas in
in Government
ownership
ests: and
and any
any of
Government ownership
chiefly valuable
valuable for national
national forest purposes and not now parts of
of
any
national forest
be added
forests as herein
herein
said national
national forests
may be
added to said
forest may
any national
provided
of the
the President,
all valid
valid
President, subject
subject to
to all
proclamation of
provided by
by proclamation
existing
existing entries:
entries:
sections 18, 19, 20, 21,
north, range
Township 66north,
Township
range 38
38 east,
east, sections
21, 28, 29, east
half
and section
32.
half of
of section
section 30.
30, and
section 32.
Township
5 north, range 37 east, sections 25, 26, east half of secTownship 5
section 34,
34, and
and sections
sections 35 and 36.
Township 4
north, range
37 east, south half of section 12, secrange 37
4 north,
Township
tions
22, 23,
25, 26,
27, 33,
34, 35,
35, and
and 36.
23, 24,
24, 25,
26, 27,
33, 34,
36.
tions 13,
13, 22,
Township 4
39 and
and 41 east.
east.
4 north,
north, ranges
ranges 39
Township
half.
Township
4north,
north, range
range 42
42 east,
east, south half.
Township 4
Township 5
5 north,
43 east.
north, range
range 43
Township
45822°--25t----83
45822"-25t--83

[H. R. °
651 -]
"l.
61.]
[Public, No.
No. 3.]
(Public,

Natioual
forests.
Nat'onallorests.
anIm
dt
l Whitman
Vi ilia
itman
' Wall°wa
Forwts,"
and
Forests,
Oreg.
O
reg
Lands offered
offered in
' exe
addition
change for additio
mn to.
Vol.42, p 46
Vol. 42, p. 465.

landsvern
mayy
be added. ed
ia=
m,:etaeT

Description.

DescPtion.
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Township 4
4 north, range 43
43 east,
east, sections 3,
3, 4, 9,
9, 10, and 11.
11.
Township 5
5 north, range 44 east.
Township 4
4 north, range 44 east.
Township
Township 3
3 north, range 37 east, ,section
Township
section 4.
4.
Township 3
3 north, range 39
10, 11, 12,
Township
39 east,
east, sections
sections 1,
1, 2, 9, 10,
12, north
sections 14, 15, 16,
half of section 13, sections
16, 22, 27, and 33.
Township 3
3north, range
range 40 east, sections
sections 7, 8, 9, 10, 11,
11, 12, 13, 14,
Township
15, 16, 17, 18, 24, 25, and 36.
Township 3
3 north, ranges 41 and 42 east.
Township 22north, range 38 east.
Township 2
2north, range 39 east, sections 4,
Township
4, 5,
5, 6, 7,
7, 18,
18, 19,
19, 30, and
31.
Township 2
2north, range 40 east, north half of section 1.
Township
1.
Township 2
3, 4,
5, 6,
7, 8,
9, 10,
Township
2 north, range 41 east, sections 1,
1, 2, 3,
4, 5,
6, 7,
8, 9,
10,
11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 20, 21,
29, 32,
21, 22, 27,
27, 28,
28, 29,
32, 33, 34,
34, and west
west half
half
of section 35.
Township 2
2north, range 42 east, sections 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,
6,1,
Township
7, 8, 9, 10,
11, and 12.
Township 2
2north, range 43 east, sections 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
5, 6, 7,
7, 8, 9,
9, 10,
10,
11, 12, 13, 14, 23, and 24.
Township 2
8, 9, 10,
10, 14, 15, 16,
16,
Township
2 north, range 44 east, sections 6, 7, 8,
17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 26, 27, and north half of sections 34 and 35.
35.
Township 1
1 north, range 35 east, sections 13, 24, 25, 26, 27;
27.' 28, 29,
30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, and 36.
Township 1
Township
1 north, range 36 east.
Township
Township 1
1north, range 38 east, sections 8, 9,
9, 10, 11,
11, 12, 17, 20, 29,
31, and 32.
Township
Township 1
1north, range 39 east, sections 6
6 and 7.
Township 11north, range 41 east, sections 1, 2.
Township
2, 3,
3, 4, 5, 8, 9, 10, 11,
12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 20, 21, 22, 23, 25, 24, 26, 27, 28, 29, 32, 33, 34, 35,
and 36.
Township 11north, range 42 east, south half of section 6, sections
Township
7, 18, 19, 29, 30, 31, and 32.
Township 1
1south, ranges 35, 36, and 37 east.
Township
Township 1
1 south, range 38 east, sections 4, 9, 16, 21,
21, 28,
28, and 33.
Township
1 south, range 42 east, sections 4, 5, 13, 14, 15, and 16.
Township 1
Township 1
Township
I south, range 43 east, sections 18, 20, 28,
28, and 29.
29.
Township
Township 2
2south, range 32 east, sections 34, 35, and 36.
Township
2 south,
Township 2
south, range 33 east, sections 25, 26, 27, 31, 32, 33, 34,
35, and 36.
Township 2
2 south, ranges 35 and 36 east.
Township 2
2 south, range 37 east, sections 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10,
10, 11, 12,
13, 14, 15, 16. 17, 18, 19, 20, 21,
21, 22, and 23.
Township 2
2 south, range 38 east, sections 4, 7, 8,
8, and 9.
Township
range 43 east.
Township 2
2 south, range
Township
range 44 east, section 7, west half of section 17,
Township 2
2 south, range
33,34,
sections 18, 21, 27, 28, 33,
34, and 35.
Township 3
Township
3 south, range 30 east, section 36.
36.
Township
Township 3
/ east, sections 24, 25, and 36.
2
1
3 south, range 30
301/2
Township 3
3 south, range 31 east, sections 12, 13, 14, and south half
half
of township.
township.
Township
3 south, range 32 east.,
east, sections 1,
1, 2, 3, 8, 9, 10, 11, 15,
Township 3
16, and 17.
Township 3
Township
3 south, range 34 east.
Township
Township 3
3south, range 35 east, sections 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18,
18, 19,
20, 21,
21, 30, and 31.
Township 3
3south, range 36
sections 25,
25, 26,
27, 28,
28, 29,
Township
36 east,
east, sections
26, 27,
29, 31,
31, 32,
32,
33. 34, 35, and 36.
Township
Township 3
3 south, range 37 east, sections 28, 29, 30, 31,
31, 32, 33, 34,
35, and 36.
Township
Township 3
3 south, range 44 east, sections 2, 11, and 12.
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Township 33 south,
south, range
Township
13, 14,
16, 17,
17, 18,
18,
range 45 east,
east, sections
sections 7, 13,
14, 15,
15, 16,
20,
21, 22,
23, 24,
24, 28,
28, and
29.
20, 21,
22, 23,
and 29.
Township 3
46 east,
sections 18,
19, 20,
21, 22,
22, 23,
26,
Township
3 south,
south, range
range 46
east, sections
18, 19,
20, 21,
23, 26,
27,
30.
27, 28,
28, 29,
29, and
and 30.
Township 4
4 south,
south, range
27 east,
sections 25,
25, 26,
26, 35,
36.
Township
range 27
east, sections
35, and
and 36.
Township
4 south, range 28 east, sections 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 15, 16, 17,
Township 4
18,
21, 22,
27, 28,
29, 30,
31, and
and 32.
32.
18, 19,
19, 20,
20, 21,
22, 27,
28, 29,
30, 31,
Township
east, sections
7, 8,
8, 9,
10, 11,
11, 13,
Township 4
4 south, range 29
29 east,
sections 7,
9, 10,
13, 16,
16,
and
and 17.
17.
Township
4 south,
east, sections
sections 1,
1, 11,
11, 12,
12, 13,
13, 14,
15, 16,
16,
Township 4
south, range
range 30
30 east,
14, 15,
17,
23, 24,
25, 26,
26, 35,
35, and
and 36.
17, 18,
18, 23,
24, 25,
36.
Township
range 31
east, sections
1, 2,
4, 5,
5, and
and 6.
6.
Township 4
4 south, range
31 east,
sections 1,
2, 3,
3, 4,
Township 4
4south,
34 east.
east.
Township
south, range
range 34
Township 4
4 south,
25,
south, range 35
35 east, sections
sections 6,
6, 7,
7, 13,
13, 18,
18, 19,
19, 24,
24, 25,
26,
28, 29,
29, 30,
31, 32,
32, 33,
34, 35,
and 36.
26, 27,
27, 28,
30, 31,
33, 34,
35, and
36.
Township
south, ranges
36 and
and 37
37 east.
Township 4
4 south,
ranges 36
east.
Township
east, sections
7, 15,
15, 16,
16, 17,
18, 19,
19, 20,
Township 44south, range
range 38
38 east,
sections 6, 7,
17, 18,
20,
30, 31,
31, 32,
21, 22, 26, 27, 28,
28, 29, 30,
32, 33, 34, and 35.
35.
Township
Township 55south, range
range 27
27 east, sections
sections 1,
1, 4, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12,
12, 14,
14,
16.
15, and
and 16.
Township
Township 55south, ranges
ranges 29 and 30 east.
east.
Township 5
5 south, range
31 east,
18, 19,
20, 29,
30, 31,
31,
Township
range 31
east, sections
sections 18,
19, 20,
29, 30,
and
and 32.
32.
Township 55south,
ranges 34,
34, 35,
35, and
east.
Township
south, ranges
and 36
36 east.
Township 6
6 south, range 23 east,
east, sections
26, 27, 28, 29,
sections 25, 26,
29, 30,
30, 31,
32,
32, 33,
33, 34,
34, 35, and
and 36.
Township
6 south,
Township 6
south, range 24 east, sections 7, 8,
8, 9, 10, 11, 12,
12, 13, 14,
15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21,
21, 22,
25, 26,
29, 30,
and 36.
36.
22, 23,
23, 24,
24, 25,
26, 29,
30, 35,
35, and
Township
2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11,
Township 6
6south, range 25 east, sections 2,3,
11,
13,
14, 15,
17, 18,
south half
of township.
township.
13, 14,
15, 16,
16, 17,
18, and
and south
half of
Township 66south, range
range 26 east,
east, sections
1, 2,
2, 3,
3, 4,
4, 5, 8,
8, 9, 10,
10, 11,
sections 1,
12,
14, 15,
15, 16,
18, and
south half
half of
12,14,
16, 17,
17, 18,
and south
of township.
township.
Township
Township 66south, ranges 27, 28,
28, and 29 east.
Township
and
Township 6
6 south, range 30 east,
east, north half of township, and
sections
sections 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34,
34,
and 35.
Township 6
6 south, range
range 31 east, sections 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 16, 17, 18,
21, 29,
29, and
19, 20,
20, 21,
and 30.
30.
Township
6 south, ranges 35,
Township 6
35, 35/2,
35 1/
2,and 36 east.
Township 7
7 south, ranges 23 and 24 east.
Township
Township 7
7 south, range 25 east, sections 28,
28, 29, and 30.
Township
Township 77south, range
range 26 east.
east.
Township 8
8south, range 27 east, section
section 16.
Township
east, sections
26, 27,
27, 28,
29, 30,
30, 31,
31,
sections 25,
25, 26,
28, 29,
Township 22 south,
south, range
range 34
34 east,
32.33,
32, 33, 34, 35,
35, and 36.
36.
Township
26 east,
east, sections
sections 25,
29, 30,
30, 31,
27, 28,
28, 29,
31,
south, range
range 26
25, 26,
26, 27,
Township 5
5 south,
32, 33,
32,
33, 34,
34, 35,
35, and
and 36.
36.
Approved,
Approved, March
March 4,
4, 1925.
1925.
March 4, 1925

CHAP.
authorize and
and direct
direct the
of War
War to
to transtransCHAP. 539.-An
539.-An Act
Act To
To authorize
the Secretary
Secretary of
fer
materials, machinery,
and equipment
equipment to
the Department
Agrito the
Department of
of Agrimachinery, and
fer certain
certain materials,

[H. R. 7269.]
7249.1
614.]
[Public, No. 614.1

culture.

Be it
it enacted
the Snate
and House
Representatives of
of the
the
of Representatives
Senate and
House of
enacted by
by the
Be
United States
States of
of America
ecre- tmArgy
my tractors and
That the
the Secrein Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
United
America in

War be,
he is
authorized and
and directed
tary
of War
tary of
be, and
and he
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
directed to
to transfer
transfer Transer
Icansfer of, to Agrito the Department
Agriculture under the provisions of
of section
Department of Agriculture
f tuhirghway
t
t
7
ih
caDyePar
t
inent
section 7
7I
ep
construoof the
approved February
February 28,
28, 1919,
1919, entitled
"An Act
making ti
- 40 p 1201;
of
the Act
Act approved
entitled "An
Act making
tiVol
l.
'
appropriations
for the
the service
of the
Office Department
Department for
the 41,, pp
pp..530 84, 115,
for the
the Post
Post Office
service of
appropriations for
fiscal year
1920, and
and for
other purposes,"
and Acts
Acts amendatory
amendatory there'mg'
there- '34
for other
purposes," and
fiscal
year 1920,
7o1 40

41

.

8:
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SESS.
539-541.

Freight charges, etc.
Freight

State title to equipments, etc.
ments,
Sale,
Sale, etc.,
etc., prohibited.
prohibited.

March 4,1925.
4, 1925.
March
[H.
[H. R. 8236.]
8236.
[Public,
[Public, No. 615.]

1925.
1925.

to for use in the improvement
improvement of highways
highways and
and roads
roads as
as therein
therein
provided, the following
following war materials, machinery,
machinery, and
equipment
and equipment
pertaining
Establishment out
of the
the reserve
stocks
pertaining to the Military
Military Establishment
out of
reserve stocks
of the said Military
hundred five-ton
Military Establishment,
Establishment, to
to wit:
wit: One
One hundred
five-ton
caterpillar
complete with tools and
parts; and
caterpillar tractors complete
and spare
spare parts;
and one
one
thousand motor trucks, three-quarter
three-quarter to five ton capacity.
capacity. The
freight charges incurred
incurred in the transfer of the property provided
provided
for in this provision shall be defrayed
defrayed by the
Department of
Agrithe Department
of Agriculture, and if the War Department
Department shall
shall load
of the
the said
load any
any of
said
property
property for shipment, the expense
expense of said loading shall
shall be
be reimreimbursed to the War Department
Department of Agriculture
Department by the Department
Agriculture
appropriations of
of the
the two
two departments.
departments.
by an adjustment of the
the appropriations
The title to said materials,
machinery, and
and
materials, machinery,
and equipment
equipment shall
shall be
be and
remain vested in the State for use in the improvement
the pubimprovement of
of the
pubequipment in
lic highways, and no such materials, machinery,
machinery, and equipment
in
serviceable
serviceable condition
condition shall be sold or the
the title
title to
to the same transferred
transferred
individual, company,
corporation.
to any individual,
company, or corporation.
Approved, March 4, 1925.

540.-An Act For the relief of the Government of Canada.
..CAP.
CHAP. 540.—An

Be itit enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
the
t. o
Be
and House
Representatives of
of the
to, for re- United
United States
States of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
and he is
is hereby,
of the Treasury
Treasury be, and
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to pay,
pay,
not otherwise
out of any money in the Treasury not
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
to

Canada.
Payment to, for repairing
damages,
pairingby U.
damages,
caused
S. ship
"Eagle."
"Eagle."

the Government of Canada the sum of $4,470.76 in
in full settlement
settlement
and satisfaction of its claim for reimbursement
reimbursement for expenditures
expenditures incurred in repairing damages
of Lock
Lock Numbered
damages to the
the lower gates
gates of
Numbered
15 of the Cornwall Canal, Ontario, Canada, caused by United States
ship Eagle Numbered
Numbered 33on
1918.
on November
November 15
15,: 1918,
Approved, March 4,
1925.
4,1925.

4 1925.
March 4,

[H. R.

[H. R. 9028.1
.]
[Public, No. 616.]

CHAP. 641.-An
authorize the addition of certain
541.—An Act To authorize
certain lands to the
Whitman National
Whitman
National Forest.
Forest.

Be it enacted
House of Representatives
enacted by the Senate and House
Representatives of the
United States
States of America
America in Congress
United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That within
within the
the
following-described
ownership
following-described areas any lands not in Government ownership
which are found
found by the Secretary
Secretary of
Agriculture to
be chiefly
chiefly valuof Agriculture
to be
valuable for national
forest purposes may be offered in exchange
able
national forest
exchange under
under
the provisions
provisions of the Act of March 20, 1922 (Forty-second
(Forty-second Statutes
465), upon notice as therein provided,
at Large, page 465),
provided, and upon
upon
acceptance of
title, shall
become parts
parts of
Whitman
National
Forest,
d acceptance
of
title,
shall
become
of
Whitman
National
Forest,
Government-owned
v
lands
maybeaddwed.
Oregon, and
and any
any of
Oregon,
such described
Government ownership
of such
described areas
areas in
in Government
lands
may be added.
ownership
chiefly valuable
valuable for national forest purposes and not now parts of a
a
national forest may be added to the Whitman National Forest by
proclamation of the President, subject to all valid existing
existing claims:
claims:
Description,
Description,
In township
township 9
9 south, range 36 east: Section. 13, section 24, east
east
half of section 36.
inclusive;
In township 9
9 south, range 37 east: Sections 19 to 22, inclusive;
and 31;
ofsection
sec ti on 33;
33 ; sec
ti ons
sections 27, 28, 30,
30, and
31; northeast
northeast quarte
quarterr of
sections
34 to 36, inclusive.
In township 9
9 south, range 38 east: Sections 31 to 33, inclusive.
In township 9
9 south, range 39 east: South half of section 8; secinclusive; sections 21 and 22; sections
tions 15 to 17, inclusive;
sections 27 to 29, ininclusive; sections 32 to 34, inclusive.
National forests.
Nationalforest.
Whitman National
Oreg.
Forest, Oreg.
Lands offered
offered in exexchange, for addition to.
change,
Vol. 42,p.465.
42, p. 465.
Vo.
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In
township 10
east: Section 1; north half of
of
37 east:
range 37
south, range
10 south,
In township
6 to 8,
half of section 5; sections
section 2;
northwest quarter,
quarter, south half
sections 6
2; northwest
section
of section
inclusive;
quarter, south
south half of
section 9; west half of
northwest quarter,
inclusive; northwest
section
sections 16
16 to
to 22,
inclusive.
sections 26 to 36, inclusive.
inclusive; sections
22, inclusive;
15; sections
section 15;
In township
township 10
inclusive;
Sections 11 to 6, inclusive;
east: Sections
38 east:
range 38
south, range
10 south,
In
sections
10 to
to 14,
14, inclusive;
north half,
half, southeast
section
quarter of section
southeast quarter
inclusive; north
sections 10
24; sections
to 27,
inclusive; northeast
northeast quarter, east half of north27, inclusive;
25 to
sections 25
24;
west quarter,
quarter, south
south half
half of
31 to 36, inclusive.
sections 31
28; sections
section 28;
of section
west
In
township 10
10 south,
south, range
range 39
Northwest half of section
section 3;
3;
east: Northwest
39 east:
In township
sections 4
4 to
to 9,
inclusive; sections
sections 17
17 to
to 20,
inclusive; sections
sections 29 to
20, inclusive;
9, inclusive;
sections
32, inclusive.
inclusive.
32,
In township
11 south,
range 351/2
35 1/
2 east:
east: Section
Section 4.
south, range
township 11
In
In township
south, range
range 37
east: Sections
Sections 1
1 to
to 30, inclusive;
inclusive;
37 east:
11 south,
township 11
In
sections 34
inclusive.
34 to 36, inclusive.
sections
1 to 30, inclusive;
In township
township 11
south, range
range 38
Sections 1
inclusive;
east: Sections
38 east:
11 south,
In
northeast quarter
32; sections
sections 33
33 to
to 35,
35, inclusive.
inclusive.
section 32;
of section
quarter of
northeast
39 east: Sections 55 to 9,
In
township 11
south, range
9, inclusive;
inclusive;
range 39
11 south,
In township
south half
half of
10; sections
13 to
to 28,
west half of
inclusive; west
28, inclusive;
sections 13
section 10;
of section
south
northwest quarter
quarter of
of section
29; north
southwest quarter of
half southwest
north half
section 29;
northwest
section 30;
30; sections
sections 33 to 36, inclusive.
inclusive.
section
In township
township 11
40 east:
21, inclusive;
inclusive;
Sections 16 to 21,
east: Sections
range 40
south, range
11 south,
In
sections 28
inclusive.
to 33, inclusive.
28 to
sections
In township
township 12
inclusive;
12 south, range 39 east: Sections 11 to 3, inclusive;
In
sections
to 12,
12, inclusive;
inclusive; east half of section 13.
10 to
sections 10
4 to
to 9, inclusive;
In township
township 12
south, range
40 east:
east: Sections
inclusive;
Sections 4
range 40
12 south,
In
sections
inclusive.
18, inclusive.
16 to
to 18,
sections 16
All
meridian.
Willamette meridian.
of Willamette
All of
Approved, March
March 4, 1925.
Approved,

the New York Shipbuilding
of the
CHAP. 542.-An
542.—An Act
Act For
the relief
relief of
Shipbuilding CorporaFor the
CHAP.
tion for
for losses
losses incurred
by reason
reason of
orders in the construction
construction of
Government orders
of Government
incurred by
tion
battleship No. 42.
battleship

March 4, 1925.
IN.
9969.]
[H. R.
R. 9969.]
[Public, No. 617.]

' Be
Be it
it enacted
by the
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
the Senate and
enacted by
New
York
ShipShit
York
New Corporation.
United States
States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
Secretary building
the Secretary
That the
assembled, That
America in
United
to
Secretary of Navy
Navy to
of the
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
ascer- Secretary
directed to ascerand directed
authorized and
and is
be, and
Navy be,
the Navy
of
and
erdeterascertain
caused to the New York ascertain
tain
and determine the amount of loss .caused
tain and
mine
to,in l
l!te
illdto,in
buildloos and
mine losses
No. 42.
42.
Battleship No.
ing Battleship
Shipbuilding
in the
performance of the fixed price ing
the performance
Corporation in
Shipbuilding Corporation
November
contract for
for the
battleship No. 42, dated November
of battleship
construction of
the construction
contract
9, 1914,
on account
in wages
in so far as they were made
wages in
increases in
of increases
account of
1914, on
9,
accordance
to its employees
retroactive paid
paid by
by said
employees in accordance
corporation to
said corporation
retroactive
with
the decisions
decisions and
awards of
of the
Shipbuilding Labor Adjustthe Shipbuilding
and awards
with the
ment Board
Board and
on, account
of payments
payments to
made by said
employees made
to employees
account of
and on.
ment
corporation in
regular time
rates for
for overtime
overtime work
work under
under
time rates
of regular
excess of
in excess
corporation
said
contract in
in accordance
accordance with
with the
direction, authorization,
authorization, and
and
the direction,
said contract
approval
so far as the amount or
and in so
authority:2 and
Government authority
of Government
approval of
amounts
such retroactive
and overtime
payments
overtime payments
increases and
wage increases
retroactive wage
of such
amounts of
so
shall increase
such battlebattleof such
cost of
the cost
increase the
determined shall
and determined
ascertained and
so ascertained
Limit of cost
ino'f c st inLceit
ship
42 over
the limit
limit of
of cost
thereof heretofore
heretofore authorized
authorized as creased.
cost thereof
over the
No. 42
ship No.
to
such
vessel
such
limit
of
cost
is
hereby
increased
accordingly.
accordingly.
increased
to such vessel such limit of cost is hereby
Approved,
1925.
4, 1925.
March 4,
Approved, March

CHAP. 543.—An
the State
Washington for
for
of Washington
State of
to the
lands to
certain lands
Granting certain
Act Granting
543.-An Act
CHAP.
public
and recreational
recreational grounds,
and for
other purposes.
purposes.
for other
grounds, and
park and
public park

March 4,
4, 192.5.
1925.
March

[H. R. 107701
10770.]
[Public, No. 618.]
[Public,

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
Senate and
Representatives of
of the
the
of Representatives
House of
and House
the Senate
by the
Be
Public'ashidn
United States
of America
assembled, That upon payment Ellatlris
Washing.
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
States of
United
blpar
Interior ton
the Interior
the Secretary of
acre, the
per acre,
1.25 per
rate of
the rate
at the
therefor at
therefor
of
ton, for public park.
the Interior ton,forpublcpark.
of the
Secretary of
acre, the Secretary
per
$1.25
of $1.25
rate
the
at
therefor
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Provisos.

Provisos.

Mineral
deposits reMineral deposits
served.
Reversion
Reversion
user.

for non-

March 4,
4, 1925.
1925.

[H. R.. 11067.]
11067.1
[H.
[Public, No. 619.]

1925.

be,
authorized and directed
directed to issue patent, as hereand he is hereby, authorized
be, and
inafter limited,
limited, to
Washington for
for the followingfollowingthe State
State of Washington
to the
inafter
described lands:
The northeast quarter
southeast quarter and
the southeast
quarter of the
described
lands: The
lot
7, section
township 22
north, range
the Willamette
Willamette
range 22
22 east of the
22 north,
section 32,
32, township
lot 7,
meridian,
containing eighty-two
and thirty-six
acres,
thirty-six one-hundredths
one-hundredths acres,
eighty-two and
meridian, containing
more
occupied solely
solely for public
be used
used and
and occupied
such lands to
to be
more or less;
less; such
park
recreational purposes: Provided,
Provided, That there shall be repark and recreational
served
United States
States all
oil, coal,
or other
minerals in the land,
land,
other minerals
all oil,
coal, or
the United
served to
to the
and the
the right
Provided
the same: Provided
remove the
for, mine,
mine, and remove
to prospect
prospect for,
and
right to
further, That if
if the grantee shall fail to use the land for park or
further,
recreational purposes
purposes or shall devote the same to other uses the title
recreational
thereto shall revert to the United States and the lands shall be refinding of such failure by the
stored to the public domain upon aa finding
Secretary of the
Interior.
the Interior.
Secretary
Approved,
March 4, 1925.
Approved, March

CHAP. 544.-An
544.—An Act To provide for the relinquishment
relinquishment by the United States
States
CHAP.
of
certain lands
lands to
to the
the county
county of
of Kootenai,
Kootenai, in
in the
State of
Idaho.
of Idaho.
the State
of certain

Be
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
House of
of Representatives
the
of the
Be it
by the
Senate and
and House
Representatives of

States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That upon
payupon payAmerica in
United States
ootenai United

Publictand-s.
ti K ootenai
Sale off, to
Bale
County, ,
authorCounty,
Idaho author-

ized.
ized.

Description.
Descriptcribed

March 4, 192.5.
1925.
[H. R. 11701.]
11701.1
[H.
[Public, No. 623.]
t20.]

ment therefor at the rate of $1.25
$1.25 per acre the United States relinquish unto the county of Kootenai,
Kootenai, in the State of Idaho, all of
certain piece
its right, claim, or title to or the possession of that certain
or parcel of land situated in Kootenai County,. in the State of
"Beginningg at a
a point one
Idaho, and described as follows: "Beginnin
hundred
thousand three hundred thirty-two feet north and three hundred
thirty-two feet west of aastone monument
monument at or about high water mark
thirty-two
Sherman Military Reserve
Reserve (abanon the east boundary of Fort Sherman
doned) said point being on the north line and three hundred thirtydoned),
northeast corner of lot 49 of said military retwo feet west
west of
of the northeast
serve (abandoned);
running thence west, along the north line
(abandoned); running
thence south at right angles
of said lot 49, eighteen
eighteen feet;
feet; running thence
three hundred and
and two
two feet;
feet; running
running thence east three hundred and.
fifty feet to the intersection
intersection with the east line of said lot 49; running thence
thence north
along the
the east
east line
49 for
said lot
lot 49
for aa distance
distance
north along
line of
of said
ning
of fifty feet to the southeast corner
corner of the Kootenai
Kootenai County Court
Court
House property, running thence west along the south line of said
a distance of two hundred
property for a
hundred and fifty-two
fifty-two feet to the
southwest corner
House property;
southwest
corner of said
said Kootenai County Court House
property;
running thence northwesterly along the west line of said property
property
running
for
or less to
to the
for aa distance
distance of
of two
two hundred
hundred sixty-four
sixty-four feet,
feet, more
more or
place of beginning";
beginning"; to have and to hold forever
forever as aa part of the
public lands belonging to the said county of Kootenai.
Kootenai.
March 4, 1925.
Approved, March
CHAP. 545.-An
545.—An Act To amend the Act entitled "An Act to regulate steam
engineering
in the District of Columbia,"
Columbia," approved
engineering in
approved February
February 28, 1887.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
the
United States of America
Columbia. United
America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assernmbled, That the Act
entitled
An Act
Act to
regulate steam
steam engineering
in the
of
entitled "
"An
to regulate
engineering in
the District
District of
Columbia,"
approved February
February 28,
1887, is
Vod.
Columbia," approved
28, 1887.
is amended:
amended:
(a)
By inserting
inserting in
after the
word "
steam ",
", the
the words
words
Appicabenetoes.th'
r
(a) By
in the
the title
title after
the word
" steam
"
and other
other operating.
operating."
oand
(b) By inserting in section 11after the word "
" steam ", the words
"and
"
and other operating."

District
District of
of Columbia.
Steam engineering
engineering
Steam
regulations amended.
amended.
reguations
Vol. 24, p. 427, amend24,p.427,mended.
Applicable to other
operating engines.

a

SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH
CONGRESS.

S
ESS. II.
II. ells.
SESS.
CHS. 545-547.
545-547.

1285
1285

1925.
1925.

(c)
By inserting
inserting in
before the
the words ""steam
steam boilers"
boilers"
(c) By
in section
section 2
2 before
"engines and"
and by
by omitting
omitting after
the words
steam
the words "engines
and" and
after the
words "
"steam
boilers"
boilers
" in such section
section the words
words "
" and engines."
engines."
(d)
after the
word "
steam ",
words,
(d) By
By inserting
inserting in
in section
section 3
3 after
the word
"steam
", the
the words,
"or other
other operating."
"or
operating."
(e)
By inserting
section 4
after the
words "
steam ",
the words
4 after
the words
"steam
", the
words
(e) By
inserting in
in section
"
or other operating."
operating."
"or
(f) By
inserting after
word "
steam"
in both
both places
places where
where it
it
after the
the word
" steam
" in
(f)
By inserting
5, the
the words
words ""or
or other
other operating."
operating:"
occurs in section
section 5,
(g) By striking out in section
section 6
6 the words " steam boiler or
engine"
"any engine
engine" and
and inserting in
in lieu thereof the
the words
words "any
engine or
or
steam
knowingly " in
steam boiler,"
boiler," and by
by striking
striking out the word
word ""knowingly"
in such
such
section.
(h)
inserting after
after the
word "such"
"such" where
it occurs
occurs for
for the
the
the word
where it
(h) By
By inserting
second time
time in
section 6,
"or any
any person
operating
second
in section
6, the
the following:
following: "or
person operating
without
without a
a license
license or in
in violation
violation of the provisions
provisions of
of this
this Act,"
Act,"
(i)
(i) Insert between
between the
the words
words "
" steam
steam"'and
and "
" engineer
engineer "
" the
the words
words
"or
other operating."
"or other
operating."
(j) Change
the word
word "
fifty "in
in section
section 66to
to "
forty."
"forty."
"fifty"
(j)
Change the

and in
in default
default of
following words
words in
(k)
the following
in section
section 6,"
6, "and
of
(k) Omit
Omit the

Fine diminished.

Finediminished.
te_onfinement
omittonfinement omit-

payment of
fine shall
confined for
period of
month
payment
of such
such fine
shall be
be confined
for aa period
of one
one month
m
workhouse of the District of
of Columbia."
Columbia."
in the workhouse
Warm water heaters.
(1) After
words "where
the water
water returns
to the
the boiler"
boiler" war m w ateheater.
returns to
After the
the words
"where the
(1)
in section
section 6,
6, insert
the words
by gravity"
gravity" and omit
"by
omit the words
in
insert the
words "
"
and which
which are
are worked
worked automatically."
automatically."
"and
Reciprocity
oof State
ta te
P
(m) By
the period
period at
at the
section 7
as.
and adding
adding laws.
7 and
the ehd
erd of
of section
out the
By striking
striking out
(m)
the
words
"having
reciprocity
with
the
District
of
Columbia."
the words "having reciprocity with the District of Columbia."
March 4,
4, 1925.
Approved, March

CHAP. 546.—An
Granting the
village of
the consent of Congress to the village
Act Granting
546.-An Act
CIHAP.
Spooner, Minnesota,
to construct
construct a
a bridge
River.
bridge across
across the
the Rainy
Rainy River.
Minnesota, to
Spooner,

Be
by the
the Senate
House of
of Representatives
the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
Senate and
and House
Representatives of
of the
United States
States of
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the consent
United
of America
in Congress
consent
is hereby
hereby granted to the village of Spooner, in the county
of Congress is
of Lake
Lake of
State of
and its
its successors
successors and
and
of
of the
the Woods,
Woods, State
of Minnesota,
Minnesota, and
assigns, to
approaches
maintain, and
and operate
operate aabridge and approaches
assigns,
to construct,
construct, maintain,
thereto across
Rainy River
River at
at aa point suitable
suitable to the
the interests of
thereto
across the
the Rainy
navigation,
between the
the village
of Spooner,
in the
county of
of Lake
Lake
Spooner, in
the county
navigation, between
village of
of the
State of
River, Ontario,
Ontario, in
in
and Rainy
Rainy River,
Woods, State
of Minnesota,
Minnesota, and
of
the Woods,
accordance with
the provisions
of the
"An Act
Act to
to regureguthe Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
with the
provisions of
accordance

4, 1925.
March 4,1925.
[H. R. 11702.]
[Public No. 621.]

[H. R. 11702.]
[Public No. 621.]

Llaini
lteR
r i
i
zr.

may

Raoonyer,Minn.,may
bridge, to Rainy ftiver,
bridge,
to Rainy River,
Ontario.

Construction.
Vol. 34, p. 84.

Vol. 34,p.
's.

late the
the construction
of bridges
bridges over
over navigable
navigable waters,"
approved
late
construction of
waters," approved
Consent of Canada
March 23,
23, 1906,
1906, such
such construction
be made
made only
only with
the consent
consent required.
recuinet
of da
d.
with the
to be
construction to
March
and approval
approval of
of the
the Dominion
Dominion of
Canada.
of Canada.
and
Amendment.
SEC. 2.
That the
the right
right to
amend, or
hereby Amendment'
this Act
Act is
is hereby
alter, amend,
or repeal
repeal this
2. That
to alter,
SEC.
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved, March
March 4, 1925.
1925.
Approved,

CHAP. 547.-An
547.—An Act For the relief
relief of sufferers from the
the fire at
at New
New Bern,
Bern,
CHAP.
North Carolina, in December,
December, 1922.

Be
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
it enacted
enacted by
by the Senate
Senate and House
Be it

United States
Congress assembled,
That the
the action
action
assembled. That
in Congress
States of
of America
America in
United
of
the War
Department in
in directing
the issue
issue and
of
the issuance
issuance of
and the
directing the
of the
War Department

March 4, 1925
1925
March

[H. B.
R. 12029.1
120a9.1
[H.
622.1
[Public, No. 544

New Bern, N. C.,
fire.
Issue of Army stores
for relief of sufferers
fr om, in 1922, approved.

New Bern, N. C.

ssue of Army stores

quartermaster stores out of the reserve
quartermaster
reserve stores for the field service
service of frie'om' apprOfe'es
the
Ai my. of
value not
and in
in directing
directing
exceeding $10,546.56,
$10,546.56, and
the Armv.
of a
a value
not exceeding
$11.74 from
1923,"
Signal Service
Service of the
the Army,
Army, 1923,"
expenditure of $11.74
from ""Signal
the expenditure

1286

SIXTY-EIGHTH
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.

officers payCredit to
to officers
paying.
ing.

March 4,
4, 1925.
1925.
March
[H. R.
I[.
R. 12030.]
12300.]

SESS.
S
ESS. II.
II. CIEs.
547-549.
CHS. 547-549.

1925.
1925.

and of $17.28 from "Army transportation,
transportation, 1923,"
1923," for
the relief
relief of
of
for the
sufferers
sufferers from the fire at New Bern, North
in December,
North Carolina,
Carolina, in
December,
1922, is approved;
approved; and credit for all
such supplies
supplies so
and
all such
so issued
issued and
funds so disbursed
disbursed shall be allowed in the settlement
settlement of the
the accounts
accounts
of the officers
officers of
of the
Army.
the Army.
Approved, March
March 4,
4, 1925.
1925.
CHAP. 548.-An
of sufferers
CHAP.
548.—An Act For the relief of
sufferers from
cyclone in
from cyclone
in northnorthwestern
in March, 1923.
western Mississippi in
1923.

[Public, No. 623.]

it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
Be it
and House
of the
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
United States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the action
United
action
of the War Department
Department in directing
directing the issue and the
of
the issuance
issuance of
from, approved,
quartermaster
of the
quartermaster stores out of
the reserve
reserve stores
service of
stores for
for the
the field
field service
of
the Army of a
a value not exceeding $4,582.33
$4 2582.33 for the
the relief
relief of
of sufferers
sufferers
from cyclone
cyclone in
in northwestern
northwestern Mississippi
Mississippi in
1923, is
Credits
in March,
March, 1923,
is apCredits alowed
allowed offifrom
offiapces
proved;
cers for.
proved; and credit for all such supplies
so issued
allowed
supplies so
issued shall
shall be
be allowed
in the settlement
settlement of the accounts of the officers
officers of the
the Army.
Army.
• Approved,
Approved, March 4, 1925.
1925.
Mississippi cylcone,
cylcone,
Mississippi
1923.
1923.
Issue of Army
Army stores
stores
for relief
relief of sufferers
sufferers
from, approved.

1925.
March 4,
4, 1925.
[D.
[HE.R. 12101.]
12101.]
[Public, No. 624.]

•

Legislative
pLislaive
priations.

appro-

aPPr°-

I
C
AP. 549.-An
Act Making
Making appropriations
Legislative Branch
CHAP.
549.—An Act
appropriations for the Legislative
of
Branch of
the
Government
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1926, and for other purposes.
the Government for
purposes.

Senate and House of
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Sellate
the
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
the followassembled, That
follow-

ing sums are appropriated,
appropriated, out of
in the
the Treasury
of any
any money
money in
Treasury not.
not.
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, for the Legislative
Legislative Branch
Branch of
of the
the GovernGovernment for the fiscal year ending June
June 30,
30, 1926,
namely:
1926, namely:

Senate.

SENATE
SENATE

Senators.
Compensation.
Post, p. 1301.
Post,
1301.
Mileage.
Officers,
Officers, clerks,
clerks, and
and
messengers.
messengers.

SALARIES
MILEAGE OF
SALARIES AND
AND MILEAGE
OF SENATORS
SENATORS

For compensation
compensation of Senators, $720,000.
For mileage of Senators, $51,000.
For compensation
compensation of officers, clerks, messengers,
messengers, and
and others:
others:

Vice President's
President's office.

OFFICE
OF THE
THE VICE
OFFICE OF
VICE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT

Secretary, clerks, and
Secretary, clerks, and
messenger.
messenger.

Salaries: Secretary
Secretary to the Vice President,
$4,200; assistant
President, $4,200;
assistant clerk,
clerk,
$2,080; clerk, $1,940;
$1,940; messenger, $1,310;
in all,
$1,310; in
all, $9,530.
$9,530.

Chaplain.

,
For

For Chaplain,
Chaplain, $1,520.
$1,520.

CHAPLAIN
CHAPLAIN

OFFICE
OF THE
THE SECRETARY
SECRETARY
OFFICE OF

of the
SenSecretary
Senate,
assistant,
assistant, the
clerks,
clerks,
etc.
Seeretary

etc.

Salaries: Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Senate,
compensation as
Senate, including
including compensation
as disdis-

bursing officer
of salaries
bursing
officer of
salaries of Senators
Senators and of contingent
contingent fund of the
Senate, $6,500;
$6,500; assistant secretary,
Senate,
secretary, Henry
Henry M. Rose, $5,500;
$5,500; chief
chief
clerk,
clerk, who shall perform the duties of reading
reading clerk, $4,500; finanfinancial clerk, $4,500; principal clerk, $3,420;
assistant financial
financial clerk,
$3,420; assistant
clerk,
$3,600; minute and Journal clerk, $3,600; legislative
legislative clerk,
clerk, $3,150;
$3.150;
librarian, $3,000; enrolling clerk, $3,150; printing
librarian,
printing clerk,
clerk, $3,000;
$3,000;
executive clerk, $2,890; file clerk, chief bookkeeper, and
executive
assistant
and assistant
Journal clerk, at $2,880 each; first assistant librarian,
Journal
librarian and keeper
keeper of
of
stationery, $2,780 each; assistant lib
rar i
an ,$2,150;
librarian,
$2,150; ;killed
skilled laborer,
laborer,
$1,520;
clerks-three at $2,880 each, two at $2,590 each,
$1,520; clerks—three
each, one $2,460,

SIXTYEIGHTH CONGRESS.
ESS. II.
IL
SESS.
CONGRESS. S
SIXTY-EIGHTH

CH.
On. 549.

stationery, $2,360;
one $2,100,
$2,100, one
one $1,770;
keeper of stationery,
$2,360;
$1,770; assistant keeper
one
assistant
stationery room,
messenger in library, $1,310;
$1,310;
$1,520; messenger
room, $1,520;
in stationery
assistant in
special
officer, $2,150;
$2,150; assistant
assistant messenger,
messenger, $1,520;
$1,520; laborers-three
laborers-three at
at
special officer,
$1,140
each, three
three at
$1,010 each,
each, one
one in stationery room $1,440; in
at $1,010
$1,140 each,
all,
$101,580.
all, $101,580.
DOCUMENT ROOM
DOCUMENT

Salaries:
Superintendent, $3,500;
$3,500; first assistant,
Salaries: Superintendent,
assistant,
of employee
heretofore paid under
employee heretofore
lieu of
in lieu
assistant, in
tion Numbered
$2,100; two
$1,770 each;
clerks, at $1,770
two clerks,
90, $2,100;
Numbered 90,
tion
$1,520;
$13,540.
all, $13,540.
$1,520; in all,
EMNPLOYEES
COMMITTEE
EMPLOY
LES
COMMITTEE EBPLO
COMMI'rr~E
~EES

1287
1287

1925.

$2,880; second
second
Senate Resoluskilled laborer,

Document
room.
Document room.
Superintendent,
etc.
Superintendent, etc.

Committee
employCommittee employ-

ees.
ees.

aend
Clerks
following committees:
Clerks and
and messengers
messengers to
committees: Agriculture
Agriculture gers
and tmnAT:,
the following
to the
ccmClerks
to designated
and
Forestry-clerk,
$3,300;
assistant
clerk,
$2,150;
assistant
clerk,
mittees.
OSigfla
clerk,
assistant
and Forestry-clerk, $3,300; assistant clerk, $2,150;
$1,830; additional
additional clerk,
$1,520. Appropriations-clerk,
$6,000; asAppropriations-clerk, $6,000;
clerk, $1,520.
$1,830;
sistant clerk,
clerk, $3,300;
assistant clerk, $3,000; three assistant clerks,
$3,300; assistant
sistant
$1,440.
at $2,700
$2,700 each;
clerks, at
each; messenger,
messenger, $1,410.
$2,100 each;
at $2,100
assistant clerks,
two assistant
each; two
at
Senate-clerk,
To Audit
Audit and
and Control
Contingent Expenses of the Senate-clerk,
Control the Contingent
To
$3,300;
assistant clerk, $1,940;
$1,940; assistant clerk, $1,830;
$1,830; additional
additional
$3,300; assistant
clerk, $1,520.
Currency-clerk, $3,300; assistant clerk,
and Currency--clerk,
Banking and
$1.520. Banking
clerk,
$1,830 each. Civil Service-clerk,
$2,150;
Service-clerk,
assistant clerks, at $1,830
two assistant
$2,150; two
additional
$3,300;
assistant clerk,
$1,830; additional
clerk, $1,940; assistant clerk, $1,830;
$3,300; assistant
clerk, $1.520.
$1,520. Claims-clerk,
Claims-clerk, $3,300;
$3,300; assistant clerk, $2,570; assistant
assistant
clerk,
$1,830 each. Commerce-clerk,
clerk, $2,360;
assistant clerks, at $1,830
two assistant
$2,360; two
clerk,
$3,300;
$2,590; assistant
assistant clerk,
clerk, $2,150;
$2,150, assistant clerk,
clerk, $2,590;
assistant clerk,
$3,300; assistant
$1,830.
Minority of
of the Senate-clerk,
assistant
Senate-clerk, $3,300; assistant
Conference Minority
$1,830. Conference
clerk, $2,150,
$2,150, two
$1,830 each. District of Columassistant clerks, at $1,830
two assistant
clerk,
bia-clerk, $3,300;
$3,300; assistant
assistant clerk,
$2,480; assistant
$1,830;
assistant clerk, $1,830;
clerk, $2,480;
bia-clerk,
additional clerk,
$1,520. Education
and Labor-clerk,
Labor-clerk, $3,300; assistEducation and
clerk, $1,520.
additional
ant clerk.
clerk, $2,150;
$2,150; assistant
additional clerk, $1,520.
$1,
520 .
assistant clerk, $1,830; additional
ant
Enrolled
Bills-clerk, $3,300;
$3,300; assistant
$1,940; assistant clerk,
assistant clerk, $1,940;
Enrolled Bills-clerk,
$1,830; additional
additional clerk,
clerk, $1,520.
Expenditures in the Executive
$1,520. Expenditures
$1,830;
Departments-clerk, $3,300;
$3,300; assistant
assistant clerk, $1,940;
$1,940; assistant clerk,
Departments-clerk,
$3,600; special
Finance-clerk,
$1,830;
additional
clerk,
$1,520.
Finance-clerk,
special as$1,520.
clerk,
$1,830; additional
assistant
sistant to
to the
committee, $3,150;
$3 ,
150 ; assistant clerk, $2,590;
the committee,
sistant
$1,830
assistant
clerk,
$2,460;
assistant
clerk,
$1,940;
assistant
clerks,
at
$1,830
two
$1,940;
clerk,
clerk, $2,460; assistant
each; two
experts (one
(one for
the majority
majority and
minority),
and one for the minority),
for the
two experts
each;
$3,300;
at
$2,360 each;
messenger, $1,520.
Foreign Relations
clerk, $3,300;
Relations-clerk,
$1,520. Foreign
each; messenger,
at $2,360
$1,830;
assistant
clerk, $2,150;
$2,150; assistant clerk, $1,830;
assistant clerk,
$2,590; assistant
clerk, $2,590;
assistant clerk,
additional clerk,
$1,520. Immigration-clerk,
Immigration-clerk, $3,300;
clerk,
assistant clerk,
$3,300; assistant
clerk, $1,520.
additional
$2,150; assistant
clerk, $1,830;
$1,830; additional
additional clerk,
$1,520. Indian
Indian
clerk, $1,520.
$2,150: assistant clerk,
Affairs-clerk,
$3,300; assistant
$2,040;
$2,570; assistant clerk, $2,040;
clerk, $2,570;
assistant clerk,
Affairs-clerk, $3,300;
assistant
additional clerk, $1,520. Interoceanic
Interoceanic Ca$1,830; additional
clerk, $1,830;
assistant clerk,
nals-clerk.
clerk, $2,150;
clerk, $1,830;
$1,830;
assistant clerk,
$2,150; assistant
assistant clerk,
$3,300; assistant
nals-clerk. $3,300;
additional
Commerce clerk, $3,300;
$3,300; two
Interstate Commerce-clerk,
$1,520. Interstate
clerk, $1,520.
additional clerk,
assistant
clerks, at
at $2,150
assistant clerk,
clerk, $1,830. Irrigation
each; assistant
$2,150 each;
assistant clerks,
assistant
and
clerk, $3,300;
$3,300; assistant
assistant clerk,
$1,940; assistant
clerk, $1,940;
-clerk,
Reclamation and Reclamation
clerk, $1.830;
$1,830; additional
additional clerk,
$1,520. Judiciary-clerk,
Judiciary-clerk, $3,300; asclerk, $1,520.
clerk.
sistant clerk.
clerk, $2,590;
$2,590; two
two assistant
assistant
clerks, at $2,150 each; assistant
assistant clerks,
sistant
clerk,
S1,830.
Library-clerk,
$3,300;
assistant clerk, $1,940; assistassistant
$3,300;
clerk. S1.830. Library-clerk,
ant
additional clerk,
$1,520. Manufactures
- clerk,
Manufactures-clerk,
clerk, $1,520.
$1,830; additional
clerk, $1,830;
ant Clerk,
$3.300;
assistant clerk.
clerk, $2,040;
$2,040; assistant
assistant clerk,
additional
$1,830; additional
clerk. $1,830;
$3.300: assistant
$2,590;
clerk, $1.520.
Affairs clerk, $3,300;
$3,300; assistant
assistant clerk,
clerk, $2,590;
Military Affairs-clerk,
11.520. Military
clerk.
additional
clerk, $1,940;
$1,940; three
clerks, at
$1,830 each. Mines
at $1,830
assistant clerks,
three assistant
additional clerk.
and
Mining-clerk, $3,300;
assistant clerk,
clerk, $1,940;
$1,940; assistant clerk,
$3,300; assistant
and Mining-clerk,
$1.830; additional
additional clerk.
$1,520. Naval
clerk, $3,300; assistAffairs-clerk,
Naval Affairs
clerk. $1,520.
$1.830;
ant
assistant clerk,
clerk, $1,940;
$1,940; two assistant clerks, at
$2,590; assistant
clerk. $2,590;
ant clerk.
$1,830
Patents-clerk, $3,300;
$3,300; assistant
assistant clerk, $1,940; assisteach. Patents-clerk,
$1,830 each.
gig=
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ant
additional clerk,
Pensions-clerk, $3,300;
$3,300;
ant clerk,
clerk, $1,830;
$1,830; additional
clerk, $1,520.
$1,520. Pensions-clerk,
assistant clerks,
clerks, at
$1,830 each.
each. Post
assistant clerk, $2,150; four
four assistant
at $1,830
Post
Offices
Roads clerk, $3,300;
assistant clerk,
clerk, $2,460;
$2,460; three
Offices and
and Post
Post Roads-clerk,
$3,300; assistant
three
assistant clerks,
clerks, at
each. Printing-clerk,
Printing-clerk, $3,300;
assistant
at $1,830
$1,830 each.
$3,300; assistant
assistant clerk,
additional clerk, $1,520.
clerk, $2,150; assistant
clerk, $1,830;
$1,830; additional
$1,520. PrivPrivileges and Elections-clerk,
Elections clerk, $3,300;
$3,300; assistant clerk, $2,040;
assistant
$2,040; assistant
clerk, $1,830; additional clerk, $1,520. Public
Public Buildings
Buildings and
and
Grounds-clerk,
$2,040; assistant
Grounds-clerk, $3,300;
$3,300; assistant
assistant clerk,
clerk, $2,040;
assistant clerk,
clerk,
$1,830; additional clerk, $1,520.
$1,520. Public Lands and Surveys-clerk,
Surveys-clerk,
$3,300; assistant clerk, $2,360; assistant clerk, $2,150;
assistant
$2,150; two assistant
clerks, at $1,830 each. Revision
Revision of the
the Laws-clerk,
Laws-clerk, $3,300; assistant
assistant
clerk,
$1,830; additional
additional clerk,
clerk, $1,520.
clerk, $1,940;
$1,940; assistant clerk,
clerk, $1,830;
$1,520.
Rules-clerk,
compensation for the preparation
Rules
clerk, $3,300, to include
include full compensation
preparation
biennially of the Senate Manual
Manual under the
direction of
of the
Combiennially
the direction
the Committee on Rules; two assistant
assistant clerks, at $2,150 each; assistant clerk,
$1,830; additional
additional clerk, $1,520.
Territories and Insular
Insular PossesPossessions-clerk,
sions-clerk, $3,300;
$3,300; assistant clerk,
clerk, $1,940;
$1,940; assistant clerk,
clerk, $1,830;
$1,830;
$370,110.
additional clerk, $1,520;
$1,520; in
in all, $370,110.

Clerical
Clerical assistance
assistance to
Senators.
Senators.

CLERICAL
ASSISTANCE TO
CLERICAL ASSISTANCE
TO SENATORS
SENATORS

Allowance to
to SenaSenaAllowance
tors
tors
not chairmen
chairmen of
designated committees.
committees.
designated

For clerical assistance
assistance to Senators who are not chairmen
chairmen of the
committees specifically provided
provided for herein: Seventy clerks at $3,300
$3,300
each, seventy
seventy assistant clerks at $1,940 each,
seventy assistant
each, seventy
assistant clerks
at $1,830 each, $494,900: Provided,
assistant
Provided, That such clerks and assistant
clerks of
clerks shall be ex officio clerks and assistant
assistant clerks
of any
any committee
committee
of which their Senator
Senator is chairman;
chairman;
Seventy additional
additional clerks at $1,520 each, one for each Senator
having no more than one clerk and two assistant clerks
himself
clerks for himself
or for the committee
committee of which he is chairman, $106,400;
$106,400; messenger,
messenger,
$1,520; in all, $602,820.
$602,820.
$1,520;

.F:roviso.
Prsity
Authority

mittee clerks.

aas concom-

Additional clerks.
Additional
clerks.

Office of Sergeant
Sergeant at
Office
Arms.

OFFICE OF
OFFICE
OF SERGEANT
SERGEANT AT
AT ARMS
ARMS AND
AND DOORKEEPER
DOORKEEPER

Sergeant
Sergeant at Arms
Arms and
and
Doorkeeper, assistants,
etc.
Messengers,
Messengers, etc.

Salaries:
Salaries: Sergeant at Arms and Doorkeeper, $6,500; Assistant
Assistant
Doorkeeper, $4,200; Acting
two floor
floor
Doorkeeper,
Acting Assistant
Assistant Doorkeeper,
Doorkeeper, $4,200; two
assistants, at $3,600 each; messengers-five
messengers-five (acting as assistant doorkeepers, including one for minority)
minority) at $2,150 each, thirty-eight
thirty-eight (in(including one for minority)
minority) at $1,770 each,
door
each, one
one $1,310,
$1,310 one at
at card door
$1,940; clerk on Journal work for Congressional
Congressional Record,
Record, to be selected by the official reporters,
reporters, $2,800; Deputy
Deputy Sergeant
Sergeant at Arms and
and
storekeeper, $3,600; stenographer
storekeeper,
accounts
stenographer in charge of furniture accounts
and records,
records, $1,520; upholsterer and locksmith, $1,770;
$1,770; cabinetmaker,
cabinetmaker,
$1,520; three carpenters,
carpenters, at $1,390 each;
each; janitor,
janitor, $1,520;
$1,520; five
five skilled
skilled
laborers,
laborers, at $1,310 each;
each; laborer in charge of private
private passage, $1,340;
attendants in charge of ladies'
three female attendants
ladies' retiring rooms at $1.240
$1,240
each; three attendants to women's
women's toilet
Buildtoilet rooms,
rooms, Senate
Senate Office
Office Build$2,040, four at $1,200
ing, at $1,010 each; telephone operators-chief
operators chief $2,040,
each, night operator, $1,010; telephone page, $1,010; laborer in charge
of Senate toilet rooms in old library space, $950; press gallerygallerysuperintendent $2,140,
superintendent
$2,740, assistant superintendent
superintendent $1,840; messenger
messenger for
for
service to press correspondents,
correspondents, $1,240;
$1,240; laborers-three
laborers-three at $1,100 each,
thirty-four
thirty-four at $1,010 each; twenty-one
twenty-one pages for the Senate Chamber,
Chamber,
at the rate of $3.30 per day each during the session, $14,275.80;
$14,275.80; in
all. $202,445.80.
$202,445.80.
all,
For police
police force for Senate Office Building under the Sergeant
Sergeant at
Arms: Sixteen privates, at $1,360 each;
each; special officer,
officer, $1,520; in all,
$23,280.

Laborers, etc.
ate.
Laborers,

Pages.

Police, Senate
Senate Office
Office
Building.
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POST
OFFICE
POST OFFICE

Post office.
office.
Post

Salaries: Postmaster, $2,740; chief clerk, $2,150; eight mail carSalaries:
riers and one wagon master, at $1,520 each; three riding pages, at
$1,220 each; in all, $22,230.
$1,220
FOLDING ROOM
ROOM
FOLDING
Salaries:
Salaries:

Superintendent, $2,400;
$2,400;
Superintendent,

foreman,
foreman,

1289
1289

1925.

etc.
Postmaster, etc.

Folding room.

$1,940;
$1,940;

assistant,
assistant,

$1,310 each, seven at
$1,730; clerk, $1,520; folders—seven
folders-seven at
at $1,310
at $1,140
$24,740.
each; in all, $24,740.
SENATE
THE SENATE
CONTINGENT
EXPENSES OF
OF THE
CONTINGENT EXPENSES

etc.

Superintendent, etc.

Contingent
expenses.
Contingent expenses.

Stationery
stationery for Senators
Senators and
and the President of the Senate, in- Stationery
For stationery
cluding
$7,500 for stationery
stationery for committees
eluding $7,500
committees and officeis of the Senate,
ate, $25,000.
Postage stamps.
Postage stamps: For office of Secretary, $200; office
office of Sergeant
Sergeant at Postgetamps.
Arms, $100; in all, $300.
Motor venicles.
eniles.
For maintaining, exchanging, and equipping motor vehicles for Motor
carrying the mails and for official use of the offices of the Secretary
carrying
and Sergeant
Sergeant
.
at
Arms, $10,000.
and
at Arms,
$10,000.
Aut
Automobile, Vice
Vice
President.
maintenance, and operation
operation of an automobile
automobile for the President.
For driving, maintenance,
Vice President, $3,500.
Folding.
Folding.
for folding,
folding, $1,500.
For materials
materials for
For
a rate not exceeding
exceeding $1
For folding speeches and pamphlets, at a
per thousand, $10,000.
$10,000.
etc.
ol, etc.
Fuel, oil,
For fuel, oil, cotton waste, and advertising,
advertising, exclusive
exclusive of labor, Fuel,
$2,000.
Furniture.
Furniture.
$5,000.
For
purchase of
of furniture,
furniture, $5,000.
For the
the purchase
materials for furniture
furniture and repairs of same, exclusive of labor,
For materials
$3,000.
$3.000.
For
cleaning, repairing
repairing and varnishing furniture,
in cleaning,
For services
services in
$2,000.
$2,000.
Packing boxes.
boxes.
Paig
For packing
For
packing boxes,
boxes, $970.
Document
warehomse.
For rent of warehouse
house.
documents, $2,000.
warehouse for storage of public documents,
Miscellaneous
For
items, exclusive
exclusive of
of labor,
labor, $125,000.
Miscellaneous items
Items.
$125,000.
miscellaneous items,
For miscellaneous
Inquiries
and invesinvesFor
expenses of
inquiries and
ordered by
the SenInquiries and
Sen- tigations.
by the
and investigations
investigations ordered
of inquiries
For expenses
ate,
compensation to
such tl
committees, at such
to stenographers
stenographers to committees,
including compensation
ate, including
rate as may be fixed by the Committee to Audit and Control the Conexceeding 26
25 cents per hunExpenses of the Senate, but not exceeding
tingent Expenses
dred words, $150,000.
$150,000.
Reporting debates.
proceedings of the Senate, payable
the debates
For
debates and proceedings
payable Reporting debates.
For reporting
reporting the
in equal
equal monthly installments,
installments, $44,844.
Senate kitchens and
nd
restaurants
For repairs, improvements,
improvements, equipment and supplies for Senate restaurants.
Office
kitchens
and
restaurants,
Capitol
Building
and
Senate
Buildkitchens and restaurants,
ing, including
including personal
personal and other services,
expended from the
the
services, to be expended
ing,
contingent fund of the Senate, under the supervision of the Comcontingent
$35,000.
on Rules,
Rules, United States Senate, $35,000.
mittee on

HOUSE OF
OF REPRESENTATIVES
REPRESENTATIVES
HOUSE

House
ReprsentaHomse of Representa-

oRersen.
tise
tives.

M-EMBERS
MILEAGE OF
SALARIES
SALARIES AND
AND MILEAGE
OF MEMBERS

For compensation of Members of the House of Representatives, Pay of Members,
For compensation of Members of the House of Representatives, Delegates,
ResiDelegates, and Resi0
dent Commissioners.
Commi ssioners.
Delegates
Commissioner from Porto dent
Delegates from Territories, the Resident Commissioner
Past, p. 1301.
Rico, and
and the
the Philippine
Philippine Islands,
Islands, Pot, 130
from the
Commissioners from
the Resident
Resident Commissioners
Rico,
$3,304,500.
$3,304,500.
mileage of
Representatives and
Delegates and expenses of Mileage.
Mileage.
and Delegates
of Representatives
For mileage
Resident Commissioners, $175,000.
$175,000.
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Officers, clerks,
clerks, etc.
etc.
Officers,

office.
Speaker's
Speaker's office.
Secretary,
Secretary, clerks, etc.
Digest
of the
the Rules.
Rules.
Digest of
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For compensation
compensation of
officers, clerks,
others:
and others:
messengers. and
clerks, messengers.
of officers,
For
OFFICE
THE SPEAKER
SPEAKER
OF THE
OFFICE OF
Salaries: Secretary
to the
Speaker, $4,200; clerk to
Speaker's
to the Speaker's
the Speaker,
Secretary to
Salaries:
table, $3,600,
$3,600, and
$1,000 per anthe Rules, $1,000
of the
preparing Digest of
for preparing
and for
table,
num;
Speaker's table,
messenger to the Speaker's
$1,940; messenger
Speaker, $1,940;
the Speaker,
to the
clerk to
num; clerk
$1,520;
the Speaker, $1,440; in all, $13,700.
messenger to the
$1,520; messenger
CHAPLAIN
CHAPLAIN

Chaplain.
Chaplain.

For Chaplain, $1,520.
OFFICE
OF THE
CLERK
THE CLERK
OFFICE OF

Clerk
House,
clerk of
of the House,
clerks, etc.

cr

Committee employCommittee
ees.
Clerks andjanitors
and janitors to
designated
committees.
designated committees.

Salaries: Clerk of the House of Representatives,
Representatives, including com-

contingent fund, $6,500; jourpensation
petc.
as disbursing officer of the contingent
nal
disbursing clerk,
$4,200 each; disbursing
at $4,200
clerks, at
two reading
reading clerks,
and two
clerk, and
nal clerk,
$3,570; tally clerk, $3,470; file clerk, $3,420; enrolling clerk, $3,200
and
long as
position is
is held
by the
the present
present
held by
as the
the position
so long
additional so
$1,000 additional
and $1,000
incumbent; property
superintendent of
of furniture
and
furniture and
and superintendent
custodian and
property custodian
incumbent;
repair
shop, who
shall be
skilled cabinetmaker
upholsterer and
and
cabinetmaker or upholsterer
a skilled
be a
who shall
repair shop,
experienced in
in the
the construction
construction and
and purchase
furniture, $3,600;
$3,600;
of furniture,
purchase of
experienced
two
custodians at
at $3,000
chief bill clerk,
$3,150;
clerk, $3,150;
each; chief
$3,000 each;
assistant custodians
two assistant
assistant enrolling
enrolling clerk, $2,880; assistant to disbursing clerk, $2,780;
assistant
stationery
$2,570; librarian,
librarian, $2,460; assistant librarian,
clerk, $2,570;
stationery clerk,
$2,240;
assistant
$2,240; assistant file clerk, $2,250; assistant librarian, and assistant
journal
clerk, at
clerks-one $2,150, three at $2,020
$2,150 each; clerks-one
at $2,150
journal clerk,
each;
each;
bookkeeper, and assistant in disbursing office, at $1,940 each;
each; bookkeeper,
stenographer to
four assistants
assistants to chief
chief bill clerk, at $1,830 each; stenographer
four
the Clerk,
Clerk, $1,730;
$1,730; locksmith
typewriter repairer, $1,620; mesand typewriter
locksmith and
the
senger, and clock repairer, $1,520; assistant in stationery
stationery room,
senger.
journal
4520; three
messengers, at $1,410
$1,410 each; stenographer
stenographer to journal
three messengers,
$1,520;
$1,310; nine telephone
telephone operators, at $1,200 each; three session
clerk, $1,310;
telephone operators,
operators, at $100 per month each from December 1, 1925,
telephone
1926; substitute telephone operator
operator when required, at
to June 30, 1926:
$3.30 per day, $500: laborers-three
laborers-three at $1,200 each, nine at $1,010
$1,010
maintenance, and repair of
purchase. exchange, operation, maintenance,
each; purchase,
$1200; in all, $124,620.
motor vehicles. $1.200;
COMMITTEE

EMIPLOYEES
EMPLOYEES

committees:
Clerks, messengers,
messengers, and janitors to the following committees:
Accounts-clerk
assistant clerk, $2,150; janitor, $1,310.
$1,310. AgAccounts-clerk $2,880; assistant
riculture-clerk, $2,880; assistant
assistant clerk, $2,150;
$2,150; janitor,
janitor, $1,310.
riculture-clerk,
Appropriationo
clerk, $5,000,
$5,000, and $1,000 additional so long as the
Appropriations-clerk,
incumbent; assistant clerk, $4,000;
$4,000;
position is held by the present incumbent;
six assistant clerks, at $3,000
$3,000 each; assistant clerk, $2,440; janitor,
assistant clerk,
$1,440. Banking
Banking and Currency-clerk, $2,360; assistant
Census-clerk, $2,360; janitor, $1,010. Civil
$1,520; janitor, $1,010. Census-clerk,
Claims-clerk, $2,880; asService
clerk, $2,360;
$2,360; janitor, $1,010. Claims-clerk,
Service-clerk,
$1,520; janitor, $1,010.
$1,010. Coinage,
Coinage, Weights, and MeasMeassistant clerk, $1,520;
janitor. $1,010. Disposition of Useless Execu$2.360; janitor,
ures-clerk, $2,360;
Papers clerk, $2,360. District of Columbia-clerk,
Columbia-clerk, $2,880;
$2,880;
tive Papers-clerk,
Education-clerk, $2,360.
assistant clerk, $2,150:
$2,150; janitor, $1,010.
$1,010. Education-clerk,
Representatives in ConElection
Election of President,
President, Vice President, and Representatives
gress-clerk, $2,360. Elections
Elections Numbered
Numbered 1-clerk, $2,360; janitor,
$1.010.
4010. Elections Numbered 2-clerk, $2,360; janitor, $1,010. ElecBillstions Numbered
Numbered 3-clerk, $2,360; janitor, $1,010. Enrolled BillsControl-clerk, $2,360; janitor,
clerk, $2,360; janitor, $1,010. Flood Control-clerk,
$2,150;
$1,010. Foreign Affair::
Affairs-clerk,
$1,010.
clerk, $2,880; assistant clerk, $2,150;
janitor, $1,010. Immigration
Immigration and Naturalization-clerk,
Naturalization-clerk, $2,360;
$2,360;
janitor,
$1,010. Indian Affairs-clerk, $2
$2,880;
janitor, $1,010,
2
880; assistant clerk,
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$2,150;
$1,010.
Industrial Arts
Expositions-clerk,
Arts and Expositions-clerk,
Industrial
janitor, $1,010.
$2,150; janitor,
$2,360;
$1,010. Insular
Affairs-clerk, $2,360; janitor,
Insular Affairs-clerk,
janitor, $1,010.
$2,360; Janitor,
$1,010.
and Foreign
Commerce-clerk, $2,880; additional
Foreign Commerce-clerk,
Interstate and
$1,010. Interstate
clerk, $2,360;
$2,360; assistant
clerk, $1,830;
janitor, $1,310.
$1,310. Irrigation
and
Irrigation and
$1,830; janitor,
assistant clerk,
clerk,
PensionsReclamation-clerk,
janitor, $1,010.
$1,010. Invalid Pensions$2,360; janitor,
Reclamation-clerk, $2,360;
clerk,
stenographer, $2,560;
$2,560; assistant
$2,360; janitor,
clerk, $2,360;
assistant clerk,
$2,880; stenographer,
clerk, $2,880;
$1,240.
Judiciary-clerk, $2,880;
$2,880; assistant
$1,940; janitor,
assistant clerk, $1,940;
$1,240. Judiciary-clerk,
$1,240.
Labor-clerk,
Janitor, $1,010.
Library-clerk,
Library-clerk,
$1,010.
$2,360; janitor,
Labor-clerk, $2,360;
$1,240.
Fisheries-clerk,
$2,360; janitor,
Merchant Marine
and Fisheries-clerk,
Marine and
$1,010. Merchant
janitor, $1,010.
$2,360;
$2,360; janitor,
Janitor, $1,010.
Affairs-clerk, $2,880;
$2,880; assistant
assistant
Military Affairs-clerk,
$1,010. Military
$2,360;
clerk, $1,830;
Janitor ' $1,310.
$1,310. Mines
Mining-clerk, $2,360;
$2,360;
Mines and Mining-clerk,
$1,830; janitor,
clerk,
$1,830;
janitor, $1,010.
Naval Affairs-clerk,
Affairs-clerk, $2,880; assistant clerk, $1,830;
$1,010. Naval
janitor,
Janitor, $1,310.
$1,310. Patents-clerk,
Patents-clerk, $2,360;
$2,360; janitor,
Pensions$1,010. Pensionsjanitor, $1,010.
janitor,
clerk, $2,880;
assistant clerk,
clerk, $1,940;
$1,940; janitor,
janitor, $1,010.
$1,010. Post
Post Office and
$2,880; assistant
clerk,
Post
clerk, $2,880;
$1,730; janitor,
janitor, $1,310.
$1,310.
clerk, $1,730;
assistant clerk,
$2,880; assistant
Roads-clerk,
Post Roads
Printing-clerk,
$2,360; Janitor,
$1,310.
Public Buildings and
janitor, $1,310.
Printing-clerk, $2,360;
Grounds-clerk,
clerk, $1,520;
$1,520; janitor,
$1,010.
janitor, $1,010.
assistant clerk,
$2,880; assistant
Grounds-clerk, $2,880;
Public Lands
clerk, $2,360;
clerk, $1,520;
$1,520; janitor,
janitor, $1,010.
assistant clerk,
$2,360; assistant
Lands-clerk,
Public
Revision
the Laws-clerk,
Law-clerk, $3,000;
$3,000; the
the appropriation
$3,000 for
Continuance
of
of
prpontiaie
for propriation
of $3,000
appropriation of
foroar
assapof the
Revision of
the
fiscal
year
1925
for
the
employment
of
competent
persons
to
ants
in
compiling
laws,
antsincompilinglaws,
to
persons
the fiscal year 1925 for the employment of competent
tc.
Aete,p.583.
revising e Ante,
assist in
in continuing
the work
work of
p. 583.
and revising
codifying, and
compiling, codifying,
of compiling,
continuing the
assist
the laws
laws and
treaties of
of the
the United
United States, is continued and made
and treaties
the
Proviso.
available for
the same
same purposes
during the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1926:
Prooo. of.
Pro- Expenditure
1926: Propurposes during
for the
available
vided, That
That such appropriation
1925 ,and as conconappropriation for the fiscal year 1925,
vided,
tinu.ed
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
1926, shall
shall be
be expended,
expended, during
during the period
period
year 1926,
tinued for
from
March 4,
4, 1925
the date
of election
election of
chairman of
the
of the
a chairman
of a
date of
to the
1925,7 to
from March
Committee
Laws for
the Sixty-ninth
Congress,
Sixty-ninth Congress,
for the
the Laws
of the
Revision of
on Revision
Committee on
under
the direction
of the
Sixty-ninth Congress
the Sixty-ninth
Member-elect to the
the Member-elect
direction of
under the
who was
was acting
acting chairman
such committee
second sesthe second
during the
committee during
of such
chairman of
who
sion of
of the
the Sixty-eighth
Sixty-eighth Congress;
Congress; janitor,
janitor, $1,010.
$1,010.
Rivers and
and
Rivers
sion
Harbors-clerk,
assistant clerk,
clerk, $2,150;
$1,310.
janitor, $1,310.
$2,150; janitor,
$2,880; assistant
Harbors-clerk, $2,880;
Roads-clerk, $2,360;
$2,360; janitor,
Rules-clerk, $2,360;
$2,360; assistassist$1,010. Rules-clerk,
janitor, $1,010.
Roads-clerk,
ant clerk,
clerk, $1,830;
$1,010. Territories
clerk, $2,360;
$2,360; janitor,
janitor,
Territories-clerk,
janitor, $1,010.
$1,830; janitor,
ant
$1,010.
War Claims-clerk,
Claims-clerk, $2,880;
assistant clerk,
$1,520; janitor,
janitor,
clerk, $1,520;
$2,880; assistant
$1,010. War
$1,010.
assistant clerk
clerk and stenog$3,600; assistant
Means-clerk, $3,600;
and Means-clerk,
Ways and
$1,010. Ways
rapher, $2,360;
$2,360; assistant
$2,250; janitors-one
janitors-one $1,310,
$1,310, one
clerk, $2,250;
assistant clerk,
rapher,
$1,010. World
Veterans' Legislation-clerk,
Legislation-clerk, $2,880;
$2,880; assistant
assistant
War Veterans'
World War
$1,010.
clerk, $2,150.
$2,150. In
In all,
clerk,
all, $241,850.
$241,850.
Clerks suet to
Appropriations
in the
foregoing paragraph
paragraph shall
be available
ontra
j
o
e
= at
of
the House
Clerk r
available ci2t
not be
shall not
the foregoing
Appropriations in
for
the
payment
of
any
clerk
or
assistant
clerk
to
a
committee
who
.11""
Congress.
a
congres
ndot
who
committee
a
to
for the payment of any clerk or assistant clerk
does not,
not, after
after the
the termination
termination of
of the
was
he was
which he
during which
Congress during
the Congress
does
appointed, perform
duties under
under the
direction of
the Clerk
of Proviso.
Clerk of
of the
the direction
his duties
perform his
appointed,
Exception.
Comthe
to
the
House:
Provided,
That
the
foregoing
shall
t
o
CornException.
apply
not
shall
foregoing
the
That
Provided,
the House:
Janito.
mittee on
Janitors.
on Accounts.
Accounts.
mittee
ment, etc.
etc.
Janitors
shall be
be appointed
Appointment,
chairmen, Appoint
the chairmen,
by the
appointed by
foregoing shall
the foregoing
under the
Janitors under
respectively,
of
said
committees,
and
shall
perform
under
the
direcrespectively, of said committees, and shall perform under the direction
Doorkeeper all
all of
heretofore required
of mesmesrequired of
duties heretofore
the duties
of the
the Doorkeeper
of the
tion of
sengers
to said
said committees
committees by
Doorkeeper, and shall be
the Doorkeeper,
by the
detailed to
sengers detailed
subject
Doorkeeper at
any time
after the
the terminaterminatime after
at any
the Doorkeeper
by the
removal by
to removal
subject to
tion of
the Congress
were appointed.
they were
which they
during which
Congress during
of the
tion
OFFICE
OF SERGEANT
ARMS
SERGEANT AT ARMS
OFFICE OF

Office of Sergeant at
at
Office
Arms.
Arms.

Arms,
Sergeant at Arms,
Sergeant

deputy, cashier, etc.
Salaries:
at Arms,
Arms, deputy,
cashier, etc.
at Arms,
Sergeant at
Deputy Sergeant
$6,500; Deputy
Arms, $6,500;
Sergeant at
Salaries: Sergeant
$2,880;
cashier,
$4,000;
two
bookkeepers,
at
$2,640
each;
Deputy
Deputy
each;
$2,640
at
bookkeepers,
two
$4,000;
cashier,
$2,880;
Sergeant
pairs, $2,150;
pair clerk
clerk and
and mes$2,150; pair
of pairs,
charge of
in charge
Arms in
at Arms
Sergeant at
senger,
$2,150;
messenger,
$1,730;
stenographer
and
typewriter,
typewriter,
and
stenographer
$1,730;
messenger,
senger, $2,150;
$1,200; skilled
$1,140; hire
all,
in all,
$600; in
automobile, $600;
of automobile,
hire of
laborer, $1,140;
skilled laborer,
$1,200;

$27,630.
$27,630.
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Police, House
House Office
Police,
Office
Building.
Building.

1925.
1925.

For police force,
House Office
Office Building,
under the
at
force, House
Building, under
the Sergeant
Sergeant at
Lieutenant, $1,520;
nineteen privates,
privates, at
each; in
in all,
Arms: Lieutenant,
$1,520; nineteen
at $1,360
$1,360 each;
all,
$27,360.

Doorkeeper's office.
office.
Doorkeeper's

OFFICE OF
DOORKEEPER
OFFICE
OF DOORKEEPER

Doorkeeper, special

Salaries: Doorkeeper,
Doorkeeper, $5,000;
$5,000; special
special employee,
$2,040; superinemployee, $2,040;
superintendent of
of House
press gallery,
2,240; assistant
assistant to
the superintendent
House press
gallery, $2,240;
to the
superin-

Doorkeeper, special
employees,
etc.
el

plees etc.

Messengers,etc

Messengers, etc

Folding
Room.
Foldine
Room.
Superintendent, etc.

p

Pages, etc.

Document
Document Room.

Superintendent, etc.
Superintendent,

Special and
special
and minority
minority
employees.
employees.
Joel
Grayson.
Joel Orayson.
Minority employees.
employees.
Minority

tendent
tendent of the House press gallery,
gallery, $1,520; janitor, $2,040; mesmessengers-seventeen at $1,500 each, fourteen
fourteen on
sengers-seventeen
on soldiers'
soldiers' roll
roll at
at $1,520
$1,520
at $1,010
each, two
known as
as cloakroom
each; laborers-seventeen
laborers-seventeen at
$1,010 each,
two known
cloakroom
known as cloakroom
one at
men at $1,140
$1,140 each, eight
eight known
cloakroom men,
men, one
at $1,010,
$1,010,
retiring
and seven at $890 each;
each; two female attendants
attendants in
in ladies'
ladies' retiring
$1,410 each;
the ladies'
ladies' reception
reception room,
rooms, at
at $1,440
each; attendant
attendant for
for the
room,
$1,200; superintendent
superintendent of folding room, $2,880;
$1,200;
$2,880; foreman of
of folding
folding
room, $2,340; chief clerk to superintendent
room, $2,150;
$2,150;
superintendent of
of folding
folding room,
$1,010; thirtythree clerks, at $1,940
$1,940 each; janitor,
janitor, $1,010;
$1,010; laborer, $1,010;
thirtyfolders, at $1,200
each; shipping
shipping clerk,
clerk, $1,520;
$1,520; two
two drivers,
drivers,
one folders,
$1,200 each;
at $1,740
$1,740 each;
each; two
two telephone
telephone pages,
pages,
at $1,140 each; two chief
chief pages,
pages, at
$1,440 each; two
floor managers
telephones (one
(one for
the
at $1,440
two floor
managers of
of telephones
for the
minority),
minority), at $2,400 each; assistant
assistant messenger
messenger in charge
charge of
of teletelephones, $1,830;
$1,830; forty-one
forty-one pages, during the session, including ten
pages for duty
Hall of
of the
the House,
duty at
at the
the entrances
entrances to
to the
the Hall
House, at
at $3.30
$3.30
per day
each, $27,871.80;
press-gallery page,
$1,200; superintendent
superintendent
day each,
$27,871.80; press-gallery
page, $1,200;
of document
assistant superintendent
document room, $3,050; sissistant
superintendent of document
document
room, $2,460; clerk, $2,040; assistant ckrk,
clerk, $1,940; eight assistants,
to pressroom,
pressroom, $1,310;
$1,310;
at $1,600 each; janitor, $1,220;
$1,220; messenger
messenger to
maintenance
truck, $500;
in all,
maintenance and repair of folding
folding room
room motor truck,
$500; in
all,
$213,981.80.
SPECIAL AND
MINORITY EMPLOYEES
EMPLOYEES
SPECIAL
AND MINORITY

For the employment
employment of Joel Grayson in the document
document room,
room,
$2,740.
For six
six minority
authorized and named
For
minority employees
employees at $2,150
$2,150 each, authorized
named
December 5, 1923,
1923, $12,900.
$12,900.
in the resolution of
of December

To continue employment
employment of the assistant foreman of the folding
folding
room, authorized
resolution of September
30, 1913,
1913, $1,737.40.
authorized in the resolution
September 30,
$1,737.40.
To continue
continue employment
employment of the person named
named in the resolution
resolution
of
$1,140.
of April
April 28,
28, 1914, as
as a
a laborer,
laborer, $1,140.
continue employment
employment of the
authorized and
and named
named in
in
To continue
the laborer authorized
the resolution
resolution of
$1,140.
of December
December 19,
19, 1901,
1901, $1,140.
Clerk, under the direction of the Clerk of
in
of the
the House,
House, named
named in
1923, $2,740.
the resolution of February 13,
13, 1923,
$2,740.
Appointment
of
Appointment
of sucsueSuccessors
the five
five precedSuccessors to any of the employees provided for in the
precedcessors.
ing paragraphs
paragraphs may be named by the House
Representatives at
House of Representatives
at
any
time.
Majority
flled.
any
time.
Majority
floor
leader.
Majorityfloorleader. n
ce of
of majority
floor leader:
Office
majority floor
leader: Legislative
Legislative clerk, $3,600; clerk,
clerk,
$2,880;
assistant
clerk,
$1,830;
janitor, $1,310;
in all
all $9,620.
$9,620.
$2,880;
assistant
clerk,
$1,830;
janitor,
$1,310;
in
Conference minority.
Conference minoty.
Conference minority: Clerk, $2,880; assistant clerk, $1,830;
Conference
$1,830; janitor,
janitor,
$1,310; in all, $6,020. The foregoing employees to be
be appointed
appointed by
by
the minority
minority leader.
leader.
aand MMes
the
Ways Way
Means
ea
Committe
For compensation
For
compensation at the rate
from March
March 4,
rate of $2,880
Committee.
$2,880 aa year from
4,
Clerk
minority.
Clerk for
forminority.
1925, to
30, 1926,
1926, inclusive, of a
a clerk for the minority mem1925,
to June
June 30,
Position
established. bers of the Committee on Ways and Means, $3,816.
Position established.
This position
position
is hereby established
established at such rate of compensation
compensation as
may
as Congress
Congress may
thereof shall
shall be
be apfrom time to time appropriate
appropriate and incumbents
incumbents thereof
appointed by and be
be subject
to the
the direction
direction of
the ranking
minority
subject to
of
the
ranking
minority
Proviso.
the period
beAppointment,
committee: Provided,
Provided, That during
during the
period beAppointment, etc
etc., member of that committee:
after
expiration of
afterepiration
of a
a tween the expiration
a
Congress
expiration
of
a
and
the
election
the
of
members
Congress.
of the Committee
Committee on Ways and Means at the succeeding
succeeding Congress
appointed by and be subject to the direction of
such clerk shall be appointed
of
Special employees.
Special
employees.
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1925.

that ranking
the committee
committee of the expiring
member of the
minority member
ranking minority
that
Congress
who is
is also
also a
member elect
elect of the succeeding Congress.
a member
Congress who

of messengers
the employment
continue the
To
employment of
messengers in
in the majority and
To continue

minority caucus
majority and minority
caucus rooms, to be appointed by the majority
minority
whips,
respectively, at
$1,520 each;
$3,040.
each; in
in all, $3,040.
at $1,520
whips, respectively,
POST
OFFICE
POST OFFICE

Caucus
sen
c
g
a
e
u
rse
u.s

rooms mes-

rOOMS

Post
office.
Post office.

Salaries: Postmaster,
$4,200; assistant
assistant postmaster,
postmaster, $2,570;
$2,5705 registry Postmaster,
Postmaster, $4,200;
Salaries:
ant,
antetc.
and money-order
money-order clerk,
$1,830; thirty-four
messengers (including
(includingetc.
thirty-four messengers
clerk, $1,830;
and
one to
to superintend
superintend transportation
transportation of
$1,520 each; for the
mails), at $1,520
of mails),
one
employment of
substitute messengers,
and extra
regular
of regular
services of
extra services
messengers, and
of substitute
employment
$1,000;
employees at
to exceed $125 per month each,
each, $1,000;
of not to
at the
the rate of
employees
laborer,
$1,010; in
in all,
all, $62,290.
laborer, $1,010;
For the
purchase, exchange,
exchange, maintenance,
and repair
repair of
of motor
motor
maintenance, and
the purchase,
For
vehicles for
the mails,
$3,400.
mails, $3,400.
carrying the
for carrying
vehicles

assistassist-

Mail vehicles.
Mailvehicles.

OFFICIAL
REPORTERS OF
OF DEBATES
DEBATES
OFFICIAL REPORTERS

and debates
SALARIES: Six
debates of
of
proceedings and
of the
the proceedings
reporters of
official reporters
Six official
SALARIES:

Official
reporters.
officialreporters.

the House,
$6,000 each;
assistant, $3,000;
$3,000; six
transcribers,
six expert
expert transcribers,
each; assistant,
at $6,000
House, at
the
at $1,520
in all,
$49,340.
all, $49,340.
$1,220; in
janitor, $1,220;
each; janitor,
at
$1,520 each;
COMMI 1IEL STENOGRAPHERS
STENOGRAPHERS
COMMITTEE

to
each;'
-S
ALARIES: Four
Four stenographers
to committees,
committees, at $6,000 each
. Stenographers to
•
stenographers to
SALARIES:
committees.
janitor,
$1,220; in
in all,
all, $25,220.
$25,220.
committees.
janitor, $1,220;
session" occur in the foregoing t"D'mngthdesion"
Wherever the
the words
'during the session"
t;g:NOWfion"
words "during
Wherever
paragraphs
be construed
construed to
to mean
hundred and
and six
six
two hundred
the two
mean the
shall be
they shall
paragraphs they
days from
7, 1925,
to June
30, 1926,
inclusive.
both inclusive.
1926, both
June 30,
1925, to
December 7,
from December
days

CLERK
111E3IBERS AND
DELEGATES
AND DELEGATES
HIRE, MEMBERS
CLERK HIRE,
hire,
Members,
For clerk
necessarily employed
by each
each Member,
Member, Delegate,
Delegate, and
Clerk hire,
Members,
hire Member
etcClerk
and et
employed by
hire necessarily
clerk hire
For
Resident Commissioner,
in the discharge
discharge of his official
official and repre- A*,
Ante, p.152.
Commissioner, in
Resident
sentative duties,
duties, in
in accordance
"An Act to
accordance with the Act entitled "An
sentative
fix
compensation of officers and employees
employees of the Legislative
Legislative
the compensation
fix the
Branch
Government," approved May 24, 1924, $1,760,000.
the Government,"
of the
Branch of

CONTINGENT EXPENSES
HOUSE
THE HOUSE
OF THE
EXPENSES OF
CONTINGENT
For materials
folding, $5,000.
$5,000.
for folding,
materials for
For
including
same, including
For
and materials
for repairs
the same,
of the
repairs of
materials for
furniture and
For furniture
machinery for furniture
and machinery
not
exceed $13,000
$13,000 for
tools, and
labor, tools,
for labor,
to exceed
not to
repair
shops, $28,000.
$28,000.
repair shops,
For material
material and
and labor
to reconstruct
reconstruct office
cabinets. Wanamaker
Wanamaker
office cabinets.
labor to
For
flat-top desks.
type,
and to
to convert
convert roll-top
roll-top desks
desks according
according to
into flat-top
desks into
type, and
balance of the
unexpended balance
approved plans
and specifications,
specifications, the
the unexpended
plans and
approved
appropriation of
of $20,000
for this
this purpose
for thV
thv fiscal
fiscal year 1925 is
purpose for
$20,000 for
appropriation
reappropriated
for the fiscal year 1926.
reappropriated for
For packing
boxes, $4500.
$4,500.
packing boxes,
For
For
and expenses
special and
and select
select comcomof special
expenses of
items and
miscellaneous items
For miscellaneous
mittees,
ordered
specifically ordered
unless specifically
labor, unless
and labor,
salaries and
of salaries
exclusive of
mittees. exclusive
by
House of
of Representatives,
Representatives, and
and including
reimbursement to
to
including reimbursement
the House
by the
the
committees for
for the
the amounts
actually
amounts actually
to committees
stenographers to
official stenographers
the official
and necessarily
paid out
out by
transcribing hearings.
hearings, $190,000.
$190,000.
for transcribing
them for
bv them
necessarily paid
and
For
stationery for
for Representatives.
and Resident
Resident ComComDelegates, and
Representatives. Delegates,
For stationery
missioners,
including $5,000
for stationery
stationery for
for the
the use
of the
the comcomuse of
$5,000 for
missioners, including
mittees and
and officers
officers of
of the
$60,000.
House, $60,000.
the House,
mittees

Contingent expenses.
expense.
Contingent
Foldingmaterials.
materials.
Folding
Furniture.
Furniture.
Reconstructin
g8office
ofce
,ostrct^ ing

cabinets,
Reapproistion.
etc.

Reapproiation.

Ante, P.

, P

5-

Parking boxes.

ng boes.
Miscellaneous
Miscellaneous items,
items
n
etc
etc.

Stationery.

station7.
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Postagestamps.
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1925.
1925.

For postage
postage stamps: Postmaster, $250; Clerk, $450; Sergeant at

Arms, $300;
$300; Doorkeeper,
$1,150.
all, $1,150.
Doorkeeper, $150;
$150; in
in all,
Arms,
Automobile, Speaker.
Automobie,
For driving, maintenance,
maintenance, repair, and operation of an automobile

for the Speaker,
Speaker, $3,000.
For
speeches and pamphlets,
exceeding $1
For folding
folding speeches
pamphlets, at
at aa rate
rate not exceeding

Folding.

Folding.

Clerical, etc., assistclerical.
ance
to Clerk of the
House.
House.

etc., asst

Capitol police.
police.
Pay.

Uniforms.
Uniforms.
Division of disbursedisbursements.
ments.

Joint Committee on
Joint
Printing.
Clerk, etc.
etc.
Clerk,
Vol. 28, p.1303.

Vol. 2, p. B.
Congressional DirecCongressional
tory.
tory.

Legislative counsel.
counsel.
Salaries, etc.
Vol.
1141.
Vol. 40,
40, p. 1141.
Ante, p.
p. 353.
353.

per thousand,
$8,000.
per
thousand, $8,000.
For
rendered during
during the
years 1924
1924 and
1925
and 1925
the calendar
calendar years
assistance rendered
For assistance

in compiling
compiling list of reports
reports to be made to Congress by public officials;
officials;
copy and revising proofs for the House portion of the
compiling copy
Official
Register; preparing
indexing the
the statistical reports
of
reports of
and indexing
preparing and
Official Register;
Members'
the Clerk of the House; compiling the telephone and Members'
directories; preparing
preparing and
Calendars of Business;
and indexing the daily Calendars
directories;
preparing
Members voting records; preparpreparing the official statement of Members
the
ing and indexing questions of order printed in the appendix to the
Journal
House Rule III; and for recording and filing
filing
pursuant to House
Journal pursuant
statements of
candidates for nomination
nomination and
committees and candidates
of political
political committees
statements
Representatives pursuant to the campaign
campaign
House of
of Representatives
election to
to the
the House
contribution laws, $5,000.
$5,000.
contribution
CAPITOL
POLICE
CAPITOL POLICE
Salaries: Captain, $2,150;
lieutenants, at $1,520
$1,520 each; two
$2,150; three lieutenants,
Salaries:
special officers,
$1,520 each;
each; three sergeants, at $1,410
$1,410 each; fortyofficers, at $1,520
selected
four privates, at $1,360
$1,360 each; one-half of said privates to be selected
by the
the Sergeant
Sergeant at
Arms of
of the
the Senate
by the
Sergeant
the Sergeant
and one-half
one-half by
Senate and
at Arms
by
$73,820.
all, $73,820.
House; in all,
of the
the House;
at Arms of
expenses, $200.
$200.
For contingent expenses,
purchasing and supplying
supplying uniforms to Capitol police, $3,000.
$3,000.
For purchasing
One-half
"Capitol Police"" shall
foregoing amounts under "Capitol
the foregoing
One-half of the
Secretary of the Senate and one-half by the
be disbursed by the Secretary
Clerk of the House.
JOINT COMMITTEE
JOINT
COMMITTEE ON PRINTING

approved
For clerk, $4,000; inspector,
inspector, under section 20 of the Act approved
January
1895, $2,490; assistant
assistant clerk and stenographer,
January 12, 1895,
stenographer, $2,100;
$2,100;

preparing, and indexing
for expenses of compiling,
compiling, preparing,
indexing the CongresCongressional
Directory, $1,600;
sional Directory,
$1,600; in all, $10,190,
$10,190, one-half to be disbursed by
the Secretary
disbursed by
Secretary of
of the Senate and the other half to be disbursed
the
the Clerk of the House.
OFFICE OF LEGISLATIVE
LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL
COUNSEL

maintenance of the office of LegislaFor salaries and expenses of maintenance
tive
Revenue Act of
tive Counsel, as authorized by section 1303 of the Revenue
1918 as
as amended
the Revenue
1924, $45,000,
$45,000, of which
Revenue Act of 1924,
by the
amended by
1918
$25,000 shall be disbursed
disbursed by the Secretary
Secretary of the Senate and $20,000
$20,000
by
Representatives.
Clerk of the House of Representatives.
by the
the Clerk

Statement of approStatement
priations.
priations.

STATEMENT
APPROPRIATIONS
STATEMENT OF APPROPRIATIONS

Forpreparing,second
Forpreparingsecond
session,
Sixty-e ighth
session, Sixty-eighth
Congress.

priations
Representatives, of the statepriations of the Senate and House of Representatives,

ongress.

Vol. 25, p. 587.

o. 26

p. 587.

For preparation,
preparation, under the direction of the Committees on Appro-

ments for the
Congress, showing
the Sixty-eighth Congress,
second session
session of the
the second
ments
appropriations
made, indefinite appropriations,
and contracts authorappropriations, and
appropriations made,
ized,
chronological history
appropriaof the regular
regular appropriahistory of
together with
with a
a chronological
ized, together
tion bills,
bills 'as required by law, $4,000,
$4,000, to be paid to the persons
persons designated by the chairmen
chairmen of said committees
committees to do the work.
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ARCHITECT
CAPITOL
OF THE
ARCHITECT OF
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1925.

Architect of
of the
Capithe CapiArchitect

tol.

OFFICE OF
OF ARCHITECT
ARCHITECT OF THE CAPITOL
CAPITOL
OFFICE

Salaries:
of the
Architect, cieferk,
chief clerk,
chief clerk and ac- etrchitect,
$6,000; chief
Capitol, $6,000;
the Capitol,
Architect of
Salaries: Architect
countant, $3,150;
$3,150; civil
clerks, at $1,840
$1,840 each;
$2,770; two clerks,
engineer, $2,770;
civil engineer,
countant,
$1,100,
compensation to
to disbursing
$1,000; laborers-one
laborers one at $1,100,
clerk, $1,000;
disbursing clerk,
compensation
two at
$1,010 each,
each, two
two at
forewoman of charwomen,
charwomen,
each; forewoman
$950 each;
at $950
at $1,010
two
$31,048.80.
$760;
twenty-one charwomen,
charwomen, at
each; in all, $31,048.80.
$412.80 each;
at $412.80
$760; twenty-one
Elevator conductors.
For forty-eight
forty-eight elevator
elevator conductors,
including fourteen for the Elevatorconductors
conductors, including
For
Building,
Senate
Office
Building
and
fourteen
for
the
House
Office
for
Senate Office Building and fourteen
at $1,520
$1,520 each,
each, $72,960.
$72,960.
at
et c.

CAPITOL
GROUNDS
AND GROUNDS
BUILDINGS AND
CAPITOL BUILDINGS

Capitol buildings
buildings and
and

Capitol
groiunds.
grounds.

General
General

ing

repairs

to
to

etc.P
building, etc.
and for general
Capitol
Buildings: For
For work
at the
the Capitol
Capitol and
general re- bulding,
work at
Capitol Buildings:
pairs thereof,
thereof, including
and repairing
works of art, flags,
repairing works
cleaning and
including cleaning
pairs
flagstaffs, halyards,
and tackle;
mechanics and laborers;
laborers;
of mechanics
wages of
tackle; wages
halyards, and
fagstaffs,
purchase or
maintenance, and
and driving
driving of motor-propelled,
motor-propelled,
exchange, maintenance,
or exchange,
purchase
passenger-carrying office
office vehicles;
vehicles; and
not exceeding
exceeding $100 for the
and not
passenger-carrying
purchase of
and necessary
reference books and city
necessary reference
technical and
of technical
purchase
directory; $70
1
990.
$70,990.
directory;
Restoring
corridor
renae
in
decortin,
first- decorations,
the firstof the
For continuing
the work
restoring the
the decoration
decoration of
of restoring
in Senate
work of
continuing the
For
wing.
wing.
expended
floor
corridors
in
the
Senate
wing
of
the
Capitol,
to
be
expended
Capitol,
the
of
wing
Senate
the
in
floor corridors
under the
direction of
of the
Architect of
$5,000.
the Capitol, $5,000.
of the
the Architect
the direction
under
Improving,
etc.,
etc.,
Capitol
Grounds:
For
care
and
improvement
of grounds
sur- grounds.
grnds.
grounds surof
improvement
and
care
Capitol Grounds: For
one
of
pay
rounding the
the Capitol,
Buildings,
Office Buildings,
House Office
and House
Senate and
Capitol, Senate
rounding
fertilizers, reclerk, mechanics,
mechanics, gardeners,
of trees, plantings, fertilizers,
care of
gardeners, care
clerk,
of
pairs to
to pavements,
pavements, walks,
and roadways
roadways, $62,368.
Surgical treatment
$62,368.
Surgical
treatment of
walks, and
pairs
trees.
For
the Capitol
Capitol grounds, $5,000.
on the
trees on
of trees
treatment of
surgical treatment
For surgical
Repairs
to garages,
es
p
to garag
etc.Rea
For
improvements to
to Senate
Senate and
garages and
and etc.
House garages
and House
and improvements
repairs and
For repairs
BuildOffie
Maltby
Building,
including
personal
services,
$1,500.
$1,500.
Senate Office BuildMaltby Building, including personal services,
ing. a
c
Senate Office
Office Building:
Building: For
miscellaneous items
items and in
maintenance, miscellaneous
For maintenance,
Senate
Maintenance.
c
supplies,
for all
personal and
other services for the i
and other
necessary personal
all necessary
and for
supplies, and
care
operation of
of the
the Senate
Office Building,
direction
under the direction
Building, under
Senate Office
and operation
care and
and
supervision of
on Rules,
}rules, $81,368.
$81,368.
Committee on
Senate Committee
the Senate
of the
and supervision
Extensions, etc.
attic floor Extensns, etc
For extension
extension and
and changing
electric wiring
wiring of
of the
the attic
of electric
changing of
For
to provide
provide necessary
necessary electric
lighting for
g e rooms, $1,000;
$1,000;
storage
the stora
for the
electric lighting
to
revolving
new
for
$15,750;
story,
attic
for
concrete
floor
for
$
15
,
750
;
revolving
the
for
floor
concrete
for
door for
floor, southwest
Office Building,
Senate Office
corner, Senate
southwest corner,
ground floor,
for ground
door
$1,750;
in
all,
$18,500.
Furniture.
$1,750; in all, $18,500.
and Fur ltFor
for the
the Senate
Office Building
for labor
labor and
and for
Building and
Senate Office
furniture for
For furniture
awnmaterial incident
shades awnand repairs thereof, window shades,
thereto and
incident thereto
material
ings,
carpets, glass
for windows
windows and
desk lamps,
window
lamps, window
bookcases, desk
and bookcases,
glass for
ings, carpets,
ventilators,
plates for
doors and
and committee
tables, electric
committee tables.
for doors
name plates
ventilators, name
House ofe
Office BuildBndHose
.
fans,
and so
so forth,
forth, $.7,500.
$7,500.
fans, and
House Office
Office Building:
For maintenance,
maintenance, including
including miscellaneous
miscellaneous ing.
ing.
Building: For
House
Maintenance.
Maintenance.
items, and
for all
all necessary
$98,965.
services, $98,965.
necessary services,
Plans
to be suband for
items,
tted for addition to,
direction mitted
To
of the
the Capitol,
Capitol, subject
subject to the direction
Architect of
the Architect
enable the
To enable
etc.
and supervision
of the
the commission
commission in
in control
of the
the House
House Office etc.
control of
supervision of
and
day of the
Building,
to
prepare
and
submit
to
Congress,
on
the
first
first
the
on
Congress,
to
submit
and
Building, to prepare
first
session of
of the
specifications,
plans, specifications,
Congress, plans
Sixty-ninth Congress,
the Sixty-ninth
regular session
first regular
the
to the
and
estimates for
of an addition
ad dition or extension to
erection of
the erection
for the
and estimates
House Office
sufficient to
provide two
of
quon
each Acquisition
for each
rooms for
two rooms
to provide
of ad
addiBuilding sufficient
House Office Building
'tonal
site.
Member,
including
any
recommendations
as
to
the
acquisition
of
an
tionaisite.
an
of
acquisition
the
to
as
Member, including any recommendations
additional site
site for
for the
the erection
of an
additional office
for
office building for
an additional
erection of
additional
Members,
$2,500.
Members, $2,500.
Capitol power plant.
Capitol power
plant: For
lighting, heating,
heating, and
power for
the Catol
Maintenance. lant
for the
and power
For lighting,
power plant:
Capitol
Capitol, Senate
and House
Office Buildings,
Buildings, and
and Congressional
Congressional
House Office
Senate and
Capitol,
Library Building,
grounds about
about the
the same,
Coast and
Geoand Geosame, Coast
the grounds
and the
Building, and
Library
4
5822"-25t--84
445822*--25t----8
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detic Survey, the Union Station group of temporary
temporary housing,
housing,
Botanic Garden,
Garden, Senate
Senate garage, House garage, Maltby
Maltby Building,
and folding and storage rooms of the Senate, Government
Government Printing
Printing
Office, and Washington
Washington City post office;
office; pay of superintendent
superintendent of
of
meters, at the rate of $1,940 per annum, who shall
all gas
gas
shall inspect all
the District
of Columbia
and electric meters of the Government
Government in
in the
District of
Columbia
without additional
additional compensation;
compensation; for necessary
other
necessary personal
personal and
and other
services; and for materials
mainmaterials and labor
labor in
in connection with
with the
the maintenance and operation
operation of the heating,
heating, lighting,
lighting, and power
power plant and
and
substations connected
substations
connected therewith,
therewith, $237,361.
Operating supplies.
Operating
supplies.
For fuel,
fuel, oil, and cotton waste, and advertising for the power
power
For
plant which
furnishes heat
the Capitol
which furnishes
heat and
and light
light for
for the
Capitol and
and congrescongressional buildings and other buildings specified
specified in the
the foregoing
foregoing
paragraph,
$155,000.
s
i
paragraph,
$155,000.
Purchases independindependent of supply
CornSupply ComThe foregoing
foregoing appropriations
appropriations under
under the
the Architect
Architect of
of the
the Capitol
Capitol
mittee.
mittee.
may be
expended without
reference to
section 4
the Act
Act approved
Vol. 36,
3, p.
p. 5.
may
be expended
without reference
to section
4 of
of the
approved
Vol.
531.
June 17,
17, 1910,
purchases for
Reimbursement for June
1910, concerning
concerning purchases
for executive
executive departments.
departments.
current, etc.,
to other
current,
etc. to
The Department
Department of
of the
Interior, the
the Public
the Interior,
Public Health
Health Service,
Service, the
the
Governmenebuildings.
Government
buildings. Coast
Coast and Geodetic
temporary
Geodetic Survey, the Union Station group of temporary
housing, the Government
Government Printing Office,
Office, and
Washington City
City
and the
the Washington
post office shall reimburse
reimburse the Capitol power plant for heat, light,
light,
and power furnished
furnished during
the amounts
amounts
during the
the fiscal year
year 1926,
1926, and
and the
so reimbursed
reimbursed shall be credited
credited to the
appropriations for
the said
said
the appropriations
for the
plant and be available for .the
named therein.
the purposes named
Library
Building and
LibraryBuilding
and
grounds.
grounds.
Operating force.
force.

Trees, plants, etc.
Sunday opening.
opening.
Sunday

Repairs.

Furniture,
Furniture, shelving,
etc.
Painting, etc.
Painting,
etc.
Steel trays.
New bookstacks.
bookstacks.

Pror/so.
Proviso.
Cost limited.
limited.

Botanic Garden.
Director, and perDirector, and personnel.
sonnel.
Vol. 42, p.
p. 1488
Vol. 42,
1486,

LIBRARY BUILDING
LIBRARY
GROUNDS
BUILDING AND
AND GROUNDS

Salaries: Chief engineer, $2,000;
$2,000; electrician,
electrician ' $2,000;
decorator,
$2,000; decorator,
$1,800; painter, $1,500;
$1,500; assistant
assistant engineers—three
each,
engineers-three at
at $1,500
$1,500 each,
one $1,400;
$1,400; machinists-one
machinists one $1,500,
one $1,400;
wiremen at
at
$1,500, one
$1,400; two
two wiremen,
each; plumber,
plumber, $1,400;
$1,500 each; two carpenters
carpenters, at
at $1,500
$1,500 each;
$1,400; skilled
skilled
laborers—four
each; in
$30,880.
laborers-four at $1,080
$1,080 each,
each, three at
at $1,020
$1,020 each;
in all,
all, $30,880.
For trees, shrubs, plants, fertilizers, and
labor for
and skilled labor
for the
the
grounds of Library of Congress, $1.000.
$1,000.
the Architect
Capitol
For extra services of employees under the
Architect of
of the
the Capitol
to provide
provide for the opening of the Library
until
Library Building
Building from
from two
two until
ten o'clock post meridian on Sundays
Sundays and
holidays, $1,750.
$1,750.
and legal holidays,
For repairs, miscellaneous
miscellaneous supplies, electric
electric and
apparatus,
and steam
steam apparatus,
and all incidental
incidental expenses in connection
connection with the
and
the mechanical
mechanical and
structural
maintenance of said building, including repairs
structural maintenance
repairs to
to skyskylights, gutters, roof, and down spouts; pointing-up
open joints
in
pointing-up open
joints in
stone walk around the octagon and dome; partitions
partitions and
and grille
grille work
work
to inclose workshops; repairs and replacements
plumbing in
west
replacements to plumbing
in west
main lavatories and for ventilation
ventilation of
second
of east
east south
south curtain,
curtain, second
story (card division)
division), $15,500.
$15,500.
For furniture,
furniture, including partitions,
partitions, screens,
shelving, and
and elecscreens, shelving,
electrical work
work pertaining
pertaining thereto,
thereto, $12,000.
$12,000.
For miscellaneous
miscellaneous and necessary painting throughout the
Library
the Library
Building, $5,000.
For additional
additional steel trays for storage of catalogue
catalogue cards
cards in card
card
division stack,
stack, $6,000.
$6,000.
Toward the construction
construction of new bookstacks
bookstacks in the northeast court
court
of the Library of Congress, $345,000: Provided,
Provided, That the total
cost
total cost
of such stacks shall not exceed
exceed $745,000 and
authority is
and authority
is hereby
hereby given
given
a contract or contracts or otherwise
to enter into a
obligations
otherwise incur
incur obligations
not in excess of this sum.
BOTANIC GARDEN
GARDEN
Salaries:
the director
director and
other personal
in accordSalaries: For
For the
and other
personal services
services in
accordance
anc,e with "The Classification
Classification Act of 1923,"
1923," $75,754;
$73,754; all under
the
under the
direction of the Joint Committee
Committee on
on the Library.
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improveRepairs,
Repairs and
procuring manure, soil, tools, ments,
Repai
improvements: For procuring
and improvements:
Repairs
etc.rs, improveet.
materials and
seeds; materials
and miscel-mt
miscelplants, and seeds;
shrubs, plants,
trees, including
purchasing trees,
purchasing
laneous
supplies, including rubber
rubber boots
aprons when
when required
required
and aprons
boots and
laneous supplies,
for use
use by
by employees
extraveling exwork; traveling
with their work;
connection with
in connection
employees in
for
of the
penses
and per
the director
director and his
subsistence of
of subsistence
per diem
diem in lieu of
penses and
assistants not
to exceed
$300; street-car
street-car fares
exceeding $25;
$25;
fares not exceeding
exceed $300;
not to
assistants
in connection
connection with repairs
office
contingent expenses
expenses in
and contingent
equipment and
office equipment
and improvements
improvements to
to Botanic
Botanic Garden;
exchange, care, and maintemainteGarden; exchange,
and
nance
of motor-propelled
motor-propelled vehicles;
vehicles; purchase
purchase of botanical
botanical books,
nance of
periodicals,
and books
books of
of reference,
not to
to exceed
$100; general
general
exceed $100;
reference, not
periodicals, and
repairs
greenhouses, heating
apparatus, packing
packing sheds,
heating apparatus,
buildings, greenhouses,
repairs to
to buildings,
footwalks and
storerooms,
and stables;
stables; painting,
glazing; repairs
and
repairs to footwalks
painting, glazing;
storerooms, and
roadways;
and putting
putting comfort
sanitary conin sanitary
stations in
comfort stations
repairing and
roadways; repairing
dition;
repairs and
residence; all under
under
to director's
director's residence;
improvements to
and improvements
dition; repairs
the
of the
Joint Committee
Committee on
on the
the Library,
$36,625.
Library, $36,625.
the Joint
direction of
the direction
Minor purchases.
The sum
$25 may be expended
expended at any one time by the Botanic
Botanic vMiorprchs.
of $25
The
sum of
Vol. 36, p. 531.
Garden
for
the
purchase
of
plants,
trees,
shrubs,
and
other
nursery
nursery
and
other
shrubs,
trees,
plants,
of
purchase
Garden for the
approved June
stock, without
without reference
reference to section 4
4 of the Act approved
June 17,
stock,
1910, concerning
departments and other
other govfor executive
executive departments
purchases for
1910,
concerning purchases
ernmental establishments
in Washington.
Washington.
establishments in
ernmental
To enable
enable the
the Joint
Library to
carry out
out the
serv
ria
a
rodes
foretn
c
e
.
w con000
the serPlfornetw
to carry
on the
the Library
Committee on
Joint Committee
To
wU
, P.
p. 729.
provisions of
of the
joint resolution
resolution pro- AAnte,
729.
"Joint resolution
entitled "Joint
resolution entitled
the joint
provisions
a design for the use of grounds
procurement of a
grounds in
for the
the procurement
viding for
the
vicinity of
United States Botanic
Botanic Garden,"
Garden,"
the United
the Mall
Mall by the
of the
the vicinity
approved January
7, 1925,
to be
be available
immediately.
available immediately.
$5,000, to
1925, $5,000,
January 7,
approved

LIBRARY
LIBRARY OF
OF CONGRESS
CONGRESS

Library of
of Con
gress.
Congress.
Library

SALARIES
SALARIES
Librarian, and
perO
and per
soLibr
For the
Librarian, chief
librarian, and other personal sonnel.
assistant librarian,
chief assistant
the Librarian,
For
Vol.
42,
p.
1488.
ol. 42,p. 1488.
1923,"
services
in accordance
with "The
Classification Act of 1923,"
"The Classification
accordance with
services in
$484,780.
$484,780.
..
Copyri ght Office.
YVJUIJyLlUIJ
Lvu
COPYRIGHT OFFICE
OFFICE
COPYRIGHT

Register, and pperrsoesteand erFor
other sonnel.
Copyrights, assistant register, and other
of Copyrights,
Register of
the Register
For the
Vol.
p. 1488.
1488.
42 p.
personal
in accordance
accordance with
Classification Act of Vl. 42,
The Classification
with ""The
services in
personal services
1923,"
$159,800.
Referene
eislsative
1923," $159,800.
ative Reference
LEGISLATIVE
RE/ .r.RENCE SERVICE
SERVICE
LEGISLATIVE REFERENCE
Service.
Se
for desigdesi gPersonnel for
To
enable the
Librarian of
to employ
employ competent
competent persons
nai
t'ed w
work! or dk.
persons nated
Congress to
of Congress
the Librarian
To enable
to
and make
make available,
available, in
translation, indexes,
indexes,
in translation,
classify, and
gather, classify,
to gather,
digests,
and bulletins,
otherwise, data
data for
for or bearand otherwise,
bulletins, and
compilations, and
digests, compilations,
ing
and to
data serviceable
serviceable to Consuch data
render such
to render
legislation, and
upon legislation,
ing upon
gress
and committees
and Members
Members thereof,
not to
exceed
to exceed
including not
thereof, including
committees and
gress and
$5,700
for employees
engaged on
on piecework
and work
work by
the day
day
by the
piecework and
employees engaged
$5,700 for
or
hour at
at rates
to be
be fixed
fixed by
by the
Librarian, $58,660.
$58,660.
the Librarian,
rates to
or hour
INDEXES
OF CARD
DISTRIBUTION OF
CARD INDEXES
DISTRIBUTION

For the
card indexes
and other
of
publications of
other publications
indexes and
of card
distribution of
the distribution
For
the
Library, including
including personal
personal services,
charges (not
(not exexfreight charges
services, freight
the Library,
ceeding $500),
$500), expressage,
expressage, postage,
postage, traveling
expenses connected
connected
traveling expenses
ceeding
with such
distribution, expenses
expenses of
of attendance
at meetings
when
meetings when
attendance at
such distribution,
with
incurred on
on the
the written
written authority
authority and
and direction
direction of
of the
the Librarian,
Librarian,
incurred
and
including not
not to
to exceed
exceed $15,000
$15,000 for
for employees
engaged on piecepieceemployees engaged
and including
work
and work
by the
day or
or hour
at rates
to be
fixed by
by the
the
be fixed
rates to
hour at
the day
work by
work and
Librarian; in
all, $95,414.'
Librarian;
in all,
$95,414.
TEMPORARY
special and
and temporary
temporary service,
service, includincludFor special
SERVICES: For
TEMPORARY SERVICES:
ing
employees, at
to be
be fixed
fixed
rates to
at rates
regular employees,
of regular
services of
special services
extra special
ing extra
by
the
Librarian,
$3,000.
$3,000.
by the Librarian,

Card
indexes.
Card indexes.
Distribution service.
Distributionservice.

services.
Temporary services.
Temporary
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SUNDAY OPENING
SUNDAY

To enable
enable the Library of Congress to be kept open for reference
reference
use on Sundays and on holidays within the discretion of the
the LiLibrarian including
including the
of employees
employees and
brarian,
the extra
extra services
services of
and the
the services
services
of additional
additional employees under the Librarian,
Librarian, at rates
fixed
rates to
to be
be fixed
by the Librarian, $13,125.

Increase of the LiIncrease
brary.
Purchase of
Purchase
of boas
books,,
etc.
ea

SESS. II.
SESS.

INCREASE
INCREASE OF

THE

LIBRARY

For
of books
for the
the Library,
Library, including
including payment
payment in
in
For purchase
purchase of
books for

advance for subscription
subscription books, and
and for
for
advance
and society
society publications,
publications, and
freight, commissions, and traveling expenses, and
and all other
other expenses
expenses
incidental to the acquisition
acquisition of
books by
gift, bequest,
of books
by purchase,
purchase, gift,
bequest,
the fiscal
fiscal year
1927,
or exchange,
exchange, to
to continue
continue available
available during
during the
year 1927,
$90,000;
$90,000;
Law
etc.
Law books,
booksetc.
For purchase
purchase of books and for periodicals
periodicals for the law
library,
law library,
under the direction
direction of
the Chief
Chief Justice,
Justice, $3,000;
under
of the
$3,000;
Books
Books for
for Supreme
Supreme
reference for
for the
For purchase
purchase of new books of reference
the Supreme
Supreme Court,
Court,
Court.
Clourt.
and purchased
purchased by
the
to be aa part of the
the Library
Library of
of Congress,
Congress, and
by the
marshal of the. Supreme Court, under
the Chief
under the
the direction
direction of
of the
Chief
$2,500;
Justice, $2,500;
Periodicals.
Periodicals.
For purchase
purchase of miscellaneous
miscellaneous periodicals
periodicals and
newspapers, $5,000;
$5,000;
and newspapers,
In all, $100,500.
$100,500.
In

t.

PRINTING AND BINDING
BINDING
PRINTING
Printing and
Printing
and bindbinding.
ing.

entries.
Copyright entries.
Copyright

For printing and binding
binding for the Library
Library of Congress, including
includin g
Copyright Office
and the
the publication
publication of
Catalogue of
Title
the Copyright
Office and
of the
the Catalogue
of Title
Entries of the Copyright Office, binding, rebinding, and
and repairing
repairing
of library books, and for the
Library Building, $300,000.
$300,000.
the Library
CONTINGENT EXPENSES
EXPENSES OF
OF THE
LIBRARY
CONTINGENT
THE LIBRARY

Contingent
Contingent expenses.
eense.

Library Building.
Library
Administrative assistsi
st
n
.
Vol.
p. 1488.
ol. 42,
42,p.
1488.

For
miscellaneous and
expenses, stationery,
For miscellaneous
and contingent
contingent expenses,
itationery, supplies,
traveling exexstock, and
and materials
materials directly
directly purchased,
purchased, miscellaneous
miscellaneous traveling
penses, postage, transportation,
expenses connected
connected with
with
transportation, incidental
incidental expenses
the administration of the Library and
Office, including
and Copyright
Copyright Office,
including
exceeding $500 for expenses
not exceeding
expenses of attendance
attendance at
at meetings
meetings when
when inincrI'red on the written authority
curred
the Librarian,
authority and
and direction
direction of
of the
Librarian,
$10,000.
$0000.

LIBRARY
BUILDING
LIBRARY BUILDING

Salaries:
administrative assistant
assistant and
Salaries: For the administrative
disbursing officer
officer
and disbursing
and other
other personal
Classification
and
personal services in accordance
accordance with "The
"The Classification
Act of
$104,398.
Act
of 1923,"
1923," $104,398.
Sunday, etc., openjunday, etc., openFor extra services of employees and additional
employees under
under
ing.
additional employees
Librarian to provide for the opening of the Library Building on
the Librarian
Sundays and
legal holidays,
at rates
rates to
to be
be fixed
the Librarian,
Sundays
and on
on legal
holidays, at
fixed by
by the
Librarian,
$3,550.
Temporary
services.
Temporary srvis.
For special
special and
and temporary
services in
in connection with the custody,
For
temporary services
care, and maintenance
maintenance of the Library Building, including
extra
including extra
special services of regular
regular employees
the discretion
discretion of
the LibraLibraemployees at
at the
of the
rian, at rates to be fixed by the Librarian,
Librarian, $500.
$500.
Mail, incidental sup>
For
miscellapies, etc'".
plies,
etc.
For mail,
mail, delivery,
delivery, and telephone
telephone services, stationery,
stationery, miscellaneous supplies, and all other incidental
incidental expenses in connection
with
connection with
the custody and maintenance of the Library
Library Buildings, $7,000.
$7,000.
Authorization
for
piecework,
Payments for
for piecework
Payments
piecework and
by the
the day
day or
hour from
and work
work by
or hour
from the
the
piecework, etc.,
etc., pay
paym en t s
ments.
.
appropriations
appropriations for the fiscal year 1925 for the Legislative
Legislative Reference
and Card Index Services, Sunday and holiday opening, and
and special
special
and temporary services, are authorized
authorized from July
1924, to
to June
30.
July 1,
1, 1924,
June 30.
1925, at rates fixed by the Librarian.
Librarian.
atdmtnisrative a
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GOVERNMENT
OFFICE
PRINTING OFFICE
GOVERNMENT PRINTING
OFFICE
OF PUBLIC PRINILK
PRINTER
OFFICE OF
Salaries:
Deputy Public
Public Printer, $4,500;
$4,500;
Printer, $6,000; Deputy
Salaries: Public Printer,
for
The Classification
Classification Act
Act of
"The
accordance with "
personal service in accordance
for personal
1923,"
$155,480.
$144,980; in all, $155,480.
1923," $144,980;
PUBLIC

BINDING
AND BINDING
PRINTING
PRINTING AND

1299
1299

1925.
Government

Office.
ingGovernent

PrintPrint-

OfPublic Printer's
Printer's OfPublic

fifice.

c

rite's

-

Public Printer, Dep-

pOr
office' peruty,
uty, and
and office

re
sonnel.
son
l

Public printing and
printing and
Pbicn
binding.
rking capital pro-

pro
a working
working capital for the Widrkingcaita
To provide the Public Printer with a
following
printing, binding, lithopurposes for the execution of printing,
following purposes
mapping, engraving,
engraving, and other authorized
work of the
authorized work
graphing, mapping,
Government Printing
the Governbranches of the
the various
various branches
Printing Office for the
Government
ala es wages, etc.
Salaries,
ment: For
For salaries,
salaries, compensation,
compensation, or wages of all necessary
necessary officers S i wages etc.
ment:
Holidays.
appropriated for;
those herein
herein appropriated
for; to enable Holidays.
and employees
employees additional to those
provisions of law granting
the Public Printer to comply with the provisions
holidays and
Executive orders
holidays and half
holidays Leaves of absence.
half holiday's
granting holidays
orders granting
and Executive
holidays
Public Printer to comply with Leavesofabsene.
to employees;
employees; to enable the Public
with pay to
the provisions of law granting thirty days' annual leave to employees
employees
Contingent expenses.
gas and electric
with pay;
rents, fuel,
gas, heat,
current, gas
electric Contingent expeses.
heat, electric
electric current,
fuel, gas,
pay; rents,
with
carriage of printfixtures;
bicycles, motor-propelled
motor-propelled vehicles
vehicles for
for the carriage
fixtures; bicycles,
maintenance, repair, and operaoperaprinting supplies, and the maintenance,
ing and
and printing
including
purposes, including
tion of the same, to be used only for official purposes,
purchase,
exchange, operation,
operation, repair, and maintenance
maintenance of motormotorpurchase, exchange,
propelled
passenger-carrying vehicles
vehicles for official
official use of the officers of
of
propelled passenger-carrying
the Government
Office when
when in writing
writing ordered
ordered by the
Government Printing Office
expressage, tele$4,000) ; freight,
freight, expressage,
Printer (not
(not exceeding $4,000);
Public Printer
typewriters, and carpets;
carpets;
furniture, typewriters,
service; furniture,
telephone service;
graph and telephone
traveling
expenses; stationery,
postage, and advertising;
advertising; directories,
directories,
stationery, postage,
traveling expenses;
technical
books of reference
exceeding $500);
$500) ;adding
adding
reference (not exceeding
technical books, and books
and numbering
numbering machines,
stamps, and other
other machines
similar Machinery, equipmachines of similar
time stamps,
machines, time
and
Mrntai etc. ' equip$200,000);;equipment,
character; machinery
machinery (not
(not exceeding
exceeding $200,000)
equipment, and for ment,
character;
minor
buildings, and for minor
to machinery,
machinery, implements, and buildings,
repairs to
alternations to
to buildings;
and
maintenance, and
equipment, maintenance,
necessary equipment,
buildings; necessary
alternations
emergency room for the use of all employees
employees in the
supplies for the emergency
Government Printing Office who may be taken
taken suddenly ill or receive
Government
injury
while on
on duty;
duty; other
necessary contingent
contingent and
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous Inspection expenses.
other necessary
injury while
items
authorized by
by the
the Public
Printer; for
for expenses
authorized in IPetion onses.
expenses authorized
Public Printer;
items authorized
writing by
by the
the Joint
Committee on
Printing for the inspection
of
inspection of
on Printing
Joint Committee
writing
printing and
binding equipment,
equipment, material,
and GovernGovernmaterial, and supplies and
and binding
printing
ment printing
plants in
in the
the District
District of
elsewhere (not
(not Indexing n Congresof Columbia
Columbia or elsewhere
printing plants
ment
ges
or ot
olndlde
preparing the semi- sional
of preparing
exceeding
$1,000) ;for salaries
salaries and expenses
expenses .
Record.
exceeding $1,000);
monthly and
Record under the
Congressional Record
indexes of the Congressional
and session indexes
monthly
direction of
the Joint
Committee on
on Printing
Printing (chief
(chief indexer
at
indexer at
Joint Committee
of the
direction
each; Paper, materials,
$3,150,
one cataloguer
cataloguer at $2,880,
$2,150 each;
cataloguers at $2,150
two cataloguers
and two
$2,880, and
$3,150, one
materia6, etc.
etc.
a
p
and
necessary labor, paper,
paper, materials,
materials, and equipment
equipment
the necessary
for all the
and for
needed in the prosecution
delivery and mailing of the work,
prosecution and delivery
needed
$2,400,000,
which shall
shall be
printing and
binding au- Charged to Congress.
and binding
the printing
charged the
be charged
to which
$2,400.000, to
hargetoCo
thorized
to be
the printing
printing and binding for use
for Congress,
Congress, the
done for
be done
thorized to
of the
the Government
Office, and
and binding
binding (not For Architect
itec oof tthe
printing and
and printing
Printing Office.
Government Printing
of
Capitol.
exceeding
$1,000) for
for official
official use
of the
the Architect
Architect of
when capitol.
of the Capitol when
use of
exceeding $1,000)
authorized
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Senate,
all to
not
to an amount not
in all
Senate, in
of the
by the
authorized by
exceeding
sum.
Authorty for
this sum.
exceeding this
Authority
for ConConwork.
ork.
Printing and
and binding
binding for
for Congress
Congress chargeable
chargeable to
foregoing gressional
igresom
to the
the foregoing
Printing
appropriation, when
when recommended
be done
done by
Committee on
thei Committee
by the
to be
recommended to
appropriation,
Printing of
either House, shall
recommended in
na
a report conconshall be so recommended
of either
Printing
taining an
an approximate
approximate estimate
cost thereof,
thereof, together
together with
with
the cost
of the
estimate of
taining
statement from
Printer of
of estimated
approximate cost
estimated approximate
Public Printer
the Public
from the
aa statement
of work
work previously
previously ordered
by Congress
Congress within
within the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year for
for
ordered by
of
which this
this appropriation
appropriation is made.
which
vic
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Payment
for work
Payment for
work
ordered
by Departordered
Departments,
ments, etc.

Proviso.
Adjustment
counts.

djtment
counts.

of ac-

SESS. II.
II. CIT.
SESS.
CH. 549.
549.

1925.
1925.

During the fiscal year 1926 any executive
executive department
department or independent establishment of the Government
Government ordering printing
printing and binding
binding
from the Government Printing Office
Office shall
promptly by
check
shall pay
pay promptly
by check
to the Public Printer upon his written request, either
either in
advance
m advance
or upon completion
completion of the work, all or part of the estimated
estimated or
actual
or actual
cost thereof, as the case may be, and bills rendered
the Public
Public
rendered by the
Printer in accordance herewith
herewith shall not be
subject to
audit or
or
be subject
to audit
certification in advance
certification
advance of
of payment:
payment: Provided,
Provided, That
That proper
proper adjustadjustments on
on the basis of the actual cost of delivered
ments
delivered work paid for
for in
in
advance shall be made monthly
monthly or quarterly
quarterly and
as may
may be
agreed
and as
be agreed

by the
upon by
the Public
Public Printer
Printer and
and the
the department
department or
or establishment
establishment conconAll sums paid to the Public Printer for work
work that
that he
he is
is
ing capital.
ing
capital.
authorized
authorized by law to do shall be deposited to the credit, on the books
books
of the Treasury Department,
appropriation made for
Department, of the appropriation
the
for the
working capital of the Government Printing Office, for the
year in
in
the year
which the work is done, and be subject
requisition by
subject to requisition
Public
by the
the Public
Printer.
Estimates
Estimates
for
de- Printer.
partments, etc.,
partments,
etc., to be
All amounts in the Budget for the fiscal year
year 192'7
printing and
and
1927 for
for printing
iporated
incorporated in
in single
single binding
for any
any department
establishment, so far as the Bureau
binding for
department or establishment,
Bureau
items.
of the Budget may deem practicable,
practicable, shall be incorporated
in a
a
incorporated in
single item for printing and binding for such department
department or
estabor establishment and
and be
be eliminated
as a
part of
any estimate
for any
any other
Detas
to be ven if lishment
eliminated as
a part
of any
estimate for
other
Details to be given if
part
of other estimates. purpose.
And if
printing arid
arid binding
part of other etimates.
purpose. And
if any amounts for printing
binding are
are included
included
as aapart
part of any estimates for any other purposes, such
shall
such amounts
amounts shall
be
set
forth in
detail in
in a
the general
P.
be set forth
in detail
a note
note immediately
immediately following
following the
general
Proviso.
Engraving
Print- estimate for printing and binding:
binding: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
the foregoing
Engraving and
and Printforegoing
ing Bureau excepted.
requirements
excepted.
shall not
apply to
to work
work to
to be executed
executed at the Bureau of
requirements shall
not apply
of
Engraving and
Printing.
Restriction
on
Engraving
and
Printing.
Restriction on paying
No part
part of any money appropriated
ing detailed
detailed employees.
employees.
appropriated in this Act shall be paid to
any person employed in the Government
Government Printing Office
while
Office while
detailed for
detailed
for or performing service in any other executive branch
branch
of the public service of the United States
such detail
States unless
unless such
detail be
be
authorized
authorized by
by law.
law.
Money paid for work
tobecredaid
torwrk cerned.
to be credited to work- cerned.

Office of Superintendent of Documents.
Documents.

Superintendent, and
as.

personnendent.
and
personnel.

OFFICE OF SUPERINTENDENT
SUPERINTENDENT OF DOCUMENTS
DOCUMENTS

For the Superintendent
Superintendent of Documents, assistant superintendent,
superintendent,
and other personal
services
in
accordance
personal
with
Classification
"The
Classification
Proviso.
Compensation
Provided, That
That employees
in the
Office of
1923," $362,720: Provided,
Compensation al- Act of 1923,"
employees
in
the Office
of
lowed
for
night work, the Superintendent of Documents may be paid compensation
lowed
the Superintendent of Documents may be paid compensation for
for
etc.
.n
ight, Sunday,
night,
Sunday, holiday, and overtime work at rates not in excess
of the rates of additional
additional compensation
compensation for such work allowed
to
allowed to
other employees
employees of
the Government
Government Printing
Printing Office
under the
the proPubc , s
, other
of the
Office under
proPublic Laws,s t1st sees.,
Publicsl.
ses
visions of the Act entitled "An Act to regulate
p. 658.
regulate and fix rates
rates of
of pay
pay
for employees
employees and officers of the Government
Government Printing
Printing Office,
Office,"
approved
approved June 7, 1924.
Contingent
expenses.
Contingenteense
For furniture
and fixtures,
For
furniture and
fixtures, typewriters, carpets, labor-saving
labor-saving
machines
accessories, time stamps, adding and numbering
machines and
and accessories,
numbering
machines,
machines, awnings,
awnings, curtains, books of reference,
reference, directories,
directories, books,
miscellaneous office and desk supplies;
supplies; paper;
miscellaneous
paper; twine, glue, envelopes,
postage, car fares, soap, towels, disinfectants, and ice; drayage,
drayage,
express, freight, telephone
express,
telephone and telegraph
telegraph service; traveling
traveling expenses
expenses
(not
to exceed
(not to
exceed $200);
$200) ;repairs to building, elevators, and machinery;
machinery;
preserving sanitary
light. heat, and power;
preserving
sanitary condition of building,
building, light,
power;
stationery
stationery and office printing, including blanks, price lists, and
and
bibliographies, $85,000;
$85.000; for catalogues
catalogues and indexes,
bibliographies,
indexes, not exceeding
exceeding
$18,400;
$18,400; for supplying books to depository
depository libraries, $85,000; in all,
all,
Proviso.
Suppyingdepository
Provided,
Supplying depository $188,400:
$188
r
/
400 •Prov
,ed, That
That, no part of this sum shall be
to supply
supply
be used to
libraries rstricted.
to
depository
libraries any
any documents,
books, or
other printed
libraries restricted,
to depository libraries
documents, books,
or other
printed matter
matter
requested by such libraries.
• not requested
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CONGRESS.
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CHS. 549,550.
SESS.
SESS. II.
II. CHs.
549, 550.

1925.
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Reports of
of DepartDepartReports
printing and binding for the ments.
for printing
In
to keep
the expenditures
expenditures for
keep the
order to
In order
be
Printingg of,
appropriations for such fiscal Printin
fiscal
year 1926
within or
under the
the appropriations
of, may
may be
or under
1926 within
fiscal year
discontinued.
independent discontinued.
and independent
departments and
year,
heads of
of the
the various
executive departments
various executive
the heads
year, the
establishments are
are authorized
authorized to
to discontinue
annual
the printing of annual
discontinue the
establishments
rito.bekept
Provided, Proviso.
jurisdictions: Provided,
respective jurisdictions:
or special
special reports under
under their respective
Originals
to
be kept
kept
to be
Originals
for public
public inspection.
inspection.
That where
of such reports is discontinued,
discontinued, the original for
printing of
the printing
where the
That
copy
thereof shall
shall be
file in the offices of the heads of the
on file
kept on
be kept
copy thereof
respective departments
departments or
or independent
independent establishments
establishments for public
respective
inspection.
inspection.
Purchases.
601.
Vol. 28
Purchases
be made
from the
appropriations under
under Vol.
foregoing appropriations
the foregoing
made from
may be
Purchases may
28, p:
p. 601.
V
Printing
in the
the Printing Vol. 36,
for in
the "Government
"Government Printing
Office," as
provided for
as provided
Printing Office,"
the
36, p.
p. 531.
4 of
reference to section 4
Act approved
1895, and
and without reference
12, 1895,
January 12,
approved January
Act
executive
the Act
17, 1910,
1910, concerning
concerning purchases
purchases for executive
June 17,
approved June
Act approved
the
departments.
Congresi
departments.
Congressional
rooms.
be used for stationery rooms.
shall be
appropriated shall
S
EC. 2.
2. No
of the
the funds
funds herein
herein appropriated
part of
No part
SEC.
ases prohibited
Purchases
prohibited
b
articles
rooms
stationery
the
the
purpose
of
purchasing
by
or
through
the
stationery
rooins
articles
through
or
by
purchasing
of
the purpose
by.
necessary for
other than
than stationery
and office
supplies essential to and necessary
office supplies
stationery and
other
the conduct
conduct of
of public
public business;
business; nor shall any part of such funds be
the
private vehicles.
expended for
or care
of private
care of
maintenance or
the maintenance
for the
expended
Restriction
exsaarles
aerge on
ceedtig
SEC. 3.
In expending
expending appropriations
appropriations or
or portions
portions of appropriations,
appropriations, ceeding
3. In
SEC.
average
salaries
in
offices
designated.
offiees
contained
for the
payment for
for personal
personal services
services in
in the
the inVol.
the payment
Act, for
this Act,
in this
contained in
42, designated.
p. 1488.
o42, p. 1.
" The Classification Act of
with "
accordance with
District
Columbia in
in accordance
of Columbia
District of
1923," the
the average
average of
of the
persons
salaries of the total number of persons
the salaries
1923,"
Library of Congress, or
under
any grade
Garden, .the
the Library
Botanic Garden,
the Botanic
in the
grade in
under any
the Government
Government Printing
Printing Office,
Office, shall
shall not at any time exceed the
the
If only
by such
average
rates specified
the grade
grade by
such If
for the
specified for
compensation rates
the compensation
of the
average of
only one
one position
position
a
grade.
grade.
a
in
salary
the
allocated
Act,
and
in
grades
in
which
only
one
position
is
allocated
the
salary
is
position
one
only
which
in
grades
in
and
Act,
Provisos.
of such
such position
shall not
not exceed
compensation Prosos.
the compensation
of the
average of
the average
exceed the
position shall
of
Not
applicable to
to
Not applicable
rates
for the
That this
this restriction
restriction shall not apply clerical-mechanical
Provided, That
grade: Provided,
the grade:
rates for
serclerical-mechanical
service.
(1) to
to grades
grades 1,
2, 3,
3, and
of the
the clerical-mechanical
(2) to vice.
clerical-mechanical service, (2)
and 44of
1, 2,
(1)
No fixed salary res
compensation duNed.
require the
the reduction
reduction in
any person
whose compensation
duced.
person whose
of any
salary of
in salary
require
Vol.
1490.
1490.
42, p.
p. to
Volr42,
6
section
of
accordance with the rules
in
July 1,
of July
was
1, 1924,
1924,
in accordance
section 6 Transfers
as of
fixed as
was fixed
another
to
another
aTransfers
a
position without
rewithout reof
Act, (3)
in salary
salary of
of any
any person
who position
person who
reduction in
the reduction
require the
to require
(3) to
such Act,
of such
duction.
is
transferred from
from one
position to
to another
another position in the same or duCti
one position
is transferred
s
different
in the
the same
same or
or a
a different
bureau, office,
other ap- nigherr salary
or other
office, or
different bureau,
grade in
different grade
rates
allowed. salary rates
salary under
propriation
to prevent
payment of
of aa salary
under aoe
the payment
prevent the
(4) to
or (4)
unit, or
propriation unit,
any
at aarate
higher than
the maximum
maximum rate
of the
the grade
grade when
when
rate of
than the
rate higher
grade at
any grade
such
is permitted
"The Classification
Classification Act of 1923,"
1923,"
permitted by "The
rate is
higher rate
such higher
and
is specifically
specifically authorized
by other
other law.
lai establishd.
authorized by
and is
Salaries
established.
p. 993,
amend9a, amendVol.34, p.
SEC. 4.
That section
section 4
of the
the Legislative,
Executive, and
Judicial Vol.34,
and Judicial
Legislative, Executive,
4 of
4. That
SEC.
eed.
Appropriation
approved February
February 26,
26, 1907,
1907, as
as amended,
is ""
amended, is
Act, approved
Appropriation Act,
amended to
to read
read as
as follows:
follows:
"
Compensation of the
amended
Compensation
Speaker,
"That on
and after
after March
March 4,
4, 1925,
the compensation
compensation of
of the
PresiVice PresiSpeaker,andVice
the dent,
1925, the
on and
"That
Cabinet
enber d Cabinet
Speaker
House of
of Representatives,
Representatives, the
the Vice
Vice President
President of the Members.
the House
of the
Speaker of
Departments who are
United States,
States, and
and the
beads of
Executive Departments
of Executive
the heads
United
members
President's Cabinet
Cabinet shall
shall be
be at
at the
rate of
of $15,000
$15 1000 Senators.
Represent&
nators.
the rate
the President's
of the
members of
iet,Ita
e
t
s,
rese
per
each, and
and the
the compensation
Senators, Representatives
Representatives tives, Delegates, etc.
etc.
of Senators,
compensation of
annum each,
per annum
in
from Territories,
Territories, Resident Commissioner
Commissioner Post, p. 1313.
Delegates from
Congress. Delegates
in Congress.
Philippine Potp.-313
from Porto Rico,
Resident Commissioners
from the
the Phihppine
Commissioners from
and Resident
Rico, and
from'Porto
Islands
rate of
each."
annum each."
per annum
$10,000 per
of $10,000
the rate
at the
be at
shall be
Islands shall
Approved.
4, 1925.
March 4,
Approved. March

CHAP.
the time
repayment of
revolving
the revolving
of the
for repayment
time for
Extending the
Act Extending
550.-An Act
CHAP. 550.—An
fund for
for the
the benefit
of the
the Crow
Indians.
Crow Indians.
benefit of
fund

March 4,
4, 1925.
1925.
March
H. R. 12156.1
i
R. a215
E.
[Public, No. E.2.5.)
[Public, No.625.

Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
the
.
I
of the
Representaties of
of Representatives
House of
and House
it enacted
Be it
United
States of
of America
assembled. That
That the
the time
time for
1
=ied for
extended
mee'7,
for .i•-fr
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
iUited States
revolving
repying revolving
the =ring
the
tribe of
of the
the $50.000
for the
fund for
revolving fund
$50,000 revolving
the tribe
to the
repayment to
the repayment
benefit
of the
Indians created
created by
by the
the Act
Act of
June 4,
vol. 41, p.
p. 753.
7
V41,
192
4, 1920
of June
Crow Indians
the Crow
benefit of
of
(Forty-first
Statutes
at
Large,
page
755),
for
purchase
purchase
seed,
the
for
755),
page
(Forty-first Statutes at Large,

for

1302
1302
Fund
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CONGRE SS.
available

S
ESS. II.
SESS.
II. CHs.
CHS. 550-553.
550-553.

1925.
1925.

animals, machinery,
machinery, tools,
tools, implements,
equipment is
is hereby
animals,
implements, and
and other
other equipment
hereby

ex tended from
June 30,
30, 1925,
1925, to
to June
June 30,
30, 1935,
1935, and
extended
from June
and said
said fund
fund is
is
hereby
hereby made
made available
available for such
such purposes
purposes for
for ten
ten years
years from
from and
and
after June
June 30,
30, 1925.
after
1925.
Oklahoma.
Royalties from oil
S
EC. 2.
2. The
to retain
Royaltesfrom
oil
SEC.
The Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
Interior is
is directed
directed to
retain in
in his
his
of
ndsin,
soueth of
otherwise
directed
by
law
the
12i
per
centum
and
Red
lands
in, south
Red custody until otherwise
directed
12/
per
centum
and
River, to
to be
be retained.
River,
retained.
Vol. 42, p.
p. 1448.
heretofore or hereafter
other royalties
royalties heretofore
hereafter received
received by him in pursuance
pursuance
Numbered 500,
Sixty-seventh Congress,
approved
of Public
Public Act Numbered
500, Sixty-seventh
Congress, approved
March
March 4,
4, 1923.
Approved, March 4, 1925.

tenFers.n
ten years. abl

for
for

March 4, 1925.
1925.
[H.
12261.]
[H. R.
R. 12261.]
[Public, No. 626.;
626.-

John
Ada
an
Adams
and
John Quincy
Quincy ms
Adams.d
John
Adams.
Memorial
to,
in
Quincy
Memorial
M
to,
in
ass, authorQuincy,,Mass.,
zed.
zed.

March 4, 1925.
1925.
[H. R.
R. 12264.]
12264.1
[Public, No.
No. 627.1
[Public,
627.]

... Mis R .
Mississippi River.
Minnesota
Minnesota, etc.,
may
etcr,
may
bridge, at Clearwater.
bridge, at
Clearwater'

Construction.
Construction.
Vol. 34, p.
P. 84 .

84.

Amendment.

AmndmentSEC.

March 4,
4, 1925.
[H. R. 12308.1
IZos.
[Public, No.
No. 628.1

[H.

World War Veterans
eterns
AWramlnd
Act
amendments.

r

CHAP.
551.-An
CHAP. 551.—
An Act
Act Authorizing the appropriation
appropriation of $5,000
$5,090 for the erecerection of tablets or other form of memorials in the city of Quincy, Massachusetts,
Massachusetts,
in memory of John Adams and John Quincy Adams.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the
Representatives of the
the Senate
Senate and House of Representatives
United States
States of America in
Congress assembled,
United
in Congress
assembled, That the sum
$5,000, or so
of $5,000,
so much
much thereof
thereof as
as may
may be necessary,
necessary, is hereby auauthorized to be appropriated,
Treasury not
not
appropriated, out
out of any money
money in
in the Treasury
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to be expended
expended under
under the direction of the
otherwise
Secretary of War in the
Secretary
the erection of
of tablets
tablets or other
other form
form of
of memorials in the city of Quincy,
Quincy, Massachusetts,
Massachusetts, in
morials
in memory
memory of John
John
Adams and John Quincy Adams.
Approved, March
March 4, 1925.
CHAP. 552.-An
552.—An Act Granting the consent
consent of Congress to the State of
of
Minnesota and the counties of Sherburne and Wright
Wright to construct a
a bridge
across the Mississippi River.

Be it
the Senate
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
Senate and
and House
House of
of the
United
States of
of America
That the
the consent
United States
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
consent
Of
Congress is hereby granted to the State of Minnesota
of Congress
Minnesota and the
counties of Sherburne
Sherburne and Wright, and their successors
successors and assigns,
to construct, maintain,
maintain, and operate
operate a
a bridge and approaches
approaches thereto
across the Mississippi River at a
of
a point suitable to the interests
interests of
navigation, at or near the villa
navigation,
g e of Clearwater
of
village
Clearwater in the
the county of
Wright, in
in the
the State
Minnesota, in
in accordance
accordance with
with the
the provisions
provisions
of Minnesota,
State of
Wright,
of the Act entitled ""An Act to regulate
regulate the construction
of bridges
construction of
bridges
over navigable
navigable waters,"
approved March
March 23,
1906.
over
waters," approved
23, 1906.
SEC. 2. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
expressly reserved.
Approved, March 4, 1925.

553.-An Act To amend the World
Veterans' Act, 1924
CHAP. q53.—An
World War Veterans'

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
Representatives of
and House of Representatives
of the
the

United States
States of
United
of America
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
That paragraph
Congress assembled,
paragraph 3
3

of section
section 3
World War Veterans'
3 of the World
Veterans' Act,
Act, 1924, is hereby amended
amended
to read as follows:
follows:
mean""(3)
(3) Except as used in section 300 the terms 'child'
child' and 'grandgrandchild'
child' are limited to
to unmarried
unmarried persons
persons either
either (a)
(a) under
under eighteen
eighteen
(b) of any age,
permanently incapable
incapable of
of selfselfyears of age, or
or (b)
age, if
if permanently
support by
defect."
support
by reason
reason of
of mental
mental or
or physical
physical defect."
Ante, p. 612, amendSEC. 2.
Section 19
19 of
of the
Veterans' Act,
1924, approved
edn, p. 612 amendSEC.
2. Section
the World
World War
War Veterans'
Act, 1924,
approved
ed.
June 7,
'T, 1924,
1924, is
is hereby
amended to
to read
follows:
June
hereby amended
read as
as follows:
Juristictdon
con"
SEC. 19.
the event
disagreement as
as to
to claim
under a
contract
ferred
onourt
de" SEC.
tode19. In
In the
event of
of disagreement
claim under
a contract
ferred on
courts to
termine
insurance
con- of insurance between
terine
i
n conclaiming
insurance
the Bureau and any person or persons
persons claiming
tract claims.
thereunder
brought against
the United
thereunder an action on the claim may be brought
against the
United

Limitation on meanLimitation
on
ing
of "child,"
Ante, p.
p. 607, amendednt,
7, amended.
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States
in the
Supreme Court
Court of
the District
Colnmbia or
or
States either
either in
the Supreme
of the
District of
of Columbia
in the District
District Court
Court of
of the
the United
United States in
in and for the
the district
district in
in
which
or any one of them resides,
resides, and
and jurisdiction
which such persons
persons or
jurisdiction is
hereby conferred
conferred upon
upon such courts
courts to
to hear and
and determine
determine all
all such
such
Procedure.
Prro-d.
controversies.
procedure in such suits shall be the same as that Vol.
controversies. The procedure
24, p. 60.6,
Post p.
p. 1618.
provided in sections
and 6
6 of
of the Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
Act to provide
provide .Post,
provided
sections 55 and
"An Act
1 8.
United
for the
bringing of
of suits
suits against
the Government
Government of
of the
the United
against the
for
the bringing
3, 1887, and
and section
section 10 thereof insofar
States,"
approved March
March 3,
States," . approved
as
applicable. All
All persons
having or
an interest
interest Intervenors allowed.
allowed.
to have
have an
or claiming
claiming to
persons having
as applicable.
in
insurance may
may be
made parties
to such
such suit,
suit, and
and such
such
be made
parties to
in such
such insurance
suit
as
are not
not inhabitants
inhabitants of
of or
or found
found within
within the
the district
district in
in which
which suit
as are
is
brought may
may be
by order
order of
of the
court to
to be
be served
served
the court
be brought
brought in
in by
is brought
personally or
by publication
publication or
or in
reasonable manner
in such
such other
other reasonable
manner as
as
personally
or by
Interpleader in
in case
case
bureau acknowledges
the
where the bureau
acknowledges Interpleader
In all
all cases
cases where
may direct.
direct. In
the court
court may
of dispute as to person
ontdisputetoceiv
e
upon any such contract of entitled
States upon
the
of the
the United
United States
the indebtedness
indebtedness of
to receive acknowledged
indebtedindebtedknwiedged
dispute as to the person or persons
is a
a dispute
insurance
and there
there is
persons entitled ness.
insurance and
to
bill of
may be
be •
of aa bill
of interpleader
interpleader may
a suit
suit in
in the
the nature
nature of
to payment,
payment, a
brought
the bureau
bureau in
in the
the name
name of
of the
United States
States against
against all
all
the United
by the
brought by
persons
claiming to
to have
have any
in
in such
such insurance
insurance in
any interest
interest in
having or
or claiming
persons having
district
the
of Columbia
the district
or in
in the
Columbia or
of the
the District
District of
Court of
the Supreme
Supreme Court
court
and for
in which
any of
such claimants
reside:
of such
claimants reside:
which any
the district
district in
in and
for the
court in
Proviso.
oiso.
That not less than thirty days prior to instituting such Notice
Provided,
Provided, That
to parties.
of such
such intention to each of the
suit the
the bureau
bureau shall
shall mail
mail a
notice of
a notice
suit
Appeal to courts
of
to conrts of
to the
the suit.
suit. The circuit
persons to
parties to
circuit courts of appeal
appeal appl
be made
made parties
to be
persons
appeal.
Appeals of the District of Columbia
and
Court of Appeals
Columbia shall respecand the
the Court
p.38.
938.
in Ante,
An, p.
tively exercise
appellate jurisdiction
and, except
except as
as provided
provided in
jurisdiction and,
exercise appellate
tively
•
circuit
the decrees
decrees of the circuit
Code, the
the Judicial
Judicial Code,
sections 239
239 and
and 240
240 of
of the
sections
of ColumColumDistrict of
of the
the District
courts of
the Court
Court of
of Appeals
Appeals of
appeal and
and the
courts
of appeal
pe
to pond.
to
nd
Applbl
pending ingApplicable
to all suits now pending
apply to
section shall apply
bia shall
shall be
final. This
This section
be final.
bia
suits.
against
United States
States under
under the
the provisions
provisions of
of the
War Risk
Risk
the War
the United
against the
War Veterans' Act,
World War
the World
Insurance Act
Act as
amended, or
or of the
as amended,
Insurance
1924,
amendments thereto."
thereto."
1924, and
and amendments
Ante, p. 613, amendamend,
1924, approved ed. '
Act, 1924,
S
EC. 3.
3. Section
23 of
World War
War Veterans'
Veterans' Act,
the World
of the
Section 23
SEC.
June 7,
is hereby
follows:
hereby amended
amended to
to read
read as
as follows:
June
7, 1924,
1924, is
Persons
discharged
pScied ca-ged
of any
any person from the for specified
or dismissal
"SEc. 23.
23. The
dismissal of
The discharge
discharge or
causes,
"SEC.
barred from compensafromemsp
b etc.,
of mutiny,
was guilty
military or
or naval
forces on
on the
he was
guilty of
mutiny, tion,
that he
the ground
ground that
naval forces
military
benefits.
turpitude or willful
treason, spying,
spying, or
or any
any offense
offense involving
involving moral turpitude,
treason,
and
persistent misconduct,
misconduct, of
of which
which he
he was found guilty by a
acourtand persistent
conscientious objector who refused
martial, or
was an
alien, conscientious
an alien,
he was
that he
or that
martial,
to perform
military duty
duty or
to wear
or aa Post, p. 1304.
wear the
the uniform,
uniform, or
or refused
refused to
to
perform military
p. 627.
Atpr.
deserter, shall
shall bar
bar all
to any
compensation under
II, Ante,
Title II,
under Title
any compensation
rights to
all rights
deserter,
or any
any training,
or any
maintenance and
support allowance
allowance under
P
under Provisos.
and support
any maintenance
training, or
or
Alien
in
Title IV:
IV: Provided,
Provided, That
That this
this section
shall not
not apply
apply to
to an
alien Alien
in United
an alien
section shall
Title
who volunteered
volunteered or
or who
was drafted
or who
who served
in the
Army,
the Army,
served in
into or
drafted into
who was
who
War.
the World
World War,
Navy,
or Marine
Marine Corps
Corps of
of the
the United
United States
during the
States during
Navy, or
1918, or who was not
who
discharged subsequent
subsequent to
November 11,
11, 1918,
to November
was discharged
who was
discharged from
from the
on or
prior to
to November
1918, on
on
11, 1918,
November 11,
or prior
service on
the service
discharged
his own
own application
application or
solicitation by
reason of
of his
his being
being an
an alien,
alien,
his
or solicitation
by reason
and whose
service was
was honest
honest and
further2 That
T
Provided furtherr
and faithful:
faithful: Provided
and
whose service
dismissed from the military
in case
case any
discharged or
or dismissed
been discharged
has been
person has
any person
in
or naval
naval forces
forces as
as a
aresult
of a
trial, and
it is
is thereafter
thereafter
and it
a court-martial
court-martial trial,
result of
or
established to
the satisfaction
the director
that at
at the
of the
the
the time
time of
director that
of the
satisfaction of
to the
established
commission of
the offense
offense resulting
resulting in
court-martial trial
and
trial and
such court-martial
in such
of the
commission
discharge such
such person
person was
was insane,
such person
person shall
to
entitled to
be entitled
shall be
insane, such
discharge
the compensation
compensation and
and vocational
vocational training
under Titles
II
Titles II
benefits under
training benefits
the
and
IV hereof:
hereof: Provided
further, That
discharge or
dismissal or
or
or dismissal
That discharge
Provided ftrther,
and IV
finding
for any
specified in
shall
section shall
in this section
offenses specified
any of
of the offenses
guilt for
of guilt
finding of
in
service
or
in
disabilefits
for payment
allowance
not
the
payment
of
or
maintenance
and
support
support
and
maintenance by
or aggravated
compensation
of compensation
the
affect
not affect
allowance
for disabilities
service in
in
by service
aggravated by
in or
or aggravated
incurred in
disabilities incurred
allowance for

States service during
World War, entitled
to compensation, etc.

Saorld

ar entitedg

to compensation, etc.

Allowance

if

dis-

charged
by court marcht
argedbycout
tial and subsequently
ti
andtosunbsequently
found
have been
been
found
insane.
insane.

Disc, etc., not
etc., not
toDchae,
to affect benefits
for
disabilities in prior or
prior or
in
disabilities
subsequent
enlistments.
enlistsubsequet
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No compensation,
No
compensation, any
or subsequent
subsequent enlistment:
any prior
prior or
enlistment: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
That no
no
etc.,
if death
death inflicted
etc., if
inflicted
compensation or insurance
insurance shall
inflicted as
compensation
as punishment.
shall be
be payable
payable for
for death
death inflicted
as a
a
as
punishment.
crime or military
military offense,
offense, except
except when
lawful punishment for crime
Cash surrender value inflicted by the enemy: Provided, That as to converted insurance
of
converted insurance
inse flicted by the enemy: Provided, That as to converted insurance
of converted
payable to
beneficiary. the cash surrender value hereof, if any,
payable
to beneficiary.
any:, on the date of such death
death
shall be
be paid
paid to
to the
the designated
designated beneficiary
or if
if there
there be
shall
beneficiary if
if living,
living, or
be
beneficiary alive
said
the death of the insured
insured the said
alive at the
no designated
designated beneficiary
value shall
shall be
be paid
paid to
to the
the estate
estate of
of the
insured: Provided
Provided further,
further,
the insured:
value
Person
for That
erson discharged
discharged for
the discharge
discharge of aa person
for
having
concealed
the
fact
that
That
person
concealed
concealing minority
minority to
concealing
to
have benefits
benefits ifif service
service he
have
he was a
aminor at the time of his enlistment
enlistment shall not bar him from
honorable.
honorable.
the benefits
honorable:
benefits of this Act if his service was otherwise honorable:
IneffectasonfApro,
Provided
further,
section, shall be deemed
effect
191
In
effect
as
of
April
6,
deemed to be in effect
7, and
and payment
payment of
of Provided further, That this section
1917,
of April 6, 1917, and the director is hereby authorized
insurance
claims
diand directed
insurance
claims
di'
as
authorized
rected.
rected.
to
insurance
to make
make provision
provision by bureau
bureau regulation
regulation for payment of any insurance
claim
or
adjustment
in
insurance
premium
account
of
any
insurance
in
insurance
premium
account
of
any
insurance
claim or adjustment
contract
which would
affected by
this section
section as
amended."
as amended."
would not
not now
now be
be affected
by this
contract which
Conscientious
ob0
EC. 4.
4. Section
Section 31
of the
the World
World War
1924, approved
approved
Act, 1924,
War Veterans'
Veterans' Act,
31 of
SEC.
jectornsen
jectors, etc. S ob- • S
Ante;
p. 615, repealed. June 7, 1924, is hereby repealed.
Ante;p.615,repealed.
repealed.
A new section
I of the World
New
matter.
SEO.
New matter.
SEC. 5. A
section is hereby added to Title I
Ante,
p. 615.
615.
War
Veterans' Act,
June 7,
1924, to
be known
as
Ante, p.
War Veterans'
Act, 1924,
1924, approved
approved June
7, 1924,
to be
known as
section
32:
32:
section
(
Telephone field
servSe. 32. Payment may be made for official
official telephone service and
Telephone
serv"SEo.
and
allowed field
naedical
ice allowed
medical
.1
official telephones
Bureau officers,
offcers.
rental in
in the
the field wherever incurred
Bureau
incurred in
in case of official
telephones
for medical officers
officers of the Bureau where such telephones are
installed
residences or private
apartments or quarters
quarters
installed in private
private residences
private apartments
when
authorized under
under regulations
established by
director. "
by the director."
regulations established
when authorized
Compensationm,
eendCompensation,
metc.
SEC.
Veterans' Act, 1924,
tc.
S
EC. 6. Section 200 of the World War Veterans'
Ante
615 ,
a
Ante, p.
p. 615,
amended.
approved
ed. ,
approved June 7, 1924, is hereby
hereby amended to read as follows:
follows:
enfierss,entitkd
entisted
200. For
death or
or disability
personal injury
meOnfficer
enlisted
"SEC.
So. 200.
For death
disability resulting
resulting from
from personal
injury
to,
men, etc., entitled to,
for
or disease
service on
on
for injury
i
njury or
disease in
in suffered or disease contracted in the military or naval service
service after
after April
April 8,
6,
service
or
after April
1917, and
and before
before July
July 2,
2, 1921,
an aggravation
1917.
or after
April 6,
6, 1917,
1921, or
or for
for an
aggravation
1917.
acceptance,
or recurrence
recurrence of aadisability existing prior to examination, acceptance,
enrollment for
aggravation was
suffered or
or
service, when
when such aggravation
was suffered
and enrollment
for service,
contracted
contracted in, or such recurrence
recurrence was caused
caused by, the military or naval
naval
1921, by any
service on or after April 6, 1917, and before July 2, 1921,
commissioned
commissioned officer or enlisted man, or by any member
member of the Army
Nurse Corps (female)
(female) or of the Navy Nurse
Nurse Corps (female)
(female) when
when
employed in the active service under the War Department or Navy
Payment to
to person Department,
Payment
commissioned
or dependents. Person Department, the United States shall pay to such commissioned
officer or enlisted man, member of the Army Nurse Corps (female)
(female)
officer
or of the Navy Nurse Corps (female)
(female) or, in the discretion of the
Director,
separately to his or
compensation as
Director, separately
or her
her dependents,
dependents, compensation
as
Misconduct exceptiionduct
exe.p hereinafter provided; but no compensation
compensation shall be paid if the
tion.
Provisos.
Pro
c.,
injury, disease, aggravation,
has been
aggravation, or recurrence
recurrence has
been caused
caused by
by his
his
Paralysis, etc., almisconduct: Provided,
suffering 1
.-rom
own willful misconduct:
Provided, That
That no person
person suffering
from
lowance.
lovrance.
by
paralysis, paresis,
paresis, or blindness shall be denied compensation
compensation by
reason of willful misconduct,
misconduct, nor shall any person who is helpless
of any
disability be
be denied
compensaless or
or bedridden
bedridden as
as a
a result
result of
any disability
denied compensaSoundness
on entranced
ineredif
That for the
the purposes
purposes of
of
trance
inferrednenif in tion by reason of willful misconduct. That
active service
active
service prior
prior to
to this section every such officer, enlisted man, or other member
July 2,
2, 1921,
and on
on or
July
1921, and
or this section every such officer, enlisted man, or other member
before November
November 11,
before
11, employed
employed in the active service under the War
War Department
Department or
or
1918.
1918.
Navy Department who was discharged or who resigned prior to
July 2, 1921, and every such officer, enlisted man, or other member
member
employed
employed in the active
active service under
under the War Department
Navy
Department or
or Navy
Department
Department on or before November
November 11, 1918, who on or after July
2,
discharged or
conclusively held
taken
2, 1921,
1921, is discharged
or resigns,
resigns, shall be conclusively
held and
and taken
to have been in .sound condition
examined, accepted,
condition when examined,
accepted, and
and
Recorded
defects execorded defectsxenrolled for service, except
except as to defects, disorders, or infirmities
infirmities
cepted.
made
authorities of the United
United
made of record in any manner by proper authorities
States at the time of, or prior to, inception of
to the
of active
active service,
service, to
the
ice
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extent to
to which
which any
disorder, or infirmity was so made
made
such defect, disorder,
any such
extent
who is shown to have
ex-service man wtio
of record:
record: Provided,
Provided, That an ex-service
of

1305
1305
Specified diseases developed
prior to Janveloped prior

Specified disses de-

presnmed
1925, presumed
nary 1,1,lp9,
1, 1925,
1925, neurohad, prior
or,
to have
have had,
prior to
to January
January 1,
neuro- uary
deceased, to
if deceased,
or, if
r
a s incurred
as
in service.
paralysis agitans,
psychiatric
active tuberculosis
disease, paralysis
agitans / inc red iservice.
tuberculosis disease,
an active
disease, an
psychiatric disease,
encephalitis
or amoebic
developing a
a 10 per
dysentery developing
amoebic dysentery
lethargica, or
encephalitis lethargica,
centura degree
degree of
more in
provisions
in accordance
accordance with the provisions
or more
disability or
of disability
centum
618.
p.618.
Act shall be presumed Ante, p.
of this
202 of
section 202
of subdivision
(4) of
of section
this Act
subdivision (4)
of
service between
to
have acquired
disability in
between April 6, 1917,
1917,
in such service
his disability
acquired his
to have
a preexisting
and July
July 2,
2, 1921,
or to
to have
have suffered
suffered an
preexisting
of a
aggravation of
an aggravation
1921, or
and
neuropsychiatric
disease, tuberculosis,
paralysis agitans, encephalitis
tuberculosis, paralysis
neuropsychiatric disease,
lethargica, or
or amoebic
amoebic dysentery
dysentery in such service between said dates,
lethargica,
and said
said presumption
presumption shall be conclusive
conclusive in cases of active tubercutubercuand
lous disease,
disease, but
all other
presumption shall be rebutsaid presumption
cases said
other cases
in all
but in
lous
Claim may be altable by
by clear
clear and
and convincing
convincing evidence;
nothing in this proviso loCedlmater
evidence; but nothing
table
lowed later for
for rtable
ratable
disability.
benefits
the
a claimant from receiving
shall
receiving
shall be construed to prevent a
a disability
of
compensation and medical care and treatment for a
of compensation
diseases of more than 10 per centum degree (in accordthese diseases
due to
to these
618.
p. 618.
nte, p.
(4) section 202, of this Act) Ante,
ance
with the
the provisions
subdivision. (4)
provisions of subdivision
ance with
on
subsequent to January 1, 1925, if the facts in the case substanon or subsequent
tiate his claim."
claim."
Death allowances.
Dethpallowacesnd
1924, Ante,
SEo.
7. Section
Section 201
Veterans' Act, 1921,
the World War Veterans'
201 of the
SEC. 7.
p. 616. amended.
ed.
as
amended
hereby
is
7,
approved
June
1924,
herebyamended
to
read
follows:
approved
Resulting from infrom
esltg
injury"SEC. 201.
201. That
That if
if death
death results from injury—
"SEC.
jury.
Monthly compensacompensaMnthly
a
"
If
the
deceased
leaves
a
widow
or
child,
or
if
if
he
leaves
a
mother
or
child,
or
" If the deceased leaves a widow
tion to relatives.
s.
o re
or father
or both
both dependent
dependent upon him for support, the monthlyon
monthly
either or
father either
or
Widow and chidren.
compensation shall
shall be
amounts:
following amounts:
the following
be the
compensation
Widow and children.
a widow but no child, $30.
"(a) If
If there is a
"(a)
each
for
$6
with
$40,
If there is aa widow and one child,
"(b)
(b) If
additional
additional child.
"
c) If
widow, but one child, $20.
If there is no widow,
"(c)
"
d) If
If there is no widow, but two children, $30.
"(d)
Cg
e) If
If there
no widow,
but three
$40, with $5 for
three children, $40,
widow, but
is no
there is
"(e)
additional child.
each additional
Dependent parents.
Dendent parent
"(f)
If there
there is
dependent mother
mother (or
(or dependent
dependent father),
father), $20,
$20, Limitation.
is aa dependent
"(f) If
or both,
both, $30.
payable under this subdivision
subdivision shall not
not
$30. The amount payable
or
exceed
payable to the widow
difference between the total amount payable
exceed the difference
and
$75. Such compensation
compensation shall be
children and the sum of $75.
and children
payable,
dependency of the father or mother or both
the dependency
whether the
payable, whether
arises
before or
compensation
death of the person, but no compensation
the death
or after the
arises before
shall
payable if
dependency arises more than five years after
after
the dependency
if the
be payable
shall be
the
expenses.
Burial expenses.
of the
the person.
person.
the death
death of
"(1) If
death occur
shall have
have occurred
6, In
service.
te service.
to April 6,
subsequent to
occurred subsequent
or shall
occur or
If death
"(1)
In the
1917, and
and before
before discharge
discharge or
resignation from the service, the
or resignation
1917,
United
Bureau shall
burial and
funeral
and funeral
for burial
pay for
shall pay
Veterans' Bureau
States Veterans'
United States
ofanywar
expenses
and the
the return
of body
body to
his home
not to exceed Vterans
sum not
a sum
home a
to his
return of
expenses and
Veterans of
any war,
contract
including contract
$100, as
regulation. Where
veteran of
war, including
any war,
of any
a veteran
Where a
by regulation.
fixed by
be fixed
may be
as may
$100,
nurses during Spanishincluding those
those persons
who served
honorably as
as Army
nurses under nAmericd
American war.Sar hArmy nurses
served honorably
persons who
including
contracts for
for ninety
or more
Spanish-American
the Spanish-American
during the
more during
days or
ninety days
contracts
War, who
not dishonorably
dishonorably discharged
discharged dies
after discharge
discharge or
or
dies after
was not
who was
War,
resignation
the service
service and
in the
judgment of the
the judgment
not in
does not
and does
from the
resignation from
director
sufficient assets
assets to
meet the
of burial
burial and
and
expenses of
the expenses
to meet
leave sufficient
director leave
funeral
the transportation
body, the
States Specified allowances.
United States
the United
the body,
of the
transportation of
and the
funeral and
Veterans'
the following
following sums:
sums: For
flag to
drape Specied alloance.
to drape
For aaflag
pay the
shall pay
Bureau shall
Veterans' Bureau
the
casket,
and
after
burial
to
be
given
to
the
next
of
kin
of
the
the
of
kin
of
next
the
to
given
be
to
burial
after
and
the casket,
deceased, a
sum not
not exceeding
exceeding $7:
$7; also,
for burial
funeral
and funeral
burial and
also. for
a sum
deceased,
expenses
and the
the transportation
of the
body (including
(including preparation
preparation
the body
transportation of
expenses and
of
to the
place of
of burial,
not exceeding
exceeding $100
to
$100 to
sum not
burial, aa sum
the place
body) to
the body)
of the
cover
such
items
and
to
be
paid
to
such
person
or
persons
as
may
be
be
may
as
persons
or
person
such
to
paid
be
to
and
items
cover such
Provisos.
Bureau beneficiaries.
fixed by
regulations: Provided,
Provided, That
such person
person dies
dies while
while BPreabene.ciars.
when such
That when
by regulations:
fixed
receiving from
from the
compensation or
or vocational
vocational training,
training, the
the
bureau compensation
the bureau
receiving
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Dying away
Dying
away from
from
home, etc.,
etc., allowances
home,
allowances
paid in addition
addition
to
transporting body, etc.
transporting
od etc.

Cost of
of attendant.
attendant.
Cost

1925.
1925.

benefits shall be payable
above benefits
payable in
all cases:
Provided further,
That
in all
cases: Provided
further, That

where
from the bureau
bureau medical,
where such person, while
while receiving
receiving from
medical, surgical,
surgical,

or hospital
vocational training, dies
hospital treatment
treatment or vocational
from home
home
dies away
away from
and at the place to which he was ordered
ordered by the bureau,
bureau, or
or while
while
traveling under orders of
benefits shall be
be
of the
the bureau, the
the above
above benefits
payable in all cases and in addition thereto the actual and
and necessary
necessary
cost of the transportation
transportation of the body of
of the
the person
person (including
(including
preparation
preparation of the body) to the place of burial, within
within the continental limits of the United States, its Territories
Territories or possessions
possessions and
and
including also,
including
also, in
of the
the director,
director, the
in the
the discretion
discretion of
the actual
actual and
and

necessary
necessary cost of transportation
transportation of an attendant:
attendant: And
And provided
provided
s further,
further That no accrued pension, compensation,
compensation, or insurance due
at the time of death shall be deducted
deducted from the
allowed.
the sum
sum allowed.
widow,
widow,
"(2) The payment of compensation to a
a widow shall continue
"(2)

No
of aacNr deduction
deduction of
crued pension,
pension, etc.
etc.
Payment
Payment to
to
and parent.

until her death or
or remarriage,
remarriage, and
the payment
payment of
and the
of compensation
compensation to
to a
a

parent
parent shall continue to the death of such parent.
" (3) The payment of compensation
a child shall continue
"(3)
compensation to or for a
until such child reaches the age of eighteen
eighteen years
years or
or marries,
marries, or
or if
if
permanently incapable
such child be permanently
incapable of self-support
self-support by reason
reason of
of
mental or physical
physical defect,
defect, then
incapacity.
mental
then during
during such
such incapacity.
Termination of rates.
Terminationofrates.
"(4) Whenever
Whenever the
the compensation
"(4)
compensation payable
payable to or for the benefit
benefit
of any person under
under the
terminated
the provisions
provisions of this section
section is
is terminated
by the happening
happening of the contingency
it is
limited, the
the
contingency upon
upon which it
is limited,
compensation
compensation thereafter
thereafter for the remaining
beneficiary or
remaining beneficiary
or beneficibeneficiaries, if
if any, shall be the amount
which would
would have
have been
been payable
payable
aries,
amount which
to them if
if they had been the sole original
original beneficiaries.
Children not w
with
i
"(5)
widow and
and the
not in
her custody,
custody,
mcthde
not
th
(5) As
As between
between the
the widow
the children
children not
in her
mother.
and as between children, the amount of compensation shall
shall be
To
To children.
children.

apportioned
as may
prescribed by
by regulation.
regulation.
apportioned as
may be
be prescribed
"(6)
term 'widow,'
(6) The term
widow,' as used in this section, shall not include
one who shall have married
married the deceased
after
deceased later than
than ten
ten years
years after
July 2, 1921,
1921, and shall include widower whenever his condition
condition is
such that if the deceased person were living he would have
been
have been
dependent
upon her
her for
support.
dependent
upon
for
support.
Effective April 6,
17.ffectve Apl
"(7)
That this
1917.
"(7) That
this section shall be deemed to be in effect as of April
Provisos.
6,
1917:
Provided,
however,
the receipt
receipt of
gratuity, pension,
pension ,
of a
a gratuity,
however, That
That the
Provided,
6,
1917:
pension
Receipt
of
Receipt of
account of another or compensation,
on account
compensation, including
including adjusted compensation,
compensation,
by
widow,
widow, child,
child,
person, no bar to other
peents.°artooter
or parent,
parent, on
on account
account of
or
a the death, disability, or service
service of
of any
any
benefits.
Surrendof gratuity person shall not
not
bar
bar
the
payment
of
compensation
on
account
of
the
the
payment
of
compensation
on
account
of
the
Surrender of gratuity
clar, etct.
claim,
etc.
death or disability
disability of any other person: Provided,
Provided, That before
compensation under this section shall be
compensation
claimant shall
be paid the claimant
shall
first surrender
surrender all claim to any gratuity
gratuity or
under
or pension
pension payable
payable under
any other
other law
law on
the death
of the
same person:
person: Provided
Provided
the same
of the
death of
on account
account of
Changes
not retro- any
Changes rot
active.
active.
further, That
further,
no changes
in rates
or compensation
That no
changes in
rates or
compensation made
made by
by this
this
shall be
retroactive in effect."
effect."
ct shall
be retroactive
ompensa Act
Disability compensation.
tion.
Ip
SEC.
6, 7,
7, and 99 of
S
EC. 8. Paragraphs
Paragraphs 6,
of section
section 202
202 of
World War
of the
the World
War
Ante,, p.
Ante
p. 617,
617, amend- Veterans'
Veterans' Act,
Act, 1924, approved
approved June 7, 1924, are hereby amended
amended to
to
ed.
read
as
follows:
as follows
Bureau to furnishread
furnish
services, sur"(6)
medical services,
"(6) In addition to the compensation
compensation above provided, the injured
injured
gical appliances, etc.,
furnished by the United States
Veterans' Bureau
Bureau
addlitiontoeompen.
shall be
be furnished
States Veterans'
in
addition to conapen- person shall
sation.
Cation.
such reasonable
governmental care or medical, surgical,
reasonable governmental
surgical, dental, and
and
hospital services, including payment
payment of
of court
court costs and
and other
other
expenses incident to proceedings
proceedings heretofore
taken for
heretofore or hereafter
hereafter taken
for the
commitment of mentally incompetent persons to institutions for the
treatment of the insane, and shall be furnished
care or treatment
such
furnished with
with such
supplies
supplies including dental appliances, wheel chairs, artificial limbs,
trusses, and similar appliances, including
including special clothing made
necessary
wearing of prosthetic appliances
appliances prescribed by the
necessary by the wearing
the
bureau,
determine to be useful and reasonably
bureau, as the director
director may determine
reasonably
necessary,
necessary, which dental appliances,
appliances, wheel chairs, artificial limbs,
Widow restriction.
restriction.

idow
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trusses,
clothing, and
and similar
similar appliances
appliances may
may be
be procured
procured
trusses, special
special clothing,
by the
the bureau in
in such manner,
by purchase
purchase or
by
manner, either
either by
or manufacture,
manufacture,
as the director
as
director may
to be
be advantageous
advantageous and
and reasonably
may determine
determine to
reasonably
Proviso.
necessary: Provided,
Act shall
necessary:
Provided, That nothing
nothing in this Act
shall be
construed Pfr'Navy0
be construed
Army or Navy status
to
the necessary
control over
over any
to affect
affect the
necessary military
military control
any member
member of
the MiliMili- before discharge not
of the
not
affected.
discharged affected.
tary or Naval Establishments
Establishments before he shall have been discharged
from the
the military
from
military or
naval service.
or naval
service.
Compensation
for pa"(7) Where
any disabled
having neither
neither wife,
wife, child,
nor tie
nsatonfopa
"(7)
Where any
disabled person
person having
child, nor
tients in insane instidependent
been maintained
dependent parent
parent shall, after
after July 1, 1924, have been
maintained by tutions.
the bureau for aa period
or periods
period or
periods amounting
amounting to
in an
an
to six
six months
months in
institution
director to be
be
institution or institutions, and shall be deemed
deemed by the director
insane,
the compensation
compensation for
insane, the
such person
person shall
per
for such
shall thereafter
thereafter be
be $20
$20 per
month so
as he
thereafter be
be maintained
maintained by
by the
so long
long as
he shall
shall thereafter
the bureau
bureau in
in
an institution; and such compensation
compensation may,
may, in
the discretion
in the
discretion of
of the
the
director , be
be paid
paid to
to the
chief officer
officer of
to b
used f
or
director,
the chief
of said
said institution
institution to
bee used
for
Proviso.
the benefit
such person:
person: Provided,
That if
if such
person Addinaallowance
the
benefit of
of such
Provided, however,
however, That
such person
Additional allowance
recovery.
shall recover
recover his
and shall
shall be
suchinstitushall
his reason
reason and
be discharged
discharged from
from such
institu- on recovery.
tion as competent,
competent, an
additional amount
amount of
tion
an additional
$60 per
per month
month shall
of $60
shall be
be
paid
to him
each month
the rate
rate of
of compensation
compensation was
was $20
paid to
him for
for each
month the
$20 per
per
month
provided by
by this
subdivision.
month as
as provided
this subdivision.
Payment of com"All
or any
part of
of the
incompetent pensation
"All or
any part
the compensation,
compensation, of
of any
any mentally
mentally incompetent
pensation to hospital
director.
director, be director.
discretion of
inmate
of an
an institution,
in the
the discretion
of the
the director,
may, in
inmate of
institution, may,
paid
to the
the chief
chief officer
officer of
institution to
be properly
accounted Or dependent relapaid to
of said
said institution
to be
properly accounted
the discretives.
for
and to
used for
for the
the benefit
benefit of
of such
or may
in the
discre- tives.
such inmate,
inmate, or
may in
for and
to be
be used
tion
of the
the director
be apportioned
apportioned to
wife, child,
tion of
director be
to wife,
child, or
or children,
children, or
or
dependent
in accordance
accordance with
with regulations.
dependent parents,
parents, in
regulations.
Rate for veterans in
veterans
hRtefor
in
"After June 30, 1927, the monthly rate of compensation
compensation for all hospitals,
without
hospitals, if
dependents,
after
June
after
June
dependents,
who 30,
disabled), who
and permanently
totally and
than those
veterans
(other than
those totally
permanently disabled),
veterans (other
1927.
are
being maintained
the bureau
in an
are being
maintained by
by the
bureau in
an institution
institution of
of any
any
description and
and who
who are
are without
child, or
wife, child,
or dependent
dependent parent,
parent,
description
without wife,
shall not
shall
not exceed
exceed $40.
$40.
Free treatment, etc.,
‘,‘"(9)
(9) In
addition to
treatment, and
and appliances
now to discharged
In addition
to the
the care
care, treatment,
persons
appliances now
discharged persons
disabled in active servauthorized
by
law,
said
bureau
shall
also
provide,
without
charge
authorized by law, said bureau shall also provide, without charge idisabied
ice since iactive
April 6, serv1917,
and before July2,192.
July 2, 1921.
therefor, hospital,
dental, medical,
medical, surgical,
convalescent care
care andbefore
and convalescent
surgical, and
hospital, dental,
therefor,
Dental
appliances
pp
es
appliances (including
and prosthetic
and
treatment and
prosthetic appliances
(including such dental added.
and treatment
added.
appliances
may be
be found
found reasonably
reasonably necessary
the director)
director)
by the
necessary by
as may
appliances as
for
of the
military or
or naval
of the
the United
United States,
States,
naval forces
forces of
member of
the military
for any
any member
not dishonorably
reason of
any wound
wound or
or
disabled by
by reason
of any
discharged, disabled
not
dishonorably discharged,
injury
or disease
disease contracted,
or by
by reason
of any
aggravaany aggravareason of
contracted, or
received or
injury received
tion
of a
disease,ispecifically
specifically noted
noted at
at examinaexaminaor disease,
preexisting injury
injury or
tion of
a preexisting
tion for
entrance into
into or
employment in
n the
the active
active military
or naval
naval
military or
or employment
tion
for entrance
service
the active
active military
military or
or naval
naval service
service of
the United
United Prosos.
of the
service while
while in
in the
Provisos.
not
States
or after
April 6,
6, 1917,
and before
before July
July 2,
2, 1921:
1921: Provided.
Provided, If
disability not
It disability
1917, and
on or
after April
States on
caused by willful misms'
contracted or aggravaor disease
That the
wound or
or injury
disease contracted
aggrava- conductb'
injury received
received or
That
the wound
conduct.
tion of
of a
injury or
or disease,
disease, for
which such
such hospital,
hospital,
for which
a preexisting
preexisting injury
tion
dental,
medical, surgical,
and convalescent
convalescent care
and treatment
treatment and
and
care and
surgical, and
dental, medical,
prosthetic
appliances (including
(including such
dental appliances
as may
may be
be
appliances as
such dental
prosthetic appliances
found
reasonably necessary
necessary by
the director)
director) shall
shall be
be furnished,
furnished, was
was
by the
found reasonably
incurred
the military
or naval
naval service
service and
his own
incurred in
in the
military or
and not
not caused
caused by
by his
own Reimbusement
Reimbursement for
for
treatment,
willful
misconduct: Provided,
Provided, That
That where
beneficiary of
of the
the bureau
bureau immediate
immediate treatment,
where aabeneficiary
willful misconduct:
if no Bureau facilities
a
ities
iovailable.
service available.
a disease
disease in service
suffers or
or has
injury or
contracted a
or contracted
an injury
has suffered
suffered an
suffers
entitling
him
to
the
benefits
of
this
subdivision,
and
an
emergency
emergency
and
an
entitling him to the benefits of this subdivision,
develops or
or has
developed requiring
requiring immediate
immediate treatment
hospior hospitreatment or
has developed
develops
talization on
on account
injury or
or disease,
bureau
no bureau
and no
disease, and
such injury
of such
account of
talization
facilities are
or were
were then
feasibly available
and in
in the
the judgment
of
judgment of
available and
then feasibly
are or
facilities
the director
director delay
would be
be or
hazardous, the
the
been hazardous,
would have
have been
or would
delay. would
the
director is
is authorized
to reimburse
such beneficiary
reasonable
the reasonable
beneficiary the
reimburse such
authorized to
director
value
such service
service received
received from'
sources other
the bureau.
bureau.
than the
from' sources
other than
value of
of such
facilities.
li Laws,
ities.
SEC.
SEc. 9. Paragraph
Paragraph 10 of section 202 of the World
World War Veterans'
Veterans' Hospital
Public
1st sess.,
P.
621
amended.
at P. 21 amended.
by adding
amended by
7, 1924,
hereby amended
Act,
approved June
June 7,
1924, is
is hereby
adding at
Act, 1924,
1924, approved
the following:
the end
thereof the
following:
end thereof
the
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"
director is
" In the insular possessions
possessions of the United States, the director
further
authorized to
hospitalization in other than
to furnish
furnish hospitalization
further authorized
Government hospitals."
hospitals."
Government
Ante,
amendAnte, p. 622, am
S
EC. 10. That section 208 of the World War Veterans'
Veterans' Act, 1924,
SEC.
ended.
approved
June 7,
7, 1924,
is
hereby amended
amended to
to read
as follows:
follows:
.
read
as
is
hereby
June
1924,
approved
Officers authorized
authorize d to
Officers
"
maintaining law and order
order and of protecting
" For the purpose of maintaining
make
etc. to
make arrests,
arrests, etc.
persons and property
United States
States Veterans' Bureau Hospitals
property at United
persons
the
Director is
to designate
designate at
at such
such hospitals
authorized to
is hereby
hereby authorized
the Director
persons who
who shall
make arrests for any crime or
authority to make
shall have authority
persons
committed on the hospital reservareservaagainst the United States committed
offense against
Jurisdiction
Jurisdiction of com- tion.
forthwith before the
taken forthwith
shall be taken
person so arrested
arrested shall
com- tion. Any person
missioners.
nearest United
States Commissioner,
Commissioner, within whose jurisdiction the
United States
nearest
hospital is located. Travel
Travel and transportation.
transportation expenses
expenses incident
incident
hospital
of this section shall be paid from the
to carrying
carrying out the provisions of
appropriation for
expenses."
for administrative
administrative expenses."
appropriation
Ante, p. 623, amendam endSEC.
S
EC. 11. Section 213 of the World
World War Veterans' Act, 1924,
ed.
approved
7, 1924,
is hereby
amended to
read as
as follows:
follows:
to read
hereby amended
June 7,
1924, is
approved June
Benefits for injuries,
inji
"SEC. 213.
Where any
an injury
injury
suffers or
or has suffered
suffered an
any beneficiary
beneficiary suffers
"SEC.
213. Where
from
etc., resulting frm
training,treatment,etc.
training,treatmenl
or an
aggravation of
existing injury
result of
training,
of training,
injury as
as the result
of an
an existing
an aggravation
t,etc. or
hospitalization,
awarded to him
treatment, awarded
surgical treatment,
or medical
medical or surgical
hospitalization, or
under the
Rehabilitation Act as amended, the War Risk
the Vocational
Vocational Rehabilitation
under
examinatiions. Insurance
From examinations.
sub•
a result of having subInsurance Act as amended, or this Act, or as a
Vol. 40, p. 2406.
mitted to
to examination
authority of
section 303
303 of
of the War
of section
under authority
examination under
mitted
Ante,
p. 62
622..
Ante, p.
of
Risk
section 203 of this Act, and not the result of
Risk Insurance
Insurance Act or section
his misconduct,
misconduct, and
such injury
or aggravation
of an
an existing
existing injury
aggravation of
injury or
and such
his
results
disability to or
beneficiary,
of such
such beneficiary,
the death of
or the
additional disability
in additional
results in
the benefits of this title shall be awarded in the same manner as
though such
aggravation, or
or death
death was
the result
result of
of
was the
such disability,
disability, aggravation,
though
In
lieu of
of compensacomp
In lieu
The benefits of this section
section
to military service during the World War.
tion for injuries
injurieaSto
Government em
employploy- shall be in lieu of the benefits under the Act entitled 'An Act to
ees.
Vol. 39, p. 742.
742.
provide compensation
employees of the United
suffering
States suffering
United States
for employees
compensation for
provide
performance of their duties, and for other
injuries while in the performance
Proisos.
Provisos.
purposes,' approved September 7, 1916: Provided, That application
Time for application.
appliceition purposes,' approved September 7, 1916: Provided, That application
be made for such benefits within two years after
after such injury or
aggravation
occurred or after the passage
passage
aggravation was suffered or such death occurred
ii jury o this Act whichever is
Subrogation Ifif injury
later
date:
Provided
further,
a
whichever
the
Provided
further,
That
the
source.
from other source.
Vol. 40, p. 613.
613.
provisions of
313 of
of the
Risk Insurance
as amended,
amended,
Insurance Act
Act as
the War
War Risk
of section
section 313
provisions
relating
shall be
be applicable
beneficiaries under
under this
to beneficiaries
applicable to
to subrogation,
subrogation, shall
relating to
section."
section."
Insurance.
Insurance.
Site.
12. Section
of the
Veterans' Act,
1924,
Act, 1924,
War Veterans'
World War
the World
300 of
Section 300
SEC. 12.
Ante, p. 624, amendAnte,
arnend.
ed.
approved
June 7,
7, 1924,
is hereby
hereby amended
amended to read as
follows:
as follows:
1924, is
approved June
Granted to all
all perperSEC. 300. In
"Szc.
In order to give to every commissioned
commissioned officer
officer and
and
sons under
servi
SODS
under service
of
enlisted man and to every member of the Army Nurse Corps
part enlisted
War or Navy Di
Departments, upon applicaaplpl c
(female) when employed
(female)
employed
(female) and of the Navy Nurse Corps (female)
tion.
in
War Department
Department
service under
under the War
Department or Navy Department
in active service
protection for themselves
themselves and their dependents,
dependents, the United States,
protection
upon
and without
without medical
medical examination,
examination,
upon application
application to
to the
the bureau
bureau and
shall grant United
United States Government
(converted
insurance (converted
Government life insurance
insurance)
permanent disability
disability of any
insurance) against the death or total permanent
such person in any multiple
multiple of $500, and not less than $1,000 or
more than 810,000,
payment of the premiums as hereinafter
hereinafter
$10,000, upon the payment
Time for makir
making.
provided.
insurance must be
re d
provided. Such
Such insurance
be applied for
for within one hund
hundred
twenty days after enlistment or after entrance into or employand twenty
ment in the active service and before discharge
discharge or resignation.
resignation.
Beneficiaries
Beneficiaries all
allowed.
"The
Iwed.
"
The insurance
insurance shall be payable
payable only to a
a spouse,
spouse, child, granduncle, aunt, nephew, niece brother-inchild, parent, brother, sister, uncle,
sister-in-law, or to any or all of them, and also during total
total
law or sister-in-law,
and permanent
permanent disability to the injured person.
possessions
Insular posses
sions
treatment.
treatment.
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l
"Where aa beneficiary
at the
the time
of designation
by the
the insured
i
nsure d Benef
Beneficiary
recog
recogciary
time of
designation by
beneficiary at
"Where
nized if within peris
within the
permitted class
of beneficiaries
class
whendesis within
the permitted
class of
beneficiaries and
and is
is the
the designated
designated mitted
T il ed c
lass when
desbeneficiary at
ins urance b
ecause o
because
offignated.
of the
the insurance
at the time of the maturity
maturity of
beneficiary
the death
the insured,
beneficiary shall
be
the
death of
of the
insured, such
such beneficiary
shall be
be deemed
deemed to
to be
within
the permitted
permitted class
within the
though the
class even
even though
the status
status of such
such beneficiary
beneficiary
shall have
have been
changed.
shall
been changed.
and unxtedtborne
The United
United States
bear the
the expenses
administration and
Expenses borne by
by
of administration
shall bear
expenses of
""The
States shall
United States.
the excess
mortality and
and disability
cost resulting
the
excess mortality
disability cost
resulting from
from the
the hazards
hazards of
of Premium rates.
rates.
re
rates
war. The
The premium rates shall be the net rates based upon the Premium
American
Experience
Table
of
Mortality
and
interest
In
at
31/2
per
effect
as
o June
June
American Experience
Mortality
31/
2
effect as of
centum
centum per annum. This section shall be deemed to be in effect as 7,1924.
of June
June 7,
of
7, 1924."
1924."
Converted insurance.
SEc. 13.
the World
World War
1924 Ante,
U.4zievelteg2Tsuraenne,11
p. 624, amend301 of
of the
War Veterans'
Veterans' Act,
Act, 1924,
SEC.
13. Section
Section 301
approved June
June 7,
hereby amended
to read
read as
as follows:
follows:
'ed.
is hereby
amended to
approved
7, 1924,
1924, is
to be
Term
rm insurance
atnoce other
S
EC. 301.
Not later
later than
than July
July 2,
all term
insurance held
held by
co nv erted into other
SEC.
301. Not
2, 1926,
1926, all
term insurance
by converted
be forms.
persons
who were
were in
in the
the military
military service
service after
after April
i
m's 1917, shall
shall be
April 6, 1917,
persons who
converted,
into such
such form
or forms
of
converted, without
without medical
medical examination,
examination, into
form or
forms of
insurance
be prescribed
prescribed by
regulations and
and as
Conversion rights.
as the
the insured
insured Conversion
by regulations
insurance as
as may
may be
may request.
request. Regulations
for the
right to
to convert
convert into
may
Regulations shall
shall provide
provide for
the right
into
ordinary
twenty-payment life,
endowment maturing
ordinary life, twenty-payment
life, endowment
maturing at age
sixty-two, and
and into
into other
other usual
preforms of
of insurance,
insurance, and
and shall
shall presixty-two,
usual forms
scribe
the time
method of
of payment
payment of
premiums thereon,
thereon,
of the
the premiums
scribe the
time and
and method
but payments
payments of
premiums in
advance shall
required for
be required
for
of premiums
in advance
shall not
not be
but
periods of
more than
month each and may
deducted from
may be deducted
from the
the
periods
of more
than one
one month
pay or
the insured
insured or
made at
his election.
otherwise made
at his
election.
pay
or deposit
deposit of
of the
or be
be otherwise
Term insurance to
in~slu
"All term
shall cease
when death
death cease
Term
1926, except
except when
on July
July 2,
2, 1926,
cease on
term insurance
insurance shall
"All
9ance to
July 2, 1926.
before July
July 2, 1926. cea Juy 2,matur
or total
shall have
have occurred
occurred before
disability shall
or
total permanent
permanent disability
matured
total disability.
iability.
byInsurance
"In
"In case where an insured whose yearly renewable
renewable term insurance by
has
matured by
by reason
of total
and
disability is
is found
found and
total permanent
permanent disability
reason of
has matured
declared to
be no
longer permanently
disabled, and
and where
permanently and
and totally disabled,
to be
no longer
declared
the
insured is
is required
regulations to
to renew
renew payment
payment of
of prepre- Renewal
Renewal authorized
required under
under regulations
the insured
longer d
a
isti
ledz
.
ed
disabled.
contingency is
miums
said term
where this
this contingency
is extended
extended i nolonger
and where
term insurance,
insurance, and
on said
miums on
beyond
the
period
during
which
said
yearly
renewable
term
insurbeyond the period during which said yearly renewable term insurance otherwise
otherwise must
be converted,
converted, there
such insured
insured
shall be
be given
given such
there shall
must be
ance
an additional
the date
on which
which he
he is
is
date on
years from
from the
period of
of two
two years
an
additional period
required
payment of
premiums in
in which
to convert
convert said
said
which to
of premiums
to renew
renew payment
required to
term
as hereinbefore
hereinbefore provided.
provided.
term insurance
insurance as
payment.
Mode of payment.
be payable
"
The insurance
insurance except
herein shall
shall be
payable in
in two
two Mode
provided herein
except as
as provided
"The
Other provisions auprovisios al.
for thorized.
ther
hundred
equal monthly
installments. Provisions
Provisions for
monthly installments.
and forty
forty equal
hundred and
maturity
at certain
certain ages,
continuous installments
installments during
during: the
the life
for continuous
ages, for
maturity at
both, for
for cash, loan,
of
loan, paid up and
or both,
or beneficiaries,
beneficiaries, or
insured or
of the
the insured
extended
values, dividends
savings, and
and such
other
such other
and savings,
gains and
from gains
dividends from
extended values,
provisions
protection and
and advantage
of and
and for
for alternative
alternative
advantage of
for the
the protection
provisions for
benefits to
insured and
beneficiaries as may be found to be
the beneficiaries
and the
to the
the insured
benefits
reasonable
and practicable,
practicable, may
for in
of
contract of
in the
the contract
provided for
may be
be provided
reasonable and
insurance, or
from time
time to
All calculations
Calculations,etc.
calculations etc.Calculations,
by regulations.
regulations. All
to time
time by
or from
insurance,
shall
the American
Experience Table
and
of Mortality
Mortality and
Table of
American Experience
upon the
be based
based upon
shall be
interest at
at 3
/ per
2
1
no deduction
deduction shall
shall
that no
except that
per annum,
annum, except
centum per
3½/2
per centum
interest
be made
life of
the insured
insured
of the
the life
during the
installments during
for continuous
continuous installments
be
made for
in case
and permanent
permanent disability
disability continues
more than
two Change
Change of benefithan two
continues more
his total
total and
in
case his
i
hundred
Subject to
to regulations,
regulations, the
the insured
ciaries
allowed'
esallowed.
insured ciar
months. Subject
and forty
forty months.
hundred and
shall
at
all
times
have
the
right
to
change
the
beneficiary
or
benefior
benefishall at all times have the right to change the beneficiary
ciaries
without the
the consent
such beneficiary
beneficiaries, but
or beneficiaries,
beneficiary or
of such
consent of
ciaries without
only within
classes herein
provided.
herein provided.
the classes
within the
only
"If no
PnaoyrznrIgio
ate,
by iPayment
to estate,
beneficiary within
permitted class
class be
be designated
designated by
within the
the permitted
no be
beneficiary
"'If
the
insured
as
beneficiary
for
converted
insurance
granted
under
ignated.
the
ignated.
the insured as beneficiary for converted insurance granted under
provisions of
Article IV
of the
War Risk
Risk Insurance
Act, or
Title
or Title
Insurance Act,
the War
IV of
of Article
provisions
III of
Act, either
his lifetime
lifetime or
or by
by his
his last
will and
and testament,
testament,
last will
in his
this Act,
either in
III
of this
or if
beneficiary does
not survive
survive the
then
insured, then
the insured,
does not
designated beneficiary
or
if the
the designated

-
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there
be paid
paid to
to the
of the
of
value of
present value
the present
the insured
insured the
estate of
the estate
shall be
there shall
installments; or if
the remaining
the
remaining unpaid
unpaid monthly
monthly installments;
if the designated
designated
beneficiary
insured and
and dies
dies before
before receiving
receiving all
of the
the
all of
the insured
survives the
beneficiary survives
applicable, then
installments
converted insurance
payable and applicable,
insurance payable
of converted
installments of
there
present
beneficiary the present
estate of such beneficiary
to the estate
be paid to
shall be
there shall
That
value
remaining unpaid
unpaid monthly
installments: Provided,
Provided, That
monthly installments:
of the
the remaining
value of
Proviso.
Proviso.
Escheat to United
Escheat
United
the
no
payments
shall
be
made
to
any
estate
which
the
of
laws
under
which
estate
any
to
made
be
shall
payments
to no
and credit
credit to
States and
fund.
residence of the
beneficiary, as the case may be, would
would
the insured or the beneficiary,
residence
fund.
credited
escheat,
escheat to the United States and be credited
same shall escheat
but same
escheat, but
United States Government life-insurance
life-insurance fund.
the United
to the
Optional lump sum,
"The bureau
in the
converted
for converted
the contract
contract for
provision in
make provision
may make
bureau may
"The
s"num,
etepayment
etc.,
payments.
insurance for
optional settlements,
selected by the insured,
settlements, to be selected
for optional
insurance
whereby such insurance may be made payable either in one sum or
Other
Other installment whereby such insurance may be made payable either in one sum or
'periods.
thirty-six months or more. The bureau may also
in installments for thirty-six
*periods.
include in
provision authorizing the
beneficiary to
the beneficiary
a provision
in said contract
contract a
include
elect
insurance in installments
installments for thirtypayment of the insurance
to receive payment
elect to
insured has not exercised
exercised the
six months or more, but only if the insured
right
provided; and even though the
the
hereinbefore provided;
election as hereinbefore
right of election
contract
insured may have exercised
exercised his right of election the said contract
may
authorize the
the beneficiary
beneficiary to
elect to
to receive
in
such insurance
insurance in
receive such
to elect
may authorize
installments
spread
over
a
greater
period
of
time
than
that
selected
June 77, installments spread over a greater period of time than that selected
Effective
Effective, June
1924.
by the insured. This section shall be deemed to be in effect as of
of
i1.
June
7, 1924."
1924."
une 7,
insuran.
TermTerm
insurance.
S
EG. 14.
Section 303 of the World War Veterans'
Veterans' Act, 1924,
Ante,
p. 625,
amendSEC.
14. Section
62, amendAnte, p.
ed.
follows:
amended to read as follows:
approved June 7, 1924, is hereby amended
to estate if approved
ed
Payment to estate, if
designated
no
no person
person within the permitted
303. If
benefiSEC.
"S
EC. 303.
If no
permitted class be designated
no asurviving
vieng beneficiary of term insurance. as beneficiary
ciaryofterminsuance.
renewable term insurance by the insured
as beneficiary for yearly renewable
either
or by
by his last
last will
will and
and testament
testament or if the
either in his lifetime
lifetime or
designated
survive the insured or survives the
designated beneficiary
beneficiary does not survive
insured and dies prior to receiving
receiving all of the two hundred
hundred and forty
applicable, there shall
installments
payable and applicable
shall
installments or all such as are payable
be paid to the estate of the insured the present
present value of the monthly
monthly
of
payable, said value to be computed
installments thereafter
thereafter payable,
computed as of
Provisos.
date of last payment made under any existing award: Provided,
ontinuance of
Continuance
of pay- date of last payment made under any existing award: Provided,
ing awards.
awards.
That all awards of yearly
yearly renewable
renewable term insurance
insurance which are
are in
in
course of payment
approval of this Act shall
shall
payment on the date of the approval
payments, or
or
continue until the death of the person receiving such payments,
until
this Act. When any
the provisions
provisions of this
same under the
until he
he forfeits same
insurance is now awarded
person to whom such insurance
awarded dies or forfeits his
rights
then there shall be paid to the estate of the
such insurance
insurance then
rights to
to such
insured
the present
value of
remaining unpaid
unpaid monthly
installmonthly installpresent value
of the
the remaining
insured the
Awards to estates
further,
awarded to such person: Provided
of the
the insurance
insurance so awarded
Provided further,
ments of
estates ments
noAfecdtedt
not affected.
That
renewable term insurance which has been
been
yearly renewable
That no award of yearly
made
to
the estate
estate of
a last
surviving
beneficiary shall
be affected
affected
shall
be
made
to
the
of
a
last
surviving
beneficiary
Escheat to United
Provided further,
this amendment:
amendment: Provided
further, That in cases when the
by this
to by
States and credited to
fund.
fund.
estate of an insured
insured would escheat under the laws of the place of
of
his residence
residence the insurance
insurance shall not be paid to the estate but shall
escheat to
the United
United States
States and
credited to
and
the military
military and
to the
and be
be credited
escheat
to the
Effective October 6,
ective October 6, naval insurance
insurance appropriation. This
This section
section shall
shall be
be deemed
deemed to
to be
be
1917.
in effect
effect as
of
6, 1917."
1917."
of October
October 6,
as
in
Reinstated insureinstted insurSEC.
15. Section
Section 304
S
EC. 15.
304 of
the World
War Veterans'
Veterans' Act,
Act, 1924,
of the
World War
1924,
ance.
Ante,
625,
amend- approved
p.
dAne, p.
625,
amendfollows:
approved
June 7, 1924, is hereby amended
amended to read as follows:
ed.
Approval
'SEQ. 304.
In the
that all
all provisions
of the
Approval of applica- "SEC.
304. In
the event
event that
provisions of
the rules
rules and
and
tion for, without mediregulations other
other than
than the
the requirements
to the
condition
physical condition
the physical
as to
requirements as
efamathon medi- regulations
can
cal eaRrnination.
applicant for
complied with an application
application
of the applicant
for insurance
insurance have been complied
for
lapsed or canceled
canceled yearly
whole or
or in part, of lapsed
yearly
for reinstatement,
reinstatement, in whole
renewable term insurance
United States Government
Government life insurance
insurance or United
(converted insurance)
insurance) hereafter
if made
approved if
hereafter made may be approved
(converted
within one
passage of this
one year
year after
after the
the passage
this Act
Act or within two
two years
On
on death
death of benefibeneficiary without receiving
installments.
all installments.
ing all
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cancellation: Provided,
after the date of lapse or cancellation:
Provided, That the applicant's
an injury
of an
an
cant's disability
disability is
is the
injury or
the result
result of
of an
or of
or disease,
disease, or
aggravation
or contracted
in the
active military
or
aggravation thereof,
thereof, suffered
suffered or
contracted in
the active
military or
naval service during the World
Provided further,
further, That the
World War:
War: Provided
applicant during
satisfactory to
during his lifetime
lifetime submits
submits proof
proof satisfactory
to the
the
director
that he
and permanently
permanently disabled.
disabled.
director showing
showing that
he is
is not
not totally
totally and
As aa condition,
condition, however,
however, to the acceptance
acceptance of an application
application for
for
the reinstatement
reinstatement of lapsed
canceled yearly
term
lapsed or canceled
yearly renewable
renewable term
insurance,
where the
the requirements
insurance, where
requirements as
physical condition of
as to the physical
of
the applicant
applicant have
have not
not been
complied with,
with, or,
or, for
reinstatement
the
been complied
for the
the reinstatement
of United
United States Government
Government life
life insurance
(converted insurance),
insurance (converted
insurance),
the applicant
required to
to pay
pay all
all the
the back
back monthly
monthly premiums
the
applicant shall
shall be
be required
premiums
which
would
have
become
payable
if such
insurance
had
not
lapsed,
together
which would
withhave
interest
become
at payable
the rateif of
such
5 insurance
per centum
hadper
not annum,
lapsed,
together with interest at the rate of 5 per centum per annum,
compounded
annually, on
each premium
premium from
from the
compounded annually,
on each
the date
date said
said premium
premium
further, That no
is due by the terms of the policy:
policy: And provided
provided further,
term
insurance shall
shall be
reinstated after
after July
2, 1926."
term insurance
be reinstated
July 2,
1926."
SEC.
A new section
SEC. 16. A
section be added
added to Title IV
IV of
of the World
World War
Veterans' Act,
1924, approved
June 7,
1924, to
be known
as section
Veterans'
Act, 1924,
approved June
7, 1924,
to be
known as
section
407,
read as
follows:
407, and
and to
to read
as follows:

Provisos.
Ifdisiit
disability from
from
World War
service.
World
War service.

Proof of not
not totally
disprefd
totally
disabled.
Back premiums to be
paid.P

paid.

None allowed
after
jNone
July
2, 1926. e ate
Vocational rehabiliVocational
rehabilitation.
tation.
Ante,
p. 628,
622, amendamendAnte,
p.
4
ed.

TraineesaUOertd
allowed to
"SEC.
director is
is authorized
"
SEc. 407.
407. The
The director
authorized to
to make
make provisions
provisions by
by retain
retai
t
part of e
quipment,
etc.
regulation
trainees of
the United
States Veterans'
regulation whereby
whereby trainees
of the
United States
Veterans' Bureau
Bureau ment, etc.
who
have successfully
successfully completed
completed their
courses or
who have
their courses
or such
such part
part of
of their
their
courses as
to enter
enter employment
or business
business in
in line
line with
with
courses
as enables
enables them
them to
employment or
their training
shall be
be allowed
to retain
equipment, supplies,
supplies,
their
training shall
allowed to
retain such
such equipment,
and
books as
as the
the director
may by
by regulation
and books
director may
regulation prescribe."
prescribe."
Penalties.
S
EC. 17.
17. Section
Section 500
the World
World War
War Veterans'
Act, 1924,
SEC.
500 of
of the
Veterans' Act,
1924, Ante,
amendAnte, p.
p. 628,
628, amended.
approved
follows:
approved June
June 7,
7, 1924,
1924, is hereby amended
amended to
to read as
as follows:
ed.
Restriction on recogSEC. 500. Except
event of
of legal
legal proceedings
under section
""SEC.
Except in
in the
the event
proceedings under
section nizin
nics^^tion
claim ona
g
ents,
recogizingg claim
agents,
attorney except the etc.
etc.
no claim
claim agent
agent or attorney
19 of
of Title II of this
this Act,
Act, no
Ante. p. 1302.
recognized representatives
representatives of
of the
the American
American Red
Red Cross,
the American
recognized
Cross, the
American Ante. P 1302.
Legion, the
Disabled American
Legion.
the Disabled
American Veterans,
Veterans, and
and Veterans
Veterans of
of Foreign
Foreign
Wars,
other organizations
as shall
be approved
the
Wars, and
and such
such other
organizations as
shall be
approved by
by the
director shall
be recognized
recognized in
the presentation
director
shall be
in the
presentation or
or adjudication
adjudication of
of
Pay
services limlimclaims
III, and
and IV
IV" of
of this
Act, and
to ited.
claims under
under Titles
Titles II,
II, III,
this Act
and payment
payment to
Pay for
for servis
any attorney
attorney or
such assistance
assistance as
be required
the
ahy
or agent
agent for
for such
as may
may be
required in
in the
preparation and
and execution
papers in
any application
preparation
execution of
of the
the necessary
necessary papers
in any
application Proviso.
to the
the bureau
any one
one ease:
to
bureau shall
shall not
not exceed
exceed $10
$10 in
in any
case: Provided,
Provided, Determination
of fee
fee
Detrmination of
by
court inn insurhowever, That
That wherever
wherever a
a judgment
judgment or
or decree
decree shall
shall be
be rendered
rendered ance
by the
thecourt
insur
however,
cases.
in an
action brought
brought pursuant
pursuant to
to section
section 19
19 of
Title I
this Act
of Title
I of
of this
Actcea
in
an action
the
as a
a part
of its
its judgment
or decree,
decree, shall
shall determine
and
determine and
court, as
part of
judgment or
the court,
allow
fees for
the attorneys
attorneys of
of the
party or
or
the successful
successful party
allow reasonable
reasonable fees
for the
parties
apportion same
same if
if proper,
proper, said
said fees
fees not
not to
to exceed
exceed 10
10 per
per
parties and
and apportion
centum of
the amount
recovered and
and to
be paid
the bureau
bureau out
out
to be
paid by
by the
centum
of the
amount recovered
of
payments to
be made
made under
the judgment
judgment or
of the
the payments
to be
under the
or decree
decree at
at a
a rate
rate Punishment for sonot
each of
of such
until paid.
paid. Any
Any liciting,
not exceeding
exceeding one-tenth
one-tenth of
of each
such payments
payments until
liiting, receiving
etc.,
receiving, etc.,
unauthorized fees.
person who
solicit, contract
charge, unauthorized
ees.
person
who shall,
shall, directly
directly or
or indirectly,
indirectly, solicit,
contract for,
for, charge,
or receive,
receive, or
or who
attempt to
to solicit,
solicit, contract
contract for,
for, charge,
or
who shall
shall attempt
charge, or
or
receive.
fee or
provided, shall
receive any
any fee
or compensation,
compensation, except
except as
as herein
herein provided,
shall be
be
guilty
of aa misdemeanor,
misdemeanor, and
for each
each and
offense shall
shall be
be
guilty of
and for
and every
every offense
punishable
not more
than $500
by imprisonment
punishable by
by aa fine
fine of
of not
more than
$500 or
or by
imprisonment at
at
hard
labor for
more than
than two
two years,
by both
fine and
and
hard labor
for not
not more
years, or
or by
both such
such fine
imprisonment."
p
. amendimprisonment."nt
p. 629. amendS
EC. 18.
Section 503
of the
Veterans' Act,
1924, ed.
Act, 1924,
SEC.
18. Section
503 of
the World War Veterans'
approved
is hereby
read as
approved June
June 7,
7, 1924,
1924, is
hereby amended
amended to
to read
as follows:
follows:
Punishment for
for
Punishment
fraudulently receivin
SEC. 503.
503. That
obtain or
or receive
money, check,
receivingg
receive any
any money,
check, fraudulently
That whoever
whoever shall
shall obtain
"SEC.
money, etc.
compensation, insurance,
maintenance and
and support
allowance moneyetsupport allowance
insurance. or
or maintenance
compensation.
under
Insurance Act
the Vocational
Vocational
under the
the War
War Risk
Risk Insurance
Act as
as amended,
amended, the
Rehabilitation
as amended,
or the
the World
War Veterans'
Veterans' Act,
Act,
Act as
amended, or
World War
Rehabilitation Act
1924. and
amendments thereto
thereto without
without being
being entitled
entitled to
same,
any amendments
to the
the same,
1924.
and any
45822*--25t----85
45822°-25t--85
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and
intent to
to defraud
United States
or any
beneficiary of
of
and with intent
defraud the
the United
States or
any beneficiary
the
States Veterans'
Veterans' Bureau
shall be
be punished
punished by
by a
fine of
of
the United
United States
Bureau shall
a fine
not more
more than
than $2,000
$2,000 or
by imprisonment
for not
not more
than one
one
not
or by
imprisonment for
more than
year,
or by
by both
both such
fine
and
imprisonment."
year, or
such fine and imprisonment."
Ante, p. 629, amended.,
. 69, amend- SwE.
SEC. 19. Section 504,
Title V,
V, of
Act,
504, Title
of the
the World
World War
War Veterans'
Veterans' Act,
ed.
1921,
1924, is
hereby amended
amended to
to read
1924, approved
approved June 7,
7, 1924,
is hereby
read as
as follows:
follows:
Presenting false affiPresentg
aff- ""SE.
SEC. 504. Any person who shall knowingly make or cause to be
davits,
statements, etc.,
davits,statements,etc.,
inclaims
in
claimsforcompensafor compensa- made, or conspire, combine, aid, or assist in, agree to,
to, arrange
arrange for,
for,
tion, payment of monmonor in
the making
making or
presentation
of
a false
or
ey, etc.,
etc., aamisdemeanin any
any wise
ey,
misdemean- or
wise procure
procure the
or
presentation
of
a
false
or
or.
or.
fraudulent affidavit,
declaration, certificate,
affidavit, declaration,
certificate, statement,
statement, voucher,
voucher, or
or
concerning any
claim or
or the
paper, or writing
writing purporting
purporting to
to be
be such,
such, concerning
any claim
the
approval of any claim for compensation
approval
compensation or
and support
support
or maintenance
maintenance and
allowance,
the payment
of ally
for himself
himself or
or for
for any
any
allowance, or
or the
payment of
any money,
money, for
Forfeiture of all
hereof, shall
forfeit all
rights,
orfeiture
of all other
other person, under
under Titles
Titles II
II or
or IV
IV hereof,
shall forfeit
all rights,
rights,
etc.
claims, and benefits under
under said titles, and,
addition to
to any
any and
and, in
in addition
and
all
other penalties
imposed by
law, shall
shall be
be guilty
amisdemeanor
misdemeanor
all other
penalties imposed
by law,
guilty of
of
a
Punishment for.
unmentor
and upon conviction thereof shall be punished by a
of not
not more
a fine of
more
imprisonment for not more than
than $1,000 or imprisonment
by both
both
than one year, or
or by
such fine and imprisonment,
imprisonment, for
for each
each such
such offense."
offense."
iduciaries
SEC.
the World
Fiduciaries.
SEC. 20. That a
anew section be added to the
World War
Veterans'
War Veterans'
Ante, p. 629, amendedP.
amed Act, 1924, approved
approved June 7, 1924, to be known as section 505, and
ed.
and
follows:
to read as
as follows:
*mtbezingmoenet for m-. "S
"SEC.
EC. 505. Every guardian,
guardian, curator,
committee, or
curator, conservator,
conservator, committee,
byfl1fl
or
or or
responsibility or care of the claimant
or
or incompetent
incompetent by
by person legally vested with the responsibility
claimant
guardian, curator, etc.
ardian,c
tc or his estate, having
a fiduciary capacity
capacity of
having charge and custody in a
of
money paid, under the War Risk Insurance Act as amended,
amended, or
or
under the World War Veterans'
Veterans' Act, 1924, for
of any
for the
the benefit of
any
minor or incompetent
incompetent claimant, who shall embezzle the
the same
same in
in
violation of his trust or fraudulently
convert the
the same
same to
own
fraudulently convert
to his
his own
use, shall be punished by fine not exceeding
exceeding $2,000
or imprisonment
$2,000 or
imprisonment
at hard labor for aa term not exceeding
exceeding five
five years, or
or both."
both."
March 4,
1925.
Approved, March
4, 1925.

March
4, 192.
1925.
arch 4,
[H. R. 123441
[Public, No.
No. 629].
629.1

isisipi Ri

Mississippi River.
Time extended
extendied for
or
Time
bridging,
by Valley
bridgin
Transfer Railway Company.
pany.
Ante,
amended.
Ant, p. 2,
2,amended.

CAP.
554.-An Act
Act To
To extend
the time
for the
the commencement
CHAP. 554.—An
extend the
time for
commencement and com-

Company, a
corporation,
pletion of the bridge of the
the Valley
Valley Transfer
Transfer Railway
Railway Company,
a corporation,
across the Mississippi River in the State of
of Minnesota.

Be itit enacted
Be
Senate and
and House of
of the
enacted by
by the
the Senate
of Repre8entatives
Representatives of
the
United States
States of America
America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembl.ed, That the times
times

by Valley for commencing
commencing and completing
completing the
the construction
of the
the bridge
bridge of
of
construction of
m
th
corporation, authorized
the Valley Transfer
Transfer Railway
Railway Company,
Company, aa corporation,
authorized
by
Congress, approved
January 30,
1924, to
to be
be built
built across
by Act
Act of
of Congress,
approved January
30, 1924,
the Mississippi
Hennepin and Ramsey Counties,
the
Mississippi River between
between Hennepin
Counties,
Minnesota,
Minnesota, are hereby extended one and three years, respectively,
respectively,
hereof.
from the date of approval hereof.
Amendment
Amendmenet
Snt.
2. The
to alter,
alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
SEC. 2.
The right
right to
expressly reserved.
reserved.
Approved,
Approved, March 4, 1925.
March 4,1925.
4, 1925.
March

[H. R.12
R. 12376.1
[H..
i6.]
630.1
[Public, No.
No. 630.]

Red River of the
North.
North.
Time
extended for
Time extended

CHAP.
555.-An Act
To extend
extend the
the times
times for
for the
commencement and
CRAP. 555.—An
Act To
the commencement
and complecompletion
of the bridge
bridge of
of the
the county
county of
Norman and
town and
village of Halstad,
tion tf the
of Norman
and the
the town
and village
in said county, in the State of Minnesota, and the county
county of
of Traill
Trail' and
town
and the
the town
of
of Herberg,
Herberg, in
in said
said county,
county, in the State of North Dakota, across
across the Red River
of the North on the boundary line between
between said States.

Be ?itt enacted
ou R
enacted by the Senate and H,,,
House of
Rpresentatives
of the
tthe
pre
atives of
commencin
and completing
commencing and
completing the
the construction
construction of
of the bridge of the
county
of Norman
and the
and village
village of
of Halstad,
Halstad, in said
county of
Norman and
the town
town and

brTidt
Umited States of America in Congress
Congress assemble,
assemble, That the times for
for
bridging, betenHade
between Hal- United
sted, Mimi.,
stad,
Minn., and
and
berg, N. Dalt

Herer-
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county, in the State of Minnesota,
Minnesota, and the county of Traill and the
town of Herberg, in said county,
county, in the State of North Dakota, auauthorized by Act
approved July
built across
across
thorized
Act of
of Congress,
Congress, approved
July 1,
1, 1922,
1922, to
to be
be built
the Red River of the North on the boundary
boundary line between said States
States
are hereby extended
respectively, from the date
extended one and three years, respectively,
of approval
of
approval hereof.
hereof.
SEC.
S
EC. 2. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
hereby
expressly
expressly reserved.
reserved.
Approved,
1925.
Approved, March
March 4,
4, 1925.

Making appropriations
appropriations to
CHAP. 556.-An
556.—An Act Making
supply deficiencies
deficiencies in
certain
to supply
in certain
appropriations
appropriations for
for the
ending June
June 30,
1925, and
fiscal years,
the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
30, 1925,
and prior
prior fiscal
years, to
to
provide supplemental appropriations
appropriations for the fiscal years
years ending June
30, 1925,
June 30,
1925,
and June 30, 1926, and for other purposes.
purposes.

42, p.819,
Vol 42,
819, amendamend•

edVol.

Amendment.
Amendment.

March 4, 1925.
[arch
1925.
[H.
R. 4,
123921
[Public, No. 631.]
631.]

it enacted
enacted by
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Be it
by the Senate
the
Representatives of
of the
Second
Deficiency
United States of America in
in Congress
assembled, That the follow- ASecond
United
Congress assembled,
Dedciency
Act, fiscal year 1925.
the Treasury not
notct,
year
.
ing sums are appropriated, out of any money in the
otherwise
appropriated, to supply
otherwise appropriated,
deficiencies in
i
n certain
certain appropriasupply deficiencies
appropriations for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1925, and prior
fiscal years,
prior fiscal
years,
to provide supplemental
supplemental appropriations
appropriations for
for the
fiscal years
the fiscal
years ending
ending
June 30, 1925, and June 30,
and for
30, 1926,
1926, and
for other
other purposes,
purposes, namely:
namely:
LEGISLATIVE
LEGISLATIVE

Legislative.
Legislative.

The appropriations
appropriations for the fiscal year 1926 for compensation
compensation of aInreased
g i 7 comenaVrEa r a
t"
the Vice President of the United
heads of
the Executive
Executive Cabinet
United States
States, the
the heads
of the
Mee
embees
rs, etc.,
CabinetMembers,
1&liable.
Departments
who are
members of
of States,
the
Cabinet, Senators,
Departments who
are members
the President's Cabinet,
Senators, ImAmediately
'imAmntdi.
ble.
Representatives in Congress, Delegates
Representatives
Delegates from
from Territories,
ResiTerritories, and Resident Commissioners, shall be immediately
available upon
the apapimmediately available
upon the
proval
the Acts containing
proval of the
containing such
such appropriations.
appropriations.
ne

SENATE
SENATE

aS
7

1

Senate.
Senate.

Frank B.
Brandeges.
B. Brandegee.

To
Edward D.
D. Brandegee,
Brandegee, Martina
Martina E.
E. Brandegee,
Brandegee, Clarence
Clarence Pay
To pay
pay to
to Edward
of.
Pay to heirs of.
next of
sole surB. Wood
Wood and John
John Brandegee
Brandegee Wood,
Wood, next
of kin
kin and
and sole
surviving heirs-at-law
heirs-at-law of Honorable
Honorable Frank B. Brandegee,
late a
SenBrandegee, late
a SenConnecticut, $7,500.
$7,500.
ator from
from the State
State of Connecticut,
W. Mc•
To enable the Secretary
Secretary of the Senate to pay
appropria- c2Za.re
pay from
from the
theappropriacM1ret W.
MC.
clerical assistance to Senators
tion for clerical
Senators for
1925, to Servisaa.
for the fiscal year
year 1925,
servces.
Margaret
for services
services rendered
additional clerk
Margaret W.
W. McCulloch
McCulloch for
rendered as
as additional
clerk to
to
Honorable Rice W. Means, a
a Senator
Senator from the State
Colorado,
State of
of Colorado,
from December
from
December 11, 1924, to
December 31,
31, 1924,
both dates
dates inclusive,
to December
1924, both
inclusive,
at
the rate
rate of
$1,520 per
per annum.
annum.
at the
of $1,520
Alexander
R. Meek.
To
Alexander K.
K. Meek
extra and
services renren- Services.
To pay Alexander
Meek for
for extra
and expert
expert services
c e r K. Meek
dered to
to the
the Committee
Committee en
Pensions
during
the
second
session
of
dered
en Pensions during the second session of
the Sixty-eighth
Sixty-eighth Congress
an assistant
to said
said committee,
committee,
the
Congress as
as an
assistant clerk
clerk to
by detail
detail from
by
from the
the Bureau
Bureau of
of Pensions,
Pensions, $1,200.
$1,200.
Agnes E
E. Locke and
For
installments, for services
For payment,
payment, in
in monthly installments,
services rendered
rendered the
JoAegnE
the Joseph
Lhonkand
E.. Johnson.
Senate,
fiscal
year
1925,
as
follows:
Agnes
E.
Locke,
$630.50;
and
Senate, fiscal year 1925, as follows: Agnes E. Locke, $630.50; and
Joseph E. Johnson,
Johnson, $494; in
in all.
all. $1,124.50.
$1,124.50.
William
oers . L. Walling
For payment, in monthly installments, for services
services rendered
rendered the
L waling
the andlb
an
Senate, fiscal
fiscal year
1926, as
follows: William
$330;
Senate,
year 1926,
as follows:
William L.
L. Walling,
Walling, $330;
Paul Bachschmid,
Bachschmid, $410;
Lewis A.
Nails, $280;
$280; Harry
Harry Walling,
Walling,
Paul
$410; Lewis
A. Nalls,
$410;
McGinn, $410;
Richard Blunt,
Blunt, $130;
$1,970.
$410; James W. McGinn,
$410; Richard
$130; in
in all,
all, $1,970.
Foreign Relations
messenger to the Committee
Foreign Relations, at the rate
For messenger
Committee on Foreign
rate Committee.
oFreignRelations
Messenger.
of $1,260
$1,260 per
per annum,
annum, from
from March
4, 1925,
to June
June 30,
1926, both
both Messenger.
of
March 4,
1925, to
30, 1926,
dates inclusive, $1,673.
$1,673.
dates
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For
payment of medical expenses of James F. Sellers, an emFor payment
received while
ployee
of the
Senate, incurred
incurred by reason of injuries received
while
the Senate,
ployee of
in
the discharge
discharge of his duties, $827.
in the
For expenses
expenses o
inquiries and investigations
investigations ordered by the Senoffinquiries
For
ate,
including
compensation
to
stenographers
stenographers to committees, at
to
compensation
ate, including
such
rate as
by the Committee to Audit and Control
fixed by
be fixed
may be
as may
such rate
the
Contingent Expenses
the Senate, but not exceeding
exceeding 25 cents
of the
Expenses of
the Contingent
per one
hundred words, fiscal year 1925, $40,000.
one hundred
per
For stationery
and the President of the Senate,
Senators and
for Senators
stationery for
For
fiscal year
$3,000.
1925, $3,000.
year 1925,
fiscal

James F.
Sellrs
F. Sellars.
James

Inquiries
bgations.

CH. 556.
II. CH.
SESS. II.
SESS.

and inves-

Stationery.
Stationery.

Memorial
the
to the
Memorial to
Women of
the World
World
of the
Women
War.
Contribution
to.
Contribution to.

MEMORIAL
TO
MEMORIAL TO

WORLD WAR
THE WOMEN
WAR
WOMEN OF THE WORLD
THE

For
part contribution
erection of a
a memorial building
building
the erection
to the
contribution to
a part
For a
with equipment
in the
the District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia to commemorate
commemorate the
equipment in
with
services
sacrifices of
women of
States
the United States
of the
patriotic women
the patriotic
of the
and sacrifices
services and
of
America, of
of its
insular possessions,
of the District of Coand of
possessions, and
its insular
of America,
lumbia
World War,
under the provisions of Public
War, under
the World
during the
lumbia during
Resolution
numbered
27,
Sixty-eighth
Congress, approved
approved June 7,
Congress,
Sixty-eighth
27,
numbered
Resolution
1924, $150,000.

Ante,
p. 665.
Ane, p.665.

Northern Pacific
Pacifi
Northern
land
grants.

JOINT
TO INVESTIGATE
INVESTIGATE NORTHERN
NORTHERN PACIFIC
PACIFIC LAND
LAND GRANTS
GRANTS
COMMITTEE TO
JOINT COMMITTEE

Expenses of Joint
Committee
Committee investigating.
ting.
Reappropriation.
Reappropriation.
Ante,
p. 673.
673.
Ante, p.
Ante, p.
p.462.
462.
Ate,

The appropriation
$50,000, contained
" Second Deficiency
the "
contained in the
of $50,000,
appropriation of
The
Act,
Fiscal Year
1924," to
to provide for expenses of the Joint ComYear 1924,"
Act, Fiscal
mittee
created by
by section
of the
entitled "Joint
"Joint
resolution entitled
public resolution
the public
section 33 of
mittee created
Resolution directing
the Secretary
withhold his
Interior to withhold
the Interior
of the
Secretary of
directing the
Resolution
approval of
of the
Northern Pacific land grants,
adjustment of the Northern
the adjustment
approval
and
for other
purposes," approved
approved June 5, 1924, is continued and
other purposes,"
and for
made available
available until
until June
June 30, 1926.
made

Biographical ConConBiographical
gressional
Directory.
gressional Directory.

DIRECTORY
BIOGRAPHICAL CONGRESSIONAL
CONGRESSIONAL DIRECTORY
BIOGRAPHICAL

Preparing
Preparing new edition.
tion.
1616.
Post, p. 1616.

enable the
Secretary of the Senate
Senate to pay, upon vouchers
vouchers
the Secretary
To enable
approved
chairman or vice chairman
chairman of the Joint Committee
the chairman
by the
approved by
a new edition of the Biographical
Biographical Conon Printing, for preparing a
gressional
Directory, as
concurrent resolufor in House concurrent
provided for
as provided
gressional Directory,
tion,
adopted February 6, 1925, $7,500,
$7,500, to remain available until
tion, adopted
June
said sum
sum or
discretion
thereof, in the discretion
part thereof,
any part
or any
and said
1926; and
30, 1926;
June 30,
of
the chairman
chairman or vice chairman of the Joint Committee on Printof the
ing, may
may be
be paid
as additional
employee of the
compensation to any employee
additional compensation
paid as
ing,
United States.

House of RepresentaHouse
tives.
Lives.
Sydney
Mudd.
Sydney E. Mudd.
Pay
Pa to sister.

to sisterd.

Contested
election
Contested election
expenses.
eiria.
H. La
Guardia.
ouardia.

Henry Frank
Frank.
Henry

Don. H. Clark.

Dn..lark.

Portrait of S
ofoS
Frederick
H.
Girl"
Pit

r

HOUSE
HOUSE

OF
REPRESENTATIVES
OF REPRESENTATIVES

a
To
pay Eleanor
Eleanor V.
V. Wilmer,
sister of Sydney E. Mudd, late a
Wilmer, sister
To pay
Representative
State of
Maryland, $7,500.
of Maryland,
the State
from the
Representative from
incurred as
For payment
payment to Fiorello H. LaGuardia, for expenses incurred
LaGuardia,
contestee
contested-election case of Frank against LaGuardia,
the contested-election
in the
contestee in
audited and recommended
recommended by the Committee on Elections
Elections Numbered
Numbered
audited
$2,000, to be
be disbursed
disbursed by the Clerk of the House.
Two, $2,000,
For payment to Henry Frank, for expenses
expenses incurred as contestant
contestant
LaGuardia. audited
against LaGuardia.
audited
contested-election case of Frank against
in the contested-election
and
Committee on Elections Numbered
Numbered Two,
recommended by the Committee
and recommended
$2,000, to
the Clerk
Clerk of
of the
the House.
House.
by the
disbursed by
to be
be disbursed
$2,000,
contestant
H. Clark, contestant
incurred by Don. H.
expenses incurred
For payment
payment for expenses
in
and
case of Clark against Moore, audited and
contested-election case
in the
the contested-election
recommended
Committee on Elections Numbered
Numbered Two, $2,000,
$2,000,
by the Committee
recommended by
disbursed by the Clerk of the House.
to be disbursed
For
portrait
incurred for painting the portrait
expenses incurred
of expenses
reimbursement of
For reimbursement
of
Honorable Frederick
Frederick H. Gillett, Speaker of the House of Repreof Honorable
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to be
disbursed by
by the
the Clerk
Clerk of
the House
House upon
upon
sentatives, $2,000,
$2,000, to
be disbursed
of the
approval by
by the
approval
the Committee
Committee on
on Accounts.
Accounts.

For pay of substitute telephone operator at the rate of $3.30 per
day
February 1
to June
June 30,
30, 1925,
$635.20.
day from
from February
1 to
1925, inclusive,
inclusive, $635.20.
Representatives, Delegates,
Delegates, and
For
For stationery
stationery for
for Representatives,
and Resident
Resident ComCommissioners,
year 1925,
$125.
missioners, fiscal
fiscal year
1925, $125.
After March 4, 1925, those members of the Committee
Committee on Ways
and Means
and
Means who
are members-elect
members-elect of
of the
the House
House of
who are
of Representatives
Representatives
to
Sixty-ninth Congress,
majority of
of them,
them, until
the meeting
meeting
to the
the Sixty-ninth
Congress, or
or aamajority
until the
are authorized
of the first session of the Sixty-ninth
Sixty-ninth Congress, are
authorized to
to
employ such
such expert,
employ
expert, clerical,
services, and
clerical, and
and stenographic
stenographic services,
and to
to gather
gather
agents or otherwise,
such information,
information, through Government
Government agents
otherwise, as
as to
them may seem fit in
in the
the preparation
preparation of
of aabill or
or bills
bills for the revision
revision
of
Revenue Act
of 1924
1924 and
and internal
laws, and
they are
are
of the
the Revenue
Act of
internal revenue
revenue laws,
and they
authorized
have such
such printing
printing and
and binding
and to
to incur
authorized to
to have
binding done,
done, and
incur
such
expenses as
be deemed
the expenses
such other expenses
as may
may be
deemed necessary;
necessary; all
all the
expenses
thereunder, except
except for
printing and
and binding,
exceeding $2,000,
$2,000, to
to
thereunder,
for printing
binding, not
not exceeding
be paid out of the contingent
fund of
contingent fund
vouchers
of the
the House
House on
on the
the usual vouchers
approved
as now
approved as
now provided
provided by
by law.
law.
ARCHITECT
OF 1.11.1,
ARCHITECT OF
THE CAPITOL
CAPITOL
For
the purchase
purchase of
of two
busts to
be placed
placed in
For the
two marble
marble pedestals
pedestals for
for busts
to be
in

Telephone
operator.
Telephoneoperator.
Stationery.
Stationery.
Ways and
cwas
Committee.

Means
Means

Employment of exEmployment
pert services by mem69th ConConbers-eect
bers-elect off 69th

gress who were members of, to prepare
revenue bills, etc.

ges who ere memrevenue

etc.

Expenses from
tingePnsnd
tingent fund.fm

Architect
Architect
Capit
Capitol.

con-

con

of
of the
the

of the

Pedestals for busts.

Pedestals for busts.

the Capitol
Building, fiscal
fiscal year
year 1925,
the
Capitol Building,
1925, $750.
$750.
plant.
Capitol Power
Power Plant: For
Capitol
For the
the installation
installation of new stokers
stokers and for
for Capitol
Capitol power
power plantother improvements,
improvements, including
including the
the necessary
necessary labor
labor and
material conand material
nected
nected therewith, $251,800,
$251,800, to
remain available
available until
until June
June 30,
1926.
to remain
30, 1926.
Senate Offce
Office Build
Buld
miscellaneous items, and tog.
. senate
Senate Office
Office Building:
Building: For maintenance, miscellaneous
supplies,
personal and
the maintenance.
supplies, and
and for
for all
all necessary
necessary personal
and other
other services
services for
for the
Maintenance.
care and operation
care
operation of the
Office Building,
Building, under
the direction
direction
the Senate
Senate Cffice
under the
and supervision
the Senate
Senate Committee
supervision of the
year 1925,
Committee on Rules,
Rules, fiscal year
1925,
$5,000.
$5,000.

Construction, etc., of
Street aCneostuitntetc.,
the first
first floor
floor B
suite on
on the
construction of
For
of a
a three-room
three-room suite
B Street
For construction
anew suite.
corridor
of the
partitions of
of terraterracorridor of
the Senate
Senate Office
Office Building,
Building, including
including partitions
cotta,
mahogany doors,
molding, and
and so
so forth,
forth, fiscal
fiscal year
cotta, mahogany
doors, trims,
trims, molding,
year 1925,
1925,
$4,000.
$4.000.
For
and rugs
for the
the new
new suite,
suite, including
installation of
For carpets
carpets and
rugs for
including installation
of a
a
toilet in
in room
room 350,
year 1925,
$1,500.
fiscal year
1925, $1,500.
toilet
350, fiscal

GOVERNMENT
GOVERNMENT PRINTING
PRINTING OFFICE
OFFICE

Government
Government
Ing
Ofice.
ing Office.
Samuel
Samuel

Print-

Robinson,
Robinson,

To
Samuel Robinson,
Joseph De
De Fontes,
Fontes, William Madden,
Madden,
Madden, Joseph
To pay
pay Samuel
Robinson, William
William Madden,
Joseph De Fontes, and
and
during the
the second
second Jopsepoh
night duty
duty during
L. George,
George, messengers
messengers on
on night
and Preston
Preston L.
PrestonDe
L. Fon
George., and
session
Congress, for
for extra
$800 each,
extra services,
services, $800
each,
of the
the Sixty-eighth
Sixty-eighth Congress,
session of
fiscal
year 1925,
1925, $3,200.
$3,200.
fiscal year
EXECUTIVE OFFICE
EXECUTIVE
OFFICE

Executive Office.

Executive Office.

Leases of
of oil
oil lands,
lands,
.Leases

For expenses
arising in
with carrying
carrying inmo
inio effect
effect the
the etc.
etc
expenses arising
in connection
connection with
For
public resolution
entitled "
Joint resolution
resolution directing
directing the
the President
President a
"Joint
resolution entitled
public

ExPel
,,:I':
os
to
f suits
its to
' of
to
and prosecute
prosecute suits
suits to
leases of
of oil
oil lands
Ante, P. SAtep.5.
lands cancel
to cancel
cancel certain
certain leases
to institute
institute and
incidental contracts,
contracts, and
approved FebruFebruand for
for other
other purposes,"
purposes," approved
and incidental
ary 8,
and for
purposes authorized
authorized in
in the
the public
public Ante, p. 16.
same purposes
1924, and
for the
the same
ary
8, 1924,
resolution entitled
entitled "Joint
"Joint resolution
an appropriation
appropriation A P6.
resolution to
to provide
provide an
resolution
for the
prosecution of
of suits
certain leases,
leases, and
other
for other
and for
suits to
to cancel
cancel certain
for
the prosecution
purposes." approved
$100,000, to
to be
be expended
expended by
by
1924, $100.000,
February 27,
27, 1924,
purposes,"
approved February
the President
President and
until June
30, 1926.
Saint
the
and to
to remain
remain available
available until
June 30,
1926.
Saint Lawrence
Lawrence
Not
exceeding $275,000
$275,000 of
heretofore appropriated
appropriated for
River.
for River.
of funds
funds heretofore
Not exceeding
maintenance and
shall be
riv
S
e
uran
veys,
etc.,approfrom
dharbor
maintenance
and improvement
improvement of
of river
river and
and harbor
harbor works
works shall
be riveryandareor
faro
available
under the
the direction
surveys of the
the priotons.
Priarti°113President for surveys
of the
the President
direction of
available under
Saint
Lawrence River
River and
the preparation
preparation of
of plans
plans and
estimates
and estimates
Saint Lawrence
and the
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section of the Joint Board of Engineers on the
by the United States section
Saint
agreement between the GovSaint Lawrence
Lawrence project, approved by agreement
ernments of Canada
Canada and the United States.
ernments
Executive Mansion.
Mansion.
Executive

AND GROUNDS
GROUNDS
EXECUTIVE MANSION
EXECUTIVE
MANSION AND

Improving
grounds.
Improving grounds.

maintenance of Executive Mansion
For improvement
improvement and maintenance
grounds, fiscal year 1925, $1,300.

Arlington Memorial
Memorial
Arlington
Bridge
Commission.
Bridge Commission.

ARLINGTON MEMORIAL
COMMISSION
MEMORIAL BRIDGE COMMISSION
ARLINGTON

Commencing
ommencng
struction.
structdon.

conCOIL-

Ante,
974.
Ante, p. 974

For commencing
commencing the construction
construction of the Arlington
Arlington Memorial
Memorial
Bridge
across
the
Potomac
River
at
Washington,
authorized
in
an
in an
authorized
at
Washington,
River
Potomac
Bridge across the
Act
"An Act to provide for the construction
memorial
construction of aamemorial
Act entitled "An
bridge across
the Potomac
Potomac River
from a
a point near
Lincoln
near the
the Lincoln
River from
across the
bridge
Memorial in the
appropriate point in the
to an appropriate
Washington to
the city
city of
of Washington
Memorial
State
Virginia, and
and for
other purposes,"
24,
February 24,
approved February
purposes," approved
for other
State of
of Virginia,
1925,
expended in
accordance with the provisions and condiin accordance
1925, to be expended
tions of the said Act, $500,000,
$500,000, to remain available until expended.
EMPLOYEES'
COMMISSION
EMPLOYEES' COMPENSATION
COMPENSATION COMMISSION

Employee's CompenCompenEmployee's
sation Commission.
Commission.
Contingent expenses,
etc.

For furniture
furniture and other equipment
equipment and repairs thereto; law books,

contingent expenses,

Vol. 39, p. 747.
Vo. 39, . 77

books of
traveling
and supplies, traveling
stationery and
periodicals, stationery
of reference,
reference, periodicals,
books
expenses, medical
examinations, traveling
traveling and
and other
and
expenses, and
other expenses
medical examinations,
expenses,
payable to
employees under
under sections
21 and
and 22
22 of
the
loss of wages
wages payable
to employees
sections 21
Of the
Act
miscellaneous items, fiscal year
year
Act of
of September 7, 1916, and for miscellaneous
1924, $500;
fiscal year
year 1925, $1,500.
1924,
$500; fiscal

General Accounting
General
Accounting
Office.
Office.

Office personnel.
personnel.

GENERAL
ACCOUNTING OFFICE
GENERAL ACCOUNTING
Salaries:
personal services
services in
District of Columbia
Columbia in
the District
in the
For personal
Salaries: For
accordance with
with the
Classification Act
1923, $50,000,
$50,000, to remain
remain
Act of
of 1923,
the Classification
accordance
available until June 30, 1926.
STATE, WAR,
WAR, AND
AND NAVY
DEPARTMENT BUILDINGS
BUILDINGS
NAVY DEPARTMENT
STATE,

Department
State, War,
Buildings.
andliav
Navy
artand
State,p

Department Buildings.

New elevators
main building.

Railroad
Railroad
tration.

i
n

in

AdminisAdminis-

hydraulically operated elevators in the State, War,
For replacing hydraulically
and
Department Building
with electrically
electrically operated
and
ones and
operated ones
Building with
and Navy
Navy Department
for
the installation
installation of
of an
an additional
additional generating
$70,000, to
to
generating unit, $70,000,
for the
remain
30, 1926.
June 30,
remain available until June
UNITED STATES
STATES RAILROAD
RAILROAD ADMINISTRATION
ADMINISTRATION
UNITED

Federal control
control credit
credit
of,
covered into
of, covered
into the
Treasury.

The
$440,000,000 of
of the amount to the credit of the approof $440,000,000
The sum of
priation
of Transportation
Transportation Systems"
Systems" shall be
Control of
"Federal Control
priation "Federal
covered into
Treasury immediinto the
the Treasury
and covered
the surplus
surplus fund and
carried to
to the
ately upon the approval of this Act.

Bicentennial
of
Bicentennial
of
Washington's
BirthWashington's
day.
day.

CELEBRATION
COMMISSION FOR THE CELEBRATION
UNITED STATES COMMISSION
UNITED
ANNIVERSARY OF THE
OF THE TWO
TWO HUNDREDTH
HUNDREDTH ANNIVERSARY
THE
BIRTH OF GEORGE WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON
BIRTH

Expenses of
of commiscommisExpenses
sion for
for celebrating.

Commission
For all necessary
necessary expenditures
expenditures by
by the
the United States Commission
for the Celebration
Celebration of the Two Hundredth
Anniversary of the Birth
Hundredth Anniversary
of
George Washington,
Washington, including compensation
of George
compensation of employees
employees and
and
expert advisers and traveling and other expenses of the commission, as provided by Public Resolution
approved DeResolution Numbered 38, approved
cember 2, 1924, $10,000,
$10,000, to remain available during the life of the
Commission.

Ante, p.
Ate,
p. 671.
671.
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SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS. SESS.
SESS. II.
SIXTY-EIGHTH
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Mecklenburg SesquiMecklenburg
UNITED STATES
STATES MECKLENBURG
SESQUICENTENNIAL centennial.
MECKLENBURG SESQUICENTENNIAL
centennial.
COMMISSION
COMMISSION

celeCommission
Commission for celeThere is established
established a
a commission, to be known as the United brating,
brating, created.
States
Mecklenburg Sesquicentennial
Commission, to be composed
composed Composition.
Sesquicentennial Commission,
States Mecklenburg
p. 1267.
1267.
Ante, p.
commissioners, as follows: Three
Three persons to be appointed
appointed
of eleven commissioners,
President
United States, four Senators by the President
by the President of the United
Representatives to
of the Senate, and four Members of the House of Representatives
be appointed by the Speaker. The commission shall serve without
compensation and shall select a
chairman from among their number.
a chairman
compensation
Expenses
Expenses of commisexpended by sion.
There is hereby appropriated
appropriated the sum of $5,000 to be expended
necessary traveling expenses and subthe commission for actual and necessary
sistence while discharging its official duties outside the District of Participation
Participation in the
Columbia. There is hereby also appropriated the sum of $10,000 to celebration.
celebration.
be utilized in the discretion of the commission for the appropriate
participation
United States in the celebration and
participation on the part of the United
observance at the city of Charlotte, county
county of Mecklenburg, North
observance
the 18th, 19th, 20th, 21st, and 22d days of May, 1925,
Carolina, on the
anniversary of the patriotic action
of the one hundred and fiftieth anniversary
action
of
Carolina, in May, 1775,
of the
the citizens of Mecklenburg County, North Carolina,
in declaring
declaring their independence
independence of the English
English Crown.

UNITED STATES
STATES BUNKER
BUNKER HILL
SESQUICENTENNIAL
HILL SESQUICENTENNIAL
UNITED
COMMISSION
COMMISSION

Bunker Hil

Bunker Hill Sesquiesquicentennial.

For
and necessary
and subsistence
subsistence expenses
expenses of si.Expensesotcommisrenses of commistraveling and
necessary traveling
actual and
For actual
p.1099.
Com- An,
members of
Sesquicentennial Corn.,1;ne, p.
1060.
States Bunker Hill Sesquicentennial
the United
United States
of the
members
in the
in the
mission in
in the
the discharge
discharge of
of their
their duties
duties outside
outside of
aw
ebra—o—.
fill?,
of the District of ceebration..
mission
P

t.ion

Columbia, $5,000,
for expenses
appropriate celeincident to the appropriate
expenses incident
and for
$5,000, and
Columbia,
bration and
and observation
observation of
hundred and fiftieth anniversary
anniversary
of the one hundred
bration
$10,000; in all, fiscal years 1925 and
Battle of Bunker Hill, $10,000;
of the Battle
1926,
$15,000, said
said sum
sum to
be expended
expended in the discretion
discretion of the comto be
1926, $15,000,
mission named herein.
UNITED STATES
VETERANS' BUREAU
STATES VETERANS'
UNITED

Veterans' Bureau.

hospital
Additional hospital
The appropriation
appropriation of
of $3,850,000,
$3,850,000, and
and the
the authority to incur obli- facilities,
The
Reaaropiiation.
Reappropriation.
hospital
gations
in
addition
thereto
for
$3,000,000,
for
additional
hospital
additional
for
$3,000,000,
gations in addition thereto for
Ante, p. 081.
and
out-patient dispensary
dispensary facilities
for patients
patients of
of the
United Ante, p. 681.
the United
facilities for
and out-patient
States
Veterans' Bureau,
Bureau, contained
"Second Deficiency
Deficiency Act,
the "Second
in the
contained in
States Veterans'
fiscal year
year 1924,"
1924," are
until June
30, 1926.
June 30,
1926.proper
are extended
extended until
fiscal
Payincglaims.
proper ty
Damage claims:
claims: To
To pay
pay claims
claims for
for damages
damages to
to or
of priceaims.
pri- ags
losses of
or losses
Damage
vately owned
adjusted and
and determined
determined by
by, the United
United damages
Vol. 42, p. 1066.
property adjusted
owned property
vately
States
Veterans' Bureau
Bureau under
the provisions
provisions of
the Act
Act approved
approved Vol. 42, . 1066.
of the
under the
States Veterans'
December
(Forty-second Statutes,
Statutes, page
1066), as
fully set
as fully
page 1066),
1922 (Forty-second
28, 1922
December 28,
forth in
in House
636, Sixty-eighth
Congress,
Sixty-eighth Congress,
Numbered 636,
Document Numbered
House Document
forth
$558.75.
Peacock Military
$558.75.
Military
To
pay Edith
the Peacock
Military Col- College.
Peacock Military
of the
treasurer of
Peacock, treasurer
W. Peacock,
Edith W.
To pay
Payment to, for use of
foruseo
$12,000 in full and final settlement
lege (Incorporated),
(Incorporated), the sum of $12,000
settlement real
and
personal
propproprealPaymentro,
and personal
erty.
erty.
the
and/or
of
any
and
all
claims
which
the
said
Edith
W.
Peacock
and/or
of any and all claims which the said Edith W. Peacock
said
Peacock Military
Military College
College has,
has, or
or may
may have,
against the
United
the United
have, against
said Peacock
States, and
all claims
which the
the United
States has,
has, or
or
United States
claims which
and all
any and
of any
and of
States,
may have,
the said
said Edith
Edith W.
Peasaid Peathe said
and/or the
Peacock and/or
W. Peacock
against the
have, against
may
cock
Military College
from, growing
of, or
or in
way
any way
in any
out of,
growing out
arising from,
College arising
cock Military
connected with
with the
the use
United States,
in conconStates, in
the United
by the
occupation by
and occupation
use and
connected
nection
with the
operation of
of a
school at or near
near
training school
vocational training
a vocational
the operation
nection with
San Antonio,
Antonio, Texas,
any and
and all
improvements, furniture,
furniture,
lands, improvements,
all lands,
of any
Texas. of
San
equipment,
paraphernalia, or
facilities owned
or controlled
controlled by
the
by the
owned or
or facilities
equipment, paraphernalia,
said
W. Peacock
Peacock or
the said
College: Proor aall clai
Pr
Pro- Proviso.
Military College:
Peacock Military
said Peacock
or the
Waiver
of
claims
Edith W.
said Edith
vided,
That before
any sum
sum is
is paid
paid hereunder
hereunder the
said Edith
Edith W.
required.
W. required.
the said
before any
vided, That
Peacock
and the
said Peacock
Peacock Military
(Incorporated) shall
shall
College (Incorporated)
Military College
the said
Peacock and
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file with
Comptroller General
General of
of the United States aa waiver of
file
with the
the Comptroller
all claims
the United
United States
States growing
of the
the matters
matters
growing out
out of
all
claims against
against the
herein set out.
District ofColumbia.
of Columbia.
Payment
Payment of reallocated
cated salaries.
salaries.

DISTRICT
OF COLUMBIA
COLUMBIA
DISTRICT OF
To
provide for
for the
the payment
of salaries
the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1925
1925
salaries during
during the
payment of
To provide
in accordance
accordance with
with the
reallocation of
revised and apof positions
positions as revised
the reallocation
in
proved by
the Personnel
Classification Board,
forth in
in House
set forth
Board, as set
Personnel Classification
by the
proved
Document
Numbered 610,
Sixty-eighth Congress,
$73,621.53.
Congress, $73,621.53.
610, Sixty-eighth
Document Numbered
GENERAL
GENERAL EXPENSES
EXPENSES

Executive Ofllee.
Office.
Executive

EXECUTIVE OFFICE
OFFICE
EXECUTIVE

Personal services.
services.
Personal

For
accordance with
the Classification
Classification Act of
with the
in accordance
services in
For personal
personal services
1923,
fiscal years
1926, $6,600.
$6,600.
and 1926,
1925 and
years 1925
1923, fiscal
Building
Division: For
additional assistant
For temporary
temporary additional
Inspection Division:
Building Inspection
inspectors,
fiscal year
year 1925
$42430.
1925,7 $4,430.
inspectors, fiscal
Plumbing
inspection division:
of
employment of
temporary employment
division: For temporary
Plumbing inspection
additional assistant
inspectors of
plumbing and
such
and laborers
laborers for
for such
of plumbing
additional
assistant inspectors
time as
services may
required, fiscal
fiscal year
$2,000.
year 1925,
1925, $2,000.
be required,
as their
their services
may be
time

Building inspectors.
inspectors.
Building

Plumbing inspectors,
inspectors,
etc.
etc.

OFFICE OF
COUNSEL
OFFICE
OF CORPORATION
CORPORATION COUNSEL

ce.

personal services
services in
accordance with
Act
For personal
in accordance
with the
the Classification
Classification Act
of
1925 and
$4,000.
1926, $4,000.
years 1925
and 1926,
of 1923,
1923, fiscal
fiscal years

Coronor's
office.
Coronor's office.

CORONER'S OFFICE
OFFICE
CORONER'S

Corporation

Corporation counsel's
office.

Expenses
morgue
Expenses of
of morgue
inquests, etc.

inquests
etc.

Employees' compen-

compensatEloynes'
sation fund.

Paymentforinjuries.

Vol.
Payment
39, p.
742.
injuries.
p.for
742.
Vol.
39,

Public library.
Regular personnel.
Regular
personnel
Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneous.

wagon
For the maintenance
For
maintenance of aa nonpassenger-carrying
nonpassenger-carrying motor wagon
for the morgue, jurors'
jurors' fees,
fees, witness fees, making
making autopsies, ice,
disinfectants,
telephone service, and other necessary supplies for
disinfectants, telephone'service,
necessary expenses of holding inquests,
inquests, includthe morgue, and the necessary
ing stenographic
stenographic services in taking testimony, and photographing
photographing
unidentified bodies,
unidentified
bodies, fiscal year 1924, $288.
DISTRICT
OF COLUMBIA
FUND
COMPENSATION FUND
EMPLOYEES' COMPENSATION
COLUMBIA EMPLOYEES'
DISTRICT OF

For carrying
carrying out
out the
provisions of
section 11
11 of
of the
District of
of
the District
of section
the provisions
For
Columbia Appropriation
extending
Columbia
Appropriation Act approved
approved July
July 11,
11, 1919, extending
government of the District of Columbia the
to the employees of the government
provisions of the Act entitled "An
"An Act to provide
provide compensation
compensation
employees of the United States suffering
for employees
suffering injuries while in the
performance
performance of their duties, and for other purposes,"
purposes)"approved
approved September 7, 1916, fiscal year 1925, $5,000.
FREE PUBLIC
LIBRARY
FREE
PUBLIC LIBRARY

For personal services in accordance
accordance with the Classification Act
of 1923, fiscal year 1925, $5,000.

Miscellaneous:
books, periodicals,
Miscellaneous: For books,
and newspapers,
including
periodicals, and
newspapers, including

payment in
subscriptions to periodicals,
newspapers,
payment
in advance
advance for
for subscriptions
periodicals, newspapers,
subscription books, and
1925, $15,000.
subscription
and society publications,
publications, fiscal year 1925,
Contingent
expenses.
Contingent expenses.
For maintenance,
maintenance, repairs, fuel, lighting, fitting up buildings,
lunch-room
equipment; purchase,
exchange, and maintenance
maintenance of
of
lunch-room equipment;
purchase, exchange,
bicycles and motor delivery vehicles, and other contingent
contingent expenses,
fiscal year 1925, $1,000.
$1,000.

SIXTYEI GHTH CONGRE
SS.
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH

SESS. II.
II. CH.
SESS.
CH. 556.

Bell-Deanwood Branch
rooms in
in each
For equipping
For
equipping library
library rooms
each of the Bell-Deanwood
1925,
libraries, with
chairs, tables,
and shelves,
year 1925,
libraries,
with chairs,
tables, desk,
desk, and
shelves, fiscal
fiscal year
$1,750.
$1,750.
buildings, fiscal
year
For repairs
improvements to
to library
For
repairs and
and improvements
library buildings,
fiscal year
1925,
1925., $8,900.
$8,900.
CONTINGENT
CONTINGENT AND
AND MISCELLANEOUS
MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSE&
EXPENSES
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1925.
1925.

Beil-Deanwood
brzleclimis-Deanwood

Equipment.
Equipinent.
Repairs, etc.
Repairs,etc.

Contingentexpenses.
Contingent
expenses.

For
For general
general contingent
contingent and
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses,
expenses, including
including per- Items specified.
sonal
services in
in accordance
Classification Act
with the
the Classification
Act of
of 1923,
1923,
sonal services
accordance with
purchase and
installation of
of traffic
lights, signals,
signals, controls,
controls, and
purchase
and installation
traffic lights,
and
markers, painting
lines, traffic
traffic surveys,
surveys, city
city planning
in relamarkers,
painting white
white lines,
planning in
relaregulation and control,
control, and
expenses as
and such
such other expenses
as
tion to traffic
traffic regulation
necessary in the judgment
judgment of
fiscal years
may be
be necessary
of the
the Commissioners, fiscal
years
1925 and
and 1926,
1926, $50,000.
$50,000.
1925
For
judicial expenses,
procurement of
chains of
title, Judicial expenses.
For judicial
expenses, including
including procurement
of chains
of title,
the
printing of
of briefs
briefs in
the Court
Court of
of the
the District
District of
of Appeals
Appeals of
of
the printing
in the
witness fees, and expert services
Columbia, witness
services in District cases before
Columbia,
the Supreme Court of said District, fiscal year 1925, $1,000.
Refund
erroneous
Refund of
of erroneous
Refund of
of erroneous
erroneous collections:
enable the
in collections.
collections.
collections: To
To enable
the commissioners,
commissioners, in
Refund
any
case where special
tuition charges,
charges, rents,
assessments, school tuition
special assessments,
any case
covered
fees,
character have
have been erroneously
erroneously covered
fees, or
or collections of any character
and the District
into the
Treasury to the
District
of the United
United States and
the credit
credit of
into
the Treasury
erroof Columbia
Columbia in
in the
the proportion
proportion required
required by
by law,
to refund
law, to
refund such
such erroof
fees Vol. 36, p. 967.
refunding of fees
or in part, including
including the refunding
neous payments, wholly
wholly or
paid for
authorized by
by the
the District of
of Columbia
Columbia
permits authorized
paid
for building
building permits
Appropriation Act
Act approved
approved March
1911, fiscal
fiscal year
1925, $1,500:
$1,500: Proviso.
year 1925,
2, 1911,
March 2,
Appropriation
Proiso.
years.
Provided, That
appropriation shall
available for
for such refunds
refunds Prior years.
shall be available
That this
this appropriation
Provided,
of payments
the past three years.
of
payments made within the
SEWERS
SEWERS

Sewers.
Sewers.
Assessment and
and perFossessment
per-

For assessment
assessment and
and permit
work, sewers,
sewers, fiscal
fiscal year
year 1925,
1925, $125,000.
$125,000. mit work.
permit work,
For
STREET IMPROVEMENTS
IMPROVEMENTS
STREET

improvements,
Street improvements,
etc.
Widening

Nichols

Niol
Southeast:
To carry out
entitled "An Act AeVnlie
out the provisions of an Act entitled
Avenue SE.
Southeast: To
Ante, p. 750.
p. 7:).
to provide
provide for
for the
the widening
widening of
between Good Hope Ante,
Avenue between
of Nichols
Nichols Avenue
to
Road and
S Street
Street southeast,"
southeast," approved
January 15,
$4,500.
15, 1925,
1925, $4,500.
approved January
and S
Road
3
Eliminating Lomond
ond
the Public Act of the Sixty-eighth grlimastingjLa
To carry
carry out
the provisions
provisions of the
out the
To
grade crossing.
Congress
Act to
to provide
the elimination
elimination of
of Lamond
Duren Street exLamond Van BurenStreetexfor the
provide for
"An Act
Congress entitled
entitled "An
tension.
grade crossing
crossing in
in the
of Columbia,
Columbia, and
and for
for the
the extension
extension tension.
District of
the District
grade
p. 1097.
of Van
Van Buren
Buren Street,"
years 1925
and 1926,
1926, $59,000.
$59,000.
1925 and
fiscal years
Street," fiscal
of

COLLECTION
AND DISPOSAL
DISPOSAL OF
OF REFUSE
REFUSE
COLLECTION AND

City refuse.

Sweeping, cleaning,
For
prevention, sweeping,
sweeping, and
and cleaning
rcelemamovni,
avenues, iceswalegsinnt;,
streets. avenues,
cleaning streets.
dust prevention,
For dust
ice and snow removal,
etc.
alleys,
and suburban
under the
the immediate
immediate direction
direction of
.
the etc.
of the
streets, under
suburban streets,
alleys. and
commissioners,
for cleaning
and ice
streets, sidesidefrom streets,
ice from
snow and
cleaning snow
and for
commissioners, and
walks. crosswalks,
crosswalks, and
and gutters
the discretion
discretion of
of the
commissioners,
the commissioners,
in the
gutters in
walks.
in the District
including the
the same
same objects
objects specified
specified under
under this
District
this head in
including
of
the fiscal
year 1925,
$35,000.
1925, $35,000.
fiscal year
Act for
for the
Appropriation Act
Columbia Appropriation
of Columbia

PUBLIC
PUBLIC SCHOOLS
SCHOOLS

Public schools.
Public

Columbia Institution
Institution
For expenses
expenses attending
attending the
of deaf
and dumb
dumb persons
persons forColumbia
deaf and
the instruction
instruction of
For
the Deaf.
Instruction expenses.
expenses.
admitted
to the
the Columbia
for the
the Deaf
Deaf from
from the
the District
District Instruction
Institution for
Columbia Institution
admitted to
R. S., see
942.
sec. 4864.
4864, p. 942.
of Columbia.
Columbia, under
of the
Revised Statutes,
Statutes, and
as Vol.
and as
the Revised
4864 of
section 4864
under section
of
Vol. 31,
31, p.
p. 544.
S44.
provided for
Act approved
March 1,
1, 1901,
1901, and
conunder aaconand under
approved March
in the
the Act
for in
provided
tract to
be entered
entered into
into with
the said
said institution
commisby the
the commisinstitution by
with the
to be
tract
sioners, fiscal
fiscal year
1925, $4,250.
$4,250.
year 1925,
sioners,
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Western High.
High.
Western
Furniture and equipment.
d
ment.e
Allowance
for addiaddiAllowance for
tional
motor vehicles.
tional motor
vehicles.
Ante,
7.
Ante,Pp. 557.

nd

Paper
towels, etc.
Paper towels,etc.
LangleyJunior
High,
LangleyJuniorHigh,
additional land.

additionalland.

addtaand.

Western High, addiadditiestern
tion.

High

SESS. II.
II.
SESS.

Cu.
CH. 556.

1925.
1925.

For furniture
including window shades for the
furniture and equipment,
equipment, including
Western High
School and addition thereto, fiscal year 1925, $6,500.
High School
Western
appropriation for contingent
is
The appropriation
contingent expenses,
expenses, fiscal year 1925, is
of
of an allowance
allowance of
the payment
hereby made
to include
include the
payment of
made available
available to
hereby

not
$312 per
per annum for aamotor vehicle for each, the businot exceeding
exceeding $312
manager, from July 8, 1924, and the two first assistant superness manager,
intendents,
December 17, 1924.
from December
intendents, from
for
paper towels
For the
purchase of
towels and for fixtures for
of sanitary
sanitary paper
the purchase
dispensing
1925, $500.
same to the pupils, fiscal year 1925,
dispensing the same
additional amount
For additional
amount for the purchase
purchase of land for school purposes
adjacent to
to the Langley
Langley Junior High School, fiscal year 1925,
1925,
poses adjacent
$5,000.
$5,000.
Western
For completing
completing the construction of an addition to the Western

High
owances from spe-High

Allowances from spe-

fund.e
cial fund.
Aide, p.80.
p. 804.
Ante,

-

School,
1925, $32,500.
$32,500.
year 1925,
fiscal year
School, fiscal
be paid from the special fund created
For the
following, to be
created by the
the following,
For
accounts bemaking an adjustment
Act entitled
"An Act
Act making
adjustment of certain
certain accounts
beAct
entitled "An

approved
Columbia," approved
tween the United States and the District of Columbia,"
February 2,
2, 1925:
1925:
February
McKinley Technical
McKinley
buildings for the McKinley
the construction
construction of new buildings
For
beginning the
For beginning
cKinley Technical
High.
New
buildings.
New buildings.
Technica
$1,000,000, and the commissioners
Technical High School,
School, $1,000,000,
commissioners are aua
contract or contracts for such buildings at a
thorized
thorized to enter into contract
cost,
treatment of
exceed $2,250,$2,250,of the grounds, not to exceed
of the treatment
exclusive of
cost, exclusive
Pr011i44).
Provided, That
to and
277—F,
reservation 277-F,
over reservation
jurisdiction over
and jurisdiction
title to
That title
Transfer
000: Provided,
Transer of title to 000:
Commissioners.
commissioners.
being part of square 3526, are hereby
hereby transferred
transferred to the District of
of
or
Columbia, the said reservation to be included in the site acquired or
to
acquired. for the
School; and the
the McKinley
McKinley Technical High School;
to be
be acquired
Closing of streets and
authorized
Commissioners of the District of Columbia are hereby
hereby authorized
Commissioners
caoeysinagofereetcd
alleys
in area, etc.
area acquired
acquired or to
and directed to close all streets and alleys in the area
McKinley Technical
Lang-,
Technical High School and the Lang-,
be acquired
acquired for
for the McKinley
buildings and grounds,
grounds, where
where title to the
Junior High
High School buildings
ley Junior
property on both sides of any such streets or alleys shall be in the
property
Columbia, the title to the land in such streets or alleys
District of Columbia,
purposes;
closed to revert to the District of Columbia for school purposes;
so closed
Building on
Calvert
including aa
eight-room extensible building, including
Building
on Calvert
For the erection of an eight-room
Street.
Street.
combined
and assembly
assembly hall, on aasite on
on Calvert Street
combined gymnasium
gymnasium and
Street
$175,000;
now owned
owned by the District of Columbia, $175,000;
MacFarland
Junior
construction of aacombined
For the construction
MacFarland Junior
combined assembly hall and gymnasium
gymnasium
High.
High.
Macfarland Junior High School, $100,000;
for the Macfarland
$100,000;
Garnet-Patterson
For the
land adjoining
the Garnet-Patterson
Garnet-Patterson Schools
Schools
of land
adjoining the
For
the purchase
purchase of
Oarnet-Patterson
Schools.
to provide
for the
of a
present
to replace
replace the present
building to
a new
new building
the erection
erection of
provide for
New
to
building.
New building.
buildings, $55,000;
$55,000;
buildings,
Bell School, addition.
For the construction
addition.
Benchool,
construction of an eight-room
eight-room addition to the Bell School,
including
combination gymnasium
gymnasium and assembly hall,
eces hall, the
the n
necesincluding aa combination
sary
purchase of addiof the present building, and the purchase
sary remodeling of
tional land,
$215,000;
land, $215,000;
tional
Brivjitwood,
For
the erection
erection of
building, including
combinaincluding combinaof aa sixteen-room
sixteen-room building,
For the
Newbtwood,
New building.
assembly hall and gymnasium,
replace the
Brightg.
tion assembly
gymnasium, to
to replace
the present
present BrightSchool, $275,000;
$275,000;
wood School,
Park
For the construction of an eight-room
iew, addition.
addition.
Park View,
eight-room addition
addition to the Park View
View
School, including necessary
necessary remodeling of the present building and
and
purchase of additional
additional land, $154,000;
$154,000;
purchase
For the
the construction
on land
land owned
Columbia
of Columbia
the District of
owned by the
construction on
For
Cardoso School.
School.
Cardozo
of an
addition to
Cardozo School,
including aacombiof
an eight-room
eight-room addition
to the
the Cardozo
School, including
combiNew
building.
Junior
Randall Junior
nation gymnasium and assembly hall, for use as the Randall
New building.
$225,000;
High School, $225,000;
Armstrong
Technical High
Armstrong Technical
For connecting
rmstrong Technical
Technical
connecting the new addition
addition to the Armstrong
High.
Additionto.
School with the present
necessary reconstruction
reconstruction
Addition
to.
present building and for necessary
Poriso
of the
Provided,
Commissioners
sg of
alleys, etc
Closing
of alleys,
etc. of the present building, $50,000: Provided, That the Commissioners
directed to
and directed
hereby authorized
of the District of Columbia are hereby
authorized and
to
close all of that part of the thirty-foot alley and the alley connecconnec-
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SESS. II.
II. CH.
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1925.

tions
thereto in
in square
square 553
running
fifteen-foot alley running
of the
the fifteen-foot
east of
553 lying
lying east
tions thereto
north
and south
south through
square, the title to the land in said alley
said square,
through said
north and
and
connections so
so closed
closed to
District of
of Columbia
Columbia
the District
to the
to revert
revert to
and alley
alley connections
alley
for school
commissioners may
may open such alley
the commissioners
and the
purposes; and
for
school purposes;
or
right of
of way
way through
through any
the District
of
District of
by the
owned by
property owned
any property
or right
Columbia in
said square
square as
as they
they may
may deem
necessary in
public
in the public
deem necessary
in said
Columbia
interest
to serve
in lieu
the alley
closed;
connections so closed;
or alley
alley connections
alley or
lieu of
of the
serve in
interest to
Old Western High
ScOld WesternHigh
build- School
School buildFor
necessary remodeling
of the
old Western
Western High
High School
the old
remodeling of
For necessary
building, remodeling.
modeling.
ing,
$47,500;
ing, $47,500;
Adams
new
School, new
siAdams School,
new school
to locate
For
the purchase
site on
on which
locate aa new
school buildbuild- site.
which to
a site
of a
purchase of
For the
ing
the vicinity
School,
the Adams
Adams School,
replace the
to replace
School, to
of the
the Adams
Adams School,
vicinity of
in the
ing in
$160,000;
o Street
$160,000;
0
Street vocational,
Vocational,
to.
additionto.
For
the purchase
purchase of
in the
the vicinity
vicinity of
the 0
O Street Voca- addition
of the
land in
of land
For the
tional
provide for
for the
the construction
construction of
to said
addition to
an addition
of an
to provide
School to
tional School
school,
Junior
High
school, $75,000;
$75,000;
Junior
Hi
gh in
Georgetown.
For
of a
on which
which to
new junior
junior high
high Georgetown.
to locate
locate aa new
a site
site on
purchase of
the purchase
For the
Site.
school
in Georgetown,
Disbursed and aGeorgetown, $100,000;
$100,000;
school building
building in
Disbursed
accounted
for as one fund.
In
all, $2,631,500,
be disbursed
accounted for
"Build- countedforasonefund.
for as
as "Buildand accounted
disbursed and
to be
$2,631,500, to
In all,
ings
and grounds,
revenue fund,"
fund," and for this
surplus revenue
schools, surplus
public schools,
grounds, public
ings and
to.
PProvisos.
st
purpose
and remain
remain available
ex- Use
until exavailable until
fund, and
one fund,
constitute one
shall constitute
purpose shall
restricted
to
specified
objects.
objects.
specifed
for
or
pended:
Provided,
That
no
part
of
such
fund
shall
be
used
be
used
shall
fund
such
pended: Provided, That no part of
on
any school
school building
site not
Pro- Expert services.
specified: Pronot herein
herein specified:
building or
or site
account of
of any
on account
vided
the commissioners
commissioners may
may employ
expert consultconsult- Epertservices.
employ expert
That the
further, That
vided further,
ing services
services in
the projects
projects authorized
herein in
in an
an
authorized herein
with the
connection with
in connection
ing
amount not
not to
to exceed
exceed $1,500.
$1,500.
amount
Police, etc.,
etc., relief
relief
Police,
fund.
fund.
POLICEMEN AND
FUND
RELIEF FUND
FIREMEN'S RELIEF
AND FIREMEN'S
POLICEMEN
To pay
relief and
and other
by law
law there
there
authorized by
as authorized
allowances as
other allowances
the relief
pay the
To
is
hereby appropriated
during the
the fiscal
fiscal year
1925 such
as shall
sums as
such sums
year 1925
appropriated during
is hereby
be
credited to
to the
the policemen
fund, District
District of
of
relief fund,
firemen's relief
and firemen's
policemen and
be credited
Columbia,
trust fund.
fund.
Columbia, trust
HEALTH DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
HEALTH

Payments from.

Payments from

Health department.
Health department.

C
v
o
en
nti
tous
. diseases
ise
For
enforcement of
provisions of
of the
for the
pre- prevoentio
pre
d ues
the preacts for
several acts
the several
the provisions
of the
For enforcement
vention
of contagious
the District
inColumbia, inof Columbia,
District of
in the
diseases in
contagious diseases
vention of
cluding
same objects
objects specified
specified under
the District
District
in the
head in
this head
under this
the same
cluding the
of
Columbia Appropriation
Act for
for the
1925, $5,000.
$5,000.
year 1925,
the fiscal
fiscal year
Appropriation Act
of Columbia
SONS
AND
COURTS AND
COURTS
PRISONS
AND PRISONS
COURTS
COURT
JUVENILE COURT
JUVENII.V1

For
of jurors
and of
prisoners temporarily
temporarily detained
at
detained at
of prisoners
jurors and
meals of
For meals
court awaiting
awaiting trial,
trial, fiscal
1924, $5.77.
$5.77.
year 1924,
fiscal year
court
POLICE
COURT
POLICE COURT
For
compensation of
of jurors,
jurors, fiscal
year 1925,
$4,000.
1925, $4,000.
fiscal year
For compensation
For printing,
law books,
books, books
of reference,
reference, directories
periodidirectories, periodibooks of
printing, law
For
cals, stationery,
of records,
preservation of
rebinding, preservation
and rebinding,
binding and
stationery, binding
cals,
typewriters
and repairs
repairs thereto,
thereto, fuel,
ice, gas,
gas,
fuel, ice,
machine and
adding machine
and adding
typewriters and
electric lights
power, telephone
service, laundry
work, removal
removal
laundry work,
telephone service,
and power,
lights and
electric
of ashes
and rubbish,
mops, brooms,
brooms buckets,
sponges,
dusters, sponges,
buckets, dusters,
rubbish, mops,
ashes and
of
painter's
supplies, toilet
toilet articles,
articles, medicines,
medicines, soap
soap
plumber's supplies,
and plumber's
painter's and
and
disinfectants, United
United States
States flags
halyards, and
other
all other
and all
and halyards,
flags and
and disinfectants,
necessary
and incidental
incidental expenses
of every
every kind
otherwise
not otherwise
kind not
expenses of
necessary and
provided
for, fiscal
$1,500.
1925, $1,500.
year 1925,
fiscal year
provided for,

Courts and
and prisons.
prisons.
Courts
Juvenile court.
court.
Juvenile
Meals to
Meals
to jurors,
jurors, etc.
etc.
Meals t

Police
court.
Police court.
Jurors.
Juors.
Contingent
expenses.
Contingentexpenses

1322
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SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH

S
ESS. II.
II. CH.
CH. 556.
556.
SESS.

1925.
1925.

For furniture, furnishings, and fixtures,
fixtures, and
and repairing
and rererepairing and
placing
year 1925,
placing same,
same, fiscal
fiscal year
1925, $500.
$500.

etc.
Furniture, etc.

SUPREME
COLUMBIA
SUPREME COURT,
COURT, DISTRICT
DISTRICT OF
OF COLUMBIA

Supreme
Supreme Court.

For
For
R.S.
p.160. nesses
R.
S. sec.850,
850, p.160.
of the
the

Jurors.

Jurors.

witnesses.

Witnesses.

fees of jurors, fiscal year
year 1925,
1925, $20,000.
$20,000.
fees of witnesses and payment
payment of
actual expenses
witof actual
expenses of
of witin said court as provided
in section 850,
provided in
850, Revised
Revised Statutes
Statutes

United
States, fiscal
year 1925,
$15,000.
United States,
fiscal year
1925, $15,000.
MISCELLANEOUS
MISCELLANEOUS

of convicts
spo
convicts
trif
outSupport
of District.

Lunacy writs.
LuSpnacy
ts.et
Expenses of execut-

ing.

Vol.

Support of
of convicts:
Support
convicts: For
For support,
support, maintenance
maintenance, and
and transportatransporta-

transferred from the
tion of convicts transferred
the District of Columbia;
Columbia; exexpenses of shipping
shipping remains
remains of deceased convicts
convicts to their homes
penses
homes in
in
the United
United States
States, and expenses of interment of unclaimed
unclaimed remains
deceased conviCts;
pursuing
of deceased
convicts; expenses incurred
incurred in
in identifying
identifying and pursuing
escaped convicts and
rewards for
recapture, to
and rewards
for their
their recapture,
to be
be expended
expended
under the direction
direction of the Attorney General, fiscal year 1925,
1925,
$20,000.

Writs of lunacy: For expenses
expenses attending the
the execution
execution of
of writs
writs

de lunatico inquirendo and commitments
commitments thereunder
of
thereunder in
in all cases of
indigent insane persons committed
committed or sought to be committed to
Saint Elizabeths Hospital by order of the
executive authority
authority of
the executive
of

Columbia under
the District of Columbia
under the
provisions of
law, ininthe provisions
of existing
existing law,
years that
follow:
cluding personal serviced,
services, for the
the fiscal
fiscal years
that follow:
For 1924, $43.75;
$43.75;
$8.75.
For 1923, $8.75.

740.

Vol. 33,
33, p. 740.

Charities and correcCharities
tions.

CHARITIES AND
CHARITIES
CORRECTIONS
AND CORRECTIONS

Jail.

JAIL
JAIL

Death
chamber
Death chamber
for
electrocution,
electrocution.
799.
Ante, p. 709.

To provide a
a death chamber
apparatus for inflicting
inflicting
chamber and necessary
necessary apparatus
the death penalty
required by the Act entitled
penalty by electrocution,
electrocution, as required
"An Act to prescribe
prescribe the method of capital punishment in the DisColumbia," approved
trict of Columbia,"
approved January 30, 1925, fiscal year
year 1925,
$10,000.
$10,000.

Medical charities.
charities.
Medical

MEDICAL CHARITIES
MEDICAL
MEDICAL CHARITIES
CHARITIES

Care of indigent papatients of
at indigent
designated
hospitals,
hospitals, etc.
etc.

contracts to
For care
care and
and treatment
treatment of indigent
indigent patients
patients under contracts
be made by the Board of Charities with the following institutions
institutions
and for not to exceed the following
following additional amounts, respectively,
respectively,
fiscal year 1925:
1925:
Children's Hospital,
Children's
Hospital, $3,000.
$3,000.
Central Dispensary and Emergency
Emergency Hospital, $1,000.
$1,000.
Eastern Dispensary and Casualty Hospital, $2,500.

Board of
of Children's
Children's
Board
Guardians.
Guardians.

BOARD OF
OF CHILDREN'S
CHILDREN'S GUARDIANS
BOARD
GUARDIANS

tiet

Feeble-minded
Feeble-minded
dren.

chilchi-

National
Training
National
Training
School
for Girls, D.
D. C.
School for

Construction, etc.
etc.

For maintenance
maintenance of feeble-minded
feeble-minded children
children (white
(white and colored),
colored),

fiscal year 1925, $11,500.

NATIONAL TRAINING
FOR GIRLS
GIRLS
NATIONAL
TRAINING SCHOOL
SCHOOL FOR

For
amount for construction of buildings, including
including
For additional
additional amount
necessary waterworks,
connections, and sewage disposal,
necessary
waterworks, electrical
electrical connections,
disposa,
$23,000.

SIXTY-EIGHTH
SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.

SESS.
II. Cu. 556.
SESS. II.

1323
1323

1925.
1925.

HOME AND
AND SCHOOL
SCHOOL FOR
FOR FEEBLE-MINDED
HOME
FEEBLE-MINDED

Home, etc., for Feeble-Minded.
ble-Minded.

maintenance, salaries, and other necessary
The appropriation for maintenance,

expenses, Home and School
School for Feeble-Minded,
Feeble-Minded, fiscal year 1925, is

maintenance of horses and wagons.
made available
available for the maintenance
SAINT ELIZABETHS
ELIZABETHS HOSPITAL
HOSPITAL
SAINT

Maintenance
of
Maintenance ot
horses and wagons.
Ank, p. 569.
Ante,

p.6B.

Saint
Sit
Hospital.

Elimbeths
Elzabeths

indigent
Support
Sit plTrinsane
t of i
ncligent
in.
For
For support
support of indigent
indigent insane of the District of Columbia in Disutct
Jfl

Dis ii

insane in

Saint
Elizabeths Hospital for the fiscal years that follow:
Saint Elizabeths
For 1924, $18,041.46;
$18,041.46;
For 1925, $236,000.
For

GROUNDS
PUBLIC
PUBLIC BUILDINGS
BUILDINGS AND
AND GROUNDS

Public buildings and
gr
ou
grounds.

nds.

GROUNDS
IMPROVEMENT AND
AND CARE
CARE OF
OF PUBLIC
PUBLIC GROUNDS
IMPROVEMENT

bathhouses and
For expenses
to the
removal of
of bathhouses
and bathing
bathing
the removal
incident to
expenses incident
For
Tidal Basin and of all construction
side of
facilities on
east side
of the
the Tidal
on the
the east
facilities

Tidal Basin.
ofr' bathing
Removal
Til
edal
moZoi
bathing
c
litie, 'et.
fa
facilities
etc '

work
been done on the proposed bathhouse on the west
work which has been
the Tidal
Tidal Basin and for the restoration of the grounds to
side of the
their
original park
expenditure under the Office of
park conditions, for expenditure
their original
Public
Buildings and Public
National Capital, fiscal
Public Parks of the National
Public Buildings

years 1925
and 1926,
1926, $10,000.
$10,000.
years
1925 and

For removal
removal of snow and ice, fiscal year 1925, $5,370.
For
COMMISSION
ROCK CREEK
CREEK AND
AND POTOMAC
PARKWAY COMMISSION
POTOMAC PARKWAY
ROCK

Snow

Snow
moval.
move'.

and ice
i
re
riic

and

Rock
Po
Rock Creek and Potomes Parkway
Parkway ComComtomac
mission.

landqi"'"ingadditina
To enable
commission created
uiring additional
created by section 22 of the Public 1=
the commission
enable the
To
37,,P.
p. 88.
Buildings
Act approved
March 4,
4, 1913
1913 (Thirty-seventh
Statutes Vol.
Vol- 37
SM.
(Thirty-seventh Statutes
approved March
Buildings Act
at
acquisition of lands for aa
to continue
continue the acquisition
885), to
page 885),
at Large,
Large, page
connecting
parkway between
Potomac Park,
Park, Zoological
Zoological Park,
Park, and
between Potomac
connecting parkway
Rock treek
Park. fiscal
fiscal year 1925, $100,000.
treek Park,
Rock
JUDGMENTS
JUDGMENTS
Payment
Payment

mania..
For payment
of the
the judgments,
costs, rendered
against menat
rendered against
including costs,
judgments, including
payment of
For

of
of

judg-

d

the District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, as
in House Documents Numset forth in
as set
the
bered 610
610 and
and 621,
621, Sixty-eighth
Sixty-eighth Congress,
$16,693.07, together
together with
Congress, $16,693.07,
bered
the
further sum
pay the
at not
centum
4 per
per centum
exceeding 4
not exceeding
interest at
the interest
to pay
sum to
the further
per
judgments, as
law, from
date the
from the date
by law,
provided by
as provided
such judgments,
on such
annum on
per annum
same
due until
until date
of payment.
date of
become due
same become
AUDITED CLAIMS
CLAIMS
AUDITED

Audited claims.
claims.
Audited

District
strict
certt ified'fi byy "Di
due by the ac- cePr
For the
payment of
certified to be due
of following
following claims, certified
the payment
For
accounting
claims
accounting officers.
counting officers
officers of
of the
the District
appropriations acotinmg
of Columbia, under appropriations
District of
Vol. 18, p.omces.
110.
countinr
the balances
which have
have been
exhausted or
carried to
the surplus
surplus
to the
or carried
been exhausted
of which
balances of
the
fund
under the
the provisions
provisions of
of section
Act of
of June
June 20,
20, 1874,
1874,
the Act
5 of
of the
section 5
fund under
being
for the
the service
service of
years:
and prior
prior years:
of the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1922
1922 and
being for
Designation of

Improvements
Columbia, 1921,
to 8101116.
amesnaton
repairs to
1921, repairs
District of Columbia.
repairs, District,of
and repairs,
Improvements and
streets,
improvements and
District of
Columbia, 1920,
1920,
of Columbia,
repairs, District
and repairs,
$4.50; improvements
streets, $4.50;
assessment and
and permit
permit work,
and repairs,
Disrepairs, Disimprovements and
$4.50; improvements
work, $4.50;
assessment
trict of
Columbia, 1919,
1919, assessment
work, $0.75;
streets,
$0.75; streets,
permit work,
and permit
assessment and
of Columbia,
trict
District of
of Columbia.
Columbia. 1922,
1922, cleaning.
cleaning:, $639.97:
$639.97; contingent
contingent and
and mismisDistrict
cellaneous expenses.
expenses. District
District of
of Columbia,
expenses,
contingent expenses,
1921, contingent
Columbia. 1921,
cellaneous
$0.30;
miscellaneous expenses,
Columbia,
of Columbia,
District of
expenses, District
and miscellaneous
contingent and
$0.30: contingent
1920. contingent
contingent expenses.
expenses, $1.60;
$1.60; contingent
contin,aent and
miscellaneous exexand miscellaneous
1920.
penses,
District
of
Columbia,
1920
,
Free
Public
Library,
contingent
contingent
Library,
Public
Free
1920,
Columbia,
of
penses, District
expenses. $2.40;
of Columbia.
Columbia. 1920,
1920,
District of
department, District
electrical department,
$2.40; electrical
expenses.

1324

SIXTY-EIGHTH
SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS. SESS.
SESS. II.
II.

Cn.
Ci. 556.
556.

1925.
1925.

street lighting,
lighting, $0.76; public schools, District of
1921,
of Columbia,
Columbia, 1921,
manual training, $13.05;
$13.05; public schools, District of Columbia, 1918,
1918,
repairs to buildings, $2.15; Metropolitan
Metropolitan police, District of Columbia,
Columbia,
1921,
1921, contingent expenses,
expenses, $59.10;
$59.10; Metropolitan
Metropolitan police,
of
police, District
District .of
Columbia,
Columbia, 1920, contingent
contingent expenses, $147.23; Metropolitan
Metropolitan police,
police,
District of Columbia, 1919,
1919, contingent
contingent expenses, $3.40; police court,
court,
District of Columbia, 1922, witness fees, $1.50; Tuberculosis
Tuberculosis HosHospital, District of Columbia, 1919, repairs to
to buildings,
buildings, $2;
$2; TuberTuberculosis Hospital, District of Columbia, 1918, maintenance,
maintenance, $24.25;
$24.25;
water department, District of Columbia,
Columbia, 1922, maintenance
maintenance and opoperation (to be paid wholly from revenues of
department),
of the
the water
water department),
$1.70. In all, audited claims, $909.16.
$909.16.
Proportion from Distripceon
eom DisThe foregoing
foregoing sums for the District of Columbia, unless
trict
revenues.
otherwise
unless otherwise
For
fiscal year
ere i
n specifically
spec ifi ca lly p
rovid ed, s
hall be
be pa
id as
f
oll ows: Such sums as
For fiscal
year 1920
1920 th
therein
provided,
shall
paid
as
follows:
Such
sums as
and prior years.
and poryears.
relate to the fiscal year 1920 and prior fiscal years, 50 per centum
relate
centum out
of
revenues of
the District
Columbia and
and 50
50 per
out of
ot 1921-1924
of the
the revenues
of the
District of
of Columbia
per centum
centum out
of
Fot
1921-1924.
the Treasury of the United States; such
as relate
relate to
to the
such sums
sums as
the fiscal
fiscal
years 1921,
1921, 1922, 1923, and 1924,
60 per
per centum
out of
revenues
1924, 60
centum out
of the
the revenues
of
the
District
of
Columbia
and
40
per
centum
out
of
the
Treasury
For
i925-92
District
of
the
of
Columbia
and
40
per
centum
out
of
the
Treasury
For 1925-1926.
of the United
United States; and such sums as relate to the fiscal years 1925
and 1926, jointly or severally,
severally, shall be paid out of
revenues of
of the
of the
the revenues
the
District of Columbia and the Treasury
Treasury of the United
the
United States
States in
in the
prescribed for defraying the expenses of
manner prescribed
of the District
District of
of
Columbia
Columbia by the District of Columbia Appropriation
Appropriation Act for
for the
the
fiscal year ending
ending June 30, 1925, approved
June 7,
7, 1924.
1924.
approved June
Water Department.
Department.

WATER
DEPARTMENT
WATER DEPARTMENT

(Payable
(Payable from water revenues)
revenues)
ExtendingdistributExtending
distributing systems.

For extension of the water department
department distribution
laying
distribution system,
system, laying

of such service mains as may be necessary
necessary under the assessment
assessmeiit system, fiscal year
year 1925,
1925, $50,000.
$50,000.

Limit increased of
The limitation
limitation of
of $125,000
the employment
employment of
$125,000 on
on the
of personal
personal services
services
576.
in section
contained in
the District
of Columbia
appropriation Act
Act
section 22of
of the
District of
Columbia appropriation
for the fiscal year 1925 is increased to
to $145,000.
$145,000.

Limit increased of
personal
employees.
personal employees.

p. 576.
Ante, p.

Department
Department of Agriculture.
culture.

DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF
AGRICULTURE
OF AGRICULTURE

Experiment Stations
Stations
Experiment
Office.

OFFICE
EXPERIMENT STATIONS
OFFICE OF EXPERIMENT
STATIONS

allow-

Additional
anees.
Additional

Ate,

a11 o

970.

p. 970.
Ante, p.

Animal
Bureau.

Industry
Industry

International LiveInternational
Livestock Exposition.
Amount in animal
husbandry for medals
husbandry
at,
increased.for medals
Ante,
p. 439.
Ante,p.

General
General expenses: To carry into
an A
ct
into effect
effect the
the provisions
provisions o
off an
Act
entitled "An Act to authorize the
the more
endowment of
of
more complete
complete endowment
agricultural experiment stations," approved
February 24,
fiscal
approved February
24, 1925,
1925, fiscal
year 1926, $960,000.
BUREAU OF ANIMAL
BUREAU
ANIMAL INDUSTRY
INDUSTRY

Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture to distribute
To enable the Secretary
distribute suitable

Amount in animal medals to exhibitors
champion and first-prize
exhibitors of champion
first-prize winners
winners at
the InInat the
ternational Livestock
ternational
Livestock Exposition
Exposition held
at Chicago
1924,
held at
Chicago in
in December,
December, 1924,
production along
with the view
view of stimulating
stimulating livestock production
along purebred
purebred

lines and to commemorate
commemorate the twenty-fifth
that great
twenty-fifth anniversary
anniversary of
of that
great
international
international exposition, the amount of the appropriation
for the
appropriation for
the
fiscal year 1925 for all necessary
necessary expenses
expenses for
investigation and
and exfor investigation
experiments in animal husbandry, authorized
authorized to
the purto be
be used for
for the
purpose of furnishing such medals, is hereby increased
increased from
from $1,000
$1,000 to
to
$4,948.

SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.
SESS. II.
II. Cu.
556.
CiH. 556.
CONGRESS. SESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH
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1325

1925.
1925.

provided
Not to
of the
appropriation of $3,500,000 provided
the appropriation
$75,000 of
exceed $75,000
to exceed
Not
by
deficiency Act,
Act, fiscal
1924, approved
approved December
December 5,
year 1924,
fiscal year
second deficiency
the second
by the
1924,
for eradication
of foot-and-mouth
foot-and-mouth disease
and other
contagious
other contagious
disease and
eradication of
1924, for
and
infectious diseases
diseases of
of animals,
hereby made available
available for salaanimals, is hereby
and infectious
connected with special
ries
necessary expenses
expenses connected
special reother necessary
all other
for all
and for
ries and
searches
concerning the
of
foot-and-mouth disease with the object of
the foot-and-mouth
searches concerning
eradicaprevention and eradicadiscovering,
methods of prevention
new methods
possible, new
if possible,
discovering, if
tion.
This sum
sum shall
shall remain
remain available
available until
until June 30, 1926.
tion. This
INDUSTRY
OF PLANT
BUREAU
PLANT INDUSTRY
BUREAU OF

a view to the
investigations, with a
For
special sugar-cane
breeding investigations,
sugar-cane breeding
For special
$31,000, to remain
production
disease-resistant types
of cane, $31,000,
types of
of disease-resistant
production of
available until
until June
30, 1926:
1926: Provided,
of this
not to exsum not
this sum
That of
Provided, That
June 30,
available
ceed
be used
used for
the construction
construction of a
greenhouse at the
a greenhouse
for the
may be
$8,000 may
ceed $8,000
Arlington Experiment
Experiment Farm,
Farm, Virginia,
exceed $16,000,
and not to exceed
Virginia, and
Arlington
construction thereon of
may be
used for
for the
purchase of
of land
and the
the construction
land and
the purchase
be used
may
necessary farm
buildings at
Florida.
Point, Florida.
Canal Point,
at Canal
farm buildings
necessary
including personal
For
investigation of
of alfalfa
alfalfa diseases,
personal
diseases, including
special investigation
For special
services, traveling
traveling and
and other
in connection therewith,
expenses in
other expenses
services,
$10,000, to
remain available
until June
30, 1926.
1926.
June 30,
available until
to remain
$10,000,
FOREST SERVICE
SERVICE
FOREST
For
and preventing
preventing forest
forest fires
fires on
the nanathreatening the
or threatening
on or
fighting and
For fighting
a
tional
forests
and
for
the
establishment
and
maintenance
of
a
patrol
maintenance
establishment
tional forests and for the
to prevent
prevent trespass
trespass and
and to
to guard
and check
check fires
fires upon the
against and
guard against
to
lands revested
revested in the
approved June 9,
the United States by the Act approved
lands
1916,
and the
lands known
known as
Bay Wagon
Wagon Road
Road lands
lands ininCoos Bay
the Coos
as the
the lands
1916, and
volved
case of
of Southern
Southern Oregon
Company against
against United
Oregon Company
the case
in the
volved in
States (numbered
(numbered 2711),
in the
Circuit Court
Court of Appeals of the
the Circuit
2711), in
States
Ninth
Circuit, fiscal
fiscal year
year 1925,
Provided, That
That the
the apap$1,335,000: Provided,
1925, $1,335,000:
Ninth Circuit,
propriation
of $125,000
$125,000 for
fighting and
forest fires, inpreventing forest
and preventing
for fighting
propriation of
eluded in
the second
Act, fiscal
year 1924,
Deapproved De1924, approved
fiscal year
deficiency Act,
second deficiency
in the
cluded
cember
5,
1924,
shall
remain
available
until
June
30,
1925.
1925.
30,
June
until
cember 5, 1924, shall remain available
To enable
enable the
Secretary of
of Agriculture
establish and
and maintain
maintain
to establish
Agriculture to
the Secretary
To
and
a
patrol
to
prevent
trespass
and
to
guard
against
and
check
fires
against
guard
to
and
a patrol to prevent trespass
upon
revested in
in the
by the
approved
Act approved
the Act
States by
United States
the United
lands revested
the lands
upon the
June
and the
the lands
known as
as the
the Coos
Coos Bay
Road
Wagon Road
Bay Wagon
lands known
1916, and
9, 1916,
June 9,
lands involved
in the
of Southern
Southern Oregon
against
Company against
Oregon Company
case of
the case
involved in
lands
United
the Circuit
Circuit Court
Appeals of
of Appeals
Court of
in the
2711) in
(numbered 2711)
States (numbered
United States
the
fiscal year
$7,700.
•
1924, $7,700.
year 1924,
Circuit, fiscal
Ninth Circuit,
the Ninth
Not to
to exceed
exceed $10,000
the appropriation
appropriation of
$150,000 provided
provided
of $150,000
of the
$10,000 of
Not
fiscal year 1922,
by
Act, fiscal
1922 ,approved
approved
appropriation Act,
deficiency appropriation
first deficiency
the first
bv the
December 15,
15, 1921,
continued available
available through
through the
the calendar
calendar
and continued
1921, and
December
year ending
ending December
31, 1924,
by the
deficiency appropriation
appropriation Act,
the deficiency
1924, by
December 31,
year
approved
April 2,
for the
the prevention
prevention of loss of timber from in1924, for
2, 1924,
approved April
sect infestations
on public
public lands
lands in
California, shall reand California,
Oregon and
in Oregon
infestations on
sect
authorized by
main available
June 30,
30, 1926,
1926, for
for the
purpose authorized
the purpose
until June
available until
main
said Act
approved December
December 15,
15, 1921.
1921.
Act approved
said
For payment
to Henry
Henry McGuire,
McGuire, or
or his
legal representatives,
in
representatives, in
his legal
pavment to
For
accordance
with
Private
Act
Numbered
58,
approved
June
7,
1924,
1924,
7.
June
approved
58,
Numbered
Act
Private
with
accordance
in
for lumber
lumber furnished
furnished by
by him
rebuilding the
for rebuilding
him for
compensation for
in compensation
house
of
Hiram
Campbell,
destroyed
by
fire
originating
from the
originating
fire
by
destroyed
Campbell,
Hiram
of
house
burning
brush by
Service, United
United States
of the Forest Service,
employees of
by employees
of brush
burning of
Department
of Agriculture,
Agriculture, on
on a
a national
national forest, $225.23.
$225.23.
Department of

Contagious diseases
diseases
ofCointagou
animals.
Expenses
for special
special
Expenses for
researches as to footeand-mouthSisease.
and-mouth
disease.
An
Ante,
p. 682.
82le, p.

Plant
Industry BuBuPlant Industry
reau.
Sugar
gations.

plant investiinvestiSgar plant

Proviso.
Arlnggat Arlin
Buildingsat
ton, Va.,
and Canal
Canal
Va., and
ton,
Point,
Fla.
Pont, Fla.

Alfalfa diseases
Alfalfa
diseases inves
inves-

tigations,
tigations,

Forest Service.
Service.
Forest
Fighting forest fires,

etlighting forest fires,
etc.

OregonRevested
nRmeostredO
ni aro
railr
oad
railroad
California
ca
l
anf
i
s'le3p.219.
e
t
c' p. 219.
v'ol.
ol.
39,
avail
sum availFormer
ormer sum
able.
able.
Ante' p.6s2.
p.682.
Ant,
Additional pprp
PoatiAond.ditional
Adton

Insect

Insect

infestation.

infestation,

Oregonand
Oregon
and California.
califomia.
A ropriation
availvalable.prpiat
abieP
.
P
Ante 'P*
39 '
p.39.
Ale,

Vol.
331.
p.331.
42 p.
Vol. 42,
Henry McGuire.
HPymntto
Payment
to.
Post, p. 1377.
Pot.p.13T7.

1326
1326
Biological
Bureau.
Bureau.

SIXTY-EIGHTH
SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
Survey
Survey

Reindeer
Reindcer in
in Alaska.
Alaska.
Appropriation available for executin
executing AlasAnaska game law.
Ante, p.. 841.
841.
Ante,

3ab;epor

R. S., sec.1956,p
1956, p.343.
343.
1.Ssec

Ante, p.
Ane,
739.
p 739.

Dairying Bureau.
Bureau.
Beltsville,
Beltsville, Md.
Purchase of land adPurchase
add
joining farm
farmaa
at.. a
Ante,
pp.
243,
439.
Ante, pp.243,439.

Proviso.
Proriso.
Grantor
Grantor retabursed
reimbursed
im b s
for losses.
losses.

Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneous.

S
ESS. II.
II. CH.
556.
SESS.
CH. 556.

1925.
1925.

BUREAU OF
OF BIOLOGICAL
SURVEY
BUREAU
BIOLOGICAL SURVEY

The amount,
amount, $85,095,
$85,095, included
included in
in the
the Agricultural
Agricultural Appropriation
The
Appropriation
Act for
for the
fiscal year
1926, for
investigations, experiments,
experiments, and
and
Act
the fiscal
year 1926,
for investigations,
demonstrations for
welfare, improvement,
and increase
of the
the
increase of
improvement, and
the welfare,
for the
demonstrations
reindeer
industry in
in Alaska,
the enforcement
of section
section
Alaska, and
and for
for the
enforcement of
reindeer industry

1956
of the
the Revised
Statutes, as
as amended,
as
Revised Statutes,
amended, so
so far
far as
1956 of
protection of
land fur-bearing
animals in
in Alaska,
fur-bearing animals
Alaska,
protection
of land
available
to the
of Agriculture
during
available to
the Secretary
Secretary of
Agriculture during

it
to the
it relates
relates to
the
is hereby
is
hereby made
made
the
year
the fiscal
fiscal year
1926
to
carry
out
the
provisions
of
the
Alaska
game
law,
approved
1926 to carry out the provisions of the Alaska game law, approved
January 13,
1925.
January
13, 1925.
BUREAU
BUREAU

OF DAIRYING
OF
DAIRYING

Not to
$13,100 of
Department
Not
to exceed
exceed $13,100
of the
the appropriations
appropriations for
for the
the Department
of
for the
the fiscal
the Bureau
for the
Bureau
1925 made
made available
available for
fiscal year
year 1925
of Agriculture
Agriculture for
department by the Act entitled "An Act to
off Dairying of that department
establish a
a dairy
bureau in
in the
the Department
Department of
and for
for
establish
dairy bureau
of Agriculture,
Agriculture, and
approved May
May 29,
29, 1924
1924 (Forty-third Statutes at
purposes," approved
other purposes,"
Large, page
243), may
land
be used
used for
for the
the purchase
purchase of aa tract
tract of land
Large,
page 243),
may be
at
Maryland, consisting
of one
hundred and
twenty-nine
one hundred
and twenty-nine
at Beltsville,
Beltsville, Maryland,
consisting of
acres
immediately adjoining
adjoining the
the experimental
experimental farm
farm of
of
acres more
more or
or less,
less, immediately
Agriculture: Provided,
the Department
Department of Agriculture:
Provided, That of this amount not
more
$200 may
may be
used for
for
to the
the grantor
grantor for
more than
than $200
be used
for reimbursement
reimbursement to
under
any and all losses
losses sustained
sustained and
and expenses
expenses incurred
incurred by him
him under
his
the United
United States,
May 29,
States, dated
dated May
29, 1922.
1922.
his lease
lease with
with the
MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS
MISCELLANEOUS

Field station, Woodward,
Oklahoma: Not to exceed $4,500 of
Woodward, Oklahoma:
the appropriation
for the
Woodward, Oklahoma,
appropriation of
of $12,000
$12,000 for
the Woodward,
feld the
Oklahoma, field
field
Agricultural Appropriation
station, included in the Agricultural
Appropriation Act for the
fiscal year 1925, is hereby made available
erection of a
a
available for the erection
herdsman's cottage to cost not to exceed $2,000 and aa barn
herdsman's
barn or barns
barns
to cost not to exceed $2,500.
Coconut
Secretary
Coconut scale.
scale.
Coconut
Coconut scale: The
The appropriation
appropriation of $8,000
$8,000 to
to enable
enable the
the Secretary
Eradicating, etc., in
eradication
Erandicating, etc., in of
f Agriculture
Agriculture to provide means for the control and eradication
Guam.
Ante,
p. 682.
.nte,p.
682.
of the
the coconut
coconut scale
scale on
on the
the island
island of
of Guam,
to remain
Guam, to
remain available
available
until June
Tune 30, 1925, included in the Second Deficiency
Deficiency Act,
Act, fiscal
fiscal
year 1924, approved
approved December
December 5, 1924, shall remain available until
until
June 30, 1926.
Payment of
Payment
of property
Damage claims: To pay claims for damages to or losses of pridamages claims.
vol.
10i.
vately owned property adjusted and determined
Vol. 42, p. 1066.
determined by the
the Department
Department
Agriculture, under the provisions of the Act entitled "An
of Agriculture,
"An Act
Act
to
to provide
provide a
a method
method for
for the settlement
settlement of claims
claims arising
arising against
against
exceeding $1,000
the Government
Government of the United States in sums not exceeding
$1,000
case," approved December
in any one case,"
December 28,
28, 1922,
1922, as
as fully
fully set forth
forth
House Document Numbered
Numbered 596, Sixty-eighth Congress.
Congress, $516.95.
in House
Federal
Highway
Highway
section
Forest roads and trails: For carrying out the provisions of
of section
Act.ederal
Forest
roads
and
roads and
the
Forest
23 of the Federal
Federal Highway Act approved
approved November 9, 1921,
1921, the
trails.
Secretary
of Agriculture
Agriculture is
is hereby
hereby authorized,
immediately upon
upon the
the
Secretary of
authorized, immediately
Apportionment, etc., approval of this Act, to apportion and prorate among the several
Apportionmentetc.,
prorate
several
among
the
States
for,
among
States
increased.
increased.
States.
States, Alaska,
Alaska, and Porto Rico,
provided in section 23 of said
Rico as provided
said
Vol. 42, pp. 218, 660.
Vol. 42 pp. 21, 660. Federal Highway
amount
Highway Act, the sum of $7.500,000
$7.500,00.0 constituting
constituting the amount
authorized to be appropriated
appropriated for forest roads and
trails for
the
and trails
for the
Ante, p. 839.
Inte, p. s9.
fiscal year 1926 by section 2
2 of the Act
12,
Act approved
approved February
February 12.
Proriso.
1925: Provided,
Provided, That the
of Agriculture
obliincur obliAgriculture may incur
Secretary of
the Secretary
Approval of project 1925:
Approval
by
Secretary deemed
by Secretry
deemed aa gations. approve
approve projects. or enter into contracts under his apporFederal
Federal obligation.
ee ogaton tionment and prorating
prorating of this authorization,
authorization, and his action in
in
so doing shall be deemed
deemed a
a contractual
contractual obligation of the Federal
Government for the payment of the cost thereof.
Government
Woodward,
Woodward, Okla.
Okla.
Buildings at field
staondg
at
station.
Ante,
p. 457.
Ante,p.457.

SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH

S
ESS. II.
II. CH.
CH. 556.
556.
SESS.

The
Comptroller General
and directed
to credit
credit the
the
directed to
is authorized
authorized and
General is
The Comptroller

accounts of
disbursing clerk
Department of
Agriculture
of Agriculture
of the
the Department
clerk of
the disbursing
of the
accounts
with payments
payments heretofore
heretofore or hereafter
hereafter made for expert services
with

of AgriAgriunder
agreements entered
entered into
into by
Secretary of
by the
the Secretary
existing agreements
under existing
culture
with investigations
under the
Act of
of August
August
the Act
investigations under
in connection
connection with
culture in
15, 1921,
Large, page
159.
15,
1921, Forty-second
Forty-second Statutes
Statutes at
at Large,
page 159.
That the
claimants mentioned
mentioned in
reimburse
in S. 1253, "An Act to reimburse
the claimants
That
J.
B. Glanville
others for
for losses
losses and damages
sustained by them
damages sustained
and others
Glanville and
J. B.
through
negligent dipping
tick-infested cattle
cattle by
by the
the Bureau
Bureau
of tick-infested
dipping of
the negligent
through the
of
Animal Industry,
of Agriculture,"
Agriculture," which
passed the
which passed
Department of
Industry, Department
of Animal
Senate January
16, 1924,
authorized to
hereby, authorized
they are
are hereby,
be, and
and they
1924, be,
January 16,
Senate
enter
in the
United States
States District
for the
the State of Kansas
Court for
District Court
the United
enter suit
suit in
for the
the amount
amount due
or claimed
be due to claimants from the
claimed to be
due or
for
United
States by
by reasons
reasons of
the neglect
the governmental
governmental officials
officials
of the
neglect of
of the
United States
in the
dipping of
tick-infested cattle.
cattle.
the tick-infested
of the
in
the dipping
And
hereby conferred
upon said
States
United States
said United
conferred upon
is hereby
jurisdiction is
And jurisdiction
District
Court for
of Kansas
Kansas to
to hear
hear and
and determine
all
determine all
District of
for the
the District
District Court
presented by aa single
such
The action
said court
may be presented
court may
in said
action in
claims. The
such claims.
petition, making
making the
the United
party defendant,
defendant, and
and shall set
States party
United States
petition,
forth
all the
the facts
claimants have
have their
their claims,
the
and the
claims, and
the claimants
on which
which the
facts on
forth all
claimants.
petition
verified by the
the agent
agent or attorney of said claimants.
be verified
may be
petition may
Official
letters, reports,
reports, and
and public
public records
records or
certified copies
thereof
copies thereof
or certified
Official letters,
may be
be used
used as
as evidence.
the prethis or the
contained in this
Nothing contained
evidence. Nothing
may
ceding paragraph
shall be
construed as
as waiving
defense
any defense
waiving any
be construed
paragraph shall
ceding
against such
demands, or
of them, existing
approval
existing prior to the approval
any of
or any
such demands,
against
of this
Act, except
except that
the Government
Government of the United States
that the
of
this Act,
hereby waives
its immunity
immunity from
from suit thereon; but every other
waives its
hereby
legal or
equitable defense
against such
demands, or any of them,
such demands,
defense against
or equitable
legal
shall be
be available
available to
the United
States and
shall be
be considered
considered by
by the
the
and shall
United States
to the
shall
court. Any
judgment or
or judgments
judgments rendered
rendered shall
exceed the
the
not exceed
shall not
Any judgment
court.
amounts stipulated
in such
S. 1253
shall not include
include interest for
and shall
1253 and
such S.
stipulated in
amounts
any period
period before
or after
after rendition.
rendition.
before or
any
DEPARTMENT OF
OF COMMERCE
COMMERCE
DEPARTMENT
CONTINGENT EXI'ENSES,
EXPENSES, DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
CONTINGENT
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1925.
1925.

Packers and StockPacke and Stockyards Act.
Payments for expert
expert
services under, authorized.
Vol.
42, pp.-159
159.
Vol-42,

czes underauthor'

Olanvlle

J. B. Glanville and
others.
Claims of, for damages to tick-infested
ticK-infested
to
cattle,
referred to Kana"t'deirefred
sas district court.

others.
ages
to ti'e-infested
dbmages
toK"an

Jurisdiction of court.

Juisdictiono court
Procedure.
e
oce

Pr

dI

No defense waived.

denaved

of udgment

Amount of Judgment
Amount

restricted.

Department
Department of Commerce.
Contingent
expenses.
Contingent expenses.
Printing and bindPrinting

For
printing and
binding for
Department of Commerce,
Commerce, ing.
the Department
for the
and binding
all printing
For all
including
of its
institutions, and
services in the
and services
offices, institutions,
its bureaus,
bureaus, offices,
all of
including all
$100,000.
District of
Columbia and
and elsewhere,
elsewhere, fiscal
fiscal year
1925, $100,000.
year 1925.
of Columbia
District
Advance
rent payAdvance rent
PayIncas allowed.
allowed.
Hereafter
section 3648
3648 of
of the
the Revised
apply to
to ments
not apply
shall not
Statutes shall
Revised Statutes
Hereafter section
R. S.,
8., sec. 3648, p. 718.
advance
payments for
rent of
of offices
in foreign
foreign countries
countries by
by the
offices in
for rent
advance payments
Bureau
of Foreign
Foreign and
and Domestic Commerce.
Bureau of
BUREAU
BUREAU

or
LIGHTIIOUSES
OF LIGIITIIGESES

Lighthouses Bureau.
Lighthouses
Retired pay.

employees engaged
Retired
pay: For
engaged
retired pay of officers and employees
For retired
Retired pay:
in
or on
on vessels
of the
the Lighthouse
Lighthouse Service, except
vessels of
service or
field service
in the
the field
persons
continuously employed
fiscal
district offices and shops, fiscal
in district
employed in
persons continuously
year 1925,
$35 7000.
D n claims.
1925, $35,000.
year
Damage
f3r. colPayment
Damage
claims: To
To pay
pay claims
and determined
determined by
i?aymenteloof,
f, for,
the lision.
by the
adjusted and
claims adjusted
Damage claims:
Department
of
Commerce
under
the
provisions
of
section
4
the
li
s
i
°
11.
the
4
of
ol.
3C,,
section
of
Vol.
3S,
p.
5:7.
provisions
Department of Commerce under the
Act approved
June 17,
(Thirty-sixth Statutes,
Statutes ' page
on
537), on
page 537),
1910 (Thirty-sixth
17, 1910
approved June
Act
account
occasioned to
property by
by collision with
private property
to private
damages occasioned
of damages
account of
which the vessels of the
vessels
of the
the Lighthouse
Service and for which
Lighthouse Service
vessels of
Document
Lighthouse Service
were responsible,
responsible, certified
certified in House Document
Service were
Lighthouse
Numbered 565,
565, Sixty-eighth
Sixty-eighth Congress, $387.60.
$387.60.
Numbered
Woolley.
C. WooHey.
The
States is
authorized and
and James
is authorized
United States
the United
of the
General of
accounts.
Comptroller General
The Comptroller
Credit in acounts.
directed
of James
C. Woolley,
special disWoolley, special
James C.
accounts of
the accounts
in the
allow in
to allow
directed to
bursing agent,
agent, Department
Department of
in the
the office
office of the SuperCommerce, in
of Commerce,
bursing
45322 °-25t---S8
--25f---- 86
45S22
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SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH

Vol. 41,
1416.
Vol.
41, p.
p.141

Bernard W. SouthSouthBernard
gate.
Credit in accounts.

W.

credit inaccounts,

Cu. 556.
556.
Ci.

1925.
1925.

intendent of
of Lighthouses,
Lighthouses, Portland,
Portland, Maine,
expenditures made
by
made by
Maine, expenditures
intendent
him from
from the
"Vessels for
Service"
for Lighthouse
Lighthouse Service"
the appropriation
appropriation "Vessels
him
(Forty-first Statutes at Large, page 1416),
1416), for per diem in lieu
of subsistence
which were
office of the
the Comptroller
Comptroller
the office
by the
were disallowed
disallowed by
of
subsistence which
General.
General.
The Comptroller
Comptroller General of the United States is authorized
authorized and
directed to allow in the accounts of Bernard
Bernard W. Southgate,
Southgate, special
special
disbursing
agent, Department
Department of
of the
office of
Commerce, in the office
of Commerce,
disbursing agent,
Superintendent
Lighthouses, Cincinnati, Ohio, expenditures
expenditures made
Superintendent of Lighthouses,
by him from the appropriation,
appropriation, "Tender
"Tender for third lighthouse district"
(Fortieth Statutes
at Large,
lieu
160), or per diem in lieu
Large, page
page 160),
Statutes at
trict" (Fortieth
of
which were
were disallowed
disallowed by
Comptroller
the Comptroller
by the office of the
of subsistence
subsistence which
General.
General.
BUREAU OF
BUREAU
OF STANDARDS
STANDARDS

Vol. 40,
p. 160.
160.
40,p.

Standards Bureau.
Standards
Bureau.

additional
Acquiring
Acquiring additional
site.
land for site.
Ante,
p. 951
Ante, p.
951

Coast and
Coast
and Geodetic
Oeodetic
Survey.
Payment of damage
of
claim,
Vol. 41, p. 1054.

ment

SEss.
II.
SESS. II.

damae

Vol.41,p.1054.

Interior
Department.
Interior Department.

To enable
Secretary of
acquire by
by condemnation
condemnation
to acquire
of Commerce
Commerce to
the Secretary
To
enable the
or
described in the Act
entitled
Act entitled
parcel of
of land described
or otherwise
otherwise aa certain parcel
"An Act authorizing
acquire, by
by
the Secretary
Secretary of Commerce
Commerce to acquire,
"An
authorizing the
condemnation or
or otherwise,
certain tract
the District
District of
of
of land
land in
in the
tract of
otherwise, aacertain
condemnation
Columbia for
for the
enlargement of
present site
site of
of the
the Bureau
Bureau of
of the
the present
the enlargement
Columbia
Standards," approved
$173,117, to remain availFebruary 19, 1925,
1925, $173,117,
approved February
Standards,"
able
June 30,
30, 1926.
1926.
able until
until June
COAST AND
AND GEODETIC
GEODETIC SURVEY
SURVEY
COAST

Damage claims:
determined by
by
claim adjusted and determined
Damage
claims: To pay the claim
Department of Commerce
Commerce under the provisions of the Act apthe Department
(Forty-first Statutes, page 1054),
1054), on account
account
proved June 5, 1920 (Forty-first
of damage occasioned
occasioned by acts for which the Coast and Geodetic
Geodetic Surresponsible, certified
Document
certified in
in House Document
been found to be responsible,
vey has
has been
Numbered 566,
$15.95.
Congress, $15.95.
Sixty-eighth Congress,
566, Sixty-eighth
Numbered
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
INTERIOR
DEPARTMENT
OFFICE OF
OF THE
SECRETARY
THE SECRETARY
OFFICE

Printing
bind.
Printing and
and bindbag.
ing.
Patent Office.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Former
Former appropriaappropriaavailable.
tion available.
Ante, p. 683.
Ante,

u tah
Utah.
Reimbursement

.

Indian
Indian
reau.

Affairs
ffairs

trade-marks,
weekly issue of patents, designs, trade-marks,
For printing
printing the weekly
of illustrations; and for printing, enlabels, exclusive
exclusive of
prints, and labels,
graving, illustrations,
including
illustrations, and binding the Official Gazette, including
graving,
Providea ,
year 1925, $100,000: Provide,
indices, fiscal
fiscal year
weekly and annual indices,
That the
$75,000 for this purpose contained in the
appropriation of $75,000
That
the appropriation
Second Deficiency
approved December
December 5, 1924,
1924, approved
Act fiscal year 1924,
Deficiency Act
Second
June 30, 1925.
is hereby
hereby extended
extended and made available until June

OFFICE
LAND OFFICE
GENERAL
GENERAL LAND

Public lands.

surveys.

PRINTING AND
AND BINDING
BINDING
PRINTING

f

for

Bu-

Indian
Indian lands.
lands.
Surveying
Surveying, allotting
in severalty, etc.
severaty,etc.
Vol.
24, p. 388.

To reimburse
reimburse the State
State of Utah, as
as provided in the Act approved

August 8,
1894, for
for moneys
moneys advanced
advanced by
said State
United
the United
August
8, 1894,
by said
State to
to the

States
September 24, 1923, and
1923, August 8, 1923, September
States on
on May 11, 1923,
December 26, 1923, to secure the survey of lands granted to said
December
State, $40,000.
BUREAU
INDIAN
AFFAIRS
BUREAU OF
OF I
NDIAN AFFAIRS

INDIAN LANDS:
!ANDS: For
the survey,
classification, and allotresurvey, classification,
survey, resurvey,
For the
INDIAN
ment of
lands in
severalty under
under the
provisions of
of the
the Act
of FebFebAct of
the provisions
in severalty
of lands
ment

(Twenty-fourth Statutes at Large, page
page 388), entitled
ruary 8,
8, 1887
1887 (Twenty-fourth
allotment of lands in severalty to In"An Act to provide for the allotment
dians," and under any other Act or Acts providing for the survey
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or
allotment of
of Indian
lands, $20,000,
$20,000, reimbursable, to remain availIndian lands,
or allotment
New MMexico
sum shall t:Irsov
of said
part of
able
until June
June 30,
That no
no part
said sum
Provided, That
1926: Provided,
30, 1926:
able until
e in°. New t
exico
ric
an
restricted.
Ariona
and
any
of
allotment
or
be
used
for
the
survey,
resurvey,
classification,
or
allotment
of
classification,
resurvey,
survey,
the
be used for
land
in severalty
on the
the public
public domain
to any Indian, whether of
domain to
severalty on
land in
the
or other
other tribes,
tribes, within
within the
the State
State of
Mexico and the
New Mexico
of New
Navajo or
the Navajo
State of
Arizona, who
upon the public
public domain
domain
residing upon
not residing
was not
who was
of Arizona,
State
prior
Snpport,etc.,
1914.
30, 1914.
to June
June 30,
prior to
Support,ete., odesigof designated boarding
boarding schools.
schools.
purchase of aasteel nated
Education: Mount
Pleasant, Michigan:
For the purchase
Michigan: For
Mount Pleasant,
Education:
Mount
Pleasant,
Pleasant'
Mieht
$2,500, Mich.
Pleasant, Michigan,
water tank
tank at
Mount Pleasant,
Michigan, $2,500,
school, Mount
Indian school,
the Indian
at the
water
to
remain available
until June
June 30,
30, 1926.
available until
to remain
Pipestone, Minn.
pestone Min.
includPipestone Indian
Minnesota: For
reconstruction, includFor reconstruction,
School, Minnesota:
Indian School,
Pipestone
ing equipment,
equipment, of
of the
the dairy
dairy barn
barn at the
Indian School,
the Pipestone Indian
ing
Minnesota, destroyed
fire, $8,300,
available until June
remain available
to remain
$8,300, to
by fire,
destroyed by
Minnesota,
30, 1926.
1926.
P
ak
30,
Pierre,
S. Dak.
.a.
er
and
Pierre Indian
Indian School,
South Dakota:
Dakota: For
For reconstruction
reconstruction and
School, South
Pierre
repair work
of the
the Pierre
Pierre Indian School, South Dabuildings of
on buildings
work on
repair
kota, damaged
$10,000, to
remain available
until June
available until
to remain
tornado, $10,000,
by tornado,
damaged by
kota,
30,
1926.
1926.
30,
Full-blood
Chochos
of distress
General
support and
civilization: For
relief of
distress among
among taFSuiMsd
For relief
and civilization:
taws, Miss.
General support
Support
and
civiliSupport and cvilithe full-blood
full-blood Choctaw
Choctaw Indians
of Mississippi;
for their
their education
education zation.
Mississippi; for
Indians of
the
includingaton.
schools, including
by establishing,
establishing, equipping,
equipping, and
and maintaining
maintaining day
day schools,
by
the
purchase of
land and
the construction
construction of necessary
necessary buildings and
and the
of land
the purchase
including improvetheir
equipment, $700;
for the
the purchase
of lands,
improvelands, including
purchase of
$700; for
their equipment,
ments thereon,
exceeding eighty
eighty acres for any one family, for the
not exceeding
thereon, not
ments
use and
and occupancy
of said
expended under
under condiIndians, to be expended
said Indians,
occupancy of
use
the Interior for its retions
to be
be prescribed
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
by the
prescribed by
tions to
payment
to the
the United
such rules and regulations as
under such
States under
United States
payment to
Fort Belknap
he
may
direct,
$1,300;
in
all,
fiscal
year
1923,
$2,000.
1923, $2,000.
year
fiscal
in
all,
$1,300;
direct,
may
he
Fort Belknap
Agency, Mont.
Montana (tribal
Support
Indians, Fort
Fort Belknap
Agency, Montana
(tribal Agency
Belknap Agency,
of Indians,
Support of
Support of Indiansat,
funds) : For
For support
and civilization
civilization of Indians under the juris- SupportofIndiansat,
support and
funds):
paid
to be
diction
the Fort
Belknap Agency,
$20,000, to
Montana, $20,000,
Agency, Montana
Fort Belknap
of the
diction of
from the funds held by the United
United States in trust for the Indians
from
of
available until
Reservation, and to remain available
Belknap Reservation,
Fort Belknap
the Fort
of the
June 30,
1926.
30, 1926.
June
ds
I
At
.
igji
t
j
t
ul
si t
nri
gbal
com
fun.
penSa
funds)::To Adjustng compenbs
Indian tribes (tribal
Miscellaneous trust
trust funds
funds of Indian
(tribal funds)
Miscellaneous
tion
of
field
service
eracompensation of tionotnclel'dsrceemadjust the
enable
the Secretary
of the
the compensation
to adjust
Interior to
the Interior
Secretary of
enable the
ployees, etc.
p. 1488.
p.
Vol.'442,:lsS
civilian employees
employed under trust Vol.
Indian field service employed
the Indian
in the
employees in
civilian
rates
funds,
to
correspond,
so
far
as
may
be
practicable
to
esthe
to
practicable,
be
may
as
far
so
funds, to correspond,
Ante, p. 707.
"7
for positions
1923 for
of 1923
tablished by
the Classification
Classification Act
Act of
positions in
in the de- AP',
by the
tablished
exceed
partmental
services
in
the
District
of
not
to
exceed
the
Columbia,
of
District
the
in
services
partmental
following
additional sums
sums hereby
authorized to
be paid
during the
paid during
to be
hereby authorized
following additional
fiscal
year 1925
1925 from
from funds
funds held
held in
in trust
respective tribes:
tribes:
trust for the respective
fiscal year
Arizona.
Arizona
Arizona.-Fort Apache,
Apache, $9.100;
Truxton Canyon, $2,020;
$9,100; Truxton
Arizona.-Fort
Idaho.
Idaho.-Coeur
d'Alene
$280;
Fort
Lapwai,
$1,892;
Idaho.
$1,892;
Idaho.-Coeur d'Alene, $280; Fort Lapwai,
Minnesota.
innesota
Minnesota.-Consolidated Chippewa,
Chippewa, $23,150;
$18,560;
Red Lake, $18,560;
$23,150; Red
Minnesota.-Consolidated
Montana.
Montana
Montana.-Flathead,
$4,370;
Fort
Belknap,
$3,082;
Peck,
Fort
$3,082;
Belknap,
Fort
Montana.-Flathead, $4,370;
$600;
$600;
Nebraska.
Nebrska.
$729;
Nebraska.-Omaha, $729;
Nebraska.-Omaha,
Nevada.
Nevada.
Nevada.-Reno, $1,140;
$1,140; Western
Western Shoshone,
$1,682;
Shoshone, $1,682;
Nevada.-Reno,
New Mexico.
New Mexico.-Jicarilla,
Mexico.-Jicarilla, $812;
Ne Mexico.
$1,380;
Mescalero, $1,380;
$812; Mescalero,
New
North Dakota.
orthDakta.
North
$3,340; Standing
$1,342;
Rock, $1,342;
Standing Rock,
Berthold, $3,340;
Dakota.-Fort Berthold,
North Dakota.-Fort
Oklahoma.
Oklahoma.-Cheyennes
and
Arapahoes
(Cantonment,
$4,020;
Olahoma
$4,020;
(Cantonment,
Oklahoma.-Cheyennes and Arapahoes
Cheyenne and
and Arapahoe,
Arapahoe, $3,840;
$3,840; Segar,
$3,620), $11,580;
Kiowa,
$11,580; Kiowa
Segar, $3,620),
Cheyenne
$11,838;
Shawnee (Sac
(Sac and
and Fox),
Five Civilized Tribes
$1,430; Five
Fox), $1,430;
$11,838: Shawnee
(Choctaws
Chickasaws), $1,080;
$1,080;
and Chickasaws),
(Choctaws and
Oregon.
Oregon.-Klamath,
$6,721; Umatilla,
Warm Springs, Orego
$1,376; Warm
Umatilla, $1,376;
Oregon.-Klamath, $6,721;
$1,700;
$1,700;
South Dakota.
SouthDakota.
South Dakota.-Cheyenne
$7,613;
River,, $7,613;
Dakota.-Cheyenne River
South
Washington.
Washingten.-Colville
$6,000; Yakima,
I7akima, $4,003;
$4,003;Washigton.
Washington.-Colville, .$6,000;
Wisconsin.
Wisconsin.
Wisconsin.-Keshena,
$9,510; Lac
Lac du
du Flambeau,
$1,050;
Flambeau, $1,050;
Wisconsin.-Keshena, $9,510;
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Wyoming.—Shoshone,
$3,520;
Wyoming.-Shoshone, $3,520;
In all,
not to
to exceed
In
all, not
exceed $140,900.
$140,900.
Menominee
Menomintee Indians,
Indians,
For the accomplishment
accomplishment of the purposes of the Act of
March
of March
Wis.
Rebuilding
sawmill, 28,
Rebuildirig sawmill,
Statutes at
28, 1908 (Thirty-fifth
(Thirty-fifth Statutes
Large, page
the Secretary
Secretary
at Large,
page 51),
51), the
etc.,
tribal
etc., from tr
i5 funds.
funds. of
the Interior
Interior be, and he is hereby,
to expend
of the
hereby, authorized
authorized to
expend not
not to
to
p. 51.
Vol. 35,
35, p
exceed $275,000 of the funds in the Treasury
Treasury of the United States
of the
Tribe of
of Indians
to rebuild
to the credit
credit of
the Menominee
Menominee Tribe
Indians to
rebuild the
the
appurtenances at
which were
sawmill and its appurtenances
at Neopit,
Neopit, Wisconsin, which
were
destroyed by
fire on
1924.
destroyed
by fire
on October
October 5,
5, 1924.
Wichitas, etc.,
Okla.
Wichitas,
etc.,Okla.
Wichita and affiliated bands of Indians, Oklahoma:
Oklahoma: Out of
of the
the
Wichita and
affiliated bands
bands
funds now standing to the credit
credit of
of the Wichita
and affiliated
of the
of Indians in Oklahoma
Oklahoma in
in the Treasury
Treasury of
the United
United States,
States, a
a
Counsel for Caddo
for Caddo sum not exceeding $3,000 may be used
used for the
employment of
the employment
of counsel
counsel
Bands.
for the Caddo Band of said Indians under
under contract
provided by
by
contract as
as provided
represent
said
Indians
in
their
claims against
against the
the United
United
law
to
represent
said
Indians
in
their
claims
Ante, pp. 366, 4
409.
Ante,
9
States,
as set
in article
article 66 of
the agreement
States, as
set forth
forth in
of the
agreement of
Vol. 28,
28, p
p.,.896. .
of June
June 4,
4, 1891,
1891,
ratified by the Act approved
approved March
Statutes,
March 2.
2, 1895
1895 (Twenty-eighth
(Twenty-eighth Statutes,
pages 876
876 to
to 910).
pages
910).
James I.
J.: McAllister.
For
carrying out the
entitled "An
"An Act
for
For
carrying
the provisions
provisions of
of the
the Act
Act entitled
Payment MAster.
to.
Act for
Payment
5
Post,
Post, p. 1557.
1557.
the relief
McAllister," approved
approved February 9, 1925, $1,000.
relief of James J.
J. McAllister,"
$1,000.
Wyoming.
Wyominj

Pension Office.
Office.
Pension
RTAmining surgeons.
surgeons.
Examining

Patent Office
Patent
Storage
etc.

of

PENSION
PENSION OFFICE
OFFICE
For fees and expenses of examining
for servexamining surgeons,
surgeons, pensions,
pensions, for
services rendered
rendered within the fiscal years that follow:
follow:
For 1924, $3,000; for 1925, $90,000.
$90,000.
PATENT OFFICE
PATENT
OFFICE
PATENT
OFFICE

models,
models,

Disposal
Disposal of models,
models,
etc.
Expenses of
Expenses
of commiscommission for.
Ante,
943.
Ante, p. 943.

Reclamation
Reclamation Bureau.

McConnell.
Mary McConnell.
Services.
ervicnes.
Vol.
32,
Vol. 32, p.
p. 388.
388.

For additional amount for the storage of Patent Office models
and exposition exhibits, including the cost of removal
removal of the models
models
necessary, fiscal year 1926, $600.
if necessary,
To enable the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior to
to carry
carry into effect the provisions of the Act approved February 13,
13, 1925, authorizing
authorizing the apapcommission to select such of the Patent Office
pointment of aacommission
Office models
models
as are deemed to be of value and historical interest,
interest, and
and to
to dispose
of said models, and for other purposes, including
including personal services
in the District of Columbia and other necessary expenses
expenses contemcontemplated by such Act,
to remain
available during
fiscal year
plated
Act, $10,000,
$10,000, to
remain available
during the
the fiscal
year
1926.
BUREAU OF
OF RECLAMATION
RECLAMATION
BUREAU

Mary McConnell,
McConnell, of
of Santa
Santa Fe,
New Mexico,
To pay to Mary
Fe, New
Mexico, out
of the
out of
the

special
special fund in the Treasury of the United States created
created by the Act

of June
and therein
June 17, 1902, and
therein designated
designated "
The Reclamation
Reclamation Fund"
Fund"
"The
for services
services rendered
to the
United States
in compiling
data in
for
rendered to
the United
States in
compiling data
in the
the
matter of
the adjudication
adjudication of
of water
River,
matter
of the
water rights
rights upon
upon the
the Pecos
Pecos River,
New Mexico,
Designatedprojects.
Designated
projects. New
$289.
Mexico, $289.
Boise,
Bmo, Idaho.
Idr.invest
Not exceeding
exceeding $111,000
$111,000 of
$1,080,000 from
from the
the
of the
the appropriation
appropriation of
of $1,080,000
Amount for investi-

gations, etc.
etc.
gations,

Ante, p.416.
Ante,
p. 416.

Yuma, Ariz -Calif.
Amount for floodprotection
work.
rotectionwork.
Ante, p. 416.

reclamation
reclamation fund, special fund, for the Boise project, Idaho,
Idaho, for
for the
the
fiscal
year 1925,
1925, made
made by
Department Appropriation
Appropriation
by the
the Interior
Interior Department
fiscal year

Act, approved
approved June 5,
5, 1924,
1924, may
investigation,
may be
be used
used for
for continued
continued investigation,
commencement
commencement of
of construction
construction of
of additional
storage, and
incidental
additional storage,
and incidental
operations, to
operations,
to remain
remain available
during the
the fiscal
year 1926.
available during
fiscal year
1926.

unexpended balance of appropriation
Not to exceed
exceed $125,000
$125,000 of the unexpended
appropriation
for operation
operation and
construction, and
for
and maintenance,
maintenance, continuation of construction,
incidental operations
incidental
operations in
in connection
connection with
with the
the Yuma
Yuma project
project,; ArizonaArizonaCalifornia, contained
contained in
in the
Interior Department
Department Appropriation
Appropriation Act
California,
the Interior
Act
for the fiscal year
year 1925,
1925, is
continued and
made available
available during
during the
is continued
and made
the
fiscal year 1926 for the continuation
of construction
construction of
continuation of
flood-protecof flood-protection works in
tion
main canal
canal near
near Picacho
in the
the main
Picacho Wash.
Wash.
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Orland,
California, Project:
For continued
purinvestigations, purcontinued investigations,
Project: For
Orland, California,

be paid
paid
chase of
rights of
of way,
operations, $50,000,
$50,000, to be
and incidental
incidental operations,
way, and
of rights
chase
out
of the
reclamation fund"
remain available
available until June
fund" and to remain
the "
"reclamation
out of
30,
1926.
30, 1926.

Orland, Calif.

Orland, calif.

m
Yuma, A
Ariz.,
r.. atixalxl
maintenance iii"_'u
Yuma
For operation
operation and
and maintenance
Arizona: For
Project, Arizona:
Auxiliary Project,
Yuma Auxiliary
iliary.
to furnish water
water to
and
completion of the irrigation system required to
and completion
otherwise
all
of the
in part
Mesa division, otherwise
part one of
of the Mesa
lands in
all of
the irrigable
irrigable lands
unit.
stpfirst Mesaa unit.
For
known
first Mesa
Mesa unit of
auxiliary project, Arizona, For
of the
the Yuma auxiliary
as the
the first
known as
Ante, p. 962.
in accordance
with the
provisions of
of the
the Act
entitled "An
Act to
to
"An Act
Act entitled
the provisions
in
accordance with
authorize the
appropriation of
for the
irrigathe Yuma
Yuma irrigacertain amounts
amounts for
the appropriation
of certain
authorize
tion project,
Arizona, and
for other
February
approved February
other purposes,"
purposes," approved
and for
tion
project, Arizona,
21,
to be paid
"reclamation fund,"
fund," to
to rethe "reclamation
paid out of the
$200,000, to
21, 1925,
1925, $200,000,
main
available during
fiscal year
1926, and
to include
the gengenand to
include the
year 1926,
during the
the fiscal
main available
Hydroelectric power
power
second paragraph
in the
the second
eral
objects of
enumerated in
paragraph pydroelectric
of expenditure
expenditure enumerated
eral objects
plant.
under
caption "
Bureau of
of Reclamation,"
Reclamation," contained
contained in
the InInAnte,
in the
Ante, p. 416.
"Bureau
under the
the caption
terior Department
Department Appropriation
for the
year 1925.
1925.
the fiscal
fiscal year
Act for
Appropriation Act
terior

BUREA17 OF
M INES
OF MINES
BUREAU

Mines
Bureau.
Mines Bureau.

Electric
furnace
Electric furnace
furnace equipment,
For the
the purchase
purchase and
and installation
installation of
of electric
equipment equipment.
electric furnace
For
fiscal
$15,000.
1925, $15,000.
year 1925,
fiscal year
Lupton's
of ventiinstallation of
Sons Company
Company for
To
for installation
venti- David Lupton's
Lupton's Sons
pay David
David Lupton's
To pay
Sons Company,
Pertn- sons Company.
Pittsburgh, Petmlators at
at Bureau
Bureau of
Mines fuel-testing
laboratory, Pittsburgh,
fuel-testing laboratory-,
of Mines
iators
sylvania,
the balance
balance due
due under
contract dated
1924, $259.
dated June 24, 1924,
under contract
sylvania, the
Helium production,
production,
Appropri- Helium
The funds
funds included
included in
in the
Navy Departments
Departments AppropriWar and
and Navy
the War
The
etc, funds transferred.
ation Acts
Acts for
the production
helium for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal et" PP.
pp.t877,
877n906.
or purchase
purchase of
of helium
for the
production or
ation
906.
year
June 30,
1926, in
amounts as
be determined
determined
as may
may be
in such
such amounts
30, 1926,
year ending
ending June
by
the President,
President, not
not to
to exceed
$1,000,000, shall
transshall be transof $1,000,000,
exceed a
a total
total of
by the
ferred on
books of
the Treasury
expenditure by
Bureau
by the
the Bureau
for expenditure
of the
Treasury for
ferred
on the
the books
for like purposes.
of
purposes.
of Mines for

NATIONAL PARKS
PARKS
NATIONAL

National
Parks.
National Parks.

R Mi
i?un5t
19R
, ait
n
aie
nr and
nd
Mountai
The appropriations
appropriations of
and $26,171
$26,171 for
damage Rocky
repairing damage
for repairing
$13,000 and
of $13,000
The
It
ce4propri
l
latioti
of
of
Reappropriation
retain- amount
bridges, retainriver revetment,
caused
by flood
to roads,
roads, river
revetment, bridges,
flood washouts
washouts to
caused by
for flood damam
or
ing walls,
walls, and
Mount Rainier
and Rocky
Mountain NaNa- ages.
ages
Rocky Mountain
Rainier and
in Mount
culverts in
and culverts
ing
p. 688.
tional
Parks, respectively,
in the
Deficiency Act,
Act, Ante,
M.
4Ate, p.
second Deficiency
the second
contained in
respectively, contained
tional Parks,
fiscal year
year 1924,
hereby reappropriated
for
available for
and made
made available
reappropriated and
are hereby
1924, are
fiscal
the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1925.
1925.
the
Appalachian Mounpinachitn
provi- tain
carry out
To enable
Secretary of
to carry
out the
the provithe Interior
Interior to
of the
the Secretary
enable the
To
Parks, etc. MounExpenses of
of commiscommissions of
of the
Act entitled
Act for
for the
of lands
lands in
in Expenses
the securing
securing of
"An Act
entitled "An
the Act
sions
etc.
Ante,p. 959.
the
southern
Appalachian
Mountains
and
in
the
NU:
.mmoth
Cave
959.
Ante,
p.
Cave
3Mammoth
the southern Appalachian Mountains and in the
regions of
of Kentucky
for perpetual
preservation as
as national
parks,"
national parks,"
perpetual preservation
Kentucky for
regions
approved February
February 21,
21, 1925,
1925, including
including personal
the
in the
services in
personal services
approved
District of
elsewhere, traveling
traveling expenses
of memmemexpenses of
and elsewhere,
of Columbia
Columbia and
District
and
bers and
and employees
the commission,
commission, printing
binding, and
and binding,
printing and
of the
employees of
bers
other necessary
incidental expenses,
available durremain available
to remain
$20,000, to
expenses, $20,000,
other
necessary incidental
ing the fiscal year 1926.

GOVERNMENT IN
IN THE
THE TERRITORIES
TERRITORIES
GOVERNMENT

Government in the
Tervnmen in the
Territories.
Alaska.

TERRITORY
ALASKA: For
For care
care and
custody of
of persons
legally Care
C'eoinsane.
of insane.
persons legally
and custody
OF AJASKA:
TERRITORY OF
adjudged insane
insane in
in Alaska,
Alaska, including
including transportation
transportation and
and other
exother exadjudged
penses,
year 1925,
Provided, That
That authority
is granted
t to Si°
granted Payment
authority is
Sani1925. $3,524:
$3,524: Provided,
fiscal year
penses, fiscal
Company.
to
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Interior to
to pay
this appropriation
to tarium
trium Company.
appropriation to
from this
pay from
the Interior
to the
the Sanitarium
Sanitarium Company,
Company,. of
of Portland, Oregon, for the care and
the
maintenance of
Alaskan insane
patients, not
not to
to exceed
exceed $624
$624 per
per
insane patients,
of Alaskan
maintenance
capita per
per annum,
January 15,
15, 1925,
1925, to
and including
including
to and
from January
annum, from
capita
June 30,
30, 1925.
1925.
June
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Contingent expenses.
expenses.
Contingent

1925.

For
amount for
for contingent
expenses, Territory
Territory of
of
contingent expenses,
additional amount
an additional
For an
Alaska,
$2,500,
to
be
expended
under
the
direction
the
governor
governor
the
of
direction
the
under
expended
be
Alaska, $2,500, to
and
to remain
remain available
until June
June 30,
30, 1926.
1926.
available until
and to
THE ALASKA
RAILROAD
ALASKA RAILROAD
THE

Alaska Railroad.
Railroad.
Alaska

For
authorized
expenditure requisite for and incident to the authorized
For every expenditure
maintenance, operation,
work
of the
the Alaska
including maintenance,
operation, and
and
Railroad, including
Alaska Railroad,
work of
improvements for
railroads in
Alaska; maintenance
maintenance and operation
operation
in Alaska;
for railroads
improvements
of river
river steamers
steamers and
and other
boats on
Yukon River
River and its
on the
the Yukon
other boats
of
tributaries
in Alaska;
Alaska; stores
stores for
resale; payment
due
amounts due
of amounts
payment of
for resale;
tributaries in
Injuries
to employees. connecting lines under
compensation
payment
agreements;
traffic
~Inrietoemployees.
under
agreements;
payment
of
compensation
Vol. 39, p. 750.
and.
as authorized
by section
the injury
injury compensation
compensation
of the
42 of
section 42
authorized by
expenses as
and expenses
Act,
approved September
7, 1916,
to be
be reimbursed
protherein proas therein
reimbursed as
1916, to
September 7,
Act, approved
vided; $300,000,
addition to
amounts received
Alaska
by the Alaska
received by
to all
all amounts
in addition
$300,000, in
vided;
Railroad during
the fiscal
fiscal year
1925, which
which with
in
balances in
all balances
with all
year 1925,
during the
Railroad
existing
appropriations
and
funds
the
maintenance
and operamaintenance
the
for
funds
and
appropriations
existing
tion of
and river
river steamers
steamers in
in Alaska
unexpended
and the unexpended
Alaska and
of railroads
railroads and
tion
Balance reappropri- balance of the $865,000 appropriated by the deficiency
approved
Balance reappropr- balance of the $865,000 appropriated by the deficiency Act approved
ated.
Ante, p.
p. 43.
43.
April
2, 1924,
which is
reappropriated, shall
consolidated
be consolidated
shall be
is hereby
hereby reappropriated,
1924, which
April 2,
AC,
into the
the "Alaska
"Alaska Railroad
Railroad fund,"
continue available
available until exto continue
fund," to
into
pended
for
the
purposes
for
appropriated.
appropriated.
which
for
purposes
the
for
pended

Maintenance,
Maintenance,
expenses.
s

expense

etc.,
etc,

.

Department of
of JnoinsDepartment
rice.
tiee.
Contingent
expenses.
Contingent expenses.
Miscellaneous
penMdtures
penditures.

ex-

e-

Printing and
and bind.
bindPrinting
t
lug.

ng.

Ante, p.
217.
p. 217.
Ante,

DEPARTMENT
JUSTICE
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
CONTINGENT
EXPENSES
CONTINGENT EXPENSES

fuel,
For miscellaneous
expenditures, including
including telegraphing,
telegraphing, fuel,
miscellaneous expenditures,
For
lights,
repairs of buildings, care of grounds,
labor, repairs
foreign postage, labor,
lights, foreign
books
reference, periodicals, typewriters
typewriters and adding machines
machines
of reference,
books of
and
of same,
exceeding $300, and
car fares not exceeding
street car
same, street
exchange of
and exchange
Attorney General, fiscal
other
necessaries, directly
directly ordered by the Attorney
other necessaries,
1
721 "
02
$1,721.02.
1924,2 $1
year 1924
fiscal
For printing and binding for the Department of Justice, fiscal
year 1923, $10.16.
For printing and binding for the Department of Justice and the
courts of
year 1925, $43,000.
States, fiscal year
United States,
the United
of the
courts
JUSTICE
DEPARTMENT OF
M ISCELLANEOUS OBJECTS,
OF J
USTICE
OBJECTS, DEPARTMENT
MISCELLANEOUS

$20,000 of
Detection and prosecution
prosecution of crime:
crime: Not to
to exceed
exceed $20,000
of
the
the appropriation
for detection
and prosecution
prosecution of
crimes for
for the
of crimes
detection and
appropriation for
office the
fiscal year
year 1925
1925 shall
for employees
employees at
at the
the seat of
available for
be available
shall be
fiscal

Detection and
and proseprose
Detection
cution of crime.
Allowances for office
personnel
Apenpl
Ante, p. 217.

Cllsotnosmfoe

Judicial
Judicial.

--of Customs

Court
Lppes, books, etc.
Appeals,
Court of Claims.

Printing and binding.
ii
Reappropriation.
Reapprpriation.
Ante,
S.
Ante, p. 686.
Commissioners.
Salaries
and expenses.
aesandexpenses.

such
authorized for such
government,
addition to the amount now authorized
in addition
government, in
services
appropriation.
said appropriation.
in said
services in
JUDICIAL
JUDICIAL

includCOURT OF
CUSTOMS APPEALS:
AprEALs• For
For books
periodicals, includand periodicals,
books and
OF CUSTOMS
COURT
ing
their exchange,
fiscal year
$1,000.
1925, $1,000.
year 1925,
exchange, fiscal
ing their
Court of
Claims: The
The appropriation
appropriation of
of $8,000 for printing and
of Claims:
Court
binding
for
the
Court
of
Claims,
fiscal
year 1924, contained
contained in
year
fiscal
Claims,
of
Court
the
for
binding
the second
second deficiency
deficiency Act, fiscal year 1924, is
the
is made available
available for
the
fiseal year
1925.
year 1925.
the fiscal
For expenses
commissioners of
of the
the Court
Claims, including
including
of Claims,
Court of
of commissioners
expenses of
For
travel-expenses,
commissioners at $5,000 each, travel
-expenses,
salaries of seven commissioners
compensation
stenographers authorized by the court, and for
of stenographers
compensation of
stenographic and other fees and charges
stenographic
charges necessary in the taking
prescribed in
performance of the duties prescribed
of testimony and in the performance

S
IXTYEIGHTH CONGRESS.
SESS. II.
II. CH.
556.
SIXTY-EIGHTH
CONGRESS. SESS.
CH. 556.
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1925.
1925.

the
"An Act
Act to
to authorize
authorize the
the appointment
appointment of
the Act entitled
entitled "An
of comcornmissioners
Court of
Claims and
and to
their powers
powers
missioners by the
the Court
of Claims
to prescribe
prescribe their
compensation," approved
24, 1925,
1925, fiscal
years 1925
and compensation,"
approved February
February 24,
fiscal years
1925
and
and 1926,
1926, $69,000.
$69,000.

Ante, p. 964.
A*
P-964

MARSHALS,
DISTRITr ATTORNEYS,
ATTORNEYS, CLERKS,
CLERKS, AND
OTHER EXPENSES
EXPENSES OF
M ARSHALS, DISTRICT
AND OTHER
OF
UNITED S
TATES COURTS
UNITED
STATES
COURTS

United
States courts.
United Statescourts.

For salaries,
fees and
expenses of
of United
United States
States marshals
marshals and
Marshals, etc.
and sallsaetc.
and expenses
For
salaries, fees,
Salaries.
their deputies,
including the
same objects
objects specified
their
deputies, including
the same
specified under
under this
this head
head
in the
the Act
appropriations for
the Departments
of State
in
Act making
making appropriations
for the
Departments of
State
and Justice
and
1924, $81,654.39.
$81,654.39.
Justice for the
the fiscal year
year 1924,
For salaries,
fees, and
and expenses
expenses of
of United
United States
States marshals
For
salaries, fees,
marshals and
and
including the
same objects
objects specified
under this
their deputies, including
the same
specified under
this head
head
in the
the Act
Act making
for the
the Departments
of State,
State,
in
making appropriations
appropriations for
Departments of
Justice, Commerce,
Commerce, and
for the
year 1925,
$119,000.
Justice,
and Labor
Labor for
the fiscal
fiscal year
1925, $149,000.
For
of jurors,
jurors, for
for the
years that
that follow:
follow:
Jurors.
For fees
fees of
the fiscal
fiscal years
Juro
For 1924,
for 1925,
1925, $100,000.
For
1924, $60,221.47;
$60,221.47; for
$100,000.
For
fees of
of witnesses,
witnesses, including
same objects
specified under
under witnesses.
Witnesses.
For fees
including the
the same
objects specified
this head
Departments
head in the Act
Act making
making appropriations
appropriations for
for the
the Departments
of
1924, $34,602.43.
of State
State and
and Justice
Justice for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1924,
$34,602.43.
For
and for
for payment
the actual
expenses
For fees
fees of
of witnesses
witnesses and
payment of
of the
actual expenses
of
section 850,
850, Revised
Revised Statutes
of the
the160. RR.SS.,
sec.-850,p.16
850, p. a
of witnesses
witnesses, as
as provided
provided by
by section
Statutes of
- sec
United
including the
and expenses
expenses of
witnesses on
United States, including
the fees and
of witnesses
on
behalf
the Boards
of United
behalf of
of the
the Government
Government before
before the
Boards of
United States
States
General Appraisers, such
payments to
on the
the certification
General
such payments
to be
be made
made on
certification
of
United States
of the attorney
attorney for
for the
the United
States and
and to
to be
be conclusive
conclusive asiDroas provided
in section
section 850,
850, Revised
Revised Statutes
Statutes of
of the
the United
United States.
vided in
States. fiscal
fiscal
year 1925,
$63,000.
year
1925, $63,000.
bailiffs and
and criers,
criers, including
including the
the same
same objects
specified Bailiffs,
For pay
pay of
of bailiffs
objects specified
Baiifl etc.
etc.
under this head
under
the Departhead in
in the Act making
making appropriations
appropriations for
for the
Departments of
of State
State and
and Justice
for the
year 1924,
1924, $19,437.48.
$19,437.48.
ments
Justice for
the fiscal
fiscal year
For pay
pay of
the same
same objects
specified
For
of bailiffs
bailiffs and
and criers
criers, including
including the
objects specified
under
the Act
Act making
mailing appropriations
the Departunder this head
head in
in the
appropriations for
for the
Departments
Justice, Commerce,
Commerce, and
fiscal year
year
ments of
of State,
State, Justice,
and Labor
Labor for
for the
the fiscal
1925,
$66,000.
1925, $66,000.
For such
miscellaneous expenses
as may
by the
For
such miscellaneous
expenses as
may be
be authorized
authorized by
the Misoellansons.
MyllaOOAttorney
United States
States courts
courts and
their officers,
officers,
Attorney General, for
for the
the United
and their
including
including so
discretion of
so much as
as may be
be necessary
necessary in
in the
the discretion
of the
the
Attorney General
General for
the District
District of
of Alaska,
and
Attorney
for such
such expenses
expenses in
in the
Alaska, and
in
courts, fiscal
year 1923,
in courts
courts other
other than
than Federal
Federal courts,
fiscal year
1923, $1,479.82.
$1,479.82.
For
the purchase
books, including
the exchancee
thereof, offr
for
judicial
tor Judiial
For the
purchase of
of law
law books,
including the
exchange thereof,
for
offifor United
United States
States judges,
judges, district
district attorneys,
attorneys, and
and other
other judicial
judicial officers, including
including the
the libraries
of the
the United
Circuit Courts
Courts
cers,
libraries of
United States
States Circuit
of Appeals,
Appeals, and
the purchase
of
and including
including the
purchase of
of United
United States
States Supreme
Supreme
ep
Court Reports
and the
Federal Reporter,
to be
expended under
under the
Federal R
Reporter.
Court
Reports and
the Federal
Reporter, to
be expended
the Federal
orter direction
the Attorney
Attorney General
but subject
subject to
the approval
of
direction of
of the
General but
to the
approval of
the
conference of
senior circuit
judges established
section 2
p. 838
838.
the conference
of senior
circuit judges
established by
by section
2 Vol.
Vol- 42,
42 p.
of
Act of
September 14,
1922 (Forty-second
at Large,
Large,
of the
the Act
of September
14, 1922
(Forty-second Statutes
Statutes at
page
837) :Provided,
Provided, That
such books
books shall
in all
all cases
cases be
T,Lsm
°u**ttai
i to
to soopage 837):
That such
shall in
be transtrans- Trnittal
suemitted to
•all
all books
mitted
to their
their successors
successors in
in office
office;'
books purchased
purchased thereunder
thereunder cessots.'
to
be marked
marked plainly
plainly "
The property
of the
United States,"
States," fiscal
to be
"The
property of
the United
fiscal
years
1925 and
and 1926, $100,000.
$100,000.
years 1925

Jook.s

pr

cessm

PENAL
PENAL INS
INSTITUTIONS
lIT UTIONS

Leavenworth, Kansas,
Kansas, Penitentiary:
For subsistence,
Leavenworth,
Penitentiary: For
subsistence, including
including
supplies from
from the
prison stores
stores for
for warden,
warden, deputy
supplies
the prison
deputy warden,
warden, and
and
physician, tobacco
tobacco for
for prisoners,
dining-room furnifurniphysician,
prisoners, kitchen
kitchen and
and dining-room

Penal institutions.
institutions.
Penal
Leavenworth, Kans.
SLeaenworth,
Ean
Subsistence.
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1925.
1925.

and implements,
implements, and
for purchase
purchase of
of ice
ice
ture and
and utensils
utensils, seeds
seeds and
and for
if
year 1925,
if necessary,
necessary, fiscal:
fiscal year
1925, $12,000.
$12,000.
Clothing, transportaFor clothing,
clothing, transportation,
transportation, and
so forth,
forth, including
the same
Clothing,
transportaFor
and so
including the
same
tion,
etc.
on,
etc.
appropriaobjects specified under this head in
in the Act making appropriations for the Departments of State, Justice, Commerce, and
and Labor
Labor
for
the fiscal
fiscal year
1925,
$9,000.
for
the
year
1925,
$9,000.
Atlanta, Ga.
United States
States penitentiary,
Georgia: For
subsistence,
For subsistence,
Subsistence
Atlanta, Georgia:
penitentiary, Atlanta,
United
Subsistence.
and
including the
same objects
head
and so
so forth,
forth, including
the same
objects specified
specified under
under this
this head
for the United States penitentiary
in
penitentiary at Leavenworth,
Leavenworth, Kansas,
Kansas, in
appropriations for
of State,
Justhe Act making appropriations
for the
the Departments
Departments of
State, JusLabor , for
the fiscal
year 1925,
tice, Commerce,
Commerce, and Labor,
for the
fiscal year
1925, $50,000.
$50,000.
Miscellaneous.
Miscelanes
For miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenditures, including
including the
objects specithe same
same objects
speciStates penitentiary
at LeavenLeavenfied under this
this head for
for the United
United States
penitentiary at
worth, Kansas, in the
appropriations for
the Departthe Act making
making appropriations
for the
Departments of
State
and
Justice, for
the fiscal
year
1924,
$10,975.12.
ments
of
State
and
Justice,
for
the
fiscal
year
1924,
$10,975.12.
Drainage.
The item
item of
made part
of
ReaoroOriation.
Reanorooriation.
The
of $20,000
$20,000 available
available only
only for
for drainage,
drainage, made
part of
Ante, p. 222.
Ante, p. 22.
the appropriation for miscellaneous expenditures at the United
United
States penitentiary,
Atlanta, Georgia,
Georgia, as
in the
the Act
penitentiary, Atlanta,
as contained
contained in
Act makmaking appropriations
appropriations for the Departments
Departments of
of State,
State, Justice, ComCommerce, and Labor 'for the fiscal year 1925, is hereby continued
continued and
and
made available for the fiscal year 1926.
Island, made available for the fiscal year 1926.
McNeil
McNeil Island,
Wash,
For subsubWMh.
and
United States penitentiary,
penitentiary, McNeil
McNeil Island, Washington:
Washington: For
Subsistence.
Subsiistence,
itee
sistence,
and so forth, including the same objects specified
specified for this
this
purpose for the United
United States penitentiary
penitentiary at
at Leavenworth,
Leavenworth, Kansas,
Kansas,
m the Act making appropriations
appropriations for the
of State,
State,
the Departments of
Justice, Commerce, and Labor for
1925, $1,500.
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1925,
$1,500.
National Training
National Training
School for
for Boys,
of CoCoNctifonal
Taiing
National
Training School
School
for Boys.
Boys, Washington
Washington, District
District of
Support
Support of inmates, lumbia:
lumbia: For support of inmates,
inmates, and so forth, including the
the same
same
etc.
etc.
objects specified under this head in the Act making
making appropriations
appropriations
for the Departments
Departments of State, Justice.
Justice. Commerce,
Commerce, and
Labor for
and Labor
for the
the
fiscal year 1925, $7,000.
$7,000.
Support
of prisoners.
Support of
prisoners.
Support of prisoners: For support of United States prisoners, and
so forth, including the same objects specified under this
the
this head
head in
in the
Act making appropriations
appropriations for the Departments
Departments of
Justice
of State
State and
and Justice
for the fiscal years that follow:
follow:
For
$29,098.79;
For 1923, $29,098.79;
For
1924, $89,343.72.
$89,343.72.
For 1924,
Support of prisoners: For support of
of United
United States
States prisoners,
prisoners, and
and
so forth, including the same objects specified
the
specified under this
this head
head in
in the
Act making appropriations
State, Justice,
appropriations for the Departments
Departments of
of State,
Justice,
Commerce, and Labor for the fiscal year 1925, $370,000.
Federal
Federal Industrial Commerce, and Labor for the fiscal year 1925, $370,000.
Institution for
for Women.
of
Women. Federal Industrial
Industrial Institution
Institution for
for Women:
Women: For
For the
the purchase
purchase of
land and improvements thereon, if
of remodeling
remodeling and
if any,
any, the
the cost
cost of
and
construction
construction of buildings and appurtenances,
purchase of
of equipappurtenances, the
the purchase
equipment and supplies, the expense of
subsistence, the
the salaries
of travel
travel and subsistence,
salaries
of officers
officers and
and employees
well as
of
employees as
as well
as all
all other
other services
services and
and expenses
expenses
A nte, An
p. 473
473.
incident to the execution of the provisions
provisions of the Act entitled "An
"An
Act for the establishment
establishment of aa Federal Industrial
Industrial Institution
for
Institution for
purposes," approved June 7, 1924; $909,100,
$909,100,
Women, and for other purposes,"
expended under the direction
General and
to
to be expended
direction of
of the
the Attorney
Attorney General
and to
Proviso.
remain available
1926: Provided,
That
the Attorney
Contcts
Contracts for mama- remain
available until
until June
June 30,
30, 1926:
Provided,
That the
Attorney
terials,
terials, etc.
General
General may enter into contracts for materials and work necessary
necessary
construction of said project. to
to the construction
paid for
as appropriations
appropriations
to be
be paid
for as
may from time to time be made, not to
the aggregate
aggregate
to exceed
exceed in the
S17
2.000 in addition to the amount
1.72,000
appropriated.
amount herein
herein appropriated.
Department
of Labor.
DepartmentofLabor.
Payment of property
daret cckirns.property
damages

f

DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
Damage claims: To pay claims for damages to or losses of
of pripridetermined by the Department
vately owned property adjusted and determined
Department

SIXTY-EIGHTH
SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.

II.
SESS. II.

556.
CH. 556.

On.

of
entitled "An Act to provide
under the provisions
provisions of the Act entitled
of Labor, under
aa method for the settlement
settlement of
of claims
claims arising
arising against
against the
the GovernGovernexceeding $1,000 in any one
ment of the United States in sums not exceeding
case,"
case," approved December
December 28,
28, 1922,
1922, as
as fully set forth in House
House Document Numbered
Numbered 567, Sixty-eighth
Sixty-eighth Congress, $94.42.
BUREAU
OF IMMIGRATION
BUREAU OF
IMMIGRATION
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1925.
1925.

01 42, p. 1066.
vVol.
42, P.10

Immigration Bureau.
Bureau.
Immigration

g
Enforcing inunigraimm aThe amount
which may
may be
be expended
expended for
for personal services
services in the
the tio'nlasg
The
amount which
tion laws.
Amount for
personal
or personal
District of
Columbia from
appropriation "Expenses
"Expenses of Regulat- Amount
from the appropriation
District
of Columbia
services, increased.

incr
Immigration, 1925,"
1925," is increased
increased from $100,000
$100,000 to $109,000.
Ante. p. 688.
in Immigration,
Canadian
Pacific
Canadian Pacific
(Ltd.), Quebec,
or refund
to Canadian
Canadian Pacific
Steamships (Ltd.),
Quebec, Prov- Steamships
Pacific Steamships
or
refund to
(Ltd.).
ince
of Quebec,
erroneously assessed
assessed and col- Refund.
Refun(td.
fines erroneously
Quebec, of
of immigration
immigration fines
ince of
lected
in the
case of
the alien
alien David
$200.
lected in
the case
of the
David Williams,
Williams, $200.
White Star Line.
Refund."
For
refund to White
White Star
immigration Refund.
Star Line, New York City, of immigration
For refund
erroneously assessed and collected
collected in the case of the aliens Sura
fines erroneously
and
Chaja Goldstein,
$400.
Goldstein, $400.
and Chaja
Gulf Refining ComFor
refund to
to Gulf
Company, Port
Arthur, Texas,
of pany.
Texas, of
Port Arthur,
Refining Company,
Gulf Refining
For refund
Refund.
immigration
erroneously assessed and collected in the case of Ref md.
immigration fine erroneously
the
Jaeger, $10.
$10.
the alien
alien Frederick
Frederick Jaeger,
shr
pace
oc
m Mail Steam.
refund to Pacific Mail
Mail Steamship
Steamship Company, San Francisco, shipCompany.
For refund
Refund.pany.
California,
immigration fines erroneously
erroneously assessed and collected Refmd.
California, of immigration
in
of five
Chinese aliens in transit,
transit, who arrived
arrived on May
May 18,
18,
the case
case of
five Chinese
in the
steamship Venezuela,
Venezuela, $1,500.
$1,500.
1921, at San Francisco on the steamship
NAVY
DEPARTMENT
NAVY DEPARTMENT

Navy Department.
Departraent.
Navy

Compensa- Adjusted CompensaSTEDAdjusted
A
WAR
WORLD EENSES
ADMINITRAIVE
ADMINISTRATIVE
EXPENSES,
WORLD
WAR ADJUSTED
COMPENSATION ACT
ACT tion Act.
WORLD
WAR
ADUSTED COMPENSATION
ADMINISTRATIVE
EXPENSES,
Administmtve
Administratve

e
xex-

The
appropriation of
of $450,000
administrative expenses,
Department
expenses, World
World penses of Department
The appropriation
$450,000 for
for administrative
War
Act, contained
second deficiency
deficiency under.
in the
the second
contained in
War adjusted
adjusted compensation
compensation Act,
688.
Ante. p. 688.
Act, fiscal
fiscal year
1924, approved
5, 1924,
remain availavailDecember 5,
1924, shall
shall remain
Act,
year 1924,
approved December
able
until June 30, 1926.
1926.
able until
PRINTING AND
AND BINDING
PRINTING
BINDING

Printing and bindbind-

For
printing and
for the
and the
the Naval
Naval ing.
ing
Pria
. till
the Navy
Navy Department
Department and
For printing
and binding
binding for
Establishment
Government Printing
Office, fiscal
fiscal
Printing Office,
executed at
at the
the Government
Establishment executed
1925, $25,000.
year 1925.

and

DAMAGE CLAIMS
CLAIMS
DAMAGE
Payment of collision
collision

To
pay claims
damages to
to or
or losses
of privately
privately owned
damages claims.
prop- damages
owned proplosses of
for damages
claims for
To pay
42, p.
p. 1066.
106.
erty
adjusted and
and determined
under the
the Vol. 42,
Department under
by the
the Navy
Navy Department
determined by
erty adjusted
provisions
of
the
Acts
approved
December
28,
1922
(Forty-second
(Forty-second
28,
1922
December
approved
the
Acts
of
provisions
Statutes
at Large,
1066), as
as fully
fully set
House DocuDocuin House
set forth
forth in
page 1066),
Large, page
Statutes at
ments Numbered
564, 568,
568, 602,
602, and 605,
Sixty-eighth Con605, Sixty-eighth
261, 275,
275, 564,
Numbered 261,
ments
gress, $42,415.69.
MAJOR ALTERATIONS
ALTERATIONS TO
TO NAVAL
NAVAL VESSELS
VESSELS
MAJOR

M
Major alterations of
veajor
ssels.of
alterations
vessels.

Installation of addi-

protection,
etc.
Major
alterations, naval
naval vessels:
vessels: Toward
Toward the
of addiaddi- tional
tioti
stana
prot
ttetoc
il,:1
.e.
1
diinstallation of
the installation
Major alterations,
tional protection
submarine attack,
the installation
installation of
antiof antiattack, the
against submarine
protection against
tional
the
conversion to oil burning of the
air-attack deck
deck protection,
and the conversion
protection, and
air-attack
United States
States ships
ships New
New York,
Florida, Arkansas,
Arkansas, and
York, Utah, Texas, Florida,
United
Wyoming, and
and for
the purchase,
purchase, manufacture,
of
installation of
and installation
manufacture, and
for the
Wyoming,
new
fire-control systems
the New
and Texas,
as auau- Ante,
all as
Texas, all
Ate, p. 719.
New York
York and
for the
systems for
new fire-control
thorized
Act entitled
entitled "An
Act to
authorize alterations
to
alterations to
to authorize
"An Act
by the
the Act
thorized by
certain
construction of addiand to provide for the construction
naval vessels and
certain naval
Restriction for
tional
vessels," approved December 18, 1924, $9,000,000, to be avail- Restriction
for fiscal
l
tional vessels,"
able until
which sum not more than $1,000,000 shall year.
708t.
and of which
expended and
able
until expended
be available
available prior
July 1,
1, 1925.
1925.
to July
prior to
be
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Bureau
of Yards
Yards and
Bureau of
and
Docks.
Docks.

S
ESS. II.
II.
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CH. 556.

1925.

BUREAU
OF YARDS
YARDS AND
AND DOCKS
DOCKS
BUREAU OF

For
expenses and
improvements
minor extensions
extensions and
and improvements
For contingent
contingent expenses
and minor
of public
public works
works at
at navy
yards and
year 1925,
1925, $50,000.
stations, fiscal
fiscal year
$50,000.
of
navy yards
and stations,

Contingent.
Contingent.

Increase of the Navy.
IncreaseoftheNavy.

INCREASE
INCREASE OF THE NAVY
NAVY

"Lexington " and
"Saratoga."
Additional appropriation for.

and

For continuing
continuing the
construction of
the United
ships LexLexFor
the construction
of the
United States
States ships

River
and
River gunboats and

On account
account of hulls, outfits, machinery,
machinery, armor,
armor, armament,
armament, and
and
ammunition
for river
and scout
scout cruisers
cruisers authorized
authorized in
ammunition for
river gunboats
gunboats and
in the
the
Act entitled "An Act to authorize
alterations to
to certain
certain naval
naval vessels
vessels
authorize alterations
and
construction of additional
vessels," approved
approved
and to provide for the construction
additional vessels,"
December 18,
18, 1924,
1924, $4,000,000,
$4,000,000, to
be available
July 1,
1, 1925.
1925.
December
to be
available July

Lexington"

Saratoga as
Addtiioa appropri- ington and
and Saratoga
as authorized
authorized by
by law and
and in
in accordance
accordance with
the
terms of
for the
armaation or.
the terms
of the
the treaty
treaty providing
providing for
the limitation
limitation of
of naval
naval armament,
$14,000,000; toward
toward the
the equipment
of such
ment, $14,000,000;
equipment of
such ships
ships with
with aircraft
aircraft
and aircraft
aircraft accessories,
accessories, $3,000,000;
all, $17,000,000,
and
$3,000,000; in
in all,
$17,000,000, which
which sum
sum
Ante,
882.
Ante, pp.
pp. 881,
881, 882
shall be transferred
transferred to and merged with the appropriation
appropriation "
" Increase
of the
the Navy,"
Navy," contained
Appropriation Act,
Act, approved
approved
of
contained in
in the
the Naval
Naval Appropriation
February 11, 1925.
February
1925.

gunboats
constructionetc.

scout cruisers.
cruisers.
scout

Construction, etc.
Ante, p. 719.

Ante, p. 719.

Bureau of Engineer-

ENGINEERING
ENGINEERING

ing.
ing.

Limit increased for
lerie etc.,
tce services.
serv
clerical,
Ante,
870.
Ante p.. 870.

for

Bureau
of ConstrucBureau of
Construetion and
and Repair.
Repair.
tion
Limit
increased for
Limit increased
for
clerical,
clerical, etc.,
etc., services.
services.
Ante,
p.
870.
Ante, p.870.

Pst ofmce Depart-

Poet Office Department.
ment.

ENGINEERING

The
limitation specified
specified in
the Naval
Act for
for the
the
Appropriation Act
in the
Naval Appropriation
The limitation
fiscal year 1926 on expenditures
clerical.drafting, inspection, and
expenditures for clerical.draftin&,
messenger service from the appropriation
"Engineering," is inmessenger
appropriation "Engineering,"
increased by the sum
$100,000.
creased
sum of $100,000.
CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR
REPAIR OF

VESSELS

The limitation
Appropriation Act for the
limitation specified
specified in the Naval Appropriation

fiscal year 1926 on expenditures
expenditures for clerical,
clerical, drafting,
drafting, inspection,
inspection,
watchmen (ship keepers),
keepers), and messenger
messenger service from the approappropriation "Construction
"Construction and Repair of Vessels,"
Vessels," is increased by the
sum of $100,000.
POST OFFICE DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT

O
UT
OUT

OF THE

P
OSTAL
POSTAL

REVENUES

salaries,
approappropriations for salaries,
salaries, compensation,
of
The appropriations
compensation, and allowances
allowances of
postmasters and
the Postal
Postal Service,
Service, contained
in Title
contained in
Title
and employees
employees in
in the
immediately postmasters

Salaries, etc.,
etc., appro-

priations for
priations
for fiscal
fiscal year
year

1926,
1926, immediately
available.
'Ant, 782.
Ante, p. 782.
Applicable to reclassified pay.
ACte, p. 1053.
Ante,

entitled "An
IIII of the Act entitled
"An Act
Act making appropriations
appropriations for the

Applicable to re- Treasury and Post Office Departments
Departments for the fiscal year ending
ending
June 30,
1926, and
purposes," approved
approved January
30, 1926,
p.t13.
June
and for
for other
other purposes,"
January 22,
22, 1925,
1925,

Payment of property
danmages claims.
claim
damages

Vol. 42,
42 pp. 106.
1066.

shall become
become immediately
immediately available
available upon the approval
approval of
of this
this Act
compensation, and
allowances of
of postpostfor the payment of salaries, compensation,
and allowances
masters and employees in the Postal Service at rates authorized
authorized by
law subsequently
subsequently to January
January 22, 1925, including lawfully
lawfully authorized
authorized
retroactive payments.
retroactive
payments.
Damage claims:
claims: To
pay claims
for damages
damages to
or losses
losses of
claims for
to or
of
Damage
To pay
privately-owned property
and determined
determined by the Post
property adjusted and
privately-owned
Office Department, under the provisions of the Act entitled "An Act
to provide aa method for the settlement of claims arising against
the Government
Government of the United States in sums not exceeding
exceeding $1,000
in any one case," approved
approved December 28, 1922, as fully set forth in
House Documents Numbered 569, 601, and 628, Sixty-eighth Congress, $16,506.04.
$16,506.04.
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1925.
1925.

CONTINGENT EXPENSES,
EXPENSES, POST
CONTINGENT
POST OFFICE
OFFICE DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT

For
for the
Post Office
Office Department,
Department, includPrinting and
bindFor printing and
and binding
binding for
the Post
includ- Printing
and binding.
ing
all of
its bureaus,
bureaus, offices,
institutions, and
services located
located in
ing all
of its
offices, institutions,
and services
in ing.
Washington,
of Columbia,
Columbia, and
and elsewhere,
fiscal year
year 1925,
Washington, District
District of
elsewhere, fiscal
1925,
$315,000.
$315,000.
OFFICE
OF POSTMASTER
POSTMASTER GENERAL
OFFICE OF
GENERAL
detection, arrest,
and conviction
For payment
payment of rewards
rewards for
for the detection,
arrest, and
conviction
of
burglars, robbers,
robbers, and
highway mail
robbers, fiscal
of post-office
post-office burglars,
and highway
mail robbers,
fiscal
year
Provided, That
That rewards
be paid,
disyear 1924,
1924, $17,000:
$17,000: Provided,
rewards may
may be
paid, in
in the
the discretion
the Postmaster
Postmaster General,
General, when
when an
an offender
offender of
of the
cretion of
of the
the class
class
mentioned was killed in the act of committing
crime or
committing the crime
or in resisting
lawful arrest:
arrest: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
no part
part of
of this
ing lawful
That no
this sum
sum
shall
at rates
rates in
in excess
excess of
those specified
shall be used
used to pay
pay any
any rewards at
of those
specified
in
Post Office
Department Order
Order 7708,
dated July
1922.
in Post
Office Department
7708, dated
July 1,
1, 1922.
OFFICE OF
OF THE
THE FIRST
POSTMASTER GENERAL
OFFICE
FIRST ASSISTANT
ASSISTANT POSTMASTER
GENERAL

Rewards,
etc.
Rewards, etc.
Provisos.
Provisos.
Death of
offender.
Death
of offender.

Limitation.

First Assistant Postmaster General.
master
General.

Postmasters.
For compensation
to postmasters,
year 1923,
1923, $7,946.90.
Postmasters.
For
compensation to
postmasters, fiscal
fiscal year
$7,946.90.
etc.
For temporary
and auxiliary
hire and
and for
Clerks, etc.
For
temporary and
auxiliary clerk
clerk hire
for substitute
substitute clerk
clerk Clerks,
hire
for clerks
clerks and
and employees
employees absent
with pay
pay at
and second
hire for
absent with
at first
first and
second
class
offices and
and temporary
auxiliary clerk
at summer
class post
post offices
temporary and
and auxiliary
clerk hire
hire at
summer
and
winter resort
post offices
fiscal year
year 1923,
$3,102.28.
and winter
resort post
offices, fiscal
1923, $3,102.28.
For-compensation
to clerks and employees
For
compensation to
employees at first and second
second class
class
offices including
including auxiliary
auxiliary clerk
post offices,
clerk hire
hire at summer and
and winter
winter
post offices,
offices; fiscal
fiscal year
year 1925,
$1,580,000.
post
1925, $1,580,000.
City delivery.
For
with pay,
For pay
pay of
of substitutes
substitutes for
for letter
letter carriers
carriers absent
absent with
pay, and
and Substitute
Sbstitutecar
carriers,
riers,
c
etc.
temporary letter carriers
carriers at offices
offices where
where city deof auxiliary
auxiliary and temporary
de- et
livery is
is already
already established,
established, for the
follow:
the fiscal
fiscal years
years that follow:
For
For 1923,
1923, $900.45;
$900.45;
For
1924, $9,644.69.
$9,644.69.
For 1924,
Miscellaneous.
For
miscellaneous items
necessary and
to post
post offices
offices MiscelaneousFor miscellaneous
items necessary
and incidental
incidental to
of the
the first
and second
classes, fiscal
year 1925,
1925, $26,000.
of
first and
second classes,
fiscal year
$26,000.
Special delivery fees.
For
fees of
of special-delivery
special-delivery messengers
for the
the fiscal
fiscal years
years that
that Spe ci aldeliver Ffees.
For fees
messengers for
follow:
follow:
For
1923, 8311.42;
For 1923,
$311.42;
For
1924, $833,708.33.
$833,708.33.
For 1924,
Carfare and
and bicycles.
For
fare and
and bicycle
allowance, including
special-delivery Carfare
bic ycles.
including special-delivery
car fare
bicycle allowance,
For car
car fare, fiscal year
year 1925,
1925, $25,000.
$25,000.
Letter carriers.
For
pay of
of letter
letter carriers,
City Delivery
fiscal year
year 1925,
1925, Letter
carriers.
carriers, City
Delivery Service,
Service, fiscal
For pay
$1,920,000.
$1,920,000.

OFFICE OF
OF THE
GENERAL
SECOND ASSISTANT
ASSISTANT POSTMAS'tat
POSTMASTER GENERAL
OFFICE
THE SECOND

Second Assistant
Assistant
Postmaster General.
General.

Railroad routes
routes and
and

For
inland transportation
transportation by
routes and
for mail mesmes- messenger service.
and for
by railroad
railroad routes
For inland
Precise.
Proriso.
senger service,
service, fiscal
1925, $3,500,000:
$3,500,000: Provided,
Provided, That separate
separate Separate
fiscal year 1925,
senger
accounting.
accounting.
accounts
be
kept
of
the
amount
expended
for
mail
messenger
service.
accounts be kept of the amount expended for mail messenger service. Air mail service.
Not
exceed $500,000
$500,000 of
of the
the appropriation
railroad transfor railroad
transappropriation for
Not to
to exceed
portation and
and mail
mail messenger
messenger service
service contained
contained in
the Treasury
Treasury and
and
in the
portation
Appropriation
Appropriation availPost Office
Office Departments
Appropriation Act
for the
fiscal year
year 1926
1926 able
Act for
the fiscal
Departments Appropriation
Post
able for.
Ante, p. 7S5.
755.
shall
be
available
to
meet
such
contracts
as
the
Postmaster
General
shall be available to meet such contracts as the Postmaster General Ante,
may enter
enter into
during the
Act entitled
under the
the Act
entitled
the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1926
1926 under
may
into during
"An Act
Act to
encourage commercial
to authorize
authorize the
the
and to
commercial aviation
aviation and
to encourage
"An
Postmaster General
General to contract
air mail service,"
service," approved Feb- Provisos.
contract for
for air
Postmaster
Provisos.
accounts shall be kept of the Separate
ruary
Separate accounting
ruary 2, 1925: Provided,
Provided, That separate accounts
amounts expended
expended for
contract air
Provided further,
further, Incidental
air mail
mail service:
service: Provided
for contract
amounts
Incidental expenses.
expenses.
That $25,000
$25,000 shall
shall be
be available
available for
the payment
for personal
personal services
services
for the
payment for
That
in the
District of
and travel
travel expenses.
incidental and
printing, incidental
of Columbia,
Columbia, printing,
in
the District
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1925.

Railway Mai
Mail SerServFor
division
For fifteen division superintendents, fifteen assistant division
Railway
ice.
superintendents, two
two assistant
assistant superintendents,
superintendents, one
one assistant
assistant superinsuperinDivision
superinten- superintendents,
Division superintendents, personnel, etc. tendent
tendent in
in charge
charge of
car contruction,
one hundred
twenty-one
and twenty-one
hundred and
contruction, one
of car
dents, personnel, etc.
chief clerks,
clerks, one
and twenty-one
assistant chief
chief clerks,
clerks
clerks, clerks
twenty-one assistant
one hudred
hudred and
chief
in charge
charge of
sections in
in the
offices of
division superintendents,
railsuperintendents, railof division
the offices
of sections
in
way postal
clerks, substitute
substitute railway
railway postal
joint employees,
employees,
clerks, joint
postal clerks,
way
postal clerks,
and
Railway Mail
Service, fiscal
fiscal year
year 1925,
1925, $500,000.
$500,000.
Mail Service,
the Railway
in the
laborers in
and laborers
Electric
cable
Eleetric and
and cable
For electric
car service,
For
electric and
and cable
cable car
service, fiscal
fiscal year
year 1925,
1925, $15,000.
$15,000.
cars.
cars.
Department of
of State.
State.
Department

DEPARTMENT OF
OF STATE
STATE
DEPARTMENT
CONTINGENT EXPENSES,
FOREIGN MISSIONS
MISSIONS
EXPENSES, FOREIGN
CONTINGENT

Contingent expenses,
expenses,
Contingent
missions.
missions.

For contingent
contingent expenses
expenses of
of foreign
foreign missions,
including the same
missions, including
For
objects specified
under this
this head
appropriations
making appropriations
Act making
in the
the Act
head in
specified under
objects
for
the
Departments
of State
Commerce, and
Labor for
for
and Labor
Justice, Commerce,
of
State, Justice,
the
Departments
for
Mexico City
embassy the fiscal year 1925, household furniture and furnishings, and
Mexico
Cityembassy
repairs,
the fiscal year 1925, household furniture and furnishings, and repairs,
premises.
premises.
alterations,
changes in
in the
premises in
in
embassy premises
the embassy
structural changes
and structural
alterations, and
Mexico
City, fiscal
year 1925,.
$66,800, of
sum $45,800
$45,800 shall
shall
which sum
of which
1925,. $66,800,
fiscal year
Mexico City,
remain
June 30,
30, 1926.
1926.
until June
available until
remain available
TRANSPORTATION OF
DIPLOMATIC AND
CONSULAR OFFICERS
OFFICERS
AND CONSULAR
OF DIPLOMATIC
TRANSPORTATION
Transportation, etc.
C

ex~apensa
expenses.

Proviso.
on
Passe on
Passage
ships restricted.
restricted.
ships

To
itemized and
of the
and
the actual
actual and
statements of
verified statements
and verified
the itemized
pay the
To pay
necessary expenses
expenses of
subsistence, under
under such
such
and subsistence,
transportation and
of transportation
necessary
regulations
as the
prescribe, of
diplomatic,
of diplomatic,
may prescribe,
State may
of State
Secretary of
the Secretary
regulations as
consular,
service officers,
and clerks
in embassies,
legaembassies, legaclerks in
officers, and
foreign service
and foreign
consular, and
tions,
and consulates,
including officers
of the
the United
States Court
Court
United States
officers of
consulates, including
tions, and
for China,
and their
and effects
effects in
returning
to and
and returning
in going
going to
families and
their families
China, and
for
from their
of such
such officers
officers and
clerks when
under
when traveling under
and clerks
or of
posts, or
their posts,
from
orders of
Secretary of
but not
any expense
expense ininnot including
including any
of State,
State, but
of the
the Secretary
orders
curred in
in connection
with leaves
leaves of
absence, fiscal
$50,000:
1925, $50,000:
fiscal year
year 1925,
of absence,
connection with
curred
That no
no part
of said
said sum
paid for
for transportation
transportation
be paid
shall be
sum shall
part of
Provided, That
foreign
forei gnProvided,

et

on foreign
foreign vessels
the Secretary
Secretary of
of State
State
certificate from
from the
vessels without
without aacertificate
on

that there
there are
are no
no American
officers and
and clerks
clerks
such officers
on which
which such
vessels on
American vessels
that
may be
be transported.
may
INTERNATIONAL
OBLIGATIONS,
INTERNATIONAL OBLIGATIONS,

Cape Spartel
Spartel Light.
Li ght.
cape

COMMISSIONS, BUREAUS,
BUREAUS, AND
AND
COMMISSIONS,

SO
SO FORTH
FORTH

Cape Spartel
Morocco: For annual proportion of
Spartel Light, coast of Morocco:
the
Tangier Lights on the coast of
of
of Cape Spartel and Tangier
the expenses
expenses of
Morocco,
loss by
fiscal year 1925, $136.
by exchange,
exchange, fiscal
including loss
Morocco, including
International InstiInstiInternational
International
International Institute of Agriculture: For the payment of the
tute
griculture.
tute of
of A
Agriculture.
Quota,atc., admitting quota
the calendar
calendar year
quota of
Quota,tc.,admitting
of the
the United
United States for the
year 1925 incident
incident to
dependencies.
dependencies.
the admission of the dependencies of Hawaii, the Philippine
Islands,
ri at ion I
f
s
o
larn
t
d
hs
e
,
eadmission this
f
ith
ge
uo
d
dependencies
t
e
a
pm
e n
bc; es
paoid
fHfraowma ii,
tthe
Porto Rico,
Rico, and
and the
Virgin Islands
Islands to
membership
in the
the InternaInternain
to
membership
the
Virgin
Porto
e
the
appPrhoiplirpipatiinoen
p
Proviso.
of Agriculture,
Agriculture $1,600:
$1,600: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
remainthe remainInstitute of
Balance
payable from tional Institute
ancepsyablefrom
l
fiscal year
1925.
'925.
fisyear
ing
$4,800
this
quota
may
be
paid
from
the
appropriation
$4,800
of
for the
Ante, p. 212.
An'
p21'
payment
payment of the quota of the United States for the support of the
Agriculture for the calendar
International
calendar year 1925
1925
International Institute of Agriculture
contained
appropriations for
"An Act making
making appropriations
for
contained in the
the Act entitled "An
judiciary and
the Departments
Departments of State and Justice and for the judiciary
Commerce and Labor for the fiscal year
year
for the Departments of Commerce
ending June 30, 1925,
1925, and for other purposes,"
purposes," approved May 28,
1924.
1924.
Additional quota.
Additionalquota.
For the payment of the additional
additional quota of the United States for
calendar year 1925 incident to the admission of the dependencies
dependencies
the calendar
Philippine Islands, Porto
Porte Rico, and the Virgin
Virgin
of Hawaii, the Philippine
International Institute of Agriculture,
Agriculture,
Islands to membership in the International
in accordance
accordance with the resolutions of the general meetings of NoNo..
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1925.

vember, 1920,
May, 1924,
said amount
amount to be paid in
$23,160, said
1924, $23,160,
and May,
1920, and
vember,
fixed rate of exchange at
United
currency on
the basis
at
of the fixed
basis of
on the
States currency
United States
par.
par.
Payment
to Government
Government of
Norway: To
To enable the Secretary of
of Norway:
Payment to
State
pay to
to the
the Government
Government of
of Norway
in accordance
accordance with the
Norway in
to pay
State to
provisions
entitled "An
"An Act
authorize the
payment of
the payment
to authorize
Act to
Act entitled
an Act
of an
provisions of

Norway.
Nna
Payment

to,

to, as in-

demnity. to owners of
demnity
Isfpr
rxvr
i.fft Steamship

n"H'assel

ip

Ante, p.
p. 9s6
956.
of losses Ae,
account of
on account
an
indemnity to
the Government
Government of
of Norway
Norway on
to the
an indemnity
sustained by
the Norwegian
Norwegian steamship
steamship Hassel as the
of the
owners of
the owners
by the
sustained
result
of a
acollision
collision between
between that
that steamship and the American
American steamresult of
ship
Ausable," approved
approved February
February 21,
21, 1925,
for
as full indemnity for
1925, as
ship Ausable,"
steamship
the
by the
of the
the Norwegian
Norwegian steamship
owners of
the owners
sustained by
losses sustained
the losses
Hassel,
or any
parties pecuniarily
pecuniarily interested,
result of aa
interested, as aa result
other parties
any other
Hassel, or
American
and the American
collision on
August 24,
24, 1918,
between that
steamship and
that steamship
1918, between
on August
collision
Sweden
$164,169.23.
steamship
Ausable
operated
by
the
War
Department,
$164,169.23.
Department,
War
the
by
operated
Ausable
steamship
Sweden.
Secretary of Payment to, as inPayment
to Government
Government of
enable the
the Secretary
To enable
Sweden: To
of Sweden:
Payment to
demnity to Swedish
to Swedish
accordance with demnityT
State to
to pay
to the
the Government
s
Government of Sweden in accordance
pay to
State
ubjects.
p. 947.
Ainc,p.47.
full
as full Ante,
1925, as
Public
Act Numbered
419, approved
approved February
16, 1925,
February 16,
Numbered 419,
Public Act
indemnity
the losses
losses sustained
the owners
owners and crew
crew of the
by the
sustained by
for the
indemnity for
Swedish
boat Lilly,
Lilly, or
or any
any other
other parties
parties pecuniarily
pecuniarily infishing boat
Swedish fishing;
terested,
that vessel
vessel by the United States
of that
sinking of
the sinking
through the
terested, through
Army transport
transport Antigone
on March
German Mixed
$7,107.04.
1920, $7,107.04.
23, 1920,
March 23,
Antigone on
Army
Gmerman
Commissi
Mixed
on.
xe
Commission.
Mixed Claims
United States
States and
and Germany:
Germany: The Claims
Commission, United
Claims Commission,
Mixed
Clai
Ante, p. 1023.
United States
appropriation
the Mixed
Mixed Claims
Claims Commission,
States and A"c,p. 1023.
Commission, United
for the
appropriation for
Germany,
the Act
for the Deappropriations for
making appropriations
Act making
in the
contained in
Germany, contained
.
partments of
State, Justice,
for the
the fiscal
fiscal
Labor for
and Labor
Commerce, and
Justice, Commerce,
of State,
partments
Austriaasid Hungary
g y
added.
for the
year 1926,
1926, shall
shall be
available also
also for
the expenses
expenses of determining claims added,
be available
year
the amounts
of claims
and Hungary
the Mixed
Hungary by the
Austria and
against Austria
claims against
amounts of
the
Claims
Commission established
under the
concluded
agreement concluded
the agreement
established under
Claims Commission
between the
States and
November
Austria and Hungary on November
and Austria
United States
the United
between
26, 1924,
of the
amount to
be paid
Austria
by Austria
paid by
to be
the amount
determination of
the determination
for the
1924, for
26,
of
obligations
and
Hungary
in
satisfaction
of
the
financial
obligations
Austria
financial
the
of
satisfaction
in
and Hungary
and Hungary
under the
treaties concluded
concluded between
Governments Vol.42, ppp. 19,16,1981.
the Governments
between the
the treaties
Hungary under
and
,
between V
and between
1921, and
of
the United
United States
States and
on August
24, 1921,
August 24,
Austria on
and Austria
of the
the
Governments of
the United
and Hungary
on August 29,
Hungary on
States and
United States
of the
the Governments
Germain-en-Laye and Trianon,
1921,
treaties of
St. Germain-en-aye
of St.
the treaties
and/or the
1921, and/or
respectively, including
under the
the terms
terms of such
which, under
expenses which,
the expenses
including the
respectively,
agreement of
of November
are chargeable
chargeable in
part to
the United
United Agency
ee
I .yexpense
to the
in part
1924, are
26, 1924,
November 26,
agreement
States;
for the
the expenses
expenses of
an agency
agency of
of the
United States to perthe United
of an
States; for
form
all necessary
with the
preparation of
the preparation
connection with
in connection
services in
necessary services
form all
claims and
presentation thereof
mixed commission,
commission,
said mixed
before said
thereof before
the presentation
and the
claims
including
salaries of
of an
agent and
and necessary
necessary counsel
counsel and
other assistassist- Printingandbinding.
and other
Printing and binding.
an agent
including salaries
ants
employees, rent
rent in
in the
the District
District of
of Columbia, printing and
and employees,
ants and
binding, contingent
contingent expenses,
expenses, traveling
traveling expenses,
and per diem in
expenses, and
binding,
per diem
lieu
of subsistence
subsistence (and
the Secretary
Secretary of
of State
State may
allow per
may allow
(and the
lieu of
in
lieu of
of subsistence
foreign travel
at not
to exceed
exceed $8).
$8), and
not to
travel at
for foreign
subsistence for
in lieu
for such
such other
other expenses
expenses in
the United
United States
elsewhere as the
and elsewhere
States and
in the
for
President
deem proper.
Conferen
proper.
may deem
President may
Conference on
on Oil
Conference on
on Oil
Oil Pollution
Navigable Waters:
pur- Pollution of Navigable
the purFor the
Waters: For
of Navigable
Pollution of
Conference
Waters.
pose of
of defraying
defraying the
the expenses
conference of
of maritime
maritime nations
nations wtest
a conference
Expenses, etc.
of a
expenses of
pose
Vol. 42, p. 821.
conto
be
held
at
Washington,
in
accordance
with
the
authorization
con- Vol.42,p.821.
authorization
the
with
accordance
in
Washington,
at
to be held
to
tained in
in Public
Public Resolution
Numbered 65,
65, approved
approved July
July 1,
1, 1922, to
Resolution Numbered
tained
oil
of
consider
the
adoption
of
effective
means
for
the
prevention
prevention
the
for
means
effective
of
adoption
the
consider
pollution of
navigable waters,
waters, including
including salaries
gensecretary gena secretary
of a
salaries of
of navigable
pollution
eral
and
other
assistants
and
employees,
rent
in
District of
the
in
rent
employees,
and
assistants
other
eral and
Columbia,
contingent expenses,
and binding,
and
travel and
binding, travel
printing and
expenses, printing
Columbia, contingent
subsistence
expenses
(and
the
Secretary
of
State
may
allow
per
diem
diem
per
allow
may
State
of
Secretary
the
(and
subsistence expenses
in
lieu of
subsistence at
not to
and such
such other
expenses
other expenses
$8), and
exceed $8),
to exceed
at not
of subsistence
in lieu
Proviso.
as
the
President
may
deem
proper,
fiscal
year
1926,
$42,000: ProProi o. for devices
Pro- Amount
$42,000:
1926,
year
fiscal
proper,
deem
may
as the President
to
from
toseparate
available,
vided,
That of
this amount
$8,000 shall
shall be
immediately available, separate oil from
be immediately
amount $8.000
of this
vided, That
ballast water.
water.
ballast
with
State,
and
such
amount
may
be
transferred
by
the
Secretary
of
State,
with
of
Secretary
the
by
transferred
be
may
and such amount
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Mexican Claims

Mcexican Claims
Commissions.
Cormmions.
Subsistence allowallowSubsistence

ance, 1925.
69.
Ante, p. 691.

nte,

.92

Industrial

Property

Industrial Property
Conference.
Conference.
Expenses of represenExpensesofrepresentation at.
Vol.
645.
a, 38, p. 1645.

International Radio-

Conferened
teleraphic
telegraphic Conference.

II. CH. 556.
SESS. II.

SESS.

1925.

of StandCommerce, to
to the
the Bureau of
the approval of
of the Secretary
Secretary of Commerce,
ards for
for direct
direct expenditure
for use
use in
the behavior
behavior of
ards
expenditure for
in examining
examining the
of
proper
proper devices
devices for
for the separation of
of oil from
from ballast water
water on
on board
vessels at sea
connection therethereexperiments in connection
sea and for laboratory
laboratory experiments
vessels
conference on
with, in preparation
preparation for
for the
the said conference
on oil
oil pollution
pollution in
in navinaviwaters, including
including personal services in
Columbia
gable waters,
in the
the District of
of Columbia
and elsewhere,
elsewhere, traveling
traveling and
expenses.
and
and other
other expenses.

Special Claims Commissions, United
General
United States
States and
General and Special
Mexico:
Secretary of State may allow, from the appropriation
Mexico: The Secretary
appropriation
1925 the payment
year 1925
for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
payment of per diem
purpose for
this purpose
for this

subsistence for
foreign travel at
in lieu of
of subsistence
for foreign
at not
not to
to exceed
exceed $8.
$8.
the
property: For the
Conference for the Protection
Conference
Protection of industrial property:
expenses
representation of the United States at the conference
expenses of representation
conference
to be
be held
held at
at The
Hague during
during the
fiscal year
year 1926
to
The Hague
the fiscal
1926 for
for the
the revision
revision

protection of
of industrial
industrial property,
of the
the convention
convention for the
the protection
property, signed
signed
June 2,
1911, including
including transportation,
transportation, subsistence
(and the
the Secresubsistence (and
SecreJune
2, 1911,
tary of
State may
may allow
lieu of
of subsistence
foreign
tary
of State
allow per
per diem
diem in
in lieu
subsistence for
for foreign
travel
at not
not to
$8), and
and such
expenses as
the Secretary
travel at
to exceed
exceed $8),
such other
other expenses
as the
Secretary
of
proper, $6,000.
deem proper,
may deem
of State
State may

International Radiotelegraphic
the _purpose
of
purpose of
For the
Conference: For
Radiotelegraphic Conference:
International

defraying
defraying the expenses
expenses incident to the Conference
Conference for Revision
Revision of
of
International Radiotelegraph
Radiotelegraph Convention
the International
Convention of July 5, 1912, to
to
be
1926, to
expended
be held
held in Washington
Washington during
during the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1926,
to be
be expended
Secretary of State
under such rules
rules and regulations
regulations as the
the Secretary
State may
prescribe,
prescribe, for salaries in the District of Columbia or elsewhere,
elsewhere, rent,
printing, and
and binding,
subsistence expenses
expenses (and
(and the
printing,
binding, traveling,
traveling, and
and subsistence
the
Secretary of State may allow
allow per diem in lieu of subsistence
subsistence not
not
Secretary
exceed $8),
other expenses
as may
necessary, $75,000
$75,000,
neendabalancess2 to
to
$8), and
and such
such other
expenses as
may be
be necessary,
Unexpended
. '
unexpendedbalances
. . exceed
.. .
in
addition to
to the unexpended
in the appropriation
appropriation of
of
authorized.
authorized,
in addition
unexpended balance
balance in
Vol. 41, p. 387.
7
$75,000
for
the
Conference
on
International
Communications
authorauthorCommunications
on
International
Conference
for
the
$75,000
.
v
41,
p.
Ante, p. 170.
ized by the Act of December
unexpended balance
balance
December 17, 1919, and the unexpended
in the appropriation
appropriation of $30,000 for the Inter-American
Inter-American Committee
Committee
on Electrical
Electrical Communications
Communications contained
contained in the Deficiency
Deficiency Act
Act
approved May 26, 1924, which amounts are
available
are hereby
hereby made
made available
for
purposes specified.
for the purposes
specified.
Rio Grande.
Commission on
the
of the
the Waters
Waters of
of the
the Rio
Rio
Use of
Equitable Use
on
the Equitable
Commission
Commission
Commission on use
F or t Quit

Expenses of,
in washWashExpens
of, in
ington, D. C.
gto
DCthe

- Grande:
Grande: The
The appropriation
of $20,000
made by Public
No. 292,
appropriation of
$20,000 made
Public Act No.
292,

of, beow
below
of

Fort Quitman, Tex.
Appropriation
availAppropriation available.
able,
Ante, pp. 118, 692.

Texas.
Reimbursing, for surReimbursing,
veys
of Rio Grande.
veys of

Rio Grande.

Sixty-eighth
Congress, approved
approved December
1924, for
for the
the expenses
expenses
Sixty-eighth Congress,
December 5,
5, 1924,
off aa commission to make a
equitable use of the waters
a study of the equitable
of the Rio Grande
Grande below Fort Quitman,
Quitman, Texas, is hereby made
available for
purposes during
June
for the
the same purposes
during the
the fiscal year
year ending
ending June
30, 1926.
19'26.
30,
For reimbursement
State of
expenditures made
made
for expenditures
of Texas
Texas for
to the
the State
reimbursement to
For
State of
of Texas,
by the board
board of water engineers,
engineers, State
Texas, in
in making
making hydrohydrographic
graphic surveys of the Rio Grande River at the request and for the
use of the American Section of the International
International Boundary
Boundary Commission, United
United States and Mexico,
Mexico, $5.779.11.
$5,779.11.
EMBASSY,
AND CONSULAR
EMBASSY, LEGATION,
LEGATION, AND
CONSULAR BUILDINGS
BUILDINGS AND
GROUNDS
AND GROUNDS

London, England.
Embassy at
off
Reappropriation
c
mb
embassy
assy tion "Repairs
premises
at.
premises at.
Ante, p. 692.
Ante.p.692.
land, 1922 and

LRenaprdopntia

balance ffor
bralanee

e

Tokyo, Jaal ln.
Additim
N and and
and
AdditSinland

or foreign
foreign
g for
fb
buildings
service at.

unexpended balance
appropriabalance of
of the
the appropriaThe unexpended
Embassy at London:
London: The
tion "Repairs and improvements, embassy premises,
premises, London, England, 1922 and 1923," which
of
which was made available
available for the payment
payment of

any obligations
obligations incurred after June 30, 1923, and until June 30,
1925, by the Deficiency
Deficiency Act approved December
December 5, 1924, is hereby
hereby
made available
available for the payment of any obligations incurred during
during
the
the fiscal year
year ending
ending June 30,
30, 1926.
1926.
Diplomatic and
Tokyo, Japan:
Japan: For
For the
the
consular establishments,
establishments, Tokyo,
Diplomatic
and consular
acquisition
Tokyo, Japan, of additional
additional land adjoining
adjoining the
the site
acquisition in Tokyo,
site
embassy and
other land
may be
be
of the
the former
former American
American embassy
and such
such other
land as
as may

S
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1925.
1925.

of suitable
necessary,
the construction
suitable buildings for the
thereon of
construction thereon
and the
necessary, and
use of
the diplomatic
consular establishments
establishments of the United
and consular
diplomatic and
of the
use
States,
to include
residences for the diplomatic
include residences
buildings to
said buildings
the said
States, the
and consular
and the
the furnishing
furnishing of the same, as
representatives, and
consular representatives,
and
Ante, p.
691.
p. 691.
Secretary of Ante,
provided in
the Act
Act to
authorize the Secretary
to authorize
"An Act
entitled "An
Act entitled
in the
provided
State
to'enlarge the
thereon for the use of
buildings thereon
erect buildings
and erect
site and
the site
State to'enlarge
the diplomatic
of the
the United States in
establishments of
consular establishments
and consular
diplomatic and
the
Tokyo,
approved February
1925, $280,000,
$280,000, to remain
21, 1925,
February 21,
Japan," approved
Tokyo, Japan,"
Proviso.
Proviso.
within the limit of Contracts
available
Provided, That
That within
1926: Provided,
authorized.
30, 1926:
June 30,
Contractsauthorized.
until June
available until
the acquisition of
cost
fixed by
by the
the Act
of February
21, 1925,
1925, for the
February 21,
Act of
cost fixed
land, construction
of buildings,
furnishing of same, the Secreand furnishing
buildings, and
construction of
land,
tary
of
State
is
authorized
to
enter
into
contracts for the construccontracts
into
enter
to
authorized
is
State
of
tary
the Act.
tion of
of the
authorized by the
buildings authorized
the buildings
tion
Amoy, China.
China.
Consular
Building, Amoy,
Amoy, China:
China: For
For the
construction in accord- Amoy,
the construction
Construction of
of conConstruction
Consular Building,
sulate.
sulate.
buildconsular
a
ance
the Act
approved February
February 17,
1911, of a
17, 1911,
Act approved
with the
ance with
ing
buildings at
at Amoy,
Amoy, China,
year 1926,
1926, $20,000,
$20,000, in addifiscal year
China, fiscal
or buildings
ing or
Unexpended
Unexpended balance
tion
to the
unexpended balance
balance of
of the
the appropriation
appropriation of
of $300,000 for available.
available.
the unexpended
tion to
the
acquisition of
consular buildings and Vol. 41, p. 1214.
and consular
legation, and
embassy, legation,
of embassy,
the acquisition
grounds,
contained in
in the
the Act
Act entitled
making appropriaappropria"An Act making
entitled "An
grounds, contained
tions
for
the
Diplomatic
and
Consular
Service
for
the
ending
the year ending
for
Service
Consular
and
tions for the Diplomatic
June
30, 1922,"
approved March 2, 1921.
1922," approved
June 30,
TREASURY
DEPARTMENT
TREASURY DEPARTMENT
CONTINGENT
CONTINGENT

EXPENSES
EXPENSES

Treasury DepartTreasury
ment.
ment.
Contingent expenses.
Contingent

Amount for Coast
oast
pfr etc.,
Amount
Deficiency Act, Guard
The
appropriation of
of $2,000
equipment,
made in the Second Deficiency
equipment,
$2,000 made
The appropriation
available,
1925.
available,19.
fiscal
year
1924,
for
the
purpose
of
furniture,
office
machines
and
machines
office
furniture,
of
Ante, p. 693.
fiscal year 1924, for the purpose
aep.6.
devices, reference
books, drafting
drafting equipment,
other articles
articles
and other
equipment, and
reference books,
devices,
States
the
of
necessary
to
equip
the
increased
personnel
United
necessary to equip the increased personnel
Coast
in the
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, fiscal year 1924,
the District
Service in
Guard Service
Coast Guard
shall
available until
until June
June 30, 1925.
remain available
shall remain
DIVISION
OF BOOKKEEPING
BOOKKEEPING AND WARRANTS
DIVISION OF

Bookkeeping
Bookkeeping and
Warrants Division.
Warrants
pue
btri
et
z
i
n
n:n
ot
s
expenses,

,
Contingent expenses,
expenses, public
public moneys:
moneys: For
expenses puCblicmoneynes.
contingent expenses
For contingent
Contingent
R. S. sae. 365:3, p. 719.
t.S.sec.353,p.719.
under
the
requirements
of
section
3653
of
the
Revised
Statutes
for
for
Statutes
Revised
the
of
3653
section
of
under the requirements
the
transfer, and
and disbursement
disbursement of the public
safe-keeping, transfer,
collection, safe-keeping,
the collection,
money,
transportation
of
notes,
bonds,
and
other
securities of the
other securities
and
bonds,
notes,
of
money, transportation
United
States, salaries
salaries of
agents, actual
actual expenses
examinexpenses of examinspecial agents,
of special
United States,
ers
examine the
the books,
accounts, and money on hand at
books, accounts,
to examine
detailed to
ers detailed
acting as deposi- R. S., sec. 3649, p. 718:
the
depositories, including
including national
national banks
banks acting
several depositories,
the several
Revised R.s.,sec.3649,p.718
of
tories,
under
the
requirements
of
section
3649
of the
the Revised
3649
section
of
tories, under the requirements
Statutes,
including examinations
examinations of
cash accounts at mints and
of cash
also including
Statutes, also
cost
shipments of
registered mail
mail when
by registered
money by
of money
on shipments
insurance on
of insurance
cost of
necessary, fiscal
1925, $50,000.
$50,000.
year 1925,
fiscal year
necessary,

PUBLIC
SERVICE
DEBT SERVICE
PUBLIC DEBT
Distinctive paper for - United States
States securities:
securities: For
For the
the purchase
purchase
Distinctive paper for United
United
for
distinctive
of
sheets
of
not
less
than
28
.
329
,
000
o
f
distinctive
paper
for
United
of not less than 28.329,000
States currency,
national-bank currency,
reserve bank
Federal reserve
and Federal
currency, and
currency, national-bank
States
currency, including
including salaries
salaries of
employees, transportation
transportation of
of paper,
paper,
of employees,
currency,
traveling, mill,
and other
other necessary
necessary expenses,
year 1925,
1925,
fiscal year
expenses, fiscal
mill, and

Public Debt
Debt Service.
Service.
Publie

Distinctive paper for

Distinctive
paper for
securities
for 1925.

Dserities fo

perfo

traveling,

$186,794.34.
$186,794.34.
For the purchase of not less than 30,000,000 additional sheets of
For the purchase of not less than 30,000.000 additional sheets of
distinctive
paper for
United States
currency , national-bank
national-bank curcur
States currency,
for United
distinctive paper
rency, and
Federal reserve
salaries of emincluding salaries
currency, including
bank currency,
reserve bank
and Federal
rency.
ployees, transportation
paper, traveling,
mill, and
necessary
other necessary
and other
traveling, mill,
of paper,
transportation of
ployees,
expenses, fiscal
fiscal year
year 1926,
1926, $202,012.50.
$202,012.50.
expenses,

folAi
dditional

quantities
dditionalquantities
25.
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Foreign Debt
Foreign
Debt ComCornmission.
mission.

WORLD WAR
WAR FOREIGN
DEBT COMMIISSION
WORLD
FOREIGN DEBT
COMMISSION

For expenses of the World
World War Foreign Debt Commission, including personal
of Columbia,
Columbia, and
and printing
printing
cluding
personal services
services in
in the
the District
District of
and binding,
binding, fiscal
year 1926,
1926, $5,000.
and
fiscal year
$5,000.

Expenses.
Expenses.

Customs
Customs Division.
Division.

Compensationinlie
Compensation
in lieu
of moietie,s.
Fence
Fence
border.

1925.
1925.

on
on

Mexican

Mexican

Coast
Coast Guard.
Guard.

DIVISION
OF CUSTOMS
DIVISION OF
CUSTOMS

Compensation
Compensation in lieu of moieties: For compensation
compensation in lieu
lieu of
of
moieties
in certain
certain cases
cases under
customs laws,
laws, fiscal
year 1925,
moieties in
under the
the customs
fiscal year
1925,
$125,000.
$125,000.
For the building of a
a fence along the border of the United
United
States
Mexico, to
to the
the city
city of
of El
El
States and the Republic
Republic of
of Mexico,
the east
east of
of the
extending approximately
approximately thirty
Paso, Texas, and extending
thirty miles along said
said
Secretary of
border, at such points as the Secretary
of the Treasury
Treasury may designate, the sum of $27,000,
$27,000, or so much thereof
thereof as may be necessary,
necessary, to
be expended under
under the direction
the Secretary
Treasury
direction of the
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury
and
June 30,
30, 1926.
and to
to remain available
available until
until June
1926.
COAST GUARD
COAST
GUARD

For constructing
constructing and
and equipping
cutter for
for duty
equipping a
a Coast
Coast Guard
Guard cutter
duty
in
Alaskan
waters
and
for
cruises
into
the
Arctic
Ocean,
authorized
authorized
Ocean,
Arctic
the
in Alaskan waters and for cruises into
Ant,
Ante, p. 728
72f3.
by the Act approved January
January 7, 1925, $925,000,
remain available
available
$925,000, to
to remain
until June 30, 1926.
Technical
The limit
limit of
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1925
1925 named
in the
ritre
sea"services
The
of expenditure
expenditure for
named in
the
&nit
increased.
Treasury
Appropriation Act for the
Treasury and Post Office Departments
Departments Appropriation
fiscal year 1925, for the services of skilled draftsman
draftsman and other
other
technical
technical services in the office of the Coast Guard in connection
connection
with
Ante,
p. 72.
Ante,p.72.
the construction and repair of Coast Guard cutters, is hereby increased
to $10,000.
creased from
from $8,400
$8,400 to
$10,000.
Rations.
Transfer
amount
Not
to exceed
exceed $190,000
$190,000 of
the amount
for the
Transr of amount
Not to
of the
amount appropriated
appropriated for
the fiscal
fiscal
frm PaY,6to.
, tAl
year
under the
subhead "Pay
"Pa and allowances prescribed
by
prescribed by
year 1925
1925 under
the subhead
fronma,.
Ante, p. etc
693.*
t
law, and so forth," in the Second Deficiency
Deficiency Act, fiscal year
year 1924,
1924,
approved December
December 5,
5, 1924, is transferred
transferred and made available
available for
for
expenditure during fiscal year 1925 under the subhead
subhead "Rations
"Rations or
or
commutation
thereof,
and
so
forth."
so
forth."
thereof,
and
commutation
Paymnt
of
Payraent of damagess
claims.
claims for damages
damages to or losses of privately
privately owned propTo pay claims
property adjusted and determined by
Treasury Department, under
under
by the Treasury
Vol. 42, p. 1066.
Vol. 42 p.106.
the provisions
provisions of the Act entitled "An
provide a
a method
for
"An Act
Act to
to provide
method for
the settlement of
against the
the Government
Government of
of claims
claims arising
arising against
of the
the
United States in sums not exceeding
exceeding $1,000 in any one case,"
case," approved December
December 28, 1922, as fully set
Documents
set forth in House Documents
Numbered 574 and 597, Sixty-eighth Congress, $158.40.
$158.40.
Alaskal
Cutter for Akiska.

Engraving
Engraving and Printing Bureau.
Bureau.
ing
Additional work
work authorized.

Vol. 42,
Vol.
42 p.
p.

1009.
1099.

p.m.

Ant. p.773.
Ante.
salaries
Salaries.

BUREAU
OF ENGRAVING
BUREAU OF
ENGRAVING AND
AND PRINTING
PRINTING

For
For'the
the work of engraving and printing, exclusive of repay work,
fiscal year
year 1925
exceeding 25,144,750
delivered
during the fiscal
1925 of
of not
not exceeding
25,144,750 delivered
sheets of United States currency
national-bank currency
currency in
addicurrency and
and national-bank
in addition to the number of sheets of currency of this character
character authorized
authorized

appropriations for
in the Act making appropriations
Post Office
Office
for the
the Treasury
Treasury and
and Post
Departments for the fiscal year 1925, and for the work
engraving
work of
of engraving
and printing, exclusive of repay work, during the fiscal year 1926,
1926,
in addition to the delivered
delivered sheets authorized by the Treasury
Treasury and
Post Office Departments
Appropriation Act for the fiscal year 1926,
Departments Appropriation
of 15,000,000 undelivered
undelivered sheets
of backs
backs and
and of
15,000,000 undesheets of
of 15,000,000
undelivered
livered sheets of faces of United States currency, as follows:
follows:
For salaries of all necessary
employees rerenecessary employees,
employees, other than
than employees
quired for the administrative
administrative work of the bureau
bureau of
of the
the class
class pro-
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CH. 556.
556.
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1925.
1925.

vided for
for and
and specified
specified in
in the
the Treasury
Treasury and
Post Office
Departments
vided
and Post
Office Departments
Appropriation
the fiscal
1925 and
and 1926
plate
Appropriation Acts
Acts for
for the
fiscal years
years 1925
1926 and
and plate
printers' and
and plate
printers'
expended under
plate printers'
printers' assistants,
assistants, to
to be
be expended
under the
the
direction of
of the
the Secretary
Treasury, for
fiscal years
years that
that
direction
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury,
for the
the fiscal
follow:
follow:
For
1925, $601,468;
For 1925,
$601,468;
For
1926, $194,250.
For 1926,
$194,250.
Wages.
For wages
of plate
rates to
to be
be fixed
fixed by
For
wages of
plate printers,
printers, at
at piece
piece rates
by the
the Wages.
Secretary
the Treasury,
not to
to exceed
exceed the
the rates
rates usually
usually paid
Secretary of
of the
Treasury, not
paid for
for
such
objects specified
specified under
this head
such work,
work, including
including the
the same
same objects
under this
head in
in
Treasury and
Office Departments
Departments Appropriation
Appropriation Acts
Acts for
the Treasury
and Post
Post Office
for
the fiscal
fiscal years
years that
that follow:
follow:
the
For 1925,
For
1925, $216,921;
$216,921;
For 1926,
For
1926, $175,200.
$175,200.
Materials, etc.
engravers' and
materials and
other materials,
For engravers'
and printers'
printers' materials
and other
materials, except
except Materials,
distinctive
paper for
for interinterdistinctive paper,
paper, miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses,
expenses, including
including paper
the same objects
nal-revenue stamps, and so forth, including
including the
objects specified
specified
under
and Post
Office Departments
Departments Approunder this
this head
head in the
the Treasury
Treasury and
Post Office
Appropriation Acts
Acts for
for the
fiscal years
follow:
priation
the fiscal
years that
that follow:
For
1925, $70,258.50;
$70,258.50;
For 1925,
For
1926, $92,170.
For 1926,
$92,170.
New machinery,
machinery, etc.
For new machinery
equipment, $233,300,
$233,300, to
machinery and
and other
other equipment,
to remain
remain New
available until
until June
June 30,
30, 1926.
1926.
available
PUBLIC HEALTH
SERVICE
PUBLIC
HEALTH SERVICE

Health ServPublic Health
ice.

Interstate
Service: For
cooperation with
with State
State and
Interstate Quarantine
Quarantine Service:
For cooperation
and
municipal health
in the prevention
prevention of
health authorities in
of the spread
spread of contagious and
tagious
mterstate traffic
traffic through
oysters
and infectious diseases
diseases in
in interstate
through oysters
and
shellfish, $57,600,
be expended
expended in
in cooperation
cooperation with
with the
and other shellfish,
$57,600, to
to be
the
Bureau of Chemistry, Department
Department of
Agriculture, and
and the
Bureau of
of
of Agriculture,
the Bureau
Fisheries, Department
until
Department of
of Commerce,
Commerce, and to
to remain
remain available
available until
June 30, 1926.
June

qquaranu ra
ae
Interstate
t
tine
Traffic in
shellfish.
in shellfsh.

,e
Trafic

sn
n

Payment of property
Damage
claims: To
To pay
losses of
pri- datens
Damage claims:
pay claims
claims for
for damages
damages to
to or
or losses
of prii'roper
damages claims.
vately owned property adjusted and determined by the Treasury
Treasury
Vol. 42,
p. VOL
Department, under
the provisions
Act entitled
entitled "An
Department,
under the
provisions of
of the
the Act
"An Act.
Act to
to Vol.
42, p.
o0
provide a
a method
method for the
settlement of
arising against
the
the settlement
of claims
claims arising
against the
Government
of the
United States
in sums
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000
$1,000 in
in
Government of
the United
States in
sums not
any
one case,"
case," approved
December 28,
28, 1922,
as fully
fully set
in
any one
approved December
1922, as
set forth
forth in
House Document
Numbered 574,
574, Sixty-eighth
Document Numbered
Sixty-eighth Congress,
Congress, $77.50.
$77.50.

PUBLIC BUILDINGS
PUBLIC
BUILDINGS

Public buildings.
Brooklyn,

N.

Y.,

Brooklyn,
New York,
The appropriation
appropriation of
of $50,000
$50,000 post
Brooklyn, New
York, post
post office:
office: The
N. Y.,I
pOBtoFic
office.
Improvements
SdImprovements
Treasury and
in the
for improvements
improvements in
in this
the Treasury
and added.
contained in
this building,
building, contained
for
Post Office
Office Departments
Departments Appropriation
Appropriation Act
fiscal year
77.
year 1926,
1926, Ante, p. 777.
for the
the fiscal
Act for
Post
is made
for "extension
of toilet
room, swing
swing rooms,
reis
made available
available for
"extension of
toilet room,
rooms, remodeling, interior
interior painting,
painting, and
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous changes
incident
modeling,
changes incident
thereto."
thereto."
Mobile, Ala., quarMobile, Alabama,
Alabama, Quarantine
Quarantine Station:
station.
Mobile,
Station: For
For commencement
commencement of
ar
of antine
ianest
p. 950.
work
authority contained
contained in
in Public
Public Act
work in
in accordance
accordance with
with the
the authority
Ante, p. 950
Act Ante,
Numbered
425, approved
approved February
19, 1925,
Numbered 425,
February 19,
1925, $200,000.
$200,000.
Steubenville, Ohio.
Steubenville (Ohio)
completion, $57,000.
$57,000.
Steubenville
(Ohio) post
post office:
office: For
For completion,
Steubenville, Ohio.
Furniture, etc.
Furniture and
and repairs
of furniture:
furniture: For
carpets, and
and Furnitureetc.
Furniture
repairs of
For furniture,
furniture, carpets,
repairs
of same
for completed
occupied public
repairs of
same for
completed and
and occupied
public buildings
buildings under
under
the control
control of
the Treasury
and so
so forth,
forth, including
the
the
of the
Treasury Department,
Department, and
including the
same objects
objects specified
this head
head in
in the
the Act
appropriasame
specified under
under this
Act making
making appropriations for
for the
the Treasury
Treasury and
Post Office
Office Departments
for the
fiscal
tions
and Post
Departments for
the fiscal
year
$100.000.
year 1925,
1925, $100.000.
45822°-23T
45822'2-- t-
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1925.
1925.

Contractors,
etc.
Contractors, etc.
Payment
claims
Payment of, claims
for
condition losses.
losses.
war condition
for war
281.
Vol. 41, p. 281.

Relief of
For an
an additional
amount for
for the
the payment
payment
additional amount
of contractors:
contractors: For
Relief
of
contractors, and
forth, arising
arising under
Act entitled
entitled
the Act
under the
and so
so forth,
of contractors,
of claims
claims of
"An
Act for
for the
the relief
contractors and
and subcontractors
the post
post
for the
subcontractors for
relief of
of contractors
"An Act
offices
and other
other buildings,
and work
supervision of
of the
the
the supervision
work under
under the
buildings, and
offices and
Treasury
and for
other purposes,"
purposes," approved
August 25,
25,
August
approved
for other
Department, and
Treasury Department,
•
1919,
$100,000.
amended, $100,000.
as amended,
1919, as

War Department.
Department.
War

WAR
DEPARTMENT
WAR DEPARTMENT

Vol. 41,

OFFICE
ECRETARY
SECRETARY
OF THE
THE S
OFFICE OF
Claims
Foreign
of Foreign
Claims of
Governments.
Governments.
War contacts
for
ar contracts.
Use of balance for
settling claims
under,
settling
claim under,

continued.
Ante, p. 695.

cntuep. 69.

CLAIMS
GOVERNMENTS
FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS
OF FOREIGN
CLAIMS OF
Settlement of
of claims
claims of
governments and
their nationals:
nationals:
and their
of foreign
foreign governments
Settlement
The
unexpended balance
balance on June 30,
appropriation
1925, of
of the appropriation
30, 1925,
The unexpended
"
Settlement of
of claims
of foreign
governments and
their nationals,
nationals,
and their
claims of
foreign governments
"Settlement
1923," contained
in the
the Deficiency
Deficiency Appropriation
Appropriation Act
approved
Act approved
contained in
1923,"
December
is extended
extended until
until• June
in
only in
for use only
June 30,
30, 1926, for
5, 1924,
1924, is
December 5,
settling the
and their
for
nationals for
their nationals
governments and
of foreign
foreign governments
the claims
claims of
settling
supplies or
or services
services furnished
American forces
abroad.
forces abroad.
use of
of the
the American
furnished for
for use
supplies

Adjutant General's
Adjutant
General's
office.
office.

THE ADJIITANT-GENERAL
ADJUTANT-GENERAL
OFFICE OF
OFFICE
OF THE

Adjusted CompensaAdjusted
Compensa
tion Act.
Administrative exexAdministrative
penses of
pen
of departments
departents
under.
Appropriation
availAppropriation available.
AfntC,
Ante, p. 65.
695.

Administrative
expenses, World War Adjusted
Adjusted Compensation
Compensation
Administrative expenses,
Act:
The appropriation
$3,600,000 for
expenses,
administrative expenses,
for administrative
of $3,600,000
appropriation of
Act: The
World War Adjusted Compensation
contained in
in the Second
Compensation Act, contained
Deficiency
Act fiscal year 1924, approved
Deficiency Act,
approved December 5, 1924, shall
remain available
remain
until June
June 30,
1926.
available until
30, 1926.

Finance
Finance
ment.
ment.

DepartDepart-

FINANCE DEPARTMENT
FINANCE
DEPARTMENT

Payment
Payment of
property
of property
Damage claims: To pay claims for damages
damages to or losses of privately
damages
owned
and determined
by the War Department
Department
determined by
adjusted and
owned property
property adjusted
p. 1086.
io.
Vol. 42,
damvo,
2 p.
under the provisions
provisions of
provide a
amethod
of the Act entitled "An Act to provide
under
settlement of
for the settlement
of claims arising against the Government
Government of
of the
United
States in
in sums
$1,000 in any
case," apany one case,"
exceeding $1,000
sums not
not exceeding
United States
,
Documents
proved December 28, 1922, as fully set forth in House Documents
Numbered 563 and 578, Sixty-eighth
Congress, $2,158.45.
$2,158.45.
Sixty-eighth Congress,
Numbered
Camp
Funston,
amp Funston,
of
Claims, Camp Funston, Kansas, activities: For the settlement of
Bans.
the
Settlement
with cer-cr-claims
War, under
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War,
under the
determined by
adjusted and
and determined
laims adjusted
setlement with
lessees at.
Wa
tain
lessees
a.
provisions of
of the
the Act
Act entitled
entitled "
the Secretary
Secretary
Act authorizing
authorizing the
" A.n
An Act
p. 1774.
2, P.
provisions
vol. 42,
Vol.
Int
a
with the lessees
lessees who erected buildings on a
of War
War to
to make
make settlement
settlement with
five-year lease
zone at
at Camp
Camp Funston,
other
and for
for other
Funston, Kansas,
Kansas, and
lease on
on the
the zone
five-year
purposes," approved
$93,599.19.
approved February 26, 1923, $93,599.19.
purposes,"
Quartermaster
Quartermaster
Corps.
Corps.

QUARTERMASTER CORPS
CORPS
QUARTERMASTER

Sites
for military
purposes: The
The sum
sum of
the ununSites for
military purposes:
of $1,367,792.47
$1,367,792.47 of
of the
expended balance
appropriation of
$4,140,105.72, and the
expended
balance of the
the appropriation
of $4,140,105.72,
tinned.
tinued.
appropriation of
the unexpended
unexpended balance of the appropriation
sum o:
of $25,700
$25,700 of
of the
Vol.
42, pp.
777, 1162.
pp. 777,
1162.
Vol. 42,
$769,000, for
military purposes,
$769,000,
for the
the fiscal year
year 1923, for sites for military
provided in
January 22,
provided
in the
the Acts approved
approved July 1,
1, 1922, and January
22, 1923,
respectively,
the
June 30,
30, 1926, for the
remain available
available until June
respectively, shall remain
purposes authorized
authorized by
Acts.
by said
said Acts.
purposes
For the
the purchase
of land
vicinity of
For
purchase of
land in
in the
the vicinity
of and
and for
for use
use in
in conconBliss,
nection
present
reservation
Fort
Texas,
reservation
at
with
the
military
nection
Fort
Fort Bliss,
Bliss, Tex.
Tex.
Purchase
land.
Purchase of
of land.
authorized
"An Act for
purchase of land
for the purchase
by the
the Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
authorized by
Ante. 964.
adjoining Fort
Fort Bliss,
Bliss, Texas,"
Texas," approved
approved February
February 24,
24, 1925,
1925, fiscal
fiscal
adjoining
year
year 1926, $366,000.
$366,000.
Sites
for military
military
Sites for

of balance
PIT
ses
balance conconUseeol
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1925.
1925.

Water, sewers,
sewers, etc.,
of the
the at water,
Water and sewers
sewers at military posts: Not to exceed
exceed $15,000
$15,000 of
etc ,
posts.
appropriation
for " Waters and
appropriation for"
sewers"
for the
the fiscal
year 1925
and sewers
" for
fiscal year
1925 may
may Extending
xtending county
county
to reserve depot
be expended
expended under
under the
direction of
the authorities
Franklin system
the direction
of the
authorities of
of Franklin
Columbouso,
'Ohio.
Columbus, Ohio.
County, Ohio, for extending
connecting the
the county
county sewer
sewer system
extending and
and connecting
system
to the post sewer
sewer system,
Depot.
system, Columbus General
General Reserve
Reserve Depot.
Walter Reed
e d HospiHospi
Construction and
Construction
hospitals: For
repairs and
and repair
repair of
of hospitals:
For repairs
and improveimprove- tal.
tal.
Repairs to
to heating
heating
ments to the heating plant
General Hospital,
Hospital, ple
plant at the Walter
Walter Reed
Reed General
plant.
$17,000.
$17,000.
Ordnance DepartOrdnance
Depart.
ORDNANCE
ORDNANCE DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
Ordnan
Depart
ment.
Walsh Construction
Construction
To reimburse the
the Walsh
Walsh Construction
for premiums
Construction Company for
premiums cWash
Company.
paid on bonds given under contract
contract with
with the
the Rock
Rock Island
Island Arsenal,
Arsenal, Reimbursement.
Reimbrsement.
Illinois, $2,500.
Illinois,
$2,500.
Captured war deequitable distribution
For the equitable
distribution of captured
captured war
war devices
devices and
and vices,
capted
war detc.
trophies, under
7, 1924,
under the provisions
provisions of an Act
Act approved
approved June
June 7,
1924, Distribution o.of.
Ante, p. 597.
$20,000,
until June
June 30,
$20,000, to
to remain
remain available
available until
30, 1926.
1926.
AntU.p.7.

NATIONAL GUARD
GUARD
NATIONAL

National
Guard.
National Guard.

drills.
drills.
Not to
to exceed
"Arming, Equipping,
Equipping, Armory
Not
exceed $1,332,000
$1,332,000 of
of the
the appropriation
appropriation "Arming,
Approp
Appropriation
23 available.
1923,
and Training the National Guard, 1923," is made
made available
available during
during 1 Vol.avaiable.
42, p. 749.
for pay
National Guard
Guard (armory
(armory drills).
drills). V 42 P
the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1925
1925 for
pay of
of the
the National

NATIONAL
MILITARY PARKS
NATIONAL MILITARY
PARKS

for
for

Military Parks.

Military Parks.

Virginia battle fields.
expenditure requisite
requisite for
for and
and incident
work of
For every
every expenditure
incident to
to the
the work
of V
Expenses=seleds
of commiss
sion
on.
the commission
commission authorized by the Act entitled "An Act
provide ionon.
Act to
to provide
Ante, p. 646.
for the inspection
inspection of
battle fields
fields in
and around
Fredericksburg A
of the
the battle
in and
around Fredericksbnrg
and
Court House,
7, 1921,
and Spotsylvania
Spotsylvania Court
House, Virginia,"
Virginia," approved
approved June
June 7,
1924,
$3,000,
$3,000, to remain
remain available
June 30,
30, 1926.
available until
until June
1926.

NATIONAL
NATIONAL CMETERIE
CEMETERIES

For the care,
and improvement
improvement of
of the
burial grounds
grounds
care, maintenance,
maintenance, and
the burial
containing
of Zachary
the
containing the
the remains
remains of
Zachary Taylor,
Taylor, former
former President
President of
of the
United States, and of the
memorial shaft
shaft erected
erected to
to his
the memorial
his memory,
memory,
located on
located
Brownsboro Road
on the
the Brownsboro
Road in
in Jefferson
Jefferson County,
County, Kentucky,
Kentucky,
authorized
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
an appropriaauthorized by
by the
the Act
to authorize
authorize an
appropriation for the care,
care, maintenance,
maintenance, and improvement
improvement of
burial
of the burial
grounds containing
Taylor, former
President
grounds
containing the
the remains
remains of
of Zachary
Zachary Taylor,
former President
of the
the United
of the
the memorial
United States,
States, and
and of
memorial shaft
shaft erected
erected to
to his
his
memory, and
for other
approved February
24, 1925,
1925, to
memory,
and for
other purposes,"
purposes," approved
February 24,
to
remain available
available until
until June
June 30,
1926, $10,000.
$10,000.
remain
30, 1926,

cemeteries.
National cemeteri

National

Zachary Taylor.
Care, etc., of memo.
to,
etc.
^t et

car, aT.^oflem

ririall

m
Ante,
Ats p. 970.

p.

RIVERS AND
RIVERS
AND HARBORS
HARBORS
River and
damage claims:
pay the
claims adjusted
adjusted
River
and harbor
harbor damage
claims: To
To pay
the claims
and
settled by
by the
Chief of
of Engineers,
States Army,
Army, with
with
and settled
the Chief
Engineers, United
United States
the
the Secretary
Secretary of
with the
the authe approval
approval of
of the
of War,
War, in
in accordance
accordance with
authority
contained in
of the
River and
and Harbor
Harbor ARpropriathority contained
in section
section 9
9 of
the River
Appropriation
Act approved
approved June
5, 1920,
1920, and
and certified
certified to
to Congress
Congress in
in House
tion Act
June 5,
House
Document Numbered
Numbered 626,
Sixty-eighth Congress,
Congress, $5,808.75.
$5,808.75.
626, Sixty-eighth
For
the amount
amount found
to be
due De
De Witt
Witt and
and Shobe,
Shobe, Glasgow,
Glasgow,
For the
found to
be due
Missouri, under
June 12,
12, 1915, being
being an addicontracts dated
dated June
Missouri,
under their contracts
allowance under the
provisions of section 10,
10, River
River and
and
tional allowance
the provisions
Harbor Act,
Act, approved
1919, for
of contractor's
contractor's
Harbor
approved March
March 2,
2, 1919,
for rental
rental value
value of
plant, which
which item
item was
amount of
of the
plant,
was not
not included
included in
in the
the amount
the previous
previous
claim
of the
contractor as
as listed
listed in
997,
claim of
the contractor
in House
House Document
Document Number
Number 997,
Sixty-sixth Congress,
$1,052.43.
Sixty-sixth
Congress, $1,052.43.

River
harbor
River and harbor
collision damages
claims.

collision damages
claims
VoL 41,
4,p.O
li
Vol.
p. 1015.

De Witt and
and Shobe.
contract
Addition contract
1290.
Vol.
4, p. 129o.
volan
.47:p.

allA
ow
dditional
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Buildings and
Buildings
a nd BUILDINGS
GROUNDS IN
IN AND AROUND
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS
AROUND THE
THE DISTRICT OF
grounds,
C.
grounds, D.
D.C.
Washington MonuWashington
ment.
Repairs,
epairs, etc.
etc.
National
for
National Home
Home for
Disabled
Volunteer
Disabled
Volunteer
Soldiers.
Soldiers.
Support, etc.
Support,
etc.

1925.
1925.
COLUMBIA
COLUMBIA

Washington
Monument: For extraordinary
repairs and replaceWashington Monument:
extraordinary repairs
replacement
ment of
of the
the elevator
elevator and machinery,
machinery, fiscal
fiscal year
year 1925,
1925, $30,000.
$30,000.
NATIONAL
NATIONAL HOME FOR DISABLED
DISABLED VOLUNTEER
VOLUNTEER

SOLDIERS

For support of the National
Home for
for Disabled
Volunteer
National Home
Disabled Volunteer
Soldiers:
"Subsistence," "Household,"
"Household," and
"Hospital," at
at the
the
and "Hospital,"
Soldiers: For
For "Subsistence,"
following branches,
branches, including
including the
same objects
objects respectively
specified
following
the same
respectively specified
in the
the War
War Department
Department Appropriation
Appropriation Act
Act• for
for the
fiscal year
1925,
in
the fiscal
year 1925,
Subsistence at desigunder each
of such
heads for
the Central
Central Branch,
namely:
Branch, namely:
for the
such heads
nated branches.
each of
g- under
natedbratnches,
Dayton,
Ohio.
Dayton, Ohio.
Central
$12,000;
Central Branch, Dayton, Ohio: Subsistence, $12,000;
Milwaukee,
Milwaukee, Wis.
Wis.
Northwestern Branch, Milwaukee,
Milwaukee, Wisconsin: Subsistence,
Subsistence,
$40,000;
$40,000;
Hampton, Va.
Hampton Va.
Branch,.Hampton,
Southern Branch,.
Hampton, Virginia:
Virginia: Subsistence, $25,000.
Leavenworth,
Kans.
Western Branch,
Branch, Leavenworth,
Subsistence, $15,000;
Leavenworth, Kans.
Western
Kansas: Subsistence,
Leavenworth, -Kansas:
$15,000;
$40,000;
in all,
all, $40,000;
hospital, $25,000; in
Santa
Calif.
Santa Monica,
Monica, Cali.
$40,000;
Pacific Branch,
Branch, Santa Monica,
Monica, California:
California: Subsistence,
Subsistence, $40,000;
household,
all, $53,000;
$53,000;
$13,000; in
in all,
household, $13,000;
Marion,
Marion Branch, Marion, Indiana: Subsistence,
Marion, Ind.
d.
Subsistence, $23,000;
$23,000;
Johnson
Tenn.
Mountain Branch, Johnson City, Tennessee:
Tennessee: Subsistence,
Subsistence, $20,000;
Johnson City,
ity, Tenn.'
$20,000;
Hot
Battle Mountain
Sanitarium, Hot
Hot Springs,
South Dakota:
Battle
Mountain Sanitarium,
Springs, South
Dakota: SubSubprings, S.. Dak.
Hot Springs,
Dak.
sistence, $15,000;
$15,000;
sistence,
In all,
all, support
of the
the National
Home for
for Disabled
Disabled Volunteer
Volunteer
National Home
In
support of
Soldiers,
$228,000.
Soldiers, $228,000.
Santa Monica, Calif.
Pacific
the construction
on land
owned by
by
now owned
land now
construction on
For the
Branch: For
Pacific Branch:
oSantnMonicf
Construction
ofChalif
hospital
on land of.
o.
pitalonland
the
Home for
for Disabled
Disabled Volunteer
Volunteer Soldiers
Soldiers of
the National
National Home
of aa santiary
santiary
fireproof hospital
of a
of five
hundred beds,
beds, $1,500,000.
$1,500,000.
a capacity
capacity of
five hundred
hospital of
fireproof
include all
necessary buildings, with the
all the necessary
shall include
Such hospital
hospital shall
appropriate mechanical
equipment, including
service lines
and
lines and
including service
mechanical equipment,
appropriate
equipment
for heat,
ght, fuel,
sewage, and
and gas,
gas, roads
and
water, sewage,
roads and
heat, li
light,
fuel, water,
equipment for
trackage
the accommodation
accommodation of
of papatrackage facilities
facilities leading
leading thereto,
thereto, for
for the
tients, and storage, laundry,
necessary furniture,
furniture, equipment,
laundry, and
and necessary
tients,
of
Managers of
approved by
by the Board of Managers
and accessories
accessories as may be approved
Architectural work
Disabled Volunteer Soldiers. The SecreSecrebya Supervising
ete
Arcl
wor the National Home for Disabled
by
Architect.
tect.
tary of the Treasury
Treasury, upon request
request of the Board of Managers,
Managers, may
have
inspection work
such
with such
have all
all architectural
architectural and
and inspection
work in
in connection
connection with
hospital
by the
Office of
of the
the Supervising
Architect of
of
hospital performed
performed by
the Office
Supervising Architect
the
Department and
proper appropriations
appropriations of
of that
that
the Treasury
Treasury Department
and the
the proper
office may
reimbursed from
from this
on that
that account.
appropriation on
account.
office
may be
be reimbursed
this appropriation
Judgments,
courts'
States courts.

United

U

d

New River Collieries
New River Colieries
Company.
interest on judgment
by New Jersey DisDiby
ctNertJs
trict
Court.
Vol. 40, p. 279.

JUDGMENTS, UNITED
COURTS
STATES COURTS
UNITED STATES
JUDGMENTS,
For payment
payment of
judgments rendered
rendered against
the United
United
against the
on judgments
interest on
of interest
For

States m
District Court
Court for
the District
District of
of New
nterestnodgment States
in the
the United
United States
States District
for the
New
Jersey,
date of
15, 1921,
1921, in
favor of
in favor
of the
the New
New River
River ColColunder date
of April
April 15,
Jersey, under

Vol.40, p. 2.

Ante, p. 54.
An,
p. 4.

lieries Company,
Company, covering
lieries
covering three
three suits
suits to
recover just
just compensation
compensation
to recover
for Anil
joal requisitioned
requisitioned by the Navy Department
Department under section 10
of the Act of August 10, 1917 (in which cases the amounts of the
original judgments, $213,100.11,
$9,279.27, were
$213,100.11, $19,700.91,
$19,700.91, and $9,279.27,
were certicertified
to Congress
Congress in
Document Numbered
Numbered 143,
143, Sixty-eighth
fied to
in House
House Document
Sixty-eighth
appropriation for the payment thereof
provided
Congress, and an appropriation
thereof provided
in the First Deficiency
approved April 2,
1924), such
Deficiency Act, 1924, approved
2, 1924),
such sum
sum
as
as may
may be
be necessary,
necessary, under
under the
the Navy Department,
Department, to cover
cover the
the ininterest
judgments at
at the
rate of
annum from
from
terest on said judgments
the rate
of 6
6 per
per cent
cent per
per annum
the date of judgments,
judgments, April
April 15,
15, 1921,
1921, until
until the
the date of
of payment, in
accordance
accordance with the amended judgments in these cases based upon an
order of the court
set forth
forth
court under
under date
date of March
March 24, 1924, as fully
fully set
certified in House Document Numbered 608, Sixty-eighth
Sixty-eighth Conand certified
gress.
gress.
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1925.
1925.

judgments and decrees, including costs Vol.
For payment of the final judgments
aymetT of other
of other
jugPayment
ol. 24,
505.
21, p.
P. 505.
of March
March 3, 1887, entitled "
" An Act to provide for the bringing of
7
38, p. 1137.
Vol 3,
p 113 suits against the Government
Government of the United States," as amended by Vol.
the Judicial
Judicial Code, approved
approved March 3, 1911,
certified
to
the
Sixty1911, certified
Attorney General
Document Numeighth Congress by the Attorney
General in House Document

the provisions
provisions of
of the Act
been rendered
rendered under
under the
of suits, which
which have been

bered 634,
been appealed,
Under Inbered
634, and
and which
which have
have not
not been
appealed, namely:
namely: Under
In-

dependent Offices, United States Shipping
Shipping Board, $6,486.40;
$6,486.40; under
dependent
the Department
Department of Labor,
Labor ' $359.50;
$359.50; under the Navy Department,
$11,808.62; under the War Department,
$8,266.30; in all, $26
.
,920.82,
Department, $8,266.30;
$26,920.82,

e

classination.

Classification.

Interest.
together
with such
such additional
sum as
to pay
pay interest
interest Interestnecessary to
as may
may be
be necessary
additional sum
together with
on
respective judgments
judgments at the rate of
centum from the date
of 4
4 per
per centum
on the
the respective
thereof
until the
the time
this appropriation
appropriation is
made.
is made.
thereof until
time this
Judgment
under
under
suits, rendered
For
rendered JudEgmet
including costs of suits,
of judgments,
judgments, including
For payment
payment of
private Acts, etc.
against
States, by United States dis- prate A c
of the
the United
United States,
against the
the Government
Government of
private Acts, certified
certified to
to
trict courts under the provisions of certain private
the Sixty-eighth
Sixty-eighth Congress
Congress in
House Document
Document Numbered
632 and
and
in House
Numbered 632
the
Vol. 42, p1774.
p. 1774.
Senate
Documents Numbered
and 222,
Under the Vol.42
222, as
as follows:
follows: Under
213 and
Numbered 213
Senate Documents
Vol. 38, p. 1244.
War
Department,
$10,077.10;
under
the
Navy
Department,
$10,p.
1244
Vol.38,
$10,Navy
Department,
under
the
$10,077.10;
War Department,
judgments contained herein
718.59; in all $20,795.69. None of the judgments
shall be
paid until
until the
the right
right of
appeal shall
have expired.
expired.
shall have
of appeal
shall
be paid
New York southern
edisYt.k
O tbe
United States District Court district.
judgment rendered by United
To pay final
final judgment
Jens
Samuelsen
and
for
the
Southern
District
of
New
York,
on
January
13,
1925,
in
and
Jens
Samuelse
13,
1925,
in
for the Southern District of New York, on January
B. Olsen.
favor
Jens Samuelsen
B. Olsen
bark
Norwegian bark
Samuelsen and
and B.
Olsen (owners
(owners of
of Norwegian
favor of
of Jens
Thekla) against the United
United States of America
America (steamship
J.
(steamship F. J.
Luckenbach), on mandate of the United States Supreme
Supreme Court,
Luckenbach),
amount of judgment $154,837.96, together with interest thereon at
per annum
annum from
from February
February 5, 1923, until date of judg55per centum per
ment, January
$15,064.47, amounting
amounting in all to
1925,1 and costs, $15,064.47,
ment,
January 13, 1925
$169,902.43,
centum per
5 per centum
$169,902.43, together
together with further interest at 5
annum from
January 13, 1925, until the date of payof entry,
entry, January
annum
from date of
ment,
certified in
Senate Document Numbered
Numbered
in Senate
forth and certified
ment, as fully set forth
21_4
214,, Sixty-eighth Congress.
Maasaehusetta
WedI'
tMa^~s&htt
rendered triet.
suit, rendered
including costs of suit
judgment, including
For payment of judgment,
,,
gvni
ve
e
ns
as
,.
of
bar
against
Government of
the United
United States
by the
the Umted
United States
States owr,, of bar.
States by
of the
against the
the Government
District
Massachusetts, under the provisions
provisions Vol.
VOL 4
42, p.
P. 1M.
1794.
District Court for the District of Massachusetts,
of
relief of the owners of the barge
entitled "An Act for the relief
of an Act
Act entitled
Havana,"
(Forty-second Statutes,
Statutes, part
4, 1923
1923 (Forty-second
March 4,
approved March
Havana," approved
2,
page 1794),
1794), certified
certified to
Sixty-eighth Congress in Senate
to the
the Sixty-eighth
2, page
Document Numbered
follows:
Numbered 223, as follows:
Document
Under
the Navy
Department, $5,290.30.
$5,290.30.
Navy Department,
Under the
of appeal.
None of
the judgments
until the
Rihtof'ppe.
the Rights
paid until
shall be
be paid
herein shall
contained herein
judgments contained
None
of the
right
right of appeal shall have expired.

JUDGMENTS,
COURT OF CLAIMS
CLAIMS
JUDGMENTS, COURT

*

For
the judgments
judgments rendered
Court of Claims
by the
the Court
rendered by
of the
payment of
For payment
and reported
Sixty-eighth Congress
Congress in House Document
Document
reported to the Sixty-eighth
and
Numbered 633
Senate Document
Document Numbered
namely: UnUn211, namely:
Numbered 211,
633 and
and Senate
Numbered
der
Department of
of Labor,
Labor, $1,095.54; under
under the Navy Departder the
the Department
$12,500; under
$27,171.85; under the Treasury
under
Treasury Department, $12,500;
ment, $27,171.85;
the War
War Department,
$669,670.29; in
in all,
$710,437.68; together with
all, $710,437.68;
Department, $669,670.29;
the
such additional
additional sum
be necessary
necessary to
certain
pay interest on certain
to pay
as may
may be
sum as
such
of the
the legal
as and
and where
where specified
specified
annum as
rate per
per annum
legal rate
at the
the judgments
judgments at
of
in said
judgments. None
of the
the judgments
judgments contained
contained herein shall
None of
said judgments.
in
be paid until the right of appeal shall have expired.
AUDITED CLAIMS
CLAIMS
AUDITED

Judgments,
clnan.

o(
cCourt
ourt of

Payment of.

Payment o

Classification.

clasication.

Interest.
Interest.
Right of appeal.
appeal.
Rightof

Audited Claims.

AuditedClaims

S
EC. 2.
That for
for the
the payment
payment of
the following
claims, certified
to b Payment
of oertillea
Paymet
certified to
following claims,
of the
2. That
SEC.
General ofoert
fl ce
be
due by
General Accounting
Accounting Office
i ronic*. . Account.
appropriations the ino
Office under appropriations
by the
the General
be due
'
balances of which have been exhausted
exhausted or carried to the surplus vol"U.,p
01'18'1"a
balances

1348
1348
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GHTH CONGRES
S.
SIXTY-EIGHTH
CONGRESS.

S
ESS. II.
556.
SESS.
II. CH.
CH. 556.

1925.
1925.

fund under
the provisions
section 5
of the
Act of
of June
20, 1874,
1874,
fund
under the
provisions of
of section
5 of
the Act
June 20,
and under
under appropriations
as permanent,
being
and
appropriations heretofore
heretofore treated
treated as
permanent, being
for the
service of
of the
prior years,
years, unless
unless otherotherfor
the service
the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1922
1922 and
and prior

Vol.
254.
vol. 23,
23, p.
p. 2.

wise
wise stated,
have been
been certified
certified to
to Congress
Congress under
stated, and
and which
which have
under section
section

Act of
July 7,
7, 1884,
set forth
in House
House Document
22 of
of the
the Act
of July
1884, as
as fully
fully set
forth in
Document
Numbered 631,
631, Sixty-eighth
Sixty-eighth Congress,
Congress, there
as
Numbered
there is
is appropriated
appropriated as
follows:
follows:
LEGISLATIVE
LEGISLATIVE

Capitol
power plant.
Call" power
plant '

For Capitol
Capitol power
For
power plant,
plant, $89.68.
$89.68.
INDEPENDENT
INDEPENDENT OFFICES
OFFICES

Independent
offices.
Independent offices.

expenses, Civil
Civil Service
For traveling expenses,
Service Commission,
Commission, $2.31.
$2.31.
For salaries
salaries and
Federal Board
Vocational EducaFor
and expenses,
expenses, Federal
Board for
for Vocational
Education,
45 cents.
tion, 45
cents.
For
medical and
and hospital
hospital services,
For medical
services, Veterans'
Veterans' Bureau,
Bureau, $25,341.87.
$25,341.87.
For
expenses, Veterans'
For salaries
salaries and
and expenses,
Veterans' Bureau,
Bureau, $2.
$2.
vocational rehabilitation,
rehabilitation, Veterans'
Veterans' Bureau,
$9,893.27.
For vocational
Bureau, $9,893.27.
increase of
$12.
For increase
of compensation,
compensation, Veterans'
Veterans' Bureau,
Bureau, $12.
DEPARTMENT OF
OF AGRICULTURE
AGRICULTURE
DEPARTMENT

Department
of AgriAgriDepartment of
culture.
culture.

For
Bureau of
of Plant
Plant Industry,
Industry, $1.12.
$1.12.
For general
general expenses,
expenses, Bureau
For general
general expenses,
expenses, Forest
Forest Service,
Service, $45.
$45.
DEPARTMENT
COMMERCE
DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

Corn.
Department of
of Con.
merce.
merces

For
For
For
For

expenses of the fourteenth
fourteenth census,
census, $766.44.
promoting commerce,
Commerce, $1,202.93.
$1,202.93.
commerce, Department of
of Commerce,
promoting commerce,
commerce, South
South and
and Central America,
America, $49.38.
$49.38.
party expenses,
expenses, Coast and
and Geodetic
Geodetic Survey,
Survey, $2.16.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

Interior Department.
InteriorDepartmnL

For increase of compensation,
compensation, Department of the Interior, $58.72.
•For education of natives of Alaska, $183.
$183.
For expenses,
expenses, mining experiment
experiment stations, Bureau of Mines, $61.32.
For Geological
Geological Survey
Survey, $15.
$15.
For general
general expenses,
expenses, Bureau
Bureau of
of Mines, $56.88.
research, Bureau
Mines, $17.94.
For helium exploration
exploration and
and research,
Bureau of
of Mines,
$17.94.
Bureau of
Mines, $469.76.
For helium gas leasing
leasing fund,
fund, Bureau
of Mines,
$12.
For protection of
of national
national monuments,
monuments, $12.
For restoration
Kor
restoration of
$37.88.
of lands
lands in forest
forest reserves, $37.88.
$127.05.
For Saint
Saint Elizabeths
Elizabeths Hospital,
Hospital, $127.05.
For surveying the public lands, $107.
For
National Park,
Park, 99
For Wind
Wind Cave National
99 cents
cents
For Indian schools, support, $741.60.
For Indian
Indian school transportation,
transportation, $81.71.
$81.71.
For support of Indians in
Nevada, $16.50.
$16.50.
in Nevada,
Reservation, Utah
For bridge across Santa Clara River, Shivwitz Reservation,
(reimbursable),
(reimbursable), $637.97.
DEPAIrrMENT
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
JUSTICE

Departent of Iuss--

Department of
tics.

For
and expenses
expenses of
of district
district attorneys,
attorneys, United
For salaries
salaries and
United States
States

courts,
courts, $30.
For fees of commissioners,
commissioners, United
United States courts, $195.67.
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LABOR
DEPARTMENT
OF LABOR
DEPARTMENT OF

For
expenses of
immigration, $1,060.21.
$1,060.21.
regulating immigration,
of regulating
For expenses

Department of LaDepartment

bor.

NAVY
DEPARTMENT
NAVY DEPARTMENT
For
$12,840.88.
Navy, $12,840.88.
the Navy,
of the
pay of
For pay
For
aviation, Navy,
Navy, $19,038.78.
$19,038.78.
For aviation,
For
miscellaneous, $1,739.15.
$1,739.15.
pay, miscellaneous,
For pay,
For
pay, Marine
Corps, $2,903.12.
$2,903.12.
Marine Corps,
For pay,
For
Quartermaster's Department,
Department, Marine
Marine Corps,
maintenance, Quartermaster's
For maintenance,
$257.62.
$257.62.
For
transportation, Bureau
of N
avigation, $4,194.69.
Navigation,
Bureau of
For transportation,
Navigation, $5.
For gunnery,
and engineering
engineering exercises,
Bureau of Navigation,
exercises, Bureau
gunnery, and
For
Navigation, $1,119.97.
of Navigation,
For instruments
$1,119.97.
Bureau of
supplies, Bureau
and supplies,
instruments and
For
For recreation
enlisted men,
men, Navy,
Navy, $98.20.
$98.20.
for enlisted
recreation for
For
For organizing
Reserve Force, $16.44.
Naval Reserve
the Naval
organizing the
For
For
ordnance stores,
Bureau of
$43,803.41.
Ordnance, $43,803.41.
of Ordnance,
stores, Bureau
and ordnance
ordnance and
For ordnance
$809.61.
Docks,
and
For
maintenance
,
Bureau
of
Yards
Docks
$809.61.
Yards
of
Bureau
maintenance,
For
$97.80.
For
maintenance Bureau
Bureau of Supplies
Supplies and Accounts, $97.8
0.
For maintenance,
$1,867.40.
For
provisions,
Navy,
Bureau
of
Supplies
and
Accounts,
$1,867.40.
Accounts,
and
Supplies
of
Bureau
Navy,
provisions,
For
For fuel
fuel and
and transportation,
transportation, Bureau
Supplies and Accounts,
Accounts,
of Supplies
Bureau of
For
$479.69.
$479.69.
For freight,
Bureau of
Supplies and Accounts, $7,028.09.
of Supplies
freight, Bureau
For
For
construction
and
repair,
Bureau
of Construction
Construction and
and Repair,
Bureau of
repair,
and
construction
For

Navy Department.
Department.
Navy

$30.71.
$30.71.
For
engineering, Bureau
Bureau of
of Engineering,
Engineering, $19,191.60.
$19,191.60.
For engineering,
For
Bureau of
of Medicine
Medicine and Surgery,
Surgery, $40.
contingent, Bureau
For contingent,
DEPARTMENT OF
OF STATE
STATE
DEPARTMENT

officers, $150.84.
For transportation
transportation of
diplomatic and
consular officers,
$150.84.
and consular
of diplomatic
For
officers, $324.54.
For post
post allowances
allowances to
diplomatic and
and consular
$3244.54.
consular officers,
to diplomatic
For

State Department.
Department.
State

TREASURY DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
TREASURY
Treasury Depart-

ment.
mr t.
For increase
Department, $32.67.
$32.67.
Treasury Department,
compensation, Treasury
of compensation,
increase of
For
$6.90.
For
collecting
the
revenue
from
customs,
$6.90.
customs,
from
revenue
For collecting the
For scales
scales for
customs service,
service, $26,960.
$26,960.
for customs
For
For
payment of
against collectors
$189.75.
collectors of customs, $189.75.
judgments against
of judgments
For payment
officers,
For
payment of
of judgments
judgments against
revenue officers,
internal revenue
against internal
For payment
$3,246.62.
$3,246.62.
For salaries
salaries and
and expenses
collectors, and
so forth, of internal
and so
of collectors,
expenses of
For
revenue,
revenue, $100.
For collecting
the war
$180.55.
revenue, $180.55.
war revenue,
collecting the
For
For
Narcotic and
National Prohibition Acts,
and National
of Narcotic
enforcement of
For enforcement
internal revenue,
revenue, $593.77.
$593.77.
internal
For refunding
internal-revenue collections,
collections, $200.
refunding internal-revenue
For
For Coast
$1,402.39.
Guard, $1,402.39.
Coast Guard,
For
For pay of personnel
maintenance of
hospitals, Public
Health
Public Health
of hospitals,
and maintenance
pay of personnel and
For
Service, $256.46.
$256.46.
Service,
For medical and
services, Public
Health Service,
$1,087.86.
Service, $1,087.86.
Public Health
hospital services,
For medical and hospital
For
interstate quarantine
service, $1.73.
quarantine service,
For interstate
For
expenses, Division
Division of
Public Health
Health ServDiseases, Public
Venereal Diseases,
of Venereal
For expenses,
ice,
$2.
ice, $2.
For contingent
Office at
at New
New York, $2,300.
Assay Office
expenses, Assay
contingent expenses,
For
For repairs and
preservation of
buildings, $1.5.
$1.35.
public buildings,
of public
repairs and preservation
For
For mechanical
mechanical equipment
equipment for
for public
buildings, 30
cents.
cents.
30
buildings,
public
For
For
general
expenses
of
public
buildings,
88
cents.
cents.
88
buildings,
public
of
expenses
general
For
For
pay of
of assistant
assistant custodians
janitors, $403.
$403.
and janitors,
custodians and
For pay

u
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For operating
operating force
force for public
buildings, $598.72.
public buildings,
$598.72.
repairs of same
$11.25.
For furniture and
and repairs
same for
for public
public buildings,
buildings, $11.25.
For operating supplies for public
public buildings, $37.55.
$37.55.
WAR
WAR DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
War Department.
Department.

For contingent expenses, War Department,
Department, $3.42.
$3.42.
For increase
increase of compensation,
compensation, War Department,
$15.33.
Department, $15.33.
For arrears of pay,
and so
so forth,
$73.07.
pay, bounty,
bounty, and
forth, $73.07.
For pay, and so forth,
$77,249.20.
forth, of the Army,
Army, $77,249.20.
For pay, and so forth, of the
Army, war
war with
$18.83.
the Army,
with Spain,
Spain, $18.83.
increase of compensation,
compensation, Military
Military Establishment,
$40,278.22.
For increase
Establishment, $40,278.22.
For mileage to officers and contract surgeons,
surgeons, $1,705.71.
$1,705.71.
subsistence of
Army, $37.82.
For subsistence
of the Army,
$37.82.
equipage, $17.20.
For clothing and equipage,
For transportation
transportation of the Army and its supplies, $29.80.
$29.80.
$2,393.39.
For Army
Army transportation,
transportation, $2,393.39.
barracks and quarters,
quarters, $1,169.73.
For barracks
$1,169.73.
Quartermaster Corps,
For general appropriations
appropriations,' Quartermaster
Corps, $83,292.20.
$83,292.20.
For supplies, services, and transportation, Quartermaster
Quartermaster Corps,
Corps,
$23,076.08.
$23,076.08.
For Signal Service of the
the Army, $417.57.
For Air Service, Army,
Army, $133.71.
$133.71.
Ordnance Service, $10,217.91.
For Ordnance
$10,217.91.
proving ground
ground facilities,
facilities, $108.24.
$108.24.
For proving
For ordnance
ordnance stores and supplies, $60.50.
$60.50.
For armament of fortifications,
fortifications, $123,555.
Warfare Service, Army, $6.87.
For Chemical Warfare
For maintenance,
maintenance, United States Military
Military Academy, $4,938.93.
$4,938.93.
For arming, equipping, and training
training the Nati
ona l
Guard,
$1,806.62.
National
Guard, $1,806.62.
For horses for Cavalry, Artillery,
Artillery, Engineers,
and so
forth, $64.65.
$64.65.
Engineers, and
so forth,
For vocational training of soldiers,
soldiers, $322.80.
$322.80.
For quartermaster
quartermaster supplies, equipment, and so forth,
Reserve Offiforth, Reserve
Officers' Training Corps,
Corps, $8.09.
For headstones
headstones for graves
graves of soldiers, $4.60.
For disposition of remains
remains of officers, soldiers,
and civil
employees,
soldiers, and
civil employees,

$7.76.
For National
National Home for Disabled Volunteer Soldiers, Mountain
Mountain
Branch,
Branch, $1,427.25.
POST OFFICE DEPARTMENT-POSTAL
DEPARTMENT—POSTAL

mePnots.t
Office DepartmP

OmleDepart

idsoSinna1

osf

Additional,
to of
meet
eexincreases
in ratel
change.
change.

SERVICE
SERVICE

For aeroplane
service between
between New
and San
San Francisco,
Franc i
sco ,
$9.08.
For
aeroplane service
New York
York and
$9.08.

For balances
balances due
due foreign
$5,748.47.
foreign countries,
countries, $5,748.47.
For city delivery carriers, $676.90.
$676.90.
For clerks, first and second class post
offices, $439.32.
$439.32.
post offices,
For compensation
compensation to postmasters,
postmasters, $47.10.
$47.10.
For indemnities,
indemnities, domestic mail, $65.19.
For indemnities, international
international mail, $293.29.
$293.29.
For mail messenger
messenger service,
service, $219.
$219.
For miscellaneous
miscellaneous items, first and second class post offices,
$3.
offices, $3.
$2,811.42.
For railroad transportation
transportation, $2,811.42.
‘8.33.
For rent, light, and
and fuel,
fuel, $8.33.
For shipment of supplies,
$49.37.
supplies, $49.37.
For vehicle service, $26.08.

Total audited
audited claims,
claims, section
2, $577,808.15,
$577,808.15, t
oge th er w
ith such
such adadTotal,
section 2,
together
with
/

ditional
ditional sum due to increases
increases in rates
may be
be necesnecesrates of exchange,
exchange, as
as may
sary to pay claims in the foreign currency
currency as specified in
in certain
certain of
of
certificates of settlement of
the certificates
General Accounting
Accounting Office.
Office.
of the
the General
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Audited
claims.
Audited claims.

AUDITED
CLAIMS
AUDITED CLAIMS

„ Payment
add;
of, addiSEc.
3. That
That for
following claims, certified to Payment of,
payment of the following
the payment
for the
SEC. 3.
io
the
be
due
by
the
General
Accounting
Office
under
appropriations
be due by the General Accounting Office under appropriations
balances of
of which
or carried
carried to
to the surplus
exhausted or
been exhausted
have been
which have
balances
20,,1874, 110.Vol. 18, p.
fund
under the
provisions of
of section
section 5
of the Act of June 20
5 of
the provisions
fund under
and
under
appropriations
heretofore
treated
as
permanent,
being
permanent,
treated
and under appropriations heretofore
p. 2254.
for
the service
service of
of the
the fiscal
fiscal year
1922 and
and prior
years unless other- Vol. 2 P.
prior years
year 1922
for the
section
to
wise
stated,
and
which
have
been
certified
Congress
under
section
Vol.
23
,
wise stated, and which
2
the Act
of July
July 7,
1884, as
as fully
Document
set forth in Senate Document
fully set
7, 1884,
Act of
of the
2 of
is
Numbered
Congress at
present session, there is
its present
at its
to Congress
reported to
212, reported
Numbered 212,
appropriated
as
follows:
appropriated

INDEPENDENT
INDEPENDENT OFFICES
For medical
hospital services,
services, Veterans'
Veterans' Bureau, $21,462.67.
and hospital
medical and
For

Veterans' Bureau.
VeteanBureau.

For salaries
and expenses,
expenses, Veterans'
Veterans' Bureau, $105.03.
salaries and
For

For vocational
Veterans' Bureau, $7,342.54.
rehabilitation, Veterans'
vocational rehabilitation,
For
DEPARTMENT
AGRICULTURE
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
Department
Department of Agriculture.
culture.

For general
general expenses,
expenses, Bureau
Bureau of
Industry, $4.58.
Animal Industry,
of Animal
For
DEPARTMENT OF
OF THE
THE INTERIOR
INTERIOR
DEPARTMENT

interiorDepartment.
InteriorDepartment.

For protecting
protecting public
public lands,
lands, timber,
timber, and
and so forth, 55 cents.
For
For Indian
Indian schools,
$1,395.30.
support, $1,395.30.
schools, support,
For
DEPARTMENT OF
JUSTICE
OF JUSTICE
DEPARTMENT

Department
of JusDepartment of

For
detection and
and prosecution
$2,725.
tice.
prosecution of crimes, $2,725.
For detection
For
salaries,
fees,
and
expenses of
of marshals,
marshals, United
United States courts,
expenses
and
fees,
salaries,
For
$363.96.
$363.96.
For
of special
special assistant
attorneys, United
United States
States courts, $71.21.
assistant attorneys,
pay of
For pay
For
of commissioners,
commissioners, United
United States
$162.60.
States courts, $162.60.
fees of
For fees
For
fees of
witnesses, United
United States
courts, $6.30.
States courts,
of witnesses,
For fees
For miscellaneous
States courts, $1,317.09.
United States
expenses, United
miscellaneous expenses,
For
NAVY DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
NAVY
For
For
For
For
For
For
$6.75.
For
For
For
For
For
For
For
For
For
For

pay
the Navy,
Navy, $725.07.
of the
pay of
organizing
naval reserve
reserve force, $351.44.
the naval
organizing the
maintenance,
quartermaster's department,
department, Marine
maintenance, quartermaster's

Navy Department.
Navy

Corps,

pay,
Corps, $130.50.
Marine Corps,
pay, Marine
transportation, Bureau
Bureau of
of Navigation, $3.73.
transportation,
aviation, Navy, $100.
pay, miscellaneous,
miscellaneous, $214.
pay,
engineering,
of Engineering,
Engineering, $116.30.
Bureau of
engineering, Bureau
DEPARTMENT OF STATE
STATE
DEPARTMENT

For
Service, $421.44.
Consular Service,
salaries, Consular
For salaries,

Department.
State Department.

TREASURY
DEPARTMENT
TREASURY DEPARTMENT
For
For
For
For
For
For

increase of
of compensation,
Department, $6.67.
$6.67.
Treasury Department,
compensation, Treasury
increase
collecting the
revenue from
from customs,
customs, $357.56.
the revenue
collecting
collecting the
the war
war revenue,
revenue, $33.33.
collecting

Treasury
Treasury
ment.
ment.

Depart
Depart-
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National Prohibition
Narcotic and National
Prohibition Acts, InFor enforcement
enforcement of Narcotic
ternal Revenue, $13.
For Coast Guard, $293.80.
materials and miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses,
expenses, Bureau
Bureau of Engraving
For materials
and Printing, $6,080.12.
$6,080.12.
maintenance of hospitals,
Health
For pay
pay of personnel
personnel and
and maintenance
hospitals, Public Health
Service, $823.92.
$823.92.
Health Service,
Service, $119.70.
hospital services,
services, Public
Public Health
$119.70.
For medical
medical and
and hospital
repairs and preservation
For repairs
preservation of public buildings, $164.
custodians and
For pay of
of assistant
assistant custodians
and janitors, $129.50.
operating force
force for public buildings, $145.24.
$145.24.
For operating
For operating
operating supplies
for public
public buildings,
$6.
For
supplies for
buildings, $6.
WAR DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
For registration
selection for
for military
service '$4.
$4.
and selection
military service,
For
registration and
compensation War
Department, 77 cents.
cents.
For increase
increase of compensation,
War Department,
$21,691.19.
For pay,
pay, and
and so
so forth, of the !Array,
Army, $21,691.19.
For
arrears of
of pay,
pay, bounty, and so forth,
forth, $3.54.
For arrears
forth, of the Army,
Army, War
$25.
War with Spain,
Spain, $25.
For pay,
pay, and so forth,
For
increase of compensation,
compensation, Military
Establishment, $8,714.36.
For increase
Military Establishment,
For mileage to
officers and contract
contract surgeons, $307.01.
to officers
$307.01.
For subsistence of the Army,
Army $25.
$25.
For clothing and equipage,
$7.47.
equipage, $7.47.
For Army transportation,
$747.21.
transportation, $747.21.
For
general appropriations,
Corps, $3,377.73.
$3,377.73.
For general
appropriations, Quartermaster
Quartermaster Corps,
For
services, and
$10,488.10.
For supplies, services,
and transportation,
transportation, $10,488.10.
For
service of the
the Army,
Army, $200.66.
$200.66.
For signal
signal service
Ordnance Service,
Service, $764.48.
For Ordnance
For ordnance stores and supplies, $72.56.
For armament
armament of
of fortifications,.
For
fortifications, $1,864.18.
$1,864.18.
equipping, and training
framing the
National Guard, $126.17.
$126.17.
For arming,
arming, equipping,
the National

War Department.

POST
OFFICE DEPARTMENT-POSTAL
DEPARTMENT—POSTAL SERVICE
SERVICE
POST OFFICE

Post Office
Offlie

For city delivery
delivery carriers, $96.87.
For
For clerks,
clerks, third-class
third-class post offices, $180.

DepartDepart.

m
ent
ment.
.

Additional, to
to meet
meet
Additional,
increases in rates of exchange.
change.

Aviation, Navy.
Aviation
Navy.
Claims due.

110.
is, p.. 110.
Vol. 18,
Vol. 23, p.
p. 254.
24.

additional sum,
due to
to increases
increases in
in rates
of exchange,
exchange, as
as may
may b
additional
sum, due
rates of
bee
necessary to pay claims in the foreign currency
necessary
currency as specified
specified in certain
General Accounting
Office.
of the certificates
certificates of settlement of the General
Accounting Office.
SEc.
claim certified.
certified to
SE°. 4. For the payment
payment of the claim
to be
due by
the
be due
by the
General Accounting
Accounting. Office
Office under
appropriation "Aviation,
"Aviation,
General
under the
the appropriation
1922" (the balance
balance .of which has been carried to the surNavy, 1922"
plus fund under the provisions
provisions of section
section 5
5 of the Act of June 20,
1874), certified
certified to Congress under section 22 of the Act
1874),
Act of July 7,
1884, as fully
Document Numbered
Numbered 641,
fully set forth in
in House Document
641, SixtySixty1922, $187,000.
$187,000.
eighth Congress, fiscal
fiscal year
year 1922,

AUDITED
AUDITED CLAIMS

Audited claims.
Audited
Payment
Pamrent
tional.

of
of

Vol. 18,
110.
vol.
18, p.. 110.

For compensation
postmasters, $7.92.
$7.92.
For
compensation to
to postmasters,
$87.
For rent, light, and fuel, $37.
$14.59.
.
For vehicle service, $14.59.
claims, section 3,
Total, audited claims,.
3, $93,954.71,
$93,954.71, together
together with such

addi"' '
di

SEi.
SEG. 5. That for the payment of the following claims, certified
certified to
to
be due by the General Accounting
Accounting Office under appropriations
appropriations the
balances of which
which have been exhausted
exhausted or carried to the surplus
fund under
under the
of section 55 of the Act of June
fund
the provisions
provisions of
June 20, 1874,

SIXTY-EIGHTH
SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS. S
ESS. I
I CH.
011. 556.
SESS.
II.

1925.
1925.

and under appropriations
appropriations heretofore
heretofore treated
treated as
being
as permanent,
permanent, being
for the service of the fiscal year 1922 and prior years, unless
otherwise stated, and which have been certified
certified to Congress under
under
fully set
in Senate
section 22 of
the Act
Act of
section
of the
of July
July 7,
7, 1884,
1881, as
as fully
set forth
forth in
Senate
Document Numbered
Numbered 220, reported to Congress at
present sesat its present
sion, there is appropriated
appropriated as follows:
follows:

1353
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Vol. 23,
23, p.
p. 2
254.
Vol.

LEGISLATIVE
LEGISLATIVE
For
For public
public printing
printing and binding, $121.77.
$121.77.

printing and
Public printing
binding.

INDEPENDENT
INDEPENDENT OFFICES
For medical and hospital services, Veterans'
Veterans' Bureau, $1,455.30.
For
vocational rehabilitation,
$1,936.27.
For vocational
rehabilitation, Veterans'
Veterans' Bureau,
Bureau, $1,936.27.

Veterans'
Veterans' Bureau.

DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
AGRICITLTURE
For
expenses, Blireau
Animal Industry,
Industry, $20.37.
$20.37.
For general
general expenses,
Bhreau of Animal
For
general expenses,
expenses, Forest
Forest Service,
Service, $1.37.
$1.37.
For general

Department
Department of AgriAgriculture.

DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
JUSTICE
For detection
detection and prosecution
prosecution of crimes, $9.92.

Department
Department of Justice.
tice.

DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
DEPARTMENT
LABOR
For expenses of regulating
regulating immigration,
immigration, $8.

Department
LaDepartment of Labor.
bor.

DEPARTMENT
NAVY DEPARTMENT

For pay of the Navy, $512.07.
$542.07.
$59.71.
For freight, Bureau of Supplies
Supplies and Accounts, $59.71.
Quartermaster's Department,
Department, Marine
Marine Corps,
Corps,
For maintenance, Quartermaster's
$82.94.
For
Corps, $16.
For pay, Marine
Marine Corps,
$16.

Navy Department.

TREASURY
DEPARTMENT
TREASURY DEPARTMENT
collecting the revenue
revenue from customs, $30.
For collecting
$30.
operating force
For operating
force for public buildings, $66.10.
$56.10.

TrWury Depart.
Treasury
Department.
Inent.

WAR DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
WAR
War Department.
For
increase of
of cdmpensation,
cdmpensation, Military
$58.65.
WarDepartment.
For increase
Military Establishment,
Establishment, $58.65.
For
12,840.84.
For pay, and so
so forth, of the
the Army,
Army, $12,840.84.
For pay, and so forth, of the Army, war with Spain, $17.64.
For
contract surgeons,
surgeons, $75.98.
$75.98.
For mileage
mileage to
to officers and
and contract
For
appropriations, Quartermaster
Quartermaster Corps, $4,135.14.
For general
general appropriations,
Corps, *
For supplies, services, and
and transportation,
transportation, Quartermaster
Quartermaster Corps,
$426.90.
$426.90.
For armament
armament of fortifications,
fortifications, $2.88.
$2.88.
For
For Army transportation,
transportation, $4.60.
For regular
Corps, $19.80.
$19.80.
For
regular supplies,
supplies, Quartermaster
Quartermaster Corps,
section 5, $21,922.25.
Total, audited claims, section
$21,922.25.
Title of Act.
Sno.
hereafter may be
referred to
"Second TleofAt
SEc. 6. This Act
Act hereafter
be referred
to as
as the "Second
Deficiency Act,
Act, fiscal
fiscal year
Deficiency
year 1925."
1925."
Approved, March 4, 1925.
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March4,
March
4, 1925.
1925.
[H. R. 1240
12405.11
[Public,
[Public, No.
No. 632.]
632.1

SIXTY-EIGHTH
S
IXTYEIGHTH CONGRE
SS.
CONGRESS.

SESS. II.
II. CsII.
Cus. 557-559.
557-559.
SESS.

1925.
1925.

CHAP.
557.-An Act Granting
Granting the consent of Congress tii.th
CHAP. 557.—An
tè t1i city of
Rockof Rockford, in the county of Winnebago
maintain,
Winnebago and State of Illinois,
Illinois, to
to eoilitruct,
i0oiituct, maintain,
a bridge and approaches
approaches thereto across the
and operate
operate a
Rock River
the Rock
River
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
Representatives of
of the
the
and House
House of
of Representatives

Rockf
ier., may
may United
United States
States of
of America
Rock River.
in Congress
That the
the consent
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
consent
Rockford
bridge.
of Congress
, Ill.,
Congress is hereby granted
to the
in the
county
granted to
the city
city of
of Rockford,
Rockford, in
the county
Location.

Location.

Construction.
Vol. 34, p. 84.

vol., p. 4.

Amendment.

Amendment.

March 4, 1925.
[S
J. Res.
Res. 179.1
[S. J.
179.1
[Pub. Res.,
Has., No. 70.]
701

of Winnebago,
Winnebago, in the
construct, maintain,
maintain, and
and
the State of
of Illinois,
Illinois, to
to construct,
operate a
across the
the Rock
Rock River,
River, at
a bridge and approaches
approaches thereto
thereto across
at aa
point suitable to the interests of navigation,
navigation, connecting
connecting Peach
Peach Street
Street
on the west side of the said river
river in the said city of
Rockford with
of Rockford
with
Jefferson Street on
said Rock
Rock River
the said
Jefferson
on the east side of
of said
River in
in the
said city
city
in accordance
accordance with
with the
the provisions
of the
Act entitled
of Rockford,
Rockford, in
provisions of
the Act
entitled
regulate the construction
construction of
bridges over
over navigable
navigable
"An Act to regulate
of bridges
waters," approved
approved March
March 23,
23, 1906.
waters,"
1906.
SEC. 2.
2. The
alter, amend,
repeal this
this Act
SEC.
The right
right to
to alter,
amend, or
or repeal
Act is
is hereby
hereby
expressly reserved.
expressly
reserved.
Approved, March
Approved,
March 4, 1925.

C
1TAP. 558.-Joint
558.—Joint Resolution To
To amend
amend section
section 10
10 of
Act entitled
CHAP.
of the
the Act
entitled "An
"An
Act
to establish
establish the
Mississippi River
River wild
wild life
and fish
refuge"
Act to
the upper
upper Mississippi
life and
fish refuge"

P
Upper
Mississippi
UppeI
MI
Rives
fish refuge,
etc.
Ante, p. 852, amended.

geseisi
Resolved by the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
the
Representatives of
of the
nte, p.65 amend- United
in Congress
assembled, That
That section
United States of America in
Congress assembled,
section
d.
10 of the Act entitled "An
"An Act to establish
establish the upper Mississippi
Mississippi

River
refuge," approved
approved June 7, 1924 (Forty-third
River wild life and fish refuge,"
(Forty-third
outriction stricken
stricken Statutes
Statutes at Large, page 650),
650), be, and the same hereby is, amended
amended by
striking out that part of said section which reads:
but no
no money
money
reads: "
"but
shall be available
available for the acquisition of any area until the
Secrethe Secretary of Agriculture
ascertained that all of the areas to
Agriculture has ascertained
to be
be acacquired under this Act will be acquired
acquired within the
amounts apapthe amounts
propriated or authorized
authorized to be appropriated
appropriated therefor
at an
therefor and
and at
an
average price not in excess of $5 per acre, and not in excess of
the
of the
price, during
average selling price,
the years
1921, 1922,
and 1923,
1923, of
of comcomduring the
years 1921,
1922; and
Proviso.
parable lands
within the
the vicinity
vicinity of
of such
such areas,"
and by
by substitutsubstitutprwo price
price limlm- parable
lands within
areas," and
Purchase
ited.
ited.
ing in lieu
lieu thereof
thereof the
the following:
following: ""Provided,
the Secretary.
Provided, That
That the
Secretary. of
of
Agriculture
Agriculture shall not pay for any land or land and water a
a price
which when added to the price of land or
or land
land and
and water
water theretotheretofore purchased,
purchased, shall exceed
cost of
$5 per
per acre."
acre."
exceed an average
average cost
of $5
Approved, March
1925.
March 4,
4, 1925.

Restriction
out.

March 4,
March
4, 1925.
[S. J. Res. 189.]
189.]
(Pub.
Res., No.
No. 71.]
71.3
(Pub. Res.,

CHAP. 559.-Joint
Resolution Authorizing
CRAP.
559.—Joint Resolution
Authorizing the enlargement
enlargement of the Federal
Federal
Veterans' Hospital at Muskogee, Oklahoma, by the purchs-se
Veterans'
purchase of
of an adjoining
adjoining
city hospital and authorizing
$150,000 for that purpose
authorizing the appropriation
appropriation of $150,000
purpose

Veterans' Bureau
Veterans'
Bureau Whereas the Veterans'
Veterans' Bureau has lately acquired from the State
Muskogee,
Muskogee, Whereas
-

Hos pital,
Hospital,
Okla.
Okla.

Preamble.

Preamb.

veterans' hospital located at Muskogee,
of Oklahoma title to the veterans'
Muskogee,
Oklahoma; and
Oklahoma;
Whereas
Whereas the city of Muskogee
Muskogee is the owner
owner of
of a
a small
small hospital
hospital on
on
a lot immediately
a
immediately adjoining that of the national
national hospital site,
site,
similar in construction and architecture to that of the Federal
Federal
hospital and fitting into the scheme of the Government
Government to enlarge
and improve said hospital and necessary to
enlargement and
and
to its enlargement
improvement;
improvement; and
Whereas the city of Muskogee,
Oklahoma, has
offered
Muskogee, Oklahoma,
has graciously
graciously offered
to sell said hospital to the Government
Government for the sum
sum of
of $150,000,
$150,000,
considerably less than the
being considerably
its construction,
construction, in
in order
the cost of
of its
order
and for the purpose of carrying out the scheme of the Veterans'
Veterans'
Bureau in connection
connection with said hospital; and
and

SIXTYEI GHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRE SS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH

SESS. II.
559-561.
CHS. 559-561.
II. Cris.
SEss.

1925.
1925.
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Whereas said
said additional
facilities afforded
by the said hospital are
afforded by
additional facilities
Whereas
now needed
needed and
the immediate
will be needed
needed in the
future will
immediate future
in the
and in
now
proper care
of veterans
veterans assigned
assigned to said
Federal hospital: Now,
Now,
said Federal
care of
proper
therefore, be
it
be it
therefore,
Representativesof the United
Resolved by
the Senate
House of Representatives
and House
Senate and
by the
Resolved
States of
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
That the
of said
said geePurchase
Purellt7eh`g
a
rz
Musk
ofpil
the purchase
purchase of
assembled, That
in Congress
States
city
hospital by
by the
Director of
Veterans' Bureau at aasum of not addition, authorized.
authorized.
of the Veterans'
the Director
city hospital
exceeding $150,000,
$150,000, and
the appropriation
appropriation of
of $150,000
$150,000 for that
and the
exceeding
purpose is
the price
price to be paid therefor
therefor to be
authorized; the
hereby authorized;
is hereby
purpose
Bureau
agreed upon
upon by
by and
and between
between said
Veterans' Bureau
the Veterans'
of the
Director of
said Director
agreed
Proviso.
and the
this money
money shall
be taken
taken Fundavaabl.
shall be
That this
Prpvided, That
Muskogee: Provided,
city of
of Muskogee:
and
the city
Fund available.
1925, for hospital
out
of any
any lump
lump sum
sum appropriated
March 1, 1925,
hospital
after March
appropriated after
out of
purposes.
Approved,
March 4, 1925.
Approved, March

CHAP. 580.—Joint
provide for the expenses
expenses of delegates
delegates of
of
Resolution To provide
560.-Joint Resolution
CHAP.
American Congress of Highways
to the Pan
the
Pan American
the United
United States to

4 1925.
March 4,1925.

[s. J. Res. 190.1
1901
[s.
Res., No.
No. 72.1
721
[Pub. Res.,

Resolved
the Senate
Senate and
and House
Representatives of
of the
United Pan
Pa American
the United
House of
of Representatives
Resolved by
by the
American ConConHighways.
States
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
President of the gress of Highways.
assembled, That the President
America in
States of
ed. leUnited States
States is
hereby authorized
authorized to
delegates to
to enable
the gatesuthori
enable the
glgi=ggger
to appoint
appoint delegates
is hereby
United
United States
States to
to participate
the Pan
Pan American
Congress of
American Congress
in the
participate in
United
and for the expenses of
Highways to
to meet
meet at
at Buenos
Aires in 1925,
1925, and
Buenos Aires
Highways
the
United States
States in
in such
conference, including
including the
such conference,
participating in
in participating
the United
compensation
of employees,
employe.es, travel,
travel, and
subsistence expenses
expenses (notand subsistence
compensation of
withstanding the
of any
any other
and such
miscel- Sum
um for
ense.
other Act),
Act), and
such miscelthe provisions
provisions of
withstanding
for expenses.
laneous
and other
other expenses
expenses as
President shall deem proper, there
the President
as the
laneous and
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
sum of $15,000.
the sum
be appropriated
appropriated the
to be
is
Approved, March
4. 1925.
March 4.
Approved,

CHAP. 561.-Joint
561.—Joint Resolution
disbursing agents of
Resolution For the relief of special disbursing
CHAP.

the
Alaskan Engineering
Engineering Commission,
Commission, authorizing
of certain
certain claims,
claims,
payment of
the payment
authorizing the
the Alaskan

March 4,
1925.
4,1925.
March

[H. J.
J. Res.
Res. 228.]
226.1
[H.
[Pub.
73.]
No- 73.1
Res-, No.
[PUb. Res.,

management of the Alaska
purposes, affecting
Alaska Railroad.
affecting the management
for other purposes,
and for

Raiload
Resolved
by the
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
United Alas
Representatives of the United
and House
House of
Resolved by
Alaska Railroad.
In
Credits directed In
States
of America
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
General Account- Credits
the General
Congressassembled,
America in
States of
accounts of disbursing
disbursing
ing
hereby authorized
credit in the accounts
accounts accot
authorized and directed to credit
is hereby
Office is
pymentson
agents, forOr
payments
on
agents,
ing Office
account of
injuries, etc.
etc.
ofuries,
Alaskan Engineering
of
special disbursing
disbursing agents
agents of the Alaskan
Engineering Commission account
of special
the
payments made
by them
Hospital (Seattle,
(Seattle,
Swedish Hospital
the Swedish
to the
them to
made by
several payments
the several
Washington), Doctor
H. V.
V. Wurdemann,
Wurdemann, A. B. Funk, Saint Joseph's
Doctor H.
Washington),
Hospital, Fairbanks,
Fairbanks, Alaska,
and Doctor
amounting
Bowen, amounting
J. R.
R. Bowen,
Doctor J.
Alaska, and
Hospital,
to $1,433.60,
the General
Office,
Accounting Office,
General Accounting
by the
disallowed by
heretofore disallowed
$1,433.60, heretofore
to
covering medical,
surgical 2 and
hospital services
and subsistence
subsistence
services and
and hospital
medical, surgical,
covering
said commission to
furnished
the hospital
to
of said
regulations of
hospital regulations
under the
furnished under
contractors who
who were
injured or
taken sick
while engaged
engaged in
in the
sick while
or taken
were injured
contractors
performance of
their work
in the construction
railroads in
construction of the railroads
work in
of their
performance
Alaska, and
and said
payments are
are hereby
validated.
R. D.
hereby validated.
said payments
Alaska,
R.
D. Chase
Chase.
in
directed in
Credit directed
SEC. 2.
2. That
That the
the General
General Accounting
Accounting Office
Office is
hereby authorized
authorized Credit
is hereby
SEC.
accounts of.
and directed
to credit
credit in
in the
D. Chase,
Chase, special
special disbursdisburs- accountso.
of R.
R. D.
accounts of
the accounts
directed to
and
ing
agent of
of the
Alaskan Engineering
of
Engineering Commission, the sum of
the Alaskan
iig agent
H. Coney,
$1.197.10,
covering
payments
made to
F. Clasen,
Clasen, F.
F. H.
to C. F.
made
payments
covering
$1.197.10,
W.
A. McDonald,
McDonald, Lief
Walter Wright,
Wright, and
and
Tellefsen, Walter
Tom Tellefsen,
Strand, Tom
Lief Strand,
W. A.
Soter
Chamis, employees
commission, on
on account
account of the
the
said commission,
of said
employees of
Soter Chamis,
destruction of
effects by
fire October
and
1920, and
2, 1920,
October 2,
by fire
personal effects
their personal
of their
destruction
March 10,
10, 1922,
1922, respectively,
having been
been disallowed
disallowed
payments having
said payments
respectively said
March
by the
AccountingOffice,
Office, and
and the said payments
payments are hereby
hereby
General Accounting
the General
by
validated.
validated.
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SIXTY-EIGHTH
CONGRESS.

SEss.
CHs. 561,
562.
SESs. II.
II. CHS.
561, 562.

1925.
1925.

SEC.
S
EC. 3. That the Alaska Railroad
Railroad is hereby authorized
and directed
directed
authorized and
to
of operation
operation of
of the
the railroad,
railroad, to
to Blanche
Blanche L.
to pay
pay out
out of
of the
the revenues
revenues of
L.
fire
Burns, administratrix
administratrix of the estate of W.
Burns,
W. T. Burns, the
the sum
sum of
of
$597.25,
house and other
other property located
or
located at or
$597.25, the
the value
value of a
a mess house
near El
Dorado, Alaska,
the Chatanika
Chatanika Branch
Branch of
of the
the railroad,
railroad,
near
El Dorado,
Alaska, on
on the
destroyed April
18, 1919,
fire resulting
sparks thrown
thrown by
by a
a
from sparks
destroyed
April 18,
1919, by
by fire
resulting from
locomotive operating
on
said railroad.
locomotive
operating
on
said
railroad.
Railroad employees.
SEC. 4.
That the
the Alaska
Alaska Railroad
Railroad is
is hereby
and directed
directed
hereby authorized
authorized and
Payment
fire
4. That
SEC.
Payment for fire
losses,
etc., of.
losses,etc.,
of.
railroad the ten
to pay out of the revenues
revenues of operation of the railroad
ten
existing
employees of
of said
said railroad
amounting to
existing claims of
of employees
railroad amounting
to $267.06,
$267.06,
for loss
personal effects
effects by
power house
house at
at Anchorage,
Anchorage,
for
loss of
of personal
by fire
fire at
at tle
the power
November 14,
four existing
existing claims of employees
employees of
said
November
14, 1921,
1921, and
and four
of said
railroad amounting
amounting to
to $58.75,
$58.75, for
clothing and
personal
and other
other personal
for loss of clothing
railroad
effects
at the
of a
at mile
mile 277
277 of
of said
said railroad,
railroad, July
22,
July 22,
effects at
the time
time of
a wreck
wreck at
1922; and
and to
to pay
pay to
to C.
H. Thompson,
Thompson, formerly
formerly employed
employed as
as aahospital
hospital
C. H.
1922;
steward
railroad, the sum
$211.54, and
additional
sum of $211.54,
and any
any additional
steward by said railroad,
amounts hereafter
hereafter allowed him by
by the railroad,
necessary expenses
expenses
railroad, as necessary
of
treatment under
its hospital
hospital regulations.
under its
of caretand
care and treatment
S
EC. 5.
the President
time, transfer
transfer the
time to time,
President may,
may, from
from time
otoe-po.e
SEC.
5. That
That the
i
c=177,
1
1,'"es
desigto be
nated
for administering administration
Compensation Act of September
September 7,
administration of
of the
the Injury
Injury Compensation
natedforadministering
claims, etc.
aVoL',
so far
1916, so
far as
as employees
employees of
of the
the AlaskaaRailroad
Railroad are
are concerned,
concerned, to
to the
the
Vol.39, p.750,amendp.750,amend- 1916,
ed.
officer
as the
the successor
successor of
of the
the chairman
of the
chairman of
the
officer designated
designated by
by him
him as
Alaskan Engineering
Engineering Commission,
including the
powers and
and duties
duties
Alaskan
Commission, including
the powers
of the chairman
chairman of said commission,
section 42 of said
said
commission,
provided
in
section
Reimbursementtrom Act; in which case the payments authorized in said section to be
SnsoAct; in which case the payments authorized in said section to be
embpnee compensaemployees'
tion
made out
out of
appropriations for
for the
the Alaskan
Alaskan Engineering
Engineering Commission
Commission
of appropriations
tion fund.
made
fund,
shall
such
made out of appropriations
appropriations for the Alaska Railroad,
Railroad, such
shall be made
appropriations
be reimbursed
reimbursed for
for such
payments by
by the
the transfer
transfer
such payments
to be
appropriations to
compensation fund.
from the employees'
employees' compensation
of funds
funds from
Approved,
March
1925.
4,
1925.
Approved, March
Blanche
Blayhet L. t.Burns.
Burnm
Payment to, from
from
railroad revenues
revenues for
railroad
oss
lire lloss.

4, 1925.
March 4,
1925.
March
[H. J.. Res.
[H.
Res. 254.]
264.1
[Pub. Res.,
Res., No.
No. 74.]
74.1
[Pub.

562.—Joint Resolution
restomt,on
CHAP. 562.-Joint
Resolution Authorizing
Authorizing the
the restoraton
Mansion
the Arlington
Arlington National
National Cemetery,
Virginia
Cemetery, Virginia
Mansion in
in the

the Lee
Lee
of the

Lee Mansion, Arling-Whereas
LeeMansion,AringWhereas the era of internecine
internecine strife among
among the States having
having
ton, Va.
Preamble.
Preamble.
yielded to one of better
better understanding,
understanding, of common loyalty, and of
of
aa more
more perfect
perfect Union; and
Whereas,
Robert E. Lee
great
Whereas, now
now honor
honor is accorded
accorded Robert
Lee as one of the great
military
character, noble life,
military leaders
leaders of
of history, whose exalted character,
and eminent
eminent services are recognized
recognized and esteemed,
esteemed, and
and whose
and
manly
precept and example
example were compelling
compelling factors
factors
manly attributes
attributes of precept
cementing the American
American people in
devotion
in cementing
in bonds of patriotic
patriotic devotion
and action
action against
against common
common external
enemies in
in the
with Spain
Spain
and
external enemies
the war
war with
and in
the World
War, thus
thus consummating
consummating the
the hope
hope of
a reunited
reunited
and
in the
World War,
of a
would again
Union:
country that
that would
again swell
swell the chorus of the Union:
Therefore
Therefore be it
Resolved by the Senate and House
Representatives of
House of Representatives
of the
the United
Restoration
of, in
in
Restoration of,
America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary of
of War
War
Arlington
National States of America in Congress assembled, That
Arlington National
Cemetery, to condition
directed, as
Cemeterto
condition be,
be, and
and he is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed,
as nearly as may be
prior to
prior
toi Civil War.
ar.
practicable,
practicable, to restore the Lee Mansion in the Arlington
Arlington National
National
Cemetery,
condition in which
existed immediately
immediately
Cemetery, Virginia,
Virginia, to
to the condition
which it
it existed
War and
prior to the Civil War
and to procure,
procure, if possible, articles
articles of furnifurniture
equipment which
were then
ture and
and equipment
which were
then in the mansion
mansion and
and in use by the
occupants thereof. He
discretion, to procure
occupants
He is
is also
also authorized,
authorized, in his
his discretion,
Replicas of
cReplicas
of furniture,
furit
replicas
of
furniture
and
other
articles
in
use
in
durreplicas
the
furniture
and
other
articles
in
use
in the
the mansion
mansion duretc.,
to
be
procured.
et., b prxurd.**
ing
the period
with a
aview
view to
to restoring,
restoring, as
as may
may be
be
ing the
period mentioned,
mentioned, with
as far
far as
practicable,
practicable, the appearance
appearance of
of the interior of the
the mansion to
to the condition of its occupancy
occupancy by the Lee family.
Approved,
Approved, March 4, 1925.

SIXTYEIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. S
ESS. II.
II. CHS.
CHs. 563.
SESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH

1925.

CHAP. 563.—Joint
Resolution Extending
Extending the
the sovereignty
sovereignty of the United
United States
563.-Joint Resolution
CHAP.
over Swains
Island and
island a
a part
Samoa
American Samoa
of American
part of
the island
making the
and making
Swains Island
over

1357
March 4,
1925.
4, 1925.
March
[R. J. Res. 294.]
294.]
J.
Res.
[H.
[Pub. Res.,
No. 75.]
75.1
Res., No.
[Pub.

Island.
ibslad.
Whereas
Swains Island
Island (otherwise
(otherwise known as Quiros, Gente Hermosa, spSwains
Whereas Swains
Preamble.
Vol.
11,
119.
guano vol.11, pp. 119.
Olosega, and
and Jennings
included in
in the
the list
list of
of guano
is included
Island) is
Jennings Island)
Olosega,
bonded
have
islands
appertaining
to
the
United
which
been
bonded
which
States,
United
the
to
islands appertaining
under
Congress approved
approved August 18, 1856; and
of Congress
Act of
the Act
under the
Whereas the
American
possession of American
continuous possession
the continuous
in the
been in
has been
island has
the island
Whereas
citizens
fifty years
form of government
government therefor
therefor
no form
and no
years and
over fifty
for over
citizens for
or
for the
inhabitants thereof
thereof has been
been provided
provided by the United
United
the inhabitants
or for
States: Therefore
Therefore be it
States:
Resolved by
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United JurisdictionofAmeriJurisdiction of AmeriHouse of
and House
by the
Resolved
can Samoa to
include.
samoa to include.
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
the
sovereignty
of
the can
of the
sovereignty
the
That
assembled,
Congress
in
America
of
States
United
American Samoa
is hereby extended
extended over Swains
Samoa is
over American
States over
United States
Island,
which is
is made
part, of
American Samoa and placed under
of American
made aapart
Island, which
the
jurisdiction of
of the
administrative and
and judicial
judicial authorities
authorities of the
the administrative
the jurisdiction
government
established
therein
by
the
States.
United
the
by
therein
established
government
Approved,
1925.
March 4, 1925.
Approved, March
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from
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S. C.,
bridge
authorized across Savannah
bridge authorized
between Elbert
County,
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River between
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Abbey
Place NE., D. C.,
Abbey Place
960
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Place changed
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Third Place
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Miss.,,
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Abortion
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Documents
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preparation,
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preliminary
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for investigating,
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for securing
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and investigating---------investigating
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securing
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reports
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General
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Accounting
Office).
Accounting Office).
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Deposits Office, Treasury
Treasury
and Deposits
Accounts
Department,
Department,
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for Commissioner,
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office personnel
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office
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Accounts and
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and Disbursements
Accounts
Department
of Agriculture,
Agriculture,
Department of
appropriation for
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office
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personnel
Accounts Bureau,
Bureau Post
Post Office
Department,
Office Department,
Accounts
appropriation for
for personal
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appropriation
all money
accounts to
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orders accounts
money orders
all
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950
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at specified
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Acme Steel
Steel Goods
Company,
Goods Company,
Acme
may bridge
bridge Little
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Calumet River,
River,
may
Chicago,
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N. Mex.,
Mex.,
Indians, N.
Acoma Indians,
appropriation for
for irrigation
system for;
for;
irrigation system
appropriation
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for applying
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to
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sand
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appointment
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abolished office
office of Director
Director of
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the
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War
Adjusted Compensation
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Act).
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Fund,
Adjusted Service Certificate
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fiscal year
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appropriation for amount
amount to..
deficiency
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the Treasury-------------Treasury
in the
created
annual appropriations
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appropriations authorized
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128
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determination of
amount; interest
interest
of amount;
determination
allowed
128
128
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be set
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aside on first day of the
the
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calendar
128
128
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limit on
on amount
for 1925
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amount for
limit
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in to be invested
invested in United
United
moneys
States
securities; sale of for
for
States securities;
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128
fund
128
fund-------interest, etc.,
added to fund
128
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interest,
128
payments authorized
authorized from
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payments
War,
Adjusted Service
Credits, World War,
Service Credits,
Adjusted
appropriation for
for payment
payment of, not more
more
appropriation
1212
than
$50 each
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1212
than $50
for
installments
of,
due
to
dependents
for installments of, due to dependents
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of veterans
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of
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Army,
Department, Army,
General's Department,
Adjutant
appropriation
headcontingencies, headfor contingencies,
appropriation for
quarters
military departdepartof military
quarters of
ments, etc
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ments,
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for, additional,
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1925 -------------additional, 1925
for,
Adjutant General's
General's Office,
Office, War
Department,
War Department,
Adjutant
personnel -_ 480, 895
appropriation
appropriation for civilian personnel_
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deficiency
appropriation for
salaries_ __
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for salariesdeficiency appropriation
for administrative
expenses, World
World
administrative expenses,
for
War
Adjusted CompensationCompensation.. 1344
War Adjusted
Admiralty,
interlocutory
decrees in,
may be apin, may
interlocutory decrees
pealed to
circuit courts of apto circuit
pealed
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proceeding
in district
district court not
proceeding in
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Admiralty Causes,
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Admiralty
suits against
United States
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States for damages
against United
suits
by public
public vessels
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or for
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services,
venue of
of action;
procedure
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action; procedure--------venue
cross libel,
etc., allowed
allowed owner
owner of
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cross
vate
vessel in
in suit
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suit against
vate vessel
United
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for damages
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United States
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given
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appropriation for standardizing
standardizing appaby
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ratus,
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restriction
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Committee
restriction on
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National Advisory Committee
for,
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of public
public vessel in connecconnecfor,
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with suit
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appropriation
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appropriation for
for expenses
suits by
by nationals
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of foreign
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taking,
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claims
appropriation
of taking,
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payment
judgment
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Conference,
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against a
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lien against
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report of
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on Federal
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Credits Act,
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Congress of
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for Farm
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office exceeding
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at box office
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assessments against
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for
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Forests,
Lands in
Agricultural Lands
appropriation for survey,
survey, etc.,
etc., of__
of----_ 445, 835
appropriation
Agricultural
Organizations,
Agricultural Organizations,
exempt from income tax-----------tax
282
exempt
Agricultural
Products,
Agricultural Products,
changes to be made
made without delay, by
changes
Interstate Commerce
Commerce CommisCommission, to promote freedom of
movement of, at lowest lawful
rates
802
freight rates----------------Agricultural Products,
Products, Staple,
Staple,
Agricultural
time further extended
extended to November
November 30,
1924, for making advances
advances on, by
14
War Finance Corporation ----14
Agricultural Report,
Agricultural
appropriation for printing and bindappropriation
434,
823
434,823
ing .----------------Schools, etc.,
Agricultural Schools,
Agricultural
appropriation for reports, etc., on----on
434
appropriation
Agriculture,
Agriculture,
appropriation
destroying animals
appropriation for destroying
450, 841
injurious to -------------for demonstrations on reclamation
reclamation
456
projects to develop,
develop, etc
456
etc-------deficiency
appropriation for stimulatdeficiency appropriation
etc
759
55, 60, 759
ing, etc--------------Agriculture,
Institute of,
InternationalInstitute
Agriculture, international
1021
212,
appropriation for quota, etc -----appropriation
deficiency appropriation
expenses of
appropriation for expenses
48
delegates to ----------------760, 1338
for quota -----------------1338
Ahtanum
Wash.,
System, Wash.,
IrrigationSystem,
IndianIrrigation
Ahtanum Indian
403
ofappropriation for
maintenance, etc., of..
for maintenance,
appropriation
for
maintenance, etc., additional,
additional,
for maintenance,
707
1925 -------------------- Aids
Navigation,
to Navigation,
Aids to
appropriation for
for expenses of ----- 233, 1043
appropriation
for establishing, etc----------etc
234, 1043
Aiken County,
County, S.
C.,
S. C.,
Aiken
bridge authorized
authorized across Savannah
Savannah
River, Augusta, Ga.,
Ga., by RichRichRiver,
mond
102
and-------mond County, Ga., and
Aiken,
C.,
S. C.,
Aiken, S.
801
terms of
court at
at-------------------of court
terms
Ain-dus-o-geshig,
Lac Band
Band of
of
Mille Lac
Ain-dus-o-geshig, Mille
Indians, Chief,
Chief,
Indians,
payment to,
to, from
Court of Claims
from Court
payment
818
judgment
judgment for the band ------Air
Mail Act,
Act,
Air Mail
title of Act------------------------Act
805
title
with
air mail
mail is first class mail prepaid with
air
805
specified
specified rates --------------postage
less than 10 cents an
not less
on, not
postage on,
ounce
805
ounce---------------------
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Air Mail
Mail Act-Continued.
Act-Continued.
Page.
contracts
authorized for
transporting
contracts authorized
for transporting
805
air mail; rates --------------805
other first class mail by aircraft---aircraft
805
805
806
rules, etc., to be
be made
made--------------806
postage on
on Government
Government operated
routes
postage
operated routes
not interfered
interfered with ----------806
Air Mail
Mail Service,
Service,
amount authorized
authorized for,
for, from
from approappropriation for railroad transportatransportapriation
1337
tion, 1926
1926-------------------.
1337
authorized -------------1337
contracts authorized
1337
separate accounts
accounts to be kept
1337
kept -----1337
personal services in the District, etc_ 1337
Air
Army,
Air Service, Army,
appropriation for aviation
appropriation
aviation instruction
instruction
expenses, schools,
schools, etc
491, 906
906
etc-------_ 491,
for
of airairfor maintenance,
maintenance, storage,
storage, etc.,
etc., of
ships, etc
etc ---------------- 491,
491, 906
landing,
etc., runways
906
landing, etc.,
runways -------- 491,
491, 906
aerial
906
aerial photographic
photographic supplies,
supplies, etc..
etc_ 491,
491, 906

for helium
gas production,
production, etc
etc_-_
for
helium gas
-

492,
906
492, 906

etc., new types
for investigating,
investigating, etc.,
types of
airships
492,
906
airships ------------------492, 906
purchase, manufacture,
manufacture, etc., of
purchase,
of
aerial
machines, etc
aerial machines,
etc--------- 492,
492, 906
marking military
marking
military airways
airways------ 492,
492, 907
907
special clothing,
etc
492,
907
special
clothing, etc----------492, 907
expenses, disposal
for expenses,
disposal of surplus,
surplus, etc.,
etc.,
equipment
equipment ---------------- 492,
492, 907
consulting engineers
engineers at experiexpericonsulting
mental
stations
907
mental stations------------492, 907
special
scientific
medical
scientific
research -------------------492, 907
printing office
supplies, etcetc .
printing
office supplies,
-_-

492, 907
907
492,
salvaging wrecked aircraft, etc
etc__ 492, 907
allotments for designated obfor allotments
jects -------------------492, 907
492,907
civilian employees -----------492,
492, 907
907
helium production
production ----------- 492,
492, 907
907
aircraft research
492, 907
research work ------balloon production
production----------492, 907
improving
improving stations, hangars, etc..
etc_ 492, 907
production
new airplane production----__
_ 492, 907
907
claims; restricpaying damage
damage claims;
restriction ----..--------------- 492, 907
restriction on giving
giving exhibition
restriction
exhibition
492,
flights -------------------492, 908
incurred
incurred obligations payable from
appropriation until June
former appropriation
use..----- ,
493
30, 1925; additional
additional use
493
bombing
bombing tests
tests on
on moving
moving vessels;
vessels;
transfer of obsolete craft for,
from
Navy and Shipping
Board..
907
from Navy
Shipping Board907
reestablishing
reestablishing testing
testing plant near
near
McCook Field, Ohio ---------907
restriction
on exhibition
exhibition flights
flights_-_
908
restriction on
-__ 908
additional
additional contracts
contracts for new airplanes, etc.,
etc., authorized--authorized
908
----- 908
authorizations for helium gas proauthorizations
etc., granted to Navy
duction, etc.,
Navy
Department ----------------908
incurred obligations payable
payable from
former appropriation
appropriation until June
908
30, 1926 -------------------908
for landing field, France Field,
Canal
Panama Canal---------------493
Office of Chief
for civilian personnel,
personnel, Office
Chief
of, War Department
Department ------493, 908
technical
services ------------technical services
493, 908
for salaries and expenses, additional,
additional,
711
1925 ----------------------711
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for-------for
deficiency
58, 62,
701,
1350
701, 762, 1350
for, production
production ----------------- 58,
58, 698
698
for military
militaryv -------------------62- - - - -- -- - - - -- - -- - - -- -

Department,
Page.
Page.
War Department,
Air Service, Chief of, War
appropriation for
personnel,
appropriation
for civilian personnel,
Office
of
493, 908
Office of-----------------493,
908
technical, etc.,
legal assistant,
assistant, technical,
etc.,
services ------------------ 493,
493, 908
services
908
Air
Air Stations,
Stations, Navy
Navy (see
(see Aviation,
Aviation, Navy).
Navy).
Aircraft
Aircraft
contracts authorized
authorized for carrying
carrying air
contracts
air

mail by;
on revenues_
mail
by; based
based on
revenues ---___ 805
805
other
terms
805
other first class
class mail
mail by; terms----805
Aircraft
Factory, Navy,
Navy,
Aircraft Factory,
appropriation for
maintenance
199, 877
877
appropriation
for maintenance-----199,
Aircraft,
Aviation, Navy,
Aircraft, Navy
Navy (see
(see Aviation,
Navy, and
and
Bureau of Aeronautics,
Aeronautics, Navy).
Aircraft,
Postal Service,
Aircraft, Postal
Service,
appropriation for
operation, etc.,
etc., New
New
for operation,
appropriation
Francisco
York and San
San Francisco----87, 785
for night flying ----------------- 87, 785
extra
charge for first
extra charge
first class
class mail
785
service ---------------- 785
87, 786
786
for foreign
foreign mails by ------------- 87,
deficiency appropriation
operation,
deficiency
appropriation for
for operation,
etc.,
etc., New
New York
York to San
San FranFrancisco --------------------- 59, 1350
1350
Airplane
Airplane Bombs, Army,
Army,
appropriation for
manufacture, purpurappropriation
for manufacture,
etc. of ------------chase, etc.,
498, 913
913
Airplane
Carriers
etc.Navy,
,
Airplane Carriers,
appropriation
two battle
battle
for converting
converting two
appropriation for
cruisers
into
881
cruisers into-----------------881
limits
converting
limits of
of cost increased
increased for converting
"Lexington" and "Saratoga"
"Saratoga"
"Lexington"
into
882
into------------------------Airplane
Patrol in
National Forests,
Forests,
Airplane Patrol
in National
appropriation
prevent
to prevent
appropriation for
for operating,
operating, to
fires
835
forest fires------------------Airplanes,
(see Aircraft,
Aircraft,
Postal Service
Service (see
Airplanes, Postal
Postal Service).
Service).
Aitkin
Aitkin County, Minn.,
may bridge
River
814
814
bridge Mississippi
Mississippi River--------may
Ak Chin
Indian Reservation,
Ak
Chin Indian
Reservation, Ariz.,
appropriation
for irrigation
irrigation project
project on..
on_ 400,
400,
appropriation for
1151
Alabama,
Alabama,
Georgia and, may
bridge Chattahoochee
may bridge
Chattahoochee
Georgia
Alaga, Ala ----------River at Alaga,
663
Eufaula, Ala--------------------Ala
Eufaula,
16
may
bridge across
across Tennessee
may acquire
acquire bridge
Tennessee
River at Decatur, to operate as
free bridge
bridge ----------------815
aa free
815
tolls allowed
allowed for
reimbursing cost,
cost,
for reimbursing
etc
815
etc------------------------815
bridge
River at
891
bridge Coosa
Coosa River
at Gadsden__
Gadsden - -_
891
at Leesburg
Leesburg ------------------723
purchase of
of public
public land
land in,
by Y.
Y. Charles
purchase
in, by
Charles
Earl, authorized------------authorized
812
812
Alabama and
Coushatta Indians,
Alabama
and Coushatta
Indians, Polk
Polk
County, Tex.,
Tex.,
appropriation for
for education,
404, 1155
appropriation
education, etc_
etc-_-__ 404,
1155
Alaga, Ala.,
Alaga,
Chattahoochee
bridge authorized
authorized across Chattahoochee
River at
663
at---------------_---.
Tex.,
Alamo Alto, Tex.,
authorized across Rio Grande at
at..
662
bridge authorized
consent of
Mexico required--------required
663
consent
of Mexico
663
Alaska,
appropriation for salary of Goverappropriation
nor --------------- _---- - 427,
427, 1181
expenses
427, 1181
for contingent
contingent expenses--------for care of insane
insane------------- 427,
427, 1181
for
river boats,
etc
428,
1182
for railroad,
railroad, river
boats, etc---428, 1182
consolidation
consolidation of all amounts into
Alaska railroads fund, available
until exnended
---11 v-.
8
expended
1182
-,----------------------
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739
739
Alaska
Game
Law
provisions
provisions--------Law
Game
Alaska
appropriation
for
star
route
mail
service
service
mail
route
star
for
appropriation
for
bond
issue authorized
by Cordova,
Cordova, for
authorized by
in; emergencies
emergencies -------------- 86,
86, 785
785
bond issue
in;
656
656
school building
building -------------school
for special
for
89,
787
89, 787
equipments for---mail equipments
special mail
for
859
859
Juneau, for
sewerage system
system -----for sewerage
Juneau,
for
relief,
etc.,
of
shipwrecked
of shipwrecked
etc.,
for relief,
656
656
Ketchikan, amount
increased ----amount increased
American seamen
1017
Ketchikan,
208, 1017
in-------- 208,
seamen in
American
818
818
Sitka,
for school
building-------school building
Sitka, for
for
line between
between
boundary line
marking boundary
for marking
cases in
of, reviewable
reviewable by
court of,
district court
in district
Canada
and ----------211, 1020
cases
1020
- 211,
Canada and
936
936
circuit court
court of
of appeals
appeals .......
circuit
for
judges, attorneys,
attorneys, etc-------etc
219, 1029
219,
for judges,
Coast
cutter authorized
for
authorized for
Guard cutter
Coast Guard
for marshals,
salaries, etc
220, 1029
1029
etc------- 220,
marshals, salaries,
for
728
"Bear"--replace "
waters
Bear "___ 728
of, to replace
waters of,
for
protecting seal
fisheries in
in___
1047
238, 1047
--- _ 238,
seal fisheries
for protecting
emergency mail
service relay
stations,
stations,
relay
service
mail
emergency
for
surveyor
general,
clerks,
etc
394
394
etc----clerks,
general,
for surveyor
960
960
authorized for--------------for
authorized
for native
native pupils
Indian
to Indian
brought to
pupils brought
for
industrial schools,
schools hospitals,
etc., to be
hospitals, etc.,
industrial
schools
from -------------405,
405, 1156
schools from
established for
aboriginal natives
natives
for aboriginal
established
for investigating
investigating mineral
resources
mineral resources
for
978
978
of
of -----------------------of
1173
419, 1173
------------ 419,
of-----------unoccupied
buildings
to
be assigned
assigned
be
to
buildings
unoccupied
for
inspection
of
mines,
etc
420,
1174
1174
420,
etc----mines,
of
inspection
for
978
978
to
Education Bureau
Bureau---------to Education
for
education of
natives under
under comcomof natives
for education
of
War Department
Department to
to be
be transtransof War
missioner of
426, 1180
1180
Education----- 426,
of Education
missioner
978
978
ferred
ferred----------------------operation, etc.,
of ship
Boxer "_ _ 1180
"Boxer"ship "
etc., of
operation,
of
dismantling
and removal
to other
other
to
removal
and
dismantling
of
hosfor
medical
relief
of
natives;
natives;
of
relief
for medical
978
978
locations
authorized ---------locations authorized
427,
pitals, etc---------------etc
427, 1180
1180
pitals,
payment for
for and
and improvement
improvement of
of lands
lands
payment
admission of
of pay
patients----- 427, 1181
pay patients
admission
purchased
head of
of Cordova
Cordova
at head
purchased at
for reindeer
etc.; sale of
stations, etc.;
reindeer stations,
for
817
817
Bay
Bay-----------------------males,
etc
427,
1181
1181
427,
etc----------------males,
1118
placer
mining
claims
areas
modified_
__ 1118
modified_-areas
claims
mining
placer
428,
for
protection
of
game
841
----------game
of
for protection
propowers,
etc., of
Governor for
for game
game proof Governor
powers, etc.,
for agricultural
experiment stations
stations
agricultural experiment
for
tection
in, transferred
transferred to
Secreto Secretection in,
in
435, 824
824
in------------------------- 435,
668
668
tary
of
Agriculture
tary of Agriculture ----------for Weather
Weather Service
expenses in
in-_ 436, 825
Service expenses
for
464
464
provisions--salmon fishery
protection
provisions_
__
protection
fishery
salmon
for
experiments,
etc,
for
increase
of
of
increase
for
etc.,
for experiments,
two citizens
citizens of,
of, to
serve on
on National
AdNational Adto serve
two
reindeer industry
industry ----------- 451, 841
reindeer
visory Commission
to SesquiSesquiCommission to
visory
for
protection of
of land
fur bearing
bearing
land fur
for protection
centennial
Exhibition Associacentennial Exhibition
animals
841
451, 841
animals-------------------- 451,
1254
1254
tion
tion-----------------------514, 928
for
cable, etc
etc---------military cable,
for military
Alaska
Fisheries,
Fisheries,
Alaska
for
military,
etc.,
roads,
bridges,
bridges,
roads,
etc.,
for military,
areas
to be
in waters
waters of
of Alaska,
Alaska,
apart in
set apart
be set
areas to
trails,
etc., in
515, 930
930
in ------------- 515,
trails, etc.,
and
closed
seasons
established
established
seasons
closed
and
for
mining
investigations
in,
addiaddiin,
investigations
for mining
464
464
for
for ------------------------708
tional,
708
1925 ---------------- tional, 1925
fishing to be established
limit
to
rules
rules
for
education
of
natives
under
ComComunder
natives
of
for education
464
464
for
for------------------------missioner
addiEducation, addiof Education,
missioner of
464
464
fishing in
prohibited, unlawful
unlawful-----in prohibited,
fishing
709
tional,
1925-----------------tional, 1925
465
465
in limited,
restricted -----------limited, restricted.
in
for
medical relief
of natives;
addinatives; addirelief of
for medical
regulations to
to have
general
application
application
general
have
regulations
709
tional,
1925
1925-----------------tional,
465
465
to
areas --------------------to areas
for
contingent expenses,
expenses, additional,
additional,
for contingent
465
465
exclusive rights
forbidden
rights forbidden----------exclusive
709
1925 ----------------------709
1925
limited fishing
not
permitted in pronot permitted
fishing
limited
for
protection
of
game,
additional,
additional,
game,
of
for protection
465
465
hibited
areas, etc
etc------------hibited areas,
709
1925 -----------------------709
1925
taken
importing
salmon
Alaska taken
into Alaska
salmon into
importing
for
suppressing
liquor
traffic,
addiadditraffic,
liquor
for suppressing
during
season from outclosed season
during closed
tional,
709
1925-----------------tional, 1925
465
465
side waters,
waters, unlawful--------unlawful
side
for
maintenance,
etc.,
of
railroads
in,
railroads
of
etc.,
for maintenance,
alloiiance for
in
escapement of salmon in
for escapement
allo*ance
709
additional,
1925
1925-------------.
additional,
465
465
all Alaska
Alaska waters
waters required
required----all
for reindeer
stations, additional, '
reindeer stations,
for
465
465
prohibited ---less than
50 per
per cent
cent prohibited
than 50
less
709
709
.
1925
1925-----------------------1925
465
465
policy of
Congress
for, declared---declared
Congress for,
of
policy
for
judges,
attorneys,
etc.,
addiaddietc.,
for judges, attorneys,
for taking salstationary obstructions
obstructions for
stationary
709
tional,
1925
---------------1925
tional,
mon
less than
than specified
specified disdisat less
mon at
for
military roads,
bridges, and
and trails
trails
roads, bridges,
for military
465
465
tance
shore unlawful.---unlawful
from shore
tance from
in,
additional,
1925
712
712
1925-------.-in, additional,
465
465
Karluk and
tgashik Rivers exceptedexcepted_
and Ugashik
Karluk
for
expenses,
protection
of
fisheries
fisheries
of
for expenses, protection
distances
seines,
laying seines,
in laying
required in
distances required
of,
1925
713
713
additional, 1925-----------of, additional,
465
465
traps,
etc------- ---------traps, etc
deficiency
appropriation
for
care
of
of
care
for
deficiency appropriation
by hand,
fishing
any salmon
except by
salmon except
for any
fishing for
insane
41,
683,
1331
1331
683,
41,
----------------insane
in creeks,
creeks, etc.,
or near
near mouths
mouths
etc., or
in
Sanitarium Company,
Portland,
Company, Portland,
Sanitarium
thereof,
except for
for food,
food, unlawthereof, except
41
Greg
Oreg------------------466
466
ful
ful------------------------for freight,
freight, Education
Education Bureau
43
43
Bureau----for
weekly
closed season
season for
for taking
taking salmon
salmon
weekly closed
for
railroad
43,
1332
-----------------466
for railroad
466
for sale--------------------sale
for
for
of natives--------natives_1348
5o,
o, 1348
466
education of
466
for education
food fishing
fishing excepted
excepted ------------food
1332
for
contingent
expenses
56,
56,
expenses---------466
466
for contingent
period may
may be
be advanced---------advanced
period
for
star
routes,
postal
service
60
60
service----postal
routes,
466
466
for star
all obstructions
to be
released during
during
be released
obstructions to
all
for
miscellaneous
court
expense-4_
687
687
--expense
court
for miscellaneous
punishment for
of law
or regulaw or
violations of
for violations
punishment
697
for
medical
relief
466
466
for medical relief----------------lations
lations---------------------for
military, etc.,
bridges, and
and
roads, bridges,
etc., roads,
for military,
further fine
fine for
for illegal
obstructions,
obstructions,
illegal
further
trails in
699
in -------------------trails
466
466
etc
etc------------------------for executing
reapproprilaw; reapproprigame law;
executing game
for
seizure
and
forfeiture boats,
boats, equipequipforfeiture
and
seizure
ation
1---------------------13
ation 1326
466
466
ment, etc
etc ----------------ment,
for
Coast Guard
for duty
in
duty in
cutter for
Guard cutter
466
466
for Coast
1
court procedure---------------procedure
court
waters
of, etc---------------etc
1342
342
waters of,
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required for taking game, etc_
employees
Fisheries Bureau
Bureau authorlicenses required
etc- _
authoremployees of
of Fisheries
etc
466
nonresident
nonresident hunting -------------466
ized to arrest, etc-------------former
spawning provisions
provisions and
and penalpenalresident
resident shipping ----------------former spawning
resident
repealed
466
resident hunting and
and trapping
trapping -----ties repealed----------------466
registered
prior
467
registered guide
guide ---------------- 467
prior suits, etc.,
etc., continued
continued ----------special
taxing
powers of Territorial
alien special---------------------Territorial legislature
legislature
taxing powers
etc., by
467
reports required
required of
of taking,
taking, etc.,
not curtailed
curtailed --------------by
all
Alaska Fisheries
Service,
all licensees
licensees ----------------Alaska
FisheriesService,
fur
appropriation
agents, etc.,
Pribilof
fur farm
farm -----------------------for agents,
etc., Pribilof
appropriation for
fur
dealers; exception
exception----- -----fur dealers;
_
237, 1047
1047
Islands ---------------- 237,
fees
required-----------------fees required
for employees
employees at large --------- 237,
237, 1047
1047
vessels_ -_ 238,
issue of, and fees for -------------_
for officers
officers and
and crews of vessels
238, 1047
1047
nonresident big
hunting
nonresident
big game,
game, etc.,
etc., hunting
for protecting
protecting seal
seal fisheries,
fisheries, food,
food, etc.,
etc.,
and
to
natives --------------238,
and trapping;
trapping; small
small game
game hunthunt238, 1047
1047
to natives
ing
ing-------------------------crews of vessels,
vessels, addifor officers and crews
resident shipping
resident
shipping and return;
return; reretional,
tional, 1925 ----------------706
moving
moving trophies
trophies -----------Alaska Game Law,
Law,
registered guide
title
registered
guide----------------739
title of Act
Act----------------------alien special
alien
special ------------------meaning
used
meaning of terms
terms used-------------739
746
fur farm
farm----------------------residents
include citizens
foreigncitizens and
and foreignresidents include
application
void if statements
statements in application
born
depersons who
who have deborn persons
false
false----------------------clared
citi- •
·
clared intention
intention to
to become
become citioffense
deemed perjury,
zens
offense deemed
perjury, and
and punpun740
zens------------------------ishable
ishable therefor
therefor------------foreign born
born not
admitted to
not admitted
to citizenforeign
altering, unauthorized
unauthorized use
use of,
of, etc.,
etc.,
ship deemed aliens-----------aliens
740
740
forbidden
746
forbidden------------------.not
intention, etc.,
not declaring
declaring intention,
etc., concondate of
sidered
740
of expiration
expiration----------------sidered aliens
aliens ----------------740
proceeds of,
receipts to
to
proceeds
of, and other receipts
invalidity
etc., not to
invalidity of any clause, etc.,
be distributed
distributed to the Treasury
affect remainder
Act
740
affect
remainder of
of Act-------740
and
the Territory
Alaska Game
Commission created
created of
and the
Territory for
for school
school
Alaska
Game Commission
fund, equally
fund,
equally -----------.---740
members
740
five members----------------collectors of customs
customs to keep accounts
collectors
citizens, each from
four to be citizens,
from aa
of all shipments
shipments from
from and to the
the
judicial division------------740
judicial
740
Territory; exception
exception ---------fifth member, the Biological Survey
Survey
enforce regulation
regulation as to shipments -representative
740
representative---------------740
action in rem by district attorney
executive
officer, etc
740
740
etc-------------executive officer,
removals,
vacancies, etc-----etc
741
animals, guns, boats,
against animals,
removals, filling vacancies,
741
etc., taken for violations
etc.,
violations- -----compensation limited; expenses alcompensation
possession
possession of prohibited
lowed; travel, etc., expenses__
prohibited game,
game, etc.,
expenses --- _ 741
evidence of illegality..
prima facie evidence
illegality_
pay of executive officer
741
officer-----------disposal
forfeited
meetings;
seal.. _
'741
disposal of
of proceeds from forfeited
meetings; investigations
investigations, etc.; seal-741
sales
sales-----------------.-to employ wardens, etc.; incur exunexpended balances
balances available _
-------penses, etc
741
penses,
etc------------------punishment for violations
violations not
punishment
not speofficials of, and employees
employees of other
other
cifically prescribed-----------prescribed
cifically
Government activities to arrest
Government
arrest
hunting licenses
licenses forfeited
forfeited in addition_
additionviolators without warrants
warrants ----742
violators
disposal of fines
fines from
from-------------execute
camps
execute warrants;
warrants; search
search camps
license of guide revoked
revoked in addition
742
and vessels
vessels------------------to, if known
known violations
courts to issue
violations not
not
issue warrants
warrants ------ 742
duty of courts
reported ------------.--seizure of guns, boats, animals, etc.,
seizure
existing laws continued
continued in force
force until
taken for violation
742
violation-----------publication of
90 days after publication
forfeiture, etc.; disposal
742
forfeiture,
disposal-----------742
regulations ----------------regulations
assistance of Treasury and postal
regulations for Mount McKinley Park
regulations
officials-------------------officials
742
742
game refulice
affected hereby_
game
refuge not
not affected
herebybonds required of commissioners and
provisions
provisions creating
creating commission, etc.,
wardens -------------------wardens
742
effective at once-------------once
effective
reports
estimates to
reports and
and estimates
to be filed by
by
other, in 90 days from publication
publication of
commission each year
year --------742
regulations
regulations-----------------taking game animals. etc.,
etc., without
Alaska Railroad,
Railroad,
permits unlawful
unlawful_------------permits
743
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, and
for
743
for scientific,
scientific, etc.,
etc., purposes,
purposes, allowed_
allowed743
operation of ------------428,
use
allowed for
prohibited; allowed
use of poisons prohibited;
sales of supplies, etc., to employees;
employees;
destroying wolves,
destroying
wolves, etc --------- 743
proceeds to be credited
credited to conproceeds
consales to hunters forbidden---------forbidden
743
struction
struction account
account---------- 428,
428,
seizure, etc.,
743
seizure,
etc., when found ---------for purchase
purchase of
of steamer
steamer and
and barges
record, etc.,
record,
etc., of
of all,
all, by dealers
dealers-----743
for Yukon River
River -__----_---regulations for taking game animals,
regulations
all amounts consolidated
consolidated into
into
etc. to be prescribed
Secreetc.,
prescribed by Secrefund
Alaska railroad
railroad fund---------tor;
tary of Agriculture
Agriculture-----------capital account
743
amount for
for capital
account exexeffective
effective 90
90 days
days after publication
publication-_
743
penditures
penditures ------_---------special prohibitions
prohibitions and permissions_
special
permissions743
for operating river steamers ------______
restrictions on use for food when
when
restrictions
for printing and binding for
for ------absolutely needed by natives,
absolutely
for maintenance, etc., additional,
additional,
etc
etc-------------------------744
1925 -----------------
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744
744
744
744
744
744
744
745
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745
745
745
745
745
745
745
745
746
746
746
746
746
746
746
746

746

746
746
746
746

746
746
746

746
746
746
746
746
746
746
747
747
747
747
747
747
747
747
747
747
747

747
747
1182
1182
1182
1182
428
1182
1182
1182
1182
428
1143
1143
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Alaska Railroad—Continued.
Railroad-Continued.
Alaska
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for maintedeficiency
nance,
etc ------------------nance, etc__

reappropriated -------balances reappropriated
payment
Blanche L. Burns from
payment to Blanche
revenues of operation, for house,
etc.,
fire-------etc., destroyed by fire
to employees
employees from revenues of operation,
destroyed by
for effects destroyed
tion, for
fire
Anchorage -----------fire at Anchorage
loss
loss of clothing, etc., at wreck in
....-------------1922 -C.
C. H. Thompson -------------officer
to be designated to administer,
officer of, to
etc.,
claims under injury cometc., claims
pensation Act
Act-----------pensation
payments for injuries to be reimbursed
compenemployees' compenfrom employees'
bursed from
sation
fund---------------sation fund
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1332
1332
1332
1332
1356
1356
1356
1356
1356
1356
1356
1356
1356
1356

1356
1356
Alaska
Fisheries,
Salmon Fisheries,
Alaska Salmon
appropriation for expenses, protection
protection
appropriation
of
713
713
of -------------------------Alaskan
Engineering Commission,
Commission,
Alaskan Engineering
exhibit for Seville Exposition to be
1257
prepared by
by ---------------prepared
payments made by disbursing officers
officers
payments
medical services
services to railof, for medical
road contractors, validated, and
road'contractors,
credits
in
accounts
1355
directed- _--__ 1355
credits in accounts directed_
by R.
D. Chase
to designated
designated emChase to
R. D.
by
ployees for effects destroyed
destroyed by
ployees
validated, and credit in acfire, validated,
1355
counts directed
1355
directed--------------counts
Albania,
Albania,
1015
appropriation for minister to
to------ 206, 1015
appropriation
Historical and Art
Institute and Historical
Albany Institute
Society, N. Y.,
silver service presented to cruiser
"Albany"
"Albany" by citizens, may be
375
delivered
.. ..
of--------delivered to custody of
"Albany," U. S. Cruiser,
Cruiser,
silver service
service presented
presented to, may be desilver
livered to
to Albany Institute, etc.,
livered
Society
375
Society-----------------Albuquerque, N. Mex.,
Albuquerque,
appropriation for
for Indian
Indian school
school at
at - _ 406, 1156
1156
appropriation
for Indian
1925..- _
707
additional, 1925
school, additional,
Indian school,
for
642
terms of
at------------------court at
of court
terms
Alexandria
Alexandria Light and Power Company,
may
current to civilians over
furnish current
mav furnish
Government line to Fort HumHumGovernment
534
phreys,
Va-----------------phreys, Va
Alexandria,
a.,
Alexandria, Va.,
962
------terms of
court at---------at
of court
terms
Alfalfa,
appropriation
appropriation for testing commercial
seeds
etc --------------- 441, 831
of, etc
seeds of,
for
of aduladmission of
preventing admission
for preventing
teratexl
441,
831
441, 831
terated ------------------for
investigating improvement
improvement of,
for investigating
etc
443, 833
etc--------------------Alfalfa Weevil,
Weevil,
appropriation
investigating methods
methods
for investigating
appropriation for
of eradicating
eradicating ---------449, 839
of
Algoma, Wis.,
preliminary
examination, etc., of,
of, harpreliminary examination,
bor to
made
1195
be made-------------to be
bor
Alien
Custodian,
Property Custodian,
Alien Property
522,
1199
appropriation
appropriation for expenses of ----- 522, 1199
522, 1199
1199
522,
for printing and binding for --deficiency appropriation
appropriation for expenses,
expenses,
deficiency
caring for
loaned by
property loaned
for property
caring
Austro-Hungarian
Government
Austro-Hungarian Government
35
----h-v
-i;,n
nand
seized
by - - - - - - - - - - --35
Ui
v- - - -----

vii
vii

Aliens
(see also Immigration
Immigration Act of 1924),
1924), Page.
Aliens (see
appropriation
reguenforcing laws reguappropriation for enforcing
of
240, 1049
lating admission of-------for expenses,
expenses, naturalization
naturalization of
of -- 240,
1050
240, 1050
for
for
medical examination
examination of
of------- 75, 774
for medical
enforcing laws regulating
regulating immifor enforcing
gration of, under Department of
gration
State
1017
1017
State ...-----------expenses regulating
regulating immigration
for expenses
additional, 1925-1925
--------- 709
of, additional,
deficiency
appropriation for expenses
expenses
deficiency appropriation
57
of interned
interned------------------for enforcing
enforcing laws regulating
regulating immifor
gration of, under Department of
gration
State ---------------------691
State
expenses regulating
regulating immigration
immigration
for expenses
of--------------760, 1349,
1349, 1353
760,
of
classes of, arriving in excess of quotas
under Act
1921, permitted to
to
of 1921,
Act of
under
669
enter and remain------------remain
enter
departing from abroad
abroad destined for
for
departing
United
immiUnited States deemed immigrants;
154
exceptions-----------grants; exceptions
departures of,
of, from United States,
departures
forbidden, unlss having certificertififorbidden,
cates
payment of income, etc.,
cates of payment
taxes
303
taxes----------------------Alkali
Crops,
Resistant Crops,
Alkali Resistant
- 442, 832
appropriation for breeding, etce
etc
appropriation
Pa.,
Allegheny and
and Monongahela
Monongahela Rivers, Pa.,
Allegheny
250
authorized for flood control of....
of_
survey authorized
amount authorized
appropriauthorized to be appropriamount
250
250
for------------------ -ated for
equal amount
amount to be contributed
contributed by
equal
250
Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania ----------------Pa.,
Allegheny County, Pa.,
authorized across Allegheny
Allegheny
bridge authorized
Westmoreland
River by, and Westmoreland
County
892
County ------------------may
Monongahela River, Mcbridge 'Monongahela
may bridge
Keesport to Duquesne
997
Duquesne-------Keesport
Pittsburgh,
802, 943
Pa---------------Pittsburgh, Pa
time
extended for
bridging MonongaMonongafor bridging
time extended
hela River by, at Wilson -----891
Allegheny
Allegheny River,
appropriation for surveys,
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
696
etc.,
of
etc., for flood control of------bridge
authorized across, in Allegheny
Allegheny
bridge authorized
Westmoreland Counties,
and Westmoreland
892
Pa ------------------------near
1092
Pa---------------near Larabee, Pa
preliminary
examination, etc., to be
preliminary examination,
Pennsylvania and
made of, in Pennsylvania
New York-----------------York
1195
Charles C.,
Allen, Charles
deficiency appropriation
for
extra
deficiency
673
services -----------------services
War,
Allied
Governments in
in World
World War,
Allied Governments
transportation,
services, etc.,
medical services,
transportation, medical
Veterans'
to be furnished by Veterans'
discharged members
Bureau to discharged
of
621
of------------------------utilization
to
of similar services by, to
utilization of
discharged members
members of American
American
discharged
forces
ten-iforces living within their terri621
torial limits
limits-----------------funds
621
for--------------funds available for
Allison
Street NW.,
D. C.,
NW., D.
Allison Street
appropriation
appropriation for paving, Seventh
Street to
Avenue
547
Illinois Avenue-----to Illinois
Street
for
covering, Seventh
for asphalt covering,
Street to Georgia
Avenue; from
Georgia Avenue;
Street
gasoline tax fund
fund------------ 1225
gasoline
Indians (see
Allotments
Severally to Indians
Allotments in Severalty
Lands in Severalty to Indians).
Indians).
Lands
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National Red Cross—Continued.
Cross-Continued. PBgeAltamaha
River System,
System, Ga.,
Page.
Page. American National
Altamaha River
continue use of temporary buildmay continue
examination, etc., of, to
to
preliminary examination,
ings
Memorial to
ings on grounds of Memorial
be made,
navigation;
improve navigation;
to improve
be
made, to
Women of
Washof the Civil War, WVashWomen
interests required
required-------- 1194
local interests
ington, D. C----------------C
975
Ambassadors,
Ambassadors,
975
December 31, 1926_
removal, etc., by December
appropriation for
for salaries
1015
salaries -------- 206, 1015
appropriation
commission
president of, to serve on commission
Pipes, etc.,
Amber Pipes,
Memoof plans
plans for Memoapproval of
for approval
excise tax
by producer,
producer, etc_
323
323
etc --.___
sold by
on, sold
tax on,
excise
War_-rial to Women
Women of World War_
666
Pa.,
Ambridge, Pa.,
American Niagara
Niagara Railroad
Company,
RailroadCompany,
American
bridge authorized
River
authorized across Ohio River
bridge
Niagara
extended for bridging
bridging Niagara
time extended
791
to Woodlawn from ----------River
..----------------- 1216
River by
Amendment to the
Constitution,
the Constitution,
Amendment
American
Printing House for the Blind,
Blind,
American Printing
proposed to
to the
the States granting Conproposed
appropriation for providing books,
gress power
power to
appropriation
etc., child
to limit, etc.,
gress
etc., by
83, 782
by ---------------etc.,
labor
670
labor--------------------American
American Revolution, Society of Sons of
in Rome,
American Academy in
the,
increased
authorized property
property holding increased
authorized
limitation
number of trustees relimitation on number
635
to $10,000,000
$10,000,000 ---------- ---808
moved
moved ------------------inhibition
serving
inhibition on American official serving
American Seamen,
Seamen,
635 American
as
director, repealed-------repealed
a director,
as a
protection
appropriation
appropriation for relief and protection
American
Commission,
American Battle Monuments Commission,
countries, etc__
1017
etc-_ 208, 1017
foreign countries,
of, in foreign
522
appropriation
expenses of -------appropriation for expenses
testimonials for rescuing shipfor testimonials
acquiring lands
foreign councounlands in foreign
acquiring
wrecked, etc.
1019
etc-------------- 210, 1019
wrecked,
tries
522
tries-----------------------deficiency appropriation
appropriation for relief and
deficiency
travel expenses,
etc
522
expenses, etc------------travel
protection of----------of
47, 57, 760
protection
preliminary
522
etc----------preliminary plans, etc
American
Transit Company,
American Transit
special
disbursing •agent for exspecial disbursing
time
extended for bridging
bridging .Detroit
Detroit
time extended
penses abroad --------------522
River,
by- 103, 1128
Mich., by_
at Detroit, Mich.,
River, at
35
deficiency appropriation
expenses
appropriation for expenses-deficiency
D. C.,
American
American University, D.
acquiring land;
land; offices
in foreign
offices in
acquiring
deficiency
appropriation for rent, Dedeficiency appropriation
countries
35
35
countries--------------------partment of Agriculture -----38
partment
prior expenses allowed; travel of
American Vessels,
35 American
officers----------------Army officers
947
home
owners_ _special
disbursing agent
__
35
home ports of, to be fixed by owners
35
abroad--agent abroad_
special disbursing
948
etc-recorded in bills of sale, etc
to be recorded
for maintenance,
vehicles;
of vehicles;
maintenance, etc., of
for
Mothers,
American
American War Mothers,
payable
payable from general expense
966
purposes, etc ---------incorporated;
incorporated; purposes,
674
appropriation ---------------Americanization
Public Schools,
Americanization Work, Public
unexpended balances available
available for all
unexpended
D. C.
expenses of -----------------1199
expenses
appropriation
expenses, instructing
instructing
use
construction work, forbiddenforbidden_
1200
appropriation for expenses,
use for construction
556, 1231
foreigners
1231
foreigners of all ages ------Cyanamid Company,
American Cyanamid
Ammunition, Army,
Army,
deficiency appropriation
expenses
appropriation for expenses
deficiency
appropriation
manufacture, etc..
arbitrating royalty
royalty to be paid
appropriation for manufacture,
arbitrating
for
913
arms, etc --------- 49S, 913
for small arms,
to, from unexpended
unexpended balance,
for preserving,
preserving, etc
498. 913
etc----------.--- 49S,
757
for
National Defense Act--------Act
National
cannon....... 498, 914
American
Nautical Alfor mountain, etc., cannon
and Nautical
Ephemeris and
American Ephemeris
for
artillery pracfor mountain, etc., artillery
manac,
manac,
tice
914
498, 914
tice.--------------------appropriation for
for preparing
preparing-------- 190, 869
appropriation
for seacoast
cannon_
914
499, 914
seacoast cannon..--------.--.
for
American
American Ethnology,
915
for seacoast
artillery practice - - 499, 915
for
seacoast artillery
appropriation for
researches
continuing researches
for continuing
appropriation
for seacoast
insular possesseacoast cannon, insular
in
528, 1206
for
----------------------in
sions
915
sions --------------------- 499, 915
American
Falls Reservoir,
Reservoir ' Idaho,
Idaho
American Falls
seacoast cannon, Panama
500, 915
Panama Canal 500.
for seacoast
lands to be acquired from Indians of
deficiency appropriation
for
59. 62
appropriation for---------deficiency
Fort Hall Reservation,
Reservation, for conconOrdnance
Navy (see also Ordnance
Ammunition, Navy
struction of, on Minidoka
Minidoka irriNavy),
Ordnance Stores, Navy),
and Ordnance
117
gation project---------------project
117
appropriation
etc__ __ 192, 871
appropriation for procuring, etc---American
Products,
Food Products,
American Food
192, 871
for smokeless powder-----------powder
appropriation
foreign
examining foreign
for examining
appropriation for
China,
837 Amoy,
tests, etc.,
447, 837
__---__
Amoy, China,
of - -tests,
etc., of
deficiency
appropriation for construcconstrucdeficiency appropriation
market conditions,
for investigating
investigating market
--- _ 1341
tion of consular
consular building at
at.
of agricultural
agricultural --------- 453, 844
etc., of
Places,
Amusement Places,
Early,
etc. Early,
Furniture, etc.,
American Furniture,
donations of, may be
be accepted
foruse
to_
320
accepted foruse
internal revenue tax on admissions todonations
in the
Anacostia Park,
Park, D. C.,
the White
White House ----------- 1091 Anacostia
in
American
Historical Association,
Association,
appropriation for reclaiming Anacostia
Anacostia
appropriation
American Historical
appropriation for printing and binding
binding
River and Flats for developdevelopappropriation
annual report of
529
ment of ----------------- 572, 1246
1246
of-------------annual
American
for recreation
recreation section, improvement,
Legion,
improvement,
American Legion,
encampments
proceedings
national encampments
etc
1247
proceedings of national
574, 1247
etc---------------------.
of, to be printed annually
annually as
agreement
agreement as to title of certain land
House documents
documents ------------ 473
87
adjoining,
adjoining, validated
validated ----------887
American
:Innen:4in
Cross,
National Red Cross,
American National
Anacostia River and
and Flats,
Flats, D. C.,
building,
Memorial to Women
Women
erected as Memorial
building erected
appropriation for reclaiming, etc.,
etc., for
for
appropriation
of the World War to be used
development
Anacostia Park.
Park _ 572,
development of Anacostia
665
by -...-----. .....-----.----1246
1246
iti- 71
eto
-----.maintenanto.
109'1 v----- .
fnr.
additinnal
exoenais of maintenance,
expense
etc
660
for,
additional, --------1925.
712
--,g
-.
-- --- -_-LF~--

.
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Anacostia River
River Bridge,
Bridge, D.
D. C.,
Anacostia
expensesoperating expenses_
appropriation for
for operating
appropriation

Page.
550,
1227
1227

Anastasia Island,
Island, Fla.,
Fla.,
Anastasia
Saint
Electric Company granted
Johns Electric
Saint Johns
right
of
way
over
military reserover military
way
right of
959
vation on-------------------on
vation
Anclote River,
River, Fla.,
Fla.,
Anclote
to
preliminary
examination, etc., of, to
preliminary examination,
1194
be made--------------------made
be
Anderson, S.
S. C.,
Anderson,
801
terms
at ----------------court at
of court
terms of
Anderson, W.
W. Va.,
Anderson,
deficiency
appropriation for Federal
deficiency appropriation
Industrial Institution
Institution for WomIndustrial
1334
1334
en, construction,
construction, etc., at ----en,
Angeles
National Forest,
Calif.,
Forest, Calif.,
Angeles National
permission
granted Los Angeles County
permission granted
to maintain
public camp
free public
maintain free
to
969
grounds in------------------in
grounds
Preserves,
Animal and Bird Preserves,
Animal
punishment
illegally hunting, takfor illegally
punishment for
98
98
ing eggs,
eggs, etc.,
on-------------etc., on
ing
Animal Diseases,
Diseases,
Animal
appropriation
for arresting foot and
appropriation for
110, 458, 851
mouth,
etc
mouth, etc-----------for
investigating, etc
etc----------- 439, 828
for investigating,
deficiency
eradication
appropriation for eradication
deficiency appropriation
of foot
and mouth,
mouth, etc------etc682
40, 682
foot and
of
for discovering
discovering new
new methods
methods for confor
trol of
of foot
foot and mouth; reaptrol
1325
propriation
propriation------------------Husbandry,
Animal
Animal Husbandry,
appropriation
breeding
appropriation for feeding and breeding
investigations in-----------in
439, 828
investigations
Animal
Bureau, Department
Department of
Industry Bureau,
Animal Industry
Agriculture,
Agriculture,
appropriation
office
appropriation for chief of Bureau, office
personnel,
826
etc-------------- 437, 826
personnel, etc
for
general
expenses
for general expenses ------------. 437, 827
827
for
inspection
and
quarantine
work
_
437,
827
for inspectionandquarantinework438
blackleg
vaccine -----------.blackleg vaccine
for
tuberculosis of aniinvestigating tuberculosis
for investigating
mals
438, 827
827
mals -------------------indemnities
destroyed. anifor destroyed,
indemnities for
mals
,
438,
828
438, 828
mals ---------------for
eradicating southern
southern cattle
cattle ticks;
ticks;
for eradicating
demonstration
work
828
----- 438, 828
demonstration work---438,
limitation
on expenditures
expenditures --438, 828
limitation on
for
dairy investigations,
etc.; renoinvestigations, etc.;
for dairy
vated
inspection
438
438
butter inspection-----vated butter
for
husbandry experiments_
experiments- 439, 828
animal husbandry
for animal
feeding,
etc --------439, 828
breeding, etc
feeding, breeding,
poultry
and breeding-breeding
439, 828
828
439,
feeding and
poultry feeding
sheep
experiment
station,
Idaho_
439, 828
828
sheep experiment station, Idaho- 439,
for
animal
diseases
investigations_
439,
828
for animal diseases investigations- 439, 828
contagious
of animals
animals_ 439,
439, 829
829
abortion of
contagious abortion
for
etc., hog
treating, etc.,
investigating, treating,
for investigating,
829
439,
cholera
439,
829
cholera-----------regulating
trade in
viruses,
animal viruses,
in animal
regulating trade
etc
439,
829
439, 829
etc ----------------------methods
prevention, etc
etc --439,
829
439, 829
of prevention,
methods of
for
eradication, etc.,
etc., of
439, 829
dourine --__ 439,
of dourine_
for eradication,
for
administrative work
work-----439, 829
829
439,
for administrative
for
meat inspection,
additional-- 439, 829
inspection, additional_
for meat
horse meat
44
-------------- 440,
---meat 829
horse
for
additional, 19251925 -.-705
705
salaries, additional,
for salaries,
for
general expenses,
additional, 1925
1925_
705
expenses, additional,
for general
for
meat inspection,
1925_
705
705
additional, 1925inspection, additional,
for meat
for arresting
foot and
diseases
mouth diseases
and mouth
arresting foot
for
of. additional, 1925
706
706
-----of. additional. 1925
deficiency appropriation
general exexfor general
appropriation for
deficiency
penses
55,
1351, 1353
759 1351,1353
700, 759.
60, 700,
55 60,
penses --for International
Livestock ExposiExposiInternational Livestock
for
tion,
medals,
etc.,
to
winners__
1324
1324
tion, medals., etc., to winners--
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Animals
Cattle),
also Cattle),
(see also
Animals (see
etc., con- Palm
appropriation
arresting, etc.,
for arresting,
appropriation for
- 110, 458, 827
tagious
of
diseases oftagious diseases
for
inspection, etc., of imported-_imported_ __ 437, 827
for inspection,
of---------- 438, 827
for
for tuberculin testing of
Animals,
Domestic,
Animals, Domestic,
free
free admission of, crossing frontier
before May
May 1, 1924, if brought
brought
before
2
back before
before December
1924._
2
December 31, 1924back
refund of
duties paid on, returned
of duties
refund
2
after March
1, 1923
2
1923----------March 1,
after
before
May 1,
1, 1925, if brought back
before May
963
before December
December 31,
1925----31, 1925
before
refund of
collected after Deduties collected
of duties
refund
963
cember
1924------------963
30, 1924
cember 30,
American,
Animals,
Animals, North American
food
appropriation for
for investigating
appropriation
habits of,
etc -----------450, 841
of, etc
habits
Prevention of Cruelty
Animals,
Societies
for
Prevention
Cruelty
Societies
Animals,
to
to,
282
exempt from
tax
from income tax------------exempt
Academy).
(see Naval Academy).
Annapolis,
Annapolis, Md. (see
Ansorge,
Martin, C.,
Ansorge, Martin,
deficiency appropriation
contested
appropriation for contested
deficiency
754
election expenses
expenses ------------election
Antelopes,
Antelopes, etc.,
authorized to be withpublic lands
lands authorized
public
drawn for
in
propagation of, in
for propagation
drawn
634
South
Dakota ------------- South Dakota
Antietam
Field, Md.,
Antietam Battle Field,
preservation of monappropriation for
monfor preservation
appropriation
uments,
uments, etc.; superintendent_ 511, 926
Antitoxins,
Antitoxins, etc.,
appropriation for investigating
investigating aniappropriation
439,828
mal
828
mal ---------------------- 439,
etc----------- 439, 829
for
regulating sale, etc
for regulating
Antitrust
Antitrust Laws,
appropriation for
for expenses enforcing 217, 1027
appropriation
use
prosecution of labor asfor prosecution
use for
sociations,
etc., forbidden-__
forbidden.. __ 217, 1027
1027
sociations, etc.,
217, 1027
--association
farmers, etc
etc1027
of farmers,
association of
709
----1925
for
enforcing,
additional,
for enforcing, additional,
Okla.,
Apache,
etc., Agency, Okla.,
Apache, etc.,
appropriation for support,
support, etc., of
appropriation
Indians at,
funds.. 411,
411, 1161
from tribal funds.
at, from
Indians
Apache, etc.,
etc., Indians,
Indians, Okla.,
Apache,
appropriation
from
support, etc., from
for support,
appropriation for
399,1149
tribal funds
399, 1149
funds -----.---tribal
Apalachicola,
Fla.,
palachicola, Fla.,
A
inspectors
boilers at,
inspectors of hulls and of boilers
104
abolished .---------------abolished
Apalachicola River,
Apalachicola
,bridge
bridge authorized
authorized across
across United
'United States
Canal,
connecting, with
with Saint
Canal, connecting,
22
Andrews
Bay. Fla ----------.
Andrews Bay,
preliminary
examination, etc.,
etc., of,
of, to be
be
preliminary examination,
made ------------------1194
made
Southern.
Appalachian Mountains,
Mountains. Southern.
Appalachian
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for securing
securing
deficiency
lands in,
national parks -1331
for national
in. for
lands
determine
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
Interior to determine
Secretary
areas of lands
lands to be acquired
acquired for
areas
959
national
parks in 959
------------ national parks
Appeals
Writs of Error,
Error,
and Writs
Appeals and
no case
case to
to be
be dismissed solely for misno
941
------procedure941
take in procedure
Appointments
DepartTreasury DepartDivision, Treasury
Appointments Division,
ment,
ment.
appropriation for
for chief
office
and office
of, and
chief of,
appropriation
-69,69, 768
personnel
768_
------personnel ------Appraisers,
of (see
Board of Gen(see Board
Board of
Appraisers. Board
eral
Appraisers).
eral Appraisers).
Appraisers
of Merchandise.
Customs.
Merchandi.e. Customs.
Appraisers of
957
appointment of
of one
at Portland.
Oreg__Portland. Oreg
one at
appointment
819
limited to
Md --Baltimore, N1d____
at Baltimore,
one, at
to one,
limited
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Apprentice
Page.
Apprentice Seamen, Navy,
Page.
appropriation
appropriation for
for pay
pay ------------- 193,
193, 872
872
for pay, under training,
training, etc -----193, 872
872
Appropriations,
Appropriations,
appropriation for preparing
preparing statement
appropriation
statement
of, first session, Sixty-eighth
Sixty-eighth
Congress -------------------586
586
for statement of, second
second session,
session,
Sixty-eighth Congress ------Sixty-eighth
1294
1294
First Deficiency
Deficiency Act, Fiscal Year
Year 19241924_
33
33
Urgent Deficiency
_
170
Deficiency---------------170
Second Deficiency Act, Fiscal Year
672
Year 1924
1924
672
First Deficiency
Deficiency Act, Fiscal Year
Year 1925_
1925_
753
753
Second Deficiency
Deficiency Act, Fiscal Year
1925 1313
Year 1925
1313
for Senate, inquiries and investigations_
investigations..
16
16
for Treasury Department
Department ------.--- _ 64,
64, 763
763
for Post Office Department
Department -------- 83,
83, 782
782
Department and
__ _ 182,
for Navy Department
and Navy_
Navy ---182, 861
861
for Department of State ---------- 205,
205, 1014
1014
for Department of Justice
216, 1025
Justice--------- 216,
1025
Department of Commerce
for Department
Commerce----_ 224, 1033
1033
Department of Labor -------- 238, 1048
for Department
1048
Department -------.- 390, 1141
for Interior Department
1141
for Department of Agriculture
Agriculture-- --- 432,
432, 822
822
for War Department and Army
Army --477, 892
892
for Executive,
Executive, independent
independent establishestablishetc
1198
ments, etc----------------521, 1198
for the District of Columbia--Columbia
539, 1216
1216
--- 539,
for Legislative Branch of the
Governthe Government ------------------.- 578, 1286
for legal expenses
expenses in canceling
canceling naval
naval oil
reserves leases,
leases, etc
16
reserves
etc-----------16
for loans to farmers
farmers in drought
drought stricken
stricken
areas of New Mexico for purareas
chase of seed, etc ------------110
110
for arresting, etc., contagious diseases
110
of animals -----------------110
for preparing roll, etc.,
etc., of Lac du
du
Flambeau Band
Band of Chippewa
Flambeau
Chippewa
Indians,
Wis---------------Indians Wis
132
132
for payment to Canada
Canada------------. 1282
1282
for expenses of National Commissions
Commissions
for the Sesquicentennial
Sesquicentennial Exhibition in Philadelphia
Philadelphia -----1254
1254
authorized for shoe factory,
factory, etc.,
penitentiary
penitentiary at Leavenworth,
Leavenworth,
Kans ----.------------------7
7
for paying
paying dispossessed
dispossessed allottees
allottees of
Nisqually
Nisqually Indian
Indian Reservation,
Reservation,
Wash ----.-----------.-111
111
for membership in International
International
Statistical Bureau at The Hague
Hague
112
delegates
for delegates
to Seventh
Seventh Pan
American Scientific
Scientific Congress__
Congress
112
112
for delegates
delegates to meeting of InterInterAmerican Committee on Electrical Communications-------112
112
for paying
paying indemnity
indemnity to France for
for
damages to property
property of
of Madame
Crignier
Crignier in search
search for body
body of
Jones...._..
118
Admiral John Paul Jones
--.
118
for expenses of commission on use of
waters of Rio Grande below
below
Fort Quitman, Tex
118
.------118
participating in international
for participating
international
conferences
conferences
suppressing
for
traffic in opium, etc
120
etc----------120
annually for Adjusted Service Certificate Fund -----------------128
128
limit for 1925
128
1925- ------_-------128
Dairving Bureau, Department
for Dairying
Department of
of
Agriculture------------------- 243
Agriculture
for bridge repairs, Leavenworth,
Leavenworth,
Kans., pentitentiary farm----farm
248
248

Appropriations—Continued.
Appropriations-Continued.
authorized
control
authorized for survey
survey for
for flood
flood control
Allegheny and Monongahela
of Allegheny
Monongahela
Rivers, PaPa
Rivers,
___--......
for flood control of North
North Branch
Branch
Susquehanna River Pa.
of
Susquehanna
Pa.
and
and N. Y
Y250
..................
for flood control of Puyallup
Puyallup River,
River,
Wash -... ---.... --.....
for
stock
of
Inland
Waterways
for stock of Inland Waterways CorCorporation361
-----for expenses,
expenses, final disposition
disposition of
of
affairs of Eastern Band
of
of
Cherokee Indians,
N. C
C----Cherokee
Indians, -N.
facilities
for additional hospital, etc., facilities
for Veterans'
Veterans' Bureau
Bureau patients__
patients._
expenses of joint committee
committee to
to
for expenses
investigate
Northern
Pacific
Northern
Pacific
land grants
grants ------------___for girls' dormitory,
dormitory, Fort Lapwai
Lapwai
Indian Sanatorium,
Sanatorium, Idaho---Idaho
for lands for
homeless Temoak
Temoak Infor homeless
Indians,
dians, Nev
Nev --------.-- ----for paying Stevens
Stevens and
Counand Ferry
Ferry CounWash., for
on
ties, Wash.,
for local
local taxes
taxes on
allotted Colville Indian
Indian lands__
lands
allotted
for expenses of commission to ininspect, etc.,
etc., designated
designated Civil
Civil
War battle fields in
Virginia_ _
in Virginia-.-Fisheries
for expenses of
of International
International Fisheries
Commission ------------ _for expenses
expenses executing Upper
Upper MisMississippi River, etc.,
etc., Refuge
Refuge Act_
Actacquiring areas
areas for
refuge__ _
for acquiring
for the refuge_-States for
forest
for cooperating
cooperating with
with States
for forest
fire prevention, timber producproducetc653
tion, etc-...................-for procuring
and plants
procuring seeds
seeds and
plants for
for
timber growing on
on denuded
denuded
lands,
lands, etc
etc654
------ _--........
for assisting
assisting farm owners in
establishin establishing wood lots, etc
etc-........
Memorial
for part contribution
contribution for Memorial
Women of World
to Women
World War;
War; concondition------.......------dition
for
Bicentennial Birthfor Washington
Washington Bicentennial
Birthday .Commisison
.Commisison ------.--for investigations
Investigations to determine
determine dedevelopment
etc_
velopment of arid lands, etc--_
for disposing of unallotted lands of
of
Omaha
Reservation, Neb.
Omaha Indian Reservation,
Neb.
for investigating, etc., new location
location
for Botanic
Botanic Garden
Garden conservaconservatories-----.------.-________
tories
for expenses of Lexington-Concord
Lexington-Concord
Sesquicentennial
Commission.____
Sesquicentennial Commission_
for expenses, participating
participating in Sesquioentennial
centennial celebration
celebration -----...
for expenses
expenses of widening Nichols
Nichols
Avenue
Avenue SE., District of ColumColumbia ---------................
for one-half
one-half cost of bridge across San
Juan River, Bloomfeld,
Bloomeld, N. Mex_
Mex..
Chippewa Indians
for general fund of Chippewa
of Minnesota,
Minnesota, from sale of
ceded
of ceded
lands....................
lands
for commission
commission to inspect, etc.,
battle fields of the siege of Petersburg, Va _ -...............
for expenses of commission to select
select
Patent Office models for
for retenretention, etc.._.......----.--etc
for indemnity to Sweden, for sinking
of fishing boat "
"Lilly"-...
Lilly"
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250
250
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361
381
381
390
390

462
533
533
596
596
599
599
647
647
650
650
652
652
652
652

653
654
654
654
665
665
672
672
704
704
728
728
729
729
749
749
749
749
751
751
800
800
816
816
856
856
943
943
947
947
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Arbitration Act,
Page.
States-Continued. Page
United States—Continued.
Act, United
Arbitration
ppropriations—C ontinued.
Page.
AAppropriations-Continued.
applicable to employprovisions not applicable
authorized
quarantine station, Sand
for quarantine
authorized for
ment contracts
contracts with workers in
ment
950
Island,
950
Ala-----------------Island, Ala
commerce
883
commerce------------------Norway on account
for indemnity to Norway
contracts providing for arbitra955
written contracts
collision
"Hassel "_ _
collision damages to "Hassel"tion
controversies in marition of controversies
for commission
commission on selecting sites for
time or commerce
commerce transactions,
national parks, in southern Apvalid, etc.; exception
883
exception ---------palachian
959
Mountains---------palachian Mountains
referable to arbitration
arbitration on
trials of suits referable
for
Japan, for
Tokyo, Japan,
etc., Tokyo,
lands, etc.,
for lands,
agreement
agreement therefor, may be
foreign
service
961
foreign service---------------stayed,
stayed, until arbitration has
Tex964
for additional lands, Fort Bliss, Tex..
been
had------------------883
been had
for care, etc., of burial grounds of
petition
directing arbipetition for order of court directing
President Zachary
Taylor
Zachary Taylor
former President
tration may be made by aggrieved
in
County, Ky -----970
Jefferson County,
in Jefferson
party on failure, etc., of the otherother_
883
for increased
increased allotments to State,
State, etc.,
for
if
making of
agreement, etc.,
of the agreement,
if the
the making
agricultural experiment
stations_
970
experiment stationsagricultural
made--_ 883
not in issue, order to be made_
of Arlington Meconstruction of
for construction
884
etc-------------venue of hearing, etc
Bridge
974
morial Bridge--------------summary
agreement,
summary trial, if making agreement,
for preliminary
preliminary examinations,
examinations, etc., of
for
etc ------------------------884
designated rivers
Washington
rivers in Washington
designated
judge
884
by judge---------------------control
1000
flood control-------------for flood
by
884
cases--by jury, except admiralty cases
topographical survey
survey of the
for topographical
884
jury-------findings of jury
action on findings
United
1011
United States --------------884
naming of arbitrator, etc ---------Chippewa Indians
Indians of
to Chippewa
for credit to
884
court----procedure on application
application to court
procedure
1052
Minnesota ------------------Minnesota
arbitrators may issue
fees
884
issue summons; fees--arbitrators
eliminating grade
expenses of eliminating
for expenses
884
of summons-----------------service of
summons
service
crossing
crossing of Van Buren Street,
court
may
compel
attendance
on
court may
District of Columbia, over railrefusal; punishment
punishment for conrefusal;
construction of
tracks, by construction
road tracks,
884
tempt
tempt---------------------subway
subway -------------------- 1097
if action
action in
in admiralty,
admiralty, vessel,
etc., to
to be
vessel, etc.,
if
expenses of Bunker Hill
travel expenses
for travel
seized and
and held
held until award in
seized
1099
Sesquicentennial
Commission..
Sesquicentennial Commission--885
arbitration
arbitration------------------participating in
celebration of
in celebration
for participating
award to be
order of court confirming award
anniversary of Battle of
150th anniversary
entered, if agreed in arbitration
entered,
1099
Bunker Hill
Hill---------------Bunker
885
agreement
agreement----------------payment to Clallam
capita payment
for per
per capita
885
service of
application for of notice of application
service
1102
Indians, Wash--------------Wash
Indians,
grounds
vacating
for order of court vacating
grounds for
editing, etc.,
archives of the
etc., archives
for editing,
etc-_ 885
awards; procured
procured by fraud, etc
awards;
Territories
1104
Territories------------------885
etc--------partiality of arbitrator, etc
forest experiment
experiment
for expenses of forest
885
misconduct,
arbitrator-----misconduct, etc., of arbitrator
stations in California, etc-----etc
1109
exceeding or imperfect
imperfect execution
execution of
for
McHenry, Md.,
Fort McHenry,
establishing Fort
for establishing
885
powers ---------------------as a
national park,
etc--------- 1109
park, etc
a national
as
vacated
reheard by
vacated award may be reheard
for
further hospital
facilities for
hospital facilities
for further
885
direction
direction of court -----------1212
Veterans' Bureau
Bureau beneficiaries—
beneficiaries-. 1212
Veterans'
award
award may be modified, etc., by court
for completing
completing frieze in Rotunda of
for
on application,
material misapplication, if material
Capitol
1252
the Capitol-----------------take,
885
take, etc., in --------------for
expenses at Seville Internafor all expenses
if
exa matter not submitted; exif upon a
1257
tional Exposition
Exposition ------------ 1257
tional
ception
885
ception ---------------------for expenses
of Mecklenburg
Mecklenburg Sesquiexpenses of
for
if
885
etc---------imperfect in form, etc
if imperfect
1267
1267
centennial Commission
Commission -------centennial
effect of order, to promote justice,
participating in
celebrating at
in celebrating
for participating
etc
885
etc ---------------------Charlotte, N.
N. C.,
the 150th anniC., the
Charlotte,
vacate, etc.,
procedure on motion to vacate,
versary
declaration of
of the declaration
versary of
award
885
award--------------------independence
Mecklenburg
independence in Mecklenburg
stay
proceedings may be made by
of proceedings
stay of
County ----1267
---------County
same court-----------------886
tablets in
in memory
of John and
memory of
for tablets
papers to be
be filed on moving for an
papers
John
Adams at Quincy,
Quincy Adams
John Quincy
order confirming,
etc., an award._
886
awardconfirming, etc.,
order
1302
Mass
Mass---------------------judgment
886
judgment to be docketed ---------of delegates
Pan
to Pan
delegates to
expenses of
for expenses
886
effect of ----------- force and effect
American
Highways Congress
1355
Congress-- 1355
American Highways
886
Act ----------------------title of Act
balances of
of designated
covered
Army, covered
designated Army,
balances
886
inconsistent laws repealed
repealed-----------inconsistent
934
in
in-----------------------January next --.
886
on the 1st of January
effect on
in effect
Okla.,
Arapahoe,
Arapahoe, etc., Agency, Okla.,
contracts not affected
affected --------- 886
prior contracts
appropriation for
support, etc., of
for support,
appropriation
Arbitration,
Pecuniary
British-American Pecuniary
Arbitration, British-American
Indians
at,
from
tribal
funds_
411,
1161
411,
Indians at, from tribal fundsClaims,
Claims,
deficiency
appropriation
for
civilian
deficiency appropriation for
appropriation
expenses ------- 213, 1022
for expenses..
appropriation for
employees
at
1329 Arbitration,
employees at----------------of Interparliamentary
Interparliamentary
Bureau of
Arbitration, Bureau
Arapahoe
Northern CheyUnion for
Promotion of
of InternaInternafor Promotion
Indians, Mont., Northern
Union
Arapahoe Indians,
enne, and,
and,
enne,

tional,
tional,

appropriation for
1020
212, 1020
contribution ---for contribution
appropriation for
for support,
support, etc., of
of__
appropriation
- 409, 1160
appropriation
International Bureau
PerBureau of Perfor
support, etc.,
708 Arbitration,
Arbitration, International
1925of, additional, 1925.
etc., of,
for support,
manent
Court of,
of,
manent Court
Arbitration
States,
United States,
Act, United
Arbitration Ad,
appropriation
contribuannual contribuappropriation for annual
transactions
meaning of
"maritime transactions"
of "maritime
meaning
tion
212, 1020
883
tion--------------------herein---iused herein
"`as as used
.~i»m
,A "commerce"
,--luru
and
883
wruulurr

Nii
Arbitration, International
International Bureau
PerArbitration,
Bureau of
of Permanent Court
of—Continued.
manent
Court of-Continued.
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deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for share
share in
in
expenses
48
expenses--------------------48
Archbold, Mrs. Anne,
acceptance
land from,
from, in
acceptance of
of tract
tract of
of land
in
District of Columbia, to
the District
to be
added to park
park system
system as
as the
"
Archbold Parkway"
"Archbold
Parkway "--------- 978
978
Architect
Architect of
of the
the Capitol,
Capitol,
appropriation for, chief
chief clerk,
engineer,
appropriation
clerk, engineer,
etc
1295
etc----------------------- 586, 1295
for elevator
elevator conductors, Capitol, Senate and House Office Buildings
ings--------------------587, 1295
for work at the Capitol, repairs,
587, 1295
1295
etc --------------------- 587,
for restoring
restoring decorations,
decorations, first floor
floor
corridors,
corridors, Senate wing-----wing
587, 1295
for care, etc., of grounds
grounds, Capitol,
Senate and House Office BuildSenate
ings -------------------587, 1295
1295
587,
surgical treatment
treatment of trees on Capitol grounds
grounds------------------ 1295
for increased fire protection,
protection, Senate
wings of Capitol
587
and House wings
Capitol__
for repairs, etc., stables and Maltby
Maltby
Building ----------------1295
587, 1295
for Senate
Senate Office Building, maintenance-----------------_nance
1295
587, 1295
for
extensions, furniture,
furniture, etc---etc_ __ _ 587,
587, 1295
1295
for extensions
for House Office Building, maintemaintenance -----------------587,
1295
nance
587,1295
for Capitol power plant
1295
plant--------- 587,
587, 1295
for expense
expense of Library of Congress
Building
Building under
under ----------- 588, 1296
for printing and binding for.
___ 591,
for---591, 1299
1299
appropriation for Capitol
deficiency appropriation
Capitol
Power Plant----------Plant
34, 673,
673, 1315
1315
for Senate Office Building 34,
1315
34, 1315
for completing frieze in Rotunda of
Capitol ------.-------------.
673
673
for pedestals
busts
1315
pedestals for busts------------1315
authorized
authorized to loan portraits
portraits of Daniel
Webster and Henry
Henry Clay for
for
exhibition of works of the artist
artist
John Neagle, in Philadelphia-_
Philadelphia
1252
1252
auditorium at Library of
plans for music auditorium
of
Congress to be prepared
prepared by---by _
788
etc., upon
upon
expense of, construction,
construction, etc.,
vouchers
vouchers of ---------------788
positions and pay established of, and
and
office personnel --------------149
149
Architecture, D.
Architecture,
D. C.,
examiners and registrars of
board of examiners
architects
created -----------architects created
713
713
appointment
qualifications;
appointment of five; qualifications;
period of service, oath, etc --.713
713
organization;
of officers_
organization; election
election of
714
officers ---714
rules, regulations, quorum, etc
etc-----714
714
duties of; expenses
expenses ---------------714
714
roster of all registered architects
architects to
to
be made yearly
yearly --------_---714
board to make yearly report to ComCommissioners --------------..-missioners
714
714
receipt
compensation
receipt and use of fees; compensation
to board from --------------714
714
actual expenses
expenses of members to be
be
reimbursed
reimbursed -------------715
--715
certificate
certificate from board required
required for
practice--------71.
authority to practice
711
title given holders by----------by
715
715
use of, restricted
restricted to
or
to holders; or
those previously
previously engaged
engaged in
practice-----------------practice
71_v
-.............-.
- ------- - 715
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Architecture,
D. C.—Continued.
Architecture, D.
C.-Continued.
Page.
certificate to practice;
member of
of
practice; each
each member
firm to register for
175
for-----------175
employees
registered architects
architects not
employees of
of registered
not
prevented
715
prevented------------------715
plans, etc., by other
715
plans,
other persons
persons permitted_
permitted_
715
not to use title of architect
715
architect -------715
buildings defined ------------------715
715
certificates to
qualified persons
to qualified
persons now
now
engaged in architecture
architecture withwithout
condition_ __
715
out examination;
examination; condition---.715
continuing
without, allowed
continuing without,
allowed persons
persons
practice hitherto
hitherto ----------in practice
715
715
qualifications of applicants
certifiqualifications
applicants for
for certificates -----------------------715
715
examination
examination by board
716
board---------------716
evidence
accepted in
716
evidence accepted
in lieu
lieu----------716
possessing diploma from an architectural college,
college, etc.;
tectural
etc.; additional
additional
proof ----------------------716
716
holding similar certificate
from
certificate from
a
a State, etc.;
716
etc.; condition
condition-------716
limited requirement for architects
architects pracpracticing for ten years outside of
of
the District ----------------716
716
fees; from applicants for
716
for certificates_
certificates--_ 716
for certificate
certificate--------------------716
716
renewals; restoration
renewals;
restoration-------------716
716
examination papers, etc.,
etc., to
by
examination
to be kept
kept by
proceedings, etcboard; record
record of proceedings,
etc_
716
716
record of registered architects;
details_
architects; details716
716
of certificates
certificates with Commissioners_
Commissioners__ 716
716
certificates
certificates to be renewed yearly; effect
effect
of
failure
of failure -------------------716
716
date of expiration------------ --717
717
persons exempted
provisions of
exempted from provisions
of
Act; nonresidents or recent ararrivals; conditions
conditions ------717
_---717
authorized
employees of registered
authorized employees
registered
architects; restriction
restriction_--------architects;
717
717
nonresident consulting
nonresident
consulting associates-_associates_ __
717
717
employees of United States
States-------717
717
of the District while
while employed
employed_ _
717
- --__ 717
revocation
of certificate;
revocation
certificate; notice to
to
.holder,
•
holder, hearings, proof required_
717
717
causes;
fraud
causes;
in obtaining; fraud in
in
professional
professional practice, etc.; gross
incompetency, etc
incompetency,
_
etc------------717
717
procedure
procedure for; report of findings__
findings_ __
717
record to be made by persons
using
persons using
title of architect-------------architect
717
717
registration
registration barred on failure to
to
make
make--------------.-------- 718
718
unauthorized use of title architect,
architect, etc.,
unauthorized
aa misdemeanor
misdemeanor --------------718
718
punishment
punishment for ----------------- _
718
718
conflicting laws repealed
repealed -----------718
718
immediate effect
effect of Act ------------718
718
Archives of the
the Territories,
Territorics,
collecting, arranging
arranging for publication,
publication,
authorized in Department
etc., authorized
Department
of State_
State -------------------1104
Ardmore, Okla.,
terms of court at
at ---------------- 388,
945
388,945
Arecibo, P. R.,
R.,
preliminary examination,
preliminary
examination, etc.,
harbor
etc., of, harbor
to
to be made.
made ---------_-----1197
1197
Argentina,
Argentina,
appropriation for ambassador
appropriation
ambassador to--to __ 206,
1015
206, 1015
Argentine
Argentine Ant,
appropriation for investigating,
appropriation
investigating, etc-etc__ 449, 839
Arid Lands,
Lands,
appropriation
appropriation for study, etc.,
etc., of
of drought
drought
resistant crops, etc
etc---------- 442, 832
authorized for
investigation?2, 832
amount authorized
for investigations
to
determine uevelopment
development o1
of_--.
_704
w uwrmnue
u,
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Arizona,
Page.
Arkansas
Judicial District-Con.
District—Con. Page.
Page.
Arkansas Western Judicial
Arizona,
terms
Texarkana
91, 949
court, at Texarkana-------appropriation for
for surveyor
terms of court,
general,
surveyor general,
appropriation
offices
clerks,
394
clerks -------------------- 91, 949
offices of clerks
.-----------------clerks, etc
Agricultural Experiment Farm,
Farm,
for support,
support, etc.,
in_ __ 408,
1159 Arlington
Arlington Agricultural
408, 1159
etc., of
of Indians,
Indians, in_-for
Va.,
Va.
for support,
support, etc.,
in, addietc., Indians
Indians in,
for
appropriation
improvefor continuing
continuing improvetional, 1925 ----------------708
appropriation for
ments, etc ---------------443, 832
deficiency
appropriation for
for support,
support,
deficiency appropriation
for
etc., of
of
etc., Indians
Indians in
for continuing
continuing improvements,
improvements, etc.,
759
56, 698, 759
in---------- 56,
etc.,
building
in AmerAmerfor experiments
experiments in
building for
authority
to bridge
River near
near
bridge Colorado River
authority to
ican
materials
447,
ican raw
raw materials----------447, 837
837
Lee
subject to
guaranty
to guaranty
Lee Ferry,
Ferry, subject
deficiency
appropriation for special
deficiency appropriation
to
of, to pay half the cost, and to
sugar
investigabreeding investigasugar cane breeding
operate, etc., the
the bridge when
operate,
tions
1325
tions ----------------------built
994
built------------------------Arlington Building,
C.
Arlington
Building, D. C.
sums
for allotting
etc., not to
be
to be
lands, etc.,
allotting lands,
sums for
appropriation
for operating
and
operating force and
appropriation for
unless reIndians in, unless
used for Indians
expenses
1210
expenses------------------ 531, 1210
siding on
prior
domain prior
on public domain
siding
Arlington Memorial
Memorial Amphitheater
and
Amphitheater and
to June 30, 1914 --------- 398, 1148 Arlington
Chapel, Va.,
Chapel,
Va.,
Arkansas,
Arkansas,
appropriation
926
511, 926
for care,
care, etc
etc ---------- 511,
appropriation for
may
bridge across
operate bridge
may acquire
acquire and operate
Arlington Memorial
Bridge Commission,
Commission,
Memorial Bridge
Rock---Black
___
889 Arlington
River, at Black Rock_
Black River,
deficiency appropriation
commencfor commencappropriation for
deficiency
889
five years
years ----allowed for five
tolls allowed
1316
1316
ing construction
construction of bridge-----White
River, at
at Augusta
Augusta -------1131
White River,
directed to construct
bridge across
across Poconstruct bridge
directed
1131
allowed for five years -.-tolls allowed
tomac
location --------974
tomac River; location
888
Batesville
888
.------------------Batesville
including
approaches, landscape
landscape feafeaincluding approaches,
888
tolls allowed
years----tolls
allowed for five years
tures,
etc -------------------974
tures, etc
Saint
operate as
as aa free
free
to operate
Saint Charles,
Charles, to
advisable
changes in design,
design, etc.,
etc., alaladvisable changes
bridge
1000
bridge -------------------lowed
974
lowed----------------------1000
years ----allowed for five years
tolls allowed
executive
of, to
immediate
to have
have immediate
officer of,
executive officer
may erect
erect buildings,
buildings, etc.,
Camp
at Camp
etc., at
may
charge
work
974
of work--------------charge of
Pike
of, State
State National
National Guard-Guard
244
Pike of,
974
amount
974
appropriatedauthorized to
to be appropriated_
amount authorized
purchase
Sabine Lumber
Lumber
in, by
by Sabine
of lands in,
purchase of
proportion of, from
Treasury and
from Treasury
proportion
Company,
812
812
authorized---------Company, authorized_
District
974
974
District revenues
revenues------------Arkansas Avenue NW..
C.,
D. C.,
NW.. D.
Arkansas
974
assessments
on opening,
opening, etc., streets -_
assessments on
appropriation
paving, Georgia
Georgia Avefor paving,
appropriation for
accounting
construction other than by
if construction
accounting if
548
nue
Emerson Street -------nue to Emerson
contract_-------------------974
contract
"Arkansas,"
Battleship,
"Arkansas," Battleship,
employment of
engineers, architects,
architects,
of engineers,
employment
additional
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for additional
deficiency
and other
personnel; compensacompensaother personnel;
and
submarine,
etc., protection---protection_ __ _ 1335
1335
submarine, etc.,
tion
975
tion------------------------alteration of,
protection
for protection
of, authorized
authorized for
alteration
Engineer officers
officers audetails ef
of Army Engineer
against
aircraft
and aircraft
submarine and
against submarine
thorized --------------------975
975
thorized
719
719
attack
attack----------------------occupation
owned lands,
of Government
Government owned
occupation of
719
719
converting to
oil burning
burning --------to oil
converting
during
construction
975
975
during construction ----------Arkansas Eastern
Judicial District,
District,
Eastern Judicial
Arkansas
transfer to
system, etc.,
etc., on comtransfer
to park system,
91
counties constituting
constituting eastern
division_ _
91
eastern division-counties
pletion
975
975
pletion--------------------91
91
northern
northern division
division ----------------authorized to
acquire private
private lands in
to Acquire
91
authorized
91
Jonesboro division
division ---------------Jonesboro
Virginia
975
975
approaches to
to bridge
bridge
Virginia for approaches
91
91
western division -----------------western
for
opening up
NW., from
for opening
up B Street NW.,
91
91
terms of
of court,
court, at
at Batesville
Batesville ..-------terms
the
Capitol
to
the
Potomac
975
975
the Capitol to the Potomac ---91
91
Helena
Helena-------------------------condemnation
975
proceedings ------condemnation proceedings
91
91
Jonesboro
Joneshoro-----------------------construction
by
direct
appropriations
or
or
construction by direct appropriations
91
91
Little
Rock----------------------Little Rock
contracts,
by both,
both, authorized
975
authorized
or by
contracts, or
91
91
offices of clerk---------------------clerk
offices
- -_ 975
limitation
on yearly expenditures
expenditures_ -__
limitation on
Arkansas
District,
Judicial District,
Arkansas Judicial
annual
975
of expenditures,
expenditures, etc_
etcannual statements
statements of
counties
consituting western
didistrict diwestern district
counties consituting
Arlington National
National Cemetery,
Cemetery, Va.,
948
948 Arlington
visions_ ._-------------------visions
appropriation
care of
926
etc_ 511, 926
of gounds,
gounds, etc_
for care
appropriation for
949
949
terms
court
terms of court-------------------for
burial of indigent
ex-service men,
men,
indigent ex-service
for burial
949
no
change in
district --------949
eastern district
in eastern
no change
District
571,
571, 1245
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, in ---Arkansas
Arkansas River,
restoration
directed of
Mansion
of the
the Lee Mansion
restoration directed
bridge
authorized across,
across, near
Dardanear Dardabridge authorized
in, to its condition prior to the
1129
1129
nelle, Ark
Ark ------------------nelle,
1356
Civil War
War ------------------time
extended for
bridging, Little
for bridging,
time extended
Army,
Rock,
Ark ------------------99 Armament, Army,
Rock, Ark
appropriation
gauges, dies, and
jigs
and jigs
for gauges,
appropriation for
preliminary
examination, etc.,
to be
be
of, to
etc., of,
preliminary examination,
1195
for
manufacture of
914
of --------- 499, 914
for manufacture
- 1195
-----------made --Armament, Navy,
Navy,
Arkansas River,
and Ark.,
Ark.,
Okla., and
Kans., Okla.,
River, Kans.,
Arkansas
appropriation
for
192, 871
appropriation for----------------preliminary
examination, etc.,
etc., authorpreliminary examination,
deficiency appropriation
expenses,
249
deficiency
appropriation for expenses,
ized for
for flood
flood control
------ 249
control of
ized
scrapping of naval
689
naval vessels
vessels -----scrapping
Arkansas Western
Western Judicial
Judicial District,
District,
Arkansas
Fortifications,
Armament of Fortifications,
Texarkana divicounties
constituting Texarkana
counties constituting
499, 914
appropriation
for ---------------appropriation for
sion
90, 948
948
90,
sion-----------------------59,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for --------deficiency
948
El Dorado
division --------------Dorado division
El
62,
701, 1350,
1350, 1352. 1353
62, 701,
Fort Smith
division
91,
948
91, 948
Fort
Smith division-------------701
for
701
for Panama Canal --------------Harrison division
---------------- 91, 94S
division94S
Harrison
Armored Vehicles,
Self-propelled,
Vehicles, Army,
Army, Self-propelled,
terms of
of court,
court, at
El Dorado
949 Armored
949
Dorado--------at El
terms
appropriation for
498,
498, 913
913
etc., of __
for purchase,
purchase. etc.,
Fort
91,
appropriation
91, 949
-------------------Fort Smith
Smith 949
62
deficiency appropriation
for--------appropriation for
deficiency
Harrison
949
Harrison ---------------------- -91, 91, 949
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Armories
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and Armament„4rmy,
Arms
Armament, Army,
appropriation for
for gauges,
manappropriation
gauges, etc.,
etc., for
for man-
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ufacture ----------------499,
ufacture
499, 914
914
Arms,
etc., Army,
Army,
Arms, etc.,
appropriation for
498, 913
913
appropriation
for manufacture
manufacture of.
of ---___ 498,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
manudeficiency
for manufacture
62, 762
facture------------------62,
762
Army (see also
War Department),
Department),
Army
also War
appropriation
for all
all contingencies
of,
appropriation for
contingencies of,
under the Secretary
Secretary of
War_ _ 479,
of War-_
479, 893
893
employees on sales of
civil employees
of war
war supsupadjusting contracts,
plies, adjusting
contracts, etc..
etc- 479,
479, 893
893
restriction on
restriction
on transfers
transfers of
of small
small
quantities of
quantities
of surplus
surplus property_
property- 479,
479, 893
893
limited__
479
amount for advertising
advertising limited---.
479
restriction on payments
payments to aucaucrestriction
tioneers
479
tioneers--------------------479
for
General Staff Corps,
Military
for General
Corps, Military
Intelligence Division ------479, 894
Intelligence
479,
894
military attaches
abroad; obattaches abroad;
serving operations
operations of
foreign
serving
of foreign
armies --..--.-----------.479, 894
armies
479,
894
for
headquarters of
for contingencies,
contingencies, headquarters
of
departments, etc-----------etc
departments,
480, 894
894
for
War College----------College
480, 894
for Army
Army War
480,
894
forCommand and GeneralStaff School,
forCommandandGeneralStaff
School,
Fort
Leavenworth, Kane
480, 895
Fort Leavenworth,
Kans- --- 480,
895
for
exchanges
480, 895
for post exchanges-------------480,
895
libraries, hostess
480, 895
895
libraries,
hostess houses, etc --- 460,
pay
officers
481,
pay of officers----..-------.---481, 895
895
Navy, or
or
no commissioned
commissioned Army,
Army, Navy,
Marine Corps officer
officer deprived of
pay while
coordinawhile on duty in
in coordination of Government
Government businessbusiness.. _-_
895
for National Guard officers_
officers------ 481, 896
896
for warrant
warrant officers
officers ------.--.-481,
481, 896
officers
481,
for aviation increase, officers----481, 896
896
for longevity,
longevity officers ----------- 481,
481, 896
Military or Naval Acadtime at Military
emy after August 24, 1912, not
counted ---.
counted
-----......-.481, 896
for pay of enlisted men
men---------- 481,896
481, 896
Clarence J. Vaughan
Vaughan ---------481
number provided
provided for
for---------- 481, 896
896
minors enlisting after July 1, 1925,
1925,
without consent of parent, etc.,
may be discharged
discharged-----------896
for National
National Guard enlisted men....
men-- 481, 896
for aviation increase, enlisted
enlisted men;
men;
limitation -.-------------481,
limitation
481, 896
for Philippine Scouts ---------481, 896
896
for longevity
longevity pay, enlisted men--men_ -- 481, 896
for pay of retired
retired officers
officers -------481, 896
for retired officers
officers on active
active duty - 481,
481, 896
for retired
retired enlisted
enlisted men --------481, 896
for retired
retired enlisted
on active
enlisted men
men on
active
duty-...-- ----.------....
duty
481,
481, 896
896
for retired pay clerks ----------- 481,
481, 896
896
veterinarians
for retired veterinarians-.-----.
. 481,
481, 896
896
for field clerks and messengers,
messengers, at
at
headquarters of territorial
headquarters
territorial departments,
partments, areas, etc.--.----etc
481, 896
assignment
assignment to Department
Department duty
forbidden---......-----forbidden
-- 482, 896
896
for contract surgeons;
surgeons; nurses; hosmatrons ----.--------482, 896
pital matrons
482,896
expenses
for courts martial, etc., expenses-482, 896
896
for rental
rental allowances
allowances.--------482,
482, 897
897
subsistence allowances
482,
for subsistence
allowances -..---482, 897
897
deposits-482,
for interest on soldiers' deposits
482, 897
897
for loss by exchange
exchange -----.----. - 482, 897
for officers furnishing mounta--...
mounts__ __ 482, 897
accounting
disbursement as
as
accounting and disbursement
pay of the Army ------------482
4S2
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additional personnel
forbidden_- - _ 482
additional
personnel forbidden
482
retired officer
pay to
to retired
officer forbidden
forbidden
who
sells
supplies,
etc.,
to
who sells supplies, etc., to
482
Army
-....---------......482
to retired
retired officer
pay forbidden
forbidden to
officer
employed
by parties
employed by
parties selling,
selling,
etc.,
482
etc., to Army or
or Department
Department__
482
appropriation for
mileage, etc
482, 897
appropriation
for mileage,
etc ------ 482,
897
clerks, etc.,
etc., Finance
Finance Department
Department
for clerks,
482, 897
-.---.-----------------482,
897
auditing World War
War contracts_
auditing
contracts___ 483, 897
897
personal services
483, 897
personal
services in Department..
Department_ 483,
897
damages to
for paying claims
claims for damages
to
private property; mode
mode of
of settlement
483, 897
tlement.--.---------...483,
897
for
paying claims
destruction,
for paying
claims for destruction,
etc.,
personal property
of
etc., of personal
property of
officers, etc.,
__ 483,
483, 898
etc., in
in the
the service..
service--898
Quartermaster Corps
483, 898
for Quartermaster
Corps ---...
- 483,
898
subsistence supplies
supplies for
issue__
483,
898
for subsistence
for issue - 483, 898
sales to officers,
officers, enlisted
enlisted men,
etc_
483,
898
men, etc. 483, 898
competitors in
meals to
to competitors
in the
the national
rifle match
898
match--------------.. 483,
483, 898
payments;
commutation
of
for payments;
commutation
of
rations ---.. -----.----..
-- 483,
483, 898
898
prices at sales commissaries
commissaries to
to inincosts
484
clude overhead costs-.-------.
484
services and supplies
supplies from
from public
public
utilities to include overhead
overhead
costs--------.------.------costs
484
484
regular quartermaster
quartermaster supplies_ 484,
484, 899
899
for regular
heat and light to quarters
quarters ---484, 899
post bakeries; ice machines;
machines; launlaundries, etc ---------.....
899
---- 484,
484, 899
forage,
forage, etc., for animals
animals ---....
485, 899
899
sale of electric current from Camp
John Hay, Philippines, to BaBaguio, approved-------------.approved
485
900
for clothing and equipage
equipage ----.. - 485,
485, 900
indemnity
destroyed clothing_
clothing..
indemnity for destroyed
---------- -..---.--.-- 900
- 485,
485, 900
expenses---------- 485, 900
for incidental
incidental expenses
for transportation
transportation.. -------.------ 486,
486, 900
dependents of officers and enlisted
men, etc ------------.-----.901
boats, vehicles, draft animals,
etc..
animals, etce
-.--.-------,--..---- 486,
486, 901
allowances on discharge
travel allowances
discharge_ 486, 901
payments to land grant railroads;
payments
limitation .........------...
486
486
motor vehicle restriction
restriction.----486, 901
901
purchase of
motor vehicles
reof motor
vehicles restricted
--------.......stricted -487, 901
for purchase of horses; limitationlimitation.. 487, 901
breeding
breeding of riding horses -.---487, 901
acceptance of donated breeding
acceptance
breeding
animals, etc -----...
----. - 487, 901
construction,etce
for military posts, construction,
etc_ 487, 902
Fort Sill, Okla
487
-............
487
Fort Benning, Ga
487
Ga -----.......487
comprehensive plan to be subcomprehensive
mitted
for necessary
necessary
construction, etc.;
etc. •funds for
487
for-----. 487
sale of Fort Porter, N. Y
Y.---....902
Hawaiian
Hawaiian Islands
Islands 488, 902
902
------... -- 488,
Panama
Canal. -..--.--.----Panama Canal_
488, 902
for barracks
barracks and quarters, construcconstruction, repairs, etc
etc-- -... .--.
. 488, 903
903
rental of garages, offices,
offices, etc., for
military attaches.
--------- 488, 903
attaches
903
repairs, old Fort Ontario, N. Y--Y.__
903
additional land Fort Reno, Okla_
additional
Okla--__
903
for barracks and quarters
quarters, Philip-

pine Islands;
rentals
Jr-ra,
*nraaUc
nine TYl.nl.r-

ren-als«

AO«
(0
IA
ini»n
China_
488,
903
f.
too,-L
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gauges, etc.,
appropriation
restricprocuring gauges,
appropriation for
for barracks,
for procuring
barracks, etc.; restricappropriation for
appropriation
tion on
on quarters
quarters for
for officers__
903
488, 903
- 488,
for
499, 914
officers_ _
armament ------------.
for armament
tion
for
fortifications,
for fortifications,
for
water, sewers,
sewers, etc.,
etc., at
at posts--posts_ __ 488, 903
armament for
for armament
for water,
new work
488, 903
United States--------------States
499,
914
903
499, 914
488,
limited -----------United
work limited
new
499, 915
915
insular
possessions
499,
drainage,
for
roads, walks,
walks, wharves,
wharves, drainage,
insular possessions-----------for roads,
etc
488, 903
Panama Canal
Canal --------------499,
903
499, 915
915
488,
Panama
etc----------------------exfor
Warfare Service, exrepairs, etc.,
etc., New
New Dixie
Highway,
Chemical 'Warfare
Dixie Highway,
for Chemical
repairs,
penses
500, 915
915
489
500,
Camp Knox,
489
Ky ------------Knox, Ky
penses-------------------Camp
for
fantry School,
School, Fort
Fort Benning,
Benning,
489, 903
camps, etc.,
etc., excluded
excluded --------for Infantry
camps,
500,916
Ga ------------------500, 916
for
shooting galleries
ranges_ _ 489, 904
and ranges-_
Ga
galleries and
for shooting
for
Tank Service;
Service;
for
rent of
of buildings
buildings for,
for, in
in District
District
employees, Tank
civilian employees,
for civilian
for rent
tank school
school --------------501,916
916
501,
489, 904
of Columbia
tank
Columbia -------------of
for
School, FortFort • Riley,
Cavalry School,
for Cavalry
for
wharf, roads,
Va., wharf,
Monroe, Va.,
Fort Monroe,
for Fort
Kens-----------------501, 916
916
501,
and
489, 904
904
489,
Kans
sewer ---------------and sewer
for
School, Fort Sill,
Artillery School,
Field Artillery
for Field
for
post hospitals,
hospitals, construction, refor post
Okla ----------------501, 917
501,917
489, 904
Okla
pair, etc
etc -----------------pair,
for
Field Artillery
Artillery instruction
instruction at
at
for Field
temporary camp
hospitals, etc.._
etc-- 489, 904
camp hospitals,
temporary
firing centers ------------- 501, 917
917
firingcenters
490, 904
new construction
forbidden
490,
construction forbidden---new
for
Fort
School, Fort
Artillery School,
Coast Artillery
for Coast
490, 905
for
Signal Service
expenses ------ 490,
Service expenses
for Signal
Monroe,
917
Va--------------- 501, 917
Monroe, Va
allotments
for
designated
obobfor designated
allotments
for
Coast Artillery
seacoast
expenses, seacoast
Artillery expenses,
for Coast
jects
905
490, 905
jects----------------- ---- 490,
502, 917
States ---defenses, United
United States
defenses,
for
control installations,
seainstallations, seafire control
for fire
insular possessions
918
possessions------------ 502, 918
insular
coast defenses------------defenses
491, 905
coast
Panama Canal
503, 918
918
503,
Canal -----------Panama
insular possessions-----------possessions
491,
906
491, 906
insular
503, 918
for Military
918
Academy ---------Military Academy
for
Panama Canal----------Canal
491, 906
Panama
for National
National Guard,
arming, equipequipGuard, arming,
for
906
for
expenses
491, 906
-------- 491,
Service expensesfor Air
Air Service
505, 920
ping,
training -------and training
ping, and
allotments for
designated objects 491, 906
for designated
allotments
for
etc., for anibedding, etc.,
forage, bedding,
for forage,
incurred obligations
obligations to
to be paid
incurred
mals
505, 920
505,920
mals--------------------from
former
appropriations,
appropriations,
former
from
baladditional from
unexpended balfrom unexpended
additional
etc ----------------------493,
908
493, 908
etc
920
ances
ances---------------------for
Panama
field, Panama
landing field,
aviation landing
for aviation
for
care of
of hnimals,
equipment, etcetc_ 505, 920
920
knimals, equipment,
for care
Canal
493
Canal---------------------for
instruction camps
5°, 920
920
camps ---------- 505,
for instruction
for Medical
Medical Department,
Department, supplies,
supplies,
for
additional
from
unexpended
5
baladditional from unexpended baletc --------------------493,
908
493,908
etc
ances
920
920
ances ---------------------494, 909
tuition of
of officers
officers and
nurses - --- 494,
and nurses._
tuition
service
attending service
for
expenses,
attending
for expenses,
Hot
Springs, Ark.,
Hospital---- 494, 909
Ark., Hospital
Hot Springs,
505,920
schools ------------------505,
920
schools
use
and Surgical
Surgical HisHisMedical and
for Medical
use for
additional from
from unexpected
unexpected balbaladditional
tory of
Germany, forforwith Germany,
War with
of War
tory
920
ances
ances----------------------bidden
494, 909
bidden ---------------offidisbursing offifor property
property and disbursing
for
for hospital
hospital care,
Canal Zone
Zone garcare, Canal
for
505, 920
cers
505,
cers--------------------494,909
risons
494, 909
--------------risons--additional from
unexpended balbalfrom unexpended
additional
for Army
Army Medical
Medical Museum
Museum------- 494, 909
for
920
ances -------------------ances
for
library,
Surgeon
General's
General's
Surgeon
library,
for
for equipment
instruction exand instruction
equipment and
for
Office
494, 909
44,
Office-----------------penses ------------------5°
'920
505,920
penses
and
for care,
etc., insane
insane Filipino
Filipino and
care, etc.,
for
offi- 5
for travel
expenses of
of Federal
Federal offitravel expenses
for
494,910
Porto Rican
Rican soldiers -------494,910
Porto
MIT
505,
505,920
920
cers--------------------for Engineer
Engineer Department,
Department, expenses of
for
for transporting
transporting supplies,
supplies, etc-----etc
505, 920
for
depots
495, 910
910
495,
depots ------------------additional
from unexpended
balunexpended baladditional from
for Engineer
Engineer School
495, 910
School------------- 495,910
for
ances
920
ances----------------------tuition
student officers
at techtechofficers at
of student
tuition of
for expenses
Army enlisted
enlisted men on
expenses, Army
for
nical
institutions, etc
495, 910
910
etc-------- 495,
nical institutions,
National Guard
duty ------- 505, 920
Guard duty
National
for
equipment of
of troops
troops ---------495, 911
911
495,
for equipment
506
instructors------for
etc., instructors
rent etc.,
office rent,
for office
911
for
civilian assistants
assistants ------------ 495,
495, 911
for civilian
for
pay of
National Guard,
Guard, armory
of National
for pay
for
field operations
911
496, 911
operations-------------- 496,
for field
506, 920
drills
920
---------drills--------496, 911
for military
military surveys
and maps----maps
496,
surveys and
for
additional
from unexpended
balunexpended baladditional from
offices
assist ------------496,
911
496,911
to assist
offices to
ances
920
920
ances ---------------------for
defenses,
seacoast defenses,
of seacoast
fortification of
for fortification
field
for arms,
arms, equipment,
etc., for
for field
equipment, etc.,
for
etc., United
States
496,
911
496, 911
United States---------etc.,
service
506, 920
920
506,
service------------------496, 912
insular possessions-----------possessions
496,
insular
clothing, equipment,
etc., from
from
equipment, etc.,
clothing,
Panama
Canal -------------497,
912
497, 912
Panama Canal
Army surplus
surplus stores
stores-------- 506, 921
Army
for Ordnance
current
Department, current
Ordnance Department,
for
reduction
mounted units,
etc_ 506,
506, 921
units, etcof mounted
reduction of
expenses
497,
913
497,913
expenses----------------for
Reserve Corps
506, 921
Corps -------- 506,
officers' Reserve
for officers'
for ordnance
ammunition,
stores, ammunition,
ordnance stores,
for
mileage allowance
for training-training_ _ 506, 921
allowance for
mileage
etc
497,
913
497,913
--------------etc
506, 921
for
Enlisted Reserve
Reserve Corps
Corps -----for Enlisted
for manufacture
manufacture of
of arms
913
498, 913
arms--------- 498,
for
for
incorrespondence inexpenses, correspondence
for expenses,
for preserving,
etc., ordnance
ordnance and
preserving, etc.,
for
stfuction courses
courses------------ 506, 921
stfuction
ordnance
913
498, 913
stores ------------ 498,
ordnance stores
for
manuals.. _
506, 921
921
- 506,
of training
training manuals
purchase of
for purchase
for purchase,
purchase, etc.,
etc., for
for troops
troops ------ 498, 913
for
for
headquarters, traintrainestablishing headquarters,
for establishing
for automatic
automatic machine
913
498, 913
rifles ------- 498,
machine rifles
for
ing camps,
camps, administration
administration exing
for purchase,
etc., of
of tanks,
etc_ _
913
498, 913
-_
-_ 498,
tanks, etc
purchase, etc.,
for
506,922
penses, etc
506, 922
et---------------penses,
for Field
Artillery armament
913
498, 913
armament - --- 498
Field Artillery
for
divisional
and
headquarters
headquarters
and
divisional
for proving
proving grounds
grounds------------- 498, 914
for
507,922
allotment
507, 922
allotment---------------for Rock
Rock Island
914
499,914
Arsenal--------- 499,
Island Arsenal
for
period of
officers on
active
on active
pay, officers
of pay,
period
for
499, 914
914
499,
machines ------ ----testing machines
for testing
duty 507, 922
507,
duty-----------------499.
914
....
...
-r--nals
ete
fr repairs
for
etc
499,
-ur
r1u ;nf of
v.. arsenals,
- -- --------- - 914
-,
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appropriation
etc., of Medical
appropriation for pay, etc.,
Reserve officers and nurses, in
Reserve
in
care of Veteran
Veteran Reserve
Reserve beneficare
beneficiaries at Army hospitals _ - 507, 922
for Reserve Officers'
Officers' Training Corps,
quartermaster supplies to
quartermaster
to units,
units,
etc --------------------..
507, 922
expenses
expenses of training camps, subsubsistence, etc --------------.
507, 922
commutation of subsistence, senior
senior
division members -----_--507, 923
uniforms, etc., from Army surplus
uniforms,
stockstock:--------------___
508, 923
price current
current at time of issue to
to
govern
payments ------__govern payments
508, 923
additional mounted,
mounted, etc., units
additional
forbidden
508,
forbidden-----------------508, 923
use of other funds forbidden --508,
508, 923
transportation, etc., competitors
transportation,
competitors in
national rifle match --- ____-- 508, 923
for supplies
supplies and equipment for other
schools and colleges-_-------colleges
508,
schools
508, 923
arms, etc.,
etc., excluded
excluded------------ 508,
508, 923
training
for expenses of citizens training
camps
508, 924
camps-------------------medical treatment, etc., if injured
injured
924
in line of duty ---------------- 924
burial expenses, etc
924
etc-------------924
age limitation;
limitation; no other funds to
to
be used -------------------- 509, 924
uniforms,
uniforms, etc., from Army.surplus
surplus
stock
509, 924
stock---------------.----509,
924
price current
current at time of issue to
to
govern payments
payments ------------ 509, 924
924
no issue of reserve supplies which
which
would impair reserves
reserves for two
field armies, etc -----------509, 924
924
National Board
for National
Board for Promotion
Promotion of
Rifle Practice
Practice -----------509, 924
_
for rifle ranges
ranges for civilian instrucinstruction,
tion quartermaster supplies-supplies
509,
509, 924
participation in matches
participation
matches ------- 509, 925
925
transportation, etc., of rifle
transportation,
teams ------------------.
509, 925
925
annual rifle contests,
contests, trophy,
trophy,
for annual
medals, etc
etc----------------- 509, 925
for arms
etc., for civilian target
target
arms, etc.,
practice------------------- 510, 925
practice
provisions for encouraging
encouraging rifle
instruction
instruction -----------------510
510
no pay for officers, etc.,
etc., using time
time
measuring devices on work of
employees; cash bonus reemployees;
restricted
stricted ------------510, 926
purchases from abroad exempt
exempt
from duty---------------- 510, 926
926
for Army War College, additional,
additional,
1925 --------------------.711
711
for Command
Command and General
General Staff
Staff
additional, 1925-------1925
711
School, additional,
711
for post exchanges, additional,
1925_ -_
711
additional, 1925
711
for pay of the Army,
Army, additional,
additional,
1925 -----------------711
711
Quartermaster Corps, additional,
for Quartermaster
1925-----1925
711
-----------for clothing and equipage, additional,
1925-----------------------___
1925
711
711
for transportation, additional, 1925_
1925-_
711
barracks and quarters,
for barracks
quarters, additional,
additional,
1925 ----------------- 711
for water and sewers at posts, additional, 1925 ----------- ----711
711
for roads, walks, wharves,
wharves, and draindrainage at posts, additional,
additional, 1925_-1925
711
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appropriation for Fort Monroe, Va.,
appropriation
Va.,
sewerage,
sewerage, etc., additional, 1925_
711
for Signal Corps, additional, 1925__1925_ __
711
711
Service, additional,
additional, 1925
711
for Air Service,
1925 ---711
for
Medical
ment,
addiMedical Depart
Department,
additional, 1925-----------------1925
tional,
711
711
for Engineer Department, additional, 1925
tional.
1925-------------- --711
711
for Chemical
Chemical Warfare
Warfare Service,
addiService, addi1925
711
tional, 1925-----------------711
service schools,
schools, additional, 1925_
1925_
711
for service
711
for Military Academy, additional,
additional,
1925
711
1925------------------ ----711
National Guard expenses, addifor National
addi711
tional, 1925 ----------------711
citizens' military training, addifor citizens'
additional, 1925
1925-------------- 711
711
for National Board
Board for Promotion
Promotion of
of
Rifle Practice, additional,
711
additional, 1925_
1925_
711
for national cemeteries,
cemeteries, additional,
1925 ----------------------712
712
headstones for soldiers'
soldiers' graves,
for headstones
graves,
additional,
712
additional 1925
1925 -------- 712
for Medical Department,
Department, Medical
and Surgical History
History of World
World
War, additional,
additional, 1925 --------712
712
for public buildings and grounds,
grounds,
District of
addiColumbia, additional,
1925
712
tional, 1925----------------712
for roads, bridges,
bridges, etc., Alaska, addiadditional, 1925 ----------------.
712
712
for pensions ----------------- 414,
414, 1164
1164
appropriation for Quarterdeficiency appropriation
master Corps ------------52, 58,
62, 699, 701, 762, 1344, 1350, 1352,
1352, 1353
1353
for water and sewers
sewers at military
52
posts ----------------------52
for Muscle Shoals, Ala., nitrate plant_
52
52
for national cemeteries
cemeteries -----_ 52, 63, 762
762
for river and harbor damages
claims
52, 1345
1345
claims-------------------- 52,
for headstones
soldiers' graves_
52,
headstones for soldiers'
graves52,
59,
1350
59, 1350
for Volunteer Soldiers' Home------Home
53
53
for J. Maury
Maury Dove Company -----53
53
for increase
increase of compensation
compensation ----- _
58,
62, 698, 701,
701, 761, 1350, 1352,
1352, 1353
1353
for Signal Service-Service
-------------58,
62, 698, 701, 762, 1350, 1351
1351
for Air Service-----Service
58, 62, 701, 762, 1350
for Air Service,
Service, production-------production
58,
58, 698
for Signal Corps, aviation increase_
increase- 58, 699
58,
for pay, etc ------------------58,
1353
62, 691, 701, 761, 1350,
1350, 1352, 1353
for mileage to officers
officers and contract
contract
surgeons -----------------surgeons
58,
58,
62, 699, 762, 1350, 1352,
1353
1352, 1353
for transportation
58,
transportation ---------58,
62, 699, 762, 1350, 1352
1352
for roads,
wharves,
walks, wharves,
and
drainage-------------drainage
59, 62, 762
for hospitals
-------------hospitals699
59, 699
Medical Department_
for Medical
762
Department-- - 59,
59, 62, 699, 762
for Engineer
Department -----_--Engineer Department
59,
62, 699, 762, 1345
for Ordnance
Ordnance Department
Department -----59,
59
62, 699, 701, 762,
762, 1345, 1350, 1352
fortifications
59,
for fortifications---------5962, 699, 701, 762, 1350, 1352, 1353
1353
for ordnance and ordnance
ordnance stores__
59
stores-_- _
59
for arsenals
arsenals and armories ---------59
59
for fortifications, Panama Canal_
59
Canal--_59
for aviation, seacoast defenses
defenses-----59
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deficiency appropriation for Chemical
Chemical
Warfare
Warfare Service
Service_ --. _ 59,
1350
59, 701, 762, 1350
for General Staff Corps ---------59
59
for clerks,
clerks, etc:, at headquarters_ 59, 63,
761
63, 761
for Engineer
Engineer School -------------59
59
for inland and port storage facilitiesfacilities_
59,
59,
699, 762
for pay, etc.,
etc., War with Spain .....
59,
59,
699, 761, 1350, 1352, 1353
for disposition
disposition of remains of officers,
etc ---------.- 59, 699, 701, 762, 1350
registration and selection for milifor registration
military service ---------62,
761, 1352
1352
62, 761,
for barracks
barracks and quarters
quarters -------62,
62
699, 701, 762, 1350
subsistence-------- 62, 762, 1350,
for subsistence
1352
1350, 1352
for proving grounds------------grounds
62, 762
62,
762
for Reserve Officers'
Officers' Training Corps_
62,
701, 762, 1350
1350
for payment, loss of firearms, ColoColorado labor strike, 1914------_
1914
63,
762
63, 762
for transportation
transportation of disabled
disabled soldiers,
soldiers,
etc------------....-------------etc
63
63
Academy------------for Military Academy
63
63
for National
National Guard
Guard ------.--__
63,
_63,
699, 701, 762, 1345, 1350
for Organized
Organized Militia
Militia ----------- 63, 762
762
for inland and coastwise
coastwise waterways__
63
waterways 63
for roads to Fort Story, Va -------- 695
695
for Panama Canal, fire control -..695
695
for Camp Knox, Ky _..--------695
695
for bronze
bronze medals, etc., for issue to
to
Texas
Texas Cavalry -------------695
695
for Alaska military, etc.,
etc., roads,
bridges, and trails 699
- --... ----__.
699
for Coast Artillery -----------....
701
701
for Watervliet
Watervliet Arsenal,
Y
701
Arsenal, N
N. Y------701
for General Staff Corps, military inintelligence
telligence division
761
division ----------- _ 761
equipage-_ 762, 1350, 1352
for clothing
clothing and equipage__
for post, Montana
Montana frontier --------762
for shooting galleries and ranges_
___
ranges- _-_
762
762
for fortifications, insular possessions_
possessions_
762
for fortifications, Panama Canal_
_
_
Canal__- 762
for repairs, etc., defenses
Galvesdefenses of Galveston, Tex ------------.-----762
for civilian
civilian military training camps_
762
for Camp Funston,
Funston, Kans., damage
claims --------------------1344
for sites for military purposes ----1344
for Walter
Walter Reed Hospital, District
District
Columbia
of Columbia----------------1345
1345
for horses ----------------------1350
1350
for vocational training -----------1350
1350
balances of appropriations
appropriations covered in;
for distinguished
distinguished service medals_
934
934
military police expenses under Draft
Act .-----.----------------934
934
inland
inland and port storage, etc., facilities ------------------------ 934
934
temporary
temporary office buildings ------ _
934
T. A. Gillespie
Gillespie Company fire damages ------------------------935
935
evacuation of ordnance
ordnance depots ---935
ordnance materials,
ordnance
materials, proceeds
proceeds of sale_
935
encampments and maneuvers, Organized Militia
ganized
Militia--------------935
Vicksburg, Miss.,
Vicksburg,
Miss., memorial
memorial archway -------------------.-935
_935
.Vicksburg,
.Vicksburg, Miss., national memorial
memorial
celebration, etc ------------- _
celebration,
935
935
reimbursing
reimbursing losses fighting fires in
in
national forests
forests -------------935
935
transportation
transportation for refugee American
American
citizens from Mexico
Mexico---------- 935
45822°-25t--89
45822°-251----89
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balances of appropriations covered in;
balances
in;
Francis Scott Key monument,
Fort McHenry,
McHenry, Md -------935
935
reerection of statue of Abraham
Abraham LinLincoln, District of Columbia.Columbia__ _
935
935
additional
additional facilities at Walter
Walter Reed
Reed
Hospital, District of Columbia,
Columbia,
authorized ----------------1264
1264
adjusted compensation
compensation for World War
War
service
service in
121
in-------------------- 121
appointment authorized
appointment
authorized of Thomas
James Camp, as major of Infantry--------------------fantry
792
792
William Schuyler
Schuyler Woodruff
Woodruff as
as an
officer of Infantry
Infantry ------------- 806
806
assignment
assignment of officers and enlisted men
men
to Militia Bureau, and for ininstruction of National Guard
1077
Guard-_
1077
Camp Pike, Ark., buildings for ArkanArkansas National Guard may be
erected on, by Arkansas
244
Arkansas ----244
captured, etc.,
etc. war devices and trophies
to be distributed to the States,
etc -----597
-----------597
Chief of Finance, and Chief
Chief of ChemiChemical Warfare
Warfare Service
Service to have
have
rank, etc.,
etc., of major generals--_
generals_
970
970
detail allowed
allowed of officers,
officers for
adminisfor administering World War
Adjusted
Compensation Act ----------Compensation
131
131
disbursing
disbursing officers relieved from responsibility
sponsibility for certain losses,
losses,
etc., incurred
incurred in World War
War
service accounts;
accounts; time extended_
860
extended_
860
enlisted men grade percentages
percentages modified_
470
modified
470
retired, who served as commissioned
commissioned
officers in World War to have
officers
pay of retired warrant
warrant officers
472
officers-_
472
expenses of investigating
investigating feasibility
feasibility of
of
military park at Kansas City,
City,
Mo.,
Mo., payable from contingencies
contingencies
of
801
of------------------------801
Fort Bliss, Tex.; additional
additional land to
to be
be
purchased for present military
purchased
reservation -----------------reservation
964
964
Fort Crockett,
Crockett, Tex.,
Tex., buildings may be
be
used by Mystic Shrine convenconvention, at Galveston
Galveston ----------113
113
Fort Leavenworth,
Leavenworth, Kans.; part of
transferred to Leavreservation transferred
enworth penitentiary
penitentiary for farm__
farm_ ..
248
248
helium for, to be obtained from Bureau
Bureau
of Mines ------------------- _ 1111
1111
helium production,
production, etc., funds
be
funds to be
transferred to Mines
Bureau
1331
transferred
Mines Bureau-_
1331
insurance
insurance provisions in World War
War
Veterans'
Veterans' Act---------------Act
624
624
issue of quartermaster
quartermaster stores,
stores, etc.,
etc., to
to
relieve Georgia cyclone sufferers
approved ------1252
in 1920, approved
_---1252
credits to be allowed for
for disbursedisbursements ---------1252
_-------_--.
1252
for relief
relief of sufferers
sufferers from
from cyclone
cyclone in
in
Mississippi, 1923, approved;
approved;
credits allowed in accounts
accounts for_
for..
1286
1286
fire at New Bern, N. C., in 1922,
1922,
approved;
approved; credits allowed
allowed in acaccounts for
for 1285
------------------ 1285
issue of supplies,
supplies, etc., by the Executive,
for relief
relief of Japanese
Japanese earthearthquake
quake sufferers, approved -----963
963
credits for, to be allowed in accounts
of officers
officers. --------------_
_ 964
964
leader of Army band, to be appointed
from warrant
warrant officers
1100
officers---------. 1100
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leader of
of Army
Army band;
band; pay
allowances,
pay allowances,
leader
etc., while
appointmentholding appointment_
while holding
etc.,
lease of
of land,
to
Armory, to
Springfield Armory,
land, Springfield
lease
Springfield, Mass.,
for public
Mass., for
Springfield,
street ----------------street
Quartermaster
Intermediate Depot,
Quartermaster Intermediate
No.
exhibition purposes to
to
for exhibition
1, for
No. 1,
New Orleans
Orleans Association of
New
Commerce
authorized ------Commerce, authorized
loan authorized
authorized of
of flags, etc., for decoloan
ration at
ceremonies
at inaugural ceremonies
ration
in Washington,
March 4,
C., March
Washington, D. C.,
in
1925
1925---------------------hospital tents,
tents, etc.,
etc, for caring for
hospital
sick,
etc., on
occasion----that occasion
on that
sick, etc.
Mine
Planter Service warrant officers
Mine Planter
immeto
reappointed and im.mebe reappointed
to be
diately discharged
discharged or
retired-- _
or retired__
diately
National
Defense Act,
1916, amendamendAct, 1916,
National Defense
ments ---------------------ments
officers excepted
duty with troops;
from duty
excepted from
officers
Ordnance, and ChemiMedical, Ordnance,
cal
Warfare
cal Warfare-----------------Judge Advocate
General's DepartAdvocate General's
Judge
ment
engaged on patent litigament engaged
tion of
of Army
Army--------------tion
per
diem allowance,
allowance, aerial
aerial surveys of
per diem
rivers
and
harbors, established
established-rivers and harbors,
posthumous commissions
commissions to issue in
posthumous
names
names of officers, entitled thereto
during the
the World
World War, dying in
during
the service
service and unable to rethe
ceive the
same---------------the same
ceive
in name
name of
qualified for proofficer qualified
of officer
in
motion, dying
dying in line of duty
motion,
after
occurrence of vacancy
vacancy enafter occurrence
titling
him thereto,
thereto, before issue
titling him
commission
of commission-------------Francisco; grant of porPresidio of San Francisco;
tion
to San
Francisco, Calif., for
San Francisco,
tion to
-purposes-park, etc., purposes
reappointment authorized
Frederick
authorized of Frederick
reappointment
InfantryK.
captain of Infantry_
K. Long, as captain
rental allowances
officers, modified..
modifiedto, officers,
allowances to,
rental
retirement pay
of officers,
officers, under Acts of
pay of
retirement
June
and September
September 14, 1922,
10 and
June 10
computed
computed --------------status of
retired officers
officers detailed
detailed to eduof retired
status
institutions----------cational institutions
tents,
Confederate VetVetetc., loaned for Confederate
tents, etc.,
erans'
Memphis,
erans' reunion at Memphis,
Tenn
Tenn--------------------transfer
caterpillar tractors and
of caterpillar
transfer of
motor
Department of
trucks to Department
motor trucks
Agriculture for public roads
Agriculture
building,
etc
-------------building, etctransfer
Barracks to,
of Carlisle Barracks
transfer of part of
from Interior
Interior Department,
Department, confirmed ---------------------sale
part, and use of proceeds for
of part,
sale of
Medical Field Service School_
School- Medical
veteran
veteran who served in Civil War in the,
to
commission
on commission
appointed on
be appointed
to be
to
inspect, etc., battle fields of the
to inspect,
siege
Va-------Petersburg, Va
of Petersburg,
siege of
world
recognition ---------world flight recognition
advances on promotion
promotion list of Air
advances
Service officers
Herbert
officers Lowell Herbert
Service
Smith, Leigh Wade, Leslie
Philip
Philip Arnold, and Erick HenNelson-----------------ning Nelson
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world flight
flight recognition
commissions
recognition;•commissions
world
as
second
lieutenants,
lieutenants, Air
as second
1100
1100
Service,
of Henry Herbert
Herbert Ogden
Service, of
and John
John Harding,
Harding, jr., authorand
979
ized
ized---------------------1113
no increase
commisincrease in number of commisno
979
979
officers
sioned officers---------------distinguished
service medals acdistinguished service
corded
Frederick L.
corded to Major Frederick
100
Martin and
Sergeant Alva L. Harand Sergeant
Martin
vey, Air Service, and the world
vey,
979
979
fliers
fliers---------------------acceptance
of foreign medals, etc.,
acceptance of
944
979
979
authorized -----------------authorized
944 Army
Army Band,
1100
warrant officer to be appointed
appointed leader of 1100
warrant
pay,
etc.
of captain
allowances, etc.,
pay, allowances,
1100
1100
while
holding appciintment
1101
appointment ---while holding
1101
1100
1100
retired
officer ---------warrant officer
retired as warrant
1100
--------------- 1100
etc
363
no back pay, etc-number of officers
officers not increased
increased
number
1100
1100
hereby
hereby--------------------470 Army
Army Field
Field Clerks,
Clerks,
appropriation for
for mileage;
mileage; limitation_ 482, 897
appropriation
Army War
War College,
Army
470
appropriation
instruction
exfor instruction
appropriation for
480, 894
penses
penses ------------------1191
for,
additional, 1925 ------ ----711
for, additional,
Arnold,
First Lieutenant,
Philip,
Lieutenant, Leslie Philip,
Arnold, First
Army Air Service,
Army
advanced five
five hundred files on the proadvanced
motion list in recognition of
motion
1255
world flight
accomplished by
flight accomplished
world
him
979
him----------------------distinguished
medal accorded
accorded to,
service medal
distinguished service
medals or
acceptance. of medals
and acceptance.
decorations
foreign govdecorations from foreign
1256
ernments
authorized
979
ernments authorized----------Arrears
Pay, etc., Civil War,
of Pay,
Arrears of
63,
for---------deficiency
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
1129
691,
691, 761, 1350, 1352
Arrow Rock, Mo.,
152 Arrow
bridge
River
authorized across Missouri River
bridge authorized
250
790
at
at--------------------------Arsenals, Army,
appropriation for
for manufacture
manufacture of arms
252
appropriation
498,913
at, for
for issue
498, 913
issue-- -----------at,
499. 914
for
etc
1099
improvement, etc---for repairs, improvement,
1090
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for repairs,
deficiency
etc..
------ 59, 762
etc---------------restriction on repair, purchase, etc. of
114
114
restriction
vessels and articles
articles from
naval vessels
private contractor,
contractor, if production
production
private
205
costat, not involving increased cost_
Springfield, Mass.;
Mass.; lease of land to city
Springfield,
1281
street-- 1113
of
1113
of Springfield
Springfield for public street__
Ores,
Arsenic
Bearing Ores,
Arsenic Bearing
655
657
419
appropriation for examinations
of
examinations of---appropriation
Arsphenamine,
Arsphenamine,
658
65S
propagaappropriation
appropriation for regulating propagaetc., of
of------------ 76, 775
tion, sale, etc.,
Porcelains,
Art Porcelains,
other than
excise duty on, sold by other
851
856
323
exceptions
artist; exceptions------------971
979
Artesian
Artesian Wells,
appropriation for investigating,
etc_ 419, 1173
investigating, etcappropriation
Arthur
Kill,
Arthur Kill,
bridge
authorized across, New York
bridge authorized
1094
Jersey-------,----971
and New Jersey
979
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Artificial
Limbs for
Jor Disabled
Disabled Soldiers,
rage.
appropriation for
for furnishing
furnishing------514,
514, 929
929
appropriation
Ashes,
D. C.,
C.,
Ashes, D.
appropriation
for removing,
etc____
551, 1228
1228
--551,
removing, etc
appropriation for
Asheville,
V. C.,
C.,
Asheville, N.
terms of
of court
662
662
court at
at -----------------terms
Asportation
Goods in
in Interstate
Interstate
Asportation of
of Stolen
Stolen Goods
Commerce,
Commerce,
punishment for
794
_----------794
punishment
for -------As s
essment and
Work, D.
D. C.,
C.,
Assessment
and Permit
Permit Work,
appropriation for
for streets,
etc
545
1222
545, 1222
streets, etc-----appropriation
551, 1228
for sewers--------------------sewers
551,
1228
for
deficiency appropriation
for sewers_
___
37
sewers---37
appropriation for
deficiency
Assessment
of luternal
Revenue Taxes,
Taxes,
Internal Revenue
Assessment of
limitation on
on time
time of
of making,
making, on
all
on all
limitation
341
but income and estate taxes---taxes__ __
but
Assessor's
D. C.,
C.,
Office, D.
Assessor's Office,
appropriation for
540,
1218
540, 1218
for salaries
salaries --------appropriation
for furnishing
furnishing copies
etc.,
copies of
of wills,
wills, etc.,
for
to ----------------------545,
1221
545, 1221
to
545
for
special equipment
for ---------545
equipment for
for special
Assistant Attorney
Attorney General
in Customs
General in
Assistant
Cases,
Cases,
appropriation for
for --------------216,
1026
216, 1026
appropriation
Assistant Custodians,
etc. (see
(see Operating
Operating
Custodians, etc.
Assistant
Force,
Buildings).
Public Buildings).
Force, Public
Assistant to
the Attorney
General,
to the
Attorney General,
Assistant
216, 1025
appropriation
for
216,
1025
appropriation for--------------Astoria, Oreg.,
Astoria,
Oreg.,
appropriation
80
station--_
quarantine station___
for quarantine
appropriation for
Astrophysical Observatory.
Observatory.
Astrophysical
appropriation
maintenance of-of_ _ 528,
1207
528, 1207
for maintenance
appropriation for
Atlanta, Ga.,
Ga.,
Atlanta,
appropriation
for penitentiary,
mainpenitentiary, mainappropriation for
222, 1032
tenance----------------tenance
working
capital fund
reapproprifund reappropriworking capital
ated, etc
etc ------------------1032
ated,
for
additional, 1925_
1925-_-__ 709
penitentiary, additional,
for penitentiary,
709
for working
additional, 1925_
capital, additional,
working capital,
for
deficiency appropriation
penitenappropriation for penitendeficiency
tiary, maintenance,
maintenance, etc
688, 1334
1334
688,
etc- --tiary,
amount for
for drainage,
drainage, reapproprireappropriamount
ated
1334
1334
ated --------------------Atlantic Coast,
Atlantic
Coast,
appropriation
for surveys
of, and
and outoutsurveys of,
appropriation for
1044
lying islands-------------islands
235, 1044
lying
for
additional, 1925
706
706
1925----of, additional,
for surveys
surveys of,
Atmospheric Phenomena,
Phenomena,
Atmospheric
appropriation
for investigating
437,
437, 826
investigating ---appropriation for
Attorney General,
Attorney
General,
appropriation
Solicitor General_
216, 1025
1025
General_ 216,
for, Solicitor
appropriation for,
for Assistant
Assistant to
216, 1025
1025
to--------------- 216,
for
authorized to
to arbitrate,
arbitrate, etc.,
etc., claims
claims on
on
authorized
which
libel filed
filed for
damages
for damages
which libel
against
vessel
1112
1112
public vessel--------a public
against a
report
all judgments,
judgments, etc.,
in
etc., in
of all
report of
1112
damages claims--------------claims
1112
damages
equip
Leavenworth, Kans.,
penitenKans., penitenequip Leavenworth,
tiary for
for manufacture
manufacture of
of shoes,
shoes,
tiary
brooms, etc.,
6
6
its inmates_
inmates.--etc., by
by its
brooms,
against
directed to
to appear
appear in
claims against
in claims
directed
United
States
in
Court
of
Claims
United States in Court of Claims
of
Choctaw and
Inand Chickasaw
Chickasaw Inof Choctaw
dians
537
dians ----------------------27
of
Indians -------------of Cherokee
Cherokee Indians
of
Creek
Indians
140
140
of Creek Indians ----------------134
of
134
Indians--------------Seminole Indians
of Seminole
of Stockbridge
Stockbridge Tribe
of Indians
Indians - -645
645
Tribe of
of
duties in
connection with
InFederal Inwith Federal
in connection
duties
dustrial
Institution for
for Women_
Women_
473
473
dustrial Institution
opinions
on
questions
of
law
to
be
furfuropinions on questions of law to be
nished
of Director
Director
on request
request of
by, on
nished by,
610
of
610
Bureau----------of Veterans'
Veterans' Bureau
site
Reformatory to
to be
be
for Industrial
Industrial Reformatory
site for
selected by,
by, and
and Secretaries
Secretaries of
of
selected
Treasury
and Interior
724
724
Interior --------Treasury and
'""'
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Reformatory; duties of conIndustrial Reformatory;
trol, management,
management, etc., of insti724
724
tution vested in -------------to serve on Pueblo Lands Board ----636
Attorneys, District
District (see
District Attorneys).
Attorneys,
(see District
Attorneys).
Auctioneers,
Auctioneers,
payment restricted
restricted to, for sales of Army
payment
surplus supplies, etc
etc----------479
Audited
Claims,
Audited Claims,
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for paying,
against District
District of
of Columbia_
1323
against
Columbia-_-__ 1323
certified by General
General Acfor paying, certified
counting Office --------------54,
60, 697, 699, 758, 1347, 1351, 1352
Auditor for
for Treasury
Treasury Department,
Department,
Auditor
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
__
deficiency
for salaries_
salaries--57
Auditorium for
Chamber Music,
Music„ etc.,
LiAuditorium
for Chamber
etc., Library
Congress,
brary of
of Congress,
acceptance of gift for, preparation
acceptance
preparation of
plans, construction, etc., authorized
788
thorized- -----------------Auditors' Building,
Building, D.
C.,
D. C.,
Auditors'
appropriation for
protection -----778
for fire protection
appropriation
Auditor's Office,
Office, D.
C.,
Auditor's
D. C.,
appropriation
541,1218
1218
appropriation for salaries -------- 541,
Augusta, Ark.,
Ark.,
Augusta,
authorized across White River at
at__ 1131
bridge authorized
Arkansas may acquire
acquire to operate
operate as a
a
Arkansas
free bridge
bridge------------------ 1131
years------- 1131
tolls allowed for five years
Augusta, Ga.,
Augusta,
Ga.,
across Savannah
bridge authorized
authorized across
102
River at ------------------Aurora, Elgin,
Elgin, and
and Fox
Electric
Fox River
River Electric
Aurora,
Company,
Company,
may bridge Fox River in Saint Charles
Charles
104
Township, Ill
104
Ill--------- ------Aurora,
Ill.
,
Aurora, Ill.,
may bridge east and west branches
of
branches
12
Fox River --- _--------.---- time extended for bridging west
west branch
branch
11
of Fox River, by ------------dam to be removed and replaced;
replaced;
11
damages to
to be
be paid
by city
paid by
city----11
damages
Austria,
Austria,
appropriation
to
206, 1015
-for minister to--appropriation for
claims against, under
under treaty, to be deter.
mined by Mixed
Mixed Claims CommisCommission, United States and Germany_
Germany- 1339
World War).
Austria-Hungary
Austria-Hungary (see World
Austro-Hungarian
Government,
Austro-HungarianGovernment,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for care, etc.,
of works of art, etc., loaned by,
and seized by Alien Property
Custodian ------------------35
Automatic
Rifles, Army,
Army,
Automatic Machine
Machine Rifles,
appropriation
purchase, manufacmanufacappropriation for purchase,
ture, etc----------------etc
498, 913
498,913
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for --------- 59, 62
Machines,
Automatic
Automatic Slot
Slot Machines,
323
323
excise tax
on sold
by producer,
_
producer, etc_
etc --sold by
excise
tax on,
323
operated by manufacturer, etc ----Chassis,
Automobile
Truck and Wagon Chassis,
Automobile Truck
excise tax on sales of bodies, and accesaccesexcise
sories, by producer,
producer, etc., above
322
specified prices
prices--------------motor
other
chassis, bodies, and motor
other chassis,
cycles,
tractors _-----322
except tractors
cycles, except
for, to
to other than manutires, etc., for,
facturer, etc---------------etc
323
facturer,
chassis not included
included -------------323
chassis
Automobiles
Automobiles
penalty for owner
failing to exowner of, failing
penalty
tinguish fires and stop motors
when
when taken on aa vessel in navig- 1093
able waters ---------------

XX
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Bailiffs,
etc., United
United States
Courts,
PageBailiffs, etc.,
States Vourts,
rag.
Automobiles-Continued.
Page.
Page.
Automobiles-Continued.
221,
appropriation for
for pay----------pay
221, 1030
appropriation
special
tax on
on operation
passenger,
of passenger,
operation of
special tax
709
for pay,
1925
additional, 1925---------.
pay, additional,
for
326
for
hire --------------------for hire
pay--- 760, 1333
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for pay___
deficiency
exempt,
used for school chilif used
exempt, if
Irrigation Project,
Project, Oreg.,
laker Irrigation
326
dren
326 Baker
dren-----------------------418,
appropriation
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc., of_
of..
appropriation for
Automobiles, D.
D. C. (see Motor Vehicles,
Automobiles,
1168
D.
C.).
D. C.).
Balloon
Army,
Schools, Army,
3alloon Schools,
Automotive
Engines,
Automotive Engines,
appropriation for
expenses of mainfor expenses
appropriation
appropriation for
for investigating,
investigating, etcetc_ 233, 1043
appropriation
491, 906
etc
taining, etc--------------Automotive Power
Plants, etc.,
Power Plants,
Automotive
Company,
Baltimore
Railroad Company,
Baltimore and Ohio Railroad
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
promoting
for promoting
deficiency
one-half
Van
one-half of cost of subway of Van
economy, etc
41
etc---------------economy,
Buren Street,
Street, District of ColumBuren
Avery, Hamilton
Hamilton K.,
Avery,
bia,
tracks of Metropolitan
Metropolitan
under tracks
bia, under
President
recognition requested
requested of the President
recognition
1097
by
Branch, to be paid by--------for, as
president, etc., of
vice president,
as vice
for,
Md.,
New Orleans
Orleans Trade
Trade Exposition_
Baltimore, Md.,
Exposition- 1253 Baltimore,
New
appropriation for
immigrant station,
for immigrant
appropriation
Aviation,
Aviation,
79
repairs ------------------79
repairs
appropriation
standardizing devices
for standardizing
appropriation for
for
marine hospital, increasing water
for marine
used in---------------in
231, 1041
used
supply and
protection
79
and fire protection----supply
Aviation Army
also Air Service,
Army (see also
Aviation,
778
for
hospital, improvements
improvements-marine hospital,
for marine
'Army),
778
houses.
for
778
station, store houses_
quarantine station,
for quarantine
appropriation for
offiincreased pay, offifor increased
appropriation
be reestabto
intracoastal barge
reestabline
barge
intracoastal
cers
481,
896
cers----------------------lished
Caroand North Carobetween, and
lished between,
for
increased pay,
enlisted men; flying
pay, enlisted
for increased
1255
lina
ports -----------------ports
lina
896
481,
status
limit
status limit---------------to
land
in
San
Juan,
P.
conveyed
to
R.,
P.
Juan,
San
in
land
seacoast
deficiency
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
Federal
Bank of; descripLand Bank
Federal Land
59, 63
defenses
defenses-------------------tion
977
tion---------------------762
for
increased
pay, Signal
Corps
Signal Corps----for increased pay,
authorized at,
one customs
customs appraiser
appraiser authorized
one
Aviation, Navy
Navy (see
(see also Bureau of AeroAeroAviation,
819
present --at present
instead of
819
as at
two, as
of two,
instead
nautics,
nautics, Navy),
harbor
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., of, harbor
preliminary
appropriation
aircraft --------- 199, 877
appropriation for aircraft
1193
and
made
be made-----channels to be
and channels
for
aircraft factory,
factory, helium
helium plant, air
for aircraft
Siam,
stations, etc-------------etc
199, 877 Bangkok, Siam,
stations,
appropriation
interpreter to conappropriation for interpreter
for experimenting
experimenting and developing
developing
for
sulate
general at
at---------- 207, 1016
sulate general
aircraft
aircraft ------------------ 199, 877
for
drafting, clerical,
services- 199, 877 Bank Accounts,
etc., services_
clerical, etc.,
for drafting,
collection of internal
internal revenue tax by
collection
for
new construction,
construction, improvements,
for new
343
distraint of
of -----------------distraint
etc.,
at stations
199, 877
stations----------etc., at
Bankruptcy Act,
accounting--- 199, 877 Bankruptcy
disbursement
disbursement and accounting_
appellate jurisdiction
of circuit
coarts
circuit courts
limit
of coast
coast stations
877
jurisdiction of
stations --------- 199, 877
appellate
limit of
936
of appeals
appeals over
over cases of-------of
use
airplane factory
199,
forbiddenof
factory forbidden..
for airplane
use for
877 Bannock Indians,
877
Idaho,
Indians, Idaho,
appropriation for
for fulfilling
409,
with- 409,
fulfilling treaty with..
adjusted, etc.;
damage claims to be adjusted,
appropriation
damage
-anUt
1160
IJUU
Congress----- 199, 877
report to Congress
limit; report
for
support, etc.,
additional, 1925_
708
1925--etc., additional,
for support,
deficiency
57,
appropriation for --------deficiency appropriation
61, 689, 698, 760, 1349, 1351 Barberry
Barberry Bushes,
for payment
payment of claim-------------claim
1352
appropriation
destroying, etc., origfor
appropriation for destroying,
expense
authorized for
inating vegetable
vegetable rust
spores.. 442, 831
for site of air starust sporesexpense authorized
inating
1271 Barnhart,
Tex
Galveston, Tex---------tion, Galveston,
Charley N.,
Charley
Barnhart,
Lakehurst, N.
J--------- -------- 1271
N. J
Lakehurst,
validated-------homestead
811
homestead entry of, validated
Quantico,
Va--- ---------------- 1271 Barracks
Quantico, Va
and
Quarters,
Army,
Army,
Quarters,
and
Barracks
1271
Chatham,
Mass
Chatham, Mass-----------------appropriation for, storehouses,
storehouses, furniappropriation
sale
authorized of air station at Galvessale authorized
ture, etc
etc------------------- 488, 903
ture,
ton
Tex
1271
ton, Tex--------------------available for
for offices,
offices, garages, etc.,
available
1271
proceedsto credit of fund---------fund
proceeds
488,
for military
attaches -----488 903
military attach6s
for
for
shelter in
the Philippines----Philippines
488, 903
in the
for shelter
B.
B.
rentals,
etc., in
in China-------China
488, 903
rentals, etc.,
B
D. C.,
NW., D.
for additional,
711
1925--------------Street NW.,
B Street
additional, 1925
for
acquiring privately
privately owned
owned lands au58,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for---------acquiring
deficiency
thorized
opening up, from
62, 699,
701, 762, 1350
thorized for opening
699, 701,
62,
the
59
the Capitol to the Potomac in
for seacoast
seacoast defenses
defenses -------------for
connection with Arlington
Arlington Meconnection
Gaps,
Barren
Island
Gaps,
Md.,
Island
Barren
975
971
Bridge--------------morial Bridge
preliminary
examination, etc., of, to be
preliminary examination,
Paul,
Bachschmid,
Bachschmid, Paul,
1192
made
---------------------made
1313
131:
deficiency
appropriation
for
deficiency appropriation for---------Bartlesville,
Bartlesvilte, Okla.,
Baggage,
Baggage,
terms
provided_
945
rooms to be providedcourt at; rooms
of court
terms of
punishment
punishment for stealing, etc., in inter793 Batesville,
Batesville, Ark.,
Ark.,
79
transit-------state
state or foreign transit
, bridge authorized
authorized across White River,
carrying such
such articles into another
carrying
794
Ark
888
Ark------------------------79
etc-----------------State, etc
and
794
State may acquire rights, etc., and
79
venue of prosecutions---------prosecutions
888
operate as a
bridge
888
a free bridge-------operate
Baguio,
Islands,
Philippine Islands,
Raguio, Philippine
888
tolls
for five years ------allowed for
tolls allowed
sale of
electric current from Camp John
of electric
sale
91
at-------------------485
terms of court at
48
approved
plant, approved-------Hay plant,

INDEX.
INDEX.
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Batesville,
Page.
Ark.-Continued.
Batesville, Ark.—Continued.
time extended
extended for
White River
for bridging White
time
789
789
at -----------------------D. C.,
Bathing Beaches,
Beaches, D.
Bathing
552,1229
1229
appropriation for expenses
expenses------- 552,
appropriation
573
for
Tidal Basin,
Park----Potomac Park
Basin, Potomac
for Tidal
deficiency
appropriation for extending,
deficiency appropriation
678
Basin-----west
west shore of Tidal Basin
678
678
for
population -----------colored population
for colored
1323
1323
for
removing, etc., Tidal Basin ---for removing,
Balite Bluff
Bluff Crossing,
Crossing, Miss.,
Battle
102
102
bridge
authorized across Pearl River at_
bridge authorized
Battle Creek,
Creek, Mich.,
Mich.,
Battle
may acquire
acquire two
islands in
unsurveyed islands
two unsurveyed
may
Kalamazoo
River for public
Kalamazoo River
891
price, etc_-_
purchase
purposes;
Battle Fields
purposes;
of the Siege
purchase
of Petersburg,
Petersburg,
price, etc_
Va.,
Va.,
Battle Fields of the Siege of

commission created
inspect, etc., as
created to inspect,
commission
to feasibility
feasibility of preserving
preserving for
to
856
historical study, etc ---------- 856
Battle
Monuments Commission, American,
Battle Monuments
522
522
appropriation for
for expenses of -------appropriation
35
35
deficiency
appropriation for expenses deficiency appropriation
unexpended
balances, available for all
unexpended balances,
1199
1199
expenses -----------------Springs,
Battle Mountain
Mountain Sanitarium,
Sanitarium, Hot Springs,
Battle
S. Dak.,
Dak.,
appropriation
appropriation for expenses, Volunteer
Soldiers' Home------------Home
518, 932
Soldiers'
Volunteer
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for Volunteer
deficiency
Soldiers' Home
53
Home---------------Soldiers'
Concord,
Battle
Lexington and Concord,
Battle of Lexington
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for expenses,
expenses, of
deficiency
Sesquicentennial
Commission
754
Sesquicentennial Commission__for expenses
754
celebration--------expenses of celebration
for

Battleships,
Navy,
Battleships, Navy,
discontinuance
increasing turret
work increasing
of work
discontinuance of
gun range
45
designated -----range of designated
gun
S. C.,
Bay Point
Military Reservation
Reservation,' S.
Point Military
Bay
383
sale of
abandoned, authorized
authorized -------of abandoned,
sale
Bayonne, N.
J.,
N. J.,
Bayonne,
bridge authorized
across Kill Van Kull,
authorized across
bridge
from- 1094
to
Port Richmond,
Richmond, N. Y.,
Y., from_
1094
to Port
Bartholomew,,
Bayou
Bayou Bartholomew
bridges
authorized across,
Vester
across, at Vester
bridges authorized
Ferry, Ward
Ward Ferry,and
Ferry, and Zachary
Zachary
Ferry,
Ferry, La ---------------888
Ferry,
West Fork of,
Bayou Chene,
La., West
Chene, La.,
Bayou
preliminary
etc., of, to be
examination, etc.,
preliminary examination,
1195
made
made---------------------Bayou Crook
Crook Cherie,
Chene, La.,
Bayou
preliminary
examination, etc., of, to be
preliminary examination,
1195
made
made-----------------------1195
made
Bayou
Ourse, La.,
Des Ourse,
Bayou Des
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., of, to be
preliminary
1195
made
1195
made ---------------------Batre, Ala.,
Bayou
Bayou La Batre,
1187
improvement
authorized--------improvement of, authorized
Beacons,
Beacons,
appropriation
for
233, 1043
appropriation for--------------Bean Beetle,
Mexican,
Beetle, Mexican,
Bean
appropriation
preventing spread
spread
appropriation for preventing
Of ------------------------450,
450, 840
of
for preventing
preventing spread
spread of, additional,
additional,
for
705
1925 --------------------1925
"Bear," Coast
Coast Guard
Guard Cutter,
Cutter,
"Bear,"
construction of cutter for Alaskan
construction
728
waters
replace -----------to replace
waters to
Bear
Ky.,
Creek, Ky.,
Bear Creek,
be
preliminary
etc., of, to be
examination, etc.,
preliminary examination,
1195
made
1195
made---------------------Beaufort Inlet,
C.,
N. C.,
Inlet, N.
Beaufort
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., of, to be
preliminary
made
1193
made---------------------C.,'
Beaufort,
Beaufort, N. C.
improvement
waterway from Norof waterway
improvement of
1186
folk, Va.,
Va., to,
authorized
1186
to, authorized------folk,

xxi
xxi
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Beaufort,
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N. C.—Continued.
Beaufort, N.
1187
improvement of harbor, authorized-authorized__
improvement
intracoastal barge lines to be reestareestaintracoastal
and- 1255
blished between
between Baltimore,
Baltimore, and..
1255
blished
harof,
etc.,
preliminary
examination,
preliminary examination,
1193
bor,
etc., to
to be
be made---------made
1193
bor, etc.,
waterway through Bulkhead
Bulkhead Shoal to
waterway
main
1193
inlet------------------main inlet
Beaufort
S. C.,
River, S.
Beaufort River,
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., of, to be
preliminary
made
1194
made----------------------Pa.,
Beaver
Beaver County, Pa.,
may
Ohio River, Ambridge
Ambridge to
to
bridge Ohio
may bridge
791
Woodlawn
Woodlawn -----------------Beck,
Paul,
Beck, Paul,
bonds--- 1277
reimbursement
1277
for stolen bonds
to, for
reimbursement to,
Bee Culture,
Culture,
appropriation
investigations, etc_ 449, 839
appropriation for investigations,
Beet, Sugar,
Sugar,
etc- 442, 832
appropriation for investigations,
investigations, etc..
appropriation
for investigating
investigating insects
affecting_ 449,
449, 839
insects affectingfor
Beetle, Japanese,
Japanese,
appropriation
emergency control,
control,
appropriation for emergency
etc.,
of
840
etc., of--------------------Belgium,
appropriating
for ambassador
ambassador to-_
to__ 206, 1015
1015
appropriating for
Belhaven, N. C.,
Belhaven,
preliminary
preliminary examination, etc., of, har1193
------made
bor, to be made---Richard, Indian
Indian Allottee,
Bell, Richard,
patents to deceased,
deceased, canceled
canceled and land
land
patents
property of
restored to tribal property
restored
Round
Valley
Reservation
Reservation
Valley
Round
- ----- 138
Indians,
Calif
Indians, Calif-----Bellaire,
Bellaire, Ohio,
bridge
authorized across
across Ohio River,
bridge authorized
27
from
27
to----W. Va., to
Benwood, W.
from Benwood,
Landing, S. C.,
Bellamy Landing,
Waccamaw
authorized across Waccamaw
bridge authorized
99
River a
t
-----------at--River,
Project, Oregon,
Belle Fourche
Irrigation Project,
Oregon,
Fourche Irrigation
Belle
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc.,
appropriation
of
1169
of---------------- ----- 418, 1169
1170
drainage
allotment continued--continued
1170
drainage allotment
Bellingham,
Bellingham, Wash.,
preliminary
examination, etc., to be
preliminary examination,
made
harbor to remove
remove Star
of, harbor
made of,
Rock
1196
Rock--------------------Beloit, Wis.,
949
may
bridge Rock
River -----------Rock River
may bridge
Belt Road, D. C.,
closing of,
of, directed
directed between Wisconsin
Wisconsin
closing
799
Avenue
and Chevy Chase
Chase Circle
799
Avenue and
Beltsville, Md.,
Md.,
Beltsville,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for adjoining
adjoining
deficiency
land,
agricultural experiment
experiment
land, agricultural
1326
farm at, for Dairying Bureau-Bureau
1326
farm
Beneficiary
etc., Fraternal,
Fraternal,
Societies, etc.,
Beneficiary Societies,
tax------------exempt
282
exempt from income tax
Bennington,
Battle of,
Bennington, Battle
coinage
authorcoinage of silver 50-cent pieces authorized,
sesquicommemorate sesquiized, to commemorate
centennial of, and independence
independence
centennial
965
of Vermont
965
Vermont-----------------of
966
laws,
of, applicable
applicable --------966
etc., of,
laws, etc.,
966
no Government
expense for dies, etc..
etcGovernment expense
no
Benwood,
W. Va.,
Benwood, W.
bridge authorized
authorized across Ohio River,
bridge
27
from
Bellaire, Ohio, to ------from Bellaire,
Bering
Bering Sea, etc.,
damages
claims
American citizens for damages
of American
claims of
from
seizure of
of vessels,
vessels, etc.,
from seizure
charged with unlawful
unlawful sealing,
sealing,
charged
1886-1896,
be adjudicated
adjudicated in
to be
1886-1896, to
District
California Northern
Northern
District
California
595
Court
595
Court-------------------595
to
be presented
years
presented in two years------to be

INDEX.
Bermuda,
Page.
Bermuda,
Page.
appropriation
Service exappropriation for
for Weather
Weather Service
expenses in ----------------- 436,
penses
436, 825
825
Berne, Switzerland,
appropriation
Bureau
appropriation for International
International Bureau
Telegraphic Union at
at_ _
of Telegraphic
---__ 213, 1022
1022
Industrial Property
for Industrial
Property Bureau
Bureau at.
at- _
1023
-_ 1023
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for InternaInternational Bureau at
at-------------48
Bethesda,
Bethesda, Md.,
appropriation for animal experiment
appropriation
experiment
station at
at------------------ 439,
439, 828
828
Bethlehem Steel Company,
time extended
extended for bridging Humphreys
Humphreys
Creek, at Sparrows Point,
Creek,
Point, Md.
Md-- 1184
1184
on, Title
Title VI,
Act
Beverages, Tax on,
VI, Revenue
Revenue Act
of 1921,
repeal of sections relating to soft drinks,
352
etc ----------------------Scriptures).
Bible, The (see Holy Scriptures).
Bicentennial Celebration
Celebration of Birthday
Birthday of
Bicentennial
of
George
Washington,
George Washington,
commission
established to make
make arcommission established
rangements
rangements for
for--------------671
Bieber Building,
Bieber
Building, D.
D. C.,
•ten-year
authorized for, etc., for
for
ten-year lease authorized
Department
Agriculture ---Department of Agriculture
853
Big Muddy River, Ill.,
• preliminary
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., of,
of, to be
made ----------------------- 1195
1195
Big Stone Gap,
Gap, Va.
Va.,'
terms of court at -------------_--- 114
114
Billiard Rooms,
Billiard
special tax on proprietors of; description
326
326
Bills of Health,
Health,
consular, not required of vessels
vessels trading
northern frontier ports_
between northern
ports809
Biloxi, Miss.,
Miss.,
preliminary
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., of, harbor
harbor
made
1194
to be made-----------------terms of court
court at -----------------882
Binoculars,
Binoculars,
excise duty on, sold, etc., by dealers;
exception-------------------exception
324
BiographicalCongressional
Biographical
Congressional Directory,
Directory,
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for preparation
preparation
of ------------ ----.--- ---1314
1314
Biologic
Biologic Products,
Products,
appropriation
appropriation for regulating sale, etc.,
of
76, 775
..--.------------------for control of, additional,
additional, 1925 -----710
710
deficiency appropriation
appropriation forcontrol,etcdeficiency
for control, etc _
58
Biological
Bureau, Department
Biological Survey Bureau,
Department of
of
Agriculture,
Agriculture,
appropriation for chief of Bureau, and
appropriation
and
450, 840
office and field personnel --450,
840
for general expenses ------------ 450,
450, 841
maintenance of game preserves,
for maintenance
preserves,
bird preserves,
preserves, etc---------etc
450,
450, 841
highway through Sullys National
National
Park----------------------Park
841
for investigating, etc., food habits of
birds and other animals-animals
-- 450, 841
for rearing, etc.,fur
etc., fur bearing animals 450, 841
destroying
etc- -_ 450, 841
destroying wolves, coyotes, etc_
protecting
protecting stock by suppressing
rabies in wild animals
animals ------ 450, 841
for investigating
investigating migration, etc.,
etc., of
animals
animals and plants ---------- 450, 841
for enforcing migratory bird law
law_ -__ 451,
451, 841
for preventing
preventing shipments
shipments of illegally
illegally
451, 841
killed birds and game ----for improving, etc., reindeer
reindeer industry
• in Alaska
451, 841
Alaska--------------- - 451,
841
for enforcing
enforcing law for protecting
protecting land
fur bearing
bearing animals
animals in AlaskaAlaska 451, 841

Biological
Bureau, Department
Department of
of
Page.
Page.
Biological Survey
Survey Bureau,
A griculture-Continued.
A
griculture-Continued.
appropriation for
appropriation
for administrative
administrative exexpenses
penses--------------------- 451, 842
842
for acquisition
acquisition of land, expenses,
expenses, etc.,
Upper Mississippi River
Refuge_
842
Upper
River Refuge842
for salaries,
705
salaries, additional,
additional, 1925 ------705
for general
general expenses,
expenses, additional, 1925
705
1925
705
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
general exexfor general
penses ---------------- 55, 697, 759
759
for executing
executing Alaska game law; reappropriation
1326
appropriation --------------_ 1326
representative
in Alaska,
representative of,
of, -in
Alaska, made executive officer, etc.,
etc., of
ecutive
of Alaska
Alaska
Commission; duties, etc
740
Game Commission;
etc-_
740
Bird
Bird and
and Animal Preserves,
Preserves,
punishment for hunting, taking eggs,
etc., illegally on -------------98
etc.,
98
Bird Preserves,
Preserves,
Bird
appropriation
protection, etc_
___ ,
451,
841
appropriation for
for protection,
etc---451, 841
Birds,
Birds,
appropriation
for preventing
preventing shipment
shipment
appropriation for
of illegally
illegally killed, etc-etc _ --- -451,
451, 841
841
Birds
Birds and Animals,
Animals, North American,
appropriation for investigating
investigating food
appropriation
food
habits, etc--------------etc
450,
450, 841
841
Birds, Migratory
Migratory Game, etc.,
Birds,
etc.,
appropriation for enforcing
appropriation
enforcing law protecting -----------------451, 841
Birmingham, Ala.,
Birmingham,
Ala.,
appropriation for public
public building ----777
appropriation
777
Bismarck, N.
N. Dak.,
Bismarck,
Dak.,
appropriation for Indian school at__
appropriation
at - 406, 1157
for
Indian school,
additional, 1925
1925_- _
707
for Indian
school, additional,
707
Black Death,
Death,
appropriation for prevention
appropriation
prevention of epidemic---------------------- 76, 775
demic
Black Lake, Mich.,
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
preliminary
etc., of, to be
made-------made
-------------- 1196
Black River,
River,
bridge authorized
authorized across, Black Rock,
Ark -----------------------888
Black Rock, Ark.,
bridge authorized
authorized across Black River at..
at_
888
State may acquire rights, etc., and
operate
operate as a
a free bridge-------bridge
889
tolls allowed for five years------years
889
Black Rock Canal,
Canal, N. Y.,
Y.,
bridge authorized
authorized across Niagara
Niagara River,
and, at Buffalo--------------Buffalo
355
355
tunnel in lieu permitted----------permitted
355
355
consent of Canada required-------355
355
improvement
authorized----------_ 1189
improvement of, authorized
Warrior River,
Black Warrior
portion of, named Lake Bankhead,
Ala
1197
Ala-----------------------1197
Blackfeet Agency, Mont.,
appropriation
appropriation for support, etc.,
etc., of In** dians at-------------408, 1159
1159
408,
for support, etc., of Indians, at, from
tribal funds
funds--------------- 411, 1161
for support, etc.,
etc., Indians
Indians at, additional, 1925 -708
--------708
Blackfeet Indian
Indian Hospital,
Hospital, Mont.,
appropriation
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
of
1159
of----------------- 408, 1159
Blackfeet Indian
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Mont.,
appropriation
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc., of
irrigation systems on; repayirrigation
ment ------.-----------ment
402,
1153
402,1153
for roads, etc., through
through to Glacier
Glacier
National Park----------Park
1176
423, 1176
for irrigation systems on,
on, addiadditional i 1925
.aC ------------An,
tional,
707
_wUV
wwv_
j---Va
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Indian
Mont.—
Reserration, Mont.Indian Reservation,
Continued.
Continued.
claims
of designated tribes of Indians
claims of
on,
on, for lands, etc., taken, to be
Claims-determined
21
determined by Court of Claims.._
restrictions
alienation of homerestrictions on alienation
stead
allotments to Indians of,
stead allotments
removed
on death
death of
252
allottee---_ 252
of allottee
removed on
unexpended balance,
appropriation for
balance, appropriation
unexpended
irrigation systems on, 1919, covirrigation
ered
in---------------------- 1154
ered in
Blackfoot, Idaho,
Idaho,
Blackfoot,
receiver, land
offices of
register and receiver,
of register
offices
office at, consolidated--------consolidated
395
office
Blackleg
Vaccine,
Blackleg Vaccine,
appropriation for
438
for-----------------appropriation
Bladensburg
NE., D. C.,
Road NE.,
Bladensburg Road
appropriation for completing paving, to
to
appropriation
gasolineDistrict Line; from gasolinetax
fund
549
tax fund------------------for widening
widening and
repairing, H Street
and repairing,
for
to
of present asphalt roadto end of
fund--way;
from gasoline-tax
gasoline-tax fund
1224
way; from
Blakely,
Minn.,
Blakely, Minn.,
bridge authorized
Minnesota
authorized across Minnesota
bridge
94
River
--------River at --Blind,
American Printing
Printing House
House for the,
Blind, American
appropriation
expenses, providing
for expenses,
appropriation for
83, 782
books, etc.,
for the blind-----blind
etc., for
books,
Blind
Children, D. C.,
Blind Children,
appropriation for
instruction of, out of
for instruction
appropriation
555, 1231
the District
555,
District------------the
Blind,
D. C.,
C.,
Blind, D.
appropriation for
for aid, etc.,
National
etc., to National
appropriation
Library for the----------the
570, 1245
Library
for Columbia
Polytechnic InstiPolytechnic
for
570, 1245
tute
tute------------------the,
Blind,
Publications for
for the,
Blind, Publications
free
transmission in the mails of the
free transmission
Bible
raised characters,
characters, if
in raised
Bible in
a blind
sent
sent without charge to a
668
person
person ------------------rate at
at one
one cent
cent a
a pound,
pound, if cost price
rate
668
charged
charged---------------United
War, United
Blind
of the
the World War,
Veterans of
Blind Veterans
States,
States,
535
etc---------incorporated; purposes, etc
incorporated;
536
exclusive
name ----exclusive right to use of name
Railroads,
Block Signals,
etc., Systems
on Railroads,
Systems on
Signals, etc.,
Block
appropriation
for investigating,
investigating, etcetc_ 526,
526, 1205
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
investigatfor investigatappropriation for
deficiency
755
ing, etc------------------etc
ing,
Bloom,
Sol,
Honorable Sol,
Bloom, Honorable
deficiency appropriation
contested
appropriation for contested
deficiency
673
election
expenses
election expenses------------Bloomfield,
N. Mex.,
Bloomfield, N.
one-half
cost of bridge across San Juan
one-half cost
River,
authorized to be
N. Mex., authorized
River, N.
800
appropriated
appropriated--------------remainder
by
New
Mexico
800
remainder by New Mexico-------Blue Book
Book (see
Register).
Official Register).
(see Official
Blue
Blunt,
Richard,
Blunt, Richard,
deficiency appropriation
services
1313
appropriation for services-deficiency
Blythe,
Calif.,
Blythe, Calif.,
bridge
authorized
across
Colorado
bridge authorized across Colorado
1130
River near--------------near
River
Board
of Rifle
Rifle Practice
Practice (see
(see
Promotion of
for Promotion
Board for
Rifle
National Board
Practice, National
Rifle Practice,
for
of).
Promotion of).
for Promotion
Board of
Charities, D. C.,
of Charities,
Board
566, 1241
appropriation
for expenses------expenses
appropriation for
for
motor
566
ambulances ------------for motor ambulances
deficiency appropriation
Children's
appropriation for Children's
deficiency
Hospital
38
Hospital -----------------

Blackfeet
Blackfeet

.xiii
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D. C.-Continued.
Board
of Charities,
C.—Continued.
Charities, D.
Board of
Training
control, etc.,
of District
control,
School
School for feeble minded persons,
under
under---------------------Board
of General
Appraisers,
General Appraisers,
Board of
appropriation for fees, etc., of witappropriation
221,
nesses
before
nesses before-------------clerks, etc.,
appointed and
etc., of, to be appointed
clerks,
Secretary of the
pay
fixed by Secretary
pay fixed
Treasury
----------Treasury-------- .
Conciliation,
Board
of Mediation
Mediation and
and Conciliation,
Board of
deficiency
appropriation for --------deficiency appropriation
ReveIX, ReveBoard
Tax Appeals, Title IX,
of Tax
Board of
nue Act
of 1924,
192 4,
Act of
nue
appropriation for expenses----------expenses
appropriation
for printing
printing and binding ----------for
established,
of seven memcomposed
established,
bers
bers------------------------additional
number for first two
additional number
years
years---------------------appointments
President with conappointments by President
Senate, based solely
sent of the Senate,
on fitness ------------------expiration at end of two years-----years
expiration
tenure of first seven members; suctenure
cessors for
years
ten years----------for ten
cessors
inefficiency,
removal restricted to inefficiency,
etc
etc---------------------practice
before, reof ex-members before,
practice of
stricted
stricted-------------------designation
chairman and adoption
adoption
designation of chairman
of seal -------------------duties
duties of, as to income and estate tax
deficiency
abatement claims
deficiency and abatement
authorized -----..divisions,
divisions, etc., authorized
determination
determination of appeals by divisions --------------------reviewed by
finality of, unless reviewed
Board
Board---------------------findings of fact, prima facie evidence in
court proceedings------------proceedings
hearings
procedure-------------hearings and procedure
public---------------open to the public
decisions
recorded and copy to
to be recorded
decisions to
---------taxpayer
reports,
inspection-----open to inspection
reports, etc., open
publication, and effect as evidence-evidence—
publication,
principal
in the District, but sitprincipal office in
tings may be elsewhere -------authority to take testimony,
testimony, secure
authority
depositions,
fees
depositions, etc.; witness fees-clerical assistance,
assistance, office supplies, etc.,
etc.,
clerical
to
furnished ------------be furnished
to be
allowance for
for travel and subsistence
allowance
expenses
expenses ------------------appointment
compensation of emand compensation
appointment and
ployees
ployees---------------------approval
expenditures;
moneys
approval of expenditures;
available
available-------------------agencymade
independent executive
executive agency_
an independent
made an
appointments
December 1,
on, prior to December
appointments on,
1924,
relieved
from pay restricrestric1924, relieved from
tion -----------------------Visitors,
Board
of Visitors,
Board of
appropriation
Academy___
for Military Academy_-appropriation for
Academy ------------Naval Academy
for Naval

Page.
Page.

1141
1030

748
759
1200
1200
1200
336
336

336
336
336
337
337
337

337
337
337
337
337

337
337
337
337
337
338
338
338

338
338
338
338
338
338
338
338
338
338
669

919
919
878

Bobcats,
Bobcats,
appropriation for
devising methods
methods for
for devising
appropriation
450, 841
destroying
destroying--------------Boggy River,
Okla.,
River, Okla.,
Boggy
preliminary
examination, etc., of, to be
preliminary examination,
119'
made
1191
made-----------------------
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Boise,
Idaho,
Page.
Page.
Boise, Idaho,
appropriation
assay office
office at
78, 777
777
---- 78,
at for assay
appropriation for
for
assay office
office at,
additional, 1925
1925_ _
710
710
at, additional,
for assay
deficiency
for assay
51
51
assay office_
officeappropriation for
deficiency appropriation
Idaho,
Project, Idaho,
IrrigationProject,
Boise Irrigation
appropriation
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc.,
appropriation for
of --------------------416,
1166
416,1166
of
drainage
expenditure limited_
416, 1166
1166
limited --__ 416,
drainage expenditure
development of
conpower; conof electric
electric power;
development
tract requirements
416
416
requirements ----------tract
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for additional
additional
deficiency
storage, etc
1330
1330
etc----------------storage,
Bolivia,
Bolivia,
appropriation
for minister
to ----206,
1015
206, 1015
minister to
appropriation for
Bollworm of Cotton,
Cotton, Pink,
Bollworm
appropriation
expenses
emergency expenses
for emergency
appropriation for
preventing spread
of
458, 848
848
458,
spread of-------preventing
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for eradicateradicatdeficiency
55
ing
55
ing------------------------John,
Bond, John,
issue
of homestead
homestead patent
810
810
to--------patent to
issue of
Consular Service,
Diplomaticand Consular
Bonds, Diplomatic
required
Foreign Service
Service officers
officers bebeof Foreign
required of
fore
receiving commissions,
etc
142
142
commissions, etc__
fore receiving
amount and
conditions -----------142
142
and conditions
amount
existing
bonds not
not impaired
142
142
impaired-------existing bonds
142
by--------all
official acts
acts covered
142
covered by
all official
to
be deposited
deposited with
with Secretary
Secretary of
of
to be
the Treasury
142
142
the
Treasury----------------Bonds, etc.
etc. (see
Securities),
also Securities),
Bonds,
(see also
designated, subject
stamp tax
tax ----331
331
subject to
to stamp
designated,
exemptions;
Federal, foreign
foreign GovGovexemptions; Federal,
ernment,
332
332
etc_---------ernment, State,
State, etc
indemnity,
to United
332
332
States----United States
indemnity, to
building
and loan
loan associations
associations_ - 332
332
building and
commutual
irrigating comditch or
or irrigating
mutual ditch
panies
332
332
panies--------------------Bonds,
Railroad,
Bonds, etc.,
etc., Railroad,
appropriation
information
for securing
securing information
appropriation for
concerning
527,
1205
527,1205
concerning --------------Bonds
Indebtedness,
Bonds of Indebtedness,
stamp
332
332
exempt -----tax on;
on; renewals
renewals exempt
stamp tax
Bonus,
War (see World War AdBonus, World War
justed
Act).
justed Compensation
Compensation Act).
Bookkeeping
TreasWarrantsDivision,
Division, TreasBookkeeping and Warrants
Department,
ury Department,
appropriation
for chief
of division,
division, and
and
chief of
appropriation for
office
personnel •
67,
67, 767
767
office personnel-------------for
contingent
expenses,
public
public
expenses,
for contingent
moneys
68,
767
68, 767
moneys -------------------for
gold and
and minor
minor
recoinage of
of gold
for recoinage
coin
68,
coin----------------------68, 767
767
deficiency
appropriation for
for contingent
contingent
deficiency appropriation
expenses,
moneys_ 48,
693, 1341
public moneys48, 693,
1341
expenses, public
Boothbay, Me.,
Me.,
Narrows Island
Ressale
sale of
of abandoned
abandoned Narrows
Island Reservation,
authorized
383
ervation, authorized---------383
Bose, Louis,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for services--services
672
deficiency
672
Mass.,
Boston, Mass.,
appropriation
for quarantine
quarantine station,
station,
appropriation for
improvements
improvements --------------79
79
for navy
yard, public
works
197,
876
197, 876
for
navy yard,
public works-----for
marine hospital,
778
for marine
hospital, repairs
repairs--------778
for
bureau--------------1015
for passport
passport bureau
1015
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for appraisers'
appraisers'
deficiency
stores, dock
51
stores,
dock improvements,
improvements, etc
etc51
preliminary
examination, etc.,
etc., of,
harpreliminary examination,
of, harbor
bor to
to be
be made
made--------------- 1191
1191
Botanic Garden,
Garden, D.
Botanic
D. C.
C.,'
appropriation
for director
director and
and other
other
appropriation for
personal services
services ---------588, 1296
1296
personal
588,
for repairs
improvements
588, 1297
for
repairs and
and improvements-..588,1297
minor
minor purchases
purchases of
of nursery
nursery stock
stock
permitted-------------__- 588, 1297
permitted
1297

Botanic
C.—Continued.
Botanic Garden,
Garden, D. C.-Continued.
investigation, etc., of new location for
for
investigation,
conservatories south of
of-------landscape
plan, etc.,
etc., to be sublandscape plan,
mitted -------------------mitted
assistance of governmental
governmental agencies_
agenciesamount authorized
authorized for ----------Botelho, M. S.,
for
franchise granted, and associates, for
electrical plant
Hamakua,
electrical
plant in
in Hamakua,
Hawaii -------------------powers conferred -----------powers
no exclusive right granted -----time limit for construction,
construction, operaetc
tion, etc----------------acquirement
etc
acquirement by Territory, etc-----to
purchased by Territo cease when purchased
etc
tory, etc------------------Boulder
Boulder Lake, Wis.,
to
sale of public lands within area of, to
Young
Christian AssoAssoYoung Men's Christian
ciation
ciation--- ----------------not
State lands and existing rights not
affected
affected---------------------Boundary,
Boundary,
agreement
Conagreement between New York and Connecticut
settling, line
line of
of the
the two
necticut settling,
States --------------------consent of
of Congress ----------Boundary
Commission, Mexican,
Boundary Commission,
appropriation for continuing work of
of_-_

Page.
729
729
729
729
729.
729,.

853
853
854
855
855
855
856

1075
1075

731
738
211,
211,
1019

allowance for
over water
water
allowance
for taking
taking over
gauging being
by Texas__
_ 1019
1019
done by
Texas-_being done
gauging

Boundary Line,
Line, Alaska and
and Canada,
Canada,
Boundary

appropriation
for surveying
surveying and
and markmarkappropriation for
ing
211,
211,
ing --------------------Boundary
Canadian,
Boundary Waters
Waters Commission,
Commission, Canadian,
appropriation
for expenses
of ----213,
213,
expenses of
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for--------deficiency
Bovay, Harry
Harry E.,
.,
may
Black River,
River, at
at Black
Black
may bridge
bridge Black
Rock, Ark
Ark -----------------Rock,
State may
acquire rights,
rights, etc.,
etc., and
and
State
may acquire
operate
as aa free
free bridge
bridge ------operate as
Bowdoin,
Bowdoin, Mont.,
reappraisement
of town
in -- town site
site lots
lots in
reappraisement of
patents
to purchasers;
payment of
of
patents to
purchasers; payment
new
appraised value,
value, etc
etc -----new appraised
Bowling Alleys,
special
tax on
on proprietors
proprietors of;
of; descripdescripspecial tax
tion
tion------------------------Boxer Chinese
Chinese Indemnity,
remission
of further
further paypayremission permitted
permitted of
ments of
on ------ments
of installments
installments on
Boxer Rebellion,
Rebellion,
veterans of,
with specified
adveterans
of, with
specified diseases,
diseases, admitted to
to hospital
etc.,
mitted
hospital facilities,
facilities, etc.,
of Veterans'
Bureau
of
Veterans' Bureau----------Boys' Reform School,
School, D.
D. C.
C. (see National
Training
for Boys,
C.),
Training School
School for
Boys, D.
D. C.),
Bozeman, Mont.,
offices
and receiver,
offices of
of register
register and
receiver, land
land ofoffice at,
consolidated ----------fice
at, consolidated
Bradfords
Bay,
Va.,
Bradfords Bay, Va.,
preliminary
preliminary examination, etc., of, to be
made -------------------made-Brandegee, Frank
Frank B., late a
a Senator,
Brandegee,
Senator,
deficiency
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
pay to
for pay
to
heirs at
of-------------heirs
at law
law of
Brazil,
Brazil,
appropriation for
for ambassador
to -_ 206,
206,
appropriation
ambassador tofor additional
land for
embassy purpurfor
additional land
for embassy
poses----------------------poses

1020
1020
1022
1022
760
760
888
888
889
889
728
728
729
729
326
326
135
135

620
620

395
395
1193
1193
1313
1313
1015
1015

1024
1024

INDEX.
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Bridges—Continued.
Page.
Brazos
Page.
Bridges-Continued.
Tex.,
Harbor, Tex.,
Island Harbor,
Braios Island
construction of, authorized
authorized across Missconstruction
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., of, to be
preliminary
1195
issippi River, Aitkin County,
made
made ---------------------814
814
Minn --------------------Brazos River,
Tex.,
River, Tex.,
Brazos
999
Cairo,
Ill
Cairo, Ill--------------------preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., authorauthorpreliminary
1302
Clearwater, Minn
1302
Minn------------249
of-------control of
ized
for flood
249
flood control
ized for
790
Hannibal,
Mo
790
Hannibal, Mo----------------Brewers,
Brewers,
Hennepin and Ramsey Counties,
additional special
tax on
on business
business of,
special tax
additional
2
2
Minn -----------------where
forbidden by State, etc.,
where forbidden
14, 102
Minneapolis, Minn
13,
13, 14,
Minn -- _----_
Minneapolis,
327
laws
laws ----------------------29
Minneapolis and Saint Paul, Minn
Mimi
Minneapolis
327
no
immunity from penalty,
penalty, etc----etc
no immunity
103
New Orleans, La -------------Bribery of Officials,
Bribery
Saint
Jackson
Saint Paul, Minn., at Jackson
money
used as
of, to
be deto be
evidence of,
as evidence
money used
173
Street
173
Street --------------------726
court----posited
registry of court
in registry
posited in
173
Savanna, Ill., to Sabula, Iowa --disposition
of case---case
726
conclusion of
on conclusion
disposition on
Whiteside County, Ill., and Clinton
Whiteside
Brick,
Brick,
15
County, Iowa
15
Iowa------------ -County,
'appropriation
for study of processes,
appropriation for
790
Missouri River, Arrow Rock, Mo--Mo
Missouri
etc., in
manufacture of, and
in manufacture
etc.,
3
3
Brule and Lyman Counties, S. Dak
products --------------231,
1040
231, 1040
products
S;
Hughes and Stanley Counties, S.
Bridges,
Bridges,
101
Dak
Dak -----------------------amount authorized
for constructing,
constructing,
authorized for
amount
790
Mo
Saint Charles, Mo-------------across Colorado
Colorado River,
near Lee
River, near
across
816
-816
Sanish, N. Dak------------994
Ferry,
Ariz --------------Ferry, Ariz
30
30
Dakota--------------in South
South Dakota
appropriation
constructing steel,
for constructing
appropriation for
Wa'worth
Walworth and Corson Counties,
across Rio
Grande, Cochiti,
Cochiti, etc.,
Rio Grande,
across
33
S. Dak ---------------Indian
lands, N.
N. Mex
413
Mex--------Indian lands,
815
Williston,
815
Dak-------------Williston, N. Dak
construction of,
authorized across
across Alleof, authorized
construction
Monongahela
to
McKeesport to
Monongahela River, McKeesport
892
gheny
River, Pa-------------Pa
gheny River,
997
Duquesne,
Pa
Duquesne, Pa---------------1092
near
Larabee, Pa
Pa -------------near Larabee,
376
Masontown,
376
Pa----------------Masontown, Pa
Dardanelle,
Arkansas
River, near
near Dardanelle,
Arkansas River,
802, 943
Pittsburgh Pa
Pa----------- Pittsburgh,
1129
Ark
1129
Ark-----------------------18
Newtown
18
Y----------Newtown Creek, N. Y
Arthur
New York
and New
York and
Kill, New
Arthur Kill,
Niagara
Rock
Niagara River and Black Rock
1094
Jersey -------------------Jersey
355
Canal,
Y---------------Canal, N. Y
888
Bayou Bartholomew,
Bartholomew, La----------La
,
Bayou
665
Oconee River,
River, Ga ---------------Oconee
888
Black River,
Ark ------.-------River, Ark
Black
Woodlawn,
Ohio River, Ambridge to Woodlawn,
1127
Broad River
River, S.
1127
C--------------S. C
Broad
791
Pa ---------------------804
Bull Creek,
Creek, S.
S C
C---------------Bull
999
Cairo,
Ill------------------- Cairo, Ill
Calumet River,
Ill., at
at
Chicago, Ill.,
River, Chicago,
Calumet
Huntington,
792
Huntington, W. Va ---------174
100th
Street
174
100th Street----------------Indiana
662
Indiana and Kentucky ---------29
at
Street
130th Street----------------at 130th
103
Kentucky and Indiana---------Indiana
172
at
Street
134th Street----------------at 134th
Kentucky and Ohio------------Ohio
663
1127
Catawba River,
River, S.
S. C-------------C
1127
Catawba
Portsmouth,
790
Portsmouth, Ohio, to Fullerton, Ky
Chattahoochee River,
River, Alaga,
663
663
Ala_-Alaga, Ala_
Chattahoochee
27
West Virginia and Ohio -------Eufaula,
16
Ala------------------Eufaula, Ala
Ouachita
791
Ouachita River, Monroe, La ------4
Fort
4
Ga --------------Gaines, Ga
Fort Gaines,
Pearl
Pearl River, Battle Bluff Crossing,
Chowan River,
River, N.
1128
C -----------N. C
Chowan
Miss
102
Miss---------------------Colorado River,
Calif
1130
River, Calif------------Colorado
Miss---------Giigsbys Ferry, Miss
101
Grigsbys
25
Columbia River,
25
Wash-----------River, Wash
Columbia
Jackson,
Miss _
28, 646
Jackson, Miss---------------Chelan
Wash -----------1052
Falls, Wash
Chelan Falls,
19
Mississippi
Louisiana and Mississippi-------Kettle
Falls, Wash
791
Wash-------------Kettle Falls,
44
C.--River S. C
Pee Dee River,
Longview,
Rainier, Oreg.
1052
to Rainier,
Wash., to
Longview, Wash.,
17
Peedee River,
C
River, Pee Dee, N. C------Peedee
Vantage
Ferry, Wash
Wash -----660, 1117
Vantage Ferry,
647
in South Carolina
647
Carolina -------------Congaree
River, S.
C
1126
S. C------------Congaree River,
Wash.-Idaho- _ 1092
d'Oreille River, Wash.-Idaho_
1092
Pend d'Oreille
Coosa
Ala ------------723, 891
River, Ala
Coosa River,
25
Pere Marquette
Marquette Lake, Mich
Mich-------Pere
648
Cumberland
Ky
River, Ky----------Cumberland River,
Rainy River, Spooner, Minn., and
Current
26
Ark -------------River, Ark
Current River,
Rainy
Ontario---------- 1285
River, Ontario
Rainy River,
11, 12
Fox River,
River, Aurora,
Aurora, Ill
Ill-----------Fox
Red River, Tex --------------- - 664
664
13
Kendall County,
Ill ----------County, Ill
Kendall
662
Rio
Rio Grande, Alamo Alto, Tex -----Saint
Charles, Ill
104
Ill------------Saint Charles,
4
El Paso, Tex
4
Tex------------------Government canal
canal near
near Rehoboth,
Rehoboth,
Government
-815815
Hidalgo, Tex --------------Hidalgo,
664
Del
Del -----------------------1214
Tornillo,
1214
Tex---------------Tornillo, Tex
Grand Calumet
River, Gary,
Gary, Ind_
1216
Ind--- 1216
Calumet River,
Grand
13, 949
Rock
River, Ill
Ill--- ---------Rock River,
between Hammond
and East
ChiEast ChiHammond and
between
Rockford,
1354
Ill-----------------Rockford, Ill
1215
cago, Ind------------------Ind
1215
cago,
Saint
River, Vanceboro, Me.,
Croix River,
Saint Croix
Hudson River,
River, New
York, N.
Y., to
to
N. Y.,
New York,
Hudson
26
to Saint
Croix, New
26
Brunswick_New Brunswick
Saint Croix,
to
Fort
Lee, N
J ------------- 1094
N. J.
Fort Lee,
Saint Francis
Francis River, Ark ---------10
10
Poughkeepsie, N.
Y
N. Y------------Poughkeepsie,
Saint
to
River, Fort Kent, Me., to
John River,
Saint John
Kanawha River,
W Va
999
Va----------River, W.
Kanawha
27
Clairs, New
Brunswick -------New Brunswick
Clairs,
29
Kankakee River,
River, Ill.,
and Ind
Ind-----Ill., and
Kankakee
Saint
River, Wis.
Wis. and
Minn_ 1095
and Minn__
Louis River,
Saint Louis
Kill
New York
New
and New
York and
Kull, New
Van Kull,
Kill Van
663
Ga_
Saint
Marys River, Saint Marys, Ga_
Marys
Saint
1094
Jersey
1094
Jersey---------------------472
Wilds
Landing, Fla ------------Wilds Landing,
5
Kingston
Lake, S.
5
C-------------S. C
Kingston Lake,
1265
CSantee
Poplar Landing, S. C_
River,
Santee
25,
Little
Calumet
River,
Ill
25,
998
Ill--------River,
Little Calumet
1266
Saint
C------James Ferry, S. C
Saint James
Lumber
River, S.
S. C
12
C ------------Lumber River,
102
----Savannah
River, Augusta,
Augusta, Ga
Ga
River,
Savannah
Mahoning
River,
Ohio
90
----------Ohio
River,
Mahoning
-South
Carolina and
Georgia__
- 803, 1266
1266
Georgia
and
-94
Carolina
.
Qi-n
-------South
rVr;OTRibt
Minnesota
River,
Minn
94
_-v,
rllr-- -----------INILUBU60LU
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Bridges D.
C.-Continued.
D. C.—Continued.
Bridges—Continued.
Page. Bridges,
Bridges-Continued.
Arlington
Memorial Bridge
974
Bridge provisions_
Arlington Memorial
construction
of, authorized
authorized across
across Susconstruction of,
Frances Scott Key; bronze
bronze tablet auFrances
quehanna
River, Clarks Ferry,
quehanna River,
3
thorized
on
3
thorized to be placed on------30
30
-----Pa
Pa---------------24
tablet-------------------marble tablet
814
814
Harrisburg, Pa
Pa----------------Harrisburg,
I.,
172 Bristol,
Bristol, R. I.,
172
Millersburg, Pa ---------------harbor
preliminary
examination, etc., of, harbor
665
preliminary examination,
665
Ga------------Tombigbee River, Ga
Tombigbee
1192
made
to be
bemade------------------Tug Fork
Fork of
of Big
River,
Sandy River,
Big Sandy
Tug
Claims,
Pecuniary Claims,
American. Pecuniary
247 British
and American
British and
247
Nolan,
Va
Nolan, W. Va---------------appropriation for arbitration
11
arbitration of outappropriation
West
Virginia and
11
Kentucky- --and Kentucky
West Virginia
213, 1022
standing
1022
standing----------------22
22
United States
States Canal, Fla -------United
D. C.,
Road, D.
1131 Broad
Branch Road,
Broad Branch
Wabash
River, Mount
Mount Carmel, Ill_
III--_ 1131
Wabash River,
closing
of, directed
between Jocelyn and
directed between
closing of,
935
935
Vincennes,
Ind
Vincennes, Ind_--------------Thirty-first
799
Thirty-first Streets ----------9, 19
19
9,
Waccamaw River,
C ----------River, S. C
Waccamaw
Broad River,
19 Broad
19
West Pearl
Pearl River,
La
River, La-------------West
bridge
authorized across, at Strothers
1131
bridge authorized
White
Augusta, Ark
1131
Ark -------River, Augusta,
White River,
1127
C------------------- 1127
Ferry, S. C
888
888
Batesville, Ark
Ark----------- --Broadwater Irrigation
District, Mont.,
Irrigation District,
645 Broadwater
645
De
Sluff, Ark-----------Ark
Vails Bluff,
De Valls
1621
may dam Missouri River-----------River
may
1131
Ark----------------- 1131
Newport, Ark
999 Brokers,
Brokers,
999
Saint Charles,
Ark-----------Charles, Ark
Saint
special
excise tax
tax imposed
on, not prodimposed on,
special excise
18
18
Oreg_-Willamette
Willamette River, Portland, Oreg
326
uce
merchandise
326
uce or merchandise---------99
at Burnside Street-------------Street
additional,
a member of stock
stock
additional, if a
99
at Ross Island ----------------exchange
326
exchange-------------------11
11
Yellowstone
Mont---------River, Mont
Yellowstone River,
verified returns in detail of business
business
verified
construction of
Lafayacross Lafayand, across
of dam
dam and,
construction
conducted
292
conducted by, to be made -----973
ette
Norfolk, Va ------ette River, Norfolk,
Bronzes,
general
authority
constructing,
for
authority
general
excise tax on, sold by other than artist;
Great Kanawha
Kanawha River below
Great
323
exception
exception-------------------the
falls,
repealed
599
------repealed--falls,
the
Brookings, Robert
Robert S.,
Brookings,
Tenmaintenance
maintenance of, authorized across
reappointment
reappointment of, as Regent of Smith113
Tenn -nesse River, Knoxville, Tenn_
sonian
821
Institution- ----------sonian Institution
one-half cost
cost of,
Juan
across San Juan
of, across
one-half
Y.,
Brooklyn, N. Y.,
River,
Bloomfield, N. Mex.,
near Bloomfield,
River, near
appropriation for pneumatic tube mail
appropriation
800
authorized
authorized to be paid -------transmission, New York and__
and -- _ 86, 785
transmission,
time extended
extended for
constructing, Arkanfor constructing,
time
for post
post office building -----------777
for
9
Ark-_____
9
sas River, Little Rock, Ark
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for pneumatic
deficiency
Columbia
Cascade Locks,
River, near Cascade
Columbia River,
mail transmission
transmission New York
mail
2
Oreg
2
Oreg----------------------691
City and ----------------Cumberland
Clarksville,
Cumberland River, near Clarksville,
for post
post office
1343
office building -----------for
113
Tenn
113
Tenn---------------------Newtown
authorized across
across Newtown
bridge authorized
738
Delaware
J
Delaware River, Trenton, N. J----Creek, between Queens
Queens Borough
Borough
Detroit
Mich
103, 1128
Detroit River, Detroit, Mich----103,
18
and
and------------------------8 Broom Corn,
Hudson River, N. Y------------Y
8
Corn,
1184
Humphreys Creek, Md -- ------1184
appropriation for study of, and imappropriation
Mississippi River,
Hennepin and
River, Hennepin
Mississippi
441, 831
provement
provement---------------Ramsey
Counties,
Minn
1312
Minn--Ramsey
Brooms, etc.,
816
Minneapolis,
Minneapolis, Minn ----------equipment
Leavenworth, Kans.,
of Leavenworth,
equipment of
77
Saint Louis, Mo---------------Mo
penitentiary to
manufacture, for
for
to manufacture,
penitentiary
Monongahela River, Wilson,
Wilson, Pa_
Pa ---___ 891
Monongahela
6
etc
sale
6
Government, etc_
sale only
only to the Government,
Y-__ _ 1216 Brovig,
Niagara River,
Tonawanda, N. Y__
River, Tonawanda,
Niagara
Brovig, Th.,
North
Susquehanna River,
Branch of Susquehanna
North Branch
deficiency
appropriation for paying
deficiency appropriation
173
-Wilkes-Barre,
Pa
Wilkes-Barre, Pa--------judgment
judgment of Virginia eastern
Ohio------ 1000
Ohio River, Steubenville, Ohio
district court to -------------696
Vanderburg County, Ind., and
Vanderburg
Brown,
Edgar D.,
Brown, Edgar
Henderson
Henderson County, Ky.-------- 1132
and
associates may bridge Rio Grande,
and associates
10
Va - Pamunkey River, Sweet Hall, Va_
1214
1214
near Tornillo, Tex ----------1141 Brule County, S.
Georgetown, MissMiss_
River, near Georgetown,
Pearl River,
S. Dak.,
8
8
Meeks Ferry, Miss ------------authorized across Missouri
Missouri River
River
bridge authorized
Red River of the North, N. Dak. and
between Lyman County
County and _
33
-_
-_
between
1312
Minn
1312 Bryant Street NE., D.
Minn----------------------D. C.,
814
---Rock River, Rockford,
Rockford, Ill ---814
appropriation for
Lincoln Road
paving, Lincoln
for paving,
appropriation
Sabine
Orange, Tex--------Tex
1093
River, Orange,
Sabine River
546
Street
to Third Street------------Tennessee River, Decatur, Ala -----815 Bubonic
Tennessee
Bubonic Plague,
Plague,
White River, Batesville, Ark ------789
appropriation
prevention of epiappropriation for prevention
Willamette Falls Canal, Lock No. 4,
Willamette
demic
775
---76, 775
demic ---------------Oreg
998 Buchanan
Oreg----------------------- NW., D. C.,
Buchanan Street
Street NW.,
appropriation
appropriation for paving, Eighth Street
D. C.,
Bridges,
Bridges, D.
1223
to Kansas Avenue
1223
Avenue------------appropriation for
construction, repair,
for construction,
appropriation
asphalt covering,
covering, Fourteenth
Fourteenth to
etc
550, 1227
for asphalt
etc---------------------Sixteenth Streets; from gasolineSixteenth
street
railroads or
bridges over railroads
street bridges
1225
550
tax fund
fund----------------. --canals -------------------paving, etc., Thirteenth
Thirteenth to Fourfor paving,
for Highway,
operating, etc ----- 550, 1227
Highway, operating,
550, 1227
teenth Streets; from gasoline-tax
for
etc
for Anacostia,
Anacostia, operating, etc----fund-----------------------fund
1226
for
Key----------- 550, 1227
for Francis
Francis Scott Key
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Buckley,
James R.,
Buckley, Honorable
Honorable James
R.,
Page.
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for contested
deficiency
contested
election expenses
expenses -------_-____
673
673
Budget Bureau
Bureau (see Bureau
Bureau of the
the Budget,
Budget,
Budget
Treasury
Department).
Treasury Department).
Buenos Aires,
Buenos
Aires, Argentina,
Argentina,
delegates authorized
authorized to Pan American
delegates
American
Congress of Highways
Congress
Highways at------at
1355
1355
Bridge ComBuffalo and
and Fort
Fort Erie
Erie Public
Public Bridge
Company,
pany,
Niagara River and Black
Black
may bridge Niagara
Rock Canal, Buffalo, N. Y
355
Y----355
tunnel in lieu permitted
permitted ----------. 355
Canada required--------required
355
consent of Canada
355
Buffalo,
Y.,
Buffalo, N.
N. Y.,
bridge authorized
authorized across Niagara River
and
Black Rock
Rock Canal
Canal at-----at
355
and Black
355
sale of old Fort Porter to, authorized
902
authorized-_
902
proceeds to be used for site and conproceeds
struction
new Army
Army post..
__ _
902
struction of
of new
post --902
Building
Mutual,
Building and Loan
Loan Associations,
Associations, Mutual,
etc., of, exempt from stamp tax
bonds, etc.,
provisions ------------------_
332
exempt from income tax-----_------tax
282
exempt
Building
D. C.,
C.,
Building Code,
Code, D.
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for printing
deficiency
revised edition of------------of
37
Building
Inspection, D.
D. C.,
C.,
Building Inspection,
appropriation for salaries, etc.,
etc., division
division
appropriation
of ---------------------- 540, 1217
deficiency appropriation for additional
deficiency
assistant inspectors
assistant
inspectors ----------- 1318
1318
Building Materials,
Building
Materials,
appropriation for investigating firefireappropriation
resisting properties
properties of, etc_
etc___
231, 1040
1040
Building Materials,
Materials, etc.,
etc.,
appropriation for investigations
investigations of__
appropriation
of-- 230, 1039
Buildings,
Buildings, D.
D. C.,
C.,
residence streets
limit of height of, on residence
increased-------------------increased
961
Bulgaria,
Bulgaria,
appropriation for
to
206, 1015
for minister
minister to-----appropriation
Bull
Creek,
Bull Creek,
bridge authorized
authorized across, at Eddy Lake,
804
S. C
C----------------------Bullion
and Coin,
Coin,
Bullion and
appropriation
for freight,
on_ _
776
etc., on76, 776
- __ 76,
freight, etc.,
appropriation for
Bunker
Sesquicentennial Commission,
Commission,
Bunker Hill
Hill Sesquicentennial
deficiency appropriation
1317
appropriation for --------- 1317
established,
memcomposed of eleven memestablished, composed
1099
1099
bers ----------------------appointment
compensation for
for
appointment of; no compensation
serving
serving --------------------1099
authorized for traveling.
traveling. etc.,
amount authorized
expenses -------------------1099
participating in anniversary
anniversary of
for participating
Battle of Bunker Hill--------Hill
1099
special series of
commemorative postspecial
of commemorative
age stamps to be issued
issued-------- 1099
Buoyage,
Buoyage,
appropriation
for
233, 1043
appropriation for---------------Bureau,
(see Dairying
Bureau,
Dairying Bureau,
Bureau, Datrying
Dairying (see
Department of Agriculture).
Agriculture).
Department
Bureau,
Federal Farm
Federal
Loan (see
(see Federal
Farm Loan
Bureau, Federal
Farm Loan
Loan Bureau, Treasury
Treasury
Department).
Department).
Bureau for
for Publication
of Customs
Tariffs
Customs Tariffs
Publication of
Bureau
(see International
International Bureau for
for
Publication of Customs Tariffs).
Tariffs).
Publication
Bureau for
Slave Trade
Trade (see
(see
Repressing Slave
for Repressing
Bureau
International
Bureau for ReReInternational Bureau
pressing African Slave Trade).
Trade).
pressing
Bureau, International
International Hydrographic
(see
Hydrographic (see
Bureau,
International Hydrographic
International
Hydrographic Bureau).
reau).
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Page.
Page.
Bureau,
International Industrial
Industrial Property
Property
Bureau, International
(see Industrial
Industrial Property,
Property, International
national Bureau
Bureau for Protection
of).
of).
Bureau,
Bureau, International
International Sanitary
Sanitary (see
(see InterInternational Sanitary
Sanitary Bureau).
Bureau).
national
Bureau,
International
Statistical
(see
Bureau, InternarionalStatistical (see InterInternational Statistical Bureau).
Bureau).
Bureau
Accounts Post
Post Office
Office Department
Bureau of
of Accounts
Department
(see Accounts
Accounts
Bureau, Post
Post
Office Department).
Department).
Office
Bureau of Aeronautics,
Bureau
Aeronautics, Navy,
Navy,
appropriation
for aviation
aviation expenses-_
expenses__ 199, 877
appropriation for
for aircraft
aircraft factory,
factory, helium
helium plant, air
air
stations, etc --------------- 199, 877
for
equipping
vessels
with
catapults
877
for equipping vessels with catapults 199,
199, 877
for developing
developing types, etc -------199,
877
199, 877
for drafting, clerical,
199,
clerical, etc., servicesservices_ 1
1
8
98
9:877
87
8
77
7
for new construction,
etc
construction, etc-------199, 877
accounted for as one fund
fund ----199,
877
accounted
199, 877
limit of coast
coast stations--------stations
199, 877
airplane factory forbidden
use for airplane
forbidden 199, 877
adjusting claims
damages to
to
adjusting
claims for damages
private
property
199,877
private property-----------acceptance
acceptance of land, etc.,
etc., for Pensastation water
cola, Fla., air station
water
supply
199
supply --------------------199
appropriation
appropriation for construction
construction,
etc. not available
available until adequate
etc.,
water supply assured
assured --------199
for civilian personnel, Navy
Navy Department-------------------- 200,887
ment
200, 887
Bureau
of Agricultural
Agricultural Economics
(see
Bureau of
Economics (see
Agricultural
Agricultural Economics Bureau,
Department
Agriculture).
Department of Agriculture).
Bureau of
of American
American Republics
Republics (see
(see Pan
Pan
Bureau
*Union).
American Union).
Bureau of Animal Industry (see Animal
Bureau
Animal
Industry
Industry Bureau,
Bureau, Department
Department
of Agriculture).
Agriculture).
Bureau of
Biological Survey
Survey (see
(see Biological
Bureau
of Biological
Biological
Survey
Survey Bureau, Department
Department of
of
Agriculture).
Agriculture).
Bureau
Bureau of
Chemistry Buof Chemistry (see Chemistry
Bureau,
reau, Department of AgriculAgriculture).
Bureau of
Bureau
of Construction
Construction and
and Repair,
Repair, Navy,
Navy,
appropriation for construction
construction and reappropriation
pair of vessels ------------191, 870
pair
191,
equipment supplies
supplies ----------- 191,
191, 870
870
equipment
clerical, etc., services
services ---------- 192, 870
personnel, Navy
Navy DepartDepartfor civilian personnel,
ment-------------------ment
192, 871
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for construcconstruction and repair-----------repair
57, 1349
57,1349
limitation
limitation on clerical, etc.,
etc., services,
1926,
1336
1926, increased--------------increased1336
Bureau
Bureau of
of Customs Tariffs (see
(see InternaInternational Bureau
Bureau for Publication of
Customs Tariffs).
Tariffs).
Customs
Bureau
of Education
Education (see
(see Education
Education BuBuBureau of
reau, Department
Department of the Interior).
Bureau of
of Efficiency
Efficiency (see
Efficiency Bureau).
Bureau).
Bureau
(see Efficiency
Bureau of
Bureau
of Engineering,
Engineering, Nary,
Navy,
appropriation
machinery, repairs,
appropriation for machinery,
etc -------------etc------ 190, 869
869
coast signal service, etc ------ 190, 869
equipment supplies ---------190 869
869
for equipment
190,
radiotelegraphy-------------radiotelegraphy
191, 869
191,
for developing, etc.,
etc., submarine
submarine mopower -----------------191
tive power
clerical, etc., service
191, 870
clerical,
service---------- 191,
restriction on maintaining
restriction
maintaining cargo
ships, etc.; return to port for
decommissioning
191
u-.------------.
... .
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Bureau of
PageNavy-Continued.
Engineering,Navy-Continued.
of Engineering,
Bureau
appropriation for
engineering experiexperifor engineering
appropriation
ment
station
191, 870
ment station-------------for civilian
civilian personnel,
personnel, Navy Departfor
ment
191, 870
ment-------------------deficiency appropriation
appropriation for engineerengineerdeficiency
ing
ing-------------- 57, 698, 1349, 1351
limitation on clerical, etc.,
etc., services,
limitation
increased -----------1336
1926, increased
Bureau of
Printing (see
(see
Engraving and Printing
of Engraving
Bureau
Engraving and Printing Bureau).
Bureau).
Engraving
Bureau of
Entomology
Entomology (see Entomology
of Entomology
Bureau
Department of AgriBureau, Department
culture).
Bureau of
Fisheries (see Fisheries Bureau,
of Fisheries
Bureau
Department
Commerce).
of Commerce).
Department of
Bureau of
Domestic Comof Foreign
Foreign and Domestic
Bureau
merce
Domestic
Foreign and Domestic
merce (see Foreign
Commerce
Department
Bureau, Department
Commerce Bureau,
of
Commerce).
of Commerce).
Bureau of Home
Economics (see Home
Home Economics
Bureau
Economics
Department
Economics Bureau, Department
of Agriculture).
Bureau
of Immigration
Immigration (see
Immigration
(see Immigration
Bureau of
Bureau, Department
of Labor).
Department of
Bureau,
Bureau of
of Indian
Indian Affairs
Affairs (see
Indian
(see Indian
Bureau
Affairs
Bureau, Interior
Interior DepartAffairs Bureau,
ment).
Bureau
Interparliamentary Union
Union for
Bureau of Interparliamentary
Promoting International
ArbitraInternational ArbitraPromoting
tion (see
Arbitration, Bureau of
(see Arbitration,
tion
Interparliamentary Union for
Interparliamentary
Promoting).
Investigation
Bureau
Investigation (see Investigation
Bureau of Investigation
Bureau,
Department of Justice).
Bureau, Department
Bureau of
Lighthouses
(see Lighthouses
Lighthouses (see
of Lighthouses
Bureau
Department of ComBureau, Department
merce).
Surgery,' Navy,
Bureau
Medicine and Surgery,
Bureau of Medicine
necesappropriation
for surgeons'
surgeons
appropriation for
saries
196, 874
saries-------------------clerical,
196, 874
services--------- 198,
clerical, etc., services
for contingent
expenses---------- 196, 874
contingent expenses
for
motor vehicles,
vehicles, ambulances,
ambulances, etc_ 196, 874
care
Coast__ 196, 874
on Pacific Coast
of insane on
care of
etc------------ 196, 874
dental outfits, etc
additions to buildings
buildings at desig196
--------nated
hospitals
nated hospitals----for
dead------------- 196, 875
the dead
of the
for care of
for civilian personnel, Navy Department
197, 875
ment--------------------deficiency appropriation
appropriation for surgeons'
deficiency
700
necessaries
necessaries ----------------1349
contingent------------------for contingent
Bureau of
Mines Bureau, In(see Mines
of Mines
Mines (see
Bureau
Department).
terior Department).
Bureau
Naturalization (see NaturalizaNaturalizaof Naturalization
Bureau of
tion Bureau,
Bureau, Department
Department of
Labor).
Bureau
Department of ComNavigation, Department
Bureau of Navigation,
Navigation Bureau,
merce (see Navigation
merce
Commerce).
Department of Commerce).
Department
Bureau of Navigation,
Navigation, Navy,
Bureau
appropriation for transportation
transportation and
appropriation
recruiting----------------recruiting
186, 864
dependents
officers and enlisted
dependents of officers
men
186, 865
-----.
.-men----

men --- 186, 865
for
recreation for
for enlisted
enlisted men_
for recreation
186, 865
for contingent----------------contingent
gunnery and engineering exerfor gunnery
cises -------------------- 186, 865
for equipment,
equipment, instruments, supplies,
186, 865
etc
--etc ----------------for ocean
ocean and lake surveys ------ 187, 866
California__ _ 187, 866
for training stations, California--187, 866
Rhode Island -------------

Page
Bureau
Navy-Continued.
Navigation, Navy-Continued.
of Navigation,
Bureau of
appropriation
training stations,
stations,
for training
appropriation for
--Great
Lakes----------187, 866
Great Lakes
Hampton
Roads
187, 866
Hampton Roads-------------187, 866
for
etc., services
services ------for clerical, etc.,
for
Reserve Force and Naval
Naval Reserve
for Naval
Militia
187, 866
Militia-----------------for Naval
College --------- 188, 867
War College
Naval War
for
Naval Home
Home---------------- 188, 867
for Naval
for civilian
personnel, Navy
Navy Departfor
civilian personnel,
ment -------------------189, 868
ment
709
for
1925_
for Naval Home, additional, 1925-deficiency appropriation
appropriation for gunnery
deficiency
- 46, 1349
and
exercises
engineering exercises-and engineering
for
transportation_---------------57,
for transportation
61, 698, 700, 760, 1349, 1351
for transportation
recruiting - __
689
689
and recruiting
transportation and
for
698
contingent
for contingent-------------------760, 1349
equipment supplies -------for equipment
men------ 1349
for recreation
recreation for enlisted men
1349
Reserve Force----------for Naval Reserve
Force
Bureau
Ordnance, Navy,
Bureau of Ordnance,
appropriation
ordnance and ordappropriation for ordnance
nance
192, 871
nance stores -------------schools
at designated
stations-- 192, 871
designated stations
schools at
chemical,
etc., services -------192, 871
chemical, etc.,
192, 871
powder
smokeless powder----------for smokeless
purchase, etc., of torpedoes,
for purchase,
etc
192, 871
etc---------------------experimental work, projectiles,
for experimental
193, 871
etc
etc----------------------for
civilian personnel, Navy Defor civilian
193, 871
partment
partment-----------------deficiency appropriation
ordnance
appropriation for ordnance
deficiency
ordnance stores ----57, 61, 1349
and ordnance
57
for
experiments -----------------57
for experiments
Bureau of
Pensions (see Pension Office,
of Pensions
Bureau
Interior Department).
Interior
Arbitration,
Bureau
Court of Arbitration,
Permanent Court
Bureau of Permanent
International
( see International
International (
International
Bureau of Court of Permanent
Permanent
Arbitration).
Arbitration).
Industry (see Plant InBureau
Plant Industry
Bureau of Plant
dustry Bureau, Department of
Agriculture).
Agriculture).
Roads
Bureau
Public Roads
Roads (see Public Roads
Bureau of Public
Department of AgriBureau, Department
Agriculture).
Bureau of Reclamation
Reclamation
Reclamation (see Reclamation
Bureau
Bureau, Interior
Interior Department).
Bureau,
Bureau of Soils (see Soils Bureau, DeBureau
partment
Agriculture).
partment of Agriculture).
Bureau of
of Standards
Standards (see Standards BuBureau
Department of Commerce).
Commerce).
reau, Department
Bureau
of Supplies
Supplies and Accounts, Navy,
Bureau of
appropriation
for pay of the Navy-Navy -- 193, 871
appropriation for
193 872
allowance------------- 193,
for rental allowance
allowance ------193, 872
for subsistence
subsistence allowance
allotments------------------ -allotments
193
to constitute one fund ----------193
midshipmen restricted
restricted
number of midshipmen
--------hereafter--------193
hereafter
discharge permitted
permitted of minors
discharge
enlisting without consent
consent of
of
enlisting
parents ---------------------parents
194
Academy
Naval and
Military Academy
194
service not regarded in longevity
longevity
194
commutation of rafor provisions,
provisions, commutation
tions, etc-----------------etc
194, 872
for maintenance
maintenance--- ------------ 194, 873
195, 873
equipment supplies ----------195, 873
freight, etc-----------------etc
chemical, clerical, etc., servicesservices _ 195, 873
clothing and small stores fund
charged with value of first encharged
outfits, uniform gratuity,
gratuity,
listment outfits,
195, 873
Force, etc
Naval Reserve
Naval
Reserve Force,
etc..---
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Bureau
Supplies and
and Accounts,
page. Bureau
Bureau of
of Supplies
Accounts, NavyBureau of
and Docks,
NavyPage.
of Yards
Yards and
Docks, Navy-Con.
Navy-Con. Page.
Continued.
Continued.
appropriation for
for Puget
Sound, Wash.,
Wash.,
Puget Sound,
appropriation
appropriation for
fuel and
ammunition depot
876
and transportatransportafor fuel
appropriation
ammunition
depot -----------876
tion,
etc
195,
874
tion, etc------------------195, 874
for
Washington,
D.
C.
naval
for
Washington,
D.
C.
naval
acquired other
by purchase
purchase
acquired
other than
than by
hospital--------------------hospital
876
to be issued at current rates
rates and
for Great
training station.
Great Lakes, Ill., training
station.
876
876
charged to appropriation
for Coco
Coco Solo,
subappropriation applifor
Solo, Canal
Canal Zone,
Zone, subcable --------------------195, 874
marine base-----------------base
877
marine
877
issue of fuel on hand charged at
Fla., submarine
submarine basebase_
877
for Key West,
West, Fla.,
877
last issue rate, etc ---------195, 874
for Pensacola
Fla., aeronautic
aeronautic station.
station.
877
for
Pensacola Fla.,
877
permanent special working fund
for Yorktown,
fuel depot
depot -----877
permanent
for
Yorktown, Va.,
Va., fuel
877
deficiency
appropriation for
for maintemaintecreated; transfer to, and funcdeficiency appropriation
195
nance
tions specified --------------- 61, 698,
698, 1349
nance -----------.1349
for contingent
contingent ------------------1336
for
Japanese earthquake
1336
issues for Japanese
earthquake
sufferers, charged to supply acBureau, Pan
Bureau,
Pan American Trade
Trade Mark
Mark
count without reimbursement
195
Registration
(see International
International
reimbursement-_Registration (see
DepartTrade
Trade
Mark
Mark
Registration
Registration
for civilian personnel, Navy DepartBureau).
196,
874
Bureau).
196,874
ment -------------------57, Bureau,
Bureau, Veterans'
Veterans' (see Veterans'
Veterans' Bureau,
Bureau,
provisionsdeficiency appropriation
appropriation for provisions_
United
United States).
States).
61, 1349
maintenance --------------- 57, 1349 Burlington,
Burlington, Vt.,
Vt.,
for maintenance
freight__ 57, 61, 698, 700, 760, 1349, 1353
inspectors
of hulls
hulls and of
inspectors of
boilers at,
of boilers
at,
for freight_
abolished
104
abolished-----------------104
57, 61, 1349
1349
for fuel
fuel and
and transportation
transportation_ _
---__ 57,
for
Burns, Blanche
Blanche L.,
L.,
700 Burns,
for pay
pay of
of the
Navy --------61,
61, 698,
698, 700
the Navy
for
Bureau of
of the
the Budget,
Treasury DepartDepartAlaska Railroad
payment to,
to, from
from Alaska
Railroad
Bureau
Budget, Treasury
operating revenues,
revenues, for
for destrucoperating
destrucment,,
tion of
of house, etc. by fire-----fire
1356
appropriation
appropriation for Director, Assistant,
Burns, Oreg.,
Oreg.,
other expenses---------expenses
70, 769 Burns,
and other
offices of
of register
register and
receiver, land
offices
and receiver,
land
for printing and binding
binding for ------ 70, 769
office at, consolidated
consolidated -------- _
395
office
395
(see Census
Census Bureau,
Bureau of
of the
the Census
Bureau,
Bureau
Census (see
Burnside,
Burnside, Ky.,
Ky.,
Department of Commerce).
Commerce).
bridge authorized
authorized across
across Cumberland
Cumberland
Bureau of the
the Mint
Mint (see Mints
Mints and Assay
Assay
Bureau
-648
River near ----------.--Offices).
Offices).
Business
Leagues,
Business
Leagues,
Insurance (see VetWar Risk Insurance
Bureau
Bureau of War
exempt from
income tax
exempt
from income
tax-------- ---282
erans'
erans' Bureau).
Bureau).
Butter,
Butter,
InBureau of
of Weights
Measures (see InWeights and
and Measures
Bureau
appropriation
for
inspecting
manuappropriation for inspecting manuternational Bureau of Weights
ternational
facture of
renovated, etc
facture
of renovated,
etc----- 439, 829
and Measures).
Measures).
infor investigating,
investigating, etc.,
etc., dairy
dairy infor
Bureau
of Yards and
and Docks, Navy,
Bureau of
829
dustry
--------------------dustry
829
appropriation for maintenance
197, 875
maintenance ----appropriation
Butternut Street NW.,
NW., D. C.,
for clerical, etc., services -------- 197, 875 Butternut
Street
for
paving,
Fifth
appropriation
paving,
Fifth
Street
appropriation
expenditures for motor
limit on expenditures
to Blair Road;
from gasolinegasolineRoad; from
vehicles; allowance
allowance to Marine
Marine
tax fund
fund------------ -------549
Corps outside of continental
Byrant River,
limits_-------------------197, 875
875 Byram
limits
authorized by Port
dam across, authorized
Port Chester,
for contingent-----------------contingent
197, 876
95
N. Y.
Y., and Greenwich,
Greenwich, Conn--Conn_
95
for
personnel, Navy DepartDepartfor civilian
civilian personnel,
Byrd, Richard
Richard Evelyn,
Evelyn, junior,
junior,
ment ------------------197,
876 Byrd,
197,876
ment
appointed lieutenant
may
lieutenant comcommay be appointed
for public works at designated
designated yards
mander
mander on
on Navy
Navy retired
retired list_......
821
list---.
821
and stations
_
197
197, 876
stations---------------for Portsmouth, N. H ----------- 197, 876
Mass--------------- 197, 876
for Boston, Mass
C.
C.
for New York,
York, N
N. Y
Y------------. 198, 876
C
Street
NW.,
D.
C
Street
NW.,
D.
C.,
for
Philadelphia, Pa-----------Pa
198,
198, 876
876
for Philadelphia,
appropriation
paving, etc.,
etc., TwentyTwentyfor paving,
appropriation for
for Norfolk, Va ------------198,
19S, 876
first
to Twenty-second
first to
Twenty-second Streets;
Streets;
for Charleston,
Charleston, S. C-----------C
198, 876
for
Calif
198,
from gasoline-tax fund -----..
1226
1226
198, 876
876
Island, Calif----------for Mare
Mare Island,
Cabarets,
for
Puget Sound,
Wash--------- 198, 876 Cabarets,
Sound, Wash
for Puget
to321
internal revenue tax on admissions
admissions to_
for Guantanamo,
Guantanamo, Cuba ---------- 198, 876
Cabbage,
for
Saint Thomas,
Thomas, Virgin
Virgin Islands..-Islands._ __
198 Cabbage,
for Saint
appropriation
investigating insects •
for
Pearl Harbor,
Harbor, Hawaii-------Hawaii
198, 876
appropriation for investigating
198,
for Pearl
affecting ----------------449, 839
for
Tutuila, Samoa------------Samoa
198, 876
for Tutuila,
Cabinet Officers,
Officers,
for
for Cavite, P. II--------------- 198, 876 Cabinet
1301
compensation of, after
compensation
after March 4, 19251925_
198
for
Keyport, Wash.,
Wash., torpedo station_
for Kevport,
immediately
immediately available
available------------- 1313
1313
for San
San Diego,
station.
198
training station.
Calif., training
Diego, Calif.,
for
Cars, Postal
Postal Service,
Cable Cars,
for Great
Great Lakes,
Ill., training
training station_
198 Cable
Lakes, Ill.,
for
appropriation for mail transportation
transportation
appropriation
198
for San
San Diego,
198
depot ---___
fuel depot_
Calif., fuel
Diego, Calif.,
for
by----------------------87, 786
by
for
Pearl Harbor, Hawaii, subfor Pearl
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for mail transmarine
198, 877
base-------------marine base
portation by
portation
by------------------ 763
for San
San Diego,
naval station.
station. 198, 877
Diego, Calif.,
Calif., naval
for
Cables,
Cables,
for San
Francisco, Calif.,
Calif., Marine
Marine
San Francisco,
for
appropriation for studying internal
appropriation
Corps supply
supply depot
depot --------- 199, 877
Corps
strains, etc., of -------------233
Treasury
transfer of site
site from Treasury
Cacti, etc.,
199 Cacti,
Department-----------------Department
appropriation
for
investigation
of
for Fort
Fort Lafayette,
N. Y.,
appropriation
Y., ammuammufor
Lafayette, N.
of-------------- 443, 833
utilization of
876
nition depot
depot ---------------
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Cameras,
Page.
Cameras,
Caddo Band
of Wichitas,
Wichitas, Okla.,
Page.
Okla.,
Band of
Caddo
excise tax
tax on,
on, and
for, sold by
and lenses for,
excise
deficiency
appropriation for
employfor employdeficiency appropriation
producer, etc.; weight limit_
__ _ 323
limit---producer,
ment
for----------- 1330
of counsel for
ment of
Camp
Army (see
Equipage, Army
Garrison Equipage,
and Garrison
Camp and
Cadets,
Academy,
Military Academy,
Cadets, Military
also
Army),
also Equipage, Army),
appropriation
pay
503,
503, 918
for pay-----------appropriation for
58, 762
deficiency
appropriation for -------deficiency appropriation
Cairo,
III.,
Cairo, Ill.,
Camp Funston,
Funston, Kans.,
Kans.,
Camp
bridges
authorized across
Mississippi
across Mississippi
bridges authorized
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for settling
deficiency
999
and Ohio Rivers
Rivers at ---------claims with
at
1344
with lessees at---------claims
California,
California,
Camp Grounds
Grounds in
in National
Forests, Public,
Public,
National Forests,
Camp
appropriation for
for naval
training station,
station,
naval training
appropriation
appropriation for
sanitary facilities,
facilities,
for sanitary
appropriation
187, 866
Diego----------------- 187,866
San Diego
etc., in
in-------------------- 445, 835
etc.,
394
for surveyor
general, clerks, etc----etc
surveyor general,
for
Jackson, S. C.,
Camp Jackson,
for lands
lands for
homeless Indians
Indians in__
1149 Camp
in-- 398, 1149
for homeless
for
conveyance
to trustees
Columbia
trustees of Columbia
conveyance to
for
etc., of
of Indians
Indians in_
in_--__ 408, 1159
support, etc.,
for support,
Cantonment designated tracts
Cantonment
for support, etc., of Indians in, addi383
--------at
at__-------------708
1925----------------tional, 1925
use of
Government roadways and
of Government
use
deficiency appropriation
preventing
for preventing
appropriation for
deficiency
385
railway lines
lines ---------------railway
of timber from insect inloss of
maintenance, etc., by trustees__
__
385
trustees--.maintenance,
festations, in
in--------------- 39, 1325
festations,
Islands,
PhilippineIslands,
John Hay, Philippine
61 Camp John
for
in
etc., Indians in-------support, etc.,
for support,
to
at, to
sale
electric plant at,
sale of current from electric
coinage
of silver
silver 50-cent pieces authorcoinage of
485
Baguio, approved-----------approved
ized
commemorate seventyto commemorate
ized to
Camp
Ky.,
Camp Knox, Ky.,
fifth
admission of,
anniversary of admission
fifth anniversary
appropriation
for repair, etc.,.
etc., of New
appropriation for
965
Union---------------into the Union
489
Highway-------------Dixie Highway
delivery
payment to
to Clearing
on payment
delivery on
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for, acquisition
acquisition
deficiency
966
House Associations
Associations-----------House
52
land---------------------of land
laws
relating to,
applicable--------- 966
to, applicable
laws relating
for
paying damages to property, etc.,
for paying
no
Government expense
expense for
for dies,
etc..
966
dies, etcno Government
Highway
695
vicinity of, for Dixie Highway-Eldorado
National Forest,
Forest, area exEldorado National
Camp Lewis, Wash.,
Wash.,
tended
953 Camp
tended-------------------plans to
to be
construction
be submitted
submitted for construction
plans
forest
experiment stations to be estabforest experiment
487
of permanent buildings at -----determine best
lished in, etc., to determine
Camp
Pike, Ark.,
Ark..
Camp Pike,
methods
management,
forest management,
of forest
methods of
buildings, etc., authorized
authorized
erection of buildings,
1108
etc
---------etc---------------by Arkansas at, for use of Nalease of
of designated
designated naval oil reserve in,
lease
tional Guard----------------Guard
244
6
to be canceled
canceled --------------6
Pike, Army,
952 Camp Pike,
Plumas National
National Forest,
Forest, area extended_
Plumas
etc. on, may be erected
erected for
buildings, etc.,
proceedings
directed to establish title
proceedings directed
National Guard,
by
use of , National
designated
of United States to designated
' 244
Arkansas
244
Arkansas------------------15
naval oil reserve in -----------15
Camp Pike
Pumping Station,
Station,
Booster Pumping
Pike Booster
Camp
sale
of lands
purchased
lands purchased
Angeles, of
Los Angeles,
to Los
sale to
Ark.
Ark.,
1101
for homeless Indians
Indians ---------sale
386
authorized-------sale of abandoned, authorized
953
extended
Shasta National Forest, area extended
Camp
Michie ' Tex.,
Camp Robert E. L. Michie,
Stanislaus
National Forest, area exStanislaus National
reconveyance
abandoned, to Elizareconveyance of abandoned,
953
tended --------------------387
beth Moore
Moore authorized -------beth
Tahoe National Forest, Nevada and,
Tahoe
payment required
required to Del Rio Champayment
954
area extended
extended--------------387
ber
Commerce
ber of Commerce------------California
Commission,
Debris Commission,
California Debris
387
distributed to original donors
donors_-distributed
appropriation for expenses--------expenses
515, 929
appropriation
James,
1925-----712 Camp, Thomas James,
additional, 1925
for expenses, additional,
may
appointed major of Infantry in
be appointed
may be
Company,
California Hardware
Hardware Company,
California
Regular Army - ---------792
Regular
43 Canacao, Philippine Islands,
deficiency
appropriation for---------for
deficiency appropriation
Canacao, Philippine Islands,
California Northern
Judicial District,
District,
Northern Judicial
new buildings authorized
authorized for naval
California
jurisdiction conferred
conferred to determine
jurisdiction
hospital at, from naval hospital
claims
American citizens for
claims of American
fund
196
fund----------------------damages from seizure of vessels
Canada,
Canada,
in
in Bering Sea, charged with unappropriation for surveying and markappropriation
lawful sealing,
sealing, 1886
1886 to 1896
1896_--595
lawful
between
ing boundary
boundary line between
affected
all
citizens whose rights were affected
all citizens
211,1020
1020
Alaska and -------------- 211,
by
by seizures 1886 to 1896, inmarking boundary line between
between
for marking
595
cluded
cluded---------------------211,
United States and-------and
•211, 1020
United
595
time
limit for
for presenting
claims
presenting claims----time limit
authorized across Saint Croix
bridge authorized
River by, and Maine, from
Caloosahatchee River,
River ! Fla.,
Fla.,
Caloosahatchee
Vanceboro, Me., to Saint Croix,
preliminary
examination etc., directed
directed
preliminary examination,
-New Brunswick __--------26
for flood control of-----------Of
961
River by Maine and,
Saint John River
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., of, to be
preliminary
between Fort Kent, Me., and
made ----------------------- 11944
Clairs,
Claim, New Brunswick-------Brunswick
27
Calumet River,
Calumet
required for bridge across
across
consent of, required
bridge
authorized across, Chicago, Ill.,
rn.,
bridge authorized
174
Niagara River and Black
Black Rock
Rock
---------at 100th Street--Street
1744
2{9
355
Buffalo, N. Y-------- Canal, Buffalo,
29
Street----------------at 130th Street
Y--- 1216
17' 2
Niagara
Niagara River, Tonawanda,
Tonawanda, N. Y
172
at 134th Street ----------------to
Spooner, Minn.,
Rainy River, Spooner,.
Minn., to
Cambridge,
Cambridge, Md.,
Ontario-------Rainy River, Ontario
1285
improvement
11886
authorized---- 118f
improvement of harbor, authorized
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Capital Punishment,
Punishment, D. C.,
Capital
Canada—Continued.
Page.
Canada-Continued.
798
electrocution------mode of, to be by electrocution
payment
directed to, in settlement
settlement of
payment directed
799
death
death chamber, etc ------------claim for damages
damages to Cornwall
claim
sentence
sentence of judge to be in writing;
Canal, Ontario-------------Ontario
1282
Canal,
superintendent
transmitted to superintendent
transmitted
persons born
born in, construed as nonpersons
799
of
jail -------------------of jail
quota immigrants
immigrants under Immiquota
at
persons
designated to be present
present at
155
persons designated
gration Act
Act-----------------gration
799
799
execution
execution-------------------protecting fishery
fishery
provisions with, for protecting
799
court--------certificate to clerk of court
certificate
of
in the northern
halibut in
of halibut
799
inconsistent
repealed-----------inconsistent laws repealed
Pacific
Ocean
648
Pacific Ocean---------------steamer
exempt
Capital Stock,
Stock,
Capital
passenger tickets to, exempt
steamer passenger
335
from stamp tax--------------tax
special excise tax on, of domestic
$5,000;
corporations
Commission,
Canadian
corporations in excess of $5,000;
Canadian Boundary Waters Commission,
325
appropriation
for expenses
expenses of____
of---- __. 213, 1022
exemptions-----------------exemptions
appropriation for
760
foreign, for capital employed
employed in
deficiency
foreign,
deficiency appropriation for --------Canadian
(Ltd), QueUnited
Steamships (Ltd),
States---------------- 325
Pacific Steamships
United States
Canadian Pacific
334
of---------- ---bec,
stamp tax on issues of
deficiency
appropriation for refund of
deficiency appropriation
Capitol,
Capitol,
to
1335
fine to---------------------appropriation
appropriation for Senate kitchens and
Canadian River,
Mex., Okla.,
Okla., and Tex.,
N. Mex.,
River, N.
581, 1289
restaurants
Canadian
restaurants-------------preliminary examination, etc., authorpreliminary
for
Architect of -------------586, 1295
Architect
for
249
ized for flood control of ------for
conductors--------- 587, 1295
elevator conductors
for elevator
and
Canadian
River, North
Fork, Tex. and
North Fork,
etc_ 587, 1295
Canadian River,
for repairs, etc., of building, etcOkla.,
etc---- 587, 1295
for cleaning
works of
of art, etc_
cleaning works
for
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., authorpreliminary
for restoring
restoring decorations, corridors
for
249
ized
of
ized for flood control of-------587, 1295
in Senate
Senate wing ----------587
in
Canal Point,
Point, Fla.,
Fla., Agricultural
Agricultural ExperiExperifor care,
Canal
etc., grounds of ------- 587, 1295
care, etc.,
for
Farm,
ment Farm,
surgical
treatment of trees ------- 1295
1295
surgical treatment
deficiency
and
appropriation for site and
for fire
587
deficiency appropriation
protection -------------fire protection
for
buildings, Plant Industry
Industry Bubuildings,
for repairs, Maltby Building, stables,
reau ----------------------1325
587, 1295
reau
etc
etc---------------------Cana/ Zone
also Panama
Panama Canal),
Zone (see also
Canal
deficiency
appropriation for remodelappropriation
deficiency
appropriation
appropriation for relief and protection
673
ing,
ing, etc., heating system -----208, 1017
of
American seamen in ---of American
673
Rotundafor
completing
frieze
in
the
Rotunda_
completing
for
for mosquito
mosquito destruction
destruction ------- 493, 908
for
in- 1315
busts
for
for
two
marble pedestals
in_
pedestals
two
for
for
care, Army
Army garrisons - 494, 909
hospital care,
for hospital
loan
loan of portraits of Daniel Webster and
cases in
reviewable by
in district court, reviewable
cases
Henry
Henry Clay for exhibition of
circuit court
court of appeals,
appeals, by
circuit
works of the artist John Neagle,
works
error..-----936
appeals or writs of error..
1252
authorized
authorized------------------persons born
born in,
construed as nonin, construed
persons
restoration and completion of the
restoration
quota immigrants
immigrants in Immigraquota
frieze in the Rotunda of, aufrieze
155
tion
tion Act ----------------1252
thorized
thorized-------------------two citizens
citizens of, to serve on National
two
"Capitol,"
Derrick,
Derrick,
"Capitol,"
Advisory
Commission to SesAdvisory Commission
appropriation for judgment
judgment
deficiency appropriation
quicentennial
Assoquicentennial Exhibition Asso54
to owner of----------------of
1254
ciation
ciation --------------------Capitol Police,
Police,
Capitol
Canaveral,
Fla.,
Canaveral, Fla.,
appropriation for
for captain,
lieutenants,
captain, lieutenants,
preliminary
etc., of, harbor
harbor
appropriation
examination, etc.,
preliminary examination,
586, 1294
privates, etc.------------etc
to
be made
1194
made -----------------to be
expenses--------- 586, 1294
for contingent expenses
Canceling Machines,
Machines, Postal
Postal Service,
Canceling
586, 1294
for uniforms
for
uniforms for-------------for
appropriation for
for rental, purchase, etc.,
appropriation
positions
and pay established
capestablished of cap89, 787
of
positions and
of ------------------------ 89,
tain
149
officers---------' 149
tain and other officers
allowance
allowance for traveling mechanisalaries
for December, 1923, to be paid
cians
salaries for
------------------ 89, 787
cians-11
December
20----------------December 20
Cane
Districts,
Sugar Districts,
Cane Sugar
for December,
December, 1924, to be paid Defor
appropriation for
cooperative experifor cooperative
appropriation
cember 20-------------------20
718
cember
producments, etc.,
etc., in
livestock producin hvestock
ments,
tion, etc.,
in -------------- 457, 850 Capitol
Capitol Power
Power Plant,
Plant,
etc., in
tion,
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, perCanton,
Dak.,
S. Dak.,
appropriation
Canton, S.
sonal services,
services, etc
1295
587, 1295
appropriation for
etc---------for asylum for insane
sonal
appropriation
408
Indians
operating supplies---------supplies
587, 1296
1296
Indians---------------------for operating
587
mainfor equipment,
equipment, etc.,
for constructing
constructing water service main_
etc., of asylum for
for
for
1159
insane
Indians
authority for
purchases_- -_-__ 588
direct purchases
for direct
insane Indians--------------authority
for asylum
asylum for
reimbursement from Government
Government
for insane Indians, adreimbursement
for
708
agencies
and
ditional, 1925 ---------------agencies for heat, light, and
588, 1296
power
furnished1296
in
Cantrill,
C., late a
a Representative
Representative in
power furnished---------J. C.,
Cantrill, J.
Congress,
Congress,
for
reimbursing,
reimbursing, for heat, light, and
for
deficiency appropriation
to
appropriation for pay to
power, to
Washington
deficiency
Washington post
power,
33
of
widow of-------------------84, 690
office -------------------office
Morocco,
Cape
Spartel Light, Morocco,
Cape Spartel
deficiency appropriation
flood lightappropriation for flood
deficiency
appropriation for annual contribution
appropriation
34
ing
dome -----------Capitol dome
ing Capitol
to
210,
1019
210, 1019
to---------------------697, 758, 1348
56,
for expenses----------expenses
for
deficiency appropriation
contribuappropriation for contribudeficiency
for remodeling,
remodeling, etc., heating system
for
tion
tion--------------------- 48, 1338
673
of Capitol
673
Capitol------------------Africa,
Cape Town, Africa,
1315
for new
etc
1315
etc--------------stokers,
new
for
appropriation
for
foreign
hospital
at
214,
1023
appropriation for foreign hospital at 214,
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Castleton, N.
Y.,
Page.
N. Y.,
Castleton,
Captured
and Trophies,
Trophies,
Page.
Devices and
War Devices
Captured War
bridging Hudson
Hudson
extended for bridging
time extended
apportionment
apportionment and distribution of,
between Schodack LandRiver between
among
597
597
etc --------States, etc
the States,
among the
88
ing
and
ing and---------------------Car
etc., D.
C.,
D. C.,
Fares,etc.,
Car Fares
Hospital, D. C.,
Casualty Hospital,
544 Casualty
purchase
officials-----of, for District officials
purchase of,
appropriation
indigent
care of indigent
for care
appropriation for
Caribbean
Sea,
Caribbean Sea,
patients
1242
patients--------- -------- 568, 1242
appropriation
for Weather
Weather Service
Service exappropriation for
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for------for
1322
678, 1322
deficiency
penses
436, 825
in------------------ 436,
penses in
Literature, InternaScientific Literature,
Catalogue of Scientific
InternaCatalogue
Carlisle
Pa.,
Barracks, Pa.,
Carlisle Barracks,
tional,
tional,
transfer
of parcels
of Government
Government
parcels of
transfer of
appropriation
preparation
expenses, preparation
appropriation for expenses,
reservation,
Departreservation, to War Departof
528, 1206
of-----------------------657
ment confirmed -------------Copyright Office,
Entries, Copyright
Title Entries,
of Title
Catalogue of
sale of
of part,
part, directed
658 Catalogue
directed------------sale
appropriation
for publication
publication of
of--.. 589, 1298
appropriation for
additional land to be acquired for
additional
Medical Field Service School,
Medical
Catawba
Catawba River,
from
proceeds of
658
bridge
authorized across, Fort Lawn,
of-----------from proceeds
bridge authorized
residue covered
Treasury_
658
1127
1127
---covered into the Treasuryresidue
S. C
C-------------------Carlsbad Cave
Cave National
National Monument, N.
Carlsbad
Cathedral Avenue
Avenue NW.,
NW., D. C.,
Cathedral
Mex.,
Mex.,
appropriation for paving, Cleveland
Cleveland
appropriation
appropriation
improvements -----425
for improvements
appropriation for
Avenue
1224
Street_ 1224
Thirty-fourth Street..
Avenue to Thirty-fourth
1179
for protection,
etc., condition -----protection, etc.,
for
for asphalt covering, Connecticut
Connecticut
Carlsbad Irrigation
Irrigation Project,
Project, N. Mex.,
Carlsbad
Avenue
Twenty-ninth Street;
Avenue to Twenty-ninth
appropriation for
maintenance, etc.,
for maintenance,
appropriation
fund--------- 1225
from gasoline-tax fund
418,1168
of
418, 1168
of--------------------177
name
Jewett Street
changed to----to
Street changed
name of Jewett
Carlton
County,
Minn.,
Carlton County, Minn.,
Cattle
(see
also Animal
Industry
Bureau
Bureau
Industry
Animal
also
(see
Cattle
in,
River
bridge
across Saint Louis
bridge across
and
and Animals),
built
__
26
26
legalized--Minnesota, legalized_
by Minnesota,
built by
appropriation
appropriation for inspection and quarD. C.,
Carnegie
Library, D.
Carnegie Library,
antine work -------------- 437, 827
827
appropriation for
expenses ------- 542, 1219
for expenses
appropriation
for eradicating
827
eradicating scabies ---------- 437, 827
for
Carriers,
(see also RailCommon (see
Railroad Common
Carriers, Railroad
for inspection
827
southern ------- 437, 827
of southern
inspection of
for
roads),
transportation of,
for supervising transportation
time
for actions by, or
established for
time established
etc
437, 827
etc----------------------633
claims against---------------against
r,
treatment of
enforcing humane treatment
for enforcing
oll, Jennie
Jennie (widow),
rolU,
export -------------------- 437, 827
appropriation for monthly
monthly payments
appropriation
for
twenty-eight hour
hour
executing twenty-eight
for executing
to
511, 925
to----------------------- 511,
827
- 437, 827
law -------------Carson
Nev.,
Carson City, Nev.,
for
quarantine stations
stations --------- 438, 827
for quarantine
77 776
appropriation
at---------- 77,
for mint
mint at
appropriation for
diseases- 438, 827
for
contagious diseases_
suppressing contagious
for suppressing
Indian school at ----------- 405, 1156
for Indian
investigating tuberculosis
for investigating
tuberculosis of ani707
1925-Indian school, additional, 1925__
for Indian
438, 827
710
mals; control, etc -------1925
710
for mint at, additional, 1925-------of----- 438, 827
for
tuberculin testing, etc., of
827
for tuberculin
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for Indian
deficiency
payment
684
destroyed, etc.; State,
for destroyed,
payment for
school
school-------------------etc., cooperation
828
cooperation----------- 438, 828
etc..
Hospital, Nev.,
Carson Indian
Nev.
Indian Hospital,
Carson
for
southern cattle ticks;
for eradicating
eradicating southern
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
appropriation
restriction
828
408, 1159
of
restriction ----------------- 438, 828
of--------------------for
cooperative experiments
raisexperiments in raisfor cooperative
Carson National
National Forest,
Forest, N. Mex.,
Carson
ing, in cane
cane sugar and cotton
lands added
added to, from Las Trampas
districts
districts------------------ 457, 850
643
grant ---------------------diseases;
from
Santa Barbara grant --------739
suppressing contagious diseases;
for suppressing
from Santa
additional
110
additional------------------Cartridges ' etc.,
Cartridges,
tax on, sold by producer, etc.;
excise tax
domestic, straying, etc., across bounddomestic,
323
exceptions
exceptions------------------ary before May 1, 1924, admitCarville,
La. '
Carville, La.,
prior
returned prior
ted free of duty if returned
appropriation
home, comappropriation for leper home,
2
31, 1924--------1924
2
to December 31,
79
pletion
pletion--------- ---------returned after
after
duties paid on, returned
improvements_ 79, 778
for marine hospital, improvements_
2
refunded-March 1,
2
1, 1923, to be refunded
March
Oreg.,
Cascade Locks, Oreg.,
Cascade
before May 1, 1925, admitted free of
before
Columbia
bridging
time
extended
for
Columbia
time
duty if returned before
before DecemDecem22
River, near ----------------1925----------------ber 31, 1925
963
Cash Rewards,
Rewards, etc.,
Cash
refund of duty paid since DecemDecemin
posappropriation for improvements
improvements
appropriation
1924----------------- 963
ber 30, 1924
85, 783
tal service------------------service
repeal of permission for admission of
C.,
Cashie
Cashie River, N. C.,
infested, below Texas
tick infested,
Texas southsouthpreliminary examination,
examination, etc., of, to be
preliminary
98
ern quarantine
quarantine line-----------line
1193
made, below Windsor---------Windsor
etc.,
experiments,
raising
authorstock
Wyo.,
Irrigation Project,
Casper-Alcova Irrigation
Casper-Alcova
Project, Wyo.,
Department of Agriculized by Department
cooperative
deficiency
appropriation for cooperative
deficiency appropriation
ture on lands of Fort Keogh
Keogh
of____ 685
of feasibility
feasibility of__
investigation
investigation of
Military Reservation,
Reservation,
Mont.,
plans,
construction
plans, estimates, etc., for construction
99
transferred therefor----------transferred
therefor
668
Congressof, to be submitted
submitted to Congress_
Cattle Ticks, Southern,
Cattle
Southern,
Wyo.,
Casper, Wyo.
Casper,
388
etc ---_ 438, 828
terms
at
388
appropriation for eradicating, etc_
appropriation
terms of court at-------------------materials,
restriction on use materials,
Cass
Cass Lake, Minn.,
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., of, to be
preliminary
etc
etc--------------------.. 438, 828
1195
made
1195
made-------.--------------etc---- 438, 828
demonstrations at fairs. etc____
demonstrations
828
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Central and
America,
Page..
Page.
South America,
and South
Central
Cavalry
School, Fort
Page.
Fort Riley, Kans.,
Cavalry School,
promoting
appropriation
for expenses
expenses promoting
appropriation for
expenses. 501, 916
appropriation for
instruction expenses
for instruction
appropriation
commerce with
with ----------225, 1035
commerce
711
for, additional,
additional, 1925 -------------711
for,
commerce
for expenses
expenses promoting commerce
for
Cavite,
Philippine Islands,
Islands,
Cavite, Philippine
with, additional,
1925
706
additional, 1925--------with,
appropriation
naval station, public
for naval
appropriation for
Avenue NE., D. C.,
Central Avenue
198,876
- 198,
works
876 Central
works ---------------Benning Road
appropriation for
for paving,
Road
paving, Henning
appropriation
Cedar City,
City, Utah,
Utah,
Cedar
to
District Line; from gasolineto District
of small
small
purchase of
of lots
lots in, for use of
purchase
tax
549
fund -------------------1096
tax fund
1096
band
of Piute
Indians
Piute Indians--------band of
HosEmergency HosCentral Dispensary
Dispensary and Emergency
Central
Fla.,
Channel, Fla.,
and Channel,
Cedar
Keys Harbor
Harbor and
Cedar Keys
pital, D.
D. C.,
pital,
to be
of, to
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., of,
preliminary
appropriation for
for care
indigent pacare of indigent
1194
1194
appropriation
made
made---------------------- 568, 1242
tients ------------------tients
Cement,
Cement, etc.,
678, 1322
for------- 678,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
deficiency
strucappropriation
for investigating
investigating strucappropriation for
Company,
Pacific Railway Company,
1039 Central
Central Pacific
230, 1039
tural
materials of
of ---------- 230,
tural materials
selection of
of other
other public lands by, auselection
CemeCemeteries, National
National (see National
National CemeCemeteries,
thorized
on relinquishing
relinquishing desigthorized on
teries).
teries).
812
nated
in Nevada
Nevada--------tract in
nated tract
Mutual,
Cemetery Companies,
Companies, etc., Mutual,
Cemetery
War
Europe,
Central
Powers
with
(see
of
282
Powers
282
Central
tax------------exempt from
from income tax
exempt
also World
War),
World War),
also
Department of Commerce,
Census
Bureau, Department
Census Bureau,
appropriation
etc., naval
preparing, etc.,
for preparing,
appropriation for
appropriation
for Director,
Director, and office
office
appropriation for
185, 864
records
of
of-----------------records
personne l
228,
1037
228,
----------------personnel
Cereal
Plants,
Plants,
Cereal
and
cotton,
statistics;
for
collecting
and
for collecting
appropriation for
for investigating
investigating insects
t
o bacco
228, 1037
appropriation
1037
-228,
---------------tobacco
449, 839
affecting ----------------839
affecting
1037
228,
-----for
employees
228, 1037
temporary employees
for temporary
Cereals,
Cereals,
1037
228,
etc_
statistics,
for
collecting
vital
228
,
1037
for collecting
of
methods
appropriation
improving
for improving
appropriation for
1037
for
special agents,
etc
1037
agents, etc-------------for special
production,
etc------------- 441, 831
production, etc
for expenses,
agricul taking census of agriculexpenses, taking
for
for investigation
investigation and control of, disfor
228
ture
for
1925
228
ture for 1925----------------rust
eases,
destroying
etc.;
eases, etc.;
228,,1038
expenses-_ 228
for tabulating machines, expenses
1038
fortabulatingmachines,
spores,
vegetation, etc------etc
441, 831
vegetation,
spores,
collecting
deficiency
appropriation
for
collecting
for
deficiency appropriation
Indebtedness,
of
and
Certificates of
and
Indebtedness,
Stock
of
Certificates
683
cotton
statistics
683
cotton statistics--------------331
designated, subject to stamp tax-----tax
331
designated,
759, 1348
for Fourteenth
Fourteenth Census expenses-expenses__ 759,
1348
for
Chambers
of
Commerce,
Commerce,
of
Chambers
Register
annual
preparation
of
Official
Register
annual preparation
282
exempt from
income tax ------------from income
1105
exempt
1105
by
by ----------------------Chance,
I. M.,
M.,
Chance, I.
cotton
si ginning reports of, to be issued sicotton ginning
43
deficiency
appropriation for ---- ----43
deficiency appropriation
multaneously with
with Department
Department
multaneously
Chandler, Walter
Walter M.,
Chandler,
etc.,
of
Agriculture
condition,
etc.,
Agriculture
of
deficiency appropraition
appropraition for
for contested
contested
115
deficiency
115
reports, at
at specified
dates
specified dates-----reports,
election
expenses
673
-------------expenses
election
manufacginned,
statistics
of
cotton
manufac
statistics of cotton
D. C.,
Channing Street
Street NE., D.
Channing
use,
in
tured,
on
hand,
spindles
in
hand,
tured, on
appropriation for
for paving,
Lincoln Road
paving, Lincoln
appropriation
active
spindle hours,
imports and
hours, imports
active spindle
1223
to Fourth
Street
Street------------ Fourth
to
puband
exports,
to
be
collected
pub
collected
be
to
exports,
Chaplain,
31
Chaplain,
31
lished
by
Director
Director------------lished by
appropriation for
House of RepresentaRepresentafor House
appropriation
designated
for ginning reperiods for
designated periods
tives
582, 1290
-------------------tives
31
31
ports
ports--------------------for Senate
578, 1286
Senate-------------------for
inof
made
be
to
monthly
in reports
monthly reports
pay
established
for House
House of Reprefor
established
31
pay
31
fo
r
mation
collected
_
---------collected
formation
149
sentatives
sentatives -----------------Agriculinformation
linformation to be furnished Agricu
147
for
Senate
147
---------------------Senate
for
31
31
tural
Department
tural Department-----------interim,
ad
Charges d'Affaires
ad
interim,
d'Affaires
Charges
dipunishment
for
unauthorized
di
unauthorized
punishment for
appropriation
salaries
206
for salaries.--------31
appropriation for
31
vulging,
employees ------vulging, by employees
for
pay of officers acting as, or in
pay
for
maufaccollection
of,
from
ginners,
maufac
collection of, from ginners,
1015
charge of
consulates----------of consulates
charge
32
32
employees, etc-turers,
etc., by employees,
etc_ _
turers, etc.,
pay of
officers
acting as,
or in
in charge of
as, or
acting
officers
of
pay
inforco
mpilation
and
publication
infor
of
compilation and publication
143
consulates -------------------143
consulates
32
32
countries--_
mation from
foreign countries_
from foreign
mation
Charities
and
Corrections,
D.
C.,
D. C.,
Corrections,
and
Charities
ginned
cotton
of
simultaneous issue
issue
simultaneous
appropriation for
of Charities
Charities 566, 1241
Board of
for Board
32
appropriation
32
and crop
crop reports
reports -----------and
for
support of
of jail
jail prisoners
prisoners------ 566, 1241
support
for
1925,
Census
Agriculture, 1925,
of Agriculture,
1241
Census of
566, 1241
for
reformatory
and reformatory-workhouse and
for workhouse
of taking,
taking,
appropriation for
for expenses
expenses of
appropriation
for
reformatory
5C 7, 1241
reformatory---------------- 5C7,
for
228
228
etc ---------------------etc
for
Training School for
National Training
for National
228
228
etc----use
for supplies,
supplies, printing, etc
use for
567, 1242
Boys -------------------.
Bovs
C.,
D. C'.,
Census of Children,
Children, D.
Census
for National
National Training
for
Training School for
for
of
ages
provisions for
for taking,
taking, between
Girls
provisions
Girls--------------------- 567, 1242
807
807
and 18
18 ---------------33 and
for medical
charities ------------ 567, 1242
medical charities
for
Market, D. C.,
Center
Center Market,
for Columbia
568, 1242
Hospital ------Columbia Hospital_
for
manappropriations
for
operation
man
and
568, 1242
appropriations for operation
for Tuberculosis
Hospital -----Hospital
Tuberculosis
for
of
agement
of,
under
Secretary
under
agement of,
for
Gallinger Hospital
Hospital ---------- 568, 1242
for Gallinger
Agriculture
459,
846
84C
459,
Agriculture---------------568
admission
568
admission of pay patients ------Central America,
Central
569, 1243
for
child
caring institutions
institutions---child caring
for
construed
persons
countries of,
of , construe d
in countries
born in
persons born
for home
school for
for feebleand school
home and
for
as nonquota
nonquota immigrants
Imin Imimmigrants in
as
569
1 1
minded
minded---------------------5
migration
Act
155
migration Act--------------45822 *-25t-90
90
°-25-45822
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Charities
and Corrections,
Charities and
Corrections, D. C.-CQntd.
C.-CQntd.
appropriation
appropriation for District
District Training
Training
School --------------------for Industrial Home School for Colored Children
Children------------- 569,
for Industrial Home
Home School - ..570,
570,
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for
for
for
for
for
for
for
for
for
for
for
for
for

1243
1244
1244
1244
1244
1244
1244
1244
1244
1244
1244
1244
1245
1245
1245
1245
1245
1245
1245

Chemawa Indian
Indian School, Salem, Oreg.,
Oreg.,
appropriation for support,
406,
appropriation
support, etc ---406,
restriction
restriction on Alaska pupils after
after
January 1,
1925
1, 1925------------for,
for, additional,
additional, 1925
1925 --------------.
Chemical Analyses,
Chemical
appropriation
appropriation for standard
standard materials
materials for
for
checking, etc
etc-------------- 233,
Chemical
Physical Researches,
Researches, Geology
Chemical and Physical
Geology
of
of United
United States,
States,
appropriation
appropriation for; geological deposits of
potash salts
salts--------------- 419,
Chemical Warfare
Chemical
Warfare Service, Army,
appropriation for gases, gas masks, etc_
appropriation
etc-
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1157
1157
406
406
708
708

Home
Aged and
Infirm_ -_- 570,
Home for
for Aged
and Infirm
570,
municipal lodging house, etc_
etc -_ 570,
1042
1042
Grand Army Home
570,
Home--------- 570,
Florence
570,
Florence Crittenton
Crittenton Home__
Home-_570,
- 570,
Southern Relief SocietySociety
•
Library for
the Blind,
Blind, etc
etc_--__
Library
for the
570,
- _ 570,
1173
indigent insane
insane------------- 571,
deporting nonresident
nonresident insane_
deporting
insane- 571,
relief of the poor ----------500,
571,
500,
payment to abandoned
abandoned families,
915
payment
915
500,
for plants, buildings, machinery,
machinery, etc_
etc
571, 1245
1245
etc---------------------500,
571,
ex-service men_
for burial of indigent
indigent ex-service
915
men- 571,
915
for civilian
civilian employees---------employees
500, 916
916
1245
for organizing, etc., special
paupers ------- 571,
for transporting
transporting paupers
special gas
5711,1246
916
troops; current expenses
deficiency appropriation
workhouse._
677
expenses----- 500,
deficiency
500, 916
appropriation for
677
for workhousecivilian personnel,
personnel, Office
Office of Chief
for civilian
Charles
Parris Island,
Island, S.
S. C.,
Charles Fort,
Fort, Parris
Department
500,
916
deficiency
appropriation for
of, War Department-------deficiency appropriation
for monument
monument
500, 916
to mark site of-------------of
chemist, etc., in Office
Office of Chief of_
of- 500,
690
Charles
Fort Wingate,
916
Charles H. Burke School, Fort
916
Wingate, N.
N.
Mex.,
additional, 1925 ------------711
for, additional,
Mex.,
711
deficiency appropriation
59,
deficiency
appropriation for
appropriation for support, etc
for---------1157
59,
etc-------- 1157
701, 762, 1350
Charleston,
Charleston, S. C.,
appropriation
appropriation for navy yard, dredging._
dredging198,
Chief
Chief of, to have rank, etc.,
etc., of a
a major
major
876
general
970
general -- ------------------ 970
improvement of waterway
waterway to Saint
Saint
officers excepted
excepted from
for
from requirement
requirement for
Johns River, Fla., from,
Johns
from, auduty with troops
troops ------------470
thorized
1187
thorized.--------..---------1187 Chemistry
Bureau, Department
Department of AgriChemistry Bureau,
AgriWinyah Bay, S. C., authorized__
1187
to Winyah
authorized---_ 1187
culture,
culture,
preliminary examination,
etc., of,
of, harpreliminary
examination, etc.,
harappropriation
appropriation for chief of Bureau, and
1194
bor to be made.----.. ------1194
office and field personnel
446, 836
836
personnel----- 446,
terms
terms of court at
at. ------------------ 801
801
for biological
biological food and drug investiinvestioffice
office of clerk at------------------_
at
801
gations ------------------446,
446, 837
837
Charlotte, Fla.,
Charlotte,
Fla.,
for collaborating
collaborating with other departdepartimprovement of harbor, authorized
1187
improvement
authorized--.1187
ments _
447,
ments-------------------447, 837
837
Charlotte, N.
Charlotte,
N. C.,
materials for colorfor utilizing raw materials
colordeficiency appropriation
appropriation for
Governdeficiency
for Governants, etc.; cooperative
cooperative experiment participation
participation in
in MecklenMecklenetc
447,
ments, etc----------------447, 837
837
burg centennial
at.---- - -...
centennial at
1317
1317
investigations_ 447,
for table sirup, etc., investigations447, 837
837
participating in
provision for participating
in celebratcelebrat447,
for executing
executing pure food
food law
law ----447, 837
837
ing the Mecklenburg
Mecklenburg sesquirevision
revision of Pharmacopeia
447, 837
837
Pharmacopceia---centennial
centennial of the Declaration
Declaration of
examining foreign tests of
Ameriexamining
of AmeriIndependence
Independence at, in May, 19251925_
1267
1267
can food products----------products
447,
837
447, 837
terms of court at
662
at ------------.-.--662
expenses, preventing
preventing importation
for expenses,
Charlotte,
Y.,
Charlotte, N. Y.,
etc
447,
837
of impure tea, etc----------447, 837
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., of,
of, harharpreliminary
for insecticide
insecticide and
and fungicide
fungicide investiinvestibor to be made.----------..
1196
1196
gations ------------------447,
837
447,837
Charlottesville,
Charlottesville, Va.,
for
developing methods
for developing
methods to
to prevent
prevent
court at -------114
terms of court
------.114
plant dust, etc., explosions_-explosions
837
447, 837
Chase,
Chase, R. D.,
D.,
for naval stores
and
stores investigations
investigations and
credit in accounts directed
1355
credit
directed--------_-1355
demonstrations ---- ------ 447, 837
demonstrations
Chatham, Mass.,
Chatham,
for salaries, additional, 1925
705
1925 - - -705
amount authorized
authorized for acquiring
acquiring naval
naval
amount
for general expenses, additional,
additional,
air station
station site at------------at
1271
1271
1925
1925---------------.------705
Chattahoochee River,
Chattahoochee
River,
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for general
bridge
bridge authorized
across, Alaga, Ala--_
663
authorized across,
663
expenses---------------expenses
55, 60, 759
Eufaula,
Eufaula, Ala -----------------16
16
for naval stores standardizations
,etc_
68
standardizations ,etc68
Fort Gaines,
Gaines, Ga ----------------44
Cherokee Agency, N. C., Eastern,
Cherokee
Eastern,
Chattahoochee River, Fla.,
Fla.,
Chattahoochee
appropriation
appropriation for support, etc., of Inpreliminary examination,
etc., of, to
preliminary
examination, etc.,
to be
dians at, from tribal
tribal funds
funds -----411
411
made --.-----------.-------- 1194
Checks,
Cherokee Indians,
Cherokee
Indians, N. C., Eastern
Eastern Band
Band of,
uncertified,
uncertified, receivable for other than
appropriation for expenses,
appropriation
expenses, closing
closing
347
stamp taxes .----.-----..
--347
affairs of ----------- _-------affairs
1149
1149
Chehalis River,
Chehalis
River, Wash.,
conveyance of property
to
conveyance
property of, in trust to
preliminary
to be
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., of,
of, to
be
United States authorized------authorized
376
376
made-..-------..
--.... ---- _made
1197
members of,
final roll of members
of, to be
be prepared..
prepared376
Chdan Falls,
Falls, Wash.
Chelan
Wash.,
names to be included
included on ---------376
bridge authorized
bridge
authorized across Columbia
Columbia
appraisal of
consurvey, division, and appraisal
of conin
o
River near
1052
near----.--------------VUU'
veyed lands -.-------.------.
377
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N. C.,
Indians, N.
Cherokee
of—Continued.
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lands reserved
reserved from
allotment for
for cemefrom allotment
lands
teries,
schools, and
and other
other purteries, schools,
377
377
poses
poses-----------------------377
377
timber
etc--------quarries, etc
tracts, quarries,
timber tracts,
sales
authorized; proceeds
proceeds added to
to
sales authorized;
377
377
funds
the Band------------Band
of the
funds of
oil,
etc., mineral
mineral deposits
to,
reserved to,
deposits reserved
oil, etc.,
377
377
for
twenty-five years
years ------for twenty-five
leases authorized;
end of period to
to
at end
authorized; at
leases
become
owner of
of owner
property of
become property
377
377
---land
-----------------land
be apimprovements on
on the
lands to
to be
the lands
improvements
377
377
praised and
listed
and listed------------praised
377
377
manner of
of disposing
of
disposing of------------manner
allotment and
and division
division of
lands and
of lands
allotment
378
378
moneys
moneys---------------------378
378
equalization of
distribution
of distribution---------equalization
378
378
application for
under_
available undertracts available
for tracts
application
to
selections;
contiguous lands to
selections; contiguous
378
378
families
families---------------------per capita
funds,
all funds,
of all
distribution of
capita distribution
per
after
paying suspended
suspended annuiafter paying
378
378
ties,
equalization, etc
etc---------ties, equalization,
payments
less than
with less
members with
to members
payments to
379
379
one-sixteenth of
Indian blood
blood__
of Indian
one-sixteenth
adjustment
of so-called
land
private land
so-called private
adjustment of
379
379
claim
ownership-------------claim ownership
379
379
certificate
of allotment
to be issued .--allotment to
certificate of
379
379
contents
and legal effect ---------contents and
379
379
conveyed --revocation
_
before title conveyed,.
revocation before
379
379
other selection
selection in
in lieu
lieu -----------other
379
379
deed to
to allottee
after issue
issue of
of-----allottee after
deed
379
379
to
be recorded
county
the county----in the
recorded in
to be
379
379
delivery to
allottee upon
recording_
upon recording_
to allottee
delivery
disposition of
enrolled memif enrolled
property if
of property
disposition
ber
dies before
before receiving
receiving distribdistribber dies
380
utive
share
380
utive share------------------leases of
of allotments
during restricted
restricted
allotments during
leases
380
period
380
period--------------------children
use by
by parents
parents of
380
allotments to children
of allotments
use
alienation restricted
380
restricted----------------alienation
allottees
to become
become citizens
citizens upon reallottees to
cording of
of deeds,
etc
380
deeds, etc---------cording
restrictions
may be
alienation may
on alienation
restrictions on
removed after
recorded_ -__
380
380
- _
deed recorded
after deed
removed
allotments
for prior
prior claims,
claims,
liable for
not liable
allotments not
380
etc
etc-------------------------attempted alienation
to
alienation,: etc., prior to
attempted
removal of
restrictions, null and
of restrictions,
removal
380
void
380
void --------------------- -provisions
State taxation
taxation --------381
for State
provisions for
right of
United States
to protect
in
protect in
States to
of United
right
court
rights of
allottees not deof allottees
court rights
prived
of restrictions
restrictions
381
381
removal of
by removal
prived by
exception
381
exception-----------------------conveyances of
lands, etc.,
etc., by,
by, recogrecogof lands,
conveyances
nized _---------------------381
nized
reinvestment of
of proceeds
sales, etc.,
etc.,
of sales,
proceeds of
reinvestment
381
authorized
authorized_------------------rules and
to be
prescribed
be prescribed
regulations to
and regulations
rules
381
by the
Secretary -------------the Secretary
by
decisions on
on questions
enrollment
questions of enrollment
decisions
381
final
final ---------------------- amount authorized
to be
be appropriated
appropriated
authorized to
amount
381
for expenses
expenses -----------------for
Cherokee
also Five
(see also
Okla. (see
Indians, Okla.
Cherokee Indians,
Tribes),
Civilized Tribes),
Civilized
appropriation for
for common
common schools-schools __ 407,
1158
407, 1158
appropriation
to
all claims
claims of,
against United
States to
United States
of, against
all
be
by Court
Court of
determined by
be determined
Claims
27
Claims---------------------Cherokee, N.
N. C.,
C.,
Cherokee,
appropriation
for Indian
school at..
1157
406, 1157
at-_ _ 406,
Indian school
appropriation for
707
for Indian
Indian school,
school, additional,
additional, 1925__
1925-for
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Cherokee
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Orphan
Training
schoo l
;
Training School,
Orphan
Tahlequah, Okla.,
Okla.,
Tahlequah,
appropriation
for support,
support, etc
etc----- 406, 1157
appropriation for
for
additional, 1925
1925_--___ 708
etc., additional,
support, etc.,
for support,
Chesapeake and
Delaware Canal,
Canal,
and Delaware
Chesapeake
reconstruction
Delaware Railroad
Railroad
of Delaware
reconstruction of
ratiCompany's
across, ratibridge across,
Company's bridge
bed
1197
1197
fied ----------------------Chesapeake Street
C.,
D. C.,
NW., D.
Street NW.,
Chesapeake
Road to
appropriation for
for paving,
River Road
to
paving, River
appropriation
Forty-fourth
547
Street ---------Forty-fourth Street
Chester
Calf,
Chester Calf,
name
added to
final roll
roll of Cheyenne
to final
name added
and
Okla., and
Indians, Okla.,
Arapahoe Indians,
and Arapahoe
to
per
capita payment
be paid to
to be
payment to
per capita
253
him
tribal funds
funds --------from tribal
him from
Chestnut Tree
Tree Bark
Bark Disease,
Disease,
Chestnut
appropriation
for investigating
investigating new
appropriation for
methods
of controlling,
__ 440, 830
etc__controlling, etc_
methods of
Chevy Chase
Chase Parkway,
Parkway, D.
D. C.,
Chevy
name of
Thirty-seventh Street,
of Thirty-seventh
part of
of part
name
115
changed to
to ------------------115
changed
Chewing Tobacco,
Tobacco,
Chewing
provisions relating
relating to,
Revenue Act_Act
317
in Revenue
to, in
provisions
Indian Hospital,
Cheyenne and
Arapahoe Indian
Hospital,
and Arapahoe
Cheyenne
Okla.,
Okla.,
appropriation for
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
appropriation
of ----------------------408,
1159
408,1159
of
Indians, Mont.,
Cheyenne and
Arapahoe Indians,
and Arapahoe
Cheyenne
Northern,
Northern,
1160
of-_ 409, 1160
support, etc., of
appropriation for
for support,
appropriation
708
for support,
of additional,
additional, 1925_
etc., of
support, etc.,
for
Cheyenne
Indians, Okla.,
Arapahoe Indians,
and Arapahoe
Cheyenne and
names
of Chester
Chester Calf and Crooked
names of
Nose Woodman
added to
final
to final
Woodman added
Nose
roll
payment
capita payment
per capita
and per
of, and
roll of,
253
to be
them-------------paid them
be paid
to
Okla.,
Cheyenne, etc.,
Agency, Okla.,
etc., Agency,
Cheyenne,
appropriation for
support, etc.,
etc., of InInfor support,
appropriation
- 411, 1161
tribal funds
dians at,
funds_ _
1161
from tribal
at, from
dians
civilian
deficiency appropriation
for civilian
appropriation for
deficiency
-------- 1329
employees at-------at
employees
Cheyenne
River Agency,
S. Dak.,
Agency, S.
Cheyenne River
Inof Inappropriation
for support,
etc., of
support, etc.,
appropriation for
dians
from tribal
tribal funds
funds_ -.. 411, 1161
at, from
dians at,
deficiency
appropriation for civilian emdeficiency appropriation
1329
ployees
at ------------------1329
ployees at
Dak.
Cheyenne River
River Indian
Reservtion, N. Dak.
Indian Reeervtion,
Cheyenne
S. Dak.,
and
and S.
homestead entrymen,
etc., in former,
entrymen, etc.,
homestead
time if unof time
allowed extension
unextension of
allowed
due-------able to
to pay
pay money
1184
money due
able
interest
in advance
advance to
be paid
paid----1184
to be
interest in
1184
further extension
allowed; limit----limit
extension allowed;
further
Dak.
Cheyenne
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, S. Dak.
River Indian
Cheyenne River
claims
of Sioux
Sioux Indians
for horses
horses alleged
Indians for
claims of
to
erroneously killed
killed
been erroneously
have been
to have
477
on,
477
etc ----investigated, etc
be investigated,
to be
on, to
Cheyenne,
Wyo.,
Cheyenne, Wyo.,
388
terms
at ------------------court at
of court
terms of
Chicago,
III.,
Chicago, Ill.,
appropriation
for repairs,
repairs, etc.,
post
etc., post
appropriation for
office, courthouse,
79, 777
777
etc__-----courthouse, etc
office,
206, 1015
for
passport bureau
bureau ------------ 206,
for passport
for Confederate
Confederate Mound,
Oakwood
Mound, Oakwood
for
Cemetery
Cemetery------------------ 512, 927
authorized to
to change
location of South
South
change location
authorized
Branch
of Calumet
River
646
Calumet River-----Branch of
bridge authorized
CaluLittle Caluacross Little
authorized across
bridge
met
River at
25
at----------------met River
may
River, at
at 100th
100th
Calumet River,
bridge Calumet
may bridge
174
Street
174
Street----------------------29
at 130th
Street ----------------29
130th Street
at
172
at 134th
Street -----------------134th Street
at
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Chicago, Milwaukee
Milwaukee and
and Saint
Saint Paul
Paul RailRail- Page.
Page
Chicago,
way Company,
Company,
way
granted right of
Snellof way across Fort Snellgranted
30
30
Minn -------ing Reservation,
Reservation, Minn
Post
812
812
Military Reservation
Reservation
Post Discovery
Discovery Military
may
Mississippi River, Minnemay bridge Mississippi
apolis,
14
apolis, Minn ----------------time
bridging Mississippi
extended for
for bridging
Mississippi
time extended
River by------------------by
816
River
816
Chicago
Chicago River,
change of location
portion of South
location of a
a portion
change
Branch
by Chicago,
Chicago, authorBranch of, by
ized
646
ized--------.--------------646
preliminary examination,
preliminary
examination, etc., of, to
to be
be
1195
1195
made ---------------------Chicago, Rock
Pacific Railway
and Pacific
Railway
Chicago,
Rock Island
Island and
Company,
Company,
across White
White River,
bridge authorized
authorized across
De
Valls Bluff,
ChocDe Vails
Bluff, Ark., by ChocOklahoma and
Railand Gulf Railtaw, Oklahoma
Company and-----------and
645
645
way Company
Chickamauga and
and Chattanooga
Chattanooga Military
Military
Chickamauga
Park,
Park,
appropriation
establishfor continuing
continuing establishappropriation for
ment
of_
512,
927
512, 927
ment of.-----------------memorials in,
in, authorized
authorized by
Spanby Spanmemorials
ish War
who were
were enenish
War veterans
veterans who
camped there-------------there
513,
928
513, 928
camped
712
712
1925--------------for, additional,
additional, 1925
Chickasaw
Indians, Choctaw and,
and,
Chickasaw Indians,
adjudicated by Court
Court
all claims
claims of,
of, to
to be adjudicated
of
Claims
537
of Claims-----------------537
petition
may be
be jointly
severally
537
petition may
jointly or
or severally537
procedure, etc-------------------etc
538
538
Chickasaw Indians,
Indians, Okla.,
also Five
Okla., (see
(see also
Chickasaw
Civilized Tribes),
Civilized
appropriation
sales
expenses of sales
for expenses
appropriation for
within coal
coal and asphalt
asphalt area
area of 398,
398, 1148
for tribal schools
schools-------------- 398, 1148
for governor,
governor, attorney,
attorney, etc ----- 398, 1148
1158
for common
common schools ----------- 407,
407, 1158
for per
per capita
payments, from tribal
tribal
for
capita payments,
funds
412, 1162
funds-------------------Chickasha, Okla.,
Okla. '
Chickasha,
terms of court at ---------------388, 945
388,
Justice of the Supreme Court
Court of the
Chief Justice
United
States,
United States,
appropriation for; law clerk,
clerk, clerksclerks_ 218, 1028
1028
appropriation
Chief of Engineers,
Engineers, Army,
appropriation for printing and binding
binding
appropriation
479, 893
under -------------------- 479,893
civilian personnel,
for civilian
personnel, Office of, War
War
Department --------------Department
497, 912
draftsmen,
draftsmen, etc., payable
payable from other
other
appropriations
appropriations ------------- 497, 912
authority
authority of, over park system not interfered
fered with by District Traffic
Traffic ActAct_ 1126
1126
directed to report on authorized
authorized projprojdirected
ects whether further
further improveects,
ments undesirable, etc
etc-------- 1191
National Capital Park
to serve on National
Park
Commission -----------------463
Finance, Army,
Chief of Finance,
appropriation for civilian
civilian personnel
appropriation
898
Office of, War
War Department__
Department - 483,
483, 898
to have rank, etc., of major general-__
general_ __ 970
970
Army,
Chief of Staff, Army,
appropriation for contingencies__
__ 479,
894
appropriation
contingencies---479,894
for
of
894
for civil
civil personnel,
personnel, Office of-----479, 894
Child Caring
Caring Institutions,
Child
Institutions, D.
D. C.,
appropriation for, under Board of Chilappropriation
dren's Guardians ------- 569, 1243

Pee.
Child Hygiene
Hygiene Service, D. C.,
P"
appropriation
maintenance of welwelappropriation for maintenance
fare stations,
stations, etc----------etc
1238
fare
563, 1238
Child Labor,
Child
Labor,
proposed Amendment
Amendment to
proposed
to the
the Constitupower to
tion giving
giving power
to Congress
to
etc
670
to limit, etc-----------------670
Child Labor
Child
Labor Law,
Law,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for expenses
expenses
deficiency
enforcing
enforcing-------------------61
Child
Child Labor, Tax on
on Employment
Employment of, Title
Title
Act of 1921,
XII, Revenue Act
repealed
Revenue Act
1924 ---352
by Revenue
Act of 1924
repealed by
Child
Child Welfare,
Welfare,
appropriation for
for investigations,
241, 1051
1051
etc. 241,
investigations, etc.
appropriation
Children,
Societies for
of
for Prevention
Prevention of
Children, Societies
Cruelty
Cruelty to,
exempt from
from income
tax--------282
income tax
282
exempt
Children's Bureau, Department
Department of Labor,
Labor,
Children's
appropriation for
for Chief
Chief of, and office
office
appropriation
personnel1050
241, 1050
personnel
----------------- 241,
welfare, etc.;
for investigating
investigating child welfare,
mortality
241, 1051
infant mortality----------241,
for
general expenses
241, 1051
1051
for general
expenses ----------- 241,
for traveling,
etc., expenses
241, 1051
1051
expenses------ 241,
for
traveling, etc.,
for temporary
temporary experts,
experts, interpreters,
interpreters,
for
etc
241, 1051
1051
241,
etc---------------------for
materials for
publications of
of_ _
241, 1051
1051
- 241,
for materials
for publications
for executing
and Infancy
Infancy
Maternity and
executing Maternity
Hygiene
1051
241, 1051
Hygiene Act
Act-------------241,
computing
apportionment
to
to
apportionment
computing
States,
etc1051
241, 1051
States, etc----_----------241,
deficiency
appropriation for
enforcing
for enforcing
deficiency appropriation
child labor law--------------law
61
for
executing Maternity
and
Maternity and
for expenses
expenses executing
Infancy Hygiene
Hygiene Act,
Act, Hawaii-Hawaii
688
Children's Guardians,
Guardians, D. C., Board
Board of,
Children's
appropriation for administrative
administrative exexappropriation
penses
1243
penses------------------569, 1243
limitation on visiting wards
wards of_ 569, 1243
1243
salaries
1243
569, 1243
for salaries-------------------for feeble
feeble minded
minded children-----children
569, 1243
1243
for
care of children-_children_
1243
for board and care
569, 1243
allowances
sectarian instituinstituallowances to sectarian
tions
1243
tions----------------- 569, 1243
advances
1243
advances to agent ----------- 569, 1243
school for feeble
feeble minded
minded
569
for home and school
School1243
1243
District Training School------for District
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for feeble
deficiency
feeble
minded children
678, 1323
minded
children---------- 678,1323
Children's Hospital,
Children's
Hospital, D.
D. C.,
appropriation for care
care of indigent
indigent
appropriation
patients
1242
568, 1242
patients-----------------deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
1322
deficiency
for-------- 38, 1322
Chile,
Chile,
appropriation for ambassador
ambassador to__
to-_ 206, 1015
1015
appropriation
Chilocco, Okla.,
Chilocco,
appropriation for Indian
at_ _ 406, 1157
1157
Indian school at-_
appropriation
for Indian
Indian school,
school, additional,
additional, 1925-_
1925_ _
708
deficiency
appropriation for
Indian
deficiency appropriation
for Indian
school at
at -----------------42
school
China,
China,
appropriation
minister to
1015
appropriation for minister
to --.
- 206, 1015
legation -___
206
for Chinese secretary
secretary of legation_
206
assistant secretary
secretary ---assistant
_--......_ 206
206
for tuition of officers
officers assigned
for
assigned for
language
language study
study in 1016
----..... 1016
for customs tariff
revision; balance
tariff revision;
balance
available...-------..
211, 1019
available
.-211,
1019
for inquiry into extraterritoriality
extraterritoriality
211, 1019
in; balance
balance available
available ----- 211,
1019
for United
United States
States court
court for
1025
for------ 215, 1025
for expenses
expenses of American
American prisoners
215, 1025
etc., in ------------------215,1025
o
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appropriation
for rental
rental for troops
in_ 488, 903
troops in.
appropriation for
to
for preserving
preserving monuments, etc., to
for
soldiers
soldiers who fell in --------- 512, 927
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for consular
deficiency
1341
building,
Amoy
building, Amoy--------------remission permitted
permitted of further payremission
installments on
ments
ments by, of installments
135
indemnitv -----------Boxer indemnity
China Trade
1922,
Act, 1922,
Trade Act,
China
executappropriation
for expenses, executappropriation for
226,1036
ing --------------------226,
1036
ing
for expenses,
expenses, executing, additional,
additional,
for
706
1925
1925 --------------------China Trade
Amendments,
Act Amendments,
Trade Act
China
three
incorporators instead of five, suffithree incorporators
995
cient
995
cient ------------------995
temporary directors
designated
to be designated-directors to
temporary
995
stock subscriptions
subscriptions in
cash----in lieu of cash
stock
business
interest in shipping
forbidden; interest
business forbidden;
995
permitted if
citizens if owned by citizens
permitted
incorporation
requiincorporation not complete until requisite amount
amount of
of cash or property
site
995
contributed
contributed-------------statement
required of real or personal
statement required
995
property
in custody
directorsof directors_
custody of
property in
revocation of,
on transacting business
of, on
revocation
to
in violation
violation hereof or failure to
in
file statement
statement ---------------- 996
file
996
may alter corporate
corporate seal -----------may
shares of
of stock
stock to
to be issued at not less
shares
than
998
par-------------------- 996
than par
payment required;
required; holders
liable for
holders liable
payment
996
unpaid amounts
996
amounts-----------unpaid
directors
qualifications, etc., authordirectors' qualifications,
996
ized by by-laws-------------by-laws
996
quorum;
recognized_
proxy holdings recognized_-quorum; proxy
agent
to be
maintained in District of
be maintained
agent to
Columbia
accept service,
service,
to accept
Columbia to
996
answer
in court, etc
etc----------answer in
in
income tax,
of proallowed of
is allowed
credit is
tax, credit
in income
portion the
the income
income from China
portion
sources bears to shares
shares of owners
sources
in United
States, China,
China, etc--etc__
996
United States,
in
credit
dividends
special dividends
to special
subject to
credit subject
residents in
China,United States,
in China,United
residents
997
etc
etc---------------------in addition
addition to
to other
997
dividends -- -other dividends
in
and
was distributed
distributed in proportion
proportion
and was
997
to shareholders'
stock------shareholders' stock
to
gross
income
exemption
allowed,
gross income exemption allowed, of
China Trade
Trade Act
Act corporation
corporation
China
997
dividends
to a
in ChinaChina_
resident in
a resident
dividends to
no
corporation for
for business
to
business in China to
no corporation
be created
law other than
by law
created by
be
997
under
this Act
997
Act-- -----------under this
China
Trade Act Corporations,
Corporations,
China Trade
corporation
allowed for proprocredit allowed
tax credit
corporation tax
portion of
dividends to residents
residents
of dividends
portion
in
China; exception
exception ----------295
in China;
certificate to
Commissioner of Into Commissioner
certificate
ternal
Revenue --------------295
ternal Revenue
subject
to special
residividends to resispecial dividends
subject to
295
dents
in China
China ---------------295
dents in
additional
to all
all other payments
additional to
295
thereto
thereto --------------------295
in
to shares
owned____
--shares owned
proportion to
in proportion
295
ownership of
stock construed -----of stock
ownership
295
-meaning of
of "
China"
"China"------------meaning
China, United
Courtfor,
United States Court
China,
appropriation
and exexappropriation for salaries and
penses
215,
1025
215,102,
penses-------------------Chinch Bug,
Bug,
Chinch
appropriation for
methods
investigating methods
for investigating
appropriation
839
839
.
^-1 ;in,+tin
of
eradicating
UO1
criaul-i.-.-
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Chinese
Customs Tariff,
Tariff,
rage
Chinese Customs
participatappropriation for expenses,
expenses, participatappropriation
211, 1019
211,
of
revision of---------in revision
ing in
Chinese
Chinese Exclusion,
enforcing; deporting,
appropriation for enforcing;
appropriation
1049
240, 1049
etc--------------------

Chinese
Chinese Indemnity,
payment of
installments of
of further installments
payment
135
may be remitted
remitted -----Boxer, may
135
135
-----as
1, 1917---1917
October 1,
from October
as from
Chinese
Plague,
Chinese Plague,
appropriation
prevention of epiappropriation for prevention
76, 775
demic
76,
demic--------------------Chippewa Agency,
Agency, Minn., Consolidated,
Consolidated,
Chippewa
appropriation for support, etc., of Inappropriation
dians
from tribal funds
funds----- 1161
dians at, from
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for civilian ememdeficiency
1329
ployees at-------------------at
ployees
Chippewa
Rocky Boy
Indians, etc., Mont., Rocky
Chippewa Indians,
Band of,
1159
appropriation for
for support,
etc
1159
support, etc-------appropriation
for
support, etc.,
etc., Indians of, addifor support,
708
tional,
'708
tional, 1925 ---------------Chippewa Indians
in Minnesota,
Minnesota,
Indians in
Chippewa
appropriation
for tuition
tuition of children
children in
appropriation for
State public
public schools
schools------- 407, 1158
State
for
etc., from tribal
tribal
civilization, etc.,
for civilization,
funds
411, 1162
411,
funds------------------amount for general
general agency puramount
411,
poses
41 1, 1162
poses-----------------aiding construction, etc., State
aiding
schools1162
411, 1162
public schools------------condiaiding
Indians; condiindigent Indians;
aiding indigent
tions
411, 1162
tions-------------------support
Indian hospitals-.-hospitals
412, 1162
support of Indian
deficiency
appropriation for tubercutubercudeficiency appropriation
42
losis
sanatorium for ---------losis sanatorium
amount
credited to general
general fund
be credited
to be
amount to
for timber,
timber, etc., in MinneMinneof, for
sota
National Forest ---------1052
sota National
back annuities
erroneously
annuities due to, erroneously
back
omitted
from the rolls, to be
omitted from
95
9---------paid,
95
paid, etc
high school teachers
teachers at White Earth
high
School,
from tribal
School, to be paid from
819
funds
funds----------------------payment
directed from
from credit
credit for ceded
payment directed
lands
designated Mille Lac
lands of, to designated
818
chiefs818
---------------------chiefs
per
payment to, from principal
capita payment
per capita
1,798
fund
1, 798
fund---------------------ratification
required_ ___ 1,
1, 798
ratification of, by Tribe required---798
2,
-------subject to any lien, etc798
not subject
sum authorized
credited to genauthorized to be credited
sum
arising from sale of
eral fund of, arising
816
ceded
816
ceded lands ----------------Chippewa
Indians in Minnesota, Red Lake
Chippewa Indians
Band of,
appropriation
from
appropriation for sawmill, etc., from
412
tribal funds ---------------Chippewa
Indians, Mich.,
Chippewa Indians,
claims
etc., Bands of, in
in
claims of Saginaw, etc.,
137
Court of Claims ---------- -137
to
be
filed
by
approved
attorneys
137
attorneys--to be filed by approved
137
fees
limit increased
137
increased ----allowed; limit
fees allowed;
Chippewa Indians,
N. Dak.,
Dak., Turtle MounIndians, N.
Chippewa
tain Band
Band of,
tain
409, 1159
appropriation for
support, etc-----etc
for support,
appropriation
for support,
support, etc.,
etc., of, additional,
1925_ 708
additional, 1925_
for
Chippewa Indians
Indians of Lake Superior,
Superior, Wis.,
Chippewa
appropriation for
etc., of,
of, adadfor support, etc.,
appropriation
ditional, 1925
708
1925--------------ditional,
deficiency
support,
appropriation for support,
deficiency appropriation
etc
759
etc---------------------------
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final roll of Lac du Flambeau
Flambeau Band
of,
Band of,
to be prepared
132
prepared ----------------132
allotments to be made, sale of
of mermerchantable timber, etc ---------132
132
Chippetva Indians
Indians of the
Mississippi,
Chippewa
the Mississippi,
Minn.,
appropriation for
support of
1158
appropriation
for support
of schools_
schools_ 407,
407, 1158
for schools, additional, 1925 ------708
708
Chippewa Indians,
Indians, Wis., Saint
Chippewa
Saint Croix,
Croix,
appropriation for fulfilling treaty
appropriation
with -----------413, 1164
1164
for purchase
purchase of land, etc-------etc
413,
1164
413, 1164
discretionary
cash
payments-----discretionary
payments
1164
1164
Chiu
Chiu Irrigation
IrrigationProject,
Chzu Chzu
Project, Ariz.,
appropriation
appropriation for pumping
pumping plants_
plants_-_ 400,
400, 1151
Choctaw and
Chickasaw Indian
Hospital,
and Chickasaw
Indian Hospital,
Okla.,
appropriation
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc.,
of ----------------------408,
1159
408, 1159
Choctaw and
and Chickasaw
Choctaw
Chickasaw Indians,
Indians,
all claims of, to be adjudicated
adjudicated by
537
Court of Claims ------------537
petition may be jointly or severally_
537
severally537
procedure, etc-------------------procedure,
etc
538
538
Choctaw and
and Chickasaw
Choctaw
Chickasaw Townsite Lands,
payment of amounts due deceased persons, to
heirs
138
to their heirs-----------138
ascertainment
138
ascertainment of heirs
heirs----- ------138
Choctaw Indians
Mississippi,
Indians of Mississippi,
appropriation for support, and civilizaappropriation
civilization of full blood;
blood; encouraging
encouraging
industry, etcetc ------------ 409,
1189
409, 1189
for lands for full blood; repayment__ 1149
1149
for education of full
1155
full blood
blood--------- 1155
for support, etc., of, additional,
additional,
1925-----------------1925
.708
for education of,
1925_ -__
708
of, additional,
additional, 1925_
708
deficiency
deficiency
appropriation
appropriation for relief,
etc --------------------- 684,
684, 1329
1329
for education---education
760
---------.---760
Choctaw Indians,
Indians, Okla. (see
(see also
also Five
Five
Civilized Tribes),
Tribes),
appropriation for expenses
of sales
appropriation
expenses of
sales
area
within coal and asphalt
asphalt area
of -------------.-------- 398,
398, 1148
1148
for tribal schools ------------.
398, 1148
1148
398,
for chief, attorney,
attorney, etc --------1148
398, 1148
for common schools ------------ 407,
1158
407, 1158
for per capita payments to, from
tribal funds-----.--------funds
412, 1162
1162
for fulfilling treaties with
with-------- 413,
413, 1163
1163
for education
education-----.---------413,
413, 116
1163
Choctaw, Oklahoma
Oklahoma and Gulf Railway
Railway
Company,
bridge authorized
authorized across White
White River,
Ark. by Chicago,
De Vails
Vall,s Bluff, Ark.,
Chicago,
Rock Island and Pacific
Pacific RailRailway Company and
645
and -----.----645
Cholera,
Cholera,
appropriation for
prevention of
epiappropriation
for prevention
of epidemic-------------------.-- 76, 775
demic
775
Cholera,
Cholera, Hog,
appropriation for investigating,
appropriation
treatinvestigating, treating, etc .-------..-------439,
439, 829
829
Choptank River, Md.,
Choptank
preliminary
preliminary examination, etc.,
to be
be
etc., of,
of, to
made -------------.---------made
1192
1192
Chowan
Chowan River,
River,
authorized across,
bridge authorized
across, at Edenton,
Edenton,
N. C
C-----------------1128
1128
Cigarand Cigarette
Cigar
Cigarette Holders,
Holders,
excise tax on, of meerschaum
meerschaum or amber,
mold
sold by producer, etc---------etc
323
323
.
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Cigar
Page.
Cigar Manufacturers,
Manufacturers,
Page.
special tax imposed on annual
annual sales
sales by;
by;
rates ---------.--.---------- 327
327
sales for export exempt
exempt-----------328
328
Cigarette
Cigarette Beetle,
Beetle,
appropriation
for investigating,
investigating, etc-_
etc__ 449,
839
appropriation for
449, 839
Cigarette
Manufacturers,
Cigarette Manufacturers,
special tax imposed on annual sales
by;
sales by;
rates------------------ ---- _ 327
rates
327
exempt
328
sales for
for export
export exempt-----------328
Cigarette
Papers
and
Tubes,
Cigarette Papersand Tubes,
internal revenue tax levied
by
levied on,
on, sold
sold by
manufacturer
to
manufacturer or
or importer to
other than cigarette
cigarette manufacmanufacturer----------------------turer
318
318
bond of
manufacturer purchasing
purchasing
of manufacturer
tubes for making cigarettes
318
cigarettes---318
Cigarettes,
Cigarettes,
or importer_
316
tax on, by manufacturer
manufacturer or
importer _
316
Cigars, Tobacco, and Manufactures
Manufactures Thereof,
Thereof,
Cigars,
Tax on, Title VII, Revenue Act
of 1921,
of
1921,
Act of
1924 ---352
repealed by Revenue
Revenue Act
of 1924
352
Cigars, Tobacco,
Cigars,
Tobacco, and Manufactures
Manufactures of,
of, Tax
on Title
IV, Revenue
Revenue Act
of
1924,
on,
Title IV,
Act of 1924,
tax payable by manufacturer
manufacturer or
or imimcigars
316
porter, on small
small cigars -------316
cigars based on retail price--------price
316
316
cigarettes;
316
cigarettes; large
large------------------316
retail price
price defined
316
defined------ --------316
requirements for cigar
cigar boxes.
boxes. etcetc_
317
label requirements
317
packages
cigapackages required for
for domestic
domestic cigacigars -_----317
rettes and small cigars317
and canceled__
317
stamps to
to be affixed
affixed and
canceled-_- _ 317
cigarettes in
for imported
imported cigarettes
in addition
addition
stamps-----------317
to import stamps
317
packages required
for cigars
317
packages
required for
cigars --------317
punishment for illegal number,
false
number, false
branding,
branding, etc --------------317
317
317
retail sales from boxes allowed
allowed-----317
employees
employees allowed number
number for
for perpersonal use without paying
paying tax-_tax_
317
317
tax payable
payable by manufacturer
manufacturer or
or imimporter on tobacco and snuffsnuff._ -_
317
317
packages required
required for manufactured
packages
manufactured
tobacco and snuff --------- -317
317
bladders and jars allowed for
for snuff
318
snuff..
318
wooden, for chewing tobacco------tobacco
318
318
marking, etc.,
etc., required
required ----318
_-----318
limitations
limitations not applicable to exports.
318
exports_
318
bulk sales of perique, clippings,
clippings, etc.,
etc.,
to other manufacturers
manufacturers or for
for
free of
318
export, free
of tax
tax -----------318
combinations permitted,
of wood,
combinations
permitted, of
wood,
etc-----------------etc
318
------318
tax
cigarette paper
tax on
on cigarette
paper and
and tubes
tubes to
to
other than manufacturer------manufacturer
318
318
bond required
required from manufacturers_
318
manufacturers _
318
leaf tobacco
tobacco provisions
318
provisions-------------318
dealers to file with collector statestatement of business;
business; details -- ---318
318
bond required;
required; number
number to
asto be
be assigned ---------------------319
319
certificate
certificate to be issued; posting_
319
posting 319
inventory of stock to be filed aninventory
anetc------------------nually, etc
319
319
invoices and records
records to be kept----kept
319
319
monthly reports
reports of transactions----transactions
319
319
sales restricted;
only to
restricted; shipments
shipments only
to
other dealers, registered
registered manumanufacturers
facturers of tobacco, etc
319
etc------319
penalty tax for violations of requirerequirements --319
------------319
punishment
statements,
punishment for refusing
refusing statements,
render invoices.
invoices. etc ----------320
320
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leaf
for
punishment for
provisions; punishment
tobacco provisions;
leaf tobacco
unauthorized
320
320
shipments------unauthorized shipments
fraudulent accounts------------accounts
320
320
fraudulent
farmers or
or growers,
coopgrowers' coopor growers'
growers, or
farmers
erative
not regarded
regarded
associations not
erative associations
320
dealers
of their
their product,
etc_
product, etc---dealers of
records to
be kept
kept by
cooperative asasby cooperative
to be
records
320
sociations
320
sociations ------------------term
"tobacco growers
growers cooperative
cooperative
term "tobacco
association," defined
320
320
defined---------association,"
Cimarron
River, N.
Mex. and
Okla.,
and Okla.,
N. AMex.
Cimarron River,
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., authorpreliminary
249
ized for
of
control of-----flood control
for flood
ized
Cincinnati, New
New Orleans
Texas Pacific
Pacific
and Texas
Orleans and
Cincinnati,
Railway Company,
Company,
Railway
may
bridge Cumberland
River near
Cumberland River
may bridge
Burnside,
648
648
Ky ---------------Burnside, Ky
Cincinnati, Ohio,
Ohio,
Cincinnati,
may be
exterior
of post
post office
office building,
building, may
exterior of
cleaned
Government
without Government
cleaned without
135
expense
135
expense -------------------Circuit Courts
Courts of
of Appeals,
Appeals,
Circuit
appropriation
for
circuit
judges_.___
218,
1028
1028
218,
--judges
appropriation for circuit
220, 1030
for pay
pay of
of clerks-----------clerks
220,
for
appeals from
interlocutory decrees
decrees in
from interlocutory
appeals
813
to----admiralty
allowed to
cases allowed
admiralty cases
for first
circuit to
to hold
San
hold aa sitting at San
first circuit
for
729
Juan, Porto
Porto Rico
Rico -----------Juan,
appeal or writ of
jurisdiction of,
of
by appeal
of, by
jurisdiction
error over
decisions of disfinal decisions
over final
error
936
trict courts
courts-----------------trict
Court, excertiorari to
to Supreme
Supreme Court,
certiorari
936
cepted
936
cepted ------------------all cases
cases in
Hawaii and
936
Rico-Porto Rico
and Porto
in Hawaii
all
in Alaska
and Virgin
Virgin Islands;
Islands; cases
cases
Alaska and
in
reviewable
936
reviewable -----------------Canal
936
Zone------------------Canal Zone
supreme
courts of
of Hawaii
Hawaii and
and Porto
supreme courts
Rico; cases
936
reviewable--------cases reviewable
Rico;
in United
Court for
for China
China -936
States Court
United States
in
to
review specified
interlocutory ororspecified interlocutory
to review
936
ders etc.,
of district
district courts
courts ---etc., of
ders
conawards of
employees conrailway employees
of railway
awards
troversies
936
936
troversies------------------appellate
banksupervisory, in bankand supervisory,
appellate and
936
ruptcy cases
cases ---------------ruptcy
936
distribution
to circuits
936
circuits--------------distribution to
authority
of, over
ComFederal Trade Comover Federal
authority of,
937
mission orders
orders --------------937
mission
937
orders under
under Clayton
Act_
937
Antitrust ActClayton Antitrust
orders
appeals
on interlocutory
interlocutory decrees
decrees of
to, on
appeals to,
district
on injunctions,
injunctions,
courts on
district courts
937
etc
937
etc---------------------precedence given,
937
937
etc ------------given, etc
precedence
time limit
for bringing
bringing judgments
judgments bebelimit for
time
fore,
review
940
for review--------------fore, for
Circuit Judges
Judges (see
Judges, United
United
also Judges,
(see also
Circuit
States Courts),
Courts),
States
appropriation for
for salaries
1028
218, 1028
salaries -------- 218,
appropriation
two
to be
appointed for
for
be appointed
additional, to
two additional,
eighth
circuit
1116
eighth circuit---------------Citizenship,
Citizenship,
aliens
ineligible to,
not admitted
admitted to
to
to, not
aliens ineligible
162
United
States; exceptions
162
exceptions-----United States;
declared
of all
all Indians
Indians born
born within
terwithin terdeclared of
ritorial
of United
United States
States 253
253
limits of
ritorial limits
Citrus
Canker,
Citrus Canker,
appropriation for
eradiinvestigating, eradifor investigating,
appropriation
cating,
440,
830
440, 830
etc--------------cating, etc
cooperation
States; local,
etc.,
local, etc.,
with States;
cooperation with
contributions
440, 830
830
required------- 440,
contributions required_
paying
destroyed trees,
trees, etc.,
for destroyed
paving for
830
- - _-- 440.
~
f-rhiAnforbidden
440,830
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Citrus Fruits,
Page.
Fruits,
Citrus
appropriation for
for investigating
insects
investigating insects
appropriation
affecting
449, 839
839
449,
-affecting-....----------City
Delivery, Postal
Service,
Postal Service,
City Delivery,
86, 785
appropriation
for car
ear fare,
fare, etc
etc -----785
appropriation for
for
carriers ------------------86, 785
785
86,
for carriers
for
special-delivery fees
785
86, 785
fees --------for special-delivery
86, 785
for
vehicle allowance
allowance ----------785
for vehicle
47, 59,
deficiency
appropriations for
for carriers-carriers
47,
deficiency appropriations
1352
63,
690,
699,
701,
763,
1337,
1352
1350,
1337,
63, 690, 699, 701, 763,
for
temporary carriers_
___ 47, 60, 763, 1337
1337
carriers --for temporary
60
for
vehicle allowance------------allowance
60
for vehicle
for
special
delivery
fees
690,
1337
1337
690,
for special delivery fees-------City Refuse,
C.,
D. C.,
Refuse, D.
City
appropriation
for personal
services_ 551, 1228
1228
personal servicesappropriation for
for
disposal
night soil,
soil, etc---etc__ __ 551,
1228
551, 1228
of; night
for disposal of;
deficiency
appropriation
for
disposal
of_
1319
1319
of_
disposal
deficiency appropriation for
Civic Leagues,
Leagues,
Civic
282
exempt from
tax
income tax------------from income
exempt
Civil Service
Service Commission,
Commission,
Civil
appropriation for
for Commissioners,
Commissioners, and
and
appropriation
1200
office
523, 1200
personnel ----------- 523,
office personnel
for field
field force;
force; pay
restriction--- 523, 1200
pay restriction
for
details from
from Departments,
forDepartments, etc., fordetails
bidden
bidden----------------- 523, 1200
523, 1200
for expert
examiners
1200
expert examiners-----------for
Retirement
for
expenses
under
Retirement
under
expenses
for
523, 1201
Act
Act--------------------for examination
examination of
presidential postof presidential
for
523, 1201
1201
523,
masters
masters-----------------523, 1201
1201
523,
for
traveling expenses,
expenses, etc------etc
for traveling
523,
1201
523, 1201
expenses, etc ---for
contingent expenses,
for contingent
523, 1201
1201
523,
for
condition
rent; condition-----------for rent;
523, 1201
1201
523,
for
printing and
binding for
for and binding
for printing
705
for
field force,
force, additional,
additional, 1925 ---for field
deficiency
appropriation for
traveling
for traveling
deficiency appropriation
1348
expenses -------------------1348
expenses
Civil
Service Retirement
Act,
Retirement Act,
Civil Service
appropriation for
for expenses
expenses of
of Civil
appropriation
- 523, 1201
Service Commission
Commission under
under.. _
1201
Service
for expenses
expenses of
of Pension
Office exPension Office
for
ecuting ---------------1164
414, 1164
ecuting
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for expenses
expenses
deficiency
56
of
Office executing
executing----Pension Office
of Pension
Civil
War Veterans,
Veterans,
Civil War
inspect
appointment on
commission to
to inspect
on commission
appointment
siege
of Petersburg,
Petersburg, Va.,
Va., battlebattlesiege of
fields, of
of a
amember
of, who
served
who served
member of,
fields,
856
856
in United
United States
Army -------States Army
in
856
856
in Confederate
Army ------------Confederate Army
in
selection
of one
who served
served in
in United
United
one who
selection of
ConStates forces
forces and
and one
in Conone in
States
federate States
States forces,
forces, on comcomfederate
mission to
to inspect,
inspect, etc.,
etc., VirVirmission
646
646
ginia battle
fields
--------battle fields--ginia
Civilian Military
Instruction,
Military Instruction,
Civilian
appropriation for
expenses of rifle
rifle
for expenses
appropriation
ranges, etc.;
quartermaster supetc.; quartermaster
ranges,
509, 924
plies, etc
924
etc ---------------plies,
for ordnance
equipment for
rifle
for rifle
ordnance equipment
for
ranges
510, 925
925
510,
ranges------------------provision authorized
authorized for
for construction,
construction,
provision
etc.,
of indoor
indoor and
and outdoor
outdoor rifle
rifle
etc., of
510
ranges
510
ranges---------------------510
instructors
markmanship ------510
in markmanship
instructors in
maintenance
of matches,
matches, issuing
issuing
maintenance of
arms,
targets, trophies,
etc., for
for
trophies, etc.,
arms, targets,
promoting practice
practice in rifled
promoting
arms
510
arms-----------------------sale at
at cost
etc., to National
of arms, etc.,
cost of
sale
Rifle
members; issues
Association members;
Rifle Association
510
to organized
organized clubs,
etc
clubs, etc--------to
procuring necessary
necessary materials,
materials, supprocuring
510
plies, prizes,
etc ------------prizes, etc
plies,
s
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CivilianMilitary
Instruction-Continued. Page.
Civilian
Military Instruction-Continued.
provision
authorized for transportation,
transportation,
provision authorized
subsistence, etc., to participants
in practice, matches,
matches, etc ----..
510
51C
Civilian
Civilian Training
Training Camps (see Training
Training
Camps, Military).
Military).
•
Claims,
Claims,
appropriation for adjusting, for damappropriation
ages to private property by
naval aircraft -------------- 199, 877
877
for arbitrating
arbitrating outstanding
outstanding pecunpecuniary, between United States and
and
Great Britain------.-----_
Britain
213, 1022
213,
1022
for defending
defending suits in --------217, 1026
217,
1026
for paying, for damages
damages to
private
to private
property
property by Army target
target pracpractice, etc------------------etc
483,
483, 897
897
for paying, for damages to private
property of Army officers,
officers, enlisted men, etc------------etc
483,
483, 898
898
for paying, for damages to private
property
property by naval forces---forces
184, 862
184,
862
for paying, for damages to private
private
property, etc., by postal servservice -----------.----------.85,
85, 784
784
damages to private
for paying, for damages
private
Interior Deproperty, under Interior
Department---------------partment
1142
391, 1142
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for defending
defending
suits in--------------------_
in
44,
70
44, 70
for paying, certified
certified by
by General
General AcAccounting
counting Office
Office --------------54,
60, 697, 699, 758,
1351, 1352
758, 1347, 1351,
1352
for settling, of foreign
foreign Governments
Governments
under war contracts
contracts ------695, 1344
1344
for paying, for damages to private
property
property by Veterans'
Veterans' Bureau-_
Bureau__ 1317
1317
commissioners to take evidence
commissioners
evidence in,
in, to
to
be appointed
appointed by Court of
of
Claims ------.-----.-------.
964
964
authority,
authority, salaries, etc-----------965
965
appointments, etc.,
expire in
in three
appointments,
etc., to
to expire
three
years ---.-------.--------- -965
965
of Rhode Island
Island for expenses
expenses in war with
with
Spain, referred
referred to Court of
of
Claims ---..-----------------. 964
964
payment
of
adjudicated, under War
payment
adjudicated,
War
Minerals
the limitalimitaMinerals Relief
Relief Act,
Act, the
tion being repealed
repealed ----------634
634
Claims Commission,
Claims
Commission, United
United States
States and
and
Germany,
Germany,
appropriation for expenses,
expenses, etcetc .215,
1023
215, 1023
appropriation for expenses
deficiency appropriation
expenses__
1339
1339
Austria and Hungary
Hungary added ----1339
1339
Claims
Claims Commissions,
Commissions, United States and
and
Mexico,
appropriation
appropriation for general
general and special_
1024
special -1024
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for expenses
expenses of
691
of
691
Clairs,
(lairs, New Brunswick,
bridge authorized
authorized across
across Saint John
John
27
River, Fort
Fort Kent,
Kent, Me., to
to ----.
27
Clallam
Clallam Indians,
Indians, Wash.,
per capita payment to, upon enrollment
enrollment 1102
1102
acceptance
acceptance in full satisfaction
all
satisfaction of all
claims required
required
1102
.------------- 1102
retention until majority, of
of
of shares
shares of
minors
minors ----------------1102
interest on, may be paid to parents,
etc ----.-----------.. ----.
1102
1102
allowance to attorney
allowance
attorney--------.---_ 1102
1102
Clark County, Idaho,
Clark
Idaho,
appropriation
appropriation for sheep
sheep experiment
experiment
station, etc.,
etc., in ------------ 439,
439, 828
828
Clark, Don
Clark,
Don H.,
H.,
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for contested
contested
election expenses------------expenses
1314
1314
,
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-
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-
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-
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Clarks Ferry
Ferry Bridge
Bridge Company,
Page.
Page.
may
may bridge
bridge Susquehanna
at
Susquehanna River at
30
Clarks Ferry,
Ferry, Pa -----------30
Clarks Ferry,
Clarks
Ferry, Pa.,
Pa.,
bridge
bridge authorized
authorized across Susquehanna
Susquehanna
River at--------------------30
30
Clarksdale, Miss.,
Clarksdale,
Miss.,
terms
at------------------terms of
of court
court at
882
882
Clarksville, Tenn.,
Tenn.,
time extended
extended for bridging
Cumberland
bridging Cumberland
River near -----------------113
113
Classification
Act
of
1923,
Classification Act of 1923,
errors in
rates for
for custodial
custodial service
service
errors
in rates
corrected
corrected ------------------669
669
Classified Civil Service Employees,
Employees,
Classified
appropriation for
expenses of
of Civil
Civil
appropriation
for expenses
Service
Service Commission
Commission under
under ReRetirement Act -------------- 523, 1201
tirement
1201
for expenses
expenses of Pension
Office under
under
Pension Office
Retirement Act ----------414, 1164
1164
Retirement
414,
Clay,
etc.,
Clay, etc.,
appropriation for
investigating strucstrucappropriation
for investigating
tural materials
materials of------------of
230
230
Clay,
Clay, Henry,
loan of portrait of, in the Capitol,
Capitol, for
for
exhibition in Philadelphia
Philadelphia of
works
works of the
the artist, John NeagleNeagle_
1252
1252
Products, etc.,
etc.,
Clay Products,
appropriation for
for study
processes,
appropriation
study of
of processes,
properties, etc.,
1040
properties,
etc., of --------- 231,
231, 1040
Clays, etc.,
etc.,
appropriation for investigating
investigating strucstrucappropriation
tural materials
materials of ---------- 230,
230, 1039
1039
Clayton
Clayton Antitrust
Antitrust Act,
circuit courts of appeals
circuit
appeals to
to enforce,
etc.,
enforce, etc.,
orders under
937
under----------------937
Clayton
Ark.,
Clayton County, Ark.,
bridge authorized
authorized across
across Current
Current River,
River,
bridge
at Finley's
Finley's Ferry, by
26
by---------26
Clayton,
Clayton, N. Mex.,
Mex.,
offices of register and
receiver, land
land
and receiver,
office at, consolidated--------consolidated
395
395
Clearwater,
Clearwater, Minn.,
bridge
bridge authorized
authorized across Mississippi
River, at-------------------at
1302
1302
Clerical
Senators,
Clerical Assistance
Assistance to Senators,
appropriation for
for clerks
clerks and
and assistant
assistant
appropriation
clerks
clerks to Senators
Senators not chairmen
chairmen
of committees
committees specifically
specifically proprovided for
for ---------------- 580,1288
580, 1288
vided
committee status----------status
530, 1288
1288
580,
for additional
additional clerks
580, 1288
1288
clerks------------ 580,
positions and pay authorized
positions
authorized of
of clerks
clerks
and assistant
assistant clerks
clerks to Senators
Senators
not chairmen
designated
chairmen of
of designated
committees------committees
---------- 148
148
service to committee
committee of which
which
Senator
Senator is chairman
chairman ----------148
148
additional
additional clerks, if having not more
designated number
than designated
number of clerks
148
148
Clerk Hire at
Consulates,
at Consulates,
appropriation
appropriation for --------------- 208,
1017
208, 1017
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for--------for
760
57, 760
Clerk Hire,
Clerk
Hire Members, Delegates,
Delegates, and
and ResiRes ident Commissioners,
Commissioners,
appropriation for
585, 1293
1293
appropriation
for -------------- 585,
established for; mode
amount established
mode of payment -------------------152
152
salary to one person limited
salary
limited -------152
152
Clerk of the House of Representatives,
Clerk
Representatives,
appropriation
etc------ 582, 1290
appropriation for, clerks, etc
1290
for clerk under direction
direction of -------1292
1292
for assistance
assistance in preparing
preparing reports,
reports,
etc
etc
--------------------------

EQr 1294
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Clerk of
of the House
Page.
Representatives-Con. Page.
House of Representatives-Con.
Clerk
deficiency appropriation
compiling
appropriation for compiling
deficiency
contested
election
cases,
etc_
_
_
_
34
etc- -contested election
committee clerks placed
placed under, after
after
committee
close
Congress
583, 1291
close of
of Congress----------applicable to Committee on Acnot applicable
counts
counts---- -------------- 583, 1291
journal
position and pay established of, journal
clerk,
disbursing
reading clerks, disbursing
clerk, reading
clerk, etc ------------------149
enrolling clerk while held by present
present
enrolling
150
incumbent
incumbent------ ----.------property custodian,
custodian, stationery
stationery clerk,
clerk,
property
librarian,
150
etc----------------librarian, etc
151
clerk under direction of ---_-------statements
to
be
filed
with,
of
election
with,
statements
expenses,
etc., by treasurers
treasurers of
expenses, etc.,
political
committees
1071
political committees----------contributions by other persons for
of contributions
influencing
election of candidates
influencing election
in two or more States --------1072
from candidates for the House, of
contributions, expenses,
etc_ ___ 1072
expenses, etc---verification, filing, and preservation-preservation
1073
verification,
certain supplies from
transfer to, of certain
Committee for
General Supply Committee
use
Office Building,
use of House Office
585
authorized
authorized------------------Clerks
House
Janitors to Committees, House
Clerks and
and Janitors
Representatives,
of Representatives,
appropriation for
1290
for---------------- 582, 1290
appropriation
Clerk of the
clerks placed under Clerk
House after
after close
of Congress
_
583, 1291
---.--gress --------Doorkeeper
janitors placed under Doorkeeper
583, 1291
after close of Congress
Congress .--established of, to
to
positions and pay established
designated
committees
150
designated committees--------Clerks and Messengers
Clerks
Messengers to Committees,
Cbmmittees,
Senate,
Senate,
appropriation for --------------. , 579, 1287
1287
appropriation
to
positions and pay established
established of, to
designated
committees ------- 147
designated committees
Legations,
Embassies and
and Legations,
Clerks at Embassies
Clerks
appropriation for
1016
- 206, 1016
forappropriation
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for salaries_
salaries__ _
57
Clerks, United
United States
States Courts,
Clerks,
Courts,
220, 1030
appropriation
1030
appropriation for salaries ------naturalization
to, in naturalization
for assistants to,
cases
241, 1050
cases ------------------- 241,
709
additional, 1925-_for salaries, etc.,
etc., additional,
1925_ __
171,
-deficiency
appropriation
56,
171, 760
for
appropriation
deficiency
district
fees established
services of, district
established for services
court
857
court --------------------857
inconsistent
repealed --------inconsistent laws repealed
857
not applicable
applicable to poor suitors.__-suitors
not required from United StatesStates _-_
857
schedule
857
of--------------------schedule of
effective July 1, 1925 -------------859
indexes to all judgment debtors to be
be
kept by;
inspection_ _
813
to inspection--open to
by; open
kept
Clinton
Clinton County, Iowa,
bridge
authorized
across
Mississippi
bridge authorized across
Whiteside Counbetween Whiteside
River, between
ty,
15
15
and-----------------ty, Ill.,
Ill., and
Clocks,
Clocks,
excise tax on, sold, etc., by dealers;
dealers;
exception
324
exception-------------------Clothing and
and Small Stores,
Clothing
Stores, Navy,
to be charged
value of issues of
charged with value
enlistment ---___ 195, 873
outfits on first enlistment_
uniform gratuity to enrolled men of
Naval Reserve
Reserve Force ------195, 873
Naval
civilian clothing to men discharged
195,
for
bad
conduct,
etc
873
for bad conduct, etc---------

Page.
Clothing
Stores, Navy-Con.
Paze.
and Small Stores,
Clothing and
to
to be charged with
with uniform
uniform gratuity
gratuity to
officers of Naval Reserve
Reserve ForceForce_ 195, 87
issue to Naval Nurse Corps.--Corps.. ___ 195, 873
Clothing,
Army,
Clothing, Army,
appropriation for cloth,
cloth, manufacture,
appropriation
etc
485, 900
900
etc----------------------issue
kits
485, 900
issue of toilet
toilet kits----------for indemnity for destroyed
destroyed------ 485, 900
711
for additional,
1925
711
additional, 1925---------------deficiency appropriation
58,
for---------appropriation for
deficiency
1352
762, 1350, 1352
Clothing,
Corps ;
Marine Corps;
Clothing, Marine
appropriation for
men-----for enlisted men
appropriation

203, 880
880

Clover
Clover (see Grasses, etc.).
Clubs,
Athletic, etc.,
Clubs, Social, Athletic,
revenue tax on dues or membermemberinternal revenue
321
limit------------ship fees of; limit
Coachella
Valley Irrigation
Irrigation Project,
Project, Calif.,
Calif.,
Coachella Valley
plants - 400, 1151
appropriation for pumping plants__
appropriation

Coal,
Coal,
appropriation for investigating
investigating methods
appropriation
mines_ __ 232, 1041
of weighing, etc., at mines_-Coal and Asphalt
Lands, Okla.,
Asphalt Lands,
Coal
appropriation
appropriation for expenses of sales,
area of Choctaw and
within area
378, 1148
Chicasaw Indians---------Indians
Chicasaw
Coast and
Department of
of
Geodetic Survey, Department
and Geodetic
Coast
Commerce,
appropriation
for all
234,
all expenses
expenses ---appropriation for
for field
expenses, Atlantic
and Gulf
Atlantic and
for
field expenses,
coasts
235,
coasts------------------235,
islands
limit, outlying islands------Atlantic entrance
entrance to Panama Canal
235,
for Pacific
coast -----------235,
Pacific coast
for
for physical
physical hydrography
hydrography------ 235,
for
for compiling
Pilot
235,
compiling Coast Pilot------for
etc___ 235,
observations, etc.._
for magnetic observations,
latitude observatory,
observatory, Ukiah, Calif.
latitude
235,
for surveys
surveys in
in earthquake
earthquake regions
regions 235,
for
for Hawaiian
triangulation
-- 235,
for
Hawaiian triangulation--for special
surveys------------ 235,
for
special surveys
miscellaneous------------- 235,
for miscellaneous
for relief
relief of
of shipwrecked
shipwrecked persons,
persons,
for
etc ---------------------- 235,
etc
for
delegates,
International
Research
Research
International
for delegates,
Council
236,
236,
Council-----------------236,
etc
for vessels, repairs, etc--------for officers,
officers, crews,
etc
236,
crews, etc---------for
for
commissioned officers..
--_ 236,
officers _
pay, commissioned
for pay,
designation
assistant director 236,
designation of assistant
for
force
------------ 236,
for office
office force--for
emmechanical, etc., emtechnical, mechanical,
for technical,
236,
ployees ---------------ployees
for
office
expenses
for office expenses-------------- 236,
allowrestriction
on
subsistence
allowsubsistence
restriction
ance while
Washington
236,
in Washington_
while in
ance
for
expenses, Atlantic
Atlantic coast,
coast,
field expenses,
for field
additional,
1925-------------additional, 1925
for
field expenses,
Pacific coast,
coast, adexpenses, Pacific
for field
ditional,
1925
ditional, 1925----------------for
additional, 1925
1925_--_
etc., additional,
officers, etc.,
for officers,
for
State surveys,
surveys, additional,
additional, 1925_
1925-_ _
for State
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
paying
for paying
deficiency
damages
claims ------41, 683,
41,
damages claims
for
party
expenses
565,
697,
759,
for party expenses - ----- 565, 697, 759,
authorized to
investigate and
and report
report
to investigate
authorized
on
seismology --------------on seismology
heat, power,
etc., furnished
Capitol
by Capitol
furnished by
power, etc.,
heat,
Power
reimbursed
be reimbursed
Plant to be
Power Plant
thereto --------------------thereto

1044
1044
1044
1044
1044
1044

1045---.-----1045
1045
1045
1045
1045
1045

1045-...----------1045
1045
1045
1045
1045
1045
1045

1045
1045
1045
1045
1045
1045
1045
1046
1046
1046

1046
1046
1046
1046
1046
1046

706
706
706
706
706
706
706
706
1328
1328
1348
1348
802
802
588

Mill
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Coast and
Coast
Treasury Department-Con.
Department-Con. Page.
Department of Page.
Coast
and Geodetic
Geodetic Survey, Department
Coast Guard,
Guard, Treasury
Commerce-Continued.
Commerce-Continued.
construction authorized
authorized of
for
construction
of cutter
cutter for
officers not allowed longevity
longevity for time
time
officers
Alaskan waters
waters -------------728
Alaskan
728
at Naval
Naval or Military
Military Academy
enlistment allowances
allowances to men honorably
honorably
enlistment
Academy
since March
March 4,
1913
4, 1913--------discharged from Navy and with194, 872
872
discharged
enlisting in ----1116
in three
three months enlisting
1116
Coast Artillery,
Coast
Artillery, Army,
Army,
officers authorized
authorized to make
make arrests,
officers
arrests, etc.,
appropriation
appropriation for School,
School, Fort Monroe,
Monroe,
violations of Oil Pollution
Pollution
for violations
501, 917
Va -----------------.----917
Act -----------------------605
for fortifications, seacoast defenses,
defenses,
not allowed
allowed longevity
longevity for
for time at
at
United States ------.----.
502, 917
917
Naval or Military Academy,
Academy,
insular possessions ----------- 502, 918
918
after March
194, 872
after
March 4,
4, 1913 ----- 194,872
Panama Canal_
Panama
Canal -------------503, 918
918
restriction on holding
holding two offices, not
not
restriction
for civilian personnel,
Office of
personnel, Office
of Chief
applicable to
retired enlisted
applicable
to retired
enlisted
War Department-------Departihent
503, 918
of, War
918
men
officers of; condition__
men and officers
condition-245
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for commercial
commercial
transfer of
transfer
of land
land at Fort
Fort Macon, N.
N. C.,
telephone service
service at, posts----posts
telephone
701
of
386
for use of------------------386
Coast
Coast Artillery
Artillery School, Fort
Fort Monroe,
Monroe, Va.
vessels, etc.,
etc., of the Navy to be transappropriation
expenses,
appropriation for incidental
incidental expenses,
ferred to, for
for law enforcement--enforcement__ _
105
ferred
105
501, 917
917
instructors, etc ---------- 501,
temporary
temporary officers
officers to be appointed in,
apparatus, materials, etc. 501, 917
917
for special apparatus,
by the President; number and
711
for additional, 1925 ------------- - 711
grades
105
grades----------------------105
Coast
Guard Cutters
Coast Guard
Cutters (see
(see also Coast
Coast Guard
Navy grades; no
pay, etc., of similar Navy
Vessels),
Vessels),
retirement rights; tenure
105
retirement
tenure -----105
appropriation
73
appropriation for repairs
repairs------------73
permanent officers may be promoted
permanent
promoted
Coast
Guard, Treasury
Coast Guard,
Treasury Department,
Department,
regular status retained--retained
105
as; regular
105
appropriation
office
appropriation for civil personnel,
personnel, office
examinations, etc., for original apexaminations,
772
of Commandant
Commandant------------- 72, 772
pointments as, age limit
105
pointments
limit------105
draftsmen, etc.,
etc., may be paid from
permanent warrant
warrant officers and
and enpermanent
"Repairs
to
Coast
Guard
Cut"Repairs
Coast Guard
appointment
listed men allowed appointment
772
ters"; limit ----------------72,72, 772
as
as---------.----_----105
for pay and allowances, officers,
officers,
status for retirement
retirement retained
retained ---105
105
cadets, enlisted men, etc-----etc
73, 772
service
included in longevity
longevity credit
105
service included
105
for rations, etc
etc----------------- 73,
73, 772
special list of temporary
temporary officers to be
special
be
73,
772
for fuel, ship stores,
stores, etc
etc- -----_-- 73, 772
made
105
made ----------------------105
for repairs of buildings, leases,
leases, etc
etc-- 73,
73, 772
promotions, etc.,
etc., authorized
authorized-------105
promotions,
105
for death allowances,
allowances, etc --------73, 772
temporary
temporary chief warrant officers
officers to be
be
for traveling expenses-----------expenses
73,
73, 772
772
appointed by promotion
promotion from
from
appointed
for draft animals; coastal communicommunipermanent
warrant officers
officers ----106
permanent warrant
106
cation lines, etc ------------- 73,
73, 772
772
pay, allowances,
allowances, etc., of
of retired
retired status
for civilian
civilian employees in the field_
field--_ 73, 772
772
not affected-----------------affected
106
106
for contingent expenses---------expenses
73, 772
temporary warrant officers
officers and enlistfor repairs to vessels -----------73,
73, 772
772
ed men
men to be appointed
appointed -------106
710
for additional, 1925
1925------ -------710
no retirement
authorized
106
retirement authorized---------106
deficiency
appropriation
for
addideficiency appropriation for addipermanent
permanent enlisted men may be apapetc., for entional motor boats, etc.,
pointed as temporary
temporary warrant
warrant
pointed
forcing laws
50
laws---------------50
officers -------106
officers
---------- 106
for repairs,
repairs,
etc.,
of vessels
transferred
retirement, etc., not affected
affected ------106
retirement
for
from Netc.,
avy of
vessels transferred
50
106
from Navy -----------.------.
50
service included
106
service
included in longevity
longevity credit
credit-106
for officers, cadet,
cadek2., enlisted
enlisted men,
693
men, etc_
etc- 50,
50, 693
temporary
temporary service
service of Naval
Naval Reserve
Reserve
694
for rations, etc
etc------------------ 50,
50, 694
Force
in,
not
to
prejudice
status
Force in,
to prejudice status
694
for fuel and water ----------.--- 50,
50, 694
106
in Reserves
Reserves-----------------.
106
694
for outfits, ship stores, etc -------- 50,
50, 694
pay while serving;
credit for service..
106
pay
serving; credit
service--_ 106
for ice patrol,
patrol, radio
equipment, etcetc_ _
50
radio equipment,
50
no regular
regular grade, etc., reduced
reduced by temetc
50
694
for station repairs,
repairs, etc----------50, 694
porary appointment
106
porary
appointment ---------106
for death allowances
allowances------------- 50, 694 Coast
Coast Guard
Guard Vessels,
expenses
for traveling
traveling expenses-----------50, 694
appropriation for repairs-----------repairs
appropriation
772
for contingent expenses
expenses.----- 50, 58, 62
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for repairs,
for additional
additional employees,
employees, Office of
of
etc--- --------------etc
694
694
Commandant
Commandant---------------50
construction
construction of one, authorized
for
authorized for
1342
for paying damages claims
claims------- 50,
waters to replace
50, 1342
Alaskan
replace
for repairs to cutters------------cutters
58, 694
694
"Bear"-------------------728
"Bear"
728
for furniture, etc ---------------- _
693
693 Coast Pilot,
693,
for office personnel
personnel ------------appropriation
693, 757
757
appropriation for compilation
compilation of_
of.. 235, 1045
for expenses__ 694, 698, 701, 761, 1349, 1352 Coast Signal Service, Navy,
for repairs to cutter "Manning"
757
"Manning"-- .._
757
appropriation
maintenance, etc_
etc- 190, 869
appropriation for maintenance,
761
for Life Saving Service
Service- ----------Coasters Harbor
761 Coasters
Harbor Island,
Island, R. I.,
I.,
Service
761
for crews, etc., Life Saving Service--761
appropriation for naval training
training staappropriation
for office personnel
personnel equipment
1342
equipment------ 1342
tion, maintenance---------maintenance
866
187, 866
for cutter for Alaska
Alaska ------------1342
for Naval
1342
Naval War College
College -----188, 867
amount for technical services,
services, 1925,
1925,
amount
Coastwise Waterways, Inland
Inland and,
increased------------------increased
1342
appropriation
for operating
operating transportaappropriation for
transfer of amount for pay, etc.,
tion
tion facilities on, by War Derl1
nrrtment
1925,
1925, to rations, etc----------etc
1342
1342
partment
516
- -----------------------
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Coastwise
Inland and-Con.
and—Con.
rageWaterways, Inland
Coastwise Waterways,
operation
the Inland
Inland
transferred to the
operation of, transferred
Waterways Corporation
Corporation -----362
Waterways
Pete,
Coberly, Pete,
money
received from sale of allotment
allotment
money received
to, to be deposited
deposited to credit
credit of
91
Indians
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770
Compulsory School Attendance, D.
D. C.,
resident
resident children between
between ages of 7
7 and
and 16, to be given instruction
instruction
during the
806
during
the school year
year- ------806
excused
employment allowed
excused for employment
allowed after
completing
completing
eighth grade
grade or
or
equivalent,
equivalent, if over 14
14---------- 806
provisions
provisions for mentally or physically
physically
unfit -------------.---.--- _
806
806
absence of, without
excuse, unabsence
without valid
valid excuse,
unlawful ---------------------806
806
record
record of attendance, absence, etc.,
etc.,
to be kept ----------------_
806
parent, etc., of child unlawfully
absent
unlawfully absent
from instruction, guilty of
of aa
misdemeanor
misdemeanor --------_----807
children between
census of all resident children
between
ages of 3
3 and 18 to be made
made
yearly,
yearly, etc
etc------------------807
daily
daily record of changes
changes to be
rebe reported
ported-----------._--------807
all enrollments
enrollments and withdrawals to
to
be reported
reported -----------------807

Compulsory School Attendance, D. C.Page.
C.—
Pags
Continued.
Continued.
census, etc.; failure
failure to
furnish
informacensus,
to furnish informaa misdemeanor
misdemeanor ---------807
. tion
. a
punishment
punishment for
for------------_---807
department of school
department
school attendance
attendance and
and
work permits
permits created
created under
under
Board
Board of Education ---------- _
807
director of, to be appointed
appointed by the
board;
board; other assistants
assistants --_----808
competitive
competitive examinations
examinations for
posifor positions in ----------------808
juvenile
juvenile court given
given jurisdiction of all
cases under
cases
under--.----.---------808
former Act repealed
repealed ----------------808
effective from enactment
effective
enactment --------- 808
Computing Machines (see also
Computing
General
also General
Supply Committee),
Committee),
Supply
transferred to Supply
transferred
Supply Committee as
as
surplus,
to DeDesurplus, may be issued to
partments at exchange
exchange prices
prices_ -__766
partments
766
Conciliationof
Conciliation,
of Labor
Disputes,
Labor Disputes,
appropriation
appropriation for commissionerscommissioners_ _
239, 1048
1048
- _ 239,
for commissioners,
commissioners, additional,
additional, 1925_
709
1925 -_ 709
Condon,
Grover,
Condon, John
John Grover,
reimbursement
reimbursement to, for
for stolen
stolen Victory
Victory
notes ---------------------notes
1277
1277
Conduit
Road, D.
C.,
Conduit Road,
D. C.,
appropriation
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etcetc_ 575, 1248
1248
Confederate
and Sailors,
Sailors,
Confederate Soldiers
Soldiers and
appropriation
appropriation for headstones
headstones for ununmarked
marked graves
graves of, in national
cemeteries
926
cemeteries--------------- 511,
511, 926
Confederate States
of America,
America,
Confederate
States of
veteran of military
military forces
forces of,
of, in the
the
veteran
Civil
Civil War,
War, to be appointed on
on
commission to inspect, etc.,
battle fields of
siege of
of PetersPetersof the siege
burg, Va -------------------856
856
Confederate
Confederate Stockade Cemetery, Sandusky
Sandusky
Bay,
•
Bay, Ohio,
Ohio,
appropriation for
for care,
etc
512, 927
927
appropriation
care, etc--------512,
Confederate Yeterans,
veterans, D. C.,
C.,
Confederate
appropriation for care,
etc., of
needy
appropriation
care, etc.,
of needy
infirm
570,
1244
and infirm--------------570, 1244
Confederate
Veterans, United,
Confederate Veterans,
United,
Army tents, etc., loaned, for reunion
reunion in
in
Memphis,
Memphis, Tenn
114
Tenn-------------.
114
bond required,
required, etc---------------etc
114
114
Conference, International
Conference,
International Naval Limitation,
Limitation,
suspension of alteration
alteration and construcsuspension
construcaution of designated
designated vessels
vessels auevent of an
an -_-___
719
thorized, in the event
719
RepresentConference Minority,
Minority, House
House of Representatives,
atives,
appropriation for
for clerks,
etc., for--.
for__ 584,
584, 1293
1293
appropriation
clerks, etc.,
positions
positions and pay established
established of clerks,
etc., to be appointed
appointed by minority
minority
etc.,
leader
leader,. ---------152
152
Conference on Oil Pollution
Navigable
Pollution of
of Navigable
Waters,
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
expenses_ _ 1339
1339
for expenses__
Conferences, International
International Narcotics
Narcotics TrafConferences,
Traffic,
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for participatparticipating in -------------------692
692
Congaree
Congaree River,
bridge authorized
authorized across, Columbia,
Columbia,
S. C
C----------------------1126
1126
Congress,
Congress,
proposed
proposed Amendment
Amendment to the Constitu-'
Constitution giving, power to limit, etc.,
child labor
labor --670
------------670
- ------------
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Page.
Page.
Assistants,
Consular Assistants,
American,
Congress
of Highways,
Highways, Pan
Page. Consular
Pan American,
Congress of
208
appropriation
for salaries
salaries ----------appropriation for
delegates
particiappointed for particibe appointed
to be
delegates to
for
bringing home
home remains
remains of, dying
dying
1355
for bringing
pating in-------------------in
1355
pating
210
10
--abroad
abroad-------------------Congressional Directory,
Directory,
Congressional
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for bringing
deficiency
appropriation for
for compiling
1294
compiling ------ 586, 1294
appropriation
47
47
home remains
abroad_- -_
remains of, dying abroad
home
Biographical,
Congressional
Directory, Biographical,
CongressionalDirectory,
grade abolished,
abolished, and present
present incumincumgrade
preparadeficiency appropriation
appropriation for preparadeficiency
bents recommissioned
recommissioned as Foreign
bents
tion
of new
new edition
edition of---------of
1314
tion of
142
142
Service officers,
officers, unclassified
unclassified --Service
Congressional
Employees,
CongressionalEmployees,
salaries
Consular
Inspectors,
December, 1923, to be paid
for December,
Consular Inspectors,
salaries for
208
1
December
20
1
appropriation
salaries -----------December 20----------------appropriation for salaries
for
expenses; subsistence
subsistence allowanceallowance_ _ 208
for December,
December, 1924, to be paid Defor
for expenses;
Officers (see
also Foreign
Foreign Service
Service
cember
---------------- 718
718 Consular
(see also
20th
cember 20th
Consular Officers
Library of ConCongressional
Library (see
Con(see Library
Officers),
Officers),
CongressionalLibrary
gress).
appropriation for instruction
instruction and transit
transit
gress).
appropriation
208
Congressional
Record,
pay -----------------------CongressionalRecord,
209
for
transportation to and from postsposts_
appropriation for
for reporting
reporting debates,
debates,
for transportation
appropriation
209
209
1293
- __
House of
__ 585, 1293
for paying
paying heirs
heirs of,
dying abroad
abroad_- _
of, dying
Representatives--of Representatives_
House
for
581, 1289
for
Senate
1289
for bringing home remains of, dying
debates, Senate----reporting debates,
for reporting
210
210
Senate
abroad
abroad---------------------pay
established of clerk on Senate
pay established
210
210
Journal work
work for-------------for
148
for
allowances --------------•
for post allowances:
Journal
of official
official reporters,
etc., House of
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for bringing
reporters, etc.,
deficiency
of
47
152
home
abroad -_
Representatives
home remains of, dying abroad
Representatives -------------57
for instruction
pay -----instruction and transit pay
for
Connecticut,
Connecticut,
57, 61, 760, 1338
1338
agreement between
between New
and,
transportation
York and,
New York
for transportation-------agreement
760
760
settling
boundary line
line of the
allowances --------------for post allowances
settling boundary
1351
731
two
salaries
for salaries---------------------States-----------------two States
738
immigration
regulations for issue of immigration
consent
of Congress
to -----------regulations
Congress to
consent of
153
---------visas
by..
visas by-----------Conroy, John
I.,
John I.,
Conroy,
may
captain on
Consular
Prisons,
as captain
appointed as
Consular Prisons,
be appointed
may be
215
1279
Marine
list1279
appropriation
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc
etc_---215
retired list-----Corps retired
Marine Corps
appropriation for
Consular Service
Service (see
(see also
Service),
Foreign Service),
also Foreign
Conservation of
Waters, etc.,
Navigable Waters,
Consular
of Navigable
Conservation
208
appropriation
208
appropriation
for
employemnt
of
employemnt
for
appropriation for salaries -----------appropriation
agents,
etc., from
Conservation
from Conservation
agents, etc.,
Consulates,
Consulates,
834
446,
Fund
1017
208, 1017
Fund -------------------appropriation
hire -----clerk hire
appropriation for clerk
for expenses
of national
national forests
1017
208, 1017
expenses of
for
for
contingent expenses--------expenses
for contingent
834
created
for-----------------created for
for clerk
deficiency
appropriation
clerk
appropriation
deficiency
836
- 446,
for
in Washington,
Washington, D.
C__
D. C
hire --------------------57, 760
expenses in
for expenses
hire
forest
for
cooperation with
with States
States in forest
for contingent
expenses
57, 698, 760
760
for cooperation
contingent expenses-----for
849
fire
prevention,
etc
457,
849
fire prevention, etc --------Consuls
(see also
also Foreign Service),
Service),
Consuls (see
850
457,
for
acquiring
additional
lands
457,
850
208
appropriation for salaries -----------for acquiring additional lands --appropriation
for
cooperative fire
fire protection,
protection, addiaddi140
classified
as Foreign
Service Officers--_
Officers_ __
for cooperative
Foreign Service
classified as
706
tional,
1925
706
Service),
tional, 1925-----------------Consuls General
General (see
(see also
Foreign Service),
also Foreign
Consuls
706
1925for acquiring
acquiring lands,
lands, additional,
additional, 1925_
706
208
appropriation
salaries ----------for
appropriation for salaries
examination, location,
and recommenrecommen140
location, and
classified as
Service officers--officers
140
examination,
Foreign Service
as Foreign
classified
dation
for
purchase,
of
denuded
Contagious Diseases,
dation for purchase, of denuded
Animal,
Diseases, Animal,
Contagious
lands,
etc.,
for
regulating
water
water
appropriation for
lands, etc., for regulating
arresting, etc.; addifor arresting,
appropriation
flow or
timber production
655
110
production -----.
or timber
flow
tional -----..---------------110
tional
report
to
Forest
Reservation
Com- 438, 827
for preventing
preventing spread of, livestock
livestock _
report to Forest Reservation Comfor
655
mission
mission---------------------for
emergency use, arresting, etc..
etc... 458, 851
for emergency
further examination
examination with
Director
with Director
further
Diseases, D. C.,
Contagious
Diseases,
Contagious
of Geological
Geological Survey
before
Survey before
of
appropriation for preventing
preventing spread
appropriation
655
purchase
655
purchase -------------------of
562,
1236
562
5 1236
of--------------------lands
within
national
forests
acquired
acquired
lands within national forests
for
isolating
isolating wards for minor, Garfor
for,
may
be
accepted,
and
other
other
and
for, may be accepted,
field
HosProvidence Hosand Providence
field
lands
timber given
exchange 1215
1215
in exchange
given in
or timber
lands or
562, 1237
pitals ------------------pitals
newspaper
publication
of
proposed
proposed
newspaper publication of
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for preventing
preventing
deficiency
1215
exchange
_
1215
exchange -------------------spread of----------------of
1321
spread
1215 Containers
supervision,
etc., of
of timber
cutting__
1215
timber cutting-_
supervision, etc.,
for Fruits,
Fruits, Vegetables,
Vegetables, etc.,
etc.,
Containersfor
the
of
part
upon
acceptance
made
part
upon acceptance made
appropriation for
for executing
executing law
law fixing
fixing
appropriation
1215
national forests
1215
forests -------------national
standards for--------------for846
454, 846
standards
power
surveys, etc.,
of, to determine power
etc., of,
surveys,
House of
Expenses, House
Contested
Election Expenses,
Contested Election
119(
development,
authorized
1190
authorized------development,
Representatives,
Representatives,
Turkey,
Constantinople, Turkey,
Constantinople,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for---for____ 673, 754, 1314
1314
deficiency
207
appropriation
for
launch
for
embassy
207,
embassy-appropriation for launch for
Elections, House
House of RepresentaRepresentaContested Elections,
1016 Contested
1016
tives,
tives,
"Constitution,"
Frigate,
"Constitution," Frigate,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for compiling
deficiency
repair
and
restoration
of,
authorized,
authorized,
of,
repair and restoration
etc
34
cases, etc-------------------127i
but
not
for
active
service
1278
service-----but not for active
Contiguous
Countries,
Countries,
Contiguous
acceptance
of
donations,
etc.,
auauetc.,
acceptance of donations,
1
contracts with transportation
for
transportation lines for
contracts
127
thorized
1278
thorized--------------------inspection and
and entry of aliens
inspection
States,
Constitution
of
the
United
United
Constitution of the
163
from,
authorized
------------from, authorized
Amendment
limiting child labor,
to, limiting
Amendment to,
163
no discriminations
discriminations allowed
allowed --------no
671
States--------proposed
to
the
States
670
the
to
proposed
compliance with conditions, etc.,
etc.,
compliance
Nary.
Vessels,
of
Construction
and
Repair
Nary,
Repair
Construction and
163
87(
191 870
required ------------------_
reqiuired
C
_- :,, f-,---appropriation
for
191,

appropriauv

o ------------------

..---
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Contingent
Expenses,
Page.
Contingent Expenses,
Page.
appropriation
Treasury DepartDepartappropriation for Treasury
765
ment ---------------------- 65, 765
for public moneys --------------767
68, 767
for Post Office Department------Department
84, 782
for Navy Department
Department ----------- 183, 862
for Navy
863
Navy-------------.-------- 184,
184,863
Naval Academy------------Academy
201, 878
878
for Naval
201,
201, 878
878
for Marine Corps -------------- 201,
Department of State -------- 205, 1014
1014
for Department
foreign missions ----------- 207, 1016
1016
for foreign
1017
for consulates
consulates ----------------- 208, 1017
for Department
Department of
of Justice
1025
for
Justice ------ 216
216, 1025
for Department
Department of
of Commerce
Commerce_..-_-__ 224,
1033
for
224, 1033
for Department of Labor -----239,
1048
239, 1048
Department
391, 1142
1142
for Interior Department--------1145
for public lands -------------- 395, 1145
Affairs Bureau ------1146
for Indian Affairs
396, 1146
for Department
Department of
for
of Agriculture_
Agriculture- -_-__ 433,
433, 822
822
Department
for War Department---------- 478, 893
Army
for Army------------------- 479, 893
893
for District of Columbia
Columbia -------- 542, 1220
1220
581, 1289
for Senate
Senate--- -------------581,
585,
for House of Representatives
Representatives --585, 1293
1293
Congress
590,
for Library of Congress--------590, 1298
Contract
Labor Laws,
ContractLabor
appropriation
etc_
240, 1049
appropriation for
for enforcing,
enforcing, etc---240,1049
Contract
Surgeons, Army,
ContractSurgeons,
Army,
appropriation for
allowfor pay and allowappropriation
ances -------------------482, 896
for mileage
482, 897
897
mileage------------------limitation if on Government
897
Government vessel_
vesseldeficiency appropriation
for mileagemileage_ _
58,
deficiency
appropriation for
- _
58,
62, 762, 1350, 1352, 1353
Contractors,
Contractors,
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for adjusting
claims of, for public buildings
work
War
1344
work during
during World War----1344
claims for losses growing
growing out of work for
for
Navy during World War, to be
be
investigated, etc., by Secretary
Secretary
of Navy
1273
Navy-------------------1273
Contracts,
Contracts,
provisions for written,
submitting to
written, submitting
to
controversies
in
arbitration,
controversies
in
maritime and commerce
commerce trans883
actions -------------------Contracts, World
Contracts,
World War,
appropriations
clerks, etc., auditappropriations for clerks,
483,
ing .------------.---483, 897
897
Controversies in
in Maritime
Controversies
Maritime and Commerce
Transactions,
Transactions,
provisions for submitting, to
to arbitraarbitration, by written
written contracts
883
contracts----883
Conveyances,
Conveyances, Realty,
stamp tax
335
tax on
on ---------------------. 335
335
trust deeds exempt --------------- 335
Convicts,
Convicts, D. C.,
appropriation
appropriation for support of, out of the
District ------------.---566,
1240
District
566,1240
deficiency
support of,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for support
38, 677, 1322
1322
out of the District ----_
Convicts,
also Prisoners,
Convicts, United States (see also
Prisoners,
United States Courts),
United
transfer of eligibles to Industrial
Industrial ReReformatory
formatory from Federal penal
institutions,
etc- -------------instituLions, etc
725
Conway, S. C.,
C.,
authorized across
across
Kingston
bridge authorized
Lake, at -------------------Lake,at
55
Coolidge
Coolidge Dam, Gila
Gila River Reservation,
tion, Ariz.,
appropriation for
construction ------1152
appropriation
for construction1152

Coolidge,
Elizabeth Sprague,
Sprague,
Page.
Coolidge, Elizabeth
Page.
gift of, for music auditorium
auditorium in connection with
nection
with Library
Library of Congress, accepted
accepted--------------788
Cooperative Agricultural
Agricultural Extension
Cooperative
Extension (see
Agricultural Extension
Agricultural
Extension Work,
Cooperative).
Cooperative).
Cooperative Banks,
Cooperative
exempt; from
from income
income tax ------------282
exempt
282
Coos Bay Harbor,
Harbor, Oreg.,
Oreg.,
improvement of, authorized;
improvement
authorized; rock utilization
ization------- ------------- _ 1197
Coos Bay, Oreg.,
preliminary examination,
eta., of, to be
preliminary
examination, etc.,
made
made----------.---------1196
Coos
Coos Bay Wagon Road Lands, Oreg.,
appropriation
survey, sale, etc_
1145
appropriation for survey,
etc __ 394,
394, 1145
for fire protection,
protection etc--------etc
835
--835
deficiency appropriation
appropriation
profor protection, etc ---------------- 39, 1325
1325
Coosa
Coosa River,
bridge authorized
Gadsden,
bridge
authorized across,
across, at Gadsden,
Ala ------------------ 891
Leesburg,
Leesburg, Ala-------------------Ala
723
Copyright Office, Library
Copyright
Library of Congress,
Congress,
appropriation
___ 5S9,
589, 1297
appropriation for Register, etc_
etc---for printing and binding for
589, 1298
1298
for -_ -- 589,
Coquille
CoquiUe River, Oreg.,
preliminary examination,
preliminary
examination, etc.,
etc., to be
made, of bar and entrance
entrance ----- 1196
1196
Cordova,
Cordova, Alaska,
issue of bonds
bonds by, for school building,
authorized
656
authorized -----------------656
election to determine;
determine; interest, etc.,
election
payment, etc -__------------656
656
proceeds
proceeds to be used for no other purpose --------------_--------657
Cordova
Cordova Bay, Alaska,
Alaska,
payment
purchased at head
head
payment for lands purchased
of
817
of -----------------------817
Cordova
Harbor Improvement and
and
Cordova Bay Harbor
Town-Site Company,
payment for lands applied
applied for ----817
817
lands to be prepared
prepared for wharf
wharf and
and
construction of dock,
town site; construction
etc
817
etc----------------------817
forfeiture
terms not complied
complied with_
with.
817
forfeiture if terms
817
time extension
extension allowed------------allowed
817
time
817
Corinth
National Cemetery, Miss.,
Corinth National
purchase of land authorized
authorized for extenextenPark to,
sion of Shiloh Military Park
etc------------------------513
etc
513
Corn,
Corn,
appropriation for adapting, etc.,
etc., from
appropriation
tropical
tropical regions ----------441, 831
investigation and improvement_ 441, 831
for investigation
Corn Borer,
Borer, European,
European,
appropriation for cooperative
appropriation
cooperative expenses
to control
control spread of--------of
449, 840
840
spread of, additional,
additional,
for preventing
preventing spread
1925
1925------------------- ---705
Corn
Irrigation Project,
Project, Ariz.,
Ariz.,
Corn Creek
Creek Irrigation
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
appropriation for maintenance,
of --------- ----------400, 1151
Coroner's
Coroner's Office, D.
D. C.,
appropriation for salaries
appropriation
salaries --------- 541, 1218
1218
for morgue,
morgue, etc ___------541, 1218
1218
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for advertising,
etc -----------------679
for expenses
expenses-------------------1318
1318
two deputy coroners authorized
authorized - ----713
713

INDEX.
Page.
Corporation Counsel's
Counsel's Office,
Page.
D. C.,
C.,
Office, D.
Corporation
appropriation for
for salaries
1218
salaries--------- 541, 1218
appropriation
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for office
office perperdeficiency
1318
sonnel
1318
sonnel----------------------additional assistant
corporation counsel
counsel
assistant corporation
additional
authorized
1121
authorized------------------Cornwall
Ontario, Canada,
Canada,
Canal, Ontario,
Cornwall Canal,
payment
to Canada
damages to
to
Canada for damages
payment to
Lock No.
of, by
by Government
Government
15, of,
No. 15,
Lock
vessel
1282
vessel ---------------------Corporations,
Corporations,
contributing
by, to
to any
Federal elecelecany Federal
contributing by,
tion, unlawful
1074
unlawful---------------tion,
penalty for
1074
for---------------------penalty
punishment for
to, by any
consenting to,
for consenting
punishment
officer,
etc
1074
officer, etc------------------tax levied
levied on
on net
income of, for each
net income
tax
taxable
year
282
taxable year-----------------282
organizations exempt
exempt ------------organizations
net
income
of
domestic,
defined;
or
defined;
domestic,
of
net income
foreign
283
foreign--------------- -----gross
of domestic,
domestic, defined;
of
defined; of
income of
gross income
283
foreign
foreign---------------------net
deductions
computing net•
in computing
allowed in
deductions allowed
incomes;
business expenses----expenses
283
incomes; business
interest on
debts; exception
283
exception-------on debts;
interest
taxes; classes
speciexceptions speciand exceptions
classes and
taxes;
284
fied
284
------------------- ---fied
not applicable
applicable to
to corporations
corporations guarnot
284
source --anteeing payments
payments at source_
_
anteeing
284
paid on
on interest
interest of
of stockholders
284
stockholders--paid
284
accrual----------------date of accrual
business losses
284
284
losses-------------------business
restriction of,
securities,
of securities,
of, on sales of
restriction
284
etc.; basis
284
---------------basis of
etc.;
284
worthless debts;
284
in part
part -------if in
debts; if
worthless
tax paid
dividends; of foreign corpaid dividends;
tax
porations
porations from United States
sources --------------------284
sources
exhaustion, obsolescence,
obsolescence, etc., of
exhaustion,
property
284
property ------------------allowance for depletion, etc., of
etc.;
mines,
mines, oil wells, timber, etc.;
284
basis
of
--basis of-------------additional
insurance companies,
to insurance
additional to
285
other
other than life ------------- 285
mutual
companies -------marine companies
mutual marine
other mutual
companies, of premutual companies,
other
mium
deposits returned,
__ 285
285
etc--returned, etc_
mium deposits
foreign corporations,
corporations, of designated
designated
foreign
items
within the United
United States;
items within
285
apportionment
apportionment---------------items not
same as for
deductible, the same
not deductible,
items
285
individuals
individuals------------------allowed; interest on Federal
credits allowed;
285
securities,
285
etc---------------securities, etc
domestic, specific of $2,000 if net indomestic,
285
come
less
than
$25,000
$25,000-------come less than
285
limitation if
exceeding $25,000_-$25,000_ __
285
if exceeding
limitation
tax
tax paid at source on income of foreign,
business in
in United
in business
not in
eign, not
States
285
States ----------------------deduction
from tax_
286
tax_
free from
interest free
of interest
deduction of
credit
to domestic,
income, etc.,
domestic, for income,
credit to
taxes
abroad; limitation--limitation_ __
286
286
paid abroad;
taxes paid
application
insurance
application to domestic insurance
286
companies
companies ------------------redetermination
tax paid differs
if tax
redetermination if
2S6
refund---from
credit
refund
_
_
_
_
286
claimed;
from credit
if
accrued, but
not paid; bond rebut not
if accrued,
quired
286
quired --------------------accruedmay be taken in year the tax accrued_
286
foreign income,
evidence of foreign
income, etc., re.286
---quired
286
nqirew l
91
25--45822 ----458=*-25t-91
45829°-25,-t-91
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Corporations—Continued.
Corporations-Continued.
domestic,
foreign, deemed
controlling foreign,
domestic, controlling
to have
have paid
proportion of
of their
their
paid proportion
to
dividend taxes,
taxes, etc
etc-----------dividend
287
287
credit
..------------for, limited
limited
credit for,
287
determination
by
Commissioner
of
determination by Commissioner
foreign accumulated
profits_--___
accumulated profits
foreign
287
foreign
period---------accounting period
287
foreign accounting
287
in
in business
business in United States possessions,
deemed
foreign -------------deemed foreign
287
--returns required;
required; details -------.
returns
287
from
agents of foreign, without
without Amerfrom agents
-----ican
ican office .---..---....
287
from
receivers, trustees, etc.; colfrom receivers,
lection
lection of tax ---------------287
accounting;
a year
of a
year ----287
accounting; for part of
statement of dividends,
dividends, etc.,
etc., to be
statement
appended
to..------------.-287
appended to
consolidated, may be made by affiliconsolidated,
288
ated
of
corporations; basis of----288
ated corporations;
computation of
proportionate asof proportionate
computation
sessments
upon ------------288
sessments upon
affiliated corporation_288
meaning
corporation.._
meaning of affiliated
corporations
corporations under China Trade
288
Act,
deemed affiliated ---not deemed
Act, not
if
business controlled
controlled by
by same
same inif business
288
terest; method of making-----making
terest;
corporations in
United States posin United
corporations
sessions
deemed
foreign
288
-----sessions deemed foreign
time
collector of the
filing; with collector
for filing;
time for
288
288
district,
etc
district, etc----------------with
collector at Baltimore, Md.,
Md.,
with collector
288
States_ -_ 288
if no
United States__
agency in United
if
no agency
allowed
access to
income tax
tax returns
returns of, allowed
to income
access
293
State
officers, and
shareholders -_ 293
and shareholders_
State officers,
income provisions
relating to China
provisions relating
income
295
Trade
Act
Trade Act-----------------verified returns of dividends paid by,
verified
292
292
required;
details ------------required; details
Corporations,
Corporations,Domestic,
special excise
excise tax
capital, etc., of,
on capital,
tax on
special
325
325
in
$5,000-- --------of $5,000
excess of
in excess
325
325
exemptions
exemptions----------------------Corporations,
Federal,
Corporations,Federal,
contributing by, to any election, uncontributing
1074
lawful
--------------lawful------1074
penalty
for
penalty for--------------------punishment
for consenting
consenting to,
to, by
by
punishment for
any
officer, etc
1074
etc-------------any officer,
Corporations,
Foreign,
Corporations,Foreign,
special
tax on
capital of,
of, for busion capital
excise tax
special excise
ness
United States--------States
325
in United
ness in
Corps
Engineers, Army
(see Engineer
Engineer
Army (see
of Engineers,
Corps of
Department, Army).
Army).
Department,
Corpus
Tex.,
Christi, Tex.,
Corpus Christi,
sale of
of Veterans'
Veterans' Bureau
Bureau hospital at,
sale
1093
authorized
authorized -----------------Corrupt
(see Federal
Corrupt
Federal Corrupt
Practices (see
Corrupt Practices
Practices Act,
Act, 1925).
1925).
Practices
Corson
County, S.
Dak.
S. Dak.
Corson County,
bridge authorized
across Missouri
Missouri Rivauthorized across
bridge
er,
between Walworth
Walworth County
County
er, between
33
and
and -----------------------Costa Rica,
Rica,
Costa
appropriation for
1015
206, 1015
to ----- 206,
minister to
for minister
appropriation
Cotton,
Cotton,
appropriation
appropriation for census reports on production, etc
228, 1037
1037
228,
etc------------ duction,
for investigating,
investigating, etc.,
diseases of_
441, 831
831
of_ 441,
etc., diseases
for
for cultural
cultural methods,
breeding, etc_
etc_ 441,
441, 831
831
methods, breeding,
for
449,
for
investigating
insects
839
affecting_
for investigating insects
for suppressing
suppressing spread
spread of
of pink
bollpink bollfor
worm of--------------of
456, 458,
458, 848
848
456,
worm
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appropriation
for suppressing
suppressing pink
pink bollappropriation for
worm
706
706
worm of, additional, 1925 -----deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for suppress55
ing pink bollworm of ---------for
reports on production,
production, etc_
683
etc683
for census reports
Cotton
Cotton Districts,
Districts,
appropriation for
for experiments,
experiments, etc., in
appropriation
850
457, 850
cattle raising in -----------Cotton Futures
United States,
Cotton
Futures Act, United
appropriation for expenses
845
expenses enforcing_
enforcing 454, 845
appropriation
sale of cotton unsuitable for standard forms ------------------454
454
for expenses enforcing, additional,
1925
706
1925-------------- --------Cotton Organizations,
Organizations,etc., Foreign,
Foreign,
Cotton
appropriation
effectuating agreeagreeappropriation for effectuating
ments with, for adopting universal standards
standards of classification,
etc
845
arbitrating disputes, etc------Cotton Standards
Standards Act,
Cotton
Act,
appropriation
expenses executingexecuting_ 454, 845
845
for expenses
appropriation for
agreements
universal
agreements for adopting universal
standards of classification,
classification, arbitrating disputes,
etc., to
disputes, etc.,
to be
bitrating
effectuated with foreign
foreign cotton
effectuated
organirations, etc
845
organizations,
etc------------39
deficiency
39
enforcingdeficiency appropriation
appropriation for enforcing_
Cotton Statistics,
Statistics,
baled
manufactured, baled
amount ginned,
ginned, manufactured,
cotton on hand, spindles
spindles in use,
active
spindle hours, imports
imports
active spindle
and exports, to be collected
collected by
Director of the Census-------Census
Director
31
quantities
designated dates
dates-_
31
quantities ginned
ginned at designated
canvasses ---limitation for earlier canvasses
31
reports
collected to be
reports of information
information collected
published each month
month --------31
31
details in, of cotton ginned -------distribution of publications
distribution
publications --------31
information to be furnished
furnished AgriculAgricultural Department
Department for its cotton
cotton
reports ------------------31
confidential and only for stastrictly confidential
use
tistical use------------------31
punishment for unauthorized
punishment
unauthorized publication by employees
employees --------32
information to be
information
be furnished
furnished by ginners,
manufacturers, etc
32
manufacturers,
etc-----------32
punishment for willful refusal, etc
etc__
32
-- _
32
compilation of production, consumpconsumption, stocks of cotton, and spindles
foreign countries,
countries, dididles in foreign
rected. ---------------------rected
32
abstract to be published with reports ------------------32
Agricultural Deto be furnished Agricultural
partment to be published
published in its
cotton reports ----------32
---32
reports of cotton
reports
cotton ginned
ginned to be issued
simultaneously
cotton crop
simultaneously with cotton
32
32
reports --------------------dates designated-----------------designated
32
32
former
32
former Act, etc., repealed -----------.
32
acreage
to
farmers' intention to
acreage reports
reports of farmers'
discontinued
115
115
plant, discontinued---------semimonthly reports to be issued
issued of
condition, progress, and probable
probable
production
115
115
production------------------subject to approval of designated
designated
115
crop reporting committee-----committee
115
qualifications, etc.,
members_-115
qualifications,
etc., of members
115
dates of simultaneous
simultaneous issue with
reports_
115
Census Bureau
Bureau ginning
ginning reports115
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116
inconsistent
repealed
inconsistent laws repealed-----------116
Cottonseed,.
Cottonseed,
appropriation
interbreeding experiappropriation for interbreeding
ments
ments------------------- 441, 831
Council
Council Bluffs, Iowa,
Iowa,
terms of court at-----------------at
795
795
Council, K. C.,
Council,
Waccamaw River
River
may dam Waccamaw
and others
others may
Lake in North Carolina
24
Carolina----24
or Lake
Council of National
Council
National Defense,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for---------759
deficiency
Counselors of Embassy or
or Legation,
Counselors
classified as Foreign
Service officers
officers_-140
140
classified
Foreign Service
any Foreign
Foreign Service
Service officer
officer may be asany
signed as-------------------as
143
143
signed
Counterfeiting, etc.,
Counterfeiting,
appropriation for expenses
expenses in
in supappropriation
restriction
pressing, etc.; restriction-----74, 774
for expenses
expenses suppressing, additional,
additional,
for
710
1925 ----------------------710
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for expenses
in
expenses in
deficiency
suppressing -------------694
--suppressing
Agricultural Extension
County Agents, Agricultural
Work,
appropriation for---------for
435, 824
appropriation
Court
for China
(see United
United States
States Court
Court for
China (see
for China).
Court
Court of Appeals,
Appeals, D. C.,
appropriation
salaries ------565, 1240
appropriation for salaries
1240
reports of decisions
decisions---------- 565, 1240
for care, etc., of building------building
565, 1240
for miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses
expenses under,
where United
United States is a
party__
where
a party-566
for printing and binding-------binding
566,
1240
566, 1240
for salaries
salaries and expenses,
expenses, additional,
additional,
1925 ----------------------712
1925
712
for care, etc., of building,
building, additional,
additional,
712
1925 --------------------- - 712
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for reports of
opinions-opinions -----------------679
679
same jurisdiction in bankruptcy
cases,
bankruptcy cases,
as
as in
in circuit
circuit courts
courts of
of appeals
appeals__-- - 939
939
Court
Claims,
Court of Claims,
appropriation
judges, clerks,
clerks, etcetc.. 219, 1028
1028
appropriation for judges,
for pay of custodian
custodian -------------219
219
for
and binding
binding for..
___ 219,
219, 1029
1029
for printing
printing and
for ---for auditors, etc--------------etc
219 1029
1029
219,
for contingent
expenses
1029
contingent expenses------219, 1029
for reporting decisions------------decisions
219
219
for repairs, etc.,
etc., to building
building -------1029
1029
for
additional, 1925------1925
709
for salaries, additional,
709
for auditors,
auditors, additional,
additional, 1925
1925------709
deficiency
appropriation for
for paving
paying
deficiency appropriation
judgments of----of
1347
judgments
- 54, 696, 758, 1347
for
binding ---------for printing
printing and binding
686
reappropriation
1332
reappropriation---------------1332
for
etc. to
686
for repairs,
repairs, etc.,
to building
building ----__
_ 686
for salaries
salaries and
and expenses
expenses of commiscommissioners
sioners ---------_----------1332
1332
claims of designated
designated tribes
tribes of
Indians
of Indians
Montana, Idaho,
Washin Montana,
Idaho, and Washington, for lands, etc., taken,
taken, to
to
21
be determined
determined by------ --21
Rhode
Rhode Island
Island for expenses, War
War
with Spain,
Spain, referred
referred to-------to
964
commissioners to be appointed
to
commissioners
appointed by, to
take evidence
evidence in cases
cases assigned
to
assigned to
them and report
report the facts to the
court -----.--------------964
procedure for hearings, etc--------procedure
etc
965
findings and reports
reports to be filed
filed with
with
findings
testimony
testimony------------------965
authority of Court not impaired
authority
impaired-965
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Court
Claims—Continued.
Court of Claims-Continued.
commissioners;
commissioners; salaries, expenses, etc.,
allowed -------------------appointments,
cease in three
appointments, etc., to cease
years --------------concurrent jurisdiction
jurisdiction of district courts
concurrent
with, for recovery of erroneously
erroneously
collected revenue
revenue taxes, etc., if
collected
collector dead, or not in office__ __
jurisdiction conferred to adjudicate all
jurisdiction
United States of
claims against United
Cherokee Indians ----------Cherokee
procedure;
evidence and counterprocedure; evidence
claims admitted
admitted -....--------appeal to Supreme
Supreme Court -----attorneys'
limited
-------attorneys' fees limited
process; appearance
appearance of Atissue of process;
torney General-------------General
of Choctaw
Chickasaw Indians-Indians_ _
Choctaw and Chickasaw
may
presented separately or
may be presented
jointly
jointly----------------procedure;
counter claims_
claimsoffset of counter
procedure; offset
appeal to Supreme
Supreme Court ------attorneys'
court--_
attorneys' fees by decree of court_
service on Attorney
Attorney General
General ----of Creek Indians
Indians-----------------claims
excepted-------------claims excepted
procedure;
evidence and counterprocedure; evidence
claims admitted ------------Court-------appeal to Supreme
Supreme Court
attorney's fees limited---------.limited
issue of process, etc.; appearance
of Attorney
Attorney General -------of
allowedof Delaware
Delaware Indians, appeal allowed...
consideration
consideration de novo ---------legal and equitable
equitable rights to be settled
tled----------------------procedure;
admitted.___ _
evidence admitted.--procedure; evidence
attorneys'
advancement of
attorneys' fees; advancement
causes
causes----------------------of
Washington, except the
of Indians
Indians in Washington,
S'
Klallams
S'Klallams-----------------procedure; counter
counter claims, etc.,
procedure;
admitted; advancement
advancement -----admitted;
attorney's
limited
attorney's fees, etc., limited-----of Kansas or Kaw Indians -.------.
Kaw Commission
excepting
Commission claims, excepting
Kaw
surplus
__
excepted--surplus land claim, excepted..
procedure; evidence
evidence and counterprocedure;
claims admitted
admitted------------Court..-----.
appeal to Supreme Court
attorneys'
issue of
attorneys' fees limited; issue
process,
appearance of
etc.; appearance
process, etc.;
Attorney
General ---------Attorney General
Indians- -------of Ponca Tribe of Indians
----advancement of cause
cause-advancement
procedure; evidence
evidence and counterprocedure;
claims admitted
admitted-------- ----__
etc _
verification, etc_
time for filing; verification,
attorneys'
fees by decree
court_
decree of courtattorneys' fees
Seminole Indians not heretofore
of Seminole
adjudicated,
adjudicated, etc -----------procedure; evidence
evidence and counterprocedure;
claims admitted
admitted-----.--------appeal
Court
to Supreme
Supreme Court-------appeal to
attorneys'
limited---------attorneys' fees limited
issue
of
process,
etc.;
appearance
issue of process, etc.; appearance
of
General----------of Attorney
Attorney General
of
Tribe of
of Indians,
not
Indians, not
Stockbridge Tribe
of Stockbridge
heretofore
adjudicated, etc_
__ _
etc--heretofore adjudicated,
procedure;
evidence and
and countercounterprocedure; evidence
admitted-------------claims admitted
appeal
Court
appeal to Supreme Court--..---.
attorneys'
limited---------fees limited
attorneys' fees
issue
appearance of
of process;
process; appearance
issue of
Atterney General ----------Attorney
of Wichita,
etc., Indians, Okla
Okla.---Wichita, etc.,
of
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965
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972
972
27
27
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
537
537
537
537
538
538
538
538
538
538
538
538
139
139
139
139
139
139
140
140
140
140
140
140
812
812
813
813
813
813
813
813
813
813
886
886

886
886
887
887
1133
1133
1133
1133
1134
1134
1134
1134
1134
1134
729
729
730
730
730
730
730
730
730
730
133
133
134
134
134
134
134
134
134
134
644
644

644
645
645
645
366
366
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Court
366
-------appeal to Supreme
Supreme Court
Court__
366
a bar__
bar_ _
statutes of limitation not a
procedure; evidence
evidence admitted.--admitted_ __ _ 367
367
procedure;
jurisdiction of claims of Wichita,
Wichita, etc.,
etc.,
Indians;
attorneys' fees by court
Indians;attorneys'fees
367
decree
decree-----------------to determine
determine interest of Yankton
Red Pipestone
Sioux Indians in Red
Quarries, Minn -------------730
Quarries,
730
therein --Indians therein_
__ _
730
of other Sioux Indians
judgment in claim of Southern
render judgment
Pacific Company for closing, etc.,
Pacific
171
River-----break in Colorado River
Court of Customs Appeals,
Appeals,
Court
219, 1028
appropriation for judges, etc-----etc
appropriation
1028
219, 1028
for rent; contingent
expenses
contingent expenses-1925
709
for, additional, 1925-------------deficiency appropriation
appropriation for rent----rent
686
deficiency
etc
1332
for books, etc--------------------Courthouse, D.
D. C.,
Courthouse,
565, 1240
appropriation for care, etc-------etc
appropriation
565, 1240
repairs, etc --------------1240
for repairs,
712
additional, 1925
712
1925-----etc., additional,
for care,
care, etc.,
Courts, D.
D. C.,
Courts,
appropriation for juvenile court, salaappropriation
563, 1238
ries, etc ------------- salaries, etc --1239
564, 1239
court, salaries,
for police court,
1239
two additional judges ---------1239
etc__- 565,
565 1239
for municipal court, salaries, etc
565, 1239
court
for supreme court------------for
1240
appeals----------- 565, 1240
for court of appeals
deficiency appropriation for police
deficiency
court --------------------- 677, 679
Courts Martial,
Martial, etc., Army,
Army,
Courts
appropriation
expenses of
896
482,896
of------ 482,
for expenses
appropriation for
Circuit
Courts of Appeals, Circuit
Circuit (see Circuit
Courts
Courts of Appeals).
Appeals).
Courts
Coushatta Indians,
Indians, Tex.,
Tex.,
Coushatta
appropriation
education, et
etc ------404
appropriation for education,
Cowlitz River, Wash.,
Cowlits
authorized--------------1190
survey of, authorized
Cox Building,
Building, D.
D. C.,
custody, etc., of, transferred
transferred to Superintendent of State, etc.,
etc., Detendent
partment Buildings.
Buildings..----------66
partment
Coyotes,
Coyotes,
appropriation for devising
devising methods for
for
appropriation
destroying ..---.--------.
450, 841
destroying
Allotte,
Crane, Mary,
/ad/an Atlanta,
Mary, Indian
Crane,
patent to deceased, and land restored
to tribal property
Winnebago
property of Winnebago
Reservation
138
Reservation Indians, Nebr Crater Lake National
National Park,
Park, Oreg.,
Oreg.,
Crater
appropriation for commissioner__
__ 219, 1028
1028
commissioner---appropriation
protection, etc
422, 1176
etc-.-----for protection,
423
community house, etc ---------community
708
etc., additional,
1925_
additional, 1925for protection, etc.,
acceptance of gift of lands from Medacceptance
administration buildford, for administration
606
ings
ings-----------------------Credits for Excess Income Tax Payments,
Credits
extended for allowing claims forfor_
22
time extended
taxable year
22
included- ----... year 1918 included
taxable
Creek
also Five CiviOkla. (see also
Indians, Okla.
Creek Indians,
lized Tribes),
appropriation
.-- 398, 1148
schools ___
appropriation for tribal schools_
for
for
398
attorney for---------for chief
chief and attorney
-------- 1148
for chief of ..--------..
for
407,
1158
407,1158
schools ----......common schools
for common
all
States,
of, against
against United States,
all claims of,
heretofore determined to
not heretofore
be
adjudicated by Court of
be adjudicated
139
Claims
-------Claims--....-----...
139
claims excepted---------------excepted
139
procedure, etc
139
--------------.
etc---
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Crematory,
Public,
Page.
C., Public,
Crematory, D. C.,
appropriation for
for maintenance
maintenance ---1238
563, 1238
appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for maintemaintedeficiency appropriation
676
nance
676
nance----------------------Crescent City, Calif.,
Crescent
preliminary
examination, etc.,
harbor
etc., of harbor
preliminary examination,
to
made
1196
to be
be made------------------Creston,
Creston, Iowa,
795
at------------------terms of court at
795
Criers,
United States
Courts,
States Courts,
Criers, United
221,1030
appropriation
pay
221,1030
for pay-----------appropriation for
Crignier,
Madame,
Crignier, Madame,
deficiency
indemnity
appropriation for indemnity
deficiency appropriation
to,
for body of
to, for
for loss in search for
692
Admiral John Paul Jones
Jones-----payment
authorized to France
France as inpayment authorized
demnity
damages to proppropfor damages
demnity for
of
search for body of
erty of, by search
118
118
Jones-----Admiral John Paul Jones
Crimes
Misdemeanors,
Crimes and Misdemeanors,
penalty
nonpayment of motor-vefor nonpayment
penalty for
108
hicle fuel tax, D. C -------violating provisions
provisions of
of
of District
District of
violating
Columbia Rents
Rents Act
Act by hotel
Columbia
121
proprietors
proprietors-----------------aliens without
without unexpired
unexpired
bringing in aliens
163
163
immigration visas
etc--------visas, etc
immigration
owner,
dining to detain
detain
etc., of vessel failing
owner, etc.
164
164
inadmissible
seamen, etc-_
etc
alien seamen,
inadmissible alien
vessel bringing
bringing to United
United States
vessel
166
diseases-aliens with designated diseases
incompetent to earn
earn a
a
physically incompetent
166
166
living ------------------167
167
illiterates,
etc excluded Asiatics, etc__
illiterates, excluded
violating
provisions of
Optometry
of Optometry
violating provisions
178
Act,
offense-------Act, D. C., first offense
issuing,
unstamped documents,
documents,
issuing, etc., unstamped
332
332
etc----------•
----------332
332
articles not fully stampedstamped dealing in articles
332
uncanceled stamps
stamps
332
------using uncanceled
operating as a
a dentist under other
operating
603
603
license---------------than in license
dentist--_ 604
failing to display license as dentist..
diplomas,
dental diplomas,
unauthorized dental
selling unauthorized
604
etc-------------------------etc
employing unlicensed
unlicensed dentist in officeoffice.
604
employing
assuming false
etc
604
-------false degree, etcassuming
violating provisions of Dentistry Act,
violating
604
prescribed
not specifically prescribed----corporations contributing
contributing to political
corporations
1074
1074
elections -------------------fire, etc., of
of
extinguish fire,
failing to
to extinguish
automobile
in
a vessel in
automobile taken on a
1093
navigable waters------------waters
navigable
motor-vehicle perfailing to exhibit motor-vehicle
Columbia
mit to District of Columbia
1122
policeman ----------------1122
policeman
report vehicle coming
to
coming to
to report
failing to
evidence
garage, etc.,
etc., showing evidence
1125
accident, etc -----------1125
of accident,
punishment for
divulging
for unauthorized
unauthorized divulging
punishment
information from cotton statisinformation
31
employees
tics by employees------------to
willful refusal by cotton ginners to
answer requests for information
information
32
32
Census-----from Director of Census
etc., on
illegally hunting, taking eggs, etc.,
98
preserves
bird and animal preserves-----violating provisions of motor-vehicle
motor-vehicle
violating
108
108
fuel tax, D. C
C ----------representations in obtaining
false representations
etc., by
loans to purchase seed, etc.,
farmers in drought-stricken
drought-stricken
farmers
110
110areas of New Mexico---------.
Mexico
areas
-

-
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Crimes
Misdemeanors-Continued.
and Misdemeanors—Continued.
Crimes and
punishment
collectunauthorized collectpunishment for unauthorized
ing fees, etc.,
etc., in connection
connection with
Adjusted CompensaCompensaWar Adjusted
World War
125
125
tion Act--------------------Act
false statements
statements in applications,
applications, etc.,
false
under World War
War Adjusted
Adjusted Comunder
131
131
pensation Act _
--------------pensation
immigration
counterfeiting,
etc.,
immigration
etc.,
165
165
visas, permits, etc
etc-----------false
personations, etc., in applying
false personations,
165
165
for visas, permits------------permits
false statements
applications, etc.,
etc.,
false
statements in applications,
165
165
under immigration
laws
immigration laws------under
failing
aliens at
at
landing of aliens
to prevent
prevent landing
failing to
167
167
than designated places for_
forother than
violating provisions
provisions of Optometric
violating
178
178
Act, D. C., second offense
offense ----conducting business on which special
conducting
without payment
payment
tax imposed,
imposed, without
328
328
thereof -------------------_
thereof
revenue
fraudulently
removing, etc., revenue
fraudulently removing,
stamps
from taxed
taxed documents,
documents,
stamps from
332
332
etc -----------------------332
332
reusing, etc., stamps------------stamps
reusing,
332
332
using insufficient
using
insufficient stamps --------332
332
counterfeits,
etc _-------- -counterfeits, etc_
sales at produce
produce exchanges
exchanges without
without
sales
335
335
stamped bill ----------------stamped
willful failure
failure to pay
pay internal
internal revenue
revenue
willful
343
343
etc--------make returns,
returns, etc
tax, make
willful failure
evasion
failure to collect tax, evasion
344
344
payment, etc ------------of payment,
assisting in making fraudulent
fraudulent re344
344
turns, etc
etc ------------------turns,
false statements
effect of tax on
statements as to effect
348
348
price of articles sold, etc------etc
price
violating laws
laws and
and regulations
regulations for
for
violating
466
466
Alaska salmon
salmon fisheries ------violating regulations,
etc., to prevent
prevent
regulations, etc.,
violating
oil polluting deposits in naviga605
ble waters, etc --------------605
violating
provisions of Northern
violating provisions
649
Pacific Halibut
Halibut Fishery
Fishery ActAct_ __
--_ 649
Pacific
etc., Upper
Upper Mississippi
Mississippi
violating, etc.,
652
652
etc., Refuge
Refuge Act
Act ------River, etc.,
receiving
unauthorized fees, etc.
etc., in
receiving unauthorized
under World War Vetclaims under
628
628
erans'
Act
erans' Act-------------------false
statements in claims under
false statements
628
628
World War Veterans'
Act
Veterans' Act..---World
receiving payments for compensation,
compensation,
receiving
etc., under
under same Act, after
after right
right
etc.,
629
629
ceases
therefor ceases--------------fraudulently receiving money for
fraudulently
compensation, etc.,
etc., under same
compensation,
629
Act,
to which
which not
not entitled
entitled -----629
Act, to
presepting false statements, affidaaffidavits, etc.,
etc., in claims for compensacompensaAct
629
tion under same Act----------629
unauthorized
architect,
unauthorized use of title of architect,
718
etc., in District of Columbia---Columbia____
718
for
false statements
statements in applications
applications for
746
licenses under
Alaska Game
Game Law_
licenses
under Alaska
Law746
violations of Alaska
Alaska Game
Game Law not
not
violations
747
747
specifically provided
for -----_ __
provided for
baggage, etc.,
larceny,
etc., of goods, baggage,
larceny, etc.,
793
in interstate commerce
793
commerce------carrying stolen articles of interstate
interstate
carrying
commerce into another
another State,
commerce
794
794
etc ------------------------stealing, secreting,
secreting, embezzling,
embezzling, etc.,
stealing,
977
977
mail matter
matter.---------------stealing, etc., mail left upon colleccollecstealing,
etc--------------tion
box.
977
977
. .. ........
- - .....
box,
etc
_____1----------
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Crimes
and Misdemeanors—Continued.
Misdemeanors-Continued.
Crimes and
punishrnent for
unauthorized taking
for unauthorized
punishment
977
mail
etc
delivery, etc------before delivery,
mail before
violating provisions
provisions of Venereal Disviolating
1003
eases Act,
C -----------Act, D. C
eases
violating provisions
Milk, etc.,
of Milk,
provisions of
violating
1008
C
D. C-------------------Act, D.
to
consenting to
corporation consenting
officers of corporation
contributions to political
political eleceleccontributions
1074
1074
tions
tions-----------------------committing unlawful
unlawful acts prohibited
committing
Act------ 1074
by
Practices Act
Corrupt Practices
by Corrupt
willfully committing
committing unlawful acts
willfully
prohibited by Corrupt Practices
Practices
prohibited
1074
1074
Act
Act------------------------unauthorized
hunting, etc., in game
unauthorized hunting,
refuges, Ozark
National Forest,
Ozark National
refuges,
1091
1091
Ark
Ark-----------------------exporting
without permit
exporting helium gas without
1111
from the
President
the President-----------from
operating
operating motor vehicle in District of
1122
--__ 1122
Columbia without
without a
permit_ _
a permitColumbia
nonresident
of the District of Cononresident of
lumbia
permit requirerequirelumbia violating permit
1123
1123
ments
ments----------------------reckless driving motor vehicle in the
reckless
1123
District
District-------------------violating
violating other traffic regulations in
- 1123
the
District
the District---------------operator of
District
vehicle in the District
of vehicle
operator
without
causing personal injury without
causing
1124
1124
thereof ------------reporting thereof
operator in the District failing to reoperator
1124
port damage
vehicle_
damage to another vehicleport
operating vehicle
under influence
influence of
vehicle under
operating
1124
1124
liquor
drug--------------liquor or drug
using smoke
screen, etc., on motor
smoke screen,
using
vehicle
vehicle in the District -------- 1124
operating motor
vehicle in the Dismotor vehicle
operating
trict
during suspension of permit,
trict during
1125
1125
etc ------------------------soliciting, etc.,
unauthorized fee in
etc., unauthorized
soliciting,
1311
1311
Veterans' Bureau claims------claims
Veterans'
receiving
fraudulently from
from
money fraudulently
receiving money
1311
Veterans' Bureau-----------Bureau
Veterans'
conspiring,
etc., to
to present
present false docuconspiring, etc.,
ments,
in
claims
before the Vetments, in claims before
1312
erans' Bureau
Bureau-----------erans'
embezzling
bv guardian, etc., of
embezzling by
beneficiary of
money paid to beneficiary
money
1312
1312
Veterans'
Bureau------------Veterans' Bureau
Crimes,
Crimes, etc.,
appropriation
detection and proseappropriation for detection
1026
217, 1026
cution of ------------preservation,
etc., criminal
identificriminal identifipreservation, etc.,
1026
217, 1026
cation records ----------1026
protection
of the
President__
--- __ 217, 1026
the President
protection of
for
detection, etc.,
additional,
etc., of, additional,
for detection,
709
709
1925 --------------------deficiency
detection
appropriation for detection
deficiency appropriation
44,
44,
and prosecution
prosecution of-----------of
and
56,
1353
1351, 1353
1332, 1351,
760, 1332,
56, 760,
Criminal
Criminal Code,
Code,
amended, section 84 --------------amended,
--------------------section 118
section 194 ----------------------repealed, section 83 ------------repealed,
Criminal
Identification Records,
Criminal Identification
exchange,
appropriation for preserving, exchange,
appropriation
etc
------------ 217,
.------etc
Criminals,
Criminals,
appropriation for bringing home
home from
appropriation
abroad
abroad------------------- 216,
Crisfield Harbor,
Harbor, Md.,
Mid.,
Crisfield
uAll--iromAi
improvement
of,, authorized
improvement oi,
auiru.
- -----------

98
98
1073
1073
977
1074
1074
1026
1026
1025
1025

1186
----

liii

Page.
NW., D. C.,
Crittenden
Crittenden Street NW.,
Sherman
appropriation for paving,
Sherman
appropriation
1223
Circle to Fifth Street --------for paving,
paving, Eighth
Sherman
Street to Sherman
Eighth Street
for
--Circle
1224
Circle-------------------Serbs,
Croats and
Slovenes, Serbs,
and Slovenes,
Croats
appropriation for minister
to
206, 1015
minister to-----appropriation
Crook National
Forest, Ariz.,
National Forest,
Crook
grant
to Gila County of lands in, for
for
grant to
recreational
area
242
recreational area-------------Crooked and Pickerel
Pickerel Lakes, Mich.,
Crooked
disposal
erroneously surveyed
surveyed public
disposal of erroneously
594
lands on
on-------------------lands
Oreg.,
Crooked
Project, Oreg.,
IrrigationProtect,
Creek Irrigation
Crooked Creek
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of,
for maintenance,
appropriation for
on Klamath
Klamath Indian
Indian ReservaReservaon
tion
403, 1154
tion--------------------Crooked
Crooked Nose Woman,
Cheyenne
name
added
to
final
roll
of
Cheyenne
name added to
and
Arapahoe Indians, and
and to be
and Arapahoe
paid
per capita
from
capita payment from
paid per
253
tribal
funds
tribal funds-----------------Crop Plants,
Plants,
Crop
appropriation for investigating physiappropriation
441, 831
ology of------------------of
ology
Crops,
Crops,
technological, etc.,
appropriation
appropriation for technological,
investigations_
441, 831
investigations ------------breeding, study, etc., of arid
for breeding,
442, 832
land
land---------------------Crow Agency,
Agency, Mont.,
Crow
appropriation
etc., of
for support, etc.,
appropriation for
Indians at,
from tribal
funds_ __
411,
411,
tribal funds--at, from
Indians
1161
Crow Creek
Creek Indian
Indian Hospital,
S. Dak.,
Hospital, S.
Crow
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
appropriation for maintenance,
of
408, 1159
of--------------------Crow
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Mont.,
Crow Indian
appropriation
etc., of
appropriation for maintenance, etc.,
repayirrigation
systems on; repayirrigation systems
ment
ment-------------------- 402, 1153
for irrigation
irrigation system on, additional,
for
707
1925 -----------------------1925
Crow
Indians, Mont.,
Crow Indians,
appropriation
fulfilling treaty
for fulfilling
appropriation
with--------------------- 409, 1160
with
for
treaty with, additional,
fulfilling treaty
for fulfilling
1925
708
1925 ----------------------Indians, Okla.,
Crow Indians,
time extended
extended ten
ten years
years for repayment
repayment
time
of revolving
seed,
fund of, for seed,
revolving fund
of
1301
etc-------farming
equipment,
etc
equipment,
farming
Crown
Company,
Paper Company,
Willamette Paper
Crown Willamette
time extended
extended for
bridging Lock No. 4,
for bridging
time
Willamette
998
Canal ------Falls Canal
Willamette Falls
Societies
Cruelty to
to Children
Children and Animals,
Animals, Societies
Cruelty
for Prevention
of,
Prevention of,
for
exempt from
income tax -----------282
from income
exempt
Crystal
River, Fla.,
Crystal River,
be
to
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., of,
preliminary
1194
made --------------------1194
made
Cuba,
Cuba,
appropriation for
for ambassador
to
_ 206, 1015
1015
ambassador to--appropriation
for
monuments, etc.,
to
etc., to
preserving monuments,
for preserving
soldiers
who fell
fell in
in---------- 512, 927
soldiers who
persons born
born in,
in,. construed
construed as nonpersons
quota
in Immigraimmigrants, in
quota immigrants,
tion
155
Act-------------------tion Act
Culion,
Islands,
Philippine Islands,
Culion, Philippine
appropriation
for
care
of
lepers,
etc.,
appropriation for care of lepers,
Naval station
station-------------- 184, 863
Naval
Cumberland
River,
Cumberland River,
648
bridge authorized
Ky_
across, Burnside, Kyauthorized across,
bridge
time extended
extended for
bridging, near Clarksfor bridging,
time
----- 113
ville,
Tenn ----------ville, Tenn

liv
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Cunard
Company (Limited),
Page.
(Limited),
Cunard Steamship
Steamship Company
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for refund of
deficiency
to
45,
fines to---------------------45, 45
Current River,
Current
authorized across, at
Finley's
at Finley's
bridge authorized
26
Ark------------------Ferry, Ark
Custer County,
County, Mont.,
Mont.,
Custer
granted land
for public
97
97
land for
public fairgrounds__
fairgrounds --granted
Custer
Forest, Mont.,
Custer National
National Forest,
exchange
exchange authorized
authorized of lands within,
withdrawn as coal lands, reserving coal to United States -----1117
1117
Custer
Custer State
State Park
Park Game Sanctuary,
Sanctuary, S.
Dak.,
Dak.,
enlargement
authorized------632
enlargement of
of area
area authorized
grant
claimed
lands in, claimed
grant of
of unpatented
unpatented lands
under mining laws, to South Dapurposes ------1185
kota, for park purposes
payment
payment for;
for; mineral rights reserved --------------------1185
served
limitation of location
1185
location-------------- 1185
Customhouse Brokers,
Customhouse
special tax imposed on; business defined-----------------------326
fined
Customs,
appropriation for
collecting revenue
revenue
for collecting
appropriation
from
769
from ---------------------- 69, 769
for
detection of
of frauds,
69, 769
etc-------- 69,
769
for detection
frauds, etc
retired
general appraisers------appraisers
69, 769
retired general
automatic and
recording scales
scales- 70, 769
and recording
for automatic
for
of moieties_
moieties- 70,
70, 760
769
for compensation
compensation in
in lieu
lieu of
for collecting
collecting revenue from, additional, 1925
710
710
1925-----------------deficiency
appropriation
for exappropriation
deficiency
penses
collecting revenue fromfrom_
49,
penses collecting
1a53
57, 701, 761, 1349, 1351, 13.53
judgments against
against colcolfor paying
paying judgments
lectors of ---------------698, 1349
for compensation
moieties--_ 1342
compensation in lieu of moieties_
border
1342
Mexican border------for fence on Mexican
1349
for automatic, etc., scales --------- 1349
appraiser
of merchandise
merchandise at Portland,
appraiser of
appointed
Me., to be appointed---------957
appraisers'
stores property, Providence,
appraisers' stores
R. I., to be sold
960
sold-------------exhibit at New Orleans
articles for exhibit
Exposition
admitted free of
Exposition admitted
duty ----------------------- 1253
payment if sold, etc------------etc
1253
Sesquicentennial Exhibition at
at
for Sesquicentennial
Philadelphia in
in 1926,
1926, admitted
admitted
Philadelphia
free of duty-----------------duty
1254
free admission of domestic animals
etc., crossing frontier, if brought
back before December
December 31, 19241924_
2
2
if brought back before December
December 31,
1925
963
1925-----------------------officers
given authority
to make
make arrests,
arrests,
authority to
officers given
etc., for violations of Oil Pollu605
tion Act -------------------one
appraiser of merchandise at Baltione appraiser
more,
at
Md., instead of two as at
more, Md.,
present --------------------819
present
remission
remission of
of unpaid duties on imports
by War Department---------Department
660
stamp
335
stamp tax on, entries ---------------vessels or vehicles
vehicles summarily forfeited
for violating, laws may be used
prohifor enforcing customs or prohibition laws in lieu of sale
sale------ 1116
1116
forfeited by decree of court for viovioforfeited
lating, or prohibition laws, may
be delivered for enforcing cuslieu
tom or prohibition
prohibition laws in lieu
1116
1116
of sale -------------------to be utilized for such nuroose
purposes ---1116

Page.
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Customs-Continued.
Customs—Continued.
vessels forfeited, etc.; customs and prohibition appropriations
appropriations available
for maintenance,
maintenance, expense of sei1116
1116
zure, etc
etc--------------------report to Congress in detail of use, etc_
etc - _ 1117
1117
disposal of,
of, when no longer needed
needed__
--- __ 1117
1117
Court of (see also
Court
Appeals, Court
also Court
Customs Appeals,
Appeals),
of Customs
Customs Appeals),
appropriation for salaries and exexappropriation
penses ------------------- 219,1028
709
for, additional, 1925 ------------deficiency appropriation
appropriation for rent ----686
deficiency
etc------------------- 1332
for books, etc
Customs Attaches,
to be appointed
appointed for duty in foreign
748
service
service ---------------------attached to diplomatic missions
attached
through Department of State_
State
748
assignment
assignment may be rejected by
Secretary of
State, if
if prejudicial
prejudicial
of State,
Secretary
to
policy
748
to public
public policy--------------Cases,
Customs Cases,
appropriation for Assistant
Assistant Attorney
Attorney
appropriation
General, and salaries and exGeneral,
penses,
conducting
1026
216, 1026
penses, conducting-__-----_
conducting, additional,
additional,
for expenses conducting,
1925
709
1925----------------------Customs
Department
Treasury Department
Customs Service,
Service, Treasury
(see also Customs),
appropriation
personnel, Diviappropriation for office personnel,
sion
of Customs ------------ 69, 769
sion of
appointment,
Secretary of the
appointment, etc., by Secretary
Treasury
Treasury authorized,
authorized, of deputy
collectors, comptrollers,
etc_--___
748
collectors,
comptrollers, etc
special
special agents,
agents, attaches for duty in
foreign countries, etc---------etc
748
foreign
officers
service
officers designated
designated for foreign service
to be officially attached to mis748
sions, et&
etc ------------------may be rejected
rejected by Secretary
Secretary of
-----------748
cause
State for cause-clerks, etc., Board of General Appraisers
748
praisers---------------------subject to civil service laws, "upon
upon
chargenomination
748
nomination of officers in charge_
Customs Statistics
Department of
Statistics Section,
Section, Department
Commerce,
Commerce,
appropriation
expenses ------227, 1037
227,1037
for expenses
appropriation for
Customs
International Bureau
Bureau for
Customs Tariffs,
Tariffs, International
Publication
Publication of,
appropriation for
1019
for share of expenses_ 210, 1019
appropriation
Czechoslovakia,
Czechoslovakia,
appropriation for minister
minister to ----206, 1015
1015
appropriation

D.
D.
D
NW., D.
D. C.,
D Street
Street NW.,
appropriation for paving, etc., Fifth to
to
appropriation
Seventh Streets; from gasolinetax fund--------------------fund
1226
1226
Dahlgren,
Dahlgren, Va.,
appropriation for care, etc., school at
at
appropriation
..--ordnance station -------192
Dairy
Dairy Farms,
Farms,
regulations for issuing permits to, for
regulations
selling milk, etc., in District of
Columbia
1004
Columbia -------------------1004
Dairy
Farms, D.
Dairy Farms,
D. C.,
C.,
appropriation for inspecting, etcetc_ ___
1238
--- 563, 1238
appropriation
Dairy Industry,
Dairy
Industry,
appropriation for investigations
investigations and
appropriation
experiments in------------- 438, 829
829
experiments
Dairy
Dairy Products,
Products,
appropriation
commercial
appropriation for diffusing commercial
information
information of market prices,
etc.. of
------- 454,
454. 844
distribution.
distribution, etc.,
- -------

- --- - I

I
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Page. Dams-Continued.
Dams-Continued.
Dairying
Bureau, Department
Department of Agri- Page.
Dairying Bureau,
time
River
for, across Red River
extended for,
time extended
culture,
culture,
of the
the North, Grand Forks, N.
of
Bureau, and
appropriation for
Chief of
of Bureau,
for Chief
appropriation
998
Dak
Dak --------------------829
personnel ----office
field personnel
and field
office and
D.
Buildings,
Dangerous,
Buildings,
C.,
etc.,
Dangerous,
for
investigations,
etc.,
of
dairy
indairy
of
etc.,
investigations,
for
etc-- 544, 1221
appropriation for removing, etc__
829
appropriation
dustry
dustry--------------------deficiency appropriation
appropriation for removal,
deficiency
829
renovated
butter inspection
inspection ----renovated butter
37
etc
etc ----------------------of chief; duestablished;
appointment of
established; appointment
Indies (see Virgin Islands).
West Indies
Danish West
ties
243 Danish
ties -----------------------Ill.,
Danville,
Danville, Ill.,
transfer
activities relating
relating to
to dairy
dairy inof activities
transfer of
appropriation
Volunteer
appropriation for expenses, Volunteer
dustry to
243
to------------------dustry
Soldiers'
Home------------ 518, 932
Soldiers' Home
additional employees
employees authorized
authorized_--_
243
additional
Va.,
Danville, Va.,
necessary appropriations
appropriations authorized_
authorized_--__ 243 Danville,
necessary
114
terms
of court
at------------------court at
terms of
acquiring
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for acquiring
deficiency
Darby Building,
D. C.,
Building, D.
Darby
site adjoining
adjoining Beltsville
Beltsville agriculsite
expenses- 66, 765
operating expenses_
appropriation for operating
1326
appropriation
tural
farm for
for ----1326
experiment farm
tural experiment
Dardanelle,
Dardanelle,Ark.,
Dairying Enterprises
Irrigated
in Western Irrigated
Enterprises in
Dairying
Arkansas
authorized across Arkansas
bridge authorized
Districts,
Districts,
1129
River near-----------------near
appropriation
experiments in estabfor experiments
appropriation for
Date Scale,
Scale, Parlatoria,
Parlatoria,
lising
457, 850 Date
457,
lising------------------appropriation
for emergency
expenses,
emergency expenses,
appropriation for
for experiments
additional, 1925--1925._
706
experiments,' additional,
for
eradicating
eradicating----------------- 459, 848
Damages
Property, etc.,
Private Property,
to Private
Damages to
for
eradicating; additional, 1925--1925___
706
for eradicating;
appropriation
for paying
claims for,
paying claims
appropriation for
United
Daughters of
National Society United
1812, National
of 1812,
by postal
service -----------85,
85, 784 Daughters
postal service
by
States,
States,
for
paying claims
claims for,
caused by
by
for, caused
for paying
authorized to place bronze tablet on
authorized
Army
target practice,
etc_--___ 483,
483, 897
practice, etc
Army target
3
3
CFrancis
Francis Scott Key Bridge, D. C_
for
of Army
officers,
Army officers,
claims of
paving claims
for paying
place marble
Scott
marble tablet on Francis Scott
place
enlisted
nurses for,
and nurses
men, and
enlisted men,
24
C----------Key
Key Bridge, D. C
483, 898
etc
483,
etc --------------------.
Revolution,
Daughters
American Revolution,
the American
of the
Daughters of
for
paying claims
for, under Interior
claims for,
for paying
additional
additional lots of, in District of ColumDepartment
Department-------------- 391, 1142
bia,
exempt from taxation; conbia, exempt
for paying
paying claims
claims for,
for, by naval
for
dition
dition ---------------------- 135
forces -----------------.184, 862
forces
Davenport, Iowa,
Davenport,
airfor paying
claims for,
for, by
by naval
naval airpaying claims
for
795
at------------------terms of court at
terms
. 199, 877
craft
--craft ----------Dayton,
Ohio,
Dayton, Ohio,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for paying
deficiency
Volunteer
appropriation
expenses, Volunteer
appropriation for expenses,
claims
Veterans' Buby Veterans'
for, by
claims for,
517, 931
Home----------Soldiers' Home
Bureau -------------36,
681, 1317
1317
36, 681,
Bureau
Volunteer
deficiency
appropriation for Volunteer
deficiency appropriation
for paying
claims for,
for, under
under Departpaying claims
for
63, 1346
Soldiers' Home ----------Soldiers'
1326
ment of
of Agriculture__
40, 682,
682, 1326
40,
Agriculture -ment
De
Joseph,
Fontes, Joseph,
De Pontes,
for
claim for,
Standards
for, under Standards
paying claim
for paying
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for extra servdeficiency
41
Bureau
Bureau--------------------673,1315
ices
673,
1315
ices---------------------for paying
paying claims
claims for,
Lightunder Lightfor, under
for
Valls Bluff, Ark.,
De Valls
houses
Bureau -------41,
683, 1327
1327 De
41, 683,
houses Bureau
River
across White River
bridge authorized across
bridge
for paying
claims for,
Coast
under Coast
for, under
paying claims
for
645
645
at
at------------------------and
Geodetic Survey---Survey__
41,
41, 683, 1328
and Geodetic
Shohe,
De
Witt
and
Shobe,
and
Witt
De
for
paying claims
claims for,
for, under
under ReclamaReclamafor paying
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for amount
deficiency
43
tion Bureau
Bureau--------------tion
1345
contract- 1345
due,
harbor contract_
on river and harbor
due, on
for
paying claims
claims for,
for, under
under DepartDepartfor paying
Dak.,
Deadwood,
S.
Dak.,
S.
1334
45,
ment of
Deadwood,
Labor------------of Labor
ment
office at---appropriation
for assay
at ___ 78, 777
assay office
appropriation for
for
paying claims
under Post
Post
for, under
claims for,
for paving
710
for
1925_
710
for assay office at, additional, 1925Office
763, 1336
1336
690, 763,
46, 690,
Department -_ 46,
Office Department_
Deaf
and Dumb
Dumb Institution,
Institution, D.
D. C. (see
for paying
claims for,
Coast
under Coast
Deaf and
for, under
paying claims
for
Columbia
Institution for the
1342
Columbia Institution
Guard -----------------50,
50, 1342
Guard
for paving
paying claims
claims for,
for, under
Public
Deaf, D. C.).
under Public
for
Health
51,
694, 1343
1343 Deaf
Deaf Mutes,
D. C.,
Colored,
51, 694,
C., Colored,
Mutes, D.
Service-------Health Service
out
etc., of, out
for
paying collision
collision claims,
claims, river and
appropriation
appropriation for tuition, etc.,
for paying
555, 1231
1345
----52,
harbor
improvements
of
District
of the District----harbor improvements-------for paving
paying claims
under War
for, under
claims for,
Deane,
G. B.,
B.,
Deane, G.
for
Saint
Department
may
Department-------------- 695, 1344
may bridge White River, Saint
999
for paying
claims for,
under Navy
Navy
Charles,
for, under
Ark --------------Charles, Ark
paying claims
for
Department ------------- 689, 1335
to operate
operate as
Arkansas
acquire to
Department
Arkansas may acquire
1000
1000
bridge
aa free bridge--------------Dams,
Dams,
1000
construction
authorized
across
tolls allowed
years
of, authorized
allowed for five years-------tolls
construction of,
Byram
River by Port Chester,
Byram River
Gratuity, Navy,
Death Gratuity,
95 Death
N.
Y., and
Greenwich, Conn__
Conn_ _
193,872
872
and Greenwich,
N. Y.,
appropriation
months' ------- 193,
appropriation for six months'Missouri
River,
by
Broadwater
Broadwater
by
Missouri River,
Debates
in
Congress,
Congress,
in
Debates
1261
Irrigation
District ---------Irrigation District
appropriation
House of
reporting, House
for reporting,
appropriation for
Tallahatchie
River, Porters Ferry,
Tallahatchie River,
Representatives
585, 1293
Representatives----------355
-------------Miss -for reporting,
Senate ---------581, 1289
reporting, Senate
for
24
C-------Waccamaw
N
C
N.
River,
Waccamaw
positions and
and pay
official
established of official
pay established
positions
Laand
bridge,
authorized
Laacross
authorized
and bridge,
reporters of, etc., House of
reporters
Va- _ 973
fayette
Norfolk, Va_
152
favette River by Norfolk,
Representatives
Representatives- -----------across
removal
and
replacement
of,
removal and replacement
Debentures,
Debentures,
Fox
River
by
Aurora,
paypayIll.;
Aurora,
by
331
Fox River
331
designated,
subject to stamp tax ----- designated, subject
11
ment of property damages, etc-etc

ment of

lvi
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Debs Inlet,
N. Y.,
Y.,
Page.
Debs
Inlet, N.
Page.
preliminary examination,
etc., of,
of, to
preliminary
examination, etc.,
to
made--------------------be made
1192
1192
Debtors, Judgment,
Debtors,
Judgment,
indexes of all, to be kept by clerks
of
clerks of
United States courts -----813
_--_
813
Decatur,
Ala.,
Decatur, Ala.,
time extended for bridging Tennessee
River at -------------------.
815
815
Alabama
Alabama authorized
authorized to acquire, etc -815
815
operate
operate as a
free bridge
815
a free
bridge --------815
Decatur
NW., D. C.,
Decatur Street
Street NW.,
C.,
appropriation for paving, Georgia
to
Georgia to
Kansas Avenues ------------1223
1223
Decedents,
Decedents,
tax levied
levied on transfers
transfers of
estates of,
of estates
of,
hereafter
303
hereafter-------------------_
303
Deciduous Fruits,
Fruits,
Deciduous
appropriation for investigating
appropriation
investigating insects
insects
affecting --------------affecting
448,
839
_448, 839
Decisions of the Comptroller
Decisions
Comptroller General,
General,
appropriation
appropriation for printing
525, 1203
1203
printing--------- 525,
Declarationof Independence,
Independence,
Declaration
provisions
provisions for celebrating
celebrating the
the one
hundred and fiftieth
anniverhundred
fiftieth anniversary of the signing of, by
by interinternational
national exhibition in PhilaPhiladelphia---------------------delphia
1253
1253
Decorations, Foreign,
Decorations,
Foreign,
acceptance
authorized of, tendered
acceptance authorized
tendered to
to
Army Air Service
Service officers
officers for
for
world airplane
airplane fightflight --------979
979
Deep Fork
Fork River, Okla.,
Okla.,
preliminary examination,
authorexamination, etc.,
etc., authorized for flood control
control of
of------249
ized
249
Deep River, Wash.,
improvement
improvement of, authorized
authorized --------1189
1189
Deering,
Deering, Charles,
Charles,
statue of "Serenity,"
"Serenity," the gift of,
may
of, may
be erected on public grounds in
in
District of Columbia
Columbia --------21
21
Defending Suits in
in Claims,
Claims,
appropriation for
appropriation
expenses ------. 217,
217, 1026
for expenses
1026
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
expenses_ 44,
appropriation for
for expenses_
44, 760
760
Deficiency Act, Fiscal
Fiscal Year 1924, First,
First,
for Senate -------------.----------.
33
33
for House of Representatives
33
Representatives ------..
33
for Public Buildings
Buildings Commission ----.
34
34
for Architect
Architect of the Capitol, Capitol
Capitol
plant; Senate Office Building_.Building__ __
34
34
for Executive expenses, death of
President Harding _------..34
_
34
for Alien Property Custodian
35
Custodian ---_---_
35
for
American
Battle
American
Battle Monuments
Monuments
Commission -----------------Commission
35
35
for Vocational
Education Board --..Vocational Education
35
35
for Housing Corporation
Corporation -----------36
36
for Veterans'
36
Veterans' Bureau
Bureau---------------36
for District of Columbia ------------36
36
for Department
Agriculture-------Department of Agriculture
38
38
Forest Service -----------------39
39
Entomology Bureau
39
Bureau --------.----39
eradicating
eradicating foot and mouth disease,
emergency -----------------emergency
40
40
for Department of Commerce..-___40
40
for Interior
Interior Department -------- _---41
41
Indian Department--------------.
Department
42
42
Alaska
Alaska Railroad
43
Railroad --------_____---43
for Department of Justice
Justice ----------43
43
United States courts ------------ 44
44
for Department
Department of Labor
45
Labor ---_------_
45
for Navy
Navy Depart4nent
Departiment --45
---.-----45
for Post Office
Office Department
46
Department---------46
for Department
Department of State, Diplomatic
Diplomatic
and Consular
47
Consular Service
Service- -------47
------

Deficiency Act, Fiscal
Fiscal Year 1924, First—
First- Page.
Continued.
for Treasury
Treasury Department
48
Department ----------48
internal revenue
revenue ----------49
-49
50
Coast Guard -----------------50
for War Department
Department ----- ------52
52
Army--- ---.Army
52
_----_--.--------52
national
national cemeteries
cemeteries -------52
----52
for judgments, United States courts
53
courts -_
53
Court of Claims-------Claims
54
---54
for
claims
certified
by
certified
by General
Accounting Office------------ 5
54,
60
4, 60
63
title of Act -----------------63
Deficiency Act,
Fiscal Year
1924,
Second,
Act, Fiscal
Year 1924, Second,
for Senate--------Senate
672
--672
for House of Representatives--------Representatives
673
673
for Architect
Architect of the Capitol
673
Capitol---------673
for Government
Government Printing
Printing Office
673
Office -----673
for Executive
Executive Office----------------Office
674
674
for American Battle
Battle Monuments
Monuments ComCommission -_--------_______._--_674
674
Columbia -----------674
for District of
of Columbia
674
for Vocational
Vocational Board-------------.Board
679
679
for General
Accounting Office-------General Accounting
Office
680
680
for Housing Commission
Commission --- _____..680
680
for Interstate
Interstate Commerce
Commerce Commission
Commission__ 680
680
for State, War, and Navy Department
Department
Buildings -------------680
680
for Veterans'
Veterans' Bureau-------------Bureau
681
681
World War adjusted
adjusted compensation
681
compensation-_
681
for Department of Agriculture----.
Agriculture
682
:
682
foot-and-mouth, etc.,
foot-and-mouth,
etc., diseases exextermination
termination ------------682
682
for Department
Department of Commerce-------Commerce
683
683
Department ---------___
683
for Interior Department
683
Indian Affairs
Bureau -----684
Affairs Bureau
_-684
Reclamation Service
Reclamation
Service -------- ___.684
684
for Department
Department of Justice
686
Justice -- __
----686
United States courts
courts -------------686
686
Department of Labor
for Department
Labor ---------688
688
Immigration
Bureau
Immigration Bureau
688
-----.---688
Department
for Navy Department
688
.-------688
World
adjusted compensation
World War adjusted
compensation
expenses
expenses -688
-----------688
scrapping of naval vessels --- ---689
689
for Post Office Department ------690
690
postal service
690
service- -----------690
for Department
Department of State
691
--691
Diplomatic and Consular
Diplomatic
Service.. __
691
Consular Service__691
Treasury Department
for Treasury
Department ------- _693
693
Coast Guard ----------- -----693
693
for War Department
695
Department-----------695
World War adjusted
adjusted compensation
compensation
expenses695
-------------------695
for judgments, United
United States courts
courts -696
696
Court of Claims -------------696
696
General AccountAccountfor claims certified
certified by
by General
ing Office ----------------697 699
699
697,
Reclamation Act amendments
Reclamation
701
amendments ---_--701
704
title of Act ----_
--.-- _-__- __--704
Deficiency Act, Fiscal
Deficiency
Fiscal Year
Year 1925, First,
First,
for Senate
Senate
753
---------753
conveying electoral vote for Presiconveying
President, etc --______
753
_--_______-753
for Joint Committee
Committee on
Inaugural cerceron Inaugural
emonies of 1925 -- __--..---753
753
for Public Buildings Commission-----Commission
753
753
Representatives -------_
for House of Representatives
754
754
for Executive expenses
754
expenses
-.------754
for Lexington-Concord
Lexington-Concord Sesquicentennial
Sesquicentennial
Commission -_----_.
Commission
754
754
for District of Columbia
754
Columbia---------754
for Interstate
Interstate Commerce
Commerce Commission__
Commission
755
755
for Interior Department
Department -.
755
-_--755
for
n)oartment
f^f
7I,-+;-t
for
Department
of
Justice
756
as- ~~
>. v Wsuv*u boric
- -- - - 756
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1925, FirstFirst—
Deficiency
Fiscal Year
Year 1925,
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for
for United States
States courts
courts -----------for
Navy Department
Department ------------for Navy
for
State, International
International
for Department
Department of
of State,
Fisheries
Fisheries Commission
Commission -------publishing ascertainment
ascertainment of
publishing
of Electors
Electors
for President
President and Vice
Vice President_
for
Treasury Department
for Treasury
Department ----------internal revenue
internal
revenue----------------for
Department
for War Department---------------Muscle Shoals
Muscle
Shoals ----------------Inland
Waterways Corporation
Corporation Inland Waterways
...
for
for judgments,
judgments, United
United States
States courts_
courts -Court
.-----------Court of
of Claims
for
Accountfor claims certified by
by General
General Accounting Office
Office------------- --additional,
exchange_
additional, to
to meet
meet loss
loss by exchangetitle
title of Act -.-----------.--------Deficiency Act, Fiscal
Fiscal Year 1925,
1925, Second,
compensation in Legislative
increased compensation
Legislative
Appropriation
immemade immeAppropriation Act made
diately available
available ----------for Senate -----------------Memorial to the Women
for Memorial
Women of the
World War----------------for Joint Committee
Investigate
Committee to Investigate
Northern Pacific
Pacific Land Grants
Grants-for Biographical
Congressional DirecBiographical Congressional
tory --- _-_.----------------tory
for House of Representatives--------Representatives
for Architect
Architect of
of the Capitol
Capitol ---. ----for Government
Government Printing Office------Office
for Executive Office
Office----------------Memorial Bridge Comfor Arlington
Arlington Memorial
Commission _--mission--____---_--for Employees'
Employees' Compensation
Compensation Commission ___----_----------------Accounting Office--------Office
for General Accounting
Department
for State, War, and Navy Department
Buildings -------------------Buildings
for Railroad
Railroad Administration
Administration credit
credit
covered into the Treasury---Treasury_ __ _
covered
for Commission for celebrating
celebrating the Two
Hundredth
Hundredth Anniversary
Anniversary of Birth
of George
George Washington
Washington........
of
for Mecklenburg
Mecklenburg Sesquicentennial
Sesquicentennial ComComfor
mission --------------------Bunker Hill
for Bunker
Hill Sesquicentennial
Sesquicentennial Commission--------------------mission
for Veterans'
Veterans' Bureau --------------for District of Columbia
Columbia --.--------.
public schools -----------------audited claims ------------------for Department
Department of Agriculture
Agriculture -----additional allotexperiment stations, additional
experiment
ments --_
------------------forest
roads
and
trails
forest roads and trails ----------for Department
Department of Commerce-------Commerce
for Interior Department------------Department
Alaska Railroad ----------------Alaska
for Department
Department of Justice
Justice__---------for judicial
judicial expenses
expenses --------------United States courts--------------courts
Federal Industrial
Industrial Institution for
for
Federal
Women
Women ---------------------for Department
Department of Labor ---------for Navv
Navy Department-------------Department
for Post Office Department
Department --------for Department
Department of State ----------Foreign Service ----------------for Treasury Department _--------for War Department -----------Army --------------------------Armv
courts--for judgments, United States courts
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Deficiency
Fiscal Year
Page.
SecondYear 1925, Second—
Deficiency Act, Fiscal
Continued.
Continued.
for judgments
judgments United
United States
States courts;
courts;
Company__
1346
New River
River Collieries
Collieries Company-_
1346
others under
departments, etc____
others
under departments,
etc---- 1347
1347
under private
private Acts ------------1347
under
1347
Jens Samuels and B. Olsen
Olsen ----1347
Jens
owners
of barge
barge "Havana"
owners of
"Havana"------ 1347
1347
Court
Claims
1347
Court of
of Claims-----------------1347
for claims certified by General
General Accounting
Office
1347, 1351,
ing Office----------1347,
1351, 1352
1352
title of
of Act ------------------------ 1353
1353
Appropriations, Urgent,
Urgent,
Deficiency Appropriations,
for Senate,
and investigations
170
investigations
170
for
Senate, inquiries
inquiries and
for Department
Department of
170
of State
State ------------170
for
Inter-American
Committee
Inter-American
Committee
on
Electrical
Communications
170
Electrical Communications----170
for Department
Department of
of Justice,
Justice, investigainvestigafor
tion,
170
of war
war frauds
frauds-------170
tion, etc.,
etc., of
United States
courts -------------171
171
United
States courts
Delafield
NW., D.
Street NW.,
D. C.,
C.,
Delafield Street
appropriation
for
paving, Georgia
Georgia
for paving,
appropriation
1223
Avenue to Ninth Street------Street
1223
Delaware,
Delaware,
lands
in
Sussex
County
reconveyed,
lands in Sussex County reconveyed,
etc., to---------------------to
245
245
etc.,
Delaware
Delaware Bay,
Bay,
bridge
across canal
canal between
between
authorized across
bridge authorized
Rehoboth
Rehoboth,
Rehoboth Bay and Rehoboth,
664
Del
Del -----------------------Delaware
Indians, Okla.,
DelawareIndians,
all claims
to Court
of
Court of
of, submitted
submitted to
all
claims of,
Claims;
appeal
to
to Supreme
Claims; appeal
Court
812
812
Court allowed
allowed--------------consideration de novo of legal
legal and
and
consideration
equitable rights--------------rights
813
813
equitable
procedure,
etc
813
813
procedure, etc-------------------Delaware Railroad
Company,
Railroad Company,
Delaware
agreement with,
with, for
for reconstructing
reconstructing
agreement
bridge across
and
Chesapeake and
bridge
across Chesapeake
Delaware
ratified, etc_
1197
etc._- 1197
Delaware Canal,
Canal, ratified,
use of
of funds
1197
funds for
for------------------- 1197
use
Delaware River,
River,
Delaware
time extended
for bridging,
near
near
extended for
time
Trenton,
N. J--------------J
738
Trenton, N.
improvement
of,
Philadelphia,
Pa.,
to
Pa.,
to
of,
Philadelphia,
improvement
Trenton,
authorized
1186
J., authorized----Trenton, N. J.,
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., of,
at
of, at
preliminary
Camden,
1192
to be
be made --1192
Camden, N.
N. J., to
Delaware State
Department,
Highway Department,
State Highway
Delaware
may bridge
canal near
near Rehoboth
664
Rehoboth ----bridge canal
may
Delegates from
from the
the Territories
Territories
Delegates
appropriation for
for compensation__
__ 581,
1289
581, 1289
compensation-.-appropriation
for mileage
582,
582, 1289
1289
mileage---------------- -for
for clerk
hire ----------------- 585,
1293
585, 1293
for
clerk hire
amount
for clerk
clerk hire
for;
hire for;
established for
amount established
mode of
of payment,
payment, etc
152
152
etc ------mode
compensation
of, after
after March
1925_
1301
1301
4, 1925_
March 4,
compensation of,
1313
immediately available------------available
1313
immediately
Deleterious Foods,
etc.,
Foods, etc.,
Deleterious
appropriation
for expenses
preventing
expenses preventing
appropriation for
sale
etc
447,
837
447, 837
of, etc--------------sale of,
Denmark,
Denmark,
appropriation
for minister
minister to
206,
1015
206, 1015
to ---appropriation for
Dental Clinics,
D. C.,
C.,
Schools, D.
Public Schools,
Clinics, Public
Dental
appropriation
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc_
etc- 556,
556, 1232
1232
appropriation for
Dentistry,
Dentistry, D.
D. C.,
C.,
practicing,
etc., in
in the
without
the District
District without
practicing, etc.,
license, unlawful
599
599
unlawful _--------aa license,
following
occupation
of
oral
hygienist
following occupation of oral hygienist
without being
unlawregistered, unlawbeing registered,
without
ful
599
ful..--------------------board
of
dental
examiners;
eligibility,
board of dental examiners; eligibility,
appointment, etc
599
etc------------appointment,
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Dentistry,
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Dentistry, D. C.-Continued.
board
of dental
examiners; organizaorganizaboard of
dental examiners;
599
599
tion, meetings,
meetings, seal,
seal, etc
etc-------record of licenses,
licenses, proceedings,
proceedings, etc
600
record
etc-600
certified
copies of,
accepted as
evicertified copies
of, accepted
as evi600
dence
600
dence-----------------------testimony, etc
600
etc-----600
power to secure
secure testimony,
assistance of supreme court of the
assistance
District
600
District--------------------600
secretary-treasurer
enforce
secretary-treasurer of, to enforce
600
dental laws, etc
etc--------------600
annual reports, etc., to be made by,
600
600
to Commissioners
Commissioners------------applications to practice;
practice; form of, fee,
applications
and photograph
600
photograph------------- 600
examination by board;
board; subjects specispeciexamination
600
fied
600
fied------------------------waived, for holder
under
holder of
of license under
waived,
laws of a
recognizing
a State, etc., recognizing
license, etc
600
etc----------District license,
additional evidence,
evidence, etc.,
required_
etc., required601
additional
license on
on passing;
passing; registry
issue of license
by health officer, etc---------etc
601
oral hygiene
application
oral
hygiene regulations;
regulations; application
requirements
601
requirements----------------examination and issue of license;
examination
registry
by health
officer, etc--etc ___
601
registry by
health officer,
601
registration allowed,
allowed, if having
having two
registration
experience under
under licensed
licensed
years' experience
dentist
601
dentist--------------------operations
permitted by holder of
operations permitted
license
601
license----------------------restrictions on performing
performing other
601
other-restrictions
to
license without examination
examination to
holder of State license, etc.; fee_
602
feeholder
revocation or suspension of licenses by
by
revocation
the board; grounds for, specified_
specified_
602
602
notice to accused;
hearings
602
accused; hearings--------602
action of board
board------------------602
reinstatement
reinstatement ------------------602
required, in addition
addition -----------fees required,
603
expenses to
to be paid
paid from ---------603
yearly registration,
registration, etc.
etc.,' of dentists
hygienists
and oral hygienists---------603
penalty for failure, etc
etc------------603
persons regarded
persons
regarded as practicing
practicing dentists_
dentists603
operating
operating under other than proper
name, unlawful
unlawful -------------603
using name
name of a
company, etc.,
a company,
etc., ununusing
lawful
603
lawful----------------------603
penalty
penalty for ------------------- 603
practitioners of medicine,
medicine, etc.,
etc.,
students, practitioners
Act_
excepted from provisions of Act604
penalty
etc.
penalty for failing to display license, etc.
604
selling diplomas
diplomas for unauthorized
unauthorized
practice, etc------------etc
practice,
---604
employing
employing unlicensed
unlicensed dentist, etc.,
etc.,
office
604
in office-----------------practicing under assumed name,
practicing
name,
professional title, etc -------604
professional
violations not specifically
specifically prescribedprescribed_
604
violations
punishment
convictions_
604
punishment for subsequent convictionsinconsistent laws repealed----------604
repealed
Denton,
Denton, Md.,
at
1106
terms of court at------------------Denver
Grande Western Railroad
Railroad
Denver and Rio Grande
Company,
Company,
granted right of way across
across Fort
granted
Logan
Reservation,
Military Reservation,
Colo_-------------- -----648
Colo
Denver, Colo.,
Denver,
appropriation
776
appropriation for mint at ----------- 77, 776
1925-------710
for mint at, additional, 1925
710
additional,
for mint at, special fund, additional,
1925
710
1925-----------------------710
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customhouse
for
customhouse in, may be
be exchanged
exchanged for
new
building to be
new site, and building
constructed thereon
1117
constructed
thereon----------- 1117
preparation
1118
preparation of plans, etc ---------- 1118
limitation
limitation of Government
Government expense,
1118
etc
1118
etc---------------------offices of register and receiver,
receiver, land
land
offices
395
office at, consolidated
consolidated--------395
243
------------terms of court
court at --Department of Agriculture,
Department
Agriculture,
appropriation for Secretary,
Secretary, Assistant,
appropriation
and
personnel -------- 432, 822
822
and office
office personnel
for extra
extra labor,
labor etc ------------822
for
432, 822
salaries limited to average rates
salaries
under Classification
822
Classification Act --433, 822
position in a
agrade
grade_ -_-__
822
if only one position
822
restriction not applicable
clericalrestriction
applicable to clericalmechanical service --------- 433, 822
mechanical
reduction in fixed
fixed salaries
salaries_ -__
822
-- _ 433, 822
no reduction
transfer to another
another position withtransfer
reduction--------------822
out reduction
payments under higher
higher rates
rates perpayments
mitted------------------ 433, 822
822
mitted
for mechanical
shops and power
power plant
plant
mechanical shops
employees
822
- 433, 822
employees-------------for contingent expenses
822
expenses---------- 433, 822
for rent, District of Columbia_
___ 433, 823
Columbia ---restricted to space not available
available in
restricted
Government buildings
buildings------- 433, 823
Government
for rent, Fixed Nitrogen
Nitrogen Research
Research
Laboratory, from War Department funds
funds --------------- 433, 823
ment
for editorial and distribution work_ 433, 823
823
miscellaneous
expenditures ---433, 823
823
miscellaneous expenditures
for printing and binding
binding -------- 434, 823
Annual Report;
farmers' bulAnnual
farmers'
434, 823
823
letins ------------------for Office of Experiment
Experiment Stations
Stations_ _
823
for
- 434,
434, 823
support
agricultural experiment
experiment
support of agricultural
stations ------------------ 434, 824
stations
administrative
expenses
434, 824
administrative expenses------extending
Territories
extending stations to Territories
and insular
insular possessions ------ 434, 824
service
435, 824
for extension
extension service----------435,
824
for farmers'
cooperative extension
extension
farmers' cooperative
agents
work; county agents-------435, 824
cooperative extension
extension
for additional cooperative
agents
435
work; county agents---------for demonstrations
for
demonstrations on reclamation
reclamation
projects..
----------- 456, 824
projects-----for agricultural
agricultural exhibits
exhibits at State,
for
etc. fairs
etc.,
fairs ----------------- 435, 825
for administrative
administrative expenses, Extension Service, etc
43", 825
825
etc----------- 435,
for Weather
Weather Bureau-----------Bureau
825
436, 825
for general expenses
825
expenses-----------436, 825
printing office;
office; limitations
826
printing
limitations------ 436, 826
forecasts, warnings, etc
forecasts,
etc-------- 437, 826
aerological stations
aerological
826
stations ----------- 437, 826
for
Animal Industry
Bureau
4 7, 826
826
for Animal
Industry Bureau-----437,
inspection and quarantine
quarantine work 437, 827
827
eradicating, etc., tuberculosis
tuberculosis of
indemnities
animals; indemnities-------438, 827
eradication of southern cattle
eradication
ticks-------------------828
438, 828
dairy industry investigations
438
investigations-_
438
animal husbandry investigationsinvestigations_ 439, 828
investigating animal
investigating
animal diseases;
diseases; contagious abortion
abortion----__----439, 828
hog cholera
cholera eradication,
eradication,
etc.;
etc.;
dourine-------------------dourine
439, 829
additional
additional for meat inspection;
inspection;
horse meat---------------meat
439, 829
829
for Dairying
Dairying Bureau. -------..---829
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appropriation for
for Dairying
Dairying Bureau,
Bureau, for
appropriation
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general
829
expenses-----------general expenses
440, 830
Industry ---for Bureau of Plant Industry
for general expenses
expenses------------ 440, 830

plant
diseases, etc., investigations;
investigations;
plant diseases,
pecans
440, 830
pecans --- _-------------- investigating
canker; chestcitrus canker;
investigating citrus
nut
etc__ __ 440, 830
tree bark
bark disease, etc--nut tree
eradicating
white
blister
pine blister
white pine
eradicating
rust -------------------440, 830
rust
crop
plant, etc.,
etc., diseases
diseases ---441,
831
441, 831
__
crop plant,
soil bacteriology;
bacteriology; fertility,
441, 831
etc-- 441,
fertility, etc
soil
acclimatization,
cottonseed
acclimatization, etc.; cottonseed
interbreeding -------------- 441,
441, 831
interbreeding
physiological,
technological, etc.,
physiological, technological,
investigations -------------- 441, 831
investigations
commercial
etc.;
grasses, etc.;
seeds, grasses,
commercial seeds,
seed
importing
adulterated
seed
adulterated
importing
441, 831
grains,
etc
grains, etc----------------cereal improvement,
improvement, etc.; soil and
cereal
441, 831
seed
infecting diseases------diseases
seed infecting
tobacco
drought reproduction; drought
tobacco production;
sistant
crops--------------- 442, 832
sistant crops
sugar plant
plant investigations----investigations
442,
832
442,832
sugar
dry land
crops, etc
442, 832
etc ----------- 442,
land crops,
dry
edible nuts,
nuts, growing,
shipping,
growing, shipping,
edible
etc
442,
832
442, 832
etc-----------------------fruit growing,
growing, shipping,
etc---- 442, 832
shipping, etc
fruit
experimental
etc
442,
442, 832
gardens, etc-----experimental gardens,
investigations, etc.;
horticultural investigations,
horticultural
tree, etc.,
propagation --- _-- 442, 832
etc., propagation
tree,
Arlington, Va., experiment
experiment farm
-------------------------- 443, 832
foreign seeds
seeds and plants; new and
foreign
rare
forage, etc ------ 443, 833
seeds, forage,
rare seeds,
biophysical
investigations; adminbiophysical investigations;
istrative expenses
expenses----------- 443, 833
eradicating
eradicating nail head rust of tomatoes
833
matoes---------------------443, 833
for Forest ServiceService ----------for
general expenses
expenses ------------- 443, 833
for general
national
forests,
maintenance,
maintenance,
forests,
national
etc
444,
834
444, 834
etc----------------------fighting forest
forest fires,
fires, etc-------etc
445,
445, 835
fighting
survey, etc.,
etc., of
of lands
lands valuable
valuable for
for
survey,
agriculture
445,
445, 835
agriculture----------------sanitary facilities,
etc., public
facilities, etc.,
sanitary
camp grounds
445, 835
grounds -------------- 445,
camp
equipment supplies,
etc
445,
835
445, 835
supplies, etc-------equipment
forest
products, etc.; tree planting,
forest products,
etc ----------------------445,
835
445,835
etc
roads, trails,
trails, bridges,
etc
446, 836
446,
bridges, etc------roads,
conservation of
of navigable
streams,
navigable streams,
conservation
etc., Commission
446, 836
S36
expenses-_-_ 446,
Commission expenses__
etc.,
for Bureau
of Chemistry--------Chemistry
446, 836
Bureau of
for
for
446, 836
836
expenses -----------general expenses
for general
biological investigations
of food
investigations of
biological
and
446, 837
products----------- 446,
and drug
drug products
collaboration with
departother departwith other
collaboration
ments, etc----------------etc
447, 837
ments,
colorants, medicinals,
medicinals, etc., from
colorants,
raw
materials -------------447, 837
raw'materials
manufacture of
of table
sirup, etc.
etc. 447, 837
table sirup,
manufacture
enforcing pure
pure food
food law;
law; revising
revising
enforcing
Pharmacopceia
447. 837
447
Pharmacopoeia------------enforcing Tea
Importation Act_
837
Act_ 447, 837
Tea Importation
enforcing
insecticides, etc.,
investigations- 447, S37
etc., investigations_
insecticides,
S37
plant dust
dust explosions,
explosions, etc
etc------ 447.
447 837
plant
naval stores
447, S37
447,
837
investigations --..
stores investigations
naval
for Bureau
Bureau of
of Soils-------------Soils
447,
838
447, 838
for
for general
expenses-- ---------- 448, 838
general expenses
for
fertilizers, etc
448, 838
etc ---------------- 448,838
fertilizers,
cooperative
448, 838
838
investigations- 448,
soil investigations_
cooperative soil
for Bureau
Bureau of
Entomology ------- 448, 838
of Entomology
for
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Department
appropriation
Bureau of Entomolappropriation for Bureau
ogy, for
expenses
448, 839
general expenses----for general
ogy,
insects -- 448, 839
investigation,
839
investigation, etc., of insects.
preventing
moths_ ___ 449, 839
839
preventing spread of moths---449, 840
European corn borer --------840
European
Mexican
beetle --------- 450, 840
Mexican bean beetle
840
Japanese beetle
beetle ---------------840
Japanese
for
Bureau of
Survey__ 450, 840
of Biological Survey-_
for Bureau
for
expenses ----------- 450, 841
general expenses
for general
food
habits of
animals,
birds, animals,
of birds,
food habits
etc
etc---------------------- 450, 841
enforcing migratory
migratory bird law,
enforcing
etc
451,
841
451, 841
etc-------------------reindeer industry,
etc., in
451,
451,
in Alaska_
industry, etc.,
reindeer
841
for
Accounts and Disof Accounts
for Division
Division of
bursements
451, 842
bursements--------------451,842
for
451,
842
library ----------------for library
for
Public Roads
Roads Bureau-------Bureau
451, 842
for Public
for
general expenses
expenses ----------451, 842
for general
farm
irrigation, etc.,
etc., investigainvestigafarm irrigation,
tions
_
452,
452, 843
tions---------------------farm
supply, etc. 452, 843
farm drainage,
drainage, water supply,
distributing surplus
explosives,
war explosives,
surplus war
distributing
etc
843
452, 843
etc----------------------for Bureau
Agricultural Economof Agricultural
Bureau of
for
453, 844
ics
ics---------------------for general
general expenses
expenses -------- 453, 844
for
farm management
management and practice_ 453, 844
products; reetc., farm products;
marketing, etc.,
tail meat, etc.,
etc., markets
844
markets------ 453, 844
tail
crop and
livestock estimates;
estimates; disdisand livestock
crop
seminating prices,
market conconprices, market
seminating
ditions, etc----------------etc
532844
453,
ditions,
perishable farm products; investiinvestiperishable
gating,
certifying
conditions,4
certifying conditions,
gating,
etc
453, 844
844
453,
etc---------------------market news
livestock,
news service on livestock,
market
meats,
fish,
etc
__
845
845
454,
meats, fish, etc-----------for enforcing
enforcing Cotton
Cotton Futures
Futures and
and
for
Cotton
Standards Acts
845
Acts------ 454, 845
Cotton Standards
for
enforcing Grain Standards
Standards Act_454, 845
845
for enforcing
for administering
administering Warehouse
Warehouse Act_ 454, 845
845
for
for
enforcing Standard
Container
Standard Container
for enforcing
Act -.....----------...---------.. 454, 846
Act
for
of
on wool
wool clip of
work on
for completing
completing work
455,
846
455,846
1918......................
for operation
operation of Center
Market, DisCenter Market,
for
trict
of Columbia
459, 846
Columbia -----..-trict of
for
Home Economics..
Economics._ 455,
455, 847
of Home
for Bureau
Bureau of
455, 847
for
general expenses
expenses -----------_
for general
utilizing farm products
products in th
4
e55, 847
the
utilizing
home,
455,
455, 847
home, etc
etc ----------------for enforcing
455, 847
Act------ 455,
Insecticide Act
enforcing Insecticide
for
for
Federal Horticultural
455, 847
847
Board___ 455,
Horticultural Board
for Federal
for general
general .expenses------------expenses
456,
456, 847
S47
for
plant quarantine
456,
847
456, 847
plant
quarantine ------------for potato
potato wart
...._ _ 456,
456, 848
848
extermination --wart extermination
for
.
interchangeable appropriations_
appropriations -___ 456
.interchangeable
for eradicating
of
bollworm of
pink bollworm
eradicating pink
for
458,848
cotton -------------------458,
848
cotton
for eradication
eradication of
Parlatoria date
of Parlatoria
for
scale --------------------459,
848
459,848
scale
interchangeable
849
849
-_
appropriations __
interchangeable appropriations_
for demonstrations
for
demonstrations on reclamation
projects, etc
456
etc-----------------projects,
for fire
on forested
forested waterfire protection
protection on
for
sheds, etc
etc ---------------457,
849
457,849
sheds,
849
for cooperative
cooperative farm
farm forestry
forestry ------for
for cooperative
cooperative distribution
forest
distribution of forest
for
planting stock,
849
849
etc- -----stock, etc
planting
for acquiring
under
lands, under
additional lands,
for
acquiring additional
Conservation
457, 850
Act-------Conservation Act
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Department
deficiency
appropriation for
for adminisdeficiency appropriation
appropriation
experilivestock experifor livestock
appropriation for
Warehouse Act -------39
tering Warehouse
ments,
etc., in cane
cane sugar
sugar and
ments, etc.,
for
Public Roads
Bureau
40,
40, 60
60
Roads Bureau---------for Public
cotton
850
457, 850
cotton districts
districts ------------- 457,
for collecting loans under Seed Grain
for
breeding station, Woodfor livestock
livestock breeding
40
Loan Act ------------------850
457, 850
ward, Okla --------------for eradication of foot and mouth
for
experiand livestock experifor dairying and
contagious diseases
diseases of
and other
other contagious
irrigated, etc.,
etc.,
ments on
on western
western irrigated,
animals
40,
40, 682,
682, 1325
animals--------------lands
457, 850
lands--------------------amount
appropriation
amount of deficiency
deficiency appropriation
amount available
available for passenger
passenger
arresting foot-and-mouth
foot-and-mouth difor arresting
vehicle; restriction,
restriction, report,
report, etc_
etc_ 457, 850
850
vehicle;
sease, etc., available for eradisease,
for eradication
eradication of foot-and-mouth
foot-and-mouth
cating
pest, etc__
722
etc-722
fowl pest,
cating European
European fowl
and other contagious diseases of
for
for judgments,
judgments, United States courts,
animals
110, 458, 851
851
animals--------------53
53
under----------------------under
payment
animals purchased,
purchased,
payment for animals
for
miscellaneous expenses
55
55
expenses--------for miscellaneous
destroyed, etc------------etc
458, 851
851
destroyed,
for
Relations Service
55, 700
700
Service------- 55,
for States
States Relations
mileage
vehicles- 459, 851
mileage rates for motor vehicles_
for
Bureau
55, 697, 759
for Weather
Weather Bureau---------for
Packers and Stockyards
enforcing Packers
for enforcing
for
Bureau
55,
55,
Industry Bureau-------for Animal
Animal Industry
Act
460, 851
Act--------- ------------ 460,851
852
60,
for
enforcing Grain
Grain Futures Act-Act_ _ 460, 852
60, 700,
700, 759,
759, 1351, 1353
1353
for enforcing
for Plant Industry
Industry Bureau --------55,
for collecting
grain
collecting farmers' seed grain
60,
1325, 1348
60, 700,
700, 759,
759, 1325,
1348
loans
460, 852
loans---------------------Bureau
55,
55, 60,
60, 759
759
for Chemistry Bureau--------for forest roads and trails under Fedagriculture, etc
etc-- 55, 60, 759
eral
for stimulating agriculture,
852
eral Highway Act --------- 460, 852
Biological Survey Bureau
55,
Bureau_----- for Biological
for cooperative
cooperative construction
construction of rural
697,
852
post
roads
461,
697, 759,
759, 1326
1326
461,852
post roads----------------55
for Soils Bureau
Bureau--------------------55
852
apportionment, etc
etc------------ 461, 852
apportionment,
pink bollworm of
suppressing pink
lease of
of Bieber
Bieber Building,
Building, District of
for suppressing
lease
55
55
cotton ---------------------Columbia, and
warehouse, auColumbia,
and warehouse,
60
for library
60
thorized
library----------------------853
years --------- 853
thorized for ten years
60
60
Bureau--------for Crop Estimates
Estimates Bureau
Experiment Stations
Stations Office,
Office, addifor Experiment
705
682, 1326
1326
claims
1925
for paying damages claims-----tional, 1925-----------------682
Act-----682
for Extension Service Office,
Office, addifor expenses, Naval Stores Act
682
1925
705
682
BureauAgricultural Economics
Economics Bureau__
tional, 1925----------------for Agricultural
705
for Weather
Weather Bureau, additional, 1925
Island
for eradicating cocoanut
cocoanut scale, Island
326
for Animal Industry Bureau, addi682, 1
1326
of Guam ---------------682
1925
705
tional, 1925---------------682
head rust blightblight _
for eradicating nail head
700
for
Industry Bureau,
for purchase,
seed.. ___
700
for Plant Industry
Bureau, addiaddivaluable seed---etc., valuable
for
purchase, etc.,
tional, 1925-----------------1925
759
705
for Farm Management
Management Office
759
Office------759
for Forest Service,
1925
705
Service, additional, 1925-_
for Markets
Markets Bureau
759
Bureau--------------1324
Chemistry Bureau, additional,
for Chemistry
additional,
for
Experiment Stations--Stations
1324
for Office of Experiment
1925 ----------------------705
winners at International
International
for medals to winners
Entomology Bureau, additional,
for Entomology
Livestock Exposition
Livestock
Exposition---------- 1324
1925 ----------------------.
1925
705
for
1326
Bureau-------------- 1326
for Dairying Bureau
for Bureau of Biological Survey,
1326
Woodward, Okla., field station-station for Woodward,
additional, 1925
additional,
1925-------------705
for forest roads and trails ---------- 1326
for Public Roads Bureau, additional,
additional,
for
services, under Packers
for expert services,
1925 ------------------.---.
705
1327
and Stockyards Act ---------for Bureau of Agricultural
Agricultural EcoGlanville for damage to
B. Glanville
claim of J. B.
nomics, additional, 1925
1925------706
district
district
referred
to
cattle, referred
for salaries, etc., enforcing InsectiInsecti1327
court
court----------------------cide Act, additional, 1925
1925-----706
progress,
cotton reports of condition, progress,
for Federal Horticultural
Horticultural Board,
Board, adproduction to be
be
and probable
probable production
ditional, 1925
1925-- --------.---706
115
115
semimonthly ----------issued semimonthly
for demonstration
demonstration on reclamation
reclamation
approval by designated crop reportprojects, additional,
additional, 1925 -----projects,
ing committee---------------committee
115
706
115
for conservation
navigable waters,
conservation of navigable
simultaneous
simultaneous issue with Census
additional, 1925
additional,
1925 _------.--Bureau ginning reports at speci706
Bureau
for livestock production
production demonstrademonstrafied dates ------------------115
115
tions, additional,
additional, 1925
1925--------in -----Dairying Bureau established
706
243
established in
for eradicating foot-and-mouth
foot-and-mouth disdis-. •
243
appointment of chief; duties------duties
ease, additional, 1925 --------706
to__----------transfer of activities to
243
transfer
for suppressing
suppressing pink bollworm
bollworm of
necessary appropriations
appropriations authofized_
authaized_
243
necessary
cotton, additional, 1925-------1925
706
etc., of employees
to
duties, etc.,
employees authorized to
for eradicating
additionaleradicating date scale, additional_
706
enforce Mississippi River,
River, etc.,
etc.,
enforce
for enforcing Packers
Packers and Stockyards
Refuge act -----------------651
Act, additional, 1925 ---------706
oaths, etc., in matters under, to be adfor enforcing
enforcing Grain Futures Act,
Act,
ministered by officers thereof
thereof to
to
additional,
1925-------------additional, 1925
706
be designated
Secretary_
803
designated by the Secretary..
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for
for Fixed NiNilegal effect
effect of; no fees, etc., allowed_
803
allowedtrogen Research
Research Laboratory__
Laboratory ---_
38
no
oath to
to be
be taken;
taken; exno additional
additional oath
exstation------for Guam experiment
experiment station
39
ception
ception------------____
-----803
for Forest Service
Service- ----------- 39, 55, 60,
stock raising, etc., experiments
experiments author682, 697, 700, 759, 1325,
1348,
1353
1325, 1348, 1353
ized on lands of Fort Keogh
Keogh
for
39, 55
55
for Entomology
Entomology Bureau
Bureau -------- 39,
Military Reservation,
Military
Reservation, Mont.,
Cotton Standards
Standards Act..
for enforcing
enforcing Cotton
Act39
transferred
to
99
- ---- -- to----------------
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appropriation
enforcing wireless
appropriation for enforcing
tick infested
infested cattle
below
admission below
cattle admission
tick
communication laws on steam
communication
Texas
southern quarantine
quarantine line,
Texas southern
vessels ----------------- 229, 1039
1039
vessels
repealed _
98
repealed-----------------for Shipping
Commissioners; clerk
clerk
Shipping Commissioners;
for
transfer of
of Army
Army caterpillar
tractors
caterpillar tractors
transfer
230,1039
hire
230, 1039
hire-------------------for public
and
trucks to,
to, for
motor trucks
and motor
for contingent
contingent expenses
expenses--------- 230, 1039
for
1281
roads
building --------------roads building
for Standards
scientific,
Standards Bureau, scientific,
for
title
vested in
in States,
States, solely
solely for
be vested
to be
title to
clerical, etc., personnel
personnel----- 230, 1039
clerical,
1282
---use
in improving
improving highways
highways 1282
use in
for equipment,
machinery, etc--etc
230, 1939
equipment, machinery,
for
Commerce,
Department
Department of Commerce,
230, 1039
for contingent
expenses
230,
contingent expenses-------for
appropriation
Secretary, Assistant,
for Secretary,
appropriation for
International
Committee
of
Committee
International
and office
personnel-_ ------ 224, 1033
office personnel
and
Weights
Measures - - 230, 1039
and Measures
Weights and
for
chief clerk
clerk and
and superintendent
superintendent 224,
224, 1033
for chief
for
care of grounds,
etc-------- 230, 1039
grounds, etc
for care
for contingent
contingent expenses
expenses -------224, 1033
for
for
investigations, studies, etc., of
for investigations,
for rent;
rent; outside
storage------- 224, 1034outside storage
for
designated
subjects
230, 1039
1039
designated subjects------for printing
printing and
and binding
binding for
for----- 224, 1034
for
for
etc__
230,
for testing structural materials, etc-detail
copy editors-------editors
224, 1034
of copy
detail of
1039
1039
for Foreign
Domestic Commerce
Commerce
and Domestic
Foreign and
for
for
standardizing mechanical applifor standardizing
.--___ 225, 1034
office personnel
Bureau,
personnel..
Bureau, office
231, 1040
ances
ances-----------------for commercial
attaches--------- 225, 1034
commercial attaches
for
for sugar
standardization, etc_
__ 231, 1041
etc--sugar standardization,
for
duty--_ 225,
assignment to
Department duty_
to Department
assignment
for cooperative
etc., of
cooperative testing, etc.,
for
1034
1034
etc--- 232, 1041
gauges, screw threads, etc
gauges,
225,1034
for
commerce
225, 1034
of commerce----promotion of
for promotion
research, etc., railmetallurgical research,
for metallurgical
assignment
of trade
trade commissioners
commissioners
assignment of
way equipment
etc_ 232, 1041
equipment defects, etcway
to Department
duty------ 225, 1035
Department duty
to
in
for technical investigations
n indusinvestigations i
for
Office
for
District and
and Cooperative
Cooperative Office
for District
trial development
development--------- 232, 1042
trial
Service
225, 1035
Service-----------------for
large scales
scales ------- .- 232, 1042
testing large
for testing
for
with South
commerce with
promoting commerce
for promoting
for
cooperative standardization,
standardization, etc.,
etc.,
for cooperative
225, 1035
and Central
Central America-----America
and
of
devices------- 232, 1042
industrial devices
of industrial
assignment of
of trade
trade commissioners
commissioners
assignment
etc- 233, 1042
for
investigations, etc_
radioactive investigations,
for radioactive
to Department
Department duty ------- 225, 1035
to
for
studying internal strains of ropes,
for studying
for promoting
commerce with
with the
the
promoting commerce
for
233
cables, etc------------225,1035
Far
225, 1035
East --------------Far East
233,1043
for
testing automotive
automotive engines__
1043
engines - _ 233,
for testing
commissioners
assignment of
trade commissioners
of trade
assignment
investigations
cooperative scientific investigations
cooperative
to
Department duty
duty------- 226, 1035
to Department
with Departments, etc., payable
226, 1036
for
enforcing China
China Trade
Trade Act-Act
1036
for enforcing
funds---------- 233, 1043
from their funds
for
etc., export indusinvestigating, etc.,
for investigating,
for Lighthouses
Bureau, office perLighthouses Bureau,
for
226,1036
tries
1036
tries-------------------- 226,
sonnel ----------------- 233, 1043
for
compiling information
information as to dofor compiling
for designated
general expenses
expenses-- 233, 1043
designated general
for
mestic
and foreign
materials
raw materials
foreign raw
mestic and
234, 1044
for lighthouse
keepers, etc ----lighthouse
for
226,
and
manufactures
226,
1036
and manufactures--------for
officers
and
crews of vessels - 234, 1044
and
officers
for
of
remains
for
transportation of
of remains of
for transportation
for
etc.... 234, 1044
superintendents, etc-district superintendents,
for district
officers, etc.,
etc., dying
dying abroad_
abroad -_ 226, 1036
officers,
234, 1044
for
retired
pay -------------retired
for
and
for
transportation
of
families
and
for transportation of families
navigaaids
and
for
works
to
public
for
effects
of
officers,
etc.,
Foreign
Foreign
etc.,
effects of officers,
tion
1044
tion-------------------- 234, 1044
and Domestic
Commerce BuBuDomestic Commerce
and
for
Coast
Geodetic Survey,
Survey, field
field
Geodetic
and
Coast
for
1036
reau
227,
1036
227,
reau -------------------expenses
expenses --------------- 234, 1044
restriction on
of foreign
foreign vesuse of
on use
restriction
234,
for physical
hydrography
researcheshydrography researchesphysical
for
1036
sels
227,
227,
sels -------------------1045
1037
227,
for
Customs
Statistics
Section__
1037
Section--for Customs Statistics
Pilot.----- 235, 1046
for compiling Coast Pilot
1045
for
for
directory of
of foreign
foreign
compiling directory
for compiling
for magnetic
magnetic observations,
etc.._ 235, 1045
observations, etc-.for
1037
227,
buyers
227,
1037
-----buvers--------235,
etcfor
earthquake
regions,
surveys,
etc.
235,
for earthquake regions,
for
crude
of crude
sources of
investigating sources
for investigating
1045
1045
rubber;
other
raw
materials,
etc..
227
etc_
materials,
raw
rubber; other
1045
special surveys ----------- 235, 1045
for special
for
collecting, etc.,
etc., information
information of
for collecting,
for
vessels,
repairs,
1045
repairs, crews, etc ---. 235, 1045
vessels,
for
and
foreign
trade
restrictions
restrictions
trade
foreign
236,
for
pay,
etc.,
officers
236,
1045
-------officers
of
etc.,
pay,
for
1037
regulations
227,
1037
227,
regulations--------------designation
1046
of assistant director 236, 1046
designation of
for
Census Bureau,
Bureau, office
personnel_
228,
office personnelfor Census
1046
actual
expenses allowed_
1046
actual traveling expenses
1037
1037
for
office personnel,
expenses, etcetc 236, 1046
1046
personnel,
office
for
for
collecting
statistics
228,
1037
228,
statistics--------for collecting
for
Fisheries Bureau,
personnel_
236,
office personnelBureau,
Fisheries
for
for
expenses,
census
of
agriculture_
_
228
228
agriculture
of
census
for expenses,
1046
for
tabulating
machines,
expenses
228,
1038
1038
228,
expenses
machines,
for tabulating
for
employees; Alaska servfor field employees;
for
Inspection Service,
Service,
Steamboat Inspection
for Steamboat
ice
ice--------------------- 237, 1046
228, 1038
salaries
salaries _ ----------for
employees at
at large; car employfor employees
for inspectors
228, 1038
inspectors---------------for
ees
ees -------------------- 237, 1046
229, 1038
for clerk
hire
clerk hire----------------for
for
employees, fish cultural stations,
for employees,
for contingent
expenses --------- 229,
229 1038
contingent expenses
for
fish rescue,
rescue, and biological
biological stafish
for
Navigation
Bureau,
office
perperoffice
Bureau,
Navigation
for
237, 1046
tions
tions------------------229, 1038
sonnel
1038
-----------sonnel -for vessel
vessel employees;
fisheries
employees; Alaska fisheries
for
for admeasurement
vessels; countcountof vessels;
admeasurement of
for
237, 1046
service
service----------------ing
229, 1038
1038
etc -------- 229,
passengers, etc
ing passengers,
for office
office expenses
1046
expenses ------------- 237, 1046
for
for
motor boats,
boats, etc.,
to enforce
navienforce navietc., to
for motor
for propagation
of food
food fishes
fishes_--___ 237, 1046
propagation of
for
gation laws-------------laws
229, 1038
1038
gation
for maintenance
maintenance of
of vessels
vessels ----- 238, 1047
for
for
preventing overcrowding
of pasovercrowding of
for preventing
238, 1047
l.n, etc
...
senger ...
vessels,
senger
vC i
-i--

229. 1038
------------- 229,
--- , 1038
---

for food
food fishes
fishes inquiry
inquiry---------for

238, 1047
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appropriation for statistical inquiry_
inquiry- 238, 1047
for protecting, etc.,
fisheries_
etc., sponge fisheries238,
1047
for protecting Alaska seal fisheries,
fisheries,
238, 1047
etc -----------------___ 238,
1047
for upper
Wild Life
Life and
for
upper Mississippi
Mississippi Wild
and
Game
Refuge
1047
Game Refuge---------------1047
for Solicitor of, and office person•
nel
216,
1025
nel -------------------- 216, 1025
for Foreign and
and Domestic Commerce
Commerce
Bureau,
Bureau, additional,
additional, 1925
1925 -----706
for expenses,
expenses, enforcing
enforcing China Trade
Act, additional, 1925 --------706
for Steamboat Inspection Service,
Service,
additional, 1925-------------1925
additional,
706
Bureau, additional,
for Navigation
Navigation Bureau,
additional,
1925
1925------------------------706
.
for Standards Bureau, additional,
additional,
1925 -----------------------706
for Lighthouses
Lighthouses Bureau,
Bureau, additional,
additional,
1925 ---- ------*
-----706
Survey, adfor Coast and Geodetic Survey,
ditional, 1925
ditional,
1925----------------706
Bureau, additional,
additional, 1925_
for Fisheries Bureau,
1925706
713
for Alaska salmon fisheries
fisheries-------713
deficiency appropriation for printing
deficiency
printing
and binding
binding--------------- 40, 1327
for Standards Bureau
Bureau ------------40,
55, 61, 697, 759, 1328
for Lighthouses
Bureau
41,
Lighthouses Bureau----------41,
56, 61, 683, 697, 700, 759, 1327
for Coast and Geodetic Survey----Survey
41,
41,
56, 683, 697, 759, 1328,
1328, 1348
1348
United States
States courts,
courts,
for judgments, United
under -----------------53
---for Steamboat
Steamboat Inspection Service_
Service-_-__ 55,
61,
61, 697
697
Bureau
697, 759
for Fisheries Bureau
-- 56,
56, 61, 697,759
Foreign and Domestic Commerce
for Foreign
Commerce
Bureau -------------- 61,
61, 759, 1348
for Census Bureau -------- 683, 759,
1348
759,1348
increase of
700
for increase
of compensation
compensation -----700
attaches ---------759
for commercial
commercial attaches
759
for Navigation Bureau
Bureau-----------. 759
759
James C.
acfor James
C. Woolley,
Woolley, credit
credit in
in accounts---------------------1327
credit in
in
for Bernard W. Southgate, credit
accounts
1328
accounts--------------------1328
duties, etc., of employees
employees authorized
authorized to
duties,
to
enforce
enforce Mississippi
Mississippi River, etc.,
etc.,
Refuge Act-----------------Act
651
651
inspectors
inspectors of hulls and of boilers
boilers at
at
Apalachicola,
Fla. and BurlingApalachicola, Fla.,
abolished ----------ton, Vt., abolished
104
Department
Justice,
Department of
of Justice,
appropriation for Attorney
Attorney General,
appropriation
General,
Solicitor General,
General, Assistant to,
and office personnel-------personnel
216,
216, 1025
1025
for Solicitors
Solicitors of State, Treasury,
Treasury, InInterior, Commerce,
Commerce, and Labor
Labor
Departments, and of Internal
Departments,
Revenue
Revenue -----------_--216, 1025
for office personnel, Solicitors
Solicitors of
of
Treasury,
Treasury, Commerce, and Labor
Labor
Departments------------216, 1025
1025
for law books, etc
etc------------ 216, 1025
1025
expenses
for contingent
contingent expenses--------216, 1025
1025
Columbia --for rent, District of Columbia
216, 1026
for printing and binding for -..-216, 1026
etc., expenses----expenses
216,
for traveling, etc.,
216, 1026
1026
for conduct
conduct of customs cases,
cases, AssistAssistant Attorney General, etc_
etc___ 216, 1026
for supplies, etc., customs cases_
cases - 216, 1026
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appropriation
in
appropriation for
for defending
defending suits
suits in
217,
1026
claims --------------217, 1026
prosecution of
for detection and
and prosecution
of
crimes, etc
etc--------------- 217, 1026
1026
protecting the person
person of the Presiprotecting
President ------------------217, 1026
1026
217,
Director, Bureau
Bureau of
217
of Investigation_
Investigation_
217
investigating
investigating official acts, etc., of
officers, referees,
etc
court officers,
referees, etc-217, 1027
1027
etc
217, 1027
special agents, etc----.-----_
217,
1027
criminal identification
identification records exexpenses
217
penses----------------------217
for enforcing antitrust
antitrust laws---laws
217, 1027
for enforcing Acts to regulate comcommerce
218,
1027
merce---------------218, 1027
for investigating, etc.,
etc., war frauds_
frauds_ 218, 1027
1027
pay restrictions, etc -------- 218, 1027
for Pueblo
Pueblo Lands Board ---------1028
1028
for United States Supreme Court_ 218, 1028
for printing and binding for Supreme
Supreme
Court ------------------ 218, 1028
1028
for Reporter, etc., Supreme
Supreme Court_ 218, 1028
for circuit judges-------------judges
218, 1028
1028
for district judges-------------judges
218, 1028
1028
for retired judges-------------judges
218, 1028
1028
for national
national park commissionerscommissioners
219, 1028
1028
for Court of Customs Appeals--_
Appeals__ _ 219, 1028
1028
Claims
for Court of Claims---------- 219, 1028
1028
for Territorial
courts
Territorial courts-_--------219, 1029
1029
for
United States
220, 1029
for United
States courts
courts-------- 220,
1029
etc__ ___ 221, 1031
for law books for
for judges, etc--1031
for Federal
Federal Reporter----------Reporter
221, 1031
1031
penal institutions, maintenance 221,1031
for penalinstitutions,
221,1031
for National
National Training
Training School for Bovs,
Boys,
D. C
C------------------223, 1032
1032
for support of prisoners
prisoners --------- 223, 1033
for inspection of prisons and prisoners ---.---------------- - 224,
1033
224, 1033
balance for expenses
expenses for additional
courts continued available durduring 1925
--------------------224
for conduct of customs cases,
cases, addiadditional, 1925 ----------------709
709
etc., of
for detection,
detection, etc.,
of crimes,
crimes, addiadditional
709
tional, 1925 ----------------709
for enforcing
enforcing antitrust laws, additional, 1925 ---------------709
709
for United States courts, additional,
additional,
1925 ----------------------709
for penitentiaries,
etc., additional,
penitentiaries, etc.,
1925 ----------------------709
709
for National School for Boys, D.
C.,
D. C.,
additional, 1925 -------------709
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for contingent
deficiency
contingent
expenses-----------expenses
43, 56,
56, 686, 1332
for books for judicial officers-----officers
43,
760
43, 760
for defending
defending suits in claims ----44, 760
760
for traveling, etc.,
etc., expenses
expenses_-------44
44
for detection and prosecution
prosecution of
of
crimes__
__ 44, 56,
1353
crimes---56, 760,
760, 1332,
1332, 1351, 1353
for United States courts_
61, 171,
171,
courts-_-__ 44, 56, 61,
686, 698, 700, 756, 760, 1333, 1348, 1351
686,698,700,756,760,1333,1348,1351
for penal institutions
institutions------------ 41,
44, 1333
for judgments, United
United States courts
53
under -------------------- -53
for investigation,
investigation, etc., of war frauds_
170
170
for support of prisoners--------prisoners
1334
171, 1334
ior printing and binding -----686, 1332
for Federal Reporter
Reporter-------------687
687
for enforcing
enforcing Acts to regulate
regulate comcommerce ---------------------756
756
expenses_-- _ 756
for Pueblo Lands Board, expenses__
increase of compensation
compensation-------for increase
760
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Department
appropriation for
Secretary, etc; transfor Secretary,
appropriation
deficiency
deficiency appropriation for National
fers to
another position
position without
without
to another
fers
Training School
School for
C_
1334
for Boys, D. CTraining
1014
reduction ----------------1014
reduction
for Federal
Federal Industrial Institution for
for
perpayments
under higher
rates perhigher rates
1334
payments under
Women
1334
Women--------------------205, 1014
mitted -----------205,
mitted
lands added
McNeil Island penitenadded to McNeil
lands
for
miscellaneous exand miscellaneous
contingent and
for contingent
tiary, Wash.,
Wash., by exchange with
tiary,
penses----------------205,
1014
205, 1014
penses
Washington
537
Washington------------for stationery,
stationery, furniture,
furniture, etc
etc----- 205, 1014
for
Leavenworth, Kans., respart of Fort Leavenworth,
for books,
periodicals, etc., for the
books, periodicals,
for
ervation
ervation transferred to, for
205, 1015
library ----------------library
248
penitentiary farm
Leavenworth penitentiary
farm_
Leavenworth
1015
for printing
and binding
for
205, 1015
binding for----printing and
for
Department of
Labor,
of Labor,
D'partment
206, 1015
for passport
bureaus --------passport bureaus
for
appropriation for Secretary,
Secretary, Assistants,
appropriation
1015
Boston, Mass.,
Mass., added
added----------Boston,
personnel -------- 238, 1048
and office personnel
for
Consular ServiceService_
206
Diplomatic and Consular
for Diplomatic
239, 1048
for
conciliation
commissioners of conciliation-for commissioners
1015
for
Foreign Service--------------Service
1015
for Foreign
for contingent
contingent expenses
expenses--------- 239, 1048
for
for
immigration
enforcing immigration
expenses, enforcing
for expenses,
239, 1048
for rent-------------------rent
for
1017
laws
1017
laws--------------------for printing
printing and binding
binding-------- 239, 1048
for
for bringing
home criminals----criminals
216, 1025
1025
bringing home
for
239, 1048
for Labor
Labor Statistics
Statistics Bureau---Bureau
for
rent restriction
restriction ------------216, 1025
1025
rent
for Immigration
1049
Bureau -------- 239, 1049
Immigration Bureau
for
216, 1025
for Solicitor
Solicitor of
of the-----------the
for
for
regulating immilaws regulating
enforcing laws
for enforcing
for investigations
under control
control of ____- 1026
investigations under
for
240,
240, 1049
gration
gration---------------City,
for passport
passport bureau,
bureau, New
New York
York City,
for
1049
240, 1049
contract labor-------------labor
contract
additional
1925
710
additional pay, 1925---------240, 1049
1049
240,
Chinese
exclusion---------Chinese exclusion
for Inter-American
High Commission,
Commission,
Inter-American High
240, 1049
for
1049
tax----------- 240,
refunding head
head tax
refunding
710
additional,
1925
710
additional, 1925-------------land border
border
additional coast
coast and land
additional
240, 1049
deficiency
Diplomatic
for Diplomatic
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
patrol ------------------- 240,
and Consular
Service
47, 57, 61
vehicles,
etc., outside the
the DisConsular Service-----and
vehicles, etc.,
240,
1049
240, 1049
for salaries----------------------salaries
57
for
trict -----------------arrests
arrests by employees in illegal atfor increase
of compensation
57
compensation-------increase of
for
tempts
to enter
enter -------------1049
tempts to
for Inter-American
Committee on
Inter-American Committee
for
240,
for
immigrant
stations
1050
stations--------170
for immigrant
Electrical
Communications
Electrical Communications---240, 1050
for
Bureau
691,
Naturalization Bureau-----for
for Naturalization
Service -------------Foreign Service
for Foreign
241,
for
Children's
Bureau
1050
Bureau---------for Children's
698,
1338, 1349, 1351
760, 1338,
700, 760,
698, 700,
for promoting
promoting maternity
maternity and infancy
for
for
General and
and Special
Special
Mexican General
for Mexican
hygiene
241,
1051
1051
241,
691
hygiene ----------------Claims Commission_-__---Commission
Claims
1051
for
Women's
Bureau
_
241,
Bureau----------for Women's
of, under laws regulating
for
regulating
expenses of,
for expenses
for
Employment
Service
1051
242,
Service-------for Employment
immigration
aliens
691
of aliens---------immigration of
office personfor Solicitor
personand office
Solicitor of, and
for
for Joint
Joint Commission
Commission on Use of WatWatfor
216,
nel
1025
nel--------------------ers of
of Rio
Rio Grande
below Fort
Grande below
ers
for Immigration
Immigration Bureau,
Bureau, additional,
additional,
for
7 09
692
Quitman,
Tex__-----------Quitman, Tex
1925
709
1925--------------------for International
International Fisheries
CommisCommisFisheries
for
for
Naturalization
Bureau,
addiBureau,
for Naturalization
756
sion
sion ---------------------1925---------------709
tional, 1925
for
publishing
electoral
votes,
paypayvotes,
electoral
for
commissioners
of
conciliation,
conciliation,
publishing
for
commissioners
for
able
"printing and bindfrom "printing
able from
additional,
709
1925-------------additional, 1925
756
ing,
756
1925"------------------ing, 1925"
for
Service, additional,
Employment Service,
for Employment
1925
709
------for
security and
1925---------defense unand defense
national security
for national
deficiency
appropriation for Immigrader
760
deficiency appropriation
der------------------------tion Bureau
Bureau --------------45,
tion
Secretary
additional Assistant
Secretary of State
Assistant
additional
57, 61,
61, 688,
688, 1335,
1349, 1353
1335, 1349,
57,
established ----------------146
established
for damages
damages claims ------------ 45,1334
45, 1334
for
146
appointment and
salary ---------and salary
appointment
for
Employment
Service
45
----------Service
Employment
for
salary
of abolished
position of
of DirecDirecabolished position
salary of
for
judgments, United States courts,
for judgments,
tor
the Consular
Consular Service
Service made
made
of the
tor of
under
53, 696, 1347
1347
53,696,
under---------------available
146
available ------------------for
of compensation----compensation
___ 57, 760
increase of
for increase
Chinese indemnity
remitted
payments remitted
indemnity payments
Chinese
for
War Emergency
Emergency Employment
Employment
for War
from
1, 1917
1917 --------135
October 1,
from October
57, 700
Service
Service------------------service to be
customs officers
officers for
foreign service
for foreign
customs
for national
security and defense
national security
for
attached to diplomatic
diplomatic missions
attached
under
700
under--------- --------- 57, 70C
748
through -------------------57
through
Naturalization Bureau -------57
for Naturalization
for
Bureau ------------ 61, 688
Children's Bureau
foreign passports of
fees
for visas
visas of foreign
for Children's
fees for
for
may be
aliens
not "immigrants'
"immigrants" may
for Ellis Island, N. Y., immigrant
aliens not
76
760
976
station ------------------modified,
etc; condition -----modified, etc;
for
paying judgments
judgments of Court of
for paying
140
Foreign Service
Act
provisions
provisions-------Act
Service
Foreign
1347
1347
Claims under --------------to be arofficial papers
Territories, to
of Territories,
papers of
official
State,
Department of
of State,
Department
ranged by,
publication on refor publication
by, for
ranged
appropriation for
for Secretary,
UndersecSecretary, Undersecappropriation
quest
of
governor
of State
State formed
formed
of
governor
of
quest
1019
205,
retary, and
1014
personnel-and office personnel__
retary,
therefrom
1104
therefrom------------------salaries
average rates
limited to average
salaries limited
clerical
assistance, etc.,
etc., authorized_authorized_ _ 1104
assistance,
clerical
4
101'
under
Classification Act_._.
Act --- _ 205, 1014
under Classification
annual
amounts authorized
authorized for salannual amounts
provision if
only one
one position
position in
in aa
if only
provision
aries
1104
1104
----------------aries
101'
grade
1014
grade---------------------1104
copies toStaes
to States
without charge
charge --s without
copies
restriction
not
applicable
to
clericalrestriction not applicable to clericaltemporary
Foreign
of Foreign
permitted of
details permitted
temporary details
mechanical service--------service
205, 10144
mechanical
143
Service officers
for duty
in----duty in
officers for
Service
101' 4
205, 1014
no reduction in fixed salaries
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of Justice-Continued.
Department

no reduction in fixed salaries---
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Department of
uepartment
of State—Continued.
State--(ontinued.
rage.
titles of Second and Third
Third Assistant
Assistant
Secretaries
Secretaries changed to Assistant
Assistant
Secretaries
146
Secretaries- ----------------146
commissions, salaries, and
present commissions,
duties not impaired ---------146
146
Departmental Publications,
Publications,
Departmental
number of,
official use,
use,
limitation on
on number
of, for
for official
repealed ----------------repealed
-1106
Dependents
World War Veterans
Veterans (see also
Dependents of World
also
Adjusted CompensaCompensaWorld War Adjusted
tion Act),
Act),
provisions
provisions for payments to,
to, on
on death
death of
of
veteran -------------------- _
128
veteran
128
Deportation
Deportation of Aliens,
directed, to be
made at
if not
not
directed,
be made
at any
any time,
time, if

entitled
entitled to
to enter
remain
enter or
or remain--

-

162
162

Deposits
Division, Treasury
Treasury Department,
Deposits Division,
Department,
appropriation
appropriation for chief of Division,
Division, and
and
office personnel
68, 767
767
personnel-------------- 68,
Des Moines, Iowa,
Iowa,
terms of court at -----------795
_----.
795
Deschutes Irrigation
Deschutes
Irrigation Project,
Project, Oreg.,
Oreg.,
plans, estimates, etc.,
etc., for construction
construction
of, to be submitted
submitted to CongressCongress_
668
668
Desert
Lands,
Desert Lands,
time further
further extended for making final
final
proofs by entrymen on -------982
982
cause of delay to be proven,
proven, etcetc ---982
982
Desertion,Army,
Desertion,
Army, Navy,
Navy, or
or Marine
Marine Corps,
Corps,
having charge
officer or enlisted man having
charge
against
against him on the rolls, who
who
served
honorably in World War,
served honorably
War,
may be relieved
relieved from disabilidisabilities-------.------.
ties
1270
.-------. 1270
entry of, as honorably discharged
on
discharged on
date of charge ------------.
1271
1271
etc., for service
no back pay, etc.,
service prior to
to
World War
War------------------ 1271
1271
Detroit,
Detroit, Mich.,
Mich.,
appropriation for marine
appropriation
marine hospital, imimprovements
provements ----------------79
79
for River postal service ----86, 784
_
86,
784
sale of marine hospital,
hospital, etc.,
at, authorauthoretc., at,
ized------------------------ized
660
660
use of proceeds for new site and construction of hospital facilities in
in
same county
county ----------------660
660
purchase,
purchase, etc.,
etc. of site, and contracts
contracts auauthorize for hospital
for
thorized
hospital facilities
facilities for
Public Health Service, etc
660
etc-----660
amount for technical
technical services,
services, prepapreparation of plans, etc------660
--660
time extended for bridging
bridging Detroit
Detroit
River at ----------------- 103, 1128
1128
Detroit River,
Detroit
time extended for bridging, Detroit,
Mich ---------------103, 1128
Dewey County, S. Dak.,
Dak.,
bridge authorized
authorized across
across Missouri
River
bridge
Missouri River

between Potter
between
and. __
30
Potter County
County and-30
Digest
the Rules
Rules of
RepreDigest of the
of the
the House
House of
of Representatives,
sentatives,
appropriation for
preparing
582,
1290
appropriation
for preparing---582, 1290
pay to clerk to the Speaker's table for
for
preparing,
established -------preparing, established
149
149
Dillingham,William P.,
P., late
Dillingham,
a Senator,
late a
Senator,
deficiency appropriation
for
pay to heir
appropriation
of ---33
-------------33
Diplomatic
and Consular
Diplomatic and
(see also
also
Consular Service (see
Foreign Service),
Service),
appropriation for diplomatic service-_
appropriation
service__
206
206
for salaries,
salaries, ambassadors
ambassadors and minministers ---isters
206
--..-----.--------.
206

Diplomatic
Diplomatic and
Service—Contd.
and Consular
Consular Service-Contd.
appropriation for
for minister
resident
appropriation
minister resident
and consul general to Liberia__
Liberia-for
and consul
consul general
general at
at Tanfor agent and
Tangier ----. _..-----_-_____..
no official to receive other Federal
Federal
salary --salary
_-------------for charges
charges d'affaires
interim_--_
d'affaires ad interim
secretaries in the
diplomatic
for secretaries
the diplomatic
service
service ---------------for Japanese, Chinese, and Turkish
Turkish
secretaries and assistants
assistants----for clerks
clerks at embassies and legations_
for interpreters
interpreters to embassies
embassies and
and
legations ------legations
--------for student
student interpreters
interpreters at embassies
embassies
and legations
legations ----------for quarters for student interpreters_
interpretersfor contingent
contingent expenses, missions-_missions
launch, Constantinople_
steam launch,
Constantinople.-dispatch agents
agents --------------dispatch
loss by exchange-------------exchange
payments for clerical services
services exexcitizens, forbidden---forbidden
cept to citizens,
for ground rent, Tokyo, Japan
Japan --for consular
consular service ----------general, consuls,
and vice
for consuls general,
consuls, and
vice
consulsconsuls ----_----------for consular inspectors;
inspectors; expenses
expenses__allowances -------subsistence allowances
for consular assistants
assistants ------------for clerk hire at consulates
consulates -------.
for contingent
contingent expenses, consulates-_
consulates
loss by exchange
exchange ---. _
.- ---for relief
relief and protection
protection of
American
of American
seamen ....--for instruction and transit
pay, diplodiplotransit pay,
matic and consular officers --to and
posts,
for transportation
transportation to
and from
from posts,
etc --------- - ..-___
- -- . . .
emergencies, and
for unforeseen emergencies,
and NeuNeutrality Act expenses --------for heirs of officers dying abroad
abroad_---_
for Carrie Kitchin
Kitchin Hazeltine
Hazeltine -----for Pauline M. Robinson --- _----for May Adelaide Sharp--------Sharp
for Ethel Roberts Loop ---.......
for William B. and David M. Kirjassoff ---------------------for Eliza R. Scidmore ---------for Frances R. Jewett ----------B. Handley
for Teresa B.
Handley ----------for Irene Gracie Pontius ---------for bringing home remains
remains of officers
officers
dying abroad-abroad _----------for post allowances
allowances to
to diplomatic
diplomatic and
and
consular
living
consular officers
officers to meet
meet living
costs ---------for Cape Spartel, etc., Light,
Light, Morocco
Morocco
for life saving testimonials ------for Bureau of Weights and Measures_
for Bureau of Customs Tariffs
Tariffs-----for revision of Chinese customs tariff,
tariff,
participation in--in
--extraterritoriality in
for inquiry into extraterritoriality
in
China.
China -----for Mexican Boundary Commission._
Commission -_
for boundary line, Alaska and Canada
Canada
for marking
marking Canadian
Canadian boundary
boundary_--___
International Prison Commissionfor International
Commission_
for Pan American
American Union ---------for printing and binding
Pan
binding for
for Pan
American
American Union
Union -.
-. - --Permanent Court of Arbitration
for Permanent
Arbitration.. -
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Diplomatic and
Consular Service—Con.
'age.
Service-Con.
and Consular
Diplomatic
appropriation for
for Interparliamentary
Interparliamentary
appropriation
ArbitraUnion
for
International
ArbitraUnion for International
212
tion
212
tion ---------------------- for
International Commission on
for International
Tables of
of Constants,
Constants, etc------etc
212
Tables
Infor International
International Commission
Commission on Infor
ternational
Law _-------212
ternational Law
for
Institute of AgriInternational Institute
for International
culture
212
culture --------------------for
213
Congress-Railway Congress
International Railway
for International
Bureau--for
Sanitary Bureau
213
International Sanitary
for International
for
International Office
Public
of Public
Office of
for International
Health
213
213
Health----------- ---------for
British-American
Pecuniary
British-American
for
213
Claims Arbitration
Arbitration -----------Claims
Radiotelegraphic
for
International Radiotelegraphic
for International
213
Convention -------------------Convention
213
for
Commission
High Commission
Inter-American High
for Inter-American
for
Canadian Boundary
Waters ComBoundary Waters
for Canadian
213
mission
213
mission---------------------for
American Scientific
Pan American
third Pan
for third
Congress
214
Congress---------------------Panama---for
annual payment
payment to
__
214
to Panama__
for annual
for
214
Colombia---------to Colombia
payment to
for payment
Council-for
International Research
Research Council
214
for International
for
Hydrographic BuInternational Hydrographic
for International
reau ----------------------214
reau
for foreign
Town --___ 214
Cape Town_
hospital, Cape
foreign hospital,
for
for International
Trade Mark
Mark RegInternational Trade
for
istration
at Habana--..
Habana_
. 215
Bureau at
istration Bureau
for Industrial
Industrial
Property Bureau,
Bureau,
Property
for
Berne, Switzerland
215
Switzerland------.----Berne,
for
Claims
Mixed Claims
German-American Mixed
for German-American
215
Commission
Commission-----------------215
China--for
Court for China_
States Court
United States
for United
215
for
etc
prisons, etc----------consular prisons,
for consular
216
for
bringing home
home criminals
criminals ----.-for bringing
216
rent restriction
United States
States-in United
restriction in
rent
relief and
deficiency appropriation
for relief
appropriation for
deficiency
protection of
American seaof American
protection
men
47,
57, 760
760
47, 57,
..-----men
for bringing
home remains of officers
bringing home
for
47
dying
abroad
dying abroad.---------------Radiotelegraphic
for International
International Radiotelegraphic
for
Conference -------------.48,
48, 1340
Conference
Paris,
for embassy
buildings, etc.,
etc., Paris,
embassy buildings,
for
France
48
France..----....-----------for
Congress_
48
Railway Congress_
International Railway
for International
for
Permanent
Court
of
Arbitration_
48
48
for Permanent Court of Arbitration_
48
for
International Sanitary
Sanitary Bureau__
Bureau--for International
48, 1338
for
Spartel Light,
Light, etc
etc ----Cape Spartel
for Cape
for
Agriculof AgriculInstitute of
International Institute
for International
ture
48,
760,
1338
48, 760, 1338
ture---...-----------for secretaries,
secretaries, diplomatic
diplomatic service-service__ 57, 760
for
57
for
clerks
at
embassies
and
legations_
57
for clerks at embassies and legations_
57.
missions --for contingent
expenses, missions____
contingent expenses,
for
1338
61, 760,
760, 1338
61,
57, 760
for clerks
consulates.--------at consulates
clerks at
for
for
consulates.. 57,
57, 760
760
expenses, consulates_
contingent expenses,
for contingent
57
.
for
instruction and
and transit
transit pay .--for instruction
61, 1338, 1349
for transportation
57, 61,
transportation--..--- 57,
for
for expenses
Interrepresentation, Interof representation,
expenses of
for
American
Committee on ElecAmerican Committee
trical Communications
170
meeting_
Communications meeting_
trical
760
for emergencies
emergencies ..............for
for post
allowances .---------760, 1349
post allowances
for
760
for
760
Commission_
Prison Commission_
International Prison
for International
760
for United
States court
__
China___
for China_
court for
United States
for
for waterways
treaty, United
United States
States
waterways treaty,
for
and
Great Britain
760
Britain.......-----and Great
for
premises, Mexico
Mexico City
City__ 1338
embassy premises,
for embassy
for
Norway
1339
to Norway-----------payment to
for payment
----for
to Sweden
Sweden .---...
1339
payment to
for payment
for
Claims
Mixed Claims
German-American Mixed
for German-American
1339
-rnmmiin,-------Commission
1339
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Diplomatic
and
rag.
and Consular
Consular Service—Con.
Service--;on.
DiplomaticDiptmats
deficiency
appropriation for Conference
deficiency appropriation
of Navigable
on Oil
Oil Pollution
Pollution of
on
1339
1339
Waters
Waters--------------------1340
1340
for
Industrial Property
Property Conference-Conference
for Industrial
on the Equitable
for Commission
Commission on
for
of the Rio
Use
of the
Waters of
the Waters
Use of
1340
1340
Grande
Grande-------------------1340
1340
Texas -------for reimbursement
reimbursement to
to Texas
for
for embassy
embassy premises,
premises, London,
London, Engfor
1340
1340
land
----------------------land
for
establishments,
service establishments,
foreign service
for foreign
1340
1340
Tokyo,
Japan -------------Tokyo, Japan
1341
1341
ChinaAmoy, China_
for
consular building,
building, Amoy;
for consular
1351
1351
for
Service ------Consular Service
salaries, Consular
for salaries,
delegates
to be
appointed to Seventh
be appointed
delegates to
Pan American
American Scientific
Scientific ConPan
112
112
ference
ference---------------------Inter-American Comto meeting
meeting of Inter-American
to
Communimittee
Electrical Communion Electrical
mittee on
112
112
cations; expenses
authorized, etc.
expenses authorized,
cations;
140
140
Foreign Service
Service Act
Act provisions
provisions-------Foreign
indemnity
indemnity payment to Norway on
955
955
account of
of collision
"Hassel"_
of "Hassel"collision of
account
International Statistical
membership in International
membership
112
112
Bureau
authorized -----------Bureau authorized
112
112
annual allotment
for-------------allotment for
annual
France as inpayment authorized
to France
authorized to
payment
demnity for
for damages
damages to propdemnity
erty of
Madame Crignier,
Crignier, by
of Madame
erty
of Admiral John
search for
for body
John
body of
search
118
118
Paul
Jones
Paul Jones----------------United
States-Mexican
Claims
ComClaims
United States-Mexican
1340
allowance--missions,
__ 1340
missions, per diem allowance..
Diplomatic
Missions,
Diplomatic Missions,
representation allowances
allowances for diplorepresentation
matic
and consular
consular officers
officers at
at
matic and
142
142
with no--..
capitals of
countries with
no
of countries
capitals
also Foreign Service
(see also
Diplomatic Officers
Service
Officers (see
Diplomatic
Officers),
Officers),
appropriation for
for instruction
instruction and transit
transit
appropriation
208
208
-----------pay -------pay
209
209
for transportation
to and
and from posts_
transportation to
for
209
209
abroad----for allowance
allowance for,
for, dying
dying abroad
for
for bringing
home remains
remains of, dying
bringing home
for
210
210
abroad
abroad-------------------210
210
for
post allowances
allowances --------------for post
deficiency
bringing
appropriation for bringing
deficiency appropriation
47
47
home
of, dying
dying abroad
abroad_ -_
remains of,
home remains
57
57
for
instruction and
and transit
transit pay-----pay
for instruction
57, 61
61
for
transportation--------------- 57,
for transportation
Secretaries,
Diplomatic Secretaries,
Diplomatic
140
officers --__-_ 140
classified
Foreign Service
Service officers_
as Foreign
classified as

Director of
the Consular
Consular Service,
Service,
of the
Director
position abolished,
abolished, and salary made
position
available for
for additional
Assistadditional Assistavailable
146
of State --------ant Secretary
Secretary of
146
ant
Director
of the
Mint, Treasury
Treasury Department,
Department,
the Mint,
Directorof
776
76,
appropriation for,
personnel_
office personnel_
and office
for, and
appropriation
contingent
deficiency
appropriation for contingent
deficiency appropriation
58, 62
expenses
expenses--------------.--Director
C. (see
(see also
also District
District
D. C.
Traffic, D.
of Traffic,
Director of
of
Columbia Traffic
1925),
Act, 1925),
Traffic Act,
of Columbia
appointment, term,
duties, etc
etc-------- 1121
term, duties,
appointment,
Directory
of Foreign
Buyers,
Foreign Buyers,
Directory of
1037
appropriation
227, 1037
compiling ------ 227,
for compiling
appropriation for
Disability Compensation,
War MiliMiliWorld War
Compensation, World
Disability
tary
Naval,
or Naval,
tary or
appropriation
for death
or.--------- 532, 1210
death or
appropriation for
provisions
relating to,
to, in
World War
War
in World
provisions relating
Veterans' Act --------------615
Veterans'
Disbarment Proceedings,
Proceedings, Interior
Interior DepartDepartDisbarment
ment,
ment,
testimony
appropriation
expenses of testimony
for expenses
appropriation for
in
1142
in---------------------- -- 391, 1142
•
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District and
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Page.
Disbursing
Treasury Department,
Page.
Disbursing Clerk, Treasury
Department,
rage.
ana Cooperative
cooperative Office
Juice Service,
servce, DeLzstrict
partment
partment of Commerce,
appropriation for,
and office
office personnel_
69, 768
768
personnel- 69,
for, and
appropriation
appropriation for
operating expenses_
225,1035
expenses- 225,1035
for operating
appropriation
Disbursing
Army and
and Navy,
Disbursing Officers, Army
for operating
operating expenses, additional,
for certain
relieved from
from responsibility
certain
responsibility for
relieved
1925
706
1925----------------------losses
War acacWorld War
incurred in
in World
losses incurred
Courts,
District Attorneys, United States Courts,
counts; time
860
860 District
time extended
extended--------counts;
appropriation
salaries and exappropriation for salaries
to be
be given
given credit
for irregular
irregular paypaycredit for
to
penses
220, 1029
penses-----------------ments
made in
good faith
860
860
in good
faith ----ments made
acting as, during
to clerks acting
for payment
payment to
losses, etc.,
$1,000, only
only on
on
etc., if
if over
over $1,000,
losses,
vacancies1029
20, 1029
220,
---------------- 2
vacancies
recommendation
of the
Secretary
the Secretary
recommendation of
for regular assistants to, appointed
appointed
of
War or
or Navy
860
860
of War
Navy ------------Attorney General; pay reby Attorney
recertificate of
of freedom
freedom from
from fraud
fraud recertificate
striction --------------220, 1029
striction
860
quired
860
quired ---------------------assistants
220, 1029
for special assistants----------Diseases, Animal,
Diseases,
for salaries and expenses, additional,
appropriation
for preventing
827
of 438,
438, 827
spread of
preventing spread
appropriation for
1925
709
1925 ------------------ ----for
investigating, etc
828
438, 828
etc------------- 438,
for investigating,
for pay of regular
regular assistants, addifor
investigation of
tuberculosis, etc
etc 438,
828
438, 828
of tuberculosis,
for investigation
tional, 1925-----------------1925
709
for
foot-and-mouth and
and
for eradicating
eradicating foot-and-mouth
for
special assistants, additional,1925_
709
additional,1925for specialassistants,
851
other
458, 851
diseases- 110,
110, 458,
contagious diseases_
other contagious
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for salaries,
deficiency
for eradicating
eradicating
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
etc
etc.----. 44, 56, 61, 171, 687, 760, 1348
40
foot-and-mouth,
40
etc----------foot-and-mouth, etc
assistants-------- 56, 687, 1351
for special
special assistants
Diseases,
Contagious, D. C.,
Diseases, Contagious,
duties
for violaviolain actions for
in Alaska, in
duties of, in
appropriation
for preventing
preventing spread
spread
appropriation for
Law----tions of Alaska Game
Game Law
746
of
562,
1236 District
562, 1236
of ---------------------District Building,
D. C.,
Building, D.
appropriation
for operating
etc.;
force, etc.;
operating force,
appropriation for
Diseases
Man,
Diseases of Man,
restriction ---------------- 540, 1217
1217
restriction
appropriation
investigations, etc.,
etc.,
for investigations,
appropriation for
for supplies
540
540
of------------------------76,
775
supplies--------------------for
76, 775
of
District Courts,
Courts,
District
Disinfecting
Service, D. C.,
Disinfecting Service,
appropriation for
judges
218,
218, 1028
1028
for judges---------appropriation
appropriation
562, 1237
1237
maintenance----- 562,
for maintenance
appropriation for
218, 1028
Hawaii, judges --------218
for Hawaii,
Dismal Swamp
Canal (see
(see Lake DrumDismal
Swamp Canal
Rico, judge ---------- 218, 1028
for Porto Rico,
mond Canal).
Canal).
mond
additional judge authorized
authorized for Michiadditional
Dismukes,
Captain
Douglas
E.,
Navy,
Dismukes, Captain Douglas
949
district----------gan western district
to have
rank of
of rear
admiral when
rewhen rerear admiral
to
have rank
1098
_----------Minnesota district
district 1098
for Minnesota
tired
recognition of
of gallant,
gallant,
tired in
in recognition
fees
fees for services of clerks of, after July
etc.,
in World
World War
1279
1279
War-----service in
etc., service
1, 1925 --------------------857
claims
subject to review in
in, subject
Dispatch
claims cases in,
Dispatch Agents,
939
939
appropriation
London, New
New York,
appeals------York,
circuit courts of appeals
for London,
appropriation for
San Francisco,
and New
Seattle, and
New
San
Francisco, Seattle,
authority of Supreme Court in designated
939
207
nated cases
cases------------------Orleans --------------------for London,
London, New
York, San
San Francisco,
Francisco,
for
New York,
final decisions
decisions of, reviewable in circuit
circuit
Seattle, New
Orleans, and
and Boscourts
appeal by appeal or writ
writ
Bosof appeal
Seattle,
New Orleans,
courts of
ton
1015
-1015
ton --------------------936
of error in all cases; exception__
exception__
Distilled
Hawaii, and Porto Rico, review of
Distilled Spirits,
Spirits,
for Hawaii,
removal
from one
all
one warewareremoval of,
of, authorized
authorized from
all cases by circuit court of
house
bottling in
in
another for
for bottling
936
house to
to another
appeals
appeals--- --------bond,
before paying
paying tax -------- 71, 770
bond, before
for Alaska,
Alaska, and
and Virgin Islands, cases
reviewable
936
of ininrestriction
for storage
storage of
936
of paying
paying for
restriction of
reviewable------------------936
72
toxicating, etc---------------etc
72
936
prescribed-----toxicating,
for Canal Zone, cases prescribed
refund of
of taxes
in excess
excess of
of
paid on,
on, in
refund
taxes paid
jurisdiction in prosecutions
prosecutions for larceny,
jurisdiction
$2.20 a
etc., of express or freight ship$2.20
a gallon, to distiller who
ments
interstate and foreign
produced and
and owned
same
860
owned the
the same-860
produced
ments in interstate
commerce
794
conditions,
etc
860
commerce-------------------conditions, etc-------------------860
jurisdiction of,
of, concurrent
withdrawals of,
of
with Court
Court of
withdrawals
of, from
from bonded
bonded warehouse
warehouse
concurrent with
jurisdiction
Claims for recovery
recovery of erroneseven years
years alter
entry allowed
allowed
seven
after entry
ously collected revenue taxes,
additional leakage,
etc., allowallowadditional
leakage, etc.,
collector dead or not in
etc., if
if collector
ance ---------------------808
808
ance
office -----------------------972
provisions for
for -------------------808
808
provisions
jurisdiction
allowance without
without prior
809
809
of, to
to entertain
entertain and deterprior regauges_
regauges--allowance
jurisdiction of,
interpleader by
809
withdrawals-mine bills
not applicable
to prior
prior withdrawals
809
applicable to
bills of interpleader
by innot
surance companies, etc., where
Distillers,
additional special
special tax
of,
business of,
adverse
tax on
on business
different
adverse claimants of different
additional
where forbidden
State, etc.,
States
976
States----------------------etc.,
forbidden by
by State,
where
jurisdiction
secure testimony
testimony
327
laws -----------------------jurisdiction of, to
to secure
penalty, etc----327
no exemption
exemption from
no
from penalty,
etc
327
under Revenue
Revenue Act
1924
348
under
Act of
of 1924---348
Distinctive Paper
Paper (see Paper, Distinctive).
Distinctive).
Distinctive
enforcing
to issue process, etc., for enforcing
Distinguished
DistinguishedService Medals.
Medals, Army,
Army,
provisions
___
----provisions thereof---348
balances of
of appropriations
balances
appropriations for,
for, covered
covered
additional to other remedies
remedies ----additional
348
in -------------------------934
934
concurrent
Claims for
concurrent with Court of Claims
to
to Major
Major Frederick
Frederick L.
L.
to be
be presented
presented to
recovery
recovery of erroneously
erroneously collected
collected
Martin, Army
Air Service,
Martin,
Army Air
Service, Sergt.
Sergt.
revenue taxes, etc., if collector
collector
revenue
Alva L.
L. Harvey,
Air ServAlva
Harvey, Army
Army Air
Serv- 348
dead
dead---.-----------------ice,
and each
world
Army world
ice, and
each of
of the
the Army
probation
probation system established in, for concon979
fliers
979
fliers ----------------------victions, etc
1259
etc---------------•
.
,
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District of
District
Judges, United
Page.
(see also Judges,
Judges (see
District Judges
appropriation for employment service,
service,
appropriation
States
Courts),
States Courts),
expenses
expenses------------------ 545, 1222
appropriation for
salaries ------ __ 218, 1028
for salaries
appropriation
for
to mark
mark historical places
tablets to
for tablets
additional, appointed
vacancy
appointed to fill aa vacancy
additional,
545, 1222
---------------------in
district
1098
Minnesota district---------in Minnesota
fund
545, 1222
1222
for
emergency fund-----------for emergency
authorized for
Michigan western disfor Michigan
authorized
collections
erroneous collections
of erroneous
for
refund of
for refund
trict..
949
trict-----------------------545,
1222
----------545,1222
Columbia,
District of Columbia,
District
545
interest and
and sinking
sinking fund ---- _
for
appropriation
expenses of
1216
for interest
of ---- 539, 1216
for expenses
appropriation for
collecequipment for tax collecfor
special equipment
for special
revenues
sources in the Disfrom sources
revenues from
545
tion
tion-----------------------539, 1216
trict
be credited
thereto
1216
credited thereto
to be
trict to
for aid,
Conference of ComNational Conference
aid, National
for
in
$9,000,000 from the
addition $9,000,000
in addition
missioners on Uniform State
missioners
Treasury ---------------539, 1217
1217
Treasury
Laws
545, 1222
Laws--------------------- 545,1222
for salaries,
salaries, executive
539, 1217
1217
539,
office ----executive office
for
permit work;
and permit
for assessment
assessment and
for
salaries limited
limited to
average rates
to average
salaries
545, 1222
street
improvements
street improvements-------540
under Classification
Classification Act
540
Act------under
roadways, permit
permit system
for
paving roadways,
for paving
restriction not
applicable to clerclernot applicable
restriction
545, 1222
1222
545,
--------------- -ical-mechanical
service -------540
ical-mechanical service
allotments
street improvements,
improvements,
for
street
for
no
reduction
in
fixed
salaries
540
salaries----fixed
no reduction in
545, 1222
designated
545,
designated--------------payments under
under higher
higher rates perpayments
for
street
and road
improvements,
improvements,
road
and
street
for
mitted
540
--------------------mitted
under gasoline,
gasoline, etc.
tax fund__
1224
fund--- 1224
etc., tax
under
for veterinary
division---------- 540, 1217
veterinary division
for
restricted
to
specified
specified improveto
restricted
1217
540,
for
purchasing
division
1217
-------division
for purchasing
1226
ments --------------------- ments
for
inspection division-division
540, 1217
building inspection
for building
1226
assessments
under existing
existing law
law_--1226
under
assessments
1217
for
plumbing
inspection
division_
540,
division_
for plumbing inspection
continuing of uncompleted
uncompleted projects
projects
continuing
1217
for
care,
etc.,
District
Building_
_
540,
Building-_
for care, etc., District
1226
directed -------------------1226
directed
restriction on
on
additional
additional engirestriction
548, 1226
for
grading streets,
etc
-------etc
streets,
grading
540,
1217
for
1217
540,
neers,
etc
etc----------------neers,
for condemnation
streets, alleys,
condemnation of streets,
1217
for
540, 1217
for
operating expenses
expenses---------- 540,
for operating
548, 1226
etc
etc----------------------540,
1218
1218
540,
for
assessor's
office
office------------for assessor's
for small
small park
areas
areas------------ 548, 1226
park
540, 1218
for
1218
540,
for
license
bureau
bureau-------------for license
for opening
opening streets,
etc., under highstreets, etc.,
for
540, 1218
1218
for vehicle
tags -------------- -540,
vehicle tags
for
ways
system,
system, from District revways
541, 1218
1218
541,
----------for
collector's
office
office
for collector's
enues
548,
548, 1227
enues ------------------541, 1218
1218
541,
for auditor's
auditor's office
office -----------for
for
repairs,
streets
etc--------- 548, 1227
streets, etc
repairs,
for
541,
for
corporation
counsel's
office__
541,
1218
office-counsel's
for corporation
--changing curb
lines
549, 1227
1227
curb lines-----changing
541, 1218
for coroner's
office-----------coroner's office
for
for
sidewalks
and curbs, public
public resersidewalks and
fot
for
superintendent
of
weights,
weights,
of
superintendent
for
1227
vations,
etc--------------- 549, 1227
vations, etc
measures, and
541, 1218
markets----- 541,
and markets
measures,
suburban roads
1227
roads----- 549, 1227
for
repairs, suburban
for repairs,
for Engineer
Commissioner's office
office
Engineer Commissioner's
for
N
trestle and
construction, N
bin construction,
and bin
541,
1218
for
for trestle
541, 1218
------------------------549
Street NE-----------------NE
Street
for
central garage
541,
1218
541, 1218
garage -- ---for central
for street
street and
improvements,
road improvements,
and road
for
for
municipal architect's
- _ 541, 1218
office _
architect's office_
for municipal
549
549
under gasoline,
fund__ _
gasoline, etc., tax fund__under
for Public
Commission_ 541, 1219
Utilities Commission
Public Utilities
for
restricted
to specified
improvespecified improverestricted to
for board
of examiners,
examiners, steam engiboard of
for
550
550
ments
ments -------------------1219
neers
neers--------------------- 542, 1219
550
law---._ 550
assessments
under existing law__
assessments under
542, 1219
for insurance
insurance department
department-----for
moneys
to
received to be credited to
moneys received
for surveyor's
temporary
temporary
office;
survevor's office;
for
550
fund
fund-----------------------draftsmen,
etc. ------------ 542, 1219
draftsmen, etc.
for
bridges, construction,
construction, repair, etc.
for bridges,
for
Compensation Fund
Fund
Employees Compensation
for Employees
550,
550, 1227
-----------------542, 1219
1219
------------------------street bridges
over railways or
bridges over
street
for free
free public
library
542, 1219
public library---------for
canals
550
canals-------------------library stations
restrictions_ ___ 542, 1219
1219
stations restrictions---library
for
Bridge, operation,
operation, etc.
Highway Bridge,
for Highway
for contingent
expenses -------542, 1220
1220
contingent expenses
for
1227
550, 1227
-----------543, 1220
for printing
printing reports
1220
reports ----------for
for Anacostia
Anacostia River
River Bridge, operafor
discretionary
discontinuance;. prespresdiscretionary discontinuance;.
550, 1227
tion,
_
etc-----------------tion, etc
ervation
of originals
originals-------- 543, 1220
ervation of
550, 1227
for
Francis Scott
Key Bridge
1227
Bridge --Scott Key
for Francis
for
maintenance,
vehicles, maintenance,
motor vehicles,
for motor
550, 1227
for
and parking----------parking
1227
trees and
for trees
purchase, etc
etc -------------- 543, 1220
purchase,
1228
for
convenience stations
stations-- 551, 1228
public convenience
for public
regulations
of vehicles,
vehicles, etc.
use of
for use
regulations for
1228
etc--------- 551, 1228
for
sewers, cleaning,
cleaning, etc
for sewers,
543, 1220
1220
543,
for
refuse disposal;
disposal; personal
city refuse
for city
expenses for
etc., limited
limited
horses, etc.,
for horses,
expenses
551, 1228
services
1228
services----------------544,
1221
544, 1221
----------for cleaning
cleaning streets,
removing snow,
removing
streets,
for
payment
for
fire
insurance
forforpayment for fire insurance
551,1228
etc
551,
1228
etc----------------------bidden_
544, 1221
bidden -------------------- 544,
551, 1228
for garbage
1228
etc ------disposal, etc
garbage disposal,
for
specific
residence telephones
telephones alspecific residence
for
purchase
of
1228
station----_ 1228
transfer station_
of transfer
purchase
for
lowed
1221
544,
lowed ----------------552,1229
1229
552,
for
playgrounds
playgrounds---------------for
for
postage
1221
544,
for postage ------------------vacation_ 552,
552,1229
1229
public
school, during
during vacation_
public school,
544, 1221
for
car, etc.,
limitation.-fares; limitation
etc., fares;
for car,
1229
552,1229
swimming
pools ------------- 552,
swimming
44,
for
judicial
expenses
544,
1221
-----------for judicial expenses
552
purchase
of sites
sites --------------purchase of
for
advertising_
-- 544, 1221
------------for advertising
552,1229
1229
552,
for
bathing
beach
beach-------------bathing
for
for
survey,
etc.,
of
dangerous,
etc.,
for survey, etc., of dangerous,
552,1229
1229
for
electrical department
department ------- 552,
for electrical
buildings_
544, 1221
-----buildings
553,1229
1229
----------- 553,
for lighting
expenses
expenses
lighting
for
544
for
condemning
insanitary
buildings_
544
buildingsfor condemning insanitary
553, 1230
contract requirements
requirements -------- 553,1230
contract
assessor
for
copies
of
wills,
etc.,
assessor
to
etc.,
for copies of wills,
553, 1230
for .
fire alarm
boxes, etc -------- 553,1230
alarm boxes,
fire
for
545,
1221
545, 1221
-----------------------553, 1230
----- 553,1230
for underground
underground cables--cables
for
for
recorder
of
deeds,
rent,
etc__
545,
1222
1222
545,
-etc
rent,
for recorder of deeds,

542,
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appropriation
for public
___ 553,
1230
553, 1230
schools.--public schools..
appropriation for
vacation schools
and playgroundsplaygrounds_
555,
555,
schools and
vacation
1230
1230
etc
555
longevity pay, etc--------------principals --------555
allowance to principals
for
annuities ----------------555, 1230
for annuities
for
schools
555,
1231
555, 1231
for night
night schools--------------for
instruction of
dumb, and
of deaf,
deaf, dumb,
for instruction
blind ------------ ------- 555, 1231
__ 556,
etc_-556, 1231
for Americanization
Americanization work, etc_
community
556, 1231
department- 556,
center department_
community center
care,
etc., of buildings
buildings-------- 556, 1231
care, etc.,
hygiene
sanitation
556,
556, 1231
and sanitation------hygiene and
free dental
clinics
556,
1232
556, 1232
free
dental clinics-----------miscellaneous; temporary
temporary rooms_
__ 556,
556,
rooms--miscellaneous;
1232
1232
tubercular
1232
pupils ----------- 556, 1232
tubercular pupils
manual training,
1232
training, expenses
expenses----- 557, 1232
manual
557 1232
557,
power--------and power
fuel, light, and
furniture, supplies,
etc-------- 557, 1232
supplies, etc
furniture,
teachers in nature study, etc.;
teachers
payments
_557, 1233
designated--557,
payments to be designated_
free tuition
children of Army,
free
tuition to children
558,
Navy, etc.,
etc., outside
outside of
of District--District ___
558,
Navy,
1233
1233
for buildings,
__ 558,
1233
558, 1233
etc--construction, etc_
for
buildings, construction,
additional
558
558
sites, etc
etc------------additional sites,
school
children_ __ _
558
558
tubercular children---school for
for tubercular
construction
appropriations imimconstruction appropriations
mediately available
558
available-----------.
mediately
rent
rent---------------------- 559, 1234
repairs,
improvements, etc --- 559, 1234
repairs, improvements,
playgrounds
playgrounds---------------- 559, 1234
for_police
department--------- 559, 1234
for police department
House of Detention
House
Detention--------- 560, 1235
harbor patrol
1235
harbor
patrol--------------- 560, 1235
for policemen
policemen and firemen's relief
fund
1236
560, 1236
fund------------------for fire department
department ----------- 561, 1236
1236
for health
department, personal
562, 1236
services----------------services
1236
prevention of contagious diseasesdiseases _ 562,
prevention
1236
1236
and
isolating wards, Garfield and
Providence
Hospitals _
562, 1237
562,1237
Providence Hospitals-----dispensaries for tuberculosis
dispensaries
tuberculosis and
venereal diseases----------diseases
1237
562, 1237
venereal
disinfecting service
1237
service----------- 562, 1237
food, etc., adulteration-----adulteration
1237
562, 1237
bacteriological
chemical labbacteriological and chemical
oratories ---------------- 563, 1237
1237
oratories
dairy
etc., inspection
inspection__
---- 563,
563, 1238
1238
dairy farm,
farm, etc.,
1238
crematory ------------ 563, 1238
public crematory
child hygiene service--------service
563, 1238
1238
juvenile court-------------court
563, 1238
for juvenile
police court
court -------------564
564, 1239
for police
court
564, 1239
1239
for municipal court-----------for supreme court, salaries and expenses
1239
penses ------------------ 565, 1239
for courthouse,
courthouse, care,
1240
etc-------- 565, 1240
care, etc
for
for court of appeals, salaries and
expenses
565, 1240
565,1240
expenses-----------------for support of convicts out of the
-- 566, 1240
District ---------------566, 1240
for lunacy writs-------------writs
566,
miscellaneous court expenses..
expenses- 566, 1240
for miscellaneous
566,
for printing and binding for courtscourts_
.
1240
1240
for Board of Charities, etc-----etc
566, 1241
for support
support of jail prisoners, etc_
etc- 566, 1241
for workhouse
workhouse and reformatory-reformatory
566, 1241
for National Training School for
for
Boys ------------------- 567, 1242
for National Training School for
for
Girls ---.-------.------.
567, 1242
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District
appropriation for
medical charities_
1242
567, 1242
charities- 567,
for medical
appropriation
Columbia Hospital
Women__
568,
Hospital for Women-for Columbia
1242
1242
Tuberculosis Hospital ---1242
568, 1242
for Tuberculosis
for Gallinger
Gallinger Municipal
Municipal HospitalHospital_ 568, 1243
1243
for
admission
patients
568
pay patients-------admission of pay
Guardians,
of Children's Guardians,
for Board
Board of
expenses ----------------- 569,1243
569, 1243
expenses
for board,
children ----- 569, 1243
1243
etc., of
of children
for
board, etc.,
for District
Training School
School_--___ 569,
1243
569, 1243
for
District Training
for home,
home, etc.,
etc., for feeble minded,
construction,
569
569
etc------------construction, etc
for
Industrial Home
Home for
for Colored
Colored
for Industrial
Children
1244
Children ---------------- 569, 1244
for
1244
School----- 570, 1244
for Industrial Home School
for
1244
Infirm---_ 570, 1244
for Home
Home for Aged and Infirm__
for
temporary homes--------homes
1244
570, 1244
for temporary
for
National Library
Library for the Blind 570, 1245
1245
for National
for
Institute.. _ 570,
Polytechnic Institute-for Columbia
Columbia Polytechnic
1245
1245
for
1245
of insane ----- 571, 1245
for support,
support, etc., of
for
relief for
571, 1245
1245
poor---------- 571,
for the
the poor
for relief
for
familiea__1245
abandoned familiesto abandoned
for payment
payment to
indigent ex-service menmen_
571,
571,
burial of indigent
for burial
1245
1245
for transportation
paupers_ __ _ 571, 1246
for
transportation of paupers---for militia
militia expenses
expenses----------- 571, 1246
for
Anacostia
development, etc., Anacostia
for development,
Park ------------------- 572, 1246
for public
public buildings and grounds,
salaries
expenses------- 572, 1246
salaries and expenses
572, 1246
for park police---------------police
for improvement,
improvement, care, etc., of public
grounds
1247
grounds ----------------- 572, 1247
Rock Creek Park -----------573
Potomac Park,
etc----------- 573, 1247
Potomac
Park, etc
573
bathing beach --..-Tidal basin bathing
Tidal Basin bathing beach balances
balances
Tidal
in------------------- 1247
covered in
for
line..
574
boundary lineVirginia boundary
for surveying
surveying Virginia
for Rock Creek and Potomac
Potomac ParkParkacquiring
way Commission;
Commission; acquiring
574
lands ---------------------restriction
restriction on opening streets, etc.,
which may diminish flow of
which
Rock Creek
Creek and tributaries._
tributaries----_ 574
for National Capital Park Commisetc__
1247
1247
sion, acquiring
acquiring lands, etc------Zoological Park ---------574, 1247
1247
for Zoological
for water
water service; out of revenues
thereof..----------------574, 1248
1248
thereof
of..
574,
1248
574, 1248
water supply of.-for increasing
increasing water
contracts
575,
1248
575, 1248
authorized ------.contracts authorized
for Washington
Washington Aqueduct,
1248
etc_- 575, 1248
for
Aqueduct, etc__
for Conduit
Conduit Road,
Road, maintenance,
maintenance,
for
etc
575,
1248
575, 1248
etc-------------------for water
water service;
service; emergencies-emergencies
575, 1248
1248
Secretary of War not
control of Secretary
affected- -------------affected
575, 1248
1248
for
water
department,
salaries,
water
etc
575,
etc-- ----------- ------ 575, 1249
for operating
expenses ---- _--575, 1249
1249
operating expenses
for extending water service ---576, 1249
assessments
assessments for laying mains,
etc_
..--- 576, 1249
etc --------- ----for installing meters to private
private residences ---------------- 576, 1249
- 576, 1249
for hydrants, etc ----------1249
for extending mains
1249
mains------------ 576, 1249
employment of temporary
temporary draftsemployment
men, etc.,
etc., on sewers, streets,
men,
576, 1250
1250
etc ------------------- -laborers,
laborers, mechanics, etc ----577, 1250
1250
1250
horses, vehicles,
vehicles, etc ---------- 577,
577, 1250
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Districtof
deficiency
appropriation for bathing
bathing
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
employment of temfor employment
appropriation
beach
people
colored people------for colored
beach for
porary
draftsmen,
etc.,
for
draftsmen, etc.,
porary
for
audited claims
claims------------- 679,
577, 1250
for audited
water department
work
department work----water
proportion from District reveproportion
leaves of
emabsence, to persons emof absence,
leaves
nues
679,
nues.------------------ployed ten
months------------ 1251
ten months
ployed
for
court of
appeals
of appeals---------------for court
consecutive
positions filled twelve consecutive
for
surveyor's office
office --------------for surveyor's
months
regular and
considered regular
months considered
for
grounds
_
1251
not temporary---------------temporary
care, etc., public grounds-------for care,
not
for
Memorial to Women
Women of World
for Memorial
payments from miscellaneous
miscellaneous trust
trust
payments
War
War ----------------------577, 1251
fund deposits-------------deposits
fund
for
salaries
reallocated salaries------------for reallocated
purchases of
supplies, motor veof supplies,
purchases
for
services,
Executive
Executive
personal services,
for personal
Government
hicles, etc., from Government
hicles,
Office
Office---------------------sources; limitation
procured
limitation if procured
sources;
for building
building inspection,
inspection, temporary
for
elsewhere
578, 1251
elsewhere---------------services
services--------------------for operation,
operation, etc., Center MarketMarket_ 459, 846
for
for plumbing
inspection, temporary
plumbing inspection,
for
for public
public buildings
and grounds,
grounds, adbuildings and
for
services
services---------------------ditional,
1925
712
ditional, 1925----------------for corporation
counsel's office
office-----corporation counsel's
for
for Anacostia
River and Flats, addiAnacostia River
for
for coroner's
coroner's expenses
expenses-------------for
712
tional,
1925
712
tional, 1925-----------------for
Employees Compensation FundFund_
for Employees'
for
increasing water
water supply,
supply, addifor increasing
for
public library
library ..-------------for public
712
tional,
712
tional, 1925 ----------------for
contingent expenses-----------expenses
for contingent
additional,
for
Aqueduct, additional,
for Washington
Washington Aqueduct,
--for
widening Nichols
Nichols Avenue
Avenue SE
SE__
for widening
712
1925
712
1925 ----------------------for
eliminating
railroad
for eliminating Lamond railroad
712
for
supreme court,
1925
712
additional, 1925-court, additional,
for supreme
grade crossing;
crossing; extension
Van
extension of Van
grade
for
courthouse, care, etc., additional,
for courthouse,
Buren Street
Street----------------Buren
712
1925
712
1925 ------------------for
disposal, etc
etc--------refuse disposal,
city refuse
for city
for
appeals, additional,
of appeals,
court of
for court
for
court -----------juvenile court
for juvenile
1925
712
.-----1925...-----------for jail,
installing death
chamber _-death chamber
jail, installing
for
plumbing
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for plumbing
deficiency
for
medical charities
charities -------------for medical
division-----------inspection division
36
inspection
for Board
Children's Guardians___
Guardians
of Children's
Board of
for
36, 674
for Rent
Rent Commission----------Commission
for
for Saint
Saint Elizabeths
Elizabeths Hospital -----for
additional
to assessor
assessor from, forpay to
additional pay
for removing
removing Tidal Basin bathhouses,
bathhouses,
for
bidden
after June 30, 1924
674
1924----bidden after
etc
etc------------------------37
etc- for printing
printing zoning
zoning regulations, etc
for
for
snow
and
ice
removal
---------removal
ice
and
for snow
37
for
for revised edition of building code Zoological,
for
parkway, Potomac,
Potomac, Zoological,
for parkway,
for
dangerous, etc., buildremoving dangerous,
for removing
and Rock
Rock Creek
Creek Parks ------and
37
ings
37
ings ----------------------adjustment
accounts between United
United
of accounts
adjustment of
37
for
recorder of
of deeds,
deeds, rent --------for recorder
States
and, pursuant
pursuant to report
States and,
for
public convenience
stations
37
convenience stations----for public
of Joint
Committee ----------Joint Committee
of
for
sewers---------------------- 37, 1319
for sewers
sums credited
credited to
general District acto general
sums
for
firemen's relief fundfund_ 37, 1321
for police and firemen's
count;
balance
June 30,
due June
count; balance due
1319
for
public schools---------schools
37, 675, 1319
for public
1922
1922 -----------------------for
new buildings,
buildings, sites, etc., from
from
for new
adjusted errors
errors ---------------adjusted
fund
the District__
District_- 1320
to the
returned to
fund returned
sum charged
against the District; procharged against
sum
for police
police department-----------department
37, 676
for
portion
of, of
unexpended balof unexpended
of,
portion
additional pay, 1925
1925 -----------676
additional
ances---------------------ances
for supreme
supreme court-----court
1322
38, 677, 754, 1322
for
proportion
bonus to employees_-employees__ _
of bonus
proportion of
for support
support of
convicts out of the
of convicts
for
cost of
of addition
to Zoological
Zoological ParkPark_
addition to
cost
38, 677, 1322
District
1322
District------------amount for
Eldred C. Davis ----for Eldred
amount
for Children's
Children's Hospital
38
Hospital -----------for
no interest
either party - - _
allowed either
interest allowed
no
38, 678, 1323
for
judgments ------------for judgments
satisfaction
credits and
and charges
a full
full satisfaction
charges a
credits
for
water department .---------- 38, 1324
for water
of
all
mutual
claims
of all mutual claims ---------for
Municipal Hospital__
Hospital__-_ 38, 678
Gallinger Muriicipal
for Gallinger
specified
difference
available
for
schools,
for schools,
available
specified difference
for
expenses
674, 1319
judicial expenses-----------for judicial
playgrounds,
playgrounds, and parks addi674
for
advertising ------------------for advertising
tional to
sums appropriated
for
appropriated for
to sums
tional
collections- 674, 1319
for
erroneous collections_
of erroneous
refund of
for refund
fiscal
1926--------------year 1926
fiscal year
675
for
traffic lines, etc ------marking traffic
for marking
additional
credits not
prevented; unnot prevented;
additional credits
675
etc-------------for
traffic signals, etc
for traffic
expended balances
balances covered
covered in
expended
for
fire department,
department, additional
additional pay,
for fire
June 30,
30, 1922
1922 --------------June
674
1925,
etc ------------------1925,etc
proportion
of miscellaneous
miscellaneous receipts
proportion of
for health
department
676, 1321
health department---------for
paid directly
Treasury in
the Treasury
to the
directly to
paid
for police
police court---------------court
677, 1321
for
1922
1922 ---------for lunacy
677, 1322
writs---------- ----lunacy writs
for
erroneous
charges in
in Third
Deficiency
Third Deficiency
erroneous charges
for workhouse
677
workhouse ------------------for
Act
1922---------------of 1922
Act of
for National
Training School for
National Training
for
determination by
Comptroller Genby Comptroller
determination
677, 1322
Girls
Girls-------------------eral
if specified
specified items
improperly
items improperly
eral if
for
Dispensary and EmerCentral Dispensary
for Central
charged
charged-----------678
gency
Hospital --------------gency Hospital
amount so
so found,
availabje
found, made available
amount
678
for
Casualty Hospital
Hospital ------------for Casualty
for
general account_
account --District general
for District
678
for
children ---------feeble minded children
for feeble
report to
to Congress
Congress of
of --------report
678
for
insane
for indigent insane---------------additional
in, for
for Bureau
Bureau of
lands in,
additional lands
678
grounds --for
public buildings
buildings and grounds_
for public
Standards
site,
to
be acquired
acquired-be
to
Standards site,
for
678
police ------------------for park police
alleys in
in Square
Square 616,
rearranged for
for
616, rearranged
alleys
for Tidal
bathing beach, exTidal Basin bathing
for
school
uses------------------school uses
tension
678
tension----------------------

Page.
Page.
678
678
1323
1324
1324
679
754
759
1314
1314
1318
1318
1318
1318
1318
1318
1318
1318
1318
1318
1318
1318
1318
1319
1319
1319

1319
1319
1319
1319
1321
1321
1322
1322
1322
1323
1323
1323
1323
804

804
804
804
804
804
804
804
804
804

805
805
805
805
805

805
805
950
671
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District of Columbia—Continued.
District
Columbia-Continued.
allowance
horses, etc.,
District
allowance for
for horses,
etc., at
at District
Training School -------allowed to continue
continue
American Red Cross allowed
use of temporary
temporary buildings
buildings in
in
grounds of Memorial
Memorial to
to Women
Women
of the Civil War ----------Anacostia Park, agreement
agreement with
with WashWashAnacostia
ington Gas Light
Light Company
Company as
as
ington
certain land adjoining,
adjoining,
to title of certain
ratified----------------------ratified
architecture,
practice in_
architecture, regulations
regulations for
for practice
in_
arterial highways or boulevards
boulevards proprovided for ----------------vided
captured
devices and trophies
trophies to
captured war devices
to be
be
apportioned and distributed
to_
apportioned
distributed tocompulsory school attendance
proviattendance provisions -.----- _--------------condemnation,
etc., of private
for
condemnation, etc.,
private lands for
opening B
B Street NW. from the
Potomac in conCapitol to the Potomac,
nection with
Arlington
MeMemorial Bridge------------Bridge
dentistry
dentistry regulations
amended -----regulations amended
electrocution substituted
substituted for hanging
electrocution
hanging
as mode of capital punishment
punishment
in -.....--------....-----elimination of Lamond grade
grade crossing
crossing
of Van Buren Street ---authorized for expenses
amount authorized
expenses---minded persons, to be cared for,
feeble minded
in District
District Training School --fire department;
department; error in pay fixed
fixed for
for
battalion
battalion chief engineers, corcorrected ---------- __--__--____rected
Five-Year
Five-Year School
School Building
Building Program
Program
Act provisions
provisions
------height of building of addition to a
a
hotel permitted
permitted ------_--height of buildings: limit
increased on
limit increased
on
residence streets ---------University authorized
Howard University
authorized to acacquire land for athletic field, etc_
inauguration of the President; proviprovisions for ceremonies connected
connected
therewith
therewith
..................
incorporations;
incorporations; American Academy
Academy in
amended -----Rome, charter amended
American
American War Mothers --__--..-Blind Veterans
War_ -Veterans of the World War
-Grand Army of the Republic -----.
Inland Waterways Corporation
Corporation ---Medical
Medical Society,
Society, incorporators,
incorporators, etc.,
etc.,
amended --------------._
National
National McKinley
McKinley Birthplace
Birthplace MemMemorial Association,
Association, trustees inincreased ------- _----------_-_
creased
National Society of Sons of the
the
American Revolution,
Revolution, number
American
number
of trustees modified ----------Washington
Washington Home for Foundlings,
Foundlings,
addition of memorial
from
addition
memorial gift from
Randolph T.
Warwick, authorRandolph
T. Warwick,
ized ------ --- --------land accepted
accepted from Mrs. Anne ArchArchbold as addition to park systemsystem_
"Archbold Parkto be known as "Archbold
Parkway"
way" --------------further dedications of, may be
further
be acaccepted, on request of National
Capital Park Commission
Commission----tapital
from Charles C. Glover, for park pur-

Page.
Page.

poses----------_-

--_------

to P°8e?
be "The
Parkway and
The Glover Parkway
Children's
Playground"......
Children's Playground"
added to park system ---...-----

1323

975
975

887
713
713
1125
597
597
806
806

975
599
599
798
1096
1096
1097
1135

752
986
986
647
647
961
632

943
635
966
966
535
358
360
360
153
153
114
114
808
808

794
978
978
979
979
979
979
464
464
464

District
of Columbia-Continued.
Columbia—Continued.
District of
lots
173, of
Daughters of
of
lots in
in square 173,
of Daughters
American Revolution,
exempt
American
Revolution, exempt
from taxation ------------memorial
authorized to District forces
memorial authorized
forces
serving in
serving
in World
World War, to be
erected in Potomac
Potomac Park
erected
Park___ -of
Navy and
and Marine
Marine Corps
to AmeriAmeriof Navy
Corps to
cans lost at sea
cans
sea --------Women of
of World
World War,
War, on
on site
site of
of
Women
Memorial to Women
Women of Civil
Memorial
War -----------------------and ice cream
cream regulations_
milk, cream, and
motor-vehicle fuel
motor-vehicle
fuel tax levied --..registration fee and identification
identification
vehicles -----'
tags for motor vehicles
license tax on operating
operating vehicles for
for
hire
hire not affected
affected by --------personal property
personal
property tax on vehicles for
for
affected ---------hire not affected
National
Capital Park Commission,
Commission,
National Capital
created; composition,
composition, purposes,
purposes,
created;
etc ----------------------National Research
Research Building; alteraNational
alterations for
engineer's
district engineer's
etc
office, etc-----------------optometry
practice regulations
optometry practice
regulations ------public school salaries
established
public
salaries established-----recorder of deeds authorized
authorized to
appoint
recorder
to appoint
etc
second deputy, etc------Rents
continued to
Rents Act
Act provisions continued
to May
May
22,
22, 1925
1925 ----------..........
Roosevelt Memorial
may
Roosevelt
Memorial Association
Association may
prepare
plans etc., for
for memorial
memorial
prepare plans,
Roosevelt ----___
to Theodore
Theodore Roosevelt
salaries fixed of police force
force---------fire department
department ------------__.park police ------ _..-----___.....
statue authorized
authorized in public
public grounds,
grounds, of
of
General San Martin
Martin.--- _.---General
of "Serenity"
"Serenity "_ -------------...
steam engineering
engineering regulations
regulations amended
steam
amended
to include
operating eninclude other operating
gines
gines------- - -- street railway
railway companies
companies authorized
authorized to
to
merge or consolidate
merge
consolidate .--------streets, etc.,
etc., closing
closing directed
directed of
designaof designated streets, etc.,
conform to
etc., to conform
highways plans
plans----------..
-other streets, etc.,
etc., in the judgment
judgment
other
of the Commissioners--------Commissioners
abutting
abutting owners to be given
given title to
areas closed -- ---------consent of property
property owners
consent
owners required
quired---.------------------.
Plats, etc.
etc., to be prepared
prepared and
and
approved by Commissioners--.Commissioners
approved
apportionment of closed-areas
closed-areas _--apportionment
extensions of Van Buren
Buren Street
by
extensions
Street by
tracks
subway under railroad
railroad tracks-name changed
Jewett Street
Street NW.,
NW.,
changed of Jewett
to Cathedral
Cathedral Ave
Ave ----------Keokuk
Road,
Keokuk Street to Military Road,
NW
--...--...-- --------....
of Third Place NE., to Abbey Place
portion of Thirty-seventh
Thirty-seventh Street to
to
Chevy Chase Parkway
Parkway ------widening authorized,
authorized, of
Fourth
of Fourth
Street NW
NW --------------Georgia
Georgia Avenue
Avenue NW
NW-----------Nichols Avenue SE-----------SE._
Nichols
Traffic Act provisions
Traffic
provisions.------..-----venereal diseases
diseases prevention,
etc -- -venereal
prevention etc
Washington
Foundlings;
Washington Home for Foundlings;
acceptance of memorial
memorial gift from
acceptance
Randolph T
Randolph
Warwick -.-----T. Warwick
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135
135
666
666
14
14
665
665
1004
1004
106
106

108
109
109
110
110
463
1197
1197
177
177
367
367
1102
121
121
935
935
174
174
175
175
175
175
667
667
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1284
1284

1265
799
799
800
800

800
800
800
800
1097
177
177
593
593
960
960
115
115

718

95
95

750
750
1119
1119
1001
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INDEX.
District of
of Columbia
Code Amendments,
Amendments,
Columbia Code
District
Sec. 42. Police court, additional
additional judges,
for
etc
for traffic cases, etc---------Sec.
Police court
trials, jury modicourt trials,
Sec. 44. Police
fications ------------------Sec.
Police court
for
Sec. 45. Police
court jury;
jury; terms for
two
two weeks
weeks ----------------Sec.
196.
Deputy
coroners;
two
authorSec. 196. Deputy coroners; two
ized
ized-----.-----------------.Sec. 204. Drawing jurors, for police
court
court ----------------------juvenile, etc.,
etc., courts --------for juvenile,
Sec.
chattels;
Sec. 546. Recording
Recording deeds of chattels;
instrument to be filed without
recording
recording---------------_-- Sec. 547. Conditional
Conditional sales; written
terms of, to be filed----------filed
Sec. 549. Recorder
Recorder of deeds, appointment
of second deputy,
deputy, etc ---ment of
Sec. 558. Notaries public
public ----------Sec.
Sec. 1199. Execution
Execution by hanging
hanging reelectrocution prepealed, and
and electrocution
scribed
scribed-------------------District of Columbia,
Columbia, Commissioners
Commissioners of,
District
appointment of director of traffic
traffic under
appointment
superintendent
___
by --superintendent of police, by..
additional assistant
assistant to corporation
additional
corporation
counsel
counsel --------------------authorized
accept tract from Charles
authorized to accept
purposes__ _
_C. Glover
Glover,, for park purposes
etc., to conclose designated streets, etc.,
form
plan
form with highways plan-----prescribe regulations,
regulations, penalties,
penalties, etc.,
for enforcing
enforcing motor vehicle
vehicle fuel
tax
-tax ---------------------discretionary discontinuance
discretionary
discontinuance of printing
reports, etc., of----------of
543,
National Capital
Engineer, to serve on National
Park Commission
Commission------------to appoint
appoint Board of Optometry; numnumetc--------ber, qualifications,
qualifications, etc
District
District of Columbia
Columbia Memorial
Memorial Commission,
sion,
constituting_
persons constituting------.--authorized to erect memorial to District
authorized
forces serving in World War
War__
-- _
design etc -----------------------selection
etc
selection of site, designs, etc-------supervision
Governsupervision of erection; no Government
expense
ment expense---------------District
Columbia Rents Act,
District of Columbia
emergency declared
declared as still existing
existing --emergency
to
provisions reenacted
reenacted and continued
continued to
May
22,
1925
Mav 22,1925 ----------------hotel proprietors
proprietors required to have card
of
each room, etc.,
of rates for each
posted therein
therein __-----------advances allowed only on approval
of
days'
after 30 days'
of Commissioners,
Commissioners, after
----notice --------------...----penalty for violations
violations -District
Act, 1925,
('olumbia Traffic Act,
192.5,
District of Colombia
of Act -----------------------title of
herein
meaning of terms used herein--------court to consist of four judges;
police court
qualifications,
-----------etc
qualifications,
consideration of traffic
traffic cases
cases-------terms of present
present judges; additional
accommodations, etc
etc----------accommodations,
without jury unless penalty
trials without
over
imprisonment
and imprisonment
over $300, and
over 90 days----------------days
commitments in
default of
of paying
in default
commitments
fines ----------------------------jury
provisions
for
jury
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1119
1119
1120
1120
1120
1120

713
1120
1121
1103
1103
1102
821
798
1121
1121
464
799
110
110

1220
1220
463
178

666
666
666
666
666
666
120
121
121
121
121
121
121
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1119
1120
1120
1120
1120
1120
1120
1120

District of Columbia
District
Columbia Traffic Act, 19251925—
Continued.
Continued.
bimonthly drawings
drawings for jury service
bimonthly
service in
police court
court- ---------------quarterly drawings
drawings for jury service in
juvenile, etc., courts---------courts
superintendent
director of traffic under superintendent
appointed by the
of police to be appointed
Commissioners
Commissioners--------------etc
term, salary, etc-----------------regulations to be made by, conregulations
trolling
motor vehicle traffic,
trolling motor
prescribing
prescribing penalties, etc -----10
publication of, in newspapers
newspapers 10
publication
days
enforcing penalties,
days before enforcing
etc
etc-------------------------placing of parking
parking signs, etc.,
etc., except
except
placing
by
authority of,
prohibited
- -by authority
of, prohibitedadditional assistant
to corporation
corporation
counsel to be appointed
appointed -------operators'
operators' permits to
to be issued by
director
annually -----------director annually
examination of
qualifications for,
of qualifications
examination
etc
etc------------------------period of one
year; renewal
one year;
renewal ---- for period
fee; duplicate
duplicate if lost ---.-----.--------------------age restrictions
statements to be contained in
in------statements
possession
to be kept
kept in immediate possession
when
operating
vehicle
when operating vehicle ------ fine
for
noncompliance
----------fine for noncompliance
not
transients------applicable to transients
not applicable
without charge
charge to possessors of
without
present
permits, good for one
present permits,
year
-------------year------operating motor vehicle without,
operating
forbidden
forbidden ------------------punishment
punishment for ---------------passenger vehicle licenses
licenses for hire
passenger
not
affected ----------------not affected
nonresidents
and
nonresidents exempt from permits and
registration
registration ----------------if having
laws,
complied with State laws,
if
having complied
for
to
for same period as extended to
residents------------District residents
not
having State, etc.,
etc., laws, pronot having
hibited
operating in the
hibited from operating
District .----.--------.......
District
unless operators'
license not
issued
not issued
operators' license
unless
by
State, etc
bv State,etc----------------or
submitting
to
examination
and
or submitting to examination and
obtaining
license -----District license
obtaining District
penalty
for violations
violations ----------penalty for
speed
exception. -------speed limitation;
limitation; exception
prohibitions
for reckless
reckless driving,
__
etc .-driving, etc__
prohibitions for
punishment for
reckless driving
driving -w-hfor reckless
punishment
for
violations other
reckless
other than
than reckless
for violations
driving
.
..............
driving
collision
information to
to
requirements; information
collision requirements;
be
by operator
operator --------be given
given by
punishment
for
not
reporting
when
reporting
when
punishment for not
causing
injury......------..causing personal
personal injury
damage
damage to other vehicle -------driving
under influence
influence of
when under
vehicle when
driving vehicle
liquor
drug, forbidden
or drug,
forbidden - ----liquor or
punishment forfor
-----------------punishment
revocation
conupon conof license
license upon
revocation of
viction
-------------------viction -smoke-screen prohibitions
prohibitions _------smoke-screen
violations a
a felony,
punishment
felony, and punishment
violations
for
for------------------------report required
if vehicle
vehicle brought
brought to
to
required if
report
garage
shows
shop shows
repair shop
or repair
garage or
evidence of
etc-------accident, etc
of accident,
evidence
penalty for
failure
for failure---------------penalty
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District of
Columbia Traffic
Act, 19251925—
District
of Columbia
Traffic Act,
Continued.
discretionary
discretionary revocation
revocation or suspension
suspension
of permit by director;
excepdirector; exception -------______-______--.issuing new permit restricted
restricted -- --of foreign permit
on conviction
conviction of
of
permit on
hereof ------------violations hereof
punishment
for operating
operating vehicle
punishment for
vehicle
during period of --------designation of
highways or
designation
of arterial highways
or
boulevards on
highways,
on public highways,
authorized
authorized--------------equipment
for traffic
traffic control
control oh,
on, to
to
equipment for
be provided ---------- -___
appointment of 100
additional privates
appointment
100 additional
privates
on police force authorized ----repeal of designated
repeal
designated former
former laws - ----control of Chief
Chief of
of Engineers
Engineers over park
park
system not interfered
interfered with ----prosecutions
violations under,
prosecutions of
of prior
prior violations
under,
to be continued
continued -------------provisions for
for operators'
permits
operators' permits and
and
repeals to take
days..
take effect
effect in
in 60 daystraffic regulations,
other, except for
for traffic
immediately
immediately -----------------invalidity
invalidity of any provision not
affect
not to affect
remainder of Act ------------District Training
District
Training School, D. C.,
appropriation
appropriation for construction,
construction, maintenance, etc., of,
for
feeble
for feeble
minded persons--------------persons
institution for the feeble
feeble minded
under
institution
minded under
known
Board of Charities to be
be known
as
as _
----_--____

---- -

-__.-_-___

persons
persons construed as feeble minded, but
not insane ------------------regulations for discipline,
by Board
Board
regulations
discipline, etc.,
etc., by
of Charities
Charities ------------_____
detailed annual statement
statement of
of ememployees, property, etc ---- __-superintendent
superintendent to be appointed
appointed as
as
chief executive
executive officer
officer-----__--sale of farm products,
products, etc., by
by---.-admissions; age limitation
limitation --------_-petition by guardian,
guardian, etc., for;
for; facts
facts
to be included----------__--_included
statement as
statement
as to examination
examination by
by aa
physician;
physician; indorsement by witwitnesses
nesses-------__-.___----___.-proceedings in court; two physicians to
to
examine
examine and certify condition-_
condition__
order directing immediate
immediate custody
custody
may be issued-----------issued
place of detention restricted
restricted ----continuance of hearing; investigacontinuance
investigation of facts before
before making order
jury trial if
demanded --___--_-if demanded
action
action of dismissal or commitment
commitment-_
on delivery
delivery of surety bond
bond to court,
court,
admission as a
a private patient
patient
may be ordered -------------if patient is admitted as aa public
public pareimtient and has an estate, reimbursement may be ordered
bursement
ordered therefrom
-_'_-______
without estate, but has relatives
relatives
legally
legally liable, issue of order to sepayment --.-.----------cure payment
court procedure
procedure ---------------public patients may be changed
changed to
to
private, on executing
executing bond for
for
support, etc .------. ---------
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1125
1125
1125
1125
1125
1125
1125
1125
1125
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1126
1126
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1126
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1135
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1135
1135
1135
1135
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1136
1136
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1137
1137
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1137
1137

1137
1137
1138
1138
1138
1138
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Page.
District Training
District
TrainingSchool, D.
D. C.—Contd.
C.-Contd.
Page.
proceedings to procure discharge
of
discharge of
feeble minded
minded persons --------1138
1138
punishment
for unlawfully
punishment for
unlawfully contriving
contriving
to have a
adjudged feeble
a person
person adjudged
feeble
minded
minded --------------------- 1139
1139
action
before juvenile
court as
as
action if child before
juvenile court
delinquent, appears
as
appears to
to court
court as
feeble minded
1139
feeble
minded----------------1139
court may suspend
person
suspend sentence
sentence if
if person
convicted of
is
of crime, etc.,
etc., is
feeble minded
1139
feeble
minded----------------1139
hearing, etc.,
etc., on petition
petition----------- 1139
1139
transfer
of patient
becoming insane
to
transfer of
patient becoming
insane to
Saint Elizabeths Hospital
Hospital on
on
order of court
1140
court ---------------- 1140
separate docket of feeble
feeble mindedness
mindedness
proceedings to be kept
by Disproceedings
kept by
District Supreme
Supreme Court
1140
Court -_-------.
1140
transfers of feeble minded
Boys or
minded from
from Boys
or
Girls National
Schools..
1140
National Training
Training Schools1140
use
for bona
bona fide
fide District
District resiresiuse of,
of, only for
1140
dents; removal of
of others
others------- 1140
paroles may be granted patients; conetc
1140
ditions, etc------------------1140
service of process, etc., on inmates
inmates only
only
by superintendent,
superintendent, etc.;
etc.; return
return
thereof, etc., effective---------effective
1140
1140
executed by
no contract, etc.,
etc., to
to be
be executed
by aa
patient unless
approved by
unless approved
by order
order
of court ------------------- _ 1140
1140
invalidity of any part not
renot to
to affect
affect remainder of Act--------------Act
1141
1141
inconsistent
laws repealed
1141
inconsistent laws
repealed-----------1141
maintenance of horses and
and wagons
wagons auauthorized from appropriations
appropriations for
for 1323
1323
Dividends
Dividends (see also Revenue
1924),
Revenue Act of
of 1924),
verified
verified returns of payments
payments by corporations of, to be made; de292
tails, etc -------------------292
Dixie
Dixie Highway, New,
New,
appropriation for construction,
construction, etc.,
etc., at
at
489
Camp Knox, Ky
K -------------489
Dixie Power
Power Company,
Company,
preliminary
preliminary permit for project of, on
White River, Ark.,
Ark., may be exextended
96
tended----------------------96
Dobbertin, John
Dobbertin,
John J.,
J.,
appointment authorized
appointment
authorized as marine
marine
gunner, Marine
Marine Corps, and reretired if incapacitated
incapacitated for
active
for active
service ---------------------service
1012
1012
Document Room, House of Representatives,
Document
Representatives,
appropriation for superintendent,
appropriation
superintendent, asassistants, etc
584, 1292
etc_-----------_
584,1292
distribution of unbound copies of docudocuments and reports, limited to
1106
to 500
500 1106
position and pay established
established of
of supersuperintendent, assistants, etc
151
etc-----151
of special employee,
employee, Joel Grayson--Grayson__ _
151
151
Document
Document Room, Senate,
Senate,
appropriation for
for superintendent,
superintendent, asassistants, etc ------------ 579,
1287
579, 1287
positions and pay established
established of superintendent, assistants, etc
147
etc------147
Dog
Dog River,
River, Ala..
Ala.,
preliminary
preliminary examination,
etc., of, modimodiexamination, etc.,
fied
fied---------.------55
Domestic
Domestic Animals,
Animals,
horses,
horses, cattle, etc., straying, etc.,
etc., across
boundary
boundary before May
May 1, 1924,
admitted free of duty if returned
prior to December 31.
1924___31, 1924_____
22
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Domestic Animals—Continued.
Animals-Continued.
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straying across boundary before
before May 1,
1924; duties paid
paid on, returned
March 1,
1, 1923,
be rereafter March
1923, to
to be
funded ---------------------2
2
1, 1925,
before May 1,
1925, admitted free of
duty
before Decemduty if returned
returned before
December 31,
31, 1925 -------.--------.
963
963
duties
duties collected on, after December
Decembe30,
1924, to
963
30, 1924,
to be
be refunded
refunded ------963
Domestic
(see Corporations,
Domestic Corporations
Corporations (see
Corporations,
Domestic).
Domestic).
Dominican
Dominican Republic,
Republic,
appropriation
1015
appropriation for minister to -----.
206, 1015
persons born in, construed
construed as nonquota immigrants
Immigraquota
immigrants in
in Immigration Act
Act--------- ---------- 155
Doorkeeper, House of Representatives,
Doorkeeper,
Representatives,
appropriation for,
special employee,
employee,
appropriation
for, special
messengers, etc
etc------------ 584,
584, 1292
1292
janitors placed under, after
after close of
Congress
583, 1291
Congress-----------------positions and
of special
special
positions
and pay
pay established
established of
employee,
superintendent
superintendent
of
press gallery, etc-------------etc
151
151
messengers, laborers, etc ---------151
151
folding room superintendent,
superintendent, clerks,
151
folders, etc
etc------------------151
pages ----_-----------..----__
-151
document
room
superintendent,
document
superintendent,
assistants, etc
assistants,
etc---------------151
Doorkeeper, Senate
Senate (see Sergeant
Doorkeeper,
Sergeant at Arms
and Doorkeeper,
Doorkeeper, Senate).
Senate).
Dorchester
Dorchester Bay, Mass.,
Mass.,
preliminary examination,
preliminary
examination, etc., of, to
to
made
1191
be made--------------------Dorranceton, Pa.,
Dorranceton,
Pa.,
time extended for bridging North
North Branch
Branch
of Susquehanna
Susquehanna
from
River from
Wilkes-Barre to
173
Wilkes-Barre
to -----------173

Dourine, etc.,
Dourine,
appropriaion
etc. ,
for
for investigating,
investigating, treattreatappropriation
439, 829
439,829
ing, etc -----------------Dove Company, J.
J. Maury,
deficiency
appropriation for payment to..
53
deficiency appropriation
to_
53
Draft,
Draft, Selective,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for registraregistration and selection, expenses_
expenses --__ 62, 761
Drawback,
Drawback, Internal
Internal Revenue,
deficiency
appropriation for allowance_ 58, 761
deficiency appropriation
Drought Resistant
Drought
Resistant Crops,
Crops,
appropriation for
etc
442, 832
832
appropriation
for breeding, etc-----Drought
Droug!t Stricken Areas of New Mexico,
loans authorized to farmers in, to purchase seed, etc.,
etc., for
for planting;
planting;
terms
conditions ---------110
terms and
and conditions
use for designated
designated crops; to
to be
be a
a
prior
thereon
110
lien thereon
------------- 110
prior lien
lien considered
considered sufficient security_
security
110
agencies for, to be designated;
designated; restriction
use
110
striction on
on use--------------110
appropriation for
110
-- -----110
appropriation
for
punishment
punishment for false representations,
representations,
for obtaining -110
____---------Drug,
Drug, etc.,
etc., Plants,
Plants,
appropriation for
investigating diseases
diseases
appropriation
for investigating
of
441,
441, 831
of -----------._---------for physiological
physiological and fermentation
fermentation
investigations, etc.,
etc., of agriculagriculinvestigations,
tural -------------------- -441,
441, 831
tural
Drug
Products, etc.,
Drug Products,
appropriation
for biological
biological investigainvestigaappropriation for
agricultural_ _
tions, etc.,
etc., of
of agricultural---446, 837
837
Drugs, Adulterated,
Adulterated, etc., D.
Drugs,
D. C.,
C..
annronriatirn
appropriation
detecting
t------I -*"*" for dlpteting
-*,,„„ ».^- -------

563.
1237
563,
------
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Drugs, etc.,
Page.
Page.
Drugs,
etc.,
appropriationfor
appropriation.for investigating
investigating adulterations, false branding,
etc., of..
837
branding, etc.,
of_ 447,
447, 837
Dry
Farming,
Dry Land
Land Farming,
appropriation
improving methods
appropriation for improving
of
832
of------------------------- 442,
442, 832
Duchesne County, Utah,
Utah,
appropriation for aid to public schools
408, 1158
in, from
from Indian funds ----1158
Dues, Club, etc.,
internal revenue
revenue tax on, exceeding
$10_
321
internal
exceeding $10321
Duluth, Minn.,
Duluth,
bridge authorized
authorized across Saint Louis
Louis
Wis., to
River, from
from Superior,
Superior, Wis.,
to-- 1095
1095
purchase
of,
after
completion
by
purchase of, after completion by
Superior and,
authorized; terms,
terms,
Superior
and, authorized;
etc-------------- ----.---etc
_ 1095
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
preliminary
etc., of,
of, harbor to be made--------------made
1195
1195
Duplication
Duplicationof Offices,
Offices,
restriction on, not applicable
restriction
applicable to retired
retired
enlisted men of Army,
Army, Navy,
enlisted
Navy, etc.
etc.
245
officers, retired for injuries,
injuries, etc.,
etc., in
in
line of duty
245
duty ----------------245
Dupre,
Representative in
in
Dupre, H. Garland,
Garland,late
late aa Representative
Congress,
Congress,
deficiency
appropriation for pay to
to
deficiency appropriation
mother of
33
of-------------------- 33
Duquesne, Pa.,
Duquesne,
Pa.,
bridge authorized
authorized across
across Monongahela
Monongahela
McKeesport to --997
River from McKeesport
Durango,
Durango, Colo.,
Colo.,
terms of court at ------------------243
terms
"During the Session,"
"During
585
to mean 121 days ------------------585
days
1293
to mean 206 days-----------------Duwamish
Duwamish Waterway,
Waterway, Wash.,
improvement
Harbor, auimprovement of, Seattle Harbor,
thorized
1189
thorized--------------------1189
preliminary examination,
etc., of, to be
examination, etc.,
be
made,
__ 1196
1196
Harbor, Wash_
Wash--made, Seattle
Seattle Harbor,
E.
E.
E
E Street
Street NW., D. C.,
appropriation for
widening and repairfor widening
appropriation
Thirteenth Streets;
ing, Fifth to Thirteenth
from gasoline-tax
gasoline-tax fund
from
fund--------E
E Street
Street SE., D. C.,
appropriation for
for paving,
Eightetc., Eightpaving, etc.,
appropriation
eenth to Nineteenth
eenth
Nineteenth Streets;
from
gasoline-tax
fund
from gasoline-tax
-------Earl,
Y. Charles,
Charles,
Earl, Y.
purchase of
Alabama by,
aupurchase
of lands
lands in
in Alabama
by, authorized -------------------thorized
Earned
Earned Income,
Income,
allowed for,
for, in
normal
credit allowed
in computing
computing normal
income tax -----------------Earthquakes,
Earthquakes,
appropriation for
surveys, etc.,
in
etc., in
for surveys,
appropriation
regions subject
subject to---------to
235,
investigation,
etc.,
of,
authorized
by
investigation, etc., of, authorized by
Coast and
Survey --Coast
and Geodetic
Geodetic Survey
East
East Asiatic
Asiatic Company
Company (Incorporated),
(Incorporated),
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for refund
refund of
of
fines
fines to
to --------------------East
Chicago, Ind.,
East Chicago,
Grand Calubridge authorized
authorized across
across Grand
met River,
River, between
Hammond
met
between Hammond
and
and -----------------------East
Grand Forks,
Forks, Minn.,
Minn.,
East Grand
time extended
for damming
Red River
damming Red
River
time
extended for
to Grand
Grand Forks,
Forks,
of the
the North
North by.
b-. to
N. Dal
Dak- ---------------------

1224
1224

1225
1225
812
812
264
1045
1045
802
802
45
45

1215
1215

998
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East
Mich.,
P150.
Page.
East Lansing,
Lansing, Mich.,
exchange
Weather Bureau
Bureau building
building
exchange of
of Weather
site at, for
for lands
lands transferred
transferred
Michigan ----------1097
from Michigan
- 1097
payment
addition ------------1098
payment in addition
1098
erection
etc., on
erection of
of building, etc.,
on acacquired site-----.-----1098
quired
_----1098
East Pearl
East
Pearl River, La. and
and Miss.,
Miss.,
preliminary
examination, etc.,
of, to
preliminary examination,
etc., of,
to be
be
made ---------------------1194
1194
East
Y.,
East Rockaway
Rockaway Inlet, N.
N. Y.,
preliminary examination,
preliminary
examination, etc., of, to be
made ----------------1192
made
_---1192
Eastern
Eastern Avenue NE., D. C.,
appropriation for
of
appropriation
for grading,
grading, south
south of
548
Monroe Street
Street------------ --548
Eastern
Eastern Band
Band of Cherokee
Cherokee Indians,
Indians, N.
N. C.,
C.,
disposition of
of
376
final disposition
of affairs
affairs of---------376
Eastern Dispensary
Casualty Hospital,
Eastern
Dispensaryand Casualty
Hospital,
D.
D. C.,
C.,
appropriation for
for care
of indigent
appropriation
care of
indigent papatients ------------------- 568,
568, 1242
1242
tients
deficiency
appropriation
for
1322
deficiency appropriation for ------- - 1322
Eckstein, Fred
Fred A.,
Eckstein,
A.,
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for services___
services
672
Eclipse of
Eclipse
of the Sun, 1926,
appropriation
appropriation for
for expenses,
expenses, observation
observation
of
869
of------------------------869
Ecuador,
Ecuador,
appropriation for minister
to
206,
appropriation
minister to-----206, 1015
S. C.,
C.
Eddy Lake, S.
804
bridge authorized
authorized across
across Bull
Bull Creek
Creek at..
at804
Edenton, N.
Edenton,
N. C.,
bridge authorized across Chowan
Chowan River,
bridge
River,
at-------------------------- 1128
at
1128
preliminary examination,
etc., of,
of, harpreliminary
examination, etc.,
har1193
bor to be made
made--------------1193
Edgartown,
Edgartown, Mass.,
Mass.,
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., of,
of, harpreliminary
harmade ------------bor to be made
1191
Editorial
Distribution Work Office,
Editorial and
and Distribution
Office,
Department
Department of Agriculture,
Agriculture,
appropriation for salaries ---- _---_
433,
823
433, 823
for general
general expenses ---------433,
433, 823
Education
Interior Department,
Department,
Education Bureau,
Bureau, Interior
appropriation for Commissioner,
Commissioner, and
and
appropriation
office personnel-------.--personnel
426, 1179
-426,
general expenses --------- -426,
for general
426, 1179
1179
expenses ---------- 426,
1179
for traveling expenses
426, 1179
1179
for books, etc ---------------- 426
426, 1179
for collecting statistics, etc
etc------ 426,
426, 1180
1180
industrial education,
for rural and
and industrial
education,
school hygiene ----------- 426, 1180
for elementary
elementary and secondary schools,
--etc ----------------426, 1180
for kindergarten
kindergarten education-----education
426, 1180
1180
education in Alaska, under
for education
under supervision of Commissioner
Commissione ---426, 1180
1180
for medical
medical relief in Alaska ----427,
427, 1180
1180
for reindeer for Alaska,
Alaska, sales,
sales, etc_ 427, 1181
for education
education in Alaska, additional,
additional,
1925 -------------------- -709
for medical relief in Alaska, additional, 1925 ---------------709
for reindeer
reindeer in Alaska, additional,
1925 ----------------------709
7119
for investigating
investigating rural and industrial
industrial
education, additional,
additional, 1925 _-709
709
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for education
education
of Alaska natives
natives------------- 43, 56
56
for library
library --------------------56
56
exhibit for Seville Exposition to be
prepared by
1257
by----------------1257

Education
Department—
Education Bureau,
Bureau, Interior
Interior DepartmentContinued.
unoccupied
unoccupied buildings
buildings in Alaska
Alaska transtransferred
schools,
ferred to, for industrial
industrial schools,
hospitals,
etc., for
hospitals, etc.,
for aboriginal
aboriginal
natives
natives ------------------Education,
Commissioner
of,
Education, Commissioner of,
appropriation for
for ---.--.------appropriation
_ 426,
426,
for traveling
traveling expenses
expenses -------426,
426,
Educational, Religious, etc., EntertainEducational,
Entertainments,
ments,
exempt
from admission
tax
exempt from
admission tax----------Efficiency Bureau,
Efficiency
Bureau,
appropriation for Chief
Chief of,
office perappropriation
of, office
personnel, and expenses------expenses
522,
522,
for printing and binding
binding for----for
522,
522,
auditing of Shipping
Shipping Board
Board accounts
auditing
accounts
through, directed
531,
through,
directed --------- 531,
Egypt,
Egypt,
appropriation for minister
to
206,
appropriation
minister to-----206,
expenses of
of American
American prisoners,
prisoners,
for expenses
etc., in
215,
etc.,
in ------------------ 215,
Circuit,
Eighth Judicial
Judicial Circuit,
additional circuit
judges to
two additional
circuit judges
to be
appointed for ---------------appointed
Eighth Street NW.,
NW., D. C.,
Eighth
appropriation for
for paving,
to
appropriation
paving, Butternut
Butternut to
Cedar Streets
Streets ------------for paving, Crittenden
Crittenden to
Decatur
for
to Decatur
Streets
Streets---------------------Ingraham to
Jefferson
for paving, Ingraham
to Jefferson
Streets ---------------------Streets
Avenue to
for paving, Florida Avenue
to Barry
Place--------------------for paving, Hamilton to Ingraham
Ingraham
Streets
Streets
.
...---E
for paving, etc., Market
Market Space to E
gasoline-tax fund__
fund
Street; from gasoline-tax
Dorado, Ark.,
El Dorado,
exchange of part
part of Federal building
building
with city for street
street pursite, with
poses
poses-----------------------terms of
of court
court at
terms
at-----------------Shrine Order,
Order,
El Mina
Mina Temple,
Temple, Mystic Shrine
use Fort
Fort Crockett
buildings durmay use
Crockett buildings
Order in Galing convention
convention of Order
Galveston, Tex -----------------veston,
bond required,
bond
required, etc
etc---------------El Paso
Juarez Traction
Traction Company,
Company,
Paso and
and Juarez
bridge authorized
across Rio Grande
Grande at
at
bridge
authorized across
El Paso, by El Paso Electric
Railway Company
and
Company and-------El
El Paso
Paso Electric
Electric Railway Company,
bridge authorized
authorized across
bridge
across Rio Grawie,
Grawde,
Juarez Traction
Traction
by El Paso and Juarez
Company
and
Company and---------------El Paso,
Tex.,
Paso, Tex.,
bridge
bridge authorized
authorized across
across Rio Grande,
at -------------------------Elbert
Elbert County, Ga.,
Ga.,
bridge
bridge authorized
authorized across Savannah
Savannah
River, between Abbeville
River,
Abbeville County,
S.
S. C.,
C., and
and ------.---------Elberton,
Elberton, Ga.,
Ga.,
bridge authorized
across Savannah
authorized across
Savannah
River, between
Iva, S. C.,
C., and__
and.
River,
between Iva,
Eldorado National
National Forest,
Eldorado
Forest, Calif.,
exchange
exchange of lands
lands with private
private owners
for addition
addition to---------------to
Elections,
Elections, Congressional,
Congressional,
provisions of Federal
Federal Corrupt Practices
Act,, 1925------------1925
Act.
- --- ----------------- -----
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978
978
1179
1179
1179
1179
321
321
1200
1200
1200
1200
1209
1209
1015
1015
1025
1025
1116
1116
547
547

546
547
1223
1223
1223
1223
1226
1226

809
809
949
949

113
113
113
113

44

44
44

1266
1266

803
953
1070
1070
--.-

INDEX.
and Vice Page.
Electoral Vote
for President
President and
PageVote for
Electoral
President,
President,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for mileage
mileage to
to
deficiency
State messengers
753
_ 753
with the
the ---messengers with
State
for publishing
publishing State
756
of -__ 756
certificates of_
State certificates
for
Electric
Cars, Postal
Postal Service,
Service,
Electric Cars,
appropriation for
transportation
mail transportation
for mail
appropriation
by
87,
87, 786
786
by---------------------deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for mail
mail transtransdeficiency
1338
portation by
763, 1338
by --------- 63, 763,
portation
Electric
Plants, Army,
Army,
Electric Plants,
appropriation for
for installation
installation of,
searchof, searchappropriation
911
lights,
etc., seacoast
defenses- 496, 911
seacoast defenses_
lights, etc.,
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
searchlights,
of, searchlights,
etc., of,
for
etc.,
seacoast defenses
496, 912
912
defenses----- 496,
etc., seacoast
for
of, Hawaii
Hawaii fortificafortificainstallation of,
for installation
tions
496, 912
tions---------------------of, searchfor
etc., of,
searchfor maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
.lights,
etc., insular
possessions_ 497,
912
497, 912
insular possessionslights, etc.,
for
etc.,
searchlights, etc.,
of, searchlights,
for installation
installation of,
497, 912
Panama
Canal------------- 497,
Panama Canal
for
maintenance of,
searchlights, etc.,
etc.,
of, searchlights,
for maintenance
Panama Canal
497,
497, 912
Canal -----------Panama
Electric Street
Street Railways,
Railways,
Electric
provision
inspection of
of locomotive
locomotive
for inspection
provision for
659
boilers,
not applicable
to__
659
applicable to-etc., not
boilers, etc.,
unless part
part of
of aa general
general railroad syssysunless
tem
659
659
tem ----------------------Electrical Communications,
Inter-AmeriCommunications, Inter-AmeriElectrical
can Committee
on,
Committee on,
can
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for cost
cost of
deficiency
representation at
at meeting
meeting ----170
170
representation
112
delegates to, etc---sum authorized
authorized for
for delegates
etc_...
112
sum
Electrical Department,
Department, D.
D. C.,
Electrical
552, 1229
appropriations for
salaries
for salaries-------appropriations
1229
for supplies,
supplies, contingent
expenses._ 552, 1229
contingent expenses_
for
for placing
underground__ _ 552,
552, 1229
1229
wires underground___
placing wires
for
system-_ 553, 1229
for extending
extending police
police patrol
patrol system
for
for altering
equipment, etc.,
etc., in
speciin specialtering equipment,
for
553
fied
precincts ----------553
police precincts
fied police
553, 1229
for lighting
expenses ----------553,
1229
lighting expenses
for
for
1230
553, 1230
- 553,
system _
alarm system_
fire alarm
extending fire
for extending
for
to underground
cable
underground cable
additions to
for additions
system
553,
1230
system----------------- - 553, 1230
Electrical
etc., Army,
Army,
Plants, etc.,
Electrical Plants,
appropriation
for maintenance,
etc__ 490,
490, 905
905
maintenance, etc_appropriation for
Electrocution,
C.,
D. C.
Electrocution, D.
prescribed for
for capital
capital punishment
by..
798
798
punishment byprescribed
Elementary, etc.,
etc., Education,
Education,
Elementary,
appropriation for
for investigation
inof, ininvestigation of,
appropriation
cluding
426, 1180
1180
schools------- 426,
night schools
cluding night
Eleventh
C.,
D. C.,
SE., D.
Place SE.,
Eleventh Place
appropriation for
for grading,
grading, Savannah
Savannah
appropriation
Street
to Alabama
Alabama Avenue
547
547
Avenue ---Street to
Eleventh
NW., D. C.,
Eleventh Street NW.,
appropriation for
etc., E
E to
G
to G
paving, etc.,
for paving,
appropriation
1225
Streets; from
from gasoline-tax
gasoline-tax fund
fund - 1225
Streets;
Eleventh
Street SE.,
D. C.,
SE., D.
Eleventh Street
appropriation for
paving, Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
for paving,
appropriation
Avenue to
Bridge;
Anacostia Bridge;
to Anacostia
Avenue
549
from
gasoline-tax
fund
fund-------from gasoline-tax
Elizabeth
City, N.
N. C.,
C.,
Elizabeth City,
661
terms of
of court
at-------------------court at
terms
J.,
Elizabeth, N.
N. .1.,
Elizabeth,
bridge
authorized across
across Arthur
Kill,
Arthur Kill,
bridge authorized
to
Howland Hook.
Hook, Staten Island,
to Howland
1094
from ----------------------1094
from
Elizabeth River,
River, N.
C.,
N. C.,
Elizabeth
preliminary examination.
be
to be
of, to
etc., of,
examination, etc.,
preliminary
made
1193
made--------------------Elizabeth
Va.,
River, Va.,
Elizabeth River,
improvement of
channels, Norfolk
Norfolk Harof channels,
improvement
bor, authorized
1186
1186
authorized--------------bor,
preliminary
examination, etc.,
be
be
to
etc., - to
preliminary examination,
channel --1193
made
., of western channel
-
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Elk
River, Md.,
Md.,
Page.
Elk River,
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., of, to be
preliminary
made --------------------1192
1192
made
Y.,
Ellis
Station, N.
N. Y.,
Immigrant Station,
Island Immigrant
Ellis Island
appropriation for
of hospital
hospital
operation of
for operation
appropriation
by
Public Health
Health Service;
reimService; reimby Public
bursement
Immigration
from Immigration
bursement from
Service funds
75,
775
75, 775
funds ----------Service
for
improvements, etc
etc -----------240
240
for improvements,
for
repairs to
to ferry
ferry boat-----------boat
1050
1050
for repairs
deficiency
appropriation for
for improveimprovedeficiency appropriation
45, 760
ments,
760
etc----------------- 45,
ments, etc
Ellsworth, Me.,
Me.,
Ellsworth,
appropriation
for public
public building
building ---777
777
appropriation for
Embassies,
Embassies,
appropriation for
for clerks
clerks at
1016
at-------- 206, 1016
appropriation
207
for
to designated
designated -----207
interpreters to
for interpreters
deficiency
for clerks
clerks at
57
57
at appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
Emergencies, Foreign
Foreign Service,
Service,
Emergencies,
appropriation
for unforeseen-----unforeseen
209, 1018
1018
209,
appropriation for
-deficiency
for
760
appropriation for------deficiency appropriation
Emergency Fleet
Fleet Corporation
Corporation (see
(see also
also
Emergency
Shipping Board,
Board, United
United States),
States),
Shipping
appropriation
expenses of,
of, from
from
for expenses
appropriation for
emergency
shipping
fund__
530, 1209
1209
530,
emergency shipping fund -Emergency
Fund,
D.
C.,
Emergency Fund, D. C.,
1222
appropriation
for
545,
545,
appropriation for --------------Emergency Fund,
Fund, D.
Water Service,
Service,
C., Water
D. C.,
Emergency
appropriation for
for -------------575, 1248
1248
575,
appropriation
Emergency Hospital,
Hospital, D.
D. C.,
Emergency
appropriation for
for care
care of
of indigent
indigent papaappropriation
tients
568, 1242
568,
tients-----------------deficiency appropriation
appropriation for care
care of indeficiency
digent patients
678, 1322
1322
patients------------ 678,
digent
ShipEmergency
Fund (see
(see also ShipShipping Fund
Emergency Shipping
ping Board,
United States),
States),
Board, United
ping
appropriation for
for expenses
expenses of Fleet
Fleet Corappropriation
poration payable
payable from-----from
530, 1209
poration
sources designated
designated ----------- 530, 1209
sources
Emerson Street
Street NW.,
NW., D.
D. C.,
C.,
Emerson
appropriation
for paving,
paving, Georgia
AveGeorgia Aveappropriation for
nue
to Ninth
Ninth Street----------Street
546
nue to
for
to Illinois
Illinois
Street to
Ninth Street
paving, Ninth
for paving,
1223
Avenue
Avenue ------------------Employees' Associations,
Associations, etc.,
Employees'
282
tax---------- --exempt from income
income tax
exempt
Employees' Compensation
Compensation Commission,
Employees'
appropriation
for Commissioners,
Commissioners, and
appropriation for
office
524,
524, 1201
personnel ------.office personnel
for contingent
expenses -------- 524, 1201
contingent expenses
for
for printing
printing and
and binding
binding for --524, 1202
for
for allowances
allowances from
from compensation
compensation
for
fund
524, 1202
fund------------------deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
contingent
for contingent
deficiency
60, 1316
expenses
1316
expenses ----------------receive
personnel of
of Naval
Naval Reserve
Reserve to
to receive
personnel
benefits from,
from, when
when injured
while
injured while
benefits
performing active
active duty
duty in
in time
time of
of
performing
1084
peace -------------------peace
Employees'
Compensation Fund,
Fund,
Employees' Compensation
appropriation for
for payments
payments from_from__ 524, 1202
appropriation
Employees'
Compensation Fund,
Fund, D.
D. C.,
Employees' Compensation
appropriation for
for paying
awards, etc_
542, 1219
1219
etc- 542,
payingawards,
appropriation
deficiency
for paying
paying
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
1318
awards, etc-----------------etc
awards,
Employees, Government
Government (see Government
Government
Employees,
Employees).
Employees).
Employment
Service, D.
D. C.,
C.,
Employment Service,
appropriation
for maintenance,
maintenance, etcetc_ 545, 1222
1222
appropriation for
Employment Service,
Service, Department
Department of Labor,
Labor,
Employment
appropriation for
fostering, etc.,
etc., welfare
for fostering,
appropriation
of wage
wage earners,
earners, etc------etc
242, 1051
1051
242,
of
objects
designated
242, 1051
1051
objects designated-------- -- 242,
709
for, additional,
1925 -------------additional, 1925
for,
emerdeficiency
appropriation for
for war
war emerdeficiency appropriation
57, 700
gency -------------------57,700
gency
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Encampments
and Maneuvers,
Maneuvers, Organized
Page.
Organized PageEncampments and
Militia,
Militia,
deficiency appropriation
63
63
appropriation for ---------deficiency
balances
covered
appropriations for, covered
balances of appropriations
935
935
in ------------------------Engineer Commissioner's
Commissioner's Office, D.
D. C.,
Engineer
appropriation
office personnel_
personnel_ _
__ 541,
541, 1218
1218
for office
appropriation for
central garage-------------garage
541, 1218
for central
Engineer
Engineer
Corps, Army
Army (see also Engineer
Engineer Corps,
Department, Army),
Army),
commissioned officer of, to serve on comcommissioned
mission to inspect, etc., Virginia
Civil War battle fields
fields--------646
details of officers authorized
authorized from, for
work on Arlington Memorial
Bridge
975
975
Bridge----------------------Engineer
Army,
Engineer Department,
Department, Army,
appropriation
expenses of depots_
910
depots- 495, 910
appropriation for expenses
maintenance of Engineer
Engineer School
910
for maintenance
School 495, 910
tuitionof
technical
tuitionof studentofficersat
studentofficersattechnical
910
etc------------- 495, 910
institutions, etc
travel
expenses of officers forinstrucfor instructravelexpenses
tion ---------------------- 495, 910
910
troops
495, 911
911
for equipment of troops--------911
for civilian assistants ----------- 495, 911
operations in the field
_
46,
91
496, 911
field------for operations
allowance
purchase of options
allowance for purchase
materials
496, 911
91
for materials-------------temporary
construction for traintemporary construction
only
496,
91
ing only---------------496, 911
for military
military surveys
91
496, 911
and maps__
maps --- __ 496,
surveys and
for
assistance of other Government
Government
assistance
agencies -----------------91 1
496, 911
agencies
for
fortification expenses,
seacoast deexpenses, seacoast
for fortification
fenses, United States-------States
91 1
496, 911
for
fortification expenses,
expenses, insular posfor fortification
91 2
sessions ------------------- 496, 912
for fortification
Panama
fortification expenses, Panama
9122
Canal -------------------- 497, 91
for civilian personnel, Office of Chief
Chief
of Engineers
Engineers ------------497, 91
9122
draftsmen, etc
draftsmen,
etc---------------- 497, 91
9122
for public buildings and grounds,
District of Columbia ------- 514, 929
929
for river and harbor improvements
930
improvements 515, 930
for survey of Northern and Northwestern Lakes, etc
930
etc---------- 515, 930
for preventing
deposits,
preventing injurious deposits,
New York Harbor --------- 516, 930
930
examinations, surveys, etc., of
for examinations,
authorized
projects--------516, 930
930
authorized projects
516,
for continuing work on Dam No. 2,
Muscle Shoals,
Shoals, Tennessee River,
516,930
Ala --------------------- 516,930
contracts authorized
930
contracts
authorized ---------- 516, 930
control, Mississippi
Mississippi River_ 516, 930
930
for flood control,
for flood control,
control, Sacramento
Sacramento River,
930
- 516, 930
Calif --------_--------additional,
for expenses of depots, additional,
1925
711
1925-----------------------engineer schools, additional,
additional, 1925_
711
711
1925for engineer
for equipment of troops, additional,
1925
711
1925-----------------------assistants, etc.,
etc., additional,
for civilian assistants,
711
1925 ----------------------1925
for operations in the field, additional,
1925
711
711
1925-----------------------for surveys
surveys and maps, additional,
711
1925 ------------------------for fortification
fortification expenses, additional,
711
-1925 -------------------grounds,
for public buildings and grounds,
District of Columbia, additional,
additional,
1925 --------------------- 712
712
for roads, bridges, etc., Alaska,
Alaska, addiadditional.
.
712
- -.
tional, 1925
- __

-- - -----I----------------------
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Engineer Department,
Army-Continued.
Page.
Engineer
Department, Army-Continued.
appropriation
rivers and harbors,
appropriation for rivers
additional, 1925-------------1925
712
712
additional,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for paying
paying
deficiency
claims for damages, rivers
rivers and
and
claims
harbors
1345
harbors------------------52, 1345
field__59,
_59, 62, 699, 762
for operations
operations in the field
Washington, D.
D C
59
59
C-----for school, Washington,
for surveys, etc., for flood control of
696
designated
rivers
696
designated rivers------------etc., Alaska
699
for roads, bridges, etc.,
Alaska----699
Muscle Shoals in
in
for work on Muscle
Tennessee
757
757
Tennessee River
River-------------engineer equipment
762
troops --__ 762
equipment of troops_
for engineer
for fortification
fortification expenses
762
expenses---------for increase
increase of compensation,
compensation, rivers
and harbors-----------------harbors
762
762
for survey, etc.,
etc., northern and
and northnorth762
western lakes----------------lakes
762
for DeWitt
DeWitt and
and Shobe,
Shobe, river
river and
and
1345
1345
harbor work
work ---------------mileage, etc., allowances
allowances to officers,
officers, on
mileage,
1191
river and harbor
harbor improvementsimprovements_
1191
river
payments by disbursing
disbursing officers for
for
payments
excess work on holidays, legallegalexcess
1191
ized
ized------------------------credit
in accounts
accounts for,
for, ordered
ordered ---credit in

1191
1191

Engineer School, D. C., Army,
Engineer
Army,
appropriation for equipment,
equipment, mainmainappropriation
tenance, etc
etc --------------495, 910
tenance,
Engineering Exercises,
Exercises, Navy,
Engineering
Navy,
appropriation for prizes, etc865
186,
186,865
-_---appropriation
Engineering
Station, Naval
Experiment Station,
Engineering Experiment
Academy,
appropriation for investigation,
etc.,
investigation, etc.,
appropriation
expenses870
1
91, 870
191,
expenses-----------------England
Great Britain).
England (see Great
English,
Judge George IV.,
W.,
English, Judge
subcommittee
Judiciary Comsubcommittee of House Judiciary
inquire into
mittee directed to inquire
official conduct of, eastern
eastern disofficial
1258
------------trict of Illinois 1258
to
report whether
whether guilty of acts reto report
quiring interposition
constituquiring
interposition of constitutional
of the
House.... __ 1258
1258
powers of
the House---tional powers

power conferred
hold meetings,
meetings,
conferred to hold
power
send
for persons
papers, adsend for
persons and papers,
1258
minister oaths,
oaths, etc-----------etc1258
to report
report to Sixty-ninth
Sixty-ninth Congress
1259
Congress-- 1259
authorized to employ
employ assistance,
assistance, etcetc_
1259
1259
authorized
payment of expenses from
from House
payment
contingent fund; limit-------limit
1259
1259
contingent
Engraving and Printing
Bureau, Treasury
Treasury
Printing Bureau,
Engraving
Department,
Department,
appropriation
and office
office
for Director,
Director, and
appropriation for
personnel
personnel------------------- 73, 773
work authorized
authorized for fiscal year
year
1926 --------------_----73, 773
exceptions --------- 73, 773
for employees;
employees; exceptions
wages of plate printers, etc_--etc
74, 773
for wages
materials, etc --------------for materials,
74, 773
proceeds from work______
work
use of proceeds
74, 773
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for compensadeficiency
compensaof employees
employees --------- 51,
51, 62, 1342
1342
tion of
for wages of plate printers,
etc_--__ _ 51, 1343
1343
printers, etc
for plate printing
printing --- _--_--------58

for
etc - 58, 761,
761, 1343,
1
13
34
52
3
58,
1343, 1352
for materials,
materials, etc
for new machinery,
machinery, etc ----------- 1343
additional work authorized
authorized for fiscal
year,
1925
1342
year, 1925-----------------Major Wallace
Wallace W. Kirby,
Kirby,
detail of Major
Army, as Director, authorized
Army,
authorized
for six months
months.. .--------------- 252
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Engraving and
and Printing
Treasury
Page.
rage.
Bureau, Treasury
Printing Bureau,
Engraving
Department-Continued.
Department-Continued.
opium
increased,
number
of
sheets
increased,
opium
sheets
number of
stamps,
orders and
tax stamps,
special tax
and special
orders
1925
51
1925-----------------------Enid,
Okla.,
Enid, Okla.,
terms of
of court
court at
at ---------------- 388, 946
terms
Enlisted Men,
Men, Army,
Army,
Enlisted
appropriation for
for pay
pay ------------- 481, 896
appropriation
numerical
strength authorized-_
authorized
481, 896
numerical strength
minors
enlisting after
after July 1, 1925,
minors enlisting
etc.,
without
consent of
of parent,
parent, etc.,
without consent
896
may
discharged ---------be discharged
may be
for
increase; limit
481, 896
limit------ 481,896
aviation increase;
for aviation
for
Philippine Scouts
481, 896
Scouts------------ 481,
for Philippine
for
longevity pay
481, 896
pay--------------- 481,
for longevity
for
retired
481, 896
for retired--------------------for retired,
duty
481,
896
481,896
active duty-----on active
retired, on
for
482,897
for interest
interest on
on deposits
897
of------- 482,
deposits of
for
for transportation
transportation of dependents
dependents
for
486, 901
of
486,
of------------------- 511, 926
for disposition
of remians
remians of, etc-etc
926
disposition of
for
addifor
of remains
remains of,
of, addidisposition of
for disposition
tional,
712
1925---------------tional, 1925
deficiency
appropriation for extra duty
deficiency appropriation
pay,
at headquarters,
headquarters, etc__
etc-- 59, 63, 761
pay, at
for
of
59,
remains of------of remains
disposition of
for disposition
63, 699,
701, 762,
762, 1350
1350
699, 701,
63,
percentage
of grades
prescribed, modigrades prescribed,
percentage of
470
fied
fied------------------------retired,
excepted from
from restriction
restriction on
retired, excepted
245
holding two
two offices
offices ----------holding
who served
served as
officers
commissioned officers
as commissioned
who
of
in World
to have
have pay
pay of
War,, to
World War
in
472
retired
warrant officers
472
officers------retired warrant
Enlisted Men,
Men, Marine
Marine Corps,
Corps,
Enlisted
appropriation for
for pay,
pay, active and Class
appropriation
202,
One
Marine Corps
ReCorps ReFleet Marine
One Fleet
serve
879
serve----------------------for allowance
lodging and subfor lodging
allowance for
for
sistence
202, 879
sistence-------------------for retired
retired--------------------- 202, 879
for
for
transporting, etc.,
etc., remains
of.- -___ 196,
remains of
for transporting,
203, 875,
880
875, 880
203,
on
retired,
excepted from
restriction on
from restriction
retired, excepted
245
holding two
two offices
offices ----------holding
who served
as commissioned
officers
commissioned officers
served as
who
of
in World
World War,
to have
have pay
pay of
War, to
in
retired warrant
warrant officers
officers -------472
retired
Enlisted
Navy,
Men, Navy,
Enlisted Men,
transportation and
appropriation
and
for transportation
appropriation for
ensubsistence on
discharge, enon discharge,
subsistence
186, 865
listment, etc--------------etc
listment,
transporting dependents
dependents of
186, 865
865
of _
- -___ 186,
transporting
for recreation
for ------------- 186, 865
recreation for
for
193, 872
for pay,
retired --------------pay, retired
for
for extra
extra pay
on reenlistment
reenlistment --193, 872
872
193,
pay on
for
193, 872
for
interest on
deposits
on deposits---------for interest
193, 872
for
of
pay of------------------for pay
193, 872
for
death gratuity-------------gratuity
--:
for death
for
etc., remains
remains of...
of__ 197, 875
transporting, etc.,
for transporting,
discharge
minors enlisted
enlisted
of minors
permitted of
discharge permitted
without consent
consent of
of parents,
parents, etc.,
etc.,
without
on requests
requests therefor
194
therefor---------on
restriction on
retired,
from restriction
excepted from
retired, excepted
245
holding two
offices
two offices----------holding
who
served as
commissioned officers
officers
as commissioned
who served
in World
have pay of
to have
War, to
World War,
in
472
retired warrant
officers
warrant officers-------retired
Army,
Enlisted Reserve
Reserve Corps,
Corps, Army,
Enlisted
etc---------- 506, 921
appropriation for
for pay,
pay, etc
appropriation
members injured in aerial flights while
members
training, etc.,
have hospital
hospital
to have
etc., to
training,
365
etc ---------treatment, pay,
pay, etc
treatment,
transportation
home
upon
terminaterminatransportation home upon
365
------ ~ - 365
-f
+
tion
of
-ui-.- -l_------------------------

-I

___f
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Enlisted
Army-Continued.
Enlisted Reserve
Reserve Corps,
Corps, Army-ra
members injured,
injured, allowance
allowance if disamembers
over six months.--bility lasts
months_ __ _
365
lasts over
bility
validatedprevious
payments for,
for, validated_
365
previous payments
365
burial
etc., in
in case
case of death_
expenses, etc.,
burial expenses,
Enlistments, Navy,
Navy,
Enlistments,
1276
periods
of, established
1276
established-------------periods of,
minors
enlisting without
written conconwithout written
minors enlisting
sent of
parent may
be discharged
discharged
may be
of parent
sent
on application
1276
application---------------on
Entertainment, Places
Places of,
Entertainment,
320
to_internal
revenue tax
on admissions
admissions to.._
320
tax on
internal revenue
Entertainments,
Educational,
Religious, Educational,
Entertainments, Religious,
Charitable,
etc.,
Charitable,etc.,
tax---------exempt
admission tax
321
from admission
exempt from
Entomology Bureau,
Department of AgriBureau, Department
Entomology
culture,
culture,
appropriation
Chief of
of Bureau,
Bureau, and
for Chief
appropriation for
office
and field
field personnel_
___ 448, 838
personnel---office and
for
investigating insects
affecting
insects affecting
for investigating
fruits,
forage, etc _ 448, 839
839
cereals, forage,etcnuts, cereals,
fruits, nuts,
cooperation with
Federal HorticulHorticulwith Federal
cooperation
448
•
tural Board
Board-----------------*tural
Hessian
grasshopper, alfalfa
alfalfa
fly, grasshopper,
Hessian fly,
448, 839
weevil,
and chinch
chinch bug -weevil, and
for southern
southern field
field crop
insects; forests;
forests;
crop insects;
for
truck crops;
culture
449, 839
bee culture-----crops; bee
truck
for citrus
citrus fruit,
etc., insects-----insects
449, 839
fruit, etc.,
for
and other fruit flies;
Mediterranean
Mediterranean and
839
449, 839
camphor
_
449,
scale-------------camphor scale
for
miscellaneous insects-------insects
449, 839
for miscellaneous
for
investigating insects
insects affecting
affecting
for investigating
health
etc _ 449, 839
animals, etcand animals,
of man
man and
health of
449, 839
for
administrative expenses
expenses------ 449,
for administrative
for
of moths--moths
449, 839
839
449,
spread of
preventing spread
for preventing
quarantine districts
to be maindistricts to
quarantine
with
tained
in
cooperation
cooperation
in
tained
449, 840
States,
etc
840
States, etc---------------for emergency
emergency eradication
eradication of Eurofor
pean
corn borer;
borer; local, etc., conconpean corn
tributions
449, 840
tributions----------------for
emergency eradication,
etc., of
of
eradication, etc.,
for emergency
840
Mexican bean
bean beetle------beetle
450,
450, 840
Mexican
for
emergency control,
control, etc., of Jafor emergency
panese
840
beetle----------------panese beetle
for
salaries, additional,
1925
705
additional, 1925------for salaries,
1925-_ 705
for
additional, 1925
expenses, additional,
general expenses,
for general
moths, adfor preventing
preventing spread
spread of
of moths,
for
705
ditional, 1925
1925 --------.----- ditional,
corn
for eradication
eradication of
European corn
of European
for
705
borer, additional,
additional, 1925
1925 -------borer,
for preventing
spread of
of Mexican
Mexican
preventing spread
for
bean
beetle, additional,
additional, 1925-1925.... _ 705
bean beetle,
for preventing
deficiency
appropriation for
preventing
deficiency appropriation
spread of
moths
39
of moths-------------spread
for general
general expenses
expenses --------------55
for
PleniMinisters Pleniand Ministers
Extraordinaryand
Envoys
Envoys Extraordinary
potentiary,
potentiary,
appropriation for
206, 1015
for --------------appropriation
Epidemics,
Epidemics,
76, 775
-_
appropriation
for prevention
prevention of _
appropriation for
·
710 *
for preventing,
additional, 1925_
1925_ _- _
710
preventing, additional,
for
deficiency
prevention
for prevention
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
757,761
698, 757,
of
761
of ---------------Equine Meat.
Meat,
Equine
appropriation
inspection, etc.;
etc.;
for inspection,
appropriation for
440, 829
labels,
etc
labels, etc--------------

.

Army,
Equipage,
Equipage, Army,
appropriation for,
for, toilet
articles, etcetc_ 485, 900
toilet articles,
appropriation
711
for,
additional,
1925
711
for, additional, 1925-------------Equipment,
Mechanical, etc.,
Equipment, Mechanical,
appropriation
for cooperative
cooperative standardstandardappropriation for
izing, etc.,
of, used
used in industry
etc., of.
izing,
and by
232
232
Government------the Government
by the
and
w
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Act of
of
Equipment Shops,
Estate Tax, Title
Title III,
III, Revenue
Revenue Act
Equipment
Shops, Post
Post Office
Office Department,
Department, Page.
Page. Estate
1924—Continued.
1924-Continued.
appropriation
maintenance,
appropriation for care,
care, maintenance,
etc
84
net value of nonresidents; insurance;
insurance;
etc------------------------84
in
bank deposits,
deposits, if not
not in business in
light, etc.,
etc., for
for ---------- 85, 753
753
for power,
power, light,
formanufacture
bags, locks,etc.,
United
United States
States --------------formanufacture of
of mail
mailbags,locks,etc.,
in
missionaries
abroad in
in service
missionaries dying abroad
in ------------------------- 89,
89, 787
787
service
for
not deemed
deemed nonresidents
nonresidents -----for labor, etc
etc------------------- 89,
89, 787
returns to be
returns
be made
made by executor
executor after
after
Equipment Supplies,
Supplies, Navy,
Equipment
Navy,
qualifying;
qualifying; requirements
requirements -----appropriation
of NavigaNavigaappropriation for
for Bureau
Bureau of
exceeds $50,000;
$50,000; nonif gross estate
estate exceeds
tion
865
tion ---------------------- 186,
186, 865
residents, of all in the United
United
for
190, 869
869
for Bureau
Bureau of Engineering
Engineering -----190,
States ---......-----------.
Construction and
for Bureau of Construction
partial returns
partial
returns -------------Repair
Repair-------------------191, 870
870
time of payment;
to prevent
payment; extension
extension to
prevent
for Bureau of Supplies and AcAchardship
hardship ----- _-----------counts
193, 873
counts------------------193,
873
interest
added
for
delay
interest added for delay ---------Estate
Estate Tax, etc.,
early examination
examination and
and determination
determination
deficiency
appropriation for expenses
expenses
deficiency appropriation
of tax ---------------collecting
58
collecting -------..------ 58
deficiency means
deficiency
means amount
amount tax imposed
imposed
Estate
IV, Revenue
Act of 1921,
Estate Tax, Title IV,
Revenue Act
1921,
exceeds return
exceeds
return by executor; dederepealed by Revenue
repealed
Revenue Act of 1924
1924----352
termination of -------------termination
Estate
Estate Tax, Title III,
III, Revenue Act
Act of 1924,
amount returned, on previous
if no amount
previous
definition of terms used herein
herein ------303
assessment .
.---.----..-----imposed on transfers
deimposed
transfers of estates
estates of
of denotice
executor by CommisCommisnotice of,
of, to executor
cedents
cedents hereafter;
hereafter; rates on net
net
sioner
sioner-----...
----------..--estate
303
estate..------- ----------303
appeal to Board
Board allowed.-------allowed
credit allowed
allowed for
for tax
to State,
credit
tax paid
paid to
State,
assessment,
assessment, etc., if, determined
determined by
by
etc.;
maximum
304
304
etc.; maximum--------------Board
Board ---------------------gross estate to
include all
to include
all property
suit in court
court for amount
amount of -------subject
administration -----subject to administration
304
time
limit for
time limit
for -------_-_---dower and courtesy
courtesy interests -----304
payment of, on demand,
demand, if
if no
no appeal
appeal
trawlers, etc.,
contemplation of
transfers,
etc., in contemplation
of
filed --_------------------__
death
death----------------------304
immediate assessment
assessment of, if colleccollecprior transfers within two years
Wile -----tion jeopardized
jeopardized by time
included
included--------------------304
manner of making
making- ___---.......
revocable
to
revocable transfers
transfers made prior
prior to
payment on notice
notice if no claim for
for
death
death------- --------------_
304
abatement filed ------........
abatement
interest authorized
authorized upon ---------extent of joint property
property interests
interests of
of
extension of payment for, to prevent
prevent
decedent
decedent -------------------304
property of other person and not
not
hardship -------------undue hardship
property
bond required
required
acquired from decedent for less
-----------------additional interest if not paid---.
paid
than value, excepted
excepted ---------304
additional tax in case of fraud ----additional
acquired by other person from deinterest to be collected
cedent for less than value ----304
collected for nonpaynonpayacquired as
tenacy in
by
ment
acquired
as tenacy
ment ------------------in entirety by
gift, etc., to half value -------extension granted ---------.
where extension
305
deficiency, etc.,
etc., not paid on depassing under general power
if deficiency,
power of
of apappointment; exception
exception -.------mand -....--------------...
pointment;
305
executor
claim for abatement
life insurance received by executor-not applicable if claim
abatement
305
received by
by
filed -----------------------in excess of $40,000 received
assessment to be within four years
beneficiaries
beneficiaries from decedent----decedent
305
years after
after
returns
exception --.....
application of provisions
provisions to prior
returns filed; exception
prior
no court proceedings
proceedings on expiration
expiration
305
transfers, etc ---------------of period..--------.------net value of estate determined
determined -------305
extension of time on notice of deextension
of residents, by deducting
deducting funeral,
ficiency
administration expenses,
expenses, etc.;
ficiency --------------------administration
etc.;
fraudulent reexceptions-------at any time if false or fraudulent
exceptions
305
---------turns made
made.---------------value of property on which estate
collection by distraint, when made
tax has been paid
paid------------305
prescribed period
period -----_
within prescribed
bequests, etc., for public purposes,
beginning
beginning of court proceedings
proceedings not
socienot
religious and charitable
charitable socieprevented -prevented.
-----------ties, etc.; conditions
conditions----------306
none allowed if barred
barred by time limitalimitaexemption of $50,000-----------$50,000
306
exemption
tion, etc -----------........
of nonresidents, by deducting proclaim for abatement may be filed if deportionate share of administraadministraportionate
tion from property in United
United
ficiency assessed..----__----.
assessed
ficiency
States; limit
collection
stayed on filing of --- __-_
collection stayed
limit----------------306
property from prior decedent
on
decedent on
transmittal to Commissioner; notice
of decision-which gift or estate tax has been
been
decision
----_
-------paid
appeal to Board after
after notice -..---paid-----------------------306
bequests
public purposes,
bequests, etc., for public
proceedings
purposes,
proceedings in court if part of, alsocieto religious or charitable socielowed -----..-- _.----.-----_etc -------.._--.------ties, etc306
collected on denial of..
interest to be collected
of_
returns required
required --------------307
additional
additional if not paid on demand property included as within the
restriction on subsequent
subsequent claims for
United States---------------United
States
307
abatement ---------abatement
.------
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307
307
307
307
307
307
308
308
308
308
308
308
308
308
308
308
308
308
308
308
308
308
308
308
308
308
308
308
308
309
309
309
309

309
309
309
309
309
309
309
309
310
310
310

310
310
310
310
310
310
310
310
310
310
310
310
310
310
310
310
310
311
311
311
311
311
311
311
311
311
311
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Page. Examining
Estate Tax,
III, Revenue
Revenue Act of Page.
Title III,
Tax, Title
Pensions,
Estate
Surgeons for Pensions,
.
Examining Surgeons
/924-Continued.
1924-Continued.
appropriation for
414,
fees------------- 414,
for fees
appropriation
duplicate
receipts to be given
given for payduplicate receipts
deficiency
appropriation for fees
fees_-684,
deficiency appropriation
- 311 Excise
ments
Taxes, Title
IX, Revenue
of
Act of
Revenue Act
ments------------.--____--Title IX,
Excise Taxes,
executor
discharged from liability on
executor discharged
1921,
1921,
payment
tax determined
determined by
by
of tax
repeal
payment of
sections -----------certain sections
of certain
repeal of
311
Commissioner -.------------311 Excise
Excise Taxes,
Act of
of
VI, Revenue
Revenue Act
Title VI,
Commissioner
Taxes, Title
for additional
gross
estate liable
liable for
additional tax
1924,
gross estate
1924,
311
manufacturer, etc., of
found
due ------------------.
311
levied on
on sales
sales by manufacturer,
found due
levied
bona
311
designated
311
protected--articles ---------purchasers prote.cted
designated articles
fide purchasers
bona fide
unpaid tax; sale of propcollection of unpaid
if sold
sold at
at wholesale
wholesale and retail
retail ----collection
if
in
lieu of
previous tax------------tax
_
of court
of previous
erty under
under decree
court --311
decree of
in lieu
erty
312
computation
sold, etc.,
etc., at less
use
.
of sale------------sale
312
computation if sold,
of proceeds
proceeds'of
use of
than market
market price
for personal
personal
other
reimbursement if
tax paid
paid by other
price for
if tax
than
reimbursement
benefit ..-----------------312
than executor---------------executor
312
benefit
than
artist;
works
art by
by other
than artist;
other than
executor
of art
from life
life insurance
works of
insurance to executor
from
exception
312
exception----------------from
312
beneficiary-------------from beneficiary
monthly
returns and
payments
and payments----for ten
ten
monthly returns
unpaid
on property
property for
lien on
a lien
tax a
unpaid tax
penalty tax
tax for
nonpayment ----312
years
312
for nonpayment
penalty
years----------------------on sales
sales by
jewelry, prepre312
by dealers,
dealers, of jewelry,
on
release
312
payment of tax ----on payment
of, on
release of,
cious
stones, etc
etc -------------cious stones,
lien on
on property
property transferred
transferred in conlien
surgical
musical instruments,
and musical
surgical and
312
templation of
death
312
of death----------templation
and articles
•
eyeglasses,
tableware, and
eyeglasses, tableware,
with contract
contract with
beneficiary
specific beneficiary
with specific
with
for
etc., exreligious purposes, etc.,
for religious
for
312
insurance----------------for insurance
cepted
cepted --------------------312
persons
312
liable--------------------persons liable
articles
sold at
than $30,
or
$30, or
less than
at less
articles sold
innocent
purchasers for value
value exexinnocent purchasers
watches
than $60,
$60, exceptedexcepted_
less than
watches less
cepted
312
cepted----------------------returns,
payment, etc.; penalty
penalty
returns, payment,
computation
of tax
laws_
312
former lawsunder former
tax under
computation of
for
failure to
to make-----------make
for failure
etc---_ 313
punishment
false statements, etc__
for false
punishment for
vendee
to pay
on articles
taxed
articles not taxed
tax on
pay tax
vendee to
penalty
no returns,
returns, conconmaking no
for making
penalty for
etc.,
before,
contract for sale, etc.,
if contract
before, if
cealing
information, etc------etc
313
cealing information,
1, 1924, will not
prior
January 1,
to January
prior to
administration of
property of residents
of property
administration
permit
to be
added to
price- to price...._
be added
it to
permit it
313
dying
in China
313
China--------------dying in
vendor
refund difference,
former
difference, if former
to refund
vendor to
tax
to clerk
clerk of United
paid to
be paid
to be
tax to
States
court for China, if no
States court
estate
in United
States -------313
313
United States
estate in
to
revenue district
district in
in United
United States
States
to revenue
313
if
there
estate there-----------any estate
if any
clerk of
of court
court to
to act
act as
collector ..-__ _ 313
as collector..
clerk
Estates
Trusts,
Estates and Trusts,
275
income
to income
income tax -----subject to
of, subject
income of,
D. C.,
Esther
Place SE.,
SE., D.
Esther Place
appropriation
for paving,
Nichols Avepaving, Nichols
appropriation for
1223
nue
Street
1223
Raleigh Street--------to Raleigh
nue to
Esthonia,
Lithuania,
and Lithuania,
Latvia, and
Esthonia, Latvia,
1015
appropriation for
for minister
minister to---to
206,
206, 1015
appropriation
Ethnology, American,
American,
Ethnology,
appropriation for
for continuing
researches
continuing researches
appropriation
in
120
528, 1206
in ----------------------- 528,
Eufaula,
Eufaula, Ala.,
Ala.,
bridge
Chattahoochee
across Chattahoochee
authorized across
bridge authorized
16
River at
at -------------------River
Eureka,
Calif.,
Eureka, Calif.,
offices
register and
land
receiver, land
and receiver,
of register
offices of
office at,
395
395
consolidated --------at, consolidated..
office
Europe,
Europe,
appropriation
for promoting
promoting commerce
commerce
appropriation for
with, etc
225, 1034
1034
etc---------------- 225,
with,
for promoting
with, etc.,
etc.,
commerce with,
promoting commerce
for
706
additional, 1925
1925-----------additional,
European
Fowl Pest,
Pest, etc.,
etc.,
European Fowl
amount of
for
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
of deficiency
amount
arresting
foot-and-mouth disdisarresting foot-and-mouth
ease,
available for
eradicatfor eradicatetc., available
ease, etc.,
722
722
ing
ing-----------------------Evanston, Wyo.,
Wyo.,
Evanston,
terms of
388
3S
at -----------------court at
of court
terms
Ind.,
Evansville, hid.,
Evansville,
terms of
t
751
at------------------court a
of cour:t
terms
Evans Street
C.,
D. C.,
TE., D.
Street NE.,
Erarts
appropriation for
for grading,
Fourth Street
Street
grading, Fourth
appropriation
to Central
Central Avenue----Avenue
1224
122
------to
Examining
Navy,
Board, Nary,
Retiring Board,
and Retiring
Examining and
appropriation for
for civilian
civilian personnel,
personnel,
appropriation
861
183. 861
rln,-arftmnt --------xT-.-..
Navy
183,
I-------t
-·1'%a . YDepartment

tax greater than present, and
contract prior to January
January 1,
contract
1924,
deductions
1924, does not allow deductions

Page.
Page.
1164
1164
1330
1330
352

322
322
323
323
323
323
323
323
323
324
324
324
324

324

324
324

324
324

324
from price
price -----------------from
former
tax if
if none
now imposed,
imposed, and
none now
former tax
1,
contract prior
prior to
January 1,
to January
contract
deductions
1924,
not allow deductions
does not
1924, does
325
from price
price ----------------from
tax
payable
to
vendor
by
vendee,
when
tax payable to vendor by vendee, when
325
----sale consummated----consummated
sale
325
triple damages
damages to
to vendee
vendee on
on failure
failure triple
purchaser intending
intending to
manufacture
to manufacture
purchaser
article for sale from the one
one
article
325
bought,
a dealer
325
dealer.......----deemed a
bought, deemed
Office ApproExecutive
Independent Offices
Executive and Independent
priations,
priations,
appropriation
Vice
appropriation for President and Vice
521,1198
President
521,
1198
.----.---.-President
521,
for
Executive Office
Office ---------521, 1198
1198
for Executive
521,
for
Executive Mansion
and grounds_
521,
groundsMansion and
for Executive
1199
1199
for
Property Custodian__
_ 522,
522, 1199
Custodian--..
Alien Property
for Alien
Monuments
for
American Battle Monuments
for American
Commission
522, 1199
1199
522,
Commission------------1200
for Board
Board of
of Tax
Appeals -------Tax Appeals
for
for Efficiency
Efficiency Bureau
Bureau --------522,
1200
522, 1200
for
for
Service Commission__
1200
Commission - --__ 523, 1200
Civil Service
for Civil
for
Commission of
of Fine
Fine Arts__
523, 1201
Arts -- --_ 523,
for Commission
Compensation Comfor Employees'
Employees' Compensation
for
524, 1201
mission
mission---------------for
Board for
for Vocational
Vocational
Federal Board
for Federal
Education
1202
Education---------------524, 1203
for Federal
Federal Power
Power Commission__
Commission
1203
for
for Federal
Federal Trade
Trade Commission__
Commission-_ 524, 1203
for
for General
General Accounting
Office__ 525,
525, 1203
1203
Accounting Office-..for
for United
CorporaHousing CorporaStates Housing
United States
for
525, 1203
tion ------------------tion
for Interstate
Interstate Commerce
Commerce Commisfor
sion
526, 1204
sion-------------------for
for
Committee for
Advisory Committee
National Advisory
for National
527, 1206
Aeronautics
--- ------Aeronautics --
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and Independent Offices Appro- Page.
Executive 'and
priation.
-Continued.
priations-Continued.
appropriations for
Victory
Perry's Victory
appropriations
Memorial Commission
527
Commission-------527
for
Railroad Labor
Board
527, 1206
1206
for Railroad
Labor Board-----for Smithsonian
Smithsonian Institution---Institution
528, 1206
for
National Museum
Museum --------- 528, 1207
for National
for National Gallery of Art --528, 1207
for State, War,
Navy DepartWar, and
and Navy
Department Building ----------- _ 529, 1207
for Tariff Commission
Commission ---------- 529,
529, 1208
for United
United States Geographic
Geographic BoardBoard_
529,
1208
for United States Shipping BoardBoard_ 529, 1208
1208
for Emergency
Emergency Fleet Corporation_ 530, 1209
for United States Veterans'
531,
Veterans' Bureau__
Bureau - 531,
1210
salaries in District of Columbia
Columbia under,
limited to average rates
rates under
under
Classification Act---------Act
533,
533, 1212
1212
Classification
allocated in a
a
if only one position allocated
grade
1212
1212
grade----------------------applicable to clericalclericalrestriction not applicable
1212
mechanical service
service--------mechanical
_
533, 1212
533, 1212
1212
salaries --no reduction
reduction of fixed salaries__
transfers permitted
permitted to another posiposireduction of salary_
1212
tion without reduction
higher salary
salary payments
payments allowed__
1212
allowed_- 533, 1212
higher
Departments, D.
D. C.,
Executive Departments,
appropriation for care, etc., grounds
appropriation
of
of------------------------ 514, 929

for
special mail
equipments for
for.---___ 89,
89, 787
787
mail equipments
for special

compensation of heads of, after March
March
compensation
1925--------------------4, 1925
immediately available
_
immediately
available-----------heads of to prepare exhibits for Sesquicentennial Exhibition
Exhibition at Philacentennial
delphia in 1926-----------.1926
delphia
limitation for fiscal year 1926 on pay
allowed for civilian field service in all------------------all
publications for official
on number of publications
use, repealed
use,
repealed ---------------officials of, to be designated
designated for service
service
in connection
connection with Seville Exposition
position 1257
---.---------------paper
paper and envelopes
envelopes in
in use by
by two or
or
etc., to be
more, establishments,
establishments, etc.,
procured from Public Printer__Printer__ _
procured
annual reports, etc., by
by
printing of annual
discontinued
heads of, may be discontinued-originals to be kept on file for public
inspection
inspection-------------------purchase of products of Leavenworth,
purchase
Leavenworth,
Kans., penitentiary
penitentiary made obligatory upon ..--------- _--.-Executive Mansion
Mansion (see also
also Executive
Office),
Office),
appropriation for care, etc.,
etc., grounds
appropriation
south of
of-------------------for care, etc., greenhouses------greenhouses
521,
for repair and reconstruction
reconstruction of
greenhouses
greenhouses---------------improving, etc.,
etc., grounds ---521,
for improving,
greenhouses,
for lighting Mansion,
Mansion, greenhouses,
and grounds ------------521,
1199
for extraordinary
extraordinary repairs
repairs----------police
for White House police-------521,
1925____for repairs, etc.,
etc., additional,
additional, 1925-for care, etc., grounds,
grounds, additional,
additional,
1925 ----------------------etc., additional,
additional, 1925
for lighting, etc.,
1925--deficiency
appropriation for lighting, etc_
deficiency appropriationforlighting,
etcfor repairs, etc--------------_----etc
for improving,
improving, etc.,
etc., grounds of
of------

1301
1313
1313
1254

764
1106
1106

1257
592
592
592
7
7

573
1199
521
1199
1199
1199
1199
705
705
705
55
55
55
1316
1316

Page.
Executive Mansion-Continued.
Mansion-Continued.
Page.
donations of early American furniture,
donations
esc., may be accepted
accepted for use in
ecc.,
in_ 1091
to become
become Government
property____
Government property--..
1091
committee authorized
authorized to pass on,
and recommend
acceptance_--___ 1091
recommend acceptance
Executive Office,
appropriation for compensation
the
compensation of the
appropriation
President ---------------521, 1198
President
for Secretary to the President, and
and
personnel------------ 521, 1198
office personnel
1198
expenses
for contingent expenses--------521, 1199
1199
for printing and binding for ---.
521, 1199
for traveling
traveling expenses, etc.,
etc., of
the
of the
President
521, 1199
1199
President---------------Executive
for care, repair, etc., Executive
Mansion
1199
Mansion ----------------- 521, 1199
for heating, etc., Mansion and
grounds --------------grounds
1199
- 521, 1199
for White
White House police
police--------- 521, 1199
for repairs, etc.,
etc., Executive Mansion,
1925
705
additional, 1925-------------White House police, additional,
for White
1925
1925-----------------------705
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for White
deficiency
House
police
674
House police----------------District of Columbia,
Columbia,
Executive Office of the District
appropriation for personal
personal services_
1217
services- 539,
539, 1217
appropriation
of
Department of
Experiment Stations
Stations Office, Department
Agriculture,
Agriculture,
appropriation for
for salaries
434, 823
823
salaries --------- 434,
appropriation
for general expenses; State allotments
434, 824
ments-------------------for
increased allotments
for increased
allotments --------- 434,
434, 824
824
for
for administrative
administrative expenses
expenses------- 434, 824
824
stations, Alaska, Hawaii, Porto
for stations,
Rico, Guam, and Virgin
Virgin Islands ------------------434,
lands
434, 824
824
for extension
extension service
service -----------435, 824
additional, 1925
705
for general expenses, additional,
Experimental
Research Laboratory,
Laboratory,
and Research
Experimental and
Naval,
Naval,
appropriation for expenses
expenses of--------of
184
appropriation
temporary employment
employment of scien185
tists, etc -------------------technical, etc., services--------services
185
Explosives,
Surplus War,
Explosives, Surplus
appropriation
distributing, etc., for
appropriation for distributing,
clearing agricultural
452, 843
lands--..
agricultural lands____
deteriorated, transferred
transferred for road concondeteriorated,
struction, etc., may be exchanged
conothers in
in good conchanged for others
dition
890
dition----------------------890
reclaiming, etc.; payable from highreclaiming,
fund
890
way fund---------------------890
transfers to other activities;
activities; receivers
receivers
transfers
890
to reimburse charges, etc
etc------Export
Industries of the
Export Industries
the United
United States,
appropriation for
for investigating
investigating probprobappropriation
lems of, relating to production,
production,
etc -------------------226, 1036
1036
for investigations,
investigations, etc., of, additional, 1925 ----------------.
706
Exports,
Exports,
tobacco and excise taxes not applicable
applicable
tobacco
to -----to
-------.....------348
erroneously collected, to be refundedrefunded_
348
Exposition, International
International Trade,
Trade,
Exposition,
provisions
for, at
La -1253
provisions for,
at New
New Orleans,
Orleans, La
1253
Express,
Express,
punishment
etc., shippunishment for stealing,
stealing, etc.,
shipments by, in interstate and foreign transit
transit--793
--............
carrying such stolen goods into another State, etc ------------794
794
venue of prosecutions
prosecutions-----------

INDEX.
INDEX.
Extension
of AgriculAgricul- Pa.
PageDepartment of
Service, Department
Extension Service,
ture,
ture,
appropriation for
salaries ---------- 435, 824
for salaries
appropriation
for
farmers' cooperative
cooperative demonstrafor farmers'
435, 824
tion
work----------- ----tion work
for
additional cooperative
cooperative agriculfor additional
extension work; county
county
tural extension
agents
435, 825
--------------agents
for demonstrations,
reclademonstrations, etc., on reclafor
825
mation projects
projects --------------mation
for agricultural
agricultural exhibits
exhibits at State, etc.,
for
fairs
fairs ------------------- 435, 825
435, 825
for
administrative expenses ----for administrative
for
expenses, additional,
general expenses,
for general
1925
705
1925----------------------Extradition,
Extradition,
appropriation for
bringing home crimfor bringing
appropriation
inals from
abroad--------- 216, 1025
from abroad
inals
F.
F.
Fairmont,
Minn.,
Fairmont, Minn.,
appropriation
for site and building for
appropriation for
post office
office ------------------post
Fairport,
Ohio,
Fairport,Ohio,
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., of harpreliminary
bor
made
be made-------------to be
bor to
Fairs, Agricultural,
Agricultural, Industrial,
Industrial, etc.,
etc.,
Fairs,
exempt from
from admission
condition_
admission tax; conditionexempt

79
1196

321

Fairs, State,
State, Interstate,
Interstate, etc.,
Fairs,
appropriation
for making
making agricultural
agricultural
appropriation for
- 435, 825
exhibits
at
exhibits at-------------Far
East, The,
The,
Far East,
developing
appropriation
appropriation for further developing
commerce with
with ----------- 226, 1035
commerce
for promoting
promoting commerce
commerce with, addifor
706
tional,
1925----------------tional, 1925
promoting
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for promoting
deficiency
commerce
with
61, 759
commerce with-----------Farm Loan
Loan Associations,
Associations,
Farm
exempt
283
tax------------income tax
from income
exempt from
Practice,
Farm
and Practice,
Management and
Farm Management
appropriation for
investigating, etc.,
for investigating,
appropriation
. 453, 844
improved
methods of ----.
improved methods
for
ascertaining cost
production
of production
cost of
for ascertaining
of staple
staple agricultural
agricultural products_
products- 453, 844
of

Farm
Products,
Farm Products,
appropriation
for diffusing
diffusing informaappropriation for
tion of
of marketing,
etc., of__
__ 454,
454, 844
of---marketing, etc.,
tion
cooperative with other agencies_
agencies- 454, 844
cooperative
for cooperative
employment of agents
cooperative employment
for
to
to
diffuse information
information as to
to diffuse
454, 844
marketing,
etc., of -------marketing, etc.,
for
investigating and certifying
certifying confor investigating
dition
etc
844
- 454, 844
perishable, etc--of perishable,
dition of
for
utility of, for food,
investigating utility
for investigating
847
455,
clothing, etc---------------etc
clothing,
associations for
for marketing, etc., exassociations
empt
from
tax--------- 283
income tax
empt from income
Farm
Supplies,
Farm Supplies,
appropriation for
information
diffusing information
for diffusing
appropriation
as
to purchasing,
etc ------- 454, 844
844
purchasing, etc
as to

Farmers,
Farmers,
loans authorized
purchasing
authorized to, for purchasing
loans
seed, etc.
etc., in
drought-stricken
in drought-stricken
seed,
110
11
areas of
of iew
New Mexico
Mexico---------areas
not
regarded as
dealers in leaf tobacco
as dealers
not regarded
320
32(
produced by them
them---- ------produced
Farmers'
etc.,
Associations, etc.,
Farmers' Associations,
use
of antitrust
antitrust appropriations
appropriations for
use of
prosecuting, forbidden
1027
forbidden------ 217, 102'
prosecuting,
Farmers' Bulletins,
Bulletins,
Farmers'
appropriation
for printing
printing and bindappropriation for
434,
-.......
ing ----434, 82
823
-- -- - - -----

93
45822
—25t-----93
45822°-25t----
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Dmostato Wok
?a~nrs Copraiv
Partners'
Cooperative Demonstration
Work, rPaPage.
DemonstrationWork,
iarmers' Cooperative
824
435,
appropriation for
824
of------expenses of
for expenses
appropriation
within
acceptance of contributions
contributions
acceptance
825
435,
the State----------------State
the
Farmers'
Mutual Local
Associations, etc.,
Local Associations,
Farmers' Mutual
283
exempt from income tax------------tax
exempt
Farms,
Farms,
appropriation
irrigation and drainappropriation for irrigation
age investigations
investigations----------- 452, 843
age
for investigating
investigating domestic
domestic water supfor
ply, etc.,
etc., of
of---------------- 452, 843
ply,
Farragut
Street NW.,
NW., D.
D. C.,
FarragutStreet
Georgia Aveappropriation for
for paving,
paving, Georgia
appropriation
nue
to Eighth
Street---------- 546
Eighth Street
nue to
for
paving, Georgia
Georgia Avenue
Avenue to Thirfor paving,
547
teenth
Street
teenth Street----------------Fayette
County, Pa.,
Pa.,
Fayette County,
bridge
Monongahela
across Monongahela
authorized across
bridge authorized
River by
by Greene County and, at
River
376
376
Masontown
Masontown-----------------

N. C.,
Fayetteville,
Fayetteville, N.
661
661
terms of
at
of court at-------------------terms
Federal
Bank,
National Bank,
American National
Federal American
44
rent----deficiency appropriation
appropriation for, rent
deficiency
Federal Board
Board for
Education,
Vocational Education,
for Vocational
Federal
appropriation
for
extending benefits of
for extending
appropriation
vocational
education to
to Hawaii_
Hawaii- 1202
vocational education
for extending
rehabilitabenefits of rehabilitaextending benefits
for
tion
injured in induspersons injured
of persons
tion of
1202
try
Hawaii
to Hawaii------------try to
for promoting
vocational rehabilitapromoting vocational
for
tion
persons disabled in intion of persons
- 1202
dustry
dustry----------------for administrative
administrative expenses; investifor
gating
rehabilitated
placement of rehabilitated
gating placement
persons
1202
persons---------------------1202
for-------- 1202
for
and binding for
printing and
for printing
deficiency
agricultural
appropriation for agricultural
deficiency appropriation
education, cooperative
35
cooperative--------education,
for expenses,
trade, home
economics,
home economics,
expenses, trade,
for
education, coopand industrial education,
35
erative
erative---------------55, 60
for
expenses ---------salaries and expenses
for salaries
for
vocational education,
education,
extending vocational
for extending
679
etc.,
Hawaii
etc., to Hawaii-------------for
extending benefits of industrial
for extending
680
rehabilitation
rehabilitation to Hawaii ------for promotion
rehabilitation of
promotion of rehabilitation
for
680
680
persons disabled
disabled in
in industry
industry—---_
persons
for investigations,
investigations, etc., of rehabilifor
tated persons;
persons; office
office personnel,
personnel,
tated
680
680
expenses, et----------------etc
expenses,
1348
1348
for expenses
expenses--------------------1956,
Federal Corrupt
Corrupt Practices
PracticesAct, 1985,
Federal
070
.-----------------11070
title given
terms construed;
"election"; "candi"candiconstrued; "election";
terms
1070
date"
date" ---------------------1070
"political
committee"- --------"political committee"
"contribution"
"contribution"------------------ 1071
1071
- 1071
----------"
expenditure" "expenditure""Secretary";
"person";
"clerk";
"Secretary";
"clerk";
"person";
1071
1071
"State"
"State"---------------political
committee to have chairman
political committee
1071
1071
and
treasurer------------and treasurer
treasurer to
keep detailed accounts
to keep
treasurer
of all
contributions and expendiall contributions
of
1071
tures --------------------obtain and
and keep receipted
receipted billsbills_ 1071
obtain
persons
receiving contributions to
to
persons receiving
render
thereof
detailed account thereof
render detailed
to ------------------------- 1071
detailed statements
statements to be filed with
detailed
Clerk
designated periods;
periods;
at designated
Clerk by, at
1071
1071
contents
contents--------------------
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Federal
Corrupt Prazires
Federal Corrupt
Pra ices Art,
Act, 1925—
1925Continued.
contributions other
statements of
of contributions
other than
than
to
to a
a political committee
committee for ininfluencing an election, to be filed
filed
fluencing
with the
the Clerk .------.-.-.__
statements by candidates
candidates for Senator
Senator
filed with Secretary,
Secretary, and
to be filed
candidates for RepresentaRepresentaby candidates
tive with the Clerk,
Clerk, before
before and
and
after an
an election
election -------__--after
items required
required .---------------items
cumulative ---------------to be
be cumulative
_
the office
preof total
total votes for the
office at
at the
the preceding election
election ---------- ___
verification,
verification, filing, and preservation
preservation of
statements
statements -----------------limitation on amounts
amounts which candicandidates
campaign
dates may expend in campaign
election ----------------for election
expenses not
included in
not included
in -______--unlawful acts, for any candidate
to
candidate to
promise an
any
an appointment
appointment to
to any
person, etc
person,
---------------for any person
person to make
an expendiexpendimake an
etc., to control the
ture, etc.,
the vote
vote of
of
another
another--------------------for any Senator, Representative,
Representative,
Federal
Federal official,
official, etc., to
to solicit,
solicit, rereceive, etc.,
etc. ' assessments or
or concontributions for political purposes
from
any person,
from any
person, etc
etc ---------for any national bank or Federal corporation to contribute
contribute to any
election
election--------_
----_____for any other corporation
corporation to contribute to a
a presidential
presidential or congressional
gressional election; or any candicandidate, etc., to receive the same-_
same_ _
penalty
penalty for violation by a
corporaa corporation
tion---------______------_punishment for any corporation
corporation
officer
consenting to
to the
officer consenting
the same
same _
-_
punishment for violations
violations of foregoing -----------------------for willful
for
willful violations
violations thereof
thereof _
.. -__
- _
legal expenses in contested
contested election
'election
cases not affected -----------State laws as to nomination or election
election
candidates not affected
of candidates
affected unless
directly inconsistent
inconsistent herewith-_
herewith_ _
candidates not exempt from complycandidates
ing with -------------------invalidity of any provision, etc.,
etc., not to
to
affect remainder
remainder of Act
affect
Act
----.laws repealed;
repealed; relating to publicity of
contribution to
election of
contribution
to election
of RepreRepresentatives -----------------sentatives
Corrupt Practices Act of 1918
-_-corporapolitical contributions
contributions by corporations
tions-------------------___
Federal
Federal Farm
Farm Loan Act,
provisions of
of extended
extended to
Hawaii ----provisions
to Hawaii
branch
branch land banks may be established ---_-----. ----------Federal
Farm Loan
Loan Act
Federal Farm
Act Amendments,
Board authorized
authorized to employ
employ attorneys,
experts, etc., and fix salaries
therefor
therefor ------ __--_---------appointments without regard to civil
appointments
service
service or classification
laws_ _
_
classification laws
--may be put in classified service_
service---
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1072
1072

1072
1072
1072
1072
1072
1072
1072
1072
1073
1073
1073
1073
1073
1073
1073
1073
1073
1073

1073
1073
1074
1074

1074
1074
1074
1074
1074
1074
1074
1074
1074
1074

1074
1074
1074
1074
1074
1074
1074
1074
1074
1074
1074
1074
1074
1074
17
17

17
17

1263
1263
1263
1263
1263
1263

Federal
Amendments— Page.
Federal Farm
Farm Loan
Loan Act AmendmentsContinued.
Continued.
in voluntary liquidations,
liquidations, assets may
may
acquired and
be acquired
and liabilities asassumed by
sumed
by Federal
Federal land and
and jointjoint1263
stock land
land banks
banks-------------- 1263
requirements, etc., may be
loan requirements,
be
waived -------------------1263
waived
1263
assumption of
of liabilities
limit of
of assumption
liabilities by
by
land banks
banks ---------------------1203
land
1203
by
joint-stock land
land banks
banks ------1203
by joint-stock
1203
Federal
Treasury DeFederal Farm
Farm Loan Bureau,
Bureau, Treasury
partment,
partment,
appropriation for members
members of
appropriation
of the
the
Board, office
office personnel,
etc__ __ 70,
70, 769
769
Board,
personnel, etc---payable
payable from
from assessments
assessments on
on land
land
banks ---------------------769
banks
769
for reviewing
appraisers ----------70,
769
for
reviewing appraisers
70, 769
assessments on land
769
land banks
banks for..
for - 70,
70, 769
contingent expenses,
expenses, etc------etc
70,
769
for contingent
70, 769
pay restriction, etc
769
etc------------ 70,
70, 769
for salaries,
additional, 1925
710
for
salaries, additional,
1925-------710
deficiency appropriation
for two
two addiaddideficiency
appropriation for
tional members
of the
the Board
Board_-49
tional
members of
49
for traveling
expenses ---------49
for
traveling expenses
49
etc., may
attorney, experts, clerks,
clerks, etc.,
may be .
employed by----------------by
1263
employed
1263
advance._ 1263
1263
salaries, etc.,
etc., to be
be fixed
fixed in advanceservice laws
without regard to civil service
laws
or
Act
1263
or Classification
Classification Act----------1263
Federal
Federal Highway
Highway Act,
appropriation
and
appropriation for
for forest
forest roads
roads and
trails
852
trails under
under---------------- 460,
460, 852
for
for
for rural post roads; allotment
allotment for
1926---------------------1926
461,
852
461, 852
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
roads
deficiency
for forest
forest roads
and trails,
fiscal year
1926 ---1326
and
trails, fiscal
year 1926
1326
extension of
permit of.
extension
of preliminary
preliminary permit
ofDixie Power
Power Company
Company for proArk., under
under
96
ject on White
White River,
River, Ark.,
96
rural post roads, additional
additional authorizaauthorizations of appropriations
appropriations for, fiscal
year
1926
889
vear 1926-------------------889
fiscal year
889
fiscal
year 1927
1927- -------------- 889
immediate apportionment
apportionment of authoriauthori889
zations for 1926,
1926, and
and thereafter._
thereafter_
889
approval of project
approval
project by Secretary
under, deemed Federal contractcontractual obligation
obligation to contribute_
889
contribute-... —_
889
roads and
and trails
in national
national forests;
forests; adadtrails in
ditional authorizations
ditional
authorizations for,
for, fiscal
fiscal
year 1926 -----------------889
889
fiscal year 1927 -----------------889
889
deteriorated war explosives
explosives may be
deteriorated
exchanged for others in good
exchanged
condition ------------------condition
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for enforcing
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548
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secretary, office
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and field
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to
for secretary,
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456, 847
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portation of
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portation
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599
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to
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to
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for eradicating
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706 Fertilizers,
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for
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investigations, etc_
appropriation for
706
for
expenses, additional,
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additional, 1925general expenses,
for general
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Plants,
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Federal Industrial
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Federal
appropriation
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for improving,
appropriation for
deficiency
appropriation for
purchase of
for purchase
deficiency appropriation
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construction of
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land,
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returns
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proceeds for
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283 Field
Field Artillery
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exempt from
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expenses 501, 917
instruction expenses
for instruction
appropriation for
Board,
Federal
Oil Conservation
Conservation Board,
Federal Oil
for, additional,
additional, 1925
1925------------. 711
754
for,
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deficiency
expenses__
for expenses-appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
Field Cannon,
Army,
Cannon, Army,
Field
Federal Power
Commission,
Power Commission,
Federal
appropriation
purchase, manufacmanufacfor purchase,
524,
1203
appropriation for
524, 1203
appropriation
for expenses
of
expenses of-----appropriation for
ture,
etc......---------.. 498, 913
ture, etc
1203
for printing
printing and
and binding
binding for
524, 1203
for..- - - 524,
for
498, 914
for
for -----------ammunition for.
for ammunition
Federal Railroad
Control Act, 1918,
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Federal
for
ammunition, etc.,
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for ammunition,
Secretary
appropriation for
expenses of
of Secretary
for expenses
appropriation
Field Clerks,
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of
the Treasury
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Treasury under
of the
appropriation for
for pay,
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at headquarters
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appropriation
Federal
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for
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appropriation for
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for one
set of-of__
687
one set
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
excise tax
tax on,
on, sold,
etc., by dealer;
dealer;
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excise
Board,
Federal
Reserve Board,
Federal Reserve
324
324
---.---.. ---.
exception _--...
exception
circuit
to enforce,
etc.,
enforce, etc.,
appeals to
of appeals
courts of
circuit courts
Service Additional
Additional Appropriations
Appropriations
Field
Field Service
Antiorders of,
Clayton Antiunder Clayton
of, under
orders
Year 1925,
for Fiscal
Fiscal Year
for
937
trust Act
Act--------------.---..
trust
705
for
Executive Office....------------Office
for Executive
Federal Reserve
Currency,
Reserve Currency,
Federal
705
Civil Service
Commission.---.---Service Commission
for Civil
for
appropriation for
for distinctive
68, 768
for_ 68,
paper for_
distinctive paper
appropriation
705
705
Commission_
Commerce Commission
for
Interstate Commerce
for Interstate
of, Treasfor expenses,
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redemption of,
for
National Advisory
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Committee for
for
for National
for
70, 770
urer's
Office
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urer's Office...------------705
Aeronautics -.......--------..
Aeronautics
for expenses,
Office of
of Comptroller
Comptroller of
of
expenses, Office
for
705
for Tariff
Tariff Commission
Commission --------.. ---for
71, 770
the
Currency..............
the Currency
for United
States Veterans'
Veterans' Bureau--Bureau_ _- 705
United States
for
710
for preparing,
preparing, etc.,
1925-.
additional, 1925_
etc., additional,
for
705
for Department
Department of
of Agriculture-........
Agriculture
for
d
efi ci
en cy appropriation
for distinctive
distinctive
appropriation for
deficiency
.706
for Department
Department of
of Commerce
Commerce..----706
for
1341
paper for--------............
for
paper
706
---for Interior
Department -.----...
706
Interior Department
for
Federal
System,
Reserve System,
Federal Reserve
706
-Indian
706
Bureau.....--...
Affairs Bureau
Indian Affairs
time
extended for
final report
report of
Joint
of Joint
for final
time extended
709
-for
Department of
Justice
of Justice-----.....
for Department
44
Congressional
on --__
Committee on_
Congressional Committee
709
for
Department of
Labor..-------..of Labor
for Department
Federal Trade
Trade Commission,
Commission,
Federal
709
for Navy
Navy Department
Department -------------709
for
appropriation for
Commissioners_ __
1203
524, 1203
-- 524,
for Commissioners
appropriation
710
-----for
State
Department..
710
.--......
Department
State
for
1203
for
all
other
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524,
1203
-----for all other expenses .--.
710
for
Treasury Department
710
Department.---------..
for Treasury
for printing
and binding
1203
525, 1203
for - - - 525,
binding for
printing and
for
711
for
War Department....-----------Department
711
for War
55, 60
deficiency
for --....--appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
712
for
District
of
Columbia
712
for District of Columbia...-------...
circuit
courts of
of appeals
appeals to
to enforce,
enforce, etc.,
etc.,
circuit courts
the
from
proportional payments
payments
proportional
orders
of,
under
Clayton
AntiAntiorders of, under Clayton
Treasury and
and District
District revenues_
712
Treasury
937
trust Act
Act.------------.
---937
trust
be used irreamounts herein
herein may
may be
amounts
Federal
Vocational
Education
Act,
Act,
Federal Vocational Education
spective of
of salary
requirements
salary requirements
spective
18
18
Hawaii--.-provisions
of, extended
extended to Hawaii
provisions of,
712
for
1925
for 1925......--------------C.,
D.
Feeble
Minded
Children,
D.
Feeble Minded Children,
713
for expenses
of
Alaska salmon
salmon fisheries..
713
fisheriesof Alaska
expenses
for
569,
appropriation
for
maintenance
1243
maintenance---appropriation for
Field
Service, Civilian,
Civilian,
Service,
Field
deficiency
appropriation
for
maintemaintefor
deficiency appropriation
limitation for
year 1926, on pay
fiscal year
for fiscal
limitation
678, 1323
nance
nance --------------...-allowed in
all executive
executive departdepartin all
allowed
Feeble
Minded,
D.
C.,
Home
and
School
for
for
School
and
Home
Feeble Minded, D. C.,
764
ments, etc.,
etc., for.-----------.-for
ments,
(see District
School).
Training School).
District Training
(see
Field
Service, Public
Public Lands,
Surveying Service,
Field Surveying
Feeble
Minded
Person.3,
D.
C.,
C.,
D.
Persons,
Feeble Minded
activities, etc.,
of surveyors
surveyors general
general
etc., of
activities,
appropriation for
for construction
construction of
of home
home
appropriation
1925-- 1144
transferred
to, on
July 1,
1, 1925
1144
on July
transferred to,
for;
maintenance,
etc
569,
1243
1243
569,
---.
etc
maintenance,
for;
C.,
Fifteenth Street
Street NE.,
D. C.,
NE., D.
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569
construction
contracts,
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569
etc-.--..-contracts,
construction
appropriation for
for paving, B
B to E
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appropriation
provisions
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custody, etc.
in DisDisof, in
etc., of,
provisions for
549
from gasoline
fund
549
tax fund-------gasoline tax
from
1135
-------nl
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;-,--------rc T
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Training
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Varnum to
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to
,
Webster Street --------------547
547
for asphalt covering, Euclid
Euclid to
to Irving
Irving
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gasoline-tax fundfund_
Streets1225
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Fifteenth Street
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D. C.,
C.,
appropriation
B to
Street;
appropriation for paving, B
to E
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gasoline-tax fund--------from gasoline-tax
fund
549
549
Fifth Street NE.
Fifth
NE.,' D.
D. C.,
appropriation
T to
to W
W Streets_
548
548
Streetsappropriation for
for paving,
paving, T
Films, Photographic,
Films,
Photographic,
moving-picture
excise tax on, other than moving-picture

and X-ray,
by producer-__
producer_ __
323
and
X-ray, sold
sold by
323
Finance
Finance Department,
Department, Army,
Army,
appropriation for
pay of
Army__ 481,
481, 895
895
appropriation
for pay
of the
the Army__
48,7, 897
897
for clerks, etc ---------------482,
amount for auditing World War
War
contracts
contracts------------------ 483, 897
allowance for personal
personal services
services in
Department --------------- 483, 897
897
Department
for civilian
civilian personnel
personnel in Department
Department
Office --------------------- 483, 898
898
for pay of the Army, additional, 1925_
711
for finance
finance service,
service additional, 1925-1925__
711
for citizens'
citizens' military training
training camps,
camps,
additional, 1925
1925-------------- 711
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for
for pay,
pay, etc.,
etc.,
of the Army
Army----------- 62, 701, 761
for
of_ ___
for temporary
temporary services,
services, Office
Office of---761
Chief of, to have rank, etc., of a
a major
major
general ---------------------970
Fine Arts, Commission of
of (see also ComCommissioner
missioner of Fine Arts),
appropriation for expenses of-----of
523, 1201
for printing and binding
for
binding for----524, 1201
1201
Finland,
Finland,
appropriation for
to ----206, 1015
1015
appropriation
for minister
minister to
206,
settlement
indebtedness of, made by
settlement of indebtedness
Foreign Debt Commission,
Commission, apForeign
proved ---------------------20
20
amount of indebtedness
20
indebtedness stated -----20
therefor --------20
bonds to be issued
issued therefor
20
principal payable
payable in annual installprincipal
ments; progressive
progressive increase
increase until
until
62d year--------------------year
20
20
payment of additional
additional amounts alpayment
allowed-----------------------.
lowed
20
interest rate to 1932; thereafter
20
thereafter--20
for first five years half
half of
of interest
interest
deferred, and added to
to
may be deferred,
principal;
principal; bonds to be issued
therefor
therefor ---------------------20
payment in United States bonds
payment
accepted
20
accepted --------------------20
Finley's
Finley's Ferry,
Ferry, Ark.,
bridge authorized across Current River
River
at--------------------------at
26
Fire
Army,
Fire Control
Control Installations,
Installations, Army,
appropriation
appropriation for
for operating,
operating, etc.,
etc., seacoast defenses
defenses -------------- 491, 905
905
etc., insular
insular possesfor operating, etc.,
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sions---------------------- 491, 906
for operating,
operating, etc.
etc., Panama
Panama Canal_ 491, 906
seacoast defor construction, etc., of, seacoast
fenses ------------------502, 917
502,917
Hawaiian
for construction, etc.,
etc., Hawaiian
Islands -------------------- 502,918
502, 918
Islands
for construction,
construction, etc.,
etc., Panama
Panama CaCanal -----------------_----- 503, 918
918
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for insular
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additional,
1925
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1925-----------------------1925_
711
for Panama Canal, additional, 1925deficiency
59,
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1236
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1236
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for improvements,
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561
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561, 1236
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force-----------------676
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contingent expenses --for contingent
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and battalion engineers
engineers-------175
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fire
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machinery, assistsuperintendent
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weekly day off in lieu of Sundays -----175
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emergency
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correction in pay fixed
battalion
fixed for
for battalion
chief
engineers
752
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Fire
Island, N. Y.,
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Fire
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Building MaMaterials,
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investigating, etc.; fire
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prevention
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at
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San Juan,
Juan, Porto
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Fish
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237,
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Alaska service
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for
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237,
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237, 1046
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for administration
for
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for
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rations allowed
allowed 238,
1047
238, 1047
of rations
commutation
for
food fishes
fishes inquiry
inquiry ---------- 238,
1047
238, 1047
for food
for
statistical inquiry
inquiry ---------238, 1047
for statistical
for
sponge fisheries
fisheries.. --- 238, 1047
protecting sponge
for protecting
for
Alaska general
service, protecting
protecting
general service,
for Alaska
seal
fisheries; food
food to natives,
seal fisheries;
etc
1047
etc ---------------------238,238, 1047
for
equipment, etc.,
etc., Upper
Upper MissisMissisfor equipment,
sippi
Refuge, etc---------etc
1047
sippi Fish Refuge,
for
706
additional, 1925 ------salaries, additional,
for salaries,
for
additional, 1925_
1925--_ 706
vessels, additional,
Alaska vessels,
for Alaska
for
protection of salmon
expenses, protection
for expenses,
fisheries
713
of Alaska
Alaska ------------fisheries of
miscelladeficiency
appropriation for miscelladeficiency appropriation
neous
expenses
56, 61, 697, 759
neous expenses------Northern Pacific
Pacific Halibut
Halibut Act proviNorthern
sions
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sions-----------------------Fisheries Commission,
International,
Commission, International,
Fisheries
1024
appropriation for expenses,
etc
expenses, etc-------appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for share of
deficiency appropriation
expenses
756
expenses of -----------------scientific investigations
investigations of,
of, not
subject
not subject
scientific
to
inhibitions of
of Northern
Northern Pato inhibitions
cific
Halibut Fishery
650
Act ------Fishery Act
cific Halibut
appropriation
authorized
for
expenses of
650
expenses
for
appropriation authorized
Fisheries).
Fisheries,
Alaska Fisheries).
Fisheries,Salmon (see Alaska
Fishery,
Halibut,
Fishery, Halibut,
provisions for protection
protection of, in northern
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Pacific
648
Pacific -------------------Five
Civilized Tribes
Indians, Okla.,
Tribes of Indians,
Five Civilized
appropriation for
continuing work of
for continuing
appropriation
Competency
__ 396, 1146
Commission---Competency Commission__
for attorneys,
attorneys, etc.,
probate matmatfor probate
etc., for
for
ters of
of restricted
allottees_ __ 397,
397, 1147
restricted allottees--ters
for expenses,
etc., selling
tribal proppropselling tribal
expenses, etc.,
for
proceeds ------398, 1148
erty, from proceeds
segregated
lands
coal and asphalt lands
segregated coal
included ---------------398, 1148
included
for collecting
rents, etc
etc ---------- 398, 1148
collecting rents,
for
tribal,
etc.,
schools
continued
398,
1148
398,
tribal, etc., schools continued-payments
authorized from tribal
payments authorized
funds
398, 1148
funds--------------------dispensing
with tribal
tribal attorneys_
398
attorneys-____ 398
dispensing with
repairs,
etc., school
buildings, from
school buildings,
repairs, etc.,
school funds
398, 1149
-----fuads -----.
school
for
tribal common
schools ------ 407, 1158
1158
common schools
for tribal
410, 1159
for administering
administering affairs
of
1159
affairs of-----for
detailed
expenditures to
to
report of expenditures
detailed report
410
be made
be
made--------------------for
additional,
attorneys, additional,
probate attorneys,
for probate
707
1925
:.-.
-.1925
1925------------------------for
etc., schools, additional,
tribal, etc.,
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------192
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708
--v--;; - - - -----------
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of,
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708
of, additional,
deficiency
appropriation
adminisdeficiency appropriation for administering affairs
affairs of
of ------------- 56, 760
tering
for
civilian employees,
employees z Choctaw
and
Choctaw and
for civilian
Chickasaw
Agencies
1329
Chickasaw Agencies----------allowances
tribal funds
funds for
for street
from tribal
allowances from
improvements,
etc., heretofore
heretofore or
improvements, etc.,
hereafter made
sites;
in town sites;
made in
hereafter
728
conditions
728
--------------conditions--Fixed Nitrogen
Research Laboratory,
DeLaboratory, DeNitrogen Research
Fixed
partment
of
Agriculture,
partment of Agriculture,
appropriation
rent, from
from War
War Defor rent,
appropriation for
partment
funds ------------ 433, 823
partment funds
deficiency
appropriation for rent-----rent
88
38
deficiency appropriation
Flag,
National,
Flag, National,
issue of,
of, free,
free, upon
upon request
request of
nearest
of nearest
issue
relative
of officer, etc.,
etc., dying in
in
relative of
service
of Navy,
Navy, etc.,
etc., during
during
service of
World War
War period
period ---------•
1278
World
Flandreau,
Dak.,
S. Dak.,
Flandreau,S.
appropriation
for
Indian
school
at..
_
407,
1157
appropriation for Indian school at for Indian
Indian school,
school, additional,
additional, 1925-1925_ _ 708
708
for
Flathead Agency,
Agency, Mont.,
Flathead
appropriation for support,
support, etc.,
etc., of Inappropriation
dians
at ----------------- 408,1159
408, 1159
dians atfor support,
Indians at, from
from
of Indians
etc., of
support, etc.,
for
tribal
funds
1161
tribal funds-----------------for support,
etc., Indians
Indians at, addiaddisupport, etc.,
for
tional,
708
1925---------------tional, 1925
deficiency
appropriation for civilian
civilian emdeficiency appropriation
1329
ployees at------------------at1329
ployees
Flathead Indian
Reservation, Mont.,
Indian Reservation,
Flathead
appropriation
for
constructing and opopconstructing
for
appropriation
erating
irrigation systems
systems on;
erating irrigation
repayment
402, 1153
1153
repayment---------------- 402,
for irrigation
irrigation systems,
systems, additional,
additional,
for
707
-1925707
1925---------------------claims
of designated
Indians
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tribes of
designated tribes
claims of
on,
lands, etc.,
etc., taken
taken, to be
for lands,
on, for
determined
by Court
Court of ClaimsClaims_
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determined by
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of
---------names
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246
names added
funds
per
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payment
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per capita payment from
to
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Flax,
appropriation for investigating
investigating cultiappropriation
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etc. of,
of, for
purseed purfor seed
vation, etc.
poses;
study of
of diseases,
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441, 831
diseases, etcposes; study
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Straw,
Flax
appropriation for
for investigating,
for
investigating, for
appropriation
pulp manufacture
manufacture ---------445, 835
835
445,
pulp
ShipFleet
Corporation,
Emergency
(see
Fleet Corporation, Emergency
ping Board, United
United States).
ping
Fleet
Marine Corps
Corps Reserve, Class
Class One,
Fleet Marine
appropriation for
for pay
pay and allowances,
allowances,
appropriation
201, 879
officers
879
officers-----------------Fleet
Reserve (see also
also Naval ReNaval Reserve
Fleet Naval
serve
Marine Corps
Corps Reserve).
Reserve)•
and Marine
serve and
appropriation for
retainer pay,
pay, active
for retainer
appropriation
service
pay
and
allowances
to
service pay and allowances to
members of---------------of
193, 872
872
members
provisions
relating
to
1085
provisions relating to---------------- 1085
Flint
Ga.,
Flint River, Ga.,
preliminary
examination, etc.,
etc., of,
of, to
to
preliminary examination,
be made
1194
1194
made--------------------be
Flomaton, Ala.,
Ala.,
Flomaton,
title
States released
released to
to equiequiUnited States
of United
title of
246
table owners
lands in-------in
of lands
owners of
table
Flood
Control,
Flood Control,
appropriation for
for Mississippi
Mississippi River_
River_ 516, 930
appropriation
516, 930
for Sacramento
Sacramento River
River ---------930
for
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Flood
Control-Continued.
Flood Control-Continued.
preliminary examinations,
auetc., auexaminations, etc.,
preliminary
thorized of
streams
of designated streams
thorized
for
249
for-----------------------amount
authorized from
from river
and
river and
amount authorized
249
harbor appropriations
appropriations --------harbor
surveys authorized
control of
of floods
floods
to control
authorized to
surveys
in North
North Branch
Branch of
of Susquehanna
Susquehanna
in
250
Y---------River,
River, Pa. and N. Y
amount authorized
authorized to
to be
approbe approamount
250
priated
250
priated---------------------Puyallup River,
River, Wash------------Wash
250
Puyallup
amount authorized
authorized to be approamount
priated
250
priated---------------------Allegheny and
Rivers,
Monongahela Rivers,
and Monongahela
Allegheny
Pa
250
Pa-------------------------amount
authorized to
be approto be
amount authorized
priated ---------------------250
priated
similar
similar amount required from
250
Pennsylvania --------------Pennsylvania
preliminary examination,
etc., directed
examination, etc.,
preliminary
for,
of Caloosahatchee
Caloosahatchee River,
for, of
961
Fla
----------------------Fla
Skyomish, Snoqualmie,
Snoqualmie, Snohomish,
Skyomish,
and
Stillaguamish Rivers,
Wash- 1000
Rivers, Wash..
and Stillaguamish
1000
Wash---------Nooksack River, Wash
Nooksack
1000
sum
for
authorized for-------------sum authorized
Florence, Ala.,
Florence,
improvement
Tennessee River, Dam
improvement of Tennessee
No.
authorized -------1188
No. 2, to authorized
Florence County, S. C.,
Florence
bridge
authorized across Peedee
Peedee River,
bridge authorized
Savage Landing, by Marion
Marion
647
County and -- ------------- County
Florence
Crittenden Home, D. C.,
Florence Crittenden
appropriation for care of women and
and
appropriation
570,
children
under
570 1244
children under------------Florence,
Florence, S. C.,
at----------------- terms
terms of court at
801
Floriculture, etc.,
Floriculture,
appropriation for studies, etc., in_in
442, 832
appropriation
Florida,
Florida,
adjustment
of claims of settlers of
adjustment of
erroneously surlands in, erroneously
public lands
1012
veyed, etc
etc ------------------1012
veyed,
Georgia and, may bridge Saint Marys
Georgia
663
Ga------River,
Saint Marys, Ga
River, Saint
472
Fla
Landing, Fla--------------Wilds Landing,
representative of the Government
Government to
representative
celebration of
attend
centennial celebration
attend centennial
meeting of Legislative
first
Legislative
Territory of---of __
473
Council of the Territory
Battleship,
"Florida," Battleship,
appropriation for additional
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
1335
protection---submarine, etc., protection_
protection
alteration of, authorized
authorized for protection
aircraft
submarine and aircraft
against submarine
attack
719
attack ---------------------719
converting
burning --------_
converting to oil burning
Flushing
Flushing Bay,
Bay,
preliminary examination,
preliminary
examination, etc.,
etc., for ship
canal,
Jamaica Bay, to be
canal, to Jamaica
made
1192
made------------------- ---and Creek,
Creek, N. Y.,
Flushing Bay and
Y.,
Flushing
1186
authorized---------improvement
improvement of, authorized
Signals,
Fog
Fog Signals,
233, 1043
---appropriation
for
appropriation for----------Fogarty,
John,
Fogarty, John,
1277
reimbursement to, for stolen bonds
bonds__
reimbursement
Folding
Folding Room, House of Representatives,
Representatives,
appropriation
superintendent, foldappropriation for superintendent,
584,1292
ers, etc ----------------584,
1292
pay
position and .
pay established
established of as151
the-------sistant foreman of the

Folding
Senate,
Page.
Pag e.
Room, Senate,
Folding Room,
appropriation
for
superintendent,
foreforeappropriation for superintendent,
man,
folders, etc----------etc1289
581, 1289
man, folders,
positions and
and pay
established of supersuperpay established
positions
intendent, and
149
employees_
other employees_
and other
intendent,
Food
United States,
Administration, United
Food Administration,
deficiency
appropriation for
for salaries
salaries
deficiency appropriation
55
and expenses
expenses ----------------and
for judgments, Court of Claims
697
under
697
under----------------------Food and
Administrations,
Fuel Administrations,
and Fuel
Food
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
national
for national
deficiency
security
defense, educaand defense,
security and
tional
60, 697
tional -------------------Food
Agricultural,
Products, Agricultural,
Food Products,
appropriation
for biological
biological investigainvestigaappropriation for
tions,
446, 837
-----------of837
etc., of
tions, etc.,
for investigating
investigating market
market conditions,
for
supply, etc.,
of ------------ 453, 844
etc., of
supply,
for diffusing
diffusing information
information of marketmarketfor
ing,
nonraanufactured__ _ 453, 844
etc., nonmanufactured--ing, etc.,
for promoting
promoting uniform
of
uniform standards of
for
453, 844
classification -------------classification
Food Products,
Products, American,
Food
appropriation
investigating chemiappropriation for investigating
cal,
applied in foreign
foreign
tests applied
etc., tests
cal, etc.,
etc-- 447, 837
countries
837
inspecting, etc
to; inspecting,
countries to;
Foods,
Drugs, etc.,
Foods, Drugs,
appropriation
investigating adulappropriation for investigating
837
terations, etc
etc-------------- 447, 837
terations,
Foods,
etc., D. C.,
Foods, etc.,
appropriation for
detecting adulteraadulterafor detecting
appropriation
563, 1237
tions,
1237
etc --------------tions, etc
Foot-and-Mouth, etc., Diseases
Diseases of Animals,
Foot-and-Mouth,
etc.,;
arresting, etc.
appropriation for arresting,
'; adappropriation
ditional
110, 458, 851
----------ditional
payment for
animals destroyed;
for animals
payment
111,
discretionary
111,
expenditures----discretionary expenditures
458, 851
appraisal
values; limit--limit__ _ 111, 458, 851
appraisal of values;
for
1925
706
for arresting, additional, 1925-----deficiency appropriation
appropriation for emergency
emergency
deficiency
use,
etc
40, 682
arresting, etc---------use, arresting,
amount of, available for eradicateradicatamount
722
etc---ing European
European fowl pest, etc_
___
for investigating
investigating new methods for
for
prevention,
reappropriaprevention, etc.; reappropria1324
1324
•
tion ----------------------Forage Crops,
Crops,
Forage
appropriation
investigating disfor investigating
appropriation for
- 441, 831
eases of
of---------------eases
for investigating
investigating improvement of,
for
etc ---------------------443, 833
etc
affecting - 449, 839
for investigating
investigating insects affecting
for
Corps,
Forage, Marine
Marine Corps,
Forage,
203
appropriation
appropriation for ------------------Foreign
and Domestic
Domestic Commerce Bureau,
Bureau,
Foreign and
Commerce,
Department of Commerce,
Department
office
appropriation for Director,
Director, and office
appropriation
personnel
personnel ---------------- 225, 1034
for
commercial
attaches, clerks,
commercial attaches,
for
etc
225, 1034
etc---------------------assignment
Department
for Department
two for
assignment of two
duty
225, 1034
duty------ ------------for
commerce, Europe and
promoting commerce,
for promoting
other
areas -------------225, 1034
1034
other areas
assignment of trade commissioners
commissioners
assignment
for
22 1035
1035
Department----- 225,
for duty in Department
for District
District and Cooperative
Cooperative Office 5,
for
225, 1035
Service ----------------d
25 1035
for
South and
an2,
with South
trade with
for developing
developing trade
America---------- 225, 1035
Central America
assignment
assignment of trade commissioners
Department----- 226, 1035
for duty in Department
1035
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Page- Foreign
Foreign Governments,
Governments,
Foreign
and Domestic
Domestic Commerce
Bureau,
Page.
Commerce Bureau,
Foreign and
settling war
deficiency appropriation
war
Department
of Commerce-Con.
Commerce—Con.
appropriation for settling
deficiency
Department of
contract
claims of
9, 1344
of---------- 695,
contract claims
appropriation for
for further
developing
further developing
appropriation
medals or
or decorations
may 6be5
be
from, may
decorations from,
commerce with
with the
the Far
East_ 226,
226, 1035
medals
Far East_
commerce
accepted
by Army
Army Air
Service
Air Service
accepted by
trade commissioners
assignment of
of trade
commissioners
assignment
979
officers
world airplane
airplane flight_
flight_
979
for world
officers for
226,
for duty
226, 1035
1035
in Department
Department -duty in
for
plans
for George
Washington bicenGeorge Washington
plans for
for expenses
for
expenses enforcing China Trade
tennial birthday celebration
tennial
celebration may
Act
1036
226, 1036
Act---------------------- 226,
672
to----------be
communicated to
be communicated
for investigating
investigating export
export industriesindustries_ 226, 1036
1036
for
Foreign Mails,
Postal Service,
Mails, Postal
Foreign
for collecting,
information as
to
as to
etc., information
collecting, etc.,
for
appropriation
of, by
by
transportation of,
for transportation
disposition and
appropriation for
handling of raw
and handling
disposition
steamship,
aircraft, or otherothersteamship, aircraft,
materials
and manufactures_
manufactures.. 226,
1036
226, 1036
materials and
87, 786
wise
wise-----------------------for
of officers,
officers,
remains of
home remains
for bringing
bringing home
allowance
for aircraft
87, 786
786
87,
service--..
aircraft service
allowance for
etc.,
dying abroad
abroad--------- 226, 1036
etc., dying
87, 786
sea post
post service---------------service
sea
for
transportation of
of families
families and
for transportation
Tor
assistant superintendent,
superintendent, New
for assistant
effects of
of officers,
officers, etc------etc
227, 1036
effects
York
87, 786
786
87,
City --------------York City
1037
227, 1037
for Customs
Customs Statistics
Statistics section..
227,
section--..
for
87, 786
for
balances due
due foreign
coutries
foreign cou'tries-for balances
for
compiling Directory
Directory of
expenses, compiling
for expenses,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for transdeficiency
Foreign
Buyers------------ 227, 1037
Foreign Buyers
portation
47,
47, 59, 691
portation----------------for
investigating sources
sources of
of crude
for investigating
47,
for balances
due foreign
foreign countries-_countries__ _
balances due
for
rubber; other raw
raw materials,
rubber;
733, 1350
59,
691, 699,
699, 733,
59, 691,
227, 1037
nitrate,
sisal, etc
etc ---------1037
nitrate, sisal,
Foreign
Passports,
Foreign Passports,
for collecting,
collecting, etc., information
information of
for
fees for
for visas
visas of,
be modified,
modified, in
may be
of, may
fees
and
foreign trade
trade restrictions
restrictions and
foreign
cases
not "immi"immialiens not
of aliens
cases of
227, 1037
regulations
227,
1037
regulations -------------976
976
grants";
condition ....-----grants"; condition
for commercial
commercial attaches,
additional,
attaches, additional,
for
Foreign Service
(see also
also Diplomatic and
Service (see
1925
706 Foreign
1925---------------------Consular
Service),
Consular Service),
Europe and
for promoting
promoting commerce,
commerce, Europe
for
appropriation
for ambassadors
ambassadors and
minand min706
appropriation for
additional, 1925--other
areas, additional,
1925—
other areas,
1015
1015
isters
isters----------------------cooperative office
for district
district and cooperative
office servservfor
allowance for
for Turkey,
Turkey, if minister
allowance
706
ice,
1925 --------additional, 1925
ice, additional,
1015
appointed thereto
thereto -----------appointed
commerce. South and
for promoting
promoting commerce,
for
for
minister resident
resident and
genconsul genand consul
for minister
706
Central America,
America, additional, 1925
Central
1015
1015
eral to
to Liberia
Liberia--------------eral
commerce in the Far
for developing
developing commerce
at
for agent
agent and
general at
consul general
and consul
for
706
East, additional,
additional, 1925
1925 ------East,
1015
Tangier
Tangier--------------------for expenses,
expenses, enforcing
enforcing China
China Trade
Trade
for
no official
receive other GovernGovernofficial to receive
no
706
Act, additional,
additional, 1925 -------- Act,
1015
ment
salarv --------------ment salary
export industries,
for investigating
investigating export
for
1015
ad interimfor charges
interim.. -____ 1015
d'affaires ad
charg6s d'affaires
for
additional, 1925 ----------706
additional,
consul in
additional pay
pay of
vice consul
of vice
additional
for compiling
compiling foreign trade statistics,
charge
during absence
absence of
prinof princharge during
1925------------additional, 1925
706
additional,
1016
1016
cipal
officer----------------cipal officer
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for promoting
deficiency
for
clerks at
embassies and
legations-_ 1016
and legations
at embassies
for clerks
commerce in
East
61, 759
Far East-------in Far
commerce
for interpreters
interpreters to
embassies and
to embassies
for
--------for commercial
for
commercial attach6s-attaches
759
1016
1016
legations
legations ....------------------for
promoting commerce
759, 1348
commerce ------for promoting
for
of officers
assigned for
for
officers assigned
tuition of
for tuition
developing trade with South and
for developing
for
language
study in China, Japan,
Japan,
language study
1348
Central
America ------------1348
Central America
1016
1016
and
Turkey ------------.--and Turkey
of foreign
foreign offices of,
rent of
advances for
for rent
advances
for rent
of quarters
for language
language
quarters for
rent of
for
permitted
1327
permitted ------------------study
Japan and
officers in Japan
study officers
of,
Foreign Buyers,
Directory of,
Buyers, Directory
Foreign
1016
1016
Turkey
Turkey---------------------227, 1037
appropriation for
for compiling
compiling ..---appropriation
1016
1016
for contingent
contingent expenses,
expenses, missions.
missions... for
Foreign
Commerce,
1016
Foreign Cnrnmerce,
1016
launch,
Constantinople
launch, Constantinople--...----1016
1016
punishment
punishment for stealing, etc., shipdispatch
agents---------------dispatch agents
793
793
1016
1016
ments,
ments, etc -----------------loss by exchange.--------------exchange
payments
for clerical
services exexclerical services
Cotton Organizations,
payments for
Foreign
Foreign Cotton
Organizations, etc.,
cept to
citizens, forAmerican citizens,
to American
cept
appropriation for
effectuating agreefor effectuating
appropriation
1016
bidden --------------------bidden
ments
with, for
adopting unifor adopting
ments with,
1016
for ground
ground rent,
Japan -.Tokyo, Japan
rent, Tokyo,
versal standards
standards of classification,
classification,
for
versal
1016
for
expenses foreign
foreign service
inspectors 1016
service inspectors
845
for expenses
arbitrating
disputes, etcetc -----arbitrating disputes,
1017
1017
--.
for
hire at
at consulates--consulates..
clerk hire
for clerk
also World
(see also
Foreign Debt
Debt Commission
Commission (see
Foreign
1017
consulates-__ 1017
for
expenses, consulates_
contingent expenses,
for contingent
War
Foreign Debt
Debt Commission),
Commission),
War Foreign
1017
1017
---.........
loss
by exchange
exchange
loss by
69
for expenses of--------appropriation
of
appropriation for
1017
1017
for expenses
expenses under
under immigration
laws..
lawsimmigration
for
1342
of
deficiency
appropriation
for
expenses
expenses
for
deficiency appropriation
American
protection
for
relief
and
protection
of
American
and
relief
for
763
years_---authority
of,
continued
two
years
authority of, continued
1017
1017
seamen
seamen--------------------settlement
indebtedness of Finland
settlement of indebtedness
1017
1017
officers_
for
salaries
of
foreign
service
foreign
of
salaries
for
20
20
approved-_
to United
United States by, approved
to
1017
1017
for instruction
transit pay
pay-----and transit
instruction and
for
apHungary
to United
United States
States by,
by, apHungary to
for transportation,
etc.,
expenses__
__ 1018
...
expenses
etc.,
transportation,
for
proved
136
proved ---------------------1015
passage on
foreign vessels
restricted 1018
vessels restricted
on foreign
passage
Lithuania
to United
United States
States by, apLithuania to
for
unforeseen
emergencies
and
NeuNeuand
emergencies
unforeseen
for
proved
719
-----------------proved
101l
1013
trality Act
Act expenses
expenses_---------_
tralitv
720
r l.0*C-$ United
Ti-,;.-UCA
IU1-_U
Poland
States
by,approved_
720
r.
uinu to
wt
u1
DLu
upa-* <nnrrV
v . w v-------
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Foreign Service-Continued.
Service—Continued.
Foreign
appropriation
dying
of officers
officers dying
heirs of
appropriation for heirs
abroad __..---..-----.-----abroad
for
bringing home
home remains of officers
for bringing
dying
dying abroad
abroad.-------.-----...
to meet living
living
for post
post allowances
allowances to
expenses of officers
officers ----------expenses
for
Cape Spartel
for Cape
Spartel Light,
Light, etc.,
etc., Morocco
Morocco
for
life saving testimonials __------for life
Measuresfor Bureau
Bureau of Weights and Measures..
Tariffs ----for Bureau of Customs Tariffs
customs tariffs,
for revision
revision of Chinese
Chinese customs
,participating in --------.participating
inquiry into extraterritoriality
extraterritoriality in
for inquiry
China ----------------for Mexican,Boundary
Commission_
Mexican.Boundary Commissionfor boundary line, Alaska and Canada
for
marking Canadian
for marking
Canadian boundary_
boundary --for International
Commission_
International Prison Commissionfor Pan American
American Union .------.
for printing and binding for Pan
American Union-----------Union
American
for Permanent Court
Court of Arbitration
Arbitration
Bureau
Bureau---------------------for
for Interparliamentary
Interparliamentary Union for
International Arbitration
International
Arbitration-----International Commission on
on
for International
Tables of Constants, etc
etc------for International
International Commission
Commission on
on
International
International Law
Law-----------Institute of
Agriof AgriInternational Institute
for International
culture -------------------for International
International Railway Congress_
Congressfor International
International Sanitary Bureau_ _
for International
International Office of Public
Health -------------for
American Pecuniary
for British
British -- American
Claims Arbitration
Arbitration ---.......
for
International Radiotelegraphic
Radiotelegraphic
for International
Convention ------... ----...
Convention
for Inter-American
Inter-American High Commission
Canadian Boundary
Boundary Waters Comfor Canadian
mission --------------------for annual payment to Panama ---for payment to Colombia-------Colombia
International Research Council,
for International
etc ------------------------for International
International Hydrographic Bureau
reau-----------.............
Town ____
for foreign hospital, Cape Town--..
for International
Trade Mark
Mark RegisRegisfor
International Trade
tration Bureau at Habana
Habana --for Industrial Property Bureau,
Berne, Switzerland
Switzerland ----..
----.
German-American Mixed Claims
for German-American
Claims
Commission -Commission
-- -----.-- _
__
for Mexican Claims Commissions..
Commissions--for International
International Statistical Institute..
Institute_
for International Fisheries Commission
sion ---_. ------..----------for
for
land for
for Rio
Rio de Janeiro,
Janeiro, Brazil, land
embassy building
building_----------for United States court
court for China-China
for consular prisons, etc -.-------.
for bringing home criminals
criminals -...--.
deficiency
appropriation for
for Mexican
Mexican
deficiency appropriation
General and
and Special
Claims
General
Commissions
-----....-Commissions...
regulating immigration
immigration
for expenses regulating
under
under--------- ___-__-----salaries__
for Foreign Service officers, salaries_Statistical Bureau..
for International
International Statistical
BureauAmerican Sanitary Conferfor Pan American
enCe, Seventh .----..---..-en6e,

Page.
Page.

1018
1018
1018
1018
1018
1018
1019
1019
1019
1019
1019
1019
1019
1019
1019
1019
1019
1019
1020
1020
1020
1020
1020
1020
1020
1020
1020
1020
1020
1020
1020

1021
1021
1021
1021
1021
1021
1022
1022
1022
1022
1022
1023
1023
1023
1023
1023
1023
1023
1023
1023
1023
1024
1024
1024
1024
1024
1024
1025
1025
1025
1025
691

691
691
692
692

Foreign
Service-Continued.
Foreign Service—Continued.
appropriation for particideficiency
deficiency appropriation
pating
pating in conferences
conferences for
for suptraffic
pressing narcotics traffic--for
Interparliamentary Union
for Interparliamentary
Union Conference in Washington
ference
Washington.------for payment
indemnity
France as indemnity
for
payment to France
Madame Crignier----.....
Crignier
to Madame
etc., embassy premises
for repairs, etc.,
London, England
England....------contingent expenses,
expenses, consulates-consulates
for contingent
secretaries in the Diplomatic
for secretaries
-------......
Service for International
International Fisheries Commission .-----------............
consular bills of health not required for
consular
vessels on northern frontier.-frontier
vessels
foreign passports
passports may
fees for visas
visas of foreign
be modified in case of aliens not
"immigrants";
condition-----"immigrants"; condition
Foreign Service Act,
Foreign
Act, 1924,
Consular Service to be
Diplomatic and Consular
Foreign Service
Service of the United
United
Foreign
States hereafter --.. ---.--..all officers below ministers included as
officers---.---Foreign Service officers
promotion by merit ---..--------promotion
assignment
or
assignment to either diplomatic or
consular branch
branch..-----------.
grades,
proportion of
classification and proportion
grades, 'classification
officers
officers--------------------allotment of ambassadors
ambassadors as provided by law
vided
law.....---------salaries of officers
officers by classes-classes
and salaries
inspection
for inspection----------details for
appointments as diplomatic secretaries,
secretaries,
appointments
consular officers,
officers, or both
consular
both.---confirmed by the Senate ----.
to be confirmed
authority under
under commissions
commissions------authority
examination or
or Department
Department service
examination
requisite
---------..
requisite ------...
only Americans
eligible
Americans eligible------reinstatement after separation by
reinstatement
other position-......------..
position
commission to a
a
a class and not to a
by commission
assifnments and transfers_
transferspost; assignments
present commissions not impaired by
new classifications
classifications..----------.
report to
President on
efficiency of
of
on efficiency
the President
report
to the
officers,
officers, and fitness for original
appointments, to be made by
Secretary
Secretary of State ----------.
efficiency records
records of present officers to
to
efficiency
be certified to the President with
with
be
recommendations -..---------.
recommendations
recommissioning,
further exrecommissioning, without further
amination
amination ___-...._-- ---- _-..
classes designated
classes
designated__---.........
reduction of class one conconno pay reduction
suls general
consuls-------general and consuls
consular assistant grade abolished;
consular
abolished;
recommissioned
recommissioned as unclassified
unclassified
officers
officers-------............
bond required
officers--.....
required of all officers
amount, and conditions-----.......
conditions
existing bonds not impaired hereby._
hereby._
all officials acts covered by
bv--------deposit of, with Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Treasury
Treasury -----.............
inspection of
diplomatic and consular
consular ofinspection
of diplomatic
officers detailed
detailed therefor..
fices by officers
thereforprovisions
etc., appliprovisions as to official fees, etc.,
cable to diplomatic and consular
consular
cable
branches
branches of service
service ---------..
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692
692
692
698
700
756
766
809
809

976

140
140
140
140
140
140
140
140
140
141
141
141
141
141
141

141

141
141

141
141
142
142
142
142
142
142
142
142
142
142
142
142
142
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Foreign Service Act,
Act, 1924—Continued.
Page.
1924-Continued.
Foreign
representation
representation allowances at capitals
where there
there is no diplomatic
diplomatic mis----142
accounting ---sion; accounting
private secretaries to ambassadors
ambassadors may
143
be appointed
appointed ------------assignment of officers to duty in the
143
Department; time limit_
limit----Department;
officers on special detail allowed travel
143
expenses
and subsistence expenses-----time
conferlimit for; extension for confertime limit
ences, etc
143
etc----------------ences,
ordered to United States
officers may be ordered
on statutory leave after three
abroad
143
years abroad--------------transportation,
etc., allowed, and to
to
transportation, etc.,
-----.. families -----..
143
their families
available for prescribed
prescribed duties ----143
counselor of embassy or legation may
143
be designated
designated from any officer
officer temporary appointment of any officer
temporary
diplomatic duties,
for specified diplomatic
143
authorized
authorized------------------etc.; salary restrictedrestricted_
143
no loss of grade, etc.;
pay authorized
officer acting as
authorized for officer
pay
chargé
charge d'affaires ad interim, or
. in charge of consular
consular office ---143
retirement and disability system estabretirement
lished ----------------------144
administration
administration of, by Secretary of
State ---------------------144
State
annual report of annuity receipts, disbursements, etc.,
etc., to
to be
made_ _-_
144
be madebursements,
estimates to be submitted
144
submitted--------estimates
appropriations
authorized for--for
144
appropriations authorized
144
retirement
retirement and disability fund createdcreated_
contributions for, to be deducted
144
eligibles------from salaries of eligibles
transferred to credit on books of
transferred
144
the Treasury---------------Treasury
the
144
.maximum
maximum basic salary --------144
retirement
retirement age and service ---------discretionary
144
discretionary age extension ------classified on service and
annuities classified
salaries
144
salaries -----------------classes------------percentages by classes
144
proportions
proportions withheld from officers
retired
before contributing
contributing for
retired before
144
service---------each year of service
investment
securities_
144
investment of fund in Federal securities144
income added
added thereto------------thereto
annuities not assignable,
assignable, subject to
to
144
attachment, etc ------------attachment,
annuitant
annuitant dying before receiving total amount
amount contributed, etc.,
etc.,
excess to be paid to personal
personal repexcess
144
resentatives ----------------resentatives
contribution, etc., of officer dying
contribution,
before
to
before retirement to be paid to
145
personal representatives
representatives ------personal
disability
before
disability annuity to officer before
145
retirement age ------reaching retirement
determination
determination by medical
medical examinaexamina145
tion, etc -----------------145
payment to cease
cease on recovery
recovery ----payment
examination expenses,
expenses, etc., payable
examination
145
from fund ------------discontinued before
before annuitant
annuitant .rediscontinued
ceives
contribuceives amount of his contribu145
excess to be returned --tion, excess
unhealthful posts to be classed in tropiunhealthful
145
Order
cal
cal countries by Executive Order
one year's
duty at, to be counted one
year's duty
one
year
and a
half for
for length
length of
a half
year and
145
service ---------------------service
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officers separated from service before
retirement age, except
except for disretirement
ability, to have 75 per cent of
contributions returned
145
returned--------employment
rettred
retired officer accepting employment
for
greater amount than annuity
for greater
to have reduction to the extent
extent
thereof --------------------145
yearly
notification to be made by, of
yearly notification
145
etc
employment, etc-------------suspension of annuity if, not
received
145
received------------------amount authorized
authorized from fund for
145
expenses -------------------officer
promoted as ambassador or minofficer promoted
Department poister, or receiving Department
sition, entitled
145
retirement, etc_
to retirement,
entitled to
sition,
retireperiods
computed for retireservice computed
periods of service
145
145
ment ------------------146
excluded ---------------------146
excluded
fund
in
Department by paying to fund
in the Department
contribution
contribution for each year of
146
employment
therein
employment therein----------retired officers
officers recalled
recalled temporarily
temporarily for
for
retired
active service to receive
receive full pay
serving -----146
in which serving
class in
of class
laws relating to diplomatic
secretaries
diplomatic secretaries
laws
and
consular officers made appliand consular
cable
officers_
146
Foreign Service officersto Foreign
cable to
inconsistent
Act repealed---repealed_
146
this Act
to this
inconsistent to
diplomatic
diplomatic and consular appropriations
tions for fiscal year 1925 made
available
146
available--------------------146
retirement
annuities excepted
excepted ------retirement annuities
Second and
Secretaries
Assistant Secretaries
and Third Assistant
Second
of State
State to be known as Assistof
146
146
Secretaries------------ant Secretaries
present commissions,
commissions, etc.,
etc., not impresent
146
paired
146
paired--------------------additional Assistant Secretary of State
additional
146
established
146
established------------------146
----appointment and
and salary
salary --appointment
position of
of Director
Director of the Consular
position
146
Service
abolished .-------Service abolished
salary for,
for, available
available for the additional
salary
146
Assistant
Secretary --------Assistant Secretary
146
effective date
date of,
July 1, 1924 -----of, July
effective
Foreign
Service Officers,
Officers,
Foreign Service
1017
appropriation for
salaries----------for salaries
appropriation
for instruction
pay
• 1017
1017
instruction and transit pay-----'
for
1018
1018
transportation---------------for transportation
for
allowances
for,
dying
abroad_
_
1018
for allowances for, dying abroad -for
home remains of, dying
bringing home
for bringing
1018
1018
abroad
abroad--------------------1018
for post
allowances ------------post allowances
for
Foreign
Retirement System,
Service Retirement
Foreign Service
1
144
44
of-------------------provisions of
Foreign
Trade,
Foreign Trade,
appropriation
related
investigating related
for investigating
appropriation for
227,1037
problems
227, 1037
of------------problems of
for
information as
to reas to
securing information
for securing
strictions,
etc------ 1037
regulations, etc
strictions, regulations,
for
compiling statistics
additional
of, additional
statistics of,
for compiling
1925
7706
1925---------------------Forest
Stations ,
Experiment Stations,
Forest Experiment
es t
a blishment of,
in California,
Ca;lifornia, etc.,
etc.,
of, in
establishment
authorized
authorized ------------------ 1108
experiments,
etc., to
conducted atat_ 1108
1108
be conducted
to be
experiments, etc.,
- 1109
amount
authorized for
expenses
for expenses-amount authorized
Forest
Fires,
Forest Fires,
appropriation
for fighting,
etc., in
fighting, etc.,
appropriation for
national
parks
425, 1179
--------.
national parks
exlimitations; allotments
of
exlimitations;
penses _
425,
1179
425,1179
penses---------------
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Forest
Fires-Continued.
Page. Forest
Forest Protection-Continued.
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Page.
appropriation for fighting,
acceptance
donations of
appropriation
fighting, etc., in
acceptance of donations
of lands,
lands, etc.;
etc.;
national forests
445,
preferences in
timber sales
to
forests -----------preferences
445, 835
in timber
sales to
insect infestations
infestations -----------445,
neighboring citizens,
citizens, etc
655
445, 835
835
neighboring
etc-----655
for airplane
airplane patrol
patrol to
prevent, etc--etc__
835
for
to prevent,
835
property, etc.
subject to
to
etc., reserved, subject
cooperation with
States for
for cooperation
with States
for proState tax laws
laws---------------655
tecting watersheds of navigable
navigable
ascertainment directed
ascertainment
directed of location of
streams from -------------- 457,
457, 849
stream849
public lands
lands valuable
valuable for
for streamdeficiency
fighting__ 39,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for fighting-_
39, 682
682
flow protection,
protection, or
or timber
timber probalances of appropriations
paying
appropriations for
for paying
duction -------- --------_---_
655
duction
655
claims of Army officers,
officers, etc., for
for
report
report to Reservation
Commission
655
Reservation Commission__
655
losses fighting, in national
national forfindings of, if favorable,
sent
forfavorable, to
to be sent
935
ests covered in --------------President_ 935
to Congress by the President655
national
national forests may
may be
be established
established of
of
Forest Protection
Protection (see also National ForForest
lands suitable for timber proproests),
ests),
duction in any but excepted
duction
excepted
appropriation for cooperation
appropriation
cooperation with
with
Government reservations
reservations -----655
States, etc.,
etc., for forest
forest fire
fire prepreif reserved for Army or Navy, auvention protection
protection of
timbered
vention,
of timbered
thority over for national defense
defense
849
lands, etc
etc------------ ------849
not relinquished
relinquished -------------655
investigating
investigating tax laws,
laws, and
and tim655
funds made
made available
available-------------655
insurance ----------------849
ber insurance
national forests; receipts
receipts from
sales,
from sales,
cooperative farm forestry, etc--_
etc
849
for cooperative
849
etc., covered into
into forest
reserve
forest reserve
for cooperation
cooperation in procuring
procuring forestforestfund
fund-----------------------655
tree seeds and plants, estabpunishment for violating regulations,
regulations,
punishment
wood lots,
etc
849
lishing farm wood
lots, etc---849
etc
etc------------------------655
recommendations
authorized, in
recommendations authorized,
in coopcoopForest Reserves (see National
Forests).
Forest
National Forests).
eration with State
eration
State officials
officials for
for
Forest Roads and
Forest
and Trails
Trails (see also Federal
systems of
prevention for,
systems
of fire prevention
for,
Highway Act),
Act),
Highway
timber
timber productions, etc -------653
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for apportionapportioncooperation authorized
authorized with systems of
cooperation
ment to
1326
to States,
States, fiscal year
year 1926._
1926_ 1326
prevention provided
provided
forest fire prevention
amounts authorized
authorized for, under
under Federal
amounts
Federal
by States --------------1127
653, 1127
Highway Act,
Act, fiscal
fiscal years 1926,
1926,
expended not to exceed
exceed that
amount expended
that
1927------------------------1927
889
of State, forest owners, etc
etc__ 653,
653, 1128
1128 Forest
Forest Service
Service, Department
Department of
of Agriculture
Agriculture
consideration to
consideration
to watersheds
watersheds of
of navi(see also Forest Protection),
Protection),
gable streams ------------- 653, 1128
1128
appropriation for Forester, and
and office
office
appropriation
securing water
water for domestic use
securing
use
and field personnel
personnel --------- 443,
443, 833
833
or irrigation-----------------irrigation
1128
1128
for general
general expenses------------ 443,
833
443, 833
any timbered
timbered or forest producing
tests outside United States forlands -----------------------653
bidden
bidden -----------------443,
833
443,833
study of tax laws, to
to encourage
limit of cost of
833
encourage timof buildings
buildings------- 443, 833
ber conservation,
653
conservation, etc
etc ---------653
protection, etc., of forests; sale
amount authorized
authorized to be appropriappropriof timber....
833
timber ---------------443, 833
653
ated annually --------------.
653
care of fish and game
game -------444,
834
care
444, 834
cooperation for distribution of forest834
agents, labor, etc.
etc------------- 444, 834
tree seeds or plants for denuded
collating,
collating, printing, etc., investiganonforested lands
654
or nonforested
lands----------654
tions
444, 834
834
tions---------------------- 444,
amount not to exceed State expendiexpendisupplies, etc
444, 834
834
supplies,
etc----------------- 444,
tures
654
tures------------.-------.--.
relief of field employees
654
employees -------- 444, 834
834
authorized annually
Authorized
654
contingent
expenses;
annually ------------contingent
654
expenses;
traveling
cooperation
cooperation to assist farm owners in
expenses; rent -----------444, 834
834
valuable forwoodlots and
and other
other valuable
supervisors,
for forest supervisors,
rangers,
est growth
growth------------------guards, etc---------------etc
444,
654
guards,
444, 834
834
limitation
limitation on contribution---------contribution
654
for expenses,
834
654
expenses, district administration_444,
administration_444, 834
amount authorized
authorized annually
annually to
amount
for care
care of graves
graves of
to be
of fire fighters,
fighters,
appropriated
Saint
Manes
appropriated----------------654
Maries and
and Wallace,
Wallace,
examination,
location, etc., for purexamination, location,
Idaho ------------------444, 834
834
direc ted, of denuded lands,
lands,
chase, directed,
interchangeable appropriations_ 444, 834
interchangeable
834
watersheds of navigable
navigable
etc., in watersheds
for fighting forest
forest fires, etc---etc
- 445, 835
654
streams ---------------------for airplane patrol --------------835
654
835
report to Forest Reservation
for selecting lands for homestead
Reservation Comhomestead
mission --------------------654
entries, etc -.------------ -445,
445, 835
654
835
further examination
examination with Director
Director
further
for surveying, etc., agricultural
agricultural lands
of Geological
Geological Survey, etc------etc
654
654
in national forests
forests ---------445,
445, 835
835
acceptance
acceptance of donations of lands valufor sanitary and fire protection,
protection, pubpubable for timber growing, authorlic camp grounds
grounds ----------835
445, 835
ized------------------------ized
654
for supplies,
for
supplies, instruments,
instruments, and
and equipequipreservation
reservation to
to donor
donor of
of standing timtim_--_ments-------------445,
835
445,835
ber, mineral
mineral rights, etc., for a
a
for wood distillation,
distillation, economy
economy in
in
limited period --------------654
654
forest products, etc --------- 445,
445, 835
835
size and location-----------------location
654
654
investigating flax straw for making
investigating
making
to become national
national forests, subject to
to
pulp and paper ------------- 445,835
445, 835
thereJ
655
laws there-of-------------655
for improving range conditions
conditions.-- 445, 835
835
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Service, Department
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Forest
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appropriation
for tree
tree planting,
etc__ 445, 835
planting, etcappropriation for
young
land residents
residents
arid land
to arid
young trees to
445, 835
in Nebraska
Nebraska --------------in
836
836
Nursery----------for Beal
Beal Nursery
land for
for cooperative,
investigations
etc., investigations
cooperative, etc.,
for
to
conservative mandetermine conservative
to determine
agement of
of forests---------forests
836
445, 836
agement
for appraising,
appraising, etc.,
timber for sale;
etc., timber
for
expenses
of sales, etc -------- 446, 836
expenses of
for
miscellaneous
investigations,
miscellaneous
for
etc
836
446,836
etc ----------------------- 446,
for
etc
446, 836
bridges, etc----trails, bridges,
roads, trails,
for roads,
stock
watering places,
places,
corrals, watering
stock corrals,
446,836
etc
836
etc ----------------------- 446,
plants--- 446, 836
eradicating
poisonous plants_
eradicating poisonous
for
expenses in
Washington, D.
D. C.,
in Washington,
for expenses
under
Conservation Act_
Act------ 446, 836
under Conservation
705
for
additional, 1925-------1925
salaries, additional,
for salaries,
for
general expenses, additional,
for general
1925
705
--------.-----1925
appropriation for fighting
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
forest
fires -----------39, 682, 1325
forest fires
for
insect damages,
damages, Kaiemergency, insect
for emergency,
National Forest, and Grand
bab National
Canyon National
39
National Park -------Canyon
for
Oregon and
insect infestations, Oregon
for insect
39
California ------------------California
revested
for fire
fire protection,
etc., revested
protection, etc.,
for
Oregon-California railroad
railroad lands,
Oregon-California
39
etc
----etc---------------55,
for
general
expenses
for general expenses-------60, 697,
700, 759, 1348, 1353
697, 700,
60,
for Henry
Henry McGuire
1325
McGuire--------------for
acceptance of
of title to lands within
acceptance
national forests acquired
acquired under
national
Conservation Act, and other
other
Conservation
timber given in
or timber
lands or
forest lands
exchange -----------------1215
exchange
establishment
experiment station in
of experiment
establishment of
1108
California,
etc., authorized
authorized ---California, etc.,
exchanges
private owners of lands
with private
exchanges with
designated
included in designated
to be included
952
forests in
in California
California ----------forests
Forester
serve on
National Capital
on National
to serve
Forester to
463
Park
D. C
C------Commission, D.
Park Commission,
moneys contributed
reforestatoward reforestacontributed toward
moneys
tion,
etc., to
to be
special fund_
1132
fund - _ 1132
a special
be a
tion, etc.,
uses specified
1132
specified -----------------uses
additional buildings
each
authorized each
buildings authorized
additional
year
for national
forest purposespurposes_
1132
national forest
year for
provisions
for water
water supply and
provisions for
sanitary system -------------1132
sales
small quantities
quantities of
timber, etc.,
etc.,
of timber,
of small
sales of
without advertising----------advertising
1132
without
sales
to employees
employees of
subsistence,
of subsistence,
sales to
equipment, etc.,
etc., to be deducted
equipment,
1133
from salaries----------------salaries
from
purchase of
of land for headquarters
headquarters or
purchase
ranger
stations if
Governno Governif no
ranger stations
1133
ment
available ---------land available
ment land
limitation in
in any
one year;
donations
year; donations
any one
limitation
accepted
1133
accepted --------------------medical attention,
attention, etc.,
for
authorized for
etc., authorized
medical
employees
stations;
isolated stations;
at isolated
employees at
removal
etc
1133
hospitals, etc------to hospitals,
removal to
Forests,
Forests,
appropriation
for
cooperation
with
appropriation for cooperation with
States, etc.,
etc., as to methods of
States,
managing, and
and forest
forest landslands__ 443,
836
443, 836
managing,
for
miscellaneous investigations,
445,
445,
etc
investigations, etc_
for miscellaneous
836
449. 839
affecting- 449,
insects affecting__
-for investigating
-·inv-tigating
·--- --- _--------
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Apache Agency,
Agency, Ariz.,
Page.
Fort Apache
Ariz.,
rag.
appropriation
support, etc., of
for support,
appropriation for
Indians
at, from
tribal funds_ 411, 1161
from tribal
Indians at,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for civilian
civilian
deficiency
employees
1329
at----------------employees at
Fort
Fort Apache, Ariz.,
appropriation for
Roosevelt
Theodore Roosevelt
for Theodore
appropriation
Indian School-----------School
405, 1156
Indian
Roosevelt
Theodore
Roosevelt
Indian
for
707
School;
additional, 1925 ------School; additional,
Indian Reservation,
Fort
Reservation Ariz.,
Apache Indian
Fort Apache
appropriation
and irrigation
irrigation
power and
for power
appropriation for
402
plant, from tribal
tribal funds ------plant,
amount
authorized from
from tribal
funds,
tribal funds,
amount authorized
for constructing
constructing wagon road
for
Whiteriverbetween Cooley
Cooley and Whiteriver_
93
between
State
to pay
half of
93
cost--------of cost
pay half
State to
for
for Whiteriver
Whiteriver Agency
93
Agency-_
for building
building for
Reservation,
Fort Assinniboine
Military Reservation,
Assinniboine Military
Fort
Mont. ,
Mont.,
time
extended for
payments by homefor payments
time extended
stead
entrymen on
on abandoned
666
abandoned-stead entrymen
interest
principal to be
interest on unpaid principal
paid,
etc
667
paid, etc--------------------Fort Belknap
Agency, Mont.,
Mont.,
Belknap Agency,
Fort
appropriation
for support, etc., of
appropriation for
408, 1159
Indians at---------------at
Indians
for
support, etc., of Indians at, from
from
for support,
tribal
funds
411
tribal funds-----------------for support, etc., Indians at, addi708
tional, 1925
1925-----------------tional,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for support,
deficiency
etc., of
of Indians
at, from
from tribal
Indians at,
etc.,
1329
funds ------------------funds
at----------- 1329
for civilian
civilian employees
employees at
for
Fort
Belknap Indian
Reservation, Mont.,
Indian Reservation,
Fort Belknap
appropriation for irrigation
systems on;
irrigation systems
appropriation
402, 1153
maintenance,
etc
1153
maintenance, etc---------for
additional,
maintenance, etc., additional,
for maintenance,
707
1925
1925-------------------claims
designated tribes of Indians
of designated
claims of
etc., taken, to be
for lands, etc.,
on, for
21
determined
by Court
Claims..
of ClaimsCourt of
determined by
Fort Benning, Ga.,
Fort
appropriation
building for
for
appropriation for barrack building
infantry --------------------487
infantry
916
501, 916
for Infantry
Infantry School
expenses ----School expenses
for
711
1925for Infantry
additional, 1925_
711
Infantry School, additional,
for
Fort
Agency, N. Dak.,
Berthold Agency,
Fort Berthold
of
appropriation for
for support,
etc.,
support, etc.,
appropriation
409,1159
Indians
409, 1159
at -----------Indians at
for support,
etc., of Indians
Indians at, from
support, etc.,
for
tribal
funds--------------- 411, 1161
tribal funds
for
etc., Indians
Indians at, addisupport, etc.,
for support,
tional,
708
tional, 1925 ---------------deficiency
civilian
for civilian
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
employees
1329
at----------------employees at
Fort
Reservation, N. Dak.,
Indian Reservation,
Berthold Indian
Fort Berthold
purchasers
site
Sanish.town site
of Sanish.town
lots of
of lots
purchasers of
of former,
allowed differformer, to be allowed
of
ence between
paid and
price paid
between price
ence
817
reappraisal price
817
price-----------reappraisal
817
time limit
limit for
for applications--------applications
817
time
817
payment from
from tribal
fund
817
trust fund----tribal trust
payment
time extended
for payments
payments by entryentryextended for
time
men, etc.,
etc., within
139
within -----------men,
Fort
Calif.,
Bidwell, Calif.,
Fort Bidwell,
appropriation for
for Indian
school at
405, 1156
at_ 405,
Indian school
appropriation
for Indian
1925--_ 707
additional, 1925_
school, additional,
Indian school,
for
Fort
Tex.,
Bliss, Tex.,
Fort Bliss,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for additional
additional
deficiency
land,
adjoining
-------1344
land, adjoining
amount
for purchase
purchase of land
land
authorized for
amount authorized
adjoining
964
adjoining --------------------
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Fort
Bragg, N.
N. C.,
Page.
Fort Bragg,
C.,
appropriation
appropriation for instruction
instruction in Field
Field
activities at
917
Artillery activities
at-------- 501, 917
Fort
Caswell, N. C.
Fort Caswell,
C.,
abandoned, authorized
383
sale of
of abandoned,
authorized -------383
reservation
reservation for Coast Guard
Guard------383
Fort Creek Irrigation
Irrigation Proiact,
Project, Oreg.,
Fort
appropriation
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc., of,
Klamath Indian
Indian ReservaReservaon Klamath
tion --------------. '----- 403, 1154
1154
Fort Crockett,
Fort
Crockett, Tex.,
Tex.,
buildi.ngs
buildings at, may be used by Mystic
Convention at GalvesShrine Convention
Galveston
113
ton -__.-------------113
Fort
Fort Defiance,
Defiance4 Mass., Old,
conveyed
Gloucester, Mass
387
conveyed to Gloucester,
Mass------Fort
Fort Eustis,
Eustis, Va.,
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for acquiring
land
land----------------------52
Fort Gaines,
Gaines, Ala.,
Fort
abandoned, authorized
authorized-------383
sale of abandoned,
383
Fort Gaines,
Gaines, Ga.,
Fort
authorized across, ChattahooChattahoobridge authorized
chee River, at
at---------------44
Fort Gratiot
Fort
Gratiot Lighthouse Reservation,
Reservation, Mich.,
Mich.,
portion of, granted
granted Port
Port Huron, for aa
969
public park; conditions
conditions-------Fort Greene,
Fort
Greene, R. I.,
I.,
383
sale of abandoned,
abandoned, authorized
authorized--------Fort Hall
Idaho,
Fort
Hall Agency, Idaho,
appropriation for support, etc., of
appropriation
Indians at, from tribal funds..
funds_ 411, 1161
Fort Hall
Indian Reservation, Idaho,
Fort
Hal Indian
Idaho,
appropriation for
for operating
irrigation
operating irrigation
appropriation
system
1152
system-----------------402, 1152
for enlarging system
system to ceded lands,
etc
402,
1153
etc-------------------_
402, 1153
for support,
etc., of
of Indians
on_
408,
1159
for
support, etc.,
Indians on--408, 1159
etc. irrigation
irrigation system
for operating, etc.,
on; additional, 1925 --------707
for support, etc., of Indians on,
additional, 1925 ------------708
deficiency
appropriation for replacing
replacing
deficiency appropriation
fire damages
damages-----------------684
for relocating, etc., canal of irrigation project ----------------684
lands on, granted for American
American Falls
lands
Reservoir under Minidoka
Reservoir
Minidoka irriirrigation project
project --------------117
117
rights of Indians for grazing,
grazing,
hunting, etc., reserved
reserved--------117
117
by agreement
agreement or condemnation
condemnation -- -117
117
amount for, to be taken
taken from reserreservoir construction
construction money and
and
deposited to credit of Indians
deposited
Indians__
117
appraisal of
adjacent
of damages
damages to
to adjacent
lands
lands----------------------117
117
payment
payment of,
of, from
from construction
construction
moneys -------------------moneys118
118
amount to be appropriated
amount
appropriated from,
from, to
to
relocate, etc., irrigation canal
canal
to provide facilities
for Indian
Indian
facilities for
lands in southern
southern part of
Reservation
118
Reservation ----------------118
reimbursement
reimbursement to tribe by Indians
benefited --------------118
---118
party
party acquiring
acquiring Indian title
title to
to agree
agree
to pay charges, etc., before
before allowed water
water-----------------118
118
Fort
Fort Humphreys, Va.,
Va.,
agreement authorized
agreement
authorized with Power Company to use current from line to,
civilians ----------------.
for civilians534

Fort Kent,
Kent, Me.,
Fort
Me.,

Page.

bridge authorized
authorized across Saint John
from Clairs,
Claim, New BrunsRiver, from
to..
27
wick, to-------------------27
Fort Keogh Military
Military Reservation,
Reservation, Mont.,
Fort
portion of, transferred
portion
transferred to Agricultural
Agricultural
Department for stock raising,
Department
etc., experiments
experiments------------_
99
99
Fort Lafayette, N. Y.,
Fort
Y.,
appropriation
appropriation for
for naval
naval ammunition
ammunition
876
depot, dredging -------------876
Fort
Fort Lapwai Agency, Idaho,
Idaho,
appropriation
appropriation for support, etc., of
funds.. 411,
411, 1161
Indians at, from tribal funds_
deficiency
civilian
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for civilian
employees
1329
employees at
at----------------- 1329
Fort
Indian Sanatorium,
Sanatorium, Idaho,
Idaho,
Fort Lapwai
Lapwai Indian
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
appropriation for maintenance,
of
of-------------------- - 408, 1159
1159
erection of girls'
for erection
girls' dormitory for
for
tuberculosis
tuberculosis patients --------1159
erection
girls' dormitory
dormitory for
erection of
of girls'
for tuberculosis patients
patients at, authorized-authorized
533
Fort Lawn, S. C.,
Fort
bridge authorized
Catawba
authorized across Catawba
River at
1127
at-------------------1127
Fort
Leavenworth, Kans.,
Fort Leavenworth,
Kans.,
appropriation
appropriation for Command
Command and General
School, instruction
eral Staff
Staff School,
instruction
expenses
expenses------------------- 480, 895
for Command
Command and General Staff
additional, 1925_
711
School, additional,
1925-------711
part of, reservation in Missouri
Missouri transferred
Department of Justice
ferred to Department
Justice
for Leavenworth
Leavenworth penitentiary
farm....
farm
----- _---------------248
repairs to bridge from Army appropriations
248
propriations-----------------248
Fort
J.,
Fort Lee, N.
N. J.,
authorized across
across Hudson River,
bridge authorized
New York
York City and ---------1094
1094
Fort
Fort Logan
Logan Military
Military Reservation,
Reservation, Colo.,
Colo.,
right
Denver
right of
of way
way across,
across, granted
granted Denver
Western Railand Rio Grande Western
road Company
648
Company-------------_-648
Fort
Military Reservation,
FortMacArthur Military
Reservation,Calif.,
Calif.,
right of way across tidelands of, granted
to Los Angeles --------------656
Fort
Agency, Nev.,
Nev. ,
Fort McDermitt
McDermitt Agency,
appropriation
support, etc.,
etc., of
appropriation for support,
Indians
funds_ 411,
Indians at, from tribal funds411, 1161
Fort McHenry,
Fort
McHenry, Baltimore
Baltimore, Md.,
balances of appropriations
appropriations for Francis
Scott
Scott Key
Key Monument
Monument at, etc.,
etc.,
covered in
in------------------935
restoration directed of, for a
a permanent
nent national park,
park, as the birthplace of the "Star
"Star Spangled
Banner"
1109
Banner"--------------reservations for immigrant
immigrant and lightreservations
house stations, etc_
1109
etc ----------1109
disposal of useless present
present buildings_ 1110
1110
amount
amount authorized for expenses of___
of
1110
1110
Fort
Fort Macon
Macon Military
Military Reservation,
Reservation, N. C.,
abandoned,
abandoned, conveyed to State of North
Carolina for public
public purposes--.purposes__ __
385
Carolina
385
reservation
reservation of lands granted
granted to Coast
Guard
386
Guard-------------------privileges retained for Government
Government
uses ----------------------386
386
Fort Marion,
Fort
Fla. ,
Marion, Fla.,
appropriation for preserving
preserving historical
appropriation
fortifications at--------------at
fortifications
496

INDEX.
INDEX.
Fort
Mojave Agency,
Agency, Ariz.,
Ariz. '
Page.
Fort Mojave
appropriation
for support, etc., of Indiappropriation for
ans at,
at, from
funds_--___ 411, 1161
tribal funds
from tribal
ans
Fort
Mojave, Ariz.,
Fort Mojave,
at- 405, 1156
appropriation
appropriation for Indian school at
707
1925for Indian
school at, additional, 1925_
Indian school
for
Fort
Va.,'
Monroe, Va.
Fort Monroe,
appropriation
appropriation for wharf, roads, and
sewer
904
sewer-------------------- 489, 904
501, 917
for Coast
Coast Artillery School -----for
for sewerage
sewerage system, additional, 1925_
1925..
711
for
for
for Army Coast Artillery School, additional,
711
1925----------------ditional, 1925
Y.,
Fort Montgomery,
N. Y.,
Montgomery, N.
Fort
sale
abandoned, authorized -------383
sale of abandoned,
Fort
Morgan,' Ala.,
Fort Morgan
equipment,
quarantine station,
equipment, etc., of quarantine
Islandto
transferred to Sand Island950
to be transferred
etc------------950
disposal of buildings, etc
Y.,
Fort Niagara,
Niagara, N. Y.,
Fort
appropriation for preserving
preserving historical
appropriation
496
fortifications at
at--------------fortifications
Fort
Ontario, N. Y.,
Y.,
Fort Ontario,
appropriation for
repairs to buildings
buildings
for repairs
appropriation
903
in old
old----------------------Fort Peck Agency, Mont.,
Fort
appropriation
etc., of Inappropriation for support, etc.,
dians at----------------at
408, 1159
dians
support, etc., of Indians at, from
for support,
tribal funds
1161
funds-------------- 411, 1161
tribal
Indians at, adsupport, etc., of Indians
for support,
ditional,
1925
708
ditional, 1925---------------deficiency appropriation
emappropriation for civilian emdeficiency
1329
ployees
at
ployees at------------------Fort Peck Indian
Indian Hospital,
Hospital, Mont.,
Fort
appropriation for maintenance, etc., of
1159
appropriation
Fort Peck
Peck Indian
Reservation, Mont.,
Indian Reservation,
Fort
appropriation
maintenance, etc., of
appropriation for maintenance,
irrigation systems
systems on; repayrepayirrigation
ment ------------------- 402, 1153
ment
appropriation
unexpended balance of appropriation
unexpended
for
irrigation systems on, covfor irrigation
ered
in--------------------- 1155
ered in
extension
of time for payment by
extension of
homesteaders on ceded lands
homesteaders
within
within--------------------- 1267
cancellation
cancellation of entry and lands reverted, on failure to make payverted,
ments
ments---------------------- 1267
persons
who have abandoned
abandoned resipersons who
dence
arrears-- 1267
pay arrears
to pay
required to
dence required
1267
interest
amounts
on delinquent amounts----interest on
entry canceled
land reverted to
canceled and land
entry
Indian
if payments
payments not
status, if
Indian status,
1267
made -------------madepayment for
for expenses
of visit to Washexpenses of
payment
ington
delegation of, Indiof delegation
ington of
667
ans,
authorized from trust fundsfunds_
ans, authorized
Fort Phoenix,
Phoenix, Mass.,
Mass.,
Fort
383
sale
authorized _
abandoned, authorized-------sale of abandoned,
Fort Pierce
Inlet, Fla.,
Fla.,
Pierce Inlet,
Fort
preliminary
examination, etc.,
etc., of, to be
preliminary examination,
made
1194
made-----------------------Fort
Bay, N.
N. Y.,
Y.,
Pond Bay,
Fort Pond
preliminary
examination, etc.,
etc., of, to be
preliminary examination,
made
1192
made----------------------Fort Porter
Y.,
N. Y.,
Porter, N.
Fort
sale authorized
authorized of,
to city
city of
of Buffalo
902
902
Buffalo -of, to
sale
proceeds
be used
conused for site and conto be
proceeds to
902
struction
post --Army post_
new Army
of new
struction of
Fort
also Fort
WhitFort Whit(see also
Tex. (see
Quitman, Tex.
Fort Quitman,
man, Tex.),
Tex.),
special commission
authorized to
to coopcommission authorized
special
erate with
with Mexico
as to use of
Mexico
erate
, _ ^
r --\S .J -1-m~rmr'li
waters
118
Uranuude
UW ---waters of
or1 Rio
uo Grande
. below
-
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Fort
Okla.,
Page
Page
Reno, Okla.,
Fort Reno,
appropriation
to
appropriation for purchase of land to
straighten
River
straighten North Canadian River
at
903
at------------------------Fort
Revere Reservation,
Reservation, Mass.,
Mass.,
Fort Revere
sale of, to
Mass., authorized_
___ 1111
authorized --to Hull, Mass.,
sale
Fort
Kans.,
Fort Riley, Kans.,
Cavalry School exappropriation for Cavalry
appropriation
501,916
penses
501,
916
penses ------------------additional, 19251925_
711
Cavalry School, additional,
for Cavalry
Fort
Okla.,
Sill, Okla.,
Fort Sill,
appropriation for improving heating
heating
appropriation
system
487
system --------------------for
School------- 501, 917
for Field Artillery School
artillery acfor instruction in field artillery
501, 917
tivities
at
tivities at---------------for
for Field Artillery School, additional,
711
1925
-----------------1925---Fort
Fort Smith, Ark.,
terms
91, 949
at---------------terms of court at
Minn.,
Fort Snelling
Military Reservation,
Reservation, Minn.,
Snelling Military
Fort
right
granted Chicago,
right of way across, granted
Milwaukee
Milwaukee and Saint Paul Rail30
way
30
way Company --------------Fort Story, Va.,
Fort
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for road to,
deficiency
connecting with
with State highway__
695
highway. connecting
Mex.,
Fort Sumner, N. Mex.,
Fort
offices of
of register
register and
receiver, land
land
and receiver,
offices
395
office at,
at, consolidated
consolidated --------office
Fort
Y.,
Fort Tilden, N. Y.,
496
appropriation for
for repair of bulkhead-bulkhead
appropriation
Fort
Dak.,
Fort Totten, N. Dak.,
appropriation
at_ 406, 1157
Indian school at
for Indian
appropriation for
for
Indian school,
1925
707
additional, 1925--school, additional,
for Indian
Fort Totten, N. Y.,
Y.,
Fort
appropriation
machinery, etc., torappropriation for machinery,
502,918
pedo depot---------------depot
502, 918
pedo
Fort
Centennial Corporation,
Corporation,
Fort Vancouver Centennial
coinage of
50-cent pieces, authorsilver 50-cent
of silver
coinage
commemorate cenized for, to commemorate
tennial of
founding of Fort
of founding
tennial
966
Vancouver,
Wash
986
Vancouver, Wash------------966
applicable----------etc., of, applicable
laws, etc.,
966
no Government
Government expense for dies, etc
etc_ _
968
Old,
Fort Vancouver
Vancouver Stockade, Old,
Fort
restoration of, authorized at Vanrestoration
1113
couver,
Wash
1113
couver, Wash---------------Fort Wayne, Ind.,
Ind.,
Fort
751
terms of court
at------------------court at
terms
Fort Wingate,
Mex.,
Wingate, N. Mex.,
Fort
appropriation
appropriation for Charles H. Burke
Indian
at
1157
Indian School at-------------Fort
Whitman, Tex.
Tex. (see also
also Fort QuitFort Whitman,
Tex.),
man, Tex.),
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for joint comcomdeficiency
mission with Mexico, on use of
mission
below---waters of
of Rio
692
Rio Grande below__
waters
Fort Yuma
Yuma Indian
Reservation, Ariz.,
Indian Reservation,
Fort
reservation of
of lands
for Powell town
lands for
reservation
94
site and
school farm
farm on
vacated_
on, vacatedand school
site
94
areas
available for
alotments_
for allotmentsvacated available
areas vacated
other
lands to be
aside for school
school
be set aside
other lands
94
-----farm --....--------..
Fortifications,
Fortifications,
appropriation
for operating,
etc., fire
operating, etc.,
appropriation for
control
seacoast
installations, seacoast
control installations,
defenses
491, 905
- 491,
-.....---.....
defenses -for
insular
for fire control installations, insular
possessions
possessions---------------- 491, 906
for
Panama
installations, Panama
control installations,
fire control
for fire
906
491,
Canal ----------------491,906
Canal
for preparing
preparing plans
plans for --------- 496, 911
for
batteries---- 496.
opin and mortar batteries
for o-gun
496, 911
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appropriation for
appropriation
installing,etc., electriforinstalling,etc.,
electrical plants, searchlights,
searchlights, etc__ 496, 911
911
for sea walls, etc -----------911
---911
for repairs,
repairs, Fort Tilden, N. Y-----Y
496
496
preservation, repairs,
for preservation,
repairs, etc
496, 912
912
etc------ 496,
submarine mine defense
strucdefense structures -----------------.-912
496, 912
for protecting
protecting designated
designated historic
historic
forts, etc-------------------_
etc
496
496
for maintenance, searchlights,
elecsearchlights, electrical plants, etc
etc------------ 496, 912
for construction
construction expenses,
expenses, seacoast
seacoast_ _
496
496
for plans, etc.,
etc., insular
insular possessionspossessions_ 496,
496, 912
912
for installing electric plants, etc.,
etc.,
searchlights,
Hawaiian
searchlights,
Hawaiian
Islands ---------.---------- _ 496,
496, 912
912
for preservation,
preservation, repairs, etc.,
etc., ininpossessions----------- 496, 912
sular possessions
912
submarine
submarine mine defense structures -----------.-------- _ 497, 912
maintenance, searchlights,
for maintenance,
searchlights, elecelectrical plants, etc., insular possessions------------------- 497,
sessions
497, 912
912

for plans, etc., Panama
Panama Canal---Canal

for

497,
497, 912
912

seacoast
batteries,
Panama
seacoast
batteries, Panama
Canal ------------------497,
497, 912
912
for installing
installing electric plants, searchsearchlights, etc., Panama Canal__Canal__ _ 497, 912
912
for preservation,
preservation, repair, etc., Panama Canal----------------_
Canal
497, 912
912
497,
submarine mine defense strucsubmarine
tures --------_---_------.
497, 912
912
for maintenance,
maintenance searchlights, elecelectrical plants, etc., Panama
Canal-------------------Canal
497,
497, 912
for mountain,
mountain, field, and siege cannon----------------non
498, 913
913
498,
for ammunition for
498, 914
914
for- ------- --- _ 498,
for altering, etc.,
etc., mobile artillery_
artillery.. 498, 914
for ammunition,
ammunition, etc., for
for mountain,
mountain,
etc., artillery
artillery practice
practice ------ 498,
498, 914
914
for seacoast cannon
cannon ------------- 499,
499, 914
914
for ammunition;
ammunition; modernizing
modernizing proprojectiles
jectiles ---------------___
- 499,
499, 914
914
for ammunition, etc., for practicepractice.. 499,
499, 915
915
etc., seacoast artilleryfor altering, etc.,
artillery.. 499,
499, 915
915
ammunition, etc.,
for ammunition,
etc., seacoast
seacoast cannon, insular possessions ----915
499, 915
altering, etc.,
etc., seacoast
seacoast artillery,
for altering,
artillery,
insular possessions --------- 499, 915
for seacoast cannon,
cannon, Panama
Panama Canal
499, 915
915
Canal 499,
ammunition, etc.,
etc., secoast
canfor ammunition,
secoast cannon, Panama
Panama Canal ------- _ 500, 915
915
for altering, etc.,
etc. seacoast
seacoast cannon
cannon,
Panama
Panama Canal------------Canal
500, 915
for constructing fire control stations,
range
range finders, etc
etc----------- 502,
502, 917
917
for accessories
accessories for submarine
submarine mine
mine
practice, etc------------- 502, 917
etc
917
for submarine mine
mine supplies, etc
etc-- 502, 917
917
for torpedo
torpedo depot,
depot, Fort Totten,
N. Y------------ 502, 918
N
for war instruction material
material at Coast
Coast
Artillery
Artillery posts ---------- 502,
502, 918
918
for constructing
constructing fire control
control stations,
stations,
range finders, etc.,
etc., Hawaiian
Hawaiian
Islands ---------------502,
502, 918
918
for submarine
submarine supplies, etc.,
etc., insular
insular
possessions ------502, 918
_-------- 502,918
for constructing
constructing fire control
control stations,
etc.,
Panama
range finders,
etc.,
Panama
Canal-----------------Canal
918
503, 918
for
or altering, etc., submarine
submarine mines,
mines,
supplies, Panama
Panama Canal---Canal
503, 918
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Page
appropriation
appropriation for purchase of
of submarine
submarine
mines, etc., Panama
Panama CanalCanal_ -__ 503,
503, 918
918
for fire control installations,
installations, seacoast
seacoast
defenses, additional,
additional, 1925-----1925
defenses,
711
711
for fire control
control installations,
installations, insular
insular
possessions, additional,
additional, 1925___
1925... _
possessions,
711
711
for fire control installations,
installations, Panama
Panama
1925 ------Canal, additional,
additional, 1925
711
711
for plans for,
for, additional,
additional, 1925
1925 ---- 711
711
for gun and mortar batteries,
addibatteries, additional, 1925
1925-------------- --711
711
for modernizing older emplacements,
emplacements,
additional, 1925 ----------711
711
for searchlights,
etc., additional,1925
additiona1,1925_
searchlights, etc.,
711
for sea walls and embankments,
embankments, adadditional,
1925
ditional, 1925------------711
711
preservation and repair, addifor preservation
additional, 1925 ----------------.
711
711
for supplies, seacoast defenses, adadditional, 1925----.----------1925
ditional,
711
711
for contingent expenses,
seacoast
expenses, seacoast
defenses,
defenses, additional, 1925----_1925
711
for maintenance
maintenance of historical
historical fortifications, additional,
fications,
additional, 1925
1925-----711
711
for plans for
adfor insular possessions,
possessions, additional, 1925
1925---------------711
for searchlights,
searchlights, etc.,
etc., Hawaii,
addiHawaii, additional, 1925
1925------------ ----.
711 .
711
for preservation
preservation and repair,
insular
repair, insular
possessions, additional,
additional, 1925-_1925.. __
possessions,
711
711
for supplies, seacoast
seacoast defenses,
defenses, insular
possessions, additional, 1925.--.
possessions,
1925_
_
711
711
for plans for, Panama
addiPanama Canal,
Canal, additional, 1925
1925-----------711
appropriation for gun and
deficiency appropriation
and
batteries -------mortar batteries
59,
59, 62,
62, 762
762
for fire control
control ------------59,
59, 701,
701, 762
762
armament of -------------for armament
59,
59,
62, 699, 701, 762, 1350, 1352, 1353
for proving grounds
grounds ----------59
59
for insular possessions -------- 59,
59, 62,
62, 762
762
for barracks and quarters, seacoast
seacoast
defenses --------defenses
59
.---59
for searchlights,
searchlights, etc------------.
etc
62, 699
699
62,
for Panama Canal
Canal ------------ 63,
701
63, 701
for aviation
stations -------------aviation stations
63
63
for Panama
Panama Canal, fire control ----.
695
695
electrical and sound ranging
for electrical
ranging
equipment ------------699
699
for seacoast
seacoast batteries, Panama
Panama Canal_
701
Canal_
701
Forty-first
Forty-first Street
NW., D.
C. '
Street NW.,
D. C.,
appropriation for paving, Davenport
appropriation
Davenport to
to
Livingston
Streets; from gasolineLivin ton Streets;
gasolinetax fund------------fund
549
--549
Forty-fourth Street
Forty-fourth
NE. ,D. C.
Street NE.,
C.,
appropriation for grading, Dix
appropriation
nix to
Grant
to Grant
Streets ----------------548
548
Forty-fourth Street
Forty-fourth
C.,
Street NW.,
NW., D. C.,
appropriation for paving,
appropriation
paying, Klingle Road
Road
to Lowell Street ------------- 1223
Forty-second Street NW.,
Forty-second
C.,
NW., D.
D. C.,
appropriation for paving, Fessenden
appropriation
Fe,ssenden to
to
Garrison Streets -----------1223
Foundlings' Home
Foundlings'
Washington,
Home, D.
D. C.,
C., Washington,
acceptance
acceptance of bequest
bequest from Randolph
Randolph
T. Warwick
Warwick for memorial
memorial building for foundlings
foundlings and women
afflicted
afflicted with cancer----------_
cancer
794
Fourteenth
Census,
Fourteenth Census,
deficiency
deficiency appropriation for expenses
expenses
of -----------------------759
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Palm
France—Continued.
France-Continued.
Page.
Fourteenth Street
NW. and
and SW.,
SW., D.
Page.
C.,
D. C.,
Street NW.
Fourteenth
payment
authorized to,
to, as
as indemnity
indemnity
authorized
payment
south
appropriation
for
paving,
B
Street
Street
B
paving,
appropriation for
for
damages to
to property
property of
of MaMafor damages
to
Street north;
north; from
from gasoline
gasoline
C Street
to C
dame
by search
for body
search for
Crignier, by
dame Crignier,
549
tax fund
fund-------------------tax
118
of Admiral
John Paul
Jones_---___ 118
Paul Jones
Admiral John
of
Fourth
Postmaster General,
General,
Assistant Postmaster
Fourth Assistant
D. C.,
Francis Scott
Scott Key
Key Bridge,
Bridge,
Francis
84,782
appropriation
for,
and
office
personnel_
_
84,782
personnel
office
and
appropriationfor,
--__ 550,
appropriation for
for operating
operating expenses
expenses_
appropriation
for
Post Office
Office Departservice, Post
field service,
for field
1227
1227
786
88,
ment,
under
88
786
under----------------ment,
by Daughon,
bronze
tablet
authorized
Daughauthorized
tablet
bronze
88,
for
stationery,
etc
786
etc---------------for stationery,
3
ters
of 1812----------------1812
3
ters of
88, 786
for postal
postal supplies---------------supplies
for
marble tablet
authorized to be placed
placed on,
on,
authorized
tablet
marble
for
post
route
and
rural
delivery
delivery
rural
and
route
for post
24
by
Daughters of
1812 -------of 1812
by Daughters
maps, etc
etc------------------- 88, 787
maps,
Frank, Henry,
Henry,
Frank,
787
for
twine,
etc
89,
etc-------------------twine,
for
deficiency
appropriation for
for contested
contested
deficiency appropriation
for expenses,
shipping supplies
supplies - - 89, 787
expenses, shipping
for
1314
election expenses
expenses ------------1314
election
masaving
for
canceling
and
labor
malabor
and
for canceling
Mich..
Frankfort, Mich.,
chines
89, 787
787 Frankfort,
chines------------------------ _ 1188
improvement of, harbor
harbor authorized
authorized__
1188
improvement
89, 787
traveling mechanicians--------mechanicians
787
traveling
C.,
Franklin
Street
NE.,
D. C.,
D.
NE.,
Street
Franklin
for
mail
bags,
locks,
equipments,
equipments,
locks,
bags,
mail
for
Island
appropriation
for
grading,
Rhode
Island
Rhode
grading,
appropriation for
etc
89, 787
etc------------------------- 89,787
Avenue
Street;
Twentieth Street;
to Twentieth
Avenue to
for material,
equipment
etc., equipment
labor, etc.,
material, labor,
for
from
gasoline-tax fund
fund--------- 1226
from gasoline-tax
89, 787
shops
shops---------------------- 89,
Franks, Edward
Edward T.,
Franks,
Alaska,
for
equipments, departments,
departments, Alaska,
for equipments,
Ohio River
bridge authorized
across Ohio
River beauthorized across
bridge
etc
89,
89, 787
etc------------------------tween Owensboro,
Owensboro, Ky.,
Ky., and
tween
for
star route
route transportation,
except
transportation, except
for star
Rockport. Ind.,
Ind., by, and
and Thomas
Thomas
Rockport,
in Alaska------------------Alaska
787
89, 787
in
103
H.
Hazelrigg ---------- --H. Hazelrigg
89,788
for Rural
Rural Delivery
Delivery Service-------Service
89, 788
for
Fraternal,
Organizations,
etc., Organizations,
Fraternal,etc.,
for travel
travel and
miscellaneous exand miscellaneous
for
internal revenue
revenue tax on membership
membership
internal
penses
89, 788
penses --------------------- 89,788
322
fees,
not applicable
applicable to--to
etc., not
fees, etc.,
Rates),
Fourth
Mail (see
(see also
also Postal
Postal Rates),
Class Mail
Fourth Class
Fraternal, etc.,
etc., Societies,
Societies,
Fraternal,
matter
included as;
as; rates,
rates, parcel
parcel post,
matter included
282
exempt
tax
exempt from income tax------------1067
etc
etc-----------------------Frauds on
on Purchasers,
Purchasers,
Frauds
Fourth Street
Street NE.,
NE., D.
D. C.,
Fourth
false statements
as to
to effect
effect of tax on
statements as
false
appropriation
paving, etc., Rhode
appropriation for paving,
a misprice of articles
articles sold, etc.,
etc., a
misprice
Island
to Central
Avenues; from
Central Avenues;
Island to
demeanor
348
demeanor-------------------122'6
126
gasoline-tax
fund
gasoline-tax fund------------punishment for------------------for
348
punishment
Fourth
C.,
D. C.,
NW., D.
Street NW.,
Fourth Street
Frauds,
World War,
War,
Frauds, World
appropriation for
to
Taylor to
paving, Taylor
for paving,
appropriation
appropriation
for investigating
investigating and
and
547
appropriation for
547
Upshur Streets--------------Streets
Upshur
prosecuting
1027
prosecuting--------------- 218, 1027
546
546
for
paving, Varnum
Varnum to
to Webster Streets
for paving,
718 Fredericksburg,
Fredericksburg, Va.,
condemnation
of land
land for
for widening-widening_ __-_ 718
condemnation of
718
commission created
inspect battle
created to inspect
718
commission
amount authorized
authorized for
expenses - for expenses
amount
to
fields of
of Civil
Civil War
around, as to
War around,
fields
Fowl
European,
etc., European,
Pest, etc.,
Fowl Pest,
etc---feasibility of
of preserving,
preserving, etc
____
646
feasibility
amount of
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
of deficiency
amount
Freedmen's
Hospital, D. C.,
Freedmen's Hospital,
arresting
foot-and-mouth disease,
arresting foot-and-mouth
722
appropriation for salaries
salaries and
and expensesexpenses- 1430,
722
etc., available
eradicating_ __
appropriation
for eradicating-available for
etc.,
1QA
1184
Fox River,
River,
Fox
nurses'
for
remodeling,
nurses'
home;
etc.,
remodeling,
for
bridge
authorized across
across East
East Branch
Branch
bridge authorized
1184
12
from District
revenues
District revenues-------from
12
of,
by Aurora,
Ill
Aurora, II------------of, by
for
building, equipment;
equipment;
13
13
pathological building,
for pathological
in Kendall
Kendall County,
County, Ill ----------in
430
part from
from District
District revenues—
430
114
revenues- - -—
114
part
Ill ---in
Saint Charles
Charles Township,
Township, III
in Saint
for care
care of
of indigent
indigent patients----patients
567, 1242
for
time extended
extended for
for bringing
bringing West
Branch
West Branch
time
11
Robert T.,
11 Freeland,
Freeland, Robert
of, by
Aurora, Ill1------------by Aurora,
of,
homestead application
application by, validated-validated__
811
homestead
Fox
River, Wis.,
Wis.,
Fox River,
1188
1188 Freeport
improvement
authorized
Y.,
Freeport Creek, N. Y.,
of, authorized---------improvement of,
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., of, to be
be
preliminary
etc., authorauthorpreliminary
examination, etc.,
preliminary examination,
249
249
made --------------------1192
ized
flood control
control of
of-------made
for flood
ized for
and connecting
connecting waters,
waters, to be made,
made,
and
Freeport,
Tex.,
Freeport,
1195
1195
Green Bay
Bay to
to Portage,
Portage, Wis..
_
Wis--1187
improvement
harbor authorized
_
Green
authorized --of harbor
improvement of
Fox,
J.,
Thomas J.,
Freight,
Fox, Thomas
Freight,
810
1
to-------issue
homestead patent
patent to
punishment for
for stealing,
of homestead
stealing, etc., in interissue of
punishment
793
state or foreign transit
transit ------France,
France,
state
appropriation
for
ambassador
to_
_
_
206,
1015
1015
206,
to-carrying
appropriation for ambassador
carrying such stolen articles into
for
segregating bodies,
etc., in
Amerin Amer794
bodies, etc.,
another State,
etc -----------for segregating
State, etc
another
92q
ican cemeteries
in
512, 927
512,
794
cemeteries in---------ican
venue
prosecutions ---------venue of prosecutions
deficiency appropriations
appropriations for
acquiring
for acquiring
deficiency
Freight,
Nary
Department,
Department,
Navy
4- Freight,
Embassy buildings,
buildings, etc.,
48
Parisetc., Paris__
Embassy
appropriation
Department and buappropriation for Department
to, as
as indemnity
indemnity for
for loss
for payment
payment to,
for
--------------- 195, 873
reaus -__
to Madame
Madame Crignier
search
in search
Crignier in
to
61,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for -deficiency
for body
Admiral John
John Paul
of Admiral
body of
for
698, 700, 760,
1349
760, 1349
698,
69:
Jones
692
Jones--------------------Freight Rates,
Rates,
Freight
agreenegotiation
with, for
for agreerequested with,
negotiation requested
policy declared
declared that,
that, in interstate
interstate compolicy
ment
etc., of
vessels
of vessels
size, etc.,
limiting size,
ment limiting
merce,
adjusted to secure
secure free
free
be adjusted
merce, be
and
and the
number of
the number
aircraft, and
and aircraft,
moving of commodities
commodities ------801
moving
20
officers
and men
men -------------204
officers and
Page.
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Freight
Rates-Continued.
Freight Kates--ontinued.
Yage.
investigation by Interstate
investigation
Interstate
ComCommerce Commission to correct existing unjust, etc.,
etc., rates -----802
802
changes
changes without delay to provide lowest lawful rates on agricultural
agricultural
and livestock
livestock products
products -------802
Freight Trains,
Freight
Trains,
appropriation for special arrangement
appropriation
arrangement
for conveying
conveying mails
etc____ 87,
785
mails by, etc---87, 785
French Line, New York
French
York City,
City,
deficiency appropriation for
for refund
refund of
of
fine to ---------------------45
45
Frost,
Warnings,
Frost, etc., Warnings,
appropriation for Weather
Weather Bureau
Bureau exexpenses for ----------------437,
437, 826
826
Fruit
Fruit Growers'
Growers' Associations,
Associations,
exempt from income
income tax ------------_
283
283
Fruit Trees,
Fruit
Trees,
appropriation
cooperative investigaappropriation for cooperative
tions of propagating
propagating------_ 442, 832
832
Fruits,
Fruits,
appropriation for investigating
investigating diseases
appropriation
of orchard and other-------other
440,
440, 830
830
for investigating,
investigating, etc., growing,
margrowing, marketing, etc., of---------of
442,
442, 832
832
for investigating
investigating insects affecting deciduous ------------------- 448,
448, 839
839
for investigating
investigating insects affecting
affecting
tropical
tropical and subtropical-_-subtropical
449,
839
449, 839
for executing law fixing standards
standards for
for
containers of small
454, 846
846
containers
small --------- 454,
Fuel,
Fuel, Lights,
Public Buildings
Lights, and
and Water,
Water, Public
Buildings
(see Operating
Operating Supplies, Public
Buildings).
Buildings).
Fuel, Marine
Fuel,
Marine Corps,
Corps,
appropriation
appropriation for-------------------for
203
203
Fuel,
Fuel, Navy,
Navy,
appropriation
appropriation for, and transportation 195,
195, 874
874
acquired other than by purchase
acquired
purchase to
to
be issued at current rates,
rates, and
and
charged
charged to appropriation
appropriation appliapplicable
cable ---------------------195
195
issue of fuel on hand charged
charged at
at
last issue rate if quoted prices
prices are
are
excessive -----------------excessive
195
195
appropriation for, and
deficiency appropriation
and transportation
portation ------.------.
57,
1349
57, 61,
61, 1349
Fuel Oil, etc., Navy,
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for investigating----.-----..760
---760
Fuels,
Fuels,
appropriation for promoting economy
appropriation
economy
in use of liquid
233
liquid -------------233
for investigating
investigating mineral ----420,
1174
420, 1174
for testing, additional, 1925--._---_
1925
708
708
Fullertonand
and Portsmouth
Portsmouth Bridge
Fullerton
Bridge Company,
Company,
may bridge Ohio River, Portsmouth,
Portsmouth,
Ohio, to Fullerton,
Fullerton, Ky
Hy----663,
663, 790
790
Fullerton,
Ky.,
Fullerton, Ky.,
authorized across Ohio River,
bridge authorized
Portsmouth,
Portsmouth, Ohio, to
to------__ 663, 790
790
Fungicides,
Fungicides,
appropriation for chemical
chemical investigainvestigaappropriation
tions, etc., of
447, 837
837
of-------------- 447,
for preventing
preventing sale, etc.,
adulteretc., of adulterated -----.-----.-------455, 847
Fur Bearing
Fur
Bearing Animals,
Animals,
appropriation
appropriation for experiments
experiments in rearing -----------------..-----. 450,
450, 841
841
for protecting
protecting land, in Alaska--Alaska
451, 841
841
ka----451,
451,
Furniture,etc., Early
Furniture,
Early American Specimens
of,
donations
donations of, may be accepted
accepted for use
in the White House---------.
House
1091
1091

Furniture, Public
Public Buildings,
Buildings,
Page.
Furniture,
Page.
appropriation
appropriation for, repairs, etc
82, 781
etc---- - 82,
781
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
58,
for --------58,
1350
62, 698, 701, 761, 1343,
1343, 1350
G.
Gadsden, Ala.,
Ala.,
Gadsden,
bridge
bridge authorized across Coosa River
River
at ---------------------..
891
Galena River, Ill.,
Galena
Ill.,
authorized; funds
funds
removal of dams in, authorized;
available
1187
available--------------------1187
Gallery
Gallery of Art, National,
National,
appropriation
for administration
administration exappropriation for
expenses --- _..---------__penses
528, 1207
1207
528,
Gallinger
C.,
Gallinger Municipal
Municipal Hospital,
Hospital, D.
D. C.,
appropriation
salaries -568,
1243
appropriation for
for salaries----568, 1243
maintenance, repairs,
for maintenance,
repairs etc --568,
1243
568, 1243
admittance of pay patients
568
patients------568
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for maintemaintenance, vehicles,
vehicles, et&
38, 678
678
etc --------- 38,
GaUulp-DurangoHighway, N.
Gallicp-Durango
N. Mex.,
Mex.,
amount authorized
authorized annually
annually for
for portion
portion
of, from Gallup
Gallup to
Shiprock -606
to Shiprock
- 606
Gallup,
Gallup, N. Mex.,
appropriation for Federal highway,
highway,
Navajo Indian
Navajo
Indian
Reservation,
Reservation,
between Shiprock and-------and
1163
1163
Galveston Bay, Tex.,
Galveston
intracoastal
intracoastal waterway
waterway from New
OrNew Orauthorized -----1187
leans, La.,
La., to,
to, authorized
1187
Galveston, Tex.,
Galveston,
Tex.,
.appropriation
appropriation for quarantine
quarantine station__
station-_ 80,
80, 778
778
deficiency appropriation
for repairs,
deficiency
appropriation for
repairs,
etc., defenses of
etc.,
of -------------- 762
762
authorized for naval
air station
station
amount authorized
naval air
site at
at ------------.----.---1271
sale of site, etc.; use of proceeds
1271
proceeds ----1271
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., of, chanpreliminary
channel to Texas
Texas City,
City, Tex.,
Tex., to
to be
be
made---------------_------_
made
1195
1195
channel, to be made ------------1195
1195
use of buildings at Fort Crockett
Crockett auauthorized during
Shrine
thorized
during Mystic
Mystic Shrine
convention in ---------------.
113
convention
113
Game,
Game,
appropriation for preventing
preventing shipment
appropriation
shipment
killed
451, 841
of illegally killed
-------.
451,
841
Game, Alaska,
Game,
appropriation
of --428, 841
appropriation for
for protection
protection of
428,
841
for protection,
protection, additional,
additional, 1925_
1925 ---_____- 709
709
powers of governor
governor for
for protection,
protection, etc.,
etc.,
transferred to
to Secretary
of
of, transferred
Secretary of
Agriculture----------------668
Agriculture
668
Alaska,
Game Animals
Animals in
in Alaska,
provisions
provisions regulating hunting,
etc., ofof_
739
hunting, etc.,
739
Game Birds,
Game
Birds, Migratory,
Migratory,
appropriation for enforcing
enforcing law
law proproappropriation
tecting -------------------.
451, 841
841
451,
Game Preserves,
Game
Preserves,
appropriation for maintenance
maintenance ----450, 841
841
appropriation
450,
Game Refuge, S. Dak.,
lands authorized
authorized to be withdrawn
withdrawn for
for
propagating antelope
other
propagating
antelope and
and other
game animals and birds -----.-634
634
national forest withdrawals not affected ---------------------- 634
634
State
State to maintain fence, provide gates,
gates,
etc --------------------634
634
right to continue while area protected
protected
by State laws
laws- -------------634
634
Game Refuges,
Ark.,
Refuges, Ark.,
designation authorized
authorized of, in Ozark
Ozark
National Forest-------------Forest
1091
National
------- 1091
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Page.
Page.
Game Refuges,
Refuges, Ark.-Continued.
Page. General
Office-Continued.
General Accounting
Page.
Accounting Office-Continued.
Ark.-Continued.
Game
designation authorized
punishment
designated accounts
accounts of Alaskan
Alaskan Engiauthorized of; punishment
designated
designation
1091
for
hunting, etc__
neering
Commission disbursing
disbursing
etc-_
neering Commission
unauthorized hunting,
for unauthorized
1091
agents
disallowed by, validated,
validated,
agents disallowed
lands not included in ------------1091
lands
and
credit for directed-------directed
1355
Ganado
and credit
Project, Navajo ReserIrrigation Project,
Ganado Irrigation
directed
Navy
pay supply officers of Navy
vation, Ariz.,
Ariz.,
to pay
directed to
vation,
and
Naval Reserve
Reserve Force,
Force, the
the
appropriation for
for operating,
and Naval
operating, etc.; reappropriation
War
pay,
etc., of rank
rank for
for World War
payment
401, 1152
pay, etc.,
payment--------active
service prior to approval
active service
for maintenance,
additional,
etc., additional,
maintenance, etc.,
for
860
of
bonds
1925
707
.----------------------of bonds-----------------1925
General
Appraisers, Board of,
General Appraisers,
Ganly,
late a
in Cona Representative
Representativein
V., late
J. V.,
Ganly, .1.
witnesses
appropriation for
etc., witnesses
for fees, etc.,
appropriation
gress,
gress,
69, 1030
before
to
before------------------deficiency
appropriation for pay to
deficiency appropriation
clerks
and employees
to be appointed
appointed
employees of, to
33
clerks and
widow
33
of ------------------widow of
etc., by
by Secretary
Secretary of the Treasetc.,
Garbage,
D. C.,
Garbage, D.
748
ury----------------------ury
appropriation for
___ 551, 1228
for disposal of -----appropriation
General
Board, Navy,
Navy,
General Board,
for purchase
purchase of
transfer staof present transfer
for
appropriation
civilian personnel,
personnel,
- 1229
appropriation for civilian
tion
tion---------------------182,
Navy Department--------Department
182, 861
Navy
Gardening,
etc.„
Landscape, Vegetable, etc.,
Gardening, Landscape,
Grant National
National Park,
Park, Calif.,
Calif.,
General Grant
appropriation
of -------442, 832 General
study of
for study
appropriation for
appropriation
for commissioner.--commissioner_ ___ 219, 1028
appropriation for
Gardiners Bay, N.
N. Y.,
Y.,
Gardiners
for
protection, etc------------etc
423, 1176
for protection,
preliminary
examination, etc., of, to be
preliminary examination,
708
for
1925
additional, 1925----protection, additional,
for protection,
made
1192
made --------------------56
deficiency
for
56
appropriation for---------deficiency appropriation
Garfield
Hospital, D.
D. C.,
Memorial Hospital,
Garfield Memorial
General
Land Office,
Office, Commissioner
Commissioner of,
General Land
appropriation
contagious disfor minor contagious
appropriation for
appropriation
393, 1144
for ------------appropriation for
eases ward
562, 1237
ward --------------eases
Interior Department
Department
General Land Office, Interior
for
care of
of indigent
patients
568, 1242 General
indigent patients---for care
(see
also Public
Public Lands),
(see also
Garrison Street
Street NW., D. C.,
Garrison
appropriation
for Commissioner,
Commissioner, and
and
appropriation for
appropriation for paving, Belt Road to
to
appropriation
393, 1144
office personnel
personnel ----------office
547
Wisconsin
547
Avenue -----------Wisconsin Avenue
393, 1144
for
expenses
1144
general expenses----------for general
Gary, Ind.,
Gary,
393, 1144
for
maps, distribution,
distribution, etc-----etc
1144
for maps,
bridge authorized
Calumet
Grand Calumet
across Grand
authorized across
bridge
393
for filing
appliances --------------393
filing appliances
for
1216
River
1216
at-------------------River at
office of
surveyor general
abolished
general abolished
of surveyor
office
Gas, Natural,
Natural,
Gas,
July 1,
consolidated with
1925; consolidated
1, 1925;
July
appropriation for
for investigating
investigating ecoappropriation
field surveying
1144
service --------- 1144
surveying service
field
nomic
production of
of -----421,
421, 1175
nomic production
393, 1144
for public
land service --------1144
public land
for
708
1925 for investigations,
additional, 1925__
investigations, additional,
for
additional,
for public
service, additional,
land service,
public land
for
Gas Troops,
Troops, Army,
Army,
Gas
706
1925
1925 ---------------------appropriation for
for organizing
916
special-- 500, 916
organizing special__
appropriation
exhibit for
Exposition to be
Seville Exposition
for Seville
exhibit
Gases, Chemical
Chemical Warfare,
Warfare,
Gases,
prepared by
1257
by ----------------prepared
appropriation for
etc., of__
915
500, 915
of-_ 500,
purchase, etc.,
for purchase,
appropriation
General Staff
Corps, Army,
Army,
Staff Corps,
General
Gasoline Tax Fund,
Fund,
Gasoline
appropriation for
for contingencies,
Milicontingencies, Miliappropriation
appropriation for
for improving
streets,
improving streets,
appropriation
tary Intelligence
Intelligence Division---Division__ __ 479, 894
tary
549, 1224
etc.,
from --------------etc., from
deficiency
appropriation for
for Military
deficiency appropriation
Gasparilla
Military Reservation,
Fla.,
Reservation, Fla.,
GasparillaMilitary
761
Intelligence
Division --------- 59, 761
Intelligence Division
sale
authorized
383
abandoned, authorized-------of abandoned,
sale of
Treasury DeGeneral
Supply Committee, Treasury
General Supply
limited
interest of United
to interest
only to
limited only
partment,
partment,
States
383
States---------------------appropriation
salaries----------- 66, 766
for salaries
appropriation for
Gaster,
R. L.,
Gaster, R.
L.,
for salaries
salaries and expenses,
expenses, transferfor
may
bridge White
River, Augusta,
Augusta, Ark_
Ark..
1131
White River,
may bridge
ring
equipment,
ring surplus office equipment,
Arkansas may
to operate
operate as
as
acquire to
may acquire
Arkansas
etc.,
restriction, --------- 66, 766
etc., pay restriction
1131
afree bridge---------------bridge
afree
66
service continued
to June
June 30, 1925_
66
1925continued to
service
1131
tolls allowed
allowed for
for five
five years------years
1131
tolls
766
1926service continued
continued to June 30, 1926_
service
Canal,
Gatun, Panama
Panama Canal,
Gatun,
covered
proceeds from transfers covered
proceeds
488
appropriation for
for storehouse
storehouse --------appropriation
into
the Treasury
Treasury ----------66, 766
into the
Gaugers, Internal
Internal Revenue,
Revenue,
Gaugers,
cooperation in
storing, delivery,
delivery,
in storing,
cooperation
appropriation for
and exexsalaries and
for salaries
appropriation
etc., of
supplies ------------66, 766
of supplies
etc.,
penses
71,
71, 770
-------------penses--use of
of unfit
typewriters, etc.,
etc., for
for
unfit typewriters,
use
Gauges,
etc., for
for Manufacture
of Armament,
Manufacture of
Gauges, etc.,
67, 766
exchange
766
exchange-----------------Army,
Army,
repairs
of typewriters
typewriters by, at cost
cost
repairs of
appropriation for
etc___ __ 449,
449, 914
procuring, etc--for procuring,
appropriation
67, 766
allowed
766
allowed-----------------Gauges,
Threads, etc.,
etc.,
Screw Threads,
Gauges, Screw
prices
machines estabof standard
standard machines
prices of
appropriation
cooperative standardistandardifor cooperative
appropriation for
lished
for fiscal
67
fiscal year 1925 -----lished for
zation,
etc., of
232, 1041
of ----------zation, etc.,
prices
of standard
standard machines
machines estabprices of
deficiency
for standardizstandardizappropriation for
deficiency appropriation
lished
fiscal year 1926
1926 -----766
for fiscal
lished for
55
ing,
etc
ing, etc---------------------purchases
to be
made from
from surplus
be made
purchases to
General Accounting
Accounting Office,
General
67, 766
stock
of ------------stock of
appropriation
General,
Comptroller General,
for Comptroller
appropriation for
stock
Department to be
be
War Department
in War
stock in
Assistant, and
office personnel__
personnel
525,
525,
and office
Assistant,
turned
over to,
requisition - 67, 766
to, on requisition
turned over
1203
1203
unserviceable machines
machines to be
be furunserviceable
for
1203
expenses -------- 525, 1203
contingent expenses
for contingent
nished for
use as
as part
part payment
payment
for use
nished
for
for - -- 525,
525, 1203
1203
binding for
and binding
printing and
for printing
for
new
machines
for new machines------------ 67, 767
deficiency
appropriation for
paying
for paying
deficiency appropriation
designated supplies,
supplies, transferred
transferred from,
from,
designated
claims
certified
by
54,
----------by
claims certified
to House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives
to
60,
697, 699,
699, 758,
758, 1351,
1352
1351, 1352
60, 697,
585
without
charge
-----------charge
without
680. 1316
i
... - .C..
for
1316
Ior office
omce personnel
perolu ..------------- 680,
----45822
°-25t---94
45822°-25t--94
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Genoa,
Nebr.,
Page.
Genoa, Nebr.,
appropriation for Indian
Indian school at_
at 405, 1156
1156
appropriation
Indian school,
additional, 1925-_
1925_ _
707
for Indian
school, additional,
707
Geographic
United States,
States,
Board, United
Geographic Board,
appropriation
appropriation for stationery and printing and binding
binding--------529, 1208
1208
Geological
Department,
Survey, Interior
Interior Department,
Geological Survey,
appropriation
other
appropriation for Director, and other
personal
1172
services----------- 419, 1172
personal services
for general
general expenses
1172
expenses------------ 419, 1172
attending scientific
allowance for attending
meetings, etc
1172
etc----------------- 1172
meetings,
for topographic
topographic surveys
1172
surveys--------- 419, 1172
for geologic
geologic surveys ---------- 419, 1173
Hawaiian volcanoes---------volcanoes
419, 1173
Hawaiian
bearing ores _
------------- 419
419
arsenic bearing
for
chemical and
and physical
physical researches;
researches;
for chemical
potash deposits
deposits------------ 419, 1173
for mineral resources
resources of AlaskaAlaska_ 419, 1173
for gauging
gauging water
water supply, etc---etc
419, 1173
etc., artesian wells,
for investigating, etc.,
etc., on
on arid
arid lands
lands--------- 419, 1173
1173
etc.,
enlarged
for enlarged
for classifying
classifying lands for
homesteads,
stock
raising,
homesteads,
etc
419,
419, 1173
etc--------------------geologic maps
419, 1173
1173
maps------------for geologic
for preparing
preparing illustrations
1173
illustrations------ 420, 1173
for reports on mineral resourcesresources_ 420, 1173
for printing
printing and binding for
for----- 392, 1143
for stream gauging, cooperative
cooperative with
Indian Service -------- - 401, 1151
for,
1925
708
additional, 1925--------------for, additional,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for expenses_
56.
deficiency
expenses_
697, 1348
George, Preston
Preston L.,
George,
deficiency
appropriation
deficiency appropriation
for extra
services
1315
services------------------George Washington
Washington University Hospital,
Hospital,
D.
D. C.,
appropriation
appropriation for care of indigent patients
tients----------------568, 1242
Georgetown
Georgetown County, S. C.,
across Pee Dee River,
bridge authorized
authorized across
Yawhannah by Horry County
County
at Yawhannah
and
and--------. ---------------44
Georgetown, Miss.,
Georgetown,
time extended
extended for bridging Pearl River
River
near
1141
near------------------------CI niv er sit y Hospital,
Hospital, D. C.,
Georgetown University
appropriation
indigent paappropriation for care of indigent
tients------------------- 568, 1242
tients
Georgia,
Georgia,
Alabama
Alabama and, May
may bridge ChattahooChattahoochee River, Alaga, Ala --------663
Eufaula, Ala --------------------Eufaula,
16
Marys
Florida and, may bridge Saint Marys
Marys, Ga
663
River, Saint Marys,
Ga-------472
Wilds Landing, Fla --------------may bridge Chattahoochee
Chattahoochee River, Fort
Gaines
44
Gaines---------------------Oconee River, Thompson's
Thompson's Ferry--Ferry__ _
665
Oconee
South Carolina and, may bridge SavanSavanRiver
1266
nah River------------------Georgia Avenue
Avenue NW.,
NW., D.
Georgia
D. C.,
appropriation
appropriation for paving, Military
Road to Fern
Street; from gasoRoad
Feri Street;
line-tax fund
fund--- ------------549
549
for paving, etc., Florida Avenue to
to
Barry Place; from gasoline-tax
gasoline-tax
1226
fund ---------------------1226
condemnation
condemnation of land for widening,
authorized
95
authorized------------------amount
96
amount authorized
authorized for expenses----expenses

Germany,
Page
Page
Germany,
appropriation for ambassador
__ 206, 1015
1015
to--_
appropriation
ambassador to..
Commission,
for Mixed Claims Commission,
215, 1023
1023
United States and -------deficiency appropriation
appropriation for Mixed
Claims
Commission,
United
Claims
Commission,
United
States and
1339
States
and------------------- 1339
Austria and Hungary
Hungary claims added 1339
1339
Austria
Germany,
Germany, War with (see World War).
Gettysburg
Military Park,
Park,
Gettysburg National
National Military
appropriation
appropriation for continuing establish513, 928
ment of -----------------1925
712
for, additional, 1925--------------712
Gift Tax,
transferred by
tax levied on property transferred
gifts hereafter,
hereafter, by residents---residents_ __ _
313
nonresidents of property
property in
in
by nonresidents
United States---------------States
313
313
rates---------------------_-----rates
313
made in property; sold for less than
fair value taxable as gift------314
fair
314
deductions allowed residents; exemption
exemption
of $50,000
314
$50,000 __--.------------.
for public, religious, etc.,
etc., purposes
in United States ------------314
$500 to one person
person_ -_
314
not exceeding $500
received
gift received
by donor from
another person, on which tax
had been paid
315
paid---------------of nonresidents;
nonresidents; for public, religious,
etc., purposes
purposes in United
United States_
States
315
not exceeding $500
$500 to one person-person
315
another
gift received by donor from another
person, on which
which tax had been
been
paid ----_----------------- 315
315
imposed upon any gift, to be credited
imposed
against estate tax, etc., on death
against
of donor
315
donor--------------------315
division of taxable and nontaxable
nontaxable
316
gifts ----------------------316
returns yearly of all gifts made in excess
deductions
316
of deductions----------------316
316
time of payment, etc --------------316
Gila
Gila County, Ariz.,
National
lands in Crook National
Forest,
area..
242
granted to, for recreational
recreational area.
Gila
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Ariz.,
Gila River Indian
appropriation
appropriation for irrigation system_ 401, 1152
for diverting flow of river to irrigate
adOitional lands; repayment_
repayment_ 401, 1152
additional
additional, 1925_
1925707
for irrigation system, additional,
irrigation system, additional,
additional,
for irrigation
1925, diversion dam ---------707
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for irrigation
deficiency
system, dam, etc ------------42
authorized for irrigating
irrigating
dam, etc., authorized
lands of Pima Indians, etc., as
475
part of San Carlos project -----475
Gillespie
Gillespie Company,
Company, T. A.,
balances
balances of appropriations
appropriations for paying
claims for damages, explosions at
935
plant of, covered in
in----------935
Honorable Frederick
Gillett, Honorable
Frederick H., Speaker of
of
the House
House of Representatives,
Representatives,
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for portrait of_
of- 1314
1314
Girls'
Girls' Reform School, D. C. (see National
Training School for Girls, D. C.).
C.).
Glazier
Park, Mont.,
Glazier National
National Park,
Mont.,
appropriation for commissioner
commissioner_-___ _ 219, 1028
appropriation
1028
for protection,
protection, etc -------------- 423, 1176
1925
for protection,
protection, additional,
additional, 1925----708
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for I.
M.
deficiency
Chance --------------------43

INDEX.
Pag.
Glanville,
et al.,
at.,
Page.
J. B.,
B., et
Glanville, .1.
claims
dipping tickfor damages in dipping
of, for
claims of,
infested
referred to Discattle referred
infested cattle
trict
1327
trict Court for Kansas ---.---jurisdiction,
etc
1327
procedure, etc--------jurisdiction, procedure,
Governno defense
waived, except Governdefense waived,
no
ment
immunity
1327
ment immunity--------------restriction
1327
judgment-amount of judgment
restriction on amount
Glass, Optical,
Optical,
Glass,
appropriation
investigating probprobfor investigating
appropriation for
lems in
production of------of
231, 1041
in production
lems
Glen Ferris,
Ferris, IV.
W. Va.,
Va.,
Glen
Kanawha
bridge authorized
authorized across Kanawha
bridge
999
River
at
River at--------------------West
acquire, for free
may acquire,
Virginia may
West Virginia
bridge
999
bridge---------------------999
years------for five years
tolls allowed
allowed for
Glencove Creek,
Y.,
N. Y.,
Creek, N.
Glencove
1186
improvement of, authorized
authorized---------improvement
Glendive,
Mont.,
Glendive, Mont.,
bridge authorized
Yellowstone
authorized across Yellowstone
bridge
11
River
at--------------------River at
Gloucester
Va.,
Bank, Va.,
Gloucester Bank,
legalized-pier built
in York
972
River at, legalized
York River
built in
pier
Mass.,
Gloucester,
Gloucester, Mass.,
conveyance of abandoned
abandoned Old Fort
conveyance
Defiance to, gift of
town in
of the town
Defiance
-...-------------- 387
1794.
----1794
Glover,
Charles C.,
Glover, Charles
tract of
of land
District dedicated
the District
land in the
tract
464
by.
purposes_ -_
park purposes
accepted for park
by. accepted
Glover
Playground,
Children'sPlayground,
and Children's
Parkway and
Glover Parkway
The,
The,
acceptance of
tract of land in the
of tract
acceptance
District, the
Charles C.
the gift of Charles
District,
Glover, to
named
464
to be named---------Glover,
Go-gee,
Band of
of Indians
Chief,
Indians Chief,
Lac Band
Mille Lac
Go-gee, Mile
payment
to heirs
heirs of,
of, from
Court of
from Court
payment to
Claims judgment
judgment for
for the
the Band
818
818
Band-Claims
Gold Coins,
Coins,
Gold
appropriation for
of
767
68, 767
recoinage of------for recoinage
appropriation
Golden,
Colo.,
Golden, Colo.,
lands
water supply
supply__
538
--.
for water
to, for
granted to,
lands granted
539
repeal
of former
Denver.-to Denver____
grant to
former grant
repeal of
Gophers,
Gophers,
appropriation
for
methods for
devising methods
for devising
appropriation for
450, 841
destroying --------------destroying
Gordon,
Gordon, U. G.,
deficiency
appropriation
for
services__
672
672
deficiency appropriation for services-Gorman, John,
John,
Gorman,
deficiency
appropriation for contested
contested
deficiency appropriation
election expenses
673
expenses-------------election
Goshute Agency,
Agency, Utah,
Utah,
Goshute
appropriation
for support,
support, etc.,
Inetc., of Inappropriation for
dians
at, from
funds_ _ 411,
1161
411, 1161
tribal funds-from tribal
dians at,
Gotts Island
Channel, Me.,
Island Channel,
Gotts
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., of,
of, to
to be
preliminary
1191
niade
---------------------nmad!e1191
Actuary,
Government Actuary,
deficiency appropriation
increased
appropriation for increased
deficiency
compensation
693
compensation---------------salary of,
of, increased
increased ----------------353
353
salary
Government Employees,
Employees,
Government
appropriation for
for expenses
expenses of
Pension
of Pension
appropriation
Office under
under Act
Act retiring.--retiring__ __ 414,
1164
414, 1164
Office
for
Civil Service
Service ComComof Civil
expenses of
for expenses
mission
1201
523, 1201
retiring__ _ 523,
Act retiring__
under Act
mission under
for
compensation for
injurfor injurpaying, compensation
for paying,
ies
524,
1202
524,1202
ies----------------------compensation for
for injuries
to, may
may be
rebe reinjuries to,
compensation
viewed, etc.,
___
389
389
commission---by commission_
etc.. by
viewed.
decision of
of commission,
absence of
of
in absence
commission, in
decision
fraud, not
not subject
subject to
to review
review by
by
fraud,
any other
officer
389
389
other officer-------------any
awards
heretofore made
declared
made declared
awards heretofore
----------valid
389
v.oi;r
- ------------------------
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xcix
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Employees-Continued.
Government
Page.
Government Employees—Continued.
errors
custodial service under
pay of custodial
errors in pay
Classification Act,
corrected_ __ _
669
Act, corrected---Classification
limitation
year 1926, on pay
limitation for fiscal year
allowed
allowed in all departments, etc.,
for civilian
764
service-------field service
civilian field
for
restriction on
holding two offices not
not
on holding
restriction
applicable
retired enlisted
enlisted
applicable to retired
men,
disofficers retired for dismen, or officers
ability,
245
-------etc-- -ability, etc
soliciting
political assessments
assessments from, by
soliciting political
other
Federal official, etc., unother Federal
lawful
1073
lawful ------------------- Government
D. C.,
Fuel Yards, D.
Government Fuel
appropriation
purchase of fuel,
appropriation for purchase
maintenance,
422, 1175
etc-------_maintenance, etc
unexpended balances
balances reappropriunexpended
ated;
obligaof prior obligapayment of
ated; payment
422
tions
tions -----------------------422
claims----settlement of damage
damage claims
settlement
receipts from
for
sales available for
from sales
receipts
422
uses hereof------------------hereof
uses
Government Hotel,
Hotel, D. C.,
Government
appropriation
for operating,
etc___ 525, 1204
operating, etc_-appropriation for
operating
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for operating
deficiency
year 1923-----1923
36
expenses, fiscal year
for
fiscal year
1924 --------------36
36
year 1924
for fiscal
680
for
rent------------------ground rent
for ground
also Public
Government Printing
(see also
Office (see
PrintingOffice
Government
Printing
Binding),
and Binding),
Printing and
appropriation for
for Public
Public Printer, Depappropriation
1299
office personnel---personnel_ __ _ 590, 1299
and office
uty, and
for
printing and binding-_
binding__ 590, 1299
public printing
for public
for Superintendent
Superintendent of
Documents,
of Documents,
for
personnel 592, 1300
and office personnel
assistant, and
for reimbursing,
reimbursing, for
heat, light,
and
light, and
for heat,
for
power, to
84
Washington post office
to Washington
power,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for reimbursdeficiency
ing,
for
heat,
etc.
'
to
city
post
post
ing, for heat, etc., to city
office
building, 1923---------1923
46, 690
office building,
for
Samuel
Robinson, William
William MadMadfor Samuel Robinson,
den,
Joseph De
Fontes, and
De Fontes,
den, Joseph
Charles
C. Allen
673
Allen-------------Charles C.
for Samuel
Samuel Robinson,
Robinson, William
MadWilliam Madfor
den,
Joseph De
and
De Fontes,
Fontes, and
den, Joseph
1315
Preston
George
1315
L. George-----------Preston L.
wages,
salaries, and number of persons
wages, salaries,
employed
regulated by
employed in, to be regulated
658
Public Printer -----. '----. number
limited to work requirerequirenumber limited
ments
658
ments ---------------------of
apprentices
658
of apprentices-----------------minimum
after July 1, 1924,
1924, of
pay after
minimum pay
journeymen
printers, etc
658
etc-----journeymen printers,
wages to be determined
determined by conconrates of wages
ferences
Printer
ferences between Public Printer
and
committee of
employees_
658
of employees__and committee
approval
Committee on
approval of Joint Committee
Printing -------------------658
Printing
appeal
to Printing
Committee on
on
Printing Committee
appeal to
failure
agree
658
to agree--------------failure to
decision
committee final------final
658
658
of committee
decision of
-changes
restricted
658
changes restricted-----------present
rates continued
continued until
changes
until changes
present rates
as
658
determined ---------herein determined
as herein
conflicting laws
laws repealed
repealed ------------659
conflicting
heat,
furnished to, by
etc., furnished
power,, etc.,
heat, power
Capitol Power
Power Plant
be reimreimto be
Plant to
Capitol
bursed
588
thereto---------------bursed thereto
portion of
of Jackson
Alley
Alley abutting,
Jackson abutting,
portion
transferred
592
to-----.-------.
transferred to
to furnish
furnish on
requisition, paper
and
paper and
on requisition,
to
envelopes
in
use
by
two
or
more
envelopes in use by two or more
592
Departments, etc
etc -----------Departments,
Government Radio
Radio Stations
Stations (see Radio
Government
Stations, Naval),
Naval),
Stations.

INDEX.
Page.
Grasses—Continued.
Government
Page. Grasses-Continued.
Securities, etc.,
Government Securities,
appropriation for preventing
preventing admission
admission
exempt
__
332
332
appropriation
provisions---stamp tax provisions__
exempt from
from stamp
adulterated seeds, etc.,
etc., for
for
of adulterated
Grain
Futures Act,
Act,
Grain Futures
seeding --------------441, 832
832
- 441,
appropriation for expenses, executing;
seeding
appropriation
for
investigating improvement
improvement ofof.. 443,
443, 833
833
for investigating
pay restriction
852
460, 852
restriction-------------Grasshoppers,
for expenses, enforcing, additional,
Grasshoppers,
additional,
appropriation for
for investigating
investigating methods
methods
706
1925 ----------------------appropriation
Grain, Seed,
for
449, 839
839
for eradicating
eradicating------------- 449,
Grain,
appropriation for
purchasing, to supply
for purchasing,
appropriation
Gray, George,
George,
farmers
failure areas,
for
in crop
crop failure
areas, for
farmers in
reappointment of,
Regent of
Smithof Smithof, as
as Regent
reappointment
crop of 1922
460, 852
852
1922-------------sonian Institution------------Institution
821
821
sonian
Grain Standards
Standards Act,
States,
Act,' United States,
Grain
Grays
Harbor,
Wash.,
Grays
Harbor,
appropriation for expenses
expenses enforcing_ 454, 845
appropriation
preliminary
etc., of,
to be
of, to
be
examination, etc.,
preliminary examination,
for expenses enforcing, additional,
made
1196
1196
made----------------------706
1925 ----------------------Grays
River, Wash.,
Grays River,
Grand Army
Grand
Army of the Republic,
preliminary
examination, etc.,
etc., of,
of, to
to be
be
preliminary examination,
incorporated; membership,
membership, purposes,
incorporated;
made
1196
1196
made---------------------etc
358
etc------------------------ · 358
Grayson, Joel,
proceedings of
national encampments
of national
proceedings
appropriation for
for employment
of, in
in
employment of,
appropriation
of,
printed annually as
of, to be printed
House
document room
1292
584, 1292
room --- -- 584,
House document
House
473
House documents
documents------------position and
and pay
established of,
as
of, as
pay established
position
Grand Army
Sailors Home,
Soldiers and Sailors
Grand
Army Soldiers
special
employee,
document
document
employee,
special
D. C.,
room, House
House of
of RepresentativesRepresentatives_
151
151
room,
appropriation for
for expenses-------expenses
570,
1244
570,1244
appropriation
Grazing Fees,
Forests,
Grazing
Fees, National
National Forests,
Grand Calumet River,
Grand
one-half of,
of, in
drought stricken
stricken regions,
regions,
one-half
in drought
bridge authorized
1216
Ind- 1216
across, at Gary, Ind_
authorized across
bridge
may
be waived
for 1925
1259
1259
1925------may be
waived for
1215
Ind---- 1215
Hammond to East Chicago, Ind__
Grazing Lands, etc.,
Grazing
Grand Canyon
Canyon National
National Park,
Park, Ariz.,
Grand
appropriation for
investigating imimfor investigating
appropriation
appropriation for
1177
423, 1177
etc--- 423,
for protection,
protection, etc_
appropriation
provement of
of wild
plants andand_ 442,
442, 832
832
wild plants
provement
use
Bright Angel
Angel
use to
to purchase,
purchase, etc., of Bright
Great Britain,
Britain,
423 Great
within-----toll road and trail within
appropriation for
ambassador to
to --__ 206,
206, 1015
1015
for ambassador
appropriation
protection, additional,
additional, 1925----1925
708
for protection,
for surveying,
surveying, etc.,
etc., boundary
line,
boundary line,
for
deficiency
appropriation for emergency,
emergency,
deficiency appropriation
Alaska and
211, 1020
1020
Canada-------- 211,
Alaska
and Canada
infestations in---------in
39
39
insect infestations
for
line, United
United
marking boundary
boundary line,
for marking
for
43
Company
Railway Company
Grand Canyon
Canvon Railway
for Grand
States and
and Canada
211, 1020
1020
Canada-------- 211,
States
43
for California
California Ilardware
company
Hardware Company__
for
arbitrating outstanding
outstanding pecunipecunifor arbitrating
for Fred Harvey-----------------Harvey
43
43
ary claims
claims
between
United
United
between
ary
for Grand
Grand Canyon Railway
Railway Company,
Company,
States and
and --------------213, 1022
1022
213,
States
fiscal
43
43
year 1922
1922-------------fiscal year
for
Canadian Boundary
Boundary Waters
Waters ComComfor Canadian
Grand Canyon
Canyon Railway
Railway Company,
Grand
mission
213, 1022
1022
213,
mission ---------------43
for---------deficiency
appropriation for
43
deficiency appropriation
for segregating
etc., in
in
bodies, etc.,
for
segregating bodies,
1922
43
for, fiscal year
year 1922-------------American cemeteries
cemeteries in-----in
512, 927
927
512,
American
Grand
Grand Forks,
Forks, N.
N. Dak.,
for
expenses, Fisheries
Fisheries Commission,
Commission,
for expenses
time extended
damming Red
Red River
River
extended for damming
United
1024
1024
and----------United States
States and
of the North by, to East Grand
Grand
for
gauging tributaries
of Milk
Milk River,
River,
tributaries of
998
for gauging
Forks, Minn -------------Mont.,
treaty requirerequireunder treaty
Grand Haven,
Mont., under
Grand
Haven, Mich.,
ments
1171
1171
ments with
with----------------preliminary examination,
etc., of, harexamination, etc.,
made------------1196
deficiency
appropriation for
for Canadian
Canadian
1196
deficiency appropriation
bor to be made
waterways treaty
with
760
760
treaty with-------Grand Junction,
waterways
Junction, Colo.,
Grand
for
altering, furnishing,
furnishing, etc.,
etc., embassy
embassy
at
243
for altering,
terms of court at------------------premises at
at London----------London
1340
1340
Grand River, Mich.,
premises
Grand
negotiation
with, requested
requested for
for agreeagreepreliminary examination,
negotiation with,
preliminary
examination, etc., of, to be
ment limiting
limiting size,
size, etc.,
of vesvesetc., of
ment
1196
made
made----------------------sels and
aircraft, and
number of
of
and number
sels
and aircraft,
Grand Valley Irrigation
Irrigation Project,
Project, Colo.,
Grand
officers and
crew
204
204
appropriation for maintenance,
etc. of,
and crew-------------officers
of,
maintenance, etc.,
appropriation
provisions
of Northern
Northern Pacific
Halibut
including Orchard
Orchard Mesa dividiviPacific Halibut
provisions of
including
sion
416, 1166
1166
Act to
until termination
termination
to continue
continue until
Act
sion------------------650
of convention
convention therefor
therefor with
with -.-650
Grande Ronde Agency, Oreg.,
of
Grande
Great
Great Kanawha
Kanawha River,
appropriation for
etc., of Infor support, etc.,
appropriation
repeal
of general
general authority
authority for
for bridging,
bridging,
repeal of
dians at ---------------409, 1160
1160
below the
599
below
the falls
falls ------------599
for support,
support, etc., of Indians at, addiGreat Lakes,
tional, 1925
708 Great
1925-----------------preliminary examination,
preliminary
examination, etc.,
etc., of,
of, to
to be
be
Counties, Wash.,
Grant
and Kittitas
Grant and
Kittitas Counties,
may bridge Columbia River, Vantage
made, Duluth
Duluth to
to Buffalo------Buffalo
1196
1196
made,
ship
canal to
Ferry
660
ship canal
to Hudson
Hudson River
River from_-from__ _ 1196
1196
Ferry---------------------Great Lakes Naval
Naval Training
authorized;
purchase by the State, authorized;
Great
Training Station,
Station, Ill.,
purchase
661
operation, etc--------------etc
appropriation for
for maintenance-----maintenance
187, 866
866
187,
appropriation
Grant
Grant Road,
Road, D. C.
C.,
for buildings----------buildings
198
for
------198
between Wisconsin
Wisconsin
closing of, directed
directed between
for
power plant
876
for power
plant improvements
improvements -----876
799 Great
and Connecticut
Connecticut Avenues-----Avenues
Great Northern
Northern Railway
Railway Company,
Grasses,
Grasses,
may bridge
bridge Mississippi
Mississippi River,
River, MinMinmay
appropriation for testing, etc., comappropriation
13
neapolis, Mimi
13
neapolis,
Minn--------------mercial seeds of-----------of
441, 831 Great
441,831
mercial
Great Sod
Sodw
us Bay, N. Y.,
Y.,
publishing misbranded,
misbranded, etc----etc
publishing
441, 831
harbor. authorized
authorized __- 1188
improvement of harbor,
improvement
......

W.......

INDEX.
Great Southern Lumber Company,

Paw.

dreat
time
extended
Lumber
for bridging
Company,
Pearl
River
Pearl River
bridging
for
extended
timeSouthern
1141
by
1141
by-------------------------District,
Greater
Wenatchee Irrigation
Irrigation District,
Greater Wenatchee
Wash.,
Wash.,
may
bridge Columbia
Columbia River;
location
25
25
River; location-may bridge
Greece,
Greece,
1015
206, 1015
appropriation
to
206,
minister to-----for minister
appropriation for
Green
Wis.,
Green Bay,
Bay, Wis.,
harbor, authorized---.
improvement
of harbor,
authorized__ 1188
improvement of
etc., of
preliminary
of harexamination, etc.,
preliminary examination,
bor,
to be
1195
1195
be made
made--------------bor, to
1195
Strawberry
Passage, to
made_
1195
to be
be made---Strawberry Passage,
from- 1195
waterway
to Mississippi
Mississippi River, from_
waterway to
Greene County,
County, Pa.,
Pa.,
Greene
bridge authorized
Monongahela
across Monongahela
authorized across
bridge
River by
by Fayette
Fayette County
and,
County and,
River
376
at Masontown
at
Masontown---------------Representative
Greene, William S., late a
a Representative
Greene,
in
Congress,
in Congress,
for pay to
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
to
deficiency
754
widow
of ------------------- 754
widow of
Greensboro, N.
N. C.,
C.,
Greensboro,
terms
of court
court at--------at
662
---------terms of
Greenville, S.
S. C.
C.,,
Greenville,
801
terms of
of court
at
801
court at-------------------terms
office of
of clerk
clerk at-------------------at
801
office
Greenwich, Conn.,
Conn.,
Greenwich,
dam across
River authorized
by
authorized by
Byram River
across Byram
dam
97
Port
Chester, N.
N. Y.,
Y., and
and----Port Chester,
Greenwood, S.
S. C.,
C.,
Greenwood,
terms of
of court
at
801
court at-------------------terms
Grigsbys Ferry,
Ferry, Miss.,
Miss.,
Grigsbys
101
atRiver at..
bridge authorized
across Pearl
Pearl River
authorized across
bridge
Ground Squirrels,
Squirrels,
Ground
appropriation for
for
methods for
devising methods
for devising
appropriation
450,841
destroying
450,
841
destroying----------------Tex.,
River, Tex.,
Guadalupe
Guadalupe River,
preliminary examination,
etc., authorauthorexamination, etc.,
preliminary
ized
for flood
of ------249
249
control of
flood control
ized for
Victoria
to intracoastal
intracoastal waterway
1195
waterway--Victoria to
Guam,
Guam,
appropriation for
transferring lepers,
lepers,
for transferring
appropriation
etc.,
from, to
to Culion,
Culion, P.
I____ 184,
863
184, 863
P. I---etc., from,
works----for naval
public works
198
station, public
naval station,
for
for agricultural
station
experiment station
agricultural experiment
for
ill
435, 824
824
inll------------------------- 435,
for agriculdeficiency
appropriation for
agriculdeficiency appropriation
tural
repairstation, repairexperiment station,
tural experiment
ing
typhoon damages---------damages
39
39
ing typhoon
for
scale control
682
682
control-cocoanut scale
expenses cocoanut
for expenses
available
30, 19261926
1326
1326
June 30,
until June
available until
Guano Islands,
Islands,
Guano
Swains Island
to American
American
added to
Island added
Swains
Samoa
1357
1357
Samoa --------------------Guantanamo,
Cuba,
Guantanamo, Cuba,
appropriation for
for naval
naval station, imappropriation
provements
876
198,876
provements---------------- 198,
Guatemala,
Guatemala,
appropriation
to
206,
1015
206, 1015
minister to-----for minister
appropriation for
Guernsey Reservoir,
IrrigaPlatte IrrigaNorth Platte
Reservoir, North
Guernsey
tion Project,
Nebr.-Wyo.,
Project, Nebr.-Wyo.,
tion
unexpended balances
construction
for construction
balances for
unexpended
of, reappropriated-----------reappropriated
1167
1167
of,
net
from power
plant apappower plant
revenues from
net revenues
plied
1167
costs - -to construction
construction costs
plied to
Guilford
National Military
Military
Courthouse National
Guilford Courthouse
Park,
Park,
appropriation for
establishcontinuing establishfor continuing
appropriation
ment
513,
928
513,928
of ----------------- ment of
for, additional.
additional, 1925
1925 ---------------712
712
for,
deficiency
appropriation for
for --------762
762
deficiency appropriation
Gulf of
Mexico,
of Mexico,
Gulf
appropriation
of,
coast of,
of coast
surveys of
for surveys
appropriation for
1(4AA
2i
O:
ic "-Al.i
1 outlying_ islands
and
235,
-uo, 1044
vu
anC
outlying tJlaniu---uu ---

Ci
ci

Page
Gulf
Company, Port
Port Arthur, Tex.,
Tex., P.
Refining Company,
Gulf Refining
deficiency appropriation
for refund
refund of
of
appropriation for
deficiency
immigration fine
fine to-----------to
1335
1335
immigration
Gulfport,
Miss.,
Gulfport, Miss.,
preliminary examination,
etc., of, harexamination, etc.,
preliminary
1194
1194
bor,
to be
made ------------be made
bor, to
Gun
Mortar Batteries,
Array,
Batteries, Army,
and Mortar
Gun and
496, 911
appropriation for
constructing ----911
for constructing
appropriation
711
for,
additional, 1925
711
1925 -----------for, additional,
deficiency
constructfor constructappropriation for
deficiency appropriation
762
59,
62,
ing
762
ing -------------------Gunboats, River,
River,
Gunboats,
719
construction
authorized of
cost_ __ _ 719
of six; cost---construction authorized
armor
and,armament
armament from plant
plant at
at
armor and
719
South
Charleston,
W
Va
719
South Charleston, W. Va-----work
at
navy
yards_
719
719
work at navy yards-------------Gunnery and
and Engineering
EngineeringExercises, Navy,
Gunnery
etc- 186, 865
appropriation
for prizes,
prizes, badges, etc_
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for-------for1349
46,
46,1349
deficiency
Guthrie,
Okla.,
Guthrie, Okla.,
terms of
court at----------------at
388, 946
946
388,
of court
terms
Gyro
Compasses,
Gyro Compasses,
appropriation for
procuring, for defor procuring,
appropriation
204, 881
stroyers ----------------stroyers
H.
H.
Habana,
Cuba,
Habana, Cuba,
appropriation for
for maintenance
maintenance of Interappropriation
national
Mark RegistraRegistraTrade Mark
national Trade
tion Bureau
Bureau at
215, 1023
1023
-215,
at -------tion
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for delegates
delegates
deficiency
Pan American Sanito
to Seventh
Seventh Pan
tary
Conference at-----------at
692
tary Conference
delegates
to be
be appointed
appointed to
to Seventh
Seventh
delegates to
Pan
American Sanitary
Sanitary ConferPan American
ence
112
112
ence -----------------------Habeas
Corpus,
Habeas Corpus,
review
circuit courts
of appeals
appeals of,
courts of
by circuit
review by
940
proceedings in
in district
district courts, etcetc_
proceedings
940
circuit judge
writ, etc-etc.._
judge may grant writ,
circuit
by
of Columbia
Columbia court
court of
of
by District
District of
appeals, in
in district
court
supreme court
district supreme
appeals,
940
proceedings -------940
proceedings
authority of
Supreme Court
Court on
on certiof Supreme
authority
940
fied questions.----------------questions
940
fied
review of
of State
cases by
by circuit
circuit courts
State cases
review
940
of appeals
940
appeals-------------------of
Hackensack
J.,
Hackensack River, N. J.,
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., of, to be
preliminary
made..----------------------1192
1192
made
The Hague),
Hague,
The (see
Hague),
also The
(see also
Hague, The
sum
authorized for
in InInmembership in
for membership
sum authorized
112
ternational
Statistical Bureau
Bureau at..
at112
ternational Statistical
Halley,
Idaho,
Hailey, Idaho,
and receiver, land
offices
of register
register and
offices of
395
office
at, consolidated
consolidated --------office at,
Haiti,
Haiti,
appropriation
to
206,
1015
206, 1015
minister to------for minister
appropriation for
Halibut (see
Northern Pacific
Pacific Halibut
Halibut
(see Northern
Halibut
Act).
Act).
Halstad, Minn.
Minn.,,
Halstad,
time extended
bridging Red
Red River
River
extended for bridging
time
1312
of the
the North
at -------------1312
North at
of
Hawaii,
Harnakua
County,
Island
of
Hawaii,
of
Island
Hamakua County,
franchise granted
M. S.
Botelho and
and
S. Botelho
granted M.
franchise
associates for
for electric
light,
electric light,
associates
power, etc.,
etc., plant
in
853
853
plant in----------power,
Hamilton
D. C.,
C.,
NW., D.
Street NW.,
Hamilton Street
appropriation for
paving, Georgia
Georgia to
to
for paving,
appropriation
Illinois
546
Avenues--------------Illinois Avenues
Hammond,
Ind.,
Hammond, Ind.,
bridge
CaluGrand Caluacross Grand
authorized across
bridge authorized
met
River between
between East
East Chicago
Chicago
met River
and
1216
1216
and---------------------7.1
c-1urt
qT
a-.
trmso
nf
terms
of
court
at
751
._
--_
vs_wa
v -
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Hampton
Page.
Va.,
Roads, Va.,
Hampton Roads,
appropriation
maintenance, naval
for maintenance,
appropriation for
training station---------187, 866
Hampton,
Hampton, Va.,
appropriation
Volunteer
appropriation for expenses, Volunteer
Soldiers'
Home ------------ 518, 932
Soldiers' Home
deficiency
Volunteer
appropriation for Volunteer
deficiency appropriation
Soldiers' Home
1346
-------------Home _
Soldiers'
Miss.,
County, Miss.;
Hancock County,
authorized across Pearl
Pearl River,
bridge authorized
between Saint Tammany
Tammany Parish,
between
19
------La., and ------------Handley,
Handley, Teresa B.,
appropriation
appropriation for paying, widow of
William W. Handley,
Handley, a
consul
a consul
William
general
service
210
210
general dying in service-------Hanging,
Hanging, D. C.,
punishment by, repealed and
capital punishment
electrocution prescribed
798
------prescribed _
electrocution
Hannibal,
Hannibal, Mo.,
bridge authorized
authorized across Mississippi
790
River at---------------------at
River
Harbor
Patrol, D. C.,
Harbor Patrol,
appropriation
1235
.-----560, 1235
expensesfor expenses
appropriation for
Hardin,
John R.
Army,
U. S. Army,
R., U.
Lieutenant John
Hardin, Lieutenant
allowed in
1248
of -------in account;
accounts of
credit allowed
Harding
J. C.,
Harding and Company, J.
674
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for---------for
674
deficiency
Harding, Second Lieutenant
John, Jr.,
Jr., Air
Lieutenant John,
Harding,
Service,
Corps,
Officers' Reserve Corps,
Service, Officers'
appointment of,
of, as second lieutenant,
appointment
recognition
Service, in recognition
Army Air
Air Service,
flight
979
of services in world flight------distinguished
accorded to,
service medal accorded
distinguished service
acceptance of medals or
and acceptance
decorations from foreign governdecorations
ments authorized
979
authorized-------------Harding,
Warren G., late
President of the
late President
Harding, Warren
United States
United
States,
deficiency
attendance
appropriation for attendance
deficiency appropriation
33
of Senators, funeral of -------Members of the House
for expenses, Members
of Representatives
Representatives attending fu34
34
neral of -----------------and
for expenses, sickness, death, and
34
34
burial of ----------------Harney
Forest, S. Dak.,
National Forest,
Harney National
national memorial may be erected in-in
1214
national
Harrington,
Harrington,John Lyle,
may
River near
near
bridge Colorado River
may bridge
Blythe,
1130
1130
Blythe, Calif---------------Harrisburg Bridge
Bridge Company,
Harrisburg
bridge Susquehanna
at
Susquehanna River, at
may bridge
814
Harrisburg, Pa
Pa---------------Harrisburg, Pa.,
Pa.,
Harrisburg,
bridge authorized
authorized across
across Susquehanna
Susquehanna
bridge
814
River at --------------------- 814
Harrison,
Ark.,
Harrison, Ark.,
terms
at ------------------ 91, 949
terms of court at.
offices of register and receiver, land
395
consolidated
office at, consolidated---------Harrisonburg, Va.,
Va.,
Harrisonburg,
terms of
of court at-----------------at
114
terms
L., Army
Sergeant Alva L.,
Army Air ServHarvey, Sergeant
ice,
distingnished
distinguished service medal to be pre979
sented
979
to------------------sented to
may accept medals,
medals, etc., from foreign
governments
979
---governments----------Fred,
Harvey, Fred,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for----------for
43
43
deiciency
Haselion,
Ohio.
Haselton, Ohio.
authorized across Mahoning
Mahoning
bridge authorized
n0
natV ..---------------------Rivpr
River at
90
vv

-

i

Haskell
Institute, Lawrence,
Lawrence, Kans.,
Pag15.
Pagb.
Kans.,
Haskell Institute,
appropriation for
for Indian
Indian school---school_ ___ 405,
1156
405, 1156
appropriation
707
for Indian school, additional, 1925-_
1925_ _
for
"Hassel," Norwegian
Norwegian Steamship,
Steamship,
"Hassel,"
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for payment to
to
deficiency
Norway as indemnity to owners
owners
Norway
1339
of
1339
of ------------------------payment authorized
authorized to Norway
Norway as inpayment
demnity to losses,
losses, etc.,
etc., of owners
demnity
955
of,
collision damages ------955
of, for collision
"Havana," Barge,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for judgment,
deficiency
1347
of------ 1347
district court to owners of
-

Hawaii,
Hawaii,

appropriation
for Governor,
Governor, etc__
428, 1182
1182
etc ----__ 428,
appropriation for
428, 1182
for contingent
contingent expenses------expenses
1182
for
428
428
expenses------------legislative expenses
for legislative
for special
special mail equipment
for
89, 787
equipment for----for
American
shipwrecked American
for relief,
relief, etc., shipwrecked
seamen in----------------in
208, 1017
1017
seamen
218, 1028
for district judges; reporter ---for chief
chief and
and associate
associate justices
justices_--__ 220, 1029
for
for circuit
circuit court judges-------judges
220, 1029
1029
for
triangulation of, under
for adjusting triangulation
Coast
Survey
235, 1045
1045
Coast Survey-----------for work
work in volcanology
volcanology in
419, 1173
in_---- - 419,
for
agricultural experiment stations
for agricultural
435, 824
824
in ---------------------agricultural extension
extension work
work allotagricultural
ment
435,
824
435,824
ment-------------------Weather Service
expenses in - 436, 825
825
Service expenses
for Weather
Tree Reservoir,
Reservoir,
Ku Tree
completing Ku
for completing
Schofield
Barracks ----------488
488
Schofield Barracks
for Army
Army and Navy joint water supply, Pearl
488
Harbor------------Pearl Harbor
ply,
construction, etc., of military
for construction,
posts ---------------------902
902
posts
for installing
installing electric
plants, searchelectric plants,
for
lights, etc.,
etc., seacoast defenses
defenses of..
912
of- 496, 912
lights,
researches among
among naethnological researches
for ethnological
tives of ----------------1206
528, 1206
tives
extending benefits
vocational
benefits of vocational
for extending
education to----------------to
1202
education
extending benefits of vocational
for extending
rehabilitation of
of persons disrehabilitation
abled in
industry to----------to
1202
in industry
abled
for pay, reporter. district
district court, adadfor
709
ditional, 1925----------------1925
709
ditional,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for extending
extending
deficiency
679
vocational education,
education etc.,
etc., to--to_
679
vocational
for extending
extending benefits
benefits of
of vocational
vocational
for
680
to--------rehabilitation,
rehabilitation, etc., to
for
executing Maternity,
Maternity, etc.,
etc., Act inin_
688
for executing
for acquiring private fishery
fishery rights
rights in
690
Pearl Harbor
Harbor-------------- allotment
appropriations
allotment to, of share in appropriations
under Federal
Federal Highways
Act_ __
17
17
Highways Act__
under
preference to
comto road projects to compreference
17
plete adequate
adequate systems
17
systems-------plete
Act
provisions of Federal
Federal Farm Loan Act
provisions
extended
17
to------------_-- extended to
establishment
branch banks auestablishment of branch
thorized -------------------thorized
17
Maternity and Infancy
benefits of Maternity
Infancy Act
17
extended
to
17
extended to----------------18
apportionment
funds ----------18
of funds
apportionment of
provisions of Act for vocational
vocational educaeducaprovisions
18
tion extended
extended to-------------to
18
allotment
authorized _---------- -allotment authorized
benefits
vocational rehabilirehabilibenefits of Act for vocational
tation of persons disabled in in18
dustry
to
18
dustry extended to-----------allotment of appropriations
appropriations authorallotment
i.------- -P-i
18
ized
18
-v
--------- - -
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Health
Department, D. C-Continued.
C—Continued.
Health Department,
Hawaii-Continued.
Botelho and asfranchise
granted M.
limitation
on personal
personal services,
services, prevenS. Botelho
M. S.
limitation on
franchise granted
tion
of contagious
diseases,
plant, etc.,
sociates for
electrical plant,
contagious diseases,
for electrical
tion of
sociates
676
in county
of Harnakua,
waived
676
Hamakua, island of
in
county of
waived --------------------Officer, D.
C.,
D. C.,
Hawaii ---------------------853 Health
Health Officer,
Hawaii
duties
of, under
under Venereal
Diseases Act
Act-_ 1001
Venereal Diseases
error by cirreview
or writ
writ of error
duties of,
appeal or
by appeal
review by
Entries,
Hearings
Land Entries,
in Land
Hearings in
cuit court
court of appeals,
appeals, in all cases
cuit
appropriation for
for expenses
expenses -------- 395, 1145
936
in district
courts for ---------appropriation
district courts
in
fees
for depositions
depositions and
395, 1145
1145
copies-_ 395,
936
and copies
of specified
specified cases
Supreme Court
Court of
fees for
in Supreme
cases in
of
deficiency
appropriation for
for -------- 56
56
Governdeficiency appropriation
exchanging Governtime
extended for exchanging
time extended
Heine, Paul
Paul Victor,
Victor,
Heine,
lands,
ment for
for privately
privately owned lands,
ment
1277
etc
1115
reimbursement
bonds__
--1277
for stolen
stolen bonds
1115
to, for
reimbursement to,
etc-------------------------National
two
serve on National
to serve
of, to
citizens of,
two citizens
Helena,
Helena, Ark.,
Ark.,
Advisory Commission
to SesquiSesquiCommission to
Advisory
· 91
at ---------------terms
court at
•
of court
terms of
centennial Exhibition
AssociaExhibition Associacentennial
Helena, Mont.,
Mont.,
Helena,
1254
tion
1254
tion ---------------------at -- ____ 78, 777
appropriation
for assay office at_
appropriation for
Hawaii,
Hawaii National
National Park,
Park, Hawaii,
Hawaii
710
for
1925_ _
710
office at, additional. 1925-_
assay office
for assay
etc--protection, etc_
appropriation for
for protection,
__ 423, 1177
appropriation
Helium,
708 Helium,
for
protection, additional,
additional, 1925 ----for protection,
funds
and Navy
Navy for producproducArmy and
of Army
funds of
allowance for
restriction on
on annual
annual allowance
restriction
tion
to be
be transferred
to Mines
transferred to
of, to
tion of,
maintenance, repealed
repealed --------390
maintenance,
1331
1331
Bureau --------------------Bureau
Hawaiian Organic
Amendment,
Act Amendment,
Organic Act
Hawaiian
Helium Gas,
Gas,
Helium
district court
established with
two
with two
court established
district
leasing
deficiency
appropriation for leasing
deficiency appropriation
judges. salaries
890
salaries -------------judgesfund,
56, 1348
1348
Bureau--------- 56,
Mines Bureau
fund, Mines
division of
of cases
cases -----------------890
division
needs,
production
for Government
Government needs,
of, for
production of,
sessions at
same time
time by
by each
judge;
each judge;
at same
sessions
authorized
acquiring lands,
by acquiring
authorized by
powers, etc.,
effective
890
etc., effective---------powers,
constructing
facilities,
plants, facilities,
constructing plants,
Hayward, Wis.,
Wis.,
Hayward,
1110
etc
1110
etc-------------------------appropriation for
for Indian
at _ 407,
407, 1157
1157
school at-Indian school
appropriation
covered
gas
public lands,
lands, not covered
bearing public
gas bearing
708
for Indian
school, additional,
__
1925--additional, 1925_
Indian school,
for
reby
leases or
or permits,
to be repermits, to
by leases
H.,
Hazelrigg, Thomas
Thomas H.,
Hazelrigg,
1110
served
1110
served----------------------bridge authorized
across Ohio River,
authorized across
bridge
from
ownership
and right
extract, from
to extract,
right to
ownership and
between
Ky., and
Owensboro. Hy.
between Owensboro.
leased,
all
gases produced
from leased,
produced from
all gases
Rockport,
Ind., by
by Edward
Edwaird T.
T.
Rockport, Ind.,
1110
etc.,
lands ----------------- 1110
etc., lands
Franks
-------------103
and Franks and
of Bureau
general
authority of
Bureau of Mines
general authority
Kitchin,
Hazeltine,
Hazeltine, Carrie
Carrie Kitchin,
to
and operate
operate producto maintain
maintain and
appropriation for
for paying,
widow of
of
paying, widow
appropriation
1111
-tion of
1111
of------------------tion
Ross Hazeltine,
Hazeltine, a
aconsul
in
dying in
consul dying
Ross
conduct experiments
experiments for improvingconduct
209
service
service _---------------------1111
production,
etc -------------production, etc
Head
Head Tax,
to be
all Government
operated plants
plants to
Government operated
all
appropriation for
erroneously
refunding erroneously
for refunding
appropriation
by June
transferred
to
Bureau by
Bureau
to
transferred
collected
240, 1049
1049
collected---------------30, 1925
1925 ------------------- -1111
1111
30,
Headstones for
for Soldiers'
Soldiers' Graves,
Graves, etc.,
Headstones
thereafter Army,
Army, Navy, etc., may
thereafter
appropriation
for -----------511, 926
- 511,926
appropriation for
supply from bufor supply
requisition for
requisition
712
for,
1925 -------------712
additional, 1925
for, additional,
1111
reau -----------------------1111
reau
52,
--..-----for ,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for..
deficiency
payment for,
funds
of funds
transfer of
by transfer
for, by
payment
59,
63, 699,
1350
762, 1350
699, 762,
59, 63,
1111
on books
books of
the Treasury
Treasury-----.
of the
on
52
Europe------for American
dead in Europe
American dead
for
surplus helium
produced may be
helium produced
surplus
D. C.,
Health Department,
Department, D.
Health
- 1111
.-------..
to Americans
Americans
leased
leased to
1236
appropriation for
562, 1236
salaries--------- 562,
for salaries
appropriation
available
moneys received
received from, available
moneys
for preventing
diseases,
contagious diseases,
preventing contagious
for
for production
production_--------------1111
for
etc
etc----------------------- 562, 1236
1111
by-products_-----1111
sale of other by-products
assignment, etc.,
etc., of;
of; bacteriologists..
562,
562,
bacteriologistsassignment,
permisexporting of,
unless permisprohibited unless
of, prohibited
exporting
1237
1237
President,
from the President,
sion obtained
obtained from
sion
for isolating
isolating wards,
Garfield and
and
wards, Garfield
for
111
etc ------------------------1111
etc
Providence Hospitals------Hospitals
562, 1237
1237
562,
Providence
violating prohibifor violating
punishment for
prohibipunishment
for tuberculosis
tuberculosis and
and venereal
venereal diseases
diseases
for
1111
tion
1111
tion------------------------dispensaries
dispensaries--------------- 562, 1237
Army and Navy officer
designation of
officer
of an Army
designation
1237
for
disinfecting service
562, 1237
562,
service -------for disinfecting
to cooperate
Act-___ 1111
1111
executing Act..
in executing
cooperate in
to
lots; abating
of lots;
for
drainage of
abating nuinuifor drainage
Gas, Army,
Army,
Helium Gas,
562, 1237 Helium
sances
sances------------------appropriation for
for purchase,
production
purchase, production
appropriation
for
adulterations___ 563, 1237
food adulterations_
expenses, food
for expenses,
492, 906
plants, etc
etc -------------plants,
1237
for
laboratory..
563, 1237
563,
bacteriological laboratory---for bacteriological
similar authorization
authorization granted
granted to
similar
563, 1237
for
chemical laboratory
laboratory -------for chemical
908
Department-----------Navy
Navy Department
563, 1238
for
inspecting dairy
dairy farms,
etc_
farms, etc__for inspecting
Helium
Plant, Navy,
Nary,
Helium Plant,
,for contingent
contingent expenses,
enforcing
expenses, enforcing
,for
etc., of_
appropriation
of__ 199, 877
operation, etc.,
for operation,
appropriation for
563,
health laws
laws-------------563 1238
health
V.,
Hempstead, N. Y.,
for
public crematory,
563, 1238
1238 Hempstead,
etc ------- 563,
crematory, etc
for public
preliminary examination
examination, etc., of, harpreliminary
for
motor vehicle
563, 1238
1238
pound---- 563,
for pound
vehicle for
for motor
1192
bor to
to be
made
be made-------------bor
for
motor ambulance
ambulance -------.
563, 1238
1238
563,
for motor
County, Ky.,
Ky.,
Henderson County,
563, 1238 Henderson
for
hygiene service
service ---child hygiene
for child
Ohio River,
bridge authorized
authorized across
across Ohio
bridge
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
dispenfor dispendeficiency
Ind..
County. Inc
to Vanderburg
Vanderburg County,
____ 662
to
saries --------------------679
saries
Ohio River,
time extended
extended for
for bridging
bridging Ohio
River,
time
laboratory------for bacteriological
bacteriological laboratory
679
for
County. Ind.,
by Vanderburg
Vanderburg County,
led.,
by
for
preventing spread
spread of
of contagious
contagious
for preventing
--------------- 1132
and ---and
diseases
1321
diseases----------------------
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Hennepin
Minn.,
County, Minn.,
Hennepin County,
bridge
Mississippi
authorized across Mississippi
bridge authorized
River between Ramsey County
22
and
and----------------------time
for bridging
bridging Mississippi
Mississippi
time extended
extended for
River,
County and---and_ ___
1312
Ramsey County
River, Ramsey
Herberg, N. Dak.,
Herberg,
time extended
bridging Red River
extended for bridging
time
of the
North, between Halstad,
of
the North,
Minn.,
1312
and------------------- 1312
Minn.. and
Heroin
Heroin,
importing crude opium for manufacturmanufacturimporting
657
prohibited
ing, prohibited-------------Hessian Fly,
Hessian
appropriation for
etc-- 449, 839
for investigating,
investigating, etc__
appropriation
Hiatt, Clyde R.,
Hiatt,
homestead application
application allowed legal
representatives of------------of
811
representatives
Hidalgo, Tex.
Tex.,,
Hidalgo,
bridge
authorized across
Grande atat..
815
across Rio Grande
bridge authorized
required
815
consent of Mexico required--------Hiersche, Anton,
Hiersche,
lands of, to be conveyed
conveyed for addition
addition to
to
North Platte
irrigation project,
• •
Platte irrigation
North
Nebr., and Wyo-------------Wyo
980
Nebr.,
981
received in exchange
exchange-------------release
for damages
damages to lands
claim for
of claim
release of
conveyed
981
conveyed-------------------conditions in
patent -------------981
in patent
conditions
High
Commission, Inter-American,
Inter-American,
High Commission,
appropriation
United
expenses, United
for expenses,
appropriation for
States
1022
section------------- 213, 1022
States section
for expenses,
expenses, additional, 1925-----1925
710
710
for
High
Temperatures,
High Temperatures,
appropriation for
investigating methods
for investigating
appropriation
of measurement
measurement and control
of
1042
of --------------------- 232, 1042
Highcliff
Harbor, Wis.,
Highcliff Harbor,
preliminary examination,
etc., of, to be
examination, etc.,
made
1195
made-----------------------Highway
Bridge, D. C.,
Highway Bridge,
exappropriation
operating
for
appropriation
550,1227
550, 1227
penses .---------------Highways,
Congress of,
Pan American Congress
Highways, Pan
delegates to be appointed
particiappointed for particidelegates
in
1355
1355
pating in-------------------Highways,
Federal Highway
Highway
Public (see Federal
Highways, Public
Act).
Act).
Highways
Permanent,
Highways System, D. C., Permanent,
appropriation
etc
1219
542, 1219
appropriation for surveys, etc-----plans
542, 1219
for revision of plans-----------for opening,
opening, extending
extending streets, etc.,
under_ -----------------1227
548, 1227
under
wholly from District revenuesrevenues.. 548, 1227
Hill,
Ernest K.,
Hill, Ernest
appropriation for services--deficiency appropriation
services__ _
672
Hilo,
Hawaii,
Hilo, Hawaii,
authorized--- 1190
improvement
1190
improvement of harbor, authorized__
Hilton
Military Reservation,
Reservation, S. C.,
Hilton Head
Head Military
383
authorized -..---abandoned, authorized..
sale of abandoned,
Hinds,
County, Miss.
Miss.,'
Hinds, County,
--- 28, 646
may
River, Jackson
Jackson____
may bridge Pearl River,
American,
Historical
Association, American,
Historical Association,
appropriation for printing and binding
appropriation
529
annual report of
of-------------annual
Historical
Historical Places,
Places, D. C.,
mark - _ 545, 1222
appropriation
tablets to mark_
appropriation for tablets
Hoboken Manufacturers'
Manufacturers' Railroad
Railroad Company,
authorized to Port of
sale of stock of, authorized
984
New York Authority
Authority---------accepted in lieu of cash; operbonds accepted
984
984
ation of road to continue ------jurisdiction of Interstate
Commerce
Interstate Commerce
984
Commission, etc-------------etc

Hoboken
Manufacturers' Railroad
Corn- Page.
Railroad ComHoboken Manufacturers'
pany—Continued.
pany-Continued.
disposal
of stock
stock to other
other purchasers
purchasers if
disposal of
etc., not agreed upon
upon__.-__
984
984
terms, etc.,
985
of other than railroad property
property - - 985
holding
authorized__
985
corporations authorized-_
holding corporations
etc
985
sale, terms, etc----------------no exemption
exemption of property
property from municino
pal or State taxes------------taxes
985
Cholera,
Hog Cholera,
appropriation for investigating,
investigating, treatappropriation
ing
ing,! etc
etc ------------------ 439, 829
Project, N. Mex.,
Mex.
IrrigationProject,
Hogback Irrigation
appropriation for
for maintenance,
etc., of,
maintenance, etc.,
appropriation
on Navajo Reservation;
Reservation; repayment
1153
403,1153
ment----------- --------- 403,
for
1925___
707
for maintenance,
maintenance, additional, 1925--Holland
Netherlands).
(see Netherlands).
Holland (see
Holland
Harbor, Mich.,
Mich. ,
Holland Harbor,
preliminary
examination, etc., of, to be
preliminary examination,
1196
made
1196
made---------------------Holland,
John G., jr.,
jr.,
Holland, John
672
deficiency
services-appropriation for services
deficiency appropriation
Holmes Bayou,
La.,
Bayou, La.
preliminary
examination, etc., of, to be
preliminary examination,
made
1194
1194
made-----------------------Scriptures,
Holy Scriptures,
free
transmission of, etc., in raised
free transmission
characters for the blind,
blind, through
characters
668
the mails
mails-----------------Department of
of
Bureau, Department
Home Economics Bureau,
Agriculture,
Agriculture,
appropriation
Chief of Bureau, and
for Chief
appropriation for
office personnel ------------ 455, 847
for
investigating utilizing farm prodfor investigating
ucts
--_--- 455, 847
home ---ucts in
in the home
Home
D. C.,
for Aged
Aged and Infirm, D.
Home for
1244
appropriation
salaries--------- 570, 1244
appropriation for salaries
maintenance --------------- 570, 1244
1244
for maintenance
for
repairs and improvements__
improvements--- _ 570, 1244
for repairs
Incurables, D. C., Washington,
Washington,
Home for Incurables,
appropriation for
of indigent
indigent
for care
care of
appropriation
patients
568, 1242
patients ----------------Ports of American
American Vessels,
Home Ports
specifically fix; change
change perowner to specifically
mitted -------------------948
mitted
etc
948
be shown in register, etc----------to be
recognition
present documents--documents_
948
recognition of present
assignment, etc., not valid
bill of sale, assignment,
against
grantor, etc.,
other than grantor,
against other
unless recorded
recorded in customhouse
customhouse
of
948
of ------------------------record of,
of, required
etc.,
sale, etc.,
of bill
bill of sale,
required of
record
948
in new documents------------documents
prior conveyances,
etc., declared valid
valid
conveyances, etc.,
948
if
documented at proper port__
_
port-_if documented
948
retroactive effect ----------------948
retroactive
vested right impaired----------impaired
948
no vested
in Ship Mortgage Act, port of documentation deemed
deemed home port_-port
948
mentation
navigation laws and Ship Mortgage Act
Act
navigation
948
amended to conform herewith-herewith.. _
amended
Home Service, World
World War,
definition of term
122
term------------------definition
service credit allowed
allowed for -----------122
service
Homestead
Entries, Public
Homestead Entries,
Public Lands,
additional issue of patent for, to
810
810
Joseph S. Morgan -- --------810
810
Allie M. Vickers -------------application
allowed legal reprerepreapplication for, allowed
sentatives of Clyde R. Hiatt
Hiatt--. 811
811
811
Feles Montoya
Montoya -----------------812
authorized
Robert Zullig_
authorized to children
children of Robert
811
Barnhart---811
validated, of Charley N. Barnhart
validated,
811
T. Freeland
Freeland-------------Robert T
Robert
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Horse Meat
Equine Meat).
Meat).
(see Equine
Meat (see
Lands-Contd. Page. Horse
Homestead
Public Lands-Contd.
Entries, Public
Homestead Entries,
Horses,
validated,
of Orin
Orin Lee--------------Lee
811 Horses,
validated, of
boundary line readmitted
readmitted free
crossing boundary
Peter Peterson
811
Peterson ------------------Peter
condition
2, 963
of duty; condition----------issue
of patent
to Guadalupe
Guadalupe D. de
patent to
issue of
Horses, Army,
810 Horses,
Army,
Romero
--------810
Romero ---------appropriation for
487, 901
purchase of----for purchase
appropriation
Thomas J.
Fox
810
J. Fox-----------------Thomas
allowance
for breeding
breeding riding..
riding ---- 487, 901
allowance for
810
Charles A.
A. Kranich--------------Kranich
810
Charles
limit;
at
contracts; purchase at
limit; contracts;
810
Joseph La
La Fond
810
Fond-----------------Joseph
posts
posts-------------------- - 487, 901
Karl T.
811
Larson--------------T. Larson
Karl
487, 901
standard required
required -_------810
Mary
McKee
810
Mary A. McKee----------------purchase
purchase of native horses for
810
Hudson
810
Mason---------------Hudson L. Mason
902
forces
China
forces in China--------------810
Margaret E.
E. Tindall
Tindall ----------810
Margaret
Military
no polo ponies except for Military
810
James A.
Wright
810
A. Wright----------------James
487, 920
Academy ----------------- 487,
Academy
Homesteads,
Homesteads,
donations accepted
accepted of breeding
appropriation
etc., of
classification, etc.,
for classification,
appropriation for
902
487, 902
animals
487,
animals-------------------lands
national forests,
within national
lands within
annual report of all expenditures,
expenditures,
annual
etc., for
for------------------- 445, 835
etc.,
etc.,
required--------------- 487, 902
etc., required
second
allowed, if former in
entries allowed,
second entries
1350
deficiency
appropriation for---------for
1350
deficiency appropriation
ceded Indian reservation
981
reservation------ceded
Horses,
etc.,
Horses, etc.,
Homesteads,
Enlarged,
Homesteads, Enlarged,
domestic, straying, etc., across boundappropriation for
classifyfor examining, classifyappropriation
ary before May
May 1, 1924, ading,
etc., lands
for...._ 419, 1173
suitable for-lands suitable
ing, etc.,
mitted free of duty if returned
Stock Raising
Homesteads,
Raising (see Stock
Stock
Homesteads, Stock
2
prior
December 31,
1924_
2
31, 1924--prior to December
Raising Homesteads).
Homesteads).
duties paid on, returned after
Homosassa
Fla.,
River, Fla.,
Homosassa River,
22
March 1, 1923, to be returned-returned....
preliminary examination,
etc., of, to be
examination, etc.,
preliminary
straying, etc., across
boundary before
across boundary
straying,
1194
made
1194
made-----------------------May 1, 1925, admitted free of
Honduras,
Honduras,
returned prior to Deduty if returned
appropriation
minister to
1015
to------ 206, 1015
for minister
appropriation for
963
cember 31,
31, 1925
963
1925-------------cember
Honga
Md.,
River, Md.,
Honga River,
returned after Deduties paid on, returned
preliminary
etc., of,
to be
of, to
examination, etc.,
preliminary examination,
963
cember
returned..
cember 31, 1924, to be returned1192
made
1192
made-----------------------Horticultural,
Investigations,
etc., Investigations,
Horticultural,etc.,
Honolulu,
Hawaii,
Honolulu, Hawaii,
appropriation for
for----------------- 442, 832
appropriation
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for post office,
deficiency
studies
condition of vegetables in
studies of condition
62, 761
etc., furniture--------------furniture
etc.,
transporting,
storage, etc_
etc ---- 442, 832
transporting, storage,
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., of,
harbor
of, harbor
preliminary
Horticultural Organizations,
Organizations,
to
made
1197 Horticultural
to be made-----------------282
exempt from income tax -----------Hoopa Valley
Agency, Calif.,
Calif.,
Valley Agency,
Hoopa
Hospital Facilities,
Bureau,
Veterans' Bureau,
Facilities, Veterans'
Hospital
appropriation
support, etc.,
Inof Inetc., of
for support,
appropriation for
available for veterans
veterans of Spanish
Spanish War,
available
dians
at, from
tribal funds-funds__ 411,
1161
411, 1161
from tribal
dians at,
Philippine
Insurrection, Boxer
Boxer rePhilippine Insurrection,
Hospital, Calif.,
Hoopa Valley
Indian Hospital,
Valley Indian
Hoopa
bellion,
or World
War, with
with
World War,
bellion, or
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc.,
appropriation
620
specified diseases
diseases------------specified
408,1159
of
408, 1159
of---------------------former appropriation,
appropriation, etc.,
for, extended
extended
etc., for,
former
Calif.,
Hoopa Valley
Valley Indian
Reservation, Calif.,
Indian Reservation,
Hoopa
1317
to June 30, 1926 -----------1317
appropriation for
for irrigation project
appropriation
Matrons, Army,
Hospital Matrons,
on
on ---------------------- 400, 1151 Hospital
appropriation
pay
482, 896
for pay-----------appropriation for
for road,
Hoops to Weitchpec
Weitchpec on; reroad, Hoopa
for
Army,
Hospitals, Army,
413
payment
413 Hospitals,
payment ------------------appropriation
construction, repairs,
repairs,
appropriation for construction,
Hope and
help Mission,
Mission, D. C.,
and Help
Hope
489,904
etc., of
489,
904
general --and general...
post and
of post
etc.,
appropriation
for care
of women
and
women and
care of
appropriation for
489, 904
Hot
Ark
Springs, Ark------------Hot Springs,
children
570, 1244
1244
570,
children--------------deficiency appropriation
construcappropriation for construcdeficiency
Hopi Indian
Reservation, Ariz.,
Ariz.,
Indian Reservation,
Hopi
tion and
699, 762
repair----------and repair
tion
water
appropriation
developing water
appropriation for developing
Veterans' Bureau
Hospitals,
Bureau PaPaetc., for Veterans'
Hospitals, etc.,
supply for
for Navajo
and Hopi
InHopi InNavajo and
supply
tients,
tients,
dians
400, 1150
1150
400,
on --------------dians on
deficiency
additional
appropriation for additional
deficiency appropriation
1150
repayment -------------------repayment
facilities,
681
-----------_
facilities, etc --for miscellaneous
miscellaneous irrigation
irrigation projects
projects
for
additional,
the Diby the
provided by
be provided
to be
additional, to
on
1151
on-----------------------389
rector
rector----------------------Hopi
Indians, Ariz.,
Ari.,
Hopi Indians,
for the
permanent
school for
training school
permanent training
appropriation
for water
water supply on
appropriation for
389
blind
blind----------------------reservations;
reimbursable--- 400, 1150
reservations; reimbursable___
390
by
purchase, etc.,
etc., of existing plants
plants_by purchase,
1155
for education,
etc ---------------education, etc
for
construction
Government owned,
on Government
construction on
707
for
additional, 1925
1925
for, additional,
supply for,
water supply
for water
390
or
sites ------------acquired sites
or acquired
Horn
Harbor, Va.,
Horn Harbor,
recreational
390
centers -------------recreational centers
preliminary
examination, etc.,
etc., of, to be
preliminary examination,
390
donations may
accepted
390
be accepted-------may be
donations
1193
made
made----------------------construction,
location, etc.,
requireetc., requireconstruction, location,
lorry County,
County. S.
C.,
S. C.,
Horry
390
ments
300
ments ---------------------bridge authorized
Kingston
across Kingston
authorized across
bridge
utilization of
owned buildbuildGovernment owned
of Government
utilization
5
Lake,
at Conway
5
by --------Conway by
Lake, at
390
ings, etc
etc -------------------ings,
Lumber River
near Nichols,
by
Nichols, by
River near
Lumber
transfers to
Bureau by
by Executive
Executive
to Bureau
transfers
South
Carolina, Marion
County,
Marion County,
South Carolina,
order
390
390
order--------------------- -and ----------------------12
and
390
amount authorized
authorized to
to be
390
appropriated_
be appropriated..
amount
Pee
by
Yawhannah, by
at Yawhannah,
River, at
Dee River,
Pee Dee
allowance from,
from, for
for technical
technical assistallowance
4
Georgetown
4
and------County and
Georgetown County
ance, supplies,
supplies, etc
etc ----------390
ance,
------------- 19
Waccamaw
19
River, by
Waccamaw River,
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Hospitals,
Bureau
PageHospitals, etc.,
etc., for
for Veterans' Bureau
Page
Patients-Continued.
Patients-Continued.
Bureau hospitals
further facilities in Bureau
hospitals
rather than in temporary
temporary insti1212
tutions, authorized
authorized-----------1212
1212
purchase of existing plants, etc
etc----- 1212
purchase
construction on Government, or acconstruction
ac1212
quired sites-----------------sites
quired
1212
1212
etc., included
included 1212
buildings, equipment, etc.,
accommodation for personnel;
personnel; recaccommodation
1213
centers-------------- 1213
reational centers
1213
acceptance of donations
acceptance
donations for
for- _----1213
location, etc., subject to approval
location,
approval of
the President
President --------------1213
1213
utilization of Government owned
owned buildbuild1213
ings, etc
etc-------------------1213
transfer to bureau by Executive
Executive
1213
order --- _-----------------order
1213
construction,
construction, etc., as determined
determined by the
1213
President
President------------------1213
employment of Government
employment
Government technical
1213
personnel in ----------------1213
1213
outside agencies
agencies--------------1213
amount authorized
additional,
authorized for the additional,
1213
etc -----------------------1213
proportional allotment for technical
technical
proportional
1213
and clerical
clerical services,
services, etc
etc------- 1213
after completing
program for, no other
completing program
than Bureau,
Bureau, etc., hospitals to
to
be used --------------------- 1213
1213
exception in extreme
extreme emergency
emergency cases 1213
1213
Hospitals for Indians,
Indians,
Hospitals
appropriation for maintenance
appropriation
maintenance and
operation ---------------408,
408, 1158
1158
Hospitals, Public
Hospitals,
Public Health
Health Service,
appropriation for maintenance,
appropriation
maintenance, etc__
etc_- 75, 774
for salaries, etc., maintenance
admaintenance of, additional, 1925 ------------710
-710
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for maintemaintenance--------------------- 58,
701
58,701
Hot
Army and
Hot Springs
Springs Army
and Navy Hospital,
Hospital,Ark.,
appropriation for construction,
construction, repairs,
repairs,
etc -------.-------------- 489, 904
for medical
medical supplies -----------493, 909
for burying in Little
Little Rock
Rock National
Cemetery, ex-soldiers, etc.,
etc., dying
in ------------------------ 512, 927
Ark.,
Hot Springs
Springs National
National Park,
Park, Ark.,
appropriation for protection, etc_
__ 423, 1177
appropriation
etc___
1177
acceptance
donated for
acceptance of lands donated
423
addition to
to-----------------for protection, additional,
1925_--- _
708
additional, 1925
708
Hot Springs,
Hot
Springs, S. Dak.,
appropriation for expenses, Volunteer
appropriation
Volunteer
Soldiers' Home
Soldiers'
Home---------- -- 518, 932
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for expenses,
Volunteer
Volunteer Soldiers'
Soldiers' Home.--Home
53,
1346
53, 1346
Hotel
Hotel for Government
Government Workers,
Workers, D. C.,
appropriation
maintenance, operaappropriation for maintenance,
opera1203
tion, etc
etc----------------- 528, 1203
Hotels,
Hotels, D. C.,
rates of charges,
charges, etc., to be posted
posted in
in
each room
room------------------121
penalty for exceeding, etc ---------121
Housatonic River, Conn..
Housatonic
Conn..
preliminary
etc., of, to be
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
be
1192
made _--_-----------------C.,
House of Detention,
Detention, D.'
D.'C.,
appropriation
appropriation for expenses-------expenses
1235
560, 1235
deficiency
appropriation for maintedeficiency appropriation
nance
nance_ ---------------------679
679
House
Representatives,
House of Representatives,
appropriation
compensation of
appropriation for compensation
Members, Delegates, and ResiResiCommissioners
1289
dent Commissioners-------581, 1289
582,
for mileage, etc---------------etc
532, 1289

Representatives-Contin led.
House of Representatises-Continued.
appropriation for Speaker's
Speaker's office, Diappropriation
gest of
of Rules-------------Rules
582,
gest
582,
for chaplain
chaplain------------------ 582,
for Clerk
Clerk of
of the
the House,
House, clerks,
clerks,
etc
582,
etc---------------------for clerks
clerks and
and janitors to commitcommittees
tees-------------------- 582,
service of
of clerks,
service
clerks, under Clerk of the
close of Congress 583,
House, after close
583,
appointments and duties
duties of janiappointments
service under Doorkeeper,
tors; service
Congress
at close of Congress-------583,
etc_ 583,
for Sergeant at Arms,
Arms, deputy, etc_
for police force, House Office
Office Building --------------------- 83,
for Doorkeeper, special
special employee,
etc
584,
etc--------------------messengers, laborers,
laborers, etc ----584,
messengers,
superintendent,
room,
superintendent,
folding
room,
etc
etc---------------------584,
pages, etc-----------------etc
584,
superintendent,
document room,
superintendent, document
room,
etc
------------------584,
Grayson --for Joel Grayson
------- 584,
for minority employees
employees--------- 584,
special employees----------employees
for special
584,
appointment of successors.--successors__ __ 584,
appointment
for office of Majority Floor
Floor Leader
Leader 584,
etc., conference
conference minority_
for clerks, etc.,
minority-
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1290
1290
1290
1290
1290
1290
1290
1290

1291
1291
1291
1292
1292
1292
1292
1292
1292
1292
1292
1292
1292
1292
1292
1292
1292
1292
1292
1292
1292
1292
1292
1292
584,
1292
1292

messengers, majority and rah
for messengers,
mi,
nority caucus
caucus rooms
rooms ----- -1293
nority
584, 1293
_
584, 1293
1293
for postmaster,
postmaster, assistant, etc_
etc---for official
official reporters,
reporters, etc
etc ------585, 1293
1293
for
585,
1293
for stenographers
stenographers to committees_ 585, 1293
"during the session"
session" to mean
mean
"during
121 days--------------------days
585
"during the
the session"
session" to mean
mean 206
"during
days
1293
days------------------------1293
Members, Delegates,
Delegates,
for clerk hire, Members,
Commissioners_ 585, 1293
1293
and Resident
Resident Commissionersmaterials for
for contingent expenses, materials
folding, etc -------------- 585, 1293
1293
for furniture
repairs
1293
furniture and repairs------585, 1293
issue of chairs, tables, etc.,
etc., by Supissue
ply Committee
Committee without chargecharge _
585
for reconstructing
reconstructing office
office furniture--furniture___
585
585
for packing boxes-------------boxes
585, 1293
1293
for miscellaneous items--------items
585,
1293
585, 1293
for expenses,
expenses, special
special and select comcommittees
1293
mittees------------------ 585, 1293
for stationery
1293
stationery ----------------- 585, 1293
for postage
1294
postage stamps ------------ 585, 1294
Speaker ------ 585, 1294
1294
for automobile for Speaker
for folding ------------------- 585, 1294
1294
for designated
designated services rendered to
to
the Clerk --------585, 1294
deficiency
appropriation for
of
deficiency appropriation
for widow of
J. C. Cantri
Cantrill
33
J.
ll.--------------33
Garland Dupr
Dupre_--..
___
33
for mother
mother of H. Garland
33
for widow of J. V. Ganly ------- -33
33
for widow of B. G. Humphreys
33
Humphreys.. 33
for widow of Claude Kitchin
Kitchin-----33
33
for widow of L.
33
L. W. Mott
Mott----------33
for widow of J. W. Rainey
33
Rainey--------33
for widow of D. J. Riordan
Riordan ------ 34
34
for widow of L. E.
Sawyer ----- __34
E. Sawyer
34
for widow of J.
Smith
34
J. M.
M. C.
C. Smith------34
for widow of J. R. Tyson---------Tyson
34
34
for widow
widow of William
William S. Greene
Greene__--754
754
for widow
widow of Julius Kahn ---------754
754
for widow
widow of Edward
C. Little-----Little
754
for
Edward C.
754
for sister
sister of Sydney E. Mudd -----1314
1314
for miscellaneous
items and special
miscellaneous items
34.y- 673
and select committees-------committees _
34,
673
w-------ss
.....................-
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Page. Hou
after
documents
Congressional
documents
printed
after
deficiency
appropriation
for
Congressional
stationfor
deficiency appropriation
expiration
of term
term of
Member
of Member
expiration of
ery
34, 1315
ery----------------------..
or
to
Delegate, to be delivered to
or Delegate,
for
34
contested election cases _
piling contested
corn piling
for corn
24
24
successor
successor--------------------for
attending funeral of late
expenses attending
for expenses
balance
remaining to credit, must be
be
balance remaining
34
President Warren
Harding_ _
34
Warren G. llarding_
President
taken prior
next
convening of next
to convening
prior to
taken
34
for folding
folding --------------------for
24
24
Congress
Congress--------------------60
for contingent
contingent expenses
expenses ----------60
for
on joint
five
Members to
to be
appointed on
be appointed
five Members
for contested
expenses.673, 754,1314
contested election expenses.673,754,1314
for
committee
investigate Northto investigate
committee to
for furniture,
furniture, etc ----------------673
for
462
462
ern Pacific
Pacific land
land grants
grants -------673
ern
for stenographers
to committees
committees_---stenographers to
for
Bunfour
to be
be appointed
appointed on
on BunMembers to
four Members
Committee on
for expenses
of Joint Committee
expenses of
for
ker
Hill Sesquicentennial
Sesquicentennial ComComker Hill
753
Inaugural
Ceremonies, 1925
1925_--Inaugural Ceremonies,
1099
mission
mission------------------for
Frederick H.
portrait of Speaker Frederick
for portrait
Lexington-Concord
Sesquicentennial
Lexington-Concord Sesquicentennial
1314
Gillett
._
1314
Gillett--------------------749
Commission ----------------Commission
1315
operator.-for
1315
for substitute telephone operator
Mecklenburg Sesquicentennial
Sesquicentennial ComMecklenburg
positions and
established of secsalaries established
and salaries
positions
1267
mission
mission --------------------retary to
to the Speaker, clerk to
to
retary
Member-elect of
of Sixty-ninth
Congress
Sixty-ninth Congress
Member-elect
the Speaker's
Speaker's table and preparthe
Commission
to be
be appointed
appointed on Commission
to
ing Digest
Digest of
of the
the Rules, mesing
in Control
Office BuildHouse Office
of House
Control of
in
149
149
sengers ------------------ing --------------------1259
ing
149
Chaplain
Chaplain -----------------------Members
Ways and Means ComMembers of the Ways
Clerk of
of the
the House, journal clerk
Clerk
mittee,
the 69th
69th ConConto the
elected to
mittee, elected
and
149
and other specified clerks ----gress,
revise the
to revise
authorized to
gress, authorized
librarian, assistant
etc__
150
clerks, etc---assistant clerks,
librarian,
1315
revenue laws;
laws; appropriationappropriation_ ___ 1315
revenue
.
messengers, telephone
telephone operators, „
messengers,
proceedings of
of Grand
Grand Army
the ReReof the
Army of
proceedings
laborers
150
laborers ----------------public,
United Spanish War
public, United
clerks, assistant clerks, and janitors
clerks,
Veterans, and
American Legion
Legion
and American
Veterans,
150
to
designated committees
committees ---to designated
as
encampments,
to be
be printed
printed as
encampments, to
Sergeant
Sergeant at Arms, Deputy, cashier,
473
House documents
documents ----------House
151
etc
etc-------------------------provisions
relating to
corrupt practices
to corrupt
provisions relating
police
police force, House Office Buildin elections
to
1070
elections to--------------in
151
ing under----------------under
ing
to be paid
salaries
1923, to
December, 1923,
for December,
salaries for
Doorkeeper, special employee, superDoorkeeper,
1
December
20th
1
December 20th-------------intendent
House press galintendent of House
be paid Defor December
1924, to be
December,, 1924,
for
lery, etc-----------------etc
151
718
cember
20th----------------cember 20th
151
messengers, laborers, etc -------subcommittee of
Judiciary
Committee
Committee
Judiciary
of
subcommittee
foldfolding
room
superintendent,
folding
designated
investigate official
official
to investigate
designated to
151
ers,
etc
ers, etc-------------------George W.
conduct
of Judge
W.
Judge George
conduct of
151
pace
pages,------------------------IlliEnglish,
eastern
district
of
English, eastern district
document
superintendent, asdocument room superintendent,
1258
nois
253
1
nois------------------------151
sistants, etc
etc ----------------sistants,
scope
and
authority conferred;
exconferred; exauthority
and
scope
special
employee,
Joel
Grayson
151
Grayson---Joel
employee,
special
1258
penses
from
contingent
fund_
12
1
25
59
8
fund.-penses from contingent
minority
employees -------------151
minority employees1259
report to
to Sixty-ninth
Sixty-ninth Congress ----report
room__
assistant
folding room
151
of folding
foreman of
assistant foreman
Building,
Office Building,
House Office
named
151 House
laborers ----------------named laborers
force------ 583, 1292
appropriation for
for police
police force
appropriation
clerk, under
direction of Clerk of the
under direction
clerk,
for elevator
elevator conductors
conductors -------587, 1295
151
for
House ------------------House
etc----------.for care
grounds, etc
587
of grounds,
care of
for
appointment of
of successors
five
to five
successors to
appointment
for maintenance,
etc------------ 587, 1295
151
maintenance, etc
for
preceding employees
employees----------preceding
the
appointment
of Member-elect
to the
Member-elect to
appointment of
office of Majority
clerks,
etc., office
Majority Floor
Floor
clerks, etc.,
Sixty-ninth Congress
apbe apto be
Congress to
Sixty-ninth
152
Leader
Leader---------------------Confor
pointed
on Commission
Commission
Conpointed on
Conference
Minority clerks, etc.; apapConference Minority
125
125
trol of
of------------------- trol
pointment
152
pointment ----------------General
Supply
Committee
to
furnish
furnish
to
152
General Supply Committee
caucus
messengers ---------152
rooms messengers
caucus rooms
chairs, typewriter
stands, etc.,
typewriter stands,
chairs,
152
messengers, etc.
Postmaster,
152
Postmaster, assistant, messengers,
585
585
for
of-----------------.use of
for use
proceedings and
official
reporters of
of proceedings
official reporters
positions and
established of police
pay established
and pay
positions
debates, assistant
assistant transcribers,
transcribers,
debates,
151
151
force for-------------------for
force
and janitor
152
janitor-----------------and
States,
Housing Corporation,
United States,
stenographers to
to committees, and
Corporation, United
stenographers
Housing
152
appropriation
restricpay restricsalaries; pay
janitor
for salaries;
janitor-------------------appropriation for
tion
525, 1203
clerk hire
Members, Delegates,
for Members,
tion-----------------------525,
hire for
clerk
for contingent
expenses --------- 525, 1203
152
and
Commissioners_ -contingent expenses
Resident Commissioners
for
and Resident
for
printing
and
binding
for
525, 1204
1204
152
personal salary
limit
salary limit----------for printing and binding for----- 525,
personal
for
property; collecof property;
additional Member
Member to be appointed on
appraisal of
additional
for appraisal
tions
525, 1204
1204
Lexington
Concord SesquicenSesquicentions--------------------- 525,
- Concord
Lexington 963
tennial Commission
Commission----------for
operating, etc.,
tennial
Government hotel,
etc., Government
for operating,
appointment on
on Washington
Washington BicentenBicentenetc., for
Government workers,
workers,
appointment
for Government
etc.,
nial
Birthday Commission,
Commission, of
Washington,
restricpay restricC.; pay
D. C.;
nial Birthday
Washington, D.
671
Speaker
officio
1203
tion---------------------- 525,
525, 1203
ex officio---------of, ex
Speaker of,
tion
671
of four
Representatives ---------four Representatives
of
for maintenance
maintenance of
unsold proppropof unsold
for
compensation
RepresentaSpeaker, Representaof Speaker,
compensation of
erty ------------------525,
1204
525, 1204
erty
tives,
Delegates, and Resident
Resident
tives, Delegates,
for expenses
of
sold property---property
525,
1204
525, 1204
sold
of
expenses
for
4,
March
Commissioners after
Commissioners
offset
of equitable
equitable claims
alclaims alof
offset
1925
1301
1925 -------------526. 1204
lowed
526,
lowed--------------1313
1313
immediately available------------available
immediately
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Housing
States—Con.
Pge.
United States-Con.
Corporation,United
Housing Corporation,
appropriation
for expenses
propof sold propexpenses of
appropriation for
erty; no
no prior
prior appropriations
appropriations to
to
erty;
be
these purposes__
purposes---_ 526, 1204
for these
be used
used for
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for operating
operating
deficiency
Government
Hotels fiscal
fiscal year,
Government Hotels
1923
36
1923---------------------36
1924---------------for fiscal year 1924
for judgments,
court
United States court
judgments, United
for
under ----------------------53
under
55
for contingent
expenses ----------contingent expenses
for
for housing
needs -------- 55, 697
war needs
housing for war
for
for ground
ground rent------------------rent_
680
for
Housing
Housing for War Needs,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for ------60, 697
deficiency
Houston Ship
Channel, Tex.
Tex.,
Ship Channel,
Houston
improvement
authorized
1187
improvement of, authorized---------Howard
Howard University, D. C.,
appropriation for
for maintenance,
etc.,
maintenance, etc.,
appropriation
430,1183
of
430,
1183
of----------------------for medical
department-------- 430, 1183
medical department
for
construction
construction of new building if
equipment provided
provided by alumni,
alumni,
equipment
1183
etc
etc------------------------for materials
materials and
apparatus for
and apparatus
for
laboratories, etc
430, 1183
etc---- ----- 430,1183
laboratories,
for
improvement of grounds --- 430, 1183
for improvement
for
fuel and
and light-----------light
430, 1183
for fuel
for
430
etc --__
headquarters, etc_
for headquarters,
for building
building for
trustees
authorized to acquire
acquire desigtrustees authorized
nated
nated tracts of land for athletic
632
field, etc
etc-------------------field,
no
appropriation or Federal
special appropriation
no special
632
liability
liability therefor ------------adjacent streets
declared
and alleys declared
streets and
adjacent
632
closed ---------------------reconveyance
McMillan
of plot in McMillan
to, of
reconveyance to,
632
Park
Park---------------------632
for
---------payment for------no street closed until abutting prop632
acquired
erty acquired----------------dedicated to the District
until land dedicated
for extension of designated
632
streets
streets----------------------easements in areas of closed streets
easements
632
etc--remain in the District, etc___
to remain
Howland Hook,
Island, N. Y.,
Y.,
Staten Island,
Hook, Staten
Howland
bridge authorized
authorized across Arthur Kill,
bridge
1094
from
Elizabeth, N. J.,
J., to------to
from Elizabeth,
Hudson
Hudson River,
bridge
across, New York
authorized across
bridge authorized
1094
J
Fort Lee, N. J--------to Fort
City to
Y-------------Poughkeepsie,
10
Poughkeepsie, N. Y
1186
improvement
authorized
1186
improvement of, authorized---------of
Weehawken and Edgeof channel,
channel, at Weehawken
water, N.
N. J
J----------------- 1186
water,
preliminary
examination, etc., of, to be
preliminary examination
made,
Hudson
1192
made, below Hudson---------Poughkeepsie
1192
for removing rock at Poughkeepsie-for
deepening channel,
channel, Haverstraw
for deepening
Bay
Bay----------------------- 1192
1192
at Ossining ------------------1196
ship
ship canal from Great Lakes------time
time extended for bridging, Castleton
88
to
Y---Landing, N. Y____
Schodack Landing,
to Schodack
CorpoConnecting Railroad
Railroad CorpoHudson River Connecting
ration,
ration,
bridging Hudson
time extended for bridging
88
--River byby -------------River
Hudson,
P.
Robert P.,
Hudson, Robert
exchange of la:nds
former
lands with, for former
exchange
357
Lights-Point of Woods Range Lights__
358
conditions
conditions---------------------

I

Hughes County,
County, S.
S. Dale.,
Dak.,
bridge authorized across Missouri
River,
County
between Stanley County
River, between
and
and-----------------------Hugo,
Okla.,
Hugo, Okla.,
court at; rooms to be proterms of court
vided
vided----------------------Mass.,
Hull, Mass.,

Page.
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Revere reservation
sale
reservation to---to__ __ 1111
of Fort
Fort Revere
sale of
Humboldt,
Calif.,
Humboldt, Calif.,
preliminary
preliminary examination, etc., to be
1196
made of,
and bay _ -----of, harbor and
made
Humidors,
Humidors, Smokers',
excise tax
tax on,
on, sold
sold by producer,
etc --- _ 323
producer, etc___
excise
Representative in
late a
a Representative
in
Humphreys, B. G., late
Congress,
Congress,
to
deficiency
appropriation for, pay to
deficiency appropriation
widow
of
33
widow of------------------Creek, Md.,
Humphreys Creek,
time extended
extended for bridging,
bridging, near Spar1184
rows
Md
1184
----------Point, Md-rows Point,
Hungary,
Hungary,
appropriation
1015
to----- 206, 1015
for minister to
appropriation for
claims against,
under treaty,
treaty, to be deagainst, under
claims
•
termined by Mixed Claims
Claims Comtermined
*
mission, United
United States and Germission,
many
1339
1339
------------------many settlement
of indebtedness
indebtedness of, made by
settlement of
World War Foreign Debt Com136
mission,
136
mission, approved ----------funding
principal and accrued
accrued infunding of principal
136
terest
bonds
136
----------in bonds--terest in
136
principal
payable in installments
installments -principal payable
136
payments allowed ---------136
prior payments
interest rates and dates
136
of payment_
dates of
interest
additional bonds accepted
accepted for
for
additional
accrued
137
accrued------------------- payable
interest or principal in
payable of interest
gold or
or United
United States
States securities..
137
securitiesgold
137
security
security required for payment -------release
cooperation with other
of, on cooperation
release of,
creditor nations------------nations
137
financing immediate reconfor financing
137
struction needs -------------subject to
Secretary of
to decision
decision of Secretary
subject
137
the
137
Treasury----------------the Treasury
Bridge Company,
Huntington
Ohio Bridge
and Ohio
Huntington and
may
bridge Ohio River, Huntington,
Huntington,
may bridge
W.
792
Va--------------------W. Va
Huntington,
TV. Va.,
Huntington, W.
authorized across Ohio River at
792
bridge authorized
Huntley
Project, Mont.,
IrrigationProject,
Huntley Irrigation
appropriation for
maintenance, etc.
for maintenance,
appropriation
of
417, 1166
of -------------------Company,
Huntley-Richardson Lumber Company,
Huntley-Richardson
may bridge
bridge Bull Creek, at Eddy Lake,
may
S. C------------------------C
804
S.
Harbor, Alaska,
Hyder Harbor,
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., of, to be
preliminary
1197
made
made---------------------Hydraulic
Engineering,
Hydraulic Engineering,
appropriation
standardizing appaappropriation for standardizing
231, 1040
1040
ratus, etc., used in -----Hydrographic
Bureau, International,
International,
Hydrographic Bureau,
appropriation for annual contribution
contribution
appropriation
to ---------------------- 214, 1023
Hydrographic Office, Navy,
Hydrographic
appropriation for civilian employees,
appropriation
Navy
Department --------189, 868
Navy Department
for
contingent expenses --------- 189, 868
for contingent
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of 1921,
1921,
Pase.
Hydrographic Office,
Office, Navy—Continued.
Page.
Act of
Navy-Continued.
Immigration
Hydrographic
868
appropriation
materials, etc.
etc --189,
aliens permitted to enter in excess of
189, 868
for materials,
appropriation for
for
for
for
for

etc
189, 868
pilot charts, etc------------expenses, branch
offices
189, 868
branch offices------expenses,
employees, branch
branch offices
offices----- 190, 868
employees,
expenses, branch
branch offices, additional, 1925
710
1925----------------tional,

Hydrographic Office,
Department,
Navy Department,
Office, Navy
Hydrographic

appropriation for
for printing and binding
appropriation
for --------- -----------183, 862
862

Hygiene,
Public Schools,
D. C.,
C.,
Schools, D.
etc., Public
Hygiene, etc.,
appropriation
services,
personal services,
appropriation for personal
556, 1231
etc ------------ -----Hygienic
Public Health
Health Service,
Laboratory, Public
Hygienic Laboratory,
appropriation
maintenance ----- 75, 774
appropriation for maintenance
I.
I.

also Milk, etc.,
Ice Cream,
Cream, D.
C. (see also
D. C.
Ice
Regulations, D. C.),
Regulations,
regulations
of
regulations for sale, etc., of-.---------

Idaho,
Idaho,

1004

appropriation for surveyor general,
appropriation
394
clerks, etc------------------etc
394
clerks,
consent
Congress to agreement
agreement for
of Congress
consent of
Columbia
division of waters of Columbia
division
River,
etc., between
between WashingRiver, etc.,
and--.- 1268
ton, Oregon,
Oregon, Montana,
Montana, and_
1268
Washington and, may bridge Pend
Washington
d'Oreille River, at Newportd'Oreille
Priest
1092
Road..........--------Priest River Road

Illinois,
Illinois,
appropriation
appropriation for Great Lakes Naval
Training
Station----------- 187, 866
Training Station
bridge
authorized across Mississippi
bridge authorized
Savanna, Ill., to Sabula,
River, Savanna,
173
and
173
Iowa, by Iowa and-----------between Whiteside
Whiteside County, and
between
Clinton County, Iowa by Iowa
and
15
15
and.--------.--------.....-Ohio and Mississippi Rivers, at
Cairo,
El. by
Missouri, KenKenby Missouri,
Cairo, Ill.,
999
tucky. and --------.......
Wabash
River, at Mount Carmel,
Wabash River,
Ill.,
1131
by Indiana and ----....Ill., by
Vincennes,
935
Vincennes, Ind ---------------may
River, in Kendall
bridge Fox River,
may bridge
County...--------------...13
Winnebago County------------County
13
in Winnebago
Illinois
Avenue NW.,
NW., D.
D. C.,
C.,
Illinois Avenue
appropriation
to
Allison to
appropriation for paving, Allison
Buchanan Streets ...-------1223
Buchanan
for
Sherman Circle
Circle to Emerpaving, Sherman
for paving,
1223
son
son Street
Street -----------------.
Illinois
Bend, Tex.,
Tex.,
Illinois Bend,
664
bridge
authorized across
atacross Red River at
bridge authorized
Judicial District,
Illinois Eastern
District,
Eastern Judicial
Illinois
subcommittee
of Judiciary
Judiciary Committee
subcommittee of
Representatives
of Representatives
of House of
directed to inquire into official
conduct
of District Judge
conduct
1258
George
English----------George W. English
scope
scope of inquiry, powers conferred,
etc
etc ------......------------- 1258
1259
report to
1259
Congress- .Sixty-ninth Congress_
to Sixty-ninth
report
Illinois River,
Ill.,
River, Ill.,
Illinois
preliminary examination, etc., of, to be
preliminary
made,
to protect
protect bank
Naples- 1196
bank at Naples_
made, to
Immigrant,
Immigrant,
any
departing from abroad
abroad and
alien departing
any alien
destined for United States deemdestined
ed an-----------------------an
154
ed
154
classes excepted
excepted-----------------Immigrant Stations,
Stations,
Immigrant
240, 1050
etc -- - 240,
remodelina. etc.._
for remodeling,
annronriation
appropriation
for
-rr--r--------

quota, if heretofore
admitted and
heretofore admitted
charged to quota of later monthmonth_
under construction of Act required
by court decision
decision---------arriving after May 26, and before
July
1, 1924,
departing on or be1924, departing
July 1,
admisfore May 26, expecting
expecting admission under court decision -----temporarily admitted under bond, to
to
relieve extreme hardship -----Immigration
of 1924,
1924,
Act of
Immigration Act
immigration
issued by conimmigration visas to be issued
sular officers on application
application of
immigrants ----------------ofapplication; photographs
photographs
contents ofapplication;
to be furnished-------------furnished
perextension
per)
expiration period; extension
mitted while on voyage ------accepted as visa of passport; not apaccepted
plicable to permits
permits-----------entry on the passenger
surrender
passenger list; surrender
entry
official, etc -to immigration official,
etc..
issue forbidden to inadmissibles, etc_
holder not allowed to enter if found
inadmissible on arrival --.---. fee ----.----------------------fee
immigrant means any person departimmigrant
ing abroad
abroad for
for United
United States
States_ - ing
classes of persons excepted; GovernGovernclasses
ment officials
officials-------------etc. ;in transit
transit --------tourists, etc.;
lawfully admitted
admitted persons through
lawfully
another country in transit ----another
seamen, temporarily
temporarily -----------provisions.
in business under treaty provisionsnonquota immigrants; minor child, or
wife of resident -----....
---returningfrom temporary
abroad_
temporary visit abroad_
returningfrom
born in contiguous countries, Central
etc--------or South America, etc
students--ministers, etc.; bona fide students
quota immigrants
mean all nonquota
nonquota
immigrants mean
quota
immigrants
immigrants--------------admission restriction
restriction if not specified
specified
as nonquota
nonimmigrant_
nonquota or nonimmigrant--preferences in issuing quota visas to
preferences
specified relatives
relatives of
citizens.. _
-- _-_
of citizens
specified
skilled
limitation ---agriculture; limitation
skilled in agriculture;
maximum
preferences ---of family preferences
maximum of
no
preference of relatives over
no preference
agriculturists
agriculturists--------------application
application to monthly issues -----applications
visas to be made in
applications for visas
duplicate;
information required
required-duplicate; information
additional
additional information from nonquota immigrants
immigrants- ----------further
further documents, etc.; discretionary issue without,
without, if made before
--.....-September
1, 1924 September 1,
statements whether or not of an exstatements
cluded class
class--------------exemption, etcetc_ _
of other
other claims for exemption,
immigration visa on signbecome immigration
to become
nature and verification -------applications
minors.. ----- ---for minors
applications for
etc
fee for furnishing, etc-------------nonquota immivisas may be issued to nonquota
regulations- ----grants under regulations
visas to
to relatives
applying
of residents
residents applying
relatives of
visas
immigrants issued
as nonquota immigrants
authorization ------after authorization
only after
petition
citizen resito be filed by citizen
petition for, to
dent;
statements, etc.,
etc., required.requireddent; statements,
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visas,
approved by
visas, etc.,
etc., if
if approved
by Commissioner,
Secretary of State to authorize
issue by consul ---_--_-----158
158
entry denied, if found not a
anonquota
nonquota
immigrant -- _--------------158
158
permit issued to resident alien to enter
absence abroadabroad_
158
after temporary
temporary absence
application; approval
approval by Commisapplication;
Commis158
sioner, etc
158
etc-------------------extension allowed;
allowed; surrender
surrender on reextension
158
turn -----------------_-____
effect limited ------- __--_
159
effect
-----__
annual
nationality
annual quota, 2
2 per cent of nationality
United States acresident in United
159
census of 1890 ------cording to census
ratio for fiscal year 1927, and thereafter
after-_---------------------159
'method of determining national
159
origin; statistics for basis of
of ---persons not included as inhabitants
159
of continental United States_
States- _-_-_ 159
nationality
determination
nationality on joint determination
Secretaries of State, Comof Secretaries
merce,
159
159
merce, and
and Labor
Labor -----------proclamation and taking
effect of
proclamation
taking effect
159
159
quota_ -------------------quota
if
proclamation made, quotas
if no
no proclamation
159
determined by
census of 1890-_1890_
159
determined
by census
limitation on issues for any fiscal
160
calendar months ---160
year; for calendar
immigrants to
as quota immigrantsto
issue of visa as
nonquota immigrant
immigrant ------160
nationality determined by country
country of
nationality
of
birth according
according to census of
160
1S90 ---------------------of children
children not born
born in United
United States,
by country
country of parent -_
...... 160
160
of wife of different
different nationality
nationality from
husband -----------160
of expatriated
expatriated persons ------_--___
160
160
of residents
residents in United States according to census of 1890, the basis of
quotas --------------------160
_
160
statement to be
Secrehe prepared by Secreand
taries of State, Commerce,
Commerce, and
-------Labor
160
160
countries not separately
of countries
separately enumerenumerated in census
census---------------160
160
dependencies, or protecof colonies, dependencies,
torates, etc --------------160
boundaries changed,
changed, new countries
if boundaries
created etc.
161
etc., since
since 1890
1890----- quota
area of
of
quota estimates
estimates based
based on
on area
country transferred, etc
etc _
-----161
allotments to be
changes
allotments
be revised
revised for changes
after proclamation------proclamation
161
determined
in revision, birthplace determined
as in new country ----------161
separate treatment
mandated
separate
treatment of mandated
territory; no inferred
inferred consent
consent of
mandate
mandate -------------------- 161
annual revision of statements, etc.;
etc.;
annual
effect on quotas
effect
.__ ------- 161
annual report to President
President of quotas;
quotas;
proclamation
proclamation and effect -----161
immigrants
immigrants not admitted to United
States ----- ---------161
excepted classes, with visas, etc.,
etc.,
returning on permits -------returning
161
citizenship; exaliens ineligible to citizenship;
exceptions
ceptions
-------- _-_-_------ 162
discretionary admission
admission of otherwise
otherwise
admissibles if excluded
excluded by unintentional
etcintentional mistake in visas, etc..
162
162
162
effect on nafionality
quota -----nationality quota
162
ova
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immigrants,
immigrants, etc., no remission of transportation penalty
penalty -- ______--_-deportation of aliens at any time if
if not
not
entitled to
to enter
enter or
remain ---entitled
or remain
minor child of citizen
citizen temporarily admitted may be permitted
permitted to remain under conditions--------conditions
regulations to
regulations
to be made for
for insuring
insuring
exempted status by admitted
exempted
aliens
aliens --------_----..--bringing immigrants
immigrants in without unexpired visas, unlawful -----penalty,
addition amount
amount
penalty, and in addition
paid for his passage ---------clearance to
clearance
to be
be withheld,
withheld, etc
etc ------refund or
remission forbidden
unless
or remission
forbidden unless
unintentional error
act an unintentional
error ----contracts with transportation
transportation comcompanies for inspection,
etc., of
inspection, etc.,
of
aliens from
from contiguous
contiguous councountries ---------__--____-_____
discriminations in, forbidden; comdiscriminations
compliance with regulations required_
required_
proof required hereafter
hereafter of aliens
applying for
confor admission
admission from contiguous territory
territory ---.----____tiguous
no additional visa to be issued in lieu of
of
an unused one
---------alien seaman, excluded from admission, not permitted
permitted to land ---for medical treatment, etc.,
etc., exceptedexcepted_
penalty for failure to detain, for
inspection, etc.,
etc., or deport if required -----------------_
clearance withheld, etc_
clearance
etc-..------proof from manifest of vessels
vessels_ _
--deportation by another vessel
vessel allowed
lowed to avoid hardship;
hardship; payment of expenses
expenses ----------former provisions for nonadmission
nonadmission
of, repealed -----__----___permits to be printed on safety
safety paper;
paper;
manifests,
printing and sale of manifests,
etc
etc-------------------- .
punishment for counterfeiting
counterfeiting visas;
possessing blanks, etc -------possessing distinctive
possessing
distinctive paper
paper------false personifications
personifications in applying for
for
visas or permits..-------permits_
false statements
statements in applications,
applications,
affidavits, etc
affidavits,
..---.. ---- _burden of proof required
required for attempting to enter, against deportation,
deportation,
etc --------- - - - - - - documents
evidence- -documents admitted as evidence_
rules and regulations for enforcement
enforcement
to be prescribed
prescribed by Commissioner General
General----administration
administration of consular officers by
Secretary of State
Secretary
---provisions of Act additions
not
additions to,
to, and not
in substitution of, immigration
------ __--------laws ---.
aliens admissible under this Act, not
not
admitted if excluded
other
excluded by other
laws -___---..
_----excluded by this Act not admitted
admitted
although admissible under other
laws
_ --------_-------laws_ ---bringing or landing aliens with designated dispAsp,s
unlawful
ignated
diseases unlawful---fine imposed, in addition amount
amount
passage
paid for passage
----------aliens physically incapable
incapable of earning their living------------.
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Immigration
bringing aliens physically
physically incapable
incapable
appropriation
for expenses
expenses regulating,
appropriation'for
regulating,
of
earning their
their living;
of earning
living; fine
fine imimDepartment of State----under Department
State
posed, in addition
addition amount
amount paid
paid
deficiency
appropriation for -expenses
expenses
deficiency appropriation
for
for passage
passage ----------------167
167
regulating
- 57, 61, 760, 1349,
regulating-illiterates, excluded
excluded Asiatics, etc---.etc
_
167
167
for regulating,
regulating, under
under Department
Department of
of
fine imposed,
imposed, in addition
addition amount
amount
State---------------------State
paid for
paid
for passage
passage -------------167
167
Imperial
Valley, etc.,
etc., Calif.,
Calif.,
Imperial Valley,
additional fine,
additional
fine, etc..
etc., if
if accompanied
accompanied
claim of Southern
Southern Pacific
Pacific Company
for
Company for
with an
an excluded
alien -------with
excluded alien
167
167
closing break
break in
closing
in Colorado River,
clearance withheld,
etc
clearance
withheld, etc----------167
167
and
and preserving, referred
referred to Court
Court
not applicable to bringing in exexof
of Claims
Claims ------------------empted
empted classes
classes---------------167
167
Imports,
Imports,
aliens to
to other
restriction on
on admitting
admitting aliens
other
crude
crude opium, for
for manufacturing
manufacturing heroin,
etc -----places of landing,
landing, etc
167
_--167
forbidden
forbidden-- _---_-----------punishment
violation; lien
punishment for violation;
lien on
for
Army
exempt
duty --------exempt from
from duty
etc
vessel, etc-------------------168
168
--remission of unpaid
remission
unpaid duties on, by War
War
evidence
evidence of illegal
illegal landing
168
landing---------168
Department ---------------Department
herein ------definition of terms
terms used
used herein
168
168
necessary
appropriation authorized_
necessary appropriation
authorized _
- -__ 169
Ceremonies of 1925,
169 Inaugural
Inaugural Ceremonies
19, 1921,
1921, continued
in force
force
Act of
of May
May 19,
continued in
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for expenses
expenses of
of
deficiency
for collecting
collecting penalties,
penalties, etc
169
etc----169
Joint Congressional
Congressional Committee
Sections in effect
effect July 1,
169
1, 1924 -------on
169
on ------------------------exceptions as
169
exceptions
as to
to visas, etc
etc---------169 Inauguration
the President,
President, 1925,
1925,
Inaugurationof the
remainder on enactment
169
remainder
enactment ---------169
use
reservations at-----at
use authorized
authorized of
of reservations
admission of
aliens arriving
before July
July
admission
of aliens
arriving before
designated streets,
etc
streets, sidewalks, etc---169
1, 1924 ---------------------169
supervision of stands,
stands, etc.;
supervision
etc.; reinvalidity of any
to
invalidity
any provision, etc.,
etc., not
not to
moval, etc --------------moval,
affect remainder
remainder of
169
affect
of Act
Act-------169
overhead
overhead wires
wires for illumination
illumination perImmigration
Bureau,
Department
of
Labor,
Immigration Bureau, Department of Labor,
mitted-------------------mitted
appropriation for
and
appropriation
for Commissioner,
Commissioner, and
supervision of; time
for use,
use, etc.
etc.
supervision
time limit
limit for
office personnel
personnel ----------240,
1049
office
240,1049
safety precautions
precautions to
safety
to be taken
taken ----for
for expenses
expenses enforcing
enforcing immigration
immigration
no
Government
or
District
expense_
no Government or District expense_
1049
laws; contract
contract labor
labor -------• 240,
240, 1049
loan of Army
Army and Navy
Navy flags,
for
flags, etc., for
for
1049
for Chinese
Chinese exclusion
exclusion-- -------- 240,
240, 1049
decoration; time
time limit;
indemdecoration;
limit; indemfor
head tax,
1049
for refunding
refunding head
tax, etc ---..
240, 1049
nity
for
loss
or damage
damage -------for additional
additional coast
coast and
and land border
border
Army hospital
hospital tents,
appliances, etc.;
etc.;
Army
tents, appliances,
control
240,
1049
control------------------240,1049
indemnity
etc
indemnity for
for damage,
damage, etc--operation, etc.,
etc., of
for purchase, operation,
temporary
overhead telegraph
telegraph wires
temporary overhead
vehicles outside
outside of
of
vehicles
of District
District of
permitted
permitted ------------------Columbia ---------------- 240,
240, 1049
1049
Columbia
Income
Income Tax,
arrests
arrests without
without warrant,
warrant, of unlawunlawChina
corporations provisprovisChina Trade
Trade Act corporations
ful
attempt to
to enter,
ful attempt
enter, by
by ememions -----------------------ployee
1049
ployee----------------------1049
credit
allowed in
corporation tax
tax for
for
credit allowed
in corporation
and search
officials may board
board and
search vesvesto
proportion of income from, to
sels
cars on
on border
border ------1050
1050
sels and
and cars
residents
China, citizens
citizens of
of
residents in
in China,
remodeling, repairs,
etc., of
for remodeling,
repairs, etc.,
of immiimmiUnited
United States, etc --------.--grant
stations
grant stations------------240, 1050
1050
limitation on amount
amount of--------.
of
limitation
immigration,
expenses regulating
regulating immigration,
for expenses
certificate of
certificate
of Commissioner
Commissioner -------additional,
1925
709
additional, 1925-------------709
additional to all other
payments_--additional
other payments
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for Ellis
Island
deficiency
Ellis Island
in proportion
to shares
shares owned
owned ----in
proportion to
station,
improvements
45, 760
760
station, improvements-------45,
gross
income;
exemption
from,
of special
special
gross income; exemption from, of
for refund
refund to
45
45
to French Line
Line -.-----.. .
for
dividends to residents
residents in
in China
dividends
China
for refund
refund to
Steamship ComComto Cunard
Cunard Steamship
for
of
China Trade
Trade Act
Act corporationscorporations..
of China
pany
45, 45
45,45
pany-----------------------for refund
refund to
to East
East Asiatic
45
1923,
Income Tax,
Tax, 192S,
45 Income
Asiatic Company
Company-for
deficiency
appropriation for
for refunding_
refunding_
deficiency appropriation
damage claim
for damage
claim ---------------45
allowance on returns
for
57,
allowance
returns for calendar
calendar year
immigration_
57,
regulating immigration_
for expenses
expenses regulating
61, 760,
1353
by credit or refund
refund of
of 25 per
per cent
61,
760, 1349,
1349, 1353
if
already paid
paid ------------------if already
for
57
aliens-----57
for expenses of interned aliens
prorating of
of installment
installment payments_
payments-_ _
Steamfor refund to Canadian Pacific
Pacific Steamapplication to extended
extended time
time paypayapplication
1335
1335
ships (Ltd.)
(Ltd.) ----------------ments ---------------------for
Line
1335
for refund to White
White Star
Star Line-----for
refund to
to Gulf
Gulf Refining
Company 1335
for part payments
payments ----------------1335
Refining Company
for refund
from
previously assessed
assessed deficiencies_
deficiencies_
from previously
for
Pacific Mail
Mail Steamship
to Pacific
Steamship
for refund to
subsequent assessments
Company -------------------1335
subsequent
assessments ---------Company
1335
from tax or deficiency._
to be
be deducted
deducted from
deficiency_
allowance
office personnel
personnel increased_
1335
increased_ 1335
for office
allowance for
for fiscal year
amount
for personal
services, 1925,
inyear ending
ending in
in 1923
1923------1925, inamount for
personal services,
in 1924
on tax
for
fiscal year
year ending in
1924 on
tax for
creased
688
creased --------------------688
1923 ----------------------Immigration,
Immigration, Commissioner
Commissioner of,
allowance
for
deficiencies
for
periallowance for deficiencies for periappropriation for,
for, and
240,
240,
and office personnel_
appropriation
1049
1049
ods ending
ending in
in 1923
1923 or
or 1924-..
1924_ _
ods
for
less
than aa year
for
less than
year 1923
1923.. -Immigration of Aliens,
Immigration
rules,
to be
prescribed; no
interest
rules, etc.,
appropriation for
for expenses
expenses regulating__
etc., to
be prescribed;
no interest
regulating__ 240,
appropriation
allowed
allowed-------------------- 1049
1049
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Page.
Page.
Revenue Act of Page.
Tax, Title II,
Income Tax,
Income
Tax, 1924,
Page.
1924,
Income Tax,
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refund or
overpayments exfor overpayments
credit for
or credit
refund
reorganization distribution
distribution of stock,
reorganization
tended to
taxable year
1115
1919---. 1115
year 1919____
to taxable
tended
etc.,
not a
a distribution
distribution of earnetc., not
for taxable
years 1917 and 1918, filed
taxable years
for
ings,
determination_
257
for tax determinationetc., for
ings, etc.,
1115
before April 1,
1926---------1, 1926
before
corporation
reorganconstituting aareorganacts constituting
corporation acts
for
taxable year 1919, filed before
for taxable
ization
257
ization---------------------1116
April 1,
1927
1116
1, 1927---------------April
a reorganizareorganizameaning
"a party
party to a
meaning of "a
Income Tax,
Title II,
Revenue Act of 1921,
II, Revenue
Tax, Title
Income
•tion";
tion"; control
control of
ownerships
of ownerships
repealed, as
of January
January 1,
1, 1924
352
1924 -----as of
repealed,
257
described -----------------257
provision for
for reduction
of, payable
payable in
reduction of,
provision
gain or
or loss
disposal of property acloss on disposal
gain
1924 ---------------------353
1924
quired after February
February 28, 1913,
1913,
time extended
allowing claims
claims for
for allowing
extended for
time
258
based
cost
258
based on its cost------------credits
refunds for excess payor refunds
credits or
258
value-----based
on
last
inventory
value
258
inventory
based
ments
22
ments----------------------acquired by gift after
after December 31,
31,
acquired
22
taxable
included
year 1918 included--------taxable year
1920,
1920, on value in hand of the
Income
Title II,
12 2 4,
Revenue Act of 1924,
II, Revenue
Tax, Title
Income Tax,
258
etc-----------------donor, etc
meaning
"taxable year,"
year,"
meaning of terms; "taxable
by trust
trust transfer, same as in hands of
by
254
"fiscal
year"--------------"fiscal year"
grantor --------------------258
grantor
254
fractions included;
1924_
first year, 1924included; first
fractions
market
before December 31,
market value, before
"fiduciary,"
"L _
254
agent"'"withholding agent
"fiduciary," "withholding
1920
258
1920 ----------------------"paid or ac"paid
incurred," "paid
"paid or incurred,"
acquired by bequest, or transfer in
acquired
crued"
254
crued"----------------------contemplation of death,
death, at marcontemplation
application
credits
254
deductions or credits
to deductions
application to
258
value
value-------------------ket
254
"stock,"
"shareholder"
254
"shareholder"---------"stock,"
acquired
upon
exchange, the same
exchange,
an
upon
acquired
discorporation
dividend
any
means
corporation dividend
258
as
exchanged
258
the property exchanged-as on the
tribution
from earnings,
earnings, etc.,
etc.,
tribution from
if other
property
received; excepreceived;
property
other
if
28,
accumulated
since
February
February
accumulated
258
tions
258
tions-----------------------254
1913
1913----------------------acquired by
reorganization after Deby reorganization
acquired
254
to
insurance reserve
reserve fund excepted_
exceptedto insurance
31, 1917, same as in
cember 31,
accumulations,
etc., accrued before
accumulations, etc.,
transferor
259
hands of transferor-----------March 1, 1913, not taxable; apMarch
after
issue
December 31, 1920, by issue
after December
254
plication and
and distributiondistribution -----.
plication
of stock,
stock, etc., same as in hands of
of
liquidation
distributions, treated as
liquidation distributions,
259
transferor
transferor-------------------exchange of
255
of stock ---------exchange
after December
December 31, 1923,
1923, of stock
after
gain
loss determined;
gain
255
determined; tax on gain
or loss
gain or
259
distributed
distributed to taxpayer ------255
in
liquidation -------.--.
partial liquidation
in partial
acquired
involuntary, etc., conby involuntary,
acquired by
profits, etc.,
distributions
etc.,
distributions not out of profits.
version, same
same as property conversion,
255
taxable
taxable--------------------259
verted
259
verted----------------------distributees
from
perearnings
of
distributees
1920,
acquiring
after
December
31,
December
after
acquiring
sonal
service
corporations
excorporations
service
sonal
property
identical to stock disproperty identical
255
empt
tax
from tax-------------empt from
posed
stock_ __ _
259
posed of, same as that stock---dividends exempt; proceeds of
stock dividends
acquired before
March 1, 1913,
1913, cost
before March
acquired
255
redeemed
redeemed stock taxable ------or market
value
259
market value-------------or
255
partial
liquidations construed
construed-----partial liquidations
for depletion,
depletion, exhaustion,
etc., same
exhaustion, etc.,
for
gain or
or loss
loss determined
255
determined -----------gain
260
as for
for sale,
etc
sale, etc--------------as
adjustment for capital expenditures,
adjustment
mines,
market
and gas wells; market
oil and
mines, oil
etc.
255
etc.-----------------------value not exceeding
cent
exceeding 50 per cent
value
25s
on
amount received
received from sales-----sales
256
on amount
260
of net
income----------------net income
of
256
extent
recognized-------------extent recognized
determine
to
inventories
determine
used
be
may
inventories
256
------sales
installment
payments
payments
installment
260
income
taxpayer-----------of taxpayer
income of
256
entire
amount recognized;
recognized; exceptions
entire amount
260
net
losses,
determination
of
of---------determination
losses,
net
exchanges
in
no
gain
or
loss
recognized
exchanges
no gain or loss recognized
limitation
deductions; losses
losses not
on deductions;
256
limitation on
of
property for
__
256
uses---for similar uses__
of property
included
260
with business.------included with
25(
if stock
stock received
reorganization__
256I
on reorganization
received on
if
capital losses
260
losses------------------to
corporation for stock of party to
by corporation
depletion
260
depletion--------------------25(
reorganization
256
reorganization---------------corporation dividends----------dividends
260
corporation
transfers for
corporation unfor stock of corporation
transfers
interest free
free from
260
from tax, etc ----interest
25(
der
control ------------256
der same control
amount
of, in
computing income
income for
in computing
amount of,
involuntary conversions
conversions into similar
involuntary
next
taxable year
260
year------------next taxable
25<
property,
etc
2566
property, etc----------------exceeding net income for
allowed if exceeding
no gain
gain from
additional stock,
receipt of additional
from receipt
no
260
succeeding taxable year ------succeeding
etc., on
reorganization without
without
on reorganization
etc.,
secapplication for
sustained in secfor loss sustained
application
2513
surrender of holding---------holding
256
surrender
261
if exceeding net income
year; if
ond year;
amount
amount of gain if additional property
261
for
capital
gain
----------gain--capital
for
received
on
exchange
therefor,
therefor,
exchange
received on
261
application to third year ---------application
25' 7
on
no gain
gain recognized_
recognized---__ 257
which no
on which
application
application to losses of income for
reorganization distribution
distribution taxable
if reorganization
1922 under
under Act
Act of
1921
261
of 1921-------1922
25'
exchange
2577
dividends, on the exchange----1923
261
for 1923-------------.--------on reorganization
exchanges for propreorganization exchanges
if fiscal year of parties differ from
erty
erty other than stock, if discalendar
261
years--------------calendar years
25'
tributed no gain
recognized__ __
2577
gain recognized---tributed
benefits
partners, estates or
allowed partners,
benefits allowed
distributed, gain to be recogif not distributed,
261
trusts,
companies
insurance companies
and insurance
trusts, and
25 7
nized
257
nized --------------------fiscal
determination of
years returns, determination
fiscal years
no loss if other property received
received becalendar
tax,
tax, on beginning in one calendar
sides that on which no gain or
261
year
succeeding__
year and ending in succeeding
25 7
loss
257
recognized----- -------loss recognized
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fiscal years returns;
returns; application to
gross income
excluded; China Trade
income excluded;
gross
262
partnerships_-....-----------Act
corporation dividends
dividends to
to
partnerships
Act corporation
269
China
residents
refund of tax paid
paid under
under
China residents--------------credit or refund
262
nonresident aliens from United States
1921
nonresident
Act of 1921----------------sources only-----------------only
269
269
262
capital gains and losses described---described..__ _
sources
income;
deductions
computing net income;
in computing
deductions in
meaning of terms; "capital
"capital gain,"
including
business
expenses,
including
expenses,
262
"capital
business
"capital loss"
loss --------------269
traveling, etc
269
etc----------------262
traveling,
"ordinary deductions"
"deduction,"
deductions"
"deduction," "ordinary
270
interest on
270
debts-----------------on debts
interest
"capital net gains,"
gains," "capital
"capital net
270
exceptions specified_
270
classes and exceptions
262
loss"-taxes; classes
_-------------------loss"
270
business losses-------------------losses
270
263
business
"ordinary net income"------------income"_
_
"ordinary
busithe
losses not
connected with
not connected
losses
"capital assets," property not in"capital
270
aliens
270
nonresident aliens-------263
ness; nonresident
263
cluded
cluded--__------------------.
sales of
etc., if similar property
stock, etc.,
of stock,
sales
tax levied in lieu of normal
normal and surtax
acquired,
excepted,
etc
270
270
263
acquired, excepted, etc-------263
on other than corporation
corporation-----casualty losses not connected with
casualty
loss--_ 263
based on capital net gain; net loss_
business and
and not
not compensated
compensated
business
application to partnerships
partnerships or trusts;
application
by insurance,
insurance, etc
270
270
etc------------by
263
separate returns
returns------------separate
deduction -- _ 270
basis for
270
determining deduction__
for determining
basis
263
earned income provisions --..-------worthless
debts; if
if recoverable
recoverable in
worthless debts;
meaning of "earned
"earned income" as com270
part
270
part ----------------------pensation for personal services
allowance for
exhaustion, etc., of
for exhaustion,
allowance
263
rendered
rendered--------- --------270
business property
270
property------------business
263
exceptions ------------------exceptions
depletion, etc.,
etc., of
mines, oil and gas
of mines,
depletion,
reasonable allowance,
combined
allowance, if combined
reasonable
wells, timber,
timber, etc
270
etc -----------wells,
263
with capital
capital---------------gifts to
to public and charitable
charitable organigifts
264
------"earned income
income deductions
deductions"
"earned
zations, etc.;
etc.; educational
educational reha"earned
and
minimum and
"earned net income;" minimum
bilitation
bilitation fund; War veterans,
264
maximum --- --------------etc.; limit-------------------limit
271
etc.;
computing individual
credit allowed in computing
by nonresident
nonresident aliens limited
271
limited----by
surtax ------------- 264
normal or surtax
deductions
deductions of nonresident aliens only
264
members
partnerships
members of partnerships---------as
as to United States sources of in264
on net income of individuals
individuals
tax.on
normal tax,
come
271
come-----------------------upon first $4,000, of citizens or resiin United
citizens
United
from sources in
citizens from
264
$4,000
dents; next $4,000-----------States
possessions ------------271
States possessions
nonresident alien for personal
personal servservnonresident
no
in computing
computing net
allowed in
deductions allowed
264
no deductions
$4,000
ices, not exceeding $4,000----income
for personal,
etc., expersonal, etc.,
income for
additional if exceeding family ex--------------penses
271
penses--emption and $4,000; exceeding
exceeding
emption
new
buildings, permanent
permanent improvenew buildings,
264
$4,000
$4,0000--------------------ments,
etc
271
ments, etc_----------------265
surtax in addition to normal tax; rates_
restoring exhaustion,
271
etc., of property
exhaustion, etc.,
restoring
maximum from sale of mines, oil or
payments
for life insurance
insurance on empayments for
267
etc
gas wells, etc----------------ployees,
etc., for
for benefit
taxbenefit of taxployees, etc.,
267
267
defined; basis for computing
net income defined;
payer
272
payer-----------------------267
267
accounting period
taxpayer changes
period
changes accounting
if taxpayer
income
interest, etc., acfrom life interest,
income from
267
included_
gross income defined; sources includedquired
by gift
gift ---------------272
quired by
salaries of the President,
President, Judicial
Judicial and
salaries
credits allowed
allowed for
tax
normal tax; tax
for normal
credits
Government
Government officers and empaid
from domestic
domestic
dividends from
paid dividends
267
ployees _--------------------ployees
corporations,
etc
272
corporations, etc-------------professions,
professions, trade, businesses, rents,
foreign
corporations from United
foreign corporations
267
dividends, etc -------------States
sources --------------272
States sources
267
year-.-------.
received in taxable
taxable year
received
interest
on Federal
272
securities------Federal securities
interest on
excluded;
income from life insurance
insurance
excluded; income
personal
exemption of
$1,000 if
a sinif a
of $1,000
personal exemption
policies, returns of premiums
premiums
gle
272
person-------------------gle person
267
paid ---- _------------------$2,500
head of
family; $2,000 if
of family;
if head
$2,500 if
268
268
gifts, bequests, etc ------------income
husband or
wife exor wife
of husband
income of
obligations;
interest on State, etc., obligations;
272
ceeds
$5,000---------------ceeds $5,000
268
Federal bonds, etc.; limitation__
limitation_ _
additional
$400 each
for minors
minors
for
each
$400
additional
income of foreign governments
governments
272
and dependents
dependents--------------and
investments in United
'United
from investments
for
272
$1,000etc., $1,000_
aliens, etc.,
nonresident aliens,
for nonresident
268
268
etc
States securities, etc---------272
status
taxpayer
of taxpayer-------------status of
268
268
payment for personal injuries, etc_
payment
allowed
on change
change of taxable years
272
allowed on
receipts by States,
public utility receipts
27
in
death, etc
273
etc-----------of death,
case of
in case
operated under contracts;
contracts;
etc., operated
income
of nonresident
aliens, etc
etc ----273
nonresident aliens,
income of
268
268
restrictions -- ---------------restrictions
items
gross incomes
deemed from
incomes deemed
of gross
items of
nonresident aliens, from foreign
foreign
United States
States sources;
sources; interest
interest
United
269
ships; conditions ------------ships;
on bonds,
of resident
corresident coretc., of
bonds, etc.,
on
War Risk and rehabilitation
rehabilitation allow273
porations, etc.;
etc.; exceptions
exceptions-----porations,
269
ances; pensions -------------ances;
dividends from
corporadomestic corporafrom domestic
dividends
from
building and loan
domestic building
from domestic
tions, etc.;
etc.; from
from corporations
corporations
tions,
269
associations; limit -----------associations;
273
273
from
United States
States sources
sources---from United
rentals
furnished to
rentals for dwellings furnished
personal
United StatesStates_
273
in United
services in
personal services
269
ministers ------------------rentals,
royalties, etc.,
propfrom propetc., from
rentals, royalties,
shipowners'
shipowners' mutual associations;
273
273
erty in
in United States---------States
erty
269
limit
limit-----------------------95
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estates
and trusts; normal tax credit
credit
estates and
income
of nonresidents;
nonresidents; of sales of real
income of
allowed,
income includincludestate income
if estate
allowed, if
2'
73
property in
United States
273
States-----in United
property
ed
with beneficiary's,
beneficiary's, proporpropored with
deductions from
foregoing to conconfrom foregoing
deductions
276
tional
share
of credits allowed
allowed__
276
of
share
2'
tional
73
stitute
net
income
273
income----------net
stitute
taxable
if
income
computation
of
computation
without
items
treated
as
from
sources
without
as
treated
items
beneficiary and
and estate
year of beneficiary
2274
74
the United
United States; other interest
interest
the
differ
276
differ---------------------United
dividends
than United
from other than
dividends from
profit-sharing
trusts for employees
profit-sharing trusts
2274
74
States
corporations
States corporations----------276
not taxable-----------------taxable _
not
personal
personal services without United
distributee taxed on amount redistributee
2 74
States
274
States ---------------------277
ceived, or
allowed
credits allowed-----or credits
ceived,
rentals,
rentals, royalties, etc., from propincome
from revocable
revocable trusts inincome from
2274
;74
erty
Statesthe United States_
without the
erty without
277
cluded in
income of grantor_
__ _
277
grantor---in income
cluded
the
sales of real property
property without
without the
sales
where trust
trust income
may be used for
income may
where
174
2274
United
States
United States--------------benefit of grantor, to be included
included
benefit
after deducting
deducting expenses, etc., reafter
277
in computing
computing his income------income
277
in
mainder
deemed net income from
mainder deemed
corporations formed
formed to accumulate
accumulate
corporations
2274
United States-----States
274
without the United
gains,
etc., to prevent
prevent surtax on
on
gains, etc.,
apportionment
of items within and
apportionment of
277
shareholders
shareholders-------------its
2
!74
without
United
States
274
States---United
the
without
corporato
imposed
in
addition
corporaaddition
tax
imposed
from
sources
allocated
to
United
from sources
277
tion
tax
tion tax------------------!74
States
274
States----------------------payment, etc.,
etc., same as for income
payment,
partly
from
within and partly
partly within
from partly
277
tax
277
tax---------------------274
without
274
without the United States --evidence of purpose,
mere holding
holding
purpose, if aamere
evidence
determination of
of United
United States indetermination
277
company
277
company----_----------274
come
274
come----------------------detailed
of gains, etc., restatement of
detailed statement
gains
partly
transportation partly
from transportation
gains from
quired
277
quired--------------------within and
without the
and partly without
within
meaning
income," as here
here
meaning of "net income,"
274
United
States
274
United States--------------277
used
used---------------------sales of
personal property
property purof personal
sales
payment of tax at
at source
source of nonresident
nonresident
payment
chased
and sold
without,
sold without,
within and
chased within
277
aliens; exceptions------------exceptions
277
aliens;
or produced
without and sold
produced without
or
278
rates imposed------------------imposed
278
rates
274
within
274
within---------------------278
includedinterest of
unknown owners
owners included_
278
of unknown
interest
above treated
treated is
and
within and
partly within
is partly
above
by
corporations guaranteeing
guaranteeing interest
interest
by corporations
274
partly
without the United
States
274
United States
partly without
278
free from
from tax ---------------278
free
gains,
etc., treated
treated as derived
derived from
gains, etc.,
278
rate,
278
etc-------------------rate, etc
sources
of country
country within which
sources of
278
interest,
unknown ownersowners..
278
of unknown
interest, etc., of
274
sold
274
sold------------------------nonresident
exception if citizen
citizen or nonresident
exception
274
interchangeable
meaning of
of words-words
274
interchangeable meaning
alien filed
filed notice
notice of credits, etc
etc.._
278
alien
returns
to be filed
from
filed of all income from
returns to
returns,
etc., required;
required; liability
liability ininreturns, etc.,
275
United States sources
275
sources--------United
278
demnification, etc
etc----------demnification,
personal exemption
may be
exemption claims may
personal
recipient to
to make
returns of inmake returns
recipient
275
filed with
with withholding
275
agent--withholding agent___
filed
come,
fecipient not
not
tax paid by recipient
if tax
come, if
partnerships; tax levied only
only on indipartnerships;
recollectible
from withholding
withholding
recollectible from
viduals
275
constituting -.-----...
viduals constituting
278
278
----------agent
agent -----computation of shares of net incomputation
credit
income, etc., taxes paid by
for income,
credit for
275
come
275
of--------------------come of
279
279
citizen
countries, etcetc_
citizen to foreign countries,
credits
partnership exempexempof partnership
from of
credits from
posby
residents,
States
posUnited
to
residents,
by
tions,
etc
275
etc------------------tions,
279
session
----------------session--computation of
of net income; gifts, etc,
computation
foreign
to
by
alien
residents,
etc.,
foreign
etc.,
residents,
alien
by
275
not
deducted
275
not deducted---------------279
country ----------------country
estates
to
trusts, property subject to
and trusts,
estates and
to
by
beneficiaries, etc.,
etc., to
partners, beneficiaries,
by partners,
275
income
normal and surtax on income-279
279
foreign countries,
countries, etc --------foreign
accumulations in trust for future
future disdisaccumulations
279
exceptions
and limitations
limitations --------exceptions and
275
275
tribution -------------------redetermination
tax paid above
redetermination if tax
under
periodical
etc., under
distribution, etc.,
periodical distribution,
279
credits
claimed, etc.; refund, etc
etc-_ 279
credits claimed,
general
direction ------------- 275
general direction
if
but not paid; bond reaccrued but
if accrued
received during
275
administration--during administration
received
279
279
----quired
quired----------payments by fiduciary---------fiduciary
275
payments
279
may
tax accruedaccrued _ 279
taken in the year tax
be taken
may be
net income
computed as for individuindividuincome computed
net
evidence
of foreign
foreign income,
etc., reincome, etc.,
evidence of
275
als
als------------------------279
279
quired
quired----------------------without
allowance
etc., without
allowance for gifts, etc.,
280
280
returns
individuals
individuals-------------by
returns
276
limitation
276
limitation------------------by
husband and wife
wife living toby husband
additional
deduction for current
current
additional deduction
280
280
gether
gether ---------------------distribution
beneficiaries; rereto beneficiaries;
distribution to
280
280
by
agent, guardian,
etc---------guardian, etc
by agent,
276
strictions
strictions------------------280
280
partnerships -------------------partnerships
discretionary payments to benefibenefidiscretionary
benefifiduciaries for designated
designated laenefifiduciaries
276
ciaries deducted
deducted-------------ciaries
280
280
ciaries, etc
etc------------------ciaries,
benefiincluded
income of benefiincluded in net income
280
280
joint
fiduciaries
joint fiduciaries----------------276
ciary
ciary---------------------for
11Cfor less than 12 months when acnormal
credit allowed;
allowed; addinormal tax credit
281
counting period changes------changes
counting
tional
for
tional if income not used for
281
computation
tax_
computation of tax----------276
paying
beneficiary's income---income
paying beneficiary's
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to
returns
individuals; application
application to
returns by individuals;
earned
capital gain or loss and earned
capital
income --------------------year- -_
computation
computation for parts of the year
etc., individual, parttime for filing, etc.,
nership, and fiduciary
fiduciary----.--aliens-----------nonresident
nonresident aliens
extensions allowed;
allowed; limit ------extensions
to
be filed with collector of district,etc
to be
corporations;
corporations; rate imposed on net
incomes
incomes ------------------organizations
etc
exempt; labor, etc---organizations exempt;
mutual savings banks ---------societies----fraternal beneficiary
beneficiary societies
fraternal
associations, codomestic building associations,
operative banks
banks ------------operative
mutual cemetery
cemetery companies; cormutual
porations solely for burial purposes
poses---------------------community
community chests, religious, etc.,
organizations
organizations----------------business
business leagues, etc --------civic
etc.;
civic leagues for social welfare, etc.;
limitation
limitation-------------------pleasure
clubs---------------pleasure clubs
local
associations of farmlocal mutual associations
ers for insurance,
etc
insurance, etc--------ers
associations for marketing farm
etc---------------products, etc
organizatrustees for exempted organizaetc
tions, etc------------------Federal
Federal loan banks, farm loan associations, intermediate
intermediate credit
sociations,
banks
banks----------------------defined; computed on
income defined;
net income
individuals----same basis as individuals
foreign
etc., as of
corporations, etc.,
foreign corporations,
nonresident aliens -----------nonresident
gross income of domestic, as defined
for individuals
individuals-------------mutual
mutual marine insurance compadeductions --------------nies; deductions
foreign,
from United
United States sources
foreign, from
deductions allowed
allowed in
computing •corin computing
deductions
poration
net
income; business
business
poration net income;
expenses
expenses--------------------interest
exceptions -----interest on debts; exceptions
taxes;
exceptions specispecitaxes; classes and exceptions
fied
fied-----------------------not applicable
applicable to corporations
guaranteeing
payments at
guaranteeing payments
source ---------------------paid
on interest
stockholders--interest of stockholders
paid on
accrual
etc
estate, etc------of estate,
date of
accrual date
business losses ---------------business
restriction of, on sales of stock,
restriction
-----etc
etc-----------------worthless
worthless debts -----------------dividends
domestic corporacorporafrom domestic
dividends from
tions; foreign,
foreign, from United
tions;
States sources-------------sources
allowance
exhaustion of propallowance for exhaustion
--------------erty ---for depletion
mines, oil and gas
depletion of mines,
for
wells,
etc------------wells, timber, etc
application to leases
leases----------application
additional, to insurance companies
additional,
other than life--------------life
other
mutual marine companies
companies ----mutual
other
companies returning
mutual companies
other mutual
premium
premium deposits -------foreign
corporation of designated
designated
foreign corporation
items
United States ---items within United
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deductions; items not
not deductible, the
deductions;
same
individuals-------as to individuals
same as
interest
credit allowed
allowed corporations;
corporations; interest
credit
on Federal securities -----specific, of
domestic corporations,
corporations, specific,
domestic
less than
$2,000
if net
net income
income less
$2,000 if
$25,000
$25,000----------.---------limitation
exceeding $25,000---$25,000
limitation if exceeding
tax
at source on income of fortax paid at
corporation not in business
eign corporation
States
within the United States----taxdeduction of interest
interest free from tax_
deduction
domestic corporation
corporation for income,
domestic
abroad; limitaetc.; taxes paid abroad;
tion
tion---------------------redetermination of taxes paid; reredetermination
fund
•------------

fund

-'

if
accrued but not paid; bond reif accrued
quired
quired----- -----------tax credits
credits allowed
allowed in
accruedin year accrued_
tax
evidence of foreign income, etc., required --------------------quired
a
domestic
corporation controlling
controlling a
domestic corporation
foreign,
foreign, deemed to have paid
received theretax
tax on dividends received
from
from---------------------limit of
credit allowed --------of credit
limit
determination of accumulated
accumulated profdetermination
its
its-----------------------accounting period for foreign coraccounting
porations
porations-----------------corporations in United States poscorporations
sessions
deemed foreign -----sessions deemed
returns required
required from
corporations- --from corporations_
returns
from agent
foreign ----------of foreign
agent of
from
from receivers,
receivers, trustees, etc., of;
from
collection of
taxes
of taxes------------collection
a year----accounting;
year
accounting; for part of a
statement
statement of dividends, etc., to be
appended ------------appended
affiliated
separate or consolidated,
consolidated, by affiliated
separate
corporations
corporations----------------computation of consolidated
consolidated ascomputation
sessments
------------sessments-affiliated
ownership constituting
constituting affiliated
ownership
corporation
corporation ---------------China
not
China trade corporations not
deemed
affiliated --------deemed affiliated
consolidation
of accounts by Comconsolidation of
missioner
missioner-----------------corporations
in United States poscorporations in
sessions
foreign
deemed foreign-----sessions deemed
time
with collector of disfiling; with
for filing;
time for
trict,
etc
trict, etc------------------life
insurance companies;
companies; tax on net
life insurance
income
of, domestic---------domestic
income of,
foreign,
from United States sources foreign, from
gross
income defined
defined------------gross income
reserve
fund required
applied
by law, applied
required by
reserve fund
to
insurance
assessment insurance------to assessment
net income;
income; exemptions,
on
interest on
exemptions, interest
net
State, etc.,
etc., obligations
obligations .-----State,
allowance for
reserve fund
fund -----for reserve
allowance
tax paid
paid dividends,
dividends, etc
etc-------tax
exemptions;
deferred
fund for deferred
reserve fund
exemptions; reserve
dividends
dividends ------------investment expenses;
limitations-expenses; limitations
investment
real estate
exceptions------taxes; exceptions
estate taxes;
real
taxes paid
shareinterest of sharepaid on interest
taxes
holders
holders-------------------allowance for
exhaustion of propfor exhaustion
allowance
erty,
etc --------------ertv, etc
interest
exception -----debts; exception
interest on debts;
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life
insurance exemptions;
credit
exemptions; specific credit
life insurance
of $2,000;
limitation .--------.
$2,000; limitation
of
limitation on
taxes - -- on real estate taxeslimitation
net income
income of
of foreign
foreign companies,
companies,
net
from
business within
United
within the United
from business
States
States ---------------------insurance companies,
than life
life or
other than
companies, other
insurance
mutual;
mutual; tax on net income, do----------mestic ----------foreign, from
from United
sources -United States sources_
foreign,
defined-------------gross income defined
defined
net income defined--------------sources of
investment income
income------of investment
sources
underwriting income defined
defined -----underwriting
computation of
of premiums
premiums earned on
computation
insurance contracts
contracts ----------incurred-deductions
expenses allowed;
incurred losses
losses incurred
expenses incurred--------------ordinary
expenses
ordinary expenses--------------interest on debts --------------taxes -------------------------losses
losses-------------------------worthless debts
debts----------------worthless
dividends-------------tax paid dividends
exempt
interest ---------------exempt interest
allowance for exhaustion
exhaustion -------allowance
specific allowance
allowance of
$2,000; exof $2,000;
specific
ception
ception-------------------foreign corporations,
corporations, from United
foreign
sources---------------States sources
duplication
forbidden -----------duplication forbidden_
administrative
provisions
administrative provisions-----------sworn returns
required by corporations
corporations
returns required
sworn
of
dividends, names
names of stockof dividends,
etc----------------holders, etc
by brokers,
transacted;
business transacted;
of business
brokers, of
by
details ----------------------returns
returns to be made by all persons paying
to others $1,000 or
ing annually to
more
more-----------------------by United
United States officials
officials---------by
details required
required-----------------details
of
on corporation
corporation bonds reinterest on
of interest
gardless of amounts ---------gardless
dividends-----collection of foreign dividends
collection
names and addresses
recipients on
addresses of recipients
names
demand
demand-------------------obligations
United States exof United
obligations of
cepted ---------------------tax
tax returns to be public records ------restricted----------inspection of, restricted
inspection
data
furnished CongresCongresfrom, to be furnished
data from,
committees, etc--------etc
sional committees,
access to officers
etc-----officers of States, etc
access
stockholders of
of corporations
corporations ----stockholders
punishment for divulging information
tion------------------------list
income tax payers to be kept in
of income
list of
offices of collectors
collectors ----------statistics
income, etc., taxes to be
of income,
statistics of
published
annually- --------published annually
licenses
required for
for collecting foreign
licenses required
coupons,
coupons, dividends, etc ------regulations to obtain information
information
regulations
of -------------------------without_--_
punishment for collecting
collecting without__
punishment
citizens of
of possessions, but not residents
citizens
or
or citizens of the United States,
taxed only on income from
sources--------United States sources_
---_
computation and payment
payment of tax __
computation
Islands---_applicable to Virgin Islands__not applicable
collections in
Porto Rico and the Philin Porto
collections
law-------ippines as by prior law
ippines
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Page.
Title II,
II, Revenue Act of Page.
Tax, Title
1924—Continued.
1924-Continued.
collections, Porto
Rico, etc.; authority of
Porto Rico,
collections,
294
insular
amend,etc_
legislatures to amend,etcinsular legislatures
income
of citizens,
citizens, etc.,
etc., from sources
income of
within possessions
United
possessions of the United
within
294
States
States ---------------------gross
from
gross income construed as from
United
per
United States sources, if 80 per
cent
therefrom in preprederived therefrom
cent derived
294
vious
vious years ----------------corporation in50 per cent of corporation
if 50
come derived
derived from active busicome
ness
294
in the possessions -------ness in
if
individual income
if 50 per cent of individual
derived from active business
business in
derived
the possessions
294
possessions-------------the
amounts
received within and without
without
amounts received
included
the United States to be included
294
income
in gross income--------------provisions
applicable to Virgin
provisions not applicable
Islands
295
Islands---------------------China
Trade Act corporations proviChina Trade
sions
295
sions----------------------proportion of divicredit allowed for proportion
295
dends
dends from, to residents of China
295
certificate of Commissioner.----Commissioner
certificate
295
additional to
payments
to all other payments-additional
295
in proportion
proportion to shares owned---owned
in
ownership
ownership of stock ------------ 295
295
meaning
"China"-----------of "China"
meaning of
payment of tax by taxpayer, other than
nonresident alien, etc., on designonresident
295
date------------------nated date
296
by nonresident
alien, etc ---------nonresident alien,
by
296
in installments
installments allowed
allowed --------in
whole
pay
296
to pay_amount on failure to
whole amount
extension of time on request
request -----296
extension
296
..------payment
expiration_
payment on expiration
296
interest
collected ---------be collected
to be
interest to
not
applicable to
at
payment at
to payment
not applicable
296
source
296
source----------------------returns
examined and deterbe examined
to be
returns to
---__ 296
mined as
practicable _
as soon as practicable
mined
overpayments on
installments to be
on installments
overpayments
296
credited
refunded
credited or refunded---------deficiency determined
determined as amount imdeficiency
posed exceeds
exceeds returns
returns of taxposed
296
payer_
payer--------------------if
amount returned, etc., on preno amount
if no
296
vious
assessment
vious assessment------------Commisnotice to
taxpayer of, by Commisto taxpayer
notice
297
sioner ---------------------297
appeal to Board
allowed -------Board allowed
appeal
assessment,
determined by
if determined
assessment, etc., if
297
Board --------------------Board
297
suit in court for amount of ------297
297
...------..------.
time
for_
time limit for
payment on demand,
demand, if no appeal
appeal
payment
297
297
filed
filed-----------------------immediate
collecassessment of, if collecimmediate assessment
297
tion jeopardized
delay
by delay-----jeopardized by
tion
297
manner of making
making ------------manner
immediate assessment of; payment
payment
immediate
abateon notice, if no claim in abate297
ment filed -------------------ment
297
------prorating
installments prorating of installments
---__ 297
part _
interest authorized upon, or part_
interest
extension
of payment for, to preextension of
298
298
vent
hardship
vent undue hardship---------298
298
paid_
bond required;
required; interest to be paid_
298
additional interest if not paid - -298
298
negligenceadditional
additional tax for, due to negligence_
298
evasion---------fraudulent evasion
for fraudulent
interest to be collected for nonpaynonpay298
ment of tax.---..-----..-----tax
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Incorporations, D.
Page.
D. C.,
II, Revenue Act of Page. Incorporations,
Income Tax, Title II,
1924-Continued.
1924-Continued.
Academy in Rome,
American Academy
charter of American
interest
extension
amended
635
collected, where extension
amended -------------------interest to be collected,
granted
298
Medical
incorporators, etc.,
granted---------------------Medical Society; incorporators,
if deficiency,
deficiency, etc., not paid on deamended -------------------153
mand -----__--------------National
298
National McKinley
McKinley Birthplace Meestates of incompetents,
incompetents, etc - -.morial Association;
Association; board of
299
on estates
114
not applicable,
applicable, if abatement claim
claim
trustees increased
114
increased------------filed -----------------------299
National Society of Sons of the
amendedAmerican
808
American Revolution; amended_
assessment to be within four years from
charters
American
War
War
filing of income,
income, etc.,
etc., returns
American
granted;
charters granted;
Mothers -----------------966
under Act of 1921 and this Act..
Act-__ 299
Republic
358
Grand Army of the Republic-----court proceeding
proceeding on expiration
expiration
no court
Inland Waterways
Waterways Corporation
__ __
360
Corporation---period -- __---------------299
of period
Veterans of the
United States Blind Veterans
within five years after returns filed
535
World War -------------- -under former Acts; no suit theremerger of street railways in the District
District
299
after -----__.--------- ------1265
to be according to law for ---on income received
received in life of deceIncrease of e
thneN
. avy (see Naval EstablishEstablishNavy
the
299 Increase
dent within one year, etc -----ment).
299
deficiency --extension, on notice
notice of deficiency..
___
extension,
Indemnity Bonds,
returns false or frauduat any time, if returns
to secure, etc., United States, exempt
299
lent -----------------------provisions
332
tax provisions-----from stamp tax
deficiencies under prior Acts at any
deficiencies
Matter,
300 Indemnity, Lost Mail Matter,
time ----------------------appropriation
registered, insured,
for, registered,
appropriation for,
written agreement
Commisagreement of Commison written
collect-on-delivery, domesand collect-on-delivery,
300
sioner and taxpayer ---------mail
88, 786
tic mail-------------------collection by distraint, etc., when made
made
for
international
for loss or injury of international
300
prescribed period - --within prescribed
mil
mail---------------------- 88, 786
beginning of court proceedings
proceedings not
beginning
deficiency
appropriation for interna300
deficiency appropriation
prevented ----------------prevented
tional____
tional-.- 47, 59, 63, 699, 701, 763, 1350
no authority for, etc., if barred by
for
domestic
59, 63, 699, 701, 763, 1350
for domestic---300
limitation, etc
etc---------------Independence County,
County, Ark.,
Independence
claims for abatement
abatement may be filed for
may
bridge White River,
Batesville_ __ _
888
River, Batesville---may bridge
300
deficiency assessed -----------acquire rights, etc.,
etc., to
to
State may acquire
300
proceedings stayed on filing bond..
___
bond---proceedings
888
operate as a
a free bridge ------operate
transmitted to Commissioner;
notice
Commissioner; notice
transmitted
years-----888
allowed for five years
tolls allowed
300
of
of decision
decision-----------------time
extended for
bridging White
for bridging
time extended
300
appeal to Board after notice ----.
-------- River byby
789
proceedings in court for part of,
proceedings
Bureaus, etc. (see
Independent Executive Bureaus,
300 Independent
allowed --------------------Executive
and
Independent
Independent
Executive and
interest, etc., to be collected on
Appropriations).
Offices Appropriations).
300
denial of -----------------Treasury,
Independent Treasury,
301 Independent
additional, if not paid on demand-additional,
demand.. _
deficiency
for contingent
contingent
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
301
restriction on filing, hereafter
hereafter -----restriction
expenses
693, 1341
57,693,
expenses--------------- 57,
assessment, collection, and payment
payment of
Rubber (see Rubber).
India Rubber
income, etc., taxes under former
Indian Affairs
Bureau, Interior
Department,
InteriorDepartment,
Affairs Bureau,
301 Indian
Acts -----------------------appropriation
for Commissioner,
Commissioner, and
appropriation for
301
subject to limitations hereof -----office personnel
personnel ----------1146
396, 1146
office
overpayments of income tax, etc., under
overpayments
for
general expenses
expenses1146
----------- 396, 1146
for general
this
credited
to be credited
Acts to
or prior Acts
this or
1146
for
special agents, etc..
etc----------- 396, 1146
for special
301
or refunded ----------------1146
for
competency commissions
commissions ----- 396, 1146
for competency
not allowed after four years
years unless
for supplies;
transportation,
purchase, transportation,
supplies; purchase,
for
301
therefor ----------claim filed therefor
etc --------------------- 396, 1146
allowance without
without claim, if invested
invested
allowance
warehouses
three......
-- 396, 1146
warehouses limited to three
decreased by Commiscapital decreased
for Indian
inspectors ---396, 1146
Service inspectors
for
Indian Service
301
----------------------sioner
for judges,
judges, Indian
Indian courts------courts
1147
396, 1147
for
refund or credit of, to withholding
396, 1147
police1147
-----------Indian police
for Indian
302
exception------ ------agent; exception
for suppressing
suppressing liquor
etc- -_ 396, 1147
traffic, etc_
liquor traffic,
for
302
prior claims for, not barred _-----for construction,
agency buildbuildconstruction, etc., agency
for
immediate payment required, if acts of
immediate
ings
396, 1147
ings-----------------taxpayer prejudice
prejudice collection,
taxpayer
supervision and
construction emand construction
supervision
302
etc -------- ----------------ployees
plovees----------------- 397, 1147
302
notice
notice and demand to be given ---heat and
to employees__employees_ __ 397, 1147
1147
light to
and light
heat
finding of Commissioner,
Commissioner, a
a presumpamount
vehicles;
passenger vehicles;
for passenger
amount for
302
tion of intent --------------limit;
limit; purchases from War De302
bond accepted
accepted if not in default
default -----partment
397, 1147
partment --------------302
acceptance --------conditions
conditions of acceptance
for
determining heirs
deceased
heirs of deceased
for determining
enforcement
proceedings
susproceedings
enforcement
allottees
397,
1147
397, 1147
allottees------------302
pended
pended on approval of -------397,
clerks
Office1147
39
-,1147
clerks in Indian Office------discretionary waiving
waiving of requirements
requirements
discretionary
Civilized Tribes
Osages
Osages and Five Civilized
303
for citizens about to depart
depart - - excepted -397, 1147
-------excepted
no alien
allowed to depart
depart without cercerno
alien allowed
for
attorneys, etc., in probate
probate matfor attorneys,
303
tificate of payment of taxes ---tificate
ters,
Five
Civilized
Tribes
and
ters, Five Civilized Tribes
additional
violations by
additional tax, etc., for violations
Quapaws
397, 1147
Quapaws---------------303
taxpayer
taxpayer-------------1147
1147
requirements ------civil sservice
itin
ervice requirements
303
UvU
1924_---effective date, January
January 1, 1924_
.
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PagePage397,
397
1148
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Affairs Bureau,
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appropriation
for pumping
pumping plants, etc.,
appropriation for
San Carlos
Carlos Reservation,
Reservation, Ariz_
Ariz_ 401,
San
for providing
providing water
Indians from
from
to Indians
water to
for
Salt
Irrigation project,
River Irrigation
Salt River
Ariz
Ariz------------------------for
power and
and irrigation
irrigation plant, Fort
for power
Apache Reservation,
Reservation, Ariz., from
Apache
tribal
funds
tribal funds-----------------for
irrigation charges,
charges, Yuma ReserReserfor irrigation
402,
Calif
vation, Calif----------Reservation,
irrigation, Fort Hall Reservation,
for irrigation,
Idaho
402,
Idaho -----------------MontFort Belknap
Belknap Reservation,
Reservation, Mont..
Fort

for surveying,
allotting, etc., of lands
surveying, allotting,
for
in
severalty -------------397, 1148
in severalty
use
New Mexico
and Arizona,
Arizona, reMexico and
in New
use in
stricted
stricted------------------ 397, 1148
for advertising
advertising sale
repaysale of lands; repayfor
398, 1148
ment------------------ment
for
Pueblo Indians, N.
attorney, Pueblo
for attorney,
Mex
Mex-------------------- 398, 1148
for
expenses, sale of unallotted
unallotted lands,
for expenses,
etc. Five
Five Civilized
Tribes
398, 1148
Civilized Tribes--etc.,
officials
specified salaries,
salaries, etc., of officials
specified
and
attorneys------------- 398, 1148
and attorneys
repairs, etc.,
school buildings
buildings..- _ 398, 1149
etc., school
repairs,
for
for homeless
homeless Indians in
lands for
for lands
398, 1149
California
California------------for land
land for Temoak Indians in
for
1149
Nevada
1149
Nevada---------------------for lands,
lands, etc., for
for full blood Choctaw
for
Indians of
Mississippi -------1149
of Mississippi
Indians
for closing
affairs of
Eastern Band of
of Eastern
closing affairs
for
Cherokees, North
Carolina --1149
North Carolina
Cherokees,
for
maintenance, etc., Kiowas, etc.,
for maintenance,
from
tribal funds --------- 399, 1149
from tribal
for
1149
etc---- 399, 1149
assistance, etc
industrial assistance,
for industrial
399, 1149
for timber
culture, etc--------etc
1149
timber culture,
for
for expenses
matrons, etc_ 399, 1149
field matrons,
of field
expenses of
for
for school
or agency farms; farmers
school or
for
and
field matrons..
matrons- 399, 1149
stockmen; field
and stockmen;
timber culture
culture not applicable
applicable to
to
timber
Menominee Reservation,
Wis.. 399, 1149
Reservation, WisMenominee
for
soil, etc.,
experiments -----399, 1149
etc., experiments
for soil,
for encouraging
encouraging self
support, furnishself support,
for
ing seed,
seed, implements,
etc_ 399, 1150
implements, etcing
repayment; limitation ------399, 1150
repayment;
tribal herds excluded------excluded
399, 1150
tribal
for reimbursing
reimbursing Indians
Indians for cattle
for
destroyed to prevent
of
prevent spread of
destroyed
contagious diseases,
et' ---399, 1150
diseases, etc
contagious
for
developing stock
stock watering
watering places,
for developing
etc-------------------400, 1150
400,1150
etc
for water
supply, Papago
Papago Indian
wat2r supply,
for
400,1150
villages, Ariz
400,
1150
Ariz -----------villages,
Navajo and
and Hopi Indians on reserNavajo
vations,
Ariz ------------ 400, 1150
vations, Ariz
Pueblo Indian
land, N.
Mex -_ _ 400, 1150
N. Mex
Indian land,
Pueblo
for
irrigation and drainage
drainage expenses;
expenses;
for irrigation
amounts for designated proamounts
jects
400, 1150
jects-------------------for
expenses of irrigaadministrative expenses
for administrative
400, 1150
tion
projects
tion projects-------------etc-_ 401, 1151
for surveys
for new projects, etc
surveys for
for
401
Mex-for Taos
N. Mex__
reservoir project, N.
Taos reservoir
for
for reconnaissance
reconnaissance work, San Juan
for
River, La
County, Colo.,
La Plata County,
River,
to determine
water supply ----1151
determine water
to
for cooperative
cooperative stream
gauging_ _ 401, 1151
stream gauging-_
for
systems and projects
projects excludedexcluded_ 401, 1151
systems
expenses for flood damages, etc.;
expenses
401, 1151
limit
limit ------------------for
irrigation system, Gila River
River
for irrigation
Reservation, Ariz---------Ariz
401, 1152
Reservation,
for
diverting Gila River water to
for diverting
401, 1152
Pinal County
County lands-------lands
for
Coolidge Dam,
of Coolidge
construction of
for construction
1152
------Ariz
1152
Ariz---------------pumping plant, etc.,
irrigation pumping
for irrigation
River Reservation,
Colorado
Reservation,
Colorado
Ariz
11522
401, 1152
Ariz---------------------Navajo
for
Ganado irrigation project, Navajo
for Ganado
11522
Reservation, Ariz--------Ariz
401, 1152
Reservation,
Xavier
for pumping
pumping plants
plants, San Xavier
for
Reservation,
1152 2
Ariz,---------- 401, 1152
Reservation, Ariz
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1152
402

402
1152

1152
402,
1153
Flathead
Reservation, Mont
Mont_-- 402, 1153
Flathead Reservation,
Fort
Reservation, MontMont_ 402, 1153
Peck Reservation,
Fort Peck
Blackfeet
Reservation, Mont - 402, 1153
Blackfeet Reservation,
Crow Reservation,
Reservation, Mont
Mont ----402, 1153
Crow
402,
Nev-Pyramid
Reservation, Nev__
Lake Reservation,
Pyramid Lake
1153
1153
within NewPaiute allotments,
allotments, within
NewPaiute
403, 1153
lands project,
project, Nev-------Nev
lands
for
reconstructing, etc., Laguna and
for reconstructing,
Acoma irrigation
irrigation system, N.
Acoma
Mex
403, 1153
Mex-------------------for drainage
drainage canal, Isleta Pueblo
for
403
lands,
N. Mex
Mex--------------lands, N.
for Hogback
NavaHogback irrigation project, Navafor
jo Reservation,
Reservation, N.
___ 403, 1153
Mex---.
N. Mex_
jo
for San
Juan Pueblo project,
project, N.
San Juan
for
403, 1153
Mex
1153
Mex-------------------for
protection, etc.,
etc., pueblos,
flood protection,
for flood
N. Mex
Mex ----------------- 403, 1153
1153
N.
for
etc. irrigation proPoint, etc.,
Modoc Point,
for Modoc
jects
on Klamath
Klamath Reservation,
Reservation,
jects on
Oreg ---403, 1154
-------Oreg
for
Uncomirrigating allotments of Uncomfor irrigating
pahgre, etc., bites
from
Utes in Utah; from
pahgre,
1154
tribal
funds --------------- 403, 1154
tribal funds
for
operating, etc., Toppenish-Simcoe
Toppenish-Simcoe
for operating,
Yakima
irrigation system
system on Yakima
irrigation
Reservation,
Wash-------- 403, 1154
Reservation, Wash
for operating
operating Ahtanum
Ahtanum irrigation
irrigation
for
system, Yakima
Yakima Reservation,
system,
Wash
403
Wash---------------------reclamation fund for
for reimbursing
reimbursing reclamation
for
stored
water, Yakima Reservastored water,
tion,
Wash-------------- 403, 1154
tion, Wash
for
irrigation system, YakiYakiWapato irrigation
for Wapato
ma
Reservation, Wash.; repayma Reservation,
ment
403, 1154
1154
ment-------------------for Satus
Satus irrigation
Yakima
irrigation project, Yakima
for
Reservation,
Wash ------- 404, 1154
Reservation, Wash
for irrigation,
Reservation,
irrigation, Shoshone Reservation,
for
Wyo
404, 1154
Wyo-------------------appropriaunexpended balances of appropriaunexpended
tions
certain irrigation projfor certain
tions for
1154
ects covered
covered in-------------in
ects
for support
schools ---------- 404, 1155
support of schools
for
deaf
mentally
dumb or blind or mentally
deaf and dumb
404, 1155
deficient children --------deficient
amount
education of Alabama
Alabama
amount for education
or
Tex_ _ 404, 1155
Coushatta Indians, Tex__
or Coushatta
additional facilities
facilities for Pueblo and
additional
Hopi Indians----------------Indians
1155
Hopi
amount for education
education of full blood
amount
Choctaw
Choctaw Indians of Mississippi_ 1155
minimum
average attendance
attendance at
minimum average

boarding schools
schools required-_required_ __ 404, 1155
boarding
discontinuance
discontinuance of day schools
404, 1155
under
average
1155
under average------------children in public
amount for children
schools
404, 1155
404,1155
schools -----------------
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Bureau, Interior
Interior DepartDepart- PagB
P.
Page.
Indian Affairs
Depart- Page.
Indian Affairs
Bureau, Interior
Interior DepartAffairs Bureau,
Indian
ment-Continued.
ment-Continued.
ment-Continued.
ment-Continued.
and
appropriation
for general
general support
support
appropriation for
appropriation
for schools;
not available
available
schools; not
appropriation for
civilization, Fort
Hall ReservaReservaFort Hall
civilization,
for schools
schools specifically
specifically provided
provided
for
408, 1159
tion, Idaho
Idaho-------------tion,
for
404,
404, 1155
for-------------------1159
full
blood
Choctaws
of
Mississippi_
1159
Mississippi_
of
Choctaws
blood
full
for
collecting
and
transporting
pupils_
404,
pupilstransporting
and
for collecting
Fort
Belknap Agency,
Agency, Mont_Mont
408, 1159
1159
1155
Fort Belknap
1155
408, 1159
Flathead
Agency, Mont----Mont
1159
Agency,
Flathead
repayment
obtaining
employment;
repayment
employment;
obtaining
408,1159
Fort
Peck Agency,
Agency, Mont----Mont
408, 1159
Fort Peck
of
expenses
405, 1155
1155
405,
of expenses--------------408, 1159
Blackfeet Agency,
Agency, Mont-----Mont
1159
Blackfeet
natives
Alaska
405, 1156
from Alaska---pupils from
natives pupils
Rocky Boy
Boy Band
Band of Chippewas,
Rocky
for
constructing, etc.,
school buildetc., school
for constructing,
etc.,
1159
Mont--------------- 408, 1159
etc., Mont
405, 1156
ings; restriction-----------restriction
ings;
409, 1159
Nevada
1159
Nevada------------------for
support
of
specified
boarding
boarding
specified
of
support
for
409, 1159
New Mexico
Mexico-------------New
schools, Fort
405, 1156
Ariz- 405,
Mojave, Ariz
Fort Mojave,
schools,
Sioux of
Lake, N.
N. Dak_ 409, 1159
1159
Devils Lake,
of Devils
Sioux
1156
Phoenix,
Ariz --------------405,
405, 1156
Phoenix, Ariz
Fort Berthold
Berthold Agency,
Agency, N.
Dak_ 409, 1159
N. DakFort
Truxton
Ariz ------- 405,
405, 1156
Canyon, Ariz
Truxton Canyon,
Turtle
Mountain Band of ChipChipTurtle Mountain
Theodore
Fort Apache,
Apache,
Roosevelt, Fort
Theodore Roosevelt,
409,1159
pewas, N.
N Dak
409, 1159
Dak ---------pewas,
Ariz
1156
405, 1156
Ariz---------------------- 405,
409, 1159
Wichitas, etc.,
Okla ------1159
etc., Okla
Wichitas,
405,
Sherman
Riverside, CalifCalif_
405
Institute, Riverside,
Sherman Institute,
Kansas
and Kickapoo
Kickapoo Indians,
Indians,
Kansas and
115
11566
409. 1160
409,1160
----Okla -------11566
405, 115
Fort Bidwell,
Bidwell, Calif
Calif--------Fort
409, 1160
PoOnc
ka
la
s, Okla.
Okla. and
Nebr ---and Nebr
Poncas,
405,
KansHaskell Institute,
Institute, Lawrence,
405
Lawrence, Kans_
Haskell
Grande Ronde
and Siletz
Siletz Agencies,
Agencies,
Ronde and
1156
Grande
1156
Oreg ------------409
409, 1160
Oreg
Mount Pleasant,
Mieh ------- 405, 1156
Pleasant, Mich
Mount
Yankton Sioux,
Dak
409,
409, 1160
S. Dak------Sioux, S.
Yankton
Pipestone,
Minn
405,
1156
405, 1156
Pipestone, Minn------------Utah -------------------409,
1160
409, 1160
Utah
405, 1156
Genoa, Nebr--------------Nebr
1156
Genoa,
409, 1160
Washington
Washington---------------Carson City,
City, Nev
405, 1156
1156
Nev----------- 405,
Carson
Wisconsin
409, 1160
409,1160
Wisconsin-------------406, 1156
Albuquerque, N.
N. Mex
Mex ------Albuquerque,
with Coeur
for fulfilling
treaty with
Coeur
fulfilling treaty
for
406, 1156
Santa Fe,
Mex
N. Mex----------Fe, N
Santa
409,
d'Alenes,
Idaho
409 1160
1160
d'Alenes, Idaho---------Charles H.
Fort Wingate,
Burke, Fort
H. Burke,
Charles
409, 1160
Bannocks,
Idaho
1160
Bannocks, Idaho-----------1157
N. Mex
115
Mex ---------------N.
for support,
support, etc.,
etc., of
of full
blood Chocfull blood
for
1157
Cherokee,
N. C
C-----------406, 1157
Cherokee, N.
409
taw
Indians in
in Mississippi
Mississippi ----taw Indians
Bismarck,
Dak ---------406,
406, 1157
N. Dak
Bismarck, N.
for
fulfilling treaties
treaties with
with Crows,
for fulfilling
Fort
Totten, N.
Dak-------- 406, 1157
N. Dak
Fort Totten,
Mont
409, 1160
409,
Mont-----------------406, 1157
Wahpeton
1157
Dak----------- 406,
N. Dak
Wahpeton, N.
for
etc., Northern
Northern CheyCheycivilization, etc.,
for civilization,
Chilocco, ôkla
1157
- 406, 1157
Okla ----------Chilocco,
ennes and
and Arapahoes,
Arapahoes, Mont_
Mont_ 409, 1160
ennes
Sequoyah Orphan
Orphan Training
Training School,
Sequoyah
Pawnees,
with
for
fulfilling
treaties
with
Pawnees,
treaties
fulfilling
for
1157
406,
Tahlequah, Okla
1157
Okla --------Tahlequah,
410, 1160
Okla
1160
Okla -------------------Chemawa,
Salem, Oreg.;
restricOreg.; restricChemawa, Salem,
Quapaws,
for
fulfilling treaties
treaties with
with Quapaws,
fulfilling
for
406,
tion
406,
1157
tion ------------------410,
1160
410,1160
----------------Okla
Flandreau,
S. Dak
407, 1157
Dak---------- 407,
Flandreau, S.
for
O
ad
kmi
la nistering
affairs of Five
Five
affairs
administering
for
1157
Pierre,
S.
Dak
407,
407,
Pierre, S. Dak -----------410, 1159
Civilized Tribes,
Tribes, Okla
1159
Okla-----Civilized
Rapid City,
Dak
1157
407, 1157
S. Dak---------City, S.
Rapid
for support,
support, etc.,
Warm
Springs
Warm Springs
etc.,
for
1157
407,
Howard,
Wis
407
1157
Haward, Wis--------------410
Agency,
Oreg ------------410
Agency, Oreg
Tomah,
Wis
407, 1157
1157
407,
Tomah, Wis--------------for fulfilling
treaties with Sioux of
of
treaties
fulfilling
for
407,
Shoshone
Reservation,
Wyo_
_
_
1157
Wyo--Shoshone Reservation,
Dak.,
N.
different
Nebr.,
tribes, Nebr.,
different tribes,
for
school facilities,
facilities, Navajo
Indians,
Navajo Indians,
for school
410, 1160
and
S. Dak
Dak ..------1160
and S.
Ariz
407,
407, 1158
Ariz -------------------for
fulfilling
treaty
with ConfederConfederwith
treaty
fulfilling
for
for
paying
tuition
for
Chippewa
Chippewa
for paying tuition for
ated Bands
Bands of
of Utes
Utes1160
------- 410, 1160
ated
children in
Minnesota public
in Minnesota
children
with Spokanes,
for fulfilling
treaty with
Spokanes,
treaty
fulfilling
for
1158
407,
schools
1158
schools ------------------Wash
410, 1161
Wash------------------for
schools
for
Chippewas
of
the
MisMisthe
of
for schools for Chippewas
Shoshones,
for fulfilling
fulfilling treaty
treaty with
with Shoshones,
for
sissippi
in
Minnesota;
use
reMinnesota;
sissippi in
410, 1161
Wyo
----Wvo ----------407, 1158
stricted
stricted------------------for support,
support, etc.,
etc., confederated
confederated tribes
for
for
education
of
Osage
children,
children,
Osage
for education of
and
bands,
Warm
Springs
Warm Springs
bands,
and
4 1158
Okla.,
from tribal
tribal funds
407,
funds--Okla., from
1161
Agency, Oreg---------------Oreg
1161
Agency,
Civilized
for
common
schools,
Five
Civilized
Five
for common schools,
for
support, etc.,
etc., of
Indians under
under
of Indians
support,
for
1158
Tribes
and
Quapaws,
Okla
407,
407,
Okla
Quapaws,
Tribes and
designated agencies,
agencies, from
from tribal
designated
for support,
of schools
schools among
among
etc., of
support, etc.,
for
410, 1161
funds
funds------------------1158
407,
Sioux
Indians,
S.
Dak.,
etc_
1158
etc_
Dak.,
S.
Sioux Indians,
for civilization,
civilization, etc.,
etc., Chippewas
Chippewas in
for
Dufor
public
schools
in
Uintah
and
Uintah
in
for public schools
Minnesota, from
funds;
tribal funds;
from tribal
Minnesota,
chesne Counties,
condiUtah; condiCounties, Utah;
chesne
411, 1162
objects
specified ---------1162
specified
objects
1152
tion
403,
1158
408,
tion--------------------for sawmill,
etc., Red Lake
Lake ReservaReservaetc.,
sawmill,
for
for
relieving
distress;
prevention
of
prevention
distress;
for relieving
412
tion,
Minn
tion, Minn------------------1152
408, 1158
contagious
408,
etc--diseases, etc
contagious diseases,
1152
Choctaws
payments
408,
use
for
general
treatment
408,
1158
capita
for
for
per
payments
to
Choctaws
treatment----general
for
use
and
Chickasaws, from tribal
allotments to
to specified
specified hospitals,
and Chickasaws,
allotments
412,
etc
1153
408, 1152
funds-----------------funds
412, 1162
1162
etc----------------------- 408,
Idaho;
for
Fort Lapwai
Sanitorium, Idaho;
Lapwai Sanitorium,
for
support, etc.,
etc., Indians
Osage
for Fort
Indians of Osage
support,
for
9
115l
dormitory
1159
---------dormitory --Agency, Okla.,
tribal fundsfunds_
412,
from tribal
Okla., from
Agency,
for
asylum for
Can1162
1162
Indians, Caninsane Indians,
for insane
for asvlum
(
408,
ton,
S. Dak
Dak -------------108, 115
1159
ton, S.
for oil
and gas
gas expenses,
Osage Reexpenses, Osage
oil and
for
for
general support
and civilization,
civilization,
support and
412
for general
servation,
Okla
servation, Okla--------------115.)
Arizona
Arizona------------------- 408, 1159
to
for
visists
of
Osage
Tribal
Council
to
Tribal
Osage
of
visists
for
115
California
California ----------------- 408, 1159
412,
Washington, D.
D. C--.-----C
412, 1162
Washington,
115!
Seminole
Indians of
Florida -- 408, 1159
of Florida_
Seminole Indians
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appropriation for
for distributing
principal
distributing principal
appropriation
funds
Bands of
funds of Confederated Bands
Utes
Utes
------------------- 412,
412, 1162
1162
to Navajo
Band in
in ColoColoto
Navajo Springs
Springs Band
rado
rado------------------ 412, 1162
1162
etc., Bands in
Utah
Uintah, etc.,
in Utah--412, 1162
1162
Southern Utes in
Colorado_ ---___ 412,
Southern
in Colorado
412, 1162
1162
for
Hoops Valfor completon
completon of
of road, Hoopa
ValCalif
413
ley Reservation,
Reservation, Calif--------413
for oil
production expenses
expenses
oil and
and gas production
Osage Reservation,
1162
Osage
Reservation, Okla -----1162
in Pawhuska
Pawhuska
for erecting
erecting monument
monument in
to
to members of
of Osage
Osage Tribe who.
who.
War_
1162
lost their
their lives in
in World War--1162
for roads
roads and
and bridges,
bridges, Red Lake
Lake
Reservation, Minn.,
Minn., from
tribal
Reservation,
from tribal
funds
413,
funds ------------------413, 1163
1163
for roads
roads and
Mescalero
for
and bridges,
bridges, Mescalero
Reservation, N. Mex.; repayReservation,
repayment
ment------------------413, 1163
for steel bridges
bridges within
within Cochiti
Cochiti and
and
San
Pueblo grants,
San Juan Pueblo
grants, N.
Mex.; repayment
repayment -_ ----------413
413
Navajo
for Federal highway across
across Navajo
Reservation, N.
1163
Reservation,
N. Mex
Mex---------- 1163
Resfor roads
roads and bridges, Shoshone
Shoshone Res__ 413, 1163
vation, Wyo.; repayment_
repayment--treaties with Senecas,
for fulfilling
fulfilling treaties
Senecas,
N
Y
413, 1163
N. Y-------------------413,1163
Six Nations,
Nations, N.
Y
413, 1163
1163
Six
N. Y----------413,
Choctaws, Okla------------- 413, 1163
1163
Choctaws,
for purchase
purchase of lands for Saint Croix
Chippewa Indians, Wis.; per
per
Chippewa
capita payment, discretionary-discretionary__
413,
1164
for
for general
general expenses,
expenses, additional,
additional,
706
1925 --------------------706
for supplies, purchase,
purchase, transportatransporta706
tion, etc., additional, 1925
1925----_
706
for Indian Service inspectors,
inspectors, addiadditional, 1925 --------------..707
for judges, Indian courts, additional,
707
1925 ---------------------707
for Indian
Indian police,
police, additional,
additional, 1925_
707
1925--_ 707
for suppressing liquor traffic, addiaddi707
tional, 1925 ----.-----------.
707
agency, etc., buildings, addifor agency,
tional, 1925 ----------------707
707
for determining
determining heirs of deceased allottees, additional, 1925---------1925
707
707
attorneys, in probate matters,
for attorneys,
Five
Civilized Tribes,
Tribes, addiadditional, 1925
1925-----------------707
for surveying
surveying and allotting Indian
additional, 1925
707
lands, additional,
1925-------707
for Pueblo Indians, N. Mex., counsel,
707
additional, 1925
1925-------------707
industrial assistance and
and care
of
for industrial
care of
additional, 1925
1925------timber, additional,
707
water supply, addifor developing water
tional, 1925
707
1925-----------------707
drainage expenses;
for irrigation and drainage
additional amounts, 1925,
1925, for
additional
designated projects ----------designated
707
for support of designated schools,
schools,
additional,
additional, 1925
1925-------------707
for relieving
relieving distress; conservation
conservation
of health, etc., additional, 1925....
1925-708
for general support and civilization;
civilization;
additional, 1925 ------------708
708
for insect infestation, additional,
additional,
1925----.........------1925
708
708
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deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for
for supplies;
supplies;
purchase, transportation,
transportation, etc--_
etc__ _
42,
purchase,
42,
56, 61,
698, 759
759
56,
61, 698,
for
Omaha Indians,
for Omaha
Indians, court
court costs;
costs;
funds
42
from tribal
tribal funds---------42
for Walter Runke,
42
Runke, reimbursement__
reimbursement-42
for
payments to Wind
River Reserfor payments
Wind River
Reser- ,
vation
42
vation Indians, Wyo
Wyo ---------42
sanatorium
for
for tuberculosis
tuberculosis sanatorium
for
Chippewas in
in Minnesota
42
Chippewas
Minnesota------42
irrigation system,
system, Gila
Gila River
for irrigation
River
Reservation,
42
Reservation, Ariz
Ariz -----------42
for school, Chilocco, Okla
42
Okla --------42
for
for increase
increase of compensation
compensation------ 56, 759
759
for
Yakima Reservation,
Reservation,
for irrigation,
irrigation, Yakima
Wash ------------------56, 61
61
Wash
__
56,
for relieving distress;
distress; prevention,
prevention,
etc.,
diseases
56, 759
etc., diseases-------------- 56,
759
for
support of schools
56,
for support
schools------------_
56,
759,
1348, 1351
759, 1348,
1351
for
general expenses
56
for general
expenses--------------56
for
support, Indians
Arizona
56
for support,
Indians in
in Arizona----56
for support, etc.,
etc., Indians in
in Arizona
Arizona
and
and New
New Mexico
Mexico ------- 56,
56, 698,
698, 759
759
for
support, etc.,
Indians in
Nevada_
56
for support,
etc., Indians
in Nevada56
for administering
administering affairs of Five Civilized
ilized Tribes
Tribes---------------- 56, 760
760
for
school, Salem,
56
for school,
Salem, Oreg
Oreg-----------56
for Sioux Indians, different tribes -56,
698, 700, 760
760
for Sioux of South
South Dakota--------Dakota
56
56
for support, etc., Indians in California
61
fornia----------------------61
irrigation, Wind
for irrigation,
Wind River ReservaReservation, Wyo -----------------61
Hall Reservation,
Reservation, Idaho-_Idaho__ _
684
for Fort Hall
684
for school, Carson City, Nev ------Nisqually
for relief of dispossessed Nisqually
Reservation
Indians, WashWash_ .._--_
684
Reservation Indians,
684
698
for suppressing
suppressing liquor traffic
traffic-------698
700
for encouraging
encouraging industry, etc
etc------for telegraphing
telegraphing and telephoning
telephoning__
759
--759
for
heirs of
Indian alalfor determining
determining heirs
of Indian
lottees --------759
-----------for industrial
industrial work,
work, etc
759
etc-----------for support, etc.,
etc., full blood Choctaw
Indians
Mississippi.. -_ 684,
684 760,
Indians of Mississippi
760, 1329
for school,
school, Wahpeton, N. Dak ----684
684
for Wapato irrigation system, Wash_
684
684
for irrigation
irrigation, etc., Fort Hall Reservation, Idaho
Idaho --------------684
684
irrigation, Yakima
for irrigation,
Yakima Reservation,
Reservation,
Wash
698
Wash_------------------- 698
for stock watering, places, etc-----etc
700
700
for school, Rapid
Rapid City, S. Dak --700
700
of Lake
Lake
for support, eth.,
etc., Chippewas of
Superior, Wis
759
Wis---------------759
for surveying, etc.,
etc., lands in
severalty..
in severalty1328
for school, Mt. Pleasant,
Pleasant, Mich ---1329
for school, Pipestone, Minn-------Minn
1329
1329
for school,
school, Pierre, S
S. Dak
Dak---------- 1329
for support, etc., Fort Belknap
Belknap
Agency,
1329
Agency, Mont -------------- 1329
for readjustment
readjustment of pay of field employees from tribal funds at specagencies----------------ified agencies
1329
1329
for sawmill, Menominee,
Menominee, Indians,
Wis -----------------------1330
1330
for Caddo Band
Band of Wichitas,
Wichitas, Okla 1330
1330
for James
James J. McAllister
1330
McAllister-----------1330
pupils------------ 1348
for transporting
transporting pupils
for support, etc.,
etc., Indians in Neveda1348
Neveda- 1348
..

.
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deficiency
appropriation for bridge
deficiency appropriation
across Santa
Clara River,
River, ShivSanta Clara
across
witz
Utah
Reservation, Utah------witz Reservation,
Indians,
Cheyenne and
and Arapahoe
Arapahoe Indians,
Cheyenne
Calf
Okla.; names
Chester Calf
of Chester
names of
Okla.;
Woman
Nose
and
Crooked
Nose
Woman
Crooked
and
to final tribal rolls, etc -added
Chippewa,
added
Mich.;
to final
feestribal
allowed
rolls,
approved
etc
Chippewa, Mich.; fees allowed approved
attorneys in
in claims
claims before Court
attorneys
of Claims
Claims-------------------of
Chippewa
Indians of Minnesota entiChippewa Indians
tled to
to back
back annuities
to be
be paidpaid_
annuities to
tled
settlement
credit
general fund in settlement
to general
credit to
for
National Forest-Forest
Minnesota National
for Minnesota
per
payment from
principal
from principal
capita payment
per capita
fund
fund ----------------------sum
general fund
fund ofof_
to general
credited to
be credited
to be
sum to
White
School teachers,
teachers, to be
Earth School
White Earth
funds--------tribal funds
paid
from tribal
paid from
Choctaw
and
Chickasaw
Indians;
and Chickasaw
Choctaw
claims of,
of, to
to be
by
adjudicated by
be adjudicated
claims
Court
Claims ------------of Claims
Court of
townsite lands;
Chickasaw tovvnsite
Choctaw and
and Chickasaw
Choctaw
amounts due
due decreased
persons
decreased persons
amounts
payable to
to heirs
heirs-------------payable
Clallams,
capita payment
payment to,
per capita
Wash.; per
Clallams, Wash.;
in full for all claims-..-------claims
in
Columbia
and Colville
Colville Reservations,
Reservations,
Columbia and
Wash.;
allottees of lands under
under
Wash.; allottees
trust
patents, may
may sell,
sell, etc ---trust patents,
Columbia
Wash.; unreReservation, Wash.;
Columbia Reservation,
served lands
lands in
in former, opened
served
to
entry
to entry--------------------Creek Indians;
of, to be adjuclaims of,
Indians; claims
Creek
dicated
Court of
of Claims_
___
Claims---by Court
dicated by
Crows, Okla.;
Okla.; time
time extended
extended for repayCrows,
ing
benefit__--_
fund for benefit
revolving fund
ing revolving
to
Delaware
Indians, Okla.;
Okla.; claims
claims of, to
Delaware Indians,
be
adjudicated by
by Court
Court of
be adjudicated
Claims ---------------------Claims
field service
service employees
allowed
may be allowed
employees may
field
quarters, fuel,
fuel, and light, from
quarters,
any fund
fund available----------available
anv
previous
expenditures for,
for, approvedapproved_
previous expenditures
affairs of Eastern
final
of affairs
disposition of
final disposition
Band of
N. C----C
Cherokees. N.
of Cherokees,
Band
Five Civilized
Tribes, Okla.;
Okla.; allowallowCivilized Tribes,
Five
ances for
for street
improvements,
street improvements,
ances
etc.,
in
town
sites,
from
tribal
etc., in town sites, from tribal
funds
funds.----------------------Flathead
Mont.; names
names
Reservation, Mont.;
Flathead Reservation,
added
roll of
of Indians
on,
Indians on,
final roll
to final
added to
---------etc
etc------Fort
Ariz.; amount
amount
Reservation, Ariz.;
Apache Reservation,
Fort Apache
from
authorized for
for road
road on, from
authorized
tribal
tribal funds-----------------funds
State contribution
contribution required-----required
State
for building,
at White
White River
etc., at
building, etc.,
for
Agency
Agencv-------------------Fort Berthold
Berthold Indians,
Indians, N.
Dak.; purpurN. Dak.;
Fort
chasers of
town
Sanish town
in Sanish
lots in
of lots
chasers
site within
reservation to
to
former reservation
within former
site
receive excess
excess over
reappraisal
over reappraisal
receive
price
price -----------------------Fort Berthold
Berthold Reservation,
Dak.;
N. Dak.;
Reservation, N.
Fort
time
extended for
for paying intime extended
stallments
in
lands in-------for lands
stallments for
Fort Lapwai
Lapwai Sanatorium,
girls'
Idaho; girls'
Sanatorium, Idaho;
Fort
dormitory
authorized at
at -----dormitory authorized
Fort Peck
Peck Reservation,
payment
Mont.; payment
Reservation, Mont.;
Fort
for
delegation to
to WashWashof delegation
visit of
for visit
from-----------------ington
ington from
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Fort
Reservation, Ariz.; withYuma Reservation,
Fort Yuma
drawal
of lands
lands on, for Powell
drawal of
1348
town
site and
and school farm,
1348
town site
vacated
_---------------vacated
allotment
of areas
areas vacated;
vacated; other
other
allotment of
lands for
for farm
farm to
be set
aside__
set aside-_
to be
lands
253
Indian schools;
schools; allowance
capita
allowance of per capita
Indian
253
cost of
of pupils
pupils increased-------increased
cost
Indians in
in Washington;
Washington; claims of cerIndians
137
tam n tribes
tribes submitted
Court
submitted to Court
tain
137
of Claims
Claims ------------------of
Kansas
alienation reIndians, Okla.; alienation
Kansas Indians,
95
95
stricted,
etc., on
on homestead
homestead alstricted, etc.,
lotments
of, continued
continued --------lotments of,
1052
1052
Kansas
or Kaw
Indians; claims
claims of, to be
Kaw Indians;
Kansas or
adjudicated
by Court of Claims_
adjudicated by
798
798
Kaw Reservation,
Reservation, Okla.;
Okla.; reserved
reserved lands
Kaw
816
may be
leased for
for mining
mining purbe leased
may
poses, for
Kansas
benefit of Kansas
for benefit
poses,
819
819
Indians
Indians--------------------,
Kiowa, etc.,
Okla.; purchase
purchase of
of
Indians, Okla.;
etc., Indians,
Kiowa,
land for
for.---.---.
cemetery for
for cemetery
land
of
537
537
Kiowa,
etc., Reservation;
allotment of
Reservation; allotment
Kiowa, etc.,
agency lands
lands to
to James
James F.
F. Rowell,
agency
Kiowa
tribal member
member ------Kiowa tribal
138
Lac
Courte Oreille
Oreille Reservation,
Reservation, Wis.;
Wis.;
Lac Courte
138
allotments,
etc., to
to certain
certain InInallotments, etc.,
1102
dians
validated
dians on, validated..--------..
1102
Lao
du Flambeau
Flambeau Chippewa
Chippewa Indians,
Lac du
Wis.; final
final roll,
roll, allotments,
allotments, etc.,
etc.,
Wis.;
133
for,
authorized ------------for, authorized
133
Menominee
Wis.; conconReservation, Wis.;
Menominee Reservation,
tracts
allowed
tracts with white men allowed
357
for timber
timber operations
operations on
on-----for
357
Minn.;
Lac Band of Chippewas,
Mille
Chippewas, Minn.;
Mille Lac
chiefs___
139
payment to
to designated
designated chiefs..
payment
139
Navajo
Indians; money
money from sale of
Navajo Indians;
Pete Coberly to be
1301
allotment
of Pete
allotment of
1301
deposited
credit of Tribe---Tribe__
to credit
deposited to
Navajo Reservation,
exchanges
Reservation, Ariz.; exchanges
Navajo
812
for
consolidating Indian
Indian areas
for consolidating
812
in
in-------------------------oil
gas mining
mining leases for
for ten years
years
and gas
oil and
634
of
lands of reservareservaunallotted lands
of unallotted
634
634
tion-----------------------tion
634
Five Civilized
Tribes and Osages
Civilized Tribes
Five
excepted--------------376
lands excepted
376
Omaha Indians,
Nebr.; per capita payIndians, Nebr.;
Omaha
ment of
Court of Claims judgjudgof Court
ment
ment to--------------------to
ment
Nebr.; disposal
728
Omaha
Reservation, Nebr.;
disposal of
Omaha Reservation,
728
all
unallotted lands;
lands; reservationsreservations_
all unallotted
Osage Indian
Indian lands,
lands, etc., the property
Osage
of Indian blood
246
of
persons not
not of
blood
of persons
246
may be
be sold,
sold, transferred,
transferred, etc_._.
etc_ _
may
quarOsages, Okla.;
Okla.; pro rata
rata payment guarOsages,
93
terly to
to shares
shares of
of members
members ----terly
93
93
93
Paiute
Indians, Utah;
Utah; lands set apart
Paiute Indians,
for settlement
settlement by-----------by
for
93
dispossessed
payment authorized
authorized to
to dispossessed
payment
families for
for lands
taken on
on NisNislands taken
families
qually Reservation,
Reservation, Wash
Wash ----qually
payment for
for tuition
tuition of
in
Indian pupils in
of Indian
pavment
State
public schools,
schools, 1922 and
State public
817
817
1923,
authorized
1923, authorized ------------limitations,
etc -----------------limitations, etc
per
capita payment
payment to
Chippewa Into Chippewa
per capita
139
139
dians of
of Minnesota
princiMinnesota from princidians
pal fund-------------------fund
pal
533
533
Piute Indians, Nev.; drainage
drainage of lands
lands
Piute
within Newlands
Newlands reclamation
reclamation
within
project
6677
project---------------------667

Page.
Page.

Page.
Page.

94

94
958
958
886

176
176
1133
111

1003
795
92
92
132
132
793
818

91
91

1115
1115
244
244
244
244
820
726

94
94
1008
246

111
111
536
536
537
537

11
595
595
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Piute Indians,
in
purchase of lots in
Utah; purchase
Indians, Utah;
Piute
Cedar
for
1096
1096
Utah, for--------City, Utah,
Cedar City,
Pottawatomies, Wis.
and Mich.; payWis. and
Pottawatomies,
ment to
to Wisconsin
bands
819
Wisconsin bands-----ment
Pueblo Indian
Indian land grant titles, N.
Pueblo
636
Mex.,
636
etc------------quieted, etc
Mex., quieted,
to
Quapaw Agency, Okla.; title in fee to
Quapaw
purchasers of unrestricted
unrestricted allotpurchasers
of
722
ments to Indians of----------homestead
allotments to Indians of,
homestead allotments
condition
723
be sold; condition-------may be
Quinaielt Reservation,
Reservation, Mont.; lands
Quinaielt
in,
lighthouse purapart for lighthouse
in, set apart
poses
247
poses ----------------------Rapid City
City School,
Dak.; part of
S. Dak.;
School, S.
Rapid
grounds to be sold and
school grounds
proceeds
improveused for improveproceeds used
ments
92
ments----------------------Red Lake
Lake Indians,
reimburseMinn.; reimburseIndians, Minn.;
Red
ment for garden plats of in357
farmtaken for school farm_
dividuals taken
relinquishment
relinquishment of railroad grant lands
in Arizona,
etc., to
Indians,
to Indians,
Arizona, etc.,
in
extended
795
795
extended--------------------acquired for spillway to be acquired
of way
right of
way
ditch, Lake
Andes,
Lake Andes,
and ditch,
way and
133
133
S. Dak --------------------Round
Calif.;
Reservation, Calif.;
Valley Reservation,
Round Valley
patents
patents to deceased allottee
canceled and
to
and land restored to
canceled
138
Indians
138
Indians---------------------sale to
to Los
Calif., of lands
Angeles, Calif.,
Los Angeles,
sale
purchased
purchased for homeless Indians
1101
in California----------------California
use of
of proceeds
proceeds for irrigation
irrigation work,
use
1102
and
1102
and other lands ------------Seminole
Nation; claims of, to be
Seminole Nation;
adjudicated by
133
133
ClaimsCourt of Claims..
by Court
adjudicated
investigation, etc.,
etc., of
Nation; investigation,
Sioux Nation;
members of, for horses
horses
claims of members
erroneously
killed
477
erroneously killed------------Stockbridge Band; claims of, to be
Stockbridge
Claims
adjudicated by Court of Claims_
644
adjudicated
Temoak Indians,
Indians, Nev.;
Nev. • purchase
purchase of
Temoak
lands for homeless, at Ruby
Valley
596
596
Valley--------------------tracts of lands, etc., no longer needed
for
administrative uses, allotfor administrative
etc., to be sold
93
sold--------ments, etc.,
disposal
93
disposal of proceeds --------------holding
trust patents to Indians holding
1114
restricted
patents -------1114
restricted fee patents
Ute
reserved as
Ute Indians, Utah; lands reserved
for
246
site for---------------school site
Walapai
exchanges
Reservation, Ariz.; exchanges
Walapai Reservation,
954
of lands in ------------------patent
Winnebago Reservation,
Reservation, Nebr.; patent
Winnebago
to deceased
deceased allottee Mary Crane
canceled
to
canceled and land restored to
Indians
138
Indians ------------------- Zia Pueblo Indians, N. Mex.; tract
92
for----------of land reserved for
Commissioner of,
Indian Affairs, Commissioner
Indian
appropriation for
1146
for---------------- 396, 1146
appropriation
Indian Agencies,
Indian
appropriation for construction,
construction, reappropriation
etc. of buildings
buildings at---at
396, 1147
1147
pair, etc.,
employees_
397, 1147
1147
heat and light to employees--for agricultural,
etc., experiments
agricultural, etc.,
on
1149
of-------------- 399, 1149
on farms
farms of
for construction
construction,' repair, etc., of
707
additional. 1925--at.
buildings
at, additional,
1925..__
- - ---.
--- -c---

Indian Allottees,
Allottees,
Page.
Page.
Indian
appropriation
hearings, etc., to
to
for hearings,
appropriation for
determine heirs
heirs of--------of
1147
397, 1147
determine
not applicable
applicable to Osages nor
not
Five
Civilized Tribes------Tribes
1147
397, 1147
Five Civilized
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for deterdeficiency
mining
of
759
759
mining heirs of--------------Indian Commissioners,
Commissioners, Board
Board of,
Indian
397, 1148
appropriation
expenses of-----of
1148
for expenses
appropriation for
Indian Courts,
Courts,
Indian
396, 1147
appropriation
judges
appropriation for judges---------for
additional, 1925-------1925
707
judges, additional,
for judges,
Indian
Indian Affairs
Department (see Indian
Indian Department
Bureau, Interior
Interior Department).
Bureau,
Indian Depredation
Claims,
DepredationClaims,
Indian
appropriation
for defending
defending suits in_ 217, 1026
appropriation for
Indian Farmers
and Stockmen,
Farmers and
Indian
appropriation for
for--------------- 399, 1149
appropriation
Indian
Head, Md.,
Indian Head,
appropriation for
etc., school
school at
for care, etc.,
appropriation
192
ordnance station-------------station
192
ordnance
Indian
Hospitals,
Indian Hospitals,
appropriation for
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
appropriation
of designated-------------designated
408, 1158
1158
of
Indian Lands,
Lands,
Indian
appropriation for
exfor advertising exappropriation
398, 1148
penses, sales of----------of
1148
penses,
administration
needed for administration
no longer
longer needed
and
purposes, etc.,
allotment purposes,
and allotment
to
be sold
auction
93
93
sold at auction---------to be
93
survey
costs to be
grantee_ _'
93
be paid by granteesurvey costs
proceeds
deposited to credit
credit
proceeds to be deposited
93
of
same.. _
__
93
-.owning the sameof Indians
Indians owning
Government owned
owned lands to be
of Government
93
deposited in the Treasury-----Treasury
93
deposited
nontaxable,
Government
nontaxable, added to Government
proportion
roads, etc.,
etc.,
proportion of cost of roads,
890
for
unappropriated public
public landslands_
for unappropriated
Indian
Matrons,
Indian Matrons,
appropriation
for --------------- 399, 1149
appropriation for
for
field
399, 1149
of field-------employment of
for employment
Indian
Hospital, Ariz.,
Oasis Hospital,
Indian Oasis
appropriation for
maintenance, etc.,
for maintenance,
appropriation
408, 1159
of
of------------------Indian
Police,
Indian Police,
396, 1147
appropriation
pay, etc--------etc
1147
appropriation for pay,
707
additional, 1925--------------1925
for, additional,
Pupils,
Indian
Indian Pupils,
appropriation for
etc., of,
support, etc.,
for support,
appropriation
at schools-------schools
1155
- 404,
404, 1155
---..
at
discontinuance
schools with
discontinuance of schools
minimum attendance------attendance
1155
404, 1155
minimum
404, 1155
tuition in public, etc., schools-schools
1155
for transporting,
transporting, etc
1155
etc ----------- 404, 1155
for
obtaining employment;
employment; refund
refund 405, 1155
1155
obtaining
405, 1156
native pupils from
from Alaska----Alaska
1156
native
deficiency
appropriation for
transporfor transpordeficiency appropriation
tation
1348
tation----------------------claims for
tuition of, in
State public
in State
for tuition
claims
schools, 1922 and 1923, to be
schools,
balances, etcetc..
536
536
paid from existing balances,
537
537
total limited -------------------Indian
Reservations,
Indian Reservations,
appropriation
expenses opening,
opening, to
to
appropriation for expenses
_-- 396, 1146
entry; reimbursable
reimbursable ---1146
severalty,
for surveying, allotting in severalty,
etc.,
of landsin;reimbursablelands in; reimbursable_ 397, 1148
1148
etc.,of
stock watering places
for developing
developing stock
on; condition
1150
condition------------- 400, 1150
for
irrigation and drainage
drainage expenses
expenses;;
for irrigation
projects specified-----------400,
specified
40, 1150
1150
projects
irrigation, Gila River, Ariz---Ariz__ __ 401, 1152
for irrigation,
Colorado
River,
for irrigation,
Ariz --------------------- 401, 1152
Ariz
- --- ------
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Indian
appropriation
for irrigation,
irrigation, Ganado
Ganado
appropriation for
project,
Ariz ------- 401,
1152
401, 1152
Navajo, Ariz
project, Navajo,
Ariz-_ 401, 1152
for
irrigation, San
1152
Xavier, Ariz
San Xavier,
for irrigation,
Ariz-___ 401, 1152
for
irrigation, San
1152
Carlos, Ariz
San Carlos,
for irrigation,
402
for irrigation,
irrigation, Fort
Apache, Ariz
402
Ariz - -Fort Apache,
for
1152
for irrigation,
irrigation, Yuma,
Yuma, Calif---------Calif
1152
for
1152
for
Fort Hall,
Idaho_ _
-_
- 402,
Hall, Idaho
irrigation, Fort
for irrigation,
for
irrigation, Fort
Belknap, Mont__Mont__ _ 402,
Fort Belknap,
for irrigation,
1153
---__ 402, 1153
for irrigation,
irrigation, Flathead,
Flathead, Mont
Mont __
for
for irrigation,
irrigation, Fort
Fort Peck,
1153
402, 1153
Mont____ 402,
Peck, Mont__
for
402, 1153
for irrigation,
irrigation, Blackfeet,
Blackfeet, Mont_
Mont_--__ 402,
for
1153
for irrigation,
irrigation, Crow,
Crow, Mont
Mont------- 402, 1153
for
Lake,
Pyramid
for
irrigation,
Lake,
irrigation,
for
402, 1153
Nev -------------------Nev
for
irrigation,
Hogback
project,
Hogback project,
for irrigation,
Navajo, N.
N. Mex
Mex ----------- 403, 1153
Navajo,
403, 1154
Oreg__-Klamath, Oreg
for
irrigation, Klamath,
for irrigation,
403, 1154
for
403,
1154
Wash ---Yakima, Wash
irrigation, Yakima,
for irrigation,
403, 1154
for
irrigation, Shoshone,
Wyo_--Shoshone, Wyo
for irrigation,
for surveying,
etc., addiallotting, etc.,
surveying, allotting,
for
707
tional, 1925-----------------1925
tional,
for irrigation,
etc., projects
specified;
projects specified;
irrigation, etc.,
for
additional,
1925----------707
additional, 1925
for irrigation,
Gila River,
Ariz., adRiver, Ariz.,
irrigation, Gila
for
ditional,
1925
707
ditional, 1925----------------for
irrigation, Colorado
River, Ariz.,
Colorado River,
for irrigation,
additional,
707
707
1925 -------------additional, 1925
for
irrigation, San
San Xavier,
Xavier, Ariz., adfor irrigation,
707
ditional, 1925
1925--------------ditional,
Idaho, adfor irrigation,
irrigation, Fort
Hall, Idaho,
Fort Hall,
for
707
ditional, 1925
1925----------------ditional,
for irrigation,
irrigation, Fort
Belknap, Mont.,
Fort Belknap,
for
707
additional,
1925
additional, 1925------------for irrigation,
irrigation, Flathead,
Flathead, Mont.,
adMont., adfor
ditional,
1925
707
707
ditional, 1925----------------for
Blackfeet, Mont.,
Mont., adadirrigation, Blackfeet,
for irrigation,
ditional, 1925---------------1925
707
ditional,
for
irrigation, Crow,
Mont., addiaddiCrow, Mont.,
for irrigation,
707
tional, 1925-----------------1925
tional,
Navajo, N.
for Hogback
project, Navajo,
Hogback project,
for
Mex.,
additional, 1925
1925 --------707
Mex., additional,
for irrigation,
irrigation, Yakima,
Wash., adadYakima, Wash.,
for
707
ditional,
1925----------------ditional, 1925
for irrigation,
adWyo., adShoshone, Wyo.,
irrigation, Shoshone,
for
ditional, 1925----------------1925
707
707
ditional,
for
irrigation,
Ganado
project,
project,
Ganado
irrigation,
for
Navajo, Ariz.,
Ariz., additional,
1925_ _
707
707
additional, 1925-Navajo,
deficiency
appropriation for
for irrigation,
irrigation,
deficiency appropriation
56
Yakima,
Wash -------------Yakima, Wash
acquired
Fort Hall,
to be
be acquired
lands to
Idaho; lands
Hall, Idaho;
Fort
from, for
for American
American Falls
reserFalls reserfrom,
voir in
in Minidoka
Minidoka irrigation
irrigation proprovoir
117
ject ----------------------ject
amount authorized
for, from
reserfrom reserauthorized for,
amount
117
voir construction
construction money-------money
117
voir
to be
117
117
etc -----Indians, etc
to Indians,
credited to
to
be credited
oil and
leases on
unallotted lands,
on unallotted
gas leases
and gas
oil
244
authorized
years -------244
ten years
for ten
authorized for
Five
Tribes and
and Osages
Osages
Civilized Tribes
Five Civilized
lands
epted
244
244
-excepted-----------lands exc
consent
Indians required
244
244
required -------of Indians
consent of
244
production subject
subject to
to State
taxation_
244
State taxationproduction
244
no
lien on
Indian owners
244
owners ---------on Indian
no lien
Omaha,
unallotted
all unallotted
of all
disposal of
Nebr.; disposal
Omaha, Nebr.;
lands
726
726
lands----------------------Pyramid
sale of
to
lands to
of lands
Nev.; sale
Lake, Nev.;
Pyramid Lake,
59
settlers on,
on, etc
596
etc-------------settlers
Quinaielt, Wash.;
Wash.; lands
lands in,
set aside
aside
in, set
Quinaielt,
247
nllnmoss
- -----f^lIo:hln*I/nlc.
for lighthouse
purposes
247
-- ,
jUl*wk-'-LUJL
IllUD
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rage.
Schools,
Indian Schools,
404, 1155
appropriation
etc
support, etc----for support,
appropriation for
provision
for the
deaf and
and dumb
dumb
the deaf
provision for
or blind
mentally deficient_404,
1155
deficient-404, 1155
or mentally
blind or
or
Couamount
for
Alabama
and
and
amount for Alabama
1155
404,
shatta
Indians in
Texas ---in Texas
shatta Indians
Pueblo
Hopi Indians
1155
Indians -------- 1155
and Hopi
Pueblo and
full
of Mississippi..
Mississippi- 1155
Choctaws of
blood Choctaws
full blood
discontinuance of
of boarding
schools
boarding schools
discontinuance
with less
less than
specified pupils;
than specified
with
transfer of
1155
of pupils
pupils---------- 404, 1155
transfer
discontinuance of
of day
with
day schools with
discontinuance
less than
pupils__ __ 404, 1155
specified pupils---than specified
less
transfers directed;
return of
of monmondirected; return
transfers
eys
appropriated
404,1155
404, 1155
eys appropriated----------maintenance
public schools - 404, 1155
in public
maintenance in
not
to be
specifischools specifiused for
for schools
be used
not to
1155
cally appropriated
404, 1155
404,
for ----appropriated for
cally
for
transporting, etc.,
pupils
404, 1155
etc., pupils----for transporting,
pupils; refunding,
employment
for pupils;
employment for
etc ------------------ -405,
1155
405, 1155
etc
Alaska pupils
pupils --------------405, 1156
1156
Alaska
for constructing,
constructing, etc.,
etc., buildings;
new
buildings; new
for
405, 1156
construction restricted
restricted ----405,
construction
405, 1156
for designated
designated boarding
1156
schools-- 405,
boarding schools
for
707
for buildings,
buildings, additional,
additional, 1925
1925-----for
1925--for
support, etc.,
additional, 1925
707
etc., additional,
for support,
deficiency
support__ _
56,
appropriation for support--deficiency appropriation
759, 1348
1348
759,
per capita
cost of
pupils at,
at, increased-increased
958
of pupils
capita cost
per
Affairs Bureau,
Indian
Service (see
Bureau,
Indian Affairs
(see Indian
Indian Service
Interior
Department).
Interior Department).
Indian
Supplies,
Indian Supplies,
appropriation
purchase, transporttransportfor purchase,
appropriation for
396, 1146
ing,
etc
396,
ing, etc-----------------396, 1146
three- 396,
warehouses restricted
to three_
restricted to
warehouses
time
limitation for
for payment,
payment, etc-_
etc__ 1146
time limitation
for
purchase
and
transportation,
adadfor purchase and transportation,
706
ditional, 1925
1925 -------------- ditional,
purchase,
deficiency
appropriation for purchase,
deficiency appropriation
transportation,
etc_ ___ 42, 56, 698, 759
transportation, etc---Indian
in Washington,
Tribes in
Indian Tribes
claims
except S'Klallams,
against
S'Klallams, against
of, except
claims of,
to
United
States, submitted
submitted to
United States,
Court
Claims
886
of Claims------------Court of
procedure,
886
etc-------------------procedure, etc
Indiana,
Indiana,
Illinois and
and, may
may bridge
bridge Wabash River,
Illinois
at Mount
Mount Carmel,
I ---------- 1131
Carmel, Ill
at
935
Vincennes
Vincennes-----------------------River,
Kentucky
and, may
bridge Ohio River,
mav bridge
Kentucky and,
to HenVanderburgin
County, to
Vanderburgh County,
662
derson County,
County, Ky
Ky- ----------derson
time extended
for bridging
River
bridging Ohio River
extended for
time
by
and
1132
1132
Kentucky and------------by Kentucky
Indiana
Harbor, Ind.,
Indiana Harbor,
plans
for improvement
improvement of,
of, modified_
1188
modified --__-_ 1188
plans for
Indiana
District,
Judicial District,
Indiana Judicial
constitution
751
of---------------------constitution of
counties
in Indianapolis
Indianapolis dividiviincluded in
counties included
sion
751
sion-----------------------751
Fort Wayne
751
division-------------Wayne division
Fort
South Bend
Bend division
division------------ 751
South
Hammond
division
751
751
Hammond division---------------Terre Haute
751
division ------------Haute division
Terre
751
Evansville division
division --------------Evansville
New Albany
division
751
751
Albany division-------------New
terms
of
court,
at Evansville--------Evansville
751
751
terms of court, at
751
Fort Wayne---------------------Wayne
Fort
751
Hammond
Hammond-----------------------
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District-Continued.
Indiana
751
terms of court, at Indianapolis-------Indianapolis
751
New
Albany
New Albany--------------------751
751
South Bend --------------------751
Terre Haute
Haute--------------------allowance for Sundays and legal holiallowance
752
752
days
days-----------------------particular number
limitation to aa particular
no limitation
752
of days
days---------------------additional district
authorized forfor_
752
district judge authorized
additional
offices of
or deputy to be mainof clerk
clerk or
offices
tained in each division
752
division--------petit jurors
summoned in crimimay be summoned
jurors may
petit
cases from an adjoining divinal cases
752
sion
sion------------------------752
district--------- 752
jurors from the district
grand jurors
may
investigate, etc., crimes commitmay investigate,
752
division
ted in any division-----------change
venue to adjoining
adjoining division
change of venue
752
752
allowed
allowed---------------------Indianapolis, Ind.,
Indianapolis,
appropriation
Confederate
appropriation for care, etc., Confederate
section, Greenlawn
Cemetery_ 512, 927
Greenlawn Cemeteryterms
at
751
terms of court at------------------Indians
also Indian Affairs Bureau,
Indians (see also
Interior
Department),
Interior Department),
appropriation for
suppressing liquor
liquor
for suppressing
appropriation
traffic, etc., among
among--------- 396, 1147
traffic,
for
heirs of deceased
deceased
determining heirs
for determining
allottees ---------------397, 1147
allottees
etc., for allotments in sevfor survey, etc.,
to----------------- 397, 1148
eralty to
restriction on use in Arizona and
restriction
New Mexico
Mexico------------- 397, 1148
directing farming and stock raisfor directing
399, 1150
among--------------- 399,
ing among
encouraging industry
industry and selffor encouraging
repayment_ 399, 1150
support among; repaymentrestriction
expenditure to any
restriction on expenditure
one
one tribe
tribe----------------- 399, 1150
for
prevent
of, destroyed to prevent
livestock of,
for livestock
contagious diseases,
diseases, etc
1150
etc----- 399, 1150
for
relieving distress, conservation
conservation of
for relieving
health, etc
408, 1158
etc-------------general treatment ----------- 408, 1158
general
for maintenance,
designated
maintenance, etc., of designated
hospitals, etc
etc-------------- 408, 1158
civilization at
for general support and civilization
etc-------------- 408, 1159
agencies, etc
designated
for support, etc., of, at designated
agencies, from tribal
tribal funds-funds_ _ 411, 1161
for suppressing
suppressing liquor traffic
traffic among,
707
additional, 1925-------------1925
deceased
for determining heirs of deceased
allottees, additional,
additional, 1925_
__ _
707
1925---for survey, etc., for allotments in
707
severalty, additional,
additional, 1925 -severalty,
for industrial work, etc., additional,
707
1925 ---------------------for support,
etc., of schools for,
support, etc.,
additional, 1925------------1925
707
additional,
for
relieving distress, preventing
preventing and
for relieving
treating diseases, etc., additional,
treating
1925
708
1925-----------------------for asylum
asylum for insane, Canton, S.
708
Dak., additional,
additional, 1925
1925-------for general support, etc., at desig708
nated agencies,
agencies, additional, 1925
deficiency
appropriation for relieving
deficiency appropriation
56, 759
among--------distress etc., among
698
for suppressing
suppressing liquor traffic among
for industrial
industrial work among ---700,
700, 759
determining heirs of deceased
deceased
for determining
allottees--------------------allottees
759
--~---------------------------
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Indians-Continued.
homestead
alienation restrictions on homestead
alienation
allotments
to
of
Blackfeet
Blackfeet
allotments to,
Reservation,
Mont., removed
removed
Reservation, Mont.,
252
allottee---------on death of allottee
citizenship declared
declared of, born in terricitizenship
253
torial limits of United States
States-torial
253
etc., not impaired rights to tribal, etc.,
designated tribes of, in
of designated
claims of
Montana, Idaho, and Washington,
etc., taken
taken by
for lands, etc.,
ington, for
United States, to be determined
determined
United
21
Claims
by Court of Claims----------set-offs, counterclaims,
21
counterclaims, etc., allowed
set-offs,
21
etc-----filing, procedure, etc
for filing,
time for
compensation
attorneys restricted
restricted
22
compensation for attorneys
to
judgments to be placed in Treasury
Treasury to
judgments
credit of -------------------22
Fort Peck Indians, Mont.; payment
payment
for
delegation to Washfor visit of delegation
667
ington
ington--------------------Mex.; land in New Mexico
Navajos, N. Mex.;
withdrawn for
1114
1114
for---------------withdrawn
grant
relinquishment
relinquishment to of railroad grant
795
extendedArizona, etc., extended_
lands in Arizona,
795
• occupation
occupation in good faith required
795
required-restrictions
homestead
alienation of homestead
restrictions on alienation
allotments to Kansas Indians,
Okla.,
extended, etc
176
etc---------Okla., extended,
Indians, American,
American,
Indians,
appropriation
for
ethnological
ethnological reappropriation
searches
searches among------------ 528, 1206
Indians,
Insane,
Indians, Insane,
appropriation for asylum for, Canton,
appropriation
408, 1159
S. Dak ----------------for,
708
for, Canton, S. Dak., additional, 1925
Industrial
Education,
Industrial Education,
appropriation for investigations,
investigations, etc 426, 1180
appropriation
for investigations,
investigations, etc., additional,
1925
709
1925 -------------------- Industrial
School, D.
D. C.,
Home School,
Industrial Home
appropriation
salaries and exfor salaries
appropriation for
penses
570, 1244
penses------------------1244
for repairs
1244
repairs---------------------Industrial Home School for Colored
Colored ChilChilIndustrial
dren, D. C.,
appropriation
appropriation for salaries and expenses
1244
569, 1244
penses------------------for repairs
repairs and
__ _ 569,
569, 1244
1244
improvements---and improvements_
for
569, 1244
sale
etc
1244
sale of products, etc--------Industrial Institution
Institution for
Federal,
for Women, Federal,
Industrial
site to be selected for, by Attorney
General,
Secretaries of InGeneral, and Secretaries
473
terior, and Labor ---------females
473
to be confined ----------females to
submitted
estimates of cost, etc., to be submitted
473
to Congress_
to
Congress --------------474
preparation
etc----------preparation of plans, etc
control
vested in Attorney
General,
Attorney General,
control vested
officers,
with power to appoint
appoint officers,
474
etc
etc------------------------instruction
transfer
instruction to he provided; transfer
from other prisons, etc
474
etc-------incorrigibles
incorrigibles to be sent to State reformatories, etc -------------474
formatories,
appointed;
advisors to be appointed;
citizen board of advisers
qualifications,
etc_ __
474
qualifications, functions, etc--inmates eligible for parole, good conduct commutation,
commutation, etc
etc -------475
475
duct
transportation, clothing, etc.,
etc., when
when
transportation,
discharged ---------------475
discharged
Industrial
Mechanical, etc., Devices,
Devices,
Industrial Mechanical,
appropriation for establishing
establishing standappropriation
ards, methods of testing, etc.,
232.1042
of
1042
of----------------------- 232,

----------------------

INDEX.
INDEX.
Industrial
Pro- Page.
Conference for ProProperty, Conference
Industrial Property,
tection of,
of,
tection
deficiency
appropriation for expenses
expenses of
deficiency appropriation
representation ------------1340
representation
Bureau
International Bureau
Industrial
Property, International
Industrial Property,
for Protection
Protection of,
for
appropriation for
quota ----------- 215, 1023
for quota
appropriation
56
for---------deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
deficiency
States,
United States,
Industrial
Reformatory, United
IndustrialReformatory,
site for,
for, to
be selected
Attorney
selected by Attorney
to be
site
General and
Secretaries of War
War
and Secretaries
General
724
and Interior
724
Interior----------------and
males between
17 and
and 30
30 convicted
convicted of
between 17
males
offenses against
against United States
offenses
to
be confined
724
in-------------confined in
to be
offenses excepted
excepted ---------------724
offenses
may be
sentenced without
specifying
without specifying
be sentenced
may
724
place
imprisonment -------of imprisonment
place of
estimates
etc.,
estimates of cost of construction, etc.,
724
to
be submitted-----------submitted
*to be
to be used for construction
eligibles to
construction
eligibles
724
labor
labor---------------------maintenance
expenses to be estimated
estimated
maintenance expenses
724
for
yearly-- ---------------for yearly
plans,
by Architect
Architect of the Treasetc., by
plans, etc.,
724
ury; reimbursement
reimbursement----------ury;
Attorney General
General vested
vested with control,
Attorney
etc----------------------724
etc
to be correctional,
discipline to
correctional, for prediscipline
venting
becomoffenders becomyoung offenders
venting young
ing habitual
habitual criminals--------criminals
724
ing
common
and trade
trade schools to be
common and
established
725
established------------------to Government
products restricted
Government
restricted to
products
725
uses ----------- ----------uses
to
persons eligible
eligible for confinement
confinement in, to
persops
be
transferred from penal instibe transferred
725
tutions
725
tutions -------------------725
short-term sentences
excepted ------sentences excepted
short-term
be
ineligibles
and incorrigibles
incorrigibles in, to be
ineligibles and
725
.
sent to
prisons ----....
other prisons
to other
sent
manner of
of transfer;
payment of extransfer; payment
manner
penses
725
penses---------------------board of
be appointed,
appointed,
to be
advisers to
of advisers
board
etc-- --------citizens;
terms, etc
725
citizens; terms,
Federal officials
officials----------------725
Federal
duties;
expenses
725
of expenses---------payment of
duties; payment
726
Inmates eligible
parole ----------726
eligible for parole
inmates
good conduct
conduct commutation
726
commutation--------good
transportation, clothing,
clothing, and cash on
on
transportation,
726
discharge_
726
discharge------------------726
inconsistent laws repealed
repealed ----------726
inconsistent
Industries, American,
American,
Industries,
appropriation for
for investigating
investigating probappropriation
lems
of new,
new, developed
since
developed since
lems of
232, 1042
the World
War ---------World War
the
for
etc., additional,
additional,
investigations, etc.,
for investigations,
706
1925._
1925-----------------------Industry, Persons
Persons Disabled
Disabled in
also
(see also
in (see
Industry,
Federal
for Vocational
Vocational
Board for
Federal Board
Education),
Education),
cooperation with
with States
States for vocational
cooperation
431
rehabilitation
of
rehabilitation of------------and,
Infancy
Hygiene, Maternity
Maternity and,
Infancy Hygiene,
appropriation for
executing Act for
for executing
appropriation
241, 1051
promoting-promoting------------ 241,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for expenses
deficiency
of Children's
Children's Bureau
promoting,
Bureau promoting,
of
68
in Hawaii
688
Hawaii------------------in
Infant
Mortality,
Infant Mortality,
1051
etc- 241,
appropriation
investigations, etc_
for investigations,
appropriation for
Infantile Paralysis,
Paralysis,
Infantile
appropriation
prevention of epifor prevention
appropriation for
76, 775
demic
demic-------------------Infantile Paralysis,
D. C.,
C., _
Paralysis,D.
Infantile
appropriation for
for preventing
preventing ------- 562,
appropriation
"v, 1237
..".
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Infantry
Fort Benning, Ga.,
School, Fort
Infantry School,
appropriation for
for instruction
instruction expenses
expenses 501,
501, 916
916
appropriation
711
for additional,
additional, 1925
1925 -------------711
for
Influenza,
Influenza,
prevention of epiappropriation for prevention
appropriation
demic
76, 775
demic -------------------Information
at Source,
Information at
making
returns
be made
by persons making
made by
to be
returns to
fixed
to others
others of
of
payments to
fixed payments
----$1,000 or
more
292
or more---------$1,000
interest
regardless
amount if of interest
of amount
regardless of
corporations,
on obligations
of corporations,
obligations of
on
foreign coupons,
292
etc----- ----coupons, etc
foreign
names
and addresses
demand_--293
addresses on demand
names and
payments
on Federal
Federal securities
securities expayments on
cepted
293
cepted--------------------Injuries
to District
of Columbia
Columbia Employees,
Districtof
Injuries to
appropriation for
__ 542, 1219
compensation---for compensation__
appropriation
Employees,
Injuries to
Government Employees,
to Government
Injuries
appropriation for
allowances from
from comcomfor allowances
appropriation
pensation fund
fund for
for -------524, 1202
pensation
allowances
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for allowances
deficiency
fund------from
1316
compensation fund
from compensation
officer
of Alaska
Alaska Railroad
Railroad to be desigofficer of
nated
to administer,
etc., claims
claims
administer, etc.,
nated to
1356
of railroad
railroad employees
employees --------of
provisions of,
of, applicable
applicable to personnel
personnel of
provisions
perNaval Reserve
injured while
while perReserve injured
Naval
forming
active duty
in time of
duty in
forming active
1084
peace
peace-- --------------389
review
of compensation
389
awards------compensation awards
review of
subject
decision
commission not subject
of commission
decision of
other accountto review
by any
any other
review by
to
389
ing officer,
etc
officer, etc---------------ing
389
validity of
awards heretofore
389
heretofore made of awards
validity
injury includes diterms
construed; injury
terms construed;
389
sease
sease----------------------389
compensation, extension
extension of--------of
compensation,
Inland and
Coastwise Waterways,
and Coastwise
Inland
appropriation for
for operating
transportaoperating transportaappropriation
tion
facilities on,
by War
War Deon, by
tion facilities
partment --------------516
partment
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for transportatransportadeficiency
63
tion
-----------------tion -modification of
of contracts
contracts for
sale of
for sale
modification
barges, etc.,
etc. to
York Canal
New York
to New
barges,
and Great
etc.,Lakes Corporation
1255
Corporation -- _ 1255
and Great
terms
of sale
under ---------------1255
sale under
terms of
line to
from Baltimore
Baltimore to
to
operated from
be operated
to be
line
1255
North
Carolina Sounds
1255
Sounds--------North Carolina
Inland
operation, etc.,
etc., of,
transferred to Inland
of, transferred
operation,
Waterways Corporation
362
Corporation ------Waterways
Inland and
Port Storage,
Storage, etc.,
and Port
Inland
deficiency
59.
59. 699, 762
for appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
balances
covered
for, covered
appropriations for,
of appropriations
balances of
934
in ---------------------in
Inland Waterways
Waterways Corporation,
Corporation,
Inland
deficiency
for purchasing
purchasing
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
757
capital
stock ---------------capital stock
incorporated; Secretary
of War
War the inSecretary of
incorporated;
360
corporator,
etc --------------corporator, etc
360
capital
stock $5,000,000
$5,000,000------------capital stock
360
subscribed
by United
United States ---for, by
subscribed for,
361
for-----appropriation
authorized for
appropriation authorized
transportation
terminal facilities of
and terminal
transportation and
War Department
Department to be operated
War
by
by--------------------------

water carriage
carriage above
above Saint
Saint Louis
Louis on
water
the Mississippi
Mississippi to
initiated -be initiated_
to be
the
discontinuing, or
developing new
or developing
discontinuing,
lines,
action of ConConto action
subject to
lines, subject
gress
gress--------------------operation,
etc.,
subject
to
interstate
operation, etc., subject to interstate
commerce
and shipping
laws --- shipping laws__
and
commerce
---

361
361

361
361
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Inland Waterways
Corporation-Contd.
Page.
Inland
Waterways Corporation-Contd.
Page
Advisory Board
appointed; qualiqualiAdvisory
Board to
to be
be appointed;
fications,
fications, disqualifications,
disqualifications, and
and
terms
361
office ----------------361
terms of
of office
no salary,
but expenses
of attending
attending
no
salary, but
expenses of
meetings,
allowed -------361
meetings, etc.,
etc., allowed
361
chairman
chairman to be appointed
appointed from
from civil
officer detailed----detailed
life, or
or Army officer
361
rank,
of officer
361
rank, pay,
pay, etc.,
etc., of
officer------ ---salary
civilian
361
salary of
of civilian---------------functions of
Secretary of
of War
War may
functions
of Secretary
may
be delegated
delegated to_------------361
meetings,
considered by,
meetings, subjects to be
be considered
and
recommendations of,
board_
362
and recommendations
of, board362
corporate
general_- ----------corporate powers; general
362
incur obligations,
obligations, issue
issue notes, etc.,
incur
limitation
limitation-------------------362
exercise functions of
exercise
of Secretary
Secretary of
of
War
War under
under Transportation
Transportation Act,
1920 ----------------------362
conduct business of common carrier
carrier
conduct
water, etc
etc ---------------362
by water,
362
incidental to purother necessary
necessary or incidental
poses of its creation
creation -----------362
all assets of Secretary of War for transportation, etc., to
transferred
portation,
to be transferred
to -------------------------362
rights, liabilities, etc., of Secretary
Secretary of
War as to contracts,
contracts, leases,
leases, etc.,
deof inland
inland water
water carriage
carriage de362
volved upon
upon --------------362
moneys
etc.,
moneys for expenditures,
expenditures, loans,
loans, etc.,
available for use by
362
available
by-------_---362
of War
War
claims of, or against,
against, Secretary
Secretary of
for inland waterways
waterways service
enforceable
362
enforceable by
by or
or against
against - _---362
value of assets transferred
transferred to, under this
this
Act to be appraised, etc -------363
363
determining
determining of
of statute
statute of limitations,
and prescriptive rights
363
rights -------363
Inquiries
Inquiries and Investigations,
Investigations, Senate,
Senate,
appropriation
appropriation for
for expenses of___
of--_- _ 16,
16, 581,
581, 1289
1289
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for expenses
expenses
of
170,
of --------------------170, 1314
1314
for expenses
expenses of; balance
balance reappropriated
priated ------------------- 753
Insane,
Insane, Alaska,
Alaska,
appropriation
of
427,
appropriation for
for care
care of----------427, 1181
1181
investigation and report to be
be
made of establishing an instiTerritory, etc__
tution for, in the Territory,
etc-- 1181
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for care, etc.._
deficiency
etc-- 41, 683
683
Insane, D.
D. C.,
C.,
appropriation
expenses executing
executing
appropriation for expenses
lunacy writs ------------566, 1240
1240
indigent --------- 571,
for support of indigent_
571, 1245
nonresident----- - 571,
for deporting nonresident
571, 1245
1245
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for expenses
executing
executing lunacy writs ----677, 1322
678
for support of
of indigent
indigent -_----------678
Insanitary,
Insanitary, etc., Buildings, D. C.,
appropriation
appropriation for condemning,
condemning, etc_
etc- -_ 544,
544, 1237
1237
Insect Infestations
Infestations of Forest
Forest Trees,
Trees,
appropriation for
appropriation
for expenses combating,
combating,
in
449, 835
835
in national
national forests
forests ----------- 449,
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for combating,
in
etc --------755
in national parks,
parks, etc
755
Insect
National
Insect Infestations
Infestations of
of Timber, National
Forests,
Forests, etc.
appropriation
for emergency expensesexpenses_ 445,
445, 839
appropriation foremergency
839
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for emergency
emergency
expenses, Kaibab National Forest and Grand
Grand Canyon National
Park --------------------39
39
for preventing, on public lands in
in
Oregon and California-----California
39,
1325
39, 1325

Insect
Page.
Insect Pests,
Pests,
Page.
appropriation for
for expenses
expenses of
appropriation
of quaranquarantining against--against
456, 847
tining
--------456,
847
Insecticide Act,
Act,
Insecticide
appropriation
enforcement
appropriation for
for salaries,
salaries, enforcement
of
455, 847
847
of------------------------ 455,
for
general expenses
expenses ------------- 455,
847
for general
455, 847
for
and expenses,
expenses, enforcing,
for salaries
salaries and
enforcing,
additional,
1925 -------------706
706
additional, 1925
Insecticides,
Insecticides,
appropriation
investigafor chemical
chemical investigaappropriation for
tions,
etc., of--------------of
447, 837
837
tions, etc.,
447,
for
preventing sale,
etc., of
of adulteradulterfor preventing
sale, etc.,
ated
455,
ated ---------------- --455, 847
847
Insects
Entomology Bureau,
Insects (see
(see also
also Entomology
Bureau,
Agriculture),
Department of
of Agriculture),
appropriation
for investigation,
839
appropriation for
investigation, etc_
etc--_ 448,
448, 839
for
man,
for study
study of,
of, affecting
affecting health of
of man,
etc.;
etc
449, 839
839
etc.; household,
household, etc-------449,
inkortation
useful ---------- 449,
449, 839
839
iiportation of
of useful
Inspection and Survey,
Inspection
Survey, Navy,
Navy, Board
Board of,
of,
appropriation
for civilian
civilian personnel,
personnel,
appropriation for
Navy
185,
Navy Department
Department --------185, 864
864
Inspector
Department, Army,
Inspector General's
General's Department,
Army,
appropriation
for mileage,
expert acappropriation for
mileage, expert
accountant; limitation
countant;
limitation if
if on
on GovGovernment vessel
vessel ------------ 482,
ernment
482, 897
897
Inspector
Inspector General's
General'sOffice, War
War Department,
Department,
appropriation
for civilian
civilian personnel--_
personnel___ 480,
480, 895
appropriation for
Inspectors,
Inspectors, Foreign
Foreign Service,
Service,
appropriation
expenses; subsistence
subsistence
appropriation for
for expenses;
allowance
1016
allowance-------------------1016
Inspectors,
Indian Service,
Inspectors, Indian
Service,
appropriation
pay and
and expenses,
expenses,
appropriation for pay
of
396, 1146
1146
of------------------------396,
396
special, created;
created; salary,
salary, etc
etc------396
additional, 1925
707
for, additional,
1925 ------------- 707
Inspectors, Interior
Interior Department,
Department,
Inspectors,
appropriation for expenses;
expenses; per diem
diem
appropriation
limitation
392,
limitation----------------392, 1143
Instruction Pay,
Pay, Diplomatic
Consular
Instruction
Diplomatic and Consular
Officers,
Officers,
appropriation
208
208
for------------------appropriation for
deficiency
appropriation forfor --------57
deficiency appropriation
57
Instruction
Pay, Foreign
Foreign Service Officers,
Instruction Pay,
appropriation
1017
for------------------1017
appropriation for
Insular Affairs Bureau,
Insular
Army,
Bureau, Army,
appropriation
of insane
insane Filiappropriation for care of
soldiers_ 494, 910
pino and Porto Rican
Rican soldiers910
of Chief
for civilian personnel, Office of
of, War
War Department------Department
495, 910
of,
495,
910
Insular
Insular Possessions,
Possessions,
appropriation for fire
fire control installaappropriation
tions
491,
906
tions---------------------491, 906
for plans for fortifications,
fortifications, etc
etc_--___ 496, 912
912
searchfor installing electric plants,
plants, searchetc., Hawaiian
Hawaiian Islands___
lights, etc.,
Islands_-496
for preserving,
497, 912
912
for
preserving, etc.,
etc., fortifications_
fortifications -_ 497,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., searchlights,
for maintenance,
searchlights,
electrical plants, etc.,
etc., seacoast
seacoast
electrical
fortifications
497,
fortifications--------------497, 912
912
for
cannon 500, 915
915
for ammunition
ammunition for
for seacoast
seacoast cannon
seacoast cannon
for altering, etc.,
etc.,. seacoast
915
cannon-_ 500, 915
supplies-------for submarine
submarine mine supplies
918
for
control installations,
for fire
fire control
installations, addiadditional, 1925
711
1925-----------------711
for fortification expenses,
expenses, additional,
711
1925 ----------------------711
deficiency
for fortificadeficiency appropriation
appropriation for
fortification expenses
expenses------------- 59, 62,
62, 762
762
Swains Island added
added to American
American
Samoa
Samoa ----------------------- 1357
Insurance,
Insurance,
adjusted service certificates
certificates issued to
to
World War
War veterans to equal
amount
endowment.
125
amount of a
a20-year endowment..
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Insurance Companies,
Insurance
business
of
companies
insurance companies
of life
life insurance
business Companies,
defined __------------------288
288
defined
tax
on income
income of life, in lieu of cortax on
poration taxes
289
--------289
poration
taxes ---..
domestic;
foreign -----------289
289
domestic; foreign
sources of
289
289
income ----------of gross
gross income
sources
reserve fund
fund required by law, of
reserve
assessment insurance
289
insurance--------assessment
gross income,
of life,
life, means gross
income of
net income
tax--289
exempt from tax—
interest exempt
less interest
reserve fund
assessment
fund for weekly assessment
reserve
payments
289
289
payments-------------------dividends from domestic
foreign
domestic and foreign
dividends
corporations
289
corporations ----------------amount reserved
reserved for deferred diviamount
dends
289
dends -- _------------------289
investment expenses
expenses paid;
paid; limit
limit --investment
on
inreal estate
estate taxes, etc.,
etc., paid
real
289
terests
a shareholder ------terests of a
exhaustion
obsolescence, etc.,
etc., of
of
exhaustion, obsolescence,
290
property
290
property--------------------290
interest
exception
debts; exception-------interest on debts;
specific
credit of $2,000, if income
specific credit
less
$25,000; limitation, if in
less than
than $25,000;
excess
290
excess----------------------limitation
limitation on deductions for real
estate
taxes
290
estate taxes----------------foreign
determination
determination of income of foreign
companies
companies from United States
sources
290
sources --------------------tax
.in lieu of coron other than life, .in
tax on
290
poration taxes
taxes--------------poration
290
domestic; foreign
foreign--------------domestic;
290
sources of
gross income
income-----------of gross
sources
291
net income
income -----------------net
291
investment income------------income
investment
291
underwriting income
income -----------underwriting
computation of
earned on
premiums earned
of premiums
computation
291
insurance
contracts
insurance contracts----------losses incurred
insurance conconon insurance
incurred on
losses
tracts
291
tracts----------------------expenses
291
incurred -------------expenses incurred
deductions
net
computing net
in computing
allowed in
deductions allowed
income; business
business expenses
291
expenses----income;
291
interest on
on debts;
debts; exceptions----exceptions
291
interest
domestic and
foreign taxes;
extaxes; exand foreign
domestic
. ceptions--------------------ceptions
291
incurred ----------------291
losses incurred
bad debts-------------------debts
291
bad
dividends from
of
corporations; of
from corporations;
dividends
foreign corporations
corporations from busiforeign
291
ness
the United
United States-----States
in the
ness in
291
exhaustion, etc.,
etc., of
of property
property-----exhaustion,
specific credit
credit of
of $2,000
$2,000 if
if income
income
specific
less than
limitation, if
if
S25,000; limitation,
than $25,000;
less
292
in
.
excess-------------------in excess
limitation
corporations
foreign corporations
for foreign
limitation for
292
no
duplication permitted
permitted.-------.
no duplication
bills of
of interpleader
interpleader may
be filed by,
may be
bills
in
where claimants
district courts where
in district
976
are
of different
different States
States--------are of
deposit
of
deposit of amount in registry of
court ----------------------976
court
jurisdiction,
policy not
not assigned_-assigned
976
if policy
jurisdiction, if
976
assigned-------------policy assigned
if policy
if payable
to a
abeneficiary,
beneficiary, etc
etc_--976
if
payable to
if beneficiaries
beneficiaries residents
residents of
of different
different
if
districts
976
districts--------------------full
power of
of court
court -------------976
full power
Insurance Department,
Department, D. C.,
C.,
Insurance
appropriation for
for salaries
salaries -------- 542, 1219
appropriation
Insurance, Military
and Naval
Nava/ (see
(see also
also
Military and
Insurance,
World War
Veterans' Act),
War Veterans'
World
624
provisions
624
to--------------relating to
provisions relating
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Insurance,
Naval War Risk, Pag.
Page.
and Naval
Military and
Insurance, Military
appropriation for
1212
533, 1212
for--------------appropriation
Insurance
Property,
Policies, Property,
Insurance Policies,
stamp tax
tax on, issued by foreign corstamp
poration, etc.
signed by
not signed
etc., not
poration,
agent
336
336
States--------in United
United States
agent in
Insured
Postal Service,
Service,
Mail, Postal
Insured Mail,
appropriation
indemnity for lost,
appropriation for indemnity
domestic
88
domestic--------------------Inter-American
Electrical
on Electrical
Committee on
Inter-American Committee
Communication,
Communication,
deficiency
expenses of
of
for expenses
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
representation
meeting
170
at meeting-----representation at
sum
authorized for
for delegates
delegates to meetsum authorized
ing
112
City--------of, at
at Mexico City
ing of,
appointment
of delegates,
disqualidelegates, disqualiappointment of
112
fications,
112
etc ---------------fications, etc
Inter-American High
Commission,
High Commission,
Inter-American
appropriation
expenses,
United
appropriation for expenses,
section------------ 213, 1022
States section
for
United States
States section,
expenses, United
for expenses
additional, 1925-------------1925
710
additional,
Interest,
Interest,
allowed in
in judgments
judgments in Court
Court of
allowed
Claims, and
and any
court, on
claims
on claims
any court,
Claims,
for
erroneous collection
collection of taxes,
for erroneous
etc., since
of 1921
1921 ------346
Act of
since Act
etc.,
on credits or refunds of erroneously
erroneously
on
collected, etc.,
internal revenue
revenue
etc., internal
collected,
346
taxes
taxes-----------------------Interest
and Sinking
Fund, D.
D. C.,
Sinking Fund,
Interest and
545
appropriation
for payment
payment----------appropriation for
Interior
Department,
Interior Department,
appropriation
Assistants,
Secretary, Assistants,
for Secretary,
appropriation for
and
office personnel
personnel-------- 391, 1141
and office
salaries limited to
average rates unto average
salaries
391,1141
Act
391, 1141
Classification Act-----der Classification
if only one position allocated in aa
grade ----------------------1141
grade
restriction not applicable
applicable to clerirestriction
cal-mechanical service
service ----391, 1141
391,
cal-mechanical
no
reduction in
fixed salaries-__
salaries_ __ 391.
391, 1141
in fixed
no reduction
transfer
permitted without reductransfer permitted
tion
of
salary
1141
1141
tion of salary ---------------payments under higher rates
rates perpayments
mitted
1141
391,
1141
mitted ----------------clerk
be designated
designated to sign land
clerk to be
patents
391,
1142
391, 1142
patents-----------------chief
executive
chief executive
be chief
to be
clerk to
chief clerk
officer,
may sign
sign official
papers,
official papers,
officer, may
etc
391, 1142
etc----------------------- 391,
for
expenses; private
private proppropfor contingent
contingent expenses;
erty
1142 .
391, 1142'
erty damages
damages ------------ 391,
for
etc
392, 1142
stationery, etc-------------for stationery,
for
etc
392, 1142
1142
books, etc------------law books,
for law
for
Office models,
Patent Office
for Patent
storage for
for storage
etc
392
etc-------------------------minor purchases;
limitation_ __ 392, 1143
purchases; limitation__minor
for
inspectors, etc.; per diem
expenses, inspectors,
for expenses,
392, 1143
limitation
1143
limitation----------------for
for
392, 1143
binding for----and binding
printing and
for printing
size of
of annual
annual reports limited
limited-_ 392, 1143
size
for
personal
services,
Solicitor's
Solicitor's
personal services,
for
office
1144
393, 1144
office------------------for General
Office-------- 393, 1144
Land Office
for
General Land
393, 1144
for maps--------------------maps
for
office of
of surveyor
surveyor general
general aboloffice
ished---------------------ished
1144
for public
public lands
lands -------393, 1144
1144
for
consolidation
of offices
offices of registers
consolidation of
and
receivers
395,
395, 1144
and receivers-------------for Indian
Bureau------- 396, 1146
Affairs Bureau
for
Indian Affairs
for
Pension Office
414, 1164
Office -----------for Pension
pensions---- 414, 1164
for
Army and Navy pensions
for Army
for
Retirement Act
Act expenses
1164
expenses---- 414, 1164
for Retirement
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Interior Department-Continued.
Page.
Department-Continued.
Interior
appropriation
Office_ .._
..--_ 415, 1165
Patent Office
for Patent
appropriation for
for
Bureau of
of Reclamation
Reclamation ----415, 1165
for Bureau
for
Geological Survey
1172
Survey---------- 419, 117
for Geological
for
of Mines
Mines----------- 420, 1173
Bureau of
for Bureau
422, 1175
for Government
Government fuel yards ----for
422, 1176
parks-------------- 422,
national parks
for national
for
426 1179
Bureau---------- 426,
Education Bureau
for Education
Alaska expenses,
426, 1180
expenses, etc -------Alaska
for Government
Government in
in the
Territories_ 426, 1181
the Territoriesfor
for
1182
railroad------------- 428, 1182
Alaska railroad
for Alaska
for
Elizabeths Hospital--Hospital _
429, 1182
for Saint Elizabeths
for
Columbia Institution for the
for Columbia
Deaf
Deaf-------------------- 429, 1183
for Howard
Howard University
•_
1183
- 430, 1183
University ----for
for Freedmen's
Freedmen's Hospital-------Hospital
430, 1184
for
the
216, 1025
for Solicitor of the----------General Land
Land Office,
Office, additional,
for General
706
1925
1925-----------------------Bureau, additional,
for Indian Affairs Bureau,
706
1925
1925-----------------------for
Service, additional,
additional,
Reclamation Service,
for Reclamation
1925 ----------------------708
1925
for
additional,
Survey, additional,
Geological Survey,
for Geological
-1925
708
1925------------------for
1925_ _
708
additional, 1925-Mines Bureau, additional,
for Mines
for
additional,
Service, additional,
for National Park Service,
1925
708
1925--------------------for
Education Bureau,
Bureau, additional,
for Education
709
1925
709
1925---------------------for
in the Territories,
Government in
for Government
1925
709
additional, 1925------------Engineering Commission,
for Alaskan Engineering
709
additional,
1925-------------additional, 1925
deficiency
appropriation for Alaska indeficiency appropriation
sane---------------------- 41, 683
sane
for
Pension Office
Office ---41,
41, 56, 61, 684, 1330
for Pension
for Indian
Bureau -------- 42, 56,
Indian Affairs Bureau
for
61, 684,
684, 698, 700, 759, 1328, 1348, 1351
42,
for National
Service --------National Park Service
for
56, 685, 755, 1331, 1348
43, 56
for
Education Bureau-----------Bureau
for Education
43, 1332
for Alaska railroad
railroad-----------for Reclamation
Service-_ 43, 684, 755, 1330
Reclamation Service__
for
United States court,
judgments, United
for judgments,
under
53
under---------------------for
increase of compensation
56, 1348
1348
compensation ---for increase
for
national security and defense__
56
defense---- _
for national
for
lands
56, 697. 1348, 1351
for public lands------for expenses,
expenses, Employees'
Retirement
Employees' Retirement
56
Act
Act ---------------------for
Office ----------- 56, 61, 1330
Patent Office
for Patent
56, 1331, 1348
for
for Alaska ------------for Geological
Survey
56, 697, 1348
Geological Survey------for
Bureau__ 56, 697, 700, 1331, 1348
for Mines Bureau-_
56
for Capitol Power Plant ---------Hospital----- 56, 1348
for Saint Elizabeths
Elizabeths Hospital
for
for printing and binding, Patent
Office
683, 1328
Office------------------for reimbursing
reimbursing Utah for land sur684, 1328
veys ------------------judgments, Court of Claims,
for judgments,
696
under
under--------------------Alaska, medical relief---------- 697
for Alaska,
monuments
1348
for national
national monuments-.--------1348
for
forests._
restoring lands in national forestsfor restoring
701
amendments to Reclamation
Reclamation Act .---amendments
expenditures authorized
authorized from allotexpenditures
Veterans' Bureau
ments to, from Veterans'
beneficiaries ------------- 532, 1211
1211
beneficiaries
furnished by Capitol
heat, power, etc., furnished
Power Plant, to be reimbursed
588
thereto
thereto--------------------hospital
utilized
facilities, etc., of, to be utilized
hospital facilities,
610
Veterans' Bureau
610
Bureau---------by Veterans'

----
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Interlocutory
Decrees, United
Courts, Page.
States Courts,
United States
Interlocutory Decrees,
in admiralty
admiralty cases, may be appealed
appealed to
to
in
81
circuit court of appeals ------circuit
Interlocutory
District Courts,
Courts,
Orders of District
Interlocutory Orders
appellate
jurisdiction of
courts of
of circuit
circuit courts
appellate jurisdiction
936
appeals over ----------------appeals
Intermediate Credit
Credit Banks (see AgriculAgriculIntermediate
tural Credits Act).
Internal Combustion
Engines,
Combustion Engines,
Internal
deficiency
appropriation for experimendeficiency appropriation
40
tal work on ---------------provisions
for installing
most efficient,
efficient,
installing most
provisions for
etc., type of, as motive power on
reconditioned merchant
merchant vessels
reconditioned
of Shipping
Shipping Board
Board or Governof
468
owned
ment owned-----------------restrictions on sale, etc., after comrestrictions
469
pletion --------------------pletion
Internal
Internal Revenue,
Revenue
Act of
of 1924 ------------- 253-355
Revenue Act
Internal
Collectors,
Revenue Collectors,
Internal Revenue
etc------- 71, 770
appropriation for salaries, etc
appropriation
62
etcdeficiency
appropriation for salaries, etc_
deficiency appropriation
duty
to report to district attorney in
duty of, to
30
30 days, violations of internal
344
revenue
laws
revenue laws----------------344
etc.
deputies, etc.,
administer oaths, etc_
etc., to administer
deputies,
information
unauthorized
unauthorized divulging of information
by,
unlawful
345
by, unlawful----------------punishment for
345
for------------------punishment
to
deputies to
inquiries
make inquiries
to make
cause deputies
to cause
concerning taxpayers
taxpayers ---------345
concerning
duties of, as to
to yearly
yearly returns of taxduties
payers
345
payers----------------------Internal
Commissioner of,
Internal Revenue, Commissioner
appropriation for, assistants,
assistants, deputies,
appropriation
and
personnel
71, 770
office personnel---------and office
710
1925for
personnel, additional, 1925_
for office personnel,
Internal Revenue
Revenue Laws,
Internal
Ways
Means Committee of the
Wavs and Means
Congress authorized
authorized
Sixty-ninth Congress
1315
to
revise
1315
to revise--------------------Internal
Revenue Service,
Service, Treasury
DepartTreasury DepartInternal Revenue
ment,
appropriation for
assistCommissioner, assistfor Commissioner,
appropriation
ants,
deputies, and office perants, deputies,
sonnel
770
71, 770
sonnel ------------------for
agent
71, 770
770
- 71,
stamp agent--------------for stamp
for
salaries and expenses, collectors,
for salaries
gaugers,
storekeepers, etc -- - 71, 770
gaugers, storekeepers,
distilled spirits
be removed for
spirits may be
distilled
bottling
in bonded
bonded warehouseswarehouses_ 71,
71, 770
bottling in
for assessing,
taxes- 71, 770
etc., taxes_
collecting, etc.,
assessing, collecting,
for
amount for
etc., violadetecting, etc.,
for detecting,
amount
tions of revenue
revenue laws ------71, 771
tions
for expenses, enforcing National ProActs_ __ 71, 771
hibition and Narcotic Acts.--disseminating
disseminating appeal for law observance,
etc
771
servance, etc----------------restriction
on paying
paying for storage of
restriction on
seized
intoxicating liquors-----liquors
72
seized intoxicating
72
for
refunding collections----------collections
for refunding
taxesfor
illegally collected taxes_
72
for refunding
refunding illegally
for
of
216, 1025
Solicitor of---------------for Solicitor
for
operating force, buildings for, in
for operating
the
65, 764
District ------------the District
for
Board of Tax Appeals ---------- 1200
for Board
for salaries, office
office of Commissioner,
Commissioner,
for
710
additional, 1925 ------------additional,
710
1925_
coliectors, etc., additional, 1925for cohectors,
for collecting revenues, additional,
710
1925
710
1925 ----------------------for
for enforcing Narcotic and National
additional,
Prohibition
Acts,
additional,
710
1925
1925-----------------------
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Bureau of Weights and Meas- PageI'nternationalBureau
Internal Revenue
Revenue Service,
Service, Treasury
Treasury DePage. International
De- PageInternal
ures,
ures,
partment-Continued.
partment-Continued.
210, 1019
appropriation for contribution---__
contribution
210,
1019
appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for refunding,
deficiency appropriation
International
LiteraCatalogue of Scientific LiteraInternationalCatalogue
collections
49, 58, 62 1
collections--------------ture,
ture,
collected,
for
illegally collected,
refunding illegally
for refunding
preparation
appropriation
appropriation for expenses, preparation
taxes ---------------------49,
taxes
of
528,
528, 1206
-698,
701, 757, 761,
1349
of------------------761, 1349
698,701,757,
Annual TaCommission on Annual
1International Commission
58 International
for opium,
etc., tax
tax--------------opium, etc.,
for
bles of Constants,
Constants, etc.,
etc.,
bles
58
for
etc., tax -----estate, etc.,
collecting estate,
for collecting
appropriation
contribuannual contribuappropriation for annual
for
61, 761,
761, 1349
collectors ------------ 58, 61,
for collectors
tion
212, 1021
tion------------------for
enforcing National
Prohibition and
National Prohibition
for enforcing
Commission on International
International
international Commission
Narcotic
Acts_ 58,62,698,761,1349,1352
58,62,698,761,1349,1352 JInternational
NarcoticAcTsLaw,
Law,
5S,
for
revenue --------5S,
collecting war revenue
for collecting
appropriation for expenses
expenses of represenrepresenappropriation
62,
62, 701, 761, 1349, 1351
tation
on
212, 1021
tation on--------------58, 761
for
expenses ------miscellaneous expenses
for miscellaneous
and
Committee of Weights and
international Committee
JInternational
for
paying judgments
against, offijudgments against,
for paying
Measures,
Measures,
58, 1349
cers
1349
cers---------------------American
appropriation for
for expenses,
expenses, American
appropriation
for
punishing violations
violations of revenue
for punishing
230, 1039
member
1039
member------------------ 230,
laws
58, 62
laws ----------------------Suppressing
58, 761 International
Conferences on Suppressing
for
drawback
International Conferences
for drawback------------------693
Opium Traffic,
Traffic, etc.,
1923 _
for
taxes for 1923_
income taxes
Opium
refunding income
for refunding
deficiency
particiappropriation for particifor
Prohibition
enforcing National Prohibition
deficiency appropriation
for enforcing
692
698
pating in-------------------in
Act
pating
Act------------------------inparticipation in_
amount
120
authorized for participation
amount authorized
allowance on
additional leakage, etc., allowance
additional
International
Exchanges,
withdrawals of
distilled spirits,
of distilled
International Exchanges,
withdrawals
appropriation
expenses of
1206
of------ 528, 1206
for expenses
seven
original entry or
after original
appropriation for
years after
seven years
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
759
for ---------gauge
808
deficiency
gauge----------------------regarded ---------no prior
prior regauge
809 International
regauge regarded
no
Philadelphia,
Exhibition,
Philadelphia,
International Exhibition,
809
not applicable
withdrawals prior withdrawals
to prior
applicable to
not
1926,
1926,
additional
allowance in the Disrental allowance
to
additional rental
provisions for
representation at, to
for representation
provisions
trict
693
for--------------------commemorate
hundred
trict for
the one hundred
commemorate the
care, etc.,
etc., under
under Superintendent
Superintendent of
and
fiftieth anniversary
care,
anniversary of signand fiftieth
State,
etc., Department
Department BuildState, etc.,
ing
the Declaration
IndeDeclaration of Indeing the
ings
693
1253
pendence
ings------------------------pendence-------------------funds transferred
693 International Exposition,
transferred-------------funds
Spain,
Exposition, Seville, Spain,
International
distillers
refunded excess
excess tax paid on
distillers refunded
1927,
1927,
spirits
produced and owned by
spirits produced
invitation from
from Spain to take part in,
invitation
860
them;
condition-------------them; condition
1256
accepted
accepted--------------------860
warehouse ------------removal to warehouse
_
removal
commissioner
general and
comfive comand five
general
commissioner
rent
allowance, D. C., from appropriaappropriarent allowance,
missioners
appointed by
to be appointed
missioners to
tion
for
collecting
revenue,
collecting
for
tion
the
President; compensation
1256
compensation_--President;
the
50
1924 -------------------- -50
1924
regulations
for contributions,
contributions, infor
regulations
994
property ---_-- 994
a lien on all property_
unpaid taxes a
stallations, expenses,
under- 1256
etc., under_
expenses, etc.,
stallations,
hen
for, not
against purchaser,
valid againstpurchaser,
not valid
lien for,
preparation, display,
etc., of exhibits
display, etc.,
preparation,
district
etc.,
etc., unless notice filed in district
1256
by
1256
bv-------------------------994
court
court-------------------information service
to private
private exservice to
infornmation
valid when filed in land record
record
valid
1256
hibitors,
etc-----------------hibitors, etc
offices
etc., if
counties, towns, etc.,
of counties,
offices of
officials
of
departments,
etc., to be
departments, etc.,
of
officials
995
authorized
State law
_____
law------by State
authorized by
designated
to serve
serve with------with
1256
designated to
expenses,
allowed ----------1257
Internal Revenue Taxes,
Internal
etc., allowed
expenses, etc.,
appropriation for
for expenses,
assessing,
expenses, assessing,
pay
restriction ------------------1257
appropriation
pav restriction
71, 770
at
collecting,
etc
exhibits
departments, etc., at
collecting, etc--------------from departments,
exhibits from
request
Commissioner GenGenof Commissioner
request of
InterparliamenArbitration, InterparliamenInternational
International Arbitration,
eral, to
to be
and
transported to and
be transported
eral,
Promoting,
tory Union
Union for Promoting,
tary
from ---1257
--------------1020
212, 1020
from
appropriation for contribution
contribution ---appropriation
buildings, etc.,
needed, to be disnot needed,
etc., not
buildings,
Com mission,
International
Boundary Commission,
International Boundary
1257
posed of
at close
close of
of exposition
1257
exposition_
of at
posed
United States
States and
and Mexico,
United
special rates
rates for
for shipment
shipment of exhibits,
special
appropriation for
continuing work
work of
1019
211, 1019
of 211,
for continuing
appropriation
etc.,
given by
Shipping
by Shipping
be given
to be
etc., to
Protection of InInternational
Bureau for Protection
InInternational Bureau
1257
Board ---------------Board
dustrial
Property,
dustrial Property,
etc.,
Secretary
Agriculture to collect,
collect, etc.,
of Agriculture
Secretary of
215,1023
ofappropriation for
share in expense
expense of _ 215,1023
for share
exhibits
of agricultural
and forappropriation
agricultural and
exhibits of
56
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for --------deficiency
estal
1257
for------------products. for
estal products,
detailed reports
reports to
to accompany
accompany in exPublication of
International
Bureau for Publication
International Bureau
detailed
planation
1257
planation------------ ------Tariffs,
Customs Tariffs,
1019
printed
in English,
and
appropriation for
expenses_ 210, 1019
share of expensesEnglish, Spanish, and
for share
printed in
appropriation
1257
Portuguese
1257
Portuguese----------------Permanent Court
International
Bureau of Permanent
Court
International Bureau
Secretary of
to collect,
etc.,
collect, etc.,
Commerce to
of Commerce
Secretary
of
of Arbitration,
Arbitration,
exhibits of
fisheries industry
of fisheries
exhibits
appropriation
for
annual contribucontribuappropriation
1257
and commerce
commerce for
for -----------and
tion
212,
1020
212, 1020
tion---------------------detailed
reports in
in explanation
explanation to
to
48
reports
detailed
share----for
defiziency
appropriation
share
appropriation
deficiency
accompany
1257
accompany------ ---------- - 1257
the Telegraphic
International
Bureau of the
Telegraphic
International Bureau
printed
in English,
English, Spanish,
Spanish, and
printed in
Union,
Union,
1257
Portuguese
Portuguese------------------48
deficiency
expenses
for expenses-appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
45822°-25t-96
45822--25---96
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Secretary
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for
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reports irr
to
explanation to
irf explanation
detailed reports
accompany ----------------1257
accompany
printed
in English, Spanish, and
printed in
Portuguese ---------------1257
1257
Portuguese
amount authorized
authorized to be appropriated
appropriated
amount
1257
for
all expenses
expenses------------for all
subject
Secretary of
subject to approval of Secretary
State
1258
State---------------------excess to be inindebtedness in excess
no indebtedness
curred
1258
curred----------------------detailed statements,
reports, etc., to be
statements, reports,
detailed
transmitted six months after
transmitted
the close of ------------------ 1258
International Fisheries
Fisheries Commission,
International
appropriation for
of expenses, etc. 1024
share of
for share
appropriation
deficiency appropriation
for share of
appropriation for
deficiency
756
expenses
756
expenses--------------------scientific investigations
investigations by, not subject
subject
scientific
to
to inhibitions
inhibitions of Northern Pacific
650
Act
Halibut Fishery Act----------appropriation authorized
authorized for exappropriation
penses of
650
of---------------------penses
International
Hydrographic Bureau,
Bureau,
InternationalHydrographic
appropriation
annual contribution
appropriation for annual
to
214, 1023
to----------------------International
Institute of Agriculture,
Agriculture,
InternationalInstitute
appropriation
for quota, etc
etc------- 212, 1021
appropriation for
for
additional quota, for dependendependenfor additional
cies
_
1021
cies-----------------------212, 1021
for member
committee
member of committee------for
212, 1021
for translating
publications ----translating publications
for
deficiency
appropriation for
expenses of
for expenses
deficiency appropriation
delegates
------------ 48, 760
delegates-----for
admitting dependencies
to------ 1338
dependencies to
for admitting
International
Joint Commission, Canadian
Canadian
InternationalJoint
Boundary
Waters,
Boundary Waters,
--- 213, 1022
appropriation for expenses of-of
appropriation
International Law, International
International ComInternational
mission
Public and
Private,
and Private,
mission on Public
appropriation
expenses of represenrepresenappropriation for expenses
tation
212, 1021
on----------------- 212,1021
tation on
International
Postal Service,
Service,
InternationalMail, Postal
appropriation
indemnity for injury
appropriation for indemnity
or
88, 786
or loss of ----------------International
Limitation ConferNaval Limitation
International Naval
ence,
ence,
construcsuspension
alteration and construcsuspension of alteration
tion of designated
designated vessels authorized,
719.
an ---___ 719
of an
event of
in the
the event
thorized, in
Health,
International
Public Health,
InternationalOffice of Public
appropriation
annual quota---quota_ ___ 213, 1021
for annual
appropriation for
International
Commission,
Prison Commission,
InternationalPrison
appropriation for annual
contribuannual contribuappropriation
tion -------------------211, 1020
1020
tion
deficiency
appropriation for--------for
760
deficiency appropriation
International Radiotelegraphic
Radiotelegraphic Convention,
Convention,
International
appropriation for expenses
1022
expenses-------- 213, 1022
appropriation
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for share of
expenses
48, 1340
expenses-----------------International
Congress,
InternationalRailway Congress,
appropriation
for quota,
quota, etc------etc
213, 1021
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for pay of
deficiency
quota
48
quota----------------------International
Research Council,
Council,
InternationalResearch
contribution
appropriation for annual contribution
appropriation
-- 214, 1023
Associated Unions
Unions __
to, and Associated
for expenses of attending delegates_
delegates.. 236, 1045
Bureau,'
International Sanitary
Sanitary Bureau
International
appropriation
annual share in mainmainappropriation for annual
tenance
of --.--------213, 1021
1021
tenance of-
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International Sanitary
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International
deficiency
for annual
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
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maintenance---------share in
International Seed Testing Congress,
Congress,
International
appropriation
expenses
appropriation for share of expenses---International
Statistical Institute,
Institute,
InternationalStatistical
appropriation
contributionfor annual contribution_
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
annual
appropriation for annual
deficiency
contribution
to--------------contribution to
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sum
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Trade Exposition,
Exposition, New OrInternational
leans,
leans, La.,
invitation
foreign couninvitation to States and foreign
tries
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in--------- 1253
to participate
tries to
free
imported exhibits,
admission of imported
free admission
etc ------------------------ 1253
International
Trade Mark Registration
Registration
International Trade
Bureau,
Bureau,
appropriation for
for share
share of
of expenses
at
expenses at
appropriation
Habana
215, 1023
Habana ----------------Interned
Interned Aliens,
deficiency
appropriation for expenses
expenses
deficiency appropriation
of,
57
Bureau-Immigration Bureau__
of, under
under Immigration
Interned Persons,
Persons, etc.,
Interned
appropriation
under
for expenses of, under
appropriation for
Navy Department--------Department
184, 862
Navy
Inter parliamentary Union for Promoting
Promoting
Interparliamentary
International
Arbitration,
InternationalArbitration,
appropriation
contribution----- 212, 1020
for contribution
appropriation for
appropriation for expenses,
deficiency appropriation
expenses,
deficiency
twenty-third
conference at Washtwenty-third conference
ington
692
ington----------------------invited
meet in Washington in 19251925_
119
invited to meet
Inter
pleader, Bills
Bills of,
Interpleader,
allowed
by insurance
insurance companies, etc., allowed
by
in district courts, with power to
to
in
determine,
adverse claimwhere adverse
determine, where
976
ants
different States----States
ants are of different
976
jurisdiction------------venue of jurisdiction
Interpreters, Diplomatic
Consular
Diplomatic and Consular
Interpreters,
Service,
Service,
207
appropriation for, legation,
Persia_
legation, etc., Persiaappropriation
207
for,
legation, etc., Siam --------- for, legation,
for
student, China,
China, Japan, and Turfor student,
key
207
key----------------------207
restriction on
salaries-----------on salaries
restriction
for quarters for student, Japan and
207
Turkey -------------------Interpreters, Diplomatic
Diplomatic Service
Service
Interpreters,
and
student interpreters,
interpreters, classified as
and student
Foreign Service officers,
officers, unclassified
142
classified----------------------142
Interpreters,
Service,
Foreign Service,
Interpreters, Foreign
appropriation for
Persia_
1016
legation, etc., Persiafor legation,
appropriation
legation, etc., Siam ----------- 1016
for legation,
for cost of tuition, officers
officers assigned
assigned
for
1016
to language
language study
study -----------1016
for
quarters for student, Japan and
for quarters
1016
Turkey
Turkey---------------------Interstate Bridge Company,
Interstate
may bridge
River,' Benwood, W.
Ohio River
bridge Ohio
may
27
-_
Va., to Bellaire, Ohio_---Ohio
Va.,
Interstate
Interstate
Interstate Commerce (see also Interstate
Commerce Commission),
Commission),
Commerce
policy declared that freight rates be adjusted
Interstate Commerce
Commerce
justed by Interstate
Commission to secure free mov801
commodities in---------in
ing of commodities
investigation to be made by Interstate
investigation
Commerce
Commerce Commission to cordiscriminatrect existing unjust, discriminatrates
802
ing, etc., rates---------------orders to be expeditiously
expeditiously made
therefor
802
therefor---------------------
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proceedings to be
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products
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adequate transwith adequate
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portation service-------------service
portation
decisions on pending
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on
agricultural products
to
products not to
on agricultural
be
delayed
be delayed------------------policy
to
freight rates
rates by, to
in adjusting
adjusting freight
policy in
secure free moving of comsecure
modities -------------------investigation
Commission, to deinvestigation by Commission,
termine if
rates are unexisting rates
if existing
termine
just,
unduly preferential,
preferential, etc.,
etc.,
just, unduly
and to
to correct
therein_ _
defects therein-_
correct defects
and
elements
be considered
considered in------in
to be
elements to
orders to
to be
to time
time
be issued
issued from time to
orders
reasonable
just and reasonable
to place
place just
traffic------rates
rates on classes of traffic
directed
to
directed with least possible delay to
effect rate
rate changes
agriculchanges on agriculeffect
tural
livestock products
products on
tural and livestock
lowest rates
rates compatible
compatible with
lowest
adequate transportationtransportation -----adequate
pending cases
not to
be delayed_
delayed-_ _
to be
cases not
pending
punishment for breaking
breaking seals of care
cars
punishment
containing freight
freight or
express
or express
containing
shipments, with
with intent to comshipments,
mit larceny
larceny ----------------mit
stealing,
foreign
etc., shipments in foreign
stealing, etc.,
and
and----------------------from depots, trucks, vessels,
etc.._
vessels, etc-from
having in
possession articles stolen
in possession
having
in,
etc
in, etc --------------------stealing baggage
baggage in
transit --------in transit
stealing
having
possession such stolen bagin possession
having in
gage
gage--------------- --------carrying into
into another
etc.,
State, etc.,
another State,
carrying
stolen
baggage, etc
etc----------stolen baggage,
constitutes a
separate offense_
___
offense.--a separate
constitutes
jurisdiction of
district courts------courts
of district
jurisdiction
meaning
of terms
used----------terms used
meaning of
jurisdiction
of State
State courts
courts not
imnot imjurisdiction of
paired
paired--------------------judgment
bar to
to prosecution
prosecution
a bar
of, a
judgment of,
under
this Act
__
act---for same
same act__
Act for
under this
waybill
facie evieviprima facie
shipment prima
of shipment
waybill of
to
dence
place from and to
dence of place
which made
made-----------------which
Interstate
Commission,
Commerce Commission,
Interstate Commerce
appropriation
salaries of
of CommisCommisfor salaries
appropriation for
sioners
and
secretary ------- 526,
526,
sioners and secretary
for
expenses,
regulating
comcomregulating
expenses,
for
merce
526,
526,
merce-------------------chief counsel,
counsel, director
finance,
of finance,
director of
chief
director
526,
traffic---------- 526,
of traffic
director of
rent
restriction -------------- 526,
rent restriction
for enforcing
enforcing uniform
of acacsystem of
uniform system
for
counting,
etc., by
526,
railroads- _ 526,
by railroads_
counting, etc.,
for enforcing
enforcing safety appliances
appliances reguregufor
lations
526,
lations ------------------.
for
accidents,
reports of accidents,
securing reports
for securing
etc--------------------- 526,
526,
etc
for
signal and
block signal
etc., block
testing, etc.,
for testing,
train-control systems,
etc_
526,
systems, etc-_train-control
for
compelling use
safe locomolocomouse of
of safe
for compelling
tive boilers,
etc
526,
boilers, etc-----------tive
for
valuation of
of railroads,
physical valuation
for physical
etc
526,
526,
etc -----------------for securing information of issues of
stock,
bonds, etc.;
etc.; rent----rent
527,
527,
stock, bonds,
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appropriation for
information,
for securing
securing information,
appropriation
of valuation,
valuation, superdirector of
etc.; director
land appraisals,
appraisals, supervissupervisvisor of land
supervisor of acengineer, supervisor
ing engineer,
counts ------------------- 527, 1205
1205
counts
rent
restriction ------------527, 1205
rent restriction
527, 1205
binding for----for
printing and
and binding
for printing
for
for Bureaus of Inquiry, Accounts,
and
Valuation,
additional,
1925_
705
705
and Valuation, additional, 1925_
- 55, 60, 700, 759
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for_
759
for _
deficiency
for
680
of railroads__
railroads--_
physical valuation of
for physical
for
etc....755
appliances, etc
for enforcing
enforcing safety appliances,
for
expenses, compelling
safe
compelling use of safe
for expenses,
locomotive
755
boilers, etc
etc -------locomotive boilers,
for
binding ---------755
755
and binding
for printing
printing and
circuit
courts of
enforce,
to enforce,
of appeals,
appeals, to
circuit courts
etc.,
of, ,under Clayton
etc., orders of,,
Antitrust Act--Act
937
937
--.------ --Antitrust
construction of
approaches to bridge
bridge
of approaches
construction
across
River by
Mississippi River
across Mississippi
East
Saint Louis, Mo., at East
Saint Louis,
to
subject to
Louis, Ill., subject
Saint
certificate of, as to necessity
necessity for,
certificate
etc
88
etc ------------------------established for actions at law by
time established
carriers,
complaints
complaints
or
filing
carriers,
against
with
633
633
carriers with----------against carriers
Laws,
Interstate Commerce Laws,
Interstate
appropriation
expenses enforcing_
enforcing_ 218, 1027
appropriation for expenses
actions
recovery of
carriers for recovery
at law
law by carriers
actions at
charges to begin
begin within three
charges
years from
from time
when cause
time when
years
accrues
633
accrues---------------------complaints
against carriers
damages
carriers for damages
complaints against
be filed with commission withto be
633
633
in two years
years----------------time
for actions
complaints for reactions or
or complaints
time for
covery of
of overcharges,
overcharges, to be
covery
within three
three years
years -----------633
633
within
extension if
presented within
if claim
claim presented
extension
three-year limitation
limitation ------- 633
three-year
further extension
extension if carrier
begins
carrier begins
further
action for
charges, or collects
for charges,
action
charges,
633
the limitations_
limitationscharges, within the
actions
accrue on
tender
or tender
on delivery
delivery or
to accrue
actions to
of,
by carrier
633
633
of, by
carrier ---------------petition
for enforcement
enforcement of money paypetition for
from
one year from
be filed
filed in one
ment to
to be
date
633
date of order ---------------meaning
633
of "overcharges"
"overcharges" ----------meaning of
provisions
to embrace
embrace prior
prior
extended to
provisions extended
cases,
633
633
etc-------------------cases, etc
provisions
safe locomotive
locomotive boilers,
provisions for safe
etc., extended
659
extended---------------etc.,
to be
be furnished
legal, etc.,
etc., assistanceassistance..
659
659
to
furnished legal,
Interstate Construction
Company,
Construction Company,
Interstate
time
bridging Columbia
Columbia
extended for bridging
time extended
River,
near Cascade Locks,
River, near
Oreg., by
22
by ------------------Oreg.,
Interstate Quarantine
Quarantine Service,
Service,
Interstate
appropriation for
with
cooperation with
for cooperation
appropriation
States, etc.,
preventing conetc., for preventing
States,
tagious diseases, etc
76, 775
775
etc---------- 76,
tagious
for,
additional, 1925
1925 ------------710
710
for, additional,
deficiency
for..-__ 58, 1343,
1349
1343, 1349
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
Intoxicating
National ProPro(see National
Beverages (see
Intoxicating Beverages
hibition
Act).
hibition Act).
Intoxicating
(see also
National
also National
Liquors (see
Intoxicating Liquors
Prohibition Act).
Act).
Prohibition
appropriation, for
for expenses
expenses enforcing
enforcing
appropriation
prohibition,
internal
prohibition, etc., of, by internal
revenue
officers ------------71, 771
revenue officers
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appropriation for
maintenance, Fort
Fort
appropriation
for maintenance,
appropriation
for expenses
expenses enforcing
enforcing
appropriation for
Belknap, Mont
Belknap,
Mont----------- 402,
prohibition, etc.;
restriction on
402, 1153
1153
prohibition,
etc.; restriction
on
for
construction, maintemaintepaying for
for storage
seized, etc__
72
for continuing
continuing construction,
72
etc__
storage of
of seized,
paying
nance,
etc., Flathead,
402, 1153
nance, etc.,
Flathead, Mont_
Mont_ 402,
1153
for
suppressing traffic
traffic in,
in, among
for suppressing
among
for
maintenance, Fort
Peck, Mont_
402, 1153
for maintenance,
Fort Peck,
Indians
Mont- 402,
1147
1153
Indians ------------------ 396, 1147
for
Blackf eet,
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., Blackfeet,
for suppressing
suppressing traffic
traffic in,
428, 1182
for
in, Alaska_
Alaska_ 428,
1182
Mont ------------------402,
1153
Mont
402, 1153
Inventions,
Inventions, etc.,
for
402, 1153
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., Crow,
Crow, Mont_
Mont_ 402,
1153
appropriation for
for cash
cash rewards
rewards to
to
appropriation
for
etc.,
Pyramid
for maintenance,
maintenance,
postal employees
for, 1924,
1924, availetc., Pyramid
postal
employees for,
availLake,
Nev
402,
1153
Lake, Nev---------------402, 1153
able for
for fiscal
fiscal vears
years 1920
to 1922_
46
able
1920 to
1922_
46
for
Navajo, N.
N. Mex_
1154
for
rewards to
employees
for maintenance,
maintenance, Navajo,
Mex_ 403,
403, 1154
for cash
cash rewards
to postal
postal employees
for
etc.,
Klamath,
for, increasing
etc., of
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
Klamath,
for,
increasing efficiency,
efficiency, etc.,
of
Oreg
403, 1154
service
85, 783
783
Oreg--------------------403,1154
service __
--------------------- 85,
for
maintenance, Yakima,
Wash_ 403,
403, 1154
for maintenance,
Yakima, Wash_
Investigation
Bureau, Department
of JusJus1154
Department of
Investigation Bureau,
for
maintenance,
Wind
River,
tice,
for
maintenance,
Wind
River,
tice,
Wyo
1154
appropriation
etc__
217
Wyo -------------------- 404,
404, 1154
217
------for Director,
Director, etc
appropriation for
for
maintenance, etc.,
etc., Gila
Gila River,
for maintenance,
for special
217
River,
217
for
special agents
agents-----------------Ariz.,
additional, 1925--------1925
707
Ariz., additional,
707
amount for
identification
amount
for criminal
criminal identification
for
Colorado River,
records,
immediately availableavailable_
217
for Colorado
River, Ariz.,
Ariz., additional,
additional,
217
records, immediately
1925707
1925
---------.-----------707
Iowa,
Iowa,
for
maintenance, etc.,
etc., Ganado
Ganado projbridge authorized
authorized across
across Mississippi
Mississippi
for maintenance,
projbridge
River , between
between Clinton
ect,
ect, Ariz
Ariz707
-----------------.
River,
Clinton County
County
707
for
and
*hiteside County,
Ill., by
for maintenance,
maintenance, San
San Xavier,
Xavier, Ariz.,
Ariz.,
and Whiteside
County, Ill.,
by
additional, 1925
707
Illinois and
15
and------------------Illinois
additional,
1925------------ 707
for
maintenance, etc.,
Hall,
for maintenance,
Savanna,
etc., Fort
Fort Hall,
Savanna, Ill.,
Ill., to
to Sabula,
Sabula, Iowa,
Iowa, by
by
707
Illinois and
and ------------_----173
Idaho, additional,
additional, 1925
1925-------707
for
maintenance,
Fort
Belknap,
for maintenance,
Fort
Belknap,
Iowa Judicial
Judicial District,
District,
additional, 1925
1925__
707
' terms
of court,
court, at
Bluffs ---- 795
Mont., additional,
terms of
at Council
Council Bluffs
----707
Flathead, Mont.,
Mont.,
Creston
for maintenance,
maintenance, Flathead,
Creston ------------------------795
Davenport
795
additional,
707
additional, 1925
Davenport----------------------795
1925-------------707
Moines
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., Crow, Mont.,
Des Moines---------------------795
Mont.,
Keokuk ----------------------additional,
707
Keokuk
- 795
additional, 1925
1925-------------.
707
Ottumwa
795
Mex.,
for maintenance,
maintenance, Navajo,
Navajo, N. Mex.,
Ottumwa----------------------795
Irrigated
Western Districts,
Districts, Semiarid
Semiarid and,
707
Irrigated Western
additional, 1925 ------------and,
707
appropriation for
experiments in
in dairydairyWhite River
River Utes,
Utes,
for Uintah
Uintah and White
for experiments
appropriation
ing
production in......
457, 850
ing and
and meat production
in__ 457,
850
additional, 1925 -------Utah, additional,
707
707
for
706
for experiments,
experiments, etc.,
etc., additional,
additional, 1925_
1925706
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc., units of YakiYakiIrrigdtion
Reclamation Service,
Service,
Irrigation (see also Reclamation
ma, Wash.,
Wash., additional, 1925_.__
1925---._ 707
707
Interior
Department),
Interior Department),
for
River, Wyo.,
Wyo.,
for maintenance,
maintenance, Wind
Wind River,
appropriation for
for investigating
investigating utilizutilizappropriation
additional, 1925-------------1925
707
707
ing of water
etc
452,
water in
in farm,
farm, etc----452, 843
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for Yakima,
Yakima,
lands for American Falls reservoir
reservoir under
66
Wash ---......-------------.
56
Minidoka project, to be acquired
Minidoka
time
extended for paying
time extended
paying by
by water
water
from Indians
Indians of
of Fort Hall
Hall ReserReserusers of accrued
accrued charges
charges for
for
vation, Idaho ---------------117
117
projects on-on
117
---------------117
Irrigation,
Reservations,
Irrigation, Indian
Indian Reservations,
Irrigation
Projects,
IrrigationProjects,
appropriation
for expenses;
expenses; allotments
appropriation for
allotments
North Platte,
exchange
North
Platte, Neb.
Neb. and
and Wyo.;
Wyo.; exchange
to district projects
projects--------- 400,
400, 1150
1150
of lands with Anton Hiersche
Hiersche for
for
for miscellaneous expenses;
supervisexpenses; supervisreservoir
reservoir purposes
purposes - ----------980
980
ing
engineers
400,
1151
ing engineers-------------400, 1151
refunds
to
World
War
veterans
956
veterans------for investigating
investigating new projects_
projects_--__ 401,
401, 1151
1151
"veteran"; persons
meaning of "veteran";
persons exexfor Taos reservoir
reservoir project,
project, N. Mex_
Mex___ 401
cluded
956
cluded ----------.-----------956
water
for reconnaissance
reconnaissance of
of available
available water
"reclamation law"
"reclamation
law "----------------956
supply of
San Juan
supply
of San
Juan River,
River, Colo_
Colo- 1151
1151
veterans who
veterans
who made entry
entry since April
April 6,
6,
for
with
for cooperative
cooperative stream
stream gauging
gauging with
1917, and no longer retaining
retaining
Geological Survey
Survey--------- 401,
401, 1151
the farm unit,
unit, may apply
apply for
for rereprojects
projects specifically
specifically provided
provided for
for
956
fund of charges
charges --- _ --------956
excluded
401, 1151
1151
excluded----------------401,
compensated_
956
not entitled if already
already compensated956
interchangeable
flood
interchangeable amounts
amounts for
for flood
refund by Secretary of charges and
and indamiges, etc
401, 1151
damages,
etc ---.--------- 401,
1151
veteran --------956
terest paid by
by veteran
956
for maintenance, etc:,
etc., Gila
Gila River,
River,
when approved
approved to
to be paid from apapAriz
401, 1152
Ariz -.-----------------401,
1152
propriation for
which
propriation
for project
project on
on which
Coolidge Dam, construction,
construction, etc-etc_ _ 1152
1152
entry made
made -----------956
for maintenance,
maintenance,
etc., Colorado
Colorado
refund payable
payable to estate,
estate, if benefits
benefits
River, Ariz --------------- 401,
River,
401, 1152
1152
availed of ---------- _-------956
956
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., Ganado
Ganado projprojrelinquishment
all rights,
rights, etc.,
etc., on
relinquishment of
of all
on
401, 1152
1152
ect, Ariz -----------.---- _ 401,
for maintenance, San
Xavier, Ariz_
1152
accepting
957
accepting ---------------957
formaintenance,
San Xavier,
Ariz- 401,
401, 1152
permanent
water rights canceled
957
permanent water
canceled -957
for maintenance,
maintenance, San Carlos, ArizAriz_ 401, 1152
1152
for construction,
construction, Salt River, Ariz--Ariz_ __
402 Italy,
Italy,
for
Ariz__
402
for construction,
construction, Fort
Fort Apache,
Apache, Ariz-402
appropriation
ambassador to--to __ 206, 1015
appropriation for
for ambassador
1015
for Calif
maintenance
Yuma
negotiation
negotiation requested with, for agreeagreefor
maintenance eharges,
tharges,
Yuma"
402, 1152
Calif-... -------------.402, 1152
size, etc., of
ment limiting size,
of vesvesfor maintenance,
maintenance, enlarging,
enlarging, etc.,
etc.,
sels
and aircraft,
aircraft, and the number
sels and
Fort Hall, Idaho ---------462, 1152
Fort
402,
1152
of officers
and men
204
of
officers and
men-----------204
.
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Iva, S.
Page. Jefferson
Iva,
S. C.,
C.,
Ky.—Continued.
Jefferson County, Ky.-Continued.
Page.
across Savannah
Savannah
bridge authorized across
care, etc.; acceptance
acceptance free of cost of the
River
between Elberton,
River between
Elberton, Ga.,
Ga.,
authorized, and
establishing
land, authorized,
and establishing
and - __ --- --. ....---------803
80<
a
thereon_ __
a national cemetery thereon-__
970
Ivory,
Jefferson
Street
NW.,
D.
C.,
Jefferson Street NW., D. C.,
excise tax on sales by dealers of
of artiartiappropriation
for
paving,
Thirteenth
to
appropriation for paving, Thirteenth to
cles of, or mounted
mounted with------.
with
324
324
Fourteenth
547
Fourteenth Streets
Streets ----------547
Jewelry,
Jewelry,
J.
J.
excise tax on, sold, etc., by dealers;
dealers;
excise
Jack
Rabbits,
Jack Rabbits,
exception----.-----324
exception
_------324
appropriation
for
devising
methods
for
appropriation for devising methods for
sections, Revenue
Revenue Act
Act
repeal of
of certain
certain sections,
destroying -------- _------_
450,
450, 841
841
relating to
sales of----of
352
of 1921,
1921, relating
to sales
352
Jackson
Alley NW.,
C.,
Jackson Alley
NW., D.
D. C.,
Jewett, Frances
R.,
Jewett,
FrancesR.,
closed, and transferred
closed,
transferred to Government
Government
appropriation
for
paying,
widow
of
appropriation for paying, widow of
Printing Office
592
Printing
Office -------------592
Milo A. Jewett, a
a consul dying
Jackson County, Ark.,
Jackson
in
210
in service
service-------------------210
1131 Jewett
may bridge White River at
at Newport
Newport-- 1131
NW., D.
Jewett Street NW.,
D. C.,
C.,
State may acquire
acquire and operate----operate
1132
1132
name of, changed
changed to
177
to Cathedral
Cathedral Avenue_
Avenue177
Jackson, Miss.,
Miss.,
Jackson,
Jicarilla
N. Mex.,
JicarillaAgency,
Agency, N.
Mex.,
bridge authorized
authorized across Pearl River
River
appropriation for support, etc., of
Inappropriation
of Inat ---------------.------28,
28, 646
dians at, from tribal funds__
funds-- 411, 1161
1161
terms of court at -----------------882
882
deficiency
appropriation
for
civilian
deficiency appropriation for civilian
Jail,
Jail, D.
D. C.,
C.,
employees
1329
employees at
at----------------.
appropriation for support
of prisonappropriation
Jicarilla
Ticarilla Indian
Indian Hospital,
Hospital, N. Mex.,
ers
566,
ers--------------------566, 1241
1241
appropriation
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for death chamof ----------------------- 408,
408, 1159
ber for electrocution----------electrocution
1322
1322 Jigs,
Jigs, etc.,
Army Ordnance,
Ordnance,
etc., Army
Jamaica
Bay,
N.
Y.
JamaicaBay, N. Y.,
appropriation
appropriation for procuring,
procuring, etc
etc_---___ 499, 914
914
preliminary
for ship
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., for
ship
Jim
Jim Hogg
Hogg County, Tex.,
Tex.,
Flushing Bay to
be
canal from Flushing
to be
transferred from Corpus Christi
transferred
Christi division
division
made ----------__-----_----1192
of Texas southern
southern judicial
judicial disdisJanitors
RepresenJanitors to Committees, House of Representrict
division
64
trict to
to Laredo
Laredo division-------64
tatives,
tatives,
Johnson
Johnson City, Tenn.,
appropriation
for
appropriation for---------------583, 1290
appropriation
Volunteer
appropriation for
for expenses,
expenses, Volunteer
appointment
appointment and duties ------ 583, 1291
Soldiers' Home
Soldiers'
932
Home------------- 518, 932
placed under
Doorkeeper after
after
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for Volunteer
Volunteer
close of Congress
Congress---------- 583, 1291
Soldiers'
63,
Soldiers' Home_
Home- ___
63, 762, 1346,
-1346, 1350
Japan,
Japan,
Johnson, Joseph
Joseph E.,
Johnson,
E.,
appropriation for
ambassador to___
to_ __ 206,
appropriation
for ambassador
206, 1015
1015
deficiency
appropriation for services__
1313
deficiency appropriation
services-1313
for Japanese
Japanese secretary
embassy__ _
206 Joint
secretary of embassy-_206
Joint Committee on
Relations of
of
on Fiscal
Fiscal Relations
assistant secretary---secretary
206
assistant
--------206
District
Columbia and
United
District of Columbia
and United
for
student interpreters
interpreters at
embassy
207
for student
at embassy-_
207
States,
States,
for quarters
quarters for student
interpreters..
student interpreters207
legislative
legislative action
action pursuant to the refor tuition of officers
officers assigned
assigned for
for lanlanport of -------------.------.
804
804
1016 Joint
guage study in
in--------------- 1016
Inaugural Ceremonies,
Ceremonies,
Joint Committee on
on Inaugural
1016
for rent of quarters -------------1016
1925,
for
ground
rent
of
embassy,
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for expenses
expenses
Tokyo..----------------- 207, 1016
of ------.------------------753
753
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for buildings,
buildings,
Joint
Printing,
Joint Committee on Printing,
etc.,
establishetc., for foreign
foreign service
service establishappropriation
appropriation for
for clerks, inspector,
inspector, etc
etc__ 586,
586,
1340
ments, Tokyo
Tokyo---------------1340
1294
additional land,
acquired
additional
land, etc., may
may be acquired
etc., Congressional
Congressional
for compiling, etc.,
for foreign
foreign service
service buildings at
at
Directory
Directory----------------- 586, 1294
Tokyo
deficiency
appropriation for BiographTokyo-----------..........-961
deficiency appropriation
Biographnegotiation requested
with, for
Congressional Directory__
__ 1314
negotiation
requested with,
for agreeagreeical Congressional
Directory.___
1314
ment limiting size, etc.,
etc., of vespositions and pay established
clerk,
positions
established of clerk,
sels
inspector,
and
stenographer..
_
149
sels and aircraft,
aircraft, and the number
number
inspector, and stenographer.. _.
149
of officers
officers and men ---------- _
204
Government Printing
rates of wages of Government
Printing
Japanese Beetle,
Japanese
Office as determined by conOffice
appropriation for
emergency control,
control,
ferences
Printer and
and
for emergency
ferences of Public Printer
appropriation
etc., of
840
committees of employees,
of --------------------840
committees
employees, effeceffec.
Japanese
Earthquake, 1923,
tive
of
658
Japanese Earthquake,
1923,
tive on
on approval
approval of----------658
determination
issue of Army supplies, etc.,
etc., for sufdetermination in case of
of appeal,
ferers
Executive,
ferers from,
from, by the
the Executive,
final------------------------final
658
approved
963
standards of paper
paper for printing
printing and
approved
and
..---------------963
binding
fixed by
credits in accounts of officers to be
binding to be
be fixed
by--------- 1105
allowed --------------------964
964 Joint
Joint Committee
Committee on the
the Library,
Library,
issues for relief of sufferers
authorized
restoration
sufferers by,
by, from
from
authorized to provide
provide for restoration
naval supply account
account fund,
naval
fund, withwithand completion
completion of freize in Roout reimbursement
195
reimbursement -----------tunda ---------------------1252
195
selection
Courtly, Ky.,
Ky.,
Jefferson County,
selection of design,
design, employment
employment of
of
care, etc., of burial grounds
grounds of former
former
artists, etc -----------------1252
1252
Zachary Taylor in,
amount authorized
authorized to be appropriappropriPresident Zachary
authorized ----------------...
970
ated ----------------------1252
1252
chairman
supervision
chairman to serve on Library
Library of Consupervision of expenses by secretary
secretary
Q
,of
Vnr
970
11
)7
gress
Trust Fund
Fund Boardr
Board
1107
of
War
970
. .1
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Joint
on the
Library-Contd. Page.
the Library-Contd.
Committee on
Joint Committee
plans, etc.,
for constructing
music
constructing music
etc., for
plans,
auditorium at
Conof ConLibrary of
at Library
auditorium
gress subject
approval of---of__ __
788
788
to approval
subject to
gress
to approve
approve site
and pedestal
statue
for statue
pedestal for
site and
to
of
General San
San Martin------Martin
667
667
of General
location for conto investigate,
investigate, etc.,
new location
etc., new
to
of Botanic
servatories
south of
servatories south
729
Garden
Garden---------------------Joint
Investigate Northern
Northern
to Investigate
Committee to
Joint Committee
Pacific Land
Grants,
Land Grants,
Pacific
deficiency
appropriation
for
exfor
appropriation
deficiency
penses
673, 1314
1314
673,
penses-------------------composition, powers,
powers, etc-----------etc
462
composition,
462
amount
expenses---authorized for expenses.__
amount authorized
Joint Congressional
on Federal
Federal
Committee on
Congressional Committee
Joint
Reserve
System,
Reserve System,
44
time extended
for final
report of-----of
final report
extended for
time
Jones
John Paul,
Paul,
Admiral John
Jones, Admiral
deficiency
for indemnity
indemnity
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
to
Madame Crignier
loss,
for loss,
Crignier for
to Madame
692
in
body of
of--------for body
search for
in search
payment to
to France
authorized as
inas inFrance authorized
payment
demnity for
to property
property
damages to
for damages
demnity
of Madame
search
by search
Crignier, by
Madame Crigmer,
of
for
of
118
118
body of----------------for body
Jones Inlet, N.
N. Y.,
Y.,
Jones
preliminary
examination, etc.,
of, to
to be
be
etc., of,
preliminary examination,
made
1192
made----------------------Ark.,
Jonesboro, Ark.
Jonesboro,
terms
91
of court at -----------------terms of
Joseph's
Band of
of Nez
Nez Perce
Perce Indians,
Indians,
Joseph's Band
Wash.,
Wash.,
appropriation
for support,
support, etc.,
adof, adetc., of,
appropriation for
ditional, 1925
708
1925------------ditional,
Judge Advocate
Opt, Navy,
Navy,
General's Office,
Advocate General's
Judge
appropriation for
for civilian
personnel,
civilian personnel,
appropriation
Navy Department
Department ---------- 185, 864
Navy
War DeJudge
General's Office, War
Advocate General's
Judge Advocate
partment,
partment,
appropriation for
for civilian
civilian personnel_personnel_ 481,
481, 895
appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for
for experts,
deficiency appropriation
patent
suits- ....
52
infringement suits------patent infringement
for arbitrating
arbitrating rate
royalty, AmerAmerrate of royalty,
for
payican
Cyanamid Company;
Company; payican Cyanamid
able
balance, National
National Defrom balance,
able from
757
fense
757
Act-------------------fense Act
officers
engaged on Army patent litiofficers engaged
gation excepted
excepted from
from requirerequiregation
470
troops----ment for
for duty with troops
ment
Judges, United
States Courts,
Courts,
United States
Judges,
Jusappropriation
for Supreme
Supreme Court
Court Jusappropriation for
tices..------------------218
1028
218, 1028
tices
218, 1028
for circuit_
for
circuit-------------------- 218,
218, 1028
for
district ------------------218
for district
for
for retired
retired-------------------- 218, 1028
44
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for retired-__
retired__
deficiency
additional,
authorized for
Michigan
for Michigan
additional, authorized
western
district
949
western district--------------for
1098
district------------Minnesota district
for Minnesota
two
authorized for
circuit, authorized
additional circuit,
two additional
1116
eighth
1116
circuit ---------------eighth circuit
Judgment
Debtors,
Judgment Debtors,
all, to be kept by clerks of
indexes
indexes of all,
United
States courts
courts --------813
United States
Judgments,
Judgments,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for paying,
deficiency
District of
of Columbia._
1323
38, 679, 1323
Columbia--__- 38,
District
53
for paying,
United States
States Cjurts
53,
Courtsfor
paying, United
696,
1346
758, 1346
696, 758,
for
Court of
54,
54,
Claims ----of Claims
for paying,
paying, Court
696,
1347
758, 1347
696, "15'8,
Judicial Code
Code (see
(see also
also United
United States
Judicial
Courts),
Courts),
752
amended, section
section 1
1---------------amended,
972
section 24
.-------24..--....-------section

Judicial
Page.
Code-Continued.
Judicial Code-Continued.
amended, section
section 51----------------51
1264
amended,
section 71..
90, 948
90,
71---------------------section
section 73
243
73 ---------------------section
section 80
751
80 ----------------------section
section 81
795
795
81-----------------------section
1106
section 86
86---------------------- section
section 90
882
90 ----------------------section
section
98
661, 722
722
661,
section 98--------------------section
101 ----------- 387,
387, 730,
731, 945
945
730, 731,
section 101
section
800
105----------------------section 105
section
64, 244
108 --------------------- 64,
section 108
section
962
114, 962
111 ------------------- 114,
section 111
388
section
388
115----------------------section 115
section
1116
1116
118----------------------section 118
section
936
128---------------------section 128
section
937
937
129 --------------------section 129
937
section 237---------------------237..
937
section
938
section 238
238 --------------------938
section
section 239----------------------239
938
section
section 240
240 --------------------938
section
941
repealed, section
130---------------section 130
repealed,
941
section 131
131 ------------------- -section
941
section 133----------------------133
section
941
section 134---------------------134
section
941
section 181
181----------------------section
section
182-----------941
--------section 182
941
section 236
236--------------------section
section
941
241---------------------section 241
section
941
242 ---------------------section 242
941
section
243
941
section 243---------------------941
----------section
section 244 ---------941
245
section 245---------------------section 246
246 --------------------941
section
941
section 247---------------------247
section
941
section 248
248 --------------------section
941
section 249
249- -------------------section
941
section 250
250---------------------section
941
---------section
251----------section 251
941
section 252-..----------------252
section
Judicial Expenses,
Expenses,
Judicial
appropriation for
218, 1028
for---------------- 218,
appropriation
Judicial Officers,
Officers,
Judicial
221, 1031
for --appropriation for law books for_
appropriation
43
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for books forfor..
43,
deficiency
57,
76d
57, 687, 760
Alaska,
Juneau, Alaska,
Juneau,
by, for sewerage system,
issue of
bonds by,
of bonds
issue
859
859
authorized
authorized-----------------election to determine; interest,
interest, etc.;
election
859
859
payment, etc----------------etc
payment,
proceeds to be used for no other
other
proceeds
859
859
bonds--------purpose; sale
sale of bonds
purpose;
Jurors,
D.
C.,
D.
C.,
Jurors,
names to
comto be drawn by jury comnames
service
mission for
police court service
for police
mission
bimonthly
1120
bimonthly------------------1121
for juvenile
juvenile court, etc., quarterly
quarterly --for
Jurors,
Courts,
States Courts,
United States
Jurors, United
appropriation
for fees,
etc--------- 221, 1030
fees, etc
appropriation for
for meals,
in United
United States
etc., in
meals, etc.,
for
cases
221,
221, 1030
cases-------------- -----deficiency appropriation
56,
appropriation for fees -----deficiency
171, 700,
1333
760, 1333
700, 760,
171,
Courts,
Jury
Commissioners, United
States Courts,
United States
Jury Commissioners,
appropriation for
1030
221, 1030
compensation---- 221,
for compensation__
appropriation
Justices
Peace,
the Peace,
of the
Justices of
appropriation for
for fees
acting as
of, acting
fees of,
appropriation
commissioners of
of United States
commissioners
courts ---------------221, 1030
courts
deficiency
appropriation for
fees, acting
acting
for fees,
deficiency appropriation
44, 171,
as
171, 687
as commissioners
commissioners -----too:ails Court,
C.
D. C.,
Court, D.
Juvenile
563, 1288
appropriation
for salaries,
1238
etc-salaries, etc
appropriation for
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Juvenile
Court, D.
D. C.-Continued.
C.—Continued.
Juvenile Court,
appropriation for
for miscellaneous-.-miscellaneous_ __ _ 564,
appropriation
advances. etc.,
etc., for
returning abfor returning
advances.
sconding
probationers, authorsconding probationers,
ized
564,
564,
ized ------------------564,
for
etc
expenses, etc---------rent, expenses,
for rent,
deficiency
appropriation
for
expenses__
expenses-deficiency appropriation for
jurisdiction given,
in all
all cases
cases under
given, in
jurisdiction
Compulsory
School Attendance
Attendance
Compulsory School
Act
.
Act------------------------Act
names
for jury
service in,
in, to be drawn
jury service
names for
quarterly by
commission.. _
jury commission-by jury
quarterly
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1238
1238
1238
1238
1238
.1321
1321

..808
808
1121

B.
K.
Kahn,
Julius, late
late a
Representative in
in
a Representative
Kahn, Julius,
Congress,
Congress,
deficiency appropriation
to
appropriation for pay to
deficiency
754
widow
754
of -----------------widow of
Kaibab Agency,
Ariz.,
Agency, Ariz.,
Kaibab
appropriation for
support, etc., of
for support,
appropriation
Indians at,
from tribal
tribal fundsfunds_ 411, 1161
at, from
Indians
Kaibab
Ariz.,
Forest, Ariz.,
National Forest,
Kaibab National
emergency,
deficiency
appropriation for emergency,
deficiency appropriation
39
insect
infestations__
39
insect infestations------------Kalamazoo
River,
Kalamazoo River,
two
unsurveyed islands
islands in, may be
two unsurveyed
acquired
by Battle
Mich.,
Creek, Mich.,
Battle Creek,
acquired by
for
purposes ----------public purposes
for public

891

Kalihi,
Hawaii,
Kalihi, Hawaii,
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
of, harharetc., of,
preliminary
-bor
made
1197
be made----.-----..
to be
bor to
Kanawha Falls
Bridge Company,
Falls Bridge
Kanawha
may bridge
Kanawha River
Glen
River at Glen
bridge Kanawha
may
999
Ferris, W.
W. Va
----.--Va ..---..
Ferris,
West Virginia
acquire, to
operate
to operate
may acquire,
Virginia may
West
999
as
bridge --------------free bridge
as free
999
tolls allowed
allowed for
years------five years
for five
tolls
Kanawha
Kanawha River,
bridge authorized
across, Glen
Glen Ferris,
Ferris,
authorized across,
bridge
999
W Va
Va---------------------W.
acquirement
West Virginia
Virginia authorby West
acquirement by
999
ized,
operate as
as a
free bridge a free
to operate
ized, to
tolls
permitted for
for five
years ---999
five years
tolls permitted
Kankakee
Ill.,
County, Ill.,
Kankakee County,
bridge
authorized across
Kankakee
across Kankakee
bridge authorized
River
by
Lake and
and 1
.
,'i'ewton
Newton
River by Lake
29
Counties,
Ind.,
and
29
Counties, Ind., and----------Kankakee
River,
Kankakee River,
bridge
authorized across,
across, by
by Kankakee
Kankakee
bridge authorized
County,
Ill., and
and Lake
and
Lake and
County, Ill.,
Newton
Counties,
Ind
29
Newton Counties, Ind--------Kansas Avenue
D. C.,
NW., D.
Avenue NW.,
Kansas
appropriation for
Allison to
to
paving, Allison
for paving,
appropriation
Buchanan Streets
547
Streets ----------Buchanan
Quincy
for paving,
paving, Thirteenth
to Quincy
Thirteenth to
for
Streets
548
Streets -------------------- for paving,
Street to
to
Buchanan Street
paving, Buchanan
for
Sherman Circle
Circle -------------1223
Sherman
Mo.,
Kansas
City, Mo.,
Kansas City,
feasibility
establishing of military
of establishing
feasibility of
park in,
commemorate Battle
Battle
to commemorate
in, to
park
of Westport,
to be
investigated,
be investigated,
Westport, to
of
801
etc -----------------------etc
607
terms of
court at
at ----------------- of court
terms
Kansas
Indians, Okla.,
Okla.,
Kansas Indians,
appropriation for
for support,
1160
etc----- 409, 1160
support, etc
appropriation
708
for support,
support, etc.,
etc., of,
additional, 1925_
708
1925of, additional,
for
alienation
homestead
on homestead
restrictions on
alienation restrictions
allotments
to, extended-------extended
176
17t
allotments to,
competent
Indians not
affected
177
177
not affected----competent Indians
State
tax on
on oil,
oil, etc.,
production
etc., production
State tax
177
authorized
177
authorized----------------no
lien, etc.,
etc., against
property of
against property
no lien,
1
7
A17.
Indian
owner ----------------177
Incian owner
.,,
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age.
Kansas
Indians, Okla.-Continued.
Okla.—Continued.
Pags.
Kansas Indians,
alienation restrictions
on homestead
homestead
restrictions on
alienation
on
allotments to;
to; sale
permitted on
sale permitted
allotments
177
approval
Secretary of
of Interior_
Interior_
177
of Secretary
approval of
reserved
lands in
Reservation may be
be
in Reservation
reserved lands
leased
mining purposes
for
purposes for
for mining
leased for
benefit
of -----------------111
benefit of
Kansas
Judicial District,
District,
Kansas Judicial
jurisdiction of,
of, in
claims for damages
in claims
jurisdiction
from Government
Government neglect
neglect in
.
from
dipping
tick-infested cattle
1327
cattle----- 1327
dipping tick-infested
terms of
of court,
607
City --------Kansas City
court, Kansas
terms
Kansas or
Indians,
of Indians,
Tribe of
Kaw Tribe
or Kaw
Kansas
States to be
all
claims of,
United States
against United
of, against
all claims
adjudicated by
Court of
of Claims_
Claims_
1133
1133
by Court
adjudicated
Karluk River,
River, Alaska,
Alaska,
Karluk
salmon fishing
fishing permitted
permitted in---------in
465
salmon
Kaw
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Okla.,
Kaw Indian
lease
for mining
mining purposes
purposes of
of designated
designated
lease for
reserved lands
lands for
for benefit
benefit of
reserved
Kansas Tribe
Tribe --------------- 111
Kansas
112
authorized State tax
tax on
production, authorized
112
on production,
State
112
not a
Indian owner
owner _--against Indian
lien against
a lien
not
Kearney
Street NE.,
NE., D.
D. C.,
Kearney Street
Eighteenth
appropriation for
for paving,
paving, Eighteenth
appropriation
547
to Twentieth
Streets ---------Twentieth Streets
to
to
for paving,
Street to
Twenty-second Street
paving, Twenty-second
for
1223
• Rhode
1223
Avenue--------Island .Avenue
Rhode Island
Ill.,
Kendall
County, Ill.,
KendaU County,
13
in-_
bridge authorized
authorized across
13
Fox River in.._
across Fox
bridge
NW., D. C.,
Kennedy Street
Street NW.,
Kennedy
to
Fifth
appropriation
for
paving,
to
appropriation for paving,
Eighth
Streets
547
Eighth Streets---------------Kentucky,
Kentucky,
Indiana
bridge Ohio River,
may bridge
and, may
Indiana and,
Henderson
County, to
to VanderVanderHenderson County,
662
County, Ind----------burgh County,
Ind
662
burgh
Missouri, Illinois,
and, may
may bridge
Illinois, and,
Missouri,
Ohio
at
Mississippi Rivers at
and Mississippi
Ohio and
-Cairo, Ill
999
Ill-----------------Cairo,
time
extended for
bridging Ohio River
for bridging
time extended
1132
by
and -------.-----Indiana and
by Indiana
Keokuk, Iowa,
Keokuk,
795
terms
of court
court at
at------------------terms of
D. C.,
Keokuk
NW. D.
Street NW.,
Keokuk Street
593
Road ---Military Road_
name of,
of, changed
to Military
changed to
name
Keshena
Agency, Wis.,
Wis.,
Keshena Agency,
appropriation for
support, etc., of
of
for support,
appropriation
Indians at,
from tribal
funds_411, 1161
tribal funds_411,
at, from
Indians
deficiency
appropriation for
for civilian
civilian
deficiency appropriation
employees at
1329
at---------------employees
Alaska,
Ketchikan,
Ketchikan, Alaska,
authorized
bonds by,
656
increasedby, increasedof bonds
issue of
authorized issue
Ketchikan
Creek, Alaska,
Alaska,
Ketchikan Creek,
preliminary
examination, etc., of, to be
preliminary examination,
made
1197
made ---------------------Wash.,
Kettle
Falls, Wash.,
Kettle Falls,
bridge authorized
authorized across Columbia
Columbia
bridge
791
River at
at--------------------River
Key
Bridge, D. C., Francis
Francis Scott,
Key Bridge,
appropriation for
1227
expenses 550, 1227
operating expenses
for operating
appropriation
Fort
Francis Scott, Fort
Key,
Monument to
to Francis
Key, Monument
McHenry,
Baltimore, Md.,
Md.,
McHenry, Baltimore,
935
in_
for, covered
balances
of appropriations
appropriations for,
covered in.
balances of
Key West,
Fla.,
West, Fla.,
Key
deficiency
appropriation for
marine
for marine
deficiency appropriation
hospital,
water supply
51
supply --------hospital, water
877
for
submarine basebase_
877
piers, submarine
completing piers,
for completing
preliminary
etc., of, harexamination, etc.,
preliminary examination,
1194
bor
made
1194
be made--------------to be
bor to
Wash.,
Key
port, Wash.,
Keyport,
appropriation for
for naval
station,
torpedo station,
naval torpedo
appropriation
public
works ---------------198
public works
Kans.,
Kickapoo
Agency, Kans.,
Kickapoo Agency,
appropriation for
etc., of
support, etc.,
for support,
appropriation
Indians
from tribal
funds_ 411,
411, 1161
tribal fundsat, from
Indians at,
--
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Kickapoo
Page.
Okla.,
Indians, Okla.,
Kickapoo Indians,
appropriation
support, etc.,
etc., of
__ 409,
1160
409, 1160
of_for support,
appropriation for
for
of, additional,
708
708
1925additional, 1925_
etc., of,
support, etc.,
for support,
Kill
Kill Van Kull,'
bridge
authorized across,
across, New
New York
and
York and
bridge authorized
1094
New Jersey
Jersey -----------------New
IrrigationProject,
Kin-le-chee
Project, Ariz.,
Ariz:,
Kin-le-chee Irrigation
appropriation for
etc.,
maintenance, etc.,
for maintenance,
appropriation
1151
of
400, 1151
of----------------------- 400,
Kindergarten
Education,
Kindergarten Education,
appropriation for
investigating, etcetc_ 426, 1180
for investigating,
appropriation
King
Hill Irrigation
Irrigation Project,
Idaho,
Project, Idaho,
King Hill
appropriation for
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc.,
appropriation
1166
of
417, 1166
- 417,
of ------------------Kingston
Lake,
Kingston Lake,
bridge authorized
authorized across,
across, at
Conway,
at Conway,
bridge
55
S.
C------------------------S.C
Kiowa Agency,
Agency, Okla.,
deficiency
for civilian
civilian
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
1329
employees
411, 1329
at-------------- 411,
employees at
allotment
to James
James F.
Rowell, of
lands
of lands
F. Rowell,
allotment to
in,
longer needed
needed for
for agency
agency
no longer
in, no
795
purposes
purposes-------------------Kiowa, Comanche,
Agency,
and Apache Agency,
Comanche, and
Kiowa,
Okla.,
Okla.,
appropriation
etc., of
of
support, etc.,
for support,
appropriation for
411, 1161
Indians at,
funds- 411,
tribal funds_
from tribal
at, from
Indians
Okla.,
Kiowa, etc.,
Indians, Okla.,
etc., Indians,
Kiowa,
appropriation
support, etc.,
from
etc., from
for support,
appropriation for
tribal funds-------------funds
399,
1149
399, 1149
tribal
1003
directedsale of
of land
land in
in Kiowa
County, directed_
Kiowa County,
sale
proceeds
purchase tract
for cemecemetract for
to purchase
proceeds to
1004
tery
of -- _-----------------1004
tery of
Kirby,
Major Wallace
W., U. S. Army,
Army,
Wallace W.,
Kirby, Major
detailed
Director of
of Bureau
Bureau of
of
as Director
detailed as
Engraving
TreasPrinting, Treasand Printing,
Engraving and
months_
ury Department
Department for
252
six months_
for six
ury
pay, etc.,
no
other than
Army pay,
than Army
no other
-allowed
252
allowed-----------------Kirjassoff, William
William B.,
B., and
David M.,
and David
Kirjassoff,
appropriation for
for paying,
children of
of
paving, children
appropriation
Max D.
D. Kirjassoff,
Kirjassoff, aa consul
consul
Max
dying
209
service--------------in service
dying in
Fla.,
Kissimmee River, Fla.,
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
of, to
to
etc., of,
preliminary
be
made ------------------1194
be made
R.,
Kissinger,
John R.,
Kissinger, John
appropriation for
for monthly
monthly payments
payments
appropriation
to ----------------------511, 926
511,926
to
Kitchin, Claude,
Claude, late
a Representative
in
Representative in
late a
Kitchin,
Congress,
Congress,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for pay to
to
deficiency
33
widow
33
of--------------------widow of
Kittitas
Counties. Wash.,
Grant Counties,
and Grant
Kittitas and
Vantage
may
bridge Columbia
River, Vantage
Columbia River,
may bridge
660
Ferry
660
Ferry--------------------authorized;
purchase
by the
State authorized;
the State
purchase by
661
operation,
etc
operation, etc---------------Klamath
Agency, Oreg.,
Oreg.,
Klamath Agency,
of
appropriation
etc., of
support, etc.,
for support,
appropriation for
Indians at,
at, from
from tribal
funds;
tribal funds;
Indians
411, 1161
amount for
for buildings------buildings
amount
civilian
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for civilian
deficiency
employees at----------------at
1329
employees
Oreg.,
Klamath
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Oreg.,
Klamath Indian
appropriation
appropriation for Modoc Point, Sand
projects
Creek, etc., irrigation projects
in
403, 1154
1154
in ----------------------unexpended balance of appropriations
appropriations
unexpended
irrigation systems
covsystems on, covfor irrigation
ered
1155
in---------------------- 1155
ered in
for
Modoc Point irrigation project,
for Modoc
covered
covered in ------------------ 1155
Project, Oreg.-Calif.,
Oreg.-Calif.,
IrrigationProject,
Klamath Irrigation
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
appropriation for maintenance,
418. 11R9
nf
of
418,
------------------------__? 1169
--

.

.,

Klamath Irrigation
Oreg.-Calif.—
Project, Oreg.-Calif.Irrigation Project,
Klamath
Continued.
exchange of
of farm unit under, by Richexchange
ard Walsh authorized
authorized -------ard
Klamath
Calif.,
River, Calif.,
Klamath River,
to
etc., of, to
preliminary
examination, etc.,
preliminary examination,
be made
made--------------------be
Road NW., D. C.,
Klingle Road
Thirty-second
appropriation for paving,
paving, Thirty-second
appropriation
to
Streets-.----Thirty-fourth Streets
to Thirty-fourth
D. C.,
NW., D.
Street NW.,
Klingle Street
Road
appropriation for paving, Tunlaw
Tunlaw Road
appropriation
to
Street -------.to Forty-fifth
Forty-fifth Street
Knobs
N. C.,
Creek., N.
Knobs Creek.,
preliminary examination,
etc., of, to
tp
examination, etc.,
preliminary
be made
made ------------------be
Railway ComCharleston Railway
Knoxville and Charleston
pany,
pany,
bridge
across Tennessee
Tennessee River, to be
bridge of, across
operated
operated by Southern Railway
Company
Company------------------Iowa,
Knoxville, Iowa,
granted right of way across Veterans'
Veterans'
granted
at-reservation at
Bureau hospital reservation
Knoxville,
Tenn.
Knoxville, Tenn.,
maintenance of
bridge authorized across
of bridge
maintenance
Tennessee River at
at----------.Tennessee
Idaho,
Kootenai County, Idaho,
Kootenai
public lands
relinquished to, on paylands relinquished
public
ment
specified price
price--------of specified
ment of
Kranich, Charles
Charles A.,
Kranich,
to-------issue
issue of homestead patents to
-

-
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812
812

1196
1196
547
1223

1193

113
113
792
113

1284
1284
810
810

L.
L.
La
Fond, Joseph,
Joseph,
La Fond,
810
issue
homestead patent to--------to
810
issue of homestead
La
Grande, Oreg.,
La Grande,
offices
of register
register and
and receiver,
receiver, land
offices of
395
consolidated---------office at, consolidated
La
Plata River,
La Plata
compact
compact of Colorado and New Mexico
approved by
for use of waters, approved
796
Congress
Congress-------------------796
terms of agreement
796
agreement---------------terms
Labor
Railroad,
Board, Railroad,
Labor Board,
appropriation
for expenses
expenses of -----527, 1206
1206
appropriation for
Labor
Disputes, Conciliation
Conciliationof,
Labor Disputes,
appropriation
for commissioners, etc _ 239, 1048
1048
appropriationforcommissioners,etcetc., additional,
commissioners, etc.,
for commissioners,
709
1925 --------------------- Labor
Organizations,
Labor Organizations,
tax
282
exempt from income tax-------------Labor Organizations,
Organizations, etc.,
Labor
use of
of antitrust
antitrust appropriations
appropriations for prosuse
ecuting,
1027
forbidden---------- 217, 1027
ecuting, forbidden
Labor
Saving Devices,
Postal Service,
Devices, Postal
Labor Saving
appropriation for
787
for- -- _------------- 89, 787
appropriation
Labor
Machines,
LaborSaving Machines,
appropriation
appropriation for purchase, supplies for,
66
etc., Treasury
Treasury Department
Department----etc.,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for, Treasury
deficiency
Department -------------61
Department
Labor
Statistics Bureau,
Bureau, Department
Department of
Labor Statistics
Labor,
Labor,
appropriation
and
appropriation for Commissioner, and
office personnel-----------personnel
239, 1048
office
for
agents, 'etc
239, 1048
1048
diem, special agents,'etc__
per diem,
for per
for temporarystatisticalclerks,etc_ 239, 1048
1048
fortemporarystatisticalclerks,etc239, 1049
traveling expenses -- ------for traveling
etc
239, 1049
1049
materials for reports, etc----for materials
240, 1049
periodicals, etc------------etc
for periodicals,
Lac
Indian Reservation,
Reservation,
Oreille Indian
Courte Oreille
Lac Courte
Wis.,
allotments, etc., to certain Indians
Indians on,
validate
92
validated-----. ------------.

INDEX.
Lac
du Flambeau
Flambeau Agency,
Page.
Wis.,
Agency, Wis.,
Lac du
appropriation for support,
support, etc., of
appropriation
Indians
funds_ 411,
411, 1161
from tribal
tribal funds_
Indians at,
at, from
deficiency appropriation
civilian
appropriation for civilian
deficiency
1329
employees
1329
employees at ----------------InLac du
du Flarnbeau
Flambeau Band
Band of
Chippewa Inof Chippewa
Lac
dians,
dians, Wis.,
persons
prior hereto,
hereto, to
to be
be added
born prior
persons born
to existing
existing rolls
of -----------132
132
rolls of
to
132
preparation
final rolls
rolls-------------of final
preparation of
allotments to names on additional
allotments
132
132
-----------------------roll
132
prorating if acreage
insufficient --acreage insufficient__
prorating
132
issue
etc
132
trust patents, etc-------issue of trust
132
intoxicants
132
intoxicants prohibited _-------merchantable timber on, to be
merchantable
sold
132
sold -----------------------proceeds to be
competent
be paid to competent
proceeds
Indians;
of incompeincompecredit of
to credit
Indians; to
tents
132
tents----------------------lands reserved
reserved from, for villages,
villages,
lands
etc
132
etc-------------------------appropriation for
for preparing
133
etcpreparing roll, etc_
appropriation
Lafayette
Me.,
Park, Me.,
National Park,
Lafayette National
appropriation for protection,
etc____ 424, 1177
1177
protection, etc---appropriation
708
additional, 1925----1925
for protection,
protection, additional,
Lafayette River,
Lafayette
dam and
bridge authorized across, by
and bridge
dam
973
Norfolk, Va
Va -----------------Norfolk,
Lagrange, Ga.,
Ga.,
Lagrange,
issue
of Army
Army stores to sufferers
sufferers from
from
issue of
cyclone at,
approved;
1920, approved;
at, in 1920,
cyclone
1252
credit
1252
allowed for - ---------credit allowed
LaGuardia,
Honorable Fiorello
H.,
Fiorello H.,
LaGuardia,Honorable
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for contested
contested
deficiency
1314
election
1314
expenses ------------election expenses
Mex.,
Laguna, etc.,
Indians, N. Mex.,
etc., Indians,
Laguna,
appropriation for
irrigation system
system for;
for;
for irrigation
appropriation
repayment
403, 1153
repayment --------------Laguna Indian
Indian Sanatorium,
N. Mex.,
Mex.,
Sanatorium, N.
Laguna
appropriation
for maintenance,
etc.,
maintenance, etc.,
appropriation for
of --------------------408, 1159
1159
408,
of
Lake
Alto, Fla.,
Fla.,
Lake Alto,
preliminary
examination, etc., to be
preliminary examination,
made of
connecting
canal into, connecting
of canal
made
Waldo
Santa Fe 1194
Lake Santa
Little Lake
and Little
Waldo and
Lake Andes,
Andes, S.
S. Dak.,
Dak.,
Lake
right
to be
spillfor spillacquired for
be acquired
of way
way to
right of
way, etc--------------------etc
133
way,
appropriation
available
133
appropriation available ----------Lake Bankhcad,
Bankhead, Ala.,
Ala.,
Lake
portion
Warrior River named_ 1197
of Black Warrior
portion of
Lake Champlain,
Champlain,
Lake
appropriation for
completing memorial
memorial
for completing
appropriation
of victory
Commodore
by Commodore
on, by
victory on,
of
515
Macdonough
in
---------1814
in
Macdonough
Lake City,
City, Minn.,
Minn.,
Lake
preliminary
examination, etc.,
etc., of,
harbor
of, harbor
preliminary examination,
to
1195
made -----------------be made
to be
Lake County,
County, Ind.,
Ind.,
Lake
bridge authorized
across Kankakee
Kankakee
authorized across
bridge
River
by Kankakee
Kankakee County,
County,
River by
29
Ill.,
Newton County, Ind., and_
Ill., Newton
may
Calument River
at
River at
Grand Calument
bridge Grand
may bridge
Gary
1216
1216
Gary-----------------------Hammond
to East
1215
Chicago --------- 1215
East Chicago
Hammond to
Lake Drummond
Drummond Canal,
Canal,
Lake
purchase
of. authorized
authorized ------------1186
purchase of.
Lake Griffin,
Grifin, Fln.,
Lake
preliminary
examination, etc.,
etc., of,
to be
of, to
preliminary examination,
made
1194
made-----------------------Lake of
the Woods,
Woods, etc.,
etc., Minn..
Minn.,
of the
Lake
930
tcre
515.
or
orvvf
.....for
f ,,
. ;+;,..
appropriation
of,
___
515,
930
aUPrjiuj--ic-.n.
A-v survey
.
-ub
u.} etc_
G
--- -m-
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Lake Superior,
Superior,
Page.
Lake
appropriation
connecting
survey of connecting
for survey
appropriation for
waters,
with Lake of the
waters, etc., of, with
515
Woods------------------515
Woods
Winnebago, Wis.,
Lake Winnebago,
preliminary
examination,
etc.,
to
be
etc.,
of,
preliminary examination,
made
1195
made ----------------------Lakehurst,
J.,
Lakehurst, N. J.,
amount authorized
naval air
acquiring naval
authorized acquiring
amount
etc., at----------at
1271
station site, etc.,
Lakes Union
Union and Washington Canal,
Canal,
Lakes
right of
granted Seattle, Wash.,
of way granted
right
for street
street extension
extension across
across right
right
for
789
of----------------- -of way
way of
Lamond
Railroad Crossing,
Crossing, D.
D. C.,
Lamond Railroad
1096
elimination
elimination of --------------------deficiency
for--------- 1319
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
Land
Banks (see
(see Federal
Federal Land
Banks).
Land Banks).
Land Banks
Land
Lands).
Offices (see Public Lands).
Land Offices
Lander, Wyo.,
Wyo.,
Lander,
388
terms
at_
of court at-------------------terms of
Lands, etc.,
United States,
States,
etc., United
Lands,
appropriation
of
83
custody of---------for custody
appropriation for
Lands for Military
Purposes,
Military Purposes,
Lands
382
sale
of abandoned,
abandoned, authorized
382
authorized -------sale of
Lands in
in Severalty to
Indians,
to Indians,
Lands
appropriation
for surveying, allotting,
appropriation for
etc., of
397, 1148
of------------------- 397,
etc.,
repayment
1148
397, 1148
repayment ----------------- 397,
use
Arizona and New
New
use for Indians in Arizona
Mexico restricted
1148
397, 1148
restricted---------- 397,
Mexico
1925-for
etc., additional,
additional, 1925__
707
surveying, etc.,
for surveying,
deficiency
surveying,
appropriation for surveying,
deficiency appropriation
1328
allotting,
of
1328
etc., of-----------allotting, etc.,
alienation
restrictions on homestead
homestead
alienation restrictions
allotments
to
Indians
of
BlackBlackallotments to Indians of
feet Reservation,
Reservation, removed
removed on
feet
252
death
of allottee
allottee-------------death of
allotments
Lac du Flambeau Band
to Lac
allotments to
of Chippewas
Chippewas of Lake Superior,
Wis
132
Wis------------------------allottees
Columbia and Colville
allottees in Columbia
Reservation,
Wash., may disReservation, Wash.,
pose
of lands
lands under
under trust
133
trust patents
pose of
Gardening,
Landscape
Vegetable Gardening,
and Vegetable
Landscape and
appropriation for
studies in floriculture,
floriculture,
for studies
appropriation
etc
442, 832
442,832
etc----------------------Langley
Memorial Aeronautical
Aeronautical Laboratory,
Laboratory,
Langley Memorial
appropriation for
operation,
for equipment,
equipment, operation,
appropriation
etc
1206
etc------------------------amount for
for additional
additional building
building..---__ _ 1206
amount
Language
Service,
ForeignSenrice,
Study, Foreign
Language Study,
appropriation for
tuition of
officers
of officers
for tuition
appropriation
assigned
Japan,
China, Japan,
for, in China,
assigned for,
and Turkey
1016
Turkey---------------- and
for rent
rent of quarters
1016
quarters --------------for
Larabee,
Pa.,
Larabee, Pa.,
Allegheny
bridge
authorized across
across Allegheny
bridge authorized
River near------------------near
1092
River
Larson,
Karl T.,
Larson, Karl
to---------issue of
811
homestead patent to
of homestead
issue
Las
Cruces, N. Mex.,
Las Cruces,
offices of
register and receiver,
receiver, land
of register
offices
office
consolidated --------395
at, consolidated
office at,
terms of court
642
at-------------------court at
terms
Las
pas Grant,
Grant, N.
Mex.
N. Mex.,
Trampas
Las Tram
acceptance
of
lands
in,
for
national
acceptance of lands in, for national
forest
643
purposes--------------forest purposes
equal
value of
of national
national forest
timber
forest timber
equal value
given
exchange ------------643
in exchange
given in
surveys,
Service
Forest Service
by Forest
etc., by
surveys, etc.,
employees
643
accepted _---------employees accepted
added
to Carson
Carson National
Forest_ --643
National Forest
added to
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Kans.-Continued.
Leavenworth, Kans.-Continued.
Las
pay Grant,
Grant, N.
Mex.-Continued.
Page.
Page- Leavenworth,
N. Mex.-Continued.
Trampas
Las Tram
penitentiary at; receipts
receipts from sales
penitentiary
acceptance
advertisement
etc.; advertisement
of lands,
lands. etc.;
acceptance of
77
credited
capital fundfund_
credited to working capital
643
of
exchange_ _
of proposed
proposed exchange-notice of
of notice
7
7
inmates to receive pay for labor --Las Vegas, N. Mex.,
authorized for equipping
equipping
642
amount authorized
642
terms
at
court at-------------------of court
terms of
7
7
buildings, etc
etc---------------buildings,
642
rooms to
furnished -------------to be furnished
rooms
7
7
for
capital fund --------working capital
for working
transfer to
to new
building at city of Las
new building
transfer
receipts to be credited
credited to working
working
all receipts
643
when completed-------completed
Vegas, when
7
7
capital fund
fund----------------capital
National Forest,
Forest, Calif.,
Lassen National
operaannual
report in detail
detail of all operaannual report
357
357
to
added to--------------------lands added
7
7
--------tions, etc -----Lassen Volcanic
Park, Calif.,
National Park,
Volcanic National
Lassen
7
7
expenses
working capital
capital fund
fund_ _
from working
expenses from
-- 424, 1177
appropriation for
etc...__
1177
for protection, etcappropriation
7
7
restriction
disposal of products-products_ _
restriction on disposal
709
for protection,
additional, 1925 ---protection, additional,
for
purchase
products made obligaof products
purchase of
InterLatitude Observatory,
Ukiah, Calif., InterObservatory, Ukiah,
Latitude
tory on Government
Government departtory
national,
national,
77
ments
ments----------------------appropriation for
for maintenance
1045
maintenance----- 235, 1045
appropriation
Latvia,
Esthonza,
Lithuana,and Esthonia,
Latvia, Lithuana,
Lee
Mansion, Arlington,
va.,
Arlington, Vd.,
Lee Mansion,
206, 1015
appropriation for
for minister
minister to ----restoration of, to condition
condition existing
existing
appropriation
restoration
Law
Enforcement,
prior to Civil War, directed---directed_ ___ 1356
1356
Law Enforcement,
temporary increase
increase of the Coast Guard
temporary
Lee,
Orin,
Orin,
Lee,
for
105
105
for ------------------------homestead
entry of, validated-------validated
811
homestead entry
Lawn
Grass (see Grasses).
Grasses).
Lawn Grass
Leech Lake
Minn.,
Agency, Minn.,
Lake Agency,
Leech
Lawrence,
Kans.,
Lawrence, Kans.,
appropriation for
for support,
support, etc.,
etc., of
appropriation
appropriation
for Haskell Institute
appropriation for
411
Indians at from tribal
tribal funds---funds
at _
405, 1156
School at----------Indian School
Lake,
Minn.,
Leech
for Haskell
School,
Haskell Institute Indian School,
for
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., of, to
to
preliminary
additional, 1925
707
1925-------------additional,
1195
1195
be made--------------------made
Okla.,
Lawton, Okla.,
Leesburg,
Ala.,
Ala.,
Leesburg,
terms
court
at
388,
946
at----------------of
court
terms
River
bridge authorized
across Coosa River
authorized across
bridge
Lazear, Mabel
Mabel H. (widow),
Lazear,
723
723
at
at--------------------------appropriation
for
monthly
payments
payments
appropriation for monthly
Legations,
Legations,
to
511,
926
926
511,
to ---------------------016
1016
206, 1
appropriation for clerks at-----at
appropriation
Leaf
Tobacco (see
also Cigars,
Tobacco,
Cigars, Tobacco,
(see also
Leaf Tobacco
207
for
interpreters to designated
designated ------for interpreters
etc.),
57
57
deficiency appropriation
clerks at-at. _
appropriation for clerks
deficiency
318
tointernal
provisions relating
relating to_
revenue provisions
internal revenue
Legislative
Branch of the Government,
Legislative Branch
Leaf Tobacco
Tobacco Dealers,
Dealers,
Leaf
286
1286
appropriation for
for expenses
expenses -------- 578, 1
appropriation
318
provisions
relating to, in Revenue Act
Act
provisions relating
for
1286
Senate-------------------- 578, 1286
for Senate
Miss.,
Leake County, Miss.,
for
__ _ 581, 1289
1289
Representatives---House of Representatives_
for House
bridge authorized
authorized across by, at
at Battle
bridge
"during
session" to mean 121
"during the session"
102
Crossing --------------Bluff Crossing
585
days
585
days------------------------------Ferry-------at Grigsbys Ferry
101
"during
session" to mean 206
"during the session"
Leather,
Leather,
1293
days
1293
davs --------------------appropriation for developing standards
appropriation
for
Capitol Police------------Police
586, 1294
1294
for Capitol
of
of
231, 1041
etc., of-------of quality,
quality, etc.,
for
Printing._ 586, 1294
1294
Joint Committee on Printingfor Joint
Leavenworth,
Kans.,
Learenworth, Kans.,
for
office of Legislative
Counsel_ -_ 586, 1294
1294
Legislative Counsel
for office
appropriation for
penitentiary, mainmainfor penitentiary,
appropriation
for
of appropriations
1294
appropriations-- 587, 1294
statement of
for statement
tenance
tenance------------------ 221, 1031
586, 1295
for
Architect of
the Capitol
Capitol --1295
of the
for Architect
unexpended
available for
unexpended balance available
for
Grounds.. 587, 1295
1295
Buildings and GroundsCapitol Buildings
for Capitol
1032
constructing
etc
1032
factory, etc-------constructing factory,
for
Office Building
1295
Building------ 587, 1295
Senate Office
for Senate
fund reappropriated 1032
1032
capitalfundreappropriated
working capital
for
House Office
Office Building
Building ------ 587, 1295
1295
for House
expenses, Volunteer, Soldiers'
for expenses,
587, 1295
for
Capitol power
power plant-------plant
1295
for Capitol
518,932
Home
932
Home-------------------- 518,
for
grounds. 588,
588, 1296
1296
Library Building and groundsfor Library
for penitentiary,
maintenance, addiaddipenitentiary, maintenance,
for Botanic
Botanic Garden
Garden------------ 588, 1296
for
tional,
709
1925-----------------tional, 1925
589, 1297
for Library
Library of Congress--------Congress
for
for penitentiary,
penitentiary, construction,
construction, addiaddifor
for Government
Office - 590, 1299
Government Printing Office
for
tional, 1925-----------------1925
709
tional,
printing and
and binding-binding_ _ 590, 1299
for public printing
deficiency
appropriation for penitendeficiency appropriation
holidays,
absence to ememholidays, leaves of absence
equiptiary, construction
construction and equipployees,
etc
590, 1299
ployees, etc--------------45
etc---------ment of factories, etc
authority required for work
work for
for
authority
capital-_penitentiary, working capital
45
for penitentiary,
Congress
590, 1299
Congress----------------repairs to bridge,
penitentiary repairs
for penitentiary
for
DocuSuperintendent of Docufor office of Superintendent
687
use
etc.; open to public use------592, 1300
ments
1300
ments-------------------1334
for penitentiary
penitentiary, maintenance
maintenance -----for
purchases by
congressional staby congressional
purchases
1346
for
Soldiers' Home -----for Volunteer Soldiers'
593, 1301
tionery rooms------------rooms
tionery
Leavenworth, in Missouri
Missouri
part of Fort Leavenworth,
use
funds for private
private vehicles
vehicles
use of funds
penitentiary, for
transferred
transferred to penitentiary,
prohibited -------------593, 1301
prohibited
farm
248
farm---------------------restriction on exceeding
exceeding average
average salaries
salaries
restriction
appropriation for bridge
use of Army appropriation
designated offices ------- 593, 1301
in designated
repairs
248
repairs --------------------1301
if only one
one position
position is a
agrade------grade
additional amount authorized
for
authorized for
additional
clerical-mechanical
not applicable
applicable to clerical-mechanical
248
bridge
repairs
bridge repairs---------------service
593, 1301
service-----------------penitentiary
equipped for manupenitentiary at, to be equipped
593, 1301
no fixed salary reduced--------reduced
facturing shoes, brooms, etc -.._- _
6
-_
without
Govtransfers to another
another position without
limited to the Govsale of product limited
1301
ernment
6
reduction
reduction-----------------ernment-------------------.
593.
7
allowed-----rates
salary
higher
inmates to be emnloved-----------employed
7
higher
salary
allowed
593, 1301
.
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Librarian of
Page.
Page.
Pae.
Librarian
of Congress,
Congress,
appropriation for
for ------------589, 1297
compensation
after March 4, 1925, of
1297
- 589,
appropriation
compensation after
the
Trust
the Speaker, Vice President, and
to serve on Library
Library of Congress Trust
Cabinet members at $15,000 a
Fund
Board ----------------1107
1107
a
Fund Board
Cabinet
year
_------ 1301 Library,
year -------------Library, D.
D. C.,
C., Free
Free Public,
Public,
of Senators, Delegates,
Delegates, and Resident
Resident
appropriation for expenses-------expenses
1219
542, 1219
appropriation
Commissioners
a
Commissioners at $10,000 a
Library for
Blind, D.
C., National,
National,
D. C.,
for the
the Blind,
year ----------------------1301 Library
appropriation for aid to--------to
1245
570, 1245
appropriation
compensation estabpositions and compensation
Library
of Congress,
Congress,
Library of
lished for officers and employees
employees
appropriation for Librarian,
Librarian, assistant,
assistant,
appropriation
of the -------------------146
ofthe
etc
589, 1297
etc----------------------- 589,
147
Senate ----------------.------147
for
Copyright Office
Office ---------589, 1297
for Copyright
149
Capitol Police ------------------for
legislative reference
reference service--service
589, 1297
1297
589,
for legislative
Printing
149
149
on Printing------Committee on
Joint Committee
for
of card
card indexes,
indexes,
for distribution
distribution of
149
Architect of the Capitol ---------149
Architect
539, 1297
589,
etc ---------- --------Representatives _
149
149
--------House of Representatives
for
temporary services
services --------- 589,
5E9, 1297
for temporary
effective
1924
152
152
July 1, 1924----------on July
effective on
Sunday opening, etc
etc-------- 589, 1298
for Sunday
Legislative Counsel,
Counsel,
Legislative
books, periodicars,
periodicals, 9,
for purchasing books,
appropriation for salaries and exappropriation
etc ----------589, 1298
----etc
penses
586, 1294
1294
586,
penses-------------------printing and binding for----for
589, 1298
for printing
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for; balance
deficiency
contingent expenses
expenses--------- 590, 1298
for contingent
reappropriated
753
reappropriated--------------for general
general expenses, care of buildLegislative Drafting
Services (see
Legis(see LegisDrafting Services
Legislative
ing ----------------590, 1298
ing
lative Counsel).
Counsel).
for care of
of buildings
buildings and grounds
grounds
Legislative Reference,
Library of
of Congress,
Congress,
Reference, Library
Legislative
under Architect
Architect of the
the CapiCapiunder
appropriation for preparing
preparing material
appropriation
tol
588, 1296
tol--------------------etc
589, 1297
for Congress, etc----------deficiency
increase
appropriation for increase
deficiency appropriation
Leipsic
River, Del.,
Del.,
Leipsic River,
of -----------------------54
54
of
preliminary examination, etc., of, to be
preliminary
758
for furniture--------------------furniture
made
1192
made----------------------gift of Elizabeth
Elizabeth Sprague Coolidge for
Lenses,
auditorium in connection
connection with,
auditorium
excise tax on, for cameras, sold by
accepted
788
accepted-------------------323
producer, etc----------------etc
chamber music, etc ---------783
788
for chamber
Lepers, etc.,
Lepers,
amount to be received and deposited
deposited
amount
appropriation
Islands of
appropriation for care of, Islands
fund
788
as aa special fund-------------Culion
184; 863
Guam and Culion-------preparation of plans, construction,
construction,
preparation
Letter
Postal Service,
Letter Carriers,
Carriers,Postal
Service,
etc., authorized -------------788
etc.,
delivery - appropriation
86, 784
for village delivery____
appropriation for
other gifts may be accepted
accepted for
other
for city
785
delivery ---------------- 86, 785
city delivery
for
788
equipment, etc---------------etc
equipment,
for rural delivery ----------------89
contracts, etc., in excess of moneys
contracts,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for city dereceived, forbidden
forbidden ----.-----789
received,
livery
47,
livery ---------------------provisions of Library of Congress
Congress Trust
Trust
provisions
59,
63, 690, 699, 701, 763, 1337
59, 63,
Fund
Board
1107
Fund Board--.-------------60, 1337
1337
temporary----------------for temporary
authorized to be
he delivered
delivered
publications authorized
substitute, auxiliary, and temfor substitute,
for use of, and international
international exexfor
porary
600
porary --------------------- 690
changes ----------.--------1106
1106
changes.
Lever
Act,
Lever Act,
D. C.,
C.,
Library of
of Congress
Building, D.
Congress Building,
Library
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for paying
appropriation for operating
employoperating employappropriation
judgments
of
United States
of United
judgments
ees
1296
8, 1296
54
ees -----.------------- --.
54
Department_courts under, War Department
for
trees,
shrubs,
etc
588,
5.S.S,1296
etc -------54
for
54
Navy Department _------------58., 1296
for Sunday opening,
opening, etc -------588,
Lewis
Forest, Mont.,
Clark National
National Forest,
and Clark
Lewis and
5S8,
5SS, 1296
for repairs, etc
--.---------ranger station at Willow Creek on,
5s8.
1296
for furniture.
furniture. etc-----------etc
5S'S, 1296
for
--------------authorized
98
authorized--5S8, 1296
for steel shelving
shelving ------------588,
"Lexington," Battle Cruiser,
"Lexington,"
Cruiser,
for painting
painting------------------ 588, 1296
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for constructconstruct5S8
for
installing electric
electric elevators
5SS
elevators-----for installing
1336
ing,
as aircraft
aircraft carrier
1336
carrier--------ing, as
for new
new bookstacks,
bookstacks, northeast
northeast court;
limit of
of cost
increased for converting,
cost increased
limit
1296
contracts -------------------contracts
into an
882
carrier ------airplane carrier
an airplane
into
Board,
Library of
Trost Fund Board,
of Congress
Congress Trust
Library
Lexington-Concord
Sesquicentennial ComLexinqton-Concord Sesquicentennial
1107
creation
membership of ------- and membership
creation and
mission,
mission,
no
pay for
for services,
reimbursed for
services, but reimbursed
no pay
expenses
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for expenses
deficiency
fund___ 1107
expenses from income of fund__of
754
754
-----------of_ -----may accept,
accept, etc.,
etc., gifts of personal
personal propmay
754
for
celebration --------for expenses
expenses of celebration
approved
erty for the Library, as approved
additional
apto be
be apRepresentative to
additional Representative
Joint Committee on the
by Joint
pointed
963
963
on------------------pointed on
1107
Library
Library--------------------Liberia,
Liberia,
trust
funds given
given to, shall
shall be receipted
receipted
trust funds
appropriation
minister resident
re:ident and
and
for minister
appropriation for
Secretary of
retained by Secretary
for and retained
consul
206, 1015
1015
general ------------ 206,
consul general
1107
Treasury ----------------- 1107
the Treasury
Loan Acts,
Acts, etc.
etc.,,
Liberty Loan
income
a special
entered as a
income to be entered
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for expenses
expenses of
disbursements from__
from---_ 1107
account; disbursements
loans,
61, 698, 761
57. 61,
under----- 57,
etc., under
loans, etc.,
1107
engaging
by, forbidden--forbidden_ _
engaging in business by,
Treasury DepartDepartLiberty
Annex, Treasury
Loan Annex,
Liberty Loan
investments
authorized by gifts,
investments if authorized
ment,
ment,
1107
I etc ---------------------764
annronriation
appropriation for onerating
operating force---force
65, 784

Legislative Branch
Branch of
of the
Government-Con.
the Government-Con.
Legislative

-rr-r------
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Congress Trust
Fund BoardBoard—
Page.
Trust Fund
Library
Continued.
Treasurer as a
a loan to
to
cash deposit
deposit with Treasurer
United
permitted, if proUnited States
States permitted,
vided
gift ---------------- 1107
vided in
in gift
interest
disbursements
interest to be credited; disbursements
1108
from ---------------------total of,
of, not
not to
to exceed
exceed $5,000,000--$5,000,000
1108
total
perpetual succession,
succession, obligations of a
a
perpetual
1108
trustee, etc -----------------accepting
accepting gifts by Librarian for immedisbursement, etc.,
etc., not
diate disbursement,
restricted hereby-------------hereby
1108
restricted
entry
by Treasurer,
Treasurer, subject to disentry by
bursement by Librarian
Librarian ------1108
income from, exempt
exempt from
from
to, and income
gifts to,
Federal taxes --------------1108
employees performing
performing special functions
employees
for, not subject to salary prohibition
1108
1108
hibition--------------------compensation
construed as
compensation paid, not construed
a
1108
salary--------------a double
double salary
Congress----------- 1108
annual report to Congress
D. C.,
Bureau, D.
License Bureau,
appropriation for salaries,
salaries, etc-----etc
540, 1218
appropriation
for
tags---------------- 540, 1218
vehicle tags
for vehicle
License
D. C.,
License Taxes, D.
vehicles for hire, not affected by
on vehicles
109
motor vehicle fuel tax
_
tax--------Licenses,
regulations for hunting, etc., under
regulations
Alaska Game
744
Law------------ 744
Alaska
Game Law..
also InLife Insurance
Companies (see also
Insurance Companies
surance Companies),
Companies),
surance
internal revenue
levied on incomes
internal
revenue tax levied
289
289
of -------------------------Life Saving
Service (see also
also Coast
Coast Guard),
Guard),
Saving Service
Life
deficiency appropriation
761
for---------appropriation for
deficiency
for pay of crews, etc
761
etc-------------Testimonials,
Life Saving Testimonials,
appropriation for rescuing
rescuing shipwrecked
shipwrecked
appropriation
American
etc
___ 210, 1019
1019
American seamen, etc----Light Vessels,
appropriation for maintenance, etc_
etc- 233, 1044
appropriation
for officers and crews
234 1044
crews----------- 234,
for constructing,
constructing, etc-----------etc
1044
234, 1044
for salaries, additional,
additional, 1925
706
1925------deficiency appropriation
appropriation for salaries,
etc., officers,
41
officers, etc_
etc--------------etc.,
Lighthouse Keepers,
Lighthouse
Keepers, etc.,
appropriation for salaries -------- 234, 1044
1044
appropriation
for salaries, additional,
additional, 1925-------1925
706
Lighthouse
Vessels).
Lighthouse Tenders
Tenders (see Light Vessels).
Lighthouses Bureau,
ComBureau, Department
Department of ComLighthouses

merce,
merce,

appropriation for Commissioner, and
appropriation
office personnel----------personnel
233,
for general expenses, maintenance
maintenance of
navigation, etc-----etc
233,
aids to navigation,
for contingent
contingent expenses
expenses--------- 234,
for keepers'
keepers' salaries ------------ 234,
for officers
officers and crews of vessels-vessels__ 234,
for superintendents,
superintendents, clerks, etc__
etc-- 234,

1043
1043
1043
1044
1044
1044
1044
1044
1044
1044

for
retired pay
pay of
officers, etc_
234, 1044
1044
etc --- _ 234,
for retired
of officers,
for public works, vessels, aids to
to
navigation, etc
etc------------ 234, 1044
additional, 1925_
706
for general expenses, additional,
1925for keepers'
keepers' salaries,
additional, 1925_
1925706
salaries, additional,
for officers and crews
crews of vessels, additional, 1925
706
1925------- -------1925
706
for salaries, aditional, 1925-------706
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for officers and
crews
vessels--------------41
crews of vessels
for retired pay -----------------41
claims --------for damages claims
41, 683, 1327
for general
exnenses-- 56,
56.
61.
697.
general expenses__
61,
697, 700.
700,
759
--.1 -r
. --

Page.e.
Light
houses Bureau,
Department of CorCom- Pa
Bureau, Department
Lighthbuses
merce—Continued.
merce-Continued.
deficiency
lighthouse
appropriatiop for lighthouse
deficiency appropriation
vessels, salaries--------------salaries
700
etc., in field
field
for retired pay of officers, etc.,
1327
1327
service
service ---------------------Long
abandoned reservations
reservations of, on Long
Island, N. Y., transferred
transferred to New
York for park purposes-------purposes
635
private leases not affected until
private
635
termination --------------termination
635
reversion for nonuser ------------reversion
rights reserved for Government uses
635
free of charges, etc ----------exchange authorized
authorized of lands of former
exchange
Woods Range
Range Lights,
Point of Woods
357
Mich
Mich.----------------------Reservation,
lands in Quinaielt Indian Reservation,
Wash., set aside for lighthouse
lighthouse
Wash.,
purposes -------------------247
payment
payment for -------------------- 247
reservation,
portion of Fort Gratiot reservation,
Mich., granted Port Huron
Huron for a
a
public park;
park; conditions
969
conditions-------retirement for disability
disability after fifteen
fifteen
retirement
years service allowed field or ship
1261
officers and employees--------employees
active duty;
on recovery, restored to active
examination---------- 1262
medical examination
Lighthouses, Fog
Signals, etc.,
Fog Signals,
Lighthouses,
appropriation
etc-_233, 1043
appropriation for maintenance, etc__233,
Lighting,
Lighting, D.
D. C.,
1229
appropriation
expenses----.--- 553, 1229
appropriation for expenses
replacing old fixtures, etc --553, 1230
1230
for replacing
contract restrictions -------- 553, 1230
1230
Lighting
Rivers,
Lighting of Rivers,
appropriation
appropriation for --------------- 233, 1043
Lignite Coals,
Coals,
appropriation
experifor publication
publication of experiappropriation for
determine
ments, etc., in, to determine
1143
commercial uses
uses.-------------commercial
"Lilly"
Boat,
"Lilly" Swedish Fishing
Fishing Boat,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for payment
payment
indemnity to
to Sweden, as indemnity
1339
1339
owners and crew of ---------payment to Sweden authorized, for
payment
sinking of -------------------947
Limestone-Morgan Bridge
Bridge Company,
Limestone-Morgan
time extended for bridging Tennessee
time
815
River by-------------------by
815
Alabama authorized
authorized to acquire, etc-etc.._
815
Alabama
Memorial, D.
D. C.,
Lincoln Memorial,
appropriation for maintenance
maintenance expenses,
appropriation
employees, etc -----------515, 929
employees,
1925
712
for care, etc., additional, 1925-----Abraham,
Lincoln, Statue of Abraham,
balance
reerection
balance of
of appropriation
appropriation for reerection
Washington, D. C., covered
covered
of, in Washington,
935
in -----------------------Lincoln's
place, D. C.,
Lincoln's Death
Deathplace,
appropriation
appropriation for repairs, etc ---- __ 515, 929
repairs, etc., additional, 1925____
1925---712
for repairs,
Liquid
Liquid Fuels,
Fuels,
appropriation
econappropriation for promoting economy, etc., in use of
of-----------233
Dealers,
Liquor Dealers,
additional
additional special tax on business
business of,
where forbidden by State, etc.
laws ----------------------_
327
327
no immunity from penalty, etc----etc
327
Liquor
Liquor Traffic,
appropriation
appropriation for suppressing, among
Indians ----------------- 396,
396, 1147
Indians
for suppressing, among Indians,
Indians, additional, 1925
707
ditional,
1925---------------AlaqnkaLn
42R.
1181
for suppressing,
slnnrp.asin._ Alaska
428,
----rr
-- -------------
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Liquor
Traffic—Continued.
Liquor Traffic-Continued.
appropriation for
suppressing, Alaska,
Alaska,
for suppressing,
appropriation
709
additional, 1925-------------1925
additional,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for suppressing,
suppressing,
deficiency
among
Indians -------------698
among Indians
Liquors,
Adulterated, etc.,
Liquors, Adulterated,
appropriation for
preventing
expenses preventing
for expenses
appropriation
447, 837
sale,
etc. of----------------of
837
sale, etc.
Lithuania,
Lithuania,
settlement of
of indebtedness
made by
indebtedness of, made
settlement
Foreign Debt
Commission, apDebt Commission,
Foreign
719
proved --------------------719
proved
719
amount
indebtedness stated-------stated
amount of indebtedness
720
bonds
to be
be issued
issued therefor
therefor--------bonds to
principal
payable in annual inprincipal payable
stallments; progressive
increase
progressive increase
stallments;
until 62d
720
year --------------62d year
until
payment
of additional
additional amounts
amounts
payment of
allowed -----720
------------ allowed
720
interest rate
720
to 1934 ----------rate to
interest
for
years half of interest
interest
for first five years
may be
deferred, and added to
to
be deferred,
may
principal; bonds to
to be issued
principal;
720
therefor
720
therefor---------------------payment in
in United
United States bonds
payment
720
accepted -------------------accepted
Lithuania,
Esthonia, and
Latvia,
and Latvia,
Lithuania, Esthonia,
206, 1015
appropriation for minister
to
206,
minister to-----appropriation
Little
Calumet River,
Little Calumet
bridge
authorized across,
25
Ill-Chicago, Ill__
across, Chicago,
bridge authorized
998
Riverdale, Ill
998
Ill -------------------Riverdale,
in
a Representative
Little, Edward
Edward C., late a
Representative in
Little,
Congress,
Congress,
deficiency
appropriation
for pay
to
pay to
deficiency appropriation for
widow of
754
of ------------------widow
Little River,
River, Del.,
Little
preliminary
preliminary examination, etc., of, to be
made
1192
made-----------------------Little River,
River, Okla.,
Okla.,
Little
preliminary
etc., authorexamination, etc.,
preliminary examination,
ized
for flood
of
249
control of-------flood control
ized for
Little
Rock, Ark.,
Ark.,
Little Rock,
offices of
receiver, land
and receiver,
register and
of register
offices
office at,
395
consolidated
at, consolidated
office
91
terms
of court
court at ------------------terms of
time
extended for
bridging Arkansas
Arkansas
for bridging
time extended
9
River at ------------------9
River
Little Rock
Rock National
National Cemetery, Ark.,
Ark.,
Little
appropriation
for burying
burying in,
in, ex-soldiers,
ex-soldiers,
appropriation for
etc., dying
dying in
in Hot
HosSprings HosHot Springs
etc.,
pital_
512,
927
512,927
pital---------------------Livestock
(see also
and Animals),
also Cattle and
Livestock (see
appropriation for
reimbursing Indians
for reimbursing
appropriation
for, destroyed
eradicating condestroyed in eradicating
for,
399, 1150
tagious
etc
diseases, etc------tagious diseases,
for enforcing
treatment of
enforcing humane treatment
for
export
437, 827
827
export -------------------- 437,
for diffusing
diffusing commercial
commercial information
information
for
of
supply, market
market prices,
prices, etc., of,
of supply,
and
products -------844
livestock products
and livestock
for cooperative
experiments in
in raising,
raising,
cooperative experiments
for
in
cane sugar
cotton disdisand cotton
sugar and
in cane
tricts
457,
457, 850
tricts---------------------for
Woodward, Okla., for
station, Woodward,
for station,
breeding,
etc
_
457,
850
breeding, etc --------------- 457, 850
for
establishing proin establishing
experiments in
for experiments
duction of,
western irrigated
in western
of, in
duction
districts-----------------_
457, 850
districts
for
demonstrations,
and demonstrations,
experiments and
for experiments
in, additional,
706
additional, 1925 ----------in,
changes
be made
made by
Interstate ComComby Interstate
to be
changes to
merce Commission,
Commission, without
without demerce
lay,
to promote
promote freedom
freedom of movelay, to
ment of,
at lowest
lowest lawful freight
freight
of, at
ment
-----------------at
rates
802
~.....-------------

Livestock—Continued.
Livestock-Continued.
November 30,
time further
further extended to November
1924, for
advances on,
on,
for making advances
1924,
etc.,
Finance CorporaWar Finance
by War
etc., by
tion
tion------------------------Livestock
Exposition, International,
International,
Livestock Exposition,
deficiency appropriation
to
appropriation for medals to
deficiency
exhibitors,
exhibitors, etc.; amount increased --------------------creased
Lloyds
Y.,
Harbor, N. Y.,
Lloyds Harbor,
abandoned lands
of lighthouse
lighthouse reservareservalands of
abandoned
tion at,
transferred to New
at, transferred
tion
uses_
York State for public park uses_
York
and,
Mutual Building
Associations, Mutual
Building and,
Loan Associations,
exempt from
tax-----------income tax
from income
exempt
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Loans,
Loans,
allowed veterans
adjusted service
veterans on adjusted
allowed
credits ---------------------credits
Loans
and Credits
Credits to Foreign
Foreign Governments,
Loans and
appropriation for
of, under
expenses of,
for expenses
appropriation
Secretary of the Treasury---.Treasury
68,
Secretary
deficiency
appropriation for expenses,
deficiency appropriation
under Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury 61,
under
Loans
to Farmers,
Farmers,
Loans to
deficiency
appropriation for collecting,
deficiency appropriation
for seed
grain --------------seed grain
for
Associations,
Local
Local Benevolent, etc., Associations,
exempt from income
income tax
tax-------------

635
635
282
126

768
698

40
40
283

Locke
E.,
Locke, Agnes E.,
services__-_ 1313
deficiency
appropriation for services__
1313
deficiency appropriation
N. C.,
Lockwood Folly
Folly River, N.
Lockwood
preliminary
preliminary examination, etc., of, to be
1193
made
made---------------------Locomotive
Engine Boilers,
Boilers, etc.,
etc., Safe,
Locomotive Engine
compelling
appropriation for expenses
expenses compelling
appropriation
526,1205
railroads to use
526,
1205
use---------railroads
deficiency
expenses
appropriation for expenses
deficiency appropriation
755
use----compelling
railroads to use
compelling railroads
common
carriers by railroad
railroad in conconcommon carriers
tinental United States
subject
States subject
tinental
to
Act ---------------------659
to Act
railways, exstreet,
street, etc., electric railways,
cepted ---------------------659
use of locomotives unless in safe con659
dition
to operate,
operate, unlawful_
unlawful ---dition to
659
inspection
required --------inspection tests required
659
Washington_
office of chief inspector in Washington.
clerical assistance,
assistance, etc., from Interclerical
state Commerce
Commerce Commission___
Commission_ __
659
state
additional inspectors
inspectors for general
general asasadditional
authorized--------signments authorized
659
signments
659
limit on appropriations
appropriations repealed-----repealed
limit
659
salaries and
allowances established
established_---___
and allowances
salaries
Lodge, Henry
Henry Cabot,
Cabot, late
a Senator,
Senator,
late a
Lodge,
deficiency
appropriation for
to
pay to
for pay
deficiency appropriation
753
children and
and grandchildren
of
grandchildren of__
children
Lodge
System Societies,
Societies,
Lodge System
282
exempt from
income tax -----------from income
exempt
London,
England,
London, England,
appropriation
dispatch agent__
1016
agent_ 207, 1016
for dispatch
appropriation for
deficiency
for, repairs,
appropriation for,
deficiency appropriation
etc., of
embassy premises; reof embassy
etc.,
692
appropriation
--------appropriation--for
repairs, furnishing
furnishing embassy,
embassy, etc.,
for repairs,
1340
building
1340
building -----------------Long Beach, Calif.,
Calif.,
Long
1189
improvement
authorized_
1189
improvement of harbor, authorized_-Long Beach,
Y.,
N. Y.,
Beach, N.
Long
preliminary
examination, etc., of chanpreliminary examination,
1192
made-------------1192
nel, to be made
Long, Frederick
K.,
Frederick K.,
Long,
reappointment of,
captain of InInas captain
of, as
reappointment
152
fantry --------------------- fantry
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Louisiana
Longview,
Wash.,
Longview, Wash.,
way,
bridge authorized
Columbia
way,
across Columbia
authorized across
bridge
improvement
improvement of, New Orleans to GalRiver;
Rainier,
and Rainier,
between, and
River; between,
veston Bay,
Bay, authorized-------authorized
1187
1052
veston
1052
Wash
Wash-------------------Louisiana
State Highway
Commission,
Highway Commission,
Louisiana State
Washington
and Oregon
Oregon may
acquire
may acquire
Washington and
bridges authorized
authorized across
gar1052
Bayou Baracross Bayou
1052
bridges
operate as a
afree bridge --to operate
tholomew, at Vester
Vester Ferry, Ward
Ward
tholomew,
1052
1052
tolls
years
allowed for five years------tolls allowed
Ferry,
and Zachery
Zachery Ferry,
Ferry, by
Ferry, and
Loop,
Loop, Ethel Roberts,
Morehouse Parish,
Parish, or
888
or--------Morehouse
appropriation for
for paying, widow of
appropriation
may bridge
bridge Ouachita
Ouachita River, Monroe,
Monroe,
may
Carl
Loop, a
dying in
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Carl R.
791
La
La ------------------------209
209
service
service-------------------Ky.,
Louisville, Ky.,
Lopez
Island, Wash.,
Wash.,
Lopez Island,
appropriation
office building
building 777
777
post office
for post
appropriation for
right
abandoned
granted across abandoned
right of way granted
Lowell
Street
NW., D. C.,
NW.,
Street
Lowell
military reservation
reservation on,
for
on, for
military
appropriation
paving, Forty-fourth
Forty-fourth
for paving,
appropriation for
957
957
highways
highways------------------to
Forty-fifth Streets-----Streets
1223
1223
to Forty-fifth
Lorain
Ohio,
Lorain, Ohio,
Lower
Dak. '
Lower Brule Agency, S. Dak.,
preliminary examination,
inner
examination, etc., of, inner
appropriation for
etc., of Inpreliminary
support, etc.,
for support,
appropriation
1196
harbor to
be made
made-----------dians at, from
from tribal funds-funds__ 411, 1161
to be
harbor
dians
Lower
Irrigation
Project,
Project,
Yellowstone Irrigation
Lower Yellowstone
Lorgnettes,
Lorgnettes,
Mont.-N.
Dak.,
Mont.-N. Dak.,
excise
tax on,
on, sold,
dealers;
by dealers;
etc., by
sold, etc.,
excise tax
417
appropriation for
maintenance, etc.,
417
ofetc., of..
324
for maintenance,
exception ------------------324 . appropriation
exception
Lowndes County, Ga.,
Los Angeles,
Angeles, Calif.,
Calif.,
Los
may bridge
bridge Tombigbee
River at ColumColumTombigbee River
may
granted right
across tidelands
of way,
way, across
right of
granted
bus
665
bus------------------------of
Fort MacArthur
MacArthur Military
Military
of Fort
Ludington, Mich.,
656 Ludington,
656
Reservation
Reservation ---------------bridge
authorized across
across Pere Mar1189
bridge authorized
1189
authorized --improvement of,
of, harbor
harbor authorized_
improvement
25
quette
Lake, by--------------by
25
quette Lake,
sale of
lands to,
purchased for
for homeless
homeless
to, purchased
of lands
sale
1101 Lumber River,
Indians
Indians---------------------Nichols,
1101
bridge
across, near Nichols,
determination of
of purchase
purchase price
price_---__ _ 1101
authorized across,
bridge authorized
determination
C
12
S. C----------------------part
of proceeds
irrigaIndian irrigafor Indian
proceeds for
part of
and S. C.,
1102 Lumber River, N. C., and
1102
work-----------------tion work
preliminary
to
examination, etc., of, to
preliminary examination,
use of
of remainder
other
purchase other
to purchase
remainder to
use
1193
1103
be made
made--------------------1102
lands for
Indians_--___ 1102
homeless Indians
for homeless
lands
Lunacy
Lunacy Writs, D. C.,
Los
Association,
Clearing House Association,
Los Angeles Clearing
appropriation for
expenses of executexecutfor expenses
appropriation
issue
50-cent pieces for sevenof silver 50-cent
issue of
ing
1240
566, 1240
ing--------------------ty-fifth
anniversary of admisty-fifth anniversary
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for expenses
deficiency
sion of California,
California, upon request
executing
677, 1322
1322
of executing-------------966
for---------of, and payment for
Lupton's Sons
Sons Company, David,
David,
Lupton's
Los
Angeles County, Calif.,
Los Angeles
deficiency appropriation
installing
appropriation for installing
permission
deficiency
public
to maintain free public
permission to
ventilators, Mines
Bureau
1331
Mines Bureau-----ventilators,
camp grounds, etc., in Angeles
Luxemburg,
National
969 Luxemburg,
to- --__ 969
granted to__
Forest, granted
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appropriation for
minister to
1015
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for minister
appropriation
Loss by Exchange,
Pa.,
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County, Pa.,
appropriation
1016 Luzerne
appropriation for foreign missions_ 207, 1016
extended for bridging
bridging North
for consulates
208, 1017
time extended
consulates -------------for
Branch
Susquehanna River,
of Susquehanna
Branch of
for Army officers
abroad, and in
officers abroad,
for
Wilkes-Barre
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to Dorranceton,
Wilkes-Barre to
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482, 897
Alaska-----------------173
by
by------------------------Louisiana,
Louisiana,
Lyman
Dak.,
County, S. Dak.,
Lyman County,
bridge
authorized across Pearl
Pearl River,
River,
bridge authorized
Missouri
bridge authorized
authorized
across
Missouri
by
19
19
bridge
and-----------by Mississippi and
River
between Brule County
River between
19
West Pearl River by ------------33
and -----------------------and
improvement of waterway on coast of,
1187 Lynchburg,
Lynchburg, Va.,
authorized -----------------authorized
114
court at------------------terms of court
lands
lands in, to which no legal claims have
granted to
to
been maintained,
maintained, granted
M.
MI.
Shreveport for
for reservoir purShreveport
382
poses
poses----------------------M
NW., D. C.,
Street NW.,
M Street
acquire bridge across Sabine River
River
may acquire
appropriation
widening and repavrepavappropriation for widening
operate as aa
Orange, Tex., to operate
at Orange,
ing, Twenty-ninth
Twenty-ninth to Thirty1093
free bridge------------------bridge
fifth Streets;
Streets; from gasoline-tax
gasoline-tax
tolls allowed
1093
for five years --------allowed for
tolls
1224
1224
fund..--------------------.
unappropriated erroneously
erroneously surveyed
unappropriated
Charles 0.,
0.,
Commander Charles
Lieutenant Commander
951 Maas,
Maas, Lieutenant
public lands
sold_--- lands in, to be sold
public
Naval
Force,
Naval Reserve Force,
cultioccupants cultipreference
preference right of occupants
voluntary service by,
by, to
to be treated
treated as
voluntary
vating, etc.,
etc., to make applicaapplicarecall to active duty in his mili951
recall
tion to purchase-------------purchase
tary record
record------------------. 1275
tary
951
accompany---------proof of, to accompany
appraisal of value, exclusive
exclusive of imMcAdams, S. M.,
McAdams,
appraisal
Savannah River between
between
952
may bridge Savannah
applicant-----provements by applicant
Iva,
803
S. C.
C. and
and Elberton, Ga --appraised
Iva, S.
issue of patent, on paying appraised
McAllister,
James J.,
J.,
McAUister, James
applicant
price, for such lands as applicant
952
--deficiency
appropriation for payment
payment
is entitled to-------------deficiency appropriation
to
952
rpserveIdrinhts et_ Pt. reserved
minpral
952
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to
1330
mineral
to--------------------------- --- rights, etc.,
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appropriation for services-deficiency
appropriation for
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Field, Dayton,
Dayton,
Army Air Service Field,
McCook Army
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etc
89, 787
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for
materials, etc.,
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for materials,
appropriations for transferring
transferring testing,
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for
labor in
in equipment
shops------- 89, 787
equipment shops
for labor
907
'
etc.
site
plant at, to new site-----etc., plant
distinctive equipment
McCulloch,
etc.,
equipment for executive
distinctive
Margaret W.,
McCulloch,
department, Alaska,
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1313
deficiency
services appropriation for servicesdeficiency appropriation
89, 787
etc
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W.,
McGinn, James W.,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for freight on
deficiency
deficiency
appropriation for services
1313
services-- 1313
deficiency appropriation
63
bag& --------------------bags
McGuire,
Henry,
McGuire, Henry,
1325
deficiency
for
1325 Mail
Service,
appropriation for---------Messenger Service,
Mail Messenger
deficiency appropriation
87, 785
appropriation for
transportation by_-by__ _ 87,
McKean County,
Pa.,
for transportation
County, Pa.,
McKean
appropriation
may bridge
bridge Allegheny
deficiency
763
appropriation for --..----.
Allegheny River near Laradeficiency appropriation
may
bee
1092 Mail
bee------------------------PostalService,
Transportation, Postal
Mail Transportation,
A.,
Mary A.,
McKee, Mary
appropriation
appropriation for star routes in
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issue of homestead
to
homestead patent to--------Alaska
86, 785
issue
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Pa.,
McKeesport, Pa.,
for
boat
for steamboat and other power boat
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authorized across Monongahela
routes
86, 785
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---routes ---------------997
from-----River,
Duquesne from
River, to Duquesne
for
railroad routes, and mail mesfor railroad
Memorial AssociaMcKinley
Birthplace Memorial
senger service--------------service
87, 785
McKinley Birthplace
senger
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National,
tion, National,
use of
of appropriation,
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use
one---board
114
increased by one..
trustees increased
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1337
of trustees
board of
service---------------------'
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for airplane
airplane service, New York and
McNeil Island,
for
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for penitentiary,
penitentiary, mainSan Francisco
appropriation for
Francisco-------------- 87, 785
San
223, 1032
tenance_
1032
87, 785
for Railway
Mail Service
tenance----------------Service---------- 87,
Railway Mail
for
unexpended balance
balance of fund for
786
for electric
service__- - - 87,
87, 786
unexpended
car service
cable car
and cable
electric and
for
water supply
supply continued
continued availfor foreign
foreign mails,
water
by steamship and
mails, by
for
1032
able
otherwise
able----------------------------------------- 87, 786
otherwise 786
amount for
purchase of
of lands,
etc- 1032
lands, etc..
deficiency
airplane
for purchase
amount
appropriation for airplane
deficiency appropriation
709
1925-for penitentiary,
service,
York and San
penitentiary, additional, 1925._
New York
for
service, New
709
for
construction,
additional,
1925
1925--Francisco ---------------59, 1350
for construction, additional,
Francisco
deficiency
penitenappropriation for penitenservice-------- 60, 63, 699
deficiency appropriation
for power boat service
45
--------for foreign
59, 691, 1350
1350
tiary, water supply
mails---------foreign mails
for
for
maintenance -- -_ 688, 1334
penitentiary, maintenance_
for penitentiary,
routes---------------- 60, 63,
railroad routes
for railroad
Washingpublic
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exchanged
with
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ton, to
to be
be added
added to penitentiary
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penitentiary at
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ton,
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for electric
electric and
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for
comappropriation
for
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to
servicefor
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and
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699
airplane
appropriation for
for power boat
memorate
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memorate victory on Lake
for
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service payments by postChamplain
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modore
Thomas Macdonough-Macdonough
356
masters
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Machine
Rifles, Army, Automatic,
contracts for,.
for, .allowed postmasters,
Machine Rifles,
contracts
appropriation
purchase, manufacmanufacetc.,
for purchase,
and fourth class
third and
of third
appropriation for
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498, 913
ture, etc.
356
etc., ooff------------offices --------------------ture,
offices
356
special delivery
messengers
Mackay
delivery messengers------Mackay Creek, N. C.,
special
805
preliminary
examination,
etc.,
of
provisions
aircraft_
examination, etc.,
contracts of, by aircraftpreliminary
provisions for contracts
mouth of,
of, to
to be
be made--------made
1193
mouth
Maine,
Maine,
Mackinac
Agency, Mich.,
Mich.,
Mackinac Agency,
bridge authorized
authorized across
across Saint Croix
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appropriation for support, etc., of
appropriation
River
River by Canada and, from
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funds- 411, 1161
from tribal funds..
at, from
Indians at,
Vanceboro,
Me.,
Vanceboro, Me., to Saint Croix,
Macomb
D. C.,
26
NW., D.
Street NW.,
Macomb Street
New Brunswick -------------appropriation for
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for paving, Wisconsin
appropriation
Saint
John River
Canada and,
River by Canada
Saint John
to
Idaho Avenues
1223
Avenues ----------to Idaho
between
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Me., and
between Fort
27
Madden,
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Brunswick_-------Clairs, New Brunswick
deficiency
appropriation for extra
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Floor
Leader,
of
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Leader,
Floor
Majority
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Madison
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for legislative clerk,
appropriation for
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bridge
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at
Ferry by Rankin
Rankin
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positions
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8
and
8
County and----------------etc., in office
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office of -------------etc.,
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Makah
Indians, Wash.,
Wash.,
Makah Indians,
ment, D. C.,
appropriation for
support, etc., of, adfor support,
appropriation for
for operating
force__
---- 65, 764
appropriation
operating force
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708
ditional, 1925_
1925----------------ditional,
for
operating expenses
expenses---------- 65, 765
for operating
Magnetic Observations,
Malt
Liquors,
Observations,
Malt Liquors,
Magnetic
appropriation
additional special
special tax on dealers in,
for continuing, under
additional
appropriation for
etc.,
Coast
Geodetic SurveySurvey_ 235, 1045
where forbidden
forbidden by State, etc.,
and Geodetic
where
Coast and
327
laws ---------------------Mah Jong,
Jong, etc., Sets,
Mah
327
323
no
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etc
penalty, etc-----excise
on
no immunity
tax on--------------------excise tax
River,
Mahoning
Mahoning River,
Maltby Building,
C.,
D. C.,
Building, D.
Maltby
bridge authorized
Haselton,
across, Haselton,
authorized across,
587, 1295
appropriation
etc
587,
bridge
repairs, etc-----for repairs,
appropriation for
9
------Ohio_------------90
Ohio
Mammoth
Cave, Ky.,
Ky.,
Cave,
Mammoth
DeMail
and
Files
Division,
Treasury
DeTreasury
Mail and Files Division,
deficiency appropriation
securing
appropriation for securing
deficiency
partment,
partment,
lands in region
region of, for national
lands
appropriation
for
chief
and
office
office
of,
chief
for
appropriation
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parks----------------------76*69.
.......
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officers
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appropriation for
Secretary
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determine area
Interior to
of Interior
Secretary of
without
expenses only, if
troops; expenses
without troops;
of lands
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of, to
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in regions
of
lands in
on
Government ship ------202, 879
on Government
959
quired
national park------park
959
for national
quired for
restriction
etc., to officers
restriction on pay, etc.,
Mammoth
Oil Company,
Company,
Mammoth Oil
engaged in
Governthan Governother than
in other
engaged
lease of
Wyoming
naval oil reserve in Wyoming
of naval
lease
ment service
service while on leave
leave-_ 202, 879
ment
by,
declared against
public
public
by, declared
for pay
pay of
202, 879
879
5
force------------ 202,
of civil
civil force
for
interest
5
interest---------------------etc-------------- 203, 879
for provisions, etc
proceedings
cancellation of, etc.,
etc.,
for cancellation
proceedings for
ice
machines, etc
etc ------------- 203, 880
ice machines,
6
to
instituted -------------6
be instituted
to be
for
clothing, enlisted
enlisted men
men-------- 203, 880
for clothing,
Manatee
Fla.,
River, Fla.,
Manatee River,
etc
880
203, 880
--for fuel, etc------------preliminary
etc., of,
of, to
examination, etc.,
preliminary examination,
for
880
1194
etc --------- 203, 880
for military stores, etc
1194
be made------------------made
for
transportation and recruiting_
recruiting_ 203, 880
880
for transportation
Mangum, Okla.,
Mangum,
dependents of
of officers
enlisted
and enlisted
officers and
dependents
terms of
court at;
at; rooms
rooms to be proof court
terms
men
880
946
men-----------------------vided
946
vided ---------------------for
repairs of
barracks, etc.; rent,
of barracks,
for repairs
Manhasset Bay, N. Y.,
Y.,
Manhasset
etc ---------------------- 203,
203, 880
etc
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., of, to be
preliminary
for forage,
1192
880
203, 880
etc----------------- 203,
for
forage, etc
1192
made
made-----------------------expenses --------203, 880
contingent expenses
for contingent
"Manning," Coast
Cutter,
Guard Cutter,
Coast Guard
"Manning,"
funeral expenses
enexpenses of officers and enfuneral
deficiency appropriation
emergent
appropriation for emergent
deficiency
listed men----------------men
203,
203, 880
880
757
listed
757
repairs
to
repairs to-----------------laundries
880
203, 880
laundries -------------------- 203,
Manteo N.
Manteo,
N. C.,
passenger
carrying vehicles
vehicles----- 203, 880
passenger carrying
preliminary examination,
etc., to be
examination, etc.,
preliminary
disbursement
accounting---_ 203, 880
and accounting__
disbursement and
made
of connecting channel,
made of
for transporting,
offietc., remains of offitransporting, etc.,
with
waterfor
Norfolk-Beaufort waterwith Norfolk-Beaufort
cers
men
196,
enlisted men---------cers and enlisted
1193
way -----------------------203, 875, 880
Maple Street
C.,
NW., D. C.
Street NW.,
Maple
for
appropriation for
etc., Vine
to
constructing supply depot for,
for constructing
Vine to
for paving,
paving, etc.,
appropriation
San
Francisco, Calif.; site transSan Francisco,
Carroll Streets;
gasoline-tax
from gasoline-tax
Streets; from
Carroll
ferred
from Treasury Departferred from
fund
1226
fund----------------------ment
198
198
for ------------------ment for
Maps,
Geologic,
Maps, Geologic,
for pay of civil force, additional,
appropriation
engraving and printfor engraving
appropriation for
710
1925
710
1925----------------------ing_
ing---------------------- 419, 1173
57,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for pay -----deficiency
Maps,
Military,
Maps, Military,
61,
61, 698, 760, 1349, 1351, 1353
appropriation for topographic
topographic surveys,
appropriation
for
61
-----------for contingent
contingent------etc.,
for
406, 911
496,
etc., for------------------for
Department_--_
51,
51,
Quartermaster's Department
for Quartermaster's
assistance of Geological,
Geological, Coast and
assistance
1351, 1353
61, 698, 700, 760, 1349, 1351,
Geodetic Surveys,
Surveys, etc------etc
496, 911
Geodetic
adjusted compensation
War
compensation for World War
for,
additional, 1925 ..-----------711
adjusted
for, additional,
service
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in-------------------service in
Maps,
Post Route,
Route, etc.,
Maps, Post
appointment
authorized of John
appropriation for
for preparing,
preparing, etc.;salesetc.; sales_
88,
John I. Conappointment authorized
appropriation
1279
roy
retired list - -1279
787
roy as captain on retired
John J. Dobbertin,
Dobbertin, marine
marine gunner;
gunner;
John
Maps,
United States,
Slates,
Maps, United
and
if incapacitated---incapacitated__ __ 1012
1012
retired if
appropriation for
and retired
distribuconnected; distribufor connected;
appropriation
enlisted
who served as
tion
393, 1144
enlisted men retired, who
tion ------.-----------commissioned
officers in World
commissioned officers
for separate
separate State and TerritorialTerritorial_ 393, 1144
retired warpay of
of retired
designated areas under enlarged
enlarged
War, to have pay
designated
officers
472
rant officers-----------------homestead
provisions
393, 1144
homestead provisions------Marine
leader to have pay,
Marine Band leader
Marcus Hook, Pa.,
Pa.
Marcus
appropriation
Pa.for
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etc.,
captain
1274
--- 1274
of captain-----------quarantine station,
etc., of
appropriation
second
floating equipment, etc ------79
and musicians, pay
second leader
leader and
floating
and
1274
1274
allowances--------------and allowances
Mare Island,
Calif.,
Mare
Island, Calif.,
longevity increase, etc----------etc
1274
longevity
appropriation for
for navy yard, public
appropriation
pay effective
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__ 1274
1922___
works -------------------- 198, 876
effective from
pay
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longevity if
services
naval hospital
hospital buildings at, to be releader ----------- 1274
placed by modern buildings,
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during concert
concert
allowances during
from naval hospital fund------fund
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no loss of allowances
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1274
tours-----------------------authorized -------------- 196
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allowance for
for making aerial
diem allowance
Marine
per diem
Marine Band (see Marine Corps).
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harbors_-surveys of rivers and harbors_
Marine
Corps,
Marine Corps,
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subject to
to
appropriation for officers,
officers, active and
promotions below colonel, subject
appropriation
certificate of examining
examining board
certificate
Marine Corps reserve list;
Fleet Marine
as to professional
professional qualifications,
pay
allowances
201, 878
pay and allowances--------etc
1272
etc------------------------for subsistence allowance
allowance -------- 201, 879
year
allowance
201, 879
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for rental allowance------------1272
if failing to qualify
qualify-----------for pay of officers,
officers, retired
retired list ---202
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etc------ 202, 879
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allowance for lodging and suballowance
one year's pay, if service less than
sistence----------202, 879
again----- 1272
_-----one year, and failing again
retired enlisted
879
retained, but ineligible for promomen--------- 202,
202, 879
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enlisted men
more than ten
for undrawn clothing
clothing------------ 202, 879
tion, if service more
1272
for pay and allowances,
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allowances, Reserve
years-----------------------retirement
limit
Force, except Fleet Reserve
Reserve_- 202, 879
------- 1272
retirement pay; limit---for mileage to officers without
without
brigadier generals
from
generals of the line to be from
brigadier
1272
list
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879
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troops
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1272
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if no
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brigadier
eligible list
on eligible
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56,
general
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over 56,
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general or
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to be
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to
250
rental allowances
allowances to,
to, officers
modified_
officers modified
rental
transferred members
retainer pay
pay of
members of
of transferred
retainer
Fleet
Marine Corps
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Reserve,
Fleet Marine
at rates
July
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computed at
1922, computed
July 1,
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for
enlisted men-------------men
for enlisted
Class One,
Marine Corps
Fleet Reserve,
Reserve, Class
Corps Fleet
Marine
appropriation
pay and
allowances.
and allowances.
for pay
appropriation for
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Reserve,
Corps Reserve,
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appropriation for
for pay
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allowances of,
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Marine
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on, sold,
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dealers;
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excise
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exception ------------------exception
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Service),
Service),
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for
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for
Detroit, Mich.,
improvements--Mich improvements__
for Detroit,
778
for New
New Orleans,
778
improvementsLa., improvements
Orleans, La.,
for
79
for Saint
Saint Louis,
Louis, Mo.,
Mo., improvementsimprovements_
for
for Portland,
__
778
778
improvements--Me., improvements_
Portland, Me.,
for
for San
San Francisco,
Francisco, Calif.,
Calif., improveimprovefor
ments
778
------ments-------for maintenance,
additional,
maintenance, etc., additional,
for
710
1925
710
1925----------------------for
and preservation
preservation------- 80, 779
repairs and
for repairs
81, 779
for
equipment
81,
mechanical equipment--------for mechanical
Key West,
deficiency
for Key
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
Fla
51
Fla--------------------- -for maintenance-----------------maintenance
58
for
Detroit, Mich.,
Mich., to
and proceeds
proceeds
sold and
be sold
to be
Detroit,
for new
new site
site and
and construction
construction of
for
hospital for
for Public
ServHealth ServPublic Health
hospital
ice beneficiaries,
etc
660
beneficiaries, etc---------ice
Marine
State,
Schools, State,
Marine Schools,
appropriation for
New York,
MassaYork, Massafor New
appropriation
chusetts,
Pennsylvania._- _ 184,
863
184, 863
and Pennsylvania
chusetts, and
Marines, etc.,
Marines,
appropriation for
vocational rehabilitarehabilitafor vocational
appropriation
tion of
disabled_ _ 533,
1211
533, 1211
discharged disabled__
of discharged
tion
Marion County,
County, S.
C.,
S. C.,
Marion
bridge
across Lumber River
authorized across
bridge authorized
near Nichols,
Nichols, by South
South Carolina,
near
12
Horry County
and ----------County and
Horry
Peedee River,
Savage Landing,
Landing, by
River, Savage
Peedee
647
and --------Florence
County and
Florence County
Marion, Ind.,
Ind.,
Marion,
appropriation for
for expenses,
Volunteer
expenses, Volunteer
appropriation
Soldiers'
Home
518, 932
Soldiers' Home------------deficiency
appropriation
for
Volunteer
deficiency appropriation for Volunteer
Soldiers'
Home ----------- 762,
762, 1346
1346
Soldiers' Home
Maritime
Transactions,
Maritime Transactions,
provisions for
for written
written contracts
subcontracts subprovisions
mitting
to arbitration
arbitration contromitting to
883
versies
in ------------------883
versies in
Markets Bureau,
Bureau, Department
of Agriculture,
Agriculture,
Departmentof
Markets
exdeficiency
for general
general exappropriation for
deficiency appropriation
759
. . .
penses
759
97---------------t
3- -45822°-25t
97
45822°-257--97
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Markets,
D. C.,
C.,
P555.
Markets, D.
appropriation for
for maintenance
maintenance and
and rereappropriation
pair --------------541,
1218
541, 1218
pair
for refrigerating
refrigerating plant,
plant, engineer
1218
engineer---for
Marshals, United
United States
States Courts,
Courts,
Marshals,
220, 1029
appropriation
etc- 220,
fees, etc..
salaries, fees,
for salaries,
appropriation for
for
salaries, etc.,
etc., additional,
709
additional, 1925 --.
for salaries,
deficiency
44,
for ---------appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
56, 61,
171, 687,
760, 1333,
1351
1333, 1351
698, 760,
687, 698,
61, 171,
56,
Marthas
Vineyard, Mass.,
Mass.,
Marthas Vineyard,
preliminary
etc., of
of Gay
Gay
examination, etc.,
preliminary examination,
1191
Head,
to
be
made ----------Head, to be made
1192
of
shore, to
to be
be made---made
Chop shore,
West Chop
of West
L., Army
Martin,
Army Air
Frederick L.,
Major Frederick
Martin, Major
Service.
Service.
to be predistinguished service
service medal
medal to
distinguished
979
sented to
to------------------979
sented
may accept
accept medals,
medals, etc., from foreign
foreign
may
governments -------------979
governments
Maryland,
Maryland,
acquisition of
of lands
authorized for
in, authorized
lands in,
acquisition
park, etc.,
system of
of District
District of
etc., system
park,
Columbia
463
Columbia-------------------Maryland Judicial
Judicial District,
District,
Maryland
1106
terms
of court,
Denton---------at Denton
court, at
terms of
Mason, Hudson
Hudson L.,
L.,
Mason,
810
issue
of homestead
patent to--------to
homestead patent
issue of
Masontown,
Pa.,
Masontown, Pa.,.
bridge authorized
authorized across
Monongahela
across Monongahela
bridge
376
River
at
---------------River at--Massachusetts,
Massachusetts,
for
appropriation for
for reimbursing,
reimbursing, for
appropriation
marine
expenses
184,
184, 863
school expenses-----marine school
Massachusetts
Avenue SE., D. C.,
C.
Massachusetts Avenue
appropriation for
for paving,
paving, Fifteenth
to
Fifteenth to
appropriation
Sixteenth
Streets -----------546
Sixteenth Streets
Massachusetts
Judicial District,
District )
Massachusetts Judicial
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for paying
deficiency
judgment
court, to
to owners
owners of
of court,
judgment of
1347
barge "Havana"
"Havana" ----------barge
Maternity
and
Infancy
Hygiene
Act,
Maternity and Infancy Hygiene Act,
appropriation
for expenses,
expenses, Children's
Children's
appropriation for
Bureau
executing ---------- 241, 1051
Bureau executing
of
deficiency
appropriation
for
expenses
expenses
for
deficiency appropriation
Children's
executing, in
Bureau executing,
Children's Bureau
688
Hawaii
Hawaii- --------------------Mattituck,
Y.,
N. Y.,
Mattituck, N.
preliminary
examination, etc.,
etc., of, harbor
harbor
preliminary examination,
1192
to be
be made
made-.----------------to
Maurice River,
J.,
N. J.,
River, N.
Maurice
preliminary examination,
etc., of, to be
examination, etc.,
preliminary
made----------------------1192
made
Mayaguez, P.
R.,
P. R.,
Mayaguez,
preliminary
examination, etc.,
harbor
etc., of, harbor
preliminary examination,
to be
be made
1197
made-----------------to
IndiansChief,
Me-ge-zee,
Lac Band of Indians
Mille Lac
Me-ge-zee, Mille
payment
of Claims
Court of
from Court
to, from
payment to,
judgment for
818
Band-------the Band
for the
judgment
Meagher,
Sarsfield,
William Sarsfield,
Meagher, William
reimbursement
to, for
for stolen
stolen Victory
Victory
reimbursement to,
1277
notes
notes-----------------------Meat
and Meat
Products,
Meat Products,
Meat and
appropriation
investigating ecofor investigating
appropriation for
nomic
marketing
retail marketing
of retail
costs of
nomic costs
of
453, 844
of----------------------Meat
Inspection,
Meat Inspection,
appropriation for
for additional
additional expenses_
expenses_ 439, 829
appropriation
extended to
to equine
equine meat; labels,
extended
etc.
required
440, 829
829
440,
etc., required-----------705
for,
additional, 1925
1925-------------for, additional,
Mechanical
Engineering,
Mechanical Engineering,
appropriation for
standardizing apparaapparafor standardizing
appropriation
231,
tus, etc.,
used in
9
31, 1040
in ------etc., used
tus,
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Medical
Page.
Army-Continued.
Department, Army-Continued.
Medical Department,
Mechanical Equipment,
Equipment, Public
Public Buildings,
Buildings,
Page.
Mechanical
appropriation
for medical
medical and hospital
appropriation for
appropriation for
hoisting,
for heating, hoisting,
appropriation
711
services,
1925
additional, 1925------services, additional,
etc
80, 779
etc------------------------for Medical
Surgical History of
and Surgical
Medical and
for
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for_
for- 58, 698, 761, 1349
deficiency
the World
World War,
712
1925additional, 1925_
War, additional,
the
Mecklenburg
CommisSesquicentennial CommisMecklenburg Sesquicentennial
59,
deficiency appropriation
supplies-_
appropriation for supplies
deficiency
sion,
States,
United States
sion, United
60, 62,
62, 699, 762
762
60,
deficiency
appropriation for
celebrating
for celebrating
deficiency appropriation
additional land
for Medical
Field SerMedical Field
land for
additional
the
declaration of
independence
of independence
the declaration
vice School,
Carlisle Barracks,
Barracks,
School, Carlisle
vice
in
Mecklenburg County, N. C.,
in Mecklenburg
to be
658
acquired --------------be acquired
to
May, 1775-----------------1775
1317
1317
May,
money available
658
available-----------------money
1267
established;
composition
established; composition------------officers
requirement of
from requirement
excepted from
officers excepted
amount
authorized for expenses
expenses outside
amount authorized
470
duty
troops
470
with troops-------------duty with
the
1267
1267
District ----------------the District
Medical Department,
Department, Navy (see Bureau of
Medical
for
participating in
in celebration
at
celebration at
for participating
Medicine and
Surgery, Navy).
and Surgery,
Medicine
Charlotte, N. C., of the declaraCharlotte,
Medical Inspectors,
Schools, D. C.,
Public Schools,
Inspectors, Public
Medical
tion of
independence of Meckof independence
tion
556, 1232
appropriation for;
for; division-------division
appropriation
lenburg County
citizens of the
County citizens
lenburg
D. C.,
C., Army,
Army,
Museum, D.
Medical Museum,
1267 Medical
English Crown
May, 1775_
1267
1775--in May,
Crown in
English
appropriation
for preserving
preserving specimens,
specimens,
appropriation for
Medal,
Medal,
etc
494, 909
etc-----------------------preparation
at the
commemof, to commemmint of,
the mint
preparation at
Medical
Reserve Corps,
Army,
Corps, Army,
Medical Reserve
orate first
first shipload
shipload of Norse
orate
pay,
of officers
officers and
and nurses caring
etc., of
pay, etc.,
immigrants arriving
arriving in United
immigrants
for Veterans'
Veterans' Bureau
Bureau benefifor
States
1096
States-------------------ciaries at
Army hospitals
may
hospitals may
at Army
ciaries
Medals
Decorations, Foreign,
Foreign,
and Decorations,
Medals and
be from
allotments thereof
____
507
507
thereof---from allotments
be
acceptance authorized
authorized of, tendered to
to
acceptance
Medical
C.,
D. C.,
Society, D.
Medical Society,
Army
Air Service
Service officers
officers for
Army Air
incorporators
purposes
153
and purposes----------incorporators and
world
airplane flight
979
flight----------world airplane
property
153
etc-----------ownership, etc
property ownership,
Medals
Honor, etc., Army,
Army,
Medals of Honor,
Medicine
Forest, Wyo.,
Wyo.,
National Forest,
Medicine Bow National
balances
of appropriations
covered
appropriations for, covered
balances of
lands
to
594
authorized to be added to-----lands authorized
in
934
in------------------------Medicines,
Adulterated, etc.,
Medicines, Adulterated,
Medford,
Medford, Oreg.,
appropriation
preventing
appropriation for expenses preventing
acceptance
from, for Crater
acceptance of land from,
sale, etc.,
etc., of
of--------------- 447, 837
sale,
Lake Park -----------------606
Lake
Fly,
Fruit Ply,
Mediterranean
Mediterranean Fruit
Medical and Hospital
Services, Veterans'
Hospital Services,
Medical
appropriation for investigations,
investigations, etcetc_ 449, 839
appropriation
Bureau,
Bureau,
appropriations for,
beneficiaries-_ 532, 1210 Meek, Alexander K.,
for, to beneficiaries__
appropriations
deficiency appropriation
services_ 672, 1313
1313
appropriation for servicesdeficiency
55,
for- --------deficiency
deficiency appropriation for
Ferry, Miss.,
697, 700, 759, 1348, 1351, 1353 Meeks Ferry,
88
atbridge authorized
across Pearl River at..
authorized across
bridge
Medical
History of the World
Surgical History
and Surgical
Medical and
Meerschaum, etc., Pipes,
Pipes,
Meerschaum,
War,
323
etc---excise tax
on, sold
producer, etc_.-_
by producer,
sold by
tax on,
excise
appropriation
for preparing------preparing
... 514, 929
appropriation for
Melbourne, Fla.,
Fla.,
for, additional,
712 Melbourne,
1925--------------additional, 1925
for,
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., of harpreliminary
Medical Department,
Department, Army,
Army,
Medical
bor
and inlet,
be made---made- - 1194
1194
to be
inlet, to
bor and
surgeons -_ 482, 896
appropriation for contract
contract surgeons..
appropriation
Members of the
Representatives,
the House of Representatives,
- 482, 896 Members
for nurses
nurses - -------------for
appropriation for
compensation.... 581,
581, 1289
for compensation-482, 896
appropriation
for hospital matrons------------matrons
for
for
mileage
582, 1289
1289
for mileage-------------------for medical
medical and
supplies_ -_ 493, 908
and hospital supplies
for
for
1293
hire----------------- 585, 1293
clerk hire
for clerk
for
mosquito destruction, Canal
for mosquito
Amount
for clerk hire for;
established for
amount established
Zone -------------------493, 908
Zone
152
mode
etc--------of payment, etc
mode of
for
etc------- 493, 909
veterinary supplies, etc
for veterinary
Memorial,
Memorial,
for
treatment, etc.; excepprivate treatment,
for private
appropriation
completing Macfor completing
appropriation for
tion
493, 909
tion---------------------donough, for victory on Lake
for preventing,
preventing, etc., contagious
contagious disfor
515
Champlain
1814
Champlain in 1814-----------eases
493, 909
eases-------------------Memorial to
to the Women of the World War,
for civilian
civilian employees,
etc.. 493, 909 Memorial
nurses, etcemployees, nurses,
for
deficiency
appropriation for contribucontribudeficiency appropriation
etc
494, 909
for tuition of officers, etc-------1314
tion
to erection
of
1314
erection of-----------tion to
Hospital- 494, 909
for
Springs Hospital_
for supplies, Hot Springs
amount
amount authorized for aa building to
for
494, 909
expenses ----- 494,909
miscellaneous expenses
for miscellaneous
commemorate the services of
commemorate
use
for Medical
Surgical HisMedical and Surgical
use for
patriotic American
American women
women durpatriotic
War with Germany, forof War
tory of
-665
ing the World War -------bidden
494, 909
bidden-----------------on ground of Memorial
Memorial to Women
Women of
for hospital
hospital care,
care, Canal Zone garrifor
Civil
665
War------------------Civil War
494,909
. sons--------------------sons
494, 909
character required;
required; minidesign and character
494
for Medical
Museum
494, 909
Medical Museum-----------for
mum cost ------------------665
for
Surgeon
General's
Surgeon
library,
for library,
665
National Red Cross_
American National
Office -----------------494, 909
use by American
Office
authorization
for civilian
civilian personnel,
personnel, Office
authorization not payable until equal
Office of Surfor
amount raised by private subgeon General
General -------------- 494, 910
geon
666
scription
scription--------------------514, 929
for artificial
artificial limbs, etc---------etc
for
approved by designated
designated
until plan approved
for
disabled
appliances for disabled
for surgical appliances
commission, and of Commission
soldiers,
etc
514, 929
commission,
soldiers, etc--------------- 666
514, 929
of Fine Arts --------------for
trusses-------------------for trusses
666
etc---------expenditures, etc
control of expenditures,
History of
for
Medical and Surgical History
for Medical
American
for
World War
American Red Cross responsible for
War---------------- 514, 929
care,
666
etc-------------------care, etc
1925
711
supplies, additional, 1925------for supplies,
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C.,
Memorial
to Women
Civil War,
War, D.
Page.
D. C.,
of Civil
Women of
Memorial to
to
erection
building as
as a
a Memorial
Memorial to
of building
erection of
Women of
of World
World War
War authorauthorWomen
665
ized on
665
of---------------site of
on site
ized
use
of
temporary
buildings
on
grounds
use of temporary buildings on grounds
Red Cross,
of, by
American Red
by American
of,
continued
975
975
continued ------------------975
removal by
by December
December 31,
31, 1926----1926
removal
Memorials,
Memorials,
of John
authorized in
in memory
John and John
memory of
authorized
Quincy
Adams at
Mass..
1302
Quincy, Massat Quincy,
Quincy Adams
Memorials, D.
D. C.,
C.,
Memorials,
erection authorized
Marine
and Marine
Navy and
of Navy
authorized of
erection
Corps, dedicated
Americans
to Americans
dedicated to
Corps,
lost
sea, on
on public
public grounds 14
at sea,
lost at
to
members from
from the
District serving
the District
to members
in the
World War,
War, in
Potomac
in Potomac
the World
in
Park -------------------666
Park
plans,
etc., may
by RooseRooseprocured by
be procured
may be
plans, etc.,
velt Memorial
Memorial Association
Association for,
velt
935
to Theodore
Theodore Roosevelt
Roosevelt-------to
Memphis,
Tenn.,
Memphis, Tenn.,
Army
etc., loaned
loaned for United
terts, etc.,
Army terts
Confederate
Veterans' reunion
reunion
Confederate Veterans'
in
114
114
in -------------------------Menominee Indian
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Wis.,
Menominee
etc., on Indian
forest
investigations ' etc.,
forest investigations,
1149
reservations
to 399,
399, 1149
applicable tonot applicable
reservations not
men
logging,
etc. contracts
contracts with
white men
with white
logging, etc.,
allowed
for timber
timber operations
operations on
793
allowed for
Menominee Indians,
Indians, Wis.,
Wis.,
Menominee
deficiency
rebuilding
appropriation for rebuilding
deficiency appropriation
sawmill at
1330
Wis-------- 1330
Neopit, Wis
at Neopit,
sawmill
Merchant Marine
Marine Act,
Act, 1920,
Merchant
amendment
to, extending
extending use of Shipamendment to,
ping
construction loan
Board construction
ping Board
fund
467
fund-----------------------provisions
reconditionning of
for reconditionning
provisions for
468
vessels ------------------vessels
Reserve,
Merchant
Marine Naval
Naval Reserve,
Merchant Marine
constituted of
of citizens
following the
citizens following
constituted
1089
sea,
etc
1089
sea, etc---------------------transfers
to
Volunteer
Naval
1089
Reserve- 1089
transfers to Volunteer Naval Reserve_
training
given
on
application
1089
1089
training given on application--------payment
when not
not on
on active
duty.. 1089
1089
naval duty_
active naval
payment when
1089
funds subject
subject to
to action
action by
Congress- 1089
by Congress..
funds
flag or
emblem for
for vessel
1089
of---------vessel of
or emblem
flag
regulations,
1089
etc------------------regulations, etc
Merchant
Vessels,
Merchant Vessels,
provisions
for loan
loan from
from Shipping
provisions for
Board
for
constructing,
in
constructing,
for
Board
modern
American yards,
of most
most modern
yards, of
American
467
efficient equipment,
equipment, etc------etc
467
efficient
for
already built,
built, with
with best
outfitting already
for outfitting
467
modern equipment,
equipment, etc-------etc
modern
Meridian, Miss.,
Miss. ,
Meridian,
882
terms
of court
at -----------------court at
terms of
Derrick and WreckMerritt and
Chapman Derrick
and Chapman
Merritt
ing Company,
Company,
ing
deficiency appropriation
paying
for paying
appropriation for
deficiency
judgment
to --------------- 54
judgment to
Mesa
Unit, Yuma
Yuma Irrigation
Ariz.,
Project, Ariz.,
IrrigationProject,
Mesa Unit,
amount
authorized
for completing
completing
authorized for
amount
system to
to furnish
furnish water
to irirwater to
system
962
rigable lands
lands in
in--------------rigable
Mesa
Verde National
Colo.,
Park, Colo.,
National Park,
Mesa Verde
appropriation for
for protection,
etc___ 424,
424, 1177
protection, etc--appropriation
709
for protection,
additional, 1925---1925_ _
protection, additional,
for
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for repairing
deficiency
686
flood damages
636
damages---------------flood
Mescalero Agency,
Agency, N.
Mex.,
N. Mex.,
Mescalero
appropriation for
support, etc.,
of
etc., of
for support,
appropriation
Indians
tribal funds_
1161
411, 1161
funds_ 411,
from tribal
at, from
Indians at,
deficiency
appropriation for
for civilian
civilian
deficiency appropriation
----- ----.----.-1329
omrl-to _- at- -- --employees
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ge.
Mescalero
Indian Hospital,
N. Mex.,
Mex.,
Page.
Hospital, N.
Mescalero Indian
etc.,
appropriation for
maintenance, etc.,
for maintenance,
appropriation
of -------------------408, 1159
408,1159
of
Mescalero
Mex. '
N. Mex.,
Reservation, N.
Indian Reservation,
Mescalero Indian
roads
appropriation
for constructing
constructing roads
appropriation for
and bridges
in; repayment__
repayment
413,
1163
413, 1163
bridges in;
and
Messages
and Documents,
Documents,
Messages and
preparation
abridgment of,
annual abridgment
of annual
preparation of
1106
repealed ------------------repealed
Messenger Service,
Mail,
Service, Mail,
Messenger
appropriation
87, 785
for------------------ 87,
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for---------for
59
deficiency
disbursdesignation of
postmasters as
as disbursof postmasters
designation
ing
for payment
payment of
of ---356
356
officers for
ing officers
third and
and fourth
fourth class
postmasters, etc.,
etc.,
class postmasters,
third
may
contract
for;
amount
for; amount
may contract
limited
356
limited---------------------contracts by
by special
special delivery
delivery messenmessencontracts
gers for,
for, permitted
356
permitted-----------gers
Messengers,
Messengers,
Represenappropriation for
House of
of Represenfor House
appropriation
1292
tatives
tatives--------------------1288
for Senate
Senate-----------------------for
positions
of, House
House
established of,
pay established
and pay
positions and
151
of
Representatives -----------of Representatives
148
Senate
Senate--------------------------Messengers with
with Electoral
Electoral Vote,
Vote, 1925,
Messengers
deficiency appropriation
for mileage
753
753
mileage--appropriation for
deficiency
Metallurgical
Products,
MetallurgicalProducts,
appropriation for
etc.,
investigating, etc.,
for investigating,
appropriation
in----------- 232, 1041
new
processes in
new processes
Metropolitan
Police, D.
D. C.
C. (see
(see Police,
Police,
Metropolitan Police,
D. C.).
C.).
D.
Mexican
Beetle,
Bean Beetle,
Mexican Bean
appropriation for
for cooperative
expenses
cooperative expenses
appropriation
to control
control spread
spread of; condicondito
tion
450, 840
tion----------------------additional,
for
preventing spread
spread of, additional,
for preventing
705
1925
1925----------------------Mexican
Commission,
Boundary Commission,
Mexican Boundary
211, 1019
appropriation
1019
for---------------- 211,
appropriation for
allowance
for taking
taking over water
allowance for
1019
gauging
1019
Texas--by Texas__
done by
being done
gauging being
Mexico,
Mexico,
206, 1015
appropriation for
ambassador to__
1015
to--- 206,
for ambassador
appropriation
for
preventing entry
entry of cotexpenses preventing
for expenses
ton
848
from------------------ 456, 848
ton from
for
eradicating pink bollexpenses, eradicating
for expenses,
worm of
of cotton
cotton in,
in, etc
848
etc------- 458, 848
worm
for general
claims comcomspecial claims
and special
general and
for
mission, United
United States
States and
1024
1024
and---mission,
deficiency
appropriation for
for joint
joint comcomdeficiency appropriation
mission
with,
on
use
of
waters
of
mission with, on use of waters of
Rio
Grande, below Fort WhitRio Grande,
692
man, Tex
Tex ------------------man,
repairs, furnifor embassy
embassy premises,
premises, repairs,
for
ture, etc
1338
etc --------------------ture,
east of El
for
on border
of, east
border of,
fence on
for fence
Paso,
Tex
1342
Paso, Tex-----------------balances
appropriations for transbalances of appropriations
portation of
refugee American
American
of refugee
portation
citizens
from, covered
covered in
in ------935
citizens from,
consent
of, to
to be
constructfor constructobtained for
be obtained
consent of,
ing bridge
Rio Grande,
Grande,
across Rio
bridge across
ing
at Alamo
Alamo Alto,
Alto, Tex
Tex -.-------662
at
at Hidalgo,
815
Tex ----------------Hidalgo, Tex
at
1214
Tex-----------------at
1214
Tornillo, Tex
at Tornillo,
General
CommisClaims CommisSpecial Claims
and Special
General and
sions, United
States, and per
United States,
sions,
1340
diem allowance
allowance -------------diem
persons born
construed as
as nonquota
nonquota
in, construed
born in,
persons
Immigration
immigrants, under
under Immigration
immigrants,
Act
155
Act ------------------------
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Mexico-Continued.
appropriation for band ------------503
appropriation
to
special
authorized to
commissioners authorized
special commissioners
for field
musicians ---------------503
field musicians
for
cooperate
representatives
with representatives
cooperate with
for service
service detachment
detachment----------503
for
of,
of, as to use of waters of Rio
503
for Cavalry
detachment
Cavalry detachment-----------for
Grande
Grande below Fort Quitman,
503
for Artillery
detachment
503
Artillery detachment----------for
118
Tex
118
Tex ----------------------- 503
for Engineer
503
detachment----------Engineer detachment
for
steamer passenger
tickets to, exempt
exempt
passenger tickets
steamer
for Signal
503
detachment-------Corps detachment
Signal Corps
for
from
335
tax--------------from stamp tax
for Coast
Coast Artillery
Artillery detachment
504
detachment -----for
Mexico City, Mexico,
504
for
miscellaneousfor miscellaneous-----------------appropriation for superintendent,
superintendent, naappropriation
501,
for civilian
civilian employees
employees ----------50 t, 918
918
for
tional
at
511, 926
tional cemetery at---------allowance to organist
organist ----------918
allowance
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for expenses,
expenses,
deficiency
disbursement and accounting
accounting as
disbursement
Electrical
Communications
Communications
Electrical
one
919
one fund -------------------170
meeting at
170
at------------------meeting
quarters,
instrucfuel, and light to instrucquarters, fuel,
sum authorized
authorized for representation
at
representation at
sum
tors in
in languages
languages and
tactics- 504, 919
and tactics__
tors
meeting of Inter-American
Inter-American ComCommeeting
for maintenance;
exmaintenance; designated exfor
mittee on
CommuniElectrical Communion Electrical
mittee
penses
penses--------------------- 504, 919
112
cations in-------------------in
112
cations
504, 919
Board of
of Visitors----------Visitors
919
Board
United
Mexico
Commissions,
United
Claims Commissions,
Mexico Claims
improvements, headquarters
headquarters of
for improvements,
States
and,
States and,
504
enlisted men
504
men-----------------enlisted
1024
appropriation for expenses of--------of
1024
appropriation
for renewing
renewing tile roofs, etc.,
etc., on desigfor
691
deficiency appropriation
expenses
appropriation for expenses-deficiency
504
nated
buildings ------------ nated buildings
Fla.,
Miami, Fla.,
504
for
additional storm windows------windows
for additional
improvement of harbor, authorized
authorized---- 1187
improvement
504
for
explosives magazine-----------magazine
for explosives
Michigan,
Michigan,
504
for
hospital------------new cadet hospital
for new
exchange for
acceptance
of land from, in exchange
acceptance of
504
for
remodeling old
old cadet hospital
504
hospital---for remodeling
Weather
Weather Bureau building at
505
for
drawings, etc. for new
new buildings
buildings-_
for drawings,
1097
Lansing----------------East Lansing
use
preparing exexbalance for preparing
use of balance
1098
additional payment
payment required
required ------additional
cavation
cavation for new mess hall and
disposal of
erroneously surveyed pubof erroneously
disposal
drawing academy
academy----- -------- 505
drawing
lic
Crooked and
lands in, on Crooked
lic lands
for
improving athletic
athletic field and
for improving
594
Lakes---------------Pickerel Lakes
stadium;
reappropriation
505
stadium; reappropriation------Michigan City,
City, Ind.,
Michigan
505
reimbursement
receipts - reimbursement from receiptspreliminary examination,
examination, etc., of, harpreliminary
for continuing
continuing construction
construction of desigfor
1196
bor, to
1196
made -------------to be made
bor,
919
nated public
public works-----------works
nated
Michigan
District,
Judicial District,
Western Judicial
Michigan Western
surplus
be
etc., to be
material, tools, etc.,
surplus material,
additional
appointed for;
to be appointed
additional judge to
furnished
for construction,
construction, infurnished for
949
etc_
949
duties, etc------------------struction, etc
etc.--------- -505, 919
struction,
present judge made
made junior to; and
and on
present
leaves
absence to construction
construction
leaves of absence
vacancy not to be
etc., vacancy
death, etc.,
505, 919
employees ----------------employees
filled
949
filled --------------- --purchases
permitted without adpurchases permitted
Midshipmen,
Navy,
Midshipmen, Navy,
505,.919
vertisini5 -----------------505,.919
vertising
appropriation
for mileage
mileage from their
appropriation for
711
additional, 1925----------1925
711
pay, additional,
for pay,
homes
entering Naval
when entering
homes when
for maintenance,
maintenance, additional,
711
1925_--__ 711
additional, 1925_
for
183
Academy
183
---Academy--------deficiency appropriation
appropriation for maindeficiency
restriction
hereafter of allowance
allowance of
restriction hereafter
63, 1350
tenance ------------------1350
tenance
appointments to
193
to-------------appointments
service as cadets
cadets in, after March
March 4,
service
on admissions subsequent to De1913,
counted in longevity of
of
1913, not counted
872
cember 13, 1924
1924-------------cember
194. 872
officers of
etc
of Army, Navy. etc--officers
Migratory Game
Birds, etc.,
Game Birds,
Migratory
Military and
Compensation, Vetand Naval Compensation,
Military
approprfation
approprfation for enforcing law proerans' Bureau,
Bureau,
erans'
tecting..----------------451, 841
tecting
appropriation for death
death or disability
disability
appropriation
Mileage,
payments of
532, 1210
532,1210
of ---------payments
Delappropriation for Representatives,
Representatives, Delappropriation
Military and Naval
Insurance, Veterans'
Naval Insurance,
Military
egates, and Resident CommisCommisBureau,
Bureau,
sioners
581, 1289
sioners ------------------ 581,
533,
appropriation for----------------for
533, 1212
1212
appropriation
57, 1286
for
Senators------------------ 578,
for Senators
provisions relating
relating to, in World
World War
War
provisions
Army,
Mileage, Army,
624
Veterans'
Act---------------Veterans' Act
appropriation for
officers, etc -----897
482, 897
for officers,
appropriation
Military
Military Attaches,
limitation if on Government
Government vessel
vessel
limitation
appropriation for expenses,
expenses, abroad-_
abroad_ _ 479, 894
appropriation
not
charging transportation
transportation farefare_
897
not charging
for
rental of offices,
offices, garages, etc.,
for rental
deficiency
officers,
appropriation for officers,
deficiency appropriation
for
for----------------- ----- 488, 903
1353
62, 699, 1350, 1352, 1353
etc ------Military
Army),
Establishment (see Army),
Military Establishment
Mileage, Marine
Marine Corps,
Corps,
Mileage,
sundry
National
affecting National
matters affecting
sundry matters
without
appropriation
officers
without
for officers
appropriation
363
Guard,
Guard, etc -----------------troops
202, 879
troops---------------Military Parks
Parks (see National Military
Military
Government
expenses only, if on Government
expenses
Parks).
Parks).
879
vessel_
879
---------------------vessel
Military Posts,
Posts, Army,
Army,
Military
Miles
Miles City, Mont.,
appropriation for constructing,
constructing, etc.,
96
appropriation
granted
land for aa public park ------granted land
480,895
exchanges at -------------- 480,
895
exchanges
Military Academy,
Military
recreation
buildings, training
recreation buildings,
appropriation for pay
professors,
pay of professors,
appropriation
camps, etc
etc---------------- 480, 895
camps,
constructing quarterchaplain, constructing
construction, etc
etc ------------ 487, 902
902
for construction,
503, 918
master ------------------918
master
487
-for
Fort Sill, Okla ------------longevity -----------------503, 918
918
for Fort
longevity
488
for
storehouse Panama Canal------Canal
for storehouse
subsistence allowance --.----503, 918
918
503, 918
918
oav of cadets -------------for pay
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Posts, Army-Continued.
Military Posts,
etc.;
appropriation for
for construction,
construction, etc.;
appropriation
sale
Fort Porter,
Y.; proN. Y.;
Porter, N.
of Fort
sale of
902
ceeds for
for new
new post
post-----------ceeds
902
for
etc., Hawaii __---construction, etc.,
for construction,
902
for
etc., Panama
Panama Canal_
construction, etc.,
for construction,
work
at; new work
for
water, sewers,
etc., at;
sewers, etc.,
for water,
488,903
limited
488, 903
limited --------------- --for
wharves, and draindrainwalks, wharves,
roads, walks,
for roads,
903
age at
at.---------------- -488,
488, 903
age
for
exchanges at,
additional, 1925___
711
1925__at, additional,
for exchanges
for
and sewers
at, additional,
additional,
sewers at,
water and
for water
711
1925
711
1925-----------------------for roads,
roads, walks,
walks, wharves,
wharves, and drainfor
711
age
additional, 1925
1925 -------at, additional,
age at,
and
deficiency
appropriation for water and
deficiency appropriation
sewers
at
52
sewers at-------------------for
drainand drainwharves, and
walks, wharves,
roads, walks,
for roads,
59, 62, 762
age
at
762
age at---------------Reservations,
Military
Military Reservations,
Fort Bliss,
additional
of additional
purchase of
Tex.; purchase
Bliss, Tex.;
Fort
lands
964
lands for -------------------Fort
Revere, Mass.;
Mass.; sale to town of
Fort Revere,
Hull
1111
authorized-------------Hull authorized
plans to
to be
submitted for necessary
necessary perbe submitted
plans
487
manent construction
construction at
at-------manent
487
including Camp
Camp Lewis,
Lewis, Wash------Wash
including
funds from
from sales
sales of
real, etc.,
property
etc., property
of real,
funds
no
needed for military
longer needed
no longer
487
purposes
purposes-------------------Island,
right
way across
across Anastasia
Anastasia Island,
of way
right of
Saint Johns ElecFla.,
Elecgranted Saint
Fla., granted
959
tric Company---------------Company
959
tric
Military
Reservations, Abandoned,
Abandoned,
Military Reservations,
disposal of
of designated
designated tracts
tracts of,
of, authorauthordisposal
ized --382
--.------------- •
ized
transFort
Keogh,
Mont.;
portion
of,
of,
Fort Keogh, Mont.; portion
ferred to
Agricultural Departto Agricultural
ferred
etc.,
ment
for stock
stock raising, etc.,
ment for
experiments
99
experiments----------------right
way granted
granted across
Lopez and
across Lopez
of way
right of
957
Shaw Islands,
Wash ---------Islands, Wash
Shaw
D. C.,
Military Road
Road NW.,
NW., D.
Military
593
to--name
of Keokuk
Keokuk Street
Street changed
593
changed to
name of
Military Service,
Service,
Military
deficiency appropriation
registrafor registraappropriation for
deficiency
tion, etc.,
expenses
62, 761
761
62,
etc., expenses----------tion,
Military
Training Camps
Training
(see Training
Camps (see
Military Training
Camps, Military).
Camps,
Military).
Militia
Bureau, War
Department,
War Department,
Militia Bureau,
appropriation for
arming,
expenses arming,
for expenses
appropriation
equipping,
National
training National
and training
equipping, and
Guard505, 920
----------------- 505,920
Guard
for
civilian personnel,
personnel, Office
of Chief
Office of
for civilian
of
War Department
Department -------- 506, 921
of War
for
Guard expenses,
addiexpenses, addiNational Guard
for National
711
tional, 1925-----------------1925
711
tional,
1076
former
Militia Division
Division made
the - - 1076
made the
former Militia
Chief of,
of, to
to be
selection
by selection
appointed by
be appointed
Chief
from National
National Guard
Guard officers
from
recommended by
by governors
of
governors of
recommended
States
1076
-----States --------service in
in National
National Guard
Guard required
required
service
1076
previously;
term ------------1076
previously; term
appointed
major general
Officers'
in Officers'
general in
appointed major
Reserve
Corps,
to
terminate
Reserve Corps, to terminate
1076
when ceasing
to hold
hold office
office ---ceasing to
when
rank,
1077
1077
retirement ----no retirement
etc.; no
pay, etc.;
rank, pay,
assignment
duty in
1077
1077
in --for duty
Army for
from Army
assignment from
three active
Guard officers
officers
National Guard
active National
three
1077
for duty
duty in,
consent
1077
their consent-with their
in, with
for
not over
over 500
500 officers,
officers, with
with reserve
reserve
not
commissions,
duty with
with Army
1077
Army 1077
to duty
commissions, to
senior reserve
reserve officer
to act
act as
Chief, in
as Chief,
officer to
senior
case of temnorarv
temporary vacancy----vacancy
1077
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Militia
Bureau, War
War Department-Con.
Department—Con. Ya-e
Page.
Militia Bureau,
pay and
of Chief,
Chief, and
allowances of
and allowances
pay
assigned reserve
officers to be
reserve officers
assigned
fund----- 1077
from National
National Guard
Guard fund
from
presage
to presapplicable to
not applicable
limitations not
age limitations
1077
ent
1077
Chief-----------------ent Chief
Militia,
D. C.,
C.,
Militia, D.
571, 1246
appropriation for
for expenses-------expenses
1246
appropriation
571,
for
camps, drills,
drills, etc
_
57, 1246
1246
etc----------for camps,
for
of subsistence,
subsistence, enencommutation of
for commutation
571, 1246
listed
detail
1246
men on special detail_
listed men
572, 1246
for
armory, etc--------etc
of armory,
rent of
for rent
572, 1246
for printing,
printing, etc--------------etc
for
for target
target practice
expenses----- 572, 1246
practice expenses
for
for pay
pay of
of troops
troops other than GovernGovernfor
ment employees
employees ----------- 572,
1246
572, 1246
ment
National
Militia, Organized
Organized (see
(see also
Militia,
Guard),
Guard),
deficiency
appropriation for
encampfor encampdeficiency appropriation
63
ments
and maneuvers
maneuvers --------ments and
762
for
for Field
Field Artillery-Artillery
762
ammunition for
for ammunition
balances of
of appropriations
appropriations covered
covered in;
balances
935
----for
Field Artillery
Artillery ----for Field
935
for encampments
encampments and maneuvers---.
maneuvers
for
Milk, D.
D. C.,
C.
Milk,
appropriation for
for inspection
inspection of dairy
appropriation
farms, etc.,
etc., by
officials 563, 1238
1238
health officials
by health
farms,
sale of ---------for regulating
regulating sale
563, 1238
1238
for
Milk, etc.,
etc. Regulations,
D. C.,
Regulations, D.
Milk,
none
pure, clean,
and wholesome
wholesome
clean, and
but pure,
none but
to
and ice cream to
milk, cream,
cream, and
milk,
be sold,
etc., in
the District---District_ ___ 1004
in the
sold, etc.,
be
regulations
for issue
issue of
permits to
to
of permits
regulations for
1004
dairies or
or dairy
dairy farms---------farms
1004
dairies
suspension of
impurity of
for impurity
permit, for
of permit,
suspension
and
milk,
etc.; notice
notice to
to holder
holder and
milk, etc.;
1004
dealer
1004
dealer---------------------interstate shipments
shipments for ice
ice cream
cream
interstate
manufacture
not prohibited;
conprohibited; conmanufacture not
dition
1005
dition-------------------- suspension
permit if,
if, inspection
inspection of
of permit
suspension of
dairy,
etc., refused
health
refused to health
dairy, etc.,
1005
representative
representative --------------seizure
of milk,
milk, etc.,
brought into
into Disetc., brought
seizure of
trict in
in violation
of regulations;
regulations;
violation of
trict
1005
notice
to owner, etc ---------notice to
regulations
to protect
to be
protect supply to
regulations to
made
health
by health
enforced by
and enforced
made and
officer --------------------1005
officer
newspaper publication
1005
1005
required - .publication required
newspaper
wagons and
and trucks
trucks to
have name of
to have
wagons
dairy, permit,
permit,
etc., painted
dairy,
1005
thereon ------------------- thereon
persons
selling milk,
milk, etc.,
etc., to have
persons selling
posted
the name
name of
person from
of person
posted the
1005
whom
obtained
whom obtained--------------record
kept by
by general
general distributors
distributors 1005
be kept
to be
record to
sale of
etc., prohibprohibmilk," etc.,
"skimmed milk,"
of "skimmed
sale
ited
unless container
container plainly
plainly
ited unless
1005
labeled
thereof--------------labeled thereof
restriction on
milk from
from cows
cows at
at specispecion milk
restriction
fied periods
periods before
before and
and after
after
fied
parturition
1006
parturition -----------------report of
of persons
having communicable
communicable
persons having
report
employed on dairy
disease, employed
dairy farm 1006
disease,
meaning of
of terms:
1006
"milk -----------terms: "milk"
meaning
"cream";
requirements of butter fat 1006
"cream"; requirements
1006
"pasteurized"
pasteurized"--------------------1006
"raw milk";
of cow,
herd, etcetc_
cow, herd,
tests of
milk"; tests
"raw
"pasteurized milk";
regulations govmilk"; regulations
"pasteurized
1006
erning
1006
erning----------------------1007
"certified milk"-----------------milk"
1007
"certified
1007
"reconstructed milk" or "cream"-"cream"
1007
"reconstructed
"skimmed milk"---------------milk"
1007
"skimmed
1007
"ice
cream"- -------------------"ice cream"
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Milk,
etc., Regulations,
Regulations, D.
D. C.-Continued.
C.-Continued.
Page.
Page.
Milk, etc.,
prohibition
not
selling milk etc., not
prohibition against selling
complying with
conwith definitions; concomplying
tainers
to show
show grade
grade of
etc_ 1007
1007
milk, etctainers to
of milk,
pasteurization
regulaunder prescribed
prescribed regulapasteurization under
tions _----------------------1007
1007
hindering
performance of
of
hindering officials in performance
their duty
duty deemed
violation of
of
deemed aa violation
their
Act,
1007
etc -------------------Act, etc
records required
creameries and rerequired at creameries
records
ceiving
deliveries,
ceiving stations, of deliveries,
etc.,
them
1007
etc., to
to them----------------no licensed person to receive
receive milk or
cream from any source unless
duly
1008
1008
duly licensed
licensed --------------punishment for violations----------violations
1008
punishment
prosecutions in the police court
1008
court----- 1008
Milk
Irrigation Project,
Project, Mont.,
Mont.,
Milk River
River Irrigation
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
for maintenance,
appropriation for
of ---------------------1166
417, 1166
Milk
Milk River,
River, Mont.,
appropriation
appropriation for gauging, etc., tributaries
taries of,
of, under treaty
treaty requirements
Britain
1171
1171
with Great
Great Britain-----ments with
Mill Cut and Clubfoot Creek,.
N. C..
C.,
Creek,.N.
preliminary examination,
etc., of, modiexamination, etc.,
preliminary
fied
23
23
fied------------------------Mill
River, N. Y.,
Y.,
Mill River,
preliminary examination,
etc., of, to be
be
examination, etc.,
preliminary
made----------------------made
1192
Mills
Chippewa Indians,
Indians,
Band of Chippewa
MiUe Lac Band
Minn.,
Minn.,
payment
from
to designated
designated chiefs of, from
payment to
Court of Claims judgment in
favor
818
818
Band----------------favor of Band
Millersburg
Bridge ComMillersburg and Liverpool Bridge
pany,
pany
may
bridge Susquehanna
River, MillersMillersSusquehanna River,
may bridge
burg,
172
172
Pa ---------------burg, Pa
Millersburg,
Millersburg, Pa.,
Pa.,
bridge authorized
authorized across Susquehanna
Susquehanna
River
172
172
River at --- -------------Milwaukee,
Milwaukee, Wis.,
appropriation
expenses, Volunteer
Volunteer
appropriation for expenses,
Soldiers' Home----.
------ 518, 932
Soldiers'
deficiency appropriation
Volunteer
appropriation for Volunteer
Soldiers'
Home
63, 1316
13t16
Soldiers' Home-----------Mine Accidents, etc.,
appropriation for investigating, etc_
etc_ 420, 1173
1173
appropriation
for investigating,
investigating, etc.,
etc., additional,
1925 ----------------------708
70S
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for investigatinvestigatdeficiency
697
ing, etc
etc -------------------697
Mine Explosions,
Mine
Explosions,
appropriation for
for investigating
investigating causes
appropriation
of, etc
etc------------------- 420, 1173
Mine Planter
Army,
PlanterService, Army,
reappointment of discharged warrant
warrant
reappointment
officers
1101
officers---------------------having less than ten years'
years' service to
to
be discharged
discharged with one year's
year's
pay
pay-----------------------1101
if with more than ten years' service
service
to be placed
placed on retired
retired list; comcomputation
of pay --------------1101
putationofpay
etc--- 1101
service counter
counter for longevity, etc
1101
applicable to previously
not applicable
previously repainted officers -------------pointed
1101
Cars,
Mine Rescue Cars,
appropriation for
for expenses,
appropriation
expenses, operating
operating.
etc
420,
etc---------4--0 1174
1174
equipment, supplies,
supplies, etc ------1174
equipment,
for purchasing
purchasing------------.-----420
420
for expenses,
expenses, operating, additional,
additional,
1925
708
1925---------------------708
deficiency appropriation
apDroDriation for
for----------700
deficiency
700
-------------

Mine
Page.
Mine Scales,
appropriation
for investigation
investigation of_of_ _ 232,
232, 1041
1041
appropriation for
Mineral
Fuels and
and Products,
Products,
Mineral Fuels
appropriation
belongappropriation for testing, etc., belonging to
to United
United States
States-----421,
421, 1174
1174
ing
to United
United
etc., belonging
belonging to
for testing,
testing, etc.,
States,
additional, 1925 ------708
States, additional,
Mineral Resources of
United States,
of the United
Mineral
appropriation for
for printing
and binding
binding
printing and
appropriation
reports on
1143
393,
393,1143
reports
on--------------for
preparing reports,
reports, etc.,
etc., on
on.. -_-_-_ 420,
1173
420, 1173
for preparing
Mineral
Substances,
Mineral Substances,
appropriation for investigations
investigations for
for
appropriation
economic production,
etc_ __ _ 421,
421, 1174
1174
economic
production, etc---Mineral
and Ores,
Ores,
Mineral Substance and
appropriation
appropriation for investigating mining,
etc., other
fuels1174
421, 1174
421,
etc.,
other than fuels------private work forbidden
1174
forbidden ---------- 1174
Minerals,
Minerals, Nonmetallic,
Nonmetallic,
limit on payment
incurred for
for
payment for losses, incurred
repealed..
634
etc., repealedwar production
production of, etc.,
Mines
Interior Department,
Department,
Bureau, Interior
Mines Bureau,
appropriation
salaries and general
general
for salaries
appropriation for
expenses
420, 1173
420,1173
expenses-----------------investigating mine accidents,
accidents,
for investigating
methods of mining, etc 1173
----- 420, 1173
methods
for investigating
mining, quarrying,
for
investigating mining,
ing, etc
etc ---------------_
1174
420, 1174
ing,
for mine inspection,
inspection, etc.,
etc., Alaska-Alaska.. _ 420, 1174
1174
for
for mine rescue
rescue cars,
etc ------ 420, 1174
cars, etcfor
garage, McAlester,
McAlester, Okla -------420
garage,
operating stations, etc 1174
420, 1174
- ----operating
purchase of operating
operating equipment,
purchase
etc
1174
1174
etc------------------------trophies for
rescue and first
first
mine rescue
for mine
trophies
aid contests
contests1174
420. 1174
--------------- 420,
for purchase,
purchase, etc.,
etc., of mine
mine rescue
rescue
420
420
cars----------------------for
investigating mineral fuels, etcetc_ 420, 1174
1174
for investigating
for investigating, etc.,
etc., mineral
mineral ores,
etc., other than fuels-------fuels
420, 1174
1174
etc.,
for petroleum
petroleum and natural gas ininquiries, etc..-------------etc1174
421,
421, 1174
for enforcing
provisions for oil, oil
oil
enforcing provisions
shale, and gas leases 1174
421, 1174
-------- 421,
for development
development of
of oil shale; operaoperation of plant, etc -------------1175
for enforcing
enforcing regulations,
regulations, etc
etc., leasing
leasing
nonmetallic
deposits,
nonmetallic mineral deposits,
etc ---------------------1175
421, 1175
etc
for mining experiment
experiment stations exexfor
penses---421, 1175
1175
41421,
penses
for Pittsburgh, Pa.,
Pa., experiment
experiment station -------------------421, 1175
1175
421,
for maintenance
station building,
building,
maintenance of station
etc ---.--.-----------1175
temporary details of field ememtemporary
ployees for duty at Washington;
Washington;
allowances --------------_
1175
421,
allowances
421,1175
detail of Public Health
Health officers for
for
cooperative
cooperative work with 1175
------ 422, 1175
for Government
Government fuel yards, District
District
of Columbia;
Columbia; reappropriation
reappropriation 422, 1175
scientific work for departments,
departments.
etc., by the Bureau------Bureau1176
etc.,
422, 1176
42"), 1176
1176
funds to transferred,
transferred, etc ----- 422,
printing and binding for1143
for printing
----- 392, 1143
publishing reports on lignite, peat,
for publishing
1143
etc ------.-----.---------- -1143
mine accidents, adfor investigating
investigating mine
ditional,
ditional, 1925---------------1925
708
708
708
for mine rescue cars,
cars, additional,
additional, 19251925..
for testing
additional, 1925-708
for
testing fuel,
fuel, additional,
1925---708
for
for mineral
mineral mining
mining investigations,
investigations,
additional, 1925
1925.-.------------708
additional,
-------------for oil.
oil, fna.
gas, and oil
oil *hal'
shale invoetia.investigaetc., addltional,
additional, 19251925
708
tions, etc.,
.
708
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Minnesota National
National Forest,
Forest,
Page.
Minnesota
to general
credit
authorized to
general fund of
credit authorized
Chippewa Indiams
Minnesota,
Indians of Minnesota,
Chippewa
1052
in settlement
1052
settlement for _-----------in
Minnesi,ta
River,
Minnesbta River,
Blakely,
bridge authorized
authorized across,
bridge
Minn
94
Minn----------------------Minor Coins,
Coins,
Minor
68, 767
appropriation
recoinage of-----of
767
for recoinage
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
for recoinage_recoinage__
49
appropriation for
deficiency
RepresentaMinority
Employees, House of RepresentaMinority Employees,
tives,
tives,
584, 1292
appropriation for---------------for
appropriation
Minority Floor
Floor Leader,
Leader, House of
of RepreMinority
.
sentatives,
sentatives,
- 584, 1292
appropriation
etc
clerks, etc----for clerks,
appropriation for
Mints and
Assay Offices,
and Assay
Mints
appropriation
for Director
Director of the Mint,
appropriation for
and
office personnel---------personnel
76, 776
and office
for
on bullion
bullion and
and coin
coin ----- 76, 776
freight on
for freight
for
contingent expenses,
expenses, Bureau
Bureau of
for contingent
the
Mint
776
76, 776
the Mint------------------for examinations,
etc ------------- 76, 776
776
examinations, etc
for
for collecting
precious metals stacollecting precious
for
776
77,
tistics
tistics---------------------for salaries
salaries and
and expenses,
expenses, mint at
at
for
77,
Carson City,
City, Nev----------Nev
7, 776
Carson
77, 776
Denver, Colo
Colo ---------------Denver,
New Orleans,
Orleans, La
La-------------- 77, 776
New
77,776
Philadelphia, Pa
Pa ----------77,
776
Philadelphia,
San Francisco,
Calif
77, 776
776
Francisco, Calif----------San
for
expenses, assay
and expenses,
salaries and
for salaries
78,
office at
at Boise,
Boise, Idaho--------Idaho
78 777
777
office
78, 777
- 78,777
Mingo County,
County, W.
W. Va.,
Helena,
Mont
Mingo
Helena, Mont------------78, 777
777
bridge
authorized across
across Tug
Fork of
78,
Tug Fork
New
York, N.
N. Y
Y------------bridge authorized
New York,
Big
between Pike
777
-78,78, 777
River between
Sandy River
Big Sandy
Seattle,
Wash
Seattle, Wash--------------11
County,
Ky., and
78, 777
777
78,
and -----------Deadwood S.
S. Dak
Dak ----------County, Ky.,
Deadwood,
78, 777
777
78,
Salt
Lake City,
City, Utah---------Utah
Salt Lake
Project, Idaho,
Minidoka
Irrigation Project,
Idaho,
Minidoka Irrigation
for
mint at
at
expenses, mint
and expenses,
salaries and
for salaries
appropriation for
etc.,
maintenance, etc.,
for maintenance,
appropriation
New Orleans,
La., additional,
of
417,
1166
417, 1166
Orleans, La.,
New
of---------------------710
710
1925 -----------------------1925
restriction on
on use
use for
for American
American
restriction
office
for salaries
salaries and
and expenses,
expenses, assay office
Falls
417
for
Reservoir--------------Falls Reservoir
at Seattle,
Seattle, Wash.,
Wash., additional,
additional,
acquiring
Hall Indian
Indian
at
Fort Hall
on Fort
lands on
acquiring lands
710
710
Reservation
authorized for
for con1925
1925----------------------conReservation authorized
for salaries
salaries and
and expenses,
assay office
office
expenses, assay
for
structing American
American Falls reserstructing
at Deadwood,
Deadwood, S. Dak., addivoir
of
117
at
voir of----------------------710
710
tional, 1925-----------------1925
tional,
Ministers of
of Religious
Denominations,
Religious Denominations,
Ministers
for salaries
salaries and
and expenses,
expenses, mint at
at
for
alien,
coming
to
United
States,
who
alien, coming to United States, who
Carson City,
City, Nev.,
Nev., additional,
Carson
have
their
on their
carrying on
been carrying
have been
710
710
1925
1925--------7-------------profession for
years, concontwo years,
for two
profession
office
for
salaries
and
expenses,
assay
expenses,
and
salaries
for
strued
as nonquota
nonquota immigrants
immigrants
strued as
Utah, addiat Salt
City, Utah,
Lake City,
Salt Lake
at
15;
in Immigration
Immigration Act
Act ----------1555
in
710
710
tional, 1925-----------------1925
tional,
Ministers Plenipotentiary,
Plenipotentiary, Envoys
ExtraEnvoys Extrafor salaries
salaries and
and expenses,
assay office
office
Ministers
expenses, assay
for
ordinary and,
and,
710
710
ordinary
1925
at Boise,
Boise, Idaho,
Idaho, additional,
additional, 1925
at
a pp ropriation for
206, 101,
------salaries1015
for
and expenses,
expenses, assay
assay office
office
appropriation for salaries
salaries and
for salaries
at
Mont., additional,
additional,
Helena, Mont.,
at Helena,
Minneapolis,
Minn.,
Minneapolis, Minn.,
710
710
bridge
across Mississippi
Mississippi
1925
1925---------------------authorized across
bridge authorized
1for
salaries and
and, expenses,
at
River, at
14
expenses, mint at
at-----------------for salaries
River,
1
Philadelphia,
Pa.,
additional,
Pa., additional,
at Nicollet
Nicollet Island---------------Island
13
Philadelphia,
at
710
710
10'
1925---------------------- may bridge
102
River-------1925
Mississippi River
bridge Mississippi
may
time extended
bridging Mississippi
Mississippi
for
and expenses,
expenses, assay office
salaries and
for bridging
for salaries
extended for
time
81S
New York,
York, N. Y., additional,
additional,
at New
River
816
at-------------------River at
710
710
2!
by
Saint Paul
Paul and
29
1925
and---------------1925-----------------------by Saint
at
for salaries
salaries and
and expenses,
expenses, mint at
for
Minnesota,
Minnesota,
710
Denver,
Colo, additional,
additional, 1925-1925_ _ 710
Denver, Colo,
bridge authorized
authorized across
across Mississippi
Mississippi
bridge
for
and expenses,
expenses, mint
mint at
at San
salaries and
for salaries
River, at
at Clearwater,
Sherby SherClearwater, by
River,
710
710
additional,1925
Francisco, Calif.,
Calif., additiona1,1925
Francisco,
burne
and Wright
13022
and 130'
Counties and
Wright Counties
burne and
for mint
mint at
at New
N. Y.,
Y., special
special
York, N.
New York,
for
constructed
Saint Louis
Louis
over Saint
by, over
constructed by,
710
710
fund, additional,
1925
additional, I925------fund,
River,
Carlton County,
County, legallegalin Carlton
River, in
for
mint at
at Denver,
Denver, Colo., special
special
for mint
6
2ized
96
ized------------------------710
710
fund,
additional, 1925-------1925
fund, additional,
Minnesota
Judicial District,
District,
Minnesota Judicial
assay
deficiency appropriation
appropriation
for
assay
deficiency
8
109
additional
authorized for
for ------1098
judge authorized
51
additional judge
51
office,
Idaho
Boise, Idaho----------office, Boise.
restriction on
vacancy in
in
a vacancy
filling a
on filling
58, 62
restriction
58,62
for
Director,
etc
-----------------etc
Director,
for
8
109
created office----------------office
1098
created
1349
1349
for assay
assay office.
Y -_
N. Y
York. N.
New York,
office, New
for
109 8
residence, compensation,
1098
etc-------compensation, etc
residence,

Mines
Bureau, Interior
Interior Department—Con.
Department-Con. Page.
Mines Bureau,
appropriation for
for enforcing
enforcing regulations,
appropriation
etc.,
leasing nonmetallic
nonmetallic mineretc., leasing
708
als, additional,
additional, 1925----------1925
708
als,
for
stations, adadexperiment stations,
mining experiment
for mining
708
-.-----------ditional, 1925
1925
ditional,
for
Pa., experiment
experiment staPittsburgh, Pa.,
for Pittsburgh,
708
tion, additional,
1925---------additional, 1925
tion,
for mining
Alaska,
investigations in Alaska,
mining investigations
for
708
additional,
708
1925 ------------additional, 1925
deficiency
appropriation for investigatinvestigatdeficiency appropriation
ing
aecidents _
----------- 56, 697
mine accidents
ing mine
for
helium gas
gas leasing
fund --- _-- 56, 1348
leasing fund
for helium
for
experiment stations___
stations__- 698, 1348
mining experiment
for mining
700
for
mine rescue
rescue cars
cars--------------for mine
1331
for
electric furnace
equipment
furnace equipment-----for electric
1331
for David
Company
Sons Company__
Lupton's Sons
David Lupton's
for
1348
for helium
exploration, etc -------1348
helium exploration,
for
authorized to
to maintain
maintain helium proauthorized
duction
plants, etc
etc ----------1111
duction plants,
store
explorations,
conduct explorations,
helium; conduct
store helium;
etc.,
lands
1111
reserved lands_---on reserved
for, on
etc., for,
conduct
improving
for improving
experiments for
conduct experiments
1111
processes, etc
etc -__-----------processes,
all
Government operated
plants to be
operated plants
all Government
turned over
1925_ 1111
June 30, 1925by June
to, by
over to,
turned
to obtain supArmy,
Navy, etc.,
etc., to
Army, Navy,
1111
plies from,
from, etc
etc---------------plies
exhibit for
for Seville
Seville Exposition
to be
Exposition to
exhibit
1257
prepared
by1257
-----------------.
prepared by
helium production
production funds
funds of
of Army
Army and
and
helium
Navy
to be
be transferred
to------ 1331
transferred to
Navy to
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Mints
and Assay
Offices—Continued.
s.
Izints ana
uJices-C-ontlnueu.
issue authorized
authorized of silver 50-cent
50-cent pieces
pieces
to commemorate
centennial of
commemorate centennial
founding
Vancouver,
founding of Fort
Fort Vancouver,
066
Wash ------------------- --966
commencing
commencing carving of Stone
23
Mountain Monument,
23
Mountain
Monument, Ga --sesquicentennial of
Battle of
Burof Battle
of Bursesquicentennial
lington and independence
Verlington
independence of Ver965
965
mont ---------------------sesquicentennial of Battle of LexLexsesquicentennial
Concord
ington and
and Concord---------749
seventy-fifth anniversary of adseventy-fifth
California into the
mission of California
Union ----.-- _-------------965
965
prepared at Philadelphia
Philadelphia
medal to be prepared
Mint to commemorate
commemorate NorseNorse1096
American Centennial
Centennial---------- 1096
Misbranded Foods,
Drugs, etc.,
Misbranded
Foods, Drugs,
appropriation
preventing
appropriation for expenses preventing
837
sale, etc., of
of--------------- 447, 837
Miscellaneous Items,
Miscellaneous
appropriation
Repreappropriation for House of Repre585, 1293
sentatives -------------585,
for
Senate
581, 1289
581,
1289
for Senate------------------Missionaries,
Missionaries,
dying in service abroad, not deemed
deemed
307
nonresidents of United
United States-States___
307
nonresidents
Mississippi,
Mississippi,
bridge authorized
authorized across Pearl River,
19
by Louisiana andand
19
-.
882
constitution of two judicial districts--districts
882
constitution
issue of Army stores for relief of sufferers
ers from cyclone
cyclone in
in northwestern,
northwestern,
1923, approved; credits allowed
allowed
in
1286
1286
in accounts
accounts for
for -------------Mississippi
District,
Mississippi Northern
Northern Judicial
Judicial District,
counties
constituting eastern
882
counties constituting
eastern division
division-western
882
western division
division--------------Delta division -882
----------Aberdeen
882
terms of court, at Aberdeen
-----Clarksdale _
882
Clarksdale----------------------Oxford
Oxford-----------------882
offices of clerk
clerk and marshal
marshal --------883
&fississippi River,
Mississippi
River,
appropriation for prosecuting
work of
of
prosecuting work
appropriation
control
930
flood control-------------516, 930
County,
bridge authorized
authorized across, Aitkin County,
814
814
Minn -.--------------Cairo, Ill
999
Ill- -----------------Clearwater, Minn ---------------1302
1302
Hannibal, Mo -------Hannibal,
790
_. ----Hennepin and Ramsey
Hennepin
Ramsey Counties,
Minn ----------22
Minneapolis, Minn ------------102
Minneapolis,
14, 102
at Nicollet Island-----------Island
13
13
New Orleans, La -103
103
----------Savanna, Ill., to Sabula, Iowa
Iowa --173
Savanna,
Jackson Street_
Saint Paul, Minn.,
Minn., at Jackson
Street173
Whiteside County, Ill., and Clinton
Clinton
County, Iowa ---------15
15
construction of intracoastal
intracoastal waterway
construction
waterway
Orleans, La.,
to
from, at New Orleans,
La., to
1187
Galveston Bay, Tex.,
Tex., authorized
authorized 1187
improvement of, authorized
authorized at Nauvoo,
Nauvoo,
improvement
Ill
1188
Ill------ -------------1188
-1188
----------1188
at Fort Madison,
Madison, Iowa _
Saint Louis, Mo., to Minneapolis,
Minneapolis,
Minn
Minn.----------1188
1188
preliminary examination,
preliminary
examination, etc., of, to be
be
made, Baton Rouge
Rouge and New
New
Orleans, La--------La
--- 1195
1195
headwaters,
headwaters, etc.,
etc., of, above Bimidji,
Bimidji,
Minn
Minn.-----------------1195
1195
Minneapolis to Lake Pepin--------Minneapolis
Pepin
1195
1195
A

A

l

Mississippi River—Continued.
Page.
Page.
River-Continued.
Mississippi
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., of, waterpreliminary
from Green
Green Bay-----Bay
1195
way from
--time
extended for
Hennepin
time extended
for bridging, Hennepin
Minn_
1312
and Ramsey
Ramsey Counties, Minn-__
1312
Minneapolis,
816
Minneapolis, Minn --------------816
by Minneapolis
Minneapolis and Saint Paul,
Minn --------------------29
Minn
7
at Saint Louis, Mo ---------------7
water
carriage on,
to
water carriage
on, above Saint Louis to
be initiated by Inland Waterchannel
ways Corporation
Corporation when channel
available --------------available
---361
Mississippi
Mississippi River Valley,
appropriation
rescue station_
appropriation for fish
fish rescue
station-_-__ 237,
238, 1047
Mississippi
Mississippi River Wild Life and Fish
Fish RefRefuge,
uge, Upper,
Upper,
appropriation for acquiring
acquiring land,
land, etc.,
appropriation
for
842
for-------------------------Mississippi Southern Judicial
Judicial District,
District,
Mississippi
counties constituting
constituting Jackson
counties
Jackson division_
division882
western division ----------------882
eastern division
division-----------------eastern
882
southern
southern division -- ------------882
terms of
of court, at Biloxi
terms
Biloxi------------882
Jackson
Jackson---------------------- 882
882
Meridian
--Meridian-------------------Vicksburg
Vicksburg ------------------882
office of clerk and marshal
marshal --------883
Missouri,
Missouri,
Illinois, Kentucky,
Kentucky, and, may bridge
Ohio and Mississippi
Mississippi Rivers, at
at
Ohio
Ill -----------------999
Cairo, III
999
Missouri
Missouri River,
bridge authorized
authorized across,
across, Arrow Rock,
Mo
790
790
Mo -----------------------between
Brule and Lyman
between Brule
Lyman Counties,
Counties,
Dak
S. Dak---------------------33
between
Hughes and Stanley CounCounbetween Hughes
101
ties, S. Dak ---------------between
and Dewey Counties,
between Potter and
Dak
30
S. Dak
--------------------30
Mo
790
Saint Charles, Mo-------------Sanish,
816
Sanish, N.
N. Dak
Dak-----------------816
Williston,
Williston, N.
N. Dak----------------Dak
815
815
dam authorized
across, Broadwater,
dam
authorized across,
Mont
126
126
Mont----------------------improvement of, from mouth to QuinQuinimprovement
daro Bend,
Bend, authorized--------authorized
1188
1188
Mixed Claims
Claims Commission,
Commission, United States
and Germany,
appropriation
expenses ------- 215,
9 15, 1023
1023
appropriation for expenses
Mobile, Ala.,
appropriation for public building----_
building
777
_
777
appropriation
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for public
deficiency
building
1343
building------------------1343
quarantine station authorized on
on
new quarantine
Sand Island, harbor of, in place
Sand
950
of Fort Morgan ------------950
preliminary examination,
preliminary
examination, etc.,
etc., of harbor,
to be made ----------------1194
1194
Mobile Artillery, Army,
Army,
appropriation
altering, etc-----etc
914
appropriation for altering,
498, 914
Mobile Bay, Ala.,
preliminary
examination, etc., of, waterwaterpreliminary examination,
way from Pensacola
Pensacola Bay, to be
be
way
made ----------------------1194
made
1194
Mobjack Bay,
Va.,
Mobjack
Bay, Va.,
preliminary
examination, etc.,
etc., of, to
to
preliminary examination,
1193
be made
made -------------------- 1193
Models, Patent
Patent Office,
Models,
Office,
deficiency appropriation
expenses
deficiency
appropriation for expenses
of commission on disposal of
of
certain ------------------1330
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Project, Oreg.,
Modoc
Irrigation Project,
Point Irrigation
Modoc Point
etc., of,
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
for maintenance,
appropriation for
on
Klamath Indian
Indian Reservaon Klamath
403,
tion
403, 1154
tion -------------------unexpended balance
balance of appropriation
appropriation
unexpended
for,
1155
in -------------covered in
for, covered
Moencopi, Wash
Irrigation Project,
Project, Ariz.,
Wash Irrigation
Moencopi,
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
for maintenance,
appropriation for
of
400,
400, 1151
-----of--------------Moieties,
Customs,
Moieties, Customs,
appropriation
lieu
compensation in lieu
for compensation
appropriation for
70, 769
of
70,
769
--------of-------------deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for compencompendeficiency
sation in
1342
of--------------- 1342
lieu of
in lieu
sation
Moline, Ill.,
Moline,
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., of, harpreliminary
bor
to be
1195
made-------------be made
bor to
Postal Service,
Money Orders,
Orders, Postal
Money
rendered
all
accounts relating
relating to, to be rendered
all accounts
of Accounts
to
Accounts of the
Bureau of
to Bureau
Department
950
Department----------------1068
fees
domestic, increased
1068
increased---------for domestic,
fees for
Pa.,
Monongahela
Rivers, Pa.,
Allegheny Rivers,
and Allegheny
Monongahela and
of-- 250
survey
flood control of
for flood
authorized for
survey authorized
amount authorized
authorized to
be approto be
amount
250
priated for------------------for
priated
by
equal
to be
be contributed
contributed by
amount to
equal amount
250
Pennsylvania
250
Pennsylvania---------------Monongahela
River,
Monongahela River,
for surveys,
deficiency
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
etc.,
696
of------control of
flood control
for flood
etc., for
Masontown,
bridge
across, Masontown,
authorized across,
bridge authorized
376
Pa -- -----------------376
-Pa
McKeesport to
Duquesne, Pa
997
Pa-----to Duquesne,
McKeesport
Pittsburgh, Pa
Pa----------------- 802, 943
Pittsburgh,
for bridging,
time
bridging, at Wilson,
Wilson,
extended for
time extended
891
County----Pa.,
Allegheny County
by Allegheny
Pa., by
Va.,
Monroe
Bay and
and Creek,
Creek, Va.,
Monroe Bay
of, to
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., of,
to
preliminary
1193
be
made -------------------be made
Monroe, La.,
La.,
Monroe,
bridge
authorized across
across Ouachita
River
Ouachita River
bridge authorized
at -----------------------791
at
Monroe Street
Street NE.,
C.,
D. C.,
NE., D.
Monroe
appropriation for
Eighteenth
paving, Eighteenth
for paving,
appropriation
546
to Twentieth
Streets --------Twentieth Streets
to
for paving,
TwentyTwentieth to Twentypaving, Twentieth
for
1223
second
Streets
second Streets---------------Monroe
Water Supply
Company,
Supply Company,
Monroe Water
exchange
of Army
Army lands
with, in
in PennPennlands with,
exchange of
sylvania
1078
sylvania--------------------Montana,
Montana,
appropriation
for surveyor
surveyor general,
general,
appropriation for
394
clerks, etc---------------etc
clerks,
for support,
of homeless
homeless Indians
etc., of
support, etc.,
for
in
1159
1159
in -------------------------additional area
area allowed
entrymen to
to
allowed entrymen
additional
to
correct erroneous
erroneous surveys of
to correct
certain
in -------------722
lands in
certain lands
consent
of Congress
agreement for
to agreement
Congress to
consent of
Columbia
division of
of waters
waters of
of •Columbia
division
River,
between Washingetc., between
River etc.,
and------ton, Idaho,
Idaho, Oregon,
Oregon, and
1268
ton,
may
Yellowstone River,
GlenRiver, Glenbridge Yellowstone
may bridge
dive ---------------------11
dive
Montana
National Bison
Range,
Bison Range,
Montana National
450, 841
appropriation
maintenance ----450,
for maintenance
appropriation for
Montgomery
Tenn.,
County, Tenn.,
Montgomery County,
time extended
for bridging
bridging Cumberland
Cumberland
extended for
time
113
River by,
near Clarksville
113
Clarksville---by, near
River
Montoyo,
Feles,
Montoyo, Fetes,
811
homestead
application of, authorized_authorized
811
homestead application
Monument, D.
C. (see
(see Washington
MonuWashington MonuD. C.
Monument,
ment, D.
D. C.).
C.).
ment,

Monuments
Commission, American
American Battle,
Battle,
Monuments Commission,
appropriation for expenses
expenses ---.-----.
appropriation
unexpended balances,
balances, available
available for all
unexpended
expenses
expenses------------------Moore Company,
John E.,
E.,
Company, John
Moore
deficiency
appropriation for paying
deficiency appropriation
judgment
to----------------judgment to
Moore, Elizabeth,
Elizabeth,
Moore,
reconveyance
abandoned Camp R.
reconveyance of abandoned
E. L. Michie
Michie site
site, Tex.,
Tex., to----to
E.
payment
required to Del Rio Champayment required
ber of Commerce;
Commerce; distribution
by
by ---------------------Moore,
Honorable R. Lee,
Moore, Honorable
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for contested
contested
deficiency
election expenses
expenses------------election
Mogul.
Reservation, Ariz.,
Indian Reservation,
Moqui Indian
appropriation for developing
developing water
water supappropriation
Navajo and Hopi Indians
ply for Navajo

on ----------------------

City, N.
Morehead
N. C.,
Morehead City,
intracoastal
barge line to be reestabreestabintracoastal barge
and-lished between
between Baltimore And—
lished
preliminary
examination, etc.,
etc., of, harpreliminary examination,
bor to be made
made -------------Morehouse Parish,
Parish, La.,
Morehouse
bridges
authorized across Bayou Barbridges authorized
tholomew,
at Vester
Vester Ferry,
tholomew, at
Ward Ferry,
Zachery Ferry
Ferry, and Zachery
Ward
by,
or Louisiana State Highway
Highway
by, or
Commission ----------------Commission
Morgan,
Joseph S.,
S.,
Morgan, Joseph
issue of
entry to --of additional land entry
issue
Morgan,
N.
J.,
J.,
Morgan, N.
balances of appropriations
appropriations for pay
balances
at
claims for damages, explosions at
plant of T. A.
A. Gillespie
Gillespie Complant
pany, covered
covered in ----------pany,
Morgue, D.
C.,
D. C.,
Morgue,
plant --appropriation
refrigerating plant___
appropriation for refrigerating

Page.
Page.
522

1199
54
54
387
387

387
387
673

400
1255
1193

888
810
810

935
541,
541,
1218
1218
541
541

for
etc --------------for autotruck,
autotruck, etc
Morocco,
Morocco,
appropriation for
agent and consul.
consul •
for agent
appropriation
general at
at Tangier
1015
Tangier--------- 206, 1015
general
for Cape
Cape Spartel,
Spartel, etc.,
etc., light
1019
light---- 210, 1019
for
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for Cape
Cape SparSpardeficiency
tel, etc.,
Light
48
etc., Light-------------tel,
Calif.,
Morongo Indian
Reservation, Calif.,
Indian Reservation,
Morongo
400,
appropriation
for irrigation
irrigation project
project onon_
400,
appropriation for
1151
Morphia (see
(see Narcotics).
Narcotics).
Morphia
Morristown,
N. Y.,
Y.,
Morristown, N.
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., of, harpreliminary
1196
bor
to
made ------------1196
be made
bor to be
Army,
Mortar Batteries,
Batteries, Army,
Mortar
496,911
appropriation for
for constructing
constructing ---496, 911
appropriation
7711
for additional,
additional, 1925-----------1925
711
for
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for constructconstructdeficiency
59,762
ing----59,
762
----------ing
Moses and
Sons, W.
W. B.,
and Sons,
Moses
for furniture,
deficiency
appropriation for
furniture,
deficiency appropriation
for
National Training
School for
Training School
National
677
Girls, D.
D. C
677
C-----------------Girls,
Mosquito
Fla.,
Inlet, Fla.,
Mosquito Inlet,
preliminary
examination, etc.,
etc., of, to be
preliminary examination,
made
1194
made---------------------Moths,
Gypsy and
and Brown-tail,
Brown-tail,
Moths, Gypsy
appropriation for
for quarantining,
etc.,
quarantining, etc.,
appropriation
against spread
449, 839
of--------- 449,839
spread of
against
additional,
for preventing
preventing spread
spread of, additional,
for
705
1925
1925---------------------deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
preventing
for preventing
deficiency
39
spread
of -----------------spread of
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Motor
Motor Boats,
Boats,
special
special tax on users
not for
business,
users of, not
for business,
etc ----------------------_
Motor Boats, etc., Coast
Coast Guard,
Guard,
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for
for additional,
for enforcing
enforcing laws --------....
Motor Vehicle Fuel
Motor
Fuel Tax, D.
D. C.,
C.,
levied
levied on sales, etc., of fuel by importers
proceeds
proceeds of, to credit of the District_
District _
available exclusively for
for roads and
and
streets -------- .-- -- _..---terms construed;
construed; "motor vehicle"
vehicle"_--___
"motor vehicle
vehicle fuels;"
fuels;" kerosene
kerosene not
not
included ---included
_____.----_____
"importer," "person,"
"importer,"
"person," "
Commis"Commissioners"
sioners
"------__-_____
--.
certificate of business
certificate
business to be filed
filed by
by
importer
importer ---_-.---------no sales, etc., permitted without
without
filing -------------monthly sworn report by importer
importer of all
all
fuel disposed
disposed of
of----------.....
amount exported,
exported, etc ----- _------importer to
importer
render invoice
to'render
invoice of
of all
all sales,
sales,
except at retail--------------retail
statement of payment
payment of tax to be
be
printed thereon
thereon--------- ---monthly payment of, to
collector of
of
to collector
taxes
taxes----------.--------__.__
inspection of business records by Disauthorized
trict officials authorized----___
acceptance by purchaser
acceptance
purchaser of fuel without
without
statement
statement on invoice, unlawful_
unlawful--_
excepted
retail sales excepted------------double tax if statement
not on
on indouble
statement not
invoice
voice---- ----______________
no imposition of, on exports
exports from
from the
the
District ----------refund of, if fuel used for other than
than
vehicles ----- --------motor vehicles
sworn
sworn statement required
required from purpurchaser
chaser of use, etc ------------payment by collector
collector from
from retained
retained
taxes ---------. ----__------..
'pecial
special fund authorized
authorized for
for ----.applications to be filed within 30
applications
days._
30 daysprovisions, obstructing inviolating provisions,
inspection, etc., a
misdemeanor a misdemeanor
punishment for
punishment
for --__.--------__.__
penalty for nonpayment
recovery nonpayment of;
of; recovery
registration fee for motor vehicles---..
registration
vehicles
steam operated -.-- _----.---___
electrically
electrically driven passenger
passenger-------trucks
trucks--------------......
identification tags to be furnished
identification
furnished on
payment of -.......-.-... __
payment
to be paid into the Treasury---_.Treasury
credited
credited proportionally
proportionally to
the
to the
United States and
and the
the District._
DistrictGovernment vehicles
Government
vehicles subject to
regulato regulations, etc
etc .-------- ------tags, etc.
furnished without charge..
etc., furnished
charge-__
sales by aa Government
Government agency for private use subject to ---. ___-_collection,
collection, etc.,
collector of
taxes,
etc., by collector
of taxes,
D.
C -------D.C
--------corporation
corporation counsel to prosecute violaviolations in police court
court --------to bring suits to collect tax, etc____
etc
license tax on operating
for
operating vehicles
vehicles for
hire, etc., not affected
affected--------provisions for, operative in 30 days
provisions
days_-_
-__
registration
registration tax, effective January
January 1,
1925 ------.------..
former
former provisions repealed
repealed-_-'_--

Page.

328
50
50
106
106
106
106
107
107

107
107
107
107
107
107
107

107
107
107
108
108
108
108

108
108
108
108
108
108
108
108
108
108
109
109
109
109
109
109
109
109
109
109
109
109
109
109
109
109
109
109
109

109
109
109
109
109
109
109
109
109

Motor Vehicle Fuel
Motor
D. C.-Contd.
C.—Contd.
Page.
Fuel Tax,
Tax, D.
Page.
prosecutions, etc., for
for violations
violations under
under
repealed laws,
be enforced_
repealed
laws, to
to be
enforced--___ 109
109
personal property tax
not
tax on
on vehicles
vehicles not
affected
affected hereby
110
hereby--------------110
regulations, penalties,
etc., to
be prepreregulations,
penalties, etc.,
to be
Commissioners_ _
110
scribed by the
the Commissioners-_
110
Motor
C.,
Motor Vehicles,
Vehicles, D.
D. C.,
appropriation
appropriation for tags, etc.
for_--___ 540,
540, 1218
1218
etc., for
for maintenance,
etc., District
District offices_
543,
maintenance, etc.,
offices_ 543,
1220
1220
for purchase,
purchase, exchange,
etc
543,
1220
exchange, etc-----543, 1220
use restricted, cost limited, etc_ 543,
543, 1220
1220
Ill.,
Mount Carmel,
Carmel, Ill.,
bridge authorized
authorized across
across Wabash
Wabash River
River
at------------------------at
1131
1131
Mount Harney
Harney Memorial
Memorial Association,
Association,
may erect national memorial
memorial in
in Harney
Harney
National Forest,
National
Forest, S.
Dak
1214
S. Dak------1214
Forest, Oreg.,
Mount Hood
Hood National
National Forest,
Oreg.,
exchange of lands
authorized for
addilands authorized
for addition to------------.---.---to
1079
1079
Mount McKinley
National Park,
Alaska,
McKinley National
Park, Alaska,
appropriation
appropriation for protection,
protection, etc__424,
etc--424, 1177
1177
for protection,
protection, additional,
additional, 1925
709
1925 ---709
game refuge regulations in, not modimodified by Alaska Game Law
747
Law----747
Mount
Mount Pleasant,
Pleasant, Mich.
Mich.,
appropriation
appropriation for Indian school at
at _
1156
- 405,
405, 1156
for Indian
Indian school, additional,
additional, 1925-_
1925_
707
707
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for
tank,
for water
water tank,
Indian school at
at-------------- 1329
1329
Mount
Park, Wash.,
Wash.,
Mount Rainier
Rainier National
NationalPark,
appropriation
for commissioner
commissioner_ ___
219, 1028
1028
appropriation for
--- 219,
for protection, etcetc ----424,
1177
_-----_
424, 1177
for protection,
protection, additional,
1925 ---709
additional, 1925
709
deficiency appropriation
for repairing
appropriation for
repairing
Carbon River Road,
Road, etc
686
etc------686
for repairs
repairs of flood damages
damages ------1331
1331
Mountain Cannon
Army,
Mountain
Cannon, Army,
appropriation
Cannon,
appropriation
for purchase, manufacmanufacture, etc--------.--------etc
498, 913
913
498,
for ammunition for -----------498, 914
498,
914
for ammunition,
ammunition, etc.,
etc., for
for practice_
practice_ 498,
498, 914
914
Mountain
Mountain Lions,
appropriation for
devising methods
for
appropriation
for devising
methods for
destroying -----.----------.
450, 841
450,
841
Mud
Wash.,
Mud Lake,
Lake, Wash.,
appropriation
appropriation for paying damages,
damages,
drainage
drainage of
1154
of----------------1154
Mudd Slue, N. C.,
C.,
preliminary examination,
preliminary
examination, etc,
etc, of,
to be
of, to
be
made, Corncake Inlet to Cape
Cape
Fear
Fear River------------------River
1193
1193
Mudd, Sydney E., late
Representative in
in
late a
a Representative
Congress,
Congress,
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
for pay
pay to
to
appropriation for
sister of
of------------------1314
1314
Mulloy, Henry F.,
Navy,
F., Machinist,
Machinist, Navy,
may be appointed to grade of ensign_
961
ensign_-_ 961
Multnomah County,
Multnomah
County, Oreg.,
Oreg.,
may bridge Williamette
Williamette River,
River, PortPortland ------18
..----.--_------ - 18
at Burnside Street --------.------99
at Ross Island ------------------99
Mfunicipal
Municipal Architect's Office, D.
D. C.,
C.,
appropriation
for salaries
salaries _--_--541,
1218
appropriation for
541, 1218
limit for pay of draftsmen, etc_
1218
etc_ 541,
541, 1218
Municipal
Municipal Court,
Court, D. C.,
appropriation for salaries
appropriation
salaries--------- 564,
564, 1239
1239
for jurors,
jurors, etc-----.---------etc
564,
564, 1239
1239
for rent; contingent
contingent expenses---expenses_
564,
564, 1239
1239
Municipal Lodging
Municipal
Lodging House,
House, etc.,
etc., D.
D. C.,
C.,
aDProPriation
for exn
na
-7n570,
14AA
appropriation for
expenses
1244
'-r -U'Y---------V·V1I I
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Narcotics-Continued.
Muscle
Shoals, Tennessee
River, Ala.,
Tennessee River,
Muscle Shoals,
definition
of, retail
retail dealer
329
dealer ---------definition of,
on Dam No. 2;
appropriation for
for work
work on
appropriation
employees explace
business; employees
of business;
place of
516
contracts
516
limit----authorized; limit
contracts authorized;
cepted
from registry
registry and
and tax__
329
tax_-- _ 329
cepted from
for continuing
work on
Dam No.
No. 2__
2
930
930
on Dam
continuing work
for
exemption
officials from
from registry,
registry,
of officials
exemption of
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
additional
for additional
deficiency
329
tax,
329
etc---------------------land for
Army nitrate
52
tax, etc
52
No. 22_
plant No.
nitrate plant
for Army
land
329
regulations to
to be
be prescribed
prescribed -------329
regulations
for work
on Dam
2
757
No. 2----------Dam No.
work on
for
disposal
by persons
registered, unnot registered,
persons not
disposal by
Muskegon, Mich.,
Mich.,
Muskegon,
329
lawful -------------------329
lawful
authorized---improvement
1188
of harbor,
harbor, authorized
improvement of
329
"person" construed
construed -------------"person"
Muskingum River,
River,
Muskingum
329
special
tax
laws
applicable
329
special tax laws applicable----------repairs
Zanesville, Ohio,
10, Zanesville,
No. 10,
Dan No.
to Dan
repairs to
329
stamp
tax on,
on produced
produced or
or imported
329
imported_-stamp tax
authorized
1190
authorized------------------330
additional
import duty---------duty
330
to import
additional io
Muskogee,
Okla.,
Muskogee, Okla.,
disposal
of, except
in or
or from
from stamped
stamped
except in
disposal of,
purchase
of city
city hospital,
hospital, by
by Director
Director of
of
purchase of
packages
330
unlawful -..-----packages,! unlawful__,
Veterans' Bureau,
authorized__ _ 1354
1354
Bureau, authorized--Veterans'
330
evidence of
of violation,
violation, etc
etc -------330
evidence
terms of
of court
945
at----------------- 388, 945
court at
terms
obtained by
prescription, etc., perby prescription,
obtained
Associations,
Mutual
Building and
and Loan
Loan Associations,
Mutual Building
330
mitted
mitted---------------------282
exempt from
tax ----------income tax
from income
exempt
professional
administration, etc.,
etc., by
by
professional administration,
Mutual
Cemetery Companies,
Companies,
Mutual Cemetery
registered physicians,
physicians, etc., alregistered
exempt from
tax ------------282
income tax
from income
exempt
330
lowed
lowed--------------------Mutual Local
Local Associations,
Farmers', etc.,
Associations, Farmers',
Mutual
stamp provisions
applicable to
to
made applicable
provisions made
stamp
exempt
tax ------------283
income tax
from income
exempt from
330
engraving, etc
etc --------------330
engraving,
Mutual Savings
Savings Banks,
Banks,
Mutual
packages in
seizure, etc.,
of unstamped
unstamped packages
in
etc., of
seizure,
282
exempt
from income
tax ------------income tax
exempt from
possession of
any personperson ---- 330
330
of any
possession
Mystic Shrine,
Mina Temple,
Temple,
El Mina
Shrine, El
Mystic
revenue
made apapgoverning, made
laws governing,
revenue laws
may
Fort .Crockett
buildings durCrockett buildings
use Fort
may use
330
plicable _
330
plicable---------------ing State
Convention at GalvesGalvesState Convention
ing
records
returns required
required of imand returns
records and
113
ton, Tex-------------------Tex
ton,
and
porters,
manufacturers,
manufacturers,
porters,
wholesale
dealers ------------330
wholesale dealers
N.
N.
regulations
to be
be made
made -----------330
regulations to
designated medicines,
etc. not
not subject
subject
medicines, etc.,
designated
Nail
Rust of
of Tomatoes,
Head Rust
Nail Head
to provisions
330
hereof----------provisions hereof'
to
--appropriation for
investigating, etc
etc____
833
for investigating,
appropriation
records to
kept of
of all
sales, etc.;
etc.;
all sales,
be kept
to be
records
deficiency
appropriation for
eradicating,
for eradicating,
deficiency appropriation
331
preservation
for two years, etc-etc..preservation for
682
etc
682
etc ------------------------331
registry
and tax required---------required- _
registry and
Nails, Lewis
Lewis A.,
A.,
Nalls,
decocainized coca
coca leaves,
leaves, etc.,
etc., not subdecocainized
1313
deficiency
for services___
services_
1313
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
331
ject to
to this
this Act-------------Act
ject
Va.,
Nandua Creek,
Creek, Va.,
Nandua
all opium,
persons conconfrom persons
seized from
etc., seized
opium, etc.,
all
preliminary examination,
etc., of, to be
examination, etc.,
preliminary
victed with
with violations
violations of
of law to
to
victed
1193
made --------------------made
331
be confiscated---------------confiscated
be
Nansemond
River, Va.,
Va.,
Nansemond River,
purposes
delivery
for
medical
purposes
to
any
delivery for medical
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., of, to be
preliminary
Federal
331
department, etc ------Federal department,
made,
including
Western
Western
including
made,
applicable
to seizures
unknown
seizures from unknown
applicable to
Branch
1193
Branch--------------------331
owners
owners---------------------Nantucket,
Mass.,
Nantucket, Mass.,
restriction on
on destruction---------destruction
331
restriction
of, harpreliminary
etc., of,
examination, etc.,
preliminary examination,
Narcotics Traffic,
Traffic,
bor
to be
be made-------------made
1191 Narcotics
bor to
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for participatparticipatdeficiency
Nantucket Sound,
Sound,
Nantucket
conferences
ing in
international conferences
in international
ing
preliminary
etc. ' of,
of, to
to be
examination, etc.,
preliminary examination,
692
------------to regulate
regulate to
made; removal
at Cross
Cross
shoals at
of shoals
removal of
made;
Island Reservation,
Reservation, Me.,
Narrows Island
1191 Narrows
Rip
Shoal Light
Light------------Rip Shoal
383
sale
of abandoned,
abandoned, authorized-------authorized
383
sale of
Narcotic
Control,
Drugs Control,
Narcotic Drugs
Natchez National
National Cemetery,
Cemetery, Miss.,
Miss.,
Natchez
amount authorized
international
for international
authorized for
amount
deficiency
appropriation for
for repairs
repairs of
of
deficiency appropriation
120
conferences
on -------------conferences on
52
roadway
to-----------------roadway to
Narcotics,
Narcotics,
National Advisory
Committee for AeroAdvisory Committee
National
appropriation for
for expenses,
expenses, restricting
restricting
appropriation
nautics,
nautics,
72,771
sale of,
of, etc----------------etc
72, 771
sale
appropriation for
for expenses------expenses
527,
527, 1206
appropriation
disseminating appeal
appeal for law obdisseminating
1206
for printing
printing and
and binding
binding ---------for
771
servance, etc----------------etc
servance,
705
for salaries,
salaries, additional,
additional, 1925-------1925
for
710
for
expenses, additional,
additional, 1925
710
1925 -----for expenses,
National
Bank Currency,
Currency,
National Bank
deficiency
appropriation for, expenses
expenses
deficiency appropriation
appropriation
for distinctive
distinctive paper
paper
appropriation for
58,
restricting sale
of, etc--------etc
sale of,
restricting
for
68, 768
768
68,
for----------------------62,
698, 761,
761, 1349,
1352
1349, 1352
62, 698,
for
expenses, redemption
Treasredemption of, Treasfor expenses,
Importers, manufacturers,
manufacturers, dealers,
dealers, etc.,
etc.,
importers,
770
70,
urer's
Office770
urer's Office----------------in
opium, coca
and prepleaves, and
coca leaves,
in opium,
for
Office of
of Comptroller
Comptroller of
expenses, Office
for expenses,
arations
thereof, to
to register
register
arations thereof,
the
Currency
770
71,
the Currency--------------- 71,770
with
of internal
revinternal revcollectors of
with collectors
deficiency
for distinctive
distinctive
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
328
enue
328
enue ---------------------1341
paper
for1341
paper for-------------------registry
and proportionate
proportionate tax if so
registry and
Banks,
National Banks,
engaged January
1, 1919------1919
328 National
January 1,
engaged
contributing by,
to any
any election,
election, unby, to
contributing
subsequently engaged
engaged ---------329
subsequently
1074
lawful
lawful----------------------329
special tax
designated occupations-occupations
329
on designated
tax on
special
1074
penalty for
for ---------------- --penalty
definition of,
importer, manufacturer,
manufacturer,
of, importer,
definition
1
by
punishment for
for consenting
consenting to, by
punishment
32
and producer
329
producer----------------and
1074
any officer,
etc
, w.C
officer. etc--------------any
wholesale dealer
329
wnolesale
uealer----------------- -
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National
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Page. National
National Cemeteries-Continued.
Cemeteries—Continued.
Page.
Page.
oath required of
955
of directors
directors ----------appropriation for burial
indigent exexappropriation
955
burial of indigent
any notary, etc., except official
official of
of the
soldiers, etc., Hot Springs HospiHospisoldiers,
bank, may administer
administer --------955
Little Rock,
Rock, Ark-------Ark
512, 927
927
955
tal, Little
512,
filing, etc
etc-__
-- -----------for monuments,
etc., in
Cuba and
and
955
for
monuments, etc.,
in Cuba
National
Board for
Rifle
National Board
for Promotion
Promotion of
China
512, 927
927
of Rifle
China--------------------. 512,
Practice (see Rifle Practice,
Practice, NaPractice
Na1925
712
for additional, 1925--------------712
tional Board
for
Promotion
of).
Board for Promotion of).
for superintendents,
1925_
712
superintendents, additional, 1925_
712
National Capital
National
Park Commission,
Capital Park
Commission,
soldiers' graves,
graves,
for headstones
headstones for
for soldiers'
appropriation
appropriation for
for incidental
incidental expenses,
expenses,
additional, 1925
712
additional,
1925-------------712
etc., of
of--------------------1247
for disposition of remains of officers,
officers,
created to preserve forests, provide
provide for
for
etc., additional,
additional, 1925---------1925
712
etc.,
712
systematic
systematic development
development of park,
park,
etc., in Cuba
Cuba and
for monuments, etc.,
and
parkway,
parkway, and playground
playground syssysChina, additional,
additional, 1925-------1925
712
China,
712
tem in Washington, etc ------463
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for headstones
headstones
composition
composition of--------------------of
463
for soldiers'
graves
52,
soldiers' graves-----------52,
authorized to acquire
acquire lands in the
authorized
the DisDis1350
59, 63, 699, 762, 1350
trict, Maryland,
Maryland, and Virginia
Virginia
for repairs to roadways
roadways ---------52
52
for parks, etc----------------etc
463
for Natchez,
Miss., road
road repairs
repairs ---52
Natchez, Miss.,
52
by purchase, condemnation,
etc., in
condemnation, etc.,
in
of officers,
officers,
for disposition
disposition of remains
remains of
the District
District-----------------463
etc ----------------- - 59, 762, 1350
1350
by purchase
purchase or condemnation
condemnation in
in
for maintenance
63
maintenance -----------------63
Maryland or Virginia,
Maryland
Virginia, as deterdeterconveyance of roads
roads to States; maintemainteconveyance
mined
agreements with State
mined in agreements
nance
etc ----------- 1104
1104
nance required,
required, etc
officials
•
officials-----------------463
463
establishment authorized
authorized of
of burial
burial
establishment
advice
advice of Commission of Fine Arts
Arts in
grounds
grounds of former President
President
selection
selection--------------------463
Zachary Taylor
970
Zachary
Taylor--------------970
actions, etc., subject to approval
all actions,
approval
Philadelphia,
Pa., strip of land
land granted
Philadelphia, Pa.,
granted
President
of the President-----------463
uses
242
to city for street uses---------242
annual amounts authorized
authorized in
District
in District
restoration
restoration directed
directed of the Lee Mansion,
Mansion,
Appropriation
Appropriation Acts
Acts for
for expenses,
expenses,
Arlington, Va---------Arlington,
Va
1356
----1356
aequirng
acquiring lands, etc --------_463 National
National Conference
Conference of
Commissioners on
on
of Commissioners
based
based on one cent for each inhabitant
inhabitant
Uniform
Laws,
Uniform State
State Laws,
of the United States----------States
463
'appropriation for aid to----------to
545, 1222
appropriation
545,
1222
payment
proportionately from Fedpayment proportionately
FedNational Defense Act,
Act, 1916, Amendments,
Amendments,
eral
revenues ----eral and
and District
District revenues
463 National
National
sale of
of unserviceable
unserviceable
National Guard,
lands acquired in District made
Guard, sale
made part of
of
property -------property
Enpark system under Chief
----------. 363
Chief of
of Engineers
gineers---------------------464
training
periods, etc.,
etc., modified
modified ----training periods,
363
363
suitable for playgrounds
assigned
suitable
playgrounds assigned
pay
pay of officers
officers-------------------364
364
to Commissioners
Commissioners -----------_
464
hospital treatment,
hospital
etc., for
treatment, etc.,
for National
National
in Maryland
Maryland and Virginia
Virginia controlled
controlled
Guard and officers
officers and enlisted
enlisted
authoriby agreement of State authorireserve
reserve corps at encampments,
encampments,
ties ---.---------------- _--464
etc
etc---------------.-----364
--364
subject to approval of
Presiof the
the Presiinjuries
injuries in aerial flights
flights---------365
dent --------._-----.--._- - 464
allowance
continues
allowance if
if disability
disability continues
report, estimates, etc.,
etc., to be submitted
submitted
over six months
over
months-------------365
by ------------------------464
previous payments
payments validated----validated
365
365
acceptance authorized
authorized of dedications of
acceptance
of
Reserve
Reserve Officers'
Officers' Training Corps
Corps and
and
land in the District for extension
extension
civilians at training
training camps-camps
civilians
-365
of park system on request of
979
of - 979
payment for
persons dying under,
under, payment
for
National Cemeteries,
Cemeteries,
National
funeral
expenses and
and return
funeral expenses
return home
home
appropriation
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc__ 511, 926
made
of body to
to be
be made----------365
for Arlington Memorial AmphitheaAmphitheaNational Guard
National
Guard property
property and disbursedisburseter, etc ------------------ 511,926
511, 926
ing officers may entrust
entrust moneys
for superintendents
superintendents ----------.511, 926
to other officers
officers as their agents;
agents;
for repairs to roadways;
roadways; restricrestricresponsibility
responsibility----------------365
tion ---------------------- 511,
511, 926
926
additional
additional pay to enlisted men with
with
511, 926
roads limited to one approach-approach
specialists' ratings
specialists'
ratings---------365
for headstones for soldiers'
soldiers' graves,
payments heretofore
heretofore made, valivalipayments
etc -------.------------511, 926
dated ------------------.
366
for Antietam
Antietam battle
battle field;
superinfield; superinpayments to warrant
warrant officers
officers for
for servservpayments
tendent
tendent ------------------- 511,
926
511, 926
between July 1, 1922,
ices between
1922, and
for disposition
disposition of remains of officers,
officers,
October
October 29, 1923, validated_
___
validated---366
enlisted
enlisted men, citizens, etc.; reto officers
officers and enlisted men for atmovals
movals ------------------- 511,
511, 926
tendance at drills
tendance
drills of only part
part
segregation
American
segregation of bodies in American
of an organization,
organization, validated_
validated--_ __ 366
cemeteries,
cemeteries, Great Britain, and
and
grade
grade percentages
percentages of enlisted men
men modiFrance ------------------ - 512,
512, 927
927
fied
fied ----------------------- _ 470
470
for Confederate
Confederate Mound, Chicago,
EL.
512,
Chicago, Il_
512,
exception
exception from
from duty with troops
troops auau927
927
thorized of Medical, Ordnance,
Ordnance,
for Confederate
Confederate Stockade
Stockade Cemetery,
Cemetery,
and Chemical
Chemical Warfare officers
officers-470
Ohio -------.-----------512, 927
officers of Judge Advocate
Advocate General's
General's
for Confederate burial plats, care,
Department
Department engaged
engaged on patent
patent
etc ----------------------- 512,927
512, 927
litigation ------------------_
litigation
470
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National Forests—Continued.
Forests-Continued.
Continued.
Continued.
Angeles,
Calif.; lands
lands for
for free
free camp
camp
Angeles, Calif.;
reserve
receive Army
reserve officers
officers to
to receive
Army comcomgrounds in,
in, allowed
allowed Los
Los Angeles
Angeles
grounds
470
missions --------------------470
County
969
County -------------969
of National
National Guard
Guard for
for period
period of
of FedFedof
Colorado;
transferred from
from Rocky
Rocky
Colorado; lands
lands transferred
eral recognition
470
eral
recognition -------------470
Mountain
National Park
Park to
to_ --252
Mountain National
252
National Guard;
Guard; enlistment
enlistment period
period --470
National
470
Crook,
lands in,
in, granted
granted to
to Gila
Gila
Crook, Ariz.;
Ariz.; lands
funds
for supplies
for anifunds available
available for
supplies for
aniCounty for
for recreational
area__ _ 242
242
County
recreational area--mals, care,
etc
471
mals,
care, etc---------------471
Custer, Mont.;
of coal
lands
Custer,
Mont.; exchange
exchange of
coal lands
number
men allowed
care, etc_
471
number of
of men
allowed for
for care,
etc_
471
in
1117
in--------------------------1117
civilian
471
civilian caretakers
caretakers permitted
permitted-- - 471
exchange of
of lands
lands authorized
for addiaddiexchange
authorized for
status
declared of
of Massachusetts
Massachusetts First
First
status declared
tion
to Eldorado,
Calif ------953
tion to
Eldorado, Calif
953
Corps Cadets
Cadets ---------------471
Corps
Mount
Hood, Oreg
Oreg --------------1079
471
Mount Hood,
1079
pay
allowances of
of National
enPlumas, Calif
Calif -----------.-------952
pay allowances
National Guard
Guard enPlumas,
952
listed
471
Santiam, Oreg
Oreg ------------------1080
listed men
men modified
modified----------471
Santiam,
1080
service
accepted in
lieu of
of drill
472
Shasta, Calif
953
drill-----472
service accepted
in lieu
Shasta,
Calif- ----------------- 953
' recognition
recognition of
of participation
participation with
Stanislaus, Calif
Calif ----------------953
with
Stanislaus,
953
another
State organization
organization --_472
Tahoe, Calif.,
Calif., and
954
472
another State
Tahoe,
and Nev
Nev-----------954
retired enlisted
of the
the Army
serving
exchange
offered for
lands to
to be
be
Army serving
retired
enlisted men
men of
exchange offered
for private
private lands
as
officers
in
added
or
in
commissioned officers
as commissioned
added to
to Umatilla,
Umatilla, Wallowa,
Wallowa, or
World War,
receive pay
Whitman, in
Oregon --------1279
World
War, to
to receive
pay of
of
Whitman,
in Oregon
1279
addition of
of public
by proclaproclaretired
warrant officers
officers -------472
472
retired warrant
addition
public lands
lands by
of
the Navy
and Marine
Corps servmation
1279
servNavy and
Marine Corps
mation -------------------of the
1279
ing
as naval
naval officers
officers in
World
Whitman, Oreg
Oreg ------------1282
in World
ing as
Whitman,
_---1282
War to
to receive
receive pay
of retired
retired
addition
of public
public lands
by proclaproclaaddition of
pay of
lands by
War
mation
1282
warrant
officers
472
1282
mation--------------------472
warrant officers--------------Harney, S.
S. Dak.;
Dak.; erection
of national
national
allowance
if retired
prior to
to July
July 1,
1,
Harney,
erection of
retired prior
allowance if
1922; if
if subsequently
subsequently --------472
memorial
in
1214
1214
472
memorial authorized
authorized in-------1922;
in
exchanges of
of lands
lands for,
reservations
may
pay, etc.,
etc., of
present ratin exchanges
for, reservations
ratof present
receive pay,
may receive
ing
if exceeding
exceeding commissioned
commissioned
of
timber, minerals,
minerals, etc.,
etc., to
to be
be
of timber,
ing if
service
considered
determining values
values 1090
1090
472
considered in
in determining
service ------------------conditions
if
reservations
made
in
made
in
conditions if reservations
payments of
to
of rations to
of commutation
commutation of
payments
lands
conveyed
to
United
States..
1090
noncommissioned
officers
of
Nalands
conveyed
to
United
States_
1090
noncommissioned officers of Nawhere
mineral reservations
in lands
lands
where mineral
reservations in
tional
Guard after
1922.
July 1,
1, 1922.
tional Guard
after July
conveyed
by the
the United
United States
States - 1090
1090
conveyed by
to
be credited
offito be
credited in
in disbursing
disbursing offirights,
retained by
owners subsubrights, etc.,
etc., retained
by owners
cers'
accounts
472
--472
cers' accounts------------ject to
to State
State tax
tax laws
laws--------1090
ject
1090
composition of
of National
National Guard
Guard------- 1075
composition
lands
to Carson,
Carson, N.
N Mex
Mex --613, 739
739
lands added
added to
643,
enlistment period
period and
for National
National
and oath
oath for
enlistment
Lassen, Calif--------------------Calif
357
Lassen,
357
Guard
1076
1076
Guard---------------------Medicine
Bow, Wyo
Wyo-------------Medicine Bow,
594
594
organization
Bureau in
in War
War
of Militia
Militia Bureau
organization of
Plumas, Calif
Calif ----------------356
Plumas,
-Department
1076
356
1076
Department-----------------Snoqualmie,
Wash --------------_ 1074
1074
Snoqualmie, Wash
issued to
disposition,
to
of property
property issued
etc., of
disposition, etc.,
lands
to be
lands authorized
authorized to
be withdrawn
withdrawn
National
Guard
1077
National Guard-------------1077
from,
South Dakota
Dakota for
from, in
in South
for a
a
dates of
of rank
precedence of
of officers
officers
rank and
and precedence
dates
game
refuge-----------------634
game refuge
of Army,
Reserves, or
634
or National
National
of
Army, Reserves,
one-half
one-half of grazing
grazing fees
fees in,
in, waived
waived for
for
Guard
1078
1078
Guard--------------------1925, in
in drought-stricken
drought-stricken rere1925,
exchange of
of Army
property in
in PennsylPennsylArmy property
exchange
gions
1259
gions---------------------vania
Monroe Water
Water Sup1259
Supvania with
with Monroe
Ozark, Ark.;
Ark.; game
game refuges
refuges to
to be
be set
set
Ozark,
ply
1078
107
ply Company
Company---------------apart
in -------------------.
1091
apart in
National
Forests (see
also Forest
Protec1091
(see also
Forest ProtecNational Forests
provisions
for protection
protection of
of forest
forest
provisions for
tion),
tion),
lands,
lands, reforesting
denuded areas,
areas,
reforesting denuded
appropriation for
public
to public
restoring to
for restoring
appropriation
extension of,
of, etc
etc---------653
extension
_-653
domain
lands in
395, 1146
in----------- 395,
1146
domain lands
special fund,
from contributions,
contributions, etc.,
special
fund, from
etc.,
for
surveys of
of lands
lands
topographic surveys
for topographic
in
419, 1172
for reforestation
of, etc
etc ------.
1132
for
reforestation of,
1132
1172
419,
in---------------------acquired under
Contitle to lands
lands in, acquired
under Confor administration
of ----------443,
443, 833
833
for
administration of
servation
servation Act,
Act, accepted,
accepted, and
and
disposal of
timber
443,
443, 833
833
disposal
of timber------------other lands
lands or
or timber
timber given
given in
in
other
for expenses,
expenses, district
district administraadministrafor
exchange
1215
exchange --------.----------- 1215
tion
444, 834
834
444,
tion ------------------Willow Creek
ranger station
station authorWillow
Creek ranger
authorfor fighting
fires, etc
445, 835
835
etc------- 445,
forest fires,
fighting forest
for
ized
on Lewis
Clark, Mont_
Mont_
98
ized on
Lewis and
and Clark,
98
emergency insect
infestations in-445,
in_445, 835
835
insect infestations
emergency
National Gallery
Gallery of
Art,
of Art,
for airplane
airplane patrol
patrol to
National
forest
prevent forest
to prevent
for
appropriation
for
administration
exexfor
administration
appropriation
835
fires on,
835
etc-----------------fires
on, etc
penses
-528,1207
penses ---------------528,
1207
for sanitary
sanitary and
and fire
public
fire protection,
protection, public
for
National Guard,
Guard,
camp
grounds
within
445,
835
camp grounds within-------- 445, 835 National
appropriation for
for pay,
pay, officers
481,
896
officers ----481, 896
for improving
range conditions,etc_
conditions,etc_ 445,
445, 835
appropriation
835
for
improving range
for pay,
pay, enlisted
enlisted men
men---------481,
for
481, 896
896
for purchase
of seed,
seed, etc.,
etc., for
for tree
tree
for
purchase of
for transportation
of officers
for
transportation of
officers and
and
planting; experiments,
experiments, etc--_
etc
445,
835
445, 835
planting;
enlisted men
men on
on discharge---discharge__ __ 486,
901
enlisted
486, 901
for
trails, etc.,
for developdevelopetc., for
for roads,
roads, trails,
for arming,
arming, equipping,
and traintrainfor
equipping, and
ment of
of --------------------836
836
ment
ing -----------------.--920
ing
_ 505,
505, 920
for
plants
poisonous plants
eradicating poisonous
for eradicating
for forage,
forage, etc.,
505,920
in
446,
836
etc., for
for animals
animals ---505, 920
446,836
in-----------------------additional from
from unexpended
additional
unexpended balbaldeficiency
for fighting,
fighting
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
ances ----920
ances
------------- --920
etc.,
1325
9, 1325
fires ------------- 39,
etc., forest
forest fires
for care,
care, etc.,
of animals,
animals, supplies,
supplies,
for
etc., of
for
lands
public domain
domain lands
to public
for restoring
restoring to
etc ------------------- --505, 920
920
in ------------------------in
1348
-
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assignment of three
officers of federally
federally
three officers
assignment
appropriation
instruction
expenses, instruction
for expenses,
appropriation for
recognized,
Bureau;
recognized, for duty in Bureau;
camps
505, 920
camps-------------------pay,
etc-------------------pay, etc
additional,
unexpended balbalfrom unexpended
additional, from
of
officers to duty with Regular
Regular
of 500 officers
ances
920
920
ances------------------- - Army; pay,
etc ------------pay, etc
Army;
for
service schools
attending military service
for attending
etc., from whole fund for suppay, etc.,
-------------------------- 505, 920
port of
of ----------------port
additional
unexpended baladditional from unexpended
Bureau, War DepartChief of Militia Bureau,
920
ances ----------------------920
ances
ment, to
to be
be appointed
appointed from
from_.._
-ment,
for property,
officers
and disbursing officers
property, and
for
service qualifications;
selection from
qualifications; selection
service
920
505, 920
.--------- 505,
.---------.-recommendations of governors
governors
recommendations
additional
unexpended baladditional from unexpended
of
States ------------------of States_
920
920
ances ----------------------appointed
major general,
general, Officers'
Officers'
appointed major
for
equipment and
instruction exand instruction
for equipment
Reserve Corps; rank,
rank, pay, eta.;
Reserve
penses -----------------505, 920
penses
no retirement---------------retirement_
for travel,
travel, Regular
officers-_ 505, 920
Regular Army officers
for
enlisted men;
men; pay adjusted
adjusted to conconenlisted
etc----- 505, 920
transporting supplies, etc
for transporting
form
rates
Army rates--------with Army
form with
additional from unexpended
unexpended baladditional
allowance for ordered
ordered drills in which
which
allowance
920
ances
ances----------------------participating
--------------participatingfor expenses, Army
men__ 505, 920
Army enlisted men_for
payment
actual presence-----presence
payment for actual
506
for rent,
rent, eta.,
instructors ----------etc., instructors
for
other duty accepted
place of drills,
accepted in place
other
for pay
920
drills) -------- 506, 920
of (armory
(armory drills)
pay of
for
except for
etc-----for maneuvers, etc
except
unexpended balances, available,
available,
unexpended
participation with other
other National
National
participation
in
920
addition------------------in addition
accepted.. -_
organizations, accepted
Guard organizations,
for
for
arms, etc., for issue for
procuring arms,
for procuring
funds allotted
allotted for support of, available
funds
field
506, 920
service--------------- 506,
field service
for
of animals -----etc., of
for care,
care, etc.,
issues
from Army
stores;
surplus stores;
Army surplus
issues from
eompensation
number
number
eompensation of help;
not charged
charged to militia appronot
etc
allowed; enlistment, pay, etc-priations
506,
506, 921
----------priations-civilian caretakers
caretakers --------------civilian
reduction
of mounted
mounted units, etcetc_ 506, 921
reduction of
longevity credit to officers
officers serving
serving
longevity
for arming,
arming, equipping,
equipping, etc., addifor
Federal pay..---------pay
under Federal
711
tional,
1925
711
tional, 1925----------------officers
recognized as reserve officers
officers
officers recognized
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for arming,
deficiency
during period
of Federal
Federal serviceservice..
period of
during
equipping, etc
etc--------------- 59, 63,
equipping,
periods
enlistment for,
original and
for, original
of enlistment
periods of
699,
701, 762, 1350
699, 701,
subsequent, modified--------modified
subsequent,
59
for
etc---------------for equipment, etc
property
from service
service
unserviceable from
property unserviceable
reapprofor
(armory drills); reappropay (armory
for pay
wear may be sold, after inspecwear
1345
priation
1345
oriation---------------------tion thereof
tion
thereof----------------to
regularly enlisted
enlisted men beof regularly
consist of
to consist
State,
relieved of accountability_
accountability
State, etc., relieved
tween ages of 18 and 45, or
tween
inspection, etc.,
etc., a
a substitute
substitute for surinspection,
1075
reenlistments
1075
reenlistmcnts not over 64 ----vey, etc ------------------officers
between ages
64_--__ 1075
1075
ages of 21 and 64
officers between
yearly
requirement for drill,
drill, etc-----etc
yearly requirement
no payments
to, invalid
invalid if officer
officer or enpayments to,
no
target
participating
encampments target
participating in encampments
listed
men over
over 45 at time of
listed men
practice, etc.---------------etc
1075
appointment,
etc----------appointment, etc....
assembly of formation,
formation, or part thereassembly
enlistment of,
National Guard
ReGuard Rein National
of, in
enlistment
allowed
of, allowed-----------------serve;
taken
1076
be taken.......oath to be
serve; oath
attendance at separate
separate consecuconsecuattendance
transfers to
to and
Reserve authorand from Reserve
transfers
tive
formations counted
counted --.--tive formations
ized
1076
ized--------------------credit limited -----------------credit
period of
1076
of enlistment,
enlistment, etc ----------period
minimum
actual
period and actual
practice period
minimum practice
property
issued to, remains
remains in United
United
property issued
duty
prescribed -------.---...
duty prescribed
States
1077
ownership---------States ownership
pay of
captains, lieutenants,
lieutenants, and warof captains,
pay
Army
if
lost, damaged, etc., report of Array
if lost,
rant
officers for prescribed
prescribed atrant officers
officer
survey, etc _-----1077
upon survey,
officer upon
tendance at drills, etc--------etc
tendance
if from unavoidable
unavoidable causes, State
restriction
captains
restriction above captains---------1077
to
be relieved
relieved--------------1077
to be
below grade
grade not belonging
belonging to organbelow
chargeable
to
State, etc., if due to
to State,
chargeable to
izations
izations-------------------1077
carelessness, etc_
etc-------------- 1077
carelessness,
additional, for administrative
administrative work,
additional,
1077
disposal of
unserviceable
1077
of unserviceable----------disposal
a
officers commanding
commanding less than a
officers
refusal to
etc., debars
for loss, etc.,
pay for
to pay
refusal
brigade
brigade.-------------------.from participation
appropriaparticipation in appropriafrom
restriction..
.-------------------restriction
tions
1078
tions ---------------------officers of, and Reserve,
Reserve, may purchase
officers
unsPrviceable
wear and
unserviceable through fair wear
etc., for cash
cash-.----.
uniforms, etc.,
may, after inspection of
tear, may,
members of,
of, injured
injured at encampments,
members
Army officer, be sold, and State
Army
etc., entitled to hospital treatetc.,
1078
relieved
accountability....--1073
relieved from accountability
ment, etc--------.----------etc
inspection allowed as substitute for
inspection
continued, and transportation
transportation on
pay continued,
1078
examination, report, etc -----examination,
termination
termination------------......
precedence, etc., of officers
officers deterrank, precedence,
allowance for injuries
injuries in aerial
aerial
allowance
1078
mined
1078
mined--------------------- flights
flights-..------...--------...
allowances
men
officers and enlisted men
to officers
allowances to
allowance if remaining
remaining over six
of aviation increase while on
months in hospital, etc ------.
active
maneuvers,
at maneuvers,
duty at
active
validated previous payments of, validated...
previous
251
etc----------------camps, etc
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1077
1077
1077
1077

1076
1076
1076
1076
1076
471
471
471

472
472
472
471
471
471
250
470

470
363
363
363
363
363
363
363
363
363
363

363
364
364
364
364
364
364
364

364
364
365

365
355
365
305
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National
allowance
injuries, etc.;
payment for
allowance for
for injuries,
etc.; payment
for
funeral expenses
and return
return of
of
funeral
expenses and
body home
365
occurs----365
body
home if
if death
death occurs
property and disbursing officers
officers may
designate other
officers for
designate
other officers
for disdisbursements ---------.-------365
bursements
365
accountability,
etc
365
accountability, etc--------------365
enlisted
men with
specialists' ratings,
ratings,
enlisted men
with specialists'
entitled
to
pay
thereof
while
at
at
entitled to pay thereof while
encampments,
etc
365
365
encampments, etc------------payments
heretofore made
made to, valipayments heretofore
dated
366
------- --366
dated -. --.- .
warrant officers
service
warrant
officers to
to be
be paid for
for service
between
Octobetween July
July 1, 1922, and Octo366
ber
366
ber 29,
29, 1923
1923 --------------payments heretofore
payments
heretofore made, for drills
for only
organization,
of an organization,
for
only part
part of
validated
366
366
validated-------------------status
Massastatus of First
First Corps Cadets, Massachusetts
471
chusetts ----.---------------National
Guard Reserve,
Reserve,
National Guard
enlistment in,
three years
years
in, for one
one or three
enlistment
authorized, if qualified
for active
active
qualified for
authorized,
National
oath
1076
1076
National Guard;
Guard; oath--------National Guard, or
transfers
transfers to, from National
National Guard
Guard from, authorto National
ized -------------------1076
1076
ized
period of
1076
changed-.-1076
of enlistment
enlistment not changed
period
service
of, in active
active training service
members of,
with National
to receive
receive
with
National Guard to
Federal pay, etc----------etc
1076
1076
Federal
no other
other pay
National Guard
Guard
from National
no
pay from
appropriations
1076
1076
appropriations---------------National Highway
Act,
National
Highway Act,
transfer
distribuof five per cent of the distributransfer of
tion of
materials, etc.,
for
etc., under,
under, for
of materials,
tion
national forest
etc., to be
be
forest roads,
roads, etc.,
national
used for
etc., in
in naroads, trails, etc.,
used
for roads,
tional parks
parks and
monuments__
90
-_
90
and monumentstional
National
Home for
Volunteer SolSolfor Disabled
Disabled Volunteer
National Home
diers,
diers,
appropriation
expenses, Dayton,
Dayton,
for expenses,
appropriation for
Ohio
516,
516, 931
Ohio--------------------Milwaukee,
Wis-------------- 517, 932
Milwaukee, Wis
Togus, Me
Me--------------------MS,
MS, 932
Togus,
Hampton, Va
Va -------------518.
51S. 932
932
Hampton,
Leavenworth,
Kans ---------518, 932
932
Leavenworth, Kans
Santa
Monica,
Calif
518,
932
Santa Monica, Calif ----------- 5IS, 932
51, 932
932
Marion,
Ind
518,
Marion, Ind-----------------Danville,
518,
932
518, 932
Ill ---------------Danville, Ill
Johnson
City,
Tenn
518,
932
518, 932
Johnson City, Tenn --------Battle
Mountain Sanitarium,
S.
Sanitarium, S.
Battle Mountain
Dak
518,
932
Dak---------------------- 518, 932
for
clothing, all
branches
518, 932
932
518,
all branches-------for clothing,
for
Board of
of Managers
518, 932
932
Managers --------- 518,
for Board
number and
eligibility of
of manmanand eligibility
number
agers,
518
518
modified -------------agers, modified
extension of
of benefits
benefits of,
of, to
to other
other
extension
519
veterans, etc
519
etc----------------veterans,
for
712
712
1925--------------for additional,
additional, 1925
deficiency
for Battle
Battle
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
Mountain
Sanitarium, S.
S. Dak_
53, 1346
1346
Dak_ 53,
Mountain Sanitarium,
for
Santa Monica,
Calif-------63, 1346
63,
1346
Monica, Calif
for Santa
63, 1346
1346
for
Davton, Ohio -------------for Dayton,
for
Wis
63, 1346
1346
63,
for Milwaukee,
Milwaukee, Wis------------for
Johnson City,
63. 762.
762, 1346,
1346, 1350
1350
Tenn_ 63.
City, Tenn_
for Johnson
for
medical and
and hospital
hospital services
63. 762
762
services___ 63.
for medical
762, 1346
1346
for
Ind
762
Marion, Ind--------------for Marion,
for
clothing --------------------762
762
for clothing
for
Hampton, Va
1346
Va ---------------for Hampton,
for
Leavenworth, kans
1346
1346
Kans-----------for Leavenworth,
for
hospital construction,
construction, Santa
Santa MonMonfor hospital
---------1346
i.n
Calif
-----1346
-ica,1--------------
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diers-Continued.
hospital facilities,
etc., of, to
be utilized
utilized
to be
hospital
facilities, etc.,
by Veterans'
Veterans' Bureau
Bureau ---------610
610
hospital
hospital to be erected
erected at Santa
Santa Monica,
Calif
534
Calif---------------------534
manager appointed, John J.
manager
J. Steadman_
17
Steadman17
National
Military
Parks,
National Military Parks,
appropriation
Chickamauga and
and
appropriation for Chickamauga
Chattanooga ------------512, 927
Chattanooga
512,927
memorials
allowed Spanish
Spanish War
War
memorials allowed
veterans who
encamped
veterans
who were encamped
in
928
in ---------------------- 513, 928
Gettysburg --------------for Gettysburg
513, 928
for
Guilford Courthouse
513, 928
928
for Guilford
Courthouse -------- 513,
for
Shiloh-------------------513, 928
928
for Shiloh
513,
for
Vicksburg------------- ---5, 928
928
514,
for Vicksburg
for
Chattanooga,
for Chickamauga
Chickamauga and Chattanooga,
additional, 1925
712
712
additional,
1925-----------for
Gettysburg, additional,
additional, 1925
1925_ -712
for Gettysburg,
712
for
Guilford Courthouse, additional,
for Guilford
additional,
712
712
1925 ----------------------712
for Shiloh, additional,
additional, 1925-------1925
712
for Vicksburg,
additional, 1925--1925
712
for
Vicksburg, additional,
712
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for Guilford
Guilford
deficiency
Courthouse,
C----------'762
Courthouse, N. C
762
conveyance to States of roads
roads to; mainmainconveyance
tenance required,
required, etc
etc--------1104
1104
tenance
investigation of
feasibility of establishestablishinvestigation
of feasibility
ing,
coming, in
in Kansas
Kansas City, to commemorate
Westport....
801
memorate Battle of Westport-_
801
restoration of
Fort McHenry,
Md., for
for
restoration
of Fort
McHenry, Md.,
preservation
1109
preservation as aa permanent__
permanent---_ 1109
National Monuments,
National
Monuments,
appropriation
protection, etc--etc___ 425, 1178
1178
for protection,
appropriation for
Carlsbad Cave,
Cave, N.
Mex.; condicondiN. Mex.;
Carlsbad
tion
1179
tion-----------------425, 1179
for
etc., roads
roads and
for constructing,
constructing, etc.,
trails
in
1179
1179
trails in--------------------for
1925..
709
709
for protection,
protection, etc.,
etc., additional, 1925_
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for construcdeficiency
construction
etc
686
686
tion of roads,
roads, etc-------------for
for emergency
emergency insect
insect infestation,
infestation,
etc.,
755
etc., in ---------------- --1348
1348
protection -----.------------for protection
construction of roads, etc., in
in, and nanaconstruction
tional
90
authoriz ed ..----tional parks, authorized
annual
authorized for
annual allotments
allotments authorized
for
construction,
etc
90
surveys,
etc---..construction,
cent of the
materials, etc.,
five per cent
the materials,
to
the
to be distributed
distributed under the
Highway
Act for
for national
national forforHighway Act
transferred for use
use of
of_
90
be transferred
ests, to be
National
National Museum, D. C.,
appropriation
fixtures,
appropriation for furniture, fixtures,
etc --------------------- 528, 1207
1207
etc
for
heating, lighting,
lighting, etc
1207
etc -------- 528, 1207
for heating,
528.
for
preserving collections;
collections; employeesemployees_
for preserving
1207
for repairs,
repairs, books,
etc --------1207
528, 1207
books, etc
for
deficiency
appropriation for preserving
preserving
deficiency appropriation
collections ---------55, 60, 697,
697, 759
collections
retained
Office models of value,
value,
Patent Office
retained Patent
etc., to
be kept in
in Patent Office
Office
etc.,
to be
or
942
942
or-------------------------National
Park Service,
National Park
appropriation for
for Director,
office
and office
Director, and
appropriation
personnel
422, 1176
personnel-- ------ -------- 422,1176
for accounting
accounting services, etc ---422, 1176
1176
for
for printing
binding for-----for
392, 1143
for
printing and binding
Director,
serve on National
National Capital
Director. to serve
463
Park Commission.
Commission, D. C------Park
exhibit for
to be preSeville Exposition
Exposition to
exhibit
for Seville
1257
pared
by
pared by---------------------
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National Parks,
Page.
Page. National
Parks,
National
deficiency
appropriation for securing
securing
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for commissioners--commissioners_ __ 219, 1028
1028
appropriation
Appalachian
in southern Appalachian
lands in
for
Director, and other personal servfor Director,
Mountains
Mamand region of MamMountains and
ices
422 1176
1176
ices --------------------- 422,
331
moth Cave,
Cave, Ky.,
Ky. 'for
for ----------- 11331
moth
for accounting
1176
services ---------- 422, 1176
accounting services
for
348
Wind Cave, S. Dak ------------ 11348
for Wind
for
Crater Lake, Greg,
Ore ---------- 422, 1176
for Crater
areas
Shenandoah, Va.,
establishing Shenandoah,
areas for establishing
423, 1176
for
General Grant,
Grant, Calif ------for General
to be acquired, etc -----------958
for
Mont -------------- 423, 1176
Glacier, Mont
for Glacier,
Mountains, Tenn. and N. C.,
Smoky Mountains,
for
Grand Canyon,
Ariz ------1177
423, 1177
Canyon, Ariz
for Grand
to be acquired,
959
etc-------acquired, etc
Bright
Angel trail, etc ----------423
Bright Angel
KenMammoth Cave regions of Kenin Mammoth
for
Hawaii ------------------423, 1177
for Hawaii
tucky,
etc., for
administration
for administration
tucky, etc.,
for
Hot Springs,
Ark ----------- 423, 1177
Springs, Ark
for Hot
959
as
as --------------------------423, 1177
for
Me -----------Lafayette, Me
for Lafayette,
receive
Secretary of Interior
Interior may receive
Secretary
for
Lassen Volcanic,
Volcanic, Calif
Calif ------- 423,
423, 1177
for Lassen
959
donations,
options, etc
etc__
-- _
secure options,
donations, secure
for
Mesa Verde,
Verde Colo
1177
Colo ----------- 424, 1177
for Mesa
959
appoint
etccommission to select, etc
appoint commission
1177
for
Alaska_---424,
424, 1177
Mount McKinley, Alaska
for Mount
amount authorized
authorized to secure options,
amount
for
1177
Wash------ 424, 1177
Rainier, Wash
Mount Rainier,
for Mount
pay
expenses,
traveling expenses,
clerk, traveling
pay clerk,
for
424, 1177
11 -7
Okla------------ --for Platt, Okla
959
etc -------------------------for
Rocky Mountain,
Mountain, Colo-----Colo
424, 1177
for Rocky
construction
roads, etc., in, and
and
construction of roads,
for
Sequoia, Calif
1178
Calif ------------- 424, 1178
for Sequoia,
national monuments,
authorized..
90
90
monuments, authorizednational
for
S. Dak
1178
Dak.-------. 424, 1178
Cave, S.
Wind Cave,
for Wind
annual allotments
authorized for conallotments authorized
annual
for
Yellowstone, Wyo
424, 1178
-----Wyo
for Yellowstone,
90
90
etc--------surveys, etc
struction, surveys
425, 1178
425,
alif ........--------for Yosemite, Calif
five
five per cent of the materials, etc., to
for Zion,
Zion, Utah ---------------- 425, 1178
for
be
distributed under the Highbe distributed
for national
national monuments
monuments-------- 425, 1178
for
way
roads in national
for roads
Act for
way Act
Carlsbad Cave,
Cave, N.
Mex ------- 425, 1179
N. Mex
Carlsbad
forests,
forests, to be transferred for use
for physical
physical improvements,
1179
425, 1179
etc -- 425,
improvements, etc_
for
of
90
of -----------------------1179
fighting forest fires in -------- 425, 1179
for fighting
Crater Lake, Oreg.; acceptance
acceptance of land
on expenlimitation and restriction op
from
administration
Medford for administration
from Medford
425, 1179
ditures------------------- 425,
, ditures
buildings
606
buildings--------------------interchangeable appropriations;
appropriations;
interchangeable
exchange of lands with private owner
exchange
1179
limit
limit --------- ----------- 426, 1179
for addition to Rocky Mountain,
Mountain,
for
trails, etc.,
in, and
monuand monuetc., in,
roads, trails,
for roads,
Colo.,
Colo., authorized------------authorized
973
ments
1179
1179
ments ----------------------Hawaii;
Hawaii; restriction on annual allowapproved contracts
contracts for projects
approved
ance, repealed
390
repealed --------------deemed Government obligations 1179
1179
deemed
593
Utah-----------set apart
apart for Utah
lands set
waterproof footwear
footwear deemed
deemed as
waterproof
Mountain, Colo.; lands transRocky Mountain,
1179
equipment -------------park equipment
ferred from, to Colorado
Colorado Nation1925 -..
for
Crater Lake, additional,
additional, 1925_
708
for Crater
252
al Forest --------------------for
General Grant,
1925--_ 708
Grant, additional, 1925_
for General
708 National
1925-------additional, 1925
for Glacier, additional,
also Law
Act (see also
Prohibition Act
National Prohibition
1925for
708
Canyon, additional, 1925_
Grand Canyon,
for Grand
Enforcement),
Enforcement),
708
for
708
Hawaii, additional, 1925 -------for Hawaii,
appropriation for expenses,
expenses, enforcing,
1925--...
for Hot Springs, additional, 1925
708
officers____ 71, 771
revenue officers---by internal revenue
708
for
additional, 1925 -----708
Lafayette, additional,
for Lafayette,
storage of
restriction on paying for storage
1925for Lassen Volcanic,
Volcanic, additional, 1925_
709
72
seized
etc.._72
intoxicating liquors, etc
seized intoxicating
1925---Mesa Verde,
for Mesa
Verde, additional,
additional, 192&..
709
disseminating
appeal for law obdisseminating appeal
McKinley, additional,
771
for Mount
Mount McKinley,
servance, etc
etc --------------servance,
.030
1925
709
1925-----------------------I1030
enforcing------for special counsel, enforcing
1925 -_ 709
for
additional, 1925_
Mount Rainier, additional,
for Mount
additional,
expenses enforcing, additional,
for expenses
709
1925---------for Platt, additional,
709
additional, 1925
710
710
1925 -----------------------additional,
Mountain, additional,
for Rocky Mountain,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for enforcing,
deficiency
709
1925
1925-----------------------Internal
58,
Service-----Revenue Service
Internal Revenue
709
additional, 1925 -------1352
for Sequoia, additional,
709
62, 698, 1349, 11352
709
1925 --additional, 1925_
for Wind Cave, additional,
for
expenses enforcing
761
enforcing----------for expenses
1925---additional, 1925..
for Yellowstone, additional,
709
vessels or vehicles forfeited for violating
for
709
additional, 1925 -----for Yosemite, additional,
customs laws or, may be used for
1925---------for Zion, additional,
709
additional, 1925
enforcement
enforcement thereof, in lieu of
for
additional,
monuments, additional,
national monuments,
1
for national
I
sale116
sale-------------------------1925
709 National
1925-----------------------American National
National
Cross (see American
NationalRed Cross
for
commissioners, additional, 1925
1925._709
for commissioners,
Red Cross).
deficiency
Yellowappropriation for Yellowdeficiency appropriation
National
Research
C.
National
Research Building,
Building, D.
D. C.,
42,
stone,
Wyo
56
-----------------Wyo
stone,
engineer's
altering, etc., for district engineer's
43
43
for Glacier, Mont ----------------1198
-------------------office, etc 1198
43
for Grand Canyon, Ariz -----------Defense,
National Security and Defense,
56 National
for
56
for General
General Grant, Calif ----------appropriation for judgments,
deficiency appropriation
68a
personal services
services --------------685
for personal
under Navy
Navy Department ------54
54
for
Mesa Verde, Colo ------------686
for Mesa
for judgments, under War Departfor Mount
Mount Rainier, Wash ---------686
ment
54
54
686
for
ment-------------..................
for Rocky Mountain, Colo --------for expenses of, under Committee on
686
for road, etc., construction in ----- -686
Public Information -------.....--55
755
in- for emergency
755
emergency insect infestations in
Interior Defor expenses of, under Interior
Mounfor Mount Rainier and Rocky Mounpartment -----------....------56
partment
56
damages_- 1331
tain, repairs of flood damages..._
tain.
.

-
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National Security
Defense—Contd.
Page.
and Defense-Contd.
Security and
National
deficiency appropriation
expenses
appropriation for expenses
deficiency
of,
AdminisFuel AdminisFood and Fuel
under Food
of, under
60, 697
trations
trations ---------------- for
of, under Department
Department of
expenses of,
for expenses
700
Labor
Labor---------------------for
of, under Department
Department of
expenses of,
for expenses
State
760
State----------------------National
Training School
for Boys, D. C.,
School for
National Training
appropriation for
salaries
223, 1032
1032
for salaries--------appropriation
for support
support of
inmates---------- 223, 1033
of inmates
for
for care,
care, etc.,
committed to__
to_ _ 567,
of boys committed
etc., of
for
1242
1242
for, additional,
709
additional, 1925 -----------for,
deficiency
support of
appropriation for support
deficiency appropriation
inmates,
1334
etc-----------------inmates, etc
National Training
D. C.,
Girls, D.
School for Girls,
Training School
National
appropriation
for salaries
salaries -------567, 1242
appropriation for
for
contingent expenses--------expenses
567, 1242
for contingent
deficiency
appropriation for electric
deficiency appropriation
677
installations,
etc., white sectionsection_
installations, etc.,
for
W. B. Moses and Sons, and
for W.
Rudolph and
677
West-----------and West
Rudolph
for
maintenance
679
for maintenance-----------------for construction-----------------construction
1322
for
Nationality
Nationality of Aliens,
provisions for
admission of
immigrants,
of immigrants,
for admission
provisions
based
on 2
cent of, resident
resident
per cent
2 per
based on
to
in United
United States,
States, according
according to
in
159
census of
1890---------------of 1890
census
ratio computed
computed for fiscal year 1927
ratio
159
and thereafter
thereafter --------------and
determination
determination of, to be made by Secretaries
of State,
and
Commerce, and
State, Commerce,
taries of
159
assistanceLabor, jointly; expert assistance_
Labor,
as
birth,
of
determination
as
country
determination of country
1890-enumerated
in census
census of
160
of 1890
enumerated in
statement of
of number
individuals
of individuals
number of
statement
of various
various nationalities
nationalities resident
resident
of
then in
in United
United States
States to be prethen
pared by
Secretaries of State,
by Secretaries
pared
Commerce, and
Labor, jointly
160
jointly-and Labor,
Commerce,
Natural Gas,
Gas,
Natural
appropriation for
investigations for
for investigations
appropriation
economic
etc__ __ 421, 1174
production, etc---economic production,
for
enforcing laws as to leases of, on
for enforcing
421, 1174
public
domain
public domain------------Naturalization Bureau,
Bureau, Department
Department of
Naturalization
Labor,
Labor,
appropriation for
for Commissioner,
Commissioner, and
appropriation
office personnel-----------personnel
240,
1050
240, 1050
office
for
general expenses
expenses --------240, 1050
1050
for general
for
examiners, interpreters,
clerks,
interpreters, clerks,
for examiners,
etc
240,
240, 1050
etc---------------------for travel,
travel, rent,
rent, etc
241, 1050
1050
etc ----------for
for clerical
of
clerks of
to clerks
assistance to
clerical assistance
for
courts in
in naturalization
1050
241, 1050
cases_ 241,
naturalization cases_
courts
for miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses,
expenses, addiaddifor
tional,
1925
709
tional, 1925----------------deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for miscellamiscelladeficiency
57
neous
expenses ---------------neous expenses
Nautical
American Ephemeris
Ephemeris
Almanac, American
Nautical Almanac,
and,
and,
190, 869
appropriation for
preparing -----for preparing
appropriation
Nautical
Office, Navy,
Almanac Office,
Nautical Almanac
appropriation
for
civilian
employees_
190, 869
869
appropriation for civilian employees_ 190,
for
190, 869
869
190,
computers -------------for computers
Navajo
Agency, Ariz.,
Ariz., Western,
Navajo Agency,
deficiency
payment
for payment
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
to
Walter
42
Runke -----------to Walter Bunke
Navajo
Mex.,
N. Mex.,
Agency, N.
Navajo Agency,
appropriation for
support, etc.,
etc., of
for support,
appropriation
Indians at, from tribal
tribal funds_ 411, 1161
Tndians
t-98
44822
*-25f
44822°-25

98

and N. Page.
Navajo
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Ariz. and
Navajo Indian
Mex.,
appropriation for
water supply for
for water
appropriation
Indians
repayment----- 400, 1150
on; repayment
Indians on;
for
miscellaneous irrigation
irrigation projects
for miscellaneous
on
on--------------------- -400,400, 1151
401,1152
for
on_ 401,
1152
irrigation project onGanado irrigation
for Ganado
for operating,
etc., Hogback
Hogback irrigaoperating, etc.,
for
tion project
project under San Juan
tion
Mex., on -----403, 1153
1153
School, N. Mex.,
Federal highway
Gallup
across, Gallup
for Federal
highway across,
for
1163
1163
Shiprock
to Shiprock--------------for Ganado
Ganado irrigation
irrigation project, addifor
707
707
tional, 1925-----------------1925
tional,
irrigation project,
project, addifor
Hogback irrigation
for Hogback
707
707
tional, 1925
1925-----------------tional,
reconveyances of priacceptance of reconveyances
acceptance
vately
owned lands,
lands, etc., within
vately owned
1115
1115
additions
to
additions to-----------------1115
1115
lieu
selections
permitted
lieu selections permitted----------1115
1115
area-------consolidation of Indian
Indian area
consolidation
title of
person refusing to convey,
of person
title
1115
not
1115
affected---------- -----not affected
amount
authorized annually
annually for mainamount authorized
Gallup
tenance of highway
highway from Gallup
tenance
to
606
Shiprock -----------------to Shiprock_
cost of constructing
constructing bridge across
across Colocost
rado
near Lee Ferry,
Ferry, Ariz.,
River near
rado River
reimbursable
from funds of Inreimbursable from
994
dians
994
at-------------------- dians at
Arizona
Arizona to pay one-half of cost and
994
maintain
bridge
the bridge----------maintain the
Navajo
Indian Sanatorium,
Sanatorium, Ariz.,
Navajo Indian
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
appropriation
408, 1159
of
1159
of--------------------Navajo
Indians,
Navajo Indians,
sum received
sale of
to
of allotment
allotment to
from sale
received from
sum
Pete
deposited to
to
to be deposited
Coverly to
Pete Coverly
91
credit
of--------------------credit of
Navajo Indians,
Ariz.,
Indians, Ariz.,
Navajo
appropriation
water supply on resfor water
appropriation for
ervations;
____ 400, 1150
reimbursable---ervations; reimbursable
407,1158
for
discretionary use---use __ 407,
1158
schools; discretionary
for schools;
707
1925for
supply for, additional, 1925_
water supply
for water
Navajo
Indians, N.
N. Mex.,
Navajo Indians,
one-half cost
of bridge
bridge across San Juan
cost of
one-half
River, near
Bloomfield, N.
Mex.,
N. Mex.,
near Bloomfield,
River,
800
to be
be repaid
by
repaid by--------------to
tract of
of public
withdrawn for perland withdrawn
public land
tract
1114
of---------------manent
manent use of
Springs Band
Band of
of We
Indians,
Ute Indians,
Navajo Springs

Colo.,

appropriation for
for payment to, from
appropriation
tribal
Confederated
of Confederated
funds of
tribal funds
Bands
Utes------------- 412, 1162
of Utes
Bands of
412, 1162
from
412,
interest -------accrued interest
from accrued
Naval Academy,
Academy,
Naval
appropriation
for engineering
experiengineering experiappropriation for
ment
191, 870
station-------------ment station
for
instructors, etc_ 200, 878
professors, instructors,
pay, professors,
for pay-,
limit for
for swordsmanship
swordsmanship and physlimit
ical instruction
instruction ----------- 200, 878
ical
teach
no officers
officers to be detailed to teach
no
subjects
terminated civilian
of terminated
subjects of
200
professors,
etc---------------professors, etc
in reductions,
reductions, no contract with
with
in
civilian professors
professors to be viocivilian
200
200
lated-----------------------lated
professors to have
have six months'
professors
200
200
notice prior
dismissal -------to dismissal
prior to
notice
200
200
for
civilian employees-employees__
designated civilian
for designated
Administrafor
civilian employees, Administrafor civilian
tion
tion --------------------- 200, 878
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Academy-Continued.
appropriation for
Department of Ordappropriation
for Department
Ordnance and Gunnery--------Gunnery
200,
200, 878
878
for Department
Department of
of Electrical
for
Electrical EngiEngineering and
Physics
200,
and Physics--------200, 878
878

for Department
of Seamanship___
Seamanship
200,
for
Department of
200, 878
878

Department of
Marine EngineerEngineerfor Department
of Marine
ing and Naval Construction__
Construction
200,
200, 878
878
for
for Commissary
Commissary Department
Department----- 200,
200, 878
878
for
of Buildings
and
for Department
Department of
Buildings and
Grounds ------------------ 200
200, 878
878
for current
current and
miscellaneous exexand miscellaneous
penses
201,
878
penses--------------------201,878
library -----------201
for books for library
201, 878
878
for expenses,
expenses, Board
Board of
of Visitors-Visitors...... 201,
for
201, 878
878

for
for
for
for

contingencies,
contingencies, superintendent__ 201,
201, 878
878
commandant
commandant of midshipmen-..
midshipmen__ 201,
201, 878
878
maintenance
and
repairs
201,
878
maintenance and repairs------ 201, 878
commutation of
commutation
of rent
rent for
for bandsbandsmen -----------201,
_--------201, 878
878
for pay
addipay of
of professors,
professors, etc.,
etc., additional, 1925
1925-----------------709
appointments yearly
yearly- to,
to, from
from Naval
appointments
Naval
and Marine
Reserves._ __ _ 1082
Marine Corps Reserves---1082
no admission subsequent
December
subsequent to December
13,
13, 1924,
1924, resulting in
in increasing
increasing
allowance of three
Senathree to
to each
each Senator,
tor, etc
etc---------------------872
Naval Academy
pay and allowance
allowance to Naval
Academy
Band;
allowances
to
second
Band; allowances to second
leader- -------------- -- 251,
leader
251, 1275
1275
released from requirement
requirement to return
released
advances for dairy-----------dairy _
1278
etc. to become GovernGoverndairy, farm, etc.,
ment property---------------property
1278
operation of, with the midshipmen's
midshipmen's
store
store------------------ ---- _ 1278
restriction on appointments
hererestriction
appointments to,
to, hereafter
after------------.--.-----193
appointments at large or from enlisted personnel
personnel not
affected_ ___
not affected----

194

midshipmen in,
March
service as midshipmen
in, after March
4, 1913, not counted
countei in
longevity
4,1913,
in longevity
of officers
officers of Navy,
Navy, Army,
etc_ 194,
194, 872
872
Army, etcNaval Attaches,
appropriation for expenses
appropriation
862
expenses--------- 183, 862
Naval Communications,
Naval
Communications, Office of
of Director
Director
of,
of,
appropriation for civilian personnel,
appropriation
personnel,
Department
Navy Department-------- 185, 864
864
Districts,
Naval Districts,
miscellaneous, not
use of pay, miscellaneous,
not available
available
for, unless commandant
commandant also comcommandant of yard, station,
184, 862
mandant
station, etc..
etc- 184,
862
Navy),
Naval Establishment
Establishment (see also Navy),
appropriation for increase
including
appropriation
increase of, including
unexpended balances
unexpended
balances-------- 203,
203, 880
880
for continuing construction
construction of vessels
permitted under treaty limitalimitations---------------------tions
203, 880
unexpended balances____balances
203,
use of unexpended
203, 880
880
converting, etc.,
for converting,
etc., two battle cruiscruisers into aircraft
aircraft carriers ----204,
204, 881
881
constructing submarine
submarine--------204
for constructing
204
for constructing
constructing two
two fleet subsubmarines, cost,
cost, etc
marines,
etc ------------ 881
881
settlement of
ships
for settlement
of contracts
contracts for
for ships
delivered
delivered ------------------ 204, 881
881
for reimbursing
reimbursing contractors
contractors on
con a
account of constructing,
constructing, etc.,
etc., auauthorized
thorized vessels--------------vessels
204
for gyro compass
compass equipments
equipments and
and
fire control instruments
instruments on desdestroyers
_-----------troyers ----204, 881
for fire control
control apparatus
apparatus on
on "Colo"Colorado" and "West
"West Virginia"-__
Virginia".._
8S1
rado"
8S1
I

Naval Establishment-Continued.
Page.
appropriation for completing armor,
ammunition, etc., for authorized
vessels ------------------- 204, 881
transfer of $22,500,000 from naval
supply account fund---------204
deficiency appropriation for major alterations to specified vessels-_
1335
for construction of "Lexington" and
"Saratoga" ----------------.
1336
for river gunboats and scout cruisers 1336
alterations authorized of designated
battleships, for submarine and
antiair protection and oil-burning conversion---------------719
new fire control for New York and
Texas----------------------719
construction authorized of eight scout
cruisers; cost, etc------------719
six river gunboats; cost, etc-------719
armor and armament at South
Charleston, W. Va., plant--719
construction, etc., at navy yards
directed, if cost not increased,
etc ------------- --------719
authorizations subject to treaty limitations---------------------719
suspended if international conference
for naval limitation held ------719
converting "Lexington" and "Saratoga"
into airplane carriers; limits of
cost increased -------------_
882
Naval Home, Philadelphia, Pa.,
appropriation for employees-------- 188, 867
for maintenance---------------- 188, 867
for, additional, 1925--------------709
Naval Insurance, Veterans' Bureau, Military and,
appropriation for --------_---533, 1212
Naval Intelligence, Office of Chief of,
appropriation for civilian personnel,
Navy Department ------ --185, 864
Naval Limitation Conference, International,
suspension of alterations and construction of designated vessels
authorized, in the event of an -_719
Naval Militia (see also Naval Reserve
Force, and Naval Reserve and
Marine Corps Reserve),
appropriation for maintenance, etc-- 188, 866
constituted from Organized Militia of
the States, etc--------------1088
Naval Observatory,
appropriation for civilian personnel,
Navy Department---------- 190, 868
for computations, books, apparatus, etc------------------190, 869
for repairs to buildings, etc----- 190, 869
for miscellaneous expenses--------190
for care of grounds, etc- ------- _ 190, 869
for observing total solar eclipse, 1926
869
deficiency appropriation for additional
land ------------------ ----689
for fire protection ---------------756
Naval Oil Reserves,
deficiency appropriation for expenses of
of suits to cancel leases of------ 1315
designated leases and contracts relating to, declared against public
interest--------------------5
suits to be instituted by the President to annul and cancel -----6
for other criminal and civil actions6
special counsel to be appointed to
conduct------------------..
6
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age.
Reserve-- PageCorps Reserve—
age. Naval
and Marine
Marine Corps
Naval Oil
Reserves—Continued.
Page.
Naval Reserve and
Oil Reserves-Continued.
Naval
Continued.
proceedings
directed to establish title
proceedings directed
Naval
Reserve; service
officers transservice of officers
Naval Reserve;
of
to, in CaliStates to,
United States
of United
lieutenant
to, not above lieutenant
ferred to,
fornia
15
fornia----------------------1082
commander
commander-----------------special
15
authorized---------counsel authorized
special counsel
higher grades for organizing, etc.;
etc.;
higher
expenses,
appropriation
appropriation for legal expenses,
proportion of line
staff
1082
line and staff---proportion
etc.,
canceling leases,
proseculeases, prosecuetc., canceling
computation
higher grades aufor higher
computation for
16
tions,
16
etc------------------tions, etc
thorized
every year
1082
year----------thorized every
Naval
Operations, Office of Chief of,
Naval Operations,
1082
no
reductions, etc
etc--------------no reductions,
appropriation
for civilian
civilian personnel,
personnel,
appropriation for
appointment
from Naval
midshipmen from
of midshipmen
appointment of
Navy Department
Department ---------- 185, 864
Navy
Reserves;
and
Marine Corps Reserves;
and Marine
Infor
personnel, Board of Incivilian personnel,
for civilian
1082
yearly
limit
yearly limit-----------------185, 864
spection and
Survey
864
and Survey--------spection
for
Naval Reserve
Reserve officers
officers and
and men, inOffice of
personnel, Office
Naval
civilian personnel,
for civilian,
ordered
cluding retired,
may be ordered
Director
of Naval
retired, may
Naval Communicacluding
Director of
tions --------------------185, 864
active duty in time of war,
to active
tions
etc
1082
for civilian
civilian personnel,
Office of Naval
personnel, Office
etc-------------------------for
Intelligence
in time
time of
with their cononly with
peace only
of peace
in
Intelligence--------------- 185, 864
sent
1083
sent-----------------------Naval
Radio Stations,
Stations,
Naval Radio
release
from active duty, by the
provisions for
use of, by the general
release from
for use
provisions
1091
time--------- 1083
Secretary,
any time
public
Secretary, at any
public----------------------when
on active
active duty,
Departduty, etc., subject
Library, Navy Departwhen on
Naval
Records and
and Library,
Naval Records
to
Navy laws,
laws, etc
etc---- -------- 1083
to Navy
ment,
ment,
disciplinary
offenses --1083
action for offenses
appropriation for
for civilian
civilian personnel,
disciplinary action
appropriation
office of
864
on retired
retired list,
subject to Navy laws,
list, subject
on
of------------------- 185, 864
office
1083
etc
etc-------------------------for preparing,
naval records of
etc., naval
preparing, etc.,
for
war with
with Central
pay,
officers of,
Powers of
Central Powers
allowances, etc., to officers
pay, allowances,
war
on
active duty,
etc
1083
duty, etc-------------1083
Europe
on active
Europe----------------- 185, 864
of warrant
officers and enlisted
enlisted
warrant officers
of
Naval
Reserve and
Marine Corps
Corps Reserve,
and Marine
Naval Reserve
men of,
of, on
on active
active duty, the same
Naval
created as part of Navy,
men
Reserve created
Naval Reserve
as
Navy; services
included 1083
services included
Forcein
lieu of
1080
Reserve Force__
for Navy;
as for
Naval Reserve
of Naval
in lieu
1080
classes constituting
constituting--- -----------uniform
gratuity to
to Fleet
Fleet Naval
Reclasses
Naval Reuniform gratuity
transfers
former designated
designated
from former
serve officer,
on appointment;
appointment;
transfers from
officer, on
serve
1080
Reserve-classes to
Fleet Naval
Naval Reserve
restriction -----------------1083
to Fleet
classes
restriction
to Merchant
1083
Marine Naval ReMerchant Marine
war--------to
further
in time of war
sum in
further sum
1080
serve
serve ----------------------issues to
enlisted
men in time of peace,
peace,
men
enlisted
to
issues
to Volunteer
Reserve------ 1080
Naval Reserve
Volunteer Naval
to
1083
of
articles of
uniform, etc-----etc
of uniform,
of articles
for unexpired
unexpired period
1080
enrollment_ 1080
of enrollment_
period of
for
adding, upon
upon first reporting
reporting for duty
duty
adding,
officers transferred
be appointed
appointed
may be
transferred may
officers
in time
time of
outfit for
for first enwar, outfit
of war,
in
to
in Naval Reserve
grade held in
to grade
1083
listment
in
Navy ----------in Navy
listment
Force; precedence
precedence------------- 1080
Force;
line
injuries
incurred
in
peace
in
line
of
time
in
incurred
injuries
status
of previously
previously retired
retired members
status of
of duty
duty entitle
entitle members
members to beneof
1080
not affected-----------------affected
not
fits of
of employees'
compensation
employees' compensation
fits
Marine Corps
Corps Reserve
created as part
part
Reserve created
Marine
1084
laws
1084
laws-----------------------of
Marine Corps, in lieu of
of Marine
injury--- 1084
sickness
not regarded
regarded as an injury
sickness not
1080
former Reserve-------------Reserve
former
precedence
of commissioned
commissioned and war1080
------precedence of
classes
constituting ----1080
classes constituting
rant officers
1084
officers-----------------rant
prior laws
laws relating
to Reserves
and
Reserves and
relating to
prior
from
provisions
regulating transfers from
Naval Militia
repealed
1081
provisions regulating
Militia repealed-------Naval
Naval Reserve
Reserve Force
Force to Naval
Naval
Naval
Reserve; citizenship
citizenship and age
Naval Reserve;
Reserve _
1084
Reserve--------------------qualifications;
serve
obligation to serve
qualifications; obligation
exception, as
Naval Volunteers
Volunteers
to Naval
as to
exception,
in Navy,
Navy, during
during war;
etc
1081
war; etc-----in
and Naval
Militia------------- 1084
Naval Militia
and
transfers
allowed from
from Naval
Naval Reserve
Reserve
transfers allowed
former officers
of Navy and Coast
officers of
1-081
Force
1081
former
Force----------------1084
Guard
Reserve
1084
appointed in Reserve--Guard appointed
from Navy,
men, not
enlisted men,
of enlisted
Navy, of
from
in
peace with, but after,
of peace
time of
in time
citizens, on
completing required
required
on completing
citizens,
1084
officers of
rank
1084
same rank-_
of same
Navy of
of Navy
officers
service----------------- 1081
service
when mobilized
with Navy in time
mobilized with
when
restriction on membership in other
other
restriction
of
junior of rank;
after junior
war, after
of war,
1081
organizations
organizations ---------------officers
above lieutenant comofficers above
accepting civil
employment, etc.,
etc., not
not
civil employment,
accepting
1084
1084
mander
mander---------------------1081
restricted
restricted ----------------offito
in,
ranks,
ratings,
etc.,
correspond
advancement
etc.,
in
time
of
war,
advancement
of
offiof
ratings,
time
in
ranks,
1081
1085
1085
cers
duty
with
active duty-----------on active
Navy ----------------cers on
with Navy
1085
1085
regulations
examinations,
appointments, profor appointments,
examinations, pay, etc ---------regulations for
motions, etc.,
to be
be prescribedprescribed
1081
not
applicable to
officers_ _ 1085
retired officers__
to retired
etc., to
not applicable
motions,
commissioned
grades appointed
appointed by
commissioned grades
physically
Naval Reserve
Reserve officers
officers to be physically
Naval
President
alone; warrant,
warrant, by the
1085
President alone;
1085
examined every
every four
four years ---examined
---Secretary
1081
Secretary ----------honorably discharged
or on the hondischarged or
honorably
1081
enlistment terms;
1081
extensions ------terms; extensions
orary retired
for
enlistment
unfit for
if unfit
list if
retired list
orary
discharges from,
from, in
in time
time of
peace,
of peace,
discharges
active
service
1085
service----------------active
1081
limited
1081
--limited------------------retired
officers
of,•placed
on
honorary
retired
honorary
on
of,placed
officers
of
men transferred
to
transferred to
enlisted men
of enlisted
list
list without pay, etc., at age of
Fleet Reserve
subject
Reserve from Navy subject
Fleet
64
1085
64 -----------------------to
naval regulations
regulations ----------- 1081
to naval
or
after 25
years' service on own
25 years'
or after
provisions
in time of war,
for, in
provisions for,
request; services
counted ----1085
services counted
request;
1082
same as
for the
1082
Navy --------the Navy
as for
same
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and Marine
Naval
Corps Reserve—
Marine Corps
ReserveContinued.
Continued.
Fleet Naval Reserve members
members required
required
to perform training
training duty
duty anannually -nually--- ------------additional, with or without pay, with
their consent _
---------------subsistence, etc.,
etc., if without
pay
without pay--aircraft flying duty ---. increase for aircraft
compensation
compensation of officers below
below lieutenant commander
commander and
and enlisted
men; rates computed
computed--------number of drills limited; week end
end
cruises not regarded
regarded as duty
duty .-to officers
officers above lieutenants
lieutenants ----to officers
below lieutenant
lieutenant comcomofficers below
mander, and enlisted
enlisted men not
attached
attached to a
a division--------division
additional
additional to officers commanding
organizations,
etc
organizations, etc------------period when pay does not accrue_
accrue -_
obligation
obligation to serve four years in,
in,
after naval
naval service
service ends, may be
required at first enlistments---enlistments___ _
assignment to, on termination,
termination, unless
reenlisting in Navy----------Navy
no active duty required;
required; yearly
yearly
payment -----------------payment
pay, etc., if
attached to
if attached
to a
a division,
division,
etc
etc------------- - - - - - reenlistment in naval service upon
reenlistment
upon
completion of four years -----provisions
provisions for transfers
to, from
from
transfers to,
regular Navy
Navy enlistments
enlistments hereafter; pay, etc
etc ----------.....
duty limited in time of peace ---after 30 years
years placed on Navy retired list; pay, ratings, etc ---pay, etc., of men heretofore
heretofore transferred to, from the Navy -___transfer to retired
transfer
retired list
list after 30
years'
years' service;
service; pay, etc ------benefits to enrolled
enrolled men
Naval ReRemen of
of Naval
serve Force transferred to Naval
Reserve, reenlisting in
in Navy
Navy
after discharge from Reserve_
Reserve- _
-_
Fleet Naval Reserve
Reserve enlisted
enlisted men
transferred
transferred from reenlistments
reenlistments
in Navy,
Navy, etc., after 16, but less
than 20 years' naval service, to
to
receive stated pay, etc
etc ----- __if 20 or more years of
of service
service ---increase for extraordinary
extraordinary heroism,
heroism,
etc
etc-----------------.----__
minority enlistment counted as four
four
years' service
service ------------active duty to be performed by enlisted men so transferred
transferred to, in
in
each four year period --------physical examinations
required_--__
examinations required
transfer to retired list if
physiif not
not physically fit; pay, etc ---------allowed Navy retired
allowances,
retired allowances,
on completing 30 years'
years' service
ice-------------retired pay, etc., to enlisted
enlisted men,
transferred
completing
transferred to, upon completing
30 years'
years' service
service ---------_
Naval Militia constituted from OrganOrganized Militia of States, etc ----personnel
admitted to Fleet Reserve
personnel admitted
at grade, etc., qualified------qualified
to qualify for rank, etc., in one
year ---------_-------------
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1086
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1087
1087
1087
1087
1087
1087
1087
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1087
1087
1087
1087
1088
1088
1088
1088
1088
1088
1088
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1088
1088
1088
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Naval
Naval Militia;
Militia; officers and
men of
Naval
and men
of Naval
Reserve who
who are
are members
members of,
of,
relieved
relieved from militia
militia duty when
when
war,
on active service
service in
in time
time of
of war,
etc -------------------1088
--1088
loan of vessels,
vessels, etc., of Navy
Navy to,
to, for
for
training, etc.; organization, etc.,
etc.,
requirements----------------. 1088
requirements
1088
inspection
inspection of Naval Reserve
once
Reserve units
units once
a year by officers
a
officers of
Navy 1088
of the
the Navy
1088
Merchant Marine Naval Reserve
Merchant
conReserve constituted of citizens
citizens following the
sea for a
a profession,
profession, having
having
served
American vessels, etc_
served on American
etc- 1089
1089
transfers from, to
to Volunteer
Volunteer Naval
Naval
Reserve, or discharged,
discharged, three
three
years after ceasing
ceasing to follow
the
follow the
sea ---------.-------------1089
1089
may be given training
training upon
upon applicaapplication ----- ---------------1089
1089
payment
payment to, when not on active
active duty
duty
1089
with Navy, in time of
of peace
peace---1089
rates, etc.,
etc., additional
additional to
to training
training
duty----------------------.
duty
1089
1089
funds for, subject
subject to
to action
action by
by
Congress
Congress ---------------.1089
- 1089
flag or emblem
emblem for, may
may be
be preprescribed for
merchant
vessel
1089
for merchant vessel----1089
designated as suitable
vessel to be designated
as a
a naval auxiliary
1089
auxiliary---------1089
master
master and half of officers
officers to
be
to be
members of Naval Reserve
Reserve ---1089
1089
not to be flown in lieu of national
ensign
ensign ---- ------------1089
_--1089
Volunteer
Volunteer Naval Reserve
Reserve members
not
members not
required
required to drill, etc--------1089
1089
no pay to, except
except when ordered
ordered to
to
active or training
training duty
duty ------1089
1089
may, on application,
application, be
trainbe given training duty, etc
1089
etc ---------------- 1089
Secretary of
prescribe regularegulaSecretary
of Navy
Navy to prescribe
tion for organization,
organization, etc.,
etc., of
of
Naval Reserve--------------Reserve
1089
1089
to detail officers and enlisted men,
men,
make available
available vessels,
vessels, etc.,
etc., of
of
the Navy,
Navy, for development
development of
of
Reserve
Reserve --------------------1089
1089
employees of the
or Disthe Government
Government or
District of Columbia allowed
allowed leave
leave
without loss
of pay,
of absence without
loss of
pay,
etc., for days of training, etc.,
not exceeding
exceeding 15 days
days--------- 1090
1090
funds
funds for Naval Reserve
Reserve authorized
authorized to
to
be appropriated
appropriated yearly --- _-- - 1090
1090
statement
statement to be submitted
submitted with DepartDepartestimates -------------- 1090
ment estimates
1090
estimated amount
amount for Fleet Naval
Reserve -------------------1090
Reserve
1090
estimated amount for transfers from
from
Navy to Fleet Naval
Reserve_
1090
Naval Reserve__
1090
amount of $25
825 to member
member of Naval
Reserve, inactive-----------1090
1090
unobligated funds for Naval
unobligated
Reserve
Naval Reserve
available --------Force made available
1090
1090
effective date July 1,
1925
1090
1, 1925--------1090
Naval
Naval Reserve Force,
Force,
appropriation for mileage to officersofficers_ 183, 864
for transportation, etc., enlisted-_
enlisted__ 186,
186, 865
for organization,
organization, etc., expenses
expenses of...
of-_ 187,
187, 866
866
for pay, etc., on active training duty;
transportation,
transportation, subsistence,
s u b s i s t e n c e,
p1t -1187,
Q
0A
Mn
etc
866
e----------------------.----AO,
ow
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Naval
appropriation
pay, of other
other
retainer pay,
for retainer
appropriation for
than Fleet
Naval Reserve__
187, 866
866
Reserve--. 187,
Fleet Naval
than
for aviation
aviation material,
material, etc
etc ------187, 866
for
additional to
to other
other appropriations
appropriations
additional
for
vessels and
and airassigned vessels
for assigned
craft
187, 866
866
- 187,
craft ------------------ _ 187,
187, 866
consent for
for training
required- _
training required_
consent
issue
uniforms, etc.,
etc., to
to VolunVolunof uniforms,
issue of
188, 866
teer
Naval Reserve
188,
Reserve -------teer Naval
Naval Militia
part of,
of, until
made part
Militia made
Naval
June 30,
188, 867
1926-------------- 188,
30, 1926
June
benefits,
enrollment_ ___ 188, 867
on enrollment---etc., on
benefits, etc.,
duty credited
service_ 188, 867
active service-as active
credited as
duty
no retainer
if failing
to train_
train_ 188, 867
failing to
pay if
no
retainer pay
for
of members
members in active
subsistence of
for subsistence
873
service
194, 873
service--------------------for
remains of,
etc., remains
transporting, etc.,
for transporting,
dying
in
service
197,
875
dying in service ------------ 197, 875
deficiency
appropriation for
for 670,
670, 698,
698, 760,
760, 1349
1349
deficiency appropriation
abolished,
and Naval
Naval Reserve
created
Reserve created
abolished, and
in
1080
thereof---------------lieu thereof
in lieu
appointment
hereafter of
of officers
officers of,
of, as
appointment hereafter
officers
Regular Navy
Navy forin Regular
officers in
1273
bidden
bidden-------------------status
members not
prejudiced by
not prejudiced
of members
status of
temporary
Coast
appointment in Coast
temporary appointment
Guard
106
Guard----------------------106
serving-etc., while serving
no retainer
pay, etc.,
retainer pay,
no
106
credit given
given for
for service
service------------credit
of
supply officers
to have
have pay,
pay, etc.,
etc., of
of, to
officers of,
supply
rankfor World
World War
servactive servWar active
rankfor
of bonds-__
ice
bonds_ __
860
approval of
to approval
prior to
ice prior
uniform
gratuity to enrolled
enrolled men of,
uniform gratuity
charged
clothing and
to Navy clothing
charged to
873
small
found --------195, 873
195,
stores found
small stores
Naval
Reserve Officers'
Corps,
Training Corps,
Officers' Training
Naval Reserve
establishment
1276
authorized---------- 1276
of, authorized
establishment of,
regulations
conform to provito conform
for, to
regulations for,
sions
Army Corps---------Corps
1276
1276
for Army
sions for
powers conferred
upon Secretary
of
Secretary of
conferred upon
powers
1277
Navy
1277
----------Navy -----operation expenditures,
expenditures, etc.,
to be
be spespeetc., to
operation
cifically
for
1277
provided for---------cifically provided
members eligible
for appointment
appointment as
eligible for
members
Naval Reserve
officers
1277
1277
Reserve officers--------Naval
inclusion
proMarine Corps in all proof Marine
inclusion of
1277
visions
visions----------------------1277
total
personnel limited
limited--------------total personnel
Naval Stores,
Stores,
Naval
appropriation
for investigating
investigating gradappropriation for
ing, handling,
handling, etc
etc ----------- 447, 837
ing,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for expenses,
deficiency
establishing
standards,
etc., of
682
682
of _
establishing standards, etc.,
Naval Training
Stations,
Training Stations,
Naval
appropriation
California -------- 187,
187, 866
866
for California
appropriation for
for Rhode
187, 866
866
187,
Island ------------Rhode Island
for
for
Great
Lakes,
Ill
187,
866
866
187,
for Great Lakes, Ill-----------Va--------- 187, 866
Roads, Va
for
Hampton Roads,
for Hampton
limit,
services ---187, 866
etc., services
clerical, etc.,
limit, clerical,
Naval War
War College,
College,
Naval
appropriation
etc
188,
867
188, 867
maintenance, etc-for maintenance,
appropriation for
Navigable Streams,
Streams, etc.,
etc.,
Navigable
appropriation
polluinvestigating pollufor investigating
appropriation for
tion of--------------------of
76,
76, 775
tion
Conferdeficiency appropriation
for Conferappropriation for
deficiency
polluence on
prevention of
of oil
oil polluon prevention
ence
tion
of
1339
tion of---------------------provisions for
preventing oil
oil pollution
pollution
for preventing
provisions
604
by
604
in---------------deposits in
by deposits
surveys, etc.,
of, for
power developdevelopfor power
etc., of,
surveys,
ment.
authorized-------------- 1190
ment. authorized
Navigable Streams,
(see
of (see
Watersheds of
Streams, Watersheds
Navigable
Navigable
Conservation
of
Navigable
of
Conservation
Waters,
etc.).
Waters, etc.).

Navigation,
Navigation,
penalty for
for owner failing to extinguish
penalty
fire
and stop motor of automofire and
a vessel in
taken on a
bile when taken
navigable waters
waters-------------navigable
Navigation
Department of ComBureau, Department
Navigation Bureau,
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merce,
merce,
appropriation
Commissioner, and
appropriation for Commissioner,
office
personnel
229, 1038
office personnel-----------for
vessels
229, 1038
admeasurement of vessels---for admeasurement
pasfor
counting
for instruments for counting
229
sengers
sengers---------------------for
etc., to enforce naviboats, etc.,
motor boats,
for motor
gation laws--------------laws
229, 1038
gation
for preventing
preventing overcrowding
overcrowding of pasfor
229, 1038
senger vessels, etc
1038
etc-------senger
for enforcing
wireless communicacommunicaenforcing wireless
for
tion laws
laws ---------------229, 1039
1039
229,
tion
230, 1039
commissioners
1039
shipping commissioners-----for shipping
contingent expenses_
expenses_ 230, 1039
1039
for clerk hire; contingent
for enforcing
enforcing navigation
navigation laws,
laws, addiaddifor
tional,
706
1925-----------------tional, 1925
for
overcrowding of paspreventing overcrowding
for preventing
senger
etc., additional,
vessels, etc.,
senger vessels,
706
1925
1925------------------------for
wireless communicaenforcing wireless
for enforcing
706
1925----tion
tion laws, additional, 1925
for
shipping commissioners,
commissioners, addifor shipping
706
tional,
1925-----------------tional, 1925
deficiency
appropriation for enforcedeficiency appropriation
759
ment
navigation laws ------of navigation
ment of
for
preventing overcrowding
overcrowding of pasfor preventing
759
vessels, etc_-----------etc
senger vessels,
Navigation
Bureau, Navy (see Bureau
Bureau of
of
Navigation Bureau,
Navigation,
Navigation, Navy).
Navigation
Navigation Laws,
to
appropriation for motor boats, etc.,
etc., to
appropriation
229, 1038
enforce
enforce------------------for
enforcing, additional,
expenses, enforcing,
for expenses,
706
1925
1925----------------------deficiency
appropriation for enforcing,
enforcing,
deficiency appropriation
759
etc
etc-------------------------Navy,
appropriation for Secretary
Secretary of Navy,
appropriation
Assistant, etc--------------etc
182, 861
for pay,
pay, miscellaneous
miscellaneous----------- 183, 862
for
183
etc-------------------mileage, etc
delegates to International
International Redelegates
862
Council---------------search Council
- 184, 862
collecting
etc
collecting information, etc--interned prisoners of war
war------- 184, 862
damages claims-------------claims
184, 862
restriction
restriction on use at naval districts
tricts -------------------- 184, 862
limit, clerical, etc.,
etc., services
services at
stations---------- 184, 862
yards and stations
contingent
-184,184, 863
for contingent---------------expenses, government
government for Virgin
Virgin
for expenses,
Islands ------------------- 184, 863
Masmarine schools, New York, Masfor marine
sachusetts, and
Pennsylvania_ 184, 863
and Pennsylvaniasachusetts,
for care of lepers, etc., Guam and
Culion
184, 863
Culion-----------------for
laboratory---------- 184, 863
research laboratory
for research
for
Navigation, transporfor Bureau of Navigation,
186, 864
etc
tation, recruiting, etc-------transporting
dependents of officers
transporting dependents
and
men----------- 186, 865
and enlisted men
for
recreation for
men..--___ 186, 865
for enlisted men
for recreation
for contingent
contingent------------------ 186, 865
for gunnery
gunnery and
and engineering
engineering exerfor
cises
186, 865
865
cises----------------------for equipment
instruments,
equipment supplies, instruments,
for
etc
186,
865
186,865
etc --------------------- 187, 866
gyro compass testing, etc ----gyro
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appropriation for
for ocean
ocean and
and lake
lake sursurappropriation
187,
866
veys ------------------187, 866
for training
stations ------------- 187, 866
866
for
training stations
for
Reserve Force-------Force
187,
866
187, 866
for Naval
Naval Reserve
pay,
etc., while
while traintrainallowances, etc.,
pay, allowances,
ing
187,
866
ingA ----------187, 866
---------uniforms to Volunteer Naval Reserve
188
serve-----------------------Naval Militia made part of Naval
Reserve Force;
Force;• benefits, service
service
Reserve
credits, etc
etc---------------- 188, 867
retainer pay, other than Fleet Reretainer
serve
866
serve-----------------------for
188, 867
for Naval War College --------for
188, 867
for Naval Home
Home -------------for
of
for civilian
civilian personnel, Bureau of
Navigation
189,
189, 868
868
--Navigation------------_
Engineering, repairs,
repairs,
for Bureau
Bureau of Engineering,
etc.,
etc
869
etc., of machinery,
machinery, etc------190, 869
190, 869
equipment supplies
supplies ---------power developdevelopsubmarine motive power
ment ---------------------191
ment
191, 869
etc., services
services---------- 191,
clerical, etc.,
cargo ships, transports, etc.,
etc., restriction
191
striction--------------------for engineering
experiment station,
engineering experiment
Naval Academy----------Academy
191, 870
870
Naval
personnel, Bureau of Enfor civilian personnel,
gineering
191, 870
870
191,
--------gineering--for Bureau of Construction and Reconstruction, etc------etc
191, 870
pair, construction,
equipment
supplies ----------- 191,
870
191, 870
equipment supplies
clerical, etc.,
services
192,
870
192, 870
clerical,
etc., services---------personnel, Bureau of Confor civilian
civilian personnel,
struction and
Repair ------- 192, 871
struction
and Repair
ordnance
for Bureau of Ordnance, ordnance
and
ordnance stores -------- 192, 871
and ordnance
ordnance stations
192, 871
at ordnance
stations --schools at
chemical, etc.,
192, 871
etc., services .------chemical,
smokeless powder
for smokeless
powder ----- _----- 192, 871
purchase, etc., of torpedoes,
torpedoes, etc. 192, 871
for purchase,
for
projectiles,
for experimental
experimental work
work in projectiles,
etc ---------------------- 193, 871
for
Bureau of
of
for civilian
civilian personnel,
personnel, Bureau
Ordnance
193, 871
Ordnance------------ ---for Bureau of Supplies and Accounts,
pay
-- 193, 871
pay of
of officers
officers ----------allowance
193, 872
for rental allowance------------subsistence allowance
allowance-------- 193, 872
for subsistence
men, etc-----etc
193
872
for pay of enlisted men,
193, 872
apprentice seamen
seamen on training
for apprentice
872
ships, etc
etc----------------- 193,
193, 872
for pay
and allowances,
allowances,
Nurse
Corps -------------------- 193,
872
193,872
for retainer and active
active service pay,
Reserve-------- 193, 872
Fleet Naval Reserve
personal property losses; death
death
for personal
gratuities ----------------gratuities
193, 872
pay appropriations
accounted for
for
appropriations accounted
as one fund --------------- 193, 872
additional Medical
Medical personnel
personnel authorized for Veterans'
Bureau
thorized
Veterans' Bureau
hospitals_
194, 872
patients in Navy hospitals--midshipmen; restriction on appointments hereafter
872
pointments
hereafter -------- 194, 872
appointments at large or from enenappointments
listed personnel
personnel not affected
affected__ '-''it,, 872
- discharge
•
discharge permitted of minors enlisted without consent
consent of parent,
etc.,
etc., upon application
application therefor..
194
thereforservice
service in Naval
or
Military
Academy after March 4,
Academy
4, 1913,
1913,
longevity, etc_
not counted in longevity,
etc- 194, 872
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appropriation
194, 872
provisions -----for provisions
appropriation for
for maintenance;
maintenance; equipment
equipment sup194, 873
plies..--------------- --freight, Department
Department and bureaus
873
bureaus 195, 873
chemical, etc.,
etc., services
873
chemical,
services--------- 195, 873
outfits, uniform
uniform gratuity, etc.,
from clothing and small stores
873
195, 873
fund ------------------ -and transportation
transportation------ 195, 874
for fuelfuel-and
issues charged to appropriation
appropriation applicable ------------------894
195, 894
plicable
price for fuel on hand at last issue
rate
894
195, 894
rate----------------------permanent special working
working fund
fund
permanent
created
transfer from supply
supply
created by
by transfer
account
195
account---------------------functions
195
195
functions of fund
fund--------------Japanese earthissues for relief of Japanese
quake sufferers charged to supply
reimburseply fund
fund without
without reimbursement
195
195
ment ----------------------for •civilian personnel, Bureau of
874
Accounts ------ 196, 874
Supplies and Accounts
for Bureau
Bureau of Medicine
Medicine and Surgery,
surgeons' necessaries-------necessaries
196 874
196,
surgeons'
clerical, etc.,
etc., services
services---------- 196, 874
contingent
196, 874
874
for contingent----------------care of insane on the Pacific
Coast ---------------- 196,
196, 874
874
Coast
additions to designated
designated hospitals
additions
196
from naval hospital fund ------- 196
the dead
dead-------------- 196, 875
for care of the
home remains
remains of officers,
bringing home
etc
875
196, 875
etc-----------------------for civilian personnel, Bureau of
Medicine
Medicine and Surgery
Surgery-------- 197, 875
Bureau of Yards and Docks,
for Bureau
maintenance -------------- 197, 875
maintenance
clerical,
etc., services
197, 875
services----------- 197,
clerical, etc.,
motor vehicles, etc., restrictions_ 197, 875
for
for civilian
civilian personnel, Bureau of
Docks
-- 197, 876
Yards and Docks--------for public works at designated
designated navy
yards
stations
197, 876
yards and
and stations---------for Bureau of Aeronautics,
aviation
Aeronautics, aviation
expenses
877
expenses----------------- 199, 877
allotments
877
designated--------- 199, 877
allotments designated
accounted
fund
199,
877
199, 877
as one fund------accounted for as
shore stations limited to six ---199 877
877
199,
construction
airplane factory
construction of airplane
forbidden
199, 877
877
forbidden--------------payment of
of damages
aircraft
damages from aircraft
payment
to private
to
private property
property--------- 199, 877
for
civilian personnel, Bureau of
for civilian
Aeronautics
200, 877
Aeronautics -------------- 200
for
Academy
200, 878
878
for Naval Academy------------diversion of appropriations
appropriations reduced by decommissioning, etc.,
ships, to supplement maintemaintenance of Yards
Yards and Docks, etcetc....201
for Marine Corps------------201, 878
restriction on pay, etc.,
etc., of Navy
and Marine
Marine Corps
Corps officers
officers enGoverngaged in other than
than Governleave_ _ 202,
ment service while on
on leave_202, 879
for increase
increase of
with unexfor
of the
the Navy,
Navy, with
unexpended balances
balances ---------- 203, 880
880
pended
vessels,
continuing construction
construction of vessels,
as permitted by Conference
Conference
Treaty------------------Treaty
204, 880
converting battle
cruisers into
converting
battle cruisers
into aircraft carriers
carriers--------------- 204,
204, 881
881
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appropriation for one submarine
204
submarine ----appropriation
881
two submarines ---------------deships
settling contracts
contracts for
livered
204, 881
livered-------------------reimbursing contractors
contractors on account
account
of constructing
authorized vesconstructing authorized
204
sels ------------------------gyro compass
compass equipments and fire
control
instruments
instruments for destroyers
stroyers------------------- 204, 881
"Colofire control apparatus
apparatus on "Colorado" and "West
"West Virginia"__
Virginia"._
881
completing armor, torpedoes, etc.,
etc.,
completing
for authorized
authorized ships ---- ____
204, 881
transfers from naval
naval supply actransfers
204
count
appropriation_
count fund to this appropriation_
President requested
requested to negotiate
agreements
agreements with Great Britain,
etc., to limit ship and aircraft
aircraft
construction,
construction, and number of
officers and men-------------men
204
appropriations for
use of naval appropriations
Department
purposes
repurposes
stricted
204, 881
stricted-----------------details for dispensary
dispensary or radio
details
communication
Department
communication not Department
service
service-------------------- 204, 881
officers, etc., using time
pay to officers,
no pay
measuring devices
devices on work of
employees
employees----------------- 204, 881
cash
restricted --__ 204, 881
cash rewards, etc., restricted_
no repairs, purchase,
purchase, etc., from
private
contractors, of ships,
private contractors,
machinery,
machinery, etc., that can be
made at navy yards or arsenals,
arsenals,
if cost not increased thereby
thereby - 205, 881
for
pensions------------------- 414, 1164
for pensions
709
1925_ __
for Naval Home, additional, 1925for
Naval
additional, 1925_
709
1925Academy, additional,
for Naval Academy,
710
for
Marine
Corps,
additional,
1925_
for Marine Corps, additional, 1925-deficiency
appropriation for Bureau of
deficiency appropriation
46,
Navigation
Navigation----------------57,
57, 61, 698, 700, 760, 760, 1349, 1351
for
57,
miscellaneous ------------pay, miscellaneous
for pay,
61, 689, 698, 700, 760, 1349, 1351
for increase of compensation
compensation ------57
57,
for
Bureau of Engineering
Engineering ---------for Bureau
698, 1336, 1349, 1351
for Bureau of Construction and
Repair
57,
57, 1336, 1349
Repair--------------for
Ordnance------ 57, 61, 1349
Bureau of Ordnance_
for Bureau
57,
for
Navy-------------of the Navy
for pay of
700, 760, 1349, 1351, 1353
698, 700,
61, 698,
for Bureau
Bureau of Supplies
Supplies and Acfor
counts
57, 61,698,
61, 698, 700, 760, 1349
counts---for provisions
57
provisions-------------------for
57, 61,
1349, 1353
61, 700, 1349,
freight--------- 57,
for freight
for
transportation
57
and transportation--------fuel and
for fuel
for
57, 61, 689, 698, 760, 1349, 1351
aviation 57,
for aviation
for Marine
Marine Corps ---------------- 57, 61,
for
698, 700, 1349,
1351, 1353
1349, 1351,
698,
for Bureau
Bureau of
_
61,
---Yards and Docks _
of Yards
for
698, 1336,
1349
1336, 1349
698,
for
transportation and
recruiting.. _
- _. 689
-_
and recruiting
for transportation
for
expenses, scrapping
scrapping of naval
for expenses,
689
vessels
vessels--------------------for
Panama Railroad
Railroad
Company,
for Panama
689
refund -------------------refund
for
damages claims,
collisions with
with
claims, collisions
for damages
naval
vessels
689,
1335
naval vessels___---------for
for

monument
Fort,
at Charles Fort,
monument at
Parris Island,
690
C-----------S. C
Island, S.
Parris
for
Naval Reserve
698,
Force -----------Reserve Force
for Naval
760, 1349, 351
760,1349,

cavil
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deficiency appropriation
appropriation for Bureau of
deficiency
700,
Medicine
Surgery
and Surgery----Medicine and
for
Observatory------------for Naval
Naval Observatory
for
investigation of
oil, etcetc ---of fuel oil,
for investigation
for
alterations to designated
major alterations
for major
vessels
vessels----------------------for
of the
Navy1336
the Navy----------increase of
for increase
for
aviation claim----------------claim
for aviation
adjusted
World War
compensation for World
adjusted compensation
service
in-------------------service in
authorized in desigalterations,
etc. authorized
alterations, etc.,
nated battleships------------battleships
nated
new
York" and
and
New York"
fire control, "New
new fire
"Texas"
"Texas" -------------------construction
authorized of eight scout
construction authorized
cruisers;
speed, etc
etc------cost, speed,
cruisers; cost,
six
river boats; cost, etc ----------six river
armor and
armament at South
South
and armament
armor
..-Charleston,
Va., plant
Charleston, W. Va.,
work
at navy
navy yards
yards if cost not inwork at
creased thereby-------------thereby
creased
above authorizations
authorizations subject
subject to treaty
above
limitations ------------------suspended if
conference
if international
international conference
suspended
for naval
limitation held------held
naval limitation
for
appointment authorized
authorized of Richard
appointment
a lieutenant
lieutenant
Evelyn Byrd,
Byrd, jr., a
Evelyn
commander on
on retired
list of
_
of _---retired list
commander
Henry F.
F. Mulloy
as ensign
ensign--------Mulloy as
Henry
Captain
Douglas E.
E. Dismukes,
Dismukes, in
Captain Douglas
recognition of
of gallant
gallant service in
recognition
World
when retired
have
retired to have
War when
World War
rear admiral---admiral1279 ---- rank of rear
disbursing
officers relieved
relieved from redisbursing officers
sponsibility for
losses,
certain losses,
for certain
sponsibility
etc.,
incurred in World War
War
etc., incurred
extendedservice accounts; time extended_
service
enlisted
men
retired,
who
served
as
served
enlisted men retired, who
commissioned
commissioned officers in World
War,
to have
have pay of retired
War, to
warrant officers
officers--------------warrant
helium for,
for to be
obtained from Bureau
be obtained
helium
of Mines-------------------Mines
of
production, etc.
funds of,
be
of, to be
etc., funds
production,
transferred to
Mines Bureau--Bureau_ __
to Mines
transferred
insurance provisions
provisions in World War
War
insurance
Veterans' Act
Act---------------Veterans'
limits
converting
increased for converting
of cost increased
limits of
"
Lexington" and "Saratoga
"Saratoga"
"Lexington"
carriers--------airplane carriers
into airplane
loan of flags, for inaugural
inaugural ceremonies
ceremonies in
in
loan
Washington,
March 4,
Washington, D. C., March
1925
1925----------------------Naval
established as part of;
Reserve established
Naval Reserve
provisions relating
relating to
1080
to---------provisions
per diem
allowance for
for making aerial
aerial
diem allowance
per
surveys of
of rivers
and harbors__
harbors_-- _
rivers and
surveys
rental allowances
modified-officers modified
to, officers
allowances to,
rental
repeal
authority for
for turret gun
of authority
repeal of
changes
changes--------------------retainer
pay of
transferred members
members of
of transferred
retainer pay
Fleet
Reserve July 1,
Naval Reserve
Fleet Naval
1922,
computed at
rates for
for
at rates
1922, computed
enlisted men
men----------------enlisted
minimum
allowance
minimum allowance-------------sundry
affecting the
the_
matters affecting
specified matters
sundry specified
to
men
in, after
after transfer
transfer to
reenlisting in,
men reenlisting
Fleet
credited
Reserve credited
Naval Reserve
Fleet Naval
with pay,
active
on active
while on
etc., while
pay, etc.,
with
duty in
Reserve --------in Fleet
Fleet Reserve
duty
enlisted men
men in,
or Marine
Marine Corps,
Corps rein, or
enlisted
reenlisting
stored to rank, etc.,
etc., on reenliaing
stored
after discharge
service to be
be
from service
discharge from
after
enrolled as
as officer
Reserve_
in Reserve--officer in
enrolled
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payments made
made to assistants
assistants to chiefs
payments
status of
of members
of Fleet Reserve
members of
status
of
to be allowed by
bureaus to
of bureaus
when
appointment as
temporary appointment
when temporary
1270
Comptroller General ---.---Comptroller
1270
officers
revoked-------officers in the, revoked
highest
highest pay of rank to assistants
enlisted man
man discharged
discharged from, and in
enlisted
while
while serving as such -.------.
four
enrolled as officer in
months enrolled
four months
record of service
0. Maas
Reserve
Force, deemed
service of Charles O.
deemed transrecord
Reserve Force,
in Naval
Naval Reserve
recogferred
to Fleet
Reserve Force recogin
Reserve when
Fleet Reserve
ferred to
1270
nized as
active duty
duty ---------as active
nized
discharged,
etc--------------discharged, etc
Navy Band,
Band, designated,
designated, pay of leader,
Navy
enlisted man
discharged from for enman discharged
enlisted
etc
rollment
as Reserve
Reserve officer,
officer, reetc------------------------rollment as
duced
Navy rating
rating at his own
to Navy
duced to
Naval
allowances,
pay, allowances,
Band, pay,
Academy Band,
Naval Academy
unexpired
request, and serving unexpired
etc
request,
etc-----------------------to
enrollment period
period in Navy, to
enrollment
established- -_
enlistment periods
periods in the, established__
enlistment
have
pay, etc.,
not dis- 1270
if not
as if
etc., as
have pay,
minors enlisting without consent
consent of
1270
charged -------------------charged
parent, etc.,
discharged
etc., may be discharged
parent,
relieved of
charges
on application
charges of desertion may be relieved
application--------------on
in
men
serving
honorably
Army,
honorably
men serving
Sand
Wash., site for air station
Point, Wash.,
Sand Point,
Navy,
or Marine
Marine Corps subseNavy, or
may be accepted
accepted free of cost, etcetc_
may
1270
--quently
during
World
War
War
quently during
addition to
Brooklyn, N. Y., addition
South Brooklyn,
honorable
discharge to be entered
entered on
honorable discharge
site of supply depot may be
1271
record
acquired
record----------------------acquired--------------------to
no
back pay,
pay, etc., for service prior to
no back
Pearl
Harbor,.
Hawaii, naval station,
Harbor,
Pearl
1271
1271
War
World War-----------------harbor
improvement directed_
directed - _-_
harbor improvement
retired officers
credited with all active
officers credited
retired
water
San
Diego, Calif.,
Calif., naval
naval base water
San Diego,
duty
April 6,
6, 1917,
March 3,
1917, to March
duty April
front
development continued-continued__ -_
front development
1921,
retirement, in com1921, since retirement,
1271
increased of scout cruisers
cruisers
limit of cost increased
1271
puting
longevity pay --------puting longevity
and
submarine tender -------and submarine
Marine
and
disbursing
officers
of,
officers
disbursing
Naval Reserve
Reserve Officers Training
Training Corps,
Naval
Corps,
allowed credit
credit for civil outCorps, allowed
established,
etc
etc--------------established,
discharged
men
fits
enlisted
discharged
fits to enlisted
at
reimbursing
designated prisoners at
reimbursing designated
since
November 13, 1917, for
since November
1271
Portsmouth,
H. naval prison
Portsmouth, N. H.,
1271
bad
conduct, etc
etc-------------bad conduct,
for stolen
stolen bonds, etc---------et:c
for
to
commodore retired rank not given to
commodore
temporary officers
officers of,
Marine Corps;
and Marine
of, and
temporary
staff officer,
officer, unless rank of capstaff
incapacitated
1271
found physically
physically incapacitated
found
1271
tain attained
attained---------------tain
in
appointments
duty, and appointments
line of duty,
in line
authorized at
aviation
acquiring authorized
aviation sites; acquiring
1271
revoked,
considered as retired
revoked, considered
1271
Galveston,
Tex
Galveston, Tex--------------etc---------------with pay, etc
1271
Lakehurst,
J---------------. 1271
Lakehurst, N. J
1271
officers retired
physical disability
retired for physical
officers
1271
Quantico, Va ----------------1271
originating
originating between April 6,
1271
Chatham,
Mass---------------hatham, Mass
1271
1917,
and March
1921, while
March 3, 1921,
1917, and
Tex-..-_ 1271
sale
authorized at
at Galveston,
Galveston, Tex__
sale authorized
1272
holding
rank, to be
holding temporary rank,
1272
Marine Corps
personnel ----------Corps personnel
Marine
advanced
retired list ------on retired
advanced on
claims
contractors for losses caused
of contractors
claims of
requirement
return of advances
advances to
to
by fixed-price
fixed-price contracts
contracts April 6,
for return
by
requirement for
Naval
Academy for
for dairy, re1917,
to November
November 11, 1918, to
to
Naval Academy
1917, to
pealed, etc
investigated, etc.,
etc., by the
etc-----------------pealed,
be investigated,
1273
Secretary
1273
Secretary------------------national
flag to be issued free of cost to
national flag
on
contracts uncompleted
uncompleted April 6,
on contracts
nearest relative
relative of officer, etc.,
nearest
1917,
occasioned by GovernGovern1917, occasioned
who died
died during
during World War
who
ment priority orders, etc., April
ment
period
period----------------------6, 1917,
1917, to November
1918
1273
November 11, 1918-_
6,
"Constiturestoration, etc., of frigate
frigate "Constiturestoration,
estimates
to be
submitted; proof
proof
be submitted;
estimates to
tion" authorized
authorized------------tion
advanced
required, if losses from
required,
any staff
active list who held
officer on active
staff officer
any
wages ordered
Governordered by the Governwages
1273
rank
during
rear admiral during
of rear
rank of
1273
ment
ment----------------------World War,
may be placed
etc., may
War, etc.,
World
authority
conferred to secure
secure eviauthority conferred
1273
on
retired list; pay, etc -------on retired
1273
dence,
etc
dence, etc------------------officers
of, and Marine
specially
Marine Corps, specially
transfers of
Reserve Force officers to,
of Reserve
officers of,
transfers
1273
commended for combat duty in
1273
commended
hereafter, forbidden----------forbidden
World War,
for
retired for
when retired
War, when
payment
dishonorably disWorld
persons dishonorably
payment to persons
1274
age
and ineligible
ineligible for promotion,
age and
etc-----------------charged, etc
to be
be placed on next higher
higher
to
marines
discharged for bad conduct to
to
marines discharged
1274
grade
1274
have
grade-----------------------have civilian outer clothing ---1274
supply
officers of,
have pay of rank
etc ---__ 127to have
of, to
composition, pay, etc__
Marine
supply officers
Marine Band, composition,
for
War active service
World War
for World
warrant electrician
electrician grades established,
established,
warrant
bonds----1274
_
prior to approval of bonds
1274
etc
etc-------------------------transfer
of, vessels,
Coast
vessels, etc., to Coast
transfer of,
precedence of present gunners
gunners if apprecedence
1274
Guard
enforcement -- -for law enforcement
Guard for
127pointed
to
pointed to-----------------two
to
transferred to
vessels of, transferred
obsolete vessels
two obsolete
reimbursement
reimbursement to persons who adArmy Air Service for airplane
vanced
pay to Navy officers and
vanced pay
tests--------------bombing tests
127J
War- 1275
enlisted men during World War_
enlisted
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Navy
appropriation
for civilian
personnel,
Lost
civilian personnel,
at Sea,
Sea,
Lost at
appropriation for
Bureau
Construction and Reerection of,
of, on
public grounds, WashWashof Construction
Bureau of
on public
erection
192, 871
ington, D.
authorized
14
pair
14
D. C.,
C., authorized-----pair--------------------ington,
192, 871
for
Bureau of
expenses
192,
Ordnance, expenses__
approved by
of Ordnance,
site and
to be approved
design to
for Bureau
and design
site
14
for
civilian personnel,
Bureau of Ordpersonnel, Bureau
Commission
for civilian
Commission of Fine Arts -----nance
193,
871
193,871
Navy
Band, United
United States,
States,
nance-----------------Navy Band,
Accounts,
for
of Supplies
Supplies and Accounts,
band
at Washington,
Washington, D.
D. C.,
C., navy
navy yard
yard
Bureau of
for Bureau
band at
pay of
the Navy-----------Navy
193, 871
871
193,
1275
pay
of the
designated
as
..
designated as.----.----------for
195, 873
for freight
freight -------------------pay
leader; service
service counted
counted for
of leader;
pay of
special
working fund
fund
1275
permanent working
longevity__
special permanent
----------------longevity established
195
1275
established------------------no back
back pay,
etc---------------pay, etc
no
issues
furnished Japan
Japan earthquake
earthquake
concert
issues furnished
while on concert
no
of allowances
allowances while
loss of
no loss
sufferers
195
tours
1275
sufferers--------------------1275
tours ----------------------for
personnel, Bureau
SupBureau of Supfor civilian
civilian personnel,
Navy Department
Department (see
also Navy),
Navy),
(see also
Navy
plies
and Accounts
Accounts --------- 196, 874
plies and
appropriation
Secretary, Assistant,
Assistant,
for Secretary,
appropriation for
for Bureau
Bureau of
and Surgery,
Surgery,
of Medicine
Medicine and
for
and
personnel--------- 182, 861
office personnel
and office
expenses
expenses ------------------ 196, 874
salaries
to average
average rates,
rates,
limited to
salaries limited
repairs,
repairs, additions, etc., to desigAct----- 182, 861
under Classification
Classification Act
under
nated
hospitals from
hosiaval hosfrom naval
nated hospitals
if only
one position
position in
in a
grade_ ___
861
a grade---if
only one
196
pital
pital fund
fund-------------------restriction not
clerito cleriapplicable to
not applicable
restriction
for
personnel, Bureau of
of
civilian personnel,
for civilian
cal-mechanical service
182, 861
service------- 182,
cal-mechanical
197, 874
Medicine
Surgery
and Surgery------Medicine and
861
no reduction
fixed salaries----salaries
of fixed
reduction of
no
for
Bureau of
Docks, exexand Docks,
of Yards
Yards and
for Bureau
transfers to
another position
withposition withto another
transfers
197, 875
penses
penses ------------------861
out reduction
reduction ---------------861
out
for
personnel, Bureau
Bureau of
civilian personnel,
for civilian
payments under
under higher
perrates perhigher rates
payments
876
Yards and
and Docks
Docks ---------197, 876
Yards
mitted_
182, 861
861
182,
mitted-------------------for public
public works,
works, Bureau
Bureau of Yards
for
for
civilian
personnel,
General
General
personnel,
civilian
for
876
197,
and Docks
Board
182, 861
Docks----------------and
861
Board--------------------- 182,
for Bureau
of Aeronautics,
Aeronautics, aviation
aviation
Bureau of
for
Naval
and Retiring
Retiring
Examining and
Naval Examining
877
expenses
199, 877
199,
expenses-----------------Boards
183,
861
183,861
Boards ------------------for civilian
civilian personnel,
Bureau of
personnel, Bureau
for
861
Compensation
Board
183, 861
Compensation Board---------Aeronautics
Aeronautics---------------- 200, 877
------ 183, 862
for contingent
expenses --contingent expenses
for
200, 878
for Naval
Naval Academy-------Academy
200,
---for
---- ---- 183, 862
for stationery,
etc ---stationery, etc
for
diversion
appropriations reduced
reduced
of appropriations
diversion of
naval
appropriations not
service appropriations
naval service
by
decommissioning, etc.,
etc., ships,
ships,
by decommissioning,
purto
used for
for Department
Department purto be
be used
to
maintenance of
supplement maintenance
to supplement
poses
862
183,862
poses---------------------- 183,
201
yards
docks
201
and docks-------------yards and
for
binding for
183, 862
for- ------ 183,
and binding
printing and
for printing
for
Marine Corps
Corps--------------- 201, 878
for Marine
for
miscellaneous ---183,
183, 862
pay, miscellaneous
Navy pay,
for Navy
203, 880
for
of the
the Navy
Navy -------- 203,
for increase
increase of
for
184, 863
contingent------------ 184,
Navy, contingent
for Navy,
negotiations
agreerequested for agreenegotiations requested
for
Government for
for the Virgin Isfor Government
etc., to
ment
with Great
Great Britain,
Britain, etc.,
to
ment with
184,863
lands
• 184,
863
lands---------------------limit
construction of
vessels and
and
of vessels
limit construction
for State
184, 863
schools---------- 184,
marine schools
State marine
for
officers
aircraft,
and number
of officers
number of
aircraft, and
for care
of lepers,
etc., Guam
Guam and
and
lepers, etc.,
care of
for
204
and
permitted ----------men permitted
and men
184, 863
Culion
184,
Culion------------------709
for
Naval Home,
Home, additional,
additional, 1925-1925
for Naval
for research
laboratory ----------- 184,
184, 863
research laboratory
for
709
for
Naval Academy,
1925_
Academy, additional, 1925for Naval
for Office
Office of
Naval Records and
of Naval
for
additional,
for
Hydrographic Office,
Office, additional,
for Hydrographic
Library,
civilian personnel__
185, 864
personnel- --__ 185,
Library, civilian
1925
710
1925-----------------------for collecting
collecting naval
naval records
records of the
for
710
1925 _
for
Marine Corps,
Corps, additional,
additional, 1925_
for Marine
864
World War
185,
185, 864
War--------------World
61,
for Judge
Judge Advocate
Advocate General's
45, 57, 61,
Navy- 45,
Office,
deficiency
appropriation for Navy_
General's Office,
deficiency appropriation
for
civilian
689,
698, 700, 760, 1335, 1349, 1351, 1353
1353
personnel ----------- 185, 864
689,698,700,760,1335,1349,1351,
civilian personnel
for
Chief of
of Naval
Naval Operations
Operations Office,
for judgments,
judgments, United
courts,
Office,
States courts,
United States
for
for Chief
civilian
personnel ----------- 185,
185, 864
under -----53, 696,
696, 758,
758, 1347,
1347, 1347
1347
864
53,
under
civilian personnel
for
Board of
of Inspection
Survey,
for judgments,
judgments, United
United States court,
and Survey,
Inspection and
for
for Board
185, 864
civilian
personnel _
condemned
under,
property condemned
for property
under, for
civilian personnel----------54
--------for
of Naval
Communicaunder Lever
Act
54
Lever Act---Naval Communicaunder
Director of
for Director
tions,
personnel
185, 864
864
for judgments,
185,
courts,
States courts,
United States
civilian personnel-----for
judgments, United
tions, civilian
for
Office, civilian
758
etc----civilian
under; collision
collision claims,
claims, etc
under;
Intelligence Office,
Naval Intelligence
for Naval
personnel for judgments,
judgments, Court
Court of
of Claims
Claims under
54,
-------------- 185, 864
personnel
for
696,
1347
for
Bureau of
Navigation, ex758, 1347
697, 758,
ex696, 697,
of Navigation,
for Bureau
penses -----------------186
864
186, 864
for freight
freight --------57,
57, 61, 670, 698, 1353
penses
for
for Naval
Naval Reserve
Force--------- 187, 866
Reserve Force
for
for administrative
administrative expenses,
expenses, World
World
for
867
for Naval
Naval War
188,
188, 867
College--------War College
for
War
Adjusted Compensation
Compensation
War Adjusted
867
for Naval
188,
188, 867
Home --------------Naval Home
for
Act
688,
1335
688, 1335
Act--------------------for civilian
civilian personnel,
Bureau of
of
personnel, Bureau
for
Observatory --------689, 756
for
756
689,
for Naval
Naval Observatory
Navigation
189,
88
868
189,
Navigation ---------------for
damages claims
689, 1338
1338
claims------ 689,
collision damages
for collision
for
Hydrographic
Office
189,
868
for Hydrographic Office---------- 189, 868
for
acquiring private
private fishery
fishery rights,
rights,
for acquiring
for Naval
190,
190, 868
Observatory --------Naval Observatory
for
Pearl Harbor,
Harbor, Hawaii
Hawaii --------690
Pearl
for
Nautical
Almanac
Office
190,
869
869
for Nautical Almanac Office------- 190,
1335
for
binding for
for_--------1335
and binding
printing and
for printing
for
Bureau
of
Engineering,
exfor Bureau of Engineering, exauthorized
for
etc., for
lands, etc.,
acquire lands,
to acquire
authorized to
penses
190, 869
penses -------------------- 190,869
production
operate
gas, operate
helium gas,
of helium
production of
for
civilian
personnel,
Bureau
of
EnEnfor civilian personnel, Bureau of
908
plants,
etc
experiment, etc-------plants, experiment,
gineering
190, 870
870
gineering ---------------- 190,
in
balances
of
appropriations
covered
in
covered
appropriations
of
balances
for
Bureau
of
Construction
and
ReReand
for Bureau of Construction
934
for
temporary buildings
buildings-------for temporary
191,870
_------------- 191,
nair
.ernpnses
expenses
870
Y--r --l------rpair,
t
-
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claims by or
against Shipping
Shipping Board
or against
claims
and, canceled
1209
1209
and,
canceled---------------1210
affected--------private claims not affected
expenditures
authorized from allotexpenditures authorized
ments to, for Veterans'
Bureau
Veterans' Bureau
beneficiaries
beneficiaries -------------- 532, 1211
hospital
etc., of, to be utilized
hospital facilities, etc.,
by
610
Bureau---------610
by Veterans'
Veterans' Bureau
use of Shipping Board appropriations
appropriations
for
forbidden.._
531
claims of, forbidden-for paying
paying claims
Navy Yards,
construction,
authorized vessels
construction, etc.,
etc., of authorized
at, if facilities
facilities permit, cost not
increased,
etc_
719
increased, etc----------------719
purchase, repair, etc., of naval vessels,
vessels,
machinery
machinery or articles from private contractor which can be
produced at, forbidden
forbidden--- ------ 205
permitted if no increase
increase in cost inpermitted
205
volved --------------------Navy Yearbook,
etc., repealed_
provision for compiling, etc.,
repealed _
- 1106
Nay-gwa-nay-be-ke-wain-zee, Mille
MiUe Lac
Band of Indians
Indians Chief,
Chief,
payment to heirs of, from Court of
Claims judgment
judgment for the Band
818
Band-818
John,
Neagle, John,
loan
portraits of Daniel
Daniel Webster
Webster and
and
loan of
of portraits
exhibition in
Henry Clay, for exhibition
Philadelphia of works of the
Philadelphia
artist
1252
artist----------------------1252
Neah
Neah Bay Agency, Wash.,
appropriation for support,
etc., of Insupport, etc.,
appropriation
dians at, from tribal funds---funds__ __ 1161
Nebraska
National Forest,
Nebraska National
Forest,Nebr.,
trees to arid land residents from nurseries of
of------------------ 445, 835
First Lieutenant
Lieutenant Erick Henning,
Nelson, First
Henning,
Army Air Service,
Army
Service,
advanced 500 files on the promotion
promotion
advanced
list in recognition
recognition of world flight
flight
accomplished
accomplished by him
him---------979
distinguished service medal
medal accorded
accorded to,
distinguished
and acceptance
acceptance of medals or
decorations from foreign
foreign governdecorations
governments, authorized
authorized -----------979
Nelson, Knute, late a
a Senator,
Senator,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for pay
to
deficiency
pay to
daughter of ----------------33
daughter
Nematodes,
Nematodes,
appropriation for
appropriation
for study of plant infesting -------.----------..-441, 831
Neponset
Neponset River, Mass.,
Mass.,
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., of, to be
made
made----------------------1191
Netherlands,
Netherlands,
appropriation
to
206,
1015
206, 1015
for minister
minister to-----appropriation for
Nett Lake Agency,
Agency, Minn.,
appropriation
etc., of Inappropriation for support, etc.,
dians at, from tribal funds
funds_---____
411
Neuse River, N. C.,
examination, etc.,
preliminary examination,
etc., of, to
to be
be
made, New Bern to Smithfield__
Smithfield-- 1193
Neutrality Act,
Neutrality
appropriation for expenses under_
1018
under -_ 209, 1018
appropriation
Nevada,
appropriation for
surveyor general,
appropriation
for surveyor
general,
clerks, etc-------.---------etc
394
for support, etc., of Indians
Indians in--- 409, 1159
for support, etc., of Indians
Indians in, addiadditional, 1925
708
1925-----------------deficiency
appropriation for support,
deficiency appropriation
etc.. Indians
in------------56.
etc.,
Indians
in
56,
------------------- I 1348
- -
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selection by, validated,
validated, of tract
tract relinrelinselection
quished by Central Pacific Railway Company
Company--------------812
812
Tahoe National Forest, California and,
Tahoe
area extended
'
654
area
extended---------------654
Ind.,
New Albany, Ind.,
terms
751
terms of
of court
court at
at-------------------751
New Bern, N. C,
C,
New
intracoastal
intracoastal barge line to be reestabreestablished between Baltimore
Baltimore and......
1255
and-issue of Army stores, etc., for relief of
sufferers from fire
fire at, in 1922,
approved; credits
allowed in
approved;
credits allowed
accounts for--------------1285
accounts
_ 1285
Avenue NW.,
D. C.,
NW D
C
New Hampshire
Hampshire Avenue
appropriation for paving,
paving, Grant Circle
appropriation
Street
547
to Allison Street-------------547
New Haven, Conn.,
Conn.,
preliminary examination,
etc., to be
preliminary
examination, etc.,
refuge in
made, for harbor of refuge
Cove1192
Morris Cove----------------1192
New Jersey
Judicial District,
District,
Jersey Judicial
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for paying
deficiency
judgment of court to New
judgment
Company ----1346
River Collieries
Collieries Company
New Mexico,
appropriation for surveyor
surveyor general,
appropriation
clerks, etc
394
394
etc-------------------for
damages to
to
for repairs, etc.,
etc., flood
flood damages
irrigation
pueblos in_-in....
403
irrigation systems, pueblos
Indians in__
etc., of Indians
in --_ 409, 1159
1159
for support, etc.,
for
for support, etc., of
of Indians in,
in, addiadditional, 1925
708
1925-----------------deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for support,
etc., of Indians in ----------- 56, 698
compact
La
of Colorado and,
and, for
for use of
of La
compact of
Plata River, approved by Congress
796
gress----------------------jurisdiction of district
district court in suits to
to
jurisdiction
quiet title to Pueblo Indian land
636
grants ----------------------636
drought stricken areas
loans to farmers
farmers in drought
of, for purchase
purchase of seed, etc----etc_____
110
110
appropriation
110
110
appropriation for ----------------one-half cost of bridging San Juan
Juan River
one-half
near Bloomfield,
Bloomfield, to be paid by-.
by....
800
near
sums for allotting lands, etc., not to be
used
unless reused for Indians in, unless
domain prior to
to
siding on public domain
June 30,
1148
- 398, 1148
30, 1914
1914 ----------June
tract of
land in,
in, permanently
permanently withwithof land
tract
drawn for Navajo Indians
1114
Indians-----1114
drawn
District,
New Mexico Judicial
JudicialDistrict,
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for paying
paying
judgment
district court, in
judgment of district
reclamation
53
reclamation proceedings
proceedings------constitution of
642
of-------------------terms
642
terms of
of court, at
at Albuquerque
Albuquerque------Las Cruces ---------------642
..Las Vegas ---------------------642
642
Raton
642
Raton------.------------------Roswell-----------------------642
Santa Fe_---__-----------------Fe
642
Silver City ---------------------642
Silver
adjournment, etc.,
adjournment,
etc., if insufficient business at Las
Las Vegas, Las
Las Cruces,
Cruces,
Silver City, or Raton---------Raton
642
rooms to be furnished
furnished at Silver City,
Las Vegas and Raton---------Raton
642
transfer
transfer of
of causes,
causes, to place
place of sitting of
of
court
642
court ------------------- --marshal and clerk to appoint deputies,
etc
etc------------------ ------- 642
642
transfer to new court building at city
city
of
Las Vegas
643
of Las
Vegas when
when completed
completed-----643
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New Mexico
Page.
rage.
Mexico Pueblos,
Pueblos,
New
appropriation for
project
irrigation project
for irrigation
appropriation
for
400, 1151
for --------------------- 400,1151
New Orleans
Commerce,
of Commerce,
Association of
Orleans Association
New
lease
of Army
Army Quartermaster
Quartermaster depot
lease of
authorized to,
exhibition
for exhibition
to, for
authorized
purposes --------------------100
purposes
New
Orleans, La.,
New Orleans,
appropriation for
for mint
at ---------- 77, 776
mint at
appropriation
79
for
mint
to mint---------------repairs to
for repairs
for passport
passport bureau
1015
bureau ----------- 206, 1015
for
for dispatch
207, 1016
1016
agent-----------dispatch agent
for
for marine
hospital, improvements-improvements__
778
marine hospital,
for
for quarantine
778
improvements
station, improvements
quarantine station,
for
710
for mint
mint at,
1925
710
additional, 1925------at, additional,
for
Galveston
intracoastal
waterway to Galveston
intracoastal waterway
Bay, Tex.,
1187
authorized--------Tex., authorized
Bay,
103
locationmay
bridge Mississippi
Mississippi River; location_
may bridge
New Orleans,
Trade ExInternationalTrade
La., International
Orleans, La.,
New
position, 1925,
1.925,
position,
invitation to
to States
States and
foreign governand foreign
invitation
ments to
participate in, auto participate
ments
1253
thorized
thorized--------------------official recognition
of Hamilton
Hamilton K.
recognition of
official
Avery,
as vice
president of, revice president
Avery, as
quested
1253
quested ---------------------articles for
for exhibition
exhibition at, admitted
admitted free
articles
of
duty, under
regulations
1253
1253
under regulations-----of duty,
sale, etc.,
on payment
payment of import
etc., on
sale,
1253
duties
duties ---------------------- withdrawn
for sale,
sale, etc.,
etc., subject
subject to
to
withdrawn for
duty then
in force
1253
1253
force------------then in
duty
1253
allowance
deterioration, etc--etc_ __
allowance for deterioration,
1253
punishment
etc___
punishment for illegal sales, etc--New River
River Collieries
Company,
Collieries Company,
New
appropriation for paying
deficiency
paying indeficiency appropriation
1346
to-------terest
judgment to
1346
on judgment
terest on
New
Fla.,
Inlet, Fla.,
River Inlet,
New River
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
to be
of, to
etc., of,
preliminary
made
1194
made-----------------------New
York,
New York,
appropriation for
for reimbursing,
reimbursing, for maappropriation
184, 863
rine
school expenses--------expenses
rine school
abandoned
lighthouse reservations
reservations at
at
abandoned lighthouse
Lloyds Harbor
Harbor and Fire Island
Lloyds
transferred to,
public park
for public
to, for
transferred
uses
635
uses------------------------reversion
for
nonuser
635
reversion for nonuser -_-----------rights reserved
Govthe Govof the
uses of
for uses
reserved for
rights
635
ernment -------------------ernment
agreement between
between Connecticut
Connecticut and,
agreement
settling
boundary line
line of
two
of the
the two
settling boundary
731
States
States--- ------------------consent
Congress to
738
to------------of Congress
consent of
may bridge
PoughkeepRiver, PoughkeepHudson River,
bridge Iftidson
may
10
sie,
10
Y------------------N. Y
sie, N.
New York
and Connecticut
Boundary,
Connecticut Boundary,
York and
New
agreement
New York
Conand ConYork and
by New
agreement by
necticut settling
731
settling-------------necticut
consent
of
Congress
to,
and
approval
of
738
738
consent of Congress to, and approval of
"New
Battleship,
York," Battleship,
"New York,"
deficiency
for additional
additional
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
1335
submarine, etc.,
etc., protection
1335
protection---submarine,
1335
for
fire control
systems --------control systems
for fire
alteration
for protection
protection
authorized for
of, authorized
alteration of,
against submarine
and aircraft
aircraft
submarine and
against
719
-attack
attack-----------------719
new fire
fire control
control system
system installation-installation
new
New York
Canal and
Great Lakes
CorporaLakes Corporaand Great
York Canal
New
tion,
tion,
modification
for
contracts for
of contracts
authorized of
modification authorized
sale of
of barges,
etc., for
for inland
inland and
and
barges, etc.,
sale
coastwise
transportation to
1255
1255
to - -coastwise transportation
terms of
sale; amount
amount and
time of
of
and time
of sale;
terms
1255
payment
1255
--------------------navment
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New
and Great
Lakes CorporaCorpora- rageNew York
York Canal
Canal and
GreatLakes
tion—Continued.
tion-Continued.
modification authorized
authorized of contracts
contracts for
modification
sale
of barges,
etc.; line bebarges, etc.;
sale of
tween
and New
New Berne,
Baltimore and
tween Baltimore
1255
1255
etc.,
reestablished__
N. C., to be reestablished__
etc., N.
self-propelled
operation
on, by self-propelled
operation on,
barges
barges ----------------------- 1255
New
Canals,
York Canals,
New York
appropriation
navigable
for survey of navigable
appropriation for
waters
of --------------515, 930
-waters of
Y.,
New
York City, N. Y.,
New York
78, 777
appropriation for assay
at
78,
assay office at-----appropriation
repairs--for customhouse
79
for
customhouse building, repairs___
for Subtreasury
79
repairs -building, repairs___
Subtreasury building,
for
for subway,
to suboffice to
assay office
subway, assay
for
treasury _
79
treasury--------------------pneumatic tube system, customfor pneumatic
house
and appraisers'
appraisers' stores_
__ 81, 779
stores--house and
for
mail transmission,
transmission,
tube mail
pneumatic tube
for pneumatic
Brooklyn
and
86, 785
-Brooklyn and ----------for
airplane mail service
service to San
for airplane
Francisco from
87, 785
from------------Francisco
superintendent foreign
for
assistant superintendent
for assistant
mails
87, 786
at-------------------- 87,
mails at
198, 876
for navy yard, public works ---1015
for passport
bureau
206, 1015
for
passport bureau-----------207,1016
for dispatch
dispatch agent-------------agent
207,
1016
for
778
for quarantine
quarantine station ------------for
710
for passport
passport bureau,
bureau, additional,
additional, 1925..
1925for
710
1925-additional, 1925
710
for assay office at, additional,
special fund, addifor assay office at, special
710
tional, 1925
1925 ---------------710
tional,
deficiency
airplane
appropriation for airplane
deficiency appropriation
Francisco- 59, 1350
mail service
1350
to San Francisco..
service to
mail
for
rooms for
for United States
of rooms
rent of
for rent
687
courts,
lease
five-year lease----etc.; five-year
courts, etc.;
for
pneumatic mail transmission,
for pneumatic
691
Brooklyn and---------------and
Brooklyn
for
improvequarantine station, improvefor quarantine
ments
694
ments -------------- ----- at---------------- 1349
for
assay office at
for assay
authorized across
across Hudson
Hudson River
bridge authorized
to
Fort Lee,
from ----1094
J fromN. J.
Lee, N.
to Fort
between
Creek, between
may bridge Newton Creek,
Boroughs
of
Brooklyn
and
Boroughs of Brooklyn
18
Queens
18
Queens---------------------New
Y.,
Harbor, N. Y.,
York Harbor,
New York
appropriation for
for preventing
preventing injurious
injurious
appropriation
etc- 516, 930
deposits, inspectors,
inspectors, fleet, etc..
deposits,
preventing
deficiency appropriation for preventing
injurious
etc
63
deposits, etc--------injurious deposits,
Corporation,
Shipbuilding Corporation,
York Shipbuilding
New York
amount
caused, in cost of battleloss caused,
of loss
amount of
ship No.
No. 42,
Government
42, by Government
ship
1283
action, to
ascertained
to be ascertained------action,
if
increased over limit to be
if cost increased
cost------- 1283
added
authorized cost
to authorized
added to
New York
York Southern
District,
Judicial District,
Southern Judicial
New
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for paying
paying
deficiency
judgment of
of court to Jens
judgment
Samuelsen
and B.
B. Olsen
Olsen------- 1346
Samuelsen and
N. C.
C.,
Newbern, N.
terms of
661
at------------------court at
of court
terms
Newfoundland,
Newfoundland,
persons born
in, construed
construed as nonborn in,
persons
quota immigrants
immigrants under Immiquota
155
gration Act
155
Act ----------------gration
Newlands
Project, Nev.,
Irrigation Project,
Newlands Irrigation
appropriation
for
irrigation
charges,
appropriation for irrigation charges,
etc., Paiute
allotments withPaiute allotments
etc.,
in
1153
403, 1153
in----------------------- 403,
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
of ------417,
1167
417, 1167
etc., of
for
drainage expenses
expenses restricted_-restricted_
417, 1167
drainage
for Spanish
exSprings division, exSpanish Springs
for
1167
penses
1167
penses---------------------
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Project, Nev.-Con.
Nev.—Con.
Newlands Irrigation
IrrigationProject,
Page.
appropriation
appropriation for Spanish Springs dividivifrom
sion; contracts required
required from
1167
irrigation district ------------1167
requirements
construction on
requirements for construction
lands of Southern Pacific Company ----------------------pany
1167
aid of State, etc.,
etc., in
in developing
developing
project, etc-----------------etc
project,
1168
1168
present water users of
of Newlands
Newlands
project given priority over rights
rights
extension
of extension-----------------1168
lands not liable for construction
costs ----------------_-- --1168
use of revenues from
from any
any power
power
connected with
diviplant connected
with the
the division
sion-----------------------1168
amount authorized for drainage
drainage of
Piute Indians'
Indians' lands
lands within --595
Newman, C.
C. M.
M.,
may bridge
bridge Rio Grande
Grande at Alamo Alto,
Tex -----------------------_
662
consent of Mexico
Mexico required------663
Newport, Ark.,
bridge authorized
authorized across White
White River
River at
at 1131
Arkansas may acquire to operate
operate as
a
1131
a free bridge
bridge----------------1131
tolls allowed for five years------years
1131
Newport Harbor,
Harbor, Calif.,
Calif.,
modification
modification of
of harbor
harbor lines,
lines, authorized
authorized 1197
1197
Newport
Newport News, Va.,
preliminary examination,
etc., of chanpreliminary
examination, etc.,
channel to be made
1193
made--------------1193
Newport, R. I.,
I.,
appropriation
appropriation for maintenance, naval
training station----------- _ 187, 866
866
Newport River,
River, N. C.,
preliminary examination,
to be
preliminary
examination, etc.
etc. of, to
be
made ----------------------1193
Newspaper Wrappers,
Newspaper
Wrappers, etc., Stamped,
Stamped, Postal
Postal
Service,
appropriation for manufacture;
appropriation
manufacture; distribution---------------bution
- 88,
88, 786
Newton County,
lad.,
County, Ind.,
bridge authorized
authorized across Kankakee
Kankakee
River by Kankakee
Kankakee County,
County, Ill.,
Lake County, Ind., and------and
29
29
Newtown Creek,
Y.,
Newtown
Creek, N. Y.,
bridge
authorized across, between
bridge authorized
between Boroughs of Brooklyn and Queens_
Queens..
18
18
Nez Perce
Perce Indians,
Indians,
claims of,
of, for
for lands,
lands, etc.,
taken
from,
to
etc., taken from, to
be determined by Court of
of
Claims -------------------21
Nez Perce
Indians, Wash.,
Joseph's Band
Perce Indians,
Wash., Joseph's
Band
of,
of,
appropriation
etc., of,
appropriation for support, etc.,
of, additional, 1925 ------------------- 708
708
Niagara River,
Niagara
River,
time extended for bridging, Tonawanda, N. Y--------------1216
1216
NiagaraRiver and Black Rock Canal,
Niagara
Canal,N. Y.,
bridge authorized
authorized across, at Buffalo,
Buffalo,
N. Y
Y. -.---_------------- _ 355
355
355
tunnel in lieu permitted
permitted -----------355
consent of Canada
Canada required -------355
consent
355
Nicaragua,
Nicaragua,
appropriation
206,
appropriation for minister to
to ----206, 1015
1015
Nichols
Nichols Avenue
Avenue SE.,
SE., D. C.,
C.,
appropriation
appropriation for paving, Portland to
to
Fourth Streets; from gasoline-tax
fund
549
fund--------- ----------549
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for widening,
widening,
Good Hope Road to S
S Street
Street__ 1319
acceptance of strip of land for widening
acceptance
widening
750

Nichols
C.—Continued.
Nichols Avenue SE., D. C.-Continued.
Page.
purchase or condemnation
purchase
condemnation of additional land -----------------750
750
expenses
751
amount authorized for expenses----751
Nichols, S. C.,
bridge authorized
Lumber River,
bridge
authorized across
across Lumber
River,
near -----------------------12
12
a Senator,
Senator,
Nicholson, Samuel
Samuel D.,
D., late a
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for pay to childeficiency
dren
33
dren of ------------------- 33
Night
D. C.,
Night Schools,
Schools, D.
C.,
appropriation for---------------for
555,
appropriation
555, 1231
1231
Nineteenth
Nineteenth Street NW.,
NW., D.
D. C.,
C.,
appropriation
appropriation for asphalt covering,
Pennsylvania Avenue
Avenue to
Pennsylvania
K
Street; from gas'oline-tax
gasoline-tax fund__
fund__ 1225
1225
Ninth
Ninth Place,
Place, SE.,
SE., D.
D. C.,
C.,
appropriation
appropriation for
for grading,
grading, Savannah
Avenue ---547
Street to
to Alabama
Alabama Avenue
547
Ninth
Ninth Street NW.,
NW., D.
D. C.,
C.,
appropriation
Butternut
appropriation for
for paving,
paving, Butternut
to Cedar Streets
Streets-------------547
for paving,
Decatur
paving, Crittenden to Decatur
Streets-------------------547
Streets
547
for
paving, Emerson
for paving,
Emerson to
to Farragut
Farragut
Streets ----------546
------ for
for paving,
paving, Hamilton
Hamilton to Ingraham
Ingraham
Streets
Streets---------------------- 547
for paving, Decatur to Emerson
Emerson
Streets
1223
Streets-------------------1223
for widening
widening west side and
and repaving
repaving
roadway, New York to Massachusetts Avenues;
Avenues; from gasoline.
gasolinetax fund-------fund
1224
------------ 1224
Avenue to
for paving,
paving, etc.,
etc., Florida
Florida Avenue
to
Barry Place; from gasoline-tax
gasoline-tax
fund ---------------------1225
1225
Nisqually
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Wash.,
Nisqually Indian
Wash.,
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for relief of
allottees of
dispossessed allottees
of-------684
payment authorized
dispossessed
authorized to
to dispossessed
families on, for land
land taken
taken from
from
them for military purposes
purposes ----111
expenditure for benefit
benefit of Indians___
Indians..
111
expenditure
111
Nitrate,
Nitrate,
appropriation for
appropriation
for investigating
investigating propro227
duction, etc., of
of--------------227
Nolan,
Nolan, W. Va.,
Va.,
bridge authorized
bridge
authorized across Tug Fork of
Big Sandy River
River at----------at
247
Nonmetallic
Minerals on Public
Public Lands,
Lands,
Nonmetallic Minerals
appropriation for enforcing
appropriation
enforcing regulations,
regulations,
etc., as to, other than oil
oil and
and
natural gas
1175
gas--------------- 421, 1175
Nooksack River, Wash.,
**
preliminary
preliminary examination, etc., authorized of, for flood control
1000
ized
control ------1000
Norfolk and Western Railway
Railway Company,
may bridge Tug Fork of
of Big
Big Sandy
Sandy
River, Mingo County, W. Va.,
11
and Pike County, Ky
Ky--------11
Norfolk-Beaufort
Inland Waterway,
Waterway,
Norfolk-Beaufort Inland
preliminary examination,
preliminary
examination, etc.,
etc., made
of, channel connecting Manteo,
Manteo,
C---------------N. C
1193
Norfolk, Va.,
appropriation
appropriation for navy yard, public
works--------------. 198, 876
works
improvement of harbor authorized;
improvement
authorized;
channels
channels in southern and eastern
branches
branches of Elizabeth
Elizabeth River
__ 1186
1186
River---waterway to Beaufort
waterway
Beaufort Inlet, N. C.,
authorized
authorized 1186
------------1186
may construct,
construct, etc., dam and bridge
across Lafayette
Lafayette River------River
973
------
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Page. North
North Newport
Newport River, Ga.,
Norfolk, Va.-Continued.
Va.—Continued.
Page.
Norfolk,
etc.,
preliminary
examination,
of,
to
be
examination,
harbor
of
preliminary
preliminary
examination,
etc.,
harbor
etc.,
examination,
preliminary
1194
1194
made
made----------------------to be
channel
made, extending channel
be made,
to
Western Branch of Elizabeth
Elizabeth
North Platte
Irrigation Project,
Project, Nebr.in Western
Platte Irrigation
North
1193
River
Wyo.,
River----------------------Wyo.,
Halstad, Minn.,
and Halstad,
Norman County
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
County and
Norman
appropriation
time
for bridging
River
of -----------------417, 1167
bridging Red River
---extended for
time extended
of
of
North by
Traill County
County
Guernsey
balance reby Traill
Reservoir, balance
the North
of the
Guernsey Reservoir,
and
Herberg, N.
1312
and----appropriated ----------------_
1167
Dak., and
N. Dak.,
and Herberg,
appropriated
deficiency
appropriation for cooperative
cooperative
Norse-American
Centennial,
Norse-American Centennial,
deficiency appropriation
medal to
be prepared
prepared at the Mint for
investigation
of
feasibility of
of feasibility
to be
medal
investigation of
685
685
commemoration of arrival
arrival of first
Guernsey Reservoir
Reservoir----------commemoration
Guernsey
shipload
of Norse
Norse immigrants
immigrants on
for commencing
commencing construction
construction
of
shipload of
for
1096
685
sloop
"Restaurationen" ---Guernsey Reservoir,
etc
Reservoir, etc------Guernsey
sloop "Restaurationen
to
prepared from
from models
models to be
exchange of
of lands
lands with
Anton Hiersche,
with Anton
be prepared
to be
exchange
980
980
1096
supplied
to------for
addition to
reservoir addition
supplied --------------------for reservoir
North
III.,
North Alton, Ill.,
North
North River, N. C.,
appropriation
Confederfor care, etc., Confederappropriation for
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., of, in
preliminary
ate
Cemetery ------------512, 927
ate Cemetery
Carteret County,
to be
be made--made_
1193
County, to
Carteret
North
and South
South Carolina
Waccantaw
Carolina Waccamaw
North and
Y.
North
N. Y.
(see Hudson River).
River).
River,
North
Bridge
Company,
Bridge Company,
North
North Texas Company,
may
bridge Waccamaw
Waccamaw River, Bellamy
may bridge
may
Red River, Illinois Bend,
bridge Red
may bridge
9
Landing, S.
S. C
C --------------9
Landing,
664
Tex-----------------------Tex
River,
North
Branch of
Susquehanna River,
of Susquehanna
North Branch
Northern and
time extended
bridging, WilkesNorthwestern Lakes, etc.,
for bridging,
and Northwestern
Northern
extended for
time
515, 930
Barre to
to Dorranceton,
Pa
173
appropriation
of
survey of--------for survey
Dorranceton, Pa-----Barre
appropriation for
762
deficiency
etc_
762
for survey, etcNorth Branch
Pa.
River, Pa.
appropriation for
Susquehanna River,
of Susquehanna
deficiency appropriation
Branch of
North
and
N. Y.,
Y.,
and N.
Northern Pacific
Halibut Act,
Pacific Halibut
Northern
250
survey
of
authorized for flood control of-survey authorized
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for expenses of
of
deficiency
amount
appropribe appropriauthorized to be
amount authorized
Commission
.
756
Commission-----------------250
ated for
for------------------ated
title of
of Act_
648
Act----------------------title
D. C.,
North Capitol
Capitol Street, D.
meaning of
of terms
terms -----------------648
North
meaning
Street
V
appropriation
Street
for paving, etc.,
catching halibut
during close season,
appropriation for
halibut during
catching
to
Michigan
Avenue;
from
gasofrom
649
to Michigan Avenue;
unlawful --- ---------------unlawful
1225
line-tar fund----------------fund
fishing
line-tax
unintentionally,
unintentionally, while legally fishing
649
North
for other
other species,
species, excepted
excepted----Carolina,
North Carolina,
for
649
bridge
Chowan River,
River,
across Chowan
delivery to
authorities; sale, etc---etc
authorized across
bridge authorized
to authorities;
delivery
Edenton,
by State Highway
Highway
using any
any port
violation,
Edenton, by
prepare for violation,
to prepare
port to
using
1128
Commission
1128
649
Commission------------------------------etc.,
unlawful
etc., unlawful
Dee,
near
Peedee
River,
near
Pee
by
entry of
vessels with
halibut on board
Peedee River,
with halibut
of vessels
entry
of_
State
Highway Department
Department of
17
caught
violation of Act, etc.,
State Highway
in violation
caught in
North Carolina
Carolina Avenue
Avenue NE.,
NE., D.
C.,
649
D. C.,
unlawful
unlawful------------------North
appropriation for
for paving,
etc., FifFifpunishment
649
paving, etc.,
violations ----------for violations
appropriation
punishment for
teenth
to B
B Streets;
Streets; from
from gasogasomaintenance
of vessels
to patrol
waters,
patrol waters,
teenth to
vessels to
maintenance of
1225
line-tax
fund----------------etc., for
for enforcement
enforcement ---------649
line-tax fund
etc.,
District,
Judicial District,
North
authority
for search,
search, in territorial
Eastern Judicial
CarolinaEastern
authority for
North Carolina
66
649
counties
constituting -------------661
waters
waters ----------------------counties constituting
661
649
terms
of court,
court, at Elizabeth
of
American craft
seas.. -___
649
Elizabeth City ----on high seas
craft on
of American
terms of
661
Fayetteville
seizure of
of Canadian
Canadian nationals
nationals and
and
Fayetteville---------------------seizure
Newbern
661
•vessels
vessels found
found violating, and deNewbern------------------------661
Raleigh
661
livery
authorized official
official of
to authorized
livery to
Raleigh------------------------649
Washington
661
Canada
Canada---------------------Washington---------------------Wilmington
661
Wilmington --------------------forfeiture, etc.,
of American
American vessel
etc., of
forfeiture,
Wilson
661
seized for
for violations----------violations
650
Wilson ----------------------seized
661
rooms at
at Fayetteville
and Wilson---Wilson
Fayetteville and
rooms
jurisdiction
of Federal
Federal courts------courts
650
of
jurisdiction
661
offices
of clerk
clerk -------------------offices of
exemption of
Fisheries
International Fisheries
of International
exemption
former
at Raleigh
Raleigh repealed
repealed ---662
66
Commission
650
terms at
former terms
Commission ---------------North Carolina
Judicial District,
District,
Western Judicial
appropriation
authorized
Carolina Western
North
authorized for expenses
appropriation
662
662
counties
constituting --------------of
650
counties constituting
Commission -------------of Commission
662
662
terms of
of court,
Asheville --------at Asheville
court, at
immediate
effect
duration
terms
effect of Act, and duration
immediate
662
662
Charlotte
until
termination of convention
convention
Charlotte----------------------until termination
662
62
with
Great Britain
650
Greensboro --------------------Greensboro
Britain----------with Great
662
662 Northern Pacific Railroad Company,
Salisbury ----------------------Salisbury
Railroad
Pacific
Northern
662
662
Statesville
Statesville----------------------deficiency appropriation
for investigatinvestigatappropriation for
deficiency
662
66
Wilkesboro
Wilkesboro----------- ----------1314
ing respective
respective rights,
rights, etc
etc_- - _ 673,
673, 1314
ing
662
662offices of
of clerk
clerk
offices
balance
of
appropriation
for
investigatfor investigatappropriation
of
balance
terms
court at
be
rooms to be
Shelby; rooms
at Shelby;
of court
terms of
ing, etc.,
in ---------- 1146
covered in
etc., covered
ing,
furnished
722
furnished -----------------issue to
to be
be withheld
withheld of
further land
of further
issue
North
Dakota,
North Dakota,
461
grants
patents
under
grants to-------to
under
patents
16
may bridge
bridge Missouri
River, at Sanish _
816
Missouri River,
may
investigation
by Congress
Congress to be made
investigation by
at
Williston -----815
------------at Williston
of
rights, et
etc' -------461
respective rights,
of respective
North
Landing River,
River, Va.,
Va.,
North Landing
no claims
under
general
laws
general land laws
under
claims
no
preliminary
examination,
etc.,
of,
to
be
preliminary examination, etc., of, to be 1193 i
affected
461
affected---------------------made
made------------------------
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Northern Pacific
Pacific Railroad
Northern
Railroad Company-Con.
Paz.
Company-Con. Page.
issue to be withheld, etc.; inhibition
inhibition to
to
terminate
terminate March 1, 1926, unless
unless
court proceedings
proceedings pending for
for
adjudication
adjudication
461
-................
461
status of land grants, and recommendarecommendations for adjustment to be made
Interior_ --by Secretary
Secretary of the
the Interior
461
joint committee of Congress created
created
to make complete investigation
investigation
of the land grants of, etc ---462
462
powers
powers conferred
conferred to take testimony, administer
administer oaths, etc
etc_ --___
462
462
assistance of courts to subpoenas isassistance
sued by ..---------.--------462
462
punishment as contempt
contempt of
court
punishment
of court
on refusal
refusal to obey, etc..--462
--462
punishment for willful default in
punishment
in answers, etc-..--------.-------etc
462
amount
approamount authorized
authorized to be appropriated ------------------priated
462
Norway,
appropriation for minister
appropriation
minister to
to------ 206, 1015
1015
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for indemnity
indemnity
to, on account
account of vessel "Hassel'
"Hassel'
1339
1339
payment to, as indemnity
collision
payment
indemnity for collision
damages to steamship "Hassel,"
damages
"Hassel,"
authorized
authorized------------------955
Notaries
Public, D. C.,
Notaries Public,
appointment of residents as, by
by the
the
President
•
821
President ------------------821
may represent
represent clients before
before departments, etc------------------etc '
821
821
restriction
restriction if in Government employemploy_
821
821
if interested
take
interested in case, can not
not take
acknowledgments,
acknowledgments, etc., for----for
821
821
Nuisances,
Nuisaaces, D.
D. C.,
C.,
appropriation
abatement of
562
appropriation for
for abatement
of------562
Nurse
Nurse Corps,
Corps, Army (female),
disability compensation,
compensation, etc.,
etc., to memmembers of, by Veterans' Bureau,
Bureau, to
to
be in lieu of that for injuries to
to
Government employees
623
employees-------623
Nurse Corps,
Corps, Navy (female),
appropriation
appropriation for pay, etc., of-----of
193,
193, 872
, for rent of quarters for---------for
193, 872
872
for transporting, etc., remains of - 197, 875
disability compensation, etc.,
etc., to memmembers of, by Veterans'
Veterans' Bureau to
to
be in lieu of that for injuries
injuries to
to
Government employees
Government
623
employees-------623
Nurseries, Plant
Plant and
Nurseries,
and Tree,
cooperative investigaappropriation for cooperative
investigaetc-------------------- 442
tions, etc
442
Nursery
Plants,
Nursery Plants,
appropriation
appropriation for cooperative
cooperative studies in
propagating,
442, 832
832
propagating, etc
etc------------ 442,
Nursery
Stock,
Nursery
appropriation for enforcing
quarantine,
appropriation
enforcing quarantine,
etc ---------------------456,
847
456, 847
Nurses, Army,
Nurses,
appropriation for pay
pay------------appropriation
482, 896
896
Edible,
Nuts, Edible,
appropriation
appropriation for investigating,
investigating, etc.,
growing, marketing,
marketing, etc.,
etc., of
of_- 442, 832
for investigating insects affecting_
affecting_ 448, 839
839

o.
0.
Oakland, Calif.,
Oakland,
Calif.,
harbor
improvement,
harbor improvement, conditions modified------------------------1189
fied
1189
preliminary
preliminary examination, etc., to be
made of outer harbor at
at------- 1196
1196
Oakwood Cemetery, Il.,
IU.,
appropriation
appropriation for Confederate
Confederate Mound,
Mound,
Chicago.- ----------------- 512,927
Chicago.
512. 927

Page.
Oaths,
Page.
designated
designated Agricultural
Agricultural Department
Department
officers, etc., authorized
authorized to
adofficers,
to administer, in matters
minister,
matters relating
relating
thereto-------------------thereto
803
803
Observatory, Naval (see Naval ObservaObservaObservatory,
tory).
tory).
Occohannock
Occohannock Creek, Va.,
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., of,
of, to
to be
be
preliminary
made
made------------.----.----. 1193
1193
Surveys, Navy,
Ocean and Lake
Lake Surveys,
Navy,
appropriation
appropriation for hydrographic---hydrographic _
187,
866
187, 866
Ga.,
Ocmulgee River, Ga.,
preliminary
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., of, to
to be
made
1194
made-----------------------1194
Oconee River,
River,
bridge
bridge authorized
authorized across,
across, Thompson's
Thompson's
Ferry, Ga
Ga------------------665
665
Oconee
Oconee River, Ga.,
preliminary examination,
preliminary
etc., of,
be
examination, etc.,
of, to be
made ----------------------1194
made
1194
Oconto,
Oconto, Wis.,
Wis.,
preliminary
etc., of harpreliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
made
1195
bor to be made--------------1195
Officers,
Army,
Officers, Army,
appropriation
pay
481, 895
appropriation for pay------------481,
895
for warrant
warrant -----------------481,
896
for
481, 896
aviation increase
increase ----------481
896
for aviation
481, 896
for longevity_
481,
896
for
longevity-----------------481, 896
time at Military
Military or
or Naval
Naval Academy
Academy
after August
August 24, 1912,
1912, not
not
counted
896
counted-------------------896
481,
896
for retired
retired -------------------481, 896
retired, on active
active duty ------481,
896
for retired,
481, 896
allowances -----------_
482,
897
for rental allowances
482, 897
897
for subsistence
subsistence allowances
allowances-------- 42,
482, 897
for additional pay to,
to, furnishing
furnishing
their
own mounts----------mounts
482, 897
897
their own
482,
for mileage;
mileage; limitation
Govlimitation if
if on
on Government vessels
vessels ------------ 482,
482, 897
897
for transportation
transportation of
of dependents
dependents
of ----------------------486, 901
901
486,
for disposition
disposition of
511, 926
926
of remains of, etc_
etc--_ 511,
for disposition of
remains of, addiaddiof remains
1925
712
tional, 1925-----------------712
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for mileage--_
mileage__ _
58,
62,
1352, 1353
1353
62, 699, 762, 1350, 1352,
for
for disposition of remains
remains of-------59,
59,
63, 699, 701, 762, 1350
1350
advances
promotion list for
world
advances on promotion
for world
flight achievement,
achievement, of
Servof Air Service,
Captain Lowell
Lowell Herbert
Herbert
ice, Captain
Smith, and First Lieutenants
Lieutenants
Smith,
Leigh Wade, Leslie Philip
Philip ArLeigh
nold, and
and Erick Henning
Nelson_
979
Henning Nelson_
979
remain as extra
extra numbers-----numbers
979
to remain
979
other
other promotions
promotions not retarded
retarded_--979
979
balances of appropriations
appropriations for
for paying
paying
balances
claims of, for losses fighting
fighting
fires, national
national forests, covered in_
935
in935
Chief of Finance,
Finance, and Chief
Chief of
Chemical
of Chemical
Warfare Service to have
Warfare
have rank,
rank,
etc.,
etc., of major generals--------generals
970
970
commissions authorized
commissions
authorized for world
world flight
flight
achievements,
achievements, as second
second lieulieutenants,
tenants, Air
Air Service, of Henry
Henry
Herbert
Herbert Ogden
Ogden and John HardHarding, jr
jr----------------------_
979
979
number of officers not
not increased
increased__
-- _ 979
979
detail of not more than seven, allowed
allowed
administration of
World War
for administration
of World
War
Adjusted
Adjusted Compensation
Compensation Act_
Act__- _
131
131
detail of retired,
retired, to educational
educational institutions extended
extended to Philippine
Philippine
Scouts
------------.
oo
Scouts
1099
v----------------------------
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Corps—Continued.
Page. Officers,
Officers, Army—Continued.
Officers, Marine
Army-Continued.
Officers,
longevity
longevity not allowed, for time at Naval
detail of
duty performed
performed under,
retired; duty
of retired;
detail
March
or Military
Academy since March
Military Academy
or
construed as
increase
as active, for increase
construed
194, 872
4, 1913 ------------------872
4,1913
of
longevity pay
1099
pay ------------- _ 1099
of longevity
heretofore, by retired
retired officers
officers of
restrict on
pay, etc., of, engaged in
on pay,
on on
heretofore,
restrict
Philippine
Scouts, construed as
Philippine Scouts,
other than
than Government
Government service
service
other
879
active, for
for increase
while on
879
increase of longevity
leave---------------active,
on leave
while
pay
_
1100
--------------pay ---retired, credited
credited with all active duty
retired,
duty
officers prior
prior to July
Army officers
by Army
duty by
period_ 1271
service during
during World
World War period_
service
1, 1922,
Philippine Scouts
and Philippine
1922, and
1,
excepted
from restriction
restriction on holding
from
excepted
officers
1922,
to June 10, 1922,
prior to
officers prior
two
offices, if retired for disatwo offices,
construed as active
active for promoconstrued
bility,
etc
245
bility, etc-------------------1100
tion on
retired list-----------list
on retired
tion
Officers, Navy,
Officers,
ratification
of administrative
administrative action
ratification of
appropriation for
pay, active
active list
list__--__ 193, 871
for pay,
appropriation
of Department
Department authorizing,
authorizing, etc.,
of
193,
for rental
rental allowance
19., 872
allowance -----------for
details
1100
1100
details---------------------193, 872
for subsistence
subsistence allowance-------allowance
for
pay withheld
considered due and
withheld considered
pay
for pay
pay of
retired
193, 872
of retired--------------for
payable --------------------1100
payable
for commutation
quarters------ 193, 872
commutation of quarters
for
excepted from
Meditroops; Mediduty with troops;
from duty
excepted
for
hire of
quarters ashore ------- 193, 872
of quarters
for hire
cal,
Ordnance, and
and Chemical
cal, Ordnance,
for
193, 872
gratuity ------------death gratuity
for death
470
Warfare
470
Warfare--------------------865
for
of
dependents of-----transporting dependents
for transporting
Judge
Advocate General's
General's DepartJudge Advocate
for
remains of_of__ 196, 875
transporting, etc., remains
for transporting,
470
ment,
patent litigation_
litigation_
Army patent
on Army
ment, on
appointment
Reserve Force
Naval Reserve
appointment of Naval
issue of
of commissions
commissions in name
name of, apissue
1273
forbidden-_
officers hereafter
hereafter as, forbidden
officers
pointed, or
recommended for apor recommended
pointed,
pointment from
from school
1255
holding temporary
temporary rank, found physifor officers 1255
school for
holding
pointment
cally incapacitated,
appointduring World
World War,
and appointbut unable
War, but
incapacitated, and
during
cally
ment revoked,
revoked, to
considered
be considered
to be
to accept
accept by
by reason
reason of death in
ment
to
1277
1255
line of
duty ----------------as retired,
retired, etc -------------of duty
as
line
to
be borne
borne on
records as
as of
Army records
on Army
longevity
not allowed
allowed for time
time at Naval
to be
longevity not
1255
grade,
etc., entitled
entitled ---------grade, etc.,
or
Academy since
Military Academy
or Military
194, 872
officially
promorecommended for promoMarch 4,
4, 1913-------------1913
officially recommended
March
War,
World
tion,
tion, etc., during
engaged in
restriction
on pay,
pay, etc.,
etc., of, engaged
restriction on
who,
by
death
in
line
of
duty,
who, by death in
other
service
Government service
than Government
other than
1255
were unable
accept
to accept--------unable to
were
879
while
on leave---------------leave
while on
as
to
be
borne
on
Army
records
of
to be borne on Army
retired, credited
with all active duty
credited with
retired,
1256
grade,
etc.,
entitled
1256
entitled----------grade, etc.,
service during
World War
period 1271
War period
during World
service
examined and
and found
found qualified
qualified for proexamined
excepted
restriction on holding
from restriction
excepted from
motion,
in line
line of duty
dying in
motion, dying
two offices,
if retired for disaoffices, if
two
after
vacancy occurring
occurring entitling
after vacancy
bility,
etc
245
bility, etc-------------------him
thereto, before issue of comhim thereto,
for
physical disability in line of duty
for physical
mission
1256
mission --------------------during
War period,
period, while
World War
during World
to be
be borne
Army records
records as of
on Army
borne on
to
holding
temporary rank,
higher temporary
holding higher
1256
the grade
grade ------------------the
in
to
advanced on retired
retired list in
be advanced
to be
longevity
not allowed,
allowed, for
Naval
time at Naval
for time
longevity not
that
1278
grade-------------------that grade_
or Military
Academy since
since March
March
Military Academy
or
specially commended
commended for combat duty
specially
194,872
4, 1913
194,
872
4,1913------------------be
in
War, when
when retired to be
World War,
in World
retired, credited
credited with all active duty
retired,
1279
placed on
higher grade
grade -------on higher
placed
service
during
World
War
World
service during
during
staff officer
officer on
active list, who,
on active
staff
period
1271
period ----------World
was rear
rear admiral,
War, was
World War,
excepted from
restriction on
holding
on holding
from restriction
excepted
may be
be placed
placed on
on the
the retired
may
two
offices, if retired
retired for disatwo offices,
list,
etc
1278
etc--------------------list,
245
bility, etc
245
etc ----------------.
bility,
Army,
Officers'
Reserve
Carps,
Army,
Corps,
Reserve
Officers'
retired
pay of,
of, under
under Acts of June 10
retired pay
allowances,
appropriation
for pay and allowances,
appropriation for
and September
September 14,
1922, com14, 1922,
and
on
active duty-------------duty
506, 921
on active
252
puted --------------------puted
506, 921
for
limit ----------- -mileage; limit
for mileagc;
to
take rank
rank according
according to
date of comto date
to take
members injured
injured in
aerial flights while
in aerial
members
1078
mission
mission--------------------training
etc. to
to have hospital
training etc.,
107S
precedence, etc
_
1078
etc------------------precedence,
treatment, etc
365
etc --------------treatment,
Officers,
Service,
Foreign Service,
Offcers, Foreign
transportation home
home upon terminatransportation
1017
appropriation for
salaries -----------for salaries
appropriation
365
tion
of
365
tion of---------------------Corps,
Officers,
Marine Corps,
Officers, Marine
allowance if
disability lasts over six
if disability
allowance
appropriation for
for pay
pay and
allowances,
and allowances,
appropriation
365
months
months----------------------active
and Fleet
Marine Corps
Fleet Marine
active and
365
previous payments
365
validated- _
for, validated_
payments for,
previous
Reserve, Class
Class One
One --------- 201, 878
Reserve,
365
burial expenses,
expenses, etc., in case of death_
burial
201,879
for
subsistence
allowance
for subsistence allowance-------pay
restricted to
active
days on active
fifteen days
to fifteen
pay restricted
for rental
rental allowance------------allowance
201, 879
for
-duty
507
dutyv------------------879
for
retired
202,
for retired ---------------except
details
to
Department
War Department
to War
details
except
879
for
mileage
without
troops
202
202,
troops------without
for mileage
507
General
General Staff -------------197,
-of ___
for transporting,
etc., remains of_
197,
transporting, etc.,
for
service
during
instruction
at
service
during instruction
203, 875,
875, 88C
880
203,
507
schools
schools ---------------------holding temporary
temporary rank,
rank, found
found physiphysiholding
as instructors,
instructors, civilian training
as
cally
and appointappointincapacitated, and
cally incapacitated,
507
camps
---camps---------------ment revoked,
revoked, to
to be
considered as
be considered
ment
507
on duty
Service--------Air Service
with Air
duty with
on
127
retired, etc
1277
etc------------------retired,
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Officers' Reserve
Reserve Corps,
Corps, Army—Continued.
Army-Continued. Page.
Page.
pay
pay restricted,
restricted, etc.; Medical Reserve
Reserve
Corps at Army hospitals for Veterans' Bureau
Bureau beneficiaries
507
beneficiaries----Official Gazette,
Patent Office,
Official
Gazette, Patent
Office,
appropriation for
1144
appropriation
for printing,
printing, etc
etc----- 393, 1144
deficiency appropriation for
deficiency
for printing,
683,
1328
etc -------------------683, 1328
Official Register,
compilation annually
annually of,
of, containing
containing
compilation
names of all persons
persons occupying
occupying
departments,
civil positions in departments,
_
1105
District of Columbia,
Columbia, etc__
etc-----1105
data required;
required; postal service,
data
service, Army,
Army,
Navy, and Marine Corps, not
not
included
1105
included--------------------1105
departments, etc.,
etc., to supply
heads of departments,
supply
necessary data---------------data
1105
necessary
1105
number of copies
copies and distribution
distribution
authorized
1105
authorized------------------former laws repealed
1106
repealed---------------1106
Official Reporters,
Reporters,
appropriation
appropriation for House of
of RepresentaRepresentatives
585,
tives-------------------585, 1293
1293
for
Senate
for Senate-------------------581, 1289
1289
positions and pay established
established of,
of, assistant, transcribers, etc.,
of
etc., House
House of
Representatives
Representatives--------------152
Lieutenant Henry
Ogden, Second
Second Lieutenant
Henry Herbert,
Herbert,
Air Service,
Officers' Reserve
Reserve
Corps,
Corps,
appointment
lieutenant,
appointment of, as second lieutenant,
Army Air Service, in recognition
recognition
of services in world
world flight
flight ------979
979
distinguished service medal
medal accorded
accorded to,
to,
and acceptance
acceptance of medals
medals or dedecorations from foreign governgovern979
ments, authorized
authorized----------- 979
Ogdensburg,
Ogdensburg, N. Y.,
Y.,
preliMinary
examination, etc.,
etc., of, harprelininary examination,
bor to be made
made---------------1196
Ohio
Ohio River,
authorized across,
across, Ambridge
Ambridge and
and
bridge authorized
Woodlawn
Woodlawn, Pa --------------791
Benwood,
Benwood, W. Va., to Bellaire,
Bellaire, Ohio-Ohio
27
Cairo, Ill---------------999
------999
Ohio_
663
Fullerton, Ky., to Portsmouth, Ohio663
Henderson,
Henderson, Ky
Ky------------......- 662
Huntington, W
W. Va----------...
Huntington,
792
Owensboro,
103
Owensboro, Ky., to Rockport, Ind
Ind_
Portsmouth, Ohio, to Fullerton, Ky_
790
examination, etc., of, to
preliminary examination,
to
be made at Evansville, Ind-.-1195
1195
for ice pier at Covington-Newport,
Covington-Newport,
Ky
Ky..--------------------1195
time extended
extended for
bridging, at
for bridging,
at Steubenville, Ohio -----------1000
--Vanderburg County, Ind.,
Vanderburg
Ind., and HenHenderson County, Ky ----------- 1132
Oil and
and Gas
Gas Deposits
Deposits in
Oklahoma,
in Oklahoma,
retention
retention of royalties received
received by the
Government from,
Government
from, until otherotherwise directed
1302
directed----------------Oil and
Gas Lands,
Lands, Indian
and Gas
Reservations,
Indian Reservations,
authorized for ten years
mining leases authorized
years
of unallotted lands _----------244
lands of Five Civilized Tribes and
Osage,s excepted
excepted ------------244
Osages
244
production
production subject to State taxes__taxes
244
Oil and
and Oil Shale, Public
Public Lands,
appropriation for surveys, etc.,
appropriation
etc., of__
of__ 394, 1145
for enforcing
provisions for leases of_
of..
421,
enforcing provisions
421,
1174
Federal,
Oil Conservation
Conservation Board,
Board, Federal,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for expenses-expenses
754

Oil,
Gas, etc.,
Page.
Oil, Gas,
etc., Investigations,
Investigations,
Page.
appropriation for, additional,
___
708
appropriation
additional, 1925..
1925---708
Oil
Lands, etc.,
Oil Lands,
etc.,
leases, etc., relating to designated
designated naval
naval
Wyoming and
reserves, in
in Wyoming
and CaliCalifornia, to
anfornia,
to be canceled
canceled and annulled
nulled----------------------66
Oil
Act, 1924,
Oil Pollution
Pollution Act,
1924,
Act -----------------------604
title of Act
604
construed; "oil";
"person"
604
terms construed;
"oil"; "person
-----604
"coastal navigable
navigable waters of
"coastal
of the
the
United States"; "Secretary
"Secretary "
605
"--605
discharging oil into coastal navigable
discharging
water from any vessel, unlawful_
unlawful_
605
regulations to be prescribed
permitting
regulations
prescribed permitting
discharge
discharge at times and
and places,
places, if
not deleterious
deleterious to
to health
health or
or sea
food-------------------food
605
---or a
a menace to navigation,
navigation, etc -----605
605
punishment for
Act or
or
punishment
for violation
violation of
of Act
regulations
regulations under------------under
605
liability of vessel from which oil discharged --------------------605
605
clearance
clearance withheld until penalty
paid ------------605
_-------recovery
605
recovery by libel proceedings
proceedings----605
license of officer of vessel violating
restrictions may be suspended
suspended
restrictions
or
revoked -----------------or revoked
605
enforcement of penalties,
for
enforcement
penalties, etc.,
etc., only
only for
violations three months after
after
enactment
605
enactment------------------605
administration by river and harbor imadministration
provements personnel,
personnel, etc-----etc
605
provements
605
employees
employees given power to swear out
process, make arrests, etc., for
for
violations
violations-------------------605
no arrest without
without process if violation
not committed in presence of
official --------------------606
proceedings
proceedings before
before court officials---officials_ _
606
Act in addition to, and not repealing,
etc., laws for protection of navigable waters ----------------606
606
investigation
investigation directed
directed of polluting deposits in waters endangering
endangering
navigation,
fisheries, etc ------606
navigation, fisheries,
report of sources of pollution, means
means
of deposits, with recommendarecommendation for remedies, to
to be
be made to
to
Congress
606
Congress--------------------606
use of rivers and harbors funds for
investigations
606
investigations----------------606
amount authorized
appropriated
amount
authorized to be
be appropriated
for examinations, etc., of rivers
and harbors
harbors-----------------606
Oil
Oil Pollution
Pollution of Navigable
Navigable Waters,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for expenses,
expenses,
deficiency
conference of maritime nations__
conference
nations
1339
1339
Oil
Oil Shale,
appropriation for developing;
developing; purchase
appropriation
purchase
of land for plant; construction,
construction,
operation, etc
1175
etc-------_--_---1175
Okanogan
Irrigation Project,
Okanogan Irrigation
Project, Wash.,
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
appropriation
of -------------------- - 418,
1170
418, 1170
Oklahoma,
Oklahoma,
sale of land in Kiowa County, authorauthorized
1003
ized---------_------_.-__
-1003
proceeds
proceeds to purchase
purchase tract for cemetery for Kiowas, Apaches, and
Comanches----------------_Comanches
1004
taxes allowed on production
production of oil,
etc., on restricted
restricted allotments
allotments of
Kansas
Kansas Indians in----------.-in
177
177
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District— Pae.
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Page. Oklahoma
Judicial DistrictOklahoma
City, Okla.,
Okla.,
ram
Northern Judicial
Oklahoma Northern
Oklahoma City,
Continued.
terms of
court at
388,
946
Continued.
388, 946
at ---------------of court
terms
marshal,
district attorney,
attorney, and
and clerks
clerks
Oklahoma
Eastern Judicial
marshal, district
District,
Judicial District,
Oklahoma Eastern
for---946
946
-------387, 945
counties constituting------------constituting
387,
-------for
counties
jurisdiction,
etc., of western
western and easteastterms of
at Ada
Ada ----------388,
388, 945
jurisdiction, etc.,
court, at
of court,
terms
ern
districts of
of territory
territory ememArdmore
388,
945
388, 945
ern districts
Ardmore --------------------braced
by, continued
continued until
until its orChickasha
388,
945
388, 945
braced by,
Chickasha ------------------ganization
946
946
388, 945
Hugo
ganization------------------Hugo ---------------------946
to terminate
terminate then----------------then
946
Muskogee
338, 945
945
388,
to
Muskogee-------------------prior
criminal prosecutions
exprosecutions exOkmulgee
945
prior criminal
Okmulgee----------------------cepted --------------------946
946
Pauls
730, 945
cepted
Valley------------------Pauls Valley
pending
civil cases
cases in
in eastern
eastern and
and westwestPoteau
pending civil
Poteau ----------------------- 731, 945
ern district
district may
may be
transferred
be transferred
South
_
388, 945
ern
McAlester -------------South McAlester
946
to, if
within its
prescribed venue_
946
venueits prescribed
388
if within
to,
Vinita
388
Vinita ------------------------clerk
to transmit
transmit all
all papers,
papers, etc.,
etc.,
rooms
at Ada,
Ada, Hugo,
Okmulgee,
clerk to
Hugo, Okmulgee,
rooms at
when petition
petition filed
for
947
947
filed for-------945
Pauls Valley,
and Poteau-----Poteau
when
945
Valley, and
Pauls
fees authorized;
authorized; deposits
deposits to
to be
be re946
946
fees
senior
in
continue in----------to continue
judge to
senior judge
mitted --------------------947
947
mitted
junior
in, assigned
northern
to northern
assigned to
judge in,
junior judge
if
venue optional,
optional, only
on consent
consent of
only on
if venue
946
946
district
district--------------------partied ---------------------947
947
parties
jurisdiction
within territory
territory of
of, within
jurisdiction of,
Oklahoma Western
Judicial District,
District,
Western Judicial
Oklahoma
continued until
northern district
district continued
northern
counties
constituting ----------388, 945
946
counties constituting946
its organization
its
organization--------------388, 946
terms of
of court,
court, at
Enid--------388,
946
at Enid
terms
946
to
terminate then----------------then
to terminate
Guthrie
388,
946
388, 946
946
Guthrie--------------------except prior
prior criminal
criminal prosecutions..
946
prosecutionsexcept
946
Lawton
388,
388, 946
Lawton -------------------pending civil
in, if
in prescribed
prescribed
if in
cases in,
civil cases
pending
946
Mangum --------------------946
venue of
of northern
district may
may be
be
Mangum
northern district
venue
388, 946
Oklahoma
City-------------388
946
Oklahoma City
946
transferred to
it ------------to it
transferred
Woodward
388,
946
388, 946
Woodward------------------clerk to
transmit all
papers, etc.,
etc.,
all papers,
to transmit
clerk
946
rooms
Woodwardand Woodward__
at Mangum
Mangum and
rooms at
when petition
filed therefor_
___ 947
947
therefor --petition filed
when
,946
present judge
judge to
to continue
.946
continue ----------947
fees, etc.,
etc., deposits
deposits to
to be
remitted_ -present
947
be remitted
fees,
jurisdiction of,
of, within
territory of
of
within territory
if venue
venue optional,
optional, only
jurisdiction
of
consent of
on consent
only on
if
northern district
district continued
continued until
until
947
northern
947
parties
parties--.------------------946
its organization--------------organization
its
731
731
Muskogee------authority of
at Muskogee
clerk at
of clerk
authority
946
to
then----------------terminate then
to terminate
Oklahoma
Districts,
Judicial Districts,
Oklahoma Judicial
946
except
criminal prosecutionsprosecutions..
prior criminal
except prior
counties
northern district;
district;
constituting northern
counties constituting
if in prescribed
pending
cases in,
prescribed
in, if
civil cases
945
pending civil
945
terms
terms---------------------northern district may be
venue
of northern
venue of
945
945
terms------------eastern
district; terms
eastern district;
946
transferred
it
transferred to it-------------945
945
western
district; terms -----------western district;
clerk to
papers, etc.,
all papers,
transmit all
to transmit
clerk
assignment
of judges,
judges, eastern
eastern district,
assignment of
947
when
therefor_--947
petition filed therefor
when petition
946
946
senior judge
judge-----------------senior
947
to be remitted__
fees,
etc.; deposits
deposits to
remitted
946
fees, etc.;
946
western
district, present
present judge
judge ----western district,
if venue
optional, only
only on
on consent
consent of
if
venue optional,
northern district,
junior
present junior
district, present
northern
947
parties
946
parties --------------------946
district------judge of
eastern district
of eastern
judge
Oklawaha River,
River, Fla.,
Fla.,
946 Oklawaha
946
authority
judges --------------of judges
authority of
etc., of, headpreliminary
headexamination, etc.,
preliminary examination,
appointment
northern disdisfor northern
judge for
of judge
appointment of
1194
waters,
etc., to
to be
be made------made
1194
946
waters, etc.,
946
trict upon
upon a
a vacancy
vacancy---------trict
Okmulgee, Okla.,
Okla.,
Okmulgee,
marshal, district
district attorney,
attorney, and
clerks
and clerks
marshal,
945
terms
provided..
945
rooms to be providedat; rooms
946
of court
court at;
terms of
946
authorized for
for northern
northern districtdistrict_
authorized
Olsen, B.,
B.,
Olsen,
jurisdiction, etc.,
etc., of
of western
western and eastern
jurisdiction,
deficiency appropriation
for paying
paying
appropriation for
deficiency
• districts
territory with
over territory
districts over
judgment
of New
Southern
York Southern
New York
judgment of
northern
continued until
organiuntil organinorthern continued
District
Court to------------to
1347
District Court
946
946
zation
thereof --------------zation thereof
Wash.,
946
Olympia, Wash.,
946 Olympia,
to terminate
when organized
organized------terminate when
to
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
harbor
etc., of, harbor
preliminary
prior criminal
criminal prosecutions
prosecutions exexprior
1197
to be
made-----------------be made
to
946
946
cepted
cepted----------------------Omaha
Nebr.,
Agency, Nebr.,
Omaha Agency,
pending civil
cases in
in eastern
eastern and westcivil cases
pending
appropriation for
for support,
support, etc.,
etc., of
of InInappropriation
ern
if in
prescribed
in prescribed
districts, if
ern districts,
- 411,
dians at,
from tribal
tribal funds
funds__
411, 1161
at, from
dians
venue
of northern,
northern, may
may be
transbe transvenue of
emdeficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for civilian
civilian emdeficiency
946
946
ferred
thereto----------------ferred thereto
ployees at
at -----------------1329
ployees
clerk
to transmit
transmit papers,
papers, etc.,
on
etc., on
clerk to
Reservation, Nebr.,
947
Indian Reservation,
Omaha Indian
947 Omaha
filing
of notice
notice--------------filing of
appraisal and
and sale
sale of all unallotted
unallotted
appraisal
fees
to be
rebe redeposits to
allowed; deposits
fees allowed;
726
lands of;
of; limitation----------limitation
lands
947
947
mitted
mitted--------------------sales
not less
less than
appraised value,
value,
than appraised
at not
sales at
if
venue optional,
optional, removal
removal only
only on
if venue
727
to highest
bidder
highest bidder------------to
947
947
consent
of parties
parties-----------consent of
underground
mineral rights
rights reserved
reserved
underground mineral
Oklahoma
District,
Judicial District,
Northern Judicial
Oklahoma Northern
727
for benefit
benefit of
children
727
entitled children-of entitled
for
945
945
counties constituting
constituting --------------counties
lands for
reservations
of lands
for agency,
reservations of
945
945
terms of
court, at
at Bartlesville
Bartlesville--------of court,
terms
727
school, and
tribal cemetery---cemetery
and tribal
school,
945
945
Pawhuska
Pawhuska--------------------727
for
Presbyterian Church
Church -----for Presbyterian
945
945
Tulsa
Tulsa -----------------------727
for
tribal fairgrounds,
camps, etc_
727
fairgrounds, camps,
for tribal
945
945
Vinita
Vinita----------------------net
proceeds pro
pro rata
rata to
to children
of tribe
children of
net proceeds
945
945
Bartlesvillerooms
at Pawhuska
Pawhuska and Bartlesville_
rooms at
living May
May 11,
11, 1912,
not receivreceiv1912, not
living
assignment of
of present
present junior
of
judge of
junior judge
assignment
727
ing
allotments under
under prior
prior ActsActs_
727
ing allotments
946
946
eastern district--------------district
eastern
727
expended
for benefit
benefit thereof
thereof -------expended for
appointment
of successor
upon death,
death,
successor upon
appointment of
727
payment
of decedents-----decedents
to heirs
heirs of
payment to
946
946
----.
.
"f
.+.
etc.,
of
4c-t ----------------------45822°-25t
99
45822°-25t--99
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Omaha Indian
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Nebr.-Con.
Nebr.—Con.
Page.
Omaha
amount
authorized for expenses; reimreimamount authorized
728
728
bursement
bursement------------------no sale,
agency and school
while agency
no
sale, etc., while
728
728
maintained ---------for tribe maintained
Omaha Indians,
Indians,
Omaha
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for court costs,
deficiency
42
42
funds
from tribal funds------------Omaha Indians,
Nebr.,
Indians, Nebr.,
Omaha
per capita
capita payment
payment to, under
Court of
of
under Court
per
820
820
Claims judgment ------------820
820
deducted-----attorneys' fees to be deducted
in
settlement of all claims;
claims; release
release
full settlement
in full
820
820
required
required-----------------Onancock River, Va.,
1186
1186
improvement
authorized--------improvement of, authorized
Onoshohatchie River, Fla.,
Fla.,
Onoshohatchie
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., of, to be
preliminary
1194
1194
made
made---------------------Ontario Road NW.,
NW., D.
D. C.,
Ontario
appropriation
for asphalt covering,
appropriation for
pavement
Columbia Road to pavement
south
south of Euclid Street; from
gasoline-tax
1225
gasoline-tax fund ------------- 1225
Opera Glasses,
Glasses,
Opera
dealers;
etc., by dealers;
excise tax on, sold, etc.,
exception
324
exception------.------------Opera Houses,
Houses,
Opera
revenue tax on admissions
admissions to-to
320
internal revenue
Buildings,
Operating Force,
Force, Public
Public Buildings,
Operating
appropriation for
of
82, 780
82,780
pay of--------for pay
appropriation
1925-------------for additional, 1925
710
for,
deficiency
for
62,
appropriation for---------deficiency appropriation
694,
1353
694, 761,
761, 1350, 1352, 1353
Operating
Supplies, Public
Buildings,
Public Buildings,
Operating Supplies,
appropriation for
for fuel,
fuel, lights,
lights, water,
etc- 82,781
water, etc_
appropriation
deficiency
51,
51,
for---------appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
58,
761, 1350,
1350, 1352
1352
58, 695,
695, 761,
Opium, etc.,
etc.,
Opium,
appropriation for
for expenses,
expenses, enforcing
enforcing
appropriation
law
of---- 72, 771
restricting sale, etc., of____
law restricting
disseminating appeal for law
law obdisseminating
servance,
771
servance, etc --------------deficiency appropriation
collecting
appropriation for collecting
deficiency
tax
58
----- --tax ---------------participating in international
international
for participating
conferences
in_
692
692
regulate traffic inconferences to regulate
authorized for expenses of two
amount authorized
international conferences
conferences for supinternational
120
120
in------------pressing traffic in
importing crude, for manufacturing
manufacturing
importing
heroin, prohibited -..---657
---heroin,
etc., in ------restrictions
328
restrictions on trading, etc.,
compounds, etc-------etc
329
stamp tax on, compounds,
preparations,
330
preparations, etc., not affected----Optical Glass,
Glass,
Optical
appropriation for investigating
investigating probprobappropriation
lems in production
production of------of
231, 1041
D. C.,
Optometry, D.
177
practice of, defined
177
defined-----------------practice
a
unlawful
practicing without
without a
unlawful acts; practicing
177
license
177
license--------------------etc.;
false impersonation
impersonation of holder, etc.;
178
failure to register, etc---------etc
punishment for violations
178
violations---------punishment
Optometry to be appointed
appointed
Board of Optometrv
Commissioners -----------178
by Commissioners
qualification,
office, etc --178
qualification, tenure of office,
organization, meetings, etc
178
178
etc--------by;
secretary-treasurer
elected by;
secretary-treasurer to be elected
compensation
179
compensation, etc -----------seal, records, report to CommissionCommissioners
179
-ers------.---.---------authority to
eramirottion required for authority
to
examination
practice-----_---------------practice
179
-,-- --- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -

Optometry,
C.—Continued.
Page.
D. C.-Continued.
Optometry, D.
examination limited, for present pracexamination
179
titioners; subjects
subjects -----------179
standard,
applicants
180
180
for other applicants-----standard, for
180
qualifications; tests------------tests
180
qualifications;
applications
to be
be filed
filed with
secretarywith secretaryapplications to
treasurer;
requirements
180
180
treasurer; requirements-------license to practice, on passing
passing examinaexaminalicense
tion
180
180
tion-----------------------certified copy to be recorded
recorded in office
office
certified
District supreme
of clerk of District
180
180
court ---------------------181
fee for certificate
certificate of record------record
practitioner to display, in office,
office, etc-etc
181
practitioner
fees
authorized; examination
examination --------181
fees authorized;
yearly, for practice
181
practice---------------yearly,
license
paid
181
revoked if not paid------license revoked
refusal,
cancellation, etc.,
etc., of
of licenses
by
licenses by
refusal, cancellation,
board; reasons
reasons to be specified--specified
181
board;
hearings, etc
181
etc--------------------hearings,
examination if
issue of license without examination
holding State, etc.,
etc., license
181
license-----conditions
181
conditions----------------------no medical,
medical, etc.,
conferred by
by
etc., title conferred
no
issue
license
182
issue of license---------------provisions not applicable
applicable to practicing
practicing
provisions
182
physicians ---------------- to
spectacles,
to persons merely selling spectacles,
etc
182
etc------------------------invalidity of
of any provision not to
to
invalidity
182
remainder of Act -------182
affect remainder
Oraibi Wash Irrigation
Irrigation Project,
Project, Ariz.,
Oraibi
appropriation
appropriation for maintenance, etc.,
of
400, 1151
400,1151
-of----------------Oral Hygiene
(see also
also Dentistry,
C.),
Dentistry, D. C.),
Oral
Hygiene (see
regulations
regulations for practice of, in the District ---------------------601
Orange
Chamber of
of Commerce,
Orange Chamber
time
bridging Sabine
extended for bridging
time extended
River,
Orange, Tex.,
Tex., by ------1093
River, Orange,
T6xas
Texas or Louisiana may acquire,
free bridge----bridge
1093
1093
a free
to operate
operate as a
tolls allowed
allowed for
for five years------years
1093
1093
tolls
Orange, Tex.,
Orange,
time
extended for bridging Sabine
Sabine
time extended
River at--------------------at
1093
River
Texas or
Louisiana may
acquire, for
may acquire,
or Louisiana
Texas
free bridge ----1093
operating as aafree
1093
allowed for five years------years
tolls allowed
Orchard, etc., Fruits,
Fruits,
Orchard,
diseases
appropriation
investigating diseases
appropriation for investigating
440, 830
of, etc
etc------------------Orchard
Mesa Irrigation
Project, Colo.,
Irrigation Project,
OrchardMesa
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
etc.,
appropriation for maintenance,
of
416, 1166
of----------------------Orchards,
Orchards,
appropriation
for investigating
investigating insects
appropriation for
affecting -----------839
---- 448, 839
affecting
Ordnance
and Ordnance
Ordnance Stores,
Navy,
Stores, Navy,
Ordnance and
appropriation
for procuring, etc
etc ---192, 871
appropriation for
deficiency
appropriation for__ 57, 61, 62, 1349
deficiency appropriation
for replacing
replacing ------------------- 59, 62
Ordnance
Army,
Department, Army,
Ordnance Department,
appropriation for
current expenses-expenses_ _ 497, 913
913
for current
appropriation
for
airplane bombs, ammunition
ammunition for
for
for airplane
small arms
913
arms----------------- 498, 913
for small arms and
and machine gun tar913
get practice
practice---------------- 498, 913
for
ammunition for military
military salutes 498, 913
913
for ammunition
for manufacture
manufacture of arms at arsenals
913
nals---------------.-----498, 913
for preserving, etc., ordnance
stores
ordnance stores
- 498, 913
and supplies
supplies-----------913
for purchase,
purchase, etc., for troops ----- 498, 913
for automatic
rifles
498,
498. 913
automatic machine rifles------

INDEX.
Ordnance
Department, Army-Coutinued.
Page.
Army-Coutinued.
Ordnance Department,
appropriation
purchase, manufacmanufacfor purchase,
appropriation for
ture,
etc., of
tanks, and
and armored
armored
of tanks,
ture, etc.,
motor
vehicles
498,
913
498, 913
motor vehicles-------------for
Field Artillery
Artillery armament
498, 913
913
armament----- 498,
for Field
for
proving grounds
914
498, 914
for proving
grounds------------- 498,
for
Rock Island
Ill ---499,
914
499, 914
Island Arsenal,
Arsenal, Ill
for Rock
for
499,
914
499, 914
expenses --machines, expenses
for testing
testing machines,
for
of arsenals,
etc
499, 914
914
499,
arsenals, etc-------for repairs
repairs of
for
jigs, etc.,
for manufacture
manufacture
etc., for
gauges, jigs,
for gauges,
of arms
and armament
499, 914
914
armament------ 499,
of
arms and
for
seacoast cannon
499, 914
914
499,
cannon-----------for seacoast
for
ammunition for
14
499, 914
for ------------- 499,
for ammunition
for
ammunition, etc.,
499, 915
915
etc., for
for practice_
practice_ 499,
for ammunition,
for
altering, etc.,
etc., seacoast
seacoast artilleryartillery_ 499,
499, 915
915
for altering,
for
ammunition, etc.,
etc., for
for seacoast
seacoast
for ammunition,
cannon, insular
499, 915
915
possessions---_ 499,
insular possessions__
cannon,
for
artillery,
seacoast artillery,
etc., seacoast
altering, etc.,
for altering,
insular
499, 915
915
possessions ---------- 499,
insular possessions
for
CaPanama Cacannon, Panama
for seacoast
seacoast cannon,
nal
499, 915
915
- 499,
nal --------------------for
etc., seacoast
seacoast cancanammunition, etc.,
for ammunition,
non,
Panama
Canal
499,
915
non, Panama Canal--------- 499, 915
for
artillery,
seacoast artillery,
etc., seacoast
altering, etc.,
for altering,
499, 915
Panama Canal
915
Canal -----------Panama
for civilian
civilian personnel,
personnel, Office
Office of
of
for
Chief
of,
War
Department
500,
915
915
500,
Department_War
Chief of,
technical services
915
500, 915
services------------- 500,
technical
for arms,
etc., for
for civilian
rifle
civilian rifle
arms, etc.,
for
ranges
510,
510, 925
ranges------------------deficiency appropriation
appropriation for ordnance
ordnance
deficiency
service_
62, 699,
1352
762, 1350, 1352
701, 762,
699, 701,
59, 62,
service_ 59,
for ammunition
ammunition -------------59,
62, 762
762
59, 62,
for
for ordnance
stores and
59,
59,
supplies --.___
and supplies..
ordnance stores
for
62, 699,
1352
1350, 1352
701, 1350,
699, 701,
62,
59, 62, 762
for replacing
etc----- 59,
ordnance, etc
replacing ordnance,
for
59, 62
for automatic
automatic rifles
rifles -------------59,
for
for arming,
etc., National
Guard --59
National Guard
for
arming, etc.,
cars-----------for armored
62
motor cars
for
armored motor
62
for fortification
expenses
fortification expenses----------for
for manufacture
62 762
762
of arms
arms --------- 62,
manufacture of
for
62, 762, 1350
for proving
grounds -------62,
1350
proving grounds
for
699, 762
- _ 699,
for
practice.. -__
target practice
arms target
small arms
for small
for repairs
arsenals ------------762
of arsenals
repairs of
for
for
Walsh Construction
Construction Company
1345
1345
Company__
for Walsh
war
for
etc., of
of captured
captured war
for distribution,
distribution, etc.,
1345
devices, etc
1345
etc----------------devices,
balances
of appropriations
appropriations covered
in;
covered in;
balances of
for
evacuation of
deordnance deof ordnance
for evacuation
pots
935
935
,---------------- ..potsfor
ordnance material
935
935
material-------------for ordnance
officers
excepted from
from duty
duty with
with troops
troops
officers excepted
requirement
470
470
requirement-----------------Ordnance Depots,
Depots,
Ordnance
balances
of
appropriations
for
evacuabalances of appropriations for evacuation
covered in
935
935
in----------of, covered
tion of,
Ordnance, etc..
etc., Captured
Captured World
World War,
War,
Ordnance,
597
apportionment
and
distribution
of
597
apportionment and distribution of.-deficiency appropriation
for
1345
134a
appropriation for---------deficiency
Ordnance Office,
Office, War
Department,
War Department,
Ordnance
appropriation
500, 915
915
personnel_- 500,
civilian personnel__
for civilian
appropriation for
draftsmen, etc.,
from fortifortipaid from
etc., paid
draftsmen,
fications, etc
500, 915
915
500,
etc -------------fications,
Ordnance Stores,
Stores, etc.,
etc., Army,
Army,
Ordnance
appropriation
for
bombs,
airplane bombs,
for airplane
appropriation
ammunition,
etc
498, 913
913
498,
targets, etc---ammunition, targets,
for preserving,
preserving, etc
498, 913
913
498,
etc --------..
for
for purchase,
Purchase, etc.,
498, 913
913
issue-------498,
for issue
etc., for
for
Ordway Street
NW., D.
D. C.,
C.,
Street NW.,
Ordway
appropriation
for
paving,
ThirtyThirtypaving,
for
appropriation
fourth
Street to
AveWisconsin Aveto Wisconsin
fourth Street
1223
nue
1223
nue-------------------------
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Oregon,
Page.
Page.
Oregon,
appropriation for
surveyor general,
general,
for surveyor
appropriation
clerks,
etc ------------------394
394
clerks, etc
deficiency
appropriation for
preventing
for preventing
deficiency appropriation
loss of
insect infestainfestafrom insect
of timber
timber from
loss
tion
39
39
tion in
in--------------------and
may acquire
acquire bridge
bridge
and Washington
Washington may
across
River, LongLongColumbia River,
across Columbia
view,
to Rainier,
Oreg.,
Rainier, Oreg.,
view, Wash.,
Wash., to
to
operate as
1052
as a
a free
free bridge
bridge --1052
to operate
tolls
allowed for
for five
five years
years --------1052
1052
tolls allowed
consent of
of Congress
for
agreement for
Congress to
to agreement
consent
division of
waters of
of Columbia
Columbia
of waters
division
River, etc.,
etc., between
between WashingWashingRiver,
ton,
Montana, and-----and
1268
1268
ton, Idaho,
Idaho, Montana,
public
lands granted
for aa fish
fish
granted to,
to, for
public lands
hatchery
981
981
hatchery -------------------mineral rights
rights reserved
reserved -----------981
981
mineral
Oregon and
and California
Railroad Company,
Company,
CaliforniaRailroad
Oregon
appropriation
for
survey,
sale,
etc.,
of
appropriation for survey, sale, etc., of
revested
of
394, 1145
1145
394,
revested lands
lands of---------for
protection, revested
revested lands
lands of_
of_
835
835
for fire
fire protection,
deficiency
appropriation for
for protecting
protecting
deficiency appropriation
from
fire, etc.,
revested
etc., revested
from trespass,
trespass, fire,
lands
39,
1325
39, 1325
lands-------------------Oregon Short
Line Railroad
Railroad Company,
Company,
Oregon
Short Line
sale
lands in
County, Idaho,
Idaho,
in Ada
Ada County,
of lands
sale of
authorized
248
248
gravel pit____
pit---to, for
for gravel
authorized to,
mineral deposits
deposits reserved
reserved ---------249
249
mineral
Organized Militia
also National
National
(see also
Militia (see
Organized
Guard),
Guard),
appropriation
for maintenance,
of
etc., of
maintenance, etc.,
appropriation for
Naval' Militia -------------- 188,
188, 867
Naval'Militia
867
Organized Reserves,
Army
Reserves, Army,
Organized
appropriation
Officers' Reserve
Reserve
for Officers'
appropriation for
Corps, pay
for
and allowances
allowances for
pay and
Corps,
active
duty
506, 921
921
------506,
active duty--------506, 921
921
for
506,
limit -------------for mileage;
mileage; limit
for Enlisted
pay,
Corps, pay,
Enlisted Reserve
Reserve Corps,
for
etc
506, 921
921
etc----------------------- 506,
for correspondence
correspondence instruct
on
i n s t r u c t iion
for
course
506,
921
course-------------------- 506,921
for
06, 921
921
for training
training manuals
manuals------------- 506,
for
establishing
headquarters, trainfor establishing headquarters,
ing
etc ------------- 506,
5
506, 921
921
camps, etc
ing camps,
allowance
and regiregifor divisional
divisional and
allowance for
921
mental headquarters
mental
headquarters-------- 507, 921
921
no other
other funds
funds to
be used
used------ 507, 921
to be
no
pay of
507, 921
921
officers restricted..
restricted- 507,
of reserve
reserve officers
pay
Orland
Irrigation Project,
Project, Calif.,
Calif.,
Orland Irrigation
appropriation for
maintenance, etc.,'
etc.,'
for maintenance,
appropriation
1166
of
416,
416, 1166
of --------------------deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
1331
1331
for---------deficiency
Osage
Agency, Okla.,
Osage Agency,
appropriation for
support of,
pay of
of
of, pay
for support
appropriation
tribal
officers and
and employees..
1162
412, 1162
employees_ 412,
tribal officers
for oil
gas production
expenses
412,
412,
and gas
production expenses-for
oil and
1162
1162
for monument
monument to
to tribal
members
tribal members
for
lost their
their lives in World
who lost
1162
War
1162
War-----------------------for visits
visits of
Council, etc.,
etc., to
Washto Washof Council,
for
ington
412,
1162
412,1162
ington -----------------Osage
Okla.,
Indians, Okla.,
Osage Indians,
appropriation for
instruction of
childof childfor instruction
appropriation
ren; from
tribal funds
407,
1158
407, 1158
funds ----ren;
from tribal
reSchool, reSaint Louis
Boarding School,
Louis Boarding
Saint
newal
of
contract
407,
1158
newal of contract --------- 407, 1158
payment per
to each
each
quarterly to
capita quarterly
per capita
payment
competent adult,
share of
of
of share
adult, of
competent
tribal income---------------income
1008
1008
tribal
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Osage Indians,
Indians, Okla.-Continued.
Okla.—Continued.
Page.
Osage
payment
restricted if
payment per
per capita,
capita, etc.;
etc.; restricted
if
without
1008
without certificate
certificate of competency
competency
1008
guardians of
1008
to guardians
of minors
minors-----------1008
rentals
rentals and
and other
other income
income in addition_
addition- 1008
1008
supervision
supervision of,
of, to
to incompetents
incompetents if
if
wasting, etc., income---------income
1009
1009
allowed unentire income
income without, allowed
unless wasted -----------------1009
investment of remainder
remainder in securities,
Oklahoma loans,
etc., or
or
ties, Oklahoma
loans, etc.,
deposit in Oklahoma
Oklahoma banks ---1009
deposit
1009
required for_-for
1009
approval of member required
reservation
reservation each
each year, from tribal
expendifunds, for authorized expenditures-----------------------tures
1009
guardians appointed
guardians
appointed only for
for estate
estate of
competency
member without competency
certificate or of more than
than onecertificate
half of Indian blood
blood------------ 1009
return of specified
specified funds
return
funds by,
by, to SecSecretary for dispositiondisposition -------1009
retary
1009
on death, etc.
delivered
etc., funds to be delivered
to
1010
to superintendent
superintendent of
of agency
agency----- 1010
accounting
within 30 days,
funds
of funds
accounting within
days, of
1010
paid to him, etc -------------- 1010
etc., to
property, etc.,
to the
tender all property,
superintendent
1010
superintendent--------------1010
action
action against, for failure to
to make
satisfactory
to
satisfactory agreements
agreements as
as to
investments, etc-------------etc
1010
1010
restricted Indians
all funds
funds accruing
accruing to restricted
Indians
by inheritance
inheritance may be paid to
to
administrators
estates, or diadministrators of estates,
1010
rect to heirs or devisees -------1010
allowance for expenses of adminisadminisallowance
tration --.-1010
_--------------- 1010
lands devised to Indians of one-half
one-half
Indian blood or over, inalienable
inalienable
·•Indian
1010
without Secretary's
Secretary's approval
approval--_
1010
revocation
revocation of competency certificate
certificate
for misusing funds, etc
1010
etc -------1010
income thereafter
1010
supervision of income
thereafter ---1010
just
be
just indebtedness
indebtedness at time of,
of, to be
paid ---------------------- 1011
1011
prior transactions
transactions not affected
1011
affected------- 1011
no person convicted
convicted of taking the life,
etc.,
etc., of an
an Osage
Osage Indian,
Indian, shall
inherit from estate of decedent
decedent_ _
- 1011
without
debts contracted
contracted by members
members without
competency
certificate not valid
competency certificate
unless approved
approved by the Secretary-----------------------tary
1011
indebtedness inpayment authorized
authorized of
of indebtedness
curred by incompetents
incompetents by unlawful act of carelessness,
carelessness, etc___
etc-- -_ 1011
1011
no one but of Indian
Indian blood shall inherit
inherit
from
those of
of one-half
from those
one-half or
or more
more
of Osage Indian blood, any
right, title, or interest
interest to rerestricted lands, etc., of the tribe_
tribe -_ 1011
not applicable
applicable to spouses under existing marriages
1011
marriages-------------1011
Tights
blood,
rights of persons not of Indian blood,
to lands, etc., of, may be sold,
etc
94
etc-------------------------Otis Street NE., D.
Otis
D.C.,
appropriation
appropriation for grading, west of Eastern Avenue ---------------- - 548
Otis
Street NW.,
Otis Street
NW., D.
D. C.,
C.,
appropriation for paving, Sixth Street
Street
appropriation
to Park Place---------------Place
547
Otoe Agency, Okla.,
appropriation for support,
support, etc.,
appropriation
etc., of
Indians
Indiana at, from tribal funds..
funds. 411,
411, 1161

Ottoman Empire,
Empire, Former,
Former,
Page
Page
Ottoman
appropriation for
American
appropriation
for expenses
expenses of American
prisoners, etc.,
etc., in
in-------------- 1025
Ottumwa, Iowa,
terms of court at ------------------795
Ouachita River,
Ouachita
bridge
La_ _
bridge authorized
authorized across,
across, Monroe, La-791
Ouray Agency, Utah,
Utah,
appropriation
appropriation for
for support,
support, etc.,
etc., of Indians at,
funds
411, 1161
ans
at, from
from tribal
tribalfunds---411,
1161
Outfits, Navy
Navy First
First Enlistments,
Enlistments,
Outfits,
issue
charged to clothing and small
issue of, charged
stores fund; limit
storesfund;
limit---------- 195,
195, 873
873
Overhead Wires, D.
D. C.
C.,I
temporary permission
permission for use of, at
at
inaugural ceremonies,
ceremonies, for illuinaugural
illumination
mination--------------------944
by telegraph
telegraph companies
companies-----------945
Oversea
Oversea Service,
Service, World
World War,
War,
definition of term
122
definition
term-----------------122
for ------------_
122
service credit allowed for
122
Owensboro,
Owensboro, Ky.,
Ky.,
aoross Ohio River,
bridge authorized across
River,
between, and Rockport,
Rockport, Ind_
103
between,
--__
Ind - _
Owyhee and
Irrigation Projects,
and Vale Irrigation
Projects, Oreg.,
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for cooperative
cooperative
investigation of feasibility,
feasibility, etc-etc_ _
investigation
685
Owyhee Irrigation
Irrigation Project,
Project, Oreg.,
Oreg.,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for continued
deficiency
investigation, construction,
construction, etc.,
investigation,
of
of----------------------685
unexpended balance
balance for investigation,
investigation,
unexpended
etc., of, reappropriated-------reappropriated
1168
etc.,
1168
Oxford, Miss.,
Miss.,
at
882
terms of court at-------------------882
Ozark National
National Forest,
Forest, Ark.,
apart as game refuges
refuges
lands in, to be set apart
1091
in ---------.--------------punishment for unauthorized
punishment
unauthorized hunting, etc
etc---------------------- 1091
in fourth Congressional district, excluded
1091
cluded---------------------P.
P.
Pacific
Pacific Coast,
Coast,
appropriation
appropriation for surveys of ------ 235,
235, 1045
1045
for surveys of, additional, 1925-1925
-706
for care of insane, Navy, on
874
on------ 196,
196, 874
Pacific
Pacific Mail
Mail Steamship Company, San
Francisco, Calif.,
Francisco,
Calif.,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for refund
refund of
of
deficiency
immigration fine to
to------------ 1335
1335
Packers
Packers and
and Stockyards
Stockyards Act,
appropriation for expenses
executing_ 460, 851
851
appropriation
expenses executing_
for expenses
expenses enforcing,
enforcing, additional,
additional,
for
1925
706
1925------------------------ 706
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for expert
expert
services, Department
Department of Agriculture
culture---------------------_
1327
Page, William
Page,
William Tyler, Clerk of
of the
the House
House
of Representatives,
Representatives,
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for services,
etc., compiling
compiling contested eleccases-------------------tion cases
34
34
Pages,
Pages,
appropriation
Representaappropriation for House of Representatives
1292
tives-------------------- 584,
584, 1292
for Senate --------------------_ 581, 1288
1288
positions ''and
pay
established of
House of Representatives-----Representatives
151
Senate
of Senate--------------------149
Paintings,
Paintings,
excise tax on,
on, sold
sold by other
other than artist;
aTepnntinn -----------------Q0oJ
exception
323
V«
_-___1----_-

INDEX.
Paiute
Agency, Nev.,
Page.
Page.
Nev.,
Paiute Agency,
appropriation for support,
support, etc.,
etc., of InInappropriation
funds_ _ 411, 1161
dians at, from
from tribal funds-1161
Paiute
Paiute Agency,
Agency, Utah,
Utah,
appropriation for
support, etc.,
etc., of
of InInfor support,
appropriation
tribal funds_
411, 1161
dians at, from
from tribal
funds--_ 411,
1161
Paiute
Indians,
Paiute Indians,
apart for settlement
settlement
lands in Utah, set apart
by
246
by----------------.-------246
Paiute
Paiute Indians,
Indians, Nev.,
Nev.,
appropriation for
irrigation charges,
charges,
for irrigation
appropriation
etc., allotted
of; repayallotted lands of;
etc.,
ment
403, 1153
1153
ment--------------------Pala
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Calif.,
Calif.,
Pala Indian
appropriation
for irrigation
irrigation project
project
appropriation for
on
on-_ ----------------400, 1151
Pamunkey
Pamunkey Ferry
Ferry Company,
time
extended for
Pamunkey
for bridging
bridging Pamunkey
time extended
River,
10
10
River, Sweet
Sweet Hall,
Hall, Va -------Pamunkey River,
Pamunkey
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., of, to be
preliminary
1193
made ------------------ ---time
time extended
extended for bridging, Sweet Hall,
Va
10
Va ---------------------Pan American Congress
Highways,
Pan
Congress of Highways,
delegates
appointed for particidelegates to be appointed
1355
1355
pating in,
Aires----in, at Buenos
Buenos Aires
pating
American Petroleum
Petroleum and Transport
Transport
Pan American
Pan
Company,
Company,
contract
with, for
for constructing
oil tanks,
tanks,
constructing oil
contract with,
etc.,
Pearl Harbor, Hawaii
deHawaii, deetc., Pearl
-5
clared
-5
interest_-public interest
clared against
against public
proceedings for annulling,
annulling, etc., to be
be
proceedings
6
6
instituted -------------------Pan American Petroleum
Petroleum Company,
Pan
reserve in California
California
of naval oil reserve
lease of
by, declared
declared against
public inagainst public
by,
5
terest
5
terest--------------------proceedings
etc.,
cancellation of, etc.,
proceedings for cancellation
6
to be
instituted
6
to
be instituted--------------Pan
Conference, SevSevSanitary Conference,
Pan American
American Sanitary
enth,
for delegates
delegates
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
deficiency
692
692
to
to-------------------------112
112
delegates
authorized-------------to, authorized
delegates to,
112
sums authorized
authorized for
for expenses
112
expenses------sums
Pan
American Scientific
Third,
Congress, Third,
Scientific Congress,
Pan American
appropriation
expenses of
delegates
of delegates
for expenses
appropriation for
214
214
to
to----------------------Pan American
Union,
Pan
American Union,
appropriation
for quota
quota for
of
support of
for support
appropriation for
212, 1020
1020
212,
-------------212, 1020
1020
for
printing and binding
binding for---for
212,
for printing
Panama,
Panama,
206,1015
appropriation for
for minister
1015
to------ 206,
minister to
appropriation
214,1022
1022
annual payment
payment to
to--------- 214,
for annual
Panama Canal,
Canal,
Panama
appropriation for
all expenses,
objects
expenses, objects
for all
appropriation
specified
519,
933
519, 933
specified -----------------pay of
of officials
and employees
933
519, 933
employees_- 519,
officials and
pay
contingent
vehicles, etc.
etc.
expenses, vehicles,
contingent expenses,
519,
933
519,933
----------------------damages
passing through
through
to vessels
vessels passing
damages to
locks
519,
933
519, 933
locks--------------------losses
property
to property
damages to
or damages
losses or
taken
933
519, 933
taken --------------------- 519,
claims
for damages
519, 933
933
lands, etc_ 519,
to lands,
damages to
claims for
expenses, sales
of unserviceable
unserviceable
sales of
expenses,
material, etc------------etc
519,
933
519, 933
material,
emergency expenses
expenses ---------- 519, 933
emergency
per diem subsistence,
subsistence, etc
etc------- 519, 933
per
for maintenance
maintenance and
and operation
operation___ 520, 933
for
for salary
governor ----------- 520,
520, 933
933
of governor
for
salary of
payment to
to alien
alien cripples
cripples ----520,
520, 933
933
payment
for
new
power
plant,
Mirafiores
520
520
for new power plant, Miraflores---completion
authorized; cost
520
520
cost-----completion authorized;
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Panama Canal-Continued.
Canal-Continued.
Page.
Panama
appropriation for
hospitals,
for sanitation, hospitals,
appropriation
etc
520,
934
etc---------------------.520, 934
surgical
appliances to
to injured
injured ememsurgical appliances
934
520, 934
ployees
ployees------------------for
civil government
government expenses;
expenses; court
for civil
officials
officials------------------- 520, 934
purchase
from Army
surplus, etc.,
Army 'surplus,
purchase from
stock
supplies
520, 934
stock of
of supplies-----------for
expenses, from
from specified
specified
for general
general expenses,
sources
520, 934
520,
934
sources ----------------net
covered into the
net profits
profits to be
be covered
934
Treasury
520,
934
Treasury----------------for
operation of waterworks,
etc.,
for operation
waterworks, etc.,
Panama and Colon -------520, 934
Panama
for
protection of American
American
and protection
for relief
relief and
seamen in ------------1017
208, 1017
for
surveys of
of Atlantic
Atlantic entrance
entrance to 235, 1045
1045
for surveys
expenses in
825
in- - _ 436, 825
Weather Service expenses
for Weather
488
at Gatun _-------- for storehouse
storehouse at
for construction,
etc., of
of military posts_
902
postsfor
construction, etc.,
control installations----installations
491, 906
for fire
fire control
for
aviation landing,
France Field__
Field--_ 493
landing, France
for aviation
for hospital
care, etc.,
hospital care,
for paying
paying for
garrisons
494, 909
Zone garrisons------Canal Zone
for
etc---- 497, 912
for plans
plans for
for fortifications,
fortifications, etc
batteries ----------- 497, 912
for seacoast
seacoast batteries
installing electrical
electrical plants, searchsearchfor installing
lights,
etc ------ ---------497, 912
lights, etc
for preserving,
preserving, etc.,
etc., fortifications-_
fortifications
912
497, 912
for
submarine
defense strucstrucmine defense
submarine mine
tures
912
497, 912
tures-------------------maintenance,searchlights,electric
for maintenance,searchlights,electric
plants,
etc., fortifications of_-of_. 497, 912
912
plants, etc.,fortifications
for seacoast
for
915
500, 916
cannon for---------for
seacoast cannon
for ammunition,
ammunition, etc.,
etc., for
seacoast
for seacoast
for
cannon --------------915
500, 915
cannon
altering, etc.,
etc., seacoast
seacoast cannon_
915
cannon_ 500, 915
for altering,
for
constructing
fire
control
stations,
for constructing fire control
etc
918
918
range finders,
finders, etc------------submarine mine supplies-------supplies
918
918
for submarine
for
control. installations,
installations, addifor fire
fire control.
1925_
711
711
tional, 1925----------------additional,
for fortification
fortification expenses, additional,
711
1925
711
1925----------------------for
maintenance, etc.,
United
etc., in United
for maintenance,
712
712
States, additional,
additional, 1925-------1925
States,
for
maintenance, etc.,
etc. ' on the
the IsthIsthfor maintenance,
712
712
additional, 1925
1925--------mus, additional,
for
Canal Zone, addiaddifor sanitation,
sanitation, Canal
712
tional, 1925----------------1925
712
tional,
civil government
government in,
additional,
for
in, additional,
for civil
712
1925
712
1925----------------------deficiency appropriation
fortificafor fortificaappropriation for
deficiency
tion expenses
63
59, 63
tion
expenses----------------- 59,
695
for
control, fortifications
695
fortifications------for fire control,
for
armament of fortifications
fortifications_
___ 701,
701, 762
---for armament
for seacoast
seacoast batteries-------------batteries
701

Panama,
Panama,
Panama,Panama,
appropriation for
for operating
operating waterwaterappropriation
works, etc.,
etc., for ---------520, 934
934
works,
Panama
Company,
Railroad Company,
Panama Railroad
deficiency appropriation
for refund
to. _
689
689
refund to-appropriation for
deficiency
Panola-Quitman
District,
DrainageDistrict,
Panola-QuitmanDrainage
may
dam
Tallahatchie
River,
at
Porters
may dam Tallahatchie River,
Ferry,
Miss
355
Ferry, Miss-----------------development
of water
water power,
etc.,
power, etc.,
development of
356
not authorized
authorized -------------356
not
removal, etc.,
etc., if
if interfering
deinterfering with deremoval,
sirable water
developsirable
water power develop356
356
ment ----------------------Papago
Indians, Ariz.,
PapagoIndians,
appropriation for
for water
water supply
for
supply for
appropriation
villages of
400, 1150
400,1150
of---------villages
for water
for villages
villages of,
addiof, addisupply for
water supply
for
707
tional,
1925
707
tional, 1925-----------------
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Paper,
Paper,

INDEX.

Page.
Page.
Partnerships,
Page.
Partnerships,
Page.
appropriation
standards
appropriation for developing
developing standards
incomes
incomes taxed only on shares
shares of
of memmemof quality, etc.,
etc., of -------. 231,
231, 1041
1041
bers of -----------------275
--275
standards of, for printing and
and binding,
Pass Manchac,
Manchac, La.,
Pass
La.,
to be fixed by Joint Committee
Committee
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
of, to
to be
preliminary
etc., of,
be
____
on Printing -----1105
------1105
made ---------------------1195
1195
advertisement
advertisement by Public Printer
Printer for
for
Passage
Passage Tickets,
Tickets, Foreign
Foreign Steamer,
Steamer,
sealed proposals, in one newsnewsstamp tax on;
Canada and
exon; Canada
and Mexico
Mexico expaper or trade
trade journal
journal in
six
in six
cepted -------------.-------.
335
cepted
335
cities - ---------------------1105
1105
costing
costing less than $10
$10 exempt
336
exempt------336
samples to applicants
1105 Passport
samples
applicants ---------- 1105
Passport Bureaus,
Bureaus,
Paper,
Paper, Distinctive,
Distinctive,
appropriation for, New
appropriation
New York,
York, San
San
appropriation
appropriation
expense,
United
for expense,
United
Francisco,
Francisco, Chicago, Seattle, New
New
States securities
securities ------------ 68,
768
68, 768
Orleans, and Boston-------Boston
206,
1015
206, 1015
for temporary
temporary employees
employees ----------69
69 Patent
Patent Office, Interior
Interior Department,
Department,
for expenses,
expenses, additional, 1925
710
1925 -----710
appropriation for
Commissioner, and
and
appropriation
for Commissioner,
deficiency appropriation for expenses,
expenses,
office personnel-----------personnel
415,
1165
415, 1165
United
United States securities ----- 49,
1341
49, 1341
employment of special service
employment
service of
of
Paraguay,
Paraguay,
typists---typists
415
.
------.------_
415
appropriation
appropriation for minister to----.to
206,
1015
206, 1015
for temporary employees
employees ------415, 1165
415,
1165
Parts, France,
France,
Paris,
for general expenses-------_--_
expenses
415, 1165
_ 415,
1165
deficiency
appropriation for acquiring
deficiency appropriation
scientific books,
for professional and
and scientific
books,
embassy
embassy building and grounds-grounds__
48
etc -----------_--------_ 415,
1165
415, 1165
Paris, Tex.,
Tex.,
Paris,
for producing weekly issue
issue of
of patents,
patents,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for public
deficiency
public
drawings, etc------------etc
415,
1165
415, 1165
building----------.--building
759
-----759
multigraphing
multigraphing heads of drawings
drawings
Park
Park Field,
Field, Tenn.,
Tenn.,
permittedpermitted -----1165
---- 1165
sale of abandoned,
abandoned, authorized-------authorized
383
383
for investigating
investigating prior
prior use
use of
of inveninvenPark
Park Police,
Police, D. C.,
•tions, etc ------.--------- 415,
415, 1165
1165
appropriation for salaries
appropriation
salaries ------- _ 572,
572, 1246
1246
for furniture, etc
etc- -----------415, 1165
1165
for expenses, uniforms, etc------etc
57,
1247
572, 1247
for storing models,
models etc
392, 1165
etc---------- 392,
1165
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for increase
deficiency
increase of
of
for printing weekly
weekly issue of patents,
compensationcompensation --------------678
678
drawing, etc.; Official
Official Gazette,
for motor vehicles
vehicles --------------, 678
678
etc --------------------393,
393, 1143
1143
under officer in charge
charge of public buildbuilddeficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
expenses,
for expenses,
ings and grounds ------------175
175
International
Bureau,
International
Berne_ -___
56
Berne
-56
detail of Army
Army officer for
175
for ------------175
for scientific
scientific library
61
library --------------61
grades of, to correspond
correspond with
District
with District
for printing and
and binding
683
binding- ---------- 683
police----------------------police
175
175
for storage, etc., models, exhibits,
etc_
1330
exhibits, etc_
1330
basic salaries established
established --------175
-175
for expenses of commission
commission on disdisuniforms, equipment,
equipment, etc., to
be
to be
posal of certain
certain models, etc
1330
etc ---1330
furnished ----------------175
_
175
exhibit
exhibit for Seville
Seville Exposition to be
be
policemen
policemen and firemen's relief fund
prepared by --------------prepared
1257
1257
benefits extended
extended to ---------176
Commissioner designated
Commissioner
designated on commispayments
payments required
required --------.-----.
176
176
sion to select models for retenretenmember
member to serve on board
board -------176
176
tion,
etc----- --------------tion, etc
942
942
deductions
deductions from salaries to be made.
made_
176
176
retained models to be
kept in,
or
be kept
in, or
refund of amounts paid to civil
National Museum
Museum ------.---.942
942
service retirement fund -----176
176 Patent
Patent Office
Models,
Office Models,
special policemen
policemen without pay, for
for
commission
created to select, for recommission created
reauthorized-duty in parks, etc., authorized
176
176
tention, etc-----------------tention,
etc
942
942
duties, etc., restricted
restricted -------.---.176
176
of value, etc., to be kept
Patent
kept in
in Patent
Park
River, Conn.,
Park River,
Office
Office or National Museum
942
Museum ---942
preliminary
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., of, to be
be
remainder to be disposed of by sale,
remainder
made --------------------1192
1192
gift, destruction, etc
942
etc----------942
Park-Wood
Park-Wood Lumber Company,
expenses authorized for handling, etc.__
943
etc-943
may bridge
bridge United
United States Canal, conconappropriation
appropriation authorized
authorized for
943
for
------943
necting Apalachicola
Apalachicola River
River and
report
report to Congress by commission
943
commission----943
Saint Andrews
Andrews Bay, Fla
22
Fla------22 Patents
Patents and
Marks,
and Trade
Trade
Marks,
Parking Commission,
Parking
Commission, D. C. (see
also
(see also
office
office mistakes
mistakes in registration
registration of, to be
be
Trees
Trees and Parking, D. C.),
C.),
rectified ----------------rectified
- 1268
1268
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for repairs
deficiency
repairs_ --.
679
679
sealed certificate
certificate of
to be
of fact, etc.,
etc., to
be
Parks, D. C.,
Parks,
issued and recorded ----------1268
1268
commission constituted
constituted for developdevelopgiven same legal effect
effect as original-original
1269
1269
ment, etc.,
etc., of, system
system ----.--_ 463
463
previous certificates
certificates validated
validated ----1269
1269
Parks,
D. C., Small,
Parks, D.
copies
copies of records, etc.,
authenticated
etc., authenticated
appropriation for condemning
condemning lands
appropriation
by office
office seal, certified
certified by Comfor ------------------ 548, 1226
1226
missioner or designated
designated officer,
Parks,
Parks, Military
Military (see National Military
accepted
accepted as evidence
evidence --------1369
1369
Parks).
to be issued on payment of fee
fee-----1369
Parlatoria
Parlatoria Date Scale,
trade mark
registration certificates to
mark registration
to
appropriation for emergency
appropriation
emergency expenses,
expenses,
be issued
issued under office seal
eradicating
_
- 459, 848
eradicating -------------signed by Commissioner
Commissioner and atParrisIsland,
Parris
Island, S. C.,
tested by an assistant,
assistant, etc
1369
etc------ 1369
deficiency
appropriation for monument
deficiency appropriation
monument
issue to assignee
assignee on recording of
of
to mark site of Charles Fort on-on__
690
assignment
1I
assignment
1369
- - - - -- - - - - - --- - - -U aI

INDEX.
INDEX.
Page.
Page.
Patents, Commissioner
Commissioner of,
of,
Patents,
415,1165
1165
415,
appropriation for
for --------------appropriation
Pauls Valley,
Valley, Okla.,
Okla.,
Pauls
terms of
of court,
be proto be
rooms to
at; rooms
court, at;
terms
vided
730,
945
730, 945
vided------------------Pawhuska, Okla.,
Okla.,
Pawhuska,
terms
at; rooms
prorooms to be procourt at;
of court
terms of
945
vided
vided-----------------------Pawnbrokers,
Pawnbrokers,
special tax
imposed on;
on; business
business detax imposed
special
fined
326
fined-------------------Pawnee
Indians, Okla.,
Okla.,
Pawnee Indians,
treaties
appropriation for
fulfilling treaties
for fulfilling
appropriation
with
410, 1160
1160
- 410,
.----------------with
for support,
support, etc.,
schools of, addiaddietc., schools
for
708
tional,
708
employees -------1925; employees
tional, 1925;
Pay,
Army,
Pay, Army,
appropriation for
line and
officers, line
for officers,
appropriation
staff --------------------- 481, 895
staff
481, 896
for
National Guard------------Guard
for National
481, 896
for
officers
warrant officers-------------for warrant
for
increase, officers
481 896
officers----- 481,
aviation increase,
for aviation
481, 896
for
officers
896
longevity, officers-----------for longevity,
time
at Military
or Naval
Naval AcadAcadMilitary or
time at
emy
after August
August 24,
not
1912, not
24, 1912,
emy after
896
counted
481, 896
481,
counted----------------for enlisted
enlisted men,
men, line
and staff____481,
staff .-- 481, 896
line and
for
for National
National Guard,
enlisted menmen_ 481,
481, 896
896
Guard, enlisted
for
for aviation
aviation increase,
enlisted men;
men;
increase, enlisted
for
limitation
481, 896
limitation---------------for Philippine
Philippine Scouts,
Scouts enlisted
men.. 481, 896
enlisted menfor
for longevity,
longevity, enlisted
men------- 481, 896
enlisted men
for
for retired,
officers-------------- 481, 896
retired, officers
for
duty- 481, 896
for
active duty_
on active
officers on
retired, officers
for retired,
481, 896
for
enlisted menmen ------retired, enlisted
for retired,
men on active
for
enlisted men
retired, enlisted
for retired,
duty -------------------481,
481, 896
duty
711
for, additional,
711
1925--------------additional, 1925
for,
58,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for --------deficiency
62, 699,
1353
761, 1350, 1352, 1353
701, 761,
699, 701,
62,
for, War
with Spain____
59,
59, 699, 1352, 1353
Spain.-War with
for,
Pay
Clerks, Army,
Army,
Pay Clerks,
481, 896
appropriation for
for retired----------retired
appropriation
Pay,
Marine Corps,
Corps,
Pay, Marine
appropriation for,
for, and
and allowances
878
201, 878
allowances--- 201,
appropriation
deficiency
for
57,
appropriation for---------deficiency appropriation
61, 698,
1349, 1351,
1351, 1353
1353
760, 1349,
698, 760,
61,
Pay, Navy,
Navy,
Pay,
appropriation
__ 183, 862
miscellaneous---for, miscellaneous..
appropriation for,
Reattendance at
at International
International Reattendance
862
search Council
meetings, etc---etc
862
Council meetings,
search
collecting, etc.,
etc., information_
- _ 184,
862
184, 862
information --collecting,
interned prisoners
prisoners of
of war,
862
184, 862
etc--- 184,
war, etc___
interned
private damages
184, 862
862
claims-------- 184,
damages claims
private
restriction
use at naval dison use
restriction on
tricts
184, 862
862
184,
-------tricts --limit,
services at
yards
at yards
etc., services
clerical, etc.,
limit, clerical,
184, 862
and
stations -------------and stations
for officers
871
193, 871
officers--------------------- 193,
for
for rental
rental allowance
allowance ------------ 193, 872
for
for subsistence
193, 872
872
allowance-------- 193,
subsistence allowance
for
872
for retired,
retired, officers
193 872
officers-------------- 193,
for
193, 872
for retired
retired enlisted
enlisted men---------men
for
193, 872
for
reenlistment extra
pay, etc
etc --extra pay,
for reenlistment
for
interest on
on deposits,
enlisted
deposits, enlisted
for interest
men
193, 872
872
men---------------------- 193,
for
officers, seamen,
etc---- 193, 872
seamen, etc
petty officers,
for petty
for
machinists, apprentice
seamen,
apprentice seamen,
for machinists,
etc
193, 87
872
193,
etc ---------------------for,
and
allowances,
Nurse
Corps_
872
193, 872
for, and allowances, Nurse Corps_ 193,
for
rental and
and subsistence, enlisted
for rental
men --872
193, 872
------------------ 193,
men
for
Fleet
Naval
retainer and
and
Reserve retainer
for Fleet Naval Reserve
active service,
allowance_ 193,
193, 872
and allowanceservice, and
active
for
death gratuities
872
193, 872
------- 193,
gratuities --for death
R 872
f93
--- one fund
all-1 accounted Vn
for as
193,
~ , 872
van
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Pay,
Page.
Page.
Navy-Continued.
Pay, Navy-Continued.
deficiency
for, and allowappropriation for,
deficiency appropriation
57,
ances ----------------------ances
61,
698, 700,
760, 1349,
1349, 1351, 1353
700, 760,
61, 698,
for,
miscellaneous
57,
for, miscellaneous---------------.61,
689, 698,
1349, 1351
1351
760, 1349,
700, 760,
698, 700,
61, 689,
Pay
Readjustment of
Navy, etc.,
Army, Navy,
of Army,
Pay Readjustment
allowance
to National
Guard officers
officers of
National Guard
allowance to
250
250
longevity
credit ---.....-pay credit
longevity pay
rental
to officers
officers below
below brigallowance to
rental allowance
250
250
adier
general, etc
etc------------adier general,
method of
of determining
rate for
for one
one
determining rate
method
250
.
250
room
room .----------.---------basis of
of allowance
allowance to
with
officers with
to officers
basis
250
250
dependents
dependents------------------251
251
having no
dependent
no dependent-----------having
none
allowed, while
while in
in the field, etc.,
none allowed,
251
251
if having
having no
no dependent
dependent-------if
if
assigned quarters
permanent
at permanent
quarters at
if assigned
251
251
station
station---------------------regulations
be made
made by the Presito be
regulations to
251
251
dent,
etc -------------------dent, etc
retainer
Naval
Fleet Naval
of Fleet
members of
of members
pay of
retainer pay
or
Marine Corps
Reserve, comcomCorps Reserve,
or Marine
251
251
puted;
minimum allowance----allowance
puted; minimum
enlisted men
men credited
credited for
for longevity
longevity pay,
pay,
enlisted
as commisfor
service as
active service
for active
251
251
officers-----sioned or
warrant officers
or warrant
sioned
allowances to
to National
Guard for air
National Guard
allowances
251
251
service duties,
duties, at
at camps,
camps, etc
etc---service
pay, etc.,
etc. of
of Naval
Academy band
Naval Academy
pay,
251
251
rated ---------------------rated
retired pay
pay of
officers under
under Act of 1922,
of officers
retired
252
252
construed
construed-------------------252
252
1, 1922 -__-----------effective July
•
July 1,
effective
Peace
River, Fla.,
Fla.,
Peace River,
of, to be
preliminary examination,
etc., of,
examination, etc.,
preliminary
1194
1194
made
made-----------------------Peacock
Military College,
College,
Peacock Military
use of
deficiency
appropriation for
for use
deficiency appropriation
property
of1317
property of------------------

1317
Pearl Harbor,
Hawaii,
Harbor, Hawaii,
Pearl
appropriation for
station, imnaval station,
for naval
appropriation
198,876
provements
198,
--------------provements 876
for submarine
base, public
public worksworks.. 198, 877
submarine base,
for
199
etc--for naval
naval air
air station
station buildings,
buildings, etc......
199
for
for joint
joint Army
Army and
and Navy
water
Navy water
for
488
supply----------------------488
supply
deficiency
acquiring
appropriation for acquiring
deficiency appropriation
and
in,
private
fishery rights
private fishery
690
adjacent
to.----.. ----------adjacent to
additional
buildings
naval hospital,
hospital,
at naval
additional buildings at
authorized
naval hospital
from naval
authorized from
funds
196
funds----------------------amount
harbor improvefor harbor
authorized for
amount authorized
1276
ments,
station at
1276
at-------naval station
ments, naval
contract
constructing oil tanks, etc.,
contract for constructing
55
at,
to be
etc --------canceled, etc
be canceled,
at, to
Pearl River,
River,
Pearl
bridge authorized
authorized across,
across, at Battle
bridge
102
Miss ---------- 28, 611
Bluff
02
40
Crossing, Miss
Bluff Crossing,
10161
Grigsbys
Miss ------------Ferry, Miss
Grigsbys Ferry,
Jackson, Miss-.----..
Miss
----------- 28,646
Jackson,
8
Meeks
Ferry, Miss
8
Miss---------------Meeks Ferry,
between Saint
Parish, La.,
Tammany Parish,
Saint Tammany
between
19
-and Hancock
County, Miss
Miss_ -_
19
Hancock County,
and
time extended
bridging, near
near
for bridging,
extended for
time
1141
Georgetown,
Miss1141
------------Georgetown, Miss
Pearls,
Pearls,
excise 4ax
sold, etc.,
by dealers;
dealers;
etc., by
on, sold,
4ax on,
excise
324
exception324
exception-------------------Peat,
Peat,
appropriation for
publication of
experiof experifor publication
appropriation
ments,
etc., in,
in, to determine
determine
ments, etc.,
1143
1143
commercial
use,
etc
commercial use, etc-----------
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Pecans,
Page.
Pecans,
Page.
appropriation for investigating
investigating disdisappropriation
eases of
of------------------- 440,
440, 830
830
for investigating
investigating growing,
growing, marketing,
etc., of ------------------- 442,
442, 832
832
Pecuniary
Pecuniary Claims
Claims between United States
States
and
Great Britain,
and Great
Britain,
appropriation
arbiappropriation for expenses
expenses of
of arbitrating
1022
trating--.--------.---.-_ 213,
213, 1022
Pee
Pee Dee,
Dee, N. C.,
bridge authorized across Peedee
Peedee River
River
near
17
near------------------------17
Pee Dee
Pee
Dee River,
River,
bridge authorized
Yawhannah
bridge
authorized across, Yawhannah
C
Ferry, S. C------------------44
Peedee River,
Peedee
bridge authorized
authorized across,
17
across, Pee
Pee Dee,
Dee, N. C.
C.
17
Savage Landing, S. C. -----------647
Peekskill,
N. Y.,
Peekskill, N.
Y.,
preliminary
examination, etc.,
preliminary examination,
etc., of,
of, harharbor to be made
made--------------1192
Penal
Penal Bonds,
Bonds,
acceptance
of Federal
bonds or
or notes
notes as,
as,
acceptance of
Federal bonds
authorized
349
authorized------------------corporate, etc.,
in lieu of personal or corporate,
sureties --------------------349
deposited in Federal
349
to be
be deposited
Federal depositary
depositary
349
return
obligation performed_
350
return of, when obligation
performed350
for
to be withheld
withheld from contractor
contractor for
etc., to
secure subwar supplies, etc.,
to secure
subcontractor
350
contractor------------------350
350
priority of United States not affected_
affectedinconsistent laws modified---------modified
350
inconsistent
350
judicial authority not affected-----affected
350
judicial
350
Penal Institutions
Penal
Institutions (see
(see Penitentiaries,
Penitentiaries,
United
United States).
Pend d'Oreille
d'Oreille River,
Pend
bridge authorized
authorized across, Washington
Washington
and Idaho------------------Idaho
1092
Penitentiaries, United
United States (see also
also
Penitentiaries,
Prisons, United States),
appropriation
Leavenappropriation for
for maintenance,
maintenance, Leavenworth, Kans
Kans------------- 221,
221, 1031
for Atlanta, Ga
1032
Ga--------------- 222, 1032
for McNeil
McNeil Island,
Island, Wash------Wash
223, 1032
1032
223,
restriction on construction
construction of new,
restriction
etc.,
buildings --------------223
etc., buildings
223
maintenance,
Leavenworth,
for
maintenance,
Leavenworth,
709
Kans., additional, 1925
1925-------709
construction,
Leavenworth,
for
construction,
Leavenworth,
Kans.,
additional, 1925
709
Kans., additional,
1925-------709
Atlanta ' Ga.,
Ga., additional, 1925_
709
for Atlanta,
1925--___ 709
for McNeil Island, Wash., additional,
additional,
1925 ----------------------'709
709
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for erecting
erecting
etc.,
Leavenworth,
factories, etc.,
Leavenworth,
Kans
45
Kans----------- ---------45
for McNeil
McNeil Island,
Island, Wash.,
Wash., water
water
supply
45
supply----------------------45
for
Leavenworth, Kans.,
for Leavenworth,
Kans., maintemaintenance
687,
1333
nance-------------------687, 1333
for Atlanta, Ga.,
Ga., maintenance_
1334
maintenance_-- 688,
688, 1334
for McNeil
McNeil Island, Wash.,
maintenWash., mainten688,
1334
ance ----------_-------688, 1334
for Industrial
Industrial Institution for Women,
Women,
construction, etc
1334
construction,
etc-------------shoes, brooms, etc., to be manufactured
manufactured
by inmates
inmates of Leavenworth,
Leavenworth,
Kans
Kans-----------------------66
Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania,
appropriation for
appropriation
for reimbursing, for mamarine school expenses--------expenses
184, 863
amount to be contributed
contributed by, for survey
of Allegheny
Allegheny and Monongahela
Monongahela
Riversa
:
2Rivers,
for
flood r-n+'1
control
250
-,
v. A, f-r
OaWfhlod,
sVk.
vaW v----t - -

Pennsylvania
Railroad ComCorn- Page.
rage.
Pennsylvania and Newark Railroad
pany,
time extended for bridging Delaware
Delaware
PennRiver, Trenton, N. J., by Pennsylvania Railroad
Railroad Company and
sylvania
738
Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Avenue Bridge
Bridge SE., D.
D. C.,
appropriation for repairs and refloorappropriation
reflooring from gasoline-tax
gasoline-tax fund-----fund
550
550
Pennsylvania
Railroad Company,
Pennsylvania Railroad
agreement
reconstructing
agreement with, for reconstructing
bridge across
across Chesapeake
Chesapeake and
and
Delaware
Delaware Canal, ratified, etc--etc_ __ 1197
funds for------------------use of funds
for
1197
1197
time
extended for
bridging Delaware
time extended
for bridging
Delaware
River, Trenton,
Trenton, N. J., by PennPennsylvania and
sylvania
and Newark
Railroad
Newark Railroad
and
738
Company and---------------738
Pensacola
Pensacola Bay, Fla.,
Fla.,
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., of waterpreliminary
way, to Mobile Bay to
be made_ 1194
1194
tobemadePensacola,
Fla.,
Pensacola, Fla.,
appropriation for buildings, naval air
appropriation
air
station
877
station------------------199, 877
acceptance of lands, etc., for water
water
acceptance
supply
199
supply-------------__
------199
funds for buildings,
buildings, etc., not available
able until water
water supply assuredassured...
199
preliminary
etc., of,
harbor,
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
of, harbor,
. entrance
made---------- 1194
entrance to be made
1194
titles to certain lots in, quitclaimed
quitclaimed to
to
possessors of;
of; conditions------conditions
738
possessors
738
Pension Office, Interior
Pension
Interior Department,
Department,
appropriation for Commissioner,
appropriation
Commissioner, and
office personnel
414, 1164
1164
personnel ----------for Army
Army and Navy pensions
pensions__
1164
---__ 414, 1164
diem, investigations,
for per diem,
investigations, etc
etc-- 414, 1164
1164
office supplies,
supplies, etc---------etc
for office
414, 1164
1164
for fees, etc., examining
examining surgeons_ 414, 1164
1164
for expenses
expenses under
under Civil Service
Service ReRetirement Act ------......
- 414, 1164
1164
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for fees,
fees, etc.,
examining surgeons__surgeons___ 41,
61, 684,
684, 1330
examining
41, 61
1330
expenses under Civil Service
Service Refor expenses
tirement Act
56
tirement
Act----------------56
Pensions,
Pensions,
appropriation
and
Commissioner of, and
appropriation for Commissioner
office personnel
personnel ----------office
414, 1164
for
1164
for Army and Navy ----------- 414, 1164
from naval fund
Navy from
fund------- 414, 1164
1164
separate accounts
required_
separate
accounts required---414, 1164
for
etc., examining
examining surgeonssurgeons.. 414, 1164
for fees,
fees, etc.,
deficiency
fees, etc.,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for fees,
examining surgeons-surgeons_ _ 41,
61, 684,
684, 1330
1330
examining
41, 61,
papers relating
relating to, claims exempt from
from
stamp tax ------------------336
336
Pensions,
Commissioner of,
Pensions, Commissioner
of,
appropriation for---------------for
1164
appropriation
414, 1164
Pere
Marquette Lake,
Pere Marquette
bridge authorized
across, Ludington,
Ludington,
bridge
authorized across,
Mich ...... ............
Mich
25
Permanent
Fund, Navy,
Permanent Special
Special Working Fund,
established by transfer
transfer from naval supply account
fund--------.---195
account fund
195
functions
195
functions of specified --------------195
Perry
Perry Street NE., D. C.,
appropriation for
appropriation
for grading, west of EastEastern Avenue
Avenue ----.----------.
548
Perry's
Perry's Victory Memorial
Memorial Commission,
appropriation for improving grounds,
grounds,
appropriation
etc
527
etc-------................
-527
use of revenues
from
527
revenues from-----------527
Persia,
Persia,
appropriation for
to ----206,
1015
appropriation
for minister to
206, 1015
interpreter to legation
for interpreter
legation and
and conrlilatA
anA'nrl
in
,
n7
nAlR
sulate
general
in
207,
AU^ro
6-u
-------------VWs 1016
VWVu

"
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Persia—Continued.
'Page.
Page.
Persia-Continued.
appropriation for expenses of American
American
appropriation
prisoners, etc., in --------216, 1025
prisoners,
Personal
Property, D. C.,
Personal Property,
deeds, etc., of, to be valid against third
parties, must be duly executed
executed
and
recorder of
and filed in office of recorder
1103
deeds
deeds----------------------inspecto be indexed and kept open for inspection without
without recording
recording in full-__
full__ _ 1103
tion
conditional
conditional sales of, to be valid as to
third
third parties, must be in writing
deeds- 1103
and
recorder of deeds_
and filed with recorder
to
be
etc---------------- 1103
indexed, etc
to be indexed,
Perth
J.,
Amboy, N. .1.,
Perth Amboy,
authorized across Arthur Kill,
bridge authorized
1094
Tottenville,
and ------Tottenville, N. Y., and
Peru,
Peru,
appropriation for
ambassador to--to__ _ 206, 1015
for ambassador
appropriation
Petaluma
Calif.,
Petaluma Creek, Calif.,
improvement of, authorized
authorized---------- 1189
improvement
preliminary examination, etc., of, to be
preliminary
made
1196
made ---------------------Petersburg, Va.,
Petersburg,
commission
commission created to inspect, etc.,
battle
battle fields of siege of, as to
feasibility
preserving for hishisfor preserving
feasibility for
torical study, etc
856
etc------------Peterson,
Peter,
Peterson, Peter,
811
homestead
validated
of, validated-------homestead entry of,
Petroleum,
Petroleum,
appropriation
investigations for
appropriation for investigations
economic production,
production, etc--etc____ 421, 1174
economic
Petroleum Oil
Naval Oil ReLands (see Naval
Oil Lands
Petroleum
serves).
serves) .
Peyote,
Peyote,
appropriation for
for suppressing
suppressing traffic in,
appropriation
among
Indians------------ 396, 1147
among Indians
Pharmacopeia,
States,
United States,
Pharmacopoeia, United
appropriation for cooperating
cooperating in rereappropriation
vision
of ------------------ 447, 837
vision of
Philadelphia Exhibition,
Exhibition,
Philadelphia
provisions
representation of the
provisions for representation
Government
celebration of
at, in celebration
Government at,
hundred and fiftieth
the one hundred
anniversary
of
signing
of the
anniversary of
Declaration
Independence---..... 1254
Declaration of Independence
Philadelphia,
Pa.,
Philadelphia,Pa.,
appropriation
for mint
mint at
at----------- 77, 776
appropriation for
for
Naval
Home---------------- 188, 867
for Naval Home_
works --for
-__ 198, 876
yard, public works_
navy yard,
for navy
710
for mint
mint at,
at, additional,
1925
additional, 1925-------for
granted strip
strip of
of land
for street purposes
land for
granted
from
242
cemetery-------from national cemetery
Philippine
Insurrection,
PhilippineInsurrection,
veterans
diseases, adspecified diseases,
with specified
of, with
veterans of,
mitted to hospital facilities, etc.,
mitted
620
Bureau----------Veterans' Bureau
of Veterans'
Philippine
Islands,
Philippine Islands,
appropriation for
for pay
Resident
of Resident
pay of
appropriation
Commissioners from
from-------- 582, 1289
Commissioners
for expenses
of Resident Commisexpenses of
for
sioners
sioners------------------- 582, 1289
for
clerk hire,
hire, Resident Commisfor clerk
sioners
585, 1293
sioners ------------------- 585,
for
equipment for
for---- 89, 787
special mail equipment
for special
for
care of
of lepers,
___ 184, 863
Culion --etc., Culion_
lepers, etc.,
for care
for
shipwrecked Amerietc., of shipwrecked
relief, etc.,
for relief,
can seamen
1017
208,1017
in------------- 208,
seamen in
can
for
shelter of
troops in
in----------- 488, 903
of troops
for shelter
limit,
quarters-------- 488, 903
officers' quarters
limit, officers'
for
care of
of insane
insane Filipino
910
soldiers - 494, 910
Filipino soldiers
for care
cases
supreme court of, subject to
cases in supreme
certiorari
from
Supreme
Court
certiorari from Supreme Court
940
for
review
for review-------------------no
appellate review allowed
allowed--- 940
other appellate
no other
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Philippine Islands-Continued.
collection of taxes imposed

Philippine
collectionIslands—Continued.
of taxes imposed by
legislaby legislature
ture

of,
of,

in
in

Page.

and 1924,
1923 and

820
legalized, etc----------------etc
legalized,
income
etc., by insular
insular
levied, etc.,
in, levied,
tax in,
income tax
294
officials
officials---------------------294
authority
of legislature
etcamend, etc_
to amend,
legislature to
authority of
two
citizens of,
of, to
National
serve on National
to serve
two citizens
Advisory
Commission to
to SesSesAdvisory Commission
quicentennial
AssoExhibition Assoquicentennial Exhibition
ciation
1254
ciation --------------------Philippine Scouts,
Scouts,
Philippine
of enlisted
appropriation
for pay
pay of
enlisted
appropriation for
481,896
men
481, 896
men -------------------of Regular
detail
officers of
Regular
retired officers
of retired
detail of
Army, extended
officers
retired officers
to retired
extended to
Army,
1099
of
of ------------------------ Phoenix,
Ariz.,
Phoenix, Ariz.,
at-- 405, 1156
school at__
appropriation
Indian school
for Indian
appropriation for
707
for Indian
Indian school
at, additional,
1925additional, 1925_
school at,
for
granted public
lands for
for municipal
municipal
public lands
granted

park
643, 1213
1213
park --------------Ariz.,
Phoenix
Sanatorium, Ariz.,
Indian Sanatorium,
Phoenix Indian
appropriation for
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc.,
appropriation
of
408, 1159
1159
of----------------------- 408,
Plates,
Photographic Films
and Plates,
Films and
Photographic
excise tax
on, other than moving picture
tax on,
excise
323
and X-ray,
X-ray, sold
sold by
by producer_
___
323
producer---and
Physical Constants,
Constants,
Physical
appropriation
operating testing mafor operating
appropriation for
chines to determine,
determine, of materials
231, 1040
231,
rials--------------------Physical
etc.,
Education, etc.,
Physical Education,
appropriation for investigations,etcinvestigations,ete_ 426, 1180
appropriation
Physical
Hydrography,
Physical Hydrography,
appropriation for
for continuing
continuing researches
researches
appropriation
235,1045
in --------------------235,
1045
Physical
of Railroads,
Railroads,
Valuation of
Physical Valuation
appropriation for
ascerof ascerexpenses of
for expenses
appropriation
1205
taining
527, 1205
taining------------------deficiency
appropriation for expenses,
expenses,
deficiency appropriation
680
ascertaining
ascertaining-----------------Pickerel and
and Crooked
Crooked Lakes,
Lakes, Mich.,
Pickerel
disposal
of erroneously
erroneously surveyed
surveyed lands
lands
disposal of
594
011
on -----------------------Pierce Mill
C.,
D. C.,
Road, D.
Mill Road,
Pierce
closing
of, directed
between Tilden
directed between
closing of,
799
Street
and Wisconsin
Wisconsin Avenue-Avenue---- 799
Street and
Pierre, S.
Dak.,
S. Dak.,
Pierre,
appropriation
for Indian
Indian school
school atat__ 407, 1157
appropriation for
708
for
Indian school,
school, additional,
1925708
additional, 1925--for Indian
deficiency
for Indian
Indian
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
1329
school,
repairs---------------school, repairs
Pike
Ky.,
County, Ky.,
Pike County,
bridge authorized
authorized across
across Tug
Fork of
of
Tug Fork
bridge
Big Sandy
Sandy River
River between
between Mingo
Big
County, W. Va.,
Va., and --------11
County,
Pilot
Charts, Navy,
Navy,
Pilot Charts,
appropriation for
for preparation,etc.,ofpreparation, etc.,of_ 189,
868
189, 868
appropriation
Ariz.,
Pima
Agency, Ariz.,
Pima Agency,
appropriation for
for support,
support, e
tc., of
of
etc.,
appropriation
Indians at,
at, from
from tribal
tribal fundsfunds_ 411, 1161
Indians
Pima
Hospital, Ariz.,
Indian Hospital,
Pima Indian
appropriation for
maintenance, etc.,
etc.,
for maintenance,
appropriation
of
408, 1159
1159
408,
of--------------------Pima
Ariz.,
Indians, Ariz.,
Pima Indians,
appropriation
for irrigation
Gila
system, Gila
irrigation system,
appropriation for
1152
River
Reservation ___--------1152
River Reservation
adfor
system on
on lands
lands of, adirrigation system
for irrigation
ditional,
1925
707
ditional, 1925----------------dam,
Gila River,
River,
across Gila
authorized across
etc., authorized
dam, etc.,
for
water to irrigate
providing water
for providing
475
lands
of --------------------lands of
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Pima
Page.
Pima Indians
Indians,' Ariz.-Continued.
Ariz.-Continued.
unexpended
appropriation
unexpended balance of appropriation
for irrigation
irrigation system,
system, lands of,
of,
covered in -.---------------1155
Pine Island
Island Sound,
Fla.,
Pine
Sound, Fla.,
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., of, channel to Captive Island, to be made 1194
Pine Ridge
Agency, S. Dak.,
Pine
Ridge Agency,
appropriation
etc., of Inappropriation for support, etc.,
dians at, from tribal funds_
__ 411, 1161
funds--Piney
Piney Branch
BranchRoad, D. C.,
closing of, directed between
between Spring and,
799
Blair Roads
Roads--------------Pink Bollworm
Bollworm of Cotton,
Pink
Cotton,
appropriation for emergency
emergency expenses
expenses
appropriation
preventing spread of, in
in
for preventing
Mexico, etc --------------458, 848
Mexico,
for preventing
preventing entrance
entrance of cotton and
Mexico; inspection,
inspection,
seed from Mexico;
cleaning,
etc
458
cleaning, etc-----------------surveys and
in
for surveys
and local extermination
extermination in
Mexico
458, 848
Mexico------------------Mexico, etc
848
etc-- 458, 848
for control measures,
measures, Mexico,
for surveys
surveys of infestation
infestation in Texas
848
458, 848
and other States - --------for cooperative
establishment of cotcotfor
cooperative establishment
ton-free
etc
848
ton-free areas,
areas, etc----------459, 848
extermination measures in coopercooperfor extermination
ation
Mexican authorities
authorities 459, 848
ation with
with Mexican
enforced
for reimbursing States for enforced
nonproduction
zones
nonproduction cotton zones-459, 848
payment for destroyed
destroyed crops, etc.,
payment
forbidden
848
459, 848
forbidden----------------706
1925for eradicating,
eradicating, etc., additional,
additional, 1925_
deficiency
appropriation for eradicatdeficiency appropriation
ing, etc---------------------etc
55
55
Pipestone,
Pipestone, Minn.,
appropriation
Indian school
school at_
at 405, 1156
for Indian
appropriation for
for Indian school, additional, 1925_
1925 -_ 707
deficiency appropriation
Indian
appropriation for Indian
school, reconstruction
school,
reconstruction of dairy
barn ---------------------- 1329
Pithlachascotee River, Fla.,
Fla.,
Pithlachascotee
preliminary examination,
etc., of, to be
examination, etc.,
preliminary
made
made-----------------------1194
Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh, Cincinnati,
Cincinnati, Chicago,
Chicago, and
and St.
Louis Railroad
Louis
Railroad Company,
Company,
bridge Little Calumet
Calumet River,
may bridge
Riverdale, Ill
998
Riverdale,
Ill-___----------Pittsburgh Coal,
Coal,
and Railroad
Railroad
Pittsburgh
Land and
Company,
may bridge Tug Fork of Big Sandy
Sandy
247
River, Nolan, W
W. Va ---------Pittsburgh, Pa.,
Pittsburgh,
Pa.,
appropriation for mining experiment
experiment
appropriation
station, care, etc ---------- 421, 1175
for mining experiment
experiment station, care,
etc., additional,
additional, 1925
708
1925---------authorized across Monongahela
Monongahela
bridge authorized
River, at ---------------802, 943
Government land in,
sale of
of tract
tract of Government
authorized _-------------985
authorized
- 985
description ---------------------985
description
Pittsburgh,
Youngstown
& Ashtabula
Pittsburgh,
Youngstown
Railway
Railway Company,
may bridge Mahoning River, Haselton,
Haselton,
90
Ohio ----------------------Piute Indians,
Indians, Nev.,
Piute
Nev.,
amount authorized
authorized for part of expense
expense
for drainage system for lands of,
in Newlands reclamation
595
reclamation project_
reimbursement ------------------596
reimbursement
596
proceeds of sales on Pyramid Lake
proceeds
Reservation to be deposited for..
Reservation
for. -_ 596
Woodward townsite
townsite lots, reserved
reserved
Woodward
596
for public uses of -------------

Piute Indians,
Utah,
Page.
Pae.
Piute
Indians, Utah,
purchase of lots in Cedar City, Utah,
purchase
Utah,
for use of-------------------of
1096
1096
Plans,
Plans, etc., for Fortifications,
Fortifications,
appropriation for preparing, United
United
appropriation
911
States -------------------- 496, 911
for preparing, insular possessionspossessions
912
496, 912
for preparing, Panama
Panama Canal ---912
497, 912
for, additional, 1925--------------1925_
711
711
Plant Disease
Plant
Disease Survey,
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc-etc__ 440, 830
830
appropriation
Plant Diseases
Pests,
Plant
Diseases and
and Insect
Insect Pests,
appropriation for maintaining
maintaining quaranappropriation
tine districts for
for----------- 456, 847
847
Plant Dust Explosions,
Plant
appropriation for investigating, etc-_
etc
447, 837
837
appropriation
Plant Industry
Bureau, Department
Plant
Industry Bureau,
Department of
of
Agriculture,
Agriculture,
appropriation
Bureau, and
appropriation for Chief of Bureau,
office and field personnel
personnel ---830
office
440, 830
general expenses and investigafor general
830
tions --------------------- 440, 830
830
cost of buildings
buildings limited
limited------- 440, 830
employing
employing experts, investigators,
830
830
etc ------------------------for investigating
plant, tree, and
investigating plant,
and
fruit diseases;
diseases; pecans-------pecans
440, 830
830
fruit
440,
citrus canker eradication,
eradication, etc
830
for citrus
etc-- 440, 830
local contributions
440, 830
830
required -_- - 440,
local
contributions required_
diseases;
for investigating,
investigating, etc., tree diseases;
chestnut 'tree
-tree bark, white
white pine
blister rust, etc------------etc
440, 830
830
eradication of white
for cooperative
cooperative eradication
conditions_ _ 440, 830
830
pine blister rust; conditions__
for investigating, etc., cotton, truck,
etc., crop plants
441, 831
plants----------- 441,
etc.,
441, 831
for physiology of crop plants, etc_ 441,
for
soil bacteriology
bacteriology and plant nutrifor soil
441, 831
tion investigations --------- 441,
cultures for legumes
441, 831
legumes----------- 441,
publication
etc
441, 831
441,831
publication of
of tests, etc------for
fertility investigations; adaptfor soil fertility
ing
ing crops
crops from
from tropical regions,
regions,
etc
441, 831
etc ---------------------- 441,
cottonseed
interbreeding, etc--etc ___ 441, 831
831
cottonseed interbreeding,
rubber producing
plants------- 441, 831
rubber
producing plants
for drugs, spices, etc., plant investigations
441, 831
gations ----------------for crop technological investigations,
etc
etc----------------------- 441, 831
for testing commercial
seeds etc
etc_ -_ 441, 831
commercial seeds,
adulterated seed and
and
preventing adulterated
grain
grain admission
admission------------- 441, 831
share in
in International
International Seed Testing
ing Congress
Congress -------------- 441, 831
for improving cereal production,
etc
441, 831
441,
831
etc ------------ L---------corn
31
corn-----------------------441, 8
8 31
flax cultivation,
etc ___ 441,
831
flax
cultivation, diseases,
diseases, etc_-441, 831
broomcorn improvement
and probroomcorn
improvement and
production
duction-----------------_ 442, 831
destroying
etc_ 442, 831
destroying barberry bushes, etc_
for improving tobacco
tobacco production,
production,
etc---------------------- 442, 832
resistant, etc.,
etc., crops_
for drought
drought resistant,
crops -_ 442,
442, 832
832
for sugar plant, etc., investigations_ 442, 832
for improving
improving grazing
grazing lands,
etc- -_-_ 442,
for
lands, etc_
442, 832
832
for dry land, etc.,
farming experietc., farming
experiments-------------------ments
442, 832
832
free distribution
of
of trees restricted
442,
832
stricted - --------------__
442, 832
reclaimed lands,
for utilizing western reclaimed
etc ---------------------442, 832
_
832
for edible
edible nuts, growing, shipping,
etc --------------------- 442, 832
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Plant Industry
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Department of
Bureau, Department
Industry Bureau,
Plant
Agriculture-Continued.
Agriculture-Continued.
appropriation
investigating fruit
fruit
for investigating
appropriation for
growing,
marketing, etc ---442, 832
growing, marketing,
storstudy of
of changes
shipping, storin shipping,
changes in
study
442, 832
age,
etc
age, etc-------------------for
experimental gardens
gardens and
grounds
442,
and grounds
for experimental
832
832
producing, marketfor
investigating producing,
for investigating
ing,
etc., truck
potatoes,
crops, potatoes,
truck crops,
ing, etc.,
etc
442, 832
832
442,
-etc -----------------for nursery
nursery plants,
plants, etc., investigafor
442, 832
tions
tions --------------------for farm,
farm, Arlington,
443, 832
832
443,
Va --------Arlington, Va
for
for foreign
foreign seed
plant introducintroducand plant
seed and
for
443, 833
tion experiments,
etc
443,
experiments, etc------tion
for purchase,
new seeds;
seeds; invesof new
etc., of
purchase, etc.,
for
443, 833
tigation of
of forage
crops ----forage crops
tigation
for
biophysical investigations
443, 833
investigations----- 443,
for biophysical
head rust of
for
eradicating, etc.,
nail head
etc., nail
for eradicating,
833
tomatoes
tomatoes-------------------443, 833
for
expenses ----administrative expenses
for administrative
705
for
additional, 1925-------1925
salaries, additional,
for salaries,
705
1925
for
additional, 1925
expenses, additional,
general expenses,
for general
deficiency appropriation
for general
appropriation for
deficiency
expenses -----55, 60,
1348
759, 1348
700, 759,
60, '700,
55,
expenses
55
etc----------for
seed distribution,
distribution, etc
for seed
700
for purchase,
seeds -------purchase, etc., of seedsfor
for
sugar plant,
plant, etc.,
investigations;
etc., investigations;
for sugar
greenhouse,
farm, Arlington,
Arlington, VaVa_
1325
greenhouse, farm,
Plants, etc.,
Agricultural,
etc., Agricultural,
Plants,
appropriation for
investigating diseases
for investigating
appropriation
of
830
440, 830
of------------_------------ 440,
pathological
collections------. 440, 830
pathological collections
plant
survey----------- 440, 830
disease survey
plant disease
for
investigations - 441, 831
etc., investigations
nutrition, etc.,
for nutrition,
for inoculating
testing cultures
cultures for
inoculating
testing
441, 831
legumes,
etc -------------legumes, etc
Okla.,'
Platt
Park, Okla.
National Park,
Platt National
appropriation
for protection,
protection, etc_
1177
etc_--__ 424, 1177
appropriation for
for
protection, additional,
additional, 1925----1925
709
for protection,
Playgrounds,
D. C.,
Playgrounds, D.
1229
552,
for
appropriation
appropriation
for maintenance
for salaries
salaries -----552, 1229
552, 1229
1229
for maintenance -------------- 552,
for
during
school, during
public school,
of public
expenses of
for expenses
552, 1229
vacation
vacation-----------------for supplies, etc.,
swimming poolspools.. 552, 1229
etc., swimming
forsupplies,
of site Thirty-third and
for purchase
purchase of
for
552
northwest ----------P
Streets northwest
P Streets
552
sites---------for purchase
three sites
purchase of three
for
for bathing
bathing beach
552, 1229
1229
beach------------for
1234
559, 1234
for expenses
expenses of school ----------- 559,
for
commission constituted
constituted for developdevelopcommission
ment of
of system
system for, etc------etc
463
ment
Playing Cards,
Cards,
Playing
stamp tax
on ---------------------336
tax on
stamp
Pleasure
Pleasure Boats,
Boats,
328
special
tax on
on users
users of
of--------------special tax
328
etc-- 328
exemption,
exemption, for relief of seamen, etc
Pleasure
Pleasure Clubs,
Clubs,
282
exempt
282
exempt from income tax ..---------Animal,
Pleuropneumonia,
Pleuropneumonia, etc., Animal,
use, eradiappropriation
for emergency
emergency use,
appropriation for
cating
additional--___ 110, 458, 851
etc.; additional_
cating etc.;
destroyed;
payment
for animals
animals destroyed;
payment for
458, 851
appraisal
.
111 ,
8'51
values-----.111,
of values
appraisal of
deficiency
appropriation for arresting,
deficiency appropriation
-etc
682
etc ------- -----------

Plumes
National Forest,
Forest, Calif.,
Calif.,
Plumas National
private owners
exchange
of lands
lands with
with private
exchange of
952
for
952
to--------------addition to
for addition
356
35
to--------------------lands
lands added to
Inspection, D. C.,
Plumbing
Plumbing Inspection,
540, 1217
appropriation for
etc
1217
salaries, etc---for salaries,
appropriation
temporary
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for temporary
deficiency
A131
36--.
ervices
services
36,' 1318
-ervilces--------------------
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Pse.
Pneumatic
Page.
Tubes,
Pneumatic Tubes,
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
for maintenance,
appropriation for
appraisers' stores
stores and customappraisers'
81, 779
house,
New York
York City ---.-house, New
Pneumatic Tubes,
Tubes, etc.,
etc., Postal
Postal Service,
Service,
Pneumatic
appropriation for
New York
York and
for New
appropriation
86, 785
Brooklyn,
N. Y
Y.........-Brooklyn, N.
York
deficiency appropriation
for New
New York
appropriation for
deficiency
691, 763
and Brooklyn------------Brooklyn
and
Point
Lookout, Md.,
Md.,
Point Lookout,
appropriation for
for care,
etc., ConfederConfedercare, etc.,
appropriation
512,927
ate
512, 927
Cemetery ------------ate Cemetery
Mich.
Point
of Woods
Woods Range
Lights, Mich.
Range Lights,
Point of
exchange
of lands used for, with Robert
exchange of
in
P. Hudson
lands in
other lands
for other
Hudson for
P.
same
vicinity
357
357
same vicinity---------------etc.,
Poisonous
Foods, Drugs,
Drugs, etc.,
Poisonous Foods,
appropriation
for expenses
expenses preventing
preventing
appropriation for
sale, etc.,
etc., of
447, 837
of -------------sale,
Forests,
Poisonous Plants,
Plants, National
National Forests,
Poisonous
appropriation
eradicating
446, 836
for eradicating------appropriation for
Pokety Creek,
Creek, Va.,
Va.,
Pokety
of, to be
preliminary
etc., of,
examination, etc.,
preliminary examination,
made
1193
1193
made-----------------------Ariz.,
Polacca
Wash Irrigation
Irrigation Project,
Project, Ariz.,
Polacca Wash
appropriation for
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
appropriation
of
1151
400, 1151
of------------------------ 460,
Poland,
Poland,
206, 1015
appropriation
for minister
to
206,
minister to-----appropriation for
settlement
of indebtedness
indebtedness of, made by
settlement of
Foreign Debt
Commission, apDebt Commission,
Foreign
proved
720
proved---------------------amount
of indebtedness-------------indebtedness
720
amount of
bonds to
to be
be issued
issued therefor
720
therefor -------bonds
principal payable
annual installin annual
payable in
principal
ments;
increase until
progressive increase
ments; progressive
720
year------------sixty-second
sixty-second year
payment
additional amounts
amounts
of additional
payment of
721
allowed
allowed --------------------721
thereafter_interest
rate to
1932; thereafter
to 1932;
interest rate
of interest
for
five years
half of
interest
years half
first five
for first
to
may be
be deferred,
added to
and added
deferred, and
may
principal;
to be
issued
be issued
bonds to
principal; bonds
721
therefor
therefor--------------------.
payment in
in United
United States
States bonds
payment
accepted --------------------721
accepted
Police
C.,
D. C.,
Court, D.
Police Court,
564, 1239
appropriation
.
salaries.------for salaries.
appropriation for
etc.------.
two
additional
judges, etc
1239
judges,
additional
two
564.
etcfor expenses,
witness fees, jurors, etc..
expenses, witness
for
1239
1239
564, 1239
for repairs
to buildings--------buildings
repairs to
for
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for expenses_
677,
expenses_deficiency
1321
1321
for
jurors ---------------------for jurors
for
expenses----------contingent expenses
for contingent
composed
of four
four judges;
appointment_
judges; appointmentcomposed of
residence,
terms;
requirements; terms;
etc., requirements;
residence, etc.,
salaries
salaries-----------------separate
sessions by
simultaneous sessions
and simultaneous
separate and
-----the judges
judges--------the
time required;
violations
traffic violations
for traffic
required; for
time
act of
of each
deemed the
the act
of
act of
judge deemed
each judge
act
the court;
oath -------------court; oath
the
term of
present judges
not affected_
affected_ __
judges not
of present
term
additional deputy
clerks and
and bailiffs
deouty clerks
additional
to
be
appointed;
pay
to be appointed; pay--------additional
accommodations, etc.,
etc., to be
additional accommodations,
-1120
,i LU_---furnished
for
-----------Irll"ll
trials
without
a
jury,
unless
penalty
over
trials without a jury, unless penalty over
300, or
imprisonment over 90
or imprisonment
$300,
days -----------------------das
commitments not
not to
exceed one year
to exceed
commitments
in default
of payment
pa) ment of
of fine__
fine.-default of
in

677
677
679
1119
1119
1119
1119
1119
1119
1119

1119
1120
1120
1120
1120
1120
1120
1120

1120
1120
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Police Court,
C.—Continued.
Police
Court, D.
D. C.-Continued.
jury service
service of two
for-_
two weeks; periods for__
jury
names to
to be
jury commisbe drawn
drawn by jury
names
sion.......................
sion
---------------sion--------prosecutions for violating
violating milk regulaprosecutions
tion to be in ---------------Police,
Police. D. C.,
appropriation
officers, etc__
etc-for salaries, officers,
appropriation for
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1120
1120

1120
1008

559,
559,
1234
for
personal services
1235
for personal
services -------------- 1235
for
fuel, repairs,
for fuel,
repairs, etc
etc----------- 560,
560, 1235
1235
for
1235
expenses-------- 560,
560, 1235
for contingent
contingent expenses
detection of crime ----------50,
560, 1235
detection
for
for motor
motor vehicles, maintenance,
etc
etc---------------------- 560, 1235
for additional
additional cells in stations 77and 9_
560
9560
for
12
1235
1235
for garage
garage station
station 12-------------for
1235for site for
for new
new station house
house------- 1235
for construction, station 13
1235
13--------- 1235
for
for house of
of detention
detention---------- 560,
560, 1235
1235
for harbor
harbor patrol
patrol-------------- 560, 1235
for
relief fund
allowances ------- 50,
560, 1236
1236
for relief
fund allowances
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for harbor padeficiency
trol heating plant------------plant
37
37
for
increase of compensation,
676
676
compensation, etc
etc---.
for increase
privates
676
676
additional privates-------------679
for house of detention------------detention
basic salaries
salaries of major and superinbasic
tendents, assistants, and inspectors
174
spectors----------------- additional for service assignment
to
additional
assignment to
detective bureau -------------174
detective
captains and
lieutenants -------174
captains
and lieutenants
-174
assignment to detective
detective bureau..
174
bureau--sergeants and privates------------privates
174
sergeants
mounted, using motor
motor veextra if mounted,
174
hicles ----------------------for headquarters detective
detective service;
service;
etc
174
etc----------------------weekly day off in lieu of Sundays -----175
emergensuspended during existing emergencies
175
cies------------------------one hundred additional privates provided for, in Traffic Act ------_
1125
vided
1125
Policemen
Firemen's Relief Fund,
Fund, D.
Policemenand Firemen's
D. C.,
C.,
appropriation
allowances from-_
from__ 560,
1236
appropriation for allowances
560, 1236
deductions from salaries increasedincreased_
560
deficiency
allowances
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for allowances
from
from--------------------37, 1321
members of park
park police entitled to
to
benefits of ------------------176
benefits
payment from salary received
received since
payment
September 1,
required
176
September
1, 1916, required---one of, to serve on board ---------176
proportions of appropriations
appropriations for, from
District and United States revenues -------------..-----176
_monthly deduction from salaries of
police, park police,
police, and White
House police---------------police
176
176
to be credited
credited to relief fund-------fund
176
Political
Political Assessments, etc.,
soliciting,
Government emsoliciting, etc., from Government
Members of Conployees, by Members
Congress, Federal officials, etc., unlawful
1073
lawful----------------------. 1073
Polk
Fla.,
Polk County, Fla.,
adjustment of conflicting
conflicting claims of setsettlers, etc., on public
public lands in --__ _ 1012
Pollution of Navigable
Pollution
Navigable Streams
Streams and
and Lakes,
appropriation
investigating sanitaappropriation for investigating
76, 775
tion, sewage
sewage and
and------------- 76,
775
Ponca Agency, Okla.,
Ponca
appropriation
appropriation for
for support, etc.,
etc., of
Indians at,
funds_ _411, 1161
at, from tribal funds--411,
1161

Ponca Indians,
Page.
Nebr.,
Ponca
Indians, Okla. and Nebr.,
appropriation for support, etc
- 409, 1160
1160
etcappropriation
for
1925_
of, additional, 1925708
for support,
support, etc., of,
all claims of, against United
United States to
to
729
be submitted to Court of Claims
729
advancement
advancement of; procedure, etc
etc----730
Ponce, P. R.,
Ponce,
improvement of harbor,
authorized
1190
1190
improvement
harbor, authorized-.-Pontius, Irene Gracie,
Gracie,
Pontius,
appropriation for
of AlAlwidow of
for paying,
paying, widow
appropriation
consul gengenbert W.
W. Pontius,
Pontius, aa consul
eral
service
210
eral dying in service----------210
Poor, D. C.,
Poor,
appropriation for relief of the
571, 1245
the------ 571,
appropriation
for
transportation of
1245
of paupers_
paupers ---___ 571,
571, 1245
for transportation
Poplar Landing,
Poplar
Landing, S. C.,
bridge authorized
River
bridge
authorized across Santee River
at -----------------------1265
1265
Porcelains, Art,
Porcelains,
Art,
excise tax on, sold by other than artist;
exceptions
323
exceptions -----------------Port Alexander, Alaska,
Port
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
preliminary
etc., of, to be
be
made
1197
made----------------------1197
Port Angeles, Wash.,
Port
preliminary
etc., of,
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
of, harharbor to be made--------------made
1197
1197
Port Arthur
Canal,
Port
Arthur Canal,
preliminary
examination, etc.,
etc., of, to be
preliminary examination,
made,
and Beaumont
Beaumont to
made, Orange and
the Gulf------------------Gulf
1195
1195
Port Chester,
Y.,
Port
Chester, N. Y.,
River authorized
authorized by
by
dam across Byram River
Greenwich, Conn.,
Conn., and
97
Greenwich,
and-------Port Huron,
Port
Huron, Mich.,
portion of Fort Gratiot lighthouse reserreserportion
vation granted to, as a
a public
park; conditions
conditions -----------969
Port of
of New
New York
Authority,
York Authority,
Port
bridge Arthur
may bridge
Arthur Kill,
Kill, Perth Amboy,
1094
N. J., to Tottenville, N. Y
Y----- 1094
Elizabeth, N. J., to Howland Hook,
Elizabeth,
N
-----1094
N. Y
Y --------------Hudson River, New York and New
Jersey
1094
1094
Jersey---------------------Kill Van Kull, New
New York
York and
and New
New
Jersey
1094
Jersey---- --- ------------1094
authorized to, of Hoboken Manusale authorized
Manufacturers' "Railroad
"Railroad Company's"
facturers'
Company's"
property
property--------------------984
conditions ----------------------984
no exemption from municipal
municipal or State
taxation by -----------------985
Port Orchard
Orchard Bay, Wash.,
Port
improvement of, authorized
1189
improvement
authorized---------1189
Port
Port Orford,
Orford, Oreg.,
preliminary examination,
be
preliminary
examination, etc., to be
made, of harbor---------harbor
1196
Port
Y.,
Port Richmond, N. Y.,
bridge authorized
authorized across Kill Van Kull,
from Bayonne, N. J., to------to
1094
Port
Port Royal, S. C.,
preliminary
examination, etc.,
etc., of, harpreliminary examination,
bor to be made - -----------1194
1194
Portage
Portage Canctl,
Canal, Wis.,
preliminary
etc., of, to be
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
made ------------------__- -11951195
Porters
Ferry, Miss.,
Porters Ferry,
dam authorized
355
authorized in Tallahatchie
Tallahatchie River at
Portland,
Portland,Me.,
appropriation
quarantine station
80
appropriation for quarantine
station-80
marine hospital,
improvements
778
for marine
hospital, improvements-778
preliminary
examination, etc.,
preliminary examination,
etc., of, harharbor
1191
made
---------------------__
- made----------------- to be
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Portland,
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appraiser of
merchandise at, to be apof merchandise
appraiser
957
957
pointed
pointed--------------------957
former provision
provision repealed --------former
bridge authorized
across Willamette
authorized across
bridge
18
River at
at -------------------River
99
at
Burnside Street
Street---------------at Burnside
99
at
Ross Island
Island-------------------at Ross
Porto
Rico,
Porto Rico,
appropriation
Resident Commisfor Resident
appropriation for
581, 1289
sioner from--------------from _
sioner
582, 1289
for expenses,
expenses, Commissioner
Commissioner ---for
for
clerk hire,
__ _ 585,
585, 1293
1293
Commissioner --hire, Commissioner_
for clerk
for----- 89, 787
for special
special mail
equipment for
mail equipment
for
for relief,
etc., of shipwrecked
shipwrecked Amerirelief, etc.,
for
can
seamen in------------in
208, 1017
can seamen
for district
district judge
judge-------------- 218, 1028
for
for agricultural
agricultural experiment
experiment stations
for
in
435, 824
in------------------------ 435,824
for
care of insane, Infantry
Infantry soldiers_ 494, 910
for care
court
of appeals
for first
first circuit to hold
appeals for
court of
729
a
sitting at
Juan---------at San Juan
a sitting
income tax
tax in,
levied, etc., by insular
in, levied,
income
294
officials
officials---------------------authority
of insular
insular legislature
legislature to
authority of
294
amend,
etc-----------------amend, etc
purckase
grounds, construction
construction of
of grounds,
purchase of
customhouses, etc.,
authorized
etc., authorized
customhouses,
at designated
municipalities in
in.. -..
630
630
designated municipalities
at
630
cost limitations
limitations-----------------cost
payment out
collected ---630
out of duties collected
payment
maximum allowed
year..
630
for any one yearallowed for
maximum
review by
appeal or writ of error by
by appeal
review
circuit
appeals in all
court of appeals
circuit court
cases
in district
for
936
district court for-----cases in
of
specified cases in Supreme
Supreme Court
of specified
936
of
of-------------------------two
National
on National
serve on
to serve
of, to
citizens of,
two citizens
Advisory Commission
Commission to SesAdvisory
quicentennial Exhibition Assoquicentennial
1254
ciation
ciation--------------------Porto Rico
Rico Civil
Government,
Civil Government,
Porto
auditor to
to be
be appointed
by the Presiappointed by
auditor
------------dent
631
dent--------salary and
and term
631
term----------------salary
duties as
receipts and expendiexpendito receipts
as to
duties
tures
631
tures-----------------------executive secretary
secretary to be appointed by
executive
the
631
governor----------------the governor
salary
and duties..
duties ---------------- 631
salary and
salaries
insular officials, not apof insular
salaries of
pointed
the President,
President, to be
by the
pointed by
such
as provided
provided by
by the
the legislasuch as
631
ture
---------------ture --if
legislature fails
fails to
to appropriate,
appropriate, to
if legislature
he
paid without
without appropriation_
appropriation- _ 631
be paid
631
of
governor and
officials_
designated officials_
and designated
of governor
premium
if officer
required to give bond, premium
officer required
if
to be
paid from
from insular
insular treasury_
632
treasury_
be paid
to
Portraits,
Portraits,
registry of,
as trade
forbidden,
mark forbidden,
trade mark
of, as
registry
without written
written consent of inwithout
dividual
647
dividual-----------------of deceased
Presidents during life of
deceased Presidents
of
widow without
without her
written conher written
widow
647
sent
sent----------------------H.,
Portsmouth,
N. H.,
Portsmouth, N.
appropriation for
for navy
navy yard, public
appropriation
works
197, 876
works------------------- - 197,876
Portsmouth,
H., Naval
Naval Prison,
Prison,
N. H.,
Portsmouth, N.
prisonreimbursement
reimbursement to court martial prisoners
in, for
for Liberty
Liberty bonds and VicVicers in,
prison
tory
notes
of,
stolen
from
prison
tory notes of,
1277
__safe
1277
--.
saL e-----------------------

a

P ge.
Portsmouth,
Ohio,
Page.
Portsmouth, Ohio,
bridge
authorized across Ohio River,
bridge authorized
Fullerton,
to --------- 663, 790
Ky., to
Fullerton, Ky.,
Portugal,
Portugal,

appropriation
for minister
minister to
appropriation for

----- 206, 1015

Possessions of
the United
States,
United States,
of the
Possessions

citizens of,
residents or citizens of
of, not residents
citizens
the
United States, taxable only
the United
income from United States
on income
sources
sources--------------------not applicable
applicable to Virgin Islands ---not
gross
citizens or domestic
income of citizens
gross income
from
corporations
from
deemed
corporations
United
sources ---------United States sources
if
80 per cent of income for three
if 80
preceding
years derived from
preceding years

-_
sources
within the
the possessionspossessions_ _
sources within

and 50
per cent
corporathe corporacent of the
50 per
and
tion's
income from active bustion's income
iness
iness therein ----------------citizen's
or 50 per cent of the citizen's
income
income from active business
therein -------------------therein
to
whether
include all amounts of, whether
to include
within or without
without the United
within
States -------------------States
in--------Islands not included in
Virgin Islands

294
294
294
294

294
294
294
295

Officers,
Post
Service Officers,
ForeignService
Allowances, Foreign
Post Allowances,
appropriation for, to meet living
appropriation
210, 1018
costs
1018
costs ------------------760, 1349
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for------for
deficiency
Post
Cards, Private,
Private,
Post Cards,
rate of
of postage
postage on, increased--------increased
rate
Post
Military Reservation,
Reservation,
Bay Military
Discovery Bay
Post Discovery
granted Chicago,
of way across, granted
right of
Milwaukee and Saint Paul RailMilwaukee
way -----------------------

Military,
Post Exchanges,
Exchanges, Military,
Post

1066

812

appropriation
constructing, etc-etc__ 480, 895
for constructing,
appropriation for
training
recreation
training
recreation buildings,
480, 895
camps,
etc
camps, etc----------------also Postal
Department (see also
Post
Postal
Office Department
Post Office
Service),
Service),
appropriation for Postmaster General
appropriation
and
office personnel
personnel --------83, 782
and office
for care,
Post Office Department
Department
etc., Post
care, etc.,
for
Building
Building ---------------- 84, 782
for First
Assistant Postmaster
Postmaster GenGenFirst Assistant
for
personnel ----- 84, 782
and office personnel
eral, and
for
Postmaster
for Second Assistant Postmaster
General,
personnel
84, 782
General, and office personnel-for
Genfor Third Assistant Postmaster Gen84, 782
eral,
personnel
and office personnel----eral, and
for
Postmaster
Fourth Assistant Postmaster
for Fourth
General,
personnel_ 84, 782
and office personnel_General, and
for
Solicitor, and
and office
office personnel__
personnel---_ 84, 782
for Solicitor,
for
Inspector, and office perChief Inspector,
for Chief
sonnel
sonnel -------------------- 84, 782
for
Purchasing Agent,
Agent, and office
office
for Purchasing
84, 782
personnel782
personnel------------------for
personnel of Accounts
Accounts Buoffice personnel
for office
reau
reau ---------------------- 84, 782
restriction
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D. C
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relating
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stealing, secreting,
secreting, emcrimes; stealing,
postal
airplane service, New York and
for airplane
977
bezzling,
etc., mail matter_
___
977
matter---bezzling, etc.,
59, 135
San Francisco-------------Francisco
1350
San
stealing, etc.,
left upon colleccollecmail left
etc., mail
stealing,
559
for contract
contract station clerks---------clerks
for
977
tion box,
etc --------------box, et&
tion
59, 663
for
assistant postmasters ---------for assistant
unauthorized
mail
before
detaking
unauthorized
59
5
etc--paper,
for
freight
on
stamped
etc_
_
stamped
for freight on
977
livery, etc
etc ------------------5!
for indemnities,
59,
indemnities, domestic mail -----for
977
---punishment
for
punishment for------------135
63, 699,
699, 701,
701, 763, 1350
63,
envelopes by
precanceling
stamped envelopes
by
precanceling stamped
5!
for
messenger service-------service
59,
for mail messenger
users, permitted
permitted --------- ,,_
955
users,
763, 1337,
1337, 135
1350
763,
readjustment of classifications,
classifications, and salreadjustment
6S
for
office appliances
appliances ------------- 59, 699
for office
aries
1053
76
.59.
aries----------------------amrnlia nd supplies
anninmant-and
frn equipment
for
59, 63.
63, 763
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readjustment of salaries,
salaries, etc.; postmasreadjustment
classifications ---------ters, classifications
salaries;
second class_
___
class---salaries; first and second
third class; clerk hire allowance
based
salaries_-----------based on salaries
allowances
for clerk hire, first,
allowances for
second, and
and third class, to cover
second,
mailsall labor, except separating mails_
fourth,
etc
fourth, basis, advances, etc-----salaries
inspectors, grades and salaries-----allowed ---promotions; expenses
expenses allowed_
promotions;
clerks at division headquarters;
headquarters;
clerks
etc-----promotions, transfers, etc
promotions,
substitutes
substitutes for clerks absent without pay
pay-------------------assistant
assistant postmasters, second class
offices basis
basis-----------------offices
designated
employees, assistant postdesignated employees,
masters, etc.,
etc., at
at first class offices
masters,
based
on receipts
thereof-----receipts thereof
based on
superintendents
classified stations, superintendents
and assistants --------------assistant postmasters
offices
at offices
postmasters at
assistant
limited
limited----------------------superintendents of
delivery andasand asof delivery
superintendents
between
sistants, where receipts between
sistants,
$14,000,000
$20,000,000---_
$14,000,000 and $20,000,000__
addition to postmaster and superaddition
visory
Washington,
employees, Washington,
visory employees,
C
D. C-----------------------limits
salaries of assistant sulimits of salaries
perintendents,
exception
perintendents, etc.; exception-cashiers
at State depositories for
cashiers at
postal funds, etc -----------promotions
promotions when office advanced
grade
to higher grade-------------minimum pay
supervisory
for supervisory
pay for
minimum
grade employees
employees------------grade
employees above highest
highest grade for
employees
special clerk to have increased
salaries
salaries for grade in which
placed
placed----------------------clerks and
and
and letter carriers, first and
clerks
second
offices
second class offices-----------grades and pay; substitutes credgrades
ited
time served ---------for time
ited for
clerks-------promotions; special clerks
printers,
mechanics, etc.,
etc., deemed
printers, mechanics,
part
clerical force ---------part of clerical
substitute, temporary,
temporary, and auxauxsubstitute,
iliary--------------------iliarv
Detroit
River service ----------Detroit River
eight hours
period
day's work; period
hours aa day's
eight
restricted to
hours-------ten hours
to ten
restricted
overtime
pay
for
emergency,
etc.,
overtime pay for emergency, etc.,
excess work;
work; computation
of
computation of_excess
compensatory
compensatory time for Sunday
and
holiday; overtime
at
overtime pay at
and holiday;
end of the year
year--- ----------messengers, watchmen,
laborers,
watchmen, and laborers,
messengers,
first
and second
second class
offices;
class offices;
first and
substitutes
substitutes-----------------motor vehicle
employees, superinvehicle employees,
motor
tendents,
classification and
etc.; classification
tendents, etc.;
pay
pay------------------------general mechanics,
mechanics, and clerks;
general
promotions_ -----------------promotions
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driver mehelpers; driver
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Railway
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substitute
pay and promotions; original
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appointments
readjustment of grades of clerks
clerks-readjustment
allowances, in lieu of actual
travel allowances,
expenses, for duty over ten
hours --------------------substitutes traveling to an assignment allowed full time; travel
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allowance from headquarters
allowance
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A and Class
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-----------B; promotions--promotions
classes, and assignterminal offices, classes,
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day's work for clerks, eight hours;
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eight
eight hours aa day's work at terperiod
minal and transfer offices; period
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hours-------restricted to ten hours
pay for work
work in excess----------excess
road duty clerks credited
credited for train
delay-----------------------delay
postal
postal clerks allowed part of leave
carried to next fiscal year-----year
carriers' pay based
rural delivery; carriers'
mileage
on mileage------------------mileage allowances;
allowances. deexcess mileage
ductions for failure to perform
perform
ductions
service----------------------service
allowance;
maintenance allowance;
equipment
equipment maintenance
payment
periods-------------payment periods
triweekly routes; pay and equipment
allowance
ment allowance------------equipment and supplies division; reqequipment
uisition
uisition fillers and packers, pay
increased
increased------------------carriers ---_
village delivery service; carriers_
leaves
of absence
employees; sick
to employees;
absence to
leaves of
leave cumulative
cumulative----------credit for
monthly creditfor---------------restoration
of reduced
employees to
reduced employees
restoration of
former grade
advanced
or advanced---grade or
former
withheld promotions,
allowed subpromotions, allowed
withheld
sequently if record satisfacsatisfacsequently
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appropriation
travel and
and miscelfor travel
appropriation for
laneous
784
expenses------------ 85, 784
laneous expenses
for
damages claims
784
claims-------- 85, 784
paying damages
for paying
for
etc
85, 784
784
1065
inspectors, etc---------------for inspectors,
carrying air
authorized to contract
contract for carrying
authorized
aircraft
805
mail by aircraft--------------aircraft----other
first class mail by aircraft
805
other first
1065
may
issue
permits to
users
precanfor
users
to
permits
issue
may
substitutes
appointed to regular
substitutes appointed
celing
envelopes -----955
stamped envelopes
celing stamped
positions credited for time served
served
positions
regulations
for
indemnity for lost, and
and
for
regulations
as
substitutes --------------1065
as substitutes
collection on delivery, domestic
collection
employees in
during
Army, etc., during
in Army,
employees
653
third
mail, to be made by _
third class mail,
thereWorld
War,
have
credit
to
World War,
special
of postage stamps to be
series of
special series
1065
for in
service----------in postal service
for
issued by,
commemorative of
by, commemorative
issued
sesquicentennial
no rank or pay of employees
employees resesquicentennial of Battle of
no
1099
Hill
1099
1065
duced1065
Bunker Hill-----------------duced---------------------sesquicentennial
commemorative
commemorative of sesquicentennial
appropriations for fiscal
fiscal year 1925
appropriations
of
Battle of
Lexington and Conof Lexington
of Battle
available
available for new rates herein
cord
749
cord------------------------provided,
additional sums
provided, and additional
authorized
1065 Postmaster,
Postmaster, House of Representatives,
Representatives,
authorized-----------------appropriation for,
for, assistant,
money
1065
assistant, money
inconsistent
repealed
appropriation
inconsistent laws repealed-------584,1293
order clerk,
etc_ 584,
1293
clerk, messengers, etcorder
1066
postal
rates provisions-------------provisions
postal rates
585, 1293
for mail
mail vehicles--------------vehicles
for
effective April
1925------------ 1070
April 15, 1925
effective
positions
established of, assistpositions and pay established
special joint
joint subcommittee
to
subcommittee created to
special
etc----------messengers, etc
152
ant,
report,
a
permanent
schedule
of
report, a permanent
Postmaster, Senate,
Senate,
Postmaster,
postal
rates
1070
postal rates-----------------appropriation for,
for, carriers,
etc
581,
581, 1289
carriers, etc----appropriation
Federal
1925_ _ 1070
Corrupt Practices Act, 1925-Federal Corrupt
positions and
established of, and
and pay established
positions
salaries
under reclassification,
reclassification, immesalaries under
149
other
employees
post office employees----other post
diately available
available from
from approdiately
Postmasters,
priations
year 1926
1926--- 1336 Postmasters,
for fiscal year
priations for
appropriation
for compensation
compensation------ 86, 784
appropriation for
special
stamps auspecial series of postage stamps
for assistant,
assistant, first and second class
for
thorized
commemorative of sesthorized commemorative
86, 784
offices -------------------quicentennial of
Battle of
the Battle
of the
quicentennial
*
for
service examination
examination of Presifor civil service
Bunker
1099
Hill-----------------Bunker Rill
dential
dential------------------- 523, 1201
sesquicentennial of Battle of LexingLexingsesquicentennial
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for compensacompensadeficiency
ton and
749
Concord ------------and Concord
ton
46, 59,
tion
tion-----------------------Commissions,
Posthumous
Army
Commissions,
Army
Posthumous
63, 690, 699, 763, 1337, 1350, 1352
an
issue
of
commission
in
of
name
in
issue of commission
for
assistant ------------------- 59, 63
for assistant
officer appointed,
appointed, or recommay be
designated disbursing
disbursing officers
officers
be designated
may
mended
therefor,
from
school
for
mended therefor, from school for
for
mail messenger, etc., payfor mail
officers
World War, unduring World
officers during
ments
356
ments----------------------able to accept by reason of death
third and
and fourth
fourth class,
class, and employees,
third
1255
in
duty1255
line of duty---------------in line
may
mail messenger
messenger
for mail
contract for
may contract
records as of
to be borne on Army records
356
service ---------------------1255
the
etc1255
the grade, etc---------------money order
order accounts
accounts of to be rendered
rendered
money
an
officer in military service during
during
an officer
prescribed periods to the BuBuat prescribed
World
officially recomWorld War officially
Accounts of the Departof Accounts
reau of
to'
unable
mended
promotion,
to•
promotion,
for
mended
ment
950
--------ment-------------accept by
by reason
line
of death in line
reason of
accept
Potash
Salts,
Potash Salts,
1255
of
duty
of duty--------------------appropriation
geological researches
appropriation for geological
to
to
determine presence
presence of---of__ __ 419, 1173
1173
be borne on Army records as of
to be
to determine
1256 Potato
etc---------------- 1256
grade, etc
the grade,
Potato Wart,
Wart,
any
appropriation for
any officer duly qualified for promocooperative expenses
for cooperative
appropriation
456, 848
tion,
eradicating
tion, who dies, in line of duty,
eradicating ---------------after
occurrence of vacancy
vacancy enafter occurrence
Potatoes,
Potatoes,
titling
issue
appropriation
for investigating
investigating diseases
diseases
thereto, before issue
him thereto,
titling him
appropriation for
1256
of
commission -----------of -----------------------441, 831
the commission
of the
of
to
be borne on Army records in
for
investigating wireworms
wireworms and other
to be
for investigating
- 449, 839
etc----------- 1256
promoted
1256
insects affecting
affecting ---------insects
promoted grade, etc
no
from provisions of this
etc., from
Poteau, Okla.,
bonus, etc.,
no bonus,
Okla.,
Poteau,
terms of
__ 731, 945
required--Resolution
1256
at; rooms required_
Resolution-----------------of court at;
terms
authority
731
Muskogee----authority of clerk at Muskogee
Postmaster
General,
Postmaster General,
NW., D. C.,
Potomac Avenue NW.,
appropriation for, and office personnel_ 83, 782 Potomac
appropriation
appropriation
Macomb
appropriation for grading, Macomb
for
field service,
service, Post Office Departfor field
Street to Norton Place; culvert
Street
ment under
under----------------- 85, 783
547
construction
construction-----------------equipment
for
power, light, etc., for equipment
for power,
85, 783 Potomac
shops
shops---------------------SE., D. C.,
Avenue SE.,
Potomac Avenue
appropriation for
Sixteenth
for paving, etc., Sixteenth
etc- 85, 783
appropriation
for cash rewards
rewards for inventions,
inventions, etc_
to E
gasoline-tax
E Streets; from gasoline-tax
for transportation
transportation and delivery of
1225
fund
1225
fund---------------------.
etc------------- 85, 783
equipment,
equipment, etc
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after
service
grade
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interchanges of clerks
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terest of
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Page.
D. C.,
Potomac
President
appropriation
of the United
for compensation____
States,
521, 1198
1198
521,
compensation-.-for
573
appropriation
appropriation
for West
West Park--------Park
573
appropriation for
for
Secretary, and
and office personnel_ 521, 1198
1198
for Secretary,
for
etc
573
roads, etc-----------macadam roads,
for macadam
521, 1199
for
traveling expenses,
expenses, etc------etc
573
for traveling
for
Park ------------------573
East Park
for East
521,
for Executive
Executive Office-----------Office
521, 1198
573, 1247
for
in East Park
for tourists'
tourists' camp
Park__
1247
camp in
for
for expenses
expenses of
of suits
suits to cancel
cancel leases
leases
for
for Tidal
573
beach-----bathing beach
Basin bathing
Tidal Basin
for
16
16
of naval
reserves, etc------etc
oil reserves,
naval oil
of
balances for
for bathing
bathing beach, etc.,
balances
16
16
authority of
of counsel
counsel employed---employed___ _
authority
covered
into the
the Treasury-----Treasury
1247
covered into
74,
74,
for
protecting the
of
712
the person of-------1925-for protecting
for reflecting
712
additional, 1925
pool, additional,
reflecting pool,
for
1026
217, 774,
774, 1026
217,
1247
for widening
bridge
inlet bridge---------widening inlet
for
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for expenses,
deficiency
Potomac River,
River,
Potomac
sickness ' death,
and burial
burial of
death, and
sickness,
construction
memorial bridge across,
of memorial
construction of
34
34
Warren G.
G. Harding, late -----Warren
from
Memorial to ArLincoln Memorial
from Lincoln
messengers conState messengers
mileage, State
for
for mileage,
lington,
974
authorized-------Va., authorized
lington, Va.,
veying electoral
electoral vote for,
for, and
veying
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for comdeficiency
753
------ 753
for
Vice President
President-----1316
for Vice
mencing_
1316
mencing-----------------expenses, Joint
Joint Congressional
Congressional
for
for expenses,
of------ 1193
preliminary
etc., of
examination, etc.,
preliminary examination,
Committee on
on Inaugural
CereInaugural CereCommittee
and Mich.,
Wis. and
Pottawatomi
Indians, Wis.
Pottawatomi Indians,
753
753
4, 1925------monies
of March
March 4,
1925
monies of
payment
to members
of, not receiving
receiving
members of,
payment to
Conferexpenses, Agricultural
Agricultural
for expenses,
for
benefits
of former
appropriation
former appropriation
benefits of
754
ence
819
ence-----------------------for
819
etc--------------support, etc
for support,
754
for Federal
Federal Oil
Oil Conservation
Conservation BoardBoard_
754
for
Kans.,
Pottawatomie
Agency, Kans.,
Pottawatomie Agency,
for publishing
publishing ascertainment
elecascertainment of elecfor
appropriation for
support, etc., of
for support,
appropriation
toral vote
for, and
and Vice PresiIndians
at, from
vote for,
411, 1161
toral
funds- 411,
tribal funds_
from tribal
Indians at,
756
756
dent
dent----------------------addifor
Indians at,
at, addiof Indians
etc., of
support, etc.,
for support,
for expenses
expenses of
suits to cancel leases
of suits
708
for
tional, 1925
708
1925-----------------tional,
1315
1315
of oil
oil lands,
etc -------------lands, etc
of
Dak.,
S. Dak.,
Potter County,
County, S.
Potter
for surveys,
etc., of Saint Lawrence
Lawrence
surveys, etc.,
for
bridge
authorized
across Missouri
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bridge
1315
1315
River
River-----------------------River, between
Dewey County
County
between Dewey
River,
30
action of,
of, in
in issuing
Army supplies, etc.,
etc.,
and _
30
issuing Army
action
and------------------------for relief
sufferers from Jaof sufferers
relief of
for
Pottery,
Pottery,
panese earthquake,
earthqnake, 1923,
1923, apapappropriation
processes,
study of processes,
panese
for study
appropriation for
963
963
231, 1040
etc., in
of
proved __
proved---------------------manufacture of----in manufacture
etc.,
Y.,
Poughkeepsie,
N. Y.,
Poughkeepsie, N.
additional hospital
hospital facilities,
facilities, etc.,
etc., for
for
additional
bridge authorized
across Hudson River,
River,
authorized across
bridge
beneficiaries
of Veterans'
Veterans' Bubeneficiaries of
10
at
10
1212
1212
at--------------------------reau
to approval
approval of--.of
subject to
reau subject
Poultry,
Poultry,
appointment of
of Veterans'
Veterans'
Director of
of Director
appointment
amount of
of deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
608
608
amount
Bureau
by
Bureau by------------------arresting
disease,
foot-and-mouth disease,
arresting foot-and-mouth
promotion
on
authorized
to
advance
promotion
advance
to
authorized
etc., available
available for
eradicating
for eradicating
etc.,
list for
for world
flight achievement
achievement
world flight
list
European
fowl pest
pest and other
other
European fowl
Air
Service officers
Lowell HerHerofficers Lowell
Air Service
diseases
of
722
of------------------diseases
bert Smith,
Wade, Leslie
Leigh Wade,
Smith, Leigh
bert
Poultry
Feeding
and
Breeding,
Breeding,
and
Feeding
Poultry
Philip
and Erick
Erick HenHenArnold, and
Philip Arnold,
appropriation for
for experiments
experiments in---in_ __ _ 439,
439, 828
979
appropriation
979
ning Nelson
Nelson ----------------ning
Pound,
D.
C.,
C.,
Pound, D.
Evelyn
authorized to
appoint
Richard
Richard Evelyn
appoint
to
authorized
appropriation
for
motor
vehicle
563
------vehicle
motor
for
appropriation
Byrd, jr.,
jr., a
comlieutenant coma lieutenant
Bvrd,
Navy),
Ordnance, Navy),
Powder,
Navy (see
also Ordnance,
(see also
Powder, Navy
mander
on Navy
Navy retired
retired list__
list --. __ 821
on
mander
manuappropriation
for
purchase
and
manuand
purchase
for
appropriation
of
Thomas
James
Camp
a
of
major
a
Thomas James Camp
facture
smokeless -------192, 871
of smokeless
facture of
792
792
Infantry
Infantry-------------------Power Boat
Boat Routes,
Routes, Postal
Postal Service,
Power
John I.
I. Conroy
Conroy captain
captain on Marine
Marine
John
appropriation
mail transportation
transportation
for mail
appropriation for
1279
1279
Corps
retired list------------list
Corps retired
by
87, 785
87,785
bv------------------.-----gunner
John
J. Dobbertin
marine gunner
Dobbertin marine
transdeficiency appropriation
appropriation for
mail transJohn J.
for mail
deficiency
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1012
60, 63
in Marine
Marine Corps-------------Corps
portation by
in
by ---------------portation
the
in the
Henry
F. Mulloy
Mulloy ensign
ensign in
etc.,
Power
Boats, etc.,
Henrv F.
Power Boats,
961
961
business,
for business,
special tax
tax on
users of,
of, not
not for
----------Navy -----on users
Navy-v
special
328
etc
328
William Schuyler
Woodruff an
etc-------------------------Schuyler Woodruff
William
Power Commission,
806
Federal,
806
Commission, Federal,
Power
officer of
of Infantry
Infantry-----------officer
appropriation for
for expenses
expenses of
524,
1203
524, 1203
of ---appropriation
commissioner
general and five comcommissioner general
Powers
Attorney,
of Attorney,
Powers of
at
missioners
as representatives
representatives at
missioners as
336
stamp
on; exceptions
336
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stamp tax
the
Seville International
International ExpoExpothe Seville
Prairie
Dogs,
PrairieDogs,
1256
1256
sition
1927 --------------in 1927
sition in
appropriation
for devising
devising methods
for
methods for
appropriation for
Comdelegates
to
Inter-American
ComInter-American
to
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450,
destroying
450,
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destroying ---------------mission
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Precious and
Semiprecious Stones,
and Semiprecious
Precious
112
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cations meeting
meeting -------------cations
excise
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etc.,
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on, and
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to
Pan
American
ConAmerican
Pan
to
by
dealers;
exception
324
delegates
---------by dealers; exception
1355
1355
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gress of
Highways -----------gress
Precious Metals,
Metals,
Precious
appropriation
for collecting
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delegates to
Seventh Pan
Pan American
American
collecting statistics
to Seventh
delegates
appropriation for
112
112
of
77,
726
77, 726
Sanitary
Conference
Sanitary Conference----------of
excise tax
tax on
articles
636
of articles
636
dealers, of
by dealers,
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Board-_on sales
excise
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Pueblo Lands
Lands Board_
of Pueblo
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324
of,
324
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336
of, or
336
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of Tax
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Board of
of Board
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Predatory
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of the
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World War
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World
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road
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road powers,
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.._
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permission
exporting
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of, required
permission of,
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gas------------------- 1111
helium gas
quota
admission
nationality for admission
alien nationality
of alien
quota of
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immigrant, based
based on joint
joint
of
Secretaries of
determination of Secretaries
determination
to
Labor,, to
State,
Commerce and Labor
State, Commerce
after
be proclaimed
proclaimed by, on or after
be
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159
April 1, 1927
requested
to invite
Interparliamentary
invite Interparliamentary
requested to
Union to
to hold annual meeting in
Union
119
Washington in 1925
1925----------Washington
negotiate agreement
with foreign govagreement with
negotiate
ernments, to
to limit building of
ernments,
ships
and aircraft, and number
number
ships and
204
of
men
officers and men-----------of officers
settlement of
indebtedness of Finland
of indebtedness
settlement
to
United States approved by,
to United
20
authorized
authorized------------------of Hungary
Hungary to
United States, apto United
of
proved
authorized -------136
by, authorized
proved by,
of
United States, apto United
Lithuania to
of Lithuania
proved by,
authorized
719
by, authorized--------proved
approved
of
to United States, approved
Poland to
of Poland
by,
authorized
720
by, authorized--.-----------Presidents,
Deceased,
Presidents, Deceased,
registry
trade mark,
registry of portrait of, as trade
during life
widow forbidden,
forbidden,
life of widow
during
647
except by
consent in writing_
647
writingher consent
by her
except
Presidio
of San
San Francisco,
Francisco, Military
Military ResPresidio of
ervation,
Calif.,
ervation, Calif.,
conveyance to
portion of,
Francisco, portion
to San Francisco,
conveyance
for exposition,
exposition, park,
park, etc., purfor
1129
poses ----------------------1129
poses
conditions
subject to right of way,
conditions subject
etc
1129
etc------------------------Presiding Officer
Officer of the Senate,
Presiding
made
member, ex
ex officio, of George
made aa member,
Washington Bicentennial
Bicentennial BirthWashington
671
day Commission
Commission-------------day
to appoint
Senators on commiscommisfour Senators
appoint four
to
.671
sion
671
sion-----------------------Pribilof
Islands (see
Service).
(see Alaska Fisheries Service).
Pribilof Islands
NW., D. C.,
Princeton
Place NW.,
Princeton Place
appropriation for paving, Warder Place
appropriation
546
to
Avenue-----------Georgia Avenue
to Georgia
Department,
Printing
Treasury Department,
Division, Treasury
Printing Division,
appropriation
for chief
chief of, and office
office
appropriation for
69, 768
personnel ----------------768
personnel
69, 768
for printing
printing and
binding
and binding----------for
69, 768
for
postage-------------------for postage
Prison Commission, International,
International,
Prison
contribuappropriation
for annual contribuappropriation for
211, 1020
tion
tion--------------------760
for----------deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
deficiency
C.,'
D. C.
Prisoners, D.
Prisoners,
appropriation for support of jail,
jail, etcetc_ 566, 1241
appropriation
Prisoners
Prisonersof War, etc.,
appropriation
expenses, etc.,
etc., of,
for expenses,
appropriation for
Department---- 184, 862
under Navy Department
Prisoners,
States,
Prisoners, United States,
appropriation for.support
for support of-----of
223, 1033
1033
appropriation
for
of
224, 1033
inspection of-------------for inspection
709
for support,
1925-------additional, 1925
support, additional,
for
deficiency
support
appropriation for support
deficiency appropriation
1334
760.
6.
171.
57_
44.
nf
44,
57,
688,
760,
1334
-.... 171,
-.
---.
-of -v
------

President of
of the
United States—Contd.
States-Contd.
the United
President
to
authorized to
to appoint
representative to
appoint representative
authorized
centennial
of first meeting
meeting of
centennial of
473
473
Legislative Council of Florida
Florida_ -_
Legislative
special commissioners
cooperate
to cooperate
commissioners to
special
with
Mexico as to use of waters
with Mexico
of
Grande, below Fort QuitRio Grande,
of Rio
118
118
man,
Tex ----------------man, Tex
104
104
temporary
officers
of
Coast
Guard_
GuardCoast
of
officers
temporary
three commissioners
commissioners of
Lexingtonof Lexingtonthree
Concord
Sesquicentennial ComConcord Sesquicentennial
749
749
mission
mission-------------------three
members
of
Bunker
Hill
Bunker
three members of
1099
1099
Sesquicentennial
Commission_ Sesquicentennial Commission_
three
Mecklenburg
members of the Mecklenburg
three members
1267
1267
Commission -Sesquicentennial
two
Sesquicentennial
members of Library
Commission_
of Congress
two members of Library of Congress 1107
1107
Board-----------Trust
Trust Fund Board
two
representatives to participate
two representatives
Columbia
in negotiating
negotiating the Columbia
in
1268
1268
River
compact--------------River compact
of
complete
a
topographical
survey
topographical
a
complete
1011
1011
the United
States-----------United States
the
Ozark
designate
game
refuges
in
Ozark
refuges
designate game
1091
Ark---------- 1091
National Forest, Ark
National
detail Major
W. Kirby,
Wallace W.
Major Wallace
detail
Army,
Army, as Director, Engraving
252
252
and Printing,
months_--six months
for six
Printing, for
and
enlarge area of Custer State Park
enlarge
632
632
Game
Sanctuary, S. Dak ----Game Sanctuary,.
establish
forests lands,
national forests
as national
establish as
suitable for
for timber production
production in
suitable
reservations, other
excepted
than excepted
other than
reservations,
655
655
ones
ones------------------------establish,
Reserve OffiOffi- 1276
etc., Naval Reserve
establish, etc.,
127(
cers' Training
Corps --------Training Corps
cers'
institute
and
proceedings to cancel and
institute proceedings
annul designated
naval oil redesignated naval
annul
6
serve leases,
etc ------------leases, etc
serve
.6
special
counsel for,
employedto be employed_
for, to
special counsel
to
invite States
States and foreign
foreign countries to
invite
take
Orleans Interin New Orleans
part in
take part
1253
1253
national
Exposition ---Trade Exposition
national Trade
issue
posthumous commissions
commissions in
issue posthumous
name
service
name of person dying in service
during
World War, and unable
during World
1255
1255
to
accept ---------------to accept
officer
qualified for
for promotion
officer qualified
dying in
in line
line of
of duty
duty after vadying
cancy occurring
occurring entitling him
cancy
thereto,
before issue of the comcomthereto, before
1255
125!
mission -------------------modify,
passports of
etc., visas of passports
modify, etc.,
976
97(
aliens,
immigrants--------aliens, not immigrants
reappoint Frederick
Frederick K. Long, as
reappoint
152
15'
captain
Infantry
captain of Infantry---------further
of
China
remit
payments
by
further
payments
remit
135
13
indemnityinstallments of Boxer indemnity
installments
suspend designated
alterations and
and
designated alterations
suspend
vessels, if
construction of naval vessels
construction
international limitation conferinternational
719
71
ence
.---------------ence held
public
refuge,
withdraw
game
game
for
withdraw
634
63
lands
in South
South Dakota ------lands in
direction
of, over
over Office
Office of Public
direction of,
Buildings
Buildings and Public Parks of
983
98
the National
Capital --------National Capital
the
Washington
made a
member of George Washington
a member
made
Bicentennial Birthday CommisBicentennial
671
67
sion
sion-----------------------and
appoint eight members
to appoint
and to
rli
671
vUi X
thereof
thereof---------------------
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Prisons,
Service,
Foreign Service,
Prisons, Foreign
1025
of- 1025
appropriation for
etc., of_
maintenance, etc.,
for maintenance,
appropriation
Prisons, United
Unid States
States (see
Penitenalso Peniten(see also
Prisons,
tiaries),
tiaries),
221,1031
1031
appropriation for
for maintenance,
etc_ 221,
maintenance, etcappropriation
224, 1033
for
and prisoners_
prisoners --_ 224,1033
of, and
inspection of,
for inspection
1033
224, 1033
of-- 224,
for
superintendent of
assistant superintendent
for assistant
D. C.,
Probation
System, D.
ProbationSystem,
564
564
court-----appropriation for,
juvenile court
for, juvenile
appropriation
565, 1240
1240
565,
for, under
supreme court -----under supreme
for,
Probation System,
United States
States Courts,
Courts,
System, United
Probation
in criminal
criminal cases,
cases, sentence
may be sussentence may
in
on
pended and
defendant placed
placed on
and defendant
pended
1259
1259
probation
probation------------------1260
directed- 1260
fine
probation directed_
and probation
imposed and
fine imposed
revocation,
modification, etc.; period
revocation, modification,
1260
1260
limited
limited--- ----------------payment of
fine, restitution,
restitution, etc.,
of fine,
payment
1260
1260
while on
on probationprobation ---------while
conduct to
to be
probation
by probation
reported by
be reported
conduct
officer when
when directed
by the
directed by
officer
1260
1260
court
court---------------------1260
1260
action
report
upon report------------action upon
arrest
of probationer
during period by
probationer during
arrest of
probation
officer, and
taken
and taken
probation officer,
1260
1260
before the
the court
court-------------before
1260
1260
after probation
period limited------limited
probation period
after
and imposirevocation
imposiprobation and
of probation
revocation of
sentence authortion of
original sentence
of original
tion
1260
1260
ized
ized -------------------appointed by
probation officers
be appointed
to be
officers to
probation
1260
1260
the
courts-------------------the courts
salaried
authorized if necesnecesofficer authorized
salaried officer
1260
1260
-------sary ----------sary
1260
for---------- 1260
civil
service eligibles
eligibles for
civil service
allotexpenses payable
from court
court allotpayable from
expenses
1260
1260
ment
ment----------------------1260
1260
duties
specified-----------------duties specified
to be
records,
etc., to
be
accounts, reports, etc.,
records, accounts,
1261
1261
kept
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Army Ordnance,
Ordnance,
pProving
'roving Grounds,
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appropriation for current
expenses_ -_ 498, 914
current expenses
appropriation
59, 62, 762
deficiency appropriation
for
appropriation for-----deficiency

r 'rovisions, Marine
Provisions,
Marine Corps,
203, 879
appropriation for-----------------for
appropriation
Provisions,
1Provisions, Navy,
194, 872
appropriation
for---------------appropriation for
deficiency
57, 61, 1349
appropriation for ---deficiency appropriation
Proxies,
1Proxies,
stamp tax
on; exceptions
exceptions ----------- 336
tax on;
stamp
Public
Buildings,
I Public Buildings,
appropriation for Supervising
Supervising Archiappropriation
79, 777
tect, and
office personnel ----777
and office
tect,
for Baltimore,
Md., immigrant
immigrant staBaltimore, Md.,
for
79
tion
tion------------------------79
for Carville, La., Leper
Leper Home-----Home
for
--- 79, 777
for Chicago,
Chicago, Ill.,
etc____
Ill., post office, etc
for
79
for
Fairmont, Minn
79
Minn--------------for Fairmont,
for
New Orleans,
Orleans, La--------------La
79
for New
79
for
New York,
customhouse
York, N. Y., customhouse-for New
79
Subtreasury
Subtreasury-----------------79
subway to Assay
Assay Office---------Office
subway
for Washington,
Treasury
Washington, D. C., Treasury
for
Annex,
Annex, Fourteenth and B
79
Streets
79
Streets------------------778
for Auditors'
protection_
778
Building, fire protectionAuditors' Building,
for
for
equipment
lock-box equipment
additional lock-box
for additional
778
for
for-----------------------for
remodeling,
etc.,
occupied
buildfor remodeling, etc., occupied build79, 778
-- 79,778
-----pigs-----ings
Ala-------------- 777
Birmingham, Ala
for Birmingham,
777
for
Brooklyn, N.
Y., post office----office
N. Y.,
for Brooklyn,
777
Ala-----------------for Mobile,
Mobile, Ala
777
for
Ellsworth, Me---------------Me
for EUsworth,
777
Louisville, Ky --------for Louisville,
for Saint
Saint Louis,
office_---___ 777
post office
Mo., post
Louis, Mo.,
for
778
for Saint
Minn
Paul, Minn-----------Saint Paul,
for
778
for Topeka,
Kans
778
Topeka, Kans---------------for
for
Md., marine
778
marine hospital_ 79, 778
Baltimore, Md.,
for Baltimore,
778
for
Mass., marine hospital-_
hospital
778
Boston, Mass.,
for Boston,
kept----------------------778
for
Carville, La.,
hospital___ 79, 778
La., marine hospital___
Carville,
for
mardeputy
power
of
arrest
as
by
by
as
arrest
power of
79
hospital-for Detroit, Mich., marine
marine hospital
79
for
1261
1261
shal
----------------------shal
for Saint
Saint Louis,
Mo., marine
marine hospital_
79
Louis, Mo.,
for
Proceedings
in
Congress,
Congress,
in
Proceedings
778
for New
New Orleans,
marine hospital
778
Orleans, La., marine
for
House
appropriation
for
reporting,
of
reporting,
for
778
appropriation
for Portland,
Me., marine
marine hospital-hospital
778
Portland, Me.,
for
Representatives
585,
1293
585,1293
Representatives----------for
San Francisco,
Francisco, Calif., marine hosfor San
for
Senate
581, 1289
1289
reporting, Senate----------for reporting,
pital
778
pital --------------------- -position
and pay
pay established
established of
official
of official
position and
for
Boston, Mass.,
Mass., quarantine
quarantine stafor Boston,
reporters of,
of, etc.,
etc., House
House of
reporters
tion
79, 778 •
79,778
tion--------------------152
152
Representatives
Representatives ------------for Marcus
Hook, Pa., quarantine
quarantine
Marcus Hook,
for
Produce
Exchanges,
79
Produce Exchanges,
station
station---------------------stamp tax
on sales
sales of
at, for
produce at,
of produce
80
tax on
stamp
station
for
Portland,
Me.,
quarantine
quarantine
Portland,
for
334
334
-----future delivery-delivery
future
80
for Tampa,
quarantine stationstation_
quarantine
Fla.,
Tampa,
for
cash
sales for
immediate delivery,
delivery,
for immediate
cash sales
for Baltimore
Baltimore quarantine
quarantine stationstation - 79, 778
for
335
33
exempt ----------------exempt
80
for
Oreg., quarantine stationstation_
Astoria, Oreg.,
for Astoria,
etc.,
Professors of
of Colleges,
Colleges, etc.,
Professors
for
Galveston, Tex.,
Tex., quarantine
quarantine staGalveston,
for
alien,
seeking admission,
admission, who
have for
who have
alien, seeking
tion
tion---------------------- 80, 778
two
years previously
followed
previously followed
two years
for Ship
Ship Island,
Island, Miss., quarantine stafor
their
profession, construed
construed as
80
their profession,
tion
80
-------------------tion
nonquota immigrants
immigrants in
in Imminonquota
for Reedy
Island, Del.,
Del., quarantine
Island,
Reedy
for
155
155
gration Act----------------Act
gration
80
station80------------------station
Prohibition
Prohibition
(see
National
National Prohibition
(see
Prohibition
for
San Francisco,
Francisco, Calif., quarantine
quarantine
for San
Act).
80, 778
Act).
80,
station
778
station-------------------80
Navy,
Projectiles, Navy,
Projectiles,
for
San Juan,
Juan, P. R.,
quarantine station
80
R., quarantine
for San
in
etc.,
app ro pri
ation for
experiments,
etc.,
in
for New
New Orleans,
appropriation for experiments,
quarantine
La., quarantine
Orleans,
for
193,
development
of
871
development of------------778
station778
------------------station
Prosecutions for
for Violations
Violations of
Internal
of Internal
Prosecutions
for New
New York,
York, N.
N. Y., quarantine
quarantine stafor
Revenue
Laws,
.
778
Revenue Laws,
tion778
----------------------tion
restriction on
on time
for instituting
341
instituting---time for
restriction
work
quarmarine hospitals and quarwork on marine
C.,
D.
Providence Hospital,
Hospital, D.
Providence
antine stations
stations under
under SupervisSupervisantine
appropriation
for minor
contagious disminor contagious
778
appropriation for
ing
Architect---------------ing Architect
1237
eases
ward
562,
1237
ward-------------eases
for
and improvements
improvements ---- 80, 779
repairs and
for repairs
1242
for
care
of
indigent
patients
568,
1242
patients----80, 779
for mechanical
mechanical equipment
equipment.------.
779
80,
for care of indigent
for
Providence, I?.
I.,
R. I.,
Providence,
pneumatic
service,
New
tube service,
pneumatic
at,
property
sale
of
appraisers'
stores
property
stores
81, 779
York
City
sale of appraisers'
York City--------------960
authorized
960
authorized-------------------
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appropriation
safes, etc_-etc___ 81, 779
779
vaults, safes,
for vaults,
appropriation for
appropriation
for repairs,
watchmen,
repairs, watchmen,
appropriation for
for additional
Supervising ArchiArchipay, Supervising
additional pay,
for
etc. ,
Wakefield, Va.,Washington's
Va., Washington' s
Wakefield,
etc.,
tect
81, 780
tect----------------------- 81,780
birthplace
515, 929
birthplace----------------for skilled
skilled employees,
etc., Office of
employees, etc.,
for
515
for
Memorial
515
Lincoln Memorial--------------for Lincoln
81, 780
Supervising Architect------Architect
780
Supervising
etc..
innpectors. etc.,
assistant, etc.,
SuDerintendent. assistant,
for Superintendent,
eporintnrpnden+.
fnr
for superintendents,
inspectors,
572
--------office of
572
of-----------on buildings---------------buildings
780
81, 780
on
572
etc
572
foremen, gardeners, etc-------for foremen,
transferring
superintendtransferring effects of superintendfor personal
personal services
572, 1246
1246
services ----------- 572,
for
ents, etc
----------- 81, 780
etc ---ents,
for contingent
1246
expenses--------- 572, 1246
contingent expenses
for
contingent expenses, materials,
for contingent
for
1246
police---------------- 572, 1246
park police
for park
etc ---------------------82, 780
etc
no
allowance for transporting
transporting supfor
no allowance
improving grounds south of
for improving
plies
82, 780
plies-------------------Executive Mansion ---------573
Executive
ground
Y
82, 780
780
Salamanca, N. Y-for
greenhouses, etc
573
ground rent, Salamanca,
etc------------for greenhouses,
operating force; employees specifor operating
for
improvement and
and care of parks,
parks,
for improvement
fied
780
82, 780
573
etc ----------------------fied-----------------------etc
for furniture
furniture and repairs----------82,
repairs
82, 781
573
for
etc
Monument Grounds, etc-------for Monument
operating supplies; fuel, lights,
for general
general repairs,
repairs, maintenance,
maintenance,
for operating
for
water, etc
etc ----------------82, 781
573
etc
water,
---------------------etcadvance fuel contracts author573
advance
for Rock
Creek Park ------------Rock Creek
for
83,781
ized -----------------83,
781
ized
for improvement,
improvement, etc., of public
for
710
for operating
operating force,
force, additional,
additional, 19251925_
710
1247
for
grounds ------------------710
for general
general expenses,
710
additional, 1925
expenses, additional,
573,
for Potomac
Park
573, 1247
for
Potomac Park------------for
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for Boston,
Boston,
for tourists'
tourists' camp,
Potomac Park___
573
deficiency
Park--camp, Potomac
for
Mass., appraisers'
stores
51
51
appraisers' stores------for
Mass.,
portions of parks for
maintaining portions
for maintaining
51,
for operating
operating supplies------------supplies
51,
out-door sports
573, 1247
1247
sports----------out-door
58,
695, 761, 1350, 1352
58, 695,
for
Meridian Hill Park
573
Park----------for Meridian
58,
for furniture---------------------furniture
58,
operating, etc.,
on Union
Union
etc., fountains on
operating,
62, 698,
698, 701,
701, 761,
761, 1343, 1350
1350
62,
573, 1247
Station
Plaza
1247
Station Plaza------------58
for
58
Ark------------------for Searcy, Ark
for
increased cost of park maintemaintefor increased
for
Warrenton, Va
58
Va---------------for Warrenton,
573
nance
nance----------------------for
58,
preservation -------repairs and preservation
for repairs
573
for
Basin bathing beach ----for Tidal Basin
761, 1349,
1352
1349, 1352
761,
unexpended
balances for Tidal
unexpended balances
58,
--mechanical equipment for
58
for mechanical
Basin
covered
Basin bathing beach covered
698, 761,
1349
761, 1349
698,
Treasur ------------- 1247
the Treasury
into the
for
58, 62, 698
safes--------vaults and safes
for vaults
for public
public band concerts----------concerts
1247
for
58,
for general expenses -------------for recreation
section, Anacostia
Anacostia
recreation section,
for
1349
62, 698, 761, 1349
Park
1247
1247
Park ---------------------62,
for
62,
force------------- operating force
for operating
Rock Creek Park, new shelter,
for
1353
761, 1350, 1352, 1353
694, 761,
etc., station
station ------------------ 1247
etc.,
Hawaii ------------ 62, 761
for Honolulu, Hawaii
widening Inlet
Inlet Bridge,
Bridge, Potomac
for widening
quarantine staYork, N. Y., quarantine
for New York,
-1247
Park ----------------------1247
tion
694
tion-----------------------1247
574, 1247
for lighting
lighting public grounds-----grounds
for
for
Paris,
Tex
757
Tex.----------------for Paris,
for heating
heating offices, etc
1247
etc----------- 574, 1247
for
for assistant
and janitorsjanitors_
761,
761,
custodians and
for
assistant custodians
Chain
surveying
Virginia
line,
Chain
Virginia
surveying
for
1349,
1352
1349,
574
Bridge to Jones Point ------1343
Brooklyn, N
Y-----------N. Y
for Brooklyn,
for additional
lands for development
development
additional lands
for
1343
1343
Ala
Mobile, Ala---------------for Mobile,
of
Rock Creek
Creek and
and Potomac
of Rock
Steubenville, Ohio
1343
Ohio ----------for Steubenville,
574
Parkway ------------------Parkway
relief of
condicontractors, war condiof contractors,
for relief
for
improvement and care,
care, addifor improvement
1344
1344
claims -----------------tion claims
712
tional,
1925
--------tional, 1925---Cincinnati, Ohio; cleaning exterior of
Cincinnati,
for
Monument, addiWashington Monument,
for Washington
post
office permitted
135
permitted---------- post office
712
tional, 1925------------------1925
712
tional,
construction
authorized of quarantine
quarantine
construction authorized
for
Lincoln's deathplace,
deathplace,
repairs, Lincoln's
for repairs,
950
_-950
station, Sand Island, Ala --712
additional, 1925
712
1925----------additional,
Denver, Colo.;
Colo.; exchange
exchange of
of customcustomDenver,
for
Va., Washington's
Washington's
Wakefield, Va.,
for Wakefield,
house in for new site and buildbirthplace, improvements, etc.,
1117
------ing
ing---------------712
additional, 1925
1925------------additional,
El
exchange of part of
El Dorado,
Dorado, Ark.; exchange
Lincoln Memorial,
additional,
Memorial, additional,
for Lincoln
public
809
city-_
public building site with city
1925 -----------------------712
712
1925
Providence,
appraisers' stores
Providence, R. I.; appraisers'
for
West Potomac
reflecting
Potomac Park, reflecting
for West
sold
960
to be
be sold----------property, to
712
pool,
1925
additional, 1925---------pool, additional,
Toledo, Ohio; sale of old post office,
712
for
etc., additional,
additional, 1925_
__
712
1925-__
salaries, etc.,
for salaries,
etc.,
1258
------------authorized
etc., authorized
712
for
care, etc.,
etc., additional, 1925
1925_--___
712
for care,
Washington, Mo.; part of public buildWashington,
for lighting
lighting public
public grounds, addiconveyed to city for
ing site conveyed
tional,
•
712
712
tional, 1925 -----------extension --------------136
alley extension
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for J.
Maury
J. Maury
deficiency
D. C.,
Public Buildings
Grounds, D.
Buildings and Grounds,
Public
Dove
Company
53
--- _------_Dove Company-appropriation
appropriation for care, etc., grounds of
55
grounds, etc ----------for care
care of grounds,
executive departments
departments ------ 514, 929
executive
for park
police---------------.
--678
park police
for
514, 929
929
Monument ----Washington Monument
for Washington
Basin bathing
bathing beach-----beach
678
for Tidal Basin
for
etc., Lincoln's deathrepairs, etc.,
for repairs,
peoplebeach for colored people_
678
515,
for bathing
bathing beach
place
929
place--------------------4
.............
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Public
Public Buildings
Commission,
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I age.
C.-Con. Page.
Public
Grounds, D. C.—Con.
and Grounds,
Buildings and
PublicBuildings
34
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for expenses-expenses__
deficiency
deficiency
appropriation
for
commenccommencfor
appropriation
deficiency
credited for
for maintenance
maintenance of motor vecredited
Bridge- 1316
1;316
ing
Memorial Bridge_
Arlington Memorial
ing Arlington
753
hide
hicle -------------------323
Parkway----.. 1323
for
etc., Parkway____
Creek, etc.,
Rock Creek,
for Rock
1346
Convenience Stations,
Stations, D. C.,
Public Convenience
1;346 Public
for
Washington Monument
Monument ------for Washington
551, 1228
appropriation
for maintenance---maintenance
appropriation for
acceptance of
of "Archbold
"Archbold Parkway"
Parkway" as
acceptance
Streets
for
Ninth and
and F
F Streets
station, Ninth
new station,
for new
addition to
park system authorto park
addition
1228
978
NW
NW-----------------------978
ized,
Anne Archbold
Archbold_
Mrs. Anne
from Mrs.
ized, from
deficiency appropriation
maintefor mainteappropriation for
deficiency
of
dedications of
land
of land
additional dedications
of additional
37
nance, etc
37
etc------------------nance,
on
request of
of National
National Capital
on request
979
Debt Service,
Service, Treasury
Department,
Treasury Department
Public Debt
979 Public
Park Commission
Commission -----------Park
appropriation
personnel and
and
•
office personnel
for office
appropriation for
"The
Glover Parkway
Parkway and Children's
Children's
"The Glover
other expenses
767
expenses--------------- 68, 767
other
Playground,"
authorized, from
from
Playground," authorized,
464
for expenses
expenses of
of Secretary
Secretary under
under desigdesigfor
464
Charles
Glover ----------C. Glover
Charles C.
68, 768
464
nated
laws
768
nated laws---------------464
added to
to park
park system
system ---------added
68, 768
for
paper
distinctive paper------------for distinctive
erection
grounds of,
of, Navy
Navy
on grounds
authorized on
erection authorized
for
69
employees----------temporary employees
for temporary
and
Marine Memorial
Memorial to
to AmeriAmeriand Marine
additional,
14
for
paper, additional,
distinctive paper,
for distinctive
14
cans lost
lost at
at sea-------------sea
cans
---------667
1925 ------710
1925
667
statue of
General San Martin -----of General
statue
21
for
reserve notes, additional,
Federal reserve
for Federal
21
----------statue of
"Serenity"
of "Serenity"statue
710
1925
1925 ----------------------office of,
under Chief
Chief of
of Engineers
Engineers of the
of. under
office
deficiency
appropriation for distinctive
distinctivedeficiency appropriation
Army, abolished;
abolished; powers,
powers, duties,
Army,
49, 1341
paper
paper--------------------transferred
etc.,
thereto, transferred
relating thereto,
etc., relating
983 Public
Documents,
983
Public Documents,
office-----to
new office
of new
director of
to director
of, printed
Congressional allotments
allotments of,
personnel,
records property,
property, etc.,
Congressional
personnel, records,
transferred
records,
to office of Director
of
after expiration
Senexpiration of term of Senafter
Director of
to
transferred
etc., to be delivered
983
ator,
delivered to sucator, etc.,
983
----Public Buildings,
etc
Buildings, etc---Public
cessor
24
cessor----------------------officer in
serve on National
to serve
charge, to
in charge,
officer
463
balance remaining
remaining to credit,
credit, must be
Capital
Park Commission
Commission ----Capital Park
taken
to convening
convening of next
prior to
taken prior
supervision
by superintendent
superintendent of, over
supervision by
24
Congress
-------------------Congress
Women of World
Memorial to
to Women
World
Memorial
666 Public
Public Health
Health Hospitals
Hospitals (see Marine HosWar-------------------War
Parks of the
Public Buildings
Public Parks
Buildings and Public
pitals).
pitals).
Public
National Capital,
Capital, Office of,
National
of,
Public
International Office
Office of,
Health, International
Public Health,
offices
of
Public
Buildings
and
Grounds,
offices of Public Buildings
quota---appropriation for
___ 213, 1021
annual quota..
for annual
appropriation
etc.
State,
of
and Superintendent
Superintendent
and
Public Health
Service,
Treasury DepartDepartService, Treasury
Health
Public
consoliDepartment
Buildings
consoliBuildings
Department
983
ment,
983
dated
dated into -----------------appropriation for
personnel, Office
for civil personnel,
appropriation
by the
Director
of, to
to be
be assigned
assigned by
Director of,
75, 774
of Surgeon
General---------- 75,
Surgeon General
of
President from
from Army
Army Engineer
Engineer
President
General, medi983
for pay,
pay, etc.,
etc., Surgeon
Surgeon General,
for
983
officers --------------------officers
75, 774
983
cal
officers, etc-------------etc
cal officers,
983
duties transferred
to
transferred to-------------duties
for
acting assistant
assistant surgeons
surgeons------- 75, 774
for acting
abolishment
of
State,
etc.,
Department
Department
etc.,
State,
of
abolishment
75, 774
983
for
other employees
employees ---------774
all other
for all
983
Commission
Building Commission--------75,
for freight,
etc
75 774
774
freight, travel, etc-----------for
duties
and superintendent,
superintendent, transof, and
duties of,
983
for Hygienic
Hygienic Laboratory
Laboratory---------- 75, 774
for
983
office _
ferred
to director
new office_
director of new
ferred to
for transporting
officers,
transporting remains of officers,
for
office of Public Buildings
abolishment
of office
abolishment of
983
etc., dying
dying in
service--------- 75, 774
in service
etc.,
983
and Grounds,
Grounds, District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia
and
for scientific
scientific books,
etc----------- 75, 774
books, etc
for
to
powers,
of, transferred
transferred to
etc., of,
duties, etc.,
powers, duties,
983
for
medical examinations,
examinations, services,
for medical
983
office-------Director
of new office
Director of
etc
75, 774
774
etc---------------------offices transpersonnel of
consolidated offices
of consolidated
personnel
inspection
774
aliens ------------ 75, 774
of aliens
inspection of
983
to
ferred
983
reappointment to
without reappointment
ferred without
beneficiaries of,
Vetother than Vetof, other
beneficiaries
records, furniture,
etc., of
supplies, etc.,
furniture, supplies,
records,
erans'
Bureau patients,
etc-- __ 75, 774
patients, etc---erans' Bureau
new
former
offices transferred
to new
transferred to
former offices
75, 774
general expenses
expenses -----------general
983
one
one------------------------use
of immigration
immigration station hosuse of
administrative
powers over
over employees,
employees,
administrative powers
pitals for
for patients-----------patients
75, 775
pitals
pu rchases, etc.,
conferred on
etc., conferred'
purchases,
983
receipts
by
Immigration Service
Service
by Immigration
receipts
983
Director.................
Director
to
be covered
into the Treasury 75, 775
covered into
to be
assistants authorized
authorized by
of Army
Army
detail of
by detail
assistants
75, 775
984
uses
excluded
775
---------------excluded
uses
984
officers
officers ------sums received
to
be covered
covered into
to be
received
sums
all unexpended
balances for
consolidated
for consolidated
unexpended balances
all
775
76,
984
the
Treasury--------------the Treasury
984
available------activities
made available
activities made
for quarantine
quarantine service ------------ 76, 775
for
laws
as to
to assignment
of space
space in public
assignment of
laws as
76, 775
for prevention
prevention of epidemics------epidemics
775
for
buildings,
and relating
relating to park
buildings, and
76, 775
for field
field investigations.
etc
etc-------- 76,
investigations,
for
984
police,
984
modified----------not modified
police, not
775
-for
interstate
quarantine
service_
_
_
76,
service
quarantine
for interstate
officer in
donaaccept donamay accept
of, may
charge of,
in charge
officer
for
rural sanitation
studies; condicondisanitation studies;
for rural
tions of
specimens of
Ameriearly Ameriof early
of specimens
tions
tional
demonstration work,
etc- 76, 775
work, etc_
tional demonstration
can
furniture
for
use
in
the
White
White
the
in
can furniture for use
local
cooperation
required
required------- 76, 775
cooperation
local
1091
House
1091
House --------------------775
for regulating
regulating sale
sale of
76, 775
etc_-- 76,
viruses, etc
of viruses,
for
1091
to
United States
States property_
property- 1091
become United
to become
- 76, 776
for Division
Division of Venereal
Venereal Diseases
Diseases_ _
for
to
committee
temporary
to
appoint
temporary
committee
to
to appoint
allotment
to States
States for
cooperative
for cooperative
allotment to
pass upon,
upon, and
recommend artiand recommend
pass
work
76
work----------------------1091
cles for
for acceptance
1091
acceptance----------cles
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Public
Health Service,
Service, Treasury
Treasury DepartDepart- Page- Public
Public Health
appropriation
for surveying
surveying Oregon and
appropriation for
ment-Continued.
ment-Continued.
California
lands__ _ 394,
394, 1144
1144
Railroad lands_-California Railroad
appropriation
for acting
surassistant suracting assistant
appropriation for
allotment
for
oil
surveys of oil
allotment for
geons, additional,
additional, 1925-------1925
710
710
geons,
394, 1144
lands
1144
lands-------------------for all
other employees,
additional,
employees, additional,
all other
for
for reproducing
plats of surveyssurveys_ 394, 1145
1145
reproducing plats
for
1925
710
710
1925-----------------------395, 1145
for registers
registers and
receivers -----1145
for hospitals,
1925
710
and receivers
additional, 1925-----for
hospitals, additional,
for
for field
consolidation of offices of registers
additional,
consolidation
investigations, additional,
field investigations,
for
and
receivers at designated
1925
710
designated disand receivers
1925---------------------395
for prevention
prevention of
of epidemics,
epidemics, additricts
395
tricts ---------------------for
tional,
710
710
1925-----------------tional, 1925_
consolidation of offices
offices of registers
registers
consolidation
for interstate
quarantine service,
interstate quarantine
for
and
receivers having
having two offiand receivers
710
additional,
710
1925 ------------additional, 1925
cials1145
1145
cials------------------------for rural
sanitation studies, addirural sanitation
for
restriccontingent expenses;
restricexpenses;
contingent
for
710
tional, 1925
1925 ----------------710
tional,
tion
395, 1145
-395,1145
tion-------------------for control
of biologic
products,
biologic products,
control of
for
for expenses,
depredations 395, 1145
1145
timber depredations
expenses, timber
for
additional,
710
1925-------------additional, 1925
for
fraudulent enfrom fraudulent
protecting, from
for protecting,
for Division
Venereal Diseases,
Diseases,
of Venereal
Division of
for
tries
1145
395, 1145
tries---------------------additional,
710
710
1925------------additional, 1925
395, 1145
for
----- -land claims 1145
swamp land
for swamp
deficiency
paying
appropriation for paying
deficiency appropriation
compensation
field-service ememcompensation of field-service
damages claims
claims -------- 51, 694, 1343
damages
ployees
395, 1145
ployees------------for marine
hospital, Key
West, Fla__
51
Fla Key West,
marine hospital,
for
395, 1145
for hearings
entries1145
in land entries-----hearings in
for
58,
for medical
hospital services---services____
medical and hospital
for
for restoring
restoring lands in national forfor
62, 698,
1349, 1352
1352
698, 1349,
62,
395,1146
ests
395,
1146
ests-------------------for
officers and pharmaetc., officers
pay, etc.,
for pay,
396, 1146
for opening
opening Indian reservations-reservations
1146
for
58
cists
cists------------------------balance for
examination, etc.,
etc., of
of
for examination,
balance
etc- 58, 701, 761
for
freight, transportation,
transportation, etc_
for freight,
Northern Pacific
Pacific grant, covered
covered
Northern
for
marine hospitals,
maintenance__ 58, 761
hospitals, maintenance-for marine
1146
into the
1146
Treasury------------the Treasury
into
for
etc., seamen
seamen------------ 58, 761
care, etc.,
for care,
for
surveyors general,
general, additional,
additional,
for surveyors
for hospitals
hospitals--------- 58, 62, 698, 701, 761
for
706
1925 -----------------------1925
for
quarantine service-----------service
58, 761
for quarantine
706
1925
surveying, additional, 1925----for surveying,
for field
field investigations
58
investigations------------for
for contingent
contingent expenses,
expenses, additional,
additional,
for
58,
--for interstate
quarantine service
service_ _
__
58,
interstate quarantine
for
706
1925
,
706
1925 --------------------1349
1343, 1349
for timber
depredations, additional,
additional,
timber depredations,
for
58
for
biologic products----products
for control of biologic
706
1925_
706
1925--------------------58,
for
Division of
of Venereal
Venereal Diseases_-Diseases
for Division
deficiency appropriation
protecting,
appropriation for protecting,
deficiency
761, 1349
etc
56, 697, 1351
etc------------------for prevention
of epidemics--epidemics___ 698,
698, 757, 761
prevention of
for
56
for hearings
hearings in land entries --------for
for all
all other
employees
- -- 701,
701, 761
other employees-------for
for surveying
1348
56, 1348
surveying-----------------for
for rural
rural sanitation
761
sanitation-----------------761
for
for reimbursement
reimbursement to Utah
Utah for surfor
for personal
hospital maintepersonal and hospital
for
veys
1328
veys------------------- 684, 1328
nance
1349, 1352
nance------------------697
for
receivers
697
registers and receivers---------for registers
consular bills of
required of
of health not required
consular
added to Plumas
Plumas and Lassen National
added
vessels on
on northern
frontier_ __
---_ 809
northern frontier
vessels
Forests
356
Forests, Calif ---------------details of
work
officers of, for work
medical officers
of medical
details
Santiam National
Oreg
1080
National Forest, Oreg----Santiam
with Mines
Mines Bureau-------Bureau
422, 1175
1175
with
Snoqualmie National Forest, Wash-Wash
1074
Snoqualmie
expenditures
allotauthorized from allotexpenditures authorized
additional area allowed
allowed certain entryentryadditional
ments to, for
Bureau
Veterans' Bureau
for Veterans'
ments
men
correct erroerroMontana, to correct
in Montana,
1211
men in
532, 1211
beneficiaries
beneficiaries------------722
surveys---------------neous surveys
heat,
furnished by Capitol
etc., furnished
power, etc.,
heat, power,
Power Plant, to be reimbursed
reimbursed
adjustment of conflicting
conflicting claims
claims for
Power
adjustment
588
1012
thereth
588
surveys of, in Florida
Florida --1012
thereto -------------------faulty surveys
hospital
etc., of, to be utilized
amendments
Reclamation Act-----Act
701
hospital facilities, etc.
amendments to Reclamation
by Veterans'
Veterans'
etc.,
610
610
Bowdoin, Mont.;
reappraisement, etc.,
Bureau---------by
Mont.; reappraisement,
Bowdoin,
728
of
town site
etc., in------in
longevity for time
officers
allowed longevity
lots, etc.,
site lots,
officers not allowed
of town
at Military
Academy
Military or Naval Academy
at
desert land entries;
entries; time for making
desert
since March
March 4, 1913------1913
194, 872
since
982
final
further extended_
extended--proof further
final proof
Mich.,
sale of marine hospital, Detroit, Mich.,
disposal of
of erroneously
erroneously surveyed lands
disposal
660
authorized
669
authorized------------------on
Pickerel Lakes,
Lakes,
Crooked and Pickerel
on Crooked
use
proceeds for new site and conconuse of proceeds
594
Mich
Mich---------------------- struction
struction of hospital facilities
in
entrymen
and
purchasers
Fort
of,
purchasers
and
entrymen
660
for
etc
beneficiaries of, etc--------for beneficiaries
Berthold
Indian Reservation,
Reservation,
Berthold Indian
on,
Public
Information, Committee on,
Public Information,
N.
additional time
granted additional
Dak., granted
N. Dak.,
deficiency
appropriation for national
national
deficiency appropriation
139
payment-----------------for payment
security
55
executivesecurity and defense, executive_
exchange authorized
authorized of farm units with
with
exchange
etc------------------for salaries, etc
55
812
Richard Walsh -----------812
Richard
Public Lands,
Lands,
Public
exchange of, for addition
addition to Mount
Mount
exchange
appropriation
etc_ 393, 1144
Commissioner, etcappropriation for Commissioner,
National Forest,
Forest, Oreg .-1079
1079
Hood National
office of surveyor general abolished
abolished
office
with private
private owner for
addition to
to
for addition
with
consolidated
July 1, 1925; to be consolidated
Rocky
Mountain National
National Park,
Rocky Mountain
with field
service.--- 1144
surveying service
field surveying
with
973
Colo
Colo ----------------------for surveyors
general--------------- 393
surveyors general
for
with
to add
add to
McNeil
973
to McNeil
Washington to
with Washington
394, 1144
for surveying-----------------surveying
for
Island penitentiary-----------penitentiary
537
metal
corners-------- 394, 1144
metal section corners
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sale of
of unappropriated,
unappropriated, in Louisiana,
Louisiana,
sale
extension
time again
again granted
granted homeof time
extension of
erroneously
surveyed as
as watererroneously surveyed
stead
former
etc., in former
entrymen, etc.,
stead entrymen,
951
covered areas
areas----------------covered
Sioux
Indian Reservations,
Reservations, N.
Sioux Indian
Short Line Railsale
of, to
RailOregon Short
to Oregon
sale of,
and
S. Dak.,
Dak., if
if unable
unable to
to pay
pay
and S.
road Company,
Company, in
Ada County,
County,
in Ada
road
money due-----------------due_
1184
1184
money
248
Idaho
Idaho---------------------granted Custer
Mont., for
County, Mont.,
Custer County,
granted
97
settlers
Pyramid Lake
Lake Indian
on Pyramid
settlers on
97
public
fairgrounds
public fairgrounds-----------596
538
Reservation,
596
Nev------------Reservation, Nev
538
Golden, Colo.,
Colo., for
water supply
-supply
for water
Golden,
96
within
Boulder Lake,
Wis.,
Lake, Wis.,
of Boulder
area of
within area
96
Miles
City, Mont.,
for a
public park-park
a public
Mont., for
Miles City,
981
to
Men's Christian
Christian
Young Men's
to Young
981
.Oregon,
fish hatchery
hatchery --------for fish
Oregon, for
1075
1213
Association,
etc
Association, etc--------------Phoenix,
Ariz., for
for municipal
643, 1213
municipal park 643,
Phoenix, Ariz.,
982
second
allowed entrymen
entrymen if
homesteads allowed
second homesteads
982
Red
Bluff, Calif.,
Calif., for
park
public park--for public
Red Bluff,
former
Indian
ceded Indian
in ceded
made in
former made
Redlands,
for water
conservawater conservaCalif., for
Redlands, Calif.,
981
979
reservation
reservation------------------979
tion
tion ---------------------selection by
Central Pacific
Pacific Railway
Railway
by Central
selection
Shreveport, La.,
La., for
for reservoir
reservoir purShreveport,
382
Company
authorized of
of other,
other,
Company authorized
382
poses
poses ----------------------980
in lieu
relinquished
tract relinquished
of tract
lieu of
in
980
Silverton,
Colo., for
purposes
for park purposes--Silverton, Colo.,
812
in Nevada
812
Nevada------------------in
Washington
for public
public park, etc.,
Washington for
1283
set
settlement by Paiute
for settlement
apart for
set apart
purposes ---------------1185, 1283
1185,
purposes
477
Indians
Utah
246
in Utah------------Indians in
--_ 477
Western
Colorado _
of Colorado_
College of
State College
Western State
593
-----1111
for
Utah National
National Park----Park
for Utah
1111
helium
reservation of-_
of __
production reservation
gas production
helium gas
stock
raising homestead
homestead entries, on
stock raising
homestead
validated, Charley
entries validated,
homestead entries
811
withdrawn
allands, aletc., lands,
oil, etc.,
withdrawn oil,
811
N.
Barnhart----------------N. Barnhart
1, 1924,
811
lowed
April 1,
to April
prior to
lowed prior
811
Robert T.
T. Freeland
Freeland -------------Robert
812
811
validated -----------------validated
811
Orin Lee----------------------Lee
Orin
811
stock raising
homesteads, entrymen
entrymen
raising homesteads,
stock
811
Peter
Peterson-----------------Peter Peterson
for, may
may charge
charge entry
entry etc.,
for
etc., for
for,
Feles
homestead entry
entry authorized
authorized of Feles
homestead
811
same
land under
under other
other laws, if
same land
811
Montoya ------------------Montoya
811
land
designated as
469
as such ----not designated
land not
811
Clyde R.
R. Hiatt
Hiatt -----------------Clyde
time
extended for
by homehomepayments by
for payments
time extended
homestead
Fort Peck
Peck ResReson Fort
entrymen on
homestead entrymen
stead
entrymen
on
Fort
Assinstead entrymen on Fort Assinervation, Mont.,
Mont., ceded
ceded lands,
lands,
ervation,
niboine abandoned
abandoned military
niboine
allowed additional
additional time
payfor paytime for
allowed
666
1267
reservation,
Mont -----------Mont
reservation,
1267
ments
ments----------------------title
released to
to equitable
owners
of
owners of
equitable
released
title
children
homestead
patent
authorized,
children
homestead patent authorized,
246
812
lands in
in Flomaton,
Flornaton, Ala
Ala ------246
lands
812
of
Zu_llig
Robert Zullig------------of Robert
tract
withdrawn
in
Mexico for
•
New Mexico
in New
withdrawn
tract
addiand
homestead
patent
perfected
and
addiperfected
homestead patent
Navajo Indians
1114
1114
Indians -------------Navajo
allowed
tional
raising lands allowed
stock raising
tional stock
Kalamazoo
in Kalamazoo
811
two
islands in
unsurveyed islands
two unsurveyed
811
to Hiram
Hiram Williams
Williams----------to
810
River, may
acquired by
be acquired
may be
River,
810
homestead
Bond
John Bond-----to John
patent to
homestead patent
891
---------810
Battle Creek,
Mich
Creek, Mich
Battle
810
Romero--------Guadalupe D.
D. de Romero
Guadalupe
810
unauthorized hunting,
eggs,
taking eggs,
hunting, taking
unauthorized
810
Thomas
J.
Fox
Fox------------------J.
Thomas
810
etc.,
animal preand animal
bird and
on bird
etc., on
810
Charles
Kranich
A. Kranich-------------Charles A.
810
serves,
98
for_-punishment for
illegal; punishment
serves, illegal;
810
Joseph
Fond ----------------La Fond
Joseph La
for game
811
withdrawal
of, authorized
authorized for
withdrawal of,
811
Karl
T. Larson
Larson-----------------Karl T.
810
refuge
in South
634
Dakota-------South Dakota
refuge in
810
Mary
McKee
A. McKee----------------Mary A.
810 Public
D. C.,
C.,
Library, D.
Public Library,
810
Hudson L.
---------Mason -L. Mason
Hudson
810
appropriation for
services__ 542, 1219
personal services-for personal
appropriation
810
Joseph S.
S. Morgan,
Morgan, additional
additional .--Joseph
810
for
services, etc
etc----- 542, 1219
temporary services,
for temporary
810
Margaret E.
E. Tindall------------Tindall
Margaret
1219
810
station restrictions
542, 1219
- 542,
restrictions ------station
810
Allie
additional -----Vickers, additional
M. Vickers,
Allie M.
810
for Sunday
and holiday
opening - 542, 1219
holiday opening
Sundav and
for
810
James
A. Wright----------------Wright
James A.
for books,
books, fuel,
fuel, etc
etc -----------542, 1219
1219
542,
for
leases
for bath
etc., of
of
hotels, etc.,
houses, hotels,
bath houses,
leases for
1220
for
542, 1220
expenses--------- 542,
contingent expenses
for contingent
etc.,
tracts
mineral springs,
springs, etc.,
near mineral
tracts near
1133
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
personal
for personal
deficiency
1133
authorized ----------------authorized
1318
services
1318
services---------------------may
added to
or
Wallowa, or
Umatilla, Wallowa,
to Umatilla,
be added
may be
1318
for
1318
etc------- -----------books, etc
for books,
Whitman
National
Forests,
Forests,
National
Whitman
1318
1279
for
contingent
expenses
expenses -----------contingent
for
1279
Oreg
Oreg---------------------1282
for equipment,
equipment, etc.,
etc., Bell-Deanwood
Bell-Deanwood
for
1282
Whitman
National Forest,
Oreg -Forest, OregWhitman National
1319
stations
1319
stations---------------------patent authorized
Francis W.
WoodW. Woodto Francis
authorized to
patent
1319
811
for
repairs, etc-------------------etc
1319
repairs,
for
811
ward
ward----------------------Public Moneys,
etc.,
Moneys, etc.,
Public
purchase authorized
authorized of,
of, in
Alabama,
in Alabama,
purchase
812
appropriation
for contingent
68, 767
767
expenses_ 68,
contingent expenses_
for
appropriation
812
---------by
Y.
Charles
Earl
by Y. Charles
deficiency
appropriation
for contingent
contingent
for
appropriation
deficiency
in
Arizona,
by
Sabine
Lumber
ComComLumber
in Arizona, by Sabine
1341
812
expenses
49, 693, 1341
49,693,
expenses ------------812
pany
pany -------------------Binding,
Public Printing
and
and Binding,
Printing
Public
certain
quitclaim
deeds
to
holders
of
certain
holders
to
quitclaim deeds
738
appropriation for
for Government
Government Printing
Printing
appropriation
738
lots in
Pensacola, Fla
Fla---------in Pensacola,
lots
Office, salaries------------salaries
590, 1299
1299
590,
Office,
relinquished
to
Kootenai
County,
County,
Kootenai
to
relinquished
1284
for
necessary employees
590, 1299
employees ------necessary
for
1284
Idaho
Idaho----------------------for paying salaries for holidays,
etc_ 590,
590, 1299
1299
holidays, etcforpayingsalariesfor
reserved for
for school
school site
site for
Ute Indians,
Indians,
for Ute
reserved
590, 1299
246
for leaves
absence
590,
of absence----------leaves of
for
246
Utah
Utah----------------------for salaries
salaries and
and expenses,
expenses, SuperinSuperinfor
sale of
shown
surveyed, shown
erroneously surveyed,
of erroneously
sale
tendent of
of Documents
592, 1300
Documents ----tendent
as
Wisareas in Wiswater-covered areas
as water-covered
69, 768
1013
for
Treasury Department
Department ------for Treasury
1013
consin
consin--------------------for
Bureau of
of the
the Budget
Budget -------70, 769
for Bureau
preference
to purchasers
in
purchasers in
right to
preference right
for
Post Office
Department -----84, 783
Office Department
for Post
good faith,
faith, who
etc.,
cultivated, etc.,
who cultivated,
good
1013
for
Department and
and Navy_
Navy__ 183,
862
183, 862
Navy Department
for Navy
1013
lands
---------------lands------
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Public Printing
Public Printing
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Printing and
Public
to
Official Register
Register of the United States to
appropriation
State
of State
Department of
for Department
appropriation for
1105
be published
year-------each year
be
published each
205,
1015
205,1015
------------data to
furnished by departments,
to be furnished
data
for
Pan American
Union
212,
1020
212, 1020
American Union------for Pan
etc
1105
etc-------------------------for
of Justice
Justice -----_
216, 1026
1026
Department of
for Department
1105
number
and distribution
distribution of copies-copies
number and
for
United States courts ------216, 1026
1026
for United
providing
etc., Navy
Navy
providing for compiling, etc.,
Supreme Court -------- -218, 1028
for Supreme
1106
Yearbook, repealed ----------Yearbook,
for Court
of Claims
219, 1029
Claims --------- Court of
for
limitation
etc.,
on number
number of reports, etc.,
limitation on
224, 1034
for Department
Commerce
Department of Commerce--for
for
official use, repealed
1106
1106
repealed-------for official
239, 1048
Department of Labor ----for Department
preparation
abridgment of mespreparation of abridgment
1143
for Interior
Interior Department
Department------- 392, 1143
for
sages and
documents annually,
annually,
and documents
sages
for Department
Agriculture__ 434,
434, 823
823
of Agriculture---for
Department of
repealed -------------------1106
repealed
Weather Bureau
field services of Weather
number
of unbound
unbound copies
copies of numnumnumber of
excepted__ 434, 823
Forest Service excepted-and Forest
to
bered
documents to
bered reports and documents
Department----------- 478, 893
for War
War Department
to
House Document Room not to
Office----------- 521, 1199
for Executive
Executive Office
1106
exceed
exceed 500 ----------------Property Custodian
Custodian.--- 522, 1199
Alien Property
for Alien
Library of Congress to receive
receive 125
Library
522, 1200
Bureau
for Efficiency Bureau---------copies
publications, and for
copies of publications,
for Civil Service
Commission --- 523, 1201
Service Commission
for
- 1106
international
exchange
international exchange-----for
for Commission of Fine Arts --- 524, 1201
wages, etc.,
etc., regulated,
regulated, of journeymen,
journeymen,
wages,
for Employees'
Employees' Compensation Comapprentices,
etc
658
658
laborers, etc-------apprentices, laborers,
mission
mission------------------ 524, 1202
for
Power Commission - 524, 1203 Public
Federal Power
for Federal
Public Roads and Rural Engineering
Engineering Offor
Federal Trade
Trade Commission
Commission_ 525, 1203
fice, Department
Agriculture,
for Federal
Department of Agriculture,
fice,
for
Office
525, 1203
Accounting Office--_
General Accounting
deficiency
general
for General
appropriation for general
deficiency appropriation
525, 1204
Corporation
60
for Housing Corporation-------expenses
60
expenses--------------------for
National Advisory
Advisory Committee
Committee for
for
for National
Public
Roads
Bureau, Department
Department of AgAgBureau,
Roads
Public
Aeronautics
Aeronautics-------------- 527, 1206
riculture,
riculture,
for State,
State, War, and Navy Departfor
appropriation for
Chief of Bureau,
Bureau, and
for Chief
appropriation
ment
Buildings
527, 1208
ment Buildings----------office and
and field
personnel__
451, 842
--field personnel
office
for
Geographic Board
Board --------- 529, 1208
for Geographic
for
expenses; restriction__
restriction- - _ 451, 842
general expenses;
for general
for
Tariff Commission--------Commission
529, 1208
for Tariff
for
inquiries of systems,
of inquiries
expenses of
for expenses
for Interstate
Interstate Commerce
Commerce CommisCommisfor
452,843
operations, etc-------------etc
452,
843
operations,
1205
sion
529,
1205
sion --------------------for
etc------- 452, 843
methods, materials, etc
for methods,
1207
Smithsonian Institution
__ 529, 1207
Institution-----for Smithsonian
for experimental
highways_-----452, 843
843
452,
for
experimental highways
for United
Shipping Board_ 536, 1208
1208
United States Shipping
for
452, 843
for farm
farm irrigation
irrigation investigationsinvestigations
for
*for
Veterans' Bu*for United States Veterans'
etc.;
farms, swamps,
swamps, etc.;
of farms,
for drainage
drainage of
532,1210
reau -------------------_
532,
1210
plans, etc ---------------452, 843
plans,
supreme court and court of apfor supreme
investigating farm
farm domestic water
for investigating
peals, District
1240
- 566, 1240
of Columbia _
District of
peals,
supply----------------452, 843
supply
5S9,
Library of Congress--------Congress
589, 1298
for Library
for distributing
distributing surplus
explosurplus war explofor
591, 1299
Capitol
for Architect of the CapitoL---sives for
clearing land,
land, etc
etc--- 452, 843
for clearing
sives
1200
for Board
Board of Tax Appeals --------- 1200
for administrative
452, 843
843
expenses -----alministrative expenses
for
Education__ 1202
Vocational Education
for Board for Vocational
705
salaries,
additional,
1925
705
1925-------additional,
salaries,
for
1206
for
Railroad
Labor
Board
Board---------for Railroad
general expenses,
expenses, additional, 19251925_
705
for general
Departdeficiency appropriation
appropriation for Departdeficiency
deficiency
appropriation for paying
deficiency appropriation
40, 1327
ment
Commerce --------- 40,1327
of Commerce
ment of
40
damages claim-------------claim
40
damages
54, 758, 1353
1353
for
legislative
for legislative---------60
general expenses -------------60
for general
683
for Patent Office
Office ----------- ---683
Public Schools, D. C.,
for Department
Justice
686, 1332 Public
Department of Justice------appropriation
for
playplayvacation
for
1332
courts-------- 686, 1332
appropriation
for United States courts
grounds
552, 1229
grounds----------------- - 552,
for Supreme Court
686
Court---------------for
Superintendent, assistants,
assistants, busifor Superintendent,
for
Claims
686, 1332
1332
of Claims----------for Court
Court of
ness
manager, and other officers,
officers,
ness manager,
for Interstate
Interstate Commerce CommisCommisetc
553
etc-------------------------755
sion
sion------------------------teaching partisan
partisan politics, disreteaching
for weekly
weekly issue of patents,
patents, Official
Official
spect of
of
Holy Bible, or form of
of Holy
spect
Gazette,
etc --------1328
--Gazette, etcgovernment prohibited
prohibited -------553
government
for Navy Department------------Department
1335
for administrative
supervisory
administrative and supervisory
for
congressional documents
documents printed
printed after
after
congressional
1230
officers
officers--------------------Senator, etc., expires
expires to
term of Senator,
teaching partisan
partisan politics,
politics, disreteaching
24
be
successor------be delivered
delivered to successor
spect
Bible, or form of
spect of Holy Bible,
balance
remaining to credit to be
balance remaining
1230
government
prohibited__ __
1230
government prohibited-------convening of
prior to convening
taken prior
554
for
554
librarians ----------------for librarians
next
24
Congress---------------next Congress
for
personnel, office
office of SuperintendSuperintendfor personnel,
ordered; annual
annual proceedings
proceedings of enordered;
1230
ent
----ent -----------campments of Grand Army of
campments
for
department of school attendance
attendance
for department
the Republic,
Republic, United Spanish
1230
and
work permits
permits -----------1230
and work
American
War Veterans, and American
554, 1230
for
teachers ------------for teachers
473
Legion as
Documents
473
House Documents_-as House
Legion,
teaching partisan
partisan politics, etc., by,
teaching
paper standards
standards for, to be fixed by
paper
prohibited
1230
prohibited--------------- 554, 1230
Printing--- 1105
Joint Committee on Printing
basic salaries
salaries for teachers
teachers and libasic
advertisements for proposals
proposals in one
one
advertisements
brarians; longevity
pay, etcetc__--__
555
555
longevity pay,
brarians;
in
newspaper or trade journal in
newspaper
restrictions on soliciting
subscripsoliciting subscriprestrictions
samples to be fursix cities; samples
etc
555,
1230
55, 1230
tions, etc----------------nished
nished-----------------------. 1105
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appropriation for
schools and
and
vacation schools
for vacation
appropriation
playgrounds_
555,
1230
555, 1230
playgrounds -------------for
longevity pay
555
pay ------------- --for longevity
inefficient persons
persons not
to receive
555
555
not to
receive-_
inefficient
for
annuities
555,
1230
555, 1230
for annuities-----------------for
of grade
grade
to principals
principals of
for allowance
allowance to
school
building&-------------555
555
school buildings
for
night schools;
excontingent ex-schools; contingent
for night
penses
555, 1231
555,
1231
penses------------------for
deaf, dumb,
dumb, and
blind
555, 1231
1231
555,
and blind------for deaf,
for
Institution for
the
for the
for Columbia
Columbia Institution
Deaf
555, 1231
1231
Deaf --------------------- 555,
for
work, etc.;
etc.; ininAmericanization work,
for Americanization
structing foreigners-------foreigners
556, 1231
556,
1231
structing
for
community center department_
department_ 556,
556, 1231
1231
for communitycenter
for
care of
of buildings
buildings and
and grounds_
grounds_ 556, 1231
for care
for
medical inspectors,
etc------ 556, 1232
inspectors, etc
for medical
for
free dental
556, 1232
1232
clinics ---------- 556,
dental clinics
for free
for
equipping temporary
rooms,
temporary rooms,
for equipping
etc
556, 1232
etc-----------------for
schools for
for tubercular
tubercular pupils
556, 1232
1232
pupils_ 556,
for schools
for
557, 1232
expenses-.-- 557,
training expenses
for manual
manual training
for
fuel, light,
light, and
and power
557, 1232
1232
557,
power -----for fuel,
for
furniture; additions
additions to buildings,
buildings,
for furniture;
etc
557, 1232
1232
557,
etc ------------------557, 1232
for
expenses
contingent expenses--------for contingent
cabinetmaker,
pay _
1232
---------- 557, 1232
cabinetmaker, pay
supno
bond required
for Army
Army suprequired for
no bond
plies
cadets ---------557, 1232
1232
557,
to cadets
plies to
for
pianos_-.._ 557, 1232
towels, etc.; pianos
paper towels,
for paper
for
etc.; flags,
school
flags, school
textbooks, etc.;
for textbooks,
557, 1232
gardens,
etc
gardens, etc-------------payments
to teachers
nature
in nature
teachers in
payments to
------------- 557, 1233
study,
etc
study, etc-for
equiplaboratory equipapparatus, laboratory
for apparatus,
ment,
etc
557, 1233
1233
557,
ment, etc----------------free
tuition to
children of
of Army,
Army,
to children
free tuition
Navy, etc.,
etc., outside
Disoutside of DisNavy,
trict --.--------------558, 1233
- 558,1233
trict
558, 1233
for
grounds
and grounds------buildings and
for buildings
for
Armstrong Manual
Training
Manual Training
for Armstrong
School, addition
558, 1233
addition----------- 558,
School,
558
for
addition__
School, addition-High School,
Western High
for Western
558
for
Thomson School,
addition -----School, addition
for Thomson
for
building
to
replace
John
F.
Cook
for building to replace John F. Cook
558
School --------------------School
for
Calvert Street
Street
site, Calvert
improving site,
for improving
and Connecticut
Connecticut Avenue,
servAvenue, servand
558
ice
ice connections
connections --------------for plans,
plans, etc.,
etc., new
new McKinley
McKinley Manual
Manual
for
558
School-------------Training School
558
Training
558
for
Taylor School
School --------near Taylor
site near
for site
for
site vicinity
Third and
Rittenand Rittenof Third
vicinity of
for site
558
house Streets
Streets NW
NW --------- -558
house
for
55S
55
Burrville----------------site, Burrville
for site,
for
Buchanan StreetsStreets_
558
558
and Buchanan
Fifth and
site, Fifth
for site,
for
athletic field---field_ ___ 558
558
High, athletic
Western High,
for Western
for
Junior High
High near
Twenty-fourth
near Twenty-fourth
for Junior
558
and N
N Streets
Streets NW
NW ----------558
and
building on
on Tuberculosis
Tuberculosis Hospital
Hospital
building
site,
for tubercular
558
558
children -tubercular children
site, for
for John
John R.
R. Francis
High
Junior High
Francis Junior
for
1233
School, addition
addition to
1233
to site
site-------School,
construction
1233
1233
construction-----------------for
Macfarland Junior
Junior High, addifor Macfarland
1233
1233
tion
tion------------------------1233
1233
for Bruce
School, addition
addition -------Bruce School,
for
1233
for Stuart
Stuart Junior
Junior High
High------------ 1233
for
for extensible
Fifth and
building. Fifth
extensible building.
for
1233
Sheridan Streets
NW --------Streets NW
Sheridan
for building,
Buchanan
and Buchanan
Fifth and
building, Fifth
for
1233
Streets NW
NW-----------------Streets
for site
near Rhode
Rhode Island
an South
South
Island and
site near
for
1233
NE --------Dakota
Avenues NE
Dakota Avenues
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appropriation for Brightwood Park, ad1233
ditional land----------------for site near Thirteenth and Monta1233
gue Streets NW-------------all accounted for as one fund, and
1233
558,
immediately available ----558, 1234
contract restrictions --------559,
1234
etc------------------for rent,
for repairs and improvements--- 559, 1234
for maintenance, etc., of play559, 1234
grounds ----------------for equipping, etc., new school yards
for playgrounds --- _------ 559, 1234
for adapting designated buildings for
junior high schools -------- 559, 1234
sites and buildings not to exceed
sums appropriated, etc----- 559, 1234
plans, etc., to be prepared by
municipal architect-------- 559, 1234
exit doors to open outward, etc.;
unlocking required -------- 559, 1234
deficiency appropriation for allowance
37
to principals ----------------37
for Bancroft School -------------37
for Raymond School, construction-675
for increase of compensation------675
for community centers -----------675
for paying annuities--------------675
for fuel, light, and power ---------675
for Thomson School, equipment. --for Macfarland Junior High, equip675
ment---------- ------------675
for Langley Junior High, equipmentfor additional building near Tenley
675
School----------------------for repairs and improvements-- - 676, 679
for Western High, equipment------- 1320
for Western High, addition-------- 1320
1320
for motor vehicles --------------1320
for paper towels, etc ------------for Langley Junior High, additional
1320
land-----------------------for McKinley Technical High, new
1320
buildings; from special fund---1326
transfer of title to site, etc -----1326
closing of streets, etc-----------for building on Calvert Street; from
1320
special fund-----------------for Macfarland Junior High; from
1320
special fund ----------------for Garnet-Patterson Schools, adjoin1320
ing land; from special fund --for Bell School, addition; from
1320
special fund-----------------for building to replace Brightwood
School; from special fund------ 1320
for Park View School, improvements;
additional land; from special
1320
fund-----------------------for Cardozo School, addition; from
1320
special fund ---------------for Randall Junior High, gymnasium
1320
and hall; from special fund----for Armstrong High, addition, etc.;
1320
from specialfund ----------for old Western High, remodeling;
1321
from special fund ------------for site near Adams School; from
1321
special fund-----------------for site for addition to O Street
Vocational School; from special
1321
fund------------------- --for site for a junior high school in
1321
Georgetown; from special fund -
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Schools, D.
Public
368
---salaries,
teaching
principals
_____
_
368
principals
teaching
etc.;
salaries,
procompulsory
attendance
school attendance
compulsory school
806
administrative
principals and of vocavocaadministrative principals
806
vision ---------------------tional
Americanization
368
and Americanization-tional and
contract restriction
restriction for addition to
to
contract
676
principals of junior high ----------369
principals
676
Western
removed ------High, removed
Western High,
369
senior
normal ---------high and normal
senior
department
of
attendance
and
attendance
school
department of
directors of special
special subjects
subjects and dedirectors
under
work
permits
created
under
work permits created
369
----------807
partments -----369
partments
807
Education ---------Board of Education
heads of
departments and assistant
assistant
departments
of
heads
director of, assistants,
assistants, etc., authordirector
369
principals-------------------808
principals
808
ized
ized-----------------------369
supervising
principals
369
-.---------.supervising principalscompetitive examination
examination of applicompetitive
----department
center
808
community
center
department
369
community
808
cants for
in------appointments in
for appointments
cants
school
attendance and
and work
work permits
school attendance
Five
Program
Five Year School Building Program
department-----------------986
department
369
986
Act -----------------------370
chief
examiner ------------------chief examiner
986
purposes of
authorizations --------of authorizations
purposes
370
assistant superintendents
superintendents ----------assistant
elementary
schools, sites, playgrounds,
370
elementary schools,
first
assistant
superintendents
370
superintendents------assistant
first
986
authorized -----and buildings authorized
370
superintendent
schools
of schools-------.--superintendent
986
division--- ---------------.
in first division
compensation
servcompensation during first year of serv987
--------- ------in
second division _
in second
ice at basic salary
salary with no
ice
987
in
division ----------------third division..
in third
370
credit
prior services
services -------370
credit for prior
988
in fourth division----------------division
classification and assignments
assignments by the
classification
988
-------------in
fifth
division
divisionin
board
of
recommendation of
on recommendation
board on
989
in
division------------------sixth division
in sixth
the superintendent
superintendent.----------370
the
989
989
in
seventh
division
--------------in seventh division
no examination
employees to conconexamination for employees
989
in eighth
eighth division
division .-----.. --------370
in
tinue
permanent positionspositions_ --in permanent
tinue in
989
989
in tenth
division ----------------370
tenth division
in
at time
of appointment
appointment hereafter..
__
370
hereafter. -_-time of
at
990
990
eleventh division---------------division
in eleventh
assignment
salaries for permanent
permanent
assignment of salaries
990
990
in twelfth
twelfth division
division----------------in
employees
June 30,
employees in service June
991
thirteenth division
division------------371
in thirteenth
1924
1924 -..-------..-----.----O Street Vocaland
Voca371
land and building for 0
probationary
991
probationary tenure
tenure employees
employees -----991
tional
School _
tional School----------------schedule for
placement in salary
salary classes
classes
for placement
schedule
junior high
playgrounds,
schools, sites, playgrounds,
high schools,
junior
employees in
991
and positions,
positions, of employees
in
and
991
-----authorized __
buildings authorized
and buildings
372
991
service July 1,1924.----------1, 1924
372
991
division
in first division-----------------373
992
if
not
specifically
mentioned --.----.
373
specifically
not
if
992
in
third
division
in third division---------------992
appointments hereafter
hereafter -.---------373
appointments
992
in
division
fifth division...--------------.
in fifth
992
service
with armed
armed forces equivalent
equivalent
service with
992
in
division
in sixth division----------------992
to teaching
teaching experience
experience -------373
992
division---------------in seventh division
373
992
restriction
placements.. --___
373
original placementson original
restriction on
992
in
division----------..---in eighth division
992
annual
increase of salaries
salaries after
after July
July 1,
increase
annual
992
-----in
division
in tenth division------373
1925,
automatically -----.....
1925, automatically
993
993
in
division-------------eleventh division
in eleventh
993
promotions
1, 1924,
on and after July 1,
promotions
993
in
in thirteenth division ------.. ---.
to receive
receive salary
salary next above then
to
373
senior
high schools;
new building for
received
373
------.
schools; new
received..--------...
senior high
- --__ 993
assignments
on basis
superior teachMcKinley
Training_ _
basis of superior
McKinley Manual Training
assignments on
993
ing...--------------......-373
373
High----new building for Business High
ing
transfer of
department from
from
eligibles promoted
promoted to Group B
B of class
class 3
3
business department
of business
transfer
eligibles
Dunbar
organizing
without
examinations, etc -----.
374
Dunbar High and organizing
without examinations,
993
Business
restriction on
on promotion
promotion without one
pupilsHigh for colored pupils_
Business High
restriction
374
993
land for
High_ _
year's
service
Technical High
Armstrong Technical
for Armstrong
land
year's service---------------athletic
fields, fitting
for
proportional division of salaries befitting up, etc., for
athletic fields,
proportional
374
tween
colored schoolsschools_
374
pupils of
Armstrong
and Armstrong
and colored
Dunbar and
white and
of Dunbar
tween white
pupils
993
993
basis
promotions to
to be
be teaching
teaching or
-----------High -----High
for promotions
basis for
374
administrative principals----principals
374
fitting
etc., athletic field for WestWestadministrative
fitting up, etc.,
993
number of classrooms
classrooms in elementary
elementary
ern High ------------------number
993
school
designated
Training.--be designated
for
McKinley Manual
Manual Training
buildings to be
for McKinley
school buildings
on
recommendation of principalprincipal_
374
to
additional rooms
rooms in Franklin School to
on recommendation
additional
993
duties
of first
first assistant
374
superintendentsassistant superintendents_
purposes
be used for office purposes-----duties of
adjoining"
board
examination of teachers
teachers to be
"purchase of land adjoining"
phrase "purchase
board for examination
993
designated on recommendation
recommendation
construed
construed-------------------designated
374
of suprintendent
suprintendent -------------of
assembly
combined
gymnasium and assembly
combined gymnasium
374
chief
374
examiners -- -------------chief examiners
authorized in first unit of
hall, authorized
annual
substitute teachers
teachers authorized;
authorized;
annual substitute
school
extensible elementary
elementary school
an extensible
374
994
qualifications
assignments....
374
qualifications and assignments-994
building -------------------temporary
appointed;
temporary teachers may be appointed;
future
items for
construcpurchases, construcfor purchases,
future items
periods and salary
salary assignmentsassignments_ -_
375
periods
994
- -_ 994
tion,
etc., may be submitted _-__
tion, etc.,
community center
center and other activities
community
effective date,
date, July 11, 1925; estimates
effective
authorized
375
authorized -----------------to be prepared
prepared in accordance
accordance
375
salaries, etc.,
etc., to be paid
paid ---------994
-----with provisions
provisions hereof--hereof
with
rates of
herein effective July 1,
salary herein
of salary
rates
salaries
salaries established on and after July 1,
375
367
1924 -...------------------.
367
1924
1924----------------------estimates in conformity
conformity to be subestimates
teachers in kindergarten
kindergarten and elemenelementeachers
375
367
mitted
mitted ----------------------367
tary schools ----------------compensation
367
.no other increase
increase of compensation
361
36E
in junior high
high----------------375
368
1925
fiscal year 1925-----------for fiscal
368
normal.---------senior high and normal
--. -------laws renealed
aft
368
inconsistent
laws
repealed
375
inconsistent
'- -`--------I librarians
librarians.-----.---------------vow
-
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N. Mex.Mex.— Pas*
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Continued.
Continued.
appropriation for
investigating standfor investigating
appropriation
board to
land, etc.; review
review of
of
on land,
report on
to report
board
1040
ards
measurements of,
etc_ 231,
231, 1040
of, etcof measurements
ards of
specific finding
finding not to affect
aa specific
Public Utilities
Utilities Commission,
Commission, D.
D. C.,
Public
other findings,
findings, etc
etc ----------__
638
other
541,
appropriation
salaries
541, 1219
for salaries---------appropriation for
no awarding
638
costs-------------of costs
awarding of
no
542,1219
for general expenses
expenses ------------ 542,
1219
forgeneral
investigation, etc.,
etc., as to
to value of lands,
lands,
investigation,
N. Mex.,
Pueblo
Bonito Agency,
Agency, N.
Pueblo Bonito
etc.,
purchased and
and entered
entered by
etc., purchased
Inappropriation for
for support,
support, etc., of Inappropriation
•
non-Indians
under pueblo
pueblo deeds,
non-Indians under
dians at,
at, from
from tribal
tribal funds-funds_ _ 411, 1161
dians
639
whose
claims were
not sustainedsustained_
were not
whose claims
Pueblo Bonito
Reservation, Ariz.,
Indian Reservation,
Bonito Indian
Pueblo
claims within
Nambe pueblo
pueblo grant
grant
within Nambe
claims
appropriation
for developing
developing water supappropriation for
639
recognized;
disposal of
lands__ _ 639
of lands--recognized; disposal
repayment- 400, 1150
ply
for Indians
1150
on; repayment_
Indians on;
ply for
right of
of Indians
to impeach
impeach deed,
Indians to
right
Colo.,
Pueblo,
Pueblo, Colo.,
639
etc
etc------------------------243
terms
of court
at -----------------court at
terms of
value
of lands
and improvements
improvements of
lands and
value of
Pueblo
Indian Land
Grants, N.
N. Mex.,
Mex.,
Land Grants,
Pueblo Indian
non-Indian claimants
claimants with valid
non-Indian
to
within, to
suit to
to quiet
quiet title
lands within,
to lands
title to
suit
639
639
title, to
be ascertained
ascertained--------to be
title,
by Attorbe filed
in district
court by
district court
filed in
be
report
benefit to
to Indians,
Indians, by reto benefit
as to
report as
ney
General on
on behalf
behalf of Pueblo
Pueblo
ney General
639
639
moval,
etc
purchase, etc---------moval, purchase,
636
Indians
Indians-------------------deis
which
to
survey
of
lands
the
title
to
which
title
the
lands
of
survey
comPueblo
Lands
Board
established;
cornestablished;
Pueblo Lands Board
639
639
termined
termined-------------------position.
636
position --------------------decree,
approval of
of judge
judge a
part
of
decree,
part
a
approval
etc----quarters,
powers,
personnel,
etc
636
personnel,
powers,
quarters,
639
639
etc ----------------------etc
the appointive
compensation, etc.,
appointive
of the
etc., of
compensation,
639
639
taxation of
costs
of costs----------------.taxation
636
member
630
member-------------------meaning
"purchase" as
used in
as used
of "purchase"
meaning of
determination, report,
investigation, determination
report,
investigation,
639
Act
Act ----------------------etc.,
by, of
which the
lands of which
of lands
etc., by,
field
notes, etc.,
etc., of
of lands
granted Pueblo
lands granted
field notes,
title
Indians has not been exexof Indians
title of
Indians,
not claimed
therefor in
claimed therefor
Indians, not
636
tinguished
636
tinguished-----------------pending
proceedings, etc.,
etc., to be
pending proceedings,
claims of
adverse
by adverse
non-Indians by
of non-Indians
claims
filed with
surveyor general
general two
with surveyor
filed
possession excluded
from reportreport_
636
excluded from
possession
years after
after reports
reports made by
years
unanimous decision
decision required
to
required to
unanimous
640
640
board
board----------------------Indetermine
extinguishment of
of Indetermine extinguishment
accepted
as conclusive
conclusive of title exaccepted as
636
dian
title-------------------dian title
640
640
tinguished
tinguished------------------report
each pueblo
pueblo to be filed
on each
report on
publication,
right
expiration of right
after expiration
publication, after
636
with
636
etc--------------court, etc
with court,
of
to bring
bring independent
independent
Indians to
of Indians
to
suit
to be
be filed,
filing each
report, to
each report,
on filing
filed, on
suit to
suits,
giving names
names of
of non-Indian
non-Indian
suits, giving
quiet
title to
lands determined
determined as
to lands
quiet title
claimants for
for land
land holdings
holdings not
not•
claimants
not extinguished
extinguished by---------by
636
not
640
640
Indians ----------claimed by Indians
claimed
adverse claimpleas of
of limitations,
limitations, by adverse
pleas
adverse
required to file
claimants required
adverse claimants
637
ants,
admitted--------------ants, admitted
notice of
of contest in proper
proper land
land
notice
actual
under color
color of
possession under
actual possession
640
640
office ----------------------office
with
title
6, 1902,
1902, with
January 6,
since January
title since
patent
to
claimant if
if no
contest instiinsticontest
no
claimant
to
patent
637
etc-------------taxes
paid, etc
637
taxes paid,
640
640
tuted
tuted----------------------actual possession
possession without
without color or
actual
albenefits
contests;
of
hearings
contests;
benefits
hearings
title
since
March
16,
1899
637
1899-----title since March 16,
640
640
lowed;
effect of patent
patent -------lowed; effect
no impairment
of right
to
Indians to
of Indians
right of
impairment of
no
procedure if
two or
or more contests
two
if
procedure
proassert
title
by
original
court
court
assert title by original
640
640
filed
filed----------------------ceedings
filing of field
to filing
prior to
ceedings prior
641
etc.,
637
issue of
of patents,
etc., without cost -__ 641
patents,
issue
637
notes,
etc
notes, etc------------------action
if
Spanish or
or Mexican
Mexican grant, asasSpanish
if
action
contracts
jurisdiction
of
court
in;
contracts
court
of
jurisdiction
637
serted by
by non-Indian
non-Indian party, suserted
637
-------with attorneys
attorneys --with
641
641
perior to
to Indian
Indian claim--------claim
perior
to
if
plea
maintained,
decree
claimdecree
if plea maintained,
637
ascertainment by
by court
court of value of
ascertainment
637
ant
to
be
given
given-------------be
ant to
641
641
land
land-----------------------authorplea
in favor
pueblo, etc.,
etc., authorof pueblo,
favor of
plea in
641
637
review
on appeal
or writ
writ of error
error_--__ _ 641
appeal or
review on
637
ized
ized-----------------------report, etc.,
etc., to
to Congress
Congress if final
report,
in
board
to
report
on
land,
etc.,
possesetc.,
land,
on
board to report
641
finding against
against Indian
Indian claims--claims__ _ 641
finding
sion
non-Indian claimants,
claimants, not
not
of non-Indian
sion of
lands of nonimprovements made
made on
on lands
637
improvements
claimed
Indians ----------6?7
for Indians
claimed for
successful claimants
claimants to be resuccessful
by
whether
or not
not lands
recoverable by
lands recoverable
whether or
ported to
Congress, with
recomwith recomto Congress,
638
ported
etc----seasonable
prosecution, etc
seasonable prosecution,
641
641
-----------mendations
mendations----fair
value of
of lands,
deterif deterlands, if
market value
fair market
claimants adjamined recoverable,
lands of
nonsuccessful claimants
etc., and loss
recoverable, etc.,
of nonsuccessful
mined
lands
cent
to non-Indian
claimants,
to Indians
Indians by
by failure
to proseprosenon-Indian claimants,
failure to
cent to
to
638
to
638
and apart
from Indian
lands, to
Indian lands,
apart from
cute
and
cute-------------------641
641
liability of
of the
the United
be
United States, and
sold---------------------be sold
liability
638
use of
of proceeds;
if buyer
buyer the losing
award
the pueblo----------pueblo
proceeds; if
to the
use
award to
641
641
judicial
effect of
award; filing
filing of
claimant
of award;
claimant--------------------judicial effect
638
report
and award
award ----------- report and
unextinhereafter
no
right,
etc.,
unextinto
etc.,
right,
no
hereafter
review
by court
on petition_
638
638
petitionallowed on
court allowed
guished
Pueblo Indian
Indian lands
review by
guished Pueblo
638
jurisdiction of
of court;
court; procedure
procedure_- may
be acquired
acquired except
except as
as proprojurisdiction
may be
petition
allowed
aggrieved
party
641
641
petition allowed aggrieved party
vided
Congress ----------by Congress
vided by
for
review
by
circuit
court
of
of
for review by circuit court
Federal court
court procedure,
etc.,
applicable
applicable
etc.,
procedure,
Federal
638
appeals
-----appeals-------------to all
all causes
causes arising under
under this
to
jurisdiction and
finality of decision
and finality
jurisdiction
642
642
Act
Act----------------------638
of
circuit court
of appeals
appeals-----court of
of circuit
Public Utilities,
Utilities,
Public
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N. Mex.Land Grants,
Indian Land
Pueblo
Continued.
Continued.
sums
appropriated for
for Indians under
sums appropriated
decrees,
etc., to
to be
Into Inbe paid
paid to
deerees, etc.,
dian Bureau
disbursement__
642
642
for disbursement-Bureau for
dian
Pueblo Indian
N. Mex.,
Mex. ,
Lands, N.
Indian Lands,
Pueblo
deficiency
appropriation ior
Pueblo
for Pueblo
deficiency appropriation
756
Lands
756
Lands Board ---------------Pueblo Indians,
N. Mex.,
Indians, N.
Pueblo
appropriation
for attorney
for
1148
398, 1148
attorney for----appropriation for
for
etc----------------- 1155
education, etc
for education,
for
400
for--------------supply for
water supply
for water
for
lands of, in Rio Grande
for draining
draining lands
Valley; condition
403
condition -----------Valley;
for
additional, 1925
707
1925 .-- 707
for, additional,
for counsel
counsel for,
for
supply for, additional,
additional,
water supply
for water
1925
707
1925 ------------------Pueblo Lands
Board,
Lands Board,
Pueblo
appropriation for
for expenses
1028
1028
expenses----------appropriation
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
756
for---------deficiency
Puget Sound,
Sound, Wash.,
Wash.,
Puget
appropriation for navy yard, central
central
appropriation
wall
plant; quay wall
etc., plant;
power, etc.,
198
extension_ -----------------198
extension
for navy
876
navy yard; pier --------------for
for naval
ammunition depot, storage_
876
storagenaval ammunition
for
Pulaski
Ark.,
Pulaski County, Ark.,
time
for bridging Arkansas
extended for
time extended
9
by
9
River, at Little Rock, by-----Pung
Pung Chow, etc., Sets,
excise
on, and
323
thereof ----parts thereof
and parts
tax on,
excise tax
Pungoteapue
Pungoteague Creek, Va.,
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., of, to be
preliminary
1193
made
made----------------------Department,
Purchasing
Post Office Department,
PurchasingAgent, Post
appropriation for,
for, and office
personnel, 84, 782
office personnel,
appropriation
Purchasing
Division, D. C.,
Purchasing Division,
appropriation for salaries,
salaries, etc
etc------ 540, 1217
appropriation
Pure
Food Law,
Pure Food
appropriation
447
837,447
for executing
executing------- 837,
appropriation for
for
enforcing, in the Disfor expenses enforcing,
trict
Columbia
563, 1237
trict of Columbia--------Puyallup Agency, Wash.,
Puyallup
appropriation
appropriation for support, etc., of Indians
funds__ 411, 1161
dians at, from tribal funds
Puyallup
Puyallup River, Wash.,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for surveys,
deficiency
696
etc.,
696
etc., for flood control of -----of_survey authorized for flood control of
250
survey
amount
to be appropriappropriauthorized to
amount authorized
--ated for
for.----------------250
Pyramid Lake Agency, Nev.,
Nev.,
Pyramid
appropriation
etc., of
appropriation for support, etc.
funds-411, 1161
Indians at, from tribal funds_411,
Pyramid Lake Indian
Reservation, Nev.,
Indian Reservation,
Pyramid
appropriation
etc., of
maintenance, etc.,
appropriation for maintenance,
irrigation systems on; repayment
repayment
402,
irrigation
1153
1153
authorized to settlers of lands ocsale authorized
cupied,
cupied, etc., by them for 21
----------years or more 596
limited to one purchaser-----purchaser
596
area limited
etc------596
by cash entry; fees, etc
proceeds to credit of Piute Indians
Indians
Reservation ----------596
of Reservation
survey, plat, and sale of lots in Wadssurvey,
worth townsite------_----townsite
596
596
reservation for public uses of IndiansIndians..
596
reservation
597
-------lots for county
county school
school 597
purchases
resident Indians ----597
purchases by resident
597
proceeds
_--...----use of
of proceeds
597
former titles to lands in, confirmed_
597
confirmed --597
.
------time limit for sales, etc -597
Pyramid
Nev.
Sanatorium, Nev.,
Indian Sanatorium,
Pyramid Lake Indian
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of
1159
appropriation
1159
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Q.
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Q
Street NW.,
D. C.,
NW., D.
Q Street
appropriation
for paving,
paving, etc.,
etc., Thirappropriation for
tieth Street
Street to
to Wisconsin
Avenue;
Wisconsin Avenue;
tieth
from gasoline-tax
gasoline-tax fund
fund-------- 1226
from
Quantico, Va.,
Va.,
Quantico,
amount authorized
Marine Corps
for Marine
authorized for
amount
flying
field site
site at,
1271
1271
at Reid ---at, at
flying field
Quapaw Agency,
Agency, Okla.,
Quapaw
appropriation for
attorneys, etc., in
for attorneys,
appropriation
probate
restricted
of restricted
matters of
probate matters
allottees
of
397,
1147
397, 1147
allottees of------------for
common schools
1158
in--------- 407, 1158
schools in
for common
homestead allotments
of,
allotments to Indians of,
homestead
may
723
condition------sold; condition
may be sold;
patents
purchasers of unreto purchasers
fee to
in fee
patents in
stricted allotments
allotments to
722
of_
to Indians
Indians of..
stricted
lands of
Indians, or of
of liaw
Kaw or Osage Indians,
lands
Five
723
exceptedTribes, excepted_
Civilized Tribes,
Five Civilized
Qua
paw Indians,
Indians, Okla.,
Okla.
Quapaw
appropriation
treaty with;
with;
fulfilling treaty
for fulfilling
appropriation for
condition
410, 1160
1160
410,
condition----------------, for support, etc., employees, additional, 1925
708
1925-----------------tional,
Quarantine
'
Quarantine,
consular bills
health not
not required for
bills of health
consular
vessels trading
between ports on
on
trading between
vessels
northern frontier-------------frontier
809
northern
Quarantine Service,
Quarantine
appropriation for maintenance of staappropriation
tions
76, 775
tions---------------------76, 775
775
for
interstate------------------for interstate
for
interstate, additional,
1925
710
additional, 1925-----for interstate,
deficiency
for--------- 58, 761
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
Quarantine
Stations,
Quarantine Stations,
appropriation
etc
76, 775
maintenance, etc-for maintenance,
appropriation for
Mass---------------- 79, 778
Boston, Mass
for Boston,
Pa
79
for Marcus Hook, Pa-------------80
for
Portland, Me----------------Me
80
for Portland,
for
Fla
80
Tampa, Fla-----------------for Tampa,
80
for
Oreg ----------------for Astoria, Oreg
for
Galveston, Tex
80, 778
778
Tex---------for Galveston,
80
for Ship Island,
Island, Miss ------------for
Reedy Island,
Del
80
Island, Del------------for Reedy
80, 778
Calif-------Francisco Calif
for San Francisco,
80
Juan, P.
80
R-------------P. R
for San Juan,
Md---------------Baltimore, Md
778
for Baltimore,
La
778
New Orleans, La--------------for New
for New
Y
778
for
New York, N. Y--------------preservation ___--- 80, 779
for repairs and preservation
81, 779
for
mechanical equipment--------equipment
81,
for mechanical
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for New York,
deficiency
694
improvements --------N. Y., improvements
s construction
construction of, authorized on Sand
Island, Mobile
Harbor, Ala
Ala_---___
950
Mobile Harbor,
Island,
amount authorized
for
950
authorized for------------amount
• equipment, etc., from present site at
Fort
950
Fort Morgan, to be transferred_
Quarantine
Stations, Livestock,
Quarantine Stations,
438, 827
appropriation for
establishing, etc--etc __ _ 438,
for establishing,
appropriation
for
etc., to
to stations
438, 827
827
stations ------- 438,
for repairs,
repairs, etc.,
Quartermaster Corps,
Corps, Army,
Army,
Quartermaster
clerks;
appropriation
mileage, field
field clerks;
appropriation for mileage,
limitation
482, 897
limitation-------------for
etc
483, 898
for subsistence
subsistence supplies, etc-----restriction on prices at sales comrestriction
484, 899
missaries ----------------sales at utilities to include
include all
overhead costs -----------484, 899
overhead
supplies- 484, 899
for regular quartermaster
899
quartermaster supplies_
heat,
light, etc
484,
899
484, 899
etc-------------heat, light,
- 484, 899
sales to officers,
officers, etc--------etc
bakeries,
machines, laundries 484, 899
899
ice machines,
bakeries, ice
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Quartermaster
Army-Continued.
Corps, Army-Continued.
Army-Continued.
Corps, Army-Continued,
QuartermasterCorps,
QuartermasterCorps,
at
appropriation for
quartermaster
for water and sewers, at
appropriation
appropriation
appropriation for regular quartermaster
supplies; school
supplies, etc_
etc- 484, 899
additional, 1925
711
1925-------posts, additional,
school supplies,
supplies;
and
wharves, and
for roads,
roads, walks,
walks, wharves,
forage
animals ------------ 485, 899
forage for animals
stationery, printing,
485, 900
drainage,
etc-------- 485,
printing, etc
etc., at posts, addidrainage, etc.,
stationery,
sale
from
tional, 1925------------------1925
711
electricity to Baguio, from
of electricity
tional,
sale of
plant of Camp John
John Hay, apMonroe, Va., sewers,
plant
sewers, addifor Fort Monroe,
proved --------------------485
tional,
1925
711
proved
711
tional, 1925-----------------for national
for
equipage
485, 900
additional,
cemeteries, additional,
for
national cemeteries,
for clothing
clothing and equipage-------for
712
1925 ----------------------expenses----------- 485, 900
1925
incidental expenses
for incidental
for hire
of laborers
laborers ------------485, 900
900
for
additional, 1925_
712
485,
1925712
for superintendents,
superintendents, additional,
hire of
for
for
headstones
for
soldiers'
graves,
900
485,
for other
other civilian
civilian employees-----employees
for headstones for soldiers' graves,
for
900
for
transportation
486,
-486,
additional,
712
712
for transportation ------------1925------------additional, 1925
dependents of
and enlisted
enlisted
for
officers and
of officers
remains of officers,
dependents
disposition of remains
for disposition
men
486,
901
------------712
etc.,
1925 -----712
men ------additional, 1925
etc., additional,
restriction on
on expenses
motor
expenses for motor
for
monuments in
in Cuba and China,
restriction
for monuments
vehicles
901
486,
additional,
1925
712
vehicles---------------additional, 1925 -----purchase of
of motor
motor vehicles
vehicles limfor
addiparks, addimilitary parks,
purchase
national military
for national
ited
901
487, 901
712
ited --------------------tional,
1925
tional, 1925----------------for purchase
purchase of horses
deficiency appropriation
water and
horses----------- 487, 901
for water
appropriation for
for
deficiency
breeding of
of riding
riding horses------horses
487,
901
487, 901
sewers at
at military
posts
52
breeding
military posts------sewers
standard required-------required
487, 901
for Camp
Knox, Ky.,
Ky., land
land-------52
limit; standard
Camp Knox,
for
native horses
China
901
in China----------land---------for
Va., land
52
horses in
native
for Fort
Fort Eustis, Va.,
restriction on polo ponies ------ 487, 901
for
52
restriction
Field, Ill., right of way --.
for Scott
Scott Field,
52, 63
acceptance
donated animals,
animals,
for
national cemeteries
cemeteries --------acceptance of donated
for national
etc
487, 901
58,
fo
appropriations
etc-------------------general appropriations--------fol general
report
on breeding
62, 699,
701, 762,
1353
breeding riding horses_ 487, 901
762, 1350, 1352, 1353
report on
62,
699, 701,
for
construction
487,
902
487, 902
posts, construction_-garrison
military posts,
for clothing
for military
and camp and garrison
clothing and
for
for
Okla -------------487
equipage
1352
58, 762, 1350, 1352
for Fort Sill, Okla
equipage---------for
Ga•
487
58,
Benning, Ga------------Fort Benning,
for transportation
for Fort
transportation--------------for
for
Schofield Barracks,
488
488
62,
762, 1350,
1350, 1352,
1352
Hawaii ----1352, 1352
Barracks, Hawaii
699, 762,
for Schofield
62, 699,
488
Harbor-----58,
for
supply, Pearl Harbor
water supply,
for barracks
for water
barracks and quarters ---------for
902
62, 699,
699, 701,
762, 1350
1350
sale of
Y
Porter, N. Y--------701, 762,
Fort Porter,
of Fort
62,
sale
902
for
Islands -------------for supplies,
supplies, services,
services, and
transporHawaiian Islands
and transporfor Hawaiian
for
488, 902
for
tation
59, 62,
-Panama Canal -----------for Panama
tation----------------488, 903
for barracks
barracks and quarters-------quarters
699,
1353
1350, 1352, 1353
for
762, 1350,
701, 762,
699, 701,
rental of
of grounds,
grounds, etc---------etc
488, 903
for
wharves, and drainrental
walks, wharves,
roads, walks,
for roads,
available for garage, etc., rentals
age
available
age --------------------- 59, 62, 762
488, 903
for
attaches ------for
hospitals
59, 699, 762
for military attach6s
for hospitals--------------903
--..
repairs, old
Y____
old Fort Ontario, N. Y
for
supplies, etc.,
etc., Reserve
Officers'
repairs,
Reserve Officers'
for supplies,
903
Okla-Reno, Okla__
Training Corps
Corps__
land, Fort Reno,
59, 62, 699, 762, 1350
additional land,
- 59,
Training
for water,
sewers, etc.,
etc., at
posts_ __ _ 488, 903
at posts.--59, 62, 762
for
incidental expenses--------expenses
water, sewers,
for
for incidental
new construction
work limited-limited
488, 903
construction work
for subsistence-------subsistence
62, 762, 1350, 1352
new
for
wharves, drainage,
roads, walks, wharves,
for disposition
officers,
for roads,
disposition of remains of officers,
for
etc., at
at posts
posts 488, 903
--------etc
63,
63, 699, 701, 762
etc.,
etc---------------repair, etc.,
etc., of
63,
of New Dixie Highfor headstones
headstones for soldiers'
soldiers' graves__
graves-_
repair,
for
way,
Camp Knox,
489
Ky -------Knox, Ky
762.
699, 762,
way, Camp
not
available
for
National
Army
for supplies,
Officers' Reserve
Reserve
not available for National Army
etc., Officers'
supplies, etc.,
for
cantonments,
etc
489
701
cantonments, etc-------------Corps
701
Corps---------------------for
shooting
galleries
and
ranges_
_
_
489,
904
489,
-ranges
for
1353
for shooting galleries and
supplies------------ 762, 1353
regular supplies
for regular
of
for
rent
of
buildings
in
District
buildings
762
for rent of
for
military post,
post, Montana
Montana frontier_
frontierfor military
Columbia
Columbia----------------- 489, 904
for shooting
and ranges_
__ _
762
762
ranges ---galleries and
for
shooting galleries
not available
if space
space provided
provided in
available if
not
for
sites
for
military
purposes
1344
for sites for military purposes------Government
owned buildings_
buildings.. 489,
904
489, 904
for
additional
land,
Fort
Bliss,
Tex_..
1344
Government owned
Tex_.
for additional land, Fort Bliss,
for Fort
Va
489, 904
Monroe, Va------------Fort Monroe,
for
for
Columbus, Ohio,
Ohio, general
reserve
general reserve
for Columbus,
for post
post hospitals,
construction, etcetc_ 489,
904
489, 904
hospitals, construction,
for
1345
depot, sewers
sewers -----.-------..1345
depot,
for civilian
Quartermaster
personnel, Quartermaster
civilian personnel,
for
for Walter
Walter Reed
Reed Hospital,
of
District of
Hospital, District
for
General's Office
Office ----------489, 904
904
489,
General's
Columbia
1345
Columbia ---. -------------.for
etc., for
for civilian
civilian rifle
rifle
supplies, etc.,
for supplies,
lease of
of Intermediate
Intermediate Depot Unit No. 2,
lease
instruction
509, 924
instruction ---------------- 509,924
authorized to
to New
New Orleans
AssoOrleans Assoauthorized
for
511, 926
926
cemeteries---------- 511,
national cemeteries
for national
ciation
Commerce ---------100
of Commerce
ciation of
for
for soldiers',
soldiers', etc.,
etc.,
headstones for
for headstones
graves
926 Quartermaster
511, 926
General, Army,
QuartermasterGeneral,
graves _------------------ -_,_ 511,
for Antietam
Antietam battle
battle field--------field
511,
approriation
personnel,
511, 926
for civilian personnel,
approriation for
for
490, 904
Department--..
Office
of, War Department
for disposition
of remains
remains of officers,
Office of,
disposition of
for
enlisted men,
men, etc
technical
etc., in DepartDepart926
511, 926
experts, etc.,
technical experts,
etc ----------- 511,
enlisted
ment
490, 904
inland
for transportation
transportation facilities,
facilities, inland
ment --------------------for
coastwise waterways
516 Quartermaster's
waterways ---------coastwise
Quartermaster's Department,
Department, Marine
Marine Corps,
Corps,
1925for regular
additional, 1925_
711
supplies, additional,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
maintenregular supplies,
for
for maintendeficiency
for clothing
clothing and
and equipage,
equipage, additional,
additional,
ance -----.
698, 760, 1351
for
------..
ance
711 Quarters,
1925 ----------------------1925
Quarters, Army
Army (see
Rental Allowances,
Allowances,
(see Rental
for
expenses, additional,
additional,
incidental expenses,
for incidental
Army).
Army).
711
1925 ---------------------1925
Quebec
Place
NW.,
D. C.,
C.,
NW., D.
Place
Quebec
for
transportation,
additional,
1925_
711
711
for transportation, additional, 1925appropriation
paving, Tenth to
to
for paving,
appropriation for
for
and quarters,
addiquarters, addibarracks and
for barracks
48
Thirteenth
Streets -------- --548
Thirteenth Streets
711
-----19O25
+;-l
tional,
1925
711
-uvaao su
;-------------------
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Quebral,
Isabel°,
Page.
Quebral, Isabelo,
reimbursement
stolen Victory
Victory
reimbursement to, for stolen
notes -----------------------12771277
Queens
Y.,
Borough, N. Y.,
Queens Borough,
bridge authorized
across, Newtown
Newtown
authorized across,
bridge
Creek,
between Brooklyn
and
18
Creek, between
Brooklyn and-Chapel Road, D.
D. C.,
Queen's Chapel
closing of, directed
directed between BladensStreet_
799
burg Road and Irving Street--Quillayute
Wash.,
River, Wash.,
Quillayute River,
preliminary
to
etc., of, to
examination, etc.,
preliminary examination,
be
1196
made----------------- ---be made
Quinaielt
Agency, Wash.,
Quinaielt Agency,
appropriation
for support,
of
support, etc., of
appropriation for
Indians
funds_ 411, 1161
from tribal
tribal fundsat, from
Indians at,
Quinaielt
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Mont.,
Quinaielt Indian
lands
set aside
aside for
purlighthouse purfor lighthouse
in, set
lands in,
247
poses
poses-----------------------payment
for; deposited
deposited to
credit of
to credit
payment for;
247
247
of------------------Indians of
minerals reserved to Indians in com248
248
mon
mon -----------------------Quincy,
Quincy, Mass.,
memorial tablets
John and John
tablets to John
memorial
Adams authorized
be
authorized to be
Quincy Adams
1302
at------------------erected at
Quincy
NW., D. C.,
Street NW.,
Quincy Street
appropriation for
paving, Tenth
Street
Tenth Street
for paving,
appropriation
to
546
Avenue-----------to Kansas Avenue
Quonochontaug Inlet,
Inlet, R. I.,
I.,
Quonochontaug
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., of,
to
of, to
preliminary
made
1192
be made---------------------

R.
R.
R
NW., D. C.,
C.,
R Street NW.,
appropriation
for paving, Thirtyappropriation
seventh to Thirty-eighth
Thirty-eighth Streets_
1223
for
paving, etc.,
etc., Thirtieth
to
Thirtieth Street to
for paving,
Wisconsin Avenue; from gasoline-tax fund
1226
oline-tax
fund---------------Rabies,
Rabies,
appropriation for
for suppressing,
by dedesuppressing, by
appropriation
stroying certain predatory
predatory anistroying
mals 450, 841
------------------Radio Communication,
Communication,
Radio
appropriation for
regulaws regufor enforcing
enforcing laws
appropriation
lating, on ocean
ocean steamers,etc_
lating,on
steamers,etc- 229, 1039
for standardizing, etc., instruments
231, 1040
1040
- 231,
used in ..-------.------for enforcing
enforcing laws regulating, on
ocean steamers,additional,
steamers, additional, 1925_
706
1925Radio Laboratory,
Naval,
Laboratory, Naval,
Radio
appropriation for
work, etc.,
research work,
for research
appropriation
at
at----------------------- 191, 869
Radio Stations
Stations Naval,
Radio
use of,
of, authorized
messages
for press
press messages
authorized for
use
American newspapers,
newspapers, etc-etc__
1091
by American
private commercial
messages between
between
commercial messages
private
between ship and
and between
ships, and
shore
1092
shore-.---------------------rates, other than Pacific coast, etc.,
privately operopernot less than at privately
stations
1092
ated stations----------------when private statermination of, when
tions capable of meeting normal
business
1092
1092
business--------------------termination,
termination, except in China, June
30,
30, 1927
1927--------------------- 1092
Radioactive Substances,
Radioactive
Substances,
appropriation for
for investigating, testing,
appropriation
etc
233, 1042
233,1042
ete--------------------Radiotelegraphic
Convention,
Radiotelegraphic
Convention, InternaInternational
tional,
appropriation
expenses
231,
1022
231,1022
for expenses-------appropriation for
48.
defici
yv appropriation
aopronriation foroxmnense
.deficiency
expenses
48,
1340
--- r-------

Page.
Railroad
Page.
United States,
Administration, United
Railroad Administration,
balance of appropriation
appropriation "Federal
"Federal Control of Transportation
Systems,"
Transportation Systems,"
1316
covered
in1316
covered in------------------Railroad
Railroad Cars,
Cars,
punishment
breaking seals of, conconpunishment for breaking
taining interstate or foreign
foreign
shipments
793
shipments------------------Railroad
Railroad Grant
Grant Lands,
relinquishment of, to Indians in Arirelinquishment
zona extended;
795
795
condition ---extended; condition
zona
Railroad Labor
Board,
Labor Board,
Railroad
appropriation for members
members and secresecreappropriation
tary
527,
527, 1206
1206
tary------------------1206
etc-- 527, 1206
for all other expenses, rent, etc
1206
printing and binding for_
___ 528, 1206
for---for printing
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for salaries
and expenses
expenses--------------- 55, 700
Railroad
Postal Service,
Service,
Railroad Routes,
Routes, Postal
appropriation
transportation
appropriation for mail transportation
by ------------------------ 87, 785
by
arrangement for mail by
special arrangement
freight trains, etc-----------etc
87, 785
freight
messenger service accounts
87
accounts-----messenger
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for---------for
60,
deficiency
1350
63, 691, 699, 701, 763, 1337, 1350
Railroad Track Scales,
Railroad
appropriation
etc
232, 1042
1042
testing, etc-----for testing,
appropriation for
Commerce
Railroads (see also
Railroads
also Interstate Commerce
Commission),
Commission),
appropriation for
establishing, etc.,
for establishing,
appropriation
uniform system of accounting
uniform
by --------------------526, 1205
by
appliances
for enforcing
enforcing use of safety appliances
_ 526, 1205
by ------------------for securing reports of accidents
from ------------------526, 1205
and
for investigating
investigating block signal and
by_ 526, 1205
train control systems, etc., by
compelling use of safe locomotive
for compelling
by
526, 1205
-526,
boilers, etc., by-.-------ascertaining physical valuation
valuation
for ascertaining
of property
property of------------of1205
527, 1205
of
for securing
securing information of stocks,
etc., of ----.---.-. 527, 1205
bonds, etc.,
deficiency
ascertaindeficiency appropriation
appropriation for ascertainphysical valuation
680
valuation of
of------- 680
ing physical
locomofor compelling
compelling use of safe locomoetc., by
by----------755
tive boilers, etc.,
operation of locomotive
unless in
condition, unproper and safe condition,
659
lawful
lawful--------------------requiredinspection
659
inspection tests of all parts required_
actions by, or
time established for actions
633
claims against
against --------------Railway
Congress International,
International,
Railway Congress,
appropriation
appropriation for quota ---------- 213, 1021
deficien
gc
u
yota
appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for pay of
48
quota----------------------Railway
Railway Employees
Employees Controversies,
Controversies,
appellate jurisdiction
jurisdiction of circuit
circuit courts
appellate
of
936
of appeals
appeals over
over--- ----------936
Materials,
Railway Equipment
Equipment Materials,
appropriation for investigation,
investigation, etc_
etc- 232, 1042
appropriation
Postal Service,
Railway Mail Service, Postal
appropriation
superintendappropriation for division superintendclerks, etc-etc__ 87,
ents, assistants, clerks,
87, 785
allowances for clerks__
for travel allowances
clerks-- 87, 785
for traveling
traveling expenses,
expenses, etc., away
away
from headquarters
headquarters ---------- 87, 785
for miscellaneous
expenses-------- 87, 786
miscellaneous expenses
terminal offices__
786
for rent, etc.,
etc., for terminal
offices - _-_ 87, 786
deficiency
deficiency appropriation for salaries_
__
60,
salaries--for
travel allowances
for travel
allowances ----------.

691, 763

691,
763
60, 699
At
1338
noltalelerkca.n
suerintendenta.
for superintendents,
postal
clerks,
etc_
·-r
-r -------

~-·------~_
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in
a Representative
Rainey, J.
W., late
late a
Representative in
J. W.,
Rainey,
Congress,
Congress,
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Real
Army,
Page.
Property, Army,
Real Property,
sale
longer needed for
for
sale of tracts of, no longer
military purposes, authorized--authorized__
382
location
areas
383
by corps areas-----------location by
portion
of Camp
S. C_
___ 383
C --Jackson, S.
Camp Jackson,
portion of
portion
to
portion of Fort Macon, N. C., to
North
385
Carolina-------------North Carolina
separate appraisal
appraisal of each
each tract; value
separate
improvements and historic inof improvements
terest
386
considered--------terest to be considered
each
appraisal to governor of each
notice of appraisal
located --- _ 386
State in
in which
which tract
tract located..
State
option within six months for State,
county, or municipality
municipality to purcounty,
chase
386
chase----------------------public park puruse limited to public
386
reversion upon cessation_
cessationposes; reversion
if option
option not
exercised in six months,
not exercised
if
disposal
for not less than apdisposal for
praised
public sale
387
sale--- at public
value at
praised value
387
fee
limited----------auctioneer limited
fee of auctioneer
report of
of transfers,
transfers, etc., to Congress--Congress_ __ 387
report
expense
appraisal, etc., from proceeds
proceeds
of appraisal,
expense of
of
sale; net
proceeds covered into
net proceeds
of sale;
387
the
Treasury
the Treasury---------------no
authority of Secretary to sell lands,
no authority
387
repealed
387
hereby--------------repealed hereby
reconveyance
reconveyance of Camp Robert E. L.
Tex., authorMichie Camp site, Tex.,
authorized
387
ized----------------------Chamber of
payment to Del Rio Chamber
Commerce
required
387
Commerce required----------to
conveyance of Old Fort Defiance
Defiance to
conveyance
Gloucester,
Mass.,
authorized387
Gloucester, Mass., authorized-Receivers
of Public
Public Lands,
Public Moneys, Public
Receivers of
appropriation for
salaries and commiscommisfor salaries
appropriation
- 395, 1145
sions
sions----------------consolidation of
of offices of registers
consolidation
receivers at designated
designated
and receivers
395
places ---------------------vacancies
to
vacancies prior to June 1, 1925, to
offices--effect
__ 395
consolidation of offices..
effect consolidation
consolidation of offices of registers
consolidation
and
receivers having two offiand receivers
1145
cials
cials----------------------

deficiency
appropriation for pay to
to
deficiency appropriation
33
widow
of------------------widow of
Rainier, Oreg.,
Oreg.,
Rainier,
authorized across Columbia
bridge authorized
River
Longview, Wash.,
between Longview,
River between
1052
and
and----------------------Washington and Oregon may acquire
Washington
to
operate as a
bridge------ 1052
a free bridge
to operate
tolls
years-------- 1052
tolls allowed for five years
Rainy
River,
Rainy River,
authorized across, Spooner,
bridge authorized
Minn., to Rainy
Rainy River, OntarioOntario_ 1285
Minn.,
Rainy
River, Ontario,
Ontario,
Rainy River,
bridge authorized across Rainy River
River
between Spencer,
Spencer, Minn.,
and_ __ 1285
1285
Minn., and--between
Raleigh,
N. C.,
C. ,
Raleigh, N.
661
at------------------terms of court at
repealed
662
former terms at, repealed-----------Ramsey
County, Minn.,
Minn.,
Ramsey County,
bridge
authorized across
across Mississippi
bridge authorized
22
River,
Hennepin County
and_ __
County and.-River, Hennepin
time
extended
for
bridging
time extended for bridging Mississippi
River,
Hennepin County
and...... 1312
1312
County and--River, Hennepin
Range Conditions,
Conditions,
Range
appropriation
experiments, etc., imfor experiments,
appropriation for
proving, in national
national forests,
proving,
etc
etc----------------------- 445, 835
Rankin
Rankin County, Miss.,
bridge
River, at
at
authorized across Pearl River,
bridge authorized
Meeks
Madison County
Ferry, by Madison
Meeks Ferry,
88
and
and------------------------Dak.,
Rapid City, S. Dak.
Rapid
appropriation
at__ 407, 1157
Indian school at-appropriation for Indian
1925---_ 708
for
Indian school,
school, additional, 1925__
for Indian
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for Indian
deficiency
school
700
school.-----------------offices of register
register and receiver, land
offices
office
consolidated -------395
at, consolidated
office at,
to
part of grounds
grounds of Indian school at, to
part
92
be
sold -------------------be sold
proceeds
school improvefor school
available for
proceeds available
92
ments
ments------------- --------Raritan Bay,
N. J.,
J.,
Bay, N.
Raritan
preliminary
examination, etc.,
etc. ' of west
preliminary examination,
Amboy
side, including Perth Amboy
Reclamation Act,
Reclamation
1192
Point, to
made_
be made-----------to be
Point,
appropriation for
investigations for utilfor investigations
appropriation
Raritan
River, N.
N. J.,
lands reclaimed
reclaimed
J.,
western lands
izing western
RaritanRiver,
preliminary
examination, etc., of, to be
under,
preliminary examination,
etc---------------- 442,
under, etc
1192
made ---------------------made
for
agriculdemonstrations to assist agriculfor demonstrations
Raton, N.
N. Mex.,
Mex. '
tural
development of projects
Raton,
tural development
642
terms
at
642
under,
court at------------------of court
terms of
under, etc -----------------642
furnished
for
demonstrations, etc., additional,
additional,
rooms to be furnished-------------for demonstrations,
1925
Raw
Materials,
Raw Materials,
1925---------------------appropriation
investigating producappropriation for investigating
time
to water users for paying
extended to
time extended
tion, etc.,
for American
American indusindusetc., for
tion,
accrued
charges for projects on
accrued charges
227
tries -----------------------tries
Indian lands----------------lands
Indian
Raw
Materials and
and Manufactures,
Manufactures
Raw Materials
limit;
accrued penalties
penalties canceled; inlimit; accrued
appropriation for
for securing
information
securing information
appropriation
terest
paid
terest to be paid-------------as
to
disposition,
handling,
as to disposition,
individuals
unable
make required
required
to make
unable
individuals
226,
etc
1036
etc----------------------payments
payments may have them added
Raw
Domestic,
Materials, Domestic,
Raw Materials,
to
charge--------to construction charge
appropriation for chemical experiments
experiments
appropriation
distribution over
over 20
years authorized;
authorized;
20 years
distribution
in utilizing,
utilizing, for
for coloring, mediciin
periods
designated
----------designated
periods
nal,
etc.,
purposes
447,
837
purposes---------nal, etc.
accrued penalties,
penalties, etc., canceled;
canceled;
accrued
Reagan County,
County, Tex.,
Tex.,
Reagan
paid-- --------interest to be paid
transferred
to
San
Angelo
division
from
from
division
Angelo
San
to
transferred
actual inability to be-shown-------be-shown
actual
El Paso
Paso division
division of
westTexas westof Texas
El
penalty if principal
and interest not
principal
penalty
244
ern
judicial
district
244
district-----------judicial
ern
paid ----------------------Real
Estate,
Real Estate,
similar relief
organized groups of
relief to organized
similar
stamp tax
on conveyances
of, etc
335
335
etc -----conveyances of,
tax on
stamp
water
water users, etc -------------exempt--------------deeds exempt
trust
335
trust deeds
43822 °-25t
101
45822°-25,t-101

832
456
706
116

116
116
116
116
117
117
117
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Reclamation Act
Act Amendments,
Amendments,
Reclamation
terms construed,
"Secretary"; "recla"reclaconstrued, "Secretary";
terms
mation
"reclamation
law"; "reclamation
mation law";
fund"
"project"-- --------fund" "project"
"division of a
a project"
project"----------"division
approval of
projects subject to approval
new projects
Secretary
securing desigSecretary after securing
nated
information
--------nated information
finding to be made in writing -----qualifications required
of applicants
applicants for
for
required of
qualifications
entry
lands--------------entry of
of lands
----board to assist in determining
classification of irrigable
projirrigable lands in projclassification
ects
ects-----------------------basis
water
basis of, for determining water
charges -------------------two public notices to be issued of construction
charges --------struction charges
when land
settlement ---ready for settlement
land ready
when
when
development warrants paywhen development
ment of installments
installments-__------ment
date
date of first payment --------construction
based on
charges to be based
construction charges
productive power
power-----------productive
amount of yearly payments
payments ------amount
Secretary conclusive-_
conclusive
decision of Secretary
authorizedamendments of contracts
contracts authorized_
amendments
associaoperation, etc., by water users' associations
two-thirds of area
when two-thirds
tions when
covered
concovered by water right contracts
tracts----------------------charges
credited on construction recharges credited
.
payments
payments-----------------penalty for delinquencies reformer penalty
duced
------------------- duced-net
to
etc., to
power plants, etc.,
from power
net profits from
be
credited on
construction
construction
be credited
charges
charges------------------distribution of, to construction
charge,
construction charge,
distribution
operation, etc--------------etc
operation,
none
none to
to individuals until Governobligations fully paid.--paid
ment obligations
receipts from
from surplus
surplus water,
water etc.
be
etc., to be
receipts
credited
diargeii with
with
credited to project charged
the construction
cost---...--..
construction cost
made
existing projects to be made
surveys of
of existing
if, from physical causes, settlers
settlers
unable
construction costs,
unable to pay construction
etc ------------------------where
apportionetc., made in apportionwhere error, etc.,
ment -----------------------report to Congress of result -----report
expense
not chargeable
chargeable to water
water
expense not
users
users --------------etc.,
on adjustments, all unpaid charges, etc.,
to
obligation of
to obligation
be added to
to be
water user
user-----------------support
if farm unit insufficient to support
family,
entryman may
family, etc., entryman
exchange
it for another ------exchange it
installments paid to be credited
credited
all installments
to
unit-------- -------to new unit
preference to ex-soldiers
ex-soldiers ------preference
operation
maintenance charges
operation and maintenance
payable in advance
advance----------water users' associations, etc
etc---by water
adjusted charges -------------of adjusted
main office expenses
expenses chargeable
to
chargeable to
general fund and not to water
water
users
users----------------etc. for projects over
rights of way, etc.,
public
etc. to
, be reserved
public lands
lands
reserved ---recording, etc..........----.....-------------....
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701
702
702
702
702
702
702
702
702

702
702
702
702
702
702
702
702
702
702

702
703
703
703
703
703
703

703
703
703
703
703
703
703
703
704
704

704
704
704
704
704
704
704

Reclamation Act
Amendments—Contd.
Page.
Page.
Act Amendments-Contd.
Reclamation
donated
property not utilized, to
to
real property
donated real
be reconveyed
reconveyed to
grantor
704
to grantor-----be
amount
authorized for determining
determining
amount authorized
development of arid,
arid, semiarid,
development
swamp, and cut-over
cut-over timber
timber
swamp,
704
lands
lands-----------------------Reclamation
Bureau, Interior
Interior Department,
Department,
Reclamation Bureau,
appropriation for
for all
expenditures, from
all expenditures,
appropriation
reclamation fund;
fund; objects
objects specispecireclamation
fied
fied---------------------- 415, 1165
headlimit on use for outside head1166
quarters --------------------1166
quarters
for
maintenance, etc., of designated
designated
for maintenance,
irrigation
1166
projects---------- 416, 1166
irrigation projects
for gauging,
tributaries of Milk
etc., tributaries
gauging, etc.,
for
River,
cooperative with
Mont., cooperative
River, Mont.,
Great
1171
Britain ---------Great Britain
secondary projects---------projects
418, 1171
1171
for secondary
for investigating
irrigation and other
other
for
investigating irrigation
problems on Colorado
Colorado River,
River, etc_
418
problems
limitation on expenditures---expenditures_ ___ 418, 1171
limitation
interchangeable appropriations;
appropriations; reinterchangeable
418 1171
striction
striction------------------ 418,
allowance for motor
motor travel
travel exexallowance
418, 1172
penses ----------------penses
additional,
for
general expenses, additional,
for general
708
1925
1925----------------------708
for,
additional, 1925--------------1925
708
for, additional,
deficiency
appropriation for damages
damages
deficiency appropriation
43
claims
claims---------------------for
paying judgments, New
New Mexico
Mexico
for paying
district Court, under
condemnaunder condemnadistrict
53
proceedings-------------tion proceedings
for all
all expenditures,
from reclamation
reclamation
expenditures, from
for
fund;
685
685
specified -------objects specified
fund; objects
685
use
construction restricted_
685
use for
for new construction
685
projects ------------685
for secondary
secondary projects
for surveying
existing unproductive,
surveying existing
for
etc., projects, from reclamation
reclamation
etc.,
fund
755
755
fund-----------------------for cooperative
speciinvestigations of specicooperative investigations
for
685
projects
685
fied projects-----------------1330
for Mary
services
1330
Mary McConnell, services-----for
for investigating,
etc., Boise
Boise irrigafor
investigating, etc.,
Idaho
1330
project, Idaho-----------tion project,
for Yuma
irrigation project,
project, Ariz.Ariz.Yuma irrigation
for
Calif
1331
Calif--------------------- - -_ 1331
Calif_ _
Orland irrigation project, Calif
for Orland
Yuma auxiliary
auxiliary project, first
for Yuma
Mesa unit
1331
unit------------------amount for investigating
investigating feasibility
feasibility of
irrigation problems of Columbia
Columbia
irrigation
721
Basin,
reappropriated
Basin, reappropriated--------exhibit for
for Seville Exposition
Exposition to be
exhibit
1257
prepared
by
prepared by---------------plans, etc.,
etc. to
be submitted
submitted for desigto be
plans,
nated
projects in Wyoming,
Wyoming,
nated projects
Ore,a.,on, and California
668
668
California -------Oregon,
Reclamation Fund,
Fund,
Reclamation
appropriation for al
all expenditures
expenditures ofof.. 415, 1165
appropriation
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for all
all expendiexpendideficiency
685
tures of------------------- amount for
completing first Mesa
Mesa unit
for completing
amount
auxiliary project, Ariz.,
Ariz.,
of Yuma auxiliary
authorized from _
962
------------authorized
962
repayment from receipts --------962
repayment
Reclamation Projects,
Projects,
Reclamation
appropriation
demonfor aiding,
aiding, by demonappropriation for
strations, etc.,additiona1,1925_ 456.
456, 706
706
strations,et.,additional,1925deficiency
appropriation for surveying
surveying
deficiency appropriation
unproductive,
etc., from
from reclareclaunproductive, etc.,
mation fund
fund ---------------755
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Recoinage
of Gold
Gold and
and Minor
Minor Coin,
Page.
Coin,
Recoinage of
appropriation
68, 767
appropriation for ----------------- 68,
Recorder of Deeds, D.
D. C.,
Recorder
appropriation
for office
545, 1222
rent------- 545,
office rent
appropriation for
deficiency
appropriation for rent ----37
deficiency appropriation
1102
second
appointed by --_
be appointed
second deputy to be
1102
duties,
compensation, etc
etc---------duties, compensation,
number
compensation of
of emnumber and compensation
ployees
fees,
ployees to be fixed by; from fees,
1103
etc
etc------------------------restriction
on change
deputies_
1103
of deputiesrestriction on
change of pay of
not
valid
sales of chattels,
conditional sales
as
to
third
parties,
unless
written
as to third parties, unless written
1103
terms
of filed
with
filed with-----------terms of
indexing
operative force of;
indexing and operative
1103
fees
fees authorized -------------deeds of personal
personal property not valid as
to
acknowlthird parties unless acknowlto third
edged,
office of,
and filed in office
etc., and
edged, etc.,
1103
within
within ten
ten days -------------indexing
and original
be
original to be
indexing required,
required, and
1103
open
public
the public-----------open to
to the
1103
fee
for--------------authorized for
fee authorized
Recreation for Enlisted
Enlisted Men,
Men, Navy,
Recreation
appropriation for----------------for
186, 865
appropriation
Recruiting, Marine
Marine Corps,
Corps,
Recruiting,
appropriation
of ------ 203, 880
for expenses of
appropriation for
Recruiting, Navy,
Recruiting,
Navy,
appropriation
expenses of
865
186, 865
of------- 186,
for expenses
appropriation for
Bluff, Calif.,
Red Bluff,
lands granted
982
park ----to, for public park
granted to,
lands
Red Cross,
Cross, American
American NaAmerican (see American
Red
tional
Cross).
tional Red Cross).
Agency, Minn.,
Minn.,
Red Lake
Lake Agency,
Inappropriation for support,
support, etc., of Inappropriation
dians
tribal funds-funds__ 411, 1161
dians at, from tribal
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for civilian
deficiency
1329
employees at ---------------employees
Red Lake Band
Indians,Minn.,
ChippewaIndians,Minn.,
Band of Chippewa
Red
appropriation for
for constructing
sawmill,
constructing sawmill,
appropriation
412
funds--------etc., from
tribal funds
from tribal
etc.,
for
constructing
roads
and
bridges
on
for constructing roads and bridges on
Reservation,
from
tribal
funds;
Reservation, from tribal funds;
Indian
1163
labor----------------Indian labor
Red
Lake
Reservation, Minn.,
Minn.,
Indian Reservation,
Red Lake Indian
appropriation
constructing roads
roads
for constructing
appropriation for
and bridges,
bridges, from
tribal funds;
funds;
from tribal
and
Indian labor---------labor
1163
413, 1163
-Indian
Red
Indians, Minn.,
Red Lake Indians,
reimbursement of
garden
for garden
of individual,
individual, for
reimbursement
plats taken
taken for
farm
357
school farm----for school
plats
Red Lake
Project, Ariz.,
Irrigation Project,
Lake Irrigation
Red
appropriation for
etc.,
maintenance, etc.,
for maintenance,
appropriation
400, 151
of
of --------------Quarries, Minn.,
Pipestone Quarries,
Red Pipestone
interest of Yankton
Yankton Sioux Indians in,
interest
to be
be determined
determined by Court of
to
Claims ---------------------730
30
Claims
of
other Sioux
Sioux Indians------------Indians
730
of other
Red River,
Red
River,
bridge
Illinois Bend,
Bend,
across, Illinois
authorized across,
bridge authorized
Tex
664
664
Tex-----------------------River, Ark.,
Red River,
preliminary
examination, etc., authorpreliminary examination,
249
ized
for flood
of
control of-------flood control
ized for
to
of_ ___ 1195
made, Fulton to mouth of---.
to be
be made,
the North,
Red
Red River of the
time
for bridging,
N. Dak.
Dak.
bridging, N.
extended for
time extended
1312
and
1312
Minn ------------------and Minn
for
Grand Forks, N.
across, at Grand
dam across,
for dam
Dak., to
to East
East Grand
Grand Forks,
Dak.,
Minn ----------------------998
Minn
Redlands,
Calif.,
Redlands, Calif.,
979
lands
granted to, for water conservation
conservation
lands granted
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Redwood City,
Calif.,
Page.
City, Calif.,
Redwood
preliminary examination,
etc., to
to be
examination, etc.,
preliminary
channel to San Franmade, of channel
cisco Bay
from -------------1196
1196
Bay from
cisco
Reedy Island
Island Quarantine
Quarantine Station,
Station, Del.,
Reedy
appropriation
for improvements
improvements ----80
appropriation for
D. C.,
Reformatory, D.
567,1241
appropriation
salaries -------567, 1241
appropriation for salaries
for
buildings, etc_
etc -- 567, 1241
for constructing
constructing buildings,
for
maintenance,
etc
567,
1241
567, 1241
etc
---------for maintenance,
for
fuel, repairs, etc
etc------------ 567, 1241
for fuel,
deficiency
appropriation for
maintefor maintedeficiency appropriation
nance ---------------------679
nance
Reformatory,
Industrial (see
(see Industrial
Reformatory, Industrial
Reformatory,
United States).
Reformatory United
Refund of
of Erroneous
D. C.,
Collections, D.
Erroneous Collections,
Refund
545, 1222
appropriation
for
545,
appropriation for---------------deficiency
for
674, 1319
1319
appropriation for------deficiency appropriation
Refund of
of Internal
Internal Revenue Taxes,
Refund
appropriation
for erroneous
erroneous collectionscollections_
72
appropriation for
72
for, illegally
collected ------------illegally collected
for,
deficiency
erroneous
for erroneous
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
49,
collections
collections------------------58,
62, 698,
701, 757,
761, 1350
1350
757, 761,
58, 62,
698, 701,
for, illegally
collected
49,
illegally collected-------------for,
698,
701, 757,
1349
757, 761,
761, 1349
698, 701,
directed,
if erroneously
erroneously or illegally coldirected, if
lected, etc-------------etc
342
lected,
repayment to collector
collector of money
money rerepayment
against him----------him
342
covered against
damages against
342
342
officials--------against officials
damages
report
342
to Congress
Congress ------------report to
claims
collected etc.,
for, erroneously
erroneously collected
claims for,
to be
after
in four years after
be brought
brought in
to
payment
342
payment -------------------allowed;
barred
by
limitation
not
allowed;
inlimitation
barred by
342
exception ---------come tax
tax exception
insurance comgranted farmers,
etc., insurance
farmers, etc.,
granted
panies
343
panies----------------------distillers
who produced
produced and owned
distillers who
exspirits, tax paid in exdistilled spirits,
gallon ----- --860
860
cess of
of $2.20 aagallon
Refunds of Income
Income Tax,
Refunds
time extended
allowing claims for, on
on
for allowing
extended for
time
22
22
payments
excess payments-------------taxable year
year 1918
1918 included
22
included --------taxable
Taxes,
Refunds of
of Taxes,
provisions for,
as to
to overpayments,
overpayments, etc.,
for, as
provisions
of
income, etc
301
etc--------------of income,
Register
the Treasury,
Treasury,
Register of
of the
appropriation for
for operating force,
appropriation
for
65, 764
764
--Annex for------------Registered
Mail, Postal
Postal Service,
Service,
Registered Mail,
appropriation
for indemnity
for lost,
indemnity for
appropriation for
domestic
786
domestic------------------- 88, 786
deficiency appropriation
for indemnity
appropriation for
deficiency
47, 59
for
international --------lost, international
for lost,
1068
application
1068
for--------------fee for
and fee
application and
fee
receipt for
1068
1068
for delivery
delivery--_
for receipt
fee required
required for
Registers of
Offices,
of Land
Land Offices,
Registers
appropriation
for
salaries
and
commiscommisappropriation for salaries and
sions
395,
1145
395,1145
sions-------------------consolidation of
registers
of registers
of offices
offices of
consolidation
and receiversat designated places_
395
andreceiversatdesignatedplaces_
vacancies prior
to
to June
June 1, 1925, to
prior to
vacancies
effect consolidation
consolidation of offices-_offices_ __
395
effect
consolidation of offices
offices of registers
consolidation
receivers having
offihaving two offiand receivers
cials
1145
cials----------------------Registration
and Selection
Selection for
Military
for Military
Registration and
Service,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for--------for
62, 761
deficiency
balances of
of appropriations
appropriations covered
covered in;
in;
balances
for expenses,
military police-----police
934
934
for
expenses, military
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Rehabilitation
Disabled Discharged
Discharged SolPassPage.
of Disabled
Rehabilitation of
diers, etc., Vocational,
Vocational,
diers,
appropriation
providing
533, 1211
1211
for providing------appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
681
providing_
for providing_
deficiency
Rehabilitation of Persons
Disabl-d in InInPersons Disabled
Rehabilitation
Vocational,
dustry, Vocational,
appropriation for
for extending
extending benefits
benefits of,
appropriation
to
1202
Hawaii--------------- to Hawaii
for promotion
1202
of------------------ 1202
promotion of
for
for
investigating placements,
placements, etc.,
etc., of_
of_
1202
1202
for investigating
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for expenses
expenses of_
680
680
deficiency
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Rehabilitation,
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erans' Bureau,
Bureau United
States),
United States),
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disabled
for disabled
providing, for
for providing,
appropriation for
discharged
etc
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discharged soldiers, etc----gifts for
purposes of,
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of, may
may be
for purposes
gifts
by Veterans'
Veterans' Bureau
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Bureau---------by
created from, for providing
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courses
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courses---------------------provisions
in
of persons serving in
for, of
provisions for
World
for,War, contained
World
contained in World
World
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War Veterans'
Act
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Veterans' Act-----------War
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and, near Rehoboth,
664
Rehoboth, Del -----and,
Rehoboth, Del.,
bridge
Rehoboth and
authorized across Rehoboth
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Delaware
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appropriation for
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for services--deficiency appropriation
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appropriation for support
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sale of
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for
Protection of American
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Relief and Protection
appropriation for, in foreign
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for
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of Infor support, etc.,
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dians
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deficiency appropriation
appropriation for civilian
deficiency
employees
at
-------------- 1329
employees at-Rent Commission,
Commission, D. C.,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for salaries and
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expenses
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additional pay to assessor foradditional
674
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for
J. C. Harding and Company
Company --for J.
Rent, D. C.,
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DepartTreasury Departappropriation for Treasury
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Department of Justice
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for Department
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Department of Commerce--for Department
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Department of Labor
for Department
Department ----------Interior Department
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for Interior
Agriculture; refor Department
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annrooriation for
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quarters
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Rental
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officers
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Navy,
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or, Nurse
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193,
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for,
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Act).
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of the
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salary
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for
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printing
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printing of annual,
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Congress,
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for
for
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Reproducing
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International,
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for
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technical,
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to
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Army,
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for
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for
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instruction camps; pasdying at instruction
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surplus
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govern
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title
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meaning
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tax
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263
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264
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264
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267
net
267
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267
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269
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deductions
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States sources
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early
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proceedings------------deficiency
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United States court for
for
proceedings in United
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gifts----------------------tax on
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imposed-------------------rates imposed
amount taxable
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market
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sales of
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__
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label and
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and package
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of
leaf
business
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findings
facie evidence of
findings to be prima facie
tax on sales under
payment
excise tax
of excise
payment of
337
proceedings-----facts
facts in court proceedings
contracts
prior to January 1,
contracts prior
notice and
and hearings;
hearings; informal proceednotice
1924
324
1924-----------------------337
ings
ings--------------------not required
if to
to other than aa
required if
not
findings of
of facts to be reported in
findings
dealer
324
dealer----------------------337
writing
writing------------------Act-if tax
greater than
under this Act
324
than under
tax greater
if
principal
office in Washington;
Washington; hearings
325
principal office
Act----------if no
tax under
under this
this Act
no tax
if
338
elsewhere
325
elsewhere ------------------TITLE VII.
TAXES------------SPECIAL TAXES
VII. SPECIAL
TITLE
authority
members to secure testi325
authority of members
1924capital
tax after
January 1, 1924_
after January
stock tax
capital stock
338
mony,
etc------------------mony, etc
325
corporations ----rate
domestic corporations
on domestic
rate on
office
etc., to be
office assistance, supplies, etc.,
on
foreign corporations
325
corporations---------on foreign
furnished
Secretary of the
furnished by Secretary
exceptions
325
exceptions--------------------338
Treasury
Treasury-----------------326
publicity
of returns
returns--------------publicity of
additional allowance for traveling exadditional
miscellaneous occupational
occupational taxes
taxes after
miscellaneous
338
penses, etc
etc---------------penses,
326
July 1,
1, 1924----------------1924
July
expenses
froth internal
of, payable from
326
expenses of,
rates on
designated businesses-----businesses
326
on designated
rates
revenue
appropriations on vouchrevenue appropriations
annual
sales by
manufacturers of
by manufacturers
annual sales
338
ers
approved by
chairman
by the chairmaners approved
327
tobacco,
and cigarettes
327
cigarettes--cigars and
tobacco, cigars
PROTITLE X.
X. GENERAL
ADMINISTRATIVE PROGENERAL ADMINISTRATIVE
TITLE
on use
use of
pleasure boats, after
of pleasure
on
339
--------------.
VISIONS
VISIONS----328
January 1,
exemptions_
1924; exemptions--1, 1924;
January
extended
general
revenue
laws
laws
extended
to
this
revenue
general
business
punishment for
for conducting
conducting
punishment
339
Act
328
Act -----------------------tax----------without paying
paying tax
without
be
to
regulations,
enforcement
regulations,
etc.,
be
enforcement
328
narcotic
Act provisions
provisions ------------328
narcotic Act
339
prescribed -----------------prescribed
331
TITLE VIII.
STAMP TAXES
331
TAXES-------------VIII. STAMP
TITLE
make rerecords,
taxpayers
to
keep
keep
to
taxpayers
doculevied
hereafter
on
bonds,
written
levied hereafter on bonds,
339
turns,
etc
turns, etc-------------------331
A----ments,
etc., in
Schedule A
in Schedule
ments, etc.,
339
339
returns may
be required
required of any personperson_
be
may
returns
332
exemptions
332
exemptions -------------------may be acknowlnot exceeding
exceeding $10
$10
not
332
--paper
penalty
for
using
unstamped
paper_
_
332
penalty for using unstamped
339
339
edged without
without oath
oath---------edged
332
stampeddealing in
not fully stamped_
332
articles not
in articles
dealing
by collector
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refund
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prebe
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for
eighth
Streets
eighth Streets---------------Sabine
Lumber Company,
Company,
Sabine Lumber
purchase of
in Arkansas
Arkansas by,
lands in
of lands
purchase
authorized
authorized------------------Sabine-Neches Waterway,
Tex.,
lVaterway, Tex.,
Sabine-Neches
plans
for improvement
modified
improvement of, modified--plans for

546
546
1224
1224
812
812
1187
1187

Sailors, etc.,
Sailors,
appropriation
vocational rehabilitarehabilitafor vocational
appropriation for
tion
of discharged
discharged disabled
disabled_-_ 533,
tion of
Saint
Bay,
Andrews Bay,
Saint Andrews
bridge authorized
authorized across United States
bridge
Apalachicola
Canal,
connecting Apalachicola
Canal, connecting
River
and
River and------------------Saint Augustine,
Augustine, Fla.,
Fla.,
Saint
preliminary
harbor
etc., of, harbor
examination, etc.,
preliminary examination,
to
made
bemade------------------to be
Saint Charles,
Ark.,,
Charles, Ark.
Saint
bridge authorized
White River at
across White
authorized across
bridge
Arkansas
may acquire
acquire to
to operate
Arkansas may
as a
afree
free bridge
bridge--------------as
years------tolls allowed
for five years
allowed for
tolls
Mo.,
Saint
Charles, Mo.
Saint Charles,
bridge
Missouri
across Missouri
authorized across
bridge authorized
River at------------------at
River
Saint Charles
Township, Ill.,
Charles Township,
Saint
bridge
in_
Fox River inacross Fox
authorized across
bridge authorized
Fla.,
Saint
Cloud
Canal,
Fla.,
Canal,
Saint Cloud
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., of, to be
preliminary
made
made-----------------------Saint
New Brunswick,
Brunswick,
Croix, New
Saint Croix,
bridge
across Saint Croix
authorized across
bridge authorized
River, between
Vanceboro, Me.,
between Vanceboro,
River,
and
and-------------------------

1211

22
1194
999

1000
1000
1000
790
790
104
1194

26
26
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Saint
Page.
Page.
River,
Croix River,
Saint Croix
between
across,
between
authorized across,
bridge authorized
Vanceboro,
Me., and Saint Croix,
Vanceboro, Me.,
New
26
Brunswick ------------New Brunswick
Saint
Minn.,
River, Minn.,
Croix River,
Saint Croix
preliminary
examination, etc.,
etc., to
be
to be
preliminary examination,
made
Stillwater, Minn., to
to
from Stillwater,
made from
mouth
1195
mouth of ----------------- C.,
Saint
Elizabeths Hospital,
Hospital, D. C.,
Saint Elizabeths
appropriation
for general
general expenses
__ 429,
429, 1182
expenses-appropriation for
monthly
payments for
District
for District
monthly payments
patients
429, 1182
1182
patients-----------------for
buildings.and grounds ----429, 1183
for buildings.and
construction of
propagating buildof propagating
for construction
ing
429
ing-----------------------for
extending, etc.,
429
plants ---etc., power plants_
for extending,
429
unserviceable material_
disposal of unserviceable
Columbia
for support of District of Columbia
571, 1245
indigent insane
insane in --------1245
for deporting
insane;
nonresident insane;
deporting nonresident
• advances,
advances, etc
etc------------- 571, 1245
deficiency appropriation
for
56, 1348
appropriation for-------deficiency
for
for support of indigent insane, Dis1323
Columbia ------678, 1323
of Columbia
trict of
Saint Francis,
Francis, Ark.
Ark.,
Saint
bridge
across Saint Francis
authorized across
bridge authorized
River at--------------------at
10
River
Saint Francis
River,
FrancisRiver,
Saint
bridge authorized
authorized across, at Saint
10
Francis, Ark
Ark---------------John River,
River,
Saint John
bridge authorized
authorized across
across, between Fort
bridge
Kent, Me.,
Me., and
and Claire,
Clairs, New
Brunswick -----------------27
Brunswick
Saint Johns
Johns Electric
Electric Company,
Saint
granted
railroad over
granted right of way for railroad
military reservation
reservation on Anastasia
Anastasia
Island, Fla
959
Fla------------------Island,
Saint Johns
Fla.,
River, Fla.,
Saint
Johns River,
from
of waterway
improvement
waterway
improvement
Charleston,
authorized- 1187
S. C., to, authorized..
Charleston, S.
Saint
Lawrence River,
Saint Lawrence
deficiency
appropriation for surveys,
surveys,
deficiency appropriation
1315
etc -----------------------1315
preliminary
examination, etc.,
be
etc., of, to be
preliminary examination,
made, Ogdensburg,
Ogdensburg, N. Y., and
made,
Lake
Ontario --------------1196
Lake Ontario
Boarding
Saint Louis Indian
Indian Mission
Mission Boarding
Saint
Pawhuska, Okla.,
School, Pawhuska,
renewal of
appropriation
appropriation for support; renewal
contract ----------------1158
407, 1158
contract
Saint
RailLouis-Kansas City Short Line RailSaint Louis-Kansas
road Company,
road
may bridge Missouri
Missouri River, Arrow
Arrow
may
790
Mo-------------------Rock, Mo
790
Mo---- ----------Saint Charles,
Charles, Mo
Saint Louis, Mo.,
Saint
appropriation
marine hospital, imappropriation for marine
provements
79
provements -----------------79
for
777
repairs---office building,
building, repairs
for post office
time
extended for bridging Mississippi
Mississippi
time extended
7
River by ------------------condemnation, purchase, etc., of
condemnation,
approaches in Illinois and Misapproaches
souri, authorized-------------authorized
88
additional approaches,
approaches, etc.,
etc., in East
East
Saint Louis, Ill., subject to certificate from Interstate Com88
merce Commission
Commission------------

Saint Louis River,
bridge
in Carlton
Carlton County
County by
by
bridge across, in.
Minnesota, legalized---------legalized
Superior, Wis.,
Wis., and Duluth,
between Superior,
Mn_
Minn_
------I------------------

26
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Page.
Saint
Southwestern Railway
Cor- Page.
Railway ComSaint Louis Southwestern
pany,
may
Saint Francis River, Saint
bridge Saint
may bridge
10
Ark----------------Francis, Ark
Saint
Idaho,
Maries, Idaho,
Saint Manes,
appropiration for care of graves of
appropiration
fire fighters buried
forest fire
national forest
at ---------------------444,
444, 834
834
at
Saint
Marys, Ga.,
Saint Marys,
bridge
bridge authorized across Saint Marys
River,
at
663
River, at--------------------Saint
River,
Marys River,
Saint Marys
bridge
authorized across, Saint Marys,
bridge authorized
Ga
663
Ga------------------------ 472
Fla--------------Wilds Landing, Fla
Saint
Minn.
Paul, Minn.,
Saint Paul,
appropriation ?or
post
for repairs, etc., post
appropriation
office,
778
etc ------------------office, etc
may build temporary
temporary bridge
bridge across
may
Mississippi River at Jackson
Jackson
Mississippi
Street
173
Street -------------------removal after
of bridge
bridge
completion of
after completion
removal
174
Street------------at Roberts
Roberts Street
time
extended for bridging
Mississippi
bridging Mississippi
time extended
29
River by Minneapolis
Minneapolis and---and. _
River
Parish, La.,
Tammany Parish,
Saint Tammany
bridge
River,
authorized across Pearl River,
bridge authorized
between Hancock
Hancock County Miss.,
between
and _
19
19
and---------------------Islands),
Saint
also Virgin Islands)",
Thomas (see also
Saint Thomas
appropriation for naval
naval station, exappropriation
198
plant---tending refrigerating
refrigerating plant..
Salamanca,
Y.,
Salamanca, N. Y.,
appropriation for
for ground
ground rent-----rent
780
82, 780
appropriation
Salem
Mass.,
Salem, Mass.,
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., of, harpreliminary
made--------------- 1192
bor to be made
Salem, Oreg.,
appropriation
Chemawa Indian
Indian
for Chemawa
appropriation for
1157
406, 1157
school at --------------for Indian
Indian school,
school,. additional,
additional, 1925_
1925__ 708
for
deficiency
appropriation for
for Indian
Indian
deficiency appropriation
school at-------------------at
56
J.,
River, N. J.,
Salem River,
improvement of, authorized
authorized --------1186
improvement
C.,
Salisbury, N. C.
terms
at
662
terms of court at-----------------Fisheries ' Alaska,
Salmon Fisheries,
appropriation
protection
expenses, protection
appropriation for expenses,
713
of ------------------------713
provisions
for protection
protection of,
etc
464
464
of, etc---provisions for
Fisheries, North Pacific
Pacific (see InterSalmon Fisheries,
national
Fisheries Commission).
Commission).
national Fisheries
Utah,
Project, Utah,
IrrigationProject,
Basin Irrigation
Lake Basin
Salt Lake
appropriation
construction of Echo
Echo
for construction
appropriation for
Reservoir
Reservoir and Weber Provo
Canal,
etc --------------1170
Canal, etc__
unexpended balance
available.. ___ 1170
1170
balance available---unexpended
contracts with water users for paycontracts
ments
1170
ments----------------------deficiency appropriation
construcappropriation for construcdeficiency
of
685
tion, etc., of-----------------Salt Lake Basin,
Basin, Utah,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for cooperative
cooperative
deficiency
investigations of irrigation
irrigation proinvestigations
jects
685
in---------------------jects in
Salt Lake City, Utah,
78, 777
appropriation
at.. _
appropriation for assay office at---for
710
1925___ 710
for assay
assay office at, additional, 1925_
Ariz.,
Salt River Agency, Ara.,
appropriation
appropriation for support, etc., of
Indians at, from
from tribal funds_
funds- 411, 1161
Indians
Salt
IrrigationProject,
Project, Ariz.,
Salt River Irrigation
appropriation for
providing water for
for providing
appropriation
Indians from----------------from
402
Indians
n.*
.. nt
ALR 11RR
AAs.minarin
of
anal i\Nula
fat
for -_
examination
of,
and
accounts._
416,
1166
-_ u
-ur
v,
auu
.v.rrv
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Calif.-Continued.
Francisco,Calif.—Continued.
San Francisco,
page. San
appropriation
marine hospital, imfor marine
appropriation for
provements
provements--------------for
mint at,
at, additional,
1925 ------additional, 1925
for mint
deficiency
for airplane
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
- 59,
service, New
and York and
New York
service,
addition to
to Marine
Marine Corps
Corps supply
supply depot,
addition
authorized from
building approfrom building
authorized
priation-------------------priation
for
portions
Presidio conveyed
conveyed to, for
of Presidio
portions of
art,
park, etc., purexposition, park,
art, exposition,
poses
which the
the Palace of
on which
poses, on
Fine Arts
Arts is
located-----------is located
Fine
conditioned on
right of way
way for
for
on right
conditioned
railroad from
Mason to the
Fort Mason
from Fort
railroad
Presidio, etc
etc-----------------Presidio,
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., of, harpreliminary
bor
to be made
made------------ -bortobe
AssociaHouse AssociaSan
Clearing House
Francisco Clearing
San Francisco
tion,
tion,
50-cent pieces
pieces for
issue
silver 50-cent
of silver
issue of
seventy-fifth
anniversary of adseventy-fifth anniversary
mission
upon
California,' upon
of California
mission of
request of, and payment for----

Salvador,
appropriation
minister to-----to
206,
1015
206, 1015
for minister
appropriation for
Salvage,
Salvage,
suits
in admiralty
against
admiralty against
allowed in
suits allowed
United
States for
services of,
for services
United States
to public
public vessels
vessels-------------- 1112
to
Samoa,
American,
Samoa, American,
Swains
to jurisdiction
jurisdiction of_
1357
added to
Island added
Swains Island
Samuelsen, Jens,
Jens,
Samuelsen,
paying
deficiency
appropriation for
for paying
deficiency appropriation
judgment of
New York
York southern
southern
of New
judgment
1347
district court
to
1347
court to-------------district
San
Carlos Agency,
Ariz.,
Agency, Ariz.,
San Carlos
of
appropriation
for
support,
etc.,
appropriation for support, etc.,
Indians
at, from
from tribal
funds_ 411, 1161
tribalfunds_
Indians at,
San Carlos
Carlos Indian
Reservation, Ariz.,
Indian Reservation,
San
appropriation
pumping plants
plants for
for pumping
appropriation for
irrigation
repayment ------ 401, 1152
irrigation repayment
San
Carlos Irrigation
Project, Ariz.
Ariz.,
Irrigation Project,
San Carlos
River
dam across
of Gila
Gila 'River
Canyon of
across Canyon
dam
475
475
authorized
authorized -----------------475
475
cost
limited-------------------cost limited
to
Inallotments to Pima Inirrigate allotments
to irrigate
Reservadians
River ReservaGila River
on Gila
dians on
475
475
tion
tion--------------------475
475
lands----other public
public or
or private
private lands
other
reimbursement
of
construction
construction
of
reimbursement
475
475
charges; basis
basis of
of------------charges;
River
Gila River
surplus unaLlotted
lands in
in Gila
unallotted lands
surplus
475
475
Reservation
may be
be sold-----sold
Reservation may
proceeds
construcreimbursing construcfor reimbursing
proceeds for
475
475
--------tion
charges--tion charges
announcement
water available,
available,
of water
announcement of
475
475
charges, payments,
etc
payments, etc-------charges,
charges
operation and
maintenance charges
and maintenance
operation
476
476
to be
paid annually
annually --------be paid
to
actually
public notice
when water
water actually
notice when
public
476
476
----available
available -----------no
payment for
for construction,
until
etc., until
construction, etc.,
no payment
contract
irrigation district,
from irrigation
contract from
providing
no sale,
until
etc., until
sale, etc.,
providing no
charges paid,
is approved
by
approved by
paid, is
charges
476
476
------------Secretary
Secretary
until all
on lands
private ownership
ownership until
in private
lands in
on
in excess
excess of
of 160
160 acres
conveyed
acres conveyed
in
476
476
to
United States,
States, etc --------to United
476
476
to
sold as
farm units
units---------as farm
be sold
to be
rules,
etc., to
to be
money
prescribed; money
be prescribed;
rules, etc.,
476
476
available for
necessary expensesexpenses_
for necessary

San Juanrequest
Agency,
of,N.
and
Mex.,
payment
San Juan Agency, N. Mex.,

for_

Page.
Page.
778
710
1350
877
877

1129
1129
1129
1196

966
966

appropriation for
support, etc., of
of
for support,
appropriation
Indians at,
at, from
tribal funds.. 411, 1161
from tribalfundsIndians
San
Juan
County,
Wash.,
San Juan County, Wash.,

granted rights of way for highways

across
abandoned military
military resacross abandoned
ervations
on Lopez
Lopez and
and Shaw
Shaw Iservations on
957
957
lands
lands---- -----------------San Juan
Reservation, Ariz.,
IndianReservation,
Juan Indian
San
appropriation for water supply for
appropriation
Indians on;
on; r
epayment
400, 1150
1150
repayment-----Indians
Mex.,,
N. Mex.
San
Indian School, N.
Juan Indian
San Juan
appropriation
for operating, etc., Hogappropriation for
under- 403, 1153
back
1153
irrigation project under_
back irrigation
San Juan,
Porto Rico,
Juan, Porto
San
80
80
station-- _
appropriation for
quarantine station—
for quarantine
appropriation
for preserving
preserving historical
fortifications
historical fortifications
for
496
496
at
at------------------------hold
court of
appeals for
circuit to hold
first circuit
for first
of appeals
court
729
729
- at
sitting at--------------aasitting
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., of, harpreliminary
1197
1197
bor
to be
be made--------------made
bor to
tract
of land
land in,
in, conveyed
conveyed to Federal
tract of
977
Md.-- 977
Land Bank
Baltimore, Md.—
of Baltimore,
Bank of
Land
977
977
Army quarters
proceeds to
to be
for Army
quarters
used for
be used
proceeds
available
977
977
description of -----------------description
San
Calif.,
Diego, Calif.,
San Diego,
Project,
San
Juan Pueblo
Pueblo Irrigation
Project, N.
Irrigation
Juan
San
appropriation
for
maintenance,
naval
naval
appropriation for maintenance,
Mex.,
Mex.,
187, 866
training station
187,
station--------- training
appropriation
for construction,
construction, ete-etc__ 403, 1153
appropriation for
for naval
station, public
__ 198,
877
198, 877
works--public works_
naval station,
for
19S
N.
Pueblo,
San
Juan
Pueblo,
N.
Mex.,
Juan
for
naval
fuel
depot
198
San
for naval fuel depot--------------appropriation
hospital,
constructing steel
for constructing
naval hospital,
appropriation for
additional
buildings at naval
additional buildings
413
bridges within
naval hospital
hospital
within -------------bridges
authorized from
from naval
authorized
196 San Juan River, Colo.,
19(
fund
Colo.,
fund------------------San Juan River,
amount
water front
front
appropriation for
for water
reconnaissance of, in
for reconnaissance
authorized for
amount authorized
appropriation
1276
127
.-development,
at____
La
Plata County,
base at
County, to deternaval base
La Plata
development, naval
1189
mine
water supply
supply for
118l
improvement of
harbor, authorized_....
irrigation- 1151
for irrigation..
authorized--of harbor,
mine water
improvement
preliminary
examination, etc.,
etc., of,
of, harharamount authorized
the
one-half the
for one-half
preliminary examination,
authorized for
amount
119(
bor
1196
cost
of bridge
bridge across,
across, near
made-------------cost of
be made
to be
bor to
Bloomfield, N.
N Mex
Mex ------800
Calif.,
San Francisco
Francisco Bay,
Bay, Calif.,
Bloomfield,
San
to
from funds of
etc., to be
preliminary
reimbursed from
examination, etc.,
be reimbursed
to be
preliminary examination,
800
made, of
channel from
Redwood
Navajo
800
from Redwood
Indians--------------of channel
Navajo Indians
made,
119
City
1196
remainder
remainder of cost to be paid by New
to---------------------City to
800
--------------Mexico --800
Mexico
San Francisco,
Francisco, Calif.,
San
800
77, 771
obligationat---------- 77,776
limitation of
Government
obligation_
800
appropriation for
mint at
Government
for mint
of
limitation
appropriation
778
80, 77T
-- 80,
for quarantine
quarantine station
station -----San
General,
for
Statute of General,
Martin, Statute
San Martin,
for
airplane mail
service, New York
mail service,
erection
of,
public
for airplane
authorized in public
of, authorized
erection
5
and
87,
785
78
grounds, Washington,
D. C----C
667
Washington, D.
and----------------------- 87,
grounds,
Marine
Corps
supply
depot;
667
for
for Marine Corps supply depot;
locations
667
excluded ---------------locations excluded
Treastransfer
of site
for, from
from Treas667
site for,
approval
of site
pedestal
667
transfer of
and pedestal------site and
of
approval
S
1-ury
Department
198
-- -no
Government expense
ury Departmentexpense to be inno Government
5
101
for
passport
bureau
9
06,
1015
206,
667
curred
for passport bureau-----------curred----------------------for dispatch agent
207,
10 6
207,1016
agent------------

for dispatch
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Santee River,
River,
Page.
Page.
San
Xavier Indian
Reservation, Ariz.,
Page.
Santee
Ariz.,
Indian Reservation,
San Xavier
bridge authorized
authorized across, at Poplar
Poplar
appropriation for
for operating
pumping
operating pumping
appropriation
plants, etc.,
etc., on
1152
Landing, S. C
C -------------1265
on------------- 401, 1152
1265
Saint James
James Ferry, S. C
C ---------1266
for operating
operating pumping plants, etc.,
1266
on additional,
additional, 1925 ---------707 Santee Sioux Indians
Indians (see Sioux Indians,
Different Tribes).
Sand
rrigation Project,
Project, Oreg.,
Irrigation
Sand Creek I
appropriation
Santiam National
Forest, Oreg.,
etc., of,
Santiam
National Forest,
maintenance, etc.,
appropriation for maintenance,
on Klamath Indian Reservation,
1080
lands added to
to--------------------funds
1154 Santo Domingo
Republic).
from tribal funds--------403, 1154
Dominican Republic).
Domingo (see Dominican
Sand Island,
Island, Ala.,
Sarasota
Sarasota Inlet, Fla.,
Fla.,
quarantine
preliminary examination, etc., of, to be
to be
be constructed
constructed
quarantine station
station to
on Government site on -------950
made -----------------------1194
made
amount
authorized for construction,
construction,
"Saratoga,"
amount authorized
Cruiser,
"Saratoga," Battle Cruiser,
950
facilities, etc ---------------deficiency
constructdeficiency appropriation
appropriation for constructacceptance
of additional
additional lands for,
aircraft carrier
carrier -------1336
acceptance of
1336
ing, as aircraft
Alabama
950
from Alabama---------------increased for converting,
limit of cost increased
ordered_ --__
950
facilities, equipment,
equipment, etc., ordered
airplane carrier
carrier -------into an
an airplane
882
furniture, etc., from Fort Morgan
furniture,
Morgan
Satus
Indian Irrigation
IrrigationProject,
Project, Wash.,
Satus Indian
transferred; disstation to be transferred;
appropriation
maintenance, addifor maintenance,
appropriation for
of -------------950
posal of_----_
tional, 1925
1925----------------707
Sand
Sand Point,
Point, Wash.
Savage
Savage Landing,
Landing, S. C.,
acceptance, without cost, of site for
for
acceptance,
bridge authorized
authorized across Peedee River
naval
at------------ 1276
naval air station at
at
647
647
at------------------------Sandusky, Ohio,
Ohio,
Savanna,
Savanna, Ill.,
Ill.,
preliminary
bridge authorized
across Mississippi
preliminary examination, etc., of, harMississippi
authorized across
bridge
made
1196
bor to be made-------------River,
173
from--River, to
to Sabula,
Sabula, Iowa,
Iowa, from
Sanish,
Dak.,
Sanish, N. Dak.,
Savannah River,
Savannah
bridge authorized
authorized across Missouri
River
Missouri River
bridge
bridge authorized
Ga...
102
Augusta, Gaauthorized across, Augusta,
bridge
at
816
816
at----------------------between
Ga..
803
between Iva,
Iva, S.
S. C., and Elberton, Gapurchasers of lots in town
town site
site of, to be
purchasers
1266
Georgia- 1266
between South Carolina and Georgia..
paid excess
excess of amounts paid over
preliminary examination, etc., of, to be
preliminary
reappraised price ----------817
817
made
made---- --------------.--1194
Sanitarium
Portland, Oreg.,
SanitariumCompany, Portland,
Savannah Street SE.,
Savannah
SE., D. C.,
appropriation
for
care
of
Alaska
inappropriation for care
appropriation
for grading,
Wheeler
grading, Wheeler
appropriation for
sane ----..------------428, 1181
Road to Eleventh Street
547
Road
Street----- deficiency
care, etc.,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for care,
Mutual,
Savings Banks, Mutual,
Alaska insane patients --------41
Alaska
exempt
282
282
exempt from income tax -----------Sanitary
Bureau, International,
International,
Sanitary Bureau,
a Representative
in
Representative in
Sawyer, L.
L. E., late a
appropriation
maintenance
appropriation for share in maintenance
Congress,
Congress,
of ------------------of213, 1021
deficiency
to
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for pay to
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for share
share in
widow of----------------of
34
maintenance of - ------------48
maintenance
48 Saxman Harbor,
Harbor, Alaska,
Sanitary Conference,
Sanitary
Conference, Seventh
Seventh Pan
Pan Ameripreliminary examination,
etc., of, to be
examination, etc.,
preliminary
can,
made
made----------------------- 1197
deficiency
appropriation
for
delegates
to
692
deficiency appropriation
delegates
Scabies
Cattle,
in Sheep and
and Cattle,
Scabies in
delegates
appointed to----------.
to
112
be appointed
112
delegates to
to be
appropriation
etc_ __ 437, 827
eradicating, etc--appropriation for eradicating,
expenses ------sum authorized
authorized for
for expenses
112 Scales,
Scales, Customs,
Santa Barbara
Grant, N.
BarbaraGrant,
N. Mex.,
Mex.,
Santa
appropriation
weighing,
automatic weighing,
appropriation for automatic
acceptance
acceptance of private lands in, for
etc
etc------------------------ 70, 769
national
forest purposes ------national forest
739 Scales,
Scales, Railroad
Railroad Track, etc.,
value of national
national forest timber
timber
equal value
appropriation
etc
232, 1042
232,1042
appropriation for testing, etc-----exchange
given in exchange----------739 Schodack
Y.,
Schodack Landing, N. Y.,
etc., by Forest Service emsurveys, etc.,
time
bridging Hudson
Hudson
time extended for bridging
ployees --------------------.
739
River between Castleton
Castleton and
88
and----River
739 School
added to Carson National Forest_
Forest - _
-D. C.,
School Census, D.
advertisement
advertisement of notice of proposed
proposed
provisions
taking, yearly--------yearly
807
for taking,
807
provisions for
exchange
739
exchange-------------------739 School
School Hygiene,
Santa Clara
Santa
Clara River,
appropriation
for investigating,
investigating, etc..
etc- 426, 1180
appropriation for
deficiency
appropriation for bridge
deficiency appropriation
bridge
C.).
Schools, D.
D. C. (see Public Schools, D. C.).
Shivwitz Indian
across, Shivwitz
Indian ReservaReservaSchools,
Schools, etc.,
tion, Utah ------------------ 1348
appropriation for Army
supplies, etc., to
to
Army supplies,
appropriation
Santa
Mex.,
Santa Fe,
Fe, N. Mex.,
military, other
other than
than with
with units
military,
appropriation
at..
__ 406, 1156
appropriation for Indian school at-_Reserve Officers'
Officers' Training
Training
of Reserve
for Indian school, additional,
additional, 1925
1925_ --.
707
Corps
508,
923
508,923
Corps----------------terms of court atat
------------------- 642
Scidinore, Eliza R.,
Scidmore,
Santa Monica,
Santa
Monica, Calif.,
Calif.,
appropriation for paying, sister of
appropriation
appropriation for expenses,
expenses, Volunteer
appropriation
Volunteer
George
a consul
George H. Scidmore, a
Soldiers'
Home
518, 932
Soldiers'Home-----------518,932
general
209
in service
service------dying in
general dying
deficiency
Volunteer
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for Volunteer
Scientific Congress,
Congress, Pan
Pan American,
Soldiers' Home
Home------------ 63, 1346
Soldiers'
1346 Scientific
appropriation for expenses of delegates
for
hospital construction,
construction, Volunteer
for hospital
Volunteer
Third--------------------to Third
214
Soldiers'
1346
Soldiers' Home
Home------------1346
hospital to be erected
erected at Volunteer
Volunteer
Scientific
Investigations, Governmental,
Governmental,
Scientific Investigations,
Soldiers' Home; limit of cost_
Soldiers'
534
cost-_534
cooperative work of Standards
cooperative
Standards Bureau
patients admitted
admitted of veterans
veterans of all
with departments,
departments, etc., from
thoir funds________
fund-9--1 1043
n143
wars, etc.,
etc., if in need ---------534
their
________
233,
-Iv
-----------w-------
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Page.
Seamen,
American,
Page.
Scientific Literature,
Cata- Pwa.
PageInternational CataSeamen, American,
Literature, International
Scientific
appropriation for relief and protection
protection
appropriation
logue
of,
logue of,
etc-- 208, 1017
of, in foreign countries,
countries, etc__
1017
preparation
appropriation
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for
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Secretary
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of
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the Red
amount
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of, for
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production, etc., of
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foreign
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customs
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Indians born in territorial
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prejudicial
designation deemed
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designation
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of United
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to public
public policy
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to
directed to
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proceedings to esto institute
directed
determination
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quota for
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to
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title of
tablish
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cific
land
grants
until
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by
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of, relating
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Act
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of, under
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Spain_ _
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-Seville, SpainExposition at
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individuals of
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number of
of number
statement
final disposition
disposition by, of affairs
affairs of Eastern
Eastern
final
various
resident in
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Band
C.
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Band of
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United
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sale of
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homestead
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by
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of Commerce,
Commerce, Labor,
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with Secretary
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Secretary of Labor,
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as National
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General,
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and----Declaration of
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of the
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transfer by,
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transfer
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personnel----------------- 391,
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firmed----------------------can
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Secretary
the
Navy,
Secretary
of
irrigation
project,
from
lands
lands
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appropriation
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and office
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battleship
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for
national
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national
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York
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Government
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secure
secure
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limit, to be
if cost
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appoint
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poses of
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959
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claims
establish
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World War,
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to
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of the
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appropriation
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Secretary of Interior,
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appropriation
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quartermaster
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Anacostia Park, Disadjoining
trict of Columbia,
Columbia, approved
approved____
_
887
trict
authorized
apportion and distribute
authorized to apportion
captured
captured World War trophies,
among the States, etc --------597
convey
convey to States, the Government
Government
interest in
in roads to
to cemeteries
cemeteries
and parks. ----------------- 1104
convey tract of land in San Juan,
P. R., to Federal
Federal Land
Land Bank of
proceeds - 977
Baltimore, Md.; use of proceeds_._
cooperate in restoration of Old Fort
Vancouver
Stockade,
VanVancouver
couver, Wash------------..Wash
1113
1113
grant right of way across Government levee
levee at Yuma.
Yuma, Aria ----101
___
__ __ __- ----------

Secretary
War—Continued.
Secretary of War-Continued.
authorized to
bronze medals, etc.,
issue bronze
to issue
authorized
to officers and enlisted men of
brigades of
cavalry
of cavalry
the two
two brigades
organized
serving
organized by Texas, and serving
November 11, 1918--..
1918____
prior to November
modify
contracts for
for sale of barges,
modify contracts
etc., operating
operating on New York
----------Canal1255
State Barge Canal
reestablished
be reestablished
terms, etc.; line to be
from Baltimore to North Carolina ports
lina
ports ------------------permit Arkansas
erect buildings,
buildings,
to erect
Arkansas to
permit
etc.,
Camp Pike
Pike for
State
for State
at Camp
etc., at
National
Guard----.-------National Guard
restore
McHenry, Md., to be a
a
restore Fort McHenry,
military park----------------park
Lee
Mansion, in
in Arlington
CemeArlington CemeLee Mansion,
tery,
Va., to its condition prior to
to
tery, Va.,
Civil War
1356
War------------------Civil
sell, etc.,
stock and
property of
and property
etc., stock
sell,
Hoboken Manufacturers'
Manufacturers' RailRailHoboken
road Company, etc
etc----------Revere Reservation
Reservation to Hull,
sell Fort
Fort Revere
Mass111
------------------- supervise care,
care, etc.
grounds
burial grounds
etc., of burial
supervise
of former
formeretc.,
Zachery
President Zachery
of
Taylor
Taylor -----------------accept
gift of
establish
of land, and establish
accept gift
national cemetery
national
cemetery thereon ----transfer
buildings in
unoccupied buildings
transfer unoccupied
Alaska
industrial schools, etc.,
for industrial
Alaska for
for aboriginal
aboriginal natives ------directed to
to appoint
appoint commission
commission to indirected
spect,
battle fields of the
spect, etc., battle
siege
Va-------siege of
of Petersburg, Va
investigate,
establishing military
etc., establishing
investigate, etc.,
park
n Kansas City, Mo.,
Mo. to
in
park i
commemorate
commemorate Battle of Westport.
port.---- --------------to
loan two Revolutionary
Revolutionary cannon to
college, Va_
Va--_
William and Mary College,
exchange of
lands authorized
authorized by, with
of lands
exchange
Monroe Water
Water Supply Company
for Army in Pennsylvania-----Pennsylvania1078
incorporation of Inland Waterways
Waterways Corincorporation
poration
and functions transporation by, and
-------ferred thereto----thereto
Vicksburg,
of way to Vicksburg,
grant right of
may grant
Miss., on,
under national
national
on, and under
Miss.,
cemetery
road---------------cemetery road
may
Alexandria Light and
permit Alexandria
may permit
Power Company
Company to furnish curPower
Governrent to civilians over Governline to Fort Humphreys,
ment line
Va
Va ------------------------

Pa.
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100

1255
1255
1255

244
1109
1356
984
1
1111
970
970

970
978
978
856

801
115
1078
360

536

534
534

powers
prevention of oil
conferred for prevention
powers conferred
pollution of navigable
navigable streams,
pollution
605
etc --------------------examinations of polluting
make examinations
to make
deposits, recommend
corrective
recommend corrective
deposits,
regulations, etc--------------etc
606
provisions of World War Adjusted
121
Compensation Act --------commission for approval
approval of
to serve on commission
plans for Memorial to Women of
War
666
World War-----------------Secretary
President,
Secretary to the President,
521, 1198
--appropriation
compensation__
appropriation for compensation
Securities
United States
States (see also
also United
Securities, United
Securities),
States Securities),
appropriation
for.. 68,768
68, 768
paper forfor distinctive paper
appropriation for

deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for distinctive
distinctive
TaTir
fnr
paper
for
rI----------------------

1241
1341
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Senate-Continued.
Page. Senate-Continued.
Seed,
Seed,
appropriation for clerical
clerical assistance,
appropriation
appropriation
commercial,
testing commercial,
for testing
appropriation for
etc.; authority
authority as clerks of comcometc.;
adulterated,
etc----------- 441, 831
adulterated, etc
580, 1288
mittees
1288
mittees ---------------preventing
preventing admission of adulterfor additional
additional and assistant
assistant clerks to
to
for
441, 831
ated,
for seeding
seeding ----etc., for
ated, etc.,
Senators
580, 1288
Senators---------------for
introduction of
investigating introduction
for investigating
for Sergeant
Sergeant at Arms and Door443, 833
833
for
443,
foreign plants and --------foreign
keeper, assistant,
assistant, etc _----- 580, 1288
keeper,
for purchase,
testing, etc., new and
purchase, testing,
for
police force,
for
Senate Office Buildforce, Senate
443,
833
for police
443, 833
rare
rare---------------------581, 1288
581,1288
ing -------------------img
purchase
deficiency
appropriation for purchase
deficiency appropriation
1289
581, 1289
for
etc----------postmaster, etc
for postmaster,
and
distribution -----------700
and distribution
foreman, etc.,
superintendent, foreman,
for
for superintendent,
Seed, etc.,
etc., for
Drought-Stricken Areas of
for Drought-Stricken
Seed,
581, 1289
folding
room
folding room-----------New Mexico,
Mexico,
New
expenses; stationery,
contingent expenses;
for contingent
loans to
to farmers
farmers for
purchasing, for
for purchasing,
loans
581
1289
581,1289
etc -----------------110
planting
planting-------------------for postage
postage stamps----------stamps
-581,581, 1289
for
110
appropriation for ----------------appropriation
for
etc.._ 581, 1289
for motor vehicles for mails, etc-Areas,
Seed
for Drought-Stricken
Drought-Stricken Areas,
Grainfor
Seed Grain
581, 1289
President- _581,
for
automobile for Vice President_
for automobile
appropriation
collecting loans to
for collecting
appropriation for
for
materials; folding --- 581, 1289
for folding materials;
farmers
for -----------------460
farmers for
for
etc ---------------- 581, 1289
fuel, etc
for fuel,
deficiency
appropriation for
collecting
for collecting
deficiency appropriation
for
furniture, repairs, etc
etc------- 581, 1289
40
for furniture,
40
loans
for
farmers for----------to farmers
loans to
for
581, 1289
1289
boxes ---------packing boxes
for packing
Seger Indian
Indian Agency,
Okla.,
Agency, Okla.,
Segar
for docufor
rent of
warehouse
warehouse
of
rent
for
deficiency
appropriation
for
civilian
emdeficiency appropriation
1289
ments
ments ------------------ 581, 1289
ployees at
at-------------------- 1329
ployees
for miscellaneous
1289
items--------- 581, 1289
miscellaneous items
for
Seismological
etc.
Investigations, etc.,
Seismologica Investigations,
for inquiries
inquiries and investigations
investigations 16, 581, 1289
1289
for
SurGeodetic
and
authorized
by
Coast
Gec:detic
authorized by
for reporting
reporting debates
debates----------- 581, 1289
for
vey
802
vey------------------------for kitchens
kitchens and
and restaurants
restaurants..--- 581, 1289
for
Selective
Draft,
Seective Draft,
for daughter
deficiency
appropriation
daughter
appropriation
deficiency
deficiency
appropriation
for
registration
'
registration,
for
deficiency appropriation
of Knute
Nelson
• 33
---------NelsonKnute
of
etc.,
for
62,
761
62,
etc., for------------------33
for
heir
of
William P. Dillingham_-Dillingham
William
of
heir
for
James F.,
Sellers, James
for
children
Samuel IX
Nicholson..
33
D. NicholsonSamuel
of
children
for
deficiency
appropriation
for
services__
672
services--for
deficiency appropriation
for
children
grandchildren of
and grandchildren
children
for
1314
for
medical
expenses
1314
expenses-------------for medical
753
Henry Cabot
Lodge
Cabot Lodge----------Henry
Districts,
Semiarid and
and Irrigated
Western Districts,
Irrigated Western
Semiarid
grandchildren of
for children
children and grandchildren
for
dairyin
approprinlion
experiments
experiments
for
appropriation
753
Colt-------753
LeBaron Bradford Colt
ing
meat production
In.. -_457,
457, 850
production in--and meat
ing and
Branfor heirs at law of Frank B. BranSemiarid
Land
Farming,
Farming,
Land
Semiarid
1313
degee
1313
degee--------------------appropriation
for improving
improving methods
for
appropriation
33
for
Henry G. Teigan
Teigan -----------for Henry
of
832
442,
---.------------------of
33
for
Wick------------James R. Wick
for James
Semiarid Lands,
Lands,
Semiarid
for
deputy Sergeant
Sergeant at Arms, etc., infor deputy
amount
authorized for
investigations
for investigations
amount authorized
---creased
pay
33
creased pay----------704
to determine
determine development
of.. _704
development of_-to
ardPresident Hardfor expenses, late President
Seminole
Indians,
Seminole Indians,
ing's
funeral
33
ing's funeral---------------all claims
claims of,
against United
United States,
of, against
all
33
furniture-- ---------------for furniture
not heretofore
determined, to be
heretofore determined,
not
stationery------------------ 33, 1314
for stationery
133
adjudicated by
by Court of Claims
adjudicated
investigations 170,753,1314
for inquiries and Investigations
170,753,1314
forinquiries
procedure,
134
etc-------------------procedure, etc
672
for
miscellaneous items----------items
for miscellaneous
Seminole Indians,
Indians, Fla.,
Fla.
Seminole
672
jr-----------for
John
Holland,
jr
G.
John
for
app ro priation for relief
408, 1159
1159
of ..- _ 408,
etc., of_
appropriation for relief, etc.,
672
for
Ernest
K Hill
Hill---------------K.
Ernest
for
708
for support,
etc., additional,
additional, 1925..
1925. _
support, etc.,
for
672
for
Eckstein------------Fred A. Eckstein
for Fred
Seminole
Okla. (see
also Five
Five Civ(see also
Indians, Okla.
672
Seminole Indians,
for
Albert Reid
----------------Reid
Albert
for
ilized
Tribes),
ilized Tribes),
672, 1313
for
Meek
K. Meek-------Alexander K.
for Alexander
appropriation for
for tribal
tribal schools
schools_---___ 398,
398, 1148
1148
672
appropriation
for
Louis Bose-----------------Bose
for Louis
-407,
for
1158
407, 1158
schools-------common schools
672
for common
for
G. Gordon --------------U.
for
Semiprecious Stones,
Stones, etc.,
Semiprecious
672, 1314
for James
James F. Sellers----------Sellers
for
exexcise
etc., by dealers;
sold, etc.,
tax on, sold,
excise tax
753
for Legislative
Legislative Counsel
Counsel----------for
ception
324
ception---------------------for mileage,
mileage, State messengers
messengers confor
Senate,
veying electoral
vote
753
electoral vote--------veying
appropriation for
for compensation
of
compensation of
appropriation
for expenses
on
expenses of Joint Committee on
for
Senators
1286
578,
Senators-----------------1925----_ 753
Inaugural
Ceremonies, 1925_
Inaugural Ceremonies
for mileage--------------------578,1286
mileage
578, 1286
for
for
Margaret W. McCulloch
McCulloch -----1313
Margaret
for
for
secretary
to
the
Vice
President,
Vice
1313
for secretary to the
for
Agnes E.
E. Locke
Locke -------------Agnes
for
etc
578,
1286
578,
etc -------------------for
E. Johnson
1313
Johnson------------ 1313
Joseph E.
for Joseph
1286
for
Chaplain
578,
for Chaplain---------------for
William A. Walling
Walling_--------1313
for William
for
Secretary,
assistant,
Henry
M.
M.
Henry
for Secretary, assistant,
for
Paul Bachschmid
Bachschmid------------- 1313
for Paul
1286
Rose,
clerks,
etc
578,
etc---------Rose, clerks,
for Lewis
Lewis A.
Nails--------------- 1313
A. Nails
for
for chief
clerk; duties as reading
chief clerk;
for
for Harry
Harry Walling --------------- 1313
for
clerk
1286
1286
clerk----------------------for James
W. McGinn
McGinn ---------- 1313
James W.
for
for superintendent,
superintendent, etc., of docufor
for Richard
Blunt---------------- 1313
Richard Blunt
for
ment
room
1287
579, 1287
579,
--ment room
for
Committee on
Relations,
Foreign Relations,
on Foreign
for Committee
for clerks
and messengers
messengers to com1313
clerks and
for
----messenger --messenger
mittees
579, 1287
mittees------------------positions
and salaries
salaries established
for
established
and
positions
preparation of
of Senate
Manual.. 580, 1288
Senate Manualpreparation
secretary,
office of the
etc., in office
secretary, etc.,
for clerical
assistance to
to Senators
Senators not
Vice President
147
clerical assistance
for
-------------President
Vice
chairmen of
committees spespeof committees
147
chairmen
Chaplain---------------------Chaplain
cifically
for
580, 1288
provided for-----cifically provided

33
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Senate
Building—Continued.
Office Building-Continued.
Senate Office
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Senate-Continued.
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for maintedeficiency
positions
established for
salaries established
and salaries
positions and
1315
1315
etc
nance, etc------------------Secretary of
of the
the Senate,
Senate, Assistant
Assistant
Secretary
for three-room
three-room suite,
suite, B
Street corridor
corridor
B Street
for
Henry
M. Rose, and office perHenry M.
1315
of
of--------------------------- 1315
147
sonnel
147
sonnel----------------------positions and
established of police
police
pay established
and pay
positions
147
librarian
librarian----------------------149
force for -------------------keeper of
of stationery
147
stationery -----------keeper
Senators,
Senators,
document
room,
superintendent,
superintendent,
document room,
appropriation
for compensation__
1286
compensation ---__ 578, 1286
appropriation for
147
assistant,
etc----------------assistant, etc
1286
for
---------- 578, 1286
mileage ------for mileage
clerks, assistant clerks
desigclerks to desigclerks,
for clerical
assistance to, not chairclerical assistance
for
nated
147
committees---- -------nated committees
men of
specifically
committees ,specifically
of committees
men
clerks and
assistant clerks
clerks to Senaand assistant
clerks
provided for
for ------------ 580, 1288
provided
tors
specified
chairmen of specified
not chairmen
tors not
for additional
clerks at
at $1,520 a
ayear_
year- 580,
for
additional clerks
148
committees_
148
committees------------------1288
148
additional
148
additional clerks --------------1301
1925-- 1301
compensation of, after March 4, 1925_
compensation
Sergeant at
Doorkeeper,
Arms and Doorkeeper,
at Arms
Sergeant
1313
1313
immediately
available -----------immediately available
assistants
148
assistants------------------positions and
and pay
established for clerpay established
positions
messengers -----148
----------messengers
chairmen
ical
assistance to, not chairmen
ical assistance
clerk
on Journal
Journal work for Conclerk on
designated committees------committees
148
of designated
148
gressional Record
Record------------gressional
Y.,
Indians, N. Y.,
Seneca Indians,
149 Seneca
storekeeper,
etc--------laborers, etc..
storekeeper, laborers,
appropriation
for fulfilling treaties
appropriation for
149
pages..
pages------------------------with_------------------413, 1163
with
police
for Senate
Building
Senate Office Building
police for
National Park,
Calif.,
Park, Calif.,
Sequoia National
149 Sequoia
under
under ---------------------1028
219, 1028
appropriation
commissioner -appropriation for commissioner
postmaster , and
employees in the
and employees
postmaster,
1178
for
protection, etc ------------- 424, 1178
for protection,
post
(Ace _
149
post office-------------------for protection,
protection, additional,
additional, 1925 ----709
for
folding
room superintendent,
superintendent, and
folding room
Sequoyah Indian
Orphan Training
School,
Training School,
Indian Orphan
employees
149 Sequoyah
employees------------------Tahlequah, Okla.
Okla.,
Tahlequah,
appointment
Washington BicentenBicentenappointment on Washington
appropriation for
etc
406, 1157
support, etc-----for support,
appropriation
• nial Birthday,
Birthday, Commission, of
use of designated
designated balances for hospresiding officer
officer of,
officio__
671
-of, ex officio
presiding
406
pital
construction, etc -------pital construction,
of
four Senators
671
Senators -----------------of four
Serbs,
Slovenes,
and Slovenes
Croats, and
Serbs, Croats,
compensation of
of Senators
Senators after
after March
March
compensation
to----appropriation
minister to
_____
206, 1015
1015
appropriation for minister
4,
1301
1925-------------- ------4, 1925
Statue of,
1313
immediately available------------available
1313 "Serenity," Statue
erection of,
Charles Deering,
of, the gift of Charles
erection
Congressional
after
documents printed after
Congressional documents
authorized on public grounds
grounds in
authorized
expiration
expiration of term of Senator,
21
Columbia----------District of Columbia
to
successor
24
to be delivered to successor--Commission
approval of site, etc., by Commission
balance remaining
remaining to credit, must be
balance
of Fine Arts ----------------21
taken
convening of next
to convening
prior to
taken prior
Doorkeeper, Senate,
Senate,
Arms and Doorkeeper,
at Arms
Sergeant at
Congress
24 Sergeant
Congress-------------------appropriation for, assistant, doorkeepdoorkeepappropriation
five
Senators to
appointed on joint
to be appointed
five Senators
1288
580, 1288
ers, messengers,
etc
messengers, etc--------committee to
to investigate
investigate land
committee
for
police force,
Senate Office Buildforce, Senate
for police
grants of
Railof Northern
Northern Pacific Railgrants
ing
581, 1289
1289
ing --------------------- 581,
Company -------------462
462
road Company
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for deputy,
deficiency
Senators to be appointed on
four Senators
33
increased
33
increased pay ---------------Bunker
Sesquicentennial
Bunker Hill Sesquicentennial
for expenses
of attendance,
attendance, etc.,
Commission
1099
expenses of
for
Commission ----------------33
President
Harding's funeral ...President Harding's
Sesquicentennial
Lexington-Concord
Lexington-Concord Sesquicentennial
positions and pay established for, assist749
positions
Commission -----------------749
ant
assistant
doorkeeper, acting assistant
ant doorkeeper,
Mecklenburg Sesquicentennial
Sesquicentennial ComMecklenburg
148
doorkeeper
messengers 'etc----etc
doorkeeper,'messengers,
mission -------------------- 1267
provisions relating
relating to corrupt practices
clerk on Journal work for Congresprovisions
148
sional Record
Record----------------elections to the -----------1070
in elections
149
etc----------storekeeper, artisans, etc
149
storekeeper,
salaries for December, 1923, to be paid
telephone operators,
operators, press gallery
gallery su1
telephone
December 20th
1
20th--------------December
149
perintendent, laborers
laborers---------for
perintendent,
December, 1924, to be paid Defor December,
149
cember
718
------------------------pages _
cember 20th ---------------police force,
Senate Office Building
149
Building__
force, Senate
police
Manual,
Senate Manual,
Representaappropriation
Sergeant at Arms, House of Representapreparing------- 580, 1288 Sergeant
for preparing
appropriation for
preparation
tives,
authorized by clerk
preparation of the, authorized
appropriation for, deputy, cashier, etc_
etc- 583,
Committee on Rules, bienappropriation
of the Committee
1291
148
nially ---------------------148
niallv
for
police force, House Office BuildSenate
Building,
for police
Senate Office Building,
ing
583, 1292
1292
appropriation for
for police
police force
1288
ing-------------_-------_
force------ 581, 1288
appropriation
for kitchens and restaurants, repairs,
positions and pay established
established of, dep151
581, 1289
supplies, etc-------------etc
581
uty, cashier, etc -------------for elevator conductors
conductors --------- 587, 1295
police force, House Office Building
151
under
for care, etc., of grounds
grounds ---------587
under----------------------587 Serums, etc. (see also Biologic Products),
587
for trees, etc., grounds of --------appropriation for
for maintenance
maintenance --------------- 589, 1295
for regulating
regulating propagaappropriation
tion, sale,
76, 775
equipfor extensions, furniture, office equipetc., of ---------sale, etc.,
tion,
ment, etc---------------etc
1295 Serums for Domestic Animals,
589, 1295
ment,
34
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for rugs, etc__
34
etc-deficiency
appropriation
investigating, etcetc_ 439, 828
appropriation for investigating,
34
etc----------.---etc----------- 439, 829
for new rooms.
rooms, etc
34
for regulating
regulating sale, etc

34

INDEX.
Commission,
Sesquicentennial
Exposition Commission,
Sesquicentennial Exposition
National,
National,
composed of
of Secretaries
State and of
Secretaries of State
composed
Commerce
represent the
Commerce to represent
United
States at
at the exhibition
United States
in Philadelphia
Philadelphia -------------in
National Advisory
Advisory Commission
Commission to the
National
Exhibition Association,
Association, estabExhibition
lished
lished ---------------------composed
two citizens from the
of two
composed of
States, Territories,
Territories, and possesStates,
sions
sions-----------------------appropriation
comof the comexpenses of
for expenses
appropriation for
missions ---------------missions
exhibits
admitted free of
imported admitted
exhibits imported
duty
duty -----------------------may
sold subject
subject to revenue regube sold
may be
lations,
etc ----------------lations, etc
duty at
at rate
in force when withrate in
duty
drawn
drawn --------------------etc--allowance for
deterioration, etc
for deterioration,
allowance
penalties for
illegal sale, etc ---.
for illegal
penalties
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SW., D. C.,
Street SW.,
Seventh Street
appropriation
covering, G
G
asphalt covering,
for asphalt
appropriation for
to
Water Streets;
from gasolinegasolineStreets; from
to Water
1225
tax
fund
1225
tax fund--------------------Spain,
Seville, Spain,
1253
provisions for taking part in the internaprovisions
1253
tional exposition
exposition of
arts, etc., at,
of arts,
tional
in
1256
1927--------------------in 1927
1254 Sewers,
D. C.,
Sewers, D.
1254
appropriation
repaircleaning and repairfor cleaning
appropriation for
ing
1228
551, 1228
ing----------------------- 551
1254
for
etc-------- 551, 1228
stations, etc
pumping stations,
for pumping
1254
for
main and
and pipe------------pipe
551, 1228
for main
551,1228
1254
for suburban
suburban ----------------551, 1228
for
1254
for assessment
and permit work_ 551, 1228
assessment and
for
551,1228
1254
for rights
rights of
551,
1228
way ------------of way
for
1254
interceptor----- 551, 1228
for Rock
Rock Creek
Creek interceptor
for
551,
1254
for
upper
Potomac
interceptor_
_
_
1228
for upper Potomac interceptor--1254
assessment
deficiency
appropriation for assessment
deficiency appropriation
37, 1319
1254
and
work--------- 1319
permit work
and permit
1254
1254 Shafer,
Shafer, L. N.,
1254
Grande,
Rio
1254
and
associates
may
bridge
may
and associates
1254
1214
Tex---- ------near Tornillo,
Tornillo, Tex
1214
near
1254
River, N. C.,
ShaUotte River,
1254 Shallotte
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., of, to be
preliminary
1254
made, Whites
Landing to ShalWhites Landing
made,
1254
1254
lotte
1193
lotte----------------------1254
1254 Shanghai, China,
China,
1254
1254 Shanghai,
appropriation
for expenses,
expenses, United
United
appropriation for
1254
1254
States
China
215, 1025
court for China----States court
54
for
prison, etc.,
etc., expenses-------expenses
215, 1025
for prison,
Shannon Place
Place SE.,
SE., D.
D. C.,
4 Shannon
1254 4
appropriation
paving, U to W
for paving,
appropriation for
1223
---Streets
,._
Streets----------------Sharp, May
Adelaide,
May Adelaide,
Sharp,
appropriation for
paying, widow
widow of
for paying,
appropriation
749
Hunter Sharp,
a consul dying in
Sharp, a
Hunter
749
209
749
service---------------------service
749
Calif.,
749 Shasta
Forest, Calif.,
National Forest,
Shasta National
749
exchange
lands with private
private owners
of lands
exchange of
953
749
for addition
addition to--------------to
for
749
Shaw Island,
Wash.,
Island, Wash.
Shaw
749
right
of way
across abandoned
granted across
way granted
right of
749
military
on, for highreservation on,
military reservation
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articles to
to be
be prepared
prepared by departments,
departments,
articles
etc., as
as exhibits--------------exhibits
etc.,
piecescoinage
authorized of
$2.50 pieces_
gold $2.50
of gold
coinage authorized
silver 50-cent
50-cent pieces-------------pieces
silver
legal tender,
etc----------------tender, etc_
legal
laws in
force relating
applicable
relating to, applicable-_
in force
laws
etcno
expense for dies, etc._
Government expense
no Government
issued
only to
Exhibition
to officers of Exhibition
issued only
Association
on payment
payment of par
Association on
value
value----------------------LexingtonSesquicentennial of
of Battle of LexingtonSesquicentennial
Concord,
Concord,
creation
observance
commission for observance
of commission
creation of
of
of-------------------------composition;
no compensation
compensation-----composition; no
amount
authorized for
expenses__ __ _
for expenses---amount authorized
sum
authorized for
for participating
participating in
sum authorized
celebration to
to commemorate___
commemorate-- _
celebration
special series
series of
postage stamps
stamps to be
of postage
special
issued _
--------------------issued
silver 50-cent
50-cent pieces
pieces to
to be
coined in
be coined
749
silver
commemoration
of ----------commemoration of
749
749
749
number;
legal tender
quality-----tender quality
number; legal
coinage
laws applicable;
applicable; no
no expense
expense
coinage laws
749
749
for
etc----------------dies, etc
for dies,
C.,
D.
Seventeenth
Street
D.
NE.,
Street
Seventeenth
appropriation
etc., East
East
paving, etc.,
for paving,
appropriation for
Capitol
A Streets;
Streets; from
from gasoto A
Capitol to
1225
line-tax fund --------------line-tax
Seventeenth Street
Street NW.,
C.,
D. C.,
NW., D.
Seventeenth
appropriation for
for paving,
Irving to Kilpaving, Irving
appropriation
548
bourne
Streets
bourne Streets--------------547
for paving,Webster
paving, Webster to
Allison Streets..
Streets_
to Allison
for
f
or
asphalt
covering,
Columbia
Road
Columbia
for asphalt covering,
to
Euclid Street;
Street; from
gasolinefrom gasolineto Euclid
1225
---------tax
fund
tax fund------D. C.,
Seventeenth Street
Street SE., D.
Seventeenth
appropriation
etc., East
paving, etc.,
for paving,
appropriation for
Capitol
A Streets; from gasoto A
Capitol to
1225
1225
line-tax fund
fund ---------------line-tax
C.,
Seventh
Street
NW.
and
SW.,
D.
D.
SW.,
and
NW.
Seventh Street
appropriation for
for repaving
with asphalt,
asphalt,
repaving with
appropriation
Street
Pennsylvania
to G Street
Avenue to
Pennsylvania Avenue
550
550
south;
gasoline-tax fund.fund___
from gasoline-tax
south; from
D. C.,
Seventh Street
NW., D.
Street NW.,
Serenth
appropriation
for paving,
pdving, Jefferson
Jefferson to
to
appropriation for
547
547
--Kennedy Streets
Kennedy
for
paving,
Kennedy
to
Longfellow
Longfellow
to
for paving, Kennedy
547
547
Streets __
Streets--------------------for
paving,
Hamilton
to
Jefferson
Jefferson
to
for paving, Hamilton
1223
1223
Streets
Streets-------------------

957
ways ----------------------957
Shawnee Indian
Indian Agency. Okla.,
Shawnee
civilian
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for civilian
deficiency
employees at --------------1329
employees
Shawnee
Okla.,
Sanatorium, Okla.,
Indian Sanatorium,
Shawnee Indian
appropriation for
maintenance, etc.,
for maintenance,
appropriation
of ---------------------408,
1159
408, 1159
of
also Cattle),
Sheep (see also
Sheep
appropriation
for eradicating
eradicating scabies
appropriation for
in
827
437.827
- 437.
in _-------------------for
experiment station,
station, Clark County,
for experiment
Idaho
439, 828
439,828
Idaho -------------------for investigating,
problems of
Westof Westinvestigating, problems
for
439, 828
ern
States ---------------ern States
Shelby, N. C.,
Shelby,
terms of
court at;
furnished
722
be furnished
to be
rooms to
at; rooms
of court
terms
Shenandoah National
Park, Va.,
National Park,
Shenandoah
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for expenses,
deficiency
1331
acquiring lands
lands for ----------acquiring
determination
Secretary of Interior
by Secretary
determination by
recommended to
of
to
of area
area of lands recommended
958
be
acquired for
for -------------be acquired
D. C.,
Shepherd Street
Street NW.,
NW., D.
Shepherd
appropriation for
asphalt covering,
covering,
for asphalt
appropriation
Fourteenth Street to Georgia
Georgia AvAvFourteenth
1225
enue;
gasoline-tax fund_-fund
1225
from gasoline-tax
enue; from
Sherburne
County, Minn.,
Minn.,
Sherburne County,
bridge
authorized across
across Mississippi
Mississippi
bridge authorized
River
at Clearwater,
Clearwater, by MinneRiver at
sota, Wright
Wright County,
1302
and---County, and
sota,
Sheridan,
Sheridan, Wyo.,
388
terms of
of court
388
at -----------------court at
terms
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Board, United
United States-Contd.
States—Contd.
Page.
Shipping Board,
Sherman
Circle NW.,
C.,
Page. Shipping
D. C.,
NW., D.
Sherman Circle
deficiency
appropriation for judgments,
judgments,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
paving east
east side,
side,
for paving
appropriation
United
States courts, under; colUnited States
Crittenden
Street to
to Illinois
Illinois
Crittenden Street
lision claims,
claims, etc
531, 758
758
etc------------ 531,
lision
Avenue
1223
Avenue--------------------for paying
judgments of United
United States
for paving,
paying judgments
for
paving, Kansas to Illinois Avefor
courts
1347
1223
nues
1223
courts under ---------------- 1347
nues-----------------------Sherman
Riverside, Calif.,
Calif.,
Institute, Riverside,
Sherman Institute,
construction loan
fund created from
loan fund
construction
appropriation
for Indian
school____ 405,
405, 1156
Indian school-...
appropriation for
revenues
467
of-----------------revenues of
for Indian
school, additional,
additional, 1925-1925._
707
Indian school,
for
use
in
loans to
citizens for ship concitizens
to
loans
in
use
Shiloh
National Military
Military Park,
Park,
Shiloh National
struction
of, in
American yards,
in American
struction of,
appropriation for
continuing establishfor continuing
appropriation
equipment,
type,
equipment,
of
best
vessels
ment of------------------of
513,
513, 928
ment
etc
467
etc-------------------------extension authorized
authorized to
Corinth
to Corinth
extension
outfitting
American yards vesoutfitting in American
National
513
513
etc-Miss., etc__
Cemetery, Miss.,
National Cemetery,
sels already
already built,
built, with best ensels
712
for, additional,
712
1925-_-----------additional, 1925
for,
467
etc. ---------467
appliances, etc
gines, appliances,
Ship
Brokers,
Ship Brokers,
applicable
aided
aided
special
tax
imposed
on;
business
vessels
deto
only
business
on;
applicable
imposed
tax
special
from loan
467
467
fined
326
326
loan-------------------from
fined----------------------Ship
Island, Miss.,
Station,
Gulf Station,
Miss., Gulf
Ship Island,
documented for five
to be documented
vessels to
appropriation for
station.. -__
80
quarantine station_
for quarantine
appropriation
years,
United States
under United
etc., under
years, etc.,
Ship Mortgage
1920,
Act, 1920,
Mortgage Act,
laws
467
Ship
laws------------------------home
port provisions
provisions for
American vesvesfor American
home port
limit
loan
467
loan--------------the
for
limit
time
sels
948
under-------------------sels under
payment
467
etc------installments, etc
payment in installments,
port of
documentation deemed
948
deemed -----of documentation
port
467
allowed
in full allowed-----------------Ship, Steamboat,
Way Letters,
Letters,
and Way
Steamboat, and
Ship,
interest
coastwise
on loans while in coastwise
interest rate on
appropriation
for------------------ 87, 785
appropriation for
468
trade
inactive-------------trade or inactive
Shipping,
Shipping,
468
in foreign
trade------------------in
foreign trade
consular bills
required of
not required
of health not
bills of
consular
vessels
trading between
between northern
northern
loan
limited to one-half
one-half cost of vessel, or
loan limited
vessels trading
809
of equipment
for vessel already
frontier
equipment for
frontier ports ---------of
468
built
home port
built------------------American vessels to be
port of American
home
fixed
947
owners --------------by owners
fixed by
increase
additional security
allowed if additional
increase allowed
Shipping Board,
United States,
Board, United
Shipping
furnished; limit -------------468
furnished;
appropriation
Commissioners and
appropriation for Commissioners
security
required
to
completion,
completion,
insure
required
security
secretary
529, 1208
secretary-------------etc
468
etc-------------------------for all
all other
other expenses
529, 1208
expenses - -----for
to
preferred mortgage
mortgage when
include preferred
to include
for
discriminaforeign discriminainvestigating foreign
for investigating
completed
468
completed-------------------tions against
against American
American vessels
tions
and
additional
covenants to be preshipping------------- 530, 1208
and shipping
additional covenants
for
investigating transporting
scribed
468
immitransporting immiscribed--------------------for investigating
- 530, 1208
grants
vessels
grants in its vessels------insurance
to
against all insurable risks to
insurance against
restriction on salary
salary to an assistant 1208
restriction
468
be provided-----------------provided
be
530, 1208
for
for
printing and binding for---for printing
payments-agreements for premium payments..
_
468
agreements
using
using funds for repairing, etc., Govreconditioning of vessels to include
reconditioning
ernment vessels at other than
etc., type of inmost efficient, etc.,
530
restricted--------yards,
navy
vessels
navy only
yards,i
nrestricted
American harbors
530
ternal-combustion
power..
468
ternal-combustion motive powervessels only in American harbors
merchant
if
if built in United States for merchant
affected
530
--------------affected----Governvessels of Board
Board or Governeffective at once
530
once----------------effective
ment, additional
additional cost may be
expenses of Emergency Fleet Corfor expenses
paid from loan fund ----------468
poration
from
emergency
emergency
from
poration
transfer for, authorized
468
authorized ---------transfer
fund
fund-------------------- 530, 1209
469
aggregate
aggregate limited ----------------sources
designated ----------- 530, 1209
1209
sources designated
only
current claims
claims payable from
only current
restrictions on sale of vessels within
restrictions
specified appropriation-.-.
appropriation
530, 1209
530,1209
five
specified
five years after completion, unrestriction
530
on publications
publications by ----469
restriction on
less
specified price---------price
less for specified
use
proceeds from liquidation
of proceeds
use of
completion to be fixed by
of completion
date of
sales
1209
sales----------------------469
Board
Board----------------------employment of attorneys subject
subject
employment
allowance for depreciation
depreciation ---------469
allowance
GenAttorney
to approval of Attorney
recondicontract
or
charter
of
recondicharter
sale
for
contract
1209
531,
eral
eral-------------- ----required before
tioned vessel required
pay restrictions------------restrictions
531, 1209
pay
loan
469
is made
made ----------------loan is
payments to certified
certified public
public acpayments
or
putting vessel
vessel immediately
immediately in opor putting
forbidden; auditing
countants forbidden;
eration on completion
completion -------469
Bureau -- 531, 1209
eration
by Efficiency
Efficiency Bureau
work by
outside
outside auditors allowed for claims
documented for not less
vessel to be documented
531, 1209
1209
---- litigation-in litigation
than
469
years--------------five years
than five
subsistence allowances limited
1209
limited__ 531, 1209
subsistenceallowances
not
operated
exvoyages
on
only
operated
Columbia rerent in District of Columbia
469
clusively coastwise-----------coastwise
531, 1209
stricted ---------------to
special rates,-etc.,
rates, -etc., for exhibits
to make special
Department
of Navy Department
claims
claims
for
1257
Seville Exposition --------for Seville
against,
not payable
payable herefrom__
531
herefromagainst, not
transfer of two obsolete vessels of, to
to
claims
of, by
by or
or against Navy Declaims of,
1209
Army
Service for airplane
airplane
canceled---------- Army Air Service
partment,
partment, canceled
907
Individual
affected
1210
bombing tests --------------1210
individual claims not affected----
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P
g . Siam,
Siam,
Shipping Commissioners,
Page.
Commissioners,
Shipping
appropriation
to
206, 1015
1039
appropriation for minister to-----appropriation
for salaries
salaries--------- 230, 1039
appropriation for
interpreter to legation and con1039
for interpreter
------ --- 230, 1039
for
hire ----clerk hire
for clerk
sulate
in
- 207, 1016
sulate general in-------for
contingent expenses
expenses--------- 230, 1039
for contingent
706 Sibley County, Minn.,
for
salaries, additional,
additional, 1925-----1925
for salaries,
authorized across
across Minnesota
bridge authorized
for
clerk hire, additional, 1925 ----706
for clerk
Blakely, by Scott CounRiver at Blakely,
for contingent
contingent expenses, additional,
for
and
94
ty and---------------------1925
706
1925 --------------------Siege Cannon,
Cannon, Army,
Shiprock,
Mex.,
Shiprock, N. Mex.,
appropriation for purchase, manufacappropriation
appropriation
Federal highway
appropriation for Federal
498, 913
etc----------------ture, etc
across
Navajo Reservation
Reservation from
across Navajo
for ammunition
ammunition for ------------ 498, 914
for
Gallup to-----------------to
1163
Gallup
practice_ 498, 914
914
for ammunition, etc., for practice_
Shipwrecked American Seamen,
Shipwrecked
Siege of
Petersburg, Va.
Battlefields of,
Va.,' Battlefields
of Petersburg,
Siege
appropriation for
for relief, etc., of, in
appropriation
etc.;
inspect,
to
commission
created
etc.;
created
etc-----Alaska, Hawaii,
Hawaii, etc
208, 1017
Alaska,
Secretary of
appointment by Secretary
for life
testimonials in
in rescurescusaving testimonials
life saving
for
War
856
War-----------------------210,1019
ing, etc----------------etc
210,
1019
ing,
officercomposition; Army Engineer
Engineer officer_
856
composition;
S. C.,
Creek, S.
Shipyard
Shipyard Creek,
856.
veteran_War veteran
856
United States Civil War
1187
---------authorized 1187
improvement
improvement of, authorized
Confederate States Civil War vetConfederate
Utah,
Shivwits
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Utah,
Shivwits Indian
856
eran ---------------------- appropriation
irrigation project
project
appropriation for irrigation
qualifications
856
of------qualifications for selection of
on
400, 1151
1151
400,
on---------------------ascertain feasibility of preserving
to ascertain
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for bridge
deficiency
and marking for historical study,
across Santa
Santa Clara
Clara River; reacross
-etc
856
etc----------------------1348
payment
payment--------------------report to
Secretary of War -----856
to Secretary
report
Shoes, etc.,
856
amount authorized
authorized to be appropriatedappropriated_
equipment of
of Leavenworth,
Leavenworth, Kans.,
equipment
Army (see also Signal ServCorps, Army
Signal Corps,
penitentiary to
to manufacture, for
penitentiary
ice, Army),
Government,
sale
the Government,
to the
only to
sale only
6
appropriation
Washington-Alaska
appropriation for Washington-Alaska
etc
6
etc-------------------------cable
telegraph system__
system_- 514, 928
cable and telegraph
Shooting
Galleries,
Shooting Galleries,
for
Washington-Alaska cable and
for Washington-Alaska
326
special
tax on
proprietors of -------on proprietors
special tax
telegraph system,
system,
additional,
Shooting Galleries
and Ranges,
Army,
Ranges, Army,
Galleries and
Shooting
712
1925
1925-----------------------appropriation for
expenses--------- 489, 904
for expenses
appropriation
deficiency appropriation
aviation infor
appropriation
deficiency
deficiency
appropriation
for
762
for---------deficiency appropriation
699, 701, 762
crease ------------ 58, 699,701,762
Shoshone Agency,
Agency, Nev., Western,
Shoshone
Signal
Office of Chief, Army,
Army,
Officer,
Signal
Inof
appropriation
for
support,
etc.,
Inetc.,
support,
appropriation for
personnel,
appropriation
civilian
for
appropriation
411
dians
from tribal
funds ----tribal funds
at, from
dians at,
War
Department --------491, 906
War Department
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for civilian
deficiency
employment of draftsmen,
etc
491, 906
draftsmen, etc-employment
1329
employees
at----------------employees at
Signal Service, Army,
Signal
Shoshone
Wyo.,
Agency, Wyo.,
Shoshone Agency,
appropriation
expenses, telegraph
telegraph
appropriation for expenses,
appropriation
for support,
support, etc.,
Inetc., of Inappropriation for
and
systems, etc__
etc---_ 490, 905
and telephone systems,
dians at,
at, from
funds.. __ 411, 1161
tribal funds--from tribal
dians
etc---- 490, 905
electric plants at posts, etc
Idaho and
Shoshone Indian
Indian Reservation,
and
Reservation, Idaho
Shoshone
etc-------- 490, 905
civilian employees, etc
Nev.,
Western,
Nev., Western,
experimental
signaling researchresearch.. 490, 905
experimental signaling
appropriation
for
irrigation
project
on...
400
buildings
appropriation for irrigation project onsupplies --------- 491, 905
for supplies
buildings for
for
Indian
school
407,
1157
407,
for Indian school-----------seacoast
control installations, seacoast
fire control
for fire
for roads
1163
413, 1163
repayment- 413,
bridges; repayment_
and bridges;
roads and
for
defenses
491, 905
defenses----------------- 491,
in
for
irrigating
additional
lands
lands
for irrigating additional
for
control installations, insular
for fire control
1154
ceded
portion
of
•
-----------ceded portion of
possessions ---------------491, 906
possessions
for irrigation
system, additional,
irrigation system,
for
for fire control installations, Panama
Panama
707
1925
1925-----------------------Canal
Canal ------------------ 491, 906
for
Indian school,
1925--_ 708
additional, 1925_
school, additional,
for Indian
for
Washington-Alaska cable and
for Washington-Alaska
payments
deficiency
appropriation
for
appropriation
telegraph,
deficiency
514, 928
etc ---operation, etc
telegraph, operation,
42
to Indians
Indians of
of--------------to
514
for replacing
submarine cable-----cable__ ____
replacing submarine
Shoshone
Indians,
Wyo.,
514
Wyo.,
Indians,
Shoshone
all
included
all expenses included-----------410, 1161
appropriation for
etc
711
for support, etc----additional, 1925
appropriation
1925------ ------for, additional,
for support,
of, additional,
708
1925additional, 1925_
etc., of,
58,
support, etc.,
for
for---------deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
deficiency
1352
62, 698, 762, 1350, 1352
Shoshone
Irrigation Project,
Project, Wyo.,
Wyo.,
Shoshone Irrigation
Signaling
appropriation for
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
Signaling Systems, etc., Army,
appropriation
490, 905
in- -- - 490,
of
418,
1171
appropriation for researches
researches in
418, 1171
appropriation
of---------------------Siletz
Agency,
Agency, Oreg.,
Shreveport,
La.,
Shreveport, La.,
appropriation for support,
support, etc., of Inappropriation
to
granted
certain lands
Louisiana, to
in Louisiana,
lands in
granted certain
at
409, 1160
dians at----------------which no
no legal
legal claims
have been
claims have
which
support, etc., of Indians at, addifor support,
maintained, for
for reservoir
reservoir purmaintained,
708
tional, 1925
1925-----------------tional,
38
poses -------------------382
poses
Silver City, N. Mex.,
payment to
made; mineral
demineral debe made;
to be
payment
642
terms
court at -----------------terms of court
posits reserved...
382
reserved---------------posits
642
rooms
furnished------------rooms to be furnished
hearings, etc.,
etc., of adverse claims ---382
hearings,
Silver
Coins,
Silver Coins,
reversion and
and forfeiture
forfeiture if use abanreversion
coinage of silver 50-cent pieces
pieces authorauthorcoinage
382
doned
382
doned--------------------ized to commemorate
commemorate Battle of
Shrubs,
Bennington and independence
independence of
Bennington
appropriation for
diseases of
study of diseases
for study
appropriation
Vermont
965
Vermont-------------------ornamental
830
440, 83(
ornamental---------------
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Silver
Coins—Continued.
Page.
rage.
Silver Coins-Continued.
coinage
50-cent pieces authorsilver 50-cent
of silver
coinage of
ized
to commemorate
commemorate centennial
ized to
of
founding of Fort
Vancouver,
Fort Vancouver,
of founding
966
Wash
966
Wash-----------------------commencement
carving Stone
commencement of carving
Mountain Monument
Monument --------23
Mountain
sesquicentennial
Battle of Lexingof Battle
sesquicentennial of
749
ton
Concord
ton and Concord-------------seventy-fifth anniversary
anniversary of admisseventy-fifth
sion
of California
California into the Union_
965
Unionsion of
Silverton,
Silverton, Colo.,
granted
park purposes
purposes ----- 980
for park
lands for
granted lands
Sinking
Fund, D. C.,
Sinking Fund,
545
to-------appropriation
payments to
appropriation for payments
Sioux
Indians,
Sioux Indians,
appropriation
for education
education ------- 407, 1158
appropriation for
for
education, additional,
1925
708
additional, 1925-----for education,
56
deficiency appropriation
education_
appropriation for educationdeficiency
interest of Yankton
Yankton and other, in Red
interest
Pipestone Quarries, to be deterPipestone
730
mined
Claims
mined by Court of Claims----Sioux
Different Tribes, Nebr., N.
Indians, Different
Sioux Indians,
S. Dak.,
Dak.,
and S.
410, 1160
appropriation
etc* --support, etc
for support,
appropriation for
for agency
agency employees
410, 1160
employees----------- 410,
for
for
subsistence
410, 1160
for subsistence---------------transportation of supplies
1160
supplies-------- 1160
transportation
for
etc., of Yankton
Yankton Sioux,
Sioux,
support, etc.,
for support,
additional,
1925
708
additional, 1925-------------for support,
employees, etc., adetc., employees,
support, etc.,
for
708
ditional,
1925
ditional, 1925--------------deficiency appropriation
appropriation for support,
deficiency
etc
56,
698, 700, 760
760
56,698,700,
etc-------------Sioux
Indians of
of Devils Lake,
Lake, N. Dak.,
Sioux Indians
appropriation
etc----- 409, 1159
support, etc
for support,
appropriation for
for support,
additional, 1925--1925.. __
708
support, etc., additional,
for
Nation,
Sioux Nation,
claims
claims of members of, for horses alleged
to
erroneously killed
have been erroneously
to have
on
Cheyenne River
River Reservation,
Reservation,
on Cheyenne
to be
investigated, etc
477
etc--------be investigated,
to
477
allowance
attorneys -----------allowance to attorneys

Skipanon
Page.
Channel, Oreg.,
Skipanon Channel,
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., of, to be
preliminary
1
1196
made
196
made-----------------------Utah,
Skull
Valley Agency, Utah,
Skull Valley
appropriation
support, etc.,
etc., of Infor support,
appropriation for
dians at,
from tribal
funds--- 411, 1161
tribal funds__
at, from
dians
Skykomish River,
River, Wash.,
Skykomish
preliminary
examination, etc., authorpreliminary examination,
1000
.
control
1000
ized of, for flood control-----Slovenes, Serbs,
and,
Croats, and,
Serbs, Croats,
Slovenes,
206, 1015
appropriation
for minister
minister to----to
appropriation for
Smallpox,
Smallpox,
appropriation for
for prevention
prevention of epiappropriation
demic
demic---------------------- 76, 775
for
among Inof, etc., among
prevention of,
for prevention
1158
dians
408, 1158
dians-------------------Representative in
Smith, J.
J. M.
in
M. C., late aa Representative
Smith,
Congress,
Congress,
to
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for pay to
deficiency
of
34
widow of-------------------Smith,
Lieutenant John,
John,
Smith, Lieutenant
appropriation for
place
marking burial place
for marking
appropriation
of,
at Bardstown,
Bardstown, Ky ------926
of, at
Smith, Captain
Captain Lowell
Lowell Herbert,
Herbert, Army Air
Smith,
Service
Service,
advanced
advanced 1,000 files on the promotion
list in
in recognition of world flight
list
accomplished by
979
979
him- -------by him
accomplished
distinguished service
accorded to,
service medal accorded
distinguished
acceptance of medals or decoand acceptance
rations from foreign
foreign governments,
rations
authorized
979
authorized------------------Smiths Creek,
N. C.,
Creek, N.
Smiths
preliminary
examination, etc., of, to be
preliminary examination,
made
1193
made---------------------J.,
Smiths Creek, N. J.,
preliminary
etc., of, to be
be
preliminary examination, etc.,
made
1192
made-----------------------

Smithsonian Institution,
Institution,
Smithsonian
appropriation for
international exexfor international
appropriation
changes
changes------------------ 528, 1206
for
Ethnology -------- 528, 1207
American Ethnology
for American
Scienfor International
International Catalogue
Catalogue of Scien528, 1206
Literature
tific Literature-----------Sirup,
Sirup, Table,
528, 1207
for Astrophysical
Astrophysical Observatory--Observatory_
for
appropriation for
investigating manufor investigating
appropriation
for additional
additional Assistant
528
Secretary---_ 528
Assistant Secretary__
for
facture
utilizing new
new sourcessources..
447,
of; utilizing
facture of;
528
for additional
protection-------837
additional fire protection
for
for National
Museum
528, 1207
National Museum---------for
Sisal,
Sisal,
for National
Art---- 528, 1207
Gallery of Art
National Gallery
for
producappropriation
investigating producappropriation for investigating
for---- 529, 1207
for printing.and
printing-and binding for
227
for
tion, etc., of ----------------573
grounds----------for
care,
etc.,
of
grounds
etc.,
care,
for
Sites
Purposes,
Military Purposes,
for Military
Sites for
for
deficiency
appropriation
internaappropriation
deficiency
deficiency
appropriation; reappropriareappropriadeficiency appropriation;
759
tional
exchanges-------------tional exchanges
tion
tion------------------------- 1344
759
for
National Museum ------------for National
Sitka, Alaska,
Alaska,
reappointment as
Regent, of
Robert S.
of Robert
as Regent,
reappointment
818
issue of
building-_
by, for school building
of bonds
bonds by,
issue
821
Brookings
Brookings-------------------election
to
determine;
interest,
etc.;
election to
821
----------of George
George Gray
Gray--of
818
payment,
etc----------------payment, etc
commission
designated on commission
Secretary of, designated
Secretary
proceeds to be used for no other purto select
select Patent
Patent Office models for
to
819
pose
pose------------------------942
retention, etc
etc----------------retention,
Siuslaw
Siuslaw River, Oreg.,
Powder, Navy,
Powder,
Smokeless
1189
improvement
authorized -------improvement of, authorized
appropriation for purchase
purchase and manuappropriation
Y.,
Six
Nations Indians,
Indians, N. Y.,
facture of
192, 871
Six Nations
192,871
of----------------facture
appropriation for fulfilling treaties
appropriation
Tobacco).
Tobacco (see Tobacco).
Smoking Tobacco
413, 1163 Smoky
with
with---------------------Park, Tenn.
Smoky Mountains
National Park,
Mountains National
NW., D. C.,
Street NW.,
Sixteenth Street
and N. C.,
appropriation
grading, etc., Alaska
appropriation for grading,
deficiency
appropriation for expenses,
expenses,
deficiency appropriation
1224
Street------ 1224
Kalmia Street
Avenue to Kfilmisi,
1331
acquiring lands for-----------for
acquiring
determination by Secretary
Secretary of the InteSixteenth
C.,
determination
D. C.,
Street SE., D.
Sixteenth Street
rior
East Capitol
appropriation for paving, Fast
rior of area of lands recomappropriation
54
mended to be acquired for-----for
959
548
to A Streets ----------------!
Wash.,
River Idaho
Idaho and Wash.,
Snake River,
River, Wash.,
Skagit River,
preliminary
examination, etc., of, to be
preliminary examination,
preliminary
examination, etc., authorpreliminary examination,
made
1196
24S9
249
made--------------------ized for flood control of-------of
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Snohomish
Page.
Wash.,
River, Wash.,
Snohomish River,
etc., authorpreliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
preliminary
control ------ized
of, for
for flood
flood control
1000
ized of,
Snogualmie National
National Forest,
Forest, Wash.,
Snoqualmie
1074
lands
added to---------------------to
lands added
Snogualmie River,
River, Wash.,
Snoqualmie
preliminary
examination, etc.,
etc., authorauthorpreliminary examination,
1000
ized of,
control -----flood control
of, for
for flood
ized
Snow
Ice, D.
C.,
D. C.,
and Ice,
Snow and
appropriation
for
removing, from
for removing,
appropriation
gutters,
sidewalks,
streets,
sidewalks,
gutters,
streets,
etc
551, 1228
etc--------------------- -551,1228
deficiency appropriation
of- 1323
removal of_
for removal
appropriation for
deficiency
Snuff and
Snuff Flour,
Flour,
and Snuff
Snuff
internal revenue
revenue tax on manufactured
manufactured
internal
317
or imported----------------imported
317
or
packages, etc.,
etc., required-----------required
317
packages,
Social
Welfare Organizations,
Organizations,
Social Welfare
tax------------exempt
income tax
282
from income
exempt from
Soil
Bacteriology, etc.,
Soil Bacteriology,
etc_- 441,831
appropriation
for investigations,
investigations, etc__
441, 831
appropriation for
for inocutesting bacterial
bacterial cultures
cultures for
testing
lating
legumes-------------- 441,831
lating legumes
publiahing tests;
names of
dealers
of dealers
tests; names
publishing
in impure,
etc-------------- 441, 831
impure, etc
in
Soil
Fertility,
Soil Fertility,
appropriation for
441,
investigations------for investigations
appropriation
448, 831,
838
831,838
448,
Soils
Department of
of Agriculture,
Agriculture,
Bureau, Department
Boils Bureau,
appropriation for
chief of
Bureau, and
and
of Bureau,
for chief
appropriation
447,838
office personnel
personnel ----------447, 838
office
for
chemical and
and physical investigainvestigafor chemical
tions
447, 838
tions-------------------- -447,838
838
448,
for
investigating fertilizers,
etc_
448,838
fertilizers, ete--for investigating
for cooperative
cooperative investigations
investigations of soils,
for
mapping,
448, 838
etc--------------- 448,838
mapping, etc
of agricultural
for
classification
for classification
448,838
lands
448, 838
lands--------------------448, 838
for
administrative expenses------expenses
448,
838
for administrative
general
deficiency
appropriation for general
deficiency appropriation
55
expenses
expenses -----------------Solar
1926,
Eclipse, 1926,
Solar Eclipse,
for observaappropriation
for expenses
expenses for
appropriation for
total----------------tions of total
869
tions
Soldiers'
and Sailors'
Home, D.
Grand
C., Grand
D. C.,
Sailors' Home,
Soldiers' and
Army,
Army,
expenses; persons adfor expecses;
appropriation for
appropriation
mitted
mitted-------------------- 570, 1244
Soldiers,
Soldiers, etc.,
appropriation for
for vocational
vocational rehabilitaappropriation
tion
of discharged
discharged disabled-disabled
533, 1211
1211
tion of
Solicitor General,
General,
Solicitor
appropriation for
for --------------216, 1025
1025
appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for
assistant to,
for assistant
deficiency appropriation
Commerce
enforcing
Interstate Commerce
enforcing Interstate
756
Acts
----------------Acts-------Solicitor
Internal Revenue,
of Internal
Solicitor of
1025
appropriation
216, 1025
for --------------- 216,
appropriation for
Commerce,
Solicitor of
of the
the Department
Department of Commerce,
Solicitor
personappropriation for,
for, and
and office
office personappropriation
nel
1025
216, 1025
nel----------------------- 216,
Labor,
Solicitor of
of the Department
Department of Labor,
Solicitor
personoffice personappropriation for,
and office
for, and
appropriation
nel
216, 1025
1025
nel ----------------------- 216,
Solicitor
of the
the Department
Department of
State,
of State,
Solicitor of
appropriation for
216,
216,
for --------------appropriation
Solicitor
of the
the Interior
Interior Department,
Department,
Solicitor of
216,
appropriation for
for ------------appropriation
for office
personnel ------------ 393,
office personnel
for
Solicitor
of the
the Treasury
Department,
Treasury Department,
Solicitor of
appropriation
office personpersonand office
for, and
appropriation for,
nel
216,
----------- 216,
nel -------

1025
1025
1025
1144
1144

1025
1025

Solicitor,
Post Office
Office Department,
Department,
Solicitor, Post
appropriation
personand office personfor, and
appropriation for,
7R2
-l
nel -....--------.-----------------R484, 782
-. 1
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PagSomerset
Hospital, Cape
Cape Toum,
Town, Africa,
Page.
Africa,
Somerset Hospital,
appropriation for
for annual
annual contribution
contribution
appropriation
to--------------.------..
214, 102$
214,1023
to
Sons
of the
American Revolution, National
National
the American
Sons of
Society of,
of,
Society
of,
limitation
on number
number of
of trustees
trustees of,
limitation on
808
removed
808
removed-------------------Sound,
Sound,
to
principles
appropriation
appropriation
militaryapplying
applying
and industrial
principles of,
of,
purto

military and industrial purposes
232, 1042
1042
232,
poses--------------------South
America,
South America,
persons
born in
construed
countries of, construed
in countries
persons born
as
immigrants, in
in
nonquota immigrants,
as nonquota
155
Immigration Act ----------Immigration
South
and Central
America,
Central America,
South and
appropriation for
for expenses
expenses promoting
appropriation
225,1035
commerce with-----------with
225, 1035
commerce
for expenses,
expenses, promoting
promoting commerce
commerce
for
with additional,
additional, 1925---------1925
706
with
deficiency
appropriation for expenses
expenses
deficiency appropriation
promoting commerce
commerce with
with ------ 1348
promoting
South
Bend, Ind.,
Ind.,
South Bend,
751
terms
of court
court at-------------------at
terms of
South
Brooklyn, N. Y.,
Y.,
South Brooklyn,
amount
authorized to
to acquire
acquire addition
addition
amount authorized
at------- 1276
to naval
naval supply
supply depot
depot at
to
South Carolina,
Carolina,
South
bridge authorized
River,
authorized across Lumber River
bridge
near Nichols, by Marion
Marion and
and
near
12
-----Horry Counties
Counties and---and
12
Horry
•Georgia and,
and, may
may bridge
bridge Savannah
Savannah
.Georgia
River
1216
1216
River----------------------Strothers
may
bridge Broad
Broad River
River at Strotheni
may bridge
1127
Ferry
Ferry --------------------1127
Catawba River,
River, Fort
Lawn
1127
Fort Lawn-------Catawba
Congaree River
River between
between Richland
Richland
Congaree
1126
and Lexington
Lexington Counties,
Counties, S.
S. C-C
1126
and
Santee River
Poplar Landing_
_
1265
Landing --at Poplar
River at
Santee
1266
Saint
James Ferry
1266
Ferry-------------Saint James
JudicialDistrict,
South Carolina
District,
Eastern Judicial
CarolinaEastern
South
801
terms
court, at
at Aiken------------Aiken
of court,
terms of
801
Florence ------------------------Florence
801
Charleston
Charleston --------------------801
Columbia
Columbia-----------------------801
office of
clerk at
at Charleston
Charleston ---------of clerk
office
801
effective July
July 1, 1925--------------1925
effective
District,
Judicial District,
South Carolina
Western Judicial
CarolinaWestern
South
801
terms of
court, at
Anderson ---------at Anderson
of court,
terms
Greenville
801
Greenville ----------------------Greenwood
801
Greenwood ----------------------Rock Hill
Hill --------------------801
Rock
Spartanburg
801
Spartanburg -------------------.office
of clerk
Greenville
801
clerk at Greenville----------office of
---------effective
801
July 1, 1925 effective July
South
W. Va.,
Charleston, W.
South Charleston,
appropriation
for care,
etc., school
school at
at
care, etc.,
appropriation for
192
ordnance
192
station-------------ordnance station
armor and
and armament
armament for newly authorarmor
ized vessels,
be made
made at
at naval
naval
to be
vessels, to
ized
719
ordnance
at
719
plant at------------ordnance plant
South
Dakota,
South Dakota,
game
refuge for
for antelope,
etc., may be
antelope, etc.,
game refuge
634
634
established in
in---------------established
requirements of the State
State for fences,
fences,
requirements
634
634
etc
etc------------------------lands
Custer State
Park granted
State Park
within Custer
lands within
1185
1185
to,
park purposes---------purposes
for park
to, for
Missouri River
bridge Missouri
may
River between
between
may bridge
33
Brule
Lyman Counties---Counties
and Lyman
Brule and
between
and Stanley
Stanley CounCounHughes and
between Hughes
101
101
ties_
ties ----------------------30
30
Potter and
Dewey Counties
Counties-----and Dewey
Potter
33
Walworth and
and Corson Counties-Counties
Walworth
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Page
Speaker of
of the
Representatives— Page.
the House of RepresentativesSouth Jamesport,
James port, N.
N. Y.,
Y.,
Page. Speaker
South
Continued.
preliminary examination,
harbor
etc., of harbor
examination, etc.,
preliminary
positions and
established of secrepay established
and pay
positions
to be
be made
1192
made-----------------to
tary
clerk to Speaker's table
to, clerk
tary to,
South McAlester,
McAlester, Okla.,
South
and
preparing Digest of the
and preparing
terms of
at ----------------388, 945
court at
of court
terms
149
149
Rules, clerk,
___
messengers---clerk, and messengers_
Rules,
South
River,
N.
C.,
N.
South River,
made a
a member,
ex officio, of George
member,
made
preliminary
examination,
etc.,
of,
be
to
of,
etc.,
preliminary examination,
Washington Bicentennial
Bicentennial BirthWashington
made,
Bridge-------- 1193
Sloans Bridge
to Sloans
made, to
671
Commission
Commission-------------day
Ticks,
Cattle
Southern
Cattle Ticks (see
Southern Cattle
on
Representatives
to
appoint
four
Representatives
on
appoint
to
Southern).
Southern).
671
the Commission-------------Commission
the
Southern
Crops,
Field Crops,
Southern Field
House
of
House
and
Select
Committees,
Committees,
Select
and
Special
Special
appropriation
investigating insects
for investigating
appropriation for
Representatives,
Representatives,
-- .- 449, 839
affecting
--affecting-------of----- 585, 1293
appropriation for
for expenses
expenses of
appropriation
Southern Lassen
Project, Calif.,
Irrigation Project,
Lassen Irrigation
Southern
deficiencyappropriationforexPenses
of_ 34, 673
deficiencyappropriationforexpensesofplans, estimates,
construction
for construction
etc., for
estimates, etc.
plans,
Special Delivery,
Postal
also
Postal Service (see also
Delivery,
Special
668
of,
to
be
submitted
Congress_
Congressto
submitted
be
to
of,
Postal
Postal Rates),
Southern Pacific
Pacific Company,
Southern
86, 785
86,
appropriation for car fare----------fare
appropriation
claim
of,
for
closing
in
Colorado
break
claim of, for closing
for
to messengers
messengers ----------- 86, 785
fees
for
to
River
'
1906-1907,
re'erred
to
River, 1906-1907,
47,
47,
fees-----deficiency
appropriation for fees
deficiency appropriation
171
Court
Claims------------of Claims
Court of
60,
690, 763
60,
judgment to
to be
given for expense
expense inbe given
judgment
additional
stamps, etc., for ---------1069
additional stamps,
curred
172
curred--------------------Special
Taxes, Title
Title X,
X, Revenue
_
Revenue Act of 1921,
Special Taxes,
less value
value of Company
Company property
less
repealed June
June 30,
30, 1924, by Revenue
Revenue Act
repealed
172
saved, etc
etc ------------------saved,
352
,
24
of
1
4
9
of 21924---------------------right of
evidence
172
appeal; evidence----------of appeal;
right
Title VII, Revenue Act of
Special Taxes, Title
of
Special
Governacross
granted
way
across
Governof
right
granted
1924,
ment levee
at Yuma, Ariz----Ariz
101
levee at
ment
1,
annual excise
excise tax levied after July 1,
annual
Company,
Southern
Railway Company,
Southern Railway
325
1924, on
on domestic
corporations_
corporationsdomestic
1924,
authorized
to
maintain
bridge
across
authorized to maintain
foreign
corporations,
for business in
corporations,
foreign
Tennessee
River,
Knoxville,
Knoxville,
River,
Tennessee
325
United States -------------United
113
Tenn
Tenn ---------------------exceptions;
designated
corporadesignated
exceptions;
Southern
C. ,
Society, D. C.,
Relief Society,
Southern Relief
companiestions, and
insurance companies_
325
and insurance
tions,
appropriation
for aid
aid to
Confederat vetto Coiffederat
appropriation for
326
publicity
returns
publicity of returns------------erans, etc
570, 1244
1244
etc----------------- 570,
erans,
brokers,
merchanproduce or merchanexcept produce
brokers, except
Colo.,
Reservation,
Southern Ute Indian
Indian Reservation,
Southern
dise, if
members of stock exif members
dise,
appropriation for irrigation project
appropriation
326
changes, etc
etc-----------------changes,
on
1151
400,
on---------------------pawnbrokers
326
pawnbrokers-------------------326
Southgate,
W.,
Bernard W.,
ship brokers---------------------brokers
Southgate, Bernard
ship
1328
326
credit
accounts of--------of
customhouse
in accounts
allowed in
credit allowed
customhouse brokers ------------roomi probowling
Spain,
alley and billiard roo-1
Spain,
bowling alley
206, 1015
appropriation for
for ambassador
ambassador to--to_ __ 206,
326
prietors
appropriation
prietors---------------------326
shooting
gallery
proprietors
proprietors--------gallery
shooting
Spain,
War
with,
War
Spain,
riding
academy proprietors;
proprietors; associadeficiency
appropriation for pay, etc-etc__
63,
riding academy
deficiency appropriation
326
-----•
699, 761
tions exempt---------exempt
326
persons operating
operating automobiles
automobiles for
Spanish Springs
Irrigation Project,
Project, Nev.,
persons
Springs Irrigation
Spanish
326
hire;
exception------------deficiency
cooperative
hire; exception
for cooperative
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
of
brewers, distillers, liquor
liquor dealers, etc.,
preliminary
investigation
investigation
brewers,
preliminary
685
in business where local laws pro------- ---feasibility of-----of
feasibility
327
hibit, etc
etc--------------------hibit,
Spain),
Spanish
War
(see
also
Spain),
with
War
Spanish War (see also
State
from
no
penal
exemption
State
exemption
penal
no
volunclaims of Rhode Island in raising
claims
laws,
327
laws, etc ---------------teers
referred to Court of
for, referred
teers for,
in
of taxes
taxes under
law
327
under previous law-lieu of
964
in lieu
Claims
Claims---------------------annual
tax levied
levied on sales for preceding
annual tax
veterans of,
specified diseases, adwith specified
of, with
veterans
year by manufacturers
manufacturers of toyear
mitted to hospital, facilities,
facilities, etc.,
mitted
--------- 327
bacco
bacco------------620
62()
of
Veterans' Bureau
Bureau----------of Veterans'
327
cigars
_
327
cigars--------------------------United,
Spanish
Veterans, United,
War Veterans,
Spanish War
327
cigarettes
cigarettes-----------------------encampments
proceedings
proceedings of national encampments
327
each class
class separately
separately taxed
taxed-----each
of, to
to be
be printed
printed annually
annually as
of,
328
exports exempt
exempt ---------------exports
4733
47:
House
House documents -----------levied
after July
designated
1924, on designated
July 1, 1924,
levied after
Sparrows
Md.,'
328
Point, Md.
Sparrows Point,
pleasure water
water craft....
craft - -------pleasure
time
extended for
Humphreys
for bridging Humphreys
basis
measurement --------328
time extended
tax; measurement
of tax;
basis of
1184
118
Creek
at--------------------Creek at
for
purchases 328
a year on new purchases
of a
part of
for part
exemption if
Spartanburg,
if used without profit by
Spartanburg, S. C.,
exemption
organizations
80 1
organizations for relief,
relief, etc., of
terms of
of court
at
801
court at-------------------terms
328
seamen
seamen---------------------Speaker of
Representatives,
House of Representatives,
the House
of the
Speaker
punishment for conducting business,
punishment
0
appropriation for
for secretary
to
582, 129
1290
secretary to-----appropriation
328
--etc.,
paying -without paying
etc., without
0
for
1290
table----- 582, 129
Speaker's table
to Speaker's
clerk to
for clerk
opium,
etc., provisions for
for
1290
opium, coca leaves, etc.,
Rules----- 582, 1290
preparing Digest of Rules
preparing
328
registration,
taxation, etc-----etc
registration, taxation,
582,129
0
for clerks
clerks and
messengers
582, 1290
and messengers------for
seized
confiscation
of
narcotics
seized
from
narcotics
confiscation
585,129
4
--for
care,
etc.,
automobile
for__
_
_
585,
1294
for
automobile
for care, etc.,
331
violators
laws
violators of laws--------------deficiency appropriation
appropriation for portrait of
deficiency
331
delivery for Government
Government uses ----13114
Gillett--- 1314
Speaker Frederick H. Gillett.—
Speaker
331
owners-_
seizures from
3
33
31
1
unknown owners
from unknown
seizures
compensation of
,
after March 4,1925-4, 1925_ _ 130
13011
of,after
compensation
destruction
331
restricted----------destruction restricted
3
131
immediately
available
1313
immediately available----,------
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Spices,
Page.
Spices,
appropriation for
for investigating
investigating plants
appropriation
yielding -----------.--.---.
441, 831
yielding
Spokane Agency,
Agency, Wash.,
Spokane
appropriation for
for support, etc.,
etc. of InInappropriation
dians at, from
funds_ __ 411,
411, 1161
from tribal funds--dians
Hospital, Wash.,
Spokane Indian
Indian Hospital,
Spokane
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
for maintenance,
appropriation for
of
- 408, 1159
of----------------------Spokane
Wash. '
Indians, Wash.,
Spokane Indians,
appropriation
for
fulfilling treaty
for fulfilling
appropriation
with
- 410, 1161
with ---------------708
1925for
support, etc., of additional, 1925_
for support,
Sponge Fisheries
'
Fisheries,
Sponge
appropriation
for protecting,
238, 1047
etc--- 238,
protecting, etc
appropriation for
Minn.,
Spooner, Minn.,
across Rainy River
River
bridge authorized across
by,
to Rainy
River, Ontario____
Ontario---- 1285
Rainy River
by, to
House, Va.
Spotsylvania
Va.,
Court House,
Spotsylvania Court
commission created
created to inspect
inspect battle
commission
fields of
War around,
to
as to
around, as
Civil War
of Civil
fields
feasibility
of
preserving,
etc__ _
646
feasibility of preserving, etc---Spotted
Rocky Mountain,
Mountain,
Fever, Rocky
Spotted Fever,
appropriation for
prevention of epifor prevention
appropriation
76,775
demic
76, 775
demic---------------------Spring
River, Ark.,
Ark.,
Spring River,
preliminary
of,-to be
examination, etc., ofto
preliminary examination,
1
1195
made
195
made---------------------Mass.,
Springfield
Springfield Armory, Mass.,
lease
of land
within, to city of Springfield
land within,
lease of
conditions- 1113
etc.; conditions_
for public
street, etc.*
public street,
for
Lands,
Springs, Mineral,
Mineral, etc.,
Public Lands,
etc., on Public
Springs,
leases
of tracts
tracts for
for bathhouses,
bathhouses, hotels,
leases of
etc.,
adjacent to-------------to
1133
etc., adjacent
not
exceed periods
twenty yearsyears_
1133
of twenty
periods of
to exceed
not to
Columbia,
Square 616, District
District of Columbia,
Square
alleys in,
use of vocafor use
rearranged for
in, rearranged
alleys
671
tional
school ----------------tional school
Squirrels,
Ground,
Squirrels, Ground,
appropriation for
devising methods for
for devising
appropriation
450, 841
destroying ----------------destroying
Stahmann,
J.,
W. J.,
Stahmann, W.
and
bridge Rio Grande
Grande
associates may bridge
and associates
1214
near
Tornillo Tex---------Tex
1214
near Tornillo,
Stamp Taxes,
Taxes Title
Revenue Act of
Title XI, Revenue
Stamp
1921%
1921,
repealed,
by Revenue
Revenue Act,
Act, 1924,
1924, on exrepealed, by
piration
of 30
352
days-----------30 days
piration of
Stamp
Taxes, Title
Title VIII,
VIII, Revenue
Revenue Act of
of
Stamp Taxes,
1924,
1924,
levied
on specified
documents in lieu of
specified documents
levied on
331
former
tax
former tax-----------------exemptions;
Govforeign GovFederal, foreign
exemptions; Federal,
ernment, State,
obligations..
332
332
etc., obligationsState, etc.,
ernment,
indemnity bonds
bonds to
to United
United States..
332
332
Statesindemnity
cooperative building
building and
and loan
cooperative
association bonds
332
bonds------------association
mutual ditch
ditch or
or irrigating
irrigating commutual
panies' bonds..
332
bonds---------------panies'
unlawful use
use of stamps, etc --------332
unlawful
penalties and
and punishments
332
punishments for -----penalties
cancellation requirements;
other methrequirements; other
cancellation
333
ods authorized--------------authorized
ods
preparation of
of suitable
suitable stamps; affixaffixpreparation
333
etc--------------------ing, etc
collection of
taxes, omitted by mistake
of taxes,
collection
333
or
fraud ------------------or fraud
distribution
stamps for
for sale by postof stamps
distribution of
333
masters
333
masters-------------------accountability,
etc.;
monthly
monthly
etc.;
accountability,
transfers to
Treasury
333
the Treasury-----to the
transfers
depositaries
333
by depositaries------------------designated State
agents, etc., for use
State agents,
designated
on stock
transfers
333
stock transfers-----------on
bond, etc.,
etc., required
333
required ----------bond,
3
2.12AS
___
Schedule A
333
-ocneuuie .-------------------------
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Page.
Stamp Taxes,
Taxes, Title
Act of Page.
Title VIII, Revenue Act
Stamp
/924—Continued.
1924-Continued.
bonds of
indebtedness, etc.; corporate
corporate
of indebtedness,
bonds
333
securities; renewals----------renewals
securities;
333
based on amount
amount secured-------secured
based
capital
original issues
issues---------- 334
stock; original
capital stock;
·
334 .
value
face value------------if without
without face
334
to be
attached in
in stock book -be attached
to
334
sales
transfers, etc-------------etc
or transfers,
sales or
334
334
value-----------face value
if without
without face
334
334
deposits
exempt---collateral exempt
deposits for collateral
334
brokers'
exempt
deliveries exempt-------brokers' deliveries
affixing
in stock
book; on
stock book;
stamp in
affixing stamp
334
certificate;
or bill
bill of
of sale------sale
certificate; or
without
delivery without
punishment
punishment for delivery
334
stamp
334
stamp-------------------sale
exchange for future
on exchange
of produce
produce on
sale of
334
delivery
delivery--------------------stamped
etc., required-required
335
bills of sale, etc.,
stamped bills
clearing house
transfers of stamped
house transfers
clearing
contracts,
335
exempt -----------contracts, exempt
etc-details required
335
required on bills of sale, etc
details
punishment
without
punishment for sales, etc., without
stamped
335
stamped bills -----------for
delivery in cash not
immediate delivery
for immediate
335
taxable
taxable -------------------Cotton
Futures and
Future Trading
and Future
Cotton Futures
335
335
affected------------Acts not affected
conveyances of realty--------------realty
335
conveyances
to secure
secure a
exempt ----------335
a debt exempt
to
customhouse entries;
withentries; warehouse withcustomhouse
335
drawals
drawals-------------------foreign passage tickets,
tickets, except
except to CanCanforeign
335
ada or
Mexico; exemption----exemption
or Mexico;
ada
336
proxies; exceptions----------------exceptions
proxies;
336
powers of
of attorney
attorney-----------------powers
bankruptcy
in
pension, etc.,
etc., cases, bankruptcy
in pension,
and mutual
mutual insurance
insurance cases, exand
336
empt ---------------------empt
playing
336
cards --------------------playing cards
policies
property insurance
insurance by forof property
policies of
eign
corporation etc.,
etc., not signed
eign corporation,
by
agent in United States ----336
by agent
336
to
be affixed
etc
336
by receiver, etc--------affixed by
to be
336
penalty
failure---------------for failure
penalty for
Stamped Envelopes,
Envelopes, etc.,
etc., Postal
Postal Service,
Service,
Stamped
etc- 88, 786
appropriation
for manufacture
manufacture of, etc_
appropriation for
88, 786
for
distribution
for distribution----------------deficiency appropriation
on.. 59, 63
appropriation for freight ondeficiency
955
users of,
of, permitted
precancel -----055
to precancel
permitted to
users
Internal Revenue,
Stamps, Internal
issue authorized
of, to replace on
authorized of,
issue
packages,
unavoidably lost, etcetc
349
packages, unavoidably
Stamps,
Postage,
Stamps, Postage,
appropriation for
for manufacture,
etc_--__ 88, 786
manufacture, etc
appropriation
issue of
of special,
special, commemorative
commemorative of
issue
sesquicentennial of Battle of
sesquicentennial
Bunker
1099
Hill---------------Bunker Hill
749
of Lexington and Concord --------Standard Container
Container Act,
Act,
Standard
appropriation for
for expenses
expenses enforcing-454,
enforcing_ 454, 846
appropriation
Commerce,
Standards
Bureau, Department
Depart ment of Commerce,
StandardsBureau,
appropriation for
for Director,
Director, and office
office
appropriation
1039
- 230, 1039
personnel
------------personnel
for equipment,
equipment, etc
etc ------------ 230, 1039
for
for contingent
contingent expenses-------expenses
230, 1039
for
member, International
International Committee
member,
of
Weights and
Measures -- 230,
230, 1039
and Measures
of Weights
for care,
of grounds------grounds
230, 1039
etc., of
care, etc.,
for
for investigating
investigating structural
structural materialsmaterials_
230,
for
1039
1039
disseminating
of
methods of
improved methods
disseminating improved
building, etc -------230, 1040
1040
building,
for operating,
operating, etc.,
etc., testing
testing machines
for
conto determine
physical condetermine physical
to
stants
231,
1040
231. 1040
stants---------------
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Standards Bureau,
of ComPage
Com- Page.
Department of
Bureau, Department
Standards
merce-Continued.
merce-Continued.
appropriation
investigating fire
refire refor investigating
appropriation for
sisting qualities
qualities of
mabuilding maof building
sisting
terials, etc
etc -------------231,1040
231,1040
terials,
for investigating
investigating standards
standards of
measof measfor
•
urement
of public
public utilities,
utilities, etc__
231,
231,
etc-urement of
1040
1040
for testing
testing miscellaneous
miscellaneous GovernGovernfor
ment materials,
materials, etc
231,
1040
231, 1040
etc_-----ment
for
standardizing radio
communicaradio communicafor standardizing
tion methods,
etc
231, 1040
methods, etc__-------tion
for
developing color
color standards,
etc__
231,
standards, etc__
for developing
1040
for
processes,
clay products, processes,
of clay
study of
for study

etc
231, 1040
1040
231,
etc--------------------for
equipmechanical equipstandardizing mechanical
for standardizing
ment
231,
1040
231, 1040
ment----------------for
etc., engineering
engineering
aeronautical, etc.,
for aeronautical,
investigations
231, 1040
1040
investigations ----------for investigating
glass proinvestigating optical glass
for
duction
- 231, 1041
duction-------------measurestandardizing quality, measurefor standardizing
ment,
etc., of textiles, paper,
paper,
ment, etc.,
leather,
rubber ------- 231, 1041
and rubber
leather, and
1041
for
231, 1041
_
standardization ----sugar standardization
for sugar
for
standardizing, etc.,
cooperative standardizing,
for cooperative
1041
of gauges,
gauges, screw
screw threads,
etc_ 232, 1041
threads, etc.
of
for investigating, etc., mine scales,
for
1041
at coal mines ----- 232, 1041
and cars at
for metallurgical
metallurgical research,
research, railway
for
1041
232, 1041
-----equipment,
etc
equipment, et-c
for
investigating methods
methods of high
for investigating
232,
232,
temperature
measurements, etc
etc_
temperature measurements,
1042
for
principles of sound to
applying principles
for applying
military
industrial purand industrial
military and
232,
poses
232, 1042
1042
poses-----------------for investigating
investigating problems
problems in indusfor
development, etc ---232, 1042
trial development,
investigating, etc., track
track scales,
for investigating,
etc ------------------232,
1042
232, 1042
etc
for establishing
etc., of
standards, etc.,
establishing standards,
for
industrial devices
232, 1042
devices--------industrial
for
for standards for checking chemical
analyses
233, 1042
1042
analyses--------------for
radioactive subinvestigating radioactive
for investigating
233, 1042
stances
stances-----------------for
determining tensile
tensile strength
strength of
for determining
etc-----------_
233
ropes, cables, etc
for
automotive engine investigainvestigafor automotive
tions
tions------------------- 233, 1043
cooperative work for departments,
cooperative
233,
etc., from their appropriations_
appropriations_
1043
for
structural materials, addifor testing structural
706
tional, 1925 -------------for industrial
research, additional,
for
industrial research,
1925
706
1925 ------ ---------------replacedeficiency
appropriation for replacedeficiency appropriation
40
ment
chambers
ment of altitude chambers-----promoting, etc.,
etc., economy in autofor promoting,
transportation
41
motive transportation--.--_---for
paying damages claim ---------41
for paying
-for gauge
Fauge standardization
55
standardization-__ _for industrial
research.-------- 55, 61, 759
industrial research
military research--------------research
697
for military
standardizing mechanical
mechanical applifor standardizing
759
_------ances--------------759
1328
for enlarging
1328
enlarging site of building for --for
additional lands in the District for exacquired_
950
of to be acquired-tending site of,
Standing
I. Dak.,
Agency, N.
Standing Rock Agency,
appropriation
etc., of Inappropriation for support, etc.,
dians
1161
funds - 411, 1161
diana at, from tribal funds__
.

Standing
Pag&
Dak.-Contd. Pam
N. Dak.-Contd.
Agency, N.
Rock Agency,
Standing Rock
deficiency
for civilian
civilian
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
employees
at
1329
employees at----------------Standing
Rock Indian
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, N. and
and
Standing Rock
Dak.,
S. Dak.,
homestead
entrymen, etc., in former,
homestead entrymen,
allowed extension
extension of time if unallowed
1184
able to pay
due
pay money due--------able
interest
paid
1184
be paid------in advance
advance to be
interest in
further
extension allowed;
1184
limit----- 1184
allowed; limit
further extension
Stanislaus
Forest, Calif.,
National Forest,
Stanislaus National
exchange of
of lands
lands with
private owners
with private
exchange
for
to --------------953
addition to
for addition
Stanley County,
County, S. Dak.,
Dak.,
Stanley
bridge
River
Missouri River
authorized across Missouri
bridge authorized
between
and_ __
101
between Hughes County and--Star Routes,
Routes, Postal
Postal Service,
Star
appropriation
transportation
mail transportation
for mail
appropriation for
86, 785
by, in
in Alaska
Alaska --------------by,
86, 785
emergency service
_
service------------emergency
except
for inland
inland transportation
transportation by, except
for
89, 787
in
89,
Alaska-----------------in Alaska
deficiency appropriation
in AlaskaAlaska..
60
for, in
appropriation for,
deficiency
"Star Spangled Banner,"
Banner"
"Star
restoration of
of Fort
Fort McHenry,
to
Md., to
McHenry, Md.,
restoration
the
become
national park, as the
a national
become a
birthplace
1109
the------------of the
birthplace of
State Homes
Soldiers and
Disabled Soldiers
Homes for Disabled
State
Sailors,
Sailors,
519, 933
appropriation for aid to
to ---------appropriation
State
National Conference
Conference of ComLaws, National
State Laws,
missioners
Uniform,
on Uniform,
missioners on
to---------- 545, 1222
appropriation for aid to
1222
appropriation
State,
War, and Navy
Navy Department
Department Building
State, War
Commission,
abolished,
conferred upon
and all powers conferred
abolished, and
Director of Public Buildings,
Director
983
etc
etc ------------------------personnel,
transferred
etc., transferred
records, etc.
personnel, records,
983
to
created office--------Ace
newly created
to newly
State, War,
Navy Department
Department Buildand Navy
War, and
State,
ings,
ings,
appropriation
superintenddeputy superintendappropriation for deputy
ent, and
and office
office personnel--personnel_ ___ 529, 1207 "
ent,
529, 1207
for operating
operating expenses---------expenses
for
heating plant for Munitions and
for heating
Navy
529
buildings--------------Navy buildine
529, 1208
for
printing and binding for.---for printing
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for fuel, lights,
deficiency
etc
55, 759
etc -----------------------for elevator
elevator repairs,
repairs, etc., main buildfor
680
ing
680
ing -------------------------for
installing electric
electric elevators, etc.,
etc.,
for installing
main
main building -------------- 1316
additional rented buildings for Internal
Revenue Service, in the DisRevenue
trict,
placed under-----------under
693
trict, placed
funds,
etc., transferred
transferred -----------693
funds, etc.,
office
of superintendent
abolished
983
superintendent of, abolished-office of
duties
Director of
conferred upon Director
duties conferred
983
Public Buildings,
Buildings, etc---------etc
Public
Statement
Appropriations,
Statement of Appropriations,
appropriation for
preparing, first sesfor preparing,
appropriation
586
Congress---sion, Sixty-eighth Congress
preparing, second
second session, Sixtyfor preparing,
1294
eighth
Congress
1294
eighth Congress-------------States ,.
States,
aditional yearly
yearly allotments
allotments to, for agadditional
ricultural experiment
stations
970
experiment stations-access to corporation
corporation income tax reofficers of, on returns allowed to officers
293
-----fittest
governors--quest of governors
authorisations
appropriations for ruauthorizations of appropriations
roads in, for fiscal years
ral post
post roads
1928 and 1927
889
1927-,
------196
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States—Continued.
Page. Steamboat
Steamboat Inspection,
Inspection,
States-Continued.
authorizations
appropriations for
penalty
for owner
failing
automobile failing
of appropriations
owner of automobile
penalty for
authorizations of
rural post
to extinguish
extinguish fire and stop motor
post roads in; time extendrural
immediately on taking
taking it
it on
on
immediately
three years for temporary
temporary
ed three
1093
board a
1093
vessel---------------a vessel
approval of projects
projects when
when laws
board
approval
Department of
of,
do not
not allow
allow use
Steamboat Inspection Service, Department
funds
use of funds
of, do
Commerce,
therefor
_
890
therefor---------.---------appropriation for
Inspector
Supervising Inspector
for Supervising
captured
and trophies to be
appropriation
devices and
war devices
captured war
personnel- 228, 1038
General,
office personnel_
1038
and office
General, and
distributed to
apportioned and distributed
597
apportioned
228, 1038
for supervising
inspectors
1038
conveyance
owned
supervising inspectors------for
of Government
Government owned
to, of
conveyance to,
for inspectors
inspectors of hulls and of boilfor
cemeteries
roads
national cemeteries
to national
roads to
ers
1038
- 228,
228, 1038
ers..------------------and
parks; conditions for
military parks;
and military
for assistant
inspectors at designated
designated
maintenance,
etc ---------- --1104
1104
assistant inspectors
for
maintenance, etc
ports
229
ports-------------------cooperation with,
fire
forest fire
directed for forest
with, directed
cooperation
1038
229, 1038
for
hire
for clerk hire---------------protection,
production,
protection, timber production,
for
1038
expenses--------- 229, 1038
contingent expenses
for contingent
653
etc
etc-------------------------for
additional 1925
1925 -----706
salaries, additional,
for salaries
for
vocational rehabilitation,
rehabilitation, etc.,
etc., of
for vocational
for
clerk hire, additional,
1925
706
additional, 1925-----for clerk
431
persons disabled
industry
disabled in industry---persons
deficiency
appropriation for contingent
contingent
deficiency appropriation
Constituproposed Amendment
Amendment to the Constituproposed
expenses
61, 697
697
expenses----------------- 55, 61,
to
tion giving
giving Congress
Congress power
power to
tion
inspectors
Apalachicola, Fla., and
inspectors at Apalachicola,
limit, etc.,
subchild labor, subetc., child
limit,
104
Burlington, Vt.,
abolished ----104
Vt., abolished
Burlington,
670
mitted to
670
to the
the ---------------mitted
inspectors of
of hulls
hulls and
and boilers
boilers at
at speciinspectors
transfer of Army caterpillar
caterpillar tractors
tractors
transfer
fied
districts and
collection districts
fied collection
and
Department
trucks to Department
motor trucks
and motor
104
ports
ports----------------------of
Agriculture for improving
of Agriculture
salaries at
and BurApalachicola, Fla., and
at Apalachicola,
salaries
in------------------- 1281
highways
highways in
lington, Vt.,
Vt., repealed---------repealed
104
lington,
title to
to rest
improving
rest in, solely for improving
title
104
for specified
districts and ports
ports----specified districts
for
public
highways
---------- 1282
public highways----Steamboat
Routes, Postal
Postal Service,
Steamboat Routes,
two
citizens of,
National
serve on National
to serve
of, to
two citizens
appropriation
for
mail
transportation
appropriation for mail transportation
Advisory Commission
to SesCommission to
Advisory
by
87, 785
by------------------------quicentennial Exhibition
AssoExhibition Assoquicentennial
Stenographers
House of RepCommittees, House
to Committees,
1254
ciation
1254 Stenographersto
ciation---------------------resentatives,
resentatives,
States Relations
Department of
Service, Department
Relations Service,
States
585, 1293
appropriation for--------------for
appropriation
Agriculture,
Agriculture,
673
deficiency
for ---------appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
deficiency appropriation
general exexappropriation for general
deficiency
positions
and pay
and
established of, and
pay established
positions and
penses --------------------55, 700
penses
janitor
152
for------------------janitor for
Statesville,
N. C.,
Statesville, N.
Sterling, Colo.,
662 Sterling,
terms of
court at
at-----------------of court
terms
243
terms of
of court
court at
at ------------------243
terms
Stationery,
Postal Service,
Stationery, Postal
rooms to
to be
be furnished ------------243
rooms
786
88, 786
appropriation
for ----------------appropriation for
Steubenville and
and Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh Bridge
Bridge Com60
deficiency
appropriation for
for ---------60 Steubenville
deficiency appropriation
pany,
Stationery
Congressional,
Rooms, Congressional,
Stationery Rooms,
time extended
for bridging
bridging Ohio River
extended for
time
purchases
articles other
other than stationof articles
purchases of
at Steubenville,
Steubenville, Ohio --------1000
at
ery, etc.,
through, forbiddenforbidden_ 593,
1301
593, 1301
etc., through,
ery,
Steubenville,
Ohio,
Steubenville, Ohio,
Stationery,
Department,
Treasury Department,
Stationery, Treasury
deficiency
for public
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
appropriation
765
66, 765
for--------- -------- 66,
appropriation for
1343
building
1343
building -------------------Statistical
Bureau,
International,
International,
Bureau,
Statistical
time
extended for
bridging Ohio River
River
for bridging
time extended
deficiency
appropriation
for
annual
conconannual
for
at
1000
-deficiency appropriation
at ---------------------692
tribution
692 Stevens
to-----------------tribution to
Stevens and
and Ferry
Counties, Wash.,
Ferry Counties,
112
sum authorized
for membership
in---membership in.._
authorized for
sum
on
payment authorized
authorized to, for taxes on
payment
599
Colville Indian
Indian allotted
allotted lands--.
lands.—
Colville
Statistical Institute,
Institute, International,
International,
Statistical
599
appropriation
for
annual
contribution
1021
deductions
to be
be made
made ----------1024
deductions to
appropriation for annual contribution-599
appropriation authorized
authorized for ------appropriation
Statuary,
Statuary,
Stillaguarnish River,
River, Wash.,
Wash.,
Stillaguamish
excise tax
by other
other than
artthan artsold by
on, sold
tax on,
excise
preliminary examination,
etc., authorexamination, etc.,
preliminary
323
ist;
exceptions --------------ist; exceptions
ized of,
of, for
1000
1000
control------for flood
flood control
ized
Statues,
D. C.,
Statues, D.
Stills,
Stills,
erection
authorized
on
public
ground
of
ground
public
on
erection authorized
additional special
tax on manufactures
manufactures
special tax
additional
General San
667
Martin----------San Martin
General
of
327
-of------------------------21
----------------of
"
Serenity
"
"Serenity"-of
Stock, Certificates
Certificates of,
Stock,
Steadman,
designated, subject
subject to
to stamp
stamp tax
331
331
Steadman, John
John J.,
J.,
tax-----designated,
appointed manager,
manager, Volunteer
Volunteer Soldiers'
Soldiers'
334
stamp
tax on
on issues,
sales, etc., of ---334
appointed
issues, sales,
stamp tax
Home
17 Stock
Home----------------------Stock Driveways,
Public Lands,
Driveways, Public
appropriation for
lands
classifying lands
for classifying
Steam Engineering,
Engineering, D. C.,
appropriation
Steam
for
419, 1173
for-------------------regulations for,
for, extended
extended to
to other
other operoperregulations
1284 Stock
ating
Raising Homesteads,
----------------Stock Raising
engines 1284
ating engines
appropriation
examining, classifyclassifyfor examining,
penalties to
steam
appropriation for
than steam
other than
include other
to include
penalties
for- _ 419, 1173
ing, etc.,
suitable for_
lands suitable
etc., lands
ing,
1285
engineers
-------------------engineers 1285
469
designation
lands - of stock raising lands
for employment
employment of,
designation of
include other
to include
of, to
for
application
desigthan
--------- 1285
application for entry, if land not desigengineers 1285
steam engineers
than steam
469
nated
469
nated----------------------not
to warm
water heatwarm water
applicable to
not applicable
469
fees, etc.,
1285
required---------------etc., required
fees,
ers,
etc __1285
ers, etc--------------------suspension
until character
character of land
suspension until
Steam
Engineers, D. C.,
Board of ExamC., Board
Steam Engineers,
469
determined_
469
----------------determined
iners,
iners,
469
-------no
disposal
during
during----no disposal
542
-n----;. ffor
.....
appropriation
542, 1219
1219
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Homesteads-Continued.
Raising Homesteads—Continued.
Stock
if
land designated
stock raising, applias stock
designated as
if land
cation allowed;
allowed; refused
refused if not so
cation
designated
470
470
designated ------------------occupancy
not allowed until designaoccupancy not
tion
made
470
470
tion made-------------------actual residence permitted--------permitted
470
actual
change to
enlarged homestead entry,
to enlarged
change
etc.,
allowed if
if land
desigland not desigetc., allowed
470
nated
as stock
stock raising--------raising
nated as
may
include lands
lands on which immay include
provements
provements and residence have
470
been made
470
made------------------been
entries
etc., lands,
lands, prior
prior to
to
oil, etc.,
on oil,
of, on
entries of,
812
validated-------1924, validated
1, 1924,
April 1,
entry allowed Hiram
Hiram Williams
811
Williams-------entry
Stock
Watering Places,
Places, etc.,
Stock Watering
appropriation for
developing, in nafor developing,
appropriation
tional
forests
446, 836
tional forests--------------Stockbridge
Indians,
Band of Indians,
Stockbridge Band
all
of, against
against United
to
States to
United States
claims of,
all claims
be
adjudicated by Court of
be adjudicated
644
Claims
644
Claims---------------------Stockbridge, Wis.,
preliminary
examination, etc., of, harpreliminary examination,
1195
made
1195
to be made--------------bor to
Stockholm,
Stockholm, Sweden,
appropriation for
for delegates'
to
expenses to
delegates' expenses
appropriation

Universal
at
87
87
Congress at--Postal Congress
Universal Postal
Railroad,
Stocks,
Stocks, Bonds, etc., Railroad,
appropriation
securing information
information
appropriation for securing
527, 1205
concerning
concerning--------------Stockyards (see
(see Packers and Stockyards
Stockyards
Stockyards
Act).
Act).
Stone,
Stone, etc.,
appropriation for investigating
investigating strucappropriation
tural
of
230, 1039
1039
materials of-------tural materials

Monumental
Stone
Confederate Monumental
Mountain Confederate
Stone Mountain
Association,
Association,
issue of silver 50-cent
50-cent pieces to comissue
memorate
commencement of
memorate commencement
Monument, on request
request
carving Monument,
of -----------------------required----------------payment required
Stone
Monument, Ga.,
Mountain Monument,
Stone Mountain
comcoinage
coinage of silver 50-cent pieces in commemoration of
commencement
of commencement
memoration
of
soldiers of the
carving, to the soldiers
of carving,
South
South---------------------number
authorized; legal
tender__
--- __
legal tender
number authorized;
Confederate
issue
Mountain Confederate
issue to Stone Mountain
Monumental Association on payMonumental
ment
value------------of par value
ment of
coinage laws applicable; no expense
expense
coinage
for
etc
dies, etc-----------------for dies,
and Semiprecious,
Semiprecious,
Precious and
Stones, Precious
excise tax on, sold, etc., by dealers;
exception
exception-------------------

23
23

23
23
23

23
23
23
23
324

Stored
Agricultural,
Products, Agricultural,
Stored Products,
appropriation for investigating
investigating insects
appropriation
affecting
449, 839
affecting----------------Internal Revenue,
Storekeepers, etc., Internal
appropriation
appropriation for salaries and expenses
770
penses--------------------- 71, 770
Green Bay, Wis.,
Strawberry
Passage, Green
Strawberry Passage,
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., of,
of, to be
preliminary
1195
made
made----------------_-----Utah,
Project, Utah,
Strawberry Valley Irrigation
Irrigation Project,
Strawberry
appropriation
appropriation for maintenance, etc.,
of
1170
418, 1170
of----------------------Gauging,
Stream Gauging,
appropriation for cooperative
Indian
cooperative, Indian
appropriation
Service with Geological
Geological Survey
vey------------.--------- 401, 1151
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Street
Cleaning Division,
Page.
Division, D. C.,
Street Cleaning
appropriation
551, 1228
salaries -------- 551,
for salaries
appropriation for
for sweeping,
sweeping, removing snow and ice,
for
etc
1228
551, 1228
etc---------------------679
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
679
for ---------deficiency
Street
Companies, D. C.,
Railway Companies,
Street Railway
provisions permitting merger or conconprovisions
solidation
of ---------------1265
1265
solidation of
conditions
subject to agreement
agreement of
conditions subject
stockholders and
approved by
and approved
stockholders
1265
Public Utilities
Utilities Commission
Commission_--_
Public
approval of
of Congress
Congress required-----required
1265
approval
incorporation under
provision of DisDisunder provision
incorporation
trict Code
Code-------------------- 1265
trict
antimerger
prohibitions not
not applicaapplicaantimerger prohibitions
ble
acquisition of stocks,
etc.,
stocks, etc.,
to acquisition
ble to
for merger
merger ------------------ 1265
for
Streets,
Avenues, etc., D. C.,
Streets, Avenues,
appropriation for
assessment and perfor assessment
appropriation
545, 1222
mit work----------------work
1222
mit
permit
roadways under permit
paving roadways
for paving
system
1222
545, 1222
system------------------street improvements;
improvements; designated
designated
for street
allotments
546, 1222
1222
allotments--------------curbs and gutters,
constructing curbs
for constructing
etc. - from
gasoline-tax fund__
__ 1226
1226
fund---from gasoline-tax
etc.;
548, 1226
--grading ---------1226
for gradingfor condemnation,
condemnation, etc.;
etc.; small park
areas
1226
548, 1226
areas -----------------for
etc., outside of cities;
opening, etc.,
for opening,
548, 1227
from District revenues-----revenues _
548, 1227
for repairs
etc
repairs, etc---------------for
motor trucks,
ducks, vehicles,
vehicles, etc_
549, 1227
1227
etc---- 549,
motor
street railway
railway pavements----pavements
549, 1227
1227
street
changing curbs, etc---------etc
549, 1227
1227
changing
for replacing
sidewalks and curbs
replacing sidewalks
for
around reservations,
etc_---___ 549, 1227
1227
reservations, etc
around
549, 1227
for
repairs, suburban
suburban roads-----roads
1227
for repairs,
for
removing
cleaning, removing
sweeping, cleaning,
for sweeping,
1228
551,
snow
and ice,
ice, etc---------etc
551, 1228
snow and
1229
for
etc--------------- 553, 1229
for lighting, etc
deficiency
appropriation for marking,
deficiency appropriation
etc. traffic lines ------------675
etc.,
675
for traffic
etc
traffic signals, lights, etc-------for
closing
authorized of designated,
designated, and
closing authorized
others, to conform
conform with highhigh799
ways
plan ------------------ways plan
Strothers
Ferry, S. C.,
Strothers Ferry,
bridge authorized
across Broad
Broad River
authorized across
bridge
1127
at -----------------------at
Structural Materials,
Materials,
Structural
appropriation
investigations of,
appropriation for investigations
. 230, 1039
stone,
etc.
stone, cement, etc-----disseminating
approved methods
methods
disseminating approved
1040
etc----------- 230, 1040
building, etc
of building,
706
for testing,
additional, 1925-------1925
706
testing, additional,
for
Student
Interpreters,
Interpreters (see Interpreters,
Student Interpreters
Diplomatic and Consular ServServDiplomatic
ice).
ice).
Students,
Students,
bona
seeking to enter solely for
for
bona fide, seeking
study
accredited school,
school,
study at an accredited
etc.,
nonquota
construed as nonquota
etc., construed
immigrants
in Immigration
Immigration ActAct_
155
immigrants in
155
conditions requisite
requisite--------------conditions
Subhumid
Farming,
Subhumid Land Farming,
appropriation
improving methods
appropriation for improving
832
-42,
------------of-------------442, 832
442,
-of
Structures,
Submarine
Submarine Mine Defense Structures,
appropriation for repair, etc.,
etc., fortificafortificaappropriation
496,912
tions
496, 912
tions-----------------Submarine Mines, Army,
Army,
Submarine
seaappropriation
etc., seaappropriation for purchase, etc.,
502
defenses
coast defenses---------------for maintenance
maintenance of supplies,
supplies, etc-etc_ 502,912
502,912
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Submarine Mines-Continued.
Page,
Mines-Continued.
Submarine
Fort
appropriation for
for torpedo
torpedo depot,
depot, Fort
appropriation
502, 912
Totten, N.
N. Y------------Y
912
Totten,
for
etc.,
of supplies,
supplies, etc.,
maintenance of
for maintenance
insular
possession
502,
912
insular possession --------for maintenance
maintenance of
of supplies,
Panama
supplies, Panama
for
Canal -----------------503,
912
503, 912
Canal
CanalPanama Canal_
for purchase
purchase of,
503
of, etc., Panama
for
Submarine
Signals, Lighthouse
Lighthouse Service,
Submarine Signals,
etc__ 233, 1043
establishing, etc__
appropriation
appropriation for establishing,
Submarine Tender,
Tender,
Submarine
3- 1276
of, numbered 3_
limit
of cost
cost increased
1276
increased of,
limit of
Submarines,
Submarines,
appropriation
developing motor
motor
for developing
appropriation for
power
for
191
power for-------------------Submarines, Navy
Navy Fleet,
Submarines,
two -appropriation for
881
constructing two_
for constructing
appropriation
cost, etc
881
etc ---------------------cost,
Courts,
Subpoenas,
United States Courts,
Subpoenas, United
districts; profor witnesses
other districts;
in other
witnesses in
for
extension
visions
for permissive
permissive extension
visions for
September 19,
continued until
until September
continued
1
1265
1928
265
1928------------------------Subsistence
Army,
Allowances, Army,
Subsistence Allowances,
482, 897
appropriation
for
appropriation for----------------Subsistence
Corps,
Marine Corps,
Allowances, Marine
Subsistence Allowances,
201, 879
appropriation
officers
for, officers_--------appropriation for,
202, 879
for
men----------------- 202,
enlisted men
for enlisted
Subsistence
Navy,
Allowances, Navy,
Subsistence Allowances,
appropriation
for, officers
officers ---------- 193, 872
appropriation for,
193, 872
for
Corps --------------Nurse Corps_
for Nurse
Subsistence, Army,
Army,
Subsistence,
as
supplies for issue
appropriation
for supplies
appropriation for
483,898
rations ------------------483,
898
rations
483, 898
for Transport
Service ---------Transport Service
for
for meals,
meals, etc
etc------------------- 483, 898
for
483, 898
sales to
to officers,
officers, etc _---------sales
matches;
for meals,
etc., for rifle matches;
meals, etc.,
for
898
limitation
483,
483, 898
limitation----------------for payments;
payments; commutation
commutation of rafor
483, 898
tions, etc
etc ----------------483,
tions,
for
advertising; prizes
cooks,
for cooks,
prizes for
for advertising;
898
484,
etc--------------bakers, etc
bakers,
484,
898
etc---for
__ 484, 899
accounting, etc__
preserving, accounting,
for preserving,
for---------deficiency
62,
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
762, 1350, 1352
762,1350,1352
Plants,
Subtropical Plants,
Subtropical
insects
appropriation
for investigating
investigating insects
appropriation for
449, 839
affecting839
------------ 449,
-affecting
Suburban Roads
Roads and
D. C.,
Streets, D.
and Streets,
Suburban
appropriation for
for repairs;
maintenance
repairs; maintenance
appropriation
of motor
549,
1227
549, 1227
vehicles --------motor vehicles__
of
Sugar,
Sugar,
appropriation for
investigating manufor investigating
appropriation
facture
of, etc
231, 447,
447, 1041
1041
etc-------- 231,
facture of,
Sugar
Beet (see
(see Beet, Sugar).
Sugar Beet
Sugar
Cane,
Sugar Cane,
appropriation for
investigating insects
for investigating
appropriation
4
449,
affecting
839
49, 839
affecting-----------------Sugar
Plant,
Sugar Plant,
appropriation for
for investigations;
investigations; seed
appropriation
improvement,
etc832
442,
442, 832
improvement, etc---------deficiency appropriation
appropriation for studies
studies in
deficiency
1325
disease
resistant types--------types1325
disease resistant
1325
greenhouse,
Arlington, Va
1325
Va------greenhouse, Arlington,
farm buildings,
Canal Point, FlaFla_ 1325
buildings, Canal
farm
Sullys
Park,
National Park,
Sullys National
846
appropriation for
.
through-highway through__
for highway
appropriation
Summit
Agency, Nev.,
Nev.,
Lake Agency,
Summit Lake
support, etc.,
appropriation
for support,
etc., of
appropriation for
Indians at,
funds_ 411,
411, 1161
tribal funds_
from tribal
at, from
Indians
Sun River
River Irrigation
Project, Mont.,
Irrigation Project,
Sun
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
for maintenance,
appropriation for
of ----------------------417,
1166
417, 116
of
---------- 1166
r-mnirements
-+,ntrat
contract
requirements
103
-458=0-25t-103
45822°-25
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Sun
Project, Mont.-Con. Peg.
IrrigationProject,
River Irrigation
Sun River
appropriation for
for maintenance,
etc.;
maintenance, etc.;
appropriation
restriction
on constructing
constructing new
restriction on
canals
extensions until Monor extensions
canals or
tana
assumes responsibility
for
responsibility for
tana assumes
development, etc
1166
etc-------------development,
1167
charges payable
annually -------- 1167
payable annually
charges
Government
Documents, Government
Superintendent
Superintendent of Documents,
Printing Office,
Office,
Printing
appropriation
for salaries
salaries ------592, 1300
appropriation for
for contingent
expenses ------592, 1300
contingent expenses
for
and Navy
War, and
State, War,
Superintendent of State,
Navy
Superintendent
Department
Buildings,
Department Buildings,
529
appropriation
etc
deputy, etc--------for deputy,
appropriation for
care, maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
of Cox
Cox BuildBuildetc., of
care,
ing,
Treasury
Department,
Department,
Treasury
ing,
66
66
transferred
to---------------transferred to
designated
Treasury
Department
Treasury Department
designated
66
66
Annexes transferred
transferred to -------Annexes
Winder
Treasury DepartDepartBuilding Treasury
Winder Building
66
66
ment,
transferred to ---------ment, transferred
Superior,
Wis.,
Superior, Wis.,
bridge
authorized across
across Saint Louis
bridge authorized
River, to
to Duluth,
from.. 1095
Minn., from__
Duluth, Minn.,
River,
purchase of,
after completion
completion by
of, after
purchase
Duluth
authorized; terms,
and, authorized;
Duluth and,
etc
1095
etc------------------------etc., of,
preliminary
examination
etc.,
preliminary examination,
channel, to
Duluth, Minn., to be
to Duluth,
channel,
-made
1195
made-------------------DepartSupervising Architect,
Treasury DepartArchitect, Treasury
Supervising
ment,
ment,
appropriation
for------------79, 777
appropriation for
for
to
81, 780
compensation to---additional compensation
for additional
710
for
additional, 19251925_
710
buildings, additional,
for public
public buildings,
plans,
etc. for
for Industrial
Reformatory
Industrial Reformatory
plans, etc.,
buildings
prepared by --- - 724
buildings to be prepared
expenses ------reimbursement
for expenses
724
reimbursement for
Supervisor of
Surveys,
of Surveys,
Supervisor
jurisdiction of
surveyors general
general transof surveyors
jurisdiction
1144
1144
ferred to--------------------ferred
to
Army,
Supplies, Army,
Supplies,
appropriation for
sale ofof _ 479,
etc., sale
services, etc.,
for services,
appropriation
893
893
Supplies,
Service,
Postal Service,
Supplies, Postal
88, 786
appropriation for
for stationery,
stationery, etc----etc
appropriation
for postmarking
postmarking stamps.
stamps, typewriters,
typewriters,
for
letter scales,
etc
88, 786
scales, etc------------letter
for
delivery, etc.;
miscellaneous, city delivery,
for miscellaneous,
post route,
etc., maps ------- 88, 786
route, etc.,
post
89, 787
office equipment
equipment and
and furniture--furniture
office
89, 787
for
devices -----tying devices
and tying
twine and
for twine
for
shipping----------- 89, 787
of shipping
expenses of
for expenses
for
saving
labor saving
machines, labor
canceling machines,
for canceling
devices
devices--------------------- 89, 787
equipment
deficiency
appropriation for
for equipment
deficiency appropriation
and
59
and----------------------60, 63, 1350
shipping----------------- 60,
for
1350
for shipping
Supplies, Services,
Services, and
Transportation,
and Transportation,
Supplies,
Quartermaster Corps,
Army,
Corps, Army,
Quartermaster
59,
deficiency appropriation
59,
for ---------appropriation for
deficiency
701, 762, 1350, 1352, 1353
62, 701,
62,
Supplies,
States Courts,
Courts,
United States
Supplies, United
appropriation for
221, 1030
for -------------appropriation
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for ---___ 687, 698, 700
deficiency
Supply
Committee (see
General Supply
(see General
Supply Committee
Committee,
DepartTreasury DepartCommittee, Treasury
ment).
ment).
Supply
Officers, Navy
Navy and
and Naval
Naval Reserve
Supply Officers,
Force,
Force,
to have
pay, etc.,
of rank
for World
World War
War
rank for
etc., of
have pay,
to
service
prior to
to approval
approval of
service prior
860
860
bonds
bonds-----------------------
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Court of the
States—Con.
the United States-Con.
Supreme Court
Supreme Court,
C.,
Page.
Page. Supreme
D. C.,
Court, D.
Supreme
writ
of error
error or appeal
appeal from circuit
circuit court
court
writ of
appropriation
for salaries--------salaries
565,
1239
565, 1239
appropriation for
of appeals
appeals deciding
deciding against
against vaof
for
fees of
1239
witnesses ----------- 565, 1239
of witnesses
for fees
lidity
statute as repugstatute
State
of
lidity
for
jurors
565,
1239
1239
565,
for jurors---------------nant
nant to Constitution, etc., alfor
pay of
565,
565, 1240
--------etc
bailiffs, etc
of bailiffs,
for pay
lowed
party relying on
on such
such
lowed party
for
565, 1240
system----------- 565,
probation system
for probation
939
statute
939
statute-------------------for
expenses -------1240
565, 1240
courthouse expenses
for courthouse
no
certiorari allowed;
allowed; review
review reno certiorari
for
and binding -------- 566, 1240
printing and
for printing
stricted to
to Federal
Federal questions
939
questions--stricted
712
for
1925
salaries, additional, 1925----for salaries,
judgments
appeals reviewreviewcourts of appeals
of courts
judgments of
for
probation system,
system, additional,
additional,
for probation
able only
provided in this
only as provided
able
712
1925
712
1925--------------------- section
939
section----------------------712
for
712
1925 ---additional, 1925
etc, additional;
bailiffs, etc,
for bailiffs,
cases reviewable
reviewable by,
by, in
circuit court of
in circuit
cases
miscellanedeficiency
appropriation for miscellanedeficiency appropriation
appeals;
employees arbirailway employees
appeals; railway
ous expenses
expenses ---------- 38, 677, 754
ous
939
939
trations --------------- ----for witnesses
witnesses ---------------55, 1322
1322
for
939
orders--Federal
Trade
Commission
orders..
_
_
Commission
Trade
Federal
1322
for
jurors
1322
for jurors----------------------939
Clayton
enforcement..
Act enforcement_
Clayton Antitrust Act
Supreme
Court of the United
United States,
Supreme Court
Court of Claims may certify
certify to,
Court
appropriation for
Associate
and Associate
for Chief and
appropriation
939
questions
instruction_
questions of law for instruction..
Justices
Justices------------------ 218, 1028
certiorari
to, on petition of either
either
to,
certiorari
1028
218,
for
marshal
1028
----------------for marshal
party,
any cause for review,
party, any
for
law clerks
clerks to
1028
Justices------- 218, 1028
to Justices
for law
939
etc
etc-----------------------for
clerical
assistants
for
Justices_
218,
1028
for clerical assistants for Justicesno
other
review allowed
allowed of
of judgreview
other
no
1028
for
binding-------- 218,
printing and binding
for printing
939
939
ments
ments---------------------218, 1028
for Reporter---------------Reporter
for
review of
of claims
claims cases
cases from district
district
review
709
1925
salaries, additional, 1925-------for salaries,
939
courts, in
in circuit
of appeals_ 939
circuit court of
courts,
deficiency appropriations
appropriations for
for printing
deficiency
940
in---------habeas corpus cases, in
of habeas
686
686
and binding-----------------binding
cases
Islands supreme
cases in Philippine Islands
writ of
error allowed
allowed from
from decision of
court involving
involving Constitution,
Constitution,
of error
writ
State court against
etc.,
specified value, may be
against validity of
of specified
State
etc., or of
940
treaty
law of
937
940
States__
United States
of United
certified to, by certiorari------certiorari
or law
treaty or
940
where drawn
drawn in
question, the validity
validity
no
other appellate
appellate review allowed
allowed-in question,
no other
where
of a
aState
State law
as repugnant
repugnant to the
time limit
for bringing
bringing any
any judgment
judgment
law as
of
limit for
time
940
Constitution, and
and decision in fafor review before-------------before
Constitution,
937
vor
937
certiorari allowed prior to hearing
hearing in
in
vor of validity ---------------certiorari
940
effect
as if
judgment in United
United
appeals
if judgment
of, as
court of appeals-------------effect of,
937
States
judgment of any
court subject
subject to
to
States court ----------------any court
judgment
937
authority
conferred
certiorari from, may be stayed to
to
certiorari
authority conferred--------------940
allow writ to be obtained-----obtained
allow
certiorari from,
to State
State court
court where the
from, to
certiorari
940
etc------------surety to be given, etc
surety
Federal
validity
a treaty or Federal
validity of a
937
937 Sureties
law
law is drawn in question ------Bonds).
Sureties (see Penal Bonds).
validity of
being repugrepuga State law as being
of a
validity
Surgeon
General, Army,
Army,
Surgeon General,
nant to' Constitution, treaties,
appropriation
medical bulletins preappropriation for medical
937
etc
etc-------------------------478, 893
pared by
by ---------------pared
claimed
where
title, etc., is specially claimed
where title,
Surgeon
General, Public
Public Health
Health Service,
Surgeon General,
937
under United
United States authority_
authorityunder
- -_-__ 75, 774
appropriation for
for salaries,
salaries, office
office of _
774
appropriation
whether
Federal claim sustained or
whether Federal
for pay,
pay, etc ------------------- 76, 774
774
937
denied ---------------------denied
Surgeon General's
General's Office, War Department,
Department,
Surgeon
right
review on writ of error not
to review
right to
appropriation for Medical
Museum_- _ 494, 909
Medical Museum
appropriation
937
937
impaired by-----------------by
impaired
494, 909
for
library ------------------for library
938
obstacle to certiorari---------certiorari
no obstacle
910
personnel------------ 494, 910
for civilian personnel
if
writ
of
error
not
dismissed
certiorari
writ of error
Surgical Appliances
for
Disabled Soldiers,
Soldiers,
Disabled
for
Appliances
Surgical
938
938
proper
review -------proper mode of review514, 929
appropriation
furnishing
appropriation for furnishing-------on case; damages if no reaaction on
Surtaxes,
938 Surtaxes,
certiorari--sonable ground for certiorari_
__
sonable
levied
addition to normal tax on inin addition
levied in
direct
review by, of action of district
direct review
comes in
$10,000
265
of $10,000----excess of
in excess
comes
courts
limited
in
specified
cases;
specified
limited
courts
Surveying and
and Allotting,
Indian ReservaAllotting, Indian
Surveying
938
cases-expediting
expediting antitrust, etc., cases
tions (see
Severalty to
to
(see Lands in Severalty
tions
938
938
cases--_
adverse decisions in criminal cases
adverse
Indians).
Indians).
restricting
injunctions
interlocutory injunctions
restricting interlocutory
Public Lands,
Surveying Public
938
against State statutes, etc ----appropriation for surveyors general,
general,
appropriation
requirement of three
three judges
judges at final
394
requirement
clerks, etc------------------etc
clerks,
938
----hearing
hearing---------------for
expenses -----------------394, 1144
1144
for expenses
metal corner
1144
monuments ----- 394, 1144
corner monuments
metal
certified to, for
questions of law, may be certified
field
employees detailed to General
General
938
938
field employees
appealsinstructions by court of appeals_
instructions
394, 1145
Land
Office
1145
Land Office-------------939
authority
conferred
authority conferred--------------Oregon-California, and Coos Bay
Bay
Oregon-California,
allowance of certiorari
certiorari to courts
courts of apallowance
394, 1145
Wagon
lands
1145
Road lands-------Wagon Road
939
partypeals on petition of either party_
and oil shale
for surveys of oil and
Interstate Com394, 1145
judgments, etc., on Interstate
lands ----------------- - 394,1145
lands
other
merce
merce Commission orders other
706
expenses, additional, 1925 -----for expenses,
938
_____
_
payments--------than money payments
1348
56, 1348
appropriation for-------deficiency appropriation
for
surveyors general abolished,
abolished, July 1,
1
Interstate Commerce
orders of
of Interstate
Commerce ComnCorn-1925;
consolidated with Field
1925; consolidated
mission as to livestock,
livestock, poultry,
Surveying Service-----------Service -------—
1144
938
938
Surveying
-- --etc
---- --etc,------
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Surveyors General,
Surveyors
appropriation
General,
for,
clerks, and
and office
office exexfor, clerks,
appropriation
393
penses
393
penses----------------------restriction on
clerk hire
hire --------394
on clerk
restriction
temporary details
details of
clerks, etc.,
of clerks,
temporary
from one
one office
394
another----to another
office to
from
of funds for suruse for
for office
work of
office work
use
veying railroad
grant lands_
__ _
394
lands---railroad grant
veying
additional,
for
and expenses,
expenses, additional,
salaries and
for salaries
1925
706
1925-----------------------consolidated
1925; consolidated
abolished,
1, 1925;
July 1,
abolished, July
Service--with Field
Field Surveying
__ 1144
Surveying Service_
with
Surveyor's Office,
C.,
D. C.,
Office, D.
Surveyor's
appropriation for
1219
salaries--------- 542, 1219
for salaries
appropriation
for
temporary services,
supplies,
services, supplies,
for temporary
etc
542,
1219
542, 1219
etc--------------------permanent highway
for permanent
for surveys
surveys for
highway
for
system
542,
1219
system ------------------ 542, 1219
542, 1219
for revision
of highways
plan_--__ _ 542,
1219
highways plan
revision of
for
for temporary
deficiency
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
754
services,
etc-----------------services, etc
Surveys,
Surveys,
of the United
complete
topographical, of
complete topographical,
States provided
provided for-----------for
1011
States
Susquehanna
River,
Susquehanna River,
bridge
Clarks Ferry,
Ferry,
across, Clarks
authorized across,
bridge authorized
30
Pa
Pa-------------------------814
Harrisburg, Pa------------------Pa
814
Harrisburg,
172
Millersburg,
172
Pa-----------------Millersburg, Pa
North
and Pa., North
Susquehanna River,
River N.
N. Y.
Y. and
Susquehanna
Branch of,
of,
Branch
deficiency appropriation
for surveys,
appropriation for
deficiency
696
etc., for
of-------control of
flood control
for flood
etc.,
250
survey authorized
authorized for
for flood
flood control
of__
control of
survey
amount authorized
to be
be appropriappropriauthorized to
amount
250
ated
for------------------ated for
of,
Susquehanna
River, North
Branch of,
North Branch
Susquehanna River,
time extended
Wilkesbridging, Wilkesfor bridging,
extended for
time
Barre to
Dorranceton, Pa -----173
to Dorranceton,
Barre
Sussex
Del.,
County, Del.,
Sussex County,
245
Delawarelands
in granted
granted to
to State
of Delaware_
245
State of
lands in,
Swains
Island,
Swains Island,
sovereignty
of United
United States
States extended
extended
sovereignty of
American
made part of American
over,
and made
over, and
1357
Samoa --------------------_
Samoa
Swamp Land
Indemnity,
and Indemnity,
Claims and
Land Claims
Swamp
appropriation
395, 1145
adjusting-------- 395,1145
for adjusting
appropriation for
Swamp Lands,
Lands,
Swamp
amount
for investigations
to
investigations to
authorized for
amount authorized
determine development
of
704
development of-----determine
Swan
River,
Long
Island,
N.
Y.,
Y.,
Swan River, Long Island, N.
preliminary examination,
etc., of,
of, to
to be
be
examination, etc.,
preliminary
made
1192
made-----------------------Sweden,
Sweden,
appropriation for
minister to
1015
206, 1015
to------ 206,
for minister
appropriation
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for indemnity
indemnity
deficiency
1339
to, on
on account
"Lilly"'_
boat "Lilly"__
of boat
account of
to,
payment authorized
authorized to
as indemnity
indemnity
to, as
pavment
for
fishing boat
"Lilly'
boat "Lilly"
of fishing
sinking of
for sinking
947
by
Government transport
transport_---___
by aa Government
Sweet
Hall, Va.,
Va., .
Sweet Hall,
time extended
extended for
bridging Pamunkey
Pamunkey
for bridging
time
10
River at
at--------------------River
Switzerland,
Switzerland,
appropriation for
to
206,
1015
206, 1015
minister to-----for minister
appropriation
T.
T.
T Street
Street NW.,
D. C.,
C.,
NW., D.
T
appropriation
for
paving,
Thirty-fifth
appropriation for paving, Thirty-fifth
to Thirty-seventh
Thirty-seventh Streets__
Streets.--- _____
to
for
paving,
Thirty-seventh
to ThirtyThirtyfor paving, Thirtv-seventh to
eighth
Streets---------------eighth Streets
Tables
etc., International
International ComConstants,etc.,
of Constants,
Tables of
mission on,
on,
mission
contribuappropriation
annual contribufor annual
appropriation for
212.
+in; +t
tion
to
212,
- --- - - - - - - - - - - - - ___-__.--

546
546
1224
1224
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Tabulating
Bureau,
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Census Bureau,
Machines, Census
Tabulating Machines,
etc - 228, 1038
appropriation
for constructing,
constructing, etc__
appropriation for
Tahlequah,
Okla.,
Tahlequah, Okla.,
Indian
appropriation
Sequoyah Indian
for Sequoyah
appropriation for
Orphan Training
Training School,
School, near
near 406, 1157
1157
Orphan
Tahoe National
Forest, Calif.
Calif. and
Nev.,
and Nev.,
National Forest,
Tahoe
exchange of
of lands
lands with
with private owners
owners
exchange
for addition
954
to---------------addition to
for
Taholah Agency,
Agency, Wash.,
Taholah
Inappropriation for
etc., of Insupport, etc.,
for support,
appropriation
1161
dians at,
411, 1161
funds-_ 411,
tribal funds__
from tribal
at, from
dians
Tallahassee,
Fla.,
Tallahassee,Fla.,
representative of
Government to
to
the Government
of the
representative
attend
first meetof first
centennial of
attend centennial
ing
of Legislative
Council of
Legislative Council
ing of
Territory
Florida, to
to be
be held
473
473
at
held at
of Florida,
Territory of
Tallahatchie
River,
Tallahatchie River,
355
dam
Porters Ferry,
Miss_
Ferry, Missin, Porters
authorized in,
dam authorized
Talley,
Robert H.,
H.,
Talley, Robert
pier
in York
York River
Gloucester Bank,
Bank,
at Gloucester
River at
pier in
972
Va., built
by, legalized-------legalized
built by,
Va.,
Tampa, Fla.,
Fla.,
Tampa,
appropriation
station
80
quarantine station-for quarantine
appropriation for
Tampa Harbor,
Fla.,
Harbor, Fla.,
Tampa
be
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., of,
of, to
to be
preliminary
1194
made, to
to widen
widen Thor
Estuary
Ybor Estuary-made,
Tangier Light,
Light, Morocco,
Morocco,
Tangier
contribution
appropriation for
for annual
annual contribution
appropriation
210, 1019
1019
210,
annual
deficiency appropriation
for annual
appropriation for
deficiency
1338
contribution
1338
-------------contribution-Tangier, Morocco,
Morocco,
Tangier,
appropriation for
agent and consul
for agent
appropriation
general at----------------at1015
206,1015
206,
general
Tank Service,
Service, Army,
Army,
Tank
appropriation for
for civilian
employees,
civilian employees,
appropriation
501, 916
etc
501,
etc-----------------------for
expenses of
of tank
schools------ 501, 916
tank schools
for expenses
for,
additional,
1925
711
for, additional, 1925------------Tanks,
Army,
Tanks, Army,
of, and
appropriation
purchase, etc.,
etc., of,
for purchase,
appropriation for
other
armored vehicles_498, 913
motor armored
other motor
Taos
N. Mex.,
Mex.,
Pueblo, N.
Taos Pueblo,
appropriation
survey, etc.,
reserfor reseretc., for
for survey,
appropriation for
401
voir
voir -------------------Tar
Bay, Md.,
Md.,
Tar Bay,
preliminary examination,
etc., of, to be
examination, etc.,
preliminary
1192
1192
-made -----------------made
Target
Practice, Army
Arms and
Small Arms
Army Small
Target Practice,
Machine
Gun,
Machine Gun,
appropriation for
for ammunition,
targets,
ammunition, targets,
appropriation
498, 913
etc--------------------etc
762
appropriation for ---------deficiency appropriation
deficiency
Tariff Act
Act of
l92R,
of 1922,
Tariff
domestic animals,
crossing boundary
animals, crossing
domestic
before May
1, 1924, admitted
May 1,
before
to
free of
of duty
if returned
returned prior
prior to
duty if
free
22
December
31, 1924
1924 ----------December 31,
duties paid
paid on,
returned after
on, returned
duties
22
March 1,
1923, to
refunded
be refunded-to be
1, 1923.
March
before
1, 1925,
admitted free,
1925, admitted
May 1,
before May
31,
if returned
returned before
December 31,
before December
if
963
1925
1925----------------------after
refund
duties collected
on, after
collected on,
of duties
refund of
December 24,
24, 1924
963
1924---------- December
Tariff, Chinese
Chinese Customs,
Customs,
Tariff,
appropriation
of;
revision of;
expenses, revision
for expenses,
appropriation for
balance
available1019
211, 1019
--------. 211,
balance available
Tariff Commission,
Commission,
Tariff
a
pp ropriation for
for salaries
and exexsalaries and
appropriation
529,
1208
529,1208
penses
penses------------------529, 1208
---for
for printing
binding
and binding
printing and
for
for salaries,
additional, 1925
705
705
1925-------salaries, additional,
for
60
deficiency appropriation
for60
appropriation for---------deficiency
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Pa.
Zachary-Continued.
Taylor, Zachary—Continued.
Tariffs,
Bureau for
PublicaPage.
Page Taylor,
for PublicaInternationalBureau
Tariffs, International
burial
ground of,
acceptance of
etc.; acceptance
of, etc.;
burial ground
tion
Customs,
of Customs,
tion of
land, and
and national
cemetery on,
national cemetery
land,
appropriation for
expenses_ 210, 1019
of expenses
share of
for share
appropriation
970
authorized ------------------authorized
Tarrytown,
N. Y,
Y.,
Tarrytown, N.
Tea Importation
Act, Impure,
Impure,
Importation Act,
Tea
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
of harbor
etc., of
preliminary
appropriation for
for expenses
executing_ 447, 837
expenses executingappropriation
1192
to be
made
.--------be made-to
Teachers, D.
C.
(see Public
Schools, D. C.).
C.).
Schools,
Public
(see
C.
D.
Teachers,
Tax
Tax
Appeals,
Board
of
of
Board
(see
of
Board
Tax Appeals,
Teapot Dome,
Naval Oil
ReOil Re(see Naval
Wyo. (see
Dome, Wyo.
Teapot
Appeals).
Appeals).
serves).
serves).
Tax
Revenue,
Internal Revenue
Liens, Internal
Tax Liens,
Teheran,
Persia,
Persia,
Teheran,
bill
in
chancery
authorized
to
enforce,
enforce,
to
bill in chancery authorized
appropriation
legainterpreter to legafor interpreter
appropriation for
350
on real
real estate
for unpaid
taxes_ -_
unpaid taxes
estate for
on
tion
consulate general
at.. 207, 1016
1016
general at_
and consulate
tion and
persons claiming
in
etc., in
interest, etc.,
claiming interest,
persons
Teigan, Henry
Henry G.,
G.,
350 Teigan,
property
parties-------made parties
property made
33
33
deficiency appropriation
services.. __
appropriation for services-deficiency
350
merits to
by courtcourt_ determined by
be determined
to be
merits
Telegraph
and
Telephone
Messages
Tax,
Messages
Telephone
and
Telegraph
sale
of proceeds
proceeds if
distribution of
and distribution
sale and
Title
V, Revenue
Revenue Act
1921,
of 1921,
Act of
Title V,
claim
States estabestabUnited States
of United
claim of
repealed;
except unpaid
transportation
unpaid transportation
repealed; except
350
lished
------lished--------------352
352
tax on
commutation tickets--tickets_ ___
on commutation
tax
persons having
etc., in
in such
interest, etc.,
having interest,
persons
Telegraphic Union,
Union, International
Bureau
Bureau
International
Telegraphic
real
estate
may
request
Comrequest
may
estate
real
of,
of,
missioner
to file
file bill
350
bill -------- --missioner to
213
appropriation for
share of
of expenses_
213
expenses---for share
appropriation
may
petition leave
of court
court to
to file
file
leave of
may petition
Temoak
Indians,
Indians,
Temoak
bill
to
determine
all
claims,
etc.,
bill to determine all claims,
homeappropriation
for land,
land, etc., for homeappropriation for
351
on
failure of
of Commissioner
Commissioner----on failure
1149
1149
less, in
Valley, Nev ----Ruby Valley,
in Ruby
less,
if granted,
granted, United
United States, etc.,
if
homehomeamount
authorized
for
for
tract
for
authorized
amount
made
351
parties ------------made parties
596
596
less, Ruby
Valley
Ruby Valley-----------less,
service on
on United
United States
351
States--------service
Temperatures, High,
Temperatures,
adjudication by
court; tax conby court;
adjudication
appropriation for
for investigating
investigating methods
appropriation
clusively presumed
presumed valid,
etc._
351
valid, etc--elusively
of
measurement
and control
control
and
measurement
of
Taxes,
D.
C.,
Taxes, D. C.,
of
232,
1042
232,1042
of----------------.------of
appropriation
for
advertising
notices
advertising
for
appropriation
C.,
D.
Temporary Office
Buildings,
D.
Buildings,
Office
Temporary
arrears
of
544,
1221
544,1221
--------------arrears of
balances
of appropriations
appropriations covered in
balances of
for
etc., improvements
improvements from
street, etc.,
for street,
for War
War Department
Department ------- --934
for
special
fund
549
tax fund----motor-fuel tax
special motor-fuel
934
for
War and
and Navy
_
Departments---Navy Departments..
for War
deficiency
advertising
for advertising
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
Tennessee River,
674 Tennessee
notice of
arrears of -------of arrears
notice
appropriation for
for work
work on Dam No. 2,
appropriation
1222
charge
for tax
certificates ---------tax certificates
charge for
Muscle Shoals,
Ala --------- 516, 930
Shoals, Ala
Muscle
106
levied on
fuel-motor-vehicle fuel_
of motor-vehicle
sales of
on sales
levied
contracts
authorized, amountlimited
amount limited
516
contractsauthorized,
Taxes,
Internal
Revenue,
Revenue,
Internal
Taxes,
deficiency
appropriation
for continuing
continuing
for
appropriation
deficiency
assessing,
appropriation
for
expenses,
assessing,
expenses,
for
appropriation
757
Dam No.
No. 2,
Muscle Shoals,
Shoals, on..
on_ _ 757
2, Muscle
Dam
71, 770
collecting, etc-------------etc
71,
collecting,
improvement
of,
between
Dam No. 2,
between
of,
improvement
770
for
enforcing
opium,
etc.,
special__
_
_
72,
770
72,
-.-special
etc.,
for enforcing opium,
1188
and Florence,
authorized__ _ 1188
Ala., authorized_
Florence, Ala.,
and
72
for
refunding collections
collections ----------for refunding
across
operation
of
autkorized
authorized
bridge
of
operation
72
for
refunding
illegally
collected,
etc_
etcfor refunding illegally collected,
113
113
at Knoxville,
Knoxville, Tenn.,
Tenn., authorized
authorized_
at
deficiency appropriation
for refund of
appropriation for
deficiency
time
extended
for
bridging,
Decatur,
bridging,
for
extended
time
49,
erroneous
collections ---------erroneous collections
815
815
Ala
Ala------------------------58,
62, 698, 701, 1349
58,62,698,701,
a
Alabama
Alabama may acquire, to operate as a
49, 757
for refunding
illegally collected_
__ _ 49,
collected---refunding illegally
for
815
815
free bridge
bridge ----------free
jurisdiction
district courts
concurrent
courts concurrent
of district
jurisdiction of
Tennessee
N. C.,
C., Tenn., Ala.,
etc., N.
Rier, etc.,
Tennessee River,
with Court
of Claims
Claims for recovrecovCourt of
with
Ky.,
and Ky.,
ery of
of erroneously
erroneously collected,
collected, etc.,
etc.,
ery
completion
survey of,
of, and
and tribuof survey
completion of
972
officeif collector
collector dead
dead or
or not in office_
if
1188
1188
taries,
authorized..
authorized------------taries
to
refund
of,
in
excess
of
$2.20
a
gallon,
gallon,
a
refund of, in excess of $2.20
Tenth
Place
SE.,
D.
C.,
C.,
D.
SI.,
Place
Tenth
and
distiller
who
who produced
distiller
appropriation for
Savannah
for grading, Savannah
appropriation
860
owned the
condition
spirits; condition-.-the spirits;
owned
547
547
Street
Alabama Avenue----Avenue
to Alabama
Street to
Revenue Act
of 1924
1924 ------------ 253-355
Act of
Revenue
Tents, etc., Army,
unpaid,
Tents,
person
of person
property of
all property
on all
lien on
a lien
unpaid, a
loan authorized
authorized of, for reunion of
liable
therefor
994
liable therefor---------------United Confederate
Confederate Veterans in
United
not valid
against purchaser,
purchaser, etc.,
etc.,
valid against
not
114
until filed
in district
district courtscourts - - - -_ 994
Memphis, Tenn ---------- -filed in
until
in
land
record
offices
of
counties,
Cotta
Terra
counties,
of
offices
record
in land
Terra Cotta,
cities, and towns, when
appropriation for
for study of processes,
appropriation
authorcities, and towns, when authorized by State laws
995
231, 1040
of---------in
of
manufacture
in manufacture
Terre Haute,
Ind.,
___ 231, 1040
Terre Haute, Ind.,
Taylor
Fla.,
Creek, Fla.,
Taylor Creek,
at ------------------- 751
terms of court at...
751
etc., of, to be
preliminary
examination, etc.
preliminary examination
made, in
in Okeechobee
Okeechobee
etc.,
1194
and
DisabledSoldiers
for Disabled
Homes
Territorial
1194
County
Territorial
Soldiers and
made,
Sailors,
Sailors,
Taylor, Joseph,
jr.,
Joseph, jr.,
Taylor,
933
reimbursement to,
for stolen
stolen bonds---bonds_ ___ 1277
appropriation for aid to ----------- 519, 933
appropriation
to, for
reimbursement
Taylor
Street
NW.,
D.
C.,
Territories,
Tertories,
Taylor Street NW., D. C.,
1181
appropriation
appropriation for government in-- 427, 1181
appropriation
for paving,
paving, west
west of
of Fourappropriation for
Delegates
compensation of
for compensation
teenth Street----------------Street
546
teenth
581,1289
- 581,
from
_
1289
from----------------Taylor,
Zachary,
or, Zahfary,
582, 1289
1289
582,
Delegates-------of
mileage
Delegates
mileage
for
of
amount
authorized
for
etc.
of
etc.,
care,
for
momunt authorized
585,1293
for
clerk
hire
Delegates
585,
1293
Delegates------of
hire
clerk
for
Preiburial
grounds
of
Presiformer
of
burial gronds
for
in the, additional,
Government in
for Government
dent, in
in Jefferson
Ky
970
Jefferaon County, Ky--dent,
709
1925
1925--------------------supervision of expenses_
970
---nss---- --

V
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of expe
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Page
Theaters,
Page.
Theaters,
to-internal revenue
revenue tax
tax on
on admissions
admissions to__
320
internal
Theodore Roosevelt
Roosevelt Indian
Indian School, Fort
Fort
Theodore
Apache,
Ariz.,
Apache, Ariz.,
etc----- 405,1156
appropriation
support, etc
405, 1156
for support,
appropriation for
707
for
additional, 19251925_
etc., additional,
support, etc.,
for support,
Postmaster General,
Third
General,
Assistant Postmaster
Third Assistant
appropriation for,
personnel_ 84, 782
for, and office personnel_
appropriation
for
Post Office
Office Departservice, Post
field service,
for field
ment,
under ---------------- 88, 786
ment, under
for manufacture
of postage stamps,
manufacture of
for
88, 786
etc
786
etc-----------------------for distribution,
distribution, etc
etc------------- 88, 786
for
registered, etc.,
for indemnity,
indemnity, lost,
lost, registered,
for
88, 786
domestic
mail
domestic mail--------------injury of
loss or injury
for loss
for
indemnity for
for indemnity
88, 786
international
mail
international mail-----------miscellaneous exand miscellaneous
for
travel and
for travel
penses
penses -______-------------- 88, 786
Third
Assistant Secretary
Secretary of State,
Third Assistant
title changed
Secretary of
of
Assistant Secretary
to Assistant
changed to
title
146
146
-----------State
State----------146
146
commission,
commission, etc., not impaired ----Rates),
Third Class
Class Mail
Mail (see
Postal Rates),
(see also Postal
Third
1067
1067
matter
included as; rates, etc-------etc
matter included
indemnity for
provisions
for indemnity
authorized for
provisions authorized
lost,
collection on
on delivery of
and collection
lost, and
653
653
domestic
domestic ------------------D. C.,
Third
Street NE., D.
Third Street
to
Bryant to
appropriation for
for paving,
paving, Bryant
appropriation
1223
1223
Douglas
Streets--------------Douglas Streets
Third Street
Street NW.,
NW., D. C.,
Third
to
appropriation
for paving,
Varnum to
paving, Varnum
appropriation for
546
546
Webster
Streets
Webster Streets------------C.,
D. C.,
Thirteenth
NW., D.
Street NW.,
Thirteenth Street
appropriation for
paving, Allison Street
for paving,
appropriation
547
547
to
Avenue
Iowa Avenue-------------to Iowa
546
546
StreetsI Streets_
to I
for widening
F to
roadway, F
widening roadway,
for
assessing cost
cost from abutting propassessing
546
546
erty, owners,
owners, etc
etc ------------erty
1224
limited------ 1224
road, F
F to
Streets, limited
I Streets,
to I
road,
to
for widening
widening and
and repaving,
E Street to
repaving, E
for
Pennsylvania
Avenue; from gasPennsylvania Avenue;
1225
1225
oline-tax
fund --------------oline-tax fund
paving, etc.,
etc., Jefferson
Jefferson to
Kento Kenfor paving,
for
nedy
from gasoline-tax
gasoline-tax
Streets; from
nedy Streets;
1226
1226
fund
fund------------------Thirtieth Street
Street NE., D. C.,
Thirtieth
appropriation
for grading,
Otis to Perry
grading, Otis
appropriation for
548
548
Streets
Streets--------------------D. C.,
Thirtieth Street
NW., D.
Street NW.,
Thirtieth
Q to
appropriation
asphalt covering,
to
covering, Q
for asphalt
appropriation for
R
gasoline-tax
from gasoline-tax
Streets; from
R Streets;
1225
1225
fund
fund-----------------------Thirty-eighth
Street NW.,
NW., D. C.,
Thirty-eighth Street
to
appropriation for
paving, Windom to
for paving,
appropriation
546
546
Albemarle
Streets
Albemarle Streets-----------Thirty-fifth
D. C.,
NW., D.
Place NW.,
Thirty-fifth Place
547
appropriation
for paving,
paving, T
T to
U Streets
547
Streets
to U
appropriation for
D. C.,
Thirty-fifth Street
NW., D.
Street NW.,
Thirty-fifth
appropriation
Quebec to
to
paving, Quebec
for paving,
appropriation for
Textiles, etc.,
etc.,
Textiles,
1223
1223
Rodman
Streets ------------Rodman Streets
appropriation
developing standards
for developing
appropriation for
D.
Thirty-fourth
Street
NW.,
D.
C.,
NW.,
Street
1041
Thirty-fourth
231,
of
quality,
etc.,
of
231,
of--------etc.,
of quality,
appropriation
for paving,
paving, Newark
Newark to
to
appropriation for
The Hague,
Hague,
The
547
547
Ordway
Streets --------------Streets
Ordway
appropriation
for Bureau,
Bureau, Permanent
Permanent
appropriation for
for
paving, Lowell
Street
to
Klingle
Klingle
to
Street
Lowell
paving,
for
1020
212,
Court
Arbitration at.---at
of Arbitration
Court of
547
547
Road
Road----------------------for International
International Statistical
Institute
Statistical Institute
for
to
etc.,
Massachusetts to
etc., Massachusetts
for paving,
paving,
for
1024
at
1024
------ at
Cleveland Avenues;
from gasoAvenues; from
Cleveland
deficiency
appropriation for
for Bureau,
Bureau,
1226
deficiency appropriation
1226
line tax
fund---------------tax fund
line
Permanent
Court
of
Arbitration
Arbitration
of
Permanent Court
Thirty-ninth Street
NW., D.
C.
D. C.
Street NW.,
Thirty-ninth
48
48
--------------------at
at to
appropriation
for paving,
paving, Van Ness to
appropriation for
for
Bureau
Statistical Bureau
International Statistical
for International
548
548
Yuma
Streets ---------------Streets
Yuma
692
692
---------------at
at
NW., D. C.,
Thirty-seventh Street
Street NW.,
Thirty-seventh
for
representation,
Conference
for
for
Conference
for representation,
Chevy
name
portion of,
changed to
to Chevy
of, changed
of portion
name of
Protection
of Industrial
Industrial PropProtection of
115
115
Chase
Parkway_ -------------Chase Parkway
1340
134
-----------erty at ---
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Territories—Continued.
Territories-Continued.
additional yearly
allotments to, for
yearly allotments
additional
agricultural
experiment
staexperiment
agricultural
tions
970
tions-----------------------captured war
devices and
and trophies to be
war devices
captured
597
toapportioned
distributed to_
and distributed
apportioned and
official papers
of, to
to be
be collected,
collected, arpapers of,
official
in
ranged
etc.,
publication, etc.,
for publication,
ranged for
Department
of State,
State, on reDepartment of
quest of
of governor
governor of
of State,
quest
1104
formed therefrom
therefrom------------formed
cooperation of
departments by
by
other departments
of other
cooperation
1104
access to
to records,
records, etc
etc --------access
employment
of clerical
assistants_ __ 1104
clerical assistants--employment of
services
for editorial
editorial work
enwork to be enservices for
Classigaged without
regard to
to Classiwithout regard
gaged
civil service laws 1104
fication Act
or civil
Act or
fication
1104
expenses----amount authorized
for expenses
authorized for
amount
1104
copies to
States without
without charge
charge----to States
copies
Tes-nos-pos Irrigation
Irrigation Project,
Project, Ariz.,
Tes-nos-pos
appropriation
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc...
etc- 400, 1151
appropriation for
Army,.
Testing
Machines Army,.
Testing Machines,
914
appropriation
etc
499,
499, 914
operating, etc---for operating,
appropriation for
Texarkanna,
Texarkanna, Ark.,
91,949
terms of
of court
court at
949
at------------------ 91,
terms
Texas,
Texas,
appropriation
cooperative surveys,
for cooperative
appropriation for
etc.,
for preventing
preventing spread
with, for
etc., with,
of
bollworm votton
458, 848
848
votton---- 458,
pink bollworm
of pink
deficiency
appropriation for
for reimbursereimbursedeficiency appropriation
ment for
Grande_ 1340
Rio Grandeof Rio
surveys of
for surveys
ment
improvement of
waterway,
intercoastal waterway,
of intercoastal
improvement
1187
Louisiana
authorized ----and, authorized
Louisiana and,
may acquire
acquire bridge
across Sabine
Sabine River
River
bridge across
may
at Orange,
Tex., to
operate as aa
to operate
Orange, Tex.,
at
1093
free bridge------------------bridge
free
1093
tolls
allowed for
for five
five years--------years
.1093
tolls allowed
"Texas,"
Battleship,
"Texas," Battleship,
deficiency appropriation
additional
appropriation bill, additional
deficiency
1335
submarine,
etc., •
protection_
protection-.submarine, etc.,
for
new
fire
control
systems
for new fire control systems -------- 1335
alteration
of, authorized
authorized for
for protection
alteration of,
against
submarine and
and air craft
craft
against submarine
attack ---------------------719
attack
converting to
burning -------719
oil burning
to oil
converting
719
new
fire control
installation
system installation-control system
new fire
Texas
Brigades,
Cavalry Brigades,
Texas Cavalry
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for procuring
procuring
deficiency
695
bronze
for issue
to_
695
issue toetc., for
medals, etc.,
bronze medals,
bronze medals,
issued to,
to be issued
etc., to
medals, etc.,
bronze
serving
prior to
to November
November 11,
serving prior
1918
100
1918 ---------------------- Texas Southern
District,
Judicial District,
Southern Judicial
Texas
Jim
County transferred
from
transferred from
Hogg County
Jim Hogg
Corpus Christi
to Laredo
Laredo divisChristi to
Corpus
64
64
ion of---------------------of
ion
District,
Texas
Western Judicial
Judicial District,
Texas Western
Reagan
County transferred
from El
transferred from
Reagan County
244
Paso
San Angelo
division_
Angelo division---to San
Paso to

erty at
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Thirty-third Place
NW., D.
Thirty-third
Place NW.,
D. C.,
C.,
appropriation
for paving,
paving,
Macomb
appropriation for
Macomb
Woodley Road-----Road
Street to Woodley
Thompson, C. H.,
payment
Alaska Railroad
Railroad operpayment to,
to, from
from Alaska
operating revenues
ating
revenues---------------Thompson's
Ga.,
Thompson's Ferry,
Ferry, Ga.,
bridge authorized
across Oconee
Oconee River
bridge
authorized across
at
at----------------------Three
Harbor, N. Y.,
Y.,
Three Mile Harbor,
preliminary examination,
to be
be
preliminary
examination, etc.,
etc., of,
of, to
made
made-----------------------Tiburon, Calif.,
Calif.,
appropriation
__ _
appropriation for naval
naval coal
coal depot_
depot---Tick-Infested Cattle
Cattle (see also Cattle
Cattle Ticks,
Ticks,
Southern),
Southern),
permission for admission
admission of, below
Texas southern
southern quarantine
Texas
quarantine line,
repealed
repealed--.-----.-----------.
Tickets, Foreign
Foreign Passage,
Passage,
stamp tax on; Canada and Mexico excepted
cepted----------------------costing less than
than $10
$10 exempt
exempt -----Tidal Basin
Basin Bathing
Tidal
Bathing Beach, D.
D. C.,
deficiency
appropriation for removal,
removal,
deficiency appropriation
etc.-------.---------------etc
Tile,
appropriation
processes,
appropriation for study of processes,
etc., in manufacture
manufacture of
etc.,
of----- 231,
231,
Tillamook
Tillamook Bay and Bar,
Bar, Oreg.,
Oreg.,
improvement
authorized ------improvement of, authorized
Timber,
Timber,
forest experiment
experiment stations to be established to determine
determine best methods
of protection
protection of, and other
other forest
forest
products
products--------------------Timber
Timber Depredations,
Depredations, Public
Public Lands,
appropriation
appropriation for
for expenses
expenses preventing
preventing-

Page.
1224
1356

665
1192
198

98

335
336
1323
1040
1040
1189

1108
1108

395,
1145

for expenses preventing, additional,
additional,
1925 ----------------------706
Indian Reservations,
Reservations,
Timber, Indian
appropriation
etc_ __ 399, 1149
1149
appropriation for preserving, etc--Timber, National
National Forests,
Forests,
appropriation
preservative treattreatappropriation for preservative
etc
445,
ment, testing,
testing, etc---------445, 835
835
etc., for
for sale-----sale
446,
for appraising, etc.,
446, 836
836
sales of small quantities of, without advertising -------- _----.----1132
Timberlands,
Timberlands,
amount
amount authorized
authorized for investigations
investigations to
to
determine development
determine
development of cutover
over-----------------------704
704
Time Measuring
Measuring Devices,
no part of Army appropriations
appropriations available for pay of officers, etc., using,
on work of employees-----employees
510,
510, 925
Navy appropriations
appropriations available
available for
for
pay of officers,
officers, etc., using, on
work of employees
employees--------- 204, 881
Tindall, Margaret
TindaU,
Margaret E.,
issue of homestead patent to--------to
810
810
Tires, Automobile Truck, etc.,
excise tax on sales of, by producer, etc 322
to other than
than manufacturer,
manufacturer, etc
ete - 323
Tobacco,
appropriation
1037
appropriation for census
census reports
reports on_
on- 228,
228, 1037
investigating improved ,
for investigating
methods
of production,
production, etc
etc -------442,832
-- 442,
832
for investigating
investigating insects affecting
449,839
affecting-_ 449,
839
tax on, manufactured
manufactured or imported
imported
cigars-------------------cigars
316
316
cigarettes
------------------316
cigarettes
316
manufactured tobacco
tobacco and
manufactured
and snuff..
__ snuff .__T

317
317

Tobacco Cooperative
Growers' Associations,
Associations,
Page.
Tobacco
Cooperative Growers'
regarded as dealers in leaf tobacco_
320
not regarded
tobacco_
320
sales to be
records of purchases
purchases and sales
be
kept
320
kept by; purpose of, described__
320
Tobacco
Manufacturers,
Tobacco Manufacturers,
special
imposed on annual
annual sales
by;
special tax
tax imposed
sales by;
rates
rates-----------------------327
328
sales for export exempt
exempt -----------328
Togus,
Togus, Me.,
Me.,
appropriation for
appropriation
for expenses,
expenses, Volunteer
Volunteer
Soldiers' Home
Home_ ------------ 518,
518, 932
Soldiers'
932
deficiency
Volunteer
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for Volunteer
Soldiers' Home--------------Home_
59,
Soldiers'
59, 63
63
Tokyo,
Tokyo, Japan,
Japan,
appropriation for ground rent
emappropriation
rent of
of em1016
bassy----------------207, 1016
deficiency
appropriation for land,
deficiency appropriation
land, buildings,
ings, etc.
etc., for Foreign
Foreign Service
establishments
establishments------------- 1340
1340
acquiring additional
additional land,
acquiring
land, and
and conconstructing building for
for embassy
embassy
authorized
961
at, authorized-----------961
authorized in addition
addition to
amount authorized
to
former appropriation---------appropriation
961
961
Toledo, Ohio,
Federal buildingat_ 1258
sale authorized of old
old Federal
1258
Tomah,
Wis.,
Tomah, Wis.,
appropriation for
1157
appropriation
for Indian
Indian school
school at__
at-- 407, 1157
for Indian school, additional, 1925-_
1925_ _
708
708
Tombigbee
Tombigbee River
River,.,
bridge authorized
Ga..
665
authorized across, Columbus, Ga665
Tonawanda, N.
Tonawanda,
N. Y.
Y.,
improvement of, harbor
1189
harbor authorized._
authorized--_
1189
extended for
Niagara
time extended
for bridging
bridging Niagara
River at-------.-----------at
1216
River
1216
Tongue
Agency, Mont.,
Tongue River Agency,
appropriation for
appropriation
for support,
support, etc., of
of
Indians at, from tribal funds_ 411, 1161
Tongue River Indian
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Mont.,
appropriation for irrigation
irrigation project
appropriation
project
on --------------.------- 400,
400, 1151
1151
Tonkawa Agency,
Agency, Okla.,
Okla.,
appropriation for support, etc.,
of
appropriation
etc., of
Indians at, from tribal funds_ 411,
411, 1161
1161
Topeka, Kans.,
Kans.,
appropriation
building
778
appropriation for public building-----778
Topographic Surveys,
Topographic
appropriation
lands in
appropriation for, of lands
in national
national
forests -----------------419,
1172
forests
419, 1172
restriction on cooperative
cooperative work
with States, etc ---------. 419,
419, 1172
Topographical Survey of the United
Topographical
United States,
States,
completion of, authorized-----------completion
authorized
1011
1011
utilization of public agencies,
agencies, funds,
utilization
etc
1011
etc------------------------1011
cooperation with
cooperation
with States, etc.,
etc., auauthorized
thorized----.-----------.- 1011
1011
amount
amount authorized
expenses ---1011
authorized for expenses
1011
Toppenish-Simcoe Indian
Toppenish-Simcoe
Irrigation SysIndian Irrigation
tem, Wash.,
appropriation for maintenance,
etc- 403,
appropriation
maintenance, etc_
403, 1154
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc., additional,
1925 -------------.-------707
707
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for ---------56
Torn%llo, Tex.,
Tex.,
Tornillo,
bridge authorized
authorized across Rio Grande
Grande
1214
near ---------------------1214
Torpedoes,
Torpedoes, etc., Navy,
appropriation for purchase
manuappropriation
purchase and manufacture of-----------facture
of
192, 871
Totterille,
Tottenville, N. Y.,
V.
bridge authorized
authorized across Arthur Kill,
bridge
Perth Amboy, N. J., and
and------ 1094
Toxins, etc.,
etc.,
appropriation for regulating
appropriation
regulating propagation, sale, etc.,
of
etc., of------76, 775,
775, 829
829
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Page.
Transportation Act,
1920,
Page.
Act, 190,
Page. Transportation
Trachoma,
PageTrachoma,
appropriation for
expenses of
Secretary
of Secretary
for expenses
appropriation
appropriation
prevention of epifor prevention
appropriation for
of
the Treasury
under-------- 68, 768
Treasury under
of the
demic
demic---------------------- 76, 775
Inland
Corporation chartWaterways Corporation
InInland Waterways
for prevention
prevention of, etc.,
etc., among
among Infor
360
ered
under provisions
of------provisions of
ered under
dians
dians--------------------- 408, 1158
Transportation
Recruiting, Marine
Marine
InterTransportation and Recruiting,
Trade Mark
Mark Registration
Bureau, InterRegistration Bureau,
Trade
Corps,
Corps,
national,
national,
appropriation for
for ----------------- 203,
880
203, 880
appropriation
appropriation for quota for, Habana,
appropriation
Transportation and
and Recruiting,
Recruiting, Navy,
Cuba
Cuba------- ------------ 215, 1023 Transportation
186, 864
appropriation for----------------for
appropriation
Trade Marks,
Marks,
Trade
transporting dependents
dependents of entransporting
office
mistakes in
registration of, to be
in registration
office mistakes
186
listed men------------------men
186
listed
corrected
thereof
certificate thereof
and certificate
corrected and
transporting
officers
dependents of officers
transporting dependents
1268
to
be issued
issued and
and recorded
recorded-----to be
and
enlisted men
men ------------865
and enlisted
under
issued under
registration
certificates issued
registration certificates
deficiency
for
57, 61,
61,
appropriation for--------deficiency appropriation
office seal,
seal, name
name of
of CommisCommisoffice
689, 698,
698, 700,
1349, 1351
760, 1349,
700, 760,
689,
sioner , attested
designated
attested by designated
sioner,
Army,
Transportation, Army,
official
1269 Transportation,
official--------------------appropriation for,
and supplies----supplies
486, 900
486,
for, and
appropriation
issue to
to assignee
assignee on
on registration
registration of
issue
dependents of
officers and enof officers
dependents
1269
assignment
1269
assignment------------------listed men
men---------------- 486, 901
listed
registery of
of portrait
living individual
portrait of living
registery
discharged prisoners,
prisoners, etc., to their
discharged
as,
forbidden without
without written
as, forbidden,
homes;
restriction
486, 901
restriction---------homes;
consent
therefor
647
consent therefor- -----------486, 901
boats,
drayage
486,
vehicles, etc --drayage,' vehicles,
boats,
of
life
any
President during
deceased President
any deceased
486, 901
draft
and
pack animals
486,
animals-------pack
and
draft
widow,
except
by
her
written
widow, except by her written
-------travel
allowances
901
travel allowances---647
consent, forbidden-----------forbidden
consent,
for
land grant
railgrant railto land
compensation to
for compensation
Trade
and Regulations,
Regulations, Foreign,
Foreign,
Restrictionsand
Trade Restrictions
roads
486
roads-----------------------appropriation
for securing
securing information
information
for additional,
additional, 1925
711
appropriation for
1925--------------for
as
227, 1037
1037
to--------------------- 227,
as to
62
deficiency
for---------62,
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
699, 762,
762, 1350,
1350, 1352
699,
(see Alien PropTrading with
Enemy (see
the Enemy
with the
Trading
Consular
and Consular
Transportation, Diplomatic
Diplomatic and
erty
Custodian).
Transportation,
erty Custodian).
Officers,
Officers,
Train
Herberg, N.
N. Dak.,
and Herberg,
County and
Traill County
209
appropriation
to and
posts
from posts--and from
for, to
appropriation for,
time extended
bridging Red
Red River
River
for bridging
extended for
time
57,
deficiency appropriation
for---------appropriation for
deficiency
of the
North by
County
Norman County
by Norman
the North
of
61,
760, 1338,
1349
1338, 1349
61, 760,
1312
and Halstad,
Halstad, Minn.,
Minn., and------and
and
.expenses
expenses of
of Foreign
Foreign Service
officers and
Service officers
Train Control
Control Systems
Appliances,
and Appliances,
Systems and
Train
when ordered
families,
allowed when
ordered
families, allowed
Railroad,
Railroad,
to United
States on statutory
statutory
United States
to
appropriation for
investigating and
for investigating
appropriation
143
leave
leave----------------------testing
526,
526, 1205 Transportation
testing------------------Facilities,
TransportationFacilities,
deficiency appropriation
for testing,
appropriation for
deficiency
appropriation
operating, on inland,
iniand,
for operating,
appropriation for
755
etc
etc------------------------516
canal, and
coastwise waterways_
waterways_
516
and coastwise
canal,
Training
Camps,
Military,
functions
inland, canal,
and coastwise,
coastwise,
canal, and
of inland,
Training Camps, Military,
functions of
appropriation
for
supplies,
expenses,
of
expenses,
Secretary
supplies,
from Secretary
transferred
transferred from
appropriation for
etc., of
of members
Reserve
members of Reserve
War
to Inland
Waterways Coretc.,
Inland Waterways
War to
923
Officers'
Training
Corps
at___
507,
507,
at-Corps
Training
poration
_
361
Officers'
poration--------------------for
supplies, expenses,
expenses, uniforms,
uniforms, etc.,
etc.,
Transportation,
Service Officers,
Officers,
Foreign Service
Transportation,Foreign
for supplies,
for civilian
508, 924
appropriation
for, to
and from
from posts,
civilian-----for
to and
appropriation for,
medical
etc., if
injured
if injured
1018
etc
treatment, etc.,
medical treatment,
etc------------------------in
line of
duty
924 Transportation
Control of,
of duty--------------Transportation Systems,
Systems, Federal
in line
Federal Control
in-- 1316
funeral
924
etc ----------for, covered
balance of
of appropriation
appropriation for,
covered in
1316
expenses, etc
funeral expenses,
balance
508, 924 Treasurer
age limitation
limitation --------------States,
United States,
Treasurer of
age
the United
of the
no
funds to
to be
be used-----used
508, 924
508,
appropriation for,
for, and
personnel in
and personnel
other funds
no other
appropriation
7
70,770
uniforms, etc.,
from Army
Army surplus
Office of
of770
0,
etc., from
----------------Office
uniforms,
stock
508, 924
508,924
for personal
redemption of
services, redemption
stock -------------------personal services,
for
and national
for
expenses of
of camps,
camps, additional,
additional,
Federal reserve
reserve and
Federal
for expenses
70, 770
1925
711
currency770
currency-----------------1925-----------------------deficiency
appropriation for
762
70
for
civilian - _ 762
machines---for civilian__
canceling machines__
to canceling
repairs to
for repairs
deficiency appropriation
57
deficiency appropriation
for salaries--salaries_ __
member of
hospital
to member
etc., to
appropriation for
treatment, etc.,
deficiency
hospital treatment,
civilian,
injured at
camp of inat camp
Treasury
Department,
civilian, injured
Treasury Department,
64, 764
appropriation
764
struction ----------------365
Secretary-----for Secretary
struction
appropriation for
for Undersecretary
Undersecretary --------.64, 764
terminatransportation home
upon terminahome upon
for
transportation
64
365
tion of---------------------of
appointment, pay,
and dutyduty --pay, and
appointment,
tion
365
office
subsistence
for Assistant
Assistant Secretaries,
and office
furnished ------Secretaries, and
until furnished
for
subsistence until
64,764
personnel764
burial expenses,
etc., in
in case
death
case of death
------------------ 64,
personnel
expenses, etc.,
burial
365
salaries limited
limited to average rates
while
salaries
under ----------------while under
64,764
under Classification
Act
64,
764
Classification Act-----under
Training School
School for
for the
the Feeble
Feeble Minded,
Training
provision
if only
only one
position in aa
one position
provision if
D.
D. C.,
C.,
764
-----grade
grade--------------appropriation
construction, maintemaintefor construction,
appropriation for
restriction
not applicable
applicable
se
to clerirestriction not
nance, etc---------------etc1243
1243
nance,
64, 764
cal-mechanical
service
cal-mechanical service-------Transit
Diplomatic and
Consular
and Consular
Pay, Diplomatic
Transit Pay,
no
reduction in
salaries---- 64, 764
fixed salaries__
in fixed
no reduction
Officers,
Officers,
transfers
withposition withanother position
to another
transfers to
2209
appropriation for
for-----------------appropriation
out
764
reduction ---------------out reduction
57
deficiency
appropriation
for
for---------deficiency appropriation
payments
higher rates
rates perunder higher
payments under
Transit
Pay,
Foreign
Service
Officers,
Officers,
Service
Transit Pay, Foreign
64, 764
mitted
64,764
mitted -------------------1017
appropriation for
for------------------appropriation
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Secretaries,
appropriation for
for Assistant
Assistant Secretaries,
limitation for
for fiscal
fiscal year
year on
etc.; limitation
on
pay
departments
pay allowed
allowed in
in all
all departments
for civilian
civilian field
764
for
field service
service-------764
for
chief clerk,
etc
64,
764
for chief
clerk, etc--------------64, 764
executive
chief clerk to
to be
be chief
chief executive
officer; may
official papers,
papers,
officer;
may sign
sign official
etc
64,
764
etc-----------------------64, 764
Liberty Loan
Loan and
for operating
operating force,
force, Liberty
and
Register's
764
Register's Annex
Annex ------------ 65,
65, 764
buildings
65,
Internal Revenue
Revenue buildings-----65, 764
buildings
764
buildings for
for bureaus
bureaus ---------- 65,
65, 764
Annex,
Annex, Madison Place
Place---------- 65
65, 764
garage
65,
garage----------65, 765
765
Annex,
and B
65
Annex, Fourteenth
Fourteenth and
B Streets_
Streets65
for
expenses --------- _ 65,
765
for contingent
contingent expenses
65, 765
for
765
for freight, etc
etc ..--------------- 65,
65, 765
for
the District
District ----------65,
765
for rent
rent in
in the
65, 765
for
vehicles ------------65,
765
for motor
motor vehicles
65, 765
for
765
for files
files------------------------ 65,
65, 765
for
heating, lighting,
765
for heating,
lighting, etc.,
etc., supplies_
supplies_ 65,
65, 765
for
supplies ------- _ 65,
765
for miscellaneous
miscellaneous supplies
65, 765
for
765
for labor saving machines,
machines, etc
etc- ___ 66,
66, 765
for
furniture, etc
66,765
for carpets,
carpets, furniture,
etc -_----_66, 765
for
operating expenses,
expenses,
Madison
for operating
Madison
Annex --------------66,
765
Place Annex
66, 765
Annex,
Streets__66
Annex, Fourteenth
Fourteenth and
and B
B Streets_
66
Darby Building-------------66, 765
designated, Buildcustody, etc., of designated,
Buildings
transferred to
Superintendings transferred
to Superintendetc., Department
Department
ent of
of State,
State, etc.,
Buildings
66
Buildings -------------------.
66
appropriations, equipment, etc.,
etc.,
appropriations,
therefor, transferred
66
therefor,
transferred ---------66
765
for stationery
stationery------------------- 66,
66, 765
Supply Committee__
for General Supply
Committee-- _ _
_ 66, 76
76
supfor expenses
expenses transferring
transferring surplus
surplus supplies, etc------------------etc
66, 776
776
service
continued until
30,
service continued
until June
June 30,
1925
1925-------------------66
service continued
continued until
30,
until June
June 30,
1926
766
1926-------------766
issue of typewriters
typewriters and computcomputing machines; repairs, etc--..
etc
67, 766
766
typewriting machine
machine restrictions,
restrictions,
typewriting
etc
etc----------------------- 67, 766
766
for Commissioner of Accounts
Accounts and
and De.sits, and office
office personnel
67, 767
767
posits,
personnel -__
- _ 67,
for
Bookkeeping and
for Bookkeeping
and Warrants
Warrants DiDivision-----------------vision
- 67, 767
767
for
public
for contingent
contingent expenses,
expenses, public
moneys ------------------68,767
moneys
68,767
for
recoinage, gold and
coins_ 68,
68, 767
for recoinage,
and minor
minor coins_
767
for
for Division
Division of
of Deposits
Deposits --------- 68,
68, 767
767
for
expenses_ 68,
68, 767
for Public Debt
Debt Service,
Service, expenses_
767
for expenses
expenses imposed
imposed upon
upon the
the SecSecretary underdesignated
under designated laws--laws.. __ 68,
68, 768
retary
768
for distinctive paper,
napaper, securities,
securities, national currency, etc
etc---------- 69,768
temporary employees
employees ----------69
temporary
69
for World War Foreign Debt Commission
69
mission--------------___
___
_
69
Appointments Division ------- 69,
768
for Appointments
69, 768
Printing Division
768
for Printing
Division------------- 69,
69, 768
for printing and binding for------- 69,
768
69, 768
for postage
postage-------------.----_-69,
69, 768
for bookbinding
materials -------bookbinding materials
69
_
69
and Files
Files Division
768
for Mail
Mail and
Division------ -69,69, 768
disbursing clerk, etc
for disbursing
etc----------- 69,
69, 768
768
....il-.ice
69,
for Customs Serice.------------69, 769
769
for Bureau
Bureau of the Budget ------70,
70, 769
for Federal Farm Loan Bureau..
__ _ 70,
Bureau---70, 769
769
for Treasurer's
Treasurer's Office
Office----------70,
70, 770
for Office of Comptroller of
of the CurCurrency-...------------------.
rency
- 70,770
70, 770
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770
rency
71,
for special
examinations, etc------etc
71, 770
770
for
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71,
for
Revenue Service-----Service770
71, 770
for Internal
Internal Revenue
71,
for
revenue collectors,
for internal
internal revenue
collectors, gauggaugers, storekeepers,
storekeepers, etc
etc -------_
71,
ers,
71, 770
770
removal of distilled
distilled spirits
spirits for
for
removal
bottling
bottling in
in bond 770
---- _------- 71,
71, 770
assessing, collecting,
collecting, etc.,
etc., taxes
taxes_ _
for assessing,
- 71,
71, 770
770
detecting violations
violations of internal
internal
revenue
laws
71,
revenue laws---------------71, 771
771
for expenses,
enforcing National
National ProProexpenses, enforcing
hibition
hibition and Narcotic
Narcotic ActsActs.. _
71, 771
--__ 71,
771
restriction on storage,
restriction
storage, etc.,
etc., of
seized
of seized
intoxicating
liquors
71, 771
intoxicating liquors---------71,
771
for
collections..--- __--72
for refunding
refunding collections
72
for
illegally collected
collected taxes_
taxes_
72
for refunding
refunding illegally
72
for Coast
Coast Guard,
Guard, office
office personnel_
personnel_ __
772
_ 72, 772
technical
services
72, 772
772
technical services-------------72,
for
expenses, etc
etc -- - - 73,
73, 772
772
for service
service pay, expenses,
Engraving and
Bureau._ 73,
73, 773
773
for Engraving
and Printing
Printing Bureau_
for Secret
Secret Service
Division------ _ 74,
74, 773
773
for
Service Division
for suppressing
suppressing counterfeiting,
774
counterfeiting, etc.__
etc_ 74, 774
protection
etc_ _ 74,
74, 774
774
protection of the President,
President, etc-for
75, 774
774
for Public
Public Health
Health Service ------75,
for
76, 775
775
for quarantine
quarantine service
service -- _--_----_ 76,
for prevention
prevention of epidemics
epidemics_ _
__ _
775
-----76, 775
for Office
Office of Director
Mint_ -__
_ 76, 776
Director of the
the Mint
for mints and assay
assay offices
offices -------- 77, 776
for public
public buildings,
buildings, Office
Office of
for
of SuperSupervising Architect
79, 777
777
vising
Architect -----------79,
for
construction, rent,
general ex•
for construction,
rent, general
expense,
80, 777
pense, etc
etc777
------------_---80,
for
repairs, etc.,
etc., Department
Department buildfor repairs,
buildings
80, 779
779
ings----------------------- 80,
for
mechanical equipment,
Departfor mechanical
equipment, Department
buildings779
80, 779
ment buildings
------------ _ 80,
for
technical personnel,
personnel, etc., in
in
for technical
Architect's Office----------Office780
81, 780
Architect's
81,
for
of lands,
lands, etc
etc ---------.
83, 782
782
for custody
custody of
83,
for
American Printing
Printing House
House for
for the
for American
the
Blind---------------------- 83,782
Blind
83, 782
for
Solicitor of, and
office perfor Solicitor
and office
sonnel
216, 1025
1025
sonnel----------------216,
for Auditors'
protection.
778
Auditors' Building, fire protection.
778
Service, additional,
additional,
for Public Debt
Debt Service,
1925 ------------------ 710
710
Customs Service,
adidtional,
for Customs
Service, adidtional,
--1925 -----------------.-710
710
for Federal
Federal Farm Loan Bureau,
Bureau, addiadditional, 1925 -----------------710
710
Revenue Bureau,
Bureau, addiaddifor Internal Revenue
tional, 1925 -------------710
--710
additional, 1925_
__ 710
710
for Coast Guard, additional,
1925--for Secret
Secret Service Division, addiaddi710
tional, 1925 -----------------710
additional,
for Public
Public Health
Health Service, additional,
1925------------------------1925
710
710
for mints and assay offices,
offices, addiadditional,
710
tional, 1925
1925------------------710
for public
public buildings,
buildings, additional, 1925_
710
1925710
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for contingent
deficiency
contingent
expenses, public
expenses,
public moneys_
moneys.. 48, 693, 1341
for recoinage
recoinage of minor
coins --------49
minor coins
49
for
49
for Public
Public Debt
Debt Service
Service-----------49
for distinctive
distinctive paper
paper -__--------_
49, 1341
for Customs Service ..
--49, 1349, 1351
for Federal
Farm Loan
Loan Bureau
Bureau - 49
Federal Farm
49
for
internal revenue---------------revenue_
49,
for internal
49,
58, 61,
761, 1349
61, 693, 698, 701,
701, 757, 761,
1349
for Coast Guard
_ 50, 58, 62, 693
for-Coast
Guard ___.__
693,
757, 761,
761, 1342,
1342, 1349, 1352
1352
698, 701, 757
for Engraving
Engraving and
51
and Printing
Printing BureauBureau_
51,
58, 62, 761, 1342, 1362
1352
68,
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for Public
Public
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51,
58, 62,
Health
Service
51, 53,
Health Service----------694, 698,
698, 701,
701, 757,
1343, 1349,
1352
761, 1343,
1349, 1352
694,
757, 761,
for mints
62
58, 62
51, 58,
assay offices
offices------- 51,
mints and
and assay
for
for public
public buildings__
51, 58,
62, 694,
698,
694, 698,
58, 62,
for
buildings-... 51,
701,
1343, 1349,
1349, 1352,
1352, 1353
1353
761 1343,
701 757,
757, 761,
for Marine
H ospital, key
Fla__
51
51
key West,
West, Fla__
Marine Hospital,
for
for judgments,
judgments, United
courts
States courts
United States
for
53
under ---------------------53
under
for judgments,
judgments, Court
of Claims,
Claims,
Court of
for
under
54, 696,
697, 758,
758, 1347
1347
696, 697,
under -------- 54,
for
increase of
57,
57,
of compensation
compensation ..-----for increase
61,
1349, 1351
1351
761, 1349,
61, 761,
for
contingent
expenses
57,
1341
-- 57, 1341
for contingent expenses.-----698, 761
761
for
of Loan
57, 61, 698,
Loan Acts__
Acts-- 57,
for expenses
expenses of
for
Auditor
for
Treasury
DepartDepartfor Auditor for Treasury
ment,
salaries
57
57
ment, salaries---------------for
collecting customs
customs revenue
57,
57,
revenue -----for collecting
701,
1353
1351, 1353
761, 1351,
701, 761,
for
Independent TreasuryTreasury --------57
57
for Independent
for
Treasurer's Office
57
57
Office-------------for Treasurer's
for
quarantine service
58
58
service ------------for quarantine
for
collecting war
war revenue
58
58
revenue--------for collecting
for enforcing
Narcotic and
and ProhibiProhibienforcing Narcotic
for
tion Acts,
Acts, internal
revenue
58, 62
58,
62
internal revenue---tion
National
for expenses
enforcing National
expenses enforcing
for
58,
Prohibition
and Narcotic
Acts-Narcotic Acts_
Prohibition and
62,
698
62, 698
for labor
labor saving
61
machines---------saving machines
for
for Government
Government Actuary,
Actuary, increased
increased
for
pay
693
693
------------pay ---------693
for fuel,
fuel, etc---------------------etc
for
693
for furniture,
etc ----------------for
furniture, etc
693
taxes for 1923 for refunding
income taxes
refunding income
for
694
counterfeiting -----for suppressing
suppressing counterfeiting
for
for
judgments against
of
collectors of
against collectors
for judgments
698
customs
customs---------------------for
enforcing National
Prohibition
National Prohibition
for enforcing
Act_ -----------------------698
698
Act
761
for
Saving Service
Service -----------for Life
Life Saving
for
World
War
Foreign
Debt
Comfor World War Foreign Debt Com1342
mission
mission---------------------for
1342
1342
division--------------customs division
for customs
for
New York
York assay
office --------1349
1349
assay office
for New
Coast Guard
increased for
for
temporarily increased
Guard temporarily
Coast
105
law enforcement
enforcement-------------law
moneys
given for
for music
auditorium,
music auditorium,
moneys given
Congress, to be
Library
of Congress,
Library of
a
as a
received and
in, as
credited in,
and credited
received
special fund
788
788
therefor----------fund therefor
special
officials
of, to
assist in
executing Alaska
Alaska
in executing
to assist
officials of,
Game
742
Game Law
Law-----------------temporary
who had
had reached
reached
employees who
temporary employees
retirement age
before employemployage before
retirement
ment, etc.,
to be
be paid
agreed
paid agreed
etc., to
ment,
749
compensation --------------compensation
payment
case of
of
in case
etc., in
widow, etc.,
to widow,
payment to
death
749
749
death---------------------be
disbursing officers,
officers,
etc.,
to be
etc., to
disbursing
credited
by Comptroller
Comptroller General
General
credited by
for amounts
heretofore paid
749
paid--amounts heretofore
for
World
War Foreign
Foreign Debt
Commission
Debt Commission
World War
continued
two years
763
763
years-- -------continued two
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Buildings,
Department Buildings,
Treasury
appropriation
for
force,
operating force,
for operating
appropriation
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Loan and
Register's AnAnand Register's
Liberty Loan
for
nex
and buildings
buildings for
Building, and
nex Building,
Internal
Revenue
Bureau
764
65, 764
Internal Revenue Bureau----- 65,
for
operating
force,
buildings
for
for operating force, buildings for
assigned
764
65, 764
bureaus------------- 65,
assigned bureaus
for
operating force,
Madison Place
Place
force, Madison
for operating
764
Annex
65,
65, 764
Annex--------------------765
for
garage-------------------65,
65, 765
for garage
for
force, Annex,
Annex, FourFourfor operating
operating force,
...
rA R. .Stl
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,.nsct---ant.
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and
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expenses,
for operating
operating expenses,
appropriation for
Annex, Madison
Madison Place------Place
66, 765
Annex,
66,
765
for
Annex, FourFourfor operating
operating expenses,
expenses, Annex,
66
teenth
and B
B Streets
Streets ---------teenth and
for
expenses, Darby
Darby Buildfor operating
operating expenses,
Building----.----------------ing
66, 765
_ 66,
765
for
No. 2,
and
for repairs,
repairs, etc.,
etc., Annex
Annex No.
2, B
B and
Fourteenth Streets
NW -------79
79
Streets NW
Fourteenth
for repairs
and preservation----preservation
80, 779
for
repairs and
80,
779
for
mechanical equipment
equipment -----81, 779
for mechanical
81,
779
custody, etc.,
etc., of
Annexes,
of designated
designated Annexes,
custody,
etc., transferred
transferred to
to SuperintendSuperintendetc.,
ent of
Department
State, etc.,
etc., Department
ent
of State,
Buildings
66
Buildings---------------66
Trees,
Trees,
appropriation for
for study
study of
of diseases
diseases of,
of,
appropriation
including
chestnut tree
bark,
tree bark,
including chestnut
etc
830
-- 440
440, 830
etc------ -------------for seeding
seeding and
and planting,
national
planting, national
for
forests
445
445
forests----------------------Trees and
Parking, D.
D. C.,
C.,
Trees
and Parking,
appropriation for
550, 1227
1227
expenses------- 550,
for expenses
appropriation
Trenton, N.
N. J.,
J.,
Trenton,
time extended
bridging Delaware
Delaware
for bridging
extended for
time
738
River
River at
at------------------Trinidad Avenue
D. C.,
C.,
NE., D.
Avenue NE.,
Trinidad
appropriation for
paving, .Florida AveAvefor paving,.Florida
appropriation
nue to
Neal Street-----------Street
1223
1223
to Neal
nue
Trinity River,
Tex.,
River, Tex.,
Trinity
preliminary examination,
etc., authorauthorexamination, etc.,
preliminary
249
ized for
for flood
flood control
control of-------of
249
ized
Tropical Plants,
Plants,
Tropical
appropriation
etc__ 441,
831
441, 831
acclimatizing, etc_for acclimatizing,
appropriation for
for investigating
affecting.... 449,
839
449, 839
insects affecting__
for
investigating insects
Truck
Crops,
Truck Crops,
appropriation
investigating disdisfor investigating
appropriation for
eases of
of---------------- 441, 831
eases
infor
investigating insects
insects affecting,
affecting, infor investigating
449
cluding
stored products,
products, etc
etc..-449
--cluding stored
Trusses
for Disabled
Disabled Soldiers,
Soldiers,
Trussesfor
appropriation
for
furnishing
514,
92,
appropriation for furnishing ------- 514, 929
Trusts
(see also
also Fiduciaries),
Fiduciaries),
Trusts (see
income
of, subject
subject to
275
275
tax ----income tax
to income
income of,
Truxton
Carlon
Ariz.,
Agency, Ariz.,
Truxton Canyon Agency,
appropriation
for support,
support, etc.,
of InInetc., of
appropriation for
dians
at, from
from tribal
funds_ __ 411,
411, 1161
tribal funds-_
dians at,
deficiency
appropriation for
for civilian
civilian ememdeficiency appropriation
1329
ployees at -----------------1329
ployees
Truxton
Ariz.,
Canyon, Ariz.,
Truxton Canyon,
appropriation
for Indian
1156
405, 1156
at--- 405,
school at..
Indian school
appropriation for
707
for Indian
school at,
at, additional,
additional, 19251925_
Indian school
for
Truxton Canyon
Canyon Indian
Hospital,
Camp Hospital,
Indian Camp
Truxton
Ariz.,
Ariz.,
appropriation for
for maintenance,
etc.,
maintenance, etc.,
appropriation
408, 1159
of
of-------------------Tubercular Children,
D. C.,
C.,
Children, D.
Tubercular
appropriation for
schools for
556, 1232
1232
for------- 556,
for schools
appropriation
for transportation
557, 1232
1232
transportation------------- 557,
for
Tuberculosis,
Tuberculosis,
appropriation for
for prevention
etc.,
of, etc.,
prevention of,
appropriation
among Indians
Indians------------ 408, 1158
among
Tuberculosis, D.
C.,
D. C.,
Tuberculosis,
appropriation for
preventing spread
spread
for preventing
appropriation
of --------------------562, 1237
1237
562,
of
for dispensaries
dispensaries for
562, 1237
1237
for treating
treating------ 562,
for
Tuberculosis, etc.,
etc., Animal,
Animal,
Tuberculosis,
appropriation for
spread of,
of,
preventing spread
for preventing
appropriation
from one
438, 827
827
to another_
another----_ 438,
one State
State to
from
payment for
for animals
destroyed;
animals destroyed;
payment
limit -----------------_
438, 828
limit
Tuberculosis
Hospital, D.
D. C.,
C.,
Tuberculosis Hospital,
appropriation
salaries
568, 1242
1242
568,
for salaries-------appropriation for
for
expenses
568, 1242
1242
568,
for contingent
contingent expenses-------.
568.
repairs.
etc----------------for
repairs,
etc
568, 1242
- - - - - - 65 v
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preliminary
examination, etc.,
etc., of, to
to
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appropriation
appropriation for repairs, etc.; admitbe made
1193
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tance of
of pay
pay patients;
patients; limitation_
568
limitationtance
Two
I 'wo Rivers, Wis.,
deficiency
appropriation for
maindeficiency appropriation
preliminary
etc., of, harexamination, etc.,
preliminary examination,
679
tenance
679
tenance---------------------bor to
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of the
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the
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of the
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prisprisand
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N. C
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details ------------------ 532, 1210
appropriations for
appropriations
for expenses
expenses--------- 76, 776
for printing and binding for ---1210
532, 1210
for additional,
additional, 1925 -------------710
710
for military and naval disability and
and
deficiency appropriation
expenses
58,
deficiency
appropriation for expenses-58,
1210
death compensation
compensation-------- 532, 1210
761,
761, 1349
1349
surgical, hospital, etc.,
for medical, surgical,
etc.,
Venezuela,
Venezuela,
services to beneficiaries
beneficiaries ---1210
services
532, 1210
appropriation for minister
minister to
1015
appropriation
to----- - 206,
206, 1015
allotments
other Government
allotments to other
Government
Venue of Actions, United
United States
States Courts,
Courts,
agencies etc
532,
1211
agencies,
etc -----------532, 1211
_
provisions for Government civil cases,
cases,
hospitals, etc.,
use
for
sites,
new
etc.,
extended
September 19,
extended until September
forbidden
532, 1211
forbidden---------------1926 ------------.---------1264
1264
limit on improving hospitals,
hospitals, etc.._
etc-_
532,
Verdigris
Verdigris River, Okla.,
unexpended balances
hospitals,1211
preliminary
etc., authorpreliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
authorunexpended
balances for
for hospitals
1211
ized for flood
249
flood control
control of
of-------etc., continued available_
___ 532, 1211
249
available.--Vermont,
expenditures authorized
expenditures
authorized from
from allotappropriation
completing memorial
memorial
ments to other agencies--__agencies
appropriation for
for completing
ments
532, 1211
commemorate victory
victory on
of, to commemorate
vocational rehabilitation
rehabilitation of disfor vocational
disLake
Lake Champlain by Commodore
charged disabled
charged
disabled soldiers,
soldiers, etc_
etc_ 533,
533, 1211
1211
Macdonough in
1814 ------.515
Macdonough
in 1814
515
training centers
centers at
use for training
at Army
Army
coinage of silver 50-cent
50-cent pieces authorcamps forbidden----------forbidden
533, 1211
1211
sesquicenized to commemorate
commemorate sesquicenconstruction work limited
construction
limited---- 533, 1211
1211
tennial of Battle of Bennington,
Bennington,
purchase
purchase of embossed
embossed literature
literature
independence of
and independence
of ---------- 965
for blind ex-service
ex-service men
men--__ 533, 1211
965
Vessels,
etc., to
to
sale of surplus materials,
materials, etc.,
appropriation
uniformity in
in
appropriation for securing uniformity
schools, authorized--------authorized
533, 1211
admeasurement
admeasurement of ------- _ 229, 1038
paying adjusted
adjusted service credits_
credits_ -_ 1212
1212
for paying
consular bills of health not required
required by,
by,
for
paying dependents
for paying
dependents of
of deceased
deceased
trading between
between northern frontrading
fronveterans installments due on adadports -------.----------809
tier ports
809
1212
justed service credits
credits---- ----1212
forfeited
customs or proforfeited for violating customs
for adjusted certificate fund
1212
fund------- 1212
hibition
hibition laws, may be nsPd
used for enfor
insurance_ 533, 1212
1212
for military and
and naval
naval insuranceforcement
forcement thereof in lieu of salesale_
1116
1116
for salaries and expenses, additional,
Vessels, American,
705
1925 ---------------------to
947
home port provisions relating
relating to-----947
appropriation ff r
deficiency appropriation
r vocational
Vessels, Merchant,
Merchant,
rehabilitati
ln ---- ------rehabilitation_
- 36, 55,
provisions
provisions for loan from Shipping Board
700, 759, 1348, 1351,
1351, 1353
1353
60, 681, 697,
697,700,759,
for constructing in American
American
for additional hospital facilities
facilities for
for
yards, of most modern efficient
efficient
patients of, school for the blindblind_ 36, 681
patients
equipment, etc -------------467
467
paving damages
damages claims_
___ 36, 681, 1317
1317
for paying
claims -for outfitting
outfitting already
already built, with best
__ 55, 60,
for medical and hospital services_
services -modern equipment, etc-------etc
467
697, 700, 759, 1348, 1351, 1353
Vessels of the United
United States,
States,
for salaries
salaries and expenses ----------55,
suits in admiralty
admiralty allowed
allowed against
against
697, 759, 1348, 1351
United States for damages by,
United
for administrative
administrative expenses, Adjusted
or pay for salvage, to---------to
1112
Compensation Act ----------681
for
causes since April
for causes
April 6,
6, 1920
1920 _--- 1112
1112
for paying adjusted service
service credits
venue
venue of; procedure
procedure ----------..-1112
and dependent
dependent pay ---------681
cross
of priross libel,
libel, etc.,
etc., allowed
allowed owners
owners of
prifor adjusted service certificate fund
fund..-_
682
682
vate vessels in suits by United
United
compensation ---___ 759, 1348
for increase
increase of compensation_
1348
States against for damages
damages to..
to____ 1112
1112
for payment
payment to Peacock Military
Military Colsecuritv
1112
1
t1a1T
security reouired
required of resonndent_
respondent
1112
--r----------- -&O
a ---------..---.-----.-----.--.
lege
1317
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P
e
President
of
the United
United StatesStates—
Page.
age.
of the
President
Continued.
Continued.
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for publishing
deficiency
ascertainment of electoral
electoral vote
ascertainment
for President
President and-------------and '
756
for
1925- 1301
compensation of,
March 4, 1925_
after March
of, after
compensation
immediately available
1313
available -----------immediately
secrepositions and pay established of secrepositions
147
tary, etc.,
etc., in
in the
of
office of-----the office
tary,
r
Vickers,
Allie M.,
ickers, Allie
810
issue
of additional
additional homestead
homestead entry toto_
810
issue of
r
Vicksburg,
Miss.,
icksburg, Miss.,
mains,
granted right
right of way for water mains,
granted
635
road-under national
national cemetery
cemetery road
635
under
882
terms of
at-------------------882
court at
of court
terms
national
balances
appropriations for national
of appropriations
balances of
memorial celebration,
celebration, etc.,
memorial
935
covered
in
covered in-----------------Vicksburg,
Memorial Archway,
Vicksburg, Miss., Memorial
balances of
of appropriations
appropriations for,
for, covered in
935
balances
Park,
Vicksburg
Military Park,
National Military
Vicksburg National
appropriation for
continuing establishfor continuing
appropriation
514, 928
ment of-----------------of
ment
712
for additional,
additional, 1925------------1925
712
for
Postal Service,
Village
Delivery, Postal
Village Delivery,
appropriation
for------------------ 86, 784
appropriation for
763
deficiency
763
appropriation for ---------deficiency appropriatibn
Vincennes,
Ind.,
Vincennes, Ind.,
bridge
authorized across Wabash
Wabash River
River
bridge authorized
935
at
at-----------------------Vine
NW., D. C.,
Street NW.,
Vine Street
appropriation for
paving, railroad crossfor paving,
appropriation
548
ing to
to Maple
Maple Street
Street----------ing
Vineyards,
Vineyards,
appropriation
for investigating
investigating insects
appropriation for
affecting
affecting------------------ 448, 839
Vinita, Okla.,
Okla.,
Vinita,
388, 945
terms of
court at
at ---------------of court
terms
Virgin Islands,
Islands,
Virgin
appropriation for
for expenses,
temporary
expenses, temporary
appropriation
government for-----------for
184, 863
government
Amerifor
relief,
etc.,
of
shipwrecked
for relief, etc., of shipwrecked Amen208, 1017
can
in
1017
seamen in------------can seamen
for
experiment stations
agricultural experiment
for agricultural
in
435, 824
in-------------------------435,
reviewable by
cases in
district court of, reviewable
in district
cases
936
circuit court
court of
appeals ------of appeals
circuit
not included
"possessions of the
as "possessions
included as
not
United
income tax
States" in income
United States"
295
provisions------------------provisions
two
serve on National
to serve
of, to
citizens of,
two citizens
Advisory
Commission to SesAdvisory Commission
quicentennial
Exhibition Assoquicentennial Exhibition
ciation
1254
ciation --------------------Virginia,
Virginia,
appropriation for
for naval
naval training
training station,
appropriation
Hampton Roads
Roads ----------- 187, 866
Hampton
acquiring lands
in, authorized
authorized for aplands in,
acquiring
proaches to Arlington Memorial
Memorial
proaches
975
Bridge
975
Bridge -------------acquisition
lands in, authorized
authorized for
of lands
acquisition of
of
park,
etc.,
system
of
of
District
of
park, etc., system
463
Columbia
Columbia ----------------Vice
Consuls,
20'
08 Virginia
Civil
War Battle
Fields,
Battle Fields,
Vice Consuls,
Civil War
Virginia
appropriation
for salaries
2
salaries-----------deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for inspecting,
inspecting,
appropriation for
deficiency
additional
charge durwhile in charge
to, while
16
etc.,
Fredericksburg,
pay to,
Spotsylvaadditional pay
Fredericksburg, Spotsylvaetc.,
101
ing absence
absence of
principal officer
officer
10
1343
of principal
ing
nia Court
Court House,
House, etc--------etc
nia
Vice
Consuls of
Career,
of Career,
commission
created
Vice Consuls
created to inspect Fredcommission
classified as
as Foreign
Service officers,
Foreign Service
42
ericksburg
and
Spotsylvania
classified
and
ericksburg
14
unclassified
1
Court
to feasibility
feasibility of
as to
unclassified-....
House, as
Court House,
646
States,
Vice President
President of
the United
United States,
of the
198
preserving, etc
646
etc---------------preserving,
Vice
119
521,
--appropriation
for compensation
compensation__
1286
composition,
officer of
of U. S. Engineer
Engineer
appropriation for
composition, officer
128
578,
for
secretary,
clerks,
etc
1
----..
289
Corps, and
and Civil War veterans
for secretary, clerks, etc
Corps,
581, 128
for
for -----------581,
1
each
ConStates, and Conautomobile for
United States,
for automobile
of United
each of
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
mileage,
646
mileage,
for
federate
States forces
forces--------deficiency
federate States
State
messengers
with
electoral
electoral
647
with
expenses---.
753
amount
authorized
expenses
State messengers
for
authorized
.7A
amount
-vote for
for President
ana -------....
Fresldent and
vote
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Veterans' Bureau,
United States—Contd.
States-Contd. Page
Bureau, United
Veterans'
additional
hospital, etc., facilities for
for
additional hospital,
389
patients of,
38 9
authorized--------of, authorized
patients
9
389
permanent
training school
school for
for the blindblind_
38
permanent training
3900
means to
39
employed -----------be employed
to be
means
accommodation for medical,
etc., permedical, etc.,
accommodation
390
sonnel
39 O
sonnel --------------------390
construction,
39 O
etc-----------------construction, etc
O
390
appropriation
authorized ---------39
appropriation authorized
0
390
etcallowance
preparing plans,
39
plans, etc_
for preparing
allowance for
former
appropriation and authorizaformer appropriation
tion for
for additional
additional hospital faciltion
ities for
for patients
to
of, extended to
patients of,
ities
1317
June 30,
30, 1926---------------1926
131 7
June
further facilities
beneficiaries
care of beneficiaries
for care
facilities for
further
in
hospitals of, rather than other
other
in hospitals
1212
temporary
institution
121 2
contract institution-temporary contract
Governof
purchase
plants, use
Governof plants,
purchase of
12122
ment sites,
sites, etc
121
etc--------------ment
construction of
furnishing
buildings, furnishing
of buildings,
construction
12133
equipment,
etc
121
equipment, etc--------------location, purpose,
etc., subject to appurpose, etc.,
location,
3
1213
proval
the President
President ..--- .
121
of the
proval of
transfer
of
other
Government
owned
Government
transfer of other
1213
facilities
to bureau-----------bureau
121 3
facilities to
to
construction,
etc.,
be
determined
etc.,
construction,
12133
by the
the President
President ------------121
by
employment
of
Government
techGovernment
of
employment
nical
agencies,
outside agencies,
personnel, outside
nical personnel,
13
1213
etc
12
etc-----------------------amount
authorized
for
additional
hoshosadditional
for
authorized
amount
13
1213
pitals, etc-----------------etc
12
pitals,
allowance from,
from, for
for technical
technical and
allowance
1213
clerical services
12 13
services-------------clerical
after
of program
program for, no
completion of
after completion
other than
etc., hospitals
Bureau, etc.,
than Bureau,
other
13
1213
to
be used
12
used------------------to be
13
1213
emergency exception
exception --..------12
emergency
purchase authorized
authorized for,
Muskogee,
of Muskogee,
for, of
purchase
54
1354
Okla., city
city hospital
13 30
hospital..- --Okla.,
63C
repeal
Act establishing
6
establishing-----former Act
of former
repeal of
sections of
War Veterans'
Veterans' Act
Act
World War
of World
sections
30
630
to be
be in
in lieu
6
of-------------lieu of
to
right
of way
way granted
hospital reserat hospital
granted at
right of
92
792
vation
Iowa_
7
Knoxville, Iowa--at Knoxville,
of, at
vation of,
sale
of
Corpus
Christi
Hospital,
Tex.,
sale of Corpus Christi Hospital,
93
-------- -1093
---authorized
10
authorized
World
War
Adjusted
Compensation
Compensation
World War Adjusted
21
Act
provisions
1
Act provisions--------------of,
Director
Veterans'
Bureau
United
States,
Director
Veterans' Bureau United States,
duties of,
of, under
Adjusted
War Adjusted
World War
under World
21
duties
121
Compensation
1
Act ----------Compensation Act
War,
Veterans, World
World
Veterans,
provisions for
compensation
adjusted compensation
for adjusted
provisions
21
121
of,
in service
1
StatesUnited States
of United
service of
of, in
refund
of
charges
paid
by,
on
relinon
by,
paid
charges
refund of
56
95t
quished irrigation
projects ----9
irrigation projects
quished
89
481
Veterinarians,
Army,
Army,
Veterinarians,
96
appropriation for
481, 89
8
retired-----------481,
for retired
appropriation
C.,
D.
Veterinary
Division,
D.
Division,
Veterinary
0,
540
appropriation for
for salaries
and expensesexpenses_
5417
salaries and
appropriation
12
121'
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Virginia Eastern
Eastern Judicial
District,
Judicial District,
Virginia
deficiency
appropriation for
for paying
paying
deficiency appropriation

Pap.
PaBg

judgment of,
to Th.
Th. Brovig__
__
Brovig---of, to
judgment

696
696

terms of court at Alexandria
962
Alexandria---------terms
Virginia
Western Judicial
District,
Judicial District,
Virginia Western
114
114
Abingdon
terms of court, at Abingdon---------114
114
Gap
Big Stone Gap-------------------114
114
Charlottesville
Charlottesville-------------------114
114
Danville ---------------------Danville114
114
Harrisonburg -------------------Harrisonburg
114
114
Lynchburg ---------------------Lynchburg
114
114
Roanoke
Roanoke-----------------------Viruses,
etc.,
Viruses, etc.,
appropriation for
for regulating
regulating propagaappropriation
tion,
etc., of---------of
76, 775
tion, sales, etc.,
Viruses
etc., for
etc.,
Serums, etc.,
(see Serums,
for Animals (see
Viruses etc.,
for
Animals).
Domestic Animals).
for Domestic
Visas,
Immigration
(see also Immigration
Immigration (see
Visas, Immigration
Act of 1924),
1924),
153
provisions
regulating issue of
153
of--------provisions regulating
Visas of Alien Passports,
Passports,
fees for,
modified in case of
may be
be modified
fees
for, may
aliens
who are not "immi"immialiens who
976
grants" --------------------976
grants"
if similar privileges granted AmeriAmericans visiting
the country
country of_
of---visiting the
cans

976
976

Vital Statistics,
Statistics,
appropriation
for transcribing
transcribing records
records
appropriation for
State
228, 1037
of State-----------------Vocational Education
Education (see Federal Board
Vocational
Vocational Education).
Education).
for Vocational
Vocational Rehabilitation
Rehabilitation (see also VeterVocational
ans' Bureau, United
United States),
ans'
appropriation
appropriation for providing, for disabled discharged
discharged soldiers, etc_
etc.. 533, 1211
abled
deficiency appropriation for, Veterans'
Veterans'
deficiency
Bureau.. 36, 55, 60, 681, 697, 700, 759,
Bureau1343, 1351, 1353
provisions for, of persons serving
serving in
World
World War, contained
contained in World
627
War Veterans'
Veterans' Act ---------Vocational Rehabilitation
Rehabilitation Act,
Vocational
18
provisions of, extended
extended to Hawaii----Hawaii
repeal of, as amended
630
630
amended--------------accrued
accrued rights and liabilities not
630
affected --------------------affected
Vocational
Rehabilitation of Persons
Persons DisVocational Rehabilitation
abled
Industry,
abled in Industry,
appropriation for
extending benefits of,
for extending
appropriation
1202
to Hawaii-----------------..Hawaii
for
of
1202
for promotion
promotion of-----------------for investigating placements, etc., of..
of_ 1202
deficiency appropriation
"deficiency
appropriation for expenses of;
apportionment
680
apportionment to States ------for expenses,
expenses, extending benefits
benefits of
Hawaii
680
industrial, to Hawaii---------placements
for investigations,
investigations, etc., of placements
rehabilitated persons, etc
etc_- 680
of rehabilitated
430
amendments
Act
amendments to former Act----------amounts authorized
authorized annually for the
431
use of States in
in--------------allotments
ratio of
of population_
___
in ratio
population---allotments in
minimum; authorization
authorization for fiscal
1927
years 1925, 1926, and 1927----expenditures conditioned on equal
expenditures
amount under State Board
Board ---restriction on use for institutions____
institutions --submisssion of State board plans, etcetc..
submisssion
annual report from State to Federal
Federal
Board
Board--------------------no portion to be used for buildings,
land,
etc
land, etc-------------------admission of Federal civil
civil employeesemployees..

431
431

431
431
431
431
431

431
431

Vocational Rehabilitation
Rehabilitation of
of Persons
Persons DisDisVocational
abled
in Industry—Continued.
Industry-Continued.
abled in
amounts,
legislative action of
amounts, etc.; legislative
States required;
acceptance of
of
required; acceptance
States
provisions
provisions -------------

direct
of State
board_--__
State board
cooperation of
direct cooperation
provide
cooperation with
with
for cooperation
provide plan for
workmen's
compensation, etc.,
workmen's compensation,
agency
agency---------------------supervision of courses, etc
etc.--- -supervision
appoint of custodian -------------acceptance
acceptance by action prior to July 1,
1924,
compliance ----deemed compliance
1924, deemed
annual
appropriations authorized
authorized for
annual appropriations
three years,
years, for
for studies,
studies, placeplacethree
ment, etc-------------------etc
ment,
employees, office expenses,
expenses, etc., auemployees,
thorized from---------------from..
thorized
report to Congress--------------Congress
report
Vocational Training,
Vocational
Training, etc., Army,
Army,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for --------deficiency
Volunteer Naval
Naval Reserve,
Reserve,
Volunteer
etc
not required to attend drills, etc-----no pay,
pay, etc.,
etc., except
ordered to
to
except when ordered
no
active
or training
training duty-------duty
active or
may, on application, be given active
duty
without pay ---duty with or without
Volunteer
Soldiers' Home (see National
Volunteer Soldiers'
Home for
Volunteer
for Disabled Volunteer
Home
Soldiers).
Soldiers).
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431
431
432
432
432

432
432
432

432
432

1350
1350
1089
1089
1089
1089

W.
W.
Wabash
River,
Wabash River,
bridge authorized
authorized across, at Mount
Mount
1131
Carmel, Ill -----------------Carmel,
Vincennes Ind
935
-----------------Ind-Vincennes,
Wabash
Ill, and Ind.,
Ind.,
River, Ill.
Wabash River,
construction of lock
Grand
dam at Grand
lock and dam
construction
Rapids repealed-------------repealed
1190
Rapids
Waccamaw River,
bridge
authorized across,
across, at Bellamy
Bellamy
bridge authorized
9
C---------------Landing, S. C
9
Homy
S. C.,
C., may
bridge; locamay bridge;
County, S.
Horry County,
tion
19
tion------------------------WaccantawRiver
or Lake, N. C.,
Waccamaw River or
construction
24
authorizedof dam across, authorized_
construction of
First Lieutenant
Lieutenant Leigh, Army,
Army, Air
Wade, First
Service,
advanced
advanced five hundred files on the promotion list in recognition of
world flight accomplished by
979
him
979
him------------------------accorded to,
distinguished
service medal
medal accorded
distinguished service
decacceptance of medals or decand acceptance
orations
foreign governgovernfrom foreign
orations from
ments, authorized
979
979
authorized ----------ments,
Nev.,
Wadsworth, Nev.,
survey, platting and sale of lots in townsite
of, in
Indian
Lake Indian
in Pyramid
Pyramid Lake
site of,
Reservation
596
596
Reservation-----------------Wage Earners,
Earners, Employment
Employment of,
appropriation for
for agencies,
agencies, etc., for
for
appropriation
aiding
aiding -----------.----- - 242, 1051
Wagons,
Wagons, Automobile
Automobile,
excise
accessotax on chassis of, and accessoexcise tax
ries
322
322
ries -----------------------Wah-we-yea-cumig,
of
Band of
Mille Lac Band
Wah-we-yea-cumig, Mille
Indians Chief,
Chief,
Indians
payment
to, from Court of Claims,
payment to,
818
Band-------judgment for the Band
818
judgment
Wahpeton,
N. Dak.,
Dak.,
Wskpeicm, N
appropriation for Indian school at
at.. -_ 406, 1157
appropriation
707
for Indian
Indian school, additional,
additional, 1925-1925._
deficiency
appropriation for Indian
deficiency appropriation
684
school
herd-----at; replacing herd
school at;
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Wakefield,
Page.
Va.,
Wakefield, Va.,
appropriation
Washingfor care, etc., Washingappropriation for
515, 929
ton's
birthplace
ton's birthplace------------for
improvement,
constructing road, improvement,
for constructing
etc
929
etc ------------------------for
Washington's birthetc., Washington's
care, etc.,
for care,
712
place, additional,
1925
712
additional, 1925--------place,
Walapai
Reservation, Ariz.,
Indian Reservation,
Walapai Indian
ieconveyances
privately owned,
owned, etc.,
of privately
reconvevances of
lands in,
acceptance of lieu
in, and acceptance
lands
selections, to
to consolidate
consolidate reselections,
tained
holdings -------tained Indian holdings_

954
954

Waldo,
Fla.,
Waldo, Fla.,
preliminary
examination, etc., of, canal
preliminary examination,
connecting
connecting Waldo and Lake
Alto,
and Lake Alto to Little
Alto, and
Lake
Santa Fe,
Fe, to
to be
made
be made----Lake Santa

1194

Walker
Agency, Nev.,
Nev.,
Walker River Agency,
appropriation
appropriation for support, etc., of
Indians at,
funds_ 411,
411, 1161
from tribal fundsat, from
Indians
Walker
Reservation, Nev.,
Indian Reservation,
River Indian
Walker River
appropriation for
project
irrigation project
for irrigation
appropriation
on
1150
400,1150
on ---------------------- 400,
Wallace,
Idaho,
Wallace, Idaho,
appropriation for care
care of graves of
appropriation
national forest
forest fire fighters
fighters buried
national
at
444, 834
at-----------------------Walling,
Harry,
Walling, Harry,
deficiency
services__
appropriation for services-deficiency appropriation

1313

Walling,
William A.,
Walling, William
deficiency
appropriation for services__
_
services--deficiency appropriation

1313

Wallowa National
National Forest,
Forest, Oreg.,
Wallowa
exchange
private owners,
exchange of lands with private
and
lands to
to
public lands
designated public
and designated
be
to .--------------added to
be added
Construction Company,
Walsh Construction
reimbursedeficiency appropriation
appropriation for reimbursedeficiency
ment
ment----------------------Richard,
Walsh, Richard,
exchange of
irrigation unit perfarm irrigation
of farm
exchange
mitted
mitted----------------------Hospital, D. C.,
Walter
Walter Reed Army Hospital,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for repairs and
and
deficiency
improvements
improvements---------------specified addiamount authorized
authorized for specified
amount
tional
facilities, etc.,
etc., to ------tional facilities,
Dak.
Walworth County, S. Dak.,
bridge authorized
authorized across
across'Missouri River
River
bridge
between
and
Corson County and--between Corson
Wash.,
Wapato
Irrigation Project,
Project, Wash.,
Wapato Irrigation
appropriation for
for additional
additional water supappropriation
Yakima
ply
allotments on Yakima
to allotments
ply to
403,
Reservation, from
from ------Reservation,
404,
reimbursement of
of entire
entire cost
cost_--__ 404,
reimbursement
etc-payment of
of damages
to crops, etc__
damages to
payment
for
unit
Satus unit
for Satus

404,
404,
-------------1925--for
maintenance, additional, 192&__
for maintenance,
deficiency
appropriation for construcdeficiency appropriation
tion
tion------------------------War
Army,
College, Army,
War College,
appropriation
expenses_
instruction expensesfor instruction
appropriation for

1279
1345
812
1345
1264

3
3

1154
1154
404,

1154

1154
1154
707

684
480,
894

War College, Naval,
appropriation
for maintenance,
etc-- 188, 867
maintenance, etc__
appropriation for
Contracts,
War Contracts,
employees,
appropriation
appropriation for civilian employees,
adjusting, and
claims
479, 893
and claims-------adjusting,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for settling
settling
deficiency
claims of
foreign governments
governments
of foreign
claims
under695
under---------------------

695

War Department,
Department, (see
(see also
also Army),
War
8
appropriation
for military
activities
military activities,
for
appropriation
892
.7Repprivrat
etc----------------------478,
ew
---- 892

cclix
cclix

War Department-Continued.
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Department-Continued.
War
appropriation for Secretary,
Secretary, Assistant,
appropriation
and civil
Office of
civil personnel in Office
and
Secretary
892
478, 892
Secretary-----------------salaries
limited to average rates
salaries limited
under
Classification Act--_-Act
478, 892
under Classification
892
if
only one
grade_ ___
one position in aa grade---if only
clericalrestriction
applicable to clericalnot applicable
restriction not
mechanical
service892
____-- 478, 892
-mechanical service
_-- __ _ 478, 892
no
reduction in fixed salaries
salaries_
no reduction
transfer
another position withtransfer to another
893
out
reduction----------------out reduction
payments
higher rates perunder higher
payments under
478, 893
mitted
_
mitted-----------------for contingent
expenses, Depart,
contingent expenses,
for
meat
478, 893
ment -------------- --478
automobile for
Secretary
for Secretary------automobile
478, 893
49
8
73
8
for
------------------ 478,
stationery _
for stationery
for
postage stamps
stamps -------------- 478, 893
893
for postage
for
for
478, 893
binding for-----and binding
printing and
for printing
479, 893
for
contingencies of
of the Army
Army --893
for contingencies
civil
employees on sales of war supcivil employees
plies, adjusting contracts, etc_
etc _ 479, 893
893
plies,
restriction on
on transfers
transfers of surplus
restriction
4
479,
property893
79, 893
property--------------advertising limitedlimited -----------479
advertising
payment to
479
restrictedauctioneers restricted_
to auctioneers
payment
for civil
personnel, Office
Office of Chief
Chief of
personnel,
civil
for
Staff
479,
479,894
Staff ------------------8
94
9
4
894
480, 8
for Army
Army War
College----------- 480,
War College
for
for civil
personnel, Adjutant Gencivil personnel,
for
480, 895
eral's
Office895
eral's Office---------------for civil
civil personnel,
personnel, Inspector
Inspector Genfor
480,895
eral's
Office895
480,
eral's Office---------------for civil
civil personnel,
Judge Advocate
personnel, Judge
for
General's Office
Office ------------ 481, 895
General's
for pay,
pay, etc.,
etc., of the Army
895
481, 895
Army------for
officers
481, 895
officers---------------------enlisted
authorized number
number 481, 896
men; authorized
enlisted men;
miscellaneous items
896
482, 896
under----items under
miscellaneous
rental
and subsistence
482,897
897
allowances- 482,
subsistence allowancesrental and
482, 897
for
Army
mileage of the Army--------for mileage
for clerks,
etc., Finance
Finance Departclerks, etc.,
for
482, 897
ment
897
ment------------------allowance for
personal services in
for personal
allowance
483, 897
the
Department897
the Department----------for
paying claims
claims for
damages to
for damagels
for paving
private
property
t°
483, 897
483,
private property-----------for
claims of
officers, etc.,
etc., for
of officers,
paying claims
for paying
personal property
property lost, etc., in
personal
483, 897
the
897
service---------------the service
for
civil personnel,
Office of Chief of
personnel, Office
for civil
483, 898
898
483,
Finance
Finance----------------483, 898
for
of the Army ----subsistence of
for subsistence
for
regular quartermaster
supplies- 484, 899
quartermaster supplies_
for regular
for
clothing and
and equipage
equipage900
------- 485, 900
for clothing
for
Army_ 485, 900
of the Armyexpenses of
incidental expenses
for incidental
for transportation
transportation of the Army and
for
486, 900
486,
supplies900
supplies------------------for
horses
901
487, 901
-------------horses
for
902
for military
military posts;
posts; construction
4
8
88
7: 9
90
02
3
487,
construction--- 4
for
for barracks
barracks and quarters
quarters ------- 488, 903
for
for water
water and
sewers at
at posts----posts
488, 903
and sewers
for
for roads,
roads, walks,
wharves, and
drain-88, 003
and drainwalks, wharves,
for
age ----------------------- 488, 903
for shooting
ranges
489, 904
and ranges-galleries and
shooting galleries
for
for rent
rent of
for military
military purpur48
- 9, 904
buildings for
of buildings
for
489,904
C---------------_
poses, D. C
for Fort
Monroe, Va.,
Va., wharf, roads, 89, 904
Fort Monroe,
for
489,904
and
sewers
---------------and sewers
for hospitals;
construction, etc_
etc -- 489, 904
hospitals; construction,
for
for
civil personnel,
Quartermaste190, 904
personnel, Quartermaster
for civil
Office ------------ 490, 04
General's Office
90
490,
technical, etc.,
49
4
9a, 9
9
31
4
services ----etc., services
technical,

expenses ----Service expenses
Signal Service
for Signal

490, 905
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Psge.
appropriation for expenses,
expenses, etc; purappropriation for
for fire
installaappropriation
purfire control
control installaappropriation
chases from abroad
abroad admitted free
tions,
seacoast defenses
defenses ----490, 905
905
tions, seacoast
490,
of
510, 925
of duty
duty--------------------510,
925
Signal
for civil personnel,
personnel, Office
Office of
of Chief Signal
for nonmilitary
activities
511,
for
nonmilitary activities--------Officer ---.------------511, 925
925
491, 906
Officer
technical, etc.,
services
491, 906
906
for Jennie Carroll
Carroll -------------- 511,
511, 925
925
491,
technical,
etc., services-------for Mabel
Mabel H
H. Lazear
Lazear ----------- 511,
511, 926
926
expenses --------491, 906
for Air Service
Service expenses
R. Kissinger
Kissinger ---------511,
for John R.
for aviation
landing, Panama
493
511, 926
926
for
aviation landing,
Panama Canal_
Canal493
national cemeteries---------cemeteries
511,
for national
511, 46
96
for
for civil personnel,
personnel, Office
Office of Chief of
for Antietam
Antietam battle field
field--------- 511, 926
Air Service ------------- 493,
493, 908
908
for
officers,
for disposition of
of remains
remains of officers,
Medical Department
for Medical
Department expenses..
expenses- 493,
493, 908
908
soldiers, and
citizens
soldiers,
and citizens-------511, 926
926
for hospital
hospital care,
Zone garrigarrifor
care, Canal
Canal Zone
for American
American cemeteries
Great
cemeteries in Great
sons
494,
sons-----------------494, 909
909
Britain and France--------France
Britain
512, 927
Medical Museum-----Museum
494,
for Army Medical
494, 909
909
for Confederate
Confederate cemeteries
cemeteries and burial
Surgeon
General's
for library,
library,
Surgeon
General's
places
512, 927
places-------------------512,
927
Office
Office-------------------- 494, 910
'for civil personnel, Surgeon General's
General's
for
Springs Hospital
Hospital pafor burial
burial of Hot Springs
paOffice
494, 910
Office----------------tients
Rock, Ark.,
tients in Little
Little Rock,
Ark., cemefor care of insane Filipino and Porto
tery
tery---------------------- 512, 927
927
Rican soldiers
soldiers ----------494, 910
Rican
for
monuments, etc.,
etc., in Cuba
for monuments,
Cuba and
and
personnel, Bureau
Bureau of Insular
for civil
civil personnel,
Insular
China
927
China-----------------512, 927
Affairs -------------------495, 910
Affairs
for national
military parks------parks
512, 927
for
national military
512,
927
for
Engineer
Department
exfor
Engineer
Department
exfor
Washington-Alaska cable,
928
for Washington-Alaska
cable, etc
etc-- 514, 928
penses
495, 910
910
penses-------------------- 495,
for
limbs
929
for artificial
artificial limbs-------------514, 929
military surveys and maps----maps
911
496, 911
appliances
for surgical appliances----------514, 929
seacoast defor Engineer expenses, seacoast
trusses
929
for trusses-------------------514, 929
fenses
911
fenses--------------------496, 911
for Medical
Medical and Surgical
Surgical History
History of
of
personnel, Office of
for civil
civil personnel,
of Chief
Chief of
929
the World War
War------------ 514, 929
Engineers
912
Engineers ----------------- 497, 912
etc. of
executive
for care, etc.,
of grounds
grounds of executive
912
technical, etc., services ------- 497, 912
departments, D. C---------C
514, 929
929
departments,
Ordnance
Department
exfor
Department
exMonument
514, 929
929
for Washington
Washington Monument-----penses ------------------497,
497, 913
913
for Lincoln's deathplace
514, 929
929
deathplace -------for manufacture
manufacture of arms ------498, 913
514 929
929
for Washington's
Washington's birthplace
birthplace------ 514,
for
for tanks
tanks ---------------------- 498, 913
913
515
for Lincoln Memorial
Memorial-------------515
498,
913
for field artillery
artillery armament-----armament
498, 913
for California
Commission.. 515,
929
California Debris Commission_
515, 929
for
grounds
498, 914
for proving
proving grounds------------for roads,
515,
roads, bridges, and trails, Alaska_
Alaska515,
for Rock Island, Ill., arsenal ---499, 914
930
930
for testing machines
914
machines ------------ 499, 914
Macdonough Memorial
515
for Macdonough
Memorial -------515
repairs to arsenals
arsenals ----------- 499,914
for repairs
499, 914
for river and harbor work, preservapreservafor
for gauges,
gauges, jigs,
jigs, etc.,
etc., for
for armament
armament
930
tion, maintenance, etc ------ 515, 930
manufacture
499, 914
manufacture-------------- 499,914
survey of northern
northern and northwestnorthwestfor
for armament,
armament, etc.,
etc., seacoast
seacoast de930
ern lakes, etc -------------- 515, 930
fenses ------------------499, 914
914
499,
___ 515, 930
930
New York Harbor deposits_
deposits---personnel, Office of Chief of
for civil personnel,
examinations, surveys,
of
for examinations,
surveys, etc., of
Ordnance ----------------500, 915
Ordnance
500,915
rivers
rivers and harbors--------harbors
516, 930
draftsmen, etc --------------915
500, 915
for Muscle Shoals, Tennessee
Tennessee River,
River,
for Chemical Warfare
Warfare Service,
Service, gases,
Ala., Dam No. 2
Ala.,
2------------ 516,
516, 930
930
etc ------ --------------915
500, 915
for flood control, Mississippi and Sacfor civil personnel, Office of Chief of
ramento Rivers
Rivers------------ 516, 930
930
Chemical
Warfare Service_
Service --Chemical Warfare
___ 500, 916
for transportation
transportation facilities,
facilities, inland
inland
for
chemists, etc ---- _
---------_ 500,916
and coastwise
coastwise waterways
516
waterways-----516
for service schools, etc ---.-916
__-- 501, 916
for Volunteer Soldiers'
Soldiers' Home
Home----- 516, 931
for
Coast
Artillery
expenses,
seacoast
for Coast Artillery expenses, seacoast
Managers, etc., modifiedmodified_
518
Board of Managers,
defenses ------------_--502, 917
for State or Territorial
Territorial homes
homes_---__ _ 519, 933
for
for civil personnel,
personnel, Office of
of Chief
Chief of
of
for Panama
Panama Canal ------------- 519, 933
918
Coast Artillery ------------ 503, 918
balances
balances of designated
designated appropriaappropriafor Military Academy
Academy----------- 503, 918
tions covered
covered into the Treasury_
Treasury_
934
934
National Guard expensesexpenses for National
- 505, 920
for Army, additional,
additional, 1925 -------711
711
for civil personnel, Militia Bureau_
Bureau.. 506, 921
for national military parks, addifor Officers' Reserve
Reserve Corps, pay and
1925
712
tional, 1925-----------------712
allowances ---------------allowances
506, 921
for river and harbor improvements,
improvements,
for Enlisted Reserve
Reserve Corps, pay and
additional, 1925-------------1925
712
additional,
712
allowances
506,
921
allowances---------------506, 921
additional, 1925_
712
for Panama
Panama Canal, additional,
1925--_ 712
expenses of headquarters
headquarters and
for expenses
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for Judge AdAdcamps
camps-------------------506, 922
vocate General's Office-------Office
-52
vocate
for Reserve
Officers' Training Corps,
Reserve Officers'
for Army ---------------------- 52, 58,
expenses
expenses of units of--------of
507, 922
62, 695, 698,
698, 701, 761, 1344, 1350, 1352
supplies, etc.,
for military
military supplies,
etc., for
for other
other
for Muscle Shoals, Ala., nitrate plant_
52
52
schools and colleges-------colleges
-- 508, 923
for national
national cemeteries-----------cemeteries
52,
52, 59
59
for civilian
civilian training camps, equipequip-.
for rivers and harbors damages
damages claims_
52,
claimsments, transportation,
transportation, etc---.
etc____ 508,
508, 924
924
1345
for
promotion of
of rifle
rifle pracpracfor expenses,
expenses, promotion
J. Maury Dove Company -----for J.
53
tice------------.----510,924
tice
510, 924
for Volunteer Soldiers'
Soldiers' Home------Home
53,
53,
no pay to officers,
officers, etc.,
using
time
etc., using time
59 63,762, 1346, 1350
measuring devices
devices on work
work of
forjudgments,
United59,
States
63, 762,
courts,
1346, 1350
for judgments,
United
States
courts,
employees
......---.-----employees..
510,925
under -----under
53, 696, 758,1347,1347
758, 1347, 1347
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57
57
deficiency appropriation
for---.-----appropriation for
deficiency
deficiency
appropriation for judgments,
deficiency appropriation
United
courts, under;
War Finance
Finance Corporation,
Corporation,
States courts,
United States
War
Lever
Act claims
time extended
extended to make advances, etc.,
claims--------- 54, 696, 758
Lever Act
time
for
judgments, Court
Claims, unon
notes for
agricultural prodfor agricultural
Court of Claims,
on notes
for judgments,
der
54, 696,
1347
697, 758, 1347
ucts, etc.,
etc., to
November 30,
696, 697,
to November
der ------------ 54,
ucts,
14
14
for
_
59, 62,
1353
1924
62, 699, 1352, 1353
59,
1924 ----------------------fortifications---for fortifications_
to
for
of compensation
59,
to begin
affairs, to
liquidation of affairs,
compensation-------begin liquidation
to
increase of
for increase
761,
1350, 1353
15
15
761, 1350,
January
1925 ------------1, 1925
January 1,
62
62
for additional
to
deposits in the
Treasury, to Januthe Treasury,
employees---------- to deposits
additional employees
for
15
15
1350
62, 1350
for contingent
contingent expenses
ary
1, 1925
1925 -----------------ary 1,
expenses -------- 62,
for
of
increase of
further extension of time for renewal
renewal
for rivers
further
rivers and harbors, increase
for
15
15
compensation
62, 762
of
advances
payments on advances-----of payments
compensation--------------for
registration and
selection for miliand selection
for registration
War Frauds,
Frauds,
War
62, 761
tary
service
tary service----------------appropriation
investigation and
and
appropriation for investigation
63, 1350
for Military
Military Academy----------Academy
prosecution
218, 1027
for
of-----------prosecution of
Civil
for arrears
arrears of
pay, bounty,
bounty, etc.,
etc., Civil
of pay,
for
pay restrictions-------------restrictions
218, 1027
pay
War
63,
761,
1350
63,761,
War -----------------deficiency appropriation
investigatappropriation for investigatdeficiency
63,
for
pay,
etc.,
War
with
Spain__
699,
761
for pay, etc., War with Spain-ing and
and prosecuting----------prosecuting
170
ing
for
preventing injurious
deposits,
injurious deposits,
for preventing
War Minerals
Relief Act,
Minerals Relief
War
New
York
harbor
63
New York harbor------------limitation on amount
amount for payment
payment of
limitation
63,
for headstones
graves
headstones for soldiers' graves--for
claims
repealed
634
under, repealed-------claims under,
699, 762
762
699,
War Mothers,
Mothers, American,
American,
War
for
administrative
expenses,
World
expenses,
for administrative
966
charter
granted; purposes,
purposes, etc-------etc
charter granted;
War
Compensation
Adjusted Compensation
War Adjusted
Revenue,
War Revenue,
Act
Act---------------------- 695, 1344 War
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for collectdeficiency
for
claims------------- 695, 1344
damages claims
for damages
ing
58, 62, 701,
701, 761
ing-----------------for
settling
war
contract
claims
of
contract
war
for settling
foreign governments-------governments
695, 1344 War
Insurance Act,
Risk Insurance
War Risk
foreign
awards of
of allotments
allotments paid
beneficiaries
paid beneficiaries
for
awards
flood control of
for flood
etc., for
surveys, etc.,
for surveys,
under Army
Army allotment
allotment system,
696
under
designated rivers
rivers-------------designated
964
not recoverable--------------recoverable
964
for arbitrating
of royalty,
not
Ameriroyalty, Amerirate of
arbitrating rate
for
.-------------- 630
repeal
amended
630
as amended
of, as
can Cyanamid
Company, payrepeal of,
Cyanamid Company,
can
accrued
and liabilities
not
liabilities not
rights and
able from
accrued rights
National Debalance, National
from balance,
able
630
affected
757
by------------------affected by
fense Act
Act-------------------fense
for Muscle
Muscle Shoals,
War
Risk Insurance
Insurance Bureau
Bureau (see also
also
Tennessee River,
Shoals, Tennessee
for
War Risk
Ala.,
I)am No.
No. 2------------2
757
Veterans' Bureau,
Bureau, United
Ala., Iam
Veterans'
for Inland
757
Corporation-Waterways Corporation
States),
Inland Waterways
for
Office------for
Adjutant General's
General's Office
761
provisions included
World War
included in World
provisions
for Adjutant
761
607-630
Finance------for
Office of
of Chief
Veteran's Act
607-630
Chief of Finance
Act-------------Veteran's
for Office
762
for
national military
military parks
parks--------repeal of
of Act
amendauthorizing, and amendAct authorizing,
repeal
for national
629
1344
629
for
Kans., claims
claims--ments thereto---------------thereto
Funston, Kans.,
ments
Camp Funston,
for Camp
for National
National Guard
Guard----------- 1345, 1350 War
for
Army).
Supplies
Army).
Supplies,
(see
War Supplies
for Virginia
battle fields
fields commiscommisVirginia battle
for
Trophies and
and Devices, Captured,
Captured,
War Trophies
sion
1345 War
sion-----------------------apportionment and
among
distribution among
and distribution
apportionment
for burial
grounds of
of former
former President
President
burial grounds
for
the States,
States, Territories
and DisTerritories and
the
Zachary Taylor
1345
Taylor-------------Zachary
trict of
Columbia, of guns, etc.,
of Columbia,
trict
1346
for
Washington Monument
Monument-------for Washington
taken from
from the
enemy in the
the enemy
taken
for
hospital on
on grounds
grounds
constructing hospital
for constructing
597
World
World War ---------------of Santa
Santa Monica
Monica Home,
Home, CalifCalif
1346
1346
of
ratio
of, based
based on
the proportion of
on
of,
ratio
balances
of
designated
Army
appropriaappropriabalances of designated Army
597
men
service ---------------in service
men in
934
tions covered
in-------------covered in
tions
Army use;
excepted,
if required
use;
for
required
if
excepted,
captured,
etc.,
war
devices
and
trophies
trophies
and
captured, etc., war devices
cemeat
national museums,
at national
to
be distributed
distributed to
to the
States,
the States,
to be
597
597
teries,
etc
etc -----------------teries,
etc
597
etc -----------------------compilation made
made of
of number
number of forces
compilation
expenditures
authorized
from
allotallotfrom
expenditures authorized
to
credited to
to each State, etc.,
etc., to
credited
ments
to, for
for Veterans'
Bureau
Veterans' Bureau
ments to,
597
597
be used
used---------------------be
beneficiaries
532,
532, 1211
beneficiaries--------------notice
to executives
States, etc., of
of States,
executives of
to
notice
hospital
facilities,
etc.,
of,
to
be
utilized
utilized
be
to
of,
etc.,
facilities,
hospital
character and
and quantity
quantity apporapporcharacter
610
by Veterans'
Bureau --------610
Veterans' Bureau
by
598
598
tioned --------------------tioned
inland,
canal,
and
coastwise
transportatransportacoastwise
and
canal,
inland,
invitation
make designation
designation of
to make
invitation to
tion
of, transferred
to
transferred to
facilities of,
tion facilities
598
598
etc-------acceptable
material, etc
acceptable material,
361
Inland
Corporation_
Waterways Corporation
Inland Waterways
598
598
shipment
acceptance_--_
notice of acceptance
on notice
shipment on
inventory of
of typewriters
typewriters in
in possession
possession
inventory
disposal of
of State,
State, etc.,
apportionment
etc., apportionment
disposal
of,
to be
be furnished
General Supfurnished General
of, to
598
598
if
acceptance not
a year
year_ -_
filed in a
not filed
if acceptance
67, 766
ply
Committee ----- -----ply Committee
598
of rejected
rejected portions--------------portions
of
to
turned over
over to
to Committee
Committee on
be turned
to be
Government;
charges payable
payable by the Government;
charges
requisition
therefor---------- 67, 766
requisition therefor
598
598
etc-for
apportioning, loading. etc
for apportioning,
part
Philadelphia, Pa., national
of Philadelphia,
part of
transportation to
national museums,
museums,
national
to
transportation
cemetery granted
granted city for street
cemetery
598
598
etc--------cemeteries, parks,
parks. etc
cemeteries,
242
purposes
242
purposes-------------------598
598
disposal
of
undistributed devices,
Etc_
devices, etcundistributed
of
disposal
remission of
of unpaid
unpaid duties on imports
598
remission
598
rules,
etc., to be prescribed ------rules, etc.,
660
by
660
bv--------------------598
598
amount
authorized to
appropriated_
be appropriatedto be
authorized
amount
be
to
roadways to
to cemeteries
cemeteries and parks
roadwavs
use
for reconditioning
prior to shipreconditioning
for
use
conveyed
to
States
for
maintemainteconveyed to States for
598
598
ment,
forbidden ------------- ment, forbidden
1104
nance,
etc ------------------nance, etc
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War with Germany (see also
War), Page.
also World War),
appropriation for preparing, etc., naval
appropriation
records of
185, 864
records
of ----------------- 185,
864
War with Spain (see also
War),
also Spanish War),
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for pay, etc.,
deficiency
Army__
1350, 1352,
1353
of the Army
- 59, 761, 1350,
1352, 1353
Rhode Island
Island for raising volunvolunclaim of Rhode
teers in, referred
of
teers
referred to Court
Court of
Claims
964
Claims---------------------Ward Ferry,
La.,
Ferry, La.,
bridge authorized across Bayou
Bayou Bartholomew at----------------at
tholomew
888
Warehouse Act, United
Warehouse
United States,
appropriation
appropriation for expenses administering
845
ing ------------------- 454, 845
for administering,
administering, additional, 1925-_
1925_ _
706
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for expenses,
expenses,
administering --------------39
administering
39
Warehouses, Customs Bonded,
Warehouses,
Bonded,
stamp tax on enteries for
for withdrawals
withdrawals
from
335
from-----------------------335
Springs Agency,
Agency, Oreg.,
Warm Springs
appropriation
appropriation for
for support, etc.,
etc., of conconfederated bands of
Indians at;
federated
of Indians
at;
repayment
410,
1161
repayment---------------410,1161
for support, etc., of Indians
Indians at, from
from
funds
411, 1161
tribal funds--------------411,
Indians of, adfor support
support, etc., of Indians
ditional, 1925 --------------708
708
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for civilian
deficiency
employees at-----------------at
1329
employees
1329
Warrant Officers, Army,
Warrant
Army,
appropriations for paypay ----------appropriations
481, 896
for aviation increase
increase ------------ 481, 896
for mileage -----_-----_-----482, 897
Warrenton,
Warrenton, Va.,
Va.,
deficiency
appropriation for public
deficiency appropriation
building
58
building --------------------58
T.
Warwick, Randolph
Randolph T.,
bequest of, accepted,
accepted, for building
bequest
building at
at
Foundlings Home, District of
of
Foundlings
Columbia, to be known as Helen
Helen
Warwick MeL. and Mary E. Warwick
morial for foundlings and wocancer-------------men with cancer
794
Washington,
appropriation for surveyor
surveyor general,
appropriation
clerks,
394
clerks, etc
etc------------------394
for support, etc., of Indians
Indians in-_in __ 409, 1160
1160
and Oregon may acquire bridge across
Columbia
Columbia River, Longview,
Longview,
Wash., to Rainier, Oreg.,
Oreg., to
operWash.,
to operate as a
free bridge -----1052
a free
-1052
tolls allowed for five years ------1052
1052
Columbia River
bridge across Columbia
River at
at VanVantage Ferry may be purchased
by
661
purchased by661
operation as aa free bridge-------operation
bridge
661
661
tolls
authorized for not
more than
than
tolls authorized
not more
five years-------------------years
661
except
claims of Indian tribes in, except
S'
Klallams, against United
S'Klallams,
United States
States
submitted to Court of Claims-_
Claims
886
consent of Congress to agreement
agreement for
consent
for
division of waters of
of Columbia
Columbia
River, etc., between
between Idaho, OreOregon, Montana,
Montana, and ---------1268
1268
exchange
exchange of lands with, to add to Mcpenitentiary..
537
Neil Island Federal penitentiary537
Idaho and, may bridge Pend d'Oreille
d'Oreille
ver, Newport-Priest
River,
Newport-Priest River
Road----------------------Road
1092
1092
lands granted to, for public park purposes--------_-----------poses
1283
-1283
may bridge Columbia River near
Chelan
Falls
791
Chelan Falls-----------------_
791
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may bridge Kettle Falls -----------1052
1052
Columbia River
River near
Vantage Ferry_
near Vantage
Ferry- 1117
1117
preliminary
examinations, etc.,
authorpreliminary examinations,
etc., authorized for flood control
control of designated rivers in Snohomish
Snohomish and
and
Whatcom Counties----------_
1000
Whatcom
1000
granted to, for park, etc.,
public lands granted
etc.,
purposes
1185
purposes--------------------1185
Washington-Alaska
Washington-Alaska Military
Military Cable
Cable and
and
Telegraph
Telegraph System,
System,
appropriation for
extensions, betappropriation
for cost of extensions,
betterments, etc., from receipts_
928
terments,etc.,
receipts___ 514, 928
for replacing worn out cables; bal514
ance available for all expenses
expenses__
514
additional, 1925
712
for, additional,
1925 -------------712
Washington Aqueduct
Aqueduct, D.
C. (see
(see Water
Washington
D. C.
Water
Service, D. (.).
C.).
Washington, Commission
Commission for Celebration
Celebration
of Bicentennial
Bicentennial of Birthday
Birthday of
o
of
George,
George,
established, composition
composition and
duties_--___
671
established,
and duties
671
Washington, D. C.
C. (see
(see also District of
Columbia),
Columbia),
appropriation for
navy yard, public
appropriation
for navy
public
works
works----------------------198
for naval
naval hospital, nurses' quarters_
876
quarters _
876
School ------- 495, 910
910
for Army Engineer School
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
expense of
deficiency
for expense
of
Conference of Interparliamentary
Interparliamentary
Conferenceof
Union at
692
at--------------------692
Washington,
Washington, D. C., Post
Post Office,
Office,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
reimbursing
deficiency
for reimbursing
Capitol power plant, etc.,
etc., for
heat and powerto----------power to
46,
46, 690
690
additional allowance
allowance to receipts in
in
additional
fixing salary of postmaster and
supervisory
at
1058
supervisory employees at-----1058
furnished to,
heat, power,
power, etc.,
etc., furnished
to, by
by CapCapitol power plant to be reimbursed
reimbursed
thereto ---------------..
thereto
588, 1296
Gas Light Company,
Washington Gas
agreement with, as to title of
agreement
of land adadjoining Anacostia
District
joining
Anacostia Park, District
Columbia, validated
887
validated----------887
George,
Washington, George,
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for expenses of
of
commission for celebration
celebration of
of the
the
two hundredth
hundredth anniversary
anniversary of
birth of -------------------1316
1316
Washington, Mo.,
part of public building site, conveyed
conveyed to
to
city for alley extension ------136
136
Washington Monument, D.
Washington
D. C.,
C.,
appropriation for pay of employees-_
employees__ 514, 929
929
appropriation
operating supplies
supplies --------514,
for operating
514, 929
929
Sunday, etc., opening
opening -------- 515,
for Sunday,
515, 929
929
watchmen, etc
etc__
515,
for uniforms to watchmen,
--.
515, 929
929
for care, etc., of grounds
grounds ----------573
for care, etc., additional, 1925-----1925
712
712
deficiency
deficiency appropriation for repairs --.
1346
1346
Washington,
Washington, N. C.,
terms of court at ------------------661
661
Washington's Birthplace,
Washington's
Birthplace, Wakefield, Va.,
Va.,
appropriation
watchmen,
appropriation for repairs, watchmen,
monument and dock-_
dock__ 515, 929
etc., for monument
929
for care, etc.,
etc., additional, 1925-----1925
712
Watches,
excise
excise tax on, sold, etc., by dealers;
exception-------------------exception
324
Water
Water and
and Sewers
Sewers, Army,
appropriation for installing, etc., at
appropriation
posts-------------- 488,
military posts
903
488,903
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Water
Department, D.
C. (see also
also Water Page.
D. C.
Water Department,
Service, D.
C.),
D. C.),
Service,
appropriation for
salaries and exfor salaries
appropriation
575, 1249
penses
penses-----------------575, 1249
for operating
operating expenses---------expenses
for
576, 1249
for
extending distribution
system_ 576,
distribution system_
for extending
rate of
laying mains.
mains.
assessment for laying
of assessment
rate
and
sewers --------------576,
576, 1249
and sewers
for installing
etc ------576, 1249
meters, etc
installing meters,
for
1249
for fire
fire and
and public
public hydrants,
hydrants, etc-etc
576, 1?49
for
576
for
mains ------------------new mains
for new
for
extending mains
mains ----------- 576, 1249
for extending
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
extending
for extending
deficiency
38,1324
. mains-------------------mains
38, 1324
limitation
for personal
appropriation for
on appropriation
limitation on
services increased
$145,000_ __ 1324
to $145,000--increased to
services
Water Service,
D. C.,
Service, D.
Water
appropriation for
for increasing
increasing city water
appropriation
supply
supply-------------------- 574, 1248
project adopted-adopted_
--------- 575, 1248
project
contracts
authorized--------- 575, 1248
contracts authorized
for
expenses; wholly
wholly from
from revenues
revenues
for expenses;
of
department-------- 575, 1248
water department
of water
for Washington
Aqueduct, reservoir,
Washington Aqueduct,
for
tunnel, filtration
etc-_ 575, 1248
filtration plant, etc
tunnel,
credit
allowed
Lieut. John
John It.
HarR. Harcredit allowed Lieut.
din ----------------------1248
din
for Conduit
Conduit Road,
Road, repairs,
repairs, etc__
etc---_ 575, 1248
for
575, 1248
for emergency
fund----------emergency fund
for
control
of Secretary
Secretary of War over
control of
affected_- 575, 1248
Aqueduct,
etc., not affected
Aqueduct, etc.,
for water
water department,salaries,etcdepartment, salaries, etc_ 575, 1249
for
for
increasing water
water supply, addifor increasing
712
tional, 1925
1925-----------------tional,
additional,
for Washington
Washington Aqueduct, additional,
for
712
1925 ---------------------712
1925
Water
Supply of
States,
United States,
of the United
Water Supply
to
appropriation for
investigating, etc., to
for investigating,
appropriation
determine the;
artesian wells 419, 1173
the; artesian
determine
Water
Associations (see ReclamaReclamaUsers' Associations
Water Users'
tion Act
Amendments).
Act Amendments).
tion
Watering
Places, Public
Public Lands,
Watering Places,
appropriation for
for classifying, etc., lands
appropriation
for
1173
public---------------- 419, 1173
for public
Watersheds of
Navigable Streams
Streams (see Conserof Navigable
Watersheds
servation of Navigable
Navigable Waters).
servation
Watervliet Arsenal,
Arsenal, West
West Troy,
Y.,
N. Y.,
Troy, N.
Watervliet
deficiency
appropriation for---------for
701
deficiency appropriation
Waterways,
Inland,
Waterways, Inland,
improvement
authorized of,
Norfolk,
of, Norfolk,
improvement authorized
C---- 1186
Va.,
Beaufort Inlet, N. C.._
to Beaufort
Va., to
Charleston, S.
C., to
Johns
Saint Johns
to Saint
S. C.,
Charleston,
1187
River,
Fla
River, Fla-----------------1187
C---S.
Charleston
to
Winyah
Bay,
C
1187
Charleston to Winyah
Louisiana
and Texas
Texas -------------1187
Louisiana and
plans
for improving
improving Sabine-Neches
Sabine-Neches
plans for
1187
waterway modified
modified ----------waterway
and Coastuise,
Waterways, Inland
Inland and
Coastwise,
Waterway.;:,
appropriation for
for operating
operating transportatransportaappropriation
tion facilities
facilities on,
on, by
by War Detion
partment ------------------516
partment
transferred to Inoperation
of facilities, transferred
Inoperation of
land
Waterways Corporation__
Corporation-- _ 360
land Waterways
House of RepWays
Means Committee,
Committee, House
and Means
Ways and
resentatives,
resentatives,
additional
clerk for minority members
additional clerk
of,
established; appointment,
appointment,
established;
of,
1292
pay, etc
etc --------------------pay,
1292
appropriation
for -------------appropriation for
Members
the Sixty-ninth
Sixty-ninth Congress,
Congress,
of the
Members of
authorized to
to revise
revise Revenue
authorized
1315
Act
of 1924,
etc
1315
1924, etc-------------Act of
AgriculWeather Bureau,
Department of AgriculBureau, Department
Weather
ture,
ture,
Bureau, and
appropriation for
for Chief
Chief of Bureau,
appropriation
436, 825
office and
field personnel
personnel ---and field
office

cclxiii
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Weather
Department of AgriculBureau, Department
Weather Bureau,
ture-Continued.
ture-Continued.
-_
-_ 436, 825
appropriation
expenses _
for general expenses
appropriation for
cooperation with
with other
bureaus, etc_436, 826
other bureaus,
cooperation
for
expenses------- 436, 826
central office expenses
for central
for
printing office
826
436, 826
expenses ------ 436,
office expenses
for printing
restriction
Bureau;
printing by Bureau;
on printing
restriction on
exception
436, 826
exception-----------------for
Washingexpenses outside of Washingfor expenses
ton
436,
826
436,826
ton --------------- --for
437, 826
warnings, etc --.
observations, warnings,
for observations,
for
expenses ----------- 437, 826
traveling expenses
for traveling
for aerological
aerological stations; atmospheric
for
investigations,
etc
437, 826
826
437,
investigations, etc---------705
for salaries,
salaries, additional,
1925
additional, 1925-------for
for
general expenses,
expenses, additional,
additional,
for general
705
1925
1925----------------------deficiency
appropriation for
exgeneral exfor general
deficiency appropriation
penses
55, 697, 759
penses---------------exchange
building, East Lansing,
of building,
exchange of
1097
Mich.,
new site---------site
1097
a new
for a
Mich., for
building to
acquired
on acquired
erected on
be erected
to be
building
site
1098
site-----------------------Webster, Daniel,
Daniel,
Webster,
loan of
of, in
for
the Capitol, for
in the
portrait of,
of portrait
loan
exhibition in
Philadelphia of
in Philadelphia
exhibition
works of
of the
Neagle- 1252
John Neagle_
artist, John
the artist,
works
Webster Street
Street NW.,
NW., D. C.,
C.,
Webster
appropriation
for paving,
paving,
Seventh
appropriation for
Street
to Illinois
Avenue -----546
Illinois Avenue
Street to
for
etc., Second
to
Second Street to
paving, etc.,
for paving,
Rock Creek
Church Road; from
from
Creek Church
Rock
gasoline-tax
fund
1226 .
gasoline-tax fund-----------Weights and
and Measures,
International BuMeasures, International
Weights
reau
of,
reau of,
appropriation for
1019
contribution----- 210, 1019
for contribution
appropriation
Weights
and
Measures,
International ComWeights and Measures, International
mittee of,
of,
mittee
appropriation for
expenses, American
American
for expenses,
appropriation
member
230, 1039
1039
member---------------- -230,
Weights,
Measures,
and
Markets,
D. C.,
Markets,
and
Measures,
Weights,
Superintendent of,
Superintendent
appropriation for
for office
office personnel_
personnel_-_ 541, 1218
appropriation
1218
for inspection
inspection expenses
expenses -------- 541, 1218
for
1218
541,
for
expenses, markets, etc------etc
541, 1218
for expenses,
1218
541,
for
trucks
541, 1218
motor trucks-------------for motor
Wekiva
River, Fla.,
Fla.,
Wekiva River,
preliminary
examination, etc., of, to be
preliminary examination,
- 1194
made
made -------------------Weller, Honorable
Honorable Royal
Royal H.,
H.,
Weller,
deficiency appropriation
for contested
contested
appropriation for
deficiency
673
election
expenses -----------election expenses
Wepo
Irrigation Project,
Project, Ariz.,
Ariz.,
Wash Irrigation
Wepo Wash
appropriation for
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
appropriation
of
400, 1151
1151
----------------------- 400,
of
West
Islands acquired
acquired from DenIndian Islands
West Indian
mark
(see Virgin
Virgin Islands).
Islands).
mark (see
West
Indies
West Indies,
appropriation
Weather Service
Service exfor Weather
appropriation for
penses
in---------------- - 436, 825
penses in
West
La.,
River, La.,
Pearl River,
West Pearl
19
bridge authorized
across, by LouisianaLouisiana_
19
authorized across,
bridge
preliminary
examination,
preliminary examination, etc., of, to be
made
1194
made-----------------------West Point,
Point, Ga.,
West
issue of
Army stores
stores to
sufferers from
from
to sufferers
of Army
issue
cyclone at,
in 1920,
1920, approved;
approved;
at, in
cyclone
1252
credit allowed for -----------1252
credit
West Point,
Point, N.
N. Y.
Military Academy).
Academy).
(see Military
Y. (see
West
"West Virginia,"
Battleship,
Virginia," Battleship,
"West
appropriation
for fire
fire control
control apparatus
appropriation for
881
for
for ----------------------Western
Avenue NW.,
NW., D. C.,
Western Avenue
appropriation
grading, etc., MassaMassafor grading,
appropriation for
chusetts
Forty-first
Avenue to Forty-first
chusetts Avenue
1224
Street
Street-----------------------

cclxiv
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Western
Agency, Nev.,
Nev.,
Page.
Page
Western Shoshone
Shoshone Agency,
appropriation for
support, etc.,
etc., of
Inof Infor support,
appropriation
dians at, from tribal funds__
funds-_ 411, 1161
1161
Western Shoshone
Western
Shoshone Indian
Indian Reservation,
Reservation,
Idaho
Nev.,
Idaho and Nev.,
appropriation for
for irrigation
irrigation project
project
appropriation
on
1151
400,1151
on---------------------- 400,
Western State
State College of
of Colorado,
Colorado,
granted lands
__
477
477
station---biological station__
lands for biological
granted
Westmoreland
Pa.,
Westmoreland County,
County, Pa.,
bridge authorized
authorized across Allegheny
Allegheny
bridge
River by
Allegheny County
County
River
by Allegheny
and
892
892
and------------------------Westport, Battle of,
investigation
plans, etc.,
etc.,
of feasibility, plans,
investigation of
military park to commemocommemofor military
801
Mo-----rate, in Kansas
Kansas City, Mo
commission authorized
assist_ ___
801
authorized to assist---expenses
conexpenses to be
be paid
paid from Army contingencies
801
tingencies-------------------Weymouth
Fore River,
River, Mass.,
Mass.,
Weymouth Fore
preliminary examination,
flingexamination, etc., of, Hingpreliminary
ham
to Quincy,
made_
1191
to be
be madeBay to
Quincy, to
ham Bay
White
Earth Agency, Minn.,
White Earth
appropriation for support, etc., of InInappropriation
funds
411
dians at, from tribal funds----Minn.,
White Earth
Earth Indian
Indian School, Minn.,
high
from
school teachers
teachers at,
at, to be paid from
high school
funds
819
819
tribal funds-----------------White House (see also Executive.
Executive Office),
Office),
donations of early American furniture,
etc., may be accepted
accepted for use
use in...
in- 1091
to
__ 1091
become Government
Government property_
property--to become
temporary
committee authorized
to
authorized to
temporary committee
pass
recommend acceptacceptpass on,
on, and recommend
ance-----------------------ance
1091
White
Police,
White House Police,
appropriation for
salaries -------- 521, 1199
for salaries
appropriation
for uniforms and equipment ---521, 1199
1199
for salaries,
salaries, additional,
additional, 1925-------1925
705
deficiency appropriation
additional
deficiency
appropriation for additional
personnel
674
personnel-------------------uniforms, etc
674
for uniforms,
etc --------------674
White Pine
Pine Blister
Blister Rust,
appropriation
of---- 440, 830
appropriation for study, etc., of____
for expenses of eradicating, etc___
etc--- 440,
440, 830
local,
etc., cooperation
cooperation -------- 441,
441, 830
local, etc.,
paying
paying for trees
trees destroyed,
destroyed, etc.,
etc.,
forbidden --------------441, 831
831
forbidden
441,
White River,
bridge authorized across, at Augusta,
Augusta,
1131
Ark -----------.--------. - 1131
Arkansas may acquire to operate
Arkansas
as a
1131
a free bridge
bridge----- ---- _--1131
tolls allowed
allowed for five years
years------- 1131
Batesville, Ark
Ark--- ----- .--- 888
888
De. Valls
Vails Bluff, Ark
Ark-A- ----.----645
Newport, Ark
1131
Newport,
Ark ---_ _-----------1131
operate_ 1132
Arkansas may acquire
acquire and
and operate..
1132
Saint Charles, Ark --------------999
999
Arkansas may acquire to operate
operate
1000
as aa free bridge
bridge--------------1000
1000
tolls allowed for five years
years ------1000
preliminary
examination, etc., of, to be
preliminary examination,
made ---------------------1195
of west fork of -----------------1195
1195
preliminary
preliminary permit for power plant on,
may be extended
extended ------------96
time extended
extended for bridging,
bridging, Batesville,
Batesville,
Ark
Ark ----------------789
789
White River Ute
Ute Indians,
Indians, Utah,
Utah,
appropriation
irrigating allotted
allotted
appropriation for irrigating
lands
lands of ----------403,
----403, 1154
for
from tribal
of
for payment
payment to, from
tribal funds
funds of
Confederated Bands of Utes_ 412,
1162
Confederated
412, 1162
from accrued
interest-------- 412, 1162
accrued interest
1162
.

I
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Page.
White
Indians, Utah-Contd.
Utah—Contd.
Page.
White River Ute Indians,
appropriation for
for irrigating
allotted
irrigating allotted
appropriation
additional, 1925 ----707
lands of,
of, additional,
707
White
Fork, Ind.,
White River, West Fork,
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
etc. ' authorcontrol of ------249
249
ized for flood control
White
New York City,
White Star Line, New
deficiency
appropriation for refund of
of
deficiency appropriation
immigration fine to ----------1335
1335
immigration
Whiteriver, Ariz.,
Whiteriver,
amount
authorized for
Indian Agency
Agency
for Indian
amount authorized
etc., at
93
at-------------building, etc.,
County : Ill.,
Whiteside County,
bridge authorized
across Mississippi
Mississippi
bridge
authorized across
between Clinton County,
River, between
15
15
Iowa, and ---------------National Forest,
Forest, Oreg.,
Whitman National
exchange of lands with private
private owners,
exchange
designated public lands,
lands, to
tO
and designated
TO
1279, 1282
1282
be added To---------Wichita,
Indians, Okla.,
Okla.
Wichita, etc., Indians,
appropriation
1159
etc----- 409,
409, 1159
support, etc
appropriation for support,
support, etc.,
etc., of,
of, additional,
additional, 1925_
708
for support,
deficiency
counsel,
appropriation for counsel,
deficiency appropriation
1330
of-------------Caddo band of
1330
all
against United
United States,
States,
claims of, against
all claims
under treaties, etc.,
etc., to be adjuadjudicated
by Court
Court of
of Claims---Claims__
366
dicated by
366
procedure, etc-------------------etc
367
Wick, James
R.,
James R.,
deficiency
appropriation for services
33
deficiency appropriation
services--_
Wicomico
Md.,
Wicomico River,
River, Md.,
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., of, to be
preliminary
made
1192
made---------------------1192
Wide
Ruins Irrigation
Irrigation Project,
Project, Ariz.,
Ariz.,
Wide Ruins
maintenance, etc., ofof..
400,
for maintenance,
400,
' appropriation
appropriation for
1151
Fla.,
Wilds Landing,
Landing, Fla.,
bridge
authorized across Saint Marys
bridge authorized
River
472
472
River at ------------------Wilkes-Barre, Pa.,
Pa.,
Wilkes-Barre,
time extended
extended for bridging North
Branch
Susquehanna River,
Branch of Susquehanna
Dorranceton from---------from
173
to Dorranceton
Wilkesboro, N. C.,
terms of court
court at------------------at
662
662
Falls Canal,
Canal, Oreg.,
Willamette Falls
time extended
extended for
for bridging,
bridging, at Lock
998
4---------------No. 4
Willamette River,
bridge
authorized across, Portland,
Portland,
bridge authorized
Oreg ---- -----------------18
Burnside Street---------------Street
99
at Burnside
99
at Ross Island ------------------Willamette River, Lower,
preliminary
examination, etc., of, to be
preliminary examination,
1196
1196
made, Portland, Oreg ------Willapa Harbor,
Willapa
Harbor, Wash.,
preliminary
examination, etc., of, to be
preliminary examination,
made
1197
made------------------------

William and Mary College,
College, Va.,
two cannon surrendered
at
surrendered by British at
Yorktown,
loaned toto..
Yorktown, 1781,
1781, to be loaned
Hiram,
Williams, Hiram,
may complete
homestead patent and
complete homestead
and
make application
application for additional
make
additional
stock
raising lands ----------stock raising
Williams,
John Douglass,
Williams, John
Douglass,
reimbursement to,
Victory
reimbursement
to, for
for stolen
stolen Victory
notes
notes----------------------WiUiston Irrigation
Irrigation Project,
Williston
Project, N. Dak.,
appropriation
etc., of..
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
of_
appraisal
appraisal of buildings,
buildings, etc., and
sale
age or lease authorized-----authorized

115
115

811
811

1277
1277
418,
418,
1168

1168
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Williston, N.
N. Dak.,
Par.
Dak.,
Williston,
bridge
authorized across Missouri
Missouri River
bridge authorized
815
at
at------------------------Wilmington,
Del.,
Wilmington, Del.,
plans
improvement of harbor,
harbor, modifor improvement
plans for
1186
fied
fied-----------------------Wilmington, N.
N. C.,
Wilmington,
661
terms
court at
at ----------------of court
terms of
Wilson, N.
C.,
N. C.,
Wilson,
terms of
court at
661
at------------------of court
terms
Wilson, Pa.,
Pa.,
Wilson,
Monongatime extended
bridging Monongafor bridging
extended for
time
hela
River,
by
Allegheny
Allegheny
by
River,
hela
891
County
at -----------------County at
Dak.,
Wind
National Park,
Park, S.
S. Dak.,
Cave National
Wind Cave
appropriation
for protection,
___ 424, 1178
1178
protection, etc -appropriation for
709
709
for protection,
additional, 1925 ----protection, additional,
for
1348
deficiency
appropriation for---------for
1348
deficiency appropriation
Shoshone
Wind
(see also Shoshone
Reservation (see
River Reservation
Wind River
Indian
Wyo.),
Reservation, Wyo.),
Indian Reservation,
appropriation for
system_ 404, 1154
irrigation systemfor irrigation
appropriation
for
roads and
and bridges;
bridges; reimbursement
413
reimbursement
for roads
707
for
irrigation system,
additional, 1925
system, additional,
for irrigation
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for irrigation
irrigation
deficiency
61
project
project---------------------unexpended
balance, appropriation
appropriation for
unexpended balance,
irrigation
diminished,
on diminished,
system on
irrigation system
1155
covered
1155
in------------------covered in
Winder Building,
Building, D. C.,
Winder
Superincustody,
transferred to Superinof, transferred
etc., of,
custody, etc.,
tendent of
of State,
State, etc.,
etc., Departtendent
66
ment
ment Buildings ------------Winnebago
Agency, Nebr.,
Nebr.,
Winnebago Agency,
appropriation
support, etc.,
Inof Inetc., of
for support,
appropriation for
dians at,
from tribal
tribal funds-funds__ _ 411,
411, 1161
at, from
dians
Winnebago
Ill.,
County, Ill.,
Winnebago County,
13
13
inbridge authorized
authorized across Rock River in.
bridge
time extended
for bridging Rock River
River
extended for
time
814
814
at Rockford,
Rockford, by
by------------at
Winnebago Indian
Hospital, Nebr.,
Indian Hospital,
Winnebago
appropriation
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
appropriation for
of
of------------------------ 408, 1159
Winnebago Indian
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Nebr.,
Winnebago
Indians of,
issue
trust patents
patents to Indians
of trust
issue of
1114
patents- 1114
holders of
restricted fee patents_
of restricted
holders
1114
period
of trust
10 years-----------years
1114
trust 10
period of
land
allottee, Mary
Mary
deceased allottee,
to deceased
patent to
land patent
Crane,
canceled, and land reCrane, canceled,
138
138
stored to
to Indians
of
Indians of----------stored
S. C.,
Winyah Bay, S.
Winyah
improvement of
of waterway
waterway from Charlesimprovement
1187
1187
ton,
S.
to, authorized------authorized
C., to,
ton, S. C.,
Wireless
Communication (see
(see Radio
Radio ComWireless Communication
munication).
munication).
Wireworms,
Wireworms,
appropriation
for investigations,
investigations, etc.,
etc.,
appropriation for
of
449, 839
of ------------------------- 449,839
Wisconsin,
Wisconsin,
appropriation for
support, etc.,
Inof Inetc., of
for support,
appropriation
dians in
409, 1160
in------------------- 409,
dians
unappropriated public
lands in, erronepublic lands
unappropriated
ously surveyed
water-covered
surveyed as water-covered
ously
1013
areas, to
sold ------------be sold
to be
areas,
preference right
right of
of occupants
cultioccupants cultipreference
vating,
to make
make application
application
etc., to
vating, etc.,
1013
1013
to
purchase -----------------to purchase
1013
101
-------proof to
accompany to accompany
proof
division
more tracts
tracts held
or more
two or
of two
division of
1013
1013
under
riparian rights
rights---------under riparian
in
claims, preference
preference given
given
conflicting claims,
in conflicting
1013
1013
to improvements,
improvements, etc---------.
etc
to
no
than one
hundred and
one hundred
more than
no more
1013
sixty acres
acres to
applicant_ ___ 1013
any applicant--to any
sixtv
existing rights
rights under
under public
public land
land
existing
1013
1013
laws not
not abridged
abridged------------laws
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unappropriated public
public lands in; apunappropriated
praisal of
value, exclusive of imof value,
praisal
1013
provement
applicant ------1013
by applicant
provement by
issue
of patent
applifor such lands as applipatent for
issue of
cant
payment of
entitled to, and payment
is entitled
cant is
1013
appraised
price
appraised price--------------D. C.,
Wisconsin
NW., D.
Avenue NW.,
Wisconsin Avenue
appropriation for paving, MassachuMassachuappropriation
setts Avenue
Avenue to
River Road;
to River
setts
549
from
fund -------gasoline-tax fund
from gasoline-tax
Wisconsin River,
Wisconsin
be
to
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., of,
preliminary
1195
made ----------------------1195
made-Witnesses, United
United States
Courts,
States Courts,
Witnesses,
1030
221,
appropriation
for fees,
etc
fees, etc-------appropriation for
57,
fees ------deficiency
57,
appropriation for fee,
deficiency appropriation
61, 171,
698, 700,
760. 1333, 1351
700, 760,
171, 698,
61,
Governcertificate
of
attorneys
in
Governcertificate of attorneys
ment
cases conclusive
1333
conclusive -------ment cases
Wolf
River,
Wolf River, Wis.,
preliminary
examination, etc.,
etc., authorpreliminary examination,
ized-for
flood control
249
of-------control of
ized-for flood
Wolves,
Wolves,
appropriation for devising methods for
appropriation
450, 841
--destroying
destroying---for,
Institutionfor,
Women, Federal
Industrial Institution
FederalIndustrial
Women,
473
provisions establishing------------establishing
provisions
Women in
Industry,
in Industry,
Women
appropriation for
investigations, etc_ 242, 1051
for investigations,
appropriation
Women of
of the
the World
World War,
Memorial to,
War, Memorial
Women
contribudeficiency
appropriation for contribudeficiency appropriation
1314
tion to
to erection
erection of
of-----------tion
Labor,
Women's Bureau,
Bureau, Department
Department of Labor,
Women's
exappropriation
salaries and
for salaries
appropriation for
241, 1051
penses
penses -----------------Wood
Distillation, etc.,
Wood Distillation,
appropriation
investigating methods
for investigating
appropriation for
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Florence King
Florence
Granting a
Kling Harding.
a franking
franking privilege to Florence
An Act Granting
Harding. An
Kling Harding.
FlorenceKling
---------January
25, 1924-------------------------------------------1924
January 25,
Edith
franking privilege
privilege to Edith Bolling Wilson.
An Act
Act Granting aa franking
Wilson. An
Bolling Wilson.
Edith Bolling
March 4,
1924....-----------------------------------------------------------4, 1924
March
Cleveland State Bank, of CleveCleveland, Miss.,
Miss., State Bank. An Act For the relief of the Cleveland
Cleveland,
---land, Mississippi.
March 31, 1924---------------------1924
Mississippi. March
land,
Martinsburg, W.
National Bank.
National Bank
Bank
Bank. An Act For the relief of The Old National
Old National
W. Va., Old
Martinsburg,
of Martinsburg,
Martinsburg, Martinsburg,
Martinsburg, West Virginia. April 1, 1924----------------------1921
of
William R.
Bradley. An
relief of William
acting collector
collector of
William R. Bradley, former acting
An Act
Act For the relief
R. Bradley.
William
1924-------------------------internal revenue for South Carolina.
Carolina. April 3, 1924
internal
Charles B.
Strecker. An Act To permit the correction of the general account
account of Charles B.
B. Strecker.
Charles
12, 1924
1924--------------Strecker, former
United States.
States. April 12,
Treasurer United
Assistant Treasurer
former Assistant
Strecker,
1924-------------H. Lee. April 12; 1924
William H.
Act For the relief of William H.
Lee. An Act
H. Lee.
William
Alaska
Commercial Company.
Company. An
An Act
Act For
Commercial Company.
of the
the Alaska Commercial
relief of
the relief
For the
Alaska Commercial
April 12,
12, 1924
1924-------------------------------------------------------------April
April 14, 1924-------------------J.
J. G. Seupelt.
1924
G. Seupelt.
Seupelt. An Act For the relief of J.
J. G.
Ambrose I.
Moriarty. An Act To provide for the advancement
advancement on the retired
retired list of the
I. Moriarty.
Ambrose
Regular
Army
of
Second
Lieutenant
Ambrose
I.
Moriarty.
April
1924
April 14, 1924---------I.
Moriarty.
Regular Army of Second Lieutenant Ambrose
John
An Act
For the
the relief
relief of
John H.
McAtee. April 15, 1924-------------1924
H. McAtee.
of John
Act For
H. McAtee.
McAtee. An
John H.
Ethel
Act For
For the
the relief
relief of
Ethel Williams.
Williams. April 15, 1924--------------1921
of Ethel
An Act
Williams. An
Ethel Williams.
Fred Hurst.
Hurst. An Act
1924
Act For
For the relief of Fred Hurst. April 15, 1924----------------------Fred
Thomas Nolan.
Nolan. An
Act For
the relief
relief of
of Thomas
1924
April 15, 1924---------------Thomas Nolan. April
For the
An Act
Thomas
hear
Elwood Grissinger.
Grissinger. An
the Court
Court of
of Claims
Claims of
the United States to hear
of the
Act Authorizing
Authorizing the
An Act
Elctood
and determine
the claim
Grissinger. April
April 18,
1924
18, 1924-----------------Elwood Grissinger.
of Elwood
claim of
and
determine the
1924-----------George A.
Nickles. An
An Act
For the
George A. Nickles. April 28, 1924
the relief
relief of George
Act For
A. Nickles.
George
Hugh S.
S. Cumming.
Cumming. Joint
Granting permission
Hugh S. Cumming, Surgeon
permission to Hugh
Resolution Granting
Joint Resolution
Hugh
General
of the
United States
Public Health Service, to accept
accept certain
certain decorations beStates Public
the United
General of
stowed upon
Republics of France
France and Poland. April 28, 1924---------1924
upon him by the Republics
stowed
Long Island
Railroad Company.
An Act
For the
the relief
relief of
of the
the Long
Long Island
Island Railroad
Railroad ComAct For
Company. An
Island Railroad
Long
----------------------------------1924----------------May 19, 1921
pany. May
William
Mullen Company.
Act For
For the
the relief
Mullen Company.
D. Mullen
William D.
of the
the William
relief of
An Act
Company. An
D. Mullen
William D.
May 23,
23, 1924
1924--------------------------------------------------May
George
Tobin and
and Son.
George T.
T. Tobin
Tobin and
and Son.
1921.
Son. May 23, 1924.
of George
relief of
the relief
Act For
For the
An Act
Son. An
T. Tobin
George T.
Peter C.
others. An
An Act
For the
the relief
Keegan and others. May
Peter C. Keegan
of Peter
relief of
Act For
and others.
C. Keegan
Keegan and
Peter
M, 1924----------------------------------------------------------------1924
23,
New Jersey
and Dredging
relief of the New Jersey
Dredging Company. An Act For the relief
Shipbuilding and
Jersey Shipbuilding
New
Shipbuilding
Dredging Company, of Bayonne, New Jersey. May
May 23, 1924-----1921
and Dredging
Shipbuilding and
Darr F.
F. Tozier.
Tozier. An
An Act
Act Granting
Commander Dorr
F. Tozier,
Tozier, United States
Dorr F.
to Commander
permission to
Granting permission
Dorr
Coast
retired, to
accept a
of Great
Great Britain.
Britain. May
23, 1924_
1924May 23,
King of
the King
from the
a gift
gift from
to accept
Guard, retired,
Coast Guard,
Rein," schooner.
schooner. An
LaHave Transportation
Transportation Company,
Act For the relief of the East LaHave
An Act
Con Rein,"
""Con
Limited,
owner, A.
owner of cargo, and George
George H.
H. Corkum,
Corknm,
A. Picard
Picard and Company, owner
Limited, owner,
Leopold
Conrad, Wilson
Freeman Beck,
Norman E.
Knickle, and Norman
Beck, Sidney Knickle,
Zinck, Freeman
Wilson Zinck,
S. Conrad,
Leopold S.
LeGay, crew
crew of
the schooner
Con Rein,
Rein, sunk
United States
K-4.
submarine K-4.
States submarine
by United
sunk by
schooner Con
of the
LeGay,
---------------------------------May
23, 1924 ------------------------May 23,
1924-------------Rush,
Act For
For the
the relief
relief of
Fellows. May
May 23, 1924
O. Fellows.
of Rush
Rush 0.
An Act
0. Fellows.
Fellows. An
Rush 0.
Edward T.
T. Williams.
Williams. An
Act For
For the
the relief
of Edward
Edward T.
T. Williams. May 23, 1924
1924-----relief of
An Act
Edualrd
Isaac
Jack. An
removal of
the restrictions
restrictions from
forty acres of the
from forty
of the
the removal
Authorizing the
Act Authorizing
An Act
Isaac Jack.
allotment
of Isaac
Jack, a
Indian, and
24, 1924_-1924_
other purposes. May 24,
for other
and for
a Seneca
Seneca Indian,
Isaac Jack,
allotment of
Comanche Indian
Indian allottees.
allottees. An
An Act
Comanche Indians
Kiowa
the Kiowa
Indians of the
three Comanche
compensate three
Act To
To compensate
Comanche
Reservation.
1924---------------------------------------------------Reservation. May 24, 1924
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Underwood Typewriter
Company, etc.
etc. An
Act For
relief of
of the Underwood
Underwood Typewriter
Typewriter
the relief
For the
An Act
Typewriter Company,
Underwood
Company and
and Frank
P. Trott.
Trott. May
May 24,
24 ,1924-----------------------------------1924
Frank P.
Company
1924------------------Arthur
Frost. An
An Act
Act For
Arthur Frost. May
May 24, 1924
of Arthur
relief of
the relief
For the
Arthur Frost.
James
An Act
Act For
For the
the relief
relief of
of James
May 28, 1924------------------1924
James Moran. May
Moran. An
James Moran.
Charles Swanson.
An Act
patent to Charles Swanson. May 31,
31,
issuance of patent
Authorizing issuance
Act Authorizing
Swanson. An
Charles
1924
---------------1924--------------------------------patent
a
grant
to
Johann
Jacob Lutsch.
An Act
Authorizing the
Secretary of the Interior
Interior
a patent
the Secretary
Act Authorizing
Lutsch. An
JohannJacob
1924-------------------------to
lands to
Johann Jacob
Lutsch. May
May 31, 1924
Jacob Lutseh.
to Johann
certain lands
to certain
Luke
Ratigan. An
Act For
Ratigan. May 31,
31, 1924-------------------1921
the relief of Luke Ratigan.
For the
An Act
Luke Ratigan.
Amy L. Fallon.
An Act
Act For
relief of
mother of
Lieutenant Henry N.
of Lieutenant
Fallon, mother
L. Fallon,
Amy L.
of Amy
the relief
For the
Amy L. Fallen. An
Fallon, retired.
retired. May
May 31,
31, 1924
1924-----------------------------------------------Fallen,
"Lexington," steamship.
Act For
For the
relief of
the owners
owners of
of the steamship
steamship Lexington.
of the
the relief
An Act
steamship. An
"Lezington,"
June 3,
3, 1924-----------------------------------------------------------1924
June
United
Dredging Company.
Company. An
An Act
Act For
For the
relief of
United Dredging
Dredging Company.
Company. June
the United
of the
the relief
United Dredging
--------3, 1924
------------------------------19243,
Erie
Railroad Company.
An Act
Act For
the relief
of the
Erie Railroad
Railroad Company.
Company. June 3,
the Erie
relief of
For the
Company. An
Erie Railroad
1924_

1924------------------------

-------------------------
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1368
1369
1369
1369
1369
1369
1369
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1371

1924------------------ 1371
Eva
B. Sharon.
Sharon. An Act For the relief of Eva B. Sharon. June
June 3,
3, 1924
Eva B.
1371
Frank
An Act
For the
Frank Vumbaca.
Vumbaca. June
4, 1924--------------1924
1371
June 4,
of Frank
relief of
the relief
Act For
Vumbaca. An
Frank Vumbaca.
1371
4,,1924----------------Harold
An Act
Act For
relief of
of Harold
Harold Kernan.
Kernan. June 4
1924
1371
the relief
For the
Kernan. An
Harold Eernan.
171
4,,1924--------------------Ezra S.
Pond. An
An Act
the relief
relief of
of Ezra
June 4
1924
1371
S. Pond. June
Ezra S.
For the
Act For
S. Pond.
Ezra
1371
5, 1924-----------------Robert J.
Kirk. An
An Act
Act For
relief of
of Robert
Robert J.
1924
1371
Kirk. June 5,
J. Kirk.
the relief
For the
J. Kirk.
Robert
132
----------5, 1924----------June 5,
F. A. Maron.
P. A.
Maron. June
1921
1372
Act For the relief of F.
Maron. An Act
A. Maron.
F.
1372
1372
Bernice Hutcheson.
Hutcheson. An
An Act
Act For
the relief
relief of
Bernice Hutcheson.
June 6, 1924---------1924
Hutcheson. June
of Bernice
For the
Bernice
1372
Gordon G. MacDonald. An
For the
the relief
relief of
of Gordon
G. MacDonald.
MacDonald. June
June 6, 1924..-1924
1372
Gordon G.
Act For
Gordon G. MacDonald. An Act
Ely
N. Sonnenstrahl.
Sonnenstrahl. An
An Act
For the
the relief
of the
the estate of Ely N. Sonnenstrahl,
Sonnenstrahl, deceased.
deceased.
relief of
Act For
Ely N.
1372
-----------------------June
1924
1372
6, 1924------------------------June 6,
Cable
Pacific
Commercial
the
Commercial Pacific
Pacific Cable
Cable Company.
Act For
Commercial
relief of
For the relief
An Act
Company. An
Commercial
1373
Company. June
June 6,
6, 1924
1373
1924-------------------------------------------Company.
1373
6, 1924----------------Gerard
An Act
Act For
relief of
of Gerard
E. Bess. June 6,
1924
Gerard E.
the relief
For the
Bess. An
E. Bess.
Gerard E.
Jesse L.
Meeks.
An
Act
For
the
relief
of
Jesse
L.
Meeks.
June
6,
1924_
1373
1924.----------------6,
Jesse L. Meeks. An Act For the relief of Jesse L. Meeks. June
Eagle Pass
Pass Lumber
Company. An
Act For
For the relief of the Eagle Pass
Pam Lumber Company,
Company,
An Act
Lumber Company.
Eagle
1374
-1374
of
1924----------------------------------------June 6, 1924
Texas. June
Pass, Texas.
Eagle Pass,
of Eagle
1374
1924----------Frank Stinchcomb.
An
Act
For
the
relief
of
Frank
Stinchcomb.
June
1924
1374
6,
Frank Stinchcomb. An Act For the relief of Frank Stinchcomb. June
Thompson-Vache Boat
Boat Company.
Act For
For the
the relief
relief of
of the Thompson-Vache
Thompson-Vache Boat ComAn Act
Company. An
Thompson-Vache
1374
pany, of
Missouri.
June 7, 1924---------------------------------1924
1374
June
Mill, Missouri.
Bonnots Mill,
of Bonnots
pany,
June 7,
C. C.
C. Carson.
Carson. An Act For the relief of C.
C. C.
C. Carson.
Carson.
June
7, 1924--------------------19241375
C.
Lena Garagnon
Owens. An
Act For
For the
of Lena
Lena Garagnon
Garagnon Owens.
June 7, 1924-..1921
Owens. June
relief of
the relief
An Act
OaragnonOwens.
Lena
V.
E.
Schermerkorn
and
others.
An
Act
For
the
relief
of
V.
E.
Schermerborn,
Schermerhorn, E. C. Caley,
E.
V.
of
V. E. Schermerhorn and others. An Act For the relief
G.
W. Campbell,
Philip Hudspeth.
June 7,
7, 1924
1924----------------------------Hudspeth. June
and Philip
Campbell, and
G. W.
"Harald" steamship.
steamship. An
An Act
Act For
For the
the relief of Bruusgaard
Bruusgaard Kiosteruds
Kiosternds Dampskibs
Dampskibs Ak'Harald,"
1924---------tieselskab,
a
Norwegian
corporation
of
Drammen,
Norway. June 7, 1924
Drammen,
tieselskab, a Norwegian corporation of
Daniel A.
others. An
For the
the relief
relief of
of Daniel
Spaight and others. June
June
Daniel A. Spaight
Act For
An Act
and others.
Spaight and
A. Spaight
Daniel
7,
19241376 --------------------------------------------------------------------7, 1924
Henry
the relief
Henry McGuire.
1924-------------7, 1924
June 7,
McGuire. June
of Henry
relief of
For the
Act For
An Act
McGuire. An
Henry McGuire.
D.
For the
relief of
of D. H. MacAdam.
MacAdam. June 7,
7'
, 1924--------------1924
the relief
Act For
An Act
MacAdam. An
H. MacAdam.
D. H.
Charles T. Norman. An
Act For
T. Norman.
Norman. June
1921
7, 1924---------June 7,
Charles T.
of Charles
relief of
the relief
For the
T. Norman. An Act
Charles
of
officer of
the
Authorizing
Act
An
George
Manger
Burklin
and
Anton
Lerch
Burklin.
Authorizing
the health
health officer
George Mauger Burklin and Anton Lerch Burklin.
the
to issue
permit for the removal
removal of the remains of the
the late
issue aa permit
Columbia to
of Columbia
District of
the District
George Manger
Burklin and
and the
the remains
remains of the late Anton
Anton Lerch
Lerch Burklin from
Mauger Burklin
George
Glenwood Cemetery,
of Columbia,
Columbia, to Fort
Lincoln, Prince Georges
Georges County,
County,
Fort Lincoln,
District of
Cemetery, District
Glenwood
---Maryland. June
7, 1924
1924-------------------------------June 7,
Maryland.
7, 1924-------------June
Porter.
James
Porter. An
rter.
J
un e 7,
19211378
Act For the relief of James B. Po
An Act
B. Porter.
James B.
William
H. Flagg
reimburse William
William H. Flagg
Flagg and
and others
others for propTo reimburse
Act To
An Act
others. An
and others.
Flagg and
William,H.
operated by
erty
mail aeroplane
aeroplane Numbered
Numbered 73,
73, operated
by the Post Office
Office DepartDepartby mail
destroyed by
erty destroyed
ment.
June 7,
1378
1924--------------------------------------------------------7, 1924
ment. June
Hubert
An Act
For the
the relief
of Hubert
June 7,
1924-------------7, 1924
Reynolds. June
Hubert Reynolds.
relief of
Act For
Reynolds. An
Hubert Reynolds.
William H.
Nelson. An
Act For
the relief
relief of
William H. Nelson. June 7, 1924---------1924
of William
For the
An Act
H. Nelson.
William

1375
1375
1375
1375
1376
1376
1376
1377
1377
1377

1377
137S
1378
1378
1378
1379

STATUTE
11-1924-1925.
STATUTE II-192-1921925.
Church
of Our
the Rosary.
An Act
To remit
carillon of bells to be
the duty on aa carillon
remit the
Act To
Rosary. An
of the
Lady of
Our Lady
Church of
Island.
imported for
the Church
Our Lady
Lady of the Rosary, Providence, Rhode
Rhode Island.
Church of Our
for the
imported
December
2, 1924
1924 ----------------------------------------December 2,
L.
Scott. An
the relief
of L.
L. A.
1924
December 6, 1924-------------------Scott. December
A. Scott.
relief of
For the
Act For
An Act
A. Scott.
L. A.
Pensions, Regulars
Regulars and
and other
than Civil
Civil War.
Act Granting
Granting pensions
pensions and increase
increase of
of
An Act
War. An
other than
Pensions,
Regular Army
pensions to
certain soldiers
sailors of the Regular
Army and Navy, and
and certain
certain
and sailors
soldiers and
to certain
pensions
soldiers
sailors of
of wars
than the
War and
and to widows
widows of such
Civil War
the Civil
other than
wars other
and sailors
soldiers and
--------soldiers and
and sailors
sailors. December
8, 1924
1924-------------------------------December 8,
soldiers
Geston
P. Hunt.
An Act
relief of Geston
Geston P.
December 16, 192----------1921
P. Hunt. December
the relief
For the
Act For
Hunt. An
Geston P.
Pensions, Civil
An Act
increase of
of pensions
pensions.. to certain
and increase
pensions and
Granting pensions
Act Granting
War. An
Civil War.
Pensions,
dependent children
and dependent
soldiers and sailors of the Civil War and certain
certain widows and
children
soldiers
of soldiers
and sailors
sailors of
war. December
1924
December 23, 1924-------------------------said war.
of said
soldiers and
of
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National Bank. January
Lebanon National
Bank. An
An Act
Act For
For the
the relief
of Lebanon
Lebanon National
relief of
National Bank.
Lebanon
5,
1925 ---------------------------------------------5, 1925
C.
An Act
Act For
For the
the relief
relief of
the estate
O. M. Cole, Butler County,
estate of 0.
of the
Cole.. An
M. Cole..
C. M.
Kentucky.
January 5,
5, 1925---------------------------------------------------1925
Kentucky. January
Maryland Casualty
Company, etc.
Act For
Maryland Casualty
For the relief of the Maryland
etc. An Act
Casualty Company,
Maryland
Baltimore, MaryCompany,
Fidelity and
and Guaranty
Company of Baltimore,
MaryGuaranty Company
States Fidelity
United States
the United
Company, the
January 5, 1925---------------------land, and
and the
the National
National Surety
Company. January
1925
Surety Company.
land,
Maryland
Company, etc.
An Act
For the
relief of the Maryland
Maryland Casualty Comthe relief
Act For
etc. An
Casualty Company,
Maryland Casualty
pany, the
the Fidelity
and Deposit
Deposit Company
Maryland, and
and the United
United States
Company of Maryland,
Fidelity and
pany,
1925-------Fidelity
Company of
of Baltimore,
Baltimore, Maryland.
Maryland. January
January 5, 1925
Guaranty Company
and Guaranty
Fidelity and
Bertram Gardner.
An Act
For the
relief of
of Bertram
Bertram Gardner, former
former collector of internal
internal
the relief
Act For
Gardner. An
Bertram
revenue
for the
the first
first district
district of
January 5, 1925
1925--------------------York. January
New York.
of New
revenue for
1925---------Albert
An Act
the relief
Albert E. Laxton.
Laxton. January
January 5, 1925
relief of Albert
For the
Act For
E. Lavton.
Laxton. An
Albert E.
L. Freer, deceased.
Charles L.
Act For
estate of Charles
Charles L.
the estate
of the
relief of
the relief
For the
An Act
L. Freer.
Freer. An
Charles
January 5,
------------------------------------------1925-5, 1925
January
Colonel Harry
F. Rethers.
Granting permission
Colonel Harry
Harry F.
F. Rethers,
permission to Colonel
Act Granting
An Act
Rethers. An
Harry F.
Colonel
Quartermaster Corps,
States Army,
Army, to
the gift of aa Sevres
Sevres statuette
accept the
to accept
United States
Corps, United
Quartermaster
entitled "Le
Courage Militaire,"
MiMere," tendered
tendered by
the President
President of the French Republic.
by the
"Le Courage
entitled
January 6,
6, 1925---------------------------------------------1925
January
Stansfield
and Elizabeth
Elizabeth G.
Fuller. An
An Act
Granting six
six months'
gratuity pay
pay to Stansmonths' gratuity
Act Granting
G. Fuller.
A. and
Stansfield A.
field
A. and
and Elizabeth
G. Fuller.
Fuller. January
1925
7, 1925------------------------------January 7,
Elizabeth G.
field A.
Fred E.
Act For
the relief
of the
the Fred
Dredging
E. Jones Dredging
Fred E.
relief of
For the
An Act
Company. An
Dredging Company.
E. Jones
Jones Dredging
Fred
Company. January
January 7,
7, 1925---------------------------------------------------1925
Company.
Henry
Company (Inc.).
(Inc.). An
An Act
the relief of Henry
Henry A. Kessel Company
Act For the
Kessel Company
A. Kessel
Henry A.
----------------(Incorporated).
7, 1925-------------------1925
January 7,
(Incorporated). January
1925-----------Joseph P.
P. Ryan.
Ryan. An
An Act
For the
P. Ryan. January
January 7, 1925
of Joseph P.
the relief of
Act For
Joseph
Stone Towing
Towing lne.
Lim. An
An Act
For the
the relief
relief of
of the
Stone Towing
Towing Line.
January 7,
1925--7, 1925._
Line. January
the Stone
Act For
Stone
William J.
J. McGee.
McGee. An
An Act
Act For
For the
the relief
J. McGee.
McGee. January
January 7, 1925-------1925
William J.
of William
relief of
William
J.
Jessop and
sons. An
Act For
For the
relief of
J. Jessop
sons. January
1925-------January 7, 1925
and sons.
Jessop and
of J.
the relief
An Act
and sons.
J. Jessop
1925---------Mrs.
E. L.
L. Guess.
Guess. An
of Mrs.
Mrs. E.
E. L.
L. Guess.
Guess. January
January 7, 1925
relief of
the relief
For the
Act For
An Act
Mrs. E.
J.
Cook. An
Act For
For the
relief of
J. W.
W. Cook. January
January 7, 1925------------.------1925
of J.
the relief
An Act
TV. Cook.
J. TV.
1925--------Christina
An Act
Act For
of Christina
Christina Conniff.
Conniff. January
January 7, 1925
relief of
the relief
For the
Conniff. An
Christina Conniff.
Cornelia M.
Tower. An
An Act
the relief
relief of
Tower. January
1925
January 7, 1925-M. A.
A. Tower.
of Cornelia
Cornelia M.
For the
Act For
A. Tower.
M. A.
Cornelia
Fred
W. Stickney
and H.
H. A.
A. Reynolds. An Act For the
the relief
relief of Fred W. Stickney
Stickney and
Stickney and
Fred W.
H. A.
A. Reynolds.
Reynolds. January
January 7,
1925
7, 1925------------------------------------H.
Edward S.
An Act
Act For
the relief
relief of
Edward S.
Scheibe. January
January 7, 1925------1925
S. Scheibe.
of Edward
For the
Scheibe. An
S. Scheibe.
Edward
Orville
Paul. An
Act For
the relief
relief of
of Orville
Paul. January
1925
7, 1925-----------------January 7,
Orville Paul.
For the
An Act
Orville Paul.
IAeutenant E.
J. McAllister.
An Act
Act For
the relief
relief of
of Lieutenant
Lieutenant E. J.
J. McAllister.
McAllister.
For the
McAllister. An
E. J.
Iieutenant
January 7,
7, 1925
1925------- ----------------------------------------------------January
John Baumen.
Act For
the relief
of John
1925
January 7, 1925--------------Baumen. January
John Baumen.
relief of
For the
An Act
Baumen. An
John
John W.
An Act
Act For
John W. Dilks. January
January 7, 1925-------------1925
of John
relief of
the relief
For the
Dilks. An
W. Dilks.
John
Jim
Act For
of Jim
Hennessee January
January 7, 1925-------------1925
Jim Hennessee.
relief of
the relief
For the
An Act
Hennessee. An
Jim Hennessee.
Paul
place the
of Paul
Paul Crum
muster rolls of
of Company
Company
Crum on the muster
name of
the name
To place
Act To
An Act
Crum. An
Paul Crum.
E,
First Regiment
Nebraska Infantry,
Infantry, United States Volunteers. January
January 9, 1925-1925
Regiment Nebraska
E, First
Edward
N. McCarty.
Act For
the relief
relief of
of Edward
Edward N.
January 9, 1925---1925
McCarty. January
N. McCarty.
For the
An Act
McCarty. An
Edward N.
January 9, 1925-------------John T.
7'. Eaton.
An Act
For the
the relief
of John T.
T. Eaton.
1925
Eaton. January
relief of
Act For
Eaton. An
John
P. F.
F. McCanna.
For the
relief of
of Nelly
legatee and
and devisee
devisee
residuary legatee
McCanna, residuary
Nelly McCanna,
the relief
Act For
An Act
McCanna. An
P.
1925-----under
last will
and testament
testament of
of P.
F. McCanna,
deceased. January
January 9, 1925
McCanna, deceased.
P. F.
will and
under last
University
An Act
the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
Interior to issue patent
patent
authorize the
Act To authorize
Arizona. An
of Arizona.
University of
in fee
simple to
to the
the Board
of Regents
Regents of
of the
of Arizona,
of Arizona,
Arizona,
Arizona, State of
University of
the University
Board of
fee simple
in
of
Tucson,
Arizona,
for
a
certain
described
tract
of
land.
January
1925
9,
1925-------of Tucson, Arizona, for a certain described tract of land. January
Ed Fletcher.
Act For
For the
of F.
F. J.
Belcher, junior, trustee
trustee for Ed Fletcher.
J. Belcher,
relief of
the relief
An Act
Fletcher. An
Ed
January 9,
9, 1925
1925--------------------------------------------------------January
Mrs. John
John D.
relief of Mrs
Mrs. John D. Hall. January
January 9, 1925-----1925
An Act For the relief
Hall. An
D. Hall.
Mrs.
William Henry
An Act
Act For
the relief
of William
Henry Boyce, senior.
William Henry
relief of
For the
sr. An
Boyce, sr.
Henry Boyce,
William
January 9,
1925
9, 1925---------------------------------------------------------January
1925------ -------January 10, 1925_
Louis Learitt.
An Act
Act For
relief of Louis
Leavitt. January
Louis Leavitt.
the relief
For the
Learitt. An
Louis
Janie Beasley
Janie Beasley
Beasley Glisson. January
January
of Janie
relief of
the relief
For the
Act For
An Act
Glisson. An
Beasley Glisson.
Janie
--------13, 1925
1925 -----------------------------------------13,
Robert
sr. An
An Act
of Robert
January 14,
14, 1925-----1925
senior. January
Laird, senior.
Robert Laird,
relief of
the relief
For the
Act For
Laird, sr.
Robert Laird,
Square 116,
116, D.
An Act
Act To
quiet title
title to
original lot
4, square
square 116, in
in the city
city of
of
lot 4,
to original
To quiet
C. An
D. C.
Square
January 15, 1925------------------------Washington,
District of Columbia.
Columbia. January
1925
Washington, District
Great Lakes
An Act
Act For
For the
the relief
relief of
of the
the Great
Lakes Engineering
Engineering
Great Lakes
Works. An
Engineering Works.
Lakes Engineering
Great
Works.
January 28,
--------------------------------1925--------28, 1925
Works. January
Sweetgrass,
Mont., First
Bank. An
the relief
relief of the First InterAn Act For the
International Bank.
First International
Swceetgrass, Mont.,
1925----------------------national
Bank of
of Sweetgrass,
Montana. January
January 28, 1925
Sweetgrass, Montana.
national Bank
Aktieselskabet Marie
Runa," Norwegian
Norwegian steamship.
steamship. An
An Act
Act For the
Marie di Giorgio,
relief of Aktieselskabet
the relief
""Runa,"
corporation of
of Christiania,
Christiania, Norway.
1925
January 28, 1925-------------Norway. January
Norwegian corporation
aa Norwegian
George
the relief
relief of
of George
George A.
Berry. January
January 29, 1925--------1925
A. Berry.
For the
Act For
An Act
Berry. An
A. Berry.
George A.
Commercial Union
Union Assurance
Assurance Company
An Act For the relief of the Com(Ltd.), etc. An
Company (Ltd.),
Commercial
Federal Insurance
mercial Union
(Limited), Federal
Insurance Company, AmeriCompany (Limited),
Assurance Company
Union Assurance
mercial
can
and Foreign
Foreign Marine
Insurance Company,
Company, Queen Insurance
Insurance Company of America,
Marine Insurance
can and
Fireman's Fund
Insurance Company,
Fire and Marine
Marine Insurance
Insurance ComCompany, Saint Paul Fire
Fund Insurance
Fireman's
1925------------------------pany, and
the United
United States
January 29, 1925
Lloyds. January
States Lloyds.
and the
pany,

1535
1535
1535
1535
1536

1536
1537
1537
1537
1537
1537

1538
1538
1538
1538
1538
1538
1538
1539
1539
1540
1540
1540
1540
1540
1540
1540
1541
1541
1541
1541
1541
1541
1541
1542
1542
1542
1542
1542

1543
1543
1543
1543
1543
1544
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Leo
P. Quinn.
Authorizing the President
President to order
order Leo P.
Quinn before aa retiring
retiring
P. Quinn
An Act
Act Authorizing
Leo P.
Quinn. An
board for
rehearing of
case and upon
findings of
confirm
either confirm
such board
board either
of such.
upon the findings
of his
his case
for aa rehearing
board
his discharge
discharge or
or place
him on
on the
the retired
retired list
rank and
pay held
him at
by him
at
and pay
held by
the rank
list with
with the
place him
his
the
discharge. January
January 29, 1925
1925--------------------------------the time
time of his discharge.
"Itasca," schooner.
schooner. An
An Act
Act For
the relief
of the
schooner Itasca.
Itasca. January
the schooner
of the owner of
For the
relief of
"lItsea,"
31, 1925
1925
------------------------------_--31,
H. B.
B. Stout.
An Act
Act For
February 2, 1925------------------1925
Stout. February
relief of
of H.
H. B. Stout.
For the
the relief
Stout. An
H.
A.
W. Smith.
Smith. An
Act To
credit in
the accounts
accounts of
of A.
A. W.
W. Smith.
Smith. February
February 2, 1925-1925.in the
An Act
To allow
allow credit
A. W.
Pitt River
Company. An
the Pitt River
Power Company.
River Power
relief of the
Act For
For the
the relief
An Act
Power Company.
Pitt
River Power
February
Z 1925-----1925_
---------------------------February 2,
Canadian
Foundry Company,
Act For
the relief
relief of
of canadian
Car
Canadian Car
An Act
For the
Limited. An
Company, Limited.
and Foundry
Canadian Car
Car and
and
Company, Limited.
Limited. February
1925
February 2, 1925----------------------------and Foundry
Foundry Company,
Commercial
Union Assurance
Company (Ltd.),
the relief
the
relief of the
An Act For the
etc. An
(Ltd.), etc.
Assurance Company
Commercial Union
Commercial Union
Union Assurance
Assurance Company
(Limited), Federal
Insurance Company,
Company,
Federal Insurance
Company (Limited),
Commercial
American and Foreign
Foreign Marine
Insurance Company,
Company, Queen
Queen Insurance
Company of
Insurance Company
Marine Insurance
American
America,
United States Lloyds, and the Saint
Saint
Fund Insurance Company, United
America, Fireman's
Fireman's Fund
Paul Fire
Marine Insurance
Insurance Company.
Company. February
February 3, 1925
1925-------------------Paul
Fire and
and Marine
Rosa
Rosa L.
L. Yarbroagh.
Yarbrough. February
1925_ _
February 3, 1925---An Act
Act For
For the relief of Rosa
L. Yarbrough.
Yarbrough. An
Rosa L.
Colonel Horace
officers in
in the
the United
United States
States
of certain
certain officers
Act For the relief of
etc. An Act
HoraceP.
P. Hobbs, etc.
Colonel
Army. February
----1925-------------------------------February 3,
3, 1925
Army.
Emma
An Act
For the
the relief
February 3,
3, 1925--------------1925
Kiener. February
relief of
of Emma
Emma Kiener.
Act For
Emnma Metier.
Kiener. An
"Kin-Dave," steamship.
Act For
owners of
of the steamship
steamship Kin-Dave.
of the owners
the relief
relief of
An Act
For the
steamship. An
"Ki-Dave,"
February
3, 1925--------------------------1925
---------February 3,
J.
King. An
the relief
R. King.
King. February
1925--------------------February 3, 1925
J. R.
relief of
of J.
An Act
Act For
For the
J R.. King.
William J.
An Act
For the
the relief
of the
the William
Oliver Manufacturing
Manufacturing ComJ. Oliver
William J.
relief of
Oliver. An
Act For
William
J. Oliver.
pany
and William
William 3.
of Knoxville,
Knoxville, Tennessee.
February 5,
5, 1925---------1925
Tennessee. February
J. Oliver,
Oliver, of
pany and
Waiakea,
governor and commissioner
commissioner of
authorize the governor
Hawaii, house lots.
lots. An Act To authorize
Waiakea, Hawaii,
public lands
lands of
of the
the Territory
Territory of
Hawaii to issue patents
certain persons
persons who
who purpatents to certain
of Hawaii
public
Hawaii, in accordance
government lots in
Waiakea, island of
of Hawaii,
accordance
in the district of Waiakea,
chased government
laws of 1915,
1925---February 6, 1925
Legislature of Hawaii.
Hawaii. February
ession laws
1915, Legislature
with act 33, session
William Brown.
Authorizing the issuance ,of aa patent to William
Act Authorizing
William Brown.
Brown. An Act
February 7,
1925 -------------------------------February
7, 1925
British steamship.
steamship. An Act For the
the relief
relief of Picton Steamship
Steamship Company
Company
"Picton," British
(Limited),
British steamship
steamship Picton.
Picton. February
1925
February 7, 1925-------------(Limited), owner
owner of
of the British
Clara
T.
Black.
An
Act
For
the
relief
of
Clara
T.
Black.
February
9,
1925
Clara T. Black. An Act For the relief of Clara T. Black. February 9, 1925-----------Joseph
J. Martin.
Authorizing the
the payment
payment of
an amount
amount equal
equal to
to six
six months'
months'
of an
Act Authorizing
Martin. An
An Act
Joseph J.
pay to Joseph J.
J. Martin. February
February 9, 1925-----------------------------------1925
Fannie
M. Higgins.
Higgins. An
the relief
relief of
February 9, 1925-----1925
of Fannie
Fannie M.
M. Higgins.
Higgins. February
An Act
Act For
For the
Fannie M.
J. McAllister.
James
relief of James
James J.
McAllister. February
February 9, 1925---1925
James J.
J. McAllister. An Act For the relief
1925-----------Emil L. Platen.
Platen. An Act For the relief
relief of Emil
Emil L. Flaten. February
February 9, 1925
and
J.
Koupal.
relief
of
H.
E.
Kuca
H.
E.
Kuca
and
1'.
J.
Koupal.
Act
relief
E.
Kuca
V.
J.
Koupal.
An
For
the
Kuca
and
V.
J.
KoupaL
H. E.
February 9, 1925------------------------------------1925
--------------------Greenyort Basin
Construction Company. An Act Authorizing
Secretary of the
Authorizing the Secretary
Greenport
Basin and Construction
Treasury
certain claim as the result of
of damage
damage sustained
marine
sustained to the marine
to pay
pay a
a certain
Treasury to
railway of the Greenport
Greenport Basin and
and Construction
February 9, 1925----1925_ Construction Company. February
Mrs.
Hopkins. February
February 9, 19251.
1925-P. Hopkins
Mrs. John
John P. Hopkins. An Act For the relief of Mrs. John P.
Daniel F.
Healy. An
relief of Daniel F.
F. Healy. February
1925---------February 9, 1925
An Act For the
the relief
Daniel
F. Healy.
Northampton, Mass.,
Chamber of Commerce.
For the
relief of
the Chamber
Chamber of
of the
the relief
Commerce. An
An Act For
Mass., Chamber
Northampton,
Commerce
of the
city of
of Northampton,
Massachusetts. February
February 9,
9, 1925
1925---..----Commerce of
the city
Northampton, Massachusetts
W.
February 9, 1925 ---------------F. Payne. February
W. F.
F. Payne.
Payne. An Act For the relief of W. F.
American Surety Company of New
Act For the
the relief
American Surety
Surety
relief of the American
New York.
York. An Act
American
Company
New York.
February 9, 1925----------------------------------1925
Company of
of New
York. February
Clifford
and Frank
Vestal. An
An Act For the
Seibel and
the relief
relief of Clifford W. Seibel
Frank A.
A. Vestal.
W. Seibel
Seibel and
Clifford W.
Frank A.
A. Vestal.
9, 1925
1925-----------------------------------------Frank
Vestal. February
February 9,
George A.
An Act
For the
the relief
relief of
of George
February 9, 1925-------1925
A. Petrie.
Petrie. February
George A.
Act For
A. Petrie.
Petrie. An
George
Julius Jonas.
the relief
relief of
Julius Jonas.
Jonas. February
February 9,
9, 1925--------1925
--of Julius
For the
An Act
Act For
Julius
Jonas. An
Beatrice
the relief
relief of Beatrice
J. Kettlewell.
February
Kettlewell. February
Beatrice J.
Act For the
An Act
J. Kettlewell. An
Beatrice J.
9,
1925 ------------------------------------------9, 1925
Captain D.
D. H.
An Act
Act For
For the
the relief
relief of
of the
the estate
estate of the
Captain D. H.
H.
the late Captain
H. Tribou.
Tribou. An
Captain
Tribou, chaplain,
1925--------------------- --Navy. February
February 9, 1925
United States
States Navy.
chaplain, United
Tribou,
Grace
Burton. An
An Act
the relief
February 9, 1925--------------1925
Grace Buxton.
Buxton. February
relief of
of Grace
Act For
For the
Grace Buxton.
Charles
Peirce, etc.
An Act
For the relief of Charles
Peirce, Frank T. Mann, and
F. Peirce,
Charles F.
etc. An
Act For
F. Peirce,
Charles F.
Mollie
Gaither. February
February 9,
9, 1925
1925--------------------------------- --Mollie V.
V. Gaither.
Maude
six months'
months' pay
pay to
Morrow Fechteler.
Fechteler.
to Maude
Maude Morrow
Granting six
An Act
Act Granting
Fechteler. An
Maude Morrow
Morrow Fechteler.
February
9, 1925
1925--------- ---------------------------------------------------February 9,
Forrest J.
J. Kramer.
relief of
Forrest J.
1925
February 9, 1925-----J. Kramer. February
of Forrest
For the
the relief
An Act
Act For
Kramer. An
Forrest
Captain Frank
Frank Geere.
Act For
of Captain
Captain Frank
Geere. February
February 9, 1925-----1925
Frank Geere.
relief of
For relief
An Act
Geere. An
Captain
Albert
S. Matlock.
An Act For the relief
relief of
Matlock. February
February 9,
9, 1925
1925-------S. Matlock.
of Albert
Albert S.
Matlock. An
Albert S.
Roger
An Act
For the
of Roger
Hoar. February
9, 1925_
1925-February 9,
Roger Sherman
Sherman Hoar.
the relief
relief of
Act For
Hoar. An
Sherman Hoar.
Roger Sherman
Juana
F. Gamboa.
Act For the relief
F. Gamboa. February
1925
February 9, 1925-------relief of Juana F.
Ganboa. An Act
Juana F.
Reuben
R. Hunter.
Act For
For the
of Reuben
February 10, 1925----1925
R. Hunter.
Hunter. February
Reuben R.
the relief
relief of
An Act
Hunter. An
Reuben R.
Casimira
Casimira Mendoza.
Mendoza. February
relief of heirs of Casimira
An Act
Act For the relief
Mendoza. An
Casimira Mendoza.
11, 1925
1925 ---------------------------------------------------------------------
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LIST OF
Isaac J.
J. Reese.
Act For
For the
of Isaac
J. Reese.
1925
February 12, 1925------------Reese. February
Isaac J.
relief of
the relief
An Act
Reese. An
Isaac
Ko-mo-dal-kiah,
heirs. An
An Act
For the
the relief
relief of the heirs of
of Ko-mo-dal-kiah,
Ko-mo-dal-kiah, Moses agreeAct For
Ko-mo-dal-kiah, heirs.
1925---------------------------------ment allottee
February 16, 1925
numbered 33. February
allottee numbered
ment
"Anode," barge.
barge. An
An Act
For the
the relief
relief of
of the
of the barge Anode. February
February
owners of
the owners
Act For
"Anode,"
-----------------------16, 1925
-----------------------1925 16,
Clyde Steamship
An Act
the relief
owners of the steamship
steamship
relief of the owners
For the
Act For
Company. An
Steamship Company.
Clyde
------------------Comanche.
1925-------------------16, 1925
February 16,
Comanche. February
Nippon Yusen
Yusen Kabushiki
An Act
For the
owners of the steamship
relief of the owners
the relief
Act For
Kaisha. An
Kabushiki Kaisha.
Nippon
Ceylon
February 16,
1925-------------------------------------16, 1925
Maru. February
Ceylon Maru.
Eastern Transportation
Eastern
Company. An
An Act
For the
the relief
Transportation
relief of the Eastern
Act For
Transportation Company.
Eastern Transportation
Company.
February 16,
1925
16, 1925--------------------------Company. February
Brooklyn Eastern
Eastern District
Terminal. An
Act For
For the
the relief
relief of the Brooklyn
Brooklyn Eastern
Eastern
An Act
District Terminal.
Brooklyn
District Terminal.
1925---------------------------------- --16, 1925
February 16,
Terminal. February
District
William
Charlesworth. An
An Act
the relief
relief of
owner of
T. C.
of the scow W. T.
the owner
of the
For the
Act For
T. Charlesworth.
William T.
Numbered 35.
35. February
February 16, 1925-----------------------------------------1925
Numbered
New York
York Sanitary
Act For
of the
the owners
owners of the
For the relief of
An Act
Company. An
Utilization Company.
Sanitary Utilization
New
New York
York Sanitary
scow Number
14. February
February 16,
1925---16, 1925
Number 14.
Company, scow
Utilization Company,
Sanitary Utilization
New
Staples
Transportation Company.
An Act
For the
the relief
of the
the Staples
Staples Transportation
Transportation
relief of
Act For
Company. An
Staples Transportation
Company, of
of Fall
February 16,
1925
16, 1925-------------------Massachusetts. February
River, Massachusetts.
Fall River,
Company,
O'Brien Brothers.
An Act
Act For
For the
the relief
of the
owner of
steam tug O'Brien
O'Brien
American steam
of the American
the owner
relief of
Brothers. An
O'Brien
Brothers.
16, 1925
1925--------------------------------------------February 16,
Brothers. February
United
States Housing
Corporation. An
An Act
Act For
the relief
the owner
owner of
of the
the ferryboat
ferryboat
of the
relief of
For the
Housing Corporation.
United States
-------------------1925--------------------New
York. February
February 16, 1925
New York.
Beaufort
Company. An
Act For
For the
the Beaufort
Beaufort County Lumber
Lumber
relief of the
the relief
An Act
Lumber Company.
County Lumber
Beaufort County
Company
Carolina. February
February 16, 1925-------------------------------1925
North Carolina.
of North
Company of
Railroad
Lehigh. Valley
Valley Railroad
Railroad Company,
Conbpany, etc.
etc. An
Act For
relief of
Lehigh Valley Railroad
of Lehigh
the relief
For the
An Act
Lehigh
Company
and McAllister
Line (Incorporated).
(Incorporated). February
1925
February 16, 1925-----Lighterage Line
McAllister Lighterage
Company and
Canada Steamship
(Ltd.). An
Act For
the relief
relief of
of the
the Canada
Canada Steamship
Steamship Lines
For the
An Act
Lines (Ltd.).
Canada Steamship Lines
(Limited). February
February 16, 1925 ---------------------------------- ----------(Limited).
February 16,
Edgar William
Miller. An
Act For
the relief
relief of
of Edgar
Edgar William
William Miller. February
For the
An Act
William Miller.
Edgar
1925 ------------------------------------------------1925
Charles
of the owners
barkentine Monterey.
Monterey.
owners of the barkentine
relief of
the relief
For the
Act For
An Act
Company. An
Nelson Company.
Charles Nelson
February 16,
16, 1925
1925-----------------------------------------February

--

Blattmann and
and Company.
Company. An
An Act
the relief
relief of
of Blattmann
February
Blattmann and Company. February
For the
Act For
Blattmann
---------17, 1925
---------------------1925 -----------------17,
Major Earl
Earl L.
Naiden. An
An Act
Authorizing the
the granting
Major
granting of war risk insurance to Major
Act Authorizing
L. Naiden.
Major
Earl
Naiden, Air
Air Service,
Service, United
States Army.
1925-------------February 17, 1925
Army. February
United States
L. Naiden,
Earl L.
Ogden
of Commerce.
Commerce. An
An Act
the relief
relief of
the Ogden
Ogden Chamber of
of Commerce.
of the
For the
Act For
Chamber of
Ogden Chamber
-------------------------------February
1925-------------------17, 1925
February 17,
February 17, 1925-------------Emma LaMee.
For the relief
of Emma LaMee.
LaMee. February
1925
relief of
Act For
An Act
LaMee. An
Emma
1925-------------------February 17, 1925
J. B.
An Act
For the
of J.
B. Platt.
Platt. February
J. B.
relief of
the relief
Act For
Platt. An
B. Platt.
J.
Nash
Motors Company.
Company. An
An Act
Act To
refund certain
Motors
paid by the Nash Motors
duties paid
certain duties
To refund
Nash Motors
Company.
17, 1925-------------------------------------------1925
February 17,
Company. February
San
Calif., Consolidated
Consolidated Gas
Gas and
and Electric
Electric Company.
Company. An Act For
For the relief
relief of the
Diego, Calif.,
San Diego,
1925-----------San
Diego Consolidated
Gas and
and Electric
February 17, 1925
Company. February
Electric Company.
Consolidated Gas
San Diego
Walter
A. Rich.
Rich. An
An Act
For the
relief of
of the
the estate
of Walter
A. Rich,
deceased.
Rich, deceased.
Walter A.
estate of
the relief
Act For
Walter A.
February 17,
17, 1925
1925-------------------------------------------------------February
Jacob Crew.
Crew. An
An Act
for the
payment of
moneys belonging
belonging
unappropriated moneys
any unappropriated
of any
the payment
Providing for
Act Providing
Jacob
to
Apache, Slowa,
and Comanche
Comanche Indians
Jacob Crew.
Crew. February
February 17, 1925-1925._
to Jacob
Indians to
Kiowa, and
the Apache,
to the
17,
February 17,
estate of Filer McCloud.
Filer
An Act
Act For
For the
relief of the estate
McCloud. February
the relief
MoCloud. An
Filer McCloud.

1925 -------------------------------------------------------------1925
Export
Oil Corporation.
For the
the relief
Export Oil
Corporation. February
February
Oil Corporation.
the Export
of the
relief of
Act For
An Act
Corporation. An
Export Oil
-----------------19,
1925 --------------------19, 1925
Ellen
B. Walker.
Act For
For the
the relief
of Ellen
February 19,
1925
19, 1925---------Walker. February
B. Walker.
Ellen B.
relief of
An Act
Walker. An
Ellen B.
Agnes
Act For
the heirs
heirs of
Ingels, deceased.
deceased. February
February
Agnes Ingels,
of Agnes
of the
relief of
the relief
For the
An Act
Ingels. An
Agnes Ingels.
--------------------------19,
1925 ---------------------------------------19, 1925
Robert
An Act
Act To
permit the
the correction
correction of the general
general account of Robert G.
To permit
Hilton. An
G. Hilton.
Robert G.
1925-----Hilton,
the United
United States.
February 21,
21, 1925
States. February
of the
Treasurer of
Assistant Treasurer
former Assistant
Hilton, former
J. M.
Farrell. An
An Act
Act For
For the
of J.
M. Farrel.
Farrell. February
February 21,
21, 1925--------------1925
J. M.
relief of
the relief
M. Farrell.
J.
February
Russell Wilmer
the relief
relief of Russell Wilmer
Wilmer Johnson.
Johnson. February
For the
Act For
An Act
Johnson. An
Wilmer Johnson.
Russell
21,
1925 --------------------------------------------------------21, 1925
Mora
M. Herrick.
An Act
of Flora
Flora M.
Herrick. February
24, 1925------1925
February 24,
M. Herrick.
relief of
the relief
For the
Act For
lerrick. An
Flora Mt.
Isidor
An Act
For the
February 25, 1925---------------1925
the relief of Isidor Steger. February
Act For
Steger. An
Isidor Steger.
1925---------Michael Curran. February
Michael
Curran. An
An Act
February 25, 1925
the relief of Michael
For the
Act For
Michael Curran.
Kokusai
Authorizing the
the owners
owners of the steamship
steamship Malta
Malta
Act Authorizing
An Act
Kaisha. An
Kabushiki Kaisha.
Kisen Kabushiki
Kokusai Kisen
Maru to
to bring
suit against
the United
United States
States of
America. February 25, 1925-----1925
of America.
against the
bring suit
Maru
others.
T. Clayton and
Charles
Act For
relief of Charles T.
the relief
For the
An Act
etc. An
Clayton, etc.
T. Clayton,
Charles T.
February 25,
25, 1925
1925 --------------------------------------------------February
Byron
Act For
the relief
relief of
of Byron
Adams. February
February 25, 1925---------1925
S. Adams
Byron S.
For the
An Act
Adams. An
S. Adams.
Byron S.
Pacific Commissary
Pacific
Commissary Company.
Company. An
An Act
Act For
Commissary Comrelief of the Pacific
the relief
For the
Pacific Commissary
1925-------------------------------- -----February 25, 1925
pany. February
William
Weekley. An
An Act
To relinquish
the title
title of the
the United States to the land in the
relinquish the
Act To
William Weekley.
preemption
of William
situate in
county of
of Baldwin, State
State of
of
in the county
Weekley, situate
William Weekley,
claim of
preemption claim
-----------------Alabama. February
February 25,
1925
25, 1925---------------------Alabama.
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Gladwin,
First State Savings Bank. An Act Granting
Giadzoin, Mich., First
Granting relief to
to the
the First
First State
State
Savings Bank of Gladwin,
Gladwin, Michigan.
Michigan. February
February 25,
19251579
25, 1925-------------------------1579
Riverside County,
County, Calif.,
Calif., desert
An Act
To exempt from cancellation
cancellation
desert land
land entries.
entries. An
Act To
certain
desert-land entries in
certain desert-land
in Riverside
Riverside County,
February 25,
25, 1925--1925_ 1580
County, California. February
1580
Fred
Fred J.
February 26,
26, 1925--------_
1925
1580
J. La May. An Act For the relief
relief of
of Fred
Fred J.
J. La
La May.
May. February
1580
John F.
F. Malley. An Act For the relief of
John
of John F.
F. Malley.
February 28,
28, 1925-----------1225
1580
Malley. February
1580
(G.
Ferlita. An Act For the relief
G. Ferlita.
Ferlita. February
1925
1581
relief of G.
G. Ferlita.
February 28,
28, 1925-------------------1581
Anne
Shymer. An Act For relief of estate of Anne C. Shymer. February
Anne C. Shyrner.
28, 1925---1925_
1581
February 28,
1581
Benrind-White
Berwind-White Coal
Coal Mining Company. An
Act For
relief of
of the
Berwind-White Coal
Coal
An Act
For the relief
the Berwind-White
Mining Company. February
1581
February 28,
28, 1925
1925-----------------------------------------1581
Commander Fred
Commander
F. Rogers.
Rogers. Joint
Resolution Granting
Granting permission
permission to
Fred F.
F. Rogers,
Rogers, comcomFred F.
Joint Resolution
to Fred
mander, .United States Navy, to accept
accept certain
decorations bestowed
upon him
him by
certain decorations
bestowed upon
by
the Venezuelan
Venezuelan Government.
28, 1925-------------------------------1925
1582
Government. February
February 28,
1582
De Kimpke
Company. An Act For the relief
De
Kirapke Construction
Construction Company.
relief of
of the
Kimpke Construction
the De Kimpke
Construction
Company, of West Hoboken,
Hoboken, New
Jersey. March
2, 1925
1582
New Jersey.
March 2,
1925------------------------1582
Augusta Reiter.
Reiter. An Act For the relief of
Augusta Reiter.
Reiter. March
March 2,
2, 1925--------------1925
1582
of Augusta
1582
Andrew A.
the relief
relief of
Andrew A.
1583
A. Gieriet.
Gieriet. An Act For the
of Andrew
A. Gieriet.
Gieriet. March
March 2,
2, 1925
1925-------_ 1583
W. H. King.
King. An Act For the relief of W. H. King. March
March 2,
2, 1925
1583
1925---------------------- 1583
J.
E. Saucier.
Saucier. An Act For the relief
J. E.
J. E.
Sander. March
March 2,
2, 1925
1583
relief of
of J.
E. Saucier.
1925----------- 1583
Jere Austill.
Austin fees
fees earned
earned as
United States
States commissioner.
commissioner.
Jere
AustiU. An Act To
To pay to
to Jere Austill
as United
March 2, 1925--------------------------1925
1583
1583
Charles Spencer. An Act For the relief of Charles
Charles
Charles Spencer. March
March 2,
2, 1925
1583
1925-----------1583
James
James F.
F. Abbott. An Act For the.
the, relief
relief of
of James
James F.
F. Abbott.
1925
1584
Abbott. March
March 2,
2, 1925-----------1584
Mechanics
Mechanics and
National Bank, Neaw
New York.
York. An
An Act
For the
of the
the Mechanics
Mechanics
and Metals
Metals National
Act For
the relief
relief of
and Metals National Bank, successor
successor to the New
New York Produce
Produce Exchange
Exchange Bank.
March 2, 1925
1925------------------------------------------1584
--158
Emma Zembsch. An Act For the relief of Emma
March 2,
2, 1925-------------1925
1584
Emma Zembsch.
Zembsch. March
158
Edward
Sappington. An Act For the relief
Edward B. Sappington.
rehef of Edward
Sappington. March
March 2,
2, 1925-1925
1585
Edward B.
B. Sappington.
1585
Canadian
Railway Company.
Company. An Act For the relief of the Canadian
Canadian Pacific
Pacific Railway
Canadian Pacific
Pacific Railway Company. March 2, 1925
1585
1925-------------------_--------------_----- •
1585
Jessie M. White. An Act For the relief of Jessie
Jessie
White. March
3, 1925-------------1925
1585
Jessie M. White.
March 3,
1585
Eugene K.
Eugene
K. Stoudemire.
relief of
of Eugene
Eugene K.
K. Stoudemire.
March 3,
3, 1925
1585
Stoudemire. An
An Act
Act For the
the relief
Stoudemire. March
1925
1585
L'Anse and Vieux
Vieux Desert
Desert Indian
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, settlers.
settlers. An
An Act
the relief
relief of
of settlers
settlers
Act For the
and claimants
claimants to section
section 16, lands in the L'Anse
L'Anse and Vieux
Vieux Desert Indian ReservaReservation, in Michigan, and for other purposes. March
3, 1925
1586
March 3,
1925-----------------------1586
Josiah Frederick
Frederick Dose.
Dose. An Act for the relief
Josiah
Josiah Frederick
Dose. March
March 3,
1925
1586
relief of
of Josiah
Frederick Dose.
3, 1925
1586
Caleb Aber. An Act
Act For
the
relief
of
Caleb
Aber.
March
3,
1925
1586
Caleb
For the relief of Caleb Aber. March 3, 1925---------------------1586
Samuel S. Weaver.
Weaver. An Act For the relief of
of Samuel
Samuel S.
March 3,
3, 1925-------1925
S. Weaver. March
1587
James F. Jenkins.
James
Jenkins. An
Act
For
the
relief
of
James
F.
Jenkins.
March
3,
1925
111 59
58
87
7
An Act For the relief of James F. Jenkins. March 3, 1925--------- 1587
Rubie M. Mosley. An
relief
of
Ruble
M.
Mosley.
March
3,
1925
5
An Act
Act For the
the relief of Ruble M. Mosley. March 3, 1925-----------1587
William M. Phillipson.
Phillipson. An Act For the relief of William
William M. Phi'Upson.
March 3,
3, 19251925
1587
Phillipson. March
1587
Army,
claims. An Act For
Army, damage
damage claims.
For the payment of claims
claims for
to and
for damages to
and loss
loss of
of
private
property
Incident
to
the
training,
private property incident
the
practice, operation,
operation, or maintenance
maintenance of
of the
Army. March 3, 1925---------1925
1587
-------- 1587
"Baron
Berwick,"
British
steamship.
An
"Baron
British steamship.
Act To authorize
authorize the
the payment
payment of an
indemnity
an indemnity
to the British Government
Government on account
account of
of losses sustained
sustained by
by the
the owners
owners of
the
of the
British steamship
steamship Baron Berwick
Berwick as the result
result of a
collision between
between that
that vessel
vessel
a collision
and the United
United States steamship
Freedom)
and
a
further
collision
steamship Iroquois
Iroquois (now
(now Freedom) and a further collision
with the United States destroyer Truxtun. March
3, 1925----------------------1925
1588
March 3,
1588
James
James E.
For the
relief of
of James
E. Jenkins.
March 3,
3, 1925---------1925
1588
E. Jenkins. An
An Act For
the relief
James E.
Jenkins. March
1588
Mrs. M. J.
J. Adams. An Act
Act For the relief
relief of Mrs. M. J.
J. Adams.
Adams. March
March 3,
3, 1925
1589
1925--------- 1589
Francis M. Atherton.
Atherton. An Act
Francis
Act For
For the relief of Francis
Atherton. March
March 3,
3, 1925-----1925
1589
Francis M. Atherton.
1589
Mallory Steamship Company.
Company. An Act For the relief of the Mallory
Mallory Steamship
Steamship Company.
Company.
March 3, 1925-------------------------------------------------------------1925
1589
Act For
Robert B.
March 3,
3, 1925--------1925
Robert B.
B. Sanford. An
An Act
For the
the relief
relief of
of Robert
B. Sanford.
Sanford. March
1590
11
15
51
9
James
Conner. An
the relief
relief of
of James
James T.
Conner. M
arc h 3.
3, 1925----------1925
James T. Conner.
An Act
Act For
For the
T. Conner.
March
1590
George
validate certain
George M. Apple. An Act To validate
certain payments made
made to George
George M.
M. Apple
Apple and
and to
to
authorize the General Accounting
Accounting Office
Office to allow
authorize
certain disbursing
disbursing officers
allow credit to certain
officers
for payments
payments of salaries made on properly
properly certified
certified and
and approved vouchers.
vouchers. March
March
3, 1925
1925 --------------------------------------------------------------------1590
1590
Henry D. Clayton,
Clayton, decoration.
Authorizing the Department
Henry
decoration. An Act Authorizing
Department of State
State to deliver
deliver
to the Honorable
Honorable Henry D. Clayton. district
district judge
Judge of
of the
States for
for the
the United
United States
the
Alabama, and permitting
middle and northern
northern districts of Alabama,
to accept
accept the
permitting him
him to
the
decoration and diploma presented
decoration
presented by the Government
March 3,
3, 1925-_
1590
Government of France.
France. March
1925-1590
B. Friedman,
Friedman, etc.
B.
of Samuel
Fri
edman ,as
rustee for
for the
heirs and
and
etc. An Act
Act For the relief
relief of
Samuel Friedman,
as t
trustee
the heirs
devisees
devisees of B. Friedman,
Friedman, deceased,
deceased, and Henry
as trustee
for the
the heirs
heirs and
Henry Mills, as
trustee for
and
devisees
devisees of Emanuel
Emanuel Loveman,
Loveman, deceased.
deceased. March
3, 1925
1925---------March 3,
---1591
1
159
59 1
1
An
Act
For
the
relief
of
Ida
Fey.
M
arc
h
3,
1925
Ida Fey.
Fey. An Act For the relief of Ida Fey. March 3, 1925-------------------------1591
Ed Johnson.
Johnson. An Act To authorize
authorize an exchange
exchange of lands with Ed Johnson,
Johnson, of
of Eagle,
Colorado. March
March 3, 1925 ..-------1591
----------- --------------.
.1591
M. Castanola
Castanola and
the relief
March 3, 1925__
M.
and Son.
Son. An
An Act For the
relief of M.
M. Castanola
Castanola and Son. March
19 95_ 1592
Edward
R.
Wilson.
An
Act
For
the
relief
of Edward R. Wilson, lieutenant
lieutenant commander
Edward R. Wilson. An Act
relief of
commander
Supply Corps, United States Navy. March 3, 1925--------------------------1925
1592
--1592
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Roberta
H. Leigh
Laura H.
Pettit. An
Act For
For the
relief of
of Roberta
Roberta H. Leigh
Leigh and
and
the relief
An Act
H. Pettit.
and Laura
Leigh and
Roberta H.
Laura
Pettit. March
1925
1592
3, 1925----------------------------------------March 3,
H. Pettit.
Laura H.
Lizzie M.
Nickey. An
An Act
Act Authorizing
the Secretary
Secretaiy of
patent
to sell and patent
Interior to
of the
the Interior
Authorizing the
M. Nickey.
Lizzie
certain lands
lands to
to Lizzie
M. Nickey,
resident of
of De
De Soto
Soto Parish,
Parish, Louisiana.
Louisiana. March
March
Nickey, aa resident
Lizzie M.
certain
1593
3, 1925
1593
---------------------------------------------------------3,
1925 ----Flora Horton.
An Act
Act Authorizing
the Secretary
of the
the Interior
sell and patent
certain
patent certain
to sell
Interior to
Secretary of
Authorizing the
Horton. An
Flora
lands to
Flora Horton,
resident of
of De
March 3,
3, 1925
1593
1925--__
Louisiana. March
Parish, Louisiana.
Soto Parish,
De Soto
a resident
Horton, a
to Flora
lands
Northern Pacific
Pacific Railway
Company, and
and Lars
0. Elstad.
Elstad. An
An Act
Act For
the relief
relief of
Lars
of Lars
For the
Lars 0.
Railway Company,
Northern
0.
Elstad and
and his
his assigns
certain lands
owned by
by the
the Northern
Northern
lands owned
of certain
exchange of
the exchange
and the
assigns and
0. Elstad
1594
Pacific
Company. March
1925---------------------------------March 3, 1925
Railway Company.
Pacific Railway
William
G. Johnson.
Johnson. An
Act Authorizing
the Secretary
of the
the Interior
Interior to
and patent
patent
to sell and
Secretary of
Authorizing the
An Act
William G.
to William
William G.
G. Johnson
Johnson certain
lands in
Louisiana. March
March 3,
1925
1594
194
3, 1925----------------in Louisiana.
certain lands
to
A.
An Act
Act Permitting
Permitting the
the sale
sale of
of the
the northeast
northeast quarter,
quarter, section
township
5, township
section 5,
Bowdre. An
A. R.
R. Bowdre.
6
north, range
range 15
15 west,
one hundred
hundred and
sixty acres,
acres, in
County, Arkansas,
Arkansas,
Conway County,
in Conway
and sixty
west, one
6 north,
to
R. Bowdre.
Bowdre. March
March 3,
3, 1925--------------------------------------1925
1594
1594
to A.
A. R.
Francis
Kelly. An
An Act
For the
Francis Kelly.
March 3,
3, 1925
1594
1925---------------Kelly. March
of Francis
relief of
the relief
Act For
Francis Kelly.
Elizabeth H.
H. Rice.
Rice. An
For the
of Elizabeth
Elizabeth H.
H. Rice.
March 4,
4, 1925---------1925
1595
1595
Rice. March
relief of
the relief
Act For
An Act
Elizabeth
1595
Robert
F. Hamilton.
Act For
the relief
1925
F. Hamilton.
Hamilton. March 4, 1925-----of Robert
Robert F.
relief of
For the
An Act
Hamilton. An
Robert F.
Henry
P. Collins.
Collins. An
An Act
Henry P.
Collins, alias
Collins.
Patrick Collins.
alias Patrick
P. Collins,
of Henry
relief of
For the
the relief
Act For
Henry P.
March
1595
------------------------------------1925----------4, 1925
March 4,
William
For the
William Kaup.
March 4,
4, 1925---------------1925
1595
1595
Kaup. March
of William
relief of
the relief
An Act
Act For
Kaup. An
William Kaup.
Stephen
Winchell. An
Act For
For the
relief of
of Stephen
Stephen A.
A. Winchell.
1596
1596
4, 1925--.
March 4,
Winchell. March
the relief
An Act
A. Winchell.
Stephen A.
1596
George E.
George E. Harpham. March
March 4, 1925-----1925
1596
the relief
relief of George
For the
Act For
An Act
E. Harpham.
Harpham. An
George
Lieutenant
Webb. An
Act To
compensate Lieutenant
Lieutenant L.
L. D.
D. Webb, United States
To compensate
An Act
D. Webb.
L. D.
Lieutenant L.
Navy, for
damages to
effects while
being transported
transported by Government
Government
while being
to household
household effects
for damages
Navy,
1596
--conveyance. March
1925
--------------------------------------4, 1925-March 4,
conveyance.
Alice
E. O'Neil.
O'Neil. An
An Act
Act For
For the
Alice E.
O'Neil. March
March 4,
4, 1925----------------1925
1596
E. O'Neil.
relief of Alice
the relief
Alice E.
1597
C. LeRoy
Act For
For the
the relief
relief of
Doctor C. LeRoy
March 4, 1925-----1925
LeRoy Brock. March
of Doctor
An Act
Brock. An
C.
LeRoy Brock.
1597
Einelus S.
For the
the relief
Mare)]. 4, 1925-----------1925
of Emelus S. Tozier. MarCh
relief of
An Act
Act For
S. Toner.
Tozier. An
Emelus
March
Gauthier. March
Mrs.
Benjamin Gauthier.
Gauthier. An
Benjamin Gauthier.
For the relief of Mrs. Benjamin
An Act For
Mrs. Benjamin
1597
4, 1925
1925 --------------------------------------------4,
Albert
0. Tucker.
relief of
Albert 0.
0. Tucker.
Tucker. March
March 4,
4, 1925
1925----------- 1597
of Albert
For the
the relief
Act For
An Act
Tucker. An
Albert 0.
Feder
I. Peterson.
Peterson. An
An Act
For the
the relief
relief of
of Laura
Laura Cl.,
Lulu P., and Esther
Esther P.
Ida E., Lulu
C., Ida
Act For
Peder I.
1598
Peterson.
1925
1598
4, 1925------------------------------------------------------.
March 4,
Peterson. March
Robert
M. Bryson.
estate of Robert
Robert M. Bryson,
Bryson, deceased.
deceased. °
An Act For the relief of the estate
Bryson. An
Robert M.
1598
March
1598
1925------------------------------------------------------------March 4, 1925
1598
Thomas G. Patten.
March 4, 1925--------1925
An Act For the relief of Thomas G. Patten. March
Patten. An
Thomas
1598
4,
1925------------T.
Coffey.
Philip
T.
Coffey.
An
Act
For
the
of
Philip
March
1925
relief
of
Philip T. Coffey. An Act For the
John McNickle.
An Act
and determine
character of the service represented
represented
determine the character
To define
define and
Act To
McNickle. An
John
by the
honorable discharge
issued to
to John
of Company
Company L,
Seventh RegiL, Seventh
McNickle, of
John McNickle,
discharge issued
the honorable
by
ment New
Volunteer Heavy
Heavy Artillery,
Artillery, under
under date
date of
of September
September 27, 1865.
New York
York Volunteer
ment
1599
March 4,
1925
----------------------------------------4, 1925-----------------March
Turner Construction
Construction Company.
Turner Construction ComComCompany. An Act For the relief of the Turner
Turner
1599
pany, of
of New
York City.
March 4,
1599
1925---------------------------------------4, 1925
City. March
New York
pany,
1925-------------- 1599
Palestine Troup.
Troup. An
An Act
Act For the relief of
March 4, 1925
of Palestine
Palestine Troup. March
Palestine
Thomas
An Act
Act To
To Correct
military record
record of Thomas
Thomas C.
Johnson,
C. Johnson,
the military
correct the
C. Johnson.
Johnson. An
Thomas C.
1600
deceased. March
March 4, 1925
1925-----------------------------------------deceased.
1600
Roy A.
Darling. An
For the
relief of Roy
1925
1600
Roy A. Darling. March 4, 1925-------------the relief
An Act
Act For
A. Darling.
Roy
1600
Margarethe Murphy.
1925
1600
Margarethe Murphy. March 4, 1925-----of Margarethe
An Act For the relief of
Murphy. An
Margarethe
1600
Harry
Newton. An
An Act
Act For
relief of Harry
Harry Newton.
Newton. March
March 4, 1925 ------------1600
For the
the relief
Harry Newton.
Solomon
Van Meter,
Conferring jurisdiction
the Court
Court of Claims of
of
jurisdiction upon the
Act Conferring
jr. An
An Act
Meter, jr.
L. Van
Solomon L.
the
States to
to hear, adjudicate,
adjudicate,
United States
of the
the United
Courts of
the District
District Courts
or the
States or
United States
the United
and enter
enter judgment
the claim
Solomon L.
Van Meter, junior, against the
L. Van
of Solomon
claim of
on the
judgment on
and
United States,
for the
or manufacture
an invention of Solomon
Solomon L.
L. Van
Van
of an
manufacture of
the use
use or
States, for
United
Meter, junior,
junior, covered
covered by
by letters
numbered 1192479,
1192479, issued
Patent
by the Patent
issued by
patent numbered
letters patent
Meter,
1601
Office
of the
the United
July 25,
25, 1916.
1916. March
March 4,
4, 1925-----------------------1925
States July
United States
Office of
direct
authorize and
Miera. An
and Filomeno
Filoneno N. Miera.
Constancio Miera,
An Act
Act To authorize
and direct
Baca, and
Juan N. Baca,
Miera, Juan
Constancio
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
issue patents
patents upon the
the small holding claims of
to issue
Interior to
the
1601
Constancio Miera,
N. Baca,
and Filomeno
N. Miera.
Miera. March
March 4, 1925---------1925
Filomeno N.
Baca, and
Juan N.
Miera, Juan
Constancio
1925-------- 1602
Ishmael J.
For the
relief of
J. Barnes.
March
March 4, 1925
Ishmael J.
of Ishmael
the relief
An Act
Act For
J. Barnes.
Barnes. An
Ishmael
Rear Admiral
Admiral Joseph
Joseph L.
Admiral Joseph
Joseph L. Jayne,
An Act For the relief of Rear Admiral
L. Jayne. An
Rear
1602
1925---------------------------------United States
Navy, retired. March 4. 1925
States Navy,
United
Charles
Gibson. An
An Act
Charles J.
J. McGibb.
McGibb.
W. Gibson, alias Charles
of Charles
Charles W.
Act For
For the relief of
W. Gibson.
Charles W.
March
1925
1602
4, 1925---------------------------------------------.------------March 4,
Mary Snetsingcr.
Snetsinger. An
An Act
Act Authorizing
Authorizing the
the disposition
disposition of
certain lands in
in Minnesota.
Minnesota.
of certain
Mary
--------------- 1602
---March
-----------------1925-------4, 195
March 4,
1603
Matthew Thomas.
Thomas. An
relief of
March 4, 1925---------1925
Thomas. March
Matthew Thomas.
of Matthew
For the
the relief
An Act
Act For
Matthew
1603
Herman,
Act For
Woltman. March
March 4, 1925
1925 --R. Woltman.
of Herman
Herman R.
the relief
relief of
For the
An Act
R. Woltman.
Woltman. An
Herman R.
1925-------------- 1603
Jesse P.
Brown. An
Jesse P.
P. Brown.
March 4, 1925
Brown. March
of Jesse
the relief
relief of
Act For
For the
An Act
P. Brown.
Jesse
Bethlehem
the carrying
carrying out of the
Company employees. An Act To provide for the
Bethlehem Steel Company
in favor of certain
award
the National
War Labor
Labor Board
Board of
July 31, 1918,
1918, in
of July
National War
of the
award of
employees
Bethlehem, Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, March
March 4,
Company, Bethlehem,
Steel Company,
Bethlehem Steel
the Bethlehem
employees of the
1603
1925
1925 ---------------------------------------------------
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John E.
E. Walker.
Walker. An
An Act
the relief
of John
John E.
Walker. March
March 4,
4, 1925------------1925
relief of
E. Walker.
Act For
For the
John
Naval torpedo
torpedo station,
station, Newport,
Newport, R.
Act To
provide for reimbursement
reimbursement
An Act
To provide
R. I.,
I., fire
fire losses. An
Naval
of
civilian employees
employees at
at the
naval torpedo
torpedo station,
station, Newport,
Rhode Island,
Newport, Rhode
the naval
of certain
certain civilian
for
of personal
destroyed by
fire. March
March 4,
1925_
4,1925__
damaged, or
or destroyed
by fire.
the value
value of
personal effects
effects lost,
lost, damaged,
for the
Wesley 7'.
Bastep. An
An Act
relief of
Wesley T.
March 4, 1925
1925---------of Wesley
T. Eastep. March
T. Eastep.
Act For
For the
the relief
Wesley
Benjamin
Youngs. An
An Act
Act For
P. Youngs. March
1925
March 4, 1925--For the
the relief
relief of Benjamin
Benjamin F.
F. Youngs.
Benjamin P.
Robert
relief of Robert
Caldwell. March
March 4, 1925
1925-----For the
the relief
Robert W. Caldwell.
Robert W.
W. Caldwell.
Caldwell. An
An Act
Act For
Martha
relief of
March 4,
4, 1925---------1925
of Martha
Martha Janowitz.
Janowitz. March
An Act
Act For
For the
the relief
Martha Janowitz.
Janowitz. An
Captain Ranon
Ramon B.
Harrison. Joint
the relief
relief of
of Captain
Captain Ramon
Ramon B.
Resolution For
For the
B. Harrison.
Joint Resolution
Captain
Harrison.
March 4,
4, 1925
-1925------------------------------------Harrison. March

Page.
Page.
1604
1604
1604
1604
1604
1605
1605
1605

1605

RESOLUTIONS.
CONCURRENT RESOLUTIONS.
LIST OF CONCURRENT
Page.
1609
1923-----------------------------December 6,
For
6, 1923
1609
joint meeting of the two Houses. December
For joint
1609
1923---------------------------------------------For
holiday recess.
recess. December
1609
December 17, 1923
For holiday
1609
For
service to
to late
President Harding. January
January 24, 1924--------------------1924
late President
memorial service
For memorial
1924------ 1610
Presenting thanks
of Congress
Congress to
Honorable Charles
Charles E.
E. Hughes.
Hughes. February
February 27, 1924
to Honorable
thanks of
Presenting
Printing
ordered of
by Honorable
Charles E. Hughes
Hughes on late President Harding.
Honorable Charles
oration by
of oration
Printing ordered
1610
March 10,
1610
-------------------------------------1924-------------------10, 1924
March
1610
Requesting return
bill relating
Coast Guard. April 12,
12, 1924----1924
1610
to Coast
relating to
of bill
President of
the President
from the
return from
Requesting
1610
Directing
bill relating
relating to Coast
Coast Guard. April 15, 1924---------------1924
1610
of bill
reenrollment of
Directing reenrollment
Correcting
of State,
Appropriation Bill, 1925. May
May 24, 1924-_
1924_ 1610
1610
Departments Appropriation
etc., Departments
State, etc.,
enrollment of
Correcting enrollment
1611
Printing
code of
of District
District of Columbia
Columbia Iaws.
Laws. May
May 31, 1924-----------------1924
1611
of code
ordered of
Printing ordered
1611
Correcting
enrollment of
of bill
to stock-raising
stock-raising homesteads. May
May 31, 1924--------1924
1611
relating to
bill relating
Correcting enrollment
1611
19242,
June
Act.
Defense
Requesting return
return from
from the
President of
National Defense
1924_ 1611
amending National
bill amending
of bill
the President
Requesting
1611
-------For
adjournment of
of Congress.
1924.....--------------------------June 2, 1924_
Congress. June
For adjournment
1612
Printing
of additional
Act of 1924.
1924. June
June 4, 1924-------------1924
1612
of Revenue
Revenue Act
copies of
additional copies
ordered of
Printing ordered
1924------------- 1612
Defense Act. June
Directing reenrollment
of bill
amending National
National Defense
June 4, 1924
bill amending
reenrollment of
Directing
Requesting
return from
President of
Chickasaw
relating to claims of Choctaw and Chickasaw
of bill relating
the President
from the
Requesting return
1612
Indians. June
5, 1924
1924 ----------------------------------------------------1612
June 5,
Indians.
1612
Sequoyah. June
Printing
of Sequoyah.
June 5, 1924-----------1924
statue of
accepting statue
proceedings accepting
of proceedings
ordered of
Printing ordered
1613
Printing ordered
of annotated,
edition of the Constitution.
Constitution. June
June 7, 1924-----------1924
1613
etc., edition
annotated, etc.,
ordered of
Printing
1614
1924--------------------November 1, 1924
For
memorial service
late President
1614
President Harding. November
to late
service to
For memorial
1614
-----------------------------------For holiday
holiday recess.
December 6,
1614
19246, 1924
recess December
For
Printing
of oration
Wilson by
Doctor Edwin Anderson
Anderson AlderAlderby Doctor
President Wilson
former President
on former
oration on
ordered of
Printing ordered
1614
-----------man. December
1924
1614
December 16, 1924______--------man.
1615
Authorizing appointment
of Inaugural
Committee. December
December 19,
1924
1615
19, 1924-----------------Inaugural Committee.
appointment of
Authorizing
Requesting
return from
from the
the relief
relief of the
the Standard Oil Comfor the
bill for
of bill
President of
the President
Requesting return
1615
pany. January
January 8,
1925
1615
8, 1925----------------------------------------------------------pany.
1615
1925-----------------------------------For
counting electoral
votes. January
January 14, 1925
1615
electoral votes.
For counting
Requesting
return from
the President
President of
of bill
relating to
capital punishment
punishment in
in the District
to capital
bill relating
from the
Requesting return
1615
--------------------------------------of
Columbia. January
15, 1925
1615
1925
January 15,
of Columbia.
Requesting return
the President
President of
to bridges,
Bayou Bartholomew.
Bartholomew.
bridges, Bayou
relating to
bill relating
of bill
from the
return from
Requesting
January
27, 1925
1616
1925----------------------------------------------------------------1616
January 2T,
Directing
reenrollment of
relating to
bridges, Bayou
Bartholomew. February 3,
Bayou Bartholomew.
to bridges,
bill relating
of bill
Directing reenrollment
1616
1925
1616
1925 -------------------------------------------------------------------------Printing ordered
ordered of
of Biographical
Congressional Directory. February
Biographical Congressional
edition of
revised edition
of revised
Printing
1616
- ----------------------4,
1616
1925-------------------------------------4, 1925
1616
Printing
ordered of
Report of
Coal Commission.
1925
1616
6, 1925--------------------February 6,
Commission. February
of Coal
of Report
Printing ordered
Requesting
from the
amending National
February
Defense Act. February
National Defense
bill amending
of bill
President of
the President
return from
Requesting return
1617
21, 1925
1617
--------------------1925 --....--------------------21,
Correcting
Section 3186,
Revised Statutes.
Statutes. February
February 21,
21,
3186, Revised
amending Section
bill amending
of bill
enrollment of
Correcting enrollment
1617
1925
--------------------1925---------- -------------------------1925-------- 1617
Directing reenrollment
reenrollment of
bill amending
Act. February
February 25, 1925
Defense Act.
National Defense
amending National
of bill
Directing
1925----------------- 1617
Correcting
title of
Actions. March
1617
March 2, 1925
Fraud Actions.
War Fraud
to War
relating to
bill relating
of bill
Correcting title
1925-------- 1618
Correcting enrollment
of bill
World War
War Veterans'
Veterans' Act. March
March 4, 1925
amending World
bill amending
enrollment of
Correcting
xi
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Extradition treaty
San Jose, November
proclaimed,
November 10, 1922; proclaimed,
at San
Signed at
Rica. Signed
with Costa
Costa Rica.
treaty with
Extradition
May
1923
1621
--------------------------------3, 1923-May 3,
Washington, December
Parcel post convention
Switzerland. Signed at Washington,
December 15, 1922;
1922;
convention with Switzerland.
Parcel
-approved
April 14, 1923----------------------------------1923
1631
approved by the President, April
Parcel post
post convention
convention with
with Poland.
Poland. Signed at Warsaw,
Warsaw, February
February 19, 1923, at Washington,
Washington,
Parcel
1923-----------------------------April
7, 1923
1640
approved by the President, May 7,
1923; approved
April 26, 1923;
relating to Pacific
Treaty between
between British
British Empire,
Empire, France,
Pacific Ocean islands.
islands.
France, and Japan relating
Treaty
1923---------------- 1646
Signed at
at Washington,
Washington, December
proclaimed, August 21, 1923
1921; proclaimed,
December 13, 1921;
Signed
Agreement supplementary
Pacific Islands
Islands of
of Japan.
Signed at
at
relating to Pacific
Treaty relating
to Treaty
supplementary to
Agreement
Washington,
February 6,
6, 1922;
1922; proclaimed,
proclaimed, August
1652
1923--------------------------- 1652
21, 1923
August 21,
Washington, February
Naval
France, Italy and
and Japan. Signed
Signed
armament limitation treaty with British Empire, France,
Naval armament
1655
at Washington,
February 6, 1922;
1923
1655
proclaimed, August 21, 1923-----------------------1922; proclaimed,
at
Washington, February
General
treaty relating
relating to
and measures. Signed
Signed at Sevres, October 6, 1921;
1921; proto weights and
General treaty
1686
claimed, October
October 27,
1686
1923--------------------------------------------------27, 1923
claimed,
Arbitration agreement
Washington, June 23, 1923;
1923; proGreat Britain. Signed at Washington,
with Great
agreement with
Arbitration
1695
----------------------------claimed, December
1695
29, 1923
1923-------December 29,
claimed,
Extradition treaty
with Venezuela.
at Caracas,
Caracas, January 19, 1922;
1922; proclaimed,
proclaimed,
Signed at
Venezuela. Signed
treaty with
Extradition
1698
January
2, 1924----------------------------------------------------------------1924
1698
January 2,
Batavia, April 3, 1918, at
Parcel post
convention with
Netherlands East
East Indies.
at
Signed at Batavia,
Indies Signed
with Netherlands
post convention
Parcel
1708
Washington,
1918; approved
by the
July 18, 1918-------------------1918
1708
President, July
the President,
approved by
9, 1918;
July 9,
Washington, July
Parcel post
post agreement
with Netherlands
Netherlands East
Signed at Batavia,
Batavia, October
October 2, 1922,
East India. Signed
agreement with
Parcel
1717
approved by the President,
at
February 15, 1924;
1924; approved
President, February
February 20, 1924-----1921
1717
Washington, February
at Washington,
1923;
Signed at Mexico City, September
Special claims
claims convention
Mexico. Signed
September 10, 1923;
convention with Mexico.
Special
proclaimed, February
23, 1924------------------------------------------------1924
1722
February 23,
proclaimed,
Reciprocal claims
convention with
with Mexico.
at Washington,
Washington, September
September 8,
1923;
8, 1923;
Signed at
Mexico. Signed
claims convention
Reciprocal
1730
proclaimed,
March 3,
3, 1924
1924 ---------------------------------------------------proclaimed, March
March 3,
Extradition treaty
treaty with
Riga, October
October 16, 1923; proclaimed,
proclaimed, March
at Riga,
Signed at
Latvia. Signed
with Latvia.
Extradition
1738
1924
1738
-----------------------------------------------------------------------1924Arbitration
with France.
France. Signed
July 19, 1923;
proclaimed,
1923; proclaimed,
Washington, July
at Washington,
Signed at
agreement with
Arbitration agreement
-17431743
--------------March
4, 1924
1924-----------------------------March 4,
Arbitration
agreement with
with Norway.
Signed at
at Washington,
November 26,
1923; pro26, 1923;
Washington, November
Norway. Signed
Arbitration agreement
1746
---------------------claimed,
1924
1746
12, 1924---------------------------------March 12,
claimed, March
Extradition
with Slam.
Siam. Signed
Signed at
30, 1922; proclaimed, March
March
December 30,
at Bangkok,
Bangkok, December
treaty with
Extradition treaty
1749
26,
1924
1749
26, 1924----------------------------------------------Arbitration agreement
with Netherlands.
Signed at
at Washington,
Washington, February
February 13, 1924; proNetherlands. Signed
agreement with
Arbitration
1754
claimed, April
April 7,
7, 1924
1924-------------------------------------------------------claimed,
Arbitration
with Japan.
Japan. Signed
at Washington,
August 23, 1923;
1923; proclaimed,
proclaimed,
Washington, August
Signed at
agreement with
Arbitration agreement
-------------------- 1757
April 26,
26, 1924--------------------------------------------1924
1757
April
Naturalization treaty
at Sofia,
Sofia, November
November 23, 1923;
1923; proclaimed,
proclaimed,
Signed at
Bulgaria. Signed
with Bulgaria.
treaty with
Naturalization
1759
May
6, 1924
------------------------------------------------1924
May 6,
Convention
with Great
Great Britain
Britain for
intoxicating liquors.
liquors. Signed
of intoxicating
of smuggling
smuggling of
prevention of
for prevention
Convention with
at
Washington, January
23, 1924;
1924; proclaimed,
May 22,
22, 1924
1761
1761
1924-------------------------proclaimed, May
January 23,
at Washington,
Convention with
with Costa
Rica respecting
respecting traveling
Signed at
at San
March
San Jose, March
salesmen. Signed
traveling salesmen.
Costa Rica
Convention
31, 1924;
1924; proclaimed,
June 26,
26, 1924
1765
1924--------------------------------------proclaimed, June
31,
Convention with
Norway to
smuggling of
of intoxicating
liquors. Signed
Signed at Washintoxicating liquors.
to prevent
prevent smuggling
with Norway
Convention
1772
ington,
24, 1924;
1924; proclaimed,
proclaimed, July
1772
1924--------------------------------------2, 1924
July 2,
May 24,
ington, May
Signed at Paris, February
Treaty with
France relating
Cameroons Mandate.
Mandate. Signed
February
in Cameroons
rights in
to rights
relating to
with France
Treaty
1778
13,
proclaimed, July
July 3,
1778
1924---------------------------------------3, 1924
1923; proclaimed,
13, 1923;
Treaty with
with France
to rights
at Paris, February
February
Mandate. Signed at
in Togoland
Togoland Mandate.
rights in
relating to
France relating
Treaty
13,
1923; proclaimed,
1790
1924--------------------------------------3, 1924
July 3,
proclaimed, July
13, 1923;
Convention with
with Peru
salesmen. Signed
Signed at
Lima, January
January 19, 1923;
1923;
at Lima,
traveling salesmen.
respecting traveling
Peru respecting
Convention
1802
proclaimed,
18, 1924
1924--------------------------------------------------July 18,
proclaimed, July
Convention with
with Denmark
Denmark to
prevent smuggling
smuggling of
Signed at
at WashWashliquors. Signed
intoxicating liquors.
of intoxicating
to prevent
Convention
1809
ington,
May 29,
29, 1924;
July 25,
1924------------------------------------25, 1924
proclaimed, July
1924; proclaimed,
ington, May
Convention
to prevent
of intoxicating
Signed at
Washat Washliquors. Signed
intoxicating liquors.
smuggling of
prevent smuggling
Germany to
with Germany
Convention with
1815
ington, May
May 19,
proclaimed, August
August 11,
1924
11, 1924--------------------------------1924; proclaimed,
19, 1924;
ington,
Convention
with France
France relating
relating to
to rights
rights in
the Lebanon
Mandate. Signed
at
Signed at
Lebanon Mandate.
and the
in Syria
Syria and
Convention with
1821
Paris, April
4, 1924;
proclaimed, August
13, 1924
1924------------------------------August 13,
1924; proclaimed,
April 4,
Paris,
Convention
to prevent
prevent smuggling
of intoxicating
Signed at Washliquors. Signed
intoxicating liquors.
smuggling of
Sweden to
with Sweden
Convention with
1830
ington,
22, 1924;
1924; proclaimed,
proclaimed, August
1830
1924-----------------------------------18, 1924
August 18,
May 22,
ington, May
xiii
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Extradition
treaty with
with Lithuania.
Signed at
April 9,
9, 1924; proclaimed,
proclaimed, Sepat Knolls%
Kaunas, April
Lithuania. Signed
Extradition treaty
tember 29,
29, 1924-----------------------1924
------------------------------tember
Convention
with Great
Northern Pacific halibut
halibut fisheries. Signed
Signed
for preserving
preserving Northern
Great Britain for
Convention with
at Washington,
Washington, March
March 2, 1923;
proclaimed, October
October 22, 1924-1924 .------------------1923; proclaimed,
at
Convention with
with Italy
Italy to
to prevent
prevent smuggling
intoxicating liquors. Signed at Washsmuggling of intoxicating
Convention
October 22, 1924-----------------------------1924
1924; proclaimed,
proclaimed, October
ington, June 3, 1924;
Extradition
Esthonia. Signed at Tallinn,
Tallinn, November
1923; proclaimed,
proclaimed,
November 8, 1923;
Extradition treaty
treaty with Esthonia.
November 15,
1921
--------15, 1924----------------------November
Parcel
agreement with Great Britain and Northern
Northern Ireland. Signed
Signed at Washington,
Washington,
Parcel post agreement
October 1,
at London,
London, October
October 27,
27, 1924;
1924; approved,
approved, November
November 19, 1924------1924_
1, 1924,
1924, and
and at
October
Africas Mandate.
Treaty
in East
East Africa)
Mandate. Signed
Signed at Brussels,
Belgium relating to rights in
Treaty with Belgium
---proclaimed, December
December 6, 1924__
1924----------------.-------------April 18, 1923;
1923; proclaimed,
Convention
prevent smuggling
smuggling of intoxicating
intoxicating liquors. Signed
Signed at Washto prevent
with Panama
Panama to
Convention with
1921; proclaimed,
proclaimed, January
January 19, 1925
1925-__----__----------ington, June 6, 1924;
Parcel
convention with
Washington, December
December 2, 1924,
1924, and
and at
at
with Siam. Signed
Signed at
at Washington,
Parcel post
post convention
--.--Bangkok,
January 8,
proclaimed, February
1925
February 25, 1925
Bangkok, January
8, 1925; proclaimed,
Extradition
Bulgaria. Signed
at Sofia,
Sofia, March
1924; proclaimed,
proclaimed, June
Signed at
March 19, 1924;
treaty with Bulgaria.
Extradition treaty
26,
----.------26, 1921
1924_____-----------..-------..---Treaty with
with other
Archipelago. Signed
Signed at
at Paris, February
February
relating to
to Spitsbergen
Spitzbergen Archipelago.
Treaty
other Powers
Powers relating
------1924
proclaimed, June 10, 1924---------------------9, 1920; proclaimed,
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1909
Amending regulations
regulations for
protection of migratory
migratory birds. April 10, 1923----------------1923
1999
for protection
Amending
1910
California. May 7, 1923-------------Diminishing area
area of
National Forest, California.
1923
1910
Sequoia National
of the
the Sequoia
Diminishing
1923-------------------- 1910
Enlarging area
area of
of the
lily° National
California. May
May 7, 1923
1910
Forest, California.
National Forest,
the Inyo
Enlarging
1911
Enlarging area
area of
of the
Pinnacles National
National Monument,
California. May
May 7, 1923-----------1923
1911
Monument, California.
the Pinnacles
Enlarging
1923-------------------- 1911
Enlarging area
area of
of the
the Powell
Utah. May 17, 1923
Forest, Utah.
National Forest,
Powell National
Enlarging
1913
Directing settlement
for losses
losses on
on certain
certain sugar
sugar importations.
importations. May 23, 1923-------------1923
1913
settlement for
Directing
1923---------------- 1914
Setting
Pipe Spring
Monument, Arizona. May
May 31,
31, 1923
1914
National Monument,
Spring National
the Pipe
aside the
Setting aside
1923---------------- 1914
Setting
the Bryce
Bryce Canyon
Canyon National
Monument, Utah. June 8, 1923
1914
National Monument,
aside the
Setting aside
1915
migratory birds.
Prescribing additional
regulations for
for protection
protection of migratory
birds. June
June 11, 1923-----1923
1915
additional regulations
Prescribing
Continuing Marine
Marine and
Division of
of Veterans'
September 3, 1924.
until September
Bureau until
Veterans' Bureau
Seamen's Division
and Seamen's
Continuing
1917
a June
1917
1923----------------------------------------------------------------------12, 1923
June 12,
1919
Modifying
the Carson
Carson National
New Mexico. June
June 16, 1923-------1923
1919
Forest, New
National Forest,
of the
boundaries of
Modifying boundaries
1923---------- 1920
Diminishing
of the
the Santa
Fe National
Mexico. June 16, 1923
New Mexico.
Forest, New
National Forest,
Santa Fe
area of
Diminishing area
1921
1923----------------------------- 1921
August 4, 1923
Announcing
President Harding.
Harding. August
of President
death of
Announcing death
1922
1923---- ---Reappointing
C. Davis,
Davis, Director
General of
1922
of Railroads. August 13, 1923
Director General
James C.
Reappointing James
1922
Enlarging
of the
Coconino National
Forest, Arizona. August
August 14, 1923-------------1923
1922
National Forest,
the Coconino
area of
Enlarging area
1923
Modifying area
area of
August 14, 1923----------------1923
1923
Forest, Arizona. August
National Forest,
Tonto National
the Tonto
of the
Modifying
1923
1923------------14,
August
Arizona.
Diminishing area
the Prescott
National Forest,
Forest, Arizona. August 14, 1923
1923
Prescott National
of the
area of
Diminishing
1924
Designating October
October 9,
1923, as
as Fire
Fire Prevention
Prevention Day.
Day. September
September 17, 1923-------------1923
9, 1923,
Designating
1925
1923---------24,
September
Setting
apart the
the Allegheny
National Forest,
Forest, Pennsylvania.
Pennsylvania. September
1923
1925
Allegheny National
Setting apart
1923--- 1925
Setting
aside November
November 18-24,
National Education
Education Week. September
September 26, 1923
1925
as National
1923, as
18-24, 1923,
Setting aside
1926
1923-----13,
October
Arizona.
National Forest, Arizona. October 13, 1923
Modifying boundaries
boundaries of
Sitgreaves National
1926
the Sitgreaves
of the
Modifying
1924.
1,
May
to
Islands
Extending time
establishing shipping
shipping service,
May
Virgin
service, etc., to Virgin
for establishing
time for
Extending
1928
October
1928
1923-------------------------------------------------------------------25, 1923
October 25,
1923------ 1929
25,
Setting
Cave National
Monument, New Mexico. October 25, 1923
1929
National Monument,
Carlsbad Cave
the Carlsbad
aside the
Setting aside
November
Designating Thursday,
Thursday, November
November 29,
29, 1923,
1923, as
as a
general thanksgiving. November
day of general
a day
Designating
-------------------------- 1930
5, 1923
1930
-1923-----------------------------------5,
Reservation, MonExtending
installments for
lands of
Indian Reservation,
of Crow Indian
ceded lands
for ceded
paying installments
for paying
time for
Extending time
1931
tana.
December 18,
1923
1931
18, 1923--------------------------------------------------tana. December
December 27,
Copyright benefits
to Canada
extended to
to mechanical
musical reproduction.
reproduction. December
mechanical musical
Canada extended
benefits to
Copyright
1923 ---------- 1932
--------------------------1923
1934
Prohibiting
illegal shipment
shipment of
of arms
arms to
to Mexico.
January 7, 1924---------------------1924
1934
Mexico. January
Prohibiting illegal
1935
1924--------16,
January
Washington.
Forest,
Diminishing
area
of
the
Chelan
National
Forest,
Washington.
January
1924
1935
National
Chelan
the
of
area
Diminishing
1938
1924------------- 1938
February 3, 1924
Wilson. February
Announcing death
former President
Woodrow Wilson.
President Woodrow
of former
death of
Announcing
Designating week
of April
21-27, 1924, as
as Forest
Forest Protection
Protection Week,
etc. February
1924_ 1939
February 15, 1924Week, etc.
April 21-27,1924,
Designating week of
1940
1924------------------Granting
amnesty and
pardon, etc.,
etc., in
March 5, 1924
1940
cases. March
certain cases.
in certain
and pardon,
Granting amnesty
of
Determining tariff
tariff rates
on wheat
and wheat
products to
to equalize
equalize differences
differences in costs
costs of
wheat products
wheat and
rates on
Determining
1941
---------------- ---------production,
etc. March
1941
1924----------------7, 1924
March 7,
production, etc.
1942
Prohibiting illegal
illegal shipment
March 22,
=, 1924---------------1924
1942
etc., to Honduras. March
arms, etc.,
df arms,
shipment cif
Prohibiting
Islands to November
Extending time
time for
for establishing
establishing shipping
shipping service,
November 1,
1,
Virgin Islands
etc., to Virgin
service, etc.,
Extending
1943
1924.
1924
1943
7, 1924----------------------------------------------------------------April 7,
1924. April
1945
Prescribing additional
additional regulations
for protection
of migratory
birds. April
11, 1924-----1924
April 11,
migratory birds.
protection of
regulations for
Prescribing
1946
Arizona. April 18, 1924------------Setting
aside the
National Monument,
Monument, Arizona.
1924
1946
Chirlcahua National
the Chiricahua.
Setting aside
1946
Prohibiting illegal
illegal shipment
shipment of
to Cuba.
Cuba. May
May 2, 1924----------------------1924
1946
etc., to
arms, etc.,
of arms,
Prohibiting
1947
Setting aside the
Craters of
Monument, Idaho.
May 2, 1924---------1924
Idaho. May
National Monument,
Moon National
the Moon
of the
Setting aside the Craters
1948
Enlarging
of the
Natural Bridge
National Forest,
Virginia. May 5, 1924---------1924
1948
Forest, Virginia.
Bridge National
the Natural
area of
Enlarging area
Increasing duty
on sodium
nitrite to
equalize differences
differences in
in costs
of production.
May 6, 19241924_ 1949
1949
production. May
costs of
to equalize
sodium nitrite
Increasing duty on
Prohibiting export
etc., to
with consent
consent of
Secretary of State.
of Secretary
except with
Honduras except
to Honduras
arms, etc.,
of arms,
Prohibiting export of
1950
---------May 15,
15, 1924
1950
1924------------------May
Increasing
barium dioxide
dioxide to
equalize differences
in costs
costs of
of production.
production. May
May
differences in
to equalize
on barium
duty on
Increasing duty
1951
19,
1924
19, 1924---------------------------------------------------------------------------1924------ 1952
Abrogating certain
agreements with
Panama respecting
Canal Zone. May
May 28,
28, 1924
respecting Canal
with Panama
Abrogating certain agreements
1953
1924-------------4,
Modifying
boundaries
of
the
Kaniksu
National
Forest,
Idaho.
June
1924
1953
Idaho.
Modifying boundaries of the Kaniksu National Forest,
Extending
installments for
lands of Crow
Crow Indian
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, MonMonceded lands
for ceded
paying installments
for paying
time for
Extending time
tana.
June 9,
1924
1955
---------------------------------------------------------9, 1924
tana. June
Copyright benefits to
subjects of
of the
of South
South Africa
Africa extended
extended to
to mechanical
mechanical musical
musical
Union of
the Union
Copyright benefits to subjects
reproduction.
1924_
1957
1957
-------------------------------------30, 1924------June 30,
reproduction. June
Establishing nationality
quota of
of aliens
aliens allowed
fiscal year
year 1924-1925.
1924-1925. June
June
during fiscal
entry during
allowed entry
nationality quota
Establishing
30,
1958
1924-------------------------------------------------------------------------1958
30, 1924
1'6
Enlarging area
of the
Pinnacles National
July 2,
1924
1061
2, 1924---------California. July
Monument, California.
National Monument,
the Pinnacles
area of
Enlarging
1961
Amending regulations
for protection
migratory birds
birds. July
July 2,
2, 1924
1924-------------------of migratory
protection of
regulations for
Amending
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July 17, 1924---------1924
Diminishing area of the Lincoln National Forest, New Mexico. July
Setting
Cherokee National
Game Refuges
Refuges Numbers
Numbers One
One and
Tennessee
Setting aside Cherokee
National Game
and Two,
Two, TennesseeGeorgia. August 5, 1924
1924------------------------------------------Enlarging area of the Medicine
Bow National
National Forest, Wyoming. August
August 8, 1924
Enlarging
Medicine Bow
1924-------Revoking
Revoking prohibition against shipment
etc., to Cuba. August
August 29, 1924---------1924
shipment of arms, etc.,
Enlarging
National Forest,
Enlarging area of the Manzano
Manzano National
Forest, New Mexico.
August 29, 1924-------1924
Mexico. August
Directing disposal of certain lands within
within former
Lake Indian
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, North
North
former Devils Lake
Dakota. August 29, 1924
Dakota.
1924-------------------------------------- -------------Designating
Prevention Day.
September 12,
1924
Designating October 9, 1924, as Fire Prevention
Day. September
12, 1924-------------Setting apart designated historic
historic forts as national
October 15, 1924
national monuments. October
1924-------Extending time for establishing
establishing shipping
shipping service, etc., to Virgin
'Virgin Islands to May 1, 1925.
October 23, 1924----1924
October
--------------------------------------------------------a day of general
Designating Thursday, November
November 27, 1924,
1924, as a
general thanksgiving. November
November
5, 1924
1924-------------_---_------------------------_--_--Urging observance
observance of week
week beginning November
November 17 as American
Education Week.
American Education
November 11, 1924
November
1924---- -.---___------------------__-----------------Increasing duty on diethylbarbituric
diethylbarbituric acid, etc., to equalize differences
Increasing
differences in
in costs
costs of production. November
November 14, 1924
1924------------- -- -------------------------------Enlarging area of the Harney
November 18,
Harney National Forest,
Forest, South
South Dakota.
Dakota. November
18, 1924
1924------National Forest, Idaho and
Enlarging area of the Targhee National
and Wyoming. November
November 20,
1924_
20, 1924-Copyright benefits
benefits to citizens of Switzerland
Switzerland extended
mechanical musical
extended to mechanical
musical reproduction.
reproduction.
November
1924------------------------------November 22, 1924
----------------Setting aside the Wupatki
Wupatki National Monument, Arizona.
Arizona. December
December 9,
9, 1924
1924------------Transferring the old Honolulu
Transferring
Honolulu customhouse
customhouse site to Territory
Territory of HawaiL
22,
Hawaii. December
December 22,
1924-----------------------------------------------------1924
__
-----Increasing
of production.
production. December
December
Increasing duty on
on oxalic acid
acid to equalize
equalize differences
differences in
in costs
costs of
1924-------------------------------------------------------------------------29, 1921
Enlarging
Enlarging area
area of the Manti
bland National
National Forest, Utah. January
January 7,
7, 1925
1925---------------Sanctuary, South Dakota. January
Enlarging area
area of the Custer State Park
Park Game
Game Sanctuary,
January 8,
1925--------------1925_
---__
-------- -----------Diminishing area
area of the Snoqualmie
Snoqualmie and Olympic
Olympic National
National Forests, Washington.
Washington. January
10, 1925
1925------------------------------_---------------------------------------Enlarging area of the Carson National
Enlarging
January 21,
1925
National Forest, New Mexico. January
21, 1925---------Modifying boundaries of the Apache, Crook, and Datil National
Modifying
National Forests, Arizona
Arizona and
and New
Mexico.
Mexico. January
January 23, 1925--------1925
---------------------------------Setting aside a
Dakota. February
1925--------------------a game
game refuge in South
South Dakota.
February 2,
2, 1925
Setting aside the Meriwether
Meriwether Lewis National
Monument, Tennessee. February
February 6,
6, 1925---1925
National Monument,
Convening special session of the Senate. February
February 14, 1925-------------------------Convening
1925
Designating
Designating week of April
April 27-May
27-May 3,
etc. February
Ibruary
3, 1925, as Forest
Forest Protection
Protection Week,
Week, etc.
21, 1925 ---------- ------------------------------------------------------Setting
Setting aside the Glacier
Glacier Bay National
National Monument,
Monument, Alaska.
Alaska. February
February 26, 1925---------1925
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without day
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ALVIN COOLDGE,
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B.CUmINs,
Cunsimms, President
President of the Senate
Senate pro
ALBEBT B.
President; ALBERT
CALVIN
March
tempore,
pro
Senate
tempore;
C
HARLES
Cum
.
's,
Acting
President
the
pro
March
of
President
Acting
CU-TIS,
tempore; CHARLES
7, 12,
12, and
GEORGE H.
H. MOSES,
M OSES, Acting
Acting President
President of the Senate
Senate pro
pro
1924; GEORGE
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and 13,
7,
Jr.,
WADSWORTH,
W.
JAMEs
tempore,
March
10,
24,
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25,
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J
AMES
W
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W
ADSWORTH,
Jr.,
1924;
26,
May
25,
and
24,
10,
tempore, March
1924; SELDEN
Acting
President of
Senate pro
pro tempore,
tempore, March
March 14 to 18
18, _1924;
SELDEN
the Senate
of the
Acting President
1924;
24,
May
tempore,
pro
P.
S
PENCER,
Acting
President
the
Senate
May
24,
1924;
of
President
Acting
P. SPENCER,
House of Representatives.
FREDERICK
H. GILLETT,
GILLETT, Speaker
Speaker of the House
Representatives.
FREDERICK H.
CHAP. 4.—An
Florence Kling
Ming Harding.
Harding.
privilege to Florence
a franking
franking privilege
Granting a
Act Granting
4.-An Act
CHAP.

January 25
25, 1924.
1924.
January

IS.
[S. 2.f
2.1

[Private, No.
No. 1.]
11
[Private,

ing HardRepresentatives of the aFlorence
Be it
Florence King
Hard.
House of Representatives
and House
by the Senate and
enacted by
it enacted
Be
rang.
United
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
mail
ing.
in
mail
all
That
assembled,
Congress
in
United States of America
franking
the privilege.
matter sent
sent by
by the
the post by Florence
widow of the
prTirgte
e.
d
Harding, widow
Florence Kling Harding,
matter

written autograph
under her written
late Warren
Warren Gamaliel
Gamaliel Harding,
Harding, under
autograph sigsiglate
life.
nature,
during her natural
natural life.
of postage during
free of
conveyed free
be conveyed
nature, be
Approved, January
January 25, 1924.
Approved,
Bolling Wilson.
CHAP.
45.—An Act
franking privilege
privilege to Edith
Edith Bolling
Granting aafranking
Act Granting
CHAP. 45.-An

March 4,
1924.
4,1924.
March

[S. 2s8.1
25831
[i.
[Private, No.
No. 2.)
2.)
[Private,

Be it
enacted by
by the
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
of Edith
Wth Boiing
Representatives of
House of
the Senate
it enacted
Be
Bolling Wilson.
the United
United States
of America
America in
assembled, That all mail son
Conqress assembled,
in Congress
States of
the
Granted
franking
franking
Oranted
matter sent
by the
post by
by Edith
Edith Boiling
Bolling Wilson, widow of the privilege.
the post
sent by
matter
be
late Woodrow
Wilson, under
autograph signature,
signature, be
written autograph
her written
under her
Woodrow Wilson,
late
conveyed free
free of
during her
her natural
natural life.
postage during
of postage
conveyed
Approved,
1924.
March 4, 1924.
Approved, March
CHAP.
78.—An Act
the relief
the Cleveland
Cleveland State Bank, of Cleveof the
relief of
For the
Act For
CHAP. 78.-An

land, Mississippi.
Mississippi.
land,

March 31,1924.
31, 1924.
March
[S.75.1
Es.
75.I

3.
[Private, No. 3.)

Be it
enacted by
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
Miss.,
the Cleveland,
of the
House of
the Senate
Cleveland,
by the
it enacted
Be
United
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
the SecreStateBa
M iss.,
Secre- StateBank.
That the
assembled, That
America in
States of
United States
indebteddirected to ceretfi
tary
be, and he is
hereby, authorized
cegge
T ePtof
o
nIbl
e
l
authorized and directed
is hereby,
Treasury be,
the Treasury
of the
tary of

numbered ness o
redeem United
States Treasury
indebtedness numbered
of indebtedness
certificate of
Treasury certificate
United States
redeem
22223, in the denomination of $1,000, payable to bearer, series IV-B,
dated July
1918, and
November 7,
7, 1918,
1918, with
with interest
interest- at
at
maturing November
and maturing
9, 1918,
July 9,
dated
November
9, 1918,
the rate
rate of
annum from July 9,
1918, to November
centum per annum
4- per centum
of 44
the
Cleveland, Mississippi,
7, 1918,
in favor
favor of
the Cleveland
Cleveland State Bank, Cleveland,
Mississippi,
of the
1918, in
7,
or
assigns, without
presentation of the
the said certificate,
certificate, the certifiwithout presentation
its assigns,
or its

22223, in the denomination of $1,000, payable to bearer, series IV—B,

1359
1359

1360
1360
Provisos.
Provisos.
Condition.

Indemnity
Indemnity bond.

1, 1924.
April 1,
1924.
[S. 214.1
[8.214.1
[Private,
[Private, No. 4.1

SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH

SEss. L
CHS, 78,
78, 79,
79, 83.
83.
SESS.
I. CHS.

1924.
1924.

cate
of indebtedness
been lost,
stolen, or
or destroyed:
destroyed: Provided,
Provided,
cate of
indebtedness having
having been
lost, stolen,
That the
the said
certificate of
of indebtedness
indebtedness shall
shall not
not have
have been
That
said certificate
been previpreviously presented
for payment
and that
that no
no payment
shall be
be made
made
ously
presented for
payment and
payment shall
hereunder for
which shall
shall have
have been
been previously
previously paid:
hereunder
for any
any interest
interest which
paid:
And provided
provided further,
said Cleveland
Cleveland State
State Bank,
Bank, CleveCleveAnd
further, That
That the
the said
land, Mississippi,
first file
in the
the Treasury
Treasury Department
Department aabond
bond
land,
Mississippi, shall
shall first
file in
in the
the amount
amount of
of the
the lost,
stolen, or
or destroyed
in
the penal
penal sum
sum of
of double
double the
lost, stolen,
destroyed
Treasury certificate
certificate of
and the
the interest
interest payable
payable thereon,
thereon,
Treasury
of indebtedness,
indebtedness, and
in
form and
and with
surety or
sureties as
as may
may be
be acceptable
acceptable
in such
such form
with such
such surety
or sureties
to the
of the
Treasury to
to indemnify
indemnify and
and save
to
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Treasury
save harmless
harmless
the
from any
any loss
on account
account of
of the
the lost,
lost, stolen,
stolen, or
the United
United States
States from
loss on
or
destroyed
of indebtedness
indebtedness herein
described.
destroyed certificate
certificate of
herein described.
Approved, March
31, 1924.
March 31,
1924.
Approved,

CHAP. 79.—An
79.-An Act
CHAP.
relief of
National Bank
Bank of
of Martinsburg,
Martinsburg,
Act For
For the
the relief
of The
The Old
Old National
Martinsburg,
Virginia.
Martinsburg, West Virginia.

Be it
Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of
of the
the
of Representatives
by the
the Senate
it enacted
enacted by
Be
United States
States of America in
in Congress
assembled, That the SecreSecreUnited
Congress assembled,
W.va.
Va.
w.
and he
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed
he is
is hereby,
be, and
Treasury be,
of the
the Treasury
tary of
lost tary
Redemption
Redemption of
of lost
certificates
of indebted- to
certificateindebted
The Old
of Martinsburg,
Martinsburg, Marto redeem
redeem in
in favor
favor of
of The
Old National
National Bank
Bank of
Marness
of.
nessof.
tinsburg,
tinsburg, West
West Virginia, United States
States Treasury
Treasury certificates
certificates of indebtedness numbered
4980, 4981,
4981, 4982,
4983, each
the dedebtedness
numbered 4980,
4982, and 4983,
each in
in the
de$500, and
and numbered
8175 and
and 8176,
8176, each
the denomination of
of $500,
numbered 8175
each in
in the
deof $1,000,
series TM
TM 2-1921,
dated July
July 15,
1920, and
and
nomination of
$1,000, series
2-1921, dated
15, 1920,
matured March
interest from
the date
date of
of issuance
issuance to
matured
March 15,
15, 1921,
1921, with
with interest
from the
to
maturity at
at the
rate of
per centum
centum per
per annum,
the date of
of maturity
the rate
of 51
5| per
annum, withwithout presentation
the said
said certificates
certificates of
of indebtedness,
indebtedness, which
have
which have
of the
presentation of
out
Prosos.
Provisos.
Condition.
been
or destroyed:
destroyed: Provided,
Provided, That
been lost,
lost, stolen,
stolen, or
That the
the said
said certificates
certificates
have been
for
of indebtedness
indebtedness shall not
not have
been previously
previously presented
presented for
payment and
that no
payment shall
be made
hereunder for
any
payment
and that
no payment
shall be
made hereunder
for any
interest
which shall
shall have
have been
previously paid:
Provided further,
further,
paid: Provided
been previously
interest which
Indemnty bond.
Indemnity
That
the said
Old National
of Martinsburg,
of MartinsMartinsThat the
said The
The Old
National Bank
Bank of
Martinsburg, of
burg, West
burg,
Virginia, shall
file in
the Treasury
Treasury Department
Department of
of
West Virginia,
shall first
first file
in the
the
bond in
the penal
penal sum
sum of
of double
double the
amount of
of
the -United States a
a bond
in the
the amount
the
certificates of
of indebtedness
indebtedness and
and the
the interest
interest
the principal
principal of
of said
said certificates
which had
had accrued
when the
the principal
due and
and payable,
payable, in
in
which
accrued when
principal became
became due
form and
and with
such sureties
as may
be acceptable
acceptable to
to the
Secsuch form
with such
sureties as
may be
the Secretary of
of the
to indemnify
and save
save harmless
harmless the
the United
retary
the Treasury,
Treasury, to
indemnify and
United
States
any loss
on account
account of
said certificates
certificates of
of indebtedindebtedStates from
from any
loss on
of the
the said
ness hereinbefore
hereinbef ore described
described which
or destroyed.
destroyed.
which were
were lost, stolen,
stolen, or
Approved, April
April 1,
1, 1924.
Approved,
1924.
The

Old National

of Martinsburg,
Martinsburg,
Bank of

3, 1924.
1924.
April 3,
[B.
1319.1
[H. R.
R.1316.]
[Private, No. 5.1
5.]
William
Bradley..
William It.
R. Bradley.
Credit in internal
revenue accounts.
accounts.

83.-An Act For
the relief
relief of
CHAP. 83.—An
For the
ol William
William R. Bradley,
Bradley, former
former acting
acting
collector of internal revenue
revenue for South
South Carolina.

Be it
Senate and House of Representatives
it enacted by the Senate
Representatives of
of the
United
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
ComUnited States
States of
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
the Commissioner of Internal
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to
missioner
Internal Revenue
Revenue is
credit
the account
account of
former acting
collector
credit the
of William
William R.
R. Bradley,
Bradley, former
acting collector
of internal revenue
revenue for South Carolina,
with the sum
sum of
$100, this
this
Carolina, with
of $100,
him for
for the
the loss
loss of
of one
special
amount now being
being charged
charged against
against him
one special
stamp
value of
of $100.
stamp book
book of the
the value
$100.
Approved, April
April 3,
Approved,
3, 1924.
1924.

SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH

SEss.
I.
SESS. I.

CI's. 98-100.
CHS.

1924.
1924.

of the
the general
CHAP.
Act To
the correction
correction of
general account of
To permit
permit the
98.-An Act
CHAP. 98.—An
Charles B.
B. Strecker,
Treasurer United
United States.
States.
former Assistant
Assistant Treasurer
Strecker, former
Charles

enacted by the
of the
Representatives of
Be it
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
United
in Congress
assembled, That
That the Secretary
Secretary
Congress assembled,
United States
States of America in
General be, and they
and the
the Comptroller
of
Treasury and
Comptroller General
they are hereby,
hereby,
of the Treasury
authorized and directed
directed to credit
credit in the accounts
accounts of
of the
the Treasurer
Treasurer of
authorized
the
$15,956, now carried in the account
account of
sum of $15,956,
the United
United States the sum
the
Assistant Treasurer
Treasurer of
the United
States at Boston,
of the
United States
office of
of the
the Assistant
the office
Massachusetts, and
representing aa balance
balance due the United
United States
and representing
Massachusetts,
25, 1920,
when
Boston was discontinued,
October 25,
1920,
discontinued, October
at Boston
when the
the subtreasury
subtreasury at
in the
the amount
money belonging
belonging to
to the
United States
States while in the
the United
of money
in
amount of
having
custody
said Assistant
Assistant Treasurer,
said money
money having
of said
the loss
loss of
Treasurer, the
of said
custody of
occurred
Assistant
negligence on the part of said Assistant
through no fault or negligence
occurred through
Treasurer,
as set
Document Numbered
Numbered 400, Sixtyin Senate
Senate Document
set forth
forth in
Treasurer, as
sixth
and for
for this
this purpose
the sum
sum of $15,956
$15,956
purpose the
third session;
session; and
sixth Congress,
Congress, third
is
appropriated, out
out of
any money
money in
in the
the Treasury
othernot otherTreasury not
of any
is hereby
hereby appropriated,
appropriated.
wise appropriated.
Approved, April
April 12,
12, 1924.
1924.
Approved,
CHAP. 99.-An
99.—An Act For the relief of William
William H. Lee.
COAP.

Be it
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the
by the
the Senate
enacted by
Be
it enacted
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary
America in
States of
of Am,erica
United States
of the
and he
hereby, authorized
authorized and directed
directed to pay
he is
is hereby,
be, and
of
the Treasury
Treasury be,
to
William H.
H. Lee,
commander, United
United States
out
Navy, out
States Navy,
lieutenant commander,
Lee, lieutenant
to William
of
any funds
funds in
appropriated, the sum
otherwise appropriated,
the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
in the
of any
of
being the
amount of
of restitution
restitution made
made by
him out
out
by him
the amount
said sum
sum being
$828.29, said
of $828.29,
of
private funds
funds for
from his
his safe
safe by
man serving
serving
by aaman
money stolen
stolen from
for money
of his
his private
under
him, for
which said
said officer
held responsible,
while stationed
stationed
responsible, while
was held
officer was
for which
under him,
as recruiting
for the
San
in the city of San
Navy, in
States Navy,
United States
the United
officer for
recruiting officer
as
1920.
Francisco, California,
December 30,
30, 1920.
California, on December
Francisco,
Approved,
12, 1924.
1924.
April 12,
Approved, April
Commercial Company.
100.-An Act For the relief of the Alaska Commercial
CHAP. 100.—An

1361
April
1924.
April 12, 1924.
[S. 47.1
[S.
47.1
[Private, No. 6.1
6.1
[Private,
Charles B. Strecker.
Strecker.
Credit in accounts
accounts of.

Appropriation.
Appropriation.

12, 1924.
1924.
April 12,
[S.
796.]
[S. 796.]
[Private, No. 7.]
[Private,
7.]
William H. Lee.
William
Reimbursement to.
Reimbursement

April 12,
12, 1924.
1924.
[S.
[S. 1021.)
1021.]

[Private,
[Private, No. 8.1
S.]
aa
Commerca
Alaska
Commercial
Company.
e
Company.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the
Be it
the Senate
Senate and
and House
United
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
That the claim of
assembled, That
in Congress
States of
United States
coils& brt
i
i
ng as
g
ues
it ftr
3
the
Company, a
a corporation
created by
by and
and colision damages
to
corporation created
Commercial Company,
the Alaska
Alaska Commercial
am
wharf,
In
district
court.
existing
the laws
of California,
California, legal
of wharf.indstrctcourt.
legal owner of
the State
State of
of the
laws of
under the
existing under
and
wharf
Alaska, and which wharf
wharf was damaged and
Harbor, Alaska,
Dutch Harbor,
wharf at Dutch
collision
November 5, 1920, through
or about
about November
partially
destroyed on
through collision
on or
partially destroyed
with
the United
Saturn, United
States Navy,
may
United States
Navy, may
with the
United States
States steamship
steamship Saturn,
be
for by
said Alaska
Company in the
District
the District
Commercial Company
Alaska Commercial
by said
sued for
be sued
Court
of the
the tnited
the Northern
District of
California,
of California,
Northern District
for the
States for
United States
Court of
sitting
as a
acourt
court of
of admiralty
admiralty and
and acting
acting under
the rules
governing Jurisdiction.
sitting as
under the
rules governing
Jurisdiction.
such
court, and
jurisdiction to hear and detershall have
have jurisdiction
court shall
and said
said court
such court,
mine
such suit
the amount
amount
judgment or decree for the
enter a
a judgment
to enter
suit and to
mine such
against
of
such damages
damages and
and costs,
costs, if
if any,
any, as
found to be due against
as shall
shall be found
of such
the
of the
the said
Commercial Company,
Company,
Alaska Commercial
said Alaska
favor of
States in
in favor
United States
the United
or
against the
Alaska Commercial
Company in favor of the United
Commercial Company
the Alaska
or against
States, upon
upon the
the same
and measures
liability as in like
measures of liability
same principles
principles and
States,
cases in
admiralty between
between private
and with
with the
the same
cases
in admiralty
private parties
parties and
same rights
rights poo,.
Provisos.
Notice, etc.
etc.
to Notice,
of appeal:
That such
of the
suit shall
shall be
be given
given to
the suit
notice of
such notice
Provided, That
appeal: Provided,
of
States as may
the Attorney
General of
of the
United States
may be provided
provided by
by
the United
Attorney General
the
order
said court,
court, and it
be the
the duty of the Attorney
Attorney Genit shall
shall be
of the
the said
order of
eral
attorney in
to appear
appear commencement
in such
such district
district to
States attorney
eral to
to cause
cause the
the United
United States
Commencement of
of
suit.
and
States: Provided
Provided further,
further, That said suit suit.
for the
the United
United States:
defend for
and defend
shall
brought and
commenced within
within four months of the date of
and commenced
be brought
shall be
the passage
this Act.
Act.
of this
the
passage of
Approved,
1924.
Approved, April 12, 1924.
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CHs. 103,
103, 104,
104, 113,
113, 114.
114.
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1924.
1924.

CHAP.
For the
the relief
of J.
J. G.
G. Seupelt.
Seupelt.
CHAP. 103.—An
103.-An Act
Act For
relief of

April
1924.
April 14,
14,1924.
[8.
[S. 1703.1
1703.1
[Private,
No.
9.]
[Private, No. 9

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
the
United
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
the
Secretar_y
Secretary
the
That
assembled,
Congress
United States of America in
of the Interior be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized to permit one J.
J. G.
Seupelt
to enter
homestead laws,
at the
the appraised
price, aa
Seupelt to
enter under
under the
the homestead
laws, at
appraised price,
certain
unsurveyed island
the Colville
Reservation, Washcertain unsurveyed
island in
in the
Colville Indian
Indian Reservation,
Washington,
known as
"Hog Island,"
Island," containing
containing about
about one
one hundred
hundred and
ington, known
as "Hog
and
in the
the Columbia
River, and
and within
within sections
sections
fifty-two acres,
acres, located
located in
Columbia River,
9,6
and 35,
ninth, range
range 36
36 east,
of the
6 and
P'9.
35, township
township 30
30 north,
east, of
the Willamette
Willamette
Provisos.
meridian, in
State
cif Washington:
Provided, That
That proceeds
proceeds arisarisProceeds to credit
credit of meridian,
in
the
State
of
Washington:
Provided,
Indians.
ing
hereunder shall
shall be
subject to
to the
the provisions
provisions of
of section
section 66 of
the
of the
be subject
ing hereunder
Vol.334, p.81.
p81
Vol.
Act of
March 22,
22, 1906
(volume 34,
34, United
United States
States Statutes
Statutes at
at Large,
Large,
1906 (volume
of March
Act
Time limt.
Time
limit.
page
81) :Provided
of entry
entry by
by the
the said
said
page 81):
Provided further,
further, That
That the
the right
right of
Seupelt shall
be exercised
exercised within
ninety days
after the
the execution
execution and
and
Intoxicants pro- Seupelt
shall
be
within
ninety
after
days
hibited.
hibted.
acceptance
And provided
acceptance of the survey of the
the island:
island: And
provided further,
further, That
That
the
land hereby
hereby disposed
disposed of
of shall
shall be
be subject
to all
all the
laws of
of the
the land
subject to
the laws
the
United
introduction of
of intoxicants
intoxicants into
into the
United States
States prohibiting
prohibiting the
the introduction
the
Indian
provided by
by Congress.
Congress.
Indian country,
country, until
until otherwise
otherwise provided
Approved,
Approved, April 14, 1924.
1924.

J. G. Seupelt.
Homteadtry
Homestead
entry of,
01,
confirmed.
onfirmed.

April 14, 1.

A[pr[.il.4.
[8. 2090.1
924
[Private, NO. i.o.)
10.1
[Private,No.

C1AP.
P 104.-An
of
CHAP.
104.—An Act To
To provide
provide for the advancement
advancement on the retired
retired list of
the
Regular Army
Second Lieutenant
Ambrose I.
Moriarty.
the Regular
Army of
of Second
Lieutenant Ambrose
I. Moriarty.

Be
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
House of
and 1101286
by the
it enacted
Be it
Amy.
Ambrose.Moriarty. United
in Congress
United States of America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the President
President
ma
MaY
retired.
be, and
and hereby
hereby is,
by and
and with
with the
advice and
and consent
consent of
of
Maory
hespredpointed be,
is, authorized,
authorized, by
the advice
the Senate, to appoint Ambrose
Moriarty, second
Ambrose I.
I. Moriarty,
second lieutenant,
lieutenant, on
on
the retired
retired list
list of
of the
major on
on the
the retired
retired list
list of
of
the
the Regular
Regular Army,
Army, aamajor
the
Regular Army,
Army, with
retired pay
pay from
from the
the date
date of
of said
said appointappointthe Regular
with retired
ment,
as now
by law
major of
of his
his length
length of
of service
service
ment, as
now prescribed
prescribed by
law for
for a
a major
retired
July 1,
1, 1922.
retired prior
prior to
to July
1922.
Approved,
April 14,
14, 1924.
Approved, April
1924.
AVtirOseI.MoriartY.
b"PP°inted

April 15, 1924.
pS.
IS. 1507.1t
107.1
[Private, No. 11.1
11.]
[Private,

John

MeAtee.

John H. McAtee.
Military
Military record
record corcot-

rected.
meted.

P

Proviso.ayto.
No back pay, etc.

back

April
15,1924.
April 15,1924.
IS. 614.1
[S.
646.1
[Private,
121
[Private, No.
No. 12.]

Willias
Ethel Williams.
Payment to, for
Payment

sona
juries.
sonal injuries,

CHAP.
the relief
relief of John
John H. McAtee.
113.-An Act
Act For the
CHAP. 113.—An

Be it
it enacted
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
the
Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate
and House
Representatives of
of the
United States
States of
in the
the adminachninUnited
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That in
istration
istration of the pension laws and laws
laws conferring
conferring rights and
and priviprivihonorably discharged
soldiers, their
their widows
and dependleges upon honorably
discharged soldiers,
widows and
dependMcAtee, late
of Company
K, Sixth
Sixth Regiment
ent relatives,
relatives, John
John H
H..McAtee,
late of
Company K,
Regiment
Missouri
Missouri State Militia Volunteer Cavalry, shall be held and considconsidered
been honorably
discharged from
from the
the military
military service
ered to
to have been
honorably discharged
service of
of
the United
United States
member of
of said
said organization
organization on
on the
25th day
day
the 25th
States as
as aamember
the
anno Domini
Domini 1864:
1864: Provided,
Provided, That
That no
no back
back pay,
pay, pension,
pension,
of April,
April, anno
bounty, or other emolument
emolument shall accrue prior to the passage
passage of this
this
Act.
Act.
Approved,
1924.
Approved, April
April 15,
15, 1924.

CHAP.
114.—An Act
the relief
Williams.
Ethel Williams.
Act For
For the
relief of Ethel
CHAP. 114.-An

Be itit enacted
enacted by
by the
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
of the
and House
House of
the Senate
Be
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
asse
led, That
That the
the Secretary
per- United
United States
Congress assembled,
Secretary
of the Treasury
Treasury be,
be, and he is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and directed
directed to pay,
pay,
out of any money
money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
Ethel Williams,
Williams, of
of Atlanta,
Atlanta, Georgia,
Georgia, as
as full
comsum of
of $3,600
$3,600 to
to Ethel
full compensation
permanent injuries
pensation for permanent
injuries sustained in aamotor-cycle
motor-cycle accident
accident

per-
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CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH

SEss. I.
SEss.I.

Cris. 114-116,
128.
114-116, 128.
CHs.

1363
1363

1924.

at Camp
Camp Gordon,
Gordon, Georgia,
1920, which was caused by the
May 2, 1920,
on May
Georgia, on
at
negligence of
of a
driving a
motor cycle,
property of the
cycle, the property
a motor
chauffeur driving
a chauffeur
negligence
United
States Army,
Camp Gordon,
Gordon, Georgia.
Georgia.
at Camp
Army, at
United States
1924.
Approved,
April 15, 1924.
Approved, April
of Fred Hurst.
CHAP. 115.-An
115.—An Act.
Act For
relief of
the relief
For the
CHAP.

April
April 11924.
lb, 1924.

[8. 661.1
881.1
[P.
[Private, No. 13.]
131
[Private,

,
r Hurst.
House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
the Senate and
and House
Representatives of the Fred
by the
enacted by
Be
peayent to,
to, for
for perUnited States
States of
of America
That the Secretary
Secretary Payment
Congress assembled, That
in Congress
America in
United
sonal injuries.
and directed
of
Treasury be,
be, and
he is
is hereby,
directed to pay,
pay, sona inuries.
authorized and
hereby, authorized
and he
the Treasury
of the
out
in the
Treasury not
appropriated, to
to
otherwise appropriated,
not otherwise
the Treasury
money in
any money
of any
out of
Fred
of Salt
Lake City,
City, Utah,
the sum
sum of $1,000,
81,000, in full
Utah, the
Salt Lake
Hurst, of
Fred Hurst,
settlement
as compensation
injuries suscompensation for injuries
Government, as
the Government,
against the
settlement against
tained when
when run
down by
an Army
Army motor
motor ambulance
ambulance November
November
by an
run down
tained
12, 1918.
1918.
12,
Approved, April 15, 1924.
Approved,
the relief of
CHAP. 116.-An
116.—An Act
of Thomas
Thomas Nolan.
For the
Act For
CHAP.

April 15,
1924.
15, 1924.
April
[8. 1219.]
[S.1219.

Private, No. 14.]
14.]

Be
enacted by
by the
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
the Thomas
Representatives of
the Senate
Senate and
Be it
it enacted
Thomas Nolan.
Nolan.
Payment to legal
legal
Secretary Payment
United
of America
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
That the Secretary
Congress assembled,
States of
United States
gnardianof, for personal
toa
of the
be, and
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
directed to pay, i.
and directed
authorized and
and he
Treasury be,
the Treasury
of
out
of any
any money
money in
the Treasury
Treasury not
appropriated, to
to
otherwise appropriated,
not otherwise
in the
out of
Margaret Nolan,
the legal
legal guardian
guardian of
Thomas Nolan,
Nolan, the sum of
of Thomas
Nolan, the
Margaret
$2,500,
settlement for
for personal
personal injuries
injuries sustained
by said
sustained by
full settlement
in full
$2,500, in
Thomas
Nolan on
April, 1919, when run down by
of April,
day of
28th day
the 28th
on the
Thomas Nolan
an
the United
United States Army.
to the
belonging to
ambulance belonging
an ambulance
Appropriation for exSEC. 2.
out of
of any
any money
peSprpSriaionforexmoney penses
appropriated, out
are appropriated,
sums are
following sums
The following
2. The
SEC.
incurred.
incur
in
not otherwise
appropriated, in full settlement
settlement of all
otherwise appropriated,
Treasury not
the Treasury
in the
charges
and claims
for necessary
services, resulting
resulting from
from personal
personal
necessary services,
claims for
charges and
Episcopal
Methodist Episcopal
injuries
Thomas Nolan:
Nolan: To the Methodist
by'Thomas
sustained by
injuries sustained
Hospital,
Brooklyn, New
to Elliott,
Fanning,
Jones, and Fanning,
Elliott, Jones,
$150; to
York, $150;
New York,
Hospital, Brooklyn,
Margaret Nolan,
215
Montague Street,
Brooklyn, New
New York, $150;
$150; to Margaret
Street, Brooklyn,
215 Montague
369
Hoyt Street,
Street, Brooklyn, New York, $350.
369 Hoyt
Approved,
Approved, April 15, 1924.
CHAP.
Act Authorizing
Authorizing the Court
the United
United States
States
Court of Claims of the
128.-An Act
CHAP. 128.—An
to hear and determine the claim of Elwood Grissinger.

April 18, 1924.
[8. 1881.]
Private, No. 15.1
15.]

s.]
8.18
Private, No.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
of the
the Elwood Grissinger
Representatives of
of Representatives
and House
House of
by the
the Senate
Senate and
Be it
reerrd to
United States
States of
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
United Claim
'Clv
a
r
iir
oodof,
or, referred
That the United
in Congress
America in
United
s.'
courtofC
authorized
States
Court
of
Claims
be,
and
it
is
hereby,
authorized
and
directed
Court
hereby,
it
is
and
be,
Claims
of
Court
States
to hear
and determine
determine the
the claim
Elwood Grissinger
Grissinger for compencompenof Elwood
claim of
hear and
to
sation
for any
any unlawful
unlawful sale by the United
United States, and any
any unlawful
unlawful
sation for
either in the United
sale
by others
the United
United States,
United. States or
or
States, either
for the
others for
sale by
elsewhere,
for any
the United States and exclusive of
outside the
use outside
any use
elsewhere, for
telephone
any
by the
the United
United States,
States, of
of certain
certain long-distance
long-distance telephone
use by
any use
transmission
repeaters
and of
of a
asystem
repeaters on transmission
system for the use of any repeaters
repeaters and
certain letters patent granted
lines,
as disclosed
and described
granted to
to
in certain
described in
disclosed and
lines, as
said Grissinger
the United
United States,
States, and also as disclosed and
by the
Grissinger by
said
described
to him by certain foreign countries,
granted to
patents granted
in patents
described in
and
jurisdiction is
conferred upon said
said court
court in Pr
hereby conferred
is hereby
competent jurisdiction
and competent
availthe United States may Defenses
this
Provided, That
That in
such suit
perm% to
to be avail
suit the
any such
in any
matter: Provided,
this matter:
avail itself
of any
all defenses,
defenses, general
general or
or special,
special, that
ed of.
that might be edof.
and all
any and
itself of
avail
pleaded by
defendant in
in an
an action
infringement under the law
action for infringement
by defendant
pleaded
in any
where such
such sale
occurred, or
otherwise, at the
or otherwise,
sale occurred,
jurisdiction -where
any jurisdiction
m
date
sale.
of such
such sale.
date of
Approved.
April 18, 1924.
Approved. April
of Claims

pr
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April 28, 1924.
[H. R.
R. 3781.1
3761.1
[H.
[Private,
16.]
[Private, No. 18.]
George A. Nickles.
George
Reimbursement to.
Reimbursement

April 28,
28, 1924.
124.
April
[H. J.. Res.
222.]
Res. 22.
[H.
[Priv.
Res.,
No. 1.]
1.1
[Priv. es.,No.

SEss.
I.
SEss.I.

this.
140, 159.
159.
139, 140,
CHS. 139,

1924.
1924.

CHAP.
139.-An Act For the relief of George A. Nickles.
CHAP. 139.—An

Be it
it enacted
by the
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
of the
House of
and House
the Senate
enacted by
Be
United States
of America
in Congress
That the Secretary
Secretary
Congress assembled, That
America in
States of
United
of
Treasury be,
be and
and he
he is
is hereby,
authorized and directed to pay
hereby, authorized
the Treasury
of the
to
George A.
A. Nickles,
of any
Carolina, out of
South Carolina,
Charleston, South
of Charleston,
Nickles, of
to George
money
the Treasury
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
the sum
sum of
$100
of $100
not otherwise
Treasury not
in the
money in
to
him for
for aabond
bond of
loan, for which
which
Liberty loan,
fourth Liberty
the fourth
of the
reimburse him
to reimburse
he
cash at
the port
embarkation, Hoboken,
Jersey, and
New Jersey,
Hoboken, New
of embarkation,
port of
at the
paid cash
he paid
for which
which he
he received
received a
proper authority,
authority, and
the proper
from the
receipt from
a receipt
for
which bond
bond has
never been
been delivered
delivered to
him
to him.
has never
which
Approved, April
1924.
April 28, 1924.
Approved,

CHAP.
140.—Joint Resolution
Resolution Granting
Granting permission
permission to
to Hugh
Hugh S.
S. Cumming,
Cumming,
CHAP. 140.-Joint
Surgeon General
General of
of the
the United
States Public
Public Health
Health Service,
Service, to
accept certain
certain
to accept
United States
Surgeon
decorations bestowed
bestowed upon
upon him
by the
France and
and Poland.
Poland.
of France
Republics of
the Republics
him by
decorations

Resolved
the Senate
and House
United
of Representatives
Representativesof the United
House of
Senate and
by the
Resolved by
States
of America
Cummuag,
That Hugh S. Cumming,
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
States of
Surgeon General
General of
the United
States Public
Service, be
Health Service,
Public Health
United States
of the
Surgeon
authorized to
to accept
accept and
and wear
the decoration
decoration of
Officer of the Legion
Legion
of Officer
wear the
authorized
of Honor
tendered by
Excellency, the French AmAmby His Excellency,
France, tendered
of France,
of
Honor of
decoration
bassador, in
the name
name of
of the
the Republic
Republic of France;
France; and the decoration
in the
bassador,
of the
Order of
of Polonia
Polonia Restituta,
Restituta, grade
grade Commander
Commander with the Star,
of
the Order
tendered
by His Excellency,
Excellency, the Minister from Poland, in the name
tendered by
of the
Poland, both
both of
of which
which decorations
have been
been condecorations have
of Poland,
Republic of
of
the Republic
ferred
General Hugh
S. Cumming, by
Republics
by the Republics
Hugh S.
Surgeon General
upon Surgeon
ferred upon
made. mentioned, for scientific service,
to be
Delivery to
Delivery
be made.
and that
that the
the Department
of State
State is
Department of
mentioned, for scientific service, and
hereby
authorized and
permitted to
above-mentioned
to deliver
deliver the above-mentioned
and permitted
hereby authorized
Hugh S. Cummig,
decorations to Hugh
Cumming, Surgeon
Surgeon General
General of the United
decorations
States Public
Service.
Health Service.
Public Health
States
Approved,
April 28, 1924.
1924.
Approved, April

S. Cumming.
Cumming.
Hugh S.
May
decoraMay accept decorations from France
France and
and
Poland.

May 19,
1924.
19,1924.
[H. R. 1823.]
1823.1
[H.
KN_ 17
1I
Irz»iAt No.
[Private,
17.]

relief of the
the Long Island Railroad
Railroad Company.
CRAP .159.—An
159.-An Act For the relief
CHAP.

Be it
Senate and
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
and House
the Senate
by the
it enacted
enacted by
Be
United States
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the claim
America in
States of
United
Claimoforodamages Of
of the Long Island Railroad
Railroad Company against the United
United States
sustained by said railroad combeen sustained
damages alleged
alleged to have
have been
for damages
referretodctcour. for
pany's
vessels, and marine
marine equipment
equipment at Whitestone
Whitestone Landing,
Landing,
pany's dock, vessels,
New
the 11th
of December,
December, 1919,
1919, as
as aaresult of swells
day of
11th day
on the
York, on
New York,
caused by
the alleged
operation of the United
United States
negligent operation
alleged negligent
by the
caused
destroyer Broome
Broome at
for
of speed, may be sued for
an excessive
excessive rate of
at an
destroyer
District Court of the Eastern
by said
company in
in the
United States
States District
the United
by
said company
District of
of New
of admiralty
admiralty and
acting
and acting
court of
as a
a court
sitting as
York, sitting
New York,
of court.District
ison
Jurisdiction of court.
under the rules governing
governing such court, and said court shall have
under
jurisdiction to
enter judgment
judgment
and to enter
determine such suit and
hear and
and determine
to hear
jurisdiction
or decree
the amount
such damages,
damages, and
and costs, if any, as
of such
amount of
for the
decree for
or
shall
be found
found to
to be
be due
States in favor of the
the United States
due against
against the
shall be
Long Island
Railroad Company,
or against the
the Long Island RailCompany, or
Island Railroad
Long
the same
road
favor of
United States,
same prinStates, upon the
of the
the United
in favor
Company in
road Company
ciples
and measures
measures of
liability as
in
like cases
cases in
in admiralty
admiralty
like
as
in
liability
of
and
ciples
Provisos.
Proprivate
parties and
and with
the same
rights of
appeal:
Proappeal:
of
rights
same
the
with
parties
private
between
Notice to Attorney
Attorney between
Notice
en e
O
General.
ral.
vided. That
That such notice
notice of the suit shall be given to the Attorney
General of
of the
States as
as may
be provided
provided by order
order of the
may be
United States
the United
General
said
and it
it shall
shall be
be the
of the
Attorney General
General to
to
the Attorney
the duty
duty of
said court,
court, and
cause
the United
United States
such district
district to appear
appear and
in such
attorney in
States attorney
cause the

Long Island Railroad
conglS'andRailroad
Company.
Claim of, for damages
to its dock,
etc.,
dock, vessels, etc..
referredtodistrictcourt.

SIXTY-EIGHTH
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.

SEss. I..
SESS.

Cm. 159,
159, 168-171.
168-171.
Cns.

1924.

defend
for the
the United
United States:
Atates: Provided
further, That
said suit
suit shall
That said
Provided further,
defend for
be
brought and
commenced within,
within four months of the date of the
and commenced
be brought
passage
passage of this Act.
Approved, May 19, 1924.

CHAP. 168.-An
168.—An Act
For the
the relief
Mullen Company.
Company.
relief of the William D. Mullen
Act For
CHAP.

Be
the Senate
Senat'e and
Representatives of the
the
House of Representatives
and House
by the
enacted by
it enacted
Be it
United
States of
in Congress
assembled, That
That the Secretary
Secretary
Congress assembled,
America in
of America
United States
of
and he
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to pay
he is
be, and
Treasury be,
the Treasury
of the
Delaware,
to
the
William
D.
Mullen
Company,
of
Wilmington,
Delaware, out
Company,
Mullen
D.
William
to the
appropriated. the sum
of
sum
Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
money in the Treasury
of any money
of
William D. Mullen Company
Company for
said sum being due the William
$85.75, said
of $85.75,
merchandise
furnished to the Reedy Island Naval
Naval Station mess durmerchandise furnished
ing
of October, November, and December, 1918.
ing the months of
1924.
Approved, May 23, 1924.

CHAP. 189.—An
of George
George T. Tobin and Son.
Son.
Act For the relief of
169.-An Act
CHAP.

Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the
Senate and
it enacted
Be

1f365
1365

Commencement
Commencement

of
of

23, 1924.
1924.
May 23,

[S. 129.]

[S. 129.)

[Private, No. 18.]
18.]
[Private,
William D. Mullen
Mullen
pay
Company.
Payment
to.
Payment to.

D.

May 23,1924.
23, 1924.
May
[S. 130.1
130.)
I[.

No. 19.]
19.)
[Private, No.

eorgeT. Tobinand

George T. Tobin and

Son.
United States
States of
of America
assembled, That the Secre- son.
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
United
Payment to.

tary of
of the
he is
is hereby,
authorized and directed
directed
hereby, authorized
and he
be, and
Treasury be,
the Treasury
tary

Pamentto.

to pay
to George
George T.
Delaware, out
out
Tobin and Son, of New Castle, Delaware,
T. Tobin
pay to
to
appropriated, the sum
of any
any money
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
the Treasury
money in the
of
$248.98, said sum being due George T. Tobin and Son for merof $248.98,
chandise furnished
furnished to the
Island naval station mess during
Reedy Island
the Reedy
chandise
the year 1918.
Approved,
23, 1924.
May 23,
Approved, May

CHAP.
Keegan, and others.
170.-An Act For the relief of Peter C. Keegan,
CHAP. 170.—An

May 23,1924.
23, 1924.
May
S. 210.1
210.)
Is.

[Private, No.
No. 20.]
[Private,

Be
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
.Keegan, etc.
the Petr
House of
by the
it enacted
Be it
Peter C. Keegan, etc.
forservPayment to, for
servSecre- Paymentto,
United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the SecreThat the
in Congress
America in
of America
States of
United States
ices.
is.
and
authorized
tary
of
the
Treasury
be,
and
he
is
hereby,
authorized
directed
to
hereby,
is
he
and
be,
Treasury
the
of
tary
pay,
out of
of any
any money
the Treasury
Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated,
in the
money in
pay, out
to
Peter C.
Keegan, the
the sum
$1,700; to the estate of John B.
of $1,700;
sum of
C. Keegan,
to Peter
F. Fellows, the
Madigan, the
the sum
of $348.14;
$348.14; to
estate of Oscar
Oscar F.
the estate
to the
sum of
Madigan,
sum of
$2,950.77, said
sums representing
compensation
additional compensation
representing additional
said sums
of $2,950.77,
sum
for services
services rendered
on the
John River
River Commission.
Saint John
the Saint
rendered on
for
Approved,
1924.
23, 1924.
May 23,
Approved, May

CHAP.
171.-An
CAP. 171.—An
Dredging Company,
Company,
Dredging

Act For
relief of
of the
the New
New Jersey
Jersey Shipbuilding
Shipbuilding and
and
the relief
For the
Act
Jersey.
of
New Jersey.
Bayonne, New
of Bayonne,

May
23, 1924.
1924.
May 23,
IS.
1572.)
IS. 1572.
(Private, No.
No. 21.1
21.)
[Private,

Be it
and House
House of
Representatives of
the New
ersey ShipNew Jersey
of the
of Representatives
Senate and
by the
the Senate
it enacted
enacted by
Be
building and
and Dredging
Dredging
United States
States of
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
Secretary building
the Secretary
That the
in Congress
America in
of America
United
Company.
C
of the
the Treasury
Treasury be,
and he
he is
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to
Payment to, for colto cPymeant
is hereby,
be, and
of
n damages.
lision
damage.
lsio
pay,
out
of
any
money
in
the
Treasury
not
otherwise
appropriated,
appropriated,
otherwise
not
Treasury
the
in
money
pay, out of any
the
sum of
of $152,278.28
the New
Jersey Shipbuilding
Shipbuilding and
and DredgDredgNew Jersey
to the
$152,278.28 to
the sum
reimto
settlement
ing
Company,
of
Bayonne,
New
Jersey,
full
settlement
full
in
Jersey,
New
Bayonne,
of
Company,
ing
burse
said owner
drill boat
Numbered 33 for loss sustained as aa
boat Numbered
of drill
owner of
burse said
result of
of total
destruction of
of said
drill boat
boat Numbered
Numbered 3
3 through
said drill
total destruction
result
collision with
the United
United States
States ship
ship Lykens,
Lykens in
Hell Gate,
off
Gate, off
in Hell
with the
collision
September 1, 1921.
Halletts
Point, New
York Harbor,
Harbor, on September
New York
Halletts Point,
Approved, May 23, 1924.
Approved,

1366
1366

SIXTY-EIGHTH
CONGRESS. S
SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.
ESS. I.
I. CHS.
this. 172-174.
172-174.
SESS.

l
is.

.

1924.

CHAP. 172.-An
172. — An Act Granting
Granting permission
permission to
to Commander
Caommander Dorr F. Tozier
Tozier,
United
a gift from
United States Coast Guard,
Guard, retired,
retired, to accept
accept a
from the
the King
of Great
Great
King of
Britain.
Britain.

BMays.
May
23, 1924[S. 1698.1
1.
[Private, No.
22.1
[Private,
No. 22.]

Be
it enacted
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
and House
of the
the
United States
States of America
United
Congress assembled,
That Commander
America in Congress
assembled, That
Commander
Dorr
United States
Dorr F.
F. Tozier,
Tozier, United
States Coast Guard,
Guard, retired, be, and he is
is
Britauthorized to accept a
•
hereby, authorized
by the
the King
a sword tendered to him by
King
of Great
Great Britain through
through the Department
United
Department of State of the Unitea
States.
Approved, May
May 23, 1924.
1924.
Approved,

ToSemCaSt
Guard.' .
T C "er,
ommander
C
tGuard!
Mtioay
deCo
MaynOat
accept decal'''.
tion from Great

ain.

May
23,,1924
1924.May 23
242.
(H. R. 2498.)
[Private, N O. 23.]

[H.aER.
[Private, No. 23.]

CHAP.
173.-An Act For the relief
CHAP. 173.—An
relief of the
the East LaHave
LaHave Transportation
Transportation

Company, Limited, owner, A.
A. Picard and Company,
Company, owner
owner of
of cargo
and George
George
cargo, and
H. Corkum, Leopold
Leopold S. Conrad,
Miley Knickle,
Conrad, Wilson Zinck, Freeman
Freeman Beck, Sidney
Knickle,
and Norman E. LeGay, crew
crew of the schooner Con Rein, sunk
sunk by
by United
States
United States
submarine K-4.

Be it
House of
it enacted
enacted by
by the Senate and House
of Repre8entative8
of the
the
Representatives of
.c ,"~o United States
States of America in
in Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
of
the claim
claim of

er."Ccallein'
"schmner.

,ad the East LaHave
La-I:rave Transportation
Transportation Company,
Company, Limited, owner
owner of
of the
the
schooner Con
Con Rein,
Rein, of
of the
the port
in the
the Province
Province of
of Nova
Nova
schooner
port of
of Lallave,
LaHave, in
in district court.
Scotia, Canada;
Canada; that
the claim
of A.
Picard and
Company, the
the
that the
claim of
A. Picard
and Company,
owner and consignee
consignee of the cargo aboard the said schooner,
the
schooner, and the
claims of the several members
members of the crew of
of said
schooner, namely,
said schooner,
namely,
George
George Corkum,
Corknm, Leopold
Conrad, Wilson
Wilson Zinck,
Freeman Beck,
Leopold S. Conrad,
Zinck, Freeman
Beck,
Sidney Knickle, and Norman LeGay,
Sidney
LeGay, against the United States
States for
for
damages alleged
damages
alleged to have
been caused
caused, by
between said
said
have been
by collision between
submarine K-4 owned
schooner and the submarine
owned by
by the
the Government
of the
the
Government of
United States and operated
operated by the United
which
United States Navy, which
occurred near Block Island,
occurred
Island, Rhode Island, on
on August
August 29,
1921, may
may
29, 1921,
be
sued
for
by
the
said
claimants
in
the
U
n it ed States
St
at
es District
Di
stri
ct
risict
of
co.
be
sued
for
by
the
said
claimants
in
the
United
Jurisdiction of court.
Court for the District of Massachusetts, sitting as
as aa court of
of
admiralty and acting under
admiralty
under the rules governing such court
court with
jurisdiction
jurisdiction to hear and determine
determine such suit, and to enter judgments
judgments
or decrees
amounts of such damages
decrees for the amounts
damages and costs, if any, as
may be found against the United
United States in favor
favor of the said
said
claimants, or any of them, or against said claimants
of
claimants in favor of
the United States, upon the same
same principles and measures
measures of liability
proo.
as in like cases in admiralty
admiralty between
between private
private parties
and with
with the
parties and
the
Proviso,.
Notice to Attorney same rights of appeal: Provided,
Provided, That such notice of the suit shall
General.
General.
be
given to
Attorney General
General of the United States as may
may be
be given
to the Attorney
be
provided by order
provided
order of said court, and it shall be the duty of the
Attorney General
Attorney
General to cause
cause the United
United States attorney in such disto appear
appear and
and defend
defend for
for the
United States:
States: Provided
Provided further,
Commencement
trict to
Commencement o
the United
further,
suit.
commenced within four months
That said suit shall be brought
brought and commenced
months
of the date of the passage
passage of this Act.
Act.
Approved,
Approved, May 23, 1924.
1924.
a ,bring
°vinecc°4
carg4 and
crew,
may
snit
Oerse

far collision
damages,
iision damags
foi

o

May 23,
May
23, 1924.
1924.
[H.
[H. R. 3183.1
3183.]

.

[Private, No. 24.]
24.]
[Private,

Rush
RushO0. Fellows.
Fellows.
Reimbsement
Reimbursement to.
to.

f

hid

CHAP.
174.-An Act For the relief of Rush 0. Fellows.
CHAP. 174.—An
Be it
enacted by
by the
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
House of
United
Congress assembled,
Secretary
UnitedStates
States of America in Congress
assembled, That the Secretary
authorized and directed
of the Treasury
Treasury be, and he is hereby,
hereby, authorized
directed to pay,
out of any money
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
money in
in the
the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
Rush 0.
Rush
0. Fellows, of Bellefourche,
Bellefourche, South Dakota, the sum of $354.50
to
expended for governmental
to repay him for private funds expended
governmental purposes
Bellefourche, South Dakota.
while he was postmaster
postmaster at Bellefourche,
Approved, May
May 23,
23, 1924.
1924.

SIXTY-EIGHTH
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.

SESS. L
Gas. 175,
175, 186-188.
186-188.
I. CHS.
SESS.
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1924.

CHAP. 175.—An
Act For
relief of
Edward T. Williams.
of Edward
the relief
For the
175.-An Act
CHAP.

May 23,
1924.
1.
23,
iMay
[R. R. 5S0.]
5808.]
[H.
[Private, No. 25.1

Be
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Representatives of the [Private, No. 25.]
of Representatives
House of
and House
Senate and
by the
Be it
Edward
United States
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
Post- Credit
Credit in postal
the PostThat the
assembled, That
postal
tt acStates of
United
counts.
master General
General be,
be, and
and he
hereby, authorized
authorized and directed
directed to counts.
is hereby,
he is
master
at
postmaster at
credit the
of Edward
Edward T.
T. Williams,
acting postmaster
Williams, acting
accounts of
the accounts
credit
Niagara Falls,
Falls, New
total sum
$87,932.77, due the
of $87,932.77,
sum of
the total
in the
York, in
New York,
Niagara
United
States on
on account
of losses
losses as
as the
the result
result of
of burglary
on
burglary on
account of
United States
June
2, 1920,
$4,306.27; postage
postage stamps,
funds, $4,306.27;
Postal funds,
follows: Postal
as follows:
1920, as
June 2,
$32,734.27; eight
eight thousand
thousand and
and forty-four
at
savings stamps at
war savings
forty-four war
$32,734.27;
twenty-five
and
$4.17
each,
$33,543.48;
twenty
thousand
two
hundred
and twenty-five
hundred
two
thousand
twenty
$33,543.48;
$4.17 each,
thrift stamps
stamps at
25 cents
cents each,
each, $5,056.25;
$5,056.25; and
and internal
internal revenue
at 25
thrift
stamps, $12,292.50.
$12,292.50.
stamps,
Approved, May 23, 1924.
Approved,
W

CHAP.
Act Authorizing
Authorizing the
of the
the restrictions
restrictions from
from forty
forty
removal of
the removal
186.-An Act
CHAP. 186.—An
acres of
Isaac Jack,
Jack, a
Seneca Indian,
Indian, and
for other
purposes.
other purposes.
and for
a Seneca
of Isaac
the allotment
allotment of
of the
acres

iliiams

May 24, 1924.
[H. R.
It. 1629.1
1629.]

[Private, No. 26.]
[Private,
26.]

enecalBe it
by the
the Senate
of the Isaacack.
Isaa:c11dr, Seneca
alRepresentatives of
and House
House of Representatives
Senate and
enacted by
Be
it enacted
United
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
the restricrestric- lottee
lottee
removed
Congress assembled,
of America
America in
States of
United States
tions
the northeast
southeast quarter
of section
section and
anirstrivonpieremparnat
fee simple patent
quarter of
the southeast
of the
quarter of
northeast quarter
upon the
tions upon
issuedto.
in
meridian,
Indian
21,
township
25
north,
range
24
east
of
the
Indian
meridian,
issued to.
the
of
21, township 25 north, range 24 east
Oklahoma, which
which is
land heretofore
heretofore allotted
Seneca
allotted to Isaac Jack, Seneca
is land
Oklahoma,
allottee numbered
numbered 264,
removed, and the Secretary
Secretary of the
hereby removed,
are hereby
264, are
allottee
directed to cause
Interior is
and directed
cause to be issued to
to
authorized and
is hereby
hereby authorized
Interior
said
Isaac Jack
patent in
fee simple
for said
said described
described land.
land.
simple for
in fee
Jack aapatent
said Isaac
Approved,
Approved, May 24, 1924.

Indians of
CHAP. 187.—An
To compensate
of the Kiowa
Kiowa
Comanche Indians
three Comanche
compensate three
Act To
187.-An Act
CHAP.
Reservation.
Reservation.

May 24, 1924.
1924.

R.
[H. 2881.]
No. 27.'
[Private,
[Private, No.
27.'

Be it
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
the Comanche Indians,
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Representatives of
Be
it enacted
United States
States of
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
Secretary Payment
i:
c
a
o
y
m
m
anen
citie to desigthe Secretary
in Congress
America in
of America
United
erroneous
or erroneous
of the
Interior be,
be, and
and he
is hereby,
and directed
directed to pay,
ecl
7
pay, Watedn
authorized and
hereby, authorized
he is
the Interior
of
out
of the
per centum fund, into
4 per
Comanche 4
and Comanche
Kiowa, and
Apache, Kiowa,
the Apache,
out of
the
accounts of
of Nehio
Parker, Comanche
Comanche
or Len Parker,
Nehio or
bank accounts
individual bank
the individual
allottee numbered
721, $2,150;
allottee numbered
numbered
Comanche allottee
Arrushe, Comanche
$2,150; Arrushe,
numbered 721,
allottee
1081,
and Neho,
Comanche allottee numbered 2322, $1,550;
$1,550;
Neho, Comanche
$2,300; and
1081, $2,300;
for
lands erroneously
Chickasaw Nation,
Nation,
them in the Chickasaw
allotted to them
erroneously allotted
for lands
Oklahoma,
and for
for which
which they
they are
unable to
to obtain
obtain title.
are unable
Oklahoma, and
1924.
Approved,
24,
May
Approved,
ot

CHAP. 188.—An
Act For
relief of the Underwood
Underwood Typewrite].
Company
Typewritel Company
the relief
For the
188.-An Act
CHAP.

and
Frank P.
Trott.
P. Trott.
and Frank

en

1924.
May 24, 1924.
[H. R. 4647.]
[Private,
No.
28
28.]
[Private.

[H. R. 4647.]

Be it
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of the
the Underwood
Underwood
TypeRepresentatives of
of Representatives
House of
by the
enacted by
Be
ompany.
Caymn
United States
Congress assembled,
That the
the writer
writer
Com
pan y.
assembled, That
in Congress
America in
of America
States of
United
$707.50, Payment to
pay
Secretary
of the
Treasury is
directed to
to p
ay $707.50,
and directed
authorized and
is authorized
the Treasury
Secretary of
applicable to the -Underwood
from
appropriations originally
originally applicable
Underwood
the appropriations
from the
delivered
Typewriter
seventeen Underwood
typewriters delivered
Underwood typewriters
for seventeen
Company for
Typewriter Company
to various
field offices
offices of
Office during the fiscal
fiscal
Land Office
General Land
the General
of the
various field
to
unserviceyear
valued at
at $1,147.50,
$1,147.50, less
the value
value of seventeen
seventeen unserviceless the
1921, valued
year 1921,
able typewriters
typewriters taken
exchange, valued at $400, claims for which
which
in exchange,
taken in
able
Vo 41, p. 688.
because Vol.
were
disallowed by
by the
the Auditor
Auditor for
for the
Department because
Interior Department
the Interior
were disallowed
68.
4 .
688).
o
page 688).
of the
the Act
May 29,
1920 (Forty-first
(Forty-first Statutes
at Large,
Large, page
Statutes at
29, 1920
of May
Act of
of

1368
I. CHs.
Cns. 188,
188, 189,
189, 205,
205, 226.
1368 SIXTY-EIGHTH
SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. SEss.
SESs.I.
226.
Frank P.
P. Trott.
Credit in accounts.

May
24, 1924.
May24,
1924.
[S.
105.]
[8. 105.1
[Private,
No.
[Private, No. 29.]
29.]

1924.
1924.

is hereby,
hereby, directed
to allow
allow
That the Comptroller
Comptroller General
General be,
be, and
and is
directed to
credit in
the accounts
accounts of
United States
States surveyor
credit
in the
of Frank
Frank P.
P. Trott,
Trott, United
surveyor
general of
of Arizona,
sum of
of $42.50,
being the
the amount
suspended
general
Arizona, the
the sum
$42.50, being
amount suspended
by the
in the
settlement of
his accounts
accounts for
for the
the
by
the Comptroller
Comptroller General
General in
the settlement
of his
period October
1, 1920,
to June
1921, under
under the
the appropriation,'
appropriation,'
period
October 1,
1920, to
June 30,
30, 1921,
"Deposits by
by individuals
surveying public
public lands,"
lands,' for
for payment
"Deposits
individuals for
for surveying
payment
to the
Typewriter Company
one Underwood
Underwood typeto
the Underwood
Underwood Typewriter
Company for
for one
typewriter.
writer.
Approved,
May 24,
Approved, May
24, 1924.
1924.

CHAP. 189.-An
189.—An Act
Act For
For the relief of Arthur
Arthur Frost.

Be
enacted by
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
and House
by th,e
the Senate
Be itit enacted
Arthur Frost
Frost.
per- United
United States
States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the SecreSecrePayment to, for per
America in
sonal
injuries.
sonainjuries.
tary of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed
to pay,
pay, out of any
in the
Treasury not
not otherwise
any money
money in
the Treasury
otherwise approappropriated, to
Frost, the
the sum
of $960
in full
full for
for damages
damages
priated
to Arthur
Arthur Frost,
sum of
$960 in
suffered by
reason of
and seriously
seriously injured
injured
suffered
by reason
of being
being negligently
negligently shot
shot and
by
enlisted soldier
the United
United States
States while
while in
by a
a regularly enlisted
soldier of
of the
in pursuit
pursuit
deserter and
the legal
legal discharge
discharge of
of his
his duty
duty as
military
of a
a deserter
and in
in the
as a
a military
policeman.
policeman.
Approved,
May 24,
Approved, May
24, 1924.
1924.
May 2,
29, 1924.
1924.
May
[S. 589.]
689.1
Is.
[Private,
No.
[Private, No. 30.]
30.]
James Moran.
Moran.
James
Military record
record corMilitary
corrected.

Proviso.
Prorfo.
No
back pay,
pay, etc.
No back
etc.

May
1924.
May 31,
31, 1924.
[R. R.
R. 1442.)
[H.
1442.]
[Private, No.
31.]
[Private,
No. 31.]

Charles
Swanson.
Charles Swanson.
Land patent
patent to.
to.
Land

Condition,
Condition.
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CHAP. 205.-An
205.—An Act
Act For the relief of James
James Moran.
dla

the Senate
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
Be it
it enacted by
by the
Senate and
United
United States of
in Congress
in the
adminof America
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That in
the administration of the pension laws
laws and
laws conferring
conferring rights
and the laws
rights and
and
privileges
privileges upon
upon honorably
soldiers, James
James Moran,
Moran, late
late
honorably discharged
discharged soldiers,
corporal in the One
and ninth
ninth Company,
Company, United
United States
States
One hundred
hundred and
Coast Artillery
Artillery Corps,
Corps, shall
shall be
considered to
to have
been
be held
held and
and considered
have been
honorably discharged
discharged from the military
service of
of the
the United
United States
States
military service
as a
a member of Company A, Ninth
Ninth Regiment
Regiment United
United States
InStates Infantry: Provided,
Provided, That no
no back
back pay, bounty,
or other
other emoluments
bounty, or
emoluments
shall accrue prior
prior to the
of this
this Act.
Act.
the passage
passage of
Approved,
1924.
Approved, May
May 28,
28, 1924.

CHAP.
226.-An Act Authorizing
CHAP. 228.—An
Authorizing issuance
issuance of patent
patent to Charles
Charles Swanson.
Swanson.

Be
House of
Representatives of
of the
the
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Be itit enacted
by the
United
States of America in
Congress assembled, That the Secretary
United States
in Congress
Secretary
of the Interior
Interior be, and he
he is hereby,
hereby, authorized
to issue
issue
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to Charles
Charles Swanson, of Gig Harbor,
Harbor, Washington,
Washington, patent
patent to
to lots
lots 33
and 4, section 5, township
Willamette metownship 20 north, range 2
2 east,
east, Willamette
ridian, the same comprising
comprising nine and fifty-seven
fifty-seven one-hundredths
one-hundredths

acres, and
being part
of Gig
reservaacres,
and being
part of
Gig Harbor
Harbor abandoned
abandoned military
military reservation, numbered 23 and 24, in the State of Washington,
Washington, upon
upon presentation by the
of proof
the said Charles
Charles Swanson of
he has
has resided
resided
proof that he
upon the land for aa period
period of eight years, and upon
upon payment
payment by
by
him
of aa sum
of money
money equal
equal to
to the
value thereof
thereof as
as
him of
sum of
the appraised
appraised value
fixed under authority
authority of the Act entitled "An Act providing for the
sale of certain
Washington, and for other purcertain lands
lands in the State of Washington,
poses,"
(Thirty-ninth Statutes
poses," approved
approved July
July 3, 1916 (Thirty-ninth
Statutes at Large,
Large, page
342),
342), but
than $10
per acre.
but not less than
$10 per
acre.
Approved,
1924.
Approved, May
May 31,
31, 1924.

SIXTY-EIGHTH
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.

SEss.
I.
SESS.I.

Cris. 227-229,
227-229, 245.
CHS.

1924.
1924.

CHAP. 227.-An
227.—An Act
Authorizing the
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
Interior to
to grant
grant aa
the Secretary
Act Authorizing
CHAP.
patent to
to certain
certain lands
lands to
to Johann
Johann Jacob
Lutsch.
Jacob Lutsch.
patent

Representatives of the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
and House
H OMO of Representatives
Senate and
the Senate
Be
United States
of America
assembled, That
That the
Secretary
the Secretary
in Congress
Congress assembled,
America in
States of
United
of
Interior is
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to grant
grant to
Johann Jacob
Jacob
to Johann
is authorized
of the
the Interior
Lutsch, of
Saint Anthony,
Anthony, Idaho,
Idaho, apatent to
the west
west half
half of
of
to the
a patent
of Saint
Lutsch,
section
11 north,
east, Boise meridian, Idaho,
41 east,
range 41
north, range
township 11
15, township
section 15,
such
having been
entered by
by Johann
Johann Jacob
Jacob Lutsch
Lutsch under
under homebeen entered
land having
such land
stead
series.
Blackfoot series.
033715, Blackfoot
numbered 033715,
entry numbered
stead entry
Approved,
1924.
May 31, 1924.
Approved, May
CHAP. 228.—An
Act For
For the
relief of
Luke Ratigan.
Ratigan.
of Luke
the relief
228.-An Act
CHAP.

1369
May 31, 1924.
May31,1924.
[11. R. 5169.1

[rivate. 5132.
No. 32.]
32.1
[Private,
No.
Johann Jacob Lutsch.
Lutscb.
Johann
patent to.
Land patent

May 31,
1924.
31,1924.
May
[H. It.
1473.1
R. 1475.]
[H.
[Private, No.
No. 33.]
33.1
[Private,

Be
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of the
of Representatives
by the
enacted by
Be it
Luke Ratigan.
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
the Secretary
Secretary Lpacedonretiredlist,
Placed on retired list,
assembled, That
America in
of America
States of
United States
Coast Guard.
Guard.
of the
the Treasury
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and directed
directed to place Coast
and he
be, and
Treasury be,
of
the name
name of
of Luke
on the retired list of the Coast Guard
Ratigan on
Luke Ratigan
the
as
as an
an oiler, first class, retired, at the rate of pay he would be entitled
when retired.
receive had he held the rating of oiler, first class, when
to receive
Approved, May 31, 1924.
Approved,

CHAP.
229.—An Act For the relief
relief of Amy L. Fallon, mother of Lieutenant
Lieutenant
CHAP. 229.-An
Henry N.
N. Fallon,
Fallon, retired.
retired.
Henry

May 31, 1924.
[S.946.1

[sa.949.

[Private,
[Private, No. 34.]
34.]

the Amy L.
and House of Representatives
Be it
enacted by the Senate and
Representatives of the
it enacted
L. Fallon.
Fallon.
exCompensation
United
of America
compensation for
for exassembled, That the Secre- penses.
in Congress
Congress assembled,
America in
States of
United States
authorized, and directed to pay to Amy PenseL
of the Treasury is authorized
tary of
L. Fallon,
Henry N. Fallon, United
United States
Lieutenant Henry
mother of Lieutenant
Fallon, mother
L.
Navy,
retired, out of
Treasury not otherwise
any money in the Treasury
of any
Navy, retired,
appropriated, the
the sum
claims for
for
satisfaction of all claims
$1,500 in full satisfaction
of $1,500
sum of
appropriated,
expenses
direction in the locating
locating and
and
expenses incurred by her or under her direction
caring
escape from Saint
Saint
for Lieutenant Henry N. Fallon after his escape
caring for
Elizabeths
Elizabeths Hospital, District of Columbia.
Approved, May 31, 1924.
Approved,
Lexington.
CHAP. 245.-An
245.—An Act
Act For
owners of the steamship Lexington
of the owners
the relief
relief of
For the
CHAP.

8 124.
1924.
June 3,
I(. .1

[Private,
No. 35.1
so.]
Private, No.

steamRepresentatives of the ",Lengton,.
Be
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of Representatives
and House
it enacted
enacted by
Be it
Lexington," steamship.
United
of .America
in Congress
Congress assembled, That the claim ship.
America in
States of
United States
olToy dbring
of Colonial
of the
Oferso
the American
American steam- suitdamersfirbring
owner of
C)w
f
o
l
Ir
collision
Company, owner
Navigation Company,
Colonial Navigation
of
ages, indistrict
in district court.
court.
United States for damages
ship
Lexington, against
damages alleged
alleged to ages,
the United
against the
ship Lexington,
have
caused by
by collision
said vessel
and the United
United
vessel and
between said
collision between
been caused
have been
States
submarine 0-7
1919, in the East
October, 1919,
of October,
day of
6th day
the 6th
on the
0-7 on
States submarine
River, New
York, near
Hook, may
be sued
owner Jurisdiction
ort.
Jurction of court.
by the
the owner
sued for
for by
may be
Horns Hook,
near Horns
New York,
River,
Lexington in the United States
of
said American
steamship Lexington
American steamship
the said
of the
District Court
Court for the Eastern
Eastern District of New York,
York, sitting as aa
District
court
admiralty, and
acting under the rules governing
governing such
such
and acting
of admiralty,
court of
hear and determine
court,
and said
said court
shall have
jurisdiction to hear
have jurisdiction
court shall
court, and
decree for the amount of such
such
suit and
enter judgment
judgment or decree
to enter
and to
such suit
damages,
costs, if
to
be found to
shall be
as shall
any, as
if any,
and costs,
interest, and
including interest,
damages, including
be due
the United
United States
States in
the owner
owner of
the said
of the
of the
favor of
in favor
against the
due against
be
American steamship
or against
the owner of the said
against the
Lexington, or
steamship Lexington,
American
American steamship
steamship Lexington
in favor
United States, upon
the United
of the
favor of
Lexington in
American
the
principles and
in
of liability as in like cases in
measures of
and measures
same principles
the same
admiralty between
private parties,
parties, and
with the same
same rights of
of
and with
between private
admiralty

1370
1370

SIXTY-EIGHTH
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.

S
ESS. I. CHB.
2.
45-247.
SESS.I.
CHS. 245-247.

1924.
1924.

notice of
of the
the suit
shall be
be given
given to
to the
the
Attorney appeal:
appeal: Provided,
Provided, That
That such
such notice
suit shall
Attorney General
of the
United States
States as
as may
may be
Attorney
General of
the United
be provided
provided by
by
order
the said
said court,
court, and
and it
it shall
shall be
be the
the duty
duty of
of the
order of
of the
the Attorney
Attorney
General
to cause
attorney in
such district
to
General to
cause the
the United
United States
States attorney
in sueh
district to
of appear and defend
further, That
suComenent
Commencement
a
defend for the United States: Provided
Provided further
That
it.
said
shall be
within four
four months
months of
of
said suit
suit shall
be brought
brought and
and commenced
commenced within
the
the passage
passage of
of this
this Act.
Act.
the date
date of
of the
Approved,
June 3,
3, 1924.
Approved, June
1924.
Provisos.

Noieo
Notice to

Attorney

General.

June
June 3
3, 1924'
1924.
[S.
kg.]
S[.593.1
[Private,
[Private, No. 36.1

CHAP.
For the
the relief
relief of
United Dredging
Dredging Company.
Company.
of the
the United
CHAP. 248.—An
246.-An Act
Act For

Be it
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
and House
the
United States
Congress assembled,
That the
claim of
of
United
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
the claim
the
Company, a
organized and
and existing
dtraict ortea
the United
United Dredging
Dredging Company,
a corporation
corporation organized
existing
under
the laws
of the
the State
of Delaware,
with its
its
under and
and by
by virtue of
of the
laws of
State of
Delaware, with
principal
place of
of business
in the
city and
State of
of New
New York,
York, for
for
principal place
business in
the city
and State
damages
its plant
in the
harbor of
of San
damages caused
caused to
to its
plant in
the harbor
San Diego,
Diego, California,
California,
by the
the United
United States
on April
April 21,
21, 1920,
1920, may
may be
be
by
States steamship
steamship Brant,
Brant, on
sued
for and
and submitted
to the
United
States
District Court
Court in
in and
for
sued
for
submitted
to
the
United
States
District
and
for
Jurisdiction of court.
the
District of
of California,
sitting as
as aacourt
court of
of admiralty
admiralty
urisicton ourt.
the Southern
Southern District
California, sitting
and
under the
the rules
such court,
court, and
and said
said court
court shall
and acting
acting under
rules governing
governing such
shall
have
jurisdiction to
to hear
enter aa
have jurisdiction
hear and
and determine
determine such
such suit
suit and
and to
to enter
judgment or
or decree
for the
amount of
of such
such damages
and costs,
if
judgment
decree for
the amount
damages and
costs, if
any,
shall be
due against
the United
United States
States in
in favor
favor
any, as
as shall
be found
found to
to be
be due
against the
of
the Qwners
owners of
of said
said dredging
dredging plant,
plant, or
or against
against the
the owners
owners of
of the
of
said
plant in
in favor
favor of
the United
States, upon
upon the
the same
same
said dredging
dredging plant
of the
United States,
principles
and measures
measures of
as in
in like
like cases
cases in
in admiralty
principles and
of liability
liability as
admiralty
between
and with
same rights
of appeal:
appeal:
rights of
the same
with the
parties and
private parties
between private
Provisos.
Prio.
Notice to Attorney
Notice
Attorney Provided,
Provided, That such notice of the suit shall be given to the Attorney
General.
General.
General of the United
United States as may
may be provided by order
order of said
said
court;
court; and it
be the
the duty
duty of
the Attorney
Attorney General
to cause
it shall
shall be
of the
General to
cause
the United
United States attorney
attorney in such district
district to appear and
and defend
defend for
for
United States:
States: Provided
Provided further,
said suit
suit shall
be brought
brought
Commencement
Commencement
of the
the United
further, That
That said
shall be
suit.
commenced within four months of the date of the passage
of
and commenced
passage of
this Act.
Act.
this
Approved,
Approved, June
3, 1924.
June 3,
1924.
United Dredging
Comnpanyredgng
Company.
Claim of, referred to
to
district court.

June 3, 1924.
[S. 93.5.1
IS.
935.1
[Private, No. 37.1
[Private,
37.]
Erie RaUroad
Railroad Com-

pany.

Damage claims of, referred to district court.

CHAP.
247.-An Act For
CRAP. 247.—An
relief of
of the
the Erie
Railroad Company.
Company.
For the
the relief
Erie Railroad

Be itit enacted
and House
of Representatives
of the
House of
Representatives of
the
Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
United States
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled, That the claims
claims of
of

merredtogdistritco'rt the Erie Railroad
Company against
Railroad Company
against the
the United
United States
States for
for damages
damages
alleged to have been
been sustained
sustained to
to its
its car
float, cars,
cars, and
the contents
car float,
and the
contents
thereof, in New
New York
on July
July 6,
1922, may
may be
be submitted
submitted to
York Harbor,
Harbor, on
6, 1922,
to
the United
United States Court for the Eastern
Eastern District
District of
of New
New York,
York,
under
in compliance
compliance with
with the
of said
said court
court sitting
sitting as
under and
and in
the rules
rules of
as aa
Provisos.
of admiralty:
admiralty: Provided,
That the
the said
said court
court shall
have jurisjurisJurisdiction
court. court
Jurisdiction of
ofourt.
court of
Provided, That
shall have
diction to
whole controversy
controversy and
to enter
enter a
to hear
hear and
and determine
determine the
the whole
and to
a
judgment or decree
decree for the amount of the legal damages
damages sustained
sustained
if any shall be found
by reason of said collision,
collision, if
found to be due,
due, either
either
for or against
against the Unites
upon the
and
United States, upon
the same
same principle
principle and
measure
of liability
with costs
costs as
in
like cases
in
admiralty between
between
Notice t
measure
of
liability
with
as
in
like
cases
in
admiralty
Notice, etc., to Att- private
private parties,
parties, with
the same
rights of
torney Genera
General. to
of appeal:
with the
same rights
appeal: Provided,
Provided, That
That such
such
notice of the suit
suit shall be given
given to
Attorney General
General of
of the
the
to the
the Attorney
United States as may be provided by order
order of the said court,
court, and
and it
Attorney General to cause
shall be the duty of the Attorney
cause the United
States
United States
attorney in
in such
to appear
and defend
defend for
the United
United
ommencement of
such district
district to
appear and
for the
Commencement
of attorney
suit.
States: Provided
Provided further,
further, That said
said suit
suit shall be brought
brought and comcommenced within four months
months of the date of the passage of
this Act.
Act.
of this
Approved,
3, 1924.
1924.
Approved, June
June 3,

SIXTY-EIGHTH
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.

SESS. I.
ens. 248,
248, 256-258,
256-258, 268.
I. CHS.
SESS.

248.-An Act For the relief of Eva B. Sharon.
CHAP. 248.—An
Be
it enacted
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
Senate and
the Senate
by the
enacted by
Be it
United
States of
America in
Congress assembled,
the Secretary
That the
assembled, That
in Congress
of America
United States
of
Treasury be,
be, and
and he
he is
hereby, authorized
authorized and directed
directed to
to
is hereby,
the Treasury
of the
pay,
out of
of any
Treasury not
appropriated,
otherwise appropriated,
not otherwise
the Treasury
in the
money in
any money
pay, out
to Eva
Eva B.
damages to
to the
the dwelling
dwelling of Eva B.
repairing damages
for repairing
Sharon, for
B. Sharon,
to
Sharon
connection with construction
construction of
rock in connection
of rock
blasting of
by blasting
caused by
Sharon caused
in
Le Claire
Claire Lock
Lock in
the Mississippi
Mississippi River
at Le
Le Claire,
Iowa, in
Claire, Iowa,
River at
in the
Le
September,
1916, the
full settlement
settlement of all damages
damages
in full
$267.25, in
of $267.25,
sum of
the sum
September, 1916,
against
the Government.
Government.
against the
Approved,
1924.
3, 1924.
June 3,
Approved, June
CHAP. 256.-An
256.—An Act
Act For the relief of Frank Vumbaca.
CHAP.

Be it
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
and House
by the
enacted by
Be
United
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
Congress assembled,
America in
of America
States of
United States
of the
the Treasury
Treasury is
is hereby
directed to
money in the
out of any money
pay, out
to pay,
hereby directed
of
Treasury not
not otherwise
Vumbaca, of Portappropriated, to Frank Vumbaca,
otherwise appropriated,
Treasury
him for damages to his
land,
Maine, the
$419, to
reimburse him
to reimburse
of $419,
sum of
the sum
land, Maine,
house, numbered
numbered 469
469 Washington
Avenue, Portland,
Portland, Maine, caused
caused
Washington Avenue,
house,
by
blasts
from blasts.
concussion from
by concussion
Approved,
1924.
4, 1924.
Approved, June 4,
CHAP. 257.-An
257.—An Act
Harold Kernan.
Act For the relief of Harold
CHAP.

1371
1924. 1371
June
3, 1924.
1924.
June 3,
[H. R.
R. 5136.]
51364
[H.
[Private,
No. 38.]
38.]
[Private, No.
Eva B.
Sharon.
Eva
B. Sharon.
to.
Payment to.
Payment

June 4,
4, 1924.
1924.
June
[S.
[8. 243.]
243.1
Private, No.
No. 39.]
39.]
Private,
Frank
Vumbaca.
Frank Vnmbaca.
Payment
Payment to.

June 4,
1924.
4, 1924.
June
[S.
1213.]
[S. 1213.]
40.1
IPrivate.
[Private, No. 40.1

Be
the Senate
Senate and
House of
Representatives of the
the Captain Harold Kerof Representatives
and House
by the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
assembled, That
United States
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
That the Comp- napainy
in Congress
nan, Army,Harld Ker
States of
United
Credit in accounts.
troller General
United States is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized and
and creditin'acounts.
the United
of the
General of
troller
directed
account of Harold
Harold Kernan,
Kernan, now serving as
the account
to credit the
directed to
captain.
captain. Twelfth Field Artillery, United States Army, in the sum
of $3,426, with which said officer was charged for money stolen
from
an enlisted
enlisted man
was
under him, for which said officer was
serving under
man serving
from an
held
France, in
responsible, while stationed at the city of Brest, France,
held responsible,
October, 1919.
Approved, June 4, 1924.
Approved,
Act For the relief
relief of
of Ezra S. Pond.
258.-An Act
CHAP. 258.—An

Be
it enacted
by the
of the
the
Representatives of
House of Representatives
and House
Senate and
the Senate
enacted by
Be it
United
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
the
Congress assembled,
United States
authorized and
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury
Treasury be,
be, and
he is
hereby, authorized
is hereby,
and he
Secretary
Treasury not otherwise
directed to
out of
the Treasury
money in the
of any
any money
pay, out
to pay,
directed
appropriated, the
$552.51 to
Ezra S. Pond,
Pond, aa resident of
to Ezra
of $552.51
sum of
the sum
appropriated,
655 Pinewood
the estate
administrator of the
Ohio, administrator
Toledo, Ohio,
Avenue, Toledo,
Pinewood Avenue,
655
of his
only child,
child, the
late Harry
captain Company
Company K,
K,
S. Pond,
Pond, captain
Harry S.
the late
his only
of
sustained by the said
equipment sustained
Fifty-eighth
Infantry, for
for loss
loss of
of equipment
Fifty-eighth Infantry,
Harry S.
the sinking
of the United
United States transport
transport
sinking of
in the
Pond in
S. Pond
Harry
Moldavia on
on May
6, 1918.
1918.
May 6,
Moldavia
1924.
Approved,
June 4, 1924.
Approved, June
CHAP. 268.—An
Robert J. Kirk.
Act For the relief of Robert
268.-An Act
CHAP.

June 4
4 1924
1924.
June

[13. 16113
18.
1941.
No. 41.1
41.]
[Private, No.
Ezra S.
S. Pond.
Payment to.

June 5, 1924.
1924.
June
[H.r.R. 300i.1
3009.]
[H.
[Private,
No.
42.]
[Private. No. 42.1

Be it
and House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the
by the Senate and
it enacted
enacted by
Be
Congress assembled,
United States
States of America in
in Congress
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary raymbert
ert n
j
i
United
S
of the
be, and
and he
he is
hereby, authorized
authorized and directed
directed to erces.'
is hereby,
Treasury be,
of
the Treasury
pay,
out of
any moneys
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated,
Treasury not otherwise
the Treasury
in the
moneys in
of any
pay, out

to,

Kia .

services

for
for
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1924.
1924.

to Robert
to
J. Kirk,
Florence, South
of $332.50
$332.50
Robert J.
Kirk, of
of Florence,
South Carolina,
Carolina, the
the sum
sum of
for service
service as United States commissioner
commissioner for
for the
the Eastern
Eastern District
District
the period
beginning July
July 1,
1, 1919,
1919, to
to
of South
South Carolina
Carolina for
for the
period beginning
November 15,
15, 1919.
November
1919.
Approved,
June 5,
5, 1924.
Approved, June
1924.
June 5, 1924.
1924.
[8.
[I.799.1
[Private,
Private, No. 43.1

A. Maron.
Maron.
F.. A.
Payment to, for perpe
sonal
ona injuries.
inries.

to,

June 6,
1924.
6,1924.

[H. R.3143.]
.3143.]
[Private,
[Private, No.
No. 441
44.]

[Pr
, o.

Bernice Hutcheson.
t

Payme.nto,
per-Payment to, for Per
sonal
injuries.
nairies.

June 6,1924.
6, 1924.
[8. 1013.]
1013.1
IS.
[Private, No. 45.]
45.1
[Private,

CHAP. 289.—An
269.-An Act
Act For
For the
the relief
F. A.
Maron.
relief of
of F.
A. Maron.

Be
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
and House
of the
United
States of America in.
in Congress
United States
Congress assembled,
Secretary
assembled, That the Secretary
of
be, and he is hereby, authorized
of the
the Treasury
Treasury be,
authorized and directed
directed to pay,
pay,
out of any money
Treasury not
not otherwise
money in the
the Treasury
to
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
F. A. Maron the sum of $1,500 for
F.
personal injuries
injuries sustained
sustained when
when
for personal
he was struck and seriously
injured by an automobile
seriously injured
automobile truck
of the
truck of
the
United States Postal
Postal Service
Service in
the city
city of
of Saint
Saint Paul,
Minnesota,
in the
Paul, Minnesota,
on December
1920.
on
December 21,
21, 1920.
Approved,
June 5,
1924
Approved, June
5, 1924

CHAP. 279.-An
279.—An Act
Act For
For the
the relief
of Bernice
Bernice Hutcheson.
Hutcheson.
CHAP.
relief of

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
House of
United States
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
Secretary
United
States of
America in
the Secretary
of the Treasury
Treasury be, and he is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to
pay,
to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury
Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
to
appropriated, to
Bernice Hutcheson,
Hutcheson, the sum of $2,587.50
$2,587.50 in full settlement
settlement of
all
of all
against the Government
Government for
damages against
for expenses
expenses incurred
incurred and
permaand permanent injury, the results
injuries sustained
results of injuries
sustained through
through being
struck
being struck
by aa truck, the property
property of the
and driven
driven
the War
War Department
Department and
recklessly by a
a soldier
soldier of
United States
States Army.
of the
the United
Army.
Approved,
1924.
Approved, June
June 6,
6, 1924.

CHAP.

280.-An
280.—An Act
Act For
For the
the relief
relief of
of Gordon
Gordon G.
MacDonald.
G. MacDonald.

Be
enacted by
by the
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
the Senate
and House
Representatives of
of the
the
I Mare United
United States of
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
Gordon G.
G.
That Gordon
tiredlist.
MacDonald, who, while serving
serving as aalieutenant,
United States
States Naval
Naval
lieutenant, United
Reserve
Reserve Force, was
was found by aa naval
naval retiring
retiring board
board to
t
o be
be
permanently
permanently incapacitated
incapacitated for
active service
service by
by reason
reason of
of physical
for active
physical
disability incurred
incurred in the line of duty as
result of
an incident
of
as a
a result
of an
incident of
the service, in time of war, shall be eligible
eligible for retirement;
retirement; and
and
the President
hereby authorized
authorized to
list
the
President is
is hereby
Rank, pay, etc.
to place
place him
him upon
upon the
the retired
retired list
three-quarters of
with the rank and three-quarters
of the
the pay
pay of
of the
the grade
grade held
held by
by
him at the time such physical
physical disability
disability was
was incurred.
incurred.
Approved,
Approved, June
June 6,
6, 1924.
1924.

Navy.
Gordon
ordona G.O. MacDonald placed on retired list.

1924.
June 6,
6, 1924.

3

3
46 1[S.. 1330.]

[PrivateNo.
46.
[Private,
No. 46.1

Ely N.
N.Sonnenstrahl.
Sonnenstrahl.
Claim of estate
estate of,
referred
to
district
court.

coNM.

281.—An Act
For the
the relief
relief of
of the
the estate
of Ely
N. Sonnenstrahl,
Sonnenstrahl,
CHAP. 281.-An
Act For
estate of
Ely N.

deceased.
deceased.

Be it
by the
House of
of Representatives
of the
the
Be
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
and House
Representatives of
United States
United
States of
of America
in Congress
assembled, That
the claim
claim
America in
Congress assembled,
That the
of
L. Sonnenstrahl,
Sonnenstrahl, as
execut
ri
x of
of the
th e estate
es t
at
e of
of El
y N.
N.
of Nina
Nina L.
as executrix
Ely
Sonnenstrahl, deceased,
deceased, late of Brooklyn,
New York,
for such
such
Brooklyn, New
York, for
further sum as the said estate may be entitled to recover as added
added
to the amount the said Ely N. Sonnenstrahl
Sonnenstrahl has already
already received
received

SIXTY-EIGHTH
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.

SEss. I.
I.
SESS.

Cas. 281-284.
281-284.
CHS.

1924.

1373
1373

for
certain beans
beans commandeered
Navy Department
Department at San
commandeered by the Navy
for certain
about February,
Francisco,
California, on or about
February, 1918, may be sued for
for
Francisco, California,
and for the
and
United States
Court in and
States District
District Court
submitted to
to the
the United
and submitted
Eastern
New York,
shall have
have jurisdiction
jurisdiction
Eastern District
District of New
York, and said court shall
to hear
hear and
determine such
such suit
suit and
and to
enter aa judgment
decree
to enter
judgment or
or decree
and determine
to
amount and costs, if
if any, as shall be found to be due
for such emount
against the
United States
in favor
said estate
of Ely
Ely N. SonnenSonnenStates in
favor of
of said
estate of
against
the United
strahl,
deceased, upon
upon the
same principles
and measures
of liability
measures of
the same
principles and
strahl, deceased,
Vol. 40, p. 279.
Act and with the same
as
section 10
the Lever
Lever Act
same Vol.
under section
10 of the
as in like
like cases
cases under
Proviso.
Proviso.
Commencement
Commencement
rights
of appeal:
suit shall
shall be
be brought
brought and
and comcom- suit.
appeal: Provided,
Provided, That
That suit
rights of
menced
within four months
the date
date of the passage
passage of this Act.
menced within
months from
from the
Approved, June
June 6,
6, 1924.
Approved,
1924.

Commercial Pacific
CHAP. 282.—An
relief of the Commercial
Pacific Cable
Cable CorCoraAct For
For the
the relief
282.-An Act
CHAP.

pany.
pany.

of

June 6, 1924.
1924.
709.1
[s. 7
[S.
b9.1
[Private, No. 47.]
[Private,

Be it
enacted by
by the
House of
of the
Be
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
the Commercial
Commercial Pcfic
Pacific
United
in Congress
assembled, That
Secretary Cable Company.
Company.
That the Secretary
Congress assembled,
of America
America in
United States
States of
of
the Treasury
Treasury be,
be, and
he is
hereby, authorized
and directed
directed to
dar
ma
a
y
rese
.
nt to, for
for
to pay
pay damaent
authorized and
and he
is hereby,
of the
to
the Commercial
Commercial Pacific
Company, out
money iin
out of any money
Cable Company,
Pacific Cable
to the
the
Treasury not
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
of $16,109.94
to
sum of
$16,109.94 to
the sum
not otherwise
the Treasury
reimburse said
said company
the cost
repairing certain
certain damages
damages
cost of
of repairing
company for
for the
reimburse
done
by the
the United
to one
one of
of said
said company's
company's
naval authorities
authorities to
United States
States naval
done by
cables
in the
the harbor
harbor of
of San
&Apra, island
island of
of Guam,
Guam, on
on March
March
San Luis
Luis d'Apra,
cables in
21, 1923.
The Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury
Treasury is
is also
also authorized
authorized and
and
21,
1923. The
directed
the Commercial
Pacific Cable
of
out of
Company, out
Cable Company,
Commercial Pacific
to pay
pay to
to the
directed to
any money
money in
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
of
the sum
sum of
appropriated, the
the Treasury
Treasury not
in the
any
$26,490.38,
reimburse said
said company
company for
for the
of repairing
repairing
cost of
the cost
to' reimburse
$26,490.38, to'
certain damages
damages done
by the
the United
States naval
authorities to
to one
one
naval authorities
United States
done by
certain
of said
said company's
company's cables
in the
harbor of
d'Apra, island
island of
of
of San
San Luis
Luis d'Apra,
the harbor
cables in
of
Guam,
September, 1907,
1907, as
Congress in
in Senate
Senate
reported to
to Congress
as reported
in September,
Guam, in
Document Numbered
Numbered 88,
88, Sixty-fourth
Sixty-fourth Congress,
session.
Congress, first
first session.
Document
June 6,
6, 1924.
Approved,
Approved, June

CHAP.
Gerard E.
E. Bess.
Bess.
of Gerard
For the
the relief
relief of
283.-An Act
Act For
CHAP. 283.—An

6, 1924.
June 6,1924.
[H. R.
R. 905.]
[H.
905.1

[Private, No. 48.]
4S.]
[Private,

ss.
erard E.
Be
enacted by the
Representatives of the Gerard
the Senate and House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
E Be. •
perUnited
of America
in Congress
the Secretary
Secretary PaymentE.to for perCongress assembled, That the
America in
United States
States of
of
the Treasury
Treasury be,
be, and
is hereby,
and directed
sonal injuries.
injuries.
to sona
directed to
authorized and
hereby, authorized
and he
he is
of the
pay,
any money
money in
the Treasury
Treasury not
not otherwise
appropriated,
otherwise appropriated,
in the
of any
out of
pay out
against the
E. Bess.
sum of $540
to
Gerard E.
Bess, the sum
$540 in full settlement
settlement krainst
to'Gerard
Government,
compensation for
for injuries
sustained while
while in
in charge
charge
injuries sustained
as compensation
Government, as
and
under the
the direction
direction of
of aa sergeant
sergeant of
United States
States Army
of the
the United
and under
and
on a
a Government
truck en route
route from
Bragg
from Fort Bragg
Government truck
passenger on
and aa passenger
to Charlotte,
Carolina, on
on May
May 23,
23, 1922.
1922.
'orth Carolina,
to
Charlotte, -North
Approved, June
June 6,
1924.
6, 1924.
Approved,

CHAP. 284.—An
Jesse L.
L. Meeks.
Meeks.
For the
the relief
relief of
of Jesse
CHAP.
284.-An Act
Act For

June 6, 1924.
1924.
2807.1
[H. R. 2607.]
[Private, No.
No, 49.]
49.]
[Private,

Be
it enacted
by the
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the Je L. Meeks.
Be it
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
House of
NIe
e
c
e
o
ks
ra ea.
Military record cerassembled. That in the Military
Congress assembled,
States of America in Congress
United States
United
rected.
administration of any laws conferring
conferring rights,
rights, privileges,
privileges, and benebene- rected
administration
Meeks, late private
discharged soldiers
soldiers Jesse L. Meeks,
fits upon honorably
honorably discharged
and
lieutenant in
Fourth Regiment
Regiment Arkansas
Arkansas
Company A, Fourth
in Company
and second
second lieutenant
Volunteer Mounted
(Fishback's command).
command), shall
shall hereafter
hereafter
Mounted Infantry
Infantry (Fishback's
Volunteer
be held
held and
considered to
have been
been in
the military
military service of the
in the
to have
be
and considered
45822°—vor.
43—Pr 2-3
2
45822-'-VOL 43--PT
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roiso.
No backpay, etc.

Proviso.
No back pay, ate.

June
June 6,
6, 1924.
1924.
R.
7122.]
R.'7122.]
[Private,
No. 50.1
50.]
[Private, No.

[H.

SEss. I.
I.
SEss.

CHs. 284-286,
284-286, 380.
380.
CHS.

1924.
1924.

United
States as
and second
lieutenant of
of said
said organization
organization
United States
as a
a private
private and
second lieutenant
from
of November,
to the
28th day
day of
March,
from the
the 17th
17th day
day of
November, 1863,
1863, to
the 28th
of March,
1864, and
shall be
held to
to have
been honorably
honorably discharged
discharged from
from said
said
have been
and shall
be held
1864,
organization: Provided,
no back pay,
organization:
Provided, That
That no
allowance
pay, pension,
pension, or
or allowance
shall
held to
accrued prior
the passage
passage of
of this
this Act.
Act.
shall be
be held
to have
have accrued
prior to
to the
Approved, June 6, 1924.
Approved,

CHAP. 285.-An
CHAP.
285.—An Act For the relief of the Eagle
"Eagle Pass Lumber
Lumber Company,
Company, of

Eagle Pass,
Pass, Texas.
Texas.

Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
Be itit enacted
er
Pa
Eagle ae
Pass Lumber
United
States
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary
Company.
Company.
United
States
America
excess
Refund of
excess d-n
tesd
oe
ddu- of the Treasury
Treasury be, and he is hereby authorized
authorized and directed
directed to
to pay,
pay,
ties.
money in the Treasury
appropriated, to the
out of any money
Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
of
Eagle Pass Lumber Company,
Company, of
of Eagle
Eagle Pass,
Pass, Texas, the sum of
$2,459.52, being refund of excess
excess duties on certain shipments of ixtle
$2,459.52,
ixtle
States in 1918.
twine from Mexico to the United States
Approved, June 6, 1924.
1924.

1924.
6,'1924.
June 6
[H. R. 89611

[H. R. 8961.

CHAP. 286.—An
286.-An Act For
CHAP.
For the relief
relief of Frank Stinchcomb.

[Private, No. 51.]
61.1
[Private,

Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
House of
Representatives of
of the
the
of Representatives
Senate and
and House
it enacted
Be
mb, United
United States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the President
President
be, and
and he
is hereby,
Gunner Frank
Frank
tSenanpt.
' be,
he is
hereby, authorized
authorized to
to appoint
appoint Chief
Chief Gunner
Stinchcomb,
United States
States Navy,
Navy, a
a lieutenant
lieutenant on
on the
the active
active list
list of
of
Stinchcomb, United
the United
to qualification
qualification on
on physical
physical examiexamithe
United States
States Navy,
Navy, subject
subject to
nation, to
take rank
next after
after Lieutenant
William E.
Snyder,
E. Snyder,
Lieutenant William
rank next
to take
nation,
Prvciso.
Proviso.
To be placed
placed on rere. United States Navy: Provided,
Provided, That in the event
event of the failure
of
failure of
tired list, if disabled,
tired
list, if disa
id Chief Gunner Frank Stinchcomb
said
Stinchcomb to qualify
qualify for
for such
appointsuch appointetc.
ment, and if
if found incapacitated
incapacitated for
for active
active service
service by
by: aanaval
naval retirretiring board,
be, and
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized to
to appoint
ing
board, the
the President
President be,
and he
appoint
the
Stinchcomb aa lieutenant
on the
the retired
retired list
the
the said
said Frank
Frank Stinchcomb
lieutenant on
list of
of the
Navy
the retired
pay of
that grade.
grade.
Navy with
with the
retired pay
of that
Approved,
June 6,
6, 1924.
1924.
Approved, June

Navy.

Navy.
Frank Stinchcomb,
Stinchco
may be appointed
lieuapp
l
tenant.

Frank

June 7,1924.
7, 1924.
June
(IL
IU. R. 2123.1
[Private, No. 52.1
52 .1
[Private,

CRAP.
880.—An Act For the
relief of
of the
the Thompson-Vache
Company,
CHAP. 380.-An
the relief
Thompson-Vache Boat
Boat Company,
of Bonnots
Bonnots Mill,
Mill, Missouri.
of
Missouri.

Be
by the
the Senate
Senate and
Representatives of
of the
the
and Howe
House of
of Representatives
it enacted
enacted by
Be it
loyd," steamer.
United States
States of
America in
Congress assembled,
That the
the claim
claim
Thompson-Vache United
of America
in Congress
assembled, That
Boat suit
Conpoany
my of the
Boat Company, of
Bonnots Mill,
Mill, Missouri,
Missouri,
the Thompson-Vache
Thompson-Vache Boat
of Bonnots
bring
for collision
against
against the United States for the loss alleged to
to have
have been sustained
sustained
ourt.
by
company's boat, the steamer
b the sinking of said company's
steamer Floyd,
Floyd, in
in the
the
Missouri
1920, may
may be
for by
by said
said company
company
Missouri River
River on
on March
March 3,
3, 1920,
be sued
sued for
in
United States
District Court
Court of
of the
the Western
Western District
District of
of
in the United
States District
"Floyd," steamer.
Thompson-Vacbe
Boat Company !nay
bring suit for collision
damages to,
in district
district
damages
to, in
court.

of admiralty
and acting
acting under
under the
the rules
rules
Jurisdiction of court. Missouri,
Missouri, sitting
sitting as
as aacourt
court of
admiralty and
governing such court,
governing
court, and
and said court shall have jurisdiction
jurisdiction to hear
hear
and determine
or decree
for the
the
determine such
such suit
suit and
and to
to enter judgment
judgment or
decree for
amount
amount of such damages,
damages, including
including interest,
interest, and
and costs,
costs, if
if any,
any, as
as
shall be found to be due against the United States
States in favor of
of the
Thompson-Vache
Thompson-Vache Boat Company,
Company, or
or against
against the
Thompson-Vache
the Thompson-Vache
Boat Company
Company in favor of the
the United
United States,
States, upon the same principrinciples
and measures
liability as
admiralty between
Provisos.
Proresos.
pies and
measures of
of liability
as in
in like
like cases
cases in
in admiralty
between
Notice, etc., to AtAt
parties and
with the
the same
same rights
appeal: Provided,
Provided, That
That
totie,
etera
ito
- private
private parties
and with
rights of
of appeal:
torney
General.
such notice of the suit shall be
given to
to the
Attorney General
General of
of the
the
be given
the Attorney
United States as
by order
of the
court, and
and
as may
may be provided
provided by
order of
the said
said court,

SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH

SEss.
I.
SESS. I.

Cns.
380-383.
CHS. 380-383.

1924.
1924.
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1375

the United
it
the duty
duty of
the Attorney
Attorney General
General to cause
United
cause the
of the
be the
it shall
shall be
States attorney
attorney in
such district
United Commencement
defend for the United
and defend
to appear
appear and
district to
in such
States
m
me
States: Provided
said suit
suit shall
shall be
be brought
and comcom- sumt.
suit.
brought and
That said
further, That
Provided further,
States:
menced
within four
four months
date of
the passage
passage of
of this Act.
Act.
of the
the date
months of
of the
menced within
Approved,
June 7,
7, 1924.
1924.
Approved, June
381.-An Act For the relief of C. C. Carson.
CHAP. 381.—An

of

June 7,
7, 1924.
1924.
June
in.
R. 2126.1
2126.]
[n. R.
[Private, No.
No. 53.]
[Private,
53.]

Be it
it enacted
and House
of Representatives
of the
the c.
Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
Representatives of
arson.
C. C. Carson.

United States
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
assembled, That
of America
America in
United

of
the Treasury
be, and
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
directed to
to pay,
pay,
and directed
authorized and
and is
Treasury be,
of the
out
any money
money in
the Treasury
of the
the United
States not
otherwise
not otherwise
United States
in the
Treasury of
of any
out of
appropriated,
C. Carson,
of Jefferson
City, Missouri,
proprietor
Missouri, proprietor
Jefferson City,
Carson, of
C. C.
to C.
appropriated, to
and owner
Mary Helen
Helen Ranch,
Ranch, Colorado
Colorado Springs, Colorado,
Colorado,
of the
the Mary
owner of
and
and
the
sum of
of $190.44,
said amount
in full
full settlement
settlement and
being in
amount being
$190.44, said
the sum
reimbursement
to the
said C.
representing aadifference
difference
and representing
C. C.
C. Carson,
Carson, and
the said
reimbursement to
in freight
freight rates
on a
ashipment
shipment of
of barb
barb wire
was purchased
purchased by
by
wire which
which was
rates on
in
him
the Government
board Schenectady,
New York,
Schenectady, New
free on
on board
Government free
from the
him from
caused
delay in
in making
in accordance
accordance
shipment in
making shipment
Government's delay
by the
the Government's
caused by
with
contract of purchase.
the contract
with the
Approved, June
7, 1924.
June 7,
1924.
Approved,

For the
the relief
CHAP.
382.—An Act
relief of
of Lena
Lena Garagnon
Garagnon Owens.
Act For
CHAP. 382.-An

Reimbursement to.
to.
Reimbursement

1924.
June 7, 1924.
[H. R. 2647.]
I[. R. 2647.]
(Private,
No. 54.]
54.]
IPrivate, No.

Be
by the
and House of
the Lena Oaragnon
Representatives of
of the
Senate and
of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Garagnon
Oenttosord
United States
of America
in Congress
Secretary Owens.
assembled, That the Secretary
Congress assembled,
America in
States of
United
to, for damPayment to,
etc.
of
authorized to pay to Lena ages, etc.
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
he is
be, and he
the Treasury
Treasury be,
of the
Garagnon
of San
San Antonio, Texas, out of any money not
not
Owens, of
Garagnon Owens,
settlement of
otherwise
the sum
$3,819.50, in full settlement
of
sum of $3,819.50,
appropriated, the
otherwise appropriated,
her
claim against
against the
the Government
Government of
United States
States for damages
of the United
her claim
done
to her
her property
being
through being
sustained through
personal injuries
injuries sustained
and personal
property and
done to
run
in the
the streets
streets of
of San
San Antonio,
Antonio, Texas,
Texas, on
April 25,
1913,
25, 1913,
on April
run down
down in
Fort Sam
by
of Battery
Battery B,
B, United
from Fort
States Artillery,
Artillery, from
United States
by aa section
section of
Houston,
Texas.
Houston, Texas.
Approved,
June 7,
7, 1924.
1924.
Approved, June

CHAP. 383.-An
383.—An Act For the relief of V.
V. E. Schermerhorn,
NV
Schermerhorn, E. C. Caley, G. W
CHAP.

Campbell,
and Philip
Philip Hudspeth.
Campbell, and

June 7,
1924.
June
7, 1924.
[.IR. R.
R. 6049.1
[Private, No. 55.]
No. 65.]
IPrivate,

Be it
it enacted
by the
of Representatives
of the
the v.
and House
Be
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
House of
Representatives of
V. E. Schermerhorn,
Schermerhorn,
and others.
others.
That the
Congress assembled,
Alnerica in
in Congress
States of
United States
United
of America
assembled, That
the Secretary
Secretary and
Payment to, for
propforproppay erty damages.
of
the Treasury
Treasury be,
be, and
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to pay
and he
of the
to
E. Schermerhorn,
Schermerhorn, E. C. Caley,
Caley, G. W. Campbell,
Campbell, and Philip
V. E.
to V.
Hudspeth,
heirs, executors,
executors, administrators,
administrators, or assigns
assigns the
the foltheir heirs,
Hudspeth, their
lowing sums:
sums: V.
E. Schermerhorn,
Schermerhorn, $2,767.45;
$2,767.45; E.
E. C.
C. Calev,
Caley, $192;
$192;
V. E.
lowing
G. IW.
W. Campbell,
Campbell, $16;
and Philip
Philip Hudspeth,
Hudspeth, $134;
destructhe destruc$134; for the
$16; and
G.
tion
on October
1908, of
of their
property by
by fire
fire which
occurred on
on
which occurred
their property
15, 1908,
October 15,
tion on
the Fort
Fort Riley,
Kansas, Military
Military Reservation,
while Battery
Battery A,
A, Sixth
Sixth
Reservation, while
Riley, Kansas,
the
Field Artillery,
Artillery, was
engaged in
target practice, near the northern
in target
was engaged
Field
boundary, and
and which
which spread
caused serious
serious damage
damage to
to pripri- Appropriation.
boundary,
spread to
to and
and caused
Appropriation.
vately
farms adjoining
adjoining the
sum of
reservation; and the sum
the reservation;
owned farms
vately owned
money
hereby appropriated
appropriated for said purpose
$3,109.45 is hereby
purpose out of any money
$3.109.45
in.
otherwise appropriated.
appropriated.
not otherwise
in the
the Treasury
Treasury not
Approved, June
June 7,
7, 1924.
Approved,

1376
1376
June 7,1924.
7, 1924.
June
[H.
R. 8237.]
8237.1
[H. BR
[Private,
No. 56.1
56.1
[Private, No.

SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH

SEss.
I.
SESS. I.

CHs. 384,
384, 385.
385.
CHS.

1924.
1924.

CHAP.
384.-An Act For
CHAP. 384.—An
the relief
Kiosteruds Dampskibs
Dampskibs
For the
relief of
of Bruusgaard
Bruusgaard Kiosteruds
Aktieselskab,
Aktieselskab, a
a Norwegian
Norwegian corporation
corporation of
Drammen, Norway.
Norway.
of Drammen,

Be it
by the
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
Be
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
and House
House of
United
States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
United States
America in
assembled, That
the claim
claim
Bruusgaard Kiosteruds
Dampskibs Aktieselskab,
of Bruusgaard
iosteruds Dampskibs
Aktieselskab, owners
of the
the
owners of
o
i
Norwegian
steamship Harald,
against the
States for
for damdamNorwegian steamship
Harald, against
the United
United States
ages alleged
have been
caused by
by collision
between the
the said
said vesvesages
alleged to
to have
been caused
collision between
sel and the American
American steamship
Haven operated
operated by
by the
the Navy
Navy
steamship West
West Haven
Department
account of
of the
the War
War Department
in Hampton
Department for
for account
Department in
Hampton
Roads,
on the
day of
of September,
1918, may
may be
sued
Roads, Virginia,
Virginia, on
the 23d
23d day
September, 1918,
be sued
for by
the said
said Bruusgaard
Bruusgaard Kiosteruds
Kiosteruds Dampskibs
for
by the
Dampskibs Aktieselskab
Aktieselskab
J• •cliction of court.
court. in
in the
the District
United States
for the
the Southern
Jurisdictionof
District Court
Court of
of the
the United
States for
Southern
of New
New York,
sitting as
as aa court
court of
of admiralty
admiralty and
and acting
acting
District of
York, sitting
under the
the rules
rules governing
such court,
said court
court shall
shall have
have
under
governing such
court, and
and said
jurisdiction
jurisdiction to hear and
determine such
and to
to enter
enter a
a judgjudgand determine
such suit
suit and
ment or decree
decree for the amount
amount of
of such
such sdamages
and costs,
costs, if
if any,
any,
damages and
as shall
shall be found to be due
as
due against
the United
United States
in favor
favor of
of
against the
States in
Bruusgaard Kiosteruds
Kiosteruds Dampskibs
Aktieselskab, or
or against
against BruusBruusDampskibs Aktieselskab,
gaard
Kiosteruds Dampskibs
favor of
the United
gaard Kiosteruds
Dampskibs Aktieselskab
Aktieselskab in
in favor
of the
United
States upon the
the same
same principles
and measures
of liability
as in
like
principles and
measures of
liability as
in like
Provisos.
cases in
admiralty between
parties and
and with
with the
the same
rights
same rights
between private
private parties
cases
in admiralty
proisos
Notice
That such
the suit
be given
given to
Notice to Attorney of appeal: Provided,
Provided, That
such notice
notice of
of the
suit shall
shall be
to.
General.el
the Attorney
General of the United States
provided by
the
Attorney General
States as may be provided
order of the said court, and it
it shall be
be the duty of the Attorney
Attorney
General to cause the United States
attorney in
in such
such district
district to
to appear
States attorney
appear
Commencement of
defend for
for the
United States:
States: Provided
furth,er, That
said suit
suit
Commencement
of and defend
the United
Provided further,
That said
suit.
shall be brought
brought and commenced
commenced within four months of the
the date
date
of
the passage
of this
this Act.
Act.
of the
passage of
Approved, June
June 7,
7, 1924.
Approved,
1924.

ship.
!' Harald,"

sharald," steamsteamBruus
gaard lriosteBruusgaard
Kiosterads
Akrods Dampskibs
Dampsakib Aktieseskab, may
tieselskab,
bring
may bring
suit for collision damages
0, in district
aget
to,
district
co rt
u .
court.

June 7,
1924.
7,1924.
June
[S.
588.)
[J. 5e.1

[Private, No.
No. 57.1
57.1
[Private,

CHAP. 385.-An
CHAP.
385.—An Act
Act For the relief of Daniel A. Spaight, and others
others.

Be
enacted by
the Senate
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
Spaight,
Be itit enacted
by the
Senate and
and House
of the
the
Daniel
Daniel A.
A. Spaight,
and others.
and
others.
United States of
assembled, That
United
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assombkd,
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
Payments to, for perof
Treasury be,
be, and
and he
he is
is hereby,
and directed
sonal injuries.
injuries.o
of the
the Treasury
hereby, authorized
authorized and
directed to
to pay,
pay,
sonal
out of any money
money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, as
as
follows,
follows, to wit: To Daniel
Daniel A. Spaight $5,000; to Mary F.
Spaight
F. Spaight
$2,812.70; to
to Thomas
Thomas F.
F. Sutton
$273.42; to
to Elizabeth
Elizabeth Tabele
Tabele
Sutton $273.42;
$1,140.50; to
to Thomas
$102.96, in
full settlement
settlement of
of all
all
$1,140.50;
Thomas A.
A. Tabele
Tabele $102.96,
in full
damages against the Government,
damages
Government, for injuries received on June 25,
25,
1922, at North Westport, Massachusetts,
when struck
struck by
by an
autoMassachusetts, when
an autoand
negligently
Provisos.
proisms.
truck
belonging
to
and
negligently
operated
by
the
War
Departtruck Provided,
Restriction on
on allowallow- ment:
Restriction
That no
no part of the amount of any item
Provided, That
ances
to attorneys,
etc.
appropriated
appropriated
in
this
bill
excess
of
10
per
thereof
shall
be
bill in
in excess
10
centum
thereof
shall
beitem
l
epi be
ck
ec:ioln
ongi
win
t
g
hthis
tA3
saia
d
g
pe
ar
n
r
ot
tof
yoeo
operated
f
d
p:tper
r
ha
e
t centum
ambiount
ty shall
of
Wa
raunlawful
paid
or
re
or received by any agent or agents,
attorney,
or
paid
or delivered
delivered to

to or received by any agent or agents, attorney, or

Collections in
Collections
in excess,
excess, attorneys
of services
attorneys on
on account
account of
advances made
made in
in
services rendered
rendered or
or advances
unlawful.
unlawful.
connection with said claim: Provided, That it shall be unlawful
or attorneys
for any agent or agents, attorney, or
attorneys to
exact, collect,
collect,
to exact,
sum which
withhold, or receive
receive any sum
in the
the aggregate
aggregate exceeds
exceeds 10
which in
10
per centum of the
amount of
item appropriated
appropriated in
this bill
the amount
of any
any item
in this
bill
on
of services
services rendered
rendered or
or advances
made in
in connection
connection
Penalty
Penalty for.
for.
on account
account of
advances made
with said claim, any contract to
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
Any
to the
the contrary
provisions of this Act shall
person violating the
the provisions
shall be deemed
deemed guilty
of aa misdemeanor,
misdemeanor, and upon conviction
thereof shall
shall be
be fined
fined, in
in
conviction thereof
any
exceeding $2,000.
$2,000.
any sum
sum not
not exceeding
Approved,
Approved, June
June 7,
7, 1924.
1924.

SIXTY-EIGHTH
SESS. I.
I. CHS. 386-389.
CONGRESS. SESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.

1924.
1924.

Henry McGuire.
386.-An Act For the relief of Henry
CHAP. 386.—An
Be it
enacted by
by the
Senate and
Representatives of
of the
and House of Representatives
the Senate
it enacted
Be
assembled, That there
United States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
there is
America in
of America
States of
United
authorized to
to be
be appropriated
for payment
payment by
Secretary of the
by the Secretary
appropriated for
authorized
representatives, the sum
Treasury to
or his
legal representatives,
his legal
McGuire, or
Henry McGuire,
to Henry
Treasury
of $225.23,
compensation for
for nine
thousand three
three hunnine thousand
full compensation
as full
$225.23, as
of
lumber which, upon
dred and
and eighty-five
measure, of lumber
board measure,
feet, board
eighty-five feet,
dred
dates between
September 22,
1909, and
October 11,
11, 1909,
1909, and
and at the
and October
22, 1909,
between September
dates
specific request
and direction
of an
an employee
Forest Service,
of the Forest
employee of
direction of
request and
specific
United States
States Department
Agriculture, was
was furnished
furnished to one
of Agriculture,
Department of
United
a house to replace
Hiram Campbell
for use
use in
in the
the construction
construction of a
Campbell for
Hiram
one
owned by
by said
said Hiram
which was destroyed
destroyed on SeptemCampbell which
Hiram Campbell
one owned
ber
by fire
from brush-burning
operations conconbrush-burning operations
originating from
fire originating
1909, by
19, 1909,
ber 19,
ducted
national forest
by employees
of the
Forest Service.
the Forest
employees of
land by
forest land
on national
ducted on
Approved,
7, 1924.
1924.
June 7,
Approved, June
CHAP. 387.-An
387.—An Act
Act For
the relief
relief of
of D.
D. H.
MacAdam.
H. MacAdam.
For the
CHAP.

1377
1377
7, 1924.
1924.
June 7,
[11. R.
It. 1306.1
1306.]
[H.
58.1
[Private, No. 59.1
[Private,
McGuire.
Henry McGuire.
Payment to.
Payment
Ante, p.
1325.
p. 1325.
Ante,

June 7, 1924.
June
R. 1438.]
[H.
[H. R.
1438.1
[Private, No. 59.1
[Private,

Representatives of the D.H.
Be it
it enacted
D. H. MacAdm.
MacAd.
the Senate and House of Representatives
enacted by the
Be
United States
States of
America in
assembled, That
That the
the SecreSecre- stolen
Reimbursement for
for
Reimbursement
in Congress
Congress assembled,
of America
United
postal funds.
retary
of the
he is
authorized and directed stolen postal funds.
hereby, authorized
is hereby,
and he
be, and
Treasury be,
the Treasury
retary of
to
of any
money in
in the
Treasury not
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated,
not otherwise
the Treasury
any money
out of
pay, out
to pay,
to
D. H.
H. MacAdam,
MacAdam, of
Honolulu, Hawaii,
Hawaii, the
sum of $5,514.39,
$5,514.39,
the sum
of Honolulu,
to D.
being the
the extent
of liability
liability of
D. H.
H. MacAdam,
MacAdam, as postmaster
postmaster at
of D.
extent of
being
Honolulu, Hawaii,
Hawaii, to
government of the United
United States, owing
owing
to the
the Government
Honolulu,
to
the embezzlement
of Federal
Federal funds
funds by
by the
the assistant
assistant postmaster
postmaster
embezzlement of
to the
at Honolulu,
Honolulu, Hawaii,
prior to
and during
term of office
office of D. H.
H.
the term
during the
to and
Hawaii, prior
at
MacAdam
postmaster at Honolulu, Hawaii.
as postmaster
MacAdam as
Approved, June
June 7, 1924.
Approved,
Norman.
CHAP.
388.—An Act For the relief of Charles
Charles T.
T. Norman.
CHAP. 388.-An

Be
enacted by
by the
Senate and
Representatives of the
of Representatives
House of
and House
the Senate
Be it
it enacted
United States
in Congress
Secretary
That the Secretary
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
America in
of America
States of
United

of the
be, and
is hereby,
hereby,
he is
and he
Treasury be,
the Treasury
of
out of
of any
any money
Treasury
in the
the Treasury
money in
out
Charles T.
of Richmond,
Richmond,
Norman, of
T. Norman,
Charles
the
refund of
of income
income
being aa refund
same being
the same
Approved, June
June 7, 1924.
Approved,

authorized
directed to pay,
authorized and directed
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
to
Virginia,
the sum
sum of
of $882.24,
$882.24,
Virginia, the
tax erroneously
collected.
erroneously collected.
tax

CHAP. 389.-An
389.—An Act
the health
officer of the District of Cohealth officer
Authorizing the
Act Authorizing
CHAP.

lumbia
to issue
removal of the remains of the late George
George
the removal
for the
a permit
permit for
issue a
lumbia to
Mauger Burklin
the late Anton Lerch Burklin from Glenremains of the
the remains
and the
Burklin and
Mauger
wood
Cemetery, District of Columbia,
Columbia, to Fort Lincoln, Prince
Prince Georges
Georges County,
wood Cemetery,
Maryland.
Maryland.

1924.
June 7, 1924.
June
[H. R.
R. 1830.1
18301
[H.
[Private, No. 60.]
GO.]
[Private,

Norman.
ChariesT.
Charles T. Norman.

Refund of income tax
to.

t Refundofincometax

June 7,
7, 1924.
1924.
IS.
[S. 3220.]
3220.1
[Private, NO. cid

[Private, No. 61.]

eorMau
Representatives of the United Ge°
House of Representatives
Senate and House
it enacted by the Senate
rgeMan
B k
k
Be it
Anton Lerch
States
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the health officer of lin
lin ad
and Anton
Lerch
assembled, That
America in
States of
the
District of
be, and
issue Bemains
Bu
Rrklin
ains of, in DisDisto issue
authorized to
hereby, authorized
he is
is hereby,
and he
Columbia be,
of Columbia
the District
may
a
removal of
of the
the remains
late George
George Mauger
3c
remove.
r
tof
Mauger tr:itremovtd:"bia'.may
the late
of the
remains of
the removal
for the
a permit
permit for
Burklin and
the remains of the late Anton Lerch Burklin from
°
and the
Burklin
Glenwood Cemetery,
of Columbia,
to Fort
Fort Lincoln
Lincoln Cemetery, Conditions.
Columbia, to
District of
Cemetery, District
Glenwood
onditions.
such permit
Prince Georges
permit shall not be
But such
Maryland. But
County, Maryland.
Georges County,
Prince
in the Health
issued until
been filed
filed in
Health Department
Department of the
has been
there has
until there
issued
District
Columbia a
a permit
from the proper
proper State authorities
permit from
of Columbia
District of
at
place where
where said
said cemetery
cemetery is
located authorizing
authorizing the interment
interment
is located
the place
at the
there
of said
remains.
said remains.
there of
Approved,
1924.
7, 1924.
Approved, June 7,

1378
1378

SIXTY-EIGHTH
SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.

June 7,1924.

June 7, 1924.

[H. R. 3477.1
34771
[H.
[Private, No. 62.1
James B. Porter.
PaymenttofordamPayment to, for dam-

J[vateNo.62.]

SEss. I. CHOs.
Cm. 390-392.
390-392.
SESS.I.

1924.
1924.

CHAP. 390.-An
CHAP.
390.—An Act For the relief of James
James B. Porter.
Be
by the
the Senate and
and House
Representatives of
of the
Be itit enacted
enacted by
House of
of Representatives
the

United States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary
United
States of America in Congress

authorized and
of the Treasury
Treasury be,
be, and
and he
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
and directed
directed to
to
Treasury not
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated,
pay, out of any money in the Treasury
not otherwise
settlement against
against the
Government, to
the sum of
of $152.73,
$152.73, in
in full
full settlement
the Government,
to
James B. Porter, of
for damage
damage to
to his
his proppropof Kansas
Kansas City,
City, Missouri,
Missouri, for
States mail
truck.
erty by
by aaUnited States
mail truck.
Approved,
1924.
Approved, June 7, 1924.

ags

June 7,1924.
7, 1924.
[H.
40121
H. R. 4012.]
[Private,
6.3.1
[Private, No. 63a.

No.

CHAP. 391.-An
391.—An Act To reimburse
reimburse William
William H. Flagg and others
others for
for property
property
destroyed by mail aeroplane
aeroplane Numbered
Numbered 73, operated
destroyed
operated by the Post Office
Office DepartDepartment.

Be
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
of the
the
Be itit enacted
by the
and House
Representatives of
United States
States of America
America in
in. Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the SecreTreasury be, and he
to pay
ertadymnaagesfommro tary of the Treasury
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized to
pay to
to
William H. Flagg and E.
Cleveland, Ohio,
Ohio,
E. B. Flagg, of the city of Cleveland,
out of any money in
i
n the Treasury
Treasury of the United
United States not otherwise
otherwise
appropriated,
appropriated, the sum of $2,500,
$2,500, in full settlement of all damages
damages
sustained
a result
sustained by them as a
result of the destruction
destruction of their residence,
residence,
furniture,
furniture, and personal effects,
effects, caused
caused by mail
mail aeroplane
aeroplane Numbered
Numbered
73, operated
United States Post Office Department, striking
operated by the United
striking
Flaggs'
residence,
and
thereby
wrecking
and
burning
the
pro.
the
said
Flaggs'
residence,
and
thereby
wrecking
and
burning
the
Proviso.
Restriction.
Restriction.
same: Provided,
Provided, That no insurance
insurance company shall be subrogated
subrogated to
the rights of the said William
William H. Flagg and
Flagg.
and E. B. Flagg.
Mary and
Elmer
Mry
and Elmer
SEC.
Treasury be, and he is
SEC. 2. That the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury
hereby,
is hereby,
Torok.
Wtm
Flag
H. Flagg
William H.
andothers.
and
others.
Payment to, for property damagesfroin mail
aeroplane.
aeroplane.

Payment to. for property damages from mail

Prtaymentsto.i
ro authorized
authorized to
Torok and
and Elmer
Elmer Torok,
of the
the
to pay to Mary
Mary Torok
Torok, of
city of Cleveland,
Cleveland, Ohio,
Ohio, out
the Treasury
Treasury of
of the
the
out of
of any
any money
money in
in the

aeroplane,
aeroplane.

United States not otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the sum
sum of $460 in
in full
full
settlement of all damages
damages sustained
sustained by them as a
a result
result of the
destruction
destruction of their house, caused by mail aeroplane
aeroplane Numbered
Numbered 73,
operated
operated by the United States Post Office
Office Department, striking the
the
said
Mary
and
Torok's
Elmer
Torok's
house
and
thereby
wrecking
and
burnhouse
and
thereby
wrecking
and
burnProviso.
tri°cion.
ing
Provided, That
insurance company
company shall
shall be
be subrosubroing the same:
same: Provided,
Restriction.
That no
no insurance
gated to the rights of the said Mary Torok and Elmer Torok.
Torok.
Peny J. Lotz.
Payment to, for proppropSEC.
S
EC. 3. That the Secretary
hereby,
Secretary of the Treasury be,
be, and
and he is hereby,
ertydamages
from mail authorized to pay to Perry J. Lotz, of the
tydmagesfromail
of Cleveland,
authorized to pay to Perry J. Lotz, of the city
city of
Cleveland, Ohio,
Ohio,
aeroplane.
out of any money
Treasury of the United
United States
money in the Treasury
States not
otherwise
not otherwise
appropriated,
appropriated, the sum of $432.24 in
of all
all damages
damages
in full settlement
settlement of
sustained
sustained by him as aaresult of the destruction of his
his furniture
furniture and
and
personal effects, caused
caused by
mail aeroplane
aeroplane Numbered
73, operated
operated by
by
by mail
Numbered 73,
the
United States
Office Department,
striking the
Lotz's
the United
States Post
Post Office
Department, striking
the said
said Lotz's
Proviso.
Restriction.
residence
and ther
eby wrecking
wrec ki ng an
the same:
same: Provided,
trition.
residence and
thereby
andd burning
burning the
Provided,
That no insurance
company shall be subrogated
subrogated to the rights of the
insurance company
the
said Perry J.
J. Lotz.
June 7,
Approved, June
7, 1924.
1924.
June 7, 1924.
1924.
R. 5541.]
[H. Rt.
s5m.
[Private,
[Private, No. 64.1
64.]

Hubert

Hubert Reynolds.
Reynolds.
Correction in
Correction
in credit
cdit
allowed of postal acCount
pos
ac
counts.
Vol. 42, p. 1712,
P. 1712,
amended.

eol.d42'

CHAP.
CHAP. 392.-An
392.—An Act
Act For the relief
relief of Hubert
Hubert Reynolds.
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the
the Senate and
and House
United States
States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Act
United
Act
entitled "An
Reynolds," approved
"An Act for the relief
relief of Hubert
Hubert Reynolds,"
approved
September
1922, be, and
amended by
September 21, 1922,
and the same
same is
is hereby,
hereby, amended
by
substituting
$57,983.20 for the amount
$69,300 in line five, in order
substituting $57,983.20
amount $69,300
order

SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH

SEss.
I.
SESS. I.

Cus. 392,
393.
392, 393.
CHS.

1924.
1924.

1379
1379

authorized to credit the former
that
the Postmaster
Postmaster General
former
be authorized
may be
General may
that the
postmaster at
Colorado, for
for the
the actual
actual value
value of certain
certain
Greeley, Colorado,
at Greeley,
postmaster
war
stamps instead
instead of
maturity value as provided
provided by
by
their maturity
of their
savings stamps
war savings
Act.
the Act.
Approved,
7, 1924.
June 7,
Approved, June
CHAP. 393.-An
393.—An Act
For the relief of William H. Nelson.
Act For
CHAP.

June 7,
7, 1924.
1924.
June
[H.
R. 6972.]
6972.]
[H. R.
[Private,
No. 65.]
65.]
[Private, No.

Be it
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the W
House of
and House
by the
enacted by
Be
William H
H. Nelson.
Military record
record corUnited States
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That in the Military
America in
States of
United
rected.
rected.
and
privileges,
rights,
administration
of
any
laws
conferring
privil:eges,
conferring
laws
any
of
administration
Nelson
benefits
upon honorably
honorably discharged
William H. Nelson
soldiers, William
discharged soldiers,
benefits upon
a
shall
hereafter
be
held
and
considered
to
have
been
a
captain
in
have
to
considered
and
held
shall hereafter be
the First
First Regiment
Regiment Middle
Middle Tennessee
Tennessee Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, also
the
Infantry, from
Volunteer Infantry,
known
the Tenth
Regiment Tennessee
Tennessee Volunteer
Tenth Regiment
as the
known as
the
8th day
day of
to the
the 25th
25th day
day of
1862, and to have
July, 1862,
of July,
1862, to
June, 1862,
of June,
the 8th
been discharged
discharged honorably
as such
such on
on the
the latter
latter date, and shall be
honorably as
been
H, Fifth
held and
to have
have been
been a
private in Company
Company II,
a private
considered to
and considered
held
25th
Regiment
Tennessee
Volunteer
Cavalry,
from
day
of July,
the
from
Cavalry,
Volunteer
Regiment Tennessee
1862, to
the 6th
6th day
day of
August, 1863,
have been
been discharged
discharged
and to have
1863, and
of August,
to the
1862,
honorably
as such
such on
on the
latter date
reason of promotion
promotion to lieu- Proviso.
by reason
date by
the latter
honorably as
tenant in
in said
Provided, That
pension, pay,
pay, or
or allowallowno pension,
That no
regiment: Provided,
said regiment:
tenant
ance
shall be
be held
held to
to have
have accrued
accrued prior
prior to
passage of this Act.
to the passage
ance shall
Approved,
June 7, 1924.
Approved, June

No prior pension, etc.
Nopor-iorpension,etc.

PRIVATE LAWS
OF THE
THE SIXTY-EIGHTH
SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS
LAWS OF
PRIVATE
OF
OF THE
THE

UNITED
UNITED

STATES
STATES

Passed at
second session,
session, which
which, was
was begun
begun and
and held
held at
the city
city of
Washington, in
in the
the
of Washington,
at the
the second
at the
Passed
District of
on. Monday,
thefirst day
of December,
December, 1924,
was adjourned
adjourned
and was
1924, and
day of
Monday, thefirst
of Columbia,
Columbia, on
District
without day
day on
the fourth
fourth day
day of
of March,
1925.
March, 1925.
Wednesday, the
on Wednesday,
without
CALVIN C
OOLIDGE, President;
B. CUMMINS,
Cumum, President
President of
of the
Senate pro
pro
the Senate
ALBERT B.
President; ALBERT
COOLIDGE,
CALVIN
tempore; GEORGE
OSES, Acting
Acting President
President of
of the
the Senate
Senate pro
pro tempore
tempore FebruFebruH..M
MOSES,
GEORGE H
tempore;
House of
ary
to February
18. 1925;
FREDERICK H
GILLETT, Speaker
Speaker of
the House
of
of the
H. .GILLETT,
1925; FREDERICK
February 18.
13 to
ary 13
Representatives.
Representatives.

CHAP.
To remit
remit the
duty on
on a
of bells
bells to
to be
be imported
imported
a carillon
carillon of
the duty
CHAP. 3.—An
3.-An Act
Act To
for
Church of
the Rosary, Providence,
Providence, Rhode Island.
of Our
Our Lady
Lady of the
for the Church

Declisn.b
379 ?.1
,1924.

Decs. 3397.24
[Private
66.]
[Private No. 66.]

Be it
enacted by
by the
Senate and
and House
Representatives of
Be
it enacted
the Senate
House of
of Representatves
of Church
urLady
rifh of
of Our
Lady
othe
o Rosary.
That the of
the United
States of
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled, That
of America
the
United States
n of duty
Secretary
the Treasury
Treasury be,
be, and
he is
authorized and autRhmoe
duty
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
and he
of the
Secretary of
authorized.
a certain
directed to
certain carillon
carillon of sixteen bells
of duty
duty a
free of
to admit
admit free
directed
to be
be imported
of Our Lady of the
the Rosary,
the Church
Church of
for the
imported for
to
Providence, Rhode
Rhode Island.
Island.
Providence,
Approved, December
December 2,
2, 1924.
1924.
Approved,
U

CHAP.
6.—An Act For
A. Scott.
L. A.
Scott.
For the
the relief
relief of L.
CHAP. 6.-An

•

Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
House of
Be
it enacted
That the
the Secretary
United
of America
assembled, That
Secretary
in Congress
Congress assembled,
America in
States of
United States
of the
authorized and
directed to
pay the
the sum of
to pay
and directed
is authorized
Treasury is
of
the Treasury
$3,578.62 out of
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise approapproany money
money in the Treasury
of any
$3,578.62
priated
L. A.
A. Scott,
Scott, as compensation
satisfaction
compensation for and in full satisfaction
to L.
priated to
of any
any claim
a collision
collision between
between the mine
of a
for damages
damages as aaresult of
claim for
of
planter
Albert G.
G. Jenkins
and the
American schooner
Golden
schooner Golden
the American
Jenkins and
Major Albert
planter Major
State at
at Pensacola,
Pensacola, Florida.
Florida.
State
Approved, December
December 6, 1924.
1924.
Approved,

CHAP. 7.-An
7.—An Act
pensions and
increase of pensions to certain
certain
and increase
Granting pensions
Act Granting
CHAP.
soldiers and sailors of the Regular
Regular Army and Navy, and
and certain
certain soldiers
soldiers and
and
sailors
wars other
other than
than the
the Civil War, and
and to widows of such soldiers and
and
of wars
sailors of
sailors.
sailors.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
the Senate
Be it
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the
the SecAmerica in
States of America
United States
retary
the Interior
Interior be,
hereby, authorized
authorized and directed
directed
be, and
and he is hereby,
of the
retary of
to place
place on
on the
provisions and limitations
subject to
to the provisions
the pension
pension roll, subject
to
lawspension laws—
the pension
of
of the
Regiment
of Company
Company I,
The
Walter Hughes,
Hughes, late
late of
I, Fifth
Fifth Regiment
of Walter
name of
The name
United
Regiment United
United
Infantry, and Troop B, Second Regiment
States Infantry,
United States
States Cavalry,
Cavalry, Indian
and pay
pay him
the rate of
him a
a pension
pension at the
wars, and
Indian wars,
States
$20
$20 per
per month.
month.
late of
W. Tilly,
The name
name of
of Jane
Jane Tilly,
Tilly, widow
widow of
of John
Tilly, late
of ComComJohn W.
The
Mounted Volunteers,
pany
D. Santa Fe Battalion
Battalion Missouri
Missouri Mounted
Volunteers, Mexican
Mexican
pany D,
War,
pay her
rate of
per month.
at the rate
of $30
$30 per
and pay
her a
a pension
pension at
War, and
1381

.

December
6, 1924.
December 6,1924.
3537.
[H. R.
R. 35374
[H.
[Private, No.
67.1
No. 67.]
[Private,
L. A. Scott.

Scott.to..
LA
Payment

December
8, 1924.
December 8,
[11. R. 6426.]
[H.R.6426.1
[Private, No. 68.]

-8.]
[Private, No.

Pensions.

Pensons.

Pensions.
Walter
Hughes.
w alter Hughes.

Pensions.

Jane TWy.
JaneTilly.

1382
1382.
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The name of Jess
y Angle, late of
Company I,
Jessyof Company
I, Seventh
Seventh RegiRegiment
Infantry, Indian
and pay
pay him
pension
ment United
United States
States Infantry,
Indian wars,
wars, and
him a
a pension
at the
the rate
of $20
$20 per
per month.
at
rate of
month.
The name
name of
of Andrew
of Company
Company M,
Andrew
McLaughlin, late
late of
M, SixtySixtyAndrew McLaughMcLaughThe
Andrew McLaughlin,
l
lin.
in.
fifth Regiment
Regiment United States Infantry, war with Spain,
Spain, and pay
him a
the rate
$18 per
per month.
month.
Pensions increased.
him
a pension
pension at
at the
rate of
of $18
pesioniased.
The name
name of
Charles
H.
Heimlich, alias
alias Charles
H. Henderson,
Charles H.
H. Heimlich,
Heimch,
The
of
Charles
H.
Heimlich,
Charles H.
Henderson,
alias Charles H. Henlate of
of Company
Company E,
Infantry,
derson.
E, Third
Third Regiment
Regiment United
United States
States Infantry,
dlohesn.
H Hen late
Iiidian
i him
him a
a pension
pension at
at the
per month
Indian wars,
wars, and
and pay
pay
the rate
rate of
of $50
$50 per
month
in
lieu of
of that
that he
now receiving.
in lieu
he issnow
receiving.
Margaret
English.
Margaret English.
The name of Margaret
Margaret English,
of John
John E. English,
English, widow of
English, late
late of
of
Captain
First Texas
Texas Mounted
Captain Handley's
Handley's company,
company, First
Mounted Volunteers
Volunteers,
Mexican War,
War, and
her aapension
at the
the rate
in
Mexican
and pay
pay her
pension at
rate of
of $50
$50 per
per month
month in
lieu
of that
that die
now receiving.
receiving.
she is
is now
lieu of
Pensions.
Pensions.
Viola Butler.
The name of Viola Butler,
Butler, permanently
helpless and
permanently helpless
and dependent
dependent
child of
Henry C.
Lamar's company,
company, Bell's
child
of Henry
C. Butler,
Butler, late
late of
of Captain
Captain Lamar's
Bell's
regiment,
Volunteers ' Mexican
Mexican War,
War, and
regiment, Texas
Texas Mounted
Mounted Volunteers,
and pay
pay her
her
at the rate
rate of
of $20 per
per month.
month.
aapension
pension at
William:a
P. Johnston.
wmiam P.Johnston.
The name of William P.
P. Johnston,
late of the
the One hundred
Johnston ' late
hundred and
and
fifth Company,
Company, United
Artillery, Regular
fifth
United States
States Coast
Coast Artillery,
Regular EstablishEstablishment, and
and pay
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
$17 per
per month.
month.
ment,
pay him
him aapension
of $17
Banner Chandley.
Banner
Chandey.
The name of Banner
Banner Chandley, late of Company I, Ninth Regiment United
Regular Establishment,
and pay
ment
United States
States Infantry,
Infantry, Regular
Establishment, and
pay him
him a
a
pension at
rate of
$17 per
pension
at the
the rate
of $17
per month.
month.
John
A. Ligon.
JohnB.
Ligon.
The name of John R. Ligon, aa _private
G, First
private of
of Company G,
First
Infantry,
Carolina National
Guard, border
pay
Infantry, North
North Carolina
National Guard,
border defense,
defense, and
and pay
him
at the
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
the rate
a pension
pension at
Pension
increased.
him a
ension increased
,Marie
Maims.
Marie F.
F. Mans.
Marie F.
widow of
William A.
Manns, late
late
The name
name of
of Marie
F. Maims,
Manns, widow
of William
A. Manns,
K and
C, Twenty-third
Twenty-third Regiment
Regiment United
United States
of Companies
Companies K
and C,
States
Infantry, Indian wars, and
$20
and pay
pay her aa pension
pension at the rate
rate of
of $20
Pensions.
Pensions.
per
month in lieu of that she is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Jane
Ann
Robinson.
Jane Ann obson.
The name of Jane Ann Robinson,
Robinson,
The
Robinson, mother
mother of John E. Robinson,
late of Company
Company F,
F, Eighth Regiment
Ohio Infantry,
Infantry, war
war with
with
Regiment Ohio
Spain, and pay her aapension at the
rate of
of $20
per
month.
the
rate
$20
per
month.
James Donnelly.
James Donnelly.
The name of James Donnelly, late of Company A, Third Regiment
Regiment
and pay him
United States Cavalry, Indian wars, and
him a
a pension
pension at the
the
rate of
$20 per
month.
rate
of $20
per month.
Silas H. Jackson.
silas H. Jackson.
The name of Silas H.
H. Jackson, late of Troop B,
Regiment
B, Fourth Regiment
wars, and
and pay him aapension
United States
States Cavalry,
Cavalry, Indian wars,
the
pension at
at the
rate
per month.
month.
Pension increased,
increased.
of $20
$20 per
rate of
Pension
Cornelia de
de C.
Cornelia
C. WilWilThe name of Cornelia de C. Williams, widow of Constant Williams.
liams, late brigadier
brigadier general,
United States
Army, and
pay her
her a
general, United
States Army,
and pay
a
pension
pension at the rate of $50 per month in
in lieu of
of that
that she
she is now
now
receiving.
Pension.
receiving.
Pension.
Lester W.
Lester
Stoddart.
W. Stoddart.
The name of Lester W. Stoddart, late of Hospital Corps, United
United
States Army, war with Spain, and pay him aapension at the rate of
$15
per month.
Pensions
increased.
month.
$15 per
Pensionsincreased.
William W. Rhine.
illiam W. Kinne.
The name of William
William W. Kinne, late of Company D, Fourteenth
Regiment Minnesota
Regiment
Spain, and
and pay
him aa
Minnesota Infantry, war
war with
with Spain,
pay him
pension at the
the rate of
$30 per month
month in
of $30
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
now
receiving.
receiving.
Isabelle Barnett.
Isabelle Barnett.
The name of Isabelle Barnett, widow
widow of
Theophilus Barnett,
late
of Theophilus
Barnett, late
of Troop H,
H, Nineteenth
Nineteenth Regiment Kansas Cavalry.
Cavalry, Indian wars, and
pay her aapension at the rate of $20 per month in lieu
lieu of
of that she
she is
is
now
now receiving.
receiving.
Gar- now receiving.
Malinda
Malinda C. Garwood.
The name of Malinda
Garwood. widow of
Malinda C. Garwood,
of Wilberforce
Wilberforce Garwood, late of Company
Company H, Nineteenth
Nineteenth Regiment
Regiment Kansas Cavalry,
Cavalry,
Indian wars,
a pension at the rate of $20
wars, and pay her a
$20 per month in
lieu of that she
she is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Jessy Angle.
Angie.
Jessy
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The name
name of
of James
The
James A. Carver, late of Company K, Twelfth
Twelfth
Regiment United
pay
Infantry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and pay
Regiment
United States
States Infantry,
him a
pension at
at the
$24 per
per month
month in
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
now
rate of
of $24
in lieu
him
a pension
the rate

1383
1383
James A. Carver.
James
A. Carver.

receiving.
receiving.
Pensions.
Pensions.
George A. Atkinson.
The
George A.
A. Atkinson,
Atkinson, late
late of
the United
United States
Navy, George
A. Atkinson.
of the
States Navy,
The name
name of
of George
month.
war
pension at the
the rate of $24
$24 per month.
war with
with Spain,
Spain, and
and pay
pay him aapension
William J. Chester.
The name
name of
of William J.
J. Chester,
of Company
. Chester.
late of
Company D, First Regi- William
Chester, late
The
a
ment
Carolina Infantry,
Infantry, war with Spain, and pay him a
ment South Carolina
pension
rate of
$30 per
pension at
at the
the rate
of $30
per month.
month.
John Long.
The
name of
of John
Long, late
of Company
Company C,
Eighteenth Regi- Jhn Lng.
C, Eighteenth
late of
The name
John Long,
ment
Infantry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and pay him
States Infantry,
United States
ment United
$17 per
per month.
of $17
month.
at the
the rate
rate of
aapension
pension at
r
H. Ritter.
The
Charles H.
H. Ritter,
late of
E, Fourteenth
Regi- Charles
CharlesH
Ritte Fourteenth Regiof Troop
Troop E,
Ritter, late
The name
name of
of Charles
and
ment
United
States
Regular
Establishment,
pay
him
Establishment,
Cavalry,
Regular
ment United States
Pensions increased.
a
pension at the
per month.
the rate of $12
$12 per
a pension
E. Tritten.
The
of Mary
Mary E.
of John
John G.
Mary E Tritten.
G. Tritten, late of Mary
Tritten, widow
widow of
E. Tritten,
The name
name of
Troop
Cavalry, Indian
Indian wars,
wars,
States Cavalry,
United States
Regiment United
Troop A,
A, Seventh
Seventh Regiment
that
rate of $20 per month in lieu of that
her aa pension
pension at the rate
and pay her
she
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
she is
Albert C. Roach.
The name
of Albert C. Roach, late of Company G, Fourteenth
Fourteenth Albet C. Rach.
The
name of
Regiment
United States
States Infantry,
Infantry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and pay
pay
Regiment United
him
the rate
$40 per
per month
month in
of that
he is
now
him aapension
pension at
at the
rate of
of $40
in lieu
lieu of
that he
is now
receiving.
receiving.
Clarence J. Johnson,
The name
name of Clarence J.
J. Johnson, alias Franklin J.
J. Green, late alias
aiasFeankins.en
The
Franklin J. Green.
Seventh Regiment
Regiment United
of Troop C, Seventh
United States Cavalry,
Cavalry, Indian wars,
wars,
and
that
and pay
pay him
him a
a pension
pension at the rate
rate of $30
$30 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Henry
Hilts.
ts
.
enryDil
The name of Henry
Henry Dilts, late of Company F,
F, Eleventh
Eleventh Regiment United States Infantry, Indian wars, and pay him aa pension
at
in lieu
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
at the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per month in
lieu of
receiving. Pension.
D Y
a d es
F ra nk D.
Yandes.
The name of Frank D. Yandes, late of Company D, Third regi- Frank
ment
Infantry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
ment United States
States Infantry,
Establishment, and pay him
Pension
increased.
Pensionincreased.
a pension at the rate of $12 per month.
a
month.
James
e s B. Shannon.
Company I,
I, Second
The name of James
James B. Shannon, late of Company
Second
Regiment Texas
Texas Infantry,
war with
with Spain,
and pay
him aa pension
Regiment
Infantry, war
Spain, and
pay him
pension
Pensions.
at the
the rate of $30
month in
receiving.
$30 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that he
he is now receiving.
Pensions.
Werner Snow.
Company E,
Thirty-second WernernowE, Thirty-second
late of
of Company
The name
name of
of Werner
Werner Snow, late
wars, and pay
pay him
him a
a
Regiment
United States
States Infantry,
Infantry, Indian
Indian wars,
Regiment United
pension
of $20
$20 per
per month.
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
month.
Isaac C. Livingston.
The name
C. Livingston,
Livingston, late
A, General
General Isa c C. Livington.
late of
of Company
Company A,
The
name of
of Isaac
Isaac C.
Service United States
States Army, and Company B, First Regiment
Regiment
United States
Establishment, and
him a
and pay
pay lim
a
Regular Establishment,
United
States Infantry,
Infantry, Regular
Pensions increased.
Pensions
increased.
pension at the rate of $12 per month.
Roger F. B.
B. EdRoger
Ed.
munds.
States munds.
The name of Roger F. B. Edmunds,
Edmunds, late of the United
United States
Navy, Regular
of
at the rate
rate of
and pay him aapension at
Navy,
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
$30
in lieu
is now
now receiving.
that he
he is
receiving.
per month
month in
lieu of
of that
$30 per
Harriet M. Miller.
The name
name of
of Harriet
Harriet M. Miller, widow of Charles
The
Charles D. Miller, naiet. Miller.
late of Company
Powell's Battalion, Missouri
Company D, Powell's
Missouri Mounted VolunVoluna pension at the rate of
of
teer Infantry,
Infantry, Mexican
Mexican war, and pay her a
Edward Jackson.
Jacso
$30 per month in lieu of that she is now receiving.
receiving.
Edward
a
The name of Edward
Edward Jackson, late of Company C, Fourth Regiment
United States
Infantry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and pay him
States Infantry,
ment United
of that
that he is now
at the
the rate
rate of $17 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
per month
aa pension
pension at
receiving.
receiving.
Henry E. Kiste.
Kiste.
The
of Henry
Henry E.
E. Kiste,
Kiste, late
Regilate of
of Company
Company A, Eleventh Reginame of
The name
pension
ment United States
States Infantry,
Infantry, war with Spain, and pay him aapension
at the rate of $14 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
Minerva
v a J.
JS Smith.
- t-h
late of M-s
i er
The name
of Minerva
William .Smith,
Smith, late
J. Smith,
Smith, widow
widow of William
Minerva J.
The
name of
Captain
Davis
Layton's
Company
H,
First
Regiment
Oregon
Captain Davis Layton's Company H, First Regiment Oregon
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Mounted Volunteers,
Volunteers, Indian
at the
rate
the rate
a pension
pension at
and pay
pay her
her a
wars, and
Indian wars,
Mounted

of
$20 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
of $20
per month
that she
she is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
The
of Oh
of Company
First
B, First
Katok, late
late of
Company B,
Oh Wan,
Wan, alias
alias Katok,
The name
name of
a pension at
Battalion Arizona
Arizona Infantry, Indian wars, and pay him a
the rate
rate of
per month.
month.
the
of $20
$20 per
The name
name of
of Mo
Mo Ush
Ush Ak,
Mo, now
now known
known as
Mosak, late
late
as Mosak,
Ush Mo,
Ak, alias
alias Ush
The
Mo Ush
sh Ak, alias
Ush
alias Mosak.
Ush Mo,
Mo, alias
f Company
Mosak. of
Company B, Battalion First Regiment
Regiment Arizona
Arizona Infantry, Indian
Indian
wars, and
pay him
him a
pension at
the rate
of $20
per month.
month.
wars,
and pay
a pension
at the
rate of
$20 per
Wanatt Shoma, alias
The
name
of
Wanatt
Shoma,
alias
Shoma
Wanatt,
now known
known as
wsanatt
homa,
alias
The
name
of
Wanatt
Shoma,
alias
Shoma
Wanatt,
now
as
Shoma Wanatt, alias
Ramon White.
Ramon
White, late
late of
of Company
Company B,
B, Battalion
Battalion First
AriRamon White,
First Regiment
Regiment Arizona Infantry,
Infantry, Indian
Indian wars,
and pay
pension at
at the rate of
of $20
$20
pay him
him a
a pension
wars, and
zona
per
per month.
month.
Machie Gulack, alias
The
of Machie
Gulack Machie,
as
Machie, now
now known
known as
alias Gulack
Machie Gulack,
Gulack, alias
The name
alias
name of
Gulack Machie,
Gulack
Machie, alias
Pantaloon.
Pantaloon, late
Pantaloon,
late of
of Company
Company B,
Battalion First
Regiment Arizona
Arizona
B, Battalion
First Regiment
Infantry, Indian
Indian wars,
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $20
at the
$20
and pay
pay him
him a
a pension
Infantry,
wars, and
per month.
month.
per
Choor Aquisse, alias
The name
name of
Aquisse, alias
alias Cheroquis,
late of
of Company
Choor
Aquisse, alias
The
of Choor
Choor Aquisse,
Cheroquis, late
Company B,
B,
Cheroquis.
Battalion First
First Regiment
Arizona Infantry,
Indian wars,
wars, and
and pay
pay
Infantry, Indian
Regiment Arizona
Battalion
him apension at the rate of $20 per month.
Pensions increase.
increased. him a pension at the rate of $20 per month.
Frank D.
D. Blake.
Frank
Blake.
The name of Frank D. Blake, late of Company K, First Regiment
The
Regiment
Maine Infantry,
Infantry, war
war with
Spain, and
and pay
him aapension at the rate
with Spain,
pay him
Maine
of
$40 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
now receiving.
of $40
of that
is now
receiving.
Edward P. Wolfe,
alias
Thomas B.
The
name of
of Edward
P. Wolfe,
Wolfe, alias
alias Thomas
Hixson, late
of
late of
Thomas B. Hixson,
Edward P.
The name
B. Hiixtlias Thomas
son.
United States
son.
Company B, Third Regiment United
Indian wars,
States Infantry,
Infantry, Indian
wars,
and
pay him
pension at
the rate
rate of
month in
that he
and pay
him aapension
at the
of $30
$30 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
he
is
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
William Wells.
William Wells.
The
name of
late of
I, Fifth
Regiment
The name
of William
William Wells,
Wells, late
of Company
Company I,
Fifth Regiment
United
States Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, war
with Spain,
Spain and
and pay
him a
United States
war with
pay him
a
pension at
the rate
per month
month in
that he
now rerepension
at the
rate of
of $18
$18 per
in lieu
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
ceiving.
Pensions.
ceiving.
George H.
H. Burton.
George
Barton.
The name of George H.
H. Burton, late of Company K,
K, Eighteenth
Regiment,
Twenty-third Regiment,
Regiment, and Company L, Twenty-third
United
Regiment, United
States
Infantry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
pay him
States Infantry,
Establishment, and
and pay
him a
a pension
pension
at
the rate
rate of
of $17
per month.
month.
at the
$17 per
Alva C. Cooper.
The
C. Cooper,
Cooper, late
late of
of Company
Alva . Cooper.
The name
name of
of Alva
Alva C.
Company D,
D, TwentyTwentysecond
Regiment United
States Infantry,
Infantry, Indian
wars, and
second Regiment
United States
Indian wars,
and pay
pay
him
pension at
the rate
per month.
him a
a pension
at the
rate of
of $20
$20 per
month.
Richard Burns.
ichard Burns.
The name
of Richard
The
name of
Richard Burns,
of Company
D, Fourteenth
Burns, late
late of
Company D,
Fourteenth
Regiment
Regular Establishment,
and
Regiment United States
States Infantry,
Infantry, Regular
Establishment, and
pay
pension at
rate of
of $12
per month.
month.
pay him
him a
a pension
at the
the rate
$12 per
Mathew Baker.
Mathe
Baker.
The name of Mathew
Mathew Baker, formerly private, Company
Company A,
Seventeenth
Seventeenth Regiment
Regiment United States
States Infantry, Indian wars, and
Pensions increased,
pay him
a pension
pension at
at the
rate of
of $20
per month.
month.
increased.
pay
him a
the rate
$20 per
Horace G. Butterorace
.
tter
he name of Horace G.
G. Butterfield, late
field.
The
late of
of Company
Company F,
F,
Eleventh Regiment
Regiment United
States Infantry,
Indian wars,
wars, and
and pay
Eleventh
United States
Infantry, Indian
pay
him
pension at
at the
rate of
in lieu
of that
he is
him a
a pension
the rate
of $30
$30 per
per month
month in
lieu of
that he
is
now receiving.
receiving.
now
Mary Ann Cross.
The
Ann Cross,
Cross, widow
widow of
of William
late
Mary Ann Crss.
The name
name of
of Mary
Mary Ann
William H.
H. Cross,
Cross, late
of
General Service,
Service, United
States Army
(Greely Arctic
Arctic Expediof General
United States
Army (Greely
Expedition),
her aa pension
at the
rate of
per month
lieu
tion), and
and pay
pay her
pension at
the rate
of $50
$50 per
month in
in lieu
of that
that she
is now
receiving.
now receiving.
she is
of
Pension.
Levi Frost.
The name
name of
Levi Frost.
Frost, late
late of
First LieuLieuLevi Frost.
The
of Levi
of Captain
Captain Adley's
Adley's and
and First
tenant Freeland
Dam's Company,
Company, Thirty-sixth
Thirty-sixth Regiment
tenant
Freeland H.
H. Dam's
Regiment
Minnesota Militia,
and pay
pay him
at the
rate
Minnesota
Militia, Indian
Indian wars,
wars, and
him aa pension
pension at
the rate
of
$20 per
of $20
per month.
month.
Pensions increased.
increased.
Elizabeth M. Sage.
Elizabeth
M. age.
The
name of
The name
Sage, widow
of William
Sage,
of Elizabeth
Elizabeth M.
M. Sage,
widow of
William H.
H. Sage,
brigadier general. United
and pay
her a
pension
late brigadier
United States
States Army,
Army, and
pay her
a pension
at
in lieu
lieu of
of compensation
she is
is now
at the
the rate of
of $50
$50 per
per month
month in
compensation she
now
receiving.
receiving.
Pensions

Pensions.
Oh
alias KaaOh Wan,
Wan, alias
tok.
tok.
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George W. Hook.

The
of George
George W.
W. Hook,
Sixth Regiment
Regiment George w. Hook.
E, Sixth
Troop E,
of Troop
late of
Hook, lath
name of
The name
.United
Cavalry, Indian
Indian wars,
wars, and
pay him
him aapension
pension at
at the
and pay
States Cavalry,
United States
rate of
of $30
$30 per
in lieu
of that
he is now receiving.
that he
lieu of
month in
per month
rate
Dennis B. Conley.
The name
Dennis B.
late of Company
Company M, Third Denns B. onley.
Conley, late
B. Conley,
of Dennis
name of
The
a
Regiment
war with
with Spain,
Spain, and pay him a
Infantry, war
Kentucky Infantry,
Regiment Kentucky
pension at
the rate
rate of
$17 per
that he is now
lieu of that
in lieu
month in
per month
of $17
at the
pension
Pensions.
Pensions.
receiving.
receiving.
John S. Combs.
The
of John
John S.
S. Combs,
Combs, late
Troop I,
Regiment John S CombsThird Regiment
I, Third
of Troop
late of
name of
The name
a
and pay him a
United
States Cavalry,
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
Cavalry, Regular
United States
E. Booth.
pension
at
the
rate
of
$12
per
month.
month.enry
per
$12
of
rate
the
at
pension
Henry E. Booth.
The name
name of
E. Booth,
late of
of Company
Company F,
F, Fourth RegiBooth, late
Henry E.
of Henry
The
pension
a pension
ment
war with
him a
with Spain, and pay him
Infantry, war
Kentucky Infantry,
ment Kentucky
Pensions increased.
increased.
Pensions
at
the rate
rate of
month.
per month.
$12 per
of $12
at the
John P. Arnett.
Third Regiment
K, Third
The name
name of
of John
John P.
P. Arnett,
Arnett, late
late of
Troop K,
Regiment John P. Arett.
of Troop
The
pension
United
States Cavalry,
war with
and pay him aa pension
Spain,' and
with Spain
Cavalry, war
United States
at the
the rate
of $50
in lieu of that he is now receiving.
month in
per month
$50 per
rate of
at
A. Halbert
Halbert.
Charles A.
States Marine
The
name of
of Charles
Charles A.
Halbert, late
of the
United States
Marine Charles
the United
late of
A. Halbert,
The name
pension at the rate
Corps, Regular
pay him
him a
a pension
and pay
Establishment, and
Regular Establishment,
Corps,
Pension.
Pension.
is now receiving.
of S17
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
of that
$17 per
of
James E. Moran.
The name
name of
of James
James E.
oran, late
late of
Company C, Thirty- James E. Moran.
of Company
MIoran,
E. M
The
fifth
Regiment Michigan
Michigan Infantry,
war with
with Spain, and pay him
Infantry, war
fifth Regiment
Pension increased.
increased.
Pension
pension at
$12 per
per month.
month.
of $12
rate of
the rate
at the
aapension
Walter S. Swanger.
S. Swanger.
Thirty- Walter
The
Walter S.
late of
of Company
I, ThirtyCompany I,
Swanger, late
S. Swanger,
of Walter
name of
The name
and pay him
fourth Regiment
war with
with Spain,
Spain, and
Infantry, war
Michigan Infantry,
Regiment Michigan
fourth
month in lieu of that he is now
a
pension at
the rate
of $50
$50 per
per month
rate of
at the
a pension
Pensions.
receiving.
receiving.
Bauer.
Joseph Bauer
Regiment Joseph
K, Second Regiment
Company K,
The name
name of
of Joseph
Joseph Bauer,
Bauer, late
of Company
late of
The
pay him aa pension at the
United
Infantry, Indian
Indian wars,
and pay
wars, and
States Infantry,
United States
Keley.
Robert
rate
$20 per
month.
per month.
of $20
rate of
Robert S.
S. Kelley.
I, Third RegiThe name
Robert S.
S. Kelley,
Kelley, late of Company I,
of Robert
name of
The
ment
United States
Volunteer Infantry,
war with
Spain, and pay
with Spain,
Infantry, war
States Volunteer
ment United
him a
a pension
pension at the rate of $15 per month.
him
Henry M. Conlin.
First Regiment
The
name of
late of
E, First
Regiment Henry M. Conlin.
Troop E,
of Troop
Conlin, late
M. Conlin,
Henry M.
of Henry
The name
United
States Cavalry,
Cavalry, war with Spain, and pay him aa pension
pension
United States
Pensions increased.
increased.
at
the rate
rate of
of $24
$24 per
per month.
month.
at the
John Lamson.
Regiment JohnLamson.
The name
Lamson, late
D, Second
Second Regiment
Troop D,
of Troop
late of
John Lamson,
of John
name of
The
the
a pension at the
United States
Cavalry, Indian
wars, and pay him a
Indian wars,
States Cavalry,
United
rate
he is
HenryT.
receiving.
now receiving.
is now
that he
of that
lieu of
in lieu
month in
per month
of $30
$30 per
rate of
Henry T. Douglas.
Douglas.
The name
of Henry
Douglas, late
United
late Brigadier General, United
T. Douglas,
Henry T.
name of
The
and
States Volunteers,
Seventh Army
Army Corps,
war with Spain, and
Corps, war
Volunteers, Seventh
States
pay him
at the
$72 per month in lieu of that he
rate of $72
the rate
pension at
him aa pension
pay
is now
receiving.
now receiving.
is
Frank G. Himes.
The name
name of
of Frank
Frank G.
Himes, late
late of
of Company
Third Frank 0
M, Third
Company M,
G. Himes,
The
a
Spain, and pay him a
Regiment Kentucky
Infantry, war
with Spain,
war with
Kentucky Infantry,
Regiment
pension
the rate
$18 per
month in
in lieu
now
lieu of that he is now
per month
of $18
rate of
at the
pension at
Pension.
Pension.
receiving.
receiving.
l
H. Laflin.
Laf inJames
Tenth Regi- James
B, Tenth
The name
of James
Laflin, late
late of
Company B,
of Company
H. Laflin,
James H.
name of
The
him
ment
United States
States Infantry,
Infantry, Regular Establishment, and pay him
ment United
increased.
Pensions increased.
a
pension at
of $24
$24 per
month.
per month.
rate of
the rate
at the
a pension
Etta W. Cass.
Lee Cass, late hos- Etta. Cass.
The name
of Etta
W. Cass.
Cass, widow
widow of
of Jesse
Jesse Lee
Etta W.
name of
The
Infantry, war with Spain,
pital
Fourth Regiment
Regiment Texas
Texas Infantry,
steward, Fourth
pital steward,
and
pay
her
a
pension
at
the
rate
of
per month in lieu of that
$30
of
rate
the
at
pension
a
her
pay
and
receiving.
she is now receiving.
Sarah E. Fortier.
The name
name of
Sarah E.
of Joseph
Joseph Fortier, late Saah E Fortier.
widow of
Fortier. widow
E. Fortier.
of Sarah
The
pay
of
the
Renville
Rangers.
Minnesota
Militia.
Indian
wars,
and
Indian
Militia.
of the Renville Rangers. Minnesota
her
at the
the rate
rate of
month in lieu of that she is
per month
$20 per
of $20
pension at
her aa pension
Pension.
now
receiving.
now receiving.
John Teraz.
JohnTeraz.
Corps,
The
name
of
John
Teraz,
late
of
United
States
Marine
Marine
Corps,
States
United
of
late
Teraz,
John
of
The name
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
pay him
him a
pension at
rate of $24 per
the rate
at the
a pension
and pay
Regular
month.
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The name of Grover
Grover Colter, late of Company
Company G, Fourteenth
RegiFourteenth Regiment United
ment
United States
States Infantry,
Infantry, Regular Establishment, and pay him
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
month in
in lieu
of that
that he
he is
aa pension
of $17
$17 per
per month
lieu of
is now
now
receiving.
receiving.
Harry Elkins.
The name
name of
Harry Elkins,
Elkins, late
late of
Company F,
F, Nineteenth
Harryis.
The
of Harry
of Company
Nineteenth
Infantry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
Regiment United
United States
States Infantry,
and pay
pay
him aa.pension
the rate
month in
lieu of
is now
him
pension at
at the
rate of
of $24
$24 per
per month
in lieu
of that
that he
he is
now
receiving.
Elizabeth
Grady.
Eliabeth C. Grady.
The name of Elizabeth C. Grady, widow of William Madison
Madison
Grady,
late of
of Company
Company C,
Second Regiment
Ohio Volunteer
Grady, late
C, Second
Regiment Ohio
Volunteer
Infantry, Mexican
War, and
and pay
her a
a pension
the rate
Infantry,
Mexican War,
pay her
pension at
at the
rate of
of $40
$40
per
month in
of that
that she
she is
is now
now receiving.
per month
in lieu
lieu of
receiving.
Emil T. Johnson.
Johnson.
Emil
The name of Emil T. Johnson, late of Company C, Twelfth
Twelfth
Regiment United
United States
Infantry, war
with Spain,
and pay
States Infantry,
war with
Spain, and
pay him
him a
a
pension
the rate
rate of
$30 per
in lieu
is now
now
pension at
at the
of $30
per month
month in
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
receiving.
receiving.
Mary A. Blair.
The name of Mau
Mary. A. Blair, widow of
of Jesse
late of
of
Jesse Blair,
Blair, late
Lieutenant Robert M.
Lieutenant
K. White's
White's company,
company, Texas
Texas Mounted
Rangers,
Mounted Rangers,
Indian wars, and
Indian
pension a
aJ the
the rate
rate of
per month
month in
and pay
pay her
her a
a pension
of $20
$20 per
in
lieu
is now
receiving.
Pension.
she is
now receiving.
lieu of
of that
that she
Pension.
William
E. Johnson.
William E.
ohnson.
The
name of
of William E. Johnson, late of Company K, Second
Second
The name
Regiment
Regiment United
United States
Cavalry, Indian
Indian wars,
wars, and
pay •
him a
States Cavalry,
and pay
him
a
pension
at
the
rate
of
$20
per
month.
Pension inrsed.
pension
at
the
rate
of
$20
per
month.
increased.
William T. Marshall.
WilliamT.Marshall.
The name of William
F, Fifth RegiWilliam T.
T. Marshall,
Marshall, late of Troop 1\
Regular Establishment, and pay him a
a
ment United States Cavalry, Regular
pension at the
rate of
of $30
in lieu
of that
is now
now
the rate
$30 per
per month
month in
lieu of
that he
he is
receiving.
receiving.
Pensions.
Pensions.
Rebecca T.
AlexRebeeca
T. AlexAlexan , dependent
der,
mother of Roy
The name of Rebecca
Rebecca T. Alexander
Roy
ander.
y
Alexander, late
D, First
West Virginia
late of
of Company D,
First Regiment
Regiment West
Virginia
Infantry,
and pay
pay her
pension at
rate of
of
Infantry, war
war with
with Spain,
Spain, and
her a
a pension
at the
the rate
$12 per
month.
$12
per month.
Grant
Grant Combs.
Combs.
Company E, Eighteenth
The name of Grant Combs, late of Company
Eighteenth
Regiment
United States
Infantry, Regular
and pay
pay
Regiment United
States Infantry,
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
him a
a pension at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
Lee
Lee T. Philpot.
The name of Lee T. Philpot, late of Company
L, First
Regiment
Company L,
First Regiment
United States
States Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry, war with
with Spain,
pay him
Spain, and
and pay
him a
a
pension at the
$18 per
month.
the rate of
of $18
per month.
John Johnson.
The name of John Johnson,
Johnson, late
F, Thirteenth
Thirteenth
late of Company
Company F,
Regiment United States Infantry,
Infantry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
and pay
pay
him aapension
pension at
at the
rate of
$12 per
the rate
of $12
per month.
month.
Pension
him
Pension increased.
increased.
Howard Hines.
The name of Howard Hines, late of Company
Nineteenth
Company B, Nineteenth
Regiment United States Infantry,
Infantry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
and pay
pay
rate of
of $18
i
n li
eu of
ofthat
th ath
him apension
a pension at
at the
the rate
$18 per
per month
month in
lieu
hee i
iss now
now
receiv ing.
receiving.
Pension.
Pension.
Chester A. Herd.
Chester
The name
name of Chester A. Herd, late of Company B, Third RegiThe
ment United States Infantry, Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and pay him
him
a
rate of
per month.
month.
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
of $12
$12 per
Pension increased.
increased.
Elijah Forman.
The name of Elijah Forman, late of Company F,
The
F, Nineteenth
RegiNineteenth Regiment United States Infantry, Regular Establishment,
and pay
pay him
Establishment, and
him aa
pension at the rate of $17
$17 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
month in
is now
now
receiving.
receiving.
Pension.
Silas
G.
Burkett.
Silas G. Burkett.
The name
Twenty-second
name of Silas G. Burkett,
Burkett, late of Company
Company A, Twenty-second
Regiment United States Infantry, Regular
Regiment
Regular Establishment, and
and pay
pay
him
at the
the rate
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
Pension increased.
him a
a pension
pension at
increased.
rate of
William
William S.
S. Arnold.
Arnold.
The
name of
S. Arnold,
Arnofd, late
of Company
The name
of William
William S.
late of
Company G, Eighteenth
Regiment United
Regiment
Infantry, war
pay him
him a
United States
States Infantry,
war with
with Spain,
Spain, and
and pay
a
$17 per month in
pension at the rate of $17
is now
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
now
receiving.
Pensions increased
Grover
rover Colter.
olter.
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Pensiaon. ton:
Twenty-sixth Pension.
of Company M, Twenty-sixth
The
name of
of Floyd
Laxton, late
late of
Floyd Laxton,
The name
Floyd LaxRegiment
United
States
Infantry,
Regular
Establishment,
Regiment United States Infantry, Regular Establishment, and pay
Pension
increased.
Pension increased.
him aapension
at the
the rate
rate of
per month.
month.
$12 per
of $12
pension at
him
A. Settle.
Settle.
Green A
Seventh Regiment
The
name Green
A. Settle
Troop D,
D, Seventh
Regiment Green
of Troop
late of
Settle, late
Green A.
The name
United States
States Cavalry,
Cavalry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
him aapenpay him
and pay
United
Pensions.
sion
at the
the rate
rate of
$30 per
per month
in lieu
of that
that he
now receiving.
receiving. Pensions.
is now
he is
lieu of
month in
of $30
sion at
o
Scott.
M unin Scott.
Scott, Moumin
The
Scott, dependent
of Joseph
Joseph Scott,
mother of
dependent mother
Mournin Scott,
of Mournin
name of
The name
Artillery
late
of the
the Ninety-seventh
United States Coast _Artillery
Company, United
Ninety-seventh Company,
late of
Corps,
Establishment, and
pension at the rate
her aa pension
pay her
and pay
Regular Establishment,
Corps, Regular
of $12
per month.
of
$12 per
month.
David Turner.
The name
of David
David Turner,
D, Twenty-third
Twenty-third DavidTurner.
Company D,
of Company
late of
Turner, late
name of
The
pay
and
Regiment
States Infantry,
Infantry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment,
United States
Regiment United
him
$12 per month.
the rate
rate of $12
at the
pension at
him aapension
Daniel W.
HigginDanil W. Higgin.
K, botham.
of Company
The name
Daniel W.
Higginbotham, late
late of
Company K,
W. Higginbotham,
of Daniel
name of
The
Seventh
States Infantry,
Infantry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment,
United States
Regiment United
Seventh Regiment
and pay
pension at
at the
rate of $17
$17 per month.
the rate
a pension
him a
pay him
and
Woods.
o
The name
of Joseph
Joseph Woods,
late of
of Company
D, Fourteenth
eph WoodsFourteenth Regi- JJoseph
Company D,
Woods, late
name of
The
ment United
United States
Establishment, and pay him
Regular Establishment,
Infantry, Regular
States Infantry,
ment
a
$12 per month.
rate of $12
at the
the rate
a pension
pension at
William H Stanbery.
D, Eighth
The
of William
William H.
Company D,
Eighth WlliamH.Stanbery.
of Company
late of
Stanbery, late
H. Stanbery,
name of
The name
pay
Regiment
United
States
Infantry,
Regular
Establishment,
and
Establishment,
Regular
Infantry,
States
United
Regiment
him
pension at
at the
the rate
of $12
per month.
month.
$12 per
rate of
him a
a pension
Lafayette R. Kinndafayette R.
The
name of
of Lafayette
R. Kincaid,
dependent father
father of
Marcus caid.
of Marcus
Kincaid, dependent
Lafayette R.
The name
States Cavalry,
L.
Kincaid, late
A, Ninth
Ninth Regiment
United States
Regiment United
of Troop
Troop A,
late of
L. Kincaid,
war with
Spain 'and
pay him
him aapension
pension at
the rate
rate of
per month.
increased.
month. Pension increased.
of $12
$12 per
at the
and pay
war
with Spain,
Ben B. Sell.
B.Sell.
The
of Ben
Ben B.
Company C,
Regi- Ben
Twenty-first RegiC, Twenty-first
of Company
late of
Sell, late
B. Sell,
name of
The name
ment,
Eighth Regiment,
Regiment, United
United States
States Infantry,
B, Eighth
Company B,
and Company
ment, and
Regular Establishment,
pay him
him a
a pension
pension at the rate of $24
$24
and pay
Establishment, and
Regular
per month
in lieu
lieu of
that he
is now
receiving.
Pensions.
Pensions.
of that
he is
now receiving.
per
month in
The name
of William
Napier, late
late of
I, Tenth
Regiment William
Napier.
William Napier.
Tenth Regiment
Company I,
of Company
William Napier,
name of
The
United
States
Infantry,
Regular
Establishment,
and
pay
him
a
penpena
him
pay
and
United States Infantry, Regular Establishment,
sion at
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12 per
month.
bb.
Mike Grubb.
per month.
sion
at the
Mike
United
The
of Mike
Mike Grubb,
Grubb, late
late of Fifty-eighth
Fifty-eighth Company, United
name of
The name
States
Coast Artillery
Corps, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
and pay
him
pay him
Artillery Corps,
States Coast
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
the rate
rate of
at the
aapension
pension at
William C. Knuckles.
The
of William
William C.
late of
Company K,
K, TwentyTwenty- WillamC. Knuckles.
of Company
Knuckles, late
C. Knuckles,
name of
The name
eighth
Regiment
United
States
Infantry,
Regular
Establishment,
Establishment,
eighth Regiment United States Infantry, Regular
and
pay him
per month.
month.
$12 per
of $12
rate of
the rate
at the
pension at
him aapension
and pay
Sarah A. Byam.
The
of Sarah
Sarah A.
Byam, widow
widow of
William C.
late of
of sarahA.Byam.
Byam, late
C. Byam,
of William
A. Byam,
name of
The name
the United
United States
war with
and pay
her a
pension at
at
a pension
pay her
Spain, and
with Spain,
Navy, war
States Navy,
the
Pension
increased.
Pension increased.
the
rate of
of $12
$12 per
month.
per month.
the rate
Angus J. MacDon•
acDon
s
aid.
The
name
of
Angus
J.
MacDonald,
late
of
Company
M,
Ninth
M
}'
n
d
Ninth
M,
Company
of
late
MacDonald,
J.
Angus
of
The name
Regiment
Massachusetts
Infantry,
war
with
Spain,
and
pay
him
a
a
Regiment Massachusetts Infantry, war with Spain, and pay him
i
pension
at the
the rate
of $40
in lieu
lieu of
that he
s now
now
he is
of that
month in
per month
$40 per
rate of
pension at
Pensions.
receiving.
receiving.
Alice Z. Sherwin.
The
name
of
Alice
Z.
Sherwin,
widow
of
Charles
L.
C.
Sherwin,
. Sherwn.
Alice
Sherwin,
L.
C.
Charles
of
widow
Sherwin,
The name of Alice Z.
late
of Troop
K, Eighth
Eighth Regiment
United States
Cavalry, Indian
Indian
States Cavalry,
Regiment United
Troop K,
late of
wars,
her a
pension at
at the
per month.
month.
rate of
of $12
$12 per
the rate
pay her
a pension
wars, and
and pay
Jerome B. Butler.
The
name of
late of
of Company
Company C,
C, Thirty-second
Thirty-second Jerome B ButlerButler,, late
B. Butler
Jerome B.
of Jerome
The name
Regiment United
States Infantry,
Infantry, Indian
pay him aa
and pay
wars, and
Indian wars,
United States
Regiment
pension at
the rate
of $20
$20 per
per month.
month.
at the
rate of
pension
Edward Shaw.
The name
name of
of Edward
late of
United Edward ShawCorps, United
Quartermaster Corps,
of Quartermaster
Shaw, late
Edward Shaw,
The
States
Army, Regular
pension at
at the
him aapension
pay him
and pay
Establishment, and
Regular Establishment,
States Army,
rate
of $17
$17 per
per month.
rate of
month.
th. P. Eames.
m
Seth
The
Eames, late
late of
of Company
D, Seventh
Seventh
ethP.m
Company D,
P. Eames,
Seth P.
of Seth
name of
The name
Regiment
United States
war with
pay him
him
and pay
Spain, and
with Spain,
Infantry, war
States Infantry,
Regiment United
a
pension at
the rate
rate of
month.
of $18
$18 per
per month.
at the
a pension
John A. McNeil,
The
of John
John A.
A. McNeil,
McNeil, late
of the
the United
Navy, JohnA. McNef.
States Navy,
United States
late of
name of
The name
United
States
ship
Lehigh,
war
with
Spain,
and
pay
him
a
pension
pension
United States ship Lehigh, war with Spain, and pay him a
at the
the rate
rate of
per month.
month.
$12 per
of $12
at
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The name of Russell Dewalt, late of Company A,
A, Tenth
Tenth Regiment
Regiment
Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Infantry, war
pay him
at
war with
with Spain,
Spain, and
and pay
him a
a pension
pension at
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month.
the rate
month.
WilliamHenrY Bush.
WliamHearyBh.
The name of -William
William Henry
Henry Bush, late of Troop C,
Ninth
C, Ninth
Regiment United States Cavalry,
Cavalry, Indian
wars, and
him aa
Indian wars,
and pay
pay him
pension at the rate of $20 per month.
pension
The
at the
of
Gillis
ofW.
$20Webb,
W
per month.
late of
of Company
Gillis W.
w. Webb.
The name
name
ofrate
Gillis
W.
Webb,
late
Company A,
A, Tenth
Tenth Regiment
Regiment
United
United States Infantry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
and pay
pay him
him aa
Establishment, and
pension at the rate
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
Benamin
Benjamin Dockery.
Benjamin Dockery,
The name of Benjamin
Dockery, late of
of the
Thirty-first Company,
the Thirty-first
Company,
United States Coast Artillery Corps, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
and

Russell Dewalt.
Dewslt.

Pensions
Pensions inceased.
increased.

Hancock.
Effa Jane
aneHancoc.

obertLongstaff.
Robert
Lougstaft

pay
him a
apension
pension at
at the
the rate
of $12
per month.
pay him
rate of
$12 per
month.
The name of Effa Jane Hancock, widow
widow of Henry
Henry C.
C. Hancock,
Hancock,
late of Company
Company I,
I, Third Regiment
Regiment Missouri
Mounted Volunteers,
Volunteers,
Missouri Mounted
war with Mexico, and
and pay
.
her
rate of
of $40
$40 per
pay
her aa pension
pension at
at the
the rate
per
month in lieu of that she is now
now receiving.
receiving.
The name of Robert Longstaff,
Longstaff, late of
Troop F,
Fifth Regiment
Regiment
of Troop
F, Fifth

United States Cavalry, Indian wars, and pay him a pension at the
United
rate of $24
States
per Cavalry,
month i
nIndian
lieu of wars,
that he
and
is now
pay receiving.
him a pensi on atthe

rate of $24 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
The
name of
Brother Buis, late of Company I,
I, Forty-fourth
The name
of Brother
Regiment
Regiment United States
States Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
war with
Spain ' and
Infantry, war
with Spain,
and
pay him aapension
pension at
rate of
$30 per
per m
onth i
n li
eu of
ofthat
that he
he
at the
the rate
of $30
month
in
lieu
is now
now receiving.
Pensions.
Pensions.
is
receiving.
Raymond A.
A. &IanRaymond
ehn- The name of Raymond A. Zehnder, late of Company A,
EightA, Eightder.
eenth Regiment
Regiment United States
Infantry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
States Infantry,
Establishment,
and pay him a
pension at
rate of
per month.
month.
a pension
at the
the rate
of $30
$30 per
Watson S.
Coburn.
waton
s. Cobrn.
The name
name of
S. Coburn, late of Company I,
The
of Watson
Watson S.
I, First Kansas
Kansas
and pay
State Militia Cavalry,
Cavalry, Indian wars, and
the
pay him
him a
a pension
pension at
at the
Brother Bus.
Buis.

rate of
of $20
rate
$20 per
per month.
month.
The name
of Edward F.
F. Reed, late of Company E, First United
United
The
name of
Nineteenth R
egiment United
States Infantry,
Infantry, and
and Company
Company A,
A, Nineteenth
Regiment
United
States Infantry, Regular Establishment, and
and pay
him a
a pension
at
pay him
pension at
of $50
the rate of
$50 per
month in
in lieu
of that
th ath
per month
lieu of
hee i
issnow
now receiving.
receiving.
David H.
H. WhiteDavid
WhiteThe name of David H.
The
H. Whitehead,
Whitehead, late of
K, TwentyTwentyof Company
Company K,
head.
second Regiment
Regiment United States Infantry, Indian
Indian wars,
and pay
pay him
wars, and
him
aa pension
pension at the rate of $30
$30 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
of that
is now
now
receiving.
receiving.
Catherine Yelle.
YeLle.
Catherine
The
Catherine Yelle; widow of Charles Yelle
The name
name of Catherine
Yelle, alias
alias
Charles Telli, late
late of
Company H,
iTnited
of Company
H, Nineteenth
Nineteenth Regiment
Regiment United
States Infantry, Regular
Establishment, and
Regular Establishment,
and pay
her a
a pension
at
pay her
pension at
the rate of $20 per month in
in lieu
of that
that she
now receiving.
receiving.
lieu of
she is
is now
Wilbur
ilbur C.
C. Gabret.
Gabret.
The name
name of Wilbur C. Gahret, late of Company
The
Company L, Second
Second
Regiment Ohio Infantry, war with Spain, and pay him
him a
a pension
pension
at the rate of $40 per
in lieu
ath
i
s now
now receiving.
receiving.
per month
month in
lieu of
of th
that
hee is
William Richey.
WiUla
Richey.
The
name of
The name
of William Richey, late of Company
Company D, Forty-fifth
Regiment
Regiment United States Infantry,
Infantry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
and pay
pay
him a
apension at the rate of $24 per month
in lieu
he is
month in
lieu of
of that
that he
is now
now
receiving.
Pension.
receiving.
Pension.
Armilda Burroughs.
Burroughs.
Anmilda
The
of Armilda
The name
name of
Armilda Burroughs, widow of James R. Burroughs,
late of Company B, Twenty-first
Twenty-first Regiment
Regiment United
United States
States Infantry,
Infantry,
Pensions increased.
increased Indian wars, and pay her aapension at the rate of
Pensions
per month.
of $12
$12 per
month.
James Mullen.
The name of James Mullen, late of Company F, Sixth Regriment
The name ofInfantry,
James
Regiment
Mullen,
war with
lateSp
ofai
Company
n ,an d pay
F,hiSixth
m a pension at
Pennsylvania
Pensions increased
increased.
Edward F. Reed.
Edward
Reed.

William G.
wilam
G.Glasgow.
Glasgow.

Infantry, war with Spain, and pay him a pension at
the rate of $35
35 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
receiving.
The
name of William
The name
William G. Glasgow, late of Company ‘C,
C, Second
Second
Regiment
with Spain,
Regiment Nebraska Infantry,
Infantry, war with
and pay
Spain, and
pay him
him a
a
pension
pension at
at the
the rate of $40 per month in lieu of that he is now
receiving.
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Pensions.
J. Lalonde,
Lalonde, late of the United States Navy,
Navy, Pensions.
The name of Gilbert J.
Lalonde.
Gilbert J. Lalonde.
United
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
him a
United States Ship
Ship Utah,
Utah, Regular
and pay
pay him
a
pension at
at the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per month.
Thomas F.
F. Bailey.
Bailey.
Regi- Thomas
F. Bailey, late of Troop M, Second Regiof Thomas
Thomas F.
The name of
Cavalry, Indian
and pay
pension
ment United
United States
States Cavalry,
Indian wars,
wars, and
pay him
him a
a pension
at
$20 per
per month.
month.
at the rate
rate of $20
Pension increased.
increased.
Joseph Hermann,
The
name of
of Joseph
Hermann, alias
Hehnemann King.
K
The name
Joseph Hermann,
alias Hermann
Hermann King, late
late of
of aiJs
alias Hermann
Company
Infantry, Indian
and pay
Company I,
I, Fifth
Fifth United
United States
States Infantry,
Indian wars,
wars, and
pay
him apension
the rate
rate of
of $30
month in
of that
he is
him
a pension at
at the
$30 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
that he
is now
now
receiving.
Pension.
receiving.
Pension.
C. M. Middleton.
The
L. H.
H. McNelly's
of Captain
Captain L.
McNelly's C.M.Middleton.
The name
name of
of C.
C. M.
M. Middleton,
Middleton, late
late of
company, Special
State Troops,,Frontier
Troops,. Frontier Battalion
Texas Rangers,
Rangers,
company,
Special State
Battalion Texas
and
him a
pension at
of $20
per month.
month.
and pay
pay him
a pension
at the
the rate
rate of
$20 per
Pension increased.
increased.
George L.
L. Porter.
The
name of
of George
late captain
assistant surgeon,
Porter.
captain and
and assistant
surgeon, George
George L.
The name
L. Porter,
Porter, late

Second Regiment Tennessee Infantry, war with Spain, and pay
him
Second
a pension
Regiment
at the
Tennessee
rate of Infantry,
war with
in lieu
Spain
of '
that
andhe
i
him
a pension
at
the
rate of $40
$40 per
per month
month
in
lieu
of
that
hepay
iss

now
receiving.
now receiving.
Pension.
Pension.
Lina Real.
Real.
Lina Real,
The name of Lina
Real, widow
widow of Adolphus
Adolphus Real, late of Captain Lia
Owen Shaw's
Shaw's company,
company, Texas
Texas Mounted
Indian wars,
Owen
Mounted Volunteers,
Volunteers, Indian
wars,
and pay
pay her
her a
the rate
rate of
of $12
per month.
and
a pension
pension at
at the
$12 per
month.
Pension increased.
increased.
Mary E. Trask.
The
E. Trask,
Samuel A.
A. Trask,
Trask, late
late of
of Mary
E. Trask.
of Mary
Mary E.
Trask, widow
widow of
of Samuel
The name
name of
Troop E,
E, Fifth
Fifth Regiment
States Cavalry,
Indian wars,
wars, and
Troop
Regiment United
United States
Cavalry, Indian
and
pay
her a
a pension
pension at
at the
of $20
$20 per
i
n lieu
that she
she
pay her
the rate
rate of
per month
month in
lieu of
of that
is now
is
now receiving.
receiving.
Pensions.
Pensions.
Peter Lacher.
Lacher.
The
name of
of Peter
Peter Lacher,
Lacher, late
of Troop
Troop D,
D, Fourth
Regiment Peter
late of
Fourth Regiment
The name
United
Cavalry, Indian
Indian wars,
wars, and
and pay
him a
a pension
at the
the
United States
States Cavalry,
pay him
pension at
rate
of $20
$20 per
per month.
month.
rate of
Annie E
Davidof Albert
.nnie E.- B.
B. DavidDavidson, former
The name
of Annie E.
E. B.
The
name of
B. Davidson,
former widow
widow of
Albert 5son.
Burford,
F, Sixth Regiment
United States
Cavalry,
Burford, late
late of Troop F,
Regiment United
States Cavalry,
and pay
pay her
of $12
and
her aa pension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
$12 per
per month.
month.
Pensions increased.
increased.
Jacob Sash.
Sash.
D, Ninth
Ninth Regiment
Regiment Jacob
Company D,
of Jacob
Sash, late
The name
Jacob Sash,
late of
of Company
The
name of
United States
Infantry, Indian
and pay
him a
at the
United
States Infantry,
Indian wars,
wars, and
pay him
a pension
pension at
the
rate
of $30
$30 per
per month
month in
i
n lieu
lieu of
that he
is now
now receiving.
rate of
of that
he is
receiving.
Jane Lamb.
The name
Jane Lamb,
widow of
of Evan
Evan M.
Lamb, late
late of
Mary Jae
LambM. Lamb,
of Mary
Mary Jane
Lamb, widow
The
name of
of Mary
Captain
company, Georgia
Indian wars
and
Captain Wilson's
Wilson's company,
Georgia Volunteers,
Volunteers, Indian
wars, and
pay
month in
pay her aa pension
pension at the
the rate
rate of $20 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that she
receiving.
Pensions.
is now receiving.
M. Halley.
alleyTracey M.
A, Eighteenth
of Company
The name
name of
Tracey M.
M. Halley,
Halley, late
late of
Company A,
Eighteenth Tracey
of Tracey
The
Regiment
Regiment United States Infantry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
and pay
pay
him
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
month. Pension
him a
a pension
pension at
$30 per
per month.
Pension to
to be
be paid
paid to
to a
a
legally appointed
appointed guardian.
guardian.
legally
"'The name
widow of
Alfred Howe,
owe
late of Emma
Emma F..
E. Howe.
IHowe late
Howe, widow
of Alfred
of Emma
Emma E.
E. Howe,
The
name of
Troop M.
M, Second
Second Regiment
Regiment United
United States
States Cavalry,
Cavalry, Regular
Regular EstabPension increased.
increased.
lishment, and
at the
the rate
of $12
per month.
Pension
pension at
rate of
$12 per
month.
lisllment,
and pay
her aa pension
pay her
Spainhour.
The name
name of
of Herschel
Herschel Spainhour,
late of
D, One
One Herschel
"erschl Spainhour.
of Company
Company D,
Spainhour, late
The
hundred
Regiment Indiana
war with
with
hundred and
and fifty-ninth
fifty-ninth Regiment
Indiana Infantry,
Infantry, war
Spain,
and pay
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $30
Spain, and
pay him
him a
a pension
at the
$30 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu
Pension.
Pension.
receiving.
is now
now receiving.
of that
of
that he
he is
Freeman II. JohnJ
son."
Freeman H.
H. Johnson, late of United States Navy, son.
The name of Freeman
Regular Establishment,
and pay
pay him
pension at
rate of
him aa pension
at the
the rate
of $24
$24
Regular
Establishment, and
Pension increased.
increased.
Pension
per
month.
per month.
David Ebner.
The name
name of
of David
Ebner, late
late of
H, Fourth
Fourth Regiment
Regiment David Ebner.
of Battery
Battery H,
David Ebner.
The
United States
him aa pension
pension at
at the
the
United
States Artillery,
Artillery, Indian
Indian wars,
wars, and
and pay
pay him
Pensions.
Pensions.
$30 per month
month in lieu
lieu of that he is now receiving.
rate of $30
Kate Garrity.
The
name of
Kate Garrity.
Garrity. dependent
mother of
Joseph P.
P. Kate Garrty.
of Joseph
dependent mother
of Kate
The name
Garrity,
late of
of Company
Company A,
A, Fiftieth
Fiftieth Regiment
Iowa Infantry,
war
Regiment Iowa
Infantry, war
Garrity, late
with Spain,
and pay
pay her
the rate
per month.
$12 per
month.
at the
rate of
of $12
her aa pension
pension at
with
Spain, and
The
of James
James McDonough,
late of
of Company
E, Second
Second James
McDonough.
James McDonough.
Company E,
McDonough, late
The name
name of
Regiment
Illinois
Infantry,
war
with
Spain,
and
pay
him
a
pension
Regiment Illinois Infantry, war with Spain, and pay him a pension
at the
the rate
rate of
of $24
$24 per
per month.
month.
at
45822 °--VOL
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The
name of
of Martha
Martha A.
A. Brigance,
of Phagan
Brigance,
The name
Brigance, widow
widow of
Phagan Brigance,

late of
of Captain
Gillespie's company,
company, Texas
Texas Mounted
Mounted Volunteers,
late
Captain Gillespie's
Volunteers,

Mexican War,
pay her
her a
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
Mexican
War, and
and pay
a pension
pension at
at the
Rufus W.
W. Jones,
Jones, late
late of
Regiof Company
Company L,
The name
name of
of Rufus
L, First
First Regiment
Alabama Infantry,
war with
with Spain,
pay him
ment Alabama
Infantry, war
Spain, and
and pay
him a
a pension
pension
at the
the rate
rate of
of $50
$50 per
month in
lieu of
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
at
per month
in lieu
of that
that he
Fourteenth
Bradford R. arton." The name of Bradford
Bradford
Bradford R.
R. Sarton, late of Company
Company A,
A, Fourteenth
Regiment United
Infantry, war
with Spain,
Regiment
United States
States Infantry,
war with
Spain, and
and pay
pay him
him a
a
pension
at the
month in
in lieu
of that
that he
he is
now
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $40
$40 per
per month
lieu of
is now
receiving.
receiving.
Grant
Brown.
The
name of
late of
of Company
Company G,
G, Sixth
Sixth Regiment
Grant Brown.
The name
of Grant
Grant Brown
Brown, late
Regiment
United
States Volunteer
Infantry,, war
war with
Spain, and
and pay
pay him
him
United States
Volunteer Infantry,
with Spain,
a
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $40
month in
in lieu
of that
that he
he is
a pension
at the
$40 per
per month
lieu of
is now
now
receiving.
receiving.
Agnes Allen.
The
name of
Allen, widow
P. Allen,
of CapAs
The name
of Agnes
Agnes Allen,
widow of
of Joseph
Joseph P.
Allen, late
late of
Captain
Kelsey's independent
independent company
North Carolina
Mounted Militia,
tain Kelsey's
company North
Carolina Mounted
Militia,
Indian wars,
and pay
pay her
pension at
at the
the rate
of $20
$20 per
month in
in
rate of
per month
Indian
wars, and
her a
a pension
lieu of
she is
lieu
of that
that she
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
David
Akridge•
The
name of
of Company
Company A,
of David
David Akridge,
The name
David Akidge.
late of
A, Twenty-eighth
Akridge, late
Twenty-eighth
Regiment
United States
States Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
at the
rate
Regiment United
pay him
him aapension
pension at
the rate
Pensions.
of $40
$40 per
per month
is now
receiving.
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of
Pensions.
The name
name of
McCoy, late
of United
United States
States Marine
Marine Corps,
Frank McCoy.
The
of Frank
Frank McCoy,
late of
Corps,
Regular Establishment,
pay him
at the
$12
Regular
Establishment, and
and pay
him a
a pension
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $12
per
month.
Sal E.
Ac,
per month.
Samuel
E. Acta
The name
of Samuel
Samuel E.
E. Acuff,
E. -Harris,
late of
of
-Harris, late
Samuel E.
Acuff, alias
alias Samuel
The
name of
alias Samuel E. Hae
Harris..
ainasmeE.
Companies D
D and
and G,
Regiment United
United States
States Infantry,
Infantry,
Companies
G, Eighteenth
Eighteenth Regiment
war with
with Spain,
Spain, and
him a
apension
pension at
at the
the rate
of $12
per month.
month.
war
and pay
pay him
rate of
$12 per
Jasper
0. Craig.
Craig.
The name
Jasper O.
O. Craig,
late of
of Company
Company L,
Sixth Regiment
asper 0.
The
name of
of Jasper
Craig, late
L, Sixth
Regiment
United States
Infantry, Regular
pay him
him a
United
States Infantry,
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
and pay
a
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
at the
the rate
rate of
pension at
Pensions increased.
increased pension
Thomas M.
The
name of
of Thomas
M. Benton,
A. TwentyTwentyM. Benton.
The name
Thomas M.
Benton, late
late of
of Company
Company A.
ninth
United States
Infantry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment,
ninth Regiment
Regiment United
States Infantry,
and pay
the rate
$14 per
that
pay him
him aapension at the
rate of
of $14
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
The
Clark Brown.
Brown.
The name
name of
of Clark
Clark Brown,
Brown, late
Company I,
Regiment
late of
of Company
I, Third
Third Regiment
Georgia Infantry,
Infantry, war
with Spain,
Spain, and
pay him
him a
pension at
Georgia
war with
and pay
a pension
at the
the rate
rate
Pension.
of $18
per month
month in
in lieu
that he
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Pension.
$18 per
of
lieu of
of that
he is
The
Halloran.
Michael Halloran.
The name
name of
Halloran, late
late of
of Michael
Michael Halloran,
of Troop
Troop K,
K, Seventh
Seventh RegiRegiment United
United States
Establishment, and
pay him
States Cavalry,
Cavalry, Regular Establishment,
and pay
him
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month.
Pension increased.
aapension
pension at
at the
the rate
month.
Harry E.
E. Snyder.
The name of
Harry E.
lorry
Snyder.
of Harry
E. Snyder,
Snyder, late
late of
of Company
Company H,
H, Eighth
Eighth
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Infantry, war with
him a
with Spain,
Spain, and
and pay
pay him
a
pension at the rate of $30
$30 per month in lieu of that he is
is now
now
receiving.
receiving.
Pension.
Robert M. Daiels.
The name of
of Robert
Robert M.
of Troop
Daniels.
M. Daniels,
Daniels, late
late of
Eighth Regiment
Regiment
Troop E,
E, Eighth
United States Cavalry, Indian wars, and pay him aa pension at the
Pension
increased,
rate of
$20 per
month.
per month.
of $20
rate
Pension increased.
Annie McNamara.
McNamara.
The
name of
McNamara, w
The name
of Annie
Annie McNamara,
idow o
fR
ob
ertC.
C. McNamara,
M cNamara ,
widow
of
Robert
late major
major of
the Fifth
Fifth Regiment
Pennsylvania Infantry,
Infantry, war
war with
late
of the
Regiment Pennsylvania
with
Spain, and
pension at
of $35
$35 pe
th in
i
n li
eu
Spain.
and pay
pay her
her a
a pension
at the
the rate
rate of
perr mon
month
lieu
of that
that she
she is
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
of
Pensions.
Pensions.
Frances A.
A.Brown.
Brown.
The name of Frances A. Brown, widow
Frances
widow of
of John
John R.
R. Brown,
Brown, late
of
late of
Company A, First Regiment
Regiment Nebraska Militia Cavalry, Indian
Indian wars,
and
pay her
her a
the rate
rate of
per month.
month.
and pay
a pension
pension at
at the
of $12
$12 per
Thomas Quirk.
The name
Thomas Quirk,
of United
Thomas
name of Thomas
Quirk, late
late of
United States
States Marine
Marine Corps,
Corps,
with Spain,
Spain, and
pay him
a pension
pension at
the rate
$24 per
per month.
war with
and pay
him a
at the
rate $24
month.
Catherine
The
name of
Catherine Swigart.
Swigart.
The name
of Catherine
Catherine Swigart,
Swigart, widow
of Eli
Swigart, late
widow of
Eli Swigart,
late of
of
Troop M,
United States
Cavalry, Indian
wars,
Troop
M, Seventh
Seventh Regiment
Regiment United
States Cavalry,
Indian wars,
and
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
and pay
pay her
her a
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
Pensions
increased.
Pensionsincreased.

Rufus
Jones.
Rus W. Jones.

B.

Sartal
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Irene SullivanKehrSullivan KehrIrene
The name
Sullivan Kehrmeyer,
Leonard P. meyer.
Kehrmeyer, widow
widow of Leonard
of Irene
Irene Sullivan
The
name of
Kehrmeyer, late of the United States Navy,
Navy, Regular
Establishment, meyer.
Kehrmeyer,
Regular Establishment,
rate of
$12 per
per month,
$2 per
per
and pay
pay her
her aa pension
pension at the
the rate
of $12
month, with
with $2
month
additional for
the sailor's
three minor
children until
until
month additional
for each
each of
of the
sail6r's three
minor children
the
age of
of sixteen
years is
the age
sixteen years
is attained.
attained.
.
Pensions increased.
The
Louisa II.
widow of
The name
name of Louisa
H. Harter
Harter,, widow
of Charles
Charles P.
Louisa H. Harter.
Harter.
P. Harter,
Harter, Lousa
late
of Troops
G and
Seventh Regiment
late of
Troops G
and I,
I, Seventh
Regiment United
United States
States Cavalry,
Cavalry,
Indian wars,
pension at
the rate
$20 per
month
Indian
wars, and pay her aa pension
at the
rate of
of $20
per month
in
lieu of
she i
receiving.
in lieu
of that
that she
issnow
now receiving.
Sherwood H.
H. WilSherwood
ilname of
late of United
United States
States Marine lRams.
He. Williams, late
The name
of Sherwood
Sherwood H.
Corps Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
and pay
pay him
pension at
at the
the rate
him a
a pension
rate
Corps,
of
$2iper
of that
that he
is now
now receiving.
of $24
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
he is
receiving.
William R. Drain.
late of Fourth
Fourth Company,
Company, United
United Wiliam
Dra
The name
name of
of William
William R. Drain,
Drain, late
States
Corps, Regular
and pay
pay
Establishment, and
States Coast
Coast Artillery
Artillery Corps,
Regular Establishment,
him a
pension at the
the rate
rate of $30
$30 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of that he is
is now
now
him
a pension
receiving.
receiving.
Orville Harvey.
The name
Harvey, late
late of
Company K,
K, Twenty-sixth
Twenty-sixth OrvI] Harvey.
of Company
The
name of
of Orville
Orville Harvey,
Regiment
Infantry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
pay
Regiment United
United States
States Infantry,
and pay
him
pension at the
$12 per
in lieu
lieu of.
is now
him aapension
the rate
rate of
of $12
per month
month in
of that
that he
he is
now
receiving.
receiving.
Marcus C. Luttrell.
Luttrell, late of Company
Company C, Sixth Marcus c Lutrel
The name
name of Marcus C. Luttrell,
Regiment
United States
States Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
with Spain,
Spain, and
and
Regiment United
Infantry, war
war with
pay
him a
a pension
at the
the rate
rate of
of $40
$10 per
month in
lieu of
of that
that he
he
pay him
pension at
per month
in lieu
is
is now receiving.
Joseph A. Lilliard.
The
Thirty- Joseph A- Liliardlate of
of Company
Company L, ThirtyA. Lilliard,
Lilliard, late
name of
of Joseph
Joseph A.
The name
eighth
Regiment United
Infantry, Philippine
Philippine
eighth Regiment
United States
States Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,

the rate
per month
insurrection,
and
him receiving.
a pension
pension at
in
insurrection,
lieu of that
and
he pay
pay
i
s now
him
a
at the
rate of
of $24
$24 per
month
in lieu of that he is now receiving.
The
name of
of John
Ryder, late
late of
of Company
Tenth Regiment
Regiment
Company E,
E, Tenth
John T.
T. Hyder,
The name
United
at
United States
States Infantry,
Infantry, war
war with
with Spain,
Spain, and pay him a
a pension
pension at
the
rate of
of $40
$40 per
per month
that he
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
the rate
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
he is
The
Dudley J.
Company C, Hospital
The name
name of
of Dudley
J. Howell,
Howell, late of Company
United States
States Army, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and pay him
Corps, United
pension at
the rate
of $24
now
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
aa pension
at the
rate of
$24 per

receiving.
receiving.
widow of Weldon
Weldon E. Range,
Range late of
C. Range,
Range, widow
The name
name of Lucy C.
Company
M, Seventh
States Infantry,
Regular
Seventh Regiment
Regiment United
United States
Infantry, Regular
Company M,
Establishment,
pay her
her a
pension at
at the
the rate
per month,
month,
a pension
rate of
of $12
$12 per
Establishment, and
and pay
and $2
additional for
the soldier's
soldier's two
two minor
minor
of the
month additional
for each
each of
and
$2 per
per month
children
the age
of sixteen
age of
sixteen years.
until they
they shall
shall attain
attain the
children until
The name
name of
of Oscar
Sheffield, late of
Company,
of Seventy-eighth
Seventy-eighth Company,
Oscar Sheffield,
The
United
States Coast
Coast Artillery,
Artillery, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
and pay
pay
United States
him
pension at
$12 per
month.
him a
a pension
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
per month.
The name
of Robert
Robert J.
J. Jones,
late unassigned
Jones, late
unassigned recruit
recruit for foot
The
name of
service,
white, United
United States
Infantry, war
war with
with Spain,
Spain, and
and pay
pay
States Infantry,
service, white,
him a
apension
the rate'of
rate -of $15
$15 per
per month.
him
pension at
at the
month.
The
name of
James R.
late of
Company G, Fifteenth
Fifteenth
of Company
of James
R. Daniel,
Daniel, late
The name
Regiment United
United States
Establishment, and pay
States Infantry,
Infantry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Regiment
him
pension at
at the
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
the rate
him a
a pension
late of
Comof James
O'Neil, late
The name
Anna O'Neil,
The
name of
of Anna
O'Neil, widow
widow of
James O'Neil,
of Company A,
Regiment United
Infantry, Regular
Regular
A, Eleventh
Eleventh Regiment
United States
States Infantry,
pany
Establishment,
pension at
at the
rate of
of $12
$12 per
month.
Establishment, and
and pay
pay her
her aapension
the rate
per month.
The
name of
of John
late of
of Company
Company E,
E, TwentyTwentyJohn T.
T. Brannon,
Brannon, late
The name
Establishment,
second Regiment
Infantry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
United States
States Infantry,
second
Regiment United
and
pension at
at the
rate of
and pay
pay him
him a
a pension
the rate
of $17
$17 per
per month.
month.
The
name of
David C.
C. McDonald,
McDonald, late
of Company
Twentieth
F, Twentieth
late of
Company F,
of David
The name
Establishment, and
Regiment
Infantry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
United States Infantry,
Regiment United
pay him
him aa pension
pension at
the rate
rate of
$12 per
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
he
that he
lieu of
of $12
at the
pay
is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.

John T. Ryder.
John T. H der -

Dudley
Dudley J.. Howell.
Howell.

Pensions.
Lucy C. Range.

Pensions.

Lucy . Range.

Oscar Sheffield.
Sheffeld.
Oscar

Robert J. Jones.

ert

es

James . Daniel

James It. Daniel.

Anna O'Neil.
il

na O'Ne

John T. Brannon.

John TBrannon.

Pensions increased.
increased.
David C. McDonald
DavidC.McDonald
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The name
of Martin
V. Stanton,
Twenty-first
I, Twenty-first
of Company I,
Stanton, late of
Martin V.
name of
The
Regiment
United States
Infantry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
and pay
pay
Establishment, and
States Infantry,
Regiment United
him
at the
the rate
of $20
$20 per
month in
in lieu
he is
is now
now
that he
lieu of
of that
per month
rate of
pension at
him aapension
Pensions.
receiving.
Walter L. Hartman.
The
name of
of Company
Company D,
D, Twelfth
Twelfth
L. Hartman,
Hartman, late
late of
The name
of Walter
Walter L.
aterL. Haman.
Regiment
Infantry, war
and pay
pay him
him aa
with Spain,
Spain, and
war with
Pennsylvania Infantry,
Regiment Pennsylvania
pension
at the
rate of
of $18
per month.
month.
$18 per
the rate
pension at
Rollin
P. Ham.
Ham.
The name
name of
of Rollin
Ham, late
of Company
L, Sixth
Regiment
Sixth Regiment
late of
Company L,
Rollin P.
P. Ham,
The
RollinP.
United
States Cavalry,
Cavalry, Indian
Indian wars,
wars, and
and pay
pay him
him a
a pension
the
at the
pension at
United States
rate
per month.
month.
$20 per
of $20
rate of
Penkion
Penion increased.
The
name of
J. Combs,
of Company
Third
late of
Company K, Third
William L. Combs.
Combs, late
William J.
of William
The name
Regiment
Tennessee Infantry,
Spain, and
and pay
a
pay him
him a
war with
with Spain,
Infantry, war
Regiment Tennessee
pension
at the
rate of
of $50
$50 per
per month
month in
he is
is now
now
of that
that he
in lieu
lieu of
the rate
pension at
receiving.
Pension.
receiving.
Ben C. Robinson.
The name
of Ben
Ben C.
C. Robinson,
late of
D, Comanche
Comanche
of Company
Company D,
Robinson, late
name of
The
BenC.Robinson.
County
Texas Minute
Indian wars,
and pay
pension at
at
pay him
him aapension
wars, and
Minute Men,
Men, Indian
County Texas
the rate
$20 per
month.
Pensions increased.
of $20
per month.
Pensionsincreased,
the
rate of
George W. Lear.
The
of Troop
Troop A,
A, Fifth
Regiment
Fifth Regiment
W. Lear,
Lear, late
late of
name of
of George
George W.
The name
eorge W. Lear.
United States
States Cavalry,
Cavalry, Indian
and pay
him a
at the
the
a pension
pension at
pay him
wars, and
Indian wars,
United
rate
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
he is
of that
$30 per
per month
rate of
of $30
Rhoda A. Savage.
The
of Rhoda
Rhoda A.
Savage, widow
Savage, late of
widow of James Savage,
A. Savage,
The name
name of
hod A. Savage.
Company K,
K, Third
Third Regiment
Missouri Mounted
Mexican
Volunteers, Mexican
Mounted Volunteers,
Regiment Missouri
Company
War,
and pay
pension at
per month
month m
of
in lieu
lieu of
of $50
$50 per
at the
the rate
rate of
pay her
her aapension
War, and
that
she is
receiving.
is now
now receiving.
that she
Oscar
A. Badder.
OscarA.Badder.
The name of Oscar A. Badder, late of Company
Company I,
I, Thirty-fourth
Thirty-fourth
Infantry, War with Spain, and pay
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Michigan Volunteer
Regiment Michigan
him a
at the
the rate
of $40
$40 per
month in
he is now
of that he
in lieu
lieu of
per month
rate of
a pension
pension at
him
receiving.
receiving.
Sarah Pelham.
The name of Sarah Pelham, widow of Robert E. Pelham, late
Sarah
Pelham.
of Company
Company G, Sixth
Infantry, Indian
Regiment United States Infantry,
Sixth Regiment
of
wars, and
per month
month in
in lieu
at the rate
rate of
of $20 per
and pay
pay her
her a
a pension at
wars,
of
receiving.
of that she is now receiving.
Henry
Henry Langley.
Langley.
Regiment
The name of Henry Langley, late of Troop C, Seventh Regiment
him aa pension
pension at the
United
States Cavalry,
Cavalry, Indian Wars,
and pay him
Wars. and
United States
rate
per month
he is now receiving.
of that he
lieu of
month in lieu
$30 per
of $30
rate of
Pensions.
Charles F.
The
Regiment
The name of Charles F. Bobo. late of Troop E, Fifth Regiment
Charles
F. Bobo.
Bobo.
United States
Cavalry, war
war with
with Spain,
him aa pension
pension at
at
United
States Cavalry,
Spain, and pay him
the
per month.
the rate of $18
$18 per
month.
William
Garnett
William
Garnett,
The name of William
William Garnett,
Garnett, otherwise
otherwise known as Billie Hunter,
alias Billie Hunter.
alias Billie Hunter.
late scout.
guide, Quartermaster
Quartermaster Department,
United
scout, interpreter, and guide.
Department, United
States Army, Indian wars, and
and pay
pay him aa pension
pension at
at the
the rate of
increased.
$20
$20 per
per month.
Pension increased.
Daniel Grubb.
DanielGrubb.
The name of Daniel
Daniel Grubb, late of Company
Company C, Thirty-seventh
Thirty-seventh
States Infantry, and Company
Company H, Third
Third Regiment
Regiment
Regiment United States
a pension at the
United States Infantry, Indian wars.
wars, and pay him a
Pension.
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of that he
he is
is nnw
now receiving.
receiving.
Pension.
Edmond L. Smith.
Edmond
L. smith.
The name of Edmond L.
L. Smith, late of Troops C
C and M, Fourth
Regiment
Cavalry, Indian wars, and pay him aa
Regiment United
United States Cavalry,
Pension increased.
pension
increased.
pension at
at the
the rate of $20 per month.
Lizzie Johnson.
Lizzie Johnson.
The name of Lizzie Johnson, widow of Thomas W. Johnson, late
of
Company A,
Battalion, Arkansas
Volunteers, Mexican
of Company
A, Gray's
Gray's Battalion,
Arkansas Volunteers,
Mexican
War,
pay her
her a
a pension
month in
lieu
War, and
and pay
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month
in lieu
Pensions.
of that she is now receiving.
Ferdinand Heinen.
Ferdinand Heinen.
The name of Ferdinand
Ieinen, late of Lieutenant
Ferdinand Heinen.
Lieutenant Henry
Schwethelm's
Schwethelm's company, Kerr County, Texas Minute Men, Indian
wars, and
him aapension
at the
rate of
of $20
$20 per
month.
wars,
and pay
pay him
pension at
the rate
per month.
Mark Y. Judd.
Mark Y. Judd.
The name of Mark Y. Judd, late of Captain Warren
Warren Wallace's
Wallace's
company, Nueces and Rio Grande Counties, Texas Frontier Men,
Men
pension at
$20 per
per month.
and pay him
him aapension
at the
the rate
rate of
of $20
month.
Martin V.. Stanton.
Martin
Stanton.
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Henry T. Bishop.
Bishop.
The name of Henry
Henry T. Bishop, late of Company E,
Seventh Henry
E, Seventh
Regiment
Regiment United States
States Infantry, war
Spain, and
pay him
war with Spain,
and pay
him
aapension at the rate of
of $12 per month.
Pensions increased.
Pensions
increased.
The name of John L.
L. Marshall,
Marshall, late of
of Troop
Troop F,
F, Fifth
Regiment John L. Marshall.
Fifth Regiment
Marshall.
United States Cavalry, Indian Wars,
pension at
at the
the
Wars, and
and pay
pay him
him a
a pension
rate of $30 per month in
that he
is now
receiving.
in lieu
lieu of that
he is
now receiving.
Columbia A. SeaColumbia
The name
name of Columbia
Columbia A. Seaman,
Seaman, late
Troop H,
A, Nineteenth
Nineteenth man.
late of
of Troop
Regiment
Kansas Cavalry,
Indian
wars,
and
pay
him
a
pension
at
Regiment Kansas
Cavalry, Indian wars, and pay him a pension at
the rate of $30 per month in lieu
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
lieu of
of that he
is now
Benjamin F. DurBenjamin
DurThe name
Durnell, late
K, Second
Seeond nell.
name of Benjamin
Benjamin F.
F. Durnell,
late of
of Company
Company K,
Regiment Missouri Infantry,
Spain, and
and pay
pay him
pension
Infantry, war with
with Spain,
him aapension
of that
at the rate of $50
$50 per month in lieu of
that he
he is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Jane Fee.
Fee.
The name
name of Elizabeth
Jane Fee,
late of
of Elizabeth Jane
Elizabeth Jane
Fee, widow
widow of
of John
John Fee,
Fee, late
Company
H, Nineteenth
Cavalry, Indian
wars,
Company H,
Nineteenth Regiment
Regiment Kansas
Kansas Cavalry,
Indian wars,
a pension at
and pay her a
per month
lieu of
of that
that
at the
the rate of
of $20
$20 per
month in
in lieu
now receiving.
receiving.
she is
is now
Harry D. Frasier.
Harry
Company C, Ninth
The name of Harry
Harry D. Frasier, late of Company
RegiNinth Regiment United States
States Infantry,
Spain, and
pay him
Infantry, war with
with Spain,
and pay
him a
a
pension
the rate
of $40
of that
he is
pension at
at the
rate of
$40 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
is now
now
receiving.
receiving.
Murphy.
late of
of Company
The name of Thomas Murphy, late
Company H,
H, Eleventh
Eleventh Thomas Murpiy.
Regiment
Regiment United States Infantry,
Infantry,. Indian
pay him
him a
Indian wars,
wars, and
and pay
a
of $30 per month
pension at the rate of
month in
lieu of
of that
he is
in lieu
that he
is now
now
receiving.
receiving.
Pensions.
Pensions.
The
Oglesby, widow
widow of
of George
George W.
late Barbara
The name of Barbara
Barbara Oglesby,
Barbara Oglesby.
Oglesby.
W. Oglesby,
Oglesby, late
Martin Williams's
company, Lewiston
Lewiston Scouts,
Scouts, Idaho
Idaho
of Captain
Captain Martin
Williams's company,
Volunteers,
Volunteers, Indian wars, and pay
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $12
pay her
her a
a pension
at the
$12
per
per month.
month.
George Peyton
George
Peyton
The name of George
George Peyton
Chambers, late
late of
of Company
First Chambers.
Peyton Chambers,
Company B,
B, First
Chambers.
Regiment Alabama
Alabama Infantry,
Infantry, war with
and pay
pay him
him a
with Spain,
Spain, and
a
pension
$12 per
month.
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
per month.
Pension increased.
increased.
Pension
The name
The
William D.
D. Hinkle,
Hinkle, late
late of
of One
One hundred
hundred and
and sevenseven- William
William D. Hinkle.
Hinkle.
name of William
teenth Company, United States Coast
EstabUnited
Coast Artillery,
Artillery, Regular
Regular Establishment, and pay
at the
the rate
per month
month in
in lieu
pay him aapension
pension at
rate of
of $50
$50 per
lieu
now receiving.
of that
that he
he is now
receiving.
Pension.
Pension.
The name of Edward Chaney,
Chaney, late of Company
Company C, First
Regiment Edward Chaney.
First Regiment
United States
States Infantry,
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
pay him
him a
United
Infantry, Regular
and pay
a
pension at
pension
rate of
per month.
at the
the rate
of $17
$17 per
month.
Pension Increased.
increased.
Wertsch.
The name
name of Ludwig
Ludwig Wertsch, late
late of
A, Seventh
Seventh Regiment
Regiment Ludwig Wertsch.
of Troop
Troop A,
United
States Cavalry,
Cavalry, Indian
wars,
and
pay
him
a
pension
at
the
United States
Indian wars, and pay him a pension at the
rate of
rate
i
n lieu
of that
that lie
he is
now receiving.
of $30
$30 per month
month in
lieu of
is now
receiving.
Pension.
Pension.
H. Tubbs, jr.
The name of Lewis
Lewis H.
Tubbs, junior,
of Company
F, First
First Lewis H.
H. Tubbs,
junior, late
late of
Company F,
Regiment
Regiment Texas Infantrv.
Infantry, war
war with
and pay
with Spain,
Spain, and
pay him
him a
a pension
pension
at
per month.
month.
at the
the rate of
of $12
$12 per
Pension increased.
The name of
late of
C, Twenty-third
Twenty-third Shiloh Sally.
of Shiloh
Shiloh Sally,
Sally, late
of Company
Company C,
Regiment United
Infantry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
United States
States Infantry,
and pay
pay
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
per month
in lieu
that he
he is
is now
him aa pension
$12 per
month in
lieu of
of that
now

receiving.
receiving.
Pension.
Aaron
Aaron N. MontgomThe name of Aaron N. Montgomery,
Montgomery, late
Company D,
D, ThirtyThirty- ery.
late of Company
Indian wars,
first Regiment
Regiment United
United States
States Infantry,
Infantry, Indian
wars, and
and pay
pay him
him
the rate
rate of
per month.
aa pension,
pension at
at the
of $20
$20 per
month.
Pension increased.
Pension
increased.
Harry L.
L. Hofl.
Hoff.
The
name of
of Harry
Harry L.
L. Hoff,
late of
C, Thirteenth
The name
Hoff, late
of Company
Company C,
Thirteenth Harry
Regiment United
Regiment
United States
Infantry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
and pay
States Infantry,
Establishment, and
pay
a pension at the rate of
him a
of that
he is
now
of $24
$24 per
per month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
is now
receiving.
receiving.
Pension.
Pension.
William Coleman.
Coleman.
William Coleman,
of Troop
Troop F,
The name
name of
of William
Coleman, late
late of
F, Seventh
Seventh William
Regiment United States
Cavalry, Indian
Indian wars,
and pay
pay him
him aa
Regiment
States Cavalry,
wars, and
pension
of $20
per month.
pension at.
at the
the rate
rate of
$20 per
month.
Pensions increased.
increased.
William Dotson.
The
late of
of Company
Company I,
Eighth Regiment
The name
name of William
William Dotson,
Dotson, late
I, Eighth
Regiment William
Illinois
war with
Spain, and
and pay
pension at
Illinois Infantry, war
with Spain,
pay him
him a
a pension
at the
the
$10 per
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
he is
rate of $40
lieu of
that he
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
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Frederick Antoi.
Antoni.
Frederick

John
Berard.
John H. Berard.

Christopher Dennis.
Dennis.
Christopher

1924.
1924.

The
Antoni, late of Company C, Nineteenth
Nineteenth
Frederick Antoni,
name of Frederick
The name
Regiment United
United States
States Infantry,
Infantry, war
war with
Spain, and
and pay
pay him
him aa
with Spain,
Regiment
pension at
rate of
of $50
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
now receiving.
receiving.
he is
is now
that he
per month
$50 per
at the
the rate
pension
The name of John H. Berard, late of the Signal
Signal Corps, United
United States
States
Army,
and pay
him a
pension at the rate of
a pension
pay him
Establishment, and
Regular Establishment,
Army, Regular
$12 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
now receiving.
that he is now
of that
$12
Twenty-fifth
The name
name of Christopher
Christopher Dennis, late of Company L, Twenty-fifth
Regiment United
United States
pay
Establishment, and pay
Regular Establishment,
Infantry, Regular
States Infantry,
Regiment
him a
apension
pension at
rate of
of $12
$12 per
lieu of
of that
that he is now
now
in lieu
per month
month in
at the
the rate
him

receiving.
receiving.
The name
name of Remigia J.
J. Buell, now known
known as Remigia J.
J. Meacham,
am.
former widow of Charles T. Meacham,
Meacham, late of Company
Company C, First
First
Regiment Michigan
Mexican War,
pension
pay her aapension
War, and pay
Volunteers, Mexican
Michigan Volunteers,
Regiment
at
the rate
of $30
$30 per
per month.
rate of
at the
Esta
Esta Abbott.
Abbott.
The name
name of Esta Abbott,
Abbott, widow
widow of Minor E. Abbott, late private,
United States
States Marine
Marine Corps,
Regular Establishment,
and pay
pay her
her
Establishment, and
Corps, Regular
United
a
pension at
at the
rate of
of $12
$12 per
additional
$2 per month additional
per month,
month, with $2
the rate
a pension
for
soldier's minor
under sixteen years of age.
children under
minor children
each of
of soldier's
for each
John S. Schooler.
Schooler.
The
Schooler, late
of John S. Schooler,
late of Company
Company D, TwentyThe name
name of
Infantry, war
second Regiment
Regiment United
United States
States Infantry,
war with
with Spain, and
and pay
second
Pensions increased.
increased.
him a
apension
the rate
month.
$12 per
per month.
rate of
of $12
pension at
at the
him
La Barrn
Barron T.
shal
T. MarMarThe name of La Barron
Barron T.
T. Marshall,
Marshall, late
The
late of
of Company
Company F, Second
Second
shall.
Regiment
with Spain,
Spain, and pay him
him a
pension
a pension
Infantry, war
war with
Wisconsin Infantry,
Regiment Wisconsin
month in
in lieu
of that
that he
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
he is
lieu of
$40May
per month
at the rate of $49
Maywood Smith.
The
wood Smith, late
late of
of Company
H, Forty-fourth
Forty-fourth
saywoodSith.
The name
name of
of May
Maywood
Company H,
States Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, war with Spain, and
Regiment
United States
and
Regiment United
pay
pension at
month in lieu of that he is
of $18
$18 per month
is
pay him aapension
at the
the rate
rate of
now receiving.
receiving.
now
Pension.
Claude
The
Company C, Twenty-second
Twenty-second
Claude L. Bonta.
The name of
of Claude L.
L. Bonta,
Bonta, late of Company
Regiment
States Infantry,
Infantry, Regular
Regiment United States
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
and pay
pay
the rate
rate of
per month.
month.
$12 per
of $12
at the
pension at
a pension
him a
increased. him
Pensions increased.
Robert H. Cowan.
The name of Robert
Company
Robert H. Cowan, late second
second lieutenant
lieutenant Company
Second Regiment
Regiment North
Infantry, war with Spain, and
K, Second
North Carolina
Carolina Infantry,
pension at the
rate of
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
pay him a
a pension
the rate
of $100
$100 per
per month
is
now
receiving.
now receiving.
Pension.
Laura
Briggs.
Laura Briggs.
The name of Laura Briggs,
dependent mother
Briggs, dependent
mother of Alvin E. Briggs,
Briggs,
late
Regiment Field
Field Artillery,
Artillery, New
New York
York
late of
of Company
Company B, Third Regiment
National
Regular Estabhshment,
and pay
at
National Guard,
Guard, Regular
Establishment, and
pay her
her a
a pension
pension at
the
rate of
month.
per month.
$12 per
of $12
the rate
Pensions increased.
William
williams.
illiam A. Williams.
The name of William
William A. Williams, late of Company H, Two
Regiment New
New York
York Infantry,
with Spain,
Spain,
hundred and
and second
second Regiment
Infantry, war
war with
and
him a
apension
pension at
the rate
of $40
$40 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he
and pay him
at the
rate of
is now receiving.
Jasper N. Stanfill,
Stanfill i now receiving.
Jasper
late of
Stanfill, alias
The name
Staal
The
name of
of Jasper
Jasper N.
N. Stanfill,
alias Joseph
Joseph N.
N. Stanfil,
Stanfill, late
of
aiiasJosepiN.
alias
Joseph N. Stanfill.
Company
Company M, Fourth
Fourth Regiment
Regiment Tennessee
Tennessee Infantry,
Infantry, war with Spain,
Spain,
and pay
pay him aapension
pension at
of $24
$24 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
at the
the rate
rate of
month in
he
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
is
Pension.
Ellen L. Curran.
Eiien L. Curran.
of Ellen L.
The name of
L. Curran,
Curran, widow
Curran, late
late of
widow of
of Patrick
Patrick Curran,
of
Company I,
I, Twentieth
United States
States Infantry,
Infantry, Regular
Regular
Company
Twentieth Regiment
Regiment United
Establishment, and
pay her
her a
apension
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12 per
month.
per month.
pension at
and pay
increased.
Establishment,
Pension increased.
Filen Whalin.
Filen Whalin.
The name of Filen Whalin,
Whalin, late
late of Company
Third Regiment
Regiment
Company B, Third
Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, war with Spain,
Spam, and pay him
him a
a pension
pension
at
of $40
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
is now
receiving.
lieu of
that he
he is
now receiving.
$40 per
at the
the rate
rate of
Pensions.
Ludwig Zugner.
Ludwig
Zugner.
The name of Ludwig
Ludwig Zugner, late of Thirty-fourth
Thirty-fourth Company,
United States
States Coast
United
Coast Artillery
Artillery Corps,
Corps, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
and
pay
pension at
the rate
per month.
month.
$17 per
rate of
of $17
at the
a pension
him a
James M.
M. Cline.
pay him
Cline.
James
James M. Cline, late of One hundred
The name
name of James
hundred and
sixtyand sixtyUnited States
Coast Artillery
Artillery Corps,
Corps, Regular
Regular
eighth Company, United
States Coast
Establishment, and pay him aapension at the rate of $17
Establishment,
$17 per month.
Pensions.
Pensions.
MeechRemigia J. MeachRemigia

8M.

J.
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The name
of Mattie
widow of
of John
John N.
N. Prewitt,
The
name of
Mattie E.
E. Prewitt,
Prewitt, widow
Prewitt, late
late of
of

Company D, Second Regiment
Volunteers, Mexican
Company
Regiment Kentucky Volunteers,
Mexican
War, and pay her a
a pension at the rate of $50
$50 per month in lieu of
of
that she is now receiving.
The name of August Getz, late of Company
Regiment
Company E, Third Regiment
Infantry, Indian wars, and pay him a
a pension at the
United States Infantry,
rate of $30 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
receiving.
Eleventh
The name of James K. Harvey, late of Company
Company M, Eleventh

Regiment
United States Infantry,
Spain, and
and pay him aa
Infantry, war with
with Spam,
Regiment United
pension
at the
rate of
$12 per
per month.
of $12
month.
pension at
the rate
The name
name of
of Mary
Reese, widow
widow of
Thomas J.
J. Reese,
Reese, late
late of
Mary L.
L. Reese,
of Thomas
The
Company
F, Eighth
Eighth Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Infantry,
with
Infantry, war
war with
Company F,
Spain,
pension at the rate of
$20 per
per month.
of $20
month.
Spain, and
and paypay her
her a
a pension
The
name of
Lawson Ellsworth,
Ellsworth, late
Company C, One hundred
hundred
late of
of Company
The name
of Lawson
and
Indiana Infantry,
Infantry, war
war with Spain,
Spain, and pay
pay
and sixtieth
sixtieth Regiment
Regiment Indiana
him
at the rate
month in lieu
rate of $40
$40 per month
lieu of that he is
is now
him aapension
pension at
receiving.
receiving.
The
name of
of Mary
Lunau, widow
widow of
Frank Lunau,
Lunau, late
late of
of Troop
Troop
of Frank
Mary F.
F. Lunau,
The name
Regiment United
Cavalry, Indian
her
Indian wars,
wars, and pay her
A, Fifth
Fifth Regiment
United States
States Cavalry,
a
month in lieu
lieu of that
that she is now rerate of
of $20 per
per month
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
ceiving.
ceiving.
Hospital Corps, United
The name of Alden T. Wathan, late of the Hospital
him a
a pension
pension at the rate of
Spain, and pay him
States Army, war with Spain
$50 per
per month
lieu of
he is
of that
that he
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
$50
month in
in lieu
of Mathias
Mathias Backes,
Backes, late of Troop C, Fourth Regiment
Regiment
The name of
United
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
and pay
pay him
pension
him aapension
United States
States Cavalry,
Cavalry, Regular
at
the rate
rate of
of $24
$24 per month.
at the
The
of Ada
Ada M.
widow of
Charles Young,
late lieulieuof Charles
Young, late
M. Young,
Young, widow
The name
name of
tenant
colonel of
of the
Ninth Regiment
Regiment United
United States
States Cavalry, and
and
tenant colonel
the Ninth
pay her
pension at
rate of
of $50
$50 per
per month
month with
with $4
$4 per
month
per month
at the
the rate
pay
her aa pension
additional on
account of
of soldier
soldier under
sixteen years
years
children of
under sixteen
on account
of the
the children
additional
which
lieu of
of compensation
of age;
pension to
compensation which
to be paid
paid her in lieu
age; said pension
of
she
now receives
receives from
the Veterans'
Veterans' Bureau.
Bureau.
she now
from the
The name
name of
of Martha
Martha R.
Biddle, widow
widow of
William P.
late
Biddle, late
of William
P. Biddle,
The
R. Biddle,
Major General
States Marine
Corps, Regular
Regular
Marine Corps,
Commandant, United
United States
Major
General Commandant,
Establishment,
her aa pension
$50 per
per month
month
at the rate
rate of $50
pay her
pension at
Establishment, and
and pay
in
lieu of
of that
receiving.
she is now
now receiving.
that she
in lieu
United States
States Marine
late of the
the United
Marine
name of
of Charles D.
D. Felter,
Felter, late
The name
Corps,
Spain, and
and pay
pay him
at the
the rate
of $30
$30
rate of
him a
a pension
pension at
Corps, war
war with
with Spain,
per
month in
in lieu
he is
receiving.
is now
now receiving.
lieu of
of that
that he
per month
The
Gilbert E.
late of
of Company
Company L,
L, Twentieth
Twentieth
E. Mayor
Mayor,, late
The name
name of
of Gilbert
Regiment
Kansas Infantry,
Infantry, war
with Spain,
and pay
pension
pay him
him aa pension
Spain, and
war with
Regiment Kansas
at
the rate
of $50
per month
month in lieu
receiving.
he is now receiving.
lieu of that he
rate of
$50 per
at the
The name
name of
of Mary
Conway, widow
widow of
of Michael
F. Conway,
Conway,
Michael F.
Mary F.
F. Conway,
The
United States
late of
Regiment United
States Infantry,
Infantry-,
Seventh Regiment
of Company
Company B,
B, Seventh
late
Indian wars,
and pay
pension at the
of $20
$20 per month
month
the rate of
Indian
wars, and
pay her aa pension
in
in lieu
lieu of
of that she is now receiving.
The name of Joseph Holtz, late of Battery B, First Colorado
pension at
at
Field Artillery, Regular Establishment, and pay him aa pension
receiving.
lieu of that
that he is now receiving.
of $30
$30 per
per month
month in lieu
the rate
rate of
United States ships
ships MinneThe name of Charles Fuhr, late of the United
Washington, United States Navy, Regular Establishment,
Establishment,
apolis and Washington,
and
$12 per month.
pay him
him aa pension•at
pension at the rate $12
and pay
Lenora Piper, former
widow of Francis Cunningham,
Cunningham,
former widow
The name of Lenora
late
Company D, Third Regiment
Regiment Tennessee
Volunteer Infant,
Infantry,
Tennessee Volunteer
late of Company
Mexican War, and pay her a
pension at the rate
rate of $20
$20 per month.
mont.
a pension
Mexican
Battery M, Fifth RegiF. Ellfeldt, late of Battery
The name of William F.
pension
ment United States Artillery,
Artillery, war with Spain, and pay him aapension
at
in lieu
lieu of
of that he
he is now receiving.
receiving.
$50 per
per month in
at the rate of $50

1395
1395
Pensions increased.
increased.
Pensions
Mattie E. Prewitt.
Prewitt.
Mattie

August Getz.
August

Pensions.
Pensions.
James K Harvey.
Harvey.

Mary L. Reese.
Reese.
Pensions increased.
increased.
Pensions
Ellsworth.
Lawson Ellsworth.

F. Lunen.
Mary F.
Lunan.

Alden T.
T. Wathan.
Wathtm.

Pensions.
Pensions.
Mathias Backes.
Backes.
Mathias

Ada M.
M. Young.

Pensions increased.
Pensions
increased.
R. Biddle.
Martha R.

Charles D. Felter.
Charles

Gilbert
Gilbert E.
E. Mayor.
Mayer.

Mary F.
F. Conway.
Conway.
Mary

Joseph Holtz.
Holtz.

Pensions.
Pensions.
Fuhr.
Charles Fnhr.

Lenora Piper.

Pension increased.
increased.
William F. Ellfeldt
Ellfeldt
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1396
Pensions.
Pensions.
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The
name of
of Walter
Walter A.
A. Bailey,
of Company
Company B,
B, Sixth
Sixth
The name
Bailey, late
late of
Regiment
States Infantry,
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
and pay
Infantry, Regular
Regiment United States
him a
apension
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12 per
month.
at the
per month.
him
pension at
Lester
The
Lester L.
Coffee, late
of Company
Company L,
L, First
First Regiment
Regiment
L. Coffee,
of Lester
late of
offee.
Lester L.
L. Coffee.
The name
name of
Arkansas
Infantry,
war
with
Spain,
and
pay
him
a
pension
at
the
pension
at the
Spain,
and
pay
him
a
Arkansas Infantry, war with
rate of
of $18
$18 per
month.
rate
per
month.
Re' alias
wuck-oo-lah-lasitar,
His
The name
Ke-wuck-oo-lah-la-shar,_known
as Ruling
Ruling His
Sun,
His Sun,
known as
of Ke-wuck-oo-lah-la-shar,
name of
The
alias Ruling
Ruling His
shar,
Sun.
Company B, Pawnee
Scouts, United
States Army, Indian
late of
of Company
Pawnee Scouts,
United States
Indian
sun.
wars,
him a
rate of
of $
20per
per month.
month.
wars, and
and pay
pay him
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
$20
Cicero
Columbus
of Cicero
Cicero Columbus Patton, late of Captain Buck
Patton.
Buck
Colombs The
The name
name of
Patt
Roberts's
Company, Texas
Texas Minute
Minute Men,
Indian wars,
wars, and
and pay
pay
Men, Indian
Roberts's Company,
pensions
ens i
ons increased . him a pension at the rate of $20 per month.
increased him a pension at the rate of $20 per month.
Edmund J.
osin. The name of Edmund J.
J. Gosselin,
Gossein, late of Company
Edmund
LGwselin•
Company G,
G,Nineteenth
Nineteenth
Regiment United
United States
Regular Establishment,
Establishm.ent, and
and pay
pay
Infantry, Regular
States Infantry,
Regiment
him a
apension
at the
the rate
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
now
that he
rate of
of $24
$24 per
him
pension at
receiving.
receiving.
Anna H.
CarrolL
The
name of
Carroll, widow
widow of
Daniel P.
Carroll, late
late
of Daniel
P. Carroll,
of Anna
Anna M.
M. Carroll,
nnaM.
ao
The name
of
Company K,
Regiment Nebraska
Infantry, war
war with
with
Nebraska Infantry,
K, Third
Third Regiment
of Company
Spain,
and pay
pay her
pension at
at the
rate of
$20 per
month and
$4
per month
and $4
the rate
of $20
Spain, and
her a
a pension
per
additional for
for each
child of
of the
under sixteen
sixteen
the soldier
soldier under
each child
month additional
per month
pleisehmann. years
of age
age in
she is
is now
now receiving.
receivin_g.
that she
of that
lieu of
in lieu
years of
Fanniachman.
a ne
The
name of
of Fannie
Fleischmann, widow
of George
George Fleischmann,
Fleischmann,
widow of
Fannie Fleischmann,
The name
late
of Company
F, Fifth
Fifth Regiment
Regiment United
United States
States Infantry,
Infantry, Indian
Indian
Company F,
late of
wars and
her a,
at the
the rate
of $20 per
per month in lieu
pension at
rate of
and pay
pay her
a pension
wars,
Pensions ,
of that she is now receiving.
Pensions.
Peter C.
C. Jackson.
The name of Peter C. Jackson, late of Captain
Captain N. O.
0. Reynold's
Peter
The
Jackson.
Reynold's
Company
E, Texas
Texas Frontier
Frontier Battalion,
Battalion, Indian
Indian wars,
and pay
wars, and
pay him
him
Company E,
a
at the
the rate
of $20
a pension
pension at
rate of
$20 per
per month.
month.
John
The
of John
John Clarence
Clarence Giles,
late of
of Company
Company L,
L, Forty-first
Forty-first
ohn Clarence
Clarene Giles.
iles.
The name
name of
Giles, late
Regiment United
United States
States Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, war
with Spain,
Spain, and
and
Regiment
war with
Pension
increased. pay
pay him
rate of
of $12
month.
per month.
$12 per
at the
the rate
pension at
him aa pension
Pension increased.
David S.
S. Hills.
Hills.
The name
David
name of David S. Hills, late
late of Troop L,
Nineteenth Regiment
L, Nineteenth
Regiment
Kansas
Cavalry, Indian
Indian wars,
wars, and
pay him
the rate
rate of
of
Kansas Cavalry,
and pay
him aapension
pension at
at the
Pensions.
$30
month m
Pensions.
$30 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that he
he is
is now receiving.
Newton
Gambrel.
The name of
Newton Gambrel,
Gambrel, dependent
dependent father
father of
of James
Newton Gambrel.
of Newton
James T.
T.
Gambrel, late of Company
Second Regiment
Company A, Second
Regiment Kentucky
Kentucky Infantry,
Infantry,
Spain, and
nay him
him a
at the
the rate
of $12
$12 per
per month.
war with Spain,
and pay
a pension
pension at
rate of
month.
Belle Kelley.
The name
of Belle
Kelley, widow
widow of
of James
James F.
F. Kelley,
Kelley, late
late of
of
Bele
Kelley.
The
name of
Belle Kelley,
Company
Third Regiment
Regiment Missouri
Company G, Third
Mounted Volunteers,
Volunteers, MexMissouri Mounted
MexPensions
increased. ican
jean War,
Pensions increased.
War, and pay her a
a pension at the rate of $30 per month.
Charles Carl.
Carl.
Charles Carl,
Carl, late
late of
of Company
Company L,
L, Third
Third Regiment
Regiment
The name of Charles
Nebraska
Infantry, war with Spain,
Nebraska Infantry,
pay him
him a
pension at
at the
the
Spain, and pay
a pension
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receivug.
rate of
of $40
$40 per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
Charles B.
B.Diemart.
The name
of Charles
Charles B.
B. Diemart,
Diemart, late
Charles
Dieart.
m
The
name of
late of
of Company
Company H,,TwentyTwentyfirst Regiment
Regiment Kansas Infantry,
Infantry, war
war with
with Spain,
Spain, and pay him a
a
pension at the rate of
$40 per
of that
is now
now
of $40
per month
month in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
William
receiving.
H. Finley.
William H.
Finley. receiving.
The name
name of William
William H.
II. Finley, late
late of Company C, FortyRegiment United
Volunteer Infantry,
with
seventh Regiment
United States
States Volunteer
Infantry, war
war with
Spain, and pay
pay him
him a
apension
of $40
$40 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu
pension at the
the rate
rate of
of that
receiving.
is now
now receiving.
that he
he is
of
aer.
B. Weaver.
Fred B.
Fred
The name of Fred
Fred B. Weaver,
Weaver, Hospital
Hospital Corps,
Corps, United
United States
States Army,
Army,
war with Spain, and pay
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
$24 per
month
pay him a
a pension
of $24
per month
in
lieu
of
that
he
is
now
receiving.
receiving.
now
is
he
that
of
lieu
in
Strickler.
E.
Ruth E. Strickler.
Ruth
The name of Ruth
Ruth E. Strickler, widow of George W. Strickler,
Strickler,
late of Company A,
United States
Voltigeurs, war
war with
A, United
States Voltigeurs,
with Mexico,
Mexico,
and
at the
the rate
rate of
$50 per
month in
in lieu
that
and pay
pay her
her a
a pension
pension at
of $50
per month
lieu of
of that
now receiving.
receiving.
issnow
A Holmes.
William A.
Holmes. she i
The name of Wiliam
William A. Holmes, late of the
the United
United States
States Navy,
a pension at the rate of $18 per
war with Spain, and pay him a
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that he is now
now receiving.
in
receiving.
Walter A. Bailey.

water A.Baiy
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Pension.
The name of Katie Lewis, widow
widow of Frederick
Frederick Lewis,
late of
of Pension.
Lewis, late
Katie Lewis.
Troop C, Sixth Regiment United States Cavalry,
Cavalry, Indian
Indian wars,
wars, and
and
e ew
pay_ her
her a
apension
pension at
rate of
of $12
per month.
m onth.
pay
at the
the rate
$12 per
Pensions increased.
Pensions increased.
The name of William
William F.
F. Rogers,
Rogers, late
Company A, Sixth
Sixth RegiRegi- William
late of
of Company
William F. Rogers.
Infantry, war with Spain, and pay
ment California Infantry,
pay him
him aa pension
pension
at the rate of $40 per month in lieu of that he is
receiving.
is now receiving.
Edward F.
O'Toole.
The name of Edward F. O'Toole, late of Company-F,
Two hunhun- Edward
F, Two
F. O'Toole.
Regiment New
dred and first Regiment
New York
York Infantry,
Infantry, war with Spain,
Spain, and
pay him a
a pension at the rate of $40 per month
month in lieu
lieu of
he is
of that
that he
is
now
now receiving.
Margaret Daley.
Daley.
The name of Margaret
John Daley, late of Margaret
Margaret Daley, widow
widow of John
Regiment United
Company F, Twelfth -Regiment
United States Infantry
and ComComInfantry,.,and
pany G, Fourteenth Regiment
Regiment United States Infantry,
Infantry, Indian
Indian wars,
and pay her a
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that
a pension at the rate
rate of $20
$20 per
per month
month in
she
is now
receiving.
she is
now receiving
Pensions.
Milligan Comstock.
Comstock, late
The name of Milligan Comstock,
of Battery
A, First
late of
Battery A,
First Regiment
Regiment MUligan
Comstock.
United States Artillery,
war
with Spain, and pay him a
Artillery,
a pension at
at
the
of $20
per month.
the rate
rate of
$20 per
month.
James P. Bradley.
The name of James
P. Bradley, late
James P.
late of Company
Company G,
Regi- JamesP.Bradley.
G, First
First Regiment Kentucky
Kentucky Infantry, war with Spain, and
pension
and pay him aa pension
at
rate of
of $12
month.
at the
the rate
$12 per
per month.
Pensions
Pensions increased.
increased.
C. AllenAllen,
The name of Mary C. Allen, widow
widow of
Williamson Allen,
Allen late
late of
of Williamson
of Mary
Mary C
Captain Bouy's Company
Company B, Second
Second Regiment
Regiment O
regon Mounted
Mounted
Oregon
Volunteers,
Volunteers' Indian wars, and pay her a
the rate
rate of
$20
a pension at the
of $20
per
per month
lieu of
that she
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
month in
in lieu
of that
she is
The name
name of
late of
of Company
Company H,
H, Sixteenth
Sixteenth LLouis
The
of Louis
Louis H.
H. Blake,
Blake, late
o si H. Blake.
Blake.
Regiment United States Infantry, Indian wars,
wars, and
penand pay
pay him
him aapenPension.
sion at
at the
sion
the rate
rate of
$20 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
is now
receiviiig weinS'
of $20
month in
that he
he is
now receiving.
William E
E. L
Lytle.
name of
of William
William E.
The name
Lytle, late
of Company
I, Twenty-sixth
E. Lytle,
late of
Company I,
Twenty-sixth
.
Regiment
Regiment United States Infantry,
Infantry, Regular Establishment,
pay
Establishment, and
and pay
him a
a pension
him
pension at
$12 per
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
per month.
month.
Pensions increased.
increased.
Albert C. Spurgeon.
The name of Albert
Albert C. Spurgeon, late of Battery
Battery G, First Bat- Albert C. Spurgeon
talion Ohio Light Artillery, war with Spain, and pay
pay him
pension
him a
a pension
at the rate of $40 per month in
now receiving.
in lieu
lieu of
of that he
he is
is now
receiving.
F. Cramer.
The name of Charles
Charles F. Cramer,
Cramer, late
late major,
Regiment Ohio
major, Fifth
Fifth Regiment
Ohio Charles
hare
ramer
Infantry, war with Spain, and pay him a
apension at the rate of
$40
of $40
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
per
is now
receiving.
tanislas Zelany.
Stanislaus Zelazny.
The name of Stanislaus Zelazny,
Zelazny, late of Hospital
United
Hospital Corps United
States Army, Regular Establishment,
at the
the
Establishment, and
and pay
pay him
him aa pension
pension at
rate of $30 per month in lieu of
is.now
of that he is
now receiving.
receiving.
George W. Cover.
of George
George W.
The name of
W. Cover,
Cover, late
late of
of Company
Company -L,
L, Thirtieth
Thirtieth OeorgeW.Cover.
Regiment
Regiment United States Infantry,
Establishment, and
pay
Infantry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
and pay
him a
a.pension at the
lieu of
of that
that he
is now
now
the rate of $24 per
per month
month in
in lieu
he is
receiving.
receiving.
Zadok Kemster
Bemster BasBas.
The name of Zadok Kemster Basden, late
late of Company I,
I, First den.
den.
Regiment
Regiment North Carolina Infantry,
Infantry, war with Spain, and pay.him a
a
pension at the rate of $50 per month in lieu
of that
that he
he is
is now
lieu of
now
receiving.
receiving.
r n 0. Pound.
d
O. Pound, late of Company L, Third Regiment
The name of Oren 0.
Regiment Oren
.o
New York National Guard Infantry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment,
border defense, and pay him aapension at
rate of
of $30
per month
month
at the
the rate
$30 per
in lieu of that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
Danie E. Dresser.
The name of
of Danie
Danie E.
E. Dresser,
late of
of Battery
A, First
First Battalion
Battalion Dane E Dresser
Dresser, late
Battery A,
Maine Heavy Artillery, war
Spain, and
and pay
at
war with Spain,
pay him
him aa pension
pension at
per month
the rate of $40 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
of that
that he
Pension.
Pension.
Timothy F. Buckley.
The name
name of
of Timothy
The
Buckley, late
Company I,
I, First
First Timothy
Timothy F.
F. Buckley,
late of
of Company
F.Buckey.
Regiment Maine Infantry, war with Spain, and pay him
him a
pension
a pension
at the rate of $30
$30 per month.
Pensions increased.
increased.
Rose M.
M. Connell.
Connell, widow
The name of Rose M. Connell,
widow of
of James
Connell, late
late first
first Rose
James Connell,
Connell.
lieutenant,
lieutenant, Fourth Regiment
Infantry New
New Jersey
Jersey National
Guard,
Regiment Infantry
National Guard,
border defense, and pay her a
a pension at the rate of $25
per month,
month,
$25 per
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with $2
$2 per
per month
additional on
on account
account of
soldier's minor
minor child
child
of soldier's
month additional
with
under
age, in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
receiving.
now receiving.
is now
of age,
years of
sixteen years
under sixteen
AlezanderMcCreadY,
The
of Alexander
McCready, alias
alias McReady
McReady, late
late of ComCoinAlexander McCready,
name of
The name
AleanderMcCready,

alias
McReady.
allU McReady.

aliasMcead.

Pension.
Penion.

Judah
Juah

pay him
him a
apension
pension at
the rate
of $20
$20 per
month in
in heu
lieu of
of that
that he
he
per month
rate of
at the
pay
receiving.
is now
now receiving.

The
L. Wormington,
Wormington, widow
of J.
J. S.
Wormington,
S. Worington,
widow of
Judah L.
of Judah
name of
The name
late
of Quartermaster
Department, United
States Army, Indian
United States
Quartermaster Department,
late of
Pensions increased.
wars, and
and pay
pay her
her a
the rate
of $20 per
per month.
month.
rate of
at the
pension at
a pension
increased. wars,
Pensions
Walter E.
The name
Tarver, late
M, Third
Company M,
of Company
late of
E. Tarver,
Walter E.
of Walter
name of
The
E. Tarver.
Tarver.
Water
Battalion
Engineers United
United States
Regular Establishment,
Establishment,
Army, Regular
States Army,
Battalion Engineers
and pay
pay him
him a
a.pension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
that
of $24 per month in lieu of that
and
he
now receiving.
receivmg.
he is
is now
Lewis
M. Stevenson.
The name
M. Stevenson,
of Company
Company B,
B, Fourth
Fourth
late of
Stevenson, late
Lewis M.
of Lewis
name of
The
Stevenson.
LewisM.
Regiment
Infantry, war
Spain, and
and pay
pay him a
apension
pension at
with Spain,
war with
Ohio Infantry.,
Regiment Ohio
the rate
rate of
of $40
$40 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
is now
receiving.
now receiving.
he is
month in
the
Daniel
Stocker.
The
of Daniel
Daniel F.
F. Stocker,
Stocker, late
late of
of Troop M,
Regiment
M, Eighth Reg:iment
name of
The name
aniel F.
F. Stocker.
United States
States Cavalry,
Cavalry, war
war with
with Spain,
pension at
pay him aapension
Spain, and pay
United
the
rate of
of $50
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
that he
he is
receiving.
is now
now receiving.
lieu of
$50 per
the rate
Pensions.
John
()earns.
The name
name of
Gearns, late
late of Troop D, Third Regiment
Regiment
John Gearns,
of John
The
JPohnsOeans.
United
States Cavalry,
pension at the
a pension
Indian wars, and pay him a
Cavalry, Indian
United States
rate
month.
per month.
of $20 per
rate of
Claarles A.
A. Skaggs.
The name
late of
of Company
Company A, TwentyTwentySkaggs, late
Charles A. Skaggs,
of Charles
name of
The
aggs.
Charles
sixth Regiment
States Infantry, war with
with Spain, and pay
United States
Regiment United
sixth
him
the rate
rate of $15
per month.
$15 per
at the
pension at
a pension
him a
Vivian
Saunders.
The name
name of
L. Saunders,
Saimders, late
late of Company
Company F,
F, Fourth
of Vivian
Vivian L.
The
Vivian L.
L. Sannder.
Regiment Missouri
Infantry, war•with
Spain, and pay
pension
pay him aapension
war'with Spain,
Missouri Infantry,
Regiment
Pension increased.
at
rate of
month.
per month.
$12 per
of $12
the rate
at the
ineased
Pension
Elizabeth M.
DuThe
M. Durand,
widow of
of Charles
Charles T.
T. Durand,
Durand,
Durand, widow
of Elizabeth
Elizabeth M.
name of
The name
M. DnElizabeth
rand.
late of Troop H, Third
Third Regiment
Regiment United States Cavalry, Indian
wars, and
her a
apension
the rate of $20 per month in lieu of
pension at the
pay her
and pay
wars,
that
she
is
now
receiving.
receiving.
now
is
that she
Pensions.
C. Wilson, late
Catherine
The name
name of
of Catherine
Wilson, widow
widow of Wood
Wood C.
Catherine Wilson,
The
Catherine Wilson.
of
Troop L,
Regiment United
States Cavalry,
Cavalry, Indian
Indian wars,
wars,
United States
Eighth Regiment
L, Eighth
of Troop
and
her aapension at
$12 per month.
of $12
at the rate of
pay her
and pay
James
A. Butler.
Butler.
Regiment
Butler, late of Troop B, First Regiment
name of
of James A. Butler,
The name
James A.
United
States Volunteer
him
Cavalry, war with Spain, and pay him
Volunteer Cavalry,
United States
a
pension at
the rate
rate of
month.
per month.
of $12 per
at the
a pension
Earle Bandhauer.
l'he
of Essie
Essie Bandhauer,
William J. Bandhauer,
Bandhauer,
of William
Bandhauer, widow of
name of
The name
Esse
Bandhauer.
late
Company B, Tenth Regiment
Regiment United States Infantry, war
late of
of Company
with
pay her
her aa pension
pension at the rate of $20 per month
and pay
Spain, and
with Spain,
with
on account
minor
account of each of the minor
additional on
month additional
$4 per
per month
with $4
children of
William J. Bandhauer,
Bandhauer, until they reach
reach the age of
said William
of said
children
sixteen years.
years.
sixteen
George Ayers.
Ayers.
The name
name of George
late of Company
Company E, First Regiment
George
George Ayers, late
Regiment
rate
Ohio
war with
with Spain,
and pay
pay him
him aa pension
at the
the rate
pension at
Spain, and
Infantry, war
Ohio Infantry,
Pensions increased.
increased.
of $18
per month.
month.
$18 per
of
Charles
The name
name of
Keck, late
late of
of the
Hospital Corps,
Corps, United
United
the Hospital
E. Keck,
of Charles
Charles E.
The
Keck.
Charles E. Keck.
States Army,
war with
him a
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate
pay him
Spain, and
and pay
with Spain,
Army, war
States
of
per month
month in
in lieu
of tkat
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
he is
that he
lieu of
of $50
$50 per
Joshua
C. Carney.
The
name of
of Joshua
Carney, late
of Company
Company. C,
C, Eleventh
Eleventh
late of
C. Carney,
Joshua C.
The name
Caey.
Joshua C.
Regiment,
and Company
Company K,
K, Twenty-fourth
twenty-fourth Regiment,
Regiment, United
Regiment, and
of
States
wars, and
at the
the rate
rate of
a pension
pension at
pay him a
and -pay
Indian wars,
Infantry, Indian
States Infantry,
$30 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
month in
$30
James mesF.Lyons
F. Lyons.
The
name of
James F.
late of
Company K,
K, Twenty-ninth
Twenty-ninth
of Company
F. Lyons,
Lyons, late
The name
of James
Regiment United
United States
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and pay
Infantry, Regular
States Infantry,
Regiment
the rate
rate of
of $17
$17 per
per month in lieu of that he is now
at the
pension at
him aapension
Pensions.
receiving.
receiving.
Pensions.
John Foster.
The
John Foster,
Troop K, Ninth
Ninth Regiment
Regiment
late of Troop
Foster, late
of John
name of
The name
John
Foster.
pension at the
Cavalry, Indian wars, and pay him aapension
United States Cav,
month.
rate of $20 per month

ton,

L. WormngwonaingL.

United States
Regiment United
pany B, Sixth Regiment
States Cavalry,
Cavalry-,Indian
Indian wars, and

t o n

.
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The
of Lillie
widow of
of Jacob
late of
of Lillie
E. Trego.
LilieE.
Jacob A.
A. Trego,
Trego, late
Lillie E.
E. Trego,
Trego, widow
The name
name of
Company L,
L, Third
Regiment United
States Artillery,
Regular EstabCompany
Third Regiment
United States
Artillery, Regular
Establishment,
pay her
her a
apension
at the
of $12
lishment, and
and pay
pension at
the rate
rate of
$12 per
per month.
month.
The name
name of
Neil F.
F. Hill,
Hill, late
late of
of Company
and Band, Fifth NeilF.
Neil F. Hill.
Company L
L and
of Neil
The
Regiment United
war with
and
Regiment
United States
States Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, war
with Spain,
Spain, and
pay
pension at
the rate
rate of
pay him
him a
a pension
at the
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
The name
Copin, late
of Battery
Third Regiment
Lucian D.
Copin.
The
name of
of Lucian
Lucian D.
D. Copin,
late of
Battery F,
F, Third
Regiment Lucian
D Copin.
United
Regular Establishment,
him aa
United States
States Artillery,
Artillery, Regular
Establishment, and
and pay
pay him
pension
at the
rate of
of $17
pension at
the rate
$17 per
per month.
month.
The name
name of
of John
Feiereisen, late
late of
of Troop
John Feiereisen.
John Feiereisen,
Troop B,
B, Second
Second Regiment
Regiment John
Feiereisen.
The
United
Establishment, and
penUnited States
States Cavalry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
and pay
pay him
him aapension at
at the
the rate
rate of
per month.
sion
of $12
$12 per
month.
The
name of
of Mary
J. Portley,
Portley, widow
widow of
of Daniel
Daniel L.
L. Portley,
of Mary
Pensions
increased.
The name
Mary J.
Portley, late
late of
ensions
ncreaed.
J. Portley.
Company F,
Fifteenth Regiment
Company
F, Fifteenth
Regiment United
United States
States Infantry,
Infantry, Indian
Indian
wars, and
and pay
pay her
her a
$20 per
per month
lieu of
of
wars,
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $20
month in
in lieu
that
she is
that she
is now
now receiving..
receiving.
J
The name
Nedd, late
late of
of Company
Regiment Joseph
oseph J.. Nedd.
The
name of
of Joseph
Joseph J.
J. Nedd,
Company F,
F, Twelfth
Twelfth Regiment
NeddMinnesota Infantry,
war with
Spain, and
him aa pension
the
Minnesota
Infantry, war
with Spain,
and pay
pay him
pension at
at the
rate
$30 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
rate of
of $30
per month
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
SamuelF. Shannon.
Samuel F. Shannon.
The name
of Samuel
F. Shannon,
Shannon, late
Company L,
RegiThe
name of
Samuel F.
late of
of Company
L, First
First Regiment
pay him
pension
ment Nebraska
Nebraska Infantry,
Infantry, war with Spain, and
and pay
him aa pension
at the
month in
in lieu
of that
that he
is now
receiving.
at
the rate
rate of
of $50
$50 per
per month
lieu of
he is
now receiving.
Frank T. Potter.
The
of Frank
Frank T.
T. Potter,
Potter, late
Company L,
L, Two
Two hundred
hundred Frank T. Potter.
The name
name of
late of
of Company
war with
and
and second Regiment
Regiment New York
York Infantry,
Infantry, war
with Spain,
Spain, and
pay
him a
apension
pension at
at the
the rate
of $40
$40 per
per month
lieu of
of that
he is
pay him
rate of
month in
in lieu
that he
is
now
receiving.
now receiving.
The
name of
of Charles
Chants S.
of Company
Company C,
Charles
S.
Charles Sinman
The name
S. Kinman,
Kinman, late
late of
C, Seventh
Seventh Kinman.
Regiment
States Infantry,
war with
Regiment United
United States
Infantry, war
with Spain,
Spain, and
and pay
pay him
him a
a
pension at
the rate
rate of
is now
receiving.
pension
at the
of $12
$12 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
Pensions.
•

The name
name of
The
D. Lincoln,
late of
G, First
First
of Malcolm
Malcolm D.
Lincoln, late
of Company
Company G,

Makolm
D. Lincoln.
MalcomD.

Lincoln.

Regiment United
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
him a
a pension
Regiment
United States
States Volunteer
and pay
pay him
pension
at the
the rate
of $18
$18 per
month.
at
rate of
per month.
The name
Lillian H.
H. Corcoran,
Corcoran, widow
widow of
M. Corcoran,
Corcoran, Lillian
Lillian H.. Corcoran.
Corcoran.
The
name of
of Lillian
of Thomas
Thomas M.
Late of
Regiment United
States Cavalry,
Cavalry,
Late
of Troop
Troop
,, Thirteenth
Thirteenth Regiment
United States
and
her a
at the
rate of
per month
month and
$4 additional
additional
and pay
pay her
a pension
pension at
the rate
of $30
$30 per
and $4
on account
child.
Pension increased.
increased.
on
account of
of the
the minor
minor child.
The name
of Eloise
Wilkinson, widow
of George
George Wilkinson,
Wilkinson, late
Eloise Wilkinson.
Wilkinsonlate Eloise
name of
Eloise Wilkinson,
widow of
The
-of
Troop E,
Fifth Regiment
Regiment United
of Troop
E, Fifth
United States
States Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and pay
pay her
her a
a
pension
the rate
rate of
of $35
in lieu
lieu of
of that
she is
now receiving.
receiving. Pensions.
Pensions.
is now
month in
that she
$35 per
per month
pension at
at the
Muller.
The
name of
Frederick Muller,
rederick MullerFirst Regiment
Regiment Frederick
The name
of Frederick
Muller, late of Troop E, First
United
States Volunteer
Cavalry, and
and pay
United States
Volunteer Cavalry,
pay him
him aapension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate
of
per month.
of $50
$50 per
month.
The name
name of
of Bernard
Bernard Higgins,
FifteenthHiggins.
Bernard HBginS
Bernard
The
Higgins, late
late of
of Company
Company F,
F, Fifteenth
Regiment United
United States
Infantry,
and
pay
him
a
pension
at
the
Regiment
States Infantry, and pay him a pension at the
increased.
rate of $30
Pension increased.
per month.
month.
rate
$30 per
B Ma
co
E d i t B.
The
name of
of Edith
Macon, widow
of Edward
Edward N.
Macon, late
late Edith
Macon.
h
N. Macon,
widow of
Edith B.
B. Macon,
The name
of the First Light Artillery
Artillery Corps,
Corps, United
United States
States Army,
Army, and
and pay
pay her
her
a pension
pension at
the rate
of $30
lieu of
she is
a
at the
rate of
$30 per
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
that she
is now
now

Pensions.
receiving.
Pensions.
receiving.
H. scott.
reeiiag.
ot
The
of William
William H.
H. Scott,
late of
of Troop
Troop K,
K, Ninth
Regiment William H. Scott.
Ninth Regiment
name of
Scott, late
The name
United States
United
States Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and pay
pay him
him a
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20
per month.
per
month.
The
of Nellie
Wilkinson, widow
widow of
James Wilkinson,
late of
of Nellie
Wilkinson.
Nelie Wilkinson.
Nellie Wilkinson,
of James
Wilkinson, late
The name
name of
Company E,
Seventeenth Regiment
Regiment United
United States
Company
E, Seventeenth
States Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay
her
at the
the rate
rate of
month.
her a
a pension
pension at
of $12
$12 per
per month.
The
William's Company
Company Vicente
Fresquez.
The name
name of
of Vicente
Vicente Fresquez,
Fresquez, late
late of
of Captain
Captain William's
Vicente Fresquez.
A, Saint
Vrain's Battalion,
Battalion, New
Mexico Mounted
Mounted Volunteers,
Volunteers, and
A,
Saint Vrain's
New Mexico
and
pay him
him a
at the
the rate
rate of
of $50
month.
pay
a pension
pension at
$50 per
per month.
Nicholasit B. pe
Nicholasita B. Speak.
Nicholasita B.
of Robert
Speakman, man.
man.
The name
name of Nicholasita
B. Speakman,
Speakman, widow
widow of
Robert Speakman,
late
Regiment United States
pay
late of
of Company
Company B,
B, Third Regiment
States Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
her
pension at
at the
rate of
$20 per
her a
a pension
the rate
of $20
per month.
month.
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The name
name of
of Mary
Mary Dungan,
widow of
Joseph Dungan (alias
of John Joseph
Dungan, widow
The
Joseph
Dunigan), late
late of
Company B, Seventh Regiment United
of Company
Joseph Dunigan),
States
and pay
her a
the rate
rate of
$25 per
per month
month
of $25
at the
pension at
a pension
pay her
Infantry, and
States Infantry,
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
is now
now receiving.
in
The name
name of
of Samuel
Samuel E.
late of
of band,
band, Twenty-sixth
Twenty-sixth
Samuel E. Wright.
Wright, late
E. Wright,
The
SamuelE.wright.
Regiment United
States Infantry,
Infantry, Spanish-American
Spanish-American War, and pay
United States
Regiment
him. a
apension
pension at
the rate
$72 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
he is now
that he
per month
of $72
rate of
at the
him
receiving.
receiving.
The
name of
Carrie O'Neil,
O'Neil, widow
James H. O'Neil, who served
served
of James
widow of
of Carrie
Carrie ONeil.
O'Neil.
The name
carrie
in
Troop E,
E, Third
Regiment, United
Cavalry , and
and pay her a
a
States Cavalry,
United States
Third Regiment,
in Troop
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $20
month in lieu of that she is now
per month
$20 per
pension
receiving.
receiving.
Mathew Cavaness.
The
name of
Mathew Cavaness,
Cavaness, late of Lieutenant W. Charles
of Mathew
The name
MathewCavaness.
Lewis's
Men," and
and pay him aa pension at
Minute Men,"
"Texas Minute
company, "Texas
Lewis's company,
the rate
per month
month in
that he is now
receiving.
now receiving.
of that
lieu of
in lieu
$30 per
of $30
rate of
the
John A. Avirett.
The name
of John
John A.
A. Avirett, late of Company I,
I, Fourteenth
Fourteenth
name of
The
JohnA.Avirett.
Regiment
United States
Infantry, and
him a
a pension
pension at the
pay him
and pay
States Infantry,
Regiment United
rate
of $50
in lieu of that he is now receiving.
month in
per month
$50 per
rate of
Cecelia Deuhn.
DeKuhn.
The name
name of
of Cecelia
DeKuhn, widow of the late Richard DeKuhn,
DeKuhn,
Cecelia DeKuhn,
The
Cecelia
Troop
United States
Cavalry, and pay her a
a pension at the
States Cavalry,
Fifth United
K, Fifth
Troop K,
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month
month in
in lieu
she is now receiving.
receiving.
that she
of that
lieu of
rate
George
BuckeY'
The
Company E, First Regiof George W. Buckey, late of Company
name of
The name
W. Buckey.
George w.
at.
a pension at.
ment
Virginia Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
him a
Infantry, and pay him
West Virginia
ment West
the
rate
of
$72
per
month
in
lieu
of
that
he
is
now
receiving.
receiving.
now
is
he
that
of
lieu
in
Pensions.
the rate of $72 per month
Pensions.
F, Twenty-fourth
Claude Walla
Wallace.
The
Wallace, late of Company F,
Twenty-fourth
name of Claude Wallace,
The name
Claude
Regiment United
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him aapension
pension
States Volunteer
United States
Regiment
at
$50 per month.
at the rate of $50
Regiment
The
name of
of John
John Sands,
Company A, Second Regiment
Sands, late of Company
John
The name
John Sands.
sands.
Mississippi Volunteer
a pension at the rate
pay him a
and pay
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
Mississippi
month.
of $18 per month.
F. Smith, late of Company H, Sixth
Charles
Smith.
The name of Charles F.
F. Smith.
Charles F.
Regiment
States Cavalry,
a pension at the
Cavalry, and pay him a
United States
Regiment United
rate
rate of $20 per month.
Thomas
The
Gorman late of Company
Company B, First
The name of Thomas Gorman,
orman.
Thomas Gorman.
Regiment New
Infantry, and pay him a
a
Hampshire Volunteer Infantry,
New Hampshire
Regiment
pension at the rate of $50 per month.
Webber, widow of William W. Webber,
The name of Josephine
JosephineL.
Webber.
Josephine L. 'Webber,
JosephineL.Webber.
late of
of United
Corps, and pay her aa pension at the
Marine Corps,
United States Marine
late
Pension
increased
rate
month.
per month.
$25 per
of $25
rate of
Pension increased.
D, Seventh
McElhinny,
W
Wi
nameof
William
McElhinny.
The name
of William
McElhinny, late of Company D,
Seventh
WilliamMEhinny.
at the
pension
a
him
pay
and
Regiment United States Infantry,
a
Regiment
rate
of
$50
per
month
in
lieu
of
that
he
is
now
recei.
receiving
now
he
that
of
lieu
in
month
per
$50
of
Penrate
Pensions.
Thirteenth
Axel Dahlgren.
The
of Axel
Axel Dahlgren,
late of
of Company
Company K,
K, llirteenth
Dahlgren, late
name of
The name
AelDahlgren.
the
a pension at the
Regiment
United States Infantry, and pay him a
Regiment United
rate
of $30 per month.
rate of
John JamesHeter.
James flester.
The name of John James Hester, late of Company C, TwentyJohn
ninth Regiment
Regiment United States
States Volunteer Infantry, and pay him
ninth
a
at the
$12 per month.
rate of $12
the rate
pension at
a pension
James
It. Lewis.
Lewis.
States Marine
Marine Corps,
R. Lewis, late of United States
of James
James R.
name of
The name
James R.
and pay him a
a pension at the rate of $12 per month.
Albert M.
The name of Albert
Albert M. Griffith,
Griffith, late of Company B, Eighteenth
Eighteenth
Griffith.
M. Griffith.
Albert
Regiment
Regiment United States Infantry, and pay him aa pension at the
Pensions
increased.
rate of $50 per month.
rate
Pensions increased,
commissary of
Samuel N. BridgThe
name of Samuel N. Bridgman, captain
captain and commissary
The name
man.
subsistence, United
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him aa
United States Vohmteer
subsistence,
the rate
rate of $60 per month in lieu of that he is now
pension at the
receiving.
Isobel M.
M. Evans.
Evans.
Isoel
The name of Isobel M. Evans, widow of Charles J.
J. Evans, late of
Troop C,
C, Nineteenth
Nineteenth Regiment
and
Cavalry, and
Kansas Volunteer Cavalry-,
Regiment Kansas
Troop
pay her a
a pension at the rate of $30 per month in lieu of that she
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
is

Pensions
neased.
Pensions increased.
Mary Dungan.

Mary

Duga.
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D. Hoyle, M s
Russy Hoyle,
The
name of
of Fanny
Hoyle, widow
widow of Eli D.
t"enonDe
r' De Russy
De Russy
Fanny, De
The name
a pension Hoyle.
late
general United States
Army, and pay her a
States Army,
United
brigadier general
late brigadier
Pension increased.
at the
rate of
of $100
increased.
month.
per month.
$100 per
the rate
at
The
Musgrave, late
the United
United States
Marine Jess Musgrave.
States Marine
of the
late of
Jess Musgrave,
of Jess
name of
The name
Corps,
at the
$24 per
per month
lieu
in lieu
month in
of $24
rate of
the rate
pension at
him aa pension
pay him
and pay
Corps, and
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Pension.
of
that he
The name
of Ernest
Ernest Oties
Oties Rose,
Rose, late
Navy, Ernest Oties Rose.
Rose.
States Navy,
United States
of United
late of
name of
The
Pension
and pay
pay him
at the
the rate
of $30
$30 per
per month.
Pension increased.
increased.
month.
rate of
pension at
a pension
him a
and
The
name of
John Hiet,
Troop G,
G, Fifth
Regiment United
United John
Jon Hiet.
Fifth Regiment
of Troop
late of
Hiet, late
of John
The name
States
Cavalry, and
pay him
pension at the rate of $60 per month
him aapension
and pay
States Cavalry,
Pensions.
in
lieu of
that he
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Pensions.
he is
of that
in lieu
George Reynolds.
Reynolds.
Twenty- George
E, TwentyThe
of George
Company E,
of Company
late of
Reynolds, late
George Reynolds
name of
The name
third Regiment
States Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him aa
United States
Regiment United
third
pension at
per month.
$20 per
rate of $20
the rate
at the
pension
four- Miller Kincaid.
hundred and
The name
name of
Kincaid, late
of the
One hundred
and fourKincaid.
the One
late of
Miller Kincaid,
of Miller
The
teenth Company,
Coast Guards,
pension
Guards, and pay him aapension
States Coast
United States
Company, United
teenth
at
rate of
of $30
$30 per
month.
per month.
the rate
at the
Michael O'Connor.
Second MichaelO'Connor.
The
O'Connor, late
late unassigned,
of the
the Second
unassigned, of
Michael O'Connor,
of Michael
name of
The name
him aa pension at the
and pay him
Regiment
United States
Infantry, and
States Infantry,
Regiment United
rate
$24 per
per month.
month.
of $24
rate of
Alwilda Flannery.
Flannery, AlwidaFlannery.
Edward Flannery,
The
name of
of Alwilda
widow of
of Edward
Flannery, widow
Alwilda Flannery,
The name
late
Company G,
Regiment United States Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
Third Regiment
G, Third
of Company
late of
pay her
pension at
rate of
month.
$25 per month.
of $25
the rate
at the
a pension
her a
pay
John Hermo.
Hermo.
company, John
Eastland's company,
The
name of
of John
late of
of Captain
Captain Eastland's
Hermo, late
John Hermo,
The name
a
pension
Second
Regiment
Oregon
State
Militia,
and
pay
a
pension
him
pay
Second Regiment Oregon State Militia, and
Pension
increased.
Pension increased.
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
at
Frank L. Simpson.
L.
Simpson.
Frnk
Fifty-first
D,
Company D, Fifty-first
of Company
The
of Frank
Frank L.
Simpson, late
late of
L. Simpson,
name of
The name
Regiment
Iowa Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
pay him
at the
a pension at
him a
and pay
Infantry, and
Regiment Iowa
Pensions.
rate
of $50
per month
month in
of that he is now receiving.
lieu of
in lieu
$50 per
rate of
John F. Waggoner.
H, Twelfth
The
name of
F. Waggoner,
late of
of Company
Company H,
Twelfth John F. Waoner.
Waggoner, late
John F.
of John
The name
Regiment
pay him aa pension at the
and pay
Infantry, and
States Infantry,
United States
Regiment United
rate
$20 per
per month.
month.
Christe
of $20
rate of
Christena Coey
Coey.
dependent mother
The
mother of Thomas W.
Coey, dependent
Christena Coey,
of Christena
name of
The name
her aa pension
Coey,
United States
States Navy,
Navy, and
pension at the rate of
and pay her
Coey, United
Pensions increased.
increased.
Pensions
$12
month.
per month.
$12 per
Henry Wilton.
Wilton.
Regiment Hy
The name
name of
Wilton, late
of Troop
Troop F,
F, Fifth
Fifth Regiment
late of
Henry Wilton,
of Henry
The
United States
and pay him aa pension at the rate 6of $30
Cavalry, and
States Cavalry,
United
per
of that
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
he is
that he
in lieu
lieu of
month in
per month
John C. Lockwood.
The name
name of
of John
John C.
C. Lockwood,
Seventh Post,
Post ^.p.OW.
M, Seventh
Company M,
late of
of Company
Lockwood, late
The
1406.
Regiment United
and pay
pay him
him a
apension
pension at the rate
Cavalry, and
States Cavalry,
United States
Regiment
Pensions.
that he is now receiving.
in lieu
of $30
month in
lieu of
of that
receiving.
per month
$30 per
of
Robert T. McKeen.
c
Troop A, Ninth Regiment
late of
McKeen, late
The
name of
of Robert
T. McKeen,
of Troop
Regiment Robert T- M Keen.
Robert T.
The name
a pension
pension at the rate of $12
United States
and pay
pay him
him a
Cavalry, and
States Cavalry,
United
$.
per month.
month.
Edward
Meacum.
per
Edward I. Meacum.
eac
Fourth Edard
The
J. Meacum,
late of
of Company
H, Fourth
Company H,
Meacum, late
of Edward
Edward J.
name of
The name
Regiment
Missouri Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, war with Spain, and pay
Regiment Missouri
him a
apension
pension at
$50 per
per month.
month.
of $50
rate of
the rate
at the
him
E. Miles.
E
o
JJohn
Mil es hn
The
name of
of John
Regiment
late of Company H, Fourth Regiment
Miles, late
E. Miles,
John E.
The name
a pension
United States
pension at the rate of $60
$60
Infantry, and pay him a
States Infantry,
United
Pension increased.
increased.
Pension
per month.
month.
per
Lizzie Noland.
late of LizzieNoland
Noland, late
The
name of
Lizzie Noland,
Noland, widow
of Thomas
Thomas Noland,
widow of
of Lizzie
The name
Company
C, Third
Third Regiment
United States
her
and pay her
Artillery, and
States Artillery,
Regiment United
Company C,
a
the rate
rate of $30 per month in lieu of that she is now
at the
pension at
a pension
Pension.
Pension.
receiving.
receiving.
Tom Pogue.
Thirty-second Tom Pogne.
C, Thirty-second
Company C,
late of
The
of Company
Pogue, late
Tom Pogue,
of Tom
name of
The name
a pension
Regiment United
United States
States Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him a
Regiment
Pensions
increased.
Pensions increased.
at the
of $15
per month.
month.
$15 per
rate of
the rate
at
Amanda h Pollard.
Charles W.
widow of
The name
of Amanda
E. Pollard,
of Charles
W. Pollard, Amanda . Pollard.
Pollard, widow
Amanda E.
name of
The
late of
Company M,
Regiment Kansas Volunteer Cavalry,
Nineteenth Regiment
M, Nineteenth
of Company
late
and pay
pension at the rate of $20 per month in lieu of that
her aa pension
pay her
and
receiving.
she is now receiving.
she

1402
1402
Ella C. Nichols.
Nicholi.
EllaC.

Pension.
John
Mack.
T. Mack.
John T.
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The name of Ella C. Nichois,
Nichols, widow of Lieutenant
Lieutenant Thomas B.
The
Nichols, late
of Company
Sixth Regiment
United States
States Cavalry,
Cavalry,
Regiment United
Company G,
G, Sixth
Nichols,
late of
and pay
pay her
at the
rate of
of $25
$25 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that
per month
the rate
and
her a
a pension
pension at
she
i
snow
now receiving.
receiving.
she is
The
John T.
late of
Battalion
Company C,
C, First
First Battalion
T. Mack,
Mack, late
of Company
name of
of John
The name
Nevada
pay him
pension at
of
at the
the rate
rate of
and pay
him a
a pension
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
Nevada Volunteer

$30
per month.
month.
$30 per
The name
name of John H. Grotness,
Grotness late of Company B, Twentysecond
Regiment United
States Infantry,
pay him
him aa pension
pension
Infantry, and
and pay
United States
second Regiment
at
of $60
per month
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
in lieu
lieu of
that he
the rate
rate of
$60 per
month in
at the
The
of Jennie
widow of
of John
Webb, late
late of
of Company
Company
Jennie Webb.
Webb.
John Webb,
Jennie Webb,
Webb widow
The name
name of
Jennie
L,
Iowa Cavalry,
and pay
pay her
her a
pension at
at the
rate of
$35
the rate
of $35
a pension
Cavalry, and
L, Third
Third Iowa
per month
month in
of that
now receiving.
receiving.
per
in lieu
lieu of
that she
she is
is now
Herbert
O. Kohr, late of Company E, Seventh
Herbert 0.
The name of Herbert
Herbert 0.. Kohr.
Kohr.
Regiment
United States
States Infantry,
and Company
First Battalion
Battalion
B, First
Infantry, and
Company B,
Regiment United
of united
States Engineers,
Engineers, and'
and pay
pay him a
pension at the
the rate
rate of
a pension
United States
of
$50
per month
in lieu
lieu of
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
he is
that he
of that
month in
$50 per
Pension.
Pension
Bache.
Harriet Bache.
The name of Harriet
Harriet Bache, widow of George M. Bache,
commander,
States Navy,
Navy, and
her a
pension at
the rate
rate
a pension
at the
and pay
pay her
United States
commander, United
of
$50
per
month.
of $50 per month.
Pensions increased.
increased.
Joseph Hart.
Joseph
The name of Joseph
Joseph Hart, late of Company C, Second Regiment
Regiment
United
Cavalry, and
pay him
the rate
rate of
of $40
$40
pension at
at the
and pay
him aa pension
States Cavalry,
United States
receiving.
per month
of that he is now receiving.
per
month in lieu of
Virginia M.
°earname of
Virginia M.
M. Gearhart,
Gearhart, widow
widow of
Guy S.
S. Gearhart,
Gearhart,
of Guy
ierginia
The name
M. Gearof Virinia
heart.
late
Company C
Infantry, and pay
late of
of Company
C, Fifty-second
Fifty-second Iowa Infantry,
pay her
her aa
pension at
the rate
rate Of
in lieu
lieu of
compensation which
of compensation
which
of $50
$50 per
per month
month in
pension
at the
she
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
she is
Andrew
L.
McThe
L. McCamish,
late of
of Troop
McCamish, late
Troop L,
L, First
First United
United
cAnsew
L.
McThe name
name of
of Andrew
Andrew L.
Camish.
States
him a
at the
rate of
$50 per
States Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and pay
pay him
a pension
pension at
the rate
of $50
per month
month
in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Pensions.
The name
name of
of James
Company C,
C, Twentieth
Twentieth
of Company
late of
Farrell, late
James Farrell,
The
James
JamessarreU.
Farrell.
Regiment United
States Infantry,
Infantry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
and
Regiment
United States
pay him
him aapension
at the
rate of
of $30
$30 per
month.
month.
per
at
the
rate
pension
pay
Anna
Katharine
The name
name of
Anna Katharine
Leahy, crippled
crippled daughter
daughter of
James
The
of Anna
Katharine Leahy
of James
Leahy.
Leahy.
C.
Regiment United
C. Leahy, late
late of
of Company
Company G,
G, First Territorial
Territorial Regiment
United
States Volunteer
rate of
of $20
$20
States
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay her
her aapension
pension at
at the
the rate
increased,
per
month.
per month.
Pensions increased.
The name
of James
James W.
W. Turknett,
Turknett, late
James w.
W. Turknett.
Turknett.
The
name of
of Company
Company E,
E, Kerr
Kerr
late of
County,
pay him
County, Texas
Texas Minute
Minute Men,
Men, Frontier
Frontier Defense,
Defense, and
and pay
him aa
pension
of $30
in lieu
he is
now
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
$30 per
per month
month in
lieu of
of that
that he
is now
receiving.
receiving.
Richard F. Clark.
ichard.a.
The name of Richard
Richard F.
late of
of Company
Company G,
G, Fifteenth
F. Clark,
Clark, late
Fifteenth
Regiment United
and pay
pension at
at the
the
Regiment
United States
States Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay him
him a
a pension
rate of
$30
per
month
in
lieu of
that
he
is
now
receiving.
rate
of
$30
per
month
in
lieu
of
that
he
is
now
receiving.
Therron B. Leftwich.
Therron B.Letwich.
Leftwich, late of Company
The name of Therron B. Leftwich,
Company E,
E, First
First
Territorial Regiment United States Volunteer Infantry, and pay
pay
him a
of $75
$75 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
i
s now
him
a .pension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
month in
that h
hee is
now
receiving.
receiving.
Stephen Easton.
Easton.
Stephen
The name of
of Stephen
Stephen Easton,
Easton, late
of Company
late of
Company K,
K, First
First Regiment
Regiment
United States Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
pay him
at the
and i
pay
him a
a pension
pension at
the
Pensions.
Pensions.
rate of $40 per month in lieu of that
that he issnow
now receivmg.
receivmg.
Ernest H. Hill.
Ernest H. Hil.
The name of Ernest H. Hill, late of Troop A, Thirteenth
Thirteenth Regiment
Regiment
$30
United States Cavalry,
Cavalry, and pay him aa pension at the rate of $30
per month.
per
month.
John B. Thompson.
ohn D. Thopson.
The name
name of John D. Thompson,
late of
K, First
First
Thompson, late
of Company
Company K,
Regiment New
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cav al
ry, and
and p
ayhim a
pension
Regiment
New Mexico
Mexico Volunteer
pay
him
a pension
at the
rate of
per month.
Pension increased.
increased.
at
the rate
of $30
month.
$30 per
John H. Feely.
John H. Feely.
The name of John H. Feely, late of Company
Regiment
Company H, First Regiment
West Virginia Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him
at the
the
him aa pension
pension at
rate of $75 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
receiving.

Pensionsinrese.

Pensions increased.
John H. Orotness.
Grotness.
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The name
Josephine Lydy,
widow of
of Horace
Horace E.
Lydy, late
late of
of Josephine
Pension. Lydy.
The
name of
of Josephine
Lydy, widow
E. Lydy,
e
Company
C, One
hundred and
and fourteenth
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer
fourteenth Regiment
Regiment Ohio
One hundred
Company C,
Infantry, and
and pay
rate of
month.
Pensions increased.
Infantry,
pay her
her a
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
of $30
per month.
$30 per
increased.
The name
name of
of Mariah
Mariah E.
E. Baxter,
of Theodore
C. Baxter,
Baxter, Marish
Mariah E.
E. Baxter.
Baxter.
widow of
Theodore C.
Baxter, widow
The
late of
D, Seventy-ninth
Volunteer
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
late
of Company
Company D,
Seventy-ninth Regiment
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
at the
rate of
$45 per
per month
month in
in
Infantry,
her a
a pension
pension at
the rate
of $45
lieu of
that she
she is
now receiving.
receiving.
of that
is now
lieu
The name
name of
Roberts, late
of Company
D, Texas
Texas Roberts.
Daniel
Webster
D
an i e Webster
Webster Roberts,
late of
Company D,
The
of Daniel
Daniel Webster
Frontier forces,
and pay
pension at
of $50
month
Frontier
forces, and
pay him
him aapension
at the
the rate
rate of
$50 per
per month
in lieu
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
in
lieu of
of that
receiving.
The name
of Margaret
A. O'Brien,
widow of
George O'Brien,
O'Brien, late
late MrgretA.
Margaret A. OBrien.
O'Brien.
of George
The
name of
Margaret A.
O'Brien, widow
of Company
Regiment New
New York
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
York Volunteer
B, Seventh
Seventh Regiment
of
Company B,
and pay
pay her
at the
of $30
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that
and
her aa pension
pension at
the rate
rate of
$30 per
per month
month in
she
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
she is
The
name of
F. Marix,
Marix, widow
of Adolph
Adolph Marix,
rear Grae
Grace F.
F. Marix.
Marix, rear
widow of
of Grace
Grace F.
The name
admiral,
United States
and pay
pay her
at the
the rate
her aa pension
pension at
rate
admiral, United
States Navy,
Navy, and
of
month in
in lieu
she is
of $100
$100 per
per month
lieu of
of that
that she
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Pensions.
The
name of
Anthony P.
P. J.
Henry, late
of Company
B, Twelfth
Twelfth Anthony
P..Henry.
Anthony P.J.Henry.
J. Henry,
late of
Company B,
of Anthony
The name
United
States Infantry,
and pay
hint a
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
of $18
$18
pay him
rate of
United States
Infantry, and
per
per month.
month.
Mary Fitzpatrick.
The name
name of
Fitzpatrick, former
of John
John Fitzpatrick,
Fitzpatrick,
ary Fitzpatrck.
The
of Mary
Mary Fitzpatrick,
former widow
widow of
late of
of the
United States
with Mexico,.
and pay
late
the United
States Navy,
Navy, war
war with
Mexico,. and
pay her
her aa
pension at
at the
rate of
per month.
of $30
$30 per
month.
pension
the rate
Lamar
P. Duvall,
Duvall, Duvar
Lamar Duvall,
The name
of Maria
The
name of
Maria Lamar
Duvall, widow of William P.
numvIr. ii a Lamar
late a
a major
major general
general in
the United
United States
States Army,
Army, and
and pay
pay her
late
in the
her aa
pension at
the rate
of $100
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of any
any pension
to
pension
at the
rate of
$100 per
pension to
which she might now or
may hereafter
hereafter be
entitled and
which
or may
be entitled
and in
in lieu
of
lieu of
Veterans' Bureau. Pensions increased.
from the
the Veterans'
receiving from
any
compensation she
she is
is now
increased.
now receiving
any compensation
The
of Malcolm
Malcolm J.
J. McNeill,
McNeill, late
late of
of Company
Company G,
G, First
Malcolm J. McNeil.
McNeill.
First MalcolmJ.
name of
The name
Regiment
D, Twelfth
RegiRegiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and Company
Company D,
Twelfth Regiment
Infantry, and
pay him
pension at
at the
the rate
rate
ment United
United States
States Infantry,
and pay
him aa pension
of
per month
month in
of that
he is
is now
receiving.
that he
now receiving.
of $50
$50 per
in lieu
lieu of
The
name of
of Patrick
of Company
Patrick J
J. O'Brien
O'Brien.
Company F,
F, Ninth
Ninth Patrick
late of
Patrick J.
J. O'Brien,
O'Brien, late
The name
Regiment United
pay him
at the
the
Regiment
United States
States Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
him aa pension
pension at
rate
$30 per
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
receiving.
Pensions.
now receiving.
rate of
of $30
per month
month in
in lieu
that he
Leo
The
name of
Forst, late
late of
Fifth Regiment
LeoForst
Regiment Forst.
Company D,
D, Fifth
of Company
of Leo
Leo Forst,
The name
United States
Infantry, and
pay him
at the
the rate
of $12
$12
United
States Infantry,
and pay
him a
a pension
pension at
rate of
per month.
Robert Furlong.
urlong
The
name of
Furlong, late
late of
Company I,
I, Eleventh
Eleventh
The name
of Robert
Robert Furlong,
of Company
United States
Infantry, and
pay him
him a
a pension
pension at
rate of
$30
United
States Infantry,
and pay
at the
the rate
of $30
per month.
Pension increased.
Increased.
Pension
month.
per
The name
of Thomas
Thomas M.
M. Mason,
Mason, late
late of
of the
United States
Thomas M
M. Mason.
MasonStates Marine
Marine Thomas
the United
name of
The
Corps,
and pay
rate of
of $50
$50 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu
Corps, and
pay him
him aa pension
pension at
at the
the rate
of
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Pension.
The
name of
of R.
R. F.
F. Wilkinson,
citizen volunteer
volunteer under
under RR.. F. Wilkinson
Wilkinson.
late a
a citizen
Wilkinson, late
The name
Major
Army, and
and pay
pay him
at the
the
Major Brisbin,
Brisbin, United
United States
States Army,
him aapension
pension at
rate of
of $30
per month.
month.
Pension increased.
increased.
rate
$30 per
Pension
Anita de Garmendia
The name
name of
Anita de
Stephens, widow
widow of
of John
John Stephens.
The
of Anita
de Garmendia
Garmendia Stephens,
Edmondson Stephens,
Stephens, late
brigadier general,
general, United
States Army,
Army,
United States
Edmondson
late brigadier
and pay
pension at
the rate
of $100
$100 per
month in
lieu of
of
her aa pension
at the
rate of
per month
in lieu
and
pay her
compensation which
is now
Pensions.
compensation
which she
she is
now drawing.
drawing.
Pensions.
John
C. ollins.
The name
name of
of John
John C.
Collins, late
Company C,
C, Eighth
Eighth Regiment
Regiment John C. Collns
C
The
C. Collins,
late of
of Company
Massachusetts Volunteer
and pay
him aa pension
pension at
the
pay him
at the
Massachusetts
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
rate
per month.
rate of
of $18
$18 per
month.
Dorothy Annie Brit
e Br
The name
name of
of Dorothy
Annie Britton,
Joseph W.
W. Britton,
ton.
of Joseph
Britton, ton.t
Britton, widow
widow of
Dorothy Annie
The
late
of
Company
A,
Second
Regiment
United
States
Field
Artillery,
Artillery,
United
States
Field
late of Company A, Second Regiment
and pay
her aa pension
the rate
of $25
$25 per
per month
$8 addiwith $8
addirate of
month with
pay her
pension at
at the
and
tional
for each
of the
soldier's minor
children until
until they
they severally
severally
minor children
each of
the soldier's
tional for
attain the
age of
sixteen years.
years.
attain
the age
of sixteen
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The name
name of Ella M. Sims, widow
widow of Thomas
Thomas D. Sims, late of
of
Company
A, Seventh
Seventh Regiment
United States
States Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay
and pay
Regiment United
Company A,
her
pension at
at the
month.
of $30
$30 per
per month.
the rate
rate of
a pension
her a
Margaret
L. Ferriter.
widow of John Ferriter, late
The name
of Margaret
Margaret L.
L. Ferriter,
Ferriter, widow
The
name of
Margaret L.Ferriter.
of
States Artillery,
Artillery, Regular
Regular
United States
Regiment United
H, Second
Second Regiment
of Battery
Battery H,
Establishment, and
pay her
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
at the
pension at
her aapension
and pay
Establishment,
Pension increased.
increased.
William A.
Thirty-sixth
Wiliam A. Estep, late of Company
William
A. Estep.
The name of William
Company C, Thirty-sixth
Regiment
States Volunteer
pay him
him a
apension
pension
and pay
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
United States
Regiment United
at
the
rate
of
$50
per
month
in
lieu
of
that
he
is
now
receiving
receiving.
is
now
he
of
that
in
lieu
month
per
of
$50
at the rate
Pension.
Pension
The name
name of
Samuel F.
F. Hoover, late
of the
the United
United States
Navy,
Samuel F. Hoover.
The
of Samuel
late of
States Navy,
and
pay
him
a
pension
at
the
rate
of
$18
per
month.
month.
per
$18
of
rate
the
at
pension
a
him
pay
and
increase.
Pensions
increased.
Pensions
John Adams.
John
The name of John
Adams, late
Company D, Twenty-third
Twenty-third
John Adams,
late of Company
Regiment
Kansas Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry
pension at
at
Infantry,-,and pay him aa pension
Regiment Kansas
month in lieu of that
that he
he is
is now receiving.
the rate of
of $50 per month
Bias
Bias Sanchez.
Sanhez.
Blas Sanchez,
The name of -Bias
Sanchez, late of Company
Company F, First Territorial
Territorial
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him
Regiment United States Volunteer
him aapension
pension
at
the rate
rate of
$30 per
month in
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
in lieu
per month
of $30
at the
Pensions.
Pensions.
Anastacio
The name
of Anastacio
Anastacio Molinar,
Molinar, late
late of
of Company
Company A,
A, First
RegiAnastacio Molinar.
The
Moinar.
name of
FirstRegiment New
Militia Cavalry,
pension at
at the
the
ment
New Mexico
Mexico Militia
Cavalry, and
and pay
pay lum
him a
a pension
rate of $30 per month.
Eugene Van Patten.
The name
name of
of Eugene
Van Patten,
Eugene
The
Eugene Van
major , First
First Battalion,
Battalion,
Patten, late
late major,
First Regiment,
Regiment, New Mexico Militia Cavalry, and Pay
pension
pay him a
a pension
at the rate of $50 per month.
Benjamin F.
F. Parks.
Parks.
Benjamin
The
of Benjamin
Benjamin F.
F. Parks,
Parks, late
late of
of Company
The name
name of
Company K,
K, First
First Regiment
New Mexico
Militia Cavalry,
and pay
pay him
him aapension
at the
the
Mexico Militia
Cavalry, and
pension at
ment New
rate of $30 per month.
Robert
Robert Owen
Owen Crim.
Crim.
Crim, late aamember
The name of Robert Owen Crum.,
Citizens'
member of the Citizens'
Military Training Camp at Camp Knox, Kentucky,
Kentucky, and pay him
Military
him a
a
pension
the rate
month.
per month.
$30 per
rate of
of $30
at the
pension at
Pension increased,
increased.
Patrick
Hennessy.
Patrick Hennessy.
The
name of
of Patrick
of Company
Company I,
I, Twentieth
The name
Patrick Hennessy, late
late of
Twentieth
Regiment United States
States Infantry,
Infantry, and pay
pay him aa pension
pension at the
rate
receiving.
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he is now receiving.
Pensions.
Fred Rife.
Rite.
The name
name of
Fred Rife, late
late of
of Company
Company A,
A, Fifth
Fifth Regiment
Regiment
Fred
The
of Fred
United
$17 per
per
United States Infantry, and pay him aapension at the rate
rate of $17
month.
John
John J.. Holmes.
Holmes.
The name of John J.
J. Holmes,
Holmes, late of the United States Navy,
and pay him
rate of $18
month.
him a
apension at the
the rate
$18 per month.
William
Mahoney
illiam J.
J. Mahoney.
The name
name of William
William J.
J. Mahoney, late of Company C, Sixth RegiRegiCavalry, and
ment United
United States Cavalry,
and pay him a
apension
pension at the rate of
of
$20 per
per month.
month.
$20
John II. Barnacle.
John
H. Barnacle.
The name of John
late of Troop D,
John H. Barnacle, late
D, Third
Third Regiment
Regiment
United States
Cavalry, and
him a
at the
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20
United
States Cavalry,
and pay
pay him
a pension
pension at
per month.
month.
per
Pension
increased.
Pension increased.
Charles
Connor.
Charles Connor.
The name of Charles Connor, late of Company
Company E, Second
Second Regiment Tennessee
Tennessee Volunteer
and p
ay him
him a
pension at
at the
the
ment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay
a pension
rate of
$24 per
per month
that he
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
he is
of that
in lieu
lieu of
month in
of $24
rate
Pensions.
Pensions
Martin Padgett.
The
name of
of Martin
Martin Padgett,
Padgett, late
The name
late of
of Captain
Captain Hardee's
Hardee's company,
company,
Florida Mounted
Mounted Volunteers,
Volunteers, Florida
Indian war,
war, and
and pay
pay him
him aa
Florida Indian
pension at
the rate
of $20
$20 per
per month.
pension
at the
rate of
month.
William E.
E. Snyder.
The name of William
Snyder.
William E. Snyder, late of Company
Company A, Fourth RegiRegiment South
South Dakota
Dakota National
National Guard
Guard Infantry,
him aapension
pension
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
at
rate of $100
$100 per
per month.
Pension
increased.
at the
the rate
Pension increased.
William B. Yeater.
William
B. eater.
The name of William
William B. Yeater, late of Company C, First Regihim aa pension
ment United States Infantry, and pay him
pension at
at the
rate
the rate
of
$17 per
per month
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
in lieu
month in
Pensions.
of $17
Pensions.
James
Hunt.
JamesHunt.
The name of James Hunt, late of Company
Company H,
H, Twenty-fourth
Twenty-fourth
Regiment United
States Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him aa pension
pension at
at the
the
Regiment
United States
rate of
of $20
$20 per
month.
rate
per month.

M.Sims.
im.
Ella M.
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The name
name of
William A.
A. Keating,
of Company
Company D,
D, First
late of
Keating, late
of William
The
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him a
a pension at the
Regiment

1405
William A.
A. Keating.
Keating.

Pensions increased.
rate of $24 per month.
Johnson.
Thomas Johncon.
The
of Thomas
Johnson, late
late of
Regiment Thomas
Troop A, Ninth Regiment
of Troop
Thomas Johnson,
name of
The name
United
States Cavalry,
$30
Cavalry, and pay him aa pension at the rate of $30
United States
per month
in lieu
lieu of that he is now receiving.
month in
per
arows.
George H. Barrows.
The
name of
of George
George H.
H. Barrows,
of Company
Company D,
D, Four- George
late of
Barrows, late
The name
a pension at
teenth Regiment
Regiment United States Cavalry, and pay him a
teenth
Pensions.
the rate
rate of
of $65
$65 per
per month
lieu of
Pensions.
he is now receiving.
of that
that he
in lieu
month in
the
hlargaret F. GalThe
name of
of Margaret
Margaret F. Gallaher, widow of John H. Gallaher, Margaret
The name
aher.
Artillery, and laher.
Regiment United States Artillery,
late of Battery M, Third Regiment
a pension at the rate of $20 per month.
her a
pay her
A.Swift.
Matlda A.
late chap- Matilda
The
of Matilda
Matilda A.
of Henry
Henry Swift
Swift late
widow of
Swift, widow
A. Swift,
name of
The name
rate
a pension at the rate
United States Army, and pay her a
(major), United
lain (major),
Pensions increased.
of $30 per
per month.
month.
Pensions
increased.
Thorpe.
L.Thorpe.
John L.
The
name of
of John
John L.
the Hospital
Hospital Corps, United John
of the
late of
Thorpe, late
L. Thorpe,
The name
States Army,
Aliffly, and
pay him
at the rate of $30 per month in
him aapension at
and pay
States
lieu
of that
is now
receiving.
now receiving.
he is
that he
lieu of
The name
of Jennie
of Edward
Boland, late
of Jennie
Boland.
JennieBoland.
late of
Edward Boland,
widow of
Boland, widow
Jennie Boland,
name of
The
a
Cavalry,.,and pay her a
Regiment United States Cavalry
G, Fifth Regiment
Troop G,
pension at the rate of $20 per month in lieu of that she is now
receiving.
receiving.
Pension.
Lannon.
The
of John
John Lannon,
H, First Regiment John
John Lannon.
of Company H,
late of
Lannon, late
name of
The name
a pension at the
him a
United States Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry, and pay lum
rate of $30
month.
Pensions increased.
increased.
$30 per
per month.
M.Piersol.
The
of James
Piersol, late
late of Company
Company E, Thirty- James
James M.
Piersol.
M. Piersol,
James M.
name of
The name
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him
fourth Regiment
United States Volunteer
Regiment United
fourth
a
a pension at the rate of $50 per month in lieu of that he is now
receiving.
receiving.
Yates
The
of James
James N.
Yates, late
of Company
G, Eleventh
Eleventh James
N. Yates.
amesN
Company G,
late of
N. Yates,
name of
The name
a pension
Regiment United
United States
States Volunteer Infantry, and pay him a
Regiment
at
rate of
per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
$20 per
of $20
at the
the rate
The
George C.
C. Rimes,
Company E,
imes.
eorge C.. Rimes.
Thirty-fifth George
E, Thirty-fifth
of Company
late of
Rimes, late
of George
name of
The name
a pension
Regiment
Regiment United States Volunteer Infantry, and pay him a
at
of $50
receiving.
$50 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
rate of
the rate
at the
Ferrel.
Wiliam Ferrell.
The
of William
William Ferrell,
Ferrell, late
late of
of Company
Thirteenth William
B, Thirteenth
Company B,
name of
The name
Regiment,
Thirty-eighth Regiment, United States
Regiment, and Company G, Thirty-eighth
Volunteer
$18 per
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him aa pension at the rate of $18
month in
lieu of
he is
now receiving.
receiving,.
is now
that he
of tiat
in lieu
month
The
name of
of Eben
Eben W.
of Company
Regiment Eben
Eben W. Troupe.
E, First
First Regiment
Company E,
late of
Troupe, late
W. Troupe,
The name
a
pension.at
him
South
Volunteer
Infantry,
and
pay
a
pension
.at
the
Dakota
South
rate
of that he is now receiving.
lieu of
month in lieu
per month
$50 per
of $50
rate of
The name
of George
George F.
of Company
L, Fourteenth
Fourteenth "eorge
George F.
F. Sol.
Souls.
Company L,
late of
Souls, late
F. Souls,
name of
The
Regiment
New York
York Volunteer
Infantry, and pay him a
a pension
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment New
is now receiving. Pensions.
at
rate of
that he is
of $50 per month in lieu of that
at the
the rate
The
name of
Edmo Le
Le Claire,
Claire, who
who served
served as Indian scout, United Edmo Le Claire.
of Edmo
The name
States Army,
Army, and
and pay him a
pension at the rate of $50 per month.
a pension
States
The
name of
Murpty.
Patrick Murphy.
Fourteenth Patrick
B, Fourteenth
Company B,
of Company
late of
Murphy, late
Patrick Murphy,
of Patrick
The name
the
at
a
him
Regiment
United
Infantry,
and
pay
a
pension
Infantry,
States
United
Regiment
rate of $30 per month.
The
of Company
Company H,
Tenth Edward
D. Rasrett.
assett.
EdwardD.
H, Tenth
late of
Hassett, late
D. Hassett,
Edward D.
of Edward
name of
The name
Regiment
United States
and pay him aa pension at the
Infantry, and
States Infantry,
Regiment United
rate
month.
per month.
of $20
$20 per
rate of
The
name of
of Leize
Leize Holmes
Holmes Weaver,
Major General
Hor.es Weft.
LeIe Holmes
General veze
of Major
widow of
Weaver, widow
The name
Erasmus
Weaver, junior, United
United States Army, and pay
Morgan Weaver,
Erasmus Morgan
her
at the rate
compensation
per month in lieu of compensation
of $50 per
rate of
pension at
her aa pension
Pension
Pension increased.
increased
now being paid her.
The name
name of
of Ziba
A. Redding,
late of
Company K,
Regi- Ziba
A. Redding.
Redding.
Ziba A.
First RegiK, First
of Company
Redding, late
Ziba A.
The
in
ent United
United States
pay him aa pension at the rate
and pay
Cavalry, and
States Cavalry,
ment
of $12
$12 per
receiving.
month in lieu if that he is now receiving.
per month
of
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Emma Higgins, widow of Bernard Higgins, late of
The name of Emma
Company F, Fifteenth Regiment
Regiment United States Infantry, and pay
her
a
pension
at
the
rate
per month.
month.
of $20
$20 per
her a pension at the rate of
&laden
jaramillo.
The
Jaramillo, late of Company A, Casual
of Seledon Jaramillo,
name of
The name
Seledon Jararnflo.
Camp, Ninety-seventh
Ninety-seventh Division,
Division, United
United States
and pay
pay
Army, and
States .Army,
Camp,
him a
at the
of $30 per month.
rate of
the rate
pension at
a pension
him
Company,
Jose lintel
riaciaaa '
The
Apodaca, late of Forty-first Company,
Jose Rafel
Rafel Apodaca,
The name of Jose
Raf AApodaca.
Twentieth Regiment
United States
and pay
pay him a
a
Engineers, and
States Engineers,
Regiment United
Twentieth
pension
at
the
rate
of
$30
per
month.
month.
pension at the rate of $30 per
Jose Esperidion
The name
Jose Espendion
Esperidion Pineda,
Pineda, late
late of
the Quartermasters'
Quartermasters'
of the
of Jose
name of
The
PiJne
Pineda. Esperidin
Department, United
United States
States Army,
and pay
a pension
pension at the
him a
pay him
Army, and
Department,
Pension increased.
increased,
rate
$30 per
per month.
of $30
rate of
Pension
H, Nineteenth
H. Archer, late of Company
H. Arher.
William H.
Archer '
The name of William
William H.
Company H,
Nineteenth
william
Regiment Kansas
Cavalry, and
him a
at
pension at
a pension
pay him
and pay
Volunteer Cavalry,
Kansas Volunteer
Regiment
Pension,
the
rate of
of $50
$50 per
lieu of
that he is now receiving.
of that
in lieu
per month
month in
the rate
Pension.
Ascension S. de
. de The name of Ascension S. de Wheeler,
WAension
Wheeler.
Wheeler, widow of Charles
Charles F.
F.
Wheeler,
late of
D, Sixth
Sixth United
United States Cavalry, and pay
of Troop
Troop D,
Wheeler, late
Pension increased,
her
pension at the rate of $20 per month.
a pension
her a
Pensionincreased.
Mary V.
V. Jones.
The name
name of
V. Jones,
Jones, widow
widow of
of Theodore
Theodore Jones, late colonel
colonel
Mary V.
of Mary
The
Jones.
Mary
Thirtieth
pension
Ohio Volunteer Infantry, and pay her aapension
Regiment Ohio
Thirtieth Regiment
Pensions.
at the
the rate
rate of
of $45
$45 per
per month in
receivin
lieu of that she is now receiving.
in lieu
at
Pensions.
Robinson, widow
M.
Einsabeth
The name of Sarah Elizabeth
Sarah Elizabeth
Elizabeth Robinson,
widow of Thomas
Thomas I.
Robinson.
Robinson, late of Tyler's rangers,
rangers Colorado Volunteers, Indian wars,
and pay
pay her
her a
rate of
$20.per
per month.
month.
of $20
the rate
at the
pension at
a pension
and
Newton Ernest Mo.
Troop K,
The name
of Newton
Newton Ernest
Ernest McElvam,
K, Fourth
of Troop
McElvain, late of
name of
The
Ernet Me
ENvin
Elvain.
Regiment
United States
a pension at the rate
and pay him a
Cavalry, and
States Cavalry,
Regiment United
of $50
$50 per
month.
per month.
of
Isabel
Rogers.
The
name of
of Isabel
Rogers, widow
widow of
of Josias
N. Rogers,
Rogers, late
late
Josias N.
J. Rogers,
Isabel J.
The name
bel J.. Rogers.
quartermaster sergeant,
sergeant, Thirty-ninth
Volunteer
Thirty-ninth Regiment Wisconsin Volunteer
quartermaster
Infantry,
$30 per month.
pay her aapension at the rate of $30
and pay
Infantry, and
The name
name of
Mary G.
Sullivan, he!
less and dependent child of
helpless
G. Sullivan,
of Mary
The
Sullivan.
Mary G.. Sullivan.
Gerald
Montana
Gerald Sullivan, late of Company M, First Regiment Montana
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay her aa pension at the rate of $20 per
Volunteer
month.
month.
Mathew
The
name of
of Mathew
Galvin, late
late of
Quartermaster Corps,
Corps, United
United
of Quartermaster
Mathew Galvin,
The name
Oalvin.
Mathew Galvin.
Pension increased.
States
and pay
pay him
$30 per month.
of $30
at the rate of
pension at
a pension
him a
Army, and
States Army,
Pension increased.
Kepler,, widow of Louis C. Kepler, late of
Mary J. Kepler.
The name of Mary J. Kepler
Company B,
B, Seventh
United States Infantry, and pay her
Regiment -United
Seventh Regiment
Company
a
a pension at the rate of $20 per month in lieu of that she is now
Pensions.
receiving.
receiving.
Pensions.
Baca.
The name of Manuel Baca, late teamster, Quartermaster's
Manuel Baca.
Quartermaster's Department,
United States Army, and pay him a
a pension at the rate of
United
ment, month.
per month.
$50 ner
osConkl
Carlos aros
Conklin.
Ttie name of
Conklin, late of Captain Duran's company,
on.
The
of Carlos
Carlos Conklin,
pension
Mexico State Militia, and pay him aa pension
First Regiment
Regiment New Mexico
Pensions
increased. at the rate of $50 per month.
Pensions increased.
Isabel
Quackenlsabel M.
M. QuackenThe name of Isabel M. Quackenbush,
Quackenbush, .widow
widow of Stephen Wright
bush.
Wright
s.
Quackenbush, late captain's
Quackenbush,
captain's clerk, United States Navy,
Navy, and captain,
captain,
United States Marine Corps, and pay her a
a pension at the rate of
$35
per
month
in
lieu
of
that
she
is
now
receiving.
receiving.
is
now
$35 er month in lieu of that she
C Lockwood.
Locood
John
John C.
Ante,
p.1101.
The
of T
roo p M,
eve nth RegiRegiM, S
Seventh
late of
Troop
C. Lockwood,
Lockwood, late
of John
John C.
Te name
name of
loL
Auc,p.
ment United States Cavalry, Indian wars, and pay him a
apension at
the rate of $30 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
Pensions.
James D.Fadden.
D.McFadden.
The
McFadden, late
First Regiment
Regiment
of Troop
Troop G,
G, First
late of
of James
James D.
D. McFadden,
The name
name of
James
United States Cavalry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and pay him aapension
pension
at the
the rate of
of $12
$12 per month.
month.
Sweeney, widow of Edward Sweeney, late
The name of Phoebe
Phoebe J.
J. Sweeney,
Phoebe J.. Sweeney.
Twenty-second Regiment
of Company D, Twenty-second
Regiment United States Infantry,
a pension at the rate of $12
Indian wars, and pay her a
$12 per month.
Pensions.
Pensions.
Emma Higgis.
Higgins.
Emma
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Pension iincreased.
•any A, First
ed
First Regiment Pensin
Company
The name
Jesse Gibson,
late of
of Corn
Gibson, late
of Jesse
name of
The
Jesse Gibson.
I II ent,
him aa
pay him
United
Infantry, Regular
Regular Establis
and
and pay
Establishment,
States Infantry,
United States
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
$12 per
in lieu
lieu of
of that
he is
receiving. pension.
pension
of $12
per month
month in
that he
is now
now receiving.
Pension.
Burch.
CharlesBurch.
Charles Burch, late of Company I, Thirteenth Charles
The
name of
of Charles
The name
Regular Establishment, and
Regiment United
States Infantry,
Infantry ' Regular
United States
Regiment
pay him
him a
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
month.
pay
a pension
$30 per
per month.
Pensions increased.
Pensions
increased.
Thomas H.
H.Goodge.
Goodge.
Company H, Tenth Thomas
late of Company
The name
of Thomas
H. Goodge,
Goodge, late
Thomas H.
name of
The
Establishment, and
Regiment
United States
Regular Establishment,
Infantry, Regular
States Infantry,
Regiment United
that he
he
of that
pay him
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
per month
month in
lieu of
in lieu
$17 per
of $17
a pension
him a
pay
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
is
Elwood Donley.
Company C, Eighteenth
of Company
of Elwood Donley,
late of
Eighteenth ElwoodDonley.
Donley, late
name of
The name
pay him
Spain, and pay
Regiment
Infantry, war
war with
with Spain,
States Infantry,
United States
Regiment United
per month
a
pension at'the
at 'the rate
rate of
month in lieu of that he is now
$30 per
of $30
a pension
receiving.
receiving.
Jacob Adams.
Adams.
The name
name of
Adams, late
late of
Troop H, Seventh Regiment, Jacob
of Troop
Jacob Adams,
of Jacob
The
United
States Cavalry,
Cavalry, Indian
and pay
pay him a
apension at the
wars, and
Indian wars,
United States
rate
$30 per
month in
lieu of
that he
receiving.
is now
now receiving.
he is
of that
in lieu
per month
of $30
rate of
M. Murray.
The name
name of
of Edith
Edith M.
M. Murray,
Murray, widow
James 0.
O. Murray,
Murray, Edith
Edith M. May
of James
widow of
The
late
of
Company
I,
Eighth
Regiment
United
States
Infantry,
Infantry,
States
late of Company I, Eighth Regiment United
Regular Establishment,
and pay
pay her
her a
a pension
at the
rate of
of $25
$25
the rate
pension at
Establishment, and
Regular
account of soldier's
on account
per month,
with $8
$8 per
additional on
month additional
per month
month, with
per
years of age, in lieu of that she is now
minor child
16 years
under 16
child under
minor
Pension.
receiving.
Pension.
receiving.
Bruce R.
K. Vaughn.
Vaughn.
Twenty-first Battery, Bruce
of the Twenty-first
The
R. Vaughn,
Vaughn, late of
Bruce R.
of Bruce
name of
The name
Establishment, and pay
United
States Field
Field Artillery,
Artillery, Regular
Regular Establishment,
United States
Pension
month.
him a
a pension
pension at
the rate
$30 per
per month.
rate of
of $30
Pension increased.
increased.
at the
him
Harriet Smith.
Smith.
Robert Smith, late of Harriet
of Robert
The name
of Harriet
Smith, widow
widow of
Harriet Smith,
name of
The
twenty-fifth Regiment United
hundred and twenty-fifth
One hundred
Company F,
F, One
Company
States
Colored Infantry,
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and pay her
Infantry, Regular
States Colored
of $20
pension at
at the
$20 per month in lieu of that she is now
rate of
the rate
aa pension
Pensions.
receiving.
receiving.
Horton.
Elizabeth Horton.
Horton, late Elizabeth
The name
of Elizabeth
widow of
of Roy
C. Horton,
Roy C.
Horton, widow
Elizabeth Horton,
name of
The
captain of
of Company
Company E,
E, Fourth Infantry, Alabama
Alabama National
captain
$20
Guards,
defense, and
and pay her a
a pension at the rate of $20
border defense,
Guards, border
per
month.
per month.
Daisy B. Fear.
Pear.
B. Fear,
Fear, widow of Theodore C. Fear, late Daisy.
The name
of Daisy
Daisy B.
name of
The
Establishment, and pay her
Regular Establishment,
of the
the United
States Navy,
Navy, Regular
United States
of
with $2
apension
at the
per month
month with
$2 per month additional
of $12
$12 per
rate of
the rate
a
pension at
sailor under sixteen years of age.
on account
of each
each cbild
of.the sailor
child of
account of
on
Kane.
A.Kane.
Mary A.
The name
A. Kane
Patrick H. Kane, late Mary
Kane, widow of Patrick
Mary A.
of Mary
name of
The
Regular Establishment, and pay her
of the
the United
United States
States Navy,
Navy, Regular
of
rate of
per month.
Pension increased.
aa pension
pension at
at the
the rate
of $12
$12 per
month.
increased.
Pension
Jones.
N. Jones.
Arthur N.
the United
The
Arthur N.
late of
of the
United States
States Navy, Arthur
Jones, late
N. Jones,
of Arthur
name of
The name
and pay
pay him aa pension at the rate of $24 per
Spain, and
war
with Spain,
war with
Pension.
Pension.
is now
month
in lieu
lieu of
he is
now receiving.
that he
of that
month in
Ahern.
Catherine Ahern.
Michael Ahern, late Catherine
of Catherine
The name
name of
Catherine Ahern, widow of Michael
The
of
Company A,
Regiment United States Infantry,
Infant
A, Seventeenth
Seventeenth Regiment
of Company
per month.
$12 per
the rate
rate of $12
Indian
pay her
her a
a pension
pension at
at the
mont. Pension increased.
and pay
wars, and
Indian wars,
i
P
The
P. McCampbell,
Mc Campbell, late
Company A,
In- bel
hers P. McCam
McCampof InA, of
of Company
late of
Willis P.
of Willis
name of
The name
a
him
pay
and
struction General
General Service,
States Army,
a
United States
Service, United
struction
receiving. Pensions.
is now receivin&.
that he is
in lieu
lieu of that
pension
$24 per
month in
of $24
per month
rate of
at the
the rate
pension at
ia m D. Miller.
Wil n D. Mfler.
Miller, late of Company -C, Fourth Regi- William
D. Miller,
William D.
The name
name of
of William
The
a pension at
pay him
him a
Spain, and pay
ment
Infantry, war
war with
with Spain,
Tennessee Infantry,
ment Tennessee
the
of $12
month.
$12 per
per month.
the rate
rate of
Seward B. Pickens.
Company I,
late of Company
The name
name of
of Seward
B. Pickens,
Pickens, late
I, First Regiment Seward B. Pickens.
Seward B.
The
pension at
pay him aapension
South
Carolina Infantry,
war with
with Spain,
and pay
Spain, and
Infantry, war
South Carolina
$18 per month.
the
the rate
rate of $18
month.
Rodgers.
Catherine Rodgers.
Rodgers, late of Catherine
Hugh Rodgers,
The name
name of
of Catherine
Rodgers, widow
widow of
of Hugh
Catherine Rodgers,
The
Infantry, Regular
Company I,
Sixteenth Regiment
Regiment United
United States
Regular
States Infantry,
I, Sixteenth
Company
of $12 per month.
the rate of
Establishment,
and pay
pay her
at the
pension at
her aapension
Establishment, and
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The name of Claude
Claude A. Holder, late of Company G, First Regiat
a pension at
ment Tennessee Infantry, war with Spain, and pay him a
receiving.
the rate
rate of
$50 per
month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
per month
of $50
the
Charles V.
V. Harris.
The name of Charles V. Harris, late of Hospital Corps, United
Har.
United
Charles
a pension at the rate of
States
States Army, war with Spain, and pay him a
$35
receiving.
in lieu
lieu of that he is now receiving.
er month in
$35 ner
Pension.
Louis
ename
name of
of Louis
Regiment
H, Tenth
Tenth Regiment
of Troop H,
The
Louis Anderson, late of
onis Anderson.
Anderson.
a pension at the
Cavalry, Indian wars, and pay him a
States Cavalry,
United States
rate
of $20
$20 per
month.
per month.
Pension increased.
increased.
rate of
Pension
Samuel
1).Lee.
Lee.
The name
name of
D. Lee, late of Thirty-sixth Company,
of Samuel
Samuel 13.
The
amuelD.
United
Regular Establishment, and pay
Artillery, Regular
States Coast Artillery,
United States
him
pension at the
the rate of $24 per month in lieu of that he is now
a .pension
him a
receiving.
receiving.
Pensions.
Royal 0. Tyler.
Regiment
RoyalO.
The name of Royal 0.
0. Tyler, late of Troop B, Third Regiment
a pension at the
Cavalry, Indian wars, and pay him
bun a
United States Cavalry,
rate of $20 per month.
Joseph
Bailey.
Joseph Bailey.
The name of Joseph Bailey, late of Troop A, Thirteenth Regiment
Regiment
a penEstablishment, and pay him a
United States Cavalry, Regular Establishment,
sion
at the
rate of
per month.
month.
$12 per
of $12
the rate
sion at
increased.
Pension increased.
Chester
Ramsey • The name of Chester
Ramsey, late of Company
Company M, Third
Chster G. Ramsey.
Chester G. Ramse,
Regiment United States Infantry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Regiment
Establishment, and pay
a pension at the rate of $12 per month in lieu of that he
him apension
he is now
receiving.
receiving.
Pension.
Pension.
Frank Robinson.
The name of Frank
Frank Robinson.
Twenty-third
Frank Robinson,
Robinson, late of Company-D, Twenty-third
Regiment United States Infantry,
EstabEithment, and pay
Regiment
Infantry, Regular Establishment,
him a
pension at
the rate
of $17
$17 per
per month.
rate of
at the
a pension
Pensions
Pensions ineased.
Increased. him
Theo Ramer.
TheoRasner.
The name
name of Theo
Theo Rasner,
Rasner, late
late of
of Company F,
F, Twenty-third
Twenty-third
Regiment
Infantry, Regular Establishment,
Regiment United States Infantry,
Establishment, and pay
pay
him a
a.pension at the rate of $20 per month in lieu of that he is now
receiving.
receiving.
Leo
V. 13nrchett.
Leo V.
The name of Leo V. Burchett, late of Company D, ThirtyBrhett.
eighth Regiment United States Volunteer Infantry, war with Spain,
that
and pay him a
apension at the rate of $50 per month in lieu of that
he is
is now
receiving.
now receiving.
he
Pensions
Pensions.
Alva
Alva C.. Brooks.
Brooks.
The name
The
name of Alva
Alva C.
C. Brooks,
Brooks, late of One hundred and twentytwentyfirst Company, United States Coast Artillery
Artillery Corps,
Corps, Regular
Establishment, and pay him
pel
Establishment,
him aa pension at the rate of $12 pel
month.
Charles S. Cooper.
Cooper.
The name of
of Charles
Charles S. Cooper, late of Company- L
The
L, Second
Regiment United States Infantry, and Company C, Eleventh
Regiment
Regiment United States Infantry, Regular Establishment, and
Regiment
pay him
him a
pension at
at the
per month.
month.
of $17
$17 per
the rate
rate of
a Dension
pay
Pension
Pension increaed.
increased.
Fred
hundred and sixty-sixth
sixty-sixth
The name of Fred Sandlin, late of One hundred
Fred SandItn.
Sandlin.
Company,
Company-,United States Coast Artillery, Regular Establisment,
Establisment,
and pay him
him a
apension at the rate of $17 per month in lieu of that
that
he is
is now
receiving.
now receiving.
he
Pension.
Pension.
Alice M.
M. Fowler.
The name of Alice
Alice M. Fowler, dependent
dependent mother of Clarence
E. Fowler, late of the United States Navy, Regular Establishher a
the rate of
per month.
month.
of $12
$12 per
at the
a pension
pension at
and pay
pay her
ment, and
increased. ment,
Pensions increased.
Lucius
Lucius P. Burress.
The name of Lucius
Lucius P.
P. Burress,
The
&mess, late of Company H, First Regiment North Carolina National Guard Infantry, Regular Establishment, and .pay him a
a pension at the rate of $50 per month in lieu
lieu
of that he is now receiving.
receiving.
F, Fourth
Peterson,' late
George C.
The name
Pteson.
C. Peterson.
name of George C.
C. Peterson
late of
of Battery
Battery F,
Fourth
Regiment United States Artillery,
Regiment
Artillery, Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
$12 per month in lieu of that he
pay him aa pension at the rate of $12
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
is
Mack
Raney.
Mack Raney.
The name of Mack Raney, late of Company
Regiment
Company K, First Regiment
Arkansas Infantry, war with Spain, and pay him a
a pension at the
receiving.
rate of $50 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.

Pensions
increased.
enins incresed.
Claude A. Holder.

Clade A. Holder.
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Pensions.
The name
name of
of Mary
Mary Sullivan,
widow of
The
Sullivan, widow
of Joseph
Pensions.
Joseph Sullivan,
Sullivan, late
late of
of Mary
Sullivan.
the
One hundred
and nineteenth
State s Coast
CoastSullivan.
Mary
the One
hundred and
nineteenth Company,
Company, United
United States
and pay
pay her
her aapension
Artillery, war with Spain, and
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $20
at the
$20
per month.
month.
per
The
of Alex
Alex McWhorter,
late of
of Troop
Sixth RegiAlex McWhorter.
McWhorter.
The name
name of
McWhorter, late
Troop M,
M, Sixth
Regi- Alex
ment United
United States
with Spain,
and pay
pay him
pension
ment
States Cavalry,
Cavalry, war
war with
Spain, and
him aapension
at the
$12 per
per month.
month.
at
the rate
rate of
of $12
The
name of
of Walter
G. Abner,
Abner, late
late of
of the
Eighth Company,
Walter G. Abner.
The name
Walter G.
the Eighth
Company, Walter
United States
Artillery Corps,
and
United
States Coast
Coast Artillery
Corps, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
pay him
the rate
of $12
per month.
month.
Pension increased.
increased.
pay
him aapension
pension at
at the
rate of
$12 per
Pension
Waters.
B. Waters.
The name
of James
James B.
B. Waters,
Waters, late
of Company
I, Eighth
Regi- James B.
The
name of
late of
Company I,
Eighth Regiment United
United States
ment
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
States Infantry,
Infantry, Regular
and pay
pay
him aapension
him
pension at the
of $40
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
that he
is now
the rate
rate of
$40 per
lieu of
he is
now
receiving.
receiving.
Pension.
Joseph B.
B. Beiler.
The
of Joseph
Joseph B.
B. Beiler,
late of
Company B,
B, First
First Regiment
Regiment Joseph
Beller.
The name
name of
Beiler, late
of Company
Ohio Cavalry,
Cavalry, war
Ohio
with Spain,
Spain, and
and pay
him
a
pension
at
the
rate
of
war with
pay him a pension at the rate of
$12 per
per month.
month.
$12
Pension increased.
Pension
increased.
Roscoe Caudill.
The
name of
of Roscoe
Roscoe Caudill,
One hundred
hundred and
Caudill.
The name
Caudill, late
late of
of the
the One
and sixtysixty- Roscoe
sixth Company,
Company, United
United States
States Coast
Artillery Corps,
Corps, Regular
Regular
sixth
Coast Artillery
Establishment,
pay him
him a
a.pension
pension at
at the
the rate
of $17
per month
Establishment, and
and pay
rate of
$17 per
month
is now receiving.
receiving.
in lieu of that he is
Pensions.
Pensions.
Charles F.
Westfield.
The
name of
of Charles
Charles F.
late of
of Battery
Regi- Charles
F. Westfield.
The name
F. Westfield,
Westfield, late
Battery F,
F, Third
Third Regiment United States Artillery, Regular
ment
Regular Establishment,
and pay
Establishment, and
pay him
him
aapension at the rate
rate of
of $12
per month.
$12 per
month.
Michael Kraus.
The name of
of Michael
The
Michael Kraus,
Kraus late
Company F,
Kraus.
late of
of Company
F, Seventh
Seventh RegiRegi- Michael
ment United
United States
States Cavalry,
Cavalry, Indian
Indian wars,
pay him
him aa pension
wars, and
and pay
pension
at
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month.
month.
at the
Pensions
Pensions increased.
increased.
The name of Minnie Heath, widow of William
William S. Heath, late of Minnie
Minnie Heath.
Heath.
Company
Company L,
Twenty-first Regiment
Regiment Kansas
war with
with
L, Twenty-first
Kansas Infantry,
Infantry, war
Spain,
and pay
pay her
the rate
rate of
$30 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu
Spain, and
her a
a pension
pension at
at the
of $30
she is
is now
now receiving,
of that she
receiving, the increase
increase hereby
to cease
hereby granted
granted to
cease
and determine
the event
soldier's helpless
helpless child,
and
determine in
in the
event of
of the
the death
death of
of soldier's
child,
Ralph
Ralph Heath.
Heath.
John F.
The
name of
F. Graper,
of Thirteenth
Thirteenth Company
United John
F. Graper.
Graper.
The name
of John
John F.
Graper, late
late of
Company United
States Coast
Coast Artillery
Artillery Corps,
Establishment, and
and pay
Corps, Regular
Regular Establishment,
pay
him
pension at
him a
a.pension
the rate
rate of
in lieu
lieu of
of that
is now
now
at the
of $30
$30 per
per month
month in
that he
he is
receiving.
receiving.
Staker.
The name
Staker, late
late of
Captain Jacob
Jacob Christianson's
Christianson's Alma
Alma Striker.
The
name of
of Alma
Alma Staker,
of Captain
company
company Utah
Utah Militia
him a
Militia Infantry,
Infantry, Indian
Indian wars
wars,'and
and pay
pay him
a pension
pension
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
in lieu
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
at
per month
month in
lieu of
of that
John F. Connolly.
Connolly.
The
The name
name of
of John
F. Connolly,
late of
of Company
Company.A,
RegiJohn F.
Connolly, late
A, First
First Regiment
California Infantry,
Infantry, war
war with
Spain, and
and pay
him a
apension
ment California
with Spain,
pay him
pension at
at
the
rate of
the rate
of $50
$50 per
month in
lieu of
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
Pensions.
per month
in lieu
of that
that he
is now
Pensions.
Heard.
The
of Thomas
Thomas D.
D. Heard,
Heard, late
Company F,
Thomas D.
D. Heard.
The name
name of
late of
of Company
F, Frontier
Frontier Thomas
Battalion, Texas
Indian wars,
wars, and
and pay
him a
pension
Battalion,
Texas Rangers,
Rangers, Indian
pay him
a pension
at the
the rate
of $20
$20 per
at
rate of
per month.
month.
D. F.
Sanders.
The name
of D.
F. Sanders,
late of
Pat Dolan's
Company D.
F. Sanders.
The
name of
D. F.
Sanders, late
of Captain
Captain Pat
Dolan's Company
F,
F, Texas
Frontier Battalion,
wars, and
Texas Frontier
Battalion, Indian
Indian wars,
and pay
pay him
him a
a pension
pension
at the
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20 per
at
per month.
month.
Joseph H. KellerThe name
name of
of Joseph
H. Kellerman,
Kellerman 'late
late of
the United
United States
States Navy,
The
Joseph H.
of the
Navy, 2:7
nan. h H. Keller'
Regular Establishment,
and
pay
him
a
pension
at
the
rate
of
$12
Regular
Establishment, and pay him a pension at the rate of $12
per month.
month.
Pension
Pension increased.
increased.
Robert A.
A. Herbst.
The name
name of
of Company
Company D,
D, Fifth
Herbst.
The
of Robert
Robert A.
A. Herbst,
Herbst, late
late of
Fifth RegiRegi- Robert
ment United
war with
with Spain,
Spain, and
and pay
ment
United States
States Infantry,
Infantry, war
pay him
him a
a pension
pension
at
the rate
at the
of $40
$40 per
in lieu
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
Pension.
rate of
per month
month in
lieu of
of that
is now
Pension.
Jones.
The
father of
Francis M.
M. Jones,
James Jones.
The name
name a
of James
James Jones,
Jones, dependent
dependent father
of Francis
Jones, James
late
Corps, United
Army, Regular
late of
of the
the Hospital
Hospital Corps,
United States
States Army,
Regular EstablishEstablishment,
ment, and
and pay
pay him
him apension
a pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
Pensionsincreased.
i
ncreased.
Pensions
Lunger.
The name
name of
of Lemuel
of Lizzie
Lizzie Lunger.
The
of Lizzie
Lizzie Lunger,
Lunger, widow
widow of
Lemuel Lunger,
Lunger, late
late of
Troop M,
Regiment United
United States
States Cavalry,
wars, and
and
Troop
M, First
First Regiment
Cavalry, Indian
Indian wars,
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pay her
her a
the rate
of $20
month in
of that
she is
is
that she
lieu of
in lieu
per month
$20 per
rate of
at the
a pension
pension at
pay
now
receiving.
now receiving.
Regiment
The
Company .D, Sixth Regiment
Joseph
Joseph Kasiah, late of Company
of Joseph
name of
The name
Kasish.
Joseph Kasiah.
United States
States Infantry,
Infantry,
iIndian
wars, and
pay him
him aa.pension
pension at
the
at the
and pay
Indian wars,
United
receiving.
that he is now receiving.
rate
$30 per
per month
nlieu
of that
lieu of
month in
of $30
rate of
Pensions.
Pensins.
James
Regiment
The name of James Wood Haynes, late of Troop F, Third Regiment
Hlayns.
wood Haynes.
Jam Wood
United
States
Cavalry,
Indian
wars,
and
pay
him
a
pension
at
at
pension
a
him
pay
and
wars,
Indian
Cavalry,
United States
the
rate
of
$20 per
per month.
month.
$20
of
rate
the
.
Sarah J. Bolender.
The name
Bolender , widow
of Levi
Levi Bolender, late
widow of
J. Bolender,
Sarah J.
of Sarah
name of
The
sarahJ.Bold
of
Company C,
C, Twenty-second
Twenty-second Regiment
Regiment United
United States
States Infantry,
Infantry,
of Company
Indian wars,
wars, and
pay
her a
pension at
at the
month.
per month.
$12 per
of $12
rate of
the rate
a pension
pay her
and
Indian
Lucy W. Slaughter.
The name
name of
of Lucy
Lucy W.
widow of Edwin L. Slaughter,
Slaughter, widow
W. Slaughter,
The
Slahtr.
LucyW.
late major
major Second
Virginia National
Guard, Regular
Regular
National Guard,
Regiment Virginia
Second Regiment
late
Establishment,
and pay
her a
at the
the rate
rate
pension at
a pension
pay her
defense, and
border defense,
Establishment, border
of
$25 per
month.
month.
per
$25
of
Mary J. Darling.
Darling,
The name
J. Darling,
Traverse R.
R. Darling,
of Traverse
widow of
Darling, widow
Mary J.
of Mary
name of
The
MaryJ.Darling.
late
of Company
Company I,
Regiment Rhode
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Island Volunteer
Rhode Island
I, First
First Regiment
late of
war
Spam, and
pension at
at the
the rate
of $12
$12 per
month,
per month,
rate of
a pension
her a
pay her
and pay
with Spain,
war with
Pension to cease
a if this pension
determine in
in the
should at
at any
any
it should
event it
the event
and determine
cease and
to cease
if this pension to
soldier
ave.
solder alive.
time be
that soldier
is living.
living.
soldier is
found that
be found
time
Jacobus Hemmes.
The name
Jacobus Hemmes,
Hemmes late of Company E, Seventh Regiof Jacobus
name of
The
Hees.
Jacobus
a pension
pension
him a
ment United
United States
States Cavalry,
Indian wars,
and pay him
wars, and
Cavalry, Indian
ment
at
the
rate
of
$12
per
month.
month.
per
$12
rate
of
the
at
HarrSp.
Harry Stephens.
L Thirty-fifth
The name
name of
of Harry
Stephens, late
of Company
Company L,
Thirty-fifth
late of
Harry Stephens,
The
Hartephes
Regiment, and
Thirty-ninth Regiment, United
United States
K, Thirty-ninth
Company K
and Company
Regiment,
a pension
Spain, and pay him a
with Spain,
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, war
war will).
pension at the
Volunteer
month.
rate
of $30
per month.
$30 per
rate of
Frederick Turner.
The name
name of
of Frederick
Frederick Turner, late of Company A, Ninth
Ninth, RegiThe
Turner.
Frederick
a pension
ment United
States Infantry,
Infantry, Indian
Indian wars,
and pay
him a
pension
pay him
wars, and
United States
ment

at
the rate
rate of
of $30 per
month.
per month.
at the
The
name of
Rawson, late
late of
Thirty-third
of Company
Company L, Thirty-third
Frank Rawson,
of Frank
The name
pay him aapension
Regiment Michigan
Michigan Infantry,
war with
and pay
pension
Spain, and
with Spain,
Infantry, war
Regiment
of that
that he is now receiving.
at
the rate
rate of
of $40
$40 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
receiving.
at the
Pension.
Pension.
Elsie M.
Hayes.
Hayes, late
widow of Perley
of Elsie M. Hayes
Hayes, widow
Perley B. Hayes
The name of
M.Hayes.
Elsie
National Guard
of Troop
Troop C,
C, Rhode
Rhode Island
Guard Cavalry, border
border
Island National
of
defense,
and pay
pay her
her a
at the
rate of
of $12
$12 per month and
the rate
a pension
pension at
defense, and
soldier's minor child under
$8
on account
account of soldier's
additional on
month additional
per month
$8 per
increased.
Pension Increased.
Pesion
sixteen years of age.
Frank Mueller.
Regiment
Company,F, Fifth Regiment
The name of Frank Mueller,
Frank Mueller.
Mueller, late of Company
the
United States
Infantry.,Indian
pay him
at the
pension at
him aapension
and pay
wars, and
Indian wars,
States Infantry,
United
Pension.
rate of $30
Pension.
$30 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
James K. White.
Navy,
United States
The name of James K. White,
James K. hite.
White, late of the United
States Navy,
a pension
and pay him a
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
pension at the rate of $12
Regular
Pensions
increased.
month.
per month.
Pensinsincreased.
per
John Cantwell.
Regiment
The name
Johnantwell.
name of John
John Cantwell, late of Company
Company I, Third Regiment
a
United States
Infantry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and pay him a
States Infantry,
United
month in lieu of that he is now
per month
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20 per
at the
pension
receiving.
receiving.
Lucy J. Hartley.
The
name of Lucy J. Hartley, widow of William
William L. Hartley, late
The name
LncyJ. Hartley.
Infantry,.,
Tennessee Infantry
of
Captain Simpson's
company, First
First Regiment
Regiment Tennessee
Simpson's company,
of Captain
Indian
and pay
pay her
her a
pension at the rate of $20 per month
a pension
wars, and
Indian wars,
in
lieu of
that she
receiving.
now receiving.
is now
she is
of that
in lieu
Regiment
Raymond E.
Fisher.
K, Sixth
Sixth Regiment
of Troop
The name of Raymond E.
E. Fisher.
Raymond
E. Fisher,
Fisher, late
late of
Troop K,
a pension at
United States Cavalry, war
we! with Spain, and pay him a
the
per month
month in
lieu of
of that
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
that he
in lieu
$25 per
of $25
rate of
the rate
Pension,
Pension
Roy B.
B. Wilcox,
The
name of
Roy
B. Wilcox.
Wilcox.
The name
of Roy
Wilcox, late
late of
of Company
Company D,
D, Third
Third Regiment
Regiment
RoyB.
a
Tennessee Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, war with Spain, and pay him a
Tennessee
pension
at the
the rate
$12 per
per month.
month.
of $12
rate of
pension at
increased.
Pensions increased.
Forty-fourth
of Warren
The name
arren A. Ritter.
Warren
The
name of
Warren A.
A. Ritter,
Ritter, late
late of
of Company
Company M, Forty-fourth
war with Spain, and
Regiment United
United States
Infantry, war
and
Volunteer Infantry,
States Volunteer
Regiment

Pension
increased
Pension Increased.
Frank
Rawson.
Frank Rawson.
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pay him
him a
pension at
$22 per
per month
in lieu
ath
e
pay
a pension
at the
the rate
rate of
of $22
month in
lieu o
offth
that
he
is now
now receiving.
is
receiving.
James A.
A. Garner.
Garner.
James
The name of
of James
James A.
A. Garner, late
Sixty-fourth Company,
Company,
late of
of Sixty-fourth
Establishment, and pay
United States Coast Artillery, Regular Establishment,
pay him
him
a
the rate
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
is now
a pension at
at the
rate of
of $24
$24 per
that he
he is
now
receiving.
receiving.
Pension.
Pension.

The name of George E. Jones, late of Battery E, Sixth Regiment
Regiment
United States
Spain, and
and pay
pay him
at
States Artillery,
Artillery, war with Spain,
him aa pension
pension at
the rate of $15 per month.
month.
The name of William M.
M. Love, late of
of Company
Company H,
H, Seventeenth
Seventeenth
Regiment
Regiment United
United States
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
pay
States Infantry, Regular
and pay
pension at
rate of
of $20
$20 per
of that
that he
is now
now
him a
a pension
at the
the rate
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
he is
receiving.
receiving.
Davis, widow
widow of
William S.
of
The name
name of Almira
Almira Davis,
of William
S. Davis,
Davis, late
late of
Company B, Thirteenth
Thirteenth Regiment United
United States
war with
with
States Infantry,
Infantry, war
Spain,
pension at
the rate
of $20
$20 per
per month
month with
with $4
$4
Spain, and pay her
her aa pension
at the
rate of
per month
month additional
additional for
under sixteen
for soldier's minor child
child under
sixteen years
years
of age.
The
Hellwig, late
sergeant,
The name
name of Martin
Martin A.
A. Hellwig,
late quartermaster
quartermaster sergeant,
Sixth Battery,
war with
and
Battery, Iowa Volunteer
Volunteer Light
Light Artillery,
Artillery, war
with Spain,
Spain, and
at the
the rate
rate of
per month.
month.
pay him
him aapension at
of $12
$12 per
The name
name of
of Norman
C, Fifteenth
The
Norman Campbell,
Campbell, late
late of
of Troop
Troop C,
Fifteenth
Regiment United States
States Cavalry,
Philippine insurrection,
insurrection, and
pay
Cavalry, Philippine
and pay
him aapension
pension at the rate
per month.
month.
rate of
of $12
$12 per
The
late of
B, Seventeenth
Seventeenth
The name of Rome Patton,
Patton, late
of Company
Company B,
Regiment United
Regiment
Infantry, war with Spain,
Spain, and
and pay
United States
States Infantry,
pay him
him a
a
pension
$18 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
that he
now
pension at the rate
rate of
of $18
month in
of that
he is
is now
receiving.
receiving.
The name of James M. Arnold, late of Company
Company F,
F, Twelfth
Twelfth
Regiment,
Minnesota Infantry,
Infantry, war
with Spain,
Spain, and
and pay
pay him
Regiment, Minnesota
war with
him aa
pension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12 per month.
The name of Sarah F. Williams, dependent
dependent mother
mother of
of Charles
Charles
M. Williams,
Williams, late unassigned,
States Field
Field Artillery,
unassigned, First
First United
United States
Artillery,
Regular
and pay
at the
of $12
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
pay her
her aa pension
pension at
the rate
rate of
$12
per month.
per
month.
The name of
Weaver , late
late of
of Company
Company D,
of William
William Weaver,
D, First
First Regiment
Regiment
and pay
him a
pension at
at the
Tennessee Infantry, war
war with
with Spain,
Spain, and
pay him
a pension
the
rate of $40
$40 per month in
lieu of
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
in lieu
of that
that he
is now
The name
George L.
of Company
F, Second
name of George
L. Robinson,
Robinson, late
late of
Company F,
Second
Regiment Arkansas
Arkansas Infantry,
Infantry, war
pay him
Regiment
war with
with Spain,
Spain, and
and pay
him aa.pension
pension
at
month in lieu
of that
is now
now receiving.
at the
the rate of $20 per month
lieu of
that he
he is
receiving.
The
name of
John W.
late of
Sixty-fourth Company,
Company,
The name
of John
W. Garten,
Garten, late
of the
the Sixty-fourth
United States Coast
Coast Artillery
Corps, Regular
Regular Establishment,
and
United
Artillery Corps,
Establishment, and
pay him a
$20 per
month in
lieu of
that he
he
a pension
pension at the rate of
of $20
per month
in lieu
of that
is
is now
now receiving.
The name of
of Everett
Everett Braley,
H, Seventh
Seventh RegiRegiBraley, late of
of Company
Company H,
ment United
ment
him a
pension
United States
States Artillery, war
war with Spain,
Spain, and
and pay
pay him
a pension
at
of $12
$12 per
at the
the rate of
per month.
month.
The
late of
H, Fifth
Fifth RegiRegiThe name
name of Gustave
Gustave Pinksohn,
Pinksohn, late
of Company
Company H,
ment United States Infantry,iIndian wars, and pay him aa pension
pension
at
month. in
n lieu
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
at the
the rate of
of $30 per
per month
lieu of
that he
Charles W.
W. Dencker,
Dencker, late
late of
Troop I,
RegiThe name of
of Charles
of Troop
I, Seventh.
Seventh Regiment United
ment
Cavalry, Indian wars,
and pay
United States
States Cavalry,
wars, and
pay him
him a
a pension
pension
at the
the rate
rate of $12
$12 per month.
The name of
of Eh
Eli Hayes, late of
of Company
Company D,
D, Twelfth
Twelfth Regiment
Regiment
United
Regular Establishment,
and pay
pay him
him aa
United States
States Infantry,
Infantry, Regular
Establishment, and
$40 per month
month in
pension at the rate of $40
in lieu of that he
he is now
receiving.
The name of
of Mary
Mary B. Aiken,
Aiken, dependent
dependent mother
mother of Frank L.
L.
L and M. Forty-first Regiment
Aiken, late of Companies
Companies L
United
Regiment United

GeorgeE.
Jones.
George
E. Jones.

Pension increased.
increased.
Pension
William M.
William
M. Love.
Love.

Pensions.
Pensions.
Almira
Almira Davis.
Davis.

Martin
Martin A.
A. Hellwli
Hellwig,k.
Norman Campbell.
Norman
Campbell.

Pension
Pension Increased.
increased.
Rome Patton.
Patton.
Rome

Pensions.
Pensions.
James M.
James
M. Arnold.
Arnold.

Sarah F.
Williams.
Sarah
F. Williams.

Pensions Increased.
Pensions
increased.
William Weaver.
Weaver.
William
George
GeorgeL.
L. Robinson.
Robinson.

John
W. Garten.
John W.
Garten.

Pension.
Pension.
Everett Braley.
Everett
Braley.

Pension
Pension increased.
increased.
Gustave Pinksohn.
Gustave
Pinksohn.
Pension.
Pension.
Charles W.
W. Dencker.
Charles
Dencker.
Pension
Pension increased.
increased.
Eli Hayes.
Hayes.
Eli

Pension.
Pension.
B.
B. Aiken.
Aiken.

Mary
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Pension
f-asad.
Pension increased.
Charles A. Bushey.
Baey.
CharlesA.B

Pensions.
Catherine
Ctherine Barger.

Pensions.

Barger.

Fannie
Jacobs.
Fannie Jacobs.

1924.
1924.

States Volunteer
Infantry, war
pay her
her a
a pension
pension
and pay
Spain, and
with Spain,
war with
Volunteer Infantry,
States
at
the
rate
of
$20
per
month.
the rate of $20 per month.
at The
of Company.H, Fifth Regilate of
name of
of Charles
A. Bushey, late
Charles A.
The name

ment Massachusetts
Massachusetts Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
with Spain,
Spain, and
and pay
pay
war with
Infantry, war
ment
him aapension
of $24
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
he is
now
is now
that he
of that
$24 per
rate of
the rate
at the
pension at
him
recieving.
recieving.
of Andrew
The
name of
of Catherine
Barger, dependent
dependent mother
mother of
Catherine Barger,
The name
Barger,
Company F,
F, Second
Oregon Volunteer
Volunteer
Regiment Oregon
Second Regiment
of Company
late of
Barger, late
Infantry,
war
with
Spain,
and
pay
her
a
pension
at
the
rate
of
rate of
the
at
pension
a
her
pay
and
Spain,
with
war
Infantry,
$20_per
month.
$20 per month.
The
name of
of Fannie
Fannie Jacobs,
of Elmer
P.
Elmer P.
mother of
dependent mother
Jacobs, dependent
The name
Jacobs
of Service
Service Company,
Twenty-second Regiment United
United
Company, Twenty-second
late of
Jacobs, late
States 'Infantry,
Establishment, and
her a
pension at
a pension
pay her
and pay
Regular Establishment,
Infantry, Regular
States

the rate
of $12
$12 per
month.
per .month.
rate of
the
The name
name of
Julia J.
J. Ray,
dependent mother
mother of
of Samuel
H. Ray,
Ray,
Samuel H.
Ray, dependent
of Julia
The
(Jefferson
Army
late
of
Company
A,
of
Instructions,
United
States
Army
(Jefferson
States
United
Instructions,
of
A,
Company
late of
pension
pay her aapension
Barracks,
Regular Establishment,
and pay
Establishment, and
Missouri), Regular
Barracks, Missouri),
at
the
rate
of
$20
per
month
in
lieu
of
that
she
is
now
receiving.
receiving.
now
is
she
that
of
lieu
in
month
per
$20
of
at the rate
Fritz Stocker.
The name
name of
Stocker, late
of Company
Company E, Twenty-first
Twenty-first
late of
Fritz Stocker,
of Ritz
The
Fritztcer.
a
Regiment United
States Infantry,
Infantry, Indian
Indian wars,
wars, and pay him a
United States
Regiment
the rate of $30 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
Pension,
pension at
receiving.
at the
pension
Pension.
I, Twenty-first
late of Company
Willms, late
Joseph
WMms.
The
name of
Company I,
Twenty-first
of Joseph
Joseph Willms,
The name
JosephWillms.
pay him aa
and
Regiment
United
States
Infantry,
Indian
wars,
wars,
Indian
Infantry,
Regiment United States
of $12
rate of
Pension increased.
pension at
at the
$12 per month.
the rate
pension
Pensonincreased.
Bradley,.,late of Company
Carleton E.
of Carleton
Carleton E. Bradley.
The
E. Bradley
Company L, Fourteenth
Fourteenth
name of
The name
Carleto
Retp;ment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and Company
Company K, ThirtyMinnesota Volunteer
Regiment Minnesota
war with Spain,
fifth
United States
States Volunteer
Infantry, war
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment United
fifth Regiment
and
pay him
him a
pension at
of $50
$50 per
in lieu
lieu of
that
of that
month in
per month
rate of
the rate
at the
a pension
and pay
Pensions.
Pensions,
he is now receiving.
Thomascawine.
The name of Thomas Devine,
Devine late of Company F, Eighth RegiThomasevine.
ment United
States Infantry,
Infantry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and pay him
United States
ment
month.
per month.
at the
the rate
rate of
$24 per
of $24
aapension
pension at
the United
of the
David MeMMan.
The
of David
David McMillan,
late of
United States
States Navy,
McMillan, late
name of
The name
DavidMcMlan.
pension at the rate of $12
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
and pay
him a
$12
a pension
pay him
Regular
per
month.
per month.
Owen,
Stella Hudson
The name
name of
Stella Hudson
widow of
Witham N. Owen,
of William
Owen, widow
Hudson Owen,
of Stella
The
en
teladson Owen.
late
F, Third
Third Regiment
Indian wars,
Regiment United States Cavalry, Indian
troop F,
of troop
late of
and
pay her
her a
pension at the rate of $12 per month.
a pension
and pay
Regiment
The name of Jesse T. George, late of Company
eorge.
JesseT.
Jesse
T.George.
The
Company B, First Regiment
Post, p. 1415.
pay him
with Spain,
Infantry, war
South
Carolina Volunteer
Post, p. 1415.
South Carolina
Volunteer Infantry,
war with
Spain, and
and pay
him aa
increased.
Pension increased,
pension at the rate of $30
$30 per month.
Regiment
Holland, late of Company F, First Regiment
The
name of Denis Holland,
Denis Holland.
The name
Holland.
Establishment, and pay him aa
United
States Artillery,
Artillery, Regular
Regular Establishment,
United States
month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
Pension,
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $40
per month
$40 per
at the
pension
pension.
The name
of Nettie
Nettie ettie
I. Moffatt.
name of
Nettie I. Moffatt, widow of Louis M. Moffatt,
Moffatt, late
captain,
First Regiment
Regiment Separate Battalion Infantry,
Infantry,
I, First
Company I,
captain, Company
defense, Regular Establishment,
Wyoming
Guard, border
border defense,
National Guard,
Wyoming National
a pension
and pay
p ay her
pension at the rate
rate of $20 per month, with $2 per
her a
and
month
account of each
each of the minor children
children of the
on account
additional on
month additional
years.
of sixteen
sixteen years.
age of
increased,
soldier
they reach
reach the
the age
until they
soldier until
Pension increased.
Corps, United
John
The name
name of
of John
late of
of Hospital
Hospital Corps,
United
Harmon, late
W. Harmon,
John W.
The
Harmon.
W. Harmon.
John W.
a pension at the rate of
pay him
States Army,
Spain, and
and pay
him a
with Spain,
war with
Army, war
States
receiving
is now
Pensions.
$40
month in
in lieu
that he
now receiving.
he is
of that
lieu of
per month
$40 per
Pensions.
Bonaccorsi, late of the United States
Alfred Bonaccorsi,
The name
Alfred Bonaccorsi.
The
name of
of Alfred
States Navy,
Navy,
him aa pension at the rate of $17
Regular
Establishment, and
and pay
pay him
Regular Establishment,
per
month.
per month.
United States
the United
William C.
agel"
The
William C.
late of
of the
Hagelgans, late
C. Hagelgans,
of William
name of
The name
c. nHagegans.ianiam
the
a
Marine
Corps,
Regular
Establishment,
and
pay
him
a
pension
at the
Establishment,
Regular
Corps,
Marine
g
month.
rate
of $15
$15 per
per month.
rate of

Pensions
increased,
Pensionsincreased.
Julia J. Ray.
J. ay.
Julia
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The
of Norma
Norma E.
E. McEnhill,
McEnhill, widow
of Frank
Frank McEnhill,
widow of
name of
The name
United States Cavalry,
late
Second Regiment
Regiment United
lieutenant, Second
second lieutenant,
late second
Regular
Establishment, and
and pay
pension at the rate of $30
$30
pay her
her aa pension
Regular Establishment,
per
month in
of that
now receiving.
receiving.
she is
is now
that she
in lieu
lieu of
per month
The name
Patrick J.
McGuire, late
of Company
A, Fourteenth
Fourteenth
Company A,
late of
J. McGuire,
of Patrick
The
name of
a
him a
pay him
and pay
Regiment
States Infantry,
Spain, and
with Spam,
war with
Infantry, war
United States
Regiment United
pension at
at the
the rate
$12 per
per month.
month.
of $12
rate of
pension
Marine
States Marine
The name
of the
United States
the United
late of
R. Romey,
Romey, late
Reuben R.
of Reuben
name of
The
Corps, Regular
Establishment, and
pay him
pension at the rate of
a pension
him a
and pay
Regular Establishment,
Corps,
$20 per
per month.
month.
$20
Smith, late
C. Smith,
The name
J. Smith,
of William
William C.
widow of
Smith, widow
of Rachel
Rachel J.
name of
The
colonel of
Regiment Tennessee
Tennessee Infantry,
Infantry, war with Spain,
the First
First Regiment
of the
colonel
of that she
lieu of
in lieu
and
pay her
pension at
at the
rate of
of $50
$50 per
month in
per month
the rate
a pension
her a
and pay
is now
receiving.
is
now receiving.
P. Hately, late
of Nineveh
widow of
The
of Kathryn
Kathryn Hately,
Nineveh P.
Hately, widow
name of
The name
a
member of
Captain George
George Hunter's
company, Washington
Washington
Hunter's company,
of Captain
a member
pension at the rate
her aapension
Volunteers, Nez
Nez Perce
Perce Indian
Indian war,
war, and
and pay
pay her
Volunteers,
of
per month.
month.
of $12
$12 per
Regiment
late of Company H, First Regiment
Seidel, late
The
H. Seidel,
of Robert
Robert H.
name of
The name
Missouri
war with
Spain, and
pay him
him aa pension at the
and pay
with Spain,
Infantry, war
Missouri Infantry,
rate
in lieu
of that
now receiving.
receiving.
he is
is now
that he
lieu of
per month
month in
$18 per
of $18
rate of
The name
name of
of Mollie
Mollie F.
F. Shockley,
Shockley, late
Jasper Shockley,
of Jasper
widow of
Shockley, widow
The
Infantry,
States Infantry,
of
Company L,
Regiment United
United States
Twenty-first Regiment
L, Twenty-first
of Company
the rate
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
and pay
pay her
rate of $12
$12
a pension
pension at the
her a
Regular
additional for the minor child of the
month additional
per
month with
per month
$2 per
with $2
per month
years.
soldier until
he reaches
reaches the
of sixteen
sixteen years.
age of
the age
until he
soldier
Twenty-first
William A. Salmon,
The
name of
of William
Salmon,. late of Company
Company C, Twenty-first
The name
pension
a pension
Regiment
Infantry, war
Spain„ and
pay him
him a
and pay
with Spain,
war with
Kansas Infantry,
Regiment Kansas
receiving.
at the rate of $24 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
The name
name of
of per
Seventh
K, Seventh
Sheffield, late
of Company
Company K,
late of
George Sheffield,
The
Regiment
United States
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and pay
Infantry, Regular
States Infantry,
Regiment United
in lieu of that he is now
him
at the
$24 per
month in
per month
of $24
rate of
the rate
a pension at
him apension
receiving.
receiving.
The
widow of Leander
Leander Wilson, late of
Wilson, widow
of Mary
Mary Wilson,
name of
The name
Thirteenth Regiment United
G, Thirteenth
Company G,
United States Infantry, Indian
Company
wars,
her a
apension
of $12
$12 per
month.
per month.
rate of
the rate
at the
pension at
pay her
and pay
wars, and
J. Marten, late of Troop
of Charles J.
The
name of
Troop L, Seventh
Seventh RegiThe name
pension
ment United
war with
and pay
pay him a
a.pension
Spain and
with Spain,
Cavalry, war
States Cavalry,
United States
ment
of that
that he is now receiving.
in lieu of
at
the rate
rate of
of $24
$24 per
per month
month in
receiving.
at the
the United States Navy, and
of the
The
James Shaw,
and
Shaw, late of
of James
name of
The name
States Artillery, Regular
of Battery
G, Third
Third Regiment
United States
Regiment United
Battery G,
of
the rate of $12 per month
Establishment,
pay him
at the
a pension at
him apension
and pay
Establishment, and
in lieu of that he is now receiving.
in
The
name of
of Caroline
Good, widow
Francis M. Good, late
of Francis
widow of
Caroline Good,
The name
of
Captain Gardner's
Gardner's company,
Oregon Mounted
Mounted
Regiment Oregon
Ninth Regiment
company, Ninth
of Captain
$12
Volunteers,
Indian wars,
wars, and
her a
a pension
pension at the rate of $12
pay her
and pay
Volunteers, Indian
per
month.
per month.
Company G, FortyThe
of Arthur
E. Palmer,
late of
of Company
Forty-Palmer, late
Arthur E.
name of
The name
fourth
States Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, war with
United States
Regiment United
fourth Regiment
the rate of $12 per month.
Spain,
at the
pension at
a pension
him a
pay him
and pay
Spain, and
G, ThirtyThe
of James
M. Peterson,
Peterson, late
late of
of Company
Thirty-Company G,
James -M.
name of
The name
eighth Regiment
States Volunteer
with
war with
Infantry, war
Volunteer Infantry,
United States
Regiment United
eighth
Spain,
pay him
him a
apension
pension at
rate of
of $15
$15 per
per month.
the rate
at the
and pay
Spain, and
E, Nineteenth
The
name of
John T.
T. Petty,
of Company
Nineteenth
Company E,
late of
Petty, late
of John
The name
Regiment United
United States
States Infantry,
Regular -Establishment, and
Infantry, Regular
Regiment
pay him
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12 per month
month in lieu
lieu. of that he
a pension
him a
pay
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
is
Flannigan, helpless and dependent
The name
name of
of Charles
dependent child
Charles Flannigan,
The
of Patrick
.
g,an, late
late of
the United
States Marine
ReguCorps, ReguMarine Corps,
United States
of the
Flannigan,
Patrick Flann
of

1413
1413
Pension increased.
increased.
Norma E.
E. McEnhill.
Manhill.

Pensions.
J. McGuire.
McGuire.
Patrick J.

Reuben R. Romey.
Romey.
Reuben

increased.
Pension increased.
Rachel J. Smith.
Smith.
Rachel

Pension.
Pension.
Kathryn }lately.
Hately.
Kathryn

Pension Increased.
increased.
Robert H.
H. Seidel.
Pension.
Mollie F. Shockley.

Pensions increased.
Increased.
William A.
William
A. Salmon.
Salmon.

George Sheffield.
Sheffield.

Pension.
Pension.
Mary Wilson.
Wilson.

Pensions increased.
increased.
Charles J.
J. Marten.
Marten.

James Shaw.
Shaw.
James

Pensions.
Pensions.
Good.
Caroline Good.

Arthur E.
E. Palmer.

James M. Peterson.
Peterson.

Pensions increased.
increased.
John T. Petty.

Charles Flannigan.
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lar Establishment,
and pay
pay him
at the
the rate
of $20
$20 per
per
rate of
him aa pension
pension at
lar
Establishment, and
month
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
of that
is now
month in
George
D. Cranda.
Crandall*
The
of George
George D.
Third
of Company
Company L,
L, Third
D. Crandall,
Crandall, late
rate of
name of
erge D.
The name
Regiment New
York Infantry,
and Company
Company F,
F, Twenty-sixth
Twenty-sixth
New York
Infantry, and
Regiment
•
Regiment United
States Volunteer
Infantry, war
Spain, and
and
war with
with Spain,
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment
United States
pay
him a
pension at
the rate
rate of
$50 per
month in
that he
he
lieu of
of that
in lieu
of $50
per month
at the
a pension
pay him
ls now
Pension.
is
now receiving.
receiving.
Pension.
Mary
The
name of
Mary T.
T. McGinn,
of James
James H.
H. McGinn,
McGinn,
McGinn, widow
widow of
The name
of Mary
Mary T.
T. McGinn.
Mcinn.
late
Troop C,
States Cavalry,
Cavalry, Indian
Indian
United States
Sixth Regiment
Regiment United
of Troop
C, Sixth
late of
wars, and
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
per month.
month.
$12 per
increased.
her a
a pension
and pay
pay her
Pension increaed
wars,
Pension
Michael
Quinn.
The
Michael Quinn,
Twenty-first
late of
of Company
Company D, Twenty-first
Quinn, late
name of Michael
The name
Michael Qinn.
Regiment United
United States
and pay
him aa
pay him
wars, and
Indian wars,
States Infantry,
Infantry, Indian
Regiment
pension
the rate
of $30
lieu of
of that
now
he is
is now
in lieu
that he
per month
month in
rate of
$30 per
pension at
at the

receiving.
receiving.
The name of Leo Edmund Owings, late of the United
United States
States
Navy,
Regular Establishment,
and pay
pay him
pension at the rate
him aa pension
Establishment, and
Navy, Regular
ig
Pension
of
$24 per
month.
per month.
of $24
Pension increased.
JohnR.Tapp.
The name of John R. Tapp,
Regiment
John
It. Tapp.
Tapp late of Company
Company C, First Regiment
pension at the rate
Illinois
Infantry, war
pay him aapension
war with
with Spain, and pay
Illinois Infantry,
Pensions.
of
month in
in lieu
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
lieu of
per month
$18 per
of $18
Pensions.
Osier.
F, Seventeenth
Seventeenth
Isaac T.
T.sler.
The name of Isaac T. Osler, late
late of
of Company
Company F,
Regiment
United States
States Infantry,
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
Infantry, Regular
Regiment United
pay_him
pension at
of $12
$12 per
per month.
at the
the rate of
pay him a
a pension
name of
of Elmer
Elmer Ware,
Ware late
late of
Twentieth RegiRegiThe name
Elmer Ware.
of Company G,
G, Twentieth
a
ment
United States
pay him a
war with
with Spain,
Spain, and pay
Infantry, war
States Intently,
ment United
pensions increased.
pension
at the
the rate
per month.
month.
$12 per
of $12
rate of
pension at
ensionsincreased
Daniel
McDonald.
name of Daniel McDonald,
NkDonald, late
late of Company G, Eighth
Eighth
Daniel McDonald.
The name
Regiment
United States
Regiment United
States Infantry, and Company B, Eighteenth
Regiment United
United States
States Infantry,
Infantry, Regular
and
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
Regiment
pay him aa pension at the rate of $40 per month in lieu of that he
is now
is
now receiving.
receiving.
Eugene
Augustus
G
osling , alias
jams
The
name
of
Gaslin, late
James Gaslin,
Gosling, alias James
Eugene Augustus
Augustus Gosling,
name
of Eugene
ms
The
aliags
Gosing
Ga
slin.
Regiment United States Artillery, war with
Gaslin.
of Company L, Sixth Regiment
pay him a
a pension at the rate of $50 per month in lieu
Spain, and pay
Pension.
of
that he
he is now
receiving.
now receiving.
of that
Pension.
The
name of
Charles D. Forney.
The name
ofCharles D.
Forney, late of the United States Marine
D.Forney,
Corps,
rate of
of
Corps, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and pay him aapension
pension at
at the
the rate
month.
per month.
$17 per
Pensions
$17
increase.
Peions increased.
Eliza Lemmond.
Lemmond.
The name of Eliza Lemmond, widow of Cyrus Q. Lemmond,
Lemmond, late
of Company A, Third Regiment United States Dragoons, Mexican
Mexican
War, and
and pay
pay her
her a
$50 per
in lieu
War,
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $50
per month
month in
lieu of
of
that
that she
she i
issnow
now receiving.
receiving.
Allen
Read.
The
Allen R.
Read, late
late of
Troop M,
Fourth Regiment
Regiment
Alen R.. Red.
The name
name of
of Allen
R. Read,
of Troop
M, Fourth
United States Cavalry, Regular
Establishment, and pay him a
a
Regular Establishment,
pension at the
the rate
rate of $50
$50 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of that he
he is now
receiving.
receiving.
Pensions.
Pensions.
wniianm
William Smallwocd.
Small-wool.
The name of William Smallwood,
Smallwood, late of the United States Navy,
Regular
Regular Establishment, and pay him
him aa pension at
at the
the rate of
of $12
$12
per month.
month.
ilbride.
Detachment, First
First
John F. Kilbride.
The name of John F.
F. Kilbride, late
late Sanitary
Sanitary Detachment,
National Guard, border
New York Cavalry, National
border defense, and pay him
a pension at the rate of $20 per month.
a
II. Helms.
The name
Fred H.
Helms, late
late of
of the
United States
States Marine
name of
of Fred
Fred H.
H. Helms,
the United
Marine
Corps, Regular Establishment,
pension at the rate
Establishment, and pay
pay him a
a pension
rate
of
month.
per month.
$12 per
of $12
increased.
Pensions increased.
Pensions
Vance Perkins.
Perkins.
The name
of Vance Perkins, who served in Company
Vance
name of
Company K,
K, Third
Third
Georgia Regiment
Regiment of Infantry, war with Spain, and pay him aa
840 per month
pension at the rate
rate of $40
month in lieu of that he is now
receiving.
receiving.

Pension.
Pension.
Leo Edmund
ings.

Ow-
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I, Sixth United
The name
name of
of Thomas
Thomas Anderson,
United
Anderson, late of Company I,
The
war with Spain, and pay him
States Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry, during
during the war
States
rate of $30
$30 per month.
month.
aa pension
pension at the
the rate
First Separate
Separate Troop,
late of
of First
Simpkins, late
The name
name of
Oscar M.
Troop,
M. Simpkins,
of Oscar
The
Oklahoma National
pay him
him aa pension at the
Guard Cavalry, and pay
Oklahoma
National Guard
rate of
month.
rate
of $50
$50 per
per month.
The
name of Mary
of Cochino Achuk, alias Coche
widow of
Mary Juan, widow
The name
Infantry,
Aar, late
late of
Company B,
B, Battalion
Battalion First
Arizona Infantry,
First Regiment, Arizona
of Company
Aar,
Indian
the rate
rate of
per month.
month.
of $20
$20 per
her a
a pension
pension at
at the
wars, and
and pay
pay her
Indian wars,

Pensions.
Pensions.
Thomas Anderson.

Oscar M.
M. Simpkins.
simpkins.

Oscar

Mary

Juan.

MaryJuan.

Jesse T. George.

The name
George, late
late of
of Company
Company B,
First Regiment
Regiment Jes,:
The
name of
of Jesse
Jesse T.
T. George,
B, First
412rge
Ante, p. 1412.
at the
South Carolina
Carolina Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him
pension at
him a
a pension
South
Pensions increased.
Pensions increased.
rate of
$50 per
of $50
per month.
month.
rate
Fred Fornoff.
The
Fornoff, late of Troop G, First Regiment United
United
of Fred
Fred Fornoff,
The name of
States
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and pay
him a
$50
the rate of
of $50
a pension
pension at
at the
pay him
States Volunteer
per
month in
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
now receivntg.
receiving.a.
that he
in lieu
per month
am
The
name of
of William
H. H.
Lewellyn, late
G, First
First wey.
Z illiam H. H. LeTroop G,
late of
of Troop
H. Lewellyn,
William H.
The name
Regiment United
Cavalry, and pay him a
a.pension
Volunteer Cavalry,
United States Volunteer
Regiment
month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
at the
of $50 per
per month
the rate of
at
Joseph T. Fanning.
T- Fannin
F, Texas
Texas Frontier
The name
T. Fanning,
Fanning, late
late of
of Company
Company F,
Frontier Joseph
of Joseph
Joseph T.
The
name of
of the frontier
Battalion in defense
defense of
frontier against Indian depredations,
Battalion,
and
at the
of $50
$50 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of that he
month in
the rate
rate of
pension at
pay him
him a
a pension
and pay
Pensions.
Pensions.
is
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
John E. Burgett.
United John E- BrgettBattalion Fifth
Second Battalion
The name
John E.
Burgett, Second
Fifth United
E. Burgett,
of John
The
name of
a pension
States
pension at the rate of $30 per
and pay him a
Artillery, and
States Field Artillery,
month.
month.
s.
Bert Sabins.
s
The
of Bert
Bert Sabins,
Sabins tlate
Artillery, Bert sabin
late of Sixth Battery Iowa Light Artillery,
The name
name of
war with
Spain, and
pension at
the rate
of $30
month.
war
with Spain,
and pay
pay him
him aapension
at the
rate of
$30 per
per month.
MA
N e!lie Roche McA.n.
ew. Rohe Mec
McAndrew, widow of James
James William cue
The name of Nellie Roche McAndrew,
late a
a major
major general in the United States Army, and pay
McAndrew,
McAndrew, late
month, in lieu of any pension or
her a
at the
the rate
$150 per
per month,
rate of
of $150
pension at
her
a pension
compensation to
to which
which she
might otherwise
special
otherwise be entitled, in special
she might
compensation
recoanition of the eminent
eminent services
services of said James William McAndrew
McAndrew
recognition
'el of
of the
the American
American Expeditionary
Expeditionary Forces
Forces in the World
of Staff
Staff of
as Chief
John
. McNally.
MNally.
War.
War.
John J.
h J M Na
Georgia,
The name
of John J.
J. McNally,
late of
of United States ship Georgia,
McNally, late
name of
The
and pay
pay him
the rate of
of $12
$12 per month.
pension at
at the
and
him aapension
L. Landry.
Landry.
olbert L
Seventy-sixth Battery, Gilbert
L. Landry,
Landry, late of the Seventy-sixth
of Gilbert
Gilbert L.
The name
name of
Coast
Coast Artillery
Artillery Corps, and pay him aapension at the rate of $20 per
Pension
increased.
Pension increased.
month.
month.
Martha F. Allen.
Captain Martha F Allen.
The name
name of
Martha F.
F. Allen,
widow of
Allen, late
late of
of Captain
John Allen,
of John
Allen, widow
of Martha
The
Russell's company
and pay
company Missouri Militia, Florida Indian war, and
Russell's
lieu of that she is now
her
pension at
rate of $30 per
per month
month in lieu
at tie
the rate
her a
a pension
rate hereby
receiving, the increased
hereby granted to cease and determine
increased rate
receiving,
soldier's-helpless
in
helpless child, Ettie Allen.
of the death of soldier's
event of
in the event
8, 1924.
Approved,
December 8,
Approved, December
w

yn

w

CHAP. 11.-An
CHAP.
11.—An Act For the relief of Geston
Geston P.
P. Hunt.

House of Representatives
Senate and
and House
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of the
Congress assembled,
America in
ULnited
States of America
United States
in Congress
assembled, That the Postdirected to
master General
General be,
be, and
he is
is hereby, authorized
authorized and directed
to
and he
master
credit the account
of Geston P.
P. Hunt, formerly postmaster
postmaster at
account of
credit
Rushville, Indiana,
Indiana, in
$10,026.64, due to the United States
in the sum of $10,026.64,
Rushville,
on account
of postage
postage stamps
war-tax revenue
stamps which
which
revenue stamps
and war-tax
stamps and
on
account of
were
burglary on March 9, 1921.
1921.
result of burglary
lost as
as the
the result
were lost
December 16, 1924.
Approved,
Approved, December

December 16, 1924.
[H. R. 7052.]
In.
7052.]
[Private,
691
[Private, No. 69.]
Geston
Geston P.
P. Hunt.
Credit in
postal, etc.,
in postal,etc.,
Credit
accounts.
accounts.
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December
23, 1924.
1924.
December 23
[H. R.. 6941.1
[Private,
No.
[Private, No. 70.1
7r

[H.B

1.]
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CHAP.
17.—An Act
Act Granting
and increase
of pensions
to certain
certain
pensions to
increase of
pensions and
Granting pensions
CHAP. 17.-An

soldiers and
Civil War
War and
and certain
widows and
dependent children
and dependent
children
of the
the Civil
certain widows
soldiers
and sailors
sailors of
sailors of
of said
said war.
soldiers and sailors
of soldiers

Be
enacted by the Senate
the
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the
Senate and 11021.86
Be it
it enacted
United
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the SecSecin Congress
America in
States of
United States
retary
the Interior
is hereby,
authorized and
to
directed to
and directed
he is
hereby, authorized
be, and
and he
Interior be,
of the
retary of
place
the pension
roll, subject
subject to
provisions and
and limitations
limitations
to the
the provisions
pension roll,
on the
place on
Pensionincreased.
Pension
increased
of
pension laws-laws—
of the
the pension
Sarah M. Greene.
sarah M. Greene.
The name of Sarah M. Greene, widow of William J.
J. Greene, late
of Company
C, Tenth
Connecticut Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Regiment Connecticut
Tenth Regiment
Company C,
of
and
her a
pension at
at the
rate of
$50 per
per month
in lieu
that
lieu of
of that
month in
of $50
the rate
a pension
and pay
pay her
pension.
Pension.
she
is
now receiving.
she
is
now
receiving.
Mary E.
E. oBely.
O'ReMy.
Mary
The name of Mary E.
E. O'Reilly,
The
O'Reilly, widow of Thomas O'Reilly, late of
Company,C,
C, Sixty-ninth
Regiment New
New York
York Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Sixty-ninth Regiment
Company
Pensions
increased,
and pay
her a
apension
at the
the rate
of $30
$30 per
month.
per month.
rate of
pension at
pay her
and
Pensions inceased,.
Mary
Harsh.
The name
Mary B.
B. Harsh,
widow of
of Sylvester
of
Harsh, late
late of
of Mary
Harsh, widow
Sylvester Harsh,
Msry B.
B.Harh.
The
name of
Company
One hundred
and eighty-seventh
PennsylRegiment Pennsyleighty-seventh Regiment
hundred -and
I, One
Company I,
vania Volunteer
and pay
pension at
the rate
rate of
$50
of $50
at the
a pension
pay her
her a
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
vania
receiving.
per
is now
now receiving.
of that she is
in lieu
lieu of
month in
per month
Amanda.
Fhr.
J. Fletcher, widow of William B. Fletcher,
Amanda J. Fletcher.
The name of Amanda J.
Cavalry,
Missouri Volunteer Cavalry,
Regiment Missouri
late
of Company
Company H,
H, Eleventh Regiment
late of
that she
and
pay her
pension at
the rate
rate of
in lieu of that
month in
of $50
$50 per
per month
at the
her aapension
and pay
Pensions.
Pensions,
is now receiving.
Charles hi.
M. Malt.
Maffit.
of
Charles
The name of Charles M. Maffit
Maffit, helpless and dependent
dependent son of
Samuel M.affit,
late of
E, One
One hundred and forty-fifth
Company E,
of Company
Maffit, late
Samuel
the
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
a pension at the
Infantry, and pay him a
Illinois Volunteer
Regiment Illinois
rate of
$20 per
per month
guardian.
legally appointed
appointed guardian.
month through
through a
a legally
rate
of $20
Mary
The
name of
Mary J.
J. Rinecker,
Rinecker, helpless
helpless and
MaryJJ. Rinecker.
The name
of Mary
and dependent
dependent daughter
daughter
of
H. Rinecker,
Rinecker, late
late of
A, Forty-ninth
Regiment
Company A,
Forty-ninth Regiment
John H.
of Company
of John
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Pennsylvania
Volunteer Infantry, and pay her
her aapension at the rate
Pensions increased.
of $20 per month through
a legally appointed
Pensions
increased.
through a
appointed guardian.
guardian.
Louisa Tupper.
The name
name of
of Louisa
of Charles
late of
Tuppe.
The
Louisa Tupper,
Tupper, widow
widow of
Charles Tupper,
Tupper, late
of
Ninth Regiment
Regiment Michigan
Michigan Volunteer
and
Company H,
H, Ninth
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay her a
a pension at the rate
of $50
$50 per
month in
lieu of
of that
that she
rate of
per month
in lieu
she is
is
now receiving.
receiving.
now
Mary
The
name of
widow of
late of
Mary Behdr.
Beair.
The name
of Mary
Mary Belair,
Belair, widow
of Frank
Frank Belair,
Belair, late
of ComCompany
F, One
One hundred
hundred and
thirteenth Regiment
Regiment Illinois
Volunteer
pany F,
and thirteenth
Illinois Volunteer
Infantry,
pay her
at the
the rate
per month
month in
in lieu
Infantry, and
and pay
her apension
a pension at
rate of
of $50
$50 per
lieu
pensions.
Pensions
of
she is
is now
receiving.
of
that
she
now
receiving.
Keziah
ah Zink.
The name
of Keziah
Keziah Zink,
of Henry
C. Zink,
Zink, late
late of
of
Henry C.
Zink, widow
widow of
The
name of
ezi
in.
Company F,
F, Sixth Regiment
Regiment Iowa Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay
pay her
her
a
the rate
rate of$30
of $30 per
month.
per month.
at the
pension at
a pension
Kiniston.
Malinda
Malincla Biniston.
The name of Malinda Kiniston,
Kiniston, former widow of Josiah W. Kiniston, late
hundred and
twelfth Regiment
ton,
late unassigned
unassigned One
One hundred
and twelfth
Regiment New
New York
York
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay her
her a
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
per
Volunteer
and pay
a pension
pension at
$30 per
month.
Pensions increased.
increased. month.
The
name of
Malone, widow
widow of
Andrew J.
J. Malone,
Malone, late
of
Emily Malone.
The name
of Emily
Emily Malone,
of Andrew
late of
RIegiment Ohio Volunteer
Company L, First Regiment
Volunteer Light Artillery,
Artillery, and
and
pay
pension at
at the
the rate
of $50
$50 per
month in
of that
she is
pay her a
a pension
rate of
per month
in lieu
lieu of
that she
is
now
receiving.
now
receiving.
Martha F. Furlong.
Martha F. Furlong.
The name
name of
of Martha
Furlong, widow
widow of
W. Furlong,
Furlong,
The
Martha F.
F. Furlong,
of John
John W.
Volunteer Cavalry,
late of Company
Company B.
B. Fifth Regiment
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Cavalry, and
and
per month
lieu of
she is
is
pay her
her aapension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $50
$50 per
month in
in lieu
of that
that she
Pensions.
now
Pensions,
now receiving.
receiving.
Anna Voss.
Anna Voss.
The name
of Anna Voss,
The
name of
Voss, widow
widow of
of Henry
Voss, late
late of
of Company
Henry Voss,
Company
B,
Seventy-fifth Regiment
Pennsylvania Volunteer
B, Seventy-fifth
Regiment Pennsylvania
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
pay
her aapension
at the
the rate
rate of
$30 per
per month.
of $30
month.
pension at
pay her
M
Blk.
t
Margaret Blackman.
The name
Blackman widow
The
name of
of Margaret
Margaret Blackman,
widow of
of John
John W.
W. Blackman,
Blackman,
late of Company I,
I, Third
Third Regiment
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and
of$30
$30 per
pay her aapension
pension at the rate of
per month.
month.

Pensions.
Pensions.
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late of
of Comof William
Boyd, late
of Jennie
Jennie Boyd,
Boyd, widow
The name
name of
widow of
William Boyd,
ComThe

Volunteer InInpany G, One hundred and sixty-fourth
sixty-fourth Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer

1417
1417
Jennie Boyd.
JennieBoyd.

Pension increased.
increased.
at the
the rate
of $30
per month.
fantry,
and pay
pay her
fantry, and
her a
a pension
pension at
rate of
$30 per
month.
Mary L. Cory.
E. Cory,
Cory, late
of ComMary L.
widow of
of Uzal
The
The name
name of
of Mary
L. Cory,
Cory, widow
Uzal E.
late of
Com- Mary L. Cory
InC, One
One hundred
hundred and thirty-sixth
thirty-sixth Regiment
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
pany
Volunteer Inpany C,
fantry,
fantry, and pay
pay her
her aapension
pension at the
the rate of
of $50
$50 per
per month
month in
in lieu of
of
Pensions.
that she
she is
is now
now receiving.
Pensions.
that
receiving.
Ruth E. Daniels.
of Frank
Frank Daniels,
The name
name of
of Ruth
E. Daniels,
widow of
Daniels, late
late of
of Ruth E.Daniels.
Ruth E.
Daniels, widow
The
Twelfth
Independent Battery
Battery Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Light
Light Artillery,
Artillery, and
Twelfth Independent
and
pay her
her aapension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
month.
pay
of $30
$30 per
per month.
Mark illiam.
Mark Gilliam.
unassigned, One hundred and
of Mark
Mark Gilliam, late unassigned,
The name
name of
ninety-eighth Regiment
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
ninety-eighth
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him aa
Pensions increased.
pension
at the
the rate
rate of
of $50
Pensions
increased.
per month.
month.
$50 per
pension at
Richard M. Johnson
The
of Richard
Richard M.
Johnson, late
of Company
One hundred
hundred
oson
The name
name of
M. Johnson,
late of
Company B,
B, One
ninety-fifth Regiment
Infantry, and
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
him aa
and ninety-fifth
Regiment Ohio
pension
at the
$50 per
that he
is now
now receiving.
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $50
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
he is
receiving. M
Savanck.
Mary Savanack.
The
of Mary
Mary Savanack,
of John
John R.
R. Savanack,
late of
of
The name
name of
Savanack, widow_
widow of
Savanack, late
Company G,
twenty-third Regiment
Regiment Ohio VolunCompany
G, One
One hundred
hundred and twenty-third
teer
at the
rate of
$50 per
per month
and pay
pay her
her a
a pension
pension at
the rate
of $50
month in
teer Infantry,
Infantry, and
lieu
receiving.
lieu of that
that she is now receiving.
Mary M. Singer.
A. A.
A. Singer,
Singer, late
widow of
of Francis
Francis A.
The
Mary M.
Singer, widow
late Mary M- Singer.
The name
name of
of Mary
M. Singer,
Second Regiment
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and pay
of Company D, Second
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
her aa pension
is now
now
rate of
of $50 per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of that she is
her
pension at the rate
receiving.
receiving.
Anna E. Smith,
a
E. Smith, widow of George W. Smith, late of
The name of Anna E.
The
Company E,
E, Thirty-second
Thirty-second Regiment
Ohio Volunteer
and
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
Company
Regiment Ohio
pay
is
of $50
$50 per month in
in lieu
lieu of that
that she
she is
pay her aapension
pension at the
the rate
rate of
Pension.
Pension.
now receiving.
now
receiving.
Mary Spencer.
of Mary pencer.
of Samuel
widow of
of Mary
Spencer, widow
The
name of
The name
Mary Spencer,
Samuel R.
R. Spencer,
Spencer, late
late of
Company A,
Regiment Pennsylvania
Volunteer Heavy
ArtilHeavy ArtilPennsylvania Volunteer
Company
A, Fifth
Fifth Regiment
Pension
increased.
Pension increased.
a pension
pension at the rate of $30 per month.
lery, and
and pay her a
lery,
Caroline E.
E. BogS.
Boggs.
e . Bogs.
Boggs, widow
David S. Boggs,
Boggs, late
of
The name
of Caroline
The
name of
Caroline E.
E. Boggs,
widow of
of David
late of
Company H,
H, First
Volunteer Heavy
Heavy Artillery, and
and
Company
First Regiment Ohio Volunteer
pay her aapension
pension at the rate of $50 per month in lieu of that she is
Pensions.
Pensions.
now receiving.
receiving.
now
Frances E. Day.
es
ay
Day, late
late of
of
Charles W.
W. Day,
of Charles
E. Day,
name of
of Frances
The name
The
Frances E.
Day, widow
widow of
Company A, First Battalion, Sixteenth Regiment United States
Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and Battery K, Second Regiment United States
Volunteer
Volunteer Artillery, and pay her a
a pension at the rate of $30 per
month.
month.
Margaret Palmer.
Plmer.
Palmer, alias Margaret
of Edward
Palmer, widow
Margaret Palmer,
The
The name
name of
of Margaret
widow of
Edward Palmer,
H, Tenth Regiment New York
Michael Fitzgerald, late of Company H,
Volunteer Infantry,
$30 per
at the
the rate of $30
per
Volunteer
Infantry, and pay her aa pension
pension at
month.
month.
Mary E. Hart.
E. Hart, widow of Robert
Robert D. Hart, late of MayEHart.
The name of Mary
Mary E.
Company
G,
Third
Regiment
United
States
Colored
Volunteer
Company G, Third Regiment United States Colored Volunteer
of $30 per month. Pension increased.
a pension
pension at
pay her
her a
Heavy
Heavy Artillery
Artillery, and
and pay
at the
the rate
rate of
Annie
e Garner.
ner.
Annie Garner, widow of Theodore
The
Theodore Garner, late of Am
The name
name of Annie
Company
K, Sixty-third Regiment
Company K,
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
Procisos.
seo
Priso
pay her a
a pension at the rate of $42 per month in lieu of that she is Increase
to cease
cease on
on
now receiving:
receiving: Provided,
Provided, That in
the event
of the
the death
Eva May
now
in the
event of
death of
of Eva
May death of child.
Garner, helpless
helpless and dependent
dependent daughter
Garner,
daughter of said
said Annie and
and Theodore
Theodore
Garner, the additional
P
Garner,
additional pension herein
herein granted
granted shall
shall cease and deter- Pension
on
to child on
Annie death
death of
of mother.
mother.
in the
event of
of Annie
provided further,
further, That
mine:
And provided
mine: And
That in
the event
of the
the death
death of
Garner, the
May Garner
Eva May
Garner shall
shall be placed on the
Garner,
the name
name of
of said Eva
pension roll,
roll, subject
subject to the provisions
provisions and limitations of the pension
pension
laws, at the rate of $20 per month from and after the date of death
death
Pensions.
Pensions.
of
Garner.
of said
said Annie
Annie Garner.
Alice
Alice L. Byers.
Byers.
The name of Alice L. Byers, widow of Seth W. Byers, late of
and tenth Regiment
Pennsylvania VolCompany G,
hundred and
Regiment Pennsylvania
Company
G, One
One hundred
unteer Infantry, and
unteer
and pay her aapension at the rate of
of $30 per month.
month.
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H. Vanalwidow of Walter H.
The name
Vanalstine, widow
Elizabeth Vanalstine,
of Elizabeth
name of
The
stine,
of Company
A, Forty-fourth
Forty-fourth Regiment
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer
Regiment Indiana
Company A,
late of
stine, late
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
at the
the rate
of $30
per month.
month.
$30 per
rate of
a pension
pension at
her a
Infantry,
Mary
Mason.
The name
name of
of Mary
Mary Mason, widow
widow of Judson A. Mason, late of
The
MaryMason
Company
G,
Ninety-sixth
Regiment
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
Illinois
Regiment
Company G, Ninety-sixth
pay
her a
apension
pension at
at the
rate of
$30 per month.
of $30
the rate
pay her
Virginia Miner.
The
Virginia Miner, widow of William M. Miner, late of
he name
name of Virginia
Viria
Company
A,
One
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer InInRegiment Ohio
first Regiment
and first
hundred and
Company A, One hundred
fantry,
and Company
Company K,
Veteran
States Veteran
United States
Regiment United
First Regiment
K, First
fantry, and
Eliphalet M. Shelley,
Shelley, Engineers,
and pay
pay her
her a
pension at
rate of
month.
per month.
$30 per
of $30
at the
the rate
a pension
Engineers, and
ElipaietM.
alias c
Charlescaimero.
Cameron.
The name
of Eliphalet
Eliphalet M.
Shelley, alias
Charles Cameron,
Cameron, late
alias Charles
M. Shelley,
name of
The
alias
unassigned, Eighth
York Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
New York
Regiment New
Eighth Regiment
unassigned,
pensions
increased.
pay
him
a
pension
at
the
rate
per
month.
month.
per
$50
of
rate
at
the
a
pension
him
pay
pensiosinreased.
Jennie Lambe.
The
name of
of Jennie
Lambe, widow
of Henry
Lambe, late
late of
Henry Lambe,
widow of
Jennie Lambe,
The name
Jennieme.
Companies
F and
and B,
B, Sixty-ninth
Volunteer InRegiment Indiana Volunteer
Sixty-ninth Regiment
Companies F
fantry, and
and pay
her aa pension
at the
rate of $50
$50 per month in lieu
the rate
pension at
pay her
fantry,
of that
she
is
now
receiving.
receiving.
now
is
she
that
of
Jennie S. Bigelow.
S.TBigelow,
Jem1s. Bow1
The name of Jennie
Jennie S.
-Bigelow, widow of Lindsey
Lindsey M. Bigelow,
Volunteer
Wisconsin Volunteer
late
Thirty-eighth Regiment Wisconsin
of Company F, Thirty-eighth
late of
at the rate of $50
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
her a
apension
pension at
$50 per month in lieu
Infantry,
Pensions.
•
of that
that she is now receiving.
of
Pnsions.
Clara A. Kinley.
The name
of Clara
A. Kinley
widow of
R. Kinley,
Kinley, late
late
of Daniel
Daniel R.
Kinley, widow
Clara A.
name of
The
ClaraA.Kindey.
Infantry, and pay
of Company
Company A,
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Iowa Volunteer
Sixth Regiment
A, Sixth
of
the rate of $30 per month.
B.
her a
pension at the
a pension
B . her
B. Rel
Minerva
nolds.
The name
Minerva B. Reynolds, widow of David R. Reynolds,
Reynolds,
of Minerva
name of
The
ods .
Volunteer Cavalry,
late
of Company
Company q,
Third Regiment
Regiment Maryland
Maryland Volunteer
C, Third
late of
and Company
Volunteer Infantry, and
Sixty-first Regiment Ohio Volunteer
K, Sixty-first
Company K,
and
month.
pay
her
a
pension
at
the
rate
of
$30
per
per
$30
of
rate
the
at
pension
a
her
pay
herw
G. Shervrood.
Ad G.
Ada
name of
of Ada
former widow of Thomas W. S.
Ada G. Sherwood, former
Theename
Volunteer
Hale, late of
Twenty-fourth Regiment Iowa Volunteer
of Company
Company F, Twenty-fourth
Hale,
Pensions increased.
Infantry, and pay her a
apension at the rate of $30 per month.
Infantry,
increased.
Pensions
rn
H. BoardCatherine
Catharine Boardman, widow of Samuel H.
of Catharine
The name of
atharine Board.
Board
man, late
late of
Company C,
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer
C, Twenty-ninth
Twenty-ninth Regiment Indiana
of Company
man,
Infantry,
lieu
pension at the rate of $50 per month in lieu
her aapension
pay her
and pay
Infantry, and
of
she is
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
that she
of that
Lula Reeder.
Lula
Reeder.
The name
name of
widow of Elias Reeder,
Reeder , late of Company
Company
Reeder, widow
Lula Reeder,
of Lula
The
D, Seventy-ninth
Seventy-ninth Regiment
Regiment Ohio Volunteer Infantry, and pay her
D,
in lieu of that she is now
a
the rate
rate of
of $50
$50 per
month in
per month
at the
pension at
a pension
Provisos.
Warren C.
Increase
on receiving:
Provided, That in the event of the death of Warren
receiving: Provided,
to cease
cease on
increase to
o child.
death of
child.
Reeder,
Reeder, helpless
helpless and dependent
dependent son of said Lula and Elias Reeder,
determine:
pension to
to child
child on
on the
herein granted shall cease and determine:
pension herein
additional pension
the additional
Pension
death of mother.
And
further,That in the event of the death of Lula Reeder,
Reeder,
provided furth,er,
And provided
mother.
the name
name of
said Warren
Warren C.
C. Reeder
Reeder shall be placed
placed on the pension
pension
of said
the
roll, subject
to the
the provisions
and limitations of the pension laws,
provisions and
subject to
roll
at
the rate
rate of
per month
month from and after the date of death of
of $2,0
$20 per
at the
said
Lula Reeder.
Reeder.
said Lula
Durey.
Susann Durfey.
Susanna
of
Durfey, late of*
The
name of
of Susanna
Durfey, widow
widow of Dexter Dux-fey,
Susanna Durfey,
The name
Du.
sana
Company G,
Forty-fifth Regiment
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
G, Forty-fifth
Company
Company B,
B, Eighth
Eighth Regiment
Regiment Veteran
Veteran Reserve
Reserve Corps, and pay her
Company
a pension
a
pension at the rate of $50 per month in lieu of that she is now
Luceha Brown.
Brawn.
receiving.
receiving.
Lucena
The name
name of
Lucena Brown
James Brown,
Brown, late of
of James
widow of
Brown, widow
of Lucena
The
Company H,
H, One
seventy-fourth Regiment Ohio
hundred and seventy-fourth
One hundred
Company
of $47
Volunteer
and pay
pay her
pension at
at the
rate of
$47 per
per
the rate
her aa pension
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
Prtisos.
Provisos.
Increase
Provided, That in the
ceae on month in lieu of that she is now receiving: Provided,
Increase to cease
death
of child,
deathofchild.
event of the death
death of Henry Brown,
Brown, helpless and dependent son
event
of said
Lucena and
additional pension
pension herein
herein
the additional
Brown, the
James Brown,
and James
said Lucena
Pension to child oon of
And provided further,
granted shall cease and determine:
determine: And
further, That in
death of mother.
the event
event of the death of Lucena
Lucena Brown, the name of said Henry
the
pension roll, subject to the provisions
Brown shall be placed on the pension
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and
limitations of
pension laws,
at the
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month
and limitations
of the
the pension
laws, at
month
from and after the date of death of said Lucena
Lucena Brown.
Pensions.
Pensions.
The name
of Margaret
Margaret J.
former widow
widow of
of Calvin
Calvin C.
The
name of
J. De
De Witt,
Witt, former
C. Margaret J. De Witt.
De Witt,
late of
Eighty-second Regiment
Ohio
Regiment Ohio
De
Witt, late
of Company
Company C,
C, Eighty-second
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
her aa pension
pension at
the rate
$30 per
per
at the
rate of
of $30
Infantry, and
pay her
Volunteer
month.
month.
Angeline Insley.
The name
of Angeline
Angeline Insley,
widow of
Isaiah A.
A. Insley,
Insley, late
lateInsley.
Angeline
The
name of
Insley, widow
of Isaiah
of
Company
L,
First
Regiment
Ohio
Volunteer
Heavy
Artillery,
of Company L, First Regiment Ohio Volunteer Heavy Artillery,
and pay
$30 per month.
the rate of $30
pay her aa pension
pension at the
and
John Keller.
The
name of
John Keller,
helpless and
dependent son
son of
of Jacob
JacobKeller.
John
and dependent
of John
Keller, helpless
The name
Keller, late
Company K,
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer
K, Fifty-fifth
Fifty-fifth Regiment
of Company
Keller,
late of
Infantry, and
pay him
pension at
at the
the rate
of $20
month
per month
rate of
$20 per
him a
a pension
Infantry,
and pay
through a
appointed guardian.
guardian.
legally appointed
through
a legally
Lulu Moore.
The
Lulu Moore,
Moore, widow
Perry R.
late of
Lulu
ofMoore.
R. Moore,
Moore, late
widow of
of Perry
name of
of Lulu
The name
Company C,
C, Twentieth
Twentieth Regiment
and
Infantry, and
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Ohio
Company
pay her
pengion at
at the
the rate
$30 per
month.
per month.
rate of
of $30
a pension
pay
her a
Allie
Allie Powell.
The name
of Allie
Allie Powell,
Powell, helpless
helpless and
dependent daughter
daughter of
and dependent
name of
The
William
Powell,
late
of
Company
A,
One
hundred
and
forty-fifth
William Powell, late of Company A, One hundred and forty-fifth
a pension at the
Regiment Ohio
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay her a
Regiment
Ohio Volunteer
rate
of $20
month.
per month.
$20 per
rate of
B. Stoll.
The
of Sallie
B. Stoll,
Stoll, widow
widow of
Stoll, late
of Sallie
Sallie B. Stoll.
late of
of Jerome
Jerome Stoll,
Sallie B.
The name
name of
Company
.
F,
Twenty-fourth
Regiment
Ohio
Volunteer
Infantry,
Company F, Twenty-fourth Regiment Ohio Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
her a
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
$30 per month.
month.
of $30
a pension
and
pay her
Lottie Kyle.
The
of Lottie
Lottie Kyle,
Kyle, widow
widow of
Kyle, late
of CornCom- Lottie Kyle.
M. Kyle,
late of
of Irvin
Irvin M.
The name
name of
PanY
C, One
and seventy-first
seventy-first Regiment
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer
One hundred
hundred and
pany C,
Infantry,
$30 per
per month.
month.
of $30
at the
the rate
rate of
her aapension
pension at
and pay
pay her
Infantry, and
Sarah A. Atherton.
Atherton.
The
Atherton, widow
widow of
R. Atherton,
Edwin R.
Atherton,
of Edwin
A. Atherton,
of Sarah
Sarah A.
The name
name of
alias
R. Gross,
Gross, late
late of
of Companyr
D, First
Regiment Maine
Maine
First Regiment
Company .D,
alias Edwin
Edwin R.
Volunteer Cavalry,
Main Volunteer
InVolunteer InRegiment Main
and Fourteenth
Fourteenth Regiment
Volunteer
Cavalry, and
per
fantry, unassigned, and pay her aa pension at the rate of $30 per
month.
month.
Emma
Campbell.
Emma J.
J. Campbell.
H. Campbell,
Campbell,
The
J. Campbell, widow
widow of Albert H.
The name of Emma J.
H, One hundred and eighty-eighth
Company H,
eighty-eighth Regiment New
late of Company
York
Volunteer Infantry,
rate of $30
$30
pension at the rate
and pay
pay her
her a
a pension
Infantry, and
York Volunteer
per month.
Elida O. Cusick.
The
of Elida
Elida G.
G. Cusick,
Cusick, helpless
daughter Elide, G. Cusick.
helpless and
and dependent
dependent daughter
The name
name of
Regiment
Company E,
E, Twenty-second
Twenty-second Regiment
of Hiram A. Cusick, late of Company
Michigan
Michigan Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay her a
a pension at the rate of
guardian.
$20 per
per month
through aa legally
legally appointed guardian.
month through
$20
Anna Lawton.
Lawton.
The
of Anna
widow of
Lawton,' late
late
of Pembroke
Pembroke Lawton
Lawton, widow
name of
Anna Lawton,
The name
of
Company D,
D, One
and forty-second
Regiment New York
York
forty-second Regiment
One hundred
hundred and
of Company
Volunteer
Infantry, and
pay her
her a
at the
the rate
per
rate of
of $30
$30 per
a pension
pension at
and pay
Volunteer Infantry,
month.
Isabella J. Johnson.
The name
name of
Isabella J.
Johnson, widow
J. Johnson.
The
of Isabella
J. Johnson,
widow of
of Daniel
Daniel B.
B. Johnson,
Johnson, Isabella
late
late of Company
Company I,
I, Fifth Regiment
Regiment New York
York Volunteer Cavalry,
Pension increased.
increased.
and pay
pension at
at the
rate of
of $30
per month.
$30 per
month.
her a
a pension
the rate
and
pay her
Amanda L. Hill.
The
of Amanda
Hill, widow
The name
name of
Amanda L.
L. Hill,
widow of
of James
James M.
M. Hill,
Hill, late
late of
of Amanda L. Hill.
Company K,
K, One
fifteenth Regiment
Regiment New
New York
York VolunCompany
One hundred
hundred and
and fifteenth
VolunInfantry, and
at the
the rate
rate of $50 per month
and pay her aa pension
pension at
teer Infantry,
Pensions.
in lieu of that she is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
I
C,e
r
r
esi°1
-n
32 .Bird
Gregory
Bird, alias
alias
William
The
name of Gregory
Gregory Bird,
Galer, late
late of
Battery Willia
g
m
° Galer.
ualer.
The name
Bird, alias William Galer,
of Battery
M,
Regiment New York
York Light
Light Artillery,
M. Third Regiment
Artillery, and landsman,
United States
$50 per
United
States Navy, and pay
pay him a
a pension at
at the rate of $50
per
month.
Elmira Bauer.
Bauer.
Elmira
The name of Elmira
Bauer, widow
widow of Abraham
The
Elmira Bauer,
Abraham Bauer, late of
Company L,
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry,
Company
L, Seventh
Seventh Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pension
increased.
and
pension at
at the
the rate
of $30
$30 per
Pension increased.
per month.
month.
rate of
pay her
her a
a pension
and pay
Ethel
L.
Ethel Bolton.
The name of
of L. Ethel
The
Ethel Bolton, helpless and dependent
dependent daughter
daughter
Regiment
of
Charles W.
I, Ninety-fifth Regiment
of Charles
W. Bolton,
Bolton, late of Company I,
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
her aa pension
at the
the
Pennsylvania
pension at
rate of $20 per month in lieu of that she is now receiving.
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The
name of
of Effie
helpless and
daughter of
of
dependent daughter
and dependent
Effie Edwards,
Edwards, helpless
The name
Leander Edwards,
late of
Company K,
K, Fourteenth
Fourteenth Regiment
Regiment Pennof Company
PennLeander
Edwards, late
sylvania
and pay
pay her
her a
at the
the rate
rate of
of
a pension
pension at
Cavalry, and
sylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
$20
per
month.
$20 per month.
Cynthia
Luttrell.
The
of Cynthia
Luttrell, widow
widow of
of Newell
Burr, late
late of
of
Newell Burr,
Cynthia Luttrell,
The name
name of
Lttr
cynthia
Company
H,
Eighty-eighth
Regiment
Illinois
Volunteer
Infantry,
Company H, Eighty-eighth Regiment Illinois Volunteer Infantry,
and Company
F, First
First Regiment
Regiment United
States Veteran
Engineers,
Veteran Engineers,
United States
and
Company F,
Pension
and pay
the rate
month.
of $50
$50 per
per month.
at the
rate of
pay her
her apension at
ensiinrension
on increased. and
Harriet
Wicks.
The name
of Harriet
Wicks, widow
widow of
of James
Wicks, late
of
late of
James Wicks,
iet Wicks,
i
name of
Harr
ar
Company
Eighty-first Regiment
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteeer
Infantry,
Volunteeer Infantry,
H, Eighty-first
Company H,
and
pay her
at the
of $50
per month
month in
in lieu
that
lieu of
of that
$50 per
the rate
rate of
pension at
her a
a pension
and pay

Pensions.
Pensions.
Erne Edwards.
EfieEdwards.

Pensions.
Pensions,

Lillian Ensminger.

she is now receiving.
receiving.

The name
name of
Lillian Ensminger,
Ensminger, helpless
and dependent
dependent daughter
daughter
helpless and
of Lillian
The
of
Ensminger, late
B, Sixth
Regiment InInSixth Regiment
of Company
Company- B,
late of
C. Ensminger,
of Henry
Henry C.
diana
Volunteer Cavalry
Cavalry (Seventy-first
Infantry), Company
Company E,
E,
(Seventy-first Infantry),
diana Volunteer
One
hundred and
InVolunteer InIndiana Volunteer
Regiment Indiana
thirty-third Regiment
and thirty-third
One hundred
fantry, and
and Company
D, One
One hundred
and fifty-sixth
fifty-sixth Regiment
Regiment InInhundred and
Company D,
fantry,
diana Volunteer
her a
apension
pension at
at the
the rate
of $20
$20
rate of
and ,pay
pay her
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
diana
per month through a
a legally appomted
appointed guardian.
Mei
Lane.
The name of Melissa
Lane, late of
Melissa A.
A. Lane.
Melissa A. Lane,
Lane, widow of James F.
F. Lane
of
Company K,
K, One
Ohio VolVolRegiment Ohio
and sixty-fourth
sixty-fourth Regiment
One hundred
hundred and
Company
unteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
rate of
per month.
month.
of $30
$30 per
pension at
at the
the rate
pay her
her a
a pension
unteer
Laura
I. Brown, widow
LaureL. Brown.
Brown.
The name of Laura I.
widow of Edward
Edward Brown, late of
Company
eighty-ninth Regiment
Regiment New
New York
York
and eighty-ninth
I, One
One hundred
hundred and
Company I,
Volunteer Infantry,
rate of
$30 per
per
at the
the rate
of $30
her aa pension
pension at
and pay
pay her
Volunteer
Infantry, and
month.
month.
Hannah K. HalloHanna K. a
Hannah K. Hallowell,
Hallowell, widow of Daniel
Daniel Hallowell)
well.
The name of Hannah
Hallowell,
late of
of Company
Company I,
I, Sixth
Sixth Regiment,
Regiment, and
and Company
Seventh Regilate
Company C,
C, Seventh
Regiment,
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
Company C,
C, First
Regiment
ment, Maine
and Company
First Regiment
Maine Veteran Infantry,
a pension at the rate of $30
Infantry, and pay her a
per month.
month.
per
Salina aana
A.
The name
name of
of Salina
Salina A.
Julius, widow
of Aaron
Aaron Julius,
of ComComA.Julius.
J
The
A. Julius,
widow of
Julius, late
late of
pany D, One hundred and fifty-sixth Regiment
Volunteer
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
the rate
rate of
$30 per
per month.
month.
Infantry,
pay her
her a
a pension
pension at
at the
of $30
Robert David Wiley.
RobertDadwey.
The name of
of Robert David Wiley, helpless and dependent
dependent son of
of
G, Sixty-third
Sixty-third Regiment
Regiment Indiana
John N. Wiley,
Wiley, late of Company (x,
Volunteer
a pension
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him a
pension at the rate of $20
$20 per
guardian.
month through
through aalegally
legally appointed
appointed guardian.
Dora Coffman.
Cofman.
The name of Dora Coffman, helpless
dependent daughter of
helpless and dependent
William Coffman,
late of
of Company
and twentytwentyWilliam
Coffman, late
Company K,
K, One
One hundred
hundred and
ninth Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay
her a
pay her
a pension
pension
at
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month.
at the
the rate
Ola J.
Orilla
J. Hainline.
The
name of
Hainline, widow
Andrew J.
J. Hainline,
The name
of Orilla
Orilla J.
J. Hainline,
widow of
of Andrew
Hainline,
late of Company D,
D, One
One hundred
hundred and twenty-fourth
Regiment Illitwenty-fourth Regiment
Illia pension
nois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay her a
pension at the rate of $30
$30
Pension
increased.
per
month.
per month.
Pension increased.
Lunda C.
C. MusMsLucinda
The name of Lucinda
Lucinda C. Musgrove,
Musgrove, widow
Enoch B.
Musgrove,
widow of
of Enoch
B. Musgrove,
grove.
late of Company G,
GI Sixtieth
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Sixtieth Regiment
Regiment Illinois
and pay her a
a pension at the rate of $50 per month in lieu of that •
Pensions.
Pensions,
receiving.
she is
is now receiving.
Katie Ferguson.
Ferguson.
Katie
The
of Katie
Katie Ferguson,
widow of
of George
George W.
Ferguson, late
The name
name of
Ferguson, widow
W. Ferguson,
of Company
Regiment Illinois
Volunteer Infantry,
Company B,
B, Thirty-first Regiment
Illinois Volunteer
Infantry,
and pay her aapension
pension at the rate of $42 per month, $12 of which
children of said
said Katie
amount is allowed
allowed for the benefit of two minor children
Katie
W. Ferguson—Afton
Ferguson-Afton C., born March
and George W.
March 5, 1913,
1913, and Marcelle
April 24,
24, 1920;
1920; $6
of the
additional amount
amount shall
celle L.,
L., born
born April
$6 of
the additional
shall cease
cease
and determine
determine when said minor child, Afton C.,
of
C., reaches
reaches the
the age
age of
of the
the additional
and deterdetersixteen years,
years, and
and $6
$6 of
additional amount
amount shall
shall cease
cease and
mine when the minor child, Marcelle L., attains the age of sixteen
sixteen
years;
of the
the death
death of
of either or both
years; or in the event of
both of the minor
minor
children,
children, as provided
provided by the pension laws and regulations.
regulations.
LiianEnsger.
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The
name of
of Eliza
Eliza Hill,
Hill, widow
widow of
of Alexander
Alexander Hill,
Hill, late
late of
CornThe name
of Cornpany B,
Fifth Regiment
Regiment United
States Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
pany
B, Fifth
United States
Cavalry, and
and pay
pay
her a
the rate
month through
through aa legally
legally apher
a pension
pension at
at the
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month
appointed guardian.
pointed
guardian.
The
dependent daughter
daughter of
The name
name of
of Agnes Hess,
Hess, helpless and
and dependent
John C.
C. Hess,
late of
of Company
D, One
One hundred
hundred and
and thirty-ninth
thirty-ninth
John
Hess, late
Company D,
Regiment Indiana
pay her
Regiment
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
her a
a pension
pension at
at

Eliza Hill.
ElizH.

Agnes Hess.

AgnesHess

the
$20 per
per month.
the rate
rate of
of $20
month.
s an V. Payne.
ay
The
name of
of Susan
Susan V.
V. Payne,
Payne, widow
widow of
J. Payne,
Payne, late
late of
of SSusan
The name
of Samuel
Samuel J.
ne.
Company B, Fifty-fifth Regiment
Regiment Illinois
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
Company
Illinois Volunteer
Pensionincreased.
pay her
her a
apension
pension at
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
Pension increased.
rate of
at the
the rate
pay
Ma
et A. Medley
The
name of
of Margaret
Margaret A.
of James
H. Medley,
The name
A. Medley,
Medley, widow
widow of
A dley
James H.
Medley, Margaret
late
Company L,
L, Seventh
Regiment Missouri
late of
of Company
Seventh Regiment
Missouri Militia
Militia Cavalry,
Cavalry,
and
Company H,
Volunteer Cavalry,
and Company
H, Thirteenth
Thirteenth Regiment
Regiment Missouri
Missouri Volunteer
Cavalry,
and pay
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $50
per month
in lieu
that she
she
at the
$50 per
month in
lieu of
of that
and
pay her
her aapension
is now
receiving.
CharlesM.Corneus
is
now receiving.
P
C
e
har
nsil
o
esnif. Cornelius.
The
name of
Charles M.
M. Cornelius,
Cornelius, helpless
son of
The name
of Charles
helpless and
and dependent
dependent son
of
George W.
Cornelius, late
late of
Company A,
A, One
One hundred
hundred and
twentyGeorge
W. Cornelius,
of Company
and twentyhim a
sixth Regiment
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
a pension
pension
at the
rate of
of $20
$20 per
legally-appointed
Pensions
at
the rate
per month
month through
through a
a legally
appointed guardian.
guardian.
Censionsineincreased.
asd.
Catherine Hogan.
The
Hogan, late
late of
The name
name of
of Catherine
Catherine Hogan,
Hogan, widow
widow of
of Patrick
Patrick Hogan,
of
Company
Company G,
G, Twenty-fifth
Twenty-fifth Regiment
Regiment Missouri Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
and Companies
Companies L
L and
Missouri Volunteer
and
and E,
E, First
First Regiment
Regiment Missouri
Volunteer InInfantry,
pay her
her a
a pension
pension at
rate of
of $50
per month
lieu
fantry, and
and pay
at the
the rate
$50 per
month in
in lieu
of
of that
that she
she is
Maria L.
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Maria
L. Fagan.
Fagan
The name
Maria L.
L. Fagan,
Fagan, widow
widow of
B. F
agan ,
l
at
e
The
name of
of Maria
of Benjamin
Benjamin B.
Fagan,
late
hospital
steward of
the One
hundred and
and twenty-fifth
twenty-fifth Regiment
hospital steward
of the
One hundred
Regiment
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
her a
a pension
pension at
of
Illinois
and pay
pay her
at the
the rate
rate of
$50
month in
in lieu
now receiving.
receiving.
Pensions.
$50 per
per month
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
is now
eaiduse.
David
Housel.
The
name of
David Housel,
Housel, late
Company E,
Fifty-first RegiThe name
of David
late of
of Company
E, Fifty-first
Regiment
Eighth
ment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and Company
Company G,
G, Eighth
Regiment United
Volunteer Infantry,
and Company
A,
Regiment
United States
States Volunteer
Infantry, and
Company A,
Eighth Regiment
Regiment United
Volunteer Infantry, and
pay him
him a
a
United States
States Volunteer
and pay
pension
at the
the rate
rate of
$50 per
month.
pension at
of $50
per month.
EmmaWilson
The name
name of
of Emma
Emma Wilson,
Robert C.
The
Wilson, widow
widow of
of Robert
C. Wilson
Wilson, late
late of
of Emma Wilson.
Company H,
H, Eleventh
Eleventh Regiment,
Regiment, and
Company K,
Twelfth RegiCompany
and Company
K, Twelfth
Regiment,
Volunteer Cavalry,
ment, Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer
Cavalry, and
and pay
pay her
her aa pension
pension at
at the
the
rate
$30 per
per month.
Pensions increased.
rate of
of $30
month.
Penonsinreased
Sarah E. Stephens.
The
of Sarah
Sarah E.
E. Stephens,
widow of
Stephens,
The name
name of
Stephens, widow
of Zaphnath
Zaphnath Stephens,
late of
of Company
Company G,
Missouri Volunteer
late
G, Fifty-first
Fifty-first Regiment
Regiment Missouri
Volunteer InInfantry,
rate of
$50 per
month in
fantry, and
and pay
pay her
her a
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
of $50
per month
in lieu
lieu
of that
that she
is now
now receiving.
of
she is
receiving.
The
name of
widow of
of John
John M.
Artlip, late
The name
of Catherine
Catherine S.
S. Artlip,
Artlip, widow
M. Artlip,
late Catherine
thee S. Artlip.
rtlip
of Company
D, One
One hundred
hundred and
and eighty-eighth
eighty-eighth Regiment
New York
of
Company D,
Regiment New
York
Volunteer
pension at
rate of
$50 per
per
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
her a
a .pension
at the
the rate
of $50
month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
now receiving.nna
receiving.
month in
she is
is now
lvord.
The name
of Daniel
S. Alvord,
Alvord, late
of Anna M. Alvord.
The
name of
of Anna
Anna M.
M. Alvord,
Alvord, widow
widow of
Daniel S.
late of
Company
E. One
hundred and
Company E.
One hundred
and fifty-sixth
fifty-sixth Regiment
Regiment Illinois
Illinois VolunVolunteer
and pay
pay her
her a
the rate
rate of
of $50
$50 per
per month
month in
teer Infantry,
Infantry, and
a pension
pension at
at the
in
lieu
she is
is now
now receiving.
lieu of
of that
that she
receiving.s
A. Tho
Susan
u
The
of Susan
Susan A.
Philip A.
A. Thompson,
Thompson,Thompson.
A.
The name
name of
A. Thompson,
Thompson, widow
widow of
of Philip
late lieutenant
lieutenant colonel
colonel Fifth
Regiment Missouri
Missouri State
late
Fifth Regiment
State Militia
Militia
Cavalry,
her a
at the
$50 per
month in
Cavalry, and
and pay
pay her
a pension
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $50
per month
in lieu
lieu
of that she is now receiving.
receiving
Mary Ellen Thoms
Thomas.
The
of Mary
Mary Ellen
Thomas, widow
R. B.
B. Thomas,
The name
name of
EllenThomas,
widow of
of Charles
Charles R.
Thomas,
late of
late
of Company
Company D,
D, Thirty-second
Thirty-second Regiment
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer
Infantry,
pay her
pension at
$50 per
per month
lieu
of $50
month in
in lieu
Infantry, and
and pay
her aapension
at the
the rate
rate of
of that
that she
she is
lioMartha
ll.artha E.
Vermilof
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
E. Vermilof Martha
of Albert
W. VermilVermil- lion
lion.
Martha E.
E. Vermillion,
Vermillion, widow
widow of
Albert W.
The name
name of
lion,
of Company
Eighteenth Regiment
Volunteer
lion, late
late of
Company G,
G, Eighteenth
Regiment Missouri
Missouri Volunteer
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Infantry, and
and pay
the rate
of $50
$50 per
per month
month in
in
Infantry,
pay her
her aa pension
pension at
at the
rate of
lieu
of that
she
is now
receiving.
lieu
of
that
she
is
now
receiving.
Pensions.
The name
name of
Margaret
Wellman.
Mararet Welman.
The
of Margaret
Margaret Wellman,
Wellman, widow
widow of
of Elisha
Elisha F.
F. Wellman,
Wellman,
late
of Company
Regiment Kentucky
Inlate of
Company G,
G, Fourteenth
Fourteenth Regiment
Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay her
a
pension
at
the
rate of
$30 per
month.
fantry,
and
her
a
pension
at
the
rate
of
$30
per
month.
LucyStevensWilson.
LucyStevension.
The name of Lucy Stevens
Stevens Wilson, former
former widow
widow of
of William
William
Stevens, late
late of
of Company
Regiment Kentucky
VolStevens,
Company M,
M, Fourteenth
Fourteenth Regiment
Kentucky Volunteer
and pay
pension at
at the
the rate
of $30
$30 per
month.
unteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
pay her
her aapension
rate of
per month.
Pensions increased.
The
name of
late
Nancy J.. Cooper.
Nancy
The name
of Nancy
Nancy J.
J. Cooper
Cooper,, widow
widow of
of Samuel
Samuel Cooper,
Cooper, late
of Company I, Tenth Regiment
Regiment Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer
and
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
at the
rate of
$50 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
she
pay her a
a pension at
the rate
of $50
per month
that she
is now
Sarah J. Moody.
is
now receiving.
receiving.
Sarah J.
J. Moody, widow of
The name of Sarah
of Martin
Martin P. Moody,
Moody, late
Kentucky Volunteer
and
of Company A, Tenth Regiment
Regiment Kentucky
Volunteer Cavalry, and
pay her aapension at the rate of $50 per month in lieu
lieu of that
that she
Pensions.
Pais.
is now receiving.
Phoebe Carroll.
ebeCar.
The name of Phoebe Carroll, widow
widow of William M.
M. Carroll, alias
George
Hancock, late
late of
of Company
Company K,
George Hancock,
K, Thirty-fourth
Thirty-fourth Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Ohio
Volunteer
and Company
Company H,
H, Seventeenth
Seventeenth Regiment
KenVolunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
Regiment Kentucky Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay her
of
her a
a pension at the rate
rate of
$30 per
per month.
month.
$30
Ella H. Candy.
The name of Ella H. Candy, widow of
colonel
of Charles
Charles Candy,
Candy, late
late colonel
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Sixty-sixth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay her
Infantry, and
her aa
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
month.
of $30
$30 per
per month.
pension
Julia
Cole.
B. Col.
ia B.
The name
Julia B.
name of Julia
widow of
of George
George RH
H. Cole,
of
B. Cole, widow
Cole, late
late of
Company
and forty-fifth
forty-fifth Regiment
Company B,
B, One
One hundred
hundred and
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and Eighty-ninth
Eighty-ninth Company
Company Second
Battalion
Second Battalion
Veteran Reserve
and pay
pay her
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30
Reserve Corps,
Corps, and
her a
a pension
pension at
at the
per
month.
per month.
Mary B. Elliott.
Eniott.
name of
of Mary
B. Elliott,
Elliott, widow
widow of
Elliott, late
late of
The name
Mary B.
of Oliver
Oliver Elliott,
of
Company
Company E, Fortieth
Fortieth Regiment,
Regiment, and
and Company
Company D,
Eighty-eighth
D, Eighty-eighth
Regiment,
Regiment, Ohio
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
her a
a pension
the
Ohio Volunteer
pension at
at the
rate of
of $30
$30 per
month.
per month.
rate
Sarah Ervin.
The name of Sarah Ervin, widow
widow of
of John
Ervin, late
John F.
F. Ervin,
late of
of
Company C, Fiftieth Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Infantry, and
and pay
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
pay
her a
pension at
the rate
$30 per
AbigailJ.
her
a pension
at the
rate of
of $30
per month.
month.
Abigail
1. Gardner.
Abigail J.
Gardnerl widow
widow of
of Samuel
Samuel Gardner,
late
The name
name of
of Abigail
J. Gardner,
Gardner, late
Ninety-third Regiment
of Company
Company C, Ninety-third
Regiment New
New York
York Volunteer
InVolunteer Infantry,
pay her
her a
pension at
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month. and pay
a pension
at the
the rate
fantry, and
Naomi Oarwood.
Garwood.
The name of Naomi Garwood,
Garwood, widow
Garwood, late
of
widow of
of John
John Garwood,
late of
Company E, Seventy-first
Seventy-first Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Volunteer Infantry,
and
Ohio Volunteer
Infantry, and
pay
pension at
at the
the rate
$30 per
per month.
month.
rate of
of $30
pay her
her aapension
Anna Hagans.
The name of Anna Hagans,
Hagans, widow
widow of David
Hagans, late
late of
of
David Hagans,
Company K, Twenty-fourth
Twenty-fourth Regiment
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
and
pay her
pension at
at the
of $30
per month.
month.
$30 per
the rate
rate of
and pay
her aapension
Linn
Harcourt.
Lina J. Harort.
The name of Lina J.
J. Harcourt,
Harcourt, widow of Thomas J.
J. Harcourt,
late of Company G, Twenty-first
Twenty-first Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer InInfantry, and Company H, Eightv-nmth
Eighty-ninth Regiment
States
Regiment United
United States
Colored Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay her a
a pension at the rate of
of
$30 per
month.
per month.
$30
Mary I. Hidy.
Mary
The name of Mary I.
I. Hidy, widow of William
late of
William Hidy,
Hidy, late
of
Company C, Ninetieth
Ninetieth Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Company
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay
MargaretE.
Margaret
E. McNair.
McNair. her
pension at
the rate
her aapension
at the
of $30
per month.
rate of
$30 per
month.
The name
Margaret E. McNair, widow of David A. McNair,
name of Margaret.
late of Company A.
A, Fourth Regiment Ohio Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry,
and pay
her a
the rate
$30 per
month.
per month.
at the
rate of
of $30
pay her
a pension
pension at
Susan Mote.
and
The name of Susan Mote, widow of David Mote, late of Company
Company
D, One hundred and forty-seventh
forty-seventh Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer InIna pension at the rate of $30 per month.
fantry, and pay her a
month.
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dependent son of Smith
The name
of Ruben
Ruben Riley,
Riley, helpless
helpless and dependent
name of
The
forty-eighth Regiment
Riley, late
late of
of Company
One hundred
hundred and
and forty-eighth
Regiment
E, One
Company E,
Riley,
Ohio
Infantry, and
pension at the rate of $20
$20
him aa pension
pay him
and pay
Volunteer Infantry,
Ohio Volunteer
guardian, in lieu of that
per
through a
legally appointed
appointed guardian,
a legally
month, through
per month,
he is
receiving.
now receiving.
is now
he
The
Mary E.
Swan, widow
Swan, late of
George Swan,
of George
widow of
E. Swan,
of Mary
name of
The name
Company G,
Fifth Regiment
United States
States Colored
Colored Volunteer
Volunteer InInRegiment United
G, Fifth
Company
fantry, and
and pay
pay her aapension at the rate of $30 per month.
fantry,
Williams,
C. Williams,
The name
of Sarah
E. Williams,
Williams, widow
Henry C.
of Henry
widow of
Sarah E.
name of
The
late of
Company B,
B, Fifty-fourth
Fifty-fourth Regiment
InRegiment Ohio Volunteer Inof Company
late
fantry,
pay her
pension at the rate of $30 per month.
her aapension
and pay
fantry, and
The
name of
of Cora
Cora Campbell,
Edward Campbell, late of
of Edward
widow of
Campbell, widow
The name
Company
F, One
One hundred
hundred and
and eighty-ninth
eighty-ninth Regiment
Regiment Ohio VolunCompany F,
teer
and pay
pay her
at the
the rate
rate of $30 per month.
a pension
pension at
her a
Infantry, and
teer Infantry,
The
name of
of M.
M. Lovina
Lovina Porter,
widow of John W. Porter, late
Porter, widow
The name
of Company
Company D,
Thirtieth Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Volunteer Infantry, and
Ohio Volunteer
D, Thirtieth
of
pay
her a
pension at the rate of $30 per month.
•
a pension
pay her
Benjamin Knowlton, late
The name
of Ella
Ella Knowlton,
Knowlton, widow
widow of Benjamin
name of
The
of
Eighteenth Regiment
Regiment Ohio Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
F, Eighteenth
Company F,
of Company
pay
her a
rate of
per month.
$30 per
of $30
the rate
at the
pension at
a pension
pay her
The
name of
of Susan
Vititoe widow of William Vititoe, late
R. Vititoe,
Susan R.
The name
of Company
K, Third
iVest Virginia
Volunteer Cavalry,
Virginia Volunteer
Regiment West
Third Regiment
Company K,
of
and
pay her
pension at
in lieu of that
month in
per month
$50 per
of $50
rate of
the rate
at the
a (pension
her a
and pay
she
receiving.
now receiving.
she is
is now
The name
name of
Essex, widow
Martin Essex, late of
widow of Martin
J. Essex,
Margaret J.
of Margaret
The
Volunteer Infantry,
Company K,
K, Seventy-seventh
Ohio Volunteer
Regiment Ohio
Seventy-seventh Regiment
Company
$30 per month.
and
her a
rate of $30
the rate
at the
pension at
a pension
pay her
and pay
The name
of Sarah
Sarah F.
Champlin, widow
widow of Orrison Champlin,
F. Champlin,
name of
The
late
Company B,
Ninetieth Regiment
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
B, Ninetieth
of Company
late of
and pay
her a
pension at
the rate
rate of $30
$30 per month.
at the
a pension
pay her
and
The name
Mary A.
dependent daughter
Morris, helpless and dependent
A. Morris,
of Mary
name of
The
of Aaron
late of
of Company
K, One
One hundred
hundred and
fortieth
and fortieth
Company K,
Morris, late
Aaron Morris,
of
Regiment Ohio
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay her aa pension at the
Ohio Volunteer
Regiment
rate of
month through
appointed guardian.
a legally
legally appointed
through a
per month
$20 per
of $20
rate
Wilson, widow
The
name of
of Malinda
widow of John Wilson, late of
Malinda Wilson,
The name
Cavalary,
Company
H, Third
Regiment West
Volunteer Cavalary,
Virginia Volunteer
West Virginia
Third Regiment
Company H,
and
pay her
$50 per month in lieu of that
that
the rate of $50
pension at the
a pension
her a
and pay
she is
now receiving.
is now
she
Ryan,' alias
The name
name of
of Libbie
Libbie M.
M. Ryan,
W. Ryan
James W.
of James
widow of
Ryan, widow
The
James
Thirty -fourth Regiment Ohio
Conklin, late of Company D, Thirty-fourth
James Conklin,
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and Company
Company K,
K, Sixty-eighth
Sixty-eighth Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pension at
$30 per
of $30
rate of
the rate
at the
her aa pension
pay her
and pay
Volunteer
month.
month.
The
of Eliza
A. LaRock,
widow of Norbert
Norbert LaRock, late of
LaRock, widow
Eliza A.
name of
The name
Company
B,
Sixteenth
Regiment
New
York
Volunteer
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
York
New
Company B, Sixteenth Regiment
Volunteer Cavalry,
Company B,
B, Twentieth
Regiment New
New York Volunteer
Twentieth Regiment
Company
and pay
her a
pension at
per month.
month.
$30 per
of $30
rate of
the rate
at the
a pension
pay her
and
The name
of Hester
Hester E.
E. Aldrich
widow of
Garner Aldrich, late
of Garner
Aldrich, widow
name of
The
Regiment New York
of
hundred and
York
forty-first Regiment
and forty-first
One hundred
F, One
Company F,
of Company
a pension
pension at the rate of $30 per
Volunteer Infantry,
pay her a
and pay
Infantry, and
Volunteer
month.
month.
The name
name of
of Jennie
Robinson, widow of Albert
Albert B. Robinson,
Robinson,
A. Robinson,
Jennie A.
The
Hampshire Volunteer
late of
of Company
Company C,
C, First
First Regiment
Regiment New Hampshire
Volunteer
late
Heavy Artillery,
pay her
her a
the rate of $30 per month.
at the
a pension
pension at
and pay
Artillery, and
Heavy
The
name of
of Mary
L. Talbott,
William E.
E. Talbott,
Talbott, late
of William
widow of
Talbott, widow
Mary L.
The name
of
I, Sixteenth
Sixteenth Regiment
Infantry, and
and
Volunteer Infantry,
Indiana Volunteer
Regiment Indiana
Company I,
of Company
pay
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of $30 per month.
a pension
her a
pay her
The
name of
of Ruth
E. Vann,
G. Vann, late of
James G.
of James
widow of
Vann, widow
Ruth E.
The name
Company K,
Regiment Kansas
Volunteer Cavalry, and pay
Kansas Volunteer
Sixth Regiment
K, Sixth
Company
her
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of $30 per month.
a pension
her a

Pension increased.
increased.
Ruben Riley.

Pensions.

Swan.
Mary, E.
Marl
E. Swan'

Sarah E. Williams.
Sarah

Cora Campbell.
Campbell.

M. Lovina Porter.
M.

Ella Knowlton.

Pension increased.
increased.
Pension
It. Vititoe.
Susan R.

Pensions.
Pensions.

Margaret
Margaret J. Essex.

Sarah F. Champlin.
Champlin.

Mary A. Morris.
Morris.

Pension increased.
increased.
Melinda Wilson.
Wilson.
Malinda

Pensions.
M. Ryan.
Libbie M.

Eliza A. LaRock.
LaRock.

nester E. Aldrich.
Aldrich.

Jennie A. Robinson.

Mary L. Talbott.

E. Vann.
Vann.
Ruth E.
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The name
name of
of Rosamond
widow of
of Edward
The
Rosamond Barker,
Barker, widow
Edward Barker,
Barker, late
late

Regiment Illinois Volunteer Infantry,
Ninety-fifth Regiment
Infantry,
of Company B, Ninety-fifth
that
and pay her a
apension at the rate of $50 per month in lieu of that
receiving.
she is now receiving.
The name of Leona
Leona M. Ferguson, helpless and dependent
dependent daughter
daughter
of
Ferguson, late
late of
I, Ninth
Regiment Illinois
Illinois
Ninth Regiment
of Company
Company I,
of Robert
Robert Ferguson,
Volunteer
pay her
at the
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per
pension at
the rate
her aapension
Cavalry, and
and pay
Volunteer Cavalry,
month in lieu of that
that she is now receiving.
receiving.
Lighthart, widow of Lewis Lighthart,
Lighthart, late of
The name of Sarah
Sarah Lighthart,
of
Fourth Battery, Wisconsin
Wisconsin Volunteer
Artillery, and pay her
her
Volunteer Light Artillery,
a
pension at the rate of $50 per month in lieu of that she is now rea pension

ceiving.
ceiving.
The
name of
of Cynthia
Cynthia M.
Bowles widow
Justus C. Bowles,
Bowles, late
widow of
of Justus
M. Bowles,
The name
Ninety-second Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Illinois Volunteer
Regiment Illinois
K, Ninety-second
of Company
Company K,

per month
month in
of $50
her
aapension
and i
pay
she
and
pay
snow
herreceiving.
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
$50 per
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that

E.

E.

Bread-

Broad-

Darling
Jenni
Jennie R.. Darling.

she is now receiving.
Me name
Mahala E.
E. Broadbent,
Broadbent, widow of Samuel S. BroadThe
name of
of Mahala

Regiment Massachusetts
Massachusetts Volunteer
Volunteer
bent, late of Company A, Third Regiment
Veteran Cavalry, and
Massachusetts Veteran
Infantry, and First Battalion Massachusetts
pay her
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
the rate
at the
pension at
her aapension
pay
The name of Jennie R. Darling, helpless and dependent daughThi
Regiment MasFirst Regiment
MasDarling, late of
of Company
Company M, First
ter of
of Charles H. Darling,
Regiment
sachusetts
sachusetts Volunteer Cavalry, and Company
Company M, Fourth Regiment
Massachusetts Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
a pension at the rate
Cavalry, and pay her a
Massachusetts

of
appointed guardian.
guardian.
of $20
$20 per
per month
month through
through a
a legally
legally appointed
The name
name of
Mary E.
E. Grayson,
and dependent
dependent daughter
daughter
The
of Mary
Grayson, helpless
helpless and
of Thomas M. Grayson,
Company E, Sixth
Sixth. Regiment TenGrayson, late of Company
Infantry,, and pay her a
a pension at the rate of
of
nessee Volunteer Infantry,-and
Pension Increased.
Pensionincreased.
$20 per month through a
a legally appointed
appointed guardian.
Augusta
Seubert.
ugusta Seubert.
The name of Augusta Seubert, widow of John Seubert,
Seubert, late of
of
Company K, Ninth Regiment
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay
her a
apension at the rate of $50 per month in lieu of that she is now
Pensions.
Pensions.
receiving.
receiving.
Rueppel.
mnlaRueppel.
The name of Emilia Rueppel, helpless and dependent daughter
daughter
of Charles C. Rueppel,
Rueppel, late of Company
Company D, Fourth Regiment
Regiment United
United
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay her aa
States Reserve Corps Missouri Volunteer
pension at the rate of $20 per month through a
a legally appointed
appointed
guardian.
guardian.
Mary Koch.
Koch.
The name of Mary Koch, helpless
helpless and dependent daughter
daughter of
of
Henry Koch, late of Company A, Third Regiment
Regiment Missouri
Missouri Volunteer Infantry, and Company E, Seventeenth
Seventeenth Regiment
Regiment Veteran
Veteran
pay her
her a
apension
the rate
$20 per
month.
of $20
per month.
at the
rate of
pension at
Lucy M. Raymond. Reserve
and pay
Corps, and
Reserve Corps,
Lucy
The name of Lucy M. Raymond,
helpless and dependent
dependent daughter
daughter
Raymond, helpless
of Leonard
Leonard Raymond, late of Company C, Eighteenth Regiment
Regiment
New York Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay her a
a pension at the rate
Pension
increased.
a legally
Pension increased.
of $20 per month
month through a
legally appointed
appointed guardian.
guardian.
Elizabeth J. Wright.
of Ethan
The name
ElithWrigh
name of Elizabeth
Elizabeth J.
J. Wright, widow
widow of
Ethan B.
B. Wright,
Wright,
late of Company E
E,l Second Regiment Missouri Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry,
n li
eu of
ofthat
th at
and pay her a
a pension at the rate of $50 per month i
in
lieu
Pensions.
Pensions.
she
is
now
receiving.
Lilly Hudson.
The name
name of Lilly Hudson, helpless and dependent
dependent daughter
daughter of
of
John Hudson, late of Company
hundred and ninety-fourth
Company F, One hundred
ninety-fourth
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry, and pay her aapension
pension
at
the
rate
of
per month
month through
through a
legally appointed
guardian.
appointed guardian.
a legally
of $20
$20 per
rate
at
the
Ros.
Ida S. Row.
IdaS.
The name of Ida S. Ross, widow of James E. Ross, late of Company D, First Regiment
Regiment New Jersey
Jersey Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay
of $30
per month.
month.
$30 per
the rate
rate of
at the
her a
a pension
pension at
Martha A. Green- her
ongh.
ough.
A. Greenough,
John
The name of Martha A.
Greenough, former widow
widow of John
Volunteer
Krapps, late of Company
Company C,
C. Hatch's battalion, Minnesota Volunteer
a pension at the rate of $30 per month.
Cavalry, and pay her a
Mary E. Grayson.
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Pension
increased.
The
name of
of Sarah
Rade11, widow
of Bernard
late of
of Sarah
Pension increased.
The name
Sarah A.
A. Radell,
widow of
Bernard Rade11,
Radell, late
Sarah A.
A. RadeR.
Radell.
Company C,
Militia Cavalry,
and
Company
C, First
First Battalion Missouri
Missouri State
State Militia
Cavalry, and
of that
she
pay her aa pension
pension at the rate of
of $50 per
per month
month in
in lieu of
that she
is now receiving.
Pensions.
Pensions.
The name
Hand, widow
widow of
Daniel Hand,
Hand, late
of Catharine
Catharine Hand.
Hand.
The
name of
of Catharine
Catharine Hand,
of Daniel
late of
Company K,
Eighty-eighth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Company
K, Eighty-eighth
and pay
pay her
pension at
the rate
$30 per
of $30
per month.
month.
and
her a
a pension
at the
rate of
N. Parker.
Parker.
The
name of
of James
Parker , late
Company F,
F, Tenth
James N.
The name
James N.
N. Parker,
late of
of Company
Tenth ReeRegi- James
ment
Infantry, and
at the
ment New York
York Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
him aa pension
pension at
the
rate
rate of $50 per month.
month.
Carrie M.
M. Allison.
Allison.
The
name of
Carrie M.
M. Allison,
Allison, widow
widow of
Leander J.
J. Allison,
Allison, late
The name
of Carrie
of Leander
late Carrie
of Company
Company F,
F, Fourth Regiment
Tennessee Mounted
Regiment Tennessee
Mounted Volunteer
Volunteer
Infantry,
and pay
pay her
her a
apension
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $30
per month.
Infantry, and
at the
$30 per
month.
White.
The name
Martha White,
White, widow
widow of
Menly White
of CoraMartha White.
The
name of
of Martha
of Menly
White, late
late of
Com- Martha
panies
K and
Sixty-first Regiment
New York
York Volunteer
Volunteer InInpanies K
and G,
G, Sixty-first
Regiment New
fantry, and
her a
at the
the rate
per month.
month.
fantry,
and pay
pay her
a pension
pension at
rate of
of $30
$30 per
Martha
L. Harris.
The
of Martha
former widow
widow of
of Charles
Charles S.
S.Harris.
Martha L.
The name
name of
Martha L.
L. Harris,
Harris, former
Harris
late of
Company S,
VolunHarris, late
of Company
S, Fourteenth
Fourteenth Regiment
Regiment Michigan
Michigan Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
her a
a pension
rate of
of $30
$30 per month. Jennie
teer Infantry,
pension at
at the
the rate
Jennie Whitney.
Whitney.
The
Jennie Whitney,
Whitney, widow
widow of
of Albert
Whitney, late
of
The name
name of
of Jennie
Albert Whitney,
late of
Company C, Twelfth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry, and
Company
Regiment Michigan
Michigan Volunteer
pension at the
pay her
her aapension
the rate
rate of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
Phillipa
Phillipa Drake.
The name
name of
Phillipa Drake,
Drake ' widow
widow of
of Orson
Orson A.
Drake, late
late of
of
Drake.
The
of Phillipa
A. Drake,
Company
Regiment New
New York
and
York Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
Company B,
B, Tenth
Tenth Regiment
Company B,
Cavalry, and
and
Regiment New
New York
York Provisional
Provisional Cavalry,
Company
B, First
First Regiment
pay
her a
month.
at the
the rate of
of $30
$30 per month.
a pension
pension at
pay her
Sally S. Cole.
The
CornCole, late of
of Comof Sally
Sally S.
S. Cole,
Cole, widow
widow of Alonzo Cole,
The name
name of
pany
F, First Regiment
Regiment Oregon
Oregon Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay her
pany F,
a
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
month.
per month.
a pension
at the
Eva R. Runt.
Hunnt.
The
Eva R.
R. Hunt,
late of
of
D. Hunt,
Hunt, late
widow of
of Harmon
Harmon D.
Hunt, widow
The name
name of
of Eva
Company G,
G, Seventh
Regiment Kansas
and pay
pay
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
Kansas Volunteer
Seventh Regiment
Company
per month.
her a
month.
her
a pension
pension at the rate of $30 per
Sarah Parker.
The
of Sarah
Sarah Parker,
Andrew S.
S. Parker,
late of
of Sarah Parker.
Parker, late
widow of
of Andrew
Parker, widow
The name
name of
Company
C, Fifty-fourth
Fifty-fourth Regiment
Infantry,
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Indiana
Company C,
and
Seventeenth Battery
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Light
Light Artillery,
Artillery, and
and
Battery Indiana
and Seventeenth
pay her a
apension at the rate of $30 per month.
Ella Clark.
ShoeElla
Clark ShoeThe
Shoecraft, widow of Ross P.
P. Shoecraft,
Shoecraft, craft.
The name
name of Ella Clark
Clark Shoecraft,
late
A, Thirteenth
York Volunteer
Volunteer
New York
Regiment New
Thirteenth Regiment
Company A,
late of
of Company
Infantry,
Mary J.
Marshall.
pay her aapension at the rate of $30 per month.
Infantry, and pay
Mary
J. Marshall.
The name
name of
of Mary
J. Marshall,
former widow
of Andrew
Andrew J.
J.
widow of
Marshall, former
Mary J.
The
Regiment Kansas
Kansas Volunteer
Marshall, late
late of
H, Eleventh
Eleventh Regiment
Volunteer
Company H,
of Company
Marshall,
Cavalry,
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month.
Emma Gwinn.
month.
at the
pay her
her aa pension
Cavalry, and
and pay
Emma
Owinn.
The
of Emma
Emma Gwinn,
Gwinn, widow
widow of
of Joseph
Joseph Gwinn,
of ComGwinn, late
late of
The name
name of
Volunteer
pany H,
H, One
One hundred
Illinois Volunteer
Regiment Illinois
thirty-fifth Regiment
and thirty-fifth
hundred and
pany
a pension
pension at the rate of $30 per month.
Infantry, and pay her a
Elizabeth
A. Hall.
Hall.
Elizabeth A.
of George Hall, late of
The
Hall, widow of
Elizabeth A. Hall,
name of
of Elizabeth
The name
Company L,
First Regiment
Cavalry, and
her
pay her
and pay
Volunteer Cavalry,
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
L, First
Company
Pensions increased.
pension at
the rate
rate of
per month.
month.
Pensions
increased.
$30 per
of $30
at the
aapension
Azubath Sroufe.
The
name
of
Azubath
Sroufe,
widow
of
John
V.
Sroufe
(also
Sroufe.
Azubath
(also
V.
Sroufe
of
John
widow
The name of Azubath Sroufe,
written
late of
Regiment Ohio VolE, Seventh
Seventh Regiment
Company E,
of Company
Srofe), late
written Srofe),
unteer
Cavalry, and
and pay
her a
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $50
per month
month
$50 per
at the
a pension
pay her
unteer Cavalry,
in
she is
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
that she
lieu of
of that
in lieu
Martha A.
A. Pitzer.
Fitter.
The
of Martha
Martha A.
A. Pitzer,
Pitzer, widow
Samuel J.
J. Pitzer,
Pitzer, alias
alias
widow of
of Samuel
name of
The name
Samuel E.
E. Pipp,
late of
Company I,
I, Forty-eighth
Forty-eighth Regiment
Regiment Ohio
of Company
Pipp, late
Samuel
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and Company
Twenty-sixth Regiment
KenRegiment KenH, Twenty-sixth
Company H,
Volunteer
$50
tucky
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
pension at
at the rate of $50
her aapension
tucky Volunteer
per month
lieu of
she is
is now
receiving.
now receiving.
of that
that she
in lieu
month in
per
Martha J. Reed.
The
of Martha
Martha J.
5. Reed,
Reed, widow
widow of
Reed, late
Martha J.
of Reed.
late of
Leonard Reed,
of Leonard
name of
The name
Company A,
Eighty-ninth Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
A, Eighty-ninth
Company
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pay
her a
pension at
at the
$50 oer
lieu of
of that
that she
she
in lieu
month in
oer month
of $50
rate of
the rate
a pension
pay her
is
receiving.
is now
now receiving
The
Clara B.
B. Moore
widow of
of Elijah
Elijah Moore,
Moore, late of
Moore, widow
of Clara
name of
The name
laa B.Moore.
Company
H,
Tenth
Regiment
Ohio
Volunteer
Infantry,
and
and pay
pay
Infantry,
Volunteer
Ohio
Regiment
H,
Tenth
Company
her a
apension
pension at
at the
rate
of $30
per
month.
per
month.
of
$30
the
rate
her
gore.
Haiet
E.
Harriett E. Kilgore.
The
name of
E. Kilgore,
of John
John Kilgore,
late of
of
Kilgore, late
widow of
Kilgore, widow
Harriett E.
of Harriett
The name
g
Company
Volunteer Infantry,
and
Infantry, and
Ohio Volunteer
Regiment Ohio
A, Fifty-third
Fifty-third Regiment
Company A,
pay her
her a
apension
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
rate of
the rate
at the
pension at
pay
The
Elizabeth Reed,
Reed, widow
widow of
late of
of
of Samuel
Samuel Reed, late
Pension
of Elizabeth
name of
The name
increased.
pension increased.
Elizabeth Reed.
Company H,
Regiment Ohio
Volunteer Infantry,
and
Infantry, and
Ohio Volunteer
H, Seventieth
Seventieth Regiment
Company
Elizabeth eed.
pay her
pension at
at the
$50 per
per month
month in
of that
she
that she
lieu of
in lieu
of $50
rate of
the rate
a pension
her a
pay
is now
receiving.
is
now receiving.
Pensions.
The
of Martha
M. Merchant,
Merchant, widow
widow of
Merchant,
Robert Merchant,
of Robert
Martha M.
name of
The name
Pensions.
Martha
MerMartha M. Merlate
Sixty-ninth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Ohio Volunteer
Regiment Ohio
A, Sixty-ninth
of Company
Company A,
chant.
late of
thant.
and
pay
her
a
pension
at
the
rate
of
$30
per
month.
and pay her a pension at the rate of $30 per month.
Florence S. BradThe name
of Florence
Florence S.
S. Bradbury,
Bradbury, former
former widow
widow of
H.
of Rufus
Rufus H.
name of
The
Brad-y.
b
bury.
Bradbury,
late of
of Company
Sixteenth Regiment
Regiment Illinois
Illinois VolunVolunM, Sixteenth
Company M,
Bradbury, late
teer Cavalry,
and Company
Illinois VolunVolunRegiment Illinois
Eighteenth Regiment
H, Eighteenth
Company H,
Cavalry, and
teer
teer
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
the rate
of $30
$30 per
month.
per month.
rate of
at the
pension at
her aapension
teer Infantry,
Pension increased.
increased.
E. Stacy, widow of Charles Stacy, late of SecThe
Lide E.
The name of Lide
pLision
Lids E. Stacy.
ond Independent
Independent Battery
Battery Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Light
Artillery, and
pay
and pay
Light Artillery,
ond
her a
at the
the rate
rate of
per month
month in
in lieu
that she
is now
now
she is
of that
lieu of
$50 per
of $50
a pension
pension at
her
receiving.
receiving.
ConThe name
name of
Castor, widow
widow of
Castor, late of ComJames Castor,
of James
Lena Castor,
of Lena
The
Pension.
Lena Castor.
pany G,
Infantry, and pay
Ohio Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Ohio
G, Ninety-first
Ninety-first Regiment
Lena Castor.
per month.
her
at the
rate of $30 per
the rate
a pensionpension-at
her a
Pension increased.
The name
increased.
name of Martha A. Demaris, widow
widow of Jacob B. Demaris,
Martha A. Demaris.
Martha A. Demars. late of Company K, Fifty-ninth Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and
a pension at the rate of $50 per month in lieu of that she
pay her
her a
and pay
is
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
Hoffer, late of ComComname of Lewvina Hoffer, widow of John Hoffer,
The name
Pensions.
Pensions.
Lewvina Hoffer.
Volunteer Infantry,
pany
C, Seventy-eighth
Infantry,
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Regiment Pennsylvania
Seventy-eighth Regiment
pany C,
Lewvn Hoffer
and pay
pay her
her a
pension at
rate of $30 per month.
at the rate
a pension
and
J.
The name
name of David Bell, helpless and dependent
dependent son of William J.
David Bell.
Bell, late
K, Sixteenth
Sixteenth Regiment
Volunteer
Kentucky Volunteer
Regiment Kentucky
Company K,
late of
of Company
Bell,
per month.
month.
Infantry,
$20 per
rate of
of $20
at the
the rate
him aapension
pension at
and pay
pay him
Infantry, and
Anna G.. Clayton.
Anna
The name of Anna G. Clayton
Clayton.
Clavton, widow of William
The
William E. Clayton, late
of
Company I,
Fifty-second Regiment Ohio Volunteer Infantry,
I, Fifty-second
of Company
and
her a
apension
pension at
the rate of $30 per month.
at the
pay her
and pay
Joseph
R. Berg.
I, Eighty-ninth
of Joseph R. Berg, late of Company I,
Eighty-ninth
The name of
JosephR.
Berg.
Regiment
Independent
Volunteer Infantry, and Sixteenth Independent
Indiana Volunteer
Regiment Indiana
Battery, Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Light
a pension at
at
pay him
him a
Light Artillery,
Artillery, and pay
Battery,
the
$50 per month.
rate of $50
the rate
Lydia Boyer.
Boyer.
The name
of Lydia
Lydia Boyer
Samuel Boyer, late of
of Samuel
of ComComLydia
The
name of
Boyer,, widow of
pany D,
Second Battalion
Maryland VolunVolunBrigade, Maryland
Potomac Home Brigade,
D, Second
Battalion Potomac
pany
teer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay her aapension at the rate of $30 per month.
month.
teer
Mary M.
Lilley.
Mary
M. Lilley.
The name of Mary M. Lilley, helpless and dependent daughter of
Matthias
late of
F, Fourteenth
Fourteenth Regiment
Regiment Pennsylof Company
Company F,
Lilley, late
Matthias Lilley,
a pension
pension at the rate of $20
vania
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
$20
and pay her a
vania Volunteer
per
month through
legally appointed
appointed guardian.
guardian.
a legally
through a
per month
Pension increased .
The name
name of
Saner, widow
of Abram
Abram Saner, late of
widow of
E. Saner,
Mary E.
of Mary
The
Pary E.
Mary
E. Sanerd.
Saner.
Company I,
One hundred
Pennsylvania
Regiment Pennsylvania
and forty-eighth
forty-eighth Regiment
I, One
hundred and
Company
per
$50 per
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
at the rate of $50
pension at
and pay
pay her aa pension
Volunteer
month in
receiving.
that she
she is
is now
now receiving.
month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
Pension.
The
of Carrie
Carrie Tissue,
widow of
Tissue, late
of ComComlate of
Newlin Tissue,
of Newlin
Tissue, widow
name of
The name
Pensioue.
Carrie
Tissue.
Volunteer Infantry,
pany
Infantry, and
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
K, Eleventh
Eleventh Regiment
pany K,
$30 per month.
pay her
her aapension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
Pension increased.
Wagner, late of
H. Wagner,
The
name
of
Jane
L.
Wagner.
widow of
of James
James H.
of
widow
Wagner,
L.
Jane
of
name
The
L.
Wagned
Jane
Jane
Wagner.
Infantry,
Company
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
A, Fifty-fifth
Fifty-fifth Regiment
Company A,
and
pay her
pension at
the rate
that
rate of $50 per
per month in lieu of that
at the
and pay
her aa pension
Pensions.
Pensions.
Clara B. Moore.
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Provisos.
Provisos.
of the death
death of
she is now receiving:
receiving: Provided,
Provided, That in the event of
of Increase
to cease
cease on
on
Mary
helpless and
daughter of
Jane L.
Mary Wagner,
Wagner, helpless
and dependent
dependent daughter
of said
said Jane
L. and
and death of child.
additional pension herein
James H.
H. Wagner,
Wagner, the additional
granted shall
herein granted
shall cease
cease Pension
Pension to child on
on
and determine:
determine: And
And provided
provided further,
event of
further, That
That in the event
of the death death of mother.
of Jane
the name
name of
said Mary
placed
of
Jane L.
L. Wagner,
Wagner, the
of said
Mary Wagner
Wagner shall
shall be
be placed
on the pension
pension roll, subject to
on
of the
the
to the
the provisions and
and limitations
limitations of
pension
month from
from and
the date
date
pension laws, at
at the
the rate of $20
$20 per month
and after
after the
Wagner.
of death
death of said Jane
Jane L.
L. Wagner.
Pensions.
name of
Isabella O'Donnell,
O'Donnell, widow
of John
John O'Donnell,
O'Donnell, late
The name
of Isabella
widow of
late Isabella O'Donnell.
of
C, First
First Regiment
Volunteer Cavalry,
of Company
Company C,
Regiment United
United States
States Volunteer
Cavalry,
and
pay her
her a
apension
at the
rate of
of $30
and pay
pension at
the rate
$30 per
per month.
month.
L. Littlepage.
Littlepage.
Kate L.
name of Kate
widow of
Lewis D.
Littlepage, Bate
The name
Kate L. Littlepage,
Littlepage, widow
of Lewis
D. Littlepage,
late
of Company
Company A,
A, Seventeenth
Cavlate of
Seventeenth Regiment
Regiment Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry, and
and pay
pay her
pension at
the rate
of $30
per month.
month.
alry,
her aapension
at the
rate of
Pension increased.
increased.
Pension
$30 per
Glidden.
The
Melvina Glidden,
Glidden, widow
widow of
Sylvester S.
S. Glidden,
The name
name of
of Melvina
of Sylvester
Glidden, Melvina Glidden.
Regiment Minnesota
Minnesota Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
late of Company C,
C, Sixth Regiment
and pay
her a
apension
at the
the rate
of $50
$50 per
per month
month in
in lieu
that she
and
pay her
pension at
rate of
lieu of
of that
she
Pensions.
is
is now receiving.
receiving.
Cora E. LePage.
LaPage.
The
name of
of Cora
Cora E.
E. LaPage,
LaPage, late
late of
of
The name
LaPage, widow
widow of
of Joseph
Joseph LaPage,
Company
H,
Ninth
Regiment
Vermont
Volunteer
Infantry,
and
pay
Company H, Ninth Regiment Vermont Volunteer Infantry, and pay
pension at the
the rate
of $30
month.
her a
a pension
rate of
$30 per
per month.
Joseph D.
ThompJoseph
D. ThompThe
name of
Company B,
B, TwentyTwenty- son.
The name
of Joseph
Joseph D.
D. Thompson,
Thompson, late
late of
of Company
son.
sixth
Infantry, and
Company F,
F, SecSecsixth Regiment
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and Company
ond
States Veteran
pay him
ond Regiment
Regiment United States
Veteran Volunteers,
Volunteers, and pay
him a
a
pension at
the rate
of $50
$50 per
per month.
pension
at the
rate of
month.
Mary J. Robinette.
Robinette.
The
name of
Mary J.
J. Robinette,
Jasper C.
C. Robinette,
The name
of Mary
Robinette, widow
widow of
of Jasper
Robinette, MaryJ.
alias Jasper
late of
Company D,
Maryalias
Jasper Robinette,
Robinette, late
of Company
D, Second
Second Regiment
Regiment Maryland
Volunteer Infantry,
the rate
rate of
$30
land Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay her
her aa pension
pension at
at the
of $30
per month.
per
month.
Pension increased.
Pension
increased.
Grace E.
E. Ash.
Reuben Ash,
The name
name of Grace
Grace E.
E. Ash,
Ash, widow
widow of
of Reuben
Ash, late of
of Com- Grace
pany E,
E, Second
Second Regiment
Regiment Wisconsin
Wisconsin Volunteer
Infantry, and
pany
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay
her a
pension at
at the
the rate
rate $35
per month
month in
lieu of
of that
her
a pension
$35 per
in lieu
that she
she is
is now
now
Pension.
Pension.
receiving.
receiving.
Emelia Retzer.
Emelia
Retzer.
The
The name
name of Emelia
Emelia, Retzer,
of
Retzer, widow of
of Mathias
Mathias Retzer,
Retzer, late
late of
Company B,
B, Third
Third Regiment
Regiment Wisconsin
Cavalry, and
and pay
pay
Company
Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Pensions increased.
Pensions
increased.
her a
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
month.
her
a pension
of $30
$30 per
per month.
Georgia M.
M. Sabin.
Sabin.
Georgia
The
Georgia M.
M. Sabin,
widow of
George F.
F. Sabin,
Sabin, late
of
The name
name of
of Georgia
Sabin, widow
of George
late of
Company F,
F, Fifty-seventh
Fifty-seventh Regiment
Regiment Massachusetts
Massachusetts Volunteer
Volunteer InCompany
Infantry,
and Company
Company B,
Regiment Veteran
fantry, and
B, Nineteenth
Nineteenth Regiment
Veteran Reserve
Reserve
Corps, and
and pay
pay her
her a
pension at
rate of
of $50
month in
lieu
Corps,
a pension
at the
the rate
$50 per
per month
in lieu
of that
that she
is now
now receiving.
of
she is
Bridget
Palmer.
Bridget Palmer.
The name
name of
of Bridget
Bridget Palmer,
Richard Palmer,
late of
of
The
Palmer, widow
widow of
of Richard
Palmer, late
Company
Michigan Volunteer
Company D,
D, Twenty-fourth
Twenty-fourth Regiment
Regiment Michigan
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
and
pension at
at the
per month
month in
that
and pay
pay her
her a
a pension
the rate
rate of
of $35
$35 per
in lieu
lieu of
of that
Pensioft.
Pension.
she is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Matida
Matida J.
J. Hatch.
Hatch.
The
of Matida
Hatch, widow
of Harlan
P. Hatch,
The name
name of
Matida J.
J. Hatch,
widow of
Harlan P.
Hatch, late
late
Company C,
Forty-fourth Regiment
'Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer Infanof Company
C, Forty-fourth
Regiment Wisconsin
InfanPensions
increased.
$30 per
month.
try, and pay
pay her
her a
a pension
pension at the rate
rate of $30
per month.
Pensions increased.
Emiline Rader.
Rader.
The
name of
of Emiline
Emiline Rader,
Rader, widow
widow of
Rader, late
late of
Com- Emiline
The name
of John
John Rader,
of Company
D, Sixth-Regiment
Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and pay
pay her
her
pany D,
Sixth-Regiment Kentucky
at the
rate of
$50 per
month in
in lieu
she is
is now
now
the rate
of $50
per month
lieu of
of that
that she
aa pension
pension at
Pensions.
Pensions.
receiving.
receiving.
Sallie Gilispie.
Gilispie.
Sallie
The
name
of
Sallie
Gilispie,
widow
of
Thomas
R.
Gilispie,
late
of
The name of Sallie Gilispie, widow of Thomas R. Gilispie, late of
Company C,
C. Thirty-ninth
Regiment Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Thirty-ninth Regiment
Company
and pay
the rate
$30 per
per month,
rate of
of $30
month, commencing
commencing
and
pay her
her aa pension
pension at
at the
September
1924, in
of that
that she
she is
is now
as guardian
guardian
in lieu
lieu of
now receiving
receiving as
September 2,
2, 1924,
Thomas R.,
said soldier.
of Thomas
R., minor son
son of said
Emma
Mitchell.
Emma W.
W. Mitchell.
The
name of
of Emma
W. Mitchell.
Mitchell, widow
widow of
of George
George J.
The name
Emma W.
J. Mitchell,
Mitchell,
late of
of Company
Company C,
Thirty-second Regiment
Enrolled
C, Thirty-second
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Enrolled
late
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Militia,
late midshipman,
United States
States Navy,
Navy, and pay
a
her a
pay her
midshipman, United
and late
Militia, and
pension
at the
the rate
per month.
month.
$30 per
of $30
rate of
pension at
Pension
increased.
The name
name of
of Melissa
J. Thompson,
Rankin Thompson,
Thompson,
of Rankin
Thompson, widow
widow of
The
Melissa J.
Pensioninceased.
Melissa /*
J. Thmp
Company D, One
soiMelissa
Thump- late of Company
One hundred and seventy-second
seventy-second Regiment
Regiment
Ohio
her a
a pension
at the
the rate
of $50
$50
rate of
pension at
pay her
Infantry, and
and pay
Volunteer Infantry,
Ohio Volunteer
Pensions,
per
month
in
lieu
of
that
she
is
now
receiving.
receiving.
per month in lieu of that she is now
Pensions.
Rebecca V. Mogle.
name of
Rebecca V.
V. Mogle,
Mogle, widow
of William
late
RebeecV.Moge.
of Rebecca
widow of
William Mogle,
The name
Mogle, late
of Company
Company B,
Ninth Regiment
and
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
Regiment Minnesota
Minnesota Volunteer
of
B, Ninth
pay her
a
pension at
the
rate
of
$30 per
per month.
pay
her
a
pension
at
the
rate
of
$30
month.
Margaret J. Cuthbert.
The name of Margaret
Margaret J.
J. Cuthbert, widow of William L. CuthMgaret J. Cthbert,
surgeon Eighty-third
Volunteer
Eighty-third Regiment
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
bert, late assistant surgeon
Pension increased.
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
her a
apension
per month.
month.
rate of
of $30
$30 per
at the
the rate
pension at
Infantry,
Penstnincresed.
Louisa Smith.
Smith.
The
Louisa Smith, former
of
former widow of
Louisa Gilmore,
Gilmore, now
now Louisa
The name
name of Louisa
Louisa
Company A, Twenty-seventh
Regiment
Twenty-seventh Regiment
late of
of Company
Robert B. Gilmore, late
Indiana Volunteer Infantry, and pay her a
pension at the rate of
of
Indiana
a pension
Pensions.
$50 per month
receiving.
in lieu of that she is now receiving.
month in
$50
Pensions.
JnliaLstuart.
Julia L Stuart.
The name of Julia I. Stuart, former widow
widow of Isaac L.
The
L. Foster,
late of Company H, Twenty-second
Twenty-second Regiment Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer
Infantry, and pay her a
apension at the rate of $30 per month.
HermauF.E.Schroer.
name of
F. E.
helpless and
and dependent
dependent son
son
HeUnn.E.Schroer. The
The name
of Herman
Herman F.
E. Schroer,
Schroer, helpless
of Stephen
Stephen H., alias Henry Schroer, late of Company
Company E, One hundred and sixty-fifth
sixty-fifth Regiment Ohio Volunteer Infantry, and pay him
aapension at the rate of $20 per month.
Unity
of Unity P.
P. Spencer,
widow of
C. Spencer,
Unity P.
P. Spencer.
Spencer.
The name of
Spencer, widow
of Moses
Moses C.
Spencer, late
late
of Company
Company E, Thirteenth Regiment
Regiment Veteran
Veteran Reserve
Reserve Corps, and
pay
pension at the rate of $30 per month.
pay her aapension
increased.
Pension increased,
BelleBair.
The name of Belle Bair, widow of William T. Bair, late of ComBelle Bair.
Volunteer
pany B, One hundred and third Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
$50 per month in lieu
Infantry, and pay her aapension at the rate of $50
pensions,
receiving.
is now receiving.
of that
that she is
Pensions.
CharityLHasrke.
The name of Charity L
I. Haskell,
Charity
L Haskell
Haskell, widow of Andrew
Andrew J.
J. Haskell,
late of Company
Company F,
F, Tenth Regiment
Kansas Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Regiment Kansas
and pay her a
a poension
pension at the rate of $30 per month.
Jane
The name
name of
of Jane
Aaron P.
Oliver, late
of ComComane Oliver.
Oliver.
Jane Oliver,
Oliver, widow
widow of
of Aaron
P. Oliver,
late of
Minnesota Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay
pany C, Second Regiment
Regiment Minnesota
pay
her a
a pension
pension at the rate
rate of $30
$30 per month.
month.
Franes
Frances Conner.
Conner.
The name of Frances
Frances Conner, widow
widow of James
James L.
L. Conner,
Conner, late
late of
of
Company F, Thirteenth Regiment Michigan
Michigan Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay her a
apension at the rate of $30 per month.
month.
Pension increased.
Pension
increased.
The
Georg.ianna M.
M. Burroughs,
Burroughs, widow
of Joseph
M.
widow of
Joseph F.
F. M.
The name
name of
ofGeorgianna
oeoriannr.Bur
Georgianna
M. Burroughs.
Burroughs, late of Company
Company H, One hundred
hundred and sixth Regiment
Regiment
of
Illinois Volunteer Infantry, and pay her aa pension at the rate of
$50 per month in lieu of that she is now receiving.
receiving.
T
h e name
Pensions.
The
of William
William H.
H. Stark,
of Quartermaster
Corps,
Quartermaster Corps,
late of
Stark, late
name of
Wilil. Star.
William H. Stark .
Regiment Kansas Volunteer
pay him
him a
apenTwelfth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
penthe rate of $30 per month.
sion
at
Rhoda Mercer.
Rdercer.
The name of Rhoda Mercer
Mercer,' widow of Midian Mercer, late
l
at
e of
of
Volunteer Infantry,
Company C, Seventh Regiment
Regiment West Virginia
Virginia Volunteer
Infantry,
and
the rate
rate of
per month.
month.
of $30
$30 per
pension at
at the
her a
a pension
and pay
pay her
o
. bbins.
Mary J. Robbins.
The name of Mary J. Robbins, widow of Alexander Robbins,
late of Company B, Sixteenth Regiment
Regiment Michigan
Michigan Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay her aapension
pension at the rate of $30 per month.
Caroline
Hazen.
The
of Horace
Horace D.
Hazen late
eroineazen.
The name
name of Caroline
Caroline Hazen,
Hazen, widow
widow of
D. Hazen,
late of
of
Company D, Fifth Regiment
Company
Regiment New York Volunteer
Vol
un t
eer Heavy
Heavy Artillery,
Artillery,
and pay her a
a pension at the rate of $30 per month.
CAisa.Grover.
The name of Clarissa A. Grover, former widow of Hiram P. W.
Clarissa
A. Grover.
Grover, late of Company H, First Regiment New York Volunteer
Volunteer
$30 per
per month.
Doahe. Engineers,
Engineers, and
and pay her aapension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of $30
month.
Margaret Donahue.
The name of Margaret Donahue,
Donahue, widow of Michael Donahue, late
Michigan Volunteer Inof Company I, Twenty-fourth
Twenty-fourth Regiment Michigan
fantry, and pay her a
a pension at the rate of $30 per month.
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increased.
increased.
The name
of Caroline
Caroline W.
W. Kinsloe,
widow of
of Albert
Albert S.
The
name of
Kinsloe, widow
S. Kinsloe,
Kinsloe, Pension
Caroline W.
W. Kinsloe.
late
Fifty-third Regiment
late of
of Company
Company D,
D, Fifty-third
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer InInfantry,
lieu
fantry, and
and pay her a
a pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $50 per month
month in
in lieu
of that
she is
is now
of
that she
now receiving.
receiving.
Pension.
Stapleton.
The name
of Bridget
Bridget Stapleton,
of Michael
Michael Stapleton,
Stapleton, Bridget Stapleton.
The
name of
Stapleton, widow
widow of
alias Michael
late of
Company E, Fifth Regiment
ConnectRegiment Connectalias
Michael Mahar,
Mahar, late
of Company
icut
Company C,
C, One
and thiricut Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and Company
One hundred
hundred and
thirteenth
and One
hundred and
and twentieth
twentieth Regiments
Regiments Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer
teenth and
One hundred
Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
her aa pension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of $30 per
per month.
month.
Pensions increased.
Payne.
The name
of Elizabeth
Elizabeth B.
Payne, widow
widow of
late Elizabeth B. Payne.
The
name of
B. Payne,
of William
William Payne,
Payne, late
of
Company
A,
One
hundred
and
fourth
Regiment
York
fourth
Regiment
New
York
Volof Company A, One hundred and
unteer
Infantry, and
of $50 per
per month
month
pension at
at the
the rate of
and pay
pay her aapension
unteer Infantry,
in
of that
that she
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
she is
in lieu
lieu of
Jodd.
late of
of Elizabeth Jodd.
Jodd, widow of George
George A.
A. Jodd,
Jodd, late
The name
name of
of Elizabeth
Elizabeth Jodd,
Company
D,
Eleventh
Regiment
New
York
Volunteer
Cavalry,
and
Company D, Eleventh Regiment New York Volunteer Cavalry, and
pay
her a
a pension
month in
in lieu of that she
rate of
of $50
$50 per month
pension at the rate
pay her
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Pensions.
is
Woodward.
The
Mary C.
Woodward, widow
widow of
Woodward, Mary C. Woodward.
R. Woodward,
of Wells
Wells R.
C. Woodward,
The name
name of
of Mary
late steerage
United States
States Navy,
pension
and pay her a
a pension
Navy, and
steerage steward,
steward, United
late
at
month.
of $30 per
per month.
at the
the rate of
Nichols.
The name
name of
of Mary
Mary J.
J. Nichols
Nichols, widow of
of Alden M. Nichols, late Mary J. Nichols.
The
of
Eighty-sixth Regiment
Regiment New York
InYork Volunteer InCompany A,
A, Eighty-sixth
of Company
fantry,
Company K,
Veteran Reserve
Corps,
Third Regiment
Regiment Veteran
Reserve Corps,
fantry, and
and Company
K, Third
and
pay her
her a
at the
rate of
of $30
month.
per month.
the rate
$30 per
a pension
pension at
and pay
Pensions increased.
increased.
The
name of
Sarah A.
A. Covey,
Covey, late Sarah A. Covey.
of Emory
Emory H.
H. Covey,
Covey, widow
widow of
The name
of Sarah
of One
One hundred
first Regiment
Regiment New
New York
York Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
and first
of
hundred and
and pay
rate of
$50 per
per month,
month, through
through a
a
of $50
at the
the rate
her a
a pension
pension at
and
pay her
legally
appointed guardian,
guardian ' in
in lieu
of that
that she
she is now
now receiving.
receiving.
lieu of
legally appointed
Cornelia M.
aM. Di
DiaDaVid B. Diamond,
Diamond, mond.
Diamond, widow
widow of
of David
The name
name of
of Cornelia
Cornelia M.
M. Diamond,
late of
Company A,
A, First
Regiment Michigan
Infantry,
Volunteer Infantry,
Michigan Volunteer
First Regiment
of Company
late
and
pay her
per month
lieu of
of that
that
$50 per
month in
in lieu
at the
the rate
rate of
of $50
and pay
her aa pension
pension at
she is
is now
Pensions.
receiving.
she
now receiving.
The
of Cynthia
Earnest, widow
widow of
Joseph Earnest, late Cynthia Earnest.
The name
name of
Cynthia Earnest,
of Joseph
of
I, Eleventh
Michigan Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry,
Eleventh Regiment
Regiment Michigan
of Company
Company I,
and
pension at the rate
rate of $30 per month.
and pay
pay her
her aapension
The name
name of
of Joseph
D. Emerson,
Emerson, late
late of
of Company
Company I,
I, First Joseph D. Emerson.
Joseph D.
The
Regiment Michigan
Volunteer Infantry,
K, SevenCompany K,
SevenInfantry, and
and Company
Michigan Volunteer
Regiment
teenth Regiment
Regiment Michigan
him a
a
and pay
pay him
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
Michigan Volunteer
teenth
pension at
the rate
of $50
$50 per
per month.
month.
rate of
pension
at the
The
of Frederic
Frederic E.
E. Ferrand,
Ferrand, helpless
and dependent
dependent son
son Frederic E. Ferrand.
helpless and
The name
name of
of
F. Ferrand,
late a
coal heaver,
and
Navy, and
United States
States Navy,
a coal
heaver, United
Ferrand, late
of Charles
Charles F.
pay
him aa pension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
per month,
month, through
through aa legally
legally
of $20
$20 per
pay him
appointed
guardian.
appointed guardian.
E. Hammond.
Hammond.
The name
of Julia
Julia E.
helpless and
dependent daughand dependent
daugh- Julia E.
E. Hammond,
Hammond, helpless
The
name of
ter of
of Israel
late of
Company L,
L, Twenty-eighth
Twenty-eighth
of Company
B. Hammond,
Hammond, late
ter
Israel B.
Regiment
Michigan Volunteer
Infantry, and
pension at
at
her aa pension
and pay her
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Michigan
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month,
through aa legally
appointed guardian.
guardian.
legally appointed
month, through
the
Emma J. Palmeter.
Palmeter.
The name
name of
Emma J.
J. Palmeter,
Palmeter ' widow
Palmeter,
widow of Nathan Palmeter,
of Emma
The
late
C, Ninth
Minnesota Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Regiment Minnesota
Company C,
Ninth Regiment
late of
of Company
and
her a
pension at
the rate
per month.
month.
rate of
of $30
$30 per
at the
a pension
pay her
and pay
Mathew H. Udell,
Udell,
H. Clark, late of alias William
William H.
Udell, alias
alias William
Mathew H.
H. Udell,
The name
name of Mathew
William H. Clark.
Company
K,
First
Regiment
Michigan
Engineers
and
Mechanics,
Mechanics,
Engineers
and
Company K, First Regiment Michigan
and
Twenty-ninth Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Infantry,
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
C, Twenty-ninth
Company C,
and Company
and
$50 per
per month.
month.
rate of
of $50
at the
the rate
him aapension
pension at
and pay
pay him
Sophia Wilson.
Wilson.
The name
name of
of Sophia
Sophia Wilson,
widow of
of Henry
Wilson late
late of
Henry Wilson,
Wilson, widow
The
Company
D,
Second
Regiment
Michigan
Volunteer
Cavalry,
and
Cavalry,
Michigan
Volunteer
Regiment
Company D, Second
Company II.
Kentucky Volunteer
and
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Kentucky
H. Fourth
Fourth Regiment
Company
pay her
at the
rate of
per month.
month.
of $30
$30 per
the rate
her a
a pension
pension at
pay

1430
1430
JosephineWalker.
Josephine Walker.

Gosain.
Janett Goalln.
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The name of Josephine
Walker, widow
George Walker,
late
Josephine Walker,
widow of
of George
Walker, late

of Company
Eighth Regiment
New York
Volunteer Cavalry,
of
Company L,
L, Eighth
Regiment New
York Volunteer
Cavalry,
and pay her aapension at the rate
$30 per
month.
rate of
of $30
per month.
The name
of Janett
Janett Goslin,
widow of
of Alexander
Alexander Goslin,
late of
of
name of
Goslin, widow
Goslin, late
Company C, One hundred
hundred and
sixteenth Regiment
Regiment New
New York
York VolVoland sixteenth

unteer
her a
apension
pension at
at the
rate of
of $30
$30 per
month.
unteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
the rate
per month.
Martha A. Thompson, widow
The name of Martha
widow of
of Justin
Justin G.
G. ThompThompSeventy-seventh Regiment
son ,
son, late of Seventy-seventh
Regiment New
York Volunteer
Volunteer InfanInfanNew York
try, and pay her a
a pension at the rate of $50 per
per month in
in lieu
lieu of
of
that she is now receiving.
receiving.
Mary
Mary Barnett.
The name of Mary Barnett, widow of
Morris Barnett,
Barnett, late
late of
of Morris
of
Company F, One hundred
hundred and sixteenth
sixteenth Regiment
New York
VolRegiment New
York Volunteer Infantry, and pay her a
month
a pension at
at the
the rate of
of $50 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
in
Pension.
JaneN.Ashley.
The name of
Jane
N. Ashley.
N. Ashley,
Ashley, widow
widow of
of Edward
Edward M.
late
of Jane
Jane N.
M. Ashley,
Ashley, late
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
of Company B, Ninth Regiment
and pay
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
pay
her a
pension at
at the
the rate
$30 per
Pensionincreased.
her
a pension
rate of
of $30
per month.
month.
Pension increased.
Kate M.
M.Henry.
Henry.
The name of Kate M. Henry,
Henry, widow
of Charles
Charles V.
V. Henry,
late
widow of
Henry, late
Ninety-first Regiment New York Volunteer Infantry, and
of Ninety-first
and pay
a pension at the rate of $50 per month in lieu
her a
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
is
Pensions,
now
Pensions.
now receiving.
receiving.
Sarah B. Bevans.
The name
name of Sarah B. Bevans, widow of Charles H.
Sarah B. Bevans.
The
H. Bevans,
Bevans, late
late
of Company D, Seventh Regiment Connecticut Volunteer Infantry,
and pay her aa pension at the rate
per month.
month.
rate of
of $30 per
Lcy A.
Parker.
Lucy
A. Parker.
The name of Lucy A. Parker,
helpless and
dependent daughter
daughter
Parker, helpless
and dependent
of Abram
Parker, late
Company G, Eleventh Regiment
Abram Parker,
ate of .Company
Regiment and
and
Company A, Eighth Reginient
Regiment Michigan
Michigan Volunteer
Cavalry, and
and
Volunteer Cavalry,
Pension increased,
pay her
pension at
at the
rate of
of$20
er month.
Pensionincreased.
pay
her aapension
the rate
$20 p
per
month.
Theodore
T.Bruce.
Brce.
The name of Theodore
T. Bruce, helpless
Theodore T.
Theodore T.
dependent son
son of
of
helpless and
and dependent
Company A, Seventy-seventh
Hugh W.
W. Bruce, late of Company
Seventy-seventh Regiment
Regiment
Ohio Volunteer
Infantry, and pay him a
a pension
Volunteer Infantry,
pension at the rate
of
rate of
$20
per
month
in
lieu of
he is
receiving.
Pensions.
$20
per
month
in
lieu
Pensions.
of that
that he
is now
now receiving.
sarah
antz.
The name of Sarah E.
E. Gantz,
Sarah E.
E. Gantz.
Gantz, widow
widow of
Theodore G.
G. Gantz,
Gantz, late
late
of Theodore
of
Company C, One
One hundred and thirteenth
of Company
thirteenth Regiment
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
teer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay her aapension at the rate of $30 per month.
JuliaA.
The name of Julia
Julia A. Brown.
Brown.
Julia A. Brown,
Brown, widow
widow of
late of
of George
George Brown,
Brown, late
of
Company I, Seventy-second
Seventy-second Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer
Infantry, and Company
Company A, Second Regiment New Jersey
Infantry,
Jersey Volunteer
Volunteer
Cavalry, and pay her a
a pension at the rate of $30 per month.
Cavalry,
Eliza
Maher.
The name of Eliza C. Maher,
Maher, widow of George
Eliza C.
C. Maher.
George W.
Maher, late
of
W. Maher,
late of
Company I,
I, First Regiment Ohio Volunteer Heavy
Heavy Artillery, and
and
pay her aapension at the rate of $30 per month.
Nellie
A. Farley.
The
of Nellie A. Farley,
Nellie A. Farley.
The name
name of
Farley, helpless
helpless and dependent daughter
of
daughter of
John Farley, late of Company G, One hundred and forty-eighth
John
forty-eighth
Regiment
Regiment Ohio Volunteer Infantry, and pay her a
a pension at the
the
rate of $20 per month.
month.
John
D.
Hadley.
The name
name of
of John D. Hadley, helpless and
John D. Hadley.
The
son of
John
and dependent
dependent son
of John
Hadley, late of Company
Company H, One hundred and forty-eighth Regiment Ohio Volunteer
a pension at the rate
ment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him a
Pensionsincreased.
of $20
Pensions increased.
$20 per month through a
alegally appointed
appointed guardian.
guardian.
Cynthia Leroy.
The
J. Leroy,
Leroy, helpless and dependent
Cynthia J. Leroy.
The name
name of
of Cynthia
Cynthia J.
dependent daughter
daughter
of Abraham Leroy,
Leroy, late of Company
Company B, Sixth Regiment
Regiment Illinois
Illinois
Volunteer
a pension at the rate of $20
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and pay her a
per
$20 per
lieu
month
in
lieu
that
she
is
now
receiving.
of
that
she
is
now
receiving.
John M. Barrick.
ohM.Back.
The
of
The name
name of
of John
John M.
M. Barrick, helpless and dependent
dependent son of
Henry Barrick,
late of Company
Company B, Fifty-fourth
Fifty-fourth Regiment Illinois
Henry
Barrick, late
Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him aa pension at the rate of $20
$20 per
per
month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
Pensionsincreased
Pensions increased.
Martha
A. ThompMartha A.
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The name of Susan S. Boyd, widow of James P. Boyd, late of
hundred and sixteenth
sixteenth Regiment
Regiment Illinois Volunteer Infantry,
One hundred
$50 per month in lieu of that
and pay her aapension at the rate of $50
she is
receiving.
she
is now
now receiving.
ConThe
name of
Danison, widow
widow of Eli Danison,
Danison, late of Comof Anna
Anna Danison,
The name

1431
Susan
S. Boyd.
usanS.
Boyd.
Pensions.
Pensions.
Anna
Denison.
AnnaDanison.

Regiment Ohio Volunteer
pany A, Ninety-fifth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry, and pay
her a
a pension at the rate of $30 per month.
J a m e W. Beckwith.
w. Beckwith
late of
of Company
Company I,
I, SeventySeventy- James
James W.
W. Beckwith, late
The name of James
Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry, and pay him a
a
ninth Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
pension at
of $50
$50 per
per month.
pension
at the
the rate
rate of
month.
Thacker.
The name
of Adelaide
Thacker, widow
widow of
of Martin
Thacker, late
AdelaideThacker.
late Adelaide
Martin Thacker,
Adelaide Thacker,
The
name of
of Company D, Fifty-first Regiment Ohio Volunteer Infantry, and
and
pay her a
a pension at the rate of $30 per month.
Stites.
EmmaStites.
Stites, late of Emma
The
The name
name of
of Emma Stites, widow of George W. Stites
Company F,
F, Eighty-eighth Regiment
Regiment Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer infantry,
Infantry,
Company
and pay her a
a pension at the rate of $30 per month.
Mathena.
The
of Amelia
Mathena, widow
widow of
John M.
AmeliaMathen
late Amelia
of John
M. Mathena
Mathena,' late
Amelia Mathena,
The name
name of
Company E, One hundred and forty-second
forty-second Regiment
Regiment Ohio
of Company
Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay her aa pension at the rate of $30 per
month.
Pensions increased.
Pensions
increased.
A. Felton.
Felton.
Nancy A.
Felton, late of Nancy
Daniel Felton
The
Nancy A.
A. Felton,
Felton, widow of Daniel
of Nancy
The name
name of
Company I,
Ninety-seventh Regiment Ohio Volunteer Infantry, and
Company
I, Ninety-seventh
pay
a pension at the rate of $50 per month in lieu of that she is
pay her a
now
now receiving.
receiving.
E. Pinkley.
The name
name of
Mary E.
E. Pinkley,
Pinkley, widow
late of
of Mary
MaryE- Piney
John Pinkley, late
widow of John
The
of Mary
Company
pay
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay
H, Sixty-fifth Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Company H,
her a
pension at
at the
the rate
of $50
$50 per
month in
in lieu
of that
she is
now
lieu of
that she
is now
per month
rate of
her
a pension
receiving.
receiving.
Pension.
Pension.
Anna R.
R. H.
H. Beach.
The name
of Anna
widow of
Beac
of Anna
of William
William Beach, late of
R. H.
H. Beach,
Beach, widow
The
name of
Anna R.
Company C,
Thirty-second Regiment
and
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
Regiment Ohio
C, Thirty-second
Company
pay her
pension at
of $30
$30 per
pay
her aapension
at the
the rate
rate of
per month.
month.
Pensionsincreased.
Pensions increased.
Mary J.
J. Belt.
Belt.
The
Mary J.
Belt, widow
widow of
of John
John C.
Com- Mary
late of ComC. Belt,
Belt, late
J. Belt,
of Mary
The name
name of
I, Twelfth
Regiment Ohio
Volunteer Infantry,
pay
her a
pay her
a
Infantry, and
and i
Ohio Volunteer
Twelfth Regiment
pany I,
pension at the rate of $50 per month in lieu of that she is
snow repension
ceiving.
ceiving.
Pierson.
The name
of Ida
M. Pierson,
Frank W.
Ida M.
M. Pierson.
late of
of Ida
of Frank
W. Pierson,
Pierson, late
Pierson, widow
widow of
name of
Ida M.
The
Company D,
Twentieth Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Infantry, and
and pay
pay
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
D, Twentieth
Company
$50 per month in
in lieu of
of that she is now
at the
the rate of $50
her aapension at
receiving.
receiving.
Georgieanna Shea.
The name
name of
of Georgieanna
Georgieanna Shea,
Shea, widow
Joseph A.
late
Sheaereana
A. Shea,
Shea late
widow of
of Joseph
The
of
First
Maine
Veteran
Battery,
First
Battalion
Light
Artillery,
of First Maine Veteran Battery, First Battalion
Provisos.
and
her a
a pension
pension at
$50 per
in lieu
PeOritos.
lieu of
of that
that Increase
per month
month in
rate of
of $50
at the
the rate
pay her
and pay
to cease on
she
is
now
receiving:
Provided,
That
in
the
event
of
the
death
of
on
otcbhild.es
of
death
the
death
event
of
in
the
That
death
of child.
Provided,
receiving:
is
now
she
Edgar Shea,
and dependent
dependent son
son of
Georgieanna and
and Joseph
Joseph
of Georgieanna
Shea, helpless
helpless and
Edgar
Pension to
to child
child on
on
A. Shea,
the additional
additional pension
herein granted
granted shall
shall cease
cease and
de- death
and dePension
pension herein
Shea, the
A.
of mother.
termine: And
in the
the event
event of
the death
death of
of deathmoter
of the
further, That in
provided further,
termine:
And provided
Georgieanna Shea,
the name
Edgar Shea
Shea shall
placed on
on
be placed
shall be
name of
of said
said Edgar
Shea, the
Georgieanna
the pension
roll, subject
to the
the provisions
provisions and
limitations of
of the
the penpenand limitations
subject to
the
pension roll,
sion laws,
the rate
rate of
of $20
from and
after the
date of
of
the date
and after
$20 per
per month
month from
laws, at
at the
sion
death of
of said
Shea.
said Georgieanna
Georgieanna Shea.
death
Sarah M. Hopkins.
The name
name of
J. Hopkins,
aM.Hpk
Hopkins,
widow of
of Thomas
Thomas J.
Sarah M.
M. Hopkins
Hopkins,' widow
The
of Sarah
late
Eleventh Regiment
Volunteer
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Regiment Pennsylvania
M, Eleventh
late of
of Company
Company M,
Cavalry,
and pay
the rate
rate of
$50 per
month in
in lieu
lieu
per month
at the
of $50
pay her
her a
a pension
pension at
Cavalry, and
of that
that she
she is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
of
Pensions.
a M. FarnsArdela M. FarnsThe name
of Horace
Horace FarnsFarns- worth.
Farnsworth, widow
widow of
of Ardella
Ardella M.
M. Farnsworth,
The
name of
worth,
Company A,
A, First
First Regiment
Volunteer wh.
Minnesota Volunteer
Regiment Minnesota
of Company
late of
worth, late
Cavalry (Mounted
and pay
pay her
pension at
of
rate of
her aa pension
at the
the rate
(Mounted Rangers),
Rangers), and
Cavalry
$30
per month.
$30 per
month.
William H. TurnH. Tnrnbliam
The name
of William
William H.
landsman, United States
States bull.
late landsman,
H. Turnbull, late
The
name of
Navy,
and pay
pay him
him a
at the
the rate
rate of
per month.
month.
of $50
$50 per
a pension
pension at
Navy, and

1432
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Pension
increased.
ensionincreased.
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Thompson, late
The name of Ellen Thompson, widow of Joseph Thompson,
Company A, Twenty-fourth
Jersey Volunteer Inof Company
Twenty-fourth Regiment
Regiment New Jersey
fantry, and
and pay
her a
pension at
the rate
of $50
per month
lieu
fantry,
pay her
a pension
at the
rate of
$50 per
month in
in lieu
of
that she
is
now receiving.
receiving.
Pensions.
Pensions.
of
that
she
is
now
Nathan E.Hopkis.
E. Hopkins.
Nathan
The name of Nathan E.
E. Hopkins, late landsman
landsman United States
Navy, and
Twelfth Regiment
Regiment New
New Hampshire
VolunHampshire VolunC, Twelfth
Navy,
and Company
Company C,
teer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pension at
the rate
of $50
$50 per
per month.
month.
a pension
at the
rate of
and pay
pay him
him a
teer
Emma
V. Wilkerson.
EmrimV.Wllerson.
The name of Emma V. Wilkerson,
Wilkerson, widow of Benjamin F. Wilkerson, late
late of
Company C,
C, Fifteenth
Fifteenth Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Volunteer InInson,
of Company
Indiana Volunteer
fantry, and
and pay
her a
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
per month.
month.
$30 per
pay her
a pension
pension at
Pensions
increased. fantry,
Penionsinreased.
'Mary
Mary A.
A. Ramsey.
Raey.
The name
Mary A. Ramsey,
Ramsey, widow of Samuel
name of Mary
Samuel Ramsey, late
late of
of
Company
D, One
One hundred
and sixtieth
sixtieth Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Company D,
hundred and
Volunteer
Infantry, and
pay her
pension at
the rate
of $50
per month
in lieu
Infantry,
and pay
her aapension
at the
rate of
$50 per
month in
lieu
Provisos.
that she
she is
is now
now receiving:
receiving: Provided,
That in
the event
the
of the
in the
event of
Provided, That
on of
of that
Inease
Increase to
to cease
cease on
death
of child.
child.
deathof
death of Samuel Ramsey, helpless and
and dependent son of said Mary
A.
and Samuel
Ramsey , the
granted shall
shall
A. and
Samuel Ramsey,
the additional
additional pension
pension herein
herein granted
Pension to
child on
to chid
Pension
on cease and determine:
determine: And provided further
further, That in the event of the
death
of mother.
deahmother.
Ramsey, the name
death of Mary
Mary A. Ramsey,
name of said Samuel Ramsey
Ramsey shall
shall be
be
placed
roll, subject
subject to
to the
the provisions
provisions and
and limitations
limitations
placed on
on the pension
pension roll,
of the pension laws, at the rate of
from and
and after
of $20 per month
month from
after
the
date of
of death
death of
said
Mary A.
A. Ramsey.
Ramsey.
the
date
of
said
Mary
Nancy
Veatch.
NancyVeatch.
The name of Nancy Veatch, widow of James D.
of
D. Veatch,
Veatch, late
late of
Company A, One hundred and thirty-seventh
thirty-seventh Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Indiana
Volunteer Infantry,
Volunteer
Infantry, and pay her
the rate
of $50
$50 per
per
her a
a pension
pension at
at the
rate of
month in
that she
she is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
Ella
Watts.
ElWatts.
The name
name of Ella
Ella Watts, widow
widow of
Michael Watts,
late of
of ComComof Michael
Watts, late
pany
I, Fourth
Fourth Regiment
Volunteer Cavalry,
pany I,
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Cavalry, and
and pay
pay her
her
a
of $35
$35 per
per month
that she
a pension at the rate of
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
she is
is now
now
receiving.
Pensions.
Pensions.
receiving.
Lennie Whiteman.
Whiteman.
Lennie
daughter
The name of Lennie Whiteman, helpless and dependent
dependent daughter
of James M. Whiteman,
Whiteman, late of Company
Company H,
Eighty-sixth Regiment
H, Eighty-sixth
Regiment
Indiana Volunteer Infantry, and pay her
at the
the rate
her a
a pension
pension at
rate of
of $20
$20
per month.
month.
per
Mary
J. Lake.
Lake.
MaryJ.
The name
name of Mary J.
J. Lake, widow of Israel Lake, late of Company K, Ninety-seventh Regiment
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
Regiment Indiana
pay
her a
apension
at the
of $30
per month.
month.
the rate
rate of
$30 per
pay her
pension at
Pensionsincreased.
Pensions increased.
Catharine McQuade.
Catharine
McQuade.
McQuade, widow of James McQuade, late
The name of Catharine
Catharine McQuade,
of
Marine Corps,
Corps, and
her a
p9nsion at
the rate
rate of
of United
Prorisos.
United States
States Marine
and pay
pay her
a .pension
at the
of
Prorisos.
Increase to
Increase
$50 per month in lieu of that she is now receiving:
to cease on
on $50
receiving: Provided,
That
Provided, That
death
of
child.
deathochild.
in
of the
the death
helpless and
dein the
the event
event of
death of
of Fannie
Fannie M.
M. McQuade,
McQuade, helpless
and dependent daughter of said Catharine
Catharine and James
the.addiJames McQuade,
McQuade, the.addiPension to child on
Pension
to child on tional pension herein granted shall cease and determine:
determine: And proprodeath of mother.
vided further,
McQuade
further, That in the event of the death of Catharine
Catharine McQuade
the name of said Fannie M.
M. McQuade
McQuade shall be placed
pension
placed on the pension
roll, subject to the provisions
provisions and limitations of
of the
the pension laws,
laws,
at the rate of $20 per month from and after the date of death of said
said
Catharine
McQuade.
Catharine McQuade.
Mary
A.
Hank.
Mary A.Hank.
The name
name of
Mary A.
A. Hauk,
of
The
of Mary
Hank, widow of John D. Hauk,
Hank, late of
Twenty-third Battery, Indiana
Twenty-third
Volunteer Light
Light Artillery,
Indiana Volunteer
Artillery, and
and pay
pay
a pension
her a
pension at the rate of $50
$50 per month in lieu
lieu of that
that she is
is now
now
receiving.
Pensions.
receiving.
Cons
M.
Rogers.
ora M. Rogers.
The name
name of
of Cora
of Isaac
Isaac Rogers,
Rogers, late
The
Cora M.
M. Rogers,
Rogers, widow
widow of
late of
of ComI, Ninth Regiment
Regiment Indiana
pany I,
Indiana Volunteer Cavalry, and
and pay
pay her
her a
a
pension at the rate of $30 per month.
Nancy
J.
Crum.
Nancy J. Crum.
The name
name of
of Nancv
J. Crum. widow of Peter Crum, late of ComThe
Nancy J.
Volunteer Infantry,
pany H,
H, Thirty-third
Thirty-third Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Infantry, and
and
Pension increased.
pay her a
a pension at the rate of $30 per month.
Pension
increased
Celesta Lamme.
The name
name of
of Celesta
Lamme,'widow
Lamme,
late
The
Celesta Lamme
widow of Ferdinand
Ferdina n d L
amm e,
l
at
e of
of
Twenty-sixth
Company B, Twenty-si
xth Regiment
Regiment Missouri
Missouri Volunteer Infantry,
enThompson.
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a pension at the rate of $50 per
and pay her a
month in
in lieu
per month
lieu of
of that
that
she is
is now
receiving.
she
now receiving.
The name of Mary J.
J. McLaughlin,
McLaughlin, helpless
and dependent
helpless and
dependent daughdaughter of Alvin McLaughlin,
McLaughlin, late of
Company E,
One hundred
of Company
E, One
hundred and
and
fiftieth Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Volunteer Infantry,
Indiana Volunteer
and pay
pay her
Infantry, and
her aa penpension at the rate of $20 per month through
through a
a legally
legally appointed
appointed
guardian.
guardian.
The name
name of Charles F.
F. Kuntz, helpless and dependent son
son of
of
Robert
Robert D. Kuntz, late of Company I,
I, Sixth Regiment
Regiment Indiana
VolIndiana Volunteer Infantry,
a pension at the rate
Infantry, and pay him a
rate of
per month
of $20
$20 per
month
through
through a
a legally
legally appointed
appointed guardian.
guardian.
The name of Nellie L. Atkins, helpless
helpless and
dependent daughter
of
and dependent
daughter of
John A. Atkins, late of Company I,
I, One
hundred and
and fifty-third
fifty-third
One hundred
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry, and pay
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
her a
pension at
the
pay her
a pension
at the
month.
rate of
of $20 per
per month.
The name of Elizabeth
Elizabeth Fry, helpless and dependent
daughter of
dependent daughter
of
John Fry, late of
One hundred
fifty-fourth RegiRegiof Company
Company C,
C, One
hundred and
and fifty-fourth
ment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay her
her aapension
the rate
Infantry, and
pension at
at the
rate
of
$20 per
per month.
of $20
month.
The name
of Daniel
Etnire late
name of
of Lettie
Lettie Etnire,
Etnire, widow
widow of
Daniel Etnire,
late of
of ComCompany F,
pany
F, Seventy-second
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Seventy-second Regiment
Volunteer infantry,
Infantry, and
and
pay her a
apension
rate of
$30 per
month.
pension at
at the
the rate
of $30
per month.
The name of Jesse Wilcox, helpless
and dependent
dependent son
of Josiah
Josiah
helpless and
son of
Wilcox, late of
Wilcox,
Forty-eighth Regiment
of Company
Company K,
K, Forty-eighth
Regiment Indiana
Indiana VolVolunteer Infantry, and pay him a
at the
a pension
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month.
month.
The name of Samantha J.
widow of
of Wesley
late of
J. Hunt, widow
Wesley Hunt,
Hunt, late
of
Company
B, Tenth
Tenth Regiment
Regiment Indiana
and pay
pay
Company B,
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
her a
a pension at the rate of $50 per month in
in lieu
lieu of
that she
of that
she is
is now
now
receiving.
receiving.
Martha E.
The name of Martha
A. Hall,
Hall, late
late of
of
E. Hall,
Hall, widow
widow of
of David
David A.
Company C, Fortieth
Fortieth Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Infantry, and
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and
pay her a
a pension at the rate of $50 per month
month in
of that
is
in lieu
lieu of
that she
she is
now receiving.
now
receiving.
The name of Florence
Florence Doherty, widow
Marshall D.
D. Doherty,
Doherty,
widow of
of Marshall
late of Company I,
I, Eleventh
Eleventh Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Volunteer Infantry,
Indiana Volunteer
Infantry,

1433
Pensions.
Mary J.
McLaughlin
Mary
J. McLaughlin.

Charles F. Kuntz.
Kuntz.
Charles

Nellie L.
L. Atkins.

Elizabeth Fry.
Elizabeth

Lettie
Lettie Etnire.
Etnire.

Jesse Wilcox.
Wilcox.

Pensions
Pensions increased.
increased.
Samantha
Samantha J. Hunt.

Martha
Martha E.
E. Hall.
Hall.

Florence
Florence Doherty.

and pay her aa pension at the rate of $50
$50 per month in lieu of that
that

she is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
The name of Sarah E.
E. Knight, widow
widow of Immer
Immer N. Knight, late
late
of
Company I,
Regiment Iowa
Volunteer Infantry,
of Company
I, Forty-seventh
Forty-seventh Regiment
Iowa Volunteer
Infantry,
and pay
pension at
rate of
pay her
her aapension
at the
the rate
of $50
$50 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
she
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
is
The name of Ella
helpless and
and dependent
dependent daughter
of
Ella Brodrick,
Brodrick, helpless
daughter of
William P.
P. Brodrick, late of
Eighteenth Regiment
Regiment
of Company
Company F,
F, Eighteenth
Iowa Volunteer Infantry, and pay her aapension at the rate of $20
$20
per month, through
through a
a legally appointed
appointed guardian,
guardian, in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that
she is
receiving.
she
is now
now receiving.
The name
name of Elizabeth
Elizabeth Fenner,
widow of
of James
Fenner, widow
James W.
W. Fenner,
Fenner, late
late
of Company
Company B, One hundred and
Ohio NaNaand sixty-eighth
sixty-eighth Regiment
Regiment Ohio
tional Guard Infantry,
Infantry, and pay
at the
the rate
pay her
her aa pension
pension at
rate of
of $30
$30
per month.
per
month.
The name of
of Elmira
Colins, widow
Amos Colins,
ComElmira Colins,
widow of
of Amos
Colins, late
late of
of ComIowa Volunteer
Cavalry, and
pay her
pany F.
F, Eighth
Eighth Regiment
Regiment Iowa
Volunteer Cavalry,
and pay
her a
a
pension
pension at
rate of
$50 per
per month
month in
in lieu
she is
s now
now
at the rate
of $50
lieu of
of that
that she
i
receiving.
The name of Barsha Story, widow of Oliver
Story, late
of ComComOliver Story,
late of
pany H,
H, Eighth Regiment
Regiment Tennessee Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry, and
and pay
pay
her aapension
pension at the rate of $30
$30 per month.
The name
E. Griffin,
of James
James P.
name of
of Frances
Frances E.
Griffin, widow
widow of
P. Griffin,
Griffin, late
late
Regiment, and
of Company K,
K, Third Regiment,
and Company
Company H,
H, Fourth
Fourth Regiment,
Regiment,

Sarah
Sarah E.
E. Knight.

Ella Brodrick.
Brodrick.

Pension.
Pension.
Elizabeth Fenner.
Fenner.
Elizabeth

increased.
Pensions increased.
Elmira Colins.
Elmira

Pensions.
Barsha Story.

Frances E. Griffin.
Griffn.
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Tennessee Volunteer
and pay
at the
rate of
of
pay her
her a
a pension
pension at
the rate
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
Tennessee
month.
per month.
$30 per
Peions inreased. $30
The name
name of
of Mary
Powell, widow
widow of
of John
John H.
H. Powell,
late of
Mary
The
Mary Powell,
Powell, late
of
Companies IIand
and G,
G, Thirteenth
Thirteenth Regiment
Regiment Tennessee
CavTennessee Volunteer
Volunteer CavCompanies
alry,
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
$50 per
per month
month in
of
in lieu
lieu of
of $50
pay her
her a
a pension
alry, and
and pay
that she
she is
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
that
Martha Craword.
Crawford.
Martha
The name of Martha
Martha Crawford, widow of William Crawford,
Crawford,
late
Company B,
Eighth Regiment
Tennessee Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry,
Regiment Tennessee
of Company
B, Eighth
late of
and
pay her
her a
apension
pension at
rate of
of $50
$50 per
of that
that she
she
lieu of
the rate
per month in lieu
at the
and pay

Pensions increased.
Mary Powell.
Powell.

is
now receiving.
is now
Pensions,
Pensions.
WilliamL. WilliamIsabella L.
L. Williamson,
The name of Isabella L.
Williamson, widow of Joseph Williamson,
Williamson,

3on.

30

.

Mary A.
Mary
A. Powell.
Powell

Pension increased.
inresed.
Sarah J. Kell'Son.

Sarah .

ellison.

Pension.
Joanna
Manear.
JoannaManear.

Arlate of Company E,
E, First Regiment
Regiment Tennessee Volunteer
Volunteer Light Artillery, and
and pay
at the
the rate of
$30 per
per month.
of $30
her a
a pension
pension at
pay her
tillery,
The name
of
name of Mary A. Powell, widow of Amasa C. Powell, late of
Company
Regiment West
and
West Virginia
Virginia Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
Company H,
H, First
First Regiment
pay
pay her aapension at the rate of $30 per month.
The
widow of Andrew J.
J. Kellison,
Kellison, late
The name of Sarah
Sarah J.
J. Kellison, widow
of
Sixth Regiment
West Virginia
Volunteer Cavalry,
Virginia Volunteer
Cavalry,
of Company
Company A,
A, Sixth
Regiment West
and pay
at the
$50 per
month in
lieu of
that
in lieu
of that
of $50
per month
pension at
the rate
rate of
and
pay her
her a
a pension
she i
issnow receiving.
receiving.
The name
name of
of Joanna
W. Manear,
The
Joanna Manear,
Manear, widow
widow of Samuel W.
Manear, late
of Company
Regiment West
Virginia Volunteer
Volunteer InfanInfanG, Twelfth
Twelfth Regiment
West Virginia
of
Company G,

try,
and pay
pay her
month.
per month.
rate of $30 per
at the rate
her aapension at
try, and
The name of Abbie
Abbie Hager, widow of Emile
B. Hager, late
The
Emile B.
late of
of ComCompany F
First Regiment
Louisiana Volunteer
her
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay her
pany
F,.,First
Regiment Louisiana
a
at the
of $50
$50 per
per month
lieu of
that she
she is
is now
now
the rate
rate of
month in
in lieu
of that
a pension
pension at
receiving.
Pensions.
Pensions.
receiving.
Bertram B. Soper.
Bertram B.oper.
of
The name of Bertram B. Soper, helpless and dependent
dependent son of
Company B,
Eighteenth Regiment
Regiment Wisconsin
Eben Soper
Soper,, late of
of Company
B, Eighteenth
Wisconsin
Volunteer Infantry,
the rate
rate of
of $20
per
Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him aa pension
pension at
at the
$20 per
month.
Vina Hacker.
Via
Hacker.
The name of Vina Hacker, widow of Granville
of
Granville Hacker,
Hacker, late
late of
Company E, Seventh Regiment
Regiment Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer
Infantry, and
and
Volunteer Infantry,
Pensions increased.
Increased.
Pensions
pay her a
a pension at the rate of $30 per month.
Lavina Craig.
LavinaCraig.
The name of Lavina Craig, widow of James L. Craig, late of
of
Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry, and
Company C, Thirteenth Regiment
Regiment Kentucky
pay her
her a
pension at
at the
of $35
in lieu
of that
that she
she is
is
pay
a pension
the rate
rate of
$35 per
per month
month in
lieu of
now receiving.
receiving.
now
Mary A. S. CampA. s. Camp
The name
Campbell, widow of John H.
name of Mary
Mary A. S. Campbell,
H. Campbell,
bell.
late of
of Companies
Companies B
Volunteer
B and
and G, Fourth
Fourth Regiment
Regiment Tennessee
Tennessee Volunteer
Cavalry, and
pension at
the rate
$50 per
per month
month in
in lieu
Cavalry,
and pay
pay her
her a
a pension
at the
rate of
of $50
lieu
Pension.
Pension,
of
that she is
is now
now receiving.
of that
receiving.
Nancy
Grider.
Nancy J. Gilder.
The name of Nancy
Nancy J.
J. Grider,
Grider, widow of Charles
Grider, late
of
Charles Grider,
late of
Company
I, Fifth Regiment
Company I,
Regiment Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and pay
pay
her aapension
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
the rate
rate of
at the
pension at
increased. her
Pensions increased.
Martha
Martha J.. Sterns.
Stars.
J. Starns, widow of George W. Starns, late
The name of Martha
Martha J.
Company E,
Thirteenth Regiment
Regiment Kentucky
of Company
E, Thirteenth
Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry,
and
the rate
rate of
mo nth i
n li
eu o
at
and pay
pay her aa pension
pension at
at the
of $50
$50 per
per month
in
lieu
offth
that
she is
is now receiving.
she
receiving.
Mary M.
M. Harlan.
-Mary
Harlan.
The name of Marv
Mary M. Harlan, widow of William H.
H. Harlan, late
late
of
Fifty-second Regiment
Kentucky Mounted
Mounted VolVolof Company A,
A, Fifty-second
Regiment Kentucky
unteer
unteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay her aapension at the
the rate of $50 per
month
per month
in lieu of that she
she is
is now
receiving.
Pension.
Pension.
now receiving.
Nellie A. Hope.
Nellie
. Hope.
The name
Hope widow of Michael
Michael B. Hope,
The
name of Nellie A. Hope.
Hope, late of
of
Fourth Regiment
Regiment Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay
pay her
her a
a
Pension increased.
rate of
increased. pension at
at the
the rate
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
Tempie Dyer.
Tempie Dyer.
The name of Tempie
F. Dyer, late
offC
ComTempie Dyer,
Dyer , widow of John F.
l
at
e o
om pany B, Twelfth Regiment kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer Infantry, and pay
pay
her aa pension at the rate of $50
$50 per month in lieu of that she is
receiving.
now receiving.
Pension increased.
increased.
Pension
Abbie Hager.

Abbie Hager.
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The name of Ruth V. Hutchens, former widow of Joseph
Joseph Harris,
late of Company
Kentucky Volunteer
Company H,
H, Fifty-third Regiment
Regiment Kentucky
Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her aa pension
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
Infantry,
at the
The name
of Annie
Annie Brewer,
of Thomas
Thomas Brewer,
Brewer, late
of
The
name of
Brewer, widow
widow of
late of
Company E,
E, Fourth
Fourth Regiment
Kentucky Mounted
Company
Regiment Kentucky
Mounted Volunteer
Volunteer InInher a
pension at
$50 per
month in
lieu
fantry, and
and pay
pay her
a pension
at the
the rate
rate of
of $50
per month
in lieu
of
of that
that she
she is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
The
Gertrude Meloy,
helpless and
dependent daughter
of
daughter of
The name
name of
of Gertrude
Meloy, helpless
and dependent
Company G,
Eighth Regiment
Regiment Massachusetts
Massachusetts
John Meloy,
Meloy, late
late of
of Company
G, Eighth

Pension.
Pension.
Ruth V. Hutchens
Pensions
increased.
ensions increased.
Annie Brewer.

AnnieBrewer.

G
r
Gertrude
Meloy.

ert

de Meloy.

Volunteer
Infantry,
pay
herreceiving.
a pension
pension at
at the
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per
month
Volunteer
in lieu
Infantry,
of that and
and
she i
pay
snow
her
a
the rate
month in lieu of that she is now receiving.
Pensions.
Rosana M. BurThe name
of Rosalia
Rosalia M.
widow of
Augustus C.
C. BurThe
name of
M. Burroughs,
Burroughs, widow
of Augustus
Bur- roughs.
Rosalia M. Burroughs,
B, First
First Battalion
New York
roughs, late
late of
of Company
Company B,
Battalion New
York National
National roughs.
Guard Light
Artillery, and
pay her
at the
the rate
rate of
$30 per
Guard
Light Artillery,
and pay
her aapension
pension at
of $30
per
month.
month.
A. Parks.
The
name of
Parks, former
former widow
widow of
David H.
Parks, Sarah
of David
H. Parks,
Sarah A. Parks.
The name
of Sarah
Sarah A.
A. Parks,
late
Volunteer Light
Artillery,
Battery New
New York
York Volunteer
Light Artillery,
late of
of Twenty-fifth
Twenty-fifth Battery
and pay
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
per month.
month.
and
pay her
her aapension
$30 per
J. Philhower.
The
of Emma
Philhower, widow
Emma J. Philower.
The name
name of
Emma J.
J. Philhower,
widow of
of Isaac
Isaac N.
N. Philhower,
Philhower, Emma
late of
Company I,
hundred and
and thirty-sixth
thirty-sixth Regiment
late
of Company
I, One
One hundred
Regiment New
New
York Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
her a
apension
at the
the rate
rate of
$30
York
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
pension at
of $30
per month.
month.
Pension increased.
increased.
per
Arminda Russell.
Arminda Russell, widow
widow of
Carlos M.
M. Russell, late
The
of Carlos
late Arm inda Russell.
The name
name of
of Arminda
of
Company H,
Regiment New
of Company
H, Thirty-eighth
Thirty-eighth Regiment
New York
York Volunteer
Volunteer InInfantry, and
and pay
at the
$50 per
per month
month in
lieu
fantry,
pay her
her aa pension
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $50
in lieu
of
she is
is now
receiving.
of that
that she
now receiving.
Pensions.
Martin
StokesL- StokesMartin L.
and dependent
son berry.
The name
name of
dependent son
Martin L.
L. Stokesberry,
Stokesberry, helpless
helpless and
The
of Martin
of
Stokesberry, late
R. Stokesberry,
late of
of Company
Company C, One hundred and e ry
of Richard
Richard R.
twenty-third Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Infantry, and
him
twenty-third
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
a
$20 per
month.
a pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $20
per month.
Jennie Alexander.
Alexander.
The name
of Jennie
Jennie Alexander.
of Thomas
Thomas B.
B. Alexander,
Alexander, Jennie
widow of
name of
Alexander, widow
The
late
of Company
B, Fifty-ninth
Regiment Indiana
Volunteer InInlate of
Company B,
Fifty-ninth Regiment
Indiana Volunteer
pay her
pension at
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
fantry, and pay
her aapension
at the
the rate
rate of
Okes.
The name
and dependent
dependent son
son of
of William
William Oscar
OscarOkes.
The
name of
of Oscar
Oscar Okes,
Okes, helpless
helpless and
Okes,
late of
of Company
Company F,
F, One
hundred and
and fifteenth
Okes, late
One hundred
fifteenth Regiment
Regiment
Indiana
Infantry, and
and pay him
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
of
him aa pension
pension at the
the rate of
$20 per
month through
legally appointed
appointed guardian.
guardian.
$20
per month
through a
a legally
William M.
M. Keen.
Keen.
The
The name
name of William M. Keen, helpless and dependent son of wliam
Anderson Keen, late
Regiment InAnderson
late of Company
Company B,
B, Ninety-seventh
Ninety-seventh Regiment
diana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
diana
and pay him
him aapension at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12
per month.
month.
per
E. Cooprider.
Wesley Cooprider,
Cooprider, Samira
SamiraE.Cooprider.
widow of
of Wesley
The name
name of
of Samira
The
Samira E.
E. Cooprider,
Cooprider, widow
G, Fifty-ninth
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Inlate of
of Company
Company G,
Fifty-ninth Regiment
Infantry,
and pay
her a
of $30
per month.
fantry, and
pay her
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
$30 per
month.
Shuler.
Clara. S. Shuler.
of John
John B.
Shuler, late
The
name of'Clara
of 'Clara S. Shuler,
Shuler. widow
widow of
B. Shuler,
late of
of Clara
The name
Company B.
B. Forty-seventh
Forty-seventh Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Volunteer Infantry,
Indiana Volunteer
Infantry,
Company
and pay
her a
pension at
at the
rare of
of $30
$30 per
month.
a pension
the rate
per month.
and
pay her
Bertha Mann.
The name
name of
of Bertha
Mann, widow
widow of
of Ervin
F. Mann,
Mann late
late of
of Bertha
Mann.
Ervin F.
Bertha Mann,
The
Companies
and A,
A, Third
Third Regiment
Regiment Rhode
Island Volunteer
Companies E
E and
Rhode Island
Volunteer
Heavy Artillery,
Artillery, and
pension at
at the
the rate
$30 per
per month.
month.
Heavv
and pay
pay her
her a
a pension
rate of
of $30
Ella Day.
The name
name of
Day, former
widow of
Alpheus B.
Day
B. Day,
Day, late of Ela
former widow
of Alpheus
The
of Ella
Ella Day,
Company K.
K. Fifth
Volunteer Cavalry,
Company
Company
Fifth Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Cavalry, and
and Company
I, Thirtieth
Regiment Ohio
Volunteer Infantry,
pay her
her a
penI,
Thirtieth Regiment
Ohio Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
a penPension increased.
sion at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
increased.
per month.
month.
$30 per
sion
Vesta
a M. Leet.
The
Leet, late
late of
of ComCom- Vest
M LeetM. Leet,
Leet, widow
widow of
of Rodney
Rodney Leet,
The name
name of
of Vesta
Vesta M.
pany D,
D. Second
and pay
pay her
Cavalry, and
her a
a
Second Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
pany
pension
at the
of $50
$50 per
in lieu
she is
now repension at
the rate
rate of
per month
month in
lieu of
of that
that she
is now
receiving.
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The name
of Jane
Platner, widow
A. Platner,
Platner, late
of
late of
of Albert
Albert A.
widow of
Jane Platner,
name of
The
Company
A,
Forty-ninth
Regiment
New
York
Volunteer
Infantry,
Company A, Forty-ninth Regiment New York Volunteer Infantry,
and
pay her
her aapension
the rate
of $30
per month.
month.
$30 per
rate of
at the
pension at
and pay
Angie
Scanks.
The
Scanks widow
widow of
of Jacob
Scanks, late
late of
Com-of Com
Jacob Scanks,
Angie Scanks,
of Angie
name of
The name
Angie Scanks.
panies
B and
H, Seventeenth
Seventeenth Regiment
Masachusetts Volunteer
Volunteer
Regiment Masachusetts
and H,
panies B
Infantry,
her a
apension
pension at
at the
rate of
$30 per
month.
per month.
of $30
the rate
pay her
and pay
Infantry, and
Pensionsin
Pensions increased.
The
name of
of Eliza
Eliza F.
widow of
of William
William 0.
O. Andrews,
Andrews,
F. Andrews,
Andrews, widow
Eliza
The name
Ela F. Andrews.
late
of United
Stripes, United
States Navy,
Navy,
United States
and Stripes,
Stars and
ship Stars
States ship
United States
late of
and pay
pay her
her a
apension
at the
the rate
$50 per
month in
of that
that
in lieu
lieu of
per month
of $50
rate of
pension at
and
she
is
now
receiving.
she is now receiving.
Mariah C.
Kent.
H. Kent, late of
The name
Kent, widow
widow of George
George H.
C. Kent,
name of Mariah C.
The
C. Kent.
Mariah
Company
C,
One
hundred
and
eighteenth
Regiment
New
York
New York
Regiment
eighteenth
Company C, One hundred and
Volunteer
and pay
pay her
rate of
$50 per
per
of $50
at the
the rate
pension at
her a
a pension
Infantry, and
Provisos.
Volunteer Infantry,
nraigo.
Increase
to cease
cease on
Provided, That in the
lieu of
of that
receiving: Provided,
she is now receiving:
that she
on month
month in lieu
teasehto
death of child.
event
Lorenzo Kent,
of
son of
dependent son
and dependent
helpless and
Kent, helpless
of Lorenzo
the death
death of
of the
event of
dtc.
said
Mariah
C.
and
George
H.
Kent,
the
additional
pension
herein
herein
pension
additional
the
Kent,
H.
George
and
said Mariah C.
Pension to
to child
granted shall
cease and
And provided
further, That in
provided further,
determine: And
and determine:
shall cease
on granted
child on
Pension
death of mother.
Lorenzo
the event of the death
deth of mother.
death of Mariah C. Kent, the name of said Lorenzo
Kent
be placed
on the
the pension
pension roll,
roll, subject
subject to the provisions
provisions
placed on
shall be
Kent shall
and
of the
the pension
pension laws,
laws, at
month
of $20
$20 per month
rate of
the rate
at the
limitations of
and limitations
from
and after
after the
date of
of said
Mariah C. Kent.
Kent.
said Mariah
of death
death of
the date
from and
Emma Page.
The
of Emma
Page, widow
Alonzo J.
Page, late of
J. Page,
of Alonzo
widow of
Emma Page,
name of
The name
Emma Page.
Company
sixth Regiment
Regiment New York Volunand sixth
hundred and
One hundred
E, One
Company E,
teer
and pay
pension at
at the
the rate
$50 per month
rate of $50
her aapension
pay her
Infantry, and
teer Infantry,
in
lieu of
of that
receiving.
now receiving.
is now
she is
that she
in lieu
Mary R. Eepburn.
The
of Mary
Mary R.
R. Hepburn,
Hepburn, widow
of Alphonso
Hepburn,
D. Hepburn,
Alphonso D.
widow of
name of
The name
B-Eepbrn.
Mar
late of
of Company
Company F,
and sixth
New York
Regiment, New
sixth Regiment,
hundred and
One hundred
F, One
late
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and One
One hundred
and forty-third
forty-third Company,
hundred and
Volunteer
pension
Second Battalion
Battalion Veteran
Reserve Corps,
Corps, and pay her aa pension
Veteran Reserve
Second
at the
the rate
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
she is
that she
$50 per
of $50
rate of
at
Clarissa G.. Antiss.
The name
name of
of Clarissa
Clarissa G.
G. Antiss,
widow of Ira Griffin, late
former widow
Antiss, former
The
Attis.
clarissa
of Battery
First Regiment
Regiment Massachusetts
Massachusetts Volunteer
Volunteer Light
Light ArtilArtilA, First
Battery A,
of
lery,
pay her
at the
the rate
per month in lieu of
$50 per
of $50
rate of
a pension
pension at
her a
and pay
lery, and
receiving.
Pensions.
that she is now receiving.
Pensions,
Elmira Pariseaux.
The name of Elmira Pariseaux, former widow of Frederick
Elmira Pariseau.
Frederick
Minnie
C, Twenty-second
York
Regiment New York
Twenty-second Regiment
of Company
Company C,
late of
Minnie, late
New
Volunteer Infantry,
and Company
Company A,
A, Sixteenth
Sixteenth Regiment
Regiment New
Infantry, and
Volunteer
York Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and pay
pay her
her a
pension at
$30
rate of $30
at the rate
a pension
York
per
month.
per month.
Rhoda
E. Eiselman
hodE.
Eiseman.• The name of Rhoda E. Eiselman,
Eiselman, widow of Henry
Henry Eiselman, late
Infanof
Company A,
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer InfanA, Fiftieth
Fiftieth Regiment
of Company
Pensions increased.
a pension at the rate of $30 per month.
increased. try, and pay her a
Pensions
Maria C. Faloon.
Joseph Faloon, late of
The name of Maria C. Faloon, widow of Joseph
aria C. Faloon.
Company
H, Twelfth
Twelfth Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Reserve
Reserve Infantry,
Infantry,
Company H,
lieu of that
and pay
her aapension
at the
the rate
month in lieu
$50 per
per month
of $50
rate of
pension at
pay her
and
she
is now
receiving.
now receiving.
she is
Mary E. Higley.
A. Higley, late
y E.ey.
The name of Mary E.
E. Higley, widow of Lyman
Lyman A.
of
Company D,
hundred and fifth Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
D, One hundred
of Company
Volunteer
per
her a
a pension
pension at the rate of $50 per
and pay her
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
is now
receiving.
now receiving.
month
Anna M. Miller.
The
of Anna
Anna M.
M. Miller,
Miller, widow
widow of
Joseph Miller,
Miller, late of
of
of Joseph
name of
The name
AnnaM.er.
Company E,
hundred and
and thirty-ninth
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
thirty-ninth Regiment
One hundred
E, One
Company
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
the rate
rate of $50 per
her a
a pension at the
Volunteer
Pension.
month in lieu of that she is now receiving.
Pension.
Mabel Ortz.
The name of Mabel Ortz, helpless and dependent
Mabel
Ortz.
dependent daughter of
David Ortz
late of
of Company
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
Fifth Regiment
E, Fifth
Company E,
Ortz, late
David
Volunteer
Volunteer Heavy Artillery, and pay her aapension at the rate of $20
$20
Pensions increased.
increased.
per month.
per
month.
Martha A. Shirley.
The name of Martha A. Shirley, widow of John
Martha A. hirley.
John T. Shirley, late
Pennsylvania
Regiment
of Company H, Seventy-eighth
Seventy-eighth Regiment Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer
Pensions.
Jane Platner.

Pensions.
Jane Patner
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Infantry,
and pay
pay her
at the
rate of
per month in
of $50 per
the rate
pension at
her aa pension
Infantry, and
lieu of
is now receiving.
she is
that she
of that
lieu
daughter
The
of Roxanna
Roxaniaa Fleming,
Fleming, helpless
helpless and dependent daughter
name of
The name
of
late of
Company G,
Two hundred
Regisixth Regiand sixth
hundred and
G, Two
of Company
Fleming, late
James Fleming,
of James
ment
Pennsylvania Volunteer
and pay
pay her
her aa pension at
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
ment Pennsylvania
the
rate of
of $20
per month
she is
receiving.
is now
now receiving.
that she
of that
lieu of
in lieu
month in
$20 per
the rate
The name
name of
P. McCrosky,
McCrosky, widow
McCrosky,
widow of Charles McCrosky,
Anna P.
of Anna
The
Inlate of
Company H,
Fifty-first Regiment
Regiment Missouri
Missouri Volunteer
Volunteer InH, Fifty-first
of Company
late
per month.
fantry, and
and pay
at the
the rate
rate of
$30 per
of $30
pension at
a pension
her a
pay her
fantry,
The
name of
Jennie G.
Miller, widow
of Joseph
Joseph H.
Miller, late
H. Miller,
widow of
G. Miller,
of Jennie
The name
Volunteer Inof Company
Fifty-seventh Regiment
InRegiment Pennsylvania Volunteer
E, Fifty-seventh
Company E,
of
at the rate of $30 per month.
fantry, and
pay her
her a
a pension
pension at
and pay
fantry,
of Levi R. Long, late of
The
Josephine C.
Long, widow of
C. Long,
of Josephine
name of
The name
Company I,
I, Seventeenth
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Cavalry,
Volunteer Cavalry,
Seventeenth Regiment
Company
per month in lieu of that
and pay
her a
pension at
at the
the rate
of $50 per
rate of
a pension
pay her
and
she is now receiving.
late
E. Dunlap, late
The
name of
S. Dunlap,
widow of
of Calvin E.
Dunlap, widow
Lydia S.
of Lydia
The name
of
twenty-fifth Regiment PennsylE, One hundred and twenty-fifth
Company E,
of Company
her aa pension at the rate of $30
vania
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay her
$30
vania Volunteer
per
per month.
The
name of
of Margaret
Dawson, widow
widow of
Dawson, late of
of Robert
Robert Dawson,
Margaret Dawson,
The name
Company E,
E, Sixteenth
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Pennsylvania
Sixteenth Regiment
Company
and Company
Company A,
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer
A, Seventh Regiment
and
month.
Cavalry, and pay her
$30 per month..
her aapension at the rate of $30
Cavalry,
The name
name of
of Elizabeth
of Cyrus
Cyrus Wilson, late of
widow of
Wilson, widow
Elizabeth Wilson,
The
InCompany G,
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer InFifty-eighth Regiment
G, Fifty-eighth
Company
fantry,
her a
the rate of $50
$50 per month in lieu
at the
a pension at
pay her
and pay
fantry, and
receiving.
of that
that she is now receiving.
The
of Martha
Martha R.
helpless and dependent
dependent daughter of
R. Potts, helpless
name of
The name
Israel
B. Potts,
Company A,
Regiment PennsylForty-ninth Regiment
A, Forty-ninth
of Company
late of
Potts, late
Israel B.
$20
of $20
vania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
pension at the rate
rate of
her aapension
pay her
and pay
Infantry, and
vania
per month.
month.
per
The
of Eliza
Haines, helpless and dependent daughter of
Eliza Haines,
name of
The name
William
late of
A, Forty-ninth
Regiment PennsylForty-ninth Regiment
Company A,
of Company
Haines, late
William Haines,
vania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
her aa pension
the rate of
of $20
$20
at the
pension at
vania
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of that she is now receiving.
per
The
name of
of Emma
Emma A.
A. Carl,
Carl, widow
late of Company
Carl, late
Ira Carl,
of Ira
widow of
The name
M, Sixteenth
Artillery, and
Volunteer Heavy Artillery,
York Volunteer
New York
Regiment New
Sixteenth Regiment
M,
pay her
at the
rate of $30
$30 per month.
the rate
pension at
her aapension
pay
The
name of
Erastus Palmer, late of
of
Sarah Palmer, widow of Erastus
of Sarah
The name
Company
Volunteer Infantry,
York Volunteer
New York
Regiment New
L, Sixteenth
Sixteenth Regiment
Company L,
the rate of $30 per month.
and
pay her
her a
apension
pension at the
and pay
G. Deyo,
The name
name of
Deyo, former
widow of
of Charles G.
former widow
A. Deyo,
Esther A.
of Esther
The
late
G, Ninth
Regiment New
New York
York Volunteer
Heavy
Volunteer Heavy
Ninth Regiment
Company G,
of Company
late of
Artillery, and
and pay
a pension at the rate of $30 per month.
her a
pay her
Artillery,
The name
E. Clear,
widow of
of Samuel A. Clear, late of
Clear, widow
Kate E.
of Kate
name of
The
Company
and sixteenth
Pennsylvania
Regiment, Pennsylvania
sixteenth Regiment,
hundred and
One hundred
K, One
Company K,
Volunteer
Infantry, and
her aa pension
at the
per
$30 per
rate of $30
the rate
pension at
pay her
and pay
Volunteer Infantry,
month.
daughter of
The
name of
Masters, helpless and dependent daughter
of Lizzie
Lizzie C. Masters,
The name
Isaac
Masters, late
of Company
Regiment PennsylPennsylSixty-first Regiment
K, Sixty-first
Company K,
late of
W. Masters,
Isaac W.
$20
vania
Infantry, and
pension at
at the rate of $20
a pension
her a
pay her
and pay
Volunteer Infantry,
vania Volunteer
guardian.
per
through a
legally appointed
appointed guardian.
a legally
month through
per month
daughter
The name
and dependent daughter
helpless and
PRaney, helpless
B. "Raney,
Nancy B.
of Nancy
name of
The
of
Nehemiah Raney,
late of
Company I,
I, Ninth
Ninth Regiment
KenRegiment Kenof Company
Raney, late
of Nehemiah
tucky Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay her
her a
the rate of $20
at the
a pension
pension at
Infantry, and
tucky
per
through a
legally appointed
appointed guardian.
a legally
month through
per month
The name
of William
Raney, helpless
dependent son
son of
of
and dependent
helpless and
P. Raney,
William P.
name of
The
Kentucky
Nehemiah Raney,
Raney, late
late of
of Company
Company I,
Ninth Regiment
Regiment Kentucky
I, Ninth
Nehemiah
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Roxanne Fleming.
Roxanna

Pensions.
Pensions.
Anna P. McCrosky.

0. Miller.
Jennie G.
Pension increased.
increased.
Josephine C. Long.
Josephine

Pensions.
Lydia S. Dunlap.
Lydia

Margaret Dawson.
Dawson.

increased.
Pension increased.
Elizabeth Wilson.

Pension.
Pension.
Martha R. Potts.
Martha

Pension increased.
increased.
Eliza Haines.
Haines.

Pensions.
Emma A. Carl.

Sarah Palmer.

A. Deyo.
Esther A.

Bate E. Clear.
Kate

Lizzie C.
C. Masters.

Nancy B. Raney.

William P.
P. Raney.
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Volunteer
and pay
pay him
him a
the rate
rate of
of $20
per
$20 per
a pension
pension at
at the
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
month
through a
legally appointed
guardian.
appointed guardian.
a legally
month through
Eugene Key.
The name of Eugene
Eugene Key, helpless and dependent
dependent son of John
R. Key,
Key, late
late of
of Company
Company H,
H, Forty-third
Forty-third Regiment
Regiment Indiana
VolIndiana VolR.
unteer Infantry,
pay him
at the
month.
of $20
$20 per
per month.
the rate
rate of
him aapension
pension at
and pay
Infantry, and
unteer
The name
name of
of Martha
Martha Flener,
Flener, helpless
helpless and
and dependent
daughter of
of
Martha Flener.
dependent daughter
The
Martha
Flener.
Napoleon Flener,
Company C,
Regiment Kentucky
Kentucky
Eleventh Regiment
C, Eleventh
late of
of Company
Flener, late
Napoleon
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay her
her aa pension
the rate
per
of $20
$20 per
at the
rate of
pension at
Infantry, and
Volunteer
month.
month.
Mary
Ann Anderson.
The
Anderson, widow of Joshua B. Anderson,
The name
name of Mary Ann Anderson,
Mary AAnderson.
late of
of Company
A, Seventeenth
Regiment Indiana
InVolunteer InIndiana Volunteer
Seventeenth Regiment
Company A,
late
fantry, and
and pay
pay her
pension at
at the
per month.
month.
rate of
of $30
$30 per
the rate
Pension increased.
her aapension
fantry,
Pension
Josephine Richards.
P. Richards,
The name of Josephine
Josephine
Josephine Richards, widow of Robert P.
Richards,
late
Company D,
Regiment Kentucky
InKentucky Volunteer
Volunteer InD, Fifty-second
Fifty-second Regiment
late of
of Company
fantry, and
and pay
pay her
at the
month in lieu
lieu
per month
rate of
of $50
$50 per
the rate
her a
a pension
pension at
fantry,
of
that she
she is
is now
of that
now receiving.
receiving.
Pensions.
Arthur R. Blakeslee.
The
of Arthur
R. Blakeslee,
son of
and dependent
dependent son
Blakeslee, helpless and
name of
Arthur R.
The name
Athu R. Blaeslee.
Connecticut
Henry
M. Blakeslee, late of
I, Sixth
Sixth Regiment
Regiment Connecticut
of Company
Company I,
Henry M.
Volunteer Infantry,
pay him
him a
the rate
of $20
per
$20 per
at the
rate of
a pension
pension at
and pay
Infantry, and
Volunteer
month.
Victoria M. Ray.
Ray.
The name of Victoria
VictoriaM.
Victoria M. Ray, widow of James A. Ray, late of
Company
B, Thirty-fifth
Thirty-fifth Regiment
Regiment Missouri
Infantry,
Missouri Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Company B,
and
pay her
pension at
at the
$30 per
per month.
month.
of $30
the rate
rate of
and pay
her aapension
Louis
Weiss.
LouisWeiss.
The name
name of Louis Weiss, late of Company G, Twenty-fourth
Twenty-fourth
Regiment Illinois
Volunteer Infantry, and
pension at the
pay him
him a
a pension
and pay
Regiment
Illinois Volunteer
rate of
of $50
month.
per month.
$50 per
inreased rate
Pensions increased.
Margaret F. Free
FreeMargaret
The name of Margaret
F. Freeman,
Margaret F.
Freeman, former widow
widow of George C.
man.
man.
Carson,
Regiment, and Company M,
Carson, late of Company B, Eleventh Regiment,
M,
Ninth Regiment,
Tennessee Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
penNinth
Regiment, Tennessee
Cavalry, and
and pay
pay her
her aa pension at
the rate
rate of
of $50
lieu of
of that
that she
sion
at the
$50 per
per month
month in
in lieu
she is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Mary F. Jenkins.
The name of Mary F.
F. Jenkins, widow of Edwin W. Jenkins, late
of
of Company
Company G, Fifth
Fifth Regiment
Regiment Kansas Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and pay
her
pension at
at the
the rate
of $50
$50 per
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
is now
now
her aapension
rate of
per month
month in
receiving.
receiving.
The
name of
of Zula
Zula A.
Springer,. widow
widow of
of William
R. Springer,
Springer,
Zula
A. Springer.
The name
zula A.
A. Springer,
William R.
late of
Company G,
Kansas Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry,
late
of Company
G, Seventh
Seventh Regiment
Regiment Kansas
and pay
pension at
the rate
$50 per
per month
month in
that
lieu of
of that
in lieu
of $50
rate of
at the
pay her
her aapension
and
Provisos.
Proisos.
Increase to
Increase
to cease on she is now receiving: Provided,
Provided, That in the event of the death of
death of child.
death o child.
Claude B.
helpless and
and dependent
dependent son
said Zula
Zula A.
Claude
B. Springer,
Springer, helpless
son of
of said
A.
and William
R. Springer,
the additional
herein granted
granted
and
William R.
Springer, the
additional pension
pension herein
Pension to child on
and determine:
further, That
That i
n the
th e even
eventt
to chid on shall
shall cease
cease and
determine: And
And provided
provided further,
in
dehnsion
death of mother.
death of
of Zula
Zula A.
A. Springer,
of said
said Claude
Cl au de B.
of the
the death
Springer, the
the name
name of
B.
Springer
be placed
pension roll,
roll, subject
to the
provisions
Springer shall
shall be
placed on
on the
the pension
subject to
the provisions
and limitations of
and
pension laws, at
$20 per
per month
of the
the pension
at the rate
rate of
of $20
month
from
after the
the date
of said
said Zula
A. Springer.
Springer.
death of
Zula A.
date of
of death
from and
and after
Pension,
Pension.
Sophia Wilson.
The
of Sophia
Wilson, widow
widow of
John H.
late of
Sophia Wilson.
The name
name of
Sophia Wilson,
of John
Wilson, late
of
H. Wilson,
Company G,
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
Company
G, Ninety-first
Ninety-first Regiment
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
and
pay her
her aapension
pension at
the rate
rate of
$30 per
month.
of $30
per month.
at the
Pension
increased.
pay
Pension increased,
Alice
A. Sweet.
Sweet.
Alice A.
The name of Alice A. Sweet, widow of Daniel J.
J. Sweet,
Sweet, late of
Company F,
F, Fifty-seventh .Regiment
Regiment Massachusett
ol
unteer InInMassachusettss V
Volunteer
fantry, and
and pay
her aa pension
$50 p
er month
mon th in
i
n li
eu
fantry,
pay her
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $50
per
lieu
of that she is now receiving.
Pension.
Pension.
Carrie E. Sparks.
Carrie
E. Sparks.
The name of Carrie E.
E:Sparks, widow of Albert C. Sparks, late of
Companies A
and E,
Thirty-seventh Regiment
Regiment Massachusetts
Massachusetts VolunCompanies
A and
E, Thirty-seventh
VolunPensions increased.
apension
pension at the ra
t
e o
th.
Pensions
increased. teer Infantry, and pay her a
rate
off$30 per
per mon
month.
Fannie L. Potter.
Fannie L. Potter.
The name of Fannie
Fannie L. Potter, widow of George H. Potter,
Potter, late
of Company
Second Regiment
Company H,
H, Second
Regiment Connecticut
Volunteer Heavy
Connecticut Volunteer
Heavy
Artillery, and pay her aapension
pension at the rate of $50 per month in lieu
receiving.
of that she is now receiving.
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G. Moore,
The
of Jennie
E. Moore,
Moore, widow
Moore, late
Lyman G.
of Lyman
widow of
Jennie E.
name of
The name

Volunteer
of Company
B, Eleventh
Eleventh Regiment
United States
States Coast Volunteer
United
Regiment Company B,
of
at the rate of $50 per month
Heavy
and pay
pay her
pension at
her aapension
Artillery, and
Heavy Artillery,
receiving.
in
that she
now receiving.
is now
she is
of that
lieu of
in lieu
The
of Margaret
M. Luce,
Luce, widow
widow of
of Henry
Henry L.
late of
Luce, late
L. Luce,
Margaret M.
name of
The name
Volunteer InCompany
E, Thirty-seventh
Regiment Massachusetts Volunteer
Thirty-seventh Regiment
Company E,
$50 per month in lieu of
fantry, and
rate of $50
the rate
at the
pension at
her aapension
pay her
and pay
fantry,
receiving.
that
she is
is now
now receiving.
that she

E. Moore.

Jennie E. Moore.
Jennie

Margaret M.

Margaret M. Luce.

The
of Esther
of Oliver
Oliver H.
Green, late
of Esther E. Green.
late of
H. Green,
widow of
Green, widow
E. Green,
Esther E.
name of
The name
Company
Twenty-first Regiment
Regiment New
New York
York Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry,
D, Twenty-first
Company D,
month in lieu of that
and pay
pay her
the rate
of $50
$50 per
per month
rate of
at the
pension at
a pension
her a
and
she
is now
now receiving.
she is
The name
name of
Delamarter, widow
Benjamin F.
Delamar- Rana
Rosana Delamarter.
Delamarter.
F. Delamarof Benjamin
widow of
Roxana Delamarter,
of Roxana
The
Volunteer
ter, late
late of
Company F,
Regiment New York Volunteer
Twelfth Regiment
F, Twelfth
of Company
ter,
Cavalry, and
and pay
pension at
at the
of $50
$50 per
month in lieu
per month
rate of
the rate
her aapension
pay her
Cavalry,
Pensions.
of that
that she
is now
receiving.
now receiving.
she is
of
The
name
of
Margaret
Devlin,
widow
of
William
Devlin,
late
of
Margaret
Devlin.
MrgaretDevln
of
late
Devlin,
William
of
widow
Devlin,
The name of Margaret
Company
D, Ninety-first
Regiment New
New York Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Ninety-first Regiment
Company D,
and pay
pay her
her a
pension at the rate of $30
$30 per month.
a pension
and
The
name of
of Mary
L. Dill,
widow of
of Ira
Ira W.
Dill, late
of CornMary L. Dill.
Com- MaryLDill.
late of
W. Dill,
Dill, widow
Mary L.
The name
Volunteer
pany
B,
Thirty-fourth
Regiment
Massachusetts
Volunteer
Infantry,
Massachusetts
Regiment
pany B, Thirty-fourth
Pensions increased.
and pay
pay her
her a
apension
pension at
at the rate
of $30
per month.
$30 per
rate of
and
The
name
of
Ellen
Cranston,
widow
of
William
H.
Cranston,
late
Ellen Cranston.
late
Cranston,
H.
William
of
widow
Cranston,
Ellen
of
The name
of
Company C,
Forty-ninth Regiment
Regiment Massachusetts
Massachusetts Volunteer
Volunteer
C, Forty-ninth
of Company
per
of
Infantry,
and
pay
her
a
pension
at
the
$50
month in
rate
the
at
pension
a
her
pay
and
Infantry,
lieu of
of that
she is
now receiving.
is now
that she
lieu
The
name of
Button, widow
of Danforth
alias EEmmaa Button.
Button, alias
Danforth Button,
widow of
Emma Button,
of Emma
The name
Harvey
B.
Danforth,
late
of
Company
E,
Third
Regiment
MassaRegiment
Third
E,
Harvey B. Danforth, late of Company
chusetts
Artillery, and
pay her
her a
a pension
pension at the
and pay
Heavy Artillery,
Volunteer Heavy
chusetts Volunteer
rate of
of $50
per month
month in
that she
now receiving.
is now
she is
of that
lieu of
in lieu
$50 per
rate
The
name of
of Clara
Clara E.
widow of
N. Brass, late of Clara E. Brass.
Albert N.
of Albert
Brass, widow
E. Brass,
The name
Company C,
C, Forty-sixth
Massachusetts Militia Infantry,
Regiment Massachusetts
Forty-sixth Regiment
Company
and
pay her
her a
pension at
rate of
$50 per month
month in lieu of that
of $50
the rate
at the
a pension
and pay
Pension.
she is
receiving.
Pension.
now receiving.
is now
she
Shipler.
of Minnie
The
of Minnie
of August
August Shipler,
Shipler, late
Minnie E.
E. Shinier.
late of
widow of
Shipler, widow
E. Shipler,
Minnie E.
name of
The name
Company K,
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Gavalry, and
Regiment Pennsylvania
Fifth Regiment
K, Fifth
Company
increased.
pay
her aapension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
Pension increased.
pay her
The name
name of
Mary S.
of Hiram
Hiram R.
Bisco, late
Mary SBisco.
S. Bisco.
of Mary
late of
R. Bisco,
widow of
Bisco, widow
S. Bisco,
of Mary
The
Company
Sixtieth Regiment
Regiment Massachusetts
Massachusetts Militia
Militia Infantry,
F, Sixtieth
Company F,
and pay
rate of
per month
month in lieu of that
$50 per
of $50
the rate
at the
pension at
her aa pension
pay her
and
Pensions.
she
is now
Pensions.
receiving.
now receiving.
she is
The
of Elizabeth
Elizabeth A.
Limes, widow
widow of
of Henry
Henry S.
Limes, late
late ElizabethA.
Elizabeth A. Limes
Limes.
S. Limes,
A. Limes,
name of
The name
pay
and
of
Company
A,
First
Regiment
Ohio
Volunteer
Cavalry,
Cavalry,
Volunteer
Ohio
Regiment
First
A,
of Company
Agatha M. Miler.
her a
the rate
of $30
per month.
month.
$30 per
rate of
at the
a pension
pension at
her
The name
name of
widow of
Miller , late ofMiller.
Agatha M.
John Miller,
of John
Miller, widow
M. Miller,
Agatha M.
of Agatha
The
Company D,
One hundred
hundred and
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer
first Regiment
and first
D, One
Company
Infantry, and
pay her
rate of
of $30 per month.
the rate
at the
a pension
pension at
her a
and pay
Infantry,
The
of Sarah
E. Ford,
widow of
M. Ford,
Ford, late
Sarah E. Ford.
late of SahFd
Enos M.
of Enos
Ford, widow
Sarah E.
name of
The name
Company
G,
One
hundred
and
twenty-fourth
Regiment
Indiana
Indiana
Regiment
twenty-fourth
and
hundred
One
G,
Company
Volunteer
Infantry, and
her a
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of $30 per
pay her
and pay
Volunteer Infantry,

month.
monthl.

Mary C. Brandy-

month.
The
Mary C.
C. Brandyberry,
widow of
of Jesse
Jesse Brandyberry,
Brandyberry, berry..
beigr.
Brandyberry, widow
of Mary
name of
The name
late
hundred and
forty-seventh Regiment Inand forty-seventh
One hundred
F, One
Company F,
of Company
late of
diana
pay her
her a
rate of
of $30
the rate
at the
pension at
a pension
and pay
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
diana Volunteer
per
per month.
The
of Parthine
Parthine Curtis,
widow of Felix Curtis, late of
of
Curtis, widow
name of
The name
Company
B, Third
Third Regiment
Regiment United States
States Colored
Colored Volunteer
Volunteer
United
Company B,
Heavy Artillery,
and pay
her a
the rate of $30 per month.
at the
pension at
a pension
pay her
Artillery, and
Heavy

C.

Brandy-

""° Curtis.

PthCurts.
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The name of Edward Carpenter, late of Company
Company B, One hundred
and
second
Regiment
New
York
State
National
Guard Volunteer
Volunteer
and second Regiment New York State National Guard
Pensions increased.
Infantry,
and
pay
him
a
pension
at
the
rate
of
$50
per
month.
month.
per
of
$50
rate
the
at
pension
a
him
pay
and
Infantry,
Pensionreased.
Celynda W. Ford.
The name of
of Celynda
of Raymond
Raymond L.
L. Ford, late
late
Celynda
The
Celynda W. Ford,
Ford, widow
widow of
of Companies
Third Regiment
Regiment New
New York
York Volunteer
Volunteer
B, Third
G, and
and B,
D, G,
of
Companies D,
Cavalry, and
and pay
pay her
her a
at the
per month
lieu
in lieu
month in
$50 per
rate of
of $50
the rate
a pension
pension at
Cavalry,
of that she is now receiving.
Rachel Hubbard.
The name
of Rachel
Hubbard, widow
widow of
Hubbard, late
of Isaiah C. Hubbard,
Rachel Hubbard,
name of
The
BachelHubbard.
of Company
Company K,
K, One
One hundred
and fourth
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
fourth Regiment
hundred and
of
Volunteer Infantry,
per
$50 per
at the rate of $50
pension at
pay her
her aa pension
and pay
Infantry, and
Volunteer
Provisos,
lieu
of
she
receiving:
Provided,
That
in
the
Provided,
is
now
receiving:
that
she
lieu
of
in
month
onos
Prto
Increase to ceaseon
death
event
of Elizabeth
Hubbard, helpless
and dependent
dependent
helpless and
Elizabeth Hubbard,
death of
of the
the death
event of
hild.
death of
of child.
daughter
Isaiah C.
the additional
additional penpenC. Hubbard,
Hubbard, the
and Isaiah
Rachel and
of said
said Rachel
daughter of
fsursion
granted shall
shall cease
determine: And
And provided furand determine:
cease and
herein granted
sion herein
Pension to child on ther,
titer, That in the event of the death of Rachel Hubbard,
Hubbard, the name
Pension
death of mother.
Hubbard shall be placed
placed on the pension roll, subof said
said Elizabeth
Elizabeth Hubbard
ject to
to the
provisions and
limitations of
laws, at the rate
the pension
pension laws,
of the
and limitations
the provisions
ject
of $20
from and
and after the
said Rachel
Rachel
of death
death of said
the date of
month from
$20 per
per month
of
Hubbard.
Hubbard.
Ellen
Kramer.
The
of Joseph
late
K. Kramer, late
Joseph K.
widow of
J. Kramer, widow
name of Ellen
Ellen J.
The name
EBlenJ.I. Kramer.
of Company
E, One
ninety-sixth Regiment
Regiment PennsylPennsylhundred and ninety-sixth
One hundred
of
Company E,
vania
$50
a pension at the rate of $50
Volunteer Infantry, and pay her a
vania Volunteer
Pensions.
per month
that she
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
she is
of that
in lieu
lieu of
month in
per
Pensions.
The name
of Mary
Mary H.
Pennypacker, widow
Pennypacker,
of Jacob
Jacob Pennypacker,
widow of
H. Pennypacker,
H. PennyPenny
The
name of
Mary II.
pac.ker.
late of Company C, One hundred
pc.
hundred and seventy-ninth
seventy-ninth Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania Volunteer
Infantry, and pay her a
a pension at the rate of
Volunteer Infantry,
sylvania
$30 per
month.
per month.
$30
Anna
D. Trae.
Trace.
The name
of Anna
Anna D.
helpless and
and dependent
daughter of
of
dependent daughter
The
name of
D. Trace,
Trace, helpless
nna D.
Third Regiment
Henry
B. Trace,
unassigned, Third
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
late unassigned,
Trace, late
Henry B.
Volunteer
Heavy Artillery,
and pay
pay her
her a
apension
at the
the rate
rate of
$20
of $20
pension at
Artillery, and
Volunteer Heavy
per
per month.
month.
Lermond,
The name
L. Lermond,
Fannie L.
L. Lermond.
Lermond.
Fannie
name of Fannie L.
Lermond, widow
widow of Leroy C. Lermond,
late of
of Company
Company B,
Twenty-fourth Regiment
Volunteer InInMaine Volunteer
Regiment Maine
B, Twenty-fourth
late
Pensions
increased.
fantry,
at the
$30 per
month.
per month.
of $30
rate of
the rate
a pension
pension at
pay her a
and pay
fantry, and
Pensonsincreased.
Alice
E. Holland.
The
name of
of Alice
Alice E.
E. Holland,
Holland,
B. Holland,
of Alphonso
Alphonso B.
widow of
Holland, widow
The name
AlceE.
Holland.
late
Second Regiment District of Columbia Volunlate of
of Company
Company G, Second
teer Infantry, and Companies H and K, Twenty-ninth
Twenty-ninth Regiment
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
her a
apension
$50
at the
the rate of
of $50
and pay
pay her
pension at
Maine
Infantry, and
per month
month in
that she
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
she is
in lieu
lieu of
of that
per
Clara
ClarJ.
J. Emerson.
The name
J. Emerson,
Emerson, widow
widow of
of Samuel
late
The
name of
of Clara
Clara J.
Samuel Emerson,
Emerson, late
Volunteer Infantry, and
Maine Volunteer
of Company
Company C,
and
Eighth Regiment
Regiment Maine
C, Eighth
of
pay her
her a
the rate
rate of
of $50
$50 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
she
month in
at the
pay
a pension
pension at
Pensions.
IS
now receiving.
receiving.
IS now
Peinss.
LeliaE.
E. Bowley, helpless and dependent
Lelia E. Bowley.
Rowley.
The name of Lelia E.
daughter
dependent daughter
of Leander
Leander G.
G. Bowley,
late of
Companies B
Regiof Companies
B and
and D,
D, Second
Second Regiof
Bowley, late
ment Massachusetts
Massachusetts Volunteer Infantry,
pay her aa pension at
Infantry, and pay
the rate
of $20
per month
through aalegally
legally appointed
appointed guardian.
the
rate of
$20 per
month through
guardian.
Alice Loree.
Loree, widow
widow of
late of
of ComThe name
name of
ce Loree.
of Alice
Alice Loree,
of Charles
Charles M.
M. Loree,
Loree, late
Company L, Third Regiment Michigan
Michigan Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry, and
and pay
pay her
her
at the
rate of
of $30
per month.
month.
aapension
pension at
the rate
$30 per
Frank.
The
Frank, widow
of George
late of
Mary Fran.
The name
name of
of Mary
Mary Frank,
widow of
George H.
H. Frank,
Frank, late
of
Company
Company C, Thirtieth
Thirtieth Regiment Missouri
Missouri Volunteer Infantry, and
Pension increased.
increased,
pay her
her aapension
at the
the rate
$30 per
per month.
month.
pay
pension at
rate of
of $30
pension
McMillan,
Mary A. McMillan, widow of David A. McMillan,
Mary.
Mary A. MMillan.
McMillan.
The name of Mary
late of
of Company
Company G, F'irst
First Regiment
late
Regiment Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry, and
pay
her a
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
lieu of
that she
she is
is
pay her
a pension
of $50
$50 per
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
Pensions,
now
receiving.
now receiving.
Pensions.
Annie M. Fay.
The name of
Fay, widow
of Andrew
J. Fay,
Fay, late
late of
of
of Annie M. Fav,
widow of
Andrew J.
Company E,
Third Regiment
Volunteer Infantry, and
Company
E, Third
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
pay her aapension at the rate of $30
$30 per month.

Carpenter.

Edward Carpenter.
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C. Reeves.
Mary C.
ReevesThe name of Mary C. Reeves, former widow of William M. Reeves,
Reeves, Mary
Companies F
and C,
Kansas Volunteer
Volunteer
late of Companies
F and
C, Ninth
Ninth Regiment
Regiment Kansas
Cavalry,
and pay
her a
at the
rate of
of $30
$30 per
month.
Cavalry, and
pay her
a pension
pension at
the rate
per month.
Pensions increased.
Pensions
increased.
E. Clifford.
Clifford.
The name of Mary E.
E. Clifford, widow of Joseph C. Clifford, late Mary E.
of Ordnance
Ordnance Department,
Department, United States
States Army, and pay her aapension
pension
Prto s.
at the rate of $50 per month in lieu of that
that she is now receiving: Provisos.
Increase to cease on
Provided,
Provided, That in the event of the death of Alfred Clifford, helpless death
death of child.
and dependent
of said
said Mary
Mary E.
and Joseph
Joseph C.
C. Clifford,
the addiadcriand
dependent son
son of
E. and
Clifford, the
tional pension
granted shall
provided Pension to child on
tional
pension herein
herein granted
shall cease
cease and
and determine:
determine: And
And provided
Pension to child on
further,
the event
event of
of the
death of
Mary E.
Clifford, the
the name
name death
of mother.
mother.
in the
the death
of Mary
E. Clifford,
further, That
That in
of said Alfred
Alfred Clifford shall be placed
placed on
pension roll, subject
on the pension
subject
to the
provisions and
and limitations
limitations of
pension laws,
laws at
the rate
to
the provisions
of the
the pension
at the
rate of
of
of said Mary
$20 per
per month from
from and
and after the date of death of
Mary E.
E.
Clifford.
Clifford.
Stanley Hallman.
The
Stanley Hallman,
Hallman, helpless
Halman.
The name
name of Stanley
helpless and
and dependent
dependent son
son of
of Stanley
Henry
C, Tenth
Henry Hallman,
Hallman, late
late of
of Company
Company C,
Tenth Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Indiana
Volunteer
Infantry, and
pay him
him a
at the
the rate
per
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
a pension
pension at
rate of
of $20
$20 per
month in
in lieu
month
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
L. Anna Mavity.
The name
name of
of L.
L. Anna
widow of
Wiliam K.
K. Mavity, late
late L
AnnaMaity.
The
Anna Mavity,
Mavity, widow
of Willam
of Company
F, Thirty-seventh
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer InInof
Company F,
Thirty-seventh Regiment
fantry,
pay her
pension at
at the
rate of
per month
lieu of
fantry, and
and pay
her a
a pension
the rate
of $50
$50 per
month in
in lieu
of
receiving.
that she is
is now
now receiving.
Catherine Miller.
Miller.
The name of Catherine Miller,
Miller widow of Henry Miller, late of Catherine
Company
E, Seventy-second
Infantry,
Company E,
Seventy-second Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and
pension at
the rate
per month
lieu of
that
and pay
pay her aapension
at the
rate of
of $50
$50 per
month in
in lieu
of that
Provisos.
she is
now receiving:
Provided, That
That in
the death
she
is now
receiving: Provided,
in the
the event
event of
of the
death of
of Increase
cease on
Increase to cease
on
death of
child.
of child.
Claire B.
B. Miller, helpless
dependent daughter
Catherine death
daughter of
of said
said Catherine
helpless and
and dependent
Claire
and Henry
Henry Miller,
additional pension
pension herein
and
Miller, the
the additional
herein granted
granted shall
shall cease
cease Pension to child on
on
provided further,
event of the death death
in the event
deat'h of ot
othe.
and determine:
determine: And
And provided
further, That in
mother.
Catherine Miller,
Claire B.
Miller shall
be
of Catherine
Miller, the name of said
said Claire
B. Miller
shall be
placed
the pension
pension roll,
the provisions
and limitations
limitations
placed on
on the
roll, subject
subject to
to the
provisions and
of
at the
of $20
per month
and after
$20 per
month from
from and
after the
the
of the
the pension
pension laws,
laws, at
the rate
rate of
date
date of death
death of
of said
said Catherine
Catherine Miller.
Miller.
Pension.
A. Parsons.
Parsons.
Annah A.
J. Parsons, late Annah
The
Parsons, widow
widow of Lewis J.
Annah A. Parsons
The name of Annah
of
G, Third
Third Regiment
Massachusetts Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Massachusetts
Infantry,
of Company
Company G,
and
the rate
rate of
of $30
and pay
pay her
her aapension
pension at
at the
$30 per
per month.
month.
increased.
Pension increased.
Charlotte Thomas.
Thomas.
The
Thomas, widow of Zimri N. Thomas, late of Charlotte
Charlotte Thomas,
The name of Charlotte
Company K,
K, Eighty-fifth
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Infantry, and
and
Company
Eighty-fifth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
pay
in lieu
lieu of
of that she is
is
pay her a
a pension
pension at the rate
rate of $50 per month in

now receiving.
now
receiving.
The
of William
William F.
late of
of Company
F, One
One hunhunCompany F,
F. Graham,
Graham, late
name of
The name
dred and
fifty-second Regiment
Indiana Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Indiana
dred
and fifty-second
him a
the rate
rate of
$50 per
per month.
him
a pension
pension at
at the
of $50
month.
The name
name of
S. Adams,
Adams, widow
widow of
Henry H.
H. Adams,
of
Adams, late
late of
of Henry
The
of Mary
Mary S.
Regiment United
United States
Army, and
Eighteenth Regiment
Fifth Regiment
States Army,
and Eighteenth
Regiment
United States
Infantry, and
and pay
her a
apension
at the
rate of
$50 per
per
pension at
the rate
of $50
States Infantry,
pay her
United
month
receiving.
lieu of that
that she
she is
is now receiving.
month in lieu
The name
name of
of Mary
Robert B.
of
late of
of Robert
B. Martin,
Martin, late
Mary J.
J. Martin,
Martin, widow
widow of
The
Company
Fifty-seventh Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
D, Fifty-seventh
Company D,
and pay
pay her
pension at
that
lieu of that
rate of $50 per
per month in lieu
at the
the rate
her a
a pension
and
she
is now
receiving.
now receiving.
she is
The
name of
V. Deyo,
Deyo, widow
J. Deyo,
late of
of
Deyo, late
widow of
of Nelson
Nelson J.
Virginia V.
The name
of Virginia
Company
C, One
One hundred
and ninth
ninth Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania VolunVolunhundred and
Company C,
teer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay her
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
$30 per
per month.
of $30
month.
her a
a pension
teer
and pay
The name
name of
Elizabeth Sowers,
widow of
of Erastus
Sowers. late of
Erastus Sowers,
Sowers, widow
of Elizabeth
The
Company
I, Fifty-second
Fifty-second Regiment
Volunteer InInPennsylvania Volunteer
Regiment Pennsylvania
Company I,
fantry, and
her aa pension
rate of
per month.
of $30
$30 per
month.
pension at
at the
the rate
fantry,
and pay
pay her
The name
E. Cook,
helpless and
and dependent
daughter of
dependent daughter
Cook, helpless
name of
of Lucy
Lucy E.
The
David
Cook, late
late of
of Companies
Companies D
D and
Thirty-fourth RegiRegiand B, Thirty-fourth
David W.
W. Cook,

Pension.

Pension.

William F.
F. Oraham.
Graham.
Wiiam

Pensions increased.
increased.
Mary S. Adams.
Mary . Adams.

Mary J. Martin.

Mary J. Martin.

Pensions.
Pensions.
Virginia V. Don.

VirginiaVDeyo.

Elizabeth Sowers.

Elizabeth Soers.

Lucy E. Cook.

Lucy E. Cook
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ment
Iowa Volunteer
Infantry, and
her aa pension
the rate
rate
at the
pension at
pay her
and pay
Volunteer Infantry,
ment Iowa
of $20
$20 per
month.
month.
per
of
Pensions increased.
The name
Jessie 0.
Kramer, helpless
and dependent
dependent daughter
daughter
helpless and
O. Kramer,
of Jessie
name of
The
Jesse 0..Kamer.
Jessie
Kramer.
of
Benjamin F.
Company B,
Twenty-sixth RegiRegiB, Twenty-sixth
of Company
late of
Kramer, late
F. Kramer,
of Benjamin
ment
Infantry, and
pay .her
her aapension
pension at
the rate
rate
at the
and pay
Volunteer Infantry,
Illinois Volunteer
ment Illinois
of $20
$20 per
per month,
through a
appointed guardian,
lieu of
of
in lieu
guardian, in
legally appointed
a legally
month, through
of
that
she
is
now
receiving.
that she is now receiving.
Pensions.
Helen S. Blaisdell.
The name
of Helen
Helen S.
S. Blaisdell,
of James
James Blaisdell,
Blaisdell, late
late
widow of
Blaisdell, widow
name of
BThe
Helen .isde.
of
Company
H,
Ninth
Regiment
New
Hampshire
Volunteer
InInVolunteer
Hampshire
New
Regiment
Ninth
of Company H,
fantry,
pay her
her a
pension at
the rate
rate of
per month.
month.
$50 per
of $50
at the
a pension
and pay
fantry, and
The
name of
of Mattie
Wade, widow
widow of
Wade, late
Mattie M. Wade.
Wade.
late of
Andrew Wade,
of Andrew
M. Wade,
Mattie M.
The name
MatteM.
Company
nineteenth Regiment
Illinois VolunVolunRegiment Illinois
and nineteenth
hundred and
One hundred
I, One
Company I,
teer
Infantry, and
her a
rate of
month.
per month.
$30 per
of $30
the rate
at the
pension at
a pension
pay her
and pay
teer Infantry,
The name
Clara A.
A. Fisk,
Fisk, widow
of Parsons
Parsons C.
late of
of
Clara A. risk.
Fisk, late
C. Fisk,
widow of
of Clara
name of
The
ClaraA. Fis.
Company
K,
Seventy-eighth
Regiment
Illinois
Volunteer
Infantry,
Infantry,
Volunteer
Illinois
Regiment
Seventy-eighth
Company K,
and
pay her
her aapension
pension at
at the
rate of
$30 per
month.
per month.
of $30
the rate
and pay
The
of William
Church, late
Company A, Eighteenth
of Company
late of
William Church.
Church.
William Church,
name of
The name
Winam
Regiment
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Cavalry, and
pension
him aa pension
pay him
and pay
Volunteer Cavalry,
Regiment Pennsylvania
at the
the rate
rate of
of $50
$50 per
per month.
month.
at
The name
George M.
late of
George M. Howe.
One hundred
hundred
D, One
of Company
Company D,
M. Howe,
Howe, late
of George
name of
The
Geoge
and
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
and pay
him
pay him
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
fifty-fifth Regiment
and fifty-fifth
a
at the
the rate
rate of
per month.
$50 per
of $50
a pension
pension at
Pension increased.
increased.
Pension
Laura A. Hurd.
The
widow of Elias Hurd, late of ComA. Hurd, widow
of Laura
Laura A.
name of
The name
Lara A. Hurd.
pany
Regiment Iowa
Iowa Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay her
Second Regiment
B, Second
pany B,
at the
the rate
rate of
of $50
per month
in lieu
lieu of that she is now
month in
$50 per
pension at
aa pension
receiving.
receiving.
Pensions.
Pu.ls.
Alice
Alice Luth, widow of Albert Luth, late of Company
The name of Alice
Lth.
Alice Lath.
H,
Jersey Volunteer
and pay
her aa
pay her
Cavalry, and
Volunteer Cavalry,
New Jersey
Regiment New
Second Regiment
H, Second
pension at
at the rate
rate of $30 per month.
pension
Melissa I. Ticknor.
The name of Melissa I. Ticknor, widow of Benjamin Ticknor, late
The
Melissa. Ticknor.
of
Company A,
A, Eighth
Eighth Regiment
Regiment New
New York
Volunteer Heavy ArYork Volunteer
of Company
tillery, and
and pay
pension at
at the
$30 per
per month.
of $30
rate of
the rate
a pension
her a
pay her
tillery,
Margaret
Corr.
Margaret Corr.
The name of Margaret Corr, helpless
helpless and dependent daughter
daughter of
Phillip Corr,
unassigned, Wisconsin Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
late unassigned,
Corr, late
Phillip
pay
her a
pension at
the rate of $20
month.
$20 per month.
at the
a pension
pay her
Edith M. Ball.
The
of Edith
Edith M.
dependent daughter
daughter of
Ball, helpless and dependent
M. Ball,
name of
The name
M. Ball.
Edith
Charles E.
E. Ball,
Ball, late
late of
of Company
Regiment New
New
Ninety-fourth Regiment
G, Ninety-fourth
Company G,
Charles
York
$12
pay her aapension at the rate of $12
Infantry, and pay
Volunteer Infantry,
York Volunteer
per month
through aa legally
guardian.
appointed guardian.
legally appointed
month through
per
Pension increased.
The name
name of
A. Saling,
Saling, former
widow of
H. Minton,
Bluford H.
of Bluford
former widow
Lura A.
of Lura
The
Luraio.
Lure
A. Saineed.
Baling.
late of
Company H,
Fifty-second Regiment
Regiment Kentucky
Kentucky Mounted VolH, Fifty-second
of Company
late
unteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
her a
pension at the
$50 per month
month
the rate of $50
a pension
unteer
receiving.
in lieu
lieu of
of that she is
is now receiving.
in
Pensions.
The
Bell Bradshaw,
widow of
William Red, late
late
of William
former widow
Bradshaw, former
of Bell
name of
The name
dshaw.
BPenl
Bell Bradshaw.
of
One hundred and nineteenth Regiment United States
I, One
of Company
Company I,
Colored Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay her aa pension at the rate of
Colored
$30
month.
per month.
$30 per
JosephJeph
Ham.
Ham.
The name of Joseph
Joseph Ham, late of Company
Company D, One hundred and
ninety-fourth
Regiment New
Infantry, and pay him
Volunteer Infantry,
York Volunteer
New York
ninety-fourth Regiment
a
pension at the
of $50 per month.
the rate of
a pension
Martha V. Wade.
The name of Martha V. Wade, widow of Nelson W. Wade,
Wade, late of
V. Wade.
Martha
Company
G, Twenty-first
Regiment New York Volunteer Infantry,
Twenty-first Regiment
Company G,
and
her a
at the
$30 per
per month.
the rate of $30
a pension
pension at
and pay
pay her
Anna E. Hughes.
The
name of Anna
Anna E.
of
E. Hughes, widow of John Hughes, late of
The name
Ana E Hnghes.
Volunteer Infantry,
Company
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Infantry, and
Ninety-fifth Regiment
H, Ninety-fifth
Company H,
pay her
her a
apension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
pay
Pensions increased.
The
name
of
Charlotte
E. Lewman,
Lewman, widow of John T. Lewman,
Lewman,
E.
Charlotte
of
name
Charlotte E. LewThe
CharoteeE.
Matt.
late of Company E, One hundred
ma n
hundred and sixty-fourth Regiment
Regiment Ohio
per
and pay
pay her aa pension
Volunteer Infantry,
pension at the rate of $50 per
Infantry, and
Volunteer
month in lieu of that she is now receiving.
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The
widow of
of Charles
Charles H.
McH. McMcCleary, widow
R. McCleary,
of Corlissa
Corlissa R.
The name
name of
late of
Ohio VolunVolunRegiment Ohio
C, Seventy-second
Seventy-second Regiment
Company C,
of Company
Cleary. late
teer
and pay
at the
the rate
rate of
month
of $50
$50 per
per month
her aa pension
pension at
pay her
teer Infantry,
Infantry, and

Cleary.

1443
ClC
zy
r
.
lissa R.
McR. McCorlissa
Cleary

in
of that
that she
is now
receiving.
Pensions.
in lieu
lieu of
she is
now receiving.
Pensions.
The
name of
J. Warren,
Warren, widow
widow of
of James
J. Warren.
Warren.
SarahJ.
late of
of Sarah
Warren, late
James Warren,
of Sarah
Sarah J.
The name
Company B,
Wisconsin Volunteer
InVolunteer InRegiment, Wisconsin
B, Thirty-seventh
Thirty-seventh Regiment,
Company
fantry, and
and Company
H, Sixteenth
Regiment, Wisconsin
Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer
Sixteenth Regiment,
Company H,
fantry,
Infantry, and
pay her
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
Infantry,
and pay
her a
a pension
pension at
$30 per
per month.
month.
Barbara Beaver.
Barbara
Beaver.
The name
of Barbara
of John
Beaver, late
late of
of ComComwidow of
John Beaver,
Beaver, widow
name of
Barbara Beaver,
The
pany E,
E, Forty-eighth
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
Wisconsin Volunteer
Regiment Wisconsin
Forty-eighth Regiment
pany
pay her
at the
the rate
rate of
$30 per
pay
her a
a pension
pension at
of $30
per month.
month.
Marion D. Sweet.
Marion
Sweet.
The name
name of
Marion D.
D. Sweet,
Company D, Thirteenth
late of
of Company
Sweet, late
of Marion
The
Regiment
Wisconsin Volunteer
pension at
at
him aapension
and pay
pay him
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Wisconsin
the rate
rate of
of $50
$50 per
per month.
month.
the
Kate Caidwel.
The
name of
of Kate
widow of
Caldwell, late
Kate
lateCaldwell.
Marshall Caldwell,
of Marshall
Kate Caldwell,
Caldwell, widow
The name
of
Company F,
Fourteenth Regiment
Regiment Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer
Infantry,
Volunteer Infantry,
F, Fourteenth
of Company
and pay
pay her
pension at
at the
the rate
$30 per
month.
and
Mart.
her a
a pension
rate of
of $30
per month.
Rusell.
Martha J. Russell.
The name
Russell, widow
widow of
Sheffield Russell,
of
Russell, late
late of
of Sheffield
J. Russell,
name of
of Martha
Martha J.
The
Seventh Independent
Independent Battery,
Ohio Volunteer
Artillery, and
and
Light Artillery,
Volunteer Light
Battery, Ohio
Seventh
pay her
her a
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
month.
per month.
pay
a pension
pension at
H
The
name of
widow of
of James
James Hawthorne
awthoabeth Haw
Hawthorne,, thElizabeth
Hawthorne, widow
of Elizabeth
Elizabeth Hawthorne,
The name
late of
Company A,
A, Seventy-ninth
Seventy-ninth Regiment
Indiana Volunteer
InVolunteer InRegiment Indiana
late
of Company
fantry, and
pay her
her a
a pension
pension at
rate of
of $30
fantry,
and pay
at the
the rate
$30 per
per month.
month.
Rebecca
ook
Rebecca Hook.
The
name of
Rebecca Hook,
widow of
Daniel L.
Hook, late
late of
of
L. Hook,
of Daniel
Hook, widow
of Rebecca
The name
Company
A, One
One hundred
hundred and
twenty-ninth Regiment,
and ComComRegiment, and
and twenty-ninth
Company A,
pany G,
and pay
pay
Infantry, and
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment, Ohio
G, Eighteenth
Eighteenth Regiment,
pany
her aapension
at the
rate of
$30 per
her
pension at
the rate
of $30
per month.
month.
Mary
e Elson.
on.
Mary Jane
The
Jane Elson,
widow of
of Israel
Israel Elson,
late of
of
Elson, late
Elson, widow
of Mary
Mary Jane
name of
The name
Company F,
F, One
One hundred
hundred and
and seventy-third
seventy-third Regiment
Regiment Ohio
VolunOhio VolunCompany
teer
Infantry, and
at the
the rate
of $30
month. Pension
teer Infantry,
and pay
pay her
her aa pension
pension at
rate of
$30 per
per month.
Pension increased.
inceased.
Henry.
Kate Henry.
The name
of Kate,
Henry, widow
widow of
of John
John S.
S. Henry,
of FortyForty- Kate
late of
Henry, late
Kate Henry,
name of
The
ninth Regiment
and pay
pay her
her a
a pension
pension
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
Kentucky Volunteer
ninth
Regiment Kentucky
at the
the rate
of $50
$50 per
per month
month in
of that
that she
she is
is now
at
rate of
in lieu
lieu of
now receiving.
receiving. Pensions.
Pensions.
Bertha williams.
The name
Williams, helpless
helpless and
dependent daughter
daughter Bertha
Williams.
and dependent
Bertha Williams,
of Bertha
name of
The
of Lemon
Lemon Williams,
of Company
I, One
eightyand eightyhundred and
One hundred
Company I,
late of
Williams, late
of
sixth Regiment
and pay
pension at
at
pay her
her aa pension
Infantry, and
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Ohio
sixth
the rate
rate of
per month
month through
guardian.
$20 per
the
of $20
through aa legally
legally appointed
appointed guardian.
La
M.
ones.
Laura
M. A.
A. Jones.
The
name of
Laura M.
A. Jones,
of Charles
alias
H. Jones,
Jones, alias
widow of
Charles H.
M. A.
Jones, widow
The name
of Laura
Charles H.
Clark, late
late of
of Company
Company H,
H, Thirteenth
Thirteenth Regiment
Regiment New
New
H. Clark,
Charles
York Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
Company F,
Regiment New
New
F, Third
Third Regiment
and Company
York
York
her a
apension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30
and pay
pay her
Cavalry, and
York Provisional
Provisional Cavalry,
per month.
sarah.
Do.
Sarah J. Doll.
The name
name of
Sarah J.
Doll, widow
widow of
Doll, late
late of
Comof Comof Lewis
Lewis Doll,
of Sarah
J. Doll,
The
pany
Regiment Indiana
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
Indiana Volunteer
G. Eighty-third
Eighty-third Regiment
pany G,
pay
the rate
$30 per
.
Che.
per month.
month.
at the
rate of
of $30
her a
a pension
pension at
pay her
Charles H. Crim.
The name
name of
of Charles
Charles H.
H. Crim,
helpless and
dependent son
of
son of
and dependent
Crim, helpless
The
Joshua H.
H. Crim,
late of
of Company
A, Seventeenth
Indiana
Regiment Indiana
Seventeenth Regiment
Company A,
Crim, late
Joshua
Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
him a
per
$20 per
the rate
rate of
of $20
a pension
pension at
at the
pay him
Volunteer Infantry,
month.
month.
Ma
A
The name
name of
of Martha
Martha A.
Hall, widow
widow of
James A.
late of
of Martha A. Hall.
Hall, late
A. Hall,
of James
A. Hall,
The
Company
Regiment Illinois
Volunteer Infantry,
and
Infantry, and
Illinois Volunteer
C, Fifty-ninth
Fifty-ninth Regiment
Company C,
pay
the rate
pay her
her a
a pension
pension at
at the
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
SusanE.Bennett
Susan
E. Bennett.
The name
of Susan
Susan E.
Bennett, widow
of Malcolm
Bennett,
Malcolm 0.
O. Bennett,
widow of
E. Bennett,
The
name of
late of
of Company
Regiment Iowa
and
Infantry, and
Iowa Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
A, Third
Third Regiment
late
Company A,
Cooley's Independent
Independent Battery
Battery Illinois
Volunteer Light
Artillery.
Light Artillery.
Illinois Volunteer
Cooley's
and pay
pay her
pension at
at the
rate of
and
her aapension
the rate
$30 per
Frands M.
M. Lucas.
of $30
per month.
month.
Francis
Lucus.
The
of Francis
son of
of
dependent son
helpless and
and dependent
M. Lucus,
Lucus, helpless
Francis M.
name of
The name
Reason
of Company
Company C,
One hundred
twenty-ninth
and twenty-ninth
hundred and
C, One
late of
Reason Lucus,
Lucus, late
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
a pension at
him a
Illinois Volunteer
Regiment Illinois
the
of $20
$20 per
month.
per month.
the rate
rate of
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The name of Arminta Shinn, widow of Daniel H. Shinn,
Shinn, late
of
late of
Company C, Twenty-first
Twenty-first Regiment
Regiment Iowa
Volunteer Infantry,
and
Iowa Volunteer
Infantry, and
pay
her a
pension at
$50 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
that she
pay her
a pension
at the
the rate
rate of
of $50
month in
of that
she
receiving.
is now receiving.
Anna
W i. .
Anna C. Walquist,
Walquist, helpless and dependent daughter
Anna c
C. Waiquist.
The name of .Anna
daughter
Company K,
of John S.,
S., alias Jonas, Walquist, late
late of
of Company
K, Ninety-third
Ninety-third
Regiment Illinois Volunteer Infantry, and pay
Regiment
pay her aa pension at
at
$20 per month in
the rate of $20
in lieu
lieu of that she is now receiving.
receiving.
MaryE.Todd
Mary
E. Todd.
The name of Mary E. Todd, widow of Grandison
Grandison Todd,
Todd, late
of
late of
Company B, Second Regiment North Carolina
Carolina Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
and Company D, First Regiment
Regiment North Carolina
InfanCarolina Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
a pension
pension at
the
rate
of $50
per month
in lieu
lieu
Provisos.
iom,.
p
try,
her
a
at
the
rate
of
$50
per
month
in
c
Increase to
cease
onof
of
that
she
is
now
receiving:
Provided,
That
in
the
event
of
the
event
of
the
That
in
the
receiving:
Provided,
is
that
she
now
Incr
ease
to
death of child,
eat
death of Charlie Todd, helpless and dependent
dependent son of said Mary
Grandison Todd,
herein granted
E. and Grandison
Todd, the
the additional
additional pension
pension herein
granted shall
shall
Pension to child on
death of mother.
cease
And provided
provided further,
That in
in the
event of
deatehof
mother.
cease and
and determine:
determine: And
further, That
the event
of
the death of Mary E. Todd, the name of said Charlie Todd shall
be placed on the pension roll, subject to the provisions and
and limitalimitations of the pension
pension laws, at the rate of $20 per month from and
after
the date
of death
of said
E. Todd.
Todd.
after the
date of
death of
said Mary
Mary E.
Mary L. Pugh.
Mary .Ph.
The name of Mary L. Pugh, widow of Francis M. Pugh,
Pugh, late
late of
of
Thirty-fifth Regiment
Company E, Thirty-fifth
Regiment Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay her a
a pension at the rate of $50 per month in lieu of
of that
that
she is
now receiving.
*Pensions.
ensions.
she
is now
receiving.
usan Ritter.
The name of Susan Ritter, widow of Frank Ritter, alias Frank
Susan
Ritter.
Frank
Hilb, late of Company D, Fifty-eighth
Mb,
Fifty-eighth Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer
Infantry, and pay her aapension at the rate of $30 per month.
HaretL.
heets.
The name of Harriet L.
Harriet L. Sheets.
L. Sheets, widow of Benjamin
Benjamin F. Sheets,
Sheets,
late of Company K, First Regiment Northeast Cavalry
Cavalry Missouri
Missouri
inreased.
Pension increased.
Home Guards, and pay her a
apension at the rate of $30 per month.
Mary A.
A. Huffman.
Hman.
Mary
The name of Mary A. Huffman, widow of
of Tyler Huffman,
late of
of
Huffman, late
Company C, Twenty-fifth
Twenty-fifth Regiment Iowa Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
and
pay her a
a pension at the rate of $50
$50 per month in lieu of that she
Pension,
is
Pension.
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Roetta
Alloway.
Rosetta Alloway.
The name of
Rosetta Alloway, widow of
Alloway, late
ofRosetta
of William
William Alloway,
late
of Company H, Fifteenth Regiment Iowa Volunteer
and
Volunteer Infantry, and
increased. pay her
Pension increased,
rate of
per month.
her a
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
of $30
$30 per
month.
Eliabeth E.Anm.
The name of Elizabeth E. Lanam, widow of Joseph
Joseph H.
Elizabeth
E. Lamm '
Lanam,
H. Lanam,
late of Company
Company H, Nineteenth Regiment Iowa Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
and pay her a
a pension at the rate of $50 per month in lieu of that
that
Pensions.
she is now receiving.
Pensions,
Theodore 8,
S. Steffy.
tef.
The name of Theodore
Theodore S. Steffy, late of Company
B, Permanent
Permanent
Company B,
Party, Tod Barracks, Ohio, and Thirty-second
VolThirty-second Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Vola pension at the rate of
unteer Infantry, unassigned,
unassigned, and pay him a
$50 per
month.
per month.
$50
A Kline.
Emma A.
The name of Emma A. Kline, widow of Martin Kline, late of
of
Company C, Fifth Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay her
CatharineCraford.
a pension
pension at
Catharine Crawford. a
per month.
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
month.
The name of Catharine
Catharine Crawford, widow of Lewis S. Crawford,
Crawford,
late of Company F, One hundred and thirty-sixth
thirty-sixth Regiment Ohio
Volunteer
a pension
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay her a
pension at the rate of $30
$30 per
month.
Jessie Parsons. month.
Jessie
The name of Jessie
The
Jessie Parsons, widow of David Parsons, late of
Fourteenth Battery, Ohio Volunteer Light Artillery, and pay her
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
per month.
of $30
$30 per
month.
a aapension
Hannah c.
C. Seward.
The name of Hannah
F. Seward,
Hannah C. Seward,
Seward, widow
widow of William F.
Seward,
alias William Ward,
Ward, late of Company
Company K, First Regiment
Regiment Iowa
Volunteer Cavalry, and pay her aa pension at the rate of $30 per
per
month.

Pensions inreased.

Pensions increased.
Arminta Shinn.

Aninthn.
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The
name of
William Karch,
of Company D,
D, Fifty-seventh
Fifty-seventh William Karch.
late of
Karch, late
of William
The name
Volunteer
Regiment,
and
Company
K,
Tenth
Regiment,
Indiana
Volunteer
Indiana
Regiment, and Company K, Tenth Regiment,
$50 per month.
Infantry, and
pay him
pension at
at the
rate of $50
the rate
a pension
him a
and pay
Infantry,
Corn Wilhite.
Wilhite.
The
Wilhite, widow
James B.
B. Wilhite, late of Cora
of James
widow of
of Cora
Cora Wilhite,
name of
The name
Volunteer Cavalry, and
Company C,
Regiment Missouri Volunteer
Sixteenth Regiment
C, Sixteenth
Company
month.
pay
her aapension
pension at
the rate
$30 per
per month.
of $30
rate of
at the
pay her
Matilda D. Bell.
of Mordecai
The name
of Matilda
Bell, widow
willow of
Mordecai Bell, late of Matilda D. Bell.
D. Bell,
Matilda D.
name of
The
Company
156,
Second
Battalion
Veteran
Reserve
Corps,
and
ComCompany 156, Second Battalion Veteran Reserve Corps, and Company
A, Eighteenth
Eighteenth Regiment
Infantry, and pay
Volunteer Infantry,
Ohio Volunteer
Regiment Ohio
pany A,
her a
a pension
rate of $30 per month.
the rate
pension at the
her
Melissa S.
S. Omans.
Omans.
Melissa
The
name of
of Melissa
Melissa S.
S. Omans, widow of George Omans, late unThe name
D,
and
B
Companies B
assigned
recruit, United
United States
Army, and Companies
States Army,
assigned recruit,
a
Eleventh Regiment
New York
York Volunteer
Cavalry, and pay her a
Volunteer Cavalry,
Regiment New
Eleventh
rate of $30 per month.
pension at
at the
the rate
pension
Asa
Daniel.
Asa Daniel.
The
name of
of Asa
Asa Daniel,
Company A, One hundred and
late of Company
Daniel, late
The name
a
him
ninety-seventh
Regiment
Ohio
Volunteer
Infantry,
and
pay
a
and
Infantry,
ninety-seventh Regiment Ohio Volunteer
$50 per month.
pension at
the rate of $50
at the
pension
Joseph
F. Walsh.
Walsh.
Joseph F.
The name
name of
Joseph F.
F. Walsh,
dependent son of
helpless and dependent
Walsh, helpless
of Joseph
The
Edward
late of
Regiment Ohio
Twenty-third Regiment
I, Twenty-third
Company I,
of Company
Walsh, late
Edward Walsh,
Volunteer
and pay
pay him
him aa pension
at the rate of $20 per
pension at
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
month.
month.
Anna
W. Nixon.
Nixon.
Anna W.
The
name of
of Anna
Anna W.
H. Nixon, late
widow of William H.
Nixon, widow
W. Nixon,
The name
the West, and pay her aa
a
hand, United
Queen of the
ram Queen
States ram
United States
deck hand,
a deck
Pensions
increased.
Pensions increased.
month.
pension at
rate of
$30 per month.
of $30
at the
the rate
pension
O'Linn.
Fannie M.
M. O'Linn.
The name
name of
of Fannie
Fannie M. O'Linn, widow of Daniel H. O'Linn, late Fannie
The
of
Company
F,
Ninety-second
Regiment
Ohio
Volunteer
Infantry,
Volunteer
Ohio
Regiment
Ninety-second
of Company F,
and
pay her
her a
a pension
at the rate
month in lieu of that
that
rate of $50 per month
pension at
and pay
she is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
she
Schneider.
Barbara Schneider.
Barbara
Schneider,' widow of John N. Schneider,
The
Schneider,
Barbara Schneider
of Barbara
name of
The name
Volunteer
late
H. Forty-eighth
Regiment Missouri Volunteer
Forty-eighth Regiment
Company H.
of Company
late of
month in lieu
Infantry, and
and pay
her a
apension
at the
of $50
$50 per
lieu
per month
rate of
the rate
pension at
pay her
Infantry,
of that
she is
receiving.
is now receiving.
of
that she
Pensions.
Pensions.
C. Bagley.
Bagley.
Henry C.
late of Company
The
name of
of Henry
Henry C.
C. Bagley, late
Company K,
K, Seventh Regi- Henry
The name
pension at the rate
ment Illinois
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and pay
pay him
him aapension
Illinois Volunteer
ment
of $50
per month.
$50 per
of
Emma
Tomlinson.
Emma Tomlinson.
The name
of Emma
Tomlinson 'former widow
widow of Peter Cummings,
Emma Tomlinson,
name of
The
ComReserve Light Artillery, and
late of
Battery A,
A, Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Reserve
of Battery
late
pany D.
Eleventh Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer Cavalry, and
D. Eleventh
pany
pay her
pension at
rate of $30 per month.
the rate
at the
her aapension
pay
George J.
J. Beam.
Beam.
George
dependent son of
The name
of George
George J.
J. Beam, helpless
helpless and dependent
of
name of
The
Jeremiah
of Company
Company G,
Ninety-ninth Regiment
Regiment PennG, Ninety-ninth
late of
Beam, late
Jeremiah Beam,
sylvania
Infantry, and
pension at
rate of
at the
the rate
him aapension
pay him
and pay
Volunteer Infantry,
sylvania Volunteer
Pension increased.
increased.
$20
month.
Pension
per month.
$20 per
Fannie L.
L. Ryan.
Ryan.
The name
name of
of Fannie
L. Ryan,
Ryan, widow
of John
Ryan, late of Com- Fannie
John Ryan,
widow of
Fannie L.
Tile
a
her
pany
I, First
Regiment Colorado
Volunteer Cavalry, and pay
a
Colorado Volunteer
First Regiment
panv I.
is now repension
at the
the rate
rate of
of $50
month in
in lieu
she is
that she
of that
lieu of
per month
$50 per
pension at
Pensions.
Pensions.
ceiving.
pay it
through aalegally
legally appointed guardian.
it through
and pay
ceiving. and
Adaline Peak.
The
of Adaline
Adaline Peak,
of Albert
of ComCom- Adaline
late of
Peak, late
Albert Peak,
widow of
Peak, widow
name of
The name
pany A,
A, Seventeenth
Seventeenth Regiment
United States
States Colored
Colored Volunteer
Volunteer
Regiment United
pany
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
her a
at the
of $30
month.
per month.
$30 per
rate of
the rate
pension at
a pension
Infantry,
Margaret C.
C. Driskill.
Driskill.
Margaret
The
of Margaret
Margaret C.
Driskill, widow of Benjamin F.
F. Driskill,
C. Driskill,
name of
The name
late commissary
commissary sergeant,
sergeant, Eighth
Eighth Regiment
Volunteer
Tennessee Volunteer
Regiment Tennessee
late
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
her aapension
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per month.
at the
Infantry,
Leona
J. Luttrell.
Luttrell.
Leona J.
The name
of Leona
Leona J.
J. Luttrell,
Luttrell, widow
of Richard
Richard Luttrell,
Luttrell, late of
widow of
name of
The
Company
B,
Third
Regiment
Tennessee
Volunteer
Cavalry,
and
pay
Company B, Third Regiment Tennessee Volunteer Cavalry, and pay
her a
the rate
of $30
$30 per
per month.
rate of
at the
Pension increased.
increased.
pension at
a pension
Pension
her
Nancy A.
King.
A. King.
Com- Nancy
The name
name of
Nancy A.
widow of
of William
King, late of
of ComWilliam King,
King, widow
A. King,
of Nancy
The
pany
Thirtieth Eegiment
Regiment Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay
and pay
D, Thirtieth
pany D,
her a
pension at
at the
the rate
$50 per
per month
month in
in lieu
that she
she is
is now
now
of that
lieu of
of $50
rate of
a pension
her
receiving.
receiving.
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son of
of
and dependent
James H.
Arnold, helpless
helpless and
The name
name of
of James
The
H. Arnold,
dependent son

Alexander Arnold,
Arnold, late
late of
of Company
Company B,
B, Sixth
Regiment Tennessee
Tennessee
Sixth Regiment
Alexander
Volunteer Infantry,
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
$20 per
per
of $20
pay him
him aa pension
and pay
Infantry, and
Volunteer

month
through a
legally appointed
appointed guardian.
guardian.
a legally
month through
The
Barbara E.
late
Rhea, widow
E. Rhea,
widow of
of Patterson
Patterson Rhea, late
The name of
of Barbara
of Company
Company I,
Regiment Tennessee
Tennessee Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
and
Cavalry. and
Third Regiment
I, Third
of
pay her
her aapension
of $50
$50 per
per month
month in
of that
that she
she is
is
in lieu
lieu of
at the
the rate
rate of
pension at
pay
now receiving.
now
receiving.
Elizabeth Sutton.
Tf
Henry H.
H. Sutton,
Sutton, late
late
widow of
of Henry
of Elizabeth
Elizabeth Sutton,
Sutton, widow
The
Elizabth Sutton.
name o
of
Company H,
H, Thirty-fourth
Thirty-fourth Regiment
Volunteer InInKentucky Volunteer
Regiment Kentucky
of Company
fantry, and
and pay
pay her
her a
apension
pension at
the rate
of $42
$42 per
lieu of
of
month in
in lieu
per month
at the
rate of
fantry,
Provisoa.
that she
she is
is now
now receiving:
Provided, That
That in
in the
of the
death
event of
the death
the event
receiving: Provided,
e
that
Incas t
Increase to cease on
said Elizabeth
of Swepson
Sutton, helpless and dependent
dependent son of said
Elizabeth
death
Swepson Sutton,
of
deathoof child.
and Henry
Henry H.
pension herein
granted shall
shall
herein granted
the additional
additional pension
and
H. Sutton,
Sutton, the
Pension to child on
cease and
determine: And
further, That
in the
the event
of
event of
That in
provided further
And provided
death
and determine:
on cease
other
deat ofofmother.
the death
of Elizabeth
Sutton, the
the name
Sutton
of said
said Swepson
Swepson Sutton
name of
death of
Elizabeth Sutton,
the
shall
on the
provisions and
to the provisions
roll, subject
subject to
the pension
pension roll,
placed on
shall be
be placed
from
limitations of
the pension
laws, at the rate
$20 per month from
rate of $20
of the
pension laws,
limitations
and
after the
the date
date of
of death
death of
Sutton.
Elizabeth Sutton.
of said
said Elizabeth
and after
Pensions.
Mattie Dunn.
The
of Mattie
of William
W. Dunn,
late of
of
William W.
Dunn, late
Dunn, widow
widow of
The name
name of
Mattie Dunn,
MattieDunn.
Company
Sixth Regiment
Tennessee Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay
Infantry, and
Regiment Tennessee
A, Sixth
Company A,
her
pension at
at the
the rate
of $30
per month.
$30 per
rate of
her a
a pension
Pony
Nelson.
PollyNelson.
The name of Polly Nelson,
Nelson, helpless and dependent
dependent daughter
daughter of
of
Gabriel Nelson,
late of
of Company
First Regiment
Tennessee VolRegiment Tennessee
D, First
Company D,
Nelson, late
Gabriel
per month.
month.
unteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
at the rate
rate of $20 per
and pay her
her aapension
pension at
unteer
Charles
A. RockenCharles A.
ockenThe name of Charles A. Rockenbach,
Rockenbach, late private
private unassigned,
unassigned, Inbach.
b.
diana Infantry,
Infantry, and pay
pay him aapension at the rate of $50 per month.
Mary R.
R. Lewark.
Mary
Lewark.
of John
of
The name of Mary R. Lewark, widow
widow of
John W.
W. Lewark,
Lewark, late
late of
Company
D, Thirty-fourth
Thirty-fourth Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Company D,
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
and
her aapension
rate of
of $30
per month.
pension at
at the
the rate
$30 per
month.
and pay
pay her
Ella Lee.
of William
William Lee,
Lee, late
late of
of Company
Company C,
C,
Ella Lee.
The name
Ella Lee,
name of
of Ella
The
Lee, widow
widow of
One hundred
hundred and
twenty-fourth Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer InfanOne
and twenty-fourth
Infantry, and
pension at
at the
rate of
of $30
per month.
month.
try,
and pay
pay her
her aapension
the rate
$30 per
Mary
Mary A.
A. Cain.
Cain.
The name of Mary
Mary A. Cain, widow of John
John Cain, late of Company B,
Tenth Regiment
Regiment New
pany
B, Tenth
New Hampshire
Hampshire Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
pay
her a
at the
$30 per
the rate
rate of
of $30
per month.
month.
pay her
a pension
pension at
Horace
The
of Horace
Horace McGillem,
McGillem, helpless
and dependent
dependent son
son of
name of
helpless and
of
Mcillem.
lorace McGillem.
The name
John
McGillem, late
late of
of Company
Company A,
A, Fifty-eighth
Fifty-eighth Regiment
Indiana
John McGillem,
Regiment Indiana
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
rate o
$20 per
per
pay him
him aa pension
pension at
at the
the rate
off$20
Volunteer
month
through a
alegally
month through
legally appointed
appointed guardian.
guardian.
Caroline K. Nester.
Nester, late
The
of Caroline
K. Nester,
Nester, widow
late
Caroline K.
widow of
of George
George Nester,
CarolinEK. Nester.
The name
name of
of First Battery,
Battery, Indiana
pension at
Indiana Light
Light Artillery, and
and pay her
her a
a pension
at
of $30
$30 per
the
Pensions Increased.
the rate
rate of
per month.
month.
increased.
Eliza Pyle.
Eliza Pyle.
Pyle, late
late nurse, Fortieth Regiment
The name of Eliza Pyle,
Regiment Illinois
Volunteer
and pay
at the
of $50
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay her
her a
a pension
pension at
the rate
rate of
$50 per
per
month
in
lieu
of
that
she
is
now
receiving.
is
now
receiving.
she
of
that
in
lieu
month
n.
A.
.lic
Alice A. Mangum.
J. Mangum,
Mangum,
The name of
of Alice A. Mangum,
Mangum, widow
widow of
of Andrew
Andrew J.
late of Company D,
Thirty-first Regiment
Volunteer InD, Thirty-first
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
InProvisos
fantry, and
and pay
pay her
her a
apension
pension at
$50 per
n th i
n lieu
lieu
in
per mo
month
of $50
rate of
at the
the rate
fantry,
Proisos.
That in
in the
the event
the death
that she
receiving: Provided,
Increase
Increase. to cease on of
of that
she is
is now
now receiving:
Provided, That
event of
of the
death
aeath
chld.
of child.
of
Mangum, helpless
of said
said
aeath of
of Catherine
Catherine E.
E. Mangum,
helpless and dependent
dependent daughter
daughter of
Alice A.
and
Andrew
J.
Mangum, the
additional pension
herein
herein
Alice
A.
and
Andrew
J.
Mangum,
the
additional
pension
Pension to child on
granted
cease and
and determine:
provided further,
further, That
That in
in
And provided
determine: And
shall cease
onm
granted shall
deathSofthil
death
of mother.
the
event of
of the
death of
Alice A.
A. Mangum,
the name
of said
the event
the death
of Alice
Mangum, the
name of
said CathCatherine
erine E. Mangum
Mangum shall be placed on
on the
the pension roll,
roll, subject to
to the
the
provisions and limitations of the pension laws, at the rate of $20 per
Pensions.
month
from and
and after
Pensions.
the date
date of
death of
of said
Alice A.
Mangum.
month from
after the
of death
said Alice
A. Mangum.
Elizabeth E. Britton.
ElizabethE.
Britton.
The name of Elizabeth
E. Britton, widow
Elizabeth E.
widow of William T.
T. Britton,
Britton,
late
Battery A, First Battalion
Volunteer Light
Light Arlate of Battery
Battalion Tennessee
Tennessee Volunteer
Arpension at
the rate
rate of
of $30
per month.
tillery, and
and pay her aa pension
at the
$30 per
month.
Pensions increased.
increase.
Pensions
Barbara
E. Rhea.
the.
Barbara E.
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The
Harper, widow
of William
William C. Harper,
Harper.
late of
of Nancy
Nancy Harper.
Harper, late
widow of
The name
name of
of Nancy
Nancy Harper,
Company H,
Volunteer Infantry,
Company
H, Fifty-sixth
Fifty-sixth Regiment
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Infantry, and
and
pay her
at the
rate of
$30 per
month.
pay
her aapension
pension at
the rate
of $30
per month.
The
name of
of Robert
Robert F.
late Celestia
Celestia Barnett.
Barnett
Barnett, late
F. Barnett,
widow of
Barnett, widow
of Celestia
Celestia Barnett,
The name
of
Company F,
Infantry,
of Company
F, Ninety-first
Ninety-first Regiment
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
any
pay her
her a
the rate
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
any pay
a pension
pension at
at the
rate of
The name
unassigned, Indiana
Volunteers, Jacob
Staley.
JacobStaley.
Indiana Volunteers,
of Jacob
Jacob Staley,
Staley, late
late unassigned,
The
name of
and pay
pay him
at the
rate of
of $50
$50 per
per month.
and
him aapension
pension at
the rate
month.
The
name of
of Elizabeth
dependent daughter
daughter Elbeth
Elizabeth Hofer.
Hofer.
Hofer, helpless
helpless and
and dependent
The name
Elizabeth Hofer,
of Frank
Hofer, late
of Company
Company I,
of
Frank Hofer,
late of
I, Twenty-ninth
Twenty-ninth Regiment
Regiment Illinois
Illinois
Volunteer Infantry,
pay her
at the
of $20
per
Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
her aa pension
pension at
the rate
rate of
$20 per
month
through a
alegally
legally appointed
appointed guardian.
month through
os
The
of Minnie
Minnie Hosier,
Hosier, widow
widow of
of George
George W.
W. Hosier,
late of
of Minnie
Hosier.
Mini e H
ier.
The name
name of
Hosier, late
Company L,
L, Third
Regiment Indiana
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
Company
Third Regiment
Indiana Volunteer
and pay
pay
her
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
$30 per
month.
her aapension
of $30
per month.
Charles Snyder.
The name
Charles Snyder,
of Companies
Companies K
K and
E, Twentynyder.
The
name of
of Charles
Snyder, late
late of
and E,
Twenty- charles
fourth Regiment
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
him a
fourth
Regiment Indiana
pay him
a pension
pension
at the
of $50
per month.
month.
at
the rate
rate of
$50 per
The
name of
of Lizzie
E. Miller,
George A.
A. Miller,
late of
of LizzieEE. Mer.
Miller.
Miller, late
Miller, widow
widow of
of George
The name
Lizzie E.
Company A,
A, Twenty-second
Twenty-second Regiment
Company
Regiment Maine
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
and
rate of
of $30
$30 per
and pay
pay her
her aapension
pension at
at the
the rate
per month.
month.
Re
B
caJ
The name
Stewart, helpless
helpless and
and dependent
The
name of
of Rebecca
Rebecca J.
J. Stewart,
dependent daughter
daughter Stewart
R becca
bec J. tewar.
of
late of
of Company
Company G,
hundred and
of Washington
Washington Stewart,
Stewart, late
G, Two
Two hundred
and fifth
fifth
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay her
pension
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
and pay
her a
a pension
Pension
a legally appointed
at
rate of $20 per
appointed guardian.
Pension increased.
increased.
per month through a
at the
the rate
Srah S. Ta
The
name of
of Sarah
S. Taylor,
Taylor, widow
widow of
of George
George W.
Taylor, late
late
a
ylor.
The name
Sarah S.
W. Taylor,
of Company
Company D,
D, Two
Two hundred
hundred and
and ninth
Regiment Pennsylvania
ninth Regiment
Pennsylvania
of
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
her aa pension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $50
$50 per
per Pro.
Volunteer
month in
of that
Increase' to cease on
in lieu
lieu of
that she
she is
is now
now receiving:
receiving: Provided,
Provided, That
That in
in the
the Increase
month
event
the death
death of
Jacob F.
Taylor, helpless
and dependent
death of child'
dependent son
son deathofchild.
F. Taylor,
helpless and
event of
of the
of Jacob
of
said Sarah
Sarah S.
S. and
George W.
additional pension
pension
of said
and George
W. Taylor,
Taylor, the
the additional
herein
shall cease
cease an"
further, deathnofother.hd
denansoi?fntrh:ild on
provided further,
an(' determine:
determine: And
And provided
granted shall
herein granted
That in
the death
Sarah S.
S. Taylor
name of
of said
said
That
in the
the event
event of
of the
death of
of Sarah
Taylor the
the name
Jacob
F. Taylor
Taylor shall
the pension
pension roll,
subject to
to the
the
Jacob F.
shall be
be placed
placed on
on the
roll, subject
provisions
of the
laws, at
rate of
provisions and
and limitations
limitations of
the pension
pension laws,
at the
the rate
of $20
$20 per
per
month
and after
date of
of death
of said
S. Taylor.
Taylor.
Pensions.
Pensions.
Sarah S.
death of
said Sarah
after the
the date
month from
from and
e
The
name of
of George
George D.
D. Jones,
Jones, late
private, unassigned,
EleventhJones.
George
Orge D.. Jon s.
unassigned, Eleventh
late private,
The name
Regiment
Pennsylvania Infantry,
Infantry and
and Company
Company G,
G, Fifty-first
Fifty-first RegiRegiRegiment Pennsylvania
ment Pennsylvania
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay him
and pay
him a
a pension
pension at
at
ment
Pennsylvania Volunteer
the rate
of $50
per month.
month.
$50 per
the
rate of
The name
of Edward Barr, junior,
helpless and
and dependent
dependent son
son of
of Edward Barr, Jr.
junior, helpless
name of
The
Edward
Barr, late
B, Sixteenth
Sixteenth Regiment
Pennsylvania
Regiment Pennsylvania
late of
of Company
Company B,
Edward Barr,
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and Company
F, Second
Regiment United
United States
States
Second Regiment
Volunteer
Company F,
Volunteer Cavalry,
the rate
rate of
per
him aa pension
pension at
at the
of $20
$20 per
Volunteer
Cavalry, and
and pay
pay him
month through
through a
month
a legally
legally appointed
appointed guardian.
guardian.
The name
widow of
Gertrude A.
A- RobinRobin
Carl sone°de
former widow
of Carl
A. Robinson,
Robinson, former
The
name of
of Gertrude
Gertrude A.
Rantzau, known
known as
Grantson, late
and B,
B,
E and
H. Grantson,
late of
of Companies
Companies E
Rantzau,
as Charles
Charles H.
Thirty-ninth
New York
York Volunteer
her
and pay
pay her
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment New
Thirty-ninth Regiment
pension at
at the
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month.
aapension
the rate
The
of Carrie
Carrie H. Preston,
and dependent
dependent daughter
daughter Carrie
H. Preston.
Carre H.
Preston, helpless
helpless and
name of
The name
of
C. Hiatt,
Hiatt, late
late hospital
steward and
assistant surgeon,
surgeon,
hospital steward
and assistant
of Christopher
Christopher C.
Fifth and
and Sixth
Sixth Regiments
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
and pay
pay her
her
Cavalry, and
Regiments Indiana
Fifth
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20 per
aapension
per month.
month.
Llewellyn Sawyer.
The name of
of Llewellyn
Llewellyn Sawyer, late of Company
The
Company A, First Regi- Llewellyn awyer.
ment Maine
Maine Infantry,
and Company
Company A,
A, Seventeenth
Regiment
Seventeenth Regiment
Infantry, and
ment
Massachusetts Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
him a
pension at
rate
a pension
at the
the rate
and pay
pay him
Infantry, and
Massachusetts
of $50
per month.
of
$50 per
month.
The name
of Edward
Powell, late
Company F,
Ninety-eighth Edward
Powell.
Edward Powell.
F, Ninety-eighth
late of
of Company
Edward Powell.
The
name of
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
pension
pay him
him aapension
and pay
Infantry, and
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
at
the rate
of $50
$50 per
per month.
month.
at the
rate of
Lizzie

p

soi

rovisos
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Julia
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The
Mary A.
A. Reece, widow
widow of Hugh Reece, late of Comof Mary
name of
The name
pany I,
Thirteenth Regiment
Volunteer Cavalry, and pay
Tennessee Volunteer
Regiment Tennessee
I, Thirteenth
pany
month.
her
a
pension
at
rate
of
$30
per
rate
the
at
her a pension
late
The
name of
Mary A.
Wilfong, widow
Wilfong, late
of David Wilfong,
widow of
A. Wilfong,
of Mary
The name

and
of Company
M, Eighth
Eighth Regiment
Iowa Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
Regiment Iowa
Company M,
of
her
a
pension
at
the
rate
of
$
30
per
month.
month.
per
$30
of
rate
the
at
pay her a pension
McNichols, late
The name
of Julia
Julia McNichols,
McNichols, widow
widow of Patrick McNichols,
name of
The
of Company
C, Ninetieth
and
Volunteer Infantry, and
Illinois Volunteer
Regiment Illinois
Ninetieth Regiment
Company C,
of
she
pay
her
a
pension
at
the
rate
of
$50
per
month
in
lieu
of
that
that
of
lieu
in
month
per
$50
of
rate
the
at
pay her a pension

pay

is now
receiving.
now receiving.
Is
Richmond,
The name
name of
Richmond, widow of Jason H.
H. Richmond,
Henrietta Richmond,
of Henrietta
The
mond,
late of Company G, Fifty-seventh
Fifty-seventh Regiment Massachusetts
Massachusetts Volunmond.
teer
her a
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
$30 per
per month.
of $30
pay her
and pay
Infantry, and
teer Infantry,
Lottie Wffimarth.
The name
Lottie Willmarth,
Willmarth, widow
of Emmet Willmarth, late
widow of
of Lottie
name of
The
LottieWilmarth.
of
Company C,
C, One
One hundred
and forty-seventh
forty-seventh Regiment
Regiment Illinois
Illinois
hundred and
of Company
Volunteer
Infantry, and
the rate of $30 per
per
at the
pension at
a pension
her a
pay her
and pay
Volunteer Infantry,
month.
month.
Pension increased
increased.
Pension
widow of Emanuel Wolford, late
Isabelle
Wolford.
The
name of
Isabelle Wolford,
Wolford, widow
of Isabelle
The name
abeleoord.
of
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
and second Regiment
hundred and
Two hundred
C, Two
Company C,
of Company
Volunteer
and pay
$50 per
per
pension at the rate of $50
her aa pension
pay her
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
receiving.
pion.
month
in
lieu
of
that
she
now
receiving.
now
is
she
that
of
lieu
in
month
ension.
Lizzie
Shriner.
The name
name of
widow of
George W. Shriner,
of George
Shriner, widow
B. Shriner,
Lizzie B.
of Lizzie
The
B.Shriner.
Uzie B.
Volunteer
late
of Company
Company C,
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Fourth Regiment
C, Fourth
late of
of
rate
Pension increased.
Cavalry,
and
pay
her
a
pension
at
$30
per
month.
the
at
Cavalry, and pay her a pension
pensionincreased.
John
Ureter.
The name
of John
Usner, helpless
helpless and
dependent son of Adam
and dependent
John Usner,
name of
The
ner.
Joihnb
Usner,.late
of
Company
,
E,
Two
hundred
and
Regiment Pennfifth Regiment
and
hundred
Two
E,
Company
of
late
Isner,
sylvarua Volunteer
Infantry, and
a pension
pension at the rate
him a
pay him
and pay
Volunteer Infantry,
sylvania
of $20
$20 per
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving,
it
and pay it
receiving, and
month in
per month
of
Pension,
through aalegally
appointed guardian.
guardian.
legally appointed
through
Pension
dependent son of
Shattler.
The
of
The name of Samuel C. Shattler, helpless and dependent
C.Shattler.
Samuel C.
Frederick
Shattler, late
of Seventeenth
Independent Battery, Ohio
Seventeenth Independent
late of
Frederick Shattler,
Volunteer
Artillery, and
and pay
pay him
him a
per
of $20
$20 per
rate of
the rate
at the
pension at
a pension
Volunteer Artillery,
Pension
increased.
month.
Pension increased.
Anna
The
of Anna
Anna M.
Billet, late of
of
George Billet,
of George
widow of
Billet, widow
M. Billet,
name of
The name
Bilet.
M. Billet.
Anna M.
Company
hundred and
and forty-eighth
Pennsylvania
Regiment Pennsylvania
forty-eighth Regiment
One hundred
B, One
Company B,
per
Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
her a
pension at
the rate of $50 per
at the
a pension
Volunteer Infantry,
Provisos.
in ,
to eae on
on month
lieu of
of that
that she
now receiving:
Provided, That in the
receiving: Provided,
is now
she is
in lieu
month in
to
increa
death of
event of
of the
death of
Ocie E.
helpless and
and dependent
dependent
Billet, helpless
E. Billet,
of Ocie
the death
event
child,
o child,
death
daughter of
M. and
George Billet,
Billet, the
pension
additional pension
the additional
and George
Anna M.
said Anna
of said
daughter
to chld
Penson
further,7
provided further
Pension
to c
hild on
(in herein
herein granted
anted shall
shall cease
cease and
and determine:
determine: And provided
,
death
of
o mother.
deth
That in
of the
the death
of Anna
M. Billet, the name
name of said
Anna M.
death of
event of
the event
in the
That
Ocie
E. Billet
Billet shall
shall be
placed on
pension roll, subject to the
the pension
on the
be placed
Ocie E.
$20
laws, at the rate of $20
provisions
and
limitations
of
the
pension
pension
the
of
limitations
and
provisions
per
from and
after the
the date
date of
of death
death of said Anna M. Billet.
and after
month from
per month
pensions.
Pensions.
Addie Peck.
The name
name of
of Addie
Addie Peck,
Peck, widow
widow of
Peck, late of Comof John
John H. Peck,
The
Peck.
Addie
H, Ninetyand Company
pany D,
D, One
Regiment, and
Company H,
fifth Regiment,
and fifth
hundred and
One hundred
pany
fourth Regiment,
Regiment, New
Volunteer Infantry, and pay her aa
York Volunteer
New York
fourth
pension
rate of
of $30 per month.
the rate
at the
pension at
Julia Metzger.
The name
Julia Metzger,
Metzger, widow of William D. Metzger, late
of Julia
name of
The
Jlia Metzger.
InRegiment Indiana Volunteer
Seventy-fourth Regiment
of
Company E,
Volunteer InE, Seventy-fourth
of Company
fantry, and
her a
$30 per month.
at the
the rate of $30
pension at
a pension
pay her
and pay
fantry,
Lydia Bedortha.
The
name of
of Lydia
Bedortha, widow of Burrett S. Bedortha,
Lydia Bedortha,
The name
Lydia Bedorha.
late of
of Company
Volunteer Light Artillery,
E, First Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Company E,
late
and
her aapension at the rate of $30 per month.
pay her
and pay
Mary E. McGill.
The
name of
of Mary
Mary E. McGill, widow of William H. H.
H. McGill,
The name
Mary E. McGill.
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
late of
Company B,
B, Forty-fifth
Forty-fifth Regiment
Volunteer InInof Company
late
a pension at the rate of $30 per month.
fantry,
and pay her a
fantry, and
Alice Hadwil.
The name
of Alice
Hadsell, widow
widow of Homer Hadsell, late of
of
Alice Hadsell,
name of
The
Hadse.
Alice
Regiment Michigan
Company E,
Michigan Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
and
E, Sixth Regiment
Company
pay
rate of $30 per month.
pension at the rate
a pension
her a
pay her
Pensions.
Pensions.
Henrietta
Henrietta Rich-

Rich-
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Elizabeth Tice.
Tice.
Tice, late
The name
Tice, widow
widow of
C. Tice,
late of
of Elizabeth
Myron C.
of Myron
Elizabeth Tice,
of Elizabeth
name of
The
Company M,
M, First
Michigan Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry, and pay
Regiment Michigan
First Regiment
Company
of $30 per month.
her a
apension
the rate of
at the
pension at
her
T. Church.
Church.
EstherT.
H. Church, late Esther
Frank H.
of Frank
widow of
The name
T. Church,
Church, widow
Esther T.
of Esther
name of
The
Infantry,
of
Company
E,
Eleventh
Regiment
Michigan
Volunteer
Volunteer
Michigan
Regiment
of Company E, Eleventh
and pay
pension at
the rate of $30 per month.
at the
her aapension
pay her
and
Kalley
Martha Bailey.
late Martha
The name
name of
W. Kailey,
Kailey, late
George W.
of George
widow of
Kailey, widow
Martha Kailey,
of Martha
The
of Company
forty-sixth Regiment
Regiment Illinois
and forty-sixth
hundred and
One hundred
E, One
Company E,
of
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay her aa pension
pension at the rate of $30 per
Infantry, and
Volunteer
Pension increased.
increased.
month.
month.
Mary A. Dyer.
A. Dyer.
of Mary
late of
P. Dyer,
The
of Mary
Mary A.
A. Dyer,
of Edward
Edward P.
Dyer, late
widow of
Dyer, widow
name of
The name
Volunteer
Company
E, One
One hundred
hundred and
and fortieth
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
fortieth Regiment
Company E,
Infantry,
pay her
a pension
pension at the rate of $50 per month in lieu Provisos.
her a
and pay
Infantry, and
on
cease on
nreseto
of that
Provided, That in the event of the Increase
to wvse
receiving: Provided,
now receiving:
is now
she is
that she
of
death of child.
of child.
Mary death
said Mary
death
of Claude
L. Dyer,
and dependent
dependent son
of said
son of
helpless and
Dyer, helpless
Claude L.
death of
A. and
the additional
additional pension
pension herein
herein granted shall
Dyer, the
P. Dyer,
Edward P.
and Edward
A.
Pension to
child on
on
tochild
cease
determine: And
provided further,
further, That in the event of dPenion
And provided
and determine:
cease and
death of mother.
the
death of
Dyer the
L. Dyer shall
said Claude L.
name of said
the name
A. Dyer
Mary A.
of Mary
the death
be
the pension
provisions and limitato the provisions
subject to
roll, subject
pension roll,
on the
placed on
be placed
tions of
the pension
at the
rate of
of $20
and
$20 per month from and
the rate
laws, at
pension laws,
of the
tions
after
date of
death of
Mary A.
Pensions.
Dyer.
A. Dyer.
of said
said Mary
of death
the date
after the
J. O'Connor.
Nancy Jo'connor.
The name
O'Connor, late Nancy
John O'Connor,
of John
widow of
J. O'Connor,
O'Connor, widow
Nancy J.
of Nancy
name of
The
Infantry,
of
Company
B,
Twenty-third
Regiment
Illinois
Volunteer
Volunteer
Illinois
Regiment
Twenty-third
B,
of Company
and Company
Company F,
Michigan Volunteer
Volunteer inRegiment Michigan
Twenty-seventh Regiment
F, Twenty-seventh
and
per
$30
of
fantry,
and
pay
her
a
pension
at
rate
month.
rate
the
at
pension
a
her
pay
fantry, and
Annie R. Twaddle.
The
name of
Annie R.
R.Twaddle,
widow of
William Twaddle, late Aie RTwaddle
of William
Twaddle, widow
of Annie
The name
of
Thirty-second Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Volunteer Infantry,
Ohio Volunteer
F, Thirty-second
Company F,
of Company
and
Twenty-sixth Battery
Battery Ohio
Volunteer Light
Artillery, and
and pay
Light Artillery,
Ohio Volunteer
and Twenty-sixth
Pensions
Pensions increased.
her
a
pension
at
the
rate
of
$30
per
month.
month.
per
$30
of
rate
the
at
pension
her a
Mary C. Beavers.
widow of
The
name of
C. Beavers,
Beavers, widow
of Thomas
Thomas Beavers, late Mary C. Beavers.
Mary C.
of Mary
The name
of
Regiment West
West Virginia
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Virginia Volunteer
first Regiment
C, first
Company C,
of Company
and
Second Regiment
VolunVeteran VolunVirginia Veteran
West Virginia
Regiment West
E, Second
Company E,
and Company
teer
Infantry,
and
pay
her
a
pension
at
the
rate
of
$50
per
month
per
$50
of
rate
the
at
a
pension
her
pay
and
Infantry,
teer
now receiving.
in
lieu of
of that
is now
that she is
in lieu
Mary Wright.
The name
name of
of Mary
Mary Wright,
Wright, widow
Daniel Wright,
Wright, late of Mar Wriht
of Daniel
widow of
The
Company
Seventy-eighth Regiment
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Ohio
I, Seventy-eighth
Company I,
and
pay her
her a
pension at
the rate
rate of
month in lieu of that
per month
$50 per
of $50
at the
a pension
and pay
she
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
she is
Josephine Hoffman.
Hofman.
daughter Josephine
dependent daughter
The
Josephine Hoffman,
Hoffman, helpless
helpless and
and dependent
of Josephine
name of
The name
of
Lafayette
Hoffman,
late
of
Company
I,
One
hundred
and
and
of Lafayette Hoffman, late of Company I, One hundred
Seventy-ninth Regiment,
Company F,
F, Eighteenth
Regiment
Eighteenth Regiment
and Company
Regiment, and
Seventy-ninth
Ohio
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
at the
rate of $20
the rate
pension at
a pension
her a
Volunteer Infantry,
Ohio Volunteer
Pensions.
Pensions.
per
in lieu
receiving.
now receiving.
is now
she is
that she
of that
lieu of
month in
per month
Helen Phillips.
The name
helpless and
and dependent
of H elen Phillip
daughter of
dependent daughter
Phillips, helpless
Helen Phillips,
of Helen
name of
The
Regiment Ohio
Andrew
D, Eightieth Regiment
Company D,
of Company
late of
Phillips, late
Andrew Phillips,
Volunteer Infantry,
pension at
of $20
per
$20 per
rate of
the rate
at the
a pension
her a
pay her
and pay
Infantry, and
Volunteer
month through
through aalegally
guardian.
appointed guardian.
legally appointed
month
Mabel Winger.
The
name of
of Mabel
Mabel Wingar,
dependent daughter of Mbe
and dependent
helpless and
Wingar, helpless
The name
Maryland
Reuben Wingar,
of Company
G, First
Regiment Maryland
First Regiment
Company G,
late of
Wingar, late
Reuben
pension at the rate of $20 per
Volunteer
Cavalry, and
per
her aa pension
pay her
and pay
Volunteer Cavalry,
Pensions increased.
increased.
Pensions
month.
month.
Bettie Fields.
BettieFields
late
The
name
of
Bettie
Fields,
widow
of
Lansford
Fields,
of
Fields,
Lansford
of
The name of Bettie Fields, widow
Company
F, Twelfth
Twelfth Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Cavalry, and pay
Volunteer Cavalry,
Company F,
her aapension
the rate
rate of
of $50
$50 per
per month
month in lieu of that she is now
at the
pension at
her
receiving.
receiving.
Mary Rebecca Sellas. Rebec
H. Sellars, lars.
The name
name of
of Mary
Sellars, widow of Isaac
Isaac H.
Rebecca Sellars.
Mary Rebecca
The
late
of Company
Company A,
A, Sixth
Sixth Regiment
Regiment Tennessee
Tennessee Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
late of
and
pay her
the rate
of $50
$50 per
month in
in lieu
of that
lieu of
per month
rate of
at the
pension at
her aa pension
and pay
she
is now
receiving.
now receiving.
she is
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The name
F. Panigin,
Parrigin, widow
name of Alice F.
widow of
Parrigin, late
late
of Joseph
Joseph Parrigin,
of
F, Thirteenth
Thirteenth Regiment
Regiment Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
of Company
Company F,
Cavalry,
any pay
pay her
the rate
rate of
per month
month in
in lieu
any
her a
a pension
pension at
at the
of $50
$50 per
lieu of
of that
that
she is
receiving.
she
is now
now receiving.
Lucinda M. Fuller.
The name
M. Fuller,
Fuller, widow
widow of
Henry A.
late
LncndaM.
Flle.
The
name of
of Lucinda
Lucinda M.
of Henry
A. Fuller,
Fuller, late
of
Company M,
Hampshire Volunteer
Cavalry,
of Company
M, First
First Regiment
Regiment New
New Hampshire
Volunteer Cavalry,
and
pay her
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $50
$50 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
that
and pay
her a
a pension
month in
of that
Augusta A
A. Fiske.
she is
is now
receiving.
now receiving.
iske. she
The name
name of Augusta
Augusta A. Fiske,
widow of
of Calvin
JohnFiske, former
former widow
Calvin D.
D. Johnson
D, Fifteenth
Hampshire Volson, late of
of Company
Company D,
Fifteenth Regiment
Regiment New
New Hampshire
Volunteer
at the
the rate
$50 per
per month
unteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
her aapension
pension at
rate of
of $50
month
in
lieu of
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
in lieu
of that
that she
she is
Sarah E. Vandyke.
Sarah
E. Vandyke.
The name of Sarah E. Vandyke,
Vandyke widow
W. Vandyke,
late
widow of John W.
Vandyke, late
Company M
Regiment Missouri
Cavalry, and
of Company
M,tFirst
First Regiment
Missouri State
State Militia
Militia Cavalry,
and
pay her
her a
pension at
at the
of $50
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
she
.
pay
a pension
the rate
rate of
$50 per
lieu of
that she
rnrcrea
wil s
c; to
cease on is
That in
of the
Mary
Increase
to cese
is now
now receiving:
receiving: Provided,
Provided, That
in the
the event
event of
the death
death of
of Mary
death
child.
A.
and dependent
dependent daughter
daughter of
of said
ochild.
death of
A. Vandyke
Vandyke, helpless
helpless and
said Sarah
Sarah and
and
John
Vandyke ,the
additional pension
herein granted
granted shall
shall cease
cease
John Vandyke,
the additional
pension herein
Pension
to child on
on and
and determine
That in
in the
the event
the death
death
death
o mother.
mothe
determine::And
provided further,
And provided
further,That
event of
of the
of
of Sarah E.
E, Vandyke,
Vandyke, the
said Mary
A. Vandyke
the name of
of said
Mary A.
Vandyke shall
shall be
be
placed on the pension roll,
and limitations
limitations
roll, subject
subject to
to the
the provisions
provisions and
pension laws,
laws at
at the
rate of
per month
after
of the pension
the rate
of $20
$20 per
month from
from and
and after
the date of death
the
said Sarah
Sarah E.
E. Vandyke.
Vandyke.
death of
of said
Amanda
Monroe.
The name
name of
of Amanda
Amanda Monroe,
Monroe, widow
widow of
Sidney S.
Monroe, late
late
andMonroe.
The
of Sidney
S. Monroe,
H, Thirty-fourth
Thirty-fourth Regiment
of Company
Company H,
Kentucky Volunteer
Regiment Kentucky
Volunteer InInfantry, and pay her a
a pension at the rate of $50
lieu
$50 per
per month
month in
in lieu
Pensions,
of that
now receiving.
receiving.
Pensions.
of
that she
she is
is now
Orace
Dnn.
Grace Dtmn.
The name of Grace
Grace Dunn, helpless and dependent
dependent daughter
daughter of
of
Samuel H. Dunn, late of Company
H, Fifty-first
Fifty-first Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Company H,
Indiana
Volunteer Infantry, and pay
Volunteer
of $20
per
pay her aa pension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
$20 per
month.
month.
Lucretia
Prouty.
The name of Lucretia
Lucretia M.
M. Prouty.
Lucretia M. Prouty, widow of Benjamin W. Prouty,
Prouty,
late of Company
Company G,
Massachusetts VolunG, Thirty-ninth
Thirty-ninth Regiment
Regiment Massachusetts
VolunPension increased
increased.
teer
Infantry, and
pay her
her a
apension
pension at
the rate
of$30
$30 per
per month.
teer Infantry,
and pay
at the
rate of
month.
Huldah
The name of Huldah Brown, widow
Huldah Brown.
Brown.
Benjamin Brown,
Brown late
late of
of
widow of
of Benjamin
Company
I, One hundred
Company I,
hundred and sixth Regiment
Regiment New
Volunteer
New York
York Volunteer
Infantry, and pay her a
Infantry,
pension at
rate of
$50 per
a pension
at the
the rate
of $50
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu
Pensions,
of
she is
is now
now receiving.
Pensions.
of that
that she
receiving.
SusanClark.
Susan
Clark.
The name of Susan Clark, widow
widow of
of Alfred
Alfred E.
E. Clark,
Clark, late
late of
of
Company B, Sixteenth
Sixteenth Regiment
Infantry, and
Regiment New
New York
York Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and
pay
the rate
rate of
$30 per
pay her
her aapension
pension at
at the
of $30
per month.
month.
AnnA.
Anna
A. Randall.
RandalL
The name of Anna A.
Randall, widow
of John
John M.
M. Randall,
A. Randall,
widow of
Randall, late
late
hundred and
of Company
Company A, One hundred
and fourth
fourth Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
Volunteer Infantry,
Volunteer
Infantry, and
her a
at the
$30 per
per
and pay
pay her
a pension
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $30
month.
month.
AnnaE.Best,
The name of Anna E. Best, former widow
Anna
E. Best,
late of
of
widow of Josiah
Josiah Best,
Best, late
Company
Company H,
H, Thirty-eighth
Thirty-eighth Regiment. and
D, One
One hunhunand Company D,
dred and forty-second
forty-second Regiment
Regiment Ohio Volunteer Infantry, and
and pay
pay
her a
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
her
a pension
pension at
Eliza J. Dick.
ElaJ..
The name of Eliza J.
J. Dick, widow
Abraham Dick,
late of
of
widow of
of Abraham
Dick, late
Company I,
I, One hundred
hundred and
ninety-second Regiment
Ohio Voland ninety-second
Regiment Ohio
Volunteer Infantry, and pay her apension at the rate of $30 per month.
Wliam
H.LinnaWilliam H.
Linna- unteer Infantry, and pay her a pension at the rate of $30 per month.
bary.
The
name of
of William
William H.
Linnabary, helpless
helpless and
son
The name
H. Linnabary,
and dependent
dependent son
of Andrew Linnabary,
Linnabary. late of Company
Company F,
F, Thirty-eighth
Thirty-eighth Regiment
Regiment
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him aapension at the rate of $20
$20
Pension increased,
increased.
per month.
per
Maret
The name of Margaret
Margaret I.
Marnret L. Reider.
I. Reider, widow of
Reider, late
of Emanuel Reider,
late
of Company
C,
Forty-first
Regiment
Company
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
and
pay her aa pension
pension at the rate
in lieu
lieu of
rate of
of $50
$50 per
per month
month in
of that
that she
she
liceF.

Parnign.
Alice F. Parrighl.
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Provisos.
to cease
of the
is
now receiving:
the event
event of
the death
death of Increase
in the
That in
Provided, That
receiving: Provided,
is now
to
cease on
on
death
of child.
ofchild.
death
and
Margaret
said
of said Margaret
Joseph
Reider, helpless
helpless and
dependent son
son of
and dependent
Joseph Reider,
child on
Pension to
Emanuel
Reider ' the
the additional
additional pension
granted shall
cease Pension
shall cease
herein granted
pension herein
Emanuel Reider,
to child
on
death of
of mother.
mother.
and determine:
provided further,
further, That
That in
in the
the event
of the
the death
event of
And provided
determine: Aid
and
death of
I. Reider,
Reider, the
the name
Reider shall
Joseph Reider
said Joseph
of said
name of
Margaret I.
of Margaret
death
be placed
pension roll,
to the
provisions and limitathe provisions
subject to
roll, subject
the pension
on the
placed on
be
tions of
the pension
pension laws,
at the
rate of
of $20
$20 per
month from and
per month
the rate
laws, at
of the
tions
Pensions.
Pensions.
after
the date
date of
of death
said Margaret
Reider.
I. Reider.
Margaret I.
of said
death of
after the
Addie Sour.
of Company
The
name of
Addie Sour,
widow of
Sour , late
Company Addie Sour.
late of
Urias Sour,
of Urias
Sour, widow
of Addie
The name
Regiment
K, Fifty-third
Regiment, and
Company F,
F, Fifty-fifth
Fifty-fifth Regiment
and Company
Fifty-third Regiment,
K,
Ohio
Volunteer
Infantry,
and
pay
her
a
pension
at
the
rate
of $30
$30
of
rate
the
at
pension
a
her
pay
and
Infantry,
Ohio Volunteer
per month.
month.
MaudMonrean.
per
Maud Monrean.
daughter
The
name of
of Maud
Maud Monrean,
Monrean, helpless
and dependent
dependent daughter
helpless and
The name
Regiment
of
Michael Monrean,
Monrean, late
late of
Forty-sixth Regiment
B, Forty-sixth
Company B,
of Company
of Michael
Wisconsin
Volunteer
Infantry,
and
pay
her
a
pension
the rate
at
pension
a
her
pay
and
Infantry,
Volunteer
Wisconsin
of
month.
per month.
$20 per
of $20
Irene S. Slagle.
C. Slagle,
The
Irene S.
of David
David C.
Slagle, late
late IreneS. Slale
widow of
Slagle, widow
S. Slagle,
of Irene
name of
The name
of Company
K, Ninety-first
Ninety-first Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Indiana Volunteer
Regiment Indiana
Company K,
of
Pension
increased.
Pension increased.
month.
per
$30
of
and
pay
her
a
pension
at
the
rate
of
$30
per
month.
rate
the
at
pension
a
her
pay
and
Elizabeth A. Morrow.
th A Morro
late
The name
name of
A. Morrow,
of Robert
Morrow, late
Robert Morrow,
widow of
Morrow, widow
Elizabeth A.
of Elizabeth
The
of
A 2 Sixth
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
Missouri Volunteer
Regiment Missouri
Sixth Regiment
Company A,
of Company
pay her
pension at
at the
of $50
per month
month in lieu of that she Provisos.
$50 per
rate of
the rate
a pension
her a
pay
ncrease to
is now
receiving: Provided,
That in
the event
the death
death of
of Nancy
Nancy Increase
to cease
cease on
on
of the
event of
in the
Provided, That
now receiving:
is
of child.
child.
deathof
A. Morrow,
dependent daughter
daughter of said Elizabeth
Elizabeth and death
and dependent
helpless and
Morrow, helpless
A.
Robert Morrow,
Morrow, the
the additional
pension herein
granted shall
cease Pension to child on
shall cease
herein granted
additional pension
Robert
other.d on
death of mother.
the event
in the
and
determine: And
That in
event of the deathof
further, That
provided further,
And provided
and determine:
Morrow,
Nancy A. Morrow,
death of
of Elizabeth
Morrow, the
the name
of said
said Nancy
name of
A. Morrow,
Elizabeth A.
death
shall be
placed on
on the
the pension
pension roll,
subject to
to the
provisions and
the provisions
roll, subject
be placed
shall
per month from
limitations of
the pension
laws, at
the rate
rate of
$20 per
of $20
at the
pension laws,
of the
limitations
and after
after the
the date
death of
said Elizabeth
Elizabeth A. Morrow.
Morrow.
of said
of death
date of
and
Mary Carlin.
Comlate of
The
name of
Mary Carlin,
Carlin, widow
widow of
of ComCarlin, late
Amos Carlin,
of Amos
of Mary
The name
pany H,
Regiment Illinois
Volunteer Infantry, and pay
Illinois Volunteer
Thirtieth Regiment
H. Thirtieth
pany
Pension
increased.
Pensionincreased.
her aapension
the rate
rate of
month.
per month.
$30 per
of $30
at the
pension at
her
Sarah
H. White.
.hit.
late
The
name
of
Sarah
H.
White,
widow
of
Adrian
C.
White,
White,
C.
Adrian
of
widow
White,
The name of Sarah H.
of Company
Regiment Michigan
Volunteer Infantry,
Michigan Volunteer
Twentieth Regiment
K, Twentieth
Company K,
of
and pay
at the
the rate
of $50
$50 per
per month
that
month in lieu of that
rate of
pension at
her aa pension
pay her
and
Pensions.
Pensions.
she
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
she is
Margaret
ga A. Addin gAdding
tonM.
William
of
The
name
of
Margaret
A.
Addington,
former
widow
of
William
widow
ton.
former
Addington,
A.
Margaret
The name of
J. Addington,
Addington late
Seventy-first Regiment Ohio
Company B, Seventy-first
of Company
late of
J.
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
her aa pension at the rate of $30 per
pay her
and pay
Volunteer
month.
Sarah Birch.
M. Crouch, SarahBirch.
of Francis
The name
former widow
widow of
Francis M.
Birch, former
Sarah Birch,
of Sarah
name of
The
Volunteer
Ohio
late
musician, Company
K, Fortieth
Regiment
Volunteer
Fortieth Regiment
Company K,
late aa musician,
Infantry,
pay her
the rate of $30 per month.
at the
pension at
her aa pension
and pay
Infantrv, and
Agnes Green.
nereen
The name
Green, helpless
dependent daughter
daughter of
of
and dependent
helpless and
Agnes Green,
of Agnes
name of
The
Regiment
Company
of
Isaiah
L.
Green,
late
of
Company
C,
Thirty-seventh
Regiment
late
Green,
Isaiah L.
pay her aa pension
Indiana
Volunteer Infantry,
pension at the rate of
Infantry, and pay
Indiana Volunteer
Pension increased.
increased.
Pension
$20
per
month.
$20 per month.
Josinah Brinson.
Brinson.
Josnah
late
Brinson,
Anthony Brinson,
The name
name of
Josinah Brinson,
Brinson, widow
of Anthony
widow of
of Josinah
The
a
Indiana Company,
Company, and private, unBassett's Indiana
Captain Bassett's
of Captain
a private
private of
assigned, Thirteenth
Volunteer Infantry, and
Indiana Volunteer
Regiment Indiana
Thirteenth Regiment
assigned,
pay her
her a
apension
of $50
$50 per
month in lieu of that she is Provisos.
per month
rate of
the rate
at the
pension at
pay
cease on
Increase to
to cease
on
of John Increase
death of
of the
now receiving:
Provided, That
That in
in the
the event
event of
the death
receiving: Provided,
now
death of child.
child.
Anthony deathof
son of said Josinah and Anthony
dependent son
F. Brinson.
Brinson, helpless
and dependent
helpless and
F.
Brinson. the
the additional
granted shall cease and de- Pension to child on
herein granted
pension herein
additional pension
Brinson.
deatomother.
death of
the death
of the
termine: And
And provided
of death
event of
of mother. on
the event
in the
That in
further, That
provided further,
termine:
Josinah
the name
F. Brinson
placed
Brinson shall be placed
John F.
said John
of said
name of
Brinson the
Josinah Brinson
the
on
the pension
subject to
to the
and limitations
limitations of the
provisions and
the provisions
roll, subject
pension roll,
on the
pension
the rate
of $20 per month from and after the date
rate of
at the
laws, at
pension laws,
of death
death of
Josinah Brinson.
said Josinah
of said
of
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Pensions.
Ezra Pokett.
Ezra
Pokett.
Malvina cast.
Cost.
Malvina

Lavinia
Griswold.
Lovii A. Orswold.

Elizabeth Cummings.

usanKiley.
Susan
Kiley.
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The
name of
of Ezra
Reg iment
The name
Ezra Pokett,
Pokett, late
late of
of Company
Company F.
F. Fifth
Fifth Regiment
Missouri State Militia Cavalry,
Volunteer
Cavalry, and Fourth Battery Iowa Volunteer
Light Artillery,
Artillery, and
and pay
at the
per month.
Light
pay him
him a
a pension
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $50
$50 per
month.

The name
of Malvina
Cost, former
former widow
widow of
Coleman,
The
name of
Malvina Cost,
of Asher
Asher T.
T. Coleman,
F, Eighth
Regiment New
York Volunteer
Heavy
late of
of Company
Company F,
Eighth Regiment
New York
Volunteer Heavy

Artillery, and
her a
at the
the rate
Artillery,
and pay
pay her
a pension
pension at
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
The name
name of
Griswold, widow
M. Griswold,
Griswold,
The
of Lovinia
Lovinia A.
A. Griswold,
widow of
of Adrian
Adrian M.

Seventy-sixth Regiment
New York
York Volunteer
Volunteer
late of Company
Company F, Seventy-sixth
Regiment New
Infantry, and Company
Regiment New
York VolunVolunInfantry,
Company F,
F, Ninety-first
Ninety-first Regiment
New York
teer Infantry,
and pay
pay her
her aa pension
at the
the rate
rate of
per month.
month.
teer
Infantry, and
pension at
of $30
$30 per
Elizabeth Cummings,
former widow
widow of
The name of
of Elizabeth
Cummings, former
of William
William
Cummings, late of Company F, Ninth Regiment
Regiment Maine
Volunteer
Maine Volunteer
Infantry, and pay her aapension
pension at
at the
the rate of
of $30
$30 per month.
The name of Susan Kiley, helpless and
and dependent
dependent daughter
daughter of
of
Michael Kiley, landsman, United States Navy, and pay
pay her aa pension at the rate of $20 per month through duly appointed
appointed guardian.
guardian.

Andrews, widow of Howard
The name of Margaret
Margaret Andrews
Howard F.
F. Andrews,
Andrews,
late of Company
Company A.,
Pennsylvania VolA, Eighty-seventh
Eighty-seventh Regiment Pennsylvania
Vola pension at the rate of $30 per month.
unteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay her a
Ann R.
R. Bosky.
Tehe name of Ann R. Keefer, helpless and dependent
Ann
The
dependent daughter
daughter of
of
George W.
Keefer , late of Captain Morris' Independent
W. Keefer,
Independent Company,
Company,
One hundred and first Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry,
a pension at the rate of $20 per month through aa duly
and pay her a
appointed guardian.
guardian.
appointed
Rebecca
Butler.
The
name of
Rebecca J.
J. Butler,
Butler, widow
of John
N. Butler,
Butler, late
late of
Rebecca J.
J.Butler.
he name
of Rebecca
widow of
John N.
of
Company G, Thirty-ninth
Thirty-ninth Regiment
Infantry, and
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and
pay
$30 per
pay her
her a
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
per month.
month.
Ellsha L. Bennett,jr.
The
of Elisha
Elisha L.
L. Bennett,
Bennett, junior,
junior, late
late of
C,
EshaL.Bennettjr.
The name
name of
of Company
Company C,
Eighth Regiment
Regiment New York Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry, and pay him
him a
a
pension at the rate of $50 per month.
FrndsM.Meadows.
The name of Francis M. Meadows, late of Company K, SixtyFrancis M.Meadows.
eighth Regiment Illinois Volunteer Infantry, and pay him aapension
pension
at the
at
the rate
rate of
of $50
$50 per
per month.
month.
E
George
alias
The name
George Evans,
Evans alias
alias George
W. Sanderson,
Sande rs
on ,late
l
at
e of
of
Geo
rgeSw
sand.
s The
name of
of George
George W.
George
W.Evans,
Sanderson.
Captain Knight's company, Third Battalion
Battalion (Slummer's
(Slummer's Guards)
Guards)
District of Columbia Militia,
Militia, and pay him a
apension
pension at the rate
rate of
$50
per month.
month.
$50 per
Stealey.
Leon Stealey.
Leona
The name of Leona Stealey, widow of Jacob Stealey, late
late of
of
Company E, Tenth Regiment
Regiment West Virginia Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay her a
a pension at the rate of $30 per month.
Sylvester Condon.
Sylvester Condon.
The name of Sylvester Condon, late of Company
Company H. EightyRegiment Ohio Volunteer
fifth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
him a
apension
pension at
and pay
pay him
at
Pensions increased,
increased. the rate of $50 per month.
Pensions
Maggie R. Armstrong.
The name
of Maggie
R. Armstrong,
Armstr ong,widow
w id ow of
of J
osep h D.
D. A
rm strMn
a. ArmThe
name of
Maggie R.
Joseph
Armstrong, late
Company H,
II, Forty-second
Indiana VolVollate of Company
Forty-second Regiment
Regiment Indiana
unteer
a pension at
at the
the rate
unteer Infantry, and pay her a
month
rate of $50
$50 per
per month
in lieu of
that she
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
she is
of that
Elizabeth IC uhle n- in lieu
schmidt.
The name
Kuhlenschmidt, w
id ow o
re der i
ck
schmidt
uhlenThe
name of
of Elizabeth
Elizabeth Kuhlenschmidt,
widow
off F
Frederick
Kuhlenschmidt, late
Company H,
Twenty-sixth Regiment
Regiment Indiana
late of
of Company
H, Twenty-sixth
Indiana
Volunteer Infantry, and pay her a
a pension
pension at the rate of
$50 per
of $50
per
Pensions.
month
in
Pensions,
lieu of that she is now receiving.
Nellie Quimby.
Nellie Qimby.
The name of Nellie Quimby, widow of David Quimby, alias
Thomas
Stevens, late
of Company
Company G,
G, Seventh
Thomas Stevens,
late of
Seventh Regiment
Regiment Michigan
Michigan
Volunteer Infantry,
Volunteer
Infantry, and
pension at
rate of
per
and pay
pay her
her a
a pension
at the
the rate
of $30
$30 per
month.
month.
Anna E.
E. Baker.
Baker.
The name of Anna E. Baker, helpless and dependent daughter
Anna
daughter of
Seventeenth Regiment
Regiment Vermont
Thomas Baker, late of Company B, Seventeenth
Vermont
Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
rate of
$20 per
per
and pay
pay her
her aa pension
pension at
at the
the rate
of $20
month
month through
through aa legally
legally appointed
appointed guardian.
guardian.
Margaret Andews.
Margaret
Andrews.
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daughter
dependent daughter
J. Bapp, helpless and dependent
The name of Kate J.

First Regiment
Regiment Verof Paul
Paul E.
E. Bapp,
Bapp, late of Companies
Companies D and C, First
of
mont Volunteer
Artillery, and
her a
at the
rate
the rate
pay her
a pension
pension at
and pay
mont
Volunteer Heavy
Heavy Artillery,
of $20
per month
appointed guardian.
guardian.
a legally appointed
month through
through a
of
$20 per
The
Maria A.
King, widow
James R.
R. King,
late of
King, late
widow of
of James
of Maria
A. King,
The name
name of
Company
I, Ninety-third
Ninety-third RegamTt
New York
York Volunteer
Infantry,
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment New
Company I,
and pay
pay her
of $30
per month.
month.
$30 per
the rate
rate of
at the
her a
a pension
pension at
and
The
of Almira
L. Boutelle
William Boutelle,
late
Boutelle, late
of William
widow of
Boutelle, widow
Almira L.
name of
The name
Volunteer Heavy
of
Company A,
A, First
Hampshire Volunteer
Regiment New Hampshire
First Regiment
of Company
Artillery, and
pension at
the rate
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
rate of
at the
her aapension
and pay
pay her
Artillery,
The
name of
Clara E.
E. Manning,
of Elisha
late
Manning, late
Elisha Manning,
widow of
Manning, widow
of Clara
The name
of Company
Company F,
F, Forty-sixth
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Infantry,
Volunteer Infantry,
Forty-sixth Regiment
of
and pay
pay her
her a
pension at
rate of
month in
lieu of
that she
she
of that
in lieu
per month
of $50
$50 per
the rate
at the
a pension
and
is now receiving.
is
The name
name of
of Sarah
E. Young,
Young, widow
widow of
of John
John H.
late of
of
Young, late
H. Young,
Sarah E.
The
Company G,
G, One
One hundred
hundred and
twentieth Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Indiana VolunVolunand twentieth
Company
teer Infantry,
Infantry, and
at the
the rate
rate of
per month.
month.
$30 per
of $30
pension at
her a
a pension
and pay
pay her
teer
The
name of
Anna M.
Stephen P.
P. Bonner, late
widow of
of Stephen
Bonner, widow
M. Bonner,
of Anna
The name
assistant
Regiment Kentucky
Volunteer Infantry,
Kentucky Volunteer
Second Regiment
surgeon, Second
assistant surgeon,
and
pay her
her a
a pension
at the
rate of
of $50
$50 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that
of that
per month
the rate
pension at
and pay
she
receiving.
is now
now receiving.
she is
The
name of
Sarah J.
J. Silvey,
Silvey, helpless
daughter
dependent daughter
and dependent
helpless and
of Sarah
The name
of John
Silvey, late
late of
of Company
Company D,
Sixth Regiment
Missouri State
Regiment Missouri
D, Sixth
of
John Silvey,
Militia Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and pay
her a
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $20
per month,
month,
$20 per
a pension
pay her
Militia
through
legally appointed
appointed guardian.
guardian.
through aa legally
The name
name of
of Mary
Mary Reynolds,
Edward W. Reynolds,
Reynolds,
of Edward
widow of
Reynolds, widow
The
late
Tennessee Volunteer Infantry,
D, Sixth Regiment
Regiment Tennessee
Company D,
late of
of Company
and
pay her
at the rate of $30 per month.
her aapension
pension at
and pay
The
H. Williams,
Edward H.
of Edward
Martha Williams,
Williams, widow of
name of
of Martha
The name
late of Company
Company I,
seventh Regiment
Regiment Illinois VolI, One
One hundred and seventh
late
unteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pension at
per month
$50 per
at the
the rate
rate of $50
her aapension
pay her
unteer
in lieu
that she
is now
now receiving.
she is
in
lieu of
of that
The
widow of
of Jansen T. Coleman,
name of
of Manilla
Marilla R. Coleman, widow
The name
late
of Company
Regiment New York Mounted Rifles,
G, Second
Second Regiment
Company G,
late of
and pay
pay her
the rate
rate of
$30 per
of $30
per month.
at the
pension at
her aapension
and
name of Elizabeth
William Grover,
Grover, late
Grover,, widow of William
Elizabeth Grover
The name
of
Second Regiment
and
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
Regiment Minnesota
Minnesota Volunteer
Company I,
I, Second
of Company
pay
her a
pension at
at the
rate of $30 per
per month.
the rate
a pension
pay her
A. Starr, late of
The name
Sarah A.
of Alonzo
Alonzo A.
A. Starr,
Starr, widow of
of Sarah
The
name of
Company
Sixteenth Regiment
Regiment Wisconsin
Volunteer Infantry,
Wisconsin Volunteer
F, Sixteenth
Company F,
and
pay her
her a
apension
pension at the
of $30 per month.
the rate
rate of
and pay
The name
name of
Karoline Umlauft,
widow of
of
late of
of Emil
Emil Umlauft,
Umlauft, late
Umlauft, widow
of Karoline
The
Company
seventh Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Volunteer
Ohio Volunteer
and seventh
One hundred
hundred and
E, One
Company E,
Infantry,
pension at
of $30
$30 per month.
at the
the rate
rate of
her a
a pension
and pay
pay her
Infantry, and
G SeventyThe
Morgan, late of Company G,
George W. Morgan,
The name of George
eighth
Regiment Ohio
TwentyC, Twentyand Company
Company C,
Infantry, and
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
eighth Regiment
fifth
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay him
him aapension at
fifth Regiment
the rate
of $50
month.
$50 per
per month.
rate of
the
W. Pillsbury,
The name
of Anna
A. Pillsbury,
of Charles
Charles W.
widow of
Pillsbury, widow
Anna A.
The
name of
late of
A, Eighth
Maine Volunteer
Infantry,
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Maine
Eighth Regiment
Company A,
late
of Company
and pay
pay her
pension at
rate of
$30 per month.
month.
of $30
at the
the rate
her aapension
and
The
Harriet I.
I. Ross,
George W.
Ross, late
late
W. Ross,
of George
Ross, widow
widow of
of Harriet
The name
name of
of
B, Second
Second Regiment
Regiment Vermont
Infantry,
Volunteer Infantry,
Vermont Volunteer
of Company
Company B,
and Two
hundred and
forty-sixth Company,
Company, First
Battalion
First Battalion
and forty-sixth
Two hundred
and
Veteran Reserve
Reserve Corps,
Corps, and
and pay
at the
the rate
of $30
$30
rate of
pension at
pay her
her aa pension
Veteran
per month.
month.
per
The
name of
of Bessie
Celley, widow
of Charles
N. Celley,
late of
Celley, late
Charles N.
widow of
B. Celley,
Bessie B.
The name
Company H.
H, Second
Second Regiment
Regiment Vermont
Vermont Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and
Infantry, and
Company
pay her
her a
pension at
$30 per month.
month.
of $30
the rate
rate of
at the
a pension
pay
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Kate J.
J. Rapp.
Bapp.

Maria
Maria A. Bing.
King.

Mmira
Almira L. Boutelle.

Pension increased.
Clara E. Manning.

Pension.
Sarah
Young.
Sarah E. Yoqng.

Pension increased.
increased.
Anna M.
M. Bonner.

Pensions.
Pensions.
Silvey.
Sarah J. Silvey.

Mary
Reynolds.
Mary Reynolds.

Pension increased.
increased.
Martha Williams.
Williams.

Pensions.
Manila R.
R Colman,
Coleman,
Marila

Elizabeth Grover.
Elizabeth

Sarah A.
A. Starr.
Sarah

Baroline
Umlauft.
Karoline Umlauft.

George W. Morgan.

Anna A. Pillsbury.

L Ross.
Harriet I.

Bessie B.
Celley.
B. Celley.
Bessie
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The
Fletcher,
The name of Julia M. Fletcher, widow of Henry W. Fletcher,'
late
of Company
Company B,
B, Ninth
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Vermont Volunteer
Regiment Vermont
Ninth Regiment
late of
and pay
her aapension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
$30 per
month.
per month.
of $30
pay her
and
Addie
J. Green.
The name
J. Green,
Green, widow
of Samuel
Samuel H.
late
H. Green,
Green, late
widow of
of Addie
Addie J.
The
name of
AddieJ.
Green.
of
Company
E,
Second
Regiment
United
States
Sharpshooters,
and
and
Sharpshooters,
States
of Company E, Second Regiment United
Pension increased.
increased,
pay her a
apension at the rate of $30 per month.
pa
Pension
Edna M. Johnson.
The name
name of
Edna M.
and dependent
daughter
dependent daughter
helpless and
Johnson, helpless
M. Johnson,
of Edna
The
EdnaM.Johnson.
of
John B.
late of
of Company
Company E,
E, First
First Regiment
Vermont
Regiment Vermont
B. Johnson
Johnson,'late
of John
Volunteer Heavy
Heavy Artillery,
Artillery, and
and pay
pension at
the rate
of
rate of
at the
her a
a pension
pay her
Volunteer
Pensions.
$20
m lieu of that she is now receiving.
receiving.
month in
$20 per month
Pensions.
Harriet
A. Bishop
Bishop.
The
name of
A. Bishop,
Bishop, widow
of Harvey
W. Bishop,
Bishop,
Harvey W.
widow of
of Harriet
Harriet A.
The name
Harriet A.
late
Company D,
Thirteenth Regiment
Regiment New
New Hampshire
Hampshire VolunVolunD, Thirteenth
of Company
late of
teer
pay her
rate of
of $30
per month.
month.
$30 per
the rate
at the
pension at
a pension
her a
and pay
Infantry, and
teer Infantry,
Emmet
Nordyke.
The
name of
Emmet Nordyke,
helpless and
son of
of
dependent son
and dependent
Nordyke, helpless
of Emmet
The name
Emmet Nordye.
Bazzle S.
S. Nordyke,
late of
Company D,
D, Second
Regiment Missouri
Missouri
Second Regiment
of Company
Nordyke, late
Bazzle
Volunteer
Cavalry, and
pay him
him a
a pension
at the
rate of
per
$20 per
of $20
the rate
pension at
and pay
Volunteer Cavalry,
month
through aalegally appointed
appointed guardian.
month through
Charles H.
II. Phelps,
The
Phelps, alias
alias William
William Phelps.
late of
of
Phelps, late
H. Phelps,
of Charles
Charles H.
name of
The name
helps,
Charles
William Phelps.
Company
H, One
One hundred
hundred and
and second
Militia
second Regiment New York Militia
Company H,
alias william
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him a
pension at
of $50
$50 per
per month.
month.
rate of
at the
the rate
a pension
Infantry,
ension
ined.
Pension increased.
Livonia
CliamThe
Livonia R.
Chamberlin widow
widow of
W. ChamJohn W.
of John
R. Chamberlin,
of Livonia
name of
The name
Livona R.. Chamberlin.
berlin
of Company
Company A, One hundred and twenty-third Regiberlin,' late of
berlin.
ment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay her
the rate
rate
at the
a pension
pension at
her a
Infantry, and
ment
of
$50 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that
she
is
now
receiving.
now
receiving.
she
is
of
that
of
$50
Pension.
Enphamia
Smith.
The
of Euphamia
Smith, widow
of Charles
Smith, late
Charles Smith,
widow of
Euphamia Smith,
name of
The name
Enphamia Smith.
of Company
Company K,
Illinois
Regiment Illinois
twenty-seventh Regiment
and twenty-seventh
One hundred
hundred and
K, One
of
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
her a
a pension
the rate
$30 per
per
of $30
rate of
at the
pension at
pay her
and pay
Volunteer
month.
month.
Pension
increased.
The name
name of
of Elizabeth
Cousens, widow
widow of
of William
G. Cousens,
Cousens,
William G.
T. Cousens,
Elizabeth T.
The
ConsPElizbeth
Elisabeth T.
T. Conslate
Company F,
Twenty-seventh Regiment
Regiment Maine
ens.
late of
of Company
F, Twenty-seventh
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer
in
Infantry, and
her a
of $50
$50 per month in
rate of
at the
the rate
a pension
pension at
pay her
and pay
Infantry,
lieu
that she
she is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
lieu of
of that
Pensions
Pensions.
Addie
The
James Swegar, late of
Swegar, -widow
widow of James
Addie E.
E. Swegar,
The name
name of Addie
Addie E. Swegar.
Company D,
United States
and
States Infantry, and
Regiment United
D, Eighteenth
Eighteenth Regiment
Company
Company G,
G, Fifty-fifth
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Regiment Pennsylvania
Fifty-fifth Regiment
Company
and
per month.
month.
rate of
of $30
$30 per
at the
the rate
her a
a pension
pension at
and pay
pay her
Margaret Newell.
Newell, widow
widow of
Newell, late
W. Newell,
late
of Henry
Henry W.
Margaret Newell,
The name of Margaret
Margaret
of Company
Company E,
E, Tenth
Tenth Regiment
Regiment New
Volunteer Heavy
Heavy ArtilNew York
York Volunteer
of
rate of
of $30
$30 per month.
lery,
and pay
pay her a
pension at
at the rate
a pension
lery. and
of Company
Rose Lamb.
widow of
of Basil
Basil Lamb, late of
Lamb, widow
The name of Rose Lamb,
Rose
B,
pay
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay
Regiment Indiana
B, Seventy-second
Seventy-second Regiment
her a
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
month.
$30 per month.
her
a pension
Charles F.
Ogden.
The
name of
of Charles
Ogden helpless
helpless and
son of
of
and dependent
dependent son
Charles F.
F. Ogden,
F. ogden.
The name
Charles
Levi H.
Levi
H. Ogden,
Ogden, late of Company E, One hundred
hundred and forty-ninth
forty-ninth
Regiment
Ohio Volunteer
Infantry, and
the
and pay
pay him
him a
a pension
pension at the
Regiment Ohio
Volunteer Infantry,
rate of
of $20
per month
month through
appointed guardian.
guardian.
a legally
legally appointed
through a
rate
$20 per
Pension
increased.
The name
name of
of Celia
Celia Ann
Shore, widow
widow of
of Andrew
late
J. Shore,
Shore, late
Celia
Ann
Shore.
Andrew J.
Ann Shore,
The
inSrease.
Pension
of
F, Forty-sixth
Forty-sixth Regiment
Regiment Illinois
Infantry,
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
of Company
Company F,
and
her a
at the
$50 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that
of $50
month in
a pension
pension at
the rate
rate of
and pay
pay her
Provisoa.
she
is now
That in
in the
of the
the death
proce.
she is
now receiving.:
receiving: Provided,
Provided, That
the event
event of
death of
of
increase
(;.°e" on
Shore, helpless
helpless and
and dependent
dependent daughter
daught er of
o fsa
id C
eli a
Celia
said
A. Shore,
n Elizabeth
Elizabeth A.
o child.
child.
death
of
Ann
and Andrew
Andrew Shore,
Shore, the additional
additional pension
shall
pension herein
herein granted
granted shall
Ann and
cease
in the
the event
event of the
further,'That
That in
provided further
And provided
and determine:
determine: And
cease and
Pension
on death
death of
ofC
eli a Ann
Ann Sh
ore ,
the name
name of
ofsaid
Elizabeth A.
Shore shall
shall
A. Shore
said Elizabeth
the
Shore,
Celia
chud on
Pension to
to child
death of mother.
be placed
placed on
provisions and limitasubject to the provisions
roll, subject
on the
the pension roll,
be
tions of
the pension
laws, at
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month
month from
and after
from and
after
tions
of the
pension laws,
at the
the date
date of
said Celia
Celia Ann
Ann Shore.
of death
death of
of said
Shore.
the
Caroline
Pensions.
PuLaski.
The
name of
Pulaski widow
widow of
of John
John Pulaski,
Pulaski, late of
Caroline Pulaski,
The name
of Caroline
cPensSeuia.
Company D, Eighth
Company
Regiment Wisconsin
Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Eighth Regiment
Infantry, and
and
pay her a
apension
pension at the rate of $30 per month.
Julia M. Fletcher.
etcher.
Jlia
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A. Boggs, late
The
of Sarah
Boggs, widow
of James
James A.
widow of
J. Boggs,
Sarah J.
name of
The name
carpenter's mate,
States Navy,
Navy, on
United States
board the United
on board
United States
mate, United
carpenter's
a pension
ships "Nebraska,"
"Nebraska," "
and "Louisville,"
"Louisville," and pay her a
Essex," and
" Essex,"
ships
at the
the rate
$30 per
per month.
of $30
rate of
at
The
name of
of Rebecca
widow of
McCollum,
John C. McCollum,
of John
McCollum, widow
Rebecca McCollum,
The name
a pension at the
late landsman,
States Navy, and pay her a
United States
landsman, United
late
rate of
of $50
month in
in lieu
lieu of that she is now receiving.
per month
$50 per
rate
The name
name of
Carman, widow
widow of
of Ephraim
Ephraim G. Carman, late
Annie Carman,
of Annie
The
Volunteer
of
Company
G,
Twenty-fourth
Regiment
New
New Jersey Volunteer
Regiment
Twenty-fourth
G,
of Company
Infantry, and
pay her
lieu
at the rate of $50 per month in lieu
pension at
a pension
her a
and pay
Infantry,
of that
that she
now receiving.
receiving.
she is now
of
The
name of
widow of Charles Groesch, late
Groesch, widow
Barbara Groesch,
of Barbara
The name
Volunteer
of Company
Company F,
hundred and
and seventh Regiment Ohio Volunteer
One hundred
F, One
of
Infantry, and
and pay
pension at
at the
of $50 per month in lieu
rate of
the rate
her aapension
pay her
Infantry,
of that
she is
is now
now receiving.
that she
of
The
name of
Eliza A.
Crumb, widow
widow of
of Isaac Crumb, late of
A. Crumb,
of Eliza
The name
Company
B, Twenty-second
Twenty-second Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Regiment Indiana Volunteer
Company B,
and
pay her
her a
a pension
at the
the rate
of $50
$50 per month in lieu of that
rate of
pension at
and pay
she
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
she is
James, widow of Norval W. James,
The name
James, late of
of Ruth James,
name of
The
Company I,
Volunteer Infantry, and
Ohio Volunteer
Regiment Ohio
Thirty-sixth Regiment
I, Thirty-sixth
Company
she
pay her
pension at
at the
the rate
of $50
month in lieu of that she
$50 per month
rate of
a pension
her a
pay
is now
receiving.
is
now receiving.
E, Forty-ninth
The name
Mills, late of
of Company E,
T. Mills,
William T.
of William
name of
The
Regiment Indiana
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pension at the
a pension
pay him a
and pay
Indiana Volunteer
Regiment
rate of
of $50
$50 per month.
rate
The
name of
widow of Hiram Inman, late of
Inman, widow
Elizabeth Inman,
of Elizabeth
The name
Company H,
Twenty-eighth Regiment
Infantry,
Volunteer Infantry,
Illinois Volunteer
Regiment Illinois
H, Twenty-eighth
Company
and pay
pay her
at the
rate of $30 per month.
the rate
a pension
pension at
her a
and
The name
name of
of Martha
Martha J.
Goodell, helpless
helpless and
and dependent
dependent daughter
daughter
J. Goodell,
The
of William
H. H.
late of
of Company
Company I,
I, Ninety-second
Ninety-second RegiGoodell, late
H. Goodell,
William H.
of
ment
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay her
pension at the rate
her aapension
Infantry, and
ment Illinois
of $20
per month.
month.
$20 per
of
The
name of
of Etta
Bush, widow
Bush, late
late of
of Company
Company
Thomas Bush,
of Thomas
widow of
Etta Bush,
The name
B, Seventh
Seventh Regiment
Michigan Volunteer
Infantry, and pay her
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Michigan
B,
at the
the rate
rate of
through a
appointed
legally appointed
a legally
month, through
per month,
$30 per
of $30
pension at
aa pension
guardian.
guardian.
late
The
of Margaret
Margaret A.
A. Moore,
Moore, widow
of Joseph
N. Moore,
Moore, late
Joseph N.
widow of
name of
The name
of Company
Ninety-first Regiment
Volunteer Infantry, and
Ohio Volunteer
Regiment Ohio
E, Ninety-first
Company E,
of
pay
her aa pension
pension at
the rate
rate of
per month
in lieu
of that
that she
lieu of
month in
$50 per
of $50
at the
pay her
is
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
The name
name of
of Sarah
widow of
of Isadore
Dobner, late of
Isadore Dobner,
Dobner, widow
Sarah Dobner,
The
Company
I,
Two
hundred
and
fifteenth
Regiment
Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
Regiment
fifteenth
and
hundred
Two
I,
Company
Volunteer
her a
pension at
at the
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per
the rate
a pension
pay her
and pay
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
month.
month.
H, Third Regiment
The
name of
of Robert
of Company
Company H,
Regiment
late of
King, late
Robert King,
The name
a pension at
Tennessee Mounted
Mounted Volunteer
and pay
at
pay him a
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
Tennessee
the
of $50
per month.
month.
$50 per
rate of
the rate
The
name of
Jones, late of
Alonzo C. Jones,
of Alonzo
widow of
Jones, widow
Elizabeth Jones,
of Elizabeth
The name
Company
H, Sixty-third
Sixty-third Enrolled
Enrolled Missouri
Missouri Militia
Militia Infantry, and
Company H,
pay
her a
pension at
at the
rate of
of $30
per month.
month.
$30 per
the rate
a pension
pay her
The name
name of
Mary E.
E. Logan,
Logan, widow
Francis M.
Logan, late
M. Logan,
of Francis
widow of
of Mary
The
of
F, Fifty-fourth
Fifty-fourth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Indiana Volunteer
Regiment Indiana
Company F,
of Company
and
pay her
at the
of $50
$50 per
month in
in lieu
of that
lieu of
per month
rate of
the rate
pension at
a pension
her a
and pay
she
is now
now receiving:
Provided. That
the death of
event of the
the event
in the
That in
receiving: Provided,
she is
Letha
J. Logan,
helpless and
dependent daughter
daughter of said Mary E.
and dependent
Logan, helpless
Letha J.
and
Francis
M.
Logan,
the
additional
pension
herein
granted shall
herein granted
pension
additional
the
Logan,
M.
Francis
and
cease
and determine:
That in
event of
of the
the event
in the
further, That
provided further,
And provided
determine: And
cease and
death
of
Mary
E.
Logan,
the
name
of
said
Letha
J.
Logan
shall
be
shall
Logan
J.
Letha
said
of
name
the
Logan,
E.
Mary
of
death

Sarah
J. Boggs.
Boggs.
Sarah J.

increased.
Pensions increased.
Pensions
Rebecca McCollum.
McCollum,
Rebecca

Annie Carman.
Carman.
Annie

Barbara
Groesch.
Barbara Groesch.

Eliza
A. Crumb.
Crumb.
Eliza A.

Ruth
James.
Ruth James.

Pensions.
Pensions.
Mills.
William T.
T. Mills.
William

Elizabeth Inman.
Inman.
Elizabeth

Martha J.
J. Goodell.
Goodell.
Martha

Etta Bush.
Etta

Pension increased.
increased.
Pension
Moore.
Margaret A.
A. Moore.
Margaret

Pensions.
Pensions.
Sarah
Dobner.
Sarah Dobner.

Robert Bing.
King.
Robert

Elizabeth Jones.
Jones.
Elizabeth

Pension
increased.
Pension increased.
Mary
Logan.
E. Logan.
Mary E.

Provisos.
Prorisos.
Increase to
to ceas
cease on
on
Increase
death of
of child.
child.
death

Pension
child on
on
to child
Pension to
death of
mother.
of mother.
death
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placed
pension roll,
roll, subject
the provisions
limitations
and limitations
provisions and
to the
subject to
the pension
on the
placed on
of the
the pension
the rate
of $20
$20 per
the
after the
and after
from and
month from
per month
rate of
at the
laws, at
pension laws,
of
Pensions,
date of
of death
said Mary
Mary E. Logan.
of said
death of
date
pensions
Mary E. Hampton.
The
of Mary
Mary E.
E. Hampton,
Hampton, widow of Robert
Robert J.
J. Hampton,
name of
The name
MaryE.Hampton.
late
of
Company
L,
Seventh
Regiment
Missouri
Volunteer
Cavalry,
Cavalry,
Volunteer
Missouri
Regiment
late of Company L, Seventh
and pay
her a
apension
pension at
the rate
of $30 per month.
rate of
at the
pay her
and
Ponts, late
Mary
Jane Fonts.
The name
of Mary
Pouts, widow
William T.
T. Pouts,
of William
widow of
Jane Ponts,
Mary Jane
name of
The
onts.
MaryJane
of Company
F, First
Arkansas Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
Regiment Arkansas
First Regiment
Company F,
of
Pensions
increased,
pay her
pension at
rate of
of $30 per
per month. •
the rate
at the
her aapension
pay
ensionsincresed.
Walker, late of
F. Walker,
Alma c.
C. Walker.
Walker.
The name
name of
of Alma
Alma C.
Walker, widow of Ozro F.
of
C. Walker,
The
ilma
pay her
Company
K,
First
Regiment
Maine
Volunteer
Cavalry,
and
her
and pay
Cavalry,
Volunteer
Maine
Regiment
Company K, First
a
of $50
$50 per
month in
in lieu
of that
that she is now
lieu of
per month
rate of
the rate
at the
a pension
pension at
receiving.
receiving.
Mary
Sheedy.
The
name of
widow of
Thomas Sheedy,
Sheedy, late
late of
Comof Comof Thomas
Sheedy, widow
Mary Sheedy,
of Mary
The name
Mary Sheedy.
pany
C,
Fifth
Regiment
Rhode
Island
Volunteer
Heavy
Artillery,
Artillery,
Heavy
Volunteer
Island
Rhode
Regiment
pany C, Fifth
and pay
her aapension
at the
the rate
per month
in lieu
of that
that she
lieu of
month in
$50 per
of $50
rate of
pension at
pay her
and
receiving.
Pension,
is
now
receiving.
now
is
Pension.
Rachel Slaten.
Slatem
The name
Rachel Slaten,
Slaten, widow
widow of
Hem7L
late of
of
Slaten, late
L. Slaten,
of Henry
of Rachel
name of
The
Rahel
and
Company
C,
Sixty-first
Regiment
Illinois
Volunteer
and
Infantry,
Volunteer
Illinois
Regiment
Sixty-first
C,
Company
Pensions
pay her
her a
a pension
pension at the rate of $30 per month.
inreased. pay
Pensions increased,
Hattie E.
E. Matthews.
Matthews '
The name of Hattie
Hattie E. Matthews, widow of Lewis
Lewis Matthews,
Matthews, late
Hattie
of Company
Company G,
G, Second
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry, and
Second Regiment
of
of $50 per month in lieu of that she is
pay her
pension a
rate of
the rate
a the
a pension
her a
pay
now receiving.
receiving.
now
.
Lissie J. Anderson.
The
of Lissie
Lissie J.
J. Anderson,
Anderson, widow of James
James A. Anderson,
name of
The name
lsJde
Volunteer Infantry,
late
of Company
Company I,
I, Eleventh
Regiment Missouri
Missouri Volunteer
Eleventh Regiment
late of
and pay
her a
pension at
the rate
$50 per
per month in lieu of that she
of $50
rate of
at the
a pension
pay her
and
Pension,
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
is
Pension
Irene
The
widow of
of John
M. Bailey,
late of
of
Bailey, late
John M.
E. Bailey,
Bailey, widow
Irena E.
of Irena
name of
The name
Bailey.
rena. E. Halley.
Company
Ninth Regiment
State Militia
Militia Cavalry,
pay
and pay
Cavalry, and
Missouri State
Regiment Missouri
I, Ninth
Company I,
Pension
her
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of $30 per month.
her aapension
nreased
pension increased.
Sarah
Leavitt.
The
widow of
late
Leavitt, late
Seth E. A. Leavitt,
of Seth
Leavitt, widow
E. Leavitt,
Sarah E.
of Sarah
name of
The name
E. Leavitt.
Sarah E.
of Company
Twelfth Regiment
Kansas Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
and
Regiment Kansas
G, Twelfth
Company G,
of
that she is
pay her
her a
apension
pension at
at the
the rate
$50 per
month in lieu of that
per month
of $50
rate of
pay
Pensions,
now receiving.
receiving.
now
Pensions.
Amelia C. Cox.
The name
name of
of Amelia
Amelia C.
Cox.
,widow
widow of
of Thomas
Thomas C.
Cox late
of
late of
C. Cox,
C. Cox,
The
Cox.
AmeliaC.
Company D,
Sixty-ninth Regiment
Regiment Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
D, Sixty-ninth
Company
and pay
pay her
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
month.
per month.
a pension
pension at
her a
and
of
Nancy Sterrett.
The name
of Nancy
Sterrett, widow
William Sterrett,
late of
Sterrett, late
of William
widow of
Nancy Sterrett,
name of
The
Sterrett.
Nancy
Volunteer CavCompany I,
I, Fifth
Colored VolunteAr
States Colored
United States
Regiment United
Fifth Regiment
Company
Pension
increased,
airy,
a pension at the rate of $30 per month.
an pay her a
alry and
Pension increased.
Nancy L.
The
name of
of Nancy
L. Myers,
of George V. Myers
Myers, late
widow of
Myers, widow
Nancy L.
The name
Myer.
L. Myers.
Nancy
of
One hundred
hundred and
Regiment Illinois Volunfiftieth Regiment
and fiftieth
E, One
of Company
Company E,
a pension at the rate of $50
and pay her a
teer Infantry,
$50 per month
Infantry, and
teer
Pensions.
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she is now receiving.
in
Pensions.
Cordelia Bench.
The
helpless and dependent
dependent daughter of
of
Cordelia Bench, helpless
name of Cordelia
The name
CordeliaBench.
Regiment Indiana
Calvin
late of
F, Fifty-eighth
Fifty-eighth Regiment
Company F,
of Company
Bench, late
Calvin Bench,
per
Volunteer
and pay
pay her
pension at the rate of $20 per
a pension
her a
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
month
through a
appointed guardian.
guardian.
a legally
legally appointed
month through
Nancy
The name
of Nancy
Nancy A.
A. Gordon,
Gordon, widow
widow of
late aa
Gordon, late
John Gordon,
of John
name of
The
ancy A. Gordon.
States Navy, and pay her aa pension
first-class
pension at the
United States
boy, United
first-class boy,
Pension
increased,
rate
$30 per
per month.
Pensionincreased,
rate of $30
Mary
The name
of Mary
John A.
A. Reilley, late
late of
of ComComof John
widow of
Mary Reilley, widow
name of
The
Reilley.
Mary Reilley.
pany B,
B, First
Missouri Home Guards,
Fremont Rangers, Missouri
Battalion Fremont
First Battalion
pany
offthat
per month in lieu
and
pay her
her aa pension
$50 per
li eu o
that
of $50
rate of
at the
the rate
pension at
and pay
she
is
now
receiving.
receiving.
now
is
she
Pension.
Pension.
Mary
Mary Roland
Roland.
The name
name of Mary
Mary Roland, widow
widow of Samuel Roland, late of ComH, One hundred
pany H,
hundred and forty-ninth Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Vola pension at the rate of $30 per month.
unteer
unteer Infantry, and pay her a
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The name
name of
of Isabella
widow of
Benjamin Burke, alias
of Benjamin
Burke, widow
Isabella Burke,
The
Twenty-seventh
A,
Benjamin
Johnson,
late
Company
Twenty
-seventh Regiment,
of
late
Benjamin Johnson,
United
States Colored
and pay
pension at
the rate of
at the
her aapension
pay her
Infantry, and
Colored Infantry,
United States
$50
per
month
in
lieu
of
that
she
is
now
receiving.
receiving.
is
now
she
that
of
lieu
in
$50 per month
The name
of Lavenia
Lavenia A.
A. Collett,
Collett, widow
widow of
of Henry
late
Collett, late
Henry Collett,
name of
The
of
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Infantry, and
and
Volunteer Infantry,
Fortieth Regiment
L, Fortieth
Company L,
of Company
pay her
pension at
the rate of $30
$30 per month.
at the
her aapension
pay
The name
of Anna
of George
George A.
late of
of
Ballard, late
A. Ballard,
widow of
Ballard, widow
Anna Ballard,
name of
The
Company
Regiment Wisconsin
Volunteer Heavy
Heavy Artillery,
Artillery,
Wisconsin Volunteer
First Regiment
B, First
Company B,
and
pay her
her a
at the
rate of
month.
per month.
$30 per
of $30
the rate
pension at
a pension
and pay
Comof ComThe name
name of
J. Miller,
John Miller,
Miller, late of
of John
widow of
Miller, widow
Mary J.
of Mary
The
and pay her
pany M,
First Regiment
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
California Volunteer
Regiment California
M, First
pany
pension at
of $30
$30 per
month.
aapension
at the
the rate
rate of
per month.
late
The
name of
of Mary
Mallory, widow
H. Mallory,
Mallory, late
Daniel H.
of Daniel
widow of
A. Mallory,
Mary A.
The name
of Company
Company B,
B, Forty-sixth
Infantry,
Volunteer Infantry,
Illinois Volunteer
Regiment Illinois
Forty-sixth Regiment
of
and
rate of
of $30
$30 per
month.
per month.
at the
the rate
a pension
pension at
pay her
her a
and pay
The
of Pernina
Pernina A.
A. Morrison,
Morrison, widow
widow of
of Theodore
Theodore Morrison,
Morrison,
name of
The name
Inlate
of Company
Company A,
Ninety-first Regiment
Regiment Illinois Volunteer InA, Ninety-first
late of
fantry, and
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
month.
per month.
a pension
pension at
her a
pay her
and pay
fantry,
The
Sarah F.
Ephraim H.
H. Barber, late
of Ephraim
widow of
Barber, widow
F. Barber,
of Sarah
name of
The name
of Company
Company B,
B, Twenty-ninth
Regiment Missouri
Volunteer InInMissouri Volunteer
Twenty-ninth Regiment
of
fantry,
pay her
pension at
the rate
of $50
$50 per
lieu
in lieu
month in
per month
rate of
at the
a pension
her a
and pay
fantry, and
of
that she
is now
receiving.
now receiving.
she is
of that
The
of Jennie
Jennie G.
Bourne, helpless
and dependent
dependent daughter
daughter
helpless and
G. Bourne,
name of
The name
of Benjamin
late of
of Twentieth
Company, unattached, MasTwentieth Company,
Tolman, late
Benjamin Tolman,
of
sachusetts
her a
at the
rate of $20
$20 per
the rate
pension at
a pension
pay her
and pay
Infantry, and
sachusetts Infantry,
month.
month.
Seamans,
The name
name of
of Malinda
of Calvin
E. 'Seamans,
Calvin E.
widow of
Seamans, widow
Malinda Seamans,
The
late
Company D,
D, Eighth
Eighth Regiment
Regiment Michigan
Michigan Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
of Company
late of
and pay
pay her
at the
the rate
$30 per
per month.
month.
of $30
rate of
pension at
her aapension
and
The
of Alice
widow of August
August Quitzow,
Quitzow, late of
Quitzow,, widow
Alice Quitzow
name of
The name
Company E,
E, Eleventh
Eleventh Regiment
New York
York Volunteer
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment New
Company
pay her
her a
a pension
the rate
of $50
$50 per
month in
lieu of
is
she is
that she
of that
in lieu
per month
rate of
at the
pension at
pay
now
receiving.
now receiving.
The
name of
of Mary
Robert Brooks,
late of
of
Brooks, late
of Robert
widow of
Brooks, widow
A. Brooks,
Mary A.
The name
Company. E,
Forty-second Regiment
Missouri Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Missouri
E, Forty-second
Company
and pay
pay her
of $30
$30 per month.
rate of
the rate
at the
pension at
her aapension
and
The
of Reese
Reese Tunks,
late of
of Company
H, Fifteenth
Fifteenth RegiRegiCompany H,
Tunks, late
name of
The name
Misment Kansas
Kansas Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
Company F,
Regiment IffisEighteenth Regiment
F, Eighteenth
and Company
ment
souri
and pay
pay him
him a
at the
$50 per
per month.
month.
of $50
rate of
the rate
a pension
pension at
Volunteers, and
souri Volunteers,
The
name of
of Joycy
of Thompson
Thompson Waits, late of
widow of
Waits, widow
Joycy Waits,
The name
Companies A
A and
and C,
Seventh Regiment
Volunteer CavTennessee Volunteer
Regiment Tennessee
C, Seventh
Companies
alry, and
and pay
pay her
rate of
of $50
month in
lieu of
in lieu
per month
$50 per
the rate
at the
pension at
her aapension
alrv,
that
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
she is
that she
The
of Mary
Nutt, widow
Adolphus T.
T. Nutt,
of
late of
Nutt, late
of Adolphus
widow of
O. Nutt,
Mary 0.
name of
The name
Company H,
H, Fourth
Volunteer Cavalry,
and
Cavalry, and
Arkansas Volunteer
Regiment Arkansas
Fourth Regiment
Company
pay her
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
month.
per month.
$30 per
her aapension
pav
The
E. Gillespie,
Thomas Gillespie,
late
Gillespie, late
of Thomas
widow of
Gillespie, widow
Sarah E.
of Sarah
name of
The name
of Company
C, Second
Regiment New
Volunteer Infantry, and
York Volunteer
New York
Second Regiment
Company C,
of
pay her
at the
of $30
per month.
month.
$30 per
the rate
rate of
a pension
pension at
her a
pay
of
Laport, late
The
Laport, widow
of William
late of
William Laport,
widow of
Frances Laport,
of Frances
name of
The name
Company
B, Ninety-sixth
Ninety-sixth Regiment
York Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
New York
Regiment New
Company B,
and
at the
the rate
of $30
per month.
month.
$30 per
rate of
pension at
her aapension
pay her
and pay
The name
name of
of Ella
Ella C.
C. Reynolds,
late
Reynolds, late
William Reynolds,
of William
widow of
Reynolds, widow
The
Light
of
Company E,
E, First
First Reg-pent
Pennsylvania Volunteer Light
Regiment Pennsylvania
of Company
Artillery,
and pay
pay her
pension at
$50 per
month in lieu
lieu
per month
of $50
rate of
the rate
at the
a pension
her a
Artillery, and
of
that she
she is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
of that
The
of Kate
John Chitwood,
of
late of
Chitwood, late
of John
widow of
Chitwood, widow
Kate Chitwood,
name of
The name
Company
B,
Thirteenth
Regiment
Kentucky
Volunteer
Cavalry,
Cavalry,
Volunteer
Kentucky
Company B, Thirteenth Regiment
and pay
pay her
her a
apension
pension at
at the
rate of
of $30
per month.
month.
$30 per
the rate
and

Pension increased.
Isabella Burke.

Pension incred

Pensions.
Lavenia A. Collett.
LaveniaA.Collett.

Anna Ballard.

AnmaBallrd.

Mary J. Miller.

Mary. Miller.

Mary A. Mallory.

Mary A Malory.

Mo
Pernins A
A. Morrison.

Pension
increased.
Pensionincreased.
Sarah F. Barber.

Sah F Barber

Pensions.
Pensions.
Jennie G. Bourne.

Jennie

O. Bourne.

Melinda Seamans.

Malinda Sens.

Pension increased.
Alice
Quitzow.
Alice Quitzow.

Pensions.
Mary A. Brooks.
A. Brooks.
Mary

Reese Timk s.

Roe Tun

Pension
increased.
Pension increased.
Joycy Waits.

Joycy waits.

Pensions.
Pensions.
Mary 0. Nutt.

Mary . Nutt

Sarah E. Gillespie.

Sarah E. Gillespie.

Frances Laport.

FrncesLaport.

increased.
Pension increased.
Ella C. Reynolds.

Ella C. Reynolds

Pension.
Pension.

Kate Chitwood.

Kate Cwood.
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F. Buchanan,
The name of Louise F.
Buchanan, widow of
Buchanan,
.
of Charles
Charles Buchanan,
late of Company
Company E, One hundred
hundred and thirty-fourth Regiment
Regiment InIndiana Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
her a
a pension
pension at
at the
of
diana
Volunteer Infantry,
pay her
the rate
rate of
month in
in lieu
of that
that she
she is
is now
now receiving.
Pension.
$30 per
per month
lieu of
receiving.
Catherine E.
E. WhetWhetCatherine
The name
name of Catherine
Catherine E. Whetstone,
The
Whetstone, widow of Samuel Whetstone.
stone, late
of Company
Forty-seventh Regiment
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer
stone,
late of
Company B,
B, Forty-seventh
Regiment Ohio
the
rate of
of $30
per month.
month.
Pension increased.
increased.
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
her a
a pension
pension at
at
the
rate
$30
per
Hannah M. Batt.
Hannah
M. Batt.
The name of Hannah M. Batt, former
former widow of Hiram B. Johnson, late
late of
of Company
Company M,
Fifth Regiment
Volunteer Cavalry,
son,
M, Fifth
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Cavalry,
i
and pay
pay her
at the
the rate
rate of
of $42
n lieu
that
Prorisos.
and
her a
a pension
pension at
$42 per
per month
month in
lieu of
of that
Provisos.
Increase to cease on she is now receiving: Provided,
Increase
death of
of
Provided, That in the event of the death
death of child.
John R.
Johnson, helpless
helpless and
and dependent
son of
M.
death ofchld.
John
R. Johnson,
dependent son
of said
said Hannah
Hannah M.
Batt and
Hiram B.
Johnson, the
additional pension
herein granted
Pension
to child on Batt
and Hiram
B. Johnson,
the additional
pension herein
granted
Pension to child on
shall cease
cease and
and determine:
death of mother.
death
shall
determine: And
And provided
provided further,
further, That
That in
in the
the event
event
of
the death
of Hannah
M. Batt,
the name
of said
said John
Johnson
of the
death of
Hannah M.
Batt, the
name of
John R.
R. Johnson
shall be
placed on
pension roll,
subject to
provisions and
shall
be placed
on the
the pension
roll, subject
to the
the provisions
and
the pension
at the
$20 per
month from
from
limitations of
of the
pension laws,
laws, at
the rate
rate of
of $20
per month
and after
after the
date of
death of
Pensions
Pensions.
and
the date
of death
of said
said Hannah
Hannah M.
M. Batt.
Batt.
Emily C. Wilkey.
Emily C. Wikey.
The name of Emily C. Wilkey,
widow of
Wilkey, widow
Thomas M.
Wilkey, late
of Thomas
M. Wilkey,
late
of Company
Illinois Volunteer
Infantry, and
and
of
Company D,
D, Sixtieth
Sixtieth Regiment
Regiment Illinois
Volunteer Infantry,
pay her
at the
the rate
rate of
$30 per
per month.
month.
pay
her aapension
pension at
of $30
Mary L.
L. Cornell.
Mary
Cornell.
The name of Mary L.
L. Cornell, widow of Albert H.
late
H. Cornell,
Cornell, late
of Company
Michigan Volunteer
and
of
Company F,
F, Eighth
Eighth Regiment
Regiment Michigan
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
pay
the rate
of $30
$30 per
per month.
pay her
her aapension
pension at
at the
rate of
month.
Catherine Foster.
Catherine
Fster.
and dependent
The name of Catherine
Catherine Foster, helpless
helpless and
dependent daughter
daughter
of William
William Foster,
Fourth Battery,
New Jersey
Jersey Light
Light ArtilArtilof
Foster, late
late of
of Fourth
Battery, New
lery, and,
pay her
her a
a pension
pension at
at the
$20 per
per month
month through
through aa
lery,
and pay
the rate
rate of
of $20
legally
legally appointed
appointed guardian.
guardian.
Orilla S. Spicer.
.Spier.
The name of Orilla S. Earl, now
as Spicer,
former widow
widow
now known as
Spicer, former
of Porter
of
late of
L, Eleventh
Cavalry,
Porter B. Earl, late
of Company
Company L,
Eleventh Michigan
Michigan Cavalry,
and
at the
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
and pay
pay her
her aapension
pension at
the rate
rate of
Pension increased.
The
of Cinthy
Carter, widow
widow of
of Peter
Peter Carter,
of Cominty Crter.
The name
name of
Cinthy Carter,
Carter, late
late of
ComCinthy
Carter.
pany
Eighth Regiment
Regiment United
United States
States Colored
Volunteer Heavy
Heavy
pany. I,
I, Eighth
Colored Volunteer
pay her a
Artillery, and pay
in
a pension
pension at the
the rate
rate of
of $50
$50 per
per month
month in
lieu
of
that
she
is
now
receiving.
panion.
lieu
of
that
she
is
now
receiving.
Pension.
lb
Laines.
Iae :aine..
The name of Ida Raines,
Raines, helpless and dependent
daughter of
dependent daughter
of
Colburn
late of
Tenth Regiment
VolColburn Raines,
Raines, late
of Company
Company E,
E, Tenth
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
pension at
at the
rate of
of $20
per month.
Prnion
increased,
unteer Infantry,
her aapension
the rate
$20 per
month.
relaSiOn increased.
Sarah
Hiatt.
Sarah J.. Hiatt.
The name of Sarah J.
J. Hiatt,
Hiatt, widow
of Jesse
Jesse M.
M. Hiatt,
late of
of
widow of
Hiatt, late
Company
Company D, One hundred
and forty-seventh
Volhundred and
forty-seventh Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer Infantry, and pay her aapension
the rate
month
pension at
at the
rate of
of $50
$50 per
per month
in lieu of that she is now
now receiving.
Pension.
Henry T.
The
T. Sprinkle,
Sprinkle, helpless
dependent son
The name
name of
Henry
T. Sprinkle.
Sprinkle.
Henry T.
of Henry
helpless and
and dependent
son of
of
Thomas
of Company
'Thomas E. Sprinkle, late of
Company G,
Fifty-third Regiment
Regiment InG, Fifty-third
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay
the rate
rate of
of $20
pay him aapension
pension at
at the
$20
per
month.
per month.
Pensions inreased.
increased.
Luther
L. Sloan.
Luther L.
Sloan.
The name of Luther
Luther L. Sloan, helpless and dependent
dependent son of
of
William
E, Thirty-eighth
William H. Sloan, late of Company E,
Thirty-eighth Regiment
Regiment InIndiana Volunteer
a pension at the rate of $20
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him a
$20
per
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
receiving.
per month
month in
in lieu
is now
now receiving.
Mary
(4.
McKenney.
Mary G.McKenney.
The
of Mary
Mary G.
John McKenney,
The name
name of
G. McKenney,
McKenney, widow
widow of
of John
McKenney, late
of Company H,
11,. Fifteenth Regiment Maine Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
,ror„.
her aa pension at
pay her
$50 per
per month
month in
lieu of
of that
she
at the rate
rate of $50
in lieu
that she
Precise&
Inerease to
Increase
to cease
cease on
on is now receiving:
receiving: Provided,
in the
the event
event of
death of
of Albert
Albert
Provided, That
That in
of the
the death
death
of
child.
death of child.
W.
helpless and
and dependent
dependent son of said Mary G. and John
W. McKenney,
McKenney, helpless
McKenney,
McKenney, the additional
additional pension herein granted shall cease and dePensicn to child on
o,,n
deat of mother.
toheri
termine:
provided further,
in
thee even
death
termine: And
And provided
further, That i
n th
eath o
eventto
offth
thee d
death
off
Mary G.
G. McKenney
the name of said Albert
Mary
McKenney the
Albert W. McKenney
McKenney shall be
placed on the pension roll, subject to the provisions
placed
provisions and limitations
Pension
increased.
Pension increased.
Louise F. Buchanan.

Louise
F. Buchanan.
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after the
the
pension laws, at
at the rate of $20 per
per month from and after
of the pension
date
of said
said Mary
Mary G.
McKenney.
Pensions.
G. McKenney.
date of
of death
death of
Hester A. Maust.
The name
name of
of Hester
widow of
of Jonas
Jonas F.
Maust, late
A. Maust.
late of
of Hester
F. Maust,
Hester A.
A. Maust,
Maust, widow
The
Company H,
Regiment Potomac
Potomac Home
Home Brigade
Brigade Maryland
Maryland
Third Regiment
H, Third
Company
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay her
of $30
$30 per
per
pension at
at the rate of
her aa pension
Infantry, and
Volunteer
month.
month.
Lucy Perkins.
The
name of
widow of
alias Milton
Lucy
Milton Perkins.
of Milton
Milton Perkins,
Perkins, alias
Lucy Perkins,
Perkins, widow
The name
of Lucy
Cowan, late
late of
of Company
Company G,
G, Twelfth
Twelfth Regiment
Regiment United
ColStates ColUnited States
Cowan,
rate of
ored
Heavy Artillery,
Artillery, and
and pay
pay her a
a pension at the rate
Volunteer Heavy
ored Volunteer
$30
per month.
$30 per
Martha A. Worden.
The
of Martha
widow of
of Arnold
lateWorden.
Martha A.
Arnold J.
J. Worden,
Worden, late
Worden, widow
Martha A.
A. Worden,
The name
name of
of Company
Sixteenth Regiment
Regiment New
New York
Volunteer Heavy
ArHeavy ArYork Volunteer
F, Sixteenth
Company F,
of
tillery,
pay her
her aapension at the rate of $30 per month.
and pay
tillery, and
William
William Cornick.
Cornick.
I, Twenty-eighth
The
name of
William Cornick,
Cornick, late
Company I,
Twenty-eighth
of Company
late of
of William
The name
Regiment
United States
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him aa
Volunteer Infantry,
Colored Volunteer
States Colored
Regiment United
increased.
Pension
pension
the rate
month.
Pension increased.
per month.
of $50
$50 per
rate of
at the
pension at
Susan
Susan Tutwiler.
Tutwiler.
The name
name of
of Jacob
of
Tutwiler, late of
Jacob Tutwiler,
widow of
Susan Tutwiler,
Tutwiler, widow
of Susan
The
Company I,
Twenty-first regiment
regiment Missouri
Missouri Volunteer
and
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
I, Twenty-first
Company
pay
pension at
at the rate of $50
$50 per month in lieu of that she
a pension
pay her
her a
Pension.
is now
Pension.
receiving.
is
now receiving.
Amanda
Amanda W.
W. Jordan.
Jordan.
The name
W. Jordan,
of Thomas
Thomas T. Jordan,
widow of
Jordan, widow
of Amanda
Amanda W.
The
name of
late
Company J,
J, One
hundred and
and fifty-first
Regiment Illinois
fifty-first Regiment
One hundred
of Company
late of
Volunteer
Infantry, and
pay her
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per
her aa pension
pension at
and pay
Volunteer Infantry,
month.
Pensions increased.
Pensions
increased.
month.
Gaskins.
The name
name of
Gaskins, widow
Gaskins, late
late Frances
Frances Gaskins.
F. Gaskins,
of Charles
Charles F.
widow of
of Frances
Frances Gaskins,
The
of
G, Thirteenth
Volunteer InInVirginia Volunteer
West Virginia
Regiment West
Thirteenth Regiment
of Company
Company G,
fantry, and
her aa pension
month in lieu
lieu
of $50
$50 per
per month
rate of
at the
the rate
pension at
pay her
and pay
fantry,
Peter Boyd.
of that she is now receiving.
Peter
Boyd.
Regiment
The
of Peter Boyd,
F, Twelfth
Twelfth Regiment
Boyd, late of Company F,
The name
name of
United States
Colored Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
him a
a pension
pension
pay him
Volunteer Infantry,
States Colored
United
at the rate of $50 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
Julia
Graves.
Julia Graves.
The name
Graves, widow of Narcene
Narcene Graves,
Graves, late of ComJulia Graves,
name of
of Julia
The
pany H,
First Regiment
Regiment United
United States
F,
Company F,
and Company
States Infantry,
Infantry, and
H, First
pany
Third
Regiment United
United States
States Infantry,
pay her aa pension at
and pay
Infantry, and
Third Regiment
she is
is now receiving.
the rate
of $50
month in lieu of that
Rachel
Kerby.
that she
per month
$50 per
the
rate of
E. Kerby.
Rachel E.
The
E. Kerby,
Kerby, widow
widow of
Kerby, late
of
late of
D. Kerby,
of Samuel
Samuel D.
of Rachel
Rachel E.
name of
The name
Company D,
Kansas Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
Regiment Kansas
Seventeenth Regiment
D, Seventeenth
Company
pay her
her a
apension
pension at
the rate
month in
in lieu
of that
that she
is
she is
lieu of
$50 per
per month
of $50
rate of
at the
pay
Pension.
now
receiving.
Pension.
now receiving.
Anson
A. HungerAnson A.
Iungerford.
The
of Anson
Hungerford, late of
of Company K, Twenty- ford.
A. Hungerford,
Anson A.
name of
The name
fourth
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
him aapenpenpay him
York Volunteer
New York
Regiment New
fourth Regiment
sion
the rate
rate of
of $50
month.
Pensions increased.
increased.
per month.
$50 per
at the
sion at
Whalen.
The name
name of
Whalen, widow
of Pierre
Pierre Whalen,
Whalen, late
of CornMary- Whalen.
Com- Mary
late of
widow of
Mary Whalen,
of Mary
The
pany
New York
Volunteer Heavy
Artillery,
Heavy Artillery,
York Volunteer
Regiment New
Sixteenth Regiment
H. Sixteenth
pany H,
and
pay her
her a
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
$50 per
in lieu
of that
lieu of
month in
per month
of $50
a pension
and pay
she is
is now
now receiving.
Nancy
Akers.
receiving.
she
Nancy J.
J. Akers.
The
of Nancy
J. Akers,
Alexander Akers, late of
Akers, widow of Alexander
Nancy J.
The name
name of
Company
G, One
One hundred
and ninety-first
ninety-first Regiment
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer
Regiment Ohio
hundred and
Company G,
Infantry,
and pay
her a
pension at
at the
rate of
$50 per
per month
month in
in lieu
of $50
the rate
a pension
pay her
Infantry, and
Pensions.
of that
that she
is now
now receiving.
Pensions.
receiving.
she is
of
Ella S. Robison.
The
S. Robison,
widow of
Henry Robison,
Robison, late
ofRobison.
Ella S.
late of
of Henry
Robison, widow
Ella S.
of Ella
name of
The name
Company
Sixty-first Regiment,
I, Eighty-second
Eighty-second
and Company
Company I,
Regiment, and
K, Sixty-first
Company K,
Regiment,
Infantry, and
her a
a pension
pension at
the
at the
pay her
and pay
Volunteer Infantry,
Ohio Volunteer
Regiment, Ohio
rate
per month.
$30 per
of $30
rate of
Mary A. Gurney.
The name
name of
of Mary
A. Gurney,
widow of
Gurney, late
ofGurney.
Mary A.
late of
Bryant Gurney,
of Bryant
Gurney, widow
Mary A.
The
Company C,
One hundred
thirty-fifth Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer
and thirty-fifth
hundred and
C, One
Company
increased.
Pension
rate of $30
Infantry,
and pay
pay her
e30 per month.
Pension increased.
pension at the rate
her aa pension
Infantry, and
Amelia S. Scott.
The name
name of
Scott, widow
Scott, late
of Amelia S. Scott.
late of
N. Scott,
of William
William N.
widow of
S. Scott,
of Amelia
Amelia S.
The
Company
One hundred
and twenty-ninth
Pennsylvania
Regiment Pennsylvania
twenty-ninth Regiment
hundred and
D, One
Company D,
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Volunteer
Infantry, and
her a
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
of $50
$50 per
per
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay her
rate of
month
in lieu
of that
that she
she is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
month in
lieu of
Amanda Wishard,
of Samuel
Samuel G.
G. Wishard,
Wishard, late
Amanda Wishrd.
The name of Amanda
Wishard, widow
widow of
late
of
Company F,
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Infantry,
of Company
F, Twenty-sixth
Twenty-sixth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
her a
apension
pension at
at the
the rate
$30 per
of $30
per month.
month.
Pension increased.
increased.
rate of
and
pay her
Charlotte Pletcher.
of Charlotte
Charlotte Pletcher,
Pletcher, widow
widow of
of Nicholas
Charlotte
letcher.
name of
The name
Nicholas Pletcher,
Pletcher,
late of
of Company
I, First
Heavy Artillery,
Artillery, and
and ComComlate
Company I,
First Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Heavy
pany E,
Seventy-eighth Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
pany
E, Seventy-eighth
pay her
at the
the rate
of $50
$50 per
per month
lieu of
pay
her a
a pension
pension at
rate of
month in
in lieu
of that
that she
she
Pensions.
Pensions.
iS now receiving.
is
Hannah Wetherel.
The name of Hannah
Hannah Wetherel,
Edwin Wetherel,
Wetherel, late
late of
of
Hannah Wetherl.
Wetherel, widow
widow of
of Edwin
Company
B, One
One hundred
sixty-first Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Ohio National
Company B,
hundred and
and sixty-first
National
Guard
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
her a
the rate
Guard Volunteer
Infantry, and
pay her
a pension
pension at
at the
rate of
of
$30 per
appointed guardian.
per month
month through
through a
a legally
legally appointed
guardian.
AnnaAnn$30
E. Allen.
The name
of Anna
Anna E.
former widow
A. Grant,
The
name of
E. Allen
Allen, former
widow of
of Steward
Steward A.
Grant,
late
G, Third
New York
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry,
late of
of Company
Company G,
Third Regiment
Regiment New
York Volunteer
and pay
her a
pension at
at the
$30 per
per month.
month.
rate of
of $30
the rate
a pension
and
pay her
mbear.
lMcO
Alice
McOmber.
name of Alice
McOmber, helpless
helpless and
dependent daughter
daughter
The name
Alice McOmber,
and dependent
of Newton
McOmber , late
Company G
One hundred
of
Newton S.
S. McOmber,
late of
of Company
G, One
hundred and
and
fifteenth Regiment
York Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
her aa
fifteenth
Regiment New
New York
and pay
pay her
pension at
the rate
of $20
per month
legally appointed
appointed
pension
at the
rate of
$20 per
month through
through aa legally
guardian.
guardian.
Read.
H. Read.
Emily H.
Emily
The name
name of
of Emily
H. Read,
widow of
Edwin Read,
late of
of
The
Emily H.
Read, widow
of Edwin
Read, late
Company K,
K, One
Regiment Pennsylvania
Company
One hundred
hundred and
and second
second Regiment
Pennsylvania
Volunteer Infantry,
pay her
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
per
Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
her aa pension
$30 per
Pension increased.
nreased.
month.
month.
Thins J. Blair.
ThinsJ. Blair.
The name of Thirza J.
J. Blair, widow of John Blair, late of Company
B, One
and forty-ninth
Volpany B,
One hundred
hundred and
forty-ninth Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Infantry, and
rate of
per month
month
unteer Infantry,
and pay
pay her
her aapension
pension at
at the
the rate
of $50
$50 per
Pensions.
in lieu of that she is now receiving.
Catharine L. Shoup.
Catharine L. Shonp.
The name of Catharine
L. Shoup, widow
Catharine L.
widow of Jacob Shoup, late of
of
Regiment West Virginia
Company A, First Regiment
Virginia Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
pa
her aapension
pension at
rate of
per month.
month.
at the
the rate
of $30
$30 per
pay her
Jose% Martinez.
Josefa
The
Josefa Martinez,
.Lu e name of Josefa
Martinez, helpless
helpless and
dependent son
son of
and dependent
of
Narciso Martinez,
Martinez, late
B, First
N.ew Mexico
Narciso
late of Company B,
First Regiment
Regiment New
Mexico
Volunteer
and pay
him aa pension
the rate
$20 per
Volunteer Cavalry
Cavalry and
pay him
pension at
at the
rate of
of $20
per
month through
appointed guardian.
guardian.
Elizabeth
Monroe. month
through a
a legally
legally appointed
Elizabeth Monroe.
Eizbeh
Monroe
The name of Elizabeth
Elizabeth Monroe,
Monroe widow
widow of
of John T.
T. Monroe,
Monroe, late
of Company
C, Twenty-eighth
of
Company C,
Twenty-eighth Regiment
Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer InRegiment Kentucky
Infantry,
fantry,
and
pay
a
pension
the
of
per
and
pay
her
a
pension
at
the
rate
of
$30
per
month.
Eliza Sterling.
Eliza
Sterling.
The name of Eliza Sterling, widow of Wilber E. Sterling, late
late of
of
Company A, Twentieth Regiment
Regiment New York
Volunteer Cavalry,
York Volunteer
Cavalry, and
and
pay
pension at
at the
rate of
month.
per month.
of $30
$30 per
the rate
a pension
her a
pay her
Jennie White.
The
name of
of Jennie
Jennie White,
White, widow
of Franklin
Franklin White
The name
widow of
White, late
late of
of
Company
Thirteenth Regiment
Cavalry, and
Company L, Thirteenth
Regiment Tennessee
Tennessee Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
and
Pensions increased.
increased.
Pensions
pay her aapension at the rate of $30
$30 per month.
Isabella Hunter.
The name of Isabella Hunter, widow
widow of Michael
Michael L. Hunter, late
late
H, First Regiment
of Company H,
Regiment United States
States Colored
Volunteer
Colored Volunteer
Heavy
Artillery, and
and pay
pay her
her aapension
pension at
at the
the rate
per month
of $42
$42 per
month
rate of
Heavy Artillery,
Proioo.
Provisos.
a s e on
Increase to
Incre
on in lieu of that she is now receiving: Provided,
e
to cease
Provided,
That
in
the
event of
death of child.
lddtth
deato
the death of Jennie Hunter, helpless and dependent
dependent daughter of said
said
Hunter, the
the additional
herein
ension to
and Michael
Michael L. Hunter,
to child
additional pension
pension herein
child on
on
Pension
on Isabella and
death ofmother.
of mother.
death
granted shall cease
in
cease and
and determine:
determine: And
And provided
provided further,
further, That
That in
the event of the death of Isabella
Isabella Hunter, the
the name of said Jennie
Hunter shall be placed on the pension roll, subject to the provisions
provisions
and limitations of the pension laws,
laws. at the rate of $20 per month
month
from and
after the
the date
of death
said Isabella
Susan L. Shw.
Shew.
Hunter.
date of
death of
of said
Isabella Hunter.
and after
from
The name of Susan L. Shew,
Shew. widow of Lewis S. Shew, late of
of
Company
Company K, One hundred and
Regiment Pennsylvania
and ninety-ninth
ninety-ninth Regiment
Pennsylvania
Volunteer Infantry, and pay her a
a pension at the rate of $50
Volimteer
00 per
per
Pension.
Amanda Wishard.
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Provisos.
month
in lieu
that she
is now
now receiving:
receiving: Provided,
Provided, That
P
cee on
That in the Increase
she is
of that
lieu of
month in
to cease on
child.
of death of child.
and dependent
helpless and
event of
of the
of John
dependent son
son of
M. Shew,
Shew, helpless
John M.
death of
the death
event
said Susan
Susan L.
L. and
Lewis S.
Shew, the
additional pension
herein
pension herein
the additional
S. Shew,
and Lewis
said
Pension
on
to child
child on
Pension to
further, That in death
granted shall
provided further,
And provided
determine: And
and determine:
cease and
shall cease
granted
of mother.
M. deathofmother.
John M.
the event
event of
of the
death of
of Susan
Susan L.
L. Shew,
the name
name of
said John
of said
Shew, the
the death
the
Shew
shall be
be placed
placed on
pension roll,
and
provisions and
to the
the provisions
subject to
roll, subject
the pension
on the
Shew shall
limitations
of the
at the
the rate of $20 per month from
laws, at
pension laws,
the pension
limitations of
and
after the
the date
date of death of said Susan L. Shew.
and after
Catharine M. PainM- PainThe
name of
of Catharine
M. Painter, widow of George W. Painter, ter.thne
Catharine M.
The name
ter.
Volunteer
late of
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Regiment Pennsylvania
Fifteenth Regiment
A, Fifteenth
Company A,
late
of Company
Cavalry,
rate of
of $50
lieu
per month
month in lieu
$50 per
at the
the rate
pension at
a pension
her a
pay her
and pay
Cavalry, and
Pension.
of
that she
she is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
of that
Annie M.
Hartzell.
M. Hartzell.
Hartzell, late
The name
name of
Annie M.
widow of
Jonas M.
M. Hartzell,
late Annie
of Jonas
Hartzell, widow
M. Hartzell,
of Annie
The
and ninety-third
of
Company I,
One hundred and
ninety-third Regiment PennsylI, One
of Company
Regiment
vania
Volunteer Infantry, and Company D, Sixty-third
Sixty-third Regiment
vania Volunteer
a pension
Infantry, and pay her a
Pennsylvania
pension at the rate
Volunteer Infantry,
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Pensions increased.
increased.
of
month.
per month.
of $30
$30 per
Kine.
Amanda Kline.
of Amanda
The
name of
of Amanda
widow of
William Kline,
late of
Kline, late
of William
Kline, widow
Amanda Kline,
The name
Volunteer InCompany
A, Eighty-eighth
InPennsylvania Volunteer
Regiment Pennsylvania
Eighty-eighth Regiment
Company A,
a pension at the rate of $50 per month in lieu
fantry,
and pay her a
fantry, and
of
that she
she is
now receiving.
is now
of that
Catharine Cowan.
late of
The name
of Catharine
Catharine Cowan,
Cowan, widow
of Robert
Robert Cowan,
Cowan, late
of Catharine Cowan.
widow of
name of
The
Company D,
Cavalry,
Volunteer Cavalry,
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Regiment Pennsylvania
Fourteenth Regiment
D, Fourteenth
Company
and pay
pension at
month in lieu of that she
rate of $50 per mionth
at the rate
her aapension
pay her
and
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Pension.
is
Pension.
M. France.
France.
Annie M.
The
name of
of Annie
Annie M.
helpless and
and dependent
dependent daughter
daughter of Annie
France, helpless
M. France,
The name
William
France, late
late of
Company F,
F, One
One hundred
fourteenth
and fourteenth
hundred and
of Company
William France,
pension
a pension
Regiment
Infantry, and pay her a
Volunteer Infantry,
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pensions
at
the rate
rate of
$20 per
per month.
month.
of $20
at the
Pensions increased.
increased.
Drae
The
name of
of Samantha
Lee Draper,
dependent daugh- Samantha
Samantha Lee Draand dependent
helpless and
Draper, helpless
Samantha Lee
The name
Thirteenth Per
ter
of Abraham
Abraham Draper,
Draper, late
Companies G
G and M, Thirteenth
of Companies
late of
ter of
the
Regiment
Cavalry, and
and pay
pay her
pension at the
her aa pension
Volunteer Cavalry,
Illinois Volunteer
Regiment Illinois
rate
$20 per
per month
of that
that she
is now
now receiving,
a
through a
receiving, through
she is
lieu of
in lieu
month in
of $20
rate of
legally
appointed guardian.
guardian.
legally appointed
l l A. Peterson.
Eliza
Peterson.
za
Peterson, late
James Peterson,
The name
name of
Peterson, widow
widow of
of James
late of E
Eliza A. Peterson,
of Eliza
The
Company
B,
One
hundred
and
ninety-third
Regiment
VolunVolunOhio
Regiment
ninety-third
and
Company B, One hundred
teer
Infantry, and
$50 per month
month
at the rate of $50
pension at
her aa pension
pay her
and pay
teer Infantry,
in
lieu of
now receiving.
Pension.
in lieu
of that
that she
she is
is now
receiving.
Pension.
M. Price.
Price.
Bulah M.
The name
name of
Bulah M. Price, helpless and dependent
dependent daughter
daughter of Huila'
of Bulah
The
Rezin
M.
Price,
late
of
Company
F,
Eleventh
Regiment
Ohio
VolunVolunOhio
Regiment
Eleventh
F,
of
Company
Rezin M. Price, late
teer
Cavalry, and
and pay
the rate
rate of
per month.
month.
Pensions increased.
$20 per
of $20
at the
pension at
her a
a pension
Pensions
increased.
pay her
teer Cavalry,
Sterling.
amuel Sterling.
David Samuel
of David
son of
The name
name of
and dependent
dependent son
helpless and
Sterling, helpless
of Samuel
Samuel Sterling,
The
Volunteer
Sterling, late
late of
of Company
Company F,
F, Thirty-first
Thirty-first Regiment
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Sterling,
Infantry, and
pension at
rate of
lieu
per month in lieu
of $20 per
the rate
at the
a pension
him a
pay him
and pay
Infantry,
of
that he
he is
receiving.
now receiving.
is now
of that
J Stoddard.
J.
Ale - Stoddard.
The name
of Alice
Alice J.
J. Stoddard,
Stoddard, widow of Nelson Stoddard, late of Alice
name of
The
Company H,
II, Twenty-fourth
Twenty-fourth Regiment
New Jersey
Jersey Volunteer
Volunteer InRegiment New
Company
fantry,
the rate of $50 per month in lieu
at the
pension at
her aa pension
pay her
and pay
fantry, and
of
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
of that
that she
she is
Carrie Wolbert.
William R. Wolbert, late Carrie olbert
The name
name of
of Carrie
Wolbert, widow of William
Carrie Wolbert,
The
a pension
pension
Light Artillery,
of First
Minnesota Light
Artillery, and pay her a
Battery Minnesota
of
First Battery
at
the rate
rate of
of $50
$50 per
in lieu
that she
she is
is now
Pensions.
receiving.
now receiving.
of that
lieu of
month in
per month
at the
Minnie Emerson.
Emerson.
helpless and
The
Emerson, helpless
and dependent
dependent daughter
daughter Mnnie
Minnie Emerson,
of Minnie
name of
The name
eightyof
George
W.
Emerson,
late
of
Company
B,
One
hundred
and
One
B,
Company
of George W. Emerson, late of
a
sixth
Infantry, and pay her a
Volunteer Infantry,
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Regiment Pennsylvania
sixth Regiment
pension at
at the
rate of
of $20
per month,
through aa legally
legally appointed
appointed
month, through
$20 per
the rate
pension
guardian.
guardian.
L- Far
t L.
deMte
The name
name of
of Margaret
L. Fardette,
Fardette, widow
Joseph Fardette, alias de
tta.r garet
Farwidow of Joseph
Margaret L.
The
William
late of
of Company
Pennsylvania
Regiment Pennsylvania
E, First
First Regiment
Company E,
Taylor, late
William Taylor,
month.
Volunteer
per month.
rate of $30 per
the rate
at the
pension at
her aapension
pay her
and pay
Rifles, and
Volunteer Rifles,
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The name
of Mary
Mary Marley,
helpless and
daughter of
dependent daughter
and dependent
Marley, helpless
name of
The

Company D, Eleventh
Eleventh Regiment Pennsylvania
John Marley,
Marley, late
late of Company
Pennsylvania

Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
her a
a pension
pension at
at the
$20 per
per
of $20
the rate
rate of
and pay
pay her
Volunteer
month
in
lieu
of
that
she
is
now
receiving.
receiving.
is
now
she
of
that
month in lieu
Keech, late of Comof Hiram Ke,ech,
Keech, widow a
The name of Eliza
Eliza A. Kee,ch,
pany
F,
Fourteenth
Regiment
New
York
Volunteer
Heavy
Artillery,
Heavy Artillery,
Volunteer
York
New
Regiment
F,
Fourteenth
pany
and pay
pay her
her a
at the
rate of
$50 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
she
of $50
the rate
a pension
pension at
and
is
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
The
of Lizzie
Leasure, widow
late of
of ComComJohn Leasure,
Leasure, late
of John
widow of
Lizzie Leasure,
The name
name of
pany H,
hundred and
sixty-eighth Regiment
Pennsylvania
Regiment Pennsylvania
and sixty-eighth
One hundred
H, One
pany
Drafted Militia
Infantry, and
and pay
her a
at the
the rate
$50
rate of
of $50
a pension
pension at
pay her
Militia Infantry,
Drafted
per month
month in
lieu of
of that
she is
receiving.
is now
now receiving.
that she
in lieu
per
The
Hudson, widow
Richard W. Hudson,
late
Hudson, late
of Richard
widow of
E. Hudson,
of Della E.
The name
name of
of
Company K,
Regiment Pennsylvania
Cavalry,
Provisional Cavalry,
Pennsylvania Provisional
K, Third
Third Regiment
of Company
and pay
pay her
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
$30 per
month and
addi$6 addiand $6
per month
of $30
a pension
her a
and
it attains the age
minor child until it
tional on
on account
account of
of the
the soldier's
soldier's minor
tional
of
sixteen years;
the pension
pension now
to said
said child
child to
to cease
cease
paid to
now being
being paid
years; the
of sixteen
and determine
upon the
Act.
of this
this Act.
the approval
approval of
determine upon
and
The name
name of -Jeptha Massie,
Massie, junior, helpless and dependent
dependent son
of
Massie, late
late of
Company I,
Ninety-first Regiment
Ohio
Regiment Ohio
I, Ninety-first
of Company
Jeptha Massie,
of Jeptha
per
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
at the
the rate
$20 per
rate of
of $20
pension at
pay him
him aa pension
and pay
Volunteer

month.
The
name of Charles Robertson, late of Company C
C, Forty-ninth
Forty-ninth
The name
I, Sixth RegiRegiment Indiana
Volunteer Infantry, and Company I,
Indiana Volunteer
Regiment
ment
Illinois Volunteer
a pension
pension at the rate
him a
pay him
and pay
Cavalry, and
Volunteer Cavalry,
ment Illinois
per month.
Pension increased.
of
$50 per
of $50
increased.
Pension
Lodema A. Prescott.
The name
name of
of Lodema
A. Prescott,
widow of
Oman Prescott,
Prescott,
of Ornan
Prescott, widow
Lodema A.
The
LodemaA.Prescott.
junior,
late of
Company B,
B, Sixteenth
Sixteenth Regiment
Regiment Vermont
Vermont Volunteer
Volunteer
of Company
junior, late
month in lieu
Infantry,
and pay
pay her
her a
pension at
the rate
lieu
$50 per
per month
of $50
rate of
at the
a pension
Infantry, and
of
receiving.
of that she is now receiving.
Pensions.
Pensions.
Kate D. Smith.
The name of Kate D. Smith, widow of Anthony
Kate D. Smith.
Anthony W. Smith, late
Inof Columbia
of Company
C, Third
Third Battalion
Columbia Volunteer InBattalion District of
of
Company C,
fantry,
and
pay
pension at
at the
rate of
month.
of $30
$30 per month.
the rate
pay her
her aapension
and
fantry,
Minnie Brabazon.
of William R. Brabazon,
The
widow of
Brabazon,
Brabazon, widow
The name
name of Minnie Brabazon,
Minnie Brabaz.
late
Twenty-second Regiment
Regiment Wisconsin
Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer
D, Twenty-second
Company D,
late of
of Company
increased.
pension
at
Infantry,
and
a
Pensions increased.
pay her a
the rate of $30 per month.
Helena B. Holly.
Alexander J.
J. Holly, late
The name of Helena B. Holly, widow of Alexander
Helena B. Holly.
of
Company A,
Regiment Connecticut
Volunteer InInConnecticut Volunteer
A, Twenty-eighth
Twenty-eighth Regiment
of Company
fantry,
$50 per
per month in lieu of
pension at
at the rate of $50
fantry, and pay her aapension
that
she is
is now
receiving.
now receiving.
that she
L. Moore.
Elen L.
Ellen
The
name of
of Ellen
H. Moore, late
widow of William H.
Ellen L.
L. Moore, widow
The name
of Company
Regiment Maine
Maine Volunteer
and pay
pay
Volunteer Cavalry, and
Company H,
H, First
First Regiment
of
her a
pension at
the rate
$50 per month in lieu of that
is
that she is
at the
rate of $50
a pension
her
now receiving.
now
receiving.
Catharine Stranser.
Catharine Strauser, widow
Cathrine tser.
The name of Catharine
widow of Daniel
Daniel Strauser, late
of Company
Company H,
Pennsylvania Volunteer
CavVolunteer CavRegiment Pennsylvania
H, Seventeenth
Seventeenth Regiment
of
alry,
and pay
pay her
of $50
$50 per
per month
month in
in lieu
of
lieu of
the rate
rate of
at the
pension at
her aapension
airy, and
PT06803.
Patros.
Increase
Provided, That in
death
Increas to
to cease
case on
on that she
she is
is now receiving:
receiving: Provided,
in the event
event of the death
death of child.
deth
o child.
of Lillian Strauser, helpless and dependent
dependent daughter
daughter of said Catharine and Daniel Strauser, the additional pension herein granted
Pension to
to child
child on
on rine and Daniel Strauser, the additional pension herein granted
death of mother.
mother.
event
further, That in event
determine: And provided further
shall cease
cease and
and determine:
of the death of Catharine
Catharine Strauser, the name of said Lillian
Lillian
on the pension
Strauser
pension roll, subject to the provisions
provisions
be placed
placed on
Strauser shall be
and limitations
limitations of the pension laws, at the rate of $20 per month
Pensions
from
and after
the date
date of
of death
said Catharine
Strauser.
Catharine Strauser.
of said
death of
after the
from and
Pensions.
WeltheyA.
The
The name
name of
of Welthey
Welthey A. Clement, widow
widow of George W. Clement,
Clement,
WeltheyA Clement.
Clement.
Regiment New
late of
of Company
Company E, One hundred and seventy-fifth
seventy-fifth Regiment
York
Volunteer Infantry,
of $30
$30
the rate of
her a
a pension
pension at the
Infantry, and
and pay her
York Volunteer
per
per month.
month.
Charles
Robertsonmonth.
Charles
Robertson.

Charlesso.
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The name
name of
of Bertha
helpless and
dependent daughter
and dependent
Yeager, helpless
A. Yeager,
Bertha A.
The
of
Yeager, late
of Company
hundred and twentyCompany B, One hundred
late of
G. Yeager,
Alfred G.
of Alfred
ninth
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay her
her
ninth Regiment
appointed
at the
rate of
month through
through aalegally appointed
per month
$20 per
of $20
the rate
pension at
aa pension
guardian.
guardian.
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Bertha A. Yeager.

Bertha A. Yeager.

Patrick Howley.

The
and dependent
son of
of Patrck Howleydependent son
helpless and
Howley, helpless
Patrick Howley,
of Patrick
name of
The name
Thomas
Regiment New York
K, Ninth Regiment
Company K,
of Company
late of
Howley, late
Thomas Howley,
the rate of
Volunteer
and pay
pay him
him aa pension
pension at the
Artillery, and
Heavy Artillery,
Volunteer Heavy
Sarah E.
$20
per
month.
$20 per month.
Sarah
E. HoughtalHoughtalH. Houghta- ing.
The name
of Sarah
Houghtaling, widow
of John H.
widow of
E. Houghtaling,
Sarah E.
name of
The
Veteran Volunling,
of Company
Company E,
First Regiment
Regiment New York Veteran
E, First
late of
ling, late
$30 per
of $30
teer
Cavalry, and
and pay
her a
a pension
per month.
month. Pensions increased.
rate of
the rate
at the
pension at
pay her
teer Cavalry,
Sarah E. Chatfield.
arah E. Chatfied.
The name
of Sarah
Sarah E.
E. Chatfield,
widow of
of Henry
W. Chatfield,
Chatfield,
Henry W.
Chatfield, widow
name of
The
VolunMassachusetts
late
of
Company
F,
Twenty-seventh
Regiment
Massachusetts
Regiment
late of Company F, Twenty-seventh
teer
Infantry, and
her aa pension
pension at the rate of $50 per month
pay her
and pay
teer Infantry,
Jane
in
she is
receiving.
now receiving.
is now
of that
that she
Jane Smith.
Smith.
lieu of
in lieu
The
Smith, widow
widow of Henry
Henry N. Smith, late of
Jane Smith,
of Jane
name of
The name
Company K,
K, Thirteenth
Regiment Indiana
Volunteer Infantry, and
Indiana Volunteer
Thirteenth Regiment
Company
per month in lieu of that she
pay her
pension at
at the
of $50
$50 per
rate of
the rate
a pension
her a
pay
receiving.
is now receiving.
F. swift.
Swift.
Elizabeth F.
The name
name of
of Elizabeth
Elizabeth F.
F. Swift,
Swift, widow
Swift, late
late seasea- E l i z a b t h F w i ft
Charles Swift,
of Charles
widow of
The
$50
a pension at the rate of $50
man, United
United States
States Navy,
and pay her a
Navy, and
man,
Pensions.
Pensions.
per month
month in
in lieu
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
she is
that she
of that
lieu of
per
Rosalie A. Tando.
Rosia A. Tando.
The
name
of
Rosalia
A.
Tando,
widow
of
William
H.
Tando,
late
Tando,
H.
William
of
The name of Rosalia A. Tando, widow
of
Company E,
Infantry,
Volunteer Infantry,
Michigan Volunteer
Regiment Michigan
Thirteenth Regiment
E, Thirteenth
of Company
and
pay her
at the rate of $30 per month.
pension at
her aapension
and pay
Nellie Wells.
The name
name of
Nellie Wells,
Wells, widow
widow of
Comof Comlate of
Wells, late
V. Wells,
Charles V.
of Charles
of Nellie
The
pany C,
Third Regiment
Pennsylvania Reserves
Reserves (Thirty-second
(Thirty-second
Regiment Pennsylvania
C, Third
pany
Volunteers), and
Fifth Regiment
Regiment United
United States Artillery,
C, Fifth
Battery C,
and Battery
Volunteers),
and pay
her aapension
pension at
at the
the rate
of $30
ddaaEvans.
month.
per month.
$30 per
rate of
pay her
and
Adds
The
widow of
of Jesse
B. Evans,
late of
Comof ComEvans, late
Jesse B.
Evans, widow
Adda Evans,
of Adda
name of
The name
pany F,
F, Fourth
Fourth Regiment
Regiment Iowa
Iowa Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
Company
and Company
pany
D,
Regiment United
United States
Veteran Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
States Veteran
Ninth Regiment
D, Ninth
Pension increased.
increased.
pay her
at the
per month.
month.
$30 per
of $30
rate of
the rate
pension at
her aapension
pay
Ida V. Dilts.
The name
Ida V.
V. Dilts,
widow of
of James
late of
Com- Ida V. Dilts
of ComDilts, late
A. Dilts,
James A.
Dilts, widow
of Ida
name of
The
pany
G, Thirty-first
Thirty-first Regiment
and pay
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
Ohio Volunteer
Regiment Ohio
pany G,
her a
at the
per month
month in
lieu of
of that
that she is now
in lieu
$50 per
of $50
rate of
the rate
pension at
a pension
her
Pensions.
Pensions.
receiving.
receiving.
Emily J. Thompson,
The
Emily J.
Thompson, widow
Jonathan Thompson,
Thompson, EilyJ. Thompson
of Jonathan
widow of
J. Thompson,
of Emily
name of
The name
late
Company G,
G, Second
Volunteer
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Regiment Pennsylvania
Second Regiment
of Company
late of
Heavy
Artillery, and
her a
apension
pension at
of $30
Ir.
month. An
per month.
$30 per
rate of
at the
the rate
pay her
and pay
Anna B.
B. Hurd.
Heavy Artillery,
The
name of
of Anna
B. Hurd,
widow of
of Charles
Charles W.
W. Hurd,
Hurd, late
late of
of
Hurd, widow
Anna B.
The name
Company B.
One hundred
and sixty-first
Regiment New York Volsixty-first Regiment
hundred and
B. One
Company
unteer
Infantry, and
and pay
pension at
at the
rate of
$30 per
month. Kate
te Evn
per month.
of $30
the rate
her aapension
pay her
Evans.
unteer Infantry,
The
name of
Kate Evans,
of Josiah
Josiah G.
of ComComlate of
Evans, late
G. Evans,
widow of
Evans, widow
of Kate
The name
pany
E. Two
Two hundred
hundred and
and eleventh
eleventh Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunpany E.
teer
Infantry, and
and pay
her a
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
month. Mary Holmes.
per month.
$30 per
of $30
a pension
pay her
teer Infantry,
'late of Mary
The
Mary Holmes,
widow of
Marion Holmes,
Holmes 'late
of Marion
Holmes, widow
of Mary
name of
The name
Company H.
H. Eleventh
Eleventh Regiment
Regiment Missouri Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
Company
pay her
at the
the rate
rate of
month.
per month.
$30 per
of $30
pension at
her aapension
pay
Elizabeth House.
The
name of
John House,
House, late
late of
Com- Elizabeth House.
of Comof John
widow of
House, widow
Elizabeth House,
of Elizabeth
The name
pany G,
G, Second
Second Regiment
Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry
Infantry and ComRegiment Wisconsin
pany
a
pany
I, First
First Regiment
Regiment Minnesota
Minnesota Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry, and pay her a
panv I,
Sarah C.. Francis.
pension
at
the
rate
of
$30
per
month.
pension at the rate of $30 per month.
of
The
of Russ.el
Russel Francis, late of
widow of
Francis, widow
C. Francis,
Sarah C.
of Sarah
name of
The name
Infantry, and
Company
F, Twelfth
Regiment Wisconsin
Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and
Twelfth Regiment
Company F,
pay her
her a
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month.
at the
a pension
pav
argarett E Dot s.on.
late MargarttE.Dot'on
The name
name of
Margarett E.
E. Dotson,
Dotson, widow
of William
William Dctson.
Dotson, late
widow of
of Margarett
the
of
Companies B
B and
First Regiment
Missouri Volunteer EngiRegiment Missouri
K. First
and K.
of Companies
$30 per month.
of
neers,
and
pay
her
a
pension
at
the
rate
the
at
pension
a
her
pay
neers, and
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The name of Belle Thompson Alter,
Alter, late Army
Army nurse,
nurse, Civil
Civil War,
War,
a pension at the rate of $30
and pay her a
$30 per month.
The name of Laura Birkhimer,
Birkhimer, helpless and dependent
dependent daughter
daughter
of Charles Birkhimer, late of Company
Company K,
K, Thirteenth
Thirteenth Regiment
Regiment
Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry, and pay her a
rate
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
of $20
$20 per
month.
per month.
of
Brunagh.
Susan Brunaugh.
The name of Susan Brunaugh,
Brunaugh, widow of William M. Brunaugh,
Brunaugh,
late of Company A, Thirty-fourth
Volunteer InThirty-fourth Regiment
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
InPension increased.
increased.
fantry, and pay her a
rate of
per month.
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
of $30
$30 per
month.
Nancy J.. Las.
Lance.
Nancy
The
name of
Nancy J.
The name
of Nancy
J. Lance, widow of Charles H.
H. Lance, late
of Company
Company H, Fourteenth
Regiment, and
Fourteenth Regiment,
and Company M, Eighth
Eighth
Regiment, Missouri
Regiment,
Missouri State Militia Cavalry,
Cavalry, and pay her aa.pension
pension
Pensions.
t the
of $50 per
Pensions.
at
the rate of
per month
month in
in lieu
she is
is now
lieu of
of that
that she
now receiving.
receiving.
Tabitha E.b
E. Isbell.
Tabitha
The
E. Isbell, widow
The name
name of Tabitha
Tabitha E.
widow of Thomas R.
Isbell, late
R. Isbell,
late
of Company B, Seventh Regiment
Regiment Missouri Provisional Enrolled
Enrolled
Militia, and pay her apension at the rate of $30 per month.
Fras
Frances S..aoodim.
Gooding. Militia, and pay her a pension at the rate of $30 per month.
The name of Frances
Frances S. Gooding, widow of James W. Gooding,
Gooding,
late of John Berrin's company, Arkansas Rangers, Civil
Civil War, and
and
pay her
her a
apension
the rate
rate of
of $30
per month.
Hndah
E. Hall.
Hal.
pay
pension at
at the
$30 per
month.
Huldah E.
The name of Huldah E. Hall, widow of Benjamin F. Hall, late
late
first-class
first-class pilot, United
United States Navy, Civil War, and pay her a
a
Pension increased.
increased.
pension at
rate of
of $30
at the
the rate
$30 per
per month.
month.
Rachel
A.
Kendall.
Rachel A. Kendall.
The
The name of Rachel
Rachel A. Kendall, widow
widow of Bladen
Bladen A.
A. Kendall,
Kendall,
Regiment Kentucky Volunteer
late of Company
Company A, Tenth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
and pay her aapension
pension at the rate of $50 per month
month in lieu
lieu of that
that
Pensions.
she
receiving.
she
is
now
Mary M. Lewis.
The
name of Mary M. Lewis,
Lewis, widow of John M. Lewis,
The name
Lewis, late of
of
Company,B, Twenty-fifth
Twenty-fifth Regiment Wisconsin
Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
and
the rate
$30 per
Claa
A.McCarty.
McCa.
and pay
pay her
her aapension
pension at
at the
rate of
of $30
per month.
month.
Clara A.
The name
of Clara
A. McCarty,
The
name of
Clara A.
McCarty, widow of Thomas G. McCarty,
late of Company
Company C, Third Regiment
Regiment Iowa Volunteer
and.
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
Pensions
Pensions
f increased.
d.. pa
payy_her
her a
a pension at the rateof
rate of $
$30
per month.
3 0permonth.
A.Smith.
Sarah A.
Smith.
The name of Sarah
Sarah A. Smith, widow of William D. Smith,
Smith late
of Company
I, One hundred
hundred and
Company I,
and seventeenth
Regiment Illinois
seventeenth Regiment
Illinois
Volunteer Infantry, and pay her a
a pension at the rate of $50 per
Volunteer
per
month
lieu of
of that
she is
now receiving.
Emily
month in
in lieu
that she
is now
receiving.
Emily French.
French.
The name of Emily French, widow of William French,
French, l
at
e o
late
off
Company F, Twenty-first
Twenty-first Regiment Missouri Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
and pay her a
er mon
th in
i
n li
eu of
of that
that
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of $50
$50 p
per
month
lieu
she
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
y
A
E
she
is
Nancy E. Alward.
The name of Nancy E. Alward, widow of Smith M. Alward, late
The
of Company
Company C, Twentieth
Twentieth Regiment
Vol
un t
eer Infantry,
In fantry,
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
and pay
pay her aapension
pension at the rate of $50 per
peT month in lieu of that
Pensions.
Pensions.
is now receiving
she is
receiving.
Mary Underwood.
Mary nderwood.
The
of Mary
Mary Underwood,
Underwood, widow of William 0.
O. Underwood,
Underwood,
The name
name of
late of
of Company
late
Company C, Seventy-third
Seventy-third Regiment
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
a pension
fantry, and pay her
her a
pension at
the rate
of $30
per month.
at the
rate of
$30 per
month.
Catherine Crow.
The name
Catherine Crow,
widow of
ofG
eorge W.
W .C
row, late
Cathene
C.
name of
of Catherine
Crow, widow
George
Crow,
late of
of
Company I, Fifty-first Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Missouri
Missouri Volunteer
and
Infantry, and
Penions increased.
Pensions
increaed.
pay her a
a pension
pension at the rate of $30 per month.
pay
month.
Sarah I. White.
arah
J.it.
The name
The
name of
of Sarah
Sarah J.
J. White,
White 7 widow
widow of William W. White, late
of Company
Company K, Fourteenth
of
Fourteenth Regiment
Regiment Iowa Volunteer Infantry, and
and
Prorisos.
at the
rate of
$50 per
in lieu
of that
that she
rIncrease. to
to cease on
o pay
pay her
her aa pension
pension at
the rate
of $50
per month
month in
lieu of
she
death of child.
hild.
receiving: Provided,
of Minnie
iss now receiving:
Provided, That in the event of the death of
Minnie
E.
White,
daughter of said Sarah J.
E. White, helpless
helpless and dependent
dependent daughter
J. and
and
Pension
to chid
on William
Pension to
child on
William W. White,
White, the additional pension herein
herein granted shall cease
death of
of mother.
and determine:
provided further,
That in the
the event of the death
and
determine: And
And provided
further, That
death
of Sarah
Sarah J.
J. White,
placed
of
White, the
the name of said Minnie E. White shall be placed
on the
pension roll,
roll, subject
subject to
to the provisions and limitations of the
on
the pension
Belle
Belle Thompson
Thompson
Alter.

Aler
Laura Birhimer.
Birkhimer.
Laura
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pension laws,
the rate
per month from and after the date
$20 per
of $20
rate of
at the
laws, at
pension
J. White.
of death
said Sarah J.
death of said
of
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a
Elenor J. Valen.
Valeu, late of Elenor J.ale .
A. Valeu,
Joseph A.
of Joseph
The name
of Elenor
Elenor J.
J. Valeu,
Valeu, widow
widow of
name of
The
VolunIllinois
Company
D,
One
hundred
and
eighteenth
Regiment
Regiment
Company D, One hundred and eighteenth
per month in
teer Infantry,
and pay
pay her
pension at
the rate
$50 per
of $50
rate of
at the
her aapension
Infantry, and
teer
lieu
of that
that she
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
she is
lieu of
Mary
y Garno.
arno
ar
of Comlate of
The
name of
Mary Garno,
widow of
George Garno,
Garno' late
of George
Garno, widow
of Mary
The name
Twenty-fifth)
pany
D,
Second
Battalion,
Sixteenth
(subsequently
Twenty-fifth)
(subsequently
Sixteenth
pauy D, Second Battalion,
Regiment
United States
States Infantry,
Infantry, and pay her a
apension
pension at the rate
Regiment United
Pension.
Pension.
of
per month
in lieu
of that
is now
receiving.
now receiving.
she is
that she
lieu of
month in
$50 per
of $50
David Graff.
The name
David Graff,
and dependent
son of Oliver Dvdff
dependent son
helpless and
Graff, helpless
of David
name of
The
Volunteer
Graff,
late of
of Company
Company D,
Regiment New York
York Volunteer
Eleventh Regiment
D, Eleventh
Graff, late
Cavalry, and
and pay
pay him
the rate
rate of $20 per month, payat the
a pension
pension at
him a
Cavalry,
Pensions
increased.
Pensionsincreased.
able
to duly
guardian.
appointed guardian.
duly appointed
able to
Nettie M. Howe.
owe
Charles M.
of Charles
widow of
The name
name of
Nettie M.
M. Howe,
Howe, widow
M. Howe, late Nettie
of Nettie
The
of Company
Tenth Regiment
Regiment New
New York
Heavy ArVolunteer Heavy
York Volunteer
C, Tenth
Company C,
of
tillery, and
and pay
pay her
pension at
at the
the rate of $50 per month in lieu poviso
her aa pension
Provisos.
tillery,
Increase
to cease
cease on
on
increase to
of that
is now
now receiving:
receiving: Provided,
Provided, That
in the
the event
of the
the death
death death
event of
That in
she is
that she
of
of child.
of Alice
Howe helpless
and dependent
dependent daughter
daughter of said Nettie M. deathch
helpless and
Alice Howe,
of
on
granted shall Pension
and
Howe the
herein granted
pension herein
additional pension
the additional
M. Howe,
Pension to
to child
child on
Charles M.
and Charles
of mother.
mother.
death of
the death
of the
cease and
and determine:
determine: And
And provided
provided further,
event of
the event
in the
That in
further, That
cease
death of
of Nettie
Nettie M.
M. Howe,
name of
of said Alice Howe shall be
the name
Howe, the
death
provisions and limitations
placed
pension roll,
to the provisions
subject to
roll, subject
the pension
on the
placed on
the
of the
laws, at
of $20
month from and after the
$20 per month
rate of
the rate
at the
pension laws,
the pension
of
date of
of death
death of
of said
said Nettie
Nettie M.
Howe.
M. Howe.
date
Ella E. Johnson.
late
The name
of Ella
E. Johnson,
widow of
of Matthew
Matthew Johnson,
Johnson, late
Johnson, widow
Ella E.
name of
The
of
York Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
New York
Regiment New
Sixtieth Regiment
G, Sixtieth
Company G,
of Company
and pay
pay her
her aapension
pension at
that
the rate of $50 per month in lieu of that
at the
and
E.Nelson.
Nelson.
ennie E.
she
now receiving.
receiving.
she is
is now
Jennie
of
late of
Nelson, late
The
name of
Jennie E.
Nelson widow
widow of
of Edward
Edward Nelson,
E. Nelson,
of Jennie
The name
Company
D, Sixtieth
Regiment New
York Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
New York
Sixtieth Regiment
Company D,
pay
her aapension
the rate
rate of
of $50
in lieu
that she is Proio
of that
lieu of
month in
per month
$50 per
at the
pension at
pay her
Provisos.
cease on
Ida Nelnow
Provided, That
That in
in the
event of
of the
death of
of Ida
Nel- Increase to cease
the death
the event
receiving: Provided,
now receiving:
death of child.
child.
of
death
Edward
and
E.
son
helpless
and
dependent
daughter
of
said
Jennie
E.
and
Edward
Jennie
said
of
daughter
dependent
and
son, helpless
child on
Nelson,
the additional
additional pension
pension herein
herein granted
granted shall
and dePension to
de- Pension
cease and
shall cease
Nelson, the
to child
on
of mother.
mother.
termine:
And provided
provided further,
further, That
That in
the death
death of
of death
death of
of the
event of
the event
in the
termine: And
Jennie
Nelson, the
the name
of said
Nelson shall
placed on
on the
be placed
shall be
Ida Nelson
said Ida
name of
E. Nelson,
Jennie E.
pension
subject to
to the
and limitations
pension
the pension
of the
limitations of
provisions and
the provisions
roll, subject
pension roll,
laws,
at the
rate of
$20 per
month from
from and
date of
death
of death
the date
after the
and after
per month
of $20
the rate
laws, at
of
said
Jennie
E.
Nelson.
AnnStarkey.
of said Jennie E. Nelson.
Ann Starkey.
Starkey, late
The name
of Ann
widow of
late of
of
J. Starkey,
Almon J.
of Almon
Starkey, widow
Ann Starkey,
name of
The
Company
D, First
First Regiment
York Volunteer
Artillery,
Light Artillery,
Volunteer Light
New York
Regiment New
Company D,
and
pay her
her aa pension
at the
the rate
rate of $50
$50 per month in lieu of that
that
pension at
and pay
she is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
lyMu.
she
Sally
Musick.
The
of Sally
widow of
of James
Musick, late
Com- SlyMusick
of Comlate of
James Musick,
Musick, widow
Sally Musick,
name of
The name
pany
Fifty-second Regiment
Regiment Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer Mounted
Mounted InInK, Fifty-second
pany K,
$50 per month in lieu
fantry
pay her
pension at
rate of $50
the rate
at the
a pension
her a
and pay
fantry and
of that
that she
is now
receiving.
of
she is
now receiving.
Hah
ey
Hannah Bailey.
Bailey
James W.
of James
widow of
The name
of Hannah
Hannah Bailey,
Bailey, widow
W. Bailey, late of
name of
The
Company
E, Ninety-seventh
Ninety-seventh Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Ohio Volunteer
Company E,
and
pension at
the rate
$50 per
lieu of
Proso
that Provisos.
of that
in lieu
month in
per month
of $50
rate of
at the
a pension
pay her
her a
and pay
Increase
to cease
cease on
on
ncrease to
death of death
she
is now
now receiving:
receiving: Provided,
in the
event of
of the death
the event
That in
Provided, That
she is
of child.
deathotchid.
and
Hannah
said
of
son
dependent
Arthur
Bailey , helpless
helpless and
and dependent son
Hannah
Arthur Bailey,
granted shall cease
pension herein
James
Bailey, the
additional pension
herein granted
cease Pension to child on
the additional
W. Bailey,
James W.
death of mother.
provided further,
and
determine: And
further, That
That in
in the event of the death death of mother.
And provided
and determine:
of Hannah
Hannah Bailey.
placed
the name of said Arthur Bailey shall be placed
Bailey. the
of
on
pension roll,
roll, subject
to the
the provisions and limitations of the
subject to
the pension
on the
pension laws,
at the
the rate
per month from and after the date
$20 per
of $20
rate of
laws, at
pension
of death
death of
of said
said Hannah
Hannah Bailey.
of
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The
name of
E. Albritton,
Albritton, helpless
and dependent
The name
of Amos
Amos E.
helpless and
dependent son
son of
of
Amos
Albritton, late
late of
of Company
E, Fifteenth
Amos A.
A. Albritton,
Company E,
Fifteenth Regiment
Regiment KenKentucky Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
at the
rate of
$20
tucky
Cavalry, and
and pay
pay him
him a
a pension
pension at
the rate
of $20
per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
is now
Lottie
per month
of that
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
Lottie Frailey.
Frailey.
The name of Lottie Frailey, widow of William Frailey, late of
of
Company
D, Forty-eighth
Regiment Kentucky
Volunteer Infantry
Infantry
Company D,
Forty-eighth Regiment
Kentucky Volunteer
and Company
Company E,
E, Twenty-sixth
Twenty-sixth Regiment
Regiment Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer
and
Volunteer InInProvisos.
fantry, and
and pay
her aa pension
at the
the rate
$42 per
in lieu
pliso,.
fantry,
pay her
pension at
rate of
of $42
per month
month in
lieu
Increase to cease on of
of that
that she
now receiving:
receiving: Provided,
That in
in the
the event
of the
the death
deathof
she is
is now
Provided,That
event of
death
death of chiSd
child.
of John
John W.
W. Frailey,
helpless and
and dependent
Lottie and
of
Frailey, helpless
dependent son
son of
of said
said Lottie
and
Pension
child on
on William
William Frailey,
Frailey, the
the additional
shall cease
cease
herein granted
granted shall
pension herein
additional pension
to child
Pension to
death ofmother.
and determine:
death
of mother,
determine: And provided
provided further,
further, That
That in the
the event
event of
of the
the
death of
Frailey, the
the name
name of
of said
John W.
W. Frailey
Frailey shall
be
death
of Lottie
Lottie Frailey,
said John
shall be
placed on the
subject to
placed
the pension
pension roll,
roll, subject
to the
the provisions
provisions and
and limitations
limitations
of the
the pension
laws, at
the rate
$20 per
per month
and after
the
of
pension laws,
at the
rate of
of $20
month from
from and
after the
date
of
death
of
said
Lottie
Frailey.
Frailey.
date
of
E.
tton
death
of
said
Lottie
M
Mary E. Sutton.
The
name of Mary
Sutton widow
widow of
Azariah K.
Sutton, late
late of
of
The name
Mary E.
E. Sutton,
of Azariah
K. Sutton,
Company G, Eighty-seventh
Eighty-seventh Regiment
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
and
pay her
her a
at the
the rate
of $50
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
and pay
a pension
pension at
rate of
$50 per
of that
that
now receiving.
receiving.
she is
is now
LucySaneMcGrayel.
Jane McGrayel,
LucyJaneMcGrayel.
The name of Lucy Jane
widow of
of James
McGrayel, widow
James McGrayel,
McGrayel,
late of Company
Company G,
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
G, Twenty-second
Twenty-second Regiment
Volunteer
Infantry,
a pension
Infantry, and pay her a
pension at the rate
month in
lieu
rate of $35
$35 per month
in lieu
Pension, e
of that
she is
now
receiving.
Pension
of
that
she
is
now
receiving.
Lida O'Neal.
widow of
O'Neal, late
of
The name
name of
of Lida
Lida O'Neal,
O'Neal, widow
of William
William O'Neal,
late of
Company
B, Fifty-fifth
Regiment Kentucky
Volunteer
Company B,
Fifty-fifth Regiment
Kentucky Mounted
Mounted Volunteer
Pensions
increased.
Infantry,
and pay
pension at
$30 per
per month.
month.
her a
a pension
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
PensionsaJ.
nreed
Infantry, and
pay her
Amanda
Alford.
The name of
Amanda J.
of Amanda
J. Alford,
widow of
H. Alford,
Alford, late
Alford, widow
of George
George H.
late
Fifth Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Volunteer Cavalry,
and pay
of Company
Company G,
G, Fifth
Indiana Volunteer
Cavalry, and
pay
her aa pension at the
the rate of $50
lieu of
of that
$50 per
per month
month in
in lieu
that she
she is
is
now receiving.
receiving.
now
Hulda J
J..Gilmore.
The
Hulda J.
widow of
W. Gilmore,
The name of
of Hulda
J. Gilmore,
Gilmore, widow
of Charles
Charles W.
Gilmore,
late of Company D, Ninth Regiment
Regiment United States
States Colored
Colored VolunVolunteer Heavy
Heavy Artillery, and Company
F, One
Company F,
One hundredth
hundredth Regiment
Regiment
States Colored
United States
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
her aa pension
pension
Colored Volunteer
Infantry, and
pay her
at the rate of $50 per month in lieu of
is now
now receiving,
of that
that she
she is
receiving,
Pension,
payable through
guardian.
appointed guardian.
duly appointed
through duly
payable
nsironz.
Caspar
Runs.
late of
of Eighth
Eighth Battalion,
of
The name
name of
of Caspar
Caspar Runz, late
Battalion, District
District of
Columbia
Columbia Volunteer Infantry, and pay
pension at
rate
pay him a
a pension
at the
the rate
increased
Pensions increased.
of $50
month.
of
$50 per
per month.
Mary
ary E.
E. Davis.
Davis.
The name of Mary E. Davis, widow of Randall M. Davis, late
The name of Mary E. Davis, widow
of Randall M. Davis late
of Companies A and I,
I, First
Regiment Maine
Voluntee r Heavy
Heavy
First Regiment
Maine Volunteer
Pro
ease o Artillery,
Prfri,los.
pay
her aa pension
at the
the rate
rate of
$50
per month
month in
in
Artillery,
and
pay
her
pension
at
of
$50
per
Increase
Increase to cease
cease on 1 death
death of
of child.
li
eu of
she is
lieu
of that
that she
is now receiving:
That in
receiving: Provided,
Provided, That
event
in the
the event
of the death
death of James S. Davis, helpless
helpless and dependent
son of
said
dependent son
of said
Pension to child on Mary E. and Randall M. Davis, the additi ona l pens i
on here i
Pension
to child on Mary E. and Randall M. Davis, the additional pension
hereinn
death of
mother.
of mother.
granted shall cease
provided further,
further, That
death
cease and determine:
determine: And provided
That in
in
the event of the death of Mary E.
name of
said James
James
E. Davis, the
the name
of said
S. Davis shall be placed on the pension
pension roll, subject to the
the proprovisions and limitations
limitations of the pension
the rate
rate of
pension laws,
laws, at
at the
of $20
$20
per month
from
and
after the
the date
of
death
of
said
Mary
E. Davis.
Harriet
Harriet E. Water- per
month
from
and
after
date
of
death
of
said
Mary
E.
Davis.
an
The name
man..
of Harriet
Harriet E.
E. Waterman,
Waterman, widow
widow of
of Lucius
A. WaterWatername of
Lucius A.
man,
man, late acting
acting ensign, United
Navy, and
and pay
pay her
penUnited States
States Navy,
her
aa penPensions.
sion at the rate of $50 per month in lieu of that she is now receiving.
sion at the rate of $50 per month in lieu of that she is now receiving.
Susan A.. Wilsey.
Wilsey.
The name of Susan A. Wilsevy
of William H.
Wilsey, former
former widow
widow of
H.
Gesford. late of Company B. Seventh Regiment
Regiment Missouri
Gesford,
Missouri Volunteer
Volunteer
Cavalry: Captain
Captain Breditt's company.
company, Black Hawk Cavalry; and
and
Company
Company C, Black Hawk Cavalry,
Cavalry, and pay her a
a pension at the
the
rate
of $30
$30 per
per month.
rate of
month.
Albritton.
Amos E. _Albritton.
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The
Mary A. Harper,
of Alfred
Alfred Lanstrum,
The name of Mary
Harper, former
former widow
widow of
Lanstrum,
late of
of Company
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
late
Company B,
B, Fifty-ninth
Fifty-ninth Regiment
Volunteer InInpension at the rate of
month.
fantry, and
and pay her
her aapension
of $30
$30 per
per month.
The name of Frances A. Harris, widow of John P. Harris,
Harris, late
of First Independent
Independent Battery Kansas Volunteer
Light Artillery
Artillery
Volunteer Light
and pay
pay her
pension at
rate of
per month.
and
her aapension
at the
the rate
of $30
$30 per
month.
The
of Carrie
Carrie M.
The name
name of
M. Doucette,
Doucette, former
former widow
widow of
of Daniel
Daniel Grindle,
Grindle,
late of
of Company
C, Eleventh
Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer InInlate
Company C,
Eleventh Regiment
Regiment Wisconsin
fantry, and
pay her
her a
rate of $30 per month.
fantry,
and pay
a pension
pension at the rate
The
Christopher C. Pratt,
helpless and
dependent son
The name of Christopher
Pratt, helpless
and dependent
son
of Henry
Pratt, late
late of
of Company
Regiment West
West
of
Henry Pratt,
Company E,
E, Fourteenth
Fourteenth Regiment
Virginia Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him aa pension
at the
rate of
the rate
of
Virginia
Volunteer Infantry,
pension at
$20 per
legally appointed
appointed guardian.
guardian.
$20
per month
month through
through aalegally
The name
of Helen Calvert, helpless
helpless and dependent
dependent daughter
daughter
The
name of
of Washington
Washington Calvert,
of Company
Company F,
Regiment
F, Sixty-third
Sixty-third Regiment
Calvert, late
late of
of
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
her a
at the
the rate
of $20
$20
a pension
pension at
rate of
Ohio
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
per month
in lieu
lieu of
she is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
of that
that she
per
month in
The
name of
Taylor, former
widow of
of John
Lewis Scholl,.
John Lewis
Scholl,
The name
of Emma
Emma Taylor,
former widow
late
Company I,
I, Third.
Regiment Maryland
Maryland Volunteer
Cavalry,
Volunteer Cavalry,
Third Regiment
late of
of Company
and pay
at the
of $30
$30 per
month.
and
pay her
her aapension
pension at
the rate
rate of
per month.
The
name of
widow of
of George
W. McCulloh,
McCulloh,
J. McCulloh,
McCulloh, widow
George W.
The name
of Sarah
Sarah J.
late
of Company
Eighteenth Regiment
Maryland Volunteer
Volunteer InRegiment Maryland
Company C, Eighteenth
late of
of $30 per month.
month.
her a
a pension at the rate of
fantry, and pay her
The
of Mary
Mary Caudill,
Caudill, widow
of
of Jackson
Jackson Caudill, late of
widow of
The name
name of
Company
K, Thirty-ninth
Regiment Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Thirty-ninth Regiment
Company K,
and
pay her
her a
pension at
at the
per month.
of $30
$30 per
month.
the rate
rate of
a pension
and pay
The
name of
of Sarah
Adams, widow
widow of
H. Adams,
Adams, alias
alias
of Edwin
Edwin H.
Sarah Adams,
The name
Francis P.
seaman, United
Navy, Civil
and
Civil War,
War, and
United States
States Navy,
P. Wyse,
Wyse, late
late seaman,
Francis
pay
her aapension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $45
per month
in lieu
of that
she
that she
month in
lieu of
$45 per
pay her
is
receiving.
is now
now receiving.
The name
name of
of Maria
widow of
Westgate, late
late
of William
William Westgate,
Maria L.
L. Westgate,
Westgate, widow
The
of
F, Eleventh
Eleventh Regiment
Regiment Rhode
InVolunteer InRhode Island
Island Volunteer
of Company
Company F,
fantry, and
pay her
her a
a pension
pension at
at the
month in
$50 per
per month
in
the rate
rate of
of $50
fantry,
and pay
lieu
of that
she is
i
snow
receiving.
now receiving.
that she
lieu of
The
Fly, widow
widow of
of Joseph
late of
Company
of Company
Joseph Fly,
Fly, late
The name
name of
of Clarice
Clarice Fly,
G,
Infantry, and
pay
and pay
Massachusetts Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
G, Fifty-sixth
Fifty-sixth Regiment
Regiment Massachusetts
her aapension
the rate
per month
lieu of
of that
that she
is now
now
in lieu
she is
rate of
of $50
$50 per
month in
her
pension at
at the
receiving.
receiving.
The name
of Angie
Angie 0.
widow of
of George
George H.
H. Allen,
Allen, late
late of
of
O. Allen
Allen,' widow
The
name of
Company B,
B, Fourth
Fourth Regiment
Rhode Island
Island Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Regiment Rhode
Company
and
Seventh Regiment
Island Volunteer
InVolunteer InRhode Island
B, Seventh
Regiment Rhode
and Company
Company B,
of
$50
per
month
in
lieu
her
a
pension
at
the
rate
fantry,
and
pay
of
fantry,
that and
she i
pay
snow
herreceiving.
a pension at the rate of $50 per month in lieu
of that she is now receiving.
The
Jacob Wise, late of
The name of
of Margaret
Margaret D. Wise,
Wise, widow
widow of
of Jacob
Company I,
Regiment Illinois
Volunteer Infantry, and
Company
I, Fifty-first
Fifty-first Regiment
Illinois Volunteer
pay her
rate of
$50 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that she
she is
is
pay
her a
a pension
pension at,
at the
the rate
of $50
month in
now
receiving.
now receiving.
The
Vanzant, widow of
George W.
Vanzant, late of
Etta Vanzant,
of George
W. Vanzant,
The name
name of
of Etta
Company
First Regiment
Regiment Missouri
Volunteer Cavalry,
pay
Company G,
G, First
Missouri Volunteer
Cavalry, and pay
her aa pension
pension at the
the rate
rate of
of $30 per month.
her
The
The name
name of Virginia J.
J. Sawrey, widow
widow of
of John
John E. Sawrey,
Sawrey, late
late
Company D,
of Company
D, One hundred
hundred and
and fifty-fourth
fifty-fourth Regiment
Regiment Illinois
Illinois
Volunteer
and pay
pay her
her aa pension
at the
the rate
rate of
of $50 per
per
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pension at
month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
is now
month in
now receiving.
receiving.
William N. Darr,
Darr, late
late of
of
of Alice Darr, widow of William
The name of
Company F,
F, Fourteenth
Fourteenth Regiment
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Company
and pay
pay her
at the
rate of
$50 per
month in
and
her a
a pension
pension at
the rate
of $50
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of
that
that she is now receiving.
Eleanore C.
widow of
Wilbur F.
F.
The name of Eleanore
C. Akers,
Akers, former
former widow
of Wilbur
seventeenth Regiment
Goheen,
hundred and seventeenth
Regiment
Goheen, late of
of Company
Company C, One hundred

Mary A.
A. Harper.
Mary

Frances A. Harris.
Frances

Carrie M. Doucette.
Doucette.

Christopher C.
Christopher
C. Pratt.

Pension increased.
Pension
Helen Calvert.

Pensions.
Emma Taylor.

Sarah J. McCulloh.

Mary Caudill.
Caudill.
Mary

Pensions increased.
increased.
Pensions
Adams.
Sarah Adams.

Maria L. Westgate
Westgate
MariaL.

Clarice Fly.

Angie 0.
0. Allen.
Allen.
Angie

Margaret
Wise.
Margaret D. Wise.

Pension.
Etta Vanzant.

Pensions increased.
I. Sawrey.
Virginia J.

Alice Darr.

Eleanore
Eleanore C. Akers.
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Illinois
Infantry, and
of
pension at the rate of
her aa pension
and pay her
Volunteer Infantry,
Illinois Volunteer
$50
lieu of
is now receiving.
of that she is
in lieu
month in
per month
$50 per
of
J. Lacey,
Angeline LIMO.
The name
name of
Angeline Lacey,
Lacey, widow
Lacey, late of
widow of Thomas J.
of Angeline
The
Lcey.
Angeline
Company F,
F, Nineteenth
Nineteenth Regiment
and
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
Illinois Volunteer
Regiment Illinois
Company
pay her
her aa pension
rate of
of $50
$50 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
she
the rate
at the
pension at
pay
is now
receiving.
is
now receiving.
Melissa
D. Eis.
The name of Melissa
D. Ellis,
widow of
of Thomas
Thomas Ellis,
Ellis, late
of
late of
Ellis, widow
Melissa D.
The
MelissaD.
Company
Twenty-seventh Regiment
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Regiment Illinois
K, Twenty-seventh
Company K,
and
pay her
pension at
at the
$50 per
in lieu
of that
that
lieu of
month in
per month
of $50
rate of
the rate
her aa pension
and pay
she is now receiving.
Mary J.
J. Brown.
Brown.
The
of William
Brown, late
late of
of
William Brown,
widow of
Brown, widow
J. Brown,
Mary J.
of Mary
name of
The name
Mary
Company M,
Second Regiment
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
M, Second
Company
of that she
pay her
pension at
at the
rate of
month in
in lieu of
per month
$50 per
of $50
the rate
her aapension
pay
is now
receiving.
is
now receiving.
Amanda
Baird.
The
name of
of Amanda
William K.
Baird, late
late
K. Baird,
of William
widow of
Baird, widow
Amanda Baird,
The name
AmandaBaird.
of
Thirty-fifth Regiment
Regiment Illinois
Infantry,
Volunteer Infantry,
Illinois Volunteer
A, Thirty-fifth
Company A,
of Company
and
her aapension
pension at
the rate
of $50
$50 per
in lieu
that
lieu of that
month in
per month
rate of
at the
pay her
and pay
Pensions,
she
receiving.
is now receiving.
she is
Pensions.
widow of
of Levi
SophroniaO.Hubble.
The
Sophronia O.
0. Hubble, widow
Levi J.
J. Hubble, late
The name of Sophronia
SophroniaO.Hubble.
Illinois
of
Company
II,
One
hundred
and
twenty-ninth
Regiment
Regiment
twenty-ninth
and
hundred
One
H,
Company
of
Volunteer
and pay
at the
$30 per
per
of $30
rate of
the rate
pension at
her aa pension
pay her
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
month.
Jennie
J. Dickey.
The
name of
Jennie J.
J. Dickey,
widow of
Dickey, late
late
N. Dickey,
William N.
of William
Dickey, widow
of Jennie
The name
Dickey.
Jennie J.
scout, United
United States
at
Civil War, and pay her aa pension at
Army, Civil
States Army,
scout,
month.
Pensions
increased.
the
of $30
per month.
$30 per
rate of
the rate
Pensionsincreased.
Syntha Black.
Black.
The name
name of
of Syntha
Black, widow
widow of
Black, late
late of
of
Samuel Black,
of Samuel
Syntha Black,
The
Syntha
Company
Kentucky Volunteer
Infantry,
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Kentucky
Forty-ninth Regiment
B, Forty-ninth
Company- B,
and pay
her a
rate of $50
month in lieu of that
that
per month
$50 per
at the
the rate
pension at
a pension
pay her
and
she is now receiving.
StandLuraney R.
Lnraney
R. StandThe name
name of Luraney
Luraney R. Standley, widow of James C. Standley,
ley.
Tennessee Regiment
y.
late of Company
Company A, East Tennessee
Regiment Volunteer
Volunteer National
National
$50 per month in lieu
Guards,
pay her
pension at
lieu
rate of $50
the rate
at the
her a
a pension
and pay
Guards, and
receiving.
of
that she
now receiving.
she is
is now
of that
The name of Mary
J. Lawson,
Lawson, widow of William
Mary J. Lawson.
H. Lawson, late
Mary J.
William H.
of Companies
K and
and F,
F, Fourteenth
Fourteenth Regiment
Regiment Illinois
Volunteer
Illinois Volunteer
of
Companies K
Infantry, and
and Company
Battalion, Fourteenth
Fourteenth and FifVeteran Battalion,
F, Veteran
Company F,
Infantry,
teenth
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
a pension
pay her apension
Infantry, and
Regiments Illinois
teenth Regiments
of $50
$50 per month in lieu of that she is now receiving.
receiving.
rate of
at the
the rate
Mary
Myers.
seaman
Myers, widow of David S. Myers, late seaman,
The name of Mary Myers
Mary Myers.
United
States Navy,
Navy, Civil
rate
at the rate
pension at
her aa pension
pay her
and pay
War, and
Civil War,
United States
of
of $50
$50 per month in lieu of that she is now receiving.
Kate
The name
name of
Kate S.
widow of
of Albert
late
Bacon, late
W. Bacon,
Albert W.
Bacon, widow
S. Bacon
of Kate
The
Bacon.
Kate S.. Bacon.
War,, and pay her
assistant
paymaster, United States
Navy, Civil War
her
States Navy,
assistant paymaster,
pension at
$50 per month in lieu of that she is now
of $50
rate of
the rate
at the
aapension
Pension.
receiving.
receiving.
Susan
A. Sims.
The name
widow of
of John
John Sims,
of ComComlate of
Sims, late
Sims, widow
A. Sims,
Susan A.
name of
of Susan
The
Sims.
usan A.
pany C,
Regiment, and
and Company
Seventh Regiment,
Regiment,
B, Seventh
Company B,
C, Nineteenth
Nineteenth Regiment,
pany
a pension at the rate of
Kentucky
Infantry, and pay her a
of
Volunteer Infantry,
Kentucky Volunteer
month.
per month.
$30 per
Pensions increased.
increased. $30
Pensions
Catharine
Anderson.
The
Catharine Anderson,
Anderson, widow of William Anderson,
Anderson,
The name of Catharine
athaine Anderson.
Regiment
hundred and first Regiment
late of
of Captain
Captain Harrah's
Harrah's company,
company, One hundred
late
a pension at the rate
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay her a
Volunteer Infantry,
Pennsylvania
of $50
per month
lieu of
of that
she is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
in lieu
that she
month in
of
$50 per
Mary
E. Buckley.
The
Mary E.
E. Buckley,
widow of
of William
W. Buckley,
Buckley,
William W.
Buckley, widow
of Mary
The name
name of
MaryE.Bucley.
late of
of Company
Company D, First Regiment
Regiment Rhode Island Volunteer
Volunteer Light
late
Artillery,
and pay
her a
rate of
of $50
$50 per month
lieu
month in lieu
at the
the rate
a pension
pension at
pay her
Artillery, and
receiving.
of that she is now receiving.
Eliza J. Terry.
The
J. Terry,
Terry, widow
widow of Oliver
Oliver C. Terry, late of
of
name of Eliza J.
The name
ElizaJ.
Company
H, First
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry, and pay
First Regiment
Company H,
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her a
at the
of $50
$50 per
per month
in lieu of that she is now
month in
the rate
rate of
pension at
her
a pension
receiving.
receiving.
The
of Mary
Mary P.
P. Davis,
of George
George E.
E. Davis, late of
of
widow of
Davis, widow
name of
The name
Company
A, First
First Battalion
Cavalry, and
and pay
Volunteer Cavalry,
Delaware Volunteer
Battalion Delaware
Company A,
her a
of $30
month.
per month.
$30 per
rate of
at the
the rate
pension at
her
a pension
The name
A. Zwickel,
Zwickel, widow
widow of
of Andrew
late
Zwickel, late
Andrew Zwickel,
of Elvessa
Elvessa A.
name of
The
Volunteer Infantry,
of
Eighty-third Regiment
Regiment Indiana Volunteer
Infantry,
A, Eighty-third
of Company
Company A,
and
pay her
of $50
$50 per
per month
lieu of
of that
that
in lieu
month in
rate of
at the
the rate
pension at
her aa pension
and pay
she is
is now
receiving.
now receiving.
she
daughter
The name
name of
Sarah J.
J. Heilman,
dependent daughter
helpless and dependent
Heilman, helpless
of Sarah
The
of
Elias Heilman,
late of
of Company
Company C,
C, One
sixty-sixth
and sixty-sixth
hundred and
One hundred
Heilman, late
of Elias
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay her
her a
a pension
pension
Infantry, and
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Regiment Pennsylvania
at
rate of
of $20
$20 per
through a
appointed guardian.
guardian.
a legally
legally appointed
month through
per month
the rate
at the
widow of William
The name
of Emma
Emma C. Weinhold, widow
William S. Weinhold,
name of
The
Regiment Pennsylvania
late
musician, Company G, Ninetieth
Ninetieth Regiment
Pennsylvania
late aa musician,
Volunteer
Infantry, and
and Company
E, Fourteenth
PennRegiment PennFourteenth Regiment
Company E,
Volunteer Infantry,
sylvania
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay her
her a
pension at
at the
of
the rate
rate of
a pension
Infantry, and
sylvania Volunteer
now receiving.
per
month
$50 p
e
ernmon
eth
ofin lieu of that she istrio
Kirkpatrick,
w recei
widow
ving.
o Anibal
KirkD. Kirkof
Anibal D.
widow
Kirkpatrick,
The name of Margarethatisrhe
Regiment Kentucky
patrick, late
C, Twenty-fourth
Twenty-fourth Regiment
Company C,
late of
of Company
patrick,
Volunteer
Infantry, and
her a
at the
per
the rate of $50 per
a pension
pension at
pay her
and pay
Volunteer Infantry,
month in
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
is now
now receiving.
in lieu
month
The name
name of
Anna R.
McAdams, widow
George L.
L. McAdams,
of George
widow of
R. McAdams,
of Anna
The
late
leader of
Twenty-seventh Regiment Ohio Volunteer InInof band, Twenty-seventh
late leader
fantry,
and pay
her aa pension
month in lieu
$50 per month
the rate of $50
pension at the
pay her
fantry, and
of that
that she
she is
receiving.
is now receiving.
of
The
name of
Carrie M.
Flandreau, widow
Flandreau,
A. Flandreau,
of Daniel
Daniel A.
widow of
M. Flandreau,
of Carrie
The name
late
Company G,
Regiment New
Volunteer Heavy
New York Volunteer
G, Seventh
Seventh Regiment
of Company
late of
Artillery,
pay her
pension at
rate of
lieu
per month in lieu
of $35 per
at the
the rate
a pension
her a
and pay
Artillery, and
of
receiving.
is now
now receiving.
she is
of that
that she
H. Wright, late
The
name of
Penina A.
Wright, widow of George H.
A. Wright,
of Penina
The name
Volunteer Inof
B, Seventy-fifth
York Volunteer
New York
Regiment New
Seventy-fifth Regiment
of Company
Company B,
fantry,
at the
the rate
$50 per
per month in lieu
rate of $50
pension at
her aa pension
and pay
pay her
fantry, and
of
receiving.
now receiving.
she is
is now
of that she
dependent daughter of
The
of Geneva Beha,
helpless and dependent
Beha, helpless
name of
The name
Missouri
Gerhard Beha,
Beha, late
of Companies
Companies A
A and
and H,
H, Fifth
Regiment Missouri
Fifth Regiment
late of
Gerhard
State
Volunteer Cavalry,
her a
a pension
rate
at the rate
pension at
pay her
and pay
Cavalry, and
Militia Volunteer
State Militia
of
$20 per
month in
in lieu
is now
receiving.
now receivin.
that she
she is
lieu of
of that
per month
of $20
Katherine Thompson, widow of Peter Thompson,
The name
name of Katherine
late
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry,
M, First Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Company M,
late of Company
which subsequently
subsequently became
A, Sixteenth
Sixteenth Illinois VolunCompany A,
became Company
which
teer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and pay her
her aapension at the rate of $30 per month.
teer
The name
of Annie
Annie E.
widow of Samuel S. Thompson,
Thompson,
E. Thompson,
Thompson, widow
The
name of
and
late of
of Company
Fifth Regiment
United States
States Artillery,
Artillery, and
Regiment United
G, Fifth
Company G,
late
pay
her aa pension
at the
of $50
$50 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of that she
the rate
rate of
pension at
pay her
is now
receiving.
is
now receiving.
The
of Lizzie
C. Weiler,
widow of
J. Weiler,
late of
of
Weiler, late
Samuel J.
of Samuel
Weiler, widow
Lizzie C.
name of
The name
Company
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry,
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Regiment Pennsylvania
Second Regiment
D, Second
Company D,
and
her aapension
pension at
rate of
of $30
month.
$30 per month.
the rate
at the
pay her
and pay
The name
name of
of Elizabeth
Elizabeth Shaw, widow of William Shaw, late of
The
Company B,
Eleventh Regiment
Missouri State
State Militia
Volunteer
Militia Volunteer
Regiment Missouri
B, Eleventh
Company
Cavalry,
pay her
her a
pension at
the rate
rate of
per month
lieu
in lieu
month in
$50 per
of $50
at the
a pension
and pay
Cavalry, and
of that she is now receiving.
The
Ava Pinkerton,
Nicholas J.
J. Pinkerton,
Pinkerton,
of Nicholas
widow of
Pinkerton, widow
of Ava
name of
The name
Volunteer
late
Company I,
I, Fifth
Regiment Tennessee
Tennessee Mounted Volunteer
Fifth Regiment
of Company
late of
Infantry,
and pay
pay her
at the rate of $30 per month.
pension at
her a
a pension
Infantry, and
The name
John Kinchlow,
late of
Regiment
Company B, Third Regiment
of Company
Kinchlow, late
of John
name of
The
Cavalry, and pay him aa pension
Missouri
Volunteer Cavalry,
Militia Volunteer
State Militia
Missouri State
at
the rate
rate of
of $50
$50 per
per month.
month.
at the
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Pension.
Mary P. Davis.

Pension increased.
increased.
Elvessa A. Zwickel.
Zwickel.

Pension.
Sarah J. Heilman.

Pensions increased.
Emma C.
C. Weinhold.
Weinhold.

riikf.
argaret

KirkpatMargaret Kirkpatrick.

MeAdams.
Anna B. McAdams.

Carrie M. Flandreau.
Flandreau.
CarrieM.

Penina A. Wright.

Geneva Beha.

Pension.
Katherine ThompThompKatherine
son.

Pension increased.
increased.
Pension
Annie E. Thompson.

Pension.
Lizzie C. Weiler.
Pension increased.
increased.
Elizabeth Shaw.

Pensions.
..4.va
Pinkerton.
Ava Pinkerton.

John Kinchlow.
John
Kinehlow.

1470
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Pensions increased.
Pensionsincreased.
Delilah
Dah. J. Sprinkle.
Sple.
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The name of Delilah J.
J. Sprinkle,
Sprinkle: widow of Michael J.
J. Sprinkle,
Sprinkle,
late
A, Second
late of
of Company
Company A,
Second Regiment,
Regiment, and Company C, Third

Regiment North Carolina Mounted Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment
Infantry, and
and pay
pay
her a
at the
the rate
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that she
she is
is now
her
a pension
pension at
rate of
of $50
$50 per
of that
now

receiving.
receiving.
The name of Rachel
Rachel Hagan, widow
of Lawrence
Lawrence Hagan,
of
widow of
Hagan, late
late of
Company
Regiment Kentucky
Kentucky Infantry,
Infantry, and
and ComCompany G, Twentieth
Twentieth Regiment
Comher
pany D, Sixth Regiment Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer. Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and pay
pay her
aa pension at the rate of $50 per month in
in lieu
lieu of that she is
is now
receiving.
receiving.
Laura C.ible.
C. Wible.
Laura
The name of Laura C. Wible, widow of Francis M. Wible, late
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer InfanInfanof Company D, Thirty-eighth
Thirty-eighth Regiment
Regiment Indiana
try,
and pay
pay her
her a
pension at
at the
the rate
$50 per
per month
month in
in lieu
of
Provisos.
lieu of
rate of
of $50
a pension
try,
and
Ptr.
Increase to cease o
nthat
now receiving:
Provided, That
event of
of the
the death
death
That in
in the
the event
receiving: Provided,
that she
she is
is now
Idenreas
h child.
to
e on
death
of
of
Wible, helpless
dependent daughter
daughter of
of said
said Laura
of Chlora
Chlora Wible,
helpless and
and dependent
Laura C.
C.
and
M. Wible,
additional pension
pension herein
granted
shall
and Francis
Francis M.
Wible, the
the
additional
herein
granted
shall
Pension to child on
deahon
tothl on cease
cease and determine:
further, That
the event
determine: And provided
provided further,
That in
in the
event of
of
death of mother.
the death of Laura C. Wible the
Wible shall
be
the name
name of
of said
said Chlora
Chlora Wible
shall be
placed on the pension roll, subject to the
the provisions
provisions and limitations
limitations
of the pension
pension laws, at the rate
legally
rate of $20
$20 per month,
month, through a
a legally
appointed guardian,
guardian, from and after the date of death of said
appointed
said Laura
Laura
Pension.
C.
Wible.
C.
Wible.
Clara A. Bicknell.
The name
name of
Bicknell, widow
widow of
of Clara
Clara A. Bicknell,
of William
William M.
M. Bicknell,
Bicknell,
late of Company A, Fifth Regiment
Regiment Maryland
Maryland Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Pension increased.
a pension at the rate of $30 per month.
and pay her a
Nancy F. Ralston.
Nancy F. Raton.
The name of Nancy F.
F. Ralston, widow of Andrew D. Ralston,
Ralston, late
Eighty-second Regiment
of Company K, Eighty-second
Indiana Volunteer
Regiment Indiana
Volunteer InfanInfantry, and
pay her
pension at
at the
the rate
per month
month in
of
peato
ntry,
and pay
her aapension
rate of
of $50
$50 per
in lieu
lieu of
Provisos.
Inre.ase
receiving: Provided,
Increase to cease on that she is now receiving:
Provided, That
event of the
That in the
the event
the death
death
deathofchild.
of Benjamin F.
death of child.
helpless and
dependent son
son of
of said
Nancy
F. Ralston, helpless
and dependent
said Nancy
F. and
and Andrew
D.
Ralston, the
the additional
additional pension
pension herein
granted
F.
Andrew
D.
Ralston,
herein
granted
Pension to child on
death
of mother.
shall cease
cease and
and determine:
further,That
Th ati
n th
deothnio
ther
n shall
determine: And
And provided
provided further,
in
thee even
eventt
of the death of Nancy F. Ralston, the name of said Benjamin F.
Ralston shall be placed on the pension roll, subject to the provisions
provisions
and limitations of the pension laws, at the rate of $20 per month
month
Pensions.
from and after the date
date
Pensions,
death
said
Nancy
F.
Ralston.
of
death
of
said
Nancy
F.
Ralston.
Minerva P. Pea.
Minerva
P. ea.
The name of Minerva P.
Pea, widow
P. Pea
widow of Andrew Pea,
Pea, late
late of
ofComCom pany E, Fifty-fifth Regiment
Regiment Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
pay
and pay
her
apension
at
the rate
rate of
of $30
per month.
$30
per
month.
her
a
pension
at
the
E
L
Hoto
Elms L. Holton.
ma n.
Ela L. Holton, widow of Charles C. Holton, alias
The name of Elma
alias
Charles W. Harris, late landsman United States Navy, and private
Company B, Eleventh
Eleventh Regiment
Regiment Connecticut Volunteer Infantry,
and
pay
her
a
pension
at
the rate
per month.
rate of
of $30
$30 per
month.
her
a
pension
at
the
and
pay
Rosanna Henry.
enry
The name of Rosanna
Rosanna Henry, widow of John Henry,
Henry, alias Henrv
Henry
McKenna
Si xth R
egi
men tN
ew York
York Volunteer
Vol
unteer
McKenna, late of Company C,
C, Sixth
Regiment
New
Heavy Artillery,
atth e ra t
of$30 per month.
Laura
Heavy
Artillery, and
and pay
pay her
a pensio
her a
pensionn at
the ratee of
$30 per month.
Laura Morris.
The name of Laura Morris, helpless and dependent daughter of
of
Samuel Morris, late of Company K, Ninety-third Regiment Indiana
Volunteer
a pension at the rate of $20 per
Volunteer Infantry, and pay her a
per
month.
Sallie Laswell.
SallieLaswell.
The
of
The name
name of Sallie Laswell,
Laswell, helpless
helpless and dependent
dependent daughter of
John D. Laswell, late of Company
Company H, Twenty-third
Twenty-third Regiment
Regiment InIna pension
diana Volunteer Infantry, and pay her a
pension at the rate of $20
$20
Pension increased.
increased.
per month.
Loretta F. Qualls.
Loretta F. Quails.
The name
Loretta F.
F. Qualls,
Quails, widow of Allen F.
F. Qualls,
Quails, late of
The
name of
of Loretta
Company B, Seventeenth
Seventeenth Regiment Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
and pay her a
a pension at the rate of $50 per month in lieu of that
that
she
now receiving.
receiving.
Pensions.
is now
she is
John Wait.
John Wait.
The name of John Wait, late of Company A, Third and Eleventh
Eleventh
Regiments
Missouri Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
a pension at
Regiments Missouri
Cavalry, and pay him a
the rate of $50
$50 per month.
Rachel Hagan.
' RadeHan.
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B. Williams.
The name of William B. Williams, helpless and dependent
WilinmB.Wiliamf
dependent son of William
Cincinnatus
Seventy-fifth RegiCincinnatus B. Williams,
Williams, late of Company D, Seventy-fifth
ment Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him a
a pension at the
rate
per month.
month.
$20 per
rate of
of $20
Pensionincreased.
Pension
increased.
The name
name of Emily White,
White, widow of
of Thomas White, late of ComCor- Emily
Emily White.
White.
The
pany
Volunteer Infantry,
pany A,
A, Ninety-second
Ninety-second Regiment
Regiment New
New York Volunteer
Infantry, and
and
$35 per month
that she
is
pay her aapension at
at the rate
rate of
of $35
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
she is
Pensions.
now
receiving.
Pensions.
now receiving.
Sarah F. Harris.
late of
The name
name of
of Sarah
Harris, widow
widow of
of John
John M.
of Sarah F. Harris.
Sarah F.
F. Harris,
M. Harris,
Harris, late
The
Company C,
First Regiment
Company
C, First
Regiment Tennessee
Tennessee Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and pay
pay
her aapension
pension at
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
her
at the
the rate
Alwillda E. William.
AswindaE. Wiliam.
Williamson, 8011.
The name of Alwillda
Williamson, widow of John Williamson,
Alwillda E. Williamson,
lath of
B and H,
H, One
hundred and sixth Regiment
late
of Companies
Companies B
One hundred
Regiment PennVolunteer Infantry,
sylvania Volunteer
Infantry, and pay
pay her
her aa pension
pension at
at the
the rate of
of
$30 per
per month.
month.
$30
Douglas.
The
Minerva Douglas,
Douglas, widow
widow of William
William Douglas,
Douglas, late of
of Minerva
MinevaDouglas
The name
name of
of Minerva
Company G, One hundred
hundred and
and thirty-sixth
thirty-sixth Regiment
Indiana VolVolCompany
Regiment Indiana
unteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
her a
pension at
at the
the rate
of $30
$30 per
per month.
unteer
a pension
rate of
month. Pensionincreased.
Pensionincreased.
Caroline Candus
The name of
of Caroline
Caroline Candus
Candus Criswell,
CarsnneC.andus
The
Criswell, helpless and dependent
dependent Criswell.
daughter
daughter of William
William Criswell, late
A, One
hundred and
late of Company A,
One hundred
thirty-first Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Infantry, and
her
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay her
a
pension at the
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
is now
a pension
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month in lieu
now
Pensions.
receiving, and pay her through
through a
a legally appointed guardian.
Pensions.
John H. Samit
Smith,
alias
a
The
name of
H. Smith,
alias Henry
H. Smith,
Smith, late
late of
of CorCom- Henry
h.
The name
of John
John H.
Smith, alias
Henry H.
Henry H.
H. Smith.
pany B,
B, Eleventh
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
pany
Eleventh Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
pay him
him aapension
pension at
at the
the rate of $50
$50 per
per month.
LHeilleger.
AmandaLHeffleer.
I. Heffleger,
and dependent
dependent daughThe
The name
name of
of Amanda
Amanda I.
Heffleger, helpless
helpless and
daugh- Amanda
ter
Rudolph Heflleger,
K, One hundred
hundred and
ter of
of Rudolph
Heffleger, late of Company
Company K,
and
seventy-ninth
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
pay
seventy-ninth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
a pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $20 per
per month through aa. legally apher a
pointed
guardian.
pointed guardian.
Julia Adams.
Cor- Jua
Adams.
Julia Adams,
Adams, widow
widow of
John A.
A. Adams,
Adams, late
The name
name of
of John
late of
of ComThe
of Julia
pany
L, Eighth
Regiment Iowa
Cavalry, and
and pay
pay her
her aa
pany L,
Eighth Regiment
Iowa Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
pension
of $30
$30 per
month.
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
per month.
Charlottie
E. RockThe
Rockhold, widow
Edward G.
Rock- hold.
Rokof Charlottie
Charlottie E.
E. Rockhold,
widow of
of Edward
G. Rockcharlottte E.
The name
name of
hold, late of Company E,
E, One hundred
hundred and thirty-second
thirty-second Regiment
Regiment hold
Illinois
Infantry, and
pension at
the rate
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay her
her a
a pension
at the
rate of
of $30
$30
per month.
month.
per
Pension
Pension Increased.
increased.
Louisa Felds.
Fields.
of Corwidow of
of Henry
The
of Louisa
Louisa Fields,
Fields, widow
Henry Fields,
Fields, late
late of
Com- Louisa
The name
name of
pany D,
Regiment, and
A, Seventh
Seventh Regiment,
Regiment,
pany
D, Nineteenth
Nineteenth Regiment,
and Company
Company A,
Kentucky Volunteer
pension at the rate
Kentucky
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay her
her a
a pension
rate
now receiving.
receiving.
of $50
$50 per month in
in lieu of that
that she
she is
is now
Pension.
Pension.
Sarah Irene Brown.
The
Brown, former
of John
The name
name of
of Sarah
Sarah Irene
Irene Brown,
former widow
widow of
John McMc- SarahIreneBrown.
Clelland, late of Company
Regiment Illinois
Volunteer
Clelland,
Company A,
A, Fiftieth Regiment
Illinois Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
her a
a pension
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
Infantry,
pay her
pension at
per month.
month.
Pension
Pension increased.
increased.
Freeman A. Brris.
Burris.
A. Burris,
Burris, helpless
and dependent
dependent son
The
The name
name of
of Freeman
Freeman A.
helpless and
son of
of FreemanA.
Rufus
Burris, late
late of
Company F,
Regiment Ohio
VolRufus Burris,
of Company
F, Seventy-first
Seventy-first Regiment
Ohio Volunteer
Infantry, and
him a
apension
pension at
the rate
$20 per
per month
month
unteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
at the
rate of
of $20
in lieu
lieu of
of that he is now receiving.
in
receiving.
ensions.
Pensions.
E. Cahey.
HannahE.Cahey.
widow of
late Hannah
The
name of
of Hannah
Hannah E.
E. Cahey,
The name
Cahey, widow
of Bernard
Bernard Cahey,
Cahey, late
first-class boy, United States
pension at
first-class
States Navy,
Navy, and
and pay
pay her
her aa pension
at the
rate
of $30
$30 per
rate of
per month.
month.
Eliza Burns.
Burns.
late of
widow of
of William
H. Burns,
of Eliza
The name
name of
Eliza Burns,
Burns, widow
William H.
Burns, late
of Elia
The
Company
Third Regiment
Regiment Wisconsin
C,
Company A.
A. Third
Wisconsin Infantry,
Infantry, and
and Company
Company C,
Regiment United
Cavalry, and pay
pay her
her a
a
Sixth Regiment
United States
States Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
pension
at the
the rate
of $30
pension at
rate of
$30 per
per month.
month.
Annie H.
Sines.
H.Sine
of Charles
D. Sines,
The
name of
The name
of Annie
Annie H.
H. Sines,
Sines, widow
widow of
Charles D.
Sines, late
late Annie
the rate
rate
of
pension at the
and pay her
her a
a pension
United States Marine
Marine Corps, and
of United
$30 per
of $30
per month.
month.
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Rousseau, late landsman and seaThe name of Louis Van Dyke Rousseau,
man
United States
States ship
ship Saginaw,
Saginaw, United
Navy, and
man United
United States
States Navy,
and first
first
assistant engineer
engineer United
States ship
ship Shubrick,
United States
States RevShubrick, United
Revassistant
United States
enue
and pay
pay him
him a
pension at
rate of
a pension
at the
the rate
of $50
$50 per
per
enue Cutter
Cutter Service,
Service, and
month.
month.
inreased.
Pension
Pension increased.
Basic Lambert.
The name
name of
widow of
of Moses
Lambert, late
late of
of
Lambert, widow
Moses Lambert,
RosdeLambert.
The
of Rosie
Rosie Lambert,
Company F,
Regiment Arkansas Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
F, Second
Second Regiment
Company
pay her
her a
apension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $50
of that
that she
month in
in lieu
lieu of
$50 per
per month
pay
is
now
receiving.
receivmg.
now
is
Pensio.
Pension.
The
of Margaret
Margaret F.
Roach, helpless
helpless and
and dependent
dependent daughter
daughter
Margaret
Roach.
F. Roach,
The name
name of
Maaret F.
F. Roach.
of
Edward Roach,
Roach, late
late seaman
pay her aa
Navy, and pay
United States Navy,
seaman United
of Edward
pension at
appointed
through aa legally appointed
per month through
rate of $20 per
at the
the rate
pension
guardian.
Pension
guardian.
Pnsion increased.
inased.
Josephine Campbell.
Josephine Campbell,
Campbell, widow of John Campbell, late
campbell.
The name
name of Josephine
of Company C, First Regiment
Pennsylvania Artillery, and Battery
Regiment Pennsylvania
E, First Regiment Missouri Volunteer Light Artillery, and pay
her a
a pension at the rate of $50 per month in lieu of that she is now
receivmg.
receiving.
Pensio.
Pension.
Edith Banter.
EdithBonter.
The name of Edith Bont,er,
Bonter, helpless and dependent
daughter of
dependent daughter
of
Regiment Michigan
Michigan
Cornelius Bonter, late of Company B, First Regiment
Volunteer
of
a pension at the rate of
Volunteer Light
Light Artillery,
Artillery, and pay her a
$20
per month.
month.
$20 per
Penrsionsineased.
Pensions increased.
Eliza
J. Hall.
The
J. Hall, widow
BitaJ.Hal.
The name of
of Eliza
Eliza J.
widow of
of Alfred L.
L. Hall, late
late of
of
Company
hundred and twenty-third
Regiment Illinois Voluntwenty-third Regiment
Company I, One hundred
teer Infantry, and pay her a
a pension at the rate of $50 per month
month
in lieu of that she is now receiving.
MiOSIVII
Gardner.
M vb jJ. Gardner.
The name of Minerva J.
J. Gardner, widow of Robert Gardner, late
of Company C, One hundred
hundred and thirty-sixth
thirty-sixth Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Indiana
Volunteer
pension at the rate of $50 per
per
Volunteer Infantry, and pay her aa pension
month
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
is now
now receiving.
month in
in lieu
receiving.
Jane Dyer.
The name of Jane
Jane Dyer,
Dyer, widow
widow of
of Gideon A.
A. Dyer, late of
of TwentyJan Dyer.
third Independent
Independent Battery New York Light Artillery
Company
Artillery and Company
H, Eighth Regiment New York Heavy Artillery, and pay her aa
pension at the rate of $50 per month in lieu of that she is now
pension
receiving.
receiving.
Lindia Bentley.
widow of
of Jacob
Jacob C.
C. Bentley,
indiaBenley.
The name
name of
of Lindia
Lindia Bentley,
Bentley, widow
Bentley, late
late
Michigan Volunteer Infantry, and
of Company A, Tenth Regiment Michigan
and
pay her aa pension at the rate of $50 per month in lieu of that
Pensions.
receiving.
Pensions.
she is
is now receiving.
Liberty E. Frank.
Liberty E. Fran.
The name of Liberty E.
E. Frank, helpless
helpless and
and dependent
dependent daughter
daughter
Forty-seventh Regiment
Regiment
of David R. Frank, late of Company D, Forty-seventh
Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry, and pay her aapension at the rate
of
$20 per
per month,
month, through
appointed guardian.
guardian.
of $20
through a
a legally
legally appointed
William
E.
Robin - The name of William E.
William
RobinE.
E.
Robinson,
helpless
and dependent
dependent son
helpless
and
son
SOO.
of William C. Robinson, late of Company H, Eighteenth
Eighteenth Regiment
Regiment
Missouri Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him aa pension at the rate
p
ensi ons i
n creased,
of $20
per month,
appointed guardian.
guardian.
through aalegally
legally appointed
of
$20 per
month, through
Pensionsincreased.
Marget
The name of Margaret
Margaret E. Myers, widow of William B. Myers,
Margaret 5E.-MMyers.
yersforty-fourth Regiment Illilate of Company D, One hundred and forty-fourth
nois Volunteer Infantry, and pay her aa pension at
at the rate
rate of
of $50
$50
per
in lieu
lieu of
that she
she is
now receiving.
receiving.
per month
month in
of that
is now
Catharine Hayden.
Th
of Catharine
Catharine Hayden,
Hayden, widow
of Jesse
Cathane
Thee name
name of
widow of
Jesse B.
B. Hayden,
Hayden, late
late
of Company I, Eighty-sixth
Eighty-sixth Regiment
Regiment Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay her a
a pension at the rate of $50 per month in lieu
lieu of that
she
receiving.
she is
is now
now receiving.
Lucreoman.
The name
Lucretia Coffman.
Lucretia Coffman,
widow of
of Charles
late
name of
of Lucretia
Coffman, widow
Charles Coffman,
Coffman, late
of Company G, Two hundred and ninth Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
Volunteer Infantry, and pay her aa pension at the rate of $50 per
per
month in lieu of that she is
is now
now receiving.
Louis
Dyke
Louis Van Dyke

Rousseau.
B
s

Ro sau.
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The name
of Anna
Anna R.
widow of
of Henry
Henry F.
F. Jackson, late
Jackson, widow
R. Jackson,
name of
The
a pension
pension at the rate
landsman, United
United States
States Navy, and pay her a
landsman,
month.
per month.
of $30
$30 per

The
Ada L.
Kinsey, widow
widow of
of William
William B.
Kinsey, late
late
B. Kinsey,
L. Kinsey,
of Ada
The name
name of
lieutenant
colonel, One
and sixty-first
sixty-first Regiment
Regiment New York
hundred and
One hundred
lieutenant colonel,
Volunteer
and pay
pension at the rate of $50
$50 per
her aa pension
pay her
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
receiving.
month in
in lieu
lieu of
is now
now receiving.
she is
of that
that she
month
The name
of Florence
widow of
of Frank
Frank Clark,
late of
of
Clark, late
name of
Florence C.
C. Clark,
Clark, widow
The
Company
I, Seventh
Seventh Regiment
Volunteer Infantry, and pay
Iowa Volunteer
Regiment Iowa
Company I,
pension at the rate of $30 per month.
her
her aapension
The
name of
of Wealthy
Wealthy Jackson,
of William
William A.
A. Jackson,
Jackson,
widow of
Jackson, widow
The name
late of
D, Eleventh
Regiment, and
I, Fortyand Company I,
Eleventh Regiment,
Company D,
of Company
late
her aapension
sixth Regiment,
Illinois Volunteer
Infantry, and pay
pay her
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment, Illinois
sixth
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
per month.
month.
$30 per
at
The
name of
Levisee, widow
widow of
of Oren
Levisee, late of
Oren Levisee,
Urzula Levisee,
of Urzula
The name
Volunteer Infantry,
Company D,
Infantry,
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Seventy-second Regiment
D, Seventy-second
Company
of $50 per month
and
pay her
month in lieu of that
that
rate of
at the
the rate
pension at
a pension
her a
and pay
she is
now receiving.
receiving.
she
is now
Silas Loveless,
of Silas
widow of
The name
name of
Loveless, widow
Loveless, late of
Delia Loveless,
of Delia
The
Volunteer Cavalry, and
New York Volunteer
Company
Eleventh Regiment
Regiment New
D, Eleventh
Company D,
per month.
of $30
$30 per
pay
her a
month.
rate of
at the
the rate
pension at
a pension
pay her
Tansil,
The
name of
Mattie A.
Tansil, widow
widow of
Zebeland G.
G. Ta.nsil,
of Zebeland
A. Tansil,
of Mattie
The name
Mounted Volunteer
late of
of Company
K, Second
Second Regiment
Regiment Tennessee
Tennessee Mounted
Volunteer
Company K,
late
Infantry,
and pay-her
pension at
at the rate of $50 per month in lieu
a pension
pay-her a
Infantry, and
of that
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
she is
of
that she
Ebenezer Lockwood,
Lockwood, widow
The
name of
widow of
of Ebenezer
Lockwood,
H. Lockwood,
Eliza H.
of Eliza
The name
late of
Regiment Michigan
Michigan Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Fourth Regiment
of Company
Company D, Fourth
late
month.
and pay
pension at
$30 per month.
of $30
rate of
the rate
at the
her aapension
pay her
and
The
name of
of Philena
Philena Briggs
Briggs, widow
widow of George
George W. Briggs, late of
The name
Company
B, First
First Battalion
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay
Battalion Maine
Company B,
her
at the
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
the rate
rate of
her a
a pension
pension at
George M. Meece, late
of George
Meece, widow
The
name of
widow of
Catherine Meece,
of Catherine
The name
Kentucky Volunteer
of Company
Company I,
Forty-ninth Regiment
Regiment Kentucky
Volunteer Infantry,
I, Forty-ninth
of
of that
and pay
at the
the rate
$50 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
per month
of $50
rate of
pension at
a pension
her a
pay her
and
she
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
she is
The name
name of
Rachel M.
widow of
of John
John W. Baxter, late
Baxter, widow
M. Baxter,
of Rachel
The
of
Company B,
B, One
hundred and
and twenty-third
twenty-third Regiment
Regiment PennsylOne hundred
of Company
vania Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
pension at
the rate
$50
rate of $50
at the
her aapension
Volunteer Infantry,
vania
per
month in
lieu of
of that
that she
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
she is
in lieu
per month
The name
name of
Annie Ackerman,
Ackerman, widow
of Harlow
Harlow P.
P. Ackerman,
Ackerman,
widow of
of Annie
The
late of
Company B,
Second Regiment
Iowa Volunteer
and
Infantry, ani
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Iowa
B, Second
of Company
late
pay her
pension at
at the
rate of
$30 per
per month.
month.
of $30
the rate
a pension
pay
her a
E, Second
Second RegiThe
name of
of Robert
Robert M.
Mann, late
of Company
RegiCompany E,
late of
M. Mann,
The name
ment
Ohio Heavy
Artillery, and
Fifty-seventh RegiD, Fifty-seventh
Company D,
and Company
Heavy Artillery,
ment Ohio
Infantry, and pay him aa pension at the
ment
Volunteer Infantry,
Indiana Volunteer
ment Indiana
rate
of $50
per month.
month.
$50 per
rate of
The name
name of
Georgia A.
Scarbrough, widow
widow of
Gilbert Scarof Gilbert
A. Scarbrough,
of Georgia
The
brough, late
Eighth Regiment
Regiment West Virginia
Virginia VolunH, Eighth
Company H,
of Company
late of
brough,
teer Infantry,
the rate
per month.
rate of $30 per
at the
pension at
her aa pension
pay her
and pay
Infantry, and
teer
of
late of
Davis, late
The
widow of
L. Davis,
of Thomas
Thomas L.
Davis, widow
Margaret Davis,
of Margaret
name of
The name
Company
G, One
hundred and
forty-ninth Regiment
Ohio VolunRegiment Ohio
and forty-ninth
One hundred
Company G,
teer
Infantry, and
and pay
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
$30 per
per month.
month.
of $30
her aa pension
pay her
teer Infantry,
The name
name of
Hetherington, widow of Joseph S.
Amelia M. Hetherington,
of Amelia
The
Hetherington,
of Company
G, Fifty-first
Fifty-first Regiment,
Regiment, and ComCompany G,
late of
Hetherington, late
pany F.
Regiment, Massachusetts
Volunteer Infantry,
Massachusetts Volunteer
F. Forty-second
Forty-second Regiment,
pany
and pay
pay her
her a
pension at
the rate of $30 per month.
at the
a pension
and
The
Minerva Lane,
Lane, widow
widow of John Lane,
Lane, late of ComnComof Minerva
name of
The name
pany G,
G, One
One hundred
and sixteenth
sixteenth Regiment
Volunteer
Indiana Volunteer
Regiment Indiana
hundred and
pany
Infantry, and
her a
the rate
of $30
$30 per
month.
per month.
rate of
at the
a pension
pension at
pay her
and pay
Infantry,

Pension.
ennn
Anna R. Jackson.

Jakson.

Pension increased.

inreaed.
Pensin
Ada L. Kinsey.

Pensions.
Florence C. Clark.
p 1496.CL
oden,
Pod,
p.
1496..

Wealthy Jackson.
WealthyJackson.

Pension
Pension increased.
increased.

Ursula Levisee.
Levisee.
Urzla

Pension.
Pension.

Delia Loveless.
Loveless.
Delia

Pension increased.

Pension increased.
Mettle
A. Tansil.
MattieA.Tansl.

Pensions.
Pensions.
Eliza
Lockwood.
H.Lockwood.
Eiza H.
Philena Briggs.

PhilenaBs

Pensions
Pensions increased.
increased.

Catherine Mem.
CatherineMeece.

Rachel
Ba
ac e M. Baxter.

te

Pensions.
Pensions.

Annie Ackerman.
Ackerman.
Annie

Robert M. Mann.

RobertM.Mann.

Georgia A. Sear.
bOergiaA.
brough.

Ser-

Margaret
Davis.
Margaret Davis.

Amelia M. Hetheret
M.
ington.

mgta

Minerva Lane.
Lane.
Mine
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The name of Robert Wiley, helpless and dependent
iy-iidependent son
son of
of William
Wiley, late
Fifty-seventh Regiment
Regiment United
United
G, Fifty-seventh
Company G,
late of
of Company
liam Wiley,
States Colored
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay him
him a
a pension
pension at
at the
the
and pay
Colored Volunteer
States
rate
guardian.
a legally appointed guardian.
rate of $20 per month through a
The
Martha E.
of
Butler, widow
widow of Norton
Norton Butler, late of
The name
name of Martha
E. Butler,
Martha
Martha.B. Butler.
Company E,
E, Twenty-third
Twenty-third Regiment
Missouri Volunteer
Infantry,
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Missouri
Company
and pay her aapension at the rate of $30 per month.
Mary
M. Say.
of Henry
late first
first
ny.
The name of
of Mary
Mary M.
M. Kelly,
Kelly, widow
MaryM.
widow of
Henry A.
A. Kelly,
Kelly late
lieutenant and quartermaster
Regiment Tennessee
Volunteer
Tennessee Volunteer
quartermaster Eighth
Eighth Regiment
lieutenant
at the rate of
of $30 per month.
pension at
and pay her aapension
Cavalry, and
The name
name of
of Genoa
Genoa H.
Scholz, widow of Henry
Henry C.
C. Scholz, late
late
Genoa .osiaH.Scholz.
H. Scholz.
The
H. Scholz,
an ordinary seaman, United States ship Hartford, United States
Navy, and
pension at
the rate
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
Pdi
.
Navy,
and pay
pay her
her a
a pension
at the
rate of
Pension
Increased.
D. Williams,
Williams, widow of John D.
W. Williams,
of Isabella
Isabella W.
The name of
IsabellaW.
Williams.
bew.awmiam&.
late of
Columbia VolunVolunDistrict of Columbia
of Company
Company G, Second Regiment District
late
teer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay her aa pension at the rate of $50
$50 per month
teer
in lieu of that she is now receiving.
panion.
Pensions.
Mary
Jewett.
The name of Mary Jewett, widow of Henry Jewett, late of ComJMary
Jwett.
Forty-seventh Regiment
Regiment Illinois Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pany B, Forty-seventh
pay
pension at
rate of $30 per month.
at the rate
her aapension
pay her
Clara L
OauaLWiis.
The name of Clara I. Willis, helpless and dependent
dependent daughter
daughter of
B and A, One hundred
Edwin S.
S.. Willis, late of Companies
Companies B
hundred and
fourth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry, and pay her a
a
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
pension at
at the
the rate
pension
rate of
of $20 per month.
Martha C. Roberts.
Mara
C. oberta
The name of Martha
Martha C. Roberts, widow
Widow of Burdett L. Roberts,
late of Company
Company A, Twenty-ninth
Twenty-ninth Regiment
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer InInfantry,
pension at the rate of $30 per month.
month.
fantry, and pay her a
a pension
Clara
D. Reiner.
ClaraD.Behrer.
The name of Clara D. Rehrer,
Rehrer, helpless
dependent daughter
helpless and dependent
daughter
Godfrey Rehrer, late of Company E, One hundred and
and
of E. Godfrey
twenty-ninth Regiment Pennsylvania
twenty-ninth
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay
her a
a pension at the rate of $20 per month.
Catherine
The name
of Catherine
Catherine E.. StewStewStewart, widow
widow of
C. Stewart,
The
name of
Catherine E.
E. Stewart,
of John
John C.
Stewart,
art.
late of Company H, Seventy-fourth
Seventy-fourth Regiment and Company A,
Twenty-second
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay her
Twenty-second Regiment Indiana
Pensions increased.
aapension at the rate of $30 per month.
PensionsinrTsed.
Emma
Emma Cora
Coa White.
White.
The name
name of
of Emma Cora White,
White, widow of
of David T.
T. White,
late
White, late
of Company
Company B, One hundred and forty-ninth Regiment Ohio National Guard Infantry, and pay her a
a pension at the rate of $35
per month in lieu of that she is now receiving.
Mary
Thompson.
Mar L. Thompson.
The name of Mai"Mary L. Thompson,
Thompson,
The
Thompson, widow
widow of Allen W. Thompson,
late of Company
Seventy-sixth Regiment New York Volunteer
Company H, Seventy-sixth
Volunteer
Infantry, and Companies D and B,
B, Sixth
Sixth Regiment
Regiment New
New York
York
Volunteer Cavalry, and pay her a
a pension at the rate of $50 per
per
month
receiving.
of that
that she
she is
is now receiving.
month in lieu of
Pensions,
Pensions.
Mary E..R.eeves.
Reeves.
Ma
The name of Mary E. Reeves, widow
widow of David L. Reeves,
Reeves, late of
of
Company A, One hundred and fifty-third
fifty-third Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer
Infantry,
Infantry, and pay her aapension at the rate of $30 per month.
Lucinda Bittner.
LudndaBittner.
The name
Samuel Bittner, late of
name of Lucinda Bittner, widow of Samtiel
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Company H, Fifty-third Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
and pay her aapension at the rate of $30 per month.
Elim J.
J. Dunkerson.
Dunkeron.
RElia
The
Eliza J.
J. Dunkerson,
Dunkerson, widow
widow of
The name
name of
of Eliza
of William
William D.
D. Dunkerson,
Dunkerson,
Volunteer
late of Company B, Seventeenth Regiment Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer
Pensions
increased.
ensons ineased.
month.
Cavalry, and pay her a
apension at the rate
rate of $30 per month.
Betsy A. Booth.
Betsy A. Booth.
The name of Betsy A. Booth, widow of George
George F. Booth, late of
Company II,
Thirty-second Regiment Wisconsin
Wisconsin Volunteer Infantry,
H, Thirty-second
Volunteer
and pay her aapension at the rate of $50 per month in lieu of that she
IS DOW
receiving.
is
now receiving.
Anna E. Pierce.
Anna E. Pierce.
The name of Anna E
E.: Pierce, widow of William Pierce, late of
The
Companies A and K, Third Regiment Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,

BobdtWley.

Robert Villa.
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and pay
the rate
rate of
of $35
$35 per
in lieu of that she
per month in
at the
pension at
her aapension
and
pay her
is now
receiving.
is
now receiving.
L. Barnes, late
The
name of
of Edward
Edward L.
widow of
Barnes, widow
S. Barnes,
Etta S.
of Etta
The name
an
Regiment New
New York Volunteer Infantry,
Ninety-fifth Regiment
adjutant, Ninety-fifth
an adjutant,
and pay
$30 per
per month.
of $30
the rate
rate of
at the
a pension
pension at
her a
and
pay her
a teamster Quartermaster
The
name of
of Richard
Richard H.
H. Murch, late a
The name
the rate of $30 per
Corps,
War, and
him a
a pension at the
pay him
and pay
Civil War,
Corps, Civil
month.
month.
The
Amy Keele,
Keele, widow
widow of
Andrew H.
H. Keele, late of
of Andrew
of Amy
name of
The name
Company
F, Forty-ninth
Regiment New
Volunteer Infantry,
New York Volunteer
Forty-ninth Regiment
Company F,
and
and
York Frontier Cavalry, and
Regiment New York
First Regiment
K, First
Company K,
and Company
pay her
her a
at the
of $30
month.
$30 per month.
rate of
the rate
a pension
pension at
pay
F. Geiger,
The name
of Henrietta
Washington F.
widow of Washington
Geiger, widow
C. Geiger,
Henrietta C.
name of
The
late colonel,
Eighth Regiment
Volunteer Cavalry, and pay
Missouri Volunteer
Regiment Missouri
late
colonel, Eighth
her
pension at
of $50
month in lieu of that she is now
$50 per month
rate of
the rate
at the
a pension
her a

Pensions.

Etta S.. Barnes.

Etta Barnes.

Murch.

Richard

Richard H.
H. Murch.

Amy Keele.

AmyKeele

Pension increased.
Pensionincreased.

Henrietta C. G
Geiger.
r

Henrietta

C.

eige

Pensions.
receiving.
receiving.
b
clarkPhe e Clark.
The name
name of
widow of Jacob Clark, late of Company Phebe
Clark, widow
of Phebe
Phebe Clark,
The
pension
her
a
A,
Third
Regiment
Ohio
Volunteer
and
pay
a
pension
Cavalry,
A, Third Regiment Ohio Volunteer
at the
the rate
of $30
per month.
month.
$30 per
rate of
at
May T. Edgeler.
The name
name of
of May
May T.
widow of
George W. Edgeler, late May TEdgelerof George
T. Edgeler
Edgeler,, widow
The
Regiment Rhode Island Volunteer
of Company
F, Fourth
Fourth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Company F,
of
and
pay her
her a
pension at
the rate
rate of
per month.
month.
$30 per
of $30
at the
a pension
and pay
Charles C. Mffier.
M
illerThe
of Charles
Charles C.
dependent son of Charlesand dependent
helpless and
Miller, helpless
C. Miller,
name of
The name
Michigan
F,
Sixth
Harvey
M.
Miller
,
late
of
Company
F,
Regiment
Michigan
Company
Harvey M. Miller, late of
Volunteer Heavy
Artillery, and
and pay
of $20
$20
rate of
the rate
at the
pension at
a pension
him a
pay him
Heavy Artillery,
Volunteer
Pensions
increased.
Pensionsincreased.
a legally appointed
appointed guardian.
per month through a
Sarah J. Pettit.
The name
of Sarah
Sarah J.
Pettit, widow
late of SarahJ.-Pettit
Pettit, late
M. Pettit,
of Stephen
Stephen M.
widow of
J. Pettit,
name of
The
Company A,
One hundredth
New York
York Volunteer
Volunteer InInRegiment New
hundredth Regiment
A, One
Company
fantry, and
pay her
at the
the rate
rate of
lieu of
of Provisos.
in lieu
month in
per month
of $50
$50 per
a pension
pension at
her a
and pay
fantry,
that
she is
in the
the event
of the
the death Increase
ncase to cease
cease on
event of
That in
Provided,That
receiving: Provided,
is now
now receiving:
that she
death of child.
ochld.
J. death
of Nellie
Nellie Pettit,
Pettit, helpless
daughter of said Sarah J.
dependent daughter
and dependent
helpless and
of
and
Stephen M.
the additional
granted shall
shall Pension to child on
herein granted
pension herein
additional pension
M. Pettit,
Pettit, the
and Stephen
death of mother.
cease and
determine: And
provided further,
That in
the event
of the
the deatnmother.d
n
o
in the
event of
further,That
And provided
cease
and determine:
shall be
death
Pettit, the
the name
name of
of said
said Nellie
Nellie Pettit shall
J. Pettit,
Sarah J.
of Sarah
death of
placed
the pension
roll, subject
subject to the
provisions and limitations
the provisions
pension roll,
on the
placed on
of the
the pension
laws, at
of $20
from and
after the
the
and after
month from
per month
$20 per
rate of
the rate
at the
pension laws,
of
J. Pettit.
date of
Sarah J.
said Sarah
death of said
of death
date
Francie Simpson.
The
Francie Simpson,
Simpson, widow
of William
H. Simpson,
late Franie Simpson.
Simpson, late
William H.
widow of
of Francie
name of
The name
of Company
Company H,
H, First
First Regiment
Regiment Michigan
Mechanics,
and Mechanics,
Engineers and
Michigan Engineers
of
Provisos.
roisos.
and
the rate
rate of
$50 per
per month
month in lieu of that Increase
of $50
at the
pension at
a pension
her a
pay her
and pay
to cease on
on
to
Ah
she
now receiving:
receiving: Provided,
event of
deanor of
the death of death
of the
the event
in the
That in
Provided, That
child.
is now
she is
Kittie
C.
Simpson,
helpless
and
dependent
daughter
of
said
Francie
Kittie C. Simpson, helpless and dependent daughter of said Francie
and
William H.
granted shall
shall Pension to child on
herein granted
pension herein
the additional
additional pension
Simpson, the
H. Simpson,
and William
cease
provided further,
the event
of mother.
moto her.id on
death of
the death
event of
of the
in the
That in
further,That
And provided
determine: And
and determine:
cease and
death
of
Francie
Simpson
the
name
of
said
Kittie
C.
Simpson
shall
shall
Simpson
C.
Kittie
said
of
name
the
Simpson,
death of Francie
be
placed on
roll, subject
subject to
to the
the provisions
limitations
and limitations
provisions and
the pension
pension roll,
on the
be placed
of
the pension
the rate
rate of
$20 per
per month
from and
and after
the
after the
month from
of $20
at the
laws, at
pension laws,
of the
Pensions.
date
death of
abel. A. Swarthout.
Simpson.
Francie Simpson.
of said
said Francie
of death
Fabel
date of
The
name
of
Fabel
A.
Swarthout,
helpless
and
dependent
daughter
daughter
dependent
and
helpless
Swarthout,
A.
The name of Fabel
of
Oliver C.
Company B,
B, Forty-seventh
Forty-seventh RegiRegiof Company
late of
Swarthout, late
C. Swarthout,
of Oliver
ment
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay her
at the rate of
pension at
her aapension
and pay
ment Ohio
IdaM.Knox.
$20
month.
Ida M. Knox.
per month.
$20 per
The name
of Ida
P. Knox,
late of
of
Knox, late
Jackson P.
of Jackson
widow of
Knox,' widow
M. Knox
Ida M.
name of
The
Company F,
Fourth Regiment.
Regiment, and
Company G,
Twelfth Regiment,
Regiment,
G. Twelfth
and Company
F, Fourth
Company
Illinois Volunteer
Cavalry, and
and pay
pay her
her a
a pension
at the
of
rate of
the rate
pension at
Volunteer Cavalry,
Illinois
Margaret
$30 per
per month.
Margaret Gerber.
month.
$30
terb.
The
name of
of Margaret
Margaret Gerber,
widow of
Valentine Gerber,
Gerber, late M
of Valentine
Gerber, widow
The name
of
Company D.
I), First
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Heavy
Artillery,
Heavy Artillery,
Regiment Indiana
First Regiment
of Company
and
at the
the rate
of $30
per month.
month.
$30 per
rate of
pension at
her aa pension
pay her
and pay
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The
name of
of Clara
Short, now
now known
known as
as Clara
Clara A.
former
The name
Clara Short,
A. Short,
Short, former
widow
of William
late of
widow of
William H.
H. Short,
Short, late
of Company
Company B,
B, Eighth
Eighth Regiment
Regiment
Indiana Volunteer Infantry, and pay
her a
a pension
pay her
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of
$30 per
per month.
month.
Martha J.Nicke.
J. Nickel.
The name
widow of
James R.
R. H.
H. Nickel,
late
name of
of Martha J.
J. Nickel, widow
of James
Nickel, late
of Company
Company G,
Missouri Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
of
G, Thirtieth
Thirtieth Regiment
Regiment Missouri
Infantry,
and
at the
the rate
rate of
and pay
pay her
her aapension
pension at
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
Hettie.
Stephens.
J. Stephens, widow
widow of
of William
William Stephens, late
nettle J. Stephens.
The name of Hettie J.
late
of
Regiment Iowa
Iowa Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
of Company
Company K,
K, Thirty-sixth
Thirty-sixth Regiment
and
pay her
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month.
and pay
her aapension
at the
month.
Sophia Mnllennax.
The name of Sophia Mullennax
Mullexmax.
widow of Washington
Washington J.
J. MullenMullennax, widow
nax,
Tenth Regiment
West Virginia
nax, late
late of
of Company K,
K, Tenth
Regiment West
Virginia Volunteer
Volunteer
Pension
increased.
Infantry,
the rate
per month.
month.
rate of
of $30
$30 per
pension at
at the
and pay
pay her
her aapension
Infantry, and
Pension incsed.
Elate
Jenkins.
The name
of Samuel
EeieJenkins.
The
name of
of Elcie
Elcie Jo:116ns
Jenkins,' widow
widow of
Samuel Jenkins,
Jenkins, late
late of
of
Company
Virginia Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Company, K,
K, Tenth
Tenth Regiment West Virginia
rate of
of $35
per month
month in
of that
and pay her aapension
pension at
at the
the rate
$35 per
in lieu
lieu of
that
Pension,
she
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Pension.
she is
Emma
J. Dnagherty.
Daugherty.
J. Daugherty,
Daugherty, widow
Daugherty,
EmmJ.
The name
name of
of Emma
Emma J.
widow of
of Louis
Louis H.
H. Daugherty,
late of Company E, Fifteenth
Fifteenth Regiment Iowa Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Pension
increased,
and pay
pay her
pension at
at the
the rate
per month.
her a
a pension
rate of
of $30
$30 per
month.
Pension inreased.
and
Priscilla A.
The name of Priscilla A. Pinney, widow
widow of Chauncey
Chauncey G. Pinney,
A. Pinney.
inney
The
late of Company
Company D, One hundred
hundred and fifty-fourth
fifty-fourth Regiment New
York Volunteer Infantry, and pay her
$35
her aapension
pension at the rate
rate of $35
Pensions,
Pensions.
per month in lieu of
of that she is now receiving.
Ency A. H.heler.
Ency A. H.
H. Wheeler.
The name of Eney
widow of
Alonzo A.
A. Wheeler,
H. Wheeler
Wheeler,'widow
of Alonzo
Wheeler,
ItSeventh
Seventh Regiment Vermont Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
late of Company I,
and pay her a
a pension at the rate of $30
$30 per month.
Cloe
Jones.
The name
of Cloe
Jones widow
Jones, late
late of
of ComComCloeJones.
The
name of
Cloe Jones,
widow of
of Benjamin
Benjamin Jones,
pany.H, Second
Second Regiment'
Light
Regiment United States Colored Volunteer
Volunteer Light
_Artillery, and
and pay her a
pension at the rate
rate of $30
Artillery,
a pension
$30 per
per month.
month.
Minnie Brisco.
Minnie
The name of Minnie Brisco
Brisco, widow of
of Martin
Martin Brisco,
late of
ComBrisco, late
of Company L, Second Regiment
Regiment Arkansas
Arkansas Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and pay
her aapension at the rate of $30 per month.
Andrew Boyer.
The name of Andrew Boyer, late of Troop K,
K, Sixth Regiment
Regiment
United States Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry, and pay him aapension at the
the rate
of $50
$50 per
month.
of
per month.
Catherine
A. Lnger.
Lunger.
The
of Catherine
Catherine A.
of John
John Stoops
Lunger,
CatherneA.
The name
name of
A. Lunger
Lunger,, widow
widow of
Stoops Lunger,
alias John Stoops
Stoops, late unassigned, Thirty-ninth
Thirty-ninth Regiment Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay her a
of
a pension at the rate of
$30 per month.
Aibert Jacobs.
Jacob.
The name of Albert Jacobs, helpless and dependent
Albert
The
dependent son of Joseph
Joseph
Jacobs
Regiment Kentucky
VolJacobs,' late of Company
Company B,
B, Fifty-fifth
Fifty-fifth Regiment
Kentucky Volunteer Infantry, and pay him aapension at the rate of $20 per month
through
appointed guardian.
a legally appointed
through a
liaLukenbi.
Julia
Lukenbill.
Lukenbill, widow
Samuel C.
The name of Julia Lukenbill,
widow of
of Samuel
C. Lukenbill,
Lukenbill,
late of Company C, Twenty-third
Twenty-third Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer Infantry, and
pay her
her a
the rate
of $30
fantry,
and pay
a pension
pension at
at the
rate of
$30 per
per month.
month.
LttieBeid.
Lottie
B. Reid.
The name of Lottie
Lottie B. Reid, widow of Joseph N. Reid, late of
Indiana Volunteer Infantry, and
Company C, Fifty-fifth Regiment Indiana
pay her a
a pension at the rate of $30 per month.
Rebec
Thee name of Rebecca
Rebecca
Duty..
Th
Rebecca Duty, widow of George W. Duty, late of
of
Company K, One hundred and seventy-third
seventy-third Regiment Ohio VolPensio
unteer Infantry, and pay her aapension at the rate
rate of
of $30
Pension increased.
$30 per
per month.
month.
Guy W. Rowe.
Guy
The name of Guy
ar l
es
Guy W. Rowe
Rowe, helpless
helpless and
and dependent
dependent son
son o
offCh
Charles
W. Rowe, late of Second
Second Battery Connecticut Volunteer
Volunteer Light Ara pension
tillery, and pay him a
pension at the rate of $20 per month in lieu
Pension,
of
receiving.
now receiving.
he is
is now
that he
of that
Pension.
Rachel A.
A.Roden.
The name of Rachel
Rachel
Roden.
Rachel A. Roden, widow
widow of Charles Roden,
Roden, late
of
late of
Company
Company H, Third Regiment United States Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry, and
and
pay her aapension at the rate of $30 per month.

A Short.
hort.
Clara A.
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increased.
The name
name of
Julia Gregory,
of John
John Gregory,
Gregory, late
late of
Corn- Pension increased.
The
of Julia
Gregory, widow
widow of
of ComJulia Gregory.
pany I,
I, Ninth
Ninth Regiment
un te er C
ava l
ry, and
an d p
ay her
herGregory.
Julia
pany
Regiment Tennessee
Tennessee Vol
Volunteer
Cavalry,
pay
at the
the rate
$40 per
per month
month in
in lieu
that she
is now
now
aa pension
pension at
rate of
of $40
lieu of
of that
she is
receiving.
receiving.
Pension.
Pension.
Beekman.
The
name of
of Lucetta
widow of
Lewis C.
late Lucetta
Lucetta Beekman.
The name
Lucetta Beekman,
Beekman, widow
of Lewis
C. Beekman,
Beekman, late
of Company
Company D, One hundred
fifty-third Regiment
hundred and fifty-third
Regiment Indiana
Indiana
Volunteer
and pay her
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
rate of
of $30
$30 per
her a
a pension at the
the rate
per
month.
Pension increased.
increased.
Pension
E. Parker.
The
name of
E. Parker,
widow of
M. Parker,
late Sarah
Sarah E. Parker.
The name
of Sarah
Sarah E.
Parker, widow
of Joseph
Joseph M.
Parker, late
Regiment United
of Company G, Thirty-second
Thirty-second Regiment
United States
States Colored VolVolpension at
unteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay her aapension
month
at the
the rate
rate of
of $50
$50 per
per month
in
is now
receiving.
Pensions.
in lieu of
of that
that she is
now receiving.
Pensions.
The
B. Remington
widow of
Byron D.
D. Remington,
Remington, Cora B. Remington.
The name
name of
of Cora
Cora B.
Remington, widow
of Byron
late of Company
Rhode Island
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry,
Company A, First Regiment
Regiment Rhode
Island Volunteer
and pay
pay her
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
her aapension
$30 per
per month.
month.
Elizabeth
The
name of
of Elizabeth
Elizabeth Gibson,
of John
John Gibson,
Gibson, late
late of
Elizabeth Gibson.
The name
Gibson, widow
widow of
of Gibson.
Company C, Fifth Regiment
Regiment Connecticut
Connecticut Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
a pension at the rate of $30 per month.
pay her a
Pensions increased.
Pensions
increased.
Everson.
The name
name of
of Rachel
Rachel Everson,
Everson, widow
widow of
of Elmer
Elmer Everson,
late of
of Rachel
Rachel Everson.
The
Everson, late
Company
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
and
Company E, Fifty-second
Fifty-second Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay
pension at
the rate
per month
in lieu
lieu of
that she
she is
pay her a
a pension
at the
rate of
of $50
$50 per
month in
of that
is
now
now receiving.
receiving.
Nancy Halcum.
Halcum.
The
name of
of Nancy
Nancy }Talcum,
of John
Halcum, late
of ComCorn- Nancy
The name
Halcum, widow
widow of
John Halcum,
late of
pany B, Eighth Regiment
Regiment Tennessee Mounted
Mounted Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and
at the
the rate
rate of
$50 per
per month
lieu of
that
and pay her
her a
a pension
pension at
of $50
month in
in lieu
of that
she is
Pensions.
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Pensions.
Cynthia E.
E. King.
King.
The
name of
of Cynthia
E. King,
King, former
Blanken- Cynthia
The name
Cynthia E.
former widow
widow of
of David
David BlankenCounty Missouri
ship, late
late of
of Company B,
B, Osage
Osage County
Missouri Home
Home Guards,
Guards, and
and
pay her aapension at the rate of $30 per month.
Libbie Searing.
The name
name of
of Libbie
Searing, widow
widow of
of Leander
Searing.
The
Libbie Searing,
Leander Searing,
Searing, late
late of
of Libbie
Company A,
Regiment New
Cavalry, and
and
Company
A, Second
Second Regiment
New Jersey
Jersey Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
pay
at the
the rate
rate of
per month.
Pension increased.
increased.
pay her a
a pension at
of $30
$30 per
month.
Pension
M. Laird.
The name
Laird, widow
of Amos
Amos T.
T. Laird,
Laird, late
of Elizabeth
Elizabeth M.
Laird.
The
name of
of Elizabeth
Elizabeth M.
M. Laird,
widow of
late of
Fortieth Regiment
Regiment New
Jersey Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
Company B,
B, Fortieth
New Jersey
pension at the
rate of
$50 per
per month
of that
she is
pay her
her aapension
the rate
of $50
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that she
is
now
Pensions.
now receiving.
receiving.
Pensions.
Irwin
irwio
n
tin E
sii.sy
warner,
E.
Warner,
The name
of Irwin
Irwin E.
Warner, alias
alias John
Shay, and
and pay
him a
The
name of
E. Warner,
John Shay,
pay him
a, llas
John Shay.
pension
of $50
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
$50 per
per month.
month.
Marsh.
The
name of
Marsh, helpless
and dependent
William Henry
Henry Marsh.
The name
of Henry
Henry Marsh,
helpless and
dependent son
son of
of William
R.
Marsh,
late
of
Company
E,
Thirty-seventh
Regiment
Indiana
R. Marsh, late of Company E, Thirty-seventh Regiment Indiana
Volunteer
Infantry, and
pay him
him a
a pension
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20 per
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
at the
per
month
legally appointed
appointed guardian.
guardian.
month through
through aalegally
The name
Charles Cooper,
helpless and
and dependent
dependent son
son of
of Charles Cooper.
The
name of
of Charles
Cooper, helpless
Charles
W.
Cooper
,
late
of
Company
F,
One
hundred
and
seventyCharles W. Cooper, late of Company F, One hundred and seventyeighth
Pennsylvania Drafted
Militia Infantry,
eighth Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Drafted Militia
Infantry, and
and pay
pay
him a
pension at
the rate
of $20
per month.
him
a pension
at the
rate of
$20 per
month.
Mary E.
E. Bassett.
Bassett.
The
name of
of Mary
Mary E.
Bassett, widow
David L.
L. Bassett,
Bassett, late
late of
The name
E. Bassett,
widow of
of David
of Mary
Company
D,
Eighth
Regiment
Ohio
Volunteer
Infantry,
and
pay
Company D, Eighth Regiment Ohio Volunteer Infantry, and pay
her aapension
pension at
rate of
per month.
her
at the
the rate
of $30
$30 per
month.
Sarah J.
J. Stevens.
The name
of Sarah
J. Stevens,
Stevens, widow
widow of
of John
B. Stevens,
Stevens.
The
name of
Sarah J.
John B.
Stevens, late
late of
of Sarah
Company D,
D, Forty-sixth
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
and
Company
Forty-sixth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay her
her aapension
pension at
at the
the rate
of $30
$30 per
month.
pay
rate of
per month.
The name
of Maryy J. Farlee.
The
name of
of Mary
Mary J.
J. Farlee,
Farlee, widow
widow of
of Henry
Henry Farlee
Farlee, late
late of
Company
I,
Thirty-third
Regiment
Iowa
Volunteer
Infantry,
and
Company I, Thirty-third Regiment Iowa Volunteer Infantry, and
pay her
her aapension
pension at
at the
the rate
of $30
per month.
rate of
$30 per
month.
pay
Laura C.
Granger.
The
of Laura
Laura C.
C. Granger,
Granger, former
F. Laura
C. Granger.
The name
name of
former widow
widow of
of Benjamin
Benjamin F.
Adams, late
of Company
H, Third
Regiment New
New York
Volunteer
Adams.
late of
Company H,
Third Regiment
York Volunteer
Light Artillery,
Artillery, and
pay her
her aapension
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
Light
and pay
pension at
at the
the rate
The name
of Elizabeth
widow of
Thomas J.
J. Temple,
Elizabeth Temple.
Temple.
The
name of
Elizabeth Temple,
Temple, widow
of Thomas
Temple, Elizabeth
late
Company K,
K, Thirty-first
Infanlate of
of Company
Thirty-first Regiment
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay her
pension at
at the
the rate
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
try, and
her aapension
rate of
Cora B. Remington.

Mar

J. Farlee.
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The name of Mary C. S. Frank, widow of Harvey B. Frank, late
The
of Company
Forty-third Regiment
Regiment United
United States
States Colored
VolColored VolA, Forty-third
of
Company A,
unteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay her
of $30
per month.
month.
the rate
rate of
$30 per
her aapension
pension at
at the
and pay
unteer
Clara J. Foss.
The name
name of
of Clara
Clara J.
J. Foss,
Foss, late
late of
of
lara
J..
The
Foss, widow
widow of
of Joseph
Joseph H.
H. Foss,
Company A,
A, Fifth
Regiment New
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Hampshire Volunteer
New Hampshire
Fifth Regiment
Company
and pay
her a
apension
at the
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
the rate
pension at
pay her
and
Angelina Shaw.
The name of
widow of
of Menzo
Menzo Shaw, late of
of ComComof Angelina
Angelina Shaw,
Shaw, widow
Angelna
Shaw.
pany H,
Fourth Regiment
Regiment Wisconsin
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
pay
and pay
Wisconsin Volunteer
pany
H, Fourth
her a
pension
at
the
rate of
$30
per month.
per
month.
at
the
rate
of
$30
her
a
pension
James Duffy, alias
The
of James
James Duffy,
alias Henry
late of ComL. Forbes, late
Henry L.
Duffy, alias
name of
The name
rbes.s
L. Forbes.
Henry L.
pany
K, Fifteenth
Fifteenth Regiment
Volunteer Cavalry, and ComIllinois Volunteer
Regiment Illinois
pany K,
pany
Tenth Regiment
Regiment Illinois
pay him
him
and pay
Cavalry, and
Volunteer Cavalry,
Illinois Volunteer
K, Tenth
pany K,
apension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $50
$50 per
month.
a
per
month.
Alice M. Gay.
M. ay.
The name of Alice M. Gay, widow of John Gay, late of Company
a
F, Fourteenth
Fourteenth Regiment
Regiment United
and pay her a
Infantry, and
States Infantry,
United States
F,
pension
at
the
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
the
rate
pension
at
.
ny
m.
Lang M. Brelstord.
Milton Brelsford,
Brelsford, late
of Lany M. Brelsford, widow of
of Milton
M
The name
name of
of Company
and ninety-fourth
ninety-fourth Regiment
Ohio
Regiment Ohio
One hundred
hundred and
A, One
of
Company A,
Volunteer Infantry,
at the
per
$30 per
the rate
rate of
of $30
pension at
pay her
her a
a pension
and pay
Infantry, and
Volunteer
Mary
C. S.
S. Frank.
Fran
Mary C.

increased.
Pension increased.

Martha A. Howard.
Howard.
Martha.

month.
month.

The name of Martha A. Howard, widow of Martin V. Howard,
late of
Company A
Regiment Minnesota
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry,
Minnesota Volunteer
First Regiment
A, First
of Company
late
and pay
pension at
rate of
of $50
$50 per
per month
lieu of
that
of that
month in
in lieu
the rate
at the
her a
a pension
and
pay her
l

she
receiving.
now receiving.
is now
she is
The name of Clifton
Clifton E.
helpless and
of
E. Lime,
Lime, helpless
and dependent
dependent son
son of
Martin L.
late of
Company H,
Regiment Illinois
H, Fifty-sixth
Fifty-sixth Regiment
of Company
L. Lime,
Lime, late
Martin
Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
at the rate of
of $20
$20 per
per
pension at
him aa pension
pay him
Volunteer Infantry,
through a
alegally
legally appointed
guardian.
appointed guardian.
Pension
month through
insd. month
ension increased.
Sarah E. Coleman.
Coleman, widow
widow of Philander W. ColeSarah E. Coleman,
ara E. Coleman.
The name of Sarah
InCompany G, Ninth Regiment
Regiment Vermont
Vermont Volunteer
Volunteer Inman, late of Company
fantry,
her a
pension at the
through
the rate
rate of $50
$50 per
per month through
fantry, and
and pay
pay her
a pension
a
legally appointed
appointed guardian
she is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
of that
that she
lieu of
in lieu
guardian in
a legally
Pensions
Pensions.
Alice C.
C.Rea.
.
Alice
e.Rea,
The name of Alice C. Rea, helpless and dependent daughter of
Joseph
C. Rea,
Rea, late
late of
of Company
E, Thirty-first
Thirty-first Regiment
Regiment New
New
Joseph C.
Company E,
Jersey
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
her a
pension at
rate of
of
Jersey Volunteer
Infantry, and
pay her
a pension
at the
the rate
$20
per month
month through
alegally
legally appointed
appointed guardian.
$20
per
through
a
guardian.
JennieennieThe
M. Bond.
of Jennie
Jennie M. Bond, widow
The name
name of
widow of Charles K. Bond, late
of
Regiment New Hampshire
Volunteer Inof Company
Company H,
H, Fourth Regiment
Hampshire Volunteer
Inpension at
at the
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
the rate
rate of
her a
a pension
and pay
pay her
William B. Kimbrel.
Kimbrel fantry,
fantry, and
william
The
William B.
late of
of the
the Indiana
Legion,
The name of William
B. Kimbrel,
Kimbrel, late
Indiana Legion,
increased.
Pension increased.
Civil War, and pay him a
apension
pension at the rate of $24 per month.
Mary L. Bender.
Mary L. Bender.
The name of Mary L. Bender, widow of Andrew Bender, late of
Battery D, Second Regiment United
United States Volunteer
Volunteer Artillery, and
and
Company
First Regiment
Company B,
B, First
Regiment United
United States
States Volunteer
Volunteer Artillery,
Artillery, and
and
rate of
of $50
in lieu
she
pay her a
a pension
pension at the
the rate
$50 per
per month
month in
lieu of
of that
that she
is now
Pensions.
now receiving.
receiving.
is
Anna Preston.
Anna Preston.
dependent daughter
The name of Anna Preston, helpless and dependent
daughter of
Samuel Preston,
late of
of Company
Company I,
I, Thirty-second
Thirty-second Regiment
IlliSamuel
Preston, late
Regiment Illinois Volunteer Infantry,
pay her
her aa pension at the rate of
Infantry, and pay
of $20
$20
per
month through
appointed guardian.
guardian.
a legally
legally appointed
through a
per month
Julia E. Forbes.
Julia E. Forbes.
The name of Julia E. Forbes, widow
A. Forbes,
widow of
of Francis
Francis A.
Forbes, late
late
of
Regiment Iowa
Iowa Volunteer
of Company
Company E,
E, Sixteenth
Sixteenth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
pay her apension at the rate of $30 per month.
V Hump
Hmphrey.
May
May V.
hrey. pay her a pension at the rate of $30 per month.
former widow
widow of
of Francis
H.
The
name of
of May
May V.
V. Humphrey,
Humphrey, former
The name
Francis H.
Dusenbury,
States steamship
Bird,
Dusenbury, late
late landsman,
landsman, United
United States
steamship Prairie
Prairie Bird,
States Navy, and
United States
of $30
per
and pay
pay her
her aa pension
pension at the rate
rate of
$30 per
Elizabeth
month.
Elizabeth J. Stetson. month.
The name of Elizabeth
Elizabeth J.
J. Stetson, helpless
dependent daughhelpless and dependent
daughH. Stetson,
late of
Company F,
and
ter of
of George
George H.
Stetson, late
of Company
F, One
One hundred
hundred and

Pension.
Clifton E.
Lime.
Citon
E. Lime.
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pay her
her aapension
pension
eightieth Regiment
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay
at
at the
the rate of
of $20
$20 per month.
The
name of
of Armelda
Armelda Eversole,
Eversole, widow
widow of
of Armelda
Armada Eversoe
Eversole.
The name
of John
John Eversole,
Eversole, late
late of
Company F,
F, Forty-ninth Regiment
Regiment Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
and pay her aapension at the rate
Pension increased.
rate of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
Pension
Alice B.
Hartshorne.
The
name of
of Alice
B. Hartshorne,
Hartshorne, widow
widow of
H art- Alice
B. Harbthorn
Alice B.
of William
William R.
R. HartThe name
shorne, late of the
the Forty-second
Forty-second and One hundred
hundred and
and ninetieth
ninetieth
Regiments Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Regiments
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
her a
a pension
pension
at
the rate
rate of
month in
that she
is now
ei
vi
ng .
Pension.
at the
of $50
$50 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
she is
now rec
receiving.
ension
s a Be
Be nts.
The name
name of
of Susan
Susan Bentz,
Bentz, widow
of Lewis
Corn - sSusan
The
widow of
Lewis Bentz,
Bentz, late
late o
off CorOne hundred and forty-third
forty-third Regiment
pany G, One
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry, and pay her a
at the
the rate
of $30
$30 per
month. Pensions
a pension at
rate of
per month.
ensions increased.
increased.
L. Crow).
The name
name of Minnie
Minnie L.
orn - Minnie
latee o
offC
CorCrowl.
Mnie L.
L. Crowl, widow
widow of John
John Crowl, lat
The
pany H,
II, One
and sixty-sixth
sixty-sixth Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
pany
One hundred and
Drafted
Drafted Militia Infantry,
pension at
at the
rate of
Infantry, and pay
pay her a
a pension
the rate
of $50
$50
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
she is
is now
receiving.
per
that she
now receiving.
The
name of
of Elizabeth
Sharpp, widow
widow of
of Leopold
at
e of
ofSharpp.
Elizabeth
The name
Elizabeth Sharpp,
Leopold Sharpp,
Sharpp, l
late
Eliabeth Bharp
Company
Company C, Tenth Regiment
Regiment New
New York
pay
York Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and pay
pension at the
the rate
her a
apension
is now
rate of
of $50
$50 per month in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
now
receiving.
receiving.
Mary .
Mary C.
0 DobyThe name of
of Mary
C. Derby, widow
widow of William S.
S. Derby,
Derby, late of
ofDerby.
Mary
C
Sixty-first Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Company A, Sixty-first
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
and
pay her
pension at
at the
the rate
of $50
$50 per
lieu of
that she
she
and pay
her aapension
rate of
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
is now
now receiving.
receiving. Pensions.
is
Pensions.
ha A. Straight.
The name
name of
of Merrit
Straight, late
Martha A.
The
of Martha
Martha A.
A. Straight,
Straight, widow
widow of
Merrit Straight,
late Mrt
Straight
of
H, Second
and
of Company
Company H,
Second Regiment
Regiment Minnesota
Minnesota Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
pay her
her a
apension
at the
the rate
rate of
pay
pension at
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
The name
name of
Stella Garnhart,
Garnhart, widow
Garnhart.
The
of Stella
widow of
of Washington
Washington Garnhart,
Stella Oarnhart.
Garnhart, Stella
Eighty-fourth Regiment,
Regiment, and
F, One
One
late of Campany H,
H, Eighty-fourth
and Company
Company F,
hundredth and
sixty-third Regiment,
Volunteer Infantry,
hundredth
and sixty-third
Regiment, Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Infantry, and
and
pay
her a
apension
pension at the
the rate of $30 per month.
pay her
m
The name
of James
James Percival,
late of
C, Ninety-ninth
Ninety-ninth Ja
James
The
name of
Percival, late
of Company
Company C,
s Percival.
Percval.
Regiment
New York
York National
Guard Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him a
apenpenRegiment New
National Guard
sion at
at the
the rate
rate of
$50 per
month.
sion
of $50
per month.
The
Anna Comstock,
L. Comstock,
Comstock, Ana
Anna Comk.
Comstock.
The name
name of
of Anna
Comstock, widow
widow of
of Herman
Herman L.
late of
Company H,
late
of Company
H, First
First Regiment
Regiment Wisconsin
Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry,
and pav
pay her
pension at
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
her a
a pension
at the
the rate
rate of
and
DeGroft.
Lnuc DeGroff
Cor- Lucy
The
name of
of Lucy
Lucy DeGroff, widow
widow of
of Elias
Elias DeGroff, late of CornThe name
pany E,
E, Twenty-ninth
Regiment Connecticut
pany
Twenty-ninth Regiment
Connecticut Colored
Colored Volunteer
Volunteer
Infantry, and
pay her
pension at
the rate
Pensions
Infantry,
and pay
her a
a pension
at the
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
Pensions Increased.
increased.
The
of Philia
Friesner, widow
William S.
S. Friesner,
Philia
It Friesner.
Phlla R.
Friesner,Friesner.
R. Friesner,
widow of
of William
The name
name of
Philia R.
late of
of. Fifty-eighth
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
pay
late
Fifty-eighth Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Infantry, and
and pay
her aapension
the rate
rate of
per month
in lieu
that she
month in
lieu of
of that
she is
is now
now
her
pension at
at the
of $50
$50 per
receiving.
receiving.
beE
rgl
e
i
r
z
.
abeth Leivels.
The name
name of
of Elizabeth
of Jacob
Leivels- bee
The
Elizabeth Leivelsberger,
Leivelsberger, widow
widow of
Jacob C.
C. Leivels1 abeth Leivels
berger,
late
of
Company
B,
One
hundred
and
thirty-eighth
Regiberger, late of Company B, One hundred and thirty-eighth Regiment
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Infantry, and
her a
pension at
nent Pennsylvania
Volunteer Infantry,
and ipay
pay her
a .pension
at
the
$50 per
of that
now receiving.
receiving.Pensions. Pensions.
she issnow
lieu of
that she
month in
in lieu
of $50
per month
the rate
rate of
Louisee sScott.
ott
The name of Louise
Cor- Lo
.
Louise Scott, widow of John A. Scott, late of Cornpany
Regiment New
New York
York Volunteer
Volunteer Light
Artillery, and
pany K,
K, Third
Third Regiment
Light Artillery,
and
pay her
pension at
at the
per month,
July
month, commencing
commencing July
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
pay
her aa pension
1,
or in
event of
of Helen
L. and
and Arthur
Arthur A.
A. Scott
Scott,
1, 1925,
1925, or
in the
the event
of the
the death
death of
Helen L.
minor
Louise and
and John
Scott, now
on the
pension roll
the pension
roll
minor children
children of
of Louise
John A.
A. Scott,
now on
at
the rate
$42 per
month and
paid to
to Louise
Scott as
as the
the natural
natural
at the
rate of
of $42
per month
and paid
Louise Scott
guardian of said minor children.
guardian
The name
of said
of minor
Daisy children.
Johnson, widow of John Johnson, late of Daisy Johnson.
widow of John Johnson, late of Daisy JO"on.
of
Daisy Johnson,
The
name
Company
K, Third
Illinois Volunteer
and pay
pay
Third Regiment
Regiment Illinois
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
Company K,
her aapension
pension at
rate of $30
$30 per month.
month.
at the
the rate
her
Jaw Bradley.
The name
name of
of Jane
Bradley, widow
widow of
late of
of CornCorn- Jane Brdley
The
Jane Bradley,
of Henry
Henry Bradley,
Bradley, late
pany
G,
Seventeenth
Regiment
United
States
Colored
Volunteer
pany G, Seventeenth Regiment United States Colored Volunteer
Infantry,
and pay
the rate
rate of
of $30
per month.
month.
Infantry, and
pay her
her a
a pension
pension at
at the
$30 per
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The name
Margaret M.
Bratton, widow
John E. Bratton,
of John
widow of
M. Bratton,
of Margaret
name of
The
late
of
Company
E,
Twentieth
Regiment,
and
Company
H,
EightH, EightCompany
and
Regiment,
Twentieth
E,
Company
late of
eenth Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Volunteer Cavalry,
her aa
pay her
and pay
Cavalry, and
Pennsylvania Volunteer
eenth
pension
at
the
rate
of
$50
per
month
in
lieu
of
that
she
is
now
now
is
she
that
of
lieu
in
month
per
$50
of
rate
pension at the
receiving.
receiving.
The name
of Jane
Jane A.
Banner, widow
widow of Samuel H.
H. Banner, late
A. Banner
name of
The
Jane
A. Bannr.
Banner.
Jae A.
of Company
Company A,
A, Fifth
Fifth Independent
Independent Battalion
Battalion Ohio
Volunteer CavOhio Volunteer
of
alry,
and pay
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $50
per month
month in
lieu of
in lieu
$50 per
at the
her aapension
pay her
alry, and
that
she
is
now
receiving.
receiving.
now
is
she
that
Pension
Pension.
A. Jones, late of
Jones, widow of Pleasant A.
The
of Sarah
of
A. Jones,_
Sarah A.
name of
The name
Sarah A.
A. Tones.
lons.
•
Company
Eighth Regiment
Tennessee Volunteer
Cavalry, and pay
Volunteer Cavalry,
Regiment Tennessee
I, Eighth
Company I,
her
pension at
of $30
month.
per month.
$30 per
rate of
the rate
at the
her aapension
prsons
Pensions inc
Increased..
The name
Pierce, widow
widow of
of Levi Pierce, late of ComCatharine
Pierce.
Catharine Pierce,
of Catharine
name of
The
Oisare Pere
pany I,
Regiment West
Virginia Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
West Virginia
Fourth Regiment
I, Fourth
pany
pay
her a
pension at
at the
rate of
per month
month in
lieu of
she
that she
of that
in lieu
$42 per
of $42
rate
the
pension
a
her
pay
Proisos.
now receiving:
receiving: Provided,
Provided, That
That in
in the
the event
event of
of the
the death
death of
of
is now
cease on is
Increase
to cease
Is
and
death
of child.
hild.
Dayton Pierce, helpless and dependent
dependent son of said Catharine
Catharine and
death of
Levi
Pierce' the
pension herein
shall cease
and
cease and
granted shall
herein granted
additional pension
the additional
Levi Pierce,
Pension to child on determine: And provided further,
death
on determine: And provided further, That in the event of the death
mh
dPeaton
death of mother.
of Catharine
the name
placed
name of said Dayton Pierce shall be placed
Pierce, the
Catharine Pierce,
of
the
provisions and limitations of the
on the
the pension
roll, subject
subject to the provisions
pension roll,
on
pension laws,
laws, at
at the
of $20 per month from and after the date
rate of
the rate
pension
Pierce.
of death
death of
of said
said Catharine
Catharine Pierce.
of
of Ira R. Craven, late of
widow of
Craven,' widow
Tabitha T.
Craven.
The
of Tabitha
T. Craven
Tabitha T.
name of
The name
T. Craven
Tabiths
Company
D, Seventieth
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
Seventieth Regiment
Company D,
lieu of that she
pay
rate of
of $50
$50 per
per month
month in
in lieu
the rate
at the
a pension
pension at
her a
pay her
is
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
Pension.
Sallie Miller.
late of
The name
name of
Miller, widow
widow of
H. Miller,
of
Miller, late
William H.
of William
Sallie Miller,
of Sallie
The
Miner.
same
Company
C, Thirteenth
Thirteenth Regiment
Tennessee Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Regiment Tennessee
Company C,
and
her a
the rate
of $30
month.
per month.
$30 per
rate of
at the
pension at
a pension
pay her
and pay
Pension
Increased.
Pension increased.
Elizabeth Botimer.
Botimer.
The
widow of
William Botimer, late
late
of William
Botimer, widow
Elizabeth Botimer,
of Elizabeth
name of
The name
Elizbeth
of
Thirteenth Regiment United States Colored VolunC, Thirteenth
Company C,
of Company
$50 per
teer Heavy
Heavy Artillery,
Artillery, and
her a
per
pension at the rate of $50
a pension
pay her
and pay
teer
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that she
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
she is
of that
month
Pensions.
DrusiDa Fortner.
The
name of
of Drusilla
Drusilla Fortner,
of Josiah
Fortner, late of
Josiah Fortner,
widow of
Fortner, widow
The name
Druslla ortner.
Company
Regiment Tennessee
Tennessee Volunteer
Infantry, and pay
Volunteer Infantry,
Fifth Regiment
I, Fifth
Company I,
her
at the
rate of $30 per month.
the rate
a pension
pension at
her a
California
Haysmer.
dependent daughter
Haysmer, helpless
The
name of
helpless and dependent
daughter
Califernia Haysmer,
of Califernia
The name
California Haysmer.
Company
First Regiment
Rement Michigan
Michigan
F, First
of
James Haysmer,
Comp
Regiment
late of Company
Haysmer, late
of James
Volunteer
Engineers and
and Mechanics,
Mechanics, and pay her aa pension at the
Volunteer Engineers
rate of
$20
per
month.
month.
per
$20
of
rate
Alice M. Barnard.
Barnard, late
C. Barnard,
of Henry
The
name of
of Alice
M. Barnard,
Barnard, widow
widow of
Henry C.
Alice M.
The name
Aice M. Baad.
twenty-third Regiment
of Company
One hundred
hundred and twenty-third
Regiment Ohio
G, One
Company G,
of
Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
her a
pension at the rate of $30 per
a pension
Volunteer Infantry,
month.
month.
Frances
and dependent
helpless and
Boye, helpless
M. Boye,
The name
of Frances
dependent daughter
daughter
Frances M.
name of
The
Boye.
M. Boye.
Frances M.
of Charles
Charles Boye,
late of
of Company
Twenty-sixth Regiment
Regiment WisCompany C, Twenty-sixth
Boye, late
of
consin
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her a
a pension at the rate of
consin Volunteer
$20
per month.
.
month. •
$20 per
Pension increased.
Increased.
Miry
of Mary
name of
The name
Mary W. Noll.
The
Mary W.
W. Noll, widow of John Noll,
Noll, late of Company
A,
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry, and pay
Nineteenth Regiment
A, Nineteenth
her a
per month in lieu of that she is now
at the
the rate of $50 per
pension at
her
a pension
receiving.
receiving.
Pension.
Hattie
M. Willard.
Willard.
D. Willard, late
widow of James
Willard, widow
Hattie M.
name of
The
of Hattie
Ni. Willard,
James D.
The name
Hattie M.
of
Company F,
F, Fourth
Fourth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry, and
Regiment Vermont Volunteer
of Company
pay
pension at
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
rate of
the rate
at the
a pension
her a
pay her
increased.
Pension ineased.
Lucinda
J. Jay.
A. Jay,
widow of
The name
name of
of Lucinda
Lucinda J.
J. Jay,
of William
William A.
Jay, late
late of
of
Jay, widow
The
Jay.
Lacinda J.
Volunteer Infantry, and pay
Company F,
F, Eighth
Eighth Regiment
Regiment Kansas
Kansas Volunteer
Company
her
pension at
at the
the rate
month in lieu of that she is now
$50 per month
rate of
of $50
her aapension
receiving.
receiving.

Pensions
ensions increased.
Margaret M. BrettoMaret
ton.

increed
M. B
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The name
name of
Abbott, helpless
helpless and
and dependent
dependent son
of John
son of
Charles Abbott,
of Charles
The
Abbott, late
Company F,
F, Thirty-eighth
Thirty-eighth Regiment Indiana Volunof Company
late of
Abbott,
teer
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
pension at
at the
the rate of $20 per month.
him aapension
teer Infantry,
Gerard, late of
The name
name of
of Josephine
Josephine Gerard,
widow of
William Gerard,
of William
Gerard, widow
The
and pay
Company
I,
Ninth
Regiment
Michigan
Volunteer
Cavalry,
Cavalry,
Volunteer
Company I, Ninth Regiment Michigan
her
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
month.
per month.
at the
a pension
her a

Larimore,
of Henry
The name
of Harriet
Harriet E.
E. Larimore,
widow of
Henry Larimore,.
Larimore, widow
name of
The
Regiment Ohio
late
hundred and
and forty-second
forty-second Regiment
One hundred
B, One
Company B,
of Company
late of
the rate of $50
National Guard
Guard Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pension at
$50
at the
her aapension
pay her
National
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
that she
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
she is
lieu of
per
The
of Emily
J. Miller,
widow of
of John
H. Miller,
Miller, late
late
John H.
Miller, widow
Emily J.
name of
The name
of Company
Company K,
Thirty-fourth Regiment
York Volunteer
InVolunteer In
New York
Regiment New
K, Thirty-fourth
of
fantry, and
and pay
pay her
her a
a pension
pension at
at the rate of $30 per month.
fantry,
The
name of
of Esther
of Nathan
Nathan A.
A. Barton,
Barton, late
widow of
Barton, widow
Esther Barton,
The name
Regiment
of
Company
F,
One
hundred
and
thirtieth
Regiment
Indiana
Volthirtieth
and
of Company F, One hundred
per month.
$30 per
of $30
unteer
Infantry, and
her a
apension
pension at
at the
rate of
the rate
pay her
and pay
unteer Infantry,
Cotterel, late of
The
name of
of Nancy
Nancy A.
A. Cotterel,
widow of
of John
John Cotterel,
Cotterel, widow
The name
Company H,
H, One
One hundred
Regiment Illinois Volunthirtieth Regiment
and thirtieth
hundred and
Company
Illinois
teer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and Company
Company B,
B, Seventy-seventh
Regiment Illinois
Seventy-seventh Regiment
teer
$50 per
Volunteer
her a
a pension
pension at
at the
rate of $50
the rate
pay her
and pay
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
she is
is now
Provided, That in
in the
receiving: Provided,
now receiving:
that she
month in
event
death of
of Ira
Cotterel, helpless
helpless and
and dependent
dependent son of
Ira Cotterel,
the death
of the
event of
said Nancy
Nancy A.
A. and
Cotterel, the
the additional
additional pension herein
John Cotterel,
and John
said
granted
shall cease
cease and
And provided
further , That in
provided further,
determine: And
and determine:
granted shall
Ira
of said
the
event
of
the
death
of
Nancy
A.
Cotterel
the
name
of
said Ira
Nancy
of
the event of the death
Cotterel shall
shall be
the pension
pension roll,
to the
the provisions
provisions
subject to
roll, subject
on the
placed on
be placed
Cotterel
and limitations
limitations of
the pension
at the
rate of $20 per month
the rate
laws, at
pension laws,
of the
and
from and
and after
of death
death of
Nancy A. Cotterel.
of said Nancy
date of
the date
after the
from
The name
of Nancy
Nancy C.
C. Troupe,
Troupe former
former widow
widow of
L. Forgey,
James L.
of James
name of
The
late of
of Company
Company L,
Fifteenth Regiment
Regiment Missouri Volunteer Cavalry,
L, Fifteenth
late
and
pension at
rate of
per month in lieu of that
$50 per
of $50
the rate
at the
a pension
her a
pay her
and pay
she is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
she
The
name of
of Sarah
E. Fetters
widow of
David Fetters,
Fetters, late of
of David
Fetters,' widow
Sarah E.
The name
Company
C, Eighth
Indiana Volunteer
Cavalry, and pay
Volunteer Cavalry,
Regiment Indiana
Eighth Regiment
Company C,
her a
pension at
at the
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month,
month, commencing
commencing August 22,
the rate
a pension
her
1926, or
or in
in the
the event
event of
of the
the death
Mabel F.
F. Fetters,
Fetters minor child
of Mabel
death of
1926,
roll
pension
now
of
Sarah
E.
and
David
Fetters,
on
the
roil at the
the rate
rate
Fetters,
of Sarah E. and David
of $36
per month,
month, and
paid to
Sarah E.
Fetters as
natural
the natural
as the
E. Fetters
to Sarah
and paid
$36 per
of
guardian
said minor
minor child.
child.
of said
guardian of
The name
widow of
H. Dewitt, late
William H.
of William
Dewitt, widow
Sallie Dewitt,
of Sallie
name of
The
Cavalry,
of
Company
G,
Fourteenth
Regiment
Kentucky
Volunteer
Cavalry,
Volunteer
Kentucky
Regiment
of Company G, Fourteenth
per month.
and pay
pension at
of $30
$30 per
month.
rate of
the rate
at the
a pension
her a
pay her
and
P. B.
The
Woodfield, widow
widow of
of Joseph
Joseph P.
J. Woodfield,
Catharine J.
of Catharine
name of
The name
Volunteer
Delaware Volunteer
Woodfield,
of Company
First Regiment
Regiment Delaware
A, First
Company A,
late of
Woodfield, late
Cavalry, and
pay her
her a
apension
pension at
rate of $50 per month in lieu
the rate
at the
and pay
Cavalry,
of
that she
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
she is
of that
The name
of Melissa
Melissa E.
Dickinson, widow
widow of
of Solomon
Solomon A.
DickinA. DickinE. Dickinson,
name of
The
Volunteer
son, late
of Company
Sixth Regiment
Regiment New
York Volunteer
New York
I, Sixth
Company I,
late of
son,
$50
Cavalry, and
pay
i her
pension at
50 per month in
in
at the rate of $
her aa pension
and pay
Cavalry,
lieu of
of that
that she
receiving.
now receiving.
she issnow
lieu
of
The name
Bulla, widow
widow of
Levi D.
D. Bulla,
Bulla, late
late of
of Levi
Susanna Bulla,
of Susanna
name of
The
Company G,
G, Twentieth
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
Indiana Volunteer
Regiment Indiana
Twentieth Regiment
Company
pay her
her a
at the
of $30 per month.
rate of
the rate
pension at
a pension
pay
The name
of Rose
Rose Jackson,
helpless and
dependent daughter
daughter of
and dependent
Jackson, helpless
name of
The
and third
One
B,
Alexander
C.
Jackson,
late
of
Company
hundred
Company
of
late
Jackson,
C.
Alexander
Regiment Pennsylvania
Infantry, and
and pay
a pension
her a
pay her
Volunteer Infantry,
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Regiment
at
the
rate
of
$20
per
month
through
a
legally
appointed
guardian.
guardian.
appointed
legally
a
through
month
per
at the rate of $20
Q. Bower, late
Lafayette Q.
The
name of
Hannah Bower,
widow of
of Lafayette
Bower, widow
of Hannah
The name
of:
Fourth Regiment
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry, and
E, Fourth
Company E,
of Company
pay
her aa pension
the rate
rate of $30
$30 per month.
at the
nension at
pay her

Pensions.
Charles Abbott.

ensibbott.

Josephine Gerard.

erard.

Josephine

Pension increased.
increased.
Pension

Harriet E. Larimore.

Haiet

E

Lrimoe.

Pensions.
Pensions.
Emily
J. Miller.

Emily J Miler.

Esther Barton.

EstherBarton.

increased.
Pensions increased.
Nancy A. Cotterel.
Nancy A. Cotterel.

Provisos
e
Increase to Ce£1.40
death of child.

Increase to

on

on

death of child.

Pension to child on

on

death oof mother.

Nancy C. Troupe.

Nancy C. Troue.

Pensions.
Sarah E. Fetters.

Sarah E Fetters.

Sallie Dewitt.

sUe

Dewitt.

Pensions increased.
Pensionsincreased.
Catharine J. Woode . W
field.

fielhad

Melissa
son.
soM.

E.

icin-

Dickin-

Pensions.
Susanna Bulla.
Bula.
sus
ac
Rose Jackson.

Rose J kson.

Hannah
Hannah

Bower.

Bower.
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The name
name of
widow of Amos W. Littlejohn,
A. Littlejohn,
Littlejohn, widow
of Tenny
Tenny A.
The
Volunteer
late
H, Seventy-first
Seventy-first Regiment Indiana Volunteer
Company H,
of Company
late of
Cavalry
G, One
hundred and
and fifteenth
fifteenth Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Indiana
One hundred
Company G,
Cavalry;;Company
Volunteer Infantry;
Company. F,
F, Eighty-fifth
Eighty-fifth and Thirty-third
Infantry; Company.
Volunteer
Regiment
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry;
Company I,
I, Sixth
RegiSixth Regiand Company
Infantry; and.
Regiment Indiana
ment
United States
States Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
pay her
her a
a pension
the rate
rate of
of
at the
pension at
and pay
ment United
.$30
per month
month and
$6 a
a month
month additional
additional for
for each
of three
minor
three minor
each of
and $6
.$30 per
children,
Littlejohn, Vesta
Littlejohn, and Leatha
Leatha Littlejohn
Vesta Littlejohn,
Verlen Littlejohn,
children, Verlen
until
each attains
attains the
years, as provided by the
of sixteen years,
age of
the age
until each
pensions laws
and regulations
in lieu
receiving.
that she is now receiving.
lieu of that
regulations, in
laws and
pensions
Olive R.
The
of Olive
R. Milton,
Milton, widow
of Edward
Edward J.
Milton, late
late
J. Milton,
widow of
Olive R.
name of
The name
Milt
a. Milton.
OB
of
Volunteer Heavy
Heavy Artillery,
Artillery,
Maine Volunteer
Regiment Maine
First Regiment
I, First
Company I,
of Company
and pay
pay her
the rate
$50 per month in lieu of that she
rate of $50
at the
a pension
pension at
her a
and
i
is
receiving.
now receiving.
is now
Pensons.
pensions.
daughand dependent
Berbera
Houston.
The name
of Barbara
Barbara L.
L. Houston,
dependent daughhelpless and
Houston, helpless
The
name of
Barbra L. Houstnm
ter
Joseph Houston,
Houston, late
of Company
Regiment TenCompany E, Sixth Regiment
late of
of Joseph
ter of
nessee
Volunteer Infantry,
pay her
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20
at the
her a
a pension
and pay
Infantry, and
nessee Volunteer
per month.
month.
per
Mary Robins
Robinson.
The name
name of
Mary Robinson,
of Isom
late of
Isom Robinson
Robinson, late
of
of Mary
Robinson, widow
widow of
The
Regiment United States
Company
hundred and
and thirty-sixth
thirty-sixth Regiment
One hundred
F, One
Company F,
of
Colored
Infantry, and
her aa pension
at the rate of
pension at
pay her
and pay
Volunteer Infantry,
Colored Volunteer
Pensions
increased.
$30 per
month.
per month.
$30
inase
r
B. McNary,
of Robert
Robert B.
Deborah
C McNary.
The
Deborah C.
C. McNary,
McNary, widow
widow of
McNary,
of Deborah
name of
The name
eboahC.ceNary.
Volunteer Cavalry,
surgeon, Third Regiment Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer
assistant surgeon,
late assistant
and pay
pay her
pension at
at the
the rate
$50 per
lieu of that
per month
month in lieu
of $50
rate of
a pension
her a
and
she
is now
receiving.
now receiving.
she is
Clatbedne
The
name of
Catherine Beigh,
widow of
R. Beigh,
Beigh, late
of
late of
of John
John R.
Beigh, widow
of Catherine
The name
Beib
oatrne Beigb.
Company K,
Regiment Pennsylvania
InVolunteer InPennsylvania Volunteer
Eighty-third Regiment
K, Eighty-third
Company
pension at the rate of $50 per month in lieu
fantry, and pay
pay her aapension
fantry,
of
she is
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
that she
of that
Jma
M. T.
T. Porter.
Pit.
of Thomas
Thomas A. Porter,
lane M.
The name of Jane M. T. Porter, widow
widow of
Porter, late
ot
Delaware Volunteer
Volunteer
Independent Battery, Delaware
Nield's Independent
of Lieutenant
Lieutenant Nield's
Light
Artillery, and
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
month
$50 per
per month
of $50
pay her
her aapension
and pay
Light Artillery,
receiving.
that she is now receiving.
in lieu of that
Adella
Myrna
The name
name of
Adelia V.
Myres, widow
widow of
Jacob W.
W. Myres,
Myres, late
late
of Jacob
V. Myres,
of Adelia
The
v. A
yra
Adel V.
of
G, Sixty-fourth
Regiment New
Volunteer InfanInfanYork Volunteer
New York
Sixty-fourth Regiment
of Company
Company G,
try,
her aapension
pension at
at the
of $50
month in
lieu of
of that
that
in lieu
$50 per
per month
the rate
rate of
pay her
try, and
and pay
Pension.
she
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
she is
pnion.
Mary
Robinson.
The name
name of
Mary J.
widow of
Robinson, late
late
David Robinson,
of David
Robinson, widow
J. Robinson,
of Mary
The
Mary I..Robinsm
of
Company I,
Fifty-sixth Regiment
Regiment New
Volunteer Infantry,
New York Volunteer
I, Fifty-sixth
of Company
and Company
Company K,
K, One hundred
hundred and fourth Regiment United States
and
Colored Volunteer
pay her
her a
rate of $30
$30
the rate
at the
a pension
pension at
and pay
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
Colored
Pension inreased.
increased.
per
month.
per month.
Pension
Priscilla Ridenour.
The
Priscilla Ridenour,
Ridenour, widow
widow of
George Ridenour,
Ridenour, late
late
of George
of Priscilla
name of
The name
Ridenou.
Priscia
of Company
Company F,
hundred and
sixty-eighth Regiment
Regiment Pennsyland sixty-eighth
F, One
One hundred
of
vania Drafted
Militia Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
her a
at the
the rate
rate
pay her
a pension
pension at
vania
Drafted Militia
is now
now receiving.
Pension.
of
$50 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
she is
receiving.
that she
per month
of $50
ension.
Anna
Legg.
The
of Anna
Anna E.
E. Legg,
Legg widow
widow of
Andrew J.
J. Legg,
Legg ,l
at
e of
of
late
of Andrew
name of
The name
E. Lgg.
Ana E.
Captain
Mallicoat's Company
Company N,
1V, Green
Green and Christian Counties MisCaptain Mallicoat's
Fifty-first Regiment Enrolled
souri
Home Guards,
C, Fifty-first
and Company
Company C,
Guards, and
souri Home
the rate of $30 per month.
and pay her aapension at the
Pension increased.
increased.
Missouri
Missouri Militia, an
Pension
Catherine E. Soper.
late
Soper, late
widow of
Catherine E. Soper.
The name
name of Catherine E.
E. Soper,
Soper , widow
of George
George W.
W. Soper,
of Company
Company K,
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Light Artillery,
Artillery,
K, Second
Second Regiment
of
and Company
Forty-fifth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Iowa Volunteer
Regiment Iowa
G, Forty-fifth
Company G,
and
and
pay her
at the
of $50
in lieu
of that
lieu of
that
the rate
rate of
$50 per
per month
month in
and pay
her a
a pension
pension at
Pension.
she
now receiving.
receiving.
she is
is now
B. Benham.
Flo B.
Flora
The name
name of Flora B. Benham,
Benham, widow of Joel Benham, late of
Indiana Volunteer
Company D,
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Regiment Indiana
D, Fifty-ninth
Fifty-ninth Regiment
Company
and
pension at the rate of $30 per month.
pay her
her aapension
and pay

P
ealition3 increased '
Pensionsineased.
Tenny A. Littlejohn.

T'myA.uttl.
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Pension
increased.
PensionM.increased.
late of
The name
name of
Jessie M.
widow of
John Monroe,
Monroe, late
of Jessie
of John
Monroe, widow
M. Monroe,
of Jessie
The
Monroe.
Company E,
E, Thirty-ninth
Thirty-ninth Regiment
Regiment Illinois
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Illinois Volunteer
Company
lieu of
in lieu
month in
of $35
$35 per
the rate
at the
aapension
herreceiving.
pay
and
she
and i
pay
snow
her
pension at
rate of
per month
of that
that
Pensions.
she is now receiving.
Dossett.
Elizabeth Dossett.
of Elizabeth
Jackson Dossett,
of Jackson
The
of .Elizabeth
Elizabeth Dossett,
Dossett, widow
widow of
Dossett, late
late of
name of
The name
and
Company
G, Sixty-fifth
Sixty-fifth Regiment
Indiana Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Regiment Indiana
Company G,
at the rate of $30 per month.
pay her
her a
pension at
a pension
pay
List.
H. ListAugustus H.
of Augustus
The
Augustus H.
son of
dependent son
and dependent
helpless and
List, helpless
H. List,
of Augustus
name of
The name
John L.
L. List,
first-class fireman,
United States
Civil War,
States Navy, Civil
fireman, United
late first-class
List, late
John
Pension increased.
Pension
and
him a
at the
$20 per
month.
per month.
of $20
rate of
the rate
a pension
pension at
pay him
and pay
Annie Greeser.
OreeserThe
of Annie
Annie Greeser,
of Jacob
Jacob Greeser,
of ConCom- Annie
late of
Greeser, late
widow of
Greeser, widow
name of
The name
InVolunteer
pany
hundredth Regiment
Pennsylvania Volunteer InRegiment Pennsylvania
Two hundredth
D, Two
pany D,
fantry, and
and pay
pay her
her aa pension
pension at
at the
rate of
$50 per month in lieu
of $50
the rate
fantry,
Pensions.
Pensions.
of that
that she
receiving.
is now
now receiving.
she is
of
Oscar J. Dunn.
Dn
The name
name of
J. Dunn,
helpless and
of BenBen- O
son of
dependent son
and dependent
Dunn, helpless
Oscar J.
of Oscar
The
jamin J.
Dunn, late
of Company
Company H,
forty-seventh
and forty-seventh
hundred and
One hundred
H, One
late of
J. Dunn,
jamin
a pension at
Regiment New
New York
Infantry, and
at
and pay him a
Volunteer Infantry,
York Volunteer
Regiment
the
rate of
of $20
$20 per
the rate
per month.
month.
Hester A. Black.
The
name of
Hester A.
Black, widow
Black, late
late of
of Hes A. Blck.
B. Black,
of George
George B.
widow of
A. Black,
of Hester
The name
Company
H, Sixty-sixth
Sixty-sixth Regiment
Regiment Ohio
and
Volunteer Infantry, and
Ohio Volunteer
Company H,
pay her
her a
pension at
the rate
of $30
$30 per
month.
per month.
rate of
at the
a pension
pay
Elizabeth A. AnA. An
Elizabeth
Andrews, widow
Elizabeth A.
The
name of
of Elizabeth
A. Andrews,
widow of Joseph Andrews, drews.
'The name
late
of Company
Michigan Volunteer
Volunteer
Regiment Michigan
Twenty-second Regiment
C, Twenty-second
Company C,
late of
Pensions increased.
increased
Pensions
Infantry, and
pay her
her a
pension at
of $30 per month.
rate of
the rate
at the
a pension
and pay
Infantry,
Sarah Jane Ross.
The
name of
of Sarah
Jane Ross,
William E.
W. Ross,
Ross, sarahaneBoss.
E. W.
of William
widow of
Ross, widow
Sarah Jane
The name
late of
of Thirty-first
Volunteer InInUnited States Colored Volunteer
Regiment United
Thirty-first Regiment
late
fantry, and
pay her
her aa pension
pension at
the rate
rate of $50
$50 per month in lieu
at the
and pay
fantry,
of
is now
receiving.
^.ie
now receiving.
of that
that she
she is
Annie Kenny.
Kenny.
The
name of
Kenny, late of
of
J. Kenny,
Daniel J.
of Daniel
widow of
Kenny, widow
Annie Kenny,
of Annie
The name
Company D,
and
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
Jersey Volunteer
New Jersey
Regiment New
Fourth Regiment
D, Fourth
Company
of that she is
pay her
her a
pension at
at the
$50 per
per month
lieu of
in lieu
month in
of $50
rate of
the rate
a pension
pay
Pension.
Pension.
now receiving.
receiving.
now
A. Deili.
Mary
Deihl.
M-ay A.
.
receiwng
norw
The name
name of
Mary A.
A. Deihl,
of Enoch
Enoch Deihl,
Deihl, late
Com- M A Deil.
of Comlate of
widow of
Deihl, widow
of Mary
The
pany
G, Two
-hundred and
Regiment Pennsylvania
VolunPennsylvania Volunsecond Regiment
and second
Two-hundred
pany G,
Pension increased.
Pensionincreased.
teer
and pay
her aapension
at the
rate of
of $30
per month.
month.
$30 per
the rate
pension at
pay her
teer Infantry,
Infantry, and
Rosalie H. Webster.
The
name
of
Rosalie
H.
Webster,
widow
of
Charles
F.
Webster,
Rosae H Webster
Webster,
F.
Charles
of
widow
Webster,
The name of Rosalie H.
late
of Fourteenth
Fourteenth Regiment
Regiment New
New Hampshire
Hampshire Volunteer
Infantry,
Volunteer Infantry,
late of
lieu of that
and pay
her aa pension
at the
the rate
of $50
$50 per
per month
that
in lieu
month in
rate of
pension at
pay her
and
Pensions.
Pensions.A. Jones.
she is
is now
Martin
receiving.
now receiving.
she
The
name
of
Martin
A.
Jones,
late
of
Company
I,
Forty-ninth
ones.
Martin
Forty-ninth
I,
Company
of
late
Jones,
A.
The name of Martin
Regiment Kentucky
him a
a pension at
at
pay him
and pay
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
Kentucky Volunteer
Regiment
erkeMargaret
the rate
rate of
month.
per month.
Margaret A.. Kerken$50 per
of $50
the
Ker
The name
name of
Margaret A.
A. Kerkendall,
of Benjamin
W. daine.
Benjamin W.
widow of
Kerkendall, widow
of Margaret
The
Kerkendall,
late of
of Company
Company D,
D, Twelfth
Twelfth Regiment
Regiment United States
Kerkendall, late
Colored
pay her
her aa pension
at the
pension at
and pay
Artillery, and
Heavy Artillery,
Volunteer Heavy
Colored Volunteer
aMary Kistler.
Mary Kistler.
rate
of
$30
per
month.
rate of $30 per month.
of
dependent
The
name
of
Mary
Kistler,
helpless
and
dependent
daughter
of
and
The name of Mary Kistler, helpless
Jonas
K. Kistler,
Kistler, late
of Company
Company D,
hundred and
seventyand seventyOne hundred
D, One
late of
Jonas K.
th
ird Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Drafted
and pay
pay Pension increased.
increased
Infantry, and
Militia Infantry,
Drafted Militia
third
Benson.
Mary C. Benson.
her
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month.
month.
at the
the rate
a pension
pension at
her a
The
of Mary
Mary C.
of Israel
T. Benson,
Benson, late
Israel T.
widow of
Benson, widow
C. Benson,
name of
The name
of
One Hundred
Hundred and
and eighty-sixth
Regiment Pennsyleighty-sixth Regiment
Company(G,G, One
of Company
of
vania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay her
her a
at the rate of
pension at
a pension
Infantry, and
vania
Pensions.
ariete.
eo
receiving.
$50 per
per month
lieu of
she is
is now
now receiving.
of that
that she
Core F. Marlette.
in lieu
month in
$50
The
name
of
Cora
F.
Marlette,
widow
of
Samuel
P.
Marlette,
late
Marlette
lateor
Marlette,
P.
Samuel
The name of Cora F. Marlette, widow of
of Company
A, First
Heavy ArVolunteer Heavy
Minnesota Volunteer
Regiment Minnesota
First Regiment
Company A,
of
tillery, and
and pay
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
$30 per
month.
Edmund
per month.
of $30
Edmund J.
J. Ca.
Cain.
a pension
her a
pay her
tillery,
The
of Edmund
Edmund J.
of
and dependent son of
helpless and
Cain, helpless
J. Cain,
name of
The name
Thomas
McGraw, late of Company B, One
Thomas McGraw,
alias Thomas
Cain, alias
Thomas Cain,
Volunteer Infantry,
hundred
Regiment New
New York Volunteer
Infantry,
eighty-fourth Regiment
and eighty-fourth
hundred and
of $20 per month.
and
pension at
at the
rate of
the rate
a pension
him a
pay him
and pay
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The name of Margaret
Margaret Lindsey,
The
Lindsey, widow
widow of Lafayette
Lafayette F.
F. Lindsey,
Lindsey,
late of Company
Ohio Volunteer
Company E, Forty-third Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
and pay her a
a pension at the rate of $50
that
$50 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
she is now receiving.
receiving.
Mary
Nichols.
May E. Nichos.
The name of Mary E. Nichols,
The
Nichols, widow of William H.
H. Nichols,
Nichols, late
late
of Company E,
E, Twenty-eighth
Twenty-eighth Regiment
States Colored
Regiment United
United States
Colored
Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay her a
pension at
at the
per
a pension
the rate
rate of
of $50
$50 per
month in lieu of
of that
that she
receiving.
she is
is now
now receiving.
Mary J.
Devlin.
J. Devlin.
The name
name of Mary
Mary J.
The
J. Devlin,
Devlin ' widow of John R. Devlin, late
late of
of
Company H,
H, Eighth Regiment
Wisconsin Volunteer
Regiment Wisconsin
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
pay her a
apension at the rate of
per month
that she
of $50
$50 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
she is
is
Pensions.
now receiving.
now
receiving.
Delia
DBelia Riggin.
TRii
he
name
of
Delia
Riggin,
Widow of
of Isaac J.
J. Riggin,
The name of Delia Riggin, Widow
Riggin, late of Company D, Eleventh
Maryland Volunteer
Eleventh Regiment Maryland
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and paypay
her aapension at
rate of
month.
at the
the rate
of $30
$30 per
per month.
•Louisa K. Johnson.
The name
name of
The
of Louisa
Louisa K. Johnson, former widow of Marcus Holbert,
Holbert,
late of Company A, Eighth Regiment
Regiment Missouri
Missouri Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry,
Pensions increased.
a pension at the rate
and pay her a
rate of
per month.
of $30
$30 per
month.
Livonia
Nicholwr
Lvonia Nch
.
The name
name of Livonia
Livonia Nicholson, widow of Albert Nicholson,
The
Nicholson late
late
of Company D,
rd R
egi
men tNew
D, One
One hundred
hundred and
and twenty-thi
twenty-third
Regiment
New York
York
Volunteer Infantry, and pay her a pension at the rate of $50 per
month
Volunteer
in lieu
Infantry,
of that and
she i
pay
snow
her
receiving.
a pension at the rat
e of $50 per
Marin Gthre.
month in lieu of that she is now receiving.
Martin
Guthrie.
The name
name of Martin Guthrie, helpless
helpless and
and dependent
dependent son
Perry
son of
of Perry
Guthrie, late
late of Company K, Sixty-eighth
Guthrie,
Sixty-eighth Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer
Infantry,
a pension
Infantry, and pay him
hint a
pension at
the rate
month,
at the
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month,
through aa legally appointed
appointed guardian,
in lieu
lieu of
that he
is now
guardian, in
of that
he is
now
Pension.
Pension.
receiving.
TeCMV1Dg.
Sarah
Blakely.
Sarah Blakly.
The
The name
name of
of Sarah
Sarah Blakely,
Blakely, widow of Elbert F.
F. Blakely,
Blakely, late
late of
of
Company
Company B, One hundred
hundred and eightieth Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer
Pensions increased.
increased. Infantry, and pay her a
a pension at
the rate
of $30
$30 per
month.
at the
rate of
per month.
Grace M. Lauter.
Grace
M. Lauter.
The name of Grace M. Lauter,
Edward Lauter,
Lauter, widow of Edward
Lauter, late
late of
of
Company A, Forty-seventh
Company
Forty-seventh Regiment
Regiment New York Volunteer
Infantry,
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
at the
rate of
of $50
$50 per
per month
month i
n lieu
lieu of
ofthat
pay her
her a
a pension
pension at
the rate
in
that
she is
i
snow
now receiving.
receiving.
Margaret
L.
Routh.
Margaret L. Roth. The
The name
of Margaret
Margaret L. Routh, widow of Charles W. Routh,
name of
Routh, late
late
of Company B, Fifth Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and
Indiana Volunteer
pay her a
a pension at the rate of $50 per
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
is
per month
month in
now
now receiving.
receiving.
Rachel Dnning.
Dunning.
The
Rachel Dunning,
The name
name of
of Rachel
Dunning, widow
widow of John Dunning, late of
Company F,
F, First Regiment United
United States
and
States Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay her aapension at the rate of
$50 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
is
of $50
per month
that she
she is
now
receiving.
now receiving.
increased.
Pensions inreased.
Margaret Lindsey.
Margaret

The name of Cassandra
Cassandra Jerrell,
Jeirell, widow
w idow o
Milton M
Jerrell, late
offMilton
M.. Jerrell,
late
of Companies
of
Companies D and E, Third Regiment
Regiment Maryland
CavMaryland Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
alry, and pay her aapension at the rate of
of $50 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of
that she
she is
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
Amnda Clemens.
Amanda
The
name of
ofAmanda
The name
AmandaClemens,
Clemens, widow
widow of Alexander
Alexander Clemens, late
late
of Company C, One hundred and
and ninety-fifth
ninety-fifth Regiment
Regiment PennsylPennsylvania
Volunteer Infantry, and pay her a
a pension at the
vania Volunteer
rate of
$50
the rate
of $50
Pensions.
Penions.
per month in
in lieu
of that
is now
lieu of
that she
she is
now receiving.
receiving.
Martha
K. Grenea
e
r
n
wa.th .
O
wald.
The name of Martha K.
widow of
of Leonard
Leonard H.
K. Grenewald,
Grenewald, widow
H.
Grenewald, late of Company M, First
Grenewald,
First Regiment
Regiment Potomac
Home
Potomac Home
Brigade, Maryland
Cavalry, and pay her a
Brigade,
Maryland Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
at the
the
a pension
pension at
per month.
rate of $30 per
month.
Effie Lancaster.
Lancaster.
Effie
The name of Effie Lanc
aster ,widow
w id ow of
of James
James Lancaster,
late of
of
Lancaster,
Lancaster, late
H,
Fifty-third
Company
Fifty-third
Regiment
Kentucky
Mounted
Volunteer
Kentucky
Mounted
Volunteer
i
Pen ions increased.
ntreed.
Pensions
Infantry, and pay her aapension
pension at
of $30
month.
at the
the rate
rate of
$30 per
per month.
Angeie
o.
The
Angeline G. Hunter.
Hunter.
The name of Angeline G. Hunter, widow
Hunter, late
late
widow of
of James
James Hunter,
of Company
Company H,
H, Sixth Regiment Iowa Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
of
and pay
Cavalry, and
pay
her
a pension
her a
pension at the rate of $50 per month in
she is
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
is now
now
receiving.
receiving.
Cassandra
Jerrel.
Cassandra Jerrell.
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of Charles
Charles W.
W. H.
H. Brudon,
The name of Sarah Brudon, widow of
Brudon, late
late

of Twenty-second
Twenty-second Regiment
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay
pay
her aapension at the rate of $50
$50 per month in
that she
in lieu of
of that
she is
is now
now

1485
1485
Bmdon.

sarah Brudon.
Sarah

receiving.
receiving.
Pensions.
Pensions.
The name
widow of
of Powers
Powers Young,
Young, late
of CornCom- Hulda Yong.
name of Hulda Young, widow
late of
Young.
Regiment United
pany G, Thirty-first
Thirty-first Regiment
United States
States Colored
Colored Volunteer
Volunteer
Infantry, and pay
pay her
her a
a pension
Infantry,
pension at
at the
of $30
$30 per
month.
the rate
rate of
per month.
y
J. Austin.
Aust
The name of Lydia J.
J. Austin, widow of Harvey
Harvey H.
late Lydia
H. Austin, late
Volunteer Infantry,
of Company B, Fourteenth
Fourteenth Regiment
Regiment Michigan Volunteer
and pay her a
a pension
of $30 per
pension at the rate of
per month.
month.
Flora L.
L. Gammon,
and dependent
dependent daughter
daughter Flora L. Gammon.
The name of Flora
Gammon, helpless
helpless and
Gammon.
Gammon, late of Company
of Benjamin
Benjamin Y. Gammon,
Company D,
D, Seventeenth
Seventeenth RegiRegiMassachusetts Volunteer Infantry, and pay her a
a pension
ment Massachusetts
pension at
at
the
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month through
legally appointed
the rate
through aa legally
appointed guardian.
guardian.
Maggie Wilson.
The
Maggie Wilson,
widow o
Joseph B.
B. Wil
son ,late
late of
The name
name of
of Maggie
Wilson, widow
offJoseph
Wilson,
of
Company
Thirteenth Regiment Tennessee
Company I,
I, Thirteenth
Tennessee Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and
pension at
of $30
$30 per
per month
through aa legally
legally
pay her a
a pension
at the
the rate
rate of
month through
appointed
appointed guardian.
guardian.
increased.
Pension increased.
The name
name of
Howe, widow
of Martin
of Leona
Leona G.
G. Howe
widow of
Martin L.
owe ,l
at
e of
o f Leona
Leona G.-. Howe.
L. H
Howe,
late
Thirteenth
Battery Michigan
Howe,
Thirteenth Battery
Michigan
Volunteer Light Artillery, and pay
a pension at the rate of
of $50
her a
month in
that she
she is
is now
$50 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
now
receiving.
Pensions.
The name
Adelia Chill, widow of Zebulon Chill, late of Comname of Adelia
Corn-. Adelia ChM.
Chill.
pany F,
F, Tenth Regiment
Regiment Kansas
Kansas Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
Volunteer Infantry,
her
a
at the
rate of
of $30
a pension
pension at
the rate
$30 per
per month.
month.
B. Blunt.
The name
Margaret B.
B. Blunt,
of Washington
Washington Margaret
name of Margaret
Blunt, former
former widow
widow of
Margaret
Blunt
Bird, late of Company H,
H, One hundred and
seventy-eighth RegiRegiand seventy-eighth
Volunteer Infantry,
ment Ohio Volunteer
Infantry, and pay
pay her a
the rate
a pension
pension at
at the
rate
month.
of $30 per month.
Pension increased.
increased.
The
The name
name of
of John
John Watts,
dependent son
son of
of Little
B. John
Watts.
Watts, helpless
helpless and
and dependent
John Watts.
Little B.
Watts, late
late of
First Regiment
Regiment Alabama
Alabama and
and Tennessee
Tennessee
of Company
Company G,
G, First
Vidette Cavalry, and pay
pension at
at the
rate of
of $20
pay him
him aapension
the rate
$20 per
per month
month
in lieu
in
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Pensions.
la ra H. JJohnson.
The name
Lorenzo E.
E. Johnson, cClara
name of Clara H.
H. Johnson, widow of Lorenzo
. ohnsonlate acting
acting assistant
United States
Army, and
and pay
her a
a
assistant surgeon,
surgeon, United
States Army,
pay her
pension at
the rate
$30 per
pension
at the
rate of
of $30
per month.
month.
Robert H. Render.
The name of
of Robert
Hendershot, alias
alias Robert
Robert H.
H. Hendershot,
Robert H.
H. Henderson,
Henderson, shot, alias
Robert H.
alias Robert
H.
late of
B, Eighth
Michigan VolunHenderson.
late
of Company
Company B,
Eighth and
and Ninth
Ninth Regiments
Regiments Michigan
Volun- Henderson.
teer Infantry,
pay him
him a
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
per month.
month.
Infantry, and pay
of $50
$50 per
,
Pensions increased.
Pensions
increased.
The name
of Carrie
Carrie Baker,
The
name of
Baker ' widow
widow of
of Christopher
P. Baker,
late Carrie
Carrie Baker
Baker.
Christopher P.
Baker, late
of Company A, Thirty-sixth
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Thirty-sixth Regiment
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
and pay
pay her
her a
of $50
$50 per
per month
in lieu
that
a pension at the
the rate
rate of
month in
lieu of
of that
she
she is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
ah
Sarah W. Cameron.
The
name of Sarah
W. Cameron,
Cameron, widow
widow of
H. Cameron,
The name
Sarah W.
of John
John H.
Cameron,ar
mron
late of Company G,
Third Regiment
Regiment New
Hampshire Volunteer
Volunteer
G, Third
New Hampshire
Infantry,
a pension at the rate
Infantry, and pay her a
rate of
of $50
$50 per
lieu
per month in
in lieu
of that
she is
is now
of
that she
now receiving.
Pension.
receiving.
Pension.
aco G.
The name
of Jacob
Jacob G.
dependent son
son of
Jacob
The
name of
G. Smuck,
Smuck, helpless
helpless and
and dependent
of Smuck.
Sm
William Smuck,
Smuck, late of Company G, One
One hundred
hundred and
and sixty-sixth
sixty-sixth
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
pay him
him a
apension
pension
and pay
at the
rate of
at
the rate
$20 per
month through
through aa legally
legally appointed
guardian. Pension
increased.
of $20
per month
appointed guardian.
Pension increased
Susan Jane Henry.
The name
of Susan
Susan Jane
Jane Henry,
Henry, widow
of James
James Henry,
name of
widow of
Henry, late
late ofe
of
r
Company E, Seventeenth
Seventeenth Regiment
Cavalry, and
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
and
pay
at the
$50 per
per month
that she
is
pay her
her a
a pension
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $50
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
she is
Pension.
now receiving.
Pension.
now
receiving.
Mable Andrews.
The
name of
of Mable
Mable Andrews,
The name
Andrews, helpless
daughter Mable Andrews.
helpless and
and dependent
dependent daughter
of William
of
Andrews, late
Company C,
Twenty-second Regiment
Regiment
William Andrews.
late of
of Company
C, Twenty-second
Michigan Volunteer
Infantry, and pay
Michigan
Volunteer Infantry,
at the
rate of
pay her aa pension
pension at
the rate
of
$20
$20 per
per month through aa legally
guardian.
legally appointed
appointed guardian.
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of
Howard Stahl, late of
The name
of Henrietta
Henrietta Stahl,
widow of
of Howard
Stahl, widow
name of
The
InCompany K,
K, Sixty-seventh-Regiment
Sixty-seventh 'Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer InCompany

fantry,
and pay
pay her
her a
pension at
rate of
of $50
in lieu
lieu
$50 per month in
the rate
at the
a pension
fantry, and
of
that she
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
she is
of that
The
name of
Harriet E.
Thompson, widow
of Hugh
Hugh C. Thompson,
widow of
E. Thompson,
of Harriet
The name
Regiment Michigan
Fifteenth Regiment
late hospital steward,
steward, Fifteenth
Michigan Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and
pay
her
a
pension
at
the
rate
of
$30
per
month.
fantry, and pay her a pension at the rate of $30 per month.
Pensons ied.
Pensions
increased.
The
of Charlotte
Charlotte A.
Daily, widow
of Elgin
Elgin J.
J. Daily,
Daily, late
widow of
A. Daily,
name of
Charlotte
A. Daily.
Daily.
The name
Chsotte A.
of
Company
C,
Seventeenth
Regiment
Volunteer
Cavalry,
Cavalry,
Volunteer
Illinois
Regiment
Seventeenth
C,
Company
of
and
her a
pension at
$50 per month in lieu of that
that
at the rate of $50
a pension
pay her
and pay
she
receiving.
now receiving.
is now
she is
of
James
P. Showman.
The name
name of
of James
James P.
Shewman, helpless
dependent son of
helpless and dependent
P. Shewman,
The
Shewman.
James P.
Sidney
A. Shewman,
late of
of Company
Company I,
Regiment
Twenty-third Regiment
I, Twenty-third
Shewman, late
Sidney A.
New York
York Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay him a
a pension at the rate
New
of
of
$20 per
appointed guardian, in lieu of
a legally appointed
through a
month through
per month
of $20
that he
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
he is
that
Pensions.
Pensions.
Sarah
Q.Gren.
Green.
The name
name of
of Sarah
Sarah Q. Green,
Green late of
of
of Elias B. Green,
widow of
Green, widow
The
arah Q.
Battery D,
D, Third
Regiment New
New York Volunteer Light Artillery,
Artillery,
Third Regiment
Battery
pension at the rate of $30 per month.
a pension
and pay her a
Touchette,' widow of Frank Touchette, late
Agnes Touchette
Agnes Touchette.
Touchette.
The name of Agnes
Agnes
of Company
Company B,
Vermont Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry, and
Regiment Vermont
First Regiment
B, First
of
pay her
$30 per month.
a pension
pension at the rate of $30
her a
pay
of
John
W. Stokesberry.
The name
dependent son of
of John W. Stokesberry, helpless and dependent
name of
The
JohnW.Stokesberry.
Regiment
D,
John
W.
Stokesberry,
late
Thirteenth
Regiment
Company
of
late
John W. Stokesberry,
Iowa Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pension at the rate of
a pension
him a
pay him
Iowa
month.
per month.
$20 per
incrased. $20
Pensions increased.
Sarah Branch.
The name
Marcus L. Branch, late
of Marcus
widow of
Branch, widow
of Sarah
Sarah Branch,
name of
The
Sarah Branch.
Regiment Illinois Volunof Company
C, One hundred and fourth Regiment
Company C,
of
eighty'-fourth
teer Infantry, and Company A, One hundred and eightf-fourth
Regiment New
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay her aa pension
York Volunteer
New York
Regiment
at
the rate
of $50
per month
is now receiving.
receiving.
she is
of that
that she
lieu of
in lieu
month in
$50 per
rate of
at the
Lucy A. Gates.
late
of Edward
The
of Lucy
Edward W. Gates, late
widow of
Gates, widow
A. Gates,
Lucy A.
name of
The name
Lncy A. ates.
of
H, Ninety-sixth
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer Infantry,
Ninety-sixth Regiment
Company H,
of Company
Reserve Corps,
and Company
Company F,
F, Twenty-third
Regiment Veteran
Veteran Reserve
Twenty-third Regiment
and

Pn
Pension.
ThompHarriet E. Thompson.
son.

that
of
lieu
inthe
month
$50
of
the rate
at the
aa pension
pension Provided,
herreceiving:
pay
ro. and
she i
snow
her
at
rateThat
of $50
in per
the
per event
monthofin
lieudeath
of that
of
to cease on she is now receiving: Provided, That in the event of the death of
Lucy
A.
and
son
of
said
and
dependent
Clarence D. Gates, helpless
helpless
and
Edward W.
pension herein
granted shall
shall cease
cease
herein granted
additional pension
the additional
Gates, the
W. Gates,
on Edward
to cd
to
child on

Provisios.
Increase
Increase to cease on
death
child.
of child.
death of

ion
Pension
death of mother.
death

Pensions.
Washington Strain,
alias John Gibson.

Washington Stram,

Louisa
Pennisten.
Louisa Pennisten.

Pensions increased.
increased.

Elizabeth Couch.
Couch.
Elizabeth

Polly
Po Garbison.

arbison.

Edith Vore.

Edith Vore.

and
And provided
further, That
That in
in the
event of
of the
the
the event
provided further,
determine: And
and determine:

D. Gates shall be
name of said Clarence
death of
of Lucy
A. Gates,
Gates, the
Clarence D.
the name
Lucy A.
death
placed
on the
the pension
pension roll,
roll, subject
provisions and limitations
subject to the provisions
placed on
after
of
the pension
pension laws
at the
per month from and after
of $20 per
rate of
the rate
laws at
of the
the date
Gates.
A. Gates.
Lucy A.
said Lucy
of said
death of
of death
date of
the

Comlate ComJohn Gibson,
Washington Stram, alias John
The
The name
name of Washington
Gibson, late
Infantry,
panies
H
and
I,
Sixty-seventh
Regiment
Ohio
Volunteer
Infantry,
Volunteer
Ohio
Regiment
Sixty-seventh
and
I,
H
panies
and pay
pay him
pension at
$50 per month.
at the rate of $50
a pension
him a
and
The name of Louisa
Louisa Pennisten, widow of George T.
T. Pennisten,
Pennisten,
late of
of Company
Volunteer InInRegiment Indiana Volunteer
Seventy-fifth Regiment
G, Seventy-fifth
Company G,
late
fantry,
her a
a pension
pension at
the rate
of $30
per month.
month.
$30 per
rate of
at the
pay her
and pay
fantry, and
The name
of Elizabeth
Elizabeth Couch,
widow of
Joseph C.
Couch, late
C. Couch,
of Joseph
Couch, widow
name of
The
of
Thirty-fourth Regiment
Iowa Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Regiment Iowa
H, Thirty-fourth
Company H,
of Company
a
and
her aa pension
pension at the
through a
the rate of $50 per month through
pay her
and pay
in lieu of that she is now receiving.
appointed guardian
legally appointed
guardian in
legally
The name of Polly Garbison,
Garbison, widow of Jacob B. Garbison, late
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Iowa Volunteer
of
Company D,
Thirty-fourth Regiment
D, Thirty-fourth
of Company
and pay
a pension at the rate of $50 per month in lieu of that
her a
pay her
and
she is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
she
of Mahlon
Mahlon Vore,
Vore, widow
The
of Edith
Edith Vore,
widow of
Vore, late of Comname of
The name
Volunteer Infantry, and
pany E,
Indiana Volunteer
Regiment Indiana
Twenty-sixth Regiment
E, Twenty-sixth
pany
pay her
pension at the rate of $50
$50 per month in lieu of that she is
a pension
her a
pay
now receiving.
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Pensions.
ensinsb
daughter of Lizzie
dependent daughter
helpless and
The
Lizzie Krebs,
Krebs, helpless
and dependent
of Lizzie
name of
The name
Krebs.
Regihundred and third
Henry Krebs,
late of Company
Company D, One hundred
Krebs, late
Henry
and pay her aa pension at
ment
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
Pennsylvania Volunteer
ment Pennsylvania
the
of $20
through aalegally appointed
appointed guardian.
month through
per month
$20 per
rate of
the rate
John Abear.
The
name of
of John
and dependent
dependent son
son of
of Trifle
Trifle JohnAbearhelpless and
Abear, helpless
John Abear,
The name
Volunteer
Abear,
of Company
Company I,
Regiment Minnesota
Minnesota Volunteer
I, Seventh Regiment
late of
Abear, late
Infantry, and
pension at
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month.
month.
at the
the rate
a pension
him a
pay him
and pay
Infantry,
David Abear.
Trifle DavidAbearson of
The
name of
of David
Abear, helpless
dependent son
of Trifle
and dependent
helpless and
David Abear,
The name
Volunteer
Abear,
Company I,
Seventh Regiment
Regiment Minnesota
Minnesota Volunteer
I, Seventh
of Company
late of
Abear, late
Pension increased.
increased.
Infantry,
and pay
pay him
pension at
rate of
$20 per month.
month.
of $20
the rate
at the
a pension
him a
Infantry, and
Sophia Scarbo.
Midoe Scarbo, late of Sophia Scarboof Midoe
The
Sophia Scarbo,
widow of
Scarbo, widow
of Sophia
name of
The name
Company
Regiment Vermont
Vermont Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay
I, Sixth
Sixth Regiment
Company I,
her
at the
rate of
of $50 per
per month in lieu of that she is
the rate
pension at
her aa pension
Pension.
Pension.
now
receiving.
now receiving.
Mary A. Guy.
H. Guy, Mary A Guy.
widow of
The name
Mary A.
former widow
of William
William H.
Guy, former
A. Guy,
of Mary
name of
The
late
Fourteenth Regiment
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer CavF, Fourteenth
Company F,
of Company
late of
alry, and
pay her
at the
of $30
per month through
$30 per
rate of
the rate
pension at
a pension
her a
and pay
alry,
Pensions increased.
Pensionsincreased.
appointed guardian.
guardian.
legally appointed
aa legally
Elizabeth F. Long.
The name
of Elizabeth
Long, widow
widow of
Andrew K.
Long, ElizabethF.Long.
K. Long,
of Andrew
F. Long,
Elizabeth F.
name of
The
late major
adjutant, United
Volunteers, and
United States Volunteers,
assistant adjutant,
and assistant
major and
late
pay her
her a
a pension
pension at
at the
month in lieu of that
per month
$50 per
of $50
rate of
the rate
pay
. McInroe
she is
now receiving.
Cordeia
receiving.
she
is now
Cordons F. McInroe.
McInroe,
D. McInroe,
The
F. McInroe,
McInroe, widow
James D.
of James
widow of
Cordelia F.
of Cordelia
name of
The name
Mounted Volunteer
late of
Company E,
E, Eighth
Eighth Regiment
Volunteer
Tennessee Mounted
Regiment Tennessee
of Company
late
Infantry, and
her a
the rate
rate of $50 per month in
at the
a pension
pension at
pay her
and pay
Infantry,
Pensions.
Pensions.
receiving.
lieu
that she
now receiving.
she is now
of that
lieu of
Leandra
Montoya de
Leandra Montoyado
Peiffer.
The
Leandra Montoya
Pfeiffer, former widow of Pfeiffer.
Montoya de Pfeiffer,
of Leandra
name of
The name
InSecond Regiment
Peter Pfeiffer,
Pfeiffer, late
Company F,
F, Second
Regiment Missouri Inof Company
late of
Peter
fantry,
her a
pension at
at the
of $30
Alrcon.
month.stor
$30 per
per month.
the rate
rate of
a pension
and pay
pay her
fantry, and
Nestor Alarcon.
The
name of
of Nestor
Nestor Alarcon,
_Alarcon, late of Captain Atanacio
Atanacio Ulibarri's
The name
company, New
Mounted Militia, and pay him aa pension at
Mexico Mounted
New Mexico
company,
the rate
rate of
$30 per
E Hilton.
Fannie E
Hilton.
per month.
month.
the
of $30
S. Hilton, late
The
of Fannie
Fannie E.
of Charles S.
widow of
Hilton, widow
E. Hilton,
name of
The name
of Company
Company B,
Fifty-sixth Regiment
Massachusetts Infantry, and
Regiment Massachusetts
B, Fifty-sixth
of
pay her
of $30
$30 per
month.
per month.
Felipe Peratay Cisthe rate
rate of
at the
her a
a pension
pension at
pay
neros.
The
name of
Cisneros, late
late of
Company K,
K, Second
Second neros.
of Company
Peratay Cisneros,
Felipe Peratay
of Felipe
The name
Regiment New
New Mexico
pension
Infantry, and pay him aapension
Volunteer Infantry,
Mexico Volunteer
Regiment
at
the rate
$50 per
per month.
Colson.
James Colson.
month.
rate of
of $50
at the
James
Thirty-fifth
The
James Colson,
of Company
Company G, Thirty-fifth
late of
Colson, late
of James
name of
The name
the
Regiment
Missouri Enrolled
Militia, and
pay him aapension at the
and pay
Enrolled Militia,
Regiment Missouri
rate
of $50
$50 per
per month.
month.
rate of
Francisco Chavez de
peFncaca Chavezde
widow of
Pena, widow
The name
name of
of Francisca
Francisca Chavez
Chavez de
of Pedro
Pedro Pena, Pena.
de Pena,
The
late
of Captain
Captain Alrid's
Alrid's Independent
Company B, New Mexico Militia
Independent Company
late of
Infantry, and
and pay
her a
pension at
at the
of $30
$30 per
month.
Josefa
Uriaste de
per month.
the rate
rate of
pay her
a pension
Infantry,
Iosefa Uriaste
de LoLoveto.
The name
name of
of Josefa
Josefa Uriaste
Lovato, widow
Lovato, vato.
widow of Polinario Lovato,
de Lovato,
Uriaste de
The
late
A, Second
Regiment New
New Mexico
Mexico Volunteer InSecond Regiment
Company A,
of Company
late of
fantry,
and pay
pension at
the rate
rate of
per month.
of $30
$30 per
at the
her aapension
pay her
fantry, and
Maria Maloney.
Michael Maloney,
The name
name of
of Maria
Maria Maloney,
of Michael
Maloney, late of MariaMaloney.
widow of
Maloney, widow
The
Company
Fifth Regiment
New York
and
Cavalry, and
Volunteer Cavalry,
York Volunteer
Regiment New
E, Fifth
Company E,
pay
her a
pension at
the rate
per month.
pay her
a pension
at the
rate of
of $30
$30 per
month.
Jose Mot
Montano.
The name
name of
of Jose
Jose Montano,
Montano, blind
of Josentan
late of
Montano, late
of Manuel
Manuel Montano,
son of
blind son
The
Companies D
D and
and A,
A, Second
Second Regiment
Regiment New
New Mexico
Mexico Volunteer
Volunteer InInCompanies
fantry, and
pay him
him a
pension at
at the
the rate
of $20
$20 per
per month.
fantry,
and pay
a pension
rate of
month.y
Mary Dosch.
y Doch
ComThe
widow of
C. Dosch,
late of
of ComDosch, late
John C.
of John
Dosch, widow
Marv Dosch,
of Mary
name of
The name
pany I,
I, Nineteenth
Infantry, and
and pay
a
her a
pay her
Wisconsin Infantry,
Regiment Wisconsin
Nineteenth Regiment
pany
pension
at the
rate of
pension at
the rate
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.eKan.
Jane Kane.
ae
of J
late of
The name
name of
of Jane
Jane Kane,
of Washington
Kane, late
Washington Kane,
widow of
Kane, widow
The
Company
H,
Sixty-eighth
Regiment
United
States
Colored
InInColored
States
United
Regiment
Sixty-eighth
Company H,
fantry, and
pay her
her a
pension at
of $30
per month.
$30 per
rate of
the rate
at the
a pension
and pay
fantry,
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The name of Agnes Kelso, widow of
late of
of Martin
Martin G.
G. Kelso,
Kelso, late
of
Company A,
A, Eighteenth
Eighteenth Regiment
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay her
her
Company
and pay
Pensions
increased,
a
pension at
at the
of $30
$30 per
per month.
Pensionsincreased.
a pension
the rate
rate of
month.
Maria Anastaeia
Mria
Maes.
The
of Maria
Maria Anastacia
Anastacia Maes,
widow of
of Felipe
Anastacia
The name
name of
Maes, widow
Felipe Maes,
Maes, late
late
of
Company A,
Regiment New
Mexico Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
her
of Company
A, First
First Regiment
New Mexico
and pay
pay her
a
the rate
rate of
$50 per
month in
in lieu
she is
is now
now
a pension
pension at
at the
of $50
per month
lieu of
of that
that she
Agnes Kelso.
Kelso.

receiving.
name of Francisca
The name
F. Chavez,
Chavez, widow
of Ysidora
Francisca F.
widow of
Ysidora Chavez,
Chavez, lath
late
of
H, First
First Regiment
Regiment New
Cavalry, and
pay her
her
of Company
Company H,
New Mexico
Mexico Cavalry,
and pay
at the
of $50
$50 per
month in
of that
now
aa pension
pension at
the rate
rate of
per month
in lieu
lieu of
that she
she is
is now
receiving.
receiving.
Emma L. Tappan.
a. appan
The name
name of
The
L. Tappan,
widow of
of Major
Major George
George Arthur
Arthur
of Emma L.
Tappan, widow
Forty-sixth Regiment
Massachusetts
Tappan, late
late of
of Company
Company A,
A, Forty-sixth
Regiment Massachusetts
Volunteer Infantry,
and Companies
G and
H, Eighty-second
Eighty-second RegiVolunteer
Infantry, and
Companies G
and H,
Regiment United
Colored Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
her a
the
United States Colored
pay her
a pension
pension at
at the
rate
per month
month in
lieu of
of that
that she
receiving.
rate of
of $50
$50 per
in lieu
she is
is now
now receiving.
Alice
Alice B. BBaldwin.
Baldwin.
The name of Alice B. Baldwin,
Baldwin, widow of
Baldwin; late
of Frank D.
D. Baldwin,
late
major
general, United
United States
States Army,
pay her
her a
a pension
at the
the
major general,
Army, and
and pay
pension at
Pensions.
Pensions,
rate of $150 per month in lieu of that she
she.is
is now receiving.
receiving.
Alexander
e xR. Banks.
derR. . The name of Alexander
Alexander R. Banks, formerly provost
marshal,
provost marshal,
second district,
second
district, State
of Kansas,
pay him
him a
a pension
at the
State of
Kansas, and
and pay
pension at
the rate
rate
of
$50
per month.
rlotte
tone.
of
$50
per
month.
Charlotte Stone.
The name of Charlotte
Charlotte Stone,
Stone, former
of Henry
Henry C.
C. Smith
former widow
widow of
Smith
late unassigned
unassigned recruit,
recruit, Twenty-second
Regiment Missouri
Missouri VolunTwenty-second Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
her a
apension
pension at
at the
$30 per
the rate
rate of
of $30
per month.
month.
teer
and pay
pay her
obertB.
Mi
Robert
B. Martin.
The name of Robert B.
B. Martin,
Martin, late of
Captain W.
H. Ferguson's
Ferguson's
of Captain
W. H.
company, Crawford County Missouri Provisional
Provisional Enrolled
Enrolled Militia,
and
G. Clark's
company, Crawford
and Captain
Captain N.
N. G.
Clark s company,
Crawford County
County Missouri
Missouri
Militia, and
rate of
$50 per
per month.
E Lewis:
Lewis
Mary
Militia,
and pay
pay him
him a
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
of $50
month.
Mary E.
of Mary E. Lewis,
The name of
A. Lewis,
Lewis, late
of
Lewis, widow
widow of
of Joseph
Joseph A.
late of
Company H,
Twenty-eighth Regiment
States Colored
H, Twenty-eighth
Regiment United
United States
Colored VolunVolunand pay
pay her
her a
pension at
rate of
er month.
mon th.
teer Infantry,
Infantry, and
a pension
at the
the rate
of $30
$30 p
per
Eizabeth
F..Bai
Bai- teer
Elizabeth S.. FThe
of Elizabeth
Elizabeth S.
F. Bailey,
W. Bailey,
ley.
The name
name of
S. F.
Bailey, widow
widow of
of John
John W.
Bailey,
late
Company I,
I, One
One hundred
hundred and
and ninety-fifth
Regiment PennPennlate of Company
ninety-fifth Regiment
sylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
pay her
her a
pension at
at the
the rate
of
Infantry, and
and pay
a pension
rate of
Thotmas G.. Dawson.
Thomas
Dawson.month.
$30
per month.
$30 per
The name of Thomas G. Dawson, late of Company A,
Sixth RegiRegiA, Sixth
ment Delaware
and Company
Company F,
F, Seventh
DelaDelaware Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry
Infantry .and
Seventh DeTaware Infantry, and pay him apension at the ra t
e of$30 per mon th.
Elizabeth
Elizabeth A.
A. McGinMeGin- ware Infantry, and pay him a pension at the rate of $30 per month.
lay.
The name
ley.
name of
widow of
of John
John McGinley,
of Elizabeth
Elizabeth A.
A. McGinley,
McGinley, widow
McGinley,
late of Company
Company E,
Regiment Pennsylvania
E, Seventy-eighth
Seventy-eighth Regiment
Pennsylvania VolunVolunPensionsincreased.
Infantry, and pay her a
a pension at
Pensions increased.
teer Infantry,
per month.
at the rate
rate of
of $50
$50 per
month.
Harriet A.
an A.
A. Parker,
Parker,late
l
at
e
Harriet
A. Parker.
Parker.
The name of
of Harriet
Harriet A.
A. Parker
Parker,, widow
widow of
of Nath
Nathan
of Company F,
F, First Regiment
Regiment New
New Hampshire
Hampshire Heavy
Heavy Artillery,
Artillery,
a pension at the rate of
and pay her a
that she
of $50
$50 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
she
George W.
W. Johnson.
Johnson. is
receiving.
now receiving.
is now
George
Johnson,' aateamster
The name of George W. Johnson
ur i
ng
teamster,:a
a Stat
Statee scou
scouttd
during
and pay him
the War of the Rebellion,
Rebellion, and
pension at
at the
the rate
him aapension
rate of
of $50
$50
per
receiving.
now receiving.
lieu of that he is now
per month in lieu
J. Eley.
Emma I.
The name of Emma
J. Eley, widow of Joseph Eley, lath
late of the
Emma J.
United States Navy, and pay her aa pension at
rate of
at the rate
of $50
$50 per
per
Pensiosns
Pensions,
month in lieu of that she is now receiving.
receiving.
Charles Green.
The name of Charles Green,
Green, son of William
Green ,l
at
e o
William H.
H. Green,
late
off
Company B,
B. Thirty-eighth Regiment
Regiment Illinois
Tllinois Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
him a
at the
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month.
month.
Saulspaugh.
and
pay him
a pension
pension at
the rate
James Saulspaugh.
The
The name of James
James Saulspaugh, late of Company D, Fifty-sixth
Regiment Pennsylvania
a pension
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him a
pension
at the
the rate
rate of
per month.
month.
FloraHopkinsDeve$50 per
of $50
Flora
Hopkins Deve- at
reaux.
The
reaux.
The name of Flora Hopkins Devereaux, widow
widow of Augustus R.
Devereaux. late of Company
Volunteer
Devereaux,
Company: D, First Regiment
Regiment Maine Volunteer
Cavalry, and pay her aapension at the rate of $30
$30 per month.

receiving
Francsc
Chavez. receiving.
Francisca F. Chavez.
ave.
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Spurlmg,
The name
Mary F.
F. Spurling,
widow of
of Brewer W. Spurling,
Spurling, widow
of Mary
name of
The
late of
of Company
Thirteenth Regiment
Volunteer InfanMaine Volunteer
Regiment Maine
A, Thirteenth
Company A,
late
$30 per month.
try,
and pay
her a
apension
the rate
rate of
of $30
at the
pension at
pay her
try, and
The name
name of
Thomas Hapkins
Company D, Second
Second BatHapkins,' late of Company
of Thomas
The
a
talion,
Fifteenth Regiment
Regiment United
United States
and pay him a
Infantry, and
States Infantry,
talion, Fifteenth
pension
at the
the rate
rate of
per month.
$50 per
of $50
pension at
The
of Mary
Joy, widow
widow of
Stephen D. Joy, acting masof Stephen
M. Joy,
Mary M.
name of
The name
$30
pension at the rate of $30
ter,
States Navy,
Navy, and
pay her aa pension
and pay
United States
ter, United
per
month.
per month.
The
name of
of Nellie
Nellie E.
widow of George A. Wilson, late
Wilson, widow
E. Wilson,
The name
of
Company A,
A, Fourteenth
Fourteenth Regiment
Regiment Maine
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
of Company
and
pay her
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per month.
at the
pension at
a pension
her a
and pay
The name
name of
of Delia
Rich, widow
Rich, late colonel
colonel
Rishworth Rich,
of Rishworth
widow of
Delia Rich,
The
a pension
Ninth
Regiment Maine
Volunteer Infantry, and pay her a
Maine Volunteer
Ninth Regiment
she is now receiving.
that
of
in lieu
month
per
$50
ofof$50
the rate
at
at The
the
rate
nameof
Meldon
per month
A. Neally,
in lieu
late
of of
that
Company
she is now
B, Maine
receiving.
Regi The name of Meldon A. Neally, late of Company B, Maine Regiper
$50
of
ment
and pay
a pension at the rate
him a
pay him
Guards, and
State Guards,
ment State
month.
month.
The
Hattie C.
dependent daughhelpless and dependent
Knowlton, helpless
C. Knowlton,
of Hattie
name of
The name
ter
L. Knowlton,
of Company
G, First
First Regiment
Regiment
Company G,
late of
Knowlton, late
James L.
of James
ter of
at the rate of
Maine Volunteer
Cavalry, and
pension at
a pension
her a
pay her
and pay
Volunteer Cavalry,
Maine
$20
per month.
month.
$20 per
The
name of
Dam, widow
F. Dam, late of
of
widow of Charles F.
M. Dam,
Albertina M.
of Albertina
The name
Company
F,
First
Regiment
Maine
Volunteer
Cavalry,
and pay her
Cavalry,
Volunteer
Maine
Regiment
First
F,
Company
$30 per month.
at the
the rate of $30
pension at
aapension
Watson, widow
The
of Annie
Annie B. Watson
widow of Increase
Increase B. Watson, late
name of
The name
and pay her aapenof Company
Company K,
Maine Infantry,
Infantry, and
Twenty-fourth Maine
K, Twenty-fourth
of
month.
sion
at
the
of
per
$30
of
rate
the
at
sion
The name
of Sylvanus
Sylvanus Chapman,
Chapman, helpless and idiotic
idiotic child of
name of
The
Sylvester
Chapman,
late
of
Company
D,
First
Regiment New
Regiment
First
D,
Company
of
late
Sylvester Chapman,
Hampshire Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
pay him
him a
apension
pension at the rate of
and pay
Hampshire
$20 per month.
$20
The name
name of
of Elizabeth
widow of William Reardon,
Reardon, late
Reardon, widow
Elizabeth Reardon,
The
Regiment
of
Company
F,
Tenth
Regiment,
and
Company
G,
Second
Regiment
Second
G,
Company
and
Regiment,
of Company F, Tenth
a penNew
Infantry, Civil
Civil War, and pay her a
Volunteer Infantry,
Hampshire Volunteer
New Hampshire
renow
is
sion
at
the
rate
of
$50
per
month
in
lieu
of
that
she
that
of
lieu
in
month
per
$50
sion at the rate of
ceiving.
ceiving.
The name
name of
Newhall, widow
widow of
Newhall, late
B. Newhall,
Daniel B.
of Daniel
A. Newhall,
Rosa A.
of Rosa
The
of Company
Company F,
First Regiment
Regiment New
Hampshire Infantry,
pay
and pay
Infantry, and
New Hampshire
F, First
of
is now
she
that
her
a
pension
at
the
rate
of
$50
per
month
lieu
of
lieu
in
month
per
$50
of
rate
her a pension at the
receiving.
receiving.
The name
name of
Sarah E.
E. Carroll,
Carroll, late of
Henry Carroll,
of Henry
widow of
Carroll, widow
of Sarah
The
United States
States Navy,
Navy, and
pay her
pension at
$30 per
of $30
rate of
the rate
at the
her aa pension
and pay
United
month.
month.
The name
of Hattie
of George
L. Bates, late of
George L.
widow of
Bates, widow
G. Bates,
Hattie G.
name of
The
Company
Vermont Regiment
Regiment Volunteer
and pay
Cavalry, and
Volunteer Cavalry,
First Vermont
B, First
Company B,
her
at the
of $50
per month
lieu of that
that she is now
in lieu
month in
$50 per
rate of
the rate
a pension
pension at
her a
receiving.
receiving.
Sprague,
E. Sprague,
The name
of Cleora
widow of
Jeremiah E.
of Jeremiah
Sprague, widow
D. Sprague,
Cleora D.
name of
The
late of
Company G,
G, Fourteenth
Regiment New
New York
York Volunteer
Volunteer
Fourteenth Regiment
of Company
late
Heavy Artillery,'and
Artillery, and pay
per month.
month.
$30 per
of $30
rate of
the rate
at the
pension at
her aapension
pay her
Heavy
The
late of
Corps,
Quartermaster Corps,
of Quartermaster
Lockey, late
Richard Lockey,
of Richard
name of
The name
United States
and pay
pay him
him a
a pension
pension at
rate of
$50 per
per
of $50
the rate
at the
Army, and
States Army,
United
month.
month.
The name
Lizzie F.
F. Dailey,
former widow
widow of John Adams, late
Dailey, former
of Lizzie
name of
The
of
Company K,
K, One
hundred and
and forty-ninth
forty-ninth Indiana
Indiana Infantry,
Infantry, and
One hundred
of Company
pay
her aapension
at the
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
the rate
pension at
pay her
The name
Mary Ballinger,
widow of
John Ballinger,
Ballinger, late of
of John
Ballinger, widow
of Mary
name of
The
Company
G, First
First Regiment
Regiment Missouri
State Militia,
Militia, and
her
pay her
and pay
Missouri State
Company G,
a
pension at
at the
rate or
or $45
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that she
is now reshe is
of that
per month
$45 per
the rate
a pension
ceiving.
ceiving.

1489
Mary F. Spurling
Spurling,
Mary

Thomas napkins.
Hapkins.
Thomas

Mary
Mary M. Joy.

Nellie
Nellie E. Wilson.

Pension increased.
increased.
Pension
Delia Rich.

Pensions.
Pensions.
Meldon A.
A. Neally.
Meldon

Hattie C. Knowlton.
Knowlton.
Hattie

Albertina M. Dam.
Albertina

Annie B. Watson.

Sylvanus Chapman.

Pensions increased.
increased.
Pensions
Elizabeth Reardon.
Reardon.
Elizabeth

Rasa
Newhall.
Rosa A. Newhall

Pension.
Pension.
Carroll.
Sarah E. Carroll.

Pension increased.
increased.
Pension
Bates.
Hattie G. Bates.

Pensions.
Cleora
Sprague.
Cleora D. Sprague.

Richard
Lockey.
Richard Lockey.

Limie F.
Dailey.
F. Dailey.
Lizzie

Pension
increased.
Pension increased.
Mary Ballinger.

1490
1490
Pension.
Pension.
Sarah
Brown.
arh J.. Brown.

ensionincreased.
Pension
increased.
Caroline M. Bemore.

Caroline M.

Pensions.

Hannah E. Grow.
Hannah
E. Grow.
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The name
Brown, widow
late
The
name of
of Sarah
Sarah J.
J. Brown,
widow of
of Solomon
Solomon F.
F. Brown,
Brown, late
Tennessee
Volunteer Cavalry, and
Tennessee Volunteer
$30 per
month.
$30
per month.
The name of Caroline M.
M. Bemore,
Bemore widow
Valentine Bemore,
Bemore,
widow of
of Valentine

of
Company D,
of Company
D, First
First Regiment
pay
her
a
pension
at the
pay her a pension at
the rate
rate of
of

late of Company I,
Ninety-first Regiment
I, Ninety-first
Regiment New York
York Volunteer
Volunteer InInfantry, and pay her aapension at
lieu
at the rate
rate of
of $50
$50 per
per month
month in
in lieu
of that she
she is now
now receiving.
The name of Hannah E.
of Daniel
late of
E. Grow, widow
widow of
Daniel Grow,
Grow, late
of
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
her a
Company C, Eighth Regiment
a
pension at the rate of $30
$30 per month.

The name of Mary
Mary M. Geist,
Geist, former
former widow
widow of
of James
James Glass,
Glass, late
late
of Company
Fifty-fourth Regiment
Company E, Fifty-fourth
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
InVolunteer Infantry, and pay her a
$30 per month.
a pension at the rate of
of
$30
Ada
N. Gahm.
AdaN.Gahm.
The name of Ada
Ada N. Gahm, helpless
helpless and dependent child
child of
of
George W. Hubbard, late of Company E, One hundred and fiftyfiftythird Regiment -Illinois Volunteer Infantry,
infantry, and pay her a
a pension
pension
at the rate of $20 per month.
SarahEmma
Garvin.
arahEimmaarvin.
The name of Sarah Emma Garvin, widow of Lucius F.
F. C. Garvin,
late of Company E, Fifty-first Regiment Massachusetts
Massachusetts Volunteer
Volunteer
Infantry, and pay her aapension at the rate
per month
month and
rate of $30 per
and
an additional allowance
allowance of $6 per month for
of the
for each
each of
the minor
minor chilchildren
years:
roisd.
dren of
of the soldier
Proviso.
soldier until
until they
they attain
attain the
the age of
of sixteen years:
Pension to
to children
tPeion
clden Provided,
Provided, That upon the allowance of the pension to the widow, the
the
to cease.
Pesionsincresed.
pension to
shall terminate.
terminate.
pension
to the
the minor
minor children
children shall
Pensions increased.
Nancy Ross.
Nancy
Ross.
The name of Nancy Ross, widow of Charles C.
C. Guard,
Guard, late
late sursurgeon, Twenty-ninth
Twenty-ninth Regiment
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay
pay
er a
a pension at the rate of $75 per month
her
lieu of
that she
she is
now
month in
in lieu
of that
is now
receiving.
receiving.
Martha E. Iackman.
MarthaE.Jacann.
The name of Martha E. Jackman,
Jackman, widow of Jacob C. Jackman,
late of Company.G, Forty-second
Forty-second Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
InVolunteer Infantry, and pay her aapension at
rate of
of $50
$50 per
lieu
at the rate
per month
month in
in lieu
Pensions.
of that
that she
she is
is now
Pensions.
of
now receiving.
receiving.
Martha J. Rolfe.
Martha
J. Bole.
The name of Martha
Martha J.
J. Rolfe, widow of Thomas
Thomas E.
E. Rolfe, late
late of
of
Company F,
F, Forty-sixth
Forty-sixth Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
pay her a
apension at
$30 per
per month.
at the
the rate of
of $30
month.
Ida M. Stewart.
da M. Stewart.
The name of Ida M. Stewart, widow of William H. Stewart, late
late
of Company K, First Regiment
Volunteer Cavalry,
and pay
Regiment Maine
Maine Volunteer
Cavalry, and
pay
her aapension
pension at the rate
per month.
rate of
of $30
$30 per
month.
Mary Jordan.
Jordan.
Mary
The
name of
of Mary Jordan, widow of Patrick Jordan, late
late of
The name
of
Company
Battalion, United States
Company C,
Engineers, United
States Engineers,
United
S tates Army,
States
Army, and
pay her
her aapension
at the
rate of
per month.
Jas II.
H Pipes.
Pipes
and pay
pension at
the rate
of $30
$30 per
month.
James
The name of James H. Pipes,
Pi is. 7 late
late of
Company D,
D, Forty-sixth
Forty-sixth
of Company
Regiment Enrolled Missouri Militia, and pay him a
the
a pension
pension at the
of $30
per month.
$30 per
month.
increased. rate
rate of
Pensions Increased.
Phebe
Phebe S.
S. Riley.
ailey.
The
Phebe S. Riley, blind and invalid daughter
The name
name of Phebe
daughter of Lucas
S. Riley, late of Company D, One hundred
and ninety-fifth
ninety-fifth RegiRegihundred and
ment Ohio Volunteer Infantry, and pay
at the
rate
pay her a
a pension
pension at
the rate
of
$20
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
is
now receiving.
of
$20
per
month
in
she
is
now
receiving.
Fermon L. Botkin.
FemnonL.Botkdn.
The name
of
The
name of Fermon L. Botkin, helpless and dependent
dependent son of
H. Botkin, late of Company G, Third Regiment Iowa
Amos H.
Iowa VolunVolunteer Cavalry, and pay him a
a pension at the rate of $20 per month
month
that he
is now
now receiving.
Pension.
in lieu
lieu of
of that
he is
receiving.
Carra Belle Jacobs.
CarelleJcobs.
of John W.
W. Jacobs,
Jacobs, late
The name of Carra Belle Jacobs, widow of
late
Post, p. 1522.
of Company
Company El,
H, Sixteenth Regiment
Volunteer Cavalry, and
and
of
Regiment Kansas
Kansas Volunteer
Pension increased.
pay her aapension at
of $30
$30 per
month.
at the
the rate
rate of
per month.
G Walker.
Emma
Emma G.
. Walker.
The
Emma G.
Walker, widow
The name
name of
of Emma
G. Walker,
widow of Lewis H.
H. Walker, late
of Company
Company G, Forty-third Regiment
Regiment Missouri Volunteer
Infantry,
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay her aapension at the rate of $40
$40 per month in lieu of that
that
she is now receiving.
Mary
Geist.
Mary M.
M. Geist.
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Minard, widow of Nathan Minard, late
The
name of
of Eliza
Eliza Dunn Minard,
The name
of
E and
and B,
B, Ninety-sixth
Ninety-sixth Regiment
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer InCompanies E
of Companies
fantry,
and pay
pay her
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
her a
a pension
at the
fantry, and
The name
Stockford, late
Company G,
G, Thirty-first
Thirty-first
late of
of Company
of Henry
Henry Stockford,
The
name of
Regiment
United States
States Infantry,
Infantry, and
him a
a pension
pension at the
and pay
pay him
Regiment United
rate of
of $50
per month.
month.
rate
$50 per
The name
Company I,
I, Eleventh Regiof James
James Mullin,
Mullin, late of Company
The
name of
ment,
Connecticut Volunteer
Infantry, and
him a
pension at the
and pay
pay him
a pension
Volunteer Infantry,
ment, Connecticut
rate
per month.
month.
rate of $50
$50 per
The
name of
of Jane
Theodore Smith, late of
widow of
of Theodore
Jane W.
W. Smith,
Smith, widow
The name
Company
D, Ninety-seventh
Ninety-seventh Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer InInCompany D,
fantry,
and pay
her aapension
at the
rate of
of $30
per month.
month.
$30 per
pension at
the rate
pay her
fantry, and
The
widow of
Henry Kennedy,
Kennedy,
of Henry
former widow
Indiana Fleisher
Fleisher,, former
The name
name of
of Indiana
late of
Company K,
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer Infantry,
.K, Twelfth
Twelfth Regiment
late
of Company
and
pension at
rate of
of $30 per month.
at the
the rate
pay her
her aapension
and pay
Hiram Warner,
The
Warner , widow
of Hiram
widow of
L. Warner,
of Rosalthe
Rosalthe L.
name of
The name
hundred and eighth Regiment Illijunior , late of Company A,
A, One hundred
junior,
nois Volunteer
Infantry; and
pension at the rate of -$50
$50
her a
a pension
and pay her
nois
Volunteer Infantry;
receiving.
per month
in lieu
lieu of that
that she is now receiving.
month in
per
The
name of
A. Gould,
contract
J. Gould, aacontract
of F.
F. J.
Gould, widow
widow of
of Martha
Martha A.
The name
surgeon, United
States Army,
Army, and
a pension at the rate of
and pay
pay her a
United States
surgeon,
$30 per
per month.
month.
$30
The
Maria L.
L. Clark,
Charles Edgar Clark, late
widow of Charles
Clark, widow
of Maria
name of
The name
rear admiral,
admiral, United
and pay
pay her
her a
apension
rate
pension at
at the rate
Navy, and
United States
States Navy,
rear
receiving.
of $150
$150 per
month in
in lieu
she is now receiving.
of that
that she
lieu of
per month
of
Johnson Bonk, late of
The
name of
of Fannie
of Geike Johnson
widow of
Fannie Bonk, widow
The name
Company F,
F, Thirty-fourth
Thirty-fourth Regiment
Infantry,
Volunteer Infantry,
Illinois Volunteer
Regiment Illinois
Company
the rate of
of $30 per month.
and pay
at the
pay her
her aapension at
and
H, Third RegiThe
Company H,
Charles W. Halls, late of Company
of Charles
The name
name of
ment United
United States
States Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and pay
pension at the rate of
a pension
pay him a
ment
$50
per month
month in
in lieu
that he
now receiving.
receiving.
he is
is now
of that
lieu of
$50 per
The
name of
Matilda Greer,
Greer, widow of William Greer, late of Comof Matilda
The name
pany M,
M, Ninth
Ninth Regiment
Cavalry, and pay her
her aapension at
Illinois Cavalry,
Regiment Illinois
pany
the rate
rate of
per month
month in
that she is now receiving.
in lieu of that
of $50
$50 per
the
The
A. Wamsley,
Wamsley, widow of Dallas Wamsley,
Wamsley, late
Rachel A.
name of
of Rachel
The name
of Company
Iowa Volunteer
and
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Iowa
A, Eleventh
Eleventh Regiment
Company A,
of
pay her
her a
at the
rate of
month in lieu of that she is
of $50 per month
the rate
a pension
pension at
pay
now receiving.
receiving.
now
The
of Charles
Edwards, late
late of
of Second
Independent BatSecond Independent
Charles Edwards,
name of
The name
tery, National
National Guard,
Guard, Ohio
Light Artillery,
Artillery, and
pay him
him a
apension
and pay
Ohio Light
tery,
at
the rate
rate of
of $50
month.
per month.
$50 per
at the
The name
Eldora Mallon,
Mallon, widow
widow of Maston
Maston Mallon, late of
of
of Eldora
name of
The
Company
F, Thirty-fifth
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Wisconsin Volunteer
Regiment Wisconsin
Thirty-fifth Regiment
Company F,
and
pay her
at the
of $30 per month.
the rate of
pension at
her aapension
and pay
The
name of
of Sarah
widow of
of William
William A.
A. Sanderson,
Sanderson,
Sanderson, widow
Sarah Sanderson,
The name
late
of Company
Company A,
One hundred
and sixth
New York
York
Regiment New
sixth Regiment
hundred and
A, One
late of
Volunteer
Infantry, and
pay her
per
of $30 per
rate of
at the
the rate
pension at
her aa pension
and pay
Volunteer Infantry,
month.
month.
The
name of
of Bertha
of William
William H.
H. Bassett,
late of
Bassett, late
widow of
Bassett, widow
Bertha Bassett,
The name
Company
E, First
Regiment Minnesota
Minnesota Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay
First Regiment
Company E,
rate of $30 per month.
her a
pension at the rate
a pension
her
The
name of
Emma L.
Perry, widow
of George
M. Perry,
of
late of
Perry, late
George M.
widow of
L. Perry,
of Emma
The name
Company
G, Fifth
Regiment Wisconsin
Wisconsin Volunteer
and
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
Fifth Regiment
Company G,
pay her
pension at
the rate
of $30
$30 per
month.
per month.
rate of
at the
her aapension
pay
The name
N. Brooks,
widow of
of Albert
Albert J.
J. Brooks,
late
Brooks, late
Brooks, widow
Fannie N.
of Fannie
name of
The
of Company
Company D,
Wisconsin Volunteer
Infantry,
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Wisconsin
Nineteenth Regiment
D, Nineteenth
of
and pay
pay her
her aapension
at the
the rate
per month.
month.
$30 per
of $30
rate of
pension at
and
The name
name of
Mertie M.
widow of
Turner, late
F. Turner,
William F.
of William
M. Turner,
Turner, widow
of Mertie
The
of
I, One
and fifty-fifth
fifty-fifth Regiment
VolunIndiana VolunRegiment Indiana
hundred and
One hundred
of Company
Company I,
teer
Infantry, and
pay her
at the
$50 per
month.
per month.
of $50
rate of
the rate
pension at
a pension
her a
and pay
teer Infantry,
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Pensions.
Eliza Dunn Minard.
Eliza

Henry
Henry Stockford.
Stockford.

James Mullin.

W. Smith.
Jane W.

Indiana Fleisher.
Indiana

Pension increased.
increased.
Pension
Rosalthe L. Warner.
Warner.

Pension.
Martha A.
A. Gould.
Martha

Pension increased.
increased.
Maria L.
L. Clark.
Clark.
Maria

Pension.
Fannie Bonk.

Pensions increased.
increased.
Charles W. Halls.

Matilda Greer.
Matilda

Rachel A.
A. Wamsley.
Wamsley,

Pensions.
Pensions.
Charles Edwards.
Edwards.
Charles

Eldora Mallon.
Mallon.

Sanderson.
Sarah Sanderson.

Bertha Bassett.
Bassett.

Emma L. Perry.

N. Brooks.
Fannie N.
Brooks.

Mertie
Mertie M. Turner.

1492
1492
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Sue Myrina Rector.
ectar.

Dillahay.

Lavinia Dillahay.

Pension increased.
incrased.
Ella It.. Shaw.

Pensions,
Pensions.

E. Sprague.
Spragne.
Sarah E.

Elizabeth Sherboeker.zbeth
or.

herbok-

William
william

Shurman
Shnrman

Sharp.

catharine mith.

Catharine Smith.
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The name of Sue Myrina
Myrina Rector, widow of
of Frederick
late
Frederick Rector,
Rector, late
Ninety-second Regiment
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
of Company D, Ninety-second
Regiment Illinois
Infantry,
and pay her aapension at the
the rate
rate of $30 per month.
The name of
of Benjamin
The
of Lavinia
Lavinia Dillahay,
Dillahay, widow
widow of
Benjamin F.
F. Dillahay,
Dillahay,
Volunteer Infantry,
late of Company F, Sixth Regiment
Regiment Delaware
Delaware Volunteer
Infantry,
and pay her a
at the
the rate
rate of
per month.
month.
and
a pension
pension at
of $50
$50 per
The name of Ella R.
R. Shaw,
helpless and
dependent daughter
daughter of
Shaw, helpless
and dependent
of
Shaw ' late of Company
Company E,
E, Twelfth
Twelfth Regiment
Regiment Rhode
Rhode
George R. Shaw,
Island Volunteer Infantry, and pay
of $20
pay her
her a
a pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
$20
that she
she is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
per month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
The name of Sarah E. Sprague
widow of
of Henry
R. Sprague,
Sprague, late
Sprague,, widow
Henry R.
late
of Company H, First Regiment United States Heavy Artillery, and
and
pay her
at the
of $30
month.
pay
her a
a pension
pension at
the rate
rate of
$30 per
per month.

The name
Elizabeth Sherbocker,
Sherbocker, widow
of Charles
Charles Sherbocker,
Sherbocker,
The
name of
of Elizabeth
widow of
late of Company B, Twentieth
Regiment Ohio
Infantry,
Twentieth Regiment
Ohio Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay her
at the
the rate
rate of
per month.
and
her a
a pension
pension at
of $30
$30 per
month.
The name of William Shurman Sharp, dependent
A.
dependent son
son of
of Isaac
Isaac A.
Sharp, late of Company G, Eighth Regiment Indiana
Volunteer InInIndiana Volunteer
fantry, and pay him a
a pension at the rate of $20 per month.

The name of Catharine Smith, former
former widow
widow of
of Theodore
Theodore T.
T.

Smith, late of Company B, Thirteenth Regiment Kansas
Kansas Volunteer
Volunteer

Infantry,
and pay
pay her
her aapension
$30 per
Infantry, and
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
per month.
month.
Sweazy, widow of Anthony
The name of Samanda Sweazy,
Anthony Sweazy, late
late
of Company
Company D, One hundred and thirty-fifth Regiment
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Infantry, and
pension at
at the
the rate
of $50
month.
$50 per
per month.
rate of
her aapension
and pay
pay her
unteer Infantry,
Annaa Taggart.
"
Tg
'.
The name of Anna Taggart, widow of John Taggart, late of Com•pany
Regiment, also
also Company
pany E, One hundred and
and twenty-third
twenty-third Regiment,
Company I,
I,
Sixty-first Regiment Pennsylvania Volunteer
her
Volunteer Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
pension at
the rate
aapension
at the
rate of
of $50
$50 per
per month.
month.
Mary Wade.
The name of Mary
Mary
Walden.
Mary Walden, former widow
widow of
of Calvin Walden,
Walden, late
late
of Company F,
F, Seventh Regiment Iowa Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
increased.
Pension increased.
pay her aapension at the rate of
of $30 per month.
eorge M.
M. Younger.
Younger.
The name of George M. Younger, late of Captain George
George
George Meller's
Meller's
additional company, Cooper County, Missouri
Missouri Militia Cavalry, and
pay him a.a pension at the rate of $50
is
$50 per month in lieu of
of that
that he is
Pensions,
now receiving.
Pensions.
now
receiving.
James
Hargett.
The name of James
James F. Hargett.
James F.
Captain George
George B.
BarF. Hargett, late
late of
of Captain
B. Barber's company,
company, Fleming
Fleming County, Kentucky
Kentucky State Troops, and pay
him a
pension at
the rate
$50 per
per month.
rpha F. Hampton. him
a pension
at the
rate of
of $50
month.
Orpha
F. Hampton,
Hampton, widow of Hiram L.
The name of Orpha F.
L. Hampton,
late of Company
Company K, Thirty-seventh
Thirty-seventh Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
In.
Volunteer InPersion
pension inceased.
increased.
fantry, and pay her a
a pension at the rate of $30 per month.
Margaret Hamilton.
Hamilton.
Margaret
The name
name of Margaret
Margaret Hamilton,
Hamilton, widow of John Hamilton,
Hamilton, late
late
of Company
Company E, Eighty-ninth
Eighty-ninth Regiment
Regiment Illinois Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
and pay her a
a pension at the rate of $50
$50 per month in lieu of that
that
Pensions,
she is
now receiving.
receiving.
Pensions.
she
is now
Kissire Hotchkiss.
otchkiss.
Bissire
The name of Kissire Hotchkiss, widow
widow of
of Orson
Hotchkiss, late
late
Orson Hotchkiss,
of Company K, Twenty-third
Twenty-third Regiment
Regiment Iowa Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Ellen
Inman.
and
atth
t
eo
per mont h.
Ellen W.
W. inman
and pay
pay her
her a
a pensio
pensionn at
thee ra
rate
off$50
$50 per
month.
The name of Ellen W. Inman, widow of George B. Inman, late
late
of Company
Company H,
H, Seventh
Seventh Regiment Rhode Island
Volunteer InfanIsland Volunteer
InfanMary
try,
pay her
pens i
on atth e ra t
$30 per
per month.
Mary Lake.
Lake.
try, and
and pay
her aa pension
at the ratee o
off$30
month.
The name of Mary Lake, widow of Gibson L. Lake
Lake, late of Company E, Seventh Regiment W
estVirginia
Vi rgi
ni
a Volunteer Infantry,
West
Infantry, and.
and
Pension
increased.
pay
pension at
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month.
Pension
increased.
pay her
her aapension
at the
the rate
month.
Carthenia H. Moore.
Carthenia H. Moore, widow of Josephus Moore, late
The name of Carthenia
captain Company E, Fifty-eighth Regiment
Volunteer
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
a pension
pension at the rate of $50 per month in lieu
Infantry, and pay her a
of that she is now
now receiving.
SamandaS
Samenda
Sweazy.
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The name of Matilda McMurray,
McMurray, widow
late Pensions.
PensiODS.
widow of James
James McMurray,
McMurray, late
Matilda McMurray:
Matilda
McMurray.
of Company
Company D,
P. Twelfth
Regiment Illinois
Volunteer Infantry,
and
of
Twelfth Regiment
Illinois Volunteer
Infantry, and
pay
pension at
rate of
of $50
per month.
pay her a
a pension
at the
the rate
$50 per
month.
The name of Jennie E. Neely, widow of Alexander
Neely, late Jennie
Alexander F.
F. Neely,
Jennie E. Neely.
Neely.
of Company B, Second Regiment
Regiment Kansas
pay her
Kansas State Militia, and pay
her
aapension at the rate
rate of
of $50
$50 per month.
month.
The name of Emma G. Randall,
Randall, widow of
B. Randall,
late Emma G.
CI. Randall.
of Daniel
Daniel B.
Randall, late
of Company
Company A,
A, One
hundred and
and second
second Regiment
Volunteer
of
One hundred
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
pension at
at the
the rate
of $30
per month.
Infantry, and
and pay her
her a
a pension
rate of
$30 per
month.
The
name of
Z. Raper,
Raper, former
former widow
of John
Marshall, Lela Z. Raper.
Raper.
The name
of Lela
Lela Z.
widow of
John R.
R. Marshall,
late of the First Regiment
Regiment Iowa
Iowa Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and pay
pay her
her a
a
the rate
rate of
$30 per
per month.
pension at
at the
of $30
month.
The name
of Susie
Susie Pugh,
Pugh, widow
widow of
Humphrey Pugh,
Pugh, late
late of
of CornThe
name of
of Humphrey
Com- Susie Pugh.
pany F,
Enrolled Missouri
Missouri Militia,
her a
pension
F, Provisional Enrolled
Militia, and
and pay
pay her
a pension
at the rate of $30 per month.
Pensions
increased.
Pensions increased.
E. Williams.
Williams.
The
Sarah E.
E. Williams,
Williams, widow
widow of
George Williams,
Williams, alias
alias Sarah
Sarah E.
The name
name of
of Sarah
of George
Thomas Dailey,
Company G.
hundred and
Dailey, late of Company
G, One
One hundred
and twenty-fourth
twenty-fourth
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
and pay
pay her
her a
pension
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
a pension
at
$50 per
per month
in lieu
of that
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
at the
the rate
rate of
of $50
month in
lieu of
that she
she is
Cyrus T.
WardwelL
The
name of
of Cyrus
late of
of Company
K, Seventeenth
T. Wardwell.
The name
Cyrus T.
T. Wardwell,
Wardwell, late
Company K,
Seventeenth Cyrus
Regiment Maine
Infantry, and
pay him
pension at
the
Regiment
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
him aa pension
at the
rate of $72 per month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
receiving.
Pension.
that he
he is now
now receiving.
Pension.
Edith Ellen
The
of Edith
Edith Ellen
Farnum, crippled
crippled and
Ellen Farnum.
Farnum.
The name
name of
Ellen Farnum,
and dependent
dependent daughdaugh- Edith
ter of
Dexter Farnum,
C, Fourteenth
Fourteenth Regiment
Regiment
ter
of Dexter
Farnum, late
late of
of Company
Company C,
Vermont Militia
pay her
pension at
the rate
$20
Vermont
Militia Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
her a
a pension
at the
rate of
of $20
per month.
Pensions increased.
increased.
Pensions
Susan S.
S. Farris.
Farris.
The
name of
Susan S.
widow of
F. Farris,
late of
The name
of Susan
S. Farris,
Farris, widow
of Isaac
Isaac F.
Farris, late
of Susan
Company E,
E, Forty-seventh
Regiment Iowa
Iowa Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Company
Forty-seventh Regiment
and
pay her
her a
rate of
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
that
and pay
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
of $50
$50 per
lieu of
she is
is now
now receiving.
she
receiving.
Franklin.
The
name of
of Rachel
C. Franklin,
Franklin, widow
widow of
Henry H.
Franklin, Rachel
Rachel C.
C. Franklin.
The name
Rachel C.
of Henry
H. Franklin,
late of
A, Seventh
Volunteer Inlate
of Company
Company A,
Seventh Regiment
Regiment Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
her a
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $50
$50 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
fantry,
pay her
a pension
at the
month in
of
that
is now
receiving.
that she
she is
now receiving.
The
name of
of John
Malaby, late
late of
Troop H,
H, Eighth
Eighth Regiment
John H.
H. Malaby.
Malaby.
The name
John H.
H. Malaby,
of Troop
Regiment John
United States
pay him
pension at
the rate
of $40
$40 per
per
United
States Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and pay
him a
a pension
at the
rate of
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
is now
of that
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
month
Helton.
The
name of
J. Helton,
V. Helton,
late of
Sarah J.
J. Helton.
The name
of Sarah
Sarah J.
Helton, widow
widow of
of Martin
Martin V.
Helton, late
of Sarah
Company E,
E, Third
Third Missouri
Militia Cavalry
Cavalry and
and Company
Company
Missouri State
State Militia
Company E,
E,
Sixth Missouri,
Sixth
Missouri, and pay her a
apension at
at the
the rate of $45
$45 per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
is now
receiving.
in
now receiving.
S. Loe.
The
of Armilda
Loe widow
Andrew J.
J. Loe,
Loe, late
late of
Armilda S. Loe.
The name
name of
Armilda S.
S. Loe,
widow of
of Andrew
of Armilda
Company F,
F, Third
Third Regiment
Regiment Missouri
Militia Cavalry,
Company
Missouri State
State Militia
Cavalry, and
and
pay her
her aapension
pension at
the rate
rate of
$45 per
per month
lieu of
of that
she is
is
pay
at the
of $45
month in
in lieu
that she
now
receiving.
now receiving.
Sarah A.
Constable.
The name
A. Constable,
widow of
late Sarah
A. Constable.
The
name of
of Sarah
Sarah A.
Constable, widow
of Salem
Salem Constable,
Constable, late
of
Company C,
C, Thirty-fifth
Thirty-fifth Missouri
Infantry, and
pay her
her a
penof Company
Missouri Infantry,
and pay
a pension
at the
the rate
rate of
of $35
per month
in lieu
lieu of
now receiving.
of that
that she
she is
is now
receiving. Mary Cumming.
sion at
$35 per
month in
The name
Mary Cumming,
Cumming, widow
widow of
of Thompson
Thompson Cumming,
Cumming, late
lateCumming.
Mary
The
name of
of Mary
of
InfanIllinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infanof Company
Company B,
B, Twenty-seventh
Twenty-seventh Regiment
Regiment Illinois
try,
pay her
her a
pension at
rate of
of $45
per month
month in
that
$45 per
in lieu
lieu of
of that
try, and
and pay
a pension
at the
the rate
she
now receiving.
receiving.
she is
is now
Maggie E.
The name
name of
of Maggie
Maggie E.
E. McCollum,
McCollum, widow
widow of
of Nelson
Nelson McCollum,
lunmi,ggiC E. McColMcColMcCollum, lum.
The
late
of
Company
D,
Twenty-second
Illinois
Infantry,
and
pay
her
late of Company D, Twenty-second Illinois Infantry, and pay her
of $45
in lieu
is now
now
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
at the
the rate
rate of
$45 per
per month
month in
aa pension
pension at
receiving.
receiving.
Ashmead.
The
of Emma
Emma Ashmead,
widow of
of James
James T.
T. Ashmead,
Ashmead, late
late Emma
Emma Achmewd
Ashmead, widow
The name
name of
of
Company
K,
Thirty-third
Iowa
Infantry,
and
pay
her
a
pension
Infantry,
and
pay
her
a
pension
of Company K, Thirty-third Iowa
at the
the rate
rate of
$35 per
per month
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
at
of $35
month in
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AbigalStatevillea
Abigal Stuteville.

SarahE.Embry.

Sarah E. Embry.

Hinds.
Julia A. Hinds.

Mary A.Holman
Holman.

Almeda
Hark
AbmedaHart.

Mary
E. Jeerson.
Jefferson.
MarE.

Maiah

en.

an Green.
Mariah Jane

MafIfdAEa
Matilda ROBS..

Martha I.. Overton.
Overton.
Pensions,
Pensions.

EupheniWashburn.

Euphenizi Washburn.

Harriet
Harriet Combs.

Pension increased.
increased.
Pension
Mary C. Hall.

Pensions.
Pensions,
John King.
John
g.

da

Sder.

Ada &eider.

Elizabeth N Potter.
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.

Pension ineased.
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Pension
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Pensions.
ensions.
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The name of Abigal Stuteville, widow of Boswell Stuteville, late
late
of
Regiment Missouri
Missouri Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
of Company
Company E,
E, Eleventh
Eleventh Regiment
and
at the
the rate
rate of
$45 per
per month
lieu of
that
and pay
pay her aapension
pension at
of $45
month in
in lieu
of that
she is now receiving.
receiving.
The name of Sarah E.
John A. Embry,
E. Embry, widow
widow of
of John
Embry, late
late
Company H, Fourth Missouri Provisional
Provisional Enrolled Militia,
private, Company
and
pension at
the rate
rate of
$45 per
lieu of
of that
and pay her
her a
a pension
at the
of $45
per month
month in
in lieu
that
she is now receiving.
widow of
Samson Hinds,
late ComComThe name of Julia A. Hinds,
Hinds, widow
of Samson
Hinds, late
pany D,
hundred and
seventy-ninth Ohio Infantry,
D, One hundred
and seventy-ninth
Infantry, and pay
pay her
her
a
the rate
of $50
month in
that she
she is
a pension
pension at the
rate of
$50 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
is now
now
receiving.
The name of Mary A. Holman, widow of Joseph W. Holman,
Holman,
late of Company F, Seventeenth
Seventeenth Iowa Infantry, and pay her
her aapension at the rate of $50 per month in lieu of that she
she is
is now receiving.
receiving.
The
Hart, widow
widow of
late of
The name
name of
of Almeda
Almeda Hart,
of John
John S.
S. Hart,
Hart, late
of ComComRegiment Iowa
Volunteer Infantry, and
pany F, Thirty-third
Thirty-third Regiment
Iowa Volunteer
and pay
hr aapension at the rate of $45 per month in lieu of that she is now
her
receiving.
receiving.
The
name of
widow of
of Henry
Jefferson,
The name
of Mary
Mary E.
E. Jefferson,
Jefferson, widow
Henry H.
H. Jefferson,
Company H, First Iowa Cavalry, and pay
late Company
pay her aapension at the
rate of
$45 per
lieu of
that she
she is
is now
rate
of $45
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
now receiving.
receiving.
The name of Mariah
Mariah Jane Green,
Green, widow
of Charles
Green, late
widow of
Charles Green,
late
of Company
Company B, Seventh Regiment Iowa Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
pay her a
a pension
pension at the rate of $45
$45 per month in lieu
lieu of that she
is now receiving.
receiving.
Matilda Ross,
Ross, widow
late of
of
The name
name of
of Matilda
widow of
of Andrew
Andrew J.
J. Ross,
Ross, late
Company K, Eighth Regiment
Regiment West Virginia
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Virginia Volunteer
pension at the rate of $50 per month in lieu of that
and pay her aapension
she is now receiving.
The name of Martha
Martha J.
Overton, widow
widow of
of William
J. Overton.
William Overton,
Overton, late
late
of Company
Company I,
L Fourth Provisional Enrolled
Militia, and
and
Enrolled Missouri Militia,
pay her aapension at the rate of $45 per month in lieu of
of that
that she is
now receiving.
now
The
ame of Euphenia
The name
Euphenia Washburn,
Washburn, widow
C. Washburn,
Washburn,
widow of
of Lloyd
Lloyd C.
Regiment New
New York
York
late of Company
Company C, One hundred and
and sixth
sixth Regiment
Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay her a
a pension
pension at the rate of $30 per
month.
month.
The name of Harriet Combs, widow of Dewitt C. Combs, late of
Company A, Forty-fourth
Forty-fourth Regiment
Militia, and
and
Company
Regiment Enrolled
Enrolled Missouri
Missouri Militia,
pay her aapension at the rate of $50 per month.
The name of Mary C. Hall, widow
widow of Andrew
late of
Andrew J.
J. Hall,
Hall, late
of
Company F, Twenty-fifth
Twenty-fifth Regiment
Regiment Wisconsin
Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay her aa pension at the rate of $50 per month in lieu of
that
of that
she is now receiving.
Company D, Forty-second
The name of John King, late of Company
Forty-second Regiment Indiana Volunteer Infantry, and pay him aa pension
pension at the
rate of
of $72
rate
$72 per
per month.
month.
The name of Ada Souder, widow of Henry
Henry Souder, late of Company G, One hundred and fifth Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer
Infantry,
and
pay
her
a
pe
ns
io
n
a
t
th
e
ra
t
e
o
f
$30
per
mont
h.
$30
per
month.
at
the
rate
of
pay
her
a
pension
Infantry, and
The name of Elizabeth N. Potter, widow
widow of
R. Potter,
of William R.
Potter,
late of Company E, Third Regiment New York Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
and pay
pension of
of $30
$30 per
mon th.
per month.
her aapension
and
pay her
The name of Ella M. Morrow,
widow of
of Albert
Albert P.
P. Morrow,
Morrow, Colonel
Colonel
Morrow, widow
Third -United
a pension at the rate of
United States Cavalry, and pay her a
$50 per
per month
month in
lieu of
of that
she is
is now
receiving.
now receiving.
that she
in lieu
$50
The name of Elizabeth Eck,
of Alfred
Alfred Eck,
ComEck, widow
widow of
Eck, late
late of
of Company A, Sixth Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Reserve
Reserve Infantry, and pay her
her aapension at the rate of $30 per month.
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The name of Jane Crandall, widow of Alfred J. Crandall, late of
Company
C, Fifty-first
Fifty-first Regiment
Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Regiment Wisconsin
Company C,
a pension
and pay her a
pension at the rate of $30 per month.
The name
of Nettie
Perkins, helpless daughter
daughter of
of Amos
Amos
The
name of
Nettie Belle
Belle Perkins,
Garrett
Perkins, late of United States
Exchange, United
United
battleship Exchange,
States battleship
Garrett Perkins,
States Navy,
pay her
at the
month.
$20 per
per month.
the rate
rate of
of $20
her aa pension
pension at
Navy, an
and pay
States
Thomas C. Williams, late
The name
name of
of May
May Williams,
Williams, widow of Thomas
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry,
of
Kansas Volunteer
D, Ninth
Ninth Regiment Kansas
of Companies
Companies II and.
and D,
and
per month.
month.
rate of
of $30
$30 per
and pay
pay her
her a
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
The name
of Lucy
Lucy R.
Cyrus G.
G. Allen,
late of
of
of Cyrus
Allen, late
R. Allen
Allen, widow
widow of
The
name of
Company
A, Fifth
Volunteer Cavalry,
and pay
pay
Cavalry, and
Regiment Kansas
Kansas Volunteer
Fifth Regiment
Company A,
per month
month in lieu of
of that she is
a pension
pension at the rate
rate of $45
$45 per
her a
now receiving.
receiving.
now
The
widow of Samuel
P. Elliott,
Elliott, late
Samuel P.
of Minerva
Minerva J.
J. Elliott,
Elliott, widow
The name
name of
of Company
Company D,
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
D, Seventy-sixth
Seventy-sixth Regiment
of
and pay
her a
a pension
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $45
per month
month in
in lieu of that
$45 per
at the
pay her
and
she is
receiving.
she
is now
now receiving.
The
Lydia M.
Myers widow of William
William H. Myers,
Myers, late
M. Myers,
name of Lydia
The name
Inof Company
Regiment New Jersey Volunteer
Volunteer InG, Thirty-fourth
Thirty-fourth Regiment
Company G,
of
fantry, and
and pay
pay her
her a
apension
$30 per
per month.
pension at the rate of $30
fantry,
The
Sarah Garrell,
Garrell, widow
Garrell, late of
widow of Parker C. Garrell,
of Sarah
The name
name of
Company K,
K, Sixth
Sixth Regiment
and
Cavalry, and
Volunteer Cavalry,
Virginia Volunteer
West Virginia
Regiment West
Company
pay her
month.
$30 per month.
at the rate of $30
pension at
pay
her aapension
The
name of
of William
late of
Captain Fenwick's
Fenwick's Comof Captain
F. Murray
Murray,: late
William F.
The name
a
pany
Fourth regiment,
Cavalry, and pay him a
Militia Cavalry,
Missouri Militia
regiment, Missouri
pany A,
A, Fourth
pension
of $50
$50 per
per month.
month.
rate of
at the
the rate
pension at
The name
Golden, late
late of
Captain Sayles
Brown's
Sayles Brown's
of Captain
H. Golden,
of Zalmon
Zalmon H.
name of
The
Militia,
company
battalion Missouri Provisional Enrolled
Enrolled Militia,
C, First
First battalion
company C,
and
month.
a pension at the rate of $50 per month.
him a
and pay him
The name
Charlotte A. Thomas, widow of John A. Thomas,
of Charlotte
name of
The
late
of the
the Seventy-ninth
Seventy-ninth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Indiana Volunteer
Regiment Indiana
late of
and pay
her a
apension
pension at the rate of $30 per month.
pay her
and
The name
of William
T. Powell,
Powell, late of Company D, Sixty-third
William T.
name of
The
a pension at the
Regiment
Missouri Militia,
and pay him a
Militia, and
Enrolled Missouri
Regiment Enrolled
rate of
of $50
$50 per
per month.
month.
rate
The
name of
Andrew J.
J. Williams, late of Company A,
A, Third
of Andrew
The name
Battalion, First
pay him
him
and pay
Guards, and
Capitol Guards,
Kentucky Capitol
Regiment Kentucky
First Regiment
Battalion,
pension at
at the
the rate of $50
$50 per month.
aapension
late
The
name of
McCook, widow
McCook, late
Edward M. McCook,
of Edward
widow of
of Mary
Mary McCook,
The name
pension
a pension
and pay her a
brigadier
United States
States Volunteers,
Volunteers ' and
general, United
brigadier general,
at
the rate
$50 per month in lieu of that she is now receiving.
rate of $50
at the
The
of Helen
Helen Sherry,
Sherry, widow
widow of
of Byron
Sherry, late
brigadier
late brigadier
Byron Sherry,
name of
The name
general Kansas
Kansas Militia,
Militia, and
and pay
rate of
of $50
$50
at the
the rate
pension at
her aa pension
pay her
general
per
month.
per month.
The
name of
Charlotte Woods,
Woods, widow of John R. Woods, late of
of Charlotte
The name
Company
I, Tenth
Tenth Illinois
Illinois Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and pay
pension at
at the
a pension
pay her
her a
Company I,
rate of
month.
$30 per
per month.
rate
of $30
The
of Mary
Manley, widow of Franklin C. Manley,
Manley, late
A. Manley,
Mary A.
name of
The name
Colored Inof Company
Company D,
Sixty-sixth Regiment
Regiment United
United States
InStates Colored
D, Sixty-sixth
of
fantry,
her aa pension
at the
the rate
rate of
per month
lieu
in lieu
month in
$45 per
of $45
pension at
pay her
and pay
fantry, and
of that
that she
is now
receiving.
now receiving.
she is
of
The name
of Carrie
Croxford, widow
Horace Croxford,
Croxford,
of Horace
widow of
E. Croxford,
Carrie E.
name of
The
late of
Company A,
First Regiment
Regiment Maine
Maine Volunteer
Cavalry, and
and
Volunteer Cavalry,
A, First
of Company
late
pay her
her aapension
at the
$30 per
month.
per month.
of $30
rate of
the rate
pension at
pav
The
name of
of Eliza
M. Wells,
widow of
of Lewis
H. Wells,
Wells, late
late of
of
Lewis H.
Wells, widow
Eliza M.
The name
Company
hundred and
and forty-eighth
forty-eighth Regiment
NaOhio NaRegiment Ohio
One hundred
G, One
Company G,
tional Guard
Guard Infantry,
Eighteenth Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Ohio
C, Eighteenth
and Company
Company C,
Infantry, and
tional
Volunteer
pay her
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
per
$30 per
pension at
her a
a pension
and pay
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
month.
month.
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Jane Crandall.
Crandall.

Nettie
Belle Perkins.
Nettle Belle

May Williams.

Pensions increased.
increased.
Lucy R. Allen.

Minerva J. Elliott.

Pensions.
Lydia M. Myers.

Sarah GarrelL
Sarah
Garrell

William
W
illiam F. Murray.

Zalmon H. Golden.

CharlotteA.Thomas.
CharlotteA.Thomas.

William T. Powell
Powell.

Andrew J. Williams.
Williams.

Pension increased.
McCook.
Mary McCook.
Pensions.
Helen Sherry.

Charlotte Woods.
Charlotte

Pension increased.
Pension
A. Manley.
Mary A.

Pensions.
Carrie E. Croxford.
Croxford.
Carrie

Wells
Eliza M.
M. Wells.
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Elizabeth Davis, widow of Moss C. Davis, late of
of
The name of Elizabeth
Company
Forty-fifth Regiment
Regiment Iowa
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
Company I,
I, Forty-fifth
Iowa Volunteer
and
Pension
pay
her a
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $30
per month.
month.
ension increased.
increased.
pay her
a pension
at the
$30 per
E
ck.
11a Francis
BostTh
name of
ofElla
Ella F
ranc i
sB
os t
wi
ck, widow
widow of
T. BostBostElla
Francis BostThee name
Francis
Bostwick,
of Harrison
Harrison T.
wick,
late of
Company B,
B, First
First Regiment
Regiment Michigan
wick, late
of Company
Michigan Volunteer
Volunteer
Cavalry,
and pay
pay her
her a
pension at
of $40
month, in
Cavalry, and
a pension
at the
the rate
rate of
$40 per
per month,
in
pensions,
lieu
is now receiving.
of that
that she is
lieu of
Pensions.
Etta Fix.
The name of Etta Fix, deformed and helpless daughter of
of Michael
Michael
Fix,
late of
E, Seventy-fourth
Pennsylvania
Fix, late
of Company
Company E,
Seventy-fourth Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Volunteer
and pay
pay her
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $20
per
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
her aa pension
at the
$20 per
month.
Amelia A. Collins.
The name of
of Amelia
widow of
M. Collins,
Collins, late
late
AmeliaA.
Amelia A. Collins,
Collins, widow
of Ralph M.
pilot, United
States Navy,
Civil War,
War, and
and pay
pay her
pension at
at
pilot,
United States
Navy, Civil
her aa pension
the
rate of
month.
the rate
of $30
$30 per
per month.
Marguerite Dagh
The
Marguerite
DaughThe name
Marguerite Daugherty,
Daugherty , widow
of William
name of
of Marguerite
widow of
William
erty.
Daugherty, late
First Regiment
Iowa Volunteer
Regiment Iowa
Volunteer
of Company
Company I,
I, First
Daugherty,
late of
Pensions
Cavalry, and
and pay
her a
apension
at the
rate of
of $50
$50 per
per month.
month.
pension at
the rate
pay her
Pensions increased.
increased. Cavalry,
Alice L
The name
of Alice
Alice I.
I. Simpson
widow of
Alice
impson.
The
name of
Simpson, widow
L Simpson.
of the
the late
late Captain
Captain James
James F.
F.
Simpson, late of Company K,
IZ, second Regiment
Regiment United States
$15 per
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her aa pension at
at the
the rate of
of $45
per
month in lieu of that she is now receiving.
Sarah E. Hay.
The
E. Hilty,
Hilty, widow
of Joseph
of
sarahE.lt.
The name of Sarah
Sarah E.
widow of
Joseph Hilty,
Hilty, late
late of
Company
Fifteenth Regiment Pennsylvania
Volunteer Cavalry,
Company F,
F, Fifteenth
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Cavalry,
and
that
and pay
pay her aapension
pension at
at the
the rate of $45 per
per month
month in lieu
lieu of that
she
is
now receiving.
she
is
now
receiving.
Pension.
Mary
A. Merrifild.
Merrifield.
The
name of
of Mary
Mary A.
Merrifield, widow
of Moses
Moses B.
B. Merrifield,
Merrifield,
widow of
A. Merrifield,
The name
MParyA".
a pension at
F, Maine Coast Guards, and pay her a
late of Company F,
the rate
rate of
of $30
month.
the
$30 per
per month.
T
Pension increased.
Crsion
he name of Ciarles
Charles F.
i.oL
F. Doepel, late of Company I,
I, Eighth RegiCharles F.
Doepel..
The
the rate
ment United States Infantry, and pay him
him a
a pension
pension at
at the
rate of
of
$50 per
month in
in lieu
of that
now receiving.
receiving.
$50
per month
lieu of
that he
he is
is now
Pensions.
rensions.
Anna T.
Eldred.
The
widow of
of Holden
Holden R. Eldred, late
Anna T.
T. Eldred,
Eldred, widow
name of
of Anna
he name
Anna
T. Eldred.
second lieutenant Tyler's Rangers, Colorado
Colorado Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
and pay her aapension at the rate
rate of $12 per month.
Florence
C.
The
name of
C. Clark,
Clark, widow
widow of
Clarke, late
of
late of
of Frank
Frank Clarke,
Florence C.
of Florence
The name
C. Clark.
Clark.
Florence
Ante, p. 1473.
A,
p
I, Seventh
Regiment Iowa Volunteer
Company I,
Seventh Regiment
Volunteer Infantry, and pay
her a
a pension
pension at
her
at the rate
rate of $30 per
per month.
month.
Sarah A.
A. Douglas.
The name of Sarah A. Douglas,
Sarah
Douglas, widow of
of Granville
Granville A.
A. Douglas,
Douglas,
late of Company
Company K, Tenth
Virginia Volunteer
Volunteer InTenth Regiment
Regiment West
West Virginia
Infantry, and pay her aapension at the rate of $30 per
per month.
month.
John R. Scott.
The
The name of
Scott, dependent
dependent son
son of
Jacob Scott,
Scott, late
late of
of John R.
R. Scott,
of Jacob
of
Regiment Wisconsin
Infantry,
Company E,
E, Thirty-sixth
Thirty-sixth Regiment
Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Pension increae
increased.
and pay him aapension at the rate of $20 per month.
The name of Mary
Mary Lamb.
Lamb, late
of
Mary Lamb, helpless child
child of
of Thomas
Thomas Lamb,
late of
Company
Cavalry, and
and
Company I,
I, Second Regiment
Regiment Wisconsin
Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
pay
at the
the rate
of $20
$20 per
per month
in lieu
of that
she
pay her
her aapension
pension at
rate of
month in
lieu of
that she
Pensions.
is now
now receiving..
Pensions.
is
receiving.
Elizabeth Miller.
The name
The
of Anton
Anton Miller,
Miller, late
of
name of
of Elizabeth
Elizabeth Miller,
Miller, widow
widow of
late of
Company E,
E, Fifty-first
Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Company
Fifty-first Regiment
Regiment Wisconsin
and
Company A,
Sixty-eighth Regiment
Regiment New
York Volunteer
and Company
A, Sixty-eighth
New York
Volunteer InInfantry, and pay her a
rate of
per month.
a pension at the
the rate
of $30
$30 per
month.
FrankRobinson.
The name of
Frank Robinson.
William Robinson,
of Frank Robinson,
Robinson, imbecile
imbecile son
son of
of William
Robinson,
of Company
late of
Company D, Forty-eighth
Forty-eighth Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Infantry,
Infantry, and.
and
pay
him a
the rate
rate of
$12 per
month, supplemental
supplemental to
the
pay him
a pension
pension at
at the
of $12
per month,
to the
pension
now being
paid to
to the
of the
the soldier.
soldier.
pension now
being paid
the widow
widow of
Annie
Ward, widow
widow of
of William
William G.
G. Ward,
Annie E.
E. Ward.
ard.
The name of Annie E. Ward,
Ward, late
late of
of
Company
Eighty-ninth Regiment Illinois Volunteer Infantry,
Company H, Eighty-ninth
Infantry,
and pay her aapension at the rate of $30 per month.
Sabre
Cross.
Sabra Cross.
The name of Sabra Cross, widow
wid ow o
rank C
ross ,l
at
e of
of un
off F
Frank
Cross,
late
un-assigned
Vermont Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
assigned recruits, Fifth
Fifth Regiment
Regiment Vermont
Infantry, and
and
pay
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
per month.
pay her
her a
a pension
of $30
$30 per
month.
Elizabeth
Elizabeth Davis.
Davis
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Joseph D.
D. Patton.
F, Fifth Regi- Joseph
of Company
Company F,
The name
of Joseph
Joseph D.
D. Patton,
Patton, late
late of
name of
The
Volunteer
Regiment, Delaware Volunteer
ment,
Company D, Seventh
Seventh Regiment,
ment, and
and Company
Infantry, and
pay him
at the
the rate
of $50
$50 per
per month.
month.
rate of
him a
a pension
pension at
Infantry,
and pay
Pensions increased.
increased.
Lucinda Stump.
Stump.
The
name of
of Lucinda
Lucinda Stump, widow of John W. Stump, late of Lucinda
The name
Company
I, Fifteenth
Fifteenth Regiment
Regiment Kansas Volunteer Cavalry, and
Company I,
pay her
her a
a pension
at the
in lieu of that she
month in
of $50
$50 per month
the rate
rate of
pension at
pay
is now
receiving.
is
now receiving.
Longford.
Anna Longford.
Tillmon Longford,
of Tillmon
The
Anna Longford,
Longford, widow
widow of
Longford, late
late Anna
of Anna
name of
The name
of
Company H,
Regiment Iowa Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
and
Nineteenth Regiment
H, Nineteenth
of Company
pay her
her a
pension at
at the
the rate
of $45
in lieu
lieu of that she
per month in
$45 per
rate of
a pension
pay
Pension.
is
receiving.
now receiving.
is now
Emma Williams
Williams
Emma
Rhodes. Williams
Rhodes, widow of Marshall
The
of Emma
Williams Rhodes,
Marshall H. Rhodes.
Emma Williams
name of
The name
Williams,
late of
Captain J.
J. H. Cochran's
Cochran's Dallas County company
company
of Captain
Williams, late
of
Volunteer Missouri
Missouri Militia,
Militia, organized
organized under the provisions of
of
of Volunteer
pay her aa pension at
General
Orders Numbered
at
series 1865, and pay
3, series
Numbered 3,
General Orders
Pensions increased.
increased.
Pensions
the rate
$30 per
per month.'
month.'
rate of
of $30
the
Emma Campbell.
Campbell.
The name
of Daniel
Campbell, widow
widow of
Daniel Campbell, late Emma
Emma Campbell,
of per
name of
The
of
B, Eighteenth
Eighteenth Regiment
Infantry,
Volunteer Infantry,
Missouri Volunteer
Regiment Missouri
of Company
Company B,
and pay
her a
pension at
$45 per month in lieu of that
rate of $45
at the
the rate
a pension
and
pay her
she
is now receiving.
she is
Holmes.
Clra Holmes.
H. Holmes,
The name
Clara Holmes,
widow of
of Amos
Amos H.
Holmes, late of Clara
Holmes, widow
of Clara
name of
The
Companies F
and C,
C, Fourth
Fourth Regiment
Regiment West Virginia Volunteer
Volunteer
F and
Companies
Infantry, unassigned
unassigned Sixty-third
Sixty-third Ohio
Infantry, and
and pay her aa
Ohio Infantry,
Infantry,
in lieu
lieu of that she is now
pension at
at the
$45 per month
month in
of $45
the rate
rate of
pension
receiving.
receiving.
Eidson.
CetoiaEidson.
Cor- Cetoia
Eidson, late
The name
name of
Cetoia Eidson,
Eidson, widow
widow of
of Jacob
Jacob Eidson,
late of
of Comof Cetoia
The
pany
B,
Tenth
Regiment
Illinois
Volunteer
Infantry,
and
her
her
pay
pany B, Tenth Regiment Illinois Volunteer Infantry, and
of that she is now
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $35
$35 per
per month
month in
in lieu of
at the
aa pension
receiving.
receiving.
Jennie L.
irk.
L. Kirk.
of Jenne
F. Kirk, late
The
name of
L. Kirk,
widow of
of James
late of
James F.
Kirk, widow
of Jennie
Jennie L.
The name
her
pay
Iowa Volunteer
Company M,
Third Regiment
Volunteer Cavalry and
Regiment Iowa
M, Third
Company
pension at
the rate
$35 per month in lieu of that she is now
of $35
rate of
at the
aa pension
receiving.
receiving.
Mary E. Harper.
E. Harper.
The name
name of
of Mary
E. Harper,
widow of
James A.
late of
of Mary
Harper, late
A. Harper,
of James
Harper, widow
Mary E.
The
Company
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay
Regiment Illinois
Seventh Regiment
K, Seventh
Company K,
her
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $45
per month
is now
she is
of that
that she
lieu of
in lieu
month in
$45 per
at the
a pension
her a
receiving.
receiving.
Mary E. ZimmerE. ZimmerMary
Zimmer- man.
The
name of
Mary E.
E. Zimmerman,
widow of
Frederick Zimmerof Frederick
Zimmerman, widow
of Mary
The name
man,
late
of
Company
D,
Sixth
Regiment
Minnesota
Volunteer
Inan.
Inman, late of Company D, Sixth Regiment Minnesota Volunteer
fantry,
Company K,
K, Twenty-third
Veteran Reserve
Reserve
Regiment Veteran
Twenty-third Regiment
and Company
fantry, and
in lieu
Corps, and
the rate
rate of
$50 per
per month in
of $50
at the
pension at
her aa pension
pay her
and pay
Corps,
Pensions.
of that
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
she is
that she
of
Celia Acker Kinyon.
Acker Kinyon.
Johnson Wilson KinThe
of Celia
Acker Kinyon,
Kinyon, widow
widow of
of Johnson
Kin- Celia
Celia Acker
name of
The name
Regiment
yon, late
late of
Company I,
I, One
forty-fourth Regiment
hundred and forty-fourth
One hundred
of Company
yon,
New York
York Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
her a
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of
a pension
pay her
Infantry, and
New
$50
per month.
month.
$50 per
Marie C. Fox.
The
name of
of Marie
Marie C.
Fox, widow
widow of
of MarieC.Fo.
late of
Fox, late
W. Fox,
of Harrison
Harrison W.
C. Fox,
The name
Company B,
B, Sixth
Infantry, and
and
Volunteer Infantry,
Connecticut Volunteer
Regiment Connecticut
Sixth Regiment
Company
pay
her aapension
pension at
at the
rate of
per month.
month.
$30 per
of $30
the rate
pav her
Herald PorThe name
Porter, widow
widow of
Charles J.
aHeraldPrxnnte
J. Porter,
Porter, ter.Roxanna
of Charles
Herald Porter,
Roxanna Herald
of Roxanna
name of
The
late
of
Company
I,
First
Regiment
Connecticut
Volunteer
Heavy
late of Company I, First Regiment Connecticut Volunteer Heavy
Artillery,
and pay
pension at
of $30
$30 per
month.
per month.
rate of
at the
the rate
her aa pension
pay her
Artillery, and
Joseph H. Ransom.
H. RansomThe
Joseph H.
Ransom, late
revenue Joseph
States revenue
United States
of the
the United
late of
H. Ransom,
of Joseph
name of
The name
a pencutter Aggasiz
the War
of the
and pay him a
Rebellion, and
the Rebellion,
War of
during the
Aggasiz during
cutter
sion at
the rate
rate of
of $50
$50 per month.
at the
sion
Mary Maxwell.
Me
The name
of Mary
of Philip
Philip Maxwell,
Maxwell, late
late of
widow of
Maxwell, widow
Mary Maxwell,
name of
The
Company
One hundred
hundred and
ninth Regiment
New York
VolunYork VolunRegiment New
and ninth
K, One
Company K,
teer
and pay
her a
pension at
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month.
om J. Goodman.
month. Thomas
at the
the rate
a pension
pay her
teer Infantry,
Infantry, and
dmn
The
of Thomas
Thomas J.
late of
of Company
Company B, Eighth Thom
J. Goodman,
Goodman, late
name of
The name
and pay him aapension
Regiment
Illinois Volunteer
pension at the
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Illinois
rate
of $50
$50 per
per month.
month.
rate of
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The name
name of
Wilt, widow
Wilt, late
late of ComAndrew Wilt,
of Andrew
widow of
Hallie Wilt,
of Hanle
The
pany I,
I, Ninth
Tennessee Volunteer
Cavalry, and
and pay her
Volunteer Cavalry,
Regiment Tennessee
Ninth Regiment
pany
a
pension at
at the
the rate
$50 per
per month.
month.
of $50
rate of
a pension
E. Wilbur, late
The
Wilbur, widow
Orson E.
widow of Orson
E. Wilbur,
Florence E.
of Florence
Florence E. Wilbur.
name of
The name
Wilbur.
Forence
of
Company C,
C, One
Regiment Illinois Voleighteenth Regiment
and eighteenth
hundred and
One hundred
of Company
unteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
her aapension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
pay her
and pay
unteer
The name
name of
Edna Morrow,
Morrow, helpless daughter
daughter of AlexanFrances Edna
of Frances
Frances
The
MorFrancesw Edna Morrow. r o
Regiment Illinois
Thirty-second Regiment
der Morrow,
Morrow, late of Company B, Thirty-second
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
at the
the rate
$12 per
per
of $12
rate of
pension at
a pension
her a
pay her
Infantry, and
Volunteer
month, supplemental
widow's pension.
pension.
to widow's
supplemental to
month,
The name
name of
Franklin, widow
widow of Caswell
Caswell F.
F. Franklin,
Lucinda R Franklin.
Lucinda R. Franklin,
of Lucinda
The
LuindaR.Frankin.
late
of Company
Volunteer Infantry,
Tennessee Volunteer
Regiment Tennessee
Ninth Regiment
F, Ninth
Company F,
late of
Hattie
Hattie Wilt.

and
pay
her aapension
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
month.
per month.
at the
pay her
and
The name
of Laura
Laura A.
A. W. Cumback, widow of Will Cumback,
name of
The
late
and additional
additional paymaster,
paymaster, Seventh Regiment, and
major and
late major
ba .
lieutenant
colonel,
Thirteenth
Regiment
Indiana
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Indiana Volunteer
Regiment
lieutenant colonel, Thirteenth
and pay
her a
a pension
pension at
at the
rate of
$50 per
that
month in lieu of that
per month
of $50
the rate
pay her
and
she is
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
she
Aurelia H.
H. Gibson.
The name
name of
of Aurelia
H. Gibson,
Gibson, widow
of William
William C. Gibson, late
widow of
Aurelia H.
The
Oibson.
Amelia
admiral,
United
States
Navy,
Regular
Establishment,
and pay her
Establishment,
Regular
Navy,
States
admiral, United
a
pension at
the rate
rate of
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
is now
now
per month
$50 per
of $50
at the
a pension
receiving.
receiving.
Pension.
Pension.
William Gossett.
The name
name of
and defective
defective son of Miles
invalid and
Gossett, invalid
William Gossett,
of William
The
williamossett.
Gogsett,
of Company
Fourth West
West Virginia
Virginia Volunteer
Volunteer
D, Fourth
Company D,
late of
Gossett, late
Cavalry,
and pay
pay him
him a
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
per month.
month.
$20 per
of $20
a pension
Cavalry, and
enson ineased
Pension
increased.
Anna C. White.
The
name of
of Anna
White, widow
widow of
Doctor Thornton
Thornton
late Doctor
the late
of the
C. White,
Anna C
The name
Ann C. Wiits.
F.
White, late
United States
Army, and pay
States Army,
surgeon, United
assistant surgeon,
acting assistant
late acting
F. White,
her a
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
in lieu
lieu of that she is now
month in
per month
a pension
her
receiving.
receiving.
Pensions.
Linda A.
A. Baker.
Baker.
The name
of Linda
Linda A.
A. Baker,
Baker, widow
widow of
of John
J. Baker,
Baker, late of
John J.
name of
The
Lind
Company E,
E, Fourteenth
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
Illinois Volunteer
Regiment Illinois
Fourteenth Regiment
Company
pay
pension at
rate of
$30 per
month.
per month.
of $30
the rate
at the
her aapension
pay her
AIlie
The
name of
of Allie
daughter of
of
dependent daughter
and dependent
helpless and
Paul, helpless
Allie Paul,
The name
Paul.
Allie Paul.
Thomas H.
B. Paul,
Paul, late
of Company
Regiment MisMisThirty-first Regiment
B, Thirty-first
Company B,
late of
H. B.
Thomas
souri
Infantry, and
and pay
pension at
at the
the rate
of $20
$20
rate of
her aapension
pay her
Volunteer Infantry,
souri Volunteer
per
month.
per month.
The name
helpless and
daughter of
of
Mollie Irwin.
Irwin.
dependent daughter
and dependent
Irwin, helpless
Mollie Irwin,
of Mollie
name of
The
Mollie
Patrick Irwin,
late of
Company H,
Michigan
Regiment Michigan
Fourteenth Regiment
H, Fourteenth
of Company
Irwin, late
Patrick
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay her
at the
rate of
per
$12 per
of $12
the rate
pension at
a pension
her a
and pay
Volunteer
month.
month.
John Mandy.
Mundy.
The name
name of
of John
John Mundy,
helpless and dependent
dependent son of Robert
Mundy, helpless
The
John
Mundy, late
of Company
Company F,
F, Eighth
Eighth Regiment
Regiment New
New Jersey
Volunteer
Jersey Volunteer
late of
Mundy,
Infantry,
and pay
him aapension
pension at
at the
of $20
$20 per
per month.
rate of
the rate
pay him
Infantry, and
Minnie A.
A. Parsons.
Parsons.
The
name of
of Minnie
Minnie A.
Parsons, widow of Bradley
Bradley Ford Parsons,
A. Parsons,
The name
Minnie
the rate of $30 per
United
States
Navy,
and
pay
her
a
pension
at the
pension
a
her
pay
and
Navy,
States
United
month.
George Willis
Willi s
The name of George Willis Churchill, dependent son of George
George
Churchill.
Churchill,
Company C, Fifty-third Regiment
Regiment Illinois VolChurchill, late of Company
Chrchill.
unteer
Infantry,
and
pay
him
a
pension
at
the
rate $20 per month.
the
at
pension
a
him
pay
Pension
increased.
unteer Infantry, and
Pension increased.
Julia D. Daniell.
The
name of
Darnell, widow
widow of
of James
James C. Darnell, late
D. Darnell,
Julia D.
of Julia
The name
Drnell.
JuliaD.
of Company
Company H,
One hundred
fifty-sixth Regiment
Regiment Illinois Voland fifty-sixth
hundred and
H, One
of
pension at the rate of $30 per month
unteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
month
pay her aapension
unteer
in lieu
receiving.
now receiving.
is now
she is
that she
of that
lieu of
in
Pension.
Pension.
Freeman, late
Hattie Freeman.
Freeman.
The name
Hattie Freeman,
Freeman, widow of Joseph S. Freeman,
name of Hattie
Hattie
of
Company B,
B, One
hundred and
Regiment United States
eighth Regiment
and eighth
One hundred
of Company
Colored Infantry,
Infantry, and
per
pension at the rate of $30 per
a pension
her a
pay her
and pay
Colored
month.
month.
Pension increased.
Mary J.
J. Smith, widow of Abraham
The name of Mary J.
Abraham Smith, late of
J. Smith_
Smith.
Mary
Volunteer Cavalry, and
Company
G, Ninth
Ninth Regiment
Kansas Volunteer
Regiment Kansas
Company G,
$45 per month in lieu of that she
pay her
her aa pension
pension at
at the
the rate
of $45
rate of
pay
is
now receiving.
receiving.
is now

Pensions
resed
Pension increased.
Laura
CumW. CumA. W.
Laura A.
ek
back.
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Loucks, late of Pensions.
The name of Alice H.
H. Loucks, widow of John Loucks,
Alice H. Loucks.
Company E,
E, Fifteenth Regiment New York Volunteer
Volunteer Engineers,
Engineers,
and pay her aapension at the rate
rate of $45 per
per month.
month.
Edna Louise LOOIDI
S.
Louise Loomis,
The name of Edna Louise
Loomis, crippled
crippled and dependent child EdnaLouiseLoomi.
I. Loomis,
Loomis, late
of Judson I.
United States
Corps, and
and pay
late of United
States Marine Corps,
pay
month.
her aapension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of $20 per month.
Millie Newman.
Newman.
Newman, widow of George W. Newman, late Millie
The name of Millie Newman,
of Company E,
E, First Regiment
Regiment Oregon
Oregon Volunteer
and
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
the rate
$30 per
pay her aapension at
at the
rate of
of $30
per month.
month.
Mary
A. MittleMittleMary A.
The name of Mary A. Mittlestedter,
Mittlestedter, widow of John Mittlestedter, stedter.
late of Company F,
F, Sixth Regiment
Regiment United
United- States
and
States Cavalry,
Cavalry, andtedter.
pay her
at the
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month.
pay
her aapension
pension at
the rate
month.
Pensions increased.
increased.
Pensions
Elizabeth A.
A. AshAshElizabeth
The name of Elizabeth A. Ashmead,
Ashmead, widow of Howland
Howland L.
L. AshAsh- mead.
mead, late of Company M, Twenty-first
Regiment
Twenty-first
Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
Volunteer
Cavalry,
and
pay
her
a pension at the
month
Volunteer
in lieu
Cavalry,
of thatand
she i
pay
snow
her
receiving.
a pension at
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per

month in lieu of that she is now receiving.
Martha Spires.
The
William R. Spires,
pires.
The name
name of
of Martha
Martha Spires,
Spires, widow
widow of the
the late William
Spires, Martha
late of Company
late
A, Ninety-first
Ninety-first Regiment
Ohio
Volunteer
Infantry,
Company A,
Regiment Ohio Volunteer Infantry,
and pay her a
a pension
pension at
that
at the
the rate of $45 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
she is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
she
Abby F. Dudley.
F Dudley.
Dudley, widow
The name of Abby
Abby F. Dudley,
widow of Samuel
Samuel E. Dudley, late Abby
of
Regiment New
Inof Company
Company C, Thirteenth
Thirteenth Regiment
New Hampshire
Hampshire Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay her
her aapension
pension at
per month
in lieu
lieu of
fantry, and
at the
the rate
rate of
of $45
$45 per
month in
of •
receiving.
that she is now receiving.

Pensions.

Victoria
Gallego de
The
Victoria Gallego
Gallego de
de Silva,
Silva, widow
widow of
of Jose
Jose Domingo
Domingo Silva.
victoria Gallego
de
The name
name of
of Victoria
Silva,
late of
of Captain
Captain Jaramillo's
Regiment New
New
Silva, late
Jaramillo's company,
company, First
First Regiment
Mexico
Mexico Mounted
pension at
Mounted Militia,
Militia, and
and pay her a
a pension
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30 per
per
month.
month.
Mabel Wooley.
Wooey.
MaulMabel
The
daughter of Samuel Maul
The name
name of Maud Mabel Wooley, helpless daughter
Wooley,
late
of
Battery,
Minnesota
Volunteer
Artillery,
Light
Artillery,
of
First
Battery,
Minnesota
Volunteer
Wooley, late
and pay
her a
at the
rate of
of $20
per month.
month.
the rate
$20 per
and
pay her
a pension
pension at
J. Henry.
MaggeJ.enry.
Maggie J.
daughter Maggie
J. Henry,
Henry, deformed
deformed and
and dependent daughter
The name Maggie
Company H,
H, Twelfth
Twelfth Regiment
Regiment MisMisof John
John W. Henry,
Henry, late of
of Company
souri
Cavalry, and
and pay
pension at
at the
$20
the rate
rate of
of $20
souri Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
pay her
her a
a pension
per
per month.
month.
Marl M. Parrish.
The
of Mary
Mary M.
M. Parrish,
of Fletcher
Fletcher C.
C. Parrish,
late Mary
M Parrish.
The name
name of
Parrish, widow
widow of
Parrish, late
hundred and
and eighteenth
of
eighteenth Regiment
Regiment New York
of Company
Company C, One
One hundred
Volunteer
and pay
her a
at the
the rate
per
$45 per
a pension
pension at
rate of
of $45
Infantry, and
pay her
Volunteer Infantry,
Pensionincreased.
Increased.
Pension
month.
Rebecca M. Augusu
The name
Augustine, widow
widow of
of Charles
s
The
name of
of Rebecca
Rebecca M.
M. Augustine,
Charles C.
C. AugusAugus- tinRe.be
M- A
tine.
tine,
of the
United States
States Marine
her a
a penpenand pay
pay her
Marine Corps,
Corps, and
the United
tine, late
late of
Pension.
that she is now receiving.
receiving. Pension.
sion at the rate
rate of $30 per month, in lieu of that
Cordelia F. Taggard.
The name
of Cordelia
Cordelia F.
Taggard, widow
widow of
D. Taggard,
Taggard, CordeiaF. Taggard.
F. Taggard,
of Kleber
Kleber D.
The
name of
Ninety-sixth Regiment New York Volunteer
late of
of Company
late
Company K, Ninety-sixth
Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
at the
rate of
month.
of $30
$30 per
per month.
the rate
her aa pension
pension at
Infantry,
Minnie L. Foster.
The name
of Minnie
Foster , widow
late M eLster
of Reuben
Reuben H.
H. Foster,
Foster, late
widow of
Minnie L.
L. Foster,
The
name of
of Company
Company H,
Regiment Michigan
InVolunteer InMichigan Volunteer
Twenty-eighth Regiment
H, Twenty-eighth
of
Pension
increased.
fantry. and
Pension increased.
and pay
pay her
her aapension
the rate
rate of
$30 per
fantry.
pension at
at the
of $30
per month.
month.
Sarah M. Taylor.
The name
Taylor, widow
widow of
Edgar Taylor,
Taylor, late
late of
of Sarah M-Taylor.
of Edgar
The
name of
of Sarah
Sarah M.
M. Taylor,
Company
K, Third
Third Regiment
Cavalry, and
and
York Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
New York
Regiment New
Company K,
pay her
at the
the rate
rate of
of $45
$45 per
per month,
lieu of that she
she
in lieu
month, in
pension at
pay
her aa pension
Pensions.
Pensions.bot
is now
is
now receiving.
Rate D. Talbot.
The name
Kate D.
helpless and
dependent daughter
daughter
and dependent
Talbot, helpless
of Kate
D. Talbot,
The
name of
of
0. Talbot,
Talbot, late
late of
Regiment Maine
Maine
First Regiment
K, First
of Company
Company K,
of Frederick
Frederick O.
of
pension at the rate
rate of
Volunteer
a pension
Heavy Artillery,
Artillery, and pay her a
Volunteer Heavy
$20
$20 per
per month.
month.
Annie It. Bowers.
The name
R. Bowers,
Bowers, widow of Henry
Henry W.
W. Bowers
Bowers, late Ane R. Bowers
of Annie
Annie R.
The
name of
and pay
of
Company F,
F, Sixtieth
Massachusetts Militia Infantry,
Infantry, and
Sixtieth Massachusetts
of Company
her
month.
$30 per month.
rate of
of $30
at the
the rate
her aapension
pension at
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1500
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The
name of
of Mary
Mary J.
Beecher, widow of the late John Beecher,
J. Beecher,
The name
late
of Company
Company E, Eighteenth Regiment
Regiment United States Infantry,
late of
and
pay
her
a
pension
at
the
rate
of $45
$15 per month
month in lieu of that
that
of
rate
the
and pay her a pension at
she
is
now
receiving.
receiving.
now
is
she
Pensions.
P. Morrill, late
Edith .F.
Morrill.
The name
name of
F. Morrill, widow
widow of Asa P.
Edith F.
of Edith
The
Morri.
Edith
a penof Sixth
Battery, First
First Maine
Maine Light
Light Artillery
Artillery and pay her a
Sixth Battery,
of
sion at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
sion
Harriet Filen
Orne.
Jefferson
The
of Harriet
Harriet Ellen
widow of Thomas Jefferson
Orne, widow
Ellen Orne.
name of
The name
en Oe
Harriet
Orne,
late
of
Company
K,
First
Regiment,
Hampshire
Heavy
Hampshire
New
Regiment,
First
K,
Orne, late of Company
Artillery,
and pay
at the
rate of
$50 per
per month.
of $50
the rate
pension at
a pension
her a
pay her
Artillery, and
Eva Norton.
The
name of
of Eva
Eva Norton,
widow of
of Theander
Theander G. Norton, late of
of
Norton, widow
The name
EvaNorton.
Company L,
L, First
First Regiment
Regiment Connecticut
Connecticut Volunteer
Volunteer Heavy Artillery,
Company
and pay
pay her
pension at the rate of $35 per month.
her aapension
and
Katie A. Bawdsley.
Beardsley
F. Beardsley
The
name of
A. Beardsley,
Beardsley, widow
widow of John F.
Katie A.
of Katie
The name
Katie A. Beardsey.
late
of
Company
I,
Connecticut
Volunteer
Infantry,
Connecticut
Regiment
Sixth
I,
Company
of
late
and
pay her
$45 per month.
pension at the rate of $45
her aapension
pay
and
Patricia S. de Gal
Leon Gallego,
of Patricia
de Gallego, widow of Jose Leon
Patricia S. de
name of
The name
gPtria s. de l- - The
lege.
a
War, and pay her a
post
post interpreter, United States Army, Civil Wag,
pension
at
the
rate
of
$30
per
month.
pension at the rate of $30 per month.
Delia N. Banziger.
The
of Delia
Banziger, widow of Robert
Robert Banziger, late
Delia N. Banziger,
name of
The name
Dela N.Baiger.
a
of
Company
K,
Sixth
New
Hampshire
Infantry,
and pay her a
Infantry,
Hampshire
New
Sixth
K,
Company
of
pension
pension at the rate of $45 per month.
Pension Increased.
Pensionincreased,
Nancy C. Pease.
of
The name
name of
P. Pease, late of
of William P.
Pease, widow of
C. Pease,
of Nancy C.
The
Nancy C. ease.
Company B,
B, Ninety-ninth
Infantry,
Regiment Illinois Volunteer Infantry,
Ninety-ninth Regiment
Company
on
and pay
her an
an additional
$12 per month on
pension at the rate of $12
additional pension
pay her
and
account
and dependent
dependent daughter
daughter Mabel
Mabel Pease.
helpless and
of the
the helpless
Pensions.
account of
Pensions
Mary C. Spann.
The name
name of
Mary C.
C. Spaun,
Spaun, widow
widow of Samuel
Samuel Spaun, late of
of
of Mary
The
Mary Cpann.
Infantry,
Company E,
Fifth Regiment
Regiment West
Virginia Volunteer Infantry,
West Virginia
E, Fifth
Company
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
per month.
month.
$30 per
her aapension
pay her
nd pay
aand
Daniel Burkhart.
The name
Burkhart, late of Company F, Forty-third
Daniel Burkhart,
of Daniel
name of
The
DanielBht
Regiment Enrolled
Enrolled Missouri
a pension at the
and pay him a
Missouri Militia, and
Regiment
Pension
Pension increased.
inreased rate of $50 per month.
Ann J. Alexander.
AnnJ.Alexander.
The name of Ann J.J. Alexander, widow
widow of Joseph
Joseph H.
H. Alexander,
Volunteer
late
of
Company
K,
Twenty-second
Regiment
Wisconsin
Volunteer
Twenty-second
K
late of Company
$45 per month in
Infantry, and
a pension at the rate of $45
and pay her a
Infantry,
Pensions,
lieu
lieu of that she is now receiving.
Pensions.
Martha
name of Martha
Martha A. Williams,
Williams, widow of Hiram G. Balcom
Balcom,
Wlliams.' The name
A. Williams
Martha A.
Regiment Iowa Volunteer
late of Company
Company F,
First Regiment
Volunteer Cavalry and
F, Eirst
pay
her a
apension
rate of
$45 per
month.
per month.
of $45
the rate
at the
pension at
pay her
Miriam Miller.
The
name of
Miller, dependent daughter of Richard K.
Miriam Miller,
of Miriam
The name
Miller,
twenty-eighth
lieutenant colonel of the One hundred and twenty-eighth
late lieutenant
Miller, late
Regiment
Indiana Volunteer Infantry, and pay her aapension at the
Regiment Indiana
rate
$20 per
month.
per month.
of $20
rate of
Crl
OscarOsear
Criswell.
William Criswell, late
The name of Oscar Criswell, helpless son of William
.
os
Volunteer Infantry,
of
Regiment Iowa Volunteer
Infantry,
Twentieth Regiment
K, Twentieth
of Company
Company K,
and
pay him
apension
pension at
at the
rate of
of $20
$20 per
month.
per month.
rate
the
a
him
pay
and
Bernard Mulhern.
Mulhern, late of Company G, Third BatThe name of Bernard Mulhern,
The
Bernard
Mn
Thirteenth Regiment United States Infantry, and pay him a
a
talion, Thirteenth
$20 per
per month.
month.
of $20
rate of
the rate
at the
pension at
Wood- pension
Barbara 0.. Woodward.
0. Woodward,
Woodward, widow of Henry D. WoodThe name of Barbara O.
ward.
Company A, Fourteenth Regiment, and Company
Company A,
ward, late of Company
Forty-first Regiment, Iowa Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay her a
apenForty-first
sion at
the rate
month.
$30 per month.
of $30
rate of
at the
sion
Granville E. HawE. Hawkins,
ki Okianve
ng
The
Granville E.
Hawkins, helpless and dependent child
child
The name of Granville
E. HawThirty-ninth Regiment
of Granville
Regiment
Hawkins, late of Company F, Thirty-ninth
Granville Hawkins,
of
Ohio
a pension at the rate of $25
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him a
Ohio Volunteer
per
month.
month.
per
Rosy J. Barnes.
of
dependent daughter
daughter of
J. Barnes, helpless and dependent
The name of Rosy J.
.Bae
Calvin Barnes, late of Company I, One hundred and forty-fourth
Pension
increased.
Pension ineased.
Mary J. Beecher.

MaryBeecer.
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a pension at the
her a
Regiment
Indiana Volunteer
and pay
pay her
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Indiana
rate
of $20
$20 per
per month.
month.
rate of
Cornof ComOscar Mott, late of
The name
name of
W. Mott,
Mott, widow
widow of
of Oscar
Mary W.
of Mary
The
her
and
Infantry,
pany
E,
Fourteenth
Regiment
Ohio
Volunteer
Infantry,
pay
her
Volunteer
pany E, Fourteenth Regiment Ohio
now
is
she
of
in
a
pension
at
the
rate
of
$45
per
month
lieu
that
now
month
per
$45
of
rate
the
a pension at
receiving.
receiving.
Mellander,
The name
name of
of Roxanna
Mellander, widow
widow of Joseph Mellander,
Roxanna Mellander,
The
Pennlate
of
Company
F,
One
hundred
and
sixty-eighth
Regiment
sixty-eighth
and
late of Company F, One hundred
the rate
at
pension
a
sylvania
Drafted
Militia
Infantry,
and
pay
a
pension
her
pay
and
Infantry,
Militia
Drafted
sylvania
of $35
$35 per
per mon*
of that
that she
she is
is now
receiving.
now receiving.
lieu of
in lieu
month in
of
The
name
of
Ninetta
Payne,
widow
of
the
late
Edward B.
B. Payne,
late Edward
the
of
widow
Payne,
Ninetta
of
The name
InVolunteer
late of
Company
B,
Fortieth
Regiment
Wisconsin
Volunteer
InWisconsin
late of Company B, Fortieth Regiment
month.
per
$30
fantry,
and
pay
her
a
pension
at
the
rate
month.
of
rate
the
at
pension
a
her
pay
fantry, and
The name
Porter, widow
of Ambrose
of
Ambrose Porter, late of
widow of
M. Porter,
Adella M.
of Adella
name of
The
Infantry,
Company G,
Twelfth
Regiment Wisconsin
Volunteer
Infantry,
and
Volunteer
Wisconsin
Regiment
Twelfth
G,
Company
pay her
at the
the rate
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
rate of
pension at
her aapension
pay
Francisco
The
of Gabriela
de Perea,
widow of
of Francisco
Perea, widow
Montoya de
Gabriela Montoya
name of
The name
Perea, late Lieutenant
Colonel
Perea's
Battalion
New
Mexico
Militia
Mexico
New
Battalion
Perea, late Lieutenant Colonel Perea's
month.
per
$30
of
Infantry,
and
pay
her
a
pension
at
the
rate
rate
the
at
pension
a
her
pay
and
Infantry,
The
name of
Frank Truman
helpless and
and dependent
dependent son
Perrigo, helpless
Truman Perrigo,
of Frank
The name
of James Perrigo, late
of
Company K,
Eleventh Regiment
Regiment Michigan
Michigan
Eleventh
K,
Company
of
late
James Perrigo,
of
$20 per
Volunteer Infantry,
and
pay
him
a
pension
at
the
rate
of
the
at
pension
a
him
pay
and
Infantry,

Volunteer
month.
month.
H. Read,
The name
name of
of Frieda
Read, widow
Matthew H.
Read,
of Matthew
widow of
Kyle Read,
Frieda Kyle
The
junior, late
late of
A, First
First Regiment
Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer InInRegiment Wisconsin
Company A,
of Company
junior,
per
fantry,
and
pay
her
a
pension
at
the
rate
of
$30
month.
of
rate
the
at
pension
a
her
fantry, and pay

Pensions
increased.
Pensionsincreased
Mary W. Mott.

Roxanne Mellander.
RoxnnaMellander.

Pensions.

Pensions.
Ninetta Payne.

Ninett Payne.

Addle M. Porter.

Gabriela Montoya de

preae.Montoyade
Perea.

Frank Truman Perrak Truman Perrigo.

The
of Charles
Charles O. Dyer, late
late
widow of
Dyer,, widow
S. Dyer
Harriett S.
of Harriett
name of
The name
ArtilLight
of
Battery
C,
First
Regiment
Rhode
Island
Volunteer
Light
Volunteer
Island
Rhode
Regiment
of Battery C, First
month.
lery,
pay her
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month.
pension at
her aa pension
and pay
lery, and
The name of
of Frances
M.
Bryant,
widow
of
Joseph
S. Buant,
Bryant, late
S.
Joseph
of
widow
Bryant,
M.
Frances
The name
Volunteer
of
Company
M,
Fifteenth
Regiment
New
York
Volunteer
Engineers,
New
of Company M, Fifteenth Regiment
she
of that
lieu
in
and
pay
her
a
pension
at
the
rate
of
per
month
that she
$45
of
rate
the
at
pension
a
her
pay
and
,^
is nOW
now receivnga
receiving.
receiving.
IS
now
is
The name of Flora M. Gillett, widow of William S. Gillett,
Gillett, late of
The name of Flora M. Gillett, widow of William S.
Heavy
Company
E,
First
Regiment
Vermont
Volunteer
Heavy
Artillery,
Volunteer
Vermont
Company E, First Regiment
month.
per
$50
of
and
pay
her
a
pension
at
the
rate
of
$50
per
month.
rate
the
at
pension
a
her
pay
and
James E.
The
name of
C. Derby,
Derby, widow
widow of
of James
E. Derby, late of
of
Emma C.
of Emma
The name
pay her
and
Company
G,
Fifth
Regiment
United
States
Infantry,
States
United
Regiment
Fifth
G,
Company
now
in lieu of that she is now
a
at the
rate of
of $35
month in
per month
$35 per
the rate
pension at
a pension
receiving.
receiving.
S. Fletcher,
The
name of
of Katherine
S. Fletcher,.
Fletcher,
Fletcher, widow of Charles S.
Katherine S.
The name
late of
of Company
Company D,
Sixteenth Regiment
Regiment Vermont Volunteer
Volunteer InInD, Sixteenth
late
fantry, and
pay her
pension at
at the
$45 per month in lieu
of $45
rate of
the rate
her aapension
fantry, and pay
of that
that she
is now
now receiving.Jones.
receiving.
she is
of
The name
Alice M.
M. Jones,
Jones widow
widow of
of William
William M. Jones, late of
of Alice
name of
The
Company 11,
First
Regiment
Vermont
Volunteer
Cavalry, and pay
Cavalry,
Volunteer
Company H, First Regiment Vermont
her apension
pension at
at the
$45 per
per month
lieu of
of that she is now
in lieu
month in
of $45
rate of
the rate

her a

Mott.

Mar

Frieda Kyle Read.

Friedayleead.

Harriett S. Dyer.
S. Dyer.
Harriett
Pension
Pension increased.
Frances M. Bryant.

Frances M. Bryant.

Pension.
Pension.
Flora M. Gillett.

Flora M. Gillett.
Flora M Giett

Pensions Increased.
Pensionsincreased.
Emma C. Derby.

EmmaC. Derby

KatherineS.Fletcher.

KatherineS.Fletcher.

Alice M. Jones.

M

Pension.
Pension.

Mary A. Paul.
receiving.
receiving.
Sergeant Andrew
The
of Mary
Paul, widow
Andrew A.
A. Paul,
Paul, MryA Paul
of Sergeant
widow of
A. Paul,
Mary A.
name of
The name
late
of Company
Regiment Connecticut
Connecticut Volunteer
Volunteer InInSixth Regiment
E, Sixth
Company E,
late of
Pensions increased.
Pensionsincreased.
month.
per
fantry,
and
pay
her
a
pension
at
the
rate
of
$45
per
month.
$45
of
rate
the
at
pension
Sarah A. James.
a
her
pav
and
fantry,
James.
SarA.
of
late
The name of
of Sarah
Sarah A.
A. James,
James, widow
of
John
L.
James
late
of
James,
L.
John
of
widow
The name
Infantry,
Volunteer
Jersey
New
Regiment
Company
C,
Eleventh
Regimen
t
New
Jerse
y
Volunteer
Infantry,
Eleventh
C,
Company
and pay her aapension
pension at
at the
of $45
month in
lieu of
of that she
in lieu
per month
$45 per
rate of
the rate
and pay her
Martha L. Tedrick.
Martha
is
now
receiving.
is now receiving.
Tedrick,
K. Tedrick,
The
L. Tedrick,
widow of Joseph K.
Tedrick, widow
Martha L.
of Martha
name of
The name
Volunteer Infantry,
late
of Company
C, Second
Second Regiment
Infantry,
Colorado Volunteer
Regiment Colorado
Company C.
late of
month
and
pay
her
a
pension
at
the
rate
of
$45
in lieu of that she
she
per
$45
of
and pay her a pension at the rate
is
now
receiving.
receiving.
is now
11
45822
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Pensions.
Pensions.
Anna M. Kneibert.

nna

Raymond Havey.
Raymond

Mary A. Foster.
Foster.

Mary L. Murray.

Alice
Ace B. RIliott.
Elliott.

Pensions inresed
increased.
Romula Pacheco.

Roma Paheco.

Kate
Gallup.
Kate Gallup.

Anna
Mapel.
na Mape

Pension.
Mary E.tarr.

Pension.
Mary E. Starr.
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The name of Anna M. Kneibert,
Kneibert, helpless
helpless and
and dependent
daughter
dependent daughter

of Jacob H. Kneibert,
Kneibert, late of Company K, Tenth Regiment
Regiment Ken-

pension at
at the
the rate
$20
tucky Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her aapension
rate of
of $20
per month.
Unassigned
The name of Raymond
Raymond Havey, late of
of the
the Nineteenth
Nineteenth Unassigned
Company, Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
at the
the
Company,
Infantry, and
and pay him a
a pension
pension at
rate of $50
$50 per
per month.
The name of Mary A.
A. Foster, former widow of
of Pierce S.
S. ThompArtillery, and
her
son, late of Third Battery Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Artillery,
and pay
pay her
aapension at the rate of $30 per
per month.
month.
The name of Mary L. Murray,
Murray, widow
widow of Kendall
Kendall G. Murray,
Murray, late
late
Infantry, and
of Company G, Thirtieth Regiment
Regiment Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and
pension at the rate of $30 per month.
pay her a
a pension

The
name of Alice B. Elliott, widow of Jacob J.
of
The name
J. Elliott, late of

Battery K, First Regiment
Regiment New Hampshire
Hampshire Volunteer Heavy ArtilBattery
lery, and
and pay
pay her
her a
apension
pension at
at the
of $30
$30 per
lery,
the rate
rate of
per month.
month.
The name of Romula Pacheco,
Pacheco, late
Pacheco, widow of
of Francisco
Francisco Pacheco,
late
New Mexico
Mexico Mounted
of Captain Graydon's Independent
Independent Company,
Company, New
Mounted
Volunteers,
Volunteers, and
and pay her a
in
a pension
pension at the rate of $45 per month in
i
snow receiving.
lieu of that she
she is
receiving.
The name of Kate Gallup, widow of John R. Gallup, late of Company K, Ninety-third
Ninety-third Regiment
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay
Infantry, and
a pension at the rate of $45 per month in lieu
her a
lieu of that she
she is
is now
receiving.
receiving.
The name of Anna Mapekvidow
Mapel, widow of William
William Mapel,
Mapel, late of ComComRegiment Missouri
pany F, Third Regiment
Missouri State Militia
Militia Cavalry,
Cavalry, and pay
pay
a pension at the rate of $45
her a
$45 per month in lieu that she
she is now
now
receiving.
receiving.
The
E. Starr, widow of Elisha R. Starr, late of
of
The name
name of Mary E.

Company K, Fifth Regiment Connecticut
Connecticut Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
pay her a
pension at the rate of $45 per month.
month.
a pension
The name of Hannah Wiles, widow of George W. Wiles, late of
Company D, Twelfth Regiment
Regiment West Virginia
Virginia Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
month in
of that
that she
she
and pay her aapension at the rate
rate of
of $45 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
Pension.
is now
is
now receiving.
receiving.
Elizabeth
K. Brown.
Brown.
Elizabeth K.
The name of Elizabeth K. Brown, widow of Amos Brown, late of
the United States Navy, and pay her a
a pension at the rate
rate of
of $30
$30
per
month.
per month.
increased.
Pensions
Pensions increased.
Elizabeth S.
Elizabeth
S. Reed.
The name of Elizabeth
Elizabeth S. Reed, widow of Caleb R. Reed, late
The
acting assistant surgeon, United States Army, and pay her a
a pension at the rate of $45 per month
now receiving.
receiving.
month in lieu of that she
she is
is now
Mary Griffith.
Griffith.
Mary
The
The name of Mary Griffith,
Griffith, widow of Patrick Griffith, late of
of
Company.M, First Regiment Minnesota
Minnesota Volunteer Heavy Artillery,
and pay her a
a pension at the rate of $45 per month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that
she
now receiving.
receiving.
Pensions.
she is
is now
Pensions
Sallie Moseley.
Moseley.
salbe
The name
name of
of Sallie
Sallie Moseley,
The
Moseley, widow of James B. Moseley, late of
of
Company A, Fifth Regiment United States Colored Volunteer
Volunteer InInfantry, and pay her aapension at the rate of $30 per month.
Carolyn P.
P. Sherman.
Sherman.
Carolyn
ofAdelbert
The name of Carolyn P.
P. Sherman,
Sherman, widow
widow of
Adelbert C.
C. SherSherman, late of Company G, Twenty-eighth
Twenty-eighth United States
Colored
States Colored
Volunteer Infantry, and pay her aa pension at
$30 per
at the rate of
of $30
per
Pension
Pension increased.
increased.
month.
Loella
Loella I. Parsons.
The name of Loella I.
I. Parsons,
Parsons widow of George
George W. Parsons, l
at
e
late
of Company E, First Vermont
Vermont Heavy Artillery,
Artillery, and pay her a
a penPension.
Pension.
sion at the rate of $45 per month in lieu of that she is now receiving.
receiving.
Fannie L. Tower.
Fannie L. Tower.
The
name of
The name
of Fannie
Fannie L. Tower, widow of George R. Tower, late
late
of Company H, Second United States Sharp Shooters, and pay her aa
Pensions increased.
increased.
pension at the rate of $30 per month.
Mary I. Aldrich.
ary J. Aldrich.
The
Aldrich, widow
widow of Henry N. Aldrich,
The name
name of
of Mary
Mary J.
J. Aldrich,
Aldrich, late
of Company F. First Regiment Vermont
Vermont Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry, and pay
Pension increased.
Hannah
Wiles.
Hannah Wiles.
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her a
a pension
$45 per month
pension at the rate of $45
now
month in
in lieu of
of that
that she
she is
is now
receiving.
receiving.

The name
Nettie E.
E. Wilmarth,
Wilmarth, widow
widow of
of Gardner
Wilmarth,
The
name of
of Nettie
Gardner Wilmarth,

Connecticut Volunteer
Volunteer Inlate of
of Company
Company C,
C, First Regiment
Regiment Connecticut
Infantry,
pay her
her a
rate of
of $45
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu
fantry, and
and pay
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
$45 per
of that
is now
receiving.
of
that she
she is
now receiving.

Nettie
Wilmarth.
Nette E.
E. Wilmarth.

The name
Jane Eliza
late of
ofPeck.
Jane
Eliza PeckThe
name of
of Jane
Eliza Peck,
Peck, widow
widow of
of Eli
Eli N.
N. Peck,
JaneEliza
Peck, late

Company F,
F, Thirteenth
and
Company
Thirteenth Regiment
Regiment Vermont
Vermont Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that she
pay her a
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $45
$45 per
of that
she is
is

Pension.
now receiving.
receiving.Pension.
now
Annie
Brennan.
n n
B re
The
name of
Annie Brennan,
Brennan, widow
James Brennan,
ofBrennan.
Annie
The name
of Annie
widow of
of James
Brennan, late
late of
n
Troop
States Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
her aa
Troop C, Sixth
Sixth Regiment
Regiment United
United States
and pay
pay her
pension at
rate of
$30 per
month.
Pension
Pension increased.
increased.
pension
at the
the rate
of $30
per month.
B. HumSamantha B
The name
name of
Humphrey, widow
widow of
of Leonard
Leonard V.
V. phrey.
phSramantha
.Humey.
The
of Semantha
Semantha B.
B. Humphrey,
Humphrey, late
Forty-seventh Regiment
Regiment Wisconsin
late of Comppny
Comppny I,
I, Forty-seventh
Wisconsin
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
at the
rate of
$35 per
per
Volunteer
her a
a pension
pension at
the rate
of $35
month
in lieu
of that
she is
now receiving.
receiving.
Pensions.
month in
lieu of
that she
is now
Pensions.
The name
name of
of Refugo
Salas de
widow of
of Felis
RefugoSalasdeBaca.
The
Refugo Salas
de Baca,
Baca, former
former widow
Felis Salas,
Salas, RefSgoalasdeBaea
late
Gallegos's company,
company, New
late of
of Captain
Captain Dolores
Dolores Gallegos's
New Mexico
Mexico Volunteers,
Volunteers,
and pay
pay her
pension at
of $30
$30 per
and
her a
a pension
at the
the rate
rate of
per month.
month.
The name
name of
Fannie January,
widow of
of John
John C.
C. January,
January, late
late of
Fannie January.
The
of Fannie
January, widow
of Fanie
Jauy.
Company E,
E, Twelth
Regiment United
and
Company
Twelth Regiment
United States
States Colored
Colored Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay her aapension at
per month.
at the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
month.
The name of Adeline Ray Burroughs, widow of
of Albert IT.
A
u
g
tin
.e Bary Bn
Burroughsl
H. Bur- ro
roughs, late
late of
Company D,
D, Seventh
Seventh Regiment
Regiment Maine
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Inroughs,
of Company
Infantry, and pay
month.
pay her
her a
a pension
pension at the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month.
The
of Carrie
Carrie Taylor,
Taylor, widow
widow of
of Jasper
Jasper Taylor
The name
name of
late of
Corn- Carrie
ylor,
Taylor,, late
of CorCarrie Ta
Taylor.
pany
Volunteer infantry,
pany E,
E, Eighteenth
Eighteenth Regiment
Regiment Wisconsin
Wisconsin Volunteer
Infantry, and
and
pay her a
a pension
pension at the rate of $30 per
per month.
The
name of
of Ida
Van Nattan,
of Daniel
Van Nattan,
Ida LL. Van
The name
Ida L.
L. Van
Nattan, widow
widow of
Daniel Van
Nattan, Nattan.
Ida
Van Nattanlate of Company
Company K,
K, Second
Regiment Provisional
Enrolled Missouri
Second Regiment
Provisional Enrolled
Missouri
Militia,
her aapension
the rate
Militia, and
and pay
pay her
pension at
at the
rate of
$30 per
of $30
per month.
month.
Pensions increased.
Ella L. Fox.
The
The name
name of
of Ella
Fox, widow
of George
George H.
Fox, late
late of
of CornElla L.
L. Fox,
widow of
H. Fox,
L Fox.
Com- Ella
pany
F,
Fifty-sixth
Regiment
New
York
Volunteer
Infantry,
and
pany F, Fifty-sixth Regiment New York Volunteer Infantry, and
pay her a
a pension
pension at the
month in
of that
the rate
rate of
of $35
$35 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
that she
she is
is
now
receiving.
now receiving.
The
name of
of Elizabeth
Elizabeth Matten,
Matten, widow
of Alfred
Matten ' late
late of
of Elizabeth
The name
widow of
Alfred Matten,
Elizabeth Mattett.
Matten
Company B, Twenty-eighth
Company
Twenty-eighth Regiment
Regiment Massachusetts
InMassachusetts Volunteer
Volunteer Inher a
a pension at
fantry, and pay her
per month
lieu
at the
the rate of
of $35
$35 per
month in
in lieu
of
she is
is now
now receiving.
of that
that she
receiving.
Pensions.
The
of Affie
Crockett, widow
widow of
of James
James S.
S. Crockett,
Crockett, late
Affie MM. Crockett.
Crockett.
The name
name of
Affie M.
M. Crockett,
late Affe
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
of Company
Company H,
H, Second
Second Regiment
Regiment Maine
Maine Volunteer
and
pay
per month.
month.
pay her
her a
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of $25
$25 per
Sallie E. Pyle.
of Sallie
Sallie E.
Wade H.
H. Pyle,
late of
of s ll e E . Pyle.
The name of
E. Pyle,
Pyle, widow
widow of
of Wade
Pyle, late
Company
Eighth Regiment
Regiment Illinois
Infantry, and
and pay
pay
Company D,
D, Eighth
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
her aapension
pension at
her
at the
the rate
$30 per
month.
Pension increased.
rate of
of $30
per month.
G
The name
name of
of Augusta
The
J. G.
G. Hall,
Hall, widow
widow of
Augusta J.
of H.
H. Seymour
Seymour Hall,
Hall, Augusta
Augusta J.
J. G.- Hall.
Hal
I
ieutenant colonel
forty-third Regiment
Colored InInlieutenant
colonel Forty-third
Regiment United
United States
States Colored
fantry,
and pay
pay her
pension at
rate of
lieu
fantry, and
her a
a pension
at the
the rate
of $45
$45 per
per month
month in
in lieu
of
Pension.
of that
that she
she is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Pension.
The name
name of
of Elizabeth
Elizabeth Estes,
Estes, widow
widow of
Elizabeth Estes.
Estes.
The
of Hersey
Hersey Estes,
Estes, late
late of
of Elizabeth
Company K,
K, Fifteenth
Massachusetts Volunteer
Company
Fifteenth Regiment
Regiment Massachusetts
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
and pay
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
Pension
and
pay her
her aapension
per month.
month.
Pension increased.
increased.
The name
name of
of Henrietta
Henrietta Buswell
Brown, widow
E. Bril
ietta Buswell
The
Buswell Brown,
widow of
of Henry
Henry E.
Buswell
Henrietta
ow
ea
nr.
Brown, late
late of
Twenty-eighth Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Brown,
of Company
Company A,
A, Twenty-eighth
Pennsylvania
Volunteer Infantry,
her aa pension
pension at
at the
the rate
$45 per
per
Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
rate of
of $45
month
in lieu
of that
i
snow
now receiving.
Pensions.
month in
lieu of
that she
she is
receiving.
Pensions.
rt
The name
name of
of Lillian
W. Batdorf,
late of
Lillian Batdo
Batdorf.
The
Lillian Batdorf,
Batdorf, widow
widow of
of John
John W.
Batdorf, late
of Lillan
Company
E, Eleventh
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay
Company E,
Eleventh Regiment
Regiment Iowa
Iowa Volunteer
and pay
her aapension
pension at
at the
the rate
$30 per
per month.
her
rate of
of $30
month.
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Anna
Anna Fry.
Fry.

1924.
1924.

The name
widow of
of David
name of Anna Fry, widow
David Fry,
Fry, late
late of
of Company
Company A,
A,

Eighty-second Regiment
pay her aa
and pay
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
Ohio Volunteer
Regiment Ohio
Eighty-second
c
Pension
Pension increased.
Ella L. Gilinly.
GUMy,

Ella L.

Pensions.
JennieCooney.

Pensions.
Jennie Cooney.

Emma Benston.
Emma
Benston.

Jetmore.

Rebecca
ebecea Jetmore.

pension at
at the
rate of
$30 per
month.
per month.
of $30
the rate
pension
The
The name
name of
of Ella
Ella L.
L. Gilluly,
Gilluly, widow
widow of
of William
William F.
late
F. Gilluly,
Gilluly, late

United States
States Colored
Colored Volunteer
Volunteer
of Company
Company H, Sixth Regiment
Regiment United
Cavalry,
her aapension
pension at
at the
of $35
in lieu
Cavalry, and
and pay
pay her
the rate
rate of
$35 per
per month
month in
lieu
of that
she is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
that she
of
The name of Jennie Cooney, widow
of Michael
late of
widow of
Michael Cooney,
Cooney, late
of
Twenty-third Regiment
Regiment Illinois
Infantry,
Company C, Twenty-third
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
month.
per month.
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate of $30 per
and pay her a
The name of Emma
Emma Benston, widow of Ignatius G. Benston, late
Company K, Eleventh
Eleventh Regiment
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and
of Company
pay
pay her
her a
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
The name of
of Rebecca Jetmore,
widow of
Nathan A.
Jetmore, late
late
Jetmore, widow
of Nathan
A. Jetmore,
Company K,
Seventeenth Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Infantry,
of Company
K, Seventeenth
Volunteer Infantry,
rate of $30 per month.
and pay her a
a pension at the rate

The name of Artomissa
of Walker A.
A. Henry,
Henry,
Artomissa A. Henry,
Henry, widow of
late
Company D,
D, Third
of Company
Third Missouri
Missouri State
State Militia Cavalry, and pay
late of
her
at the
the rate
per month.
Pension increased.
increased.
rate of
of $30
$30 per
month.
her aapension
pension at
Pension
Sarah
A. L. PP.
The name
Campbell, widow
Daniel H.
H.
widow of
of Daniel
A. L.
L. P.
P. Campbell,
of Sarah
Sarah A.
The
name of
A. L.
Samb
Campbell.
Campbell, late
Company H,
H, Sixth
Regiment Maine
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer
Campbell,
late of
of Company
Sixth Regiment
Infantry, and pay her a
a pension at
month in
in
at the rate of $35 per month
lieu
of
that
she i
Pensions.
issnew
now receiving.
receiving.
that
she
lieu
of
Pensions.
Maggie RiphenRiphenburgh, widow of William RiphenThe
The name of Maggie Riphenburgh,
RiphenMaggie
burgh.
burgh,
late of
of Company
Company I,
I, Fifteenth
Fifteenth Regiment
Regiment New
New York
York Volunteer
bu
rgh, late
Volunteer
Engineers, and pay her a
a pension at the rate of $30 per month.
Charles 0.. Rider.
Rider.
Chares
0. Rider, late aaCaptain McNulta's Company
The name of Charles 0.
A
and Company
C,
A,2 First Regiment
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
Company C,
Nineteenth Regiment
Regiment Indiana
him a
Nineteenth
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him
a
month.
rate of $50
$50 per
per month.
pension at the rate
Ellen McGarry,
McGarry.
Ellen
The name of Ellen McGarry, widow of
of Patrick
Patrick McGarry,
McGarry, late
late of
of
Company G, First
First Battalion
Battalion Twelfth Regiment
Regiment United
United States Volunteer Infantry, and pay her a
apension at the rate of $30 per month.
Mary A.
A.Sturtevant.
turtevant. The name of Mary A. Sturtevant, widow of Benjamin
SturteBenjamin A. Sturtevant,
of Company
B, Twenty-third
Michigan VolunVol
un vant, late
late of
Company B,
Twenty-third Regiment
Regiment Michigan
teer Infantry, and pay her aapension
pension at the rate of $30 per month.
Emma
Emm Urquhart.
Urquhart.
The name of
The
of Emma
Emma Urquhart,
I.7rquhart, widow
widow of
Urquhart, late
late of
of David
David Urquhart,
of
Battery B, Second Regiment
Regiment Illinois Volunteer Light Artillery, and
pay her aapension at the rate of $30
$30 per month.
Sallie M.
same
M. Seaman.
Seaman.
The name
name of Sallie M.
M. Seaman,
former widow
of Patrick
Patrick FitzSeaman, former
widow of
Fitzgerald, late of Eighteenth Independent
Independent Battery Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer
Light Artillery,
Artillery 'and pay her
er month.
mon th.
her aapension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30 p
per
Anna Ganderup.
Anna
anderup.
The name of Anna Ganderup, helpless and dependent
dependent daughter
daughter of
of
James Sweeney,
Sweeney, late of Company
Company B, Fourth Regiment Iowa Volunteer Infantry, and pay
of $20
$20 per
pay her
her a
a pension
pension at the rate
rate of
per month.
month.
Stella
B. Irwin.
stella B.Irwin.
and dependent
dependent daughter
The name
name of Stella B. Irwin, helpless and
daughter of
of
hundred and
and eighty-third
John C. Irwin, late
late of
of Company
Company K,
K, One
One hundred
eighty-third
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay her a
a pension at the
rate of $20 per month.
Matilda B.
Henson.
Matilda
B.Henson.
The name of Matilda B. Henson,
Henson. widow of John Henson, late of
of
Company F,
F, one hundred
Company.
hundred and fortieth Regiment
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer
Infantry, and pay her aapension
pension at the rate of $30 per month.
Caroline Day.
The name
name of
of Caroline
Caroline Day,
Day, widow
Leander J.
J. Day,
Day, late
widow of
of Leander
late of
of
Company A, Thirty-fourth
Thirty-fourth Regiment Ohio Volunteer Infantry, and
Companies
Companies G, M, and I,
I, Fifth Regiment United States Volunteer
Volunteer
Cavalry, and pay her aapension at the rate of $30 per month.
The
Herron, late
E and
John
C. Herron.
The name
name of
of John
John C.
C. Herron,
late of
of Companies
Companies E
and D,
D, ThirtyThirtyJohn C.
ninth Regiment
Infantry, and pay him a
a pension at
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
at
the rate of $50 per month.
Artomissa
A. Henry.
ArtomissaA.Henry.
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Pension increased.
The
D. Bilbay,
Bilbay, widow
widow of
The name
name of
of Mary
Mary D.
of Joseph
Joseph Bilbay,
Bilbay, late
late of
of Pension
increased.
Mary D. Bilbay.
Company E,
Ninety-seventh Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer InInCompany
E, Ninety-seventh
fantry,
and pay
pay her
at the
the rate
of $50
$50 per
per month
month in
in lieu
fantry, and
her a
a pension
pension at
rate of
lieu of
of
Provisos.
that she is
is now receiving:
receiving: Provided,
event of
the death
Provided, That in
in the event
of the
death Increase
Pre-stto
on
to cease
cease on
on
death
of child.
of Joseph
Bilbay, helpless
helpless and
dependent son
of said
Mary D.
and deathofchild.
of
Joseph Bilbay,
and dependent
son of
said Mary
D. and
Joseph Bilbay,
the additional
pension herein
cease
Joseph
Bilbay, the
additional pension
herein granted
granted shall
shall cease
Pension to child on
and
determine: And
And provided
provided further,
in the
the event
of the
and determine:
further, That
That in
event of
the death
on
ofotherd
death of
mother.
name of
of said
Joseph Bilbay
Bilbay shall
shall be
death of Mary D.
D. Bilbay,
Bilbay, the
the name
said Joseph
be
placed on
on the
roll, subject
provisions and
and limitations
placed
the pension
pension roll,
subject to
to the
the provisions
limitations
of the
laws, at
the rate
rate of
$20 per
month from
and after
after the
the
of
the pension
pension laws,
at the
of $20
per month
from and
date of
death of
of said
date
of death
said Mary
Mary D.
D. Bilbay.
Bilbay.
Pensions.
Levi Mott.
The name
The
name of
of Levi
Captain Nett's
Nett's Company
IC, Lvi
Levi Mott,
Mott, late
late of
of Captain
Company K,
MottFourteenth Regiment
Regiment Missouri
Home
Guards,
and
Company
A,
Fourteenth
Missouri Home Guards, and Company A,
Third Regiment
Missouri State
Cavalry, and
pay him
him aa
Third
Regiment Missouri
State Militia
Militia Cavalry,
and pay
rate of
of $50
$50 per
month.
pension at
at the rate
per month.
Ellen Hanour.
The name
Hanour, widow
widow of
Peter J.
J. Hanour,
of EllenHanour.
The
name of
of Ellen
Ellen Hanour,
of Peter
Hanour, late
late of
Company A,
Regiment New
York
Militia
Infantry,
Company
A, Seventy-fourth
Seventy-fourth Regiment
New York Militia Infantry,
and pay
her a
apension
of $30
month.
and
pay her
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
$30 per
per month.
Pension increased.
8
The
name of
widow of
of William
late of
The name
of Sarah
Sarah Brown
Brown, widow
William Brown,
Brown, late
roSn.
of Sasahn
Sarah Brown.
Company
E, Ninth
Ninth Regiment
Cavalry, and
and pay
Company E,
Regiment Michigan
Michigan Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
pay
her aapension at the rate of $50 per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
now
of that
that she
she is
is now
receiving.
receiving.
Pensions.
M. Chnson.
The name
of Elisha
M. Chilson,
Chilson, late
late of
of Company
Company K,
K, Sixth
Sixth RegiThe
name of
Elisha M.
Regi- Elisha
lish M. Chuison
ment
and Battery
Battery F,
First Regiment
ment Michigan
Michigan Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
F, First
Regiment
United States
States Volunteer
pension at
United
Volunteer Artillery,
Artillery, and
and pay
pay him
him aa pension
at the
the
rate
through a
legally appointed
rate of
of $50
$50 per
per month
month through
a legally
appointed guardian.
guardian.
Fance
A Thomas
Frances A. Thomas.
widow
John Thomas,
Thomas, late
The name
name of Frances
Frances A.
A. Thomas
Thomas, .
widow of
of John
late of
of
Michigan Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
Company C, Sixteenth Regiment Michigan
of $30
$30 per
month.
pay her a
a pension
pension at the rate
rate of
per month.arolin
M
Caroline Murfitt.
The name of
The
Caroline Murat,
William Murfitt,
late of
of Caroline
Murfitt, widow of
of William
Murfitt, late
of
Companies F
Companies
F and
fifty-first Regiment
New
and C,
C, One hundred and
and fifty-first
Regiment Sew
York Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
at the
of $30
$30
and pay her aapension
pension at
the rate
rate of
per month.
month.
Eleanor G. Tiffany.
The
Tiffany, widow
Henry D. Tiffany, late
The name of Eleanor G. Tiffany,
widow of Henry
late
or
Seventh Regiment
Regiment New
Militia, and
and pay
pay
of Company
Company G,
G, Seventh
New York
York State
State Militia,
her a
apension
pension at
the rate
rate of
$30 per
month.
her
at the
of $30
per month.
Fannie
M. ardner.
Fannie M. Gardner.
The name
name of
of Fannie
Fannie M.
The
helpless and dependent
daughter
M. Gardner, helpless
dependent daughter
Jacob D.
Gardner , late
late of
of Company
of Jacob
D. Gardner,
Company G,
G, First
First Regiment
Regiment United
United
States
Volunteer Engineers,
and pay
pay her
the
States Veteran
Veteran Volunteer
Engineers, and
her a
a pension
pension at
at the
rate of
$20 per
month.
rate
of $20
per month.
Nettle Campbell.
The name of Nettie Campbell,
Campbell, widow of Henry Campbell, late of Nt" Capbel
Company G,
G, Thirteenth
Thirteenth Regiment
Illinois
Volunteer
Cavalry,
and
Company
Regiment Illinois Volunteer Cavalry, and
pay her
at the
the rate
of $30
month.
pay
her a
a pension
pension at
rate of
$30 per
per month.
Margaret J. Gano.
The
Margaret J.
The name
name of Margaret
J. Gano, widow
widow of John S. Gano,
an
Gano, late of
of
are
Company A,
A, One
One hundred
and fiftieth
Company
hundred and
fiftieth Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer
Infantry, and
pay her
pension at
at the
rate of
of $30
$30 per
Infantry,
and pay
her aapension
the rate
per month.
month.
Lyon.
The name
widow of
of Andrew
J. W.
W.
Lyon, late
The
name of
of Sarah
Sarah M.
M. Lyon
Andrew J.
late. Sarah M. Lyon,
Lyon, w
W. Lyon,
latewidow
of
Regiment United
United States
States Volunteer
Volunteer InInof Company
Company H,
H, Thirty-sixth
Thirty-sixth Regiment
fantry, and
pay her
her a
pension at
at the
the rate
$30 per
fantry,
and pay
a pension
rate of
of $30
per month.
month.
Emma J. Mooers.
e
J. Mooers, widow
Menander 0. Mooers, late
The name
name of
of Emma
Emma J.
widow of
Mooers,
wi.
Menander
Mooer,
.
s.
of
Company E,
Twenty-second Regiment
Regiment Maine
Maine Volunteer
Infantry,
of Company
E, Twenty-second
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay her a
a pension
pension at
at the rate
rate of
of $30 per
per month.
Beason.
arahBesonThe name
name of
of Sarah Beason,
Beason, widow
widow of
of John A. Beason,
Beason, late of Sarah
Company B,
B, Fortieth
Regiment Iowa
Iowa Volunteer
and pay
pay
Company
Fortieth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
her aapension
at the
of $30
per month.
month.
her
pension at
the rate
rate of
$30 per
Pensions increased.
Edith C. Oakley.
Oaklev, late Edith
C. Oakley.
The name of Edith
Edith C. Oakley,
Oakley, widow
widow of George W. Oakley,
of Company
Company F,
Regiment New
New York
York Volunteer
Infantry,
of
F, Ninetieth
Ninetieth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
and
and pay
pay her a
a pension at
at the rate of $40 per
per month in lieu
lieu of
of that
that
she is
is now
receiving.
now receiving.
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The
name of
Sarah E.
E. McKeever,
McKeever, widow
of Alfred
Alfred L.
McKeever,
L. McKeever,
widow of
The name
of Sarah
late
Company A,
A, Sixth
Sixth Regiment
West Virginia
Volunteer
Virginia Volunteer
Regiment West
of Company
late of
Cavalry,
and pay
pay her
per month
month in
lieu
in lieu
$50 per
rate of
of $50
at the
the rate
her a
a pension
pension at
Cavalry, and
of
that she
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
she is
of that
Lucy Centers.
The
name of
of Lucy
Lucy Centers,
Centers, widow
Killis D.
D. Centers,
Centers, late
late of
of
widow of
of Killis
LucyCentas.
The name
Company
B,
Forty-fourth
Regiment
Ohio
Mounted
Infantry,
and
and
Infantry,
Ohio
Mounted
Regiment
B,
Forty-fourth
Company
Company
B, Eighth
Eighth Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
pay her
her
and pay
Cavalry, and
Company B,
a
the rate
rate of
of $50
per month
month in
in lieu
that she
is now
now
she is
of that
lieu of
$50 per
at the
a pension
pension at
Pensions.
receiving.
receiving.
pensions.
Mary
Mary Hubbard.
Hubbard.
The name
name of
of Mary
Mary Hubbard,
Hubbard, widow
widow of
Larkin Hubbard,
Hubbard, late
The
of Larkin
late of
of
Company
A, Forty-ninth
Forty-ninth Regiment
Regiment Kentucky
Infantry,
Volunteer Infantry,
Kentucky Volunteer
Company A,
and
her a
pension at
at the
the rate
per month.
rate of
of $30
$30 per
month.
and pay
pay her
a pension
JuliaConger.
Conger.
The name
name of
Julia Conger,
Conger , widow
widow of
Harry Conger,
Henry
The
of Julia
of Harry
Conger, alias
alias Henry
Juiia
Stevens,
late of
Company K,
K, Eighteenth
Eighteenth Regiment,
Regiment, and
and Company
Company
of Company
Stevens, late
A, One
hundred and
and twenty-first
Regiment, New
New York
Volunteer
York Volunteer
twenty-first Regiment,
A,
One hundred
Infantry, and
pension at
at the
the rate
of $30
per month.
month.
$30 per
rate of
pay her
her aapension
Infantry,
and pay
MaryO.
G. Russell.
The
name of
of Mary
widow of
Russell, late
late
Mar
Russenl.
The name
Mary G.
G. Russell,
Russell, widow
of Cashmere
Cashmere Russell,
of
Company B,
B, One
and ninety-second
New
Regiment New
ninety-second Regiment
hundred and
One hundred
of Company
York
and pay
rate of
of $30
$30
pension at
at the
the rate
pay her
her a
a pension
Infantry, and
York Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Pension increased.
increased,
per month.
month.
per
Edith
Doty.
The
name of
of Edith
Doty, widow
widow of
of James
J. Doty,
Doty, late
of
Edith E.
E. Doty,
James J.
The name
Edith E.
E.Doty.
late of
Company D,
D, Ninety-eighth
Regiment New
Volunteer Infantry
Infantry
New York
York Volunteer
Ninety-eighth Regiment
Company
and Company
A, First
First Regiment
ArtilVolunteer Heavy
Heavy ArtilRegiment Vermont
Vermont Volunteer
and
Company A,
lery, and
and pay
her a
the rate
lieu of
$40 per
per month
month in
in lieu
of
a pension
pension at
at the
rate of
of $40
lery,
pay her
Pensions.
that
receiving.
is now
now receiving.
she is
that she
Pensions.
PhanettiOrmsbee.
The name of Phanettie
Phanettie Ormsbee, widow of Charles W. Ormsbee,
Phonettle
Ormsbee.
The
Ormsbee,
late
hundred and
Regiment New
New
eighteenth Regiment
One hundred
and eighteenth
of Company
Company. B,
B, One
late of
York Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
$30
her a
a pension
of $30
York
per
month.
per month.
Josephie Albert.
Josephine
The name
Josephine Albert,
James H.
The
name of
of Josephine
Albert, widow
widow of
of James
H. Albert,
Albert, late
late of
of
Company
Eleventh Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Company A,
A, Eleventh
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry,
and
at the
the rate
of $30
$30 per
per month.
and pay
pay her
her a
a pension
pension at
rate of
month.
Ezabeth Dzenalag.
Dr
g. The
The name of Elizabeth Drenning, widow
widow of Simon H.
H. Drenning,
Elizabeth
late
g herty's company,
company, One
hundred and
and third
third RegiRegilate of
of Captain
Captain Dou
Dougherty's
One hundred
ment
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pension at
ment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Infantry, and
pay her
her aa pension
at
the
rate of
$30
per month.
rate
of
$30
per
month.
the
Margaret
C. SpealMaet
spealThe name of Margaret
Margaret C. Spealman, widow of David Spealman,
man
.
Fourth Regiment
Volunteer CavCavlate of Company E, Yourth
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
alry,
and pay
pay her
her aapension
the rate
alry, and
pension at
at the
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
Pheby
The
of Pheby
Pheby Houck,
Houck, widow
widow of
of Eli
Eli Houck,
Houck, late
Pheby Houck.
ou
The name
name of
late of
of Company
Company
B, Eleventh
Eleventh Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
B,
and pay
her a
Cavalry, and
pay her
a
pension
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
pension at
at the
the rate
Adeline Smith.
The
name of
of Adaline
former widow
W. Brittson,
The name
Adaline Smith,
Smith, former
widow of
of David
David W.
Brittson,
late
of Company
Company F,
Eleventh Battalion
Volunteer
late of
F, Eleventh
Battalion United
United States
States Volunteer
Infantry,
Company E,
E, Seventeenth
Seventeenth Regiment
Illinois Volunteer
Infantry, and Company
Regiment Illinois
Volunteer
Cavalry,
pay her
at the
of $30
per month.
month.
Cavalry, and
and pay
her aapension
pension at
the rate
rate of
$30 per
Esthr
M.
Esther
M.
Huffman.
The
former widow
widow of
of John
John Mann,
EstM.
H.uan
The name
name of
of Esther
Esther M.
M. Huffman,
Huffman, former
Mann,
late of Company
Company C, Fifth
Fifth Regiment
late
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
and pay
pension at
the rate
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
rate of
and
pay her
her aapension
at the
P
Cora I. Fisber.
The name
I. Fisher,
of John
W. Fisher,
of
c . ir. The
name of
of Cora
Cora I.
Fisher, widow
widow of
John W.
Fisher, late
late of
Company H,
Regiment Illinois
H, Seventh Regiment
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
pay her
rate of
of $30
per month.
the rate
$30 per
month.
pay
her a
a pension
pension at
at the
MedieM.Fanders.
The name
name of
of Medie M.
M. Flanders,
Flanders, former
Media
M. Flanders.
widow of
Charles C.
C.
former widow
of Charles
Flanders, late of Company
Company G,
G, First Regiment New
New Hampshire
Hampshire VolVolunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and pay
pay her aapension
pension at
the rate
at the
rate of
of $30
per month.
$30 per
month.
Sarah E.
E. Howe.
The name
of Sarah
Howe widow
widow of
Howe, late
late of
of
The
name of
Sarah E.
E. Howe,
of John
John M.
M. Howe,
Company B, One
Company
One hundred
hundred and
and thirty-sixth
New York
thirty-sixth Regiment
Regiment New
York
her a
a pension at
at the
the rate of
of $30
per
Volunteer Infantry, and pay her
$30 per
month.
month.
McKeever.
E. McKeever.
Sarah E.
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The
name of
of Annie
Annie M.
M. Bass,
Bass, widow
widow of
of James
James Bass,
Corn- AnniM.Bass
Annie M. Bass.
of Comlate of
Bass, late
The name
her
and
Infantry,
pany
K,
Sixteenth
Regiment
Iowa
Volunteer
pay
her
Volunteer
Iowa
Regiment
pany K, Sixteenth
a
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month.
at the
pension at
a pension
late Mary B. Barnes.
The name
name of
of Mary
B. Barnes,
widow of
of William
Barnes, late
Barnes.
H. Barnes,
William II.
Barnes, widow
Mary B.
The
of
H, Eighty-fourth
Regiment New
New York
Volunteer InYork Volunteer
Eighty-fourth Regiment
Company H,
of Company
increased.
Pensions increased.
fantry, and
and pay
her aa pension
at the
the rate
rate of
per month.
$30 per
of $30
pension at
pay her
fantry,
lm
Oi ore.
The name
Lovina Gilmore
of Ephraim
Ephraim C. Gilmore, late
late Lovina
Levine Gilmore.
widow of
Gilmore, widow
of Lovina
name of
The
of Company
Company B,
One hundred
and forty-third
Regiment Indiana Volforty-third Regiment
hundred and
B, One
of
unteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay her
her a
apension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of $50 per month Provisos.
Provisos.
and pay
unteer
on
hild.
deanthoe
in
lieu
of
that
she
is
now
receiving:
Provided,
That in
in the
Increase
to cease on
the event of death
That
Provided,
of child.
receiving:
now
is
she
that
of
in lieu
said
of
daughter
the death
of Elsa
helpless and
and dependent
dependent
Gilmore, helpless
Elsa Gilmore,
death of
the
Lovina and
and Ephraim
the additional
additional pension herein
herein
Gilmore, the
C. Gilmore,
Ephraim C.
Lovina
on
Pension
granted shall
shall cease
further, That
Pension
to chUd
child on
That in the death
provided further,
And provided
determine: And
and determine:
of mother.
cease and
granted
Gilmore
Elsa
name
event
of
the
death
of
Lovina
Gilmore,
the
name
of
said
Gilmore
the
Gilmore,
Lovina
of
death
event of the
shall be
be placed
on the
the pension
pension roll,
subject to
the provisions
provisions and
to the
roll, subject
placed on
shall
from and
limitations
of
the
pension
laws,
at
the
rate
of
$20
per
month
per
$20
of
rate
the
at
laws,
pension
the
of
limitations
after
of said
said Lovina Gilmore.
death of
of death
date of
the date
after the
The name
of Martha
Martha Comstock,
widow of
De Witt
Witt Comstock,
late Martha Comstok.
Comstock.
Comstock, late
of De
Comstock, widow
name of
The
of Company
Company G,
One hundred
eighty-fourth Regiment
Regiment New York
and eighty-fourth
hundred and
G, One
of
Volunteer
and pay
pay her
at the
the rate of $50 per
pension at
her aapension
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
Pensions.
month in
lieu of
that she
is now
Pensions.
receiving.
now receiving.
she is
of that
in lieu
month
The name
name of
of Frances
Frances E.
E. Austeel,
former
widow
of Francis
Francis M.
Frances E. Austeel.
Austel
Frances
M.
of
widow
former
Austeel,
The
Austeel,
late
of
Company
E,
Forty-fourth
Regiment
Missouri
VolunRegiment
Austeel, late of Company E, Forty-fourth
_
teer
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
her a
at the
rate of $30 per month.
the rate
pension at
a pension
teer Infantry,
The name
widow of
of Nathaniel
Woods, late
Woods.
LouisaWoods.
late Louisa
G. Woods,
Nathaniel G.
Woods, widow
Louisa Woods,
of Louisa
name of
The
and
Infantry,
Volunteer
Tennessee
of
Company
F,
Sixth
Regiment
Volunteer
Infantry,
and
Regiment
Sixth
F,
of Company
r.
ha
pay
her a
apension
the rate
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
rate of
at the
pension at
pay her
The name
of Martha
J. Turner,
Turner, widow
widow of
James H.
H. Turner,
late of
Mtha J. Turner.
of Martha
Turner, late
of James
Martha J.
The name of
Company
Regiment, and
Company H,
H, Ninth
Ninth Regiment,
Regiment
and Company
Eleventh Regiment,
B, Eleventh
Company B,
of
a pension at the rate of
Tennessee Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and pay her a
Tennessee
$30 per
per month.
month.
$30
J
Shelby.
The
name of
of Sarah
widow of
of Rufus
Rufus Shelby,
of CornCom- Sarah J.- Shelby.
late of
Shelby, late
Shelby, widow
J. Shelby,
Sarah J.
The name
pany
G,
Second
Regiment
Tennessee
Volunteer
Cavalry,
and
pay
Cavalry,
Volunteer
pany G, Second Regiment Tennessee
her a
rate of
of $30
per month.
$30 per
the rate
at the
pension at
a pension
her
The name
name of
Nora V.
widow of
of Orrin
V. McDaniel.
NoraMcDel
McDaniel, Nora
R. McDaniel,
Orrin R.
McDaniel, widow
V. McDaniel,
of Nora
The
Rifles,
Mounted
late
of
Company
G,
First
Regiment
United
States
States
United
Regiment
First
G,
Company
of
late
and Company
Company H,
H, Sixty-fourth
Sixty-fourth Regiment
Volunteer InInRegiment Illinois Volunteer
and
increased.
Pensions Increased.
fantry, and
her a
at the
the rate
$30.
of $30.
rate of
pension at
a pension
pay her
and pay
fantry,
Dieter.
The
name
of
Philip
Dieter,
late
of
Company
F,
Third
Regiment
Philip
Dieter.
Regiment
Third
F,
Company
of
The name of Philip Dieter, late
Troop
Potomac
Maryland Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and Troop
Brigade, Maryland
Home Brigade
Potomac Home
D, Seventh
Regiment United
United States
States Volunteer
Cavalry, and pay
Volunteer Cavalry,
Seventh Regiment
D,
him a
apension
$50 per
lieu of that he is now
in lieu
month in
per month
of $50
rate of
the rate
at the
pension at
him
receiving.
receiving.
a
The name of Edward D.
Henderson, helpless and dependent son sonEdward
D. Gender.
The name of Edward D. Henderson, helpless and dependent son Edw rd D- Hender
PennRegiment
of
Jacob
Henderson,
late
of
Company
B,
Forty-fifth
Regiment
Forty-fifth
B,
of Jacob Henderson, late of Company
sylvania Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
rate of
pension at the rate
a pension
him a
pay him
Volunteer Infantry,
svlvania
of
$20
per
month
through
a
legally
appointed
guardian
lieu
lieu
that
in
guardian
appointed
$20 per month through a legally
he is
receiving.
now receiving.
is now
he
The name
name of
of Laura
Laura A.
A. Moore,
Moore, widow
widow of
T. Moore,
late Laula A. Moore.
Moore, late
William T.
of William
The
of
Company D,
D, Twenty-fourth
Regiment Ohio
Volunteer Infantry,
Ohio Volunteer
Twenty-fourth Regiment
of Company
and landsman
United States
States Navy,
Navy, and
her a
pension at the rate
a pension
pay her
and pay
landsman United
and
of $40
$40 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
she is
per month
of
ree.
The
name of
of Mary
Mary L.
L. Green
widow of
James M.
late of
L. Green.
Ma Lof Mary
Green, late
M. Green,
of James
Green, widow
The name
States Colored
Heavy ArtilArtilCompany D.
Ninth Regiment
Green,United States
Colored Heavy
Regiment
D, Ninth
Company
lery,
hundredth Regiment
United States
Regiment United
One hundredth
E, One
Company E,
and Company
lery, and
Colored
Infantry, and
pension at
rate of
of $50
$50 per month
the rate
at the
her aapension
pay her
and pay
Colored Infantry,
Pensions.
in
lieu
of
that
she
is
now
receiving.
Pensions.
receiving.
that she is now
lieu of
in The
name of Lizzie 0. Chapman, widow of James C. Heater, Lizzie G. Chapman.
The name of Lizzie G. Chapman, widow of James C. Heater, Lizie. Chapma
known as
H. Chapman,
late of
Company C, Sixteenth Regiof Company
Chapman, late
Samuel H.
as Samuel
known
ment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
pay her
her a
pension at the
a pension
and pay
ment
rate of
$30 per month.
of $30
rate
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The
widow of
of James
Loudermilk,
The name of Sarah
Sarah Loudermilk,
Loudermilk, widow
James Loudermilk,
late
of Company
Company G,
G, Eighteenth
Indiana Volunteer
late of
Eighteenth Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Volunteer InInfantry, and
and pay
pay her
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
month.
per month.
fantry,
her aapension
pension at
at the
Anna
M. Craig.
Anna M.
Crig.
The name
name of
of Anna
M. Craig, widow
Anna M.
of John
John B.
Craig, late
late of
widow of
B. Craig,
of
Company H,
Fourteenth Regiment
Regiment Wisconsin
Wisconsin Volunteer
Infantry,
Volunteer Infantry,
H, Fourteenth
Company
and pay
her aapension
at the
rate of
of $30
per month.
month.
and
pay her
pension at
the rate
$30 per
William
C. Merritt.
Merritt.
WiiamC.
The name of William C. Merritt, late of Company F,
F, Second
Second
Regiment
Illinois Volunteer
Light Artillery,
and pay
pay him
him aapension
pension
Artillery, and
Regiment Illinois
Volunteer Light
at the
of $50
$50 per
per month.
month.
at
the rate
rate of
Carrie E.
Carrie
E. Doane.
Doae.
The name
of Carrie
The
name of
Carrie E.
of James
W. Doane,
Doane, late
of
E. Doane,
Doane, widow
widow of
James W.
late of
Company E,
E, Fifty-second
Volunteer InInCompany
Fifty-second Regiment
Regiment Massachusetts
Massachusetts Volunteer
fantry, and
pay her
her a
rate of
per month.
month.
fantry,
and pay
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
of $30
$30 per
Jacob Myers.
Myers.
Jacob
The name of Jacob
Myers, late of
of Company K, Fifth
Regiment
Fifth Regiment
Jacob Myers,
Provisional Enrolled
Missouri Militia,
Militia and
and Company
Provisional
Enrolled Missouri
Company G,
G, Second
Second
Regiment Missouri
Volunteer Light
Artillery, and
penRegiment
Missouri Volunteer
Light Artillery,
and pay
pay him
him a
a pension at
at the
the rate
of $50
sion
rate of
$50 per
per month.
month.
Christina
Forsythe.
ChristinaForsythe.
The name of Christina Forsythe, widow of John A. Forsythe,
late of
Companies K
K and
Seventieth Regiment
Regiment Ohio
late
of Companies
and B,
B, Seventieth
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
her aapension
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $30
month.
Infantry,
pay her
at the
$30 per
per month.
Josephine Wood
The name
name of
of Josephine
Martin, widow
widow of
of Charles
Charles Martin,
Martin,
Wood Martin,
Josephine Wood
Mrosephine Wood The
Martin.
late of
of Company
Company B,
B, Twenty-seventh
Regiment Michigan
Volunteer
late
Twenty-seventh Regiment
Michigan Volunteer
Infantry, and
hundred and
and twenty-fifth
twenty-fifth Company,
Second BatBatInfantry,
and One
One hundred
Company, Second
talion Veteran
Reserve Corps,
and pay
her aa pension
at the
the rate
rate
talion,
Veteran Reserve
Corps, and
pay her
pension at
•
of $30
per month.
* of
$30 per
month.
Elisabeth Shook.
The
Shook, widow
of Jacob
Jacob Shook,
Shook, late
The name
name of
of Elizabeth
Elizabeth Shook,
Elzabeth
k.
widow of
late of
of
Company I,
Thirteenth Regiment
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and
Company
I, Thirteenth
Regiment Indiana
Infantry, and
pay her apension at the rate
per month.
month.
$30 per
rate of
of $30
t0
Albert
C. Baod
Raymond. pay her a pension at the
The name
name of
C. Raymond,
late of
of Company
F, Fourth
Company F,
Fourth
The
of Albert
Albert C.
Raymond, late
Regiment Connecticut
Connecticut Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay hin
Regiment
Infantry, and
him aa pension
pension
at
rate of
of $50
$50 per
month.
at the
the rate
per month.
Phoebe A. Chadsey.
hoebeA.Chdsey.
The name of Phoebe
Phoebe A. Chadsey, widow of George Chadsey,
late
Chadsey, late
of
United States
States Navy,
Navy, and
her a
at the
the rate
of the
the United
and pay
pay her
a pension
pension at
rate of
of
$30
per month.
month.
$30 per
Pension increased.
inceased.
Maria A.
Carpenter.
A. Carpenter.
Maria
The name of Maria
Maria A. Carpenter, widow of Daniel Carpenter, late
of
Company C,
Sixty-fifth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
of Company
C, Sixty-fifth
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Infantry, and
and
pay her
pension at
the rate
of $40
$40 per
pay
her a
a pension
at the
rate of
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
she
Pensions.
is now
receiving.
is
now receiving.
George Hurd.
eorgertt.
The name of George Hurtt, late of Company E,
E, Seventy-ninth
Seventy-ninth
Regiment,
and Company
I, One
and ninety-fourth
ninety-fourth RegiRegiRegiment, and
Company I,
One hundred
hundred and
ment,
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
him a
rate
ment, Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Infantry, and
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
of
$50 per
per month.
month.
ot.
of
$50
John Scott.
The name
name of John
John Scott, late
late of
of Company
The
Company K,
K, Fifty-seventh
Fifty-seventh RegiRegiment Ohio
Company F,
Ft Ninth
Ninth Regiment
ment
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and Company
Regiment
Indiana
pay him
pension at
the rate
rate of
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and pay
him aa pension
at the
of
$50
per month.
month.
per
$50
C
Tr.
M
Mary C. Thorp.
The
of Mary
C. Thorp,
Thorp, widow
widow of
Thomas E.
E. Thorp,
The name
name of
Mary C.
of Thomas
Thorp, late
late
of Company
Company H,
Thirty-seventh Regiment
Volunteer InInof
H, Thirty-seventh
Regiment Wisconsin
Wisconsin Volunteer
fantry, and
and One
One hundred
hundred and
and forty-sixth
fantry,
forty-sixth Company,
Company, Second
Second BatBattalion Veteran
Corps, and
and pay
pension at
at the
talion
Veteran Reserve
Reserve Corps,
pay her
her a
a pension
the rate
rate
of $30
per month.
of
$30
per
month.
Mary D. Surber.
D.rber.
Surber, widow
The name of Mary D. Surber,
Augustus H.
widow of
of Augustus
H. Surber,
Surber,
late of Company
Company E,
E, Fourth
Fourth Regiment
Iowa Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Iowa.
Infantry,
and
Vetand One
One hundred
hundred and
and fifty-eight
fifty-eight Company,
Company, Second
Second Battalion
Battalion Veteran Reserve
Reserve Corps,
Corps, and pay
pay her aa pension
pension at
at the rate of
of $30 per
eran
per
month.
month.
Ada Thorp.
Ad Thorp.
Thorp, widow of
The name of Ada Thorp,
W. Thorp,
Thorp, late
late of
Comof Isaac
Isaac W.
of Company
Fourth Regiment
Regiment Wisconsin
Volunteer
Cavalry,
and pay
pay
pany C,
C, Fourth
Wisconsin
Volunteer
Cavalry,
and
Pension increased.
her
pension at
$30 per
month.
per month.
of $30
rate of
at the
the rate
her a
a pension
S
nenett.
Taia
Tabitha
S. Bennett.
O.
The name of Tabitha
Tabitha S. Bennett, former widow of James 0.
Bennett,
late of
of Company
Company C,
Thirteenth Regiment
Regiment Kentucky
VolBennett, late
C, Thirteenth
Kentucky VolSarah Loudermilk.

Sarah Loudermilk.
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unteer Cavalry, and pay her a
apension
pension at the rate of $40 per month
month
in
lieu of
that she
receiving.
in lieu
of that
she is
is now
now receiving.
Pensions.
The
The name
name of
of Levi
Levi Barrett,
Barrett, helpless
helpless and
and dependent
dependent son
son of
of William
William Levi Barrett.
Barrett, late of Company
Kentucky Volunteer
Company B, Seventh Regiment
Regiment Kentucky
Volunteer
Infantry, and pay him
him a
a pension at the rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month.
The
The name
name of
Isadora Amos,
Benjamin F.
Amos.
of Isadora
Amos, widow
widow of
of Benjamin
Isadora Amos.
F. Amos,
Amos, late
late of
of Isadore
Seventh Regiment
Regiment Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and pay
pay her aa
pension
at the
rate of
per month.
pension at
the rate
of $30
$30 per
month. •
The name
name of
of Newt
Newt Ford,
Ford, helpless
helpless and
Patrick Newt
Ford.
The
and dependent
dependent son
son of
of Patrick
NewtFord.
Ford, late
Company H,
One hundred
hundred and
and thirty-sixth
thirty-sixth Regiment
Ford,
late of
of Company
H, One
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry, and
pay him
rate
New York
York Volunteer
and pay
him a
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
of
$20 per
month through
through a
appointed guardian.
of $20
per month
a legally
legally appointed
guardian.
The
name of
of Thomas
Thomas J.
J. French,
French, helpless
helpless and
of Thomas
French.
The name
and dependent
dependent son
son of
Thomas J..French.
Edwin French, late of
Edwin
Company F,
Regiment Delaware
of Company
F, Third
Third Regiment
Delaware
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
him aa pension
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20 per
Volunteer
and pay
pay him
pension at
at the
per
month.
month.
The name
of Eliza
Eliza Peters,
Peters, former
former widow
John Aday,
of Eliza
Peters.
The
name of
widow of
of John
Aday, late
late of
Eiz PetersCompany
Cavalry, and
Company G, Second
Second Regiment
Regiment Arkansas
Arkansas Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
and
pay
of $30
$30 per
per month.
pay her a
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
month.
The name
name of
Lulia M.
M. Eungard,
former widow
widow of
of James
James Mason,
Lulia
M.
The
of Lulia
Eungard, former
LuliaM.Eungard.
Mason, Eungard.
Thirtieth Regiment
Inalias Jacob
Jacob M.
M. Young, late
late of Company
Company A,
A, Thirtieth
Regiment InInfantry, and
hundred and
fifty-fifth Comdiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and One
One hundred
and fifty-fifth
pany,
Battalion Veteran
Veteran Reserve
her aa
and pay
pay her
Corps, and
Reserve Corps,
Second Battalion
pany, Second
pension at
at the
rate of
of $30
per month.
month.
pension
the rate
$30 per
Pension increased.
increased.
Wellman.
The
A. Wellman,
Wellman, widow
widow of
Richard N.
N. Wellman,
Wellman, Srah
The name
name of
of Sarah
Sarah A.
of Richard
Sarah A.
A. Wellman.
late
Indiana Volunteer
Infantry,
late of
of Company
Company F,
F, Fiftieth
Fiftieth Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay her
pension at
the rate
of $50
$50 per
month in
of that
that provisos.
and
her aapension
at the
rate of
per month
in lieu
lieu of
Prooisos.
she is
i
s now
That in
in the
the event
death of
of detrese
deI
ar oa
r
s
e
e
hto
Aod. cease
she
now receiving:
receiving: Provided,
Provided, That
event of
of the
the death
cease on
on
Sarah A. and
John Wellman,
Wellman, helpless
helpless and dependent
dependent son
son of said Sarah
Wellman the
additional pension
herein granted
shall
Richard N.
N. Wellman,
the additional
pension herein
granted shall
cease and
and determine:
further, That
That in
the event
of the
child on
And provided
cease
determine: :And
provided further,
in the
event of
the Pension toto child
on
death of
of Sarah
Sarah A.
the name
of said
said John
death
death
A. Wellman,
Wellman, the
name of
death of
of mother.
John Wellman
Wellman shall
shallmother.
be placed on the pension roll, subject to
to the
the provisions
provisions and
and limitations
of
per month
from and
after the
the
of the pension
pension laws, at the rate of
of $20
$20 per
month from
and after
Pensions.
date of death
death of said Sarah A.
A. Wellman.
Wellman.
The name
name of
of Sarah
Sarah E.
Harkleroad, widow
E. Harkieroad
Harkleroad
The
E. Harkleroad,
Lewis Harkleroad,
widow of
of Lewis
Harkleroad, Sarah
Sarah E.
late
Thirteenth Regiment
Ohio Volunteer
late of
of Company
Company B,
B, Thirteenth
Regiment Ohio
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
and pay
pension at
at the
$30 per
per month.
month.
and
pay her
her aapension
the rate
rate of
of $30
The name
of Elizabeth
Elizabeth Smith,
widow of
of John
S. Smith,
Smith, late
of Elzabeth
Elizabeth Smith.
The
name of
Smith, widow
John S.
late of
mithCompany
Company E,
E, Seventieth
Seventieth Regiment,
Regiment, and Company
Company K, Thirty-third
Thirty-third
Regiment, Indiana
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
her aa pension
at
Regiment,
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
the
The
name of
W. Seeber,
Seeber, widow
Seeber , late
late of
of Allie
W. SeeberSeeber.
AleW
The name
of Allie
Allie TV.
widow of
of Franklin
Franklin Seeber,
Company I,
I, Tenth
Tenth Regiment
New York
Volunteer Heavy
Artillery,
Company
Regiment New
York Volunteer
Heavy Artillery,
and
pay her
her a
apension
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $30
month.
and pay
at the
$30 per
per month.
The
name of
widow of
Otis A.
A. Kipp,
Kipp, late
Ella L.
The name
of Ella
Ella L.
L. Kipp,
Kipp, widow
of Otis
late of
of CornCom- El
L. Kipp.
Kipppany
puny C.
C. One
One hundred
hundred and eighty-fourth
eighty-fourth Regiment
Regiment New York
York Volher aapension
pension at
rate of
per month.
unteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
at the
the rate
of $30
$30 per
month. Pension increased.
unteer
anna
The name
of Johanna
now Dowling,
Joh
The
name of
Johanna Garvey,
Garvey, now
Dowling, former
former widow
widow of
ofDowling.
JohanaDowlin
Owen Garvey,
Company D,
Seventy-fourth Regiment
Regiment InOwen
Garvey, late
late of
of Company
D, Seventy-fourth
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her aa pension
pension at
at the
the rate of $50
$50
diana
per
through aa legally
appointed guardian,
guardian, in lieu
that
per month,
month, through
legally appointed
lieu of that
she
is now
now receiving.
she is
receiving.
Pnsions.
The name
Lillie Beam,
of Pens
Lillie
ionesa.m.
B
The
name of
LillieBeam.
of Lillie
Beam, helpless
helpless and
and dependent
dependent daughter
daughter of
Wesley
Wesley Beam,
Beam, late
late of Company
Company G,
G, One hundred and
and ninety-seventh
ninety-seventh
Regiment
Ohio Volunteer
Infantry, and pay her a
a pension
pension at
at the
the
Regiment Ohio
Volunteer Infantry,
rate
$20 per
rate of
of $20
per month.
month.
The
Alice Beam,
Beam, helpless
helpless and
and dependent
dependent daughter
of Alice Beam.
Beam.
The name
name of
of Alice
daughter of
Wesley Beam,
One hundred
hundred and
Wesley
Beam. late
late of
of Company
Company G,
G, One
and ninety-sIventh
ninety-seventh
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
pay her
at the
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay
her aa pension
pension at
the
rate of
of $20
per month.
month.
$20 per
rate
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ComThe name of Elizabeth Eddy, widow of Goin Eddy, late of CornThe
pany
D,
Fifth
Regiment
Ohio
Volunteer
Infantry,
and
pay
.her
her
a
a
pay
and
Infantry,
Volunteer
Ohio
Regiment
Fifth
D,
Epany
pension
at the
the rate
$50 per
per month
month in
of that
that she
now
is now
she is
lieu of
in lieu
of $50
rate of
pension at
receiving.
receiving.
Pensions.
Lilly
The
name of
of Lilly
Albaugh, helpless
helpless and
daughter of
of
dependent daughter
and dependent
Lilly Albaugh,
The name
Albaugh.
lly Albaugh.
James
M.
Albaugh,
late
of
Company
B,
One
hundred
and
eightyeightyand
hundred
One
B,
Company
of
late
Albaugh,
M.
James
fifth
Infantry, and
at
pension at
her aa pension
pay her
and pay
Volunteer Infantry,
Ohio Volunteer
Regiment Ohio
fifth Regiment
the
rate
of
$20
per
month
through
a
legally
appointed
guardian.
guardian.
appointed
legally
a
through
month
per
$20
the rate of
dependent
Francis
P. ShoThe name
of Francis
H. P.
P. Showalter,
helpless and dependent
Showalter, helpless
Francis H.
name of
ho- The
. P.
Francis H.
Walter.
son
of
John
H.
Showalter,
late
major,
Sixth
Regiment
West
Virginia
West
Regiment
Sixth
major,
late
Showalter,
H.
of
John
son
Volunteer Infantry,
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per
a pension
him a
pay him
and pay
Infantry, and
Volunteer
month.
cYnth
i
am '
The
Cynthia M. Johnson, helpless
helpless and dependent
dependent
name of Cynthia
The name
CynthiaM.Johbnson
daughter of
Johnson late
Second Regiment
Regiment
I, Second
of Company
Company I,
late of
William Johnson,
of William
daughter
Missouri
Volunteer Light
a pension at the
pay her a
Artillery, and pay
Light Artillery,
Missouri Volunteer
rate
of $20
per month
appointed guardian.
guardian.
legally appointed
through aa legally
month through
$20 per
rate of
David Rankin,
Lydia
Rankin.
The name
name of
of Lydia
Rankin widow
widow of
of David
Rankin, late of ComLydia Rankin,
The
LydiaRanin.
pany B,
Regiment Ohio
and pay
pay her a
a
Cavalry, and
Volunteer Cavalry,
Ohio Volunteer
Eighth Regiment
B, Eighth
pany
pension at
of $30
per month
appointed
legally appointed
a legally
through a
month through
$30 per
rate of
the rate
at the
pension
guardian.
guardian.
jamas H. Holt, alias
James McCabe. aasMbe The
name of
of James
McCabe, late of ComJames McCabe,
alias James
Hoyt, alias
H. Hoyt,
James II.
The name
JaS^meat
panies
E and
D, Fifty-first
Infantry,:
Regiment New York Volunteer Infantry
Fifty-first Regiment
and D,
panies E
and Company
Company C,
Third Regiment
Regiment Rhode Island
Island Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
C, Third
and
pension at the rate of $50 per month.
a pension
him a
and pay him
Sarah
The name
name of
Sarah M.
Skinner, widow
widow of
D. Skinner,
Skinner,
of Frederick
Frederick D.
M. Skinner,
of Sarah
The
snnr.
M. Skinner.
Sarah M.
late of
Fifth Regiment
New York
York Volunteer
her
Infantry, and pay her
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment New
of Fifth
late
rate of $30 per month.
aapension at the rate
Groff's
John It.
The
name of
of John
John R. Garstang,
J. W. Groff's
Garstang, late of Lieutenant J.
The name
astang.
R. Garstang.
John
company (D),
(D), Fremont's body guard,
guard, and pay him aapension at the
company
of $50
rate of
Pension increased.
rate
$50 per month.
increased.
Amelia
The
Amelia Allen,
of William
Allen, late
late of
of ComComWilliam Allen,
widow of
Allen, widow
of Amelia
name of
The name
Allen.
Amelia Allen.
Thirty-second Regiment
Regiment Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer Infantry, and
pany.C, Thirty-second
month' in lieu of that she is
pay
$50 per month
a pension at the rate of $50
pay her a
Pension,
now
receiving.
now receiving.
Pension.
h Rebecca
Rebecca C.
C. VanderTh e name of
ofR
eb
ecca C
Vanderhoof,widow
w idow of
ofRichard
H. VanVanRichard IT.
C..Vanderhoof,
Rebecca
The
oof.
Regiment
derhoof, late of Company I, One hundred and forty-third Regiment
Illinois Volunteer Infantry, and pay her aa pension at the rate of
of
Pension
increased.
$30
per
month.
month.
per
$30
Pension increased.
Lizzie
The name of Lizzie
Lizzie Clay.
Lizzie Clay, widow of Daniel W. Clay, late of ComColored Volunteer
Regiment United States Colored
Volunteer
Twenty-seventh Regiment
pany H, Twenty-seventh
Infantry, and pay
a pension
pension at the rate of $40 per month in lieu
pay her a
Infantry,
Pensions,
of that she is now receiving.
Pensions.
George
The name of George P. Thomas,
Thomas, late of Company
Company D, Ninth RegiThomas.
eorge P.
P. Thomas.
a penState Militia
Militia Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry, and pay him a
ment Missouri State
sion at
the rate
$50 per
per month.
of $50
month.
at the
rate of
sion
Nellie
The
widow of
of James
late of
Comof ComW. Pratt,
Pratt, late
James W.
Pratt, widow
name of
of Nellie
Nellie Pratt,
The name
Nellie Pratt.
Pratt.
Regiment Missouri Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
Forty-ninth Regiment
pany F, Forty-ninth
Pension
pay her
month.
pension at the rate of $30 per month.
pay
her aa pension
ncreased.
Pension increased,
Anna M.
Pierce.
The name
name of
of Anna
Anna M.
M. Pierce,
Pierce, widow
H. Pierce,
Pierce, late
late of
of
Thomas H.
of Thomas
widow of
The
Anna
M. Pierce.
Company
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Ninety-fourth Regiment Illinois
Company E, Ninety-fourth
and pay her a
a pension at the rate of $50 per month in lieu of that she
Pensions,
is
receiving.
is now receiving.
Pensions.
Sarah
J. Kelton.
Kelton, widow
widow of W.
of
W. Alvin Kelton, late of
J. Kelton,
The name of Sarah J.
Sarah J.
elton.
Company B, Sixteenth Regiment Missouri Volunteer Cavalry, and
pay her
her a
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
pay
Landingham, now known
Sarah
R. Van
Van LandThe
name of
of Sallie
R. Van
Van Landinglaam,
known as Sarah R.
Sallie R.
The name
Landham R.
higharn.
Van
Landingham,
J. Van Landingham,
widow of Lewis J.
former widow
Landingham, former
Van Landingham
Sixty-eighth Regiment
late of Company H,
1-1, Sixty-eighth
Regiment Indiana Volunteer Infantry, and pay her a
pension at the rate of $30 per month.
month.
a pension
Pension increased.
increased.
Pension
Elizabeth
Eddy.
Elizabeth Eddy.
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Jane E. Thom.

The
name of
E. Thorn,
Thorn, widow
of George
George W.
Thorn, late
of Jane E. Thorn.
late of
W. Thorn,
widow of
Jane E.
of Jane
The name
Company
G, Third
Company L,
Regiment,
Fifth Regiment,
L, Fifth
and Company
Regiment, and
Third Regiment,
Company G,
Pennsylvania
and pay
pay her
her a
pension at the rate
a pension
Cavalry, and
Volunteer Cavalry,
Pennsylvania Volunteer
of
$30 per
per month.
AngeUne Staord.
Angeline
Stafford.
month.
of $30
The name
name of
Angeline Stafford,
of David
Stafford,
W. Stafford,
David W.
widow of
Stafford, widow
of Angeline
The
Volunteer
late
of Company
Company D,
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Regiment Pennsylvania
Eighty-third Regiment
D, Eighty-third
late of
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
pension at
at the
of $30
Ida Naie.
Naile.
month.
$30 per
per month.
rate of
the rate
her aapension
Infantry,
The
name of
Ida Naile,
Naile, widow
widow of
Washington Naile,
Naile, late
late
George Washington
of George
of Ida
The name
of
Military Telegraph
Telegraph Corps,
Corps, Civil
her a
pension at
at
a pension
pay her
and pay
War, and
Civil War,
of Military
the rate
rate of
per month.
month.
Lueza
A. Watson.
Luea A.
of $30
$30 per
the
The name
Lueza A.
A. Watson,
H. Watson,
Watson, late
late
Samuel H.
of Samuel
widow of
Watson, widow
of Lueza
name of
The
of
Company C,
C, Fifth
Fifth Regiment
Tennessee Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
Regiment Tennessee
of Company
Pension increased.
pay
her
a
pension
at
the
rate
of
$30
per
month.
PenionJ.increased.
Nancy
Herd.
per
month.
$30
of
pay her a pension at the rate
The
name
of
Nancy
J.
Herd,
widow
of
Jessee
Herd,
late
of
ComComThe name of Nancy J. Herd, widow of Jessee Herd, late of
pany I,
I, Forty-sixth
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
Missouri Volunteer
Regiment Missouri
Forty-sixth Regiment
pany
pay her
her a
a pension
at the
the rate
per month
month in
of that
she Provisos,
Pos
that she
lieu of
in lieu
$50 per
rate of
of $50
pension at
pay
Increase to
cease on
on
Increase to cease
is
receiving: Provided,
the event
of the
the death
death of death
event of
in the
That in
Provided, That
now receiving:
is now
of child.
Malinda
Herd,
helpless
and
dependent
daughter
of
said
Nancy
J.
Malinda Herd, helpless and dependent daughter of said Nancy J. deathofchild.
and
Jessee Herd,
the additional
additional pension
pension herein
herein granted
shall cease
to child
chid on
Penson to
cease Pension
granted shall
Herd, the
and Jessee
of mother.
and determine:
determine: .And
provided further,
That in
the event
event of
the death
deathofmother.
of the
in the
further, That
And provided
and
death of
the name
name of
of said
Herd shall
shall be
be
Malinda Herd
said Malinda
Herd, the
J. Herd,
Nancy J.
of Nancy
death
placed
on the
the pension
subject to
to the
the provisions
provisions and limitations
roll, subject
pension roll,
placed on
of
the pension
pension laws,
laws, at
the rate
$20 per
per month
and after
after the
the
from and
month from
of $20
rate of
at the
of the
Pensions.
Pesiondwas.
date of
of said
said Nancy
J. Herd.
Herd.
Nancy J.
Joseph
Edwards.
of death
death of
date
The name
name of
of Joseph
Joseph Edwards,
Edwards, late
Company F,
One hundred
hundred
F, One
of Company
late of
The
and
Regiment New
New York
York Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
eighty-seventh Regiment
and eighty-seventh
pay him
at the
rate of
$50 per
west.
Sophia M. West.
per month.
month.
of $50
the rate
a pension
pension at
pav
him a
The
name of
of Sophia
M. West,
willow of
of Lewis
late of
West, late
W. West,
Lewis W.
West, widow
Sophia M.
The name
Company
D, Twenty-seventh
Twenty-seventh Regiment
Volunteer
Massachusetts Volunteer
Regiment Ma-ssachusetts
Company D,
Pension increased.
Infantry,
and pay
pay her
her a
apension
pension at
the rate
rate of
$30 per
month.
Mary
Jane
Hoover.
increased.
Pension
of $30
per month.
at the
Infantry, and
The name
name of
of Mary
widow of
William S.
of William
former widow
Hoover,, former
Jane Hoover
Mary Jane
The
Clark,
late of
State Militia
Militia Volunteer
Volunteer
Missouri State
Regiment Missouri
Fifth Regiment
of Fifth
Clark, late
Cavalry, and
pay her
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $50
per month in lieu Pensions.
$50 per
at the
her aapension
and pay
Cavalry,
of
that she
Lewis
Berry.
iPe
ions.
now receiving.
receiving.
she is
is now
of that
The
and dependent
of John
W.
John W.
son of
dependent son
helpless and
Berry, helpless
Lewis Berry,
of Lewis
name of
The name
Berry, late
of Company
B, Ninety-third
Ninety-third Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Indiana VolunVolunCompany B,
late of
Berry,
teer
and pay
pension at
at the
the rate
$20 per
per month.
month.
of $20
rate of
a pension
pay him
him a
teer Infantry,
Infantry, and
Nancy A. Vickery.
The
of Nancy
A. Vickery,
Vickery, widow
3. Vickery,
late NancA.V
Vickery, late
Cyrus J.
of Cyrus
widow of
Nancy A.
name of
The name
of
Company K,
Missouri Volunteer
Infantry,
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Missouri
Eleventh Regiment
K, Eleventh
of Company
and
pay
her
a
pension
at
the
rate
of
$30
per
month.
Mary I. Noland.
and pay her a pension at the rate of $30 per month.
The name
Mary J.
J. Noland,
Noland, widow
of James
James F.
Noland, late
late of
of Mary Nod.
F. Noland,
widow of
of Mary
name of
The
Company
and
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
Ohio Volunteer
Regiment Ohio
Seventy-first Regiment
I, Seventy-first
Company I,
pay
her a
pension at
at the
the rate
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
rate of
a pension
pay her
John Gately.
The
John Gately,
of United
Corps, J
Marine Corps,
States Marine
United States
late of
Gately, late
of John
name of
The name
Pension increased.
increased.
Civil
War, and
him a
pension at
at the
the rate
per month.
Pension
month.
$50 per
of $50
rate of
a pension
pay him
and pay
Civil War,
Nancy Jones.
Jones
Nancy
Comof
late
The
name
of
Nancy
Jones
widow
of
James
A.
Jones,
late
of
ComJones,
A.
James
of
The name of Nancy Jones, widow
panies L
C, First
First Regiment
Kentucky Volunteer
Cavalry, and
and
Volunteer Cavalry,
Regiment Kentucky
and C,
L and
panies
pay her
her ra
a pension
at
the
rate of
$50
per
is
she is
of that
that she
in lieu
lieu of
month in
per month
of
$50
rate
at
the
pension
pay
Pensions.
eevn
now receiving.
Julian A. Wheeler.
Wheeler.
Julian
now receiving.
now
The
name
of
Julian
A.
Wheeler,
helpless
and
dependent
son
of
of
son
dependent
and
helpless
The name of Julian A. Wheeler,
Edwin
Wheeler , late
late of
of Company
Company B,
hundred and
fifty-first
and fifty-first
One hundred
B, One
R. Wheeler,
Edwin R.
Regiment
Illinois Volunteer
pay him
him aapension
pension at
at the
the
and pay
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Illinois
rate
month.
per month.
of $20
$20 per
rate of
Henry F. Correll.
The
name of
F. Correll,
Correll, helpless
helpless and
and dependent
son of
of Henr F. corr.
dependent son
Henry F.
of Henry
The name
John
D.
Correll,
late
of
Company
F,
Twelfth
Regiment
Missouri
John D. Correll, late of Company F, Twelfth Regiment Missouri
Volunteer Cavalry,
pay him
him a
the rate
$20 per
rate of $20
at the
a pension
pension at
and pay
Cavalry, and
Volunteer
month
through a
month through
a legally
legally appointed
appointed guardian.
guardian.
Ellen N. Pearson.
The name
Ellen N.
Pearson, widow
of Washington
Washington Pearson,
Pearson, Ellen N. Pearson.
widow of
N. Pearson,
of Ellen
name of
The
late
of Company
Regiment Provisional
Provisional Enrolled
Enrolled Missouri
Missouri
Second Regiment
G, Second
Company G,
late of
Militia,
and
Captain
John
H.
Morga,n's
Company
A,
Forty-fifth
Forty-fifth
A,
Company
Morgan's
H.
John
Captain
Militia, and
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Regiment Enlisted
Missouri Militia,
Militia, and
her aa pension
pension at
at the
pay her
and pay
Enlisted Missouri
Regiment
rate
of $30
$30 per
month.
per month.
rate of
The
name of
of Fanny
M. Hubbard,
widow of Benjamin S. HubHubbard, widow
Fanny M.
The name
bard,
late of
of Company
Ohio Volunteer
InVolunteer InRegiment Ohio
Sixtieth Regiment
I, Sixtieth
Company I,
bard, late
fantry, and
and pay
pension at
at the
of $30
per month.
month.
$30 per
rate of
the rate
her aa pension
pay her
fantry,

dependent
and de
Ellen McClaren, helpless
Mary Ellen
The name
helpless and
pendent
of Mary
name of
The
daughter
of
James
N.
McClaren,
late
of
Company
K,
Sixty-first
Sixty-first
K,
Company
of
late
daughter of James N. McClaren,
Regiment Pennsylvania
Volunteer Infantry,
pay her
her a
pension
a pension
and pay
Infantry, and
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Regiment
at
the
rate
of
$20
per
month.
at the rate of $20 per month.
Belle Huey.
The
name of
of Belle
Huey, helpless
daughter of
of
dependent daughter
and dependent
helpless and
Belle Huey,
The name
Belle Huey.
George
W.
Huey,
late
of
Company
D,
Seventeenth
Regiment
West
West
Regiment
Seventeenth
D,
George W. Huey, late of Company
Virginia
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
her a
pension at
at the
rate of
of
the rate
a pension
Virginia Volunteer
$20
per
month
through
a
legally
appointed
guardian.
$20 per month through a legally appointed guardian.
A. Smith.
Mary
Mary A. Smith.
The name
of Mary
Smith, widow
widow of
Reddiek Smith,
of
late of
Smith, late
of Reddick
A. Smith,
Mary A.
name of
The
MaA.ith.
Company
F,
One
hundred
and
thirty-first
Regiment
Illinois
VolunVolunIllinois
Regiment
thirty-first
and
hundred
Company F, One
teer
Infantry, and
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer
Sixth Regiment
G, Sixth
Company G,
and Company
teer Infantry,
Cavalry, and
pay
her
a
pension
at
the
rate
of
$30
per
month.
month.
her a pension at the rate of $30 per
andofpay
Cavalry,
Ella Orner.
The name
Ella
Orner, widow
of George
George D.
D. Orner,
late of
of ComComOrner, late
widow of
Ella Orner,
name of
The
a Orer.
and
pany
C,
Thirty-third
Regiment
Indiana
Volunteer
Infantry,
and•
Infantry,
Volunteer
Indiana
Regiment
Thirty-third
pany C,
pay her
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per month.
a pension
her a
pay
Catherine Fuller.
The
of Catherine
Fuller, helpless
helpless and
dependent daughter
daughter
and dependent
Catherine Fuller,
name of
he name
Catherine Fuller.
of Christian
Fuller, late
late of
of Company
VolOhio VolRegiment Ohio
Third Regiment
A, Third
Company A,
Christian Fuller
of
unteer
Cavalry,
and
pay
her
a
pension
at
the
rate
of
$20
month.
per
$20
of
rate
the
at
pension
a
her
pay
and
Cavalry,
unteer
Frank
Gentry.
The name
dependent son of James
and dependent
helpless and
Gentry, helpless
Frank Gentry,
of Frank
name of
The
rrank Gentry.
M. Gentry,
Gentry, late
of Company
A, Twenty-ninth
Twenty-ninth Regiment
Regiment Illinois VolCompany A,
late of
M.
$20 per
of $20
Pension increased.
increased.
nnteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
him a
the rate
per month.
month.
rate of
at the
pension at
a pension
pay him
unteer
Pension
of
late of
Anna
McCombs.
The name
name of
Anna McCombs
of John
John McCombs,
McCombs, late
widow of
McCombs, widow
of Anna
The
AnnaMcCombs.
Company A,
One hundred
hundred and
and forty-fourth
forty-fourth Regiment New York
A, One
Company
per
a pension at the rate of $50
N
ational Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her a
$50 per
National
receiving.
is
now
of
lieu
Pensions,
month
in
that
she
receiving.
month in
Pensions.
Jackson
dependent son of Jackson
John
The
name of
Sims ' helpless
helpless and dependent
John Sims,
of John
The name
Sims.
John Sims.
VolunTennessee
Sims,
late
of
Company
A,
Thirteenth
Regiment
Tennessee
Regiment
Thirteenth
A,
Company
of
late
Sims,
teer Cavalry,
'Day him
pension at the rate of $20 per month.
him aapension
and pay
Cavalry, and
teer
William
Crawford,
alias
Thomas S.
T he name
William Crawford, alias Thomas S. Carter, late of
of
of William
name of
The
S. Carter.
Carter.
as Thomas
Company
Volunteer Heavy ArtilConnecticut Volunteer
Regiment Connecticut
Second Regiment
I, Second
Company I,
lery,
and Company
Company K,
K, Fifth
Fifth Regiment
Volunteer InInRegiment New York Volunteer
lery, and
fantry,
pay him
pension at
at the
month.
per month.
$50 per
of $50
rate of
the rate
a pension
him a
and pay
fantry, and
Martha
R. White.
The
name a
Martha R.
White, widow
widow of
of
White, late of
Wilson White
of Wilson
R. White,
of Martha
he name
hite.
Mrtha
Eleventh
Michigan Volunteer Light Artillery and ComBattery Michigan
Eleventh Battery
her
pany
B, Ninth
Michigan Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry, and pay her
Regiment Michigan
Ninth Regiment
pany B,
per month.
rate of
of $30
$30 per
month.
at the
the rate
pension at
aapension
o
.H
arah
daughter
Sarah J.
The
of Sarah
Sarah J.
dependent daughter
helpless and dependent
Harrison, helpless
J. Harrison,
name of
he name
arah
. Harrison.
Harrison.
Masof
F. Harrison,
of Company
Company I,
Thirty-first Regiment
Regiment MasI, Thirty-first
late of
Harrison, late
Jared F.
of Jared
H, Twentieth
sachusetts
Volunteer Infantry
and Company
Company H,
Twentieth RegiInfantry and
sachusetts Volunteer
a pension at the rate of
pay her a
ment, Veteran
Veteran Reserve
Reserve Corps,
of
and pay
Corps, and
ment,
increased.
$20 per
Pension increased.
per month.
Anna E. HemingE. Hemingway,
of Anna
way.
The
name of
Anna E.
Hemingway, widow of
of George
George R.
R. HemingHemingThe name
nna E. Hemway, late
hundred and seventy-ninth
seventy-ninth Regiment
Regiment
Company B, One hundred
of Company
late of
way,
a pension at the rate of
New York
Infantry, and pay her a
Volunteer Infantry,
York Volunteer
New
Pensions.
$50 per
per month in lieu of that she is now receiving.
$50
Pensions.
Margaret J. McKenMcKendry,
of Elijah
widow of
McKendry, widow
Margaret J.
name of
The name
J. Mcendargaret
dry.
The
of Margaret
J. McKendry,
Elijah McKendry,
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Thirty-sixth Regiment
late
of Company
Company A,
Volunteer Infantry
A, Thirty-sixth
late of
a
her
pay
and
landsman
United
States
and
a
pension at the rate
Navy,
States
United
and landsman
of
$30
per
month.
month.
per
$30
of
Harriett
Harriette Dunlap.
The name
of Harriet
Harriet J.
Clise, now known
known as Harrietta
HaiTietta Dunlap,
J. Clise,
name of
The
widow of
John H.
Clise, late
H, Twenty-seventh
Twenty-seventh Regilate of Company H,
H. Clise,
of John
widow
of
a pension at the rate of
ment Ohio
Infantry, and pay her a
Volunteer Infantry,
Ohio Volunteer
ment
$30
Rhoda M.
$30 per
per month.
M. Stape.
Rhod
of
The name
widow of George
George W. Stape, late of
Rhoda M. Stape, widow
of Rhoda
name of
The
Company E,
and seventh Regiment,
Regiment, and Company
Company C,
hundred and
One hundred
E, One
Company

McClaren.
Mary

Mclar

en
EEllen
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InTwo hundred
and fifteenth
fifteenth Regiment,
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer InRegiment, Pennsylvania
hundred and
Two
fantry,
pay her
at the
the rate
month.
per month.Ashton
$30 per
of $30
rate of
pension at
a pension
her a
and pay
fantry, and
The name
Douzilla Ashton,
Frederick Ashton, late
of Frederick
widow of
Ashton, widow
of Douzilla
name of
The
Inof Company
C, Eighteenth
Eighteenth Regiment
States Volunteer
Volunteer InUnited States
Regiment United
Company C,
of
fantry, and
and pay
pay her
her a
rate of
of $30
$30 per
month.
per month.
at the
the rate
pension at
a pension
fantry,
The
Henry- F.
F. Dunn,
and dependent
dependent son of
helpless and
Dunn, helpless
of Henry
name of
The name
Indiana
Patrick
Dunn,
late
of
Company
C,
Fifty-second
Regiment
Regiment
Fifty-second
C,
Company
of
late
Patrick Dunn,
'Volunteer
pay him
him a
pension at the rate of $20 per
per
a pension
and pay
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,

month
guardian.
appointed guardian.
legally appointed
through aalegally
month through
I, Sixtieth RegiThe
name of
of Thomas
Thomas Debuke,
Company I,
of Company
late of
Debuke, late
The name
ment
New York
Infantry and
Veteran Volunteer Inand Veteran
Volunteer Infantry
York Volunteer
ment New
fantry,
pay,him
at the
the rate
rate of
month.
per month.
$50 per
of $50
pension at
him aa pension
and pay
fantry, and
late
The
name of
of Emma
Emma C.
C. Withers,
Withers, widow
of Daniel
Daniel H.
H. Withers,
Withers, late
widow of
The name
of Company
Company E,
and seventh
Regiment Pennsylvania
seventh Regiment
hundred and
Two hundred
E, Two
of

rate of $40 per
at the
pension at
a pension
her
pay
Infantry,
Volunteer
Volunteer
month in lieu
Infantry,
of that and
and
she i
pay
snow
her
receiving.
a
the rate of $40 per
month in lieu of that she is now receiving.

dependent son
The name
of Carl
Carl Gilmore,
helpless and
son of John
and dependent
Gilmore, helpless
name of
The
Gilmore,
late of
of Company
Regiment Ohio VolTwenty-seventh Regiment
D, Twenty-seventh
Company D,
Gilmore, late
at the
the rate of $20 per month
unteer
and pay
him a
pension at
a pension
pay him
Infantry, and
unteer Infantry,
through
legally appointed
guardian.
appointed guardian.
a legally
through a
Regiment
The name
name of
Pius Yingling,
Yingling, late
late of Company
Company F,
F, Third Regiment
of Pius
The
Potomac Home
Brigade, Maryland
Maryland Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay
Home Brigade,
Potomac
month.Pensions
him aapension
at the
rate of
of $50
$50 per
per month.
the rate
pension at
him
of
The name
of Joanna
of Alowis
Alowis Billman,
late of
Billman, late
widow of
Billman, widow
Joanna Billman,
name of
The
Pennsylvania
Company D,
D, One
and sixty-fifth
Regiment Pennsylvania
sixty-fifth Regiment
hundred and
One hundred
Company
Drafted
Militia Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her a
a pension
pension at the rate of $50
$50
Drafted Militia
per
month in
in lieu
of that
that she
she is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
lieu of
per month
of
The
of Susan
Bailey, widow
of John
John F.
F. Bailey, late of
widow of
A. Bailey,
Susan A.
name of
The name
CompanyThirty-third Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Indiana Volunteer
Regiment Indiana
H, Thirty-third
Company H,

a pension at the rate of $50 per month in lieu of that

Douzilla Ashton.

ensy .Du.

Henry F. Dunn.

Thomas
Thomas Debuke.
Pension increased.
increased.
PensionC.
Emma
Withers.

Emma C. Withers

Pensions.
Pensions.
Carl Gilmore.

CarlGore.

Yingng.
Pius
Pius Yingling
Pensions Increased.
increased.
Joanna BiRman.

anaBillan.

usan A.

Bailey
Susan A. Bailey.

herreceiving:
pay
and
Provisos.
she
and i
pay
s now
her
a pensionProvided,
at the rate
That
of $50
in the
per event
monthofinthe
lieudeath
of that
of Increase
to cease on
on
she is now receiving: Provided, That in the event of the death of Increase
death off child.
of said
Ethel
Bailey-, helpless
helpless and
and dependent
dependent daughter
daughter of
said Susan A. death o child.
Ethel Bailey,
cld oon
and John
F. Bailey,
Bailey, the
the additional
shall Pen
to child
granted shall
herein granted
pension herein
additional pension
John F.
and
Pension to
mother.
of mother.
death of
the event
in the
That in
cease
determine: And
further, That
event of death
provided further,
And provided
and determine:
cease and
the
Susan A.
Bailey, the
the name
name of
Bailey shall
Ethel Bailey
said Ethel
of said
A. Bailey,
of Susan
death of
the death
be
on the
the pension
pension roll,
roll, subject to the provisions and limitaplaced on
be placed
tions
of the
pension laws,
and
month from and
per month
$20 per
of $20
rate of
the rate
at the
laws, at
the pension
tions of
Pensions.
Pensions.
A. Bailey.
after
date of
of death
death of
of said
said Susan
Susan A.
Bailey.
the date
after the
George Cohen.
The name
name of
George Cohen,
and dependent
dependent son of James Oeorge Cohen
helpless and
Cohen, helpless
of George
The
Cohen, late
late of
of Company
Company D,
D, First
Regiment West Virginia VolFirst Regiment
Cohen,
unteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
pension at
per month.
E. Felix.
Felix.
Luella E.
month. Luella
$20 per
of $20
the rate
rate of
at the
him aapension
Infantry, and
unteer
of
Felix, late of
H. Felix
The
Luella E.
William H.
of William
widow of
Felix, widow
E. Felix,
of Luella
name of
The name
Company
I, Second
Second Regiment
Regiment New York Volunteer Cavalry, and
Company I,
pay
her
a
pension
at
the
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
aomi . Wio.
rate
the
at
pension
a
her
pay
Naomi G. Wilson:
The name
name of
Wilson, helpless
and dependent
dependent daughter
daughter
helpless and
G. Wilson,
Naomi G.
of Naomi
The
of
Wilson, late
late of
D, One
One hundred
hundred and ninetyCompany D,
of Company
M. Wilson,
Joseph M.
of Joseph
second Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Infantry, and pay her a
a
Volunteer Infantry,
Pennsylvania Volunteer
second
pension
the rate
rate of
of $20
per month.
$20 per
at the
pension at
Isabel McLaughlin.
H. McLaughlin,
The name
name of
of Isabell
McLaughlin, sabel McLaugh
of John H.
widow of
McLaughlin, widow
Isabell McLaughlin,
The
MountedVolKentucky Mounted
late
C, Thirty-fifth
Thirty-fifth Regiment
Regiment Kentucky
VolCompany C,
of Company
late of
unteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay her
of $30
$30 per
per month.
E. Fowler.
Fowler
eb
month. Rebecca
rate of
at the
the rate
pension at
her aapension
and pay
unteer
E.
The
Rebecca E.
Fowler, widow
Abraham Fowler, late
of Abraham
widow of
E. Fowler,
of Rebecca
name of
The name
of Captain
Captain Hiram
Hiram B.
B. Foster's
County,
Adair County,
Company, Adair
Provisional Company,
Foster's Provisional
of
Eighty-sixth Regiment
Regiment Enrolled
Militia, and
pay her aapenand pay
Missouri Militia,
Enrolled Missouri
Eighty-sixth
Pension
Pension increased.
Increased.
sion
the rate
$30 per
month.
increased.
Pension
Sarah J. Flanagan.
per month.
of $30
rate of
at the
sion at
Fna
Flanagan,
The name
of Sarah
Sarah J.
J. Flanagan,
widow of
of Christian
Christian J.
J. Flanagan,
Flanagan, widow
name of
The
late of
of Company
Company H.
H, Thirty-fifth
Thirty-fifth Regiment
Regiment Iowa
Iowa Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
late
and pay
her a
at the
the rate
rate of
that
$50 per month in lieu of that
of $50
pension at
a pension
pay her
and
she
she is now receiving.

1514
1514
Pension.
Pension.
Frances J. Whitten.
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The
of Frances
Frances J.
Charles T.
Whitten,
T. Whitten,
of Charles
widow of
J. Whitten,
Whitten, widow
name of
The name

Volunteer Infantry,
of Company
II, Nineteenth
Nineteenth Regiment
Maine Volunteer
Regiment Maine
Company H,
late of
FrceJ. Whttn. late

and
her a
pension at
of $30
$30 per
month.
per month.
rate of
at the
the rate
a pension
pay her
and pay
The
name
of
Josephine
F.
Pequignot,
widow
of
Charles Pequignot,
Pequig:not,
of Charles
widow
Pequignot,
F.
of
Josephine
name
The
late
of Company
One hundred
and forty-second
forty-second Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Indiana
hundred and
C, One
Company C,
late of
not.
Volunteer
Infantry,
and
pay
her
a
pension
at
the
rate
of
$50 per
per
$50
of
rate
the
at
pension
a
her
pay
and
Infantry,
Volunteer
month
of that
that she
she is
is now
receiving.
now receiving.
in lieu
lieu of
month in
Lydia J. Lawson.
of Lydia
J. Lawson,
Lawson, widow
widow of John P.
P. Lawson,
Lawson, late of
Lydia J.
The name of
Lydia . Lawson.
Infantry, and
and
Company F,
F, Eleventh
Eleventh Regiment
Missouri Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
is
Regiment Missouri
Company
pay
of $50
per month
month in
of that she iss
lieu of
in lieu
$50 per
rate of
the rate
at the
pension at
her aapension
pay her
now
receiving.
now receiving.
Ada May.
The name
of Ada
May, widow
widow of
Company
of Company
late of
May, late
of Alexander
Alexander May,
Ada May,
name of
The
da May.
H, Two
Two hundred
and eleventh
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer
Regiment Pennsylvania
eleventh Regiment
hundred and
H,
Infantry,
and pay
pay her
rate of
per month
lieu
in lieu
month in
$40 per
of $40
the rate
at the
pension at
her aapension
Infantry, and
Pension.
of that she is now receiving.
Pension.
Mary E. Goudy.
The
widow of John
John S. Goudy, late of
Goudy, widow
The name of Mary E. Goudy,
MaryE. Oondy.
Burdsall's
company Ohio
Volunteer Cavalry, and pay
Ohio Volunteer
independent company
Burdsall's independent
her
Pensions increased.
increased.
her aapension at the rate of $30 per month.
Jane Allen.
The name
of Jane
Jane Allen,
widow of
of Company
Company
Allen, late of
of Nathan
Nathan Allen,
Allen, widow
name of
The
Jane Allen.
I, Third
North Carolina
Carolina Mounted
Mounted Infantry,
and pay
her
pay her
Infantry, and
Regiment North
Third Regiment
I,
a pension
pension at
the rate
rate of
$70 per
per month
in
lieu of
of that
that she
she is now
now
lieu
in
month
of
$70
the
at
a
ondth.
Provisos,
receiving: Provided,
Provided, That
the event
event of
Joseph Allen,
of the
the death of Joseph
in the
That in
Decrease
Decrease on death of receiving:
son.
dependent son of said Jane and Nathan
helpless and dependent
Nathan Allen, $20 of
helpless
on.
the
additional pension
pension herein
herein granted
granted shall
shall cease
cease and
determine:
and determine:
the additional
D o
Decrease on death of
Provided furth,er,
That in
in the
the event
J. Allen,
Allen,
of the death of Fannie J.
event of
further,That
daughter.
Provideda
Derease n
helpless and
and dependent
daughter of
Jane and Nathan Allen,
said Jane
of said
dependent daughter
helpless
$20 of
of the
the additional
additional pension
pension granted
herein shall
cease and
and dedeshall cease
granted herein
$20
Pensions to children
event of the death of
termine:
provided further,
further, That
the event
That in the
And provided
termine: And
npdeathof
on
death of mother'n
mother.
Fannie J.
said Jane
Jane Allen,
Allen, the
the names
said Joseph
Joseph Allen
Allen and
J.
and said Fannie
of said
names of
said
provisions
Allen
be placed
placed on
on the
pension roll,
roll, subject
subject to the provisions
the pension
shall be
Allen shall
of $20 per month
and
limitations of
of the
the pension
pension laws,
rate of
the rate
at the
laws, at
and limitations
to each
of them,
the date
of the
the death of said Jane
date of
after the
and after
from and
them, from
each of
to
Allen.
od
Austin
Lovada Austin.
The
Andrew T. Austin, late
Lovada Austin, widow of Andrew
name of Lovada
The name
Lovadat
of
Company K,
K, Third
Third Regiment
Carolina Mounted
Mounted Volunteer
Volunteer
North Carolina
Regiment North
of Company
$50 per month in lieu
Infantry, and
and pay
her a
at the rate
rate of $50
pension at
a pension
pay her
Infantry,
Pensions.
Pensions.
of that she is now receiving.
Maude A. Norman.
The name
Maude A. Norman,
dependent daughter
Norman helpless and dependent
name of Maude
The
Maude A.Norman.
Regiment Pennsylof John
P. Norman,
Norman, late
late surgeon
Eighty-fourth Regiment
surgeon Eighty-fourth
John P.
of
$20
at the rate of $20
vania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
her a
pension at
a pension
vania
per
month.
per month.
Boone.
Ros Boone.
Rosa
The name
name of
of Rosa
Boone, former
Blankhom,
of Joseph
Joseph Blankhorn,
widow of
former widow
Rosa Boone,
The
Volunteer Inlate
of Company
Company C,
Regiment Connecticut
Connecticut Volunteer
Seventh Regiment
C, Seventh
late of
fantry, and
pay her
her a
at the
the rate
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
rate of
a pension
pension at
and pay
fantry,
Ruth J.. Sorrells.
The name
of Ruth
widow of George W. Sorrells, late
J. Sorrells, widow
Ruth J.
name of
The
of Captain
Crandall's Company
Company A,
A, Reserve
Missouri National
National
Corps Missouri
Reserve Corps
of
Captain Crandall's
Guards,
and
pay
her
a
pension
at
the
rate
of
$30
per
month.
month.
per
$30
of
rate
the
at
pension
a
her
pay
and
Guards,
Alta Humphrey.
The
name of
Humphrey, widow of Robert Humphrey, late
Alta Humphrey,
of Alta
The name
of Company
I, Thirteenth
Militia Infantry,
Infantry, and
Vermont Militia
Regiment Vermont
Thirteenth Regiment
of
Company I,
Pension increased.
pay her
the rate
per month.
month.
rate of $30
$30 per
at the
pension at
pay
her aapension
nson insd.
Hannah
Doll.
The
Doll, widow
widow of Franklin
Franklin A. Doll, late of
of Hannah
Hannah Doll,
name of
The name
Company
K, One
One hundred
forty-sixth Regiment
Regiment Illinois Volunand forty-sixth
hundred and
Company K,
a pension at the rate of $50 per month
teer
Infantry, and pay her a
month
teer Infantry,
in
she is now receiving.
that she
lieu of
of that
in lieu
Pension.
Pension,
Mary Yaple.
late of
The name
Mary Yaple,
Yaple, widow
widow of
Giles Yaple,
of ComComYaple, late
of Giles
of Mary
name of
The
ary Yaple.
pany B,
sixty-sixth Regiment
Regiment Ohio Volunteer InInand sixty-sixth
hundred and
B, One
One hundred
pany
per month.
of $30 per
a pension
pension at
Pension increased.
fantry,
and pay
at the
the rate
rate of
month.
pay her
her a
fantry, and
increased.
Catharine Jimason.
Th name
CatharineJimason.
The
name of Catharine Jimason, widow of George
George Jimason,
Jimason, late
Pennsylvania
unassigned, One
and forty-ninth
forty-ninth Regiment Pennsylvania
One hundred
hundred and
unassigned,
Volunteer Infantry,
her a
a pension
per
at the rate of $50 per
pension at
pay her
and pay
Infantry, and
Volunteer
month
that she
she is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
lieu of
of that
in lieu
month in
Pensions increased.
Josephine F.
F. PequigPeqgJosephine
not.
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The
Catherine Skinner,
widow of
of George
Skinner, late
George Skinner,
Skinner, widow
of Catherine
name of
The name
of Company
Third Regiment
Minnesota Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
Regiment Minnesota
G, Third
Company G,
of
Volunteer
Company
and eightly-sixth
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
eightly-sixth Regiment
hundred and
One hundred
C, One
Company C,
Infantry,
pay her
the rate
rate of $30 per month.
at the
pension at
her aapension
and pay
Infantry, and
The name
name of
of Margaret
Benjamin T. Pool, late
of Benjamin
widow of
Pool, widow
A. Pool,
Margaret A.
The
of
Company K,
K, One
One hundred
hundred and
and forty-eighth
forty-eighth Regiment
Regiment Indiana
of Company
Volunteer
Infantry,
and
pay
her
a
pension
at
the
rate of $30 per
the
at
pension
a
her
pay
and
Volunteer Infantry,
month.
month.
Martz, late of
The name
name of
Gottfried Martz,
of Gottfried
widow of
Martz, widow
Louise Martz,
of Louise
The
Company
I, One
One hundred
hundred and
and thirty-ninth
Regiment Illinois Volthirty-ninth Regiment
Company I,
unteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pension at
at the rate of the $30 per
her aa pension
pay her
and pay
unteer
month.
month.
H. Herley, late
H. H.
The name
Herley, widow
of William
William H.
widow of
Clarie Herley,
of Clarie
name of
The
States Colored
unassigned,
Regiment United
United States
Colored VolTwenty-eighth Regiment
unassigned, Twenty-eighth
per month.
unteer
Infantry,
and
pay
her
a
pension
at
the
rate
of
$30
$30
of
rate
the
at
pension
a
unteer Infantry, and pay her
The name
name of
of Irvin
E. Browning,
Browning, helpless
dependent son of
and dependent
helpless and
Irvin E.
The
InWesley
late of
of Company
Eighty-ninth Regiment
Regiment InD, Eighty-ninth
Company D,
Browning, late
Wesley Browning,
diana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
him a
pension at the rate of
a pension
Infantry, and
diana
$20 per
month.
per month.
$20
The
of Frank
Frank Nelson
helpless and
dependent son of Richard
and dependent
Nelson, helpless
name of
The name
C.
Nelson,
late
of
Company
K,
One
hundred
and
fifty-second Regiand fifty-second
hundred
One
K,
C. Nelson, late of Company
ment Ohio
Infantry, and
and pay
penpay him aapenVolunteer Infantry,
Guard Volunteer
National Guard
Ohio National
ment
appointed
a
sion
at
the
rate
of
$20
per
month
through
a
legally
appointed
through
month
per
$20
of
rate
sion at the
guardian.
guardian
guardian.
The
Katie Edds,
daughter of
dependent daughter
and dependent
helpless and
Edds, helpless
of Katie
name of
The name
Finis
of Company
C, Fifty-ninth
Fifty-ninth Regiment
Regiment Indiana VolCompany C,
late of
Edds, late
Finis Edds,
unteer
Infantry, and
her a
apension
pension at
at the
$20 per month,
of $20
rate of
the rate
pay her
and pay
unteer Infantry,
through
guardian; in
in lieu
of that she is now
lieu of
appointed guardian;
legally appointed
through aa legally
receiving.
receiving.
Knappe, late
F. Knappe,
The
widow of Charles F.
Knappe, widow
Annie Knappe,
of Annie
name of
The name
and
of
Company
E,
Second
Regiment
Missouri
Volunteer
Infantry,
Volunteer
Missouri
Regiment
Second
E,
of Company
pay
pension at
rate of
of $30
per month.
month.
$30 per
the rate
at the
her aapension
pay her
The
name of
of Nancy
Nancy I.
I. Ross,
Ross, helpless
helpless and
dependent daughter
daughter of
and dependent
The name
Daniel
of Company
Twenty-second Regiment
Regiment Iowa
I, Twenty-second
Company I,
late of
Ross, late
Daniel Ross,
Volunteer
her a
a pension
pension at the rate of $20 per
per
pay her
and pay
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
month
appointed guardian.
guardian.
legally appointed
a legally
through a
month through
The
name of
Fannie I.
Sanderson, widow
widow of
of William Sanderson,
Sanderson,
I. Sanderson,
of Fannie
The name
Regiment
late of
of Captain
Captain Larimer's
One hundred and first Regiment
company, One
Larimer's company,
late
pension
a
her
Pennsylvania
Volunteer
Infantry,
and
pay
a
pension
at the
pay
and
Infantry,
Volunteer
Pennsylvania
rate of
$30 per
month.
per month.
of $30
rate
The
Bridgman, widow
widow of
of Columbus
BridgColumbus BridgElizabeth Bridgman,
of Elizabeth
name of
The name
man,
late
of
Company
G,
Eighth
Regiment
Volunteer
InIllinois
man, late of Company G, Eighth Regiment
lieu
month
fantry,
and
pay
her
a
pension
at
the
rate
of
$50
per
per
in
$50
of
rate
the
at
pension
a
her
pay
and
fantry,
of
that she
she is
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
of that
The name
of Amanda
Amanda Fuller,
Fuller, widow
widow of
William C.
Fuller, alias
alias
C. Fuller,
of William
name of
The
William
late of
of Companies
Companies A
A and
D, Ninety-third
Ninety-third Regiand D,
Martindale, late
William Martindale,
Regiment,
ment,
Company B,
One hundred
twenty-third Regiment,
and twenty-third
hundred and
B, One
and Company
ment. and
New York
Infantry, and
pension at the rate
a pension
her a
pay her
and pay
Volunteer Infantry,
York Volunteer
New
of
$30 per
per month.
month.
of $30
J. Shipley,
The name
name of
Issola L.
of William
William J.
widow of
Shiplev, widow
L. Shipley,
of Issola
The
Inlate
of
Company
A,
Thirty-first
Regiment
Wisconsin
Volunteer
InVolunteer
Wisconsin
Regiment
Thirty-first
A,
Company
late of
of $30
fantry,
pay her
her a
pension at
rate of
$30 per month.
month.
the rate
at the
a pension
and pay
fantry. and
late of
The name
name of
Smith, widow
of John
of
Smith, late
A. Smith,
John A.
widow of
Rachel Smith,
of Rachel
The
Company
G,
One
hundred
and
thirteenth
Regiment
Ohio
Volunteer
Volunteer
Ohio
Regiment
Company G. One hundred and thirteenth
Infantry, and
pay her
her a
apension
pension at
the rate
of $50
month in lieu
per month
$50 per
rate of
at the
and pay
Infantry,
That in
of that
she is
Provided, That
in the event of the death
death
receiving: Proided,
now receiving:
is now
that she
of
Rachel
of
of
Blanche
Smith,
helpless
and
dependent
daughter
said
Rachel
daughter
dependent
and
helpless
Smith,
Blanche
of
and
A. Smith,
Smith, the
additional pension
pension herein
granted shall
herein granted
the additional
John A.
and John
cease
and determine:
determine: And
And provided
further, That
That in
in the
the event
event of
the
of the
provided further,
cease and
be
shall
death
of
Rachel
Smith,
the
name
of
said
Blanche
Smith
Smith
Blanche
said
of
name
the
death of Rachel Smith,

1515
1515
Pensions. kinner.
Pn
Catherine Skinner.

Margaret A. PooL

Margaet A. PO

Louise Martz.

LoseMart

ClarieHerley.
Clarie Herley.

Irvin E. Browning.

ranNen.

Frank Nelson.

increased.
Pension Increased.
Pension

Katie Edds.

Katie Edds.

Pensions.
nappe.
Annie
Knappe.

Nancy I.. Ross.

I. Sanderson.
Fannie I.

Pension
Pension increased.
Increased.

Elizabeth ridgman.

Elizabeth Bridgman.

Pensions.
Pensions.
Amanda Fuller.
AmandaFuller

Isola
Issola L.
L. Shipley.
Pensions increased.
increased.
Pensions
Rachel Smith.

RachelSmith.

PrTrimS.

?wises.
Increase
to cease
on
cease on
Increase to
death of child.

det'hchl'.

Pensio
Pension to child on
death of
mother.
ofmother.
death
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placed
on the
the pension
pension roll,
subject to
to the
the provisions
provisions and limitations
roll, subject
placed on
the
of the
the pension
rate of
from and after the
month from
per month
$20 per
of $20
the rate
at the
laws, at
pension laws,
of
date of
death of
of saial
said Rachel Smith.
of death
date
Thersa L SunderThe
name of
of Thersa
Thersa J.
former widow of Peter SunSunderland, former
J. Sunderland,
The name
Thersa J. Snder
land.
derland,
late of
Company K,
One hundred
hundred and fifty-second
fifty-second Regiment
Regiment
K, One
of Company
derland, late
of
Indiana
pay her
her aa pension
pension at the rate of
and pay
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
Indiana Volunteer
$50
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
that she
she is
is now
receiving.
now receiving.
lieu of
$50 per
Laura
C. Rexroat.
The
The name of Laura C. Rexroat, widow of William F. Rexroat,
LauraC.Reroat.
late of
Company G,
Kentucky Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Kentucky
G, Third Regiment
of Company
late
and
her aapension
pension at
rate of
month in
that
of that
in lieu of
per month
$40 per
of $40
the rate
at the
pay her
and pay
receiving.
Pension.
she is now receiving.
Pension.
Mary Taylor.
The
Mary Taylor,
Taylor , widow of Cephas P. Taylor,
Taylor , late of
name of Mary
The name
Mary Taylor.
Infantry, and
Company
C,
Eighty-second
Regiment
Ohio
Volunteer
Company C, Eighty-second Regiment Ohio Volunteer Infantry,
pay
her
a
pension
at
the
rate
of
$30
per
month.
month.
per
$30
of
rate
the
at
a
pension
her
Pension
increased.
pay
Pension increased,
Lizzie McCormick.
The name
McCormick, widow
William McCormick,
McCormick,
of William
widow of
Lizzie McCormick,
of Lizzie
name of
The
LzzieMcCormidc.
Volunteer
late
of
Company
A,
Twenty-ninth
Regiment
Michigan
Volunteer
Michigan
Regiment
Twenty-ninth
A,
Company
late of
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
rate of
per month in lieu
$50 per
of $50
the rate
at the
pension at
her aapension
Infantry,
receiving;
now receiving:
of that she is now
Pensions.
Pensions.
Emma A. Jones.
of
The
of Emma
A. Jones,.
widow of Abram Jones, late of
Jones, widow
Emma A.
name of
The name
Emm . Jones.
Companies
Sixth Regiment
Kansas Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Regiment Kansas
C, Sixth
and C,
A and
Companies A
and pay
the rate
rate of
of $30
per month.
$30 per
at the
pension at
a pension
her a
pay her
and
Lucy Mitchner.
The name
name of
Mitchner, widow of Morris Mitchner,
Mitchner, late of
of
Lucy Mitchner,
of Lucy
The
LncyMitchmer.
Company B,
B, One
hundred and
Indiana Voluneighteenth Regiment Indiana
and 'eighteenth
One hundred
Company
Pensions increased.
Infantry, and
pay her
the rate of $30 per month.
at the
pension at
her aa pension
and pay
teer Infantry,
incresed. teer
pensions
Isabella
Knight.
The
name
of
Isabella
Knight,
Thomas
Thomas L. Knight, unof
widow
Knight,
of
Isabella
name
The
Isabella Knight.
assigned, Fortieth
Regiment Illinois
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay
Illinois Volunteer
Fortieth Regiment
assigned,
her
a
pension
at
the
rate
of
$10
per
month
lieu
of that she is now
lieu
in
month
per
$40
of
rate
the
at
her a pension
' receiving.
Reynolds, late
John Reynolds,
Frances
widow of
of John
late
Bey- The name of Frances M. Reynolds, widow
M. Re7Frances M.
adds.
and pay
Cavalry,
of Company
Third Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Company K, Third
of
her
rate of $50 per month in lieu of that she is now
at the rate
a pension
pension at
her a
receiving.
receiving.
Pensions.
Pensions.
Ellen N. Corbin.
The
of Ellen
George W. Corbin, late
N. Corbin, widow of George
Ellen N.
name of
The name
Ellen N. orbn.
of Company
Company D,
D, Ninety-fifth
Infantry,
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Ninety-fifth Regiment
of
and
pay
her
a
pension at the rate of $30 per month.
pension
a
her
pay
and
Mary E. Burg.
H. Burg, late of
The
name of
of Mary
Mary E.
E. Burg,
Burg, widow of Charles H.
The name
MaryE. Burg.
Cavalry, and
Company A,
A, Third
Third Regiment
Regiment United States Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Company
pay her
pension at
at the
the rate
of $30
$30 per
per month.
rate of
a pension
her a
pay
Pension
Pension Increased.
Rebecca J. Klepper.
The name
of Rebecca
J. Klepper
widow of Jacob
Jacob Klepper,
Klepper, late
Klepper,, widow
Rebecca J.
name of
The
Rebecca J. Kepper.
of Company
G, One
One hundred
Pennsylthirty-eighth Regiment Pennsylhundred and thirty-eighth
Company G,
of
vania Volunteer
and pay
her aapension
$50
pension at the rate of $50
pay her
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
vania
Provisos.
Provided, That in the
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that she
she is
receiving: Provided,
now receiving:
is now
of that
Increase
cease on per
ncas to cease
death oof child.
event
hild.
event of the death of M. Ellen
Ellen Klepper,
Klepper, helpless
helpless and dependent
dependent
death
daughter
of said
Rebecca
J.
and
Jacob Klepper,
Klepper , the
the additional
additional penJacob
and
J.
Rebecca
said
of
daughter
Pension to child on
cease and determine:
shall cease
sion
determine: And provided
provided further,
further,
granted shall
herein granted
sion herein
mot
death
of mother.
cofled
deatoh
of
That
in the
the event
Rebecca J.
J. Klepper, the name of
death of Rebecca
the death
of the
event of
That in
said M.
M. Ellen
placed on the pension roll, subject to
be placed
Klepper shall be
Ellen Klepper
said
the provisions
provisions and
$20
and limitations of the pension laws, at the rate of $20
the
J.
Rebecca J.
per
and after the date of death of said Rebecca
from and
month from
per month
Me
per.
Klepper.
Pensions.
Mary E. Stinson.
daughter
The name
E. Stinson,
Stinson, helpless
helpless and dependent daughter
Mary E.
of Mary
name of
The
Mary E. Stinson.
of Samuel
Company C, First Regiment
Regiment Missouri
Stinson, late of Company
Samuel Stinson,
of
a pension at the rate
State
Militia Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry, and pay her a
State Militia
of
per month.
month.
$20 per
of $20
Lucy J.
I. Coburn.
The
name of Lucy J. Coburn, widow of Benjamin F. Coburn, late
The name
of
Company
K, Seventh
Regiment Vermont
Vermont Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
Seventh Regiment
of Company K,
Company C,
Volunteer Cavalry, and pay
Regiment Vermont Volunteer
First Regiment
C, First
Company
Pension increased.
a pension at the rate of $30 per month.
her a
Kate E. Abbott.
The name of Kate E. Abbott, widow of Allen W. Abbott,
Abbott, late of
Kate E. Abbott.
Ohio
Company
B,
Fifty-ninth
Regiment
Volunteer
Infantry, and
Regiment
C Company B, Fifty-ninth
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pay her a
a pension
$50 per
in lieu
of that
she is
is
pension at the
the rate
rate of
of $50
per month
month in
lieu of
that she
now
now receiving.
receiving.
Pensions.
The name
Martha E.
Collier, helpless
and dependent
dependent daughter
daughter Martha
name of
of Martha
E.Collier,
helpless and
MarttsE
E Collier.
L. Collier, late
late of
of Company
of John L.
Illinois
Company H,
H, Tenth
Tenth Regiment
Regiment Illinois
Volunteer Infantry,
pension at the
the rate
Volunteer
Infantry, and pay her a
a pension
per
rate of $20 per
month.
month.
Augusta M.
M. MoseThe name
of Augusta
Augusta M.
Moseley, widow
John L.
Moseley, late
Augusta
The
name of
M. Moseley,
widow of
of John
L. Moseley,
late ley.
MoseK, Seventh
Seventh Regiment
of Company K,
Regiment Vermont
Vermont Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, y
and pay
at the
month.
and
pay her
her a
a pension
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month.
The name
name of
The
of Reka
Butts, widow
of Milon
Milon Butts,
Butts, late
Company Reka
Reka Butts,
widow of
late of
of Company
Reka Butts.
Butts.
G, Seventeenth
Seventeenth Regiment
Regiment Illinois
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
pay her
G,
Illinois Volunteer
and pay
her a
a
pension
of $30
per month.
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
$30 per
month.
Delnora Deuel.
Deuel.
The name
name of
Delnora Deuel,
widow of
of James
James F.
The
of Delnora
Deuel, widow
F. Deuel,
Deuel, late
late of
of Denora
Company
H, Forty-fifth
InCompany H,
Forty-fifth Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Ina pension at the rate of
fantry, and pay her a
$30 per
per month.
of $30
month.
Hueltaba.
The
Mary A.
Huckaba, widow
widow of
of John
The name
name of
of Mary
A. Huckaba,
John F.
F. Huckaba,
Huckaba, Mary A.
A.Huckaba.
late of Company
H, Second Regiment Tennessee
Tennessee Mounted
Mounted Volunteer
Company H,
Volunteer
Infantry,
and pay
her aapension
month.
Infantry, and
pay her
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month.
Pensionincreased.
Pension increased.
The name
of Adaline
George P.
P. R.
Wiseman, Adeline
The
name of
Adaline Wiseman,
Wiseman.
Wiseman, widow
widow of
of George
R. Wiseman,
Adaline Wiseman.
late of Company D, Thirteenth
Thirteenth Regiment
Volunteer CavCavRegiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
alry,
pay her
her a
pension at
the rate
$50 per
month, through
through
alry, and
and pay
a pension
at the
rate of
of $50
per month,
appointed guardian,
of that
is now
now receiving.
a legally
legally appointed
guardian, in
in lieu
lieu of
that she
she is
receiving
Pension
Pension.
The name of Abbie
Washburn, widow
Abbie D. Washburn,
widow of
Oscar E. Washburn,
Washburn, Abbie D.
D. Washburn.
of Oscar
Washburn.
late of Company 11
late
Massachusetts Militia
H,2 Third
Third Regiment
Regiment Massachusetts
Militia Infantry,
Infantry,
pension at
at the
the rate
of $30
and pay her
her aapension
rate of
$30 per
per month.
month.
Pensions
Pensions increased
Increased.
The name
of Dorcas
Reed, widow
widow of
of George
F. Reed,
of Dorcas
Dorcas A.
Reed.
The
name of
Dorcas A.
A. Reed,
George F.
Reed, late
late of
A.Reed.
Company F,
and
F, Fourteenth
Fourteenth Regiment
Regiment Maine
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
the rate
rate of
$50 per
through a
pay her
her aa pension at
at the
of $50
per month,
month, through
a legally
legally
appointed guardian,
guardian, in
that she
now receiving.
appointed
in lieu
lieu of
of that
she is
is now
receiving.
J. Smith.
The name
name of
of Amanda
The
Amanda J.
J. Smith,
of Milton
Milton Smith,
Smith, late
Smith, widow
widow of
late of
AmandaJ.
of Amanda
Smith.
Company F,
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Infantry, and
F, Twenty-sixth
Twenty-sixth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
and
Fifty-ninth Company, Second
Fifty-ninth
Battalion, Veteran
Second Battalion,
Veteran Reserve
Reserve Corps,
Corps, and
and
pay
pension at
of $50
month in
that she
pay her aa pension
at the
the rate
rate of
$50 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
she
is now
is
now receiving.
receiving.
Julia A.
Thornton.
The
name of
of Julia
A. Thornton,
Thornton ' widow
widow of
Noah Thornton,
The name
Julia A.
of Noah
Thornton, late
late Jlia
A.Thornton.
of
Company E,
E, Fiftieth
Fiftieth Regiment
Regiment New
York Volunteer
of Company
New York
Volunteer Engineers,
Engineers,
the rate
of $50
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
she
and pay her a
a pension
pension at
at the
rate of
$50 per
month in
is
is now receiving.
receiving.
Rutha Roach.
The name
of Rutha
Rutha Roach,
Roach, widow
widow of
of Benjamin
Benjamin Roach,
The
name of
Roach, late
late of
of RuthaRoach.
Company F,
F, Sixth
Tennessee Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Company
Sixth Regiment
Regiment Tennessee
Infantry, and
and
pay her
her a
pension at
at the
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
is
pay
a pension
the rate
rate of
of $50
$50 per
per month
she is
now
now receiving.
receiving.
Pheby E. Sliger.
The name
of Pheby
Sliger, widow
of William
G. Sliger,
late Pheby
The
name of
Pheby E..
E.. Sliger,
widow of
Sliger, late
William G.
E. Sliger.
of
Company D,
Regiment Tennessee
Tennessee Mounted
Mounted Volunteer
Volunteer InInof Company
D, Fifth
Fifth Regiment
fantry, and
pay her
her a
a pension
the rate
of $50
$50 per
month in
in lieu
lieu
fantry,
and pay
pension at
at the
rate of
per month
of that
that she
she i
receiving.
of
issnow
now receiving.
L. Row.
The name
name of
of Frances
L. Row,
Michael Row,
Row, late
late of
of Frances
The
Frances L.
Row, widow
widow of
of Michael
FrancesL.Row.
Company
Two hundred
eleventh Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
Company K,
K, Two
hundred and
and eleventh
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
her a
at the
per
Volunteer
and pay
pay her
a pension
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $50
$50 per
month
in lieu
of that
she is
now receiving.
receiving.
month in
lieu of
that she
is now
Pensions.
Mary J. Brown.
Brown.
The
of Mary
Mary J.
J. Brown,
Brown,. widow
widow of
I-1. Brown
The name
name of
of Levi
Levi H.
Brown, late
late of
of Mary.
Company
D,
Twenty-third
Regiment
Indiana
Volunteer
Infantry,
Company D, Twenty-third Regiment Indiana Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay her
pension at
of $30
and
her a
a pension
at the
the rate
rate of
$30 per
per month.
month.
Eaton.
The name
name of
I. Eaton,
Eaton, helpless
daughter Zilpah
The
of Zilpah
Zilpah I.
helpless and
and dependent
dependent daughter
Zilpah I.. Eaton.
of
L. Rice,
Company K,
K, Fifty-first
Fifty-first Regiment
Regiment Inof Jeremiah
Jeremiah L.
Rice, late
late of
of Company
Indiana
and pay
pay her
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
$20
diana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
her aapension
of $20
per
per month.
month.
Pensions increased.
The name
of George
George Grove,
helpless and
Simon George
The
name of
Grove, helpless
and dependent
dependent son
son of
of Simon
George Grove.
Groe.
Grove, late
G, Twenty-first
Twenty-first Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
Grove,
late of
of Company
Company G,
Volunteer Cavalry,
pay him
pension at
at the
the rate
Volunteer
Cavalry, and
and pay
him aa pension
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per
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month,
appointed guardian,
guardian, in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
is
month, through
through aalegally
legally appointed
of that
now receiving.
receiving.
now
Anna W.
W. Jones.
Jones.
The name
name of
of Anna
Anna W.
W. Jones,
Jones, widow
Walter N.
late of
Ana
The
widow of
of Walter
N. Jones,
Jones, late
of
Company D,
D, One
One hundred
and twelfth
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Company
hundred and
twelfth Regiment
Volunteer
Infantry, and pay
Infantry,
pay him
him a
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate of
of $50 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu
receiving.
of that she is now receiving.
Melissa Sawyer.
The name
Malissa Sawyer,
Sawyer, late
late of
Masli
sawyer.
name of
of Malissa
Sawyer, widow
The
widow of
of Solomon
Solomon Sawyer,
of
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Company G, Thirty-third
Thirty-third Regiment
and pay
pension at
the rate
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that
and
pay her
her a
a pension
at the
rate of
of $50
$50 per
per month
she is
she
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Sarah
Strewn.
The name
of Sarah
Sarah A.
A. Strawn,
J. Strawn,
Strawn, late
arah A. Strawn.
The
name of
Strawn, widow
widow of
of Thomas
Thomas J.
late
Eleventh Regiment
Regiment Arkansas
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry,
of Company
Company H, Eleventh
Arkansas Volunteer
and
pay her
pension at
rate of
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
and pay
her a
a pension
at the
the rate
of $50
$50 per
per month
month in
she
Pensions.
is now
now receiving.
Pensions.h
i
receiving.
Adidamiah Reeves. s
The name of Adidamiah
Adidamiah Reeves, widow of Laton D. Reeves,
Reeves, late
of Company
Company K, One hundred and fortieth Regiment, and Company
H, One hundred and fiftieth Regiment, Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
and pay her a
a pension at the rate of $30 per month.
Laura C. Dupree.
The
name of
Laura C.
of John
John Dupree,
Dupree late
of
ILaa C.Dnpee.
The name
of Laura
C. Dupree,
Dupree, widow
widow of
late of
Battery L, Fifth Regiment United
United States Volunteer
Volunteer Artillery,
Battery
Artillery, and
S
arah arper.
H
pay
the rate
rate of
of $30
per month.
month.
pay her
her aapension
pension at
at the
$30 per
r ar.
The
J. Harper, widow of James M. Harper, late
he name of Sarah J.
of Company A, One hundred
hundred and thirty-seventh
thirty-seventh Regiment Indiana
Indiana
Volunteer Infantry,
Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay her
her a
a pension at the
the rate
rate of $30
$30 per
per
month.
Adeline
The name
of John
John W.
W. Laffolett,
Lafrolett, late
late
Laffolett.
Adalne Lafrolett.
The
name of
of Adaline
Adaline Laffolett,
Laffolett, widow
widow of
Thirty-third Regiment Iowa
Iowa Volunteer Infantry,
of Company D, Thirty-third
Pensions
Pensions increksed.
her a
apoension
at the
the rate
of $30
$30 per
month.
incresed. and pay
pay her
pension at
rate of
per month.
Bell L. Duncan.
The
name of
of Bell
L. Duncan,
Duncan, widow
widow of
of Andrew
M. Duncan,
Bell
The name
Bell L.
Andrew M.
Duncan, late
late
of Company I, One hundred and thirty-fifth Regiment,
Regiment, and Company H, One hundred and third Regiment, Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer
Infantry, and pay her aapension at the rate of $40 per month in lieu
of
she is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
that she
of that
Elizabeth Tow.
Elizabeth
Tedrow.
The name of Elizabeth Tedrow,
Tedrow, widow of Douglas E. Tedrow,
abethTedro.
late of Company D, Seventy-fifth
Volunteer InfanSeventy-fifth Regiment Ohio Volunteer
try, and pay
pension at the rate of $50 per month in lieu of
pay her aapension
that
she is
now receiving.
that she
is now
receiving.
Ester C. King.
The name
name of
C. King,
widow of
of Martin
A. King,
late of
of
EterC. in.
The
of Ester
Ester C.
King, widow
Martin A.
King, late
Company C, Third Regiment
Volunteer
Regiment North Carolina
Carolina Mounted
Mounted Volunteer
Infantry,
her a
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
in lieu
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
a pension
of $50
$50 per
per month
month in
lieu
Pension.
of that she is now receiving
Pension,
receiving.
Margaret E. Farmer.
argret E. Frmer.
The name
name of
of Margaret
Margaret E.
The
E. Farmer, widow of John N. Farmer,
late
and C,
Third Regiment
Regiment Tennessee
Mounted
late of
of Companies
Companies II
H and
C, Third
Tennessee Mounted
Volunteer Infantry,
pay her
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
her aa pension
at the
per
Pensions increased.
Pensions
increased. month.
month.
Johnson.
The name
name of
of Caroline
Caroline E.
of Henry
Johnson,
Caroline E. Johnson.
The
E. Johnson
Johnson,' widow
widow of
Henry M.
M. Johnson,
late of Company F,
Michigan Volunteer
F, First Regiment Michigan
Volunteer Light ArArtillery, and
pension at
at the
the rate
per month
n lieu
lieu of
of
tillery,
and pay
pay her
her aapension
rate of
of $50
$50 per
month i
in
that she
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
she is
that
Stauch.
E. Stanch.
Ane
Annie E.
The
Stauch, widow
Stanch, late
The name of Annie
Annie E.
E. Stauch,
widow of
of Jacob
Jacob H.
H. Stauch,
late of
of
Company
Home Brigade
Company M,
M, First
First Regiment
Regiment Potomac
Potomac Home
Brigade Maryland
Maryland
Volunteer
and pay
pay her
pension at
the rate
rate of
per
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
her a
a pension
at the
of $40
$40 per
Louisa
T. Goans.
month in
lieu of
of that
she is
receiving.
is now
now receiving.
that she
in lieu
month
oans
Louisa T.
The
of Samuel
S. Goans,
late of
The name of Louisa
Louisa T.
T. Goans,
Goans, widow
widow of
Samuel S.
Goans, late
of
Company K, Ninth Regiment
Regiment Missouri State Militia Volunteer
Volunteer CavCavalry, and Company
Company M, Thirteenth
Thirteenth Regiment
Regiment Missouri
Missouri Volunteer
Volunteer
Cavalry, and pay her
pension at the
month in
her a
a pension
the rate
rate of
of $50
$50 per
per month
in lieu
of
is now
receiving.
now receiving.
she is
of that
that she
Elizabeth &M
Schnarr.
Elizabeth
awr.
The name of Elizabeth
Elizabeth Sclmarr,
Schnarr, widow
widow of Henry
Henry Schnarr, late of
of
Company G, Thirty-eighth
Thirty-eighth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Infantry,
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and pay
her a
at the
the rate
of $50
of that
lieu of
in lieu
month in
per month
$50 per
rate of
pension at
a pension
pay her
and
she is
receiving.
she
is now
now receiving.
The
of Maria
Johnson, widow
of Daniel
Daniel L.
late
Johnson, late
L. Johnson,
widow of
L. Johnson,
Maria L.
name of
The name
of
Company
C,
Fifty-eighth
Regiment
Massachusetts
Volunteer
InInVolunteer
Massachusetts
Regiment
of Company C, Fifty-eighth
in lieu of
fantry, and
pay her
her a
pension at
of $50
$50 per
month in
per month
rate of
the rate
at the
a pension
and pay
fantry,

. Jo

Maria L. Johnson.

that she
now receiving.
Pension.
Pension.
receiving.
is now
she is
that
o ok
F
The
name of
of Theodore
F. Cook,
Cook, late
late of
Company C,
Second RegiTheodore F. Cook.
Regi- Theodore
C, Second
of Company
Theodore F.
The name
ment, and
Company H,
Forty-sixth Regiment,
Regiment, Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer InInH, Forty-sixth
and Company
ment,
Pensionsincreased.
fantry, and
and pay
the rate
rate of
per month.
Pensions
month.
$50 per
of $50
at the
pension at
a pension
him a
pay him
fantry,
The
name
a
Elizabeth
Wood,
widow
of
Abner
P.
Wood,
late
of
Elizabeth Wood.
of
late
Wood,
P.
Abner
of
widow
Wood,
The name of Elizabeth
Company
E, Eighteenth
Eighteenth Regiment
Missouri Volunteer
Infantry,
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Missouri
Company E,
of that
and
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $50
month in
in lieu of
per month
$50 per
at the
a pension
her a
pay her
and pay
Mary.oppins.
she is
receiving.
Mary J. Coppins.
now receiving.
is now
she
The
Mary J.
Coppins, widow
widow of
Coppins, late of
Culmer Coppins,
of Culmer
J. Coppins,
of Mary
name of
The name
Company
D, Seventh
Infantry, and
and
Volunteer Infantry,
Vermont Volunteer
Regiment Vermont
Seventh Regiment
Company D,
pay
her
a
pension
at
the
rate
of
$50
per
month
through
a
legally
a legally
through
month
per
$50
of
rate
the
at
pension
pay her a
appointed
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
now receiving.
Maggie A M
is now
receiving.
guardian, in
appointed guardian,
The
name
of
Maggie
A.
McKinney,
widow
of James
A . mcKinney.
McKinney, nemy.aggie
James McKinney,
of
widow
McKinney,
A.
Maggie
of
The name
late
Company I,
Twelfth Regiment
Kentucky Volunteer
anInfanVolunteer Inf
Regiment Kentucky
I, Twelfth
of Company
late of
try,
and pay
pension at
rate of
$50 per
in lieu of that
month in
per month
of $50
the rate
at the
a pension
her a
pay her
try, and
ehe
i
snow
Anna Sagendortf.
receiving.
now receiving.
she is
The name
name of
of Anna
Sagendorf, widow of
Jonas Sagendorf,
of Anna Sagendor
late of
Sagendorf, late
of Jonas
widow
Anna Sagendorf,
The
Company
New York
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
York Volunteer
Regiment New
Ninety-first Regiment
B, Ninety-first
Company B,
o
of $50
rate of
and
pay her
her a
at the
the rate
$50 per month in lieu of that
pension at
a pension
and pay
she
i
snow
now receiving:
receiving: Provided,
Provided, That
That in
in the
the event
death of
of increase
rncrea
mtws
se.to cease on
on
the death
of the
event of
she is
of child.
Amy
E. Sagendorf,
Sagendorf, helpless
helpless and
of said
death°
child '
Anna death
said Anna
daughter of
dependent daughter
and dependent
Amy E.
and
Sagendorf, the
the additional
additional pension
pension herein
herein granted
shall pPio to cd o
granted shall
Jonas Sagendorf,
and Jonas
cease and determine:
provided further,
event of
of death
de:m
x:mother.
L s:1
:rd on
ofi
the event
in the
That in
further, That
And provided
and determine: And
cease
the
death
of
Anna
Sagendorf,
the
name
of
said
Amy
E.
Sagendorf
Sagendorf
E.
Amy
of
said
the death of Anna Sagendorf, the name
shall be
on the
the pension
pension roll,
roll, subject
the provisions
and
provisions and
to the
subject to
placed on
be placed
shall
limitations of
the pension
pension laws,
at the
the rate
rate of
per month
from
month from
$20 per
of $20
laws, at
of the
limitations
and after
after the
the date
date of
of death
of said
said Anna
Anna Sagendorf.
Pensions.
Sagendorf.
death of
and
The name of Wilhemina
Wilhemina W.
W. Dietrich,
Dietrich, former
former widow
of
John tihm
trailh
. oraina W. Die.
W. Di.
John
of
widow
The name of
Light
Weiss, late
late of
First Independent
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Light
Battery, Indiana
Independent Battery,
of First
Weiss,
Artillery, and
and pay
the rate
of $30
month.
Frances
R. Swans.
Swails.
rances R.
$30 per
per month.
rate of
at the
her a
a pension
pension at
pay her
Artillery,
The
name of
R. Swails,
Swails, helpless
dependent daughter
daughter
and dependent
helpless and
Frances R.
of Frances
The name
of Darius
Darius R.
Company E,
Regiment Ohio
Twentieth Regiment
E, Twentieth
of Company
late of
Swails, late
R. Swails,
of
Volunteer
her aa pension
pension at
rate of
$20 per
per
of $20
the rate
at the
pay her
and pay
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
month.
Pensions Increased.
increased.
Pensions
month.
Schltter.
The
of Barbara
Schlatter , widow
widow of
of Henry
Henry Schlatter,
Schlatter, late
late Barbara
Barbara Schlatter.
Barbara Schlatter,
name of
The name
of
Company I,
Kentucky Volunteer
and
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Kentucky
Sixth Regiment
I, Sixth
of Company
pay
month in
in lieu
lieu of
she is
is
that she
of that
per month
$50 per
of $50
rate of
the rate
at the
pension at
her aapension
pay her
now
receiving.
Sopha
opha Brown:
now receiving.
The name
name of
of Sopha
of Edley
Brown, late
Comof Comlate of
Edley Brown,
widow of
Brown, widow
Sopha Brown,
The
pany
Fourth Regiment
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and pay
pay her
her
Regiment Indiana
K, Fourth
pany K,
a
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
in lieu of that she is now
month in
per month
$50 per
of $50
a pension
receiving.
Pension.
Pension.
receiving.
The name
Richie A.
widow of
of Amos
Holmes, late
late of
of Richie
A. Holmes.
Holmes
RichiA
Amos Holmes,
Holmes, widow
A. Holmes,
of Richie
name of
The
Company
E,
One
hundred
and
fifty-fourth
Regiment
Indiana
VolVolIndiana
Regiment
fifty-fourth
Company E, One hundred and
increased.
unteer
pay her
her aapension
pension at
of $30
$30 per
month. Pensions increased.
per month.
rate of
the rate
at the
and pay
Infantry, and
unteer Infantry,
The
name
of
Mary
M.
Perago,
widow
of
James
S.
Perago
, late of
of
Mary
M.
Perago.
MP
Ma
Perago,
S.
James
of
widow
Perago,
M.
The name of Mary
Company A, Two
hundredth Regiment Pennsylvania Volunteer InCompany A, Two hundredth Regiment Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry, and
rate of
per month
in lieu
lieu
month in
$50 per
of $50
the rate
at the
pension at
a pension
her a
pay her
and pay
fantry,
of that
she is
now receiving.
receiving.
Hattie A.
A. McGuire.
is now
that she
of
The name
Hattie A.
A. McGuire,
F. McGuire,
George F.
of George
widow of
McGuire, widow
of Hattie
name of
The
late of
Company I,
New York
Volunteer
York Volunteer
Regiment New
Fifty-seventh Regiment
I, Fifty-seventh
of Company
late
Infantry,
and
pay
her
a
pension
at
the
rate
of
$50
per
month
lieu P.
in lieu
month in
per
$50
of
rate
the
at
pension
a
her
pay
and
Infantry,
of that
that she
she is
is now
N
eonashion
Rickard.
NoahRickard.
receiving.
now receiving.
of
The
name
of
Noah
Rickard,
late
of
Company
D,
Thirteenth
RegiRegiThirteenth
D,
Company
of
late
Rickard,
The name of Noah
ment
Cavalry Volunteers,
the rate
rate
at the
pension at
a pension
him a
pay him
and pay
Volunteers, and
Indiana Cavalry
ment Indiana
of
month.
per month.
$50 per
of $50
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Hoough.

Pension.
Pension.
Margaret
J. Bi
Margaret J.
Biig.

month through a legally appointed guardian.

Pension
Pension increased.
increased.
Jane L. Hewitt.

month
The name
through
of Jane
alegally
appointed
widow
guardian.
of Daniel C. Hewitt, late coal
The
name
of
Jane
LL. Hewitt,
Hewitt,
widow

of Daniel C. Hewitt, late coal

Jane L. Hewitt.

Pensions.
Nancy
J. Fuller.
Pensionscy..

Minnie Young.

eYn.

Pensions increased.
Pensions
increased.
Martha Gruver.

Martharver.

HeadL. HeadingSarah L.

Sarah
ton.

ton.

Mary E. Alexander.

Ma Alex

.

Pension.
Thomas A. Smith.
ThomasA.Smith.

Pensions increased.
Pensionsincreased,
Mary 13oylen.
MaryBoylen.

Nancy Leming.

Nancy Leming.

Pension.
Pension.
Almira M. Mitchell.

Amira M. Mitchell.

Pension
increased.
ensionincreased.
Emma Kauffman.

mma man

Pension.
Pension.
Blanche IT. Simms.

Bsnche

H. Smms.

Pension
Pension increased.
increased.
Mary I. Willing.

ary

J.

Pension.
Pension.

iing.

Bridget M.
M.
trdget
ter.

1924.
1924.

The
The name of
of Avilla
Avilla Hough,
Hough, former
former widow
widow of
of Andrew Swartz,
Swartz,
late of Company I,
late
I, Eighty-sixth
Eighty-sixth Regiment Ohio Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
and pay
pay her
pension at
the rate
of $50
$50 per
per month
month in
lieu of
that
of that
in lieu
rate of
at the
her aapension
and
she
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
she is
The name of Margaret
Margaret J.
J. Billig, widow of Charles V. Billig, late
of
G, One
One hundred
hundred and
forty-fifth Regiment
Pennsylvania
Regiment Pennsylvania
and forty-fifth
of Company
Company G,
Volunteer
Infantry, and
per
the rate
rate of $30 per
a pension
pension at the
her a
and pay her
Volunteer Infantry,

Pension
Increased.
Pensionincreased.
Avilla Hough.

Avia

SEss. I.
II. Cu.
CH. 17.
SEss.

Carpen-

Carpen-

heaver,
States Navy,
and pay
pay her
her aa
.pension
$50
at the
the rate of $50
pension at
Navy, and
United States
heaver, United
per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that she
she is
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
of that
per month
The
widow of
of James W. Fuller, late
Nancy J.
J. Fuller,
Fuller, widow
The name of
of Nancy
of
Company C,
C, One
Volunteer InRegiment Indiana Volunteer
One hundredth Regiment
of Company
fantry,
and pay
pay her
her a
a pension
at the
the rate
of $30
per month.
month.
fantry, and
pension at
rate of
$30 per
The name of Minnie Young,
of
Young, widow of George G. Young, late of
Company I,
ninety-first Regiment
Regiment Ohio VolunI, One
One hundred
hundred and ninety-first
Company
teer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay her a
apension at the rate of $30 per month.
The name of Martha
Martha Gruver, widow of Isaac Gruver,
Gruver, late of
of
Company
and forty-sixth
forty-sixth Regiment Illinois Volunhundred and
D, One hundred
Company D,
Infantry, and
$50 per month
month
a pension at the rate of $50
and pay her a
teer Infantry,
in
lieu of
that she
receiving.
now receiving.
is now
she is
of that
in lieu
The
The name
name of
of Sarah L.
L. Headington,
Headington, widow
widow of
of Emmet HeadingHeadingCompany B, Thirtieth Regiment
Volunteer InRegiment Ohio Volunteer
ton, late of Company
fantry,
rate of $50 per month
month in
in lieu
fantry, and pay
pay her a
a pension at the rate
of that
that she
she is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
of
Alexander, widow of Robert Alexander,
The name of Mary E. Alexander,
Alexander,
Company C,
C 7 Fifty-third
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Inlate of Company
Fifty-third Regiment
Regiment Indiana
fantry
$50 per month in lieu
lien of
of
fantry,.,and pay her a
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate of $50
that she is now receiving.
receiving.
dependent son of
The name of Thomas A. Smith, helpless
helpless and dependent
Thomas D. Smith, late of Company
Regiment PennsylCompany H, Seventh Regiment
vania Reserve
Reserve Infantry,
Sixty-fourth Company, Second BatInfantry, and Sixty-fourth
talion Veteran Reserve
Reserve Corps,
Corps, and
and pay him
him aa pension at
at the
the rate
of $20 per month.
late of
of
The name of Mary
Mary Boylen, widow
widow of Patrick Boylen, late
Company
Regiment New
Jersey Volunteer
Company D, Sixth Regiment
New Jersey
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
lieu of
that
and pay her
her aapension at
at the
the rate of $40
$40 per
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
she
now receiving.
she is now
The
Leming, widow
Leming, late
The name
name of Nancy
Nancy Leming,
widow of Ephraim
Ephraim Leming,
late of
of
Company
sixteenth Regiment Indiana
Indiana VolunCompany H,
H, One hundred
hundred and
and sixteenth
teer Infantry, and pay her a
apension at the rate of
of $40
per month
$40 per
month
in lieu of that she is now receiving.
The name of Almira M. Mitchell,
Mitchell, widow of James L. Mitchell,
Mitchell,
late of Company A, Nineteenth Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Ina pension at the rate of $30 per month.
fantry, and pay her a
Kauffman, widow of Joseph S.
The name of Emma Kauffman,
S. Kauffman,
Kauffman, late
of Company K, Two hundred
hundred and third Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
Volunteer Infantry,
Volunteer
Infantry, and pay her aa pension at the rate of $50 per
month in lieu of that she is now receiving.
The name
of Blanche
Simms, helpless
and dependent
The
name of
Blanche H.
H. Simms,
helpless and
dependent daughter
daughter
of John Simms, late of Company E, One hundred
hundred and ninety-fourth
ninety-fourth
Regiment
a pension
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay her a
of $20
per month
at the rate of
$20 per
month through
through aalegally
legally appointed
appointed guardian.
J. Wilking, widow of Philip Wilking, late
The name of Mary J.
of
late of
Company G, Thirty-ninth
Thirty-ninth Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
and
Company C, First Regiment Michigan Volunteer
Volunteer Light Artillery,
a pension at the rate of $50 per month in lieu of that
and pay her a
she is now receiving.
The name of Bridget M. Carpenter, widow of William F.
F. Carpenter, late of Company G, One hundred
hundred and eighty-ninth Regiment
Regiment
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II . CH.
17.
CH. 17.
SESS.

New
York Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
pension at
at the
rate
the rate
a pension
her a
pay her
Volunteer Infantry,
New York
of
per month.
month.
$30 per
of $30
The name
name of
of Nancy
of Martin
Martin V.
Bryant, late
V. Bryant,
widow of
Bryant, widow
J. Bryant,
Nancy J.
The
of
B, Third
Third Regiment
and
Cavalry, and
Volunteer Cavalry,
Kentucky Volunteer
Regiment Kentucky
Company B,
of Company
pay her
at the
the rate
rate of
month in
lieu of
of that
she
that she
in lieu
per month
$50 per
of $50
pension at
a pension
her a
pay
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
is
The name
of Mary
J. Kimbell,
Kimbell, widow
of Lorenzo
Lorenzo A.
A. Kimbell,
late
Kimbell, late
widow of
Mary J.
name of
The
of Company
Company K,
K, Fourth
Regiment United
United States
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry,
States Volunteer
Fourth Regiment
of
and pay
pay her
her a
the rate
lieu of
that
of that
in lieu
month in
per month
$40 per
of $40
rate of
at the
pension at
a pension
and
she
receiving.
now receiving.
is now
she is
The
of Lottie
A. Bowhall,
Bowhall, widow
widow of
of Nathan
Nathan Bowhall,
Bowhall, late
of
late of
Lottie A.
name of
The name
Company E,
E, Twentieth
Twentieth Regiment
Cavalry,
Volunteer Cavalry,
York Volunteer
New York
Regiment New
Company
and pay
pension at
$30 per
per month.
month.
of $30
rate of
the rate
at the
her aapension
pay her
and
The
of Louise
E. Shull,
widow of
A. Shull,
late
Shull, late
Frederick A.
of Frederick
Shull, widow
Louise E.
name of
The name
of
Company
A,
Eighty-eighth
Regiment
Illinois
Volunteer
Infantry,
Infantry,
Volunteer
Illinois
Regiment
Eighty-eighth
A,
of Company
and
pay her
her a
at the
rate of
of $30
per month.
month.
$30 per
the rate
pension at
a pension
and pay
The name
Mary E.
E. Tanner,
Richard M. Tanner, late
of Richard
widow of
Tanner, -widow
of Mary
name of
The
of Company
I, Third
United States
Infantry,
Volunteer Infantry,
States Volunteer
Regiment United
Third Regiment'
Company I,
of
and pay
pay her
her a
apension
pension at
at the
month.
per month.
$30 per
of $30
rate of
the rate
and
The
name of
widow of
Carter,
J. Carter,
Thomas J.
of Thomas
Carter, widow
J. Carter,
Christena J.
of Christena
The name
late
of Company
Company- B,
Enrolled MisMisProvisional Enrolled
Regiment Provisional
Fourth Regiment
B, Fourth
late of
souri Militia
pay her
her a
at the
the rate of $30
pension at
a pension
and pay
Infantry, and
Militia Infantry,
souri
per month.
month.
per
The
Y. Boggs,
late unassigned
unassigned Maine Infantry
Infantry VolBoggs, late
Allen Y.
of Allen
name of
The name
unteers,
War, and
pay him
pension at the rate of $50 per
him aa pension
and pay
Civil War,
unteers, Civil
erroneous
month,
without deduction
deduction on
on account
of former
former alleged
alleged erroneous
account of
month, without
payment
of pension.
pension.
payment of
Winters, late
The
name of
Eliza A.
A. Winters,
Winters, widow
of Jeremiah
Jeremiah Winters,
widow of
of Eliza
The name
of
D, Twelfth
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Reserve
Reserve Volunteer
Volunteer
Twelfth Regiment
Company D,
of Company
Infantry,
and
pay
her
a
pension
at
the
rate
of
$30
per
month.
month.
per
$30
of
rate
the
at
pension
a
her
pay
Infantry, and
The name
name of
of Remetha
Remetha H.
H. Means,
widow of
of George
W. Means,
Means,
George W.
Means, widow
The
Illinois
late
of
Company
E,
One
hundred
and
nineteenth
Regiment
nineteenth
and
hundred
One
E,
Company
late of
Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
the rate
rate of
of $50 per
at the
pension at
her aa pension
pay her
Volunteer Infantry,
month in
in lieu
of that
that she
is now receiving.
she is
lieu of
month
The
Sanders, late
late of
B, Sixty-second
Sixty-second
Company B,
of Company
John Sanders,
of John
name of
The name
in
Volunteer
Regiment
Illinois
Volunteer
Infantry,
and
Veteran
Volunteer
Veteran
and
Infantry,
Volunteer
Illinois
Regiment
same
organization, and
him a
rate of $50
$50 per
the rate
at the
pension at
a pension
pay him
and pay
same organization,
month.
month.ble
late
The
Farnham widow
widow of
Fred L.
Farnham, late
L. Farnham,
of Fred
Mable Farnham,
of Mable
name of
The name
Volunteer Cavalry,
and
pay
of Company
Company C,
First Regiment
Farnham,Maine Volunteer
pay
and
Cavalry,
Regiment
First
C,
of
her
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
month.
per month.
a pension
her a
The
of Pearl
Pearl Falkinburgh,
widow of
of William
A. FalkinFalkinWilliam A.
Falkinburgh, widow
name of
The name
burgh, late
late of
of Company
Regiment Iowa
Iowa Volunteer
CavVolunteer CavNinth Regiment
M, Ninth
Company M,
burgh,
alry,
and
pay
her
a
pension
at
the
rate
of
$30
per
month.
per
month.
of
$30
rate
at
the
a
pension
alry, and pay her
The
name of
of Kate
Bantz, widow
widow of
of William
William A.
Bantz late
of
late of
A. Bantz,
Kate Bantz,
The name
Company
B,
Seventh
Regiment
Maryland
Volunteer
Infantry,
and
and
Infantry,
Volunteer
Maryland
Company B, Seventh Regiment
pay her
pension at
at the
$30 per
per month.
month.
of $30
the rate
rate of
her aapension
pay
The name
name of
of Carrie
M. Althouse,
widow of
of John
John W. Althouse,
Althouse, widow
Carrie M.
The
late
Company H,
H, One'hundred
One hundred and
fourth Regiment
PennsylRegiment Pennsyland fourth
of Company
late of
vania
Volunteer
Infantry,
and
pay
her
a
pension
at
the
rate
of
$50
of $50
rate
the
at
pension
a
her
pay
and
vania Volunteer Infantry,
per month
month in
in lieu
that she
is now
receiving.
now receiving.
she is
of that
lieu of
per
The name
of Laura
Laura Murdick,
widow of
Murdick, late
late of
of
Allen Murdick,
of Allen
Murdick, widow
name of
The
Company D,
Massachusetts Volunteer
Heavy ArArVolunteer Heavy
Regiment Massachusetts
Second Regiment
D, Second
Company
tillery,
pay her
the rate
rate of
$30 per
per month
month through
through
of $30
at the
pension at
a pension
her a
and pay
tillery, and
a
legally appointed
appointed guardian.
guardian.
a legally
The
name of
L. Treadwell,
Treadwell, widow
Orrin L.
Treadwell,
L. Treadwell,
of Orrin
widow of
Sadie L.
of Sadie
The name
late of
Company G.
G. Thirtieth
Thirtieth Regiment
Regiment Wisconsin
InfanVolunteer InfanWisconsin Volunteer
of Company
late
try, and
pay
her
a
pension
at
the
rate
of
$30
per
month.
month.
per
$30
of
rate
the
at
a
pension
her
try, and pay
The
Sarah J.
Howell, widow
late
Howell, late
H. Howell,
William H.
of William
widow of
J. Howell,
of Sarah
name of
The name
of Company
Company H,
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Eighty-third Regiment
H, Eighty-third

of
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1924.
1924.

Pensionsincred.
NncyJ. Bryant.

Pensions increased.
Nancy J. Bryant.

Mary J. Kimbell.

MaryJ.Kmbell.

Pensions.
Pensions.

Lottie A. Bowhall.

Lotte A.Bowhall.

Louise E. Shull.

Louis.shull.

Mary E. Tanner.

Mary E. Tanner

Christens
en J. Carter.

h

AlenBo

Allen Y. Boggs.

inters
ElizaA.
Eliza A. Winters.
Pension increased.
Pensionincreased.
Remetha
H. Means.

RemethaH. Means.

Pensions.
Pensions.
John Sanders.

Johnanders.

Farn

Matde Farnham.

igh.

rl

Pearl Falkinburgh.

PerlF

te Bnt.

Kate Bantz.

Pension increased.
Pension
increased.
Carrie M.
Althouse.

Pensions.
Pensions.
Laura
Murdick.

LaMrd

Treadwe
Sadie L.
L. Treadwell.
e L. Tre

Pension increased.
Pensionincreased.
Sarah
J. Howell.

Sarah

J. Howell.
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and i
pay her a
a pension
pension at
at the rate
rate of $50
$50 per month
month in lieu
lieu of that
that
Pensions.
Pensions.

she issnow
now receiving.
receiving.
she

The
name of
Alice Green,
late of
ComThe name
of Alice
Green, widow
widow of
of Luther
Luther Green,
Green, late
of Company
Regiment New
New York
Volunteer Light
Light Artillery,
Artillery, and
pany F,
F, Third
Third Regiment
York Volunteer
and
pay her
her aapension
pension at
the rate
rate of
$30 per
per month.
month.
of $30
at the
pay
Benton
The name
Benton Abbott.
Abbott.
name of Benton Abbott, helpless and
dependent son
of David
and dependent
son of
David
Abbott,
late of
H, Twenty-second
VolAbbott, late
of Company
Company H,
Twenty-second Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
him a
a pension
at the
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per
unteer
pay him
pension at
the rate
month through
legally appointed
appointed guardian.
guardian.
month
through aalegally
Albright.
of Sophia
Albright, widow
John Albright,
Sophia Albright.
The name
name of
Sophia Albright,
widow of
of John
Albright, alias
alias
John Brown,
of Company
Company H.
Third Regiment
John
Brown, late
late of
H. Third
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
Reserve Corps
Corps Volunteers,
and Battery
C, Fifth
Reserve
Volunteers, and
Battery C,
Fifth Regiment
Regiment United
United
States
pay her
her aapension
pension at
$30
States Volunteer
Volunteer Artillery,
Artillery, and
and pay
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
per
month.
per month.
MinervaKenney.
Kenney.
The name
name of
Minerva Kenney,
Kenney, widow
of Samuel
Samuel Kenney,
Kenney, late
Minerva
The
of Minerva
widow of
late of
of
Company H,
H, Seventy-fifth
Regiment Illinois
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Company
Seventy-fifth Regiment
Illinois Volunteer
and One
and seventh
Company, First
Battalion, Invalid
Invalid
and
One hundred
hundred and
seventh Company,
First Battalion,
Corps, and
and pay
pay her
her a
pension at
at the
of $30
$30 per
per month.
Corps,
a pension
the rate
rate of
month.
Carra B. 490.
Jacobs.
The name
Carra B.
Jacobs, widow
widow of
of John
W. Jacobs,
late of
of
Jacobs, late
John W.
B. Jacobs,
name of
of Carra
The
Ante,
1
ASre, p. i4O.
Company H,
Sixteenth Regiment
Regiment Kansas
Kansas Volunteer
Company
H, Sixteenth
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and
pay
rate of
the rate
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
pay her
her aapension
pension at
at the
Goodnoh.
Ellen J.
J. Goodnoh.
The name
name of Ellen J.
J. Goodnoh, widow of Edward C. Goodnoh,
Goodnoh,
late
A tThirtieth
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
late of
of Company
Company A,
Thirtieth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Pensionsincreased.
Pensions
increased,
pension at
the rate
rate of
per month.
month.
and pay her a
a pension
at the
of $30
$30 per
pangler.
Elvina Spangler.
The name
name of Elvina
Spangler' widow
of Israel
Spangler, late
of
Elvina Spangler,
widow of
Israel Spangler,
late of
Company C,
C, One
hundred and
and sixty-sixth
sixty-sixth Regiment
Company
One hundred
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
Drafted Militia
Drafted
Militia Infantry,
Infantry, and pay
$50
pay her
her aa pension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $50
per
month in
lieu of
she is
is now
receiving.
per month
in lieu
of that
that she
now receiving.
JennieS.
Mchenny.
The name
Jennie S. Mcnhenny,
Jennie S. Mcilhenny.
name of Jennie
McIlhenny, widow
widow of Robert
Robert K.
K. McIlhenny,
Twenty-first Regiment
late of Company B, Twenty-first
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer
Cavalry, and
and pay
pay her
at the
of $50
month in
Cavalry,
her aapension
pension at
the rate
rate of
$50 per
per month
in lieu
lieu
Pension
of that
that she
receiving.
now receiving.
she is now
of
Pension.
Sarah J. Prouty.
The name of Sarah J.
Sarah
Prouty.
J. Prouty,
widow of
Frederick Prouty,
Prouty, widow
of Frederick
Prouty, late
late
of Company
Company K,
Seventh Regiment
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
K, Seventh
Cavalry, and
and
pay
her a
$30 per
Pensionnsed
pay her
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
per month.
month.
Pension increased.
inrg.
The name of Eva G. Klug, widow of John
John W.
Eva G. Klug.
W. Mug,
Klug, late
late of
of
Company K,
K, Second
Regiment Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer
Infantry, and
Company
Second Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
and
pay her
her aa pension
pay
rate of
per month
in lieu
pension at
at the
the rate
of $50
$50 per
month in
lieu of
of that
that she
she
Pension,
is now receiving.
Pension.
IS
Maggie M.. Finch.
The name of Maggie
Maggie M. Finch, widow
widow of Martin L.
L. Finch, late
late
of Company
of
Company A,
One hundred
Regiment New
New York
York
A, One
hundred and
and thirty-sixth
thirty-sixth Regiment
Volunteer
and pay
pay her
at the
$30 per
per
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
her a
a pension
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $30
Pensions increased.
month.
Pensions
increased.
month.
Myers.
The
name of
Myers, widow
widow of
Myers, late
late of
of ComMary Myers.
The name
of Mary
Mary Myers,
of Gottlieb
Gottlieb Myers,
Company G,
G, Eighth Regiment
pany
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Reserve
Reserve Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
Company
Company G,
G, One
One hundred
hundred and
and ninety-first
ninety-first Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
Volunteer Infantry, and
Volunteer
pay her
her a
a pension
pension at
the rate
of $50
$50 per
per
and pay
at the
rate of
month in
in lieu of
of that
that she
she is
is now receiving.
receiving.
Susan
A. Main.
The
A. Main,
Main, widow
a Charles
Susan A.
Main.
The name
name of
of Susan
Susan A.
widow of
Charles H.
H. Main,
Main, late
late of
of
Rhode Island
Island Volunteer
Volunteer Heavy
Heavy ArtilArtilCompany B, Third
Third Regiment
Regiment Rhode
lery, and pay her a
a pension at
$50 per
lieu
at the rate
rate of
of $50
per month
month in
in lieu
of
that she
she is
receiving.
now receiving.
is now
of that
Esther A. Fero.
The name of Esther
Esther A. Fero, widow of
Fero, late
late of
of David Fero,
of ComCompany C, One hundred and twenty-eighth
twenty-eighth Regiment
Regiment New York VolunInfantry, and
her aa pension
the rate
ra t
e of
of$50
h
teer Infantry,
and pay
pay her
pension at
at the
$50 per mont
month
in
she is
receiving.
is now
now receiving.
that she
of that
heu of
in lieu
Julia B.
13. Miller
Miller.
The name of Julia B. Miller, widow of Joseph
Joseph C. Miller, late of
Company B, Battalion
Armv, and pay her
Battalion Engineers, United States Army,
her
a pension at the rate of $10
$40 per month in lieu of dila
that she is now
a
receiving.
Alice Green.
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Murphy.
Catharin Murphy.
The name
Catharin Murphy,
James Murphy,
Murphy, late Catharin
of James
widow of
Murphy, widow
of Catharin
name of
The
of
G, Eighth
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and
Infantry, and
Regiment Illinois
Eighth Regiment
Company G,
of Company
that she
pay her
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
$70 per
month in
in lieu of
of that
per month
of $70
a pension
her a
pay
Provisos.
is now
now receiving:
That in
in the
the death
death of
Junes Increase
on
to cease on
P
of James
of the
event of
the event
Provided,That
receiving: Provided,
is
to
death
of
child.
of child.
death
James
Murphy, helpless
helpless and
dependent son
of said
said Catharin
Catharin and
and James
son of
and dependent
Murphy,
Murphy, the
pension herein
granted shall
cease and
and dede- Pension
P ntoott?ehrnd on
shall cease
herein granted
the additional
additional pension
Murphy,
her.
mother.
death of mot
of de
the death
termine: And
death of
of the
event of
the event
in the
That in
further, That
provided further,
And provided
termine:
Catharin
Murphy,
the
name
of
said
James
Murphy
shall
be
placed
placed
be
shall
Murphy
James
said
of
name
the
Murphy,
Catharin
the
on the
pension roll,
subject to
to the
provisions and
limitations of the
and limitations
the provisions
roll, subject
the pension
on
pension laws,
rate of
of $20
$20 per
from and
and after
after the
date
the date
month from
per month
the rate
at the
laws, at
pension
Pensions.
Pensions.
of death
death of
Catharin Murphy.
Murphy.
said Catharin
of said
of
Emma L. Maynard.
The
name of
dependent daughter
daughter Emma L- Maynard.
and dependent
helpless and
Maynard, helpless
L. Maynard,
of Emma
Emma L.
The name
of
Chauncey
J.
Maynard,
late
of
Company
C,
Thirty-first
Regiment
Regiment
of Chauncey J. Maynard, late of Company C, Thirty-first
the rate of $20
Iowa
Volunteer Infantry,
at the
pension at
her aa pension
pay her
and pay
Infantry, and
Iowa Volunteer
per month.
E
n.
month.
per
Mary E. Main.
The
name of
of Mary
Mary E.
Main, late
late of
of Com- Mary Ma
Lemuel Main,
of Lemuel
widow of
Main, widow
E. Main,
The name
pany
Second Regiment
Tennessee Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay
Regiment Tennessee
G, Second
pany G,
her
rate of
of $30
per month.
month.
$30 per
the rate
at the
pension at
her a
a pension
Joanna D. Potter.
The
Potter, widow
Potter, late
late of
of JoannaD.Potter
Amos Potter,
of Amos
widow of
D. Potter,
Joanna D.
of Joanna
name of
The name
Company
Regiment New
York Volunteer
Infantry,
Volunteer Infantry,
New York
Ninety-fourth Regiment
C, Ninety-fourth
Company C,
Pension Increased.
increased.
Pension
and pay
her aa pension
at the
the rate
rate of
$30 per
per month.
month.
of $30
pension at
pay her
and
Verrone S. Willard.
The name
name of
of Verrelle
Verrelle S.
Willard, widow
widow of
late V"rrS. WillardWillard, late
Manfred Willard,
of Manfred
S. Willard,
The
of Company
Sixtieth Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
Ohio Volunteer
H, Sixtieth
Company H,
of
pay her
her a
pension at
of $50
$50 per
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
she
that she
lieu of
rate of
at the
the rate
a pension
pay
Pensions.
Pensions.
is now
receiving.
now receiving.
is
Mary E. Kundinger.
The
of Mary
Mary E.
E. Kundinger,
Kundinger, widow
widow of
Kundinger, Mary E Kn d i n ge r .
of Theodore
Theodore Kundinger,
name of
The name
late
Company K
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Missouri Volunteer
Regiment Missouri
Fourth Regiment
K,1Fourth
of Company
late of
and
her a
apension
pension at
rate of
of $30
month.
$30 per month.
the rate
at the
pay her
and pay
Melissa Blair.
The name
of Malissa
Blair, widow
of John
John W.
P. Blair, late of Malisa Blair.
W. P.
widow of
Malissa Blair,
name of
The
Company A,
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer InInRegiment Pennsylvania
Seventy-eighth Regiment
A, Seventy-eighth
Company
Pension Increased.
incrased.
Pension
fantry, and
and pay
the rate
per month.
month.
$30 per
of $30
rate of
at the
pension at
her aapension
pay her
fantry,
Sarah A. Morris.
The name
name of
A. Morris,
Morris, widow
widow of
Charles B.
of
late of
B. Morris,
Morris, late
of Charles
Sarah A.
of Sarah
The
Companies B
B and
and D,
West Virginia
Volunteer
Virginia Volunteer
Regiment West
Second Regiment
D, Second
Companies
Cavalry, and
her aapension
$50 per
in lieu
of
lieu of
month in
per month
of $50
rate of
at the
the rate
pension at
pay her
and pay
Cavalry,
Pensions.
Pensions.
that
is now
receiving.
now receiving.
she is
that she
Mary Brittenbarn.
The
Mary Brittenham,
Brittenham, widow
widow of
Brittenham, Mary Brittenham.
W. Brittenham,
George W.
of George
of Mary
name of
The name
Inlate
K, Eighty-ninth
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer InRegiment Ohio
Eighty-ninth Regiment
Company K,
of Company
late of
fantry, and
pay her
pension at
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
rate of
at the
the rate
her aapension
and pay
fantry,
Elizabeth Palmer.
The name
of Elizabeth
Palmer, helpless
and dependent
daughter Eli ab eth Palmerdependent daughter
helpless and
Elizabeth Palmer,
name of
The
of
John Palmer,
Company D,
D, Seventeenth
Seventeenth Regiment,
Regiment, and
and
of Company
late of
Palmer, late
of John
Company H,
fifty-first Regiment,
Regiment, Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer
and fifty-first
hundred and
One hundred
H, One
Company
Infantry, and
pay her
her aapension
pension at
at the
rate of
per month
month through
through
$20 per
of $20
the rate
and pay
Infantry,
Pension
increased.
Pension increased.
legally appointed
appointed guardian.
guardian.
aalegally
Mary A. Force.
The name
Mary A.
A. Force,
of Washington
Force, MaryA. Force.
P. Force,
Washington P.
widow of
Force, widow
of Mary
name of
The
late of
of Company
Company G,
G, Sixth
Sixth Regiment
Regiment Wisconsin
Infantry,
Volunteer Infantry,
Wisconsin Volunteer
late
and pay
pension at
per month
lieu of
that
of that
in lieu
month in
$50 per
of $50
rate of
the rate
at the
her aapension
pay her
and
she is
is now
now receiving.
Pensions.
she
receiving.
The name
of Olive
former widow
widow of
of Abram
H. Hurst,
Hurst,
Abram H.
Hurst, former
J. Hurst,
Olive J.
name of
The
late
of Company
B, One
One hundred
and first
first Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
hundred and
Company B,
late of
per
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pension at
at the
$30 per
of $30
rate of
the rate
her aa pension
pay her
Infantry, and
Volunteer
month.
month.
The
name of
Sarah J.
J. Fuller,
widow of
Henry Fuller,
James s a ah Fule
alias James
Fuller, alias
of Henry
Fuller, widow
of Sarah
The name
Butler,
late
of
Company
A,
Seventh
Regiment
New
Hampshire
VolVolHampshire
New
Regiment
Seventh
A,
Butler. late of Company
unteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
pension at
rate of
month.
$30 per
per month.
of $30
at the
the rate
a pension
her a
unteer
The name
of Mahala
Mahala Shaw,
widow of
M. Shaw,
Shaw, late
of MahaaShaw.
late of
of Francis
Francis M.
Shaw, widow
name of
The
Company
I, Twenty-first
Twenty-first Regiment
Regiment Illinois
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Illinois Volunteer
Company I.
and pay
pay her
her a
$30 per
per month.
and
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
month.
The name
name of
of Josephine
widow of
J. Roush,
late JOphneRoush
Roush, late
Richard J.
of Richard
Roush, widow
Josephine Roush,
The
of
Company I,
I, Fifty-third
Fifty-third Regiment
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
Regiment Ohio
of Company
pay her
the rate
of $30
per month.
month.
$30 per
rate of
at the
a pension
pension at
her a
pay
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Maria L. Reed.
Reed.

Maria L.

Pension increased.
increased,
Pension
Margaret S. Higgins.

Margaret

. Higgins.

Pension.
Pension.
William A. Crampto
ton.

m

Cramp
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The name
name of
of Maria
Maria L. Reed, widow of Edwin W. Reed, late of
of

Company F,
Seventy-fifth Regiment,
and Company
Company A, Eighty-fifth
Eighty-fifth
F, Seventy-fifth
Regiment, and
Company
Regiment, New
pension
her a
a pension
Regiment,
New York
York Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay
pay her
at the rate of $30 per month.
The
The name
name of Margaret
Margaret S. Higgins, widow
of William
H. Higgins,
widow of
William H.
Higgins,
late
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer
Independent Battalion
Battalion Ohio
late of
of Company
Company D, Fourth Independent
at the
Cavalry, and pay her
her aapension at
the rate
rate of
of $50
$50 per month
month in lieu

receiving.
of that
that she is now receiving.
The
William A.
helpless and
dependent son
son
and dependent
A. Crarapton,
Crampton, helpless
The name
name of William

Crampton, late of Company I,
I, Eighty-fourth
Eighty-fourth Regiment
Regiment
of Byron Crampton,
Indiana
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him a
pension at the rate of
of
Indiana Volunteer
a pension
Pension increased.
Pension
increased.
through a
legally
a
$20 per month through
legally appointed
appointed guardian.
Jennie A. Davis.
Jennie A. Davis.
The name of Jennie
Jennie A. Davis, former widow of John L. Johnson,
late
Company H,
H, Thirty-eighth
Thirty-eighth Regiment
Regiment Iowa
Volunteer Inlate of
of Company
Iowa Volunteer
Infantry, and pay her a
a pension at the rate of $50 per month in lieu
Pension.
Pension.
of that she is now receiving.
Eva L. Wood.
Eva L. Wood.
of Theodore
Theodore Wood, late
The name of Eva L. Wood, widow of
late of
of
Company F, One hundred and eighty-ninth
eighty-ninth Regiment New York
Company
Volunteer
per
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay her aa pension at the rate of $30 per
Pensions
Pensions Increased.
increased. month.
Elizabeth Yocnm.
Yocum.
The
widow of
N. Yocum,
Yocum, late
late
The name of Elizabeth
m.
Elizabeth Yocum,
Yocum, widow
of Henry
Henry N.
of Company
Company H, Third Regiment, and Company
I, Ninth Regiment,
Regiment,
Company I,
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Cavalry, and pay her a
Pennsylvania
Volunteer Cavalry,
a pension at the rate
of $50
$50 per
per month
lieu of
of that
she is
receiving.
of
month in
in lieu
that she
is now
now receiving.
Mary H. Templeton.
ary.Templeton.
The name of Mary H. Templeton, widow of Dexter
Dexter E. Templeton,
late of Company A,
A., Third
Third Battalion, Twenty-ninth
Twenty-ninth Regiment
United
Regiment United
Volunteer Infantry, and pay her a
States Volunteer
a .pension at the rate of $50
$50
per month
month in
lieu
of
that she
she is
is now
receivmg.
per
in
lieu
of
that
now
receiving.
Nancy Adams.
Nancydas
The name of Nancy Adams, widow of Gillespie
Gillespie Adams, late of
Company B, Fourth Regiment
Regiment Tennessee
Company
Tenne-csee Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
she is
pay her a
a pension at the rate of $50
$50 per month in
in lieu
lieu of that
that she
is
now receiving.
receiving.
now
Eliza Ewing.
The
name of
former widow
of Oliver
of
Eliza Swing.
The name
of Eliza
Eliza Ewing,
Ewing, former
widow of
Oliver Town,
Town, late
late of
Company
D, One
hundred and
and Ninety-fifth
Ninety-fifth Regiment
Ohio VolunVolunRegiment Ohio
One hundred
Company D,
Provisos.
Proriso.
Increase to cease on
Increase
on teer Infantry, and pay her aa pension at the rate of $50 per month
month
death of child.
deatho
child.
in lieu of that
in
that she is
i
s now receiving: Provided,
Provided, That in the event
event
of the death of Walter
Walter Town, helpless and dependent
said
dependent son of said
and Oliver
Oliver Town,
Town, the
additional pension
herein granted
granted
pension herein
the additional
Eliza Ewing
Ewing and
ension
hid on Eliza
Pension
to child
death ofn
shall cease and determine: Apd
And provided
further, That in the event
event
of mother.
provided further,
of the death of Eliza Ewing, the name of said Walter
Walter Town
Town shall
shall be
placed on the pension roll, subject
subject to the provisions and limitations
laws, at the rate of $20 per month from and after the
of the pension laws
of death
Ewing.
E
death of
of said
date of
said Eliza
Eliza Ewing.
Jane E. Hart.
.
The name of Jane E. Hart, widow
widow of Albert T. Hart, late of
of Company H, First Regiment
Regiment Iowa Volunteer
Cavalry , and
pany
Volunteer Cavalry,
and pay her a
a
pension at the rate of $50
$50 per month in lieu of that she is
i
s now
receiving.
receiving.
Rachel Morris.
Rachel
Morris.
T. Morris,
The name of Rachel
Rachel Morris, widow of Eli T.
ComMorris, late
late of
of Company.G, Tenth Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry, and pay her aa
pension at the rate
that she
rate of
of $50
$50 per
per month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
she is
is now
now
Pensions.
receiving.
Emma L. Dugent.
Emma
L. Dugent.
L. Dugent, widow of William Dugent,
The name of Emma L.
Dugent, late of
of
Company B, Thirteenth
Company
Thirteenth Regiment Maryland
Volunteer Infantry,
Maryland Volunteer
and Company D, Fourth Regiment United States Volunteer Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
her a
apension
pension at
at the
the rate
$30 per
per month.
of $30
month.
rate of
Fanni
Tantr,
Fannie
Teeple.
Fan
eepe.
The name of Fannie Teeple, former widow of Benjamin
Benjamin Teeple,
late of Company K, Second Regiment Michigan Volunteer Cavalry,
and
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
month.
Pensions increased
increased
Pensions
and pay
pay her
her aapension
pension at
per month.
Josephine M.
Dones.p
The name of Josephine
Josephine M. Downes, widow of Chauncey
Chauncey B.
hin M.
Downes.
Seventeenth Regiment Connecticut
Downes late of Company F, Seventeenth
Connecticut

a
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Volunteer
Infantry and pay her a
a pension at the
Volunteer Infantry
rate of
$50 per
per
the rate
of $50
month in lieu of that she
is now
now receiving.
she is
receiving.
The name
of Catherine
Catherine Loriot,
Loriot, widow
of H
enry L
or i
ot, l
at
e o
The
name of
widow of
Henry
Loriot,
late
off Catherine
Catherine Loriot.
LoriotCompany B, Ninth Regiment
Regiment Maine
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay
Maine Volunteer
Infantry, and
a pension at the
the rate
her a
$50 per
month in
lieu of
is now
rate of
of $50
per month
in lieu
of that
that she
she is
now
receiving.
receiving.
Mary E. Steely.
The name of Mary E.
E. Steely,
Steely, widow
of Simon
Simon C.
widow of
C. Steely,
Steely, late
late of
of Mary
E- SteelyCompany K, Twenty-sixth Regiment
Regiment Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer InfanInfantry, and Company I,
I, Twenty-second
Twenty-second Regiment
Regiment Veteran
Reserve
Veteran Reserve
Corps, and pay her aa pension at the
of $50
$50 per
month in
in lieu
the rate of
per month
lieu
of
she is
is now
receiving.
of that
that she
now receiving
Pension.
Pension.
The name
name of
of George
Robinson, late
The
George Robinson,
late of
of Company
A, One
One hundred
George Robinson.
Company A,
hundred George
Robinson.
and eleventh Regiment Pennsylvania
Infantry, and
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay
him
at the
him a
apension
pension at
the rate
per month.
month.
rate of
of $50
$50 per
Pensionincreased
Pensionincreased.
The name
of Grace
Grace F.
The
name of
Briggs, widow
W. Briggs,
Briggs, late
late Grace
F. Briggs,
widow of
of Barron
Barron W.
Grace F. Ariggs.,
Briggs.'
of Company K,
K, Thirty-ninth
Thirty-ninth Regiment
Regiment New
New York
York Volunteer
Volunteer InInfantry, and pay her
at the
the rate
rate of
$40 per
per month
lieu
her a
a pension
pension at
of $40
month in
in lieu
of
she is
is now
now receiving.
of that
that she
receiving.
Pensions
Pensions.
The name of
S. Pierce,
of Carrie
Carrie S.
Pierce widow
widow of
of Henry
H. Pierce,
at
e of
of carrie
Henry H.
Pierce, l
late
Carrie S.
S. Pierce.
Company
H,
Eighth
Regiment
Pierce,
Company H, Eighth Regiment Kansas Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
and pay
pay
her
her a
pension at
the rate
rate of
per month.
month.
a pension
at the
of $30
$30 per
The name of Eliza Prody, widow
widow of
Max Prody,
Prody, alias
Max Eliza
of Max
alias Max
Ela Prody.
Prody
Prodi, late of Company D, Tenth Regiment
United
States
Volunteer
Regiment United States Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
her aapension
Infantry,
pay her
pension at
the rate
$30 per
at the
rate of
of $30
per month.
month.
n
Pension increased.
The name of Mary
McGuire, late
Mary W.
W. McGuire, widow
widow of
of William
William McGuire,
late Mary
s. W. McGuire.
MncGuire
of Company
Company F,
F, Third Regiment
Regiment New
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and
New York
York Volunteer
pay her aa pension at the rate of $50 per month
month in
in lieu
of that
that she
she
lieu of
is
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
Pension.
The
name of
Annie K.
The name
of .Annie
K. Doherty,
Doherty, .widow
of John
at
e
widow of
Annie K.
H. Doherty.
Doherty.
John C.
C. Doherty,
Doherty, l
late
Annie
of Company
Company G, Twenty-sixth Regiment
Iowa Volunteer
Infantry,
Regiment Iowa
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay her aa pension at
rate of
of $30
month through
through aa
at the
the rate
$30 per
per month
lenally
appointed guardian.
guardian.
legally appointed
Pensionreased.
Pension Increased.
The
name of
he name
Rhoda Hart,
widow of
of Hector
Hart, late
late of
of Rhoda
Hart, widow
Hector S.
S. Hart,
of ComCom- Rhoda
Rhoda Hart.
pany D, One hundred and twenty-sixth
twenty-sixth Regiment
Volunteer
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Infantry,
and pay
pay her
her a
pension at
the rate
of $50
$50 per
per month
month in
i
n
Infantry, and
a pension
at the
rate of
lieu
she i
receiving.
lieu of
of that
that she
issnow
now receiving.
Pensions
Pensions.
Orotninah Bates.
The name of Orominah
Bates, former
Orominah Bates,
of John
R. Russell,
Russell, Orominah
former widow of
John R.
late
of
Company
A,
Tenth
Regiment
Iowa
Volunteer
Infantry,
and
late of Company A, Tenth Regiment Iowa Volunteer Infantry, and
pay her a
apension
pension at the
rate of
of $30
per month.
the rate
$30 per
month.
Mary A. Egolf.
The
of Mary
Egolf, widow
The name
name of
Mary A.
A. Egolf,
widow of
of Joseph
Egolf, late
late of
Joseph Egolf,
of MarA.
Egolf.
Company H,
H, Seventh Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Reserve
Infantry, and
and
Reserve Infantry,
rate of
per month.
month.
pay her
her a
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
of $30
$30 per
The name of Ida Hall, widow of Alexander
Alexander Hall,
Hall, late of
of Company
Company Ida
Hall.
Ida Hall.
I, Twenty-first
Regiment New
New Jersey
Jersey Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and.
I,
Twenty-first Regiment
and pay
pay
her
pension at
at the
rate of
her a
a pension
the rate
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
Pensionincreased.
Pension
increased.
Sarah A. Thornburg
The
name of
of Sarah A.
Thornburg, widow
widow of
The name
A. Thornburg,
of William
William Thornburg,
Thornburg, SarahA.Thornburg
late of Company
Company B,
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer InInB, Nineteenth
Nineteenth Regiment
Regiment Indiana
a pension
fantry, and pay her a
pension at
rate of
per month
month in
in lieu
at the
the rate
of $50
$50 per
lieu
of that
is now
of
that she
she is
now receiving.
receiving.
Pensions.
Clifford Fiske.
Fiske.
The
helpless and
The name
name of
of Clifford
Clifford Fiske,
Fiske, helpless
son of
Wil- Clifford
and dependent
dependent son
of William A. Fiske, late of
Third Regiment
New Hampshire
Hampshire
of Company
Company I,
I, Third
Regiment New
Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
pay him
him a
a pension
rate of
per
Infantry, and
and pay
pension at
at the
the rate
of $20
$20 per
month through
legally appointed
month
through a
a legally
appointed guardian.
guardian.
Gaffney.
The name
The
name of
of Mary
Mary Gaffney,
widow of
of Philip
alias Philip
Gaffney, widow
Philip Gaffney,
Gaffney, alias
Philip Mary
Mary affney.
Murphy, late of
of Company I,
Regiment Pennsylvania
VolunI, Sixth
Sixth Regiment
Pennsylvania Volunrate of $30
teer Cavalry, and pay her a
apension at the rate
$30 per month.
month.
HenryJ. Robinson.
The
name of
Henry J.
Robinson, helpless
helpless and
The name
of Henry
J. Robinson,
son of
of Henry-.
and dependent
dependent son
Robinson.
William L.
William
late of
Regiment New
New
L. Robinson,
Robinson, late
of Company
Company E,
E, First
First Regiment
Hampshire
Hampshire Volunteer
Volunteer Heavy
him a
pension at
Heavy Artillery,
Artillery, and
and pay
pay him
a pension
at
the rate of $20 per month
month through
legally appointed
appointed guardian.
through aalegally
guardian.
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The name
name of
of Mary
Mary A. Enderle, widow of Joseph Enderle, late of
The
Company
Regiment Iowa
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay
Iowa Volunteer
Sixteenth Regiment
K, Sixteenth
ompany K,
her aapension
at the
the rate
rate of
$50 per
month in
of that
is now
now
she is
that she
lieu of
in lieu
per month
of $50
pension at
her
receiving.
receiving.
Rosa E.
The name
name of
Rosa E.
E. Stephens,
widow of
Stephens, late of
Owen Stephens,
of Owen
Stephens, widow
of Rosa
tephens.
Rosa E. Stephens.
Company
B,
Third
Regiment
Michigan
Volunteer
Cavalry,
and
and pay
Cavalry,
Volunteer
Michigan
Company B, Third Regiment
her a
the rate
rate of
$50 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of that she is now
per month
of $50
at the
pension at
a pension
her
receiving.
receiving.
Melinda Suggs.
The name
Suggs, widow
of James
James Suggs
of
late of
Suggs, late
widow of
Melinda Suggs,
of Melinda
name of
The
MelindaSuggs.
Company
H,
Fifty-ninth
Regiment
United
Volunteer
Volunteer
Colored
States
United
Regiment
Company H, Fifty-ninth
Infantry,
pay her
her a
pension at
$50 per
per month in lieu
of $50
rate of
the rate
at the
a pension
and pay
Infantry, and
P
of
that
she
is
now
receiving.
receiving.
now
is
she
of that
Pensions.
ens ions.
Edward
Zechman.
The
of Edward
Zechman helpless
helpless and dependent
dependent son of
Edward Zechman,
name of
The name
Edwardzechman.
Joel Zechman,
late of
of Company
and tenth Regihundred and
Two hundred
K, Two
Company K,
Zechman, late
Joel
ment
Pennsylvania Volunteer
and pay
pay him
him aa pension at
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
ment Pennsylvania
the rate
per month through
guardian.
appointed guardian.
through aalegally appointed
$20 per
of $20
rate of
the
Margery Dotter.
The name
name of
of Margary
Margary Dotter,
Dotter, widow
widow of
late of
of
Dotter, late
Jeremiah Dotter,
of Jeremiah
The
MargaryDotter.
Company
Sixty-third Regiment
Regiment Enrolled
Militia, and
Missouri Militia,
Enrolled Missouri
K, Sixty-third
Company K,
pay
her aapension
pension at
at the
rate of
$30 per
month.
per month.
of $30
the rate
pay her
Pension increased.
The
name
of Mary
E. Applegate,
widow of
Edwin R.
R. Applegate,
Applegate,
of Edwin
widow
Applegate,
E.
Mary
of
name
The
E
Aplegate.
Mar E. Applegate.
Mary
Inlate
of
Company
Eleventh
Regiment
Missouri
Volunteer
Eleventh
H,
late of Company
fantry,
and pay
pay her
her a
pension at
the rate
rate of
month in lieu
$40 per month
of $40
at the
a pension
fantry, and
of
that she
is now receiving.
she is
of that
Pensions.
Delphina
E.
BlackThe
name
of
Delphina E.
E. Blackwood, widow of Birchem W.
of Delphina
name
The
BlackDelphina E.
wood.
Blackwood, late of Company E, Fortieth Regiment
Regiment Iowa Volunteer
Volunteer
Blackwood,
wood.
Infantry,
at the rate of $30 per month.
pension at
her aapension
pay her
and pay
Infantry, and
Arminda Morgan.
The
of Arminda
Arminda Morgan,
Morgan , widow
widow of
Morgan, late of
Jacob Morgan
of Jacob
name of
The name
Arminda Morgan.
Volunteer
Company
E, Second
North Carolina Mounted Volunteer
Regiment North
Second Regiment
Company E,
Infantry,
and pay
pay her
her aapension at the rate of $30 per month.
Infantry, and
Loran
Carter.
The
Luren M. Carter, widow of Amos C. Carter, late of
of Luren
name of
The name
M. Carter.
Luren M.
Company
C,
First
Infantry, and pay
Minnesota Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Minnesota
First
C,
Company
$30
of
Pension.sincreased
her
a
the
rate
per
month.
at
pension
a
her
Pensionsinereased.
Mary C.Triplett.
C. Triplett.
Mary C. Triplett, widow
widow of Joshua
Joshua D. Triplett, late
of Mary
The name of
Mary
unassigned, Eleventh
Regiment Michigan
Michigan Volunteer
and
Volunteer Cavalry, and
Eleventh Regiment
unassigned,
pay her
pension at
at the
of $50 per month in lieu of that she is
the rate of
a pension
her a
pay
now receiving.
Clara
Wirtz.
The
Wirtz, widow of George Wirtz, late of Comof Clara Wirtz,
name of
The name
Clara Wirtz.
pany
F, Twenty-ninth
Twenty-ninth Regiment
Regiment New
and
New York Volunteer Infantry, and
pany F,
pay
lieu of that she is
in lieu
month in
per month
$50 per
of $50
rate of
the rate
at the
pension at
a pension
her a
pay her
now receiving.
receiving.
now
Julia A.
A. Kresge.
Kresge.
The name
name of
of Julia
Julia A.
A. Kresge, widow
widow of Amos Kresge, late of
The
Julia
Company G,
G, Sixty-seventh
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
InVolunteer InSixty-seventh Regiment
Company
Pensionsincreased.
Pensionsincreased.
Mary A. Enderle.

Mary
A. Ender

rThe

lieu
per month
$40 per
the rate
pension at
a pension
her
pay
and i
fantry,
of
that she
pay
snow
her
receiving.
a
at the
rate of
of $40
month in
in lieu

Minnie E.
Crow.
E. Crow.
Minnie

of that she is now receiving.
The name
name of
E. Crow,
of Mark
Mark E.
Crow , late of
E. Crow,
widow of
Crow, widow
Minnie E.
of Minnie
The
Company I,
I, One
hundred and
and twenty-eighth
twenty-eighth Regiment
Regiment Ohio VolOne hundred
Company
month
unteer Infantry,
and pay her a
apension at the rate of $40 per month
Infantry, and
unteer
in
of that
now receiving.
she is now
that she
lieu of
in lieu

The
Hammond, late
The name of Martha Hammond, widow of Philip Hammond,
Volunteer
Ohio
Regiment
of
Company
B,
One
hundred
and
sixtieth
Regiment
Volunteer
sixtieth
and
hundred
One
B,
of Company
Infantry, and
and pay
pension at the rate of $40 per month in lieu
her aapension
pay her
Infantry,
Pension,
of that
that she
now receiving.
is now
she is
of
Pension.
Ella
Young.
The name
name of
of Ella
F. Young,
Young, widow
of George
H. Young,
Young, late of
George H.
widow of
Ella F.
The
F. Young.
Ella F.
Company F,
Regiment Connecticut Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
snd
Eighth Regiment
F, Eighth
Company
Pensionsinereased.
pay
her a
rate of
$30 per
month.
per month.
of $30
the rate
at the
pension at
a pension
pay her
Pensionsincreased.
Lauriston Jones,
of Lauriston
widow of
Cynthia Lilie.
Lillie.
The
name of
Cynthia Lillie,
Lillie, former
former widow
of Cynthia
The name
Cynthia
Company D, One hundred
late
of Company
B, Second
Regiment, and Company
Second Regiment,
Company B,
late of
and twenty-fifth
twenty-fifth Regiment,
Regiment, New
New York
Volunteer Infantry, and pay
York Volunteer
and
her
at the
rate of
of $50
$50 per
per month
lieu of that she is now
month in lieu
the rate
a pension
pension at
her a
receiving.
receiving.

Martha Hammond.
Hammond.
Martha
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M. Weber.
AnnaM.Weber
Weber, late of Anna
The name
of Anna
Anna M.
John Weber,
of John
widow of
Weber,, widow
M. Weber
name of
The
and
Infantry,
Volunteer
Company I,
I, Fifteenth
Fifteenth Regiment
Kentucky Volunteer
Regiment Kentucky
Company
pay
her aapension
pension at
of $50
month in lieu
lieu of that she is
per month
$50 per
rate of
the rate
at the
pay her
Pensions.
Pensions.
now receiving.
receiving.
now
Vesta J.
Hutsell.
J. Hutsell.
Vesta
Hutsell,
Samuel
of
The
name
of
Vesta
J.
Hutsell,
widow
of
Samuel
Hutsell,
late
of
widow
Hutsell,
J.
Vesta
of
name
The
Infantry
Company
H,
Sixty-third
Regiment
Missouri
Volunteer
Volunteer
Company H, Sixty-third Regiment Missouri
(Enrolled
pension at
at the
the rate
$30 per
rate of $30
her aa pension
pay her
and pay
Militia), and
(Enrolled Militia),
month.
month.
Betsy A. Burke.
The name
Burke, widow
widow of
of Thomas
Thomas D.
D. Burke,
Burke, late of Betsy A Burke
A. Burke,
Betsy A.
of Betsy
name of
The
Engineers,
Company
H,
Fifteenth
Regiment
New
York
Volunteer
Volunteer
York
Company H, Fifteenth Regiment New
Pensionsincreased.
Pensionsincreased.
and pay
pay her
her a
apension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
$30 per
month.
per month.
of $30
and
Sarah A. Elliott.
arahA. Elliott.
B. Elliott,
The
name of
Sarah A.
A. Elliott,
Elliott, widow
widow of
John B.
Elliott, late of
of John
of Sarah
The name
Company C,
Regiment West
Virginia Volunteer
Infantry,
Volunteer Infantry,
West Virginia
Fourth Regiment
C, Fourth
Company
Veteran Volunand
Company A,
A, Second
Second. Regiment
Virginia Veteran
West Virginia
Regiment West
and Company
teer Infantry,
and pay
pay her
rate of $50
$50 per month
the rate
at the
pension at
a pension
her a
Infantry, and
teer
receiving.
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
now receiving.
is now
she is
in
r
A m a n d a E. FortneY.
Amanda
E. Fo tney
The
name of
of Amanda
Fortney, widow
widow of
of Christopher
Fortney,
Christopher Fortney,
E. Fortney,
Amanda E.
The name
late of
of Company
Two hundred
hundred and
ninth Regiment
Pennsylvania
Regiment Pennsylvania
and ninth
I, Two
Company I,
late
$50 per
Volunteer
and pay
the rate
rate of $50
at the
pension at
a pension
her a
pay her
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
month
lieu of
of that
she is
is now
receiving.
now receiving.
that she
in lieu
month in
1st Sadler.
Harrietadler.
The name
name of
Sadler, widow
of James
James A.
A. Sadler,
Sadler , late
late of Harr
widow of
Harriet Sadler,
of Harriet
The
Company K,
K, One
One hundred
hundred and eighty-fourth
eighty -fourth Regiment PennsylCompany
vania
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay her
her aa pension at the rate of
Infantry, and
vania Volunteer
receiving.
is
$50
per
month
in
lieu
of
that
she
is
now
receiving.
she
that
of
lieu
in
$50 per month
Lucy A. Cox.
The
name of
Lucy A.
H. Cox,
Cox late of LuyA Cox.
Augustus H.
of Augustus
widow of
Cox, widow
A. Cox,
of Lucy
The name
Company-E,
Forty-fifth Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
E, Forty-fifth
Company
and pay
pay her
the rate of $50 per month in lieu of that
at the
pension at
her aa pension
and
Pensions.
Pensions.
she is
is now
receiving.
now receiving.
she
Martha
H.
Rayymndtha
Raymond,
Gustavus
mond.
The
name
of
Martha
H.
Raymond,
widow
of
Gustavus
Raymond,
The name of Martha H. Raymond, widow
Volunlate
of
Company
D,
Forty-second
Regiment
Massachusetts
Massachusetts
Regiment
Forty-second
D,
Company
late of
teer
and pay
her a
at the
month.
$30 per month.
of $30
rate of
the rate
pension at
a pension
pay her
Infantry, and
teer Infantry,
Caroline M. Fleming.
arolneM.Fleming
The
name of
Caroline M.
Fleming, widow
of George
B. Fleming,
Fleming,
George B.
widow of
M. Fleming,
of Caroline
The name
late of
Company G,
One hundred
Regiment Ohio
ninety-first Regiment
and ninety-first
hundred and
G, One
of Company
late
Volunteer
pay her
her a
pension at
at the
the rate of $30 per
a pension
and pay
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
Pensions increased.
increased.
Pensions
month.
month.
Elizabeth M. Cook.
B. Cook, late ElabethM. Cook.
George B.
The name
name of
of Elizabeth
Elizabeth M.
of George
widow of
Cook, widow
M. Cook,
The
of
Company E,
One.hundred
and sixty-ninth
Regiment New
New York
sixty-ninth Regiment
hundred and
E, One
of Company
$50
of
Volunteer
Infantry,
and
pay
her
a
pension
the
rate
$50 per
at
pension
a
her
pay
and
Infantry,
Volunteer
month
in lieu
of that
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
she is
that she
lieu of
month in
Olive Hull.
The
Olive Hull,
Hull, widow
Hull, late
Com- Olve ul.
of Comlate of
E. Hull,
Wiliam E.
of Wiliam
widow of
of Olive
name of
The name
pany B,
B, Seventh
New York
Heavy Artillery,
Volunteer Heavy
York Volunteer
Regiment New
Seventh Regiment
pany
in lieu of that
month
and
pay
her
a
pension
at
the
rate
of
$50
per
month
that
per
$50
of
rate
the
at
pension
a
and pay her
Pensions.
Pensions.
she
is now
receiving.
now receiving.
she is
Fannie F. Kennedy.
The name
name of
of Fannie
F. Kennedy,
Kennedy, widow
widow of
of Daniel
Daniel E. Kennedy
Kennedy Fannie F Kennedy.
Fannie F.
The
alias
Samuel Cooper,
Cooper, late
of Company
Company D,
D, Seventy-seventh
Seventy-seventh Regiment
Regiment
late of
alias Samuel
Regiment
Ninth
Illinois
Volunteer
Infantry,
and
Company
Regiment
K,
Company
and
Infantry,
Volunteer
Illinois
Iowa Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
pay her
pension at
at the
$30
rate of $30
the rate
her aa pension
and pay
Iowa
per month.
month.
per
Rebecca JJ. Raburn.
The
widow of
of Francis
Francis M.
M. Raburn,
Raburn, late
late Rebecca . aburn.
Raburn, widow
J. Raburn,
Rebecca J.
of Rebecca
name of
The name
of Company
Company H,
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Ohio Volunteer
Regiment Ohio
Seventy-third Regiment
H, Seventy-third
of
and
her aapension
rate of
per month.
month.
$30 per
of $30
the rate
at the
pension at
pay her
and pay
Frederick J. Dum.
The name
Frederick J.
Dum, late
Quartermaster De
De- Frederick . Dum.
teamster, Quartermaster
late teamster,
J. Dum,
of Frederick
name of
The
partment,
during Civil
Civil War,
and pay
pay him
him a
a pension
at the
the rate
rate of
pension at
War, and
partment, during
Pension increased.
increased.
Pension
$30
per
month.
month.
per
$30
Louisa Jackson.
LoisaJackson.
of
late
The
name
of
Louisa
Jackson,
widow
of
Hiram
Jackson,
late
Jackson,
Hiram
of
widow
The name of Louisa Jackson,
Company I.
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Regiment Pennsylvania
Fifty-third Regiment
I. Fifty-third
Company
and
pay her
her a
the rate
$50 per
lieu of
of that
in lieu
month in
per month
of $50
rate of
at the
pension at
a pension
and pay
Pensions.
Pensions.
she
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
Mary Plummer.
she is
Pler
The
name
of
Mary
Plummer,
widow
of
Zachary
T.
Plummer,
late
T.
Zachary
of
widow
The name of Marv Plummer,
of
Company
C,
Fifteenth
Regiment
Kansas
Volunteer
Cavalry,
and
Cavalry,
Volunteer
Kansas
Regiment
Fifteenth
C,
of Company
pay her
at the
$30 per month.
the rate of $30
pension at
a pension
her a
pay
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The
of Mandy
William Clapper,
Clapper, late
late
The name
name of
Mandy Clapper,
Clapper, widow
widow of
of William
of
L and
Nineteenth Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
of Companies
Companies L
and C,
C, Nineteenth
Pennsylvania VolunVolunteer
pay her
pension at
the rate
of $30
month.
teer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and pay
her aapension
at the
rate of
$30 per
per month.
Isaac Eads.
The
name of
F, Third
Regiment Ten-'
TenIsaac
The name
of Isaac
Isaac Eads,
Eads, late
late of
of Company
Company F,
Third Regiment
nessee
Mounted Volunteer
Infantry, and
the
nessee Mounted
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
him a
a pension
pension at
at the
Pensions
increased,
rate
per month.
month.
Pensions increased.
rate of
of $50
$50 per
Mary D.. Brown.
The
Brown, widow
widow of
A. Brown,
The name
name of Mary
Mary D.
D. Brown,
of George
George A.
Brown, late
late
of Company
Company C,
C, Forty-seventh
Forty-seventh Regiment
Regiment Wisconsin
Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer InInof
fantry,
pay her
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $50
$50 per
per month
in lieu
fantry, and
and pay
her aa pension
month in
lieu
of that
that she
now receiving.
of
she is
is now
receiving.
Elizabeth
Elizabeth Conklin.
Elizabeth Conklin,
of Samuel
Conklin, late
The name of
of Elizabeth
Conklin, widow
widow of
Samuel S.
S. Conklin,
late
coxswain
States Navy,
War, and
coxswain, United
United States
Navy, Civil
Civil War,
and pay
pay her
her aa pension
pension
Pension
at
the rate
rate of
of $40
$40 per
per month
month in
in lieu
she is
now receiving.
Pension.,
at the
lieu of
of that
that she
is now
receiving.
The
Polley Smith.
The name
name of
of Polley
Polley Smith,
Smith, widow
James C.
late of
widow of
of James
C. Smith,
Smith, late
of
M, Thirteenth
Thirteenth Regiment
Company M,
Cavalry,
Regiment Missouri
Missouri Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Pensionsincreased.
Pensions increased.
and pay her a
a pension at the rate of $30 per month.
Mary
The name of Mary E. Waitman, widow
Mary E.
E. Waitman.
Waltman.
widow of
of Charles
Charles A.
A. Waitman,
Waitman,
late
G, Seventh
Seventh Regiment
late of
of Company
Company G,
Regiment Vermont
Vermont Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
and pay her aa.pension at the rate of $50 per month in lieu
lieu of that
that
she
receiving.
is now
now receiving.
she is
atie Thompson.
Thompson.
The name of Katie
Katie
Thompson, widow
widow of
Thomas Thompson,
Thompson, late
late
Katie Thompson,
of Thomas
Regiment Tennessee
Cavalry, and
of Company
Company L,
L, Second
Second Regiment
Tennessee Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
and
pay her a
pension at
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that she
a pension
at the
the rate of
of $50
$50 per
of that
she
is now
receiving.
is
now receiving.
MatidaTedlo
Matilda
Tedlock.
The name of Matilda
Matilda Tedlock, widow of Pyrt Tedlock,
late of
Tedlock, late
of
Company
Volunteer Cavalry, and
Company B, Ninth Regiment Tennessee
Tennessee Volunteer
pay
and pay
her a
pension at
at the
the rate
of $50
$50 per
per month
lieu of
that she
is now
now
her
a pension
rate of
month in
in lieu
of that
she is
Pensons.
Pensions.
receiving.
receiving.
Ray D. Ingersoll.
RayD.Ingersoll.
The name of
of Ray D. Ingersoll, widow of Orton In
Ingersoll,
of
g ersoll, late of
Company A, Eleventh
Illinoi s Volunteer
and
Eleventh Regiment
Regiment Illinois
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
Isabel
pay
her aapension
pension at
the rate
of $30
$30 per
D. Mann.
Isabel D.
Mann.
pay her
at the
rate of
per month.
month.
The name of Isabel D.
D. Mann,
Mann, widow of George W. Mann, late of
of
Company I,
Regiment Maine
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
I, First
First Regiment
and pay
pay her
her
Pension
increased,
a
at the
of $30
$30 per month.
month.
the rate
rate of
a pension
pension at
Pensionincreased.
Martha A. McNeer.
The name
name of Martha
Martha A.
A. McNeer,
widow of
of James
James H. McNeer,
Martha A. Meer.
The
McNeer, widow
McNeer,
late of Company
Company E, Second Battalion Missouri State
Militia VolunState Militia
Volunteer Cavalry, and pay her
$50 per
per month
month in
in
her a
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate•of
rate-of $50
Pensions,
lieu
she is
is now
receiving.
now receiving.
that she
of that
lieu of
Pensionser
Della
Elder.
The name of Della Elder, helpless and dependent daughter of
of
William T. Elder, late of Company G, Eighty-first
Eighty-first Regiment
Regiment InIndiana Volunteer
a pension at the rate of $20
$20
Volunteer Infantry, and pay her a
per
per month.
month.
John S. Nixon.
The name of John S. Nixon, helpless and dependent
son of
dependent son
of WilWilI, One hundred and
liam S. Nixon, late of Company
Company I
and forty-third
Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Volunteer Infantrly,
and pay
pay him
him a
pension at
Indiana Volunteer
Infantry, and
a pension
at the
the
month.
Pensions
increased.
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month.
rate
Pensionsincreased.
Elizabeth
T. StallJ.
StallIDElizabeth
gs.
The name
name of
J. Stallings,
Stallings, widow of Henry C. Stallings,
ings.
The
of Elizabeth
Elizabeth J.
late of Company
Company G,
0, Thirty-eighth Regiment Indiana Volunteer InInfantry, and pay her a
a pension at the rate of $50 per month in lieu
Sarah
of that
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
of
that she
Sarah E.. Bender.
Bender.
she is
The name of Sarah E. Bender, widow of Joseph C. Bender, late
of Company D, Sixth Regiment Ohio Volunteer Infantry, and Companies H
Thirteenth Regiment Ohio
H and K, Thirteenth
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry,
and
her a
at the
ra t
e o
$50 per
per mont
hi
n lieu
li
eu of
that
and pay
pay her
a pension
pension at
the rate
off$50
month
in
of that
she is
is now
now receiving.
Carrie
receiving.
she
Carrie Thompson.
Thompson.
The name of Carrie Thompson,
Thompson 'widow
widow of
of Sanford
Sanford S.
Thompson,
S. Thompson,
late boatswain's mate,
United States
Navy, Civil
Civil War,
War, and
her
mate, United
States Navy,
and pay
pay her
a pension at the rate
a
rate of $50
$50 per month in lieu of that she is now
receiving.
receiving.
Mandy Clapper.
Clapper.
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Pension.
Metlin, widow
widow of James
The
E. Metlin,
James C. Metlin, late of Pension.
The name
name of Mary
Mary E.
Company H,
n y A,
g hth RegiMary E. Metlin.
Regi- Mary
A, Ei
Eighth
and Compa
Company
Regiment, and
H, Sixty-third
Sixty-third Regiment,
Company
rate
Volunteer Infantry, and pay her aapension at the rate
ment, Illinois Volunteer
of $30
$30 per month.
Pensions increased.
Pensionsincreased.
The name
name of
of Harriet
E. Brothers,
Brothers, widow
Brothers, late
Harriet E.
E- Brothers,
Brothers
late Harriet
widow of
of Frank
Frank Brothers,
Harriet E.
The
Regiment Pennsylof
Company B,
B, One
hundred and
and forty-second
forty-second Regiment
One hundred
of Company
vania
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
her a
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
$50
vania Volunteer
pay her
of $50
per
month in
lieu of
that she
is now
receiving.
now receiving.
per month
in lieu
of that
she is
Elizabeth Secrist.
The
name of
of Elizabeth
Elizabeth Secrist,
widow of
The name
Secrist, widow
of Jesse
Jesse Secrist,
Secrist, late
late of
of EliabethSec n stCompany
Third Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Volunteer
Provisional Volunteer
Pennsylvania Provisional
K, Third
Company K,
Cavalry,
and pay
pension at the
$50 per month in
in lieu
the rate
rate of
of $50
her a
a pension
pay her
Cavalry, and
of that
that she is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Pension.
Pension.
of
The
of Mary
A. Winn,
widow of
of Joel
Joel T.
T. Winn,
Winn, late
late of
A. Winn.
Mary A
Winnof CornCor- Mary
Winn, widow
Mary A.
The name
name of
pany
A, Ninety-first
Ninety-first Regiment
Regiment New
New York
York Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and
Infantry, and
pany A,
Battery L,
L, First
First Regiment
United States
States Volunteer
Regiment United
Volunteer Artillery,
Artillery, and
and
Battery
Pensionsincreased.
pay
her a
at the
of $30
Pensions
increased.
per month.
month.
rate of
$30 per
the rate
a pension
pension at
pay her
The name
Alice Gormley,
widow of
of Daniel
Daniel Gormley,
Gormley, late
of Alice Gormley.
ormley.
late of
Gormley, widow
of Alice
name of
The
Company
E, One
seventy-sixth Regiment
Ohio VolunVolunRegiment Ohio
and seventy-sixth
One hundred
hundred and
Company E,
teer
of $40
$40 per
rate of
per month
month
her aa.pension
pension at
at the
the rate
teer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
in lieu
lieu of
that she
she is
receiving.
is now
now receiving
of that
in
The name
name of
widow of
Ella L. Norwood.
J. Norwood,
Norwood, EllL.Norwood.
of Howard
Howard J.
of Ella
Ella L.
L. Norwood,
Norwood, widow
The
Militia Volunteer
late
Company H,
H, Fifth Regiment
Massachusetts Militia
Volunteer
Regiment Massachusetts
late of
of Company
Infantry,
and pay
pay her
pension at
at the
month in
lieu
the rate
rate of
of $50
$50 per
per month
in lieu
Infantry, and
her a
a pension
of
that she
she is
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
of that
The name
name of
of Emeline
Harvey, widow
of William
Harvey, late
late Emeline
Harvey.
melnearvey
widow of
William Harvey,
Emeline Harvey,
The
of
Regiment Iowa
Iowa Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Fourteenth Regiment
of Company
Company A,
A, Fourteenth
and
her a
apension
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $50
$50 per
per month
that she
she Prosos
in lieu
lieu of
of that
month in
at the
pay her
and pay
is now
now receiving:
receiving: Provided,
Provided, That
in the
the event
death of
on
of Nellie
Nellie Increase to cease on
of the
the death
event of
That in
is
Mae Harvey,
helpless and
daughter of
of said
said Emeline
and death
death of child.
child.
Emeline and
dependent daughter
and dependent
Harvey, helpless
Mae
William
the additional
additional pension
herein granted
cease death
i to chd on
ensio
granted shall
shall cease
pension herein
William Harvey,
Harvey, the
and
determine: And
provided further,
further, That
Ms.
o
fmother.
mother.
the event of the deathof
That in
in the
And provided
and determine:
death
Emeline Harvey,
the name
name of
of said
said Nellie
Harvey shall
shall
Mae Harvey
Nellie Mae
Harvey, the
of Emeline
death of
be placed
placed on
roll, subject
subject to
provisions and
and limitations
limitations
to the
the provisions
on the
the pension
pension roll,
be
of
laws, at
per month
from and
after the
and after
month from
of $20
$20 per
at the
the rate
rate of
of the
the pension
pension laws,
date of
of death
death of
of said
Emeline Harvey.
Pension.
Pension.
said Emeline
Harvey.
date
The name
name of
Adelaide M.
Clark, late
Adelaide
M Clark
Adelaide M.
lateClark.
B. Clark,
Newell B.
of Newell
widow of
M. Clark,
Clark, widow
of Adelaide
The
unassigned, Sixtieth
Sixtieth Regiment
New York
York Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
Regiment New
unassigned,
pay
pension at
the rate
per month.
month.
Pensions Increased.
Pensionsincreased.
of $30
$30 per
rate of
at the
her aapension
pay her
o
The name
name of
Sarah E.
of Marmaduke
Doan, late
late Sarah
Sivah E.
Doan.
anE D
R. Doan,
Marmaduke R.
Doan, widow
widow of
E. Doan,
of Sarah
The
of Company
F, One
One hundred
and fourth
Pennsylvania
Regiment Pennsylvania
fourth Regiment
hundred and
Company F,
of
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
$50 per
per
of $50
at the
the rate
rate of
pension at
pay her
her aapension
Infantry, and
Volunteer
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
is now
receiving.
Sprague.
month
now receiving.
Mary V.. Sprague
The
Mary V.
Sprague, widow
widow of
of Albert
Albert H.
Sprague, late
late
H. Sprague,
V. Sprague,
of Mary
name of
The name
of Second
Second Independent
Battery Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
and
Light Artillery,
Artillery, and
Volunteer Light
Independent Battery
of
pay
her aapension
pension at
at the
month in
in lieu
that she
she is
is
of that
lieu of
per month
rate of
of $50
$50 per
the rate
pay her
now receiving.
Hester A.
McLuen.
A. lUcLuen.
The
name of
widow of
of James
James F.
McLuen, late
late
F. McLuen,
McLuen, widow
A. McLuen,
Hester A.
of Hester
The name
of
Company E,
E, Thirty-ninth
Thirty-ninth Regiment
Regiment Iowa
Iowa Volunteer
Infantry,
Volunteer Infantry,
of Company
and
pay her
her aapension
pension at
at the
of $40
per month
in lieu
lieu of
that
of that
month in
$40 per
rate of
the rate
and pay
Pensions.
she is
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
she
The name
of Annie
Annie M.
Marsh, widow
of Augustus
Marsh.
M. Marsh.
Anne M.
late Annie
Marsh, late
A. Marsh,
Augustus A.
widow of
M. Marsh,
The
name of
of Company
Company H,
H, One
One hundred
hundred and
and forty-sixth
Illinois
Regiment Illinois
forty-sixth Regiment
of
Volunteer
Infantry, and
the rate
$30 per
per
rate of
of $30
at the
her a
a pension
pension at
and pay
pay her
Volunteer Infantry,
P

r

°r

in

.

on to

month.
month.
The
Lewis Grignon,
and dependent
dependent son
son of
of
helpless and
Grignon, helpless
of Lewis
The name
name of
Andrew Grignon,
late of
Company B,
B, Twenty-first
WisRegiment WisTwenty-first Regiment
of Company
Grignon, late
Andrew
consin Volunteer
Infantry and
and pay
him a
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20
at the
a pension
pension at
pay him
Volunteer Infantry
consin
per
per month.
month.
The name of
of Elizabeth Hatch, widow of Charles Hatch, alias
Charles
H. Lord,
Lord, late
of Company
Regiment Maine
VolunMaine VolunB, First
First Regiment
Company B,
late of
Charles H.

child

Lewis
Lewis Grignon.
Grignon.

Elizabeth Hatch.
Hatch.

on
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teer
Artillery, and
and pay
pay her
her a
rate of
of $30
per
$30 per
the rate
at the
pension at
a pension
Heavy Artillery,
teer Heavy
month.
Harriet
Goodale.
The
name of
Harriet E.
Goodale, widow
widow of
of Jude
of
late of
Goodale, late
Jude Goodale,
E. Goodale,
of Harriet
The name
E. Goodale.
Harriet E.
Company
B,
Fifty-second
Regiment
Pennsylvania
Volunteer
InVolunteer
Pennsylvania
Company B, Fifty-second Regiment
fantry, and
Company C,
C, Eleventh
Volunteer
Indiana Volunteer
Regiment Indiana
Eleventh Regiment
and Company
fantry,
Pensions increased
Cavalry, and
her a
a pension
pension at the rate of $30 per month.
pay her
and pay
Cavalry,
Pensionsincreased
Susan
M. Lambert.
The
Lambert, widow
widow of
of James
James A.
late
Lambert, late
A. Lambert,
of Susan
Susan M.
M. Lambert,
The name
name of
Lambert.
Susan M.
of Company
Company I,
Infantry,
Volunteer Infantry,
Connecticut Volunteer
Regiment Connecticut
I, Second
Second Regiment
of
and pay
pay her
pension at
at the
month in
that
in lieu
lieu of that
per month
$50 per
of $50
the rate
rate of
her aapension
and
she
is
now receiving.
receiving.
she
is
now
mily
Sad.
Emily Sanders.
The
name of
of Emily
Sanders widow of
Zachariah P.
P. Sanders, late
of Zachariah
Emily Sanders,
The name
Em
anders.
of
Twenty-third Regiment
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
E, Twenty-third
of Company
Company E,
and
her a
at the
the rate
per month in lieu
that
lieu of that
of $50
$50 per
rate of
a pension
pension at
pay her
and pay
Pensions.
Pensions.
now receiving.
she
is
receiving.
Eva L. Little.
Eva
L. Little.
The name of Eva L. Little, widow of William Little, late of Company
H, One
One hundred
hundred and
twenty-eighth Regiment
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer
Regiment Ohio
and twenty-eighth
pany H,
Infantry,
pay her
her a
at the
of $30
per month.
month.
$30 per
the rate
rate of
a pension
pension at
and pay
Infantry, and
Mary
Wimbles.
The name
name of
Mary J.
J. Wimbles
widow of
of Henry
Henry P.
P. Wimbles,
late
Wimbles, late
Wimbles,'widow
of Mary
The
Mary J.. Wimbles.
of
Company H,
H, First
First Regiment
Regiment Michigan
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
Michigan Volunteer
of Company
at the
the rate
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
rate of
pension at
a pension
her a
- pay
pay her
n
Elizabeth M. H
The name
M. Humphreys
HumW. HumJohn W.
of John
widow of
Humphreys,.,widow
Elizabeth M.
of Elizabeth
name of
m- The
M Humphbysth
phreys.
plareys,
Company G,
Fourth Regiment
Regiment Provisional
Enrolled
Provisional Enrolled
G, Fourth
of Company
late of
phreys, late
Pensions Increased.
Missouri
Militia and pay her a
a pension at the rate of $30 per month.
Missouri Militia,
Pensionsincreased.
Susan
of 'Susan
K. Bentz,
of Isaac
Isaac E.
Bentz, late
E. Bentz,
late of
of
Susan K.
Bentz, widow
widow of
K. Bentz.
Bentz.
The name
name of
usan B.
Company
C, Seventeenth
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry,
Seventeenth Regiment
Company C,
and
pay her
the rate
in lieu of that she
per month
month in
$50 per
rate of $50
at the
pension at
her aapension
and pay
is
receiving.
is now
now receiving.
Melissa Bigler
Bigler,
The name of Melissa Bigler,
of
Bigler widow of John W. Bigler, late of
Melissa
InCompany
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Reserve Volunteer
Volunteer InFifth Regiment
Company C, Fifth
fantry,
a pension at the rate of $50 per month in lieu
fantry, and pay her a
of
that
she
is
now
receiving.
receiving.
now
is
she
that
of
Pensions.
Pensions.
The name of
of Margaret
Margaret E.
Margaret E.
E. Ulrich.
E. Ulrich, helpless and dependent daughter
daughter
of George Ulrich, late of Company L, Fifteenth Regiment Pennsyl$20
a pension at the rate of $20
vania Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and pay her a
guardian.
through aalegally appointed guardian.
per month
month through
Th
ofSarah
Sarah L.
widow of
of Thomas
of
Shill, late
late of
Thomas J.
J. Shill,
Thee name of
L. Shill,
Shill, widow
L. Shill.
Shill.
Sarah L.
Twenty-sixth Regiment Indiana Volunteer
Company
Company G, Twenty-sixth
Volunteer Infantry,
and
her a
at the
of $30
$30 per
month.
and pay
pay her
a pension
pension at
the rate
rate of
per month.
The name of
of Mary
Mary
late of ComMary 0.
0. Shaw.
Shaw.
Mary O.
0. Shaw, widow of John S. Shaw, late
hundred and thirty-fourth
thirty-fourth Regiment
Regiment Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer
pany D, One hundred
Erskine
A.
Cole, Infantry,
pay her
her a
apension
at the
rate of
of $30
per month.
$30 per
the rate
pension at
and pay
Infantry, and
A. Cole,
Erskine
The
name
Erskine A. Cole, alias
alias Charles Stickels, late of ComComalias Charles Stickels.
The na
me of
ofErskine
pany
Vermont Volunteer
pany E, Tenth Regiment Vermont
Volunteer Infantry, and Company
Fifty-fourth Regiment
Regiment New York Volunteer Infantry, and pay
B, Fifty-fourth
$50 per month without deduction
for
deduction for
him a
a pension at the rate of $50
Pensions increased.
increased,
former
erroneous payments.
former erroneous
Pensions
Nancy Jane
Jane Bush.
Bush.
The
name of
of Nancy
Nancy Jane
Bush, widow
widow of
of Albert
Albert R.
late
Jane Bush,
Bush, late
The name
R. Bush,
Nancy
of Company G, Fifty-fourth
Fifty-fourth Regiment
Regiment Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer Mounted
Mounted
Infantry,
Infantry, and pay her a
apension at the rate of $50
$50 per month in lieu
lieu
of that she is now receiving.
receiving.
Anna E.
E. Ward.
The name
of Anna E.
widow of
James Ward,
Ward, late
The
name of
E. Ward,
Ward, widow
of James
late of
of ComComhundred and twenty-second
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
pany E, One hundred
twenty-second Regiment
Volunteer
Infantry, and pay her a
apension at the rate of $40 per month in lieu
Pensions,
of that
that she is now receiving.
Pensions.
Anna
The name of Anna
Anna G.. Murray.
Murray.
Anna G. Murray,
Murray, widow of Joseph Murray, alias
Twenty- ni
nth Regiment
Regi
mentUnited
United
John Townsend,
Townsend, late
late of
of Company K,
K, Twenty-ninth
a pension at the
States Colored Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay her a
rate
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month
rate of
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Bella M.
Getty.
M. Getty.
Bella

The name
name of
of Bella
widow of John F. Getty, late of FourGetty, widow
M. Getty,
Bella M.
The

teenth
Volunteer Light Artillery,
Artillery, and pay her a
apenBattery Ohio Volunteer
teenth Battery

sion at
at the
per month.
month.
$30 per
of $30
rate of
the rate
sion
Mathewson,
The name
of Mary
Mary A.
A. Mathewson,
Mathewson, widow
of George
George Mathewson,
widow of
name of
The
Infantry, S
Volunteer
late
of
Company
C,
Tenth
Regiment
Minnesota
Volunteer
Minnesota
Regiment
Tenth
C,
Company
of
late
and pay
pay her
her a
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $50 per month in lieu of that
a pension
and
she is
receiving.
now receiving.
she
is now
The name
Stratton, widow
W. Stratton, late
Samuel W.
of Samuel
widow of
Clarissa Stratton,
of Clarissa
name of
The
of
Company
E,
Twenty-third
Regiment
Indiana
Volunteer
Infantry,
Infantry,
Volunteer
Indiana
Regiment
Twenty-third
E,
of Company
and pay
per month.
$30 per
of $30
rate of
the rate
at the
pension at
her aapension
pay her
and
The name
Kate G.
G. Caton,
Caton, widow
widow of
T. Caton, late of
Henry T.
of Henry
of Kate
name of
The
Companies
G and
and E,
E, One
and twenty-sixth
twenty-sixth Regiment New
hundred and
One hundred
Companies G
York
Volunteer Infantry,
her a
pension at the rate of $50
$50
a pension
pay her
and pay
Infantry, and
York Volunteer
per
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
in lieu
month in
per month
The name
of Effie
Effie F.
F. Myers,
Myers, widow
widow of
James A. Myers,
Myers late of
of James
name of
The
Company
G,
Thirteenth
Regiment
Maryland
Volunteer
Infantry,
Volunteer
Maryland
Company G, Thirteenth Regiment
and
pay her
her a
pension at
rate of
of $30
per month.
month.e
$30 per
the rate
at the
a pension
and pay
widow of Willard S. Boots, late of
The name
Belle Boots,
Boots ' widow
of Belle
name of
The
Company L,
L, First
First Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Volunteer Heavy Artillery, and
Ohio Volunteer
Company
pay
pension at the rate of $30 per month.
her aapension
pay her
The name
name of
of Kitty
A. Freeman,
Freeman, widow
Freeman, late
of Jesse K. Freeman,
widow of
Kitty A.
The
Infantry,
of
Company
H,
Eleventh
Regiment
Kentucky
Volunteer
Infantry,
Volunteer
Kentucky
Regiment
Eleventh
H,
of Company
and pay
pay her
pension at
at the
the rate of $50 per month in lieu of that
her aapension
and

Pension increased.
Mary A. Mathew.

now receivig.
receiving.
now
The
Bowman, widow
Peter A.
A. Bowman
Bowman, late
of Peter
widow of
A. Bowman,
Mary A.
of Mary
name of
The name
Pennsylvania Volof
F, Two
Two hundred
hundred and first Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania:VolCompany F,
of Company
unteer Infantry,
and pay
pension at
$50 per
month
per month
of $50
rate of
the rate
at the
a pension
her a
pay her
Infantry, and
unteer
in
lieu of
that she
she is
is now
Provided. That in the event
receiving: Provided.
now receiving:
of that
in lieu
of the
death of
of William
William D.
Bowman, helpless
and dependent
dependent son of
helpless and
D. Bowman,
the death
of
said Mary
Mary A.
and Peter
A. Bowman,
the additional
pension herein
herein
additional pension
Bowman, the
Peter A.
A. and
said
oranted shall
cease and
determine: And
further, That in
provided further,
And provided
and determine:
shall cease
granted
'the event
event of
the death
Mary A.
A. Bowman,
the name
name of
of said
said William
William
Bowman, the
of Mary
death of
of the
the

Mary
A. Bowman.
M y A.

increased.

Mary A. Mathew.

SOD.

Pension.

Pension.
Clarissa stratton.
.3tratton.

Clarissa

Pension increased.
increased.
Kate
Caton.
G. Caton.
Kate G.

Pensions.
Pensions.
Effie
F. Myers.
Myers.
Effe F.
B.

Belle Boots.

Pension increased.
Kitty A. Freeman.
Kitty A Freeman

Pensions.
Pensions.
she
now receiving.
is now
she is
Jemima A. Taylor.
Taylor.
L. Taylor, JemnA.
The name
name of
A. Taylor,
William L.
widow of William
Taylor, widow
Jemima A.
of Jemima
The
late
Company K,
S, Sixty-fifth
Regiment Ohio Volunteer Infantry,
Sixty-fifth Regiment
of Company
late of
and
pension at
at the
the rate
per month.
month.
Cochrane.
F. Cochrane.
Jan F.
$30 per
of $30
rate of
Jane
a pension
her a
pay her
and pay
The
name of
Russell Cochrane,
Cochrane, late
widow of Russell
Cochrane, widow
F. Cochrane,
Jane F.
of Jane
The name
Artillery, and
of Fifteenth
Fifteenth Battery,
Volunteer Light Artillery,
Massachusetts Volunteer
Battery, Massachusetts
of
Veats.
F. Veats.
Jlia F.
pay her
at the
the rate
per month.
month.
$30 per
of $30
rate of
Julia
pension at
a pension
her a
pay
The
name of
of Julia
former widow
widow of John
John Gannon, late
Veats, former
F. Vests,
Julia F.
The name
of
K 2 Fifth
Connecticut Volunteer
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Connecticut
Fifth Regiment
Company K,
of Company
Jule Cowan.
cowan.
pay
her
a
pension
at
the
rate
of
$30
per
month.
Julie
pay her a pension at the rate of $30 per month.
The name
of Julie
Julie Cowan,
Cowan, widow
widow of
of Philo
Philo J.
Cowan, late of ComJ. Cowan,
name of
The
pany
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry, and pay
Regiment Illinois
Seventeenth Regiment
F, Seventeenth
pany F,
Pensions
increased.
Pensions increased.
her
at the
the rate
rate of $30 per month.
pension at
a pension
her a
Mary Stewart.
StewartMary
late
A.
The
name
of
Mary
Stewart,
of
William
Stewart,
of
William
of
widow
Stewart,
Mary
The name of
Company H,
Regiment Indiana
Infantry,
Volunteer Infantry,
Indiana Volunteer
Forty-seventh Regiment
H, Forty-seventh
Company
and
pay her
pension at
rate of
of $50
month, through
through aalegally
per month,
$50 per
the rate
at the
her aapension
and pay
Maron
appointed
she is
is now
receiving.
now receiving.
that she
Marion L.
L. Tyler.
of that
lieu of
in lieu
guardian, in
appointed guardian,
The
name of
L. Tyler,
Tyler, widow
widow of
Elnathan B. Tyler, late
of Elnathan
Marion L.
of Marion
The name
of
B, Fourteenth
Connecticut Volunteer
InVolunteer InRegiment Connecticut
Fourteenth Regiment
Company B,
of Company
fantry,
and
unassigned,
First
Battalion,
Veteran
Reserve
Corps,
Reserve
Veteran
Battalion,
First
unassigned,
and
fantry,
and
pay her
her a
a pension
pension at
the rate
rate of
$50 per
month in lieu of that Pension.
per month
of $50
at the
and pay
Pension.
Mary E. Goodsell.
she
is
now
receiving.
she is now receiving.
The
name
of
Mary
E.
Goodsell,
widow
of
Theodore
W.
Goodsell,
Goodsell,
W.
Theodore
The name of Marv E. Goodsell, widow of
late of
C, Ninety-fifth
Regiment Illinois Volunteer InInNinety-fifth Regiment
Company C,
of Company
late
Pensions increased.
fantry,
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month.
Pesions
month.
Helen
L. increased.
Huff.
a pension
pension at
her a
pay her
and pay
fantry, and
uff
en
The
name
of
Helen
L.
Huff,
widow
of
William
H.
Huff,
late
of
late
Huff,
H.
William
of
widow
Huff,
L.
Helen
of
The name
Company
C, Seventeenth
Seventeenth Regiment
Infantry, and
and
Volunteer Infantry,
Iowa Volunteer
Regiment Iowa
Company C,
pay
her a
apension
pension at
at the
rate of
of $50
$50 per
per month
in lieu
that she
is
she is
of that
lieu of
month in
the rate
pay her

ar

Prs
Provisos.
Increase to cease on
to cease on
Increase
death
of child.
deathof chid.
Peitsion
child on
Peion to child

death of mother.
ofmother.
death
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D. Bowman
Bowman shall
placed on
on the
pension roll,
roll, subject
prothe prosubject to the
the pension
be placed
shall be
D.
per
visions and
limitations of
the pension
the rate of $20 per
at the
laws, at
pension laws,
of the
and limitations
visions

Pension.

month from
and after
the date
date of
death of
said Mary
Mary A.
Bowman.
A. Bowman.
of said
of death
after the
from and
month

The name
name of
of Emma
Post, widow
widow of
Eldad Post,
Company
late of Company
Post, late
of Eldad
Emma Post,
The
D, Forty-seventh
Forty-seventh Regiment
Regiment Wisconsin
Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay
D,
her aapension
at the
the rate
$30 per
per month.
month.
of $30
rate of
pension at
her
Pensions
increased.
Pension increased.
Annie C.
of
late of
The
name of
Annie C.
C. Frazee,
widow of
of Francis M.
Frazee, late
M. Frazee,
Frazee, widow
of Annie
The name
C. Frazee.
Frazee.
Annie
Company G,
Sixth Regiment
Regiment West
West Virginia
Volunteer Infantry, and
Virginia Volunteer
G, Sixth
Company
pay her
her a
apension
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that she is
per month
of $50
$50 per
rate of
the rate
at the
pension at
pay
Emma Post.

Emma Post.

Rebecca
ebecca Murray.
Murray.

now receiving.
receiving.
now
The
name of
Murray, former
former widow
of Moses
Moses Keeny,
Keeny, late
late
widow of
of Rebecca
Rebecca Murray,
The name

of
F, Ninety-first
Volunteer Infantry, and
Ohio Volunteer
Regiment Ohio
Ninety-first Regiment
Company F,
of Company
pay
her a
pension at
the rate
rate of
month in lieu of that she is
per month
$50 per
of $50
at the
a pension
pay her
now receiving.
Lurettie
L. Morse.
J. Morse, late of
The name of Lurettie
Mors.
Lurettie L.
Lurettie L. Morse, widow of Andrew J.
of
Company
Vermont Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
Regiment Vermont
Eighth Regiment
E, Eighth
Company E,
pay
her a
pension at
at the
the rate
$40 per
month in
of that she
in lieu
lieu of
per month
of $40
rate of
a pension
pay her
is
receiving.
now receiving.
is now
Rosanne E.
The name
of Rosaline
Rosaline E.
Palmer, late
Rosaine
E. Palmer.
amer.
The
name of
E. Palmer,
Palmer widow
widow of
of William
William Palmer,
late
of
B, Ninth
Ninth Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
pay
and pay
Company B,
of Company
her
pension at
of $40
$40 per
month in
in lieu
of that
now
that she is now
lieu of
per month
rate of
the rate
at the
her aapension
receiving.
receiving.
Pensions.
Pensions.
Sate Irwin.
• The
of Kate
of Isaiah
T. Irwin,
Irwin, late
late of
of ComComIsaiah T.
widow of
Irwin, widow
Kate Irwin,
name of
The name
Irwin.
Kate
pany D,
Second Regiment
Regiment Missouri
State Militia
Militia Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry,
Missouri State
D, Second
pany
and
pay her
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
month.
per month.
$30 per
of $30
her aapension
and pay
Augusta Chapman.
The
name of
of Augusta
Chapman, widow
widow of
of Abram
Abram Chapman, late
A usta Chapman,
The name
Augsta Chapman.
of
Company K,
Fifty-ninth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry, and
and
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
K, Fifty-ninth
of Company
a pension at the rate of $30 per month.
Pension increased.
Increased.
pay her a
pay
Pension
Elizabeth Corkett.
The name
K. Corkett,
Corkett, late
Elizabeth Corkett, widow of John K.
name of
of Elizabeth
he
Elizabeth Corkett.
of
Independent -Battery Wisconsin
Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer Light
Light
Thirteenth Independent
of Thirteenth
Artillery,
the rate
rate of $50 per month in lieu
pension at the
pay her
her aapension
and pay
Artillery, and
of that she is now receiving.
receiving.
Pensions.
Pensions.
Mary H. Von Branof
The
Ban
V
dsa.
name
Mary
H. Von Brandis, widow of William
William Von
dis.
Brandis
alias
William
Brandis
late
of
Company
D,
One hundred
hundred
Company
late
Brandis, alias William Brandis,
and thirty-first
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay
York Volunteer
Regiment New 'York
thirty-first Regiment
and
her
pension at
at the
the rate
of $30
$30 per
month.
per month.
rate of
her aapension
Elizabeth A. HarHarringC. HarringA. Har- The name of Elizabeth
Elibeth
Elizabeth A.
A. Harrington,
Harrington widow
widow of
of Ai
Ai C.
rington.
ton,
late
of
Company
Fifth
Regiment
'Maine
Volunteer
Infantry,
Volunteer
Maine
Regiment
D,
ton, late of Company
pension at the rate of $30 per month.
a pension
pay her a
and pay
Mary L.
name of Mary L. Danforth, widow of Lyman Danforth, late
The name
L. Danforth.
Danforth.
Mary
Nineteenth Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Company H, Nineteenth
of Company
and pay her aapension at the rate of $30 per month.
Barbara Grant.
of
Henry N. Grant, late of
of Henry
The name
of Barbara
Barbara Grant,
widow of
Grant, widow
name of
The
Grant.
Barbara
her
Company
F, Second
Second Regiment Iowa Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry, and pay
pay her
Company F,
pension at
rate of
per month.
month.
of $30
$30 per
the rate
at the
aapension
Pension increased.
increased.
Catharine B.
B. Bittle.
of
Bittle.
Catharine
The name of Catharine B. Bittle,
Bittle widow of John Bittle, late of
Company A,
Pennsylvania
and sixty-fifth Regiment Pennsylvania
hundred and
A, One
One hundred
Company
Drafted
$50 per
per
a pension at the rate of $50
Drafted Infantry, and pay her a
month in
receiving.
now receiving.
that she is now
in lieu of that
month
Pension.
Laura B. Smith.
Smith late
Lra B. Smith.
The name of Laura B. Smith, widow of Rhoades
Rhoades Smith,
Regiment Illinois
thirty-fifth Regiment
of Company
Company D, One hundred and thirty-fifth
per
a pension
Volunteer
Infantry, and pay her a
pension at the rate of $30 per
Volunteer Infantry,
month.
month.
Pensions increased.
increased.
Theresa A. Hunter.
Williahn M. Hunter,
The name of Theresa
A. Hunter,
Hunter, widow of Willitiln
Theresa A.
Theresa A. Hunter.
Regiment Missouri Volunteer
Company B, Fifteenth Regiment
Volunteer Cavalry,
late of Company
that
a pension at the rate of $50 per month in lieu of that
and pay her a
she is
now receiving.
receiving.
is
now
she
Harriet F. Gould.
Harriet E.
E. Gould, widow of Harvey W. Gould, late
The name of Harriet
ariet F. Ood.
Massachusetts Volunteer Inof Company I, Fifty-seventh
Fifty-seventh Regiment
Regiment Massachusetts
fantry, and pay her a
rate of $40 per month in lieu
a pension at the rate
of that she is now receiving.
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Ferris
E Ferris.
Jeanette E.
Ferris, Jeanette
The
name of
E. Ferris,
Ferris, widow
of De
De Forest
W. Ferris,
Forest W.
widow of
Jeanette E.
of Jeanette
The name
late of
E, Sixth
Volunteer InInConnecticut Volunteer
Regiment Connecticut
Sixth Regiment
Company E,
of Company
late
fantry,
pension at
of $50
$50 per
per month in lieu
rate of
the rate
at the
her aa pension
pay her
and pay
fantry, and
Pensions.
of
she is
is now
receiving.
now receiving.
that she
of that
The
name
of
Rohama
Crosley,
widow
of
Crosley,
Rohama Crosley.
Crosley.
junior,
Crosley,
Ross
of
widow
Crosley,
Rohama
of
name
The
Inlate
of Company
Company E,
E, Nineteenth
Nineteenth Regiment
Volunteer InIowa Volunteer
Regiment Iowa
late of
Catharine . Wake
fantry,
and pay
pay her
her a
a pension
pension at
$30 per
per month.
of $30
rate of
the rate
at the
fantry, and
Catharine S. WakeThe name
Catharine S.
Wakefield, widow of Miles D. WakeWake - field.
fieki.
S. Wakefield,
of Catharine
name of
The
field, late
late of
of Company
Forty-third Regiment
Volunteer InInRegiment Ohio Volunteer
H, Forty-third
Company H,
field,
Aimaria Hemstreet.
fantry, and
her a
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
$30 per
month.
per month.
of $30
a pension
pay her
and pay
fantry,
The
name
of
Almaria
Hemstreet,
widow
of
Alvin
L.
Hemstreet,
Almeria Hemstreet.
Hemstreet,
L.
Alvin
of
widow
Hemstreet,
Almaria
of
The name
Volunteer
late of
of Company
Company K,
Regiment New York Volunteer
Forty-fourth Regiment
K, Forty-fourth
late

Pension increased.
Infantry,
pay her
her a
pension at the
the rate of $30 per month.
a pension
and pay
Infantry, and
BurketDaniel
of
dependent
The
name
of
Daniel
Burket,
helpless
dependent
son
Daniel
Burket.
and
helpless
The name of Daniel Burket,
Joseph Burket,
Burket, late
late of
Company E,
Second Regiment Tennessee VolE, Second
of Company
Joseph
unteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
pension at
at the
the rate of $20 per
him aa pension
Infantry, and
unteer
Pensions.
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
month
The
Elizabeth Thomas,
former *widow of
of Thomas
Thomas Utz, Elizabeth
Elizabeth Thomas.
Thomas, former'widow
of Elizabeth
name of
The name
United
late
Company F,
hundred and
and seventeenth
Regiment United
seventeenth Regiment
One hundred
F, One
of Company
late of
States Colored
Colored Volunteer
and pay
pay her
her a
pension at
at the
the
a pension
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
States
per month.
rate
of $30
John Charleston.
$30 per
rate of
o Chlt
The name
John Charleston,
Charleston, late
Company un
G, Twenty-first
late of Company
of John
name of
The
aa pension at
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
h"
Infantry, and pay him
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment
ara.s.
the rate
rate of
of $50
$50 per
per month.
month.
the
The name
of Sarah
Sarah, J.
J. Burns,
widow of
James Burns,
Burns, late
late of
of Sarah J. Burns.
of James
Burns, widow
The name of
Company
G, Thirteenth
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
Regiment Indiana
Thirteenth Regiment
Company G,
increased.
Pension Increased.
pay
pension at
at the
the rate
month.
per month.
$30 per
of $30
rate of
her aapension
pay her
The
name
of
Ella
Littlefield,
widow
of
Darwin
S.
Littlefield,
Ella
Littlefield.
Lttlefied.
Ella
Littlefield,
S.
Darwin
of
widow
Littlefield,
The name of Ella
late
hundred and
and fifty-first
fifty-first Regiment
Regiment New
One hundred
A, One
Company A,
of Company
late of
$50
the rate of $50
at
York
Volunteer
Infantry,
and
pay
her
a
pension
pension
a
her
pay
and
Infantry,
York Volunteer
Pensions.
per
that she
she is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
of that
lieu of
in lieu
month in
per month
Pafn.
Mary
Company
late
The
name
of
Mary
Pfaff,
widow
of
John
Pfaff,
late
of
Company
Mary Pfaff.
Pfaff,
John
of
widow
Pfaff,
Mary
of
name
The
pension
a
her
pay
and
K,
Third
Regiment
Ohio
Volunteer
Cavalry,
a
pension
K, Third Regiment Ohio Volunteer Cavalry,
Mary mith
at
rate of
of $30
$30 per
month.
per month.
the rate
at the
The
and dependent
Mary Smith.
mit
of M
daughter of
dependent daughter
helpless and
Smith, helpless
Mary Smith,
of Mary
name of
The name
Frederick Smith,
Smith, late
late of
of Company
Company C,
Fifteenth Regiment
Regiment Michigan
Michigan
C, Fifteenth
Frederick
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay her
pension at the rate of $20 per
her aa pension
and pay
Volunteer
incresed.
month through
appointed guardian.ensio
guardian.
legally appointed
a legally
through a
month
The
Sarah A.
Bryan, late
Pensions
increased.
saran.Bryand.
late Sarah
A. Bryan.
P. Bryan,
Walter P.
of Walter
widow of
Bryan, widow
A. Bryan,
of Sarah
name of
The name
of
Connecticut Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Connecticut
Fifteenth Regiment
G, Fifteenth
Company G,
of Company
and pay
pay her
of $50
per month
lieu of that she
in lieu
month in
$50 per
rate of
the rate
at the
pension at
a pension
her a
and
is
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
The name
name of
Sarah Hall,
widow of
of Ira
D. Hall,
Hall, late
late of
Company Sarahh H.
Hall.
of Company
Ira D.
Hall, widow
of Sarah
The
H,
Regiment Kentucky
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
Kentucky Volunteer
Forty-seventh Regiment
H, Forty-seventh
Company D,
D, Fourth
Fourth Regiment
Volunteer Mounted
Mounted InKentucky Volunteer
Regiment Kentucky
Company
fantry,
and
pay
her
a
pension
at
the
rate
of
$36
per
month
in lieu of
of
$36
of
rate
the
at
pension
a
her
pay
and
fantry,
Increase to cease on
that
now receiving
as the
the natural
natural guardian
guardian of Mattie
on
Hall, aa Incr
Mattie Hall,
receiving as
is now
she is
that she
minor
daughter of
of said
said Sarah
Sarah and
Ira D.
Hall, $6
$6 of
of the
amount death or maturity of
the amount
D. Hall,
and Ira
minor daughter
child '
to cease
cease and
and determine
when the
said minor
minor daughter, Mattie Hall, child
the said
determine when
to
attains the
age of
sixteen years,
event of her death.
the event
in the
or in
years, or
of sixteen
the age
attains
Pensions.
rendaBrown.
The name
Brown, widow
widow of
Brown late of Clarenda
Brown.
Thomas Brown,
of Thomas
Clarenda Brown,
of Clarenda
name of
The
Company
D,
Thirtieth
Regiment
Kentucky
Mounted
Volunteer
InMounted
Kentucky
Regiment
Thirtieth
D,
Company
fantry, and
pay her
at the
the rate
rate of
month.
per month.
$30 per
of $30
pension at
her aapension
and pay
Eva D. Fuller.
fantry,
The
Eva D.
D. Fuller,
Fuller, widow of Albert Fuller, late of ComCornof Eva
name of
The name
pany C.
C. Sixty-eighth
Infantry, and pay
Volunteer Infantry,
Ohio Volunteer
Regiment Ohio
Sixty-eighth Regiment
pany
increased.
Pensions
her
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
Pensions increased.
pension at
her aapension
Rckman.
Isabella
The
name
of
Isabella
Rickman,
widow
of
Nelson
W.
Isabella
Rickman.
Rickman,
W.
Nelson
of
widow
Rickman,
The name of Isabella
late
Company A,
Phelp's regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Missouri Volunteer
regiment Missouri
A, Phelp's
of Company
late of
and
pay
her
a
pension
at
the
rate
of
$50
per
month
in lieu of that she
month
per
$50
of
rate
the
at
and pay her a pension
is
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
2
45822° —vox, 43--PT
43—PT 2
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late
The name of Susan Smitten, former
former widow of Edwin
Edwin Chesley, late

of Company
Company A,
A, Two
of
Two hundred
hundred and
and sixth
sixth Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
her a
a pension
pension at
the rate
rate of
Volunteer
at the
of $50
$50 per
per

month
in lieu
of that
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
that she
she is
lieu of
month in
The
of Louesa
Loue,sa. Kontner
widow of
Isaac D.
Kontner, late
of
The name
name of
Kontner,'widow
of Isaac
D. Kontner,
late of
Company C,
C, Thirty-ninth
Thirty-ninth Regiment
Ohio Volunteer
and
Company
Regiment Ohio
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay her
her a
rate of
of $50
$50 per
month in
lieu of
that she
per month
in lieu
of that
she
pay
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
now receiving.
receiving.
Pensions.
isis now
Pensions.
Lydia A.
Lydia
A. Gossett.
Gosett.
The
of Lydia
Lydia A.
Gossett, widow
widow of
Gossett, late
late
The name of
A. Gossett,
of Newton
Newton J.
J. Gossett,
Company II,
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
of Company
H, Twelfth
Twelfth Regiment
Regiment Ohio
pay her
pension at
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
pay
her a
a pension
at the
the rate
rate of
Henry J. Andrews.
The
Henry J.
Andrews, late
late of
of Captain
William H.
H.
Henry Jndrews.
The name
name of
of Henry
J. Andrews,
Captain William
Ferguson's company,
company, Enrolled
Enrolled Missouri
Civil War,
and
Ferguson's
Missouri Militia,
Militia, Civil
War, and
pay him
him a
$50 per
per month.
month.
Pensions increased.
increased.
pay
Pensions
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $50
Elizabeth Croft.
Elizabeth Croft.
The name of Elizabeth
Elizabeth Croft,
of William
late
Croft, widow
widow of
William M.
M. Croft,
Croft, late
of Company
A, Ninth
Pennsylvania Reserve
of
Company A,
Ninth Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Reserve Infantry,
Infantry,
and Company
One hundred
and ninetieth
Regiment PennsylPennsyland
Company B,
B, One
hundred and
ninetieth Regiment
vania
Infantty, and
pay her
her a
a pension
pension at
at the
rate of
$50
vania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantly,
and pay
the rate
of $50
month in
lieu of
that she
she is
receiving.
now receiving.
is now
of that
in lieu
per month
hma. o m sper
Marha Thomas.
Martha
The name of Martha
Martha Thomas, widow of Henry Thomas,
Thomas, late
late of
of
Company E,
E, Thirty-sixth
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and
Company
Thirty-sixth Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Infantry, and
pay
her a
pension at
rate of
of $50
$50 per
per month
in lieu
of that
she is
is
pay her
a pension
at the
the rate
month in
lieu of
that she
Provisos.
receiving: Provided,
the event
of the
Mary E.
E.
Increase
death of
of Mary
Irese to
to cease
on now
now receiving:
Provided, That
That in
in the
event of
the death
ease on
death of
of child.
child.
death
Thomas, helpless and dependent
dependent daughter of said Martha and
and Henry
Henry
Thomas,
herein granted
shall cease
and deThomas, the
the additional
additional pension
pension herein
granted shall
cease and
deprovided further,
further, That
That in
in the
event of
of
the event
of the
the death
death of
ension to child on termine:
termine: And
And provided
Pension
death of
of mother.
the name of said
Martha Thomas, the
Thomas shall
shall be
placed
said Mary
Mary E.
E. Thomas
be placed
on the pension
pension roll,
subject to
provisions and
limitations of
of the
the
roll, subject
to the provisions
and limitations
pension laws, at the rate of $20
the date
$20 per
per month from and
and after
after the
date
Pension.
of death of said Martha
Martha Thomas.
Jane S. Gillingham.
Jane . Oilingham.
The name
name of Jane S. Gillingham, widow of James Gillingham,
late of
One hundred
Regiment Ohio
late
of Company
Company H,
H, One
hundred and
and fourth
fourth Regiment
Ohio VolVolPension increased.
unteer
at the
the rate
of $30
per month.
month.
$30 per
rate of
pension at
her aapension
pay her
and pay
Infantry, and
unteer Infantry,
inceased.
Pension
Ida
I. Black.
The name
name of
of Ida J.
J. Black,
widow of
of Hugh
I. A.
SecBlack, widow
Hugh I.
A. Black,
Black, late
late Second
Class Boy,
United States
States Navy,
Navy, Civil
Civil War,
and pay
pay her
her a
ond Class
Boy, United
War, and
a penpenPension.
sion
at the
the rate
of $50
month in
lieu of
of that
she is
receiving.
is now
now receiving.
that she
in lieu
$50 per
per month
rate of
sion at
Aensin.pi
Ann C. Platt.
C. Piatt,
Piatt, widow
The name of Ann C.
W. Piatt,
Piatt, late
late of
of ComComwidow of James
James W.
pany K, One hundred
hundred and thirty-first Regiment
Regiment Ohio Volunteer InPension
increased.
ension Increased.
fantry, and pay
pay her
her aa pension
fantry,
of $30
month.
pension at the rate
rate of
$30 per
per month.
Eliza A. O'Connor.
Eliza A. O'Connor.
The name of Eliza A. O'Connor, widow of Robert
The
Robert O'Connor, late
Company D,
hundred and
and sixty-ninth
New York
of Company
D, One
One hundred
sixty-ninth Regiment
Regiment New
York
Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
the rate
rate of
of $40
$40 per
and pay her
her aa pension at
at the
per
Pensions.
Pensions.
month in lieu of that she is now receiving.
receiving.
William G. McElWilliam G. McElhaney,
of Company
C, Third
ham
. McEIThe name of William
McElhaney, late
haney.
late of
Company C,
Third
Regiment
Pennsylvania Infantry,
and pay
pay him
him a
apension
the rate
Regiment Pennsylvania
Infantry, and
pension at
at the
rate
$50 per
Elizabeth T.
Y. Wad- of
of $50
per month.
month.
Elizabeth
den.
deli.
J. Waddell, widow of Robert R.
The name of Elizabeth J.
R. Waddell,
late captain Company
Company A,
Second Battalion
National Guard
Guard
A, Second
Battalion Ohio
Ohio National
Pension increased.
Cavalry, and
and pay
pay her
her aapension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
per month.
month.
SanspelPHowland.
of $30
$30 per
Samuel
P. Howland. Cavalry,
The name of Samuel P.
P. Howland,
Fourth
Howland, late of Company B, Fourth
Regiment Michigan Volunteer
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry, and
and pay
pension at
at
pay him
him a
a pension
Pensions.
the
of $72
$72 per
per month
month in
in lieu
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
ahieine Celley.
Celley.
the rate
rate of
lieu of
of that
is now
Catherine
The name of Catherine Celley,
Celley, widow
widow of James M. Celley, late
private, unassigned, Second
Second Vermont
Vermont Infantry,
Infantry, and
penand pay
pay her
her a
a penrate of
of $50
per month.
at the
$50 per
month.
Knefler Tans- sion
sion at
the rate
Ellen
Ellen K_neller
sig.
The name of Ellen Knefler
Knefier Taussig, widow of Edward David
Taussig, late rear admiral, United States
a penStates Navy, and pay her a
Pensions
increased.
Pensions increased.
sion at the rate of $50
month.
$50 per month.
Kate Crookes.
Kate Crookes.
The name of Kate Crookes, widow
widow of Nathan
Nathan W. Crookes,
Crookes, late of
of
Company
Company C, Eighty-first Regiment
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
and
ontner.
Loesa Kontner.
Louesa

SIXTY-EIGHTH
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.

SESS. II.
II. CES.
ens. 17,20,21.
17, 20, 21.
SESs.

1924, 1925.
1924,1925.

pay
her a
a pension
at the
of $50
month in
in lieu of that she is
per month
$50 per
rate of
the rate
pension at
pay her
now
receiving.
now receiving.
The name
name of
of Eliza
Eliza J.
J. Karns,
widow of
of Andrew
Andrew W. Karns, late of
Karns, widow
The
Company
B, Ninetieth
Regiment Ohio
and pay
pay
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
Ohio Volunteer
Ninetieth Regiment
Company B,
her
at the
the rate
of $50
$50 per
per month
in lieu
that she is now
lieu of that
month in
rate of
pension at
a pension
her a
receiving.
receiving.
The name
name of
Rebecca Murphy,
Murphy, widow
of James
F. Murphy,
late
Murphy, late
James F.
widow of
of Rebecca
The
of Company
Volunteer Infantry, and
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Eighteenth Regiment
B. Eighteenth
Company B.
of
pay her
pension at
the rate
of $50
lieu of that she is
in lieu
month in
per month
$50 per
rate of
at the
her aapension
pay
now
receiving.
now receiving.
The
Alvira M.
remarried widow
widow of
of Hallaway
Stevens, remarried
M. Stevens,
of Alvira
name of
The name
Clancy, late
late of
of Company
B, One
One hundred
and thirty-sixth
Regiment
thirty-sixth Regiment
hundred and
Company B,
Clancy,
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay her
her aapension at the rate
and pay
Pennsylvania
of $30
month.
of
$30 per
per month.
The
name of
widow of
of Samuel
Samuel W. Hill, late
Hill, widow
R. Mill,
C. R.
Elizabeth C.
of Elizabeth
The name
of Company
Company F,
F, One
Pennsylvania
Regiment Pennsylvania
fifty-fifth Regiment
and fifty-fifth
hundred and
One hundred
of
rate of $45 per
Volunteer
Infantry, and
pay her
her a
a pension
pension at
at the rate
and pay
Volunteer Infantry,
month.
month.
Approved,
December 23,
23, 1924.
1924.
Approved, December

CHAP. 20.-An
20.-An Act
Act For
relief of
of Lebanon
National Bank.
Lebanon National
the relief
For the
CHAP.

1535
1535

ElaJ.
Eliza
J. Earns.

Rebecca Murphy.
Murphy.
Rebeca

Pensions.
Pensions.
Alvira M. Stevens.
Alvira M. tevens.

ElizabethC.R.Hil
Elizabeth C. R. Rill.

Santutry
5, 1925.
1925.
January 5,
[R. R.
R. 3748.1
37481
[H.
[Private,
No. 71.]
71.]
[Private, No.

National
Representatives of the Lebaon
Be
it enacted
by the
House of Representatives
and House
Senate and
Lebanon National
the Senate
enacted by
Be it
Bank.
ofdk.
Secretary B*an
assembled, That the Secretary
United States
States of
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
in Congress
United
Redemlit4on of desigLiberty
bond
Liberty
nated
to
directed
of
the
Treasury
be,
and
he
is
hereby,
authorized
and
authorized
hereby,
is
he
and
be,
Treasury
the
of
coupons, authorized.
Bank, Lebanon,
redeem, in
National Bank,
Lebanon, Tennessee, couponsauthorized.
Lebanon National
the Lebanon
of the
favor of
in favor
redeem,
the coupon
coupon numbered
9, matured
15, 1923
1923, in the amount of
April 15,
matured April
numbered 9,
the
E-03144745 in the
$2.12, from
from permanent
numbered E-03144745
bond numbered
coupon bond
permanent coupon
$2.12,
denomination
of $100
$100 of
the Fourth
41/
4 per centum
loan 41/4
Liberty loan
Fourth Liberty
of the
denomination of
41/4
bonds
of 1933-1938,
coupons from 4
1
/
4 per centum
centum
following coupons
the following
and the
1933-1938, and
bonds of
Treasury
notes, Series
Series C-1925,
C-1925, issued
issued December
December 15, 1922, maturing
maturing
Treasury notes,
June
15, 1925,
to bearer;
bearer; coupons numbered
numbered 1,
1, maturing
maturing
payable to
1925, payable
June 15,
June
in the
the amount
amount of
of $112.50
numbered
$112.50 each, from notes numbered
1923, in
15, 1923,
June 15,
numbered
7650
and 7651
in the
each, coupons numbered
$5,000 each,
of $5,000
denomination of
the denomination
7651 in
7650 and
1, matured
matured June
June 15,
15, 1923,
1923, in
in the
amount of $22.50 each from notes
the amount
1,
numbered 41206,
41207, 41208,
41211; 41212, 41213,
41213,
41210, 41211,
41209, 41210,
41208, 41209,
41206, 41207,
numbered
in the denomination
42357, 42358,
and 42360 in
denomination of $1,000
$1,000 each,
42359, and
42358, 42359,
42357,
1923, in the amount
and the
the coupon
coupon numbered
June 15, 1923,
matured June
1, matured
numbered 1,
and
$500.
of $11.25,
$11.25, from
in the
denomination of $500.;
the denomination
12445 in
numbered 12445
note numbered
from note
of
such redemption
to be
without presentation
presentation of the said
said
made without
be made
redemption to
such
Provisos.
Contio
coupons, which
been destroyed:
Provided, That the said Condition.
destroyed: Provided,
have been
which have
coupons,
coupons shall
shall not
not have
presented for payment:
payment:
previously presented
been previously
have been
coupons
bond.
Indemnity bond.
Provided farther,
further, That
That the
the said
Lebanon National Bank shall first Indemnity
said Lebanon
Provided
sum
file
in
the
Treasury
Department
a
bond
in
the
penal
of
double
penal
the
in
bond
a
file in the Treasury Department
the amount
amount of
said coupons,
coupons, in
such form
form and with such surety or
in such
of said
the
sureties as
as may
acceptable to
to the
the Secretary
of the Treasury to
Secretary of
be acceptable
may be
sureties
indemnify and
harmless the
United States
States from any loss on
the United
save harmless
and save
indemnify
account
the coupons
described.
coupons herein described.
of the
account of
Approved,
January
5,
1925.
5,
January
Approved,

CHAP.
Act For
the estate
estate of
C. M.
M. Cole,
of Butler
Butler
Cole, of
of C.
of the
relief of
the relief
For the
21.-An Act
CHAP. 21.-An
County,
Kentucky.
County, Kentucky.

1925.
5, 1925.
January
January 5,
[H.RO.4760.1
[11.
RAMO
[Private,
72
No. 72.]
[Pvate, No.

Be it
the Senate
M. Col.
the
of the
Representatives of
of Representatives
House of
and House
Senate and
by the
enacted by
Be
it enacted
United
States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
i
lainC
ail
o
e
n of lost
lost
That the Secretary Redemption
America in
United States
of
the Treasury
Treasury be,
be, and
hereby, authorized
directed to
nesfestateofof, aithorto certificate
and directed
authorized and
is hereby,
he is
and he
of the
ized
redeem in
favor of
of the
of C.
M. Cole
Cole,, of Butler County, teed
C. M.
estate of
the estate
in favor
redeem

1536

Provisos.
Provsos.
Condition.
Condition.
Indemnity bond.
Indemnity

January
1925.
5, 1925.
January 5,
[H. R.
[H.
63.1
R. 63831
[Private, No.
[Private,
No. 73j
73]

Maryland Casualty

Maryland Casualty

SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRE
SS.
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH

SESS. II.
21-23.
SESS.
II. CHs.
CHS. 21-23.

1925.
1925.

Kentucky,
United States
certificate of
of indebtedness
indebtedness No.
No.
States Treasury
Treasury certificate
Kentucky, United
15528, in
the denomination
of $5,000,
$5,000, dated
July 23,
23, 1918,
1918, matured
matured
dated July
denomination of
15528,
in the
November
1918, series
IV—C, with
with interest
interest from
from the
the date
date of
of
series IV-C,
21, 1918,
November 21,
issuance
the date
of maturity
maturity at
41/
2 per
per centum
per
centum per
the rate
rate of
of 4Y2
at the
to the
date of
issuance to
annum,
without presentation
of indebtedness,
indebtedness,
of the
the said
said certificate
certificate of
presentation of
annum, without
which has
has been
lost: Provided,
the said
said certificate
of indebtedindebtedcertificate of
Provided, That
That the
which
been lost:
ness
shall not
not have
have been
presented and
And
paid: And
and paid:
previously presented
been previously
ness shall
provided
further, That
of the
the estate
C. M.
M. Cole
Cole
of said
said C.
estate of
the executrix
executrix of
That the
provided further,
shall first
first file
file in
the Treasury
of the
United States
States a
a
the United
Department of
Treasury Department
in the
shall
bond
the penal
penal sum
double the
the principal
principal of
the
of the
of the
the amount
amount of
sum of
of double
bond in
in the
said
accrued
which had
had accrued
the interest
interest which
and the
of indebtedness
indebtedness and
certificate of
said certificate
when
the principal
principal became
became due
and payable,
payable, in
in such
form and
with
and with
such form
due and
when the
such sureties
sureties as
may be
be acceptable
acceptable to
to the
of the
the Treasury
Treasury
the Secretary
Secretary of
as may
such
to
and save
save harmless
the United
United States
States from
from any
any loss
on
loss on
harmless the
to indemnify
indemnify and
account of
indebtedness hereinbefore
described.
hereinbefore described.
of indebtedness
certificate of
of the
the lost
lost certificate
account
Approved,
January 5,
5, 1925.
1925.
Approved, January

22.-An Act For the relief of the Maryland Casualty Company, the
CHAP. 22.—An
United
Fidelity and
and Guaranty
Guaranty Company
Company of
of Baltimore,
Baltimore, Maryland,
Maryland, and
and the
the
United States
States Fidelity
National
Surety Company.
Company.
National Surety

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
of the
the
Representatives of
House of
Be

United States
of America
Secretary
the Secretary
That the
assembled, That
in Congress
Congress assembled,
America in
United
States of
certificate of indebtedcertificate
indebted- of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and directed
directed to
ness,
Al'
redeem one United
United States Treasury certificate
certificate of indebtedness
numbered
the denomination
denomination of $10,000,
$10,000, series TD-1921,
TD-1921,
in the
numbered 8249,
8249, in
with
dated December
1920, and
December 15, 1921,
1921, with
and maturing
maturing December
dated
December 15, 1920,
interest at
rate of
of 6
December 15,
annum from December
6 per
per centum
centum per annum
at the
the rate
interest
1920,
to December
December 15,
15, 1921,
Maryland CasualtyCasualty
of the Maryland
1921, in
in favor
favor of
1920, to
Company,
the United States
States Fidelity and Guaranty Company of
of
Company, the
National Surety Company,
Baltimore, Maryland,
Baltimore,
Maryland, and the National
Company, without
without
presentation of
certificate or the coupons therefrom,
therefrom, which
which
presentation
of the said certificate
Provisos.
have
stolen, or
or destroyed:
Provided, That
said certificertifithe said
That the
destroyed: Provided,
lost, stolen,
been lost,
have been
Conditon,
Condit ion.
for
cate
indebtedness shall not have been
previously presented
been previously
presented for
cate of indebtedness
payment
and that
payment shall
made hereunder
hereunder for
for any
payment and
that no
no payment
shall be
be made
any
coupons
which. shall
shall have
previously presented
presented and
coupons which'
have been
been previously
and paid:
paid: And
And
Company and
and others.
Company
Redemption otbeos
of lost

bond.
Indemnity bond,

5, 1925
1925..
January 5.
[El. It.
6384.1
[R.
R. 634.1
[Private,
74.]
[Private, No. 74.1

pr
provided
ovided further,
further, That
That the
the said
said Maryland
Maryland Casualty
Casualty Company,
Company, the
the
United
Baltimore,
Guaranty Company
Company of
of Baltimore,
United States
States Fidelity
Fidelity and
and Guaranty
Maryland, and
National Surety Company
shall first file
file in the
Maryland,
and the
the National
Company shall
Treasury Department
Department a
bond in
in the
sum of
the amount
amount
Treasury
a bond
the penal
penal sum
of double
double the
principal and
certificate of indebtedof the principal
and interest
interest of said
said Treasury
Treasury certificate
indebtedness, and the interest
interest payable thereon, in such form and with such
such
surety or sureties as may be acceptable
acceptable to the Secretary
Secretary of the
Treasury
Treasury to indemnify
indemnify and
and save
save harmless
harmless the
the United
United States
States from
account of the lost,
any loss
loss on
on account
lost, stolen,
stolen, or destroyed
destroyed certificate
certificate of
of
indebtedness
indebtedness herein described.
described.
Approved,
January 5,
1925.
Approved, January
5, 1925.

Company, the
the
Maryland Casualty
23.-An Act For the relief of the Maryland
CHAP. 23.—An
Casualty Company,
Fidelity and Deposit Company of Maryland,
Maryland, and the United States Fidelity and
Guaranty
of Baltimore,
Baltimore, Maryland.
Maryland.
Guaranty Company of

and House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
Representatives of the
Secretary
Mcnaylnd Caua'ty United
United States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
to
lost Of
Redemption
Redemption of
of lost
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to
certificates of indebtedness.
redeem
434 per centum United States
redeem 4%
of
States Treasury
Treasury certificates
certificates of
indebtedness numbered
numbered 29806, 29807, 29808, and 29809, in the
the
denomination of $1,000
$1,000 each,
denomination
each, series TD-1920,
TD-1920, (issued
(issued January
January 2,
Maryland Casualty
Company and others.

SIXTY-EIGHTH
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.

SESS. II.
II. CHS.
CIIS. 23-26.
23-26.
SESS.

1925.
1925.

1537

192,0,) and
matured December
15, 1920,
1920, without
interest, in favor
without interest,
December 15,
and matured
1920,)
of the
the Maryland
Company, the
Fidelity and Deposit
the Fidelity
Casualty Company,
Maryland Casualty
of
Company of
Maryland, and
and the
States Fidelity and
and
United States
the United
of Maryland,
Company
Guaranty Company
of Baltimore,
Baltimore, Maryland,
Maryland, without
without presentation
presentation
Company of
Guaranty
of said
said certificates
of indebtedness,
indebtedness, which
which have
have been lost, stolen, Provisos.
certificates of
of
Provisos.
Condition.
or destroyed:
the said
said certificates
certificates of
indebtedness Condition.
of indebtedness
That the
Provided, That
destroyed: Provided,
or
shall not
not have
have been
previously presented
for payment:
And provided
provided
payment: And
presented for
been previously
shall
Indemnity
bond.
Indemnity bond.
further, That
That the
the said
Casualty Company,
Company, the Fidelity
Maryland Casualty
said Maryland
further,
and
Company of
Maryland, and
and the
United States
States Fidelity
the United
of Maryland,
Deposit Company
and Deposit
and
Company of
of Baltimore,
Baltimore, Maryland,
Maryland, shall first file
Guaranty Company
and Guaranty
in
the Treasury
Department a
bond in
in the
sum of
of double
penal sum
the penal
a bond
Treasury Department
in the
the amount
principal of
of said
of indebtedness,
indebtedness, in
certificates of
said certificates
the principal
of the
amount of
the
to
such
form and
with such
surety or
or sureties
may be
acceptable to
be acceptable
as may
sureties as
such surety
and with
such form
the
Treasury, to
indemnify and
harmless the
the
save harmless
and save
to indemnify
the Treasury,
of the
Secretary of
the Secretary
United
from any
any loss
loss on
on account
lost, stolen, or
the lost,
of the
account of
States from
United States
destroyed
certificates of
of indebtedness
herein described.
indebtedness herein
destroyed certificates
Approved, January
January 5,
5, 1925.
1925.
Approved,

CHAP. 24.-An
24.—An Act
relief of
Bertram Gardner, former collector of
of Bertram
the relief
For the
Act For
CHAP.
internal
the first
of New
New York
district of
first district
for the
revenue for
internal revenue

January
1925.
5, 1925.
January 5,
R. 7194.]
[H. R.7194.1
75.
[Private, No. 75.1

Be it
by the
of the
the B
ertr am Gar
dner.
Gardner.
Betrm
Representatives of
of Representatives
House of
and HOIt88
Senate and
the Senate
enacted by
it enacted
Be
United
of America
Secretary Credit
Credit in
in internal
assembled, That the Secretary
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
States of
United States
of
the Treasury
Treasury be,
be, and
and he
he is
and directed
directed to revenue
"counts'
revenueacounts.
authorized and
hereby, authorized
is hereby,
of the
credit
account of
of Bertram
Bertram Gardner,
Gardner, former
collector of internal
internal
former collector
the account
credit the
revenue for
the first
New York, by reason of shortage
district of New
first district
for the
revenue
of
twenty-eight distilled spirit export
export
hundred and twenty-eight
thousand six hundred
one thousand
of one
stamps,
each
stamp
valued
10
cents, a
a total of $162.80,
$162.80, which
at
valued
stamps, each stamp
stamps were destroyed by fire.
Approved, January
January 5, 1925.

CHAP. 25.-An
25.—An Act
relief of Albert E. Laxton.
the relief
For the
Act For
CHAP.

January 5,
1925.
5, 1925.
January
(H. R. 7420.)
7420.1
[H.
[Private, No.
No. 76.]
76.)
[Private,

Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
Representatives of the
the
Bouse of Representatives
it enacted
Be it
Albert
E. Laxton.
Albert E.
United
States of
of America
Congress assembled, That the Secretary Payment
in Congress
America in
Payment to,
for servservto, for
United States
ices.
ices.
and
of
the
Treasury
be,
and
he
is
hereby,
authorized
directed
to
authorized
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby,
pay, out
the Treasury
the United States not
of the
Treasury of
in the
money in
any money
of any
out of
pay,
$132.90
otherwise
E. Laxton
Laxton the sum of $132.90,
Albert E.
to Albert
appropriated, to
otherwise appropriated,
said
being compensation
for certain
extra services
services rendered
certain extra
compensation for
amount being
said amount
Wisconsin,
by
said Albert
E. Laxton
at the
the Federal
Federal building,
Sparta, Wisconsin,
building, Sparta,
Laxton at
Albert E.
by said
between
1, 1919,
1919, and
1919, both dates inclusive.
20, 1919,
October 20,
and October
July 1,
between July
Approved,
1925.
January 5, 1925.
Approved, January

deceased.
CHAP. 26.-An
26.—An Act
relief of
the estate
of Charles L. Freer, deceased.
estate of
of the
the relief
For the
Act For
CHAP.

the
Be
it enacted
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of the
of Representatives
enacted by
Be it
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That additional
additional
assembled, That
America in
of America
States of
United States
taxes amounting
to $74,889.56,
$74,889.56, together
together with
with all
and
penalties and
all penalties
amounting to
taxes
charges
assessed by
Department under date
Treasury Department
the Treasury
by the
thereon assessed
charges thereon
of February
1, 1923,
1923, against the estate of
6, 1923,
March 6,
and March
1923, and
February 1,
of
Charles L.
of Detroit,
Detroit, Michigan,
Michigan, which estate
late of
deceased, late
Freer, deceased,
L. Freer,
Charles
paid
has been
been closed,
the executors
discharged, and the residue paid
executors discharged,
closed, the
has
rreer
for the Freer
over
Institution as
as an
endowment for
an endowment
Smithsonian Institution
the Smithsonian
to the
over to
L. Freer,
Gallery
to the
Nation by
by the
the said
Charles Ti.
said Charles
the Nation
presented to
Art, presented
of Art,
Gallery of
are
hereby canceled
canceled and
and the
the Treasury
Department is hereby
Treasury Department
are hereby

January
1925.
5, 1925.
January 5,
R.
8100.]
[H.
[H.
R.
8100.1
[Private,
No.
77.)
77.1
No.
[Private,
Charles L. Freer.
toreeestate
Remission
M
i
ta Fto
oltate
of, additional taxes due
nag
crtto
t
rSmithsonian
s
a
mi
ltite:4ue
gift
on
Institution.
Institution.
Vol.
41, p.
p. 507.
507.
Vol. 41,

1538
1538

SIXTYEIGHTH CONGRESS.
ESS. IL
SIXTY-EIGHTH
CONGRESS. S
SESS.
II.

26, 30,
30, 39-41.
39-41.
CHS. 26,

CHs.

1925.

authorized
directed to
to remit
remit any
further taxes,
authorized and
and directed
any further
taxes, penalties,
penalties, or
or
charges which may
be found
due from
said residue
may thereafter
thereafter be
found due
from the
the said
residue
of the
the said
estate.
of
said estate.
Approved, January
January 5
1925.
Approved,
5 1925.
January 6,
6, 1925.
January
1925.
R. 5661.1
56611
[H. R.

[Private, No. 78.1
78.]

Colonel Harry
Harry F.
F.
Colonel
Rethers.
Rehaetaeptgiftfrom
May accept gift from

France.
France

January 7, 19
4;5.
January
1925.
[H. R.
R. 914.]
914.]
[H.
[Private, No. 79.]
79.]

Stansield A. and
.8tansfield
Elizabeth
Fuller.
Eraath
yo.
Fuller.
GratuityG.
pay
to, for
death
death of son.
son.

CHAP. 30.-An
30.—An Act
Act Granting
Granting permission
permission to
to Colonel
Harry F.
CHAP.
Colonel Harry
F. Rethers,
Rethers,

Quartermaster Corps, United States Army, to accept
Quartermaster
accept the gift
gift of a
a Sevres
Sevres statuette
entitled "Le
the French
French
"Le Courage Militaire,"
Militaire," tendered by the President of the
Republic.
Republic.

Be
enacted by
Senate and
the
Be itit enacted
by the
the Senate
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United
in Congress
assembled, That
That Colonel
United States
States of
of. America
America in
Congress assembled,
Colonel
Rethers, Quartermaster
Harry F. Rethers,
Quartermaster Corps,
Corps, United States Army, be
be
authorized to
authorized
to accept
the gift
Sevres statuette
statuette entitled
entitled "Le
"Le
accept the
gift of
of aa Sevres
Courage Militaire,"
tendered by
His Excellency
Excellency the
the President
President of
Militaire," tendered
by His
of the
the
French Republic, and that the Department
of State
State be
to
Department of
be permitted
permitted to
deliver
deliver said statuette to
said Colonel
to the said
Colonel Rethers.
Rethers.
Approved,
Approved, January
6, 1925.
January 6,
1925.

CHAP. 39.—An
39.-An Act Granting
Stansfield A.
CHAP.
Granting six months'
months' gratuity pay to Stansfield
and
Fuller.
and Elizabeth
Elizabeth G. Fuller.

Representatives of
the
Be it
it enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
United
States
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
United
States of
America in
,
„,
of
the
Treasury be, and he
of t
h eT
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
to pay,
pay, out
of any
any
he is
authorized to
out of
money in the Treasury not
the sum
of $90
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
sum of
$90
G. Fuller
Fuller as
to Stansfield A. Fuller and Elizabeth G.
as compensation
compensation
for the loss of their son,
son, Stansfield
Stansfield A.
A. Fuller,
Fuller, late
late of
Troop M,
of Troop
M,
Rhode Island National Guard Cavalry, who died at
Bliss,
at Fort
Fort Bliss,
Texas, September 11, 1916, as aa result of
in line
line
of injuries
injuries received
received in
of duty.
duty.
a
of
. Approved,
Approved, January
January 7,
1925.
7, 1925.

January 7,
1925.
7, 1925.
[11. R. 1078.]
1078.]
[P.a. No.
[Private,
No.
80.1
[Priat'e,
80.]
Jones DredgFred E. Jones
ing Company.
Payment to, for
damfordamages
ages..

Payment

January
January 7,
7, 1925.
[H. R.. 1082.]
[Private,
[Private, No. 81.1

CHAP.
Act For
relief of
the Fred
E. Jones
Company.
Fred E.
Jones Dredging
Dredging Company.
For the
the relief
of the
CHAP. 40.—An
40.-An Act

Be itit enacted
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
enacted by the Senate and
United States
of America
America in
in Congress
That the
the Secretary
United
States of
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
Secretary
of
and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and directed to
of the
the Treasury
Treasury be,
be, and
pay out of any money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated,
the sum of $13,457.64, in full settlement against
the Government,
Government,
against the
Company, of
to the Fred E. Jones Dredging Company,
Norfolk, Virginia,
of Norfolk,
Virginia,
for damages
its dredge
damages arising from the sinking of its
Numbered 3
3
dredge Numbered
by the United States Army transport Northern
Northern Pacific, in the
Elizabeth River, Norfolk, Virginia,
25th day of
Virginia, on the 25th
September,
of September,
1919.
1919.
Approved,
Approved, January
January 7,
7, 1925.
CHAP.
the relief
relief of
A. Kessel
Kessel Company
(IncorCHAP. 41.—An
41.-An Act
Act For
For the
of Henry
Henry A.
Company (Incorporated).
porated).

Be
enacted by
Be it
it enacted
by the
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
the Senate
and House
House of
of the
United
States of
of America
in Congress
assembled, That
claim of
of
United States
America in
Congress assembled,
That the
the claim
bring suit
corporation, as
Henry A. Kessel Company (Incorporated),
(Incorporated), aa corporation,
as owner
owner
launch "iad"
e diso off the motor launch
launch Gled, agai
ns tthe
the U
n it ed States
St at
es o
meri
ca,
against
United
off A
America,
triet court,
as owner
owner of the Army
Numbered 842 for damages
damages
tricot court.
as
Army transport
transport barge Numbered

HenryA.ICessel
coepanyA(.
Company ^Kes
(Inc.).
May
May bring suit for
rollialon d'un';'g
to
launch "Gled " in das- 0
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alleged
to have
have been
Henry A. Kessel Company
said Henry
occasioned said
been occasioned
alleged to
(Incorporated), as
as aa result
result of
of aa collision between
between its launch Gled
(Incorporated),
842 at the Army
and
transport barge
barge Numbered
Numbered 842
Army transport
said Army
and said
Engineers' Piers,
Piers, Norfolk,
Norfolk, Virginia,
Virginia, in
in the Elizabeth
Elizabeth River, on
Engineers'
April 11,
11, 1919,
1919, may
litigated and
and determined
determined in the District
be litigated
may be
April
Virginia,
Court
of the
the United
United States
States for
Eastern District
District of Virginia,
the Eastern
for the
Court of
ictin
acting under the Jurisdiction
at
Norfolk, sitting
sitting as
admiralty and acting
of- admiralty
court ofas aa court
at Norfolk,
of court.
tinourt
rules
governing such
such a
and said
said court
shall have jurisdiction J
court shall
a court;
court; and
rules governing
to
hear and
and determine
determine said
said litigation,
litigation, and
and to
judgment for
to enter aa judgment
to hear
the
such
if any,
any, as
as it shall find to be due from the
costs, if
and costs,
damages and
such damages
United
States of
Henry A.
Company (Incorpor(IncorporKessel Company
A. Kessel
to Henry
America to
of America
United States
the
ated),
A. Kessel
(Incorporated) to the
Company (Incorporated)
Kessel Company
Henry A.
from Henry
or from
ated), or
United
States of
America, ascertained
upon the principles and
ascertained upon
of America,
United States
between
measures
liability applicable
applicable in like cases in admiralty between
of liability
measures of
private
or corporations;
corporations; and
Company
and Henry A. Kessel Company
persons or
private persons
(Incorporated) and
and the
United States of America shall have all
the United
(Incorporated)
rights
similar case
between private
private persons or
case between
in a
a similar
as in
appeal as
of appeal
rights of
Notice to
corporations:
That notice
of any
suit brought
brought by
by Henry
Henry No—e
'17,.
.o Attorney
Attorney
any suit
notice of
Provided, That
corporations: Provided,
Genera.
A.
(Incorporated.) by virtue hereof shall be given General.
Company (Incorporated.)
Kessel Company
A. Kessel
to
Attorney General
General of
of the
the United
provided
States in the manner provided
United States
to the
the Attorney
by
any order
order entered
entered by
by the
the District
District Court of the United States
by any
for the
District of
Norfolk, in said cause, and it
Virginia, at Norfolk,
of Virginia,
Eastern District
the Eastern
for
General of the United
shall be
the duty
duty of
of the
Attorney General
United States to
the Attorney
be the
shall
cause the
States attorney
Virginia,
eastern district of Virginia,
for the eastern
attorney for
United States
the United
cause
at Norfolk,
appear on
on behalf
protect
the United States and protect
of the
behalf of
to appear
Norfolk, to
at
and defend
Provided further,
proceeding Commencement
9tommencement of
the proceeding
That the
further, That
interests: Provided
its interests:
defend its
and
hereby
be begun
begun within
four months from the date
within four
shall be
authorized shall
hereby authorized
this Act.
of the
the passage
passage of
of this
of
Approved, January
January 7,
7, 1925.
Approved,
January 7, 1925.
January
[11.
[H. R. 1333.1

CHAP.
42.—An Act
the relief
relief of
Joseph P.
P. Ryan.
of Joseph
For the
Act For
CHAP. 42.-An

82.]
[Private, No. 82.1

yan.
P. Ryan.
Josephhp
the Jose
Be it
enacted by
and House
Representatives of the
of Representatives
House of
Senate and
by the
the ,Senate
it enacted
Be
perto, foriperPayment torg
assembled, That the Secretary
Congress assembled,
in Congress
United States
States of
of America
America in
Secretary Payfnent.
United
injuries.
and directed to son
of the
Treasury be,
be, and
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
s°13al in
j
uries '
he is
and he
the Treasury
of
pay, out
money in
in the
the Treasury
appropriated,
not otherwise appropriated,
Treasury not
any money
of any
out of
pay,
to Joseph
Joseph P.
P. Ryan
the sum
sum of
for medical
expenses in
medical expenses
$1,600 for
of $1,600
Ryan the
to
connection
injuries sustained
sustained while
while in
in line
searcher
duty as searcher
of duty
line of
with injuries
connection with
in
United States
Intelligence Bureau,
Bureau, port of New York.
Customs Intelligence
States Customs
the United
in the
Approved, January
7, 1925.
January 7,
Approved,
l

CHAP.
43.—n Act
Act For
For the
relief of
the Stone
Towing Line.
Line.
Stone Towing
of the
the relief
CHAP. 43.-An

January 7, 1925.
.
Ja[nHar16
[H. R. 1682.1
[Private, No. 83.1

Representatives of the [Prvate, No. 83.]
of Representatives
Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
Senate and
House of
and House
the Senate
Be it
Towing Line.
United States
of America
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary Stone
Paent to,
Congress assembled,
in Congress
Payment
to, forcoLifor colliAmerica in
States of
United
sion
damages.
to siondamages.
of the
Treasury be,
be, and
is hereby,
authorized and directed to
hereby, authorized
he is
and he
the Treasury
of
pay, out
of any
money in
Treasury not
not otherwise
appropriated,
otherwise appropriated,
the Treasury
in the
any money
out of
pay.
to
Stone Towing
Towing Line.
Line, Wilmington,
Carolina, the sum
Wilmington, North Carolina,
to the
the Stone
of
as reimbursement
reimbursement of
of repairs
wharf
repairs to its wharf
costs of
of costs
$1,519.15, as
of $1,519.15,
known as
as the
steamer Wilmington's
Wilmington's wharf,
at Southport, North
wharf, at
the steamer
known
Carolina.
damaged in
in collision
collision with
with the
the United
United States
States dredge
dredge
Carolina. damaged
Absecon.
on July
July 20,
20, 1919,
in accordance
accordance with
with report
submitted in
report submitted
1919. in
Absecon. on
Senate Document
Sixty-sixth Congress, third session.
382, Sixty-sixth
Numbered 382,
Document Numbered
Senate
Approved,
January
7,
1925.
1925.
7,
Approved, January
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January 7, 1925.
[IT
[H. R
R. 2005.1
2005.]
[Private,
No. 84.]
[Private, No.

8

William J. McGee.
u
Credit
in accounts.
CWretlditiam

Appropriation.
Appropriation.

CRAP.
Act For
For the
J. McGee.
McGee.
William J.
of William
the relief of
44.-An Act
CHAP. 44.—An

the
of the
and House
House of Representatives
Senate and
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Be it
Representatives of
United
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
the
Secretary
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of
the Treasury
Treasury and
the Comptroller
the United
States,
United States,
of the
General of
Comptroller General
and the
of the
be,
they are
are hereby,
hereby, authorized
directed to
credit in
in the
the
to credit
and directed
authorized and
and they
be, and
accounts
of
the
Treasurer
of
the
United
States
the
sum
of
$514.95,
$514.95.
of
sum
the
States
United
of
the
Treasurer
accounts of the
now carried
carried in
Assistant Treasurer
Treasurer
of the Assistant
office of
of the office
accounts of
the accounts
in the
now
of the
the United
United States
States at
at San
San Francisco,
California, and
and representing
representing
Francisco, California,
of
a
balance due
due the
United States
States from
from William
J. McGee,
McGee, former
former
William J.
the United
a balance
Assistant
Treasurer of
subtreasury at
of the United States, when the subtreasury
Assistant Treasurer
San
Francisco was discontinued
December 20, 1920, due to a
a loss
discontinued December
San Francisco
in current
uncurrent silver
silver dollars amounting to $454.95 and
and uncurrent
current and
in
a
officer's
the payment of aa disbursing officer's
of $60,
$60, due to the
loss of
further loss
a further
check
on
a
forged
endorsement,
these
occurred through
losses having occurred
these losses
endorsement,
forged
check on a
no fault
fault or
or .negligence
negligence on
part of
Treasurer;
Assistant Treasurer;
said Assistant
the said
of the
the part
on the
no
and
$514.95 is hereby appropriated
appropriated
for this purpose the sum of $514.95
and for
out
in the
the Treasury not otherwise appropriated.
money in
any money
of any
out of
Approved,
Approved, January 7. 1925.

January
1925.
January 7, 125.
[H. R. 2335.1
[Private,
[Private, No. 85.]

H. R. 25.1

I. Jessop
Jessop and sons.
J.
Payment to,
for propto,for
erty damages.

January 7, 1925.
1925.
January
[H. R.
R. 2989.]
[H.
2M98l
86.1
[Private, No. 881

uess.
Mrs. E. L. Guess.
Payment
Payment to, for personal injuries.

to, for

ona injuries

January
7, 1935.
195.
January 7,
[H. R. 3046.1
. 3046.
[H.a
[Private,
No.
87.]
[Private, No. 87.]

w.

JJ. W. Cook.
Payment to,
to, for perper.
Payment
sonal injuries.
son

iunes.

1925.

CH AP. 45.—An
45.-An Act For the relief of J. Jessop and sons.
CHAP.

the
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
and House
it enacted
Senate and
enacted by the Senate
Be it
Secretary
assembled, That the Secretary
United
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
United States
of the Treasury
directed to pay to J.
J. Jessop
Jessop
and he is hereby, directed
Treasury be, and
of
otherwise approand sons,
Treasury not otherwise
out of any money in the Treasury
sons, out
and
damage to lands owned
$750, in full payment for damage
priated, the sum of $750,
Government
by said J.
inflicted thereon by the Government
J. Jessop and sons inflicted
training camp
connection with an Army training
while using said lands in connection
at Camp Kearny, California.
Approved, January 7, 1925.
Guess
CHAP.
CHAP. 46.-An
413.—An Act For the relief of Mrs. E. L. Guess.
Be
enacted by
by the
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
of the
House of
the Senate
it enacted
Be it
in Congress
America in
States of
United
United States
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary
to
directed to
Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed
of the Treasury
appropriated,
otherwise
not
pay,
out
of
any
money
in
the
Treasury
not
otherwise
appropriated,
Treasury
the
in
money
pay, out of any
the
sum of
of $100
$100 to
Mrs. E.
E. L.
compensation for
L. Guess,
Guess, in full compensation
to Mrs.
the sum
injuries received by
December 21,
by her
her at Memphis, Tennessee, on December
injuries
of an
an employee
1920,
by reason
of the
the negligence
employee of the United
United
negligence of
reason of
1920, by
States
driving a
a truck
owned by
United States
by the United
truck owned
Government driving
States Government
Government
operating in the
the parcel post of the Post Office
and operating
Government and
Department.
Department.
Approved. January
1925.
7, 1925.
January 7,
Approved.

the relief
relief of J.
For the
CHAP. 47.-An
47.—An Act
Act For
J. W. Cook.
CHAP.

Be it
enacted by
by the
Senate and
and House
Representatives of the
of Representatives
House of
the Senate
it enacted
Be
assembled, That the Secretary
in Congress
States of America in
United States
Congress assembled,

hereby, authorized
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby,
authorized and directed to pay,
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the sum
money in
out of any mone
sustained
of
to J.
J. W.
compensation for injuries sustained
in full compensation
Cook in
W. Cook
of $3,500
$3,500 to
a result
incurred as a
and for
for reimbursement
expenses incurred
result of being
reimbursement of expenses
and
accidentally shot
December 30,
1921, while employed
employed at Billings,
30, 1921,
shot on December
accidentally
Montana, as
as a
a contract
mail carrier.
Montana,
contract mail
carrier.
Approved, January
January 7,
7, 1925.
1925.
Approved,
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CHAP.
Act For
For the
the relief
of Christina
Christina Conniff
relief of
48.-An Act
CHAP. 48.—An
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January 7,
7, 15.
1925.
January
32351
[S. 3235.1
[Private, No. 88.]

[Private, No. 88.]
Be
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
Representatives of the Christina
of Representatives
and House
enacted by
it enacted
Be it
Christina Conniff.
of GovernGovernUnited
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
the
Director
Payments
Director
the
That
assembled,
Congress
in
America
of
United States
fife insurance to,
mentlifeinsuranceto,
of
the United
Veterans' Bureau
he is hereby, ment
and he
be, and
Bureau be,
States Veterans'
United States
of the
as
widow of Robert E.
Conniff.
remainder of Conniff.
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to resume and complete the remainder
authorized
the payments
due to
to Christina
Christina Conniff,
Conniff, widow and beneficiary
beneficiary of
payments due
the
Robert E.
according to the terms of his
deceased, according;
Conniff, deceased,
E. Conniff,
Robert
Government life
numbered K-181801.
IC-181801.
policy numbered
insurance policy
life insurance
Government
Approved,
January 7, 1925.
Approved, January

Cornelia M. A. Tower.
CHAP.
49.—An Act
relief of
of Cornelia
the relief
For the
Act For
CHAP. 49.-An

January 7, 192.
1925.
[H. R. 3504.1
3504.]
[Private, No. 89.]

Be it
enacted by
by the
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of the
House of
the Senate
it enacted
Be
erCOe MUnited
States of
of America
in Congress
M. A.
A. TowTowSecretary „.Cornelia
the Secretary
That the
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
America in
United States
Payment to, fordeath
Paymentto,fordeath
directed
of
the
Treasury
be,
and
he
is
hereby,
authorized
and
directed
to
authorized
hereby,
is
he
of the Treasury be, and
of huband
pay
to Cornelia
Cornelia M.
A. Tower,
L. Tower, late an of
husband.
Morton L.
of Morton
widow of
Tower, widow
M. A.
pay to
at Large, the sum
assistant engineer
the Engineer
Department at
Engineer Department
in the
engineer in
assistant
of $3,000
$3,000 out
money in
in the
otherwise approTreasury not otherwise
the Treasury
any money
of any
out of
of
priated, as
for the
the death of her husband, which
which
compensation for
full compensation
as full
priated,
negligence on his
occurred
as the
result of
without negligence
and without
accident and
an accident
of an
the result
occurred as
part
he was
in the
the performance
performance of his duties as such
engaged in
was engaged
while he
part while
assistant
engineer.
assistant engineer.
Approved,
January 7, 1925.
Approved, January

CHAP. 50.—An
Act For
For the
the relief
of Fred
Fred W.
Stickney and H. A. Reynolds.
W. Stickney
relief of
50.-An Act
CHAP.

January 7, 1925.
1925.
[H. R. 3505.]
[Private, No. 90.]

Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
the
it enacted
Be
Stiocr y
Fred W. Stickney
That the Secretary and
United
States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
=F
aH.
d.
AW.keyn
assembled, That
A.
Reynolds.
America in
United States
to.
Reimbursement
of
the
Treasury
be,
and
he
is
hereby,
authorized
and
directed
to
Reimbursement
to.
pay
to
directed
and
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
to Fred
W. Stickney
Stickney and
and H.
the sum
$197.50 out
sum of $197.50
Reynolds the
A. Reynolds
H. A.
Fred W.
to
of any
money in
in the
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, as
not otherwise
Treasury not
the Treasury
any money
of
compensation for
construction of
two hundred and fourteen
of two
the construction
for the
compensation
rods of
of fence
fence on
division line
between the
the lands of said Fred
line between
the division
on the
rods
the United
W. Stickney
H. A.
Reynolds and
lands owned
owned by the
and lands
A. Reynolds
and H.
Stickney and
W.
States and
and occupied
occupied by
Indians in
in Sherwood
Sherwood Valley,
Valley, California,
the Indians
by the
States
the
said amount
amount being
one-half of the cost of said fence.
fence.
being one-half
the said
Approved,
January 7, 1925.
Approved, January

CHAP.
Act For
For the
the relief
Edward S. Scheibe.
of Edward
relief of
51.-An Act
CHAP. 51.—An

January 7, 1925.
[H.
4318.]
[H. R. 4318.1
[Private, No. 91.1
91.]

Be it
it enacted
by the
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the Edward
House of
and House
Senate and
the Senate
enacted by
Be
Edward S.. Sceibe.
Scheibe.
Credit in postal acthe PostThat the
United
of America
Post- Credit
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
States of
United States
counts.
master
he is
directed to counts.
authorized and directed
hereby, authorized
is hereby,
and he
be, and
General be,
master General
credit
the accounts
accounts of
Edward S.
S. Scheibe,
Cloquet,
at Cloquet,
postmaster at
Scheibe, postmaster
of Edward
credit the
Minnesota,
in
the
sum
of
$20,004.50,
due
to
the
United
States
on
on
States
United
the
to
due
$20,004.50,
of
sum
the
in
Minnesota,
account of
postage stamps,
stamps, war-savings
war-savings funds,
funds, and revenue stamps
of postage
account
which were
were lost
lost as the result of the destruction of the post office at
which
Cloquet by
on October 12, 1918.
fires on
forest fires
by forest
Cloquet
Approved,
January 7,
7, 1925.
Approved, January

CHAP. 52.-An
52.—An Act
the relief
of Orville
Orville Pau
Paul.
relief of
Act For
For the
CHAP.

January
7, 1925.
January 7,
[H.
4432.]
[H. R. 4432.1
Private, No.
[Private,
No. 92.1
92.]

rvile Paul.
Be it
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
House of
Representatives of the Orville
of Representatives
and House
by the
it enacted
Be
Payment to guardian
personal injuri.
injuries.
orersonal
of for
United
of America
Secre- of,
That the Secreassembled, That
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
States of
United States
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1925.

tary of
of the
Treasury be,
and he
is hereby,
directed
and directed
hereby, authorized
authorized and
be, and
he is
tary
the Treasury
to pay,
pay, out
out of
of any
any money
money in
in the
the Treasury
of the
the United
United States
not
States not
Treasury of
to
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
to Jennie
the legal
legal guardian
guardian of
of
Kingston, the
Jennie Kingston,
otherwise
Orville Paul,
the sum
full settlement
settlement for
for personal
personal
$2,500 in
in full
Paul, the
sum of
of $2,500,
Orville
injuries sustained
by reason
reason of
of the
the explosion
of a
a
explosion of
Paul by
by Orville
Orville Paul
injuries
sustained by
bomb under
the direction
direction of
organization of
of the
the
war-loan organization
of the
the war-loan
bomb
under the
eighth Federal
district in
the Victory
Victory loan
loan
with the
in connection
connection with
eighth
Federal reserve
reserve district
drive at
at De
De Soto,
Missouri.
Soto, Missouri.
drive
Approved,
7, 1925.
1925.
January 7,
Approved, January
January
7, 1925.
January 7,1925.

[H. R.
R. 621.]
6241.]
[H.
[Private, No. 93.]
93.]
[Private,

J
Lieutenant
Lieutenant E.
E .J.
McAllister.
McAllister.
to, for
Payment to,
for
f
property damages.
damages.
property

January 7,
7, 1925.
1925.
[H.
[H. R.
6506.
R. 6506.]
[Private, No. 94.]
94.]
John Baumen.
Baumen.
Reimbursement to.
Reimbursement

January 7,
7, 1925.
1925.
January
[II. R.
R. 7296.1
[H.

CHAP.
53.-An Act
McAllister.
the relief
of Lieutenant
CHAP. 53.—An
Act For
For the
relief of
Lieutenant E.
E. J.
J. McAllister.

Be
and House
of the
the
Representatives of
of Representatives
House of
Senate and
by the
the Senate
it enacted
enacted by
Be it
Secretary
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
States of
of America
assembled, That the Secretary
United States
e
or the
the Treasury
and he
hereby, authorized
to
and directed
directed to
authorized and
he is
is hereby,
be, and
Treasury be,
of
appropriated,
pay, out
of any
any money
in the
Treasury not
otherwise appropriated,
not otherwise
the Treasury
money in
out of
pay,
States
to Lieutenant
J. McAllister,
Tenth Regiment
United States
Regiment United
E. J.
McAllister, Tenth
Lieutenant E.
to
Infantry, the
the sum
sum of
full compensation
compensation for
for damages
damages to
in full
of $116.88,
$116.88, in
Infantry,
belonging to the
resulting from collision
collision with truck belonging
automobile, resulting
United
States Army,
occurred at
at Camp
Ohio,
Sherman, Ohio,
Camp Sherman,
Army, which
which occurred
United States
August
1921.
August 1,
1, 1921.
January 7,
1925.
Approved, January
7, 1925.

CHAP.
of John
CHAP. 54.-An
54.—An Act For the relief of
John Baumen.
Baumen.

Representatives of the
the
the Senate and H01280
House of Representatives
enacted by the
Be it
it enacted
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
United States
Secretary
America in
in Congress
United
States of America
of the
the Treasury
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to
hereby, authorized
of
Treasury be, and he is hereby,
pay, out
of any
any money
money in
the Treasury
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated,
Treasury not
in the
out of
pay,
the
to John
Los Angeles,
California,
of Los
Angeles, California,
John Baumen,
Baumen, of
the sum
sum of
of $1,000
$1,000 to
which sum
was paid
by him
bond
him to
to the
the United
United States
States as
as a
a bail
bail bond
which
sum was
paid by
for appearance
appearance in court, said bail bond being declared forfeited
by
for nonappearance,
nonappearance, but
but subsequently
subsequently ordered paid back
back
by the
the court
court for
court vacating
the forfeiture
vacating the
forfeiture of the
to him
him through
through an order
order of
of said court
bail
bond, but
which amount
into the
amount had
had been
been covered
covere into
the Treasury
Treasury of
bail bond,
but which
the
the United States
States by the
the clerk
clerk of
of the court.
court.
Approved, January
7, 1925.
Approved,
January 7.
1925.
55.—An Act
CHAP. 55.-An
Act For
For the relief
relief of John W. Dilks.
Dilks.

r'[Private,
- No.
-6
a 95.]

Be
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
of the
House of
Senate and
enacted by
by the
e itit enacted
United States
States of
America in
Congress assembled,
United
of America
in Congress
assembled, That in the
administration of
conferring rights, privileges,
rected.
administration
of any laws conferring
privileges, and
and
discharged soldiers, John W.
benefits upon honorably
honorably discharged
W. Dilks, who
who
was a
a private of Company E,
E, Seventy-second
Regiment New York
Seventy-second Regiment
Volunteer Infantry, shall hereafter
hereafter be held
considered to
Volunteer
held and considered
to have
honorably from
of the
been discharged
discharged honorably
from the
the military
military service of
the United
United
States
as a
member of
of that
or about
about the
the 29th
29th day
day
on or
organization on
that organization
a member
States as
Proiso.
Proviso.
No prior pension, etc. of
August, 1862:
1862: Provided,
Provided, That
pay, or
or allowance
allowance
Nopriorpension,
of August,
That no
no pension,
pension, pay,
shall be
be held to have accrued
prior to
shall
accrued prior
to the
the passage of this Act.
Approved,
January 7,
Approved, January
7, 1925.
1925.

Jhn WB

John W. Dis
Dilks.
Military
corMilitary record
rer
corrected.

January 7, 1925.
January

[H. R.8 23431
R. 83431
[Private, No.
96.]
[Private,
No. 96.1

Jim
Hennessee.
Jim Henneesee.
Payment
Payment to.
to.

CHAP. 56.-An
56.—An Act For the relief
relief of Jim Hennessee.
Hennessee.

Be itit enacted
enacted by
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
of the
House of
by the
the Senate
Senate and
Be
United States of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary

SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH

S
ESS. II.
II. CHs.
56, 60-63.
CHS. 56,60-63.
SESS.

1543
1543

1925.

of
the Treasury
Treasury is
is authorized
authorized and
and directed
to pay,
pay, out of any money
directed to
of the
in
the Treasury
Treasury not
not otherwise
appropriated, to Jim Hennessee, of
otherwise appropriated,
in the
sum is the amount of aa
Chattanooga, Tennessee,
the sum
of $55.
Such sum
$55. Such
sum of
Tennessee, the
Chattanooga,
money order
to the
Hennessee at Palmer, Tennessee,
Jim Hennessee
said Jim
the said
issued to
order issued
money
Hennessee, at
June 8,
5397, and
and payable
payable to
George Hennessee,
to George
Numbered 5397,
1921. Numbered
8, 1921,
June
Spokane,
Washington, which
which was
was unlawfully
collected by aa person
unlawfully collected
Spokane, Washington,
Deducton.
other
payee. The
The Secretary
of the
the Treasury
Treasury is
ls directed
directed Deduction.
Secretary of
the payee.
than the
other than
Hennessee
Jim
said
to
from such
payment to the
Hennessee
any payment
sum any
such sum
deduct from
to deduct
in
respect to
to such
such money
money order.
in respect
Approved, January
January 7, 1925.
Approved,
CHAP. 60.—An
To place
place the
the name
Paul Crum
on the
muster rolls
rolls
the muster
Crum on
of Paul
name of
Act To
60.-An Act
CHAP.
of Company
E, First
Nebraska Infantry,
Infantry, United
United States
States Volunteers.
Volunteers.97.]
Regiment Nebraska
First Regiment
of Company E,

January 9, 1925.
January
[H.
te.
[paR33881
R. 3388.]
[Private, No.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
Representatives of
C.
Pau crm.
the Paul
of the
of Representatives
House of
and House
by the
Be
r
That Paul Crum Military record coassembled,
Congress
in
America
of
States
United
United
formerly
States
of theofcity
America
of Fargo,
in Congress
State of assembled,
North Dakota,
That shall
Paulbe
be
Crum,
held
reeted.tary record
held rected.
formerly of the city of Fargo, State of North Dakota, shall
and
served as
as a
private in
Company E,
E, First
in Company
a private
have served
to have
considered to
and considered
Regiment Nebraska
Nebraska Infantry,
United States
States Volunteers, in the war
Infantry, United
Regiment
with
28, 1899,
1899, to
June 20,
1899, and to have been
20, 1899,
to June
March 28,
from March
Spain, from
with Spain,
•
honorably
said last date.
of said
discharged of
honorably discharged
etc., reSEC. 2.
said Paul
Crum be,
be, and
he is
entitled to
to all
41
.13ges•
istoc.red.
all st,,,11
hereby, entitled
is hereby,
and he
Paul Crum
That said
2. That
SEc.
privileges and
and immunities
immunities belonging
belonging to
private soldier of said
to aa private
privileges
regiment, including
including all
all medals,
medals, citations
citations and
and decorations
decorations for
regiment,
the
remaining
in
the
service
after
the
expiration
usual term of
of
expiration
the
after
service
the
in
remaining
enlistment during
the same
same as though he had
Spain, the
with Spain,
war with
the war
during the
enlistment
been
regularly enlisted
therein.
enlisted therein.
been regularly
Approved,
January 9,
1925.
9, 1925.
Approved, January
January 9,
9, 1925.
1925.
January

CHAP.
61.—An Act
Act For
relief of
Edward N. McCarty.
of Edward
the relief
For the
CHAP. 61.-An

[S. 225.]

98.]
No. 98.]
[Private
[Private, No.

Be it
it enacted
by the
and House
of the
the EdardN.McCarty.
Representatives of
of Representatives
House of
Senate and
the Senate
enacted by
Be
United
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
Secretary Ldwarmcutvinocraprteyr:
Payment to, for perthe Secretary
That the
assembled, That
America in
States of
United States
naDlurie
so
to
directed
of
the
Treasury
be,
and
he
is
hereby,
authorized
and
s°nalin
l
uries *
authorized
hereby,
is
he
and
be,
of the Treasury
pay,
out of
of any
any money
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
Treasury not
the Treasury
in the
money in
pay, out
Government, to
the
sum of
in full
full settlement
against the Government,
settlement against
$1,200, in
of $1,200,
the sum
Edward
to compensate
compensate him
injuries to his eyes
for injuries
him for
McCarty, to
N. McCarty,
Edward N.
Illinois.
Mattoon, Illinois.
while an
in the
post office
at Mattoon,
office at
the post
employee in
an employee
while
Approved, January
1925.
January 9, 1925.
Approved,

CHAP.
Act For
For the
of John
John T.
T. Eaton.
Eaton.
relief of
the relief
62.-An Act
CHAP. 62.—An

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
of the
House of
the Senate
Be
United States
Congress assembled,
Secretary
assembled, That the Secretary
in Congress
America in
of America
States of
United
of
Treasury be,
and he
hereby, authorized and directed to pay
is hereby,
he is
be, and
the Treasury
of the
to
Eaton, of
Montana, out
out of
of any
money in the
any money
Helena, Montana,
of Helena,
T. Eaton,
John T.
to John
compliance
Treasury
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the sum of $560, in compliance
Treasury not
Document
with the
the findings
the Court of Claims, Senate
Senate Document
of the
findings of
with
Numbered
of the
session of the Sixty-third
Sixty-third Congress.
first session
the first
220 of
Numbered 220
Approved, January
January 9, 1925.
Approved,
McCanna, residuary
CHAP.
Act For
For the
relief of Nelly
Nelly McCanna,
residuary legatee
legatee
the relief
63.-An Act
CHAP. 63.—An
McCanna, deceased.
F. McCanna,
and devisee
devisee under
under last
and testament
testament of
of P.
deceased.
P. F.
will and
last will
and

Be it
it enacted
by the
and House
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
Senate and
the Senate
enacted by
Be
assembled, That the Secretary
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
America in
of America
States of
United States

January
9, 1925.
1925.
January 9,
[S. 335.]
[S.
335.]
9.
3No.
[Sriv.
[Private,
99.]
[Private, No. 99.

ohn T. Eaton.
John
Eaton.
Payment to.

Payment to.

January 9, 1925.
1925.
January
[S. W8.1
368.]
I100.
[private, No.
[Private,
No. 100.]

p.

P. F. McCanna.
McCanna.
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Reimbursement
Off the
Eeimbursement to o
residuary
etc.,
residary legatee,
etc.
ga
of.
pay to
to
of. u
'
, pay

1925.
1925.

Treasury
Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to

Nelly McCanna,
McCanna, residuary
and devisee
under last
last
Nelly
residuary legatee
legatee and
devisee under
will
P. F.
F. McCanna,
out of
any money
money
will and
and testament
testament of P.
McCanna, deceased,
deceased, out
of any
in
not otherwise
appropriated, as
in the Treasury
Treasury not
otherwise appropriated,
as reimbursement
reimbursement for
for
interest
money borrowed
borrowed by
by
interest paid by
by P.
P. F.
F. McCanna,
McCanna, deceased,
deceased, on
on money
him
the authority
authority of
Interior Department
in
him while
while acting
acting under the
of the
the Interior
Department in
land for
States Indian
Indian School
at
the negotiation
negotiation of
of land
for the
the United
United States
School at
Albuquerque, New
$760.68.
Albuquerque,
New Mexico, the sum of
of $760.68.
Aoproved, January
9, 1925.
Aoproved,
January 9,
1925.

January
1925.
January 9, 1925.
IS. 511.1
(Private, No. 101.1
101.)
[Private,

611.]

University
AUniversity of AriSOM.
nd a.
Land patent
to.
pa
Lad

tet to

Provisos.
Mineral
rights
Mine

served.
served.

re-

ondition
Condition.

Purchase price.

January
1925.
January 9,
9, 1925.
[S. 1014.]
[prSo.1021No. 192.1
[Private,
[Private, No. 102.]

CHAP. 64.-An
64.—An Act
authorize the
Secretary of
the Interior
to issue
issue patent
patent
of the
Interior to
the Secretary
Act To
To authorize
CHAP.
in fee
to the
of Regents
the University
University of
of Arizona,
State of
of
in
fee simple
simple to
the Board
Board of
Regents of
of the
Arizona, State
Arizona, of Tucson, Arizona,
Arizona, for a
certain described
described tract of land.
Arizona,
a certain

Be it
enacted by
Senate and
Representatives of
of the
the
of Representatives
House of
it enacted
by the
the Senate
and House
Be
United States
of America
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
States of
America in
United
Congress assembled,

of the
the Interior
be, and
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
issue
of
Interior be,
and is
and directed
directed to
to issue
patent
patent as•
as hereinafter
hereinafter limited
Board of
Regents of
limited to
to the
the Board
of Regents
of the
the
University of
Arizona, State
State of
of Arizona,
of Tucson,
Tucson, Arizona,
University
of Arizona,
Arizona, of
Arizona, for
for
the
following-described tract
tract of
of land,
to wit:
wit: The
The southeast
southeast quarter
the following-described
land, to
quarter
of
in township
west of
of the
the Gila
and
of section
section 29,
29, in
township 99 south,
south, range
range 23
23 west
Gila and
Salt River
River principal
Salt
principal meridian
meridian in
Arizona, said
tract of
be
in Arizona,
said tract
of land
land to
to be
occupied
used solely
solely for
for educational
and investigational
investigational
occupied and
and used
educational and
purposes:
That there
there shall
shall be
be reserved
United
to the
the United
reserved to
Provided, That
purposes: Provided,
States or its assigns all oil, coal, or other mineral deposits
deposits found
found
in
land, and
and the
the right
right to
prospect for,
the
remove the
mine, and
and remove
for, mine,
to prospect
in the
the land,
same: Provided
Provided further,
That this
this grant
of land
shall be
be subject
same:
further, That
grant of
land shall
subject
to
prior valid
valid existing
existing rights
rights under
under the
to all
all prior
the land
land laws
laws of
of the
the United
United
States, and that if
the grantee
the land
land for
for
if the
grantee shall fail to use the
educational or investigational
investigational purposes
purposes or
or shall
shall devote
devote the
educational
same
the same
to other
other uses the
the title thereto
thereto shall revert
to
revert to
to the
the United
United States
States
action on the
the part
part of
of the
the United
United States
States upon
without further
further action
upon aa
finding of such failure by the Secretary of the Interior:
Interior: And
provided
provided further,
further, That
That the
the above-described
tract of
of land
land be
be purchased
purchased
above-described tract
by the Board of
of Regents
Regents of
of the University of
Arizona at
at the
of Arizona
the rate
rate
of $1.25
per acre
acre therefor.
of
$1.25 per
therefor.
Approved, January
January 9,
9, 1925.
1925.

CHAP.
65.-An Act For the relief of F.
F. J.
Ed
CHAP 65.—An
J. Belcher, junior, trustee for Ed
Fletcher.
Fletcher.

it enacted
Senate and
and House of Representatives
Be it
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of the
United
of America in
in Congress
United States
States of
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
on accout of dam- of the Treasury
be, and he
he is
is hereby,
hereby, directed
directed to
to pay
pay to F.
Treasury be,
F. J.
J. Belcher,
Belcher,
agto
junior, trustee
ages
to lands.
trustee for the benefit of Ed Fletcher, out of any money in
the sum of
of .$21,838,
the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the
.$21,838, in
in
said Ed Fletcher
Fletcher
full payment of damages to lands owned by Said
the Government
Government while occupying
inflicted thereon by the
occupying said
lands as
as
said lands
an Army
an
Army training
camp.
training camp.
Approved, January
Approved.
January 9, 1925.

Ed Fletcher.
Fleher.t
Ed
Payment
trustee
for, on account
to of dam- of

January 9, 1925.
1925.
January
[S. 2187.1
[S.
217.1
[Private,
No.10.]
[Private, No.
103.]

.

Mrs.
Mrs. John D. Hall
Hall.
Payment to, for propPaymentto,forproperty damages.

tY dasaso.

CHAP. 66.-An
66.—An Act For the relief of Mrs. John
John D. Hall.

Be it
House of
of Representatives
Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
Representatives of
of the
the
United
States of America
America in
United States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary
authorized and directed
directed to
off the Treasury be, and he is hereby,
hereby, authorized
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated,
pay, out of any money in the Treasury

SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH

SESS. II.
66, 67, 71.
II. CHS. 66,67,71.
SESS.
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1925.

the
sum of
to Mrs.
Mrs. John
widow of the late
D. Hall, widow
John D.
$2,248.10 to
of $2,248.10
the sum
Colonel John
D. Hall,
Hall, United
Army, retired, for value of
States Army,
United States
John D.
Colonel
personal property
property destroyed
in the
the military
military service of the United
destroyed in
personal
States
earthquake and
fire at
Francisco,
at San Francisco,
and fire
the earthquake
by the
Army by
States Army
1906.
California, April
18, 1906.
April 18,
California,
Approved,
January 9, 1925.
Approved, January

Boyce, senior.
CHAP.
For the
Henry Boyce,
William Henry
of William
relief of
the relief
Act For
67.-An Act
CHAP. 67.—An

1925.*
9,,1925
January 9
January
[S.
[S. 2510.1
25101
[Private,
No.
[Private, No. 104.]

Be
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
and House
Representatives of the WilliamHenry
House of Representatives
by the
it enacted
Be it
United States
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary Boyce,
Bowycue!sir!innenry
sr.
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
of America
States of
United
Reemption of lobte
of the
the Treasury
Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed
directed to certificates
cer1=PAVefbedtof
of indebtedredeem, in
of William
Boyce senior, of Ansonville, ness.
new.
Henry Boyce,
William Henry
favor of
in favor
redeem,
North Carolina,
41
2
/
per centum
centum United
Treasury certificates
certificates
States Treasury
United Stales
per
Carolina, 4/2
North
of indebtedness
denomination of
numbered 7378 and 7379, in the denomination
indebtedness numbered
of
$1,000 each,
each, and
and 3371,
3371, in
denomination of
of $500,
$500, series TM-1924,
the denomination
in the
$1,000
issued
March 15,
15, 1923,
matured March 15, 1924, with interest at the
1923, matured
issued March
rate of
41
2 per
/
per centum
centum per
1923, to March
March 15,
per annum from March 15, 1923,
of 41/2
rate
indebtedness or the
1924, without
without presentation
presentation of
of said
said certificates
certificates of indebtedness
1924,
March 15, 1923,
coupons
representing interest
1923, to
from March
thereon from
interest thereon
coupons representing
March
which are
alleged to have been lost, stolen, or
are alleged
1924, which
15, 1924,
March 15,
Proviso*.
Codition.
destroyed:
Provided, That
That the
the said
said certificates
certificates shall not have been Condition.
destroyed: Provided,
shall be
•
previously
presented for payment,
payment, and that no payment shall
be
previously presented
made
any coupons
coupons which
which shall have
have been previously
for any
hereunder for
made hereunder
Idetyb
presented
and paid:
Provided further,
That the
said William
William Indemnity
bond.
the said
further, That
paid: Provided
presented and
Henry
first file
file in the Treasury
Treasury Department a
a
shall first
senior, shall
Boyce, senior,
Henry Boyce,
certificates and
bond
double the
amount of the certificates
the amount
of double
sum of
penal sum
the penal
in the
bond in
principal became
the
accrued thereon
thereon when the principal
became
had accrued
which had
interest which
the interest
due and
and payable
securities as may be
payable, in such form and with such securities
due
indemnify and save
acceptable to
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury,
Treasury, to indemnifythe Secretary
to the
acceptable
account of the lost,
from any loss on account
harmless the
the United
United States
States from
harmless
described: Effective date
stolen
certificates of
herein described:
indebtedness herein
of indebtedness
destroyed certificates
or destroyed
stolen, or
Provided further,
further, That
bill shall
shall not
not take
take effect
effect until
September Effective date.
until September
this bill
That this
Provided
15, 1924,
1924, which
six months
after the maturity of the certificates.
months after
is six
which is
15,
Approved,
January 9, 1925.
Approved, January

CHAP.
71.—An Act
of Louis
Leavitt.
Louis Leavitt.
relief of
the relief
For the
Act For
CHAP. 71.-An

10, 1925.
January
January88.1
[s 88.1
10. 1925.
[S.
105.
[Private, No. 105.]
[Private,

sL
House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
Representatives of the
by the Senate and House
Be
—m
of, for
for losse
loseee
Claim
United States
States of
of America
in Congress
sLeavitt.
Congress assembled, That Louis cM'
America in
United
of
Court
to
cse
suit
Leavitt,
of
Brooklyn,
New
York,
is
hereby
authorized
to
bring
i.f
ai
e
r
rea
of
authorized
hereby
is
York,
New
Brooklyn,
of
Leavitt,
against
States to
recover damages
damages for any loss or losses
to recover
United States
the United
against the
governmental
which
he may
have suffered
action by governmental
suffered through action
may have
which he
Government. had in
of the Government,
agencies,
authority of
under authority
acting under
agencies, acting
connection with
the purchase
of
purchase by Louis Leavitt of surplus goods of
with the
connection
idiction of court.
Jurisdictionofourt.
the War
referred to in the opinion
opinion of J
and which were referred
Department and
War Department
the
is
Jurisdiction
1921.
23,
December
General,
the
Attorney
General,
dated
December
1921
.
Jurisdiction
is
the Attorney
hereby
upon the
the Court
Court of
of Claims
Claims of
of the United
United States
conferred upon
hereby conferred
to
hear,
consider,
and
determine
such
action
upon
merits
and
merits and
its
upon
action
such
determine
and
to hear, consider,
governs
according
law which
overns the principles of liability
liability that
which g
the law
to the
according to
prevail
but only so far as is herein
parties, but
private parties,
between private
prevail between
pertaining to such
indicated, and
and in
accordance with
with the practice
practice pertaining
in accordance
indicated,
judgment
to
parties,
action
between
private
and
enter
decree
or judgment
private
action between
against the
United States
States for
for the
amount of
of such
damages as
as may
may Pos.
such damages
the amount
the United
against
not ad
etc., not
claims,
be
found
due
to
said
Louis
Leavitt,
if
any:
Provided,
however,
c1:etc.,
ad.
however,
Provided,
any:
if
Leavitt,
Louis
said
to
be found due
That such
sue, as
hereby granted,
granted, shall not apply to any mted '
is hereby
as is
to sue,
right to
such right
That
interest, nor
any claim
claim for damages resulting from any criminal
to any
nor to
interest,
L

ur s

Fr

mitted

1546
1546
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1925.
1925.

prosecution of
said Louis
Louis Leavitt
charge of
of violating
the
violating the
on aa charge
Leavitt on
of the
the said
prosecution
penal laws
laws of
United States:
Provided, That
such action
shall
action shall
That such
States: Provided,
of the
the United
of penal
suit,
be
and commenced
the date
that
suit.
be brought
brought and
commenced within
within four
four months
months from
from the
date that
this
Act becomes
becomes effective.
effective.
this Act
Appropriation to
SEC. 2.
final determination
of such
such cause
cause if
decree
if a
a decree
determination of
2. That
That upon
upon final
to nay
pay
SEC.
Appropriation
judgment.
judgment.
or judgment
judgment is
is rendered
the United
dgmentor
rendered against
against the
United States,
States, there
there is
is hereby
hereby
appropriated, out
of any
money in
the Treasury
not otherwise
apotherwise apTreasury not
in the
any money
out of
appropriated,
propriated, a
a sum
sum sufficient
sufficient to
shall be
be
judgment, which
which shall
to pay
pay final
final judgment,
propriated,
paid to
to said
Louis Leavitt
Leavitt or
or his
his duly
attorneys of
of
duly authorized
authorized attorneys
paid
said Louis
record by
by the
Secretary of
of the
upon the
the presentation
of
presentation of
the Treasury
Treasury upon
the Secretary
record
authenticated copy
such final
final decree
decree or
or judgment.
judgment.
of such
copy of
aaduly
duly authenticated
Approved, January
January 10,
10, 1925.
1925.
Approved,
commencement

commencement

of

January
January 13, 1925.
1925.
[S.648.1
[S.
648.1
[Private, No. 106.]
1061
Janie Beasley GlisGibJanie
son.
Payment to, for personal injuries.
sonal

January
January 14, 1925.
1925.
[11.
R. 209.]1
2309.1
[H. R.
[Private, No. 107.1
107.]
Robert Laird, Sr.
sr.
Reimbursement
Reimbursement to,
for erroneous
erroneous burial expenses.

January
1925.
January 15, 1925.

[s.
30a3.
[8.3053.1
[Private,
No. 106.1
[Private. No.108.1

CHAP. 78.—An
78.-An Act For the relief of Janie Beasley
Beasley Glisson.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
the
of the
Representatives of
and House
House of
by the
Be it
United States
of America
the Secretary
Secretary
That the
assembled, That
in Congress
Congress assembled,
America in
United
States of
of the
the Treasury
Treasury be,
is hereby,
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to pay
pay
hereby, authorized
be, and
and he
he is
of
out of
of any
any money
money in
Treasury not
appropriated, to
to
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
in the
the Treasury
out
Janie
Beasley Glisson,
Glisson, $2,500,
suffered by
by her
her when she
for damages
damages suffered
$2,500, for
Janie Beasley
was
struck and
Government airplane
airplane
by aa Government
injured by
and permanently
permanently injured
was struck
which
charge of
of and
United States
by officers
officers of the United
and driven
driven by
was in
in charge
which was
Army.
Army.
Approved,
January 13, 1925.
Approved, January

CHAP. 80.-An
CHAP.
80.—An Act
Act For
For the
the relief
relief of
of Robert
senior.
Robert Laird,
Laird, senior.

Senate and
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
and House of Representatives
Representaavos of the
assembled, That the Secretary
United
in' Congress
Congress assembled,
Secretary
of America inUnited States of
of
is hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to
of the Treasury be,
be, and he is
appropriated,
pay,
out of
of any
money in
Treasury not
not otherwise appropriated,
the Treasury
in the
any money
pay, out
to
Robert Laird, senior, the sum of $112.11,
$112.11, being full reimbursement
reimbursement
to Robert
of the
for expenses incurred by him in connection with the burial of"
body of late Private (First Class) John Laird,
Laird, of Company C,
Three hundred and first Field Signal Battalion,
Battalion, shipped to him by
the War Department
Department in mistake for the body of his own son, late
Private John Laird, of Company
Company F,
F, Twenty-third
Twenty-third Infantry.
Approved, January 14, 1925.
1925.
CHAP. 82.-An
CHAP.
82.—An Act To quiet title to original
original lot 4, square
square 116, in the city
of Washington,
Washington, District
of
District of Columbia

Be
and House
House of
Representatives of
of
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
Tiitle re gliaa2
United States
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
the
That the
assembled. That
America in
of America
to the
the United
oLnfimed to
owners of
ootlot 4
4in.
in.
Secretary of War is hereby authorized and directed to
the
to correct
correct the
records of the War Department in respect of original
original lot 4, in
square 116, in the city of Washington, District
District of Columbia, the
title to which the records of his office show to be in the United
sufStates, upon the filing by the present owners of the lot of sufficient proof that the said owners or the party under whom they
claim have been in actual possession of the said lot for an uninterrupted period of not less than twenty
twenty years.
years, so that the said records
records
shall show the title to said lot
lot to be
be m
in the
the said
said owners.
Approved,
15, 1925.
Approved, January
January 15,

SIXTY-EIGHTH
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.

Suss. II.
II.
Snss.

Cm.
105-107.
CHS. 105-107.

1547
1547

1925.
1925.

Engineering Works.
CHAP.
For the
the relief
of the
the Great
Great Lakes
Lakes Engineering
relief of
Act For
105.-An Act
CHAP. 105.—An

January
28, 1925.
January 28,l195.
[8. 698.]
[Private, No. 109.1

No. 109.]
Be
it enacted
Representatives of
[Pvate,
the Great
of the
of Representatives
House of
and House
Senate and
the Senate
by the
enacted by
Be it
Lakes Engineering works.
Works.
United
assembled, That
That the
claim neerng
the claim
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
of America
States of
United States
suit
for
suit for
bring
Mcy bri
May
damages
organized collision
Engineering Works,
of
the Great
Lakes Engineering
Works, a
a corporation
corporation organized
Great Lakes
of the
collision damages to
steamship
"Frank 11.
.
"Frank
steamship
under
the
laws
of
the
State
of
Michigan,
with
its
principal
place
of
of
under the laws of the State of Michigan, with its principal place
Goodyear" in district
Goodyear"
court.
court.
the
business
in
the
city
of
Detroit,
in
said
State,
owner
of
steamof
owner
State,
said
in
Detroit,
of
city
the
in
business
ship Frank
certain docks on the Detroit River,
Goodyear, and certain
H. Goodyear,
Frank H.
ship
at
Ecorse,
Michigan,
against
the
United
States for damages alleged
alleged
United States
the
against
Michigan,
at Ecorse,
to have
have been
caused by
by collision
United States steamship
steamship
the United
between the
collision between
been caused
to
Isla
de Luzon
and said
Frank H.
Goodyear on May 24,
H. Goodyear
steamship Frank
said steamship
Luzon and
Isla de
1917, in
Detroit River,
River, at
at Ecorse,
Ecorse, Michigan,
Michigan, may
may be sued for
the Detroit
in the
1917,
of the Jurisdiction of court.
by
the
Great
Lakes
Engineering
Works
in
the
District
Court of
Court
District
the
in
Works
Engineering
Lakes
Great
the
by
as aa Jursdictionofcourt.
United
for the
the Eastern
Eastern District
of Michigan,
sitting as
Michigan, sitting
District of
States for
United States
court of
of admiralty
the rules governing
governing such court,
under the
acting under
and acting
admiralty and
court
determine such
and said
court shall
to hear
hear and
and determine
jurisdiction to
have jurisdiction
shall have
said court
and
decree for the amount of such damsuit and
and to
enter a
ajudgment
judgment or decree
to enter
suit
ages and
and costs
costs if
if any,
any, as
as shall
be found
found to
to be due against the United
shall be
ages
States in
favor of
of the
Great Lakes
Lakes Engineering
Works, or against the
Engineering Works,
the Great
in favor
States
Great
Lakes Engineering
favor of the United States,
in favor
Works in
Engineering Works
Great Lakes
upon
the same
same principles
of liability
liability as in like cases
measures of
and measures
principles and
upon the
in
admiralty between
between private
parties and
and with the same rights of
private parties
in admiralty
Provisos.
or to Attorney
appeal: Provided,
Provided, That
That such
notice of
of the
the suit
shall be
be given
given to
to Notice
suit shall
such notice
appeal:
Attorney
General.
General.
by
provided
be
the
Attorney
General
of
the
United
States
as
may
provided
as
States
United
the Attorney General of the
the order
said court,
it shall
shall be
Attorney
duty of the Attorney
be the duty
and it
court, and
of said
order of
the
General to
the United
district to apUnited States attorney in such district
cause the
to cause
General
Commencement of
of
,commenement
further, That said suit.
Provided further,
pear and
and defend
defend for
for the
the United
United States:
States: Provided
pear
date
months
suit
shall
be
brought
and
commenced
within
of
the
four
within
commenced
and
suit shall be brought
passage of this Act.
of the passage
of
Approved,
January 28, 1925.
Approved, January
January 28, 1925.
1925.
January

CHAP.
108.—An Act
Act For
For the
the relief
relief of
of the
International Bank
of
Bank of
First International
the First
CHAP. 106.-An
Sweetgrass, Montana.
Montana.vate,
Sweetgrass,

[S.2689.1
[prij8do.
[Private, No. 110.]

No.

the
House of Representatives
Be
the Senate
Senate and
Representatives of the
and House
by the
enacted by
Be itit enacted
Mont
That the Secre- swetgrss,
United
of America
assembled, That
sweetgrass, Mont.
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
States of
United States
tary
of the
the Interior
Interior is
authorized, in
his discretion
i3
discretion, to issue Bank.
in his
hereby authorized,
is hereby
tary of
Montana,
for
patent
to.
patent to
First International
of Sweetgrass,
Sweetgrass, Montana,
Mon
Internationa
l
to.
Land patent
for Land
Bank of
International Bank
the First
patent to the
west,
5
range
the
south
half
of
section
25,
township
37
north,
5
Montana
the south half of section 25, township 37 north,
principal meridian
upon payment
by said bank of
of the value of said
payment by
meridian upon
principal
amounts
land,
fixed by
by the
Secretary of
of the
Interior, less any amounts
the Interior,
the Secretary
be fixed
to be
land, to
Proviso.
loaned
by said
said bank
bank to
to Stephen
Horgasz and remaining
remaining unpaid:
unpaid: Proiepri.
Stephen Horgasz
loaned by
Purchase price.
for
bank
said
to
issue
so
patent
Pro
cided, That
in no
no event
shall patent so issue
for
event shall
That in
Provided,
said
except upon
upon the
the payment
payment therefor
therefor by said
rate
said bank at the rate
land except
said land
of
$1.25 per acre.
than $1.25
less than
not less
of not
Approved, January
January 28, 1925.
Approved,
a
CHAP.
For the
Aktieselskabet Marie
Marie di Giorgio,
Giorgio, a
of Aktieselskabet
relief of
the relief
Act For
107.-An Act
CHAP. 107.—An
Norwegian
Christiania, Norway.
Norway.va,
of Christiania,
corporation of
Norwegian corporation

the
Representatives of the
Be it
the Senate
of Representatives
House of
and Howse
Senate and
by the
enacted by
it enacted
Be

assembled, That the claim
United States
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
of America
States of
United

January 28,
28, 1925.
January
[II. R. 8235.]
[H.
R. 8235.]
[Private, No. 111.1
No. 111.

"Runs," Norwegian
steamship.
Owners of, may bring
suit for collision damages in district court.

"

orwegin

of the Norwegian
owners of
of Aktieselskabet
Giorgio, owners
Norwegian Ownerso maybring
di Giorgio,
Marie di
Aktieselskabet Marie
of
alleged to ages ditrict court.
damages alleged
steamship
Runa, against
against the
the United
for damages
States for
United States
steamship Runa,
have
been caused
caused by
by collision
collision between
between the said vessel and the United
have been
States cutter
cutter Immigrant
in New York Harbor, on the 30th day of
Immigrant in
States

1548
1548

SIXTYEIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH

SESS. II.
II. CHS.
CHs. 107,111.
107, 111.
SESS.

1925.
1925.

November,
1919, may
be sued
by the
said Aktieselskabet
Aktieselskabet Marie
Marie
the said
for by
sued for
may be
November, 1919,
di
in the
Court of
of the
for the Southern
States for
United States
the United
District Court
the District
Giorgio in
di Giorgio
District
New York,
York, sitting
sitting as
as a
court of
and acting
acting
admiralty and
of admiralty
a court
of New
District of
under the
the rules
rules governing
court shall have
have
and said
said court
court, and
such court,
Jurisdiction of cotut under
governing such
Jurisdictionofeourt.
jurisdiction to
to hear
hear and
such suit
and to
judgment
a judgment
enter a
to enter
suit and
determine such
and determine
jurisdiction
or decree
decree for
of such
such damages
damages and
cost, if
if any,
shall
as shall
any, as
and cost,
the amount
amount of
for the
or
be found
due against
United States
States in favor
of AktieselAktieselfavor of
the United
against the
to be
be due
be
found to
skabet
Marie di
or against
against Aktieselskabet
Aktieselskabet Marie
Marie di
di Giorgio
Giorgio
Giorgio, or
di Giorgio,
skabet Marie
in favor
of the
United States
upon the
measures
and measures
principles and
same principles
the. same
States upon
the United
favor of
in
of liability
liability as
as in
in like
cases in
admiralty between
between private
parties
private parties
in admiralty
like cases
of
Provisos.
At. and
and with
same rights
of appeal:
appeal: Provided,
Provided, That
notice of
of
such notice
That such
rights of
the same
with the
Notice,
Notice etc., to Attomey
General.
the suit
suit shall
given to
to the
the Attorney
Attorney General
General of
of the United States
be given
shall be
the
torney General
as
may be
provided by
order of
the said
said court,
court, and
and it
shall be
the
be the
it shall
of the
by order
be provided
as may
duty of
of the
the Attorney
Attorney General
cause the
United States attorney
the United
to cause
General to
duty
in
such district
to appear
defend for
the United
States:
United States:
for the
and defend
appear and
district to
in such
Commencement
further, That said suit shall
offProvided
o
Provided further,
shall be brought and commenced
commenced
suit.ommencement
Condition.
Condition,
within four months of the date of the passage of this Act: Provided
Provided
further, That
this authorization
authorization to
suit against
United
the United
against the
to bring
bring suit
That this
further,
States
is granted
granted upon the express
express condition that Aktieselskabet
Aktieselskabet
States is
Marie di
di Giorgio
submit to
to the
the
for the
of the
the court for
jurisdiction of
the jurisdiction
Giorgio submit
Marie
States arising
judicial determination
determination of
of any
any claims
claims of
United States
of the United
judicial
out
of a
collision between
Runa and the United
between the steamship Runa
a collision
out of
States Shipping
Shipping Board
Chickamauga, in New
New York Bay
Steamship Chickamauga,
Board Steamship
States
on
27th day
other claims, whatsoever,
whatsoever, in
1920, or any other
July, 1920,
day of July,
the 27th
on the
Marie
said Aktieselskabet
favor of
the United
United States
Aktieselskabet Marie
States and also that the said.
of the
favor
di Giorgio,
Giorgio, within
thirty days
days after
after the
institution of
of any
any suit
by it
it
suit by
the institution
thirty
within
di
Surety bond.
it by the United States,
States, shall
shall
States or
or against it
United States
against the United
metybond.
such American
file a'surety
a•surety bond
American surety company
company and in
in
bond signed by such
file
by the proctors
such amount
amount as shall
proctors for the respecrespecagreed upon
upon by
shall be
be agreed
such
of
tive
parties or as shall be fixed by the Court to secure payment of
tive parties
any
it.
any costs
costs or
or judgments
judgments which
which may
may be
be decreed
decreed against
against it.
Approved,
28, 1925.
1925.
Approved, January
January 28,
January 29, 1925.
January
[S. 3073.1
[SPri
30o
[Private, No. 112.]
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George
George A. Berry.
Ordered
before naval
Ordered before
naal
retiring
board.
retiring boar.

Provios.
Provisos.
Iff disabilityincurred
disability incurred
in line of duty to be
stof
placed on retired list
of
placed
Naval
Reserve Force
a
orcde as
Reserve
,Naval
lieutenant commander.

CHAP.
111.—An Act For the relief of George
George A. Berry
CHAP. 111.-An

Be it
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of the
the
Representatives of
of Representatives
House of
by the
Be
it enacted
United States of America in Congress
Congress assembled, That the President
President
be, and
hereby is,
authorized to order
be,
and he
he hereby
is, authorized
order George
George A. Berry.
Berry, ex-

lieutenant commander,
Reserve Force, to apStates Naval
Naval Reserve
commander, United
United States
lieutenant
pear before
naval retiring
determining
the purpose
purpose of
of determining
a naval
retiring board
board for the
pear
before a
whether or
not the
originated
in his
his case originated
complained of
of in
whether
or not
the disability
disability complained
in
the
line
of
duty
in
time
of
war,
as
required
by
the
provisions
of
of
provisions
the
by
required
as
war,
of
time
in
duty
of
line
the
in
140:
the Act of July 12, 1921, volume 42, Statutes at Large, page 140:
Provided,
That ifif said
said naval
retiring board
board finds
is
Berry is
finds that
that Mr. Berry
naval retiring
Provided,That

time
in time
from aadisability
now suffering
now
suffering from
disability incurred in
in the line of duty in
of the
duties of
all the
war which renders
renders him unfit to perform
perform all
the duties
the
commander, United States Naval Reserve Force,
grade of
of lieutenant commander,
grade
in time
war, the
be, and
and he
to
of war,
the President
President be,
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized to
in
time of
by and
of the
the Senate,
Senate,
nominate and, by
and with
with the
the advice
advice and
and consent
consent of
appoint George
A. Berry,
Berry, a
a lieutenant
United States
appoint
George A.
lieutenant commander.
commander. United
States
Naval Reserve
Reserve Force, and to place him upon the retired
retired list with
Provided further,
three-fourths of the pay of his grade: Provided
three-fourths
further, That he
shall not be entitled to any back pay or allowances
allowances by the passage
of this Act.
Approved, January
January 29, 1925.

eutenatommderof
of

No back pay, etc.

No

back pay, etc.

SIXTYEIGHTH CONGRESS.
SESS. II.
112, 113.
CHS. 112,113.
II. CIEs.
CONGRESS. SESs.
SIXTY-EIGHTH
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1925.

CorCHAP. 112.—An
For the
the relief
relief of
of the
the Commercial
Assurance ComCommercial Union Assurance
Act For
112.-An Act
CHAP.
pany (Limited),
Insurance Company,
Company, American
American and
and Foreign
Foreign Marine
Federal Insurance
(Limited), Federal
pany
Insurance
Company, Queen
of America,
Fireman's Fund
America, Fireman's
Company of
Insurance Company
Queen Insurance
Insurance Company,
the
Insurance
Company, Saint
Saint Paul
Marine Insurance
Insurance Company, and the
and Marine
Fire and
Paul Fire
Insurance Company,
United
Lloyds.
States Lloyds.
United States

Be it
it enacted
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
Representatives of the
of Representatives
House of
enacted by
Be
United States
in Congress
the SecreSecreThat the
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
America in
of America
States of
United

January
29, 1925.
1925.
Janary 29,
[S. 1976.1
1976.]
[S.
[Private, No. 113.1

[Private, No. 113.

Commercial

Union

nion
CommercialCompany
Company
Assurance
Assurance

(Limited) and others.
tary of
the Treasury
Treasury be,
and he
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed (Limited)
is hereby,
he is
be, and
of the
tary
Redemption of lost
of lost
Redemption
to redeem,
redeem, without
without interest,
interest, two 41/2
41
2 per cent United
/
United States Treasury certificates
to
certificates of indebt-

edness.
certificates
indebtedness numbered
numbered 7012
7012 and 7013 of the denomi- cdness.
of indebtedness
certificates of
9,
July
maturing
and
nation of
$5,000 each,
each, dated
dated April
April 10, 1918,
maturing
1918,
of $5,000
nation
indebtedness, which
1918, without
certificates of indebtedness,
such certificates
of such
presentation of
without presentation
1918,
proceeds
have
been lost,
lost, stolen,
stolen, or
or destroyed,
destroyed, and
to pay,
from the proceeds
pay, from
and to
have been
respective sums
of
to the
the following
following companies,
companies, the respective
redemption, to
such redemption,
of such
set after
after their
names: Commercial
Commercial Union Assurance
Company
Assurance Company
their names:
set
(Limited), $2,000;
Federal Insurance
Insurance Company, $2,000; American
American
$2,000; Federal
(Limited),
and
Foreign Marine
$1,500; Queen Insurance
Company, $1,500;
Insurance Company,
Marine Insurance
and Foreign
Insurance Company,
Company
America, $1,500;
$1,500; Fireman's
Fund Insurance
Fireman's Fund
of America,
Company of
$1,400;
Paul Fire
Marine Insurance
$400; Po.
Company, $400;
Insurance Company,
Fire and
and Marine
Saint Paul
$1,400; Saint
Provisos.
Condition.
Provided, Condition.
and
United States
Lloyds, $1,200;
$1,200; a
atotal
$10,000: Provided,
sum of $10,000:
total sum
States Lloyds,
and United
have
not
That
the
said
certificates
of
indebtedness
shall
been
preindebtedness
of
That the said certificates
Indemnity bonds.
viously
presented for
for payment:
payment: Provided
Provided further,
That the
the said
said Indemnitybonds.
further, That
viously presented
Federal
Commercial
Union
Assurance
Company
(Limited),
the
Federal
(Limited),
Company
Commercial Union Assurance
Insurance Company,
Company, the
American and Foreign Marine Insurance
the American
Insurance
Company.
Queen Insurance
America, the Fireman's
Fireman's
Company of America,
Insurance Company
the Queen
Company, the
Fund Insurance
Insurance Company,
and Marine InsurFire and
Paul Fire
Saint Paul
the Saint
Company, the
Fund
ance
Company, and
and the
the United
first file in the
Lloyds, shall fir,st
States Lloyds,
United States
ance Company,
Treasury
the United
United States
States aa bond in the penal
of the
Department of
Treasury Department
certificates of insum of
double the
the amount
amount of
of the
principal of
of said certificates
the principal
of double
sum
debtedness,
form and
such sureties
sureties as
may be acceptacceptas may
with such
and with
such form
in such
debtedness, in
able to
to the
the Secretary
Secretary of
Treasury, to
to indemnify
indemnify and save harmthe Treasury,
of the
able
less
the United
United States
from any
account of
of the
the lost, stolen,
on account
loss on
any loss
States from
less the
or destroyed
certificates of
of indebtedness
indebtedness hereinbefore
hereinbefore described.
destroyed certificates
or
Approved,
January 29, 1925.
Approved, January

29,1925.
January
1925.
January 29,

CHAP.
Act Authorizing
the President
President to order Leo P.
P. Quinn before
Authorizing the
113.-An Act
CHAP. 113.—An
a
retiring board
board for
of his
case and
and upon
upon the
the findings
board
findings of such board
his case
rehearing of
for aa rehearing
a retiring
either confirm
confirm his
discharge or
or place
and
on the retired list with the rank and
him on
place him
his discharge
either
pay held
held by
by him
him at
at the
discharge.
of his discharge.
time of
the time
pay

IS.
[S. 2764.1
114.]
[Private, No. 1141

the Leo P. Quinn.
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
Representatives of the
the Senate and House of Representatives
Be
recaer
Arm y
before Army
Ordered
United States
of America
°ing board for reassembled, That the Secre- reur
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
retiring
States of
United
hearing.
War ' under the direction of the President, is hereby authorauthortary of VWar,
ized, in
order Leo
Leo P.
P. Quinn, late major, United
to order
discretion, to
his discretion,
in his
ized,
States
Army, again
again before
retiring board
board for
purpose of aanew
the purpose
for the
a retiring
before a
States Army,
hearing
of pis
case and
and to
inquire into
determine the facts
into and determine
to inquire
his case
hearing of
touching the nature and occasion
occasion of his disability, and to find and
touching
report the
cause which,
produced his incapacity,
incapacity,
judgment, has produced
which, in its judgment,
the cause
report
to
according to
and
whether such
such cause
cause is
is an
incident of the service, according
an incident
and whether
the
that upon the findings
findings of such board the President
President
and that
statute, and
the statute,
is
in his discretion,
discretion, either to confirm the order
authorized, in
further authorized,
is further
discretion,
by
the said
Leo P.
P. Quinn
Quinn was
was discharged,
discharged, or,
or, in his discretion,
said Leo
which the
by which
to
and, by
by and
advice and consent
consent of the Senate,
the advice
with the
and with
nominate and,
to nominate
to appoint
said Leo
Leo P.
Quinn a
grade which he had at the
a major,
major, the grade
P. Quinn
appoint said
to
Proviso.
time of
discharge, and
retired list of the Pronto.
the retired
on the
him on
place him
to place
and to
his discharge,
of his
time
No back pay, etc.
Army:
Provided,
That
no
pay,
bounty,
other
allowance
during
etc.
No
back pay,
other
or
bounty,
pay,
no
That
Provided,
Army:
of
time
the
that he
was discharged
discharged and the
he was
time that
the time
between the
period between
the period
the
of this
this Act
become due
payable by virtue of
and payable
due and
shall become
Act shall
passage of
the passage
this
Act.
this Act.
Approved,
January 29, 1925.
Approved, January
fo r

r

hearing.
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SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS. SESS.
SESS. II.
II. CHS.
CIEs. 126,129-131.
126, 129-131.
SIXTY-EIGHTH

1925.
1925.

CHAP. 126.-An
Act For
For the relief
relief of the
the owner
owner of the
the schooner
schooner Itasca
Itasca
CHAP.
126.—An Act

January 31,1925.
31, 1925.
[S. 51.]
51.]
[S.
[Private, No. 115.]

it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Be it
Senate and
and the House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives
of
States of
America in
in Congress
the
of the
of America
Congress assembled,
the United
United States
assembled, That
That the
suit for collnson dam- claim of the owner of the schooner Itasca arising
arising out of the
ages indistrict collision between said schooner and the United States
States submarine
Brenton Reef
Reef lightship,
lightship, Newport,
Newport, Rhode
Rhode Island,
Island, on
on the
R-8 off Brenton
20th
day of
1920, for
for and
of the
alleged
20th day
of August,
August, 1920,
and on
on account
account of
the losses
losses alleged
to
have been
been suffered
in said
the owner
owner of
of said
said
to have
suffered in
said collision
collision by
by the
schooner
the United
States court
schooner Itasca
Itasca may
may be
be submitted
submitted to
to the
United States
court for
for
the district
Massachusetts, under
and in
in compliance
the
district of
of Massachusetts,
under and
compliance with
with the
the
rules
of said
as a
of admiralty;
admiralty; and
and that
that the
rules of
said court
court sitting
sitting as
a court
court of
the
Jurisdiction
of court
court. said court shall have jurisdiction
jurisdiction to hear and determine the whole
Jurisdictionof
controversy
and to
decree for
to enter
enter a
a judgment
judgment or
or decree
for the
the amount
amount of
of
controversy and
the
legal damages
sustained by
by reason
collision, if
any shall
the legal
damages sustained
reason of
of said
said collision,
if any
shall
be
either for
the United
be found to
to be due, either
for or
or against
against the
United States,
States, upon
upon
the
principle and
of liability,
liability, as
in like
like cases
adthe same
same principle
and measure
measure of
as in
cases in
in admiralty
between private
private parties
with
the same
same rights
of appeal:
appeal:
miralty
between
parties
with
the
rights
of
Provisos.
such notice
notice of
suit shall
given to
to the
the Attorney
Notice tAttorney
to Attorney Provided,
be given
Attorney
of the
the suit
shall be
Provided, That
That such
Noticeto
General.
General.
General
General of the United States as may be provided by order of the
said
court, and
and it
be the
the duty
duty of
of the
the Attorney
to
said court,
it shall
shall be
Attorney General
General to
cause
the United
attorney in
district to
to appear
cause the
United States
States attorney
in such
such district
appear and
and
Commencement
of
defend
for the
the United
States: Provided
That said
suit
cot
enement of
defend for
United States:
Provided further,
further, That
said suit
suit.
shall be brought and commenced
commenced within
within four
months of
of the
the date
data
four months
of the
the passage
passage of
of
of this
this Act.
Act.
Approved,
January 31,
31, 1925.
1925.
Approved, January
[Private,No. 115.]

"Itasca," schooner.
Owner of,
of, may bring
suit for collision damages in district court.

February 2, 1925.
1925.
3
[S. 8313
[Private, No. 116.]
[Private,

[s. 1.1

H. B. Stout.
Payment to,
sonal
injuries.
soninjuries.

CHAP. 129.-An
129.—An Act For the relief of H. B. Stout.

for

for per-

February 2, 1925.
[S. 231l6.
23161
[I.
[Private, No. 117.]
[Private,
117.1

CHAP. 130.-An
W. Smith.
CHAP.
130.—An Act To allow credit in the accounts of A. W.

Smith
A.W. Smith.
A.
Credit allowed in acaccounts
of.
countsot.

February 2, 1925.
February
2711.]
[S. 2711.

Rie
Pitt
Pitt River

Be itit enacted
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
of the
and House
enacted by
Be
United
States of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
United States
assembled, That the Comptroller General
General of
of the
the United
authorized and diUnited States is hereby
hereby authorized
rected,
rected, in the setlement of the accounts of A. W. Smith, fiscal
fiscal agent,
agent,
Forest Service, United States Department
Department of
Agriculture, to
of Agriculture,
to allow
allow
credit in
$111.75 now
now standing
standing as
as a
a disallowance
in said
credit
in the
the sum of $111.75
disallowance in
said
accounts
accounts on the books of the General
General Accounting
Accounting Office, covering exexpenses
the fiscal
fiscal year
June 30,
30, 1917
1917, in
in the
the
penses incurred
incurred during
during the
year ended
ended June
a building at the Bacon ranger
erection of a
Klamath
ranger station on
on the Klamath
National Forest,
California.
National
Forest, California.
Approved, February
February 2,
1925.
Approved,
2, 1925.

Company.
CHAP. 131.-An
131.—An Act For the relief of the Pitt River Power Company.

118.]
[Private, No. 118.]
[Private,
Company.
Compa.r

Be
by the
the Senate
and House
House of
Representatives of
of the
the
of Representatives
Senate and
it enacted
enacted by
Be it

United
States of America
America in
Congress assembled,
United States
in Congress
assembled, That the Secretary of
Treasury be,
tary
of the
the Treasury
be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and directed
directed
to pay to H. B. Stout,
Stout, out of
Treasury not
not otherof any money in
in the
the Treasury
otherwise
as compensation
wise appropriated,
appropriated, the
the sum
sum of
of $475.30
$475.30 as
compensation for
for expenses
expenses
incurred
by the
Bureau of
of Internal
Internal Revenue,
Revenue,
incurred by him
him while employed
employed by
the Bureau
district
of Florida,
during the
the months
months of
February, March,
district of
Florida, during
of February,
March, April,
April,
May, and
June, 1921.
1921.
May,
and June,
Approved, February
2. 1925.
1925.
Approved,
February 2.

r

Be it
by the
the Senate
Senate and
of the
the
of Representatives
Representatives of
House of
and House
it enacted
enacted by
Be

United States
in Congress
cr-ssembled, That
That the
CompPower United
States of America
America in
Congress assembled,
the Comp-

Power

SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH

SEss.
II.
SEss. II.

Cus. 131,132,134.
131, 132, 134.
CHs.

1925.

and he is
troller General
General of
of the
States be,
be, and
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized
United States
the United
troller
Company in
Power Company
River Power
Pitt River
to adjust
and settle
the Pitt
in
of the
claim of
the claim
settle the
adjust and
to

1551
1551

Claim
to be
be adadof, to
Claim of,
justed, etc.

ted etc.

the amount
amount of
$1,767 paid to
United States and deposited with
to the United
of $1,767
the
power
a water power
application for a
the
Treasury, in connection
connection with its application
the Treasury,
permit on
on Pitt
River, California,
California, and to certify the same to
Pitt River,
permit
Congress.
Congress.
Approved,
February 2, 1925.
1925.
Approved, February

CorCHAP. 132.
— An Act
Act For
relief of
of Canadian
Car and
and Foundry CornCanadian Car
the relief
For the
132.-An
CHAP.

pany, Limited.
Limited.
pany,

February 2, 1925.
1925.
February
[S. 3505.]
[S.
No. 119.1
119.]
[Private, No.

of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
Representatives of
of the
the Canadian
Canadian Car and
and
House of
and House
by the
enacted by
Be
Secretary Foundry
That the
United
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the Secretary
T
A
G
Company,
America in
of America
United States
of
the Treasury
refund Refund
Refund of import
import
authorized and directed to refund
hereby, authorized
he is
is hereby,
and he
be, and
Treasury be,
of the
to
the agency
agency of
Canadian Car and Foundry Company, Limited, dutiesto
du
ti es'
the Canadian
of the
to the
the sum
sum of $192,278.83
$192,278.83 paid by the agency of the Canadian Car and
the
Foundry Company,
duties on certain materials imported
Limited, as duties
Company, Limited,
Foundry
into the
the United
United States
abroad but which
destroyed
which were destroyed
shipment abroad
for shipment
States for
into
before the same were
by fire
fire after
after such manufacture
were exported,
manufacture and before
by
such refund
to be
paid out of
Treasury not otherotherof any money in the Treasury
be paid
refund to
such
appropriated.
wise appropriated.
February 2, 1925.
Approved, February
Commercial Union Assurance
CHAP. 134.—An
Assurance
Act For the relief of the Commercial
134.-An Act
CHAP.
MaCompany
(Limited), Federal
Insurance Company,
American and
and Foreign
Foreign MaCompany, American
Federal Insurance
Company (Limited),
Fireman's
rine Insurance
Insurance Company,
Company, Queen
Queen Insurance
Insurance Company of America, Fireman's
rine
the Saint Paul Fire and
Fund
Insurance Company,
Company, United
States Lloyds,
Lloyds, and
and the
United States
Fund Insurance
Marine
Insurance Company.
Company.
Marine Insurance

February 3, 1925.
[S. 1975.
1975.]1
[s.
[Private, No. 120.]

["vate, No. 120.

Union
Commercial Union
Be
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
and House
Representatives of the Commercial
of Representatives
House of
by the
it enacted
Be it
Assurance
Company
Company
United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
Secretary Assurance
the Secretary
That the
in Congress
America in
of America
States of
United States
(Limited) and others.
lost
to Ledemption
directed to
Redemption of lost
of the
be, and
and he
he is
hereby, authorized
and directed
authorized and
is hereby,
Treasury be,
the Treasury
of
certificates of
indebtof indebtcertfcates
Treasury
United States Treasury edness.
centum United
redeem,
without interest,
interest, twelve
per centum
4 per
twelve 4
redeem, without
certificates
of indebtedness
numbered 12033,
12033, 12034, 12035,
12035, 12036,
indebtedness numbered
certificates of
the
12037, 12038,
12040, 12256,
12257, 12258, 12259, and 12260, of the
12256, 12257,
12038, 12040,
12037,
denomination
of $1,000
$1,000 each,
August 20, 1918, and maturing
each, dated August
denomination of
July
without presentation
indebtedcertificates of indebtedpresentation of such certificates
1919, without
15, 1919,
July 15,
ness,
lost, stolen,
stolen, or destroyed,
destroyed, and to pay, from
been lost,
have been
which have
ness, which
companies the
the
such redemption,
redemption, to the
following companies
the following
of such
proceeds of
the proceeds
respective sums
after their
their names:
names: Commercial
Commercial Union Assurance
set after
sums set
respective
Company
(Limited), $2,400;
Insurance Company,
$2,400;
Company, $2,400;
Federal Insurance
$2,400; Federal
Company (Limited),
American and
and Foreign
Foreign Marine
Company, $1,800; Queen
Insurance Company,
Marine Insurance
American
Insurance
Company of
America, $1,800; Fireman's Fund Insurance
of America,
Insirallce Compalny
Company, $1,680:
United States
Lloyds, $1,440;
Paul Fire
$1.440; Saint Paul
States Lloyds,
$1,68); United
Complany,
proisos.
and
Insurance Company,
$480; a
a total sum of $12,000: Provisos.
Company, $480;
Marine Insurance
and Marine
Pro,..idcd,
That the
certificates of
shall not
have Condition.
bonds.
nditi
not have
of indebtedness
indebtedness shall
said certificates
the said
Proi;d(d. Thiat
Indemnity
bonds.
been previously
previously presented
presented and
and paid:
And provided
provided further,
That
further, That
paid: And
been
the said
said Commercial
Commercial Union
Assurance Company
(Limited), Federal
Company (Limited),
Union Assurance
the
Insurance
American and
Foreign Marine Insurance Comand Foreign
Company, American
Insurance Company,
pany,
Queen Insurance
Company of America, Fireman's Fund
Insurance Company
pany, Queen
Fire
Insurance
United States
Lloyds, and the Saint Paul Fire
States Lloyds,
Company, United
Insurance Company,
and
Marine Insurance
shall first
first file
file in
in the Treasury
Company shall
Insurance Company
and Marine
Department
the United
United States
in the
the penal sum of double
bond in
a bond
States a
of the
Department of
the
the principal
principal of
of said
certificates of
in
indebtedness, in
of indebtedness,
said certificates
of the
amount of
the amount
such
and with
such sureties
may be
be acceptable
acceptable to
the Secto the
as may
sureties as
with such
form and
such form
retary of
of the
Treasury, to
indemnify and
save harmless
harmless the
United
the United
and save
to indemnify
the Treasury,
retary
States from
any loss
on account
account of
of the
lost, stolen,
destroyed
or destroyed
stolen, or
the lost,
loss on
from any
States
certificates
indebtedness hereinbefore
hereinbefore described.
of indebtedness
certificates of
Approved,
February
3,
1925.
February
Approved,

1552
1552

SIXTY-EIGHTH
SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.

3, 1925.
February 3.
1325.
[S. 1427.]
14271
[S.
[Private,
121.]
[Private, No.
No. 121.]
Rosa
L. Yarbrough.
Rosa L.
Yarbrough.
Gratuity
Gratuity pay
pay to,
to, for
for

death of son.

February 3, 1925.
1925.
[S. 1lS8.1
[S.
[Private,
[Private, No. 1221
122.]

15.68.]

S
ESS. II.
CHs. 135-138.
135-438.
SEss.
II. CHs.

1925.
1925.

CHAP.
CHAP. 135.-An
135.—An Act For the relief of
Yarbrough.
of Rosa L.
L. Yarbrough.
Be
by the
the Senate
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
Senate and
Representatives of
the
United States
States of America in
Congress assembled,
the QuarterQuarterin Congress
assembled, That
That the
master General of
to Rosa
Rosa L.
Yarof the
the Army
Army shall
shall cause
cause to
to be
be paid
paid to
L. Yarbrough, mother
of Thomas
Thomas A.
late sergeant,
Airship
mother of
A. Yarbrough,
Yarbrough, late
sergeant, Airship
Detachment, Air Service,
School Detachment,
Service, United
United States
Army, who
who was
States Army,
was killed
killed
in the accidental
accidental destruction
destruction of the
airship Roma
Roma on
on February
21,
the airship
February 21,
1922, an amount equal to
to six
six months'
pay at
at the
rate the
the said
months' pay
the rate
said Thomas
Thomas
A. Yarbrough
Yarbrough was receiving
receiving at the date
date of
death. Such
Such amount
of his
his death.
amount
shall be paid from
funds appropriated
appropriated for
of the
the Army.
from funds
for pay
pay of
Army.
Approved,
February 3,
3, 1925.
Approved, February
1925.

CHAP,
136.-An Act For the
the relief
CHAP, 136.—An
relief of
of certain
certain officers
officers in
in the
the United
States
United States
Army.
Army.

Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate
of the
the
Be itit enacted
House of
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
United States of America in
Congress assembled,
United
in Congress
assembled, That the accountaccountReimbursement to. ing officers
officers of the United States be, and they are
are hereby, authorized
authorized
and directed to reimburse the following officers
officers of the
United States
States
the United
Army with the following sums for
defalcations made
made by
for certain
certain defalcations
by
Regimental Commissary
Regimental
Commissary Sergeant
Sergeant William Le
Seventeenth
Le Due,
Due, Seventeenth
Infantry, for which he was
Infantry,
court-martialed, found
found guilty,
guilty, and
was court-martialed,
and sensentenced, said officers
officers never having
been held
failure or
neglect of
of
having been
held for
for failure
or neglect
duty, namely:
Horace P.
Hobbs, $1,166.31;
Colonel Charles
namely: Colonel
Colonel Horace
P. Hobbs,
$1,166.31; Colonel
Charles
8
B. Stone, $1,02
.17i Colonel
$1,028.17;
Colonel Henry
Henry M. Bankhead, $103.65;
$103.65; Colonel
Colonel
Louis
Garrard, junior,
Louis F.
F. Garrard,
Junior, $2,373.64.
$2,373.64.
Approved, February
Approved,
February 3,
1925.
3, 1925.

Colonel Horace
Horace P.
Colonel
P.
Hobbs and
arid others.
others.
Reimbursement to.

February 3,
3, 1925.
1925.
[i[S. '16051
.
3.]
[Private. No. 123.]
[Private,
Emma Kiener.
Emma
Payme
nt to,
to, for
for
Payment

property
property damages.
damages.

February 3, 1925.
192.5.
February
[S. 18941
1894.1
[Private,
124.]
[Private, No. 124.1

Be
by the
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives o
Be itit enacted
enacted by
the Senate
House of
the
offthe
United States
States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
United
of the Treasury be,
authorized and
and directed
to pay,
pay,
be, and
and he
he is hereby,
hereby, authorized
directed to
out of any money in the Treasury
Treasury of the United
United States
States not
not otherwise
otherwise
appropriated,
appropriated, for the relief of Emma Kiener,
Kiener, of Salt Lake
Lake City,
City,
Utah, widow of
Christian Kiener,
Kiener, deceased,
in full
of all
of Christian
deceased, in
full satisfaction
satisfaction of
all
damages suffered through the destruction
damages
destruction by soldiers
stationed at
soldiers stationed
at
Fort Douglas, Utah, of certain
certain buildings erected
erected on
homestead
on aa homestead
location, made in good faith, near
location,
Fort Douglas,
Douglas, Utah,
by said
near Fort
Utah, by
said
Christian Kiener
Kiener the
sum of
$1,500.
Christian
the sum
of $1,500.
Approved,
Approved, February
February 3,
1925.
3, 1925.

CHAP.
138.—An Act
For the
the relief
relief of
of the
the owners
of the
steamship Kin-Dave.
CHAP. 138.-An
Act For
owners of
the steamship
Kin-Dave.

enacted by the Senate
Senate and
Be itit enacted
of the
the
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
United
States of America in
in Congress
assembled, That the SecreUnited States
Congress assembled,
dam- tary
tary of the Treasury be, and he
iss hereby,
he i
here by ,authorized
aut rzed
i
and directed
directed
to pay, out of any money in the Treasury
Treasury no
otherwise apno6 otherwise
appropriated,
owners of the
propriated, the sum of $3,500 to the owners
the steamship
steamship KinKinDave, as compensation
compensation for and in
of all
all claims
in full satisfaction
satisfaction of
claims
of such owners
owners for any damages to said steamship
steamship Kin-Dave
sustained
sustained as
as a
of a
collision between
a result of
a collision
between said
said steamship
steamship and
and
the United
United States steamship Colonel Clayton
Clayton on
1920,
on November
November 3,
3, 1920,
in the Milwaukee River,
River, Wisconsin.
Wisconsin.
Approved, February
Approved,
3, 1925.
February 3,
1925.

Kin-Dave," steam"Kin-Dave,"
ship.
hp.met
to oner
Payment
Payment to owners
owners
of, for collision damages.
ae.

CHAP. 137.—An
CHAP.
Act For
For the
relief of
of Emma
137.-An Act
the relief
Emma Kiener
Kiener

SIXTYEIGHTH CONGRESS.
CO NGRE SS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH

SESS. II.
Cm. 139,
139, 141,
145.
141,145.
CHS.
II.
SESS.
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1925.
1925.

February 3,1925.
3, 1925.
Febmary
[S.
[S. 2966.1
2ro6.1
[Private, No. 125.]
[Private No. 125.]

J. R. King.
relie of J.
139.-An Act For the reliehof
CHAP. 139.-An

Be it
enacted by
by the
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the
Senate and
the Senate
it enacted
Be
R.
King.
J.
R. King.
United
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
That the
Secretary J.
the Secretary
assembled, That
in Congress
States of
United States
Gratuity pay to, for
Gratuity
death
of son.
death
pay
to
directed
and
of
the
Treasury
be,
and
he
is
hereby,
authorized
and
directed
to
pay
authorized
hereby,
is
of the Treasury be, and he
to
out
money in
in the
otherwise appropriated
appropriated to
not otherwise
Treasury not
the Treasury
any money
of any
out of
King,
J. R.
R. King,
father and
and administrator
administrator of
late Lawrence
Lawrence B.
B. King,
the late
of the
King, father
J.
a
lieutenant in
in the
Air Service
Corps, who
who
Reserve Corps,
Officers' Reserve
the Officers'
of the
Service of
the Air
a lieutenant
sum
the sum
died on
on duty
at Clover
Field, Santa
Monica, California,
California, the
Santa Monica,
Clover Field,
duty at
died
of
$478.51, burial
burial and
and transportation
expenses.
transportation expenses.
of $478.51,
1925.
Approved,
3, 1925.
February 3,
Approved, February
CHAP. 141.-An
J. Oliver Manufacturing
Manufacturing
141.-An Act For the relief of the William J.
CHAP.
Company
J. Oliver, of Knoxville,
Knoxville, Tennessee
Tennessee
William J.
and William
Company and

Representatives of the
House of Representatives
and House
Senate and
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the Senate
Be
Congress assembled,
United States
States of
of America
assembled, That the SecreSecrein Congress
America in
United

directed
tary of
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
is hereby,
he is
and he
be, and
Treasury be,
the Treasury
of the
tary
not otherwise
to
out of
any money
in the
the Treasury
otherwise approapproTreasury not
money in
of any
pay, out
to pay,
priated, the
the sum
of $170,757.86
$170,757.86 to
for damages
damages
Oliver for
J. Oliver
to William
William J.
sum of
priated,
Governthe Governholding by
and holding
sustained
growing out
seizure and
by the
the seizure
of the
out of
sustained growing
Knoxat Knoxment
the William
William J.
J. Oliver
Oliver manufacturing
manufacturing establishment
establishment at
of the
ment of
ville,
Tennessee.
ville, Tennessee.
1925.
5, 1925.
Approved, February
February 5,
Approved;
CHAP.
Act To
authorize the
commissioner of public
governor and commissioner
the governor
To authorize
145.-An Act
CHAP. 145.-An
purchased
patents to certain
lands
of the
the Territory
Territory of
of Hawaii
Hawaii to issue patents
certain persons
persons who purchased
lands of
accordance
government lots
lots in
in the
the district
district of
of Waiakea,
Hawaii, in accordance
of Hawaii,
Waiakea, island of
government
with act
33, session
laws of
Hawaii.
Legislature of Hawaii.
1915, Legislature
of 1915,
session laws
act 33,
with

House of Representatives
Be
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and House
Representatives of the
by the
enacted by
Be it
United
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That the
governor
the governor
That
assembled,
Congress
in
United States of America
Hawaii are
of Hawaii
and
of public
public lands
of the
the Territory
are
Territory of
lands of
commissioner of
and commissioner
persons,
hereby authorized
authorized to
the following-named
following-named persons,
to the
patents to
issue patents
to issue
hereby
the Waiakea
lots in
of lots
their
occupiers of
in the
Waiakea
assigns, occupiers
permitted assigns,
or permitted
successors or
their successors
which lots
house
tract, district
district of
lots
Hawaii, which
of Hawaii,
island of
Waiakea, island
of Waiakea,
lot tract,
house lot
with act 33,
accordance with
were
sold 'by
'by the
the Territorial
Territorial government
government in
in accordance
were sold
however,
Provided, however,
session
laws of
of 1915,
Legislature of
of Hawaii:
Hawaii: Provided,
1915, Legislature
session laws
TerriThat
no patents
patents be
be issued
issued until
until all
conditions imposed
imposed by
the Terriby the
all conditions
That no
with:
complied with:
torial
at the
the time
of sale
sale have
been complied
have been
time of
government at
torial government
Name.
Name.

No.
No.

BLOCK 12.
IN BLCK'i

Chuichi
.----- 1 11
Kimura
Chuichi Kimura
2
2
Kanekichi
Yanagihara_
Kanekichi Yanagihara_
|- 33
...
Isojiro Kitagawa
Kitagawa
Isojiro
44
Komatsu Sakamoto-.-Sakamoto
Komatsu
5
5
Hideichi Nishimura
Nishimura -Hideichi
66
Suketaro
Maruo--..---..
Suketaro Maruo
77
Heitaro Egawa
Egawa -------Heitaro
88
Kenichi Tanaka -------99
Usaburo Segawa
Segawa ---- Usaburo
10
10
Mary
Keaweopala
Mary Keaweopala--11
11
Sabjiro
Abe
Sabjiro Abe----------12
------ 12
Wm. Edmonds.
Wm.
13
13
Jukichi Okino .----14
14
Kekela ----.
S. Kekela
Jas. S.
15
- 15
Kitagawa -Shimado Kitagawa
16
Masaichi
Nakamura ..16
Masaichi Nakamura
IN
IN

Area.
Sq.
Sq. ft.
20, 000
20,
000
20, 000
20, 000
20, 000
20, 000
20, 000
20, 000
20, 000
20, 000
20, 000
20, 000
20, 000
20, 000
20, 000
20, 000
000
20,
20, 000
000
20,

BLOCK 13.
13.
BLOCK

Rev. Koo
Koo Ishikawa
Ishikawa .....
Rev.
Esther
Kekoa----------I
Esther Kekoa

500
1
22,500
1 22,
22,500
500
22 22,

Name.
Name.

,No.

IN BLOCK
13-contd.
BLOCK 13-COLHd.
IN

Kekela
J. Kekela--Mary J.
Pihana
Pihana Kaiawe ------Wm.
Kuikuipua------Wm. Kuikuipua
Mrs.
Thompson
Mrs. Hatsuyo Thompson
Mar3
On --------Lau On
Mar3 Lau
Thomas
jr-----Thomas Pedro, jr
Mrs.
Isuneyo Tanaka_
__
Tanaka___
Mrs. Isuneyo
Katsuichi
Hashimoto___
Katsuichi Hashimoto ---- _
Shozo
Murakami -----Shozo Murakami
K Wakimoto
Wakimoto -------K.
Junnosuki
Ishizu -----Junnosuki Ishizu
Hirokichi Nishimura..
Nishimura---Hirokichi
Taichiro Seto---------Seto
Taichiro

3
3
4
4
5
5
66
77
88
99
10
11
12
13
13
14
16

Area.
Area.
Sq. ft.
22,
22,
22,
22,
22,
22,
V,
22,
22,
22,
22,
22,
22,
22,
22,
22,
22,
22,
22,
22,
22,
22,
22,
22,
22,

500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500

20,
20,
20,
20,
20,
20,
20,
20,
20,

000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000

IN BLOCK
19.
BLOCK 19.
IN

Nobujiro
Yoshino
Nobujiro Yoshino----Mrs.
K. Low---Low
Annie K.
Mrs. Annie
Giemon Sakumoto ----Koshimoto ----Yoshio Koshimoto
Kobayashi .-Kinichiro Kobayashi_
Kinichiro

1
1
22
33
44
55

February
1925.
5, 1925.
February 5,
[H. R. 31321
[Private, No. 1261

[H. R. 3132.]

[Prate, No. 126.]

William
Oliver.
J. Oliver.
William I.
Payment
Payment to.

1925.
February 6,
6, 1925.
February

6303.1
[H. R.. 6303.1
[Private, No. 127.]
127.]
[Private,

Hawaii.
Hawaii.

Occupiers of desigOccupiers
nated lots in district
of Waiakea
receive
Waiakea to receive
Terripatents
from
patents
torial authorities.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Condition.

List of lots.

1554
1554
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List-ontinued.
List-continued.

Name.
Name.
IN
BLOCK
IN BLOCK

No.
No.

19-contd.
1--contd.

Nobuchi Nakao.-----.
Kinzo lzumi
Izumi----------Hatsue Yamamoto-----Yamamoto
Hatsue
Tsunekichi Kanai ----Tsunekichi
Umekichi Kanai
Umekichi
Kanai------Manuel de Coito------Coito
Shizuma Honda
Ota_ --__
Shizuma
Honda Ota
-_
Kalamau
Kalamau Kaanaana----Kaanaana
Apu
Louisa K. Apu-------Mary Kaaumoana----Kaaumoana
Mary Ann Akana
Akana-----

Area.
Area.

6
6
7
7
8
8
9
9
10
10
11
11
12
13
13
14
14
15
15
16
16

Sq. ft.
20,
20, 000
20, 000
20,
20, 000
20,
20, 000
20, 000
20, 000
20,
20, 000
20,
20, 000
20, 000
20,
20, 000
20, 000

11
2
2
3
3
4
4
5
5
6
6
7
7
8
8
9
9
10
10
11
11
12
13
14
15
16
16

22,
22,
22,
22,
22,
22,
22,
22,
22,
22,
22,
22,
22,
22,
22,
22,
22,

IN BLOCK
BLOCK 20.
IN

Lopes
Joaquin Lopes-------Kakutaro Maesaka
Kakutaro
Maesaka ---Chun
C.
Chun C. Tong
Tong----.....
Nobuichi
Nobuichi Kimata
Kimata -----Otto K. Reinhardt ---Uveno Yoshirnatsu
Yoshimatsu----- _
Emma Reinhardt
Reinhardt -----Emma
Nikichi Yanagihara----Yanagihara
John A.
A. Lee---------Lee
Mrs. Hana Watanabe--Watanabe_ __
Daniel Namahoe------Namahoe
K. Ikeda------------Ikeda
Maria de Gloria Martin_
Martin..
Keoahu Keliinui
Keliinui------Joseph de Costa
Costa------En Kong Wung------Wung

500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500

IN BLOCK
BLOCK 25.
IN
25.

T. Hirokane
Hirokane---------Masajiro
Masajiro Yamamoto_
Yamamoto __
--- _
Hector Plymer Morton
Morton-_
Swanston
Jessie Cecilia Swanston__

116
13 27, 116
14 27, 116
14
116
15 27, 116
116
15
16
116
16 27,
27, 116

IN BLOCK
IN
BLOCK 26.
26.

Kaiminaauao
Stella Kaiminaauao----Hattie Kalani
Kalani----.---_Albert
Correia ---------Albert Correia
Florence M.
Like
M. Like-----Alfred Tavarez--------Tavarez
Mary K. Peterson
Peterson ----Mary G. Pereira-------Pereira
Emma Smith
Smith----------Izume Kainchi--------Kainchi
Mrs. Isabella Martin
Martin_--___
Itaro Nakao----------Nakao
Herman N. Kamai
Kamai-----Sanuske Onishi -------Jose P. Amaral--------Amaral
Takichi Homma ------Kahawai ------Esther Kahawai

11
2
2
3
3
4
4
5
5
6
6
7
7
8
8
99
10
10
11
11
12
13
14
14
15
15
16
16

20,
20,
20,
20,
20,
20,
20,
20,
20,
20,
20,
20,
20,
20,
20,
20,
20,
20,
20,
20,
20,
20,
20,
20,
20,
20,
20,

000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000

IN BLOCK
BLOCK 27.
IN
27.

Futoshi Arakawa-------Arakawa
1
1
Kenjiro Kodama-------Kodarna
22
Kitarc
Takahashi ------KitarG Takahashi
33
Kametaro
Kametaro Fujimoto
Fujimoto----44
Eikichi Nakamoto
Nakamoto-----55
Sentaro Kojima __----66
Sidney Masao Hamada__
Hamada__
7
7
Ichitaro Hors.
Hora ___---.-- 88
Edith Carol Arioli
.---9
9
Carrie Sharratt __----.10
Haili Kuamoo-_____-.Kuamoo
11
11
Annabelle Ruddle -----Annabelle
12
Heulu
Heulu Namahoe
Namahoe __--_13
13
Sarah H. Cahill------CahilL
14
14
Lui Kwan ------------ 15
15
Waahia Kalilikane-----Kalilikane
Waahia
16
-

.

22, 500
22,500
22, 500
22, 500
22, 500
22,500
22, 500
22, 500
500
22, 500
500
22, 500
22,
500
22,500
22,
22, 500
22, 500
22, 500
22, 500
22, 500
500
22, 500
22, 500

-

February 6, 1925.
Approved, February

SESS. II.
II. CH. 145.
145.
SESS.

ak

Name.
IN
IN

1925.

No.
No.

BLOCK
33.
BLOCK 33.

Akiyama
Mrs. Nisu Akiyama----Gabriel Manning------Manning
Gabriel
Ting Sam Ching -----Fung Lau
Lau------------Lau
Young Lau-----------Chock Pung
Pung--......-Kamesuke
Kamesuke Higa -----Elizabeth W. Macomber_
Macomber
Kim Lung Sup ------Joe Freitas Braz
Braz------John Puha Hale-------Hale
Louise I. Wright
Louise
Wright-------John K. Akau
Akau---------Mrs Kaniho
Kaniho Wond
Mrs.
Wond-----

1
1
22
33
55
77
88
99
10
11
11
12
13
14
15
16

Area.
Area.
ft.
Sq. ft.
20, 000
000
20, 000
000
20, 000
20, 000
000
20, 000
000
20, 000
20, 000
20, 000
20,
20, 000
20,
20, 000
20,
20, 000
20,
20, 000
20,
20, 000
20, 000

IN BLOCK
BLOCK 34.
IN
34.

Katsuyo Degawa
Degawa -----Herbert Lai Hip
Hip-------Kekoa
Richard L. Kekoa------Alexander K. Nawahi_
Alexander
Nawahi --__
Robert J. McKeague_
McKeague --__-_
Fred Olepau
Olepau Benjamin_
Benjamin__
Mrs.
Lillian
Yataro
James -----------.-Manuel Cabral
Manuel
Cabral__------Lizzie K. Watson ----Marie
Marie Martins
Martins--------Annie K. Heen -------Annie
Anna K. Victor ---....
Stephen
Stephen L. Desha,
De,sha, jr_
jr - _
Anthony Markiewitch_
Anthony
Markiewitch_--__
Duke Gomes Jardine.._
Jardine- --__

11
22
33
44
6
6
7
7

20,
20,
20,
20,
20,
20,

000
000
000
000
000
000
000

8
8
9
9
10
10
11
11
12
12
13
13
14
14
15
15
16
16

20,
20,
20,
20,
20,
20,
20,
20,
20,
20,

000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000

1
1
22
33
55
66
77

22,
22,
22,
22,
22,
22,
22,

500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500

IN
BLOCK 35.
IN BLOCK
35.

Elizabeth K. Victor
Victor---George
Muraoka
George T. Muraoka--John K. Kimi
Kimi -____--.
Antone Kini -_-__----Mary Duarte
_.........
Joseph C. Botelho ----An-Mrs. Antonia Jesus Andrade -------------Smith ---Sidney Smith
Maria J. Rufino ------Emmaline K. Lyman_
Lyman. ___
Marie Cootie
_
Mrs. Marie
Cootie----Helen K. Kaina
Kaina------Mary
Mary Ann H. Holi ----John C. Botelho
Botelho-------Alice Pia Manuel
Manuel-------

88 22, 500
99 22, 500
10
22, 500
10
22, 500
11
11
12
22, 500
12
22, 500
13
14 22, 500
500
22, 500
15 22,
16 22, 500

IN BLOCK
BLOCK 42.
IN
42.

William J. Bell --.....
John Raposa........._.
Raposa
John
Sarah Hapai --- ____.
Sarah
Harry S. Hapai
_
Hapai-------IN
IN

20,
20,
20,
20.

000
000
000
000
000
000

1
1
2
2
3
3
4
4

20,
20,
20,
20,

000
000
000
000
000

BLOCK 43.
43.

Mary Kahana--------Kahana
Mary da Silva MedeirosMedeiros_
Conceisio Aiona-------.
Aiona
__
Elizabeth Desha
Desha Brown.
Brown_
IN
IN

11
2
2
3
3
4
4

BLOCK 44.
44.

Amos & Sarah da Costa_.
Costa__
W. H. Barringer
Barringer --.--.Manuel
Manuel L. Andrade,
Andrade, jr__
jr__ _
Sonny S. White
White --------

1
1 22, 500
22 22, 500
22, 500
33 22,500
22, 500
44 22,500
--

SIXTY -EIGHTH CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH
CONGRESS.

S
ESS. II.
II. CHs.
Cns. 159,160.
159, 160.
SESS.

1925.
1925.

CHAP. 159.—An
159.-An Act Authorizing
Authorizing the issuance of a
a patent to William Brown.

1555
February
7, 1925.
1925.
February 7,
[H.
23131
[H. R.
R. 2313.]
[Private, No.
[Private,
No. 1281
128.]

Be
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Be- it
it enacted
Representatives of the
United
of America
America in
United States of
assembled, That
in Congress
Congress assembled,
William Brown.
That the
the Secretary
Secretary William
Brown.
patent to.
to.
Land patent
of
Interior be,
be, and
and he
he is
authorized to
cause a
to Land
of the
the Interior
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
to cause
a patent
patent to
issue
William Brown,
native of
of Ketchikan,
Alaska, to
tract or
or
issue to
to William
Brown, aanative
Ketchikan, Alaska,
to a
a tract
parcel of land situated
situated in the
to be
described in
the District
District of
of Alaska,
Alaska, to
be described
in said
said
Description.
patent as follows, to wit: Beginning
Beginning at the point near
high water
near the
the high
water Description.
line on the
the north
line
now marked
marked by
by a
north shore
shore of
of Tongass Narrows,
Narrows, now
a halfhalfinch copper bolt cemented
cemented into a
being sevena solid
solid rock,
rock, said point
point being
seventeen hundred and eight and five-tenths
five-tenths feet south
south fifty-one
fifty-one degrees,
degrees,
thirty-four
and nine
United
thirty-four minutes
minutes and
nine seconds
seconds east,
east, true,
true, from
from the
the United
and Geodetic
States Coast and
Geodetic Survey
triangulation station
station "Red,"
Survey triangulation
"Red," and
and
thirty-two hundred and forty-five and six-tenths
six-tenths feet
feet south,
south, seventytwenty-five seconds
nine degrees, forty-five minutes and twenty-five
seconds east, true,
true,
from the United
United States Coast and Geodetic
Geodetic Survey
Survey triangulation
triangulation
"Hick," on Pennock Island; thence
station "Hick,"
thence north
forty-six degrees
degrees
north forty-six
and six minutes
minutes east, true, four
feet; thence
thence south
four hundred feet;
south fortyfortythree
minutes east,
east, true,
true, two
three degrees
degrees and
and fifty-four
fifty-four minutes
two hundred
hundred and
and
fifty feet; thence
fifty
thence south
and six
six minutes
true,
south forty-six
forty-six degrees
degrees and
minutes west,
west, true,
hundred feet,
or -less, to
water line;
line; thence
thence northfour hundred
feet, more
more or-less,
to the
the high
high water
northwesterly, following
meanderings of
of the
the high
shore
westerly,
following the
the meanderings
high water
water of
of the
the shore
line, to
to the
the point
point of
containing two
acres, more
line,
of beginning;
beginning; containing
two acres,
more or
or less;
less;
Provmios.
upon his payment, therefore,
therefore, at the rate of $2.50
Provided, Proviaos.
$2.50 per
per acre:
acre: Provided,
Right
night of
of way
way for
for
That said
patent shall
an expressed
expressed reservation
reservation to
to road
r
however, That
said patent
shall contain
contain an
oad reserved.
reserved.
the
United States
States of
of a
a permanent
over said
land sixty
the United
permanent right
right of
of way
way over
said land
sixty
feet in
in width
width for
for a
a road
road which
may be
and,confeet
which has
has been
been or
or may
be located
located and
constructed
by, or
or under
the supervision
the Bureau
of
structed thereon
thereon by,
under the
supervision of,
of, the
Bureau of
Condition.
Provided further,
Brown shall
shall Condition.
Public Roads: Provided
further, That
That said
said William
William Brown
apply
the Surveyor
Surveyor General
General for
the survey
survey of
said tract,
at his
apply to
to the
for the
of said
tract, at
his
own proper
expense, within
within six
the passage
passage
own
proper expense,
six months
months from
from and
and after
after the
of
this Act,
Act, and
that the
the patent,
patent, when
issued, be
be in
in accordance
with
of this
and that
when issued,
accordance with
the
such survey.
the terms of
of such
survey.
Approved,
February 7,
7, 1925.
Approved, February
1925.
CHAP.
Act For
For the
relief of
of Picton
Picton Steamship
Steamship Company
Company (Limited),
(Limited),
CHAP. 160.—An
160.-An Act
the relief
owner of
of the
British steamship
owner
the British
steamship Picton.
Picton.

February
7, 1925.
February 7,1925.
[H.
66601
[H. R.
R. 6660.1
[Private,
No. 129.[Private, No.
129T

Be
enacted by
by the
and House
Representatives of
the
,
Be it
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
of the
United
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the
ste
ltalZ..
British
Britis
the claim
claim of stea
States of
America in
in Congress
United States
Picton Steamship
(Limited), owner of the British steamOwner
of, may bring
Picton
Steamship Company
Company (Limited),
steam- su?twfTcliiisil;
suit for collision damship
for damages
damages alleged
to have
been suffered
steam- a
ges, in
in district
district court.
ship Picton,
Picton, for
alleged to
ages,
have been
suffered by
by said
said steamcourt.
ship
collision which
occurred near
ship in
in aa collision
which occurred
near the
the quarantine
quarantine station
station in
in
Hampton
November 12, 1923,
Hampton Roads,
Roads, Virginia, on
on the evening
evening of November
1923,
between
steamship Picton and the United
steamship
between said
said steamship
United States
States steamship
Vireo
and her
her tow,
tow, owned
owned by
by the
the United
may be
be submitted
submitted
Vireo and
United States,
Stat6s, may
to the
United States
States District
District Court
for the
the Eastern
of VirVir- Jurisdiction of court.
to
the United
Court for
Eastern District
District of
ginia, the
district in
in which
which said
collision occurred,
com- Jurisdiction of cort
ginia,
the district
said collision
occurred, under
under and
and in
in compliance with
the rules
rules of
sitting as
court of
of admiralty;
pliance
with the
of said
said court
court sitting
as aacourt
admiralty;
and
court shall
shall have
have jurisdiction
and determine
and that
that the
the said
said court
jurisdiction to
to hear
hear and
determine
the
whole controversy
controversy and
or decree
decree for
the
the whole
and to
to enter
enter judgment
judgment or
for the
amount
the legal
legal damages
damages sustained
sustained by
said collision,
amount of
of the
by reason
reason of
of said
collision,
if
shall be
be found
or against
the United
for or
against the
United
if any
any shall
found to
to be
be due,
due, either
either for
States,
upon the
same principle
and measure
of liability,
liability, with
with costs,
States, upon
the same
principle and
measure of
costs,
as
like cases
cases in
admiralty between
parties, with
with the
the same
as in
in like
in admiralty
between private
private parties,
same
rights of
such notice
notice of
of appeal:
appeal: Provided,
Provided, That such
of the
the suit
suit shall
shall be
be
ito
Attoney
Attorney
given
to the
the Attorney
General of
of the
General.
the United
United States
States as
as may
may be
be propro- General.
given to
Attorney General

1556
1556

SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH

SESS. II.
II. CHS.
CHS. 160,173-175.
160, 173-175.
SESs.

1925.
1925.

vided
order of
the said
court, and
and it
it shall
the duty
the
of the
duty of
shall be
be the
said court,
of the
by order
vided by
Attorney
General to
United States
States attorney
in such
district
such district
attorney in
the United
to cause
cause the
Attorney General
appear and
defend for
Provided further,
further,. That
That
United States: Provided
for the
the United
Commencement of
and defend
to appear
of to
Commencement
suit.
suit.
said suit shall be brought
brought and commenced
commenced within four months of the
date of
Act.
of this
this Act.
passage of
the passage
of the
date
Approved,
February 7, 1925.
Approved, February
February 9, 1925.
1925.
[H. R.
R. 1326.1
1326.1
[H.
[Private, No. 130.]
130.1
[Private,
Black.
Clara T. Black.
Credit in postal accounts.
counts.

February 9, 1925.
1925.
February

Clara T. Black.
173.-An Act For the relief of Clara
CHAP. 173.—An

of the
Be it
it enacted
by the
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
House of
Senate and
enacted by
Be
United
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the PostPostThat the
of America
America in
United States
master General
he is hereby,
authorized and
and directed
directed to
hereby, authorized
and he
be, and
General be,
master
credit the
of Clara
Clara T.
T. Black,
formerly acting
postmaster at
acting postmaster
Black, formerly
account of
the account
credit
United
Taylorsville, Kentucky,
Kentucky, in the sum of $10,578.28,
$10,578.28, due the United
Taylorsville,
States
on account
stamps, war-saving
certificate stamps,
stamps,
war-saving certificate
postal stamps,
of postal
account of
States on
United States
States Government
stamps, and
and war-tax
war-tax revenue
revenue
thrift stamps,
Government thrift
United
stamps which
which were
burglary on January
of bank
bank burglary
result of
as the
the result
lost as
were lost
stamps
13,
1920.
13, 1920.
Approved,
February 9,
1925.
9, 1925.
Approved, February
six
CHAP. 174.-An
174.—An Act Authorizing
Authorizing the payment of an amount equal to six
CHAP.

R.1717.1
1717.1
[H. R.

[Private, No. 131.1

months'
J. Martin
months' pay to Joseph J.
Martin

and House
House of Representatives
Senate and
by the Senate
Be
enacted by
Representatives of the
Be it
it enacted
assembled, That the Payin Congress
United
Congress assembled,
United States of America in
Joseph J.
paid to Joseph
to be
of the
father
Rus- master
master General
General of
the Navy
Navy shall
shall cause
cause to
be paid
J.
father of George Rts
sell Martin.
Martin.
sell
Martin,
father of
of the
the late
late George
Russell Martin, gunnery sergeant,
sergeant,
Martin, father
George Russell
United States
Corps, an
amount equal
equal to
pay at
at
months' pay
to six
six months'
an amount
Marine Corps,
States Marine
United
death.
the rate
rate received
received by Martin
Martin at
at the date of his death.
the
Approved, February
February 9,
1925.
9, 1925.
Approved,
Joseph J.
Martin.
J. Martin.
Joseph
Gratuity pay to, as

February 9, 1925.
192.5.
February
[H.
R. 1860.]
[H. R.
1860.]

[Private, No. 132.]
132.]
[Private,

M.
Payment to,
de22T
- hnutsbant:
deathofhusband

Fannie M. Higgins.
Higgins.

for
or

for

175.-An Act For the relief of Fannie M.
CHAP. 175.—An
M. Higgins.

the
Be
Representatives of the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
United States
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the SecreSecreAmerica in
States of
United
tary
Treasury be,
be, and
and he
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
directed
authorized and directed
the Treasury
tary of
of the
to pay,
out of
of any
in the
the Treasury
Treasury not
not otherwise
approotherwise appromoney in
any money
to
pay, out
priated
damages sufHiggins the sum of $3,000 for all damages
Fannie M. Higgins
priated to Fannie
fered
reason of her husband,
husband, John H. Higgins,
Higgins, being struck
fered by, reason

fatally injured
by a
Government automobile
was driven
driven
which was
automobile which
a Government
injured by
fand and fatally
trne.
regularly enlisted
enlisted soldier
the United
United States
States Army:
Army: ProProAttornejs, etc. fees by
by a
a regularly
soldier of
of the
restited.
vided, That no part of the amount of any item appropriated
appropriated in
shall be paid or delivered
this bill
bill in
delivered
per centum
centum thereof shall
in excess
excess of 5ppr
this
attorney or attorneys, on acagent or
or agents, attorney
to qr
qr received
received by any agent
count of
rendered or
or advances
advances made
in connection
connection with
with
made in
of services
services rendered
count
further, That it
Providedfurther,
of attor- said claim: Provided
Limitation
LimitatMn
it shall be unlawful for any agent
fees.
neys'
attorneys, to exact, collect, withhold,
withhold, or reor agents, attorney or attorneys,
ceive
any sum
sum which
which in
in the
the ag
g regate exceeds 5
5per centum
centum of the
ceive any
aggregate
amount
bill on account of
of services
services
appropriated in
in this
this bill
amount of
of any
any item
item appropriated
or advances
in connection
connection with
claim, any
conany consaid claim,
with said
made in
advances made
rendered or
io- rendered
Punishment for violation.
tract
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
Any person
person violating
tract to
to the contrary
violating the
the
provisions of
of this
shall be
misdemeanor,
be deemed
deemed guilty
guilty of
of aa misdemeanor,
provisions
this Act
Act shall
and upon
upon conviction
thereof shall be fined in any sum not less than
conviction thereof
$300 nor
nor more
than $2,000.
$2,000.
more than
$300
Approved, February
February 9, 1925.
1925.
Approved,
Provisos.
Attorney's, etc. fees

restricted.

SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH

SESS. II.
II. CHs.
Cus. 176-179.
SESS.

1557

1925.
1925.

J. McAllister.
McAllister.
CHAP. 178.—An
For the
relief of
James J.
of James
the relief
Act For
176.-An Act
CHAP.

February 9,1925.
9, 1925.
February
[H. R.2258.
R.2258.]
[Private, No.133.1

NOa . 1'
Be it
it enacted
of the
the Lr
Representatives of
of Representatives
House of
and House
Senate and
the Senate
by the
enacted by
Be
James J. McAllister.
J. Mester.
That there is James
United States
America in
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
in Congress
of America
States of
United
Payment to.
Ante, p. 1330.
330.
in the Antep.
any money
hereby
to be
appropriated, out
out of
of any
money in
be appropriated,
authorized to
hereby authorized
Treasury
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the sum of $1,000
$1,000 to comnot otherwise
Treasury not
pensate
James J.
Bannock Indian,
Indian, residing near Boise,
a Bannock
McAllister, a
J. McAllister,
pensate James
Idaho, for
acquiring by
incident to the acquiring
by him incident
lost by
rights lost
water rights
for water
Idaho,
the
of a
Barracks,
supply for Fort Boise Barracks,
water supply
a water
Department of
War Department
the War
lo.
i
Prv
Idaho: Provided,
Provided, That
That this
this sum
paid to the said James Zziso•
be paid
not be
shall not
sum shall
Idaho:
in full rea release in full satisfac- quired.
J.
McAllister until
he shall have
executed a
have executed
until he
J. McAllister
tion
all claims
Government for or by reason
reason of the
the Government
against the
claims against
of all
tion of
loss of
of said
said water
water rights.
rights.
loss
Approved, February
February 9,
1925.
9, 1925.
Approved,

CHAP.
177.—An Act
the relief
relief of Emil L. Flaten.
For the
Act For
CHAP. 177.-An

February 9,
9, 1925.
1925.
February
[H. R.2806.]
E.2806.]
[H.
[Private,
No. 134.]
134.]
[Private, No.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the Emil
by the
Be
Emil L.
L. Flaten.
United
States of
in Congress
assembled, That the Post- Credit
Credit in
postal
in postal
Congress assembled,
America in
of America
United States
counts.
master General
General be,
be, and
and he
authorized and directed to
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
he is
master
at Moorhead, Mincredit
the account
of Emil
L. Flaten,
postmaster at
Flaten, postmaster
Emil L.
account of
credit the
to the United States on account
nesota,
the sum
sum of
of $16,391.99,
account
$16,391.99, due to
in the
nesota, in
of
stamps, key-deposit
key-deposit funds, war-savings
war-savings and thrift-stamp
thrift-stamp
postage stamps,
of postage
funds, and
war-tax revenue
revenue stamp
stamp funds which were lost as the
and war-tax
funds,
result
burglary on
on October
October 27,
27, 1920.
of burglary
result of
Approved,
February 9,
1925.
9, 1925.
Approved, February
CHAP.
Act For
the relief
of H.
H. E.
J. Koupal.
Koupal.
Kuca and V. J.
E. Kuca
relief of
For the
178.-An Act
CHAP. 178.—An

Be
enacted by
Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of
of the
the
of Representatives
the Senate
by the
it enacted
Be it
United States
of America
in Congress
Secretary
That the Secretary
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
America in
States of
United

acac-

February 9,
1925
9,1925
February
2977.]
[H.
u. R. 2977.]
135.]
[Private, No. 135.1

KoupEai. K
pE.

uea and
a n V. J.

d

Payment to.
to.
any Payment
of any
of
the Treasury
Treasury be,
be, and
hereby, authorized
out of
pay out
to pay
authorized to
is hereby,
he is
and he
of the
moneys
the Treasury,
appropriated, the sum of
otherwise appropriated,
not otherwise
Treasury, not
in the
moneys in
$2,960
to H.
H. E.
E. Kuca
and V.
Koupal, in settlement of their claim
J. Koupal,
V. J.
Kuca and
$2,960 to
against the
Government for
Reservaon the Yankton Indain Reservaland on
for land
the Government
against
tion,
South Dakota,
Dakota, purchased
purchased by
through the Secretary
Secretary of the
them through
by them
tion, South
to
Interior,
which land
being declared
judicial decree
decree to
declared by judicial
now being
land now
to which
title to
Interior, title
the Reimbursementfrom
be in
in a
purchaser: Provided,
Provided, That
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
it=rsement from
That the
previous purchaser:
a previous
be
Interior shall
shall reimburse
in whole
whole or
or in
out of
of Indian trustfunds.
trust funds.
part, out
in part,
Government, in
the Government,
reimburse the
Interior
any Indian
trust property
property now
now or
or hereafter
hereafter owned
owned by Amos Henry
Indian trust
any
and
Necklace, the
or either
of them,
them, the
the amount
amount
either of
grantors, or
the grantors,
Sky Necklace,
Mary Sky
and Mary
appropriated
this Act,
Act, being
sum received
by the said Amos
received by
the sum
being the
by this
appropriated by
J.
Henry
Sky Necklace,
Necklace, paid by said H. E. Kuca
Kuca and V. J.
Mary Sky
and Mary
Henry and
Koupal
consideration for
for the
the land.
as consideration
Koupal as
Approved, February
19h5.
February 9, 19z5.
Approved,

CHAP. 179.—An
179.-An
CHAP.
certain
claim as
the
as the
certain claim
Greenport
Basin
and
Greenport Basin and

a
to pay a
Act Authorizing
the Secretary
Secretary of
Treasury to
the Treasury
of the
Authorizing the
Act
result of
sustained to
to the
marine railway
railway of the
the marine
damage sustained
of damage
result
Construction Company.
Company.
Construction

February 9, 1925.
1925.
February

[H.
R. 334.]
3348.]
[H. R.
[Private, No.
136.]
No. 136.]
[Private,

Bn
Be
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
thet
of the
by the
enacted by
Be it
United States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Go
Comconstructioan
Secretary c
America in
of America
States of
United
of
the Treasury
be, and
hereby is,
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to pay.
nstruction
panyment
pay, Pap,Y.
is, authorized
and hereby
tto,
t for
for cocolTreasury be,
of the
damagesi.
appropriated, the lisiondamages.
out of
of any
money in
the Treasury
Treasury not
not otherwise
lisioa
en
o
otherwise appropriated,
in the
any money
out
Sum of
of $559.98
$559.98 to
the Greenport
Basin and
Construction Comand Construction
Greenport Basin
to the
sum
to
pany, of
of Greenport.
Greenport. New
York, as
as compensation
compensation for
for damage
damage to
New York,
pany,
cutter
their marine
railway caused
United States
Guard cutter
Coast Guard
States Coast
the United
by the
caused by
marine railway
their
Pequot.
Pequot.
Approved,
February 9,
1925.
9, 1925.
Approved, February
reenPnrt Ilasin and

1558
1558

SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH

February 9, 1925.
February
[H.
It. 3411.]
:3411.1
[H. R.
[Private, No. 137.]

S
ESS. II.
II. CiErs.
180-183.
CHS. 180-183.
SESS.

1925.
1925.

CHAP.
180.—An Act
Act For
For the
the relief
relief of
Mrs. John
Hopkins.
of Mrs.
John P.
P. Hopkins.
CHAP. 180.-An

Be itit enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
the
in Congress
America in
Congress assembled,
Hop- United
United States of America
assembled, That the Secredirected
tary of
the Treasury
Treasury be,
authorized and directed
be, and
and he is hereby,
hereby, authorized
tary
of the
to pay,
pay, out
of any
any money
money in
in the
Treasury not
not otherwise
appropriotherwise approprito
out of
the Treasury
ated,
Mrs. John
Hopkins the
the sum'of
sum'of $5,000
$5,000 for
for damages
damages suffered
suffered
John P.
P. Hopkins
ated, to
to Mrs.
by the
the death
death of
husband, John
Hopkins, who
who was
and
by
of her
her husband,
John P.
P. Hopkins,
was struck
struck and
fatally
injured by
thrown from
from the
kitchen
the kitchen
bone negligently
negligently thrown
by a
a beef
beef bone
fatally injured
of aatroop
train by
by a
aUnited
was then
there
then and
and there
soldier, who
who was
United States
States soldier,
of
troop train
in
the service
service of
of the
the United
was then
there
and there
States and
and who
who was
then and
in the
United States
regularly
as a
a soldier
United States
States Army
Army and
and
soldier of
of the
the United
regularly enlisted
enlisted as
officially
such train.
train.
duty on
on such
officially performing
performing duty
Approved, February
9, 1925.
February 9,
1925.
Approved,

[Private, No. 137.1

Mrs.
John P.
P. HopMrs. John
kins.
Payment
to,
for
for
death of husband.
death
husband.

February 9,
9, 1925.
February
1925.
3595.]
[H. R. 3595.]
[Private, No. 138.]
138.]

Daniel
F. Healy.
Heay.
Daniel
ayment
F.
P
toor
Payment
to, for perper-

sonal injuries.,
sona'
injuries. f

February 9,1925.
9, 1925.
February

[. R. 4280.)
4280.l
[H.

[Private,
[Private, No. 139.]

Northampton,
NobrthamptonMLas.,
Chamber
of Mass.,
Comce
merce..
Reimbursement to.

mer

February 9, 1925.
February
[H.
4290.]
[H. R. 4290.1
[Private,
1401
[Private, No. 140.1
W. F. Payne.Payne.
to, for propPayment to,
erty damages.

CHAP.
Act For
For the
Healy.
F. Healy.
181.-An Act
the relief
relief of
of Daniel
Daniel F.
CHAP. 181.—An

Be
of Representatives
the
of the
Representatives of
House of
Senate and
and House
by the
the Senate
it enacted
enacted by
Be it
United States
States of America in
Congress assembled, That the Secretary
United
in Congress
of
Treasury be,
hereby, authorized
to pay,
of the
the Treasury
be, and
and he
he is
is hereby,
authorized and
and directed
directed to
pay,
out
of any
funds in
Treasury not
otherwise appropriated,
the
not otherwise
appropriated, the
in the
the Treasury
out of
any funds
sum of
settlement against
Government to Daniel
the Government
against the
in full
full settlement
sum
of $344.60,
$344.60, in
F.
Healy, for
sustained as
as a
result of
struck by
by a
a
of being
being struck
a result
F. Healy,
for injuries
injuries sustained
Government-owned
in Manchester,
New Hampshire,
Hampshire, on
on May
May 4,
4,
Manchester, New
truck in
Government-owned truck
1922.
1922.
Approved,
February 9,
9, 1925.
1925.
Approved, February

CHAP. 182.-An
182.—An Act For the relief of the Chamber
Chamber of Commerce of the
city of
of Northampton,
Massachusetts.
Northampton, Massachusetts.

Be it
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
Representatives of
of the
the
and House
House of Representatives
enacted by
by the
Be
the SecreSecrein Congress
of America
America in
States of
United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
United States
authorized and directed to
tary of the Treasury be, and he is hereby,
hereby, authorized
pay, out
moneys in
in the
Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise approprithe Treasury
of any
any moneys
out of
pay,
ated, to
to the
Commerce of
of Commerce
of the city
city of Northampton,
Northampton,
ated,
the Chamber
Chamber of
Massachusetts,
reimburse the said chamber
chamber of
Massachusetts, the sum of $4,500, to reimburse
commerce
for money
advanced by
by it
it for
for the
the purchase
certain
commerce for
money advanced
purchase of
of a
a certain
tract of
land now
now aapart
of the
tract
of land
part of
of the
the site
site of
the Veterans'
Veterans' Hospital
Hospital of
of the
the
United
Northampton, Massachusetts,
said
city of
of Northampton,
Massachusetts, the
the said
United States in
in the city
tract
included in the
tract not having been
been included
the terms of
of the
the offer
offer of the
the said
said
chamber
Director of
chamber of commerce
commerce to the
the Director
of the
the United
United States Veterans'
Veterans'
a site for said hospital,
Bureau to provide
provide a
hospital, which offer was duly
accepted
accepted by the said Director of the United States Veterans'
Veterans' Bureau on behalf
Government of
behalf of the Government
of the
the United
United States.
States.
Approved,
9, 1925.
Approved, February
February 9,
1925.

CHAP.
183.—An Act
For the
the relief
of W.
W. F.
F. Payne.
Payne.
relief of
Act For
CHAP. 183.-An

Be it
the Senate and
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
it enacted
enacted by the
and House
united States
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
the Secre(United
States of
Americaa in
assembled, That
That the
Secretary of the
the Treasury
Treasury be, and
authorized and
directed
and he
he is hereby,
hereby, authorized
and directed
to pay, out of any money in the Treasury
otherwise appropriated,
Treasury not otherwise
appropriated,
to W.
W. F.
F. Payne,
Payne, a
a citizen
citizen of El Paso,
for
Paso, Texas,
Texas, the
the sum
sum of $250
$250 for
damages to an automobile belonging
belonging to said
F. Payne, which
said W.
W. F.
which
by a
a collision
was damaged
damaged by
United
collision with
with a
a truck belonging
belonging to
to the
the United
States Government.
Government.
States
Approved, February
February 9,
1925.
Approved,
9, 1925.

SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH

184-187.. 1925.
CHS 184-187
SESS. II.
II. Cns
1925 .
1559
SESS.

Company of
CHAP. 184.-An
184.—An Act
Act For
the relief of the American
American Surety Company
For the
CHAP.
New
New York.

1559

February
1925.
9,1925.
February 9,
[H. R. 4374.]

[H

.4374.]

[Private, No.
No. 141
141.
[Private,

Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
the
Representatives of the
of Representatives
it enacted
Be
coA
in
m
p
e
an
ricyan f ur t
cAmican
Secretary
the
That
assembled,
Congress
in
United
States
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
t
h
e
Se
cretar
u
y
of
States
United
York.
to pay
of
the Treasury
Treasury be,
and he
he is
is hereby,
directed to
payYork.
authorized and directed
hereby, authorized
be, and
of the
certificates of indebteel' 1
$2,000,
of
sum
to
the
American
Surety
Company
of
New
York
the
sum
of
$2,000,
cegg=nigb
the
York
New
of
Company
Surety
American
to the
ess
n
the
the
principal
amount
of
two
certificates
indebtedness
of
fleas
'
of
the principal amount of two certificates
in
United States
States of
America, numbered
numbered 15346
and 15347,
15347, issued
issued
and
15346
America,
of
United
bearer form
in the
the denominations
15,
$1,000 each, dated July 15,
of $1,000
denominations of
form in
bearer
1919, and
matured March
15, 1920,
1920, designated
designated series T-8, without
without
March 15,
and matured
1919,
interest, such
such payment
payment to
to be
be made
made without
without presentation of the Proviso.
interest,
Indemnity bond.
certificates,
have been
That the
the said
said American
American Indemnity
Provided, That
lost: Provided,
been lost:
which have
certificates, which
the
in
file
first
shall
Surety
Company
of
New
York,
New
York,
York,
New
York,
New
Surety Company of
Treasury Department
Department of
the United
penal
United States aa bond in the penal
of the
Treasury
sum
of
double
the
amount
of
the
principal
of said
said certificates
certificates of inprincipal of
the
of
sum of double the amount
debtedness
United States
of America
America in
in such form and with
States of
the United
of the
debtedness of
Treasury
such
sureties
as
may
be
acceptable
to
the
Secretary
of the Treasury
Secretary
the
to
acceptable
be
such sureties as may
to indemnify
and save
harmless the
the United
United States
States from any loss on
save harmless
indemnify and
to
hereinbefore deaccount of
the lost
of indebtedness
indebtedness hereinbefore
certificates of
lost certificates
of the
account
scribed.
Approved, February
February 9, 1925.
Approved,

CHAP.
For the
relief of
of Clifford
Clifford W.
W. Seibel
Vestal
Frank A. Vestal.
and Frank
Seibel and
the relief
Act For
185.-An Act
CHAP. 185.—An

February
1925.
February 9, 1925.
[H. It. 5448.]
5448
t. No.
[Private,
142.]

iH.

Representatives of the Clifford
Be it
it enacted
the Senate
and House
House of
of Representatives
Cliff d W.. Seibel
Seibe
Senate and
by the
enacted by
Be
Vestal.
Vstal. 1
A.
Frank A.
and
General
the
That
United
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
General
and
gifia.n
accounts.
assembled,
United States of America in Congress
Creditcc
accounts
Accounting
Office is
is hereby
hereby authorized
nts of i Credit
authorized to credit the accou
Accounting Office
for
agent
Clifford
W.
Seibel,
chemist
and
special
disbursing
the
disbursing
special
and
Clifford W. Seibel, chemist
Bureau of
Mines, in
in the
the sum
sum of
Frank A. Vestal,
and Frank
$1,418.89, and
of $1,418.89,
of Mines,
Bureau
in the sum of
special
disbursing
agent
for
the
Bureau
Mines,
Mines,
of
Bureau
the
for
agent
special disbursing
$546.42, with
with payments
made by
them for
for the
maintenance, repair,
repair,
the maintenance,
by them
payments made
$546.42,
veand
operation
of
certain
motor-propelled,
passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying
motor-propelled,
and operation of certain

hicles.
Approved,
February 9, 1925.
Approved, February

CHAP. 188.—An
Act For
For the
of George
George A. Petrie.
relief of
the relief
186.-An Act
CHAP.

February
1925.
February 9, 1925.
[II. It. 5752.j
5752.)
[Private, No. 143.]
143.]
[Private,

[I. R.

Be it
enacted by
by the
Representatives of the George A. Petrie.
of Representatives
House of
and House
Senate and
the Senate
it enacted
Be
paoyrge A.to,Prserve.
for servUnited
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the Secretary Payment
assembled, That
America in
of America
States of
United States
CPS.
of the
the Treasury
authorized and
directed to pay to George A.
A. ices.
i
and directed
is authorized
Treasury is
of
any
Petrie, of
Louisiana, the sum of $53.30,
$53.30, out of any
Alexandria, Louisiana,
of Alexandria,
I'etrie.
is
sum
appropriated.
money
in
the
Treasury
not
otherwise
appropriated.
Such
otherwise
not
Treasury
the
in
money
Petrie
the
value
of
the
services
rendered
by
said
George
A.
while
the
the value of the services rendered by
acting as
States commissioner
commissioner for the western judicial disUnited States
as United
acting
trict of
of Louisiana
from February
June 30, 1923.
February 18, 1923, to June
Louisiana from
trict
1925.
Approved,
February
9,
1925.
Approved, February
February 9,
1925.
9, 1925.
February

CHAP. 187.—An Act For
For the
relief of
Julius Jonas.
Jonas.
of Julius
the relief
CHAP. 187.-An Act

[H. R. 5762.]
5'62.1
[Private, No. 144.]
[Private,

the
Representatives of the
Be it
enacted by
House of Representatives
and House
Senate and
the Senate
by the
it enacted
Be
--„
us
enajp
°
u0i; of
lost
of lost
Redemption
Secretary
the
That
United
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
Secretary
iou,s
1
1
assembled,
Congress
in
America
of
United States
authorized.
of the. Treasury be,
be, and
and he
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to rere- bond authorized.
of the Treasury
deem. in
of Julius
Jonas, of
of Walden,
Walden, New
New York, United States
Julius Jonas,
favor of
in favor
deem.
$500, of the 33
coupon bond
numbered 446,
446, in
in the
the denomination
denomination of $500,
bond numbered
coupon
at the rate of
per
centum
loan
of
1908-1918,
with
interest
thereon
interest
with
1908-1918,
per centum loan of

1560
1560

Provisos.
Corionso.
Conditions.

ndemnity bond.
Indemnity

February
February 9, 1925.
[H. R. 5774.]
[H.
[Private, No. 145 1
]

SIXTY-EIGHTH
S
IXTYEIGHTH CONGRE
SS.
CONGRESS.

S
ESS. II.
187-190.
SESS.
II. CRS.
CHS. 187-190.

1925.
1925.

3 per centum
3
per annum
November 1,
1, 1901,
1, 1918,
centum per
annum from
from November
1901, to
to August
August 1,
1918,
the date of the maturity of
the bond,
presentation of
of said
of the
bond, without
without presentation
said
bond or the coupons representing
representing interest
interest thereon
from November
thereon from
November
1,
1901, to
August 1,
1, 1918,
are alleged
alleged to
to have
have been
destroyed
1, 1901,
to August
1918, which
which are
been destroyed
by fire:
said bond
shall not
have
been
previously
by
fire: Provided,
Provided,That
That the
the said
bond shall
not have been previously
presented
presented for
no payment
shall be
made hereherefor payment, and
and that
that no
payment shall
be made
under
under for any coupons which shall
have been
shall have
been previously
previously presented
presented
and paid:
paid: And
And provided
the said
shall
and
provided further,
further, That
That the
said Julius
Julius Jonas
Jonas shall
first file in the Treasury
Treasury Department
bond in
sum of
Department aa bond
in the
the penal
penal sum
of
double the amount
amount of
the interest
accrued
of the
the bond
bond and
and the
interest which
which had
had accrued
thereon when the principal became
became due
due and
and payable
payable in
such form
form
in such
and with such sureties as may be
acceptable to
to the
Secretary of
be acceptable
the Secretary
of the
the
Treasury, to indemnify
Treasury,
indemnify and save harmless the
from
the United
United States
States from
any loss on
on account
the alleged
alleged destroyed
bond hereinbefore
account of
of the
destroyed bond
hereinbefore dedescribed, or
scribed,
the coupons
coupons belonging
belonging thereto.
or the
thereto.
Approved, February
Approved,
February 9,
1925.
9, 1925.
CHAP. 188.—An
188.-An Act
CHAP.
Act For the relief of Beatrice J.
J. Kettlewell.
Kettlewell.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
Senate and
of the
J. KettleJ.
Kettle- United
United States of America
em bled, Th
atth
Secret
ary
America in
in Congress
Congress ass
assembled,
That
thee Secretary
ePmenJt
Paymentteo
to, for per- of the Treasury be,
and he
pay, out
out of
of any
be, and
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized to
to pay,
any
Banal injuries.
money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
sum of
of
appropriated, the
the sum
$5,000,
$51000, to Beatrice
Beatrice J.
J. Kettlewell,
Kettlewell, in compensation for injuries sussustained
tamed on June 29, 1922,
as the
result of
of an
an accident
the Stanislaus
1922, as
the result
accident in
in the
Stanislaus
National
National Forest.
Forest.
Approved, February
Approved,
February 9, 1925.

Beatrice
welatee
well.

February 9, 1925.
February
1925.

[H. R.
R. 5s819.]
5819.]
[I.
[Private,
[Private, No. 14
9.]
146.]

Captain D.
D. H.
Captain
H.
Tribou, Navy.
Tribou,
Reimbursement
Reimbursement to.

February 9, 1925.
February
1925.
[H. S. 5967.]
[H. s. No.
5967.]
[Private,
[Private,
No. 147.]
147.]. •
Buxton.
Grace Buxton.
Payment
Payment to, for per.
sonal injuries.

CHAP. 189.—An
189.-An Act For the relief of the estate of the late Captain D. H.
CRAP.
Tribou, chaplain,
Tribou,
chaplain, United States Navy.

Be
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House of Representatives
Be it
Representatives ef
of the
United States
States of America in
Congress assembled,
United
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
the SecreSecredirected to pay to
tary of the Treasury is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized and directed
to the
the
estate
estate of the late Captain D. H1.
H. Tribou, chaplain,
chaplain, United
States
United States
Navy, out of any funds in the Treasury
otherwise appropriated,
Treasury not otherwise
appropriated,
the sum of $2,667,
$2,667, said sum being the amount
amount of
restitution made
of restitution
made
by the said chaplain
of his private funds
chaplain out of
ic t
or
funds on
on account
account of
of V
Victory
loan notes
notes and other funds stolen from
from the safe in the said chaplain
chaplain'ss
quarters
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,
quarters at the naval home, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania, without
without
collusion on the part of said chaplain,
which notes
chaplain, which
notes and
and other
other funds
funds
had been deposited in said safe by
by beneficiaries
home, and
and
beneficiaries of
of said
said home,
others, for
safe-keeping.
for safe-keeping.
Approved, February 9, 1925.
CHAP.
190.—An Act
Act For
the relief
relief of
Grace Buxton.
CHAP. 190.-An
For the
of Grace
Buxton.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Be
Representatives of
of the
the
United States
America in
in Congress
assembled, That the SecreUnited
States of America
Congress assembled,
tary of the Treasury
tary
Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed
Treasury not otherwise
to pay, out of any money in the Treasury
approotherwise appropriated, to Grace Buxton the
sum of
of $1,500
$1,500 as
compensation for
the sum
as compensation
for perpersonal injuries suffered by her as aaresult of being struck
sonal
by a
abullet
bullet
struck by
fired from
from aa Navy airplane
fired
airplane in the vicinity of Hope Island,
Island, NarNarragansett Bay, on August 8, 1921.
ragansPtt
1921.
Approved, February
1925.
February 9,
9, 1925.
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For the relief of Charles F. Peirce, Frank T. Mann,
CHAP. 191.—An
Mann,
191.-An Act For
CHAP.
Gaither.
and
Mollie V. Gaither.
and Mollie

the
House of Representatives
Be
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of the
Senate and House
Be it
United
Congress assembled,
That the Compassembled, That
in Congress
America in
of America
States of
United States
troller
General of
of the
United States
and he
he is
hereby, authorized
authorized
is hereby,
States be,
be, and
the United
troller General
and ilirected
allow credit
credit in
accounts for
quarter ending
ending
the quarter
for the
in the
the accounts
directed to
to allow
and
special
March
31, 1920,
1920, of
of Charles
superintendent and special
F. Peirce, as superintendent
Charles F.
March 31,
disbursing agent
of the
Flandreau,
the Flandreau
Flandreau Indian School at Flandreau,
agent of
disbursing
South Dakota,
Dakota, for
for payment
$1,110; Frank
as superinFrank T. Mann, as
of $1,110;
payment of
South
tendent and
disbursing agent
Pipestone Indian School
of the Pipestone
agent of
special disbursing
and special
tendent
V.
at Pipestone,
Pipestone, Minnesota,
of $674.50;
$674.50; and Mollie V.
for payment
payment of
Minnesota, for
at
agent of the Hope
Gaither, as
as superintendent
superintendent and
special disbursing
disbursing agent
and special
Gaither,
Indian School
School at
at Springfield,
Springfield, South
$266.401
of $266.40;
for payment
payment of
Dakota, for
South Dakota,
Indian
all
for payment
payment to
Dakota;
of Yankton,
Yankton, South Dakota;
Tassel, of
L. Van
Van Tassel,
Frank L.
to Frank
all for
between the original
said
sum being
difference in
in each
instance between
original
each instance
the difference
being the
said sum
L. Van Tassel and
from said Frank L.
contract
price of
purchased from
flour purchased
of flour
contract price
Secretary
the
price specified
specified in
in a
approved by the Secretary
a modified
modified contract approved
the price
of
the Interior.
Interior.
of the
Approved, February
1925.
February 9, 1925.
Approved,
six months'
months' pay to Maude
CHAP. 192.-An
192.—An Act
Maude Morrow Fechteler
Fechteler
Act Granting
Granting six
CHAP.

February 9,
9, 1925.
1925.
February
8
i
[H.
R. 6328.]

H R. 632 .]
[Private, No. 148.1
No. 148.1
[Private,
Charles
F. Peirce,
Peirce,
Charles F.
Frank
T. Mann,
Mann, and
and
Frank T.
Mollie
Gaither.
Mollie Gaither.
Credits
allowed in
in
Credits allowed
accounts of.
accounts
of.

February 9,
1925.
9, 1925.
February
[H.
It. 6755.1
6755.1
[H. R.
[Private, No.
No. 149.1
149.]
[Private,

Representatives of the
Be it
the Senate and
and House of Representatives
by the
enacted by
Be
it enacted
Maude Morrow
de Morrow
M
United
of America
America in
assembled, That the Secretary Feehteler.
Congress assembled,
in Congress
States of
United States
•
Six months'
naval
months' naval
cause to
of the
Navy is
hereby authorized
authorized and
directed to
to cause
to be
be paid,
pal, six
and directed
is hereby
the Navy
of
gratuity to, for death of
gotuityto ordeathof
while son.
who die
from the
for beneficiaries
beneficiaries of
die while
of officers
officers who
appropriation for
the appropriation
from
on
the active
the Navy,
Maude Morrow
Morrow Fechteler, mother
mother
Navy, to Maude
of the
list of
active list
on the
of
Frank C.
lieutenant, United
United States Navy,
Navy, an
late lieutenant,
Fechteler, late
C. Fechteler,
of Frank
amount equal
to six
pay at
the rate
Frank C.
of said Frank
rate of
at the
months' pay
six months'
equal to
amount
Fechteler
was receiving
of his
his death.
death.
the date
date of
at the
receiving at
Fechteler was
Approved, February
-9, 1925.
February'9,
Approved,
February

CHAP. 193.—An
J. Kramer.
Kramer.
193.-An Act For the relief of Forrest J.
CHAP.

the
Be it
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
by the
it enacted
Be
assembled, That the Secretary
United
of America
Secretary
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
States of
United States
of the
Treasury be,
be, and
and he
authorized to
to pay
Forrest
pay to Forrest
hereby, authorized
is hereby,
he is
of
the Treasury
J. Kramer,
Kramer, out
out of
of any money
otherwise apmoney in the Treasury not otherwise
J.
propriated,
of $104.90,
being the amount due him on ac$104.90, being
sum of
the sum
propriated, the
count
of the
the cancellation
to him
land alloted
Mary
to Mary
alloted to
of land
him of
sale to
of sale
cancellation of
count of
Marshall,
Creek Indian,
Indian, roll number 3774.
Marshall, Creek
Approved,
9, 1925.
1925.
February 9,
Approved, February

9, 1925.
1923.
February 9,
[H. R
72491
R..7249.1
[H.
[Private,
No. 150.1
1501
[Private, No.

Forrest J.t
J. Kramer.
Kramer.
Fy't
Payment
to.

February
1925.
February 9, 1925.

CHAP. 194.—An
Act For
relief of
Frank Geere.
Geere.
Captain Frank
of Captain
For relief
194.-An Act
CHAP.

[H.
8258.1
[H. It.
R. 8258.1
[Private, No.
151.1
No. 151
[Private,

Representatives of
Be it
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
and House of Representatives
by the
enacted by
Be
the United
States of
of America
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
the tiCaptaiFrank
Captain Frank Geere
Geere,
Congress assembled,
America in
United States
the
Comptroller
General of
the United
United States
and Cr;.;i
—iaccounts of.
in acountsof.
redit in
authorized and
hereby authorized
is hereby
States is
of the
Comptroller General
accounts of Captain Frank
directed
to allow
allow and
credit in the accounts
and credit
directed to
Geere,
Corps (now
(now major,
Coast Artillery
Artillery Corps),
Corps),
major, Coast
Quartermaster Corps
Geere, Quartermaster
the sum
sum of
$127.86 now
in his
accounts
his accounts
disallowance in
as a
a disallowance
standing as
now standing
of $127.86
the
on
the books
of the
Accounting Office.
Office.
General Accounting
the General
books of
on the
foor
anowedi. for
oCredit
SEC. 2.
of the
the United
States sho
c
r
r
t
edi
ag =ad
United States
General of
Comptroller General
the Comptroller
That the
2. That
SEC.
is
hereby
authorized
and
directed
to
allow
and
credit
in
the
accounts
accounts
in
the
credit
and
to
allow
directed
is hereby authorized and
of
Captain Frank
Frank Geere,
Quartermaster Corps
Corps (now
Coast
major, Coast
(now major,
Geere, Quartermaster
of Captain
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Artillery Corps),
Corps), the
the sum
sum of
$29, being
being the
amount found
him
found by
by him
the amount
of $29,
Artillery
to be
be deficient
deficient in
in a
shipment of
$116,000 received
on or
or about
about AugAugreceived on
a shipment
of $116,000
to
ust
1916, from
Orleans, Louisiana,
for
at New
New Orleans,
Louisiana, for
the subtreasury
subtreasury at
ust 26,
26, 1916,
from the
which
the said
said Captain
Captain Geere
was accountable,
accountable, and
and which
which amount
amount
Geere was
which the
of
$29 he
he has
has refunded
refunded to
to make
good the
the
make good
States to
to the
the United
United States
of $29
shortage
in these
funds.
these public
public funds.
shortage in
Approved
February 9, 1925.
1925.
Approved February
February 9, 1925.
February
[H.
R. 8329.]
H. R.8329.
[Private,
[Private, No. 152.]
152.]
Albert S.
Albert
s. Matlock.
Matock.
Credit in postal accounts.
counts.

February 9,
1925.
9,1925.
[H. 11. 8727.]

[Private No. 153.
153.]
Roger Sherman Hoar.

PRmerSheanHoar.
Payment to.

February 9,1925.
9, 1925.
February
(II. R. 8893.1
. 3.]
[PIvate, No.
[Private,
154.]
[Private,
No.
154.]

CHAP. 195.-An
195.—An Act For the relief of Albert S. Matlock.
Matlock.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
of Representatives
the
of the
Representatives of
and House
House of
by the
Senate and
Be it
States of America
United States
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
United
assembled, That the Postmaster
General be,
be, and
hereby, authorized
authorized and
ter General
and he
he is
is hereby,
and directed
directed to
to credit
credit
the
account of
of Albert
Albert S.
S. Matlock,
formerly acting
postmaster at
at
acting postmaster
Matlock, formerly
the account
Van
Buren, Arkansas,
in the
of $18,906.91,
due to
to the
United
the United
$18,906.91, due
the sum
sum of
Van Buren,
Arkansas, in
States on
account of
savings certificates
certificates
war savings
funds (including
(including war
of postal
postal funds
States
on account
for which
postmaster had
interim receipts),
postage
receipts), postage
had given
given interim
which the
the postmaster
for
war
stamps,
money-order funds,
funds, war
war savings
savings and thrift stamps, and war
stamps, money-order
tax
revenue funds
which were
were lost
lost as
as the
of burglary
on Febburglary on
the result
result of
funds which
tax revenue
ruary
13, 1919, and the
$18,906.91 is hereby appropriated,
of $18,906.91
the sum of
ruary 13,
out
of any
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, for
Treasury not otherwise
moneys in
in the
the Treasury
out of
any moneys
the payment
payment of
said claim.
claim.
the
of said
Approved, February
February 9,
9, 1925.
Approved,
1925.

CHAP.
196.—An Act
the relief
Hoar.
Sherman Hoar.
Roger Sherman
of Roger
relief of
For the
Act For
CHAP. 196.-An

Be
by the
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
and House
House of
assembled, That the Secretary
America in Congress
Congress assembled,
United States of America
of
hereby, authorized
directed to
to pay,
of the Treasury
Treasury be, and he is
is hereby,
authorized and
and directed
pay,
out
money in
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
out of any
any money
in the
the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
Roger Sherman Hoar, 715 Hawthorne
Hawthorne Avenue,
Avenue, South Milwaukee, of
the county
county of
of Milwaukee,
and the State
State of Wisconsin,
sum of
of
Milwaukee, and
Wisconsin, the sum
$150.93
expended by
by him
him
$150.93 in
in full compensation
compensation for
for moneys actually expended
under the
direction of
officer during
the late World
World
of his
his commanding
commanding officer
during the
under
the direction
War
for the
the protection
of the
Government in
in the
of patent,
patent,
the matter
matter of
the Government
War for
protection of
serial
number 298605.
serial number
Approved, February 9, 1925.

CHAP. 197.-An
197.—An Act
Act For
Gamboa.
the relief
relief of
of Juana
Juana F.
F. Gamboa.
For the
CHAP.

Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
the
Be it
it enacted
Senate and
Representatives of
Juana F. Gamboa.
That
Secreassembled,
America
in
Congress
of
t.aboafr
United
JpUayn
United
States
in
Congress
assembled,
the
Se,crePayment
to,
for

death of son.
deathofson.

authorized and directed
tary of the Treasury be. and he is hereby, authorized
directed

to pay out of any money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriGamboa, of
Texas, mother
mother and
ated, to
to Juana
Juana F.
F. Gamboa,
of El Paso,
Paso, Texas,
and sole
sole
surviving
Gamboa, deceased, the
$1,593
surviving parent
parent of Francisco
Francisco Gamboa,
the sum
sum of $1,593
expenses of
Francisco
for the death,
death, hospital
hospital and funeral expenses
of the said
said Francisco
Gamboa,
a Government
Government truck
Gamboa, who was killed by being struck by a
a soldier of the United States Army.
driven by a
Approved, February 9, 1925.
February
10, 1925.
February 10,
1925.
[S. 353.]
[S.
.
o 15.1
[Private, No.
155.]
Reuben 11. Hunter.
fort inin
Payment to, for
juries.
junes.

CHAP.
202.—An Act
the relief
Reuben R.
R. Hunter.
Hunter.
of Reuben
For the
relief of
Act For
CHAP. 202.-An

House of Representatives
Be
by the
Representatives of
of the
the
and House
the Senate and
Be itit enacted
enacted by
United
Congress assembled,
United States of America in Congress
assembled, That the Secretary

SIXTYEIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS . SESS.
SESS. II.
II. Oils.
202,211,227,236,237. 1925.
1925. 1563
1563
SIXTY-EIGHTH
CHS.202,211,227,236,237.
authorized and
and directed
pay,
of the Treasury
Treasury be, and he is
is hereby, authorized
directed to
to pay,
out of
of any
in the
the Treasury
United States
States not
not otherwise
otherwise
out
any money
money in
Treasury of
of the
the United
appropriated, the
sum of
of $3,000
Reuben R.
R. Hunter,
of Deming,
the sum
$3,000 to
to Reuben
Hunter, of
Deming,
appropriated,
New Mexico, in full settlement
claims against
settlement of all
all claims
against the United
United
received in
May, 1904.
1904.
States Government
Government on account
account of injuries
injuries received
in May,
Approved,
10, 1925.
1925.
Approved, February
February 10,

Mendoza.
relief of
of heirs
211.-An Act
Act For
CHAP. 211.—An
For the
the relief
heirs of
of Casimira
Casimira Mendoza.
CHAP.

February 11,
February
1, 1925.
[H.
[H. R.
R. 4294.1
4294.]
156.]
[Private, No. 1561

Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
11021,86 of
of Representatives
of the
Be it
it enacted
Representatives of
the
Casimira Mendoza.
United States of
in Congress
the Secretary
Secretary Payment
United
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
to heirs
Payment to
of
heirs of,
for death of
her son.
of herson.
authorized and
and directed
directed to fordeath
of the
the Treasury
Treasury be, and
and he is
is hereby, authorized
pay, out
out of
of any
money in
in the
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated,
pay,
any money
the Treasury
Treasury not
to
heirs of
of Casimira
Casimira Mendoza,
Mendoza, of
of Shaf
ter, Presidio
to heirs
Shafter,
Presidio County,
County, Texas,
Texas,
$1,500, as compensation
her son,
the sum
sum of $1,500,
compensation for
for the death of
of her
son, Jesus
Jesus
Mendoza,
Mendoza, which
which resulted
resulted when an Army
Army Motor
Motor Transport
Transport truck
truck
struck the
in which
which said
said son
struck
the wagon
wagon in
son was
was riding.
riding.
Approved, February
11, 1925.
February 11,
1925.
Approved,
February 12, 1926.
1925.

CHAP. 227.-An
Act For
For the relief
relief of Isaac
Isaac J.
CHAP.
227.—An Act
J. Reese.
Reese.

[H. R. 29581
[i.
. 958.]
[Private, No.
157.]
[Private,
No. 157.]

Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
of the
Be
it enacted
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
in Congress
assembled, That in the ad- Iacro.
United States of America
America in
United
Congress assembled,
fte
tLyReeseid corministration of
pension laws
J. Reese
Reese shall
hereafter be rected•
rected.
laws Isaac
Isaac J.
shall hereafter
of the
the pension
ministration
held
military service
of the
to have
have been
been in
in the
the military
service of
the
held and
and considered
considered to
United States
States as
private of
Company K,
One hundred
and ninetyK, One
hundred and
ninetyUnited
as a
a private
of Company
Infantry, from the
the 24th
fourth
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
fourth Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
and to
to have
day
to the
November, 1864, and
the 6th day of
of November,
July, 1864,
1864, to
day of
of July,
been
honorably discharged
from the
service on
date hereinon the
the date
hereinthe said
said service
discharged from
been honorably
Proviso.
before last
named: Provided,
no back
pension, or
allowance No
paye.
Pr back pay,
back pay,
pay, pension,
or allowance
Provided, That
That no
before
last named:
etc.
shall be
be held
to have
have accrued
to the
of this
Act.
passage of
this Act.
prior to
the passage
accrued prior
shall
held to
Approved, February
February 12,
1925.
12, 1925.
Approved,

CHAP.
of Ko-mo-dal-kiah,
Ko-mo-dal-kiah, Moses
relief of
of the
the heirs of
CHAP. 238.—An
236.-An Act
Act For the relief
agreement allottee
33.
allottee numbered
numbered 33.
agreement

February 16,
18, 1925.
1925.
February

[S. 1705.]
[Private,
158.]
No. 158.1
[Private, No.

[s 1705.]_

Be
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
of
enacted by
by the
Senate and
House of
Representatives of
Be it
it enacted
the
Congress assembled,
Allotment
Colville
In
in Congress
assembled, That the Kfmotadti-kioi
the United
United States of America in
Secretary of
the Interior
Interior be,
be, and
he is
is hereby,
authorized to
Indian
Reservation
Reservation
make Indian
to make
and he
hereby, authorized
of the
Secretary
an
allotment of
of not
not more
more than
than eighty
within the
granted to..
the granted
acres of
of land
land within
eighty acres
an allotment
diminished
Colville Reservation,
Reservation, in
of Washington,
Washington, to
to
State of
in the
the State
diminished Colville
Ko-rno-dal-kiah in
lieu of
of Moses
Moses agreement
agreement allotment
allotment
of portions
portions of
in lieu
Ko-mo-dal-kiah
numbered
33 embraced
within the
entries of
of Francis
Francis M.
M.
the patented
patented entries
embraced within
numbered 33
Futon and
Fulton
and Carrie
Carrie French.
Approved,
February 16,
1925.
16, 1925.
Approved, February

CHAP.
237.—An Act
Act For
For the
the relief
the barge
CHAP. 237.-An
relief of
of the
the owners
owners of
of the
barge Anode.
Anode.

February 16,
February
16 1925.
[S. 78.]
[Private,
[Private, No. 159.]
159.]

Be
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
Representatives of the
the „
House of Representatives
by the
and House
Be it
er
America in
United
United States of America
in Congress
Congress assembled, That the claim of R aritdean
arit an'bpper
Copper
C
the Raritan
Copper Works, owner of the
Anode, for
t
y
.
T
r
ogrs.T,any
bring
amagessuit
suit
Works
mayddamages
brng
American barge
barge Anode,
the
Raritan Copper
the American
collision
t,
A n

"

b

against the
States for
damages alleged
alleged to
in district court.
been caused
caused in
to have
have been
for damages
United States
against
the United

by collision
collision between
said barge
barge and
United States
States transport
transport
the United
and the
by
between said
Buford,
the 18th
day of
January, 1919,
1919, between
Governors
between Governors
18th day
of January,
Buford, on
on the
Island and
and Bedloes
New York, may
New York
York Harbor, New
Island, in
in New
Bedloes Island,
Island
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be sued
sued for
of the
the said
said barge
in the
United States
States
be
for by
by the
the owner
owner of
barge in
the United
District Court
Court for
the Southern
District of
of New
New York,
District
for the
Southern District
York, sitting
sitting as
as
a
court of
of admiralty
and acting
under the
the rules
rules governing
governing such
a court
admiralty and
acting under
such
Jurisdiction of
of cort.
co
Jurisdiction
• court; and said court shall have jurisdiction to hear and determine
such suit
suit and
and to
decree for
the amount
such
to enter
enter aajudgment
judgment or
or decree
for the
amount of
of such
such
damages,
and costs,
costs, if
as shall
found to
to be
be due
against the
damages, and
if any,
any, as
shall be
be found
due against
the
United
favor of
the owner
the said
United States
States in
in favor
of the
owner of
of the'
said American
American barge
barge
Anode, or
or against
against the
the owner
owner of
of the
barge Anode
Anode in
Anode,
the said
said American
American barge
in
favor of
favor
of the United States upon
upon the
the same principles
principles and
and measures
measures
urt

of
cases in
in admiralty
admiralty between
between private
of liability
liability as
as in
in like
like cases
private parties
parties
with the
the same
rights of
appeal: Provided,
Provided, That
That such
notice
with
same rights
of
appeal:
notice
A 11
v
Tit
i
of such
te1
of
the suit
be given
given to
to the
General of
of the
the United
United
of the
suit shall
shall be
the Attorney
Attorney General
it shall
be provided
provided by
by order
order of
of the said court, and it
States as may be
be
States
General to cause the United
United States
be the duty of the Attorney General
attorney in
to appear
appear and
the United
United
attorney
in such
such district
district to
and defend
defend for
for the
of
Provided further,
of States: Provided
further, That said suit shall be brought and
commenced within four months of the date of the passage
commenced
passage of
of
this
this Act.
•
Approved, February
February 16, 1925.
1925.

Provisos.
AtNotiotc
At- and
and
Notice,
etc., to
to
Notice, etc.,
to At- » .

tomey

eneral.
tomey General.
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CHAP. 238.—An
238.-An Act For the relief of the owners
owners of
CHAP.
Comanche.
of the
the steamship
steamship Comanche.

Be
of Representatives
the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of the
by the
House of
Representatsves of
United
assembled, That the claim
Congress assembled,
United States of America in Congress
My
tforof the Clyde Steamship
Steamship Company, owner of the American steam"'Coman- ship Comanche, against
against the United States for damages alleged to
cort have
have been
been caused
caused by
by collision
United
collision between
between said vessel and the United
States battleship Indiana and the United States destroyer McCall
McCall
clay of December,
on the 14th day
December, 1917, off Nortons
Nortons Point, New
New York,
York,
may be sued for by the said Clyde Steamship
Steamship Company in the United
States District Court for
for the
the Southern
Southern District of
of New York, sitting
as aa court of admiralty, and acting
governing such
such
acting under the rules governing
Jurisdiction
court .
Jurisdiction of cort.
court, and said court shall have jurisdiction to hear and determine
judgment or decree for the amount of such
such
such suit and to enter aajudgment
damages, and costs,
against the
damages,
costs, if any, as shall be found to be
be due
due against
United States in favor of the owners of the said American
American steamship Comanche,
Comanche, or against the owners of .the said American
American steamship Comanche in favor of the United States, upon the same principles and measures
measures of liability as in like cases in admiralty
admiralty between
between
Provisos.
t- private
and with
the same
of appeal:
That
private parties,
parties, and
with the
same rights
rights of
appeal: Provided,
Provided, That
Notice etc., to AtGeneral.
such notice
torney General.
such
notice of
of the
the suit
Attorney General
General of
of the
the
suit shall
shall be
be given to the
the Attorney
provided by order of the said court, and it
United States as may be provided
shall be the duty of the Attorney General to cause the United States
attorney in such district
district to appear
appear and defend for the United States:
States:
Commencement
Commencement of
o Provided
further, That
That said suit shall be brought and commenced
commenced
Provided further,
snit.
within four months of the date of the passage of this Act.
Approved, February 16, 1925.
Approved,
lydeSteamship

Clyde
Steamship
p
e m
s
it
Company.
May bring
bring st
suit for
collision damages
damages to
to
colision
steamship
"Comansteamship
che",
in district
district court
e",in

Notice,

etc.,

to

A

February
16 1925.
February 16,

[S. 841.
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[Private,

Nippon Yusen KaNippon
Kabushiki Kaisha.
May bring snit
for
May
suit for
collision damages
damages to
collision
steamship
"Ceylon
steamship
"Ceylon
Maru", in district
Meru",
district
court.
court.

CHAP.
CHAP. 239.-An
239.—An Act For the relief of the owners of the steamship Ceylon
Ceylon

Maru.
Maru.

Be it enacted
House of Representatives
enacted by the Senate and
and House
Representatives of the
the
United
States of America
America in
in Congress
United States
Congress assembled,
of
assembled That the claim of
Nippon Yusen Kabushiki Kaisha, owner of the Japanese
Japanese steamship
steamship
Ceylon
Ceylon Maru, against the United States of America, for damages
damages
alleged to have been caused by collision off Trompeloupe,
Trompeloupe, France. on
November
November 2, 1918, between the said vessel and the
American steamthe American
steam-

SIXTY -EIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH

SESS. II
CHs. 239,
240.
239,240.
II. . CHS.
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1925.
1925.

ship
by the
the United
America, and
and
of America,
States of
United States
owned by
Skinner, owned
Jeannette Skinner,
ship Jeannette
being
then operated
by the
War Department
in its transport service,
Department in
the War
operated by
being then
may
be sued
Nippon Yusen
Kabushiki Kaisha
in the
Kaisha in
Yusen Kabushiki
said Nippon
the said
by the
for by
sued for
may be
District Court
Court of
United States
States for
Eastern District of New
for the
the Eastern
of the
the United
District
York, sitting
sitting as
of admiralty
and acting
gov- Jurisdiction of court.
rules govthe rules
under the
acting under
admiralty and
court of
as aacourt
York,
erning
such court;
court shall
jurisdiction to
to hear and Jurisdion of court.
have jurisdiction
shall have
such court
and such
court; and
erning such
determine
suit and
and to
amount
for the
the amount
decree for
or decree
a judgment
judgment or
enter a
to enter
such suit
determine such
due against
of such
such damage
any, as
against
to be due
found to
be found
shall be
as shall
if any,
costs, if
and costs,
damage, and
of
the United
of said
said Nippon
Nippon Yusen
Kaisha,
Kabushiki Kaisha,
Yusen Kabushiki
favor of
in favor
States in
the
United States
or against
the said
said Nippon
Nippon Yusen
Kabushiki Kaisha, in favor of the
Yusen Kabushiki
or
against the
United States, upon the same principles and measures of liability as
in like
like cases
cases in
pr
and with the same Pio.
parties and
private parties
between private
admiralty between
in admiralty
in
Notice,°,
rights of
of appeal:
appeal: Provided,
That such
such notice of
8. etc., to Atsuit shall be given Notice
of the suit
Provided,That
rights
to
the Attorney
Attorney General
the United
United States
may be
be provided
provided by
General.
by torney General.
as may
States as
of the
General a
to the
Attorney Genorder of
the said
court, and
it shall be the duty
duty of the Attorney
and it
said court,
of the
order
appear
such district to appear
eral
United States
States attorney
in such
attorney in
the United
cause the
to cause
eral to
Evidence admissible.
further, That in the suit Evidence admissible.
Provided further,
and defend
defend for
United States:
States: Provided
the United
for the
and
authorized by
by this
Act any
all of
the testimony
taken in
in the
the suit
testimony taken
of the
and all
any and
this Act
authorized
of
steamship Jeannette
Skinner
Jeannette Skinner
the steamship
against the
Kabushiki against
Yusen Kabushiki
Nippon Yusen
of Nippon
Court of the United
in the District Court
begun by
by the
filing of
of aa libel in
the filing
begun
offered
States
District of
Maryland on March 1,
1, 1919,
1919, may be offered
of Maryland
the District
for the
States for
Commencement,
Maru C
by or
or in
the Government
Government or
the owner of the Ceylon Marti
ommen cement
or the
of the
in behalf
behalf of
by
and
shall be
be admissible
in evidence:
further, That
,
suit.
etc., of sut.
said etc.,
That said
provided further,
And provided
evidence: And
admissible in
and shall
suit
be brought
brought and
four months of the date
within four
commenced within
and commenced
shall be
suit shall
the passage of this Act.
of the
Approved, February
February 16, 1925.
February
February 16 1925.

CHAP.
For the
Company
Transportation Company.
Eastern Transportation
of the
the Eastern
relief of
the relief
Act For
240.-An Act
CHAP. 240.—An

Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate
of
of Representatives
Representatives of
House of
Senate and
and House
Be it
it enacted
the United
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
in Congress
America in
States of
United States
the
claim of the Eastern Transportation
Transportation Company, a
a corporation
organized and
and existing
laws of
State of Delaware
Delaware and
the State
of the
under the
the laws
existing under
organized
doing
in the
the city
of Norfolk,
Norfolk, Virginia,
Virginia, owner
owner of the barge
city of
business in
doing business
alleged
Sweetser Linthicum,
Linthicum, against
against the
the United
United States
States for damages
damages alleged
Sweetser
to
have been
caused by
between the
barge and the
the said barge
collision between
by collision
been caused
to have
United
barge Old
Old Dominion
in tow
United States
States tug
the United
of the
tow of
Dominion in
States barge
United States
Sagamore in
in Chesapeake
of August, 1918,
day of
25th day
the 25th
on the
Bay on
Chesapeake Bay
Sagamore
may be
for by
by the
Transportation Company in
in
Eastern Transportation
said Eastern
the said
sued for
be sued
may
the District
District Court
Court of
of the
United States
for the
of
District of
Eastern District
the Eastern
States for
the United
the
Virginia, sitting
court of
under the
rules
the rules
acting under
and acting
admiralty and
of admiralty
as aacourt
sitting as
Virginia,
governing
such court,
court, and
court shall
shall have
jurisdiction to hear
have jurisdiction
said court
and said
governing such
and determine
suit and
to enter
enter judgment
decree for the
or decree
judgment or
and to
such suit
determine such
and
amount of
of such
such damages
damages and
and costs,
if any,
as shall
shall be
be found
found to
be
to be
any, as
costs, if
amount
due against
States in
favor of
Eastern Transportation
Transportation
of the
the Eastern
in favor
United States
the United
against the
due
Company, or
or against
against the
Transportation Company
Company in
favor
in favor
Eastern Transportation
the Eastern
Company,
of the
United States,
upon the
the same
and measures
of
measures of
principles and
same principles
States, upon
the United
of
liability
as in
cases in
parties and
and
private parties
between private
admiralty between
in admiralty
in like
like cases
liability as
with
the same
same rights
Provided, That such notice of the
appeal: Provided,
of appeal:
rights of
with the
suit shall
shall be
be given
General of
of the
the United
United States
States
Attorney General
the Attorney
to the
given to
suit
as may
be provided
provided by
the said
it shall
shall be
be the
the
and it
court, and
said court,
of the
by order
order of
as
may be
duty of
of the
the Attorney
cause the
attorney
States attorney
United States
the United
to cause
General to
Attorney General
duty
in such
such district
district to
to appear
appear and
and defend
defend for
for the
the United
United States:
ProStates: Proin
vided further,
That said
commenced within
said suit shall be brought and commenced
further, That
vided
four
the date
date of
the passage
this Act.
Act.
of this
passage of
of the
of the
months of
four months
Approved,
February
16,
1925.
16,
February
Approved,
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2
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CHAP. 241.-An
241.—An Act For the relief of the Brooklyn Eastern
Eastern District Terminal
Terminal.
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District
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Districtrm
collision
tugboat
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Be it
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of
and House
Senate and
by the
the Senate
it enacted
enacted by
Be
in Congress
the
United States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the
America in
States of America
the United
claims of the Brooklyn
Eastern District Terminal, aa corporation
Brooklyn Eastern
corporation
organized
and existing
under the
the State of New York,
the laws
laws of the
existing under
organized and
with
its principal
plate of
in the
city of New York,
York, in
in
of business
business in
the city
with its
principal place
said State,
of the
tugboat Integrity, against the United
the tugboat
owner of
State, owner
said
States
for damages
damages alleged
been caused
caused by
between
by collision
collision between
to have
have been
alleged to
States for
the said
said tugboat
dredge Raritan,
Raritan, in
United States hopper dredge
and the
the United
tugboat and
the
New York
York Harbor,
or about
30th day of Sepabout the
the 30th
on or
York, on
New York,
Harbor, New
New
tember, 1920,
by the
the said
said Brooklyn
District
Eastern District
Brooklyn Eastern
for by
be sued
sued for
1920, may
may be
tember,
Court for the Southern
Terminal
United States
States District Court
in the
the United
Terminal in
a court of admiralty and acting
District
sitting as a
New York, sitting
of New
District of
under the rules governing such court, and said court shall have
a judgjurisdiction to
hear and
and determine
judgand to enter a
determine such suit and
to hear
jurisdiction
ment or
or decree
decree for
amount of
of such
damages and costs, if
if any,
any,
such damages
for the
the amount
ment
as
be found
found due
due against the
States in favor of the
the United States
as shall
shall be
Brooklyn Eastern District Terminal,
Brooklyn
Terminal, or against the Brooklyn
Brooklyn
Eastern District Terminal in favor of the United States upon the
Eastern
same principles
principles and
measures of
of liability
in like
like cases
admiralty
cases in
in admiralty
as in
liability as
and measures
same
between private
private parties
with the
the same
same rights
rights of
appeal: ProProof appeal:
parties and
and...with
between
vided, That such notice
suit shall be
be given
given to
to the
the Attorney
Attorney
vided,
notice of the suit
General of
provided by the order of
States as may be provided
of the
the United States
General
General
the
Attorney General
shall be
be the duty of the Attorney
and it
it shall
said court,
court, and
the said
to
attorney in such district to appear and
States attorney
cause the
the United
United States
to cause
defend
further, That said suit shall
defend for the United States: Provided
Provided further,
be
the date of the
within four months of the
and commenced
commenced within
be brought
brought and
Act.
passage of
of this Act.
passage
Approved, February
February 16,
16, 1925.
Approved,

CHAP.
242.-An Act For the relief of the owner of the scow
CHAP. 242.—An
scow W. T. C.
Numbered 35.
Numbered

Be it
by the
and H
OMO of
of Representatives
the
of the
Representatives of
House
the Senate
Senate and
enacted by
it enacted
Be
in Congress
United
United States of America in
Congress assembled, That the claim of
May bring suit for
William T.
T. Charle,sworth,
and
a citizen of the State of New York, and
Charlesworth, a
siCs tfo
apinbring
collision
damages
to William
scow
C. NumNum- owner of the
the scow W. T. C. Numbered
Numbered 35, alleged to have been
T. C.
scow "W.
"w. T.
bered 3.5", in district
injured in Hellgate,
court.
Hellgate, New York Harbor, New York, by reason of
n s
court.
damages sustained
sustained in
in the
collision with
the United
United States ship Lake
with the
the collision
damages
alleged
Tahoe
23d day
day of
on account of the alleged
for and on
of July,
July, 1918, for
on the
the 23d
Tahoe on
damage
Number 35 by reason of said collision with
C. Number
W. T.
T. C.
damage to said W.
the
Tahoe, may be submitted
submitted to the United
United
ship Lake
Lake Tahoe,
States ship
the United
United States
under
States District
Court for
for the Southern
District of New York, under
Southern District
District Court
States
of said court sitting as aa court in
and in
in compliance
compliance with the rules
rules of
and
Jurisdiction
Jurisdiction of
of court.
court. admiralty, and said court shall have jurisdiction to hear and determine the
the whole
and to
enter a
a judgment
judgment or
or decree
decree for
for
to enter
controversy and
whole controversy
mine
the amount
amount of
damages sustained by reason of said collision,
of the
the damages
the
the same
same
and
damage, if
said owner, on the
found to
to be
be due said
shall be
be found
if any,
any, shall
and damage,
principles
and measure
measure of
of liability, with costs, as in like cases in
principles and
admiralty
between private
parties, with
with the
same rights
appeal:
of appeal:
rights of
the same
private parties,
admiralty between
Provisos.
Prouios.
Notice, etc., to At- Provided,
Notice,
Provided, That such notice shall be given to the Attorney
Attorney General
General
torney General.
by the order of the said
of
the United
as may be provided
provided by
said
States as
United States
of the
the
court,
and it
it shall
shall be
be the
the Attorney
Attorney General
cause the
General to cause
of the
duty of
the duty
court, and
attorney in
to appear
appear and defend for the
district to
in such
such district
States attorney
United States
Commencement
Commencement of United
suit.
suit.
United States: Provided
brought
Provided further,
further, That said suit shall be brought
and commenced
within four
four months
of the
the date
of the
the passage
passage of
of
date of
months of
and
commenced within
this
this Act.
Approved,
February 16, 1925.
Approved, February
Charles
Wilia m T. CharlesWilliam
rs

worth.
worth.
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CHAP. 243.—An
relief of
the owners
owners of
of the
New York
York Sanitary
Sanitary
the New
of the
For the
the relief
243.-An Act
Act For
CHAP.
Utilization
Company, scow
14.
scow Number
Number 14.
Utilization Company,

1567
1567
16,1925.
February 16,
1925.

[S.
[S. 1040.
1040.]
[Private,
No. 165.]
165.]
[Private, No.

Representatives of the New York Sanitary
Be
and House
House of Representatives
enacted by
by the Senate
Senate and
Be it
it enacted
ationkCompany.
Smpanry
assembled, That the claim of uti
America in
States of America
United States
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
Utilization
May
bring suit
for
for
suit
MNay brng
the New York Sanitary Utilization
Utilization Company, owner
owner of scow Number collision
to
damages
collision
dama
ges to
scow, in
in district
district court.
court.
14, alleged
alleged to
to have
have been
been injured
in a
United States
States scow,
with the
the United
a collision
collision with
injured in
14,
York, on the 9th day of
dredge
New York,
in the
the upper
upper bay of New
dredge Raritan
Raritan in
scow
March,
1916, for
on account
account of
damage to said scow
of the
the alleged damage
for and
and on
March, 1916,
be submitted
submitted to the
Number
said collision,
collision, may be
by reason of said
Number 14, by
United States
States District
District Court for the Southern
District of
of New York,
Southern District
United
a
under
and in
in compliance
with the
court, sitting
sitting as a
rules of
of said
said court,
the rules
compliance with
under and
Jurisdiction of
court.
of court.
court
of admiralty;
admiralty; and said court
shall have
have jurisdiction to hear Jurisdiction
court shall
court of
and
determine the
whole controversy
controversy and
a judgment
judgment or
and to
to enter
enter a
the whole
and determine
said
decree
the amount
damages sustained
reason of said
sustained by reason
amount of
of the
the damages
decree for
for the
collision,
found to be
be due said owner, on the same
shall be
be found
collision, if
if any, shall
costs, as in
in like cases in
principles
measure of
liability, with
with costs,
of liability,
principles and
and measure
admiralty
parties, with
with the
the same
same rights
rights of appeal:
appeal: Provisos.
private parties,
admiralty between
between private
Provided, That
That such
such notice
be given
to the
the Attorney
General Noticeetc.,
Provided,
notice shall
shall be
given to
Attorney General
Notice, etc., to Ateneral.
torney General.
of the
the order
be provided
provided by
of
States as
as may
by the
order of
the said
said torney
may be
of the
the United
United States
court,
it shall be the duty
Attorney General to cause the
the Attorney
duty of the
court, and it
United States
in such
such district
to appear
appear and
defend for
for the
ent of
Com
the United
United Commencement
and defend
district to
States in
United
of
suit.""
States:
Provided further,
further, That said suit shall be brought and com- suit.
States: Provided
menced within
of the
the passage
passage of
of this Act.
Act.
the date
date of
within four
four months
months of
of the
menced
Approved, February
February 16,
16, 1925.
1925.
Approved,
Transportation Company,
CHAP. 244.—An
244.-An Act For the relief of the Staples Transportation

of
of Fall
Fall River,
River, Massachusetts.
Massachusetts.

February
16, 1925.
1925.
February 16,
[5. 1937.]
[.
137.]
[Private, No. 166.]
[Private, No. 166.

Representatives of the
and House of Representatives
Be
enacted by the Senate and
Be it
it enacted
the United States of America in Congress assembled, That the tiaps s Tranprtaclaim
the United
of the Staples
States of
Transportation
America in Company,
Congress of
assembled,
Fall River,
That
Massathe May
T
aybrin g *suit for
bring suit for
claim of the Staples Transportation Company, of Fall River, Massa- i
coll
i
s
i
on uga
damages to
collision
tug "Eureka",
chusetts,
owner
of
the
steam
tug
Eureka,
against
the
United
States?Tifglca
States
steam
against
the
United
chusetts, owner of the steam tug Eureka,
thea
indistrict court
between the
collision between
by collision
for
to have
have been
been caused
caused by
alleged to
damages alleged
for damages
said
tug and
and the
United States
States pilot
auxiliary boat
guard auxiliary
pilot guard
the United
said steam
steam tug
Numbered
approaching Broad Sound Channel,
Channel, Boston Harbor,
1229, approaching
Numbered 1229,
on or
about December
December 24,
24, 1917,
be sued
for by
by the
the said
said Staples
Staples
1917, may
may be
sued for
on
or about
Transportation Companyin
Company in the District Court of the United States
Transportation
for
of Massachusetts,
Massachusetts, under
under and
in compliance
compliance with
the Jrdictton
with the
ocourt
and in
for the
the District
District of
tif
rules
sitting as
of admiralty;
admiralty; and
and that
the said
saidCO Jurisdic on o
that the
a court
court of
as a
said court
court sitting
rules of
of said
court
shall have
have jurisdiction
to hear
and determine
the whole condetermine the
hear and
jurisdiction to
court shall
troversy and
judgment or
or decree
decree for
for the
the amount
amount of
of the
the
a judgment
to enter
enter a
troversy
and to
legal
damages sustained
by reason
of said
collision, if
any shall
shall be
be
if any
said collision,
reason of
sustained by
legal damages
found to
to be
be due,
due, either
either for
the United
of America,
America,
States of
United States
or against
against the
for or
found
upon
of liability
liability and
like
and costs as in like
measure of
and measure
same principle
principle and
upon the
the same
cases in
between private
the same rights of
private parties, with the
in admiralty
admiralty between
cases
appeal: Provided,
That such
such notice
notice of
the suit
be given
given to
to the
the Nolv
'etc. to
to Aof the
suit shall
shall be
Provided, That
appeal:
ict,"'etc.,
At
General.
torney Ueneral.
Attorney General
General of
United States
States as
as may
may be
be provided
provided by
order torney
by order
of the
the United
Attorney
of the
the said
shall be
be the
Attorney General
the duty of the Attorney
and it
it shall
court, and
said court,
of
to cause
cause the
the United
United States
States attorney
to appear
appear and
and C
such district
district to
in such
attorney in
to
defend for
States: Provided
further, That
said suit
suit shall
ommencement
of
of
iCommncement
shall snit.
That said
Provided further,
for the
the United
United States:
defend
be brought
four months
of the
date of
of the
the
the date
months of
within four
commenced within
and commenced
be
brought and
passage of
this Act.
Act.
of this
passage
Approved,
February 16,
16, 1925.
Approved, February
in district (*wt.
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steam tug
relief of the owner of the American steam
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O'Brien
Brothers.
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Be
enacted by
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of O'Brien
Br oth
ste
Be it
it enacted
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
Myrinru
Brthe
for
the
United States
States of
of America
in Congress
assembled, That
s
a
iL big
u
es
t c
t:
to
damages
the a
collision
That the
Congress assembled,
America in
the United
hof
the American
owner
(Incorporated),
of O'Brien
Brothers
claim
Brothers (Incorporated),
owner of
of the
America
tug
&nthers", "O'Brien
in
American_
the
owner
(Incorporated),
O'Brien ~~~~~~~~~~~tugclaim
Brothers
claim of
of O'Brien
", ers",
in district
district court.
mud.
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steam
tug O'Brien
the United
United States
States for
for damages
damages
against the
Brothers, against
O'Brien Brothers,
steam tug
the
alleged
been caused
caused by
collision between said vessel and the
by collision
have been
to have
alleged to
United States
the 4th day of January, 1919,
on the'4th
Henley, on
destroyer Henley,
States destroyer
United
off
Pier 3,
3, Hoboken,
New Jersey,
O'Brien
for by the said O'Brien
Jersey, may be sued for
Hoboken, New
off Pier
Brothers
in the
the District
District Court of the United
United States
(Incorporated), in
Brothers (Incorporated),
for the
the Eastern
Eastern District
a court of admiralty,
District of New York, sitting as a
for
Jurisdiction of co
court.
acting under
under the rules governing such court, and said court shall
shall
art. and acting
a
have
jurisdiction to hear and determine such suit and to enter a
have jurisdiction
judgment
decree for
of such damages, and costs, if
amount of
for the amount
or decree
judgment or
any, as
favor
be due against the United States, in favor
shall be found to be
as shall
any,
American steam tug O'Brien Brothers or
or
of the owner of the said American
American steam tug O'Brien Brothers
Brothers in
against the owner of said American
measures
favor of
of the United
principles and measures
States, upon the same principles
United States,
favor
of liability
liability as
as in
between private parties, and
and
in admiralty between
like cases in
in like
of
Proisos.etc.
notice
Notice
Provisos.
A
the
same
of
appeal:
Provided,
That
such
of
the
Provided,
rights
with
Notice,, etc.,, to tGeneral of the United States as
torney General.
Attorney General
suit shall be given to the Attorney
may
order of the said court, and it shall be the duty
be provided
provided by order
may be
of
attorney in such
General to cause the United States attorney
the Attorney General
of the
Provided
district to appear and defend for the United States: Provided
Commencement
Commencement
of
further, That
qhall be brought and commenced
commenced within four
That said suit shall
of further,
suit.
months of the date of the passage of this Act.
Approved, February
16, 1925.
1925.
February 16,
Approved,
February
1925.
16,1925.
February 16,
[S.
[S. 2130.]
[Private, No. 168.]
168.1

2130.]

CHAP. 248.—An
246.-An Act For the relief of the owner of the ferryboat
ferryboat New York.

Be it
by the
Representatives of
of
the Senate and House of Representatives
it enacted
enacted by
Be
in Congress
Congress assembled,
United States
assembled, That the claim
States of America in
' the United
of the United States Housing Corporation, owner of the ferryMayP brig
damages to boat
New York,
Yor against
States of
of America
America for
boat New
against the
the United
United States
for damages
damages
ba
between said vessel and the
alleged to have been caused by collision between
United
United States ship Wasp, on the 19th day of August, 1919, in the
ct.
Elizabeth
Portsmouth, Virginia,
may be sued for by the
Virginia, may
River, Portsmouth,
Elizabeth River,
said
Housing Corporation
Corporation in the District Court of
States Housing
United States
said United
the
for the
the District
Virginia, sitting as aa court of
of Virginia,
District of
States for
the United
United States
admiralty,
admiralty, and acting under the rules governing such court; and
court shall
jurisdiction to hear and determine such suit
have jurisdiction
shall have
said court
Jurisdiction
of court. said
Jurisdiction ofcourt.
and
to enter
enter a
judgment or
decree for
damages,
amount of such damages,
for the amount
or decree
a judgment
and to
and
any, as
as shall
found to
to be
be due
the United
United
against the
due against
be found
shall be
if any,
costs, if
and costs,
States
in favor
of the
the owner
New York,
York, or
ferryboat New
said ferryboat
the said
of the
owner of
favor of
States in
against
said ferryboat
ferryboat New York in favor of the
owner of the said
the owner
against the
United
States, upon
upon the
the same
same principles,
principles, and
measures of liability
liability
and measures
United States,
as
in like
like cases
in admiralty
admiralty between
parties, and
and with
with the
the
private parties,
between private
cases in
as in
suit shall
shall
such notice
That such
Provided, That
same
rights of
of appeal:
appeal: Provided,
notice of
of the
the suit
same rights
Provisos.
Prors".
Notice,
etc., to Atn
be
may be
as may
be given
given to
to the
the Attorney
Attorney General
the United
United States
States as
of the
General of
At- be
e,General.
etc.to
toti
torney
it shall be the duty of
provided
by order
order of
of the
court, and it
the said court,
provided by
the Attorney
Attorney General
cause the
the United
attorney in such
United States attorney
to cause
General to
the
district
to appear
appear and
and defend
defend for
for the
the United
United States:
States: Provided
Provided
district to
Commencement
of further,
Commencement of
further, That said suit shall be brought and commenced
commenced within four
suit.
months
passage of this Act.
the date of the passage
of the
months of
Approved,
February 16,
16, 1925.
1925.
Approved, February

s
United States HousUnited Statie Hou
ing Corporation.
May bring suit
ut for
collision damages to
collison
ferryboat
"New
"New
ferryboat
York", in
in district
district
Yrk",
court.

February 16, 1925.
[S.
[S. 2254.1
2254.1
MN
1AQI
ri-ti_
[Private,
No. o169.1

Company
Act For the relief of the Beaufort County
CHAP. 247.-An
247.—An Act
County Lumber
Lumber Company
CHAP.
of
Carolina.
of North
North Carolina.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Representatives of
Senate and House of Representatives
by the
Be it
the
assembled,
Congress
in
Beaufort Count
y the
th
e United
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That the
of
America
States
United
county
LBeufort
Lumber Company.
a
May bring
suit for claim of
Lumber Company of North Carolina,
Carolina, a
of Beaufort
Beaufort County Lumber
LMay
brng at

collision
toy
dnatges
damages
to
tug "Atlantic
City",

toiaon

City
tug boat
boat Atlantic
owner of
North
North Carolina
Carolina corporation,
corporation, owner
of the
the tug
Atlantic City

o. ' and the barge Flora, against the United States for damages
etc.,"in
indistrct
etc
district court
damages alleged
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barge
to have
been caused
between the
the said
said tug
and barge
boat and
tug boat
collision between
by collision
caused by
have been
to
Lydonia
and the
United States
States Coast
steamer Lydonia
Survey steamer
Geodetic Survey
and Geodetic
Coast and
the United
and
in
of Wilmington,
Wilmington, North Carolina, may be sued for by
harbor of
the harbor
in the
the
said Beaufort
Beaufort County
Lumber Company
Company of
of North
North Carolina
m
Carolina in
County Lumber
the said
the
District Court
the United
United States
States for
Eastern District of
of
the Eastern
for the
of the
Court of
the District
under the rules
Virginia, sitting
as a
court of
acting under
of admiralty
admiralty and acting
a court
sitting as
Virginia,
jurisdiction to hear
governing such
such court,
hear
court, and said court shall have jurisdiction
governing
and determine
determine such
suit and
to enter a
a judgment
decree for the
judgment or decree
and to
such suit
and
amount of
of such
such damages
costs, if
any, as
be found
found to be
as shall
shall be
if any,
and costs,
damages and
amount
due against
against the
States in
favor of
of the
said Beaufort
Beaufort County
the said
in favor
United States
the United
due
Lumber
Company of
of North Carolina, or against the said Beaufort
Beaufort
Lumber Company
County Lumber
of North
Carolina in favor of the United
North Carolina
Company of
Lumber Company
County
States
principles and
measures of
of liability as in like
and measures
same principles
the same
upon the
States upon
cases between
and with
with the
the same
same rights
rights of
appeal:
of appeal:
parties and
private parties
between private
cases
Provided, That
That such notice of the suit shall be given to the Attorney
Provided,
order of the
General
of the
States as
be provided
provided by order
may be
as may
United States
the United
General of
shall be the duty of the Attorney General
said
General to cause
it shall
and it
court, and
said court,
the United
in such
such district
district to
and defend
defend
to appear
appear and
attorney in
States attorney
United States
the
for
Provided further,
further, That
be
suit shall be
said suit
That said
States: Provided
United States:
the United
for the
brought
commenced within
within four
four months
the date of the pasmonths of the
and commenced
brought and
sage
this Act.
Act.
of this
sage of
Approved, February
February 16, 1925.
Approved,
Railroad Company and
of Lehigh
Lehigh Valley Railroad
CHAP.
248.—An Act
Act For
the relief of
For the
CHAP. 248.-An
McAllister
Lighterage Line
(Incorporated).
Line (Incorporated).
McAllister Lighterage
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Jurisdiction
court.
Jurisdiction of court.

Provisos.
Provisos.
Notice, etc., to Attorney General.

Commencement
Commencement
suit.

of

16, 1925.
February 16,
[S. 2293.
2293.1
[S.
[Private,
No.
170.]
[Private, No. 170.]

Be
it enacted
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of the
the Lehigh
Representatives of
Leigh Valley
Valley RailBe it
enacted by
of Representatives
road Company
Company and
assembled, That the claim of road
United States
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
in Congress
States of
United
McAllister Lighterage
Lie.ster Lihterg
Lehigh Valley
Railroad Company,
as carrier
carrier and bailee of aaquantity Line.
Company, as
Valley Railroad
Lehigh
Damage claims of,
ramage
85,
Numbered
of steel
billets laden
on board
board the
McAllister Numbered
barge McAllister
the barge
laden on
steel billets
of
referred
toclaems
district
court.
against the
damage to and loss of said billets, and court.
for damage
States for
United States
the United
against
the claim
McAllister Lighterage
Lighterage Line
Line (Incorporated),
carrier
(Incorporated), as carrier
of McAllister
claim of
the
and
of steel
steel billets
billets laden
laden on
the barge
barge
board the
on board
a quantity
quantity of
of a
bailee of
and bailee
McAllister Numbered
Numbered 85
and as
of the
the barge
barge McAllister
McAllister
owner of
as owner
85 and
McAllister
Numbered
85, against
the United
United States
for the
loss of
and damage
of and
the loss
States for
against the
Numbered 85,
to
and for
losses sustained
sustained by
by reason
reason of
damage
of damage
for losses
billets, and
steel billets,
to said
said steel
caused
to the
Numbered 85,
85, all
all alleged
alleged to
been caused
to have
have been
McAllister Numbered
the barge
barge McAllister
to
between said barge
by collision
collision on
the 7th
7th day
of November, 1917, between
day of
on the
by
and
and
United States
States steamship
then in
the possession
possession and
in the
Aeolus, then
steamship Aeolus,
the United
and the
control
the United
United States
States and
by the
the Navy
DeNavy Deoperated by
being operated
and being:
of the
control of
1
partment in
transport service,
adjoining Number 1
slip adjoining
service, in the slip
in its
its transport
partment
pier, Hoboken,
Jersey, may
may be
by Lehigh
Lehigh Valley Railfor by
sued for
be sued
New Jersey,
Hoboken, New
pier,
road Company
and McAllister
(Incorporated), in
Line (Incorporated),
Lighterage Line
McAllister Lighterage
Company and
road
the
District Court
United States
States for
Southern District
of
District of
for the
the Southern
of the
the United
Court of
the District
New
sitting as
as a
court of
of admiralty
acting under
under the
and acting
admiralty and
a court
York, sitting
New York,
rules
court in the suits heretofore commenced in the
such court
governing such
rules governing
said
district entitled
entitled "
Lehigh Valley
Railroad Company, as bailee
Valley Railroad
"Lehigh
said district
McAllister
of
steel billets
billets laden
board the barge McAllister
on board
laden on
of steel
quantity of
of aa quantity
P. McAllister,
Numbered 85,
libellant, against
J. P.
McAllister, her
against steam tug J.
85, libellant,
Numbered
Lighterage Line (Incorengines,
boilers, and
and so
so forth,
McAllister Lighterage
forth. McAllister
engines, boilers,
imAeolus has been in'porated), claimant,"
claimant." in
in which
the steamship
steamship Aeolus
which the
porated),
pleaded and
United States
States of
of America
appeared as claimant,
has appeared
America has
the United
and the
pleaded
and "McAllister
"McAllister Lighterage
Line (Incorporated),
against
libellant, against
(Incorporated), libellant,
Lighterage Line
and
court.
ofcourt.
uJrisdiction of
steamship Aeolus,
Aeolus, United
of America,
America, claimant";
claimant"; and
and such
such Jurisdiction
States of
United States
steamship
determine such suits and to
court
shall have jurisdiction
jurisdiction to hear and determine
court shall
enter
judgments or
for the
such damage,
damage, and
and
of such
amount of
the amount
decrees for
or decrees
enter judgments
costs,
if any,
against the United
United States
found to be due against
be found
as shall
shall be
any, as
costs, if
in favor
favor of
Lehigh Valley
Railroad Company
Company or said McAllister
McAllister
Valley Railroad
said Lehigh
of said
in
Lighterage
Line (Incorporated),
or against
Lehigh Valley
Valley
said Lehigh
against the said
(Incorporated), or
Lighterage Line
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Railroad
Company or
or said
said McAllister
McAllister Lighterage
Lighterage Line
Line (Incor(IncorRailroad Company
porated),
of the
United States
upon the
same principles
principles
the same
States upon
the United
favor of
in favor
porated), in
and measures
measures of
as in
in like
like cases
in admiralty
admiralty between
pribetween pricases in
of liability
liability as
and
etc. toto Atparties and
same rights
of appeal:
appeal: Provided,
Provided, That
rights of
Notic*
Provisos.
the same
with the
and with
vate parties
At vate
, etc.,,
of proceeding
proceeding with the said suits shall be given to the
torney 'enera.
General.
notice of
such notice
Attorney
General of
States as
as may be
by order
order
be provided
provided by
the Un'ted
Un'ted States
of the
Attorney General
of
said court,
shall be
the duty
duty of
of the
Attorney General
General
the Attorney
be the
it shall
and it
court, and
the said
of the
to
cause the
the United
to appear
appear and
and
district to
in such
such district
attorney in
States attorney
United States
to cause
Commencement
such
notice
That
further,
of
Commencement
o
f defend for the United States: Provided
Provided
further,
suit.
of
proceeding with
the said
said suits
shall be
and proceedings
proceedings in
in
be given,
given, and
suits shall
with the
of proceeding
said
suits shall
within four
four months
months of
of the
the date
of the
the
date of
be commenced
commenced within
shall be
said suits
passage
of this
this Act.
Act.
passage of
16, 1925.
Approved,
February 16,
Approved, February
February 16, 1925.
February
[S.
[S. 28601
[Private, No. 171.]
171.]

2860.]

Canada
Steamship
Steamship
Lines.
May bring suit for
for
collision damages to
steamsbip"Roseda1e",
inndistrict
court.
district crt

cnda

CHAP. 249.—An
249.-An Act For the relief of the Canada Steamship
Steamship Lines (Limited).
(Limited).
Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of the
the
of Representatives
Representatives of
House of
Be it

United States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the claim
of America in
United

owner of
the British
of
the Canada
Steamship Lines
of the
Canada Steamship
Lines (Limited),
(Limited), owner
of the
steamship Rosedale,
Rosedale, against
against the
the United
of America, for damUnited States of
steamship
ages arising from the alleged loss of said vessel and her cargo,
claimed to
collision on April 18, 1919,
1919, in
in Bristol
to have
have been
been caused by collision
claimed
steamship
Channel,
between said
said vessel and the American
American steamship
England, between
Channel, England,
Luella, then in the transport
transport service of the United States War DeLuella,
partment, may
may be
for by
by the
the said
said Canada
Steamship Lines
Lines
Canada Steamship
be sued
sued for
partment,
(Limited) in
the District
District Court
for the
the
the United
United States
States for
Court of
of the
in the
(Limited)
Jurisdiction of court.
Jrisdcto
oO. Southern District of New York, sitting as aa court of admiralty,
and
under the
the rules
rules governing
governing such
such court,
said court
court shall
and said
shall
court, and
and acting
acting under
have
and determine
determine such
and to
enter judgjudgto hear
hear and
such suit
suit and
to enter
have jurisdiction
jurisdiction to
ment or decree for the
the amount
amount of such damages
damages, and costs, if
if any,
United States in favor of
of the
as shall be found to be due
due against
against the
the United
said Canada Steamship Lines (Limited),
(Limited), or against said Canada
Steamship Lines (Limited)
(Limited) in favor of the United States,
Steamship
States, upon the
same principles
principles and measures
measures of liability as in like cases in admiralty between
between private parties and with
appeal:
with the
the same
same rights of
of appeal:
Provisos.
Preoe,.
notice of
of the
the suit
suit shall
shall be
be given
to the
Attorthe Attorgiven to
such notice
That such
Provided, That
etc to
to AtAt- Provided,
Notice,
Notice, etc.,
torney
General.
torneyGenera.
United States as
be provided
provided by
order
ney General
General of the United
as may
may be
by order
of
Attorney General
General
of the
the said
said court,
court, and it shall
shall be
be the duty of
of the Attorney
to cause the United States
States attorney
appear and
attorney in such
such district to
to appear
defend
for
the
United
States:
Provided
further,
That
said
suit
said suit
That
further,
Provided
States:
the
United
for
defend
of
Commencement of
Commencement
suit.
commenced within four months of the date
shall be brought and commenced
of
of the passage
passage of this
this Act.
Approved,
16, 1925.
1925.
Approved, February
February 16,
May

suit

steahip"Rosestd,

February 16, 1925.
[S. 31701

[privte,.
[Private,3o170.1
No. 172.]

CHAP.
the relief
of Edgar
Miller.
William Miller.
Edgar William
relief of
For the
Act For
250.-An Act
CHAP. 250.—An

Be it
it enacted
the Senate
Representatives of
the
Be
enacted by
by the
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
United States
in Congress
assembled, That
the PresiPresiThat the
Congress assembled,
America in
States of
of America
United
hereby,
dent of
the United
in his
his discretion,
discretion, be,
be, and
and he
he is
is hereby,
States, in
United States,
of the
dent
Medical Corps,
Corps, Army. authorized
with the
the advice
to appoint,
appoint, by
Medical
authorized to
by and
and with
advice and
and consent
consent of
of the
the
Senate,
Senate, Edgar William
William Miller, now aa major in the Medical Corps,
Regular
Army, a
lieutenant colonel
colonel of
Medical Corps,
Corps, Regular
Regular Army,
a lieutenant
of the
the Medical
Regular
Army,
to take
take rank
at
the
foot of
the
list of
lieutenant
colonels
Army,
to
rank
at
the
foot
of
the
list
of
lieutenant
colonels
Proviso.
allowances shall
Medical
Corps: Provided.
That no
back pay
or allowances
shall
pay or
no back
Provided, That
Medical Corps:
Nobackpay,
No
back pay, etc.
accrue as aa result of the passage of this Act.
February 16, 1925.
Approved, February
Edgar William

MiEldgr
Miller.

Wiliam
May be appointed
appointed
lMaybe
lieutenant
colonel
of
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CHAP.
251.—An Act
Act For
barkentine
relief of the owners of the barkentine
the relief
For the
CHAP. 251.-An
Monterey.
Monterey.

February
16, 1925.
February16,1925.
[S. 33101
173.]
[Private,
[Private, No. 173.1

[S. 3310.]

Be
enacted by
the Senate
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
and House
Senate and
by the
it enacted
Be it

United States
of America
Congress assembled, That the claim of Chrles
Charles Nelson Coin Congress
America in
States of
United
the
Charles
Nelson
Company,
a
corporation,
owner
of
the
barkentine
Ma y bring suit for
May
barkentine
the
of
the Charles Nelson Company, a corporation, owner
collision damages to
Monterey,
of a
acollision
collision between
between said
said barkentine
barkentine and the barkentine "Monteout of
arising out
Monterey, arising
court.
United States
in the
Straits of
of Juan
Juan de
Fuca rey", in district
district court.
de Fuca
the Straits
Henderson in
steamship Henderson
States steamship
United
the losses alleged
on
July 28,
28, 1923,
for and
alleged
account of the
on account
and on
1923, for
about July
or about
on or
to have
have been
in said
said collision
owners of said barkentine
the owners
collision by the
suffered in
been suffered
to
by
of damages
damages to
submitted to the
be submitted
may be
barkentine, may
said barkentine,
to said
reason of
by reason
United
Court for
California.
Northern District of California
the Northern
for the
District Court
States District
United States
under and
and in
in compliance
compliance with
with the
the rules
of said
said court sitting as aa
rules of
under
court.
Jrisdietion oof court.
court
of admiralty;
admiralty; and
the said
said court
shall have
have jurisdiction
jurisdiction Jurisdiction
court shall
that the
and that
court of
judgment
a judgment
controversy and to enter a
to hear
and determine
determine the
the whole
whole controversy
hear and
to
or decree
for the
of the
legal damages
damages sustained by reason
the legal
amount of
the amount
decree for
or
of said
said collision,
be due, either for or against
found to be
be found
shall be
any shall
if any
collision, if
of
the
United
States
of
America,
upon
the
same
principle and measure
principle
same
the
upon
America,
of
the United States
po.
of
liability and
costs as
as in
in like
like cases
casPs in
private Provisos.
between private
admiralty between
in admiralty
and costs
of liability
Notic, etc., to Atparties,
with the
the same
to appeal:
Provided, That
such notice Notice,
That such
appeal: Provided,
right to
same right
parties, with
Nelson Cora-

cargitiiPiTtsntteo.
.

of the
suit shall
shall be given
given to the Attorney General of the United torney
the suit
of

tccney General.

it shall
States
may be
provided by
of the
the said court, and it
order of
by order
be provided
as may
States as
be the
the duty
duty of
the Attorney
cause the United States
General to cause
Attorney General
of the
be
attorney
district to
to appear
appear and
and defend
defend for the United
United
such district
in such
attorney in
States: Provided
further, That
said suit
cornsuit shall be brought and comThat said
Provided further,
States:
menced
four months
months of
date of
of the
the passage
passage of this Act.
the date
of the
within four
menced within
February 16, 1925.
Approved,
Approved, February
CHAP.
Blattmanicand'Company.
the relief of Blattmann'and'Company.
255.-An Act For the'relief
CHAP. 255.—An

the
Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of the
of Representatives
Be it
United
States of
of America
assembled, That the sum of
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
United States
$97,804.70
hereby appropriated,
appropriated, out
out of any
Treasury
any money in the Treasury
is hereby
$97,804.70 is
not
purpose of compensating
compensating Blattthe purpose
for the
appropriated, for
otherwise appropriated,
not otherwise
mann and
of Waedenswil,
Switzerland, for losses susWaedenswil, Switzerland,
Company, of
and Company,
mann
sale of one million fiftytained
through
the
wrongful
seizure
and
and
seizure
wrongful
the
through
tained
seven
thousand one
hundred pounds
devitalized gluten by the
of devitalized
pounds of
one hundred
seven thousand
the United States, which belonged
Alien Property
Custodian of
belonged to
of the
Property Custodian
Alien
the said
Blattmann and Company.
said Blattmann
the
Approved,
February 17, 1925.
Approved, February
CHAP. 256.-An
256.—An Act
Act Authorizing
Authorizing the
insurance to Major
war risk insurance
of war
granting of
the granting
CHAP.
.
States Army. •
Earl
L. Naiden,
Naiden, Air
Service, United
United States
Air Service,
Earl L.

e
nt

sui
C
tomm
.
encement

itomena

of

February 17 1925.
1925.
[S. 555.1
5.55.1
[S.
[Private, No. 174.]
Blattmann and
Blattmann
Company.
Company.
Payment to, for
for
Payment
wrongful seizure by
Alien Property Custodian.

February 17,
17, 1925.
1925.
1370.]
[i.[S. 1370.]
[Private, No. 175.]

[Private, No. 175.]

Be it
and House
the Major Earl L. NaiRepresentatives of the
of Representatives
House of
Senate and
the Senate
by the
enacted by
it enacted
Be
United
of America
That the
the Director
den, Army.
Army.
Director den,
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
States of
United States
War risk
risk insurance
authorized granted
of the
United States
hereby is, authorized
Bureau be, and hereby
Veterans' Bureau
States Veterans'
granted to.
the United
of
insurance
risk
and
directed
to
accept
the
application
for
war
insurance
of
war
and directed to accept the application for
United
Major Earl
on active
duty in
in the
Service, United
the Air Service,
active duty
now on
Naiden, now
L. Naiden,
Earl L.
Major
States
who during
late war
on detached
detached active
active service
service
was on
war was
the late
during the
Army, who
States Army,
in
Italy, and
the opportunity
opportunity to secure war risk
of the
notified of
not notified
was not
and was
in Italy,
insurance
period of
of one
one hundred
twenty days fixed
fixed
hundred and twenty
the period
within the
insurance within
40, p. 409.
an Vol. 40,
by
section 401,
article 4
4 of
of the
the Act
Act entitled
entitled "An Act to amend an.
401, article
by section
establishment of aa Bureau of
Act entitled
entitled 'An
'An Act
authorize the establishment
of
to authorize
Act to
Act
War Risk
Risk Insurance
Insurance in
the Treasury
Department,' approved
approved SepTreasury Department,'
in the
War
Provisos.
tember 2,
and for
purposes." approved
1911: Prorsos.
6, 1917:
October 6,
approved October
other purposes,"
for other
1914. and
2, 1914,
tember
Time
for applying.
applying.
Time for
Provided, That
That application
for such
insurance be made
made within sixty
such insurance
application for
Provided,

1572

SIXTY-EIGHTH
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.

Not retroactive,
retroactive, etc.
etc.
Not

February 17
17 1925.
1925.
February
[S.
660.1
[S. 660.1
[Private,
No. 176.1
176.1
[Private, No.
Ogden Utah
ChamUtah ChamOgden
ber
Commerce.
ber of
of Commerce.
Reimbursement to.
to.
Reimbursement

February
17 1925.
11925.
February7
[S.
[S. 833.i
833.1

177.]
[Private, No.
No. 177.]
[Private,

Emma LAMee.
LaMee.
Emma
Payment to,
to,
Payment
death
of husband.
husband.
death of

SESS. II.
II. CHS.
Cm. 256-260.
SESS.

1925.

further, That
days after
after the
And provided further,
That
Act: And
this Act:
of this
approval of
the approval
days
this
Act
shall
have
no
retroactive
effect
and
confer
no right to
confer
shall
and
effect
retroactive
no
have
this Act shall
insurance against
or disability
heretofore suffered by Major
Major
disability heretofore
injuries or
against injuries
insurance
Naiden.
Naiden.
Approved,
February 17,
17, 1925.
Approved, February
CHAP.
257.—An Act For the relief
relief of the Ogden Chamber of Commerce.
CHAP. 257.-An

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
the
Representatives of the
and House
the Senate
by the
Be
United
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
America in
States of
United States
the Ogden
to pay
and directed
of
directed to
pay to
to the
is authorized
authorized and
Treasury is
the Treasury
of the
Chamber of
of Commerce,
Ogden, Utah,
out of
any money
money in
the
in the
of any
Utah, out
Commerce, Ogden,
Chamber
reim$651.68,
Treasury
not
otherwise
appropriated,
the
sum
$651.68,
as
of
sum
the
appropriated,
otherwise
not
Treasury
bursement
expenses incurred
incurred by
commerce in
of commerce
chamber of
such chamber
by such
for expenses
bursement for
connection
with the
the purchase
of land
land and water rights for the
purchase of
connection with
Arsenal.
United
the use
of the
the Ogden
Ogden Arsenal.
use of
for the
Government for
States Government
United States
Approved, February
February 17,
17, 1925.
1925.
Approved,

the relief
CHAP. 258.-An
258.—An Act
relief of Emma LaMee. .•
For the
Act For
CHAP.

and House of Representatives
Be
enacted by
by the Senate and
Representatives of
it enacted
Be it
for the
for
the United
Congress assembled, That the
in Congress
America in
of America
States of
United States
and he is hereby,
Secretary of
Treasury be,
be, _and
hereby, authorized
authorized and
of the Treasury
Secretary
directed to
pay to
LaMee, widow of the late Frank W.
Emma LaMee,
to Emma
to pay
directed
LaMee, deceased,
out of
any money
Treasury not otherwise
money in the Treasury
of any
deceased, out
LaMee,
the
appropriated,
of $5,000
full compensation
compensation to her, the
as full
$5,000 as
sum of
the sum
appropriated, the
said
said Emma
Emma LaMee,
LaMee, for
and on
account of the death of the said
on account
for and
said
elevator shaft
Frank
LaMee caused
caused by his falling in an open elevator
W. LaMee,
Frank W.
in the
the United
United States
States post
office building
building at
Jacksonville, Florida,
at Jacksonville,
post office
in
1919.
on
December 3,
3, 1919.
on December
Approved, February
17, 1925.
February 17,
Approved,

February 17,
17, 1925.
1925.
February
[S. 1180.]
1180.]
[S.
[Private,
No. 178.1
178.]
[Private, No.
J.
B. Platt.
Platt.
J. B.
Payment to.
to.
Payment

CHAP. 259.—An
Act For
relief of J. B. Platt.
For the relief
259.-An Act
CHAP.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of
of
the Senate
by the
Be it
the
assembled,
Congress
in
the
United
States
of
America
in
Congress
That the
America
of
States
the United
Secretary of
the Treasury
Treasury be,
authorized and
and
is hereby, authorized
and he is
be, and
of the
Secretary

Castle, Delaware, out of
of New appropriated,
B. Platt,
to J.
pay
to
directed
directed
any money
to i
pay
n thetoTreasury
J. B. Platt,
not otherwise
of New Castle,
Delaware,
the sum
out of
any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the sum of
furnished
$170.37,
said
sum
being
due
J.
B.
Platt
for
merchandise
furnished
merchandise
for
Platt
B.
J.
due
being
sum
said
$170.37,
to
the Reedy
Island naval
during the months of Septemmess during
station mess
naval station
Reedy Island
to the
November, and
ber and
and October,
months of
of October,
October, November,
the months
and the
1917, and
October, 1917,
ber
December,
December, 1918.
Approved,
February 17. 1925.
Approved, February
1925.
February 17, 1925.
February
[S. 1893.1
18e9.]

SF
.

[Private,
179.1
[Private, No. 179.]

CHAP. 280.—An
Act To
To refund
refund certain
certain duties paid by the Nash Motors
260.-An Act
CHAP.
Company.
Company.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
of
Representatives of
of Representatives
House of
and House
by the
Be it
Motors CornCora- the
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the
in Congress
of America
States of
United States
the United
Motors
Remission of customs
of the
Treasury be,
hereby, authorized
authorized and dibe, and is hereby,
the Treasury
Secretary of
ustoms Secretary
Remssion
duties to.
rected
pay, out
of any money in the Treasury not otherwise
out of
to pay,
rected to
organized
a corporation
appropriated, to
the Nash
Nash M
otors Company, a
corporation organized
Motors
to the
appropriated,
$1,223.30 as
under the
the laws
laws of
of the
the State
of Maryland,
the sum of $1,223.30
Maryland, the
State of
under
full
to the
said Nash
levied
Nash Motors Company of all duties levied
the said
payment to
full payment

Nash
ah
PahY.

SIXTY-EIGHTH
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.

SESS.
SESS. II.
II.

upon
automobile chassis,
chassis, the property
an automobile
upon an
American manufacture
manufacture and
entitled to free
and entitled
American
Tariff Act,
visions of
404 of
of the
the Tariff
paragraph 404
of paragraph
visions
Nash
Motors Company
importation
upon the importation
Company upon
Nash Motors
chassis
into this
this country.
chassis into
Approved,
February 17, 1925.
Approved, February

CHs.
260-264.
CHS. 260-264.

1925.

1573
1573

of said
company, of
said company,
of
the proentry
under the
entry under

said
the said
by the
and
paid by
and paid

Vol.
42, p. 889.
Vol. 42,p.889.

of the
said automobile
automobile
the said
of

CHAP.
Act For
the relief
relief of
of the
the San
San Diego
Consolidated Gas and
and
Diego Consolidated
For the
261.-An Act
CHAP. 261.—An
Electric Company.
Company.
Electric

February 17, 1925.
February
[s. ism.]
1930.]
[8.
[Private, No.
No. 180.]
[Private,

Be
it enacted
by the
and House
Representatives of
of Representatives
House of
Senate and
the Senate
enacted by
Be it
San Diego, Calif.,
the Consolidated
assembled,
the
United
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That the
Congress
in
America
of
States
Consolidated Gas and
the United
Electric Company.
Company.
pay,
to
Secretary
of
the
Treasury
is
authorized
directed
out
and
Secretary of the Treasury is authorized
for
Payment
to, for
property damages.
damages.
of
any
money
in
the
Treasury
not
otherwise
appropriated,
to
the
property
otherwise
not
Treasury
the
in
money
of any
San Diego
Diego Consolidated
Consolidated Gas
Gas and
and Electric
Company, of San Diego,
Electric Company,
San
of all claims
satisfaction
California,
the
sum
of
$2,632.57,
in
satisfaction
full
in
$2,632.57,
of
sum
the
California,
of such
the United
United States
States on account of injuries
against the
company against
such company
of
to
tower structures
structures and
high tension transmission lines of said
said
and high
pole tower
to pole
•company
north of
Diego, caused
September 15, 1922, by the
on September
caused on
San Diego,
of San
company north
collision with
such transmission
transmission lines of an airplane piloted by
with such
collision
Ensign Jack
Jack Shafer,
deceased, in
in the course
course of his regular duties
Shafer, deceased,
Ensign
while
the Naval
Station at San Diego, California.
Naval Air Station
to the
attached to
while attached
Approved, February
February 17, 1925.
Approved,

CHAP.
of the
of Walter
Walter A.
A. Rich,
deceased.
Rich, deceased.
estate of
the estate
relief of
the relief
For the
Act For
262.-An Act
CHAP. 262.—An

February 17, 1925.
February

[S.
[S. 2139.]
[Private,
181.]
[Private, No. 1814

R
of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
by the
Senate and
and House
Representatives of
House of
the Senate
enacted by
Be
the
United
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
the
li
c
y
alm
tere& to
Ros
ict to of,
of
estate
eto
Paymnt
the
That
assembled,
Congress
in
America
of
States
the United
di- onaccount
Secretary
be, and
hereby, authorized
on account of death.
and diauthorized and
is hereby,
he is
and he
Treasury be,
the Treasury
of the
Secretary of
rected
to pay
to the
the estate
estate of
deceased, out of any
Rich, deceased,
A. Rich,
Walter A.
of Walter
pay to
rected to
money
in the
Treasury not
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the sum of
not otherwise
the Treasury
money in
compensation
$5,000
full settlement
settlement against
against the
the Government
Government as compensation
in full
$5,000 in
accifor the
the death
of said
said Walter
Walter A.
A. Rich,
Rich, who was killed by the accideath of
for
at
Fair
dental
discharge
of
a
machine
gun
at
the
Interstate
Trenton,
Interstate
the
at
gun
machine
a
of
dental discharge
New
October 2, 1920.
Jersey, October
New Jersey,
Approved.
February 17,
1925.
17, 1925.
Approved. February

CHAP.
of any
any unappropriated
unappropriated
payment of
the payment
for the
Providing for
Act Providing
263.-An Act
CHAP. 263.—An
moneys belonging
belonging to
to the
and Comanche
Comanche Indians
Indians to Jacob
Jacob Crew.
Crew.
Kiowa, and
Apache, Kiowa,
the Apache,
moneys

the
Be
of Representatives
Representatives of the
House of
and House
Senate and
the Senate
by the
enacted by
it enacted
Be it
United States
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
assembled, That the Secretary
Congress assembled,
United
of the
Interior be,
he is
authorized to
to pay
pay Jacob Crew,
hereby, authorized
is hereby-,
and he
be, and
the Interior
of
of Anadarko,
Oklahoma, the
the sum
of $606.97,
$606.97, out of any moneys unsum of
Anadarko, Oklahoma,
of
appropriated
belonging to
to the
Apache, Kiowa,
and
Kiowa, and
the Apache,
control belonging
his control
under his
appropriated under
the claim of
Comanche
same being
in full
for the
full for
payment in
being payment
the same
Indians, the
Comanche Indians,
site of Anasaid
Crew for
for a
corn crop
upon said
town site
said town
was upon
which was
crop which
a corn
said Crew
darko
when said
was sold
purposes.
townsite purposes.
for townsite
sold for
land was
said land
darko when
Approved,
Approved, February 17. 1925.
CHAP.
For the
the relief
McCloud.
estate of Filer McCloud.
the estate
of the
relief of
Act For
264.-An Act
CHAP. 264.—An

Be
it
Be it
United
United
tary
of
tary of

enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of the
House of
by the
enacted
Secrethe Secreassembled, That the
Congress assembled,
States of
America in
in Congress
of America
States
he is hereby, authorized and directo
Treasury
the and
tary ofbe,
and
the
Treasury
be,
and
he
is
hereby,
authorized
and
directed
the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized

February 17, 1925.

[S.
3247.]
[S. 3247.]
[Private, No.
182.1
No. 182.]
[Private,

Jacob Crew.
Payment to,
from
to, from
Apache, etc., Indians
funds.

February
17, 1925.
February 17,
It. 4610.1
4610.]
[H. R.
183.]
[Private, No. 183.]
LilerfoNelnetCto
estate
Filer MCloud.o
d.

of

este gesoforprop
for property damages.
for
damages. '

1574
1574

SIXTY-EIGHTH
SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.

SESS. II.
II. Cns.
264, 269-271.
SESS.
CHS. 264,269-271.

1925.
1925.

to pay to the administrator
the estate
administrator of the
estate of
of Filer
Filer McCloud,
McCloud, out
out of
of
any money in the Treasury
Treasury not
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
sum of
of
not otherwise
the sum
$2,000 in full compensation
compensation for
property on
Parris Island,
Island, South
South
for property
on Parris
Carolina, belonging
belonging to such estate,
estate which
was destroyed
destroyed by
the
which was
by the
United States Marine
Marine Corps
military reasons.
reasons.
Corps for
for military
Approved, February
17, 1925.
1925.
February 17,
February 19,
19, 1925.
[S. 1599.]
184.]
[Private, No. 184.]

Is.

CHAP. 269.-An
269.—An Act For the relief of the Export Oil Corporation.

Export Oil Corporation.
tion.
Claim of, referred
referred to
to
Court of claims.
Claims.

in writing
Contract in
writing
required.
not required.
R.S.sec.3744
R.
S. sec. 3744, p.
p. 738.

.

Proviso.
Proniso.
Limit on judgment.
Limit
on judgment.

Notice to Attorney
Notice
Attorney
General.

Be itit enacted
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of
Be
enacted by
by the
Senate and
House of
States of America
the United States
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
the
America in
Congress assembled,
Court of Claims is hereby authorized
authorized and directed
directed to
to hear,
consider,
hear, consider,
in the matter
and render judgment
judgment in
claim of
of the
the Export
Export Oil
Oil
matter of
of the
the claim
Corporation,
a corporation organized
Corporation, a
organized under
under the
laws of
of the
the laws
the State
State
of Delaware, against the United
States, growing
out of
of an
alleged
United States,
growing out
an alleged
contract between
between the said corporation and the
the United
United States
States
through
through the Director
Director of Purchase and Storage of
the Quartermaster
of the
Quartermaster
Corps of the War Department
Department of the United States
in the
the year
of
States in
year of
1919, whereby
corporation agreed
whereby the said corporation
agreed to furnish
the United
United
furnish and
and the
States to accept
accept and pay for at
stipulated price
price a
acertain
certain quantity
at a
a stipulated
quantity
of gasoline to be delivered
delivered to
States tanker
to the
the United
United States
tanker Weildrecht
Weildrecht
at New Orleans,
Orleans, Louisiana,
before May
5, 1919,
1919, which
which contract
contract
Louisiana, on
on or
or before
May 5,
it
was breached
it is alleged was
breached by
United States
States to
by the
the United
to the
the damage
damage of
of
the said corporation. For the purposes of considering
claim,
considering this
this claim,
the Court
of
the
Court of Claims is directed to disregard the provisions of
Revised
Revised Statute 3774 requiring such contracts
contracts to
to be
be in
in writing,
writing, and
and
shall base its judgment as to the legality
legality of
wholly
of the
the contract
contract wholly
upon the law
of contracts
as applied
applied in
in commercial
commercial usages.
usages. If
the
law of
contracts as
If the
court finds that there
there was such a
there was
a contract
contract and
and that
that there
was aa
breach thereof by the United
States, and
that because
breach
United States,
and that
because of
of said
said breach
the said corporation
corporation was damaged,
damaged, then
judgment shall
in
then the
the judgment
shall be
be in
such amount as may to the court seem proper to
to compensate
compensate the
the
corporation
Provided, That the
corporation therefor: Provided,
judgment shall
be limited
limited
the judgment
shall be
to
the amount
amount of
of the gasoline on the date of
of its
its
to the
of the
the actual
actual cost
cost of
final sale, including
demurrage, insurance,
including shrinkage, demurrage,
and
insurance, freight
freight and
storage
therefor. Notice
storage charges,
charges, less the amount received
received therefor.
of such
Notice of
such
suit shall be served
served on the Attorney General
General of
of the
United States
States
the United
who shall appear and defend the suit
behalf of
of the
the Government.
suit on
on behalf
Government.
Approved,
February 19,
19, 1925.
1925.
Approved, February

February 19 1925.
February

[S. 3651
185.]
[Private, No. 18.5.]

[S. 35v
.
Een

Ellen B. Walker.
Payment
to,
husband.
death of husband.

to,

Balker
e it
it enacted
Be
enacted by
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
by the
the Senate
House of

for
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
for United
United States of
of America
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary

February 19,
19, 1925.
1925.
[S. 1765.1
[Private, No. 186.1
186.]

[s. 1765.

CHAP. 270.—An
270.-An Act For the relief of Ellen B. Walker.
CHAP.

Of the
Treasury be,
be, and
and he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized and directed
of
the Treasury
directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
the
sum of $1,560 to Ellen B.
New Mexico,
Mexico as
B. Walker,
Walker, of
of Albuquerque
Albuquerque, New
as
compensation for the death
full compensation
de ath of
o fher
her husband,
husband, Thomas
A. Walker,
Thomas A.
Walker,
who, while in the employ of
of the
States Government,
Government, in
the United States
in the
the
Bureau
Bureau of Indian Affairs, lost his life by
of a
by the
the collapse
collapse of
a waterwatertower structure at Pag-uate,
Paguate, New
New Mexico,
Mexico, on
on July
July 17,
1T, 1915.
1915.
Approved, February
February 19,
19, 1925.
1925.
CHAP. 271.-An
271.—An Act For the relief of the heirs of Agnes Ingels, deceased.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
Agnes Ingels.
Pantelsnheis
o United
States of
America in
in
Congress
assembled,
the
Secretary
United
States
of
America
Congress
assembled,
That
the
Secretary
Payment
to
heirs
of,
or death
death from
fro injuries.
iries
f the
and
he irs
authorized and
for
directed
injuries.
to
pay,
of
the
Treasury
be,
and
he
is
hereby,
authorized
and directed
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and
directed to
to pay,
pay,

SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH

Sass. II.
II.
SESS.

CHs.
271, 294-296.
CyS. 271,294-296.

1575
1575

1925.
1925.

appropriated, to the
out of
any money
money in
in the
otherwise appropriated,
Treasury not otherwise
the Treasury
of any
out
heirs of
Agnes Ingels,
Ingels, deceased,
deceased, late
of Lexington, Kentucky, the
late of
of Agnes
heirs
the Government,
sum of
of $1,000,
in full
full settlement
Government, for insettlement against the
$1,000, in
sum
Hot
visitor at Hot
juries occasioned
the said
Agnes Ingels
Ingels while aa visitor
said Agnes
to the
occasioned to
juries
Springs,
Arkansas, by
by the
the negligent
negligent operation of United States
Springs, Arkansas,
Government
truck numbered
numbered twenty-five
twenty-five thousand
thousand nine hunmotor truck
Government motor
dred
was in
custody
care and custody
the care
in the
truck was
said truck
while said
sixty-seven while
and sixty-seven
dred and
of and
and being
by an enlisted
enlisted man of the United States Army
driven by
being driven
of
under
of his
his superior
superior officer.
orders of
the orders
under the
Approved, February
February 19,
1925.
19, 1925.
Approved,
CHAP. 294.-An
294.—An Act
general account
account of
correction of the general
the correction
To permit the
Act To
CHAP.
United States.
Robert
G. Hilton,
Hilton, former
Treasurer of the Unit&
Assistant Treasurer
former Assistant
Robert G.

February 21, 1925.
[H. R. 2656.]
26561
[Private No.
187.1
No. 187.]
[Private

the
Be it
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of the
House of
the Senate
Senate and
by the
enacted by
Be
it enacted
Robert G. Hilton.
Hiltonsoa
CrebrtinG.accounts
the Secretary
That the
assembled, That
United States
States of
Secretary Credit
in Congress
Congress assembled,
of America
America in
United
States
United
of
the
of the
the Treasury
Treasury and
Comptroller General
General
and the
the Comptroller
of
be, and
and they
they are
are hereby,
authorized and
and directed
to credit in the
directed to
hereby, authorized
be,
accounts
of the
the United States the sum of $32,000,
Treasurer of
of the
the Treasurer
accounts of
Treasurer
now
accounts of
of the office of the Assistant Treasurer
in the
the accounts
carried in
now carried
of
United States
Maryland, and representing a
a
at Baltimore,
Baltimore, Maryland,
States at
United
of the
the former
G. Hilton,
balance due
due the
the United
United States
States from
from Robert G.
Hilton, former
balance
at
Assistant
Treasurer of
of the
United States,
States, when
the subtreasury at
when the
the United
Assistant Treasurer
1921, in the amount of
Baltimore
discontinued January
January 14, ;.921,
was discontinued
Baltimore was
said
money
belonging to
the United
United States
custody of said
in the custody
while in
States while
to the
money belonging
Assistant Treasurer,
loss of
of said
money having
occurred through
having occurred
said money
the loss
Treasurer, the
Assistant
Appropriation for
for
appropriation
no fault
on the
the part
Assistant Treasurer;
Treasurer; and balance.
part of said Assistant
negligence on
or negligence
fault or
no
for this
purpose the
$32,000 is
appropriated out of
is hereby appropriated
of $32,000
sum of
the sum
this purpose
for
any
otherwise appropriated.
appropriated.
Treasury not otherwise
the Treasury
money in the
any money
Approved, February
February 21,
21, 1925.
Aporoved,

J. M. Farrell.
CHAP.
Act For
For the relief of J.
295.-An Act
CHAP. 295.—An

the
of Representatives
Representatives of
Be it
it enacted
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and Howse
of the
House of
enacted by
Be
That the Secretary
United
in Congress
assemble,d,l'hat
Secretary
Congress assembled,
America in
of America
States of
United States
of
the Treasury
be, and
he is
is hereby,
and directed to
authorized and
hereby, authorized
and he
Treasury be,
of the
appropriated,
pay,
out of
of any
any money
the Treasury
Treasury not
otherwise appropriated,
not otherwise
in the
money in
pay, out
to
M. Farrell,
$2,274.03, the
Washington, the sum of $2,274.03,
Seattle, Washington,
of Seattle,
Farrell, of
to J.
J. M.
same being
the amount
disbursing agent of the
the disbursing
by the
withheld by
amount withheld
being the
same
Alaska Engineering
Engineering Commission
on account
damages
liquidated damages
of liquidated
account of
Commission on
Alaska
claimed for
for delay
delay in
in delivering
lumber in
for said
said commission
commission
Alaska for
in Alaska
delivering lumber
claimed
under Seattle
Seattle purchase
two thousand
thousand and
and
D two
numbered D
orders numbered
purchase orders
under
seventy-three and
D two
thousand and seventy-four.
seventy-four.
two thousand
and D
seventy-three
Approved, February
February 21,
1925.
21, 1925.
Approved,

1925.
February 21, 1925.

[r R. 2745.]
[H.
[Private, No.
188.]
No. 188.]
[Private,
J.
M. Farrell.
Farrell
J. M
Payment to.

1925.
February 21,
21, 1925.

CHAP.
296.—An Act
For the
the relief
relief of
of Russell
Johnson.
Russell Wilmer
Wilmer Johnson.
Act For
CHAP. 296.-An

[i. R.
R. 5061.]
M61.]
[H.
[Private, No. 189.]
189.]

Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
and House
House of
Representatives of
the
of the
of Representatives
Senate and
the Senate
Be it
Unites States
States of
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
in the
the admintt us.s
.
e
admin- joohsonell
That in
in Congress
Unites

Russell Wilmer
laws Russell
istration
of the
the pension
pension laws
Wilmer Johnson, late a
a landsistration of
man-seaman in
in the
United States
and
be held
held and
hereafter be
shall hereafter
Navy, shall
States Navy,
the United
man-seaman
considered
discharged from
from the
naval
the naval
honorably discharged
been honorably
have been
to have
considered to
service of
the United
United States:
Provided, That
Russell
said Russell
the said
That the
States: Provided.
of the
service
Wilmer Johnson
Johnson shall
shall not,
not, by
by the
the passage
this Act,
Act, be
entitled
be entitled
of this
passage of
Wilmer
to any
any back
allowances.
or allowances.
pay or
back pay
to
Approved,
February 21,
1925.
21, 1925.
Approved, February

ilmer

Wilmer

record cor-

Naval
rected.
Naval record

Proviso.
No back pay, etc.

Pr

peiso.

1576
1576
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Cris. 315,330-332.
315, 330-332.
SIXTY-EIGHTH
CONGRESS. SESS.

February 24, 1925.
February
1925.
[H.
[H. R.
R. 8741.]
8741.]
[Private,
No.
[Private, No. 190.]
190.]
Flora
Flora M. Herrick.
Herrick.
Six months'
months' naval
naval
gratuity
gratity pay to, on
death of
son.
death
of son.

M..

Proviso.

Condition.
Condtion.

February 25,
2.5, 1925.
February
[H. It.
R. 6436.]
6436.
[Private,
191.]
[Private, No. 191.]
Isidor Steger.
record corcorNaval record
rected.

Benefits conferred.

February 25,
25, 1925.
[H.
R. 2419.]
2419.]
[H. R.

[Private, No. 192.]
[Private,
Michael Curran.

Miitary
cor.
Military record
record corrected.
rected.
Proviso.

pay, etc.
No prior
priorpay,

February 25,
February
2.5 1925.
1925.
6695.]
[H. R. 6695.1
[Private, No. 193.]

1925.
1925.

CHAP. 315.-An
315.—An Act For the relief of Flora M. Herrick
Herrick

Be it
it enacted
Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
enacted by the Senate
United States
States of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
.America in,
assembled, That the Secrehereby authorized
tary of the Treasury is hereby
authorized and directed
directed to
to pay out
of any moneys in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to Flora

M. Herrick,
Herrick, of
of Turners
mother of
M.
Turners Falls,
Falls, Massachusetts,
Massachusetts, mother
of Edward
Edward
T. Herrick,
Herrick, late
radioman, second
second class,
class, United
States Navy,
T.
late radioman,
United States
Navy, who
who
lost his
in line
of duty
the United
United States
States steamship
steamship
lost
his life
life in
line of
duty from
from the
Tacoma
on January
engaged in
in a
attempt
Tacoma on
January 21,
21, 1924,
1924, while
while engaged
a gallant
gallant attempt
to
maintain radio
the sum
of $432,
$432, the
the same
same being
the
to maintain
radio connections,
connections, the
sum of
being the
amount of
of six
six months'
as the
mother
amount
months' gratuity
gratuity pay
pay due
due her
her as
the dependent
dependent mother
of the
the said
said Edward
Edward T.
T. Herrick,
Herrick, deceased:
deceased: Provided,
That the
the said
said
of
Provided, That
Flora M.
M. Herrick
shall establish
establish to
to the
the satisfaction
of the
Secretary
Flora
Herrick shall
satisfaction of
the Secretary
of the
the Treasury
was actually
upon her
actually dependent
dependent upon
her
of
Treasury the
the fact
fact that
that she
she was
late son
for support
support at
death.
late
son for
at the
the time
time of
of his
his death.
Approved,
February 24.
24, 1925.
1925.
Approved, February

CHAP. 330.—An
330.-An Act For the relief of Isidor Steger.
Be
enacted by
the Senate
of the
the
Be it
it enacted
by the
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the date
date
United States
States of America
America in
That the
of
of Isidor
Isidor Steger,
Steger, chief
chief machinist's
machinist's mate,
States
of discharge
discharge of
mate, United
United States
Fleet Naval
shall be
be considered
considered as
June 26,
26, 1917,
1917, instead
instead
Fleet
Naval Reserve,
Reserve, shalt
as June
of June 22, 1917,
rectifying an error, and for
1917, for the
the purpose
purpose of
of rectifying
for
all purposes
purposes connected
service in
in the
the Navy
the
all
connected with
with continuous
continuous service
Navy of
of the
United States,
of the
the Navy
Navy be,
be, and
he is
is
United
States, and that the Secretary
Secretary of
and he
hereby,
directed to
cause the
the records
of the
hereby, authorized
authorized and directed
to cause
records of
the said
said
Isidor Steger in the Navy Department to be corrected
corrected to conform
conform
with this authorization, to the end
end that the
the said
said Isidor Steger shall
be entitled to all pay, benefits and
and emoluments
emoluments conferred
conferred by law
regulation for continuous
continuous service
service in the
United
or regulation
the Navy
Navy of
of the
the United
States.
States.
Approved, February
Approved,
February 25, 1925.

CHAP.
CHAP. 331.-An
331.—An Act For the relief of Michael
Michael Curran.
Curran.

enacted by the Senate and
and House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
Representatives of the
Congress assembled,
assembled, That in the
United
United States of America in
in Congress
administration
administration of the pension laws Michael
Michael Curran shall hereafter
hereafter
be held and considered
considered to have been honorably discharged from the

military
service of
the United
States as
member of
of Company
Company I,
I,
military service
of the
United States
as a
a member
One hundred
Volunteer Infantry:
Infantry: Provided,
Provided,
hundred and fourteenth
fourteenth Ohio Volunteer
That no pay, bounty, or pension shall be held to have accrued prior
prior
of this
this bill.
to the
the passage
passage of
bill.
Approved,
Approved, February
1925.
February 25,
25, 1925.

CHAP. 332.—An
Authorizing the
owners of
Mara
CHAP.
332.-An Act
Act Authorizing
the owners
of the
the steamship
steamship Malta
Malta Maru
to
against the United States
to bring
bring suit against
States of
of America.
America.

enacted by the Senate
Senate and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
Be it
it enacted
United
America in
Congress assembled,
United States of America
in Congress
assembled, That the claim of
of
Kokusai Kisen
Kisen Kabushiki
Kaisha, owner
owner of
of the
steamer
the Japanese
Japanese steamer
Kokusai
Kabushiki Kaisha,
collision damages to
Malta Maru,
Maru, against
the United
United States
for damages
loss alleged
alleged
States for
damages and
and loss
against the
otsllision daersltto
steamer
"Malta Malta
Maru," in
in district to have been caused by the collision of said vessel with the United
Maru,"
United
court.
cwt.
States Coast
Guard cutter
cutter Tallapoosa
port of
States
Coast Guard
Tallapoosa off
off the
the port
of Pensacola,
Pensacola,
l

Kokusai
Kokusaa Kiser(
Ksen KaKabushiki Kaisha.
Kaisha.
May bring suit for

SIXTY-EIGHTH
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.

SESS. II.
II. CIEs.
333.
332,333.
CHS. 332,
SESS.

1925.
1925.

1577
1577

Florida,
September 11,
11, 1923,
1923, may
may be sued for by the said owner
on September
Florida, on
of
the Japanese
steamer Malta
Malta Maru
Maru in the District Court of the
Japanese steamer
of the
United
States for
for the
Eastern District
Louisiana, New Orleans
District of Louisiana,
the Eastern
United States
Division,
as a
admiralty and acting under the rules
court of admiralty
a court
sitting as
Division, sitting
Jurisdiction
governing
such court;
court; and
said court
court shall
have jurisdiction
jurisdiction to hear court.
Jurisdiction of court.
shall have
and said
governing such
and
determine such
such suit
and to
to enter
decree for the
judgment or decree
enter aa judgment
suit and
and determine
amount
damages and
and costs,
as shall
be found
be
found to be
shall be
any, as
if any,
costs, if
such damages
of such
amount of
due
the United
in favor
favor of the owner of the Japanese
Japanese
States in
United States
against the
due against
steamer
Maru or against
United
against said owner in favor of the United
Malta Maru
steamer Malta
States, upon
same principles
and measure
measure of liability as in like
principles and
the same
upon the
States,
cases
in admiralty
admiralty between
private parties,
with the same rights pPS..
parties, and with
between private
cases in
etc.,toAttorto Notice, ac.,
of
Provided, That
to Attorshall be given to
suit shall
the suit
of the
notice of
such notice
That such
appeal: Provided,
of appeal:
ne
eneral.
the
General of
the United
United States
States as
as may
may be
be provided
provided by
by neyy General.
of the
Attorney General
the Attorney
order
the said
said court,
and it
it shall
the duty
of the Attorney
duty of
be the
shall be
court, and
of the
order of
General
States attorney
attorney in such district to
United States
the United
cause the
to cause
General to
C
of
further, That st.Commencement
Provided further,
appear
and defend
defend for
for the
tommencement of
States: Provided
United States:
the United
appear and
admitted
the
said
suit
shall
be
brought
and
commenced
within
four
months
months
four
within
commenced
and
brought
the said suit shall be
of
the date
date of
passage of
this Act:
Act: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
theadmitted.
Evidence
That the
of this
the passage
of the
of the
proceedings had
had and
In re
in the case entitled In
testimony taken in
and testimony
proceedings
Kokusai
Kisen Kabushiki
Kabushiki Kaisha,
applying to perpetuate
perpetuate the testiKaisha, applying
Kokusai Kisen
mony
the officers
and crew
crew of
of the Malta Maru, in Equity Numofficers and
of the
mony of
bered 17352,
in the
the District
District Court
Court of
of the
United States
for the
States for
the United
17352. in
bered
offered
Eastern
Orleans Division,
may be offered
Division, may
New Orleans
Louisiana, New
of Louisiana,
District of
Eastern District
and
in evidence
evidence in
authorized, in like manner
the suit herein authorized,
in the
received in
and received
and
with the
force and
and effect
respects as though
though the said
all respects
in all
effect in
same force
the same
and with
testimony,
cause
in equity
applying for
perpetuation of said testimony
the perpetuation
for the
equity applying
cause in
had
been brought
and maintained
instead of
of
against aaprivate party instead
maintained against
brought and
had been
against the
of America.
America.
States of
United States
the United
against
Approved,
February 25, 1925.
Approved, February

Clayton and others.
CHAP.
333.—An Act
Act For
the relief
T. Clayton
Charles T.
of Charles
relief of
For the
CHAP. 333.-An

February 25, 1925.
[H. R. 7631.]
7631.]
[Private,
[Private, No. 194.1

the
Be it
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
and House
by the
it enacted
Be
United
States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary anat
esrs. T. Clayton
CandoteT.
America in
United States
to pay sPamen^tsto, for per
directed
and
authorized
is
be, and
Treasury
the Treasury
of the
of
to
parties hereinafter
be,
and he
he named
is hereby,
hereby,
theauthorized
various amounts
and directed
set opposite
to pay so
nous
Payj
negro
m
n ents
es
soldiers
t% for at

to the parties hereinafter named the various amounts set opposite

nous negro soldiers at

Te.,n
their
names as
for personal
personal injuries
injuries and
and1917.
Houston,
in 1917.
Houston Tex.,
compensation for
as compensation
respective names
their respective
damages suffered
by them
each of
of them
them at
the hands of the
at the
and each
them and
suffered by
damages
mutinous
United States
States soldiers,
soldiers, on the night of August 23,
negro United
mutinous negro
1917, at
at Houston,
Houston, Texas,
Texas, as
as follows,
follows, to
to wit:
ret
wit:
1917,
Charles T.
T. Clayton,
Clayton, of
of Resenberg,
Resenberg, Texas,
Texas, $5,000,
as compensation
Liot
I" ofredplen.
compensation recipients.
$5,000, as
Charles
for personal
inflicted by
United States
States soldiers,
soldiers, aforesaid;
aforesaid;
by United
injuries inflicted
personal injuries
for
Fred Scofield,
Scofield, of
of Houston,
compensation for peras compensation
$5,000, as
Texas, $5,000,
Houston, Texas,
Fred
aforesaid; Mrs. Ira
sonal
injuries inflicted
by United
States soldiers, aforesaid;
Ira
United States
inflicted by
sonal injuries
I).
Raney, of
Texas, $3,500,
compensation for loss by
$3,500, as compensation
Houston, Texas,
of Houston,
I). Raney,
death
of her
her husband,
husband, Ira
D. Raney,
killed by
by United
soldiers,
United States soldiers
Raney, killed
Ira D.
death of
Chamberlin, n6e
nee Mrs. E. A. Thompson,
Thompson, of
J. E. Chamberlin,
Mrs. J.
a foresaid;
foresaid; Mrs.
compensation for loss by death of her
Hempstead, Texas,
Texas, $2,500, as compensation
Hempstead,
husband, E.
A. Thompson,
Thompson, killed
killed by
aforesaid;
United States soldiers, aforesaid;
by United
E. A.
husband,
Mr. and
Thompson, of
of Hempstead,
Hempstead, Texas,
$2,500, for loss
Texas, $2,500,
F. Thompson,
T. F.
Mrs. T.
and Mrs.
Mr.
by death
death of
Thompson, killed
soldiers,
United States soldiers,
by United
killed by
E. A.
A. Thompson,
of son,
son, E.
by
aforesaid;
Mrs. A.
A. R.
R. Carstens,
Carstens, of
of Houston,
Houston, Texas,
Texas, $2,500,
as com$2,500, as
aforesaid: Mrs.
pensation for
for loss
by death
death of
her husband, A. R. Carstens, killed by
of her
loss by
pensation
United
aforesaid; Mrs.
Houston,
Jones, of Houston,
E. M. Jones,
Mrs. E.
soldiers, aforesaid;
States soldiers,
United States
Texas,
compensation for
death of her husband,
husband,
for loss by death
as compensation
$2,500, as
Texas, $2,500,
aforesaid; Mrs. D. R.
E.
M .Jones,
by United
United States
States soldiers, aforesaid;
killed by
Jones, killed
E. M.
Patton, of
Texas. $2,500,
$2,500, as
as compensation
loss by death
for loss
compensation for
Houston, Texas.
of Houston,
Patton,
of her
D. R.
United States soldiers,
by United
killed by
Patton, killed
R. Patton,
husband, D.
her husband,
of

1578
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CHS. 333,
334.
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333,334.

1925.
1925.

aforesaid;
Mrs. S.
S. Satton,
compensaaforesaid; Mrs.
Satton, of
of Houston,
Houston, Texas,
Texas, $2,500,
$2,500, as
as compensation for
for loss
loss by
death of
of her
her husband,
husband, S.
S. Satton,
Satton ' killed
tion
by death
killed by
by United
United
States
Mrs. Horace
Horace Moody,
of Houston,
Texas,
States soldiers,
soldiers, aforesaid;
aforesaid; Mrs.
Moody, of
Houston, Texas,
$2,500, as
as compensation
compensation for
death of
her husband,
husband, Horace
Horace
$2,500,
for loss
loss by
by death
of her
Moody, killed
States soldiers,
soldiers, aforesaid;
William J.
Moody,
killed by
by United
United States
aforesaid; William
J.
Drucks, of
of Houston,
Houston, Texas,
Texas ' $2,500,
$2,500, as
as compensation
personal
Drucks,
compensation for
for personal
injuries
inflicted by
by United
United States
States soldiers,
soldiers, aforesaid;
aforesaid; Mrs.
injuries inflicted
Mrs. E.
E. J.
J.
Meinecke,
as compensation
for loss
loss by
by
Meinecke, of
of Houston,
Houston, Texas
Texas, $2,500,
$2,500, as
compensation for
death
of ker
husband, E.
E.
Texas,
J. Meinecke, killed
States soldeath of
her husband,
J.
killed by
by United
United States
soldiers,
Mrs. C.
W. Wright,
Wright, of
of Houston,
Houston, Texas,
$2,500, as
as
diers, aforesaid;
aforesaid; Mrs.
C. W.
Texas, $2,500,
compensation
her husband,
husband, C.
compensation for
for loss
loss by
by death
death of
of her
C. W.
W. Wright,-killed
Wright,-killed
by
United States
soldiers, aforesaid;
by United
States soldiers,
aforesaid; G.
G. W.
W. Butcher,
Butcher, of
of Houston,
Houston,
Texas
$1,000, as
as compensation
compensation for
for personal
inflicted by
by
Texas, $1,000,
personal injuries
injuries inflicted
United
States soldiers,
soldiers, aforesaid;
Binford, of
of Houston,
Houston, Texas,
Texas,
United States
aforesaid; T.
T. Binford,
$1,000,
as compensation
compensation for
personal injuries
United
$1,000, as
for personal
injuries inflicted
inflicted by
by United
States
soldiers, aforesaid;
aforesaid; Mary
Mary E.
States soldiers,
E. Winkler,
Winkler, of
of Houston
Houston,' Texas,
Texas,
$1,000,
$1,000, as
as compensation
compensation for
Fred J.
for loss
loss by death
death of
of her
her son,
son, Fred
J. WinWinkler , killed
killed by
by United
United States
States soldiers,
soldiers, aforesaid;
aforesaid; Mrs.
Mrs. F.
H. Shurbet,
Shurbet,
kler,
F. H.
fIouston, Texas,
Texas $1,000,
$1,000, as
loss by
of her
her
of Houston,
as compensation
compensation for
for loss
by death
death of
son,
Earl Finlay,
Texas,
son, Earl
Finlay,
killed by United
United States
States soldiers,
aforesaid; W.
H.
soldiers, aforesaid;
W. H.
Houston, Texas
Texas, $500,
compensation for
personal
Burkett, of
of Houston
$500, as
as compensation
for personal
injuries
injuries inflicted
soldiers ' aforesaid;
aforesaid; W.
inflicted by
by United
United States soldiers,
W. A.
A. Wise,
Wise,
of Houston,
Houston Texas,
compensation for
for personal
injuries ininTexas, $250,
$250, as compensation
personal injuries
flicted
Houston,
by
Miss Alma
Alma Relchart,
Reichart, of
flicted
by United States soldiers, aforesaid;
aforesaid; Miss
of
Houston
$250, as
compensation for
inflicted
Houston,' Texas,
Texas, $250,
as compensation
for personal
personal injuries
injuries inflicted
by
Edward Lyon,
Lyon, of
of
by United
United States
States soldiers,
soldiers, aforesaid;
aforesaid; James
James Edward
Houston,
$2,500, as
as compensation
Houston ' Texas,
Texas $2,500,
compensation for personal
personal injuries
injuries
inflicted
United States
States soldiers,
soldiers, aforesaid.
aforesaid.
inflicted by
by United
Appropriation for.
for.
Appropriation
Each and all of the above
above said sums are hereby
hereby appropriated
appropriated for
said
moneys in
the Treasury
Treasury not
not otherwise
said purpose out of any moneys
in the
otherwise
appropriated.
appropriated.
Attorneys', etc.
etc. fees
fees
Attorneys',
S
EC. 2.
That no
no part
the amount
amount of
of any
any item
item appropriated
appropriated in
in
SEC.
2. That
part of
of the
restricted.
restricted.
this
thereof shall
shall be
this bill
bill in
in excess
excess of
of 5
5 per
per centum
centum thereof
be paid
paid or
or delivered
delivered
to or
or received
by any
any agent
agent or
agents, attorney
attorney or
or attorneys,
attorneys, on
on acto
received by
or agents,
account of services rendered or advances
advances made in connection
connection with said
said
Proviso.
Proeio.
claim: Provided,
That it
shall be
be unlawful
agent or
or agents,
agents,
Provided,That
it shall
unlawful for
for any
any agent
Collectingg greater
Collectin
greater claim:
amount unlawful.
amount
unlawful.
attorney
attorney or attorneys,
attorneys to
or receive
sum
to exact, collect,
collect, withhold,
withhold, or
receive any
any sum
which in the aggregate
aggregate exceeds
5 per centum of the amount
exceeds 5
amount of
of any
appropriated in
this bill
account of
item appropriated
in this
bill on
on account
of services
services rendered
rendered or
or
contract to
to the
the
made in
in connection
connection with
with said
said claim,
claim, any contract
Penalty for
for violaviola- advances made
Penalty
tions.
tions.
contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of
of
this Act shall be deemed
deemed guilty of
misdemeanor, and
and upon
upon convicconvicof a
a misdemeanor,
tion
thereof shall
shall be
be fined
fined in
sum not
$1,000.
tion thereof
in any
any sum
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
Approved, February
Approved,
February 25,
25, 1925.
1925.
February
February 25, 1925.

[H. R. 829.1
8298.]
[Private, No. 195.1
195.]
[Private,
Byron S.
S. Adms.
Adams.
Syron

Payment
to.
Payment to.

CHAP. 334.-An
334.—An Act For the relief of Byron S. Adams.
Adams.

Be
enacted by
by the
of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of
of the
the
United
States of
the CompCompUnited States
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
allowed
troller General of the United
United States is hereby
hereby authorized and allowed
to pay to Byron S.
S. Adams,
Adams, printer,
printer, Washington,
Washington, District
District of
Columof Columbia, the sum of $2,036.80, being equitably due for printing furnished
furnished
the Ordnance Department,
Department, United States Army,
contract
Army, under
under contract
supplemental contracts
dated June 21, 1919, and supplemental
contracts dated October
October 18,
1919, and
and December
1919, and which
which account
now stands
stands disaldisalDecember 26, 1919,
account now
General Accounting
lowed on the books of the General
Accounting Office.
Office.
Approved,
Approved, February
February 25,
25, 1925.
1925.

SIXTYEIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. S
ESS. II.
IL
SESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH

this. 335-337.
335-337.
CHs.

1925.
1925.

CHAP. 335.-An
335.—An Act
Act For
For the
the relief
relief of
of the
Pacific Commissary Company.
Company.
the Pacific
CHAP.

1579
1579
February
25, 1925.
February25
2357.]
[S.
[S. 23571

[PrivateNo.196.]
Be
by the
the Senate
Senate and
of the
the [Private,
No. 196.]
Representatives of
of Representatives
House of
and House
enacted by
it enacted
Be it
Paciic Commissary
United States
of America
America in
assembled, That
Commissary
That the Secre- Pacific
Congress assembled,
in Congress
States of
United
to.
tary
of the
the Treasury
hereby, authorized
directed to COPayment
r
m
a
p
Pa
n
n
Lt to.
authorized and directed
is hereby,
he is
and he
be, and
Treasury be,
tary of
pay
Pacific Commissary
Company, of
of Seattle,
Washington,
Seattle, Washington,
Commissary Company,
the Pacific
to the
pay to
or
receiver, trustee
trustee out
out of
representative,
legal representative,
other legal
or other
court, or
of court,
its receiver,
to its
or to
the sum
sum of
of $10,841.73,
of any
any money
money in the Treasury not otherout of
$10,841.73, out
the
wise appropriated,
appropriated, in
in settlement
settlement of
company
claim of said company
the claim
of the
wise
against the
United States
an understanding
understanding and agreement
agreement
under an
States under
the United
against
between the
the officers
officers of
and the
officer in command
command of
the officer
company and
said company
of said
between
the Army
Washington, whereby
whereby said
Lewis, Washington,
Camp Lewis,
at Camp
cantonment at
Army cantonment
the
company was
was to
be compensated
compensated by
by the
the United
United States for any losses
to be
company
that
be sustained
sustained by
furnishing meals to
to
in furnishing
company in
said company
by said
should be
that should
September,
August,
Army
officers
at
said
camp
during
the
months
September,
of
months
the
during
camp
said
at
officers
Army
Government.
October,
and November,
at the
the price fixed by the Government.
1917, at
November, 1917,
October, and
1925.
25,
Approved,
February
Approved, February

CHAP.
Act To
To relinquish
of the
United States to the land
land
the United
title of
the title
relinquish the
336.-An Act
CHAP. 336.—An
in
the preemption
preemption claim
claim of
William Weekley,
county of Baldwin,
Weekley, situate in the county
of William
in the
State
Alabama.
State of Alabama

195.
February
February 25, 1925.

[H.
6853.1
R. 685.]
[H. R.
[Private, No.
197.]
No. 197.]
[Private

Weekey.
Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
william Weekley.
the William
of the
Representtives of
of Representatives
it enacted
Be
of
claim of,
Preemption claim
all the right, Preemption
That all
United
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
in Congress
America in
States of
United States
of lad
scton gr'anted
town- to
title,
of the
States in
in and
and to
section 38,
section
land in
in town38, in
to section
United States
Alabama
granted
to
the United
ton
interest of
Alabama
and interest
title, and
thereto.
tire
of
owners
ship
2
north,
range
3
east,
of
Saint
Stephens
meridian,
containing
of
title
thereto.
containing
meridian,
Stephens
Saint
of
ship 2 north, range 3 east,
138.29 acres,
shown on
township plat in the name of William
the township
on the
acres, shown
138.29
Weekky, preemption
certificate D-29,
D-29, for
for which
which final payment was
preemption certificate
Weekley,
made by
on July
July 2,
3793,
per receipt numbered 3793,
1817, per
2, 1817,
Mims on
Samuel Mims
by Samuel
made
be, and
and the
the same
hereby, granted,
granted, released,
released, and
relinquished by
and relinquished
is hereby,
same is
be,
the United
States to
to the
the equitable
equitable owners
owners of
of the
equitable titles
the equitable
United States
the
as fully
thereto
and
to
their
respective
heirs
and
assigns
forever,
forever,
assigns
and
heirs
thereto and to their respective
and completely,
completely, in
every respect
respect whatever,
whatever, as could be done by
by Proviso.
in every
and
NPoto.hetnted
Act shall
patents issued
Provided,nNo
That this
this Act
shall No
other
than United
That
law: Provided,
to law:
otherthanUnited
according to
issued according
patents
tathe title reinamount only
only to
to a
a relinquishment
relinquishment of
any title
that the
United States Statestle
relinthe United
title that
of any
amount
.
q
shall
said
of
any
to
has
or
is
supposed
to
have
and
lands,
and
q
1.
in
has or is supposed to have
not be
abridge, impair,
impair, injure,
prejudice, or divest in
injure, prejudice,
to abridge,
construed to
be construed
not
of any person
any
manner
any
valid
right,
title,
or
interest
person or body
body
interest
or
title,
right,
any manner any valid
being to concede and
corporate whatever,
whatever 'the
the true
true intent
of this
this Act being
intent of
corporate
abandon
right, title,
and interest
of the
States to those
United States
the United
interest of
title, and
all right,
abandon all
persons,
firms or
who would be the true and
corporations who
or corporations
estates, firms,
persons, estates,
lawful
of said
said lands
lands under
under the
including
laws of Alabama, including
the laws
owners of
lawful owners
the laws
of prescription,
prescription, in
in the
the absence
interest, title,
said interest,
the said
of the
absence of
laws of
the
and
estate of
of the United States.
and estate
Approved,
February 25, 1925.
Approved, February

CHAP.
Granting relief
relief to
to the
State Savings
Savings Bank
Gladof GladBank of
First State
the First
Act Granting
337.-An Act
CHAP. 337.—An
win, Michigan,

win, Michigan.

February 25, 1925.
February

822.]
[H.
[H. R. 8226.1
[Private,
[Private, No. 198.]

the
Be it
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of the
of Representatives
by the
enacted by
it enacted
Be
BaFirst State Savings
Saving
First State
Secretary
the
That
assembled,
Congress
in
of
Gladwin,
America
of
United
States of
in Congress assembled ,That t
he Secretary
United States
Mich.
to
of
the
Interior
be,
and
he
is
hereby,
authorized
and
directed
issue
Mich.
and
of the Interior be, and he is hereby, authorized

west, M Patent
range 2
patent for
lot 4,
of section
21, township
township 19,
19, north,
2 west,
u ni%tof
o
o
tland
land in
in
north, range
section 21,
4, of
for lot
aa patent
State
First
the
to
in the
Michigan meridian,
the State of Michigan,
Michigan, to the First State
g
meridian, in
Michigan
Michigan,
Savings Bank
of Gladwin,
Gladwin, a
corporation of Gladwin, Michigan,
a corporation
Bank of
Savings
whose color
color of
thereto traces
mesne conveyances
conveyances to aa
through mesne
traces through
title thereto
of title
whose
patent
issued by
the State
of Michigan
date of
of September
September 13,
under date
Michigan under
State of
by the
patent issued
15690°-25t-14
15690°-25t--14

1580
1580

SIXTYEIGHTH CONGRESS.
ESS. II.
II . Ctrs.
SIXTY-EIGHTH
CONGRESS. S
SESS.
CHS. 337,
337, 338,
338, 357079.
357, 379.

Proviso.
Provio.
Payment required.
required.
Payment

February 25, 1925.
[H. R. 10143.]
10143.]
[Private, No.
No. 199]
199.]

1925.
1925.

1864, and
now found
been erroneously
erroneously issued:
1864,
and now
found to
to have
have been
issued: Provided,
Provided,
That
files in
in the
Marquette land
sixty
That the
the said
said bank
bank files
the Marquette
land office,
office, within
within sixty
days from
the date
of the
this Act,
Act, an
an application
days
from the
date of
the passage
passage of
of this
application to
to purpurchase
lot, and
and tenders
payment therefor
at the
rate of
$1.25
chase said
said lot,
tenders payment
therefor at
the rate
of $1.25
per acre.
per
acre.
Approved,
25, 1925.
Approved, February
February 25,
1925.

CHAP. 338.-An
cancellation certain
certain desert-land
desert-land entries
338.—An Act To exempt from cancellation
in Riverside County,
County, California.

Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
Representatives of
the
of the
of Representatives
and House
House of
Be
it enacted
United States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
United
in Congress
assembled, That no deserth
land entry
made in
in good
good faith
laws
land
entry heretofore
heretofore made
faith under
under the
the public-land
public-land laws
for
lands
in
townships 44and 5
5 south, range 15 east; townships 44and
proof, relieved from
Tncellation.
cancelation.
5 south, range
5, and
and 66 south,
5
range 16 east; townships 4, 5,
east;
south, range
range 17
17 east;
townships 5,
5, 6,
6, and
south, range
east; townships
and 7
7south,
south,
townships
and 77south,
range 18
18 east;
townships 6
6 and
range
19 east;
townships 66and
and 7
south, range
range 20
townships 4,
range 19
east; townships
7 south,
20 east;
east; townships
4,
5, 6,
6, 7,
7, and
and 8
east; townships
and 6,
and sections
3,
townships 55and
6, and
sections 3,
5,
8 south,
south, range
range 21
21 east;
4,
7, 8,
18, and
and 19,
south range
east; township
township
range 22
22 east;
19, in
in township
township 77south
4, 5,
5, 6,
6, 7,
8, 18,
south, range
range 23
23 east,
San Bernardino
meridian, in
55 south,
east, San
Bernardino meridian,
in Riverside
Riverside
California, shall
prior to
May 1,
1, 1928,
1928,
County, State of
of California,
shall be
be canceled
canceled prior
to May
because
of failure
on the
the part
of the
the entrymen
to make
make any
any annual
annual
because of
failure on
part of
entrymen to
to said date.
or final proof falling due upon any such entry prior to
date.
The
assessments and final
proof
The requirements
requirements of
of law
law as
as to annual
annual assessments
final proof
shall become operative
operative from said date as though no suspension
suspension had
had
Further extension if
been made.
made. If
unable to
to procure
water to
to
procure water
entrymen are
are unable
water
not available. if been
If the
the said
said entrymen
fhertnboteavatabien
irrigate the
no fault
fault of
of theirs,
irrigate
the said
said lands
lands above
above described
described through
through no
theirs,
after using due diligence,
diligence, or the legal questions as to their right
to divert
impound water
water for
for the
the irrigation
said lands
to
divert or
or impound
irrigation of
of said
lands are
are still
still
pending and undertermined
undertermined by said May
May 1, 1928,
1928, the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of
the Interior is hereby authorized
authorized to grant aa further extension
extension for
for
an
additional period
an additional
period of
of not
not exceeding
exceeding two
two years.
years.
Approved,
Approved, February
February 25,
25, 1925.
1925.
County,
Riverside
County,
Calif.
Calif.
Desert
Desert land
land entrylands
in,
men of certain
nd nt,
ert
failing
to make fm
final
paroilftrelieved
m

February 26,
26, 1925.
[H. R. 7780.)
170.]
'.
[rv
[Private,
No. 200.]
[Private, No.
200.]
Fred J. La May.
Land patent
patent to.

February 28, 1925.
1923.
(S. 2714.]
2714.1
(.
[Private, No. 201.]
201.1
[Private,

John
Malley.
John F.
F. Malley.
Credit to, in internal
internal
Credit
revenue
revenue accounts.

CHAP. 367.-An
357.—An Act
the relief
relief of
J. La
La May.
May.
of Fred
Fred J.
For the
Act For
CHAP.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
of the
the
by the
the Senate
Senate and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
United States
America in
in Congress
the SecreUnited
States of
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
Secrea patent
tary of the Interior be, and he is hereby, directed
directed to issue a
patent
to Fred J.
J. La May for the north half of the southwest quarter and
the
southwest quarter of
northwest quarter
quarter of
of section
section 31,
31, towntownthe southwest
of the northwest
ship 30 north, range
range 88 east,
Michigan meridian,
upon the
the payment
east, Michigan
meridian, upon
payment
by him for said land at the rate of $1.25
$1.25 per acre.
Approved, February 26,
Approved,
26, 1925.

CHAP. 379.—An
379.-An Act For the relief
relief of John F. Malley.

of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the
the Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of
of the
the
United States of America in
in Congress assembled,
assembled, That the SecreUnited
tary of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed
directed
to credit to John F.
F. Malley, former collector of internal revenue of
of
the State of Massachusetts,
Massachusetts, and his accounts
accounts with
$1,200
with the
the sums
sums of $1,200
and $683.34, respectively,
respectively, being the
internal revenue
revenue stamps
stamps
the value of internal
charged
charged to him, stolen, lost, or accidentally
at Boston,
Boston,
accidentally destroyed
destroyed at
Massachusetts,
Massachusetts, in the spring and summer of 1918.
1918.
Approved, February
February 28, 1925.
1925.

SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH

S
ESS. II.
380-382.
CHS. 380-382.
II. CHs.
SESS.

1581
1581

1925.

February 28,,1925.
1925.
FebruIary
[S.
274 .]
[iS.2774.]
[Private, oNo. 202.]

CHAP. 380.—An
the relief
relief of
Ferlita.
G. Ferlita.
of G.
For the
Act For
380.-An Act
CHAP.

Be. it
enacted by
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
House of
Senate and
by the
it enacted
Be.
claim of
the claim
United
States of
of America
Congress assembled,
That the
of
assembled, That
in Congress
America in
United States
G. Ferlita,
the schooner
Ferlita, against
against the United
Rosa Ferlita,
schooner Rosa
of the
owner of
Ferlita, owner
G.
between
collision between
by collision
States
alleged to
been caused
caused by
have been
to have
damages alleged
for damages
States for
the said
said schooner
schooner while
while lying
lying at
at anchor
anchor off Cape Henry, Virginia,
the
November,
and
the United
United States
States ship
on the
the 12th
12th day of November,
Toucey on
ship Toucey
and the
1923, may
may be
sued for
the said
in the District Court
Ferlita in
G. Ferlita
said G.
by the
for by
be sued
1923,
as
Virginia, sitting
of
the United
United States
States for
the Eastern
of Virginia,
sitting as
District of
Eastern District
for the
of the
governing such
court of
of admiralty
acting under the rules governing
and acting
admiralty and
aa court
as shall be found to
court, and
said damages
damages and
if any, as
costs, if
and costs,
the said
and the
court,
be due
against the
the United
United States
favor of
G. Ferlita, or
said G.
of said
in favor
States in
due against
be
United-States, upon the
favor of the United-States,
against the
the said
G. Ferlita
Ferlita in favor
said G.
against
same principles
principles and
and measures
of liability
liability as in like cases in admimeasures of
same
ralty
between
private
parties
and
with
rights of appeal:
same rights
the same
with the
and
parties
private
between
ralty
Provided, That
such notice
notice of
suit shall
given to
to the
Attorney
the Attorney
be given
shall be
the suit
of the
That such
Provided,
the
General
of the
United States
States as
may be
be provided
provided by
by order
of the
order of
as may
the United
General of
said
court, and
and it
shall be
the duty
General to
the Attorney General
duty of the
be the
it shall
said court,
cause
attorney in
in such
such district
to appear
and
appear and
district to
States attorney
United States
the United
cause the
defend the
the United
States: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
That said suit shall
United States:
defend
be brought
brought and
within four
four months of the date of the
commenced within
and commenced
be
passage of
this Act.
of this
passage
Approved, February
February 28, 1925.
Approved,

CHAP. 381.—An
relief of
Anne C. Shymer.
of estate of Anne
For relief
Act For
381.--n Act
CHAP.

the
Be
it enacted
by the
Senate and
Representatives of the
of Representatives
House of
and House
the Senate
enacted by
Be it
United
of America
assembled, That
the Secretary
Secretary
That the
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
States of
United States
of
Treasury is
is hereby
and directed
directed to pay to the legal
authorized and
hereby authorized
the Treasury
of the
representatives of
the estate
estate of
of Anne C. Shymer, out of any money
of the
representatives
in the
Treasury not
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the sum of $3,900, as
not otherwise
the Treasury
in
full compensation
compensation for
for the
the loss
jewelry, the property of the aforeof jewelry,
loss of
full
Lusitania,
said Anne
Anne C.
C. Shymer,
was lost
lost in the sinking of the Lusitania,
who was
Shymer, who
said
which jewelry
jewelry was
the State Department and was
to the
transmitted to
was transmitted
which
lost in
transit.
in transit.
lost
Approved,
February 28, 1925.
Approved, February

[PrvateNo
aG
iaFerlita.
F
y erlita.

202.]

bring suit
?
May-bring
cr i
on damages

for

for

oo n er
For
t?.
to
damages
coision
"Rosa Ferschooner

s

lita", in
in district court.

district court.

lita",

Jurisdiction of court.

Jurisdiction of court.

Pros

Provisos.

etc., to At.
AtNotice, etc.

torney General.
enera.
torney

Commencement

Commencement
suit.

suit.

of
of

February
1925.
February 28, 1925.
2793.]
i.[S. 2793.]
[Private,
203.]
[Private, No. 203.]
Anne C. Shymer.

to estate of.
ament
PaymentShyatf.

February
1925.
February 28, 1925.
[S. 2992.]
2992.]
I.
[Private,
No. 204.]
204.]
[Private, No.

CornBerwind-White Coal Mining Comthe Berwind-White
CHAP.
382.—An Act
For the
the relief
of the
relief of
Act For
CHAP. 382.-An
pany.
pany.

Be it
enacted by
by the
of Representatives
of the
the Berwind-White Coal
Representatives of
House of
and House
Senate and
the Senate
it enacted
Be
United States
States of
of America
in Congress
Mining Company.
claim Alifnwg'Vo-mWphaintey.Coal
the claim
That the
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
America in
United
for
suit
bring
May
of the
Coal Mining
corporation orMa 3 bri
ng s
ui t frto
)
r
damages
or- coision
Company, aa corporation
Mining Company,
Berwind-White Coal
the Berwind-White
of
in district court.
ganized under
the laws
of the
the State
State of
princi- barge, in
its princiwith its
Pennsylvania, with
of Pennsylvania,
laws of
under the
ganized
pal place
of business
business located
in the city of New York, owner of the
located in
place of
pal
barge Eureka
United States for damages
the United
against the
82, against
numbered 82,
Eureka numbered
barge
alleged to
to have
caused by
the sinking
of said
said barge
barge in the North
sinking of
by the
been caused
have been
alleged
River,
New York,
on or
or about
about December
while said barge
1917, while
14, 1917,
December 14,
York, on
River, New
Department of the
was
in possession
control of the Department
the control
under the
and under
possession and
was in
said BerwindNavy
of the
the United
United States,
States, may
by the
the said
for by
sued for
be sued
may be
Navy of
White
Company in
the United
United States
States District
District Court
in the
Mining Company
Coal Mining
White Coal
a court of adfor the
the Southern
District of
of New
New York
York sitting as a
Southern District
for
miralty and
under the
the rules
rules governing
said Jdctift
Jurisdiction of court
and said
court, and
such court,
governing such
acting under
and acting
miralty
to
court shall
shall have
have jurisdiction
jurisdiction to
determine such suit and to
and determine
hear and
to hear
court
enter a
judgment or
decree for
for the
the amount
of such
damages and cost,
such damages
amount of
or decree
a judgment
enter
if any,
as shall
be found
to be
due against
the United
States in f
afaUnited States
against the
be due
found to
shall be
any, as
if
16
45S22°—VOL -13—PT
2
16
43--PT 2-45822'-VOL
co

i0,
n

d ama ges

io

1582
CONGRESS.
1582 SIXTY-EIGHTH
SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.

Notice
Provisos.
etc to AttorPticetc.toAttorGeneral.
ney General.
,.,

Commencement
commencement
snit.

of
of

t

February
28, 1925.
February 2,
[S.
[S. J. Res. 125.]
[Priv.
No. 2.]
[Priv. Res.,
Res., No.
2.]

. Res. 125.]

Commander Fred F.
Rogers, Navy. FredF.
May accept
accept decoradecortion from Venezuela.

ormaner

March 2,
1925.
2, 1925.

[S.
[S. 970.]
970.]

[Private, No.
No. 2051
De

Kimpke
Kimpke

Con-

struction
struction Company.
Company.
Payment to.

Payment to.

March 2, 1925.
1925.
[S. 10161

- [i. 1016.

[Private, No. 206.1
206.]

gusta Reiter.
Reiter.
Augusta
Payment to, for perperPayment

a injuries.
sonal
injuries.

for

S
ESS. I
Cris. 382,383,
382, 383, 399,
400.
SESS.
II.I. CHS.
399,400.

1925.
1925.

vor of the Berwind-White
Berwind-White Coal Mining Company, or against
against the
Berwind-White
Berwind-White Coal Mining Company in favor of
of the United
United States
States
as in like cases in admiralty
admiralty between private parties and with
with the
same rights
rights of
of appeal:
the suit
suit s
hall
same
appeal: Provided,
Provided, That
That such
such notice
notice of
of the
shall
be given to the Attorney
General of the United States as
Attorney General
as may
may be
be
provided
provided by the order of the said court, and it shall be the duty
duty of
of
the Attorney General
General to cause the United States
States attorney in
in such
district to appear and defend
defend for the United States: Provided
Provided
further, That said suit shall be brought
four
further,
brought and commenced within four
months
of the
the passage
this Act.
Act.
months of
of the
the date
date of
passage of
of this
Approved,
Approved, February 28, 1925.

CHAP. 383.-Joint
CHAP.
383.—Joint Resolution
Resolution Granting
Granting permission to Fred F. Rogers, commander, United
mander,
United States Navy, to accept certain decorations
decorations bestowed
bestowed upon
upon him
him
Venezuelan Government.
by the Venezuelan
Government.

Resolved by the Senate and House
the
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled, That Fred
United States
Fred F.

Rogers, commander,
accept
commander, United States Navy, be authorized
authorized to accept

diploma and decoration
decoration of the Order of the Bust of Bolivar
Bolivar conconferred upon him by the Venezuelan
Venezuelan Government,
Government, on the occasion
occasion of
of
the visit of the American
American Ambassador
Ambassador Extraordinary
Extraordinary and Minister
Minister
Plenipotentiary
Plenipotentiary Buchanan, who was sent to Venezuela
Venezuela in the Dolphin
in 1908 to negotiate
negotiate the settlement of Venezuela's
Venezuela's foreign loans;
said decoration
"Ensign Fred F.
decoration issued to "Ensign
F. Rogers, United States
Navy, United States
States ship
Dolphin."
ship Dolphin."
Approved, February 28, 1926.
1925.
CHAP. 399.-An
399.—An Act For the relief of the De Kimpke
Construction Company,
Kimpke Construction
Company,
of
Hoboken, New
New Jersey.
of West
West Hoboken,
Jersey.

Be
enacted by
Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of
of the
Be itit enacted
by the
the Senate
of Representatives
the
United States of America in
in Congress
assembled, That the SecreUnited
Congress assembled,
Secretary of the Treasury be, and he is hereby,
tary
hereby, authorized
authorized and directed
directed to
to
pay out
pay,
any money
Treasury not
th erw i
se appropriated,
app ro pri
ated,
out of
of any
money in
in the
the Treasury
not o
otherwise
to the De Kimpke Construction
Construction Company,
Company, of West Hoboken,
Hoboken, New
Jersey,
Jersey, the sum of $5,655.69
$5,655.69 in
settlement of
of damages
damages suffered
in full
full settlement
suffered
by reason of the withdrawal
withdrawal by the Navy Department
Department in November,
November,
1918,
company for the construction
construction
1918, of the award
award of contract to said company
of an oxidation absorption building
naval proving
ground,
building at
at the
the naval
proving ground,
Indianhead,
Indianhead, Maryland.
Maryland.
Approved, March
March 2,
2, 1925.
1925.

CHAP. 400.-An
CHAP.
400.—An Act
Act For
For the
relief of
the relief
of Augusta
Augusta Reiter.
Reiter.

Be
enacted by
Be itit enacted
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
United States of America
America in
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
the Secreassembled, That
That the
Secretary of the Treasury be, and he hereby is, authorized and
and directed
directed
not otherwise
to pay, out of any money in the Treasury not
appropriotherwise appropriated, to Augusta Reiter, who was seriously
seriously injured
by being
injured by
being run
run
over in the city of San Francisco, California,
the 6th
6th day
California, on
on the
dav of
of
December,
December, 1913, by a
apostal automobile truck
while in
charge of
truck while
in charge
of an
an
employee of the United States Post Office
Office Department
Department in
in the
the disdischarge
$3,288.75 in full
charge of his duties, the sum of $3,288.75
and
full compensation
compensation and
satisfaction
satisfaction for
said injuries.
for said
injuries.
Approved,
2, 1925
Approved, March
March 2,
1925

SIXTY-EIGHTH
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.

S
ESS. II
401-405.
CHS. 401-405.
II. . CHs.
SESS.

1583
1583

1925.
1925.

CHAP.
Act For
the relief
relief of
of Andrew
Gieriet.
A. Gieriet.
Andrew A.
For the
401.-An Act
CHAP. 401.—An

Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
Senate and
it enacted
Be it
United
States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
Secretary
the Secretary
America in
United States
of
the Treasury
Treasury be,
be, and
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
and, directed
directed to
to pay,
authorized and
and is
of the
to
out
of any
money in
not otherwise
appropriated, to
otherwise appropriated,
Treasury not
the Treasury
in the
any money
out of
Andrew
former captain
captain Company
Company D,
Four hundred and
D, Four
Gieriet, former
A. Gieriet,
Andrew A.
eighth Telegraph
Telegraph Battalion,
Battalion, United
States Army,
$484.75,
sum of $484.75,
Army, the sum
United States
eighth
being the
the amount
amount of
money paid
paid by
by said Andrew A. Gieriet from
of money
being
private
loss of public
public funds through theft.
of loss
because of
funds because
private funds
Approved, March
2, 1925.
March 2,
Approved,

March 2, 1925.
92
March
[H. R.21569.]
[Private, No. 207.1

[Private No. 207

Andrew A. Gieriet.
A mentto
Reibw
Reimbursement
to.

2, 1925.
March 2,1925.

CHAP.
402.—An Act
Act For
For the
relief of
H. King.
of W.
W. H.
the relief
CHAP. 402.-An

the
Be it
enacted by
the Senate
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the
Senate and
by the
it enacted
Be
assembled, That the Secretary
in Congress
United
of America
Congress assembled,
America in
States of
United States
to pay,
pay,
of
Treasury be,
be, and
he is
is hereby,
authorized and
and directed
directed to
hereby, authorized
and he
the Treasury
of the
to
out of
of any
money in
the Treasury
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
not otherwise
Treasury not
in the
any money
out
marshal for the district of South
W.
H. King,
United States
States marshal
former United
King, former
W. H.
account of the
Dakota, the
the sum
sum of
of $421.33
reimbursement on account
for reimbursement
$421.33 for
Dakota,
payment
rendered against
for an act done under
him for
against him
judgment rendered
of aajudgment
payment of
color of
of his
office.
his office.
color
Approved,
2, 1925.
March 2,
Approved, March
CHAP. 403.—An
Saucier.
403.-An Act For the relief of J. E. Saucier.
CHAP.

Be
enacted by
the Senate
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the
and House
Senate and
by the
it enacted
Be it
the SecreUnited States
of America
in Congress
That the
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
America in
States of
United
J. E.
directed to pay to J.
tary
of the
the Treasury
Treasury is
and directed
authorized and
is authorized
tary of
Saucier, out
out of
of any
any money
in the
Treasury not
not otherwise
appropriotherwise approprithe Treasury
money in
Saucier,
all claims against the
ated,
the sum
of $150,
$150, in
in full
full satisfaction
satisfaction of all
sum of
ated, the
United
of expenditures
services
made by him for services
expenditures made
account of
on account
States on
United States
1, 1918, to July
and
materials during
the period
period from
July 1, 1921,
from July 1,
during the
and materials
in connection
of his
postmaster at Bay
duties as postmaster
his duties
discharge of
the discharge
with the
in
connection with
Saint
Louis, Mississippi.
Mississippi.
Saint Louis,
Approved,
1925.
March 2, 1925.
Approved, March

[s.[S. 2503.] 20.]
[Private, No. 208.1
208.]
[Private,
W. H. King.
Webuntt.
Reimbursement to.

March 2,
1925.
2,1925.
[S. 2534.]
2534.]

s.

209.]
[Private, No. 209.]
[Private,
E.
Saucier.
J. E. Saucier.
Payment to.

March 2,1925.
2,1925.

CHAP.
To pay
pay to
to Jere
Austin fees
fees earned as
as United States
Jere Austill
Act To
404.-An Act
CHAP. 404.—An
commissioner.

commissioner.

R. 4913.]
4913.
[pH.
tri. R.
[Private,
No. 210.]
2104
[Private, No.

Be it
by the
the Senate
House of Representatives
Representatives of the Jere Ast.
and House
Senate and
enacted by
it enacted
Be
as
fees, as
Secretary tPaymet
the Secretary
United
States of
America in
assembled, That
That the
rym
eAe
us
nt ilof
o
Ltfees,
Congress assembled,
in Congress
of America
United States
"issioner,district
of
the Treasury
Treasury be,
be, and
he is
hereby, authorized
and directed
to pay
co
our
nutnissioner,
pay cco
directed to
authorized and
is hereby,
and he
of the
out
money in
Treasury not
not otherwise
appropriated, to
otherwise appropriated,
the Treasury
in the
any money
of any
out of
Jere
the sum
of $772.35
for fees
earned as United States
fees earned
$772.35 for
sum of
Austill, the
Jere Austill,
commissioner
the southern
district of
of Alabama
during the
year
the year
Alabama during
southern district
for the
commissioner for
1922.
1922.
Approved,
Approved, March 2, 1925.

CHAP.
405.—An Act
relief of
of Charles
Charles Spencer.
the relief
For the
Act For
CHAP. 405.-An

Be it
it enacted
and House
of Representatives
the
of the
Representatives of
House of
Senate and
by the
the Senate
enacted by
Be
That the
United States
States of
of America
in Congress
the Secretary
Secretary
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
America in
United
of the
he is hereby,
authorized and directed to pay,
hereby, authorized
and he
be, and
Treasury be,
the Treasury
of
not otherwise
out of
money in
in the
Treasury not
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
to
the Treasury
any money
of any
out

March
2, 1925.
March 2,
1925.
[H.
R. 56501
5660.1
[H. R.
[Private, No. 211.]
211.]

Spencer.
Charles
Charles Spencer.

Payment to.

Payment to.

1584
1584

SIXTY-EIGHTH
SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.

SESS. II.
SESS.
II. CHs.
CHS. 405-408.
405-408.

1925.
1925.

Charles
Presidio, Texas,
the sum
sum of
of $667.33,
$667.33, the
the said
said sum
Charles Spencer,
Spencer, Presidio,
Texas, the
sum
representing
the value
value of
ammunition belonging
belonging
representing the
of certain
certain arms
arms and
and ammunition
to said
and seized
by military
military authorities
of the
the United
to
said Spencer,
Spencer, and
seized by
authorities of
United
States,
and said
on being
to said
States, and
said arms
arms on
being returned
returned to
said Charles
Charles Spencer
Spencer
being water-soaked,
marked, and
be of
no value,
value, and
and
being
water-soaked, marked,
and so
so abused
abused as
as to
to be
of no
being destroyed
destroyed by
the ordnance
depot, United
said ammunition
ammunition being
by the
ordnance depot,
United
States
Army.
States Army.
Approved, March 2, 1925.
Approved,
March 2, 1925.
192.5.
[H. R.
R. 5759]
[Private, No.
No. 212.]
212.]
[Private,
James F. Abbott.
Abbott.
Payment to.
Payment

March 2, 1925.
March
[H. R.
R. 7118.]
7118.]
[Private, No. 213].
[Private,

Mechanics
Mechanics and Metals National
National Bank.
Payment
Payment to, for unlawffl
lawful levy.

March 2, 192.5.
1925.
[Ti.
8072.]
[HI.Ti.
R.8072.]

[Private.
[Private, No. 214.]
214.]

bch

EmmaEmma
Zembsch.

CHAP. 406.-An
Act For
CHAP.
406.—An Act
relief of
of James
F. Abbott.
For the relief
James F.
Abbott.

Be it
it enacted
by the Senate
enacted by
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
Senate and House
House of
United States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
there be
United
States of America
America in
assembled, That
That there
be paid,
paid,
out of any money in
in the
Treasury not
otherwise appropriated,
the Treasury
not otherwise
appropriated, the
the
sum
$1,302 to
attaché to
sum of $1,302
to James
James F.
F. Abbott,
Abbott, commercial
commercial attache
to the
the embassy
embassy
all claims
he may
may
at Tokyo,
Tokyo, Japan,
Japan, to
to compensate
compensate him
him in
in full
full for
for all
claims he
have against the United
arising out
out of
of expenses
incurred on
United States arising
expenses incurred
on
an
official trip
eastern Siberia
an official
trip of
of investigation
investigation to
to eastern
Siberia during
during 1921.
1921.
Approved, March
March 2,
1925.
Approved,
2, 1925.
CHAP. 407.-An
CHAP.
407.—An Act
the relief
relief of
and Metals
Metals National
Act For
For the
of the
the Mechanics
Mechanics and
National
Bank, successor to the New York
York Produce
Produce Exchange Bank.
Bank.

Be it
enacted by the Senate and
it enacted
of Representatives
the
and House
House of
Representatives of
of the
United
United States
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
Secretary
of America in
the Secretary
of the
is hereby
authorized and
to pay
pay to
to the
the
of
the Treasury
Treasury is
hereby authorized
and directed
directed to
Mechanics and
Metals National
National Bank,
Bank, successor
successor to
York
Mechanics
and Metals
to the
the New
New York
Produce Exchange
Bank, out
out of
of any
the Treasury
Produce
Exchange Bank,
any money
money in
in the
Treasury not
not
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the sum of
Such sum
sum is
is the
otherwise
of $746.96.
$746.96. Such
the amount
amount
the New
New York
Exchange Bank
of two
two deposits with
with the
York Produce
Produce Exchange
Bank which
which
were
an unlawful
unlawful levy
and execution
execution by
were seized
seized under
under an
levy and
by aa United
United
States marshal, and the amount
amount of which
the New
York Produce
which the
New York
Produce
Exchange Bank
subsequently compelled
to its
its
Exchange
Bank was
was subsequently
compelled to
to reimburse
reimburse to
depositors.
depositors.
Approved, March
2, 1925
Approved,
March 2,
1925

408.-An Act For the relief of
of Emma
CHAP. 408.—An
Emma Zembsch.
Zembsch.

Be
by the
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
and House
House of
the Senate
Senate and
enacted by
Be itit enacted

Congress assembled,
Six months' naval United States of America
America in Congress
assembled, That
That Emma
gratuity
of Zembsch, widowed mother of
gratuity to, on death of
chief pharmapharmaof Lawrence
Lawrence Zembsch,
Zembsch, late
late chief
son.
prto

Praia°.
Condition.

ondition.

Payment
naval
Paypmnt from
from naval
appropriation.

cist of the United
United States Navy, is hereby
hereby allowed an amount equal
equal
to six
months' pay
at the
said Lawrence
Lawrence Zembsch
was receiving
receiving
six months'
pay at
the rate
rate said
Zembsch was
at the date of his
That the
the said
Emma Zembsch
his death:
death: Provided,
Provided, That
said Emma
Zembsch
establishes
of the
the Navy
establishes to the satisfaction
satisfaction of the Secretary of
Navy the fact
fact
Lawrence
that she was actually
actually dependent
dependent upon her son, the late Lawrence
Zembsch, at the time of his death.
Zembsch,
SEC.
2. That
That the
payment of
the amount
amount of money hereby
SEC. 2.
the payment
of the
hereby allowed
allowed
authorized to be paid to said Emma Zembsch
authorized to
and authorized
Zembsch is authorized
to
be made from the appropriation
appropriation of officers who die while
on the
the
while on
active list of the United
United States Navy.
Navy.
Approved, March 2,
1925.
2, 1925.

SIXTYEIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS . SESS.
SESS. II.
II . C
BS. 409,
410, 490, 491.
409,410,490,491.
CHS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH

1585
1585

1925.

March 2,1925.
2, 1925.
March
[IL It. 82941
[Private, No. 215.]

Sappington.
CHAP. 409.—An
Act For
the relief
relief of
Edward B.
B. Sappington.
of Edward
For the
409.-An Act
CHAP.

Be
enacted by
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the [PrivateNo.215.]
Representatives of
Senate and
the Senate
by the
it enacted
Be it
dward B. SappingUnited States
of America
America in
in Congress
That the
United Edward
the United
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
States of
United
Payment
is
it
States
Employees
Compensation
Commission
shall
be,
and
it
is
payment to, for perand
be,
shall
Commission
Compensation
Employees
States
so
hereby,
authorized to
extend to
Edward B.
B. Sappington,
Sappington, who suffered s
'al ijuies.
to Edward
to extend
hereby, authorized
Kaniksu
the
on
a
injuries
on
May
19,
1910,
while
patrolling
a
fire
patrolling
while
1910,
19,
May
on
injuries
Vol. 37, p. 747.
"An Act to provide
National Forest,
the provisions
provisions of
an Act
entitled "An
provide Vol- 37, p. 747
Act entitled
of an
Forest, the
National
compensation for
for employees
employees of
of the
United States suffering
suffering injuries
the United
compensation
purposes,
while
the performance
of their
duties, and for other purposes,"
their duties,
performance of
in the
while in
hereunder
provided
approved
September
7,
1916,
compensation
to
be
provided
hereunder
be
to
compensation
1916,
7,
September
approved
as if
if the
of the
the Act
September 7, 1916, had been
been
approved September
Act approved
provisions of
the provisions
as
1910.
operative on
on May
May 19,
19, 1910.
operative
Approved, March
March 2, 1925
1925
Approved,
to

CHAP.
410.—An Act
the relief
relief of
Canadian Pacific
Pacific Railway
Railway Company.
Company.
the Canadian
of the
For the
Act For
CHAP. 410.-An

March 2,
1925.
2 1925.
1[11711

igg7.]
[H. . 8R27.]

[Private,
[Private, No. 216.]

Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of the
the Canadian
c
Representatives of
of Representatives
and House
Be it
Pacific
Paciyic
Railway Company.
United
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
the
Secretary
Rauwayn
Secretary
the
That
assembled,
Congress
in
America
of
States
United
Refund
to,
of
erroneto,oferrone
Refund
to the ously
of
the Treasury
Treasury is
is hereby
authorized and directed
directed to pay to
hereby authorized
paid customs
of the
customs
Canadian
Pacific Railway
Railway Company,
Company, out
of any
any money
in the
the aust Paid
money in
out of
Canadian Pacific
Treasury
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
the sum
$2,195, and such
of $2,195,
sum of
appropriated, the
Treasury not
sum is
is hereby
hereby appropriated
appropriated to
Canadian Pacific
Pacific
the Canadian
reimburse the
to reimburse
sum
connection
error
Railway
Company
for
customs
duty
paid
error
in
connection with
in
paid
duty
customs
for
Railway Company
shipment
of rice
rice covered
consumption
covered by consumption
bags of
thousand bags
one thousand
of one
shipment of
Richford, Vermont.
of Richford,
port
entry
numbered
H-2619
of
June
19,
1917,
1917,
19,
June
of
entry numbered H-2619
Approved,
Approved, March 2, 1925.
March 3, 1925.

White..
Jessie M.
of Jessie
CHAP.
490.—An Act
the relief
relief of
M. White..
For the
Act For
CHAP. 490.-An

827.

[S. 827.]
[5.

[Private,
217.]
[Private, No. 217.]

Be
it enacted
by the
Representatives of the
of Representatives
House of
and House
Senate and
the Senate
enacted by
Be it
hite.
JessieM. White.
That the Secre- Jrie
assembled, That
United
States of
of America
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
United States
for perPayment to,
band. inen .es
husto husinjurieso, toor
sonal
tary
of the
Treasury be,
be and
he is
is hereby,
hereb, authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed son:r
and he
band. n
the Treasury
tary of
band.
money
any
to
pay
to
Jessie
M.
White,
widow
of
Mark
White,
out
of
out
White,
Mark
of
to pay to Jessie M. White, widow
$2,500, in
in
Treasury not
otherwise appropriated,
sum of $2,500,
the sum
appropriated, the
not otherwise
the Treasury
in the
duties
his
of
discharge
compensation
for
injuries
sustained
in
discharge
the
in
compensation for injuries sustained
death: Provisos.
while employed
employed in
and which
which resulted
resulted in his death:
Zone, and
Canal Zone,
the Canal
in the
while
Attorneys',
Attorneys', etc., fees
Provided, That
no part
part of
of the
of any
item appropriated
appropriated in restricted.
any item
amount of
the amount
That no
Provided,
this bill
10 per
per centum
shall be paid or delivered restricted.
thereof shall
centum thereof
of 10
excess of
in excess
bill in
this
to or
received by
any agent
agent or
or agents,
agents, attorney
attorneys, on acattorney or attorneys,
by any
or received
to
count
of services
services rendered
advances made
made in connection with said
said
or advances
rendered or
count of
Exacting, etc., larger
etc., larger
cting,
claim:
it shall
shall be
unlawful for any agent
agent or agents,
agents, amount
be unlawful
unlawful.
That it
Provided, That
claim: Provided,
attorney
or
attorneys
to
exact,
collect,
withhold,
or
receive
any
any
sum
attorney or attorneys to exact, collect, withhold, or receive
which
in the
exceeds 10
10 per
per centum
centum of
of the amount of any
aggregate exceeds
the aggregate
which in
item
this bill
bill on
on account
services rendered
rendered or
of services
account of
in this
appropriated in
item appropriated
contract
any
advances
made
in
connection
with
said
claim,
contract
to the Penalty for violation.
claim,
said
with
advances made in connection
provisions of Penaltyorviolation.
the provisions
contrary
notwithstanding. Any
Any person
violating the
person violating
contrary notwithstanding.
this
be deemed
deemed guilty
misdemeanor, and upon convicof aamisdemeanor,
guilty of
shall be
Act shall
this Act
tion
be fined
fined in
in any
exceeding $1,000.
not exceeding
sum not
any sum
shall be
thereof shall
tion thereof
Approved, March
March 3, 1925.
Approved,

CHAP. 491.—An
Act For
For the
the relief
Eugene K.
Stoudemire.
K. Stoudemire.
of Eugene
relief of
491.-An Act
CHAP.

March
1925.
3, 1925.
March 3,
[S. 13231
1323.1
Is.
1323.]
[e. No.
[Private,
218.]

Be it
enacted by
by the
Senate and
Representatives of the
of Representatives
House of
and House
the Senate
it enacted
Be
K. StoudeSecretary mmugene
the Secretary
United
States of
of America
assembled, That
That the
gougene K.
StoudeCongress assembled,
in Congress
Amnerica in
United States
to, for perPayment
to
of
the
Treasury
be,
and
he
is
hereby.
authorized
and
directed
pay,
Pa
.
yttitit
per
directed
and
authorized
hereby,
is
he
and
of the Treasury be,
out of
of any
money in
Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
th sonauies.
the Treasury
in the
any money
out

1586
1586

SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH
CONGRESS.

SESS. II.
II. CHS.
CM. 491-494.
SEss.
491-494.

1925.
1925.

Eugene
Eugene K.
K. Stoudemire
Stoudemire the sum
sum of
compensation and
in full
full
of $1.500
$1,500 as
as compensation
and in
settlement against
against the
the Government,
Government, for
the loss
loss of
eye on
on August
settlement
for the
of an
an eye
August
3, 1915, while in
discharge of
of his
duty as
as an
engineer on
the towtowin the
the discharge
his duty
an engineer
on the
boat Alabama
Alabama in
harbor service
service of
the Government.
Government.
in the river
river and
and harbor
of the
Approved, March
March 3,
3, 1925.
1925.
March 3,1925.
3, 192.5.
[S. 1237.1
1237.]
[Private, No. 219.]

CHAP. 492.-An
492.—An Act
For the
the relief
and claimants
claimants to
to section
section 16,
CHAP.
Act For
relief of
of settlers
settlers and
16,
lands in the L'Anse
L'Anse and Vieux
Vieux Desert
Desert Indian
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, in
in Michigan,
Michigan, and
and for
for
other purposes.
purposes.
other

Be it
enacted by the Senate and
it enacted
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
and House
United States
States of America
America in
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That there
there is
tion,Mich.
authorized to be appropriated
sum of
tion, Mich.
hereby authorized
appropriated the sum
any
of $9,788, from
from any
Payment
to
purPayment
to
ur-i
money
in
the
Treasury
not
otherwise
appropriated,
purpose
&lasers
of
lands
within.
money
in
the
Treasury
otherwise
appropriated,
for
the
chasers
of lands within.
of reimbursing
reimbursing the
following-named purchasers
purchasers or
or holders
holders of
of title
the following-named
title
from the State of Michigan
Michigan of
certain lands
lands within
within the
the L'Anse
L'Anse and
of certain
and
Vieux
Vieux Desert
Desert Indian Reservation
the amounts
amounts herein
Reservation in
in the
herein set
set forth:
forth:
Claimants.
Claimants.
To the estate of Simon Denomie, $2,113; to John Terhorst,
Terhorst, $4,180;
$4,180;
to Bernard
Bernard Tangen,
Tangen, $3,495,
$3,495, said
amounts to
to be
reimbursed under
under such
such
said amounts
be reimbursed
rules and regulations as the Secretary
Secretary of
may prescribe:
of the Interior
Interior may
prescribe:
Proviso
.
laim
That in
consideration of
payment o
sa id amounts
Quitaim
deeds Provided, That
in consideration
of the
the payment
off said
amounts
Q uitc
deeds
deeds Provided,
critclaim
from cims
claimants re- said
saidclaimants,
theireirs
claimants
claimants, their
heirs and assigns, shall execute
execute and
and deliver
deliver to
to
quired.
quired.
the officer
officer in
charge of
of the
Mackinac Indian Agency, at Baraga,
the
in charge
the Mackinac
Michigan,
Michigan, properly
quitclaim deeds
covering the
the lands
properly executed
executed quitclaim
deeds covering
lands
occupied
occupied or claimed
claimed by
to the
United States,
States, together
together with
with
by them
them to
the United
evidence showing an unencumbered
unencumbered title, in
in trust
trust for
for the
the Indians
Indians of
of
the L'Anse
and Vieux
Vieux Desert
Desert Indian
And provided
the
L'Anse and
Indian Reservation:
Reservation: And
provided
emoval from lands. further, That said claimants,
execution and delivery
Rem°val from lands ' further,
claimants, upon the execution
delivery of
of said
said
quitclaim deeds, shall remove
said lands upon demand
quitclaim
remove from said
demand of
of the
the
Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
Interior or one of
his accredited
representatives.
of his
accredited representatives.
Approved, March 3,
1925.
3, 1925.
L'Anse

and

Vieux

L'AnseIndian
andReservaVieux
Desert
Desert
Indian Reserva-

March 3, 1925.
1925.
March
[H.
[H. R.
R. 14151
1415.]
[Private, No. 220.]
Josiah Frederick
Frederick
Josiah
Dose.
Military record corrected.
rected.

CHAP. 493.—An
493.-An Act For the relief of Josiah Frederick Dose.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
the

United
of America in Congress
assembled, That in the
United States of
Congress assembled,

cor- administration
or benefits
administration of all laws conferring
conferring rights, privileges, or
benefits
upon
honorably discharged
soldiers Josiah Frederick Dose shall be
upon honorably
discharged soldiers
held and considered to have been honorably discharged
discharged from
from the
the
Second Regiment
military service
service of the United States
States as private,
private, Second
Regiment
California Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
the. Civil
War:
California
Cavalry, at
at the
the close
close of
of the
Civil War:
Proviso.
Provided,
That no
pay, bounty,
bounty, or
pension shall
be held
to have
have
No ba
Provided, That
back pay, etc.
no pay,
or pension
shall be
held to
accrued prior to the passage of this bill.
bill.
Approved, March
3, 1925.
March 3,
1925.
Military

March 3, 1925.
1925.
March
[H. R. 1539.]
1539.1

[Private, No. =1.]
221.]

CHAP. 494.-An
CHAP.
494.—An Act For the relief of Caleb Aber.

Be it
it enacted
Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
enacted by the Senate
the
United States of America in
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That in
in the
the admmadminCaleb
Aber.
CatAbeOrd
or- istration of the pension laws, and the laws governing
Military
record corgoverning the National
rected.
Volunteer Soldiers, or any branch
rooted.
Home for Disabled Volunteer
branch thereof,
thereof,
Caleb Aber shall hereafter
hereafter be held
to have
have been
held and
and considered
considered to
been
honorably discharged from the United States as a
a private
private of Company A, Seventieth
Seventieth New York Volunteers, on the 29th day
of
day of
December, 1863, and of Company F,
F, Twelfth Regiment New Jersey
Proviso.
plo.ir pensin
Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, on the 25th day of June, 1865: Provided,
Provided, That
No prior pension.
no
shall accrue
no pension
pension shall
accrue prior to the passage of this Act.
Approved, March 3, 1925.
1925.

SIXTY-EIGHTH
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.

S
ESS. II.
495-499.
Cis. 495-499.
II. Cris.
SESS.

1587
1587

1925.

March 3, 1925.
1925.
March
[S. 1573.]
[Private,
No.
222.]
[Private,

CHAP.
495.—An Act
Act For
For the
Samuel S.
S. Weaver.
of Samuel
the relief
relief of
CHAP. 495.-An

Be it
it enacted
by the
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
the Senate
enacted by
Be

[S. 1573.]

eaer
ame.
Payment to, for
of
the Treasury
Treasury be,
be, and
hereby, authorized
authorized and directed to pay, sona mijuries.
is hereby,
he is
and he
of the
Congress assembled,
United States
of America
in Congress
assembled, That the Secretary
America in
States of
United

Samuel S. Weaver.
Payment to, for personal injuries.

out
of any
in the
Treasury not
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
not otherwise
the Treasury
money in
any money
out of
sum
of $720
Samuel S.
S. Weaver,
compensation for wounds
full compensation
Weaver, as full
to Samuel
$720 to
sum of
received
him on
board the
States steam launch Capron,
United States
the United
on board
by him
received by
at Delaware,
or about
about January 17, 1900.
on or
at
Delaware, on
Approved,
Approved, March 3, 1925.

March 3,1925.
3, 1925.
[S. 16331

CHAP.
498.—An Act
the relief
relief of
F. Jenkins.
of James F.
For the
Act For
CHAP. 496.-An

Be
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
House of
Representatives of
of the
of Representatives
and House
by the
it enacted
Be it
United States
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
Secretary
That the Secretary
of America
States of
United
of
be, and
to pay to
directed to
authorized and directed
hereby, authorized
is hereby,
and is
Treasury be,
of the
the Treasury
James
F. Jenkins,
out of
Treasury not otherwise
of any money in the Treasury
Jenkins, out
James F.
appropriated, the
the sum
sum of $21,000,
$21,000, being in payment for six hundred
appropriated,
bales of
cotton linters
linters taken
taken by
by the
the United States
States on or about July
of cotton
bales
December
26,
1918, and
including December
storage thereon up to and including
the storage
and the
26, 1918,
14,
14, 1920.
Approved, March
3, 1925.
1925.
March 3,
Approved,

[S. 1633.]

[Private, No.
No. 2231
223.]
[Private,
James F. Jenkins.
Payment
Payment to.

March 3,
3, 1925.
IS.
17251
[S. 1725.]
[Private,
No. 224.1
[Private, No.

CHAP.
Act For
relief of
of Rubie M. Mosley.
the relief
For the
497.-An Act
CHAP. 497.—An

224.]

of
Be
it enacted
the Senate
House of
Representatives of
of Representatives
and House
Senate and
by the
enacted by
Be it
e
the
United States
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
the SecSec- 1t,ibieerApt41s31,13e.r.
ament to, for ierThat the
assembled, That
of America
States of
the United
injuries.
retary
of
the
Treasury
be,
and
he
is
hereby,
authorized
and
directed
smal
injuries.
sona
directed
and
authorized
retary of the Treasury be, and he is hereby,
to
pay to Ruble
Rubie M. Mosley,
Antonio 'Texas, out of any money
Mosley, of San Antonio,
to pay
in the
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
$5,000 in full
sum of $5,000
appropriated, the sum
Treasury not
the Treasury
in
settlement of
of her
claim against
Government of the United States
the Government
against the
her claim
settlement
mother.
injured For deathof
seriously injured
for
injuries received
received by
by being
run over
over and
death of mother.
and seriously
being run
her by
by her
for injuries
Mosley, who was killed
and for the death
killed
death of her mother, Emma H. Mosley,
and
by an
an automobile
automobile driven
driven by
by an enlisted man of the United States
by
Army,
automobile being
being in
the use of
Morton, the comof Colonel
Colonel Morton,
in the
the automobile
Army, the
mander
the Government
Antonio, Texas, on
Government arsenal at San Antonio,
of the
mander of
November
17, 1917.
November 17,
Approved,
March 3,
3, 1925.
Approved, March
March 3, 1925.
R. 2016.1
2016.]
[H. R.
[Private, No. 225.1
225.]

M. Phillipson.
CHAP. 498.-An
498.—An Act
the relief
relief of
of William
William M.
For the
Act For
CHAP.

the
Be
enacted by
Representatives of the
of Representatives
House of
and House
Senate and
the Senate
by the
it enacted
Be it
United
admininin the a
That in
assembled, That
in Congress
Congress assembled,
of America
America in
States of
United States

Phillipson shall hereafter
M.
William
laws
pension tolaws
the
of
istration
be
istration
held and
of the
considered
pension
have
William
been honorably
M. Phillipson
discharged
shall hereafter
from the

be held and considered to have been honorably discharged from the

United
Provided, however,
however, That
no pension
pension shall
shall accrue
accrue
That no
Navy: Provided,
States Navy:
United States
prior
to the
passage of
of this
this Act.
Act.
the passage
prior to
Approved, March
March 3, 1925.
Approved,

u

miM. Phillp
IllIam
Naval record cor-

so

ree
isirl
Pro;nso.

proro.

M.

PhilhP-

record

No
prior pension.
pension.
No prior

March 3, 1925.

CHAP. 499.-An
499.—An Act
Act For
For the
the payment
of claims
and loss
of
loss of
damages to
to and
claims for
for damages
payment of
CHAP.
maintenance of
private
property incident
incident to
the training,
operation, or maintenance
practice, operation,
training, practice,
to the
private property
the
Army.
the Army.

Be it
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
of the
House of
and House
by the
enacted by
it enacted
Be
United
States of
of America
assembled, That
Secretary
the Secretary
That the
in Congress
Congress assembled,
America in
United States

[S. 2527.1
Is.
[Private.
[Private, No. 226.
226 1

Army.

Army-

1588
1588

SIXTY-EIGHTH
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.

Sass. II.
II.
SESS.

499-501.
CHS. 499-501.

CIEs.

1925.
1925.

and directed
of
the Treasury
Treasury be,
hereby, authorized .
directed to pay,
and he is hereby,
be, and
of the
to
appropriated,
of
any
money
Treasury
appropriated,
otherwise
not
the
in
money
out of any
appropriated herein,
claimants named in this Act the several sums appropriated
herein,
for
the payment
payment of
claims for
for damages
damages to
to and
and loss
loss of
of private
property
private property
of claims
for the
incident to
to the
training, practice,
practice, operation,
maintenance of
of the
the
or maintenance
operation, or
the training,
incident
Army,
namely:
namely:
Army,
to Standard
$1,048.75; to
To Mary
Mary Bauman,
Bauman, Lancaster,
Lancaster, California, $1,048.75;
Standard
Shipbuilding
Corporation,
New
York
City,
$3,921.59;
to
Lord
Dry
Dry
Lord
to
$3,921.59;
City,
Shipbuilding Corporation, New York
Dock
New Jersey,
$1,034.55; to
to Fred
Fred E.
Jersey, $1,034.55;
Weehawken, New
Corporation, Weehawken,
Dock Corporation,
Jones, New
York City,
and Bills,
LakeBills, LakeStephenson and
to Stephenson
$13,457.64; to
City, $13,457.64;
New York
Jones,
wood, New
New Jersey,
Jersey, $2,211.90;
$2,211.90; to
(Incorporated), New
Lloyd3 (Incorporated),
S. Lloyd3
W. S.
to W.
wood,
York City,
$890.33; to
Fund Insurance
Insurance Company, New
Firemen's Fund
to Firemen's
City, $890.33;
York
York City,
City, $890.33;
Saint Paul
Paul Fire
and Marine
Insurance
Marine Insurance
Fire and
to Saint
$890.33; to
York
Company,
New York
$890.33; to
to Mrs.
Mrs. W.
W. D.
D. Holman
Holman (estate
(estate of
of
City, $890.33;
York City,
Company, New
Moses Samuels),
Samuels), Lakewood,
Lakewood, New
$13,368.18; to
of
to Dominion of
Jersey, $13,368.18;
New Jersey,
Moses
Canada,
Canada, $1,200;
$1,200; to
Riverside Contracting
Company,
Contracting Company,
to Riverside
Ottawa, Canada,
Canada, Ottawa,
Brooklyn,
New York,
$8,893.01; to Charles Jensen, Omaha,
York, $8,893.01;
Brooklyn, New
Nebraska,
$1,038.50; to
Cornell Steamboat
Company, New
New York
Steamboat Company,
to Cornell
Nebraska, $1,038.50;
City,
$1,235;
to
Silver
Lake
Park
Company
,
Atlanta,
Georgia,
Georgia,
Atlanta,
Company,
Park
Lake
Silver
to
$1235;
City,
Wilkes$18,000;
R. B.
MacCallum and
and Doctor
Doctor E.
E. E.
E. Wagner,
Wagner, WilkesB. MacCallum
to R.
$18,000; to
Barre,
to Kinsey-Davidson
Kinsey-Davidson Electric
Electric Welding
$2,232.75; to
Pennsylvania, $2,232.75;
Barre, Pennsylvania,
Company,
$3,500.
Wisconsin, $3,500.
Milwaukee, Wisconsin,
Company, Milwaukee,
Approved,
March 3,
3, 1925.
1925.
Approved, March

Payment for
for damdamPayment
private propages to private
erty,
incident
to train- out
erty, incidenttotraining, etc.,
etc., of.

Claimants.

March 3, 1925.
[S.
S. 27191
2719.]
[Private,
No. 227.]
2271
[Private, No.

Great Britain.
Payment to, as indemnity for collision
damages to steamship
"Baron Berwick ", and
others.

to the
indemnity to
an indemnity
CHAP. 500.-An
CHAP.
500.—An Act To authorize the payment
payment of an
the
account of losses sustained by the owners of the British
British
Government on account
British Government
steamship
a collision between
between that vessel and the
as the result of a
Berwick as
Baron Berwick
steamship Baron
a further
United
States steamship
Iroquois (now Freedom)
Freedom) and a
further collision
collision with
with
steamship Iroquois
United States
the
the United States destroyer Truxtun.

Be it
enacted by
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of the
House of
Senate and
the Senate
by the
it enacted
Be

United States
States of
of America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That there is
in Congress
United

hereby authorized
paid to
the British
Government, out of any
British Government,
to the
be paid
to be
authorized to
demity forscoision hereby
a matter
Treasury not otherwise
money in the Treasury
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, as a
matter
k",and money
"BaronB
therefor,
of grace
others,
grace and without reference
reference to the question
question of liability therefor,
sustained by the owners of the
as
full indemnity
indemnity for the losses sustained
as full
pecuniarily
British
Baron Berwick,
Berwick, or any other parties pecuniarily
steamship Baron
British steamship
between that
interested, on,
account of
collision on August 22, 1918, between
that
a collision
of a
on account
interested,
vessel and
steamship Iroquois (now Freedom)
States steamship
United States
the United
and the
vessel
and
collision on
on October
October 5, 1918, with the
further collision
a further
of a
account of
on account
and on
United
States destroyer
destroyer Truxtun,
amount equivalent
equivalent to £6,200
an amount
Truxtun, an
United States
on
the passage
passage of
recommended by the
as recommended
Act, as
this Act,
of this
of the
date of
the date
on the
February 28, 1924, printed
of February
President in
in his
his message
message to
to Congress
Congress of
printed
President
Sixty-eighth Congress, first sesas Senate
Document Numbered
Numbered 56, Sixty-eighth
Senate Document
as
sion.
Approved,
Approved, March 3, 1925.

March 3, 1925.
1925.
[S. 2879.]
28791
IS.

[Private, No. 228.]
228.]
[Private,

CHAP.
Act For
James E.
E. Jenkins.
Jenkins.
of James
relief of
the relief
For the
501.-An Act
CHAP. 501.—An

House of Representatives
and House
Be
it enacted
Representatives of the
the
enacted by the Senate and
Be it
United
of America
America in
assembled, That the Secretary
Congress assembled,
in Congress
States of
United States
the Treasury
hereby, authorized and directed to pay
and he is hereby,
Treasury be, and
of the
to James
Jenkins, Reno,
Reno, Nevada,
Nevada, out of any money in the TreasE. Jenkins,
James E.
to
ury not
$30.55, to reimburse him
appropriated, the sum of $30.55,
otherwise appropriated,
not otherwise
ury
automobile purchased
for
expended for
purchased by
for excise tax on automobile
money expended
for money
authority
of the
Bureau of
Indian Affairs,
Affairs, and tax on freight upon
of Indian
the Bureau
authority of
automobile.
automobile. Approved,
March 3, 1925.
1925.
Approved, March

James E. Jenito
Jenkins.
Reams
Reimbursement
to
,of
for excise
excise tax, etc.

.
tax,

S
IXTYEIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRE SS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH

SESS. II.
II. CHS.
CHs. 502-504.
502-504.
SESS.

1589
1589

1925.
1925.

CHAP.
Act For
For the
the relief
M. J.
J. Adams.
Mrs. M.
of Mrs.
relief of
502.-An Act
CHAP. 502.—An

March 3, 1925.
1925.
March
[H.
[. R. 5236.]
[Private, No. 229.]
Mrs. M. J.
J. Adams.
Payment
to,
for
for
to,
Paeytsent

Be it
enacted by
by the
Senate and
and House
Representatives of tthe
of Representatives
House of
the Senate
it enacted
Be
United States
States of
of America
in Congress
Secretary death of son.
the Secretary
That the
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
America in
United
of the
the Treasury
be, and
hereby, authorized
directed to
to pay,
and directed
authorized and
is hereby,
he is
and he
Treasury be,
of
out of
of any
any money
in the
the Treasury
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
not otherwise
Treasury not
money in
out
Mrs. M.
M. J.
Adams, mother
mother of
of 0.
L. Adams,
deceased, of the county
Adams, deceased,
O. L.
J. Adams,
Mrs.
the sum of $3,000,
of
Tippah and
the State
State of
of Mississippi,
Mississippi, the
$3,000, in full
and the
of Tippah
0. L. Adams, who as aa
compensation for
for the
death of
of her son, 0.
the death
compensation
civilian
in the
the service
service of the United States was killed in a
a fight
civilian in
with
Tippah County,
County, Mississippi, in 1918.
in Tippah
deserters in
Army deserters
with Army
Approved, March
3, 1925.
March 3,
Approved,

March 3, 1925.
1925.

CHAP. 503.-An
503.--An Act
the relief
relief of
Atherton.
M. Atherton.
Francis M.
of Francis
For the
Act For
CHAP.

[H. R.
[E
R 6268.]
[Private, No. 230.]

Francis M. Atherton.
Atherton.
Representatives of the FrancisM.
of Representatives
Be
and House
House of
Senate and
the Senate
by the
enacted by
it enacted
Be it
Military record corcorrecord
reta
in
That
assembled,
Congress
United
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
in
the
in
rected.
America
of
United States
administration
of the
the pension
laws Francis
Francis M.
Atherton shall hereM. Atherton
pension laws
administration of
after
be held
held and
been mustered into the service
service
have been
to have
considered to
and considered
after be
Vermont
a member of the First Battery Vermont
of the
States as a
United States
the United
of
Volunteer Light
Artillery on
on the
the 15th day
day of March, 1862, and to
Light Artillery
Volunteer
have been
honorably discharged
from the
the same
same on the 1st day of
discharged from
been honorably
have
February,
to have been mustered into the service of the
and to
1863, and
February, 1863,
United States
an unassigned
unassigned recruit
recruit on
December,
19th day of December,
on the 19th
as an
States as
United
Proviso.
Provio.
1863,
been honorably
discharged from the same on the No
honorably discharged
have been
to have
and to
1863, and
prior
pension,
prior pension,
etc.
9th day
day of
of March,
March, 1864:
That no pay, pension, or allowance etc.
Provided, That
1864: Provided,
9th
Act.
shall be
to have
to the
the passage
of this Act.
passage of
prior to
accrued prior
have accrued
held to
be held
shall
Approved, March
March 3, 1925.
Approved,

CHAP. 504.-An
504.—An Act
For the
relief of
the Mallory
Mallory Steamship
Steamship Company.
Company.
of the
the relief
Act For
CHAP.

March
March 3, 1925.
8037.]
[H. R.
R. 8037.]
[Private No. 231.]
[Private,
231.]

Malory steamship
Steamship
the Mallory
Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
it enacted
Be
suit for
assembled, That the claim Cmnrg
Congress assembled,
in Congress
United
States of
of America
America in
United States
May br mg suit for
collision
to
to
damages
collision damages
of
the Mallory
Steamship Company,
American steam- steamship
the American
owner of the
Company, owner
Mallory Steamship
of the
"Nueces, "
in
district
court.
couect.
in
dstricp
ship
Nueces,
against
the
United
States
of
.
America,
damages
damages
for
America,
of
States
United
the
against
ship Nueces,
alleged
have been
been caused
by collision
between said vessel and the
collision between
caused by
to have
alleged to
harbor of New York on
United States
Army tug
tug Vigilant
in the harbor
Vigilant in
States Army
United
June 12,
sued for
the said
said Mallory
Steamship ComMallory Steamship
by the
for by
be sued
may be
1908, may
12, 1908,
June
pany in
District Court
States for the Eastern
United States
the United
of the
Court of
the District
in the
pany
of court.
court.
District of
of New
admiralty, and acting Jurisdiction of
of admiralty,
court of
as a
a court
sitting as
York, sitting
New York,
District
under the
the rules
rules governing
governing such
and said court shall have
court, and
such court,
under
judgment
jurisdiction to
hear and
and determine
determine such
enter judgment
to enter
and to
suit and
such suit
to hear
jurisdiction
or decree
for the
interest and
amount of such damages, including interest
the amount
decree for
or
costs, if
if any,
shall be
be found
against the
States in
the United States
due against
found due
as shall
any, as
costs,
American steamship Nueces, or
favor of
the said
said American
of the
owner of
the owner
of the
favor
against the
the owner
of the
the said
said American
American steamship
steamship Nueces in favor
favor
owner of
against
of the
the United
United States
States upon
upon the
the same
principles and
and measures
measures of
same principles
of
Provisos.
Ato
liability
in like
like cases
cases in
admiralty between
between private parties and Notice,
etc., to
to Atin admiralty
as in
liability as
torney
General.
with
appeal: Provided,
Provided, That
notice of
the torney General.
of the
such notice
That such
of appeal:
rights of
same rights
the same
with the
suit
given to
to the
the Attorney
General of the United States as
Attorney General
be given
shall be
suit shall
may
provided by order of the said court, and it shall be the duty
be provided
may be
of
the Attorney
General to
the United
United States
attorney in
in such Commencement of
States attorney
cause the
to cause
Attorney General
of the
suit.
district to
appear and
defend for
United States:
States: Provided
Provided fur- suit.
the United
for the
and defend
to appear
district
ther,
That
said
suit
shall
be
brought
and
commenced
within
four
four
within
commenced
and
ther, That said suit shall be brought
months
the date
date of
of the
Act.
this Act.
of this
passage of
the passage
of the
months of
March 3, 1925.
Approved, March
Approved,

1590
1590

SIXTYEIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. SESS.
SESS. II.
II. Cm.
505-508.
CHS. 505-508.
SIXTY-EIGHTH

March 3,1925.
3, 1925.
[H. R.
[H.
R. 10347.]
10347.]
[Private,
No. 232.]
232.]
Private, No.

1925.
1925.

CHAP.
the relief
of Robert
Sanford.
CHAP. 505.—An
505.-An Act
Act For
For the
relief of
Robert B.
B. Sanford.

Be it
it enacted
Representatives of the
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
United States of
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the President
President
is
to ay
.
-Joint Robert
lieutenant in
in
is authorized
authorized to
appoint
Robert B.
B. Sanford,
Sanford, formerly
formerly lieutenant
the
States Navy,
Navy, aalieutenant
in the
States Navy
Navy and
and
the United States
lieutenant in
the United
United States
place
the Navy
pay
place him upon the retired
retired list
list of
of the
Navy with
with the
the retired
retired pay
and allowance
allowance of
of that
that grade:
That a
constituted naval
naval
a duly
duly constituted
Provided,That
grade: Provided,
and
retiring board
board finds that the said Robert B. Sanford incurred
incurred physical
the service
time of
of war:
Provided furcal disability
disability incident
incident to
to the
service in
in time
war: Provided
further,
ther, That no back pay, allowances, or emoluments
emoluments shall
shall become
become
due
as aaresult
of the
passage of
of this
Act.
due as
result of
the passage
this Act.
Approved, March
March 3, 1925.
1925.

Navy.
Na
B. Sanford.
anordUnited
Robert
Robert B.
May be appointed
appointed
lieutenant, retired.

May

lieutenant,

Provisos.
Disability
to
Disabilty incident
incidentto
World
War.
World War.
No back pay, etc.

No backpae

March 3, 1925.
1925.
March
[IL R.11009.1
[H.
. 11009.1
[Private, No. 233.]
[Private,

1.aym
esen
Ti
Z,
PerPayment
to for
fopersonal
inJuries,
sO injuries.

March 3,
3,1925.
631925.
[8. 1763.]

[S.17 .]

[Private, No.
234.]
No. 234.]

CHAP.
CHAP. 506.-An
506.—An Act For the relief of James T. Conner.
Be
enacted by
and House
House of
of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
by the
the Senate
Senate and
Representatives of
of the
the
United
States of
America in
in Congress
United States
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary
of the
he is
is hereby,
and directed
to pay,
of
the Treasury
Treasury be,
be, and
and he
hereby, authorized
authorized and
directed to
pay,
not otherwise
appropriated., to
to
out of any
any money in
in the
the Treasury not
otherwise appropriated,
James T. Conner, of
of Tippah
and the
State of
of the county
county of
Tippah and
the State
of MissisMississippi,
in full
the injury
which
sippi, the
the sum of
of $4,000,
$4,000, in
full compensation
compensation for
for the
injury which
he as aacivilian in the service
service of the United States
States received
received in
fight
in a
a fight
with Army deserters
deserters in Tippah County, Mississippi, in 1918.
Approved, March 3, 1925.
CHAP. 507.-An
507.—An Act

To validate
validate certain
To
certain payments
payments made to George
George M.

Apple
allow credit
Apple and to authorize the General
General Accounting Office to allow
credit to
to certain
certain

disbursing officers for payments of salaries made on properly certified
certified and
and
approved vouchers.
vouchers.
approved
eorgeeorge
M. Apple
ple.
G
Ap
ertain paymentsto,
Certain
payments to,

Be
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
of the
the
Representatives of
and House
by the
e itit enacted
enacted by

United States
States of
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That payments
United
of America in
in Congress
payments

of salaries or compensation made to Ge
George
orge M. Apple as an employee
of the Federal Board for Vocational
Vocational Education, the War Risk .Insurance Bureau, the United States Veterans'
Veterans' Bureau, and the United
States Veterans'
Veterans' Bureau regional office in Denver,
Denver, Colorado,
Colorado, in the
the
period from November
November 20,1920,
20, 1920, to August 17, 1922, on properly certified
the same
same are
hereby, validated,
validated,
2.
tified and
and approved
approved vouchers,
vouchers, be,
be, and
and the
are hereby,
Vol. 28, p. 205.
vo.
2, p
.
" An
notwithstanding the provisions
provisions of section 22of the Act entitled "
Act making appropriations
appropriations for the legislative, executive
executive and judicial
expenses of the Government
Government for
fi scalyear
year ending
en di ng June
June 30,
1895,
for th
thee fiscal
30, 1895,
and for other purposes,"
purposes," approved
approved July 31,
31, 1894, and that the General Accounting Office be, and is hereby, authorized
authorized and directed
directed to
to
allow credit in the settlement of the accounts of disbursing officers
officers
p^g
making such payments to the extent that credit for the payments has
Proviso.
Refund of moneys
already been given: Provided,
heretofore colmoneys not already
Refond
Provided, That
That any
any amount
amount heretofore

validated.
validated,

collected

collected from.
from.

lected from said George M.
M. Apple
Apple on
on account
of payments
payments _so
account of
so
validated shall be refunded
appropriation or appropriarefunded to him from appropriation
tions credited
credited with the refundments.
refundments.
Approved,
Approved, March
March 3,
3, 1925.
1925.

March 3, 1925.
March
925.

[S. 4032.]
[S. 4032.]
[Private, No.
[Private,
No. 235.]
235.]

enry D. layton.

Henry D. Clayton.

ay accept decoraMay
decoration and diploma from
Prance.

Franc
France.

om

CHAP.
CHAP. 508.-An
508.—An Act Authorizing
Authorizing the Department
Department of State to deliver
deliver to the
the
Honorable Henry D. Clayton, di
district
st
ri
ctjudge
j
u dge of
ofthe
th e United
U ni
ted States
States for the middle
and northern
districts
of
Alabama,
northern
an d p
ermitting hi
m to
t
o accept
accep tthe
th e d
ecoration
and
permitting
him
decoration
and diploma presented
Government of France.
presented by the Government
Be
it enacted by
Be it
by the
the Senate
Senate and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
United
U
nited States
of America
America i
ongress assem
bled, That
ThatHenry
States of
inn C
Congress
assembled,
Henry D.
D.
Clayton, United
di st
ri
ctj
ud
ge for
for the
th
e m
iddle an
d northern
nort ern
Clayton,
United States
States district
judge
middle
and

SIXTY-EIGHTH
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.

S
ESS. II.
II. CHS.
CHs. 508-511.
508-511.
SESS.

1591
1591

1925.

the
accept the
districts
of Alabama,
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
to accept
authorized to
he is
and he
be, and
Alabama, be,
districts of
tendecoration
and
diploma
of
Chevalier
of
the
Legion
Honor
Honor
of
Legion
the
of
Chevalier
of
diploma
decoration and
the
dered to
him by
French Republic,
Republic, and the
the French
of the
Government of
the Government
by the
to him
dered
him the said
Department of
of State
State is
to him
deliver to
to deliver
authorized to
hereby authorized
is hereby
Department
decoration
diploma.
and diploma.
decoration and
Approved,
1925.
3, 1925.
March 3,
Approved, March
March 3,
1925.
March
3, 1925.
[H.
1948.]
R.i948.]
[H. R.

Friedman, as trustee for the
CHAP. 509.—An
the relief
relief of
of Samuel
Samuel Friedman,
For the
Act For
509.-An Act
CHAP.
heirs and
and devisees
of B.
Friedman, deceased,
Mills, as trustee
trustee for the
deceased, and Henry Mills,
B. Friedman,
devisees of
heirs
heirs
devisees of
of Emanuel
Loveman, deceased.
deceased.
Emanuel Loveman,
and devisees
heirs and

[Private, No.
236.]
No. 236.]
[Private,

the
Be it
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
Representatives of
by the
it enacted
Be
r lands
the Secre- pAlabama.
That the
assembled, That
United
of America
Congress assembled,
in Congress
Patent for
lands i,
in,
America in
States of
United States
for
heirs,
etc.,
of
B.
of B.
etc,
heirs,
or
to
tary
of
the
Interior
be,
and
he
is
hereby,
authorized
and
directed
to
directed
and
authorized
hereby,
is
he
and
be,
Interior
tary of the
Friedman and
and Eman.
EIllart•
Friedman
nel
Loveman.
Loveman.
el
the
for the
issue aa patent
patent for
of Samuel
as trustee
trustee for
Friedman, as
Samuel Friedman,
relief of
the relief
for the
issue
heirs and
and devisees
devisees of
Friedman, deceased,
deceased, and
and Henry
Henry Mills, as
B. Friedman,
of B.
heirs
trustee
for the
heirs and
Loveman, deceased,
Emanuel Loveman,
of Emanuel
devisees of
and devisees
the heirs
trustee for
conveying
northwest quarter
quarter of
of the
the northwest
northwest quarter,
quarter, the east
the northwest
conveying the
half of
of the
northwest quarter,
quarter, the
northwest quarter
northeast
the northeast
of the
quarter of
the northwest
the northwest
half
quarter,
southwest quarter
in township 19 south,
9, in
section 9,
of section
quarter of
the southwest
and the
quarter, and
of
range 8
8 west
west of
of the
containing
Alabama, containing
meridian, Alabama,
Huntsville meridian,
the Huntsville
of range
three
and nineteen
seventy-two one-hundredths
one-hundredths acres,
and seventy-two
nineteen and
hundred and
three hundred
have
which lands
lands they
grantors and
and legal
legal representatives
representatives have
their grantors
and their
they and
which
occupied under
claim and
color of
of title,
open and
notorious
and notorious
and open
title, and
and color
under claim
occupied
Provisos.
owners
true owners
Provided, That the title con- Title
possession
for upward
upward of
of fifty
years: Provided,
Title to true
fifty years:
possession for
under
laws.
Alabama laws.
under under Alabama
land under
the land
veyed shall
inure to
the benefit
true owners
of the
owners of
the true
of the
benefit of
to the
shall inure
veyed
the
laws
of
Alabama
as
though
patent
had
issued
the
lifeduring
issued
had
patent
the laws of Alabama as though
Application and payLoveman: And provided
time
provided further,
further, That
That menproandpay
and Loveman:
Friedman and
ment required.
said Friedman
of said
time of
appjication and
payment of
acre be made for the use and
per acre
$1.25 per
of $1.25
and payment
application
benefit of
of all
all persons
in interest
interest within
within six
six months from the passage
persons in
benefit
of this
this Act.
Act.
of
Approved,
3, 1925.
March 3,
Approved, March
CHAP. 610.-An
510. — An Act
the relief
of Ida
Fey.
Ida Fey.
relief of
For the
Act For
CHAP.

—

March 3, 1925.
1925.
March
2646.
[H. R. 2646.]
1Private,
[Private, No. 2374
237.]

Representatives of the
Be
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
and House
Howse of Representatives
by the
Be it
Fey.
United States
assembled, That sections
sections 17 Ida
Congress assembled,
in Ccmciress
America in.
of A.merica
States of
r
d
:L
TA to
United
ompensation
Compensation
and
"An Act
provide compensation
compensation for C
to provide
Act to
entitled "An
Act entitled
the Act
of the
20 of
and 20

employees of
States suffering
suffering injuries
the perrin the
while in
injuries while
United States
the United
of the
employees
approved Sepformance of
of their
their duties,
and for
purposes," approvedSepother purposes,"
for other
duties, and
formance
tember
7. 1916,
1916, as
as amended,
amended, are
are hereby
hereby waived in favor of Ida Fey,
tember 7.
widow of
Valentine Fey,
Fey, a
civilian employee
employee of the War Departa civilian
of Valentine
widow
ment who
was killed
Fort Clark,
Texas, on July 17, 1919,
1919, and
Clark, Texas,
at Fort
killed at
who was
ment
under
her
authorized to
to be
considered and acted upon under
be considered
hereby authorized
is hereby
case is
her case
the
remaining
provisions
of
such
Act:
Provided,
That
the
CompensaCompensathe
That
Provided,
the remaining provisions of such Act:
tion
Commission shall
not make
make payments
to the
said Ida Fey in
the said
payments to
shall not
tion Commission
$5,000.
excess
of
the
of
of
$5,000.
sum
the
excess of
Approved,
March 3, 1925.
Approved. March

f
o

f om

°

Ea
lnd,
Fund,

f
l!ti
7sla747.
#1411
746,
e39, oppp.
ol.

limited.

Pr°143°
mont•limited.
Amount

March 3, 1925.
1925.
March

CHAP. 511.-An
511.—An Act
an exchange
Ed Johnson,
Johnson,
with Ed
lands with
of lands
exchange of
authorize an
To authorize
Act To
CHAP.
of Eagle,
Eagle, Colorado.
of

[H. R. 2905.]

j90
[pEft
[Private, No. 238.]

Representatives of the Ed Johnson.
Be it
enacted by
by the
House of Representatives
and House
Senate and
the Senate
it enacted
Be
That
United
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That upon
upon the EJohnsofand.
assembled,
Con.ress
in
Exchange of lands in
America
of
States
United
Colorado with,
with, authorauthorColorado
lots num- ized.
transfer by
by Ed
to the United States of title to lots
Johnson to
Ed Johnson
transfer
ied'
Eagle,
bered
19,
20,
21,
22,
23,
and
24
of
block
35,
of
the
town
of
town
the
of
35,
block
of
24
and
23,
22,
bered 19, 20, 21,

'1592
'1592

SIXTY-EIGHTH
SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.

March
March 3,
3, 1925.
1925.
M[H.
[H. R..3839.]
3839.]
[Public,
No.
[Public, No. 2391
239.]

Be it
it enacted by the Senate and
Be
and House of Representatives
Representatives of
the
of the

and United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
United States of America in.
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary

of the Treasury
hereby, authorized
Treasury be, and he is hereby,
authorized and
and directed
pay
directed to
to pay
out of any money
the Treasury
Treasury not
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
M.
money in
in the
not otherwise
to M.
Castanola
Castanola and Son, of San Antonio, Texas,
sum of
$734.22, being
being
Texas, the
the sum
of $734.22,
equitably due for merchandise furnished to
Company A,
to Company
A, Virginia
Virginia
Engineers, at Camp Wilson (now
(now Camp
Camp Travis)
Travis) during
1916 and
and
during 1916
1917,
191.7, while on duty on the Mexican
Mexican border
the Federal
Federal service.
border in
in the
service.
Approved, March 3,
3, 1925.
1925.

3.5637.]

[Private, No. 240.1
24o.i

ErdwnardR.
Wentso
Edward
R. Wilson.
Reimbursement
to
Reimbursement
to,
for naval funds stolen
for
olen,
and amount deposited
depositedz
therefor.
therefor.

naval funds

March
March 3,
1925.
3,1925.
[H. R. 5786.1
5785.]
[H.
[Private, No. 241.]
[Private,
241.]
Roberta
HBe

CHAP. 513.-An
CHAP.
513.—An Act For
Corps, United
mander Supply Corps,
United

the relief of Edward
Edward R.
R. Wilson,
lieutenant comcornWilson, lieutenant
States
Navy.
States Navy.

Be
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
Be it
of the
the
of Representatives
Representatives of

United States of
Congress assembled,
assembled, Th
at there is
of America
America in
in Congress
That
there is

hereby authorized
hereby
authorized to be appropriated
appropriated out of
any money
in the
of any
money in
the
Treasury, not otherwise
Treasury,
otherwise appropriated,
the sum
sum of
to
appropriated, the
of $1,504.32
$1,504.321 to
reimburse Edward R. Wilson, lieutenant
commander Supply
Supply Corps,
lieutenant commander
Corps,
United States Navy, being an amount stolen
United
person or
or perperstolen by
by a
a person
sons unknown, between July 23 and Julysons
from the
the funds
funds
July 25,
25, 1910,
1910, from
of the United States then in the
custody of
William JJ Garrity,
the custody
of William
Garrity,
paymaster's clerk, United States
paymaster's
States Navy, the lawfully
lawfully detailed
deputy
detailed deputy
of said Edward R.
R.. Wilson,
Wilson, on the United
steamship PhilaUnited States
States steamship
Philadelphia, receiving
receiving ship at the navy yard,
Bremerton, Washington,
yard, Bremerton,
Washington,
which amount was charged
which
charged on the books of the
against the
the
the Treasury
Treasury against
accounts
accounts of the said Edward R. Wilson,
Wilson, then
then a
a passed
passed assistant
assistant
paymaster,
paymaster, United States Navy, and which
which he
deposited in
in the
he deposited
the
Treasury of the United States on demand of
of the
the accounting
accounting officers
officers
of the Treasury.
Approved, March
1925.
March 3,
3, 1925.

CHAP.
CHAP. 514.-An
514.—An Act For the relief of Roberta
Roberta H.
H. Leigh
Leigh and
H. Pettit.
Pettit.
and Laura
Laura H.

Be itit enacted by the Senate and House
Representatives of
the
House of
of Representatives
of the
United
States
States
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
Roberta
H.
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
Roberta
H.
Le
nd Leigh,
igh, who
made desert-land
desert-land entry Vernal, Utah, series
who made
series 0271 for
for the
the
north half
north
half of the southeast quarter, the southeast
southeast quarter
quarter of
of the
the
southeast
southeast quarter of section 12; the northeast quarter
quarter of
of the
the northeast
northeast
quarter
7 south, range
quarter of section
sertion 13, township 7
of the
range 19
19 east
east of
the Salt
Salt
Lake
meridian;
Laura H. Pettit, who made desert-land
Lake meridian; and
and Laura
desert-land entry
entry
Vernal,
Vernal, Utah,
Utah, series
series 02837 for the west half of the southwest
southwest quarter
quarter
of section
and the
the northwest quarter
of
section 17;
17; and
quarter of section 20, township
township 77
south
east of the Salt Lake meridian,
south of
of range
range 20
20 east
meridian, both of
of which
which
entries
were allowed
at the United
entries were
allowed at
United States Land Office
Office at Vernal,
Vernal,
Utah,
be, and
and they
Utah, be,
they are hereby authorized to complete
complete title
title to
to the
the

Roberta H. Leigh
and
LauraH.H. ett
Pettit.
anod Laura
Authorized to complete their desert land
entries.
entries

ptthhred
dto

512.-An Act
CHAP. 512.—An
Act For
the relief
of M.
M. Castanola
Castanola and
For the
relief of
and Son.
Son.

and

March 3,
March
3, 1925.
1925.

[H.

1925.
1925.

Colorado, the Secretary of
of the
the Interior
authorized, upon
Interior is
is authorized,
upon approval
approval
of the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture,
Agriculture, to
to issue
Ed Johnson
Johnson for
for
issue aapatent
patent to
to Ed
lots 19, 20, 21, 22, 23,
23, and
24 in
section 31,
31, township
township 33 south,
and 24
in section
south, range
range
principal meridian:
84 west, sixth principal
meridian: Provided,
patent issued
Provided, That
That the
the patent
issued
shall reserve to the United States or
grantees or
or lessees
all coal,
coal,
or its
its grantees
lessees all
oil, or other mineral deposits in
in the
the lands
lands patented
patented as
as well
as the
the
well as
right to prospect
prospect for,
mine, and
the same.
same.
for, mine,
and remove
remove the
Approved,
3, 1925.
Approved, March
March 3,
1925.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Minerals reserved.
reserved.
Minerals

M.
M. Castanola
Castanola
Bon.
Son.
Payment to.
to.

SESS. II.
511-514.
SESS.
II. Gus.
CHS. 511-514.

1925.
1925.

1593
1593

lands embraced
in their
their respective
respective entries
payment of any
the payment
entries upon the
embraced in
lands
balance unpaid
of the
of $1.25
acre for the lands so entered
per acre
$1.25 per
sum of
the sum
unpaid of
balance
to the
the United
States Land
Land Office
Office at Vernal, Utah,
United States
of the
receiver of
to
the receiver
Provided, That
within ninety
days from
the approval of this Act: Provided,
from the
ninety days
within
all
mineral rights
rights in
and to
said lands are hereby reserved to the
to said
in and
all mineral
Government
of the
the United
United States.
States.
Government of
Approved,
March-3, 1925.
Approved, March-3,

Pros'io.
i
P
jin
ovrrl
Mineral deposits reserved.
served.

CHAP.
Act Authorizing
Authorizing the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Interior
Interior to
sell and
and
to sell
of the
515.-An Act
CHAP. 515.—An
patent
certain lands
lands to
of De
De Soto Parish, Louisiana.
resident of
Nickey, aaresident
M. Nickey,
Lizzie M.
to Lizzie
patent certain

6044.]
R. 60444
[H. R.
[Private, No.
No. 242.]
242.]
[Private,

S
IXTYEIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRE SS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH

S
ESS. II.
514-516.
CHs. 514-516.
II. Cns.
SESS.

Be
it enacted
House of
of the
the
Representatives of
of Representatives
and House
the Senate
Senate and
by the
enacted by
Be it
United
States of
Congress assembled,
That, upon
the
upon the
assembled, That,
in Congress
of America
America in
United States
of the
the Interior
Secretary of
payment
Interior be, and he
the Secretary
acre, the
per acre,
$1.25 per
of $1.25
payment of
sell and patent
is
hereby, authorized
patent to Lizzie M. Nickey, a
a resito sell
authorized to
is hereby,
dent of
Louisiana, with
with aareservation
reservation to
to the
the United
United
Parish, Louisiana,
Soto Parish,
De Soto
of De
dent
lands
States
of all
all the
coal, oil,
oil, gas,
gas, and
other minerals
minerals in the
the lands
and other
the coal,
States of
patented, together
right of
of the
the United
United States, its grantees
the right
with the
together with
patented,
or permittees,
to prospect
prospect for,
remove the
same,
the same,
for, and
and remove
drill for,
for, mine,
mine, drill
permittees, to
or
the southwest
southwest quarter
northeast quarter,
quarter, southeast
southeast quarter
quarter of
of northeast
quarter of
the
northwest
quarter, northeast
quarter of
southwest quarter,
quarter, and
of southwest
northeast quarter
northwest quarter,
section 12, township 13
northwest
quarter of
of southeast
southeast quarter
quarter of section
northwest quarter
hundred
north, range
13 west,
Louisiana meridian, containing
containing one hundred
west, Louisiana
range 13
north,
and sixty
or less,
land which
she and her grantors
grantors have
which she
less, land
more or
acres, more
sixty acres,
and
occupied
under claim
claim and
color of
of title,
title, and
and of
have had
they have
which they
of which
and color
occupied under
actual
possession, beneficial
use, and
enjoyment, believing themand enjoyment,
beneficial use,
actual possession,
selves
to be
owners in
faith, for
more than
years:
thirty years:
than thirty
for more
in good
good faith,
be owners
selves to
tract
described tract
Provided, That
That application
application for
the purchase
of the
the described
purchase of
for the
Provided,
of land
land be
filed at
at the
States land
land office
Baton Rouge,
Rouge,
at Baton
office at
United States
the United
be filed
of
Louisiana, within
ninety days
passage and approval of
the passage
after the
days after
within ninety
Louisiana,
this
Act, and
and that
no adverse
of record as
officially of
be officially
thereto be
claim thereto
adverse claim
that no
this Act,
pending
application is
consummated.
is allowed and the sale consummated.
the application
when the
pending when
Approved, March
3, 1925.
March 3,
Approved,

March 3,
March
3, 1925.
1925.

Patentt
M. Nickey.
aypatentMto,
, on eY.
pay.
ment of price
price of land
occupied
in Louisiana, occupied
in good faith, etc.
Mineral deposits rcrdepoits
served
served,

ment of

of an

ingood faith,etc.

Proiso

Proviso.
Application
ayse,
as
et c
v
.
ithin

Application to be

T
days, ethcn

ninety

net

March 3, 192.
1923.
March
CHAP.
Act Authorizing
Authorizing the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
sell and
R. 64.]
6045.)
[II. R.
and _ M.
to sell
Interior to
516.-An Act
CHAP. 516.—An
243.]
No.
[Private,
a resident
Flora Horton,
patent
lands to
Horton, a
resident of De Soto Parish, Louisiana.
[Private, No. 24Ir
to Flora
certain lands
patent certain

Be
Senate and
of the
Repre'sentatives of
of Representatives
House of
and House
the Senate
by the
it enacted
enacted by
Be it
United
in Congress
assembled, That
That upon
upon the
the
Congress assembled,
of America
America in
States of
United States
the Interior
payment of
of $1.25
acre, the
of the
Interior be, and he
Secretary of
the Secretary
per acre,
$1.25 per
payment
resident
is
hereby, authorized
authorized to
Horton, aa resident
Flora Horton,
to Flora
patent to
and patent
to sell
sell and
is hereby,
of De
Soto Parish,
Parish, Louisiana,
reservation to
to the
the United States
a reservation
with a
Louisiana, with
De Soto
of
of all
all the
coal, oil,
other minerals
minerals in the lands patented,
and other
gas, and
oil, gas,
the coal,
of
States, its grantees or pertogether with
with the
the right
right of
of the
United States,
the United
together
rnittees, to
prospect for,
for, mine,
mine, and remove the same,
same, the north half
to prospect
mittees,
of the
the north
range 13 west,
north, range
13 north,
township 13
14, township
section 14,
of section
half of
north half
of
Louisiana meridian,
one hundred
hundred and sixty acres, more
containing one
meridian, containing
Louisiana
or less,
less, land
land which
and her
grantors have occupied under claim
her grantors
she and
which she
or
and color
of which
which they
they have
have had
possession,
actual possession,
had actual
and of
title, and
of title,
color of
and
beneficial use,
enjoyment, believing
believing themselves
themselves to be owners in
and enjoyment,
use, and
beneficial
good faith,
for more
than thirty
application
That application
Provided, That
years: Provided,
thirty years:
more than
faith, for
good
the United
for the
of the
land be
filed at
United
at the
be filed
of land
tract of
described tract
the described
purchase of
the purchase
for
States
Baton Rouge,
Louisiana, within
ninety days
days
within ninety
Rouge, Louisiana,
at Baton
office at
Fand office
States land
after the
of this
Act, and
and that
that no
adverse claim
claim
no adverse
this Act,
approval of
and approval
passage and
the passage
after
thereto
officially of
of record
record as
as pending
the application
is
application is
when the
pending when
be officially
thereto be
allowed and
the sale
sale consummated.
consummated.
and the
allowed
Approved, March
3, 1925.
March 3,
Approved,

Flora Horton.
Pnfttland
Patent to, of land in
in
Louisiana occuped
occupied in
good faith, etc.
Mineral deposits reserved.

in
Louisiana
Mineral deposits re-

served.

Proviso.
Application
made
within
made
days, etc.

Prpicaion to be
ninety
within ninety

daysetc.

SIXTYEIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRE SS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH

1594
1594
March
1925.
March 3,
3,1925.

[H. R. 7679.]
R.7679. ] [
[Private, No. 244.]

1

1

S
ESS. II.
SESs.
II. CIES.
CHS. 517-520.
517-520.

1925.
1925.

CHAP. 617.-An
517.—An Act
the relief
of Lars
Lars 0.
0. Elstad
Elstad and
his assigns
CHAP.
Act For
For the
relief of
and his
assigns and
and
the
exchange of
certain lands
lands owned
by the
the Northern
Northern Pacific
Railway Company.
the exchange
of certain
owned by
Pacific Railway
Company.

Be it
it enacted
and II
OU.9e of
of Representatives
Representatives of
Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House
of the
the
assembled,
the
America
in
Congress
United
States
United
States
of
in
Congress
assembled,
That
Northern
way Company.
ac ifi c Railway
to, in ex- p
Patent to,
Pacific
Railway Company, upon its
its filing with
with the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
change for
forlands
lands relinreli
quished in Minnesota. Interior
Interior a
proper relinquishment
relinquishment disclaiming
disclaiming in
the United
qished
a proper
in favor
favor of
of the
United
States
all title
title and
interest in
lot 5,
5, section
section 13,
township 140
140
States all
and interest
in or
or to
to lot
13, township
north, range
40 west,
in the
the Crookston,
Crookston, Minnesota,
Minnesota, land
land district,
north,
range 40
west, in
district,
under its
its place
place grant,
shall be
patent
under
grant, shall
be entitled
entitled to
to select
select and
and receive
receive a
a patent
for
unreserved, nonmineral,
public lands
of
for other
other vacant,
vacant, unreserved,
nonmineral, surveyed
surveyed public
lands of
an
equal area
area within
of the
States through
which the
the Northern
Northern
an equal
within any
any of
the States
through which
Pacific
land grant
extends.
Pacific Railway
Railway Company's
Company's land
grant extends.
Approved, March
Approved,
March 3,
3, 1925.
1925.
NorthernPacificRail
NorthernPacificRail-

March 3, 1925.
H. R.. 9027.]
[Private,
No. 245.]
245.]
[Private, No.

CHAP. 518.—An
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
and
CHAP.
518.-An Act
Act Authorizing
Authorizing the
the Interior
Interior to
to sell
sell and
Johnson certain
patent to William G.
G Johnson
certain lands
lands in
in Louisiana.
Louisiana.

Be it
it enacted
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of the
the

William G. Johnson.
United States
in Congress
upon 'the
the
That upon
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
States of
of America
America in
onsin United
WlUlae
Sale to, Goh
of lands
Louisiana.
Louisiana.
payment
payment to the United States
States of $1.25 per
Secretary of
of
per acre
acre the
the Secretary

the
be, and
and is
is hereby,
authorized to
issue patent
to William
William
the Interior
Interior be,
hereby, authorized
to issue
patent to
lot 3,
3, section
18, township
north, range
11 east,
G. Johnson
Johnson to
to lot
section 18,
township 19
19 north,
range 11
east,
Louisiana
situated in
in East
Carroll
Parish, Louisiana:
Louisiana meridian,
meridian, situated
East
Carroll
Parish,
Louisiana:
Proviso.
Provided, That
That payment
payment be
be made
and application
hereunder
filed hereunder
made and
application filed
Application
and pay- Provided,
Apnpicationandpayt
ment..
men
in the district land office within six months after the approval of this
Act, and
and that
adverse claim
of record
record as
Act,
that no
no adverse
claim thereto
thereto be
be officially
officially of
as
pending
application is
is allowed
allowed and
and the sale
pending when the application
sale consummated.
consummated.
Approved, March
1925.
Approved,
March 3,
3, 1925.
March 3,
3, 1925.
al. R.
]H.
R. 9687.]
9687.1

CHAP. 519.-An
Permitting the sale
of the northeast
northeast quarter, section
section 5,
5,
519.—An Act Permitting
sale of
township 6
6 north,
north, range
range 15
one hundred
hundred and
and sixty
in Conway
15 west,
west, one
sixty acres,
acres, in
Conway County,
County,
Arkansas,
to
A.
R.
Bowdre.
Arkansas, to A. R. Bowdre.

[Private, No.
[Private,
No. 246.]
246.]

A. -R.
it. Bowdre.
A.
Land patent to,
Arkansas.

in

Proviso.
Proiso.

Minerals reserved.
reserved.
Minerals

March 3, 1925.
1925.
[H
[H .R.
.R. 98461
9846.1
[Private,
[Private, No. 247.1
Francis Kelly.

Be
it enacted
Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
the
United States
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That upon the
payment
the
payment therefor
therefor at
at the rate of $1.25
$1.25 per
per acre,
acre, the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Interior be, and he is hereby,
Interior
hereby, authorized to
to issue a
a patent, as
as hereinafter
Bowdre, for the following-described
following-described land:
land:
after limited,
limited, to A. R. Bowdre,
East half of
of the
the northeast
northeast quarter
quarter of section
section 5,
5, in
in township
township 66north,
range 15 west,
west, Conway
Arkansas: Provided,
Provided, That
Conway County,
County, Arkansas:
That there
minerals
shall be reserved
reserved to the United States all oil, gas, or other minerals
in the land, together
together with the right
right to
to prospect
prospect for, mine,
mine, and remove
the same.
Approved, March
Approved,
March 3,
3, 1925.
1925.

CHAP.
Kellv.
CHAP. 520.-An
520.—An Act For the relief of Francis Kelly.

Be it
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
Be
it enacted
enacted by
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of. the
the
States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assemble, That,
That, in
in considerconsiderAmerica in
United States
ation of his gallant and heroic services
services in the sinking of the United
United
States ship
ship Merriniac,
Mlerrimac, Francis Kellv
States
Kelly shall hereafter
hereafter be
be held
and
held and
considered
discharged from the
considered to have been honorably discharged
the naval service of .the United States as aachief machinist's
machinist's mate on July 4, 1902,
in which rating he served during the Spanish-American
Spanish-American War, and
and
the Secretary
Secretary of the Navy is hereby authorized
authorized to reenlist him as .a
a

d corelly.
Frais
Naval record
cor- United
ct

rected.
ed.
re

Placed on retired
retiist1list
as t echief machinist's
mate.

as

lacd on

chief
macwith ately
tely
ately

machinists
machinist's mate in
in the
thereafter
transfer
thereafter transfer
transfer him
him
thereafter

United
United States Navy and to immedi-

to the retired
retired list of
the Navy
to
the retired list
list of the Navy
Navy with

SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH

SESS. II.
II. CHS.
CHs. 520,
564-567.
SESS.
520,564-567.

1595
1595

1925.
1925.

the retired pay of that rating: Provided,
Provided, That the said Francis
Kelly
entitled to
to
Kelly shall not
not be
be entitled
to any
any back pay or
or allowances
allowances prior to
the
may be
to the
the retired
as
the date
date upon
upon which
which he
he may
be transferred
transferred to
retired list,
list, as
herein
authorized.
herein authorized.
Approved, March
March 3,
3, 1925.
Approved,
1925.
CHAP. 564.—An
Elizabeth H. Rice.
CHAP.
664.-An Act For the relief of Elizabeth

Be it
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of
the

Proviso.
Propay etc.
No back pay, etc.

March 4,
4, 1925.
March
1925.
[S. 49.]
[Private,
No. 248.]
2481
[Private, No.

[S. 49.]

United States
assembled, That
That the
United
America in
States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
Secre- Pbeth
the SecreEliabeth
Rice.
aym
If..
findings
ito.
tary
of the
the Treasury
Treasury be,
be, and
hereby, authorized
tary of
and he
he is
is hereby,
authorized and
and directed
directed of Court
Court of
of Claims
Claimsto.
iaz

to
in the
the. Treasury
Treasury not
otherwise approapproto pay, out
out of any money
money in
not otherwise
Elizabeth H.
priated, to Elizabeth
Rice, or her executors
executors or administrators,
administrators, the
H. Rice,
sum
of $42,233.78,
$42,233.78, in
compliance with
findings of
of the
sum of
in compliance
with the
the findings
the Court
Court of
of
Claims
H. Rice against
Claims in the case
case of
of Elizabeth
Elizabeth H.
against The
The United
United States,
Congressional
and also
also in
full of
of all
all claims
claims and
Congressional numbered
numbered 13689,
13689, and
in full
and
in said
finding of
demands arising
arising out
out of the transaction
transaction referred
referred to
to in
said finding
of
the
the Court of
of Claims.
Approved,
Approved, March
March 4,
4, 1925.

Robert F.
Act For the relief of Robert
CHrA.
CHAP. 565.-An
565.—An Act
F. Hamilton.
Hamilton.

Be it
by the
and Haase
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
Be
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
House of
United
America in
United States
States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That in
in the
the adad-

ministration
pension laws
ministration of the
the pension
laws and
and laws
laws conferring
conferring rights
rights and
privileges
privileges upon honorably
honorably discharged
discharged soldiers, their widows,
widows, and
dependent
Robert F. Hamilton,
Hamilton, late
dependent relatives,
relatives, Robert
late a
a private
private in ComComVolunteer Cavalry,
held
pany 31,
M, Tenth Regiment
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Cavalry, shall
shall be held
and considered
considered to have been honorably
honorably discharged from the milimilimember of
organization
tary service
service of
of the
the United States
States as
as aamember
of said
said organization
Provided, That
on the
the 25th day of April, anno
anno Domini
Domini 1864: Provided,
That no
no
back pay,
pay, pension,
other emolument
prior to
back
pension, bounty,
bounty, or
or other
emolument shall
shall accrue
accrue prior
to
the passage of this Act.
Approved, March 4, 1925.
Approved,

For the relief
relief of
of Henry
P. Collins,
Collins, alias
Patrick Collins.
CHAP.
566.—An Act For
Henry P.
alias Patrick
CHAP. 566.-An

Be it
it enacted
House of
of the
the
of Representatives
Representatives of
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
Be
enacted by

March 4,
4, 1925.
March
192.
[S. 1061
[s.
o16.]

[Private, No. 249.1
2491
[Private,

rt F. amn
itli
ber
tat
r:Peco
ain
rt
d
fi cornrMilitary
record
reeted *
rected.

Proviso.
No back pay, etc.

OProvpay,

March 4, 1925.
[S.
[. 24.51
245.]
[Private, No. 2501
[Private,
250.]

United States
of America
in Congress
That in
the admin.,
5
United
States of
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
in the
admin- Zel,r4a
hlenry ic'. 0 52n
ollinsi
,
Patrick
Collins,
Military record corlaws
Henry
P.
Collins,
alias
istration
of
the
pension
istration
late of Company
of the pension
A, Sixty-seventh
laws Henry
Regiment
P. Collins,
Pennsylvania
alias Patrick
Volunteer
Collins, rected
Military
' record

late of Company A, Sixty-seventh Regiment Pennsylvania Volunteer
considered to
to have been honorInfantry, shall hereafter
hereafter be
be held
held and considered
ably discharged
from the
United States as
of the
the United
as
ably
discharged from
the military
military service of
Company A, Sixty-seventh
Sixty-seventh Regiment
Pennsylvania
Regiment Pennsylvania
aa member
member of
of Company
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, on
day of
July, 1865:
Provided, That
Volunteer
on the
the 14th
14th day
of July,
1865: Provided,
That
no
pay, pension,
pension, bounty,
or other
other emolument
emolument shall
to the
shall accrue
accrue prior
prior to
the
no pay,
bounty, or
passage
passage of this
this Act.
Approved,
1925.
March 4,
4, 1925.
Approved, March
CHAP.
587.—An Act
Act For
For the
the relief
relief of
of William Kaup.
Kaup.
CHAP. 567.-An

rected

Proviso.
Proi
No back pay, etc.

o.

March
1925.
March 4,
4, 1925.
[S.
9531
[S. 953.1
[Private,
No. 251.1
[Private, No.
251.1

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
the
Representatives of
Be
by the
Kant).
United
of America
Congress assembled,
home- William
United States
States of
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
the homeWiniienry
m entry vaiFarm
unit
validated.
stead entry
on farm
E, Huntley
Huntley reclamafarm unit
unit E,
reclama- dated.
stead
entry of
of William
William Kaup
Kaup on
Vol. 32, p. 338.
tion project,
project, Montana,
Montana, under
the Act
of June
17, 1902,
said Vl. 32 p. 388.
1902, the
the said
under the
Act of
June 17,
tion

1596
1596

SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH

SESS. II.
II. Cns.
567-571.
CHS. 567-571.
SESS.

1925.
1925.

entry
being known
known as
as lot
2, section
31, township
range 29
29
north, range
township 33 north,
section 31,
lot 2,
entry being
east,
principal meridian,
meridian, is
is hereby
validated, subject
subject to
comto further
further comhereby validated,
east, principal
pliance
the law.
law.
with the
pliance with
Approved, March
March 4,
1925.
4, 1925.
Approved,
March 4, 1925.
1925.
[S.
s. 1232.]
[Private, No. 252.]

CHAP. 568.—An
the relief
of Stephen
A. Winchell.
Winchell.
Stephen A.
For the
relief of
Act For
CHAP.
568.-An Act

the
Be
enacted by
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of the
House of
Senate and
by the
the Senate
it enacted
Be it
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
the adminadminassembled, That in the
America
istration
of the
the pension
A. Winchell,
of Company
Company
late of
Winchell, late
laws Stephen
Stephen A.
pension laws
istration of
K,
Regiment Maine
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
ComSecond Comand of
of Second
Sixth Regiment
K, Sixth
pany,
shall hereafter
hereafter be
Corps, shall
Reserve Corps,
Veteran Reserve
Battalion Veteran
Second Battalion
pany, Second
held and
considered to
have been
been honorably
honorably discharged
the
from the
discharged from
to have
held
and considered
military service
service of
States as
as a
member of
Comof Second
Second Coma member
the United
United States
of the
military
pany,
Battalion Veteran
Veteran Reserve
Reserve Corps,
the 5th
5th day
of
day of
on the
Corps, on
Second Battalion
pany, Second
September,
1865:
Provided,
That
no
pay,
pension,
bounty,
or
other
or
other
bounty,
pension,
no
pay,
That
Provided,
1865:
September,
emolument
shall accrue
accrue prior
prior to
to the
the passage
passage of
this Act.
Act.
of this
emolument shall
Approved,
March
4,
1925.
Approved, March 4, 1925.

Stephen A. Winchell.
Winchell. United
States of
of
United States
Stephen
Military record car-.
cor-

rected.
rected.

•

Proviso.

No back pay,
etc.
pay, etc.
Nobak

March 4, 1925.
1925.
March
is.
[S. 1543,]
1543.]
[Private,
[Private, No.
No. 253.]
253.1

George E. Harpham.
George
Harpham.
Mtary
record corMilitary record
rected.
rected.

Proviso.

Proviso. pay etc.
No back pay,,etc.

March
Mlarch 4, 1925.
(H.
[H. R. 1569.]
[Private, No.
No. 254.)
254.]

Lieutenant L. D.
Webb,
enant La.D
Web Navy.
Payment
for
for
to,
Payment to,
property damages.

Vol. 41,
41, p.
Vol
p. 604.
6.

March
March 4, 1925.
[S.
1574.1
[S. 1574.1

[Private, No.
[Private,
No. 255.]
255.1

Alice E. O'Neil.
O'NeiL
Payment
Payment
to, for
death of son.

for

CHAP. 569.—An
Act For
For the
relief of
George E.
Harpham.
of George
E. Harpham.
the relief
CHAP.
569.-An Act

the
Be
enacted by
and House
Representatives of the
of Representatives
House of
Senate and
by the
the Senate
Be it
it enacted
United
States of
of America
in, Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That in
in the adAmerica in
United States
ministration of
of any
any laws
rights, privileges, and benefits
conferring rights,
laws conferring
ministration
upon honorably
George E. Harpham, who was
discharged soldiers, George
honorably discharged
upon
of Company
hundred and thirty-fourth Infantry,
D, One
One hundred
Company D,
sergeant of
aasergeant
shall hereafter
be held
held and
discharged honorhave been discharged
to have
considered to
and considered
hereafter be
shall
ably
from the
the military
service of
of the
the United
United States
States as
as a
a sergeant
sergeant of
military service
ably from
Provided,
said
and regiment
on the
the 13th day of May, 1918: Provided,
regiment on
company and
said company
emolument shall accrue prior
That
pay, pension,
or other emolument
pension, or
back pay,
no back
That no
to
passage of
of this Act.
to the
the passage
Approved, March
March 4,
4, 1925.
1925.
Approved,

L. D. Webb,
CHAP.
Act To
To compensate
compensate Lieutenant
Lieutenant L.
Webb, United States
570.-An Act
CHAP. 570.—An
to household
household effects while being transported
Navy,
transported by Government
Government
Navy, for damages to
conveyance.
conveyance.

Be it
by the
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
the
Representatives of
the Senate
it enacted
enacted by
Be

Congress assembled,
America in
in, Congress
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary
States of America
United States
of the
the Navy
Navy be,
hereby, authorized
to pay
pay
directed to
and directed
authorized and
he is
is hereby,
be, and
and he
of

year
for the
Navy" for
of the
the Navy"
" Pay
Pay of
out of
of the
the appropriation
appropriation for
for "
the fiscal
fiscal year
out
Lieutenant L. D. Webb, United States
June 30, 1923, to Lieutenant
ending
ending June
Navy,
exceeding $1,090,
$1,090, as may be determined
determined by him
Navy, such sum, not exceeding
damage sustained in full settlement
to
pay the amount
settlement of all
amount of sdamage
to pay
silver
claims
the Government
automobile, silver
Government for damage to an automobile,
against the
claims against
Francisco, California,
service, and
piano shipped
California, to
from San Francisco,
shipped from
a piano
and a
service,
Washington, District of Columbia,
Columbia by Government
Government conveyance
Washington,
un
der aut
hor i
ty o
sect i
on 12
ofthe
approved May
1920.
18, 1920.
12 of
the Act
Act approved
May 18,
under
authority
offsection
Approved,
Approved, March
March 4, 1925.
1925.

CHAP. 571.—An
571.-An Act For the relief of Alice E.
E. O'Neil.

Be
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
Representatives of the
of Representatives
House of
and House
enacted by
by the
Be it
assembled, That the Secretary
Congress assembled,
United States of America
in Congress
America in
United
money
and directed
of
directed to pay, out of any money
authorized and
of the
the Treasury
Treasury is authorized

SIXTY
-EIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH

SESS. II.
571-575.
CHS. 571-575.
II. CAS.
SESS.

1597

1925.
1925.

to
in
the Treasury
appropriated, the
sum of
$2,500 to
of $2,500
the sum
otherwise appropriated,
not otherwise
Treasury not
in the
Alice
E. O'Neil,
of Newark,
Newark, New
New Jersey,
Jersey, as
compensation for the
as compensation
O'Neil, of
Alice E.
first class, United
death of
her son,
son, Edward
O'Neil, seaman, first
L. O'Neil,
Edward L.
of her
death
States ship
Wyoming, who
was drowned
drowned in
in Guantanamo
Bay, Cuba,
Guantanamo Bay,
who was
ship Wyoming,
States
when obeying
an order
of a
a superior
superior officer.
order of
obeying an
when
Approved,
March 4,
4, 1925.
1925.
Approved, March
CHAP.
Act For
For the
the relief
relief of
of Doctor
LeRoy Brock.
Brock.
C. LeRoy
Doctor C.
572.-An Act
CHAP. 572.—An

March 4,
1925.
4,1925.
March
[S. 1664.1

[Private, No. 256.1
256.]
[Private,

Be it
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of the
the
House of
by the
enacted by
Be
United States
States of
of America
That the
the SecreSecre- ...ym
lo
ayment
assembled, That
in Congress
Congress assembled,
America in
enItto,
o for
for 'loss
United
tary of
of the
Treasury be,
be, and
automobile.'
directed of automobile.
and directed
authorized and
hereby, authorized
he is
is hereby,
and he
the Treasury
tary
not otherwise appropriated,
to pay,
pay, out
any money
money in
in the
Treasury not
appropriated,
the Treasury
of any
out of
to
Northern
at the Northern
to Doctor
C. LeRoy
LeRoy Brock,
Government physician
physician at
Brock, Government
Doctor C.
to
Pueblo
Mexico, the sum of $600 in full settlement
settlement
New Mexico,
Agency, New
Pueblo Agency,
his personal automobile
against
Government for
the loss
automobile in aa
loss of his
for the
the Government
against the
flood
responding to
to an emergency
emergency call among the Indians.
while responding
flood while
Approved, March
March 4,
4, 1925.
1925.
Approved,
Le

Tozier.
573.—An Act For the relief of Emelus S. Tosier.
CHAP. 573.-An

Br

4, 1925.
1925.
March 4,
[S. 18
1809.]
09.]
[S.
[Private, No. 257.]

the
Representatives of the
Be
it enacted
Senate and
House of Representatives
and House
the Senate
by the
enacted by
Be it
ns S
Tooier.
Emelu S. Tosier.
in the
assembled, That
United
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
That in
the ad- Emelus
in Congress
States of
United States
Naval record cord c
reCed.
benefits rected.
ministration
of any
conferring rights,
privileges, and benefits
rights, privileges,
any laws
laws conferring
ministration of
upon honorably
discharged men
men of the United
States Navy, Emelus
United States
honorably discharged
upon
S. Tozier,
Tozier, formerly
seaman in the United States Navy, shall hereformerly aaseaman
S.
after be
held and
to have
been honorably
discharged on
honorably discharged
have been
considered to
and considered
be held
after
the
31st day
day of
of January,
January, 1865.
the 31st
Approved,
March 4, 1925.
Approved, March
CHAP. 574.—An
574.-An Act For the relief of Mrs. Benjamin Gauthier.
CHAP.

March
March 4, 1925.
[S. 1897.1
[Private, No. 258.]
258.]

[S. 1897.]

the
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
and House
Senate and
Be
enacted by the Senate
it enacted
Be it
la
Mrs. Benjamin
GauBen min Gauthir.
Secretary thier.
United
Arn,erica in
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
in Congress
Congress assembled,
of America
States of
United States
Sale
to,
of tract on Lac
of
and he
he is
hereby, authorized
sell and
and convey
convey SaletooftractonLa
to sell
authorized to
is hereby,
be, and
Interior be,
of the
the Interior
of land
to
Benjamin Gauthier,
of Lac
Flambeau, aa tract
land Reservation,
r
Reservation, Wis.
tract of
du Flambeau,
Lac du
Gauthier, of
Mrs. Benjamin
to Mrs.
not
exceeding ten
ten acres
section 8,
8, township
40 north, of
township 40
3, section
lot 3,
in lot
acres in
not exceeding
range 5
Reservation, in
the Lac du Flambeau Indian Reservation,
on the
east, on
5 east,
range
Wisconsin, said
to be
be selected
said Secretary
Secretary and to
by the
the said
selected by
tract to
said tract
Wisconsin,
Gauthier with
include the
the land
said Mrs.
Benjamin Gauthier
Mrs. Benjamin
by said
occupied by
land occupied
include
hotel,
store, warehouse,
warehouse, residence,
residence, summer
summer cottages,
cottages, barn, and social
hotel, store,
Determination
d of
Determination
the Secretary
to the
hall;
be made
made upon
upon payment
payment to
Secretary price,
shall be
conveyance shall
said conveyance
hall; said
etc.
of
the Interior
of such sum
determine to be the reasonsum as he shall determine
Interior of
of the
improvements
able value
value of
the land
land conveyed,
conveyed, exclusive
exclusive of the improvements
of the
able
thereon.
All expenses
and conveyance
conveyance to be paid by
survey and
of survey
expenses of
thereon. All
Mrs. Gauthier.
Gauthier.
Mrs.
di at
0 cre
Receipts to
credit
tt
The receipts
such sale
sale shall
shall be
into the
Treasury and thReiptt
the Treasury
paid into
be paid
of such
receipts of
The
the Indians.
placed to
credit of
the Lac
Flambeau Band of Chippewa
Lac du Flambeau
of the
the credit
to the
placed
Indians.
Indians.
Approved,
March 4, 1925.
Approved, March
0. Tucker.
CHAP. 575.-An
575.—An Act For the relief of Albert 0.
CHAP.

March
1925.
March 4,
4,1925.
[S. 205.1
21u5.1
IS.
[Private,
259.1
[Private, No. 259.]

Be
it enacted
by the
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the
and House
Senate and
the Senate
enacted by
Be it
0. Tucker.
United States
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That in
in the
the adminadmin- Alpert
uSlOr
rTeckrd
er.corM
assembled, That
America in
States of
United
Military
record
rected.
rected.
and
istration
of
the
pension
laws
and
the
laws
conferring
rights
istration of the pension laws and the laws conferring
45822°—voL
2
43--T 2
45822°-VOL 43—rr

17
17

1598
1598

SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH

Proviso.

No prior
pension
No
prior pension.

March 4, 1925.
1925.
[S.
[S. 2087.]
[Private, No. 260.]

Peder I. Peterson.
Patent for homestead
entry of, to be issued
entry
issued to
his children.

1925.
March 4, 1925.
[. 2223.]
[s.
[Private, No. 251.]
[Private,
261.

Robert M. Bryson.
Payment
to estate of.
PabmentMraof.

March
March 4, 1925.
[S. 2301.
2301.]
[8.

[Private, No. 262.]
[Private,

Thom
. Patten

Thomas G. Patten.

Sass. II.
II.
SESS.

C
HS. 575-579.
575-579.
CHS.

1925.
1925.

privileges
upon honorably
discharged soldiers,
soldiers, Albert
Albert O.
0. Tucker,
late
Tucker, late
honorably discharged
privileges upon
of Company
Company K,
Eleventh Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
of
K, Eleventh
Regiment Connecticut
Connecticut Volunteer
shall be
and considered
considered to
to have
honorably discharged
from
discharged from
have been
been honorably
be held
held and
shall
the military
military service
service of
of the
as aa member
of said
comsaid commember of
United States
States as
the United
the
pany and
and regiment
July 23,
23, 1863:
pension
no pension
Provided, That
That no
from July
1863: Provided,
pany
regiment from
shall accrue
accrue prior
prior to
the passage
of this
this act.
act.
shall
to the
passage of
Approved,
March 4,
4, 1925.
1925.
Approved, March

CHAP. 576.-An
578.—An Act
Act For
the relief
of Laura
Ida E.,
Lulu P.,
P., and
and Esther
Esther
E., Lulu
Laura C.,
C., Ida
For the
relief of
CHAP.
P. Peterson.
P.
Peterson.

Be it
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
the
Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
Representatives of
United States
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
States of
assembled, That
the Secretary
Secretary
United
of the
the Interior
hereby authorized
directed to
to issue
issue a
to
of
Interior is
is hereby
authorized and
and directed
a patent
patent to
Laura
Peterson, Ida
E. Peterson,
Peterson, Lulu
Lulu P.
Peterson, and
Esther
Laura C.
C. Peterson,
Ida E.
P. Peterson,
and Esther
B. Peterson,
Peterson, children
children of
of Peder
Peterson, conveying
conveying to
to them
them the
the
B.
Peder I.
I. Peterson,
west half
of section
section 28,
37 north,
north, range
east principal
west
half of
28, township
township 37
range 29
29 east
principal
meridian,
embraced in
the homestead
entry of
of said
said Peder
Peder B.
B.
meridian, being
being embraced
in the
homestead entry
Peterson, Glasgow,
Glasgow, Montana,
Montana, serial
serial number
number 051413,
allowed SepPeterson,
051413, allowed
September
1917.
tember 25,
25, 1917.
Approved, March
March 4,
4, 1925.
Approved,
1925.

577.-An Act
Act For the relief
CHAP. 577.—An
estate of
Robert M.
Bryson,
relief of the
the estate
of Robert
M. Bryson,
decea qed
deceased.

it enacted
of Representatives
Representatives of the
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House of
Be it
United
of America
in Congress
assembled, That
the SecreSecreThat the
Congress assembled,
America in
States of
LUnited States
tary of
Treasury is
is authorized
and directed
any
to pay, out
out of any
directed to
the Treasury
authorized and
tary
of the
money
Treasury not otherwise
William J.
J.
money in
in the
the Treasury
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to William
Fredericks, executor
of the estate of Robert M. Bryson, deceased,
Fredericks,
executor of
deceased,
the sum of $12,299.41
$12,299.41 in full satisfaction of all claims of the estate
arising
arising out of the use of the steamer Rosedale by the Navy Department
of the
United States.
States.
ment of
the United
Approved,
March 4,
4, 1925.
1925.
Approved, March

CHAP.
CHAP. 578.-An
578.—An Act For the relief of Thomas G. Patten.

Be
it enacted
by the
of the
the
Be it
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of

States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
P' ostThat the
the PostAmerica in
Credit in accounts
accounts of, United
United States
Creditin
for stolen
for
stolen postal
postal funds.
funds, master
General be, and he is hereby, authorized
credit
master General
authorized and directed
directed to credit

account of Thomas
Thomas G. Patten, former
former postmaster
postmaster at New York,
the account
New York,
with $69,564.80,
$69,564.80, said
said sum
United
sum being aabalance
balance due
due the United
New
York, with
States
is chargeable
chargeable to
to the
embezzlement of
which is
the embezzlement
of postal
postal savings
savings
States which
funds
by two
two former
former employees
employees of
of Station I,
I, New
New York,
York, New York.
funds by
Approved,
March 4,
4, 1925.
Approved, March
1925.

March 4, 1925.
1925.
[S.
[8. 2941.]
2941.1
[Private, No. 263.]
[Private,
263.
Coffey.
Philip T. Coffey.
Summoned
before
Summoned before
Army retiring board to
inquire as to condition
when discharged.
disAstged.

CHAP. 579.—An
CHAP.
For the
the relief
of Philip
T. Coffey.
Coffey.
579.-An Act For
relief of
Philip T.

the
House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House
Representatives of the
United States of America in
in Congress
United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the President of the
the United
United States
States be,
be, and
and he is
is hereby, authorized
authorized to sumCoffey, formerly captain
Engineers
mon Philip T. Coffey,
captain in the Corps of Engineers
of the United
United States,
States, before aa retiring
retiring board,
of the Regular
Regular Army
Army of
to inquire, whether at the time of his honorable discharge, October
October
incapacitated for active service
11, 1922, he was incapacitated
service and whether
whether such
such

SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH

SEss.
II.
SESS. II.

Cns. 579-582.
CHS.
579-582.

1599
1599

1925.
1925.

incapacity
was the
the result
result of
service, and
and whether said
said
of service,
of an
an incident
incident of
incapacity was
discharge should
should have
upon the
result of such inthe result
and upon
made, and
been made,
have been
discharge
Appointment as capAppointment
by and tain
quiry,
is authorized
to nominate
and appoint, by
nominate and
authorized to
President is
the President
quiry, the
of Engineers and
retired on action of
with
the advice
and consent
consent of
of the
Senate, the
the said
said Philip
Philip T. Coffey, board.
the Senate,
advice and
with the
captain in
in the
the Corps
Corps of
immediately
him immediately
place him
and place
of Engineers
Engineers and
aa captain
thereafter
upon the
the retired
retired list
list of
the Army,
Army, with
the same
with the
of the
thereafter upon
privileges and
are now or
hereafter be proor may hereafter
as are
pay as
retired pay
and retired
privileges
vided by
law or
or regulation
for officers
officers of
the Regular
Army:
Regular Army:
of the
regulation for
by law
vided
Proviso.
Provso.
Provided, That
That the
Philip T.
Coffey shall
not be
be entitled
entitled to No back pay, etc.
shall not
T. Coffey
the said
said Philip
Provided,
any back
pay or
allowances.
or allowances.
back pay
any
Approved,
March 4,
4, 1925.
1925.
Approved, March
CHAP. 580.-An
580.—An Act
define and
determine the
service
character of the service
the character
and determine
To define
Act To
CHAP.
represented
by the
the honorable
honorable discharge
issued to
to John
John McNickle,
Company L,
L,
of Company
McNickle, of
discharge issued
represented by
Seventh
Regiment
New
York
Volunteer
Heavy
Artillery,
under
date
of
September
of
September
under
date
Seventh Regiment New York Volunteer Heavy Artillery,
27, 1865.

Be
it enacted
by the
Representatives of the
of Representatives
and House
House of
Senate and
the Senate
enacted by
Be it
United States
States of
of America
assembled, That
service
That the
the service
in Congress
Congress assembled,
America in
United
of
John McNickle,
McNickle, to whom
honorable discharge
discharge was issued at
whom an honorable
of John
27th day of September,
Albany, New York, on the 27th
September , 1865,
1865, shall be
Albany,
Provided, That no
regard ed for
for all
all purposes
faithful: Provided,
honest and faithful:
purposes honest
regarded
pension, bounty,
bounty, pay,
other emolument
accrue
emolument shall accrue
or other
allowances or
pay, allowances
pension,
under or
be predicated
this Act.
Act.
on this
or be
predicated on
under
Approved,
4, 1925.
1925.
March 4,
Approved, March
CHAP. 581.—An
Act For
For the
the relief
relief of
the Turner
Construction Company,
Company,
Turner Construction
of the
581.-An Act
CHAP.
of New
York City.
City.
of
New York

the
Representatives of the
Be it
enacted by
by the
House of Representatives
Senate and
and House
the Senate
Be
it enacted
United States
of America
Congress assembled,
Secreassembled, That the SecreAmerica in
in Congress
States of
United
tary
Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed
directed
the Treasury
tary of
of the
to
to the
Construction Company
of New
New York City, out
Company of
Turner Construction
the Turner
to pay
pay to
of
money in
in the
the Treasury
appropriated, the sum
otherwise appropriated,
Treasury not otherwise
any money
of any
of $27.029.65,
$27,029.65, for
legal and
and other
expenses incurred
by said comincurred by
other expenses
for legal
of
pany in
suit brought
against the
the same
same by
by the
the Central
Central
brought against
a suit
in defending
defending a
pany
Railroad
of New
New Jersey
Jersey for
material upon the
dredged material
depositing dredged
for depositing
Railroad of
lands of
of said
company at
Caven Point,
Point, New
New Jersey,
Jersey, during
during
at Caven
railroad company
said railroad
lands
the
World War;
War; said
material being
being deposited
at the
the administrative
administrative
deposited at
said material
the World
direction
of the
the Constructing
Quartermaster of
of the
the War
War DepartConstructing Quartermaster
direction of
ment
during the
the Turner
Turner Construction
Construction Company
Company
by the
construction by
the construction
ment during
for the
States of
the Army
Army Supply
Supply Base
Base at
South Brooklyn,
Brooklyn,
at South
of the
United States
for
the United
New York,
York, under
dated 'May
1918.
May 6,
6, 1918.
under contract
contract dated
New
Approved, March
March 4,
4, 1925.
1925.
Approved,
CHAP. 582.-An
582.—An Act
Act For
For the
of Palestine
Troup.
Palestine Troup.
the relief
relief of
CHAP.

Be it
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
of the
Representatives of
and House
House of Representatives
by the
Be
enacted by
United States
States of
the adUnited
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That in
in the
administration
of the
and
rights and
conferring rights
laws conferring
and the
the laws
laws and
the pension
pension laws
ministration of
privileges
upon honorably
honorably discharged
and
their widows
widows and
soldiers, their
discharged soldiers,
privileges upon
a private of Comformerly a
dependent
relatives, Palestine
ComTroup, formerly
Palestine Troup,
dependent relatives,
pany E,
E, Fortieth
Infantry, shall
be
shall be
Volunteer Infantry,
Indiana Volunteer
Regiment Indiana
Fortieth Regiment
pany
held and
and considered
have been
the military
military service
into the
mustered into
been mustered
to have
considered to
held
of the
United States
member of said
organization on the 12th
said organization
a member
as a
States as
of
the United
day of
April, 1864,
1864, and
to have
have been
honorably discharged
discharged on
on the
been honorably
and to
of April,
day
20th day
Provided, That no pay, bounty, or other
day of
of July, 1864: Provided,
20th
emolument
this Act.
Act.
of this
passage of
to the
the passage
prior to
shall accrue
accrue prior
emolument shall
Approved,
March 4,
4, 1925.
1925.
Approved, March

March
1925.
March 4,
4,1925.
[S. 2950.]
2950.]
[S.
[Private, No. 264.]
264.]
[Private,

John McNickle.
McNickle.
Military record
record corcorrected.
rected.
Proviso.
Proiso.
No back pay, etc.

March
March 4, 1925.
[S. 3050.]
[8.
[Private, No. 265.]

Turner Construction
Construction

Company.
Company.

exPayment to, for expenses of suit incurred
incurred
by
by Army
Army action.
action.

March 4, 1925.
1925.
[S. 3090.]
3090.1
[Private, No. 266.1
266.]
Palestine Troup.

Miitar i recorrMilitary
record
rected.
rected.

cor-

Proviso.
PrOo.pa
No back pay, etc.

1600
1600

SIXTY-EIGHTH
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.

1925.
1925.

CHAP.
583.—An Act
Act To
correct the
the military
record of
of Thomas C. Johnson,
military record
To correct
CHAP. 583.-An
deceased.
deceased.

March
4, 1925.
March 4,1925.
[S.
[S. 3534.]
3534.
[Private, No. 267.1
267.]

C.

Thomas
Johnson.
Military
correcord cortary record

rected
rected.

No bck
back pay,
etc.
pay, etc.
No

Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of the
the
of Representatives
Representatives of
and House
Be it
United
States of
of America
in. Congress
Congress assembled,
That in the adassembled, That
America in
United States
ministration of
of any
any laws
laws conferring
conferring rights,
rights, privileges,
benefits
privileges, or benefits
ministration
upon honorably
discharged soldiers
Thomas C.
widows, Thomas
their widows,
and their
soldiers and
honorably discharged
upon
Johnson, who
who was
was a
a private
in Company
Company G,
G, Eighteenth
Regiment
Eighteenth Regiment
private in
Johnson,
Iowa Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
shall hereafter
be held
held and
and considered
to
considered to
hereafter be
Infantry, shall
Iowa
have been
mustered in
as a
amember
of said
said company
or regiment
regiment on
on
company or
member of
in as
been mustered
have
December 22,
1863, and
and honorably
therefrom on
on December
December
discharged therefrom
honorably discharged
22,1863,
December
1, 1864:
1864: Provided,
That no
no bounty,
bounty, pay,
pay, pension, or other emoluProvided, That
1,
ment
shall accrue
prior to
reason of
the passage
passage of
this Act.
Act.
of this
of the
by reason
or by
to or
accrue prior
ment shall
Approved, March
1925.
4, 1925.
March 4,
Approved,

March
March 4, 1925.
[S. 3549.]
3519.]
[8.
[Private, No. 268.]

y

SESS. II.
II. CHS.
583-586.
CHS. 583-586.
SESS.

A. Darling.
CHAP. 584.—An
Act For
For the
relief of
of Roy
Roy A.
the relief
584.-An Act
CHAP.

Be
enacted by
by the
Senate and
House of
of the
the
Representatives of
of Representatives
and House
the Senate
Be it
it enacted
States of
assembled, That so much
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
of America
United States
re- United

Roy A. Darling.
Application
for reApcatio
tirement
as
officer,
as officer,
tiremetReserve
Naval
Force,
Force,
Reserve
Naval
authorized.
Vol. 42,
p.
140.
2p. 14.

authoried.

Vol.

12
approved July 12,
Appropriation Act approved
of section
section 6
the Naval
Naval Appropriation
of the
6 of
of
1921, as
as provides
provides that
that the application for retirement of officers of
1921,
the Naval
Naval Reserve
temporary officers
the
Reserve Force
Force and
and temporary
officers of the Navy who
have
heretofore incurred
who may
incur physical
physical dishereafter incur
may hereafter
or who
incurred or
have heretofore
Secretary
ability
line of
in time
time of
be filed
with the Secretary
filed with
shall be
war shall
of war
duty in
of duty
in line
ability in
1921, be, and hereby
of the
Navy not
not later
hereby is, waived
waived
1, 1921,
October 1,
than October
later than
the Navy
of
in the
Roy A.
former lieutenant, United
United States
A. Darling, former
of Roy
case of
the case
in
authorized to be conhereby authorized
Naval Reserve
case is hereby:
his case
and his
Force, and
Reserve Force,
Naval
sidered and
and acted
upon under
said
provisions of said
remaining provisions
the remaining
under the
acted upon
sidered
section
for retirement
retirement is filed not later than sixty
application for
his application
if his
section if
days
from the
the approval
Act.
of this
this Act.
approval of
days from
Approved,
March 4, 1925.
Approved, March

March 4,1925.
4, 1925.
March
[S.
[i. 3576.]
3576.]
[Private, No. 269.]
[Private,

585.—An Act For the relief of Margerathe Murphy.
CHAP. 585.-An

and House of Representatives
Be
enacted by
Representatives of the
Senate and
the Senate
by the
it enacted
Be it
assembled, That the Secretary
Congress assembled,
United
of America
in Congress
Secretary
merica in
States of
United States
directed to
of
the Treasury
be, and
and he
is hereby,
and directed
authorized and
hereby, authorized
he is
Treasury be,
of the
Herbert Murphy,
pay
Margarethe Murphy,
Murphy, widow of the late George
George Herbert
Murphy,
pay Margarethe
of
Switzerland,
Zurich,
late
American
consul-general
at
Zurich,
Switzerland,
the sum of
at
consul-general
American
late
$9,000,
being one
one year's
salary of
her deceased husband, who died of
of her
year's salary
$9,000, being
for,
the Consular Service; and there is hereby
illness incurred
hereby
while in the
for, illness
incurred while
Treasury
authorized
be appropriated,
appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury
to be
authorized to
not
to carry out the purpose
sum to
sufficient sum
appropriated, aasufficient
otherwise appropriated,
not otherwise
of
this Act.
of this
Approved,
March 4, 1925.
Approved, March

Margarethe
Margarethe Murphy.
Payment to.

Appropriation
Appropriation
authorized,
authorized.

March 4,1925.
4, 1925.
[9.
3576.1
18.3676.1
7n1
T
rpri.t, Nn
[Private,
No. 270.1
Harry
Newton.
Harry Newton.

Enlistment
of, at
at
Enlistment of,
former
rating,
and
and
rating,
fonner

transfer to Fleet Naval
Reserve, authorized,

Flheet Nda
esearto

of Harry
CHAP.
the relief
Harry Newton.
relief of
For the
Act For
586.-An Act
CHAP. 588.—An

the
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate and
and House
it enacted
Be it
Secrethe
That
assembled,
Congress
in
America
of
States
United
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secre tar
tary of the Navy be, and he is hereby,
hereby, authorized and directed
directed to
to
or
physical
to
regard
without
Navy,
enlistment
for
accept
for
enlistment
in
the
without
regard
to
physical
or
accept
other
qualifications, Harry
Newton, formerly
machinist's
formerly chief machinist's
Harry Newton,
other qualifications,

SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH

S
ESS. II.
Ctrs. 586-588.
586-588.
II. CIS.
SEss.

mate, United
United States
in the
the rating
rating held
by him
last dishim when
when last
held by
Navy, in
States Navy,
mate,
charged
immediately to
to the
Fleet
the Fleet
him immediately
to transfer
transfer him
and to
therefrom, and
charged therefrom,
Naval
Reserve in
in that
that rating
rating and
and with
with all
the benefits
benefits and
and emoluall the
Naval Reserve
ments
thereof which
which he
been entitled
to receive
receive had
he
had he
entitled to
have been
he would
would have
ments thereof

July
of July
Act of
been
transferred thereto
thereto under
under the
the provisions
of the
the Act
provisions of
been transferred
1,
1922 (volume
42, Statutes
at Large,
786), immediately
immediately after
after
page 786),
Large, page
Statutes at
(volume 42,
1, 1922
the passage
passage of
of said
said Act.
Act.
the
Approved, March
4, 1925.
1925.
March 4,
Approved,

CHAP. 587.—An
Conferring jurisdiction upon the Court of Claims of
587.-An Act Conferring
CHAP.
adjudicate,
the
United States or the District Courts of the United States to hear, adjudicate,
the United
and
enter judgment on the claim of Solomon L. Van Meter, junior, against the
and enter
manufacture of an invention
invention of Solomon L. Van
United States, for the use or manufacture
Meter,
Meter, junior, covered by letters patent numbered 1192479, issued by the Patent
ent Office of the United States July 25, 1916.

•

1601
1601

1925.
1925.

Pay, etc.
etc.
Pay,
Vol. 42, p. 786.
42, p. 76.
vol.

March
1925.
March 4,
4, 1925.
[S.
S[.3717.1
[Private,
No.
27.]
[Private, No. 271.]

3717.1

Van
of the
the Solomon . L. van
of Representatives
Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
Representatives of
House of
Be
it enacted
MIrsdi
United
America in
in Congress
assembled, That jurisdiction m
Congress assembled,
of America
lneri;clictig;
r o of FedStates of
United States
eral
court to adjudicate
aicourttadjica
is
upon the Court
of Claims or the District Courts claim
Court of
conferred upon
is hereby
hereby conferred
of, for use by
Government of
patentofptentor the
the statute Government
time or
of time
lapse of
of the
States, notwithstanding
the lapse
notwithstanding the
United States,
the United
of
invenn, without
ithot
is an lidcenm etc.
Meter, junior,
L. Van Meter,
of limitations
that Solomon
junior, is
Solomon L.
fact that
the fact
and the
limitations and
of
of the United States, to hear,
employee
or in
in the
Service of
the Air Service
of or
employee of
of Solomon
examine,
and render
render judgment
the claim
claim of
on the
judgment on
adjudicate, and
examine, adjudicate,
manufacture by or for the
L. Van
Meter, junior,
for the
the use and manufacture
junior, for
L.
Van Meter,
United
States without
without license
license of the
the owner thereof or lawful right
United States
to use
manufacture the same, of an invention
invention of Solomon L. Van
or manufacture
to
use or
Meter, junior,
described in
or covered
covered by
letters patent
numbered
patent numbered
by letters
in or
junior, described
Meter,
the 25th
1192479, issued
by the
the Patent
Patent Office
Office of
of the
the United
States on the
United States
issued by
1192479,
day of
of July,
to the
the time
5olomon L.
L. Van Meter, junior,
time Solomon
prior to
1916, prior
July, 1916,
day
entered
the service
the United
United States.
States.
of the
service of
entered the
Appeals allowed.
SEC. 2.
2. From
From any
decision in
in any
prosecuted under the Appealsa
any suit prosecuted
any decision
SEC.
authority of
Act an
an appeal
be taken
taken by
as is
party as
either party
by either
may be
appeal may
this Act
of this
authority
provided for
for by
by law
other cases.
cases.
in other
law in
provided
Approved,
1925.
Approved, March 4, 1925.

CHAP. 588.-An
588.—An Act
Act To
of the Interior
the Secretary
Secretary of
direct the
and direct
authorize and
To authorize
CHAP.
to
the small
small holding
of Constancio
Constancio Miera,
Miera, Juan
N.
Juan N.
claims of
holding claims
upon the
patents upon
issue patents
to issue
Baca, and Filomeno N. Miera.

March
1925.
March 4,
4, 1926.
[8. 3830.)
[i.
[Private, No. 272.]

S.ao
[Private, No. 2.]

Be it
enacted by
the Senate
Representatives of
of the
the constanco
Miera,
of Representatives
House of
and House
Senate and
by the
Be
it enacted
Constancio
Miera
United
States of
Baca,an
Jua
Secretary Jua
the Secretary
That the
assembled, That
in Congress
Congress assembled,
America in
of America
United States
FilonmeN.
N
no.N.
NB
Miera.an
tomfor
of
the Interior
is hereby
authorized and
and directed
to issue
patents for
for Patents issued to,
issue patents
directed to
hereby authorized
Interior is
of the
holdings in New
in New
Saho'old""
the
following small
small holding
holding claims,
claims, to
to wit:
4245, embrac- small
Numbered 4245,
wit: Numbered
the following
Mexico.
ing
the southeast
quarter northwest
northwest quarter,
southquarter southnortheast quarter
quarter, northeast
southeast quarter
ing the
4
7, township 4
west quarter,
north half
section 7,
quarter, section
southeast quarter,
half southeast
quarter, north
west
south,
range 4
4east,
east, New
Mexico principal
containing one
principal meridian, containing
New Mexico
south, range
hundred
and sixty
acres, to
his heirs
heirs and
assigns;
and assigns;
Miera, his
to Constancio
Constancio Miera,
sixty acres,
hundred and
numbered
the southeast
southeast quarter
southeast quarter,
quarter southeast
embracing the
5411, embracing
numbered 5411,
section 31,
range 4
and lot
section 6,
6, towntown1, section
lot 1,
east, and
4 east,
south, range
3 south,
31, township
township 3
section
ship 4
south, range
range 4
4east,
east, New
New Mexico
Mexico principal
principal meridian,
meridian, containcontain4 south,
ship
Juan N.
ing eighty-one
to Juan
one-hundredths acres, to
ninety-eight one-hundredths
and ninety-eight
ing
eightv-one and
Baca, his
heirs and
embracing the south
5159, embracing
numbered 5159,
and numbered
assigns; and
and assigns;
his heirs
Baca,
half southeast
quarter, section
quarter,
northeast quarter,
half northeast
east half
and east
7, and
section 7,
southeast quarter,
half
section 18,
18, township
south, range
range 4
east, New
Mexico principal
principal
New Mexico
4 east,
4 south,
township 4
section
meridian, containing
containing one
hundred and
and sixty acres, to Filomeno N.
one hundred
meridian,
Miera, his
his heirs
assigns.
heirs and assigns.
Miera,
Approved,
March 4, 1925.
1925.
Approved, March

1602
1602
1925.
March 4,
4,1925.
[S.
[8. 4254.]
4254.]
[Private, No. 273.]

[Private, N. 273.]

Ishmael J. Barnes.
authorized
Patents authorized
Patents
for original
addiand addioriginal and
tional
homestead
trioal
homestead
ntie of. homestead
entries

for

March 4,
1925.
4, 1925.
March
[S. 4358.]
[Private,
No. 274.]
[Private, No.274.]

[. 4358.]

S
IXTYEIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRE SS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH

SESS. II.
II. CHs.
589-592.
CHS. 589-592.
SESS.

1925.
1925.

Ishmael J.
J. Barnes.
Barnes.
CHAP.
relief of
For the
the relief
of Ishmael
589.-An Act
Act For
CHAP. 589.—An

the
House of Represen,tatives
Representatives of the
Be
Senate and
and House
Be itit enacted by the Senate
United States
of America
America in
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
in Congress
States of
United

hereby, authorized
authorized to issue aa patent to
of the Interior be, and he is hereby,
Ishmael J.
J. Barnes
Barnes upon
his original
numbered
entry, numbered
homestead entry,
original homestead
upon his
Ishmael

024628, made
March 6, 1919,
section
northeast quarter of section
for the northeast
1919, for
made March
024628,
additional homestead
homestead entry, numbered
numbered 0291.46,
029146, made July
and his
his additional
29, and
8, 1920,
1920, for
for the
the northeast
quarter of section
section
northwest quarter
quarter of the northwest
northeast quarter
8,
29, township
township 23
23 north,
north, range
range 64
64 west,
sixth principal
principal meridian, Cheywest, sixth
29,
enne, Wyoming,
district, upon
upon which
with
compliance with
proof of compliance
which proof
land district,
Wyoming, land
enne,
law
law has been filed.
Approved, March 4, 1925.
CHAP. 590.-An
590.—An Act For the relief
relief of Rear
Rear Admiral Joseph
Joseph L. Jayne, United
United
CHIAP.

States
States Navy,
Navy, retired.

the
Be it
enacted by
Representatives of the
and House
House of Representatives
Senate and
the Senate
by the
it enacted
Be
Rear Admiral Joseph
United States
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
Secretary
the Secretary
That the
America in
States of
h United
L.eay'nAdmviosep
L. Jayne, Navy.
to pay
pay
Reimbursement
hereby, authorized
authorized and
is hereby,
and directed to
Treasury be,
be, and he is
eombnement to, of the Trehsury
for personal property
retired, the
loss. persoal
to Rear
Rear Admiral
Admiral Joseph
Joseph L.
L. Jayne,
Jayne, United States Navy, retired;
y to
sum of
$3,598.80 as
reimbursement for the loss of
personal property
of personal
as reimbursement
of $3,598.80
sum
of himself
and wife,
Elizabeth T. Jayne,
to
a result of the disaster to
Jayne, as a
wife, Elizabeth
of
himself and
Chesapeake Bay on
on
United States Navy lighter Numbered 91 in Chesapeake
October
24, 1922, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise
October 24,
.appropriated.
Approved, March
March 4, 1925.
March 4,1925.
4, 1925.
March

[Private, No. 275.]

CHAP.
591.-An Act For the relief of Charles W. Gibson, alias
CHAP. 591.—An
alias Charles
Charles J.
McGibb.
McGibb.

CharlesC hares
lGibs°11.
W.
W.ribso''
iCharles
alias
J.

the
House of Representatives
Be
it enacted
enacted by
.Representatives of the
and House
the Senate
Senate and
by the
Be it
United States
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That in the adAmerica in
States of
United

[H.
[H. R. 144.]
1448.]

McGibb.
ministration of
Ar
Marine Corps, Army,
cor'-upon honorably
and Navy
Navy record cor

Marinebb

rected.

reeled.

Proviso.
PrOrO.

No back pay,
etc.
pay,etc.
Noback

March
March 4, 1925.
1925.
[H. R. 1579.]
[Private,
[Private, No. 278.]
276.]

[H. . 1579.1

Mary Snetsinger.
Mary
Stnetsuinger.
atent

Patent to, authorized
authorized
for lands
in Minnesota,
landsin
with
flowage,
etc.,
etc.,
rghtreserve
rights
reserved.

rights, privileges,
privileges, and
and benefits
benefits
conferring rights,
any laws
laws conferring
ministration of any

marines,'Charles W.
upon honorably discharged
discharged soldiers, sailors, and marines

Gibson,
Gibson, alias Charles J.
J. McGibb
McGibb, shall hereafter be held and conhonorably discharged
service of the
discharged from the service
sidered to have been honorably
Marine Corp,
Corps,
of the United States Marine
private of
a private
United States as a
Thirty-fifth RegiNovember 28, 1898; as aacorporal of Company D, Thirty-fifth
ment United
as fireman,
fireman, second
second
and as
2, 1901;
1901; and
May 2,
Infantry, May
States Infantry,
United States
ment
Provided, That no back
back
class, United States Navy, June 24, 1902: Provided,
allowances or emoluments
emoluments shall become due as a
a result of the
pay, allowances,
passage of this Act.
Approved, March 4, 1925.
CHAP.
CHAP. 592.-An
592.—An Act Authorizing
Authorizing the disposition of certain lands in

mi
anesot
a.
Minnesota.

of Representatives
Be it
by the
the Senate and House of
Representatives of the
it enacted
enacted by
Be
United States
States of America in
assembled, That the Secretary
in Congress
Congress assembled,
Secretary
of the Interior be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized to convey by patent

in
form to
Mary Snetsinger
lot 7
7 of
township
30, township
section 30,
of section
Snetsinger lot
to Mary
usual form
the usual
in the
principal meridian,
50 north,
meridian, with aa reservafourth principal
23 west,
west, fourth
range 23
50
north, range
tion
the United
flowage and overflow rights in conall flowage
States of all
United States
to the
tion to
nection with
the
Sandy
Lake
Reservoir
or
any other
other Government
Government
or any
Lake
Reservoir
the
Sandy
with
nection
Provi'sos.
works upon
upon the
the payment
of $1.25
$1.25 per
per acre
acre for
for said
Provided,
said land:
land: Provided,
payment of
No
flowage damages works
No flowage
recoverable.
recoverable.
That said patentee, her heirs or assigns, shall never recover any
damages on
account of
of said
or overflow:
Provided further,
further,
overflow: Provided
said flowage
flowage or
damages
on account
Reservations, etc.,
a in That
proviso shall be set forth in the patent.
said reservations
reservations and proviso
p
patent. vatons.et c.in That
Approved,
4, 1925.
Approved, March
March 4,
1925.

SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH

S
ESS. II.
II. CHS.
Cris. 593-596.
593-596.
SESS.

1603

1925.

CHAP.
593.—An Act
the relief
relief of
Matthew Thomas.
of Matthew
For the
Act For
CHAP. 593.-An

March 4,
1925.
4,1925.
March
[H. R. 2421.]

[H. R. 2421.]

[Private, No. 277.1

Representatives of the [Private, No. .2
Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
it enacted
Be
United
States of
of America
America in
That in
the adi
tonmas
orai3ie
Thomrabe
Matthew T
ad- tiattliz
in the
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
in Congress
United States
ministration of
of the
the pension
pension laws
Secretary of War be, and he is discharge, etc.
the Secretary
laws the
ministration
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to
remove the
the charge
desertion
of desertion
charge of
to remove
hereby,
now appearing
in the
the military
military record
record of
of Matthew
Matthew Thomas, of Eaton,
appearing in
now
Colorado,
served in
in Company
C, One
fifty-fourth
and fifty-fourth
hundred and
One hundred
Company C,
who served
Colorado, who
Promo.
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Civil War,
War, and issue to him Proviso.
Infantry Civil
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment
an
honorable discharge
therefrom: Provided,
Provided, That
That no
pay, Nobackpay,
No back pay, etc.
etc.
back pay,
no back
discharge therefrom:
an honorable
the
to
pension,
or
allowance
shall
be
held
to
have
accrued
prior
prior
accrued
have
to
pension, or allowance shall be held
passage
of this
this Act.
Act.
passage of
Approved, March
4, 1925.
1925.
March 4,
Approved,
CHAP.
694.-An Act For the relief of Herman R. Woltman.
CHAP. 1594.—An

Be it
enacted.by the
Senate and
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
and House
the Senate
it enacted.by
Be
United
of America
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
the adadin the
That in
Congress assembled,
States of
United States
ministration
pension laws
laws Herman
Herman R. Woltman,
Woltman,late
Cornlate of Corthe pension
of the
ministration of
pany F,
F, Thirty-second
Thirty-second Regiment
Infantry, and
Michigan Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Michigan
pany
InCompany
Regiment United
United States Volunteer InForty-first Regiment
B, Forty-first
Company B,
fantry, shall
shall be
be considered
having been honorably
honorably discharged
discharged
as having
considered as
fantry,
from Company
Company H,
H, Nineteenth
Regiment United
United States
Infantry:
States Infantry:
Nineteenth Regiment
from
Provided,
That no
pension, or allowances
allowances shall be held
pay, pension,
back pay,
no back
Provided, That
this Act.
to
have accrued
accrued prior
of this
passage of
the passage
to the
prior to
to have
Approved,
March 4, 1925.
Approved, March
CHAP. 595.—An
Act For
For the
the relief
relief of
of Jesse
Jesse P.
P. Brown.
595.-An Act
CHAP.

March
March 4, 1925.
[H. R. 3556.]
[Private,
VS.]
[Private, No. 278.]

[H. R. 3556.]

Herman
n R. WoltHerma
Miitar
Military record cor.

Pro.
Proviso.
No back pay, etc.

No back pay, etc.

March 4, 1925.
1925.
March

[H. R.
[H.
R. 4904.]
4904.]

[Private, No. 279.]

Be it
enacted by
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of the
House of
Senate and
by the
it enacted
Be
record
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That in
iri
sillar
P.y
Br
r
e
°,1 7acorthe Military
in the
COrAmerica in
of America
States of
United States
administration of
of the
pension laws
P. Brown,
Brown, who served in rected.
Meted'
Jesse P.
laws Jesse
the pension
administration
Company
Regiment Ohio
Volunteer Infantry, shall
Ohio Volunteer
Forty-eighth Regiment
H, Forty-eighth
Company H,
hereafter
been honorably
discharged from the
honorably discharged
have been
to have
held to
be held
hereafter be
day of February, Proviso.
military
service of
the United
States on
on the
15th day
the 15th
United States
of the
military service
Noback pay, etc.
shall be No
1867:
Provided,
That
no
back
pay,
pension,
or
allowance
allowance
or
pension,
pay,
back
no
That
Provided,
1867:
held
have accrued
accrued prior
the passage
Act.
this Act.
of this
passage of
to the
prior to
to have
held to
Approved,
March 4,
1925.
4, 1925.
Approved, March
CHAP.
To provide
carrying out of the award of the
the carrying
for the
provide for
Act To
596.-An Act
CHAP. 596.—An
employees of
certain employees
National
Labor Board
Board of
July 31,
in favor
favor of
of certain
1918, in
31, 1918,
of July
War Labor
National War
Pennsylvania.
the
Bethlehem Steel
Steel Company,
Company, Bethlehem,
Bethlehem, Pennsylvania.
the Bethlehem

Be it
it enacted
of Representatives
Representatives of the
House of
and House
Senate and
the Senate
by the
enacted by
Be
Secretary
the Secretary
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
United
assembled, That the
of America
States of
United States
the claims
of War
War is
pay and
and discharge
discharge the
to pay
directed to
and directed
authorized and
is authorized
of
of other
of machine-shop
machine-shop workers
and employees
other departments
departments and
employees of
workers and
of
persons) of the
such persons)
crafts
(or the
legal representatives
of any
any such
representatives of
the legal
crafts (or
Bethlehem
Steel
Company,
Bethlehem,
Pennsylvania,
for
additional
for additional
Pennsylvania,
Bethlehem,
Company,
Bethlehem Steel
company
compensation
for work
work performed
performed as
employees of
such company
of such
as employees
compensation for
between
August
1,
1918,
and
February
28,
1919,
inclusive,
in the
inclusive,
1919,
28,
February
and
1918,
1,
between August
execution
contracts made
made by
company and the United
United States
such company
by such
of contracts
execution of
for the
manufacture of
materials for the use of the War
war materials
of war
the manufacture
for
Department
the military
forces of the United States. Such
military forces
or the
Department or
payment
shall be
be based
based upon
upon the
the principles
principles laid
laid down
down in
the award
award
in the
payment shall
of
National War
War Labor
Labor Board
Board of
July 31,
31, 1918,
and shall
in
be in
shall be
1918, and
of July
the National
of the
and
accordance
with
the
interpretations
and
the
classifications
adjustclassifications
the
and
interpretations
the
accordance with
ments made
made under
under the
direction of
of the
the board
in pursuance
pursuance of
such
of such
board in
the direction
ments
classifiaward. In
of any
any employees
employees with
to whom
whom classifirespect to
with respect
case of
the case
In the
award.
pursuance of such
cations
and adjustments
adjustments have
have not
not been
made in
m pursuance
been made
cations and

March 4,
1925.
4,1925.
March
[H. R.
5481.]
R. 548.]
[Private, No. 280.]
[Private,

Bethlehem S teel
St e e
Company.
Claims of employees
aims of
for additional pay on
illovernment contracts,
to be paid by Secretary
of War.

oBethlem

employees
foermdent contracts,
tobepaidby Secretary

War

Labor

Board

award to be followed.
awardtobefollowed.

Other classifications
to be madeiby
made by the
Secretary.

Othe

Secretary.

oth

1604
1604

SIXTYEIGHTH CONGRE
SS.
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH

SESS. II.
II. CAS.
596-599.
CHS. 596-599.
SESS.

1925.
1925.

award and
and interpretations
interpretations thereof,
thereof, the
the Secretary
War shall
make
shall make
of War
Secretary of
award
the
classifications and
and adjustments
payment and
and
the payment
for the
necessary for
adjustments necessary
the classifications
discharge of
of claims
claims under
under this
Act.
this Act.
discharge
Time limitation
limitation for
S
EC. 2.
payment under this Act shall be made after the
no payment
That no
2. That
SEC.
for
Time
payments.
expiration of
of two
two years
passage unless
unless prior to the expiraits passage
from its
years from
expiration
tion of
is presented
the Secretary
of
Secretary of
to the
presented to
therefor is
claim therefor
a claim
time a
such time
of such
tion
War
in
such
manner
as
he
shall
by
regulation
prescribe.
prescribe.
regulation
by
shall
he
as
manner
such
War in
Employees not
not afS
EC. 3.
3. That
the provisions
provisions of
Act shall not apply to any
this Act
of this
That the
SEC.
atEmployees
fected.
employees of
of such
company with respect to whom the award of the
such company
employees
fected.
National War
War Labor
Labor Board
Board was
out, nor
nor shall
shall this
conbe conAct be
this Act
carried out,
was carried
National
strued
to
prejudice
any
claims
which
the
employees
receiving
the
receiving
employees
the
which
claims
any
prejudice
to
strued
benefits thereof
may have
have in
in respect
contracts made
made by
by the
the
of contracts
respect of
thereof may
benefits
company and
the United
States for
for the
the manufacture
of materials
for
materials for
manufacture of
United States
and the
company
the
use of
of any
department or
or service
service of
other than
than
Government other
the Government
of the
any department
the use
the War
Department or
or the
military forces
of the
the United
States.
United States.
forces of
the military
War Department
the
Appropriation.
S
EC. 4.
is hereby
hereby appropriated,
appropriated, out
out of
of any
any money
money in
the
in the
there is
That there
4. That
SEC.
APPrriatin
of
excess
in
not
Treasury
not
otherwise
appropriated,
such
sum,
of
sum,
such
appropriated,
otherwise
not
Treasury
$1,600,000, as
may be
be necessary
necessary to
to carry
section
out the provisions of section
carry out
as may
$1,600,000,
1
Act. •
1 of
of this Act.
Approved,
March 4,
4, 1925.
1925.
Approved, March
March
1925.
March 4, 1925.
[H. R. 6001.]

[H. R.

.]

[Private,
281.]
[Private, No. 281.]

E.

John
Walker.
r
a
Jhtaryrecor
Military
record
corrected.
rected.

Proo.

Proviso.

et.
No pay, etc.

March 4, 1925.
[H. R.
R. 6723.]
[H.
[Private,
282.]
[Private, No. 282.]

Naval
torpedo
tortpedo
tNaval
It. I.
station,
Newport,
R.
I.
Newport,
Civilian
employees
ativiliau emploryees

at, reimbursed for fire
losses
at.
lossesat.

Proviso.
Fund
available.
Fudavailable.
Vol.
p. 787.
vol. 42,
42 p.787.

March 4, 1925.
March
[H. R. 7744.]
7744.
[Private, No. 283.]
283.1
Wesley T. Eastep.
Weleyd
Refund T.
of erroneous
payment made by.

erroneo
payment made by.

E. Walker
Walker
CHAP.
For the
the relief of John E.
Act For
597.-An Act
CHAP. 597.—An

the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
of the
Representatives of
of Representatives
House of
and Howe
Senate and
by the
Be
United States
of America
That in the
the adassembled, That
Congress assembled,
in CongressAmerica in
States of
United
privileges, and benefits
ministration
any laws
benefits
conferring rights, privileges,
laws conferring
of any
ministration of
E. Walker, late of Comupon
discharged soldiers
soldiers John E.
honorably discharged
upon honorably
pany
Regiment Michigan
Volunteer Cavalry, shall hereMichigan Volunteer
Eighth Regiment
A, Eighth
pany A,
after be
be held
considered to
to have
have been
honorably discharged
discharged
been honorably
and considered
held and
after
from
the military
military service
States as
as a
member of
said
of said
a member
United States
the United
of the
service of
from the
Provided,
1865: Provided,
company and
and regiment
on the
June, 1865:
of June,
day of
1st day
the 1st
regiment on
company
That no
no bounty,
bounty, pay,
or allowance
allowance shall
shall accrue
accrue by virtue of the
pay, or
That
passage of
this Act.
of this
passage
Approved, March 4,
4, 1925.
1925.
Approved,
reimbursement of certain civilian emfor reimbursement
CHAP. 598.-An
598.—An Act
To provide
provide for
Act To
CHAP.
of
value of
Island, for
ployees at the naval torpedo station,
station, Newport, Rhode Island,
for the
the value
or destroyed by fire.
personal effects
effects lost,
lost, damaged,
damaged, or
personal

the
Representatives of the
Be
it enacted
by the
the Senate and House of Representatives
enacted by
Be it
SecreThat the Secreassembled, That
Congress assembled,
United States of America in
United
in Congress
to
tary
of the
Navy be,
be, and
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
and directed
directed to
authorized and
he is
and he
the Navy
tary of
employees at the naval torpedo station, Newport,
reimburse civilian employees
reimburse
Rhode Island,
Island, for
value of personal effects lost, damaged, or
the value
for the
Rhode
destroyed
fire which
which occurred
in the
the light
drill departlight drill
occurred in
the fire
through the
destroyed through
ment
February 20,
1923: Provided,
Provided, That the ex20, 1923:
on February
station on
said station
of said
ment of
herein authorized
penditures herein
penditures
authorized shall be paid from the unexpended
unexpended
1923."
balance
the appropriation
"Pay, miscellaneous,
miscellaneous, 1923."
appropriation "Pay,
of the
balance of
Approved,
1925.
March 4, 1925.
Approved, March
T. Eastep.
For the relief of Wesley
CHAP. 599.-An
599.—An Act
Wesley T.
Act For
CHAP.

Be it
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of the
House of
and House
by the
it enacted
Be
United
States of
That the
the Secretary
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
of America
United States
authorized and directed to pay,
is hereby,
hereby authorized
of
Treasury be,
and he
he is
be, and
f the
the Treasury
out of
in the
the Treasury
Treasury of the United States not otherwise
money in
any money
of any
out

SIXTY
-EIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-EIGHTH

SESS. II.
599-603.
CHs. 599-603.
II. CHs.
SESS.

1925.

1605
1605

appropriated,
the sum
of $41.72
to Wesley
T. Eastep,
Eastep, of Homer,
Wesley T.
$41.72 to
sum of
appropriated, the
Louisiana, on
payment by
by him on
on claim
claim by
erroneous payment
of the
the erroneous
account of
on account
Louisiana,
of
the
Government for
timber on
northwest quarter of
the northwest
on the
to timber
trespass to
for trespass
the Government
the
section 29,
township 20 north, range
range 77west,
29, township
of section
quarter of
southeast quarter
the southeast
Louisiana
meridian, to
to which
had no
no title.
Government had
the Government
land the
which land
Louisiana meridian,
Approved,
March 4,
4, 1925.
1925.
Approved, March
March
4, 1925.
1925.
March 4,
[H. R. 7934.]
[Private,
No.
284.]
[Private, No. 2S4.]

CHAP.
600.—An Act
Act For
F. Youngs.
Youngs.
of Benjamin
Benjamin F.
relief of
For the
the relief
CHAP. 600.-An

the
Be it
it enacted
by the
Senate and
and House
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
the Senate
enacted by
Be
Benjamin F. Youngs.
United States
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That in
the BeniaIn
F. Youngs.
in the
in Congress
of America
States of
United
Military record corrected.
bene- rected.
administration of
laws conferring
conferring rights,
rights, privileges,
privileges, and
and beneany laws
of any
administration
Benjamin F.
fits
upon honorably
honorably discharged
soldiers, Benjamin
F. Youngs,
discharged soldiers,
fits upon
formerly a
asergeant
sergeant in
in the
Michigan Sharpshooters,
Sharpshooters, shall hereFirst Michigan
the First
formerly
honorably
after
be held
and considered
to have
have been
discharged honorably
been discharged
considered to
held and
after be
from the
military service
of the
United States
service Froth°.
his final service
States in his
the United
service of
the military
from
as
Michigan Sharpshooters:
Sharpshooters: Provided,
That No
No prior pension,
pension, etc.
etc.
Provided, That
First Michigan
in the
the First
sergeant in
as aa sergeant
no pension,
pay, or
or other
other emoluments
emoluments shall
shall accrue
to
prior to
accrue prior
bounty, pay,
pension, bounty,
no
the passage
this Act.
of this
passage of
the
Approved,
March 4,
1925.
4, 1925.
Approved, March
•

March
1925.
4,1925.
March 4,
R. 8672.]
[H. R.
[Private,
285.]
[Private, No. 2351

CHAP. 601.-An
601.—An Act
the relief
relief of
of Robert
Caldwell.
W. Caldwell.
Robert W.
For the
Act For
CHAP.

Representatives of the
Be it
it enacted
by the
the Senate
Senate and H
OU86 of Representatives
House
enacted by
Be
Robert W. Caldwell.
United
States of
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That in
Wrecord corMiseat r^ecoaldw
in the
the Military
in Congress
America in
of America
United States
rected.
rected.
or
benefits
administration
of
any
laws
conferring
rights,
privileges,
rights,
conferring
laws
any
of
administration
W. Caldwell
upon honorably
discharged soldiers
Caldwell shall be
soldiers Robert W.
honorably discharged
upon
held and
and considered
have been honorably discharged from the
considered to have
held
military service
service of the United States as aamajor of the First Regi- Proviso.
military
alllowment
Heavy Artillery:
Provided, That
That nothing
Nod°dition
in No
nothing in
Artillery: Provided,
Volunteer Heavy
additional
allowOhio Volunteer
ment Ohio
the terms
of this
this Act
be so
entitle the said ances.
as to entitle
construed as
so construed
shall be
Act shall
terms of
the
Caldwell to
any or
allowances in
in addition
he has
has
which he
those which
to those
addition to
all allowances
or all
to any
Caldwell
already
received.
already received.
Approved, March
March 4, 1925.
Approved,
CHAP. 602.-An
602.—An Act
Act For
For the
of Martha
Martha Janowitz.
Janowitz.
relief of
the relief
CHAP.

•

March 4, 1925.
March
[H.
[H. R. 9131.1
[Private, No. 288.]
286.]

the
Be
it enacted
by the
and BOUM
of the
Representatives of
of Representatives
Howse of
the Senate
Senate and
enacted by
Be it
J Irtwit
Quarter- six
the QuarterUnited
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
Martmonthsa
m
h
o
a
nks
raatoity
t
z
liity
Congress assembled,
of America
America in
States of
/ nited States
master General
of the
Army shall
shall cause
cause to
to be
paid to
to, for
deatu of son.
fordeathofson.
pay to,
Jano- pay
Martha Janoto Martha
be paid
the Army
General of
master
private. Company G, ThirtyWitZ, mother
of Harry Janowitz, late private,
mother of
witz,
rate
second Infantry,
Infantry, an
equal to
to six months' pay at the rate
amount equal
an amount
second
the
Harry Janowitz
was receiving
receiving at
at the
the date
date of his death.
Janowitz was
said Harry
the said
Such
amount shall
shall be
be paid
paid from
funds appropriated
pay of the
for pay
appropriated for
from funds
Such amount
Army.
Army.
Approved, March
1925.
March 4, 1925.
Approved,
For the relief of Captain
CHAP. 603.-Joint
603.—Joint Resolution
Resolution For
Captain Ramon B. Harrison.
CHAP.

March 4,
1925.
4,1925.
[S.
[s. J. Res. 46.]
Res., No.
No. 3.]
3.]
[Priv. Res.,

Resolved by
the Senate
of Representatives
Representativesof the United
House of
and House
Senate and
by the
Resolved
Ramon B. Harrison_
States
in Congress
That in
in the
the administraadministra- Military
MiltB.Haryrson.
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
America in
of America
States of
record corrected.
rected.
upon
benefits
tion
of
any
laws
conferring
rights,
privileges,
benefits
and
tion of any laws conferring rights, privileges,
honorably discharged
B. Harrison,
Harrison, who was aa capRamon B.
officers, Ramon
discharged officers,
honorably
tain of
Infantry, United
United States Army, shall hereafter be held and
of Infantry,
tain
considered to
to have
have been
been discharged
military
honorably from the military
discharged honorably
considered
service of
United States
on the
day of December, 1920.
23d day
the 23d
States on
of the
the United
service
Approved,
4, 1925.
March 4,
Approved, March

CONCURRENT
RESOLUTIONS
CONCURRENT RESOLUTIONS
OF
THE
OF THE

HOUSES OF CONGRESS.
TWO HOUSES
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CONCURRENT RESOLUTIONS
RESOLUTIONS OF CONGRESS.
CONCURRENT
FIRST
SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
SESSION, SIXTY-EIGHTH
FIRST SESSION,

JOINT
MEETING.
JOINT MEETING.

December 6, 1923.
123.
December
.]
Con. Res.,
es., No.
Ho. 4.]
[H
[H. Con.

concurring),
Resolved,
By the
House of
Senate concurring),
(the Senate
Representatives (the
of Representatives
the House
Resolved, By
Joint meeting
of the
the
meeting of
Joint
assemble in the Hall
That
the two
two Houses
of Congress
flail of the House
House two
Congress assemble
Houses of
That the
two Houses
Mouses to
to receive
receive
communication
from
from
of Representatives,
Thursday the
the sixth
day of
nine- communication
December, nineof December,
sixth day
on Thursday
Representatives, on
of
the President.
teen hundred
hundred and
and twenty-three,
twenty-three, at
thirty o'clock
o'clock in
in the
the afterafter- the President.
twelve thirty
at twelve
teen
noon,
purpose of
of receiving
receiving such
such communication
communication as the Presithe purpose
for the
noon, for
dent of
of the
United States
States shall
be pleased
pleased to make
make to them.
shall be
the United
dent
Passed,
December
6,
1923.
1923.
Passed, December 6,
RECI.
HOIDY ECE.

OLAY
HOLIDAY RECESS.

December
17, 1923.
1923.
December 17,
[H. Con. Res.,
lies., No. 7.]
7.1

Resolved by
by the
the House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives (the
(the Senate
concurring), Hidy
Senate concurring),
Resolved
Holiday
20,
December
That
when
the
two
Houses
adjourn
on
Thursday
,
December
20)
Thursday,
on
adjourn
Houses
two
the
That when
1923,
until 12
o'clock meridian
meridian Thursday,
12 o'clock
adjourned until
stand adjourned
they stand
1923, they
January
1924.
January 3, 1924.
Passed, December
December 17, 1923.
Passed,

MEMORIAL
MEMORIAL

SERVICE
SERVICE

TO LATE
LATE PRESIDENT
HARDING.
PRESIDENT HARDING.
TO

recess.

January 24,
24, 1924.
January
[H.
[H. Con. Res.,
Res., No. 9.]
9.]

tg
Mlatria
Whereas
the sudden
death of
G. Harding,
Harding, late
late President
President of
of late
Mem " ial seetdi
t
Warren G.
of Warren
Presidentseree
Herding.
vi
°
sudden death
Whereas the
the
and the
the
of Congress,
Congress, and
recess of
the recess
during the
occurred during
States, occurred
United States,
the United
two
Houses desire
desire to
to give
give fitting
expression to the
the general
general grief
fitting expression
two Houses
and
to commemorate
commemorate his
notable services
services to
to his country and
most notable
his most
and to
the
world: Therefore
Therefore
the world:
Be it
by the
of Representatives
concurring),
Representatives (the Senate concurrin),
House of
the House
resolved by
it resolved
Be
of the
That the
two Houses
of Congress
shall assemble
assemble in
dor so
sesssfomA
r
of
t
t
h
o;
in the hall of ihe the
Congress shall
Houses of
the two
That
27,1924.
February
joint
the
by
fixed
hour
and
House
of
Representatives
on
the
day
and
hour
fixed
February
27,
1924.
day
the
on
House of Representatives
committee,
wit, Wednesday,
February 27,
27, 1924,
1924, at 12 o'clock
o'clock
Wednesday, February
to wit,
committee, to
there
House
two
the
meridian,
and
that
in
the
presence
of
House
there assembled
assembled
of
presence
the
in
meridian, and that
addressto
emorial
Harding, late
G. Hardin
and character
life and
an
upon the
the life
character of Warren G.
late be
beM delivered
delivered
d
e
address
by Hon.
address upon
an address
Hughes.
E.
Charles
Charles
Honorable
by
President
of
the
United
States,
be
pronounced
by
Honorable
Ct
arles
Charles
E.
Hu
g
y
bes
pronounced
be
States,
President of the United
E.
Hughes and
that the
President pro
tempore of the Senate and the Invitations.
Invitations.
pro tempore
the President
and that
E. Hughes,
Speaker
the House
of Representatives
Representatives be
requested to invite the
be requested
House of
of the
Speaker of
President
and the
ex-Presidents of
the United
States, the former
former
United States,
of the
two ex-Presidents
the two
President and
Vice
President,
the
heads
of
the
several
departments,
the judges of
departments,
several
the
of
heads
the
Vice President,
the Supreme
Supreme Court,
the ambassadors
ambassadors and
and ministers
foreign governgovernministers of foreign
Court, the
the
General
the
several
ments,
the
governors
of
the
several
States,
of the Armies,
Armies,
the
of
governors
ments, the
and the
the Chief
of Naval
Operations to
to be
occasion;
present on that occasion;
be present
Naval Operations
Chief of
and
and
Copy of resolutions
and
Be
further resolved,
That the
the President
of the
United States
be to
tot
r °"
5
Mrs. HBrding.
States be
the United
President of
resolved, That
Be itit further
Harding
Mrs.
requested
to
transmit
a
copy
of
these
resolutions
to
Harding
resolutions
these
of
copy
a
transmit
requested to
and to
to assure
assure her
her of
the profound
Consympathy of the two Houses of Conprofound sympathy
of the
and
condolence
and of their sincere
gress
for
her
deep
personal
affliction
sincere condolence
affliction
personal
deep
her
for
gress
for the
late national
national bereavement.
bereavement.
the late
for
Passed,
January 24, 1924.
Passed, January
1609

CONCURRENT RESOLUTIONS
RESOLUTIONS OF
OF CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
CONCURRENT

1610
1610
February
27, 1924.
February27,1924.
[H.
Res., No.
141
No. 14.]
[H. Con.
Con. Res.,

THANKS OF CONGRESS
THANKS
TO HONORABLE
HONORABLE
CONGRESS TO

CHARLES E.
E. HUGHES.
HUGHES.
CHARLES

Resolved, By
of Representatives
Representatives (the
(the Senate
Senate concurring),
concurring),
Resolved,
By the
the House
House of
thanks of
of Congress
Congress be
presented to
to the
Charles
the Honorable
Honorable Charles
be presented
That the
the thanks
es That
of
E. Hughes for the able and
and appropriate
appropriate memorial address delivered
delivered
Warren G. Harding,
him on the life and services of Warren
memorial
by him
by
Harding, late
late President
President
of the United States, in the Representatives'
Representatives' Hall before both Houses
of
invited guests on the twenty-seventh
twenty-seventh day of
their invited
of Congress
Congress and their
requested to furnish aa copy for pub1924; and that he be requested
February, 1924;
lication.
lication.
chairman of the Joint Committee apfurther, That the chairman
Resolved further,
pointed
of
arrangements to carry into effect the resolutions of
to make arrangements
pointed to
memorial exercises in honor of
this Congress in relation to the memorial
requested to communicate
communicate to Mr. Hughes
G. Harding, be requested
Warren G.
foregoing resolution, receive
receive his
thereto, and present the
his answer thereto,
the foregoing
same to both Houses of Congress.
Passed, February
February 27, 1924.

Honorable
C

Honorable
Charles
har
E.
Hughes.
E.suge
Thanks
of
Congress
Thanks
Conrss
presented
presented to, for the
Harding
Harding memorial address.
dress.

C

March
1924.
March 10,
10,1924
5.]
Res., No. 51
[S. Con. Res.,

ORATION ON
LATE PRESIDENT
ORATION
ON LA.TE
PRESIDENT HARDING.
HARDING.

Resolved
Representatives concurring),
concurring),
Senate (the
(the House of Representatives
by the
the Senate
Resolved by
That
shall be
with illustrations
and bound,
bound,
illustrations, and
printed with
compiled, printed
be compiled,
there shall
That there
on Printing, 25,000
directed by
by the
25,000
Committee on
the Joint
Joint Committee
may be
be directed
by as
as may
the Honorable
by the
of the
delivered by
Honorable Charles Evans
Evans
the oration
oration delivered
copies of
E. copies
Hughes in the House
House of Representatives
Representatives during the exercises
exercises held
Warren G. Harding on February
February 27
27,
in memory of the late President Warren
1924, including
proceedings and
and the
the program
program of
of exercises,
exercises, of
of
the proceedings
including all
all the
1924,
which 8,000 copies shallbe
shall be for the use of the Senate and 17,000
17,000 copies
copies
Representatives.
for the use of the House of Representatives.
Passed, March 10, 1924.

rationonlateresOration
on late President
Harding,
Harding, by
Honorable Charles E.
gble Charles
Hughes.
Printing of, ordered.
ordered.

dent

Distribution.
Distribution.

April
1924.
April 12,
12,1924.
[H.
WA
Res., No. 20.)
[H. Con. Res.,

COAST GUARD.
COAST
GUARD.

Coast Guard.
Return
bill reReturn of bil
quested.
quested.
Ante, p. 105.

That the
the President
President of
of the
the United
United States
be requested
requested to
to return
return to
States be
That
Act
the House of Representatives
Representatives the bill (H. R. 6815) entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
to authorize
authorize aatemporary
increase of the Coast Guard for law
to
temporary increase
law enforcement."
ment."
Passed, April 12, 1924.

April 15,
15,192.
1924.
[IL
Res., No.
No. 21.1
[H. Con. Res.,

COAST GUARD.
COAST
GUARD.

An,

p. 106.

ord.

Resolved
by the
the House
of Representatives
Representatives (the
(the Senate
concurring),
Senate concurring),
House of
Resolved by

Resolved by
(the Senate
Senate concurring),
concurring),
Representatives (the
of Representatives
House of
by the
the House
Resolved
House of Representatives
of the
action of
the Speaker
Speaker of the House
Representatives and
bill That
That the
the action
off the President
President pro tempore
tempore of the Senate
Senate in signing the enrolled
enrolled

Coast Guard.
Reenrollment
Reenroilment of bill
relating
to, directed
directed.
relatingto,

Ante, p.
0.
An,.,
p. 106.

May 24,1924.
24, 1924.
s,12.
MH.2.Res.,
[H. Con.
No. 25]

STATE,
STATE,

BILL,
APPROPRIATION BILL,
ETC., DEPARTMENTS
DEPARTMENTS APPROPRIATION
ETC.,

1925.
1925.

Resolved by
by the
the House
of Representatives
Representatives (the
(the Senate
Senate concurring),
concurring),
House of
Resolved
Appropriation That the Clerk of the House is authorized
authorized and directed, in enrolling

etc DepartState etc.,
State,
Appropriation
Bill, 1925.
Correction in enrolllorection
a
kin enro.Co of.
ea
ments
Ante, p. 238.

ments

bill
entitled "An
authorize aatemporary
increase
temporary increase
'An Act
Act to authorize
bill (H. R. 6815) entitled
enforcement," be rescinded
of the Coast Guard for law enforcement,"
rescinded and that
that in
the reenrollment
reenrollment of the said bill the following
following amendment be made,
the word
word "enlisted"
after the
viz: On
On page
viz:
page 2,
2, line 44,
44, after
"enlisted" insert:
insert: ,,warrant.
Passed, April 15, 1924.

meAnt,o.

the bill
(H. R.
R. 8350)
"An Act
Act making
making appropriations
appropriations for the
entitled "An
8350) entitled
the
t bill (H.
Justice and for the Judicir
Departments of State
State and Justice
Judiciary, and for the

Labor, for the fiscal
Commerce and Labor,
Departments
Departments of Commerce
fiscal year
year ending

1611
1611

CONCURRENT RESOLUTIONS
RESOLUTIONS OF
CONGRESS.
OF CONGRESS.
CONCURRENT
June 30,
30, 1925,
for other
amend the
language of the
the language
to amend
purposes," to
other purposes"
and for
1925, and
June
first paragraph
paragraph of
of Title
IV of
of said
under the captions
said bill under
Title IV
first
LABOB
TITLE
W.—DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
TITLE IV.-DEPARTMENT
OFFICE
OFFICE

SECRETARY
OF THE SECRETARY

so as
to read
read as
follows:
as follows:
as to
so
Salaries:
$12,000; Assistant
Assistant Secretary,
Labor, $12,000;
of Labor,
Secretary of
Salaries: Secretary
Second Assistant
Secretary, and
and other
services in the
personal services
other personal
Assistant Secretary,
Second
Act of
District
of
Columbia
in
accordance
with
the
Classification
Classification
the
with
accordance
in
District of Columbia
1923, $171,900;
$171,900; in
in all,
all, $183,900.
$183,900.
1923,
Passed, May
24, 1924.
May 24,
Passed,
CODE OF
OF DISTRICT
DISTRICT OF
LAW.
COLUMBIA LAWS.
OF COLUMBIA
CODE

May 31,1924.
31, 1924.
May
12.1
[S. Con. Res., No. 12.1

laws
of laws
ompilation of
concurring), Compilation
Resolved by
(the House
House of
Representatives concurring),
of Representatives
Senate (the
the Senate
by the
Resolved
of
relating to District
District of
rela
of
laws
the
and
That
x
the
laws
relating
to
the
District
of
u
Columbia
an
o
l
d
ud
t
h
i
o
e
g
e
l
Columbia
of
District
That the laws relating to the
ordered
Colm
aColumbia
bia
rC-nted
in
printed
asas
arente
Senate
recompiled,
former
municipal
governments
said
District,
recomjiled
as
District,
said
in
governments
municipal
former
in
fDocument.
oc
ument.
indexed, and annotated in codified form up to and including March DDistribution.
Distribtion
of
4,
1923,
under
authority
of
a
Senate
Resolution
January
.
3,
4, 1923, under authority of a Senate Resolution
1924, be
document, and that five hundred addiSenate document,
as aaSenate
printed as
be printed
1924,
tional copies
copies be
be printed
and bound
bound for
the Senate and one
of the
use of
the use
for the
printed and
tional
thousand
copies
for
the
use
of
the
House
Representatives.
Representatives.
of
House
the
of
use
the
for
thousand copies
Passed,
May 31, 1924.
Passed, May

STOCK-RAISING
HOMESTEADS.
STOCK-RAISING HOMESTEADS.

Resolved by
Senate (the
House of
concurring),
Representatives concurring),
of Representatives
(the House
the Senate
by the
Resolved

May 31 ,1924.

13.]
aon.
yRes.,
[M.
[8. Con.
Con.
No.. 13.]
Res., No.
[S.
Stock-raising

home-

homeThat the
Secretary of
the Senate
hereby, authorized
steads.
authorized and stk-raisi
is hereby,
he is
and he
be, and
Senate be,
of the
the Secretary
That
Correction
in enrollenrollin
orrection
of
2
section
amend
381)
(S.
bill
directed
in
the
enrollment
to
2
of
the
of
to,
enrollment
relating
the
bill
in
of
ment
T
entoLbill
directed
homesteads, directed.
the
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
provide for stock-raising
stock-raising homesteads,
to provide
the Act
9
nt p. 469.
Ante,
and
for other
other purposes,"
approved December
December 29, 1916 (Thirty- A e,p. 4 .
purposes," approved
and for
21,
lines
2,
page
on
out
ninth
at Large,
to strike
862), to
page 862),
Large, page
Statutes at
ninth Statutes
"after
22,
of the
the engrossed
engrossed copy
after applicathe bill, the words "
of the
copy of
23 of
and 23
22, and
applicant establishes
tion
for designation
designation under
establishes and
the applicant
Act, the
this Act,
under this
tion for
a semimaintains
on the
the land"
land" and insert in lieu thereof a
semiresidence on
maintains residence
"and".
colon
and the word "and".
colon and
Passed,
31, 1924.
May 31,
Passed, May
reete

NATIONAL DEFENSE
DEFENSE ACT.
NATIONAL

June 2,9.
2, 1924. 1.1
8June
15.1
[S. Con. Res.,
Res., No. 15.1
[8.

concurring),
Resolved by
by the
Senate (the
House of
of Representatives
Representatives concurring),
(the House
the Senate
Resolved
National
Defense
Defense
National
requested to return
That
the President
President of
the United
United States
States be
be requested
return tothe
to the Act.
of the
That the
Return of bill amendReturnofbiamendamend
to
'An Act
Senate the
the enrolled
enrolled bill
(S. 2169),
in ing, requested.
entitled "An
2169), entitled
bill (S.
Senate
ei6z
certain particulars
the National
National Defense
Defense Act
Act of
1916, as ip,,p.g,
Post,
p. 1612.
3, 1916
June 3,
of June
particulars the
certain
Ante, p. 470.
An' p. 470.
amended,
and
for
other
purposes."
purposes."
other
for
and
amended,
Passed, June
June 2,
1924.
2, 1924.
Passed,
ADJOURNMENT.
ADJOURNMENT.

2, 1924.
1924.
June 2,
[H. Con.
27.]
Res., No. 27.]
Con. Res.,
[H.

Resolved
the House
of Representatives
Representatives (the
(the Senate
concurring), Adjournment of ConSenate concurring),
House of
by the
Resolved by
June 7, 1924.
gAdJouune7toC24n
That the
of the
Senate and
House of gress,
and the Speaker of the House
the Senate
President of
the President
That
by
present
Representatives
be
authorized
to
close
the
present
session
adjournthe
close
to
authorized
be
Representatives
ing their
Houses on
7th day
day of
June, 1924,
1924, at seven
of June,
the 7th
on the
respective Houses
their respective
ing
o'clock
postmeridian.
o'clock postmeridian.
Passed, June
1924.
2, 1924.
June 2,
Passed,

1612
1612

CONCURRENT
OF CONGRESS.
CONCURRENT RESOLUTIONS
RESOLUTIONS OF
CONGRESS.

June 4,
1924.
4,1924.
[S.
[S. Con.
Con. Res.,
Res., No.18.1
No. 18.]

Revenue
of 1924.
Revenue Act opf
Additional
Additional copies of,
of,
ordered printed.
Ante, p. 253.
Distribution.
D tibution

Act i2.

ordered

4, 1924.
June 4,
1924.
19
es., No. 19.1
Con. Res.,
[S.
IS. Con.

National
Defense
ctia
Dense
Act.
Reenrollment of
of bill.
Reenroient
bi.
B. 2169, amending, dis.
directed.

Ante, p. 471.

Ak, p.471.

June 5,, 1924.
124.
18. Con. Res.,
Res., No.

21]
21 .1

Chi
nd ChickChoctaw and
Choctaw
asaw Indian
Indian clanms.
claims.
Return of billrelating
Returno'fbiUrela"ng
to, requested.
Ante, p. 537.

,Ane,p.5s7.

June
5,1924.
June 5,
1924.
[EL Cones.,
Con. Res., No.
28.]
No.]
tH.

REVENUE ACT OF
REVENUE

1924.
1924.

Resolved by
by the
Senate (the
(the House
House of
Representatives concurring),
Resolved
the Senate
of Representatives
concurring),
That there be
be printed forty-one
forty-one thousand
additional copies
copies of Public
Public
thousand additional
Law Numbered
as the
Numbered 176, known
known as
the Revenue
Act of
of 1924,
which
Revenue Act
1924, of
of which
thirteen
thousand copies
copies shall
be for
for the
the use
use of
the Senate
Senate document
document
shall be
of the
thirteen thousand

room,
twenty-five thousand
thousand copies
the use
House document
room, twenty-five
copies for
for the
use of
of the
the House
document
room,
room, one
one thousand
thousand copies for the
the use
use of
of the
the Committee
Committee on Finance
of
of the Senate, and
and two
two thousand copies
copies for
for the
the use
use of
of the
the Committee
Committee
on Ways and Means of the House of Representatives.
Representatives.
Passed, June 4, 1924.
NATIONAL
DEFENSE
NATIONAL DEFENSE

ACT.
ACT.

Resolved
by the
the Senate
Senate (the
(the House
House of
concurring),
Resolved by
of Representatives
Representatives concurring),
That
Representatives and
That the action of the Speaker of the House of
of Representatives
and
of the President pro tempore of the Senate
Senate in signing
signing the enrolled
enrolled
bill (S. 2169) entitled "An Act to amend in certain particulars
particulars the
National Defense Act
National
Act of
of June 3, 1916,
1916, as
as amended,
amended, and for
for other
purposes," be rescinded,
rescinded, and that in the reewollment
purposes,"
reenrollment of the said bill
the following
following amendment
amendment be
be made,
made, viz:
viz:
On page
page 3,
3, line
On
12, strike
out the
the words
animals loaned
to the
line 12,
strike out
words "for
"for animals
loaned to
the
National Guard."
Guard."
National
Passed, June 4, 1924.
CHOCTAW
CHICKASAW r&DIAN
CLAIMS.
INDIAN CLAIMS.
AND CHICKASAW
CHOCTAW AND

Resolved
by the
the Senate
Senate (the
(the House
concurring),
Representatives concurring),
of Representatives
House of
Resolved by
That
the President
President of
of the
United States
States be
to return
to
That the
the United
be requested
requested to
return to
"conthe House of Representatives
Representatives the enrolled bill (H. R. 5325) "conferring jurisdiction
jurisdiction upon the Court of Claims to hear, examine,
adjudicate, and enter judgment in any
adjudicate,
any claims
claims which the Choctaw
and Chickasaw Indians may have against the United States, and for
for
purposes."
other purposes."
Passed, June 5. 1924.
STATUE

OF SEQLTOYAH.
SEQUOYAH.
STATUE OF

Resolved by
by the
the House
Resolved
House of
of Representatives
Representatives (the
(the Senate
Senate concurring),
concurring),
Statue of Sequoyah.
StateLofsenaoyah
That there
there be
be printed and
and bound the proceedings
in Congress,
Congress, toproceedings in
Proceedings on acceptance
cept
poordered
rdered gether
gether with the
the proceedings
proceedings at
at the
the unveiling
unveiling in
Statuary Hall,
Hall, upon
upon
in Statuary
minted.
the acceptance
the statue
statue of
of Sequoyah,
Sequoyah, presented
presented by
by the
of
the State
State of
vol. 40,, p.
p. 1581.
581.
the
acceptance of
of the
Vol.
Oklahoma, five
five thousand
thousand copies,
of which
one thousand
thousand shall
shall be
be for
for
copies, of
which one
Oklahoma,
Distribution.

the use
use of
of the
the Senate and two thousand five hundred
hundred for
for the
the use of the
the
remaining one
House of Representatives,
Representatives, and the remaining
one thousand
thousand five
five
hundred copies shall be for the use
use and distribution of
of the Senators
Senators

Illustrations.

ustrtions.

and
Representatives in
and Representatives
Congress from
of Oklahoma.
in Congress
from the
the State
State of
Oklahoma.
The Joint Committee on Printing
Printing is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to have the

copy prepared
prepared for the Public Printer, who shall provide suitable
illustrations to be bound with the proceedings.
proceedings.
Passed, June 5, 1924.

CONCURRENT RESOLUTIONS
RESOLUTIONS OF CONGRESS.
CONCURRENT
CONSTITUTION
THE UNITED
STATES.
OF THE
UNITED STATES.
CONSTITUTION OF

1613
1613
June 7, 1924.
June 7,1924.
[S.
lies., No.
No. 16.]
16.1
Con. Res.,
[S. Con.

Resolved
by the
the Senate
Representatives concurring),
concurring), Constitution.
of Representatives
(the House
House of
Senate (the
Resolved by
That
thousand additional
additional copies
copies of
revised annotated
Con- Revised
t
vised
nnotated
annotated Conof the
the revised
That five
five thousand
annotated
edition of, ordered.
stitution be
for the
the use
one thousand
thousand five
five editionof,ordered.
use of
of the
the Congress,
Congress, one
stitution
be printed
printed for
Distribution.
hundred copies
for the
the Senate
hundred copies
Senate and three thousand five hundred
copies for
hundred
Committee on
for the House of Representatives,
Representatives, and that the Senate Committee
for
the Judiciary
and it
it is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
competent
authorized to employ aacompetent
be, and
the
Judiciary be,
person to
to assist
assist in
same up
up to
to date,
compensation to
his compensation
date, his
the same
bringing the
in bringing
person
Proviso.
be
out of
of the
contingent fund
Senate: Provided,
Provided, That the cP^torsale.
the Senate:
fund of
of the
the contingent
paid out
be paid
Copies for sale.
than ten thousand
Public Printer
Printer shall
print not more
thousand additional copies
more than
shall print
Public
of said
Constitution and offer the same for sale at
annotated Constitution
revised annotated
of
said revised
the
persons who
cost of printing and binding, plus 10 per centum, to persons
the cost
agree
to resell
distribute the same for profit.
resell or distribute
not to
agree not
Passed, June
June 7, 1924.
Passed,
45822
*—voL 43—PT
2-18
43--T 2
45822°-VOL
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CONCURRENT RESOLUTIONS
RESOLUTIONS OF CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
CONCURRENT
SECOND SESSION,
SIXTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.
SECOND
SESSION, SIXTY-EIGHTH
CONGRESS.

December 1,
1, 1924.
December
[H. Con. Res.,
Res., No. 30.]
30.]

MEMORIAL SERVICE TO LATE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT WILSON.
WILSON.
MEMORIAL

Resolved by
the House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives (the
(the Senate
Senate concurring),
concurring),
Resolved
by the
Monday, the
set aside
aside as
as the
the
of December,
December, 1924,
1924, be
be set
aemori es to That
That Monday,
the 15th
15th day
day of
day upon
which there
there shall
shall be
be held
held a
joint session
the Senate
and
of the
Senate and
a joint
session of
day
upon which

Memorial service to
late President Wilson.

the House of Representatives
exercises in comRepresentatives for
for appropriate
appropriate exercises
commemoration of
memoration
of the
the life, character, and public
public service of
of the
the late
late
Woodrow Wilson,
Woodrow
Wilson, former
former President
President of the United States.
States.
Joint committe
to be
eommittetobe
That a
ajoint committee
committee to consist
consist of five Senators and seven Memappointed.

appoted.

Extensionof
Extension
of invitinvitations.

Uons.

Expenses from contingent fnds
funds of
of both
Houses.

tme

Houses.

bers
the House
bers of
of the
House of
of Representatives,
Representatives, to be appointed by the Presi-

of
dent pro tempore
tempore of the Senate and the
the Speaker
Speaker of
of the
the House of
Representatives, respectively,
Representatives,
respectively, shall be named, with full power to
to
make all arrangements
suitable programme
programme for the
arrangements and publish aa suitable
joint session of Congress herein
invitaherem authorized,
authorized, and to issue the invitations hereinafter
hereinafter mentioned.
mentioned.
tions
That invitations
invitations shall be extended to the President
President of the United
members of the Cabinet, the Chief
Justice and
States, the members
Chief Justice
and Associate
Associate
Justices of the Supreme
Justices
Supreme Court of the United States, and such other
other
invitations shall be issued as to the said committee shall seem best.
execution of
incurred by the committee
committee in the execution
That all expenses incurred

the provisions
of this
provisions of
this resolution
resolution shall
shall be
be paid,
from the
the
paid, one-half
one-half from

contingent
contingent fund of the Senate and one-half from the contingent
contingent
fund of the House
House of Representatives.
Representatives.
Passed, December 1,
1924.
1, 1924.
December 6, 1924.
December
1924.
(H. Con. Res.,
Res., No. 32.1
32.)
[H.

Holiday recess, 1924.

Holiday re" '1924.

December
16, 1924.
1924.
December 18,
No. M.]
[H. Con. Res., No.
35.1

Oration on late PresiDoctor
dent Wilson by Doctor
Edwin Anderson
Anderson
Edwin
Alderman.
Printing ordered.
Printing

HOLIDAY
HOLIDAY

RECESS.
RECESS.

Resolved in,
by the
the House
House of Representative
Representatives (the
Senate concurring),
concurring),
(the Senate
That
when the
the two
two Houses
Houses adjotun
December 20,
That when
adjourn on
on Saturday,
Saturday, December
1924,
they stand adjourned
adjourned until twelve
twelve o'clock
o'clock meridian
Monday,
1924, they
meridian Monday,
December
December 29, 1924.
Passed,
Passed, December
December 6,
6, 1924.

ORATION ON LATE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT WILSON.
ORATION
WILSON.

House of
of Representatives
Representatives (the
(the Senate concurring),
Resolved by the House
concurring),
That there shall be compiled, printed with illustrations,
illustrations, and bound,
as may be directed by the Joint Committee on Printing, 25,000 copies
of the oration delivered
delivered by Doctor Edwin Anderson Alderman in the
House of Representatives
Representatives during the exercises held in memory of the
President Woodrow
Woodrow Wilson on December 15, 1924, including
late President
all the proceedings
proceedings and the program of exercises, of which 8,000
copies shall be for the use of the Senate and 17,000 copies for the
Representatives.
use of the House of Representatives.
Passed, December
December 16, 1924.
1614
1614

1615
1615

CONCURRENT RESOLUTIONS
RESOLUTIONS OF CONGRESS.
CONCURRENT
COMMITTEE.
INAUGURAL COMMITTEE.
INAUGURAL

December 19,
1924.
19,1924.
December
[S.
Con. Res.,
23.]
No. 23.1
Res., No.
[S. Con.

Inauguration of
the
of the
Inauguration
concurring), President.
Resolved by
the Senate
House of
Representatives concurring),
of Representatives
(the House
Senate (the
by the
Resolved
eoint committee
Committee to
to
That a
three Senators
Senators and three Rep- Joint
of three
consisting of
committee consisting
a joint
joint committee
That
appointed.
beappointed.
resentatives,
be appointed
by the
the President
President of
of the
Senate and the be
the Senate
appointed by
to be
resentatives, to
authorized
Speaker
the House
of Representatives,
respectively, is authorized
Representatives, respectively,
House of
of the
Speaker of
the
to make
arrangements for
for the
inauguration of
of the
the inauguration
necessary arrangements
the necessary
make the
to
March next.
President elect
the United
United States
the 4th
4th of March
on the
States on
of the
elect of
President
Passed, December
December 19, 1924.
Passed,

STANDARD
COMP'ANY.
STANTDARD OIL COMPANY.

January
1925.
8,1925.
January 8,
[H. Con. Res., No. 41.]

Resolved
the House
of Representatives
concurring),
Senate concurring),
(the Senate
Representatives (the
House of
by the
Resolved by
Standard Oil
ComOil ComStandard
That
President be
be requested
to return
House of Repre- pany.
return to the House
requested to
the President
That the
bi
Return of
bill
for
of
P8etu
relief
the
for
Act
sentatives
bill
(H.
R.
2373)
entitled
"An
of
the
"An
entitled
2373)
R.
(H.
bill
sentatives
relief of, requested.
of, requested.
Standard Oil
Oil Company
Savannah, Georgia,"
Georgia," the item of appro- relief
at Savannah,
Company at
Standard
dote, p.33.
p. 33
priation
in the
Deficiency bill of April 2,
General Deficiency
the General
contained in
being contained
priation being
1924.
Passed,
January 8, 1925.
Passed, January
VOTES.
COUNTING
ELECTORAL VOTES.
COUNTING F.T.N1CTORAL

January 14,
1925.
14, 1925.
January
[S.
No. 25.1
25.]
Res., No.
Con. Res.,
[8. Con.

concurring),
Resolved
by the
the Senate
Senate (the
(the House
of Representatives
Representatives concurring),
House of
Resolved by
Counting
electoral
electoral
Counti'
shall assemble
That the
the two
two Houses
Houses of
assemble in
in the Hall of the votes.
Congress shall
of Congress
That
Proceedings
in
for, in
roceedings
February,
of
House
of Representatives
on Wednesday,
Wednesday, the
the 11th
11th day
day of February, the Hall
Representatives on
House of
of the House
House
tetheHa of
ofRepresentatives.
the
of
of
Representatives.
requirements
the
1925,
at
one
o'clock
postmeridian,
pursuant
to
the
requirements
of
the
to
pursuant
postmeridian,
o'clock
1925, at one
Constitution
election of President and Vicerelating to the election
laws relating
and laws
Constitution and
President
of
the
United
States,
and
the
President
President pro tempore of the
the
and
States,
United
the
of
President
tellers shall be preSenate
officer; that
that two tellers
presiding officer;
their presiding
be their
shall be
Senate shall
viously appointed
appointed by
the President
pro tempore on the part of the
President pro
by the
viously
Senate and
by the
Speaker on
part of the House of RepreReprethe part
on the
the Speaker
two by
and two
Senate
sentatives, to
whom shall
shall -be
be handed
as they are opened by the Presihanded as
to whom
sentatives,
purporting to be
dent of
of the
the Senate
Senate all
papers purporting
and papers
certificates and
the certificates
all the
dent
certificates of
the electoral
votes, which certificates
certificates and papers shall
electoral votes,
of the
certificates
be opened,
opened, presented,
presented, and
acted upon
upon in
the alphabetical
alphabetical order of the
in the
and acted
be
States, beginning
letter A; and said tellers, having then
the letter
with the
beginning with
States,
read the
same in
in the
and hearing
the two Houses, shall
of the
hearing of
presence and
the presence
the same
read
make a
a list
list of
of the
the votes
votes as
they shall
shall appear
appear from
the said
certifisaid certififrom the
as they
make
manner
and counted in manner
cates;
and the
been ascertained
ascertained and
having been
votes having
the votes
cates; and
and
according to
rules by
provided, the
the result
result of the same
law provided,
by law
the rules
to the
and according
shall
be delivered
delivered to
to the
Senate, who shall therethe Senate,
of the
President of
the President
shall be
upon announce
announce the
the state
state of
the vote,
vote, which
which announcement
announcement shall be
of the
upon
the
of
deemed
a
sufficient
declaration
persons,
if any, elected Presideclaration
deemed a sufficient
dent and
and Vice-President
of the
together with aa
United States, and, together
the United
Vice-President of
dent
Houses.
of
list
of
the
votes,
be
entered
on
the
Journals
the
two
Rouses.
Journals
the
on
entered
be
votes,
list of the
Passed, January
January 14, 1925.
Passed,
CAPITAL PUNISHMENT,
PUNISHMENT, DISTRICT
OF COLUMBIA.
COLUMBIA.
DISTRICT OF
CAPITAL

1

January
15, 1925.
925.
Januar 15,
[S.
Res., No. 26.1
26.]1
[S. Con. Res.,

Resolved by
the Senate
(the House
Representatives concurring),
concurring),
of Representatives
House of
Senate (the
by the
Resolved
Capital
punishment
Capital punishment
he is hereby
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Senate
be, and
and -he
hereby authorized t
Senate be,
That
n Distriet of Columof ColumbiDtnct
prescribe
to
bill
the
of
and
directed,
in
the
enrollment
of
the
bill
(S.
387)
prescribe
enrollment
and directed, in the
Return of billreof bill reRetur
of Columbia, to !lating
District of
the method
method of
capital punishment
punishment in
in the
the District
of capital
the
to,
requested.
to. requested.
latt
798.
p.79.
nte, p.
following: Ante,
the following:
strike
out, on
on page
one, line
the engrossed
engrossed bill
bill the
of the
three of
line three
page one,
strike out,
insert: hereafter
(on
after the
the 1st
of July,
hereafter
1924,] and insert:
July, 1924,]
day of
1st day
and after
[on and
1925.
Passed,
January 15, 1925.
Passed, January
ia.

CONCURRENT
OF CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
CONCURRENT RESOLUTIONS
RESOLUTIONS OF

1616
1616
January
27, 1925.
1925.
January 27,
[S.
Con. Res.,
Res., No.
27.]
[S. Con.
No. 27.]
Bridges,
Bayou
Bridges, Bayou
Bartholomew.
Bartholomew.
Return of bill relating to
ing
to requested.
requested.

February 3,
February
3, 1925.
1925.
IS.
Res., No.
IS. Con. Res.,
No. 28.]
Bridges,
Bayou BarBarBridges, Bayou
tholomew.
tholomew.
Reenrollment
Reenrollment of bill
relating to, diretd.
directed.
relatngto,

Ante, p.888.

Ante,p.888.

February 4, 1925.
1925.
[H. Con.
Con. Res., No.
No. 43.]
[H.

BRIDGES, BAYOU
BARTHOLOMEW.
BAYOU BARTHOLOMEW.
BRIDGES,

Resolved
the Senate
Senate (the
House of
of Representatives
concurring),
Representatives concurring),
by the
(the House
Resolved by
That
the President
of the
the United
States be,
be, and
and he
is hereby,
rehereby, rehe is
President of
United States
That the
quested to
to return
the Senate
3622), granting the
the
the bill
bill (S. 3622),
return to
to the
Senate the
quested
consent of
to the
Louisiana Highway
Highway Commission
to conconCommission to
the Louisiana
consent
of Congress
Congress to
struct,
maintain, and
bridge across
across the
Bartholothe Bayou
Bayou Bartholoa bridge
and operate
operate a
struct, maintain,
mew
each of
following-named points
in Morehouse
Parish,
Morehouse Parish,
points in
the following-named
at each
of the
mew at
Louisiana: Vester
the
Ferry, for the
and Zachery
Zachery Ferry,
Ward Ferry,
Ferry, and
Ferry, Ward
Vester Ferry,
Louisiana:
purpose of
of correcting
correcting an
error therein.
therein.
an error
purpose
Passed,
27, 1925.
1925.
Passed, January
January 27,

BRIDGES,
BAYOU BARTHOLOMEW.
BARTHOLOMEW.
BRIDGES, BAYOU

Resolved by
by the
Senate (the
(the House
House of
Representatives conconof Representatives
the Senate
Resolved
curring),
curring), That the action of the Speaker of the House of Repre-

sentatives and
and of
of the
the President
President pro
tempore of
the Senate
Senate in
in signing
signing
of the
pro tempore
sentatives
the
the consent
consent of
of Congress
Congress to
to the
granting the
bill (S.
(S. 3622)
3622) granting
the enrolled
enrolled bill
Louisiana
maintain, and
and operate
Commission to construct, maintain,
Louisiana Highway
Highway Commission
a
bridge across
Bayou Bartholomew
each of
following
a bridge
across the
the Bayou
Bartholomew at
at each
of the following
named points
points in
Morehouse Parish,
Parish, La.:
Vester Ferry, Ward
Ward Ferry,
La.: Vester
in Morehouse
named
and
Zachery Ferry,
rescinded, and
the Secretary
and that
that the
Secretary of the
be rescinded,
and Zachery
Ferry, be
Senate
is hereby,
authorized and
and directed
reenroll the
the
directed to
to reenroll
hereby, authorized
Senate be,
be, and
and he
he is
bill with
following amendments:
amendments:
bill
with the
the following
out "Polish"
"Polish" and
and insert
In
the enrolled
enrolled bill strike out
In line 33 of the
"
Police."
"Police."
Amend
the title
read:
Amend the
title so
so as
as to
to read:
"An
"An Act granting the consent of Congress to the
the police jury
jury of
Morehouse
Highway Commission
or the State
State Highway
Commission
Morehouse Parish, Louisiana,
Louisiana, or
of Louisiana
Louisiana to
to construct,
maintain, and operate
operate a
a bridge
bridge across
across
of
construct, maintain,
the Bayou Bartholomew
Bartholomew at each of the following-named points
Louisiana: Vester
Ferry, Ward
Ward Ferry,
and
in Morehouse
Morehouse Parish,
Parish, Louisiana:
Vester Ferry,
Ferry, and
Zachery Ferry."
Ferry."
Zachery
Passed, February
February 3,
3, 1925.
1925.
Passed,

BIOGRAPHICAL CONGRESSIONAL
DIRECTORY.
CONGRESSIONAL DIRECTORY.
BIOGRAPHICAL

Representatives (the Senate concurring),
House of Representatives
Resolved by the House
concurring),

Biographical
Conand bound,
bound, as may be directed
That
shall be
be compiled,
Biograph'ical'ConyThat there
there shall
compiled, printed,
printed, and
directed
gressional
Directory.
Printing,
Printing,
dered.

etc.,
etc.,

oror-

February 6, 1925.
1925.
February
[S.
[S. Con. Res.,
Res., No. 3.]

Report
Report of Coal Commission.
Printing of, ordered.
ordered.

Distribution.
Distribution.

by the Joint Committee on Printing, four thousand copies of a
a
revised
edition of
the Biographical
Congressional Directory
up to
revised edition
of the
Biographical Congressional
Directory up
to
and including the Sixty-eighth
Sixty-eighth Congress,
Congress, of
which one
thousand
of which
one thousand
copies shall be
Senate and
three thousand
copies
be for the use of
of the
the Senate
and three
thousand copies
copies
for
of Representatives.
for the
the use
use of
of the
the House
House of
Representatives.
Passed,
February 4, 1925.
Passed, February

COMMISSION.
REPORT OF COAL
COAL COMMISSION.

Resolved by the Senate (the House
House of Representatives
Representatives concurring),
concurring),
report of the
to
That the report
the United
United States Coal
Coal Commission relative
relative to
the anthracite
and bituminous
bituminous coal industry,
accompanying
anthracite and
industry, with accompanying
papers, charts,
charts, diagrams,
diagrams, and
and illustrations
(including not
not to exceed
exceed
illustrations (including
papers,
one supplemental
supplemental volume),
volume), be
be printed
printed as
as aa Senate
Senate document,
document, with
with
one
contents
and index,
index, and
and that
that five
additional copies
be
contents and
five thousand
thousand additional
copies be
hundred copies shall be for the
printed, of which one thousand
thousand one hundred

1617
1617

CONCURRENT RESOLUTIONS
RESOLUTIONS OF CONGRESS.
CONCURRENT

Committee
use
of the
one hundred
copies for the use of the Committee
hundred copies
Senate, one
the Senate,
use of
on
Mines and
and Mining
Mining of
the Senate,
Senate, three
thousand five hundred
hundred
three thousand
of the
on Mines
copies
use of
of the
the House,
House, and
and three
three hundred
hundred copies for the
the use
for the
copies for
use of
the Ho'use
Committee on
Commerce.
Interstate and Foreign Commerce.
on Interstate
House Committee
of the
use
Passed,
February
6,
1925.
6,
Passed, February

NATIONAL DEFENSE
DEFENSE ACT.
ACT.
NATIONAL

February 21,
1925.
21, 1925.
February
[S. Con. Res.,
Res., No. 33.1
33.]

Resolved
by the
Senate (the
(the House
concurring),
Representatives concurring),
of Representatives
House of
the Senate
Resolved by
nal
llational
Defense
Defense
Attio
That
President of
of the
United States
States be, and he is hereby, re- Ae
the United
the President
That the
Return
of
bill
amendReturnofbillamendcertain
in
amend
to
3760)
quested
to
return
to
the
Senate
the
bill
(S.
3760)
to
amend
in
(S.
bill
the
Senate
the
to
quested to return
inhr
ft
e
r ested.
inrqueted
amended,
as
1916,
3,
particulars the
amended,
Defense Act of June 3,
National Defense
the National
particulars
:
Ante, p.1075.
Antc,p.1075.
and for
other purposes.
purposes.
for other
and
Passed,
February 21, 1925.
Passed, February

REVISED
!.
e,S, SECTION
SECTION
STATUTES,
REVISED STN.

3186.
3186.

February 21,
21, 1925.
February
46.]
[H. Con. Res., No. 46.1

Statutes.
Red
Resolved
by the
concurring), Revised
Statutes.
Representatives (the Senate concurring),
of Representatives
House of
the House
Resolved by
Correction in
enroin enrollCorrecton
That in
enrolling the
R. 4202)
"An Act to amend
amend ment
entitled "An
4202) entitled
(H. R.
bill (H.
the bill
in enrolling
That
of bill amending
directed.
31, directed.
section
Statsection 3186,
(Revised
Statutes,
section
5908,
United
States
Statutes,
1916
(Revised
Compiled
States
United
5908,
section
utes, section
section 3186,
amended by Act of March
March 1, 1879, chapter
chapter 125,
as amended
3186, as
utes,
, P.9.
of the
section
3,
and
Act
of
March
4,
1913,
chapter
166),"
the
Clerk
the
166),"
chapter
1913,
4,
March
of
Act
p.994.
section 3, and
House
is authorized
authorized and directeddirected—
House is
immediately after the enif" immediately
(1)
out the
words "That
"That if"
the words
strike out
To strike
(1) To
following:
the following:
acting: clause
and to
to insert
lieu thereof
thereof the
in lieu
insert in
clause and
acting
"
That
section
3186
of
the
Revised
as amended, is amendStatutes,
Revised
the
of
3186
section
" That
ed
to read
read as follows:
ed to
if".".
" SEC.
SEC. 3186.
That if
3186. That
"'
(2)
To insert
insert quotation
quotation marks
at the end of such bill.
marks at
(2) To
(3)
To
amend
the
title
so
as
to
read: "An
"An Act to amend section
section
read:
,to
as
so
title
the
(3) To amend
amended."
3186 of
of the
Statautes as amended."
Revised Statautes
the Revised
3186
Passed,
February 21, 1925.
Passed, February
Aide,

NATIONAL
DEFENSE ACT
ACT AMENDMENT.
AMENDMENT.
NATIONAL DEFENSE

February 25,
25, 1925.
February
(S.
Con. Res.,
No. 35.1
Res., No.
[S.Con.

a

Defense Act
Resolved by
the Senate
(the House
Representatives concurring),
concurring), National
of Representatives
National Defense
Act
House of
Senate (the
by the
Resolved
amendment.
amendment.
That,
the
action
of
the
Speaker
of
the
House
of
Representatives
and
Representatives
of
House
the
of
Speaker
the
of
That the action
Reenrollment of, bill
t o bi
of
President pro
pro tempore
of the
in signing
the enrolled
enrolled directed.
signing the
Senate in
the Senate
tempore of
the President
of the
Ante, p. 1078.
p.107
Ane,
bill
(S.
3760)
to
amend
in
certain
particulars
the
National
Defense
the
particulars
certain
in
amend
to
bill (S. 3760)
purposes, be reAct of
of June
June 3,
as amended,
and for
other purposes,
for other
amended, and
1916, as
3, 1916,
Act
scinded,
and
that
in
the
reenrollment
of
said
bill
the
Secretary of the
Secretary
the
bill
said
of
reenrollment
the
in
that
scinded, and
Senate be,
and he
directed to
strike out on
to strike
and directed
authorized and
hereby, authorized
is hereby,
he is
be, and
Senate
lieu thereof
page
5,
line
4,
the
word
"
commissioner"
and
insert
in
thereof
and
"commissioner"
word
the
page 5, line 4,
the
"commissioned."
word "commissioned."
the word
Passed, February
1925.
February 25, 1925.
Passed,
March
1925.
2,1925.
March 2,
WAR FRAUD
ACTIONS.
FRAUD ACTIONS.
WAR

[S.
Res., No. 37.1
373
[S. Con. Res.,

War fraud actions.
Resolved
the Senate
of Representatives
fraud tactions
concUring), War
Representatives concurring).
House of
(the House
Correction
of title of
Senate (the
by the
Resolved by
bill
relating
titgto
That the
the Secretary
of the
Senate be,
and he
he is
authorized bUnorelact
hereby, authorized
is hereby,
be, and
the Senate
Secretary of
That
Ante, p. 1264.
p.124.
nte
an
and
directed,
in
the
enrollment
of
the
bill
(S.
3913)
to
extend
for
for
extend
to
and directed, in the enrollment of the bill (S. 3913)
additional
three years
years the
effective period
the Act enof the
period of
the effective
of three
period of
additional period
-titled
"An Act
Act to
section 51
of chapter
chapter 4
Judicial
4 of the Judicial
51 of
amend section
to amend
titled "An
Code," approved September
September 19,
and an
An Act
Act
"An
entitled "
Act entitled
an Act
1922, and
19, 1922,

Code," approved

1618
1618

CONCURRENT RESOLUTIONS
CONGRESS.
RESOLUTIONS OF CONGRESS.
CONCURRENT
to
876 of
of the
Revised Statutes,"
September
approved September
Statutes," approved
the Revised
amend section
section 876
to amend
19,
to strike
strike out
line of
title the
words "
three
"three
the words
of the
the title
the first
first line
out in
in the
19, 1922,
1922, to
years"
and insert
insert in
in lieu
lieu thereof
thereof the
"one year,"
that
so that
year," so
words "one
the words
years" and
the
title may
may conform
to the
by the
the House
House of
of RepRepmade by
the amendment
amendment made
conform to
the title
resentatives to
to the
the text
text of
the bill
to by the
the Senate.
Senate.
bill and
and agreed
agreed to
of the
resentatives
Passed, March
March 2,
2, 1925.
1925.
Passed,

March 3, 1925.
March
Res., No.48.1
[H. Con.
Con. Res.,
No. 48.]

Veterans'
World War
WarVeterans'
Act.
Act.
Correction
Correction in
in enrollamending,
ment of
of bill
bill amending,
directed.
directed.
Ante
An, p.1303.
p. 1303.

WORLD
VETERANS'
WORLD WAR
WAR VETERANS'

Acr AMENDMENT.
AMENDMENT.
ACT

Resolved
the House
of Representatives
concurring),
(the Senate
Senate concurring),
Representatives (the
House of
Resolved by
by the
That the
of the
the House,
House, in
(IL R.
R. 12308)
of (H.
12308)
in the
the enrollment
enrollment of
Clerk of
That
the Clerk
entitled "
An Act
Act to
amend the
World War
Veterans Act,
1924," is
Act, 1924,"
the World
War Veterans
entitled
"An
to amend
authorized and
13 of
bill, to
to strike
strike
engrossed bill,
on page
page 13
of the
the engrossed
and directed
directed on
authorized
out
in lines
lines 7,
following: "section
"section 1575
1575 and
and 1576 of
of the
the following:
out in
7, 8,
8, and
and 99the
Compiled
United States
(Act of
of March
March 3,
3, 1887)
1887) and
and
States (Act
Statutes of
of the
the United
Compiled Statutes
section
1578 thereof,"
thereof," and
and to
to insert
following:
thereof the following:
insert in
in lieu thereof
section 1578
section
of the
the Act
Act entitled
"An Act to
provide for the
to provide
entitled "An
section 55 and
and 66 of
bringing of
of suits
against the
the Government
Government of
the United
States,"
of the
United States,"
suits against
bringing
approved March
March 3,
3, 1887,
1887, and section
section 10
10 thereof
thereof
approved
Passed,
1925.
Passed, March
March 3,
3, 1925.

TREATIES
CONVENTIONS
TREATIES AND CONVENTIONS
BY THE
CONCLUDED BY

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
AMERICA
WITH
WITH

FOREIGN NATIONS.
FOREIGN

1619
1619

CONVENTIONS.
AND CONVENTIONS.
TREATIES AND
November 10,1922.
10, 1922.
Treaty
United States
States and
and Costa
Rica for
for the mutual
mutual extra- November
Costa Rica
the United
between the
Treaty between
dition of
of fugitives
fugitives from
justice. Signed
Signed at
San Jose, November 10,
at San
from justice.
dition
ratified by
1922;
by the
the Senate,
Senate, February
February 8,
8, 1923; ratified
advise by
ratificationadvise
1922; ratification
1923;
Costa Rica,
7, 1923;
ratified by
President, April 11 1923;
the President,
by the
1923; ratified
March 7,
Rica, March
Costa
proclaimed,
ratifications exchanged
San Jose,
Jose, April
27, 1923;
1923; proclaimed,
April 27,
at San
exchanged at
ratifications
May
1923.
3, 1923.
May 3,

MEROA.
BY THE
PRESIDENT OF
OF TEE
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES OF A
AMERICA.
THE PRESIDENT
BY

A PROCLAMATION.
PROCLAMATION.
A

the
and the
America and
Whereas, a
a treaty
between the
the United
of America
States of
United States
treaty between
Whereas,
Republic of
Costa Rica,
for the mutual extradition of fugiproviding for
Rica, providing
of Costa
Republic
tives
justice, was
signed by their respective pleniand signed
concluded and
was concluded
from justice,
tives from
thousand
November, one thousand
potentiaries at
at San
Jose on
on the
the tenth
tenth day of November,
San Jose
potentiaries
which treaty,
nine
hundred and
and twenty-two,
origuial of
treaty-,being in
of which
the original
twenty-two, the
nine hundred
follows:
the
English and
languages, is word for word
word as follows:
Spanish languages,
and Spanish
the English
The Republics
United
Republics of the United
The
States
Costa
of America and of Costa
States of
Rica, desiring
to assure
assure the
desiring to
Rica,
prompt
efficient action
of
action of
and efficient
prompt and
justice
delinquents
punishing delinquents
in punishing
justice in
who
who attempt to escape the penalty prescribed
prescribed by the Laws of
alty
one
country by taking refuge in
one country
the other,
other, have
have resolved
resolved to conthe
clude
Treaty of
Extradition.
of Extradition.
a Treaty
clude a
For that
that purpose
purpose they have
For
Pleninamed
respective Plenitheir respective
as their
named as
potentiaries:
potentiaries:
The
of the United
President of
The President
States of
America, Mr.
Mr. Roy Tasco
of America,
States
Davis, Envoy
and
Extraordinary and
Envoy Extraordinary
Davis,
Minister Plenipotentiary
Plenipotentiary of the
Minister
America in Costa
United States of America
United
Rica; and
and
Rica;
The
President of
of the
Republic
the Republic
The President
of Costa
Costa Rica,
the Secretary- of
Rica, the
of
State in
in the
Office of Foreign Rethe Office
State
lations, senor
senor Jose Andres
Andres Corolations,
nado
Alvarado;
nado Alvarado;
Who,
having mutually
mutually
after having
Who, after
communicated
communicated their full powers,
and
found in
in good and
being found
they being
and they
due
have stipulated
as folstipulated as
form, have
due form,
lows:
lows:

Extradition with
n
Costa Rica.
Preamble.

tosaditoi

with

Preanmb.

Las
los Estados
Repfiblicas de los
Las Reptiblicas
y de Costa
Unidos de
America y
de Am6rica
Unidos
Rica,
en el
la
asegurar la
de asegurar
deseo de
el deseo
Rica, en
pronta y
y eficaz
accion de la justieficaz acci6n
pronta
a los delincuentes
cia,
castigando a
cia, castigando
que
intenten eludir
eludir la
la sancion
sanci6n
que intenten
pais
prevista
las byes
leyes de un pals
por las
prevista por
refugiandose
el otro,
han reotro, ban
en el
refugiandose en
suelto
Tratado de
celebrar un Tratado
suelto celebrar
Extradici6n.
Al efecto,
efecto, han nomExtradici6n. Al
brado como
como sus
sus respectivos
respectivos PleniPlenibrado
potenciarios:
potenciarios:

Contracting
Powers.
Contracting Powers.

El
Estados
los Estados
de los
Presidente de
El Presidente
Unidos de
de America,
America, a
a Mr. Roy
Unidos
Tasco Davis, Enviado ExtraorTasco
dinario y
Ministro PlenipotenciaPlenipotenciay Ministro
dinario
rio de
de los
los Estados
Estados Unidos
Unidos de
rio
y
America en
en Costa
Costa Rica; y
America
Repiblica
El
Presidente de la Repdblica
El Presidente
de
Sr. Secretario
Secretario de
al Sr.
Rica, al
Costa Rica,
de Costa
Estado
el Despacho
Relade RelaDespacho de
en el
Estado en
ciones
Exteriores, don
Jos6 Andon Jose
ciones Exteriores,
dres
Coronado Alvarado;
Alvarado;
dr6s Coronado
Quienes, despues
de haberse
haberse codespues de
Quienes,
municado mutuamente
mutuamente sus plenos
municado
poderes, y
yencontrandolos
encontrandolos en buepoderes,
na y
debida forma,
forma, han
estipulado
han estipulado
y debida
na
lo siguiente:
siguiente:
lo
1621

Plenipotentiaries.
Plenipotentlarile

1622
1622

Reciprocal
delivery of
eciproecaldeliveryot
persons charged with
crimes.
crmss.

EXTRADITION
RICA.
TREATY-COSTA RICA.
EXTRADITION TREATY—COSTA

NOVEMBER
1922.
10, 1922.
NOVEMBER 10,

ARTICLE
ARTICLE II

ARTICULO I
ARTICULO
I

It
agreed that
that the
It .,is
is agreed
the GovernGovernof
ment
the United
of the
United States of
ment of
of
America and
Government of
and the
the Government
America
Costa Rica
Rica shall,
mutual
upon mutual
shall, upon
Costa
requisition
duly made
made as
as herein
herein
requisition duly
provided
deliver up
up to
justice any
any
to justice
provided deliver
person who
who may
may be
be charged
with,
charged with,
person
or may
been convicted
of
convicted of
may have
have been
or
any of
of the
crimes specified
specified in
in
the crimes
any
Article II
of this
Convention
this Convention
II of
Article
committed within
the jurisdicjurisdicwithin the
committed
tion
of one
the Contracting
Contracting
of the
one of
tion of
was
Parties while
while said
said person was
Parties
actually within
jurisdiction
such jurisdiction
within such
actually
when the
the crime
crime was
was committed,
committed,
when
and who
an asylum
asylum or
shall seek
seek an
and
who shall
shall be
the territerriwithin the
shall
be found
found within
tories of
provided that
that
other, provided
of the
the other,
tories
such surrender
shall take
place
take place
such
surrender shall
only upon
evidence of
of crimicrimisuch evidence
only
upon such
nahty, as
as according
to the
the laws
laws
according to
nality,
of the
the place
place where
fugitive or
or
the fugitive
where the
of
person so
so charged
shall be
be found,
found,
charged shall
person
would justify
justify his
his apprehension
apprehension
would
and commitment
commitment for
trial if
if the
the
and
for trial
crime
had been
been there
there
crime or
or offense
offense had
committed.
committed.

El Gobierno de los Estados
y el Gobierno
America y
Unidos de America
de Costa Rica convienen
convienen en entreentrejusticia a
peticion uno de
a petici6n
a la justicia
gar a
otro hecha
arreglo a
a lo que
con arreglo
otro
hecha con
Convenio se dispone, a
a
en este Convenio
todos los individuos acusados oo
convictos
cualesquiera de los
convictos de cualesquiera
delitos especificados
especificados en el articulo
II
II de este Tratado, cometidos
dentro de
de la
la jurisdicci6n
jutisdiccion de una
dentro
Contratantes, siemde las Partes Contratantes,
pre
que dichos
individuos estudichos individuos
pre que
vieren dentro
deptro de dicha
dicha jurisdicvieren
ciOn al
al tiempo
tiempo de cometer el delito
ci6n
yque
que busquen
o sean enconbusquen asilo o
y
trados
trados en el territorio de la otra;
con
dicha entrega
entrega tenga
tal que dicha
con tal
lugar unicamente
imicamente en virtud
virtud de las
lugar
pruebas de
culpabilidad que, conde culpabilidad
pruebas
forme a
alas
las leyes
del pals
pais en que
leyes del
forme
el
refugiado o
oacusado
acusado se
se encuenencuenel refugiado
tre,
justificarlan su detencien
y
detenci6n y
tre, justificarian
o deenjuiciamiento
enjuiciamiento si el crimen o
coraetido alli.
lito se hubiese cometido

ARTICLE II
II

ARTICULO II
ARTICULO
II

Extraditable crimes.
Extraditable
crimes.

Persons shall be delivered
delivered up
according
provisions of
according to the provisions
this
this Convention,
Convention, who shall have
been charged with or convicted
convicted
crimes:
of any of the following crimes:
Murder. etc.
1. Murder,
comprehending the
1.
Murder, comprehending
Mutp.16
Post, p.1629.
crimes
designated by
by the
the terms
terms
crimes designated
of
of parricide,
parricide, assassination,
assassination, manslaughter, when voluntary,
voluntary, poislaughter,
soning or infanticide,
infanticide, as well as
the attempt to commit these
crimes.
crimes.
Rape, etc.
Rape,etc.
2. Rape,
2.
abortion,
carnal
abortion,
carnal
knowledge
knowledge of children
children under the
age of twelve years.
Bigamy.
Bigamy.
3. Bigamy.
Bigamy.
3.
Arson.
Arson.
4. Arson.
Arson.
Injuries
to railroads.
Injuriestorailroads.
5. Willfull and unlawful destruction or obstruction of railstruction
roads, which endangers
endangers human
life.
life.
Crimes at sea.
6. Crimes
Crimes committed
sea:
6.
committed at
at sea:
Piracy.
Piracy.

(a) Piracy,
as
commonly
(a)
Piracy,
as
commonly
known and
and defined
laws
known
defined by
by the
the laws
of
Nations, or
or by
by Statute;
Statute;
of Nations,

Destroying vessels.

(b)
sinking or
or de(b) Wrongfully
Wrongfully sinking
destroying
at sea
sea or
stroying aa vessel
vessel at
or atattempting to
tempting
to do
do so;
so;

Seglin
lo dispuesto
en este
este Condispuesto en
Segdn lo
vent°, serail
seran entregados los indivenio,
vtduos acusados
convictos de
de
acusados o
o convictos
viduos
cualquiera
cualquiera de los delitos siguientes:
1.—Asesinato,
incluyendo los
1.-Asesinato, incluyendo
delitos
designados con los nomdelitos designados
parricidio, homicidio vobres de parricidio,
inluntario, envenenamiento
envenenamiento ee inluntario,
fanticidio,
asi como la tentativa
fanticidio, asi
de cometer
cometer estos delitos;
2.—Violacien,
comercio
aborto, comercio
2.-Violaci6n, aborto,
carnal con menores
men.ores de doce anus;
anos;
carnal
3.—Bigamia;
3.-Bigamia;
4.—Incendio;
4.-Incendio;
5.—Destruccion
obstrucci6n
u obstruccien
5.-Destrucci6n u
voluntaria e
e ilegal de ferrocarriles, cuando
cuando ponga en peligro la
personas;
vida de las personas;
6.—Delitos
cometidos en el
6.-Delitos cometidos
mar:
a)—Pirateria, segtin
segun se entiena)-Pirateria,
de y
y define
comdnmente por el
define comtinmente
de
Derecho Internacional
Internacional o
o por las
Derecho
leyes;
leyes;
b)—Echar
destruir
o destruir
pique o
b)-Echar aa pique
intencionalmente un buque en el
intencionalmente
o intentar hacerlo;
mar o
hacerlo;

EXTRADITION TREATY—COSTA
RICA.
TREATY-COSTA RICA.
EXTRADITION
(c)
Mutiny or
or conspiracy
conspiracy by
(c) Mutiny
two
the crew
two or more
more members
members of the
or
other persons
of a
a
on board of
persons on
or other
vessel
on the
the
seas, for the
vessel on
the high seas,
purpose
against the
the
of rebelling
rebelling against
purpose of
authority
or Comauthority of the Captain or
mander
such vessel,
vessel, or
or by
by fraud
fraud
of such
mander of
or
violence taking
of
possession of
taking possession
or violence
such
vessel;
such vessel;
(d)
board ships
ships
on board
Assault on
(d) Assault
upon
to
seas with intent to
upon the high seas
do bodily
harm.
bodily harm.
do
7. Burglary,
the
be the
defined to
to be
7.
Burglary, defined
act of
of breaking
breaking into
and entering
entering
into and
act
the house
another in
night
in the night
the
house of another
commit aa
time
intent to commit
time with intent
felony- therein.
therein.
felony
into and
and
8.
act of breaking into
8. The
The act
entering
entering into the offices
offices of the
Government and
public authoriauthoriGovernment
and public
ties, or the
offices of
bankof banks, bankthe offices
ties,
ing houses,
saving banks,
banks, trust
trust
ing
houses, saving
companies, insurance
companies,
insurance companies,
companies,
or other
other buildings
buildings not dwellings
or
with intent
intent to commit
felony
commit aa felony
with
therein.
therein.
9.
Robbery,defined to be the
9. Robbery,
act of
of feloniously
feloniously and
forcibly
and forcibly
act
the person of anfrom the
taking from
other, goods
or money
money- by viovioother,
goods or
lence
him in
in fear.
fear.
by putting
putting him
lence or
or by
10.
of
the utterance
utterance of
10. Forgery
Forgery or the
forged
papers.
forged papers.
11. The
The forgery
falsification
11.
forgery or falsification
of
the official
official acts
acts of
the GovernGovernof the
of the
ment
or public
authority, includpublic authority,
ment or
of Justice,
Justice, or the
ing
ing Courts
Courts of
uttering
or fraudulent
fraudulent use
use of
of any
any
uttering or
of
the same.
same.
of the
12.
fabrication of counterThe fabrication
12. The
feit
coin or
paper,
feit money,
money, whether
whether coin
or paper,
counterfeit
titles or
or coupons
of
coupons of
counterfeit titles
public debt,
debt, created
National,
by National,
created by
public
State,
Provincial,
Territorial,
Territorial,
Provincial,
State,
Local or
or Municipal
Governments,
Municipal Governments,
Local
banknotes,
other instruments
banknotes, or other
of public
credit, counterfeit
counterfeit seals,
seals,
of
public credit,
stamps,
and marks of State
stamps, dies and
or public
and the
the
administrations, and
or
public administrations,
utterance,
or frauducirculation or
utterance, circulation
of the above mentioned
lent
lent use of
objects.
objects.
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1922.
10, 1922.
NOVEMBER

c)—Motin
conspiraci6n de
c)-Motin oo conspiracion
dos o
o mas
de la
la triputripudos
mas individuos
individuos de
lacion u
a bordo
laci6n
u otras
otras personas, a
de un
buque en
en alta
con el
alta mar,
mar, con
de
un buque
proposito de
contra la
prop6sito
de rebelarse
rebelarse contra
autoridad
Patron
del Capitan
Capitan oo Patr6n
autoridad del
de
dicho buque
buque o
de apoderarse
apoderarse
o de
de dicho
o violencia;
del
violencia;
fraude o
del mismo por fraude

Mutiny.
Mutiny.

d)—Abordaje de un
un buque en
en
d)-Abordaje
causar
alta
mtenci6n de causar
alta mar
mar con mtencien
dalios
mateiiales;
danos materiales;
7.—El acto
acto de
de allanar la casa
casa
7.-El
de
otro durante
con el
noche con
durante la noche
de otro
propesito
de cometer
cometer en
ella un
en ella
prop6sito de
delito;
delito;

Assault on shipboard.
Assault

8.—.Allanamiento de
de las
las ofici8.-Allanamiento
nas
del Gobierno
Gobiemo y
y Autoridades
Autoridades
nas del
publicas, o
Bancos, o
de Casas
Casas
o de
o de
de Bancos,
pdblicas,
de
ahorros,
de Cajas
Cajas de ahorros,
banca, o
o de
e banc,a,
Cajas de
de dep6sito,
depOsito, o
o de
de CompsCompaCajas
Alas
demas edificios
edificios
seguros yy demas
fias de
de seguros
quo
no sean
sean habitaciones,
habitaciones, con
que no
intenciOn
cometer un
un delito;
intenci6n de cometer

Feloniously entering
celoously
offices,etc.

9.—Robo,
9.-Robo,

por
entendiendose
entendiendose por

sustracci6n de bienes oo
tal la
la sustracciOn
diner° de
o
de otro con violencia o
dinero
intiraidacien;
intimidaci6n;

Burglary.

entering

Robbery.
Robbery.

Forgery.
10.—Falsificacion o
o expedicion
expedici6n Forgery
10.-Falsificaci6n
de
documentos falsificados;
falsificados;
de documentos

public
suplanta- doctorgery
y suplanta11.-Falsificaci6n
11.—Falsificacien y
°rge
e
f
js of
of public
cien de actos
actos oficiales
oficiales del Goci6n
pablica,
Autoridad piblica,
bierno oode la
la Autoridad
Tribunales de Jusinclusos los Tribunales
o uso
ticia,
expendicien o
la expendici6n
ticia, oo la
fraudulento de
de los
los mismos;
mismos;
fraudulento
Counterfeiting.
12.—La
fabricacien de moneda counterfeitg.
12.-La fabricaci6n
falsa,
bien sea
sea esta metalica o
o
falsa, bien
cupones falsos
en
titulos oo cupones
papel, titulos
en papel,
de
Deuda publica,
publica, creada por
por
de la
la Deuda
Autoridades
provinAutoridades nacionales, provinciales,
territoriales, locales
munilocales oomuniciales, territoriales,
cipales,
otros
u otros
de Banco
Banco u
billetes de
cipales, billetes
valores
pablicos de credit°,
de
credito, de
valores piblicos
sellos, de
de timbres,
curios y
v marcas
marcas
timbres, cunos
sellos,
falsas de
de Administraci6n
AdministraciOn del
del EsEsfalsas
expendici6n
tado
y la expendiciOn
tado oopublicas, y
circulacion oo uso
fraudulento
uso fraudulent°
oo circulaci6n
de cualquiera
de
cualquiera de los objetos
arriba
arriba mencionados;
mencionados;
2
Embezzling
public
public
jEm
bez.ng
13.—Peculado
malversaciOn funds.
13.-Peculado oo malversaci6n
13.
Embezzlement or
or criminal
criminal
13. Embezzlement
criminal cometida
cometida dentro
dentro de
de la
malversation
within criminal
committed within
malversation committed
jurisdiccion de
de una
de ambas
ambas
una de
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
one or
the jurisdicci6n
or the
of one
the
Partes por
empleados pdblicos
pablicos o
o
por empleados
other
public officers
officers or Partes
by public
party by
other party
cuando in
la cantidad
cantidad
depositaries, cuando
depositaries, where
amount depositarios,
where the amount
depositaries,
sustraida exceda
doscientos
de doscientos
exceda de
embezzled
two hundred sustraida
exceeds two
embezzled exceeds
equivalente en la
su equivalente
d6lares oo su
dollars
(or
Costa
Rican
Rican &dares
Costa
(or
dollars
moneda de
Rica:
de Costa
Costa Rica:
moneda
equivalent).
equivalent).
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emEmbezling
Emhartling by empioyees.

plo yeeS

by

Kidnaping.
Kidnapng.

Larceny.

Obtaining money by
faLse pretenses, etc.

ObtaingigSoney by

Perjury.
P
Breach of trust, etc.

Breachoftrust,etc.

Slave trading.

Accessories.
Accessories.

14. Embezzlement
Embezzlement by any person or
or persons
persons hired, salaried
salaried or
employed, to
the detriment
of
to the
detriment of
employed,
their employers
or principals,
principals,
their
employers or
when the
crime or
is
or offense
offense is
when
the crime
punishable by
by imprisonment
or
punishable
imprisonment or
other corporal
corporal punishment
punishment by
by
other
the laws
laws of
of both
both countries, and
and
the
where the
the amount
embezzled
amount embezzled
where
exceeds two
two hundred
hundred dollars
dollars (or
(or
exceeds
Costa Rican
equivalent).
Costa
Rican equivalent).
15. Kidnapping
Kidnapping of minors or
adults,
defined to
to be
be the
the abducabducadults, defned
tion
detention of a
a person or
or detention
tion or
persons, in order to exact
money
exact money
persons,
from
or their
their families,
or
families, or
them or
from them
for
unlawful end.
any other
other unlawful
for any
defined to be the
16.
Larceny, defined
16. Larceny,
theft
personal propeffects, personal
theft of effects,
erty,
money, of
of the
the value
value of
or money,
erty, or
twenty-five
(or
dollars, or
or more, (or
twenty-five dollars,
Costa Rican
Rican equivalent).
equivalent).
Costa

17. Obtaining
valuable
17.
Obtaining money,
money, valuable

property by
securities or other
other property
securities
false pretenses
or receiving
receiving any
any
pretenses or
false
money, valuable
or
securities or
valuable securities
money,
other property
property knowing
same
knowing the
the same
other
to
been unlawfully
unlawfully obtained,
to have
have been
where
the amount
money or
of money
or
where the
amount of
the
value of
of the
property so
so
the property
the value
obtained
received exceeds
two
obtained or
or received
exceeds two
hundred
dollars (or
Costa Rican
Rican
(or Costa
hundred dollars
equivalent).
equivalent).
18.
Perjury or
or subornation
subornation of
of
18. Perjury
perjury.
perjury.
1. Fraud
Fraud or
breach of
19.
or breach
of trust
trust
by
a
bailee,
banker,
agent,
factor,
by a bailee, banker, agent, factor,
trustee, executor,
executor, administrator,
trustee,
administrator,
guardian,
director or officer
guardian, director
officer of
of
any Company
Company or
or Corporation,
or
any
Corporation, or
by any
one in
any fiduciary
fiduciary posiany one
in any
posiby
tion, where
of money
tion,
where the
the amount
amount of
money
or the
the value
value of
the property
property
or
of the
misappropriated exceeds
misappropriated
exceeds two
two hunhundred
dred dollars
dollars (or
(or Costa Rican
equivalent).
equivalent).
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14.—SustracciOn
por
realizada por
14.-Sustracci6n realizada
cualquiera
personas
cualquiera persona oo personas
asalariadas
detrien detrio empleadas
empleadas en
asalariadas o
ment°
de sus
prmcipales o
o amos,
amos,
sus principales
mento de
cuando
este castigado
delito est6
cuando el delito
con
u otra
otra pena
corpena corpresidio u
con presidio
poral
por las
las leyes
leyes de
de ambos
orporal po
Paises
y cuando
cuando la
cantidad
la cantidad
Paises y
sustraida
exceda de
de doscientos
doscientos
sustraida exceda
&Mares
su equivalente
equivalente en
en la
la
d6lares o
o su
moneda
de Costa
Costa Rica;
Rica;
moneda de
15.—Secuestro
15.-Secuestro de menores oo
adultos, entendiendo
entendiendo por tal
tal el
el
adultos,
rapto
de una
una persona
persona
detenci6n de
rapto o
o detencion
con objeto
objeto de
obtener
de obtener
oopersonas
personas con
families
o de sus familias
dinero de ellas o
para cualquier
cualquier otro
fin illcito;
ilicito;
otro fin
oo para
16.—Ilurto, entendiendo
por
entendiendo por
16.-Hurto,
tal la
la sustracciOn
sustracci6n de efectos, bietal
nes,
dinero por
por valor
valor
nes, muebles
muebles oo dinero
de veinticinco
veinticinco d6lares
(Wares o
mas, o
o
o mis,
de
su equivalente
equivalente en
moneda de
en la moneda
su
Costa
Rica;
Costa Rica;
17.—Obtener por
tItulos falsos
falsos
por titulos
17.-Obtener
dinero, valores
valores realizables
u otros
realizables u
dinero,
bienes, o
o recibirlos,
que
sabiendo que
bienes,
recibirlos, sabiendo
han
illcitamente adquiridos,
adquiridos,
han sido
sido ilicitamente
cuando el
el importe
importe del
dinero o
oel
el
del dinero
cuando
o
valor de
los bienes
adquiridos o
bienes adquiridos
valor
de los
recibidos, exceda
exceda de
doscientos
de doscientos
recibidos,
dOlares
equivalente en la
la
o su
su equivalente
d6lares o
moneda de
moneda
de Costa
Costa Rica;
Rica;

18.—Falso
testimonio o
osoborno
soborno
18.-Falso testimonio
de
testigos;
de testigos;
19.—Fraude
19.-Fraude oo abuso de confianza
cualquier
fianza cometido por cualquier
depositario,
agente,
banquero, agente,
depositario, banquero,
factor,
albacea, admiadmifiduciario, albacea,
factor, fiduciaiio,
nistrador,
emdirector, oo emnistrador, tutor, director,
pleado
de cualquier
Compania o
o
cualquier Companiia
pleado de
corporacion o
cualquier pero por
por cualquier
corporaci6n
sona que
cargo
un cargo
que desempefie
desempefie un
sona
cantidad
de confianza,
de
confianza, cuando la cantidad
bienes defraudadefraudaoo el
el valor
valor de los bienes
dos
exceda de
d61ares
de doscientos
doscientos delares
dos exceda
su equivalente
equivalente en
moneda
en la moneda
oo su
de
Rica;
de Costa
Costa Rica;
20. Crimes and
and offenses
offenses against
against
leyes
20.—Delitos contra
contra las leyes
20.-Delitos
the
of both
countries for
for the
the laws
laws of
both countries
the de
la
relativos a
a la
de ambos paises relatives
suppression
suppression of
of slavery
slavery and slave supresion
la esclavitud
y del
del
de la
esclavitud y
supresi6n de
trading.
comercio
de esclavos;
esclavos; y
ycomercio de
21.
extradition is
is also
also to
to
21. The
The extradition
21.—Procedera
asimismo la
la exex21.-ProcederA asimismo
participation in
take place for
for participation
in tradici6n
tradiciOia de
de los
los complices
c6mplices oo
aforesaid crimes as
any of the aforesaid
as an
an encubridores
encubridores de
de cualquiera
cualquiera de
accessory
accessory before
before or after the
the fact, los
enumerados siempre
los delitos
delitos enumerados
provided such participation
be que,
provided
participation be
que, con
con arreglo
arreglo a
a las
las leyes de
punishable by imprisonment
punishable
imprisonment by ambas
est6n
ambas Partes
Partes Contratantes,
Contratantes, esten
the laws
laws of
of both
Contracting castigados
the
both Contracting
castigados con pena de presidio.
presidio.
Parties.
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ARTICLE
III
ARTICLE III
The
of this
Conventhis Convenprovisions of
The provisions
tion shall
not import
import claim
of
claim of
shall not
tion
extradition for
any crime
or
crime or
for any
extradition
offense of
political character,
character,
of aa political
offense
with such
nor for
for acts
connected with
acts connected
nor
crimes or
or offenses;
offenses; and
no person
person
and no
crimes
surrendered by
either of
of
or to
to either
by or
surrendered
the
in virtue
virtue
Parties in
Contracting Parties
the Contracting
tried
be tried
shall be
of
Convention shall
this Convention
of this
or
for aa political
crime
political crime
or punished
punished for
or
offense. When
the offense
offense
When the
or offense.
charged comprises
act either
either
the act
comprises the
charged
of murder
or assassination
of
or of
assassination or
of
murder or
poisoning, either
or
consummated or
either consummated
poisoning,
attempted,
fact that
the
that the
the fact
attempted, the
offense was
committed or atwas committed
offense
of the
the
life of
tempted
against the
the life
tempted against
Sovereign
or Head
of a
foreign
a foreign
Head of
Sovereign or
State,
against the
the President
President
or against
State, or
of
signatory RepubRepubof the
the signatory
either of
of either
lics, shall
not be
be deemed
deemed sufficent
sufficent
shall not
lics,
or
to
sustain that
that such
crime or
a crime
such a
to sustain
offense was
of aa political
political charwas of
offense
acter, or
or was
an act
act connected
connected
was an
acter,
politwith
crimes or
of a
a politoffenses of
or offenses
with crimes
ical character.
ical
character.
ARTICLE IV
IV
ARTICLE
No
person shall
be tried
tried for
for
shall be
No person
any
or offense
other than
than
offense other
crime or
any crime
that for
he was
surrenwas surrenwhich he
for which
that
dered.
dered.

ARTICULO
III
ARTICULO III
Las
de este
este ConConestipulaciones de
Las estipulaciones

delito
o delito
o castigada
castigada por
por crimen
crimen o
o
alguno politico.
politico. Cuando
Atttepts,
tap
dt
o
s
t
,
se
t
t
a
c
t
.
4
etc.,a
el delito
delito against
Cuando el
alguno
Head of State
acto de
que se
se impute
impute entraiie
el acto
de notapoiticalcrime.
na P tcal cr me.
entrafe el
que
homicidio,
de asesinato
asesinato o
o de
de
homicidio, de
consumado ooinenvenenamiento consumado
envenenamiento
tentado, el
delito
el delito
de que
que el
hecho de
el hecho
tentado,
la
se cometiera
contra la
o intentara
intentara contra
se
cometiera o
de un
vida del
del Soberano
Soberano o
Jefe de
un
o Jefe
vida
Estado extranjero,
el
contra el
o contra
extranjero, o
Estado
las
Presidente de
de cualquiera
cualquiera de
de las
Presidente
Repfiblicas
no podra
signataras, no
Repiblicas signatanas,
sosconsiderarse
para sossuficiente para
considerarse suficiente
tener que
que el
el crimen
crimen o
o delito
es
delito es
tener
de
acto relarelapolitico oo acto
caracter politico
de caracter
cionado
con crimenes
crimenes oo delitos
cionado con
de
caracter politico.
politico.
de caracter
°1i i

i

ARTICULO
IV
ARTICULO IV
Trial olimited
mt too u-ofTifens
podra ser
Nadie podra
Nadia
ser juzgado
juzgado por fense
for which surrendered.
su rendered.
motiv6 su
que motiv6
delito distinto
distinto del
del que
delito
entrega.
entrega.

ARTICLE V
V
ARTICLE

ARTICULO V
V
ARTICULO

A
fugitive criminal
shall not
not
criminal shall
A fugitive
under the provibe surrendered
surrendered under
be
sions hereof,
hereof, when,
when, from
from lapse
sions
of
time or
other lawful
cause,
lawful cause,
or other
of time
according
the laws
laws of
of the
the place
place
to the
according to
within
jurisdiction of
of which
which
within the jurisdiction
the
the
crime was
committed, the
was committed,
the crime
prosecucriminal
is exempt
from prosecuexempt from
criminal is
tion
or punishment
punishment for
the offense
for the
tion or
for which
which the
is asked.
asked.
surrender is
the surrender
for

El criminal
criminal evadido
evadido no sera
El
entregado
arreglo a
dispoa las
las dispocon arreglo
entregado con
ciones del
convenio
presente convenio
del presente
ciones
cuando por
por el
trascurso del
del tiemtiemel trascurso
cuando
po o
por otra
otra causa
causa legal,
legal, con
con
o por
po
punto
arreglo
leyes del
del punto
las leyes
a las
arreglo a
dentro de
jurisdiccion se
se
cuya jurisdicci6n
de cuya
dentro
cometi6 el
el crimen,
crimen, el
el delincuente
delincuente
cometi6
procesado
se halle
exento de
ser procesado
de ser
halle exento
se
el delito que
castigado por
por el
oo castigado
motiva
la demanda
demanda de
de extraextramotiva la
dicion.
dici6n.

ARTICLE
VI
ARTICLE VI

ARTICULO VI
VI
ARTICULO

criminal whose surIf
fugitive criminal
If aafugitive
render
be claimed
claimed pursuant
pursuant
may be
render may
to the
stipulations hereof, be acthe stipulations
to
on
tually under
out on
prosecution out
under prosecution
tually
for aacrime or
bail
or in
in custody,
custody, for
bail or
offense committed
committed in
in the
the country
country
offense
where he
sought asylum, or
has sought
he has
where
shall
been convicted
convicted thereof,
have been
shall have

surrender for popolo No surrender
litical

venio no
derecho a
reclamar offenses.
a reclamar
an derecho
no dan
venio
la extradicion
crimen
por ningdn
ningun crimen
extradici6n por
la
de caracter
ni
politico, ni
carficter politico,
delito de
oo delito
por actos
relacionados con
con los
los
actos relacionados
por
mismos; y
yninguna
entrepersona entreninguna persona
mismos;
gada por
por o
oa
de las
las
a cualquiera
cualquiera de
gada
Partes Contratantes
Contratantes en
en virtud
de
virtud de
Partes
este Convenio,
ser juzgada
juzgada
podra ser
Convenio, podra
este

Si el
evadido cuya
cuya enenel criminal
criminal evadido
Si

Limitation of time.

Persons under
unde prosePers
cution in country where
cutionincountry

trega
puede reclamarse
foundarre- found.
con arrereclamarse con
trega puede

glo
las estipulaciones
estipulaciones del
del preprea las
glo a
sente
Convemo se
halls, actualactualse halla
sente Convemo
fianza,
mente
enjuiciado, libre
libre con
con fianza,
mente enjuiciado,
o
cualquier delito
delito comecomepor cualquier
preso por
o preso
asilo
tido en
en el
el pais
que busc6
busco asilo
en que
pais en
tido
el
o
haya sido
condenado por
por el
sido condenado
o haya
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demismo, la
la extradicion
extradici6n podra
podra dehis extradition may be
be deferred
deferred' •mismo,
until such
such proceedings
proceedings be
be deterdeter- morarse hasta tanto que terminen
terminen
until
mined,
actuaciones y
y el
sea
el criminal
criminal sea
mined, and,
and, until
until he
he shall
shall have
have las actuaciones
been set
set at
con arreglo
arreglo aa
been
at liberty
liberty in
in due
due course
course puesto en libertad con
derecho.
derecho.
of law.
law.

Persons
Persons claimed
claimed
othercotmtries.
othercomntnes.

by
by

ARTICLE VII
ARTICLE
VII

ARTICULO
VII
ARTICULO VII

If a
a fugitive criminal
criminal claimed
claimed
.
by one
one of
parties hereto,
hereto, shall
shall
by
of the
the parties

Si el criminal fugado
reclainado
fugado reclamado
por una de las Partes Contratanreclamado a
tes fuera reclamado
a la
la vez por
por
uno o
o mas gobiernos, en
en virtud de
lo
dispuesto en tratados, por
lo dispuesto
por
crimenes cometidos dentro de sus
respectivas
jurisdicciones, dicho
respectivas jurisdicciones,
delincuente
con
delincuente sera
sera entregado
entregado con
preferencia
hays.
preferencia al que primero haya
presentado la
la demands..
demanda.

ARTICLE
VIII
ARTICLE VIII

ARTICULO
ARTICULO VIII
VIII

Under the
the stipulations
stipulations of
this
Under
of this
s
Convention,
neither of
of the
the ConConConvention, neither
tracting
Pasties shall be bound
tracting Parties
bound to
to
deliver up its own citizens or subjects. In
Republic, accordaccordjects.
In each
each Republic,
ing
to their
their respective
laws, shall
shall
ng to
respective laws,
the citizenship
of the
the delinquent
the
citizenship of
delinquent
be determined.
be
determined.

Ninguna de las Partes
Partes Contratantes aqui citadas estara
estara obligada
entregar a
propios ciudada aaentregar
a sus
sus propios
ciudadanos en virtud de las estipulaestipulaciones de este Convenio. En
En
cada Repiiblica
RepAblica se calificara, de
acuerdo con sus respectivas
respectivas leyes,
is. ciudadanfa
ciudadania del delincuente.
delincuente.
la

ARTICLE
IX
ARTICLE IX

ARTICULO IX
ARTICULO

be also
also claimed
claimed by
one or
or more
more
be
by one
powers
treaty proviprovipowers pursuant to treaty
sions,
on account
account of
of crimes
crimes comcomsions, on
mitted
within their
their jurisdiction,
jurisdiction,
mitted within
criminal shall be
such criminal
be delivered
delivered to
demand is first
that State whose demand
first
received.

Neither
Neither ccountry
o ntr y
bound to
bound
to deliver
deliver its
its
own citizens.
owneitiens.

Expenses.
Expenses.

The expense
expense of
the arrest,
arrest, dedeThe
of the
Los gastos de captura, detentention, examination
and' transtrans- ci6n, interrogaci6n
tention,
examination and'
interrogaci6n y
y transporte
portation of
portation
of the
the accused
accused shall
shall be
be del acusado, seran
serail abonados por el
paid
the Government
Government which
which Gobierno que haya presentacio
paid by
by the
presentado is.
la
has
the demand
demand for
for exex- demands.
has preferred
preferred the
extradici6n.
demanda de extradici6n.
tradition.
tradition.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE X
X

Peuveri
°f
DeivL person.
of article°
arcles

seized wit

Everything found
the posEverything
found in
in the
pos-

session of
of the
the fugitive
fugitive criminal
at
session
criminal at

whether
the time of his arrest, whether
the, proceeds
proceeds of the
being the.
the crime
crime
offense, or which may be maor offense,
terial as evidence in making proof
proof
of the crime, shall, so far as practicable, according
according to
to the
the laws
laws of
either of the Contracting
either
Contracting Parties,
Parties,
person
be delivered up
up with his person
at the time of
of the
surrender.
the surrender.
Nevertheless, the rights of a
athird
Nevertheless,
articles
party with regard
regard to the articles
aforesaid, shall be duly respected.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE XI
XI
Territory
Territory affected.
affected.

ARTICULO X
ARTICULO

Todo lo que se encuentre en poder
criminal fugado
fugado al
tiempo
der del
del criminal
al tiempo
de su captura, ya sea producto
del delito o
o que pueda servir de
prueba del mismo, sera, en
en cuanto
cuanto
sea posible, con
con arreglo
arreglo aalas leyes
de cualquiera
cualquiera de las Partes
Partes Contratantes, entregado
entregado con el reo al
Sm
tiempo de su
su extradicion.
extradici6n. Sin
respetaran debidaembargo, se respetaran
mente
los derechos
derechos de tercero
tercel.° con
con
mentelos
respecto
respecto aa los objetos mencionados.
ARTICULO XI
ARTICULO
XI

The stipulations of this
this ConConLas estipulaciones de este Convention shall be applicable to
to all
vention
all venio seran
serail aplicables a
atodos los
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whatever may
may be
territory, whatever
be its
its
situation, belonging
belonging to
situation,
to one
one or
or the
the
other of the Contracting
Contracting Parties
Parties
or which
be occupied
occupied and
and
or
which may
may be
under the
of the
the
under
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
same.
same.
Requisitions
Requisitions for
for the
surrender
the surrender
of fugitives
shall be
of
fugitives from
from justice
justice shall
be
diplomade by
by the
the respective
respective diplomatic agents
agents of
Contracting
matic
of the
the Contracting
Parties. In
In the
event of
abParties.
the event
of the
the absence of
of such
such Agents
Agents from
from the
the
sence
country
or its
Governcountry or
its seat
seat of
of Governmemt,
requisition may
made
memt, requisition
may be
be made
by
superior Consular
Consular officers.
by superior
officers.

It
shall be
be competent
It shall
competent for
for such
such
Diplomatic
Diplomatic or
or superior
superior Consular
Consular
officers
to ask
and obtain
manofficers to
ask and
obtain a
a mandate
warrant of
of
date or preliminary
preliminary warrant
arrest for
whose sursurfor the person whose
render is sought, whereupon
render
whereupon the
the
judges and
of the
judges
and magistrates
magistrates of
the
two
Governments shall
two Governments
shall respecrespectively have
have power and authority,
upon
made under
under oath,
oath,
upon complaint
complaint made
warrant for
for the
to issue aawarrant
the appreapprehension of the. person
person charged,
charged,
in order that he
he or
or she may
may be
be
brought
such judge
judge or
brought before
before such
or
magistrate, that
the evidence
evidence of
magistrate,
that the
of
criminality may
may be
be heard
heard and
criminality
and
considered; and
if, on
on such
such hearconsidered;
and if,
hearing,
the evidence
evidence be
be deemed
deemed
ing, the
sufficient
the charge,
sufficient to
to sustain
sustain the
charge,
it
shall be
of the
examinit shall
be the
the duty
duty of
the examining
or magistrate
to certify
ing judge
judge or
magistrate to
certify
the proper
proper executive
the same
same to
to the
executive
authority,
authority, that
that aa warrant
warrant may
may
issue
the
issue for the
the surrender
surrender of
of the
fugi tive.
fugitive.
If the
shall
If
the fugitive
fugitive criminal
criminal shall
have been
been convicted
convicted of
of the
the crime
crime
for which
which his
for
his surrender
surrender is
is asked,
asked,
sentence of
aa copycopy of
of the
the sentence
of the
the
Court before which
which such
such conviction
place, duly authenauthention took
took place,
ticated,
produced. If,
ticated, shall
shall be
be produced.
If,
however,
the fugitive
is merely
however, the
fugitive is
merely
charged with
with crime,
crime, a
charged
a duly
duly
authenticated copy
warauthenticated
copy of
of the
the warrant of
of arrest
arrest m
i the country
where
crime was
was eommited,
commited,
where the
the crime
and of
of the
the depositions
depositions upon
and
upon
which
may have
have
which such
such warrant
warrant may
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territories
territorios cualquiera
cualquiera que
que sea
sea su
su
situacion, pertenecientes
una u
u
situaci6n,
pertenecientes aauna
otra de
las Partes
Contratantes,
otra
de las
Partes Contratantes,
o
ocupados y
ysometidos
sometidos
o que esten ocupados
a la jurisdicci6n
a
jurisdiccion de
mismas.
de las
las mismas.
Las
reclamaciones para
la enLas reclamaciones
para la
entrega de
accion de
de
trega
de los
los fugados
fugados aala
la acci6n
la
justicia, serail
practicadas por
la justicia,
seran practicadas
por
los respectivos
respectivos Agentes
los
Agentes diplomatidiplomaticos
las Partes
Partes Contratantes.
cos de
de las
Contratantes.
En
eventualidad de
de la
la ausencia
ausencia
En la
la eventualidad
de
reside dichos
dichos Agentes
Agentes del
del pals
pais ooresidencia
cuando se
dencia del
del Gobiemo,
Gobierno, oocuando
se
pida la
extradicion de
una popida
la extradici6n
de una
posesion colonial
de territories
tenitorios ininsesi6n
colonial oode
cluidos en
en el
el parrafo
parralo precedente,
precedente,
cluidos
la
reclamacion podri
podra hacerse
por
la reclamaci6n
hacerse por
los
supelos funcionarios
funcionarios consulares
consulares supenores.
riores.
Diehos
Representantes diploDichos Representantes
diplomaticos o
ofuncionarios
funcionarios consulares
maticos
consulares
superiores,
competentes
superiores, seran
seran competentes
para
pedir y
y obtener
para pedir
obtener un
un mandamanda;anent°
u orden
orden preventiva
miento u
preventiva de
de
arresto contra la persona
arrest°
persona cuya
cuya
entrega
solicita; y
y en
su virtud
entrega se
se solicita;
en su
virtud
los Jueces y
los
y Magistrados
Magistrados de
de
Gobieruos tendran
tendran respecrespecambos Gobiernos
tivamente poder
poder yy autoridad,
autoridad,
previa denuncia
heclia bajo
juradenuncia hecha
bajo juramento,
orden
mento, para
para expedir
expedir una
una orden
para
para la captura
captura de
la persona
de la
persona
mculpada,
fm de
nculpada, a
a fin
de que
que pueda
pueda ser
ser
llevada
llevada ante
Juez o
oMagistrado
ante el
el Juez
Magistrado
para
que pueda
pueda conocer
y tomar
para que
conocer y
tomar
en
la prueba
de
en consideracion
consideraci6n la
prueba de
culpabilidad; y
y si por este examen
culpabilidad;
examen
se
juzgase is
sufieiente
se juzgase
la prueba
prueba suficiente
para
para sostener
sostener la acusaci6n,
acusaci6n, sera
sera
obligaci6n
obligacion del Juez
Magistrado
Juez o
o Magistrado
que lo
esto
que
lo examine
examine certificar
certificar esto
mismo a
a las
mismo
corre,spondientes
las correspondientes
Autoridades ejecutivas,
fin de
de
ejecutivas, a
a fin
que
la orden
orden
que plieda
pueda expedime
expedirse la
para la
fugado.
la entrega
entrega del
del fugado.
Si
criminal evadido
Si el criminal
evadido hubiera
hubiera
delito por
por
sido condenado
condenado por
por el
el delito
el
que se
se pide
el que
pide su
su entrega,
entrega, se
se
presentara copia
aupresentara
copia debidamente
debidamente autorizada de la sentencia
sentencia del
del TriTrifué condenado.
condenado.
bunal ante el
el cual
cual fue
Sin embargo,
embargo, si
el evadido
Sin
si el
evadido se
se
hallase dmcamente
iinicamente acusado
acusado de
un delito,
delito, se
se presentara
presentara una
una copia
copia
debidamente autorizada
autorizada del
mandebidamente
del manpals
damiento de prisi6n en el
el pais
se cometi6
cometi6 y
y de
las decladonde se
de las
declaraciones en
en virtud
raciones
virtud de
cuales
de las cuales
se
se dicto
dict6 dicho
mandamiento, con
dicho mandamiento,
con

Requisitions.
Requisitions.

•

Procedure.
Procedure.

Documents required.
Documents
required.
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evidencia o
prueba
la uficsiente
been
produced, la
uficsiente evidencia
o prueba
been issued, shall be produced,
competente para
with such other evidence
evidence or
or que se juzgue competente
para
proof
el caso.
caso.
proof as
as may
may be
be deemed
deemed com- el
petent in the case.
case.

Applications
proApplications for
for
or prop
visional arrest.
r.
visaiona

p.1627.
Ante, p.
i27.

Ante,

Release if evidence,
etc., is not produced.

Retles ifevde,d

Legal assistanc
assistance.
Legal

Compensation.
compensaton.

ARTICLE
XII
ARTICLE XII

ARTICULO
XII
ARTICULO XII

If
when a
person accused
shall
accused shall
If when
a person
have been arrested
arrested in virtue of
of
preliminary warthe mandate or preliminary
rant
rant of
of arrest, issued
issued by
by the comcompetent
provided in
petent authority
authority as
as provided
and been
been
Article XI hereof, and
brought
before a
ajudge
brought before
judge or
or aamagismagistrate to the end
end that
that the evidence
of his or her
her guilt
guilt may be heard
and examined
examined. as herein before
appear that the
provided, it shall appear
the
mandate or preliminary -warrant
warrant
of arrest has been issued in purpurdeclaration
suance of aarequest or declaration
received by telegraph
telegraph from the
received
the
Government
Government asking for
for the
the extrait shall
dition, it
shall be competent
competent for
for
the judge or magistrate at his
his
discretion to hold the accused for
discretion
aa period not exceeding two
months, so that the demanding
Government may 'have opportuGovernment
nity .to lay
lay before
before' such
such judge
judge or
or
magistrate
m
strate legal evidence
evidence of the
guilt of
the accused,
accused, and
if at
guilt
of the
and if
at the
the
expiration
of said
said period
expiration of
period of
of two
two
months, such legal evidence shall
shall
produced before
not have been produced
such judge or magistrate, the
person
person arrested shall be released,
provided that the
the examination
examination of
of
charges preferred
the charges
preferred against such
such
accused
accused person shall not be actually going on.

Cuando
una persona
acusada
Cuando una
persona acusada
haya sido detemida
detenida en
en virtud
virtud del
del
mandamiento u
orden preventiva
mandamiento
u orden
preventiva
dictados por
por la
de arresto
arresto dictados
la AutoriAutorisegim se
dad competente,
competente, segun
se dispone
dispone
XI de
de este
Convenio,
en el articulo
articulo XI
este Convenio,
y llevada
ante el
Juez o
Magisy
llevada ante
el Juez
o Magistrado con
con el
el objeto de examinar
examinar
las pruebas
prueba,s de su culpabilidad
culpabilidad en
en
la forma dispuesta en dicho
dicho
Articulo
y resute
resulte que
que el
el mandaArticulo y
mandapreventiva de
de
miento u
u orden
orden preventiva
arresto
por
arresto han sido
sido dictados por
virtud
virtud de requerimiento
requerimiento oo decladeclarack% del Gobierno
pide la
la
raci6n
Gobierno que pide
extradicion recibidos
extradici6n
recibidos por
por teletelegrafo,
grafo, el Juez
Juez ooMagistrado
Magistrado podrit
podra
retener al acusado por un
tin periodo
period°
meses pars,
que no exceda
exceda de
de dos meses
para
que dicho Gobierno pueda prepreMagistrado
sentar ante el Juez o
o Magistrado
lit prueba
culpabilidad
la
prueba legal de
de la
la culpabilidad
del acusado;
acu.sado; si al expirar
expirar el
del
el
periodo de los
periodo
los dos
dos meses
meses no se
hubiese presentado
presentado ante el Juez oo
Magistrado dicha prueba legal, la
Magistrado
persona
en
ersona detenida sera puesta en
libertad, siempre que
que aa la
la sage
saz6n
aim pendiente
examen
no e,ste,
est6 adn
pendiente el examen
de los cargos aducidos contra ella.

ARTICLE XIII
XIII

ARTICULO
ARTICULO XIII
XIII

In every case of
In
request made
made
of a
a request

by either of the two Contracting
Contracting
Parties for the arrest, detention
detention or
extradition of fugitive criminals,
criminals,
extradition
officers or fiscal ministry
the legal officers
of the country where the proceedings of extradition are
are had,
had, shall
assist the officers
asgist
officers of the Governextradition
ment demanding the extradition
before the respective
before
respective judges and
magistrates,
magistrates, by every legal means
within
within their or its power;
power; and no

claim whatever for compensation
compensation
for any-of the services so rendered
shall be made against the
the Government demanding the extradi-

Siempre que se presente
presente una
Siempre
una
reclamaci6n
reclamacion por cualquiera
cualquiera de las
notes Contratantes
Contratantes para
para. el
dos Partes
arresto,
detencion o
extradicion
arresto, detenci6n
o extradici6n
de criminales
criminales evadidos, los funfuncionarios de justicia
cionarios
justicia oo el
el MinisMinisterio Fiscal del pals
pais en que se
term
procedimientos de exsigan los
los procedimientos
tradicion,
tradici6n, auxiliarfin
auxiliaran a
a los
los del
del
Gobierno que la
Gobierno
la pida ante
ante los
respectivos Jueces y
respectivos
y Magistrados,
Magistrados,
por todos
todos los
los medios legales que
que
a su alcance, sin que pueesten a
Gobierno que
dan reclamar del Gobierno
que
pida la extradici6n,
remuneraci6n
extradicion, remuneracion
alguna por los servicios
servicios prestados;
prestados;
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EXTRADITION
tion,
however, that
that any
any
provided, however,
tion, provided,
officer
or officers
surrenderof the surrenderofficers of
officer or
ing
giving assistso giving
Government so
ing Government
ance, who
who shall,
in the usual
shall, in
ance,
course of
their duty,
duty, receive
receive
or their
his or
of his
course
no salary
or compensation
other
compensation other
salary or
no
than
fees for
services perfor services
specific fees
than specific
formed, shall
entitled to rebe entitled
shall be
formed,
ceive
from the
Government dethe Government
ceive from
manding
the cuscusextradition the
the extradition
manding the
tomary
servor servacts or
the acts
for the
fees for
tomary fees
ices performed
by them,
the
in the
them, in
performed by
ices
same manner
and to
to the same
manner and
same
amount as
as though
though such
such acts or
amount
services
had been
been performed
performed in
services had
ordinary
criminal proceedings
proceedings unordinary criminal
der the
the laws
laws of
the country of
of the
der
which they
are officers.
officers.
they are
which
ARTICLE
XIV
ARTICLE XIV

must be submitted
This treaty
treaty must
This
for approval
approval in
the form
preform prein the
for
scribed by
laws of
of the two
the laws
by the
scribed
countries
effect
shall take effect
and shall
countries and
from
of the
exchange of
the exchange
day of
the day
from the
the ratifications
thereof;
but
ratifications thereof;
the
either
at
Contracting Party may at
either Contracting
any time
time terminate
it on giving
giving
terminate it
any
to
the other
six months notice
notice of
other six
to the
its
to do so.
intention to
its intention
The ratifications
ratifications shall be exThe
changed in
San Jose
Jos6 of Costa
in San
changed
Rica
in Washington
Washington as soon as
or in
Rica or
possible.
possible.
respecwhereof the respecIn
In witness whereof
tive Plenipotentiaries
signed
have signed
Plenipotentiaries have
tive
the above
above articles,
articles, and
have hereand have
the
unto
affixed their seals.
unto affixed
Done in
at the
the city
duplicate, at
in duplicate,
Done
of San
San Jose
Costa Rica this
de Costa
Jose de
of
tenth
day of
of November
November one
one thouthoutenth day
sand nine
nine hundred
and twenty two.
hundred and
sand

NOVEMBER
1922.
NOVEMBER 10, 1922.

1629
1629

sin embargo,
embargo, los
los funcionarios
del
funcionarios del
sin
Gobierno que
concede la extraque concede
Gobierno
dicien, que
hayan prestado
prestado su
que hayan
dici6n,
concurso para
pare la
y que en
misma y
la misma
concurso
el
ejercicio ordinario
ordinario de sus funel ejercicio
ciones
no reciban
reciban otro salario ni
ciones no
determinados
remuneracien que determinados
remuneraci6n
honorarios
los servicios
presservicios prespor los
honorarios por
tados,
derecho a
percibir
a percibir
tendran derecho
tados, tendran
del Gobierno
Gobierno que
la extradipida la
que pida
del
ciOn los
los honorarios
acostumbrados
honorarios acostumbrados
ci6n
por
los actos
realizados
servicios realizados
actos ooservicios
por los
por
igual forma yyproporen igual
ellos en
por ellos
cion que
actos o
o servidichos actos
si dichos
que si
ci6n
cios hubiesen
hubiesen sido
side realizados
realizados en
cios
procedimientos criminales
criminales ordiordiprocedimientos
narios, con
con arreglo
arreglo a
alas
leyes del
las leyes
narios,
pals
que aquellos
aquellos funcionarios
funcionarios
pais aa que
pertenezcan.
pertenezcan.
ARTICULO XIV
XIV
ARTICULO

Effect.
Este
ha de someterse Effect.
Tratado ha
Este Tratado
para su
aprobaci6n en la forma
su aprobacien
para
prescrita por las leyes de los dos
prescrita
paises y
y entrara
entrara en
en vigor desde el
paises
df
canje de las ratificaciones;
ratificaciones;
del canje
diaadel

Termination.
las Partes
de las
pero cualquiera
cualquiera de
Partes Termination.
pero
Contratantes puede
puede en cualquier
Contratantes
tiempo darlo
terminado, avipor terminado,
darlo por
tiempo
sand° a
ala
otra con
con seis meses de
la otra
sando
anticipacien su
su intenci6n
intencien de haanticipaci6n
of ratificacerlo asf.
nx
schange of
ratifIcaExchange
se tioE
ratificaciones se
Las ratificaciones
asi. Las
cerlo
Costa
de
Jose
canjearan en San
•
canjearAn
Rica o
Washington, tan pronto
en Washington,
o en
Rica
como
posible.
sea posible.
como sea
Signatures.
En testimonio
testimonio de lo cual los signatures.
En
han
respectivos
Plenipotenciarios
Plenipotenciarios
respectivos
y
firmado
el presente
presente Convenio y
firmado el
han
puesto sus sellos.
han puesto
Hecho
duplicado en San
por duplicado
Hecho por
Jose de
de Costa
Costa Rica,
Rica, a
dfas
a los diez dias
Jos6
del
Noviembre de mil node Noviembre
Ines de
del Ines
vecientos veintid6s.
veintidos.
vecientos
[SEAL.]
ROY TASCO
DAVIs
TASCO DAVIS
ROY
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
J.
A.CORONADO
CORONADO
J. A.
[SEAL.]
Resolution by
the
by the
Resolution
the ratification
consent to
And Whereas,
in giving
giving their
their advice
and consent
to the
ratification Senate
ad vice and
stipulating that
Senate stipulating
Whereas, in
And
no
person
may
be
exebe
ay
rson
no
resolution traditedi from
their resolution
by their
United States
.e United
of the
the said
treaty, t
Senate of
of th
the
States by
theeSenate
said treaty,
froip
Costa
of
tradited
ditgr a
ep
puna
crime
for
Rice
concurring
present
of
the Senators
Senators present concurring ishable by death.
of the
(two-thirds cof
1923, (two-thirds
8, 1923,
February 8,
of February
by death.
that no
therein)
stipulate "That
"That it
United States
States that
no ishe
aLgreed by the United
is agreed
it is
1622.
did stipulate
Ante, p.
p.1622.
therein) did
person
charged
with
crime
shall
be
extradited
from
Costa
Rica
upon
person charged with crime shall be extradited from Costa tlca upon
whom
charged by the
offense charged
the offense
for the
inflicted for
be inflicted
can be
penalty can
death penalty
the death
whom the
laws
in which
which the
the charge
charge is
is pending,
pending, and that this
jurisdiction in
the jurisdiction
of the
laws of
agreement on
the part
part of
United States will be mentioned
mentioned in the
the United
of the
on the
agreement
form
in
ratifications
of
the
treaty
and
will,
effect,
part
of the treaty";
treaty"; Ratifications exratifications of the treaty and will,
Ratifications exduly ratified on both parts
And
Whereas. the
the esaid
s
n
a
t
id-ttreaty
treaty
; has
has been
been duly
parts changed.
And Whereas.
.
c
the
exchanged
were
Governments
and
the
ratifications
of
the
two
Governments
exchanged
in
the
and the ratifications of the two
one thousand
April,, one
twenty-seventh
city of
of San
-seventh day of April
thousand
San Jose on the twenty
city
nine hundred
hundred and twenty-three;
nine
Proclamation.
Now, therefore,
therefore, be
be it
it lrnown
that I,
G. Harding,
President Prodamation
Harding, President
Warren G.
I, Warren
known that
Now,
be
of the
the United
United States
America, have
treaty to be
the said treaty
caused the
have caused
of America,
States of
of
19
45822°—vol.
2
19
43-PT 2-45822 °-VOL 43—pr

.
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and every
every article
article and
made public
public to the end
end that the
the same
same and
and clause
clause
thereof may be
be observed
observed and fulfilled
fulfilled with good
good faith
faith by
by the
the United
United
States and the citizens thereof,
thereof, subject to
to the
the aforesaid
aforesaid agreement.
agreement.
In
hand and
and caused
caused the
In testimony
testimony whereof,
whereof, I
I have hereunto set my hand
the
Seal of the United
affixed.
United States
States to be
be affixed.
Done at the city of Washington,
Washington, this third
third day
day of May, in
in the year
year
of our Lord one thousand
thousand nine
hundred and twenty-three,
nine hundred
twenty-three,

[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]

and of
of the
Independence of
the United
States of
of America
and
the Independence
of the
United States
America
the
hundred and
forty-seventh.
the one
one hundred
and forty-seventh.
W ARREN G
G HARDING
TI
ARDING
WARREN
By
the President
President
By the
CHARLES E.
E. HUGHES
HUGHES
CHARLES
Secretary of
of State.
Secretary
State.

Exchange
of notes
Exchange of
notes
concerning
death panlimnconcerning death
fifty.
alty.

[EXCHANGE
[EXCHANGE OF
OF NOTES.]
NOTES.]

[The Secretary
Secretary of State
State for
Foreign Relations
Relations of
of Costa
Costa Rica
Rica to
to the
the Minister
United
for Foreign
Minister of
of the
the United
States.]
States.]
[Translation.]
[Translation.]
REPUBLIC
RICA,
REPUBLIC OF
OF COSTA
COSTA RICA,
DEPARTMENT
OF FOREIGN
DEPARTMENT OF
FOREIGN RELATIONS,
RELATIONS,
San
Jose, November
November 10,
10, 1922.
192g.
San Jose,

No. 333,
B.
333, B.
Mr. MINISTER:
Mr.
MINISTER:
From
I have the honor to inform Your Excellency
have received
Front Costa Rican
I
Excellency that IIhave
received instructions from
from
se
for
tI'ate f
President of the
the Republic
SecnItati
t"t State
°
1- the President
Republic to
on thElpart
of the
to declare
declare on
the part of
the Government
Government of
of Costa
Costa Rica,
Rica,
Foreignaryow
elations.
with reference
extradition treaty
reference to the extradition
Excellency and
the undersigned
undersigned
treaty that Your
Your Excellency
and the
have
just signed,
signed, that
that it
it is
is understood
understood that
that the
United States
States of
have just
the Government
Government of
of the
the United
of
America
will not
be passed
upon criminals
America gives
gives assurance
assurance that
that the
the death
death sentence
sentence will
not be
passed upon
criminals
surrendered by
by Costa
Rica to
of America
any one
the crimes
crimes
surrendered
Costa Rica
to the
the United
United States
States of
America for
for any
one of
of the
enumerated
in the
the said
treaty, and
that that
that assurance
will form
an effective
part
enumerated in
said treaty,
and that
assurance will
form an
effective part
of
the treaty
treaty and
that it
will be
be so
so mentioned
mentioned in
in its
its ratification.
ratification.
of the
and that
it will
avail myself
this opportunity
to renew
the assurance
assurance of
IIavail
myself of
of this
opportunity to
renew to
to Your
Your Excellency
Excellency the
of my
my
most distinguished
most
distinguished consideration.
consideration.
J.A.
J.
A. CORONADO
CORONADO
The
Excellent Mr.
ROY T.
The Most
Most Excellent
Mr. ROY
T. DAVIS,
DAVIS,
Envoy Extraordinary
Extraordinary and
Envoy
and
Minister
of
Minister Plenipotentiary
Plenipotentiaryof
the United
America,
the
United States
States of
of America,
SAN
SAN JOSE.
JOSE.
[The Minister
Minister of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of State
Relations of
of Costa
[The
the United
United States
States to
to the
Statefor
for Foreign
Foreign Relations
Costa
Rica.]
Rica.]
LEGATION
STATES
LEGATION OF
OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED S
TATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
San
Jose, Costa
Rica, November
San Jose,
Costa Rica,
November 10,
10, 1922.

No.
63.
No. 63.
EXCELLENCY:
EXCELLENCY:
From
American MinFrom American
MinIn signing today with the Secretary
of State for Foreign
In
Secretary of
Foreign Affairs
Affairs of the
Republic of
the Republic
of
ister
Costa Rica.
ister to
to Costa
Rica.
Costa Rica
Rica the
treaty which
was negotiated
Costa
the extradition
extradition treaty
which was
negotiated between
between the
the Government
Government of
of
the United
United States
States and
and that
Costa Rica,
the undersigned
Envoy Extraordinary
the
that of
of Costa
Rica, the
undersigned Envoy
Extraordinary and
and
Minister
to acknowledge
Minister Plenipotentiary
Plenipotentiary of the United States of America
America has the honor to
acknowledge
and to take cognizance
cognizance of the note of the Secretary
for Foreign
Foreign Affairs
Secretary of State for
Affairs of
of this
this
day's date, stating
day's
stating that
place on
on record,
on Behalf
Behalf of
Rican
that he
he desires to place
record, on
of the
the Costa
Costa Rican
that
Government, its understanding that the Government
Government of the United States assures that
the death
death penalty will
the
will not
against criminals
criminals delivered
delivered by
by Costa
not be
be enforced
enforced against
Costa Rica
Rica
and that
that
to the United States for any of the crimes enumerated in
in the said treaty, and
treaty and will
will be so
such assurance
assurance is, in
in effect,
effect, to form part of the treaty
so mentioned
mentioned in
in the
the
ratifications of
the treaty.
treaty.
ratifications
of the
In
this assurance
assurance in
in the most effective
In order to make this
effective manner
manner possible,
possible, it
it is
is agreed
agreed
by
no person
crime shall
by the
the United
United States,
States, that
that no
person charged
charged with
with crime
shall be
be extraditable
extraditable from
from
Costa Rica
Rica upon
upon whom
whom the
death penalty
penalty can
can be
inflicted for
Costa
the death
be inflicted
for the
the offense
offense charged
charged by
by
the
in which
the charge
charge is
pending.
the laws of
of the
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction in
which the
is pending.
on the
the part
part of the United
This agreement
agreement on
United States
S tates will be
be mentioned
in the
the ratifications
ratifications
mentioned in
and will in
of the treaty and
in effect form
form part
of the
the treaty.
part of
treaty.
this occasion
occasion to
to renew
Excellency the
the assurance
my
IIavail
avail myself
myself of
of this
renew to
to Your
Your Excellency
assurance of
of my
highest
most distinguished
distinguished consideration.
consideration.
highest and
and most
ROY
T.DAVIS
DAVIS
RoY T.
His Excellency
Excellency
SENOR DON
DON Jost
ANDRES C
ORONADO,
SEROR
JOSE ANDRES
CORONADO,
Secretary
for Foreign
Affairs, Etc.,
Secretary of
of State
Statefor
ForeignAffairs,
Etc., Etc.,
Etc., Etc.,
Etc.,
SAN JOSE.
Josz.
SAN

15,1922.
PARCEL POST
POST CONVENTION-SWITZERLAND.
CONVENTION—SWITZERLAND. DECEMBER
DECEMBER 15,_1922.
PARCEL

of America and
States of
Parcel post
post convention,
between the
United States
the United
convention between
Parcel
1922; approved
Switzerland.
December 15,
15, 1922;
Washington, December
at Washington,
Signed at
Switzerland. Signed
by the
.April 14, 1923.
PresidentApril
the President
by

1631
1631

l 1922.
D e m be r 15,
December
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CONVENTION BETWEEN
OFFICE DEPARTDEPARTPOST OFFICE
THE POST
BETWEEN THE
CONVENTION
MENT OF
OF THE
THE UNITED
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
THE
AMERICA AND THE
UNITED STATES
MENT
ADMINISTRATION OF
POSTS OF
OF SWITZERLAND
SWITZERLAND CONOF POSTS
ADMINISTRATION
CERNING THE
EXCHANGE OF
OF PARCEL
PARCEL POST.
POST.
THE EXCHANGE
CERNING

For
improving
of improving
purpose of
the purpose
For the
postal relations
relations between
between the
postal
United States
States of
of America
America and
United
Switzerland, the
the undersigned,
undersigned,
Switzerland,
Hubert
Work, Postmaster
GenPostmaster GenHubert Work,
eral of
of the
the United
United States
States of
of
eral
America, and
and Marc
Marc Peter,
Envoy
Peter, Envoy
America,
and
Extraordinary
Minister
Extraordinary
Switzerland
Plenipotentiary- of Switzerland
Plenipotentiary
United States, subject
in the United
subject to
to
in
ratification
superior
competent superior
by competent
ratification by
the
authority,
have agreed upon the
authority, have
following provisions
governing
provisions governing
following
the
exchange of parcel post bethe exchange
tween
United States
States of Amerthe United
tween the
ica
ica and Switzerland.
ARTICLE I
I..
ARTICLE

ARTICLE
I.
ARTICLE I.

Scope ofconvention
convention.
Les dispositions
dispositions de cette
cette con- Scopeo
Les
qu'aux
vention
ne
se
rapportent
rapportent
vention ne se
cohs sans
sans valeur
valeur declar
declare qui sont
colis
&hang&
d'apres is
procede conle procede
echanges d'aprbs
ci-apres.
venu ci-apras.
Les
arrangements qui
Po.stall .U
.11
„L9igreeUnion
d6ploient Potn
qui deploient
Les arrangements
e .
actuellement
effets sous
sous le ine"
leurs effets
actuellement leurs
regime
de la
la Convention
postale
Convention postale
regime de
umverselle
sont pas infirmes
infirmes
ne sont
universelle ne
par
la presente
convention et
presente convention
par la
restent
en pleine
vigueur.
pleine vigueur.
restent en
Exchange offices.
Toutes
stipulations de la Exchangeoffes.
les stipulations
Toutes les
presente
convention s'appliquent
s'appliquent
presente convention
qm, en
exclusivement
aux colis
coils qin,
exclusivement aux
conforrnite
de ses
ses articles,
sont
articles, sont
conformite de
echanges
echanges
States.
''niedtates.
d'une part
avec le bureau de United
part avec
d'une
New-York
tout autre
office des
autre office
et tout
New-York et
ui
d'Amerique
Eta
ts-Unis
d'Ametique
qui
Etats-Unis
pourra
eventuellement e'tre
inietre indipourra eventuellement
que, ita l'avenir,
l'avenir, par
par le Directeur
Directeur
que,
des Etatsgeneral
postes des
des postes
general des
TJnis
d'Amerique
Unis d'Amerique
Switzerland.
de Switzerland.
d'autre part
part avec
avec le
le bureau
bureau de
d'autre
the other
other side,
side, with the
the
Bale
17
et
tout
autre
office
suisse
suisse
office
autre
tout
et
17
Bale
of
Bale
(Basel)
17
and
any
17
of Bale (Basel)
qu'il conviendra
eventuellement
conviendra eventuellement
Swiss
office which
which it
it may be qu'il
Swiss office

The provisions
provisions of
convenof this convenThe
tion
relate only
without
to parcels without
only to
tion relate
declared
declared value which are exchanged
accordance with the
in accordance
changed in
procedure agreed
hereafter.
agreed upon hereafter.
procedure
The agreements
agreements which are at
at
The
present
effect under the
in effect
present in
regime
of the
the Universal
Postal
Universal Postal
regime of
Convention
affected by
Convention are not affected
the present
and reconvention, and
present convention,
the
main
in full force.
main in
All the
stipulations of the
the stipulations
All
present convention
apply excluconvention apply
present
which are exsively
to parcels which
sively to
changed,
in conformity
its
conformity with its
changed, in
articles:
articles:
on
one side,
the office of
with the
side, with
on one
New York
any other office of
and any
York and
New
the
America
States of America
United States
the United
the
which
may be
be indicated
indicated in the
which may
future
Postmaster General
General
the Postmaster
by the
future by
of the
United States
of America;
America;
States of
the United
of
on
on
office
office
other
other

DaSIS
le but
but d'amehorer
d'ameliorer les
Pa;ze
itlPf
Zt.cmat
i
wilthpsOtelan
les ~P,
le
Dans
relations
postales entre
entre les
Preambl.
Etats- Preamble.
les Etatsrelations postales
Unis d'Amerique
d'Amerique et la Suisse, les
Unis
Soussignes, Hubert
DirecWork, DirecHubert Work,
Soussignes,
teur
des postes des Etatsg6enral des
teur general
Peter,
Unis
et Marc
Marc Peter,
d'Am6rique, et
Unis d'.Amerique,
Envoye
Ministre
et Ministre
extraordinaire et
Envoy6 extraordinaire
plenipotentiaire de
aux
Suisse aux
de Suisse
plenipotentiaire
Etats-Unis, sous
sous reserve
de ratifiratifireserve de
Etats-Unis,
cation par
superieure
l'Autorite superieure
par l'Autorite
cation
competente, sont
convenus des
sont convenus
competente,
dispositions suivantes
suivantes reglant les
dispositions
ochanges
de colis
coils postaux
entre
postaux entre
echanges de
les
d'Amerique et la
Etats-Unis d'Amerique
les Etats-Unis
Suisse.
Suisse.
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Insured
pars.
nsured parcels.

convenient for
the Director
GenDirector Genconvenient
for the
eral of
.Posts and
of
eral
of .Posts
and Telegraphs
Telegraphs of
Switzerland to
later on.
to designate
designate later
on.
Switzerland
If
possible to
to introintroIf it
it becomes
becomes possible
duce
the exchange
exchange of
parof insured
insured parduce the
cels
(parcels with
with declared
declared value)
value)
cels (parcels
between the
the two
two contracting
contracting AdAdbetween
ministrations,
the provisions
reguprovisions reguministrations, the
lating that
of articles
articles will
will
that class
class of
lating
form the
subject either
of an
an
form
the subject
either of
additional article
article to
to the
the present
present
additional
convention, or
or of
of a
aspecial
special agreeagreeconvention,
ment.
ment.
ARTICLE
II.
ARTICLE II.

Articles admitted
admitted to
to
Athies
the mails.
themls.

There
There are admitted,
admitted, as
as articles
articles
exchanged on the basis of this
exchanged
convention, articles
articles of
of merchanmerchanconvention,
dise
and all
articles which
may
which may
dise and
all articles
be
mail (except
(except letters,
be sent
sent by
by mail
letters,
post
cards and
post cards
and written
written communicommunications
of all
exkinds) whose
whose excations of
all kinds)
portation is
authorized by
by the
the
portation
is authorized
legislation of the country of
of onlegislation
ori-

gin.
parcels must not exceed
The parcels
exceed
the weight
the
weight of
of 22
22 English
English pounds
pounds
(10 kilograms)
kilograms) nor
nor the
(10
the following
following
dimensions:
dimensions:
3
inches (105
(105 centime3 feet
feet 6
6 inches
centimeters)
any direction;
ters) in
in any
direction;
greatest
greatest length and girth
girth combined, 66feet
feet (180
(180 centimeters).
centimeters).
bined,

Requirements.
quimnts.

The
sealed
The parcels
parcels must
must not be sealed
hinder verificaverificaor closed so
so as to hinder
tion of their
tion
their contents,
contents, but
but their
their
packing must
must be
be such
the
packing
such that
that the
inspection may
may take
take place
place easily,
inspection
easily,
by customs
postal agents
agents who
by
customs or
or postal
who
are
authorized to
are authorized
to do
do so. HowHowever, locked
locked articles
be acever,
articles may
may be
accepted for
for mailing
mailing on the sole
sole
condition that
condition
that they
they are accompanied by
keys permitting
panied
by keys
permitting them
them
to
be opened.
to be
Prohibited articles.
Prohibited
artides.

•

The articles
articles designated
designated below
The
below

are, on
on the
the other
other hand.
prohibare,
hand, prohibited:
ited:
Publications violating
violating the
the copycopyPublications
right
laws of
country of
right laws
of the
the country
of desdestination;
or
tination; poisons,
poisons, inflammable
inflammable or
explosive
dead
explosive substances;
substances; live or dead
animals except insects and
animals
and reptiles
when thoroughly
thoroughly dried;
dried; plants
plants and
and
when
fruits
fruits subject
subject to rapid
rapid putrefacputrefaction;
substances which
which exhale
exhale a
a
tion; substances
bad
odor; lottery
lottery tickets
bad odor;
tickets and
and adad-

DECEMBER
15, 1922.
1922.
DECEMBER 15,

au Directeur
des postes
au
Directeur general
general des
postes
et des
de Suisse
de
et
des telegraphes
telegraphes de
Suisse de
designer ulterieurement.
d6signer
ult6rieurement.
S'il devient
devient possible
possible d'introd'introduire l'echange
echange de
de colis
colis avec
duire
avec
garantie
(colis avec
valeur d&
degarantie (colis
avec valeur
claree) entre
deux AdminisAdminisclaree)
entre les
les deux
trations contractantes,
les dispotrations
contractantes, les
dispositions reglant
sitions
reglant cette
cette categorie
categorie
d'envois feront
feront l'objet
l'objet soit
soit d'un
d'un
d'envois
article additionnel
la presente
article
additionnel ita la
presente
convention, soit
d'un arrangearrangeconvention,
soit d'un
ment
ment special.
special.
ARTICLE
II.
ARTICLE II.
Sont
corame envois
envois
Sont admis,
admis, comme
echanges
base de
cette conde cette
con6changes sur
sur la
la base
vention, les
articles de
de messagerie
messagerie
les articles
vention,
et tout
tout envoi
envoi pouvant
etre expeexp6pouvant 8tre
et
die par
par la
(excepte les
les letletla poste
poste (excepte
die
tres, les
les cartes
comcartes postales
postales et
et les
les comtres,
munications
toute
de toute
munications manuscrites
manuscrites de
sorte) dont
est auau- •
dont l'exportation
l'exportation est
sorte)
torisoe par
par la
la legislation
legislation du pays
torisee
d'origine.
d'origine.
Les
colis ne
doivent pas
d6paspas depasLes colis
ne doivent
ser le
anglaise,s
ser
le poids
poids de
de 22 livres anglaises
(10
kilogrammes) ni
ni les
les dimendimen(10 kilogrammes)
sions suivantes:
suivantes:
sions
centimpieds, 6
6 ponces
pouces (105
(105 centime33pieds,
dans chaque
cha,que sens;
sens;
tres) dans
la
plus grande
longueur et
et la
la
la plus
grande longueur
circon.ference
ensemble, 6
6 pieds
circonference ensemble,
(180
centimetres).
(180 centimetres).
Les colis
colis ne
pas etre
etre
doivent pas
ne doivent
Les
cachet&
dos de maniere
maniere ait
cachetes ni clos
empecher
de leur
leur
la verification
verification de
empacher la
contenu,
mais leur
leur emballage
emballage doit
doit
contenu, mais
etre tel
tel que
cette verification
verification
que cette
etre
puisse
avoir lieu
par les
lieu aisement
aisement par
puisse avoir
organes
de la
douane ou
ou les
les agents
agents
la douane
organes de
postaux
qui y
sont autorises.
autoris 6s.
y sont
postaux qui
Toutefois,
des envois
envois fermes
fermes k
h
Toutefois, des
clef peuvent
peuvent etre
etre admis
l'expeclef
admis hit l'expedition it
la seule
qu ils
condition qu'ils
a la
seule condition
dition
soient accompagnes
des clefs
clefs perpersoient
accompagnes des
mettant de
les ouvrir.
mettant
de les
ouvrir.
Les
objets ci-apres
design&
ci-apres d6signes
Les objets
sont,
sont, par
par contre,
contre, prohibes:
prohib6s:
Les publications
contrevenant
publications contrevenant
Les
aux lois
lois du
destination
du pays
pays de
de destination
aux
les poisur
d'auteurs; les
les droits
droits d'auteurs;
sur les
sons,
inflammables
substances inflammables
sons, les
les substances
ou explosibles
les animaux
anima,ux viviou
explosibles;•' les
vants
insectes
vants ou
ou mortshormis
morts hormis les insectes
et les
les reptiles
completement dess6dess6et
reptiles completement
eh&
les plantes
les fruits
et les
fruits sujets
plantes et
ches;;les
putrefaction; les
les subssubsB prompte
prompte putrefaction;
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vertisements;
all articles
of an obarticles of
vertisements; all
scene or
or immoral
immoral nature;
nature; all artiscene
cles liable
liable to
to deteriorate
in any way
deteriorate in
cles
or to
to destroy
other articles
articles or
to
or to
destroy other
or
injure the
upon to
to
called upon
persons called
the persons
injure
handle them;
them; articleswhose
articleswhose imporimporhandle
tation
is restricted
prohibited
or prohibited
restricted or
tation is
by
other laws or
or other
customs or
the customs
by the
regulations.
regulations.

ARTICLE I
II .
III.
ARTICLE
Letters or
or communications
communications havLetters
ing
the character
character of
personal
of personal
ing the
neither be
correspondence may
may neither
correspondence
inserted in
parcels nor be
be written
in parcels
inserted
on
wrapping. If
If any
such be
be
any such
on the
the wrapping.
found,
possible,
if possible,
be, if
shall be,
they shall
found, they
sent
their
to their
separately to
forward separately
sent forward
destination.
If, on
the other
other
on the
destination. If,
hand, a
personal communication
communication
a personal
hand,
cannot be
from the
separated from
be separated
cannot
article, the
is excluded
excluded
parcel is
the parcel
article,
from
However, if
transmission. However,
from transmission.
letters inserted in parcels
parcels should
should
letters
of
pass
unnoticed, in
in the
course of
the course
pass unnoticed,
conveyance,
conveyance, the office of destination
has the
the right
levy on each
to levy
right to
tion has
of
postage in condouble postage
them double
of them
formity with the
the provisions of the
formity
Universal Postal
Postal Convention.
Convention.
Universal

DECEMBER
15, 1922.
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tances
qui exhalent
une maumauexhalent une
tances qui
vaise
billets et anodeur; les billets
vaise odeur;
nonces
de loterie;
loteiie; tous
tous les objets
nonces de
de nature
ou immorale;
immorale;
obscene ou
nature obscene
de
tout envoi
envoi susceptible
detede det6susceptible de
tout
riorer
mamere quelconque
quelconque
d'une mamere
riorer d'une
ou de
on
d'autres envois ou
de detruire
d6truire d'autres
ou
pouvant blesser
blesser les
personnes aples personnes
pouvant
pelees a
a les
les objets
objets
manipuler; les
les manipuler;
pelees
dont l'importation
l'importation est
est limitee
limitee ou
dont
prohibee par
les prescriptions
prescriptions
par les
prohibee
douanieres
ou tout
tout autre
regleautre regledouanieres ou
ment ou
ou loi.
loi.
ment
ARTICLE
III.
ARTICLE M.
not to
Ltt^e not
Des
lettres ou
ou toute
toute communicommuni- letters
to aomace°mDes lettres
cation
ayant
le
caractere
de
corcorde
caractere
le
ayant
cation
respondance personnelle
personnelle ne
ne peupeurespondance
vent 6tre
etre ni
les
dans les
ins6eres. dans
ni inserees.
vent
If found,
found.
" 0ticin if
colis
ni ecrites
&rites sur
sur l'emballage.
l'emballa e. etc1. i'e
colis ni
S'il
est trouve
co
dans un cois,
trouv6 dans
en est
S'il en
elks seront,
seront, Si
dirigees
possible, dirig6es
si possible,
elles
separement sur
sur Jeur
destination.
leur destination.
separement
Si, par
par contre,_
communicaune communicacontre, une
Si,
tion personnelle
personnelle ne
etre
ne peut etre
tion
separee
l'envoi, le colis est exseparee de l'envoi,
clu
lettres indu transport.
transport. Des lettres
clu du
serees
dans les
passeraientles colis, passeraients6rees dans
en cours
elles
inapercues en
toutefois inapercues
elles toutefois
de
transport, l'office
de destinal'office de
de transport,
tion
le droit
prelever, sur
de pr6lever,
droit de
a le
tion a
chacune
chacune d'elles, le double de l'affranchissement en
en conformite
conformit6 des
franchissement
dispositions
de la
la Convention posdispositions de
tale
tale universelle.
universelle.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE IV.

ARTICLE
IV.
ARTICLE IV.

The parcels
parcels are
are liable
liable to
to all
The
customs charges
in force
force in
the
in the
charges in
customs
country of
destination, and subof destination,
country
ject to
all the
the regulations
regulations issued
issued
to all
ject
there
for the
the protection
of cuscusprotection of
there for
toms
revenues. They
moreare, moreThey are,
toms revenues.
over, liable
to the following
liable to
over,
postage charges,
charges, which
all
in al
which in
postage
cases must
must be
completely paid at
at
be completely
cases
the
time of
of mailing
mailing the parcels:
parcels:
the time

Les colis
sont passibles
passibles de
toms
de tons
colis sont
Les
les droits
vigueur
douane en vigueur
de douane
droits de
les
dans le
le pays
destination et
de destination
pays de
dans
soumis h toutes
prescriptions
les prescriptions
toutes les
soumis
protecqui y
y sont
sont emises
pour la protecemises pour
qui
douaniers. Ils
tion des
des revenus
revenus douaniers.
tion
sont,
en outre, passibles
passibles des taxes
sont, en
postales
suivantes qui, dans tous
postales suivantes
less cas,
cas, doivent
doivent etre
8tre completement
payees lors
de l'exp6dition
l'expedition
lors de
ment payees
colis:
des colis:
d'AmeriDans les
Etats-Unis d'Amiriles Etats-Unis
Dans
gue, pour
un colis
n'excedant pas
colis n'excedant
pour un
que,
le
poids d'une
(455 gr.),
gr.), 12
12
livre (455
d'une livre
le poids
cents, et
chaque livre ou
et pour chaque
cents,
12 cents;
fraction de
de livre
cents;
plus, 12
en plus,
livre en
fraction
pour
ajoute pour
est ajoute
il est
taxes il
a ces
ces taxes
chaque
colis, comme droit de
chaque colis,
transit,
50 centimescentimesou 50
cents ou
10 cents
transit, 10
or
les colis
colis jusqu'a
jusqu'a 5
5kg;
18
kg; 18
pour les
or pour
cents
90 centimes-or
centimes-or pour les
ou 90
cents ou
colis
10 kilogrammes.
kilogrammes.
de 55aa 10
colis de

In the
the United
United States
of America,
States of
In
for
exceeding the
not exceeding
parcel not
for aa parcel
weight
of one
one pound
pound (455
(455 grams),
weight of
12
for each additional
cents, and for
12 cents,
pound
or fraction
a pound, 12
fraction of a
pound or
cents;
these charges
charges are
are added,
to these
cents; to
for
each parcel,
parcel, as
fees, 10
transit fees,
as transit
for each
cents
or 50
gold for parcentimes gold
50 centimes
cents or
cels up
18 cents
kilograms; 18
to 5
5 kilograms;
up to
cels
or 90
parcels
for parcels
gold for
centimes gold
90 centimes
or
from
kilograms.
10 kilograms.
5 to
to 10
from 5
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In
In Switzerland.
Switzerland.

In Switzerland,
Switzerland, for
parcel
for each
each parcel
In
up to
to 2
50
kilograms, 22 francs 50
2 kilograms,
up
centimes; from
from 22to 33kilograms, 22
centimes;
4
3 to 4
francs 75
centimes; from 3
75 centimes;
francs
kilograms, 3
to 5
5
4 to
from 4
francs; from
3 francs;
kilograms,
kilograms, 3
francs 25 centimes;
centimes;
3 francs
kilograms,
from
5 to
kilograms, 55francs
10 kilograms,
to 10
from 5
55 centimes.
centimes.
55
ARTICLE V.
V.
ARTICLE

Customs
ustoms

declaration.
declaration'

Descriptive list.
DespiUvelist.

Receipt
of mailing.
mailing.
Recpt of

Registry.
State.
Uited
n United States.
In

For each
each parcel the sender
sender
shall
customs declaraprepare aa customs
shall prepare
tion, on
on a
a form
provided for the
form provided
tion,
purpose, giving
giving the
the following
following
purpose,
information:
information:
the
address of the
the name and address
description
addressee, a
a general description
addressee,
of
the parcel,
parcel, an
exact declaraan exact
of the
tion of
contents and value,
of the contents
tion
weight
the
date of
of mailing, the weight
the date
of
of the
the parcel, the signature and
the sender.
sender.
of the
address of
Moreover,
a special
special bulletin
Moreover, a
bulletin
of
despatch shall be made up for
of despatch
each parcel, indicating the number
exact
package, the exact
of the
the package,
ber of
name
name and address of the adthe
dressee and the weight of the
dressee
parcel. The
The name
name and
and address
parcel.
sender shall also be indiof
of the
the sender
the bulletin of despatch.
cated
cated on the
Each
Administration
may
Administration
authorize
the office of mailing
authorize the
mailing
to deliver
deliver to
to the sender, at the
a
time of mailing the parcel, a
certificate of
of mailing made up
certificate
on a
In the
the United
United
form. In
special form.
a special
on
States of America,
America, the
the sender
sender
the parcel
parcel registered,
registered,
may
may have the
upon
the registraupon payment
payment of the
tion fee levied in that country;
he so desires, aa return
then, if he
receipt, is delivered
delivered to him without additional
additional charge.
charge.

In Switzerland.
Switzerland.
In

In
In Switzerland,
Switzerland, all parcels are
treated as registered articles. By
paying
charge for
return
for a
a return
the charge
paying the
a parcel
receipt, the sender
sender of a
parcel
may
may obtain one.
Custom declarations
Custom
declarations
The customs declarations
declarations emIn Switzerland.
Switzerland.
in
ployed for parcels addressed
addressed to
shall, in
in addition to
Switzerland
Switzerland shall,
English,
English, be
be worded
worded in German,
French or Italian, if possible.
Awricrx VI.
VI.
ARTICLE
Notice of
arrivaL
of arrival
Notic

In
United States of Amerthe United
In the
ica. the addressees are advised by
ica,

En
pour chaque colis
colis
Suisse, pour
En Suisse,
jusqu'it 2
2 kilogrammes,
francs
2 francs
kilogrammes, 2
jusqu'k
2 francs
kg, 2
50
de 22ita 33kg,
50 centimes;
centimes; de
75
cts; de
4 kg,
kg, 33 francs; de
3 itk 4
de 3
75 cts;
5 aIt
3 francs
francs 25 cts, de 5
44 ita 5
5 kg, 3
10 kg
kg 55francs 55 centimes.
10

ARTICLE
V.
ARTICLE V.
Pour
chaque coils
l'expediteur
colis Pexpediteur
Pour chaque
doit remplir
remplir une
declaration de
une declaration
doit
6tabli
douane,
sur un formulaire etabli
douane, sur
les indicaindicacet effet,
effet, en
donnant les
en donnant
aIt cet
tions
ci-apres:
tions ci-apres:
l'adresse
du destinatire, une
l'adresse du
description
du colis,
colis, la
generale du
description generale
declaration exacte
exacte du contenu et
declaration
d'exp6dila date d'expedide
sa valeur,
valeur, la
de sa
tion,
poids du
colis, la signadu colis,
le poids
tion, le
ture
domicile de
l'expediteur.
de l'expediteur.
le domicile
et le
ture et
En
outre, un bulletin d'exEn outre,
6tabli
pedition
special doit
doit etre etabli
pedition special
pour chaque
coils, avec
indication
avec indication
chaque colis,
pour
du
du paquet,
de l'adresse
l'adresse
paquet, de
numero du
du numero
exacte
du destmataire
destmataire et du
du poids
exacte du
l'adresse de
du colis. Le nom et l'adresse
l'expediteur
doivent aussi etre inl'expediteur doivent
d'expedition.
cliques surle bulletin d'expedition.
diques
Chaque
Administration pout
peut
Chaque Administration
consignation
autoriser
autoriser l'office de consignation
It
l'expediteur lors de
d6livrer Ita l'expediteurlors
a delivrer
la consignation
consignation du colis, un accuse
accuse
la
de
etabli sur un forreception 6tabli
de reception
mulaire
special. Aux
Etats-Unis
Aux Etats-Urns
mulaire sp6cial.
d'Amerique,
.
l'expediteur peut ded'Amerique, l'expoditeur
colis
mander Penregistrement
mander
Penregistrement du cohs
moyennant
de la
la taxe
taxe
paiement de
moyennant paiement
ce.e
d'enregistrement percue
percue dans c
d'enregistrement
pays;
lui est
est alors
delivre, s'il
alors delivre,
pays; il lui
le
desire, un
un accuse
reception
accuse de reception
le desire,
supplnon-passible
non-passible d'une taxe supplementaire.
En Suisse,
tons les colis
coils sont
Suisse, tous
En
trait&
comme envois
envois enregistres.
em.egistres.
traites comme
accuse
taxe d'un accuse
En
y payant
payant la taxe
En y
l'exp6diteur d'un
de reception, l'expediteur
cohs peut
en obtemr
obtemr un.
colis
peut en
Les declarations
de douane
douane emdeclarations de
Les
ployees pour
pour les
les coils
destinacolis Iti destinaployees
tion
indela Suisse, doivent, indde la
tion de
pendamment de
Panglais, etre
etre
de l'anglais,
pendamment
allemand,
redigees, si
possible, en
en allemand,
si possible,
redigees,
ou en
en italien.
en francais
francais ou
en

ARTICLE VI.
VI .
d'Amerique
Aux Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis d
'Amerique
les destinataires sont avises par
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the
of destination
destination of the
office of
the office
arrival
of
registered parcels
of registered
arrival
them.
addressed to
to them.
addressed
The
Administration of Posts
The Administration
of
country of
of destination
destination may
the country
of the
also, if
if it
it sees
fit, advise the
sees fit,
also,
addressees of
of the
arrival of unthe arrival
addressees
registered
addressed to
parcels addressed
registered parcels
them.
them.
In
Switzerland, all
parcels are
all parcels
In Switzerland,
delivered
at the
residence of the
the residence
delivered at
addressee, barring
barring contrary
contrary readdressee,
quest
on his
his part.
part.
quest on
In
States of AmerUnited States
the United
In the
delivered
ica,
the parcels
parcels are
are delivered
ica, the
the
free
charges by the
postage charges
all postage
of all
free of
post offices
offices of destination.
post
In Switzerland,
Switzerland, the domestic
In
addressrate is
is collected
collected from the addressrate
ees, for
originating in
parcel originating
each parcel
for each
ees,
a
country.
When the
foreign country.
a foreign
parcels
delivered, the customs
are delivered,
parcels are
duties
with which
which they are
duties with
marked
collected in accordare collected
marked are
ance
with the
customs laws
laws of the
the customs
ance with
country of destination. MoreMorecountry
over, the
Administration of Posts
the Administration
over,
of the
the country
of destination,
country of
of
may, if
if it
it so
so desires,
desires, collect from
may,
the addressee,
parcel:
addressee, for each parcel:
the
in the
the United
United States
States of Amerin
ica, aa fee
fee of 55 cents at most,
ica,
irrespective
irrespective of weight, and
in Switzerland,
Switzerland, aafee of 50 cenin
5
times
at most
most for
for parcels
parcels up to 5
times at
kilograms, and 80 centimes
centimes at
kilograms,
most for
from 5
5 to 10 kiloparcels from
for parcels
most
grams.
grams.
These charges
charges are
collected by
are collected
These
way of
compensation for the
of compensation
way
domestic
Adminthe Adminof the
service of
domestic service
istration
of the
country of destithe country
istration of
nation
and delivery
delivery to the adnation and
dressee.
dressee.
To
charges are to be
these charges
To these
added, in
in Switzerland,
Switzerland. the evenadded,
tual storage
charges, in accordaccordstorage charges,
tual
provisions in force
ance with
with the
the provisions
force
ance
in the
Swiss service.
the Swiss
in

l'arl'office de
de destination,
destination, de Parl'office
rive°
colis enregistres,
enregistres, expede colis
riv6e de
dies
a leur adresse.
dies a
L'Administration des postes du
L'Administration
pays
peut egaledestination pent
de destination
pays de
ment,
si elle
elle le
juge ita propos,
le juge
ment, si
aviser les
les destinataires
destinataires de larl'araviser
rivee de
non-enregistres excolis non-enregistres
de colis
rivee
pedies a
a. leur
leur adresse.
pedi6s
Delivery.
En
tous les colis sont Delivery.
Suisse, tous
En Suisse,
delivres
domicile du destinaau domicile
delivres au
taire,
sauf demande
demande contraire de
taire, sauf
sa part.
Aux Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis d'Amerique,
d'Amerique,
aux
exempts de
les
colis sont
delivres exempts
sont delivres
les colis
toute taxe
offices
postale, par les offices
taxe postale,
toute
destinataires.
postaux destinataires.
postaux
En
taxe interne
interne apla taxe
Suisse, la
En Suisse,
plicable
provenance
en provenance
colis en
aux colis
plicable aux
de l'etranger
l'etranger eat
percue des desest percue
de
tinataires, pour
chaque colis.
pour chaque
tinataires,
Lors de
de la
distribution des
dffi colis,
la distribution
Lors
les
sont
dont ils sont
douane dont
de douane
droits de
les droits
grey&
conform&
greves sont percus conformement
prescriptions douaaux prescriptions
ment aux
nieres
pays de
de destination.
destination.
du pays
nieres du
En outre,
l'Administration des
outre, l'Administration
En
destination
postes du
pays de destination
du pays
postes
peut, Si
percevoir
elle le desire, percevoir
si elle
peut,

par colis:
destinataire,
du
duaux
destinataire
Etats-Unis
colis:
par d'A_merique,
aux Etats-Ums d'Am6rique,
un droit
droit de
maximum,
cents au maximum,
5 cents
de 5
un
sans tenir
tenir compte
compte du
poids, et
du poids,
sans
en Suisse,
Suisse, un droit
droit de 50 cenen
times
au maximum pour les colis
times au
jusqu'a
5 kg, et de 80 centimes
jusqu'a 5
au maximum
maximum pour
pour les colis de
au
5
5 aa. 10 kg.
Ces
percue,s k
a. titre
taxes sont percues
Ces taxes
de
compensation pour le service
de compensation
interne
l'Administration du
de l'Administration
interne de
pays
destination et la remise
de destination
pays de
au destinataire.
destinataire.
au

addressee.
Fee from addressee.

In United States.

Switzerland.
In Switzerland.

charges in
traharges
in
Storage
A ces
taxes viennent
viennent s'ajouter, Switzerand.
ces taxes
A
Switzerland.
de
Suisse, les droits 6ventuels
eventuels de
en Suisse,
magasinage conformement
conform6ment aux
magasinage
dispositions en
en vigueur
vigueur dans le
dispositions
service
sui,sse.
service suisse.

ARTICLE VII.

ARTICLE
VII.
ARTICLE VII.
The parcels
parcels are
sent in direct
are sent
The
despatches exchanged
exchanged between
despatches
the United
United States
America
States of America
the
Parcels
and Switzerland.
Parcels origiSwitzerland.
and
nating in
the United States of
in the
nating
America
are despatched
despatched at the
America are
expense of
the Administration
Administration of
of the
expense
Posts of
of that country, to the post
Posts
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o
d of trsprtat
colis
expedies au
au ta
tton
eth°d
tra
ns i" sont expedi6s
colis sont
depeches directes
moyen de depeches
Etats-Unis
echangees entre
les Etats-Unis
entre les
echangees
d'Amerique
Syisse. Les
d'Amerique et la Suisse.
colis en
en provenance
provenance des Etatscolis
exp6dies,
Unis d'Amerique
cl'Amerique sont expedies,
Unis
aux
'Administration des
de l'Administration
frais de
aux frais
bureau de
postes de
ce pays,
pays, au
an bureau
de ce
postes

Les
Les
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office of
(Basel) 17,
or to
17, or
to any
any
Bale (Basel)
office
of Bale
other Swiss
Swiss exchange
exchange office
office to
to be
be
other
agreed upon;
in
upon; those
those originating
originating m
agreed
Switzerland are
are despatched
at
despatched at
Switzerland
the
expense of
the Swiss
Swiss Postal
Postal
of the
the expense
Administration, to
of
to the office of
Administration,
New York,
or to
to any
any other
other exexYork, or
New
change
office to
to be
be agreed
upon
agreed upon
change office
which forms
of the
forms part
part of
the AdminAdminwhich
of the United
United
istration of
of Posts
Posts of
States
America.
States of
of America.
Closed
sacks.
Cosedsacks.
The parcels are despatched
despatched in
ordinary
bearing the
the
mail sacks
sacks bearing
ordinary mail
inscription
"Parcel Post."
Post." Such
Such
inscription "Parcel
sacks
other
contain any
any other
may not
not contain
sacks may
mail
article; they
they must
must be
be solidly
solidly
mail article;
closed
by means
of sealing
wax,
sealing wax,
means of
closed by
or
otherwise as
mutually
as may
may be mutually
or otherwise
provided.
provided.
Subject to
further agreements
agreements
to further
Subject
empty
of empty
Return of
sacks.
sacks.
which may be made on the subject,
receiving exchange
exchange
ject, each
each receiving
office
empty
office must
must return the empty
sacks,
by the
next mail,
mail, to
to the
the
sacks, by
the next
office.
despatching
exchange office.
despatching exchange
Packing.
Parvine.

Descrptive
Descriptive lict.
list.
To
Switzerland.
To Switzedland.

To United states.
States.

D
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poste
de Bale
Bale 17
17 ou aa tout autre
oste de
bureau
cond'echange suisse
suisse a conbureau d'echange
de Suisse
Suisse
venir;
origmalres de
venir; ceux origmaires
sont
frais de l'Ad1'Addiriges, aux frais
sont diriges,
ministration
suisses,
des postes
postes suisses,
ministration des
New-York ou
ou
sur
bureau de
sur le bureau
de New-York
tout autre
autre bureau
bureau d'echange
d'echange a
tout
convenir
l'Adde FAdfaisant partie de
convenir faisant
ministration
Etatsdes postes
postes des Etatsministration des
Unis
d'Amerique.
Unis d'Amerique.

Les colis
colis sont
expedies dans
dans
Les
sont expedies
des
porordinaires pordes sacs
sacs postaux
postaux ordinaires
tant la suscription
" Parcel Post."
Post."
suscription "Parcel
tant
Ces
sacs ne
peuvent renfermer
renfermer
ne peuvent
Ces sacs
ils
postal; us
aucun autre envoi postal;
solidement
doivent etre fermes solidement
au moyen
cacheter ou
on
cire a cacheter
moyen de
de cire
au
systeme a
a convenir.
de tout
tout autre
autre systeme
reserve des dispositions
Sous reserve
ulterieures
pourraient etre
ulterieures qui pourraient
convenues a
chaque
ce sujet. chaque
a cc
convenues
bureau
d'echange receptionnaire
r6ceptionnaire
bureau d'echange
doit renvoyer
vides, par
doit
renvoyer les sacs vides,
le
courrier, an
au bureau
bureau
prochain courrier,
le prochain
d' &hang° exp6diteur.
expediteur.
d'6change
Although
the transmission
of
Although the
transmission of
Bien
que la
la transmission
transmission des
Bien que
the objets
la presente
the articles authorized
authorized by the
objets autorises
presente
autoris6s par la
present
present convention takes place convention
lieu entre les
ait lieu
convention ait
maniere
between the exchange
exchange offices and bureaux
between
bureaux d'echange
d'6change de la maniere
in
described above,
above, decrite
the manner
manner described
in the
&mite ci-avant,
les colis
coils devront
devront
ci-avant,les
carefully etre
the parcels should be so carefully
emball6s d'une facon sufAtre emballes
packed
as to
to withstand
packed as
withstand the con- fisamment
supporter
solide pour supporter
fisamment solid°
the le transport
veyance in the open mails in the
a decouvert
decouvert dans le
transport a
domestic service
service of each contractcontract- service interne de chaque Administration contractante,
c. a.
h. d.
ing Administration,
Administration, i. e., as far ministration
d.
contractante, c.
as the despatchi
despatchinggexchange office
as
office jusqu'au
exjusqu'au bureau
bureau d'echange
d'6change exin the country
of origin
origin and to
country of
pediteur, en
en ce
qui concerne
le
to pediteur,
concerne le
ce qui
the
of the
addressee in
in pays d'origine,
the address
address of
the addressee
d'origine, et jusqu'a l'adresse
the
country of destination.
destination.
the country
du destinataire,
destinataire, quant
quant au
an pays
du
de destination.
For each despatch
despatch of parcel
parcel
Pour
depeche de colis,
cobs,
chaque depeche
Pour chaque
post
post addressed
addressed to
to Switzerland,
Switzerland, aa postaux
Suisse,
postaux d destination
destination de la Suisse,
parcel bill is made up in two il
11 est
est etabli
une double
double feuille
feuille de
etabli une
copies
duplicate), route
copies (original
(original and
and duplicate),
route (parcel
bill) (original
(original et
et
(parcel bill)
parcel shall be duplicata)
in which each parcel
thiplicata) dans laquelle chaque
entered separately,
separately, according
according to cobs
entered
sera inscrit separement
separ6ment
cois sera
the number
number of
of mailing and
and the d'apres
le num6ro
numero de
de consignation
consignation
d'apres le
office of origin. The original par- et
d'origine. La feuille
et l'office
l'office d'origine.
cel bill shall be inserted
inserted in
in one de
originale doit
etre
doit etre
de route
route origmale
of
desig- mseree
of the
the sacks, which is
is to
to be
be desiga
1'un des sacs a
inseree dans l'un
nated by
nated
distinctive mark,
by aa distinctive
mark, pourvoir
pourvoir d'une
marque distincdistincd'une marque
while the duplicate
duplicate shall
shall be sent
sent tive,
tandis que
que le
sera
le duplicata
duplicata sera
tive, tandis
to the
the exchange
exchange office
destina- envoye
office of destinabureau d'echange
d'echange desenvoye au bureau
tion, under
cover, to- tutataire,
under registered
registered cover,
plii recomtinataire, dans un ph
recomgether
declara- mande
gether with
with the customs
customs declaramande et
declarations
et joint
joint aux declarations
tions.
tions.
de douane.
douane.
In the direction
In
direction from SwitzerDans
de la Suisse
direction de
Dans la direction
land
of AmerAmer- vers
land to
to the United
United States
States of
vers les
les Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis d'Amerique,
d' Amerique,
ica, the original
parcel bill is la feuille
ica,
original parcel
eat
feuille de route originale est

a
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inseree dans l'un des sacs de la
inserted in
in one
one of the sacks of inseree
inserted
depeche qui
pourvu
devra etre pourvu
qui devra
d6peche
be
the
despatch, which
which is to
the despatch,
d'un signe
signe distinctif.
distinctif.
indicated
by a
distinctive mark. d'un
a distinctive
indicated by
ARTICLE VIII
VIII..
ARTICLE

arrival
Immediately after
after the arrival
Immediately
of
despatch, the exchange
a despatch,
of a
office
verify
office of destination shall verify
its
contents.
its contents.
Errors
found in
in the
the entries
entries on
Errors found
the
be corrected,
corrected,
must be
bill must
parcel bill
the parcel
after having
been examined
examined and
having been
after
attested by
by a
a second
second employee.
employee.
attested
The exchange
exchange office
office of origin
The
must then
then be
advised, by means
be advised,
must
of
bulletin of
verification, to be
of verification,
a bulletin
of a
sent
special envelope.
envelope.
in aaspecial
sent in
When the
the parcel
parcel bill
bill is missing,
When

and when
when the
the exchange
exchange office of
and
destination is
is not
possession
not in possession
destination
of a
duplicate, it
at once proceeds
proceeds
it at
a duplicate,
of
to
to make
make up
up a
a list
list intended
intended to
to
replace the
the original
original parcel
parcel bill.
replace

entered on the
When
a parcel entered
When a
parcel
bill is
missing, the relative
is missing,
parcel bill
entry
struck out,
out, after
after verifiis struck
entry is
cation of
of the
the shortage
shortage by aasecond
cation
employee.
Advice thereof is
Advice
employee.
immediately
g:iven to the deimmediately given
spatching
exchange office.
office.
spatching exchange
When
When aaparcel arrives in damaged or
or imperfect
imperfect condition,
condition, full
aged
be reported on
particulars
shall be
particulars shall
the same
same form.
the
verification
If no
no bulletin
bulletin of verification
If
or other
advice of
of error
received,
is received,
error is
other advice
or
a
post despatch is conparcel post
a parcel
sidered as
received and
regularly received
as regularly
sidered
acknowledge
d to
be correct
correct in all
to be
acknowledged.
respects.
respects.
ARTICLE
IX.
ARTICLE IX.

VIII.
ARTICLE VIII.
ARTICLE
Receipt of wail.
Iail.
Immediatement apres l'arrivee
Parrivee Receipt
Immediatement
d'une depeche,
le bureau d'ed6epche, le
d'une
change de
de destination
destination doit en
change
verifier le
le contenu.
contenu.
v6rifier
Correction of errors.
errors.
Les
constatees dans Correction
erreurs constat6es
Les erreurs
de
feuille
les inscriptions
inscriptions de la
les
route doivent
doivent Atre
etre corrigees
corrigees apres
route
avoir et6
ete examinees
attestees
examinees et attest6es
avoir
par
employe. Le busecond employe.
un second
par un
reau
d'echange d'origine
doit
d'origine doit
reau d'echange
alors en
etre avise au
an moyen d'un
en 8tre
alors
envoyer
a erivoyer
bulletin de
verification a
de verification
bulletin
enveloppe speciale.
dans une enveloppe
speciale.
dans
Substituteparcel bill. ,
Lorsque
la feuille de route fait Substituteparcel
Lorsque la
defaut
que le
bureau d'echange
d'echange
le bureau
et que
defaut et
destinataire n'est
pas en possesn'est pas
destinataire
sion d'un
duplicate il procede
d'un duplicata,
sion
immediatement a l'etablissement
Petablissemertt
immediatement
remplacer
d'une
liste destinee
destinee ait, remplacer
d'une liste
la feuille
de route originale.
feuille de
la
Nonreceipt of parcel.
Lorsqu'un colis inscrit sur la Nonreceipt
Lorsqu'un
feuille de
defaut, l'insroute fait defaut,
de route
feuille
cription y
relative est annulee
y relative
cription
sur la
feuille de route apres consla feuille
sur
tatation du
du manque
manque par un setatation
cond employe.
employe. Avis en est imcond
mediatement donn6
donne au bureau
m6diatement
d'echange expediteur.
expediteur.
d'echange
Damaged parcels.
avari6 Damaged
Lorsquun colis
arrive avarie
colis arrive
Lorsqu'un
avis
on
dans
un
etat
defectueux,
ou dans un 6tat d6fectueux,
de
lea details
details doit
doit etre
donne
etre donn6
tous les
de tons
sur
formulaire.
meme formulaire.
le memo
sur le
rePresumption of re
S'il n'est
arrive aucun
aucun bulletin
bulletin cer
p
r
t
e
.
sum Pu°n
ceipt.
n'est arrive
S'il
autre avis
ou entre
de -verification
verification on
de
d'erreur, une depeche
depeche de colis
d'erreur,
comme
consideree comma
postaux est
est consideree
postaux
regulierement
reconnue
recue et reconnue
r6gulibrement recue
exacte
tous egards.
exacte Iti tous

IX.
ARTICLE IX.
ARTICLE

Inability to deliver.
deliver.
Les colis
qui ne
ne peuvent
peuvent pas Inability
colis qui
Les
refuses
sont
etre
delivres
ou
qui
Atre d6livres ou qui
du destinataire,
renvoyes,
sont renvoyes,
destinataire, sont
du
sans frais,
chacune des Adfrais, par chacune
sans
au
ministrations contractantes,
contractantes, an
ministrations
bureau d'6change
d'echange expediteur
expediteur de
bureau
la depeche,
un delai de 30
apres un
d6epche, apres
la
jours
de la date d'arcompter de
jours Ii.a compter
rivee
l'office de desticolis Itk l'office
du colis
rivee du
nation.
nation.
Collection
l'ex- charges.
Les taxes
taxes a
It percevoir
percevoir de
de l'excollection of return
Les
The charges
collected
charges to be collected
The
reen
pediteur
pour
le
transport
re
transport
le
pour
pediteur
from
sender for the return
the sender
from the
chacune des
tour sont
fixees, par chacune
sont fix6es,
conveyance are fixed by each of tour
conveyance

cannot be deParcels
which cannot
Parcels which
are refused
livered, or
or which
which are
refused
livered,
returned
by
the addressee,
addressee, are returned
by the
without
cost by
of the
the conconeach of
by each
without cost
tracting Administrations
Administrations to the
tracting
despatching exchange
exchange office
office after
despatching
a
period of
counting
days, counting
30 days,
of 30
a period
from the
date of arrival
arrival of the
the date
from
parcel
at the
the office
of destination.
destination.
office of
parcel at
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Perishable
articles.
Perishable arties.

in
the
Administrations
in
two Administrations
the two
accordance with
with the
regulations
the regulations
accordance
own service.
its own
in
in its
force in
in force
When the contents
contents of an undeliverable parcel
to
likely to
are likely
parcel are
liverable
putrefy
parcel
the parcel
or deteriorate,
deteriorate, the
putrefy or
once, if it is
at once,
may
destroyed at
be destroyed
may be
deemed
necessary, or
sold for
for
else sold
or else
deemed necessary,
the
kenefit of
of the
the proper
proper person,
person,
the benefit
judicial
without
previous notice
notice or judicial
without previous
formality, the
the post
making
offices making
post offices
formality,
the necessary
communications in
in
necessary communications
the
regard
sale.
of sale.
case of
to each
each case
regard to
ARTICLE X.
ARTICLE
X.

Indemnity for
or
In case of
loss, damage
damage or
of loss,
for loss
loss or
Indemnity
damage
ge of registered
of registered rifling detected
detected in any shipment
shipment
mail.
of registered
registered parcels,
parcels, except
except in
of
Adthe Adcases of
majeure, the
force majeure,
of force
cases
ministration of
servthe servin the
of Posts
Posts in
ministration
ice of
of which
it is
is proven
that the
the
proven that
which it
ice
loss,
damage or
or rifling
took place
rifling took
loss, damage
sender
is bound
to reimburse
reimburse the sender
bound to
is
of indemof the
the parcel,
by way
indemway of
parcel, by
of
for an amount
nity, for
amount equal to the
nity;
value of
what has been
been lost,
of what
value
damTed or
or stolen.
However,
stolen. However,
damaged
such mdemnity
may not
not exceed
exceed
indemnity may
such
the
sum of
of 50
each
for each
50 francs
francs for
the sum
registered parcel.
parcel.
registered
Adjustment of
of
in
Adjustment
The
procedure adopted
The procedure
adopted in
in case
order
fix responsibility
responsibility in
order to
to fix
CJa
or rifling, and in
of
loss ' damage
damage or
of loss,
to settle
settle the question of
order to
order
of
payment
indemnity and of
of indemnity
payment of
indemfor indempresenting the
request for
the request
presenting
Vol.
42, p.
vol. 42,
p. 1984.
194.
nity, is that prescribed
prescribed by Article
Universal Postal Con10 of
of the
the Universal
10
vention
of Madrid
concerning
Madrid concerning
vention of
in regard to regresponsibility in
responsibility
articles.
istered articles.
istered
Time
limit.
The request for indemnity is
Timelimit.
if made
made within the
only if
valid
valid only
period
of one
year counting
from
counting from
one year,
period of
the
the date
date of mailing of the regit relates.
relates.
istered
parcel to
to which
which it
istered parcel
ARTICLE
XI .
ARTICLE XI.
Retentionof
Retention
ofcharges.
charges.

The postage,
postage, registry, porterage and
and storage
storage charges
belong
charges belong
age
the Administration
entirely to the
Administration
entirely
No
special
collecting
collecting them.
them
No
special
account
is therefore
therefore to be made
account is
contracting Adminbetween the contracting
Adminbetween
of these
Outside of
istrations.
TTransit
r ansit charges
charges
istrations.
Outside
these
CGrmanv.
through Germany.
the charges for transit
provisions,
transit
provisions, the
of 10 cents or
through
Germany of
through Germany
parcel
each parcel
50
centimes gold
for each
gold for
50 centimes
up
to the
kilograms,
of 55 kilograms,
weight of
the weight
up to
and 18
or 90
centimes gold
90 centimes
cents or
and
18 cents

suivant
Administrations, suivant
deux Administrations,
les reglements
vigueur dans
reglements en vigueur
les
son
propre service.
son propre
Lorsque
Lorsque le contenu d'un colis
putrefaction
en rebut est sujet a.a putrefaction
ou deterioration,
deterioration, il peut etre immediatement
d6truit, si cela est
mediatement detruit,
necessaire ou vendu au
juge necessaire,
profit
Payani-droit, sans avis
profit de l'ayant-droit,
prealable
jiuidique;
formalite juridique;
prealable ou formalito
les
poste se font les
de poste
les offices
offices de
communications
necessaires sur
communications necessaires
chaque
chaque cas de vente.
ARTICLE
X.
ARTICLE X.
En cas de perte
perte,'d'avarie ou de
chargement
lors du chargement
vol constate lors
des colis
enregistres, exce
te les
excepte
colis enregistr6s,
des
PA
isforce majeure, l'Adminiscas de force
tration des postes dans le service
tration
de laquelle il est prouve que la
perte,Tavarie
a eu lieu,
l'avarie ou le vol a
perte,
est tenue
tenue de
l'expede rembourser
rembourser a.a l'expeest

d'indem-.
diteur du colis, ah titre d'indemequivalent aa la
nite, le montant equivalent
valeur
valeur de ce qui aa6t6 perdu, vole
ou deteriore.
deterior6. Toutefois cette indemnit6 ne
no peut exceder la somme
demnite
de
colis enregistre.
50.-par colis
de fr.
fr. 50.—par
Le procede
proced6 adopte pour fixer
fixer
responsabilite en cas de perte,
la responsabilite
d'avarie ou de vol et pour r6gler
regler
d'avarie
1 inla question du paiement de l'inpresentation de la
deranite et la presentation
demnite
demand° en inclernnite,
indemnit6, est celui
demande
prescrit a
a. Particle
l'article 10 de la Conprescrit
vention
universelle de
vention postale universelle
concernant la responsaMadrid concernant
Madrid
matiere d'envois recombilite en matiSre
mand
es .
mandes.
indemnite n'est
La demande en indemnite
valable que si elle est faite dans
a compter
le
annee a.
compter
courant d'une anniee
le courant
a lit
la
consignation a.
la date de consignation
de la
enregistre auquel
colis enregistr6
poste du coil's
elle se rapporte.

XI..
ARTICLE
ARTICLE XI

Les taxes postales d'enregistrement,
factage et de magasmage
magasinage
ment, de factage
a l'Adappartiennent en entier a.
appartiennent
ministration qui les aa percues.
decompte special n'a done
Aucun decompte
lieu de ce fait entre les Administrations
Outre ces
contractantes. Outre
trations contractantes.
dispositions,
transit
de transit
dispositions, les droits de
par
PAllemagne de 10 cents ou
par l'Allemagne
centimes-or pour chaque
50 centimes-or
5 kg et
colis jusqu'au poids de 5
et
de 18
cents ou 90
centimes-or
90 centimes-or
18 cents
de

PARCEL
POST CONVENTION—SWITZERLAND.
CONVENTION-SWITZERLAND.
PARCEL POST

DECEMBER
DECEMBER 15, 1922.
1922.

for those
weighing from
from 5
5 to 10
those weighing
for
the
kilograms originating
in the
kilograms
United States
are
America, are
of America,
States of
United
paid
paid by the Post Office Department
the United
United States of
ment of the
America to
to the
the Postal
Postal AdminisAdminisAmerica
tration
of Germany.
Germany.
tration of

pour
de 55 ita 10
10 kg
ceux du
du poids
poids de
pour ceux
en
Etats-Unis
des Etats-Unis
en provenance
provenance des
d'Amerime
par l'Adl'Adpayes par
d'Amerique sont pay&
ministration
des postes des Etatsministration des
Unis
Unis d'Amerique
d'Amerique a.a l'Administration des
des postes allemandes.
allemandes.
tration

ARTICLE XII.
XII.
ARTICLE

ARTICLE XII.
ARTICLE

The Postmaster
Postmaster General of the
United
America and
and the
of America
United States
States of
Director
General of
of Posts
Posts and
Director General
Telegraphs
of Switzerland
shall
Switzerland shall
Telegraphs of
have authority
authority jointly
to make
jointly to
have
such further
regulations of
of order
order
further regulations
such
and
detail, and
for such
such
and to
to provide
provide for
and detail,
changes
modifications as may
and modifications
changes and
be deemed
necessary from time
deemed necessary
be
to
time to
to carry
carry out
out the Conto time
vention.
vention.

1639
1639

regulations.
Further regulatios.
Le Directeur
postes Further
general des postes
Directeur general
Le
d'Anterique et le
Etats-Unis d'Amerique
des Etats-Unis
Directeur
des postes
postes et
et
general des
Directeur general
des telegraphes
sont
de Suisse
Smsse sont
des
t6elgraphes de
autorises a.
a convenir,
convenir, de temps aa.
autorises
autre, toute
nouvelle disposition
disposition
toute nouvelle
autre,
de
et de
pourvoir a.a toute
de pourvoir
detail et
de detail
modification
njugeront nequ'ils jugeront
modification qu'ils
cessaires pour
'execution
assurr l'execution
pour assurer
cessaires
de la
presente convention.
convention.
la presente
de

ARTIME
XiTT.
ARTICLE XIII.

ARTICLE XIII.
XIII.
AnTicLE

La presente
convention conpresente convention
La
clue
dans les
langues francaise
francaise et
at
les langues
clue dans
deploie ses effets et ses
anglaise,
anglaise, doploie
dispositions
dispositions deviennent executoires
le ler
ler janvier
janvier 1923; elle
toires le
reste en vigueur
vigueur aussi longtemps
reste
quo les
Administrations
deux Administrations
les deux
que
contractantes ne
conviennent pas
ne conviennent
contractantes
de
comme caduque.
caduque.
considerer comme
de la
la considerer
cependant
Cette convention
peut cependant
convention peut
Cette
etre
1 une ou l'autre
r6siliee par
par l'une
Atre resiliee
contractantes moyenparties .contractantes
moyen-.
des parties
nant avertissement
averbssement de six mois.
Fait
at
en deux exemplaires et
Fait en
Done in duplicate
duplicate and signed
d6le 15 doWashington, be
a Washington,
at
Washington, December
December 15, signe it.
at Washington,
cembre 1922.
cembre
1922.
1922.
HUBERT
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
HUBERT WORK
W ORK
The Postmaster
of the
States of America
the United
United States
General of
PostmasterGeneral
The
MARC
[SEAL.]
MARC PETER
PER
[SEAL.]
The
Extraordinary and
and Minister
Minister Plenipotentiary
Plenipotentiary
Envoy Extraordinary
The Envoy
of
in the
United States of America
the United
Switzerland in
of Switzerland

present convention, conThe
The present
cluded in
cluded
m the French
French and English
effective and
languages,
becomes effective
languages, becomes
its provisions
provisions come into force on
January 1,
1923, and
conand shall con1, 1923,
January
terminated by
tinue in
until terminated
in force until
tinue
agreement, but may, howmutual agreement,
mutual
of the
the
ever,
be annulled
either of
by either
annulled by
ever, be
contracting
parties, upon six
contracting parties,
months' notice.
months'

duration.
Effect and
Effect
and duration.

Signatures.

Approval by
by the
the
PrAegeoal
concluded with pr
been negotiated
has been
The
present convention
negotiated and
and concluded
convention has
The present
my
and consent,
consent, and
hereby approved
approved and
and ratified.
ratified.
is hereby
and is
advice and
my advice
In
witness whereof, IIhave caused the seal of the United States to
In witness
be hereto affixed.
[SEAL.]
WARREN G. HARDING
WARREN
[SEAL.]
By the
the President
President
CHARLES
HUGHES
E. HUGHES
CHARLES E.
Secretary of
of State
State
Secretary
1923.
14, 1923.
W ASHINGTON, April
April 14,
WASHINGTON,
SwitRatification
Ratification by Switzerland.
zerland.
Ratifi6
Ratifie
Berne, le
le 25
25 juillet
1923.
juillet 1923.
Berne,
Au
du Conseil
federal suisse,
suisse,
Conseil federal
nom du
Au nom
Le
President de
de la
in Confederation:
Confederation:
Le President
SCHEUTRER
SCHEUEER

Le
de la
la ConfederaVice-Chancelier de
Le Vice-Chancelier
tion: KAEsLrN
KAESLIN
tion:
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1923 .
PARCEL POST CONVENTION-POLAND.
CONVENTION—POLAND ' February
923
Febpil19,
1923.
April 26, 1923.
2y6,191,

Ap

.
.

Parcel
post convention
convention between
between the
States and
and the
Parcel post
the United
United States
the Polish
Polish ReRepublc. Signed
February 19, 1923, and at
at Washington,
Washington,
public.
Signed at
at Warsaw,
Warsaw, February
April 26,
26, 1923; approved
by the
the President,
President, May
May 7,
1923.
approved by
7, 1923.

February
19, 1923.
February19,1923.
April 26, 1923.
April26,1923.

CONVENTION
CONVENTION

CONCERNING THE EXCHANGE OF PARCEL
CONCERNING
PARCEL POST
POST BEBETWEEN THE UNITED
TWEEN
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA AND
UNITED STATES
AND THE
THE
REPUBLIC.
POLISH REPUBLIC.
Parcel post conven-

Parcl rt

cve-

tion with
Poland.
with Poland.

Pramble.

Preamble.

The
The undersigned
undersigned plenipotentiaries
John H.
H. Bartlett,
Ac aa PostPostplenipotentiaries, John
Bartlett, Acting

master General of the United
United States
States of
of America,
America, and
and JAN
JAN MOSZCu-OSZCZYNSKI, Director of the Ministry of Posts and
Telegraphs of
and Telegraphs
of the
the
Polish Republic, for the purpose of
beof improving
improving postal
postal relations
relations between the United
United States of America and
the Polish
Polish Republic,
and the
Republic, have
have
concluded
concluded the
concerning the
exchange of
of parcel
the present
present agreement
agreement concerning
the exchange
parcel
post between the
countries.
the two countries.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE I.
I.

Scope of conventimn.
convention.

The provisions
provisions of the present
present convention
convention apply
apply exclusively
to
exclusively .to
exchange of
parcel post between
the exchange
of_parcel
between the United States of
of America
America
Polish
and the Po
• Republic.
Republic. They
They do
do not,
not, therefore,
therefore, have
have any
any effect
effect
upon the provisions
provisions of the Universal
Universal Postal
present
Postal Convention
Convention at
at present
in force.
force.
ARTICLE II.
II.

1. In
In the
1.
States of
parcel
s may
mailed as
as
the United
United States
of America,
America, parcels
may b
bee mailed
ordinary articles (without declared
declared value) and as registered
registered articles.
articles.
In
In Poland, only ordinary parcels
parcels may be
be mailed.
mailed.
Receipt.
Receipt.
2. The sender
sender may, at the time of
of mailing,
obtain aa receipt
receipt in
in
mailing, obtain
regulations
conformity with the regulations
of
the country
of
origin.
of
the
country
of
origin.
Nonrespondbllity for
nispae.hi'tyror
3. Neither
Administrations is
ices or
or damage.
3.
Neither of the contracting
contracting Administrations
is responsible
responsible for
for
loss or damage
damage of
parcels.
of parcels.
Therefore
Therefore neither the sender nor the addressee,
in either
either country,
country,
addressee, in
has any right to claim
indemnity.
claim indemnity.
to

rticles admitted to
maiLs.
Articles

a"is'.

ARTICLE III.
III.
AwricLE
1. No
No parcel
may exceed
exceed 22
22 pounds
pounds (10
kilograms) in weight.
1.
parcel may
(10 kilograms)
Limit of weight.
Limit of weigt.
2. No
Noparcel
parcel may
may exceed
exceed the
the following
following dimensions:
dimensions: Greatest
Greatest length
length
centimeters (3 feet
feet 6
in any direction,
direction, 105 centimeters
measure);
6 inches
inches English
English measure);
greatest length and girth combined,
combined, 180
centimeters (6
feet English
180 centimeters
(6 feet
English
measure).
measure).
Inadvertent receipt.
Inadvertent
receipt.
3.
Parcels
whose
weight
dimensions exceed
exceed the
the limits
3. Parcels whose weight or
or dimensions
limits indicated
indicated
are not accepted
accepted for mailing.
mailing If,
If, through
through inadvertence,
inadvertence, aa parcel
parcel
not
not conforming
conforming to the rules laid down is accepted
accepted and despatched,
despatched,
the country
country of destination is
to accept
accept such
such a
parcel, only
is obliged to
aparcel,
only
giving notice
giving
notice of the irregularity by Verification
Verification Certificate
Certificate to
to the
the
respective office
respective
office of
exchange.
of exchange.
Dimensions.
Dimebions.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE IV.
Address and packing.

Addresandpacrig.

1. Each
Each parcel
shall bear
address of
and
1.
parcel shall
bear the
the exact
exact address
of the addressee, and
must be
as to
to withstand
withstand the length of the conveyance,
conveyance,
must
be packed
packed so
so as
and
to preserve
preserve effectively
effectively the
and to
the contents of the parcel. The packing

PARCEL
CONVENTION-POLAND.
POST CONVENTION—POLAND.
PARCEL POST
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1923.
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April 26, 9,1923.
1923.

must be
such a
way as
as to
permit customs or postal agents
to permit
a way
in such
arranged in
be arranged
must
to
verify the
the contents
contents easily.
to verify
easily.

Pry.
of the
back of
the back
2. The
to indicate
indicate on
on the
the despatch
despatch jrov,
obliged to
is obliged
sender is
2.
The sender
parcel itself (this conthe parcel
note
only Poland)
and on
on the
Poland) and
concerns only
(this concerns
note (this
be disposed of in case
cerns both
countries), how
should be
parcel should
the parcel
how the
both countries),
cerns
of non-delivery.
non-delivery.
of
notations:
following notations:
the following
For
makes one
one of
of the
he makes
purpose he
that purpose
For that
(a) "In
non-delivery at
indicated, abandon."
abandon." or
or
address indicated,
at the
the address
of non-delivery
case of
"In case
(a)
(b)
"In case
case of
non-delivery at
address indicated,
indicated, deliver to
to
the address
at the
of non-delivery
(b) "In

felon for nonde-

for nond

M----"

77

be returned
will be
Parcels
so marked
marked will
returned in accordance
accordance
not so
are not
which are
Parcels which
with
provisions of
Article XII hereafter.
hereafter.
of Article
the provisions
with the
3.
The sender
up, for
for each
each parcel,
customs declaradeclara- reCustomsdeclation
:
t:
a customs
parcel, a
make up,
must make
sender must
3. The
purpose.
tion in
in duplicate,
form furnished
for that purpose.
furnished for
special form
on aaspecial
duplicate, on
tion
parcel,
the parcel,
The
said declaration
declaration shall
description of the
general description
give aageneral
shall give
The said
an
exact statement
of its
the value
vahie of the individual objects,
contents, the
its contents,
statement of
an exact
the' •
the date
date of
mailing,, the
signature and
and address
of the sender and the
address of
the signature
of mailing,
the
the place of destination.
name
the addressee,
addressee, and
and the
of the
name of
responsibility as to the
all responsibility
The
Postal Administrations
Administrations decline
decline all
The Postal
exactness of
of the
customs declarations.
declarations.
the customs
exactness
The sender
sender shall
said declarations
to the
parcel itself,
the parcel
declarations to
the said
paste the
shall paste
The
despatch
to the
the despatch
them to
or
them to
to it
it (United
States) or
or else
attach them
else attach
(United States)
affix them
or affix
note
(Poland).
note (Poland).
chaes.
of charm.
destination to all Collecti
4.
Each parcel
subject in
in the
the country
of destination
c°11ecticin of
country of
is subject
parcel is
4. Each
and regulations
customs charges
regulations in force in that country. The
charges and
customs
customs duties
duties and
the other
charges regularly
regularly due
due are
collected
are collected
other charges
and the
customs
of the country of
upon
with the
the regulations
regulations of
accordance with
in accordance
delivery, in
upon delivery,
destination.
destination.
ARTICLE
V.
ARTICLE V.
reg
eU Stqr"

d

Clarati°11

Articles admitted to

themails.
in parcel
parcel post th
send in
It is
permitted by
by the
present convention
convention to
to send
Art
e4Z Bdmitted t°
the present
is permitted
1. It
packages: merchandise
articles which
accepted for conare accepted
which are
all articles
and all
merchandise and
packages:
veyance by
by any
means of
of transportation
of
transportation in the domestic service of
any means
veyance
the country
country of
of origin
and of
of the
country of destination
destination Articles
the country
origin and
the
by Section 22of the present Article are excepted.
specially
prohibited by
specially prohibited.
of the
the United States and Poland notify
The
Postal Administrations
Administrations of
The Postal
each other
other of
of the
the domestic
the sending
sending of
prohibiting the
provisions prohibiting
domestic provisions
each
certain
articles.
certain articles.
Prohibited articles.
2. Parcels
Parcels containing
containing the
following articles
articles are
are excluded from Pbted
the following
2.
transmission:
transmission:
a) letters
having the character of personal
personal
communications having
or communications
letters or
a)
a parcel
to inclose in a
correspondence.
permitted, however,
however, to
parcel an
is permitted,
It is
correspondence. It
copy of the
open
in its
its simplest
form, as
as well
as aa single
single copy
well as
simplest form,
invoice in
open invoice
address of the sender;
the address
despatch
and the
note and
despatch note
b) publications
publications which violate the copyright laws in force in the
b)
country
destination;
of destination;
country of
circulars relative to lotteries;
c)
tickets, advertisements,
advertisements, or
or circulars
c) tickets,
d) all
and contrary
contrary to
good morals;
to good
obscene and
articles obscene
all articles
d)
prepared;
suitably prepared;
e) live
live animals,
bees in
boxes suitably
in boxes
except bees
animals, except
e)
f) dead
dead animals,
animals, except
except insects
and reptiles
thoroughly dried;
reptiles thoroughly
insects and
f)
and products
g) fruits
and vegetables
decompose easily
easily 'and
which decompose
vegetables which
fruits and
g)
bad odor;
which
exhale a
abad
which exhale
or inflammable
h) poisons,
poisons, and
and explosive
inflammable materials;
explosive or
h)
which
i)
which may
any way
other articles,
articles, or
or which
damage other
way damage
in any
may in
articles which
i) articles

present
to the
the persons
persons of
of the
the postal
postal agents.
agents.
Fredom from day,
danger to
present danger
conven-- etc.Freedom
3. All
merchandise admitted
admitted to
to despatch
the present conven
delay*
by the
despatch by
All merchandise
3.
other, may
tion,
the countries
addressed to
to the
the other,
and addressed
countries and
of the
one of
in one
mailed in
tion, mailed
the
not
examined, except
as far
far as
as it
may be
necessary for the
be necessary
it may
except as
or examined,
held or
be held
not be
collection
the customs
customs duties.
It shall
shall be
be forwarded
forwarded by
by the
the most
most
duties. It
of the
collection of
rapid
means to
to its
its destination
be subject
in its
its transmission
transmission
subject in
shall be
and shall
destination and
rapid means
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1923.
Februry
,1923.
April
26,19,23
1923.
April 26,

to
the respective
respective laws
laws and
and regulations
regulations of
of each
the two
countries in
in
to the
each of
of the
two countries
question.
question.
Erroneous
Erraoeous transm
transmis-- 4.
4. In
contents of
of a
delivered by
of the
In case
case the
the contents
a parcel
parcel delivered
by one
one of
the AdminisAdminissions
don&
trations to
the other
other is
is not
in accordance
with the
the provisions
provisions of
of the
trations
to the
not in
accordance with
the
present article,
article, the
Administration of
country of
present
the Administration
of the
the country
of destination
destination of
of
the
the manner
manner and
and forms
forms prescribed
prescribed by
by its
its
the parcel
parcel proceeds
proceeds in
in the
domestic laws
and regulations.
regulations.
laws and
domestic
ARTICLE VI.
VI.
ARTICLE
forbidden to attach
attach to the
letters or
or
1. It
It is forbidden
the outside
outside of
of _parcels
parcels letters
communications
having the
character of
of personal
communications having
the character
personal correspondence.
correspondence.
Beletien, etc.,
if If such are detected
e
t
e'r if
detected at the time of mailing of the parcel by the
sender, and
and if
if it
it is
is possible
to detach
detach it
it from
from the
the parcel,
it is
sender,
possible to
parcel, it
is detached
detached
and
sent forward
article in
in the
letter mails;
mails; otherwise
otherwise the
the parcel
parcel
the letter
as an
an article
and sent
forward as
should be
be refused.
refused. If,
If, through
parcel with
through inadvertence,
inadvertence, aaparcel
with aaletter
etter
should
•attached
be admitted,
admitted, the
attached to
to it
it should
should be
the country
country of
of destination
destination should
should
collect
the addressee
the letter
letter or
collect from
from the
addressee a
a double
double postage
postage charge
charge on
on the
or
letters, in
in accordance
provisions of
Postal
letters,
accordance with
with the
the provisions
of the
the Universal
Universal Postal
Convention.
Convention.
Noinclosurefor
ot]
Noinelosure for other
2.
parcel may
contain packages
to be
delivered at
an
2. No
No parcel
may contain
packages intended
intended to
be delivered
at an
address.
address other
other than
that borne
by the
parcel itself.
address
than that
borne by
the parcel
itself.
If
kind are
sent forward
forward
If packages
packages of
of that
that kind
are discovered,
discovered, they
they are
are sent
singly-,
and a
anew
new and
and distinct
postage rate
applied to
to them,
in
singly, and
distinct postage
rate is
is applied
them, in
accordance
post tariff.
tariff.
accordance with
with the
the parcel
parcel post
not t4
to accr
Letes
Letterscels.
nat
acem l-

pony par
parcels.
pny

ARTICLE
ARTICLE VII.
VII.
pcdarg
be preto be
Chines to
Pm '
paid.

iedtates.

In United States.

In
In Poland.

Prompt delivery.
delivery.

harges allowed.

Charges allowed.

1 Prepayment
1.
Prepayment of postage on parcel post is obligatory at the time
of
either by
stamps or
cash.
of mailing,
mailing, either
by means
means of
of stamps
or m
in cash.
The charges
paid are
The
charges to
to be
be paid
are as
as follows;
follows;
a) In the
States of
America:
the United
United States
of America:
for
pound (455
for a
a parcel
parcel whose
whose weight
weight does
does not
not exceed
exceed 11pound
(455 grams),
grams),
12 cents.
for each additional
for
additional pound
or fraction
fraction of
of a
apound,
pound, 12
pound (455
(455 grams) or
12
cents.
b)
Poland, payment
made in
in Polish
Polish marks,
or, in
in the
b) In
In Poland,
payment is
is made
marks, or,
the Polish
Polish
part of
of Upper
German marks,
according to
part
Upper Silesia,
Silesia, in
in German
marks, according
to the
the equivalent
equivalent
in force;
force;
for
parcel up
up to
to 1
in weight,
weight, 1.65
1.65 francs
francs gold.
gold.
for aaparcel
1 kilogram
kilogram in
""
"
kilograms,
for a
aparcel from 1
1to 55kilograms,
2.25
for aaparcel from 5
5 to 10 kilograms,
3.95 "
"
"
2. In
the country
In the
country of
of destination
destination the
parcels are
delivered
the parcels
are promptly
promptly delivered
accordance with the domestic regulations of
to the addressees in accordance
the country of destination, free of all
postage. Neverall charge for
for postage.
Nevertheless the
destination may,
from
the country
country of destination
may, at
at its option,
option, collect
collect from
the addressee
a fee fixed in accordance
addressee a
accordance with the regulations of that
country
country for delivery and customs service.
That charge may not in any case exceed,
exceed, for any parcel, 55. cents
in the United States or the equivalent
equivalent of 25 centimes gold in Poland.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE VIII
VIII..
Mutual payments by

Mutual payments by
postal administration>.
administrations.
postal

The Postal
Administrations of
States and
and Poland
Poland
The
Postal Administrations
of the
the United
United States
make payments to each other for each parcel
parcel sent from their post
offices.
This payment amounts
amounts to 50 centimes gold for each parcel regardless, of weight.
weight.
The accounts shall be made up each quarter, and, after having
havinz
been verified and accepted on both sides, they shall be recapitulated
recapitulate
Adminin a
ageneral
general annual account by the service of the creditor Administration.
istration.
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be paid by the
The balance
balance resulting
from the
the accounts
accounts shall
shall be
resulting from
The
debtor Administration
Administration to
to the
creditor Administration
Administration within one
the creditor
debtor
account.
month
verified account.
the verified
of the
receipt of
the receipt
following the
month following
ARTICLE
IX..
ARTICLE IX

despatches to be
1. The
The parcels
parcels shall
form the
the subject
subject of
separate despatches
of separate
shall form
1.

r an s p
of ttranspororMethod of

tg o
e
n
th
.°
d

and Poland. The o
exchanged
directly between
between the
United States
States and
the United
exchanged directly
country of
send its
its despatches
despatches to
to the
the country
country of destinamust send
origin must
of origin
country
tion at
cost and
disposal. The parcels may be
its disposal.
at its
means at
the means
by the
and by
its cost
at its
tion
transmitted,
the option
of the
the despatching
despatching office,
office, either in boxes
option of
at the
transmitted, at
mail
i
or
specially constructed
constructed for the purpose, or in
n ordinary
ordinary mail
baskets specially
or baskets
sacks.
These receptacles
must bear
the note "Parcel
"Parcel Post" (Colis
(Coils
bear the
receptacles must
sacks. These
of wax
postaux)
and be
carefully closed
closed with
with the
wax seals or otherthe aid of
be carefully
postaux) and
contracting
wise,
as
may
be
mutually
agreed
upon
by
the
contracting
parties.
the
by
upon
agreed
wise, as may be mutually
e pt y
E t. of empty
2.
country of
destination shall
return to
the despatching
despatching Retu
to the
shall return
of destination
Each country
2. Each
other arrangeoffice by
next mail
all empty
empty receptacles,
barring other
receptacles, barring
mail all
the next
by the
office
ments to be made on the subject.
subject.
Dnplicate par eel
pare
a parcel bills.t
accompanied by aparcel
must be accompanied
3. Eaoh
post must
bias
parcel post
of parcel
despatch of
Each despatch
3.
bill
are mentioned individually all registered
Thereon are
duplicate. Thereon
in duplicate.
bill in
parcels. The
Theordinary
ordinary parcels
shall be
indicated thereon in bulk,
be indicated
parcels shall
parcels.
each despatch.
in eabh
according
the aggregate
sent in
aggregate sent
to the
according to
order
bill must include
The individual
entries on
parcel bill
include the order
the parcel
on the
individual entries
The
addressee,
the name of the addressee,
number of
of each
each parcel,
the office
office of
of origin,
origin, the
parcel, the
number
destination.
and
office of
of destination.
the office
and the
The parcel
bill must
must be
be inserted
inserted in
in one
one of
the receptacles
receptacles composof the
parcel bill
The
inclosing the parcel bill
receptacle inclosimg
of the receptacle
ing the
despatch; the
the label
label of
the despatch;
ing
receptaon receptaLab
must
be distinguished
distinguished by
by the
letters "F.
"F. F."
Labels on
F."
the letters
must be
cles.
the registered
4.
On the
the labels
labels of
registered parcels
parcels cies.
containing the
receptacles containing
the receptacles
of the
4. On
the
order numbers
numbers under
under which
which the
the inclosed
entered in
parcels are entered
inclosed parcels
the order
indicated.
the
parcel bill
must be
be indicated.
bill must
the parcel
,etc.
rn

ARTICLE
ARTICLE X.
X.
The reciprocal
reciprocal exchange
exchange of
parcels between
between the
the offices of the two
of parcels
The
countries
must be
intermediary of exchange
exchange
the intermediary
through the
effected through
be effected
countries must
office of Danzig
offices.
For that
designated: the
post office
the post
are designated:
purpose are
that purpose
offices. For
1
on the
part of
of Poland;
Poland; and
office of
New York on the part
past of the
of New
the office
and the
the part
1 on
United
other exchange
exchange offices
offices may
may be
designated later on by
be designated
States; other
United States;
common
consent.
common consent.

Exchange
offices.
Exchange offices.

Exhangeoes

XI.
ARTICLE XI.
ARTICLE
1. As
as a
mail reaches
reaches the
the exchange
office of
it
destination, it
of destination,
exchange office
a mail
soon as
As soon
1.
immediately
verifies
the
contents.
contents.
the
verifies
immediately

Receipt of mail.

Receipt of mil

u

el

Substitute parcel bill.

titute
by the
2. In
case of
of non-receipt
non-receipt of
of the
bill by
the office
office of
of destinadestinaparcel bill
the parcel
In case
2.
of errors.
tion,
a
substitute
bill
is
officially
made
up.
up.orrection
made
officially
is
bill
tion, a substitute
Correction of enors.
being
after being
3. All
detected in
in the
the entries
entries of
parcel bill,
bill, after
the parcel
of the
errors detected
All errors
3.
verified
by two
agents, shall
corrected and noted, to be communicommunibe corrected
shall be
two agents,
verified by
Verificaa "Bulletin
of a
cated
despatching office
office by
by means
means of
"Bulletin of Verificathe despatching
to the
cated to
envelope.
tion".
is sent
special envelope.
in a.a special
sent in
This is
tion". This
Nonreceipt of parNlreceipt o pathe cels.
after the
4: If
If a
parcel entered
entered on
parcel bill
bill is
received, after
not received,
is not
the parcel
on the
a parcel
4:
loss
verified by
by two
agents, the
relative entry
entry is cancelled, or else
the relative
two agents,
is verified
loss is
is corrected,
the number
number of
parcels entered
bulk is
corrected, and the
in bulk
entered in
ordinary parcels
of ordinary
the
e
Damae
fact reported
reported immediately.
immediately.
fact
Damaged parcels.
imperfect condition,
5. If
If a
or in
condition, the Damagepa
in imperfect
damaged or
arrives damaged
arcel arrives
a parcel
5.
damage or
condition is
to the
the office
yInsucient ppaydespatch. Insufficient
of despatch.
office of
detail to
in detail
reported in
is reported
bad condition
or bad
damage
ments.
insui- meats.
prepaid, the insuffi6. If
found that
is insufficiently
insufficiently prepaid,
parcel is
a parcel
that a
is found
it is
If it
6.
fact must be pointed out to the
cient postage
postage is
is not
but the
the fact
supplied, but
not supplied,
cient
of verification.
despatching
exchange
office
by
bulletin
verification.
bulletin
by
office
exchange
despatching
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Presumption
de,
Prsumption of devery.lvey"

February 19, 1923.
Febru
April 26,19,1923.
1923.

7
despat
chi ng exc
hange office
office does
does not
not receive
receive any
bulletin
7.. If th
thee despatching
exchange
any bulletin
of
it considers the despatch
of verification
verification or advice of irregularity, it
despatch as
as
regular
in all
all respects
and as
as duly
regular in
respects and
duly received.
received.
ARTICLE XII
ARTICLE
XII..

1. Any missent
1.
mis.sent parcel
immediately returned
returned to
parcel received
received is
is immediately
to the
the
despatching exchange
exchange office.
transit charges
in return
are
despatching
office. The
The sea
sea transit
charges in
return are
supported, as
in Section
of this
this article,
article, by
the Administrasupported,
as indicated
indicated in
Section 33of
by the
Administration
responsible for
for the
the raissending
the parcel.
parcel. The
is
tion responsible
missending of
of the
The error
error is
reported
by means
means of
of aabulletin
bulletin of
of verification.
reported by
verification.

Misent
parcels
Missent parcels.

Reoraingcharge
Ref°rwArding eh 'rge•

Inability
to deliver,
Inability to
deliver,
etc.
etc.

2. Parcels
Parcels reforwarded
reforwarded at
at the
the request
request of
or addressee,
of the
the sender
sender or
addressee,

to the
the interior
interior of
the country
of destination,
destination, or
to other
other countries,
countries,
to
of the
country of
or to
are
to an
additional charge
charge to
to the
profit of
of the
the Administration
Administration
are liable
liable to
an additional
the profit
which reforwards
which
reforwards the
the parcel.
parcel.
3. Every parcel
parcel which cannot be delivered
delivered as addressed, or
or which
which
is refused
addressee, and which does
refused by the addressee,
does not bear the notations

provided
in Section 2
of Article
Article IV,
must be
be returned
provided for in
2 of
IV, must
returned to
the
to the
despatching
exchange office
after a
aperiod
of 30
from the
the date
date of
of
despatching exchange
office after
period of
30 days
days from
office of
its arrival
arrival at
at the
the office
of destination.
destination.
Return charges.
charg
Return
The Postal Administration
Administration of the country of
of the
parcel
of origin
origin of
the parcel
is authorized
authorized to collect
collect from the
returned parcel
parcel a
the sender
sender of
of a
a returned
a charge
charge
equal to
to the
said Administration
Administration shall
pay to
the original postage.
postage. The
The said
shall pay
to
the reforwarding
reforwarding Administration
Administration the sea transit charges
charges for
for returned
returned
parcels:
parcels: 1
1gold franc
each parcel
parcel up
weight of
kilograms,
franc for
for each
up to
to the
the weight
of 55kilograms,
•
and
francs for
for each
each parcel
from 5
5to
to 10
kilograms.
and 2
2 gold
gold francs
parcel
from
10
kilograms.
e es
phtetit
L l6
Parcels whose
Pramited ank
es*
Parcels
whose contents
within the
prohibitions
of Article
Article V
V
contents come
come within
the
prohibitions of
Ante,
p.16.11.
•
e,p
L
are not
the country
are
not returned
returned to the
country of origin but are treated in
in the
the
manner prescribed
prescribed by the domestic laws and regulations
of the
the
regulations of
country of
country
of destination.
destination.
Perishable
5.
contents of
of a
Perishable articles.
articles.
5. When the
the contents
which could
could not
be delivered
delivered
a parcel
parcel which
not be
are liable to deterioration
deterioration or
the parcel
parcel may
may be
sold
or corruption
corruption the
be sold
immediately, or, if for any reason
reason its sale
it may
be
sale is
is impossible,
impossible, it
may be
destroyed without
without previous
previous notice.
notice.
Report of
odispositon.
6. A
sale or
destruction of
a parcel:
Report
disposition.
A. report is made up of the sale
or destruction
of a
parcel: one
one
copy of such report is transmitted to the
the office
office despatching
despatching the
the
parcel.
parcel.
realized by the
The sum realized
the parcel
serve, in
first
the sale
sale of
of the
parcel shall
shall serve,
in the
the first
place, to pay the charges with which the parcel
parcel is
is marked,
marked, and
the
and the
returned to the office of origin to be
difference, if any, shallbe
shall be returned
be paid
paid
to the sender.
Charges annulled
annulled on
Charges
7. The customs charges
charges and all other
appli ed to
t
o parcels
parcel
s
other charges
charges applied
returned articles,
retur
ares
are annulled when the parcels are returned
returned to origin.
nte,

p. 164L
Ante, p.1641.

l

Further regulations,
regulations,

etc.

Effect and duration.

Effmt and duration.

ARTICLE XIII.
ARTICLE
XIII.
The Postmaster General of the United States and the Director
The Postmaster General of the United States and the Director
of the Ministry of Posts and Telegraphs of the Polish Republic shall
shall
have authority
authority jointly to make such further regulations of order
order
and detail and to provide for such changes
changes and modifications
modifications as
as may
may
be deemed necessary to carry out the convention from time to time.
time.
ARTICLE XIV.
ARTICLE
XIV.
The
present
convention
enters
into
1 1923; it
The present convention enters into force on
on April 1
it shall
remain in force until the contracting
contracting parties suspend
suspend it by common
common
consent, or upon the desire
of them and by means of previous
desire of one o?
previous
notice given six months in advance.
advance.
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February 19,
19,3.1923.
April 26, 1923.

Februrl,

Signatures.
Warsaw 19 February 1923 and signatures.
Done in
duplicate and
and signed at Warsaw
in duplicate
Done
at Washington
Washington on
on April
April 26, 1923.
at
Director of
of the
the Ministry
and Telegraphs of
Posts and
of Posts
Ministry of
Director
Polish
Republic.
Polish Republic.
MOSZCZYNSKI.
[SEAL.1
MOSZCZYNSKI.
[SEAL.]
Acting
Postmaster General
General of
of the
United States of
the United
Acting Postmaster
America.
America.

[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]

JOHN
JOHN H.
H.BARTLETT.
BARTLETT.

Apsrorl
The foregoing
Convention between
between the United States prsa
Post Convention
Parcel Post
foregoing Parcel
The
of America
America and
the Polish
Polish Republic
Republic has been negotiated
negotiated and conand the
of
cluded
my advice
and consent,
consent, and
hereby approved
approved and
is hereby
and is
advice and
with my
cluded with
ratified.
ratified.
In testimony
testimony whereof
whereof IIhave
have caused the seal of the United States
In
to be
be hereunto
hereunto affixed.
to
pr

[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
By
President:
the President:
By the
C
HARLES E.
E. HUGHES
HUGHES
CHALBLES
Secretary
State
Secretary of State

W
ARREN G
HARDING
G HARDING
WARREN

May 7,
WASHINGTON,
W ASHINGTON, May
7, 1923.
191°3.
2-20
45822°—voL
43—rr 2
45822°-VOL 43-PT
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December 13,1921.
13, 1921.
December

DECEMBER 13,
DECEMBER
13, 1921.
1921.

Treaty between
between the
United States,
the British
Empire, France
France and
and Japan
Treaty
the United
States, the
British Empire,
Japan
relating
to their
their insular
insular possessions
possessions and
and insular
insular dominions
dominions in
relatingto
in the
the region
region
of
PacijicOcean. Signed
13, 1921;
1921; ratiratiof the
thePacificOcean.
Signed at
at Washington,
Washington, December
DecemberS,
fication
by the
the Senate,
Senate, with
with a
areservation
reservation and
understanding,
Jcation advised by
and understanding,
March 24,
24, 1922;
ratified b
by
1923; ratcations
ratifications
March
1922 ratified
y the
the President,
President,June
Jne 9,
9;
9,1923;
ratified
deposited
with the
the (overnment
Government of
United States,
August 1
7,1923;
deposited with
of the
the United
States, August
17,
1923;
proclaimed,
August 21,
proclaimed, August
21, 1923.
1923.
BY
RESIDENT OF
OF THE
THE UNITED
TATES OF
OF AMERICA.
BY THE
THE P
PRE8IDENT
UN-TED S
STATES
AMEIOA.
A
PROCLAMATION.
A PROCLAMATION.

PyadBfiOeislands,

Pacific °man-islands,
with British
rit ish Empire,
Empirw

Japan.

France
and Japan.
rancand

Preamble. •
Preamble.

Contracting Powers.

Contrting Poers.
Pod, p.1850.
Pod,
p. lm

Plenipotentiaries.

pinaries.

Whereas
Treaty between
Whereas a
a Treaty
between the
the United
States of
of America,
America, the
the
United States

British Empire,
relating to
their insular
possessions
British
Empire, France
France and
and Japan,
Japan, relating
to their
insular possessions
and insular dominions in the region of the Pacific Ocean,
Ocean was conconcluded
signed by
by their
Washington
cluded and
and signed
their respective
respective plenipotentiaries
plenipotentiaries at
at Washington
on December
December 13,
13, 1921,
1921, the original
English
original of which
which Treaty, in the
the English
French languages,
word for
lor word
follows.:
and French
languages, is
is word
word as
as follows:

Les Etats-Unis
d'Amerique,
The United
America
The
United States
States of
of America,,
Les
Etats-Unis d'Amerique,
l'Empire
France the
Empire, France
and
l'Empire Britannique,
Britannique, la
la France
the British
British Empire,
France and
Jap_an,
et
japon,
et le
le Japon,
Japan
v
En vue de preserver
preserver la paix
With a
With
a view
vew to the
the preservapreservag6n6rale et
generale
maintenir leurs
tion of
general peace
the
et de maintenir
leurs tion
of the
the general
peace and
and the
droits
their rights
rights in
droits touchant
touchant leurs
leurs possessions
possessions maintenance
maintenance of
of their
in
insulaires
insulaires ainsi
quo leurs
to their
possessions
ainsi que
leurs domidomi- relation
relation to
their insular
insularpossessions
insulaires dans
Clans la
la zone
zone de
de and insular
nions insulaires
in the
the reinsular dominions in
rel'Ocean Pacifique,
gion
of the
Ocean,
Pacifique,
gion of
the Pacific
Pacific Ocean,
Ont decide
Ont
conclure un
un
decide de
de conclure
conclude
Have determined
determined to
to conclude
traite h
ont design6
designe a
a cot
cet effet
effet et
et ont
Treaty to this effect and have
a Treaty
have
pour leurs Plenipotentiaires,
Plenipotentiaires, sasa- appointed
Plenipotenappointed as their Plenipotenvoir:
voir
tiaries:
tiaries:
Le President des Etats-Unis
The President of the United
d'Amerique:
d'Amerique:
•
States of
America:
States
of America:
Charles Evans
Evans Hughes,
Hughes,
Charles Evans Hughes,
Hughes,
Cabot Lodge,
Henry Cabot
Henry Cabot Lodge,
Oscar W.
Oscar
W. Underwood,
Underwood,
Oscar W. Underwood and
Root,.,citoyens
Elihu Root
citoyens des
des
Elihu
Efihu Root, citizens of the
Etats-Unis;
Etats-Unis;
United States;
Majeste le
du RoyaumeRoyaumeSa Majeste
le Roi
Roi du
His Majesty the King of the
the
Uni de
Grande-Bretagne United
Uni
de Grande-Bretagne
United Kingdom of Great Britain
et &Mande
d'Irlande et des territoires
tenitoires and Ireland and of the British
britanniques
britanniques au-dela
au-dela des mers, Dominions beyond the Seas, EmEmpereur des
des hides:
Empereur
Indes:
peror of India:
Le Tres-Honorable
be
Tres-Honorable Arthur
The Right Honourable
James
Balfour, 0.
M.;
James Balfour,
O. M.;
Arthur James Balfour,
Balfour,
M.
President
M. P.; Lord
Lord President
O.
0. M.,
M., M. P., Lord
du Conseil du
du Roi;
Roi;
President of His Privy
Council;
Council;
Le Tres-Honorable
Tres-Honorable Baron
The Right Honourable
Honourable
Lee
Fareham, G.
G. B.
Lee of
of Fareham,
B.
Baron Lee of Fareham,
E.,
E., K. C. B.,
B., Premier
Premier
G. B. E., K. C. B.,
Lord
l' Amiraute;
Lord de
de l'Amiraut6;
First Lord of His Admiralty;
miralty;
Le Tres-Honorable
Tres-Honorable Sir
Sir
The Right Honourable
Honourable
Auckland
Auckland Campbell
Campbell
Sir Auckland Campbell
Campbell

TREATY—PACIFIC OCEAN
OCEAN ISLANDS.
ISLANDS.
TREATY-PACIFIC
Geddes,
K. C.
C. B.,
son
B., son
Geddes, K.
Ambassadeur ExtraAmbassadeur
Plenipoordinaire et
et Plenipoordinaire
Etatstentiaire aux
aux Etatstentiaire
Unis
d'Amerique;
Unis d'Am6rique;

DECEMBER
DECEMBER 13, 1921.

Geddes, K.
K. C. B., His
Geddes,
Ambassador
ExtraorExtraorAmbassador
dinary
Plenipotendinary and Plenipoten-

United
tiary
the United
to the
tiary to
States
of America;
America;
States of

And
And
Et
Et
for
Dominion of
Canada:
of Canada:
the Dominion
for the
Canada:
pour
Dominion du Canada:
le Dominion
pour le
The Right
Honourable
Right Honourable
The
Robert
Le
TrBs-Honorable Robert
Le Tres-Honorable
Robert
Laird Borden,
Robert Laird
Laird Borden,
Borden, G.
G. C.
M.
C. M.
Laird
G.
M. G.,
G., K. C.;
C.;
C. M.
G. C.
G.
C.;
K. C.;
G., K.
for
the
Commonwealth
of
Ausof AusCommonwealth
the
for
pour
le
dommonwealth
d'Ausd'Auspour le Commonwealth
tralia:
tralia:
tralie
tralie:
The
Honourable George
George
The Honourable
George FosL
'Honorable George
L'Honorable
Foster Pearce,
Pearce, Minister
Minister
Foster
ter Pearce,
Pearce, Ministre
de
Ministre de
ter
of Defence;
Defence;
of
la
Defense;
la Defense;
Zeafor
Dominion of
New Zeaof New
the Dominion
for the
pour le
Dominion de
de la
la NouNoule Dominion
pour
land:
land:
velle-Zelande
velle-Zelande:
Sir
John William
Salmond,
William Salmond,
Sir John
Sir
Salmond,
William Salmond,
John William
Sir John
SuK.
C., Judge
the Suof the
Judge of
K. C.,
K.
C., Juge
Juge It
la Cour
Cour
a la
K. C.,
of
preme
Court
of
New
Court
preme
Supreme
de
NouvelleNouvellede
Supreme
Zealand;
Zealand;
Ze6ande;
Mande;
Africa:
for
the
Union
Union of South Africa:
the
for
pour
l'Union
Sud-Africaine:
Sud-Africaine:
pour 1'Union
The
Right HonourablepArHonourable ArThe Right
Le Tres-Honorable
Tres-Honorable Arthur
Le
O.
thur
James Balfour,
Balfour, 0.
thur James
James
Balfour, O.
0. M.,
James Balfour,
P.;
M., M.
M. P.;
M.,
M. P.;
P.;
M.
for
India:
for India:
pour
1'Inde:
pour l'Inde:
The
Honourable
Right Honourable
The Right
ValLe
Tres-Honorable ValLe Tres-Honorable
Valingman
SankaranSankaranValingman
ingman
SankaranaraSankaranaraingman
arayana
SasSrinivasa Sasarayana Srinivasa
yana
Srinivasa Sastri,
yana Srinivasa
Inthe Intri,
of the
Member of
tri, Member
Membre
du
Conseil
Conseil
du
Membre
State;
of
dian
Council
Council
dian
l'Inde;
d'Etat
de
l'Inde;
de
d'Etat
The President
French
President of the French
The
Le President
President de
de la
Republique
la Republique
Le
Republic:
Republic:
francaise:
francaise:
Mr. Rene Viviani, Deputy,
Mr.
M. Rene
Rene Viviani, Depute,
M.
Former President
President of the
Former
ancien
President
President du
ancien
Ministers;
Council
of Ministers;
Council of
Conseil
Ministres.
des Ministres.
Conseil des
Mr.
Albert Sarraut, DepMr. Albert
Sarraut, Deput6,
M. Albert
Albert Sarraut,
Depute,
M.
uty,
of the ColMinister of
uty, Minister
Ministre des
des Colonies,
Colonies,
Ministre
onies;
onies;
M.
Jules J.
Jusserand, AmJ. Jusserand,
M. Jules
Mr.
Jusserand,
Mr. Jules J. Jusserand,
Extraordibassadeur
bassadeur
Ambassador ExtraordiExtraordiAmbassador
naire
Plenipotentiaire
et Plenipotentiaire
naire et
Plenipotenand
nary
and
Plenipotennary
pres
le
President
des
President
pres le
tiary
to the
the United
tiary to
Etats-Unis
d'Amerique,
Etats-Unis d'Amerique,
States
of
America,Grand
America,Grand
of
States
l'Ordre
Grand'croix
de
l'Ordre
de
Grand'croix
of the National
Cross
National
Cross of
National de
de la
Legion
la Legion
National
Legion of
Order
of the
the Legion
Order of
d'honneur;
d'honneur;
Honour;
Honour;
His
Majesty
the Emperor
Emperor of
the
Majesty
His
Jadu
l'Empereur
Majeste
l'Empereur
Sa Majest6
Sa
Japan:
Japan:
pon:
pon:
Baron Tomosaburo
Tomosaburo Kato,
Baron
Le
Baron Tomosaburo
Tomosaburo
Le Baron
the Navy,
Minister
for the
for
Minister
de la
Kato, Ministre
Ministre de
In
Kato,
member of the
Junii,
a member
Junii, a
Marine, Junii, Membre
Marine,
of the ImpeFirst Class
Class of
First
de
Classe
Premiere Classe
la Premiere
de la
Grand
rial Order
the Grand
of the
Order of
rial
de
l'Ordre Imperial
Imperial du
de l'Ordre
the
Cordon
of
Rising
of
Cordon
Grand
Cordon
du
Soleil
Soleil
du
Grand Cordon
Sun with
Paulownia
with the Paulownia
Sun
Fleur de
Levant
avec la
la Fleur
Levant avec
Flower;
Flower;
Paulonia;
Paulonia;
Shidehara,
Baron Kijuro
Kijuro Shidehara,
Baron
Le Baron
Baron Kijuro
Kijuro ShideLe
His
Ambassador
ExtraAmbassador
His
hara,
Son
Ambassadeur
Ambassadeur
Son
hara,
and Plenipoordinary
ordinary and
Extraordinaire et
et PleniPleniExtraordinaire
tentiary at
Washington,
at Washington,
tentiary
Washingpotentiaire a
It Washingpotentiaire
the
member
Joshii,
a
member
of the
a
Joshii,
ton,
Membre de
Joshii, Membre
ton, Joshii,
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ISLANDS.
la
Classe de
de
la Premiere
Premiere Classe
l'Ordre
Imperial du
du Sol'Ordre Imperial
Solei
Levant;
leil Levant;
Le Prince
Le
Prince Iyesato
Iyesato TokuTokugawa, Junii,
Junii, Membre
Membre de
de
gawa,
la
de
la Premiere
Premiere Classe
Classe de
l'Ordre Imperial
Imperial du
Sol'Ordre
du Soleil
leil Levant;
Levant;
M.
Hanihara,
M. Masanao
Masanao Hanihara,
Vice-Ministre des
des AfAfVice-Ministre
f
sires Etrangeres, Jushii,
fairesEtrangeres,
Membre
la Seconde
Seconde
Membre de
de la
Classe
de l'Ordre
l'Ordre Imp6ImpeClasse de
rial
du Soleil
Soleil Levant;
Levant;
rial du
Lesquels, apres
()change,
Lesquels,
apres avoir
avoir 6chang6
leurs
Pleins pouvoirs
pouvoirs reconnus
reconnus en
en
leurs pleins
bonne
forme, ont
ont convenu
convenu
bonne et
et due
due forme,
des dispositions
dispositions suivantes:
suivantes:

I.
I.
Hautes
Parties ContracContracHautes Parties
conviennent,
en ce
ce qui
les
conviennent, en
qui les
Oceanislands.
OceanIslands
concerne
respecter leurs
concerne, de
de respecter
leurs droits
droits
touchant
touchant' leurs possessions
possessions insuinsulours dominions
dominions
laires ainsi
ainsi quo
que leurs
insulaires dans la
zone de
de POcean
la zone
l'Ocean
Pacifique.
Pacifique.
Controversiesnotdip
Controverstesnot
venait a stugir
entre cercerS'il venait
surgir entre
lomaticallysettled tobe
toss
lomaticallysettled
adjusted by joint concam taines
taffies des
Parties ConCondes Hautes
Hautes -Parties
ferences.
ference
tractantes
tractantes un
differend issu
issu d'une
un differend
d'une
question quelconque
quelconque concernant
concernant
le Pacifique
Pacifique et mettant
cause
mettant en
en cause
leurs
lours droits ci-dessus
vises, difci-dessus vises,
differend
ferend qui
no serait
serait pas
pas regle
regle
qui ne
satisfaisante par la
d'une facon satisfaisante
voie diplomatique
diplomatique et
et qui
qui risquerisquerait de compromettre
compromettre l'heureuse
l'heureuse
harmonie
harmonic existant actuellement
actuellement
entre elles,
e,lles, ces Puissances
Puissances devront
devront
autres Parties
Parties ConConinviter les autres
tractantes
tractantes aIt se reunir
reunir dans
dans une
une
Conference qui
qui sera
sera saisie de
Conference
de l'enl'ensemble de la question
question aux fins
d'examen
de reglement.
d'examen et de
reglement.
Agreementac to
re-- Les
totract
reLes
spect rightsof
ContractingeetPowers
rights in on
Pacifi
tantes
Pacific tantes

spAgreement

II.
Au cas ou
od les droits ci-dessus
to be
be communicated
fn
commumeated to
to vises
seraient menaces
menaces par
par la
seraient
la
Contracting Parties for
action.
conduite agressive
agressive de
autre
de toute
toute autre
Puissance, les Hautes Parties
Parties
Contractantes
Contractantes devront entrer
entrer en
en
communication
communication entre elles de
de la
la
maniere
la plus
maniere la
plus complete
complete et
et la
la
plus franche, afin d'arriver aIt une
une
entente sur les mesures les
,plus
les ,plus
efficaces Ita, prendre, conjointeconjointeefficaces
ment ou separement,
separement, pour faire
necessites de
face aux necessites
de la
la situasituation.

Threatened aggresThreatened
sions by other
other Powers

DhoaU
Duration.

III.

DECEMBER
DECEMBER 13,
13, 1921.
1921.

First Class
First
Class of
of the
the ImpeImperial Order
the Rising
rial
Order of
of the
Rising
Sun;
Sun;
Prince Iyesato
Prince
Iyesato Tokugawa,
Tokugawa,
Junii,
the
Junii, a
a member
member of
of the
First
Class of
the ImpeFirst Class
of the
Imperial
Order of
of the
the Rising
Rising
rial Order
Sun;
Sun;
Mr.
Mr. Masanao
Masanao Hanihara,
Hanihara,
Vice-Minister
for ForForVice-Minister for
eign
Affairs, Jushii,
Jushii, a
a
eign Affairs,
member
member of
the Second
of the
Second
Class
the Imperial
OrClass of
of the
Imperial Order
Rising Sun;
der of
of the
the Rising
Sun;
communicated
Who, having
having communicated
their
good
their Full
Full Powers,
Powers, found
found in
in good
and
due form,
form, have
agreed as
and due
have agreed
as
follows:
follows:
I.
I.
The
The High
High Contracting
Contracting Parties
Parties
agree as between themselves
themselves to
to
respect their
relation to
their rights
rights in
in relation
to
their
insular possessions
insutheir insular
possessions and
and insular dominions in
in the
the region
region of
of the
the
Pacific
Pacific Ocean.
Ocean.

If there should develop between
between
any
any of the
the High
High Contracting
Contracting ParParties
controversy arising
out of
of
ties a
a controversy
arising out
any Pacific question
and involvinvolvquestion and
ing their said rights which is not
not
satisfactorily settled
settled by
by diplosatisfactorily
diplomacy and is likely to affect the
the
harmonious accord
happily
accord now
now happily
subsisting
subsisting between
between them
them, they
shall invite
the other
other Hi
gh ConConshall
invite the
High
tracting Parties
joint conconParties to
to aa joint
ference
ference to which the whole
subwhole subject will be referred
referred for
considerafor consideration and adjustment.
adjustment.

II.
If the said rights are threatened
threatened
by the aggressive
aggressive action
action of
of any
any
other Power, the High Contracting Parties shall communicate
communicate
with one another fully and frankly
frankly
in order to arrive
arrive at an understanding as to the most efficient
efficient
measures to be taken, jointly
jointly or
or
separately, to meet
the exigencies
exigencies
meet the
of the particular
particular situation.

III.

Le present
Trait produira ses
present Traite
see
This
shall remain
This Treaty
Treaty shall
remain in
in
effets
effets pendant une duree
duree de dix force
force for
years from
the time
for ten
ten years
from the
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DECEMBER
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it shall
shall take
effect, and after the
take effect,
annees a
dater du
jour de sa mise it
du jour
a dater
annees
period it
it shall
said period
of said
expiration of
l'expiration expiration
en vigueur,
et, ka, l'expiration
vigueur, et,
en
force subject to
to be
to
in force
be in
continue to
de
dite póriode,
periode, continuera a.a continue
la dite
de la
the right
right of
of any
the High
of the
any of
produire
effets sous reserve du the
produire ses effets
terminate
to terminate
Parties to
Contracting Parties
droit de
de chacune
chacune des Hautes Contracting
droit
months' notice.
notice.
twelve months'
upon twelve
it upon
Parties
Contractantes d'y
d'y mettre
mettre it
Parties Contractantes
fin
sur preavis
douze mois.
de douze
preavis de
fin sur

IV.

IV.
IV.

ratifi6
be present
sera ratifie
Trait6 sera
present Traite
Le
aussita
que fake
se pourra, confaire se
aussit6t que
formement aux
aux methodes
methodes constiformement
tutionnelles
desHautesParties contutionnelles desHautesParties
tractantes;
il entrera
vigueur
entrera en vigueur
tractantes; il
des
ratifications
d6p6t des ratifications
le depert
des le
qui sera
effectue it
Washington;
a Washington;
sera effectu6
qui
sur
quoi, la
la Convention
Convention entre la
sur quoi,
Grande Bretagne
Bretagne et le Japon,
Grande
conclue a.
Juillet
13 Juillet
le 13
Londres le
a Londres
conclue
1911, prendra
fm. Le
Le GouverneGouverneprendra fin.
1911,
ment
Etats-Unis remettra
remettra aa.
des Etats-Unis
ment des
chacune des
Puissances signades Puissances
chacune
taires une
copie certifiee conforme
une copie
taires
du proces-verbal
depot des
de dep6t
proces-verbal de
du
ratifications.
ratifications.
Le present
Trait& en francais
franvais
present Traite,
Le
et en
restera depose dans
anglais, restera
en anglais,
et
les
archives du
Gouvernement des
du Gouvernement
les archives
Etats-Unis et des copies certifi6es
certifiees
Etats-Unis
conformes en seront
seront remises par
conformes
ce Gouvernement
chacune des
Gouvernement a., chacune
ce
Puissances Signataires.
Signataires.
Puissances

Deposit
oi t of ratifieso ratifiiotop
This Treaty
shall be ratified as t
Treaty shall
ions.
This
accordance
soon
possible in accordance
as possible
soon as
with the
the constitutional
constitutional methods
Methods
with
Contracting Parties
of the
the High
High Contracting
of
the deand
shall take
effect on
on the
take effect
and shall
posit
of
ratifications, which
of ratifications,
posit
shall take
at Washington,
Washington,eteenAgreement between
place at
take place
shall

and
the agreement
agreement GreatBrtainandJapan
Great Britam and Japan
thereupon the
and thereupon
to then
terminate.
then terminate.
between
Great Britain
and Japan,
Japan, to
Britain and
between Great
London
which
was
concluded
at
London
which was concluded
on
July 13,
13, 1911, shall terminate.
on July
The Government
Government of the United
The
all the
States will
to all
transmit to
will transmit
States
Signatory Powers
a certified copy
Powers a
Signatory
proces-verbal of the deposit
of
the proces-'verbal
of the
of
ratifications.
of ratifications.
Treaty to Uremain
i t eind
archiveso
in French archives
The
Treaty, in
present Treaty,
The present
of United
States.
and
English, shall remain de- states.
in -English,
and in
posited in
the Archives of the
in the
posited
Government of
of the
the United
United States,
Government
Copies to Signatory
thereof poers
and
duly certified
certified copies
copies thereof
and duly
Powers. to Sig'atory
will be
be transmitted
transmitted by that Govwill
ernment
to each
Signatory
each of the Signatory
ernment to
Powers.
Powers.
Signatures.
whereof the above signatures
In faith
faith whereof
In
En foi
quoi les
les PlenipotenPlenipotende quoi
foi de
En
Plenipotentiaries have
named Plenipotentiaries
sign6 named
tiaires sus-nommes
sus-nommes ont signe
tiaires
signed the
Treaty.
present Treaty.
the present
signed
Traite.
le
present Trait&
le present
Done at
the City of Washingat the
Done
Fait a
a. Washington,
Washington, le treize
Fait
ton, the
the thirteenth
thirteenth day of DeDecembre mil
mil neuf
neuf cent vignt ton,
Decembre
Nine Huncember,
Thousand Mile
One Thousand
cember, One
et
et un.
dred and
and Twenty-One.
Twenty-One.
dred
CHARLES EVANS
EVANS HUGHES
HUGHES
CHARLES

LODGE
CABOT LODGE
HENRY CABOT
HENRY

OSCAR W
W UNDERWOOD
UNDERWOOD
OSCAR
ELIHU ROOT
ROOT
ELIHU
JAMES BALFOUR
ARTHUR JAMES
BALFOUR
ARTHUR
LEE OF
FAREHAM.
OF FAREHAM.
LEE
A. C.
GEDDES
C. GEDDES
A.
R. L.
L. BORDEN-.
BORDEN.
R.
[SEAL]
[SEAL]
PEARCE
G. F.
F. PEARCE
G.
[SEAL]
[SEAL]
JOHN W
SALMOND
W SALMOND
[SEAL] JOHN
[SEAL]
ART1it, it JAMES
BALFOUR
JAMES BALFOUR
[SEAL] ARTnIUR
[SEAL]
V
S SRINIVASA
SEM-I
VASA. SASTRI
SASTRI
V S
[SEAL]
[SEAL]
VIVIANI
RENE NYMAN'
RENE
[SEAL]
[SEAL]
A
SARRAUT
A SARRAUT
[SEAL]
[SEAL]
JUSSERAND
JUSSERAND
[SEAL]
[SEAL]
T.
KATO
T. KATO
[SEAL]
[SEAL]
SHDEHARA
K. SHIDEHARA
[SEAL]
[SEAL]
TOHUGAWA
I
TESATO
UGAWA IYESATO
[SEAL] TO]
[SEAL]
HANIARA
M. FIANITIARA
[SEAT ] M.
[SEAL]

[SEAL]
[SEAL]
[SEAL]
[SEAL]
[SEAL]
[SEAL]
[SEAT ]
[SEAL]
[SEAL]
[SEAL]
[SEAL]
[SEAL]
[SEAL]
[SEAL]
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Ratifcations

Ratifications depos
deposited.

Reservation by
Rtedration
by
United States.

p.
Ate, p.164.8.
Aide,

Pl ta
m
Proclamation.
n

Declaratices.
Declaration.
Understanding and
and
Intent of Signatory
y
tet of S
Powers.

t"

Application to Pacific
cic mandated islands.

Assent
Assent

of

united
United

States construed.
construed.

rIomestic controverDomestic
sies excluded
excluded from
from conconferences.
ferences.

And Whereas the said Treaty has been
been duly
duly ratified on all parts
and
the ratifications
deposited with
and the
ratifications of
of the
the said
said Governments
Governments were
were deposited
with
the
of the
the United
United States
States of
of America
17,
the Government
Government of
America on
on August
August 17,
1923;
1923;
And Whereas
Whereas the said
Treaty was
United States
States
said Treaty
was ratified
ratified by
by the
the United
subject
to the
reservation and
"The United
that "The
United
and understanding
understanding that
subject to
the reservation
States
under the
statement m
an the
the preamble
States understands
understands that
that under
the statement
preamble and
and
under
terms of
this Treaty
armed
under the
the terms
of this
Treaty there
there is
is no
no commitment
commitment to
to armed
force,
alliance, no
no obligation
join in
in any
defense";
force, no
no alliance,
obligation to
to join
any defense";
therefore,' be it
President of
Now, therefore
it known that I, Calvin Coolidge,
Coolidge ' President
the United
States of
America have
have caused
said Treaty
to be
be
the
United States
of America,
caused the
the said
Treaty to
made
to the
the end
end that
that t
he same
and clause
clause
made public,
public, to
the
same and
and every
every article
article and
thereof may
be observed
observed and
faith by
the United
United
thereof
may be
and fulfilled
fulfilled with
with good
good faith
by the
States
citizens thereof,
thereof, subject
subject to
States and
and the
the citizens
to the
the aforesaid
aforesaid underunderstanding
reservation.
standing and reservation.
In
have hereunto
my hand
and caused
In testimony
testimony whereof,
whereof, I
I have
hereunto set
set my
hand and
caused
the seal
seal of the
the United States to be
be affixed.
affixed.
Done in the City of
Washington this
twenty-first day
day of
of August
of Washington
this twenty-first
August
of our
Lord one
one thousand
nine hundred
in the
the year
year of
our Lord
thousand nine
hundred and
and
[sEA.L.] twenty-three,
twenty-three ' and
Independence of
the United
[SEAL.]
and of the
the Independence
of the
United
States
hundred and
and forty-eighth.
States of
of America
America the
the one
one hundred
forty-eighth.
C
ALVIN C
OOLIDGE
CALVIN
COOLDGE
By the
the President:
President:
CHARLES
HUGHES
C
HARLES E.
E. Elmaxes
Secretary of
Secretary
of State.
DECLARATION.
DECLARATION.
n est
de signer
Ii
eat declare, au moment
moment de
signer ce
cc
In izagning,
signing the
the Treaty
Treaty this day
In
between
day between
d'Ame- The
The United
jour le
le trait6
txaite entre
United States
States of
America, The
entre lea
lee Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis d'Amejour
of America,
The BritBritrique, l'Empire
France et
et ish
rique,
Empire, France
ish. Empire,
Japan, it
it is
'Empire Britannique,
Britannique, la
France and
la France
and Japan,
is dedele
c'est la
in volonte
et l'intenl'inten- clared
clared to
to be
understanding and
and intent
intent
le -Japan,
Japon, quo
que c'est
be the
volont6 et
the understanding
des Puissances
Puissances si„o,sataires:
tion des
of the Signatory
of
signataires:
Signatory Powers:
Powers:
1.
Que le
1. Que
le trait
traite s'appliquera
s'appliquera mix
aux Iles
Iles
1.
to the
1. That the Treaty
Treaty shall apply to
sous
mandat situees
Paci- Mandated
Sous mandat
slinks dans
dans l'Ocan
l'Ocean PaciIslands
in the Pacific
Pacific Ocean;
Mandated
in
fique; sous
sons reserve
reserve cependant
quo is
con- provided, however,
cependant que
la conhowever, that the making of the
clusion du
traite ne
ne pourra
&re consideree
consider& Treaty shall
shall not
not be
deemed to
be an
bedeemed
to be
an assent
assent
clusion
du trait6
pourra etre
comme
comme impliquant
impliquant l'assentiment,
Passentiment, de la
is on
on the
the part
States of
America
part of the
the United
United States
of America
part des
Etats-Unis d'Amerique,
d'Amerique, aux
aux to the mandates and shall not preclude
part
des Etats-Unis
preclude
mandats et
et n'empechera
n'empechera pas
pas in
la concluconclu- agreements between
between The United
United States
States
sion,
sion, entre
entre les
lea Etats-Unis
d'Amerique et
Etats-Unis d'Am6rique
et of America and
and the
the Mandatory
Powers
Mandatory Powers
lea
Puiasances mandataires
mandataires respectivelee Puissances
respective- respectively
respectively in relation
to the
relation to
the mandated
mandated
lies sous
sous islands.
islands.
ment, d'accords ayant trait aux lies
mandat.
mandat.
2. Que
Quo no
seront pas
comprises parmi
parmi
2.
2.
ne seront
pas comprises
the controversies
2. That the
controversies to
which the
the
to which
les contestations
lea
contestations vishes
visees au
au second
second parapars- second paragraph
paragraph of Article IIrefers shall
shall
graphe
1'article premier les questions
questions not be taken to embrace questions which
graphe de Particle
which
qui,
d'apres les
inter- according to principles of international
qui, d'apres
les principes
principes du
du droit
droit interinternational
de is
la law lie exclusively within the
national, relevent
relevent exclusivement
exclusivement de
the domestic
souverainet6 des Puissances
souverainete
Puissances respectives.
respectives. juristiction of the respective
respective Powers.
Powers.
Washington, le treize
treize Decembre,
Washington,
dixDecembre, dixWashington,
D.
C.,
December
Washington,
13.
13, 1921.
1921.
neuf cent
vingt et
et un.
neuf
cent vingt
un.
CHARLES
EVANS
CHARLES EVANS HUGHES
HUGHES
CHARLES
EVANS HUGHES
CHARLES EVANS
HUGHES
HENRY CABOT
HENRY
CABOT LODGE
LODGE
HENRY
CABOT
LODGE
HENRY C
ABOT L
ODGE
OSCAR
W UNDERWOOD
OSCAR W
UNDERWOOD
OSCAR
UNDERWOOD
OSCAR W
W UNDERWOOD
ELIHJ ROOT
ROOT
ELLHU
ELIHU
ELLHTJ ROOT
ROOT
ARTHUR JAMES
JAMES BALFOUR
ARTHUR
BALFOUR
ARTHUR
JAMES
BALFOUR
ARTHUR J
AMES BALFOUR
LEE
FAREHAM.
LEE OF
OF FAREHAM.
LEE OF FAREHAM.
FAREHAM.
A.C.
A.
C. GEDDES
GEDDES
A.
A.C.
C.GEDDES
GEDDES
R.
BORDEN.
R.L.
L.BORDEN.
R.
L.
BORDEN.
R.L.BORDEN.
G.
PEARCE
G. F.
F. PEARCE
G.
PEARCE
G.F.
F.PEARCE
JOHN
J
OHN W
W S
ALMOND
SALMOND
JOHN
W SALMOND
JOHN W
SALMOND
ARTHUR JAMES
ARTHUR
JAMES BALFOUR
BALFOUR
ARTHUR JAMES
JAMES BALFOUR
BALFOUR
ARTHUR
V S
S S
SRINrVASA
V
RINIVASA SASTRI
SASTRI
V
SRINIVASA
SASTRI
V SS S
RINIVASA S
ASTRI
RENb
REN
E VIVIANI
VrviANI
RENt VIVIANI
RENE
VIVIAXI
A SARRAUT
A
SARRAUT
AS
ARRAUT
A
SARRAUT
JUSSERAND
JUSSERAND
J
USSERAND
JUSSERAND
T.
T.KATO
KAT()
KATO
T. KATo
T.
K. SHIDEHARA
K.
SHIDELLARA
K.
SHIDEHARA
K.S
HIDEHARA
TOKUGAWA
TOKTJGAWA IYESATO
I
YESATO
TOKUGAWA
TOKUGAWA IYESATO
IYESATO
M. HANinart.e.
HANIHARA
M.
M. HANHIARA
HANIHARA
M.
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PROCES-VERBAL
PROCES-VERBAL

August 17,
17, 1923.
1923.
August

OF DEPOSIT
OF RATIFICATIONS
RATIFICATIONS OF
OF THE
TREATY BETWEEN
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF
THE TREATY
BETWEEN THE
THE UNITED
OF
DEPOSIT OF
AMERICA,
THE BRITISH
BRITISH EMPIRE,
EMPIRE, FRANCE
FRANCE AND
JAPAN, RELATING
RELATING TO
THEIR INSULAR
INSULAR
TO THEIR
AND JAPAN,
AMERICA, THE
POSSESSIONS
AND INSULAR
INSULAR DOMINIONS
DOMINIONS IN
THE REGION
THE PACIFIC
PACIFIC OCEAN,
OCEAN,
REGION OF
OF THE
IN THE
POSSESSIONS AND
CONCLUDED
AT WASHINGTON,
WASHINGTON, DECEMBER
13, 1921.
1921.
DECEMBER 13,
CONCLUDED AT

Proces-verbal.
Proebs-verbal.

for deposit
deposit
In conformity
conformity with
with Article
Article IV
IV of
the Treaty
the United
States of
of America,
America, Meeting for
In
of the
Treaty between
between the
United States
ratifications.
insular of
of rtifications.
the
British Empire,
their insular
insular possessions
possessions and
and insular
to their
and Japan
Japan relating
relating to
Empire, France
France and
the British
Ante, p.1649.
Ante, p. 1649.
Ocean, concluded
concluded at Washington
dominions
in the
the region
region of the
the Pacific
Pacific Ocean,
Washington on December
dominions in
of the
the United
of America,
America, the British
undersigned representatives
13, 1921, the undersigned
representatives of
United States of
13,1921,
Empire,
France and
Japan this
at the
at Washington
Washington
of State
State at
day met
met at
the Department
Department of
and Japan
this day
Empire, France
to
the deposit
the Government
the United
States of
of America
America
of the
United States
Government of
deposit with
with the
proceed with
with the
to proceed
of
instruments of
of ratification
ratification of
of the
said Treaty
by the
the governments
governments they
they represent.
represent.
the said
Treaty by
of the
the instruments
Reservation by UnitThe
United States
America declared
declared that
that the
the instrument
instrument ReservationbyUnit.
States of
of America
of the
the United
The representative
representative of
of
ratification of
is deposited
deposited with
with the
the reservation
and understandunderstand- ed
ed States.
Statesreservation and
States is
of ratification
of the
the United
United States
ing,
in the
the ratification,
ing, recited
recited in
ratification, that—
thatpreamble
"The United
United States understands
understands that under the statement in the preamble
"The
or
this treaty
no commitment
armed force,
no alliforce, no
allicommitment to
to armed
treaty there
there is
is no
or under
under the
the terms
terms of
of this
defense."
ance,
obligation to
ance, no
no obligation
to join in
in any defense."
Ratifications
at ifi c at i on s
ratification produced
produced having been found upon examination R
The
instruments of
The instruments
of ratification
deposited.
of America
to
be in
due form,
entrusted to
to the
the Government
Government of
United States of
America deposited.
of the United
in due
form, are
are entrusted
to be
to
in the
the archives
archives of
of the
the Department
Department of
of State.
State.
to be
be deposited
deposited in
copy will
will Signatures.
Signatures.
which aa certified
present proces-verbal,
proces-verbal, of
IN
IN wITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, the
the present
of which
certified copy
the United
United States
States of America to each one of the Powers
be sent by the Government
Government of the
be
signatory to
the said
is signed:
signatory
to the
said treaty,
treaty, is
signed:
Done
at Washington,
Washington, August
August 17,
17, 1923,
1923, at 12 o'clock.
Done at

For the United
United States:
For
For the British
British Empire:
Empire:
For
For France:
France:
For
Japan
For Japan

C
HARLES EVANS
HUGHES
CHARLES
EVANS HUGHES

[SEAL]
[SEAL]

H. G.
H.
G.CHILTON
CHILTON

[SEAL]
[SEAL]

ANDRA DE
EABOIILAYE
ANDRE
DE LABOULAYE

[SEAL]
[SEAL]

M .HANDIARA
M.
HANIHARA

[SEAL]
[SEAL]
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AGREEMENT—PACIFIC ISLANDS
ISLANDS OF
OF JAPAN.
JAPAN.
AGREEMENT-PACIFIC

FEBRUARY 6,
FEBRUARY
6, 1922.
1922.

Agreement between the United
States, the British
British Empire, France,
and
United States,
France, and
Japan
supplementary to
the treaty
December 13,1921,
13,1921, between
between the
the
Japansupplementary
to the
treaty of
of December
same
four Powers
same four
Powers relating
relating to
to their
their insular
insular possessions
possessions and
and insular
insular
dominions
in the
the region
the Pacific
Pacific Ocean.
Ocean. Signed
at WashingWashingdominions in
region of
of the
Signed at
ton,
6, 1922;
ratification. advised
the Senate,
Senate, with
with a
a
ton, February
February 6,
1922; ratification
advised by
by the
reservation and
and understanding,
understanding, March
March 27,
ratified by
by the
reservation
27, 1922;
1922; ratified
the
President, June
9, 1923;
1923; ratifications
ratifications deposited
deposited with
Government
President,
June 9,
with the
the Government
of the
the United
States, August
1923.
of
United States,
August 17,
17, 1923;
1923; proclaimed,
proclaimed, August
August 21,
21, 1923.

February
6, 1922.
February6,22

BY
11Th PRESIDENT
STATES OF
AMERICA.
OF AMERICA.
OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
PRESIDENT OF
BY TIE
A PROCLAMATION.
A
PROCLAMATION.
PaificOceanIslands,
Padfi e°ceanis'
ands,
with Brifash
Emi,
British Empire,
with
France and Japan.
Japan. pre
Franceand
Preamble.
Preamble.
Ante, p.1646.
Ante,
p. 1646.

ContractingPowers
Powers.
Ctotracting

•

Application of
prior
of prior
tpplication
treaty to insular
treaty
insular pospossessions and
and dominions
dominions
sessions
of Japan.
o apan.

Effect.
Effect.

of ratifica-

to remain

Agreement to remain
in
n archives
arcives of United

of

cOpies

Copies

ted

to ContractContract-

ing Powers.
ingP
ows.

Etats-Unis

d'Am6rique,
d'.Amerique,

clause suivante
suivante an
Trait() signe
signe
clause
au Traite

Ane, p. 164.

States.

Les
Les

PEmpire Britannique,
Britannique, la France
l'Empire
et
convenu, par
le Japon ont convenu,
et le
l'entremise de leurs
lems Plenipotenl'entremise
respectifs, d'ajouter la
flakes respectifs,
la
tiaires

Ante, p.1646.

Deposit
tions.
tions.

Whereas
Agreement between
between the
America,
States of
of America,
the United
United States
an Agreement
Whereas an
the
Empire, France
Japan, supplementary
Treaty
to the
the Treaty
supplementary to
and Japan,
France and
the British
British Empire,
between
the same
possessions
relating to
to their
their insular
insular possessions
between the
same four
four Powers
Powers relating
and
dominions in
the Pacific
at
signed at
Ocean, signed
of the
Pacific Ocean,
in the
the region
region of
and insular
insular dominions
by
Washington on December
December 13,
13, 1921,
concluded and signed
signed by
1921, was concluded
Washington
their
respective Plenipotentiaries
Washington on
on February
6,
February 6,
Plenipotentiaries at
at Washington
their respective
1922, the
the original
of which
French
and French
Agreement, in the
the English and
original of
which Agreement,
1922,
languages, is
is word
for word
word asfollows:
as follows:
word for
languages,

entre
Puissances a
h
entre les
les quatre Puissances
Washington
decembre 1921.
Washington le 13 d6cembre
"possessions
Les expressions "possessions
Les
insulaires" et
et "dominions
insuinsulaires"
"dominions insulaires" employees dans
dans le dit
laires"
dit
Trait6
s'appliquera, en ce
co qui
ne s'appliquera,
Trait6 no
concerne le Japon, qu'au Karafuto
(c'est-h-dire a
sud
a la partie
partie sud
futo (c'est-ai-dire
l'ile de Sakhaline) h
a Formose
de l'lle
et aux
aux Pescadores,
Pescadores, ainsi qu'aux
lies placees
placees sous
sous le
le mandat
mandat du
iles
du
Japon.
Japon.
Le
Le present
present accord aura meme
memo
Traite
force et valeur que le dit Trait6
dont il forme une clause suppl
ement aire.
plementaire.
Les dispositions touchant
touchant les
ratifications,
l'arratifications, contenues dans Particle IV du dit Traite du
du 13
13
decembre 1921,
applicadecembre
1921, seront
seront applicables au present
present accord. Le texte,
texte,
redige
redige en francais et en anglais,
restera depose
depos6 dans les archives
du
des Etats-Unis.
Etats-Unis.
du Gouvernement
Gouvernement des
Une
Tine expedition
expedition authentique
authentique en
en
sera remise par ce Gouvernement ia chacune des autres PuisContractantes.
sances Contrac
t
ant es.

The United States of America,
the British Empire, France and
Japan
through their
reJapan have,
have, through
their respective Plenipotentiaries,
Plenipotentiaries, agreed
stipulations
upon the following stipulations
supplementary
Quadruple
supplementary to the
the Quadruple
Treaty signed at Washington
Washington on
on
December 13, 1921:
1921:
The term "insular possessions
and insular dominions"
dominions" used in
in
the aforesaid Treaty shall, in its
its
application
include only
application to Japan, include
Karafuto
arafuto (or the
the Southern
Southern porportion
Sakhalin),
tion of the
the island of
of Sakhalin),
Formosa and the Pescadores,
and
Pescadores, and
the islands under the mandate
mandate of
of
Japan.
The present
present agreement
agreement shall
shall
have the same force and effect
effect as
the said Treaty to which it is
supplementary.
supplementary.
The provisions of Article IV
IV
of the aforesaid
aforesaid Treaty
Treaty of Decem1921, relating to
ber 13, 1921,
to ratificaratification shall be applicable
applicable to the
Agreement, which in
present Agreement,
French and English shall remain
remain
deposited in the Archives
Archives of the
Government of the United States,
Government
and duly certified
certified copies thereof
thereof
shall be transmitted by that
that
Government to each of the other
Government
other
Contracting Powers.

AGREEMENT—PACIFIC ISLANDS OF JAPAN.
AGREEMENT-PACIFIC

FEBRUARY 6, 1922.

gnatures.
Signatures.
En
de quoi,
quoi, les
PlenipotenIn faith
faith whereof
the respective
respective Si
In
whereof the
les3PlenipotenEn foi
foi de
tiaires des
des Puissances
susnom- Plenipotentiaries
Puissantces susnomsigned the
the
have signed
tiaires
Plenipotentiaries have
present Agreement.
mees
ont sign6
signe au
present
au pri
Agreement.
esent accord.
accord. present
m6es ont
Fait ita Washingto
Washington
le six
six fefeDone
at the
the City
City of
of WashingWashingDone at
Fait
in le
ton,
the sixth
sixth day
day of
of February,
February
vrier, mil
mil neuf
neuf cent
vingt-deux.
cent vingt-deux.
ton, the
vrier,
Hundred and
One Thousand
Thousand Nine
Nine Hundred
One
Twenty-two •
Twenty-two.
C
HARLES EVANS
[SEAL]
EVANS HUGHES
HUGHES [SEAL]
CHARLES
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HENRY
ABOT L
ODGE
[SEAL]
CABOT
LODGE
HENRY C
[SEAL]
[SEAL]
[
SEAL]
UNDERWOOD
W UNDERWOOD
OSCAR W
OSCAR
ROOT
[SEAL]
ELmu ROOT
[SEAL] EISHU
ARTHUR J
AMES BALFOUR
BALFOUR
[SEAL] ARTHUR
JAMES
[SEAL]
[SEAL]
L
EE OF
FAREHAM.
LEE
OF FAREHAM.
[SEAL]
C. GEDDES
GEDDES
A. C.
[SEAL]
[SEAL] A.
[SEAL]
R.L.
BORDEN.
R.
L. BORDEN.
[SEAL]
G. F.
F. PEARCE
PEARCE
[SEAL]
[SEAL] G.
[SEAL]
J
OHN W
W S
ALMOND
SALMOND
JOHN
[SEAL]
[SEAL]
l'HUR JAMES
JAMES BALFOUR
BALFOUR
ARTHUR
[SEAL] AR
[SEAL]
RINIVASA SASTRI
SASTRI
SS
SRINIVASA
VS
[SEAL] V
A
ARRAUT
[8E1.1]
[SEAL]
AS
SARRAUT
JUSSERADTD
[SEAL]
[SEAL]
JUSSERAND
[SEAL]
T.
KATO
T.SATO
[SEAL]
K.S
HIDEHARA
[SEAL]
K.
SHIDEHARA
[SEAL]
M. HANIHARA
HANTHARA
[SEAL]
M.
[sE.A.T.]
Ratifications deposdeposRatifications
has been ratified on all parts ited.
And
Whereas the
said Agreement
Agreement has
the said
And Whereas
Governments were deposited with ted
and the ratifications
ratifications of the said Governments
1923;
17, 1923;
the Government
Government of the United States of America on August 17,
Uniby 'UniReservation by
the said
said Agreement was ratified by the United tedReservation
And
Whereas the
And Whereas
States. .
and understanding,
reservation and
States subject
to the
the following
understanding, which td States.
following reservation
subject to
States
understanding made by the
declaration of intent and understanding
repeats the declaration
repeats
p. 164.
1646.
the said -Treaty
representatives of
of the
Powers signatories
Treaty relating Ante, p.
signatories of the
the Powers
representatives
to their insular possessions and insular dominions in the region of
the
Ocean:
the Pacific
Pacific Ocean:
Understanding.
Understanding.
Application to
to manmanAppcation
"1.
"1. That the Four Power Treaty relating
relating to Pacific Possessions daW
Islands.
shall apply
to the
Islands in
in the
the Pacific
provided, As.ent
United
Pacific Ocean;
Ocean; provided,
the Mandated
Mandated Islands
shall
apply to
Assent of
of United
States construed.
the making
making of the Treaty shall not be deemed to be statesconstrued.
that the
however, that
however,
an assent on the part
peat of the United States of America to the mandates and
not preclude
preclude agreements
agreements between
between the United States
shall not
and shall
dates
respectively in relation to
America and the Mandatory
Powers respectively
Mandatory Powers
of America
the mandated
mandated islands.
islands.
the
Domestic controversiesc
the second
second paragraph
"2. That
That the
the controversies
controversies to
to which
which the
paragraph of sies
"2.
excluded ntudedrSo'n
from conferences.
Pacific Possessions ferences.
Article 11 of the Four Power Treaty relating to Pacific
embrace questions which according
according to
be taken to embrace
not be
refers shall not
principles
international law
exclusively within the domestic
law lie exclusively
of international
principles of
jurisdiction
respective Powers."
Powers."
Jurisdiction of the
the respective
Proclamation.
Coolidge, President
Now,
it known
that I,
I, Calvin
President of Proamat
Calvin Coolidge,
known that
be it
therefore, be
Now, therefore,
Agreement to
America, have caused
caused the said Agreement
of America,
United States of
the United
be
every article and
made public, to the end that the same and every
be made
clause thereof may be observed
observed and fulfilled in good faith by the
clause
United
States and
the citizens
to the
the aforesaid resercitizens thereof, subject to
and the
United States
vation and understanding.
In
whereof I
caused
hereunto set my hand and caused
I have hereunto
testimony whereof
In testimony
the seal
the United
United States
America to be affixed.
States of America
of the
the
seal of
Washington this twenty-first
twenty-first day of August in
in the City of Washington
Done in
the year
year of
our Lord
one thousand nine
hundred and
nine hundred
Lord one
of our
the
[s.,At..]
twenty three,
three, and
and of
of the
the Independence
of the
United States
States
the United
Independence of
[SEAL.] twenty
America the one hundred
hundred and forty-eighth.
forty-eighth.
of America
C
ALVIN C
OOLIDGE
COOLIDGE
CALVIN
President:
By the President:
IHUGHES
C
HARLES E.
E.I
IUGHES
CHARLES
Secretary
of State.
State.
Secretary of
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AGREEMENT- PACIFIC ISLANDS
ISLANDS OF
OF JAPAN.
JAPAN. FEBRUARY
6, 1922.
FEBRUARY 6,
AGREEMENT-PACIFIC
PROCES-VERBAL
PROCES-VERBAL

August 17,1923.
17, 1923.
August
Proses-verbal.
Procs-verbal.

OF
DEPOSIT OF
RATIFICATIONS OF
THE AGREEMENT
AGREEMENT BETWEEN
STATES
UNITED STATES
THE UNITED
BETWEEN THE
OF THE
OF RATIFICATIONS
OF DEPOSIT
OF AMERICA,
THE BRITISH
FRANCE AND
WASHAT WASHCONCLUDED AT
JAPAN, CONCLUDED
AND JAPAN,
EMPIRE, FRANCE
BRITISH EMPIRE,
OF
AMERICA, THE
INGTON,
TO THE
THE TREATY
BETWEEN
CONCLUDED BETWEEN
TREATY CONCLUDED
SUPPLEMENTARY TO
6, 1922,
1922, SUPPLEMENTARY
FEBRUARY 6,
INGTON, FEBRUARY
THEM
1921, RELATING
THEIR INSULAR
POSSESSIONS AND
AND
INSULAR POSSESSIONS
TO THEIR
RELATING TO
13, 1921,
DECEMBER 13,
ON DECEMBER
THEM ON
INSULAR DOMINIONS
DOMINIONS IN
IN THE
REGION OF
OF THE
THE PACIFIC
PACIFIC OCEAN.
OCEAN.
THE REGION
INSULAR

Agreement between
In conformity with the Agreement
Meetingfrdepositof
In
between the United States of America, the
,tic1tios.
British Empire,
Empire, France
France and Japan,
British
ml, concluded
concluded at
at Washington
Washington on
on February
February 6,
6, 1922,
1922,
supplementary
to the
the Treaty
between the
the same
Four Powers
Powers at
at Washington
Washington
same Four
concluded between
Treaty concluded
supplementary to
p.
the
on December
13, 1921,
to their
insular possessions
possessions and
dominions in
in the
and insular
insulardominions
theirinsular
relating to
1921, relating
on
December 13,
the United
United States of
region of
Ocean, the
undersigned representatives
of the
representatives of
the undersigned
Pacific Ocean,
of the
the Pacific
region
America,
the British
British Empire,
Empire, France
France and
and Japan
Japan this
this day
day met
the Department
Department of
at the
met at
America, the
State
at Washington
to proceed
with the
the Government
Government of the United
United
the deposit
deposit with
with the
proceed with
Washington to
State at
States
America of
of the
instruments of
ratification of
of the
the said
by the
Agreement by
said Agreement
of ratification
the instruments
of America
States of
governments
represent.
they respectively
respectively repreaent.
governments they
of
representative of
of the
the United
States of
of America
America declared
declared that
instrument of
that the instrument
United States
The representative
Reservation by the The
United States
States.
with the
the reservation
ratification
United States
States is
is deposited
deposited with
reservation and understanding
of the
the United
ratification of
United
recited in
ratification, and
which repeats
the declaration
underand underintent and
of intent
declaration of
repeats the
d recited
and which
U
mle:andir. g and
the ratification,
in the
Undestanding
standing signed
December 13,
13, 1921,
by the Plenipotentiaries
Plenipotentiaries of the Four Powers
1921, by
on December
signed on
intent
of
Signatory
signatory standing
Powers.
Powes.
Signatories of the Treaty of December
Signatories
December 13, 1921,
1921, as follows:
"1.
the Four
Four Power
Power Treaty
relating to
to Pacific
Pacific Possessions
Possessions shall
apply
shall apply
Treaty relating
That the
"1. That
Application
to Pacific
Pacfic
Appicationto
mandated
islands.
to
the Mandated
Islands in
in the
Pacific Ocean;
Ocean; provided, however, that the
the Pacific
to the
Mandated Islands
mandatedislands.
making
the Treaty
shall not
not be
deemed to
an assent
on the
the part
part of
the United
United
of the
assent on
bean
to be
be deemed
Treaty shall
of the
making of
Uited
of United
Asset
Assent
of
States
America to
the mandates
mandates and
and shall
between the
the
agreements between
preclude agreements
not preclude
shall not
to the
of America
States construed.
States of
construed.
States
respectively in relation to
United States
States of
of America
and the
Mandatory Powers
Powers respectively
the Mandatory
America and
United
the mandated
mandated islands.
islands.
paragraph of Article IIof the
Domestic controver"2.
"2. That the controversies
controversies to which the second paragraph
Domestic
sies
excluded
from
consies excluded
from-co
Four Power Treaty
relating to Pacific Possessions
Treaty relating
Possessions refers shall not be taken to
to
ferences.e r e
c.
embrace questions
questions which
which according
according to principles of international
international law lie exclujurisdiction of the respective Powers."
sively within
within the
Powers."
the domestic
domestic jurisdiction
sively
instruments of
of ratification
produced, having
having been
found upon
to
examination to
upon examination
been found
ratification produced,
The instruments
Ratifications
Ratincations depos- The
of
the
United
States of America to
are
entrusted
to
the
Government
ited.
be in
due
form,
ited.
in
form
entrusted
Government
archives of the Department
be deposited
deposited in
in,the archives
Department of State.
be
Signatures.
a certified
IN
IN WITNESS
W ITNESS WHEREOF,
W HEREOF, the present proces-verbal,
proces-verbal, of which
which a
certified copy will
States of America to each one of the Powers
the United
United States
be sent
sent by
Government of the
Powers
by the
the Government
be
signed.
to the said Treaty, is signed.
signatory
signatory to
at Washington,
Washington, August 17, 1923, at 12 o'clock.
Done
o'clock.
Done at

Meeting for deposit of
ratifications.
Poet, p. 1665.
Ante,
1646.
AWe, p. 16s.

a

Reser

tthil

hy

States of America:
For the United
United States

HUGHES
C
HARLES EVANS
EVANS HUGHES
CHARLES

For the British Empire:
Empire:
For France:
France:
For
For Japan:
For
Japan:

G. C
CHILTON
H. G.
H.
HILTON

ANDES'
ANDRE

DE
DE

L
ABOULAYE
LABOULAYE

M.
IANIHABA
M."'ASMARA

[SEAL]
[SEAL]
[SEAL]
[SEAL]
[saki]
[SEAL]
[BEAR]
[SEAL]

TREATY—NAVAL
ARMAMENT LIMITATION.
LIMITATION.
TREATY-NAVAL ARMAMENT

FEBRUARY
FEBRUARY 6, 1922.
1922.

France, Italy
Treaty between
between the
British Empire, France,
the British
States, the
United States,
the United
Treaty
Signed at
and
Japan
agreeing
to
a
limitation
of
naval
armament.
armament.
naval
of
limitation
a
to
agreeing
Japan
and
Washington,
February 6,
6, 1922;
ratification advised
Senate,
advised by the Senate,
1922; ratification
Washington, February
1923; ratifications
March 29,
ratified by
by the
June 9, 1923;
ratifications
President,June
the President,
1922- ratified
29, 1922;
March
deposited
with the
the Government
of the
the United
August 17, 1923;
States, August
United States,
Government of
deposited with
proclaimed, August
August 21,
21, 1923.
proclaimed,
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February 6, 1922.

February6,1922.

AMERICA
OF AMERICA
BY
rliE PRESIDENT
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
THE UNITED
OF Th
PRESIDENT OF
BY THE

A
PROCLAMATION.
A PROCLAMATION.

rmaBment
of America,
Whereas a
Treaty between
between the
United States
America, the Naval armament
States of
the United
a Treaty
Whereas
British Empire, France,
Italy and Japan, agreeing to a limitation limi
mtation;rvaintheel,3rligslhy
British Empire, France, Italy and Japan, agreeing to a limitation Empire, Frace Italy
adJapan.
of naval
armament, was
and signed
" Pan '
signed by their respective and
concluded and
was concluded
naval armament,
of
plenipotentiaries at
at Washington
Washington on
on February
February- 6,
6, 1922, the original
plenipotentiaries
languages, is word for
of
English and
French languages,
and French
the English
in the
Treaty, in
which Treaty,
of which
word
as follows:
follows:
word as
Les Etats-Unis
d'Amerique,
Etats-Unis d'Amerique,
Les
l'Empire
Britannique, la France,
l'Empire Britannique,
FItalie
le Japon;
Japon;
et le
l'Italie et
Desireux
contribuer au
de contribuer
Desireux de
maintien
la paix generale et
maintien de la
de r6duire
reduire le
le fardeau
impose par
fardeau impos6
de
la
competition en matiere d'armela competition
ment;
Ont resolu,
cc
r6solu, pour atteindre ce
Ont
limibut, de
traite liraiconclure un trait6
de conclure
but,
tant
armement naval.
leur armement
tant leur
A cet
cet effet,
effet, les Puissances
A
design6 pour
Contractantes
Contractantes ont designe
leurs
Plenipotentiaires:
leurs Plenipotentiaires:
Le
President des Etats-Unis
Le President
d'Amerique:
d'Amerique:
Charles Evans Hughes,
Hughes,
Charles
Henry
Henry Cabot Lodge,
Oscar
Underwood,
W. Underwood,
Oscar W.
Elihu
Elihu Root,
citoyens
Etats-Unis;
des Etats-Unis;
citoyens des
Sa Majesto
Royaumele Roi du RoyaumeMajest6 le
Sa
Uni de
Grande Bretagne
Bretagne et
de Grande
Uni
d'Irlande
et des
Territoires brides Territoires
d'Irlande et
tanniques au
au del
delhh des mers,
tanniques
Indes:
Empereur des
des Indes:
Empereur
Le Tres-Honorable
Tres-Honorable Arthur
Arthur
Le
O. M.,
James
Balfour, 0.
James Balfour,
President
M.
Lord President
P., Lord
M. P.,
du Conseil
Conseil du
du Roi;
Roi;
du
Le
Tres-Honorable Baron
Le Tres-Honorable
Lee of
Fareham, G.B.E.,
of Fareham,
Lee
K.
C. B., Premier Lord
K. C.
de
l'Amiraute.
de 1'Amiraute.

The
United States of America,
The United
the
British Empire,
Empire, France, Italy
the British
and
Japan;
and Japan;
contribute to the
Desiring
Desiring to contribute
maintenance of
general peace,
the general
of the
maintenance
and
burdens of
reduce the burdens
to reduce
and •to
armament;
competition in armament;
competition

Contracting Powers.
Contracting

Have
resolved, with
with aa view to
Have resolved,
accomplishing
accomplishing these purposes, to
conclude
treaty to limit their
a treaty
conclude a
respective
armament, and
naval armament,
respective naval
to that
that end
appointed as
end have appointed
to
their Plenipotentiaries;
Plenipotentiaries,
their
Plenipotentiaries.
The President
President of the United Plenipotentiaries.
The
States of America:
States
America:
Charles Evans Hughes,
Hughes,
Charles
Henry
Lodge,
Henry Cabot Lodge
Oscar
W. Underwood,
Oscar W.
Elihu
Root,
Elihu Root,
citizens
United
citizens of the United
States;
His Majesty
Majesty the King of the
His
United
Kingdom of Great Britain
United Kingdom
and of the British
and Ireland
Ireland and
and
Dominions
beyond the Seas, EmDominions beyond
peror of
of India:
India:
peror
The
The Right Honourable
Arthur James
James Balfour,
Arthur
P., Lord
0.
M., M. P.,
O. M.,
President
His Privy
of His
President of
Council;
Council;
The Right
Right Honourable
Honourable
The
Baron Lee
of Fareham,
Fareham,
Lee of
Baron
G. B.
B. E., K. C. B.,
G.
First Lord
His Adof His
Lord of
First
miralty;
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Le
Le Tres-Honorable
Tres-Honorable Sir
Sir
Auckland C
Campbell
Auckland
a mp bell
Geddes, K.
K. C.
C. B.,
B., Son
Son
Geddes,
Ambassadeur ExtraorExtraorAmbassadeur
dinaire et
dinaire
et PlenipotentiPlenipotentiaire
aux Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis
aire
aux
d'Amerique;
d'Am6rique;

FEBRUARY 6,
6, 1922.
FEBRUARY
1922.

The
Honourable
The Right
Right Honourable
Sir Auckland
Auckland Campbell
Campbell
Sir
Geddes,
His
Geddes, K.
K. C.
C. B.,
B., His
Ambassador ExtraordiAmbassador
Extraordinary
and PlenipotentiPlenipotentinary and
ary
to the
the United
United States
States
ary to
of
America;
of America;

and
and
for the
the Dominion
Dominion of
of Canada:
Canada:
le Dominion
for
pour le
Dominion du
du Canada:
Canada:
The
Right Honourable
Sir
The Right
Le Tres-Honorable
Sir
Honourable Sir
Le
Tres-Honorable Sir
Robert Laird
Laird Borden,
Borden,
Robert
Laird Borden,
Borden,
Robert
Robert Laird
G.
C. M.
M. G.
C.;
G. C.
G., K.
K. C.;
C.;
G. C.
G.
C. M.
M. G.,
G., K.
K. C.;
pour
le Commonwealth
Commonwealth d'Ausfor
the Commonwealth
pour le
for the
Commonwealth of
of AusAusd'Australie:
tralia:
tralie:
Le
George
Senator
Right HonourHonourLe Tres-Honorable
Tres-Honorable George
Senator the
the Right
Foster Pearce,
able
George
Foster
Foster
Pearce, Senateur,
able
George
S6nateur,
Foster
Ministre
l'Interieur
Ministre de l'Int6rieur
Pearce,
for
Pearce, Minister
Minister
for
et
des Territoires;
Tenitoires;
Home and
and Territories;
Territories;
et des
Home
pour
Noufor
the Dominion
Dominion of
of New
pour le Dominion
Dominion de
for the
de la
la NouNew ZeaZealand;
land:
Zelande:
velle Zelande:
L'Honorable Sir
Sir John
WilThe
Honourable Sir
Sir John
The Honourable
L'Honorable
John WilJohn
liam
K. C.,
liam Salmond,
Salmond, K.
C.,
William Salmond,
Salmond, K.
William
K. C.,
C.,
la Cour
Supreme
Juge h
a la
Cour SuprAme
Judge
of the
the Supreme
Supreme
Judge of
de
de Nouvelle-Zelande;
Nouvelle-Zelande;
Court
Court of
of New Zealand;
Zealand;
pour 1'Union
l'Union Sud-Afrieaine:
Sud-Africaine:
of South Africa:
for the Union of
Africa:
Le Tres-Honorable
Le
Tres-Honorable Arthur
Arthur
The
Honourable
The Right
Right Honourable
James
James Balfour,
Balfour, 0.
O. M.,
M.,
Arthur James
Arthur
James Balfour,
Balfour,
M. P.;
0.
M. P.;
P.;
O. M.,
M., M.
pour nude:
l'Inde:
for India:
for
India:
Le Tres-Honorable
Tres-Honorable ValingThe Right Honourable
Honourable VaVaman
Sankaranszayaman Sankaranarayalingman
Sankaranaralingman Sankaranaran
Srinivasa
Sastri,
na
a Srinivasa
Sastri,
yana Srinivasa Sastri,
vans
Membre du
Membre
Conseil
Conseil
Member of
hIember
of the
the Indian
Indian
d'Etat de
de l'Inde;
l'Inde;
Council
State;
Council of
of State;
Le President
de is
Republique
Pr6sident de
la R6publique
The President
French
President of
of the
the French
Frangaise:
Francaise;
Republic:
Republic:
M. Albert Sarraut, Depute,
Mr. Albert
Sarraut, DepDepAlbert Sarraut,
des Colonies;
Ministre des
Colonies;
uty, Minister of the Colonies;
onies;
Jusserand, AmM. Jules J. Jusserand,
Mr. Jules J.
J. Jusserand,
Jusserand,
bassadeur Extraordibassadeur
Ex traord
Ambassador ExtraordiExtraordiAmbassador
Plenipotentiaire
naire et Plenipotentiaire
nary and PlenipotentiPlenipotentipres le Pr6sident
President des
ary to the United States
Unis d'Am6rique,
Etats Urns
d'Amerique,
of America, Grand
Grand Cross
Grand Croix
de l'Ordre
Croix de
l'Ordre
of the National
National Order
Order of
of
National de la
Legion
la Legion
the Legion of Honour;
d'Honneur;
d'Honneur;
Majest6 le Roi d'Italie:
Sa Majeste
d'Italie:
His Majesty
Majesty the King of Italy:
L'Honorable
L'Honorable Carlo SchanThe Honourable
Car o
Honourable Carlo
zer,
Royzer, Senateur
Senateur du
du RoySchanzer,
Schaiazer, Senator
Senator of the
the
aume;
aume;
Kingdom;
Kingdom;
L'Honorable
L'Honorable Vittorio
RoVittorio RoThe Honourable Vittorio
Vittorio
landi Ricci, Senateur
Senateur du
Rolandi Ricci,
Ricci, Senator
Senator
Royaume,
Ro3,-aii
me, Son AmbassaAmbassaof the Kingdom, His AmAmExtraordinaire et
deur Extraordinaire
et
bassador
bassador Extraordinary
Extraordinary
Plenipotentiaire a
Plenipotentiaire
a WashWashand Plenipotentiary
Plenipotentiary at
at
ington;
Washington;
Washington;
L'Honorable Luigi
L'Honorable
Luigi AlberHonourable Luigi
The Honourable
AlLuigi Altini, Senateur du RoyRoybertini, Senator
the
Senator of
of the
aume;
Kingdom;
Kingdom;
et
et
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Le
Kijuro Shidehara,
Shidehara,
Baron Kijuro
Le Baron
Son Ambassadeur
Ambassadeur ExtraorSon
dinaire et
Plenipotentiaire
et Plenipotentiaire
dinaire
it
Wash ington, Joshii, Mema Washington,
bre
de la
la Premiere
Premiere Classe
bre de
de l'Ordre
l'Ordre Imperial
Imperial du
de
Soleil Levant;
Levant;
Soleil
M. Masanao
Hanihara, ViceMasanao Hanihara,
M.
Affaires
des
Ministre
Affaires
Ministre
Etrangeres, Jushii,
Jushii, MemMemEtrangeres,
bre
Seconde Classe
la Seconde
de la
bre de
de POrdre
Imperial du Sol'Ordre Imperial
de
leil
leil Levant;
lesquels,
apres avoir echang6
echange
lesquels, apres
leurs pleins
reconnus en
pleins pouvoirs, reconnus
leurs
bonne et due forme, ont convenu
convenu
bonne
des dispositions
dispositions suivantes:
suivantes:
des

His Majesty
Majesty the
the Emperor
Emperor of
His
Japan:
Japan:
Baron
Kato,
Tomosaburo Kato,
Baron Tomosaburo
Minister for the Navy,
Minister
Junii,
member of the
Junii, aa member
First
Class of the ImFirst Class
perial
perial Order of the Grand
Cordon
of the
the Rising Sun
Cordon of
Paulownia
with
the Paulownia
with the
Flower;
Flower;
Baron Kijuro
His
Shidehara, TTis
Kijuro Shidehara,
Baron
Ambassador
ExtraordiAmbassador
nary
Plenipotentiary
and Plenipotentiary
nary and
at Washington,
Washington, Joshii, aa
at
member
of the First Class
member of
of the
the Imperial
Imperial Order of
of
the Rising
Rising Sun;
Sun;
the
Mr.
Hanihara, Vice
Vice
Masanao Hanihara,
Mr. Masanao
Minister for Foreign AfMinister
fairs, Jushii,
of
member of
a member
Jushii, a
fairs,
the
Second Class
Class of the
the Second
Imperial
Order of the RisImperial Order
ing Sun;
ing
Who, having
having communicated
communicated to
to
Who,
each other
respective full
other their respective
each
good and
in gond
powers, found
to be m
found to
powers,
due
agreed as follows:
follows:
have agreed
form, have
due form,

CHAPITRE
CHAPITRE I.

CHAPTER I.
CHAPTER

DISPOSITIONS
RELAGENERALES RELADISPOSITIONS GENERALES
DE
TIVES A
LA LIMITATION
LTAITTATION DE
A LA
TIVES
L'ARMEMENT
NAVAL.
L'ARMEMENT NAVAL.

GENERAL
RELATING
PROVISIONS RELATING
GENERAL PROVISIONS
TO
r±ui LIMITATION
LTMTTATION OF
OF NAVAL
NAVAL
TO THE
ARMAMENT.
ARMAMENT.

Sa Majeste
l'Empereur du
du Japon:
Majeste l'Empereur
Sa
be
Baron Tomosaburo
Tomosaburo Kato,
Le Baron
Ministre
Ministre de la Marine,
Junii,
Membre de la
Junii, Membre
Premiere
de l'Ordre
Classe de
Premiere Classe
Imperial
du Grand CorImperial du
don
Soleil Levant
Levant avec
du Soleil
don du
la Fleur
PauIonia;
de Paulonia;
Fleur de
la

I. .
ARTICLE
ARTICLE I
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General provisions.
provisions.
General

ARTICLE
I.
ARTICLE I.

Mutual agreement.
a
greement.
The Contracting
Contracting Powers agree Mutual
The
Les Puissances
Contractantes
Puissances Contractantes
Les
respective naval
to limit
limit their
their respective
arme- to
conviennent
limiter leur arme-:
conviennent de limiter
armament as
as provided
provided in the
ment
naval ainsi
qu'il est prevu armament
ainsi qu'il
ment naval
present Treaty.
Treaty.
present
an present
trait&
present traite.
au
ARTICLE
II. .
ARTICLE II

II..
ARTICLE
ARTICLE II

Capital
ships.
Capital ships.

allowed.
Retention allowed.
may Retention
Powers may
The Contracting
Contracting Powers
The
Les
Contractantes
Puissances Contractantes
Les Puissances
retain
respectively
the
capital
p
po
capital
the
respectively
respective- retain
pourront conserver
conserver respectivePost, p. 1664.
pourront
which are
specified in Chapare specified
ships which
nient les
navires de
ligne enu- ships
de ligne
les navires
ment
of all
II, Part
1. On
the coming
coming Dispoition
On the
Part 1.
ter II,
meres au
II partie 1. ter
Disposition
of all
chapitre II
au chapitre
meres
others.
others.
present
the
of
into
force
of
the
present
Treaty,
force
into
A
la
mise
en
vigueur
du
present
present
du
vigueur
en
mise
A la
but subject
subject to the following proTraite et
sous reserve
reserve des dispo- but
et sous
Trait6
all other
visions
of this
Article, all
this Article,
of
visions
arsitions
ci-dessous
du
present
present
du
ci-dessous
sitions
of
capital
ships,
built
or
building,
building,
or
built
ships,
capital
ticle,
comme il est
est
dispose comme
sera dispose
il sera
ticle, il
the United
States, the British
United States,
prescrit au
au chapitre
II, partie 2, the
chapitre II,
prescrit
Japan shall be disEmpire and Japan
ligne Empire
de
autres navires de I.ne
les autres
tous les
de tons
p.1666.
166.
Pods, p.
of as
prescribed in Chapter Post,
as prescribed
posed of
des
l'Empire Bri- posed
de 1'Empire
Etats-Unis, de
des Etats-Unis,
II,
Part
2.
2.
Part
II,
tannique
et
du
Japon,
construits
tannique et du Japon, construits
ou
en construction.
ou en
Special construction
Specialconstruction
In
the capital
capital ships etc.,
to the
addition to
In addition
En sus
navires de ligne
permitted.
des navires
sus des
En
tates.
By United
Unitetd States.
By
1,
II,
Chapter
in
specified
in
Chapter
II,
Part
specified
enumeres
au chapitre
II, partie
chapitre II,
enumeres au
the
United States
may complete
complete
may
States
United
the
achever
1,1es
Etats-Unis
pourront
achever
pourront
1, les Etats-Unis
retain two
ships of
the West
West
of the
two ships
and retain
et conserver
navires actuel- and
deux navires
conserver deux
et
conunder
Virginia
class
now
class
Virginia
la
lement
en
construction
de
construction
lement en
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dasse West
West Virginia.
Facileclasse
Virginia. A
A l'achevement de
de ces
ces deux
navires,
vement
deux navires,
il sera
sera dispose
dispose du
du North
North Dakota
Dakota
il
et
comme il
et du
du Delaware
Delaware comme
il est
est

Post, p. 1666.

t,

p..

By British Empire.
By
Britih Empr
Post,
p.1669.
Post,p.16«9.

,

Post,
1665.
Post, p.
p. 165.

present au
au chapitre
chapitre II,
2.
prescrit
II, partie
partie 2.

L'Empire
Bitannique pourra,
L'Empire Britannique
conformement
de remremconform6ment au
au tableau
tableau de
placement du
chapitre II,
placement
du chapitre
II, partie
partie
3,
construire deux
na3, construire
deux nouveaux
nouveaux navires
de ligne
un
vires de
ligne ayant
ayant chacun
chacun un
deplaeement type
maximum de
deplacement
type maximum
de
35.000 tonnes
metonnes (35.560
(35.560 tonnes
tonnes me35.000
triques).
triques). A
A Pachevement
l'achevement de
de ces
ces
deux
dispose du
du
deux navires,
navires, il sera
sera dispose
Thunderer, du
King George
George V,'
V,*
Thunderer,
du King
de l'Aja
et du
Centurion comme
du Centurion
l'Ajax et
comme
il
est prescrit
prescrit au
an chapitre
chapitre II,
il est
II,
partie 2.
2.
partie
AirrieLm III.
III.
ARTICLE

Present building programs abandmed.

gParatbndil

pr

Exception.
Exception.

Post, p. 1669.

,p',p.1

Disposal of replaced
ships.

iposa

of repla

p. 1669.
P", p.
'ia.
Post,

Tplaement tonnag

Le tonnage
des navires
navires
Le
tonnage total
total des

de ligne de remplacement,
remplacement, calcule
calcule
d'apres
d'apres le deplacement
no
deplacement type,
type, ne
depassera
chacune des
depassera pas, pour chaeune
Puissances
Puissances Contractantes,
Contractantes, savoir:
savoir:
pour les Etats-Unis, 525.000 tonm.etriques);
nes (533.400 tonnes
tonnes metriques);
Britannique 525.525.pour l'Empire Britanmque
000 tonnes
tonnes (533.400 tonnes
tonnes m6metriques);
triques) ;pour la France
France 175.000
175.000
tonnes (177.800 tonnes metriques); pour PItalie
l'Italie 175.000 tontonnes (177.800
(177.800 tonnes
tonnes m6triques);
metriques);
pour le Japon 315.000 tonnes
(320.040
tonnes metriques).
metriques).
(320.040 tonnes
ARTICLE
V.
ARTICLE V.

alio
a s a ship. thanage
ma"Inum iptaage
allowed

struction.
On
the completion
completion
struction.
On the
of
two ships
ships the
the North
North
of these
these two
Dakota
Delaware shall
shall be
Dakota and
and Delaware
disposed
prescribed in
Chapdisposed of
of as
as prescribed
in Chapter II,
II, Part
Part 2.
2.
ter
The
Empire may,
may, in
The British
British Empire
accordance with
the replacement
accordance
with the
replacement
table in
Part 3,
conII, Part
3, contable
in Chapter
Chapter II,
struct two
new capital
capital ships not
not
struct
two new
exceeding 35,000
35,000 tons
tons (35,560
(35,560
exceeding
metric tons) standard
standard displacedisplacemetric
ment each.
the completion
completion
ment
each. On
On the
of
the ThunTh,unships the
of the
the said
said two
two ships
derer,
King George
George .
V, Ajax and
derer, King
Centurion
of as
as
Centurion shall be dispesed
disposed of
prescribed
Chapter II,
II, Part
prescribed in
in Chapter
Part 2.
2.

.AirrieLE III.
ARTICLE

des dispositions
dispositions
Sous
Subject
provisions of
Subject to
to the provisions
of
Sous reserve
reserve des
Article II,
Contracting PowII, the Contracting
Powde
de Particle
II, les
les Puissances
Puissances Article
l'article II,
ers shall abandon
abandon their respective
respective
Contractantes
Contractantes abandonneront
abandonneront ers
leur programme
de construction
building programs,
programs
leur
programme de
construction capital ship building
de na
vines de
et ne
ne consno new
new capital
capital ships
ships shall be
be
de
navires
de ligne
ligne et
cons- and no
truiront ou
n'acquerront aucun
aucun constructed
constructed or acquired
acquired by any
any
truiront
ou n'acquerront
nouveau navire
navire de ligne, a
nouveau
a l'ex- of the Contracting Powers except
except
ception du
tonnage de
replacement tonnage which may
ception
du tonnage
de remplaceremplace- replacement
constructed or acquired
acquired as
ment qui
qui pourra
pourra etre
etre construit
construit be constructed
ment
ou
on acquis
aequis comme il est sp6cifi6
speeifie specified
specified in Chapter II,
3.
II Part 3.
an
chapitre II,
II, partie
au chapitre
partie 3.
3.
IIi sera dispose selon les presShips which are replaced in
in
criptions
II, partie
criptions du
accordance with Chapter II,
II, Part
Part
du chapitre
chapitre II,
partie accordance
2,
remplaees confor2, ties
des navires remplaces
confor- 3, shall be disposed of as preau chapitre
chapitre II,
mement an
II, partie 3. scribed
scribed in Part 2
2 of that
that Chapter.
ARTICLE
IV.
ARTICLE IV.

Replacement totmage
limit.

FEBRUARY 6,
1922.
FEBRUARY
6, 1922.

Les Puissances
Puissances Contractantes
Contractantes

ARTICLE IV.
ARTICLE
IV.

The total capital ship replacement tonnage of each of the Contracting
tracting Powers shall not
not exceed
exceed
standard displacement,
in standard
displacement, for the
United States 525,000 tons (533,(533,400 metric tons)
tons);;for the British
Empire
Empire 525,000 tons (533,400
(533,400
metric
tons);;for France
metric tons)
France 175,000
(177,800 metric tons);
tons (177,800
tons); for
Italy 175,000 tons (177,800 metric
tons); for Japan 315,000 tons
(320,040 metric tons).

ARTICLE V.
ARTICLE
V.

No capital ship exceeding
35,exceeding 35,s'engagent
s'engagent a
a ne pas acqu6rir,
acquerir, a 000 tons (35,560 metric
metric tons)
tons)
ne
construire et a
no pas construire
a ne .pas standard
standard displacement
displacement shall be
faire construire de navire
navire de ligne acquired
acquired by, or
or constructed
constructed by,
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d'un
deplacement type
superieur
type superieur
d'un dpplacement
h
tonnes (35.560 tonnes
35.000 tonnes
a 35.000
metriques),
et a, ne pas en permetriques), et
mettre
construction dans le
la construction
mettre la
re,ssort
autorite.
ressort de leur autorite.
ARTICLE VI.
VI.
Aucun navire
navire de ligne de l'une
Aucun
quelconque
Puissances Conquelconque des Puissances
tractantes
portera de canon
ne portera
tractantes ne
d'un
ponces
superieur h,a 16 pouces
calibre superieur
d'un calibre
(406 millimetres).
millimetres).
(406
ARTICLE VII.
VII.
ARTICLE
Le tonnage
navires
total des navires
tonnage total
Le
porte-aeronefs, calcule d'apres le
porte-a6ronefs,
deplacement
type, ne depassera
deplacement type,
pas, pour
chacune des
des Puissances
Puissances
pour chacune
pas,
Contractantes, savoir:
savoir: pour
pour les
Contractantes,
Etats-Unis
135.000 tonnes (137.Etats-Unis 135.000
160
metriques); pour
160 tonnes metriques);
PEmpire
135.000
Britannique 135.000
1'Empire Britannique
(137.160 tonnes metritonnes (137.160
ques); pour la France 60.000
ques);
metriques);
(60.960 tonnes metriques);
tonnes (60.960
pour
l'Italie 60.000 tonnes (60.pour PItalie
le
m6triques); pour le
960
960 tonnes metriques);
Japon 81.000
81.000 tonnes (82.296 tonJapon
nes metriques).
metiques).
nes

ARTICLE VIII.
ArricLE
VIII.
remplacement des navires
Le remplacement
porte-aeronefs
porte-aeronefs n'aura lieu que
scion
prescriptions du Chapitre
selon les prescriptions
II,
parte 3; toutefois
toutefois il est
II, partie
entendu que tous
thus les navires
entendu
porte-aeronefs
construits ou en
porte-aeronefs construits
construction a
a la date du 12
construction
novembre 1921 sont consideres
consideres
novembre
comme navires
navires d'experience
d'exp6rience et
comme
pourront etre
remplaces, quel
etre remplaces,
pourront
age dans les limites
soit leur age,
que soit
de tonnage
tonnage total prevues
prevues a
de
l'article
VII.
l'article VII.
ARTICLE IX.
IX .
ARTICLE
Puissances Contractantes
Contractantes
Les Puissances
s'engagent
acquerir, a
a
b ne pas acquerir,
s'engagent a
ne
construire et hane pas faire
pas construire
ne pas
construire de navire porte-aeroporte-aeroconstruire
nefs,
d'un deplacement
type sud6placement type
nefs, d'un
perieur a
k 27.000 tonnes (27,432
perieur
tonnes
metriques), et ha ne pas en
tonnes metriques),
permettre
construction dans le
permettre la construction
ressort de
autorite.
leur autorite.
de leur
ressort
Toutefois
chacune des PuisToutefois chacune
pourra,
sances
Contractantes
Contractantes
sances
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for,
jurisdiction of,
or within the jurisdiction
for, or
any of
of the
Contracting Powers.
Powers.
the Contracting
any

ARTICLE
VI.
ARTICLE VI.
No capital
capital ship of any of the
No
Contracting Powers
carry aa
shall carry
Powers shall
Contracting
calibre in excess of 16
a calibre
gun with a
inches (406 millimetres).
millimetres).
inches
ARTICLE
VII..
ARTICLE .VII

l it
ali
Gun ccaliber
im .
ber limit.

carriers.
Aircraft
Aircraft carriers.

tonnage
aircraft s Total
Tao tonnage
total tonnage for aircraft
The total
carriers
of each
Contract•
of the Contracteach of
carriers of
ing
exceed in
shall not exceed
Powers shall
ing Powers
standard
displacement, for the
standard displacement,
United States
135,000 tons
(137,tons (137,States 135,000
United
160 metric tons); for
for the British
160
Empire
135,000 tons (137,160
Empire 135,000
metric
for France 60,000
tons); for
metric tons);
tons (60,960 metric
metric tons); for
tons
Italy
Italy 60,000 tons (60,960 metric
tons);
Japan 81,000 tons
for Japan
tons); for
(82,296
tons).
metric tons).
(82,296 metric

re.
re

ARTICLE VIII.
VIII .
ARTICLE
The
replacement of aircraft
The replacement
carriers
carriers shall be effected only as
II, Part 3,
prescribed
in Chapter II,
prescribed in
provided, however, that all aircraft
carrier tonnage
existence
tonnage in existence
craft carrier
or building
November 12,
on November
building on
or
1921,
considered exper1921, shall be considered
imental, and may be replaced,
within the total tonnage limit
prescribed in Article
VII, withArticle VII,
prescribed
out regard to its age.

doReplacement
tPlacement

condi.
condi-

•

t p.16130.,
Post,

PO" P 16O.

Supra.
suIp.

ARTICLE IX.
IX.
ARTICLE

tm
Ie
ma
No
aircraft carrier
carrier exceedin5
Ma'dmuni
tonnage
^n
exceeding allowed
No aircraft
a carrier.
tons)
27,000 tons (27,432 metric tons
27,000
standard displacement
displacement shall be
standard
by,
constructed by,
acquired
acquired by, or constructed
for or
within the
the jurisdiction of,
or within
for
any
Contracting Powers.
any of the Contracting

However,
any of
of the
Contractthe ContractHowever, any
mg Powers
may, provided that
Powers may,
ing

Spectii
t:
i construction
d
construction
pecial
Perim

•
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pourvuqu'elle
qu'elle ne
ne depasse
pas son
pourvu
d6passe pas
son
tonnage
de navires
tonnage total
total alloue
allou6 de
navires
porte-aeronefs, construire
an plus
porte-aeronefs,
construire au
plus
deux
navires porte-a6ronefs,
porte-aeronefs, chachaaeux navires
cun
deplacement type
maxicun d'un
d'un d6placement
type maximum
de 33.000
33.000 tonnes
(33.528
mum de
tonnes (33.528
tonnes metriques);
metriques); k
a cot
effet et
tonnes
cet effet
et
d' economie, chapour des
des raisons
raisons d'6conomie,
chacune des Puissances
Puissances Contractantes
ses
tantes pourra
pourra utiliser
utiliser deux
deux de
de ses
navires, termines
terrain& ou
non ternavires,
ou non
termines, pris k
it son choix
choix parmi
parmi
ceux
qui, sans
cela, devraient
devraient
ceux qui,
sans cela,
Armament condietat de
servir pour
pour
trament
condi- etre
Atre mis
mis hors
hors d'
d'etat
de servir
Sons.
le combat
combat aux termes de
Particle
de l'article
II. L'armement d'un
d'un navire
navire
II.
porte-aeronefs ayant un
un deplaceporte-aeronefs
d6placesuperieur k 27.000
ment type
type superieur
27.000
Infra.I
tonnes (27.432 tonnes metriques)
metriques)
soumie aux
aux dispositions
dispositions de
de
sera soumis
Particle
cette restriction
l'article X,
X, avec
avec cette
restriction
que, si
si cet
cet armement
armement comporte
comporte
un
sup&
un soul
seul canon
canon d'un calibre superieur kh66pouces
polices (152 millimetres),
millimetres),
le
le nombre
nombre total
total des canons
canons no
ne
pourra
depasser huit,
pourra d6passer
huit, non
non cbmcbmpris les canons contre
contre aeronefs
et les canons d'un calibre ne
no dedopassant pas 5
pouces (127 milli5 pouces
millimetres).
metres).
Gun caliber
tri
tns
cani be rrestrico
tions.

Supra.

Sup.

Limitations
Aimitations on other
than capital ships.

FEBRUARY 6,
6, 1922.
FEBRUARY
1922.

its total
total tonnage
tonnage allowance
of airits
allowance of
aircraft
craft carriers
carriers is
is not
not thereby
thereby exexceeded,
two
ceeded, build
build not
not more
more than
than two
aircraft
carriers, each
each of
aircraft carriers,
of a
a tontonnage
more than
nage of
of not
not more
than 33,000
33,000
tons (33,528
(33,528 metric
tons
metric tons)
tons) standstanddisplacement, and
and in
in order
order to
ard displacement,
to
effect economy
economy any
any of
of the
the ConConeffect
tracting
this
tracting Powers
Powers may
may use
use for
for this
purpose any
any two
of their
their ships,
purpose
two of
ships,
whether constructed
in course
course
whether
constructed or
or in
of
would
of construction,
construction, which
which would
otherwise
be scrapped
scrapped under
the
otherwise be
under the
provisions
II. The
provisions of
of Article
Article II.
The
armament of
cararmament
of any
any aircraft
aircraft carriers
27,000 tons
(27,riers exceeding
exceeding 27,000
tons (27,432
metric tons)
standard dis432 metric
tons) standard
displacement
in accordance
placement shall
shall be
be in
accordance
with
the requirements
of Article
with the
requirements of
Article
X,
except that
that the
number
X, except
the total
total number
of guns
to be
case any
any
of
guns to
be carried
carried in
in case
of
guns be
of such
such guns
be of
of aa calibre
calibre exexceeding 6
inches (152
(152 millimetres)
millimetres),
ceeding
6 inches
except anti-aircraft
anti-aircraft guns
and
except
guns and
guns
exceeding 5
guns not
not exceeding
5 inches
inches (127
(127
millimetres), shall
millimetres),
shtill not
not exceed
exceed
eight.

ARTICLE X.
X.
ARTICLE

ARTICLE
X.
ARTICLE X.

Aucun navire porte-aeronefs
porte-aeronefs de
Aucun
l'une quelconque des Puissances
Contractantes ne portera
Contractantes
portera de
de canon
canon
d'un calibre
. 88polices
pouces
calibre superieur
superieur l
(203 millimetres).
millimetres). Sous
(203
Sous reserve
reserve
de l'exception
precue i
l'exception prevue
k l'article
l'article
IX, si
Si 1'armement
Pannement comprend des
canons d'un calibre superieur
superieur aa66
pouces (152 millimbtres),
millimetres), le
pouces
le nombre total des canons pourra etre
de dix au maximum, non compris
les canons contre aeronefs
aeronefs et
et les
canons d'un calibre ne
no depassant
depassant
pas 55 pouces (127
(127 millimetres).
millimetres).
i, au contraire, l'armement
Si,
l'armement no
ne
comprend
comprend pas
pas de canon
canon d'un
d'un calicalibre superieur a
ponces (152 mila6
6 pouces
millimetres), le nombre
limetres),
nombre des canons
canons
n'est pas limite. Dans les deux
deux
cas, le nombre des canons contre
aeronefs
aeronefs et des canons d'un calibre ne depassant pas 5
5 pouces
ponces
(127 millimetres) n'est pas
limite.
pas limite.

carrier of
of any
of the
No aircraft carrier
any of
the
Contracting
Contracting Powers
Powers shall
shall carry aa
gun
in excess
gun with aa calibre in
excess of
of 88
inches (203 millimetres).
millimetres). WithWithout prejudice to the provisions of
of
Article IX, if
if the armament carcarried includes guns exceeding
exceeding 66
millimetres) in calibre
inches (152 millimetres)
calibre
the total number of guns carried,
carried,
except anti-aircraft
anti-aircraft guns
guns and
and guns
guns
not exceeding 5
5 inches (127 millimetres),
limetres), shall not exceed ten.
alternatively the armament
If alternatively
armament
contains no guns exceeding
exceeding 6
6
in calibre,
calibre,
inches (152
(152 millimetres) in
the number of guns is not limited. In either case the number
number
of anti-aircraft
anti-aircraft guns and of guns
not exceeding
exceeding 55inches (127 millimetres) is not
not limited.
limited.

ARTICLE
XI .
ARTICLE XI.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE XI.
XI.

Les
Puissances Contractantes
Les Puissances
Contractantes
s'engagent aane pas acquerir, a no
s'engagent
ne
pas construire et aa ne pas faire

No vessel
vessel of
of war
war exceeding
exceeding
(10,160 metric
tons)
10,000 tons (10,160
metric tons)
standard
displacement,
standard
displacement,
other

TREATY—NAVAL
ARMAMENT
LIMITATION.
r LIMITATION.
TREATY-NAVAL ARMAMEN.
construire,
en dehors
dehors des
des navires
navires
construire, en
de
ou des
portenavires portedes navires
ligne ou
de ligne
navires de combat
aeronefs, de navires
combat
aeronefs,
d'un deplacement
deplacement type supesup&
d'un
rieur
10.000 tonnes
tonnes (10.160
(10.160
rieur aa 10.000
b ne
tonnes metriques),
metriques), et it
no pas en
tonnes
permettre
dans le
construction dans
la construction
permettre la
ressort
de leur
autorite. Ne
sont
Ne sont
leur autorite.
ressort de
pas
soumis aux
aux limitations
limitations du
pas soumis
present article
article les batiments empresent
ployes soit
des services
la
services de la
a des
soit a
ploye
flotte,
soit It
des transports de
a des
flotte, soit
troupes, soit
toute autre
autre parsoit bIt toute
troupes,
ticipation It
hostilites qui ne
des hostilites
a des
ticipation
comserait pas
navire coracelle d'un navire
pas cello
serait
battant, pourvu
pourvu qu'ils
qu'ils ne
no soient
soient
battant,
pas
coiastruits
specifiquement construits
pas specifiquement
corame navires
navires combattants
combattants ou
comme
places
places en temps de paix sous
l'autorite
du Gouvernement
U.wouvernemexit dans
dims
I'autorit6 du
un
but de combat.
combat.
un but
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than a
aircraft
a capital
capital ship or aircraft
than
carrier, shall
acquired by, or
be acquired
shall be
carrier,
by, for, or within the
constructed
constructed by,
the Conjurisdiction of,
any of
of the
of, any
jurisdiction
tracting Powers.
Powers. Vessels
not spespe- Eitheption
Exception if not
Vessels not
tracting
ships, etc.
.ifaP l, built as fighting ships nor fighting
cifically
htmg
eth.
ships,
built as fighting ships nor g
ciically
taken in time of peace under govfighting purernment control
control for
for fighting
ernment
poses, which
which are
are employed
on
employed on
poses,
fleet
or as
as troop
transports
troop transports
duties or
fleet duties
or in
way for the purother way
some other
in some
or
pose of
assisting in the prosecuof assisting
pose
tion of
hostilities otherwise
otherwise than
of hostilities
tion
as fighting
fighting ships,
ships, shall not be
as
within the limitations
limitations of this
within
Article.

ARTICLE
XII.
ARTICLE XTT.

ARTICLE
XII.
ARTICLE XII.
En
dehors des
navires de ligne,
des navires
En dehors
l'une
aucun
navire de combat de Puns
aucun navire
quelconque des
Puissances Condes Puissances
quelconque
tractantes, mis
mis en
en chantier
chantier It,
tractantes,
l'avenir, ne
no portera
portera de canon d'un
l'avenir,
8 pouces (203
calibre suporieur
sup6rieur Ita 8
calibre
.
millimetres)
m ime fres) .

of war
No
vessel of
war of any of the ccapi
4iti
r
No vessel
Contracting Powers,
Powers, hereafter
h.ereafter
Contracting
a capital
laid down,
other than a
down, other
laid
ship, shall
shall carry aa gun with aa
ship,
calibre
in excess
excess of 88inches (203
calibre in
millimetres).
millimetres).

!
p
imi
. tif not a

mitif not a

XIII.
ARTICLE
Ann= XIII.

ARTICLE
ART
f
-orm XIII.

Except
as provided
provided in
Article serllpeprLypssigInstricot!
scr'edsps restrictin Article
Except as
Sous reserve
reserve de l'exception
Sous
p
ed
the
IX,
no
designated
in
ed•
in
ship
designated
IX,
no
prevue
IX, aucun
pr6vue aIt l'article IX,
,p. 1
scrapped
be scrapped
Treaty to
to be
present Treaty
navire
declasser par application
application present
navire Ita d6classer
a vessel
reconverted into a
be reconverted
may be
du
Traite •
no pourra re- may
ne
present Traite
du present
of war..
deyenir
navire de guerre.
devenir navire
ante, p.1650.

ARTICLE
AirricLE XIV.

ARTICLE XIV.
XIV.
ARTICLE
Ii
no sera fait,
fait, en temps de paix,
Il ne
pr6paratoire
aucune installation
installation preparatoire
aucune
sur
navires de
de commerce
commerce en
les navires
sur les
vue de
armer pour
pour les
les conles armer
de les
vue
de guerre;
vertir en
en navire
navire de
guerre; toutevertir
permis de renforcer
fois, il
renforcer les
sera permis
il sera
fois,
ponts pour
pour pouvoir
pouyoir y
y monter des
ponts
canons d'un
d'un calibre
depassant
calibre ne d6passant
canons
pas 66ponces
millimetres).
pouces (152 millimbtres).
pas

Aucun navire
guerre consnavire de guerre
Aucun
truit
pour une Puissance non
truit pour
contractante
dims le ressort de
contractante dans
l'autorite d'une
d'une Puissance
Puissance Conl'autorite
tractante
&passer les
devra depasser
ne devra
tractante no
de deplacement
limites de
&placement et d'armelimites
ment prevues
prevues au
Traite
present Trait6
au present
ment
4

of peace.
peace.
tme of
time of
in time
in merchant
ships in
of peace
peace time
merchant ships
in
for the
installation of warlike
the installation
for
of
armaments
the purpose
purpose of
for the
armaments for
converting
such ships
ships into vessels
converting such
of
war, other
than the
necessary
the necessary
other than
of war,
stiffening of
decks for
for the mountof decks
stiffening
ing of
guns not
exceeding 6
6inch
not exceeding
of guns
ing
(152
millimetres) calibre.
calibre.
(152 millimetres)

ArricLE
XV.
ARTICLE XV.

XV.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE XV.

3-PT
45822°—N
PT 2
2
-VOLOL 43
45822

Preparing merchantshall be made Preparing
in
armament in
for armament
men for
No preparations
preparations shall be made men
No

21

war constructed
.No
of war
constructed
vessel of
No vessel
within
the
jmisdiction
of any
of
any of
of
jurisdiction
the
within
the Contracting
Powers for
nonfor aanonContracting Powers
the
Contracting
exceed
Power shall exceed
Contracting Power
the limitations
displaceto displaceas to
limitations as
the
prescribed
ment
and armament
armament prescribed
ment and
by the
present Treaty
Treaty for vessels
the present
by

goerning
wondis
wa('r
%Mims governing
for
for

non-Contracting
ngn-art
t
rTeet
t
=

Powers.
Powe-.
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Information to
Information
be
to be
givn
given whn
when contr
construction imdertaken.

n undertaken.

Post, p.1670.
Pot,
p. 16t.

WarPowers
ships made
anot
)her
qther
Powers
not
to for
be
used
b
Contracting
1
,
1
;
0
0
.:7
1ersb

pour
les navires
navires similaires
similaires aaconspour les
conspar on
Puissances
truire par
ou pour
pour les
les Puissances
Contractantes.
Contractantes.
Toutefois
la
Toutefois
la
limite
type des
des
limite du
du deplacement
d6placement type
navires porte-aeronefs
construita
navires
porte-a6ronefs construits
pour
pour une
une Puissance
Puissance non
non conconfractante
tractante no
aucun cas
cas
ne devra
devra en
en aucun
d6passer 27.000
depasser
tonnes (27.432
27.000 tonnes
(27.432
tonnes
tonnes metriques).
m6triques).

of aa similar
similar type
may be
be
of
type which
which may
constructed by
or for
for any
any of
of the
the
constructed
by or
Contracting
Contracting Powers,Powers- provided,
provided,
however,
that the
the displacement
displacement
however, that
for aircraft
aircraft carriers
carriers constructed
constructed
non-Contracting Power
for a
a non-Contracting
Power shall
shall
in no
no case
case exceed
27,000 tons
tons
in
exceed 27,000
(27,432 metric
(27,432
metric tons)
tons) standard
standard
displacement.
displacement.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE XVI.
XVI.

ArrieLE XVI.
ARTICLE
XVI.

Si
un navire
quel
Si un
navire de
de guerre,
guerre, quel
qu'il soit, est mis en
construction
qu'il
en construction
pour
pour le
le compte
compte d'une
d'une Puissance
Puissance
non Contractante
Contractante dans
ressort
dans le
le ressort
l'autorit6 d'une
de l'autorite
d'une Puissance
Puissance ConContractante, cette
cette derniere
derniere fera
fera
conna1tre,
connaltre, aussi
aussi rapidement
rapidement quo
que
possible,
autres Piii
.
ssances
possible, aux
aux autres
Puissances
Contractantes
signaContractantes la
la date
date de
de signature du contrat de
de construction
construction
mise sur
sur cale du
et celle de raise
du navire;
navire;
elle leur communiquera
communiquera egale6galemerit les caract6rstiques
caractenstiques du
du
navire, en se
se conformant
conformant au
au
partie 3,
Chapitre 11, partie
3, section
section
I
(b), (4)
(4) et
I (b),
et (5).
(5).

If the construction
construction of
of any
any vesvessel
war for
sel of
of war
for aa non-Contracting
non-Contracting
Power is
is undertaken
undertaken within
within the
the
jurisdiction of
of the
of any
any of
the ConContracting Powers,
Powers, such
such Power
Power shall
shall
promptly inform
the other
promptly
inform the
other ConContracting Powers
Powers of
the date
date of
tracting
of the
of
the
signing of
contract and
and
the signing
of the
the'contract
the date on which
the keel
keel of
of the
the
whthe the
which
ship is
shall also
comis laid; and
and shall
also communicate to them
them the
the particulars
particulars
relating to
ship prescribed
prescribed in
to the
the ship
in
Chapter II,
II, Part
Part 3,
(b),
3, section
Section I
I (b),
(4) and
(4)
and (5).
(5).

ARTICLE
AnTrer..t XVII.
XVII.

ARTICLE
XVII.
ARTICLE XVII.

Si
des Puissances
ConSi l'une
1'une des
Puissances Cona etre
6tre engagee
11,
elle n'emploiera
dans une guerre ' elle
n'emploiera
pas comme this
les navires
de
tels les
navires de
guerre
guerre quels qu'ils soient,
soient, en
en consconstruction ou construits
construits ruais
mais non
non
livres, dans le
ressort de
son
le ressort
de son
autorite,
autorite,pour
le compte
compte de
de toute
toute
pour le
autre Puissance.
Puissance.

In the event of
of aa Contracting
Contracting
Power being engaged in war,
war, such
such
Power shall
not use
use as
vessel of
shallnot
as aavessel
of
war any vessel of
of war
war which
which may
may
be under
under construction within
its
within its
jurisdiction for any
other Power,
any other
Power,
or which may have been
been conconstructed within its
its jurisdiction
jurisdiction
another Power and
for another
deand not
not delivered.

y
ntf.1
:2=I
t
Zg
.tractantes vient
oww ie dans une guerre,

ARTICLE XVIII.
XVIII .
Transfer of war'
war ,hlps
Torasinero'
s
forbidden.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE XVIII.
XVIII.

Les Puissances
Puissances Contractantes
Contractantes
Les
s'engagent
s'engagent a
tie disposer
ni a
k ne
disposer ni
a titre
titre
gratuit, ni a
k titre onereux,
onereux, m
ni
de leurs
autrement, de
de
leurs navires
navires de
quels qu'ils
guerre, gilds
qu'ils soient
soient dans
dans
des conditions permettant
permettant aa une
une
Puissance etrangere
etrangere de
de les
les ememployer comme tels.
tels.

Each of the Contracting
Contracting Powers
Powers
undertakes not to dispose
undertakes
dispose by
by
gift, sale or any
mode of
any mode
of transfer
transfer
of any vessel of war in
such a
a
in such
manner that such vessel
vessel may
may
become aa vessel of war in
in the
the
Navy of any foreign
foreign Power.
Power.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE XIX.
XIX .

ARTICLE
ARTICLE XIX
XIX..

Present status
Les
Eta
ts-Unis,
1'Empire
Present
status of
Les
of
Etats-Unis,
l'Empire
Pacific insular possessionfs,
rtaine.±flo
Britannique et le Japon
sions, eti.,
etc.. retained.
'ritannique
convienJapon convlennent de maintenir, en matiere de
de
fortifications
fortifications et de bases navales,
navales,
le statu quo tel qu'il existe au
an
jour de la signature
signature du
present
du present

The United States,
States, the
the British
British
Empire and Japan agree that
that the
the
status quo at the time
of the
the
time of
signing of the present
present Treaty,
Treaty,
with regard to
to fortifications
and
fortifications and
naval bases, shall be
be maintained
maintained
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TREATY-NAVAL ARMAMENT
trait() dans
territoires et
trait6
dans leurs territoires
possessions respectifs
respectifs ci-apres
ci-apres dodepossessions
sign&
signes::
(1)
insulaires,
possessions insulaires,
(1) Les
Les _possessions
soit actuelles,
actuelles, soit
futures, des
des
soit futures,
soit
Etats-Unis dans
l'ocean Pacifique,
Pacifique,
dans l'ocean
Etats-Unis
l'exception: (a)
(a) de
de celles
celles avoisia l'exception:
nant la
is. cote
des Etats-Unis,
Etats-Unis, de
de
c6te des
nant
zone du
du Canal
l'Alaska et de
de la zone
de Panama,
Panama, non
comRris les
les Iles
lies
non compris
de
Aleoutiennes; (b)
Res Hawai;
Hawai;
(b) des lies
Aleoutiennes;

et lea
les posses(2) Hong-Kong
Hong-Kong et
sions insulaires,
insulaires, soit
actuelles, soit
soit
soit actuelles,
sions
futures, de
de l'Empire
Britannique
l'Empire Britannique
futures,
dans
Pacifique, situees a
l'Ocean Pacifique,
dans l'Ocean
l'est
raeridien de
de 110°
110° eat
est de
1'est du
du meridien
Greenwich,
(a) de
l'exception: (a)
Greenwich, a.a l'exception:
celles
avoisinant is.
la cote
c6te du Canacelles avoisinant
da;
(b) du
du Commonwealth
Commonwealth d'Ausda; (b)
tralie
Territoires; (c) de
de sea
ses Territoires;
tralie et de
is. Nouvelle-Zelande;
la
Nouvelle-Zelande;
(3)
Les territoires
territoires et
et possesposses(3) Les
sions
insulaires du
du Japon dans
sions insulaires
l'Ocean
ci-spras dedel'Oc6an Pacifique,
Pacifique, ci-spres
signes:
Iles Bonin,
Bonin,
Iles Kouriles,
Kouriles, Iles
signes: Iles
Amami-Oshima,
Liou-Kiou,
Iles Liou-Kiou,
Amami-Oshima, Iles
Formose
Pescadores, ainsi que
Formose et Pescadores,
tons territoires
territoires ou
ou possessions
possessions
tous
futurs du Japon
Japon dans
insulaires futurs
l'Ocean
l'Ocean Pacifique.
Pacifique.
Le
maintien du statu
quo vise
statu quo
Le maintien
implique:
ci-dessus implique:
les
6tabli dans lea
qu'il ne sera etabli
territoires
territoires et possessions ci-dessus
ci-dessus
vises ni bases
bases navales, ni fortifications nouvelles;
nouvelles; qu'il
sera
qu'il ne
ne sera
cations
a
nature k
de nature
pris aucune mesure de
accroitre lea
ressources navales
navales
les ressources
accroltre
existant
la
actuellement pour la
existant actuellement
reparation et l'entretien des forces
reparation
forces
proc6de
navales;
et qu'il
qu'il ne sera procede
navales; et
a. aucun
renforcement
des
renforcement
k
aucun
defenses
cOtieres des territoires
defenses cotieres
territoires
et possessions
ci-dessus vises.
vises.
et
possessions ci-dessus
Toutefois,
cette restriction
restriction n'emToutefois, cette
pechera
reparation et le
pechera pas la reparation
remplacement
l'armement et
et
remplacement de l'armement
des installations
d6terior6s, selon
installations deteriores,
des
la pratique
pratique des 6tablissements
Is.
Otablissements
nitwits et
de
temps de
militaires en temps
et militaires
navals
paix.
XX.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE XX.
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in
in their
their respective
respective territories
territories and
and
possessions specified
specified hereunder:
hereunder:
possessions
(1)
(1)

The
The

insular
insular

possessions
possessions

which the
United States
States now
which
the United

United States.
tates.

ited

Exceptions.
holds or
may hereafter
acquire Exceptions.
hereafter acquire
or may
holds
in the
the Pacific
Ocean, except
except (a)
(a)
in
Pacific Ocean,
those
the coast
coast of the
adjacent to the
those adjacent
United
States, Alaska
Alaska and the
United States,
not includincludPanama Canal Zone, not
ing the
the Aleutian
Aleutian Islands,
Islands, and
and (b)
(b)
ing
Hawaiian Islands;
Islands;
the Hawaiian
British Empire.
Empire
(2) Hongkong
Hongkong and
the insular
insular British
and the
(2)
possessions
the British
possessions which the
Empire now
holds or
herenow holds
or may
may hereEmpire
after
in the
the Pacific
Pacific Ocean,
acquire in
after acquire
east
110° east
meridian of 1100
east of
of the meridian
Exception.
longitude, except
those ad- ExceptO
(a) those
except (a)
longitude,
jacent to the coast of
of Canada,
Canada,
jacent
(b)
Commonwealth of
Ausof Aus(b) the
the Commonwealth
tralia
Territories, and
and (c)
(c)
and its
its Territories,
tralia and
New
Zealand;
New Zealand;
apa
(3)
following insular terri- JJapan.
(3) The following
of Japan
tories and possessions of
the
in the Pacific Ocean
Ocean, to wit: the
the Bonin Islands,
Kurile Islands,
Islands, the
Amami-Oshima, the Loochoo IsAmami-Oshima,
lands,
Formosa and
the Pescaand the
Pescalands, Formosa
dores, and any insular territories
or
possessions in the Pacific
or possessions
Ocean
Ocean which Japan may hereafter acquire.
acquire.
nRestnrctiost
The
maintenance of
The maintenance
of the
the status
status ing
ResEi
trtr's gove
gmr:i
quo
foregoing pro- status.
under the foregoing
quo under
that no
no new
new forvisions
implies that
visions implies
tifications
tifications or naval bases
bases shall be
established
established in
in the territories and
possessions
specified; that no
possessions specified;
measures
shall be taken to inmeasures shall
crease
naval facilities
facilities
crease the existing naval
and maintenance
maintenance
for the repair
repair and
of naval forces, and that no
increase shall
shall be
be made
made in the
increase
coast
coast defences
defences of the territories
territories
and
specified.
and possessions
possessions above specified.
This restriction, however,
however, does
not
repair and
such repair
preclude such
not preclude
replacement of
of worn-out
weapons
worn-out weapons
replacement
and equipment
as is
is customary
customary
equipment as
and
in naval
naval and military
military establishestablishin
peace.
time of peace.
ments in time

ARTICLE
XX.
ARTICLE XX.

displ
ton- .T
Tonnae
determining tonThe rules
The
rules for
for determining
eno
t
nfzie.p
lselace'
e.
Les regles
regles de
de determination
determination du
du
Les
mert rules applicable.
displacement prescribed
prescribed in
p. l60.
in Poe,p.
nage displacement
&placement, telles qu'elles sont
sont nage
d6placement,
Chapter II,
Part 4,
shall apply
apply to
to
II, Part
4, shall
posees au
II, partie 4, Chapter
au Chapitre
Chapitre II,
pos6es
the ships
ships of each of the Cons'appliqueront aux navires de the
s'appliqueront
tracting Powers.
chactme
Contrac- tracting
Puissances Contracdes Puissances
chacune des
tantes.
POSi,

1664
1664

T
REATY—NAVAL ARMAMENT
ATION.
TREATY-NAVAL
ARMAMENT LIMIT
LIMITATION.

CHAPTER
II.
CHAPTER II.

CHAPITRE
II.
CHAPITRE II.
Executory regula- BEGLES
REGLES CONCEBNANT
CONOERNANT L'EXECUL'EXECUtime.
tWm'.
TION DU
DU TRAPPE.
TRAITE.
TION

DEFINITION DES
TERMES EMDEFINTION
DES TERMES
EMPLOYES.
PLOYES.
PARIIE 1.
PABTIE
1.

Capalsbips.
caposhadr.s.

NAVIRES
NAJrIBZ

DE
DE TIGRE
LiGNE

QUI
PEUVENT
QUI PEU*VNT

By United/Bates.
Unted Stats.

Total
Total tonnage
tonnage aallowed.

p. 1658.
Anp.
1i68.

Ante,

By Britsh
British Empir
Empire.

RULES
RELATING TO
THE EXECUEXECURULES BELATING
TO THE
TION OF
OF THE
THE TREATY—DEFINITION
TREATY-DEFINITION OF
TION
OF TERMS.
TERMS.
PART 1.
1.
PART

EVEN
ETRB

CONSERVES PAB
PAR LES
PIIISSANCES CONCONSBMVES
LES PUISSANCS
CONTRACTANYES.
TRACTANTE8.

Retention
authorRetention authorized.

FEBRUARY
1922.
FEBRUARY 6,
6, 1922.

CAPITAL SHIPS WHICH MAY
MAY BE BRTAINED
RETAINED
BY THE
CONTRACTING POWBBS.
POWERS.
THE CONTRACTING

Pourront etre
Atre conserves
conserves par
Pourront
In accordance
accordance with Article
II
Article II
chacune des
des Puissances
chacune
Puissances ContracContrae- ships
may be
retained by
ships may
be retained
by each
each of
of
tantes,
conformement a
h l'article
Particle the
as specispecitantes, conform6ment
the Contracting
Contracting Powers
Powers as
II,
les navires enumeres
II, les
6eum6r6s dans
in this
this Part.
dans la
la fied in
presents
partie.
presente partie.
Navire
Nevares qui peuvent etre
par les
re conserves
conTervis par
les
EtatsUnis.
Etat- Unit.
Tonnage.
Nom:
Tonnage.
Maryland
32. 600
.. Marla...d
........
32.600
California
32.300
California..............
.. 32.300
Tennessee
32.300
Tennessee ..............-.
32.300
Idaho
32.000
Idaho....................
32.000
32.000
New Mexico
Mexico................ 32.000
M .sisaippi..............
Mississippi
32.000
Arizona
31.400
Arizona ..................... 31.
400
Pennsylvania
3L 400
Pennsylvania.............. 31.
400
Oklahoma..
............... 27.500
Oklahoma
Nevada ..................
Nevada
27.500
New York
York..........
27.000
...... 27.000
Texas.....................
Texas
27.000
Arkansas..................
Arkansas
26.000
Wyoming.................
Wyoming
26.000
26.000
21. 825
Florida ...................
Utah......................
Utah
2L
21. 825
North Dakota..............
Dakota
20.000
Delaware
20.000
Delaware.................. 20.000
total..........
Tonnage total
500.650

Ships
retained by
by the
Ships which may
may be retained
the United
United
States.
States.
Name:
Tonnage.
Name:
Tonnage.
Maryland
32,600
Maryland-........-..---.
32,600
California...............
Californi'
a --------------32,300
32,300
C=
Ira
32, 300
Tennessee................ 32,300
Tennessee
32,300
Idaho.....................
Idaho
32,000
32,000
New Mexico..............
Mexico
32,000
32,000
Mississippi
Missiaippi.
32,000
3............
32,000
..................
Arizona
31,400
31,400
Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania.............
31,400
Oklahoma ................
Oklahoma
27,500
27,500
Nevada...................
Nevada
27,500
27,500
New York .................
27,000
27,000
Texas ....................
Texas
27,000
27, 000
Arkansas..................
Arkansas
26,000
26,000
Wyoming
26,000
Wyoming ..................
26,000
Florida....................
Florida
21, 825
825
Utah...................... 21,
Utah
21, 825
825
North Dakota ..............
20,000
Delaware................
Delaware
20,000
20,000
Total tonnage
tonnage ............. 500,
500, 650
650

Quand les deux unites de la
classe West
West Virginia
Virginia seront
classe
seront acheachev6es et quand
quand le North
vees
Dakota
North Dakota
et le
le Delaware
Delaware seront d6class6s,
declasses,
a Particle
'article
ainsi qu'il
qu 'II est indiqu6
indique h
II,
II, le tonnage total
conserver
total h
a conserver
par les Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis sera
de 525.850
sera de
525.850
tonnes.

On the completion of the two
ships of the
Virginia class
the West Virginia
class
and the
and
the scrapping
scrapping of
of the
the North
North
Dakota
provided
Dakota and Delaware,
Delaware, as provided
in Article II,
total tonnage
tonnage to
II, the
the total
to
be retained by the United States
will be 525,850 tons.

Navires
qui peuvent
perent etre
par
Navires qui
Itre conserves
conserrn par
l'Empire Britannique.
Britannique.
l'Empire
Nom:
Tonnage.
Nom:
Royal Sovereign
25.750
Sovereign...........
25.750
Royal Oak
Oak............... 25.750
25.750
Revenge.................. 25.
Revenge..
25. 750
750
Resolution...............
Resolution.
25.750
25.750
Ramillies.................. 25.
Ramillies
25. 750
750
Malaya....................27.
Malaya
.27. 500
500
Valiant................... 27.500
Valiant.
Barham..................
27. 500
Barham
27.500
Queen Elizabeth ........
27.500
27.
500
Warspite .................
27. 500
500
Benbow .................. 25.000
Emperor of India
25.000
India.......... 25.000
25.000
Iron Duke ...............
25.000
Marlborough ..............
25.000
25.000
Hood ...................
4L
200
41. 200
Renown.
26.
500
Renown ..................
26. 500
Repulse.................. 26.
Repulse
26. 500
Tiger ....................
Tiger.
500
28. 500
Thunderer ................
Thunderer
22.500
22.500
King George
George V
23.000
V ............
23. 000
Ajax...................
Ajax
. 23.000
Centurion.................
Centurion
23.000
.
Tonnage total
..........
580.450
580.450

Ships which may be retained
retained by the British
British
Empire.
Empire.
Name:
Tonnage.
Royal
Sovereign........... 25,750
Royal Sovereign
Royal
Oak................ 25,750
Royal Oak
25, 750
Revenge.................
Resolution ................
25,750
25,750
Ramillies..................
25,750
Ramillies
Malaya
Malaya ..................
27, 500
500
Valiant ..................
27,500
27,
500
Barham
Barham ..................
27,500
27,
500
Elizabeth.......... 27,500
Queen Elizabeth
Warspite..................
Warspite
27, 500
500
Benbow.................
Benbow
25,000
Emperor of India..........
India
25,000
25,000
Iron Duke ................
25,000
25,000
Marlborough............... 25,000
Marlborough
Hood ....................
41,200
41,200
Renown..................
Renown
26,500
26,
500
Repulse ................
26, 500
Tiger
28,500
Tiger................
.....
28,500
Tunderer.
T'nunderer ..............
22,500
King
George V
V............
King George
23,000
Ajax......
.........
.
...
Ajax
23,000
23,000
Centurion
Centurion ................
23,000
23,000
Total tonnage ...........
-580.450
580. 450

LIMITATION.
TREATY—NAVAL
ARMAMEN T LIMITATION.
TREATY-NAVAL ARMAMENT
Quand les
les deux
unites noudeux unites
Quand
velles
construire seront achevelles aa construire
vees,
et quand
Thunderer, le
le Th,underer,
quand le
vees, et
King George
George V,
V, l'Ajax
l'Ajaz et le
King
Centurion seront
seront declasses,
declasses, ainsi
Centurion

II,
l'article II,
qu'il est
est indique
indique ah Particle
qu'il

le tonnage
tonnage total
conserver par
total ah conserver
le
l'Empire Britannique
Britannique sera de
l'Empire
558.950
tonnes.
558.950 tonnes.
Ncwires qui
etre conserves par
par
qui peuvent 9tre
Navires
La
la France.
France.

1665

FEBRUARY
FEBRUARY 6, 1922.

o
alt nage alOn the
completion of
Z eo
dt
aI tonnage
the two ulotal
of the
the completion
On
and
new
ships
to
be
constructed
and
constructed
be
to
ships
new
the scrapping
Thunderer,
the Thunderer,
scrapping of the
the
King George
George V,
Ajax and
Cenand CenV, Ajax
King
Ante, p. 1658.
turion,
as provided
II, An, p. 18.
provided in Article II,
turion, as
the
tonnage to be retained
total tonnage
the total
by the
the British
British Empire
Empire will be
by
558,950
558,950 tons.

France.
Ships which
may be
retainedby Prance.
be retained
which may
Ships

France.
By Frace.

Tonnage
Tonnage
(tonnes
Name:
tons).
(metric tons).
metriques.)
Name:
metriques.)
500
.. - 23,
Bretagne
23,500
Bretagne ................
23. 500
Bretagne
-..---.......--- 23.500
B retagne.Lorraine
23, 500
Lorraine..................
23.500
Lorraine.
23.
500
Lorramne..................
23, 500
Provence
Provence..................
Provence
23. 500
P
'rovence.................
23,500
Paris ....................
Paris
23.500
.ari ............
P
.--.....
France ...................
23,500
France
France
. 23.500
F
rance ................
Jean
Bart ..............
23, 500
23,500
23. 500
Jean Bart
Jean
Bart ..........-.....
23.500
J3ean Bart
23, 500
Courbet .................
Courbet
Courbet
23. 500
Courbet.................... 23.
Condorcet. ..............-18, 890
Condorcet
Condorcet..
18. 890
890
ondorcet ....----..- ...--C
Diderot
18,890
...........
Diderot....-'
18.890
Diderot
18.
890 '
)iderot-..--...----.--...-18, 890
Voltaire
Voltaire..................
-V
Voltaire
18. 890
/oltaire ..................

Nom:
Nom:

Tonnage total
total........... 221. 170
Tonnage

La France pourra mettre en
La
chantier
des navires neufs en
chantier des
1927, 1929 et 1931, ainsi qu'il
1927,

partie 3, section
la partie
est
prevu aa la
section
est pr6vu

Total tonnage
tonnage ..........
Total

221, 170
170

tonnew tonFrance may
down new
lay down
may lay
France
1929, and
nage
the years
years 1927,
1927, 1929,
and
in the
nage in
1931,
in Part
Part 3,
provided in
as provided
1931, as
Section
II.
Section II.

II..

New

ali
tonnage
tonnage al.

wed.

Post,
p.1676.
Po.,p.1676

By Italy.
Italy.

par
conserves par
Navires qui peuvent Itre
etre conserves
Navires

Ships
which may
may be
retained by Italy.
be retained
Ships which

l'Italie.
l' Italie.

Tonnage
Tonnage
(tonnes
reetriques).
m6triques).
Andrea
Doris
Andrea Doria............... 22.700
Caiolio
Duilio................. 22. 700
Caio
Conte Di Cavour
22.500
Cavour.......... 22.500
Giulio Cesare ..........- .
22.500
Giulio
Vinci.........
Leonardo
22.500
Leonardo Da Vinci
500
19
Dante Alighieri
Alighieri ............
19.500
12. 600
..... - 12.600
Roma ............
12.
600
12.600
Napoli..................-.
Napoli
12. 600
Vittorio Emanuele ......... 12.600
Regina Elena..............
Elena
12.600
Regina

Nom:
Nom:

Tonnage total.......---.
total

182. 800

Tonnage
Tonnage
(metric
(metric tons).
Name:
Name:
22,700
Andrea
Doris
Andrea Doria...............
22,700
Cab
Duilio
CaiooDuilio................
Conte
Cavour............ 22,500
Di Cavour
Conte Di
22,500
Giulio
Ceare ..............
Giulio Cesare
Leonardo Da Vinci.........
Vinci
22,500
Leonardo
19, 500
Dante Alighieri.............
Alighieri
19,500
Dante
Roma ....................
12,600
Roma
12,600
Napoli . ...................
Napoli
12,600
Vittorio
Emanuele
Vittorio Emanuele..........
12,600
Regina
Elena
Regina Elena..............

tonnage.............
Total tonnage

182,800

L'It alie
pourra mettre en
L'Italie
chantier
navires neufs en
des iaavires
chantier des
1927, 1929
1931, ainsi qu'il est
est
1929 et 1931,
1927,
II.
prevu
t la partie 3, section II.
pr6vu h

new tondown new
Italy may
lay down
may lay
Italy
nage m
the years
years 1927,
1927, 1929,
1929, and
and
in the
nage
in Part
1931,
provided in
Part 3,
as provided
1931, as
Section II.
II.
Section

par le
conserves par
Navires qui
is
peuvent etre conserves
qui peuvent
Navires

Ships which
Japan.
retainedby Japan.
be retained
may be
which may
Ships

Nom:
Nom:

Japon.
Japon.

Tonnage.
Tonnage.

Mutsu ............-.....-Mutsu
Nagato
Nagato..........-----------Hiuga ..............
lee
Ise ....-...---- -----------Yamashiro
Yamashiro........-.-.---..
Fu-so
Fu-so ..............------Kirishima
Ririshima..................
Hartma .......- --------Haruna
Hiyei ..............----..
Hivei
Kongo
Kongo.................----.
Tonnage
Tonnage total

33.800
33. 800
33. 800
260
31.
31.260
31. 260
30. 600
30.600
30. 600
27. 500
27. 500
27. 500
27. 500

.--..--...- 301. 320

Name:
Name:
MIAMI
-.......--Mutsu..-....Nagato
Nagato...................

Hiuga --------------Hiuga

31,260
260
- 31,

Ise
Ise .......................
....---Yana& ro ........
Yamashiro
.
Fu-So
Fu-So ................--Kirishima
Kirishima .....----------Haruna
Haruna .......---.-------Hiyei
Eiyei-----------27,
Hiyei ......................---Kongo..........------Kongo
Total
tonnage.............
Total tonnage

Tonnage.
Tonnage.
33,800
33, 800

31,
31, 260
30,600
30,
600
30,600
27,500
27,500
27,
500
500
27,
27,500
27,500

301,320

New tonnage
tonnage
New
lowed.
ed.'
lowed

Po, p.

Post, p. 1677.

By Japam
Japan.

ala].

1666
1666

TREATY—NAVAL
ARMAMENT LIMITATION.
TREATY-NAVAL ARMAMENT
LIMITATION.
PARTIE 2.
PARTIE

Scrapping
crapping
ships.
Ships.

of
of

war
APPLICABLES AU
AU DECLASSEYMNT
DECLASSENENT
war REGLES APPLICABLES
DES
DES NAVIRES DE
DE GUERRE.
GUERRE.

Rules adopted.
Rua
adopted.

regles suivantes
suivantes devront
Les regles
devront
etre observ6es
observees pour
pour le
le declassedeclasseetre
ment des
des navires
navires de
de guerre
guerre dont
dont
ment
on
doit disposer
il est
est
on doit
disposer comme
comme il
present
present aux
aux articles
articles II
II et
et III.
III.
I. Un navire pour
pour etre
6tre déclassé
d6class6
doit
hors d'etat
doit etre
etre mis
mis hors
d'6tat
de
de servir
servir pour
pour le
le combat.
combat.

Condition required.
condition
reqired.

NEGLES

Methods authorized.

fethods autrzed.

Sinking.
suing.

Breaking
up.
Br-kingup.

Conversion for target
use.

monvsforgetagt

LimitatiOn.

Retention for trainRetention
train.

purposes, allowed.
ing pupos,owed.

By France.
ra e

ByFn

Nevnuss

FEBRUARY 6,
6, 1922.
FEBRUARY
1922.

PART
P
ART 2.
2.
BULES FOB SCBAPPlM

VESSBELS O WAR.

RULES IrOR SCRAPPING VESSELS OF WAR.

The
shall be
be
The following
following rules
rules shall
observed for
scrapping of
observed
for the
the scrapping
of
vessels of
war which
be
vessels
of war
which are
are to
to be
disposed of
in accordance
accordance with
disposed
of in
with
Articles II
Articles
II and
and III.
III.
I. A
scrapped
I.
A vessel
vessel to
to be
be scrapped
must
be placed
in such
such
must be
placed in
condition that
that it
condition
it cannot
cannot
be put
combatant use.
be
put to
to combatant
use.
II.
II.
result must
finally
Pour obtenir
II. Pour
obtenir ce
ce resultat
II. This
This result
resultat
must be
be finally
effected
any one
one of
the
d'une manisre
maniere definitive,
definitive,
effected in
in any
of the
d'une
following ways:
way:
on devra
employer l'un
l'un
following
on
devra employer
(a) Permanent
Permanent sinking
des moyens
smvants:
(a)
des
moyens smvants:
sinking of
of the
the
vessel;
(a) submersion
submersion du
vessel;
(a)
du navire
navire
sans
possibilite
de
sans
possibilit6
de
renfiouement;
renflouement;
(b)
d6molition. Cette
Cette ?per(b) demolition.
(b)
up
oper-'
(b) Breaking
Breaking the
the vessel
vessel up
tion
dews
This
always involve
This shall
shall always
tion
involve
devra toujours
toujours
comprendre la
comprendre
la destructhe
destruction or redestructhe destruction
tion ou
ou l'enlovement
l'enlevement de
tion
de
moval
all machinery,
moval of
of all
machinery,
toutes machines,
machines, chauchauboilers
armour, and
toutes
boilers and
and armour,
and
dieres, cuirasses,
ainsi
diares,
cuirasses, ainsi
all deck, side
side and botde
tom plating;
que de tout
tout le
le horde
bord6 de
tom
plating;
pont,
et de
de
pont, de
de flanc
flane et
fond;
fond;
(0)
transformation pour
(c) transformation
(c) Converting the vessel
pour
(0)
to
vessel to
l'usage exclusif
exclusif de
de cible.
cible.
target use exclusively.
target
exclusively.
Dans ce cas, on devra
In such case all the proproobserver
observer au pr6alable
prealable
visions of paragraph.
paragraph III
III
toutes les dispositions
dispositions
of this Part, except subsubdu paragraphe
paragraphe III de
de
paragraph
paragraph (6), in so far
far
,
la presente
presente partie,
as may be necessary
necessary to
to
l'exception du sous-paral'exception
sous-paraenable
enable the ship
be
ship to be
graphe (6),
(6), (dans la
la meused as aamobile
mobile target,
sure n6cessaire
necessaire pour
pour utiutiand except sub-paraliser le navire comme
graph
(7), must
be prepregraph (7),
must be
cible
et du
sousdu souscible mobile),
mobile), et
viously complied with.
with.
paragraphe
paragraphe (7).
(7). Aucune
Aucune
than one capNot more than
capdes Puissances
Puissances Conital ship may be retractantes no
pourra
tractantes
ne pourra
tained
tained for
purpose
for this
this purpose
conserver, pour
s'en
pour s'en
at one time by any
any of
of
servir comme de
de cible,
Contracting Powers.
the Contracting
Powers.
plus d'un navire de ligne
a la fois.
a
a la fois.
(d) Parmi
navires de
de
(d)
Parmi les
les navires
(d) Of the capital
capital ships
ships
ligne anivant
arrivant ha partir
partir
which
otherwisewhich would otherwise
de 1931 ith l'epoque
1'epoque de
be scrapped
scrapped under the
leur declassement,
declassement, la
la
present Treaty
Treaty in or after
after
France
France et
l'Italie sont
et l'Italie
sont
the year 1931,
1931, France
conserver
autorisees aIt conserver
and Italy may each
each rerechacune deux batiments
chacune
biltiments
tain two
two sea-going
sea-going vesvesnavigants, qui
qui seront afsels for
training purpurfor training
fect6s
fect& exclusivement
exclusivement aux
aux
poses exclusively,
exclusively, that
that
ecoles de
de canonnage
canonnage ou
ou
ecoles
is,
or torpedo
torpedo
is, as gunnery
gunnery or
de torpilles. Pour la
schools. The two
schooThe
two vesvesFrance, ces deux navires
sels retained by France

TREATY—NAVAL
LIMITATION.
ARMAMENT LIMITATION.
TREATY-NAVAL ARMAMENT
seront du
seront

type Jean
Jean
Bart.
l'Italie, l'un
Bart. Pour l'talie,
Dante
d'eux
d'eux sera le Dante
Alighieri,
second sera
le second
Alighieri, le
Cesare.
du type
type Giulio
Giulio Cesare.
du
Vitali°
France et l'Italie
La France
s'engagent ah ne
ne plus
s'engagent
utlliser comme
comme navires
utiliser
guerre les navires
de guerre
ainsi
conserves dont les
ainsi conserves
blockhaus
devront alors
blockhaus devront
etre enleves
enleves et detruits.
Atre

III.
(a) Sous
reserve des exSous reserve
III. (a)
ceptions sp6ciales
speciales de
1'Arde l'Arceptions
tide IX, quand un navire
tice
la predoit 8tre
etre declass6,
déclassé, is
doit
miere operation
operation du demiere
consiste k
classement,
qui e,onsiste
classement, qui
tat
d' etat
mettre le
le navire hors d'
mettre
de
ulterieurement
remplir ulterieurement
de remplir
un
service de
combat, doit
de combat,
un service
etre
comimmediatement cometre immediatement
mencee.
mencee.
(b)
Un navire
consider6
sera consid6r6
navire sera
(b) Un
comme
mis hors
d'etat
hors d'etat
comme mis
ult6rieurede
remplir ulterieurede remplir
ment
service de comun service
ment un
enbat
on aura
aura enquand on
bat quand
ou
levo
et mis
mis k terre on
lev6 et
detruit a
navire:
a bord du navire:
detruit
(1) tous
tons les canons
canons et
(1)
parties essentielles
essentielles de
parties
canons,
les hunes
hunes de
canons, les
direction
et les
tir et
de tir
direction de
parties
tournantes de
parties tournantes
toutes les
tourelles barles tourelles
toutes
bettes et
fermees;
et fermAes;
bettes
(2)
is macbinerie
toutelamachinerie
(2) toute
hydraulique
ou electrihydraulique on
que de
de manoeuvre
manoeuvre des
que
ts;;
aff tits
(3)
les instrutous les
(3) tous
ments
et les
les tel6metres
telemetres
ments et
de direction
tir;
de tir;
direction de
de
(4) toutes
les munitoutes les
(4)
tions,
explosifs et les
les explosifs
tions, les
mines;
mines;
(5) toutes
les torpilles,
toutes les
(5)
cones
charge et tubes
de charge
cones de
lance-torpilles;
lance-torpilles;
(6)
les installainstallatoutes les
(6) toutes
tions de
de telegTaphie
t6elgraphie
tions
flu;
sans fil;
(7)
le blockhaus
blockhaus et
(7) le
toute
la cuirasse
cuirasse de
toute la
flanc, ou,
l' on presi l'on
ou, Si
flanc,
fere, tout
tout l'appareil
l'appareil
fere,
moteur principal;
principal;
moteur
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shall be
be of
the Jean
Jean
of the
shall
Bart class,
those
of those
and of
class, and
Bart

By Italy.
one ByItaly.
retained by
Italy one
by Italy
retained
Dante Alishall
be the Dante
shall be
of
ghieri,
the other
ghieri, the
the Giulio
Cesare class.
Giulio Cesare
the
On
these ships
retaining these
On retaining
for
purpose above
the purpose
for the
stated,
and Italy
Italy
France and
stated, France
respectively undertake
undertake
respectively
destroy
to remove
remove and
and destroy
to
their
conning-towers,
conning-towers,
their
and
not to use
use the said
and not
ships
as vessels
vessels of
war.
of war.
ships as
inwmade
spsttobe
the special cZ
III. (a)
Subject to
to the
h
alttbew
tartr,
;
(a) Subject
III.
scrap
exceptions contained
in service iwhen scrapcontained in
exceptions
0
perod
ddue
ppinggpe
Article
when aa vessel due.
IX, when
Article IX,
is due
due for
scrapping, the
for scrapping,
is
first stage of scrapping,
first
which
consists in renderrenderwhich consists
of
ing
ship incapable
incapable of
ing aa ship
further
warlike service,
service,
further warlike
shall be
be immediately
immediately unshall
dertaken.
dertaken.

shall be con- shipPsicfspoatordA vessel
(b) A
vessel shall
shfirepabiteOfwdaerr..
(b)
sidered incapable
incapable of
of furfur- likeservic
like service.
sidered
ther
service
warlike service
ther warlike
when there
there shall have
when
and
been
removed
removed
been
landed, or
else destroyed
or else
landed,
in
ship:
in the ship:
(1) All guns and essen(1)
essential portions
of guns,
portions of
tial
fire-control tops
tops
fire-control
and
revolving parts
parts
and revolving
barbettes and
of
and
of all barbettes
turrets;
(2) All machinery
machinery for
working hydraulic
working
or
electric mountor electric
ings;
(3)
All fire-control
fire-control in(3) All
struments and
struments
range-finders;
range-finders;
(4) All
All ammunition,
ammunition,
(4)
explosives
explosives and
mines;
mines;
(5) All
torpedoes,
All torpedoes,
(5)
war-heads and torwar-heads
pedo
pedo tubes;
wireless teleg(6)
All wireless
(6) All
raphy installations;
installations;
raphy
(7) The conning
conning tower
tower
(7)
and
and all side armour,
or alternatively
alternatively all
or
main propelling
propelling mamain
chinery;
chinery; and
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Periods
Peiods for
for effecting
effecting
the scrapping.
thesacrappng.

Unde general
Under
gmal weeagre

ment.
Ante, p. 1657.
Ante,
1657.

vessels
Replaced vessels.

A ore,
rte, pp. 1657,
.4
1657, 1658
1658.

Ante,
A nte, p.
1587.
j,. 1667.

(8) toutes
plate(8)
toutes les
les plateformes
formes d'atterrisd'atterrissage
d'envol et
et
sage et
et d'envol
tous autres
autres accesaccessoires
d'aviation.
soires d'aviation.
IV.
Les delais
delais dans
dans lesquels
lesquels les
les
IV. Les
operations
declassement
operations de
dedeclassement
navires devront
des navires
devront etre
etre
accomplies
accomplies sant
les suisuisont les
vents:
vants:
(a) S'il s'agit
de navires
s'agit de
navires a
declasser d'apre,s
declasser
d'apres le
le prepremier alines
l'article
alinea de
de l'article
II, les
les operations
operations n6cesnecesII,
saires pour mettre
mettre ces
ces
navires hors
d'etat de
de
hors d'6tat
remplir ulterieurement
ulterieurement
un
service de
de combat,
un service
combat, en
en
observant les
prescriples prescriptions du
III
du paragraphe
paragraphe III
de la pr6sente
presente Partie,
dePartie, devront 8tre
etre acheves
acheves dans
dans
un delai de
six mois
le
de six
mois et
et le
declassement devra
declassement
devra etre
Atre
completement
completement termine
termin6
dans un delai
d6lai de
de dixdixhuit mois,
et l'autre
l'autre
mois, Pun
l'un et
a dater de la mise en
h
en
vigueur
vigueur
du
present
du present
traite.
traite.
(b) S'il s'agit de
de navires
denavires h
h dclasser
les
d'apres
les
alineas 2
2 et 33 de l'Artil'Article II
II ou d'apres
d'apres l'Artide
l'Article III, les operations
de
necessaires
necessaires pour
pour mettre
mettre
chacun de ces navires
hors d'
etat de
de remplir
d'etat
remplir
ulterieurement un
ulterieurement
un serserde combat,
vice de
en obsercombat, en
observant les prescriptions
prescriptions du
du
paragraphe
paragraphe III
Ill de
la
de la
pr6sente
present° Partie,
Partie, devront
devront
8tre
etre commencees
plus
commencees au
au plus
tard aa la date de
turd
l'achevement
l'achevement du
du navire
navire
remplacement et
de remplacement
et dedevront etre terminees
terminees dans
dans
les six mois qui suivront
suivront
cette date.
date. Le declassedeclasseoper6
ment, op
ere conformeconformeparagraphe II
ment au paragraphe
II de
de
la presente
pre,sente Partie, devra
devra
termin6 dans
etre termine
les
dans les
dix-huit mois qui suisuil'achevement du
vront Fachevement
du
navire de remplacement.
remplacement.
Si, cependant, l'achevel'achevement du nouveau navire
navire
est retardS,
retarde, on
on devra
devra
au plus tard
commencer, an
turd

(8)
All landing
and
(8) All
landing and
flying-off
platforms
flying-off platforms
and all
all other
other aviaaviaaccessories.
tion accessories.
IV.
The periods
periods in
which scrapIV. The
in which
scrapping of vessels
vessels is
to be
be
is to
effected are
as follows:
are as
follows:
(a)
case of
of vessels
(a) In
In the
the case
vessels to
to
be scrapped
the
scrapped under
under the
first
of Artifirst paragraph
paragraph of
Article
the work
work of
of rencle II,
II, the
rendering
the vessels
dering the
vessels incaincapable
of further
pable of
further warwarlikee service, in
accordin accordance with paragraph
paragraph III
III
of
Part, shall
of this
this Part,
shall be
be
completed within
completed
within six
six
months
coming
months from
from the
the coming
into force of the
the present
present
Treaty, and
and the
the scrapscrapping
shall be
finally efefping shall
be finally
fected within eighteen
eighteen
months from such comcoming into force.
force.

(b) In the case of
of vessels
vessels to
to
be scrapped under
under the
the
second
second and third
third paraparagraphs of
or
graphs
of Article
Article II,
I, or
under Article
Article III, the
the
work of rendering
rendering the
incapable of furvessel incapable
further warlike
warlike service in
in
accordance with paraaccordance
paragraph III of
this Part
Part
of this
shall be commenced
commenced not
not
later than the
the date
date of
of
completion
completion of its sucsuccessor, and
and shall
finshall be
be finished within six
months
six months
from the date of
of such
such
completion. The
vessel
The vessel
shall be finally scrapped,
scrapped,
in accordance
accordance with
with paraparagraph II
of this
this Part,
II of
Part,
within eighteen
eighteen months
from the date of
of comcompletion of
pletion
of its
its successor.
successor.
If,, however, the
the comcompletion of the new vessel
vessel
e delayed, then
be
then the
the
work of rendering
the
rendering the
old vessel incapable
incapable of
of
further warlike service
service
in accordance
accordance with
with pararagraph III of this Part
Part
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LIMITATION.
ARMAMENT LIMITATION.
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quatre ans
ans apres
sa mise
apres sa
quatre
operations
sur cale,
les operations
cale, les
sur
mettre
necessairea pour
pour mettre
n6cessaires
le
navire hors
vieux navire
le vieux
d'kat de
remplir ulde remplir
d'etat
terieurement un service
terieurement
de combat,
conformecombat, conformede
III
ment au
au paragraphe
paragraphe III
ment
Partie, et
de
la presente
presente Partie,
de la
ce
travail devra etre
ce travail
termine
en six
six mois.
termine en
Le
vieux navire
devra
navire devra
Le vieux
etre
definitivement deetre d6finitivement
classe, dans
dans les
condiles condiclasse,
tions du
du paragraphe
paragraphe II
II
tions
de la
la presente
presente partie,
partie,
de
dix-huit mois
mois apres le
dix-huit
commencement
commencement des travaux
indite mise
raise hors
de ladite
vaux de
d'etat.
d'
etat.
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shall
commenced
be commenced
shall be
from
within four
four years
years from
within
the
keel of
the keel
of the
laying of
the laying
the
new vessel,
and shall
vessel, and
the new
be finished
finished within
within six
six
be
months
from the date
months from
on which
which such
such work
on
was
commenced, and
was commenced,
vessel shall be
the
old vessel
the old
acfinally scrapped
scrapped in
in acfinally
cordance
paragraph
with paragraph
cordance with
within
II
of this
Part within
this Part
II of
from
eighteen
months from
eighteen months
the work
the
date when
when the
the date
it incaof
rendering it
of rendering
pable
further warlike
of further
pable of
service
service was commenced.

PART= 3.
3.
PARTIE

3.
PART 3.
PART

REMPLACEMENTS.
BEMPLACEMENTS.

REPLACEMENT.
REPLACEMENT.

des navires
Le remplacement
remplacement des
navires de
Le
porte-aeroligne
des navires
navires porte-aeroet des
ligne et
nefs
se fera
fera selon
selon les
les regles de la
nefs se
section I
et des tableaux de la
la
I et
section
pr6sente Partie.
section II
II de
de la
la presente
Pardee
section

The replacement
replacement of capital
The
carriers shall
ships and
aircraft carriers
and aircraft
ships
the rules
take place
according to
to the
place according
take
tables in
in
the tables
and the
I and
Section I
in Section
this Part.
Section II
of this
II of
Section

SECTION I1
SECTION
REMPLACEMENT.
DE REMPLACEMENT.
REGLES DE
REGLES

reserve des cas prevus
(a)
Sous reserve
(a) Sous
tableaux de
b.. Particle
l'article VIII et aux tableaux
la section
section II
de la
la presente
presente partie,
II de
la
les navires
de ligne
ligne et les navires
navires de
les
porte-aeronefs
pourront Atre
etre remporte-aeronefs pourront
places, vingt
apres le jour de
ans apres
vingt ans
places,
leur
achevement, par des consleur .achevement,
tructions neuves,
neuves, mais seulement
tructions
dans les
finites prevues aux
les limites
dans
articles IV
et VII.
VII. Sous reserve
IV et
articles
l'article
des exceptions
exceptions pr6vues
prevues ahParticle
des
VIII et
et aux
tableaux de la section
section
aux tableaux
VIII
II
de in
presente partie,
partie, les noula presente
II de
veaux navires
navires ne
pourront etre
ne pourront
veaux
dix-sept
mis
our cale
cab e que
que di
x-sept ans
mis sur
l'unit Ita
apres
Pachevement de l'unito
apres l'achevement
Toutefois il est enremplacer. Toutefois
remplacer.
tendu
l'exception des navires
qu'a l'exception
tendu qu'h
de
vises
au troisieme
alines, de
troisieme alinea
vises au
Particle
et It
l'exception du
a l'exception
II et
l'article II
tonnage de
remplacement spede remplacement
tonnage
presente
la presente
II de in
cifie a
it la
in section
section II
cifi6
ne
ligne ne
partie, aucun
de ligne
navire de
aucun navire
partie,
sera mis
mis our
avant l'expiracaleeavant
sur cab
sera
a
tion
!Anode de dix ans It
d'une p6riode
tion d'une
partir du
du 12
12 novembre
novembre 1921.
1921.
partir
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Replacement.
Replacement.
IPosa.
Post, p.
p. 1672.
1872.
Post,

SECTION I.I.
SECTION
RULES FOR
FOR REPLACEMENT.
REPLACEMENT.
RULES
(a) Capital
Capital ships
ships and
and aircraft thorized
thNorhed 20 yeas after
(a)
carriers twenty
after the
completion of vessels.
the completionofvessels.
years after
twenty years
carriers
date of
of their
completion may,
their completion
date
provided in
except
otherwise provided
as otherwise
except as
Article
VIII and
in the tables in
and in
Article VIII
this Part, be reSection
II of
of this
Section II
construction, but
new construction,
placed by
by new
placed
Limitations.
within the
the limits
limits prescribed
prescribed in Limitatons.
within
The
VII.
Article IV
IV and
Article
and Article
Article
construction
keels
such new
new construction
of such
keels of
may,
as otherwise
otherwise proexcept as
may, except
vided
in Article
Article VIII
VIII and in the
vided in
tables in
in Section
II of
of this Part,
Section II
tables
earlier than
be laid
laid down
down not
not earlier
be
the date of
seventeen
from the
years from
seventeen years
of the tonnage to be
completion
completion of
replaced,
that
provided, however, that
replaced, provided,
tonnage, with the
no
ship tonnage,
capitalship
no capital
to
referred to
of the ships referred
exception of
exception
in the
the third
paragraph of Article
third paragraph
in
II, and
and the
replacement tonnage
the replacement
II,
specifically
mentioned in Section
specifically mentioned
shall be laid down
II
of this
this Part,
Part, shall
II of
from November
until ten
ten years
November
years from
until
12,
12, 1921.
1921.

20 y eti°14teir-
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Infetinatim
be
(b)
Chacune
msuon to be
(b) Chacune
communicated tot the
other
other Contracting
Contracting ContraCtantes
Contractantes

des
Puissances
des Puissances
communiquera
communiquera
aussi rapidement
rapidement que
que possible
possible aux
aux
autres les informations
suivantes:
informations suivantes:

Powers.
Powers.

(1)
les noms
des navires
(1) les
noms des
navires de
de
line
porteligne et
et des
des navires
navires portea ronefs qui
qui doivent
doivent etre
aeronefs
etre
remplaces par
par des
des consconsremplaces
tructions
neuves;
tructions neuves;
de l'autonsation
(2) la
la date
date de
l'autorisation
gouvemementale .donnee
gouvernementale
donnee
pour la
pour
la construction
construction des
des
navires
navires de
remplacement;
de remplacement;
de mise
sur cale
cabede
(3) la
la date
date de
mise sur
de
chaque navire de
de remremplacement;
placement;
(4) le d6placement
deplaceraent type
type en
ell
tonnes et en tonnes
metatonnes m6triques de chaque unite nouclues
nouvelle a
a mettre sur
cale
sur cale
ainsi que
ses principales
que ses
principales
dimensions,
dimensions, a
a savoir:
savoir: lonlongueur h
a la flottaison;
flottaison; larlargeur maximum ah ou
sous
ou sous
la ligne de flottaison;
flottaison; timoyen corresrant d'eau
d'eau moyen
correspondant
pondant au
an deplacement
deplacement
type;
type;
(5)
(5) la date d'achevement
d'achevement de
de
chaque nouvelle
nouvelle unite
et
unit6 et
d6placement type
son deplacement
type en
en
tonnes et en tonnes
tonnes metrim6triques, ainsi que
see prinprinque ses
cipales dimensions
dimensions aalpolApol'achevement, ah
que de l'achevement,
i la
savoir: longueur a
la ligne
flottaison;
de
largeur
largeur
maximum aa ou sous la
flottaison;
flottaison;
tirant d'eau
tirant
d'eau
moyen
correspondant an
moyen correspondant
au
deplacement type.
deplacement
type.
Repo
nt in case
(C)
Replacement
(C) Les navires
navires de sgne
figne et
les
et les
e naviros porte-aeronefs pourront,
or OKS or accidental" de.
Steoraoidental
navires porte-aeronefs pourront,
struction.
en cas de
perte ou de destruction
de_perte
destruction
accidentelIe,
tre remplaces
accidentelle, etre
remplaces imimmediatement, dans les limites de
mediatement,
de
specifiees aux articles
tonnage specifiees
articles
IV et VII,pardes
VII, par des constructions
constructions
conformement
neuves effectu6es
effectuees conformement
aux dispositions du present
present
Traite;
programme de remTraite; le programme
placement
pr6vu pour la Puisplacement prevu
Puissance int6ressee
interessee sera
sera consider()
considere
comme ayant ete avance
avanc6 en ce
qui concerne le navire perdu on
detruit.
detruit.
anevelsorbidg
Wvesselsngforbid(d) La
seule refonte
autorisee
(d)
La seule
refonte autorisee
tained
den except
exept for
for air pour
pour les
et les
les
les navires
navires de
de line
ligne et
defense, etc.
anvires porte-aeronefs
porte-aeronefs conserves
conserves
consistera aIt munir
mtmir ces unites
de
unites de
Reeet

trueti

n

(b)
Each of
Contracting
(b) Each
of the
the Contracting
Powers
shall
communicate
Powers
shall
communicate
promptly
to each
each of
the other
other
promptly to
of the
Contracting
Powers the
following
Contracting Powers
the following
information:
information:
(1)
of the
the capital
(1) The
The names
names of
capital
ships
and aircraft
aircraft carriers
carriers
ships and
to be
replaced by
to
be replaced
by new
new conconstruction;
struction;
(2)
date of
of governmental
(2) The
The date
governmental
authorization of
replaceauthorization
of replacement
ment tonnage;
tonnage;
(3)
date of
the
(3) The
The date
of laying
laying the
replacement tonkeels of
of replacement
tonnage;
nage;
(4) The
standard displacement
displacement
(4)
The standard
and metric
tons
in tons
tons and
metric tons
of
new ship
to be
be
of each
each new
ship to
laid down, and
the prinand the
principal dimensions,
dimensions, namely,
namely,
length at
at waterline,
waterline, exextreme beam
beam at
or below
below
at or
waterline, mean
draft at
at
mean draft
standard displacement;
displacement;

The date
date of
of
(5) The
of completion
completion of
each new ship and
its
and its
standard
standard displacement
in
displacement in
tons and metric tons,
tons, and
and
the principal
principal dimensions,
dimensions,
namely, length at
at waterwaterline, extreme beam
at or
beam at
or
below waterline,
mean
mean
draft at standard displacedisplacement, at time
of completime of
completion.
tion.

(c) In case
loss or
ease of loss
or accidental
accidental
destruction
destruction of
of capital
or
capital ships
ships or
aircraft carriers, they may imimmediately, be replaced by
by new
new
construction subject
tonconstruction
subject to
to the
the tonnage limits prescribed in
in Articles
Articles
IV
VIr- and in conformity
IV- and VII
with the other provisions
provisions of
of the
the
present Treaty,
Treaty, the
the regular
regular rereplacement program being deemed
deemed
to be advanced
advanced to that extent.

(d) No retained
retained capital
capital ships or
or
aircraft carriers
carriers shall be
reconbe reconstructed except
except for
for the
structed,
the purpose
purpose
of providing means of defense
defense

TREATY-NAVAL ARMAMENT
TREATY—NAVAL
ARMAMENTr LIMITATION.
LIMITATION.
moyens
moyens de
de defense
defense contre
contre les
les
attaques aeriennes et
et sous-marines dans les conditions
conditions suivantes: les Puissances
Puissances Contracce but,
tantes pourront,
pourront, dams
dans ce
but,
ajouter aux navires
navires existants des
des
soufflages et
que
et caissons,
caissons, ainsi
ainsi que
des ponts de
de protection
protection contre
contre
les
attaques aoriennes,pourvu
que
les attaques
a6riennes, pourvu que
l'augmentation
deplacement
l'augmentation de
de d6placement
qui
qui en
en resultera
resultera pour
pour les
les navires
navires
ne depasse
d6passe pas 3.000 tonnes
(3.048 tonnes metriques)
metiques) pour
pour
chaque navire. Sera interdit
mterdit tout
changement dans
la cuirasse
changement
dans la
cuirasse de
de
calibre et le nombre des
flanc, le calibre
canons de Parmement
principal,
canons
l'armement principal,
changement dans
dans
ainsi que tout
tout changement
d'installation.
son plan
plan general
general d'installation.
exception:
nII est fait exception:
(1) pour
(1)
pour la
la France
France et
et 'Italie,
1'Italie,
qui pourront, dams
dans les
hmites de 1'augmentation
l'augmentation
deplacement accordee
de d6placement
pour le soufflage,
soufflage, accroltre
accroItre
les cuirassements
cuira,ssements de proprotection ainsi que le
1 calibre
des canons portes par leurs
navires de ligne existants,
aa la condition
condition que ce
calibre ne depasse
depasse pas 16
pouces (406 millimetres);
millimetres);
pouces
(2)
Britannique,
(2) pour
pour l'Empire
l'Empire Britannique,
qui sera autorise
autorise a
a achever
qui
achever
sur
le Renown,
les modifisur le
Renown, les
modificuirassement
cations de cuiraRsement
deja commencees
coramencees et provisoirement arrAtees.
visoirement
arretees.
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against
against air and submarine
submarine attack, and subject to the following
rules: The Contracting Powers
may, for that purpose, equip existing tonnage with bulge or
or
blister or anti-air
anti-air attack
attack deck
deck
protection,
protection, providing the
the increase of displacement
displacement thus
effected does not exceed 3,000
tons (3,048 metric tons) displacedisplacement for
each
ship. No
altera- Armament
Armament alteraalterament
for
each
ship.
ateraNo
,.
.
.,
.
,.
permitted.
tions not permitted.
tions
side armor,
in calibre,
tions in
in side
armor, in
calibre,

number or general
general type of mountmounting of main armament shall
shall be
be
permitted except:
permitted
except:

(1)
the case
ewed
France and
and
(1) in
in the
case of
of France
France and
and It
AnOad Frce
Italy.
Italy, which countries
countries
Y.
within the limits allowed
allowed
for bulge may increase
their
their armor
armor protection
protection and
and
the calibre of the guns
now carried on their existing capital ships so as not
to exceed 16 inches
inches (406
millimeters) and
millimeters)
(2) the
the British
British Empire
Empire shall
shall be
'•(2)
be
permitted to
permitted
to complete,
complete, in
in
the case
case of
the Renown,
Renown, the
the
of the
the
alterations to
armor that
that
alterations
to armor
have
been comcomhave already
already been
menced
menced but
but temporarily
temporarily
suspended.
suspended.

British Empire.
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1672

TREATY- NAVAL ARMAMENT
ARMAMENT LIMITATION
FEBRUARY 6,
1922.
6, 1922.
LIMITATION. . FEBRUARY
TREATY-NAVAL
S
ECTION II.
II.
SECTION

Capital
ships
rereCapital ships
placed
scrapped.
paced and scrapped.

REMPLACEMENT
DECLASSEMENT DES
DES NAVIRES
NAVIRES DE
LIGNE.
DE LIGNE.
ET DECLASSEMENT
REMPLACEMENT ET
ETATS-UNIS.

ETATS-UNIS.

Stat.
United States.

Navires conserves. Nombre
total.
Annee.
AM

Navhes mis
smis
Nvire
sur ode.

Naires
Ix:haves.
Navires

Navires hd6classer
declasser (Age
(Age entre
parenthfse).
entre parenthese).
Navires

Pre-

Post-

Jutland
Jutland..
Maine
Missouri (20),
(30), VirginIa
(17),
Virginia (17),
(20), Missouri
Maine (20),
Nebraskao2
.7)
3 is
Clortla (17),
(17), New Jersey
Jersey
(17)Gea
Nelraska

17
17

1

sc7),

(17), Rhode sland (17), Connecticut
(1 7), Louisiana
(17),(12 ermont
ermmt (16),
(16),
(17),
Louisia
ans9 (16),
(16), Minneota
Irmnesota (16),
(16), New
Kasas
fit
ammhfre (15)
(15) South
Carolina (13),
(13),
South Carolina
Hampshre
Michigan
(13), Washington
Washington (0), South
gichigan (13),
(0),
(),
ndianaa (0),
, (0), Montana
(0), Indiana
Dakota (0),
MasaNorth Carolina
Carolina (0),
(0), Massa(0), Iowa (0)
chusetts (0),
(0), Le
xington (0), ConstituLexington
tion (0),
(0), Constellation
Cmstellatim (0), Saratoga (0),
(0),
Ranger
(0), United States (0).*
(0).*
anger (0),
Delaware (12), North Dakota (12)........
(12)
Delaware(12),

A. n.it
A.
B. .
1922
1922.... ............
....
1923
1923..
.
...................................
..............
1924. ,
19.......
1925
192.......5....................................
1926
......................................................
1925
1927
........ ..............................
192...
1928
192..
......................................
1929
I=
....... ............
193
1930 ......................
1931
1932 ......
......- .....................................................
-1933.Iis
1933.
0'
tah(25)
Florida
(23), Utah
(, Wyoming
Wyoming (2
(M).... |
id (2S)
C,D
D
1934
31,,L.....
L. .
13.....
a(2&),Texas(iI)
A
(24), Texas 24), NewYork(21)
New York (21)1935
J
J...........-.. N, if .......... Arkansas
135.
20)....1........
Nevada (20)
(20) Oklahoma
Oklahoma (20)..
G............
L
1930
__,
K L .....
IC
16S.3B
l (21)..........
...
Pms......v
(
Arizona ia
(211,
Pennsylvania
.Ariona
If, I
it .........
1s37.
1937
Missisipp (21)........................
J......
...
N ,0 --Mississippi
21)
1938
N,
1
1938.
(21)
...................
X,
L
New Mexico (
21), Idaho(20)..............
Idaho (20)
KL..NewMexico
P.
1939.
1939
P. Q
Q
........................
Tennessee(20
.....-...............
1940
bt"
940. ........
Tennessee20
c
M s
...................
1941 ......
N, 0
California
20, Maryland (20)
Virginia"....
2 Navires deela
P,Q..........
2
Ia classe
clams "West Virginia
1942 ....................
P, Q

'
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
12
9
I9

7
. 5
5
4
4
... 2
0
00

3
3
33
33
33
33
33
33
3
33
3
3
3
3
3
5
5
7
7
88
10
10
11
11
13
13
14
14
15
15
15

combat
'IUlinoispour des destinations
l'Oron et Pliffneis
*
pourront conserver
conserver l'Oregon
destinations autres que le combat
* Les Etats-Unis pourront
en se conformant aux dispositions
dispositions d
de la Partie
Part e2,, III,
In, (b).
classe "West
#
"West Virginia."
Virginia."
# 22 de la class.
d6place
Norx.-Les lettras
chacune un navire
novice de llgne
ligne de 35.000 tonnes de deplacereprsentent chacune
lettres A, B, C, D, etc., reprasentent
Noz.-Les
ndiques.
annes indiquees.
das les
ment type, mis sur
our cale
cal. et achev
&above dans
lea =lees

TREATYNAVAL ARMAMENT
TREATY-NAVAL
ARMAMENT LIMITATION.
LIMITATION.

FEBRUARY 6,
1922.
FEBRUARY
6, 1922.

1673
1673

SECTION II.
II.
SECTION
Capital ships
ships rereplaced and scrapped.
scrapped.

REPLACEMENT AND
SCRAPPING OF CAPITAL
CAPITAL SHIPS.
AND SCRAPPING
SHIPS.
REPLACEMENT

United States.

UNITED STATES.
UNITED
STATES.
retained.
Ships retained.
Summary.
Summary.
Year.

Ships laid
hips
laid
down.

Ships compsoe
pleted.

scrapped (age In
Ships scrapped
in parentheses).,
parentheses).

p
Pre-

PstIPost-

Jutland.
Maine (20),
(20), Missouri
Virginia ((17 ),
Maine
Missouri (20),
20), Vrginia
Nebraska (17),
(17), Georgia
(17), New
New Jersey
Jersey
Nebraska
Georga (17),

(17), Rhode
Rhode Iland
Island (17),
Connectcut
,
(17) Connecticut
(17),
(17), Louisiana
Louisiana (17),
(17), Vermont
Vermont (16),
(16),
(17),
Kansas (16),
(16) Minneota
jran..4
Minnesota (16), New
Hampshire (15),
South Carolina
Carolina (13),
(13),
Hampshire
('1), South
Michigan (13),
(13), Washington
Washingtn (0), South
Booth
Michigan
Dakota (0),
Indiana (0), Montana
(0),
Dakota
(0), Indiana
Montana (0),
(0), MassaNorth Carolina (0),
(0) Iowa (0)
chusetts (0), Lexington
ConstituLxington (0), Constitnchusetts
tim
(0), Saratoga
Saratoga (0),
tion (0),
(0), Constellation
C
ltion (0),
(O),
Ranger (0),
(0), United
United States (0).*
(o).*
Banger
Delaware (12), North Dakota (12)........
(12)
Delaware(12),
A,B,#.......
A,
33 ,*
...........
........................
.
-.................................
--...-..
I-..
.
..............
...............
.................................

1922
1922..................
1923
192.. .A,
1923 ..................
1924
1925....... ................
1925
1925 ..
1926
1927........
......
1927
1927 ---------.--.-.
--------------------------1928 ......................................
....
...............-------...
...
....
1929
19 ........ ... - .... . .........................................................
1929
.
1929
1930
...
..............
...............
1930 ....... CD.......-----.....................
C,D D..........
1931
C
1931..
...........................................
1932
...........---...........--E,
E....F
F-......- ..
.......-----................
1932 .
....
.......
1933
..................
.........
3.......
C D
1934
Florida (23), Utah (23), Wyoming (
P).
II, I
F
Arkansas (23), Texas (21), NewYor
New York (21).
(21)
E,F.........
Arkansas(23),Texas(21)
1935......
.......
1935
Nevada (21,
(20)..............
K,
L .
(20), Oklahoma
Oklahoma (20)
..........
Nevada
1936
K
K,L.........
1936.
(21)...........
1937
H, I
rizona (21)
M.....
Arizona
(21, Pennsylvnia
Peruisylvania (........H,I.........
(21)
Mississippi EL)
Mississippi(21)........................
J............
1938
N, 0
N,.......1938..
K, L
NewMeico(21),Idaho(20)..............
K,L........
New Mexico (21), Idaho (20)
1939....... PP, @.........
1939
-.....- 38 ............
Tennessee
M
Tennessee (20)
(
20) ..............
...............
1940
California (20), Maryland
Maryland (20).............
(20)
California
N, 0
1941....................... N,..........
1941
2ships West
Virginia Class
West Virgia
lass................
P,
1942 ................
F, Q
Q.......... 2ships

17
17),

15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15

15
15

12
9
9
77
5
5
4
4
2
2
11

o
0
0
0

1
1

38

33
3
3
33
33

3a

3
33
33
3s
333
33
33

a

77
88
10
10
11
11
13
13
14
14
15
15
15
15

after complying
Oregon and Illinois,
IUinois, for noncombatant
States may retain the Oregon
noncombatant purposes,
purposes, alter
complying
**The United
United States
with the provisions
provisions of Part 2, III, (b).
West Virgina
Virginia class.
class.
##Two
Two West
Individual
Ncrrx.-A,
C, D, etc.,
etc., represent
represent individual
NoTr.-A, B, C,
speified.
in the years
down and completed
completed in
years specified.
•

.

lad
displacement, laid'
capital
capital ships of 35,000 tons standard
standard displacement,

1674
1674
pi
Capital

TREATYNAVAL ARMAMENT
ARMAMENT LTMITATION
6, 1922.
1922.
FEBBUARY 6,
LIMITATION.. FEBRUARY
TREATY-NAVAL

Capital ships rescrapped.
and serapped.
placed and
Empir
British Empire.

REMPLACEmENT
ET DECLASSEMENT
LIGNE.
NAVIRES DE LIGNE.
DES NAVIRES
DECLASSEMENT DES
REMPLACEMENT ET
EMPIRE
BRITANNIQUE.
EMPIRE BRITANNIQUE.
Navires conserves. Nombre
serv.s.
total.

A
Anne&

Nevins mis
mis
Navires
sur tale.
cale.
sur

Nevins
Nsvi
acheves.
achevds.

Navires adeclasser (kgeentreparentbhse).
(kgeentreparenthese).
Naviresadeclasser

Pmo
Pre-

IPostPost-

Jutland.
Jutland.
Commonwealth
(16) Agamemnon
Agameannon (13),
(13),
Commonwealth (16),
Dreadnought
helleroron (12),
(12), St.
(15), Beleropon
Dreadnought (15),
Vincent
(13 ,Superb
Superb (12)
(12),
(11) Inflexible
Inflexible (13),
Vincent (11),
Neptune (10),
(10), Hercules
(10), Indomitable
Hercules(10),Indomitable
(13), Temeraire
Teineraire (12),
(12), New
(9),
Zealand (9),
New Zealand
(13),
Lion
Royal (9), Conqueror
Conqueror
ion (9),
(9), Princess Royal(9),
(9),
(9),
Australia
(), Australia
on (9),
i Orlon
Moar
(9), Monarch
(8),
Agincourt (7),
Erin (7), 4
en construc4enconstrc(7), Erin(7),
(8),Agincourt
tion on
en project.*
project.*
tion
on en

21

21
...................................................... 21
1922
A, B #
1922....... A,
21
..............................
1923 .................................
21
21
........
.
.
.
19242
1924
17
'nag Goerge V (13), Ajax
(12),
a (13),
12), Centurion
Centurion
1925
B......... King
1925................ ..-- A, B
(12),
Thunderer (13).
(13).
(12), Thunderer
17
..................................................
926
..
1926
17
1927 . ...................................................
17
17
1928 .......
...................................................................
...... ...
17
1929
17
.......................
..........
................
192.....
17
1930
17
1930................................................................
17
C, D
1931
17 ;
1932
E, fF.........................
........................................
1922
1932......
17
G
1933
........................................
G..................
1933
13
H, I
C, D .......... Iron Duke
(20), Marlborough
Marlborough (20),
(20), EmEmDuke (20),
1934 ....... H,I..........
C,D
1934
peror of India (20), Benbow (20).
(20).
peror
1935 .
E,
F
99
nppi te
Tiger(21),
(21), Queen Elisabeth
(20),
W Warspite
Ef abeth (20),
. Tter
E,..........
..
.... 1
1935
), Barham (20).
(20).
(20),Barbam
7
7
emign(20).........
a(),Boal
G
Malaya
(20),
Royal
Sovereign
(20)
G..
...........
1936
K,
L
KL.........
,......
19i36.
5
5
rIt) (24) .... .........
(. (21) Beolno
1937......
1937-------34
11,1 Revenge
4
4
)
............
(
0al...
3
1938
N,
0
1938...
......
KL
193 .
PQ.........
2
2
K,,..L::::::
L
(23)
..........
(23) ILpulse
Bepulse (23)
1939
• P,
Q Q
VaBnt
Ita
=t (21)
1939.......
PQ.L......
1
1.....
1940
ki .... ........ ..........
....(24
i
Renow
Renown
19401..--.......o
.............
0
Ranies (24), Hood
d (21)
1941
N, O.
0
Ramillies
1941
'
o
0
(17),B
.... P
A (17),
B (17)
(17) ........................
1942
.............
P. Q ....

.

11

1
1
11
11
33
3
3
3
3
3
3

3
a
3
3
55

77
88
If
10
11
11
1
It
13
1,
14
II
IS
11
15

*
L'Empire Britannique
Britannique pourra conserver le Colosrus
Colosrus et to
Collingwood pour des destinations
destinations autres
le Colingwood
* L'Empire
quo le
to combat
conferment aux dispositions de
la Partie 2, III, (b).
(b).
dela
rcombat
en se conformant
qua
#
tonnes do d6placement
deplacement type.
# 22navires de 35,000 tonnes
Nova.-Les lettres
etc., representent
chacune un navire de ligne do 36.000
diplace35.000 tonnes de deplacereprtsentent chacune
A, B,
B, C,
C, D,
D, etc.,
lettres A,
NoTe.-Les
talent type,
type, mis
mi.s sur
stir oale
ado et achev6
scheme dans les
lea amides
indiquoes.
annees indlquee.
ment

a

TREATYNAVAL ARMAMENT
LIMITATION . FEBRUARY
1922.
FEBRUARY 6, 1922.
ARMAMENT LIMITATION.
TREATY-NAVAL

pice
Capital ships rereCapital
scrapped.
placed and scrapped.
British Empire.

REPLACEMENT AND
AND SCRAPPING
SCRAPPING OF
OF CAPITAL
CAPITAL SHIPS.
SHIPS.
REPLACEMENT
EMPIRE.
BRITISH
BRITISH EMPIRE.
Ships
Ships retained.
retained.
Summary.
Summary.
Ships
laid
Ships laid
down.
down.

Year.

Shi
ps corn
Ships
completed.

Ships scrapped (age
(age in parentheses).
parentheses).

Pre- I PostPostPre-

Jutland.
Jutland.
--

A. B#........
B if

1922
1922.....
1923
193.......
1924
1924......

A.
B
A.B.........

1925......
1925

1926.
1926 .....
1927
1927......
1928
1928.......
1929
1929 ......
1930
1930......
1931
1931.......
1932
1932.......
1933
1933.......
1934
1934.......

King
George V
V (13),
Centurion
(12), Centurion
(13), Ajax
Ajax (12),
King George
(12), Thunderer
Thunderer (13).
(13).
(12),

C. D...........
E.F...........
E.
F
.............

1935 .......
1935

.........
G....
G
G.............
H.I..........
H.
I
H.I......

C.D...........
C. D

I
J.............

E.F..........
E.
F

K. L
L..........
K.
1936 .......
M .............
M
1037 .......
1837
N.....0 .....
N.O
1938
1938..
P.
Q
1939
P. Q.........
1939.......
1940
............
1940.......

1941
1941.........-..--.....

1942 ......
1942

Commonwealth (1),
(16), Agamemnon
Agamemnon (13),
(13),
Commonwealth
Dreadnought
(12), St.
ellerophon (12),
(15), Bellerophon
Dreadnought (15),
Vincent (11)
(11), Inflexible (13),
12),
(13, Superb (12),
Neptune (105,
(10), Indomitable
Indomitable
(105, Hercules (10),
(13), Temeraire
Temeraire (12), New Zealand
Zealand (9),
(9),
(13),
(9) Conqueror
Lion (9), Princess Royal (9),
(9), Monarch
Monarch (9), Orion (9), Australia
(9),
(8),
(7), 4
4building or
(7), Erin (7),
8), Agincourt
Agincourt (7),
projected.*
projected.*

I

..........

O.. ...........
G
H.I............
H.
I
J.............
J
K.
L
K.:..........
M
M..............
N.
0
N.. O..........
.........
P. Q
Q..

Iron
(20), Marlborough
Marlborough (20),
(20), EmEmIron Duke (20),
peror
(20).
(20), Benbow (20).
peror of India (20),
(21), Queen
Queen Ehzabeth
(20), Warspite
Elizabeth (20),
Tiger (21),
(20), Barham
Barham (20).
(20).
(20),
Malaya (20), Royal
Royal Sovereign
Sovereign (20).........
(20)
Malaya
Revenge (21), Resolution
Resolution (21).........
(21)
Revenge
..........
(22)?,..... ......
Royal Oak (22)
Valiant
(23)
-Ul(23),
f, Repulse
nMSwtl
IU ----.--..--Renown (24
(24)).......
.....
.....
Renown
Ramillies (24),
(21)...............
(24), Hood
Hood (21)
Ramillies
A (17)
,B (17)
(17) .........................
A
(17) ,B

1675

21

1
1

21
21
21
21
21
21
17
17

1
1

17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
13
13

3
3
3
3

1
1

1
1
3
3

s
3
a
3
a
3
3a
3a
3a
58

9
9

77

77
55

88
11
10
11
11
11
13
14
14
11
15
15
11

44

22
1
1

00

0
0

purposes, after comThe British
Empire may
retain the
and Collingwooi
Collingtrool for
for noncombatant
noncombatant purposes,
Colossus and
the Colossus
may retain
British Empire
**The
plying
of Part
2, III,
III, (b).
(b).
Part 2,
provisions of
the provisions
with the
plying with
#
Two 35,000-ton
standard displacement.
displacement.
ships, standard
35,000-ton ships,
# Two
ships of35,000
capital ships
Nom-A,
B, C,
etc., represent
represent individual
of 35,000 tons standard
standard displacement
displacement laid down
down
individual capital
D, etc..
C, D,
NoTE.-A, B,
and completed
the years
years specified.
specified.
in the
completed in
and

1676
1676

TREATYNAVAL ARMAMENT
ARMAMENT LIMITATION.
LIMITATION . FEBRUARY
FEBRUARY 6,
6, 1922.
1922.
TREATY-NAVAL
REMPLACEMENT
LASSFMENT DE
NAVIRES DE
DE NAVIRES
DE LIGNE.
LIGNE.
REMPLACEMENT ET DEP
DEPLASSEMENT

Capital
ships repital ships
aceQ
and scrapped.
pla
and
scapped.

FRANCE.
FRANCE.

yFane.
Fiance.

Navires
Navlre conserves. Nombre
serv/.
totaL
total.

A
Amide.

Navires mis
ms
Navires
aureate.
.......
r.

Nevins
NaNvrs
achavds.

Navin"k " claim
|
pa Btve)
ene parenthaso.
(e anti.
d6da aer
a
Nare
.................................
Pre- I Poet(Age

Jutland.
Jutland.
77

1922
192
....
........ ...............................
19.............................................................
.
1923
•
2...... .................................................
1924
..........
19257
....
..............................................
19257
1927
35,006 tonnes.7
1928............
..........................................................................
19287
35,000
tonnes. ..................................................
192
5, tonnes..
1929
35,000tonnes
Jean Bert
(17), Conrbet (17)
1930
1M30.....................
35,000tonnes.. Jean
art(17),Courbet(17).............
.
1931
35,000tonnes.
(18)
1932
35,000tonnee.
35,000toimes.
1932...
5,0tonnes
....
35,
to
. France
Fa
(18).......
........................
1933
193..
. 35,000tonnes.
35,00Otonn ....*
...........................................
1934
35,000
toimes
Paris (20), Bretagne (20)*
1934....
...
5,00tonne..
Paris(20),Bretagna(20)..................
1935
35,000
tonnes_ Prove
Provence (20)
1B35........ ........ ..
35,000tons..
(20).............................
35,000
tonnes
Lorraine
1936
1 3......
..........
35,00tonnt.
rLorin( (20)
(20)........... ...............
1937
1937...........................
.........................................
138 *
.......................... ............
1938
...........................
•
39.......................................
............................................
1939
1940 ..
...................................................................................
1941
194 ............................................................................
1942 ........ ..............
.......
1942

0

7
7

0

77
7

0
0

7
7
55

•
(*

5
4
4
4
4
22
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
00
0
0

0
0

•
•
I
I
•
*
•

(
(

)

I

*
)

Dana ls
ke limits!
du tonnage
tonnage total; nomsbe
nombre non hfi
fix&
*•Dan
limites dn
Warw.—Ls France reserve
erpreasement
tonnage de navlre
ravine de
NoTE.-La
rvos expenss
nt son drat
droit d'enrployer
d'employer son allocation
anlocation de tonnage
gene comme
elle Ie
lejuora
bon, poem's
qua
depleesenent
de cheque
depose pas 35.(00
et
3lpgm
n
.eell
o ebon,
ponrqu ha
e le dep
neit do
cbaqe =vire
nair ne dpoMasp
5.000ttonnes
tn
t
qua
tag de naming
de Egos reaee
mete dans
per le prdeent
Trait&
qa le
b tonnes"
ton a totl
av
dele
dili Is. limit..
ite impowles
impO eble
prsnt Trat.

REPLACEMENT
AND SCRAPPING
CAPITAL SHIPS.
REPLACEMENT AND
SCRAPPING OF
OF CAPITAL
SHIPS.
FRANCE.
FRANCE.
Ships retained.
retained.
Summary.
Summary.
Year.
Yea.

Ships laid
down.
down.

Ships cocomShips
plated.
pated.

Ships scrapped
scrapped (age
(age in parentheses).
Parentheses)*

Pre.
Pre- I Post-

'

Jutland.
Jutland.
-

1922
1922......
1923.
1923.......
1924
1924 ......
1925
1925.......
1926
1932......
1927 ......
1928.
192.......
1929
192
1930. .......
1930.......
1931..
1932
193.......
1933
193.......
1934
1935
1931......
1936
1937
1938
1939

............................................

............................................
7)Co

s..o
.....
35,000 to................
tons.

"5,o0
tons...............
00
... "France'(...I..............................
35,000 tons.
. . ..
....
............
....
35,000 tons.
... .............
35f00 tons.... Jean Bart (17), Combat (17)
35,000 tons....
tons.
35,000
tons.
35,000 tons....
tons
35,000
tons.... 35,000
France (hp..
OOO
tons...............
..
35,000 tons
tons.
....
............
...................
35,0....
Bretagne(20)......
35,000 tons.....
tons
Pars
Paris (20),
(20), Bretagne
(20)
0 tons::::D0
.
35,000 tons ..
Provence (20)
(70) .....................
.. .........
....... Provene
....
... 335,000
....
5,tns ttons
.................
Lorraine (20)
Lortane(ao().....................

1940.......

1940

1941.......
1941
1942
.
1942.......

(1......................................

................ ................

77
7
7
77
77
77
77
77
77
55
5
5
4
4
4
4
2
2
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0(
0

r)
*)
*)
*

0
0
0
0
0
0

*
(*
•
(*
(*)
(*)

*Within tonnage limitations;
limitations; number not fixed.

NoTe.-France expressly
Norz.—France
expressly reserves
reserves the right of employing
ay
employng the capital ship tonnage allotment as
as sh
shee m
may
consider
consider advisable,
advisable, subject
subject solely to te
the limitations
should not
limitations that the disacem tit of
of individual
ndividual ships should
not
surpass 35,000 tons, and that the total capital
capital ship tonnage should keep within the limits imposed
imp °sod by the
present Treaty.

TREATY—NAVAL ARMAMENT
ARMAMENT LIMITATION.
TREATY-NAVAL

FEBRUARY 6,
6, 1922.
1922.
FEBRUABY

Capital ships replaced and
and scrapped.
placed
Italy.

DE LIGNE.
REMPLACEMENT ET
LIGNE .
NAVIRES DE
DE NAVIRES
DECLASSEMENT DE
ET DECLASSEMENT
REMPLACEMENT
ITALIE.
--

Nevins concon*Navires
serves. Nombre
Nombre
total.
Navires
Navires mis
sur
cale.
surcale.

Aimee.
Ann6e.

Navires
acheves.
achev6s.

Navires
parenthese).
a declasser (age entre parenthbse).
Navires k

Pre-

Post-

Jutland.
Jutland.

1922
1922 ......
1923
1923.......
192A
1924.......
1925
1925.......
1926
1926.......
1927
1927.......
1928......
1928
1929
1929.......
1930
1930.......
1931..
1931.......
1932
1932.......
1933
1933.......
1934
1934.......
1935
1935.......
1936.
1936.......
1937
1937.......

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
5

..........................................

tonns..
35.00. tonnes
35.000
35.000 tonnes.
tonnes..

(i9)....................
Alhieri (19)
tonnes..
.
Dante Alighieri
35.000
tonnes.. .Dante
35.000tonnes..
35.000
tonnes.. 35.0
45.000 tonnes
tonnes..
Leonardo da Vinci (19)..................
Leonardo da Vinci (19)
tonnes.
25.000 tonnes.
tonnes.. 35.000 tonnes..

:
4
3
1
0

(21)......)............
.GiuioCesare
35.000 tonnes..
Giulio Cesare
(21) --------------Cesare (21)
tonnes. .Giulio
35.000
(21)
Duilio (21)........
(21), Duiho
45.000 tonnes..
tonnes. Conte di Cavour (21),
Andrea Doria
Doris (21)
(21)
tonnes..
..................
25.000 tonnos
tonnes... Andrea
25A100

0
0
0
0
0(
0
0
0
0
*)
1
*
*i
*)
*)
*)

fix6.
*
tonnage total; nombre non Ilse.
* Dans les limites du tonnage
ye expressnment
expressement son
droit d'employer
d'employer son
son allocation
allocation de tonnage de navires de ligne
son droit
reserve
NoTE.-L'Italie iebei
et
dpasse pas 35,000 tonnes
ne deposes
comme elle
is jugera
deplacement de cheque
navire no
tonnes et
chaque navire
le deplacement
que le
pourvu quo
bon, pourvu
jugera bon,
elle le
comme
Traite.
qua le
le tonnage
total de iaavires
imposees par le present
present Trait&
imites imposees
les limites
reste dans lee
lgne rests
de ligne
navires de
tonnage total
que

REPLACEMENT AND
OF CAPITAL
CAPITAL SHIPS.
SHIPS.
SCRAPPING OF
AND SCRAPPING
REPLACEMENT
ITALY.
7

Ships concompleted.

Ships laid
down.
down.

Year.

parentheses).
(agein
Ships scrapped
In parentheses).
scrapped (age

Ships retained.
Summary.
Summary.
Pre-

Post-

Jutland.
Jutland.
-

I

.I............................................

I22
1922
...--------------------..---........
1923
1924.................
.......................
1924
1924... .....................................
.......................
1925
....
1925....... ................
................
1926
1928............................
35,000 tons.
1927
.................................................
1928
19 .......
35,000 tons
1929
1930
---1-0-.......-................
35,000
tons.
Dante
(19
Algheri (9).................
Date Alighieri
....
35,000
5,00 tons....
tons..
35,000 tons
1931 .......
45,000
tons.
tons.................................................
45,000
1932
1932.
35,000 tons.
Leonardo do Vinci (19)
25,000 tons.
1933
1934
35,000 tons.
Guilio
Cesare (21)
...........................
n....
.t
.. ....
193.
1935
45,000
Cavour (21),
(21), Duio
Duilio (21)..........
(21)
Contedi Cavour
tons.... Conte
45s,0o tons.
........
1936 .....
1936
25,000
tons.
Andrea
(21)........................
Doria (21)
25,00 tons.... Andrea Doris
1937.................
1937
i

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
66
6
6
66

0
0
0
0
0

00
0
0i

6

6
5
5
5
4
4
4
4
3
3

1
0

1677
1677

(
4
'
(
.4
(
4
'
(*)

:

•Within tonnage
limitations; number not fixed.
tonnage limitations;
*Within
Norz.—Italy
expressly
reserves the
right of
of employing
capital ship
tonnage allotment
allotment as she may
ship tonnage
employing the capital
the right
expressly reserves
NoTr.-Italy
consider advisable,
advisable, subject
subject solely
solely to
to the
the limitations
limitations that
that the
the displacement
displacement of
individual ships should not
no
o indvidual
consider
imposed
limits
surpass
35,030
tons,
and
the
total
capital
ship
tonnage
should
keep
within
imposed
by thepresent
thepresent
the
keep
tonnageshould
capitalship
total
the
surpas 35,000 tons, and
Treaty.
Treaty.
4582.2*—vot
— PT 2
22
2--22
43--rT
458'22--voL 43

1678
1678
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REMPLACFMRNT ET
DECLASSEMENT DE NAVIRES
NAVIRES DE LIGNE.
ET DECLASSEMENT
REMPLACEMENT

plCapital

r
apital ships reand scrapped.
srapped
plaand

7A.PON.
JAPON.

Japan.
Japan.

.

Navin3s conNavires
serves.
srves. Nombre
total.

Navhres
Navires mis
mur cal
sur
cale.

Aimee.
AmA~e.

Nailres
Ilavhes

acheves.
achevs.

Nevins k
derlasser (Age
parentheee).
entre parenthee).
(Ag entre
& dclaser
Navires

Pre-

PostPost-

Jutland.
Jutland.

1922
1922.....
1923
1923.......
1924
1924.......
1925
1925.......
1926
1920......
1927
1927.......
1928
1928 .......
1929.......
1929
1930.......
1930
1931
"
1931....
1932
1932.......
1933
1933.......
1934......
1934
1935.......
1935
1936
1936.......
1937
1937.......
1938
1938.......
1939.......
1939
1940
1940.......
1941
1941.......
1oUo
1942
.

Risen
(20), Mikes&
lf),
Kashima 16),
(20), Kashima
Mikasa (20),
Hizen (20),
Katori
11),
(12), Aki (11),
Satsumna (12),
(16), Satsuma
Katori (16),
Settsu
(10), Ikoma
Itmiki (12),
Ku(12), Ku(14), Ihlk
ikoma (14),
Settsu (10),
rams (11)
(11), Amagi
Akagi (0),
(0), Kag
Kap
(0), Akagi
Amagi (0),
rama
(0),
(0), Atago
(0), ProPro
Atago (0),
Takao (6),
0), Takao
Tosa (0),
(0), Toss
jet de
de programme
programme 88 navires
navires non
non sur
sur
jet
cale.*
cale.*

A............
A
.............
B
C............
..............
C
D...........
D
E............
E
F...........
F
(1
.............
H.........

A.............
A
B.............
B
...............
C.............
C
E............
D
D -- - - - - E.............
E
B .............
F.............
..........
I .................
G
11
1
I.........

................
..............

.I

I

2

2

2
2

8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
7
5
4
3
2
1
0
0
0

................

I

-1-. .

88

Kon (21)............................................
Kongo
(21)
Hiyet (21), Reruns (20)
...................
Kirishima
Kirishima (21).........
(21)
yF.o
Faso (2)...................................
(22)
(21).......................Yamas...............o
Yamasturo
(21)
..................
Ise(22).... .....
Ise (22)
(2)...........................
.Higa.
ritil/la (2
2)
........
lllutsn
.......
Negate(22)
(21)-------------------------------.
....
Nagato(21)...
.. ts (21)................................
Mutsu
(21.)
--

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
22
22
22
22
2
33
4
4
5
5
6
6
7
7

8s
99
99
99

L

en se
le combat,
destinations antres
Le Japon
Japon pourra
conserver Is
fikildshima at
PAsaltii pour des
des destinations
autres que
qua is
combat, en
et PAl
le Skhisma
pourra oonarver
*•Le
partie 2, III, (b).
aux dispositions
=dormant
dispositions dela partle
(b).
conormant atm
deplaceNoTE.—Les
lattice A,
A, B,
B, C,
C, D,
ligne de
3.5.000 tonnes
tonnes de
de deplacede 35.000
de ligne
navire de
un navire
chacune on
reprisentent chacune
D, etc.,
etc., reprisentent
NoTE.-Les lettres
indiquees.
les annes
ment type
type mis
cola et
at acheve
clans kis
années indlquees.
achev dans
sur cale
mis stir
ment
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TREATY-NAVAL
ARMAMENT LIMITATION.
OF CAPITAL
SHIPS.
REPLACEMENT AND
SCRAPPING OF
CAPITAL 'SHIPS.
AND SCRAPPING
REPLACEMENT

Capital ships replaced and scrapped.
scrapped.
Japan.

JAPAN.
JAPAN.
Ships retained.
retained.
Summary.
Summary.
Year.

Ships laid
down.

ShNips comatio

Ships
scrapped (age
Ships scrapped
(age In
In parentheses).
parentheses).

Pre
pre_

IPstpost.

Jutland.
Risen
(20); Mikasa
Mikan (
2O), Kashima c
1 ?
,
(16)
lizen (20),
(20),
Katori (16),
Satsuma (12),
11),
Katori
(16) Satsuma
(12), Alt
Ai (11)
Settsu (10),
(10), Ikocma
Dkoma (14),
(14), Ibuld
(12), KuIbuki (12),
8ettsu
yams
(0), ikagi
Akagi (0
,
}, Kap
Kaga
rams (11),
(11), Amagi
mag (0),
(0),
(0), Tosa
Toss (0),
Takao (0),
(0. Protago(0).
(0), Atago
(0),Taao
(0),
jected program 8
8ships
ovrn.*
jected
ships not
not laid
laid down.*

1922

I-

1923
1923.......

1924
1924....
1925
1925......
1926
192

.......

1927...
1927
1928
1928......

1929
1929.......
1930
193.......
A..........
1931
A
131.......
1932
B
1932....... B..........
HB
.........
C.............
1933
c
1933....... ...............
1934
1934...... D .............
1935
E
1935..... E..........
F.........
1936
193B...... F
1937
1937...... 0............
1938....
1938
D.............
1939
............
1939....... ..I
199)
1940.....
1941
1941.......
1942
1942.......

H

Kongo (21).......................................
Fso(.2)..
A.............
A
B.............
B
C..........
c

D............
D
E.............
E
F.............

Kongo

..................................

(21)

H.1),
Hiy
Kiris
eta), Harma
Haruna (20)......................
(20)
a(21).....................
(21)
Klrlama
No(1...............................
Faso (22)
(21). ...
Yamasl.ro (21)
Yamak0

................

.......
........
Ise
Ise (2.)...........
(22)
. Hinga
..
..........
Hing()....
(22)
---- ---9
1e
--------------Fiuso
(f22)
.......
(21)..............
Nagato
Nag:
ato
(21)
H. . . . . . .
IH.............
I..........
Mutsu (21)
I
....
-...........-------------------------------I

F
. G..
....
0 .............

1679

8

22

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
33

44
55
66
77
88
99
99
9
9

Japan may
may retain
and Asahi
Asahi for noncombatant
complying with the
noncombatant purposes, after complying
the Shilishima
Shikishha and
retain the
*•Japan
provisions
2, Il,
II, (b).
(b).
provisions of Part
Part 2,
Nora.—A, B,
B, C,
C, D,
D, etc,
etc., represent
individual capital
capital ships
35,000 tons standard
standard displacement,
displacement, laid
of 35,000
ships of
represent individual
NoTn-A,
down and completed in the years
years specified.
specifed.
down

1680
1680
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Expanatry nte.

NOTE VLSANT
TOUS LES
LES TABLEAUX
TABLEAUX
VISANT TOUS
NOTE
DE
LA SECTION
SECTION II.
HI.
DE LA

NOTE APPLICABLE
APPLICABLE TO
TO ALL
THE
ALL THE
NOTE
TABLES IN
SECTION II.
II.
IN SECTION
TABLES

Order
ofsapping.
°rderdscraPPing•

Dens les
les tableaux
tableaux precedents,
precedents,
Dans
l'ordre suivant
suivant lequel
sont insinslequel sont
l'ordre
cuts les
lee navires
declasser est
est
crits
navires ah declasser
entendu
I est
est enten.du
celui de leur age. II
celui
que, quand
remplacements
les remplacements
quand le,s
que,
commenceront conform6ment
conformement aux
aux
commenceront
dits tableaux,
de d6classedeclassel'ordre de
dits
tableaux, l'ordre
ment des
navires de
chaque
de chaque
des navires
ment
Puissance Contractante
Contractante pourra
Puissance
etre change
an gr6
gre de
de cotta
Puiscette Puischange au
etre
sance,
pourvu qu'elle
declasse
qu'elle declasse
sance, pourvu
chaque armee
nombre de
de
le nombre
annee le
chacue
navires
indique par
par ces
tableaux.
ces tableaux.
navires indiqu6

The
order above
prescribed in
in
above prescribed
The order
which
ships are
are to
to be
be scrapped
scrapped is
is
which ships
in
accordance with
It
age. It
with their age.
in accordance
is
understood that
when replacereplacethat when
is understood
ment
begins according
according to
to the
the
ment begins
above tables
tables the
scraporder of scrapthe order
above
the ships
ping in the case of the
ships of
ping
each of
of the
Contracting Powers
Powers
the Contracting
each
may be
varied at
at its
option; proproits option;
may
be varied
vided,
that such
such Power
Power
vided, however,
however, that
shall
scrap in
each year
the numnumyear the
in each
shall scrap
ber of
of ships
ships above
above stated.
stated.
ber

PAR'rIE 4.
PARTIE

PART 4.

DEFINITIONS.
DEFINITIONS.

DEFINITIONS.
DEFINITIONS.

ExPlanathrYn '
te*

Denali:1am
Defiitih

•For
For the
the purposes
purposes of
of the
the present
present
Dane
le present
Traite, les
lee exexpresent Trait6,
Dans le
Treaty, the
the following
following expresexprespressions suivantes
doivent s'ens'en, Treaty,
suivantes doivent
pressions
sions are
are to
to be
be understood
understood in
in the
tendre
respectivement avec
avec le
le sions
tendre respectivement
sense defined
defined in this Part.
Part.
sense
sans
ci-apres.
sens ci-apres.
IoRM.
NAVIRB
DR L
NAPIER DE
IONS.
Capitalab*
Capitlshp

A capital
capital ship,
case of
of
ship, in the case
Un navire
ligne, en
en ce
ce qui
qui
A
de ligne,
Un
navire de
ships hereafter
hereafter built,
built, is
is defined
defined
coiacerne
lee navires
construire ships
navires ah.construire
concerne les
as a
avessel
vessel of
of war,
war, not
an aircraft
aircraft
not an
de as
est un
un navire
navire de
dans Pavenir,
l'avenir, est
carrier, whose
displacement exguerre autre
navire porteporte- carrier,
whose displacement
autre qu'un
qu'un navire
guerre
ceeds 10,000
10,000 tons
tons (10,160 metric
metric
aeronefs,
deplacement ceeds
le deplacement
dont le
aeronefs, dont
standard displacement,
displacement, or
or
type
est superieur
tons) standard
tonnes tons)
a 10.000
10.000 tonnes
superieur h
type est
carries a
agun
with a
acalibre
calibre
(10.160 tonnes
ou qui
qui which
tonnes metriques),
m6triques), on
gun with
which carries
(203 millimilliinches (203
exceeding 88 inches
porte
calibre exceeding
d un calibre
canon d'un
porte un canon
superieur
ponces (203 millimilli- metres).
metres).
superieur kh 88 pouces
metres).
metres).
NAVIRE P
ORTE-AERONEFS.
PORTE-AERONEFS.
NAVIRE

Un navire porte-aeronefs
un
porte-aeronefs est
est un
navire de
d'un deplaced6placenavire
de guerre
guerre d'un
merit type
it, 10.000
10.000
ment
type superieur
superieur &
tonnes
tonnes metriques),
metriques),
tonnes
es (10.160
(10.160
160tnes
specifiquement et
et exclusivement
exclusivement
sp6cifiquement
destine
aeronefs.
porter des
des aeronefs.
destine a porter
II
etre construit
de maniere
maniere
I1 doit
doit etre
construit de
aeronef puisse
puisse yy prendre
prendre
qu'un aeronef
qu'un
son
s'y poser.
poser. Son
Son plan
plan et
et
vol ou
ou s'y
son vol
sa construction
construction ne
ne doivent
doivent pas
pas lui
lui
sa
permettre de
de porter
in armepermettre
porter un
armement plus
plus puissant
que celui
ment
puissant que
celui
Ante, pp.
pp. 165,1660.
1659,1660. autorise
autoris6 soitpar
IX, soit
soit par l'article
Particle IX,
par l'article
l'article X,
selon le
le cas.
par
X, selon
cas.

Air craft carrier.

Air craltcarrif.

Standard displacement.

CAPITAL SHIP.
Bum.
CAPITAL

AIRCRAFT CARRIER.
CARRIER.
AIRcRAFT

An aircraft carrier
defined
carrier is defined
with aadisplacedisplaceas aavessel of war with
ment in
in excess of
of 10,000
10,000 tons
(10,160 metric
metric tons) standard
dis(10,160
standard displacement designed
designed for
the spespeplacement
for the
cific
cific and
and exclusive
exclusive purpose
purpose of
of carrying
It must be so
rying aircraft.
aircraft. It
constructed that
constructed
that aircraft
aircraft can be
launched therefrom
therefrom and
and landed
landed
launched
thereon,
and not
not designed
designed and
and
thereon, and
constructed
carrying a
constructed for
for carrying
a more
more
powerful armament
that
powerful
armament than that
allowed to it
it under
under Article
Article IX
IX or
or
Article
Article X as the case
case may be.

DEPLACEMENT
DBPLACEMENT TYPE.
TYPE.

S
TANDARD DISPLCEMENT.
DISPLACEMENT.
STANDARD

Le deplacement
deplacement type d'un
d'un nanavire
du navire
navire
vire est
est le deplacement
d placement du
acheve,
acheve, avec
avec son
son equipage
equipage coracomplet,
machines et
plet, see
ses machines
et chaudieres,
chaudieres,

The standard
standard displacement
displacement of aa
ship is
is the
the displacement
displacement of
of the
the
ship
ship complete,
fully manned,
manned,
ship
complete, fully
engined,
equipped ready
ready for
for
engined, and equipped
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pret
mer, ayant
ayant tout
la mer,
prendre la
prat a prendre
son
armement et
et toutes ses munison armement
tions, ses
installations, equipeses installations,
tions,
ments,
douce pour
eau donee
vivres, eau
ments, vivras,
l'
equipage,
approvisionnements
approvisionnements
1'6quipage,
divers, outillages
outillages et
rechanges de
et rechanges
divers,
toute nature
nature qu'il
qu'il doit
emporter
doit emporter
toute
sans
en temps
temps de
de guerre,
guerre, mais
mais sans
en
combustible et
et sans
sans eau
de reserve
eau de
combustible
pour l'alimentation
machines
des machines
l'alimentation des
pour
et chaudieres.
chaudieres.
et
be
mot tonne
tonne employ6
employe dans le
Le mot
present trait6
traite sans
sans la
qualification
la qualification
present
de ""metrique"
designe une tonne
metrique" designe
de
de 2.240
lbs. ou
ou 1.016
1.016 kilo2.240 lbs.
de
grammes.
grammes.
Les
navires actuellement
actuellement acheLes navires
yes continueront
a figurer avec
continueront a
ves
le deplacement
eat attrid6placement qui leur est
le
bue
national
leur systeme national
selon leur
bue salon
d'evaluation.
Tout efois, lorsd'evaluation. Toutefois,
deplaqu'une
Puissance compte
le &placompte le
qu'une Puissance
cement
navires en tonnes
de ses navires
cement de
motriques,
elle sera consideree,
consideree,
m6triques, elle
pour
l'application du present
present
pour ]'application
Trait&
comme ne possedant que
Trait6, comme
le
equivalent en tonnes
tonnes
tonnage equivalent
le tonnage
de
2.240 lbs.
de 2.240
Les
acheves par la
navires acheves
Les navires
suite
seront comptes
comptes pour leur
suite seront
est
depina
t
cement type
tel qu'il eat
type tel
deplacement
def i
au
alinea de la presente
presente
au Pe1r alin6a
d6fini
definition.
d6finition.

armament and
sea,
including all
all armament
sea, including
ammunition, equipment, outfit,
ammunition,
provisions
and fresh water for
provisions and
crew, miscellaneous
miscellaneous stores and
crew,
implements of
of every
description
every description
implements
that
intended to be carried in
are intended
that are
war, but
but without
without fuel
fuel or
or reserve
reserve
war,
feed water
water on board.
feed

TonL
"ton"
The
ton" in the present
present Ton.
word "
The word
Treaty,
except in
in the
the expression
expression
Treaty, except
"metric
tons", shall be under"metric tons",
stood
to mean
the ton of 2240
mean the
stood to
pounds
kilos).
(1016 kilos).
pounds (1016
Vessels
completed shall complet
coP
vires
pi=t
d=
now completed
Vessels now
retain
ratings of
present ratings
their present
retain their
displacement
tonnage in accorddisplacement tonnage
ance with
national system
system
their national
with their
ance
a
of
measurement. However,
However, a
of measurement.
Power
displacement in
in
expressing displacement
Power expressing
metric
considered
shall be considered
tons shall
metric tons
present
for
application of
of the present
the application
for the
Treaty
as owning
only the
equivathe equivaowning only
Treaty as
lent
displacement in
in tons of 2240
2240
lent displacement
pounds.
pounds.

Ratings for vessels

CHAPTER
III.
CHAPTER III.

DISPOSITIONS
DIVERSES.
DISPOSITIONS DIVERSES.

MISCELLANEOUS
PROVISIONS.
MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS.

duree du present
present
la duree
pendant la
Si, pendant
traite, une
une Puissance
Puissance contractante
contractante
trait6,
estime que
sa
de sa
exigences de
les exigences
que les
estime
6 nationale, en
securite
nationale, en ce qui
securit
touche
defense navale,
navale, se troula d6fense
touche la
vent mat6riellement
materiellement affectees
par
affectees par
vent
des circonstances
nouvelles, les
circonstances nouvelles,
des
Puissances Contractantes
re-se reContractantes se
Puissances
uniront
Conference sur sa
en Conference
uniront en
demande
examiner ita noupour examiner
demande pour
veau
dispositions du present
les dispositions
veau les
traite et
et s'entendre
s'entendre sur
sur les
les amentrait6
dements a
ay
apporter.
y apporter.
dements
En raison
des possibilit6s
possibilites de
raison des
En
progres dans
dans l'ordre
technique et
et
l'ordre technique
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Etats-Unis proles Etats-Unis
scientifique,
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d'une Conla r6union
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ference de
toutes les
les Puissances
Puissances
de toutes
f6rence
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apres les
Contractantes
consultees.
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Conference se
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possible apres
que possible
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Si,
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vessel completed
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shall
be rated
displacement
at its displacement
rated at
shall be
tonnage when
standard
when in the standard
tonnage
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condition
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the national
any Connational security
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in the
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by any
any
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of circumstances,
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such Power,
meet in
Power, meet
of such
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conference with
to the
view to
a view
with a
conference
reconsideration of
of the provisions
provisions
reconsideration
of
Treaty and
and its amendment
amendment
the Treaty
of the
Subsequent
by mutual
mutual agreement.
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In view
technical ence after eight
eight years.
possible technical
of possible
view of
In
and scientific
scientific developments,
developments, the
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United
States, after
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United States,
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the other
with the
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shall arrange
ers,
of all
all the
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of
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as soon as
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which
possible after
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les
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XXII.
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dans
trouve engagee
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opinion,
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affecte sa
sa securite
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c6t6 de
de la
pourra,
pr6alable donne
donne
sur avis
avis prealable
pourra, sur
aux autres
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autres Puissances
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se degager,
degager, pour
pour la
la duree
tantes, se
des
obligations
ses obligations
de sec
des hostilites,
hostilit6s, de
resultant
present traite,
traite, Ita
du present
resultant du
Nouce
celles qui
qui sont preNotice to
to the other
ether l'exception de cellos
rePowers.
e
OW
a
articles XIII
et XVII.
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xnT et
Toutefois,
Puissance devra
Toutefois, cette Puissance
notifier
aux autres
autres Puissances
Puissances
notifier aux
Contractantas que
quo la
situation
la situation
Contractantes
est
caractere assez
critique
assez critique
est d'un
d'un caractere
pour
exiger cette
mestire.
cette mesure.
pour exiger
CoaulUtatibetween
Dans ce
Consultationbetween
Dens
CO cas,
COS les
lee autres
autres PuisPuisthe
te other Powers.
winces Contra
i
ctantes 6changeechangeContractantes
sances
a un
rent leurs
vues pour arriver
nit
arriver It
leurs vues
ront
accord sur
derogations temtemles derogations
accord
sur lee
poraires
l'execution du
du traite
traite
que l'ex6cution
poraires que
a lieu,
lieu,
comporter, s'il
if no agreement pro- devrait
devrait comporter,
s'il yy a
duced
obligations may en
qui les
Si cet
cet
concerne. Si
ce qui
les concerne.
en cc
duced obligations
be suspended during
a
pas it
conduit pas
de vues ne
hostilities.
echange de
ne conduit
bfsspn.ded durng echange
un
u regulierement
conclu
regulierement
un accord,
accord, conch
selon les
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nelles auxquelles
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chacune d'entre
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elles pourra,
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aux autres,
autres, se
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notification aux
donne
degager, pour
pour la
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des obligations
obligations resultant
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du present
present traite,
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traite, Ita l'exception
du
de celles
qui sont
aux
sont prevues
prevues aux
de
celles qui
articles
XVI.
articles XIII et XVII.
Conference
Conference on ces,
esa
la cessation des
des hostilites
hostilites les
A is
les
tion
hostilities.
ton of
oftion
hostti.es
ofhttes
Puissances
Puissances Contractantes
Contractantes se reexuniront
Conference pour exuniront en
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aminer
modifications It
apaminer lee
les modifications
a apporter,
s'il y
lieu, au
present
au present
porter, s'il
y aa lieu,
Trait
e.
Traite.
Obligaths
Obligations suspend-

Ied dungwaraffecting

ed
nacTincanse of Pe:Zrg.

navaldefenseofPower.

Dm-at:ion.
Duration.

eight
years from
from the
the coming
coming into
into
eight years
force of
of the
the present
present Treaty
Treaty to
to
force
consider
what changes,
if any,
in
any, in
changes, if
consider what
the Treaty
Treaty may
may be
be necessary
necessary to
to
the
meet such
such developments.
developments.
meet
AirricLE XXII.
XXII.
ARTICLE
Whenever
any Contracting
Contracting
Whenever any
Power
engaged in aa
become engaged
Power shall become
war which
which in
in its
opinion affects
affects
its opinion
war
naval defence
defence of its national
national
the naval
security, such
may after
after
such Power
Power may
security,
notice to
the other
Contracting
other Contracting
to the
notice
Powers suspend
for the
period o
of
the period
suspend for
Powers
hostilities its
obligations under
under
its obligations
hostilities
the present
present Treaty
Treaty other
other than
the
under Articles
Articles XIII
NIT' and
those under
XVII,
provided that
such Power
Power
that such
XVII, provided
shall
notify the
the other
other ContractContractshall notify
ing
Powers that
that the
emergency is
is
the emergency
ing Powers
of
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as to
to require
require
of such
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suspension.
such
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remaining Contracting
Contracting
The remaining
Powers shall
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Powers
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together with
with a
view to
to agreeagreea view
together
ment as
as to
to what
what temporary
temporary modimodiment
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if any
any should
should be
made
be made
fications if
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the Treaty
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Should such
consultasuch consultaselves.
tation
produce agreement,
agreement,
tation not
not produce
duly made
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accordance with
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in accordance
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constitutional methods of the
the
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suspend for
for the
period of
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hostilities its
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present Treaty,
Treaty,
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those under
under Articles
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other
XIII and XVII.
XVII.
XIII

cessation of hostilities
On the cessation
the Contracting
Contracting Powers
meet
the
Powers will
will meet
in conference
in
conference to
consider what
to consider
what
modifications,
any, should
should be
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modifications, if
if any,
made
in the
of the
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made in
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ARTICLE

ARTICLE
XXIII
ARTICLE XXIII.

be
present traite
traite restera en
en
Le present
vigueur
jusqu'au 31
31 decembre
decembre
vigueur jusqu'au
n'est fait
1936. S'il
S'il West
fait notification
notification
deux
deux ens
ans avant
avant cette date
date par
par
aucune des
des Puissances
Puissances ContracContracintention de mettre
tantes de son
son intention
fin
cc dernier
dernier resters
fin au traite,
traitS, ce
restera

Treaty shall
shall remain
The present
present Treaty
remain
in force
force until December
December 31st,
1936, and
and in
in case
case none
of the
1936,
none of
the
Contracting Powers
Powers shall
shall have
have
Contracting
given notice
two years
years before
before
given
notice two
that
date of
its intention
to terterthat date
of its
intention to
minate
minate the Treaty,
Treaty, itit shall con-
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pris
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until the
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Treaty
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all the
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terminate as
shall terminate
Contracting
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atification
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of termination.t
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be
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Government of the
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other
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which it
it was rethe date
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deemed to
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take effect
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the
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given by the Government
being given
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shall
be given
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to the diplomatic
given to
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representatives
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of the
the other
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Contracting Powers,
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and the
the notice
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shall be deemed
deemed to
to
and
have been
given and
and shall take
been given
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effect on
the date
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of the
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effect
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XXIV.
ARTICLE XXIV.
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XXIV.
ARTICLE XXIV.
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ratifie
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present traite
Le
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Contractantes
Puissances Contractantes
les Puissances
par les
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les procedures
constitutionprocedures constitutionselon les
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toutes
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date du
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effet aala
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ratifications, depot
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les
effectue
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tra
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copie authentique
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de depot
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dep6t des
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du proces
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present traite,
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Le present
textes
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constitutional methods
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take effect on the date
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of the
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of the
copy of
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Treaty, of
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in the
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In
whereof the
the aboveabovefaith whereof
In faith
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Plenipotenles P16nipotenquoi les
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En foi
Plenipotentiaries have
named Plenipotentiaries
tiaires sus-nommes
sus-nommes ont
signe le named
ont signe
tiaires
signed
the present
present Treaty.
signed the
present
Mate.
present Tnrit.
Done
City of
Washington
of Washington
the City
at the
Done at
Faith
fevrier
six fvrier
le six
Washington le
h Washington
Fait
the sixth
sixth day
day of
of February,
February, One
the
mil-neuf-eent-vingt-deux.
mil-neuf-cent-vingt-deux.
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Hundred and
and
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Twenty-Two.
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Ratifications depositAnd
Whereas the
ratified on all parts
said Treaty-has been duly ratified
the said
And Whereas
ed.Rmatimsdepdt- and the ratifications of the said
Governments were deposited with the
and the ratifications of the said Governments
d
America on August
Government of
the United
United States
States of America
August 17, 1923;
1923;
of the
Government
Proclamation.
Now,
therefore, be
it known
that I,
Calvin Coolidge,
Coolidge, President
President of
I, Calvin
known that
be it
Now, therefore,
Poclamaton.
the
of America,
have caused
caused the said Treaty to be
America, have
States of
United States
the United
made
the end
the same
every article and clause
clause
same and every
that the
end that
to the
public, to
made public,
thereof may
may be
and fulfilled
with good faith by the United
fulfilled with
observed and
be observed
thereof
States and
and the citizens
citizens thereof.
States
In testimony
whereof, I
hereunto set my hand and caused
have hereunto
I have
testimony, whereof,
In
the
the United
States of
affixed.
America to be affixed.
of America
United States
of the
seal of
the seal
Done
in the
the City
City of
of Washington
twenty-first day
day of August
August in
this twenty-first
Washington this
Done in
the
year of
of our
Lord one
one thousand
thousand nine hundred and
and
our Lord
the year
[SEAL.] twenty-three,
and of
of the
Independence of the United
the Independence
twenty-three, and
[SEAL.]
States
America the one hundred
hundred and forty-eighth.
forty-eighth.
of America
States of
CALVIN COOLIDGE
COOLIDGE
CALVIN
By
the President:
President:
By the
CHARLES E.
E.HUGHES
HUGHES
CHARLES
Secretary of
Stats.
of State.
Secretary
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August 15,
15, 1923.
1923.
August
Proces-verbal.
Proces-verbal.

AMEROF AMEROF DEPOSIT OF
OF THE
THE TREATY
EN THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
BETWEEN
TREATY Bt.
RATIFICATIONS OF
OF RATIFICATIONS

OF DEPOSIT
RESPECTIVE
ICA, THE BRITISH EMPIRE,
AND JAPAN,
JAPAN. TO LIMIT THEIR RESPECTIVE
ITALY AND
FRANCE, ITALY
ICA, THE BRITISH EMPIRE, FRANCE,
1922.
6, 1922.
FEBRUARY 6,
NAVAL ARMAMENT,
ARMAMENT, CONCLUDED
AT WASHINGTON,
WASHINGTON, FEBRUARY
CONCLUDED AT
NAVAL
Notification of depos-

In
conformity with
Article XXIV
XXI
V of
the United
United States
of it NotificationodeposStates of
of ratifications by
between the
Treaty between
the Treaty
of the
with Article
In conformity
of
representatives of
America,
the British
British Empire,
Empire, France,
Japan to limit their respective
respective naval
naval the representatives
and Japan
Italy and
France, Italy
America, the
the
Contracting PowContracting
armament,
February 6,
6, 1922,
1922, the undersigned
undersigned represent- the
on February
Washington. on
at NVashington
concluded at
ers.
armament, concluded
1
p.
Japan, erSte
France, Italy
British Empire, France,
atives
of the
United States
States of
America, the
Italy and Japan,
the British
Ante, p. 1683.
of America,
the United
atives of
deposit
this day
met at
the Department
Department of
of State
State at
at Washington
to proceed
proceed with
with the deposit
Washington to
at the
day met
this
instruments of ratification
with
the Government
the United
United States
States of
of the
the instruments
ratification
America of
of America
of the
Government of
with the
by
a
Dec
of the
the said
said Treaty
Treaty by
by the
the governments
governments they
represent.
they represent.
Dec Iaration
by
of
The
the Government
Government of
of the
the French
Republic made the following FDrenc
French representative.
representative.
French Republic
of the
representative of
The representative
declaration:
declaration:
"Le
toujours estime
lea rapports des
que les
estim6 que
a toujours
et a
estime et
francais estime
Gouvernement frangais
"Le Gouvernement
chacune
attribues aachacune
tonnages globaux
betiments de
de line
porte-a6ronefs, attribues
en porte-aeronefs,
et en
ligne et
en batiments
globaux en
tonnages
respective des intrets
des Puissances
Puissances Contractantes,
Contractantes, n'exprunent
l'importance respective
interets
pas l'importance
n'exprnment pas
des
categories de navires
maritimes de
ces Puissances
Puissances et
peuvent etre
etre etendus
&endue aux
aux categories
ne peuvent
et ne
de ces
maritimes
.
autres que
que celles
pour lesquelles
out ete
stipules.'
express6ment stipules.'
ete expressement
ils ont
lesquelles us
celles pour
autres
The
ratification produced
produced having
been found
found upon examination
examination to
to
having been
of ratification
instruments of
The instruments
to
America
of
United
be
in
due
form
are
entrusted
to
the
Government
of
the
United
States
America
to
be in due form, are entrusted to the Government of the
be deposited
deposited in
archives of
Department of
Signatures.
of State.
State.
of the
the Department
the archives
in the
be
will
IN
which a
a certified
certified copy
copy will
proces-verbal, of which
present proces-verbal,
the present
WHEREOF, the
WITNESS WHEREOF,
IN WITNESS
Powers
the
of
one
each
to
America
of
States
be sent
sent by
the Government
of the
United
of America
each one of the Powers
the United
Government of
by the
be
signed.
signatory
the said
said treaty,
treaty, is signed.
to the
signatory to
o'clock.
at
Done
at
Washington,
August
17,
1923,
at
12
o'clock.
Done at Washington, August 17,1923,
For the
United S
tates of
of America:
America:
States
the United
For
CHARLES EVANS
HUGHES
[SEAL]
[SEAL]
EVANS HUGHES
CHUALES
For
the
British
Empire:
Empire:
For the British
[SEAL]
H
Criumorr
[BEAL]
G. CHILTON
H. .G.
For
For France:
[SEAL]
ANDRE
DE EABOULAYE
[SEAL]
LABOULAYE
ANDRE DE
For Italy:
Italy:
For
[SEAL]
AUGUSTO Rosso
[sEAL]
Rosso
AUGUSTO
For Japan:
For
Japan:
E
M .HANsHAa
HANDIARA
[SEAL]
M.
in in
total tonnage
Government considers
always has considered
considered that
that the ratios
ratios of total
tonnage
and always
considers and
French Government
The French
I1 The
capital ships and aircraft carriers
carriers allowed
Contracting Powers
Powers do not represent
represent the re.
reseveral Contracting
the several
to the
allowed to
and aircraft
capital
spectiveships
importance
the maritime
those Powers
extended to the categories
categories
be extended
cannot be
and cannot
Powers and
of those
interests of
maritime interests
of the
imortance of
spective
of
vessels
other
than
those
for
which
they
were
expressly
stipulated.
expressly
of vessels other than those for which they were
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CONVENTION—WEIGHTS AND
MEASURES.
CONVENTION-WEIGHTS
AND MEASURES.

OCTOBER 6,
1921.
OCTOBER
6, 1921.

Convention
the United
United States
States and
and other
other Powers
Powers amending
amending the
the
Cbnvention between
between the
convention relating
and measures,
measures, signed
signed at
at Paris
Parts May
May
relating to
to weights
weights and
convention
20,
and the
annexed thereto.
Signed at
at Sevres,
Sevres,
thereto. Signed
1875 and
the regulations
regulations annexed
20, 1875,
France,
October 6
ratification advised
by the
the Senate,
Senate, January
5,
January5,
advised by
1921; ratification
6,,1921;
France,Otober
1923:
1923; ratification
ratification of
of the
the
September 19,
19, 1923;
the President,
President,September
192: ratified
ratified by
by the
United States,
States, deposited
deposited with
the Government
Government of
the French
Republic,
French Republic,
of the
with the
United
October 24,
October 27,
27, 1923.
1923; proclaimed,
proclaimed, October
1923.
October
24, 1923;

October
6, 1921.
1921.
Octcf6,

BY THE
RESIDENT OF
OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF AMERICA.
AMEICA.
BY
TE P
PRESIDENT
A PROCLAMATION.
PROCLAMATION.
A
Internationalweights
t"" Whereas a convention, amending the
sad measures.
Preamble.
weights and measures, signed at Paris on
Preomble'
Vol. 20, p. 709.

convention relating
relating to
to
Whereas a convention, amending the convention
May 20, 1875, and
and the
weights and measures, signed at Paris on May

mIftfSioflfi

thereto, was
was concluded
and signed
regulations
annexed thereto,
concluded and
signed at
at Sevres,
Sevres
regulations annexed

VoL 0,p.70.

plenipotentiaries of the United
France, on
United
1921, by
by the plenipotentiaries
France,
on October
October 6, 1924
State
of America
America and
and certain
other -Powers
the original
original of which
which
Powers, the
certain other
State of
convention, in
the French
French language,
language, is
is word
word for
word as
follows:
as follows:
for word
in the
convention,
[Translation.]
[Translation.]

INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION
CONVENTION FOR
FOR
INTERNATIONAL
THE AMENDMENT.
AMENDMENT.
THE

Am-mdmutL
Amendments.

CONVENTION
INTERNATIONALE
CONVENTION
I
NTERNATIONALE
PORTANT
MODIFICATION:
P
ORTANT MODIFICATION:

Meizis
vMctti.
Metrie oonventke.

Convention signed at
Of the Convention
1° De
De la Convention
signee ItB 1st. Of
Convention sign&
1°
Paris, May
20, 1875,
to insure
insure
Paris
le 20
20 mai
assurer
May 20,
1875, to
Paris,
pour assurer
Paris le
mai 1875
1875 pour
unification
l'unifi.cation international°
the international
international unification
l'unification
internationale et
et le
le
and improvement
improvement of
the metric
metric
and
of the
perfectionne,ment du
du Systeme
Systeme
perfectionnement
system;
system;
metrique;
metrique;
2nd. Of
Of the
the regulations
regulations annexed
annexed
Du RBglement
Reglement annexe
annexe Ita 2nd.
2° Du
to
the said
said convention;
convention;
cette Convention.
to the
cette
Convention.

Resolutions.

C
ONCLUE ENTRE:
ENTRE:
CONCLUE
Contracting
Powers.
Pows.
iontracting

Agreements.
Agrsemant.

International
International
ream
Duties.
Duties.

Bn-

Bu-

l'Allemagne, la
1'Allemagne,
la Republique
R6publique ArArgentine, l'Autriche,
l'Autriche, la BelgiBelgigentine,
Tie
que, le
le Bresil, la
la Bulgaiie,
Bulgarie,le
Canada,
Chili, le
le Danemark,
le Chili,
Danemark,
Canada, le
l'Espagne,
les
ttats-Unis
Etats-Unis
les
l'Espagne,
d'Amerique, la
la
la Finlande,
Finlande, la
d'Amerique,
France, Ia
la Grande-Bretagne,
la
France,
Grande-Bretagne, la
Hongrie, l'Italie,
Japon, le
Hongrie,
1'Italie, le
le Japon,
le
Mexique, la
Norvege, le P6rou,
Peron,
Mexique,
la Norvbge,
le
le Portugal,
Portugal, is
la Roumanie,
Roumanie,
l'Etat
l'Etat
Serbe-Croate-Slovene,
Serbe-Croate-Slovene,
le Siam,
Siam, is
la Suisse
Suisse
le
la Suede,
Suede, la
et
l'Uruguay.
et 1'Uruguay.
Les
plinipotentiaires
Les saussignes,
soussignes, plenipotentiaires
des Gouvernements
Gauvernements des
des Pays
cides
Pays cidessus inumeres,
enumeres, s'etant
s'etant reunis
reunis en
en
conference a
a Paris,
Paris, sont canvenus
convenus
de
de ce
ce qui
qui suit:
suit:

Concluded between:
between: Germany,
Concluded
Germany,
Argentine Republic,
Republic, Austria,
Austria,
Argentine
Belgium, Braz,
Brazil, Bulgaria,
Bulgaria, CanCanBelgium,
ada,
ada, Chile,
Chile, Denmark,
Denmark, Spain, the
the
America, FinFinUnited States of
of America,
land, France,
France, Great Britain,
Britain,
Hungary, Italy,
Italy, Japan,
Japan, Mexico,
Hungary,
Mexico,
Norway, Peru, Portugal,
Norway,
Portugal, RuRumania,
mania, The Serbs,
Serbs, Croats and
Slovenes State, Siam,
Slovenes
Siam, Sweden,
Sweden,
Switzerland
Switzerland and Uruguay.

ARTICLE PREMIER.
PREMIER.
ARTICLE

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 1.
1.

Les
7 et
et 8
8 de
la ConvenLes articles
articles 7
de la
Convenion du 20 mai
mai 1875
1875 sant
sont remplaces
remplacs
tion
par
par les
lee dispositions
dispositions suivantes:
suivantes:

Articles
and 8
the ConvenConvenArticles 77and
8 of
of the
tion of May 20, 1875, are
are superseded
the following
following provisions:
provisions:
seded by
by the

The undersigned
The
undersigned plenipotenplenipotentiaries of the countries hereinafter
hereinafter
enumerated, having
conenumerated,
having met
met in conon
ference in
in Paris, have agreed
agreed on
the following:
following:
the

OCTOBER 6, 1921.
CONVENTION
— W EIGHTS AND
AND MEASURES
MEASURES.. OCTOBER
CONVENTION--WEIGHTS
Comite
que le
ART.
7.—Apres que
le Comae
ART. 7.-Apres

aura procede
au travail de coorprocede au
aura
dination des
des mesures relatives
dination
aux
electriques, et lorsque
unites electriques,
aux unites
la Conference
Conference generale
generale en aura
la
decide
vote unanime,
unanime ' le
un vote
par un
decide par
1'etablisseBureau
charge de l'etabli.ssesera charge
Bureau sera
ment
de la
conservation des
la conservation
et de
ment et
etalons des
electriques et
unites electriques
des unites
etalons
de
temoins, ainsi que de la
leurs temoins,
de leurs
comparaison,
ces etalons,
avec ces
comparaison, avec
des 6talons
etalons nationaux
nationaux ou d'autres
des
etalons de precision.
etalons
Le
Bureau est
charge, en outre,
est charge,
Le Bureau
des
relatives aux
determinations relatives
des determinations
constantes
ime
physiques dont une
constantes physiques
exacte peut
connaissance
plus exact°
peut
connaissance plus
servir
precision et
la precision
accroltre la
servir a accroftre
l'uniformite dans
mieux l'uniformit6
assurer mieux
k assurer
les
appartienauxquels appartiendomaines auxquels
les domaines
nent
les unites
unites ci-dessus
ci-dessus menmennent les
alinea
tionnees (art.
premier alines,
et premier
6 et
(art. 6
tionnees
de l'art.
Fart. 7).
7).
de
Ii est
chargé, enfin, du travail
travail
est charge,
I1
de
coordination des
des d6terminadeterminade coordination
effectu6es dans
tions
analogues effectuees
tions analogues
d'autres
instituts.
d'autres instituts.
et
ART. 8.-Les
8.—Les prototypes
prototypes et
ART.
etalons internationaux,
internationaux, ainsi
auasi que
etalons
leurs
temoins, demeureront
demeureront deleurs temoins,
poses dans
dans le
1'acces du
Bureau; Faeces
le Bureau;
poses
depot sera
uniquement reserve
reserve
sera uniquement
dep6t
an
international.
Comit6 international.
au Coraite
AirricLE 2.
2.
ARTICLE
Les
9, 10,
12,
10, 11, 12,
8, 9,
6, 8,
articles 6,
Les articles
15
,17 ,18 et20
et 20 du
Reglement annexe
annexe
duRglement
15,17,18
a
20 mai 1875 sont
sant
du 20
Conventiondu
la Convention
a La
suiremplaces par
par Lee
dispositions suiles dispositions
remplaces
vantes:
vantes:
ART.
6.—La dotation
annuelle
dotation annuelle
ART. 6.-La
du
Bureau international
est comcoininternational est
du Bureau
posee
de
deux
parties,
l'un.e
fixe,
l'une
parties,
deux
de
posee
l'autre
complementaire.
I'autre complementaire.
La
partie fixe
fixe est,
est, en
en principe,
principe,
La partie
de 250000',
250000ft, mais
etre
peut Atre
mais peut
de
portee
par decision
decision
300000frfr par
portee bh 300000
unanime
du Comite.
Comae. Elle
Elle est a.i
unanime du
la charge
charge de
de tous
lea Etats
et des
]tats et
tous les
la
Colonies autonomes
qui ont
out adautonomes qui
Colonies
MBtre
here a,
Convention du Metre
la Convention
a la
here
avant la
Conference gegeSixieme Conference
la Sixieme
avant
nerale.
nerale.
La partie
partie complementaire
complementaire est
La
formee des
des contributions
contributions des
des
formee
Etats et
des Colonies autonomes
autonomes
et des
Etats
qui
la ConvenConvendans la
entres dans
sont entres
qui sont
tion
apres ladite
Conference gegeladite Conference
tion apres
nerale.
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ARTICLE 7.
7. After
the CommitCommit- units
Standard electric
electric
Standard
After the
ARTCLE
to
to be established.
established.
tee
have proceeded
proceeded with
with the
the VoL2p.oamedshall have
tee shall
V
.01.20, p.713, amendwork of coordinating
coordinating the measures
measureseded.
work
when
and
relative
units
electric units
to electric
relative to
the general
general conference
conference shall have
the
so decided
decided by
by a
unanimous vote,
a unanimous
so
the
Bureau will
charge of the
will have charge
the Bureau
establishment
and keeping
keeping of the
establishment and
standards
the electric units and
standards of the
their
copies and
and also of comtest copies
their test
paring
with those standards,
standards, the
the
paring with
national
other standards
standards of
of
or other
national or
precision.
precision.
of
The Bureau
is also
also charged
charged with Determination
Determination of
Bureau is
The
determinathe
duty
of
maki
g
the
Ph
'
icai
'
qta1ts.
making
of
the duty
tions relative
relative to
physical conto physical
tions
stants,
accurate knowledge
knowledge
more accurate
a more
stants, a
of which
which may
be useful
useful in increasmay be
of
ing precision
precis
. ion.and
and further
insuring
further insuring
ing
provinces to
iffil:rormfty in
m the provinces
to
uniformity
which the
above mentioned
mentioned units
the above
which
6 and 1st parabelong (Article
(Article 6
belong
graph
Article 7).
of Article
graph of
rt is
is finally
charged with
with the
Coordinationsaun
of sIsni•
the Coordinaffoof
finally charged
It
duty.of
coordinating similar
de- lar determinstians.
similar deof coordinating
duty
terminations effected
effected in other
terminations
institutions.
institutions.
ARTICLE 8.
8. The
The international
international Depositofstandards
Deposit of standards
ARTIcLE
prototypes and
and also
also aand copies.
standards and
and standards
prototypes
their
deposited
shall be deposited
copies shall
test copies
their test
in
Bureau; access
access to the
the Bureau;
in the
reserved
deposit shall
shall be
be solely
solely reserved
deposit
for the
international committee.
committee.
the international
for
ARTICLE 2.
ARTICLE
Regulation
Articles
6, 8,
9, 10,
10, 11,
11, 12,
15, Re
gulations amendamend12, 15,
8, 9,
Articles 6,
17,
18 and
and 20,
20, of
regulations
the regulations
of the
17, 18
annexed to
to the
the Convention
Convention of
annexed
May
20, 1875,
superseded by
are superseded
1875, are
May 20,
the following
provisions.
following provisions.
the
1 expenses of
ARTICLE 6.
The annual
annual approappro- Bur
An
ea
nu
ua
. I expenses
of
BAn
6. The
ARTICLE
international -bupriation for
bu- Vol. 20, p. 717.
for the international
priation
reau consists
of two
two parts,
parts, one of Vol 20,p. 7.
consists of
reau
which is
complefixed, the other compleis fixed,
which
mentary.
mentary.
The
fixed part
part is,
Contributio
parties.
principle, aadhrgparties.r
in principle,
is, in
t n from
The fixed
unanithe
on
but
250,000
francs,
but
unani
francs,
250,000
mous
of the
the Committee
Committee may
may
vote of
mous vote
be
raised to
to 300,000
300,000 francs. It
It is
be raised
borne
all the
states and autonthe states
by all
borne by
omous colonies
to
adhered to
that adhered
colonies that
omous
the meter
meter convention
before the
convention before
the
sixth General
Conference.
General Conference.
sixth

The complementary
complementary part
part is
The
the
made
up
of
contributions
from
contributions
of
made up
states
autonomous colonies
colonies
and autonomous
states and
after
that
the Convention
Convention after
joined the
that joined
Conference.
the
General Conference.
aforesaid General
the aforesaid

Acra.ding countries.

Acceding countriMe
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CONVENTION—
WEIGHTS
)NVENTION-WEIGHTS
C(

AND
OCTOBER 6,
1921.
6, 1921.
AND MEASURES.
MEASURES. OCTOBER

The
Committee is
is charged
charged with
with
The Committee
the duty
duty of
drawing up
up on
on the
the
of drawing
the
motion
the annual
of the
the Director
Director the
motion of
budget,
but without
without exceeding
exceeding the
budget, but
amount computed
computed in
accordance
in accordance
amount
with the
the provisions
provisions of
of the two
two
with
paragraphs above.
above. The
The budget
budget
paragraphs
is made
known _
every year
year by
by
every
is
made known
means of
of aaspecial
special financial
financial report
report
means
to
the governments
governments of
the high
high
to the
of the
contracting
parties.
contracting parties.
Provisioniorinereased
If
the committee
committee find
find it
it necesnecesIf the
Dans
o le
P
ied
Dane le
is cas ob.
is Comite
Comito jugecontributions.
VoL 20, p.
sary either
to increase
increase beyond
beyond
Vol
p..721.
rait
soit d'accrottre
au sary
either to
rait necessaire,
necessaire, soit
d'accrottre au
300,000 francs,
of
fixed part of
francs, the
the fixed
dela
la partie
partie fixe
fixe de 300,000
delk de 300000'fr
300000' f la
the annual
annual appropriation
appropriation or
or to
to
la dotation
annuelle soit
soit de
de modi- the
dotation annuelle,
la
modify the
computation of the
the computation
fier
contributions dele calcul des
des contributions
d6- modify
fier le
as determined
determined by
by.
contributions as
termine
par Particle
present contributions
20 du present
termin6 par
l'article 20
Article 20,
20, of
regulations, it
it
of these
these regulations,
Reglement,
il devrait
devrait en
en saisir
saisir les
lee Article
Reglement, il
the matter
matter before
before the
the
lay the
Gouvemements,
de facon
facon a
a leur
should lay
leur should
Gouvernements, de
governments so
so as
as to
to enable
enable them
them
permettre de
de donner,
donner, en
en temps
temps governments
permettre
to issue
in good
time the
the needed
needed
utile, lee
necessaires to
utile,
les instructions
instructions necessaires
issue in
good time
instructions to
their delegates
delegates to
to their
to
a leurs
leurs delegues
d6elgu6s h
a la Conference
Conference instructions
General Conference
Conference in
in
next General
the next
generale suivante,
suivante, afin que cellocelle- the
generale
order that
that the
said conference
conference
ci
deliberer valablement
the said
valablement. order
ci puisse deliberer
may deliberate
to good
good purpose.
purpose.
deliberate to
La
valable seule- may
La decision sera
sera valable
in
decision will stand only in
The decision
ment
ment dans le
le cas ol
oa aucun
aucun des
des The
the case
case that
that no
no opposition
opposition shall
Etats contractants
contractants n'aura
n'aura ex- the
prime,
n'exprnera, dans
dans la
have been
been expressed
expresed before
before or in
la have
prime, on_
on n'exprimera,
the
by any
any of
of the
conthe conthe conference
conference by
Conference, un
contraire.
un avis
avis contraire.
Conference,
tracting states.
states.
tracting
Advances fr
for delbiSi
unttat
ntat est
est demeure
demeure trois
trois ananIf
let three
three
Advanca
Si un
deinIf the
the state
state should
should let
queneies.
go without
without paying
paying its
its conconquaies
nees
flees sans
effectuer le
versement years
sans effectuer
le versement
years go
that contribution
contribution shall
shall
de sa
sa contribution,
contribution, celle-ci
cello-ci est
-tribution, that
de
est tribution,
repartie
entre lee
an be
be divided
among the other states
divided among
repartie entre
les autres
autres Etats,
£tats, au
proportionally to
to their
own conprorata
prorata de leurs propres
propres contribucontribu- proportionally
their own
contions.
Les sommes
tribution. The
The additional
additional sum
sum
tions. Les
sommes supplementasupplementa- tribution.
by the
the states
states to
to make
make
versees ainsi
ires, versees
ainsi par les
les Etats
]tats thus
thus paid
paid by
up the
whole of
the appropriation
appropriation
pour parfaire
montant de
of the
de la
la up
the whole
pour
parfaire Is
le montant
dotation
du Bureau,
conside- of
of the
DO regarded
the Bureau
Bureau shall
shall I
be
regarded
otation du
Bureau, sont
sont consid6comme une
rees comme
une avance
avance faite
faite k
a as
as an advance
advance to the delinquent
delinquent
l'Etat
reimbursed to
state and
and shall be
be reimbursed
l'etat retardataire,
retardataire, et leur
leur sont state
to
remboursees si
remboursees
si celui-ic
celui-ic vient
vient Iia them if
if that
that state should
should make
make
its arrears.
arrears.
acquitter ses
good its
acquitter
contributions arrieses contributions
arrie- good
rees.
rees.
Suspension
Suspensi of
delinLes
or delinLes avantages
avantages et prerogatives
prerogatives
The advantages
The
advantages and
and prerogaquents.
quents.
conf6r6s
adhesion ah la Con- tives
conferes par 1Padhesion
tives conferred
conferred by
to
by adhering
adhering to
vention du
vention
du Metre
Metre sont
sont suspendus
suspendus the Meter
Meter Convention are
are susdeficitaire,s de
de pended
case of states that
a l'egard
l'egard des
des Etats
Etats d6ficitaires
pended in the case
that
trois
trois annees.
ann6es.
have
been delinquent
delinquent three
years.
ave been
three years.
Expusion of
delinApres
Expulsion
oi dealApres trois
trois nouvelles
annees,
nouvelles ann6es,
the deAfter three
three more years the
dequent state.
quent state.
l'tat
d6ficitaire est
l'Etat
deficitaire
est exclu de la
is linquent
state shall
be expelled
expelled
linquent state
shall be
Convention, et
calcul des
con- from
Convention,
et is
le calcul
des confrom the Convention and
and the
tributions
est retabli
retabli conformconform& reckoning
tributions est
reckoning of the contributions
contributions
dispositions de
ment aux dispositions
de Particle
l'article restored
accordance with the
restored in
in accordance
20 du
present Reglement.
Reglement.
20
du present
provisions
Article 20,
of these
these
provisions of
of Article
20, of
regula
tions.
regulations.
Tnternational
nternational CornART.
Comit internaRT. 8.-Le
8.—Le Comite
internsARTICLE
The International
International
ARTICLE 8.
8. The
mittee.
mittee.
Compoitio, etc.
Composition,
tional,
mentionne h
tional, mentionn6
a l'article
l'article 3
Article 3
3
3 de
de Committee
Committee mentioned
mentioned at
at Article
Vol.2,p.
S.
la
vol.
20,
71S.
is Convention, sera
sera compose
compose de
de of the Convention
coinConvention shall be combe Comite
Comito est
est charge
charge d'etablir,
d'6tablir,
Le
sur la
dii directeur,
le
directeur, le
sur
la proposition
proposition du
budget annuel,
mais sans
depasser
sans depasser
budget
annuel, mais
la
somme calcul6e
calculee conformement
conform6ment
la somme
aux stipulations
des deux
deux alineas
alineas
aux
stipulations des
ci-dessus. Ce
Ce budget
budget est
est port&
porte,
ci-dessus.
claque armee,
dans un
un Rapport
Rapport
chaque
annee, dans
special financier,
la connaisconnaisspecial
financier, a
k la
sance des Gouvernements
Gouvernements des
sance
}lentos
contractantes. •
Hautes Parties contractantes.

tidget.
Bodge.
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CONVENTION-WEIGHTS AND
dix-huit
appartenant
membres, appartenant
dix-huit membres,
thus
des ]tats
Etats differents.
differents.
tous ait des
Lors
par
renouvellement, par
du renouvellement,
Lors du
moitie, du
du Comite
international,
Comit6 international,
moitie,
seront
les
membres
sortant
seront
membres sortant
les
d'abord
qui, en
cas de vaen cas
ceux qui,
d'abord ceux
cances,
auront ete
ete elus
provisoire6lus provisoirecances, auront
ment
l'intervalle entre deux
deux
dans l'intervalle
ment dans
sessions de
de la
la Conference;
Conference; les
sessions
autres
seront designes
designes par le sort.
autres seront
Les membres
membres sortants
sont resortants sont
Les
eligibles.
6ligibles.
ART. 9.-Le
9.—Le Comit6
Comite internainternaART.
tional se
en choisissant
constitue en
se constitue
tional
lui-meme,
an scrutin
scrutin secret, son
lui-meme, au
president
et son
son secr6taire.
secretaire. Ces
president et
aux
nominations
ux
notifiees a
sont notifiees
nominations sont
Gouvemements
liautes Pardes Hautes
Gouvernements des
ties
contractantes.
ties contractantes.
Le president
president et
secretaire du
le secretaire
et le
Le
Comite,
et le directe
ur du
du. Bureau,
Bureau,
directeur
Comite, etle
doivent appartenir
appartenir it
pays
des pays
a des
doivent
differents.
diff erents.
Une
ne
le Comite ne
constitue, le
fois constitue,
Une fois
peut
de nouvelles
nouvelles eleca de
proceder h
peut proceder
tions ou
on nominations
nominations que trois
tions
mois
que tous
membres
les membres
tous les
apres que
mois apres
auront ete
ete informes
vacance
informes de la vacance
auront
donnant
un vote.
vote.
i un
lieu a
donnant lieu
ART. 10.-Le
10.—Le Comite internainternaART.
travaux
tional
dirige tons
tous les travaux
tional dirige
metrologiques que
que les Hautes
Routes
metrologiques
Parties
contractantes decideront
decideront
Parties contractantes
de
faire executer
commun
executer en commun.
de faire
11
est charge,
charge, en
en outre, de
II est
surveiller
la conservation
conservation des prosurveiller la
totypes et
etaloias internationaux.
internationaux.
et 6talons
totypes
peut, enfin,
instituer la coenfin, instituer
n11 peut,
operation de
de specialistes
dans des
specialistes dans
operation
questions
metrologie, et code metrolocrie,
questions de
ordonner les
les resultats
resultatt
s' de
de leurs
ordoimer
travaux.
travaux.
ART. 11.-Le
11.—Le Comite
se reunira
rennin.
Comit6 se
ART.
deux
au moms
fois tons
les deux
tous les
une fois
moins uric
au
ans.
ans.
ART.
12.—Les votes
votes au sein du
ART. 12.-Les
majorite
Comite
ont
lieu
h
la majorite
i la
lieu
ont
Comit6
partage, la
des
en cas
la
cas de portage,
voix; en
des voix;
voix
president est
prepondeest prepondedu president
voix du
rante. Les
decisions ne sont valaLes decisions
rante.
bles
que si
si le
le nombre
nombre des membres
bles que
presents
egale an
moitie
moins la moiti6
au moms
presents 6gale
des membres
composent
qui composent
elus qui
membres emus
des
le Comite.
Comite.
le
de cette condition,
Sous reserve
condition,
reserve de
Sous
les
absents ont
ont le droit
membres absents
les membres
de
deleguer leurs
leuis votes
votes aux memde d6elguer
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posed of
members all from
18 members
of 18
posed
different
different states.
At
time of the renewal
renewal
the time
At the
by
international
of the international
halves of
by halves
committee, the
the outgoing
outgoing memcommittee,
bers shall
shall be first those who may
bers
have
been provisionally
provisionally elected to
have been
fill
vacancies between
two sessions
between two
fill vacancies
of
the others will
conference; the
the conference;
of the
be drawn
drawn by
lot.
by lot.
be
may be
Outgoing
members may
Outgoing members
reelected.
reelected.
Officers.
ARTICLE
International Offirs
ARTICLE 9. The International
Election.
itself by
Committee organizes
organizes itself
Committee
its
electing
its own
secret vote its
own secret
by its
electing by
Chairman
and Secretary. Those
Those
Chairman and
notified to the
appointments are
are notified
appointments
governments
high contractcontractthe high
of the
governments of
arties.
.mgarties.
Thee chairman
chairman ad
and the secretary
secretary Division.
of
Committee and the Directhe Committee
of the
tor of
belong to
the Bureau must belong
of the
tor
different countries.
countries.
different
eleei
elec.
Once
organized, the
Committee tiSubsquent
ttoSubsequeenntt
the Committee
Once organized,
cannot
hold other
other elections or
cannot hold
make other
other appointments
except
appointments except
make
before
months shall have
three months
before three
a
elapsed
after the
the notice
notice of a
elapsed after
vacancy
calling for aa vote shall
vacancy calling
have
given to
to all
all the membeen given
have been
bers.
bers.
Duties of Committee.
ARTICLE 10.
The International
International vol.
10. The
Vol. 20,
20, p.mttee.
p. 718.
ARTICLE
metrothe
Committee
directs
all
all
Committee directs
logical
works that
that the high conlogical works
tracting parties
parties shall
shall decide to
tracting
have
on jointly.
jointly.
carried on
have carried
It
charged with
with the duty
also charged
is also
It is
of
seeing to
the conservation
conservation of
of
to the
of seeing
the
prototypes and
international prototypes
the international
standards.
standards.
It
may, lastly,
lastly, institute
coinstitute the coIt may,
operation of
specialists in quesof specialists
operation
tions of
meterology and
and coordicoordiof meterology
tions
nate
the results
of their
their work.
results of
nate the

The committee
AirricLE 11.
11. The
committee
ARTICLE
shall
once in two
least once
at least
meet at
shall meet
years.
years.
ARTicLE 12.
12. The
ballotting in
The ballotting
ARTICLE
the committee
by a
majority
a majority
is by
committee is
the
vote: in
in case
case of
of aa tie vote the
vote:
chairman has
has the
the casting vote.
chairman
Decisions
are only
the
if the
valid if
only valid
Decisions are
members present
present are
are at least one
members
half of
the elected
elected members
members formof the
half
ing
committee.
the committee.
ing the
Subject to
that condition
condition abto that
Subject
sent
members have
to
right to
have aa right
sent members
delegate their
votes to
to present
present
their votes
delegate

Meetings.
Meetings.

Voting.
Voting.

Vol 20,
20, p. 719.
Vol.

Proxies.
Proxies.
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members who
prove that
that
must prove
who must
members
they
have been
been so
so delegated.
delegated.
they have
This
also applies
applies to
to appointments
appointments
This also
by
secret ballot.
ballot.
by secret
The
Director of
of the
the Bureau
is aa
Bureau is
The Director
non-voting member
member of the Comnon-voting
mittee.
mittee.
Bureau
ARTioix
15. The
International
The Internati6nal
ARTICLE 15.
ART. 15.—Le Comite internaART. 15.-Le Comite internaV
oLL 2ko, p.
pr7.
voL20,
Committee
will
draw
detailed
up aadetailed
draw
will
Committee
tional
elaborera
un
reglement
tional 6laborera un reglement
set of
of regulations
the organifor the
regulations for
detain() pour
et les
les set
l'organisation et
pour Porganisation
detaille
zation and
and work
Bureau
work of the Bureau
travaux du
clu Bureau,
Bureau, et
ii fixers
les zation
fixera lea
et il
travaux
be paid
paid
and will
will fix
dues to
to be
fix the
the dues
taxes it
payer pour
pour les
travaux and
les travaux
a payer
taxes
the extraordinary
extraordinary works profor the
extraordinaires prevus
prevus aux
aux artiarti- for
extraordinaires
vided by
by Articles
and 77 of the
Articles 66and
cles 6
6 et
et 7
is Convention.
Convention. vided
de la
7 de
cles
Convention.
to
Those
will be applied to
Those dues will
Applati
daes.
seront affect6es
au
Application of dues.
Ces taxes
taxes seront
affeetees an
improving the
the scientific
scientific equipequipperfectionnement du
du materiel
materiel improving
perfectionnement
A certain
scientifique du
du Bureau.
pre- ment of the Bureau. A
Bureau. Un pr6scientifique
be drawn
drawn annually
annually
may be
amount may
levement
etre efef- amount
pourra etre
annuel pourra
levement annuel
for the
the retirement
retirement fund from the
fectue,
en faveur
faveur de
la Caisse
Caisse de for
de la
fectue, en
Butotal dues
dues collected
collected by the BuRetraites,
des taxes
taxes total
total des
le total
sur le
Retraites, sur
reau.
percues
par
le Bureau.
le
Bureau.
par
perpues
a
PersmelofBure '
ART.
ARTIcLE
17. Aregulationdrawn
Aregulationdrawn
6tabli
ARTICLE17.
ART. 17.-Un
17.—Un relement,
reglement, etabli
Vol. 20, p. 720.
up by
will deterdeterCommittee will
the Committee
by the
l'effectif up
par
Comite, fixera Peffectif
le Comite,
par le
mine the
the maximum
staff for each
each
maximum staff
maximum
categorie mine
chaque categoric)
pour chaque
maximum pour
category of the personnel
personnel of the
the
category
du
Bureau.
du Bureau.
du personnel
personnel du
The Director
Director and his
Bureau. The
Le directeur
et sea
adjoints Bureau.
ses adjoints
directeur et
Le
assistants shall
shall be elected
elected by seseront
nommes au
au scrutin
secret assistants
scrutin secret
seront nommes
cret ballot
ballot by the International
International
par le
le Comite
Leur cret
international. Leur
Comite international.
par
Committee. Other
Other appointments
appointments
nomination sera
notifiee aux Committee.
sera notifi6e
nomination
governshall be notified
notified to the governGouvemements
des Hautes
Hautes ParPar- shall
Gouvernements des
ments of the high contracting
ties contractantes.
contractantes.
ties
parties. The Director will apapLe
directeur nommera
nommera les
autres parties.
les autres
Le directeur
point the
the other members
members of the
membres du
lea point
dans les
du personnel,
personnel, dans
membres
within the
bounds laid
laid
limites etablies
personnel within
the bounds
le reglement
reglement personnel
par le
6tablies par
limites
the regulation
regulation mentioned
mentioned in
in
by the
mentionne
an premier
premier alin6a
alms% ci- by
mentionn6 au
the first
first paragraph
paragraph above.
above.
the
dessus.
dessus.
to protoprotoAccess
ART. 18.-Le
directeur du BuAccess
18.—Le directeur
ARTICLE 18. The Director of
ARTICLE
y pe s
Bureau shall have access to
the Bureau
reau n'aura
depot the
lieu de dep6t
n'aura acces
acces au lieu
reau
the place
place where
international
where the
the international
des
prototypes internationaux
internationaux the
des prototypes
prototypes are
are deposited
deposited only
only in
in
qu'en vertu
vertu d'ime
resolution du
du prototypes
d'une resolution
qu'en
pursuance of
of aa resolution
resolution of
of the
the
Comite,
d'au moins
moms pursuance
presence d'au
et en
en presence
Comite, et
Committee and
and in
presence of
of
Committee
in the
the presence
un
sea membres.
membres.
de ses
un de
at least
one of
of its
members.
its members.
at
least one
Possession
of
ker,..
The
of deposit
of the
the proLe
de depOt
dep6t des
prototypes
Possesini
o keyThe place
place of
deposit of
Le lieu
lieu de
des prototypes
proshall be
be opened
opened only
by
totypes shall
only by
ne
qu'itn
au moyen
moyen totypes
s'ouvrir qu
ne pourra
pourra s'ouvrir
which
means of
of three keys, one of which
la means
de trois
des, dont une sera en is
de
trois cles,
shall be
be in
in the
the possession
possession of the
possession du
du directeur
directeur des
des Ar- shall
possession
Archives of
France,
Director of
of Archives
of France,
chives de
de France,
France, la
la seeonde
seconde dans Director
chives
celle du
du President
Comite, et the second
second in that of the ChairPresident du Comite,
celle
la troisieme
direc- man of the Committee
Committee and
and the
celle du
du direcdans celle
troisieme dans
la
teur
du Bureau.
Bureau.
third in that of the Director of
teur du
the Bureau.
Bureau.
the
Use ofnational standde la
Les
etalons de
iseofationasndLes etalons
is categorie
categorie des
The
of the
the class
class of
of
The standards
standards of
ard prototypes.
prototypes nationaux
serviront national prototypes
nationaux serviront
shall be
prototypes
prototypes alone shall
seuls aux
aux travaux
ordinaires de
de used
travaux ordinaires
seuls
used for the
the ordinary
ordinary comparing
comparing
comparaisons du
du Bureau.
Bureau.
Bureau.
work
of
the
Bureau.
b
comparaisons
ot
of
Quota of contribubres presents,
presents, qui
justifier
devront justifier
qui devront
bres
de
cette d6elgation.
delegation. I1
R en
en est
est de
de
de cette
meme
pour les
an
nominations au
les nominations
mmme pour
scrutin secret.
secret.
scrutin
Le directeur
directeur du
du Bureau
voix
Bureau aavoix
Le
deliberative
an sein
sein. du
Comit6.
du Comite.
deliberative au

Perscgmel °f Bureau

tiona
tions.
Vol. 20, p. 721.
Voi.2,p.721.

ART.
20.—L'echelle des
des contricontriscale of
ARTICLE
20. The
The scale
of conconARTICLE 20.
ART. 20.-L'echelle
butions, dont il est question aa tributions
tributions spoken
spoken of
in Article
Article 9
of in
9
Particle 9
9 de la
Convention, est of the
la Convention,
l'article
Convention is established
established
the Convention
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la
etablie,
pour is.
partie fixe, sur is.
la partie
6tablie, pour
indiquee par
base de la dotation
dotation indiquee
base
Particle
du present
Reglement,
present Reglement,
6 du
l'article 6
et sur
sur celle
la population; la
celle de la
et
contribution norrnale
de chaque
chaque
normale de
contribution
5
ntat
ne peut
inferieure ait 5
etre inferieure
peut etre
iEtat ne
pour 1000,
1000, ni
ni superieure
15
superieure iti 15
pour
totale,
pour 100
dotation totale,
la dotation
de is.
100 de
pour
quel que
chiffre de la
is.
le chiffre
soit le
que soit
quel
population.
population.
Pour
etablir cette
cette echelle,
echelle, on
Pour etablir
determine
d'abord quels
quels sont les
determine d'abord
Etats
trouvent dans les
qui se trouvent
Etats .qui
concitions
conditions voulues pour ce minimum et
ce maximum,
maximum, et l'on
et ce
mum
repartit le reste
reste de la somme conrepartit
tributive
entre les autres Etats,
tributive entre
en
raison directe
du chiffre
de
chiffre de
directe du
en raison
leur population.
population.
leur
Les parts
contributives ainsi
parts contributives
Les
calculees
sont valables
pour toute
valables pour
calcul6es sont
is. periode
comprise
temps comprise
de temps
periode de
la
entre
deux Conferences
Conferences generales
generales
entre deux
consecutives
et ne peuvent
peuvent etre
consecutives et
modifiees,
que
l'intervalle, que
dans Pintervalle,
modifiees, dans
dans
les cas suivants:
suivants:
dans les
a.
l'un des
Etats adherents
adherents a
a
des Etats
Si l'un
a. Si
succeslaisse
passer trois
trois annees
annees succeslaisse passer
sives
faire ses
versements;
ses versements;
sans faire
sives sans
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for its
fixed part
part on the basis of
its fixed
for
referred to in
the appropriation
in
appropriation referred
the
Article 6
present regularegula6 of the present
Article
tions
population; the
the population;
of the
and of
tions and
normal
contribution of each state
normal contribution
cannot
than 55to a
athoucannot be less than
15% of the
sand
nor more
more than
than 15%
sand nor
whole appropriation,
appropriation, regardless
regardless
whole
of
population.
of the
the population.

establish that scale,
order to
In order
In
to establish

it shall
shall first
first be found which are
it
condithe
states that
that are
are in the
the condithe states
for the
tions required
the minimum
minimum
required for
tions
and
maximum and the remainder
remainder
and maximum
of
distributed
the quota shall be distributed
of the
among
the other
states in the
other states
among the
direct
ratio of
of their
population.
their population.
direct ratio
The
reckoned stands
quota thus reckoned
The quota
for the
included betime included
the whole time
for
tween
General
consecutive General
two consecutive
tween two
Conferences
only be modican only
and can
Conferences and
fied
in the
meanwhile m the
the folthe meanwhile
fied in
lowing
cases:
lowing cases:

Method of determination.

Methodofdetermin-

Permanence.
Permanence.

Modifications.
Modifications.

Delinquent states.
states.
(a)
the adhering
adhering states Delinquent
of the
one of
If one
(a) If
to
years
allows
three
successive
years
to
successive
allows three
pass without
without making
its paymaking its
pass
ments;
ments;
Payment of delinot del nPanyent
a quencies.
(b)
When, on
the contrary,
contrary, a
on the
(b) When,
b. Si,
Si, au
un Etat,
Etat,
contraire, un
au contraire,
b.
state which
had been
previously qene
been previously
which had
ant erieurement retardataire
retardataire de state
anterieurement
for more
more than
three
than three
delinquent for
plus
plus de trois ans, ayant verse ses delinquent
the
years pays
and the
pays up its arrears, and
contributions arrierees,
ii y
y aa years
arrerees, il
contributions
arises to
to return
return to the
occasion arises
lieu de
aux autres Gou- occasion
restituer aux
de restituer
lieu
advances
the advances
governments the
other governments
vernements les
faites par other
avances faites
les avances
vernements
made
them.
by them.
made by
eux.
eux.
con
Complementary con.
The
contribu- triCoPementar
complementary contribuThe complementary
La contribution
contribution complemencomplementributions.
La
tion
is
computed
on
same
the
on
taire
sur la m6me
memo tion is computed
calculee sur
est calculee
taire est
and is like
population and
of population
basis of
base de
de la
est basis
et est
population, et
la population,
base
the states
states that
that have
which the
that which
egale h
celle que
que les
Etats ancienancien- that
les Etats
a celle
egale
Convention
belonged to the Convention
la Conven- long belonged
nement
entres dans is.
nement entres
pay under
under the
conditions.
same conditions.
the same
tion paient
paient dans
con- pay
memes conles memes
dans les
tion
ditions.
If after
adhering to
to the
the conExtension to colonies
colonies
con- c Extensionto
after adhering
If
Si un
un Etat ayant adhere
adhere ah la
Si
adhering State.%
at
vention a
state declares
declares it
it chg
a state
Convention
vouloir vention
en vouloir
declare en
Convention declare
like to
to extend
extend the benewould like
etendre
i une ou would
benefice h
le benefice
6tendre le
one or more of its
thereof to one
fits thereof
plusieurs de
de ses
non fits
Colonies non
ses Colonies
plusieurs
colonies that
autononot autonoare not
that are
autonomes, le chiffre de la
is. popu- colonies
autonomes,
mous, the
number of
of the poputhe number
lation des
dites Colonies
Colonies sera mous,
des dites
lation
lation of
of the
said colonies
colonies would
the said
ajoute
de l'Etat
l'Etat pour le lation
celui de
ajoute Iti celui
be added
added to
to that
that of
of the
State in
the State
calcul
contribu- be
l'echelle des contribude Pechelle
calcul de
reckoning the
the scale
scale of
of contribucontribureckoning
tions.
tions.
tions.
When aa colony
colony that
is recogrecog- Autonomous
n_utonomous colocolothat is
When
Lorsqu'une
reconnue
Lorsqu'une Colonie reconnue
.
nized
as
autonomous
shall
dedeshall
autonomous
as
nized
a
autonome
desirera
k
la
adherer
autonome desirera
sire to
to adhere
adhere to
to the
the convention,
convention,
Convention,
consideree, sire
Convention, elle sera consideree,
it will
will be
respect
regarded with respect
be regarded
en ce
ce qui
qui concerne
concerne son
dans it
entree dans
son entree
en
admission into
into the
the ConConits admission
to its
cette
Convention, suivant la
is. de- to
cette Convention,
vention and
and as
as the
the mother
counmother councision
de la
la Metropole,
comme vention
soit cornme
Metropole, soit
cision de
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try may
may decide,
decide, either
either as
deas aa deune d6pendance
dependance de
ce.11e-ci, soit
soit try
de celle-ci,
une
pendency of
mother counthat mother
of that
pendency
comme
un ntat
contractant.
Etat contractant.
comme un
try
or as
contracting state.
a contracting
as a
try or
ARTICLE
3.
ARTICLE 3.

adbof nw
Notice
Notice of
new a
dim"

ingstates.
states.
ing

ARTICLE
3.
ARTICLE 3.

Any
state may
may adhere
adhere to this
Any state
la
Etat pourra
Tout Etat
pourra adherer
adlterer aala
presente Convention
convention by
giving notice
notice
Convention en
en notifiant
by giving
presents
notifiant convention
thereof to the French
French. GovernGovernson
Gouvernement thereof
au Gouvernement
adhesion au
son adhesion
which shall
shall notify
all the
the
notify all
ment which
a ment
franfais, qui
gut en
en donnera
donnera avis a
franpais,
participant states
and the
the ChairChairstates and
tous
lee Etats
Etats participants
au participant
et au
participants et
tous les
man ofthe
of the International
CommitInternationalCommitPresident du
du Comite
Comite tnternational
International man
President
tee
of Weights
Weights and
and Measures.
Measures.
tee of
des
Poids et
Mesures.
et Mesures.
des Poids
Any new
accession to
Conto the Connew accession
Any
Toute
accession nouvelle
nouvelle aala
la
Toute accession
of May
May 20,
20, 1875,
1875, will
vention of
Convention du
du 20 mai 1875 en- vention
Convention
involve adhesion
adhesion to
necessarily involve
trainera
adhesion necessarily
obligatoirement adhesion
trainera obligatoirement
this
Convention.
this
la presente
Convention.
presente Convention.
aala
AirricLE 4.
4.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 4.
4.
ATIcLE

Deposit
of ratifies
La presente
presente Convention
sera
Convention sera
DtiDoit of
ratfl- - La
adresratifiee. Chaque
Ch.aque Puissance
Puissance adresratifie.
sera,
court delai
Ne plus court
dans is
sera, dans
poseThle,
sa ratification
Gouverau Gouverratificationan
possible, sa
I r les
nement
lee soins
coins
franpais, par
nement francais,
I
duquel
en sera
ne avis
avis aux
aux
sera donne
i en
duquel it
ratisignataires. Les ratiPays signataires.
autres
autres Pays
ions resteront
resteront deposees
&posies dans
dans lee
lee
fications
Effectual
B
t l ddate.
ouvernementfranpais.
archivesdu Gouvernement
arch,ives
francais.
de*
La presente
presente Convention
entrera en
Conventon entrera
La
vigueur, .pour
chaque Pays
signet,Pays signapour chaque
vigueur,
taire 'le jour
your mente
mime du depot de son
tazre,
acts de
de ratification.
ratification.
acte
ertited copies
Fait
Sevres, is
6 octobre
1921,
4 Sevres,
le 6
Certified
copies to
to
Fait a
octobre 1921,
signatories.
en un
un soul
restera
ezemplaire, qui restera
seul exemplaire,
en
sinator.
depose d,ans
lee archives
archives du Gouverdans les
depose
nement francais,
dont lee
lee expediexpediet dont
franais, et
nement
tions authentiques
authentiques seront
seront remises a
d
tions
chacun
des
Pays
signataires.
signataires.
des
Pays
chacun
signor
Extension
Extension for signii
inntg.g.
Ledit
exemplaire, date comme ii
Ledit exemplaire,
signs
est
pourra etre
etre signe
ci-dessus, pourra
est dit
dit ci-dessus,
jusqu'au
jusqu'au 31 mars 1922.
Signatures.
Plenipotenquoi, les
Enfoi
Sigatures.
En
foi de quoi,
lee Plinipotenpouvoirs
tiaires ci-apres,
ci-apres, dont les
lee pouvoirs
tiaires
reconnus en bonne et due
out e't
ete reconnus
ont
forme, ont signe la
presents Conla presente
forme,
vention.
vention.
Pour l'Allemagne:
VAllemagne:
Pour
FORSTER,
FORSTER,
KOSTERS.
KoSTERS.
Pour
Republique Argentine:
Argentine:
la Republique
Pour La
ALVEAR.
M.-T.DE
DE ALVEAR,
M.-T.
LUIS BEMBERG.
BEMBERG.
Lus
l'Autriche:
Pour l'Autriche:
Pour
MAYRIIA. USER .
MAYRRAUSER.
Pour La
la Belgique:
Pour
ERN.
PASQUIER.
ERN. PASQUIER.
Pour le Bresil:
Bresil:
Pour
F
RANC. RAMOS
RA.m..os DE
DE ANDRADE
ANDRADE
FRANC.
NEVES.
NEVES.
Pour La
Bulgarie:
Pour
la Bulgarie:
SAVOFF.
SAVOFF.

The present
present convention
convention shall
shall
The
be
power shall
ratified. Each power
be ratified.
within
shortest possible time
the shortest
within the
ratification to the French
French
its ratification
send its
to
Government which
which will
will see to
Government
its being
notified to
to the
the other
other
being notified
its
signatory countries.
countries. The ratifisignatory
cations shall
shall remain
remain in
in deposit
deposit
cations
in
the archives
archiveS of the French
French
in the
Government. The
The present
present ConConGovernment.
vention will go into effect
for
effect for
vention
each signatory
signatory country
country on the
each
very date
date of
of the
deposit of its
the deposit
very
instrument of
ratification.
of ratification.
instrument
Done at Sevres,
Sevres, October
October 6,
1921,
one copy
copy that will
will be
be
in one
1921, in
deposited in the
Archives of the
the Archives
deposited
French Government
Government and of which
which
French
certified
copies shall
shall be
be forwardforwardcertified copies
ed
to every
every one
one of
of the
the signatory
signatory
ed to
countries.
This copy,
dated as
may
as above,
above, may
This
copy, dated
be signed
signed until
until March
1922.
March 31, 1922.
be
In witness
whereof the
the pleniIn
witness whereof
potentiaries hereinbelow
hereinbelow named,
potentiaries
whose
have been
been found to
powers have
whose powers
be in
in good
good and
and due form,
form, have
be
signed the
the present
present Convention.
Convention.
signed
For Germany:
Germany:
For
FORSTER,
FORSTER,
KoSTERS.
KOSTERS.
For Argentina:
Argentina:
For
M.-T.
DE ALVEAR,
ALVEAR,
IM.-T. DE
LUIS BEMBERG.
BEMBERG.
Luis
For Austria:
Austria:
For
MAYR HAUSER .
MAYRHAUSER.
For Belgium:
Belgium:
ERN.
1TIER.
ERN. PASQ
PASQUIER.
For
Brazil:
For Brazil:
FRANC. RAMOS
DE ANDRADE,
ANDRADE
FRANC.
RAMOS DE
NEYE S.
NEVES.
For
For Bulgaria:
Bulgaria:
SAVOY?.
SAVOFF.
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Pour
Canada:
Pour le Canada:
HARDLNGE OF
ST,
PENSHURST,
OF PENSHITR
HARDINGE
jr.
J.-E. SEARS
SEARS jr.
J.-E.
Pour le
le Chili:
Chili:
Pour
M. AMUNATEGUT.
Am UNATEGUT.
M.
Pour
Danemarle :
le Danemark:
Pour le
K.
PRYTZ.
K. PRYTZ.
Pour
l'Espagne:
Pour l'Espagne:
NUNEZ.
SEVERO
GOMEZ NUREZ.
SEVERO GOMEZ
Pour lee
Etats- Unis:
les Etats-Unis:
Pour
SHELDON WHITEHOUSE,
WHITEHOUSE,
SHELDON
SAMUEL-W. STRATTON.
STRATTON.
SAMUEL-W.
Pour
Finlande:
Pour la Finlande:
G. MELANDER.
MELANDER.
G.
Pour
la France:
France:
Pour la
P. APPELL,
P.
APPELL,
PAUL
JANET,
PAUL JANET,
A.
PEROT,
A. PEROT,
J.
Vior i.
J. VIOLLE.
Pour
Grande-Bretagne:
la Grande-Bretagne:
Pour la
HARDINGE
OF PENSHURST,
PENSHURST,
IIARDINGE OF
J.-E. SEARS
SEARS jr,
jr,
J.-E.
P.-A. MACMAHON.
MACMAHON.
Pour
/a Hongrie:
Hongrie:
Pour la
BODOLA
.
LAJOS.
LAJOS.
BODOLA
Pour
l' Italie:
Pour l'Italie:
VITO
VOLTERRA,
Vrro VOLTERRA,
NAPOLEONE REGGL&NI.
REGGIANI.
NAPOLEONE
Pour le
Japon:
le Japon:
Pour
A.
TANAKADATE,
A. TANAKADATE,
KOSHIDA.
SAISHIRO
SAISHRO KOSHLDA.
Pour
Mexigue:
le Mexique:
Pour le
JUAN
URQuuu.
F. URQUDI.
JUAN F.
Pour
Norvege:
Pour la Norvege:
D. ISAACHSEN
ISAACHSEN.
D.
Pour
Perou:
Pour le Perou:
G. TIRADO.
G.
TIRADO.
Pour
le Portugal:
Portugal:
Pour le
ARMANDO NAVARRO.
NAVARRO.
ARMANDO
Roumanie:
Pour la Roumanie:
Pour
ST. HEP
ITES ,
HEPITES,
ST.
C.
STATE SC U
C. STATESCU.
Pour
la Serbie-Croatie-Slovenie.
Serbie-Croatie-Slovenie.
Pour la
M.
BOCHKOVITCII.
M. BOCHKOVITCH.
CELESTIN
KARGATCHIN
CELESTIN KARGATCHIN.
Pour
is Siam:
Pourle
DAMRAS
DAMRAS.
Pour la
Suede:
la Suede:
Pour
K.-A.
ALutcrut,
WALLROTH,
K.-A. W
IVA R FREDHOLM
FREDHOLM.
IVAR
Pour la Suisse:
Pour
RAOUL
TIER.
GAUTIER.
RAOUL GAL
Pour
l'Uruguay:
Pourl'Uruguay:
J.-C.
BLANCO.
J.-C. BLANCO.
COPIE CERTIFItE
CONCERTIFIRE CONCOPIE
FORME
FORME
Le
Ministre PlenipotenPlenipotenLe Ministre
tiaire,
Chef du
Service
du Service
tiaire, Chef
du Protocole,
Protocole,
du
P.
DE FOUQUIEBES.
FOUQUIERES.
P. DE
45822°—voL
23
23
243-PT 2
45822 -VOL 43—pr

OCTOBER 6,
6, 1921.
1921.
OCTOBER

For
For Canada:
Canada:
HARDINGE
OF PENSHURST,
PENSHUR ST ,
HARDINGE OF
J. E.
E. SEARS,
Jr.
SEARS, Jr.
J.
For
Chile:
For Chile:
M. AMUNATE
GUI.
AMUNATEGUI.
M.
For
Denmark:
For Denmark:
K. PRYTZ
PRYTZ.
K.
For Spain:
Spain:
For
SEVER°
GOMEZ NUNEZ.
NUREZ.
SEVERO GOMEZ
For the
the United
States:
United States:
For
SHELDON
WmITEHOUSE.
SHELDON WHITEHOUSE.
SAMUEL
STRATTON.
W. STRATTON.
SAMUEL W.
For Finland;
Finland;
For
G.
MELANDER.
G. AfELANDER.
For France:
For
France:
P. APPELL,
APPELL,
P.
PAUL JANET,
JANET,
PAUL
A. PEROT,
PEROT,
A.
J
VIOLT.E.
J. .VIOLLE.
For Great
Britain:
Great Britain:
For
OF PENSHURST,
ILUMINGE
PENSHURST,
HARDINGE OF
J
Jr.,
SEARS, Jr.,
J..E.
E. SEARS,
P.
MAcMAHoN.
A. MACMAHON.
P. A.
For
Hungary:
For Hungary:
BODOLA LAJOS.
LAJOS.
BODOLA
For
Italy:
For Italy:
VITO
VOLTERRA,
VITO VOLTERRA,
NAPOLEONE
REGGIANI.
NAPOLEONE REGGIANI.
For Ja
pan:
Japan:
For
A.
TANAKADATE,
A. TANAKADATE,
SAISHIRO KOSHIDA.
KOSHIDA.
SAISHIRO
For
Mexico:
For Mexico:
F. URQITIDI.
URQUIDI.
J
UAN F.
JUAN
For
Norway:
For Norway:
D.
ISAACHSEN.
D. ISAACHSEN.
For
Peru:
For Peru:
G. TIRADO.
G.
TIRADO.
For
Portugal:
For Portugal:
ARMANDO NAVARRO.
NAVARRO.
ARMANDO
For
Rumania:
For Rumania:
S
T. HEPITES,
IIEPITES,
ST.
C.STATESCU.
STATESCU.
C.
For the
the Serbs,
Croats, and
and SlovSlovSerbs, Croats,
For
enes:
enes:
M. BOCHKOVITCH,
BOCHKOVITCH,
M.
KARGATCHIN.
CELESTIN KARGATCHIN.
CELESTIN
For
Siam:
For Siam:
DAMRAS.
DAMRAS.
For Sweden:
Sweden:
For
K. A.
A. WALLROTH,
WALLROTH,
K.
IVAR FREDHOLM.
FREDHOLM.
IVAR
For Switzerland:
Switzerland:
For
RAOUL
GAUTIER.
RAOUL GAUTIER.
For Uruguay:
Uruguay:
For
J.
C. BLANCO.
BLANCO.
J. C.
A True
True Copy.
Copy.
A
P. DE
DE FOUQUTERES,
FOUQUIE RES,
P.
Minister
Plenipotentiary,
Minister Plenipotentiary,
Chief
Protocol Division.
Division.
of Protocol
Chief of
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der
„,,V
do
Ratification
l
itaert
l Mt,: o

te

t at

ited.
Ante, p.1692.

Ante p.lsa.

Proclamation.

roclati.

OCTOBER 6, 1921.
1921.
OOTOBER

And
whereas the
States of America
America of
of the United States
ratification of
the ratification
And whereas
deposited
thereof,
4
Article
of
the
said
convention
was,
in
pursuance
Article
4
deposited
the said convention was, in pursuance
with
Government of the French
French Republic
Republic on October
October 24, 1923;
1923;
the Government
with the
Now, therefore,
therefore, be
it known
known that
I, Calvin
Calvin Coolidge, President
President
that I,
be it
Now,
convention
of the
United States
States of
of America,
have caused
caused the said convention
America, have
the United
of
to be
public to
end that
that the
and every article
article and
and
same and
the same
the end
to the
made public
be made
to
clause thereof
be observed
with good faith by
by
fulfilled with
and fulfilled
observed and
may be
thereof may
clause
thereof.
the United
citizens thereof.
the citizens
and the
States and
United States
the
In
testimony whereof,
have caused
caused the seal of United States
States to
to
I have
whereof, I
In testimony
be
affix-ed.
hereunto affixed.
be hereunto
Done
at the
City of
of Washington
the twenty-seventh
twenty-seventh day of October
October
Washington the
the City
Done at
in the
our Lord
Lord one
one thousand
hundred and
and
thousand nine hundred
of our
year of
the year
in
United
the
of
Independence
[sEAL.]
twenty-three,
and
of
Independence
the
of
and
twenty-three,
[SnEA.]
States
of America
one hundred
hundred and
and forty-eighth.
the one
America the
States of

CALVIN COOLIDGE
COOLIDGE
CALVIN

By
the President:
President:
By the
HUGHES
E. Huolms
CHARLES E.
CHTARLE
Secretary of
of State.
Secretary

ARBITRATION AGREEMENT-GREAT
AGREEMENT-GREAT BRITAIN.
BRITAIN.
ARBITRATION

1695
1695

JUNE
J
UNE 23, 1923.

Britain further
Agreement between
between the
States and
and Great
Great Britain
further exexthe United States
Agreement
convention of April 4,
of the
the arbitration
arbitrationconvention
4, 1908.
duration of
tending the duration
Signed at
1923; ratification
advised by the
23, 1923;
ratification advised
June 23,
at Washington,
Washington, June
Signed
Senate, December
December 18,
ratified by
by Great
Great Britain,
Britain, Au
August
ust 1,
18, 1923;
1923; ratified
Senate,
December 28, 1923; ratifications
1923; ratified
1923;
ratified by the President,
President, December
ratifications
1923; proclaimed,
exchanged at Washington, December 29, 1923;
proclaimed, December
exchanged
29, 1923.
1923.
29,

June 23, 1923.

Jn23,1923.

BY THE
RESIDENT OF
STATES OF
OF AMERICA.
AMERICA.
OF THE
THE UNTrED
UNITED STATES
BY
THE P
PRESIDENT
A PROCLAMATION.
PROCLAMATION.
A
ta
r
t
bmatr
with
Great ita
Whereas an
an Agreement
Agreement between
between the United
America and with
States of America
United States
Whereas
Great Britain
Britain extending
extending for
of five
years the
the ArbiArbi- Vol.
Preamble.
ranble
five years
for another
another period
period of
Great
35, p.1 1960.
tration Convention
Convention concluded
April 4,
4, 1908,
1908, was
between them
them on April
concluded between
tration
Plenipotentiaries at Washconcluded
Washconcluded and
and signed by their
their respective
respective Plenipotentiaries
ington
on the
the twenty-third
of June,
one thousand
nine hundred
hundred
ington on
twenty-third day
day of
June, one
thousand nine
and
twenty-three, the
which Agreement
is word
for word
word for
word
original of
of which
Agreement is
and twenty-three,
the original
as
as follows:
The President
President of
of the
the United
United States
States of
and His
His Majesty
Majesty
of America
America and
The

the King
King of
Kingdom of
of Great
Great Britain
and Ireland
Ireland and
Britain and
the
of the
the United
United Kingdom
the Seas,
Seas, Emperor
Emperor of India,
India, being
Dominions beyond
beyond the
of thethe British Dominions
desirous of
another five years the period during which
which
for another
desirous
of extending
extending for

Contracting Powers.

ontracting Powers.

Vol.
the Arbitration
Arbitration Convention
between them
on April
4, 1908,
38, p. 1767.
1908, 1767.Vol
April 4,
them on
concluded between
Convention concluded
the

extended by
Agreement concluded
between the
two Governments
Governments
the two
concluded between
by the
the Agreement
extended

Vol. 40, p. 1627.

on May
and further
further extended
extended by
by the
Agreement concluded
concluded V 40 '627
the Agreement
31, 1913,
1913, and
on
May 31,
between
remain in force,
on June
June 3, 1918, shall remain
two Governments
Governments on
between the
the two
Pleiipotentiaries.
have
the undersigned,
undersigned, to
Evans Plenipotentiaries.
to wit:
wit: Charles
Charles Evans
authorized the
respectively authorized
have respectively
Hughes,
of State
State of
and Sir Auckland
Auckland
United States; and
of the United
Secretary of
Hughes, Secretary
Geddes,
M. G.,
C. B.,
His Britannic
Britannic Majesty's
Ambassador
Majesty's Ambassador
B., His
K. C.
G. C.
C. M.
G., K.
Geddes, G.
Extraordinary
to the
the United
States, to
to conclude
conclude
United States,
Plenipotentiary to
and Plenipotentiary
Extraordinary and
following Articles:
Articles:
the following
ARTICLE
I
ARTICLE I
The Convention
Convention of
Arbitration of
4, 1908,
between the
Gov- fuConventim
of
19°8
The
of Arbitration
of April
April 4,
1908, between
the Govthneentinendoed
for
rther
extended
for
eminent
of the
the Government
Government of
of five yers.
years.
of America
America and
and the
United States
States of
ernment of
the United
United Kingdom
His
Kingdom of Great
Great Britain
Britain and
and
the King of the United
Majesty the
His Majesty
Ireland
the British
Dominions beyond
beyond the
Seas, Emperor
Emperor of
the Seas,
British Dominions
and of
of the
Ireland and
India, the
IV thereof
thereof was
was fixed
fixed at
at aa
by Article
Article IV
of which
which by
duration of
India,
the duration
period of
of five
years from
from the
of the
the exchange
of ratifications
ratifications of
exchange of
the date
date of
five years
period
the
said Convention
on June
June 4,
1908, which
the Agreement
Agreement
period by the
which period
4, 1908,
Convention on
the said
of
May 31,
between the
was extended
extended for
for five
two Governments
Governments was
the two
31, 1913,
1913, between
of May
years
from June
June 4,
between VOL
Vol. 4,
40, P.
p. 1627.
1627.
the Agreement
Agreement between
by the
aid was
was extended
extended by
4, 1913,
1913, arid
years from
them
of June
3, 1918,
1918, for
for the
further period
period of
of five years from June
the further
June 3,
them of
4,
1918, is
hereby extended
extended and
continued in force
for the further
force for
and continued
is hereby
4, 1918,
period
of five
five years
4, 1923.
from June
June 4,
years from
period of
ARTICLE II
II
ARTICLE
The
present Agreement
shall be
be ratified
of the
the
President of
by the
the President
ratified by
Agreement shall
The present
United
States of
of America,
America, by
by and
advice and
and consent
consent of
of the
the
the advice
and with
with the
United States
Senate thereof,
thereof, and
and by
and it
it shall
shall become
become
Majesty, and
His Britannic
Britannic Majesty,
by His
Senate

u Excbange
Ex"ange

of ratffica '
of Istirica
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1696
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Si
gnatures.
8sgw.

JuNE
1923.
JUNE 23, 1923.

effective upon
date of
of the
exchange of
of ratifications
ratifications which
which shall
the exchange
the date
upon the
effective
take
place
at
Washington
as
soon
as
possible.
possible.
as
soon
as
take place at Washington
Done
duplicate, this
twenty-third day
day of
of June,
June, one thousand
this twenty-third
in duplicate,
Done in
nine
hundred
and
twenty-three.
twenty-three.
and
nine hundred
[SEAL.] C
HARLES EVANS
EVANS HUGHES
HIUGHES
CH^RLES
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]

A. GEDDES
GEDDES
A.

been duly
Ratifications exexAnd
whereas the
the said
said Agreement
Agreement has
duly ratified
ratified on both
has been
And whereas
BRtifications
ebanged.
parts,
and the
the ratifications
ratifications of
the two
two governments
were exchanged
exchanged
governments were
of the
parts, and
da^l.
in
the
City
of
Washington,
on
the
twenty-ninth
day
December,
of December,
day
twenty-ninth
the
on
m the City of Washington,
twenty-three;
one
thousand nine
nine hundred
hundred and
and twenty-three;
one thousand
Proclamation.
Now,
be it
it known
that I,
Calvin Coolidge,
Coolidge, President
President of
I, Calvin
known that
therefore, be
Now, therefore,
Pnrau.
to be
the United
United States
States of
of America,
have caused
caused the
the said
said Agreement
Agreement to
America, have
the
made
that the
and every
every article and
and clause
same and
the same
end that
the end
to the
public, to
made public,
thereof, may
may be
fulfilled with
with good
good faith by the United
and fulfilled
observed and
be observed
thereof,
States
the citizens
thereof.
citizens thereof.
and the
States and
caused
In testimony
have hereunto
hereunto set my hand
hand and caused
whereof, IIhave
testimony.whereof,
In
the Seal
Seal of
the United
United States to be affixed.
of the
the
Done
city of
of Washington,
this twenty-ninth
Decemtwenty-ninth day of DecemWashington, this
the city
at the
Done at
hundred
ber; in
the year
year of
our Lord
thousand nine
nine hundred
one thousand
Lord one
of our
in the
ber;
Independence of the United
the Independence
[szAr...]
twenty-three, and
and of the
and twenty-three,
[sEAL.] and
and
States
of
America
the
one
hundred
and forty-eighth.
hundred
one
the
America
of
States
CALViN C
OOLIDGE
COOLMGE
CALVN
By the
President:
the President:
By
CHARLES E.
E.HUOHES
HUGHES
CARLnES
Secretary of
of State.
Secretary
[
EXCHANGE or
OF NOTES.]
NOTES.]
I[ExCHANG

isage of
Ischange
ofnoe.
not.

[The Secretary
State to
to the
the Ambassador
Great Britain.]
Britain.]
Ambassador of Great
of State
Secretary of
[The
DEPARTMENT
OP S
TATE,
STATE,
DEPARTMENT OF
Washington, June 23, 1928.
Washington,
EXCELLENCY:
ExCELMUNCr:

of the
In connection
connection with
signing today
today of an
an agreement
agreement for the renewal
renewal of
the
the signing
with the
Seretary of
From
From Bearetari
of In
State
State
Convention
of Arbitration
between the United
United States and Great
Great
concluded between
Arbitration concluded
Convention of

Britain,
April 4,
4, 1908,
renewed from
have the
the honor, in
in
I have
time, I
to time,
time to
from time
and renewed
1908, and
Britain, April
pursuance of
of our
conversations, to
state the following
following understanding
understanding
to state
informal conversations,
our informal
pursuance
Government.
which I
be glad
you confirm
confirm on behalf of your Government.
have you
to have
glad to
shall be
I shall
which
consent
On
to the Senate
Senate that it
it consent
proposed to
President proposed
the President
last the
24 last
February 24
On February
under certain
certain stated
States to
to the
the
conditions to the adhesion by the United States
stated conditions
under
Protocol
December 16,
which the Permanent
Permanent Court of
of InternaInternaunder which
1920, under
16, 1920,
of December
Protocol of
convene
the Senate does not convene
tional Justice
Justice had
had been
created at
Hague. As the
The Hague.
at The
been created
tional
in
its regular
regular session
session until
until December
action upon this proposal
proposal will
will necesnecesnext, action
December next,
in its
sarily
be delayed.
delayed. In
In the
the event
event that
that the
Senate gives its assent to the proposal,
proposal,
the Senate
sarily be
considering
to
averse
be
British Government
Government will
will not
not
averse
considering aa
the British
that the
understand that
II understand
or the
renewing, or
modification of
of the
the Convention
of Arbitration
Arbitration which
which we are renewing,
Convention of
modification
mentioned
making of
separate agreement,
providing for the reference
reference of disputes mentioned
agreement, providing
a separate
of a
making
International Justice.
in
the Convention
Convention to
the Permanent
Justice.
Court of International
Permanent Court
to the
in the
Accept, Excellency,
Excellency, the
renewed assurance
assurance of my
my highest
highest consideration.
consideration.
the renewed
Accept,
CHARLES E.
HUGHES
E. HGoEms
CHARLES
Honorable
The
Right Honorable
The Right
K. C.
Sir
AUCKLAND GEDDES,
GEDDES, G.
C.M.
M .G.,
G., K.
C.B.,
G. C.
Sir AUCKLAND
Ambassador
Great Britain.
Britain,
of Great
Ambassador of

Secretary of State.]
[The Ambassador
Great Britain
Britain to the Secretary
of Great
Ambassador of
[The
BRITISH EMBASSY,
EMBASSY,
BRTIsH
Washington, D.
June 23, 1933.
1923.
C., June
D. C.,
Washington,

From
British
ra BrtUh

bassadar.
bsaasdw.

No. 523.
523.
No.
SIR:
SIR:
date in
today's date
note of
your note
receipt of
acknowledge the
the honour to acknowledge
have
I
Am-- I
Am
the receipt
of your
of today's
in
the
renewal of
inform me,
which you
were so
so good
good as
me, in
in connection
connection with the renewal
of the
as to inform
you were
which
the
and
Britain
Great
between
4th,
Arbitration
Convention
of
April
1908,
between
and
the
April
of
Convention
Arbitration
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JUNE 23,
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ARBITRATION
United States,
the United
States had proposed to the Senate
United States
of the
President of
the President
that the
States, that
United
the
the United
the Protocol
Protocol of
conditions, to the
under certain conditions,
States, under
United States,
of the
adherence of
the adherence
International Justice
December 16th,
16th, 1920,
creating the Permanent
Permanent Court of International
1920, creating
December
understand
at the
the Hague,
and that,
that, if
the Senate
Senate assents
assents to this proposal,
proposal, you understand
if the
Hague, and
at
that His
Majesty's Government
prepared to consider
consider the
Government would be prepared
Britannic Majesty's
His Britannic
that
conclusion of
of an
an agreement,
for the reference
reference to the Permanent
Permanent Court
Court
agreement, providing for
conclusion
of International
International Justice of
disputes mentioned in the Convention.
of disputes
of
Under
Secretary of State for
for Foreign
Foreign
Principal Secretary
instructions from His Majesty's Principal
Under instructions
Majesty's GovernAffairs
understanding of His Majesty's
Governthe honor to confirm your understanding
I have the
Affairs I
Presithe
approve
ment's
attitude on
on this
Senate approve
Pre,si-1
to state
state that if the Senate
this point and to
ment's attitude
dent's proposal
proposal His
His Majesty's
Majesty's Government
Government will
will be
be prepared
prepared to consider
consider with the
dent's
to
reference
for
United
States
Government
the
conclusion
of
an
agreement
the
reference
to
agreement
United States Government the conclusion
the
Permanent Court
Court of
International Justice of disputes
disputes mentioned
mentioned in the
of International
the Permanent
Arbitration
Arbitration Convention.
have the
the honour
to be
obedient,
consideration, Sir, your most obedient,
highest consideration,
the highest
with the
be with
honour to
IIhave
humble servant,
A.GEDDES
GEDDEB
A.
The Honourable
CHARLES E.
HUGHES,
E. HUGHES,
CHARBLES
Secretary
United States,
Secretary of State of the United
C.
Washington,
Washington, D. C.
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EXTRADITION TREATY—VENEZUELA.
JANUARY 19, 1922.
1922.
TREATY-VENEZUELA. JANUARY
EXTRADITION

Treaty, and
between the
the United
United States
States and Venezuela
Venezuela
article, between
additionalarticle,
and additional
Treaty,

January 19,
21, 1922.
1922.
19,21,
January

for
extradition of
fugitives from
from justice.
offuitives
for extradition

Signed at Caraas,
Caracas, January
January

January 5, 1923;
19 and
21, 1922; ratification
the Senate
Senate, January
by the
advised by
ratificationadvised
and 21,1922;
*• 19
ratified by
by Venezuela,
15,
y15,
ebruary
Venezuelar, February
ratified

President,
1923;; ratified by the President,

April 14,
February 21,, 1923;
exchanged at
at Caracas,
Caracas, April
ratifications exchanged
1923; ratifications
Febrary
1924.
2,
1923;
proclaimed,
January
1924January
procaimed,
1923;
BY
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT or
.r.D.h UNITED
TATES OF
or AMEICOA,
AMERICA,
STATES
UNITED S
OF THE
BY TEE
A
PROCLAMATION.
A PROCLAMATION.

Extradition
with
xtradition with
VenezuelaVumeaiel
Preamble.
Preamblse

Post, p. 1707.

put,p. m.

Powes.
Contracting Powers.
Contacting

Plenipotentiaries.
Pleipotentiarues.

America and the
Whereas a
aTreaty
between the
States of
of America
United States
the United
Treaty between
Whereas

of fugitives
United States
States of
for the
the extradition
fugitives
extradition of
providing for
Venezuela providing
of Venezuela
United
from justice
concluded and
and signed
signed by
by their respective Pleniwas concluded
justice was
from
potentiaries
at Caracas
Caracas on
nineteenth day
day of
January one
one thouthouof January
the nineteenth
on the
potentiaries at
sand
nine hundred
and twenty-two;
twenty-two;
hundred and
sand nine
And
whereas an
an Additional
Article to the said Treaty
Treaty was signed
signed
Additional Article
And whereas
by the
the respective
respective plenipotentiaries
plenipotentiaries of
of the
States of America
America
United States
the United
by
January
and
of Venezuela
the twenty-first
twenty-first day.of January
on the
Venezuela on
States of
United States
the United
and the
one
nine hundred
and twenty-two
twenty-two the originals
originals of which
which
hundred and
thousand nine
one thousand.
Treaty and
Additional Article
being m
in the
the English and Spanish
Spanish
Article being
and Additional
Treaty
follows:
languages are
word for
for word
word as follows:
are word
languages
The United
America
States of America
United States
The
and
the United
United States
States of
of VeneVeneand the
zuela,
desiring to
strengthen their
to strengthen
zuela, desiring
reciprocal
relations, to facilitate
reciprocal relations,
the course
course of
justice
punitive justice
of punitive
the
crimes which
and
the crimes
which
limit the
to limit
and to
may be
be committed
recommitted in their remay
prevent
spective
territories; to prevent
spective territories;
result
the
which would result
impunity which
the impunity
from
escape of
of guilty
persons
guilty persons
the escape
from the
and of
of their
their asylum
asylum in the terriand
tory of
of one
the other
other nation,
or the
one or
tory
have
conclude a
a
to conclude
resolved to
have resolved
Treaty for the extradition
extradition of the
Treaty
acaused
as well as of those who
accused as
have
sentenced, and have
been sentenced,
have been
purpose the
appointed
appointed for that purpose
following
Plenipotentiaries:
following Plenipotentiaries:
The President
President of the United
The
States of
John CampAmerica, John
of America,
States
bell White,
White, Chargé
d'Affaires ad
Charge d'Affaires
bell
interim of
of the
of
United States of
the United
interim
and
America
to Venezuela,
Venezuela, and
America to
The Provisional
Provisional President
President of
of
The
Venezuela,
the
United States
States of Venezuela,
the United
Doctor Pedro
Pedro Itriago
Itriago Chacin.
Chacin, MinDoctor
Affairs of the
ister
of Foreign
Foreign Affairs
ister of
United
47:f Venezuela;
Venezuela;
States of
United States

Estados Unidos
Unidos de Am6riAmeriLos Estados
ca
y los
los Estados
Estados Unidos de
ca y
Venezuela,
deseando estrechar
estrechar las
Venezuela, deseando
relaciones
recfprocas, facilitar
facilitar la
la
relaciones reciprocas,
accien de
de la
la justicia
justicia penal
penal y
y
acci6n
reprimir los
crImenes que
que puedan
los crimenes
reprimir
cometerse en sus respectivos tecometerse
rritorios; a
afin
fin de
de evitar
evitar la
impunila impunirritorios;
evasi6n
dad
resultarfa de la evasion
que resultaria
dad quo
de su asilo
de los
los delincuentes
delincuentes y
y de
de
u otra
en el
el territorio
territorio de una u
en
nacion, han
han resuelto celebrar
celebrar un
naci6n,
Tratado de
Extradicion de los
de Extradici6n
Tratado
enjuiciados y
y de los condenados,
condenados,
enjuiciados
y
han nombrado
por
nombrado al efecto por
y han
a saber:
sus Plenipotenciarios,
Plenipotenciarios, a
sus
El
Excelentisimo Sefior
Sefior PresiEl Excelentisimo
dente de los Estados
Estados Unidos de
dente
America, al
al Sefior
Seilor John
John Campbell
Campbell
America,
White, Encargado
Encargado de Negocios
Ne?ocios ad
White,
interim de
de los
nidos de
Estados I.fUnidos
los Estados
interim
Sefior Presidente
America;
y el Senor
Presidente
America; y
Provisional de
de los
los Estados Unidos
Provisional
de Venezuela,
Seiler Doctor
Doctor
Venezuela, al Sefior
de
Pedro
Itriago Chacin,
Chacin, Ministro de
Pedro Itriago
Relaciones
Exteriores de los EsRelaciones Exteriores
Venezuela;
tados
Unidos de Venezuela;
tados Unidos
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-haber canQuienes despues
despues de liaber
Quienes
Who, after
after having
exchanged
having exchanged
Who,
jeado sus
yenconentonpoderes, y
plenos poderes,
sus plenos
their full
full powers, found in good jeado
their
debida
trendolos en
en buena
buena y
y debida
and due
form, have
have agreed
agreed upon
upon trindolos
due form,
and
forma, han
convenido en los
han convenido
forma,
the following
following Articles:
Articles:
the
siguientes
articulos:
siguientes articulos:
Article I.
I.
Article
The Government
Government of
the United
United
of the
The
States of
America and
and the GovGovof America
States
ernment
of the United States of
ernment of
Venezuela agree
agree to
deliver up to
to
to deliver
Venezuela
justice, by
by means
requisition
of requisition
means of
justice,
duly
made as
as herein
provided,
herein provided,
duly made
charged
any
who may be charged
person who
any person
convicted
with or
may have
been convicted
have been
or may
with
of any
any of
of the
the crimes
committed
crimes committed
of
within the
jurisdiction of
of one
one of
the jurisdiction
within
the
Parties and
and speciContracting Parties
the Contracting
fied in
in Article
Article -II
Conventhis ConvenII of this
fied
actution, while
while said person
person was actu,
tion,
ally
within such
]urisdiction when
such jurisdic.tion
ally within
the crime
committed, and
was committed,
crime was
the
who shall
shall seek an asylum or who
who
shall be
found within
within the territobe found
shall
ries of
the other. Such surrender
surrender
of the
ries
shall take
take place only upon such
shall
evidence
according to
to
as, according
guilt as,
of guilt
evidence of
the
laws of
the country
country- in
which
in which
of the
the laws
the
fugitive or
accused shall be
or accused
the fugitive
found, would
would justify
justify his detenfound,
tion
commitment for trial if
and commitment
tion and
the
been
offense had been
or offense
crime or
the crime
committed there.
committed

I.
Articulo
Articulo I.
fReoirocal
El
Gobierno de
de los
los Estados
Estados ofR
pers
ectmeg
s argdevery
c.l
e
rwrg
El Gobierno

Unidos de
America y
y el
Gobierno crimes
crimes.
el Gobierno
de America
Unidos

1707.
o, p.P.17°7.
do
Estados Unidos
de VeneVene- P084
Unidos de
los Estados
de los
zuela
convienen en entregar
entregar aala
la
zuela convienen
petici6n hecha
justicia,
mediante peticion
justicia, mediante
con .arreglo
arreglo a
lo que
Conque en este Cona lo
con
venio se
dispone, a
a todos los inse dispone,
venio
dividuos acusados
acusados oo convictos de
dividuos
cualquiera de
de los delitos comecualquiera
tidos dentro
dentro de la jurisdicci6n
jurisdiccien de
tidos
una
de las
las .Altas
Partes ContraContraAltas Partes
una de
especificados en el artitantes
y-especificados
tantes y
culo
2° de
de este
Convenio, siempre
este Convenio,
culo 2°
que
estuvieren,
individuos estuvieren
dichos individuos
que dichos
a tiempo
dentro
jurisdiccibn a
la jurisdicci6n
de la
dentro de
y que busde
cometer el delito y
de cometer
quen asilb
asilb o
o sean
sean encontrados
encontrados en
quen
el territorio
territorio de
de la otra. Dicha
el
entrega tendra
tendre, lugar unicamente
tmicamente
entrega
en virtud
virtud de
pruebas de cullas pruebas
de las
en
pabilidad
seglin la legislaque, segin
pabilidad que,
cien
en que
que el
refugiado
el refugiado
pais en
del pais
ci6n del
o
acusado se
se encuentre,
encuentre, justifio acusado
carian su
su detenci6n
detencion y
y enjuiciaenjuiciacarian
miento
el crimen oo delito se
miento si el
hubiese
cometido alli.
alli.
hubiese cometido

Article II.
II.
Article

II.
Articulo II.
Articulo

In
accordance with the proviIn accordance
the persions
of this
Convention, the
this Convention,
sions of
who shall
sons shall
shall be
be delivered
delivered who
sons
have been
been charged
charged with or conhave
victed of
the following
of the
any of
of any
victed
crimes:
crimes:
the
1. Murder,
comprehending the
Murder, comprehending
1.
crimes
designated by
the terms
by the
crimes designated
assassination, manof
parricide, assassination,
of parricide,
slaughter, when
poivoluntary; poiwhen voluntary;
slaughter,
soning
or infanticide.
infanticide.
soning or
2. The
attempt to
to commit murThe attempt
2.
der.
der.
3.
abortion, carnal
carnal
Rape, abortion,
3. Rape,
knowledge of children
under the
children under
knowledge
age
age of twelve years.
4. Bigamy.
Bigamy.
4.
5.
5. Arson.
6.
unlawful de6. Willful and unlawful
struction
or obstruction
railof railobstruction of
struction or
roads,
which endangers
endangers human
roads, which
life.

De acuerdo
con las
las estipulaestipulaacuerdo con
De
ciones
de este
este Convenio,
Convenio, serail
serAn
ciones de
entregados
acusaindividuos acusalos individuos
entregados los
dos oo convictos
convictos de
de cualquiera
cualquiera de
dos
los
delitos siguientes:
siguientes:
los delitos

Extraditable crimes.
Extraditable

1. Asesinato,
incluyendo los
Asesinato, incluyendo
1.
delitos
nomdesignados con los nomdelitos designados
bres de
homicidio voparricidio, homicidio
de parricidio,
bres
e inluntario, envenenamiento
envenenamiento e
luntario,
fanticidio.
fanticidio.
2. Tentativa
Tentativa de
cualquiera de
de cualquiera
2.
estos
delitos.
estos delitos.
3. Violaci6n,
Violacion, aborto
aborto provocado,
provocado,
3.
comercio
carnal con
con menores
menores de
comercio carnal
doce
atios.
doce afos.
4.
Bigamla.
4. Bigamia.
5. Incendio.
Incendio.
5.
6. Destrucci6n
Destruccion u
obstruccien
u obstrucci6n
6.
ferrocarriles,
voluntaria eeilegal
Regal de ferrocarriles,
voluntaria
cuando pongan
en peligro
peligro la vida
vida
pongan en
cuando
de las
personas.
las personas.
de

Murder, etc.
Murder,
p. 1702.
1702.
Post, p.

Attempt to murder.

Rape.

Bigamy.
Bigamy.
Arson.
Arson.
Injuries to railroads.
Injuries
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committed at
7. Crimes
Crimes committed
at sea:
sea:
(a) .Piracy,
Piracy, as
commonlyknown
(a).
as commonlyknown
and
nations,
and defined
defined by
by the
the law
law of
of nations,
or
statute;
by statute;
or by

Crimea stem.
Crimes
atM.
Piracy.

Destroyingvet.
vessels.
Destroying

(b).
rongf
ully sinking
(b). W
Wrongfully
sinking or
or dede-

stroying a
at sea
or atatstroying
a vessel
vessel at
sea or
tempting
so.
to do so.
tempting to
Mutiny.
Mutinyt(.
(c). Mutiny or conspiracy
conspiracy by
by
two
of the
crew
two or
or more
more members
members of
the crew
or
other persons
board of
of a
or other
persons on
on board
a
vessel
on the
high seas,
for the
vessel on
the high
seas, for
the
purpose
rebe.11ine against
the
purpose of
of rebelling
against the
authority
of the
captain or
or comcomauthority of
the captain
mander of
of such
such vessel
or by
mander
vessel or
by
fraud or
or violence
taking possesfraud
violence taking
possession
sion of
of such
such •vessel;
-vessel;
Assault
Asat ca
oI slp(d).
Assault
on board
P
(d).
board ships
board.
upon
high seas
seas with
with intent
upon the
the high
intent
to do
harm.
to
do bodily
bodily harm.
Burglary.
8.
to be
be the
Bu*gly.
8. Burglary,
Burglary, defined
defined to
the
act
into and
act of
of breaking
breaking into
and entering
entering
the house
of another
in the
night
'the
house of
another in
the night
time
with intent
to commit
coDamit a
time with
intent to
a
felony therein.
felony
therein.
Floniosly
nting 9. The act of breaking
FeloniundY ageing
breaking into and
offices, etc.
'om.
entering into
offices of
into the
the offices
of the
the
Government
and public
public authorauthorGovernment and
ities,
offices of
banks,
ities, or the offices
of banks,
banking houses,
saving banks,
banking
houses, saving
trust
companies, insurance
insurance comcomtrust companies,
panies, or
other buildings
panies,
or other
buildings not
not
dwellings with
intent to
commit
dwellings
with intent
to commit
a
therein.
a felony
felony therein.
Robbery.
Robbery.
10. Robbery, defined
defined to be
the act
of feloniously
feloniously and
and forthe
act of
forcibly
taking from
the person
person of
of
cibly taking
from the
another, goods
goods or
another,
or money
money by
by
violence
or by
putting him
in
violence or
by putting
him in
fear.
fear.
Forgery,etc.
Forgery,
etc.
the utterance
utterance
11. Forgery
Forgery or
or the
of
forged papers,
or illegal
of forged
papers, or
illegal sale
sale
of documents
documents belonging
of
belonging to
to the
the
national archives.
national
archives.
Forgery,etc.,ofpubThe forgery
or falsification
falsification
Forgery,
etc., of pub12. The
forgery or
licdocuments.
documents.
ue
r
r *
of the official
official acts
Governacts of
of the
the Governpublic authority,
includment or
or public
authority, including
courts of
justice, or
the utteruttering courts
of justice,
or the
ing
fraudulent use
the same.
same.
ing or fraudulent
use of
of the
11121 -

Counterfeiting.
Coaterteiting.

13. The fabrication
fabrication of
counter13.
of counterwhether coin
coin or
or paper,
feit money-,
money, whether
paper,
counterfeit titles
coupons of
counterfeit
titles or
or coupons
of
public
public debt,
national,
debt, created
created by national,
state,
state, provincial,
territorial, local
provincial, territorial,
local
or
or municipal
municipal governments,
governments, bankbankof
notes or other instruments
instruments of
public
counterfeit seals,
seals,
public credit,
credit, counterfeit
dies and
and marks
stamps, dies
marks of
of state

J
ANUARY 19,
19, 1922.
1922.
JANUARY
•
7. Delitos
el mar:
mar:
7.
Delitos cometidos
cometidos en
en el
a). Piraterfa,
seem se
se entiende
entiende
a).
Pirateria, segun
y
define comunmente
comunmente por
el DeDey define
por el
recho Internacional
Internacional o
o por
por las
las
recho
Leyes.
Leyes.
b) Echar
Echar a
a pique
pique oo destruir
destruir
b)
intencionalmente
buque en
intencionalmente un buque
en el
mar o
ointentar
intentar hacerlo;
mar
hacerlo;
c)
motIn o
la conspiraci6n
conspiracion
c) El
El motin
o la
de dos
dos o
tripulantes u
u otras
otras
de
o mas
mas tripulantes
personas,
abordo de
de un
un buque
buque en
personas, abordo
en
el
sits mar,
con fines
fines de
de rebeli6n
rebelion
el alta
mar, con
contra
is autoridad
autoridad del
Capitiut o
o
contra la
del Capitan
Jeff) del
de adueilarselo
Jefe
del buque,
buque, oo de
aduenfrselo
mediante fraude
fraude o
mediante
o violencia;
violencia;
d) Abordaje
de un
un buque
buque en
d)
Abordaje de
en
sits mar con
intencian de c,ausar
alta
con intenci6n
causar
danos materiales.
daRos
materiales.
8.
El acto
acto de
de penetrar
penetrar en
8. El
en la
la
casa de
de otro
otro durante
noche con
casa
durante is
la noche
con
el proposito
de cometer
cometer en
ella
el
prop6sito de
en ella
un delito.
un
dehto.
9.
penetrar en
en las
9. El acto de penetrar
las
oficinas del
del Gobierno
autorioficinas
Gobierno yy autoridadas
pfiblicas, oo de
de bancos
bancos o
o
dades piblicas,
de banca,
banca, oo de
cajas de
de
casas de
de cajas
ahorro,
ahorro, cajas de dep6sito
depOsito oo de
compafifas de
de seguros
seguros y
y demas
derails
compaiias
edificios que
que no
no sean
sean habitaciones,
edificios
habitaciones,
intencion de
de cometer
con intenci6n
cometer un
un
delito.
delito.
10. Robo,
Robo, entendiendose
entendiendose por
por
tal
tel la
sustracciOn de
de bienes
bienes o
la sustracci6n
o
de otro
violencia o
o
dinero de
otro con
con violencia
intimidacion.
intimidaci6n.
11.
expedicion
11. Falsificacion
Falsificaci6n oo expedici6n
de documentos
documentos falsificados
yenta
falsificados o
o venta
ilicita de documentos
documentos pertenelos archives
archives nacionales.
nacionales.
cientes aalos
12. Falsificaci6n
Falsificacion oosuplantaci6n
suplantacion
de
actos oficiales
oficiales del
del Gobierno
de actos
Gobierno o
o
de
autoridad pdblica,
prablica, inclusos
inclusos
de is
la autoridad
los
tribunales de justicia,
justicia, oo la
is
los tribunales
expedicion o
uso fraudulento
fraudulento de
de
expedici6n
o uso
los mismos.
mismos.
13. La fabricaci6n
fabricacion de
de moneda
moneda
13.
falsa, bien
faLsa,
bien sea esta metalica
metalica o
o
de papel,
papel, titulos
cupones falsos
falsos
de
titulos o
o cupones
de la deuda
deuda publica,
publics, creada
creada por
por
autoridades nacionales,
los
autoridades
nacionales, de
de los
Estados, provinciales,
provinciales, territoriaterritoriales,
municipales, billetes
billetes
les, locales
locales oomunicipales,
de bane()
banco uu otros valores pablices
publicos
creditos, de
de sellos,
sellos, de
de timbres,
timbres,
de creditos,
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or public
public administrations,
administrations, and
the
and the
or
utterance,
circulation, or fraudufrauduutterance, circulation,
mentioned
lent
of the
above mentioned
the above
use of
lent use
obj
ects.
objects.
14. Embezzlement
criminal
or criminal
Embezzlement or
14.
malversation committed
committed within
malversation
the jurisdition
jurisdiction
of one
the
one of the
jurisdictthe of
the
parties
officers or deposideposiby public officers
parties by
taries, where
where the amount emtaries,
bezzled
exceeds 200
in the
the
dollars in
200 dollars
bezzled exceeds
United
America or
of America
States of
United States
B.
United States of
the United
in the
1.000 in
B. 1.000
Venezuela.
Venezuela.
by any
15. Embezzlement
any perEmbezzlement by
15.
son
persons hired,
hired, salaried
salaried or
or persons
son or
employed,
employed, to the detriment of
their
principals,
employers or principals,
their employers
when the
the crime
crime or
offense is punor offense
when
ishable
by imprisonment
imprisonment or other
ishable by
the laws
corporal
punishment by
by the
corporal punishment
of
countries, and
where the
and where
both countries,
of both
amount embezzled
embezzled exceeds
exceeds 200
200
amount
dollars in
United States
States of
the United
in the
dollars
America
or B.
B. 1.000
1.000 in
United
the United
in the
America or
States of
Venezuela.
of Venezuela.
States
16.
Kidnapping of
minors or
of minors
16. Kidnapping
adults, defined
to be
be the
the abducabducdefined to
adults,
tion
detention of
of a
a person
person or
or detention
tion or
persons,
money
order to exact money
persons, in order
from
their families,
or
families, or
or their
them or
from them
for
unlawful end.
other unlawful
any other
for any
17.
Larceny, defined
defined to be the
17. Larceny,
theft
of effects,
effects, personal
proppersonal proptheft of
erty,
or money,
the value of
of the
money, of
erty, or
50
dollars or
or B.
B. 250
250 or more;
more,
50 dollars
accordingly.
accordingly.
18. Obtaining
Obtaining money, valuable
18.
securities
or other
property by
other property
securities or
receiving any
false
pretenses or
or receiving
false pretenses
money,
valuable securities
securities or other
money, valuable
property
knowing the
same to
the same
property knowing
have
obtained,
unlawfully obtained,
been unlawfully
have been
where the
the amount
of money or
amount of
where
the value
value of
of the
the property
property so obthe
tained or
received exceeds
exceeds 200
or received
tained
dollars in
United States
States of
the United
in the
dollars
B 1.000 in the United
America
United
America or B
States of
of Venezuela.
Venezuela.
States
19.
Perjury or
or subornation
subornation of
19. Perjury

perjury
perjury.
or breach
20. Fraud
Fraud or
breach of trust
20.
by
factor,
a bailee,
bailee, banker, agent, factor,
by a
trustee, executor,
executor, administrator,
administrator,
trustee,
guardian,
officer of
or officer
director, or
guardian, director,
any company
company or
corporation, or
or corporation,
any
by any
any one
one in
in any fiduciary
fiduciary posiby
tion, where
amount of money
money
where the amount
tion,
or
of the
the property
property misvalue of
the value
or the
appropriated
dollars
200 dollars
exceeds 200
appropriated exceeds
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curios
y marcas
marcas falsas de la adcufios y
puministracien
del Estado
Estado o
o pilministraci6n del
circulaci6n
blicas,
yla
expedicion, circulamon
la expedici6n,
blicas, y
uso fraudulent°
cualquiera
fraudulento de cualquiera
oo uso
de los
los objetos
obi etos arriba
arriba mencionados.
mencionados.
de
Embezzling pubic
public
Embeuzing
malversaci6n funds.
o malversacien
Peculado o
14. Peculado
14.
cometida dentro
la jurisdicjurisdicde la
dentro de
cometida
cien de
de las Partes por emde una
una de
ci6n
pleados piblicos
publicos o
depositarios,
o depositarios,
pleados
cuando la
la cantidad
cantidad sustraida
sustraida excuando
ceda de
de 200
200 d6lares
&dares en los Estados
ceda
Unidos de
America o
ode B. 1.000
de America
Unidos
en
Estados Unidos
VeneUnidos de Venelos Estados
en los
zuela.
zuela.
Embezzling by em•
by e
15.
Sustraccien realizada
realizada por
por piEmb"tg
15. Sustracci6n
ployees.
cualquiera
personas
persona oo personas
cualquiera persona
asalariadas
empleadas en detriasalariadas oo empleadas
ment° de
sus prncipales
principales o
amos,
o amos,
de sus
mento
cuando
est6 castigado
el delito este
cuando el
con
corporal
otra pena corporal
u otra
prisi6n u
con prision
por
las leyes
byes de
paises,
de ambos paises,
por las
cuando la cantidad
cantidad sustraida
cuando
exceda de
de 200
Mares en los
200 d6lares
exceda
Estados Unidos
de America
America oo de
Unidos de
Estados
B. 1.000
los Estados Unidos de
en los
1.000 en
B.
Venezuela.
Venezuela.
idnapping.
16. Secuestro
de menores
menores oo Kidnapping.
Secuestro de
16.
adultos, entendiendose
entendiendose por tal el
adultos,
rapto o
detencien de
de una
una persona
persona
o detenci6n
rapto
personas con
con objeto
objeto de
de obtener
obtener
oopersonas
diner°
ellas o
o de
de sus
sus familias
de ellas
dinero de
o
cualquiera otro fin ilicito.
para cualquiera
o para
Larceny.
17. Hurto,
entendiendose por Larc-y.
Hurto, entendiendose
17.
tal la
sustracci6n de efectos,
la sustraccion
tal
bienes
muebles o
diner° por valor
valor
o dinero
bienes muebles
o 250 bolivares en
de 50 Mares
en
d6lares o
de
el caso.
adelante, segfin
segfm el
adelante,
Obtaining money
by
18. Obtener
por titulos
Mules falsos,
money by
Obtning
falsos, false
18.
Obtener por
pretenses, etc.
ten, e.
dineros, valores
realizables uuotros
otros ise
valores realizables
dineros,
bienes, o
o recibirlos,
sabiendo que
recibirlos, sabiendo
bienes,
han sido
ilicitamente adquiridos
adquiridos,
sido ilicitamente
han
o el
importe del dinero o
cuando
of
el importe
cuando el
valor
de los
los bienes
bienes adquiridos
adquiridos o
o
valor de
recibidos
(Wares
exceda de 200 d6lares
recibidos exceda
en
Unidos de America
America
Estados Unidos
los Estados
en los
o
de B. 1.000 bolivares en los
o de
Estados
de Venezuela.
Venezuela.
Unidos de
Estados Unidos
Perjury.
soborno Perlury.
19.
Falso testimonio
y soborno
testimonio y
19. Falso
de
testigos.
de testigos.
Breach of
of trust,
trust, etc.
etc.
20. Fraude
Fraude o
o abuso
abuso de con- Breach
20.
fianza
cualquier
por cualquier
cometido por
fianza cometido
depositario,
banquero, agente,
depositario, banquero,
factor,
fiduciario, albacea,
albacea, admifactor, fiduciario,
nistrador, tutor,
tutor, director
director o
o emnistrador,
plead° de
de cualquier
cualquier compafia
compailia o
o
pleado
corporacion
por cualqmer
cualqmer pero por
corporaci6n o
sona
que desempene
desempeile un
un cargo
cargo de
de
sona que
confianza,
cuando la
cantidad o
o
la cantidad
confianza, cuando
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in the
the United
America
States of America
United States
in
or B.
B. 1.000
in the
the United
United States
1.000 in
or
of
of Venezuela.
Venezuela.

to
21.
extradition is also to
21. The extradition
take place
for participation
participation in any
place for
take
of the
the aforesaid
crimes as an
aforesaid crimes
of
accesory
or after
after the
fact,
the fact,
before or
accesory before
provided
such .participation
participation be
be
provided such
punishable by
imprisonment by
by
by imprisonment
punishable
the laws
Contracting
both Contracting
of both
laws of
the
Parties.
Article III.

Accessories.

The provisions
provisions of this ConConvention
shall not
claim
import claim
not import
vention shall
of extradition
for any crime or
extradition for
of
offense of
of a
a political
political character,
offense
nor
connected with
with such
such
acts connected
for acts
nor for
crimes or
or offenses;
offenses; and no
no percrimes
son surrendered
surrendered by or to
either
to either
son
of
Contracting Parties in
the Contracting
of the
virtue
virtue of this Convention shall be
tried or
political
punished for aa political
or punished
tried
Attempts'
etc. 'crime
crime or
or offense.
the ofofWhen the
offense. When
Attempts,
against
Head of etc.e
State
not a political crime. fehse
comprises the
the act
act
felse charged
charged comprises
notapolitcalcrime.
assassination
either of
murder or fistsgszsination
of murder
either
or of poisoning,
poisoning, either consumor
mated
that
fact that
the fact
attempted, the
or attempted,
mated or
or
the offense
committed or
was committed
offense was
the
attempted
against the
the life
of
life of
attempted against
a foreign
sovereign or head
the sovereign
head of a
foreign
state
or against
of any
the life of
against the
state or
member
his family,
not
family, shall not
of his
member of
be
sufficient to
to sustain
sustain
be deemed
deemed sufficient
that
crime or offense was
that such aa crime
was an
of aapolitical
character, or
or was
political character,
of
act
with crimes or
connected with
act connected
character.
a political
offenses of
political character.
of a
offenses

o

o poNo surender
atical
surrender
offenses. for

Article
Article IV.
if
Resvabtone
Rasernitk'n
if crime
crime
In view of the
punishable
death or
life imprisonm
by ent.
Capital punishment

iemprmet.

abolition of
of
In view of the abolition
of imand of
capital punishment and
prisonment
for life
life by Constituprisonment for
tional
provision in
Venezuela, the
in Venezuela,
tional provision
Contracting Parties
the
reserve the
Parties reserve
Contracting
right to
grant extradito grant
decline to
right
to decline
tion for
for crimes
crimes punishable
punishable by
by
tion
death
imprisonment.
life imprisonment.
and life
death and
Nevertheless,
Executive
x e c u t i ve
the E
Nevertheless, the
Authority
each of the ContractContractof each
Authority of
ing
Parties shall
have the
the power
power to
shall have
ing Parties
grant
extradition for
crimes
such crimes
for such
grant extradition
upon
satisfactory
of satisfactory
receipt of
the receipt
upon the
assurances
in case of conassurances that in
the death penalty
viction
penalty or imviction the
prisonment for life will not
not be
prisonment
inflicted.
inflicted.

el valor
valor de
de los
bienes defraudados
defraudados
los bienes
el
exceda de
de 200
200 Mares
en los
los EsESd6lares en
exceda
tados Unidos
Unidos de
de
Am6rica oo de
de America
tados
1.000
bolvs. en
en los
los Estados
1.000 bolvs.
Unidos
de Venezuela.
Venezuela.
Unidos de
21.
Procederá asimismo
asimismo la ex21. Procederi
tradicien de
de los
complices o
encuo enculos c6mplices
tradici6n
bridores de
cualquiera de los
de cualquiera
bridores
delitos
enumerados, siempre que,
delitos enumerados,
con
las leyes
leyes de
ambas
de ambas
arreglo aalas
con arreglo
Partes
Contratantes, esten
eaten casticastiPartes Contratantes,
gados con
prisi6n.
con prisien.
gados
Articulo III.
III.
Articulo
Las
estipulaciones de este
este ConLas estipulaciones
venio
dan derecho
reclamar
derecho aareclamar
no dan
venio no
delito
la extradici6n
extradicion por
por crimen
crimen oodelito
la
de caracter
caracter politico
politico ni
ni por actos
de
y
relacionados
con los mismos; y
relacionados con
ninguna
persona entregada
entregada por
por o
o
ninguna persona
de las
las Partes
Partes ConConcualquiera de
aa .cualquiera
tratantes, en
en virtud
virtud de este
este ConContratantes,
o castivenio, podrá
jnzgada o
podra ser juzgada
venio,
& dl
gada
a por crimen o
odelito politico.
do el
el delito
delito que
que se imputa
imputa
Cuando
comprenda el
el hecho
hecho de homihomicomprenda
cidio, de
de asesinato
asesiiaato o
o de enveenvecidio,
nenamiento,
inconsumado oo innenamiento, consumaclo
tentado,
circunstancia de que
tentado, la circunstancia
el delito
delito se
se cometiera
cometiera o
intentara
o intentara
el
del Soberano
contra la vida
vida del
Soberano o
o
contra
Jefe
de un
un Estado
Estado extranjero
extranjero oo
Jefe de
contra la
la vida
vida de
de cualquier
cualquier incontra
dividuo de
de su
familia, no podra
podra
su familia,
dividuo
juzgarse suficiente
para. sostener
sostener
suficiente para
juzgarse
que el
el crimen
crimen oo delito era de
que
caracter politico
politico o
acto relaciorelacioo acto
caracter
nado con
crimenes oo delitos de
con crimenes
nado
caracter politico.
politico.
caracter
Articulo IV.
Articulo

abolici6n de la
la abolicion
la
En vista de la
pena
capital y
y de la
prisi6n
la prisi6n
pena capital
perpetua por disposiciones
disposiciones consconsperpetua
titucionales de
de -Venezuela,
las
Venezuela, las
titucionales
reservan
Partes Contratantes
Contratantes se reservan
Partes
el
derecho de
negar la
la extradici6n
extradicion
de negar
el derecho
por
crimines punibles
con la
is. pena
pena
punibles con
por crimines
de muerte
rauerte o
o la
is. prisi6n
prision perpetua.
perpetua.
de
Sin
Ejecutivo de
embargo, el Ejecutivo
Sin embargo,
Partes Contratancada una da
Contratanlas Partes
da las
cada
tes tendra
tendril la
la facultad
otorgar
facultad de otorgar
tes
is.
por tales
tales crimenes
crimenes
extradici6n por
la extradicion
mediante
recibo de
de seguridades
seguridades
el recibo
mediante el
satisfactorias
satisfactorias de que en el caso
de condenaci6n
condenacion ni la pena de
de
de
muerte ni
una pena perpetua
perpetua
ni una
muerte
seren aplicadas.
seran
aplicadas.
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Article
Article V.
V.

Articulo V.
Articulo
V.

A fugitive
criminal shall
not be
be
shall not
A
fugitive criminal
surrendered under
under the provisions
surrendered
when, from lapse
lapse of time
hereof, when,
or other
other lawful cause,
according
cause, according
or
to
country within
within
of the
the country
to the
the laws
laws of
the
jurisdiction of
which the
the
of which
the jurisdiction
crime
was committed,
committed, the crimicrime was
nal is
is exempt
exempt from
prosecution
from prosecution
nal
or
for the
the offense
for
offense for
punishment for
or punishment
which the
surrender is
is asked.
asked.
which
the surrender

El
criminal fugitivo
no sera
sera
El criminal
fugitivo no
entregado
con arreglo
arreglo a
a las
las disdisentregado con
posiciones
este Convenio,
de este
posiciones de
cuando
por el
transcurso del
del
el transcurso
cuando por
con
tiempo oopor
por otra
otra causa legal con
arreglo a
dentro
arreglo
a las
las leyes
leyes del
del pals
pals dentro
de
cuya jurisdiccion
cometio
de cuya
jurisdicci6n se cometi6
el
crimen, el delincuente
delincuente se halle
el crimen,
castiexento de ser procesado
procesado oo castigado
por el
quo motiva
el delito
delito quo
motiva la
gado por
demanda de extradici6n.
extradicion.
demanda

Article
Article VI.
VI.

Articulo VI.
Articulo

whose
If a
a fugitive
fugitive criminal
criminal whose
If
surrender
claimed pursupursumay be
be claimed
surrender may
ant
the stipulations
stipulations hereof
hereof
to the
ant to
shall
at the
request
of the request
the time
time of
shall be
be at
for
under proseextradition under
for the
the extradition
cution, either
at liberty
on
out on
liberty out
either at
cution,
custody, for any crime
bail or
or in custody,
or
offense committed
committed in.
in. the
or offense
country where
sought
he has sought
where he
country
shall have
have been conasylum, or shall
victed thereof,
thereof, his
extradition
his extradition
victed
may
prosuch prountil such
be deferred
deferred until
may be
ceedings be
be determined,
determined, and
and until
until
ceedings
he
have been
at liberty
liberty
set at
been set
shall have
he shall
in
course of
of law.
law.
in due
due course
Article VII.
VII.
Article
If
fugitive criminal
criminal claimed
claimed
If aa fugitive
by
one of
of the
the parties
hereto shall
parties hereto
by one
be
claimed by
one or
or more
more
by one
also claimed
be also
powers
treaty propursuant to treaty
powers pursuant
visions, on
of crimes
crimes
account of
on account
visions,
committed within
jurisdicwithin their jurisdiccommitted
be delivdelivtion,
shall be
criminal shall
such criminal
tion, such
demand
ered to that state whose demand
ered
is first
is
first received.
received.

Article
Article VIII.
Under
stipulations of
of this
this
the stipulations
Under the
Convention, neither
of the
the ConConneither of
Convention,
to
tracting
be bound
bound to
Parties shall be
tracting Parties
deliver up its
citizens.
its own
own citizens.
deliver

Si
Si

el
el
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crininal fugitivo
crininal
fugitivo

cuyo
cuyo

Limitation oftime.
Limitation
oftime.

unty
er l'Ar e.
Psonsunderpse

entrega puede
f
d•
reclamarse con found.
puede reelamarse
entrega
arreglo a
alas
estipulaciones de este
as estipulaciones
arreglo
Convenio se
se hallase
fecha
para la
la fecha
hallase para
Convenio
demanda la
extradicion,
la extradici6n,
en que
que se
se demanda
enjuiciado,
en libertad
libertad bajo
fianza
bajo fianza
enjuiciado, en
cualquier delito
comedelito comeoopreso
preso por cualquier
tido
en el pals
buscO
pais en que
que busc6
tido en
asilo
hays. sido condenado
condenado por
por
asilo oo haya
el
extradicion podra
podra
el mismo,
mismo, la
la extradici6n
demorarse
que termidemorarse hasta
hasta tanto que
nen las
y el criminal
criminal
actuaciones y
nen
las actuaciones
con arreglo
sea puesto en libertad
libertad con
derecho.
aa derecho.
°un

Articulo
VII.
Articulo VII.
Si el
criminal fugitivo
fugitivo reclaFugitives claimed by
hFuitiveselaime
recla- other
Si
el criminal
countries.
mado
por una
una de
de las
Partes ConCon- otrot
las Partes
mado por
tratantes fuera
fuera reclamado
tratantes
reclamado aa la
vez por
per uno
mas gobiernos,
gobiernos, en
en
uno oo mas
vez
virtud de
estipulaciones de trade estipulaciones
virtud
tados,
crImenes cometidos
cometidos
por crimenes
tados, por
dentro
de sus
sus respectivas
respectivas jurisdentro de
serA
dicciones,
delincuente sera
dicciones, dicho delincuente
entregado
preferencia al pricon preferencia
entregado con
presentado la
haya presentado
mero que
que haya
demanda.
demanda.
Articulo
VIII.
Articulo VIII.
Ninguna
de las
las Partes
Partes ContraContraNinguna de

Neither
country to
sontr
Ndeiter

tantes estara
entregar deliver Its owncnitens.
a entregar
obligada a
estara obligada
tantes
en virtud
de estipulaciones
estipulaciones de
en
virtud de
este Convenio
Convenio a
a sus
propios ciusus propios
este
dadanos.
dadanos.

Article IX.
IX.
Article

Articulo IX.
Articulo
IX.

expense of the
the arrest,
arrest, deThe expense
tention,
examination, and
and transtranstention, examination,
portation of
accused shall
shall be
be
of the
the accused
portation

ciOn, interrogacion
y trasporte
trasporte
interrogaci6n y
ci6n,
del acusado
acusado seran
per
abonados por
seran abonados
del

de captura,
Los gastos
gastos de
captura, detendetenLos

Expepsee.
Expepss.
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Gobierno que
que haya
haya presentado
presentado
el Gobierno
paid by
by the
the Government
Government which
which el
paid
la
demanda
de
extradicion.
extradici6n.
de
demanda
la
has
preferred
the
demand
for
exexhas preferred the demand for
tradition.
tradition.
Article
X.
Article X.
Dd,
sured
li=

°f °dick
°

of r

person.

Everything found
the posposin the
found in
.idEverything
session of
of the
the fugitive
criminal at
at
fugitive criminal
session
the time
time of
of his
his arrest,
whether
arrest, whether
the
being
proceeds of
crime or
or
the crime
of the
the proceeds
being the
offense, or
which may
may be maor which
offense,
terial
evidence in
in making
proof
making proof
as evidence
terial as
of th6
the crime,
crime, shall,
shall, so
far as pracpracso far
of
ticable according
the laws of
to the
according to
ticable
either
of the
Contracting Parties
Parties
the Contracting
either of
be delivered
up with
his person
person at
at
with his
delivered up
be
the
the surrender.
surrender. NeverNeverof the
the time
time of
theless, the
rights of
of a
third
a third
the rights
theless,
party
with rgard
the articles
to the
regard to
party with
aforesaid shalI
shall be
duly respected.
respected.
be duly
aforesaid
Article XI.
XI.
Article

Terrttory affeed.
affected.
Tta

Bequisttions.

The stipulations
ConThe
stipulations of
of this
this Con-

vention shall
shall be
be applicable
applicable to all
all
vention
territories wherever
wherever situated,
situated, beterritories
longing
to either of the Contractlonging to
ingParties
the jurisdicor under
under the
Parties or
ing
control of either of them.
or control
tion or
Applications for
the surrender
surrender
for the
Applications
of fugitives
fugitives shall
shall be made by the
of
respective diplomatic
diplomatic agents
of
agents of
respective
the
Parties. In
case
In case
the Contracting
Contracting Parties.
of the
the absence
absence of such agents
agents
of
from the country- or its seat of
government, or
where extradition
extradition
or where
government,
territory included
included
from territory
is sought
sought from
in
paragraph other
preceding paragraph
in the preceding
than the
the United
United States,
States, applicaapplicathan
superior
tion
made by
by superior
may be made
tion may
consular
officers.
consular officers.

ItIt shall
shall be
be competent
competent for such
such
Consular
diplomatic or
superior Consular
or superior
diplomatic
officers to
obtain the
prethe preask and
and obtain
officers
to ask
liminary
person
the person
of the
liminary arrest of
whose surrender
surrender is
requested, bebeis requested,
whose
fore the
Government of
of whom
whom
fore
the Government
such
request is
is made.
judimade. The judisuch request
cial
functionaries shall
prescribe
shall prescribe
cial functionaries
the method
method of
complying with
with the
of complying
the
legal
formalities of
of the
the country
country
legal formalities
of which
extradition is rethe extradition
of
which the
quested.
quested.
Do0mts-required.
IfIf the fugitive
Dc'etuntettsr•qu'redfugitive criminal
criminal shall
have been
crime
of the
the crime
convicted of
been convicted
have
for which
surrender is
is asked,
asked,
for
which his
his surrender
sentence of the
a
a copy of the sentence
court
which such convicconvicbefore which
court before

Procedure.
Prioy m

Articulo
X.
Articulo X.
Todo lo
lo que
que se
se encuentre
encuentre en
Todo
poder del
del criminal
criminal fugitive
fugitivo al
poder
tiempo de
de su
su captura,
captura, ya
prosea proya sea
tiempo
ducto
del delito
que pueda
pueda
o que
delito o
ducto del
servir de
de prueba
del mismo,
sera,
mismo, sera,
prueba del
servir
en cuanto
cuanto sea posible,
posible, con arreglo
arreglo
en
cualquiera de
de las
las
de cualquiera
leyes de
las leyes
aa las
Partes Contratantes,
Contratantes, entregado
entregado
Partes
con el
el reo
tiempo de
de su
su extrareo al tiempo
con
dicion.
embargo, se respetarespetadici6n. Sin embargo,
ran
debidamente los
los derechos
derechos de
ran debidamente
tercero sobre
sobre los
objetos menmenlos objetos
tercero
cionados.
cionados.
Articulo XI.
Articulo
XI.

est6 ConLas
estipulaciones de esto
Las estipulaciones
venio
serail aplicables
aplicables a
a todos
todos los
venio seran
territories, donde
donde quiera que esterritories,
a
ten situados, pertenecientds
pertenecientes a
ten
cualquiera
Contracualquiera de las Partes Contratantes oo sonietidos
sothetidos a
a su jurisdicjurisdictantes
eke o
control.
ci6n
o control.
Las solicitudes
solicitudes para
para la
la entrega
entrega
Las
de
los fugados
fugados seran
serial practicadas
practicadas
de los
por
agentes diplorespectivos agentes
por los
los respectivos
ratitices
Contratanmaticos de las Partes Contratantes. En
En el
el case
ausencia de
de
caso de ausencia
tes.
dichos agentes
agentes del pais
pals o
ode la
is. residichos
se
dencia del
del Gobierno
Gobierno o
cuando se
o cuando
dencia
pide la extradici6n
extradicion de territories
pide
mcluklos en
parrafo precedente
precedente
en el pArrafo
mcluidos
que no
no_sean
Estados Unidos,
Unidos,
los Estados
sean los
que
la solicitud
solicitud podra
por los
hacerse por
podrA hacerse
la
funcionarios
consulares
supesupeconsulares
funcionarios
riores.
riores.
Dichos representantes
representantes diploDichos
maticos o
ofuncionarios
funcionarios consulares
consulares
maticos
superiores seran
scrim competentes
competentes para
para
superiores
arrest() prevenpedir y
y obtener
obtener el arresto
preventive
persona cuya entrega
entrega se
tivo de la persona
solicits., ante
el Gobierno
Gobierno respecrespecsolicita,
ante el
tive. Los
funcionarios judiciales
judiciales
tivo.
Los funcionarios
decretarim esta
esta medida
medida de
de acueracuerdecretaran
do con
con las
las formalidades
formalidades legales
legales del
do
pals aaquien
quien se pide la
is. extradici6n.
extradieion.
pais
Si el
delincuente fugitive
fugitivo huhuSi
el delincuente
biere sido
sido condenado
delito
condenado por el delito
biere
por el que
entrega, se
se
pido su
su entrega,
por
que se
se pide
presentara
copia dehidamente
debidamente aupresentara copia
torizada de la
is. sentencia
sentencia del tritorizada
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authentition
place, duly authentition took
took place,
produced. If,
cated,
be produced.
shall be
cated, shall
merely
however,
is merely
fugitive is
however, the fugitive
charged
crime, aa duly aucharged with crime,
thenticated copy
warrant
of the
the warrant
copy of
thenticated
of
arrest in
in the
the country
country where the
of arrest
crime
and of
of the
the
committed, and
was committed,
crime was
depositions
which such
warsuch warupon which
depositions upon
shall
rant
may have
issued, shall
have been issued,
rant may
be produced,
with such other
produced, with
be
evidence
or proof
may be
be
as may
proof as
evidence or
deemed
competent in
in the
the case.
case.
deemed competent

bunal
el cual
cual fu6
fue condenado.
condenado.
bunal ante
ante el
Sin embargo,
fugitivo se
si el fugitive
Sin
embargo, si
acusado de un
hallase dnicamente
tinicamente acusado
hallase
delito,
presentara una
una copia
copia
delito, se
se presentara
debidamente
manautorizada del mandebidamente autorizada
de
damiento de prisi6n
prision o
o auto de
damiento
detenciOn
el pals
pals donde
se
donde se
en el
detenci6n en
cometio
de las declaraciones
declaraciones en
y de
cometi6 y
virtud de las cuales se dict6
dictO
virtud
dicho
sucon la sudicho mandamiento,
mandamiento, con
ficiente evidencia
evidencia o
o prueba
prueba que
ficiente
se
para el caso.
adecuada para
juzgue adecuada
se juzgue

Article
XII.
Article XII.

Articulo XII.
Articulo

If when
when aaperson accused
accused shall
If
have been
of
in virtue
virtue of
arrested in
been arrested
have
the
mandate or
preliminary warwaror preliminary
the mandate
arrest, issued by the comrant of arrest,
petent
provided in
in
as provided
authority as
petent authority
Article
XI hereof,
been
and been
hereof, and
Article XI
brought
before a
ajudge
or a
amagismagisjudge or
brought before
trate to
the evidence
evidence
end that
that the
to the
the end
trate
of
his or
heard
may be heard
or her guilt may
of his
and examined
examined as
as hereinbefore
hereinbefore
and
provided,
appear that
it shall appear
provided, it
the mandate
mandate or preliminary
preliminary warthe
rant of
of arrest
has been
issued in
in
been issued
arrest has
rant
declarapursuance of a
arequest or declarapursuance
tion
received by
telegraph from
from
by telegraph
tion received
the Government
Government asking for the
the
extradition, it
competent
be competent
it shall
shall be
extradition,
to hold
accused for
for a
aperiod
period
the accused
to
hold the
not
exceeding two months, so
not exceeding
that the
the demanding
Government
demanding Government
that
may have
have opportunity
opportunity to
lay bebeto lay
may
or magistrate
magistrate
fore
such judge or
fore such
legal
evidence of
guilt of
the
of the
of the
the guilt
legal evidence
accused, and
if at
at the
the expiration
expiration
and if
accused,
of
said period
period of
of two months
of said
such
legal evidence
have
not have
shall not
evidence shall
such legal
been
produced before
such judge
before such
been produced
arrested
or
magistrate, the
the person arrested
or magstrate,
shall
released, provided that
shall be
be released,
the examination
charges
of the charges
the
examination of
preferred
against such
accused
such accused
preferred against
person shall
be actually
actually going
person
shall not
not be
going
on.
Article XIII.
Article
XIII.
In every
every case
case of
of a
request
In
a request
by either
either of the two
two Conmade by
tracting
arrest,
tracting Parties
Parties for
for the
the arrest,
detention
detention or
or extradition
extradition of
of fugifugitive criminals, the
the legal officers
or
ministry of
of the
the country
country
or fiscal
fiscal ministry
where
of extrathe proceedings
proceedings of
where the
dition
are had,
had, shall
assist the
the
shall assist
dition are
officers of
of the
Government deofficers
the Government

Cuando una
persona acusada
acusada
una persona
Cuando

haya sido
virtud del
haya
sido detem•da
detemda en virtud
mandamiento u
preventiva
mandamiento
u orden preventiva
de
arrest° dictados
dictados por
por la autoriautoride arresto
dad
seem se dispone
competente, segin
dad competente,

1705
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Applications for pro
ro
Appicationforp
visional arrest.

M

A
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e, p.
XI de
articulo XI
en el
en
el artfculo
de este ConVenio
Conv.enio Ante,
y
el juez
juez o
o magismagisante el
y llevada
llevada ante
trado con el objeto de examinar
examinar
trado
las
prueba.s de
de su
culpabilidad
su culpabilidad
las pruebas
en la
la forma
forma dispuesta
en dicho
dispuesta en
en
articulo, y
el mandamandaarticulo,
y resulte
resulte que
que el
miento
u orden
orden preventiva
preventive de
miento u
arrest() han sido
dictados por
por
sido dictados
arresto
virtud
requerimiento oo dedevirtud de
de requerimiento
claracion
que pide
del Gobierno
Gobierno que
claraci6n del
recibidos por
por telela extradicion,
extradici6n, recibidos
grafo, podra
podra mantenerse
mantenerse la
la detendetengrafo,
cion del
acusado por
un periodo
periodo
por un
del acusado
ci6n
que no
exceda de
de dos meses
meses para
que
no exceda
que dicho
pueda preGobierno pueda
que
dicho Gobierno
sentar ante
el juez
juez oo magistrado
magistrado
sentar
ante el
la
culpabilidad
legal de la culpabilidad
la prueba
prueba legal
Release, if
evidence,
ievident
eleei,
si al
del acusado;
al expirar
expirar el
el etc.,
acusado; si
del
not produced.
period() de
de dos
dos meses
meses no se
periodo
hubiese
ante el
el juez
presentado ante
hubiese presentado
magistrado dicha
dicha prueba
legal,
prueba legal,
oo magistrado
persona detenida
puesta
detenida sera puesta
la persona
que aa la
en libertad,
libertad, siempre
siempre que
en
sazon no
no est6
este min
pendiente el
el
aun pendiente
saz6n
examen de
los cargos
cargos aducidos
aducidos
de los
examen
contra ella.
ella.
contra

Articulo Xm.
Articulo
Siempre
se presente
presente una
que se
una
Siempre que
solicitud de extradicion
extradici6n por cualsolicitud
quiera de
Partes Contratantes
Contratantes
las Partes
de las
quiera
para el
el arresto,
arresto, detenci6n
detencion o
o expara
tradicion
de criminales
criminales fugitives,
fugitivos,
tradici6n de
los funcionarios
justicia o
o el
el
de justicia
funcionarios de
los
ministerio fiscal
fiscal del pais
pals en
en que se
ministerio
sigan los
los procedimientos
procedimientos de exsigan
tradicion, auxiliaran
auxiliaran a
a los del
tradici6n,

Legalassistance.
Legalassstancw
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que la
pida ante los
la pida
Gobierno que
mantling the
extradition before
before Gobiemo
the extradition
manding
respectivos
jueces
y
magistrados,
magistrados,
y
jueces
respectivos
the
respective
judges
and
magismagisand
the respective judges
los medios
legales que
que
medios legales
todos los
por todos
trates,
by every
legal means
means por
every- legal
trates, by
alcance, sin
que puedan
puedan
sin que
su alcance,
est6n aaan
within their
their or
and esten
power; and
its power;
or its
within
Gobierno que pide
del Gobiemo
reclamar del
no claim
for compencompen- reclamar
whatsoever for
claim whatsoever
no
extradiciOn remuneraci6n
remuneracien alla extradici6n
sation for
any of
of the
the services
services so la
for any
sation
prestadosgima
por
los
servicios
prestados,•
servicios
los
por
guna
rendered
shall
be
made
against
against
rendered shall be made
sin embargo,
embargo, los
los funcionarios
funcionarios dei
del
the
Government demanding
&man ding the
the sin
the Government
Gobiemo
que
concede
extrala
concede
que
Gobierno
extradition,
provided,
however,
however,
provided,
extradition,
que hayan
prestado su
hayan prestado
dici6n, que
that any
officers of
the dicion,
of the
or officers
officer or
any officer
that
y que
la misma
misma y
que en
para la
concurso yara
surrendering Government
Government so giv- c,oncurso
surrendering
funsus
el
ejercicio
ordinario
de
ordinario
ejercicio
el
ing
assistance
who
shall,
in
the
in
shall,
who
ing assistance
ciones no
no reciban
otro salario
salario ni
reciban otro
usual
course of
of their
their duty, re- ciones
usual course
remuneraciOn que
que determinados
determinados
ceive no
salary or
compensation remuneraci6n
or compensation
no salary
ceive
honorarios por
los servicios
servicios prespor los
other than
specific fees
for serv- honorarios
fees for
than specific
other
tados, tendran
tendrim derecho
perciderecho aa perciices performed,
performed, shall
shall be entitled
entitled tados,
ices
la
pida
que
bir
del
Gobierno
quo
pida
Gobierno
del
bir
Government
to
receive
from
Government
the
to receive from
acosextradicien los
los honorarios
honorarios acesdemanding
the extradition
extradition the extradici6n
demanding the
tumbrados por los actos oo sercustomary
for the acts or tumbrados
fees for
customary fees
vicios realizados
realizados por ellos, en
en
services performed
them, in vicios
performed by them,
services
forma y
y proporci6n
proporciOn que si
igual forma
the
same manner
and to the same igual
manner and
the same
chos actos
actos o
o servicios
hubiesen
servicios hubiesen
amount
such acts or dichos
though such
as though
amount as
sido realizados
realizado,s en
procedimientos
en procedimientos
services
been performed
performed in sido
had been
services had
criminales ordinarnos,
ordinarios, con
con arreglo
proceedings un- criminales
ordinary
criminal proceedings
ordinary criminal
que dichos
del pais
pals aa que
dichos
leyes del
las leyes
a las
of the country of a
der
laws of
the laws
der the
fimcioniuios
pertenezcan.
funcionarios pertenezcan.
officers.
which
are officers.
they are
which they

Compensatkaa.
comatio.

Thal limited to of-

Ti limited to of-

r which
waiosrr
fse fcir
dered.
tense

surren.

re.

Efect.
Effect.
Termination.
Temination.

Exchange
of ratifiesratificaExdwnge of

tions.

Signatures.
Sinatures.

Article XIV.
Article

Articulo XIV.
Articulo

any
for any
No person
person shall
be tried
tried for
shall be
No
crime or offense other than that
surrendered.
for
which he was surrendered.
for which

Nadie
juzgado por
por
ser juzgado
podra ser
Nadie podrii
delito distinto
distinto del
motivo su
que motiv6
del que
delito
extradicion.
extradici6n.

Article
Article XV.

Articulo XV.
Articulo

This Convention
eftake efshall take
Convention shall
This
fect
from the
the day
the exchange
exchange
of the
day of
fect from
of the
the ratifications
but
thereof; but
ratifications thereof;
of
either Contracting
may at
Party may
Contracting Party
either
any, time
time terminate
terminate the same on
on
any
giving
six months'
the other six
to the
giving to
notice of its
intention to do so.
so.
its intention
notice

Este Convenio
Convenio entrara
entrará en vigor
vigor
Este
desde el
el dia
dia de
de las
las ratificaciones;
ratificaciones;
desde
pero cualquiera
cualquiera de las Partes
pero
Contratantes puede
puede en
cualquier
en cualquier
Contratantes
terminado, avitiempo darle
dare por
por terminado,
tiempo
sando a
otra con seis meses de
a la
la otra
sando
anticipacien su
su intenci6n
intencien de haanticipaci6n
cerlo asi.
cerlo
de este ConLas ratificaciones
ratificaciones de
Las
Caracas tan
venio
se canjearan
en Caracas
canjearan en
venio se
pronto como
como sea posible.
posible.
pronto
En testimonio
de lo cual los
testimonio de
En
respectivos Plenipotenciarios
Pleiaipotenciarios han
han
respectivos
firmado los
los precedentes
precedentes articulos
articulos
firmado
y
han puesto
puesto sus
sus sellos.
sellos.
y han
Hecho
duplicado, en CaraCarapor duplicado,
Hecho por
cas, a
alos
los diecinueve
diecinueve dias del mes
mes
cas,
de enero.
enero. de mil
rail novecientos
novecientos
de
veinte y
ydos.
veinte
[sEAL.1
P.
ITRIAGO CHACIN
CHAC1N
P. ITRIAGO
[SEAL.]

The ratifications
ratifications of the present
The
Convention shall
shall be
be exchanged
exchanged at
Convention
Caracas as
soon as
possible.
as possible.
as soon
Caracas
In
witness whereof
whereof the respecIn witness
tive Plenipotentiaries
have signed
signed
Plenipotentiaries have
tive
the above
above articles,
articles, and have herethe
unto
affixed their seals.
unto affixed
Done
Caracas,
Done in duplicate, in Caracas,
January
this nineteenth
nineteenth day of January
this
hundred and
one thousand
and
thousand nine hundred
one
twenty-two.
twenty-two.
[aRAr.]
JOHN C
AMPBELL WHITE.
W .BITt..
CAMPBELL
[SEAL.] JOHN
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The
Campundersigned, John CampThe undersigned,
ad
bell
Chargé d'Affaires
d'Affaires ad
bell White,
White, Charge
interim
of The
The United States of
interim of
America
Venezuela, and Dr.
America to Venezuela,
Pedro Itriago
Itriago Chacin,
Chacin, Minister
Minister of
Pedro
Foreign Affairs
United
The United
of The
Affairs of
Foreign
States of Venezuela,
Venezuela, have agreed
States
upon
Additional
following Additional
the following
upon the
Article
the Treaty
Treaty of
of Extradito the
Article to
tion
the aforesaid
aforesaid on
by the
signed by
tion signed
instant:
nineteenth instant:
the nineteenth
It is
agreed that
all differences
differences
that all
It
is agreed
between the
Contracting Parties
the Contracting
between
interpretation or
relating
relating to the interpretation
execution
shall be
Treaty shall
of this Treaty
execution of
decided by
by arbitration.
arbitration.
decided
In witness
witness whereof
have
they have
whereof they
In
signed
Article, and
above Article,
the above
signed the
have hereunto
hereunto affixed
affixed their seals.
have
Done
in duplicate,
Caracas,
in Caracas,
duplicate, in
Done in
this twenty
twenty first
first day
January
day of January
this
one thousand
thousand nine
nine hundred
hundred and
and
one
twenty-two.
twenty-two.
[sP.Ai
OHN C
AMPBELL W
HITE.
WHITE.
CAMPBELL
JOHN
[SEAL.]1J
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Los
Campbell Additionalarticle.
Additional article.
John Campbell
suscritos, John
Los suscritos,
White, Encargado
de Negocios
ad pot
egrir
te
li
neen
s.t
by plenipleniby
Agreeent
Negocios ad
Encargado de
White,
interim
interim de
de los
los Estados
Estados Unidos
Unidos de potentia
America en Venezuela,
Venezuela, y
y Dr.
America
Pedro
Chacin, Ministro
Ministro de
Itriago Chacin,
Pedro Itriago
Relaciones
EsExteriores de los EsRelaciones Exteriores
tados
Venezuela, han
Unidos de Venezuela,
tados Unidos
convenido en
en el
el siguiente
siguiente Articulo
Articulo
convenido
Adicional
ExtradiAdicional al Tratado de Extradicion firimado
mismos el
firmado por los mismos
ci6n
dfa 19
del corriente
comente mes:
mes:
19 del
dia
of le
interDietences
Se establece
todas difedife- Ir
t
r
on
enfo
etet
e e
rd
que todas
establece que
Se
y arbitration.
rencias entre
entre las
las Partes
Partes ContraContra- E
r
y
arbitration.
rencias
tantes,
la interpretainterpretarelativas aa la
tantes, relativas
cion o
ejecucien de este Tratado,
o ejecuci6n
ci6n
se
por arbitramento.
arbitramento.
decidiran por
se decidiren
gnatures.
signat"res
En
fe de
de lo
firmado el Si
han firmado
lo cual
cual han
En fe
precedente Articulo
Articulo y
y han puesto
precedente
sus
sellos.
sus solos.
Hecho por
por duplicado,
duplicado, en
en CaraCaraHecho
de
cas, a
mes de
dias del mes
veintidn &as
a los
los veintidn
cas,
enero de
mil novecientos
veintinovecientos veintide mil
enero
des.
d6s.
[sTIAT .1 P.
P.ITRIAGO
ITRIAGO CHACIN
CHAU&
[SEAL.]

Ratifications
exRatifications exe
And whereas
said Treaty
Additional Article
Article have
have been chadI.ns
changed
and Additional
Treaty and
the said
whereas the
And
duly
ratified on
on both
ratifications of the two governparts, and the ratifications
both parts,
duly ratified
ments were
the City
City of
of Caracas,
Caracas, on
fourteenth day
day
the fourteenth
on the
in the
exchanged in
were exchanged
ments
of
thousand nine
hundred and
and twenty-three;
twenty-three;
of April,
April, one
one thousand
nine hundred
rocltio.
Proclamation.
Now, therefore,
that I,
I, Calvin
President of
Coolidge, President
Calvin Coolidge,
known that
it known
be it
therefore, be
Now,
the
United States
of America,
Treaty and
and
caused the said Treaty
have caused
America, have
States of
the United
Additional
Article to
to be
be made
public, to
to the
end that
that the
and
the same
same and
the end
made public,
Additional Article
every
fulfilled with
clause thereof may be observed and fulfilled
and clause
article and
every article
good faith
faith by
by the
United States
States and the citizens thereof.
the Ufiited
good
In
testimony whereof,
have hereunto
caused
hereunto set my hand and caused
whereof, IIhave
In testimony
States to be affixed.
the seal
seal of
affixed.
of the
the United States
the
Done at
at the
second day of January
January in the
this second
Washington, this
of Washington,
city of
the city
Done
year
of our
our Lord
Lord one
thousand nine
hundred and
and twentynine hundred
one thousand
year of
of the
Independence of
of the
the United
States of
United States
the Independence
and of
[sEAL.]
four, and
[SEAL.] four,
America
America the one hundred and forty-eighth.
COOLIDGE
CALVIN
CALVIN COOLIDGE

By
the President:
President:
By the
CHARLES E.
HUGHES
E. HUGHES
CHARLES
Secretary of
of State.
Secretary

A
la
p
,
.
9
,
1
8
8
.
.
1
1
9
CONVENTION—NELLIERLANDS
INDIES.' Ap;rli 31918.
EAST INDIES
NETHERLANDS EAST
CONVENTION
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I

Parcel
post Convention
Convention between
the United
and Netherlands
Netherlands East
States and
United States
between the
Parcelpost
Indies. Signed
Signed at
April 3,
at Washington,
July 9,
9,
Washington, July
1918, at
3, 1918,
at Batavia,
Batavia, April
Indies.
1918; approved
approved by
by the
the President
President July
1918.
18, 1918.
July 18,
1918;

April 3,
3.1918.
191-.
Arl
July 9, 1918.
Juay9,
8ls.

PARCEL POST
THE UNITED
BETWEEN THE
CONVENTION BETWEEN
POST CONVENTION
PARCEL
STATES
AMERICA AND
AND THE
THE NETHERLANDS
NETHERLANDS EAST
EAST
OF AMERICA
STATES OF
INDIES.
INDIES.
convenParcel post convention with Netherlands
East
Indies.
est Indie.ds

, p.1717.
Preamble.
Post, p.1717.

For the purpose of making
making
better
postal arrangements
bearrangements bebetter postal
tween
United States
tween the United
States of
of AmeriAmeriea
and the
Netherlands East
East
the Netherlands
c a and
Indies,
Postal AdministraAdministrathe Postal
Indies, the
tions
United States
States of
the United
of the
tions of
America and
and the
Netherlands
the Netherlands
America
East
Indies, represented
represented by
the
by the
East Indies,
United
Postmaster
General of the
the United
Postmaster General
States
of America
the Chief
Chief
and the
America and
States of
of Posts,
Telegraphs and
Teleand TelePosts, Telegraphs
of
phones of
Netherlands East
East
the Netherlands
of the
phones
Indies have
have agreed
agreed upon the
Indies
following
Articles:
following Articles:

Scope of convention.
convention.

ARTICLE
ARricin I.
I.

ARTIKEL I.
I.
ARTKEEL

The
Conventhis Convenof this
provisions of
The provisions
tion
relate only
parcels of
mail
of mail
to parcels
only to
tion relate
matter
exchanged by
by the
be exchanged
to be
matter to
system
herein provided
provided for, and
system herein
do
not affect
affect the
arrangements
the arrangements
do not
Universal
the Universal
now existing
under the
existing under
now
Postal Convention,
Convention, which
conwill conwhich will
Postal
tinue as
heretofore; and all the
as heretofore;
tinue
stipulations hereinafter
contained
hereinafter contained
stipulations
apply
the mails
to the
exclusively to
apply exclusively
exchanged
under these
these Articles.
Articles.
exchanged under

De
bepalingen van deze
deze overDe bepalingen
eenkorast hebben
alleen betrekbetrekhebben alleen
eenkomst
king
uitgepostpakketten, uitgeking op postpakketten,
wisseld
hierin omschreven
omschreven
op de
de hierin
wisseld op
wijze, en
en zijn
niet van
van invloed op
op
zijn niet
wijze,
de thans
thans bestaande
bepalingen
bestaande bepalingen
de
ingevolge het Algemeen
Algemeen PostPostingevolge
verdrag, welke op den zelfden
zelfden
verdrag,
voet
als tevoren gehandhaafd
gehandhaafd
voet als
zullen worden
worden en alle hier
bier verder
verder
zijn
voorschriften zijn
op te nemen
nemen voorscluiften
urtsluitend
van toepassing
toepassing op
op
uitsluitend van
in
postzendingen uitgewisseld
uitgewisseld als in
postzendingen
doze artikelen
artikelen is bepaald.
bepaald.
deze

I.
ARTICLE II.

ARTIKEL II.

a direct
direct exchange
shall be
be a
There
There shall
exchange
between the United States
between
States of
America on
hand and the
on the one hand
America
Netherlands
Indies on the
East Indies
Netherlands East
other hand
hand of
uninsured parcels
parcels
of uninsured
other
without
collection of value
value on dewithout collection
livery originating
originating in the
the United
United
livery
States
and addressed
addressed
of America and
States of
to the
the Netherlands
Netherlands East Indies or
to
originating
in the
Netherlands
the Netherlands
originating in
East
addressed to the
Indies and addressed
East Indies
United
of America.
States of
United States

Tusschen de Vereenigde
Vereenigde Staten
Staten
van
van Amerika
Amerika eenerzijds
eenerzijds en Nederlandsch-Oost-Indie anderzijds
anderzijds zullandsch-Oost-Indie
rechtstreeks postpakketten
postpakketten
len rechtstreeks
zonder aangegeven
aangegeven waarde
waarde of
zonder
of
verrekening
worden uitgewisseld,
uitgewisseld,
verrekening worden
afkomstig van
van de
de Vereenigde
afkomstig
Vereenigde StaStaten van
voor
Amerika en bestemd voor
ten
van Amerika
Nederlandsch-Oost
of afafIndia, of
Nederlandsch-Oost Indie,
komstig van
van Nederlandsch-OostNederlandsch-Oostvoor de VerIndie en bestemd
bestemd voor
Indie
eenigde
Staten van Amerika.
Amerika.
eenigde Staten

ARTICLE
Direct

exchange

no imured articles.
Uninsured
artices.

of

Ten
einde eene
eene betere
betere postrepostreTen einde
geling
tusschen de
de Vereenigde
Vereenigde
eling tusschen
Staten van
van Amerika
Amerika en NederNederStaten
zion
landsch-Oost-Indie te treffen,
treffen, zijn
landsch-Oost-Indie
de Postadministratien
de
de
Postadministratien van de
Vereenigde
Staten van
van Amerika
Amerika
Vereenigde Staten
en
van
Nederlandsch-OostNederlandsch-Oostvan
en
Indie'vertegenwoordigd
den
door den
vertegenwoordigd door
Indie,
Direeteur
VereeDirecteur Generaal der Vereenigde Staten
Amerika en den
Staten van .Amerika
nide
Chef
Post- Telegraaf-en
Chef van den Post-,Telegraaf-en
Telefoondienst in NederiandschNederlandschTelefoondienst
Oost-India het
navolgende overoverhet navolgende
Oost-Indie
eengekomen:
eengekomen:

CONVENTION—NETHERLANDS
INDIES.
EAST INDIES.
CONVENTION-NETHERLANDS EAST

III.
ARiniEL III.
ARTIKEL

ARTICLE III.
III.
ARTICLE

There shall
shall be
admitted to the
be admitted
There
mails
exchanged under
under this Conmails exchanged
vention articles
merchandise
articles of merchandise
vention
and
mail matter
matter (except
(except letters,
and mail
post
matter) of
written matter)
and written
cards and
post cards
all kinds
are admitted
admitted under
under
that are
kinds that
all
domestic
any conditions
to the domestic
conditions to
any
mails of
of the
the country
of origin, excountry of
mails
cept that
exceed
parcel may exceed
no parcel
that no
cept
eleven (11)
(11) pounds or five (5)
eleven
kilos in
nor the
the following
following
weight, nor
in weight,
kilos
dimensions: greatest
greatest length
length in any
dimensions:
direction, three
three feet
feet six
six inches
inches (1
direction,
meter 55 centimeters),
centimeters); greatest
greatest
meter
length
and girth
girth combined, six
length and
centimeters);
feet
80 centimeters);
meter 80
(1 meter
feet (1
and must
must be so wrapped or enand
closed as
as to
to permit
their contents
permit their
closed
to
examined by posteasily examined
be easily
to be
masters
and customs
officers duly
customs officers
masters and
except
authorized
do so; and except
to do
authorized to
that the
the following
following articles are prothat
hibited
admission to
to the mails
hibited admission
exchanged
this Convention:
Convention:
under this
exchanged under

Publications
violate the
which violate
Publications which
copyright
laws of
of the
the country
country of
of
copyright laws
and
destination;
poisons, explosive
explosive and
destination; poisons,
inflammable
substances, fatty
inflammable substances,
substances,
liquids and those
substances, liquids
which
easily-liquefy, confections
which easily
and pastes,
pastes, live
live or dead animals,
animals,
and
except dead
reptiles
and reptiles
insects and
dead insects
except
when
thoroughly dried, fruits and
when thoroughly
vegetables which
which easily
easily decomvegetables
pose and
which exhale
exhale
substances which
and substances
pose
a
bad odor,
lottery tickets,
tickets, lotlotodor, lottery
a bad
tery advertisements
or lottery
lottery
advertisements or
tery
circulars;
obscene or
or immoral
immoral
all obscene
circulars; all
articles; articles
may in anny
any
which may
articles which
articles;
way
damage or destroy the mails
way damage
or
handling
persons handling
the persons
injure the
or injure
them, and
admission
the admission
articles the
and articles
them,
of which
which is
not authorized
authorized by the
is not
of
customs or
or regulalaws or
other laws
or other
customs
tions of
either country.
country.
of either
tions
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In
postzendingen, uitgewise l= admitted to
uitgewis- thel
de postzendingen,
In de
sold volgens
volgens deze
deze overeenkomst,
overeenkomst, Requirements.
Requirements.
seld
zullen
en poststukpoststukhandelswaren en
zullen handelswaren
ken (uitgezonderd
brieven, brief(uitgezonderd brieven,
ken
kaarten
en geschreven
geschreven stukken)
kaarten en
van
allerlei aard
aard mogen
worden
mogen worden
van allerlei
begrepen,
onder eenige bepabepabegrepen, die onder
eigen
lrng zign toegalaten
toegalaten in
in de eigen
ling
postzendingen
in het
land van
het land
postzendingen in
oorsprong met
verstande, dat
dien verstande,
met dien
oorsprong
geen
een gewicht
gewicht van elf
pakket een
geen pakket
(11) pond
pond of
of vijf
kilogrammen
(5) kilogrammen
vijf (5)
(11)
mag
overschrijden, noch
noch de volmag overschrijden,
gende
afmegrootsteafmeafmetingen: grootste
gende afmetingen:
voet
tinginwelkerichting ook, drie voet
tinginwelkerichting
zes dnim
centimeter);
(1 meter
meter 55 centimeter);
duim (1
zes
grootste afmeting
afmeting voor
lengte en
voor lengte
grootste
(1meter
omvang tezamen
tezamen zes
voet (1
meter
zes voet
omvang
80
centimeter); dat zij zoodanig
zoodanig
80 centimeter);
verpakt
gesloten moeten zijn,
of gesloten
verpakt of
dat het
voor de
daartoe bevoegde
de daartoe
het voor
dat
post-en douaneambtenaren
mogedouaneambtenaren mogepost-en
gemaklijk
blijft, de
de inhoud
inhoud gemakijk blijft,
kelijk te
en dat de
onderzoeken en
te onderzoeken
kelijk
volgende voorwerpen
voorwerpen niet ter
volgende
verzending toegelaten
toegelaten zijn in de
verzending
overeengekomen
zendingen (ge(geovereengekomen zendingen
onder deze
wisseld
deze voorwaarden):
voorwaarden) :
wisseld onder
Uitgaven, die
met Prohibited
Prohibited articles.
articles.
zijn met
strijd zijn
in strijd
die in
Uitgaven,
de wetten
wetten op
op het
het auteursrecht
auteursrecht van
de
het land
bestemming, vervan bestemming,
land van
het
giften
en zelfstandigheden
zelfstandigheden van
giften en
ontvlambaren
ontplofbaren
ontplofbaren of ontvlambaren
aard, vettige
zelfstandigheden,
vettige zelfstandigheden,
aard,
vloeistoffen
zelfstandigheden,
en zelfstandigheden,
vloeistoffen en
die
gemakkelijk vloeibaar
vloeibaar worden,
worden,
die gemakkelijk
suikergoed
gebak, levende
levende of
en gebak,
suikergoed en
doode dieren,
uitgezonderd doode
dieren, uatgezonderd
doode
insecten en
reptielen, die zorgen reptielen,
insecten
vukliggedroogd
vruchten en
zijn, vruchten
vuldiggedroogd zijn,
groenten, welke
welke licht tot bederf
groenten,
overgaan,
en zelfstandigheden,
zelfstandigheden,
overgaan, en
welke
een onaangenamen
onaangenamen geur
welke een
verspreiden,
bekendmaloten, bekendmaverspreiden, loten,
kingen
en circulaires
betreffende
circulaires betreffende
kingen en
voorwerpen van
loterijen, alle voorwerpen
loterijen,
onzendelijzedenkwetsenden
zedenkwetsenden of onzendelijken
aard, voorwerpen,
die op
voorwerpen, die
ken aard,
postzendingen
eenigerlei
Nvijze de postzendingen
eenigerlei wijze
zouden
beschadigen of
of
kunnen beschadigen
zouden kunnen
vernielen, of
zouden kunkwanadeelig zouden
of nadeelig
vernielen,
nen ziju
voor de
de personen,
personen, die
zijn voor
nen
voorwerpen,
deze behandelen
behandelen en voorwerpen,
deze
waarvan de
de invoer
invoer volgens
volgens de in
waarvan
een vam
yam beide
beide landen
landen geldende
een
wetten of
of reglementen
reglementen niet
met is
wetten
toegelaten.
toegelaten.
e
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Alle geoorloofde
handelswaren
geoorloofde handelswaren
Alle
All
articles of
of mermerAll admissible
admissible articles
verzonden in
in het
eene land
voor
land voor
het eene
chandise
for verzonden
country for
in one
one country
mailed in
chandise mailed
het andere
andere of
of ontvangen
ontvangen in
het
in het
the
or received
one councoun- het
in one
received in
other or
the other
eene land
land van
van het
zullen
andere zullen
het andere
try
from the
be free
free eene
shall be
the other,
other, shall
try from
zijn van
van elke
elke aanliouding
of
aanhouding of
vrij zijn
from any
any detention
detention or
or inspection
inspection vrij
from
elke onderzoek
en
welken
van we
onderzoek van
van elke
whatever, except
except such
re- van
such as is rewhatever,
ook, behalve
behalve van
van die
die noodig
noodig
aard ook,
quired
for collection
collection of
of customs
customs aard
quired for
de invordering
invordering van
invoervan invoervoor de
duties,
be forwarded
by voor
forwarded by
shall be
and shall
duties, and
rechten en
en zullen
zullen op
op de
de snelste
snelste
the
most speedy
speedy means
means to
their rechten
to their
the most
wijze
worden
doorgezondennaar
naar
doorgezonden
worden
wijze
destination,
being
subject
in
their
their
in
subject
being
destination,
zijnde tijdens
tijdens
bestemming, zijnde
hunne bastemming,
transmission
the laws
laws and
regu- hunne
and reguto the
transmission to
overbrenging onderworpen
onderworpen
hunne overbrenging
lations
of each
each country
respec- hunne
country respeclations of
bepalingen van
wetten en bepalingen
de wetten
aan de
tively.
tively.
elk land
afzonderlijk.
land afzonderlijk.
elk

in'

n-

ARTICIX IV.
IV.
ABTICIE
Letters not to accompany parcels.

Lettersttoacsom

Rejection
found,
if found,
Rejection if
etc.
etc.

No nclosure for other

No Inclosure for other

address.
address,

1.
or communication
communication
A letter
letter or
1. A
of
nature of
of personal
correpersonal correthe nature
of the
spondence
not accompany,
accompany,
must not
spondence must
be
on, or
or enclosed
enclosed with
with
written on,
be written
any
parcel.
any parcel.

the letter
letter
be found,
2. If
If such
such be
found, the
2.

will be placed in the
the mails if
separable,
and if
communicathe communicaif the
separable, and
tion be
attached, the
the
be inseparably
inseparably-attached,
tion
whole
package will be
be rejected.
rejected.
whole package
If,
any such
such should
should inIf, however,
however, any
advertently be
forwarded, the
the
be forwarded,
advertently
country of
destination will collect
collect
of destination
country
double rates
on the letter or letters double
of
postage according
according to
to the Uniof postage
versal
Postal Convention.
versal Postal

3.
parcel may
may contain
contain packpack3. No parcel
ages intended
intended for delivery
delivery at
an
at an
address
borne by
that borne
address other than that
the
parcel itself.
If such
such enenitself. If
the parcel
packages be detected
detected they
they
closed packages
singly
forward singly
sent forward
must be sent
and distinct
charged with new and
charged
parcel post
cost rates.
rates.
parcel
ARTICLE V.
V.
ARTICLE

Rates ofpostage

Rates of postage.

In
In United
nited States.
States.

The following rates of postage
postage
shall in all cases be required to
be
be fully
fully prepaid
prepaid with
with postage
postage
stamps
stamps of
of the
the country
country of
of origin,
origin,
viz:
viz:

ARTIREL IV.
IV.
ABRTnEL
1.
brief of
of mededeeling,
1. Een
Een brief
welke het karakter
karakter van briefwelke
wisseling van
van persoonlijken
persoonlijken aard
aard
wisseling
draagt, mag
mag eenig postpakket
postpakket
draagt,
Met
noch daarop gevergezellen, noch
niet vergezellen,
schreven,
of daarin
daarin gesloten
gesloten zin.
zijn.
schreven, of
2.
Indien zulks
ZU1kg
aangetroffen
aangetrofen
2. Indien
wordt, zal
de brief,
brief, indien
indien afafzal de
wordt,
scheidbaar, in de
de brievenpost
brievenpost
scheidbaar,
worden
begrepen, en
indien de
en indien
worden begrepen,
mededeeling onafscheidbaar
onafscheidbaar aan
mededeeling
het pakket
pakket is
is bevestigd,
bevestigd, zal het
het
het
heele pakket
pakket worden
geweigerd.
worden geweigerd.
heele
Indien
echter iets dergelijks
dergelijks onopIndien echter
gemerkt mocht
mocht worden
worden doorgemerkt
gezonden, zal
zal het
van bebehet land
land van
gezonden,
stemming van
van den
den brief
brief of
of van
van de
de
stemming
brieven dubbel
dubbel briefport
briefport heffen,
heffen,
brieven
overeenkomstig het
het Algemeen
Algemeen
overeenkomstig
Postverdrag.
Postverdrag.
3. Geen
Geen postpakket
postpakket mag pakpak3.
ketten
inhouden bestemd
bestemd voor
voor
ketten inhouden
een ander
ander adres,
dat, ververeen
adres, dan
dan dat,
meld
Indien
meld op het
het pakket
pakket zelf.
zelf. Indien
pakketten worzulke ingesloten
ingesloten pakketten
ontdekt, moeten
zij afzonderafzonderden ontdekt,
moeten zij
lijk
doorgezonden, elk
lijk worden doorgezonden,
elk
belast
met nieuw
en duidelijk
duidelijk
belast met
nieuw en
aangegeven postpakkettenvracht.
postpakkettenvracht.
aangegeven
ARTIKEL
V.
ARTIKEL V.

De volgende
volgende frankeerkosten
frankeerkosten
De
zullen in
in alle
elle gevallen
gevallen worden
worden
zullen
geheven
en ten
ten voile
voile worden
geheven en
worden
vooruit betaald
betaald door middel
middel van
van
postzegels van het land van
oorsprong, namelijk;
oorsprong,
namelijk;
In
States, for
for each
each
In the
the United
United States,
In de Vereenigde
Vereenigde Staten van
pound or
or fraction
of a
a pound,
pound
fraction of
pound, Amerika
voor ieder
leder pond
pond of
of
Amerika voor
twelve (12)
(12) cents.
cents.
twelve
gedeelte
gedeelte van een pond twaalf
twaalf
(12)
centen.
(12) centen.
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In
Nederlandsch-O ost-I ndie 1.'11
In Netherlands
Netherlands East
In Nederlandsch-Oost-Indi
gewicht nd
voor
het gewicht
postpakket het
elk postpakket
voor elk
van
kilogram niet te boven
1 logogram
van 1
O. I.
gaande
175 centen
centen (N. 0.
gaande 175
pakket meer
courant); voor
voor elk pakket
courant);
dan 1
5. kilogram
kilogram
met &
en met
1 tot
tot en
dan
wegende
225 centen
centen (N.
(N. O.
0. I.
I.
wegende 225
courant).
courant).
Delivery.
De
postpakketten zullen
zullen door Delivery.
De postpakketten
The
parcels shall be promptly
The parcels
postkantoor
aangewezen
postkantoor
aangewezen
het
delivered to addressees
addressees at the het
delivered
tijdig aan
de geadresseerden
geadresseerden woraan de
post office
office of
address in the coun- tijdig
of address
post
den uitgereikt,
vrij van port;
port;
vrij
uitgereikt, charge den
try
destination free
free of charge
of destination
try of
land van
bestemming
van bestemming
het land
maar het
for postage;
postage; but the country of maar
for
naar verkiezing
verkiezing wegens den
den
mag naar
destination
its option,
option, mag
at its
may, at
destination may,
dienst en
en de
de Interior
Interior service
binnenlandschen dlenst
levy and
from the ad- binnenlandschen
collect from
and collect
levy
charge
den geadresseerde
van den
bestelling, van
geadresseerde .ch
"ge*
dressee for
interior service
service and bestelling,
for interior
dressee
invorderen
en invorderen
heffen en
recht heffen
een recht
delivery a
the amount
amount of een
charge the
a charge
delivery
waarvanhet bedrag
vast te stelstolis vast
bedrag is
which is
is to
to waarvanhet
according to
fixed according
be fixed
to be
which
zijne
len
overeenkomstig
eigene
overeenkomstig
len
its
own
regulations
but
which
which
but
regulations
own
its
naar dat in geen
een
reglementen, naar
shall in
exceed five cents reglementen,
no case exceed
in no
shall
Vereenigde
centen in de Vereerugde
vijf centen
geval vijf
in
the United
States or 12½
121 geval
United States
in the
of 12½
Staten van
Amerika of
121
van Amerika
cents in
the Netherlands
Netherlands East Staten
in the
cents
cent in
Nederlandsch-Oost-Indie
in Nederlandsch-Oost-Indie
Indies for
parcel whatever
whatever cent
each parcel
for each
Indies
voor elk
elk postpakket,
postpakket, ongeacht
ongeacht
voor
its weight.
weight.
its
het gewicht,
mag te boven
boven gaan.
gewicht, mag
het

East Indies
In the
the Netherlands
Netherlands East
In
for a
not exceeding
1. kiloexceeding 1.
parcel not
a parcel
for
(N. E.
gram
175 cents (N.
weight 175
in weight
gram in
I.. currency);
currency); for
parcel exceedexceeda parcel
for a
ing 1
weight
kilogram up to the weight
1 kilogram
ing
(N. E.
of 5
kilograms, 225
cents (N.
225 cents
5 kilograms,
of
I. currency).
currency).
I.

ARTIKEL VI.
VI.
ARTIKEL

ARTICLE
VI.
ARTICLE VI.
1. The
The sender
the time
may, at the
sender may,
1.
sof mailing
mailing the
receive aa
package, receive
the package,
,of
certificate
of mailing
mailing from
from the
the
certificate of
post
office where
package is
the package
where the
post office
mailed.
mailed.
2. An
of the
acknowledgement of
An acknowledgement
2.
delivery of
of a
shall be
be
parcel shall
a parcel
delivery
returned
sender when rethe sender
to the
returned to
quested, but
either country
country may
may
but either
quested,
require of
sender prepayment
prepayment
the sender
of the
require
of a
exceeding 5
5
not exceeding
therefor not
fee therefor
a fee
of
cents in
the United
United States
States or
or
in the
cents
121 cents
cents in
in the
the Netherlands
Netherlands
121
East Indies.
Indies.
East

ARTICLE
VII.
ARTICLE VII.
1.
The sender
parcel
each parcel
of each
sender of
1. The
shall make
make a
a customs
customs declaration
declaration
shall
in
upon a
special form
a special
duplicate, upon
in duplicate,
provided for
giving
purpose, giving
the purpose,
for the
provided
the
address, a
general description
description
a general
the address,
of
an accurate stateparcel, an
the parcel,
of the
ment
of the
contents and value,
the contents
ment of
date of
mailing and
the senders
and the
of mailing
date
signature
and place
of residence;
residence;
place of
signature and
which declaration
declaratiou must
must accomaccomwhich
pany
parcel to
destination.
to destination.
the parcel
pany the

1. De
De
1.

afzender
afzender

kan
kan

bij
bij

de
de

aanbieding van
van het
het pakket
pakket een
aanbieding
bewijs
van ter
ter post
post bezorging
bewijs van
ontvangen van
van het
kantoor,
het kantoor,
ontvangen
alwaar het pakket
pakket wordt aangealwaarhet
boden.
boden.
i
boden.

Rceiptofpostin.

Receipt of posting.

Acknowledgment of

2. Een
Eon bericht
bericht van
van de
de uitreiuitrei- de
itic
v kno.
wledgment
deliermy.
2.
op
zal
king
van
een
postpakket
postpakket
een
van
king
verzoek
aan den afzender
afzender worden
worden
verzoek aan
toegezonden, maar
der beide
beide
elk der
maar elk
toegezonden,
landen mag
van den
daarvoor van
mag daarvoor
landen
afzender vooruitbetaling
vooruitbetaling vordevordeafzender
ren van
bedrag, niet te
to
een bedrag,
van een
ren
bovengaande 55 centen
centen in de
bovengaande
Vereenigde Staten
Staten van Amerika
Amerika
Vereenigde
of 121
cent in
Nederlandschin Nederlandsch12½ cent
of
Oost-Indie.
Oost-Indie.

of

ARTIKEL
VII..
ARTIKEL VII
1. De
De afzender,
van elk postafzender, van
1.
pakket
douaneverklamoet eene douaneverklapakket moot
ringin tweevoud
opmaken, uitsluitweevoud opmaken,
ringin
tend op
een daarvoor
daarvoor ingericht
ingericht
op een
tend
formuher,
vermeldende het adres,
adres,
formulier, vermeldende
eene algemeene
algemeene beschrijving
beschrijving van
eene
het postpakket,
een nauwkeurige
nauwkeurige
postpakket, een
het
opgttaf
den inhoud
van de
en van
inhoud en
van den
opgaaf van
waarde,
datum van ter post
den datum
waarde, den
bezorging
en de
de handteekening
handteekening
bezorging en
van
den afzender,
afzender, zoomede
zoomede zijne
van den
woonplaats,
het
verklaring het
welke verklaring
woonplaats, welke
postpakket
besteraming
zijne bestemming
tot zijne
postpakket tot
moet vergezellen.
vergezellen.
moet

Customs dedaration
Customsdeclaration
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Collection of duties.

2. The
parcels in
in question
question shall
The parcels
2.
des-be
country of des
subject in the country
be subject
tination
to all customs duties and
tination to
all customs
customs regulations
regulations in
in force
force
all
country for the protection
protection
in that country
of its
revenues, and the
customs revenues,
its customs
of
customs duties
duties properly
chargeproperly chargecustoms
able
collected on
thereon shall be collected
able thereon
delivery, in accordance
accordance with the
delivery,
customs
regulations of the councustoms regulations
destination.
try of destination.
ARTICLE
VIII.
ARTICLE VIII.

Retention
etc.

of

Retentin of ees,

fees'

Pecking.
Packng.

2. De
De onderwerpelijke
postonderwerpelijke post2.
et land
pakketten zijnn
zijn in
land van
van
in het
pakketten
bestemming onderworpen
onderworpen aan alle
bestemming
in dat
van kracht
kracht zijnde
zijnde
land van
dat land
in
invoerrechten en
en voorschriften
voorschriften op
op
invoerrechten
den
ter verzekering
verzekering van
invoer, ter
den in.voer,
zijne
douane-inkomsten en
en de
zijne douane-inkomsten
daarop
vallende invoerrechten
invoerrechten
daarop vallende
zullen
bij de
de afgifte
afgifte worden
worden ingeingezullen bij
vorderd
in overeenstemming
overeenstemming met
vorderd m
de
douane-bepalingen van het
het
de douane-bepalingen
land
van bestemming.
bestemming.
land van
VIII.
ABTIKEL VIII.

AR'rIKEL

leder
land zal
zal het
geheele port
het geheele
Ieder land
en de
de kosten
kosten van
van bestelling,
bestelling, welke
welke
en
het op
pakketten invorinvorgenoemde pakketten
op genoemde
bet
dert, voor
voor zichzelf
zichzelf behouden;
behouden;
dert,
bijgevolg geeft
overeenkomst
deze overeenkomst
geeft deze
bijgevolg
geen aanleiding
aanleiding tot
tot het
opmaken
het opmaken
geen
van
afzonderlijke rekeningen
rekeningen tusvan afzonderlijke
schen de
landen.
beide landen.
de beide
schen

IX.
ARTICLE IX..
ARTICLE

Airruizi, IX.
IX.
ARTIKEL

otrasortransP"-

of

9,918
JuPli

Each country shall retain to its
Each
postages
own
the whole of the postages
use the
own use
on
collects on
and delivery
delivery fees
it collects
fees it
and
said parcels;
parcels; consequently,
consequently, this
said
Convention
will give
rise to no
no
give rise
Convention will
separate accounts
accounts between
between the
separate
two
countries.
two countries.

Metod of
Meth°4

Return
bRetuern
boxes, etc.

April
3, 1918.
1918.
July 9,

empty

1.
1. The parcels shall be concomponent part
sidered
part of
a component
sidered as a
exchanged direct
the mails exchanged
direct bethe
tween the
the United
United States and the
tween
Netherlands
Indies to be
East Indies
Netherlands East
despatched
destination by the
despatched to destination
country
and
of origin at its cost and
country of
it provides, but
as it
by
means as
but
such means
by such
option
must be
be forwarded
forwarded at the option
must
of
despatching office,
either
office, either
the despatching
of the
in boxes
boxes or
or baskets
baskets prepared
prepared exin
pressly
pressly for the purpose or in ormarked
dinary
mail bags, to be marked
dinary mail
sealed
securely sealed
"Parcel
Post," and
and securely
"ParcelPost,"
with
otherwise, as may be
wax or otherwise,
with wax
mutually
by regulations
provided by
mutually provided
hereunder.
hereunder.

2.
promptly
2. Each country shall promptly
return
empty to
to the
the despatching
despatching
return empty
boxes, baskets or
office all
all such
such boxes,
office
and baskets
bags; but
the boxes
baskets
boxes and
but the
bags;
used occasionally
by either
Adeither Adoccasionally by
used
ministration
may be
be used
used by
the
by the
ministration may
other
Administration for return
other Administration
parcel
despatches.
post despatches.
parcel post
3. Although
admitted
parcels admitted
3.
Although parcels
under this
Convention will be
this Convention
under
transmitted as
between
as aforesaid
aforesaid between
transmitted

1. De
De postpakketten
zullen
postpakketten zullen
1.
worden
beschouwd als een
een samensamenworden beschouwd
stellen.d
deel van
van de
rechtstreeks
de rechtstreeks
stellend deel
tusschen. de
Staten,
Vereenigde Staten,
de Vereenigde
tusschen
van
en NederlandschNederlandschAmerika en
van Amerika
Oost-Indie
postzenuitgewisselde postzenOost-Indie uitgewisselde
dingen en
en zijn
zijn door
het land
van
land van
door het
dingen
oorsprong naar
naar hunne
bestemhunne bestemoorsprong
ming
elle midmet alle
te verzenden
verzenden met
ming to
delen,
warrover het beschikt,
delen, warrover
maar
moeten naar
verkiezing van
van
naar verkiezing
maar moeten
het
kantoor verzonden
verzonden
afzendend kantoor
het afzendend
worden,
hetzij in
kisten of manin kisten
worden, hetzij
den, uitsluitend
uitsluitend voor dat doel
doel
den,
vervaardigd,
gewone
hetzij in gewone
vervaardigd, hetzij
postzakken,
gemerkt "Parcel
"Parcel
postzakken, gemerkt
Post,"
moeten
verzegeld moeten
goed verzegeld
en goed
Post," en
zijn met lak of op eenige andere
wijze,als
wederzijds daarin
daarin wordt
wordt
als wederzijds
wijze,
voorzien, ingevolge
ingevolge de hiervoor
hiervoor
voorzien,
bestaande bepalingen.
bepalingen.
bestaande
2. leder
behoort geregeld
geregeld
land behoort
2.
Ieder land
elle
zoodanige kisten, manden
manden en
alle zoodanige
zakken
naar het
het afzendend
afzendend
ledig naar
zakken ledig
kantoor
terug te
to zenden,
zenden, terwijl
terwijl
kantoor terug
manden in voorkode kisten en menden
mende gevallen
gevallen door eene der
der
mende
Administratien gebezigd,
gebezigd, door
door de
Administratien
andere Adminsitratie
Ad nnnsitratie kunnen worworandere
den gebezigd
gebezigd voor
voor de wederverden
zending van
van postpakketten.
postpakketten.
zending
3. Ofschoon
postpakketten,
Ofschoon postpakketten,
toegelaten
overeendeze overeentoegelaten volgens deze
komst verzonden
zullen worden
worden
verzonden zullen
komst
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the exchange
offices of
the two
of the
exchange offices
the
countries, they
they should
should be so carecountries,
fully packed
packed as
as to be
safely transbe safely
fully
mitted in
in the
open mails of either
the open
mitted
country,
going to the exin going
both in
country, both
change
office in
the country- of
in the
change office
origin and
adcress
and to the office of address
origin
in the
of destination.
destination.
country of
the country
in

4. Each
Each despatch
parcel
a parcel
of a
despatch of
4.
post mail
mail must
be accompanied
accompanied
must be
post
by a
list in duplicate
duplicate
descriptive list
a descriptive
by
of
all the
the parcels
parcels sent,
sent, showing
of all
distinctly the
the list
list number of each
distinctly
parcel, the
name of the addressee
the name
parcel,
with address
destination, the
of destination,
address of
with
weight and
and the
declared contents
the declared
weight
and value.
value. These
These lists must be
and
commencing
numbered
serially commencing
numbered serially
each
with No.
first list of each
the first
for the
1 for
No. 1
with
calendar year
year and
and must
must be encalendar
closed in
in one
the boxes or bags
of the
one of
closed
of each
each despatch.
despatch.
of

-ARTICLE
X.
ARTICLE X.
The stipulations
stipulations of this ConThe
vention
exclusively to the
apply exclusively
vention apply
mails
herein provided for and to
mails herein
be exchanged
between the post
exchanged between
be
office of
of San
Francisco and such
San Francisco
office
other offices
offices within the United
United
other
States as
be designated
designated heremay be
as may
States
after
the Postal
Postal Administra.Administraby -the
after by
tion
of the
States and the
United States
the United
tion of
offices
of Tandjong
SoeraTandjong Priok, Soeraoffices of
other
baja
and Makasser
Makasser and such other
baja and
offices
designated herebe designated
may be
as may
offices as
after by
AdministraPostal Administrathe Postal
by the
after
tion
of the
Netherlands East
the Netherlands
tion of
Indies.
Indies.

op
de bovenomschreven
bovenomschreven wijze tusop de
schen de
de uitwisselingskantoren
uitwisselingskantoren
schen
van
de beide
beide landen
behooren zij
landen behooren
van de
zoo
zorgvuldig verpakt
verpakt te zijn,
zoo zorgvuldig
verzonden kunnen
dat zij
zij veilig
kmmen
veilig verzonden
dat
worden
in de
de open
open zendingen
zendingen van
worden in
elk
landen, zoowel
het
zoowel naar het
der landen,
elk der
uitwisselingskantoor in het land
uitwisselingskantoor
van
oorsprong als
naar het aangeaangeals naar
van oorsprong
wezen
het land van
kantoor in het
wezen kantoor
bestemming.
bestemming.
4. Elke
Elke pakketpostzending
pakketpostzending
4.
moet
vergezeld gaan
gaan van een in
moet vergezeld
geleidelijst
tweevoud
to maken
maken geleidefijst
op te
tweevoud op
van
ale verzonden
verzonden postpakketten
postpakketten
van alle
duidelijk
aangevende het nummer
nummer
duidelijk aangevende
van
inschrijving van elk postvan inschrijvmg
pakket,
den naam van den
den
pakket, den
geadresseerde, met
met aanwijzing
aanwijzin.g van
geadresseerde,
de bestemming,
bestemming, het
gewicht en
en de
het gewicht
de
omschrijving
den inhoud
inhoud en
en
omschrijving van den
de
waurde. Deze
Deze lijsten moeten
de waarde.
opvolgend worden
genummerd, te
worden genummerd,
opvolgend
beginnen
No. 11 voor de
met No.
beginnen met
kalenderjaar
eerste
lijst van
elk kalenderjaar
van elk
eerste lijst
en
worden in een
gesloten worden
moeten gesloten
en moeten
van de
de kisten
kisten of
of sakken
sakken van elke
van
zending.
zending.
ARIIKEL X.
X.
ARTIKEL

Descriptive list.
Descriptive

offices.
Exchangeoffices.
De
van doze
deze over- Exchange
bepalingen van
De bepalingen
eenkomst
hebben uitsluitend
uitsluitend beeenkomst hebben
trekking
de hierbij
omschreven
hierbij omschreven
op de
trekking op
postzendingen, welke
welke worden
worden uitpostzendingen,
gewisseld tusschen
tusschen den postdienst
postdienst
gewisseld
van
San Francisco
Francisco en die kanvan San
toren
in de
Vereenigde Staten,
de Vereenigde
toren in
welke
de Postadministratie
Postadministratie
door de
welke door
van de
de Vereenigde
Vereenigde Staten
Staten daardaarvan
voor kunnen
kunnen worden
aangewezen
worden aangewezen
voor
en
de kantoren
kantoren te
to Tandjong
Tandjong
en de
Priok, Soerabaja
Makasser en
Soerabaja en Makasser
Priok,
die
kantoren, welke
welke naderandere kantoren,
die andere
hand
aangewezen
worden aangewezen
zullen worden
hand zullen
door
Postadministratie van
de Postadministratie
door de
Nederlandsch-Oost-Indie.
Nederlandsch-Oost-Indie.

ARTICLE
XI..
ARTICLE XI

XI.
ARTIKEL XL
ARTIKEL

1. As
As soon
soon as
as the
the mail
mail shall
1.
have
the office of destinareached the
have reached
the
tion
that office
office shall
check the
shall check
tion that
contents of the
the mail.
contents
2. In
event of the parcel
parcel
the event
In the
2.
received aa
bill
having been received
not having
bill not
substitute
should be
be at
at once
once presubstitute should
pared.
pared.

1.
Zoodra de zending
zending het kan1. Zoodra
toor van
heeft bebestemming heeft
van bestemming
toor
reikt,
dat kantoor
kantoor de inhoud
zal dat
reikt, zal
van
onderzoeken.
zending onderzoeken.
de zending
van de
advies2. In
geval dat
dat de advieshet geval
In het
2.
lijst
niet mocht
ontvanworden ontvanmocht worden
lijst niet
gen, zal
zal onverwijld
onverwijld een daarvoor
daarvoor
gen,
in de
de plaats
plants tredende
advieslijst
tredende advieslijst
in
worden samengesteld.
samengesteld.
worden
3.
in de invergissingen in
Alle vergissingen
3. Ale
advieslijst, die
schrijvingen
op de advieslijst,
schrijvingen op

3.
errors in
in the
the entries
entries on
Any errors
3. Any
the
bill which
which may be disparcel bill
the parcel

1713

Receipt of
of mails.
mails.
Receipt

Substitute parcelbilL
parcelbill
Substitute

Correction oferrors.
of errors.
Correction

1714
1714
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opgemerkt, zulzulworden opgemerkt,
mochten worden
covered
verification mochten
should after
after verificati
covered should
len na
na vergelijkmg
door een
een
len,
vergelijking door
by
by a
a second
second officer,
officer, be
be corrected
correct
tweeden ambtenaar,
ambtenaar, worden
worden herhertweeden
and noted
noted for
for report
report to
to the
and
t
steld en
en aan
aan het
het afzendend
afzendend kankandespatching office
form steld
office on
on a
a fo
despatching
worden bericht
bericht door
door middel
middel
toor worden
"Verification
which toor
Certificate" wh
"Verification Certificate"
van een
een formulier
formulier "Bericht
"Bericht van
should be
sent in
should
be sent
in a
a special
special en- van
Bevinding" hetwelk
hetwelk in een
een byzonbyzonBevinding"
velope.
velope.
deren
omslag zal
zal worden
worden verzonverzonderen omslag
den.
den.
4.
Indien een
een postpakket,
ver4. Indien
postpakket, verNoureasiPt of pare.
Parcel.
4. If
parcel advised
Nonreceipt
If aa parcel
advised on
on the
1
wordt
niet wordt
de advieslijst, niet
meld op
op de
bill
not received
after the
the ni
non- meld
bill be
be not
received after
ontvangen, zal,
zal, nadat
nadat de
de nietnietreceipt has
been verified
verified by
by a ontvangen,
receipt
has been
ontva,ngst door
door een
een tweeden
tweeden ambambsecond officer
officer the
entry on
second
the entry
on the ontvangst
is vastgesteld,
vastgesteld, de
de inintenaar is
bill
be cancelled
and the tenaar
cancelled and
bill should
should be
schiijving
worschrijving op
op de
de advieslijst worfact
at once.
once.
fact reported
reported at
den
doorgehaald en
en het
het feit
feit dadedadeden doorgehaald
lijk
worden medegedeeld.
medegedeeld.
lijk worden
Deficient postage.
postage.
Deficient
5. Blijkt
Blijkt voor
voor een postpakket
postpakket
5. If
parcel be
to be
be
be observed
observed to
5.
If a
a parcel
voldoende vooruit
vooruit betaald
betaald te
to
niet voldoende
insufficiently
it must
must niet
prepaid, it
insufficiently prepaid,
dan wordt
wordt het niet met het
not
be taxed
taxed with
with deficient
deficient pospos- zijn, dan
not be
ontbrekende port
port bezwaard,
bezwaard, maar
maar
tage, but
but the
the circumstance
must ontbrekende
circumstance must
tage,
aangelgenheid op het
het
moet de aangelgenheid
be
reported on
on the
the verification
verification moet
be reported
bericht van
van bevinding
bevinding worden
worden
bericht
certificate
form.
certificate form.
vermeld.
vermeld.
Damaged
parcels.
Damaged parels.
6.
Wordt een
een postpakket
postpakket in
in
6. Wordt
6. Should
be received
received
a parcel
parcel be
6.
Should a
beschadigden of
of minder
minder goeden
goeden
in
damaged or imperfect
imperfect condi- beschadigden
in aadamaged
toestand ontvangen,
dan zal
van
ontvangen, dan
zal van
tion, full
particulars should
be toestand
should be
tion,
full particulars
een en
en ander
ander volledig
volledig mededeemededeeeen
reported on
the same
same form.
on the
reported
gedaan op
hetzelfde
ling worden
worden gedaan
op hetzelfde
formulier.
formulier.
•Presumption
Presumption of de7. If no verification
verification certificate
certificate
7. Indien geen
geen bericht van
van
livery.
livery.
zal
bevinding wordt
wordt ontvangen,
or
be received,
received, aa bevinding
ontvangen, zal
or note
note of
of error
error be
parcel
mail shall
be considered
considered as
pakketzending worden beas de pakketzending
parcel mail
shall be
schouwd als behoorlijk
behoorlijk afgeleverd
afgeleverd
delivered, having
been found
found schouwd
having been
duly delivered,
onderzoek in
opzichten
en bij
bij onderzoek
on
in all en
in all
all opzichten
on examination
examination correct
correct in
to zijn.
zijn.
in orde bevonden
bevonden te
respects.
respects.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE XII.
XII.
Inability to
deliver.
Inability
to deliver.

Perishable articles.
articles.
Perishable

ARTIKEL XII,
ARTIKEL
XII.

1.
If aa parcel
cannot be
de1. Indien een postpakket
1.
postpakket niet
be deparcel cannot
1. If
niet
livered
addressed or is refused,
refused, aan het opgegeven
livered as addressed
opgegeven adres kan
kan
consulted worden
the sender shall
shall be
be consulted
afgeleverd of
of geweigerd
geweigerd
worden afgeleverd
through the
the Administration
of is, zal de
through
Administration of
afzender door
Adde afzender
door de Adthe country
country of
of origin
origin as to its ministratie
the
van
ministratie van het land van
months oorsprong
disposal. If within
within six
six months
oorsprong worden
geraadpleegd
worden geraadpleegd
of the
the despatch
despatch of
of a
a notice
notice of
of omtrent
omtrent de
wijze, waarop
waarop hij
hij
de wijze,
non-delivery the
the office
office of
desti- daarover
non-delivery
of destidaarover wenscht
wenscht te
te besclaken.
beschikken.
received instrucinstruc- Indien
nation has
has not received
Indien het kantoor van
van bestembestemtions
or if
if dede- ming
tions from.
from the
the sender,
sender, or
ming binnen
binnen zes maanden
maanden na
na
livery
livery to
het verzenden
verzenden van
een bericht
to the
the address
address indicated
indicated het
van een
bericht
the sender
in his
his reply
reply- cancan- van
by the
sender in
van onbestelbaarheid
onbestelbaarheid geen
geen opopnot
not be
be effected,
effected, the
shall dracht
the parcel
parcel shall
den afzender
afzender heeft
dracht van
van den
heeft
be
office of
of origin.
be returned
returned to
to the
the office
origin. ontvangen,
ontvangen, of indien de aflevering
aflevering
den afzender
in
aan het door den
afzender in
zijn
antwoord opgegeven
opgegeven adres
adres
zijn antwoord
niet
plaats hebben,
zal het
het
niet kan
kan plaats
hebben, zal
postpakket naar het kantoor van
postpakket
van
oorsprong
oorsprong worden teruggezonden.
teruggezonden.
the contents
contents of
of a
a
2. When
When the
2.
2. Wanneer
de inhoud
in houd van
van
Wanneer 'de
parcel which
which cannot
cannot be delivered
delivered een
een onbestelbaar
postpakket, onononbestelbaar postpakket,
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A
pril 3, 1918.
Aprl
July
1918.
1918.
July 9, ,918.

derhevig
is aan
aan bederf,
bederf, kan deze
deze
derhevig is
zoonoodig
dadelijk worden
worden verzoonoodig dadelijk
metigd, of
of indien
indien raadzaam
nietigd,
raadzaam zonzonder
voorafgaande kennisgeving
kennisgeving
der voorafgaande
of
ten
of gerechtelijke
gerechtelijke formaliteit
formaliteit ten
voordeele van
van den
den rechthebbende
rechthebbende
voordeele
worden verkocht,
wordende de
verkocht, wordende
worden
bijzonderheden van
elken ververvan elken
bijzonderheden
koop medegedeeld
medegedeeld door
eene
koop
door het
het eene
postkantoor
an.dere.
aan het
het andere.
postkantoor aan
3. Postpakketen,
Postpakketen, nagezonden
Redirected or
or renagezonden Redirected
3.
one
3.
from one
redirected from
Parcels redirected
3. Parcels
dparcels.
land naar
eene land
van het eene
naar het andere
andere turned
turne parcels.
country
another and
parcels van
and parcels
to another
country to
die naar
naar
en postpakketten,
postpakketten, die
land, en
of origin
returned
origin land,
the country of
to the
returned to
oorsprong worden
worden
land van
van oorsprong
het land
shall be
subject to
postage as het
to postage
be subject
shall
Ante, p.1710.
zullen
onder- At, p.1710.
zullen
teruggezonden,
fixed by
by Article
Article V.
postage teruggezonden,
The postage
V. The
fixed
vastport, vastzijn aan het port,
worpen zijn
on a
aredirected
or returned
returned parcel
parcel worpen
redirected or
on
in Artikel
V. Het
Het port
port
Artikel V.
gesteld in
may
collected on gesteld
prepaid or collected
be prepaid
may be
na of
teruggezonden
of teruggezonden
een na
voor een
the voor
delivery at
the option
of the
option of
at the
delivery
postpakket
naar verkiezing
verkiezing
mag naar
postpakket mag
addressee.
addressee.
van den
worden
geadresseerde worden
den geadresseerde
van
de
vooruitbetaald, dan wel bij de
vooruitbetaald,
afievering worden
worden ingevorderd.
ingevorderd.
aflevering
are liable
deterioration or
or
to deterioration
liable to
are
corruption
they may be destroyed
destroyed
corruption they
at
once, if
if necessary; or if exat once,
pedient, sold,
previous
without previous
sold, without
pedient,
notice or
for
formality, for
judicial formality,
or judicial
notice
the
the right person,
person,
of the
benefit of
the benefit
the particulars
of each
sale being
being
each sale
particulars of
the
noticed
by one
post office to the
one post
noticed by
other.
other.

ARTICLE XIII.

ARTICLE XIII.

The Administration
Administration of either
either
The
of
the contracting
countries will
contracting countries
of the
not be
responsible for
for the
loss or
or
the loss
be responsible
not
damage of
of any
any parcel
parcel and
and no
no
damage
indemnity
can consequently
be
consequently be
indemnity can
claimed by
ador adsender or
the sender
by the
claimed
dressee
in either
country.
either country.
dressee in

ARTICLE XIV.
XIV.
ARTICLE
The
General of
of the
Postmaster General
The Postmaster
United States
States of
of America
America and the
United
Chief of
Telegraphs and
and
Posts, Telegraphs
of Posts,
Chief
Netherlands
Telephones
of the Netherlands
Telephones of
East Indies
Indies shall
authority
shall have authority
East
such further
jointly
to make such
further
jointly to
regulations of
of order
order and detail as
regulations
may
be found
carry
to carry
necessary to
found necessary
may be
out
from
Convention from
present Convention
the present
out the
time to
to time;
time; and
and may,
may, by
agreeby agreetime
ment,
prescribe conditions
conditions for the
ment, prescribe
of any
admission to
the mails of
any
to the
admission
articles
III
Article III
prohibited by Article
articles prohibited
of this Convention.

ARTICLE
XV .
ARTICLE XV.
This
Convention shall
take
shall take
This Convention
effect as
as of
of the
15th of
June, 1917,
1917,
of June,
the 15th
effect
and shall
shall continue
continue in
force until
until
in force
and
terminated by
mutual agreement,
agreement,
by mutual
terminated

ARTIKEL
XTII.
ARBTEL. XIII.
De Administratie
Administratie der beide
beide
De
contracteerende
zullen
contracteerende landen zullen
niet aansprakelijk
aansprakelijk zijn voor
het
voor het
niet
verlies of
beschadiging van
van
of de
de beschadiging
verlies
eenig postpakket
postpakket en
en kan
kan diendieneenig
tengevolge geen
geen schadevergoeschadevergoetengevolge
ding
gevorderd door den
den
worden gevorderd
ding worden
afzender
geadresseerde in
of den
den geadresseerde
afzender of
een
beide landen.
een der beide

Nonresponsibility

for
N1°mete
onr,esp .
onsibility

for loss, etc.

AuTionE
XIV.
ARTICLE XIV.
De Directeur
Generaal der
der
Directeur Generaal
De
Vereenigde Staten
Amerika
Staten van Amerika
Vereenigde
en
de Chef
van den
den Post-,
Post-, TeleChef van
en de
en Telefoondienst
Telefoondienst van Negraaf- en
zullen gederlandsch-Oost-Indie
goderlandsch-Oost-Indie zullen
rechtigd zijn
gezamenlijk zulke
zijn gezamenlijk
reohtigd
verdere regelingen
regelingen van onderverdere
geschikten aard
te treffen,
treffen, als
als van
van
aard te
geschikten
tijd
noodig zullen
worden
zullen worden
tot tijd
tijd noodig
tijd tot
van
bevoiaden voor
voor de
de uitvoering
uitvoering van
bevonden
deze overeenkomst,
overeenkomst, en
en mogen
mogen bij
bij
deze
overeenkomst voorwaarden
voorwaarden vasvasovereenkomst
tellen betreffende
betreffende het
het toelaten
toelaten in
tellen
de zendingen
eenigerlei in
de
zendingen van eenigerlei
Artikel
deze overeenovereenvan deze
III van
Artikel III
komst verboden
waren.
verboden waren.
komst

et Further

tuher

re

l

regulations,
gulat ons,

Ante, p.1709.
An^p-1709

ARTIKEL
XV.
ARTIKEL XV.
Deze
overeenkomst wordt beDeze overeenkomst
te zijn getreschouwd
in werking
werking to
schouwd in
den
15 den
den Juni
Juni 1917,
en
1917, en
den 15
op den
den op
zal
kracht blijven
blijven tot
tot nadere
zal van
van kracht

Effect
duration.
Effect and duration.
Post, p. 1717.
1717.
Post,

1716
1716
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INDIES.
CONVENTION-NETHERLANDS

aiintaturis.
ignatures.

Approval
President.
President.

by

the
the

April
3, 1918.
1918.
April3,191
9,
July 9,

but
be annulled
annulled at
at the desire
may be
but may
of
either Administration
Administration upon
of either
six
notice given
given
previous notice
months previous
six months
the other.
to
to the

regeling
onderlinge overeenovereenbij onderlinge
regeling bij
konast, maar
maar mag
mag na
na zes
maanden
zes maanden
komst,
voorafgaande kennisgeving
kennisgeving aan
aan
voorafgaande
de andere
andere o
verzoek van
van elk
elk der
der
op verzoek
de
Administratien worden
worden verbroverbroAdministratien
ken.
ken.

Done in
in duplicate,
duplicate, and signed
signed
Done
at
the ninth
ninth day of
Washington the
at Washington
July,
nine hundred
hundred
thousanid nine
one thousantl
July, one
Batavia the
at Batavia
and
eighteen, and
and at
an eihteen,
third day
day-of
of April,
one thousand
thousand
April, one
third
nine hundred
hundred and
and eighteen.
eighteen.
nine
A.
BURLESON,
S..BURLESON,
A. S
United
of the United
Postmaster General
General of
Postmaster
America.
States
of America.
States of
(F.
D SAL)
SEAT)
o D
(P 0

Gedaan in
tweevoud, en
en geteegeteem tweevoud,
Gedaan
kend
te Washington,
den 99en July,
Washington, den
kend te
een duizend
duizend negen
nizgen honderd
honderd en
een
achttien, en
en te
te Batavia
Batavia den
den 33en
achttien,
April,
een duizend
negen honderd
honderd •
duizend negen
April een
en achttien.
achttien.
en
C.
V. E.
C. Kim,
Kor,
E. C.
C. V.
and
Chief of
Telegraphs and
Posts, Telegraphs
of Posts,
Chief
Telephones
Netherlands
elephnes of the Netherlands
East
•
Indies.
East Indies.

The foregoing
foregoing Parcel
between the United
United States
Convention between
Post Convention
Parcel Post
The
of
and the
Netherlands East Indies has been negotiated
negotiated and
and
the Netherlands
America and
of America
is hereby
concluded
with my
and is
hereby approved
approved and
and
consent and
and consent
advice and
my advice
concluded with
ratified.
ratified.
have caused the seal of the United
In
testimony whereof
whereof I
United States
States
I have
In testimony
to be
be hereunto
hereunto affixed.
to
WOODROW WILSON.
WILSON.
WOODROW
[sEAL.]
[SEAL-*
By
the President
President
By the

FRANK L.
L. POL,
POLE,
FRAw
Acting
Secretary of
of State.
Acting Secretary
July
W
ASHINGTON, J
uly 18, 1918.
WAsHoGToN,
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ctober 2
1,
5,1922
1924
..
February

October2, 1922.
February 15,1924.

Parcel
agreement between the United
United States
States of America and NetherParcel post agreement
lands East
at Batavia,
Batavia, October
October2, 1922,
1922, at Washington,
Washington,
East India. Signed at
February 15, 1924; approved
February20,
February
approved by the President,
President, February
4.
20, 192
1924.

October 2,1922
2, 1922.
October
February 15, 1924.

February 11924

PARCEL POST
POST AGREEMENT
BETWEEN THE
THE GOVERNAGREEMENT BETWEEN
GOVERNMENTS OF
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
AND
MENTS
OF THE
AMERICA AND
NETHERLANDS EAST
INDIA.
NETHERLANDS
EAST INDIA.
p
n
a
t
rzw
e
s
t
t
h=1;
Parcel
post
agreeThe Government
United States of America
Government of the United
Govern- ment
me
America and the Governwith Neterlands
ment
revising the
the existexist- EastIndia
East India.
ment of
of Netherlands
Netherlands East
East India,
India, being
being desirous
desirous of
of revising
Preamble.
Preamble.
ing agreement
agreement for the exchange
exchange of
parcels by means of posts between
between
of parcels
United States of America
America on
on the
the one
one hand
hand and
and Netherlands
East
the United
Netherlands East
India on the other hand, the undersigned
undersigned being
being thereunto
thereunto duly
duly
authorized
have agreed
authorized by their respective Governments,
Governments, have
agreed upon
upon the
following articles:
articles:
following
Article
Article I.
I.
The provisions of this agreement relate only to parcels of mail
by the
herein provided
provided for,
matter to be
be exchanged
exchanged by
the system
system herein
for, and
and do
do
not
Universal Postal
not affect
affect the
the arrangements
arrangements now
now existing
existing under
under the
the Universal
Postal
Convention, which
which will
will continue
and all
the stipulastipulaConvention,
continue as
as heretofore;
heretofore; and
all the
tions
hereinafter contained apply
exclusively to
to the
mails exchanged
tions hereinafter
apply exclusively
the mails
exchanged
under these articles.
under
II.
Article II.

a direct
direct exchange
There shall be a
exchange between
between the
United States
the United
States of
of
America on
the one
hand and
Netherlands East
India on
the other
America
on the
one hand
and Netherlands
East India
on the
other
hand of
without collection
of value
value on
on delivery
delivery
hand
of uninsured
uninsured parcels
parcels without
collection of
originating
originating in the United
United States
America and
States of America
and addressed
addressed to
to NetherNetherlands
East India
originating in
East India
India and
and adadlands East
India or
or originating
in Netherlands
Netherlands East
dressed to
the United
United States
States of
dressed
to the
of America.
America.

Scope of agreement.
agreement.

Direct
exchange
of
unt;tl
i d"
d'anr
uninsured
parcels.

Article
III.
Article III.
1.
shall be
be admitted
exchanged under
under this
this
admitted to
to the
the mails
mails exchanged
1. There
There shall
agreement
merchandise and
(except letters,
letters,
agreement articles
articles of
of merchandise
and mail
mail matter
matter (except
post
cards, and
written matter)
matter) of
of all
are admitted
under
post cards,
and written
all kinds
kinds that
that are
admitted under
any
ions to
mails of
of the
the country
of origin,
origin, except
except
,iny cordit
conditions
to the
the domestic
domestic mails
country of
that
no parcel
may exceed
exceed eleven
eleven (11
(11 lbs.)
lbs.) pounds,
five kilograms
kilograms
pounds, or
or five
that no
parcel may
(5
in weight,
weight, and
the dimensions
dimensions shall
be three
and the
the limits
limits of
of the
shall be
three
(5 K.
K. GO,
G.), in
feet
six inches
inches (1
6 centimeters)
in length
length and
and six
six feet
feet (1
(1
feet six
(1 meter
meter 6½
centimeters) in
meter 83
in length
and girth
and must
must be
be so
so
meter
83 centimeters)
centimeters) in
length and
girth combined
combined and
wrapped
to permit
to be
examined
wrapped or
or enclosed
enclosed as
as to
permit their
their contents
contents to
be easily
easily examined
by postmasters
and customs
customs officers
duly authorized
do so;
so; and
and
by
postmasters and
officers duly
authorized to
to do
except that
that the
following articles
are prohibited
prohibited admission
to the
the
except
articles are
admission to
the following
mails exchanged
exchanged under
this agreement:
Publications which
violate
mails
under this
agreement: Publications
which violate
the copyright
of the
country of
of destination;
explosive
destination; poisons,
poisons, explosive
the
copyright laws
laws of
the country
and
inflammable substances,
substances, confections
confections and
and pastes,
pastes, live
or dead
dead anianilive or
and inflammable
mals, except
insects and
and reptiles
reptiles when
when thoroughly
thoroughly dried,
dried, fruits
fruits
mals.
except dead
dead insects
and
easily decompose
decompose and
and substances
substances which
and vegetables
vegetables which
which easily
which exhale
exhale

the
Articles

Aricls admitted to
to
Requirements.
Requirements.

Prohibited artices.
articles.
Prohbited

1718
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fro
r

Frdom
Freedom
from in-

spection.
spew

October 2,
February
15,1922.
1924.
1;5,92
Febrry

a
bad odor,
odor , lottery
lottery tickets,
tickets, lottery
lottery advertisements
advertisements or lottery circucircua bad
cene
or
immoral
articles;
articles which
which may
may in
in any
any way
way
articles
articles;
immoral
lars;
all
obscene
or
obscene
lars; all
damage or
destroy the
or injure
injure the
handling them,
persons handling
the persons
mails or
the mails
or destroy
damage
and articles
the admission
of which
which is
is not
not authorized
authorized by the customs
admission of
articles the
and
or
other
laws
or
regulations
of
either
country.
country.
either
or other laws or regulations of
2. All
admissible articles
articles of
mailed in one country
merchandise mailed
of merchandise
All admissible
2.
for
the
other
or
received
in
one
country
from
the other,
other, shall
shall be
the
from
country
one
in
received
for the other or
free from
any detention
detention or
inspection whatever,
whatever, except
except such as is
or inspection
from any
free
required
for collection
collection of
of customs
customs duties,
duties, and
and shall be forwarded
forwarded by
required for
the
most speedy
speedy means
means to
to their
destination, being
being subject
subject in their
their destination,
the most
transmission
laws and
of each
each country
country respectively.
respectively.
regulations of
and regulations
the laws
to the
transmission to
Article IV.

correLetters not to accom- 1.
1. A
A letter
letter or
the nature
nature of personal
personal correof the
communication ef
or communication
Lettesnottoaceom
pany
parcels.
spondence
not accompany,
accompany, be written on, or enclosed
enclosed with any
must not
spondence must
pnYpces
parcel.
parcel.
if separRejection if found.
2. If
found, the
the letter
letter will
will be
placed in
the mails
mails if
in the
be placed
be found,
such be
If such
2.
R*iectiaiound.
whole
the
attached,
inseparably
be
able
and
if
the
communication
inseparably
the
whole
able, and if the communication
inadvertently
package will
be rejected.
rejected. If,
however, any
any such should inadvertently
If, however,
will be
package
be
of destination
will collect on the letter or
destination will
country of
the country
forwarded, the
be forwarded,
letters
postage according
Universal Postal
the Universal
to the
according to
of postage
rates of
double rates
letters double
Convention:
Convention.
at an
intended for
packages intended
Noinclosure
for other 3.
3. No
No parcel
for delivery
delivery at
an
contain packages
may contain
parcel may
Noindcsureorother
re s
aaddress.
If such
address
other than
borne by the parcel
parcel itself. If
such enclosed
enclosed
than that borne
address other
dd
packages
be detected
detected they
they must
must be
be sent
forward singly
singly charged with
sent forward
packages be
new
parcel post
rates.
post rates.
distinct parcel
and distinct'
new and
Article V.
Article

to
of America
parcels despatched
1.
despatched from the United States of
America to
On parcels
1. On
Netherlands East
India the
the latter
shall receive credit
credit at the
country shall
latter country
East India
Netherlands
rate
frs. 2.10
2.10 and
for parcels
parcels weighing
weighing up to 11kilogram
2.50 for
frs. 2.50
and frs.
of frs.
rate of
kilograms respectively,
55 kilograms
1
weighing
and
for
parcels
weighing
over
1 and up to
to
respecti vel y,
parcels
for
and
st
Netherlands
in
In Netherlands East
East India to the
Netherlands
India.
and
on
parcels
despatched
from
Netherlands
from
despatched
parcels
on
and
India.
United States
America the
shall receive
receive credit at
country shall
latter country
the latter
of America
States of
United
rates.
the same
same rates.
the
the
Sea transit payment
2. Payment
of sea
sea transit
for the
the conveyance
conveyance of
of parcels
parcels to
to the
for
transit '
Payment of
seatranst payment. 2.
Shipping Companies
be made
made by
by the
the Administration
Administration to which
which
will be
Companies will
Shipping
the Office
Office of
subordinate.
despatch is subordinate.
of despatch
the
Rates
of
Use
In UniteaStain;.

Sa
iofrstage,

Delivery.
Delvery.

the
3.
shall be
delivered to addressees at the
promptly delivered
be promptly
parcels shall
The parcels
3. The
Post
Office
of
address
in
the
country
of
destination
free
of
charge
destination
of
country
the
in
address
of
Office
Post
for postage;
postage; but
but the
the country
of destination
destination may, at its option, levy
country of
for
a
and
collect
from
the
addre
see
for
interior service
service and delivery
delivery a
interior
for
addressee
the
from
collect
and
charge the
the amount
amount of
of which
which is
is to
to be
be fixed
according to its own regufixed according
charge
lations
but which
which shall
no case
exceed five cents
cents in the United
case exceed
in no
shall in
lations but
East India
Netherlands
States
of
America
or
twenty-five
cents
in
Netherlands
in
cents
twenty-five
or
States of America
for each
each parcel
whatever its weight.
weight.
parcel whatever
for
Article VI.
Article

Receipt.
RecePt.
negistri.g

ist

receive aacer1.
The sender may, at the
the time of mailing the package,
package, receive
cer1. The
is mailed.
tificate
mailing from
from the Post
Post Office
Office where
where the package
package is
mailed.
of mailing
tificate of
2. An
acknowledgment of
delivery of aa parcel
parcel shall be rethe delivery
of the
An acknowledgment
2.
turned to
to the
sender when
requested, but
but either country
country may require
when requested,
the sender
turned
exceeding 55 cents
of
the sender
of a
fee therefor
therefor not exceeding
a fee
prepayment of
sender prepayment
of the
in
exceeding the single letter
letter
not exceeding
America or not
of America
States of
United States
the United
in the
postage
in Netherlands
Netherlands East
India.
East India.
postage in
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October 2, 19
October 2.,1922.
.
February 15, 1924.
February

Article
Article VII.
VII.

parcel, shall
make a
a customs
customs declaration
1. The
The sender
1.
sender of
of each
each parcel.
shall make
declaration in
in
duplicate, upon aa special
for the
purpose, giving
special form
form provided
provided for
the purpose,
giving
the
address, a
general description
description of
an accurate
statethe address,
a general
of the
the parcel,
parcel, an
accurate statement
of mailing
the sender's
sender's
ment of the
the contents
contents and
and value, date
date of
mailing and
and the
signature
residence, which
must accompany
accompany
signature and
and place
place of
of residence,
which declaration
declaration must
the
destination.
the parcel
parcel to
to destination.
2.
be subject
country of
2. The
The parcels
parcels in
in question
question shall
shall be
subject in
in the
the country
of
destination to all
in force
destination
all customs
customs duties
duties and
and all
all customs
customs regulations
regulations in
force
in
its customs
and the
the
in that country
country for
for the
the protection
protection of its
customs revenues,
revenues, and
customs duties
duties properly
properly chargeable
chargeable thereon
be collected
collected on
on
customs
thereon shall
shall be
delivery,
accordance with
the customs
regulations of
of the
the country
country
delivery, in
in accordance
with the
customs regulations
of destination.
destination.
of
Article
MI.
Article VIII.

Customs declaration.
declaration.
Customs

Collection of duties.

Collection

duties.

accounts
QuaSerle
acounts
exchanged between the byQuarterly
1. Quarterly
Quarterly accounts
accounts relating to parcels exchanged
Netherlands East
India.
United
America and Netherlands
India shall be pre- IndiaNetherlands East India
United States
States of
of America
pared by
by the
the Administration
Administration of
of Netherlands
Netherlands East
East India.
India. These
accounts shall
entries contained
contained in
in the
accounts
shall be
be based
based on
on the
the entries
the parcel
parcel bills.
bills.
Examination and
2.
Two copies
be furnished
furnished by
the AdminAdmin- settlement
se
atio
andtby
d
2. Two
copies of
of these
these accounts
accounts shall
shall be
by the
by nUnited
t tes
istration of
of Netherlands
Netherlands East
East India
India to the
Office Department
- b
istration
the Post Office
Department sStates.
of
the United
States of
America for
for examination
and verification
verification
of the
United States
of America
examination and
and
found to
due shall
be remitted
remitted as
as soon
as possible.
and the
the balance
balance found
to be
be due
shall be
soon as
possible. Payments.
3.
payment of
accordance Payment
balance of
of credits shall be in accordance
3. The payment
of the balance
with
Madrid of
of
with that laid down in
in the
the Parcel
Parcel Post Convention
Convention of Madrid
1920
and in
the detailed
for the
execution of
con1920 and
in the
detailed regulations
regulations for
the execution
of that
that convention.
vention.
Article
Article IX.
IX.
Method of transpor-

parcels shall
component part
the tat
of transpor
considered as aa component
part of the
1. The
The parcels
shall be considered
tation.
mails exchanged
exchanged direct between
mails
between the
the United
America and
United States
States of America
despatched to destination
Netherlands
Netherlands East India to be despatched
destination by the
country
means as
but
country of origin at
at its cost and by such
such means
as itit provides, but
must
forwarded at the option
office, either in
the despatching
despatching office,
option of the
must be
be forwarded
boxes or
baskets prepared
prepared expressly
the purpose
or in
in ordinary
ordinary
for the
purpose or
or baskets
expressly for
boxes
Parcel Post,"
Post," and securely
securely sealed
sealed with
be marked
marked "
"Parcel
mail bags, to
to be
wax
or otherwise,
as may
mutually provided
provided by
by regulations
regulations hereheremay be
be mutually
otherwise, as
wax or
under.
under.
Return of empty reReturn of empty redespatching oeptacies.
the despatching
2. Each
Each country
country shall
shall promptly
empty to the
return empty
promptly return
2.
Office all
all such
such boxes,
baskets or bags;
baskets used ceptacle.
boxes and baskets
bags; but the boxes
boxes, baskets
Office
occasionally by either Administration
Administration may be used by the other Adoccasionally
ministration for
for return
post despatches.
parcel post
despatches.
return parcel
ministration
Packing.
3. Although
Although parcels
parcels admitted
agreement will be trans- Packng.
under this
this agreement
admitted under
3.
mitted
as aforesaid
between the
the exchange
offices of
the two councounof the
exchange offices
aforesaid between
mitted as
so carefully packed as to be safely
tries, they should
safely transmitted
transmitted
should be so
tries,
to the exchange
in the
open mails
mails of
of either
either country,
country, both in going
going to
in
the open
Office in
in the
of origin
and to
the Office
of address
address in
in the
the
Office of
to the
origin and
country of
the country
Office
country
country of
of destination.
Descriptive list.
4.
Each despatch
despatch of
of a
a parcel
must be
by a
a D ptvelit.
accompanied by
be accompanied
mail must
post mail
parcel post
4. Each
descriptive list
list in
in duplicate
duplicate of
all the
parcels sent,
showing disdissent, showing
the parcels
of all
descriptive
tinctly the
list number
of each
parcel, the
the name
of the
the addressee
addressee
name of
each parcel,
number of
the list
tinctly
with address
address of
of destination,
the weight
weight and
and the
the declared
declared contents
contents
destination, the
with
commencing with
and value.
value. These
numbered serially commencing
These lists must be numbered
and
No. 1
1for
first list
list of
calendar year and must be enclosed in
each calendar
of each
the first
for the
No.
one of
the boxes
boxes or
or bags
bags of
of each
each. despatch.
On the
first list
list of
each
of each
the first
despatch. On
one
of the
calendar
the last
last serial
serial number
number of
the past
past year
year must
menmust be
be menof the
year the
calendar year
tioned.
tioned.
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15, 1924.
February

Article X.
Article
X.
Exchange offices.
Exchane
of

The
stipulations of
of this
this agreement
agreementy
exclusively to
to the
mails
the mails
The stipulations
apply exclusively
herein provided
for and
be exchanged
exchanged between
between the
the Post
Post Office
Office of
of
provided for
and to
to be
herein
San
Francisco and
and. such
such other
the United
States of
of
Offices within
within the
United States
San Francisco
other Offices
America as
may be
hereafter by
by the
the Postal
Postal AdministraAdministraAmerica
as may
be designated
designated hereafter
tion of
of the
the Umted
States of
America and
Offices of
of TandjongTandjongUnited States
of America
and the
the Offices
tion
priok, Soerabaja
Makasser and
and such
other Offices
as may be
be desigdesigOffices asmay
Soerabaja and
and Makasser
such other
priok,
nated
hereafter by
the Postal
Postal Administration
of Netherlands
Netherlands East
East
by the
Administration of
nated hereafter
India.
India.
Article XI.
XI.
Article

1. As soon as the mail shall have reached
reached the Office
1.
Office of destination
destination
that Office
Office shall
shall check
mail.
of the
the mail.
the contents
contents of
check the
that
Substitute parcel
the event
event of
of the
the parcel
parcel bill
bill not
not having
subSubstitute
parcel 2.
2. In
In the
having been
been received
received aa substitute
at once
prepared.
be at
once prepared.
stitute should
should be
Correction of errors.
3.
in the
the entries
on the
bill which
which may
be disdisentries on
the parcel
parcel bill
may be
coctionder
3. Any
Any errors
errors in
covered
should, after
verification by
second officer,
officer, be
be corrected
corrected and
and
by aasecond
covered should,
after verification
noted for
for report
report to
despatching Office
Office on
on a
form "Verification
"Verification
a form
to the
the despatching
noted
Certificate" which
which should
be sent
sent in
envelope.
should be
in aaspecial
special envelope.
Certificate"
a parcel
parcel advised on the bill be not received after
Norecaipto
N
'P" pe.
weel- 4. If
If a
after the nonreceipt has
been. verified
by a
a second
second officer,
officer, the
the entry
entry on
on the
the bill
bill
verified by
receipt
has been
should be cancelled
cancelled and the fact reported
t
Defici tpostage.
reported at once.
en
p 5. If
If aaparcel
parcel be
insufficiently prepaid, it
it must
be observed
observed to
to be
be insufficiently
must not be
be
taxed with
deficient postage,
circumstance must be
be reported
reported
the circumstance
with deficient
postage, but the
taxed
on the
form.
Certificate form.
on
the Verification
Verification Certificate
Dazoaged parade.
6. Should
parcel be
received in
in a
a damaged
or imperfect
imperfect condicondiDamagePde
6.
Should a
a parcel
be received
damaged or
tion,
particulars should
be reported
reported on
on the
the same
same form.
form.
should be
tion, full
full particulars
Preensuptkon of
c'u.
livery.
If no
no verification
certificate or
note of
of error
error be
be received,
received, aaparcel
parcel
Tmy.toPOf d e 7.
7. If
verification certificate
or note
mail
delivered, having
mail shall
shall be considered
considered as
as duly delivered,
having been found on
on examination correct
in all
correct in
all respects.
respects.
amination
Receiptotmais
Receipt of mail

s-

Article XII.
XII.
Article

If a
a parcel cannot be delivered
1. If
delivered as addressed
addressed or is refused,
refused, it
will be returned to the despatching
despatching Office
Office of exchange at the expiration
days from
date of
receipt at
at the
the Office
Office of
of destinadestination of
of thirty
thirty days
from the
the date
of its
its receipt
tion.
tion.
artiles. 2. When the contents of aa parcel
parcel which cannot be delivered are
Perishable articles.
liable
liable to deterioration
may be
be destroyed
destroyed at
at once,
deterioration or
or corruption,
corruption, they
they may
once,
if
necessary; or
expedient, sold,
sold, without
without previous
previous notice
notice or
or judijudiif necessary;
or if
if expedient,
for the benefit
cial formality,
formality, for
benefit of
particulars of
of the
the right person, the particulars
each
sale being
reported by
by one
Office to
to the
other.
each sale
being reported
one Post
Post Office
the other.
t 3. Parcels redirected from one
Postage on redirected
to the
other and
and parcels
parcels
the other
country to
from one country
orreo3n°dr.i:cU
or returned articles. 3. Parcels redirected
to postage rates
returned to the country of origin shall be subject
subject to
rates
Ante, p.1718.
p. 171.
as fixed by Article V. The postage
postage on aaredirected
Ante,
redirected or returned
returned parparcel may be
prepaid or
collected on
on delivery
the option
the
be prepaid
or collected
delivery at
at the
option of
of the
addressee.
Article XIII.
Article
XIII.
Inability
todeliver.
Inability to
deliver.

Nonresponsibiity for
Nonresponsibility
os or damage.
loss

The Administration
Administration of either of the contracting
contracting countries
countries will not
be responsible
the loss
loss or damage
indemnity
be
responsible for the
damage of any parcel and no indemnity
can consequently
consequently be claimed
claimed by the sender or addressee
addressee in either
either
country.
Article XIV.
XIV.
Article

Further regulations,
regulations,

The Postmaster General
General of the United States of America
America and the
Chief of the Posts, Telegraphs
Telephones of Netherlands
Telegraphs and Telephones
Netherlands East
India shall
shall have authority jointly to make such further regulations
of order and detail as may be found necessary to carry
out the
the prescarry out
pros-

l s or dmage

etc.
etc.
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AGREEMENT—
NETHERLANDS EAST
EAST INDIA
October 2, 1924.
AGREEMENT-NETHERLANDS
INDIA.. February
Octobery25,924.
February 15,
15, 1924.
1924.
ent
agreement from
time to
may, by
by agreement,
prescribe
ent agreement
from time
to time;
time; and
and may,
agreement, prescribe
conditions for
admission to
any articles prohibited
prohibited
to the
the mails
mails of any
conditions
for the
the admission
by article
article III
III of
this agreement.
of this
agreement.
by

Ante,
p.1717.
A
ne, p.
1717.

Article
XV.
Article XV.
This
into force
first day of October,
shall come
come into
force on the first
This agreement
agreement shall
1923,
be terminable
at any
on six
months' notice
notice by
any time
time on
six months'
and shall
shall be
terminable at
1923, and
either Administration.
Administration.
either
From
of
agreement the Convention of
date of the
the present
present agreement
effective date
From the effective
shall be revoked.
revoked.
June, 1917,
1917, shall
Done
Washington the fifteenth
February, 1924.
1924.
fifteenth of February,
Done at
at Washington
HARRY
[SEAL.]
H ARRY S.
S.NEW,
NEW,
[SEAL]
Postmaster
General
Postmaster General
of the
the United
America.
United States
States of America.
of

Effect
and duration.
duration.
Effect and

Ante, p.
p.1708.
1708.
Ante,
Signatures.
Signatures.

Done
Batavia the
the 2d
2d of
of October,
October, 1922.
1922.
Done at'
at Batavia
E.
W .L.
YON FABER,
FABER,
E. W.
L. voN
Manager
Telegraphs and Telephones.
of Posts,
Posts, Telegraphs
Manager of
by the
The
foregoing Parcel
Parcel Post
Agreement between
between the United
. by the
rA.pAPPXtaal
United States p
Post Agreement
The foregoing
of
negotiated
been negotiated
and Netherlands
Netherlands East India has been
of America
America and
and
concluded with my advice
hereby approved
approved
is hereby
consent and
and is
advice and
and consent
and concluded
and ratified.
In
United States
seal of
of the United
I have
have caused the seal
whereof I
In testimony
testimony whereof
[sEAL]
to
affixed.
to be
be hereunto
hereunto affixed.
[SEAL]
CALvIrr
CALVIN COOLIDGE
COOLIDGE
By the President
President
CHARLES E.
E.H
UGHES
CHARLES
HUGHES
Secretary
Secretary of State.

W
ASHINGTON, 20th
WASHINGTON,
February,1924.
LOth February,
19S4.
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SPECIAL CLAIMS CONVEN'TION--MEXICO.
CLAIMS CONVENTION-MEXICO.
SPECIAL

September 10,
1923.
l02.
September

SEPT. 10,
10, 1923.
1923.
SEPT.

and Mexico for
Special Claims
Claims Convention
Convention between
the United States and
between the
Special
the settlement
settlement of
of claims
American citizens
citizens arising
from revoluarising from
of American
claims of
the
tionary
acts
in
Mexico
from
November
20,
1910,
to
May
31,
31, 1920.
May
to
1910,
20,
November
from
Mexico
in
acts
tionary
Signed
City, September
1923; ratification
ratification advised
advised by
the
y the
10,1923;
September 10,
Mexico City,
at Mexico
Signed at
Senate,
January 23
,1924; ratified
ratified by
by the
the President,
February 4,
4, 1924;
1924;
President,February
23,1924;
Senate, January
exchanged at
ratified
February 16,
16, 1924;
ratifications exchanged
1924; ratifications
Mexico, February
by Mexico,
ratified by
Mexico
City, February
February 23, 1924.
proclaimed, February
1924; proclaimed,
19, 1924;
February 19,
Mexico City,
BY THE
TH:E PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
Elit. UNITED
TATES OF
OF AMERICA.
AMERICA.
STATES
UNITED S
BY
A
PROCLAMATION.
A PROCLAMATION.

-sP
edal dal'
justment, Mexico.
Preamble.

a.s
"
sus
Preamble

ad-

ad-

Whereas
between the
the United
America and
and
United States of America
Convention between
Whereas aa Convention
amicable
the
United Mexican
Mexican States
the settlement
settlement and amicable
for the
providing for
States providing
the United
adjustment of
of claims
arising from
from losses
losses or
or damages
suffered by
damages suffered
claims arising
adjustment
period
the
American
citizens
through
revolutionary
acts
period
from
within
acts
revolutionary
through
American citizens
November 20,
1910, to
to May
May 31,
31, 1920,
mclusive, was concluded
concluded and
and
1920, mclusive,
20, 1910,
November
signed
by their respective
respective Plenipotentiaries
Plenipotentiaries at
at Mexico
Mexico City on the
the 10th
signed bytheir
day of
September, one
thousand nine
nine hundred
hundred and twenty-three,
twenty-three, the
one thousand
of September,
day
original
of which
which Convention,
Convention, being
being in
in the
the English
Spanish
English and Spanish
original of
languages
is word
word for word as follows:
follows:
languages is
SPECIAL C
LAIMS CONVENTION.
CONVENTION.
CLAIMS
SPECIAL

ContractingPower
Powem
contracting

States of America
The United
The
United States
America

and the
United Mexican
Mexican States,
the United
and
desiring to
to settle
settle and adjust
adjust
desiring
amicably claims
claims arising
arising from
from
amicably
losses or
or damages
damages suffered by
losses
American citizens
citizens through revoluAmerican
tionary
acts within
within the
the period
tionary acts
from November
November 20, 1910,
1910, to May
from
31,
1920, inclusive,
decided
have decided
inclusive, have
31, 1920,
to enter
enter into
Convention for
for
a Convention
into a
to
that purpose,
purpose, and
end
and to this end
that
have nominated
their PlenipoPleniponominated as their
have
tentiaries:
tentiaries:
Plenipotentiaries.
lenipotentiares

The President
United
the United
of the
President of
The
States:
States:
George F.
F. Sumriferlin
Charge
Summerlin Charge
George
d'Affaires
interim of the
d'Affaires ad interim
United
America in
of America
States of
United States
Mexico.
The
President of the
the United
The President
Mexican States:
States:
Mexican
Alberto J.
J. Pani,
Path, Secretary
Secretary of
Alberto
State for
for Foreign
Affairs.
Foreign Affairs.
State
after having
having communicommuniWho, after
each other
other their
respectheir respeccated
cated to each

ESPECIAL DE
CONVENCION ESPECIAL
DE
CONVENCION
CLAMACIONES.
CLAMACIONES.

REBE-

Los
MexiEstados Unidos MexiLos Estados
canos y
y los
los Estados
Estados Unidos
Unidos de
canos
y
arreglar y
America, deseosos de arreglar
ajustar amigablemente
amigablemente las
la,s reclareclaajustar
maciones
provenientes de permaciones provenientes
didas oodaflos
dafios sufridos
sufridos por ciudadidas
danos americanos
americanos por
revopor actos revodanos
lucionarios
periedo
lucionarios dentro del peri6do
comprendido
noviembre
comprendido del 20 de noviembre
de
1910 al
al 31
mayo de 1920,
31 de mayo
de 1910
celebrar
inclusive,
inclusive, han resuelto celebrar
una
Convencien con tal fin, y
y al
una Convenci6n
efecto han
nombrado como sus
han nombrado
efecto
Plenipotenciarios:
Plenipotenciarios:
El Presidente
Presidente de los Estados
El
Unidos Mexicanos:
Mexicanos:
Unidos
A Alberto
Alberto J.
J. Pani,
Pani, Secretario
Secretario de
A
y del Despacho de RelaEstado y
Exteriores.
ciones Exteriores.
ciones
El
Presiden.te de los Estados
El Presidente
Unidos:
Unidos:
A
George F.
Summerlin, EnF. Summerlin,
A George
Negocios ad-interim
cargado de Negocios
ad-interim
cargado
Unidos de America
America
de los Estados Unidos
Mexico.
en Mexico.
Quienes, despues de haberse
Quienes,
comunicado
mutuamente sus resrescomunicado mutuamente

SPECIAL
CLAIMS CONVENTION-MEXICO.
CONVENTION— MEXICO. SEPT.
SEPT. 10,
10, 1923.
1923.
SPECIAL CLAIMS
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pectivos plenos
plenos poderes
poderes enconencontive full
full powers
powers found
to be in due pectivos
found to
tive
en buena
buena y
debida
y debida
trandolos en
and proper
proper form,
form, have
have agreed trandolos
and
forma, han
han convenido
forma,
convenido en los
upon the
the following
following Articles:
Articles:
upon
articulos
articulos siguientes:
siguientes:
Articulo I.
I.
Articulo

Article
Article I.
I.
All claims
against Mexico
of
Mexico of
claims against
All
citizens
United States,
States,
of the
the United
citizens of
whether
corporations, companies,
whether corporations,
associations,
associations, partnerships or individuals,
damages
for losses or damages
dividuals, for
suffered by
by persons
their
or by
by their
persons or
suffered
revolutions
properties during the
the revolutions
properties
and
conditions which
which
and disturbed
disturbed conditions
existed in
in Mexico,
Mexico, covering
the
covering the
existed
November 20, 1910,
period from November
to May
May. 31,
1920, inclusive,
ininclusive, in31, 1920,
to
cluding losses
damages suffered
suffered
or damages
cluding
losses or
by citizens
the United
States by
by
United States
citizens of
of the
by
reason of
of losses
or damages
sufdamages suflosses or
reason
fered
any corporation,
comcorporation, comfered by
by any
pany,
or partnership
partnership
association or
pany, association
citizens of
of the United
in
United
in which
which citizens
States
subhad aa subor have had
States have or
stantial
bona fide interest,
stantial and bona
provided an allotment
the Amallotment to the
provided
erican
claimant by
by the
corporathe corporaerican claimant
tion,
association or
or
tion, company,
company, association
partnership of
of his
his proportion
proportion of
of
partnership
the
loss or
or damage
damage is presented
presented by
by
the loss
the claimant
claimant to
to the
the Commission
Commission
the
hereinafter referred
referred to,
which
to, and
and which
hereinafter
been presented
presented to the
claims have
have been
United
States for
for its
its interposition
interposition
United States
with Mexico,
as well
any other
other
well as any
Mexico, as
with
such claims
claims which
be presmay be
which may
such
ented within
within the
time hereinafter
hereinafter
the time
ented
submitted to aa
specified, shall be submitted
specified,
Commission consisting
of three
three
consisting of
Commission
members.
members.

shall be conCommission shall
Such Commission
stituted
member
stituted as follows:
follows: one member
shall be appointed
appointed by the Presishall
dent
States; one
one
United States;
of the
the United
dent of
by
the President
President of the United
by the
Mexican States;
States; and the third,
Mexican
who shall
Comthe Comshall preside
preside over the
who
mission, shall
shall be
selected by
be selected
mission,
mutual
agreement between
between the
the
mutual agreement
two
Governments. If the
the two
two Governments.
Governments shall
not agree
agree withshall not
Governments
in
two months
months from
the exchange
exchange
from the
in two
of
ratifications of
of this
this Convention
Convention
of ratifications
in
third member,
member,
such third
naming such
in naming
then
designated by the
the
he shall
shall be designated
then he

ted
las
en stciins
las reclamaciones
reclamaciones en
St2tes
.
ms
citize
of
na agaUnit
a
Ugn
a
l
mst
Mexicoiorlosses
during
Mexicoforlosesduring
Dor
M6xico
hechas
Mexico
por
etc.,
November243,
ns,
1
.
4orom
tt
Noveetior2,
et.,
de los
Estados Uni- revolutio
ciudadanos de
ciudadanos
los Estados
May 31, 19?0, referred
dos,
ya
sean
corporaciones,
comC
iommisresro
dos, ya sean corporaciones, com-It to Commtmon.
parltas,
asociaziones, sociedades
sociedades 6
6
panias, asociaciones,
mdividuos
particulares, por
por permdividuos particulares,
didas
dafios sufridos
sufridos en
en sus
persus pero dafos
didas o
sonas
propiedades dusonas oo en sus
sus propiedades
rante
ydisturbios
las revoluciones
revoluciones y
rante las
que
existieron en M6xico
Mexico durante
que existieron
del 20 de
de
el periodo
comprendido del
periodo comprendido
el
noviembre
de 1910
1910 al
al 31 de
de mayo
noviembre de
de 1920,
1920, inclusive,
incluyendo
inclusive, incluyendo
de
perididas o
o danos
por
dafos sufridos
sufridos por
p6rididas
ciudadanos
Estados Uniciudadanos de
de los Estados
dos
en virtud
virtud de
de perdidas
perdidas oo
dos en
daflos
cualquier corpor cualquier
dafnos sufridos
sufridos por
poraci6n, compel
fa, asociaci6n
asociacion o
o
compafia,
poraci6n,
sociedad
ciudadanos
las que los ciudadanos
sociedad en las
de los
los Estados
Estados Unidos tengan
tengan 6
6
de
TUnidos
hayan tenido
un inter&
sustancial
hayan
tenido un
interes sustancial
bona fide,
reelsfide, siempre
siempre que el reclayybona
mante
americano presente
presente aa la
la
mante •americano
Coraision que
que rafts
mas adelante
adelante se
se
Comisi6n
menciona, una
una asignaci6n
asignacion hecha
hecha
menciona,
al mismo
reclamante por
por la
al
mismo reclamante
la corporaci6n, compania,
compafila, asociaci6n
asociaci6n o
o
poraci6n,
sociedad, de
parte proporcional
proporcional
de su
su parte
sociedad,
dario, y
ylas cuales
cuales
de la
la perdida
p6rdida 66dano,
reclamaciones hayan
hayan side
sido prereclamaciones
Estados Unidos
sentadas a
a los Estados
Unidos
sentadas
Mxico,
para su
interposici6n con Mexico,
para
su interposicion
asi
come cualesquiera
cualesquiera otras
otras reclareclaasi como
maciones semejantes
maciones
semejantes que
que puedan
puedan
ser
presentadas dentro
dentro del
del plazo
ser presentadas
especificado
más adelante,
serial
adelante, seran
especificado mAs
una Comisi6n
sometidas a
a una
Comisien intesometidas
grads per
grada
por tres miembros.
miembros.
created.
CommissioncMeted.
Dicha Comision
Comision quedara
quedara conscons- Commi-ssion
Dicha
tituida
come
sigue:
un
miembro
tituida como sigue: un miembro
sera nombrado
nombrado por
el Presidente
Presidente
por el
sera
de los
Unidos Mexicanos;
Mexicanos;
Estados Unidos
de
los Estados
otro por
Presidente de
de los
Eslos Esel Presidente
otro
por el
tados Unidos;
y el tercero,
tercero, quien
quien
tados
Unidos; y
presidirit
ComisiOn, sera escoescola Comisi6n,
presidira la
gido
por acuerdo
acuerdo mutuo
de los
dos
los dos
mutuo de
gido por
Designation of third
othird
Gobiernos me
los dos
Si los
Gobiernos. Si
dos Gobiernos
Gobiernos.
member. o
no
acuerdo en la
se pusieren
pusieren de acuerdo
no se
designacion de dicho
tercer miemdicho tercer
designaci6n
bro
de los
meses sidos meses
los dos
bro dentro
dentro de
guientes
al canje
de ratificaciones
ratificaciones
canje de
guientes al
de
Convencion, este
este sera
esta Convenci6n,
de esta
entonees
designado por el Presientonces designado

Todas
Todas

contra de
de
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President
of the
the Permanent
Permanent AdPresident of
ministrative
of the
Perthe PerCouncil of
ministrative Council
manent
Court of
of Arbitration
at
Arbitration at
manent Court
Vol. 36, p.
2225.
Vol36,p.
Z2
The Hague described
The
described in Article
Article
49 of
for the
the
of the
the Convention
Convention for
49
Pacific Settlement
of InternaInternaPacific
Settlement of
tional Disputes
Disputes concluded
at The
The
concluded at
tional
Vacanciesto
be filled. Hague
Hague on October 18, 1907. In
In
vacancestobeined.
case
the death,
absence or
or inindeath, absence
case of
of the
capacity
of any
any member
member of
of the
the
capacity of
Commission,
or in
in. the
of a
event of
a
the event
Commission, or
member
omitting or
or ceasing
ceasing to act
act
member omitting
as such,
such, the
procedure shall
the same procedure
as
be
followed for
fitting the
the vacancy
vacancy
for filing
be followed
as
was followed
followed in
appointing him.
him.
in appointing
as was
Article II.
Article
II.

dente del
del Consejo
Consejo AdministraAdministradente
tivo Permane,nte
de la
Corte PerPerla Corte
Permanente de
tivo
manente de
de Arbitraje
is Haya,
Ilaya,
Arbitraje de la
manente
descrito en
en el
.Articulo 49 de la
el Articulo
descrito
Convencion para
pars el
el Arreglo
PaArreglo PaConvenci6n
cffico
de los
los Conflictos
Conffictos InternaInternecifico de
cionales, celebrada
en la
is Haya
Hays en
en
celebrada en
cionales,
octubre 18 de 1907. En caso de
fallecimiento,
ausencia 6
6 incapaincapafallecimiento, ausencia
cidad de
de cualquier
miembro de
de la
la
cualquier miembro
cidad
Comision, 66en
en caso de que alguno
alguno
Comisi6n,
de ellos
ellos omita
omits obrar
6
obrar como tal 6
de
pars
cese de
de hacerlo,
empleart para
hacerlo, se emplear&
cese
llenar
vacante el mismo mellenar la vacante
todo
que se
sigui6 para
pars nombrarlo.
nombrarlo.
se sigui6
todo que
Articulo
II.
Articulo II.

Comisionados asi nombranombraLos Comisionados
The Commissioners
Commissioners so
The
so named
named
reuniran en
en la
la Ciudad de
de
shall
Mexico City within dos se reuniran
shall meet at
at Mexico
Mexico dentro
dentro de un plazo
plazo de seis
seis
six months
after the
the exchange
exchange of M6xico
months after
six
despues del canje de
de ratiratimeses despues
the
ratifications of this ConvenConven- meses
the ratifications
esta Convencion,
Convenci6n, yy
de esta
ficaciones de
tion, and
member of
of the
the ficaciones
and each
each member
tion,
cads miembro
miembro de
de is
Comisi6n,
la Comisi6n,
Commission,
before entering
entering upon
upon cada
Commission, before
de comenzar
sus labores,
labores,
comenzar sus
antes de
his
duties, shall
and subsub- antes
make and
shall make
his duties,
declarahart
y
subscribira
tma
declaresubscribiri
una
hara
y
Declaration
of
Comscribe
a
solemn
declaration
statstatdeclaration
a
solemn
coscribe
of
Deciarauti
ci6n solemne
soleanne de
de que
que cuidadosa
cuidadosa 66
ing that he will carefully
maI.
carefully and im- ci6n
y de-.
deexaminarS y
imparcialmente examinará
partially eamina
examine and
and decide,
decide, imparcialmente
partially
an mejor
meior saber
de
y de
saber y
cidiri, segCui
segfn su
according
the best
best of
of his
his judgjudg- aidirk
to the
according to
acuerao con
con los
los prmcipios
de la
is
prnncipios de
ment
and in
in accordance
accordance with
with the
the acuerdo
ment and
justicia y
yde
de la
is equidad,
equidad, todas
todas las
las
principles of justice
equity, justicia
justice and
and equity,
principles
reclamactones presentadas
presentadas para
pare
all
presented for
decision, reclamaciones
for decision,
all claims
claims presented
lab, y
y dicha
cliche declaraci6n
declaracion
su fallo,
and
such declaration
declaration shall
shall be
be su
and such
asentarse en
en el
el registro
registro de
de
deberk asentarse
of the deberft
entered upon
record of
the record
entered
upon the
actas de
de la
is Comisi6n.
Comisi6n.
proceedings
the Commission.
Commission. actas
of the
proceedings of
Principles
The Mexican
Mexican Government
Governmen t d
e_
El
Gobiemo Mexican°
desea
El Gobierno
Mexicano desea
deThe
Principles governing
governing
decisionsfor indemnity. sires
be so
deconsforindemity.
sires that
that the
the claims
claims shall
shall be
seen fallafellaso que las. reclamaciones
reclamaciones sean
Mexico
porque Mexico
decided
because Mexico
Mexico wishes das de esa manera, porque
decided because
responsabilidad no
quiere que
que su responsabilidad
shall not
not be quiere
her responsibility
responsibility shall
that her
fije segdn
segun las
reglas y
yprincipios
fixed
according to
to the
se fije
las reglas
principios
the generally
generally se
fixed according
generalmente aceptados
de DeDeaccepted
rules and
aceptados de
principles of
of generalmente
and principles
accepted rules
ex
recho Internacional,
Internacional, sino
sino que ez
international
ex gratia
gratia recho
law, but
but ex
international law,
gratia se
moralmente oblioblise siente
siente moralmente
feels
morally bound
full gratia
make full
bound to make
feels morally
indemnification and
agrees, there- gado
ged° aa dar complete
indemnizacompleta indemnizaand agrees,
indemnification
cion y
yconviene,
por consiguiente,
consiguiente,
fore, that
be sufficient
sufficient that ci6n
conviene, por
fore,
that it
it will
will be
que baster&
que se
se compruebe
compruebe
en que
it
be established
the alleged
alleged en
bastara que
that the
it be
established that
loss
or damage
any case was
was que el
el daao
daiio 6
6 perdida
perdida que
que se
se
damage in
in any
loss or
sustained
en cualquier
cualquier caso
sufrido
of alega
and was due to any of
sustained and
alega en
caso fue
fue sufrido
Article y que fue ocasionado por algtma
causes enumerated
enumerated in Article
the causes
III hereof.
hereof.
III
de las causes enumeradas en el
esta Convenci6n.
Articulo III de este
Convenci6n.
Subsequent
Subsequent
meetingS.
" t" The
La
Comision puede
puede fijar
el
The Commission
La Comisi6n
Commission may fix the
fijar el
ings.
time
and place
its subsequent
ylugar de sus
juntas subsubtime and
place of
of its
subsequent tiempo
tiempo y
sus juntas
meetings, as
as may
convenient, secuentes,
convenga, sujeta
sujeta,
meetings,
may be convenient,
secuentes, segan
segin convenga,
subject always
always to
to the
subject
the special
special inin- siempre
siempre aa las instrucciones
mstrucciones espeespestructions
structions of the
the two Govern- ciales de los dos Gobiernos.
ments.
HI.
Article
Article III.
Articulo III.
Articulo
III.

ocofmmiMeeting
Meeting of
C°1°1121°-

ILon.

to

Claims
Cams to
mate&

subbe sub.

The claims
which the
the CommisCommisCoThe
claims which
Las
Las reclamaciones
reclamaciones que
que la
la Cosion
examine and
decide are misi6n
sion shall examine
and decide
mision examinari
examinara y
y decidira
decidira son
son
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1923.
those
which arose
arose during
rethose which
during the
the revolutions and
and disturbed
disturbed condivolutions
Mexico
tions which
which existed in Mexico
Novemcovering the period from November 20,
20, 1910,
1910, to
ber
to May
May 31,
31, 1920,
1920,
inclusive, and
any act
inclusive,
and were
were due
due to
to any
act
by
forces:
the following
following forces:
by the
(1)
forces of
Government
of a
a Government
By forces
(1) By

de jure
jure or de facto.

(2)
By revolutionary
forces as
as
revolutionary forces
(2) By
a
a result
result of the
the triumph of whose
cause
de facto
de
cause governments
governments de
facto or
or de
jure
established, or
jure have
have been established,
or by
by
revolutionary
forces opposed
opposed to
to
revolutionary forces
them.
them.
(3) By
forces arising
arising from
the
from the
By forces
(3)
disjunction of
the forces
disjunction
of the
forces menmentioned
in the
the next
next preceding
preceding paraparationed in
graph up
time when
when the
to the
the time
up to
graph
government de
de jure
government
jure established
established
itself
as a
result of
particular
of aa particular
tself as
a result
revolution.
revolution.
(4)
By federal
were
that were
forces that
federal forces
(4) By
disbanded,
disbanded, and
(5) By
mobs, or
or
or mobs,
mutinies or
By mutinies
(5)
insurrectionary forces other
other than
than
insurrectionary
subdivito under subdivithose referred
referred to
sions
or by
by
sions (2),
(2), (3)
(3) and
and (4)
(4) above,
above, or
bandits,
in any
any case
case it
it be
be
bandits, provided
provided in
established
appropriate
that the
the appropriate
established that
authorities
omitted to
to take
authorities omitted
take reasuppress ininsonable measures
measures to suppress
surrectionists, mobs
bandits,
surrectionists,
mobs or
or bandits,
or
with lenity
lenity or
treated them
them with
or treated
were
in fault
fault in
in other
particulars.
other particulars.
were in

Actsspeoified.
Actsspeofied.

(3)
de
(3) For
Por fuerzas
fuerzas procedentes
procedentes de
la
disgregacion de
de las
la disgregaci6n
las mencionamencionaparrafo anterior,
anterior, hasta
das en el
eT parrafo
moment° de
establecerse el
el
el momento
de establecerse
Gobierno
emanado de una
jure emanado
una
Gobierno de jure
revolucion determinada.
revoluci6n
determinada.
(4)
For fuerzas
federales que
que
(4) Por
fuerzas federales
fueron disueltas
disueltas y
y
fueron
(5) Por
For motines
tumultos o
o
(5)
motines oo tumultos
insurrectas distintas
distintas de
fuerzas insurrectas
las mencionadas
las subdisubdilas
mencionadas en
en las
(2), (3)
(3) y (4) de este
visiones (2),
articulo, o
o por
por bandoleros,
bandoleros, siemsiemarticulo,
pre
cualquier caso
caso se corapre que
que en cualquier
compruebe
que las
autoridades compruebe que
las autoridades
competentes
omitieron tomar
las memepetentes omitieron
tomar las
didas
para reprimir
reprimir
didas apropiadas
apropiadas para
a
a los
los msurrectos,
msurrectos, tumultos
tumultos oo
bandoleros,
que los
trataron con
con
bandoleros, ooque
los trataron
lenidad
fueron negligentes
negligentes en
en
lenidad o
o fueron
respe,ctos.
otros respectos.
Articulo
IV.
Articulo IV.

Article IV.
Article
IV.
In
general, the
the Commission
Commission
In general,
shall adopt
its
for its
the standard
standard for
shall
adopt as the
proceedings the
rules of
of proprothe rules
proceedings
cedure established
established by
the Mixed
by the
Mixed
cedure
Claims Commission
Commission created
under
created under
Claims
between
the Claims Convention
Convention between
the two
two Governments
signed July
July
the
Governments signed
4,
far as
rules are
are
as such
such rules
1868, in
in so
so far
4, 1868,
not
in conflict
provision
conflict with any provision
not in
of
ComConvention. The Comof this
this Convention.
mission, however,
have auauhowever, shall
shall have
mission,
thority
by the
the decision
decision of
of the
mathe mathority by
jority of
of its
its members
establish
to establish
members to
jority
such other
other rules for its proceedproceedsuch
ings as
as may
may be
be deemed
expedient
deemed expedient
ings
and necessary,
conflict with
with
in conflict
not in
and
necessary, not
any
the provisions
of this
this ConConprovisions of
any of
of the
vention.
vention.
45822'
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las surgidas
surgidas durante
durante las revolurevoluciones
urbios que existieciones yy dist
disturbios
ron. en
Mexico durante
durante el
el period()
ron
en Mexico
peri6do
coraprendido del
20 de
de noviembre
comprendido
del 20
noviembre
de
mayo de
de 1920,
1920,
de 1910 al 31
31 de
de mayo
inclusive, y
que provinieron
de
inclusive,
y que
provinieron de
cualquier
cualquier acto de
siguientes
de las
las siguientes
fuerzas:
fuerzas:
(1) For
Gobierno
(1)
Por fuerzas
fuerzas de un Gobierno
de jure
de
jure oode
de facto.
facto. revolucionarias
(2) For
Por fuerzas
(2)
fuerzas revolucionarias
que hayan establecido
establecido al triunfo
de su
su causa
causa gobiernos
gobiernos de
de jure
jure o
o
de
de facto,
facto, o
o por fuerzas
fuerzas revolcionarevolcionarias contrarias
contrarias a
aaquellas.
rias
aquellas.

1725
1725

25
25

En
general,
is.
Comision
f:rocedure oformern
of former
la
Comisi6n clroceure
En
general,
msnvention to be
adoptara
como norma
a
dopted.
de sus
sus adopted.
norma de
adoptara como
actuaciones
procedilas reglas
reglas de procediactuaciones las
Coralmiento establecidas
establecidas por la Comision Mixta
Mixta de
de Reclamaciones
Reclamaciones
si6n
P.
creada por
por la
la ConvenciOn
de ReRe- au
. bile
Pblic
Treaties, p.
Convenci6n de
creada
clamaciones entre
dos Goentre los
los dos
clamaciones
biernos,
firmada el
el 4
4 de
de julio de
biernos, firmada
1868,
dichas reglas
reglas no
no
en cuanto
cuanto dichas
1868, en
esten en
con cualqumera
cualquiera de
de
en pugna
pugna con
esten
las
esta ConConde esta
disposiciones de
las disposicwnes
vencion.
Comision tendra
tendra
venci6n. La
La Comisi6n
poder,
sin embargo,
embargo, por
por roluresolupoder, sin
cion de
mayoria de sus miemde la
la mayoria
ci6n
bros,
pars establecer
establecer en
en sus acbros, para
tuaciones las
otras reglas
reglas que
que se
se
las otras
tuaciones
estimen convenientes
y necesanecesaconvenientes y
estimen
rias, que
.
no
esten en
en pugna
pugna con
con
que
no esten
rias,
cualqwera de
de las
disposiciones de
de
las disposiciones
cualquiera
e,sta Convenci6n.
Convencion.
esta

ilTr

ons.
and wunselAgents
gents and

A

Evidence admitted.
Evideagainst

nomEach Government
Government may
may nominate and
and appoint
appoint agents
agents and
and
inate
counsel
who will
authorized to
to
be authorized
will be
counsel who
present to
to the
the Commission,
orally
Commission, orally
present
or
in writing,
the arguments
arguments
all the
writing, all
or in
deemed
expedient in
in favor
favor of
or
of or
deemed expedient
against any claim. The agents
or counsel
either Government
Government
of either
counsel of
or
may off er t
o the
Connni:- I
OU any
any
the Commission
offer to
may
documents,
affidavits,
interrogainterrogaaffidavits,
documents,
tories
other evidence
evidence desired
desired in
or other
tories or
favor
of or
or against
against any
any claim
claim and
favor of
shall have
right to
to examine
the right
have the
shall
witnesses under
oath or
or affirmaaffirmaunder oath
witnesses
tion before
the Commission,
Commission, in
in
before the
tion
accordance with
with such
such rules
rules of
accordance
procedure
as the
the Commission
Commission shall
shall
procedure as
adopt.
adopt.

Maorty decison as

Both
used.

languages to be
Bothlanguatobe

UO
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of the majority
The decision
majority of
decision .of
The
the members
members of
the Commission
Commission
of the
the
shall
decision of the Comthe decision
be the
shall be
mission.
mission.

Cada
Gobierno pedrá
nombrar
podra nombrar
Cada Gobierno
y
designar agentes
agentes y
y abogados
abogados
y designar
que quedaran
autonzados para
quedaran autorizados
que
presentar aa la
Comision, oralla Comisi6n,
presentar
todos los
mente 6
6 por
por escrito,
escrito, todos
mente
argumentos
que consideren
consideren oporargumentos que
tunos,
en pro
pro o
en contra
contra de cualo en
tunos, en
quiera reclamacion.
Los agentes
reclamaci6n. Los
quiera
de cualquiera
cualquiera de los
abogados de
66 abogados
dos Gobiernos,
Gobiernos, podran
podrin presentar
presentar
dos
la Comision
cualesquiera docudocuComisi6n cualesquiera
aala
interrogatomentos,
affidavits, naterrogatomentos, affidavits,
rios
cualquiera otra
otra prueba
prueba que
o cualquiera
rios o
se desee
desee en
en pro
pro o
o en
en contra de
se
alguna
y tendra
tendra el
reclamaci6n, y
alguna reclamaciOn,
derecho
examinar testigos,
testigos,
de examinar
derecho de
bajo juramento
juramento o
o protesta,
protesta, ante
bajo
la Comisi6n,
Comision, de
de acuerdo
acuerdo con las
la
reglas de
procedimiento que
que la
de procedimiento
reglas
Comision adoptare.
adoptare.
Comisi6n
La
decision de
is mayoria
mayoria de
de la
La decisi6n
serA
los
naiembros de
Comision sera
la Comisi6n
de is
los miembros
la decision
de la
is Comision.
Comisi6n.
decisi6n de
la

which the
language in which
The language
proceedings shall be conducted
proceeding's
conducted
and recorded
recorded shall
or
Spanish or
be Spanish
shall be
and
English.
English.
Article V.
Article
V.

an
The Commission
The
Commission shall
shall keep
keep an
and
accurate
record
of
the
claims
claims
the
of
record
accurate
•
cases
submitted, and
and minutes
minutes of
cases submitted,
its proceeding's
proceedings with the dates
its
thereof. To
To this
this end, each Govthereof.
Secretary;
a Secretary;
may appoint
secretariesand
assist- erm
ernment
appoint a
ent may
secrtariandaslist
a nte
ants.
these
shall act
act as
as joint
joint
Secretaries shall
these Secretaries
L
Secretaries of
and
Commission and
the Commission
of the
Secretaries
shall be
to its instructions.
subject to
be subject
shall
Each
Goverment may
may also apEach Goverment
point
and employ
necessary
any necessary
employ any
point and
assistant secretaries
secretaries and such
such
assistant
other assistance
assistance as deemed
deemed necesnecesother
sary. The
also
Commission may also
The Commission
sary.
appoint and employ
employ any
any persons
persons
appoint
necessary to
performto assist in the performnecessary
ance of
duties.
its duties.
of its
ance
Recordsto be kept.
Recordstobekept.

Article
VI.
Article VI.
Since
the Mexican
GovernMexican Governthe
Since
fEqitablesettlement
at an
tarrive
ofclaimstobeefiected.
ment desires
desires to
at an
an
arrive at
to arrive
ment
equitable settlement
settlement of the claims
euitable
of the
citizens of
United
the United
of the
the citizens
of
States and
to grant
grant them aa just
and to
States
for
and
adequate compensation
compensation for
and adequate
their
or damages,
damages, the
losses or
their losses
that
Mexican Government
Government agrees
agrees that
Mexican

Equitable settlement
of claims to be effected.

llevaran yy
El
se llevarin
que se
en que
idioma en
El idioms
registrarim las
las actuaciones
actuaciones sera
registrarin
el
espanol ooel ingl6s.
ingles.
el espanol
.Articulo
Articulo V.
La Comisi6n
Comision llevara un registro
registro
La
exact° de
de las
las reclamaciones
reclamaciones y
y de
exacto
los casos
sometidos y
yminutas
minutas de
casos sometidos
los
sus actuaciones
con sus fechas
fechas
actuaciones con
sus
fin, cada
respectivas. Con
Con tal fm,
cada
respectivas.
Gobierno podra
podra nombrarun
nombrarun SecreScoreGobierno
tario; estos
estos Secretarios
Secretarios actuaran
actuaran
tario;
conjuntamente como
como Secretarios
Secretarios
conjuntamente
de la
is Comisi6n
ComisiOn y
yestaran
estaran sujetos
de
sus instrucciones.
instrucciones. Cada Goaa sus
bierno podra
podra tambi6n
tambien nombrar yy
bierno
emplear
los Secretasios
adscritos
Secretarios adscritos
emplear los
que
sean necesarios,
necesarios, asi como los
que sean
demas empleados
empleados que se considemas
deren necesarios.
necesarios. La Comisi6n
Comision
deren
podra, igualmente,
igualmente, nombrar
nombrar y
y
podra,
emplear cualesquiera
cualesquiera otras peremplear
ayusonas necesanas
pars que la
is a3runecesarias para
sonas
den
desempao de sus deden en el desempefo
beres.
beres.
Articulo
Articulo VI.
Como
el Gobierno
Gobierno de Mexico
Mexico
Como el
doses
llegar a
arreglo equitaun arreglo
a un
desea llegar
tivo de
de las
las reclamaciones
reclamaciones de los
tivo
los Estados Unidos.
ciudadanos de los
ciudadanos
y concederles
una compensacion
compensaciOn
concederles una
y
justa
perdidas
adecuada por sus p6rdidas
y adecuada
justa y
danos, el
el Gobierno
Mexican°
Gobierno Mexicano
oo danos,
conviene
en que
que la
is Comis
-On no
Comisi6n
conviene en
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the
Commission shall not
disthe Commission
not disallow
or reject
reject any
claim by
by the
allow or
any claim
application
the general
general prinof the
application of
ciple of
of international
law that the
ciple
internationallaw
legal
remedies must
be exhausted
exhausted
must be
legal remedies
as a
a condition
condition precedent
precedent to the
as
validity
or allowance
allowance of
of any
any
validity or
claim.
claim.
Article VII.
Article
VII.

negara oo rechazarit
negara
rechazara reclamacion
reclamaci6n
alguna
del
alguna alegando
alegando la
la aplicacion
aplicaci6n del
prmcipio general
general deDerecho
de Derecho Inprnncipio
Internacional, de
que han
ternacional,
de que
han de
de agoagotarse los
los remedios
remedios legales
tarse
legales como
condicion
condici6n precedente
precedente aala validez
validez
6
admisioia de
de cualquiera
recla6 admision
cualquiera reclamacion.
maci6n.
Articulo VII.
Articulo
VII.

Every claim
claim shall
shall be
filed with
be filed
with
Every
the
Commission within
within two
two years
years
the Commission
from the
the date
its first
first meeting,
from
date of its
unless
in any
case reasons
for the
the
any case
reasons for
unless in
delay, satisfactory
to the
the majority
majority
satisfactory to
delay,
of the
the Commissioners,
Commissioners, shall
shall be
be
of
established, and
in any
any such
such case
case
and in
established,
the period
period for
for filing
claim may
may
filing the
the claim
the
exceed six
six
be extended
extended not
not to exceed
additional months.
months.
additional

seran
reclamaciones seriin
Todas
Todas las
las reclamaciones
presentaclas a
ala
la Comision
Comisi6n dentro
presentadas
de
ailos contados
desde la
e los dos afos
contados desde
fecha de
su primera
primera junta,
junta, a
amefecha
de su
nos de
caso se
se coranos
de que
que en
en gem
algin caso
compruebe para la tardanza,
tardanza, razones
pruebe
razones
satisfactorias
satisfactorias para
para la mayoria
mayoria de
Comisionados y
cualquiera
los Comisionados
y en
en cualquiera
de
casos, el
el periods°
de estos
estos casos,
peri6do para
para
presentar
reclamacion podra
podra
presentar la
la reclamaci6n
ser
hasta por un
un plazo
plazo
ser prorrogado
prorrogado hasta

1727
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'rime for filing.
forfiling.
Tme

que
seis meses
mesas mas.
mils.
no exceda
exceda de
de seis
que no

Decisions to be made
The Commission
shall be
be bound
bound
La
Comision estara
obligada aainDfive
estara obligada
La Comisi6n
The
Commission shall
in five y.made
years.
examinar y
y decidir
decidir dentro
dentro de
to hear,
hear, examine
and decide,
oir, examinar
decide, withwith- oir,
to
examine and
alios siguientes
siguientes a
a la
la
los cinco
cinco anos
in
data of
its los
of its
years from
from the
the date
in five
five years
su primera
todas
first meeting,
meeting, all
claims filed. fecha
fecha de
de su
primera junta,
junta, todas
the claims
all the
first
las reclamaciones
las
reclamaciones presentadas.
presentadas.
RePorts of work to
Four
months after
Cuatro
despues de
de la
la saehGovenamentevery
the date
date of
of
after the
Four months
Cuatro mese,s
meses despues
eachGovernmentevery
four months
the
first
meeting
of
the
Commisfecha
de
la
primera
junta
los
fou"motbs
de
los
junta
fecha
de
la
primera
the first meeting of the Commissioners,
and every
every four
four months
months Comisionados,
Comisionados, y
cada cuatro
cu atro
y cada
sioners, and
meses despues,
Comision
la Comisi6n
despues, la
thereafter, the
Commission shall
shall msese
the Commission
thereafter,
rendir aacada
cada Gobierno,
Gobierno,
habra de
de rendir
submit
to each
each Government
Government a
a habra
submit to
un informe
inform e dando
dando cuenta
en
cuenta en
report
in detail
detail its
its un
setting forth
forth in
report setting
trabajos hasta
hasta la
detalle de
de sus
sus trabajos
work
a state- detalle
including a
work to date, including
fecha, incluyendo
incluyendo un estado
estado de
las
de las
ment
the claims
claims fecha,
filed, claims
ment of
of the
claims filed,
reclamaciones presentadas,
pre,sentadas, de
de las
heard and
decided. The reclamaciones
heard
and claims
claims decided.
las decididas.
decididas. La
oidas y
y de las
Commission
be bound
bound to
to oidas
Commission shall
shall be
estara obligada
obligada aa dedeComisi6n estara
decide any
and exex- Cornision
claim heard
heard and
decide
any claim
reclamaciOn oida
oida
cidir cualquiera
cualquiera reclamaci6n
amined within
within six
six months
months after
after cidir
amined
y examinada
examinada dentro
dentro de
de los
los seis
seis
the conclusion
conclusion of
of the
hearing of
of y
the hearing
the
meses siguientes
siguieiates aala
terminaci6n
la terminaci6n
such
to record
record its
its dede- meses
claim and
and to
such claim
do
tal reclamaci6n
reclamacion
la audiencia
audiencia de
de tal
de la
cision.
cision.
ya
ahacer
su fallo.
fallo.
constar su
y
hacer constar

Article VIII.
Parties
The
High Contracting
Contracting Parties
The IIigh
agree to
consider the
decision of
of
the decision
to consider
agree
the
as final
and conconCommission as
final and
the Commission
clusive
decided,
clusive upon each claim decided,
and to
give full
to such
such
effect to
full effect
and
to give
decisions.
They further agree
agree to
decisions. They
consider
result of
of the
the proprothe result
consider the
a
ceetli
gs of the Commission
Commission as a
ceedings
full,
and final
final settlement
settlement
full, perfect
perfect and
of
every such
such claim
upon the
the
claim upon
of every
Mexican Government,
arising
Government, arising
Mexican
from any
any of
the causes
forth
set forth
causes set
of the
from
in Article
of this
this Convention.
Convention.
Article III
III of
in
And
that every
every
agree that
further agree
they further
And they

Articulo VIII.
Articulo
Settlement to be
Settlement
Las Altos
Partes Contratantes
Contratantes final.
Altas Partes
Las
convie,nen
considerar como
convienen en considerar
finales
finales y
y concluyentes
concluyentes las decidecisiones de
de la
Comision que
que recaigan
recaigan
la Comisi6n
siones
sobre
de las
las reclamareclamacada una
una de
sobre cada
ciones falladas,
falladas, y
pleno efecto
y dar
dar pleno
ciones
tales decisiones.
decisiones. Convienen
Convienen
aa tales
ademiis en
considerar el
el resultado
en considerar
ademas
de
las actuaciones
actuaciones de la Comisi6n
Comision
de las
como
arreglo pleno,
perfecto
pleno, perfecto
como un
un arreglo
y
cada una
una de
y cada
de todas
todas y
y final
final de
tales reclamaciones
reclamaciones contra
contra el
el GoGotales
p. 1725.
1725.
bierno
proveniente,s de Ante, p.
Mexicano provenientes
bierno Mexican°
cualquiera
las causas
causes enumerAenumerode las
cualquiera de
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1728

ol
Payment in
in g
or
d or
gold
Paymnt
e
quivalent.
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such
claim, whether
whether or
filed
not filed
or not
such claim,
and presented
presented to
to the
notice of,
the notice
and
made, preferred
preferred or
or submitted
submitted to
to
made,
such Commission
Crnnmission shall
shall from and
such
after
the conclusion
conclusion of
prothe proof the
after the
ceedings
the Commission
Commission be
of the
ceedings of
considered and
and treated
treated as
fully
as fully
considered
thenceforth
settled, barred
and thenceforth
barred and
settled,
inadmissible, provided
provided the
claim
the claim
inadmissible,
filed
decided.
and decided.
been heard and
has beeni.earcl
filed has

das en
Articulo III
de esta
esta
III de
el Articulo
en el
das
Convencien.
Y convienen,
convienen, adeConvenci6n. Y
mils, en
en que
que todas
todas y
ycada
cada una de
mas,
tales reclamaciones,
reclamaciones, hayan
hayan sido
sido o
o
tales
no
It conollevadas A
presentadas oollevadas
no presentadas
cinuento, hechas,
hechas, propuestas
propuestas oo
cimiento,
sometidas
It dicha
dicha Comisi6n,
Comisien, desometidas A
despu6s de la
beran,
partir y
y despues
beran, aa partir
terminacien de
las actuaciones
actuaciones de
de
de las
terminaci6n
consideradas yy
la
Comision, ser
ser consideradas
la Comisi6n,
tratadas
como plenamente
plenamente ajustatratadas como
alli en adelante
das,
excluidas, y
yde
de Of
das, excluidas,
inadmisibles,
siempre que la reinadmisibles, siempre
clamacien presentada
presentada haya
haya sido
clamaci6n
oida y
yfallada.
fallada.
oida

Article IX.
IX.
Article

.Articulo IX.
IX.
Articulo

adjudicada
La
cantidad total
total adjudicada
The
amount awarded
awarded to
to
La cantidad
total amount
The total
alos
los reclamantes
reclamantes sera
sera, pagada
en
pagada en
paid in
claimants shall
be paid
in gold
gold a
shall be
claimants
o su equvalente
moneda de
equivalente
de oro o
coin
its equivalent
equivalent by
by the moneda
or its
coin or
el Gobierno
Gobierno Mexicano
Mexicano al
por el
Mexican
Government to the Gov- por
Mexican Government
Gobierno de
de los
los Estados Unidos,
ernment of
United States at Gobierno
the United
of the
ernment
en Washington.
Washington.
en
Washington.
Washington.
Article
Article X.

Articulo X.
Articulo

Each
Government shall
its
pay its
shall pay
Each Government
own Commisfioner
Commissioner and bear its
own
expenses of
expenses. The expensesof
own expenses.
including the
the
Commission inclu'ng
the Commission
salary
of the
the third
Commissioner
third Commissioner
salary of
shall
defrayed in equal probe defrayed
shall be
portions by
by the
the two Governments.
Governments.
portions

Cads. Gobierno
pagara su
su proproGobierno pagara
Cada
pio
Conaisionado y
y erogara
erogara sus
sus
pio Comisionado
propios gastos.
Los gastos
gastos de la
gastos. Los
propios
Comisien,
inclusive el
el sueldo
sueldo del
del
Comisi6n, inclusive
tercer
Comisionado, se cubriran
cubriran
tercer Comisionado,
por
partes iguales por los dos
por parte,s
Gobiernos.
Gobiernos.

Article
Article XI.

Articulo XI
XI
Articulo
La presente
Convencien sera
sera
presente Convenci6n
La
ratificada
Partes
ratificada por las Altas Partes
Contratantes de acuerdo
acuerdo con sus
Contratantes
respectivas Constituciones.
Constituciones. Las
respectivas
ratificaciones de
de esta Convencien
Convenci6n
ratificaciones
seran canjeadas
canjeadas en la
ciudad de
la ciudad
serAn
Mexico
sea
pronto como sea
tan pronto
Mexico tan
[a Convenci6n
practicable
y la
Convencien empracticable y
pezara
pezara aa surtir sus efectos en la
fecha
canje de ratificaciones.
ratificaciones.
fecha del canje
En
lo cual, los
En testimonio de lo
Plenipotenciarios
respectivos firPlenipotenciarios respectivos
maron esta Convencien
fijaron
y fijaron
Convenci6n y
maron
su solo.
sello.
en ella su
Ilecha
duplicado en la
Hecha por duplicado
ciudad
dla diez de
el dia
Mexico, el
ciudad de Mexico,
Septiembre de
de mil
mil novecientos
novecientos
Septiembre
vemtitres.
veintitrs.
[
SEAL.] GEORGE
[SEAL.]
GEORGE F.
F.SuMMERLNW.
Sumaffaum- [SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[BEAL. | A
[SEAL.
ANI
[SPAT
[SEAL.]
PANI
A J
J P

shall
present Convention
of ratilicaThe
Convention shall
The present
ratificaExchangegeof
UExchan
tio.
be ratified
tions.
ratified by the High Contracting Parties
in accordance
accordance with
Parties in
ing
their respective
Constitutions.
respective Constitutions.
their
Ratifications of
of this
this Convention
Convention
Ratifications
shall be
in Mexico
Mexico City
exchanged in
be exchanged
shall
as
practicable and the
as practicable
soon as
as soon
Convention shall
take effect
effect on
shall take
Convention
the
date of
of the
the exchange
exchange of
ratiof ratithe date
fications.
fications.
Si
gnatures.
In
whereof, the reIn witness whereof,
Signatures
spective Plenipotentiaries
Plenipotentiaries have
spective
to
signed and
and affixed
seals to
their seals
affixed their
signed
this Convention.
Convention.
this
Done
duplicate at Mexico
Mexico
in duplicate
Done in
City
tenth day
September,
of September,
day of
this tenth
City this
1923.
1923.
GEORGE F.
F.STuMMELI.
SUAIXERLEc.
GEORGE
A
ANI
Pam
A JJP

SPECIAL
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CONVENTION—MEXICO.
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SEPT. 10,
SEPT.
10, 1923.
1923.
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1729

And
been duly
duly ratified
ratified on both cRations
Rattficati' s
has been
the said
said Convention
Convention has
whereas the
And whereas
parts,
ratifications of
governments were
exchanged
were exchanged
two governments
of the
the two
and the
the ratifications
parts, and
m
the City
City of
nineteenth. day February, one
one thousand
thousand
on the nineteenth
of Mexico,
Mexico, on
m the
nine
hundred and
and twenty-four;
twenty-four;
nine hundred
Now,
that I,
I, Calvin
Coolidge, President
President of
of Proclamation.
Calvin Coolidge,
it known
known that
be it
Now, therefore,
therefore, be
the United
United States
have caused
caused the
the said
said Convention
Convention to
to be
be
America, have
States of
of America,
the
made
the end
end that
same and
and every
every article
clause
article and clause
that the
the same
to the
made public,
public, to
thereof, may
may be
be observed
and fulfilled
the United
United
faith by
by the
with good
good faith
fulfilled with
observed and
thereof,
States and
and the
the citizens
citizens thereof.
thereof.
States
In
whereof, I
have hereunto
hand and caused the
set my
my hand
I have
hereunto set
In testimony
testimony whereof,
Seal of
United States
to be
affixed.
be affixed.
States to
Seal
of the
the United
Done
the city
Washington this twenty-third
twenty-third day of February,
February
Done at
at the
city of Washington
in
year of
hundred and
thousand nine hundred
our Lord
Lord one
one thousand
the year
of our
in the
[SEAL.]
of the
the Independence
Independence of
of the
the United
United
and of
twenty-four, and
rSEAL.] twenty-four,
States of
of America
America the
the one
hundred and
and forty-eighth.
forty-eighth.
one hundred
States
C
ALVIN C
OOLIDGE
CALVIN
COOLIDGE
By
President: ,
By the
the President:
CHARLES E.
E.HUGHES
CHABLES
HUGHES
Secretary
Secretary of
of State.
State.

axe-
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Convention between
between. the
the United
United States
States and
and Mexico
Mexico for
reciprocal settlesettleConvention
for reciprocal
ment of
at Washington,
Washington, September
ratificament
of claims.
claims. Signed
Signed at
September 8,
8, 1923;
1923; ratification advised
advised by
by the
the Senate,
January 23,
1924; ratified
ratified by
by the
the President,
President,
Senate, January
23, 1924;
tion
February
1924; ratified
16, 1924;
ratificaFebruary 16,
1924; ratificaFebruary 4,
4, 1924;
ratified by
by Mexico,
Mexico, February
tions
at Washington,
Washington, March
March 1,
1924; proclaimed,
proclaimed, March
March
1, 1924;
tions exchanged
exchanged at
3, 1924.
1924.
3,
BY. THE
THE P
RESIDENT or
.1.11Jel UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
or AMERICA.
BY.
PRESIDENT
OF THE
AMERICA.
A PROCLAMATION.
A
PROCLAMATION.

°

Reel
Pmedwith
i,,,a elaims
Recpro
convention
conveton
Mexico.
Preamble.
re m b le

W H NREAS a
Convention between
between the
the United
United States
States of
of America
America
a Convention
WHEREAS

and the
United Mexican
Mexican States
providing for
for the
the amicable
amicable settlement
and
the United
States providing
settlement
and adjustment
adjustment of
of claims
by the
citizens of
country against
against
.
and
claims by
the citizens
of each
each country
the other,
and signed
signed by
by their
the
other, was
was concluded
concluded and
their respective
respective PlempotentiaPlempotentiaries
Washington on the
eighth day of September, one
one thousand
thousand
the eighth
ries at
at Washington
nine
twenty-three, the
the original
original of
of which
which Convention,
Convention,
and twenty-three,
nine hundred
hundred and
being
the English
and Spanish
languages is
word for
word as
as
being in
in the
English and
Spanish languages
is word
for word
follows:
follows:
Contracting
Powers.
cotactgPow
The United
America
United States of America
Los Estados
Estados Unidos
de America
Los
Unidos de
America
y los
Unidos Mexicanos,
Mexicanos,
los Estados
Estados Unidos
and the United
Mexican States,
States, y
United Mexican
and
desiring to
deseando arreglar
y ajustar
ajustar amiamiadjust deseando
arreglar y
des'ing
to settle
settle and
and adjust
las reclamaciones
reclamaciones de
amicably
by the
citizens gablemente
gablemente las
de
claims by
the citizens
amicably claims
of each
each country
country against
los ciudadanos
ciudadanos de
de cada
cada uno
uno de
de
of
against the
the los
los
patses en contra
los dos
dos paises
contra del
del otro
otro
other since
the signing
signing on
July
other
since
the
on
July
Public Treaties, p.
4, 1868,
of the
Claims ConvenConven- desde
desde la
firma, el
julio de
de
la firma,
gb.i Tapes.p 4,
1868, of
the Claims
el 44 de
de julio
tion entered
into between
between the
the 1868,
1868, de la Convenci6n
Convencion de ReclaReclation
entered into
two
(without including
including maciones
two countries
countries (without
maciones celebrada
celebrada entre los
dos
los dos
the
damages wises
the claims for losses
losses or
or damages
(sin incluir
incluir las
las reclamareclamapaises (sin
growing out
out of
the revolutionary
growing
of the
revolutionary ciones
ciones por p6rdidas
perdidas o
odafios
dews prodisturbances
Mexico which
which venientes
disturbances in
in Mexico
venientes de los trastornos
trastornos revoluAide, p. 1722.
c, p. 172
form
basis of
of another
another and
form the
the basis
and cionarios
cionarios en Mexico que consticonstiseparate
Convention), have
have dede- tuyen la
de distinta
ysepasepaseparate Convention),
la base
base de
distinta y
cided
Conven- rada Convenci6n),
enter into
into a
a Convencided to enter
Convenci6n), han
han resuelto
resueto
tion
this object,
celebrar una Convenci6n
Convencion con
con tal
tal
object, and
and to
to this
this celebrar
tion with
with this
end have
nominated as
their fin, y
as their
end
have nominated
han nombrado
nombrado cocoy al efecto
efecto han
Plenipotentiaries:
Plenipotentiaries:
mo sus Plenipotenciarios:
Plenipotenciarios:
The President
the United
United
The
President of
of the
El Presidente
Presidente de los Estados
Estados
States
of
America:
Unidos de
de America:
States
of
America:
Unidos
America:
Plenipotentiaries.
Pnipot
e.
The Honorables
Charles Evans
Evans
The
Honorables Charles
Los Honorables
Honorables Charles
Charles Evans
Hughes, Secretary
Secretary of
of State
Hughes,
State of
of Hughes,
de Estado
Estado de
de
Hughes, Secretario
Secretario de
the United
States of
of America,
America, los Estados
the
United States
Estados Unidos
Unidos de
de America,
America,
Charles
Beecher Warren
Warren and
and Charles Beecher
Charles Beecher
Beecher Warren
Warren y
y John
John
John
Barton Payne,
Payne, and
and
Barton Payne,
Payne, y
y
John Barton
Barton
President of the
United
The President
the United
El Presidente
de los
los Estados
Estados
El
Presidente de
Mexican
Mexican States:
States:
Unidos Mexicanos:
Mexicanos:
Unidos
Senor Don Manuel
Manuel C.
Senior
C. Tellez,
Tellez,
Sefior Don Manuel
Manuel C. Tellez,
Chargé
d'Affaires ad interim
interim of
of Encargado
Charge d'Affaires
Encargado de Negocios
interim
Negocios ad interim
the
United Mexican
Mexican States
at de los Estados Unidos Mexicanos
the United
States at
Mexicanos
Washington;
Washington;
en Washington;
Washington;
Who, after
after having
communiWho,
having communiQuienes, despues
despues de
haberse
Quienes,
de haberse
cated
to each
each other
cated to
other their
their respecrespec- comunicado
comunicado mutuamente
mutuamente sus restive
full powers
powers found
found to
be in
in pectivos
tive full
to be
poderes y
y enconenconpectivos plenos poderes
due and proper form, have trandolos
trandolos en
buena y
y debida
en buena
debida forforagreed
upon
the
following ma,
agreed
upon the
following
ma, han
han convenido
convenido en
en los
los articulos
articulos
Articles:
Articles:
siguientes:
siguientes:

ico.
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ARTICLE I.
I.
ARTICLE
All
(except those
those arising
claims (except
All claims
from acts
acts incident
incident to
the recent
recent
to the
from
revolutions)
against Mexico of
revolutions) against
of the United
citizens of
United States,
States,
citizens
whether
corporations, companies,
whether corporations,
associations,
partnerships or indiassociations, partnerships
or damages
viduals,
for losses
losses or
viduals, for
suffered by
persons or by their
by persons
suffered
properties, and
all claims
claims against
against
and all
properties,
the
United States
of America by
States of
the United
citizens
of Mexico,
corwhether corMexico, whether
citizens of
porations, companies,
companies, associaporations,
tions, partnerships
individuor individupartnerships or
tions,
als, for
losses or
or damages
damages suffered
suffered
forlosses
als,
properties;
by persons
persons or
or by
their properties;
by their
by
or damages
all
claims for
losses or
for losses
all claims
suffered
by citizens
citizens of either
suffered by
country
reason. of losses or
by reason
country by
any cordamages suffered
suffered by any
damages
poration., company,
association
company, association
poration,
or partnership
in which such
partnership in
or
citizens have
have or
had aa
have had
or have
citizens
substantial
and bona
bona fide intersubstantial and
est, provided
allotment to the
an allotment
provided an
est,
claimant by
by the
comcorporation, comthe corporation,
claimant
pany, association
or partnership
partnership
association or
pany,
of his
of the
loss or
the loss
proportion of
his proportion.
of
damage suffered
suffered is
presented by
is presented
damage
the claimant
to the
Commission
the Commission
claimant to
the
hereinafter referred
referred to;
to; and all
hereinafter
claims for
losses or
or damages
damages origifor losses
claims
nating from
acts of
of officials or
from acts
nating
others acting
acting for
either GovernGovernfor either
others
ment and
resulting in
in. injustice,
and resulting
ment
and which
may have been
claims may
which claims
and
Government
either Government
presented to either
presented
for its
with the
interposition with
its interposition
for
other
since the
the signing
signing of
the
of the
other since
concluded beClaims
Convention concluded
Claims Convention
tween
the two
two countries
countries July 4,
tween the
remained
1868,
which have
have remained
and which
1868, and
unsettled,
as well
well as any other
unsettled, as
such
claims which
which may
filed
may be filed
such claims
by
either Government
within the
Government within
by either
time hereinafter
specified, shall
shall
hereinafter specified,
time
Commission
be submitted
to a
a Commission
submitted to
be
consisting of
members for
three members
of three
consisting
decision m
in accordance
accordance with the
decision
principles of
of international
law,
international law,
principles
justice
and equity.
equity.
justice and
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ARTICULO I.
I.
ARTICULO
Todas
c
itizens
of citirze
(ex- oA claims
reclamaciones (exlas reclamaciones
Todas las
ted ...ga
or
ceptuando aquellas
Mexico
against the
the
against
Meicocountry
proveentes other
aquellas provenientes
ceptuando
for loss
de
recien- c
eor
'th
r_ndamage
r
e geto be
te subsu blas reciena las
incidentales a
actos incidentales
de actos
comde mitted
tes
en contra
contra de
mitted to joint cornrevoluciones) en
tes revoluciones)
Mexico,
de ciudadanos
ciudadanos de los
M6xico, de
Estados
sean corporacorporaya sean
Unidos, ya
Estados Unidos,
clones,
compafiias, asociaciones,
asociaciones,
ciones, companias,
sociedades
particuindividuos particusociedades oo individuos
lams,
dafios
p6rdidas oo dafios
por perdidas
lares, por
en sus
sufridos en
sus personas
personas o
o en
en sus
sufridos
propiedades, y
reclamatodas las reclamay todas
propiedades,
ciones
en contra
contra de los Estados
ciones en
Unidos de
de America,
America, de ciudadaciudadaUnidos
nos mexicanos
ya sean corporacorporamexicanos, ya
nos
eiones, compafias,
comp4s, asociaciones,
asociaciones,
ciones,
sociedades o
mdividuos particuo individuos
sociedades
lares por
por perdidas
dafios
perdidas oo dafios
lares,
sufridos
en sus
personas oo en sus
sus personas
sufridos en
reclamatodas las reclamapropiedades;
propiedades; todas
ciones por
Rerdidas oo dafos
dafios
por perdidas
ciones
sufridos por
por ciudadanos
cmdadanos de cualsufridos
quiera
los dos paises en virtud
de los
quiera de
de perdidas
sufridos por
dafios sufridos
perdidas oo defies
de
alguna
corporacien, compafia,
compafaa,
alguna corporaci6n,
que diasociaciOn
sociedad en quo
asociaci6n oo sociedad
ayan
o hayan
chos ciudadanos
ciudadanos tengan o
chos
y
sustancial y
tenido
interes sustancial
un inter6s
tenido un
bona, fide,
fide, siempre
que el recalsiempre que
bona
mante pre,sente
Comisi6n que
presente aala Comision
mante
rafts adelante
menciona, una
adelante se menciona,
mas
asignacion
reelsmismo reclaal mismo
hecha al
asignaci6n hecha
commante per
corporaci6n, corapor la corporacion,
mante
6
pafiia, asociaci
asociacien,
de
sociedad, de
n, oo sociedad,
paiia,
su
parte proporcional
proporcional de
de la persu parte
y todas las
dida
daft° sufrido;
sufrido; y
dida oo dafo
reclamaciones
perdidas o
o
por p6rdidas
reclamaciones por
daftos provenientes
provenientes de actos de
de
dafios
c
funcionarios
otras personas
personas que
que
u otras
funcionarios u
obren por
por cualquiera
cualquiera de
los dos
dos sinncen.se0cu0e1.1.4.eiaimoef
seommssion of
de los
obren
Gobiernos yy que
en liMublic
18c8.
resulten en
que resulten
Gobiernos
Public Treatie
Treaties, p.
p.
injusticia, y
y las
cuales reclamareclama- 59.
cos.
las cuales
injusticia,
sido presenclones
haber side
puedan haber
ciones pueolan
tadas
de los dos
cualquiera de
tadas aa cualquiera
interposici6n
Gobiernos
para su interposicion
Gobiernos para
la firma
con el
otro desde
firma de la
desde la
el otro
con
Convencion
de Reclamaciones
Reclamaciones ceConvenci6n de
lebrada
entre los
dos paIses
paises el 44
los dos
lebrada entre
han quede julio
julio de
y que
que ban
1868 y
de 1868
de
dado pendientes
de arreglo,
arreglo, asi
asi
pendientes de
dado
como
otras reclamareclamacualesquiera otras
como cualespnera
ciones
que puedan
puedan
seme]antes que
ciones semejantes
cualquiera de
ser
presentadas por cualquiera
ser presentadas
los
Gobiernos dentro del pedos Gobiernos
los dos
riod°
adelante,
mas adelante,
especificado ms
riodo especificado
Comisi6n
serail sometidas
una Comision
a una
sometidas a
seran
para
integrada por
tres miembros,
miembros, pare
por tres
integrada
su fallo
fallo de
acuerdo con los .prinde acuerdo
su
cipios del
Derecho Internacional,
Internacional,
del Derecho
cipios
de
la justicia
justicia y
la equidad.
equidad.
de la
y de
de la
r l
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Ccommissios
to be
Commissioners to

Such Commission
Commission shall be conconstituted as
follows: one member
stituted
as follows:
member
shall
the PresiPresiby the
shall be
be appointed
appointed by
dent of
the United
one
dent
of the
United States;
States; one
by
the President
President of
of the
the United
United
by the
Mexican
States; and
and the
the third,
third,
Mexican States,
who shall
preside over
the ComComover the
who
shall preside
mission, shall
shall be
selected by
by
mission,
be selected
mutual agreement
agreement between
between the
the
mutual
Desoation of tird
Designation
third two Governments
the two
Governments. If
If the
two
member.
not agree
Governments shall not
agree
Governments
within two
two months
the
months from
from the
within
exchange of
of ratifications
ratifications of
of this
this
exchange
Convention in
naming such
such third
third
in naming
Convention
member, then
then he
desigbe desighe shall
shall be
member,
nated by
the President
by the
President of the
nated
Permanent
Administrative CounCounPermanent Administrative
cil
Permanent Court
Court of
of
cil of
of the
the Permanent
Vol. 36,
p. 222.
2226.
36,p.
Vo.
Arbitration
Arbitration at The
The Hague desdescribed in
Article XLIX
of the
the
in Article
XLIX of
cribed
Convention for
for the
the pacific
settlepacific settleConvention
ment of
international disputes
disputes
ment
of international
concluded at
Hague on
on
concluded
at The
The Hague
Vaaneiestobefed.
vacanelest""iled- October
October 18, 1907. In
In case of
the death,
death, absence
or incapacity
incapacity
absence or
the
of any
any member
Commisof the
the Commisof
member of
sion, or
in the
the event
of a
amember
member
or in
event of
sion,
omitting
to act
act as
ceasing to
omitting or ceasing
such,
procedure shall
the same procedure
such, the
be
followed for
for filli
ng the
vacancy
filling
the vacancy
be followed
as was
in appointing
appointing
as
was followed
followed in
hira.
him.

appointed.
appoind.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE II.
II.

Dicha
Comisien quedara
quedara consconsDicha Comisi6n
tituida como
come sigue:
sigue: un
un miembro
miembro
tituida
sere,
nombrado por
el Presidente
Presidente
por el
sera nombrado
de
los Estados
Estados Unidos;
Unidos; otro
otro por
por
de los
el Presidente
Presidente de
de los
los Estados
Estados
el
Unidos
el tercero,
tercero,
y el
Unidos Mexicanos;
Mexicanos; y
quien presidira
presidira la
la Comisi6n,
Comisien, sera
sera
quien
escogido .por acuerdo
acuerdo mutuo
mutuo de
de
escogido.por
los dos
dos Gobiernos.
Gobiernos. Si
Si los
los dos
los
Gobiernos
no se
se pusieren
de
pusieren de
Gobiernos no
acuerdo en
designacien de
en la designaci6n
acuerdo
dicho tercer
terser miembro
dentro de
miembro dentro
dicho
los
meses siguientes
canje
al canje
siguientes al
dos meses
los dos
de ratificaciones
ratificacioncs de
de esta ConConde
vencien, este
este sera
venci6n,
sera entonces
entonces designado por
por el
el Presidente
del
Presidente del
signado
Consejo Administrativo
Advin.istrativo PermaPermaConsejo
nent° de la Corte Permanente
Permanent° de
nente
.Arbitraje de
de La
La Haya
Haiukque
a que se
Arbitraje
de la
refiere el Articulo
Articulo XLIX de
la
refiere
Convencien para
el arreglo
arreglo paclpacipara el
Convenci6n
fic° de
de las
las disputas
disputas internacionainternacionafico
les concluida
Hays en 18
18
les
concluida en La Haya
de
octubre de
de 1907.
1907. En
caso del
del
En caso
de octubre
falleeimiento, ausencia
ausencia o
o incapaincapafallecimiento,
cidad
de cualquier
miembro de
de
cidad de
cualquier miembro
la
Comisien, o
°as° de
la Comisi6n,
o en caso
de que
alguno
de e,llos
omits obrar
como
alguno de
ellos omita
obrar como
tal
cese de hacerlo,
hacerlo, se empleara
empleara
ta oocese
para
llenar la
la vacant°
mismo
para llenar
vacante el
el mismo
meted°
siguie para nomm6todo quo
que se sigui6
brarlo.
brarlo.
ARTICULO II.
II.
ARTICULO

The
Commissioners so
named
Los
The Commissioners
so named
Los Cornisionados
Comisionados as1
asi nomnomshall
at Washington
Washington for
reuniran en
Washingshall meet
meet at
for brados se reuniran
en Washingorganization
ton para
para organizarse,
organizarse, dentro
de
organization within
within six months
months ton
dentro de
Declaration of
or ('orncora- after
exchange
of
the
un
plazo de
seis meses
meses despu6s
despues
ratiafter
the
exchange
of
the
un
plazo
de
seis
mi.ioners.
missioners.
fications
fications of
of this
this Convention,
Convention, and del canje
canje de las ratificaciones
ratificaciones de
each
member of
of the
Commission, esta Convenci6n;
each member
the Commission,
Convencion; y
y cada
cada miemmiembefore
entering upon
before entering
upon his
his duties,
duties, bro de la Comision,
Comiston, antes
antes de
de
shall
subscribe a
asolemn
shall make and subscribe
solemn comenzar
y
comenzar sus labores, hara
hará y
declaration stating
declaration
stating that
that he
he will suscribir&
suscribith una declaraci6n
declaracion sosoimpartially examine
carefully and impartially
examine lemne de que
quo cuidadosa eeimparimparand
decide, according
according to
to the
the best
best cialmente
and decide,
cialmente examinari
examinara y
3r decidira,
decidira,
of
judgment and
accordance segen
of his judgment
and in accordance
saber, y
y de
de
segin su
su raejor
mejor saber,
with
interna- acuerdo
with the
the principles
principles of internaacuerdo con los principios
principios del
tional law,
law, justice
justice and
ty, all
all Derecho
tional
and equi
equity,
Derecho haternacional,
do la jusInternacional, de
claims presented
for decision,
claims
presented for
decision, and
and ticia
ticia y
y de
de la
todas las
las
la equidad,
equidad, todas
such
declaration shall
be entered
such declaration
shall be
entered reclamaciones
presentadas para
para
reclamaciones presentadas
upon
the record
the proceedupon the
record of
of the
proceed- su
y dicha
declaracion desu folio
fallo y
dicha declaraci6n
deings of
of the
ings
the Commission.
Commission.
bera
berâ asentarse en el registro de
actas de la
actas
Comision.
la Comisi6n.
Subsequent
Subequent meet
met-" The
may fir
The Commission
Commission may
the
fix the
La Comisi6n
fijar el
Cornision podra fijar
logs.
time and
subsequent tiempo
and place
place of its
its subsequent
ylugar
lugar de sus
sus juntas
juntas subtiempo y
submeetings,
meetings, either in the United
United secuentes,
secuentes, ya
sea en
los Estados
ya sea
en los
Estados
or in
in Mexico,
Mexico, as
States or
as may
may be Unidos
en Mexico,
Unidos oo en
Mexico, segun
seg,6n conconvenient,
subject always
convenient, subject
always to
to venga,
venga, sujeta
sujeta siempre
siempre aa las insinsthe
special instructions
instructions of
of the
the special
the trucciones
especiales de
de los
los dos
trucciones especiales
dos
two
Governments.
two Governments.
Gobiernos.
Gobiernos.
Meeting and
and organiMeeting
Commission.
ration of Commission.

CLAIMS CONVENTION-MEXICO.
CONVENTION—MEXICO.
CLAIMS

III.
ARTICLE III.
ARTICLE
In general,
the Commission
Commission
general, the
In
shall adopt
adopt as
standard for
the standard
as the
shall
its
rules of prothe rules
proceedings the
its proceedings
Mixed
by the Mixed
cedure
established by
cedure established
under
Claims
created under
Commission created
Claims Commission
the Claims
Claims Convention
between
Convention between
the
the two
two Governments
Governments signed
signed July
the
such rules are
4,
1868, in
in so
so far as such
4, 1868,
not in
conflict with any proviin conflict
not
The
sion
of this
this Convention.
Convention. The
sion of
Commission,
have
shall have
however, shall
Commission, however,
authority
of the
decision of
the decision
by the
authority by
majority
estabto estabmembers to
its members
of its
majority of
lish such
such other
other rules for its prolish
ceedings
as may
deemed exbe deemed
may be
ceedings as
pedient
and necessary,
necessary, not in
pedient and
conflict
any of
of the proviwith any
conflict with
sions
this Convention.
Convention.
of this
sions of
Each Government
may nomiGovernment may
Each
nate
appoint agents
agents and
and appoint
nate and
counsel
who will
will be
authorized to
be authorized
counsel who
present
to the
Commission, orally
orally
the Commission,
present to
or
in writing,
writing, all
all the
the arguments
arguments
or in
deemed
expedient in
favor of or
in favor
deemed expedient
against any
any- claim. The agents
against
or counsel
either Government
Government
of either
counsel of
or
may offer
the Commission
Commission any
to the
offer to
may
documents, affidavits,
affidavits, interrogainterrogadocuments,
tories
desired
evidence desired
other evidence
or other
tories or
in favor
or against any claim
of or
favor of
in
and shall
have the
exto exright to
the right
shall have
and
amine witnesses
under oath or
witnesses under
amine
affirmation before
before the
Commisthe Commisaffirmation
sion,
in accordance
with such
accordance with
sion, in
procedure as the Comrules of procedure
rules
mission shall
shall adopt.
mission
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.ARTICULO III.
ARTICULO

En general,
general, la
Comision adop_
ciap
iroced
eo
ure ofss f
o
o
n
rmg
t
adop- claimsrcomeissioo
la Comisi6n
En
tara como
norma de
de sus
sus actuaactua- be adopted.
como norma
tar&
mones las
reglas de
procedimiento
de procedimiento
las reglas
ciones
Comisi6n Mixta
por la Ccomision
est ablecid.as por
Mixt a
establecidas
creada por la
de Reclamaciones
Reclamaciones creada
de
ConvenciOn
de Reclamaciones
Treaties, p.
p.
Reclamaciones Public Treaties,
Convenci6n de
firmada '
entre los
dos Gobiemos,
Gobiernos, ftrmada
los dos
entre
el 4
4 de
julio de
cuanto
en cuanto
1868, en
de 1868,
de julio
el
dichas reglas
esten en
en pugna
no esten
reglas no
dichas
Other rules.
rules.
disposiciones Other
las disposiciones
con cualquiera
cualquiera de
de las
con
Comisi6n
de esta
Convenci6n. La Comision
esta Convencion.
de
tendra
embargo, por
por
sin embargo,
poder, sin
tendra poder,
resolucion de la
mayoria de sus
la mayoria
resoluci6n
miembros, para
para establecer
establecer en sus
miembros,
actuaciones
otras reglas que
actuaciones las otras
se
estimen convenientes
convementes y
necey necese estimen
sanas,
esten en
en pugna
pugna con
no est6n
que no
sarias, que
cualquiera
disposicionas de
las disposiciones
de las
cualquiera de
esta Convenci6n.
Convencion.
esta
Agents and counsel.
Cada Gobierno
Gobiemo pod.ra
nombrar Agnts and counsel
podra nombrar
Cada
y designar
abogados
agentes y abogados
designar agentes
y
que queclanin
autonzados para
quedaran autorzados
que
presentar a
a la
Comisi6n, oralla Comision,
presentar
mente o
o por escrito, todos los
mente
argumentos
que c6nsideren
cOnsideren oporopor- Eidenc
argumentos que
Evidence admitted.
admitted.
tunos,
contra de cualen contra
pro ooen
en pro
tunos, en
quiera recla,macion.
agentes
Los agentes
reclamaci6n. Los
quiera
de cualquiera
cualquiera de los
abogados de
oo abogados
dos Gobiernos,
Gobiernos, podran
podran presentar
presentar
dos
a
la ComisiOn
cualesquiera docuComisi6n cualesquiera
a la
interrogatorios
mentos, affidavits,
affidavits, interrogatorios
mentos,
se
prueba que se
otra prueba
cualquiera otra
oo cualquiera
desee,
en pro
pro oo en
en contra
contra de aldesee, en
gima
reclamacion, y
tendran el
y tendran
guna reclamaci6n,
derecho
examinar testigos,
testigos,
de examinar
derecho de
o protesta, ante
bajo
juramento o
bajo juramento
la Comisi6n,
Comision, de
acuerdo con las
de acuerdo
la
reglas
procedimiento que la
de procedimiento
reglas de
Comision
adoptare.
Comisi6n adoptare.
a
La decisi6n
decision de
de la
la mayoria
mayoria de
de aree
Dec
ptiZon or
of m
majority
jority
epti"o
La
los
ComisiOn sera
seri
de la Comisi6n
miembros de
los miembros
la
decision de
Comision.
de la Comisi6n.
la decisi6n

The
of the
majority
the majority
decision of
The decision
of the
the members
of the
Commission
the Commission
members of
of
shall be
be the
of the
the Comdecision of
the decision
shall
mission.
mission.
Use of
of
Use
El idiorna
llevarlin y
guages.
y guages.
se llevarfin
que se
en que
idioma en
El
The
language in
in which
which the proThe language
gistraran las
actuaciones sera
las actuaciones
registraran
ceedings shall
and re
conducted and
be conducted
shall be
ceedings
el mgles
espaiol.
o el espafiol.
ingl6s o
or el
recorded shall
shall be
be English
English or
recorded
Spanish.
Spanish.
ARTICULO IV.
IV.
ARTICULO
ARTICLE
ARTICLE IV.
The
Commission shall keep an
an
The Commission
and
accurate
record of
of the
the claims
claims and
accurate record
cases
minutes of
and minutes
submitted, and
cases submitted,
its
proceedings with the dates
its proceedings
thereof.
To this
this end,
end, each
each Govthereof. To
ernment
appoint a
a SecreSecremay appoint
ernment may
tary;
act
shall act
Secretaries shall
these Secretaries
tary; these
as joint
joint Secretaries
Secretaries of
the Comof the
as
mission
and shall
shall be subject
subject to its
mission and

La Comisi6n
Comision llevara
llevara un
un registro
registro
La
exact° de
de las
las reclamaciones
reclamaziones y
y de
de
exacto
los
casos sometidos
sometidos y
y minutas de
los casos
sus actuaciones
actuaciones con sus fechas
sus
respectivas.
Con tal
tal fin,
Gocada Gofin, cada
respectivas. Con
bierno podni
nombrar un
un SecreSecrepodra nombrar
bierno
tario; estos
estos Secretarios
actuaran
Secretarios actuaran
tario;
conjuntamente como
como secretarios
secretarios
conjuntamente
de la
Comision y
y estaran
estartin sujetos
sujetos
la Comisi6n
de

lanboth tanboth

to be
Records to
be kept.
kept.
Records

Secretaries and
assistand assistSecretaries
ants to
to be
be appointed.
appointed.
ants
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instrucciones. Cada Gosus instrucciones.
a sus
instructions.
Government a
Each Government
instructions. Each
bierno
podra
tambien nombrar
nombrar y
y
tambi6n
podrA
bierno
may
also
appoint
.
and
employ
may also appoint and employ
secretarios adscritos
adscritos
los secretaries
emplear los
any necessary
necessary- assistant
assistant secresecre- emplear
any
que seen
necesaiios, asi como
como los
sean necesarios,
taries and
and such
such other
assistance que
other assistance
taries
dernas
empleados
que
se
consise
que
empleados
demas
as
necessary. The Comdeemed necessary.
as deemed
deren necesarios.
necesarios. La Comisi6n
Comision
mission
appoint and
and em- deren
also appoint
may also
mission may
y
nombrar y
igualmente, nombrar
to podra, igualmente,
ploy
necessary to
persons necessary
any persons
ploy any
percualesquiera otras
otras peremplear cualesquiera
assist in
in the
the performance
performance of its emplear
assist
sonas
para que
clue la ayuayanecesarias para
sonas necesarias
duties.
duties.
den en
en el
el desempefo
desempefio de
de sus
sus deden
bares.
beres.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE V.

Equitable settlement
of
claims to be effected.
oreaut.

't

ARTICULO V.
V.
ARTICULO

The High
High Contracting
Contracting Parties,
Parties,
The
being desirous
effecting an
of effecting
desirous of
being
equitable settlement
settlement of
of the
the cTaims
claims
equitable
of
respective citizens
citizens theretheretheir respective
of their
by affording
them just
just and adeaffording them
by
quate
compensation for their
quate compensation
losses
agree that no
or damages, agree
losses or
claim shall
shall be
be disallowed
disallowed or reclaim
jected by
Commission by
by the
the Commission
by the
jected
application
the general
general princiof the
application of
ple
international law that the
of international
Dle of
legal
remedies must
be exhausted
must be
legal remedies
as
a condition
precedent to the
condition precedent
as a
any
validity or
or allowance
of any
allowance of
validity
cliim_
claiBL

Las Altas
Contratantes,
Partes Contratantes,
Altas Partes
Las
deseoses de
de efectuar
efectuar un arreglo
aaTeglo
deseosas
equitativo
reclamaciones
equitativo de las reclamaciones
de
sus respectivos
respectivos ciudadanos,
ciudadanos, y
y
de sus
concederles mediante
mediante ello
ello comcoraconcederles
por
pensacion
j,usta y
y adecuada
adecuada por
pensaci6n justa
sus perdidas
danos, convienen
convienen
perdidas oo daflos,
sus
en que
que la
la Comision
negara oo
no negara
Comisi6n no
en
rechazara
reclamacien
ninguna reclamaci6n
rechazarf ninguna
alegando la
la apqicaci6n
aplicaciOn del prinalegando
cipio
de Derecho
Derecho Intergeneral de
ciplo general
nacional,
que ban
han de agotarse
de que
nacional, de
los
como condiIegales como
remedios legales
los remedios
cion
precedente a
a la validez o
o
ci6n precedente
admisibn de
cualquiera reclamade cualquiera
admisl6n
ci6n.
eke.

ARTICLE
VI.
ARTICLE VI.

ARTICULO
ARTICULO VI.

Todas
y cada
cada una de tales
Todas y
reclamaciones por
perdida oodafio
por p6rdida
reclamaciones
originadas antes
antes de
de la
la firma
fume de
originadas
esta Convenci6n,
Convencion, serAn
saran presentapresentaesta
das a
a la
la Comisi6n
Comision dentro
dentro del
das
primer
alio de la
la fecha de su
primer afio
primera
junta, a
a menos
menos de
de que
primera junta,
en algfn
algCm caso se comprueben
comprueben
en
para la
la tardanza,
razones satissatistardanza, razones
para
factories para
para la
la mayoria
mayoria de los
los
factorias
Comisionados y
y en
en cualquiera
cualquiera de
Comisionados
para preestos
el periodo
period° para
casos, el
estos casos,
senter
la reclamaci6n
reclamackin podrA
podra ser
sentar la
prorrogado
haste por
plazo
por un plazo
prorrogado hasta
que no
no exceda
exceda de
de seis
meses mas.
rats.
seis meses
que
La Comisi6n
Comision estara
estara obligada
obligada aa
to
made
La
Commission shall
The
three
The Commission
shall be bound
. .be made
th
inDecisions
years
y faller,
fallar, dentro de
examinar y
decide, oir,
oir, examiner
examine and decide,
to hear, examine
to
los tres
tres afos
atios subsiguientes
subsiguientes aa la
la
within three
from the date los
years from
three years
within
de su
su primera
junta, todas
todas
primera junta,
of
meeting, all the claims fecha
fecha de
first meeting,
its first
of its
presentadas,
reclamaciones presentadas,
filed,
except as
las reclamaciones
hereinafter pro- las
as hereinafter
filed, except
Post,
salvo en
en los
previstos en el
el
los casos previstos
salvo
in Article VII.
vided in
p.l .
Poi, p.1735.
Articulo VII.
VII.
Articulo
Reports of progress
Cuatro
despues de la
la
to be submitted
every
k our months
the date of
Cuatro meses despues
after the
months after
Four
Rsbmit
toe
the Commismeeting of
the first
first meeting
of the
Commis- fecha
four months.
mont&
de la
la primera
junta de los
primera junta
fecha de
sioners, and
four months Comisionados,
y cada
cada cuatro
every four
and every
sioners,
Comisionados, y
despues, la
la Comisi6n
Comision habra
thereafter, the
the Commission
Commission shall maces
meses despues,
thereafter,
a de
submit
to each
Government a
de rendir
rendir a
cede Gobierno
Gobierno un
each Government
a cada
submit to
report setting
detail its informe
informe dando cuenta
cuenta en detalle
in detail
forth in
setting forth
report
Time for
for Ming.
n.
Time

or
for loss
claim for
such claim
Every
loss or
Every such
to the
damage
prior to
accruing prior
damage accruing
signing
of this
this Convention,
Convention, shall
Shall
signing of
Commission
be filed with the Commission
be
within one
one year
year from
from the date of
within
its first
first meeting,
any
unless in any
meeting, unless
its
case reasons
reasons for
for the
the delay, satiscase
factory
to the
majority of the
the majority
factory..to
Commissioners, shall
be estabastabshall be
Commissioners,
lished, and in any such case the
lished
the claim may
period
may
filing the
for filing
period for
bee extended
not to exceed six
extended not
additional months.
months.
additional
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a statestatework to
to date, including a
ment of
the claims
claims filed,
filed, claims
claims
ment
of the
heard and
and claims
The
heard
claims decided.
decided. The
Commission
Commission shall be bound to
decide
exany claim heard and exdecide any
amined
months after
after
amined within six months
the
the hearing
hearing of
of the
the conclusion
conclusion of
and to
to record its
its
such claim
claim and
decision.
decision.

de sus
trabajos hasta
hasta la
la fecha,
fecha,
de
sus trabajos
incluyendo
estado de las
incluyendo un estado
las
reclamaciones
presentadas, de las
reclamaciones presentadas,
las
ofdas y
y de
de las
La
oidas
las falladas.
falladas. La
Comision
obligada a
adecidir
decidir
Comisi6n estark
estara obligada
cualquier
reclamacion oida
ofda yyexaexacualquier reclamaci6n
minada
dentro de los
minada dentro
los seis meses
siguientes
la
terminaci6n de la
a la
la terminacion
siguientes a
audiencia de
dicha reclarnacion,
reclamaci6n,
audiencia
de dicha
y
hacer constar
fallo.
constar su fallo.
y aa, hacer

ARTICLE
ARTICLE VII.
VII.

ARTICULO
VII.
ARTICULO VII.

Parties
The
The High
High Contracting
Contracting Parties
agree
agree that any claim for loss
or
after the
or damage
damage accruing
accruing after
the
signing
Convention, may
signing of this Convention,
may
be
filed by
either Government
be filed
by either
Government
with the
Commission at
at any
any
with
the Commission
time
during the
the period
fixed in
in
time during
period fixed
Article VI for the duration of the
Commission;
beand it
it is agreed
agreed beCommission; and
tween ,the
that
the two Governments
Governments that
tween
should
such claim
claim or
or claims
claims
any such
should any
be
with the Commission
Commission
be filed with
termination of
of said
said
prior to
to the termination
Commission, and
and not
not be decided
decided
Commission,
as specified
Article VI,
VI, the
in Article
as
specified in
two Governments
agreewill by agreetwo
Governments will
ment
ment extend the time within
which
hear,
may hear,
the Commission
Commission may
which the
examine
and decide such claim
claim
examine and
or
claims so
so filed for such a
a period
period
or claims
as
may be
for the
the Combe required
required for
as may
mission
hear, examine
examine and
and
to hear,
mission to
decide
such claim
claim or claims.
decide such
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Filing of
of claims
claims aris
aria.
Filing
Las
Partes Contratantes ing
Las Altas Partes
jog subsequent
subsequent hereto.
convienen en
en que
cualquiera reque cualquiera
convienen
clamacion por
dafio que
por perdida
perdida oodafo
clamaci6n
origine despues
la firma
firma de
despues de la
se origine
esta
Convencion, puede
puede ser
ser preesta Convenci6n,
sentada a
Comision por cuala la
la Comisi6n
sentada
quiera
Gobiernos en cualde los Gobiernos
quiera de
Ante, p.1734.
p. 173(.
As*,
quier
tiempo durante
durante el
el periodo Extension
quier tiempo
permitted
Extension permitted
sefialado
en el
el Articulo
Articulo VI para to
sefialado en
to consider.
consider.
de la
Comisi6n; y
la. Comision;
ylos
los
la duracion
duraci6n de
dos
convienen en que
dos Gobiernos
Gobiernos convienen
Si
presentare a
a la
la Comisi6n
Comision
si se
se presentare
alguna
alguna,s de
de dichas
dichas reclareclaalguna o
o algunas
maciones antes
terminen
antes de
de que terminen
maciones
dicha Comisi6n,
las
Comision, y
y
labores de dicha
las labores
no
conformidad
no sean falladas
falladas de conformidad
con
establecido en
en el Articulo
con lo establecido
comfn
VI, los dos
VI,
dos Gobiernos de coma.
acuerdo prorrogarim
tiempo
prorrogaran el tiempo
acuerdo
dentro
la Comisi6n
Comision pueda
pueda
cual la
dentro del
del cual
oir,
y fallar
fa,llar tal
tai reclareclaoir, examinar
examinar y
premaci6n
reclamaciones asi premaci6n oo reclamaciones
sentada,s,
pueda
por el plazo
plazo que pueda
sentadas, por
ser
Comisi6n
la Commit%
para que la
ser necesario
necesario para
oigaz examine
examine y
y decida
decida tal
tal reclareclaoiga,
maci6n ooreclamaciones.
reclamaciones.
maci6n

ARTICLE VIII.
ARTICLE
VIII.

ARTICULO
ARTICULO VIII.
VIII.

The High
Contracting Parties
Parties
High Contracting
The
agree
consider the decision
decision of
agree to consider
the Commission
final and
conand conas final
the
Commission as
clusive upon
upon each
decided,
each claim
claim decided,
clusive
and
give full
full effect to
such
to such
and to
to give
decisions. They
They further
further agree
agree to
decisions.
consider the
the result
result of
of the
the proconsider
ceedings of
the Commission
Commission as
of the
ceedings
a
full, perfect
perfect and final settlea full,
every such claim
claim upon
upon
ment of every
either
Government, for loss
loss or
either Government,
damage
sustained prior
prior to the
damage sustained
of
exchange
of the
the ratifications
ratifications of
exchange of
the present
present Convention
(except
Convention (except
the
as
to claims
from revolurevoluarising from
claims arising
as to
tionary disturbances
disturbances and
referred
and referred
tionary
to
the preamble
preamble hereof).
And
hereof). And
to in
in the
they
further agree that
that every
they further
such claim,
claim, whether
filed
or not
not filed
whether or
such

convienen en
considerar como
en considerar
convienen
finales y
y concluyentes
deciconcluyentes las decifinales
siones de
de la
la Comisi6n
Comision que
recaique recaisiones
gan sobre
cada una
una deas
de las reclareclagan
sobre cada
falladas, y
maciones
y dar
dar pleno
pleno
maciones falladas,
efecto
elect° a
a tales decisiones. ConConvienen ademAs
ademas en considerar
considerar el
vienen
resultado de
las actuaciones
la
de la
actuaciones de
de las
resultado
Cornision
aiTeglo pleno,
un arreglo
como un
Comisi6n como
perfecto
y final
final de
todas y
y cada
cada
de todas
perfecto y
una
tales reclamaciones
reclamaciones en
en
de tales
una de
contra de
de los
Golos Gocualquiera de
de cualquiera
contra
biernos,
por perdida
dafno
perdida oo dello
biernos, por
sufrido antes
canje de
de ratifiratifidel canje
antes del
sufrido
caciones de
presente ConvenConvende la presente
caciones
cion (exceptuando
(exceptuando aquellas
aquellas reclareclaci6n
maciones provenientes
provenientes de
de trastortrastormaciones
nos revolucionarios
y aalas
las cuales
cuales
revolucionarios y
nos

Las
Altas Partes
Contratantes
Partes Contratantes
Las Altas

Decisions
Decisions

conclusive.

final and
and

aal

Acceptance of results.

Acceptaneofresul
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and presented
presented to
to the
notice of,
of,
the notice
and
made, preferred
preferred or
to
submitted to
or submitted
made,
such
shall from
from and
and
Commission shall
such Commission
after the
the conclusion
the proof the
conclusion of
after
ceedings
sion be
Commission
the Commi
of the
ceedings of
fully
considered
treated as
as full
and treated
considered and
settled,
barred and
and thenceforth
thenceforth
settled, barred
inadmissible,
provided the
the claim
claim
inadmissible, provided
filed
and decided.
heard and
been heard
has been
filed has

ARTICLE IX.
IX,
ARTICLE

se
mencion en
el preambulo
preambulo
en el
hace menci6n
se hace
de esta
ConvenciOn). Y
Y conesta Convenci6n).
de
vienen, ademas,
edemas, en que todas y
y
vienen,
cads una
una de
de tales
tales reclamaciones,
reclamaciones,
cada
hayan
sido o
o n6
no presentadas
presentadas o
o
hayan sido
llevadas
conocimiento, hechas,
a conocimiento,
llevadas a
propuestas o
o sometidas
sometidas a
a dicha
propuestas
y
a partir
Comision, deberan,
deberan, a
partir y
Comisi6n,
despues de
de la
la termmnaci6n
terrainacion de
de las
despus
actuaciones de
la Comisi6n,
Comision, ser
de la
actuaciones
consideradas
y tratadas
tratadas como
consideradas y
plenamente
ajustadas, excluidas
exclufdas
plenamente ajustadas,
allf en
en adelante
inadmisibles,
adelante inadmisibles,
yyde
de alli
6
siempre que
que la
is reclamaci
reclainaciOn
n presiempre
sentada
hays
sido
oida
y
y
fallada.
sentada haya sido oida fallada.
ARTICULO IX.
IX.
ARTICULO

La
cantidad total
total adjudicada
adjudicada
La cantidad
decididos, en
en todos
los casos decididos,
todos los
en
favor
ciudadanos de
de uno
los ciudadanos
de los
favor de
de los
los rases,
sera deducida
deducida de la
paises, sera
de
cantidad total
total adjudicada
adjudicada a
a los
cantidad
ciudadanos del otro pals y
yel saldo
ciudadanos
o en
sera pagado
pagado en
en Washington
Washington o
en
sera
Is Ciudad
Ciudad de
de Mexico,
Mexico, en moneda
moneda
la
de oro
oro o
osu
su equivalente,
equivalente, al
al GoGode
bierno del
del pals
favor de cuyos
pats en favor
bierno
la
ciudadanos
hays adjudicado
adjudicado is
se haya
ciudadanos se
cantidad mayor.
mayor.
cantidad
En
cualpuer caso
caso is
Comisi6n
la Comision
En cualquier
puede decidir que el Derecho
puede
ntemacional,
decidir Is
quejusticia
el Derecho
y la
la
y
la
justicia
Internacional,
prouna
eguidad
reqmeren
que
que
equidad requieren
piedad
un derecho
derecho sea restio un
piedad o
tuft10 al
al reclamante
reclamante, ademas
edemas de
tuido
la
cantidad que se
se le adjudique
la cantidad
en
cualquiera de tales casos
casos por
por
en cualquiera
o daft°
dafio sufndo
toda
sufrido
la perdida
p6rdida o
toda la
antes de
restituci6n. En cualIa restituci6n.
de is
antes
asi
caso en que la
is Comisi6n
Comision asf
quier caso
la restituci6n
lo
restitucion de la
is
lo resuelva, is
propiedad o
o del derecho
derecho sera
propiedad
hecha por el Gobierno
Gobierno afectado
afectado
hecha
•
despues de
de que tal
decision haya
hays
tal decisi6n
despues
previene
sido dictada,
dictada, segun
segdn se previene
sido
más
adelante. La Comisi6n,
ComisiOn, no
mas adelante.
obstante, fijara
fijarit al mismo tiempo
obstante,
el valor
valor de is
propiedad o
o del
la propiedad
el
derecho cuya
cuya restituci6n
restituci6n se ha
derecho
decretado y
y el Gobierno
Gobierno afectado
decretado
la cantitendra
opcion de pagar
pagar is
tendra opci6n
dad asi
de la
is resodespues de
dad
asi fijada
fijada despues
luciOn
is
luci6n, en vez de restituir la
propiedad o
o el
el derecho
redsderecho al reclapropiedad
mante.
of value inPayment
Government
steP
a
azgriatqvque
inIn
the event
En
el caso
de que
el Gobierno
Gobierno
the Government
event the
que el
In the
caso de
En el
stead of restitution.
affected should
elect to pay the afectado
afectado opte por pagar la
is cantishould elect
affected
dad fijada
is
valor de la
amount fixed as the value of the dad
fijada como valor
amount
property or
right decreed
decreed to be
be propiedad
derecho cuya restiel derecho
or right
propiedad ooel
property
tucthn sea
sea decretada,
decretada, se
se conrestored,
agreed that notice tuci6n
it is agreed
restored, it

The total
awarded in
in
amount awarded
total amount
The
decided in favor of
all the cases decided
greater amnt.
the citizens of one country
country shall
shall
be
deducted from
from the
total amount
amount
the total
be deducted
the
awarded to
to the
the citizens
citizens of the
awarded
country and the balance
other country
other
shall
be paid.
at Washington
Washington or at
paid at
shall be
coin or
Mexico in gold coin.
the City
City of Mexico,
the
its equivalent
to the
Government
the Government
equivalent to
its
of
the country
country in
favor of whose
in favor
of the
citizens
greater amount
amount may
the greater
citizens the
have been
been awarded.
awarded.
have
In
Restitution of prop
Reatitink"
Prni
).
In any case the Commission
Commission
erty oreright.
or
international
imay may decide that international
law,
and equity require
justice and
law, justice
that
right be reproperty or right
a property
that a
stored to
claimant in addition
addition
to the claimant
stored
to
awarded in any
amount awarded
the amount
to the
such
case for all loss or damage
damage
such case
restitution.
the restitution.
sustained
sustained prior to the
In any
Commission
case where the Commission
any case
In
so decides
restitution of the
the restitution
decides the
so
property or
right shall be made by
or right
property
the
Government affected after
after
the Government
such
decision
has been
as
made, as
been made,
decision has
such
beValue of property to hereinbelow provi
ded.
The
ComThe Comto hereinbelow provided.
Ve opert
mission,
however, shall
shall at the
mission, however,
same
time determine
determine the value of
same time
the property
property or
or right
right decreed
to
decreed to
the
Government
be restored
restored and the Government
be
affected
may elect to pay the
affected may
amount
decision
after the decision
amount so fixed after
is made
made rather
rather than to restore the
is
property
to the
the claimant.
claimant.
property or right to

of totaaward
total awards to be
be to
ehaing
paid counry
ecamtry baying
all
greater amount.
Ascathiinad

balance

CLAIMS
CONVENTION-MEXICO.
CLAIMS CONVENTION—MEXICO.

with the Comthereof will
will be filed
filed with
thereof
mission within
within thirty days after
mission
the
that the amount
amount
and that
decision and
the decision
property
fixed
the value
value of the property
as the
fixed as
or right
right shall
immediately.
paid immediately.
be paid
shall be
or
pay-the amount
Upon
failure so to pay
amount
Upon failure
the
or right shall be
property or
the property
restored
immediately.
restored immediately.
X.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE X.

viene en
en que
que se
se dara
dara el
el correscorresviene
pondiente aviso
aviso a
a, la
Comision
la Comisi6n
pondiente
dias siguiendentro
de los
treinta &as
los treinta
entro de
tes
la resoluci6n
resolucion 3r
quo la cantiy que
a la
tes a
como valor
dad fijada
valor de la proprofijada corao
dad
pagada
piedad o
derecho, sera pagada
o del derecho,
piedad
mmediatamente.
defecto del
mmediatamente. En defecto
pago
propiedad o
oel
inmediato, la propiedad
pago inmediato,
derecho sera
sera restitindo
mmediatarestituido mmediataaerecho
mente.
mente.
X.
ARTICULO X.
ARTICULO

Cada
Gebierno pagard
pagara su propio
Each
Government shall
its
Cada Gobierno
shall pay its
Each Government
Comisionado y
erogara sus proy erogara
own
Commissioner and
and bear
its Comisionado
bear its
own Commissioner
Los gastos
la
gastos de la
gastos. Los
pios gastos.
own
expenses. The expenses of pios
own expenses.
inclusive el
el sueldo
sueldo del
del
the
Commission including
the Comision,
omisi6n, inclusive
including the
the Commission
cubriran
tercer Comisioiaado,
Comisionado, se cubriran
Commissioner tercer
salary
of the third Commissioner
salary of
partes iguales
por los
dos
los dos
shall be
be defrayed
defrayed in
iguales por
pro- por
por partes
in equal
equal proshall
Gobiernos.
portions
Governments. Gobiernos.
portions by the two Governments.

XI.
ARTICLE XL
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EPTEMBER 8, 1923.
SEPTEMBER

Expenses.
Expenses.

Ante,
p.I023.
1023.
Ante, p.

.ARTICULO
ARTICULO XI.

Exchange
La presente
sera tions.
Exchange of
of ratificaratifiesThe
shall
Convenci6n sera
presente Convencion
Convention shall
La
present Convention
The present
ratificada por
Altas Partes
•
las Altas
por las
be ratified
ratified by the
Contract- ratificada
High Contractthe High
be
Contratantes de
acuerdo con sus
de acuerdo
ing Parties in
accordance with Contratantes
in accordance
ing
Constituciones.
respectivas Constituciones.
their respective
respective Constitutions. respectivas
their
Las
ratificaciones de
de esta
Conesta ConLas ratificaciones
Ratifications of
Convention
of this
this Convention
Ratifications
canjeadas en
en Washseran canjeadas
shall
venci6n serail
in Washington
Washington vencion
exchanged in
be exchanged
shall be
ington tan
tan pronto
pronto como sea pracas
practicable and the ington
as practicable
as soon
soon as
empezara
Convenci6n empezara
y la
la Convencion
ticable y
Convention shall
take effect
on ticable
effect on
shall take
Convention
efectos en
del
la fecha del
en la
sus efectos
a surtir
surtir sus
exchange of a
the date of the exchange
ratificaciones.
carjje de ratificaciones.
canie
ratifications.
ratifications.
Signatures.
En testimonio
de lo
cual, los Signatures.
lo cual,
testimonio de
En
In witness
witness whereof,
whereof, the reIn
firrespectivos
Plenipotenciarios respectivos
spective Plenipotentiaries
have Plenipotenciarios
Plenipotentiaries have
spective
Convenci6n yy fijaron
maron esta Convenegin
fij axon
to maron
signed and
seals to
their seals
affixed their
and affixed
signed
en
su sello.
sello.
ella su
en ella
this
Convention.
this Convention.
Hecha
por duplicado
duplicado en WashWashHecha por
Done in
duplicate at WashingWashingin duplicate
Done
ington el
dia ocho
ocho de Septiembre
Septiembre
el dia
ton
this eighth
eighth day
day of
September, ington
of September,
ton this
de
de 1923.
1923.
[sr„Ai..]
[SEAL.]
C
HARLES EVANS
EVANS HUGHES
HUGHEs
CHARLES
[SEAL.]
WARREN
C
HARLES BEECHER
ARREN [BEAL.]
BEECIER W
GCARLiES
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
PAYNE
J
OHN BARTON
BARTON PAYNE
JOHN
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
TELLEZ
MANUEL
C.TP:LLEZ
MANUEL C.
Ratifications exexAND
WHEREAS the
said Convention,
Convention, has
has been
duly ratified
ratified on
on ciatifications
been duly
the said
AND WHIEREAS
changed.
both
parts, and
ratifications of
of the two governments
governments were exthe ratifications
and the
both parts,
changed
the City
City- of
of Washington,
Washington, on
on the
March, one
the first day of March,
in the
changed in
thousand nine
and twenty-four;
twenty-four;
hundred and
nine hundred
thousand
Proclamation.
NOW,
it known
known that I, Calvin Coolidge, Proclamtion
be it
THEREFORE, be
NOW, THEREFORE,
President
the United
United States
America, have
have caused the said
of America,
States of
of the
President of
Convention
be made
made public
public to
end that
that the
and every
every
same and
the same
the end
to the
to be
Convention to
article
and clause
may be
be observed
fulfilled with good
and fulfilled
observed and
thereof, may
clause thereof,
article and
faith
the United
United States
States and
the citizens
citizens thereof.
thereof.
and the
by the
faith by
IN TESTIMONY
set my hand and
and
hereunto set
I have
have hereunto
WHEREOF, I
TESTIMONY WHEREOF,
IN
caused the
the Seal
Seal of
of the
United States to be affixed.
the United
caused
DONE
city of
of Washington,
March, in the
of March,
third day of
this third
Washington, this
the city
at the
DONE at
year of
our Lord
one thousand
thousand nine
hundred and twentynine hundred
Lord one
of our
year
[SEAL.] Tour,
of the
United States
States of
the United
Independence of
the Independence
of the
and of
fur, and
[SEAL.]
America
the one
one hundred
and forty-eighth.
forty-eighth.
hundred and
America the
C
ALVIN COOLMDGE
COOLIDGE
CALVIN
By the
President:
the President:
By
HUGHES
E. HUGHES
CHARLES E.
CHARLES
Secretary
State.
of State.
Secretary of
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16, 1923.
October 16,
1923.

OCTOBER 16,
16, 1923.
1923.
OCTOBE

Treaty between
for the
the extradition
of
extradition of
Latvia for
States and
and Latvia
United States
the United
between the
Treaty
fugitives
from justice.
at Riga,
October 16,
16, 1923;
1923; ratificaratificaRiga, October
Signed at
justice. Signed
fugtives from
tion
Senate, January
January 7,
7, 1924;
1924; ratified
ratified by
the President,
President,
by the
by the
the Senate,
advised by
tion advised
January
ratified by
8, 1924;
1924; ratifwations
ratifications
Latvia, February
February8,
by Latvia,
1924; ratiied
10, 1924;
January10,
exchanged at
1924; proclaimed
March 8,
3, 1924.
1924.
1, 192;
procaimed March
at Riga,
Riga, March
March 1,
ezchanged

BY THE
THE PREIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
STATES OF
OF AMERICA.
AhLERECA.
UNITED STATES
THE UNITED
B
A PROCLAMATION.
A
PROCLAMATION.

Exthaditn treaty

Extradition
with Intvia.
Preamble.

Contracting Powers.
contrctingPowers

Plenipotentiaries;
PlnipotBatarM.

a Treaty between
between the United States and
WHEREAS
WHEREAS a
and Latvia,
Latvia, providing
fugitives from
from justice
was concluded
concluded
justice was
of fugitives
extradition of
the extradition
for the
viding for
and signed
signed by
Plenipotentiaries at
at Riga
on the
the sixsixRiga on
by their
their respective
respective Plenipotentiaries
and
teenth day
of October,
one thousand
hundred and
and twenty-three,
twenty-three,
nine hundred
thousand nine
October, one
teenth
day of
the original
which Treaty
Treaty is
word as
as follows:
follows:
is word
word for
for word
of which
the
original of
The United States of America
America and Latvia
Latvia desiring
desiring to promote the
cause of
of justice
resolved to
to conclude
conclude a
treaty for the
the extraextraa treaty
have resolved
cause
justicetlhave
dition of
fugitives from
from justice
between the
two countries
countries and
the two
justice between
dition
of fugitives
have appointed
for that
the following
Plenipotentiaries:
following Plenipotentiaries:
that purpose
purpose the
appointed for
have
The
America: F.
F. W.
W. B.
B. Coleman,
Coleman,
The President
President of
of the
the United States
States of
of America:
and Minister
Minister Plenipotentiary
Plenipotentiary of the
Envoy Extraordinary
Extraordinary and
United States
and
States at
at Riga;
Riga; and
United
The
President of
of the
of Latvia:
Latvia: Germain Albat, MinMinthe Republic
Republic of
The President
ister
General for
Foreign Affairs;
Affairs;
for Foreign
Plenipotentiary, Secretary
Secretary General
ister Plenipotentiary,
Who, after
communicated to
other their
their respective
respective
to each
each other
Who,
after having
having communicated
full
upon
full powers, found to
to be
be in
in good and due form, have
have agreed upon
following articles:
and
concluded the following
articles:
and concluded
ARTICLE I.
ARTICLE
I.

Reciprocal
Reciprocal delivery
=
e
rrs charged
operss
charged with

It
is agreed
agreed that
that the
of the
the United
United States
and the
the
It is
the Government
Government of
States and
Government of
Latvia shall,
requisition duly made
made as herein
Government
of Latvia
shall, upon
upon requisition
provided, deliver
any person,
who may
be charged
provided,
deliver up
up to
to justice
justice any
person, who
may be
charged
with, or
or may have
been convicted
convicted of,
specified in
in
have been
of, any of the
the crimes
crimes specified
present Treaty
committed within
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction
Article II
II of the
the present
Treaty committed
within the
of one of the High Contracting
Contracting Parties, and who
who shall
shall seek
seek an
asylum or shall be found within the territories of the other; provided
that such
take place
place only
only upon
upon such
such evidence
evidence
vided that
such surrender
surrender shall
shall take
of
criminality, as
as according
according to
of the
place where
where the
of criminality,
to the
the laws
laws of
the place
the
fugitive or person
person so charged
charged shall be
fugitive
be found,
found, would
would justify
justify his
his
apprehension and commitment
commitment for trial if
if the
offense had
apprehension
the crime
crime or offense
been
been there
there committed.
committed.
ARTICLE
II.
ARTICLE II.

Extraditable crimes.

Persons
Persons shall be delivered
delivered up according
according to the provisions
provisions of the
present Treaty,
who shall
shall have
been charged
with or
present
Treaty, who
have been
charged with
or convicted
convicted of
of
any
crimes:
any of
of the
the following
following crimes:
1. Murder, comprehending
comprehending the crimes designated by the terms
1.
terms parassassination, manslaughter
ricide, assassination,
manslaughter when voluntary,
voluntary, poisoning or
infanticide.
infanticide.

Extraditable

Murder.

Murder.

eriraeri-
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Attempt to murder.
Attempttomurder.
The attempt
to commit
2.
attempt to
commit murder.
murder.
2. The
etc.
Rape, et.
carnal knowledge
abortion, carnal
knowledge of children
children under the age of Rape,
Rape, abortion,
3. Rape,
twelve
twelve years.
years.
Abduction.
detention of women or girls for immoral
immoral purposes. Abduction
4. Abduction
Abduction or detention
Bigamy.
Bigamy.
5.
5. Bigamy.
Bigamy.
rso n
Arson.
A
.
6.
6. Arson.
Arson.
Injuries
to railroads.
obstruction of
and unlawful
unlawful destruction
7. Wilful
destruction or
or obstruction
of railroads,
railroads, Injuries torailroads.
7.
Wilful and
which
life.
which endangers human life.
Crimesat sea.
Crimeaatsea.
8.
at sea:
sea:
8. Crimes
Crimes committed
committed at
Piracy.
a) Piracy, as commonly
commonly known and defined
defined by the law of Picy.
nations,
by statute;
statute;
nations, or
or by
Destroying a
avesel.
vessel.
destroying aa vessel
sinking or
or destroying
b) Wrongfully
Wrongfully sinking
vessel at
at sea
sea or
or atat- Destroying
b)
tempting to
tempting
to do
do so;
so;
Mutiny.
members of the crew Mutiny.
c)
Mutiny or conspiracy
two or
or more members
conspiracy by two
c) Mutiny
or
persons on
on board
of a
a vessel
on the high seas,
or other
other persons
board of
vessel on
for the
rebelling against
against the
of the
the
of rebelling
the authority
authority of
for
the purpose
purpose of
by fraud
fraud or
or
Captain or
Commander of
such vessel,
vessel, or by
of such
Captain
or Commander
violence taking
taking possession
of such
such vessel;
vessel;
possession of
violence
Assault
ship
boardt
oonn shipto do
intent to
the high
d) Assault
on board
board ship
upon the
high seas
seas with
with intent
do board.
ship upon
d)
Assault on
bodily
bodily harm.
9.
Burglary, defined
defined to
be the
the act
breaking into
and entering
entering the
Buarythe Burglary.
into and
act of
of breaking
to be
9. Burglary,
with intent
commit a
a felony
felony
house of another
another in
in the night time with
intent to
to commit
therein.
therein.
Feloniourdy entering
entering
Foioy
the Govern10.
The act
breaking into
entering the
offices of the
Govern- offices,
the offices
into and
and entering
10. The
act of
of breaking
etc.
ment
public authorities,
authorities, or the
banking houses,
ment and
and public
the offices
offices of
of banks, banking
trust companies,
companies, insurance
insurance and other companies,
savings
companies, or
savings banks,
banks, trust
other
with intent
commit a
afelony
felony therein.
other buildings not
not dwellings
dwellings with
intent to commit
Robbery.
11. Robbery,
Robbery, defined
defined to
to be
the act
act of
of feloniously
forcibly tak- Robbery.
feloniously and
and forcibly
be the
11.
ing
from the
another goods
goods or
or money
money by
by violence
violence or by
by
of another
ing from
the person
person of
putting
him in
fear.
putting him
in fear.
Forgery
Forgery.
12.
utterance of
forged papers.
papers.
12. Forgery
Forgery or
or the
the utterance
of forged
Frge
Forgery of publ
public
docen.
13.
falsification of the
official acts of the Govern- documents.
the official
The forgery
forgery or falsification
13. The
ment or
including Courts
Justice. or the uttering
uttering
Courts of
of Justice.
authority, including
ment
or public
public authority,
or
of any
any of
same.
of the
the same.
use of
or fraudulent
fraudulent use
Counterfeiting.
g.
money, whether
whether coin or paper,ot
paper,
of counterfeit
counterfeit money,
14. The
The fabrication
fabrication of
National,
counterfeit titles
created by National,
coupons of
of public
public debt, created
counterfeit
titles or coupons
State,
Territorial, Local
Municipal Governments,
Governments,
or Municipal
Local or
Provincial, Territorial,
State, Provincial,
credit, counterfeit seals,
of public
public credit,
bank notes
instruments of
notes or
or other
other instruments
bank
and the
stamps, dies
and marks
marks of
of State
administrations, and
State or public administrations,
dies and
stamps,
utterance,
circulation or
or fraudulent
above mentioned
mentioned
use of
of the above
fraudulent use
utterance, circulation
objects.
objects.
Embezzling
public
pulic
15. Embezzlement
criminal malversation
malversation committed
within the
the funds.
committed within
or criminal
15.
Embezzlement or
funds.
or
deposijurisdiction
of
one
or
the
other
party
public
officers
deposipublic
officers
party
by
jurisdiction of one or the other
taries, where
where the
two hundred
dollars or
hundred dollars
exceeds two
the amount
amount embezzled
embezzled exceeds
taries,
Latvian equivalent.
equivalent.
Latvian
Embezzlement
by
16. Embezzlement
by any
person or
salaried or
or employees.
Embelsement by
persons hired,
hired, salaried
any person
or persons
16.
Embezzlement by
employed,
to
the
detriment
of
their
employers
or
principals,
when
when
or
principals,
employers
of
their
the
detriment
to
employed,
the crime
crime or
offense is
by imprisonment
imprisonment or other corporal
corporal
is punishable
punishable by
or offense
the
punishment by
by the
the laws
of both
countries and
and where
where the
the amount
amount
both countries,
laws of
punishment
embezzled
exceeds two
hundred dollars
equivalent.
Latvian equivalent.
dollars or
or Latvian
two hundred
embezzled exceeds
17.
Kidnapping of
defined to
be the
the abduction
abduction Kidnaping.
Kdapin.
to be
adults, defined
minors or
or adults,
of minors
17. Kidnapping
or detention
of a
person or
persons, in
in order
to exact
money from
from
exact money
order to
or persons,
a person
detention of
or
them, their
families or
or any
other person
or for
for any
any other
or persons.
Dersons. or
person or
any other
their families
them,
unlawful
end.
unlawful end.
B
are
18. Larceny,
Larceny, defined
the theft
of effects,
effects, personal
personal property,
property, Larceny.
y.
IY
be the
theft of
to be
defined to
18.
or
money,
of
the
value
of
twenty-five
dollars
or
more,
or
Latvian
or
Latvian
or
more,
dollars
of
twenty-five
or money, of the value
equivalent.
equivalent.
Obtaining money by
money by
19. Obtaining
valuable securities
other property
property by
by fObteimng
or other
securities or
money, valuable
Obtaining money,
19.
false pretenses.
false pretenses
or receiving
valuable securities
securities or
or other
other
pts
money, valuable
any money,
receiving any
false
pretenses or
property knowing
have been
unlawfully obtained,
obtained, where
where
been unlawfully
to have
the same
same to
knowing the
property
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Perjury.
Perury.
Breach of
trust.
oftrust.

Slave
slave trading.
Deserting children.
Desertingchildren.
Accessories.
Accessories.
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the
or the
the value
of the
the property
property so
obtained or
or
so obtained
value of
of money
money or
the amount
amount of
received
exceeds two
two hundred
hundred dollars
dollars or
or Latvian
Latvian equivalent.
equivalent.
received exceeds
20. Perjury
Perjury or subornation
subornation of perjury.
perjury.
21. Fraud
Fraud or
or breach
of trust
by a
bailee, banker,
agent, factor,
factor,
banker, agent,
a bailee,
trust by
breach of
21.
trustee,
director or
officer of
of any
any
or officer
guardian, director
administrator, guardian,
executor, administrator,
trustee, executor,
company
or corporation,
corporation, or
or by
any one
one in
any fiduciary
fiduciary position,
position,
in any
by any
company or
where
amount of
the value
value of
of the
the property
property misappromisapproor the
money or
of money
the amount
where the
priated
two hundred
dollars or
Latvian equivalent.
equivalent.
or Latvian
hundred dollars
exceeds two
priated exceeds
for the
22.
Crimes and
of both
countries for
the
laws of
both countries
against the
the laws
and offenses
offenses against
22. Crimes
suppression of
of slavery
slavery and
and slave
trading.
slave trading.
suppression
children.
of minor
desertion of
23.
minor or
or dependent
dependent children.
Wilful desertion
23. Wilful
24. Extradition
Extradition shall
shall also
also take
place for
for participation
participation in
in any
of
any of
take place
24.
the crimes
mentioned as
as an
accessory before
or after
the fact;
fact;
after the
before or
an accessory
before mentioned
crimes before
the
provided such
be punishable
imprisonment by the
by imprisonment
punishable by
participation be
such participation
provided
laws of
of both
the High
Contracting Parties.
Parties.
High Contracting
both the
laws
ARTICLE
III.
ARTICLE III.

No
sur
poNo surrender
for political
offrender
enses. for
litical offene

The provisions
Treaty shall not import
import a
a claim of
of the
the present Treaty
provisions of
The
extradition
any crime
nor for
for
crime or offense of aapolitical character, nor
extradition for any
acts
connected with
such crimes
or offenses;
offenses; and
and no person
person surcrimes or
with such
acts connected
rendered
to either
either of
Contracting Parties in virtue
of the High Contracting
by or
or to
rendered by
of
shall he
tried or
punished for aa political crime or
or punished
be tried
of this
this Treaty
Treaty shall
Attempts,
Attempts, etc.
etc.,,offense.
When the
the offense
charged comprises
comprises the
the act
act either
either of
offense charged
offense. When
of State,
State,
Head of
against
against Head
not
crime,
murder or
or assassination
or of
of poisoning,
poisoning, either
consummated or
or
a political
poitical crime.
not a
either consummated
assassination or
murder
attempted,
the fact
the offense
was committed
committed or attempted
attempted
offense was
fact that
that the
attempted, the
against the
life of
the Sovereign
or
a foreign
foreign State or
Head of
of a
Sovereign or Head
the life
of the
against
against the
the life
life of
of his
his family, shall
shall not be
deemed
be deemed
of any
any member
member of
against
sufficient to
to sustain
that such
such crime
crime or offense
offense was of
political
of a
a political
sustain that
sufficient
character;
act connected
with crimes
crimes or
or offenses
offenses of
of aa
connected with
character; or
or was
was an
an act
political
character.
political character.
ARTICLE
IV.
ARTICLE IV.
Trial only for
for offense
offen
for which surrendered.

other than
tried for
be tried
for any
any crime
crime or
or offense
offense other
than that
that
No person
person shall
shall be
for
surrendered.
he was
was surrendered.
for which
which he
ARTICLE
ARTICLE V.
V.

Time
Time limitation
limitation for
for
surrender.
surrender.

criminal shall not be surrendered
surrendered under the provisions
A fugitive criminal
provisions
lawful cause, according
according to
to
hereof, when, from lapse of time
time or other lawful
the laws
laws of
the place
place within
within the
jurisdiction of which the
the fugitive
of the
the jurisdiction
the
may be
be found,
found, the
criminal is
is exempt
exempt from prosecution
prosecution or punishthe criminal
may
ment for the
offense for
surrender is
is asked.
the offense
for which
which the surrender
ment
ARTICLE VI.
ARTICLE

Persons under
under proseprosePersons
cution
in
country
in
country
cution
where
where found.
found.

If
surrender may
may be
be claimed
claimed pursuant
pursuant
If aa fugitive
fugitive criminal
criminal whose
whose surrender
to
stipulations hereof,
hereof, be
be actually
actually under
prosecution, out on bail
under prosecution,
bail
to the
the stipulations
country where
or
offense committed
committed in the country
or in custody,
custody, for
for aacrime
crime or
or offense
asylum, or
convicted thereof, his extraextrahe has
has sought
sought asylum,
or shall have been
been convicted
dition may
may be
be deferred
deferred until
until such
proceedings be
be determined,
and
dition
such proceedings
determined, and
until
he shall
shall have
course of law.
until he
have been set at liberty in due course
ARTICLE VII.
ARTICLE

Fugitive claimed by
Fug
itive claimed by
other
c.nintries.
countries.
other

If a
a fugitive
fugitive crimnal
criminal claimed
claimed by
by one
one of
of the
the parties
parties hereto,
hereto, shall
If
shall
be
claimed by one
one or more
more powers
pursuant to treaty
treaty proviprovibe also
also claimed
powers pursuant
sions,
crimes committed
committed within
within their
their jurisdiction,
jurisdiction, such
on account
account of
of crimes
sions, on
criminal
criminal shall
shall be delivered
delivered to that State whose
whose demand
demand is first
first
received.
received.
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ARTICLE VIII.
VIII.
ARTICLE

ConUnder
of this
this Treaty,
neither of
the High
High Conof the
Treaty, neither
stipulations of
the stipulations
Under the
tracting
shall be
bound to
deliver up its own citizens.
to deliver
be bound
Parties shall
tracting Parties
ARTICLE
ARTICLE

of ts

deivery of its
No delivery
own citizens.

IX.
IX.

transportation
The expense
of arrest,
detention, examination
examination and transportation
arrest, detention,
expense of
The
preferred
of the
the accused
accused shall
shall be
be paid
paid by
by the
Government which has preferred
the Government
of
the
for extradition.
extradition.
demand for
the demand

Expenses.
Expenses.

ARTICLE
X.
ARTICLE X.
Everything
found in
possession of the fugitive criminal at the
in the
the possession
Everything found
time
of his
arrest, whether
whether being
proceeds of the crime or offense,
the proceeds
being the
his arrest,
time of
or
which may
material as
as evidence
making proof of the crime,
in making
evidence in
be material
may be
or which
shall
as practicable,
practicable, according
according to the
of either of the
the laws of
far as
so far
shall so
High Contracting
Contracting Parties,
Parties, be
be delivered
person at the
with his person
up with
delivered up
High
time of
surrender. Nevertheless,
third party
party with
a third
of a
rights of
the rights
Nevertheless, the
of surrender.
time
regard
to the
the articles
to, shall
shall be
respected.
be duly respected.
referred to,
articles referred
regard to
ARTICLE XI.
XI.
ARTICLE

,seZed

e

personc
sdie
>erw
ei
r
& perso
arta
n.. cles

•

Teritory affected.
The
the present
shall be
be applicable
applicable to
to all
all Territory
affected.
Treaty shall
present Treaty
of the
stipulations of
The stipulations
territory
wherever situated,
belonging to either of the High Consituated, belonging
territory wherever
either
the occupancy
occupancy and under
tracting
under the control of either
or in the
Parties or
tracting Parties
of them,
occupancy or control.
during such occupancy
of
them, during
shall be
Requisitions for
for the
the surrender
justice shall
be Requiitions.
Requisitions.
from justice
fugitives from
of fugitives
surrender of
Requisitions
Contracting
diplomatic agents of the High Contracting
made
by the
the respective
respective diplomatic
made by
of such agents from the counParties.
of the
the absence of
event of
In the
the event
Parties. In
try
its seat
Government, or where
extradition is sought from
where extradition
of Government,
seat of
or its
try or
territory
included in
paragraphs, other than Latvia
preceding paragraphs,
the preceding
in the
territory included
consular
or
States, requisitions
requisitions may be made by superior consular
United States,
the United
or the
Procedure.
officers.
It shall be competent
competent for such diplomatic or superior
superior conofficers. It
warrant
sular
officers
to
ask
and
obtain
a
mandate
or
preliminary
warrant
of
sular officers to ask and obtain a mandate or preliminary
arrest for
for the
the person
person whose
whose surrender
whereupon the
surrender is sought, whereupon
arrest
judges and.
magistrates of
of the
respectively
two Governments shall respectively
the two
and magistrates
judges
have
and authority,
authority, upon
upon complaint
complaint made
made under oath, to
to
power and
have power
issue aa warrant
the apprehension
of the
charged, in
the person charged,
apprehension of
for the
warrant for
issue
order that
he or
she may
brought before such judge or magisbe brought
may be
or she
that he
order
considered
trate, that
that the
the evidence
evidence of
criminality may
may be
be heard
heard and considered
of criminality
trate,
and if,
if, on
on such
the evidence
evidence be
deemed sufficient
sufficient to sustain
be deemed
hearing, the
such hearing,
and
examining judge or magisthe charge,
of the examining
duty of
the duty
be the
shall be
it shall
charge, it
the
a warrant
trate
to certify
it to
executive authority,
warrant
that a
authority, that
proper executive
the proper
to the
certify it
trate to
the fugitive.
may
issue for
for the
the surrender
surrender of
of the
may issue
Urgentcases.
detention may
and detention
In case
of urgency,
urgency, the
application for
maycases.
Urgent
arrest and
for arrest
the application
case of
In
be
magistrate in conformity to
to
competent magistrate
the competent
to the
directly to
addressed directly
be addressed
the
in force.orm
force.
the statutes
statutes in
tc.,° not
i,e
requiesi
within req
The person
person provisionally
arrested shall
shall be
Ru
e
.a.tion. j
ftc!
not
unless, within
released, unless
be released,
provisionally arrested
The
two
months from
from the
the date
of arrest
arrest in
from the
date of
tw° months.
months.
intwo
made in
of made
the date
or from
Latvia, or
in Latvia,
date of
two months
commitment
United States,
the formal
formal requisition
requisition for
for sursurStates, the
the United
in the
commitment in
render with
with the
documentary proofs
proofs hereinafter
prescribed be made
hereinafter prescribed
the documentary
render
as aforesaid
the diplomatic
agent of
the demanding
demanding Government
Government
of the
diplomatic agent
by the
aforesaid by
as
or, in
in his
his absence,
absence, by
by a
officer thereof.
thereof.
a consular
consular officer
or,
i
n
Documents
cose
required
of fugitive
eonrquird
convicted of the crime inDoc",met
have been
If
the fugitive
fugitive criminal
shall have
been convicted
criminal shall
If the
vict.
sentence of the court vier.
for
his surrender
surrender is
asked, aacopy of the sentence
is asked,
which his
for which
before
such conviction
took place,
place, duly
duly authenticated,
authenticated, shall
conviction took
which such
before which
be produced.
the fugitive
is merely
merely charged
charged with
with crime,
crime,
fugitive is
however, the
If, however,
produced. If,
be
a
authenticated copy
copy of
the warrant
warrant of
arrest in
country
the country
in the
of arrest
of the
a duly
duly authenticated
where
was committed,
and of
of the
depositions upon
upon which
the depositions
committed, and
crime was
the crime
where the
such warrant
may have
issued, shall
shall be
with such
such
produced, with
be produced,
been issued,
have been
warrant may
such
other
evidence
or
proof
as
may
be
deemed
competent
in
the
case.
case.
in
the
competent
deemed
be
other evidence or proof as may
2
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ARTICLE
XII
ARTICLE XII.

Legia astnc.

Legal assistance.

Compensation.
Compensation.

Contracting
High Contracting
In
every case
case of
request made
by either
either of the
the High
made by
of aarequest
In every
Parties for
for the
arrest, detention
or extradition
fugitive criminals,
criminals,
of fugitive
extradition of
detention or
the arrest,
Parties
the appropriate
officers of
of the
country where
where the
the proceedings
proceedings of
of
the country
legal officers
appropriate legal
the
extraditiois are
the officers
the Government
Government dedeof the
officers of
assist the
shall assist
had, shall
are had,
extradition
manding the
the extradition
extradition before
respective judges
judges and
and magistrates,
magistrates,
the respective
before the
manding
by
legal means
their power;
and no
no claim
whatever for
for
claim whatever
power; and
within their
means within
every legal
by every
compensation
any of
of the
the services
services so
rendered shall
made
be made
shall be
so rendered
for any
compensation for
against the
Government demanding
demanding the
provided, howextradition; provided,
the extradition;
the Government
against
ever,
officer or
Government so
surrendering Government
the surrendering
of the
officers of
or officers
any officer
that any
ever, that
giving
who shall,
shall, in
in the
the usual
usual course
of their
their duty,
receive
duty, receive
course of
assistance, who
giving assistance,
no salary
salary or
or compensation
compensation other
than specific
services perfees for services
specific fees
other than
no
formed, shall
entitled to
from the
the Government
demanding
Government demanding
receive from
to receive
be entitled
shall be
formed,
performed
the
fees for
the acts
or services performed
acts or
for the
customary fees
the customary
extradition the
the extradition
by them,
the same
amount as
thought such
as thought
same amount
to the
the same
and to
manner and
same manner
in the
them, in
by
proceedings
acts or
had been
been performed
in ordinary
ordinary criminal
criminal proceedings
performed in
services had
or services
acts
under the
the laws
of the
country of
of which
which they
officers.
are officers.
they are
the country
laws of
under
ARTICLE XIII.
XIII.
ARTICLE

Exchange
Exchange
dons.

ratif- of ratifica

of

t.

The
shall be ratified
Contracting
ratified by the High Contracting
Treaty shall-be
present Treaty
The present
constitutional methods
Parties m
accordance with
with their respective
respective constitutional
in accordance
Parties
and shall
shall take
date of
the exchange
exchange of ratifications
ratifications which
of the
on the
the date
effect on
take effect
and
shall take
at Riga
Riga as soon as possible.
place at
take place
shall
ARTICLE
XIV.
ARTICLE XIV.

Duration,
etc.
Dationet.

Signatures.

signatms.

ex.
Ratifications exRatifications

changed.
changed.

Proclamation

pro

io

a period of ten years,
The present Treaty shall remain in force for a
and
of the
Parties shall have given
Contracting Parties
High Contracting
the High
neither of
case neither
in case
and in
expiration of that period of its intention
notice
intention
the expiration
before the
year before
one year
notice one
to
terminate the
shall continue in force until the expiraTreaty, it shall
the Treaty,
to terminate
such notice of termination
tion of
of one
from the
termination
on which such
the date on
year from
one year
tion
shall be
be given
given by
either of
the High Contracting
Contracting Parties.
of the
by either
shall
In witness
witness whereof
above-named Plenipotentiaries
Plenipotentiaries have signed
signed
the above-named
whereof the
In
the
present Treaty
and have
hereunto affixed their seals.
have hereunto
Treaty and
the present
October, nineteen
Done
in duplicate
duplicate at
at Riga
Riga this
this sixteenth
nineteen
of October,
sixteenth day of
Done in
hundred
twenty-three.
and twenty-three.
hundred and
[six..]
F.W.
W .B.
B.COLEMAN
COLEMAN
[EAL.] F.
[SEAL.
G. ALBAT.
ALBAT.
[SEAL.] G.
AND
WHEREAS the said Treaty has been duly ratified on both
AND WHEREAS
parts, and
and the
the ratifications
ratifications of
the two
exchanged
were exchanged
governments were
two governments
of the
parts,
in
the city
of Riga,
the first
day of
thousand nine
of March,
March, one thousand
first day
on the
Riga, on
city of
in the
hundred and
twenty-four;
and twenty-four;
hundred
NOW, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, be it
it known
I, Calvin Coolidge, Presiknown that I,
NOW,
dent
of the
United States
of America,
caused the said Treaty
have caused
America, have
States of
the United
dent of
to
end that
the same
same and
and every article and
that the
the end
to the
public, to
be made
made public,
to be
clause
fulfilled with good faith by the
may be observed and fulfilled
thereof, may
clause thereof,
United
States and
thereof.
citizens thereof.
and the
the citizens
United States
IN
have hereunto
hereunto set
set my
and
my hand
hand and
WHEREOF, IIhave
TESTIMONY WHEREOF,
IN TESTIMONY

caused the Seal of the United States to be affixed.

DONE
at the
the city
city of
of Washington,
third day of March,
March, in the
this third
Washington, this
DONE at
year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and twenty[SEA].] four,
Independence of the United States of
of the Independence
four, and of
[SEAL.]
America
the one
and forty-eighth.
forty-eighth.
hundred and
one hundred
America the
CALVIN
CoonmEos
CALVw COOLIDGE
By
President:
By the President:
C
RAM' XIS E. HUGHES
HUGHEs
CHAILES
Secretary of
of State.
State.
Secretary

ARBITRATION
AGREEMENT-FRANCE.
ARBITRATION AGREEMENT—FRANCE.

J
ULY 19, 1923.
JULY

Agreement between
and France,
extending further extending
France,further
States and
United States
the United
between the
Agreement
at WashSigned at
1908. Signed
the
of the
the Convention
Convention of
of February
10, 1908.
February10,
durationof
the duration
ington,
July 19,
1923; ratification
ratification advised
by the
December 18,
the Senate, December
advised by
19, 1923;
ington, July
1923;
by France,
rati ed by the President,
President,
1924; ratified
2, 1924;
February 2,
France, February
ratified by
1923; ratified
3,
March 8,
February 28,
28, 1924:
exchanged at
Washington, March
at Washington,
Ratificationsexchanged
1924: Ratifications
February
1924.
1924;
proclaimed, March
4, 1924.
March 4,
1924; proclaimed,
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9 1923.
J l y 19,
July
1 ,1923.

AMERICA.
BY THE
or THE
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF AMERICA.
THE UNTED
PRESIDENT OF
TH PRESIDENT
BY

A PROC
LAMATION.
PROCLAMATION.
A

nsh
Fer anore'
Whereas an
an Agreement
Agreement between
the United
m
America and m*rtb
of America
States of
United States
between the
Whereas
five years the Preambl
the
French Republic
another period
Pr,eam
of five
period of
for another
extending for
Republic extending
the French
Arbitration Convention
concluded between
between the two Governments on \r'" 13. 1925.
Convention concluded
Arbitration
February 10,
concluded and
respective Pleniby their respective
signed by
and signed
was concluded
1908, was
10, 1908,
February
July,.,one thoupotentiaries at
at Washington
Washington on
on the
nineteenth day.of July
thouthe nineteenth
potentiaries
sand
.Agreement,
and twenty-three, the original of which Agreement,
hundred and
nine hundred
sand nine
being
in the
and French
French languages
word for word as follows:
is word
languages is
English and
the English
being in
The Government
Government of
the United
United
of the
The
States of
Governthe Governand the
America and
of America
States
ment
the French
French Republic,
of the
ment of
desiring to
to extend
extend for
another
for another
desiring
five years
the period during
years the
five
which the
the arbitration
arbitration convention
convention
which
concluded between
on Febbetween them on
concluded
ruary 10,
10, 1908,
and extended
by
extended by
1908, and
ruary
the
agreements concluded
concluded bethe agreements
tween
the two
Governments on
two Governments
tween the
February 13,
13, 1913, and February
February
force,
27,
remain in force,
shall remain
1918, shall
27, 1918,

respectively authorized
authorized the
have respectively

undersigned,
undersigned, to wit: Charles
Evans
Hughes, Secretary
Secretary of State
State
Evans Hughes,
of the
the United
J. J.
United States, and J.
of
Jusserand,
Ambassador of the
Jusserand, Ambassador
French Republic
Republic to
the United
to the
French
States, to
conclude the
following
the following
to conclude
States,
agreement:
agreement:
ARTICLE I.
ARTICLE
The Convention
Convention of Arbitration
The
of February
10, 1908,
1908, between
between
February 10,
of
the Government
Government of the United
the
States of
America and
and the
Governthe Governof America
States
ment of
Republic, the
French Republic,
the French
of the
ment
III
duration of
Article III
which by Article
of which
duration
thereof was
was fixed
fixed at
period of
at aa period
thereof
of ratififive years
years from
the date
date of
from the
five
cation,
period, by
by the
which period,
cation, which

Gouvernement des EtatsLe Gouvernement

Powers.
Contracting Powers.
Contracting

Unis d'Amerique
Gouvemele Gouverneet le
d'Am6rique et
Unis
francaise,
ment
R6publique franpaise,
la Republique
de in
ment de
nouveau
desireux de
de prolonger
de nouveau
prolonger de
d6sireux
pour cinq
a,ns la
la periode
durant
periode durant
cinq ans
pour
Vol. 35,
35, p.
p. 1925.
1925.
laquelle
in convention
convention d'arbi- Vol.
laquelle la
10
le
eux
trage
conclue entre
trage conclue
fevrier 1908
et prolongee
prolongee par
1908 et
f6vrier
Vol. 38 p. 1643; Vol.
arrangement conclu
p
°N25
1). 1643;
conclu entre les 40,v
arrangement
1617..
p.
deux
les 13
fé13 feGouvernements les
deux Gouvernements
vrier 1913
1913 et
fevrier 1918, doit
doit
27 f6vrier
et 27
vrier
demeurer en
en vigueur,
vigueur, ont autoris6
autorise
demeurer
respectivement les
les soussignes, Plenipotentiaries.
Plenipotentiaries.
respectivement
savoir Charles
Charles Evans
Evans Hughes,
Hughes,
savoir
Secretaire
des Etats-Unis,
d'Etat des
Secretaire d'Etat
et
J. J.
J. Jusserand,
Ambassadeur
Jusserand, Ambassadeur
et J.
de
la Republique
francaise aux
Republique francaise
de la
Etats-Urus,
conclure l'arrangeEtats-Ums, aaconclure
ment ci-apres:
ci-apres:
ment
ARTICLE I.
ARTICLE
19
of
Convention
La
d'arbitrage du extended
cojnention
of years
19°8
Convention d'arbitrage
La Convention
ed for
for five
five
yesars
10
fevrier
1908
entre
le
Goumore.
Goule
entre
1908
10 f6vrier
vemement des Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis d'Avernement
Gouvernement de
merique et
et le Gouvemement
m6rique
la
francaise, dont la
R6publique francaise,
la Republique
Vol. 35,
35, p.. 1926.
192.
article Vol.
de son
duree, aux
aux termes
son article
termes de
duree,
avait
ete
fixee
a
cinq
annees
annees
cinq
a
HI, avait ete fixee
de la
ratification,
de ratification,
date de
la date
partir de
a partir
period° qui,
l'arrangement
qui, par l'arrangement
p6riode
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ARBITRATION
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Vol. 38,
1643.
vol.
p. 163.
38, p.

Vol. 40, p. 1617.

ol.0,
p. 7

13 fevrier
fevrier 1913
1913 entre
deux
les deux
entre les
du 13
agreement of
February 13,
agreement
of February
13, 1913,
1913, du
Gouvernements, fut
prolong6e de
de
fut prolongee
between the
the two
Governments Gouvernements,
two Governments
between
partir du
du 27
27 du
meme
du meme
annees aapartir
was extended
extended for
five years
years from
from 55annees
was
for five
mois et
ete de
de nouveau
pronouveau proet aa 6t6
February 27,1913,
27, 1913, and
was further mois
andwasfurther
February
long& par
par l'arrangement
l'arrangement du
27
du 27
extended
by the
of long6e
the agreement
agreement of
extended by
fevrier 1918
entre les
lea deux
Goudeux Gou1918 entre
February
1918, between
between the
the fevrier
February 27,
27, 1918,
une periode
de
periode de
vernements pour
pour une
two
for a
aperiod
period of
of vernements
two Governments,
Governments, for
annee,s h
du 27
27 fevrier
fevrier
a partir
partir du
five years
27, 1918, cinq
cinq annees
five
years from
from February
February 27,1918,
1918, est,
lea presentes,
presentes, rereest, par
par les
is hereby
hereby extended
extended and
and concon- 1918,
is
et maintenue
vimaintenue en vinouvelee et
tinued
force for
for the
the further
further nouvelee
tinued in
in force
period°
nouvelle periode
pour une
une nouvelle
gueur pour
period of
five years
Febru- gueur
years from
from Februperiod
of five
de
annees a
à partir
partir du
27
du 27
de cinq
cinq annees
ary 27,
1923.
ary
27, 1923.
fevrier
fevrier 1923.
1923.
ARTICLE
IL
ARTICLE II.

Exchange
of ratificaratificaExchange of
tions.
tions.

Signatures.
Signatures.

Ratifications exx

Ratications
el
chan
g
ed.
rocla.
Proclamation.
camati.

JULY
JULY 19,
19, 1923.
1923.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE II.
II.

Le present
sera
The present
present agreement
be
Le
present arrangement
arrangement sera
agreement shall
shall be
The
ratifie par
par le
des EtatsEtatsratified
le President
President des
of the
the ratifie
ratified by
by the
the President
President of
Unis d'Amerique
l'avis et
United States
States of
d'Am6rique sur
sur l'avis
et
by and
and Unis
of America,
America, by
United
with
the advice
and consent
of avec
du Senat
with the
advice and
consent of
Senat
avec le
le consentement
consentement du
des Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis et
et par
par le
le President
the Senate
Senate thereof,
by the
President
the des
thereof, and
and by
the
de la
la Republique
President of
frangaise conconof the
the French
French Republic,
Republic, de
R6publique francaise
President
in accordance
accordance with
Constitu- formement
formement aux
aux lois
constitulois constituin
with the
the Constitutional
laws of
France, and
it shall
de la
and it
shall tionnelles
et il
il
tional laws
of France,
tionnelles de
la France
France et
become
effective upon
upon the
the date
date deviendra
deviendra defmitif
des l'echange
become effective
d6finitif des
l'echange
auquel il
sera
of the
the exchange
exchange of
of ratifications,
ratifications, des
des ratifications
ratifications auquel
il sera
which
shall take
take place
at Washwhich shall
place at
Wash-, precede.
proc6de 4 Washington
Washington aussittit
aussit6t
ington
as soon
as possible.
que faire
fairs se
se pourra.
pourra.
ington as
soon as
possible.
que
Done
Fait double
anDone in duplicate
duplicate in the EngFait
double en
en .langues
langues anlish
languages, at glaise
franeaise a Washington
lish and French languages,
glaise et
et francaise
Washington
Washington
19th day
day of
of le
Washington, this
this 19th
Jo 19
neuf cent
19 juillet
juillet mil
mil neuf
cent vingtvingtJuly, one
one thousand
thousand nine
nine hundred
July,
hundred trois.
and
and twenty-three.
twenty-three.
CHARLES
C
HARLES EvANS
EVANS HUGHES
HuHErs [SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
J
IISSERAND
JUSSERAND
[SEAL.]
[sm.]

And
whereas the
the said
Agreement has
been duly
duly ratified
ratified on
both
And whereas
said Agreement
has been
on both

parts, and
and the
the ratifications
ratifications of
of the
Governments were
exchanged
parts,
the two
two Governments
were exchanged
in the City of Washington,
Washington, on the third day of
of March, one thousand
thousand
nine
hundred and
twenty-four;
nine hundred
and twenty-four;
NOW,
NOW, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, be it
it known
known that I,
Coolidge, PresiPresiI, Calvin Coolidge,
dent of the United
America, have caused
caused the
the said
said Agreement
Agreement
United States
States of America,
to be made public, to the end that the same and every article and
may be
be observed
and fulfilled
with good
good faith
faith by
by the
clause thereof
thereof may
observed and
fulfilled with
the
United States
States and the
the citizens thereof,
thereof.
IN TESTIMONY
TESTIMONY WHEREOF,
I have
WHEREOF, I
have hereunto set my hand
and caused the Seal of the United States to be affixed.
Done at the City of Washington,
Washington, this fourth
fourth day of March, in the
year
of our
our Lord
thousand nine
hundred and
and twentytwentyyear of
Lord one
one thousand
nine hundred
[SEAL.]
four, and of the Independence
[
SEAL.] ?our,
Independence of the United States of
America
America the one hundred and forty-eighth.
C
ALVIN C
OOLIDGE
CALVIN
COOLIDGE
By the President:
President:
CHARLES
E. HUGHES
HUGHES
C
HARLES E.
Secretary
Secretary of
of State.
State.

ARBITRATION
AGREEMENT-FRANCE.
ARBITRATION AGREEMENT-FRANCE.

1745
1745

JuLY
JuLY 19, 1923.

[
EXCHANGE OF
NOTES.]
OF NOTES.]
[EXCHANGE

Exchange of
of notes.
notes.
Exchange

[The
Secretary of
of State
State to
the French
Ambassador.]
French Ambassador.]
to the
[The Secretary
DEPARTMENT OF
OF STATE,
STATE,
DEPARTMENT
Washington,
July 19,
192S.
19, 1923.
Washington, July
Excellency:
Excellency:
From
for the renewal
In
connection with
the signing
signing today
today of
of an
an agreement
agreement for
renewal of the staF
am
with the
In connection
France, tate.
Convention of
of Arbitration
Arbitration concluded
the United
and France,
States and
United States
between the
concluded between
Convention
in pursuance
honor, in
the honor,
February 10,
1908, and
from time
to time,
have the
time, IIhave
time to
renewed from
and renewed
10, 1908,
February
I shall
of our
our informal
to state
state the
understanding which I
shall
following understanding
the following
conversations, to
informal conversations,
of
be
to have
have you
you confirm
confirm on
behalf of
your Government.
of your
on behalf
glad to
be glad
On
24 last
last the
the Senate
Senate that it
it consent under
under
to the
proposed to
President proposed
the President
February 24
On February
certain stated
stated conditions
conditions to
the adhesion
by the
the United
of
United States to the Protocol of
adhesion by
to the
certain
December
16, 1920,
1920, under
under which
which the
the Permanent
International Justice
of International
Court of
Permanent Court
December 16,
in its regular
has been
been created
created at
The Hague.
Senate does
does not convene in
regular
the Senate
As the
Hague. As
at The
has
session
action upon
proposal will
will necessarily
necessarily be delayed.
this proposal
upon this
next, action
December next,
until December
session until
In the
the event
event that
gives its
assent to
understand that
that
proposal, IIunderstand
the proposal,
to the
its assent
Senate gives
the Senate
that the
In
to considering
the
French Republic
will not
not be
be averse
considering aamodifiaverse to
Republic will
the French
of the
Government of
the Government
are renewing,
cation of
of the
Convention of
Arbitration which
we are
renewing, or the making of
of
which we
of Arbitration
the Convention
cation
separate agreement
agreement under
under which
the disputes
in the Convention
mentioned in
disputes mentioned
which the
aa separate
could be
be referred
the Permanent
Court of
of International
International Justice.
Justice.
Permanent Court
to the
referred to
could
highest consideration.
Accept, Excellency,
assurance of
consideration.
my highest
of my
renewed assurance
the renewed
Excellency, the
Accept,
CHARLES
E. HUGHES
HUGHES
CHARLES E.

Secretary

of
Secretary of

His
Excellency
His Excellency
Mr. J
USSERAND
JUSSERAND
J..J
J..J
Mr.
Ambassador
,
rance.
France.
of F
Ambassador of

Secretary of State.]
the Secretary
[The French
French Ambassador
State.]
Ambassador to the
[The
[Translation.]
[Translation.l

REPUBLIC
EMBASSY OF
THE FRENCH
FRENCH REPUBLIC
OF THE
EMBASSY
TO THE
TATES,
STATES,
UNITED S
THE UNITED
TO
1923.
July 19, 1923.
Mr. Secretary
State:
Washington, July
Washington,
of State:
Secretary of
Mr.
From
French AmFrom French
bassador.
day, to suggest in bassador.
Your Excellency
was pleased,
by your
your note
note dated
dated this
this day,
pleased, by
Excellency was
Your
and
France
connection
with the
of the
the Arbitration
Arbitration Convention
Convention signed by France
renewal of
the renewal
connection with
the
the United
United States
States on
February 10,
and periodically
periodically renewed
renewed since, that the
1908, and
10, 1908,
on February
the
specified as follows in
agreement
of the
the two
two governments
governments on
on the
point specified
in your said
the point
agreement of
note be
be placed
placed on
on record.
record.
note
Your Excellency's
Excellency's communication
communication reads as follows:
Your
it consent
"
On February
last the
President proposed
proposed to the Senate that it
the President
24 last
February 24
"On
under
certain
stated
conditions to
adhesion by
by the
the United
United States to the
the adhesion
to the
under certain stated conditions
Protocol
of December
1920, under
under which
which the
Permanent Court of Interthe Permanent
16, 1920,
December 16,
Protocol of
national Justice
Justice has
As the
Senate does not
the Senate
Hague. As
The Hague.
at The
created at
been created
has been
national
upon this proposal
convene
in its
its regular
session until
until December
action upon
next, action
December next,
regular session
convene in
to
gives its assent to
will
be delayed.
delayed. In
the event
that the
Senate gives
the Senate
event that
In the
necessarily be
will necessarily
the
that the
the Government
Republic will
Government of the French Republic
understand that
proposal, IIunderstand
the proposal,
Arbitration
not
of the
the Convention
Convention of Arbitration
modification of
considering aa modification
to considering
averse to
be averse
not be
which
renewing, or
or the
the making
of a
separate agreement
agreement under which
which
a separate
making of
are renewing,
we are
which we
the
in the
Permanent
be referred to the Permanent
could be
Convention could
the Convention
mentioned in
disputes mentioned
the disputes
Court of
Justice."
International Justice."
of International
Court
have the
Your Excellency
Excellency that
my Government,
whose
Government, whose
that my
inform Your
to inform
honor to
the honor
II have
instructions
come to
to hand,
hand, entirely
entirely agrees
Your Excellency
Excellency in this
with Your
agrees with
have come
instructions have
matter.
matter.
assurances, etc.
Be
to accept,
accept, Mr.
State the
the assurances,
of State
Secretary of
Mr. Secretary
pleased to
Be pleased
JUSSERAND
JUSSERAND
His
Excellency
His Excellency
The
Honorable CHARLES
CHARLES EVANS
HUGHES,
EVANS HUGHES,
The Honorable
Secretary
of State,
State,
Secretary of
Washington,
D. C.
Washington, D.

1746
1746
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1923.
ARBITRATION AGREEMENT-NORWAY.

Agreement between
United States
States and
Norway, further
Agreement
between the
the United
and Norway,
extending the
the
further extending
duration
of the
of April
at Washington,
Washington,
durationof
the Convention
Convention of
April 4,
4, 1908.
1908. Signed
Signed at

November
by the
November 26',
26, 1923;
1923; ratification
ratificationadvised
advised by
the Senate,
Senate, December
December 18,
18,
1923; ratified
by Norway,
January 11,
1924; ratified
ratified by
President,
1923;
ratifiedby
Norway, January
11, 1924;
by the
the President,
January
25, 1924;
ratifications exchanged
March 8,
January25,
1924; ratifications
exchanged at
at Washington,
Washington, March
8,
• 1924; proclaimed,
March 12,
1924.
proclaimed, March
12, 1924.

By
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED S
TATES OF
OF AMERICA.
AMERICA.
STATES
BY THE
A PROCLAMATION.
PROCLAMATION.
A
Arbitration agreeWHEREAS an
Agreement between
the United
United States
States of
America
WHEREAS
an Agreement
between the
of America
ment with Norway.
Preamble.
and
mtwathNora
and Norway
Norway extending
extending for another
another period of five years the arbitraVol.
tion convention
convention concluded
the two
on April
April 4,
concluded between
between the
two Governments
Governments on
4,
vol. 35,
35, p.
199.
tion
p. 1994.

1908, was concluded and signed by their respective
respective Plenipotentiaries
Plenipotentiaries
at
thousand
twenty-sixth day
day of November,
November, one
one thousand
at Washington,
Washington, on the twenty-sixth
nine hundred
and twenty-three,
the original
original of
which Agreement,
nine
hundred and
twenty-three, the
of which
Agreement,
being
languages, is word for
being in the
the English
English and
and Norwegian
Norwegian languages,
for word
word as
as
follows:
follows:

Contracting Powers.
ContractingPowrs.

Vol. 38, p.1771.

Vol.3S,p.i7.

Vol. 40,
p. 1618.
Vo.
40, p.
1618.

Plenipotentiaries.
Plenipotentari.

Convention
1908
Convention of
of 1908
extended five
five years
extended
years
further.
further.

The Government
Government of the United
States of
of America
the GovGovAmerica and
and the
States
ernment
Norernment of
of the
the Kingdom
Kingdom of
of Norway,
to extend
extend for
for ananway, desiring
desiring to
other
five years
years the
the period
durother five
period during which
the Arbitration
ConArbitration Conwhich the
ing
vention concluded
between them
vention
concluded between
them
on
April 4,
1908, and
and extended
by
extended by
on April
4,1908,
the
concluded bethe .Agreement
Agreement concluded
be-

Amerikas
Staters RegAmerikas Forente
Forente Staters
Regjering
og Kongeriket
jering og
Kongeriket Norges
Norges
Regjering,
an forforRegjering, som
som Onsker
0nsker aa
lenge for
for ytterligere
ytterligere fern
aar det
det
lenge
fem aar
tidsrura
hvilket den
den voldgiftsvoldgiftstidsrum iihvilket
konvensjon,
som blev
konvensjon, som
blev aysluttet
avsluttet
mellem dem
dem den
den 4de
4de april
april 1908,
1908,
blev forlenget
forlenget ved den
og som blev
den
avtale
avtale der
der blev
blev aysluttet
avsluttet mellem
mellem
de to regjeringer
regjeringer den
den 16de
16de juni
juni
1913, og som enn videre blev foravtale som
blev
lenget ved den avtale
som blev
aysluttet
mellem de
de to
regjeavsluttet mellem
to regjeringer den 30te mars 1918, s
ringer
skal
al
forbli
i kraft, har
for li i
hay henholdsvis
henholdsvis
undertegnede, nembemyndiget undertegnede,
lig : Charles
lig:
Charles Evans
Evans Hughes,
Hughes,
Staters statsAmerikas Forente Staters
statssekretaer,
sekretaer, og Helmer H. Bryn,
Bryn,
overordentlige
sendeNorges overordentlige
sendebefullmektigede minimann og befullmektigede
minister iiAmerikas
Forente Stater,
Amerikas Forente
Stater,
til aa ayslutte
avslutte fOlgende
f0lgende avtale:
avtale:

Article I.
Article
I.

Artikel I.
Artikel
I.

tween
the two
tween the
two Governments
Governments on
on
June 16,
16, 1913,
1913, and
further exexand further
June
tended by
by the
tended
the Agreement
Agreement conconeluded
between the two Governcluded between
Governments
March 30, 1918,
1918, shall
shall
ments on
on March
remain in
have respectively
remain
in force,
force, have
respectively
authorized the
the undersigned,
undersigned, to
to
authorized
wit: Charles Evans Hughes, Secretary
of State
of the
the United
retary of
State of
United
States
Mr.
of America,
America, and
and Mr.
States of
Helmer
Helmer H. Bryn, Envoy
Envoy ExtraorExtraordinary
dinary and
and Minister
Minister PlenipotenPlenipotentiary- of
of Norway
in the
tiary
Norway in
the United
United
States, to
the following
following
States,
to conclude
conclude the
Agreement:
Agreement:

The Convention
of ArbitraArbitraConvention of
Voldgiftskonvensjonen av
Voldgiftskonvensjonen
av 4de
4de
. The
tion
ton of April 4, 1908,
1908, between
between the
the april
april 1908
1908 mellem
mellem Amerikas
Amerikas FoFoGovernment of the
States rente Staters
Government
the United
United States
Staters Regjering
Regjering og KonKonof America and the Government
Government geriket
geriket Norges
Norges Regjering, hvis
hvis
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ARBITRATION
AGREEMENT-NORWAY. NOVEMBER
NOVEMBER 26,
26, 1923.
1923.
of
the Kingdom
Norway, the
the
of the
Kingdom of
of Norway,
duration of
by Article
Article IV
IV
duration
of which
which by
thereof
was fixed
fixed at
at a
a period
period of
of
thereof was
five 'ears
from the
date of
five
years from
the date
of the
the
exchange of
which
exchange
of ratifications,
ratifications, which
period, by
by the
of June
June
period,
the Agreement
Agreement of
16,
between the
two Gov16, 1913,
1913, between
the two
Governments
extended for
five
ernments was
was extended
for five
years
June 24,
24, 1913,
and
years from
from June
1913, and
was
was extended
extended by
by the
the Agreement
Agreement
between
them of
of March
30, 1918,
between them
March 30,
1918,
for the
the further
period of
of five
five
for
further period
years from
from June
24, 1918,
years
June 24,
1918, is
is herehereby
and continued
in
by extended
extended and
contiinued in
force
further period
period of
of
force for
for the
the further
five
June 24,
1923.
five years
years from
from June
24, 1923.

varighet
ifOlge dens
dens artikel
artikel IV
varighet if0lge
IV
var fastsatt
til et
tidsrum av
var
fastsatt til
et tidsrum
av
fem aar
fra datoen
for ratifiratififem
aar fra
datoen for
kasjonenes
utveksling, hvilket
kasjonenes utveksling,
hvilket
tidsrum ved
avtale mellem
tidsrum
ved avtale
mellem de
de
to regjeringer
16de juni
to
regjeringer av
av 16de
juni 1913
1913
blev
for fern
aar fra
fra
blev forlenget
forlenget for
fem aar
24de
juni 1913,
og som
som blev
for24de juni
1913, og
blev forlenget ved
avtale mellem
dem
lenget
ved avtale
mellem dem
av 30te
30te mars
1918 for
ytterav
mars 1918
for et
et ytterligere tidsrum
tidsrum av
ligere
av fern
fem aar
aar fra
fra
24de juni
juni 1918,
forlenges herved
herved
24de
1918, forlenges
og forblir
kraft for
et ytterytterog
forblir iikraft
for et
ligere tidsrum
tidsrum av
fra
ligere
av fern
fem aar
aar fra
24de
juni 1923.
24de juni
1923.

Article
Article II.
II.

Artikel
II.
Artikel II.

The
Agreement shall
The present
present Agreement
be ratified
of
be
ratified by
by the
the President
President of
of America,
by
the United States
States of
America, by
and
with the
advice and
and consent
consent
and with
the advice
of
the Senate
Senate thereof,
thereof, and
of the
and by
by
NorHis Majesty the
the King
King of
of Norway, and
become effective
effective
way,
and it
it shall
shall become
upon the
the date
date of the
the exchange
exchange of
of
ratifications,
ratifications, which
which shall
shall take
take
place
Washington as soon as
place at
at Washington
possible.
possible.
DONE
in duplicate
DONE in
duplicate in
in the
the
English and Norwegian
Norwegian languages at
at Washington
Washington this
this 26th
26th
day
of November,
day of
November, 1923.
1923.

eksemplarer
Utferdiget ii to eksemplarer
Utferdiget
paa
i Washengelsk og
og norsk i
paa engelsk
ington den
den 26de
26de november
1923.
november 1923.
ington

Vol. 40,
p. 1618.
Vol.
40, p.
1618.

Signatures.
i at
u

s

[EAL.]
[SEAL.]
SEAL.]
[SEAT]

AND
WHEREAS the
the said
said Agreement
Agreement has
has been
duly ratified
ratified on
on
been duly
AND WHEREAS
both
parts, and
governments were exthe two governments
ratifications of the
and the
the ratifications
both parts,
changed
in the
City of
of Washington,
on the
the eighth
March, one
one
eighth day of March,
the City
Washington, on
changed in
thousand
nine hundred
and twenty-four;
twenty-four;
hundred and
thousand nine
Coolidge, PresiI, Calvin Coolidge,
NOW, THEREFORE,
be it
it known
known that I,
NOW,
THEREFORE, be
dent
of the
the United
States of
America, have
have caused
caused the
said AgreeAgreethe said
of America,
United States
dent of
ment
be made
made public,
public, to
the end
the same
every article
article
ment to
to be
to the
end that
that the
same and
and every
and
be observed
fulfilled with
faith by
by
with good
good faith
and fulfilled
may be
observed and
thereof, may
and clause
clause thereof,
the United
States and
and the
the citizens
citizens thereof.
thereof.
the
United States
IN
TESTIMONY WHEREOF,
hereunto set
my hand
set my
hand and
I have
have hereunto
WHEREOF, I
IN TESTIMONY
caused
Seal of
of the
be affixed.
affixed.
States to be
the United
United States
the Seal
caused the
Done
the City
twelfth day
March, in
in
day of
of March,
this twelfth
of Washington,
Washington, this
at the
City of
Done at
and
the
thousand nine
hundred and
nine hundred
year of our
our Lord
Lord one
one thousand
the year
[sEAL.] twenty-four,
of the
Independence of
States
the United
United States
of the
the Independence
and of
[sEAL.]
twenty-four, and
of
America the
and forty-eighth.
forty-eighth.
of America
the one
one hundred
hundred and

CHARLES
UGHES
HUrGHEs
CHARLES E.
E. H
Secretary
of State.
State.
Secretary of

Vol.
1771.
38, p.
p. 1771.
Vol. 38,

NEerwerende
skal ratirati- Exchan
geof
ratiiExchange
of tali&
avtale skal
Naervwerende avtale
cattmaL
fiseres av
av Presidenten
Amen- ca
i on.s
Presidenten for
for Amerifiseres
kas Forente
Forente Stater
med raad
raad og
og
kas
Stater med
sarntykke
Statenes Senat;
og
samtykke av
av Statenes
Senat; og
av
Majestet Norges
av Hans
Hans Majestet
Norges Konge,
Konge,
og
trede i
og den
den skal
skal trden
trede
i kraft
kraft den
den
dag,
utveksdag, som
som ratifikasjonenes
ratifikasjonenes utveksling sker,
sker, hvilken
skal finne
sted
ling
hvilken skal
finne sted
i
snart som
som
saa snart
i Washington
Washington saa
mulig.
mulig.

CHARLES
EVANS H
UGHES
HUGHES
CHARLES EVANS
IIElm
a
H
BRYN
HELMR
H BRYN

By the
the President:
President:
By

Vol. 35,
p. 1995.
Vol.
35, p.
1995.

CALVIN
COOLIDGE
CALVIN COOLIDGE

Ratifications exex.
RatifSitions

changed

Proclamation.
PIlao"U.
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[
EXCHANGE OF
OF NOTES.]
NOTES.]
[EXCHANGE

Exchange
notes.
Exchange of notes.

[The
of State
State to
to the
the Norwegian
Minister.]
Norwegian Minister.]
Secretary of
[The Secretary
DEPARTMENT
OF S
TATE,
STATE,
DEPARTMENT OF

Washington, November
November 26,
1928.
26, 1923.
Washington,
Sir:
Sir:
of the
In
with the
the signing
today of
of an
an agreement
renewal of
the
the renewal
for the
agreement for
From Secretary
Secretary of
signing today
connection with
In connection
of
State.
Convention of
Arbitration concluded
concluded between
the United
Govthe Govand the
States and
United States
between the
of Arbitration
Convention
ernment
of Norway,
Norway, April
April 4,
and renewed
from time
time to
to time,
have the
the
time, IIhave
renewed from
1908, and
4, 1908,
ernment of
honor,
in pursuance
of our
the following
following underunderstate the
to state
conversations, to
informal conversations,
our informal
pursuance of
honor, in
Government.
standing which
shall be
confirm on
on behalf
your Government.
of your
behalf of
you confirm
have you
to have
be glad
glad to
which IIshall
standing
On February
24 last
the President
President proposed
to the
under
consent under
it consent
that it
Senate that
the Senate
proposed to
last the
February 24
On
States to the Protocol
certain
stated conditions
to the
by the
the United
Protocol
United States
adhesion by
the adhesion
conditions to
certain stated
of
16, 1920,
under which
of International
International Justice
Justice
Court of
Permanent Court
the Permanent
which the
1920, under
December 16,
of December
has
at The
Hague. As
As the
Senate does
not convene
convene in
in its
regular
its regular
does not
the Senate
The Hague.
created at
been created
has been
be delayed.
delayed.
session
action upon
will necessarily
necessarily be
proposal will
this proposal
upon this
next, action
December next,
until December
session until
I understand
understand that
In the
that the
Senate gives
gives its
assent to
to the
that
proposal, I
the proposal,
its assent
the Senate
the event
event that
In
the
Government
of
Norway
will
not
be
averse
to
considering
a
modification
of
of
modification
the Government of Norway will not be averse to considering a
the
Convention
of
Arbitration
which
we
are
renewing,
or
the
making
of
a
separate
separate
of
a
making
or
the
the Convention of Arbitration which we are renewing,
agreement, providing
providing for
for the
the reference
disputes mentioned
mentioned in
in the
the Convention
Convention
of disputes
reference of
agreement,
to the
Permanent Court
Court of
International Justice.
of International
the Permanent
to
Accept, Sir,
Sir, the
assurances of
consideration.
my highest
highest consideration.
of my
renewed assurances
the renewed
Accept,
CHARLES E.
HUGHES
E. HUGHES
CHARLES
Mr. H.
H. H.
BRYN,
H. BRYN,
Mr.
Minister of
of Norway.
Norway.
Minister

State.]
of State.]
[The
Norwegian Minister
to the
Secretary of
the Secretary
Minister to
[The Norwegian
Legation de
de Norvege
Norvege
Legation
aux
aux
Etats-Unis•
Etats-Unis

•
Washington,
1928.
26, 192S.
November 26,
D. C.,
C., November
Washington, D.
Sir:
Sir:
Front
Norwegian
With
to the
note which
which Your
Your Excellency
Excellency has
has been
good enough
enough to
to
been good
the note
With reference
reference to
From
Norwegian
i
Minister.
Min
er.
address me today in connection
connection with the signing of an agreement for the renewal
renewal
United
of
the Convention
of Arbitration
concluded between
between Norway and the United
Arbitration concluded
Convention of
of the
States, April
April 4,
4, 1908,
renewed from
from time
time to
time, I
I have
have the honor to state
to time,
and renewed
1908, and
States,
the
that II have
been authorized
to confirm,
and II hereby
hereby do
confirm that, in the
do confirm
confirm, and
authorized to
have been
that
event that
to the
the proposal
proposal made
made to
by the PresiPresiit by
to it
its assent
assent to
gives its
Senate gives
that the
the Senate
event
stated
dent
of
the
United
States
that
it
consent
under
certain
conditions
to
the
dent of the United States that it consent under
adhesion
the United
United States
States to
under
December 16, 1920, under
of December
Protocol of
to the
the Protocol
by the
adhesion by
Justice has been created at the
which
Court of
International Justice
of International
Permanent Court
the Permanent
which the
Hague, the
of Norway
Norway will
will not
not be
considering aamodificaaverse to considering
be averse
Government of
the Government
Hague,
Arbitration which we are renewing, or the making of
tion
of the
Convention of
of Arbitration
the Convention
tion of
the
a
providing for
for the
of disputes
disputes mentioned
mentioned in
in the
the reference
reference of
agreement, providing
a separate
separate agreement,
Convention to
to the
Permanent Court of International
International Justice.
the Permanent
Convention
consideration.
Accept,
the renewed
renewed assurances
highest consideration.
assurances of my highest
Sir, the
Accept, Sir,
HELMER H
BRYN
H BRYN
HELMER
His
Excellency
His Excellency
Honorable
E. HUGHES,
HUGHES,
Honorable CHARLES
CHARLES E.
Secretary
State,
Secretary of
of State,
etc.
etc. etc.
etc. etc.
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offugiextradition of
for the
and Siam
Siam for
Treaty between
between the
the United
United States
the extradition
fugiStates and
Treaty

December
1922.
30,192.
December 30,

tives
Bangkok, December
80, 1922;
ratifica1922; ratificaDecember 30,
at Bangkok,
Signed at
justice. Signed
tives from
from justice.
tion advised
advised by
by the
Senate, January
7, 1924;
President,
by the
the President,
ratified by
1924; ratified
January7,
the Senate,
tion
January
1924; ratified
ratified by Siam,
1923; ratifications
ratifications
18, 1923;
Siam, January
January 18,
10, 1924;
January 10,
exchanged
proclaimed, March
26, 1924.
March 26,
24, 1924;
1924; proclaimed,
March 24,
at Bangkok,
Bangkok, March
exchanged at
BY
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
TIRE UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF AMERICA.
AMERICA.
THE PRESIDENT
BY THE
A PROCLAMATION.
PROCLAMATION.
A

WHEREAS a
a Treaty
United States of
and
of America
America and
the United
between the
Treaty between
WHEREAS
Siam
providing for
for the
extradition of
fugitives from justice was
of fugitives
the extradition
Siam providing
concluded and
signed by
by their
plenipotentiaries at
at Bangrespective plenipotentiaries
their respective
and signed
concluded
kok, on
on the
the thirtieth
day of
of December,
hundred
nine hundred
thousand nine
December, one thousand
thirtieth day
kok,
and
the original
original of which Treaty
word for word as
Treaty is word
twenty-two, the
and twenty-two,
follows:
follows:
The United
United States
promote the
the
and Siam, desiring to promote
America and
States of
of America
The
a treaty for the extradicause of justice,
have resolved to conclude a
justice, have,
cause
tion
the two countries, and have
between the
of fugitives
fugitives from justice, between
tion of
appointed
for that
that purpose
purpose the
the following
following Plenipotentiaries:
Plenipotentiaries:
appointed for
The
Edward E.
Extraordinary and
Envoy Extraordinary
Brodie, Envoy
E. Brodie,
President: Edward
The President:
Minister Plenipotentiary
Plenipotentiary of the United
United States to Siam, and
Minister
Devawongse
His Majesty
Highness Prince Devawongse
King: His Royal Highness
the King:
Majesty, the
His
Varopakar, Minister
for Foreign Affairs,
Minister for
Varopakar,
Who,
after having
communicated to
their respective
other their
to each other
having communicated
Who, after
full powers,
powers, found
be in
upon
due form,
form, have agreed upon
and due
in good and
to be
found to
full
and
concluded the following articles:
and concluded

cti Extradition

Extradition
Siam.
Preamble.
Preamble.

with
with

Contracting Power,.
Contracting
Powers

Plenipotertiaries.
Plenipotertiaries.

ARTICLE
I.
ARTICLE I.
Reciprocal

delivery

It
agreed that
the Government
United States and the of
ot=trig
N
v
g
of the United
Government of
that the
is agreed
It is
persons charged i
with
Government
of Siam
shall, upon
duly made
cri me'
herein crime.
made as herein
requisition duly
upon requisition
Siam shall,
Government of
provided,
deliver up
up to
to justice
person over whom
whom they respecany person,
justice any
provided, deliver
tively
jurisdiction who
charged with,
with, or may have
be charged
may be
who may
exercise jurisdiction
tively exercise
II of the
specified in Article II
been convicted
convicted of,
of, any of the crimes specified
been
present
within the
of one of the High
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
committed within
Treaty committed
present Treaty
Contracting
shall seek
an asylum
asylum or
be found
found
shall be
or shall
seek an
who shall
and who
Iarties, and
Contracting Parties,
within
the territories
territories of
provided that such surrender
surrender
other; provided
the other;
of the
within the
shall
take place
according
place only upon such evidence of criminality, as according
shall take
charged
to
the laws
laws of
place where
where the fugitive
fugitive or person so charged.
the place
of the
to the
shall be
be found,
his apprehension
apprehension and
commitment for
and commitment
justify his
would justify
found, would
shall
trial
if the
committed.
been there committed.
had been
offense had
or offense
crime or
the crime
trial if
ARTICLE
II.
ARTICLE II.
Persons
shall be
be delivered
delivered up
up according
the provisions of the
to the
according to
Persons shall
present Treaty,
Treaty, who
who shall
shall have
have been
been charged
or convicted
of
convicted of
with or
charged with
present
any
of the
the following
crimes:
following crimes:
any of
1. Murder,
Murder, comprehending
comprehending the
the crimes
designated by the terms
crimes designated
1.
parricide,
when voluntary,
voluntary, poisoning.
poisoning,
manslaughter, when
assassination, manslaughter,
parricide, assassination,
or
infanticide.
or infanticide.
2.
The attempt to commit murder.
2. The

Extraditable crimes
Extraditable

Murder.
Murder.

Attempted murder.
murder.
Attempted
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age of
under the
3. Rape,
Rape, abortion,
abortion, carnal
carnal knowledge
knowledge of
of children
children under
the age
of
3.
twelve
years.
twelve years.
purposes.
or detention
detention of women or girls for immoral purp
Abduction or
females 4. Abduction
Abduction
Abduction of females
oses.
for
purposes.
y.
for immoral
immoral purposes.
Bigamy.
5.
Bigamy.
Bigamy.
5.
Bigamy.
Arson.
6. Arson.
Arson.
6.
Arson.
. Injuries
railroads.
7.
and unlawful
unlawful destruction
or obstruction
of railroads
railroads
obstruction of
destruction or
Wilful and
7. Wilful
torailroads.
Injuries to
which
human life.
life.
endangers human
which endangers
Crimes committed at
8.
committed at
at sea:
sea:
Crimes committed
8 Crimes
Crimescommittedat
sea.
Piracy.
(a) Piracy,
Piracy, as
known and
and defined
defined by
by the
law of
of
the law
commonly known
as commonly
(a)
piracy.
nations,
or by
statute;
by statute;
nations, or
Destroying vessels.
vewels.
(b)
sinking or
vessel at
sea or
or atatat sea
or destroying
destroying aa vessel
Wrongfully sinking
(b) Wrongfully
Destroying
tempting to
to do
so;
do so;
tempting
Mutiny.
(c) Mutiny
Mutiny or
conspiring by
two or
or more
members of
of the
the
more members
by two
or conspiring
(C)
Mutiny.
crew
or other
persons on
on board
board of
vessel on
on the
the high
high seas,
for
seas, for
a vessel
of a
other persons
crew or
the purpose
purpose of
of rebelling
rebelling against
authority of
of the
Captain or
or
the Captain
the authority
against the
the
Commander
fraud or
or violence
violence taking
taking posposby fraud
or by
vessel, or
of such
such vessel,
Commander of
session
of such
such vessel;
vessel;
session of
Assault
on ship(d)
on board
high seas
with intent
intent to
to
seas with
ship upon
upon the
the high
board ship
Assault on
(d) Assault
shipAssault on
board.
do
bodily harm.
harm.
do bodily
Burglary.
9.
be the
act of
breaking into
into and
entering
and entering
of breaking
the act
to be
defined to
9. Burglary,
Burglary, defined
Burglary.
the house
house of
another in
in the
with intent
intent to
felony
to commit
commit aafelony
time with
night time
the night
of another
the
therein.
therein.
Feloniously entering
10.
The act
breaking into
into and
entering the
offices of
Govof the
the Govthe offices
and entering
of breaking
act of
10. The
entering
oice°,nesl
offices, etc.
eminent
authorities, or
offices of
banking
banks, banking
of banks,
or the
the ofices
and public
public authorities,
ernment and
houses, savings
savings banks,
banks trust
trust companies,
companies insurance
insurance and
other comand other
houses,
panies,
or other
other buildings
buildings not
with intent
commit aa
intent to commit
dwellings with
not dwellings
panies, or
felony
therein.
felony.therein.
Robbery
Robbery.
11. Robbery,
defined to
be the
the act
forcibly
of feloniously
feloniously and forcibly
act of
to be
Robbery, defined
11.
taking
the person
of another
violence or by
money by violence
goods or money
another goods
person of
from the
taking from
putting
him in
in fear.
putting him
Forgery.f
12. Forgery
Forgery.
Forgery or
or the utterance
utterance of
of forged
forged papers.
papers.
Forgery of public
the GovernGovernacts of
documents, etc.
etc.
13.
The forgery
falsification of
the official
official acts
of the
of the
or falsification
forgery or
13. The
documents,
ment
or public
public authority,
authority, including
of Justice, or the utterincluding Courts of
ment or
ing or
any of
of the
the same.
same.
of any
use of
fraudulent use
or fraudulent
ig
Counterfeiting.
Counterfeiting.
14. The
fabrication of
of counterfeit
money, whether
or paper,
paper,
14.
The fabrication
counterfeit money,
whether coin
coin or
counterfeit
or coupons
coupons of
debt, created
created by
by National,
National,
of public
public debt,
titles or
counterfeit titles
State, Provincial,
Provincial, Territorial,
Local or
Governments, bank
bank
or Municipal
Municipal Governments,
Territorial, Local
State,
counterfeit seals, stamps,
notes or
instruments of public credit, counterfeit
notes
or other instruments
dies
and marks
marks of
public administrations,
administrations, and the utterance,
utterance,
State or
or public
of State
dies and
Embezzling
pub li c circulation or fraudulent use
of
the
above
mentioned
objects.
objects.
mentioned
above
the
use
of
or
fraudulent
circulation
public
Embezzling
fun's.
funds.
15. Embezzlement
Embezzlement or criminal
criminal malversation
malversation committed within the
jurisdiction
officers or deposiparty by public
public officers
or the other party
jurisdiction of
of one or
taries,
where the
exceeds two hundred
hundred dollars
dollars or
taries, where
the amount
amount embezzled
embezzled exceeds
Embezzling
em- S
iamese equivalent.
equivalent.
Siamese
by emEmbezzling by
ployees.
16. Embezzlement
Embezzlement by
by any
any person
person or
or persons
hired, salaried
salaried or
or
persons hired,
16.
ployees.
principals, when the
employers or principals,
employed,
detriment of their employers
to the detriment
employed, to
crime
is punishable
by imprisonment
offense is
punishable by
imprisonment or other corporal
crime or
or offense
punishment
the laws
laws of
amount
of both countries,
countries, and
and where the amount
by the
punishment by
Kid
embezzled
exceeds two
two hundred
or Siamese
Siamese equivalent.
equivalent.
dollars or
hundred dollars
embezzled exceeds
Kidnaping.
naping.
17.
Kidnapping of
17. Kidnapping
of minors or adults,
adults, defined to be
be the abduction
abduction
or detention
detention of
person or
persons, in
in order
order to
to exact
exact money
from
or
of a
a person
or persons,
money from
them,
any other
other person
person or
persons, or
for any
other
them, their
their families,
families, or
or any
or persons,
or for
any other
unlawful end.
unlawful
end.
Larceny.
18.
Larceny, defined
to be
of effects,
personal property,
property,
18. Larceny.
defined to
be the
the theft
theft of
effects, personal
or money, of the value of twenty-five
twenty-five dollars or more, or Siamese
equivalent.
by equivalent.
by
i
al?c
bt
p
ui
rer
t
u
en
ng
sZ e
r by
19.
money, valuable
securities or
or other
property by
by
valuable securities
other property
falst
pretenIses"
eIt
19. Obtaining
Obtaining money,
false pretences
pretences or
any money,
money, valuable
or other
other
false
or receiving
receiving any
valuable securities
securities or
property knowing the same to have been unlawfully obtained, where
Rape, etc.
etc.
Rape,
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the
amount of
of money
value of
so obtained or
property so
of the
the property
the value
money or
or the
the amount
received
exceeds two
hundred dollars
Siamese equivalent.
equivalent.
or Siamese
dollars or
two hundred
received exceeds
Perjury.
20.
of perjury.
subornation of
or subornation
20. Perjury
Perjury or
of trust, etc.
Breachoftrust,etc.
agent, factor,
banker, agent,
21. Fraud
or breach
by aa bailee,
bailee, banker,
factor, Breach
of trust
trust by
breach of
Fraud or
21.
trustee,
director or
or officer of any
guardian, director
administrator, guardian,
executor, administrator,
trustee, executor,
Company or
Corporation, or
or by
in any
any fiduciary position,
anyone in
by anyone
or Corporation,
Company
where the
of money
money or
or the
property misvalue of
of the property
the value
amount of
the amount
where
appropriated exceeds
exceeds two
two hundred
or Siamese
Siamese equivalent.
equivalent.
Slavetrading.
hundred dollars
dollars or
appropriated
Slave
trading.
22. Crimes
Crimes and
against the
the laws
laws of
of both
the
countries for the
both countries
and offenses
offenses against
22.
suppression
of slavery
slavery and
and slave
trading.
slave trading.
suppression of
Desertion, etc., of de
icnidtefde
pendent
dependent pendent
23.
Wilful desertion
desertion or
or wilful
non-support of minor
minor or dependent
wilful non-support
23. Wilful
children.
children.
children.
Accessories.
for participation
participation in any of the Accessories.
24.
also take place
place for
shall also
Extradition shall
24. Extradition
crimes
before
mentioned
as
an
accessory
before
or after the fact;
fact;
before or
accessory
as
an
crimes before mentioned
provided
such participation
punishable by imprisonment
imprisonment by the
the
be punishable
participation be
provided such
laws
High Contracting
Contracting Parties.
the High
of both
both the
laws of
ARTICLE III.
ARTICLE
The provisions
provisions of
Treaty shall not import aa claim
present Treaty
of the
the present
The
a political
of extradition
for any
offense of a
political character,
character, nor
any crime or offense
of
extradition for
surperson surfor acts
acts connected
with such
and no
no person
or offenses;
offenses; and
crimes or
such crimes
connected with
for
rendered by
either of
of the
Contracting Parties in virtue
High Contracting
the High
or to
to either
by or
rendered

No
for
No surrender
surrender for
ofenses.
political offenses.
political

of
political crime or Attempts,
etc..
shall be tried or punished for aa political
of this Treaty shall
Attempts, etc.,
of State
State
head of
offense.
either of murder against
charged comprises the act either
offense charged
offense. When the offense
not apolitical crime.
or
assassination or of
either consummated
consummated or attempted, notapolticaicrime.
of poisoning,
poisoning, either
or assassination
the fact
fact that
that the
offense was committed
committed or attempted
attempted against the life
the offense
the
of the
or Head
Head of a
foreign State or against the life of
a foreign
the Sovereign
Sovereign or
of
not be deemed sufficient to sustain
any member
of his
his family,
family, shall
shall not
member of
any
character; or was an
that
crime or
offense was
of a
a political
political character;
was of
or offense
such crime
that such
act connected
connected with
or offenses
character.
a political
political character.
offenses of a
crimes or
with crimes
act
ARTICLE
ARTICLE IV.
Trial limited to

surNo
be tried
tried for
for any
any crime
crime or
offense for which
which stirother than that oflense
offense other
or offense
shall be
No person
person shall
for which
surrendered.
rendered.
rendered.
was surrendered.
he was
which he
for

ARTICLE
V.
ARTICLE V.
A
fugitive criminal
shall not
not be
under the
the provisions
provisions
surrendered under
be surrendered
criminal shall
A fugitive
hereof, when,
from lapse
lapse of
lawful cause,
to
according to
cause, according
other lawful
or other
time or
of time
when, from
hereof,
the laws
laws of
of the
jurisdiction of
crime was
the crime
of which the
the jurisdiction
within the
place within
the place
the
committed, the
the criminal
is exempt
punishment
prosecution or punishment
from prosecution
exempt from
criminal is
committed,
for
the offense
offense for
for which
which the
surrender is asked.
the surrender
for the

Limitation of time.

Limitation oftime.

ARTICLE VI.
ARTICLE
1
If a
criminal whose
whose surrender
surrender may
may be
pursuant cuPro
It?
under
pmsendcerpnr
claimed pursuant
be claimed
a fugitive
fugitive criminal
If
nns•in
country
to
the
stipulations
hereof,
be
actually
under
prosecution,
out
on
bail
where
found.
wherefound.
to the stipulations hereof, be actually under prosecution, out on bail
or
in custody,
for a
or offense
offense committed
in the
where
country where
the country
committed in
a crime
crime or
custody, for
or in
he has
been convicted
convicted thereof,
thereof, his
exhis exhave been
shall have
or shall
asvlum, or
sought asylum,
he
has sought
tradition may
be deferred
deferred until
until such
such proceedings
proceedings be
and
determined, and
be determined,
may be
tradition
until
he shall
have been
been set
set at
liberty in
in due
course of
law.
of law.
due course
at liberty
shall have
until he

ARTICLE
VII.
ARTICLE VII.

hereto,
criminal
fugitive
aa fugitive
If
If
the
parties hereto,
hereto, shall
shall
shall
parties
the parties
of the
one of
by one
claimed by
criminal claimed
fugitive criminal
If a
be
also
claimed
by
one
or
more
powers
pursuant
to
treaty
provisions,
provisions,
treaty
to
be also claimed by one or more powers pursuant
on account
of crimes
crimes committed
committed within
jurisdiction, such
crimsuch crimtheir jurisdiction,
within their
account of
on
inal shall
shall be
be delivered
demand is
is first
received.
first received.
whose demand
State whose
to that
that State
delivered to
inal

Perns clmed by

otPeerrsons
claimed by
ther
h countries.
cou ntnes.
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ARTICLE VIII.
VIII.
ARTICLE
Nseither
y to
deliver
Neither
up its
own eft:Lto
Under the
neither of
of the
High Con
Con-the High
of this
this Treaty,
Treaty, neither
the stipulations
stipulations of
Under
own
cideliver
up country.
TC/LS. zes.
tractinc
shall be
bound to
its own
tracting,Parties
Parties shall
be bound
to deliver
deliver up
up its
own citizens.
citizens.

ARTICLE IX.
IX.
ARTICLE
Expenses.

The expense of arrest,
transportation
arrest, detention, examination
examination and transportation
of the
the accused
accused shall
by the
of
shall be
be paid
paid by
the Government
Government which
which has
has preferred
preferred
the demand
for extradition.
extradition.
the
demand for
ARTICLE
X.
ARTICLE X.

i of

Delivery of articles
Delivery
seized sw
vrith
e fugitive.

i

Everything
found in
in the
the possession
of the
the fugitive
fugitive criminal
possession of
criminal at
at the
the
Everything found
time of his arrest,
whether being
proceeds of
the crime
crime or
arrest, whether
being the
the proceeds
of the
or offense,
offense,
or
as evidence
evidence in
proof of
of the
the crime,
or which
which may
may be
be material
material as
in making
making proof
crime,
shall
far as
practicable, according
according to
to the
laws of
either of
of the
shall so
so far
as practicable,
the laws
of either
the High
High
Contracting Parties,
Parties, be
delivered up
up with
person at
at the
Contracting
be delivered
with his
his person
the time
time of
of
surrender.
Nevertheless, the
of a
third party
party with
surrender. Nevertheless,
the rights
rights of
a third
with regard
regard
to
the articles
articles referred
to shall
shall be
to the
referred to
be duly
duly respected.
respected.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE XI.
XI.

Territory
affected.
Territory affeted.

Requisitions.
Requisitions.

Procedure.
Procedure.

Urgent cases.

rgent cases.

Provisional arrests.

rovisionarress.

Documents required
required
Documents

The stipulations of the present Treaty shall be applicable
applicable to all
territory
wherever situated,
situated, belonging
to either
either of
of the
the High
High ConConterritory wherever
belonging to
tracting
Parties or
or in
in the
occupancy and
tracting Parties
the occupancy
and under
under the
the control
control of
of either
either
of them,
them, during
during such
or control.
of
such occupancy
occupancy or
control.
Requisitions for the surrender
Requisitions
surrender of fugitives
fugitives from
from justice
justice shall be
be
made by
respective diplomatic
diplomatic agents
agents of
High' Contracting
made
by the
the respective
of the
the High
Contracting
Parties.
In the
absence of
of such
such agents
agents from
the country
Parties. In
the event
event of
of the
the absence
from the
country
Government, or
extradition is
is sought
sought from
from terrior its
its seat
seat of
of Government,
or where
where extradition
territory
preceding paragraphs,
other than
than the
the United
United
tory included
included in the
the preceding
paragraphs, other
States
States or
may be
made by
by superior
consular offioffior Siam, requisitions
requisitions may
be made
superior consular
cers. ItIt shall be competent for such diplomatic
superior consular
diplomatic or superior
consular
officers
to ask
ask and
and obtain
preliminary warrant
officers to
obtain a
a mandate
mandate or
or preliminary
warrant of
of arrest
arrest
for the person whose
surrender is
whereupon the
the judges
whose surrender
is sought,
sought, whereupon
judges and
and
magistrates
of the
the two
Governments shall
shall respectively
power
magistrates of
two Governments
respectively have
have power
and authority,
authority, upon complaint
under oath,
to issue
complaint made under
oath, to
issue aawarrant
warrant
for the apprehension
apprehension of the person charged, in order that
she
that he or she
may be brought before such judge or magistrate,
magistrate, that
the evidence
evidence
that the
of criminality may be heard and considered
considered and
on such
hearing,
and if,
if, on
such hearing,
it shall be the
the evidence be deemed
deemed sufficient to sustain the charge, it
duty of the examining
examining judge or magistrate
proper
magistrate to
to certify
certify it
it to
to the
the proper
executive authority, that
that aa warrant
warrant may issue
for the
the surrender
surrender of
issue for
of
the fugitive.
the
fugitive.
In
In case of urgency, the application
application for
for arrest
arrest and
and netention
aetention may
may
be addressed
addressed directly to the competent
competent magistrate
magistrate in
in conformity
conformity
to the
in force.
to
the statutes
statutes in
force.
The
person provisionally
provisionally arrested
arrested shall be released,
The person
released, unless within
two months from
date of
of arrest
arrest in
from the
the date
date of
from the
the date
in Siam
Siam,' or
or from
of
commitment in the United States, the f
formal
orma lrequisition
requisition for
for sursurrender with the
hereinafter prescribed
be made
the documentary
documentary proofs hereinafter
prescribed be
made
as aforesaid
Government
aforesaid by the diplomatic agent of the demanding
demanding Government
or.
absence, by
consular officer
or. in his
his absence,
by aaconsular
officer thereof.
thereof.
IfIf the
fugitive criminal
convicted of the crime for
the fugitive
criminal shall
shall have
have been convicted
which his surrender
surrender is
is asked,
asked, a
the sentence
sentence of
the Court
Court
a copy
copy of the
of the
authenticated, shall
before which such conviction
conviction took place, duly authenticated,
be produced. If.
If. however,
however, the fugitive is merely charged
charged with
with
authenticated copy of the warrant
crime, aa duly authenticated
warrant of arrest in the
countrv where the crime was committed, and of the depositions
country
depositions
upon which such warrant
warrant may have
be produced,
have been
been issued, shall
shall be
produced,

EXTRADITION TREATY-SIAM.
TREATY—SIAM.
EXTRADITION
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DECEMBER 30,
1922.
30, 1922.
DECEMBER

with
evidence or
in
be deemed competent in
may be
as may
proof as
or proof
other evidence
such other
with such
the
case.
the case.
ARTICLE
XII.
ARTICLE XII.
In every
case of
request made
made by
High Contracting
Contracting
the High
of the
either of
by either
a request
of a
every case
In
Parties for
the arrest,
arrest, detention
extradition of
of fugitive
criminals,
fugitive criminals.
or extradition
detention or
for the
Parties
the appropriate
officers of
of the
the country
where the proceedings
country where
legal officers
appropriate legal
the
of extradition
had, shall
assist the
the officers
Government
officers of the Government
shall assist
are had,
extradition are
of
demanding
extradition before
the respective
respective judges and magisbefore the
the extradition
demanding the
trates,
every legal
legal means
power; and no claim whatwithin their power;
means within
by every
trates, by
rendered shall be
ever
for compensation
services so rendered
the services
of the
any of
for any
compensation for
ever for
extradition;
made
against
the
Government
demanding
the
extradition
•provided,
the
demanding
Government
the
against
made
however,
or officers
of the
the surrendering
surrendering
extradition;
Government
officers of
officer or
any officer
that any
however, that
so
assistance, who
who shall,
in the
the usual
usual course of their duty,
shall, in
giving assistance,
so giving
receive
or compensation
other than
services
specific fees for services
than specific
compensation other
salary or
no salary
receive no
performed,
shall be
be entitled
entitled to
to receive
receive from the Government
Government deperformed, shall
manding
the extradition
extradition the
the customary
services
fees for the acts or services
customary fees
manding the
as
performed
by them,
them, in
amount as
same manner and to the same amount
the same
in the
performed by
though
or services
services had
been performed
ordinary crimiin ordinary
performed in
had been
acts or
such acts
though such
nal proceedings
proceedings under
wider the
the laws
of the
the country
which they are
of which
country of
laws of
nal
officers.
officers.
ARTICLE
XIII.
ARTICLE XIII.

Legal assistance.

Lga assistance.

Compensation.

('o"Pm'eation

ca

of ratifi
The
present Treaty
be ratified
ratified by
by the
Contracting uoEnsxc.ha
nge of
ratificatiosha.ge
High Contracting
the High
shall be
Treaty shall
The present
Parties in
accordance with
their respective
respective constitutional
constitutional methods
with their
in accordance
Parties
and shall
of the exchange of ratifications
date of
the date
on the
effect on
take effect
shall take
and
which shall
Bangkok as soon as possible.
at Bangkok
place at
take place
shall take
which
ARTICLE XIV.
XIV.
ARTICLE

a period of ten
The present
present Treaty
Treaty shall
force for a
shall remain in force
The
years, and
case neither
neither of
the High
Contracting Parties shall
High Contracting
of the
in case
and in
years,
have given
given notice
notice one
year before
expiration of that period of
the expiration
before the
one vear
have
its
intention to
to terminate
the Treaty,
Treaty, it
it shall
shall continue
until
continue in force until
terminate the
its intention
date
the
expiration
of
one
year
from
the
on
which such notice of
from
year
one
of
the expiration
termination shall
shall be
by either
of the
the High
High Contracting
Contracting Parties.
either of
given by
be given
termination
have signed
In
witness
whereof
the
above
named
Plenipotentiaries
Plenipotentiaries
named
above
the
whereof
In witness
the
present Treaty
Treaty and
and have
affixed their seals.
hereunto affixed
have hereunto
the present
Done in
in duplicate
duplicate at
at Bangkok
December,
of December,
day of
thirtieth day
this thirtieth
Bangkok this
Done
nineteen
and twenty-two.
twenty-two.
hundred and
nineteen hundred
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]

[SEAL]
[sEAL.

Duration.

Duraton

SignatureS.

Signatus.

EDWARD E.
E.BiODIE
BRODIE
EDWARI

..
DEVAWONGSE
DEVAWONGSE

tc at i
ons
Ratifications

changed.
AND WHEREAS
the said
said Treaty
ch
ratified on both aat:ji
duly ratified
been duly
has been
Treaty has
WHEREAS the
AND
parts,
two governments
governments were exchanged
exchanged
the two
of the.
ratifications of
the ratifications
and the
parts, and
in the
Bangkok, on
on the
March, one
day of March,
twenty-fourth day
the twenty-fourth
of Bangkok,
City of
the City
in
l

thousand
nine hundred
hundred and
twenty-four;
and twenty-four;
thousand nine
of
I. Calvin
NOW,
therefore, be
it known
Calvin Coolidge, President of
that I,
known that.
be it
NOW, therefore,
the United
States of
of America,
have caused
said Treaty
Treaty to be made
the said
caused the
America, have
United States
the
public, to
to the
the end
end that
and every
thereof
article and clause thereof
every article
same and
the same
that the
public,
may be
be observed
with good
by the
the United
United States
faith by
good faith
fulfilled with
and fulfilled
observed and
may
and
citizens thereof.
thereof.
the citizens
and the
and
IN
TESTIMONY WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, I
hereunto set
set my
my hand
hand and
have hereunto
I have
IN TESTIMONY
caused the
the United
United States
to be
be affixed.
affixed.
States to
of the
Seal of
the Seal
caused
DONE at
at the
the city
city of
twenty-sixth day
March,
of March,
day of
this twenty-sixth
Washington, this
of Washington,
DONE
in the
the year
our Lord
one thousand
nine hundred
hundred and
thousand nine
Lord one
of our
year of
in
United
[
SEAL.] twenty-four,
twenty-four, and
and of
Independence of the United
the Independence
of the
[SEAL.]
States
of America
the one
forty-eighth.
and forty-eighth.
hundred and
one hundred
America the
States of
CALVIN COOLIDGE
COOLIDGE
CALVIN
By the
President:
the President:
By

CHAsivs
E. HJGHES
HUGHES
CHARLES E.
Secretafy
of State.
State.
Secretary of

Proclamation.

Proclamation.

ex
ex-
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ARBITRATION AGREEMENT—NETHERLANDS.
AGREEMENT-NETHERLANDS.

February 13,
1924.
13,1924.

FEBRUARY 13,
13, 1924.
1924.
FEBRUARY

Agreement
between the
the United
Netherlands further
further exAgreement between
United States
States and
and the
the Netherlands
extending
the duration
duration of
1908.
tending the
of the
the arbitration
arbitrationconvention
convention of
of May
May 2,
2, 1908.
Signed at
Washington, February
February 13,
13, 1924,
ratification advised
advised by
the
Signed
at Washington,
1924, ratification
by the
Senate,
26, 1924;
by the
the President,
24;
Senate, February
February26,
1924 ratified
ratified by
President, April
April 2,
2, 19
1924;
Ratified
22, 1924;
1924; ratifications
ratifications exchanged
exchanged
March 22,
the Netherlands,
Netherlands, March
Ratified by
by the
at Washington,
Washington, April
April 5,
1324; proclaimed,
April 7,
7, 1924.
1924.
at
5, 1924;
proclaimed, April
Br
BY

THE
UNTTED S
TATES OF
AMERICA
Tm'H PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
TE UNITED
STATES
OF AMxRICA.
A
PROCLAMATION.
A PROCLAMATION.

with the
Wh
ereas an Agreement b
etween the Un i
te d States
States o
Ameri
ca
off America
the United
an Agreement between
Whereas
th
NAitinwith
vol. 36,, p.
p. 2148.
and
Netherlands extending
extending for
period of
Vol.
and the
the Netherlands
for another
another period
of five
five years
years the
the
arbitration convention
between the
the two
two Governments
on
Governments on
arbitration
convention concluded
concluded between
May 2,
1908, was
was concluded
concluded and
respective PleniPleniand signed
signed by
by their
their respective
2, 1908,
May
potentiaries at Washington,
Washington, on
day of February
February, lone
on the thirteenth
thirteenth day
potentiaries
thousand
twenty-four, the
the original
original of
of which
which agreeagreenine hundred
hundred and
and twenty-four,
thousand nine
ment, being
the English
and Dutch
Dutch languages,
languages, is
is word
word for
for word
as
word as
ment,
being in
in the
English and
follows:
follows:

Netherlands.
Arbitration

Contracting Powers.
Contracting
Powers.

Vol. 36, p. 2143.

i.3..

Vo, 39,
3, p.
p. I6.
Vol.
1626.

p. 1667.
Vol. 41,
41, p.

Plenipotentiaries.
Plenipotentiaries.

United
The Government
Government of
of the United
States
America and
of America
and Her MaMaStates of
jesty the
Queen of
of the
the NetherNetherjesty
the Queen
lands,
extend for
ands, desiring
desiring to
to extend
for ananother five
five years
years the
the period
period durother
durArbitration Coning which
which the
the Arbitration
Convention concluded
vention
concluded between
between them
on May
1908, and
by
on
May 2,
2, 1908,
and extended
extended by
the
Agreement conchided
between
the Agreement
concluded between
the
Governments on
the two
two Governments
on May
May 9,
1914,
and further
further extended
extended by
by the
the
1914, and
Agreement concluded
between the
the
Agreement
concluded between
two
Governments on
March 8,
two Governments
on March
8,
remain in
in force,
have
1919, shall
shall remain
force, have
respectively authorized
authorized the
underrespectively
the undersigned, to
wit:
signed,
to wit:
Charles Evans
Evans Hughes,
SecreHughes, SecreCharles
tary of
State of
United States
tary
of State
of the
the United
States
America, and
of America,
and
Jonkheer
Dr. A.
A. C.
Jonkheer Dr.
C. D.
D. de
de
Graeff,
Envoy Extraordinary
Extraordinary and
Graeff, Envoy
and
Minister Plenipotentiary
Her
Minister
Plenipotentiary of
of Her
Majesty the
Queen of
of the
Majesty
the Queen
the NetherNetherlands
lands at
at Washington,
Washington,
to
following
to conclude
conclude the
the following
Agreement:
Agreement:

Regeering der
der Vereenigde
Vereenigde
De Regeering
Staten van
van Amerika
Amerika en
Hare
Staten
en Hare
Majesteit de
de Koningin
der NederNederMajesteit
Koningin der
landen,
bezield met
met den
den wensch
landen, bezield
wensch
gedurende hetwelk
hetwelk het
het
het tydvak
tydvak gedurende
2 Mei 1908 tusschen hen gesloop 2
ten
Arbitrage-verdrag van
ten Arbitrage-verdrag
van kracht
kracht
zal blyven,
by het
het
blyven, welk verdrag
verdrag by
tusschen beide Partyen op 9
Mei
tusschen
9 Mei
1914
verdrag werd
ver1914 gesloten
gesloten verdrag
werd verlengd en nader
werd verlengd
verlengd by
nader werd
hen op 8
8 Maart
Maart 1919
het tusschen
tusschen hen
1919
gesloten
verdrag, opnieuw
met
gesloten verdrag,
opnieuw met
'vyf jaren
jaren te
to verlengen,
verlengen, hebben
ivyf
hebben
onderscheidenlyk de ondergeteeonderscheidenlyk
ondergeteekenden, namelyk:
kenden,
namelyk:
Charles Evans Hughes,
SecreCharles
Hughes, Secretaris van Staat der Vereenigde
Staten van
van Amerika
en
Staten
Amerika en,
Jonkheer Dr. A. C.
Jonkhe,er
C. D. de
de
Graeff, Buitengewoon
Buitengewoon Gezant
Gezant en
en
Gevolmachtigd
Minister
van
Gevolmachtigd
Minister
van
Hare
Hare Majesteit de Koningin der
der
Nederlanden
to Washington,
Nederlanden te
Washington,
gemachtigd het
het volgende
volgende ververgemachtigd
drag te
te sluiten:
sluiten:
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ARTICLE
II.
ARTICLE II,
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ARTLKEL
I.
ARTIKEL I

ARTICLE I.
I.
ARTICLE
The
Arbitraof ArbitraConvention of
The Convention
tion of
May 2,
the
between the
2, 1908,
1908, between
tion
of May
Government
of the
United States
States
the United
Government of
of
the
Majesty the
and Her
Her Majesty
of America
America and
Queen
of the
the Netherlands,
Netherlands, the
the
Queen of
duration
by Article
III
Article III
of which
which by
duration of
thereof
was fixed
fixed at
period of
at aa period
thereof was
five
years from
from the
the date
date of
of the
the
five years
exchange of
which
ratifications, which
of ratifications,
exchange
period,
the Agreement
of May
May
Agreement of
by the
period, by
9,
1914, between
between the
the two
two Govern9, 1914,
ments was
extended for
five
for five
was extended
ments
years from
from March
25, 1914,
1914, and
and
March 25,
years
was
by the
Agreement
the Agreement
extended by
was eitended
between them
them of
of March
8, 1919,
1919,
March 8,
between
for the
period of five
five
further period
for
the further
years
25, 1919, is
March 25,
from March
years from
hereby
extended and
continued in
and contiueinued
hereby extended
force for
for the
the further
further period
period of
force
five years
years from
from March
1924.
25, 1924.
March 25,
five

F
EBRUARY 13,
13, 1924.
1924.
FEBRUARY

Het
Convention of 1908
1908
2 further
van 2
arbitrageverdrag van
Hot arbitrageverdrag
for
extended
f
fu
l ve
rt h
yer s
ox
Mei
1908 tusschen
tugstlen de
de Regeering
fiveyears. tended
Regeering for
Mei 1908
der
Vereenigde
Staten
van
van
Staten
der
Vereenigde
Amerika en
Hare Majesteit
Majesteit de
de
en Hare
Amerika
Koningin
der
Nederlanden, Vol.
Koningin
der
Nederlanden,
vol. 336, p.
p. 2148.
waarvan de
de duur
duur volgens
volgens artikel
artikel
waarvan
III
van
dat
was
III van
dat verdrag
verdrag was
bepaald op
van 5
5
tydvak van
op een
een tydvak
bepaald
jaar, gerekend
gerekend van
den dag
dag van
jaar,
van den
van Vol.3,
Vol. 39, p.1626.
p. 1626.
de
akten van
van
der akten
uitwisseling der
de uitwisseling
bekrachtiging,
welk tydvak by
bekrachtiging, welk
het
tusschen beide
Partyen op 9
9
beide Partyen
het tusschen
Mei
1914
gesloten
verdrag
verdrag Vol.
Mei
1914 gesloten
Vol. 41, p
p. 1^67
1667.
werd
voor vyf
vyf jaar
jaar
werd verlengd
verlengd voor
'gerekend van
Maart 1914
en
1914 en
25 Maart
van 25
,gerekend
by
hen op 8
Maart
8 Maart
tusschen hen
het tusschen
'by het
1919 gesloten
gesloten verdrag
verdrag werd
1919
verlengd
voor
een
een naderen
naderen
voor
verlengd
termyn van
van vyf
vyf jaar,
gerekend
jaar, gerekend
termyn
van 25
25 Maart
Maart 1919,
wordt
1919, wordt
van
hierby
en gehandhaafd
gehandhaafd
verlengd en
hierby verlengd
voor een
vyf
tydvak van vyf
een nieuw
nieuw tydvak
voor
van 25 Maart
jaar, gerekend
gerekend van
Maart
jaar,
1924.
1924.

ARTIKEL
ARTIKEL II.
II.

The
Agreement shall
present Agreement
The present
be
ratified by the President
President of the
be ratified
United
of America,
and
by and
America, by
States of
United States
with
the advice
advice and
consent of
of
and consent
with the
the
thereof, and
and by
Her
by Her
Senate thereof,
the Senate
Majesty
the Queen of the NethMajesty the
erlands,
it shall
become efshall become
and it
erlands, and
fective upon
upon the
the exdate of the
the date
fective
change
ratifications, which
which
of ratifications,
change of
shall
place at
Washington
at Washington
take place
shall take
as soon
soon as
possible.
as possible.
as

Exchange of ratificaExchange
Dit
zai
worden
worden tions.
Dit verdrag
verdrag zal
bekrachtigd
President
bekrachtigd door den President
der
Vereenigde
van
Staten van
Vereenigde Staten
der
Amerika,
met
Amerika, op advies en met
derzelver
van
oedkeuring
derzelver
oedkeuring
enaat, en
en Hare
Hare Majesteit
Majesteit de
Senaat,
Koningin
Nederlanden en
eh
der Nederlanden
Koningin der
het
in werking
treden op
op den
den
werking treden
zal in
het zal
dag van
de uitwisseling
der akten
akten
uitwisseling der
van de
dag
van bekrachtiging,
bekrachtiging, welke
welke zoo
van
spoedig mogelyk
to Washington
Washington
mogelyk te
spoedig
zal plaats
plaats hebben.
hebben.
zal

DONE
duplicate in the
in duplicate
DONE in
English
languages at
Dutch languages
and Dutch
English and
Washington
thirteenth day
this thirteenth
Washington this
of February,
1924.
February, 1924.
of

Gedaan
in dubbel
dubbel te
te WashingWashingGedaan in
ton,
in de
de Engelsche
Engelsche en
en NederNederton, in
landsche
Februari
13 Februari
den 13
talen, den
landsche talon,
1924.
1924.

[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
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Signatures.

Sgnatum.

CHARLES
HUGHES
EVANS HUGHES
CHARLES EVANS

DE GRAEFF
GRAEFF
DE

AND WHEREAS
the said
agreement has
been duly
on changed.
Ratifications
Ratifications eax•
ratified on
duly ratified
has been
said agreement
WHEREAS the
AND
both
parts, and the ratifications
ratifications of the two Governments
Governments were ex- ch
both parts,
changed in
of Washington,
on the
fifth day
one
of April,
April, one
day of
the fifth
Washington, on
City of
the City
in the
changed
twenty-four;
thousand
hundred and
and twenty-four;
nine hundred
thousand nine
NOW. therefore,
it known
that I,
Proclmation.
President Proclamation.
Coolidge, President
Calvin Coolidge,
I, Calvin
known that
be it
therefore, be
NOW.
of the
of America,
America, have
have caused
the said
said Agreement
to
Agreement to
caused the
States of
United States
the United
of
be made
public, to
same and
article and
and clause
clause
and every
every article
the same
end that
that the
to the
the end
be
made public,
thereof may
may be
and fulfilled
fulfilled with
by the
United
the United
faith by
good faith
with good
be observed
observed and
thereof
States
and the
citizens thereof.
thereof.
the citizens
States and

1756 ARBITRATION
IST— NETHERLANDS. FEBRUARY
1924.
13, 1924.
FEBRUARY 13,
AGREEMENT-NETHERLANDS.
ARBITRATION AGREFAIF
1756
IN TESTIMONY
TESTIMONY WHEREOF,
hereunto set
set my hand and
I have
have hereunto
WHEREOF, I
IN
caused the
the United
United States
affixed.
to be
be affixed.
States to
of the
Seal of
the Seal
caused
DONE at
the city
of Washington,
Washington, this
this seventh
in the
the
of April, in
day of
seventh day
city of
at the
DONE
year of
Lord one
twentyand twentyhundred and
nine hundred
thousand nine
one thousand
our Lord
of our
year

[BEAL.]
[SEAL.]

four,
and of
the Independence
of the
the United
States of
of
United States
Independence of
of the
four, and
America
forty-eighth.
one hundred and forty-eighth.
the one
America the
C
ALVIN COOLIDG
Comma]:
CALVIN
By the President:
President:

CHARLES E.
HUGHES
E. HUGHES
CHARLS

Secretary of State.
State.
Secretary

[
EXCHANGE OF
NOTES-]
OF NOTES.]
[ExcHAGE

Exchange of notes.

[The Secretary
Secretary of
of State
State to
Netherlands Minister.]
Minister.]
the Netherlands
to the
[The

•

DEPARTMENT
TATE,
STATE,
OF S
DEPARTMENT OF
Washington,
February 13,
1924.
1S, 1924.
Washington, February
From
State.

secretary of
of
Seretary

Sir:
Sir:
the
In
the signing
signing today
today of
an agreement
agreement for
renewal of the
the renewal
for the
of an
with the
In connection
connection with
Convention of
of Arbitration
Arbitration concluded
the United
United States
and the
the GovernGovernStates and
between the
concluded between
Convention
have the
ment
of the
2, 1908,
1908, and
and renewed
time to
to time,
I have
time, I
from time
renewed from
May 2,
Netherlands, May
the Netherlands,
ment of
to state
state the following
honor
pursuance of
conversations, to
following underinformal conversations,
our informal
of our
in pursuance
honor, in
Government.
standing which
be glad
glad to
to have
have you
confirm on
behalf of
of your Government.
on behalf
you confirm
I shall
shall be
which I
standing
On February
24 last
last the
the President
to the
the Senate
Senate that
that it
consent under
under
it consent
proposed to
President proposed
February 24
On
Protocol of
certain
stated conditions
conditions to
to the
adhesion by
the United
to the
the Protocol
States to
United States
by the
the adhesion
certain stated
International Justice
Court of International
December 16,
1920, under
Justice
Permanent Court
the Permanent
which the
under which
16, 1920,
December
gives its assent
has
at The
Hague. In
the Senate
Senate gives
assent
that the
the event
event that
In the
The Hague.
created at
been created
has been
Netherlands will not
of the Netherlands
to
that the
not
Government of
the Government
I understand
understand that
proposal, I
the proposal,
to the
the Convention of Arbitration
be
averse to
considering a
modification of the
Arbitration which
which
a modification
to considering
be averse
we
are
renewing,
or
the
makini5
of
a
separate
agreement,
providing
for
the
for
the
providing
we are renewing, or the making of a separate agreement,
the Convention
reference of
of disputes
disputes mentioned
mentioned in
Convention to the Permanent Court of
in the
reference
International
Justice.
International Justice.
Accept, Sir,
Sir, the
assurances of my highest
highest consideration.
consideration.
renewed assurances
the renewed
Accept,
CHARLES E.
CHARLES
E.HUGHES
HUGHES
Jonkheer Dr.
DT. A.
A. C.
D. DE
DE GRAEFF,
GRAEFF,
C. D.
Jonkheer
Minister
of the
the Netherlands.
Netherlands.
Minister of

the Secretary of State.]
Minister to the
[The
Netherlands Minister
State.]
[The Netherlands
N°.
N°. 475.
475.
Netherlands
From
F
rom
Netherlands
Minister.
Minister.

DES PAYS-BAS,
LEGATION
LE GATION DES
PATS-BAS,

1S, 1924.
February 13,
D. C., February
Washington,
Washington, D.

Sir:
to your
note of
today IIhave
the honor
to state
Royal
that the
the Royal
state that
honor to
have the
of today
your note
reference to
With reference
me to inform you that in the event of the adhesion
Government has
instructed me
has instructed
Government
under which the
by
United States
States to
Protocol of
16, 1920 under
of December
December 16,
to the
the Protocol
by the
the United
been created at The Hague, the
Permanent Court
Court of
of International
International Justice
Justice has been
Permanent
Government of
Netherlands will
will be
to consider
consider a
modification of
a modification
willing to
be willing
of the
the Netherlands
Government
the Convention
Convention of
of Arbitration
Government of the Netherlands and
between the Government
Arbitration between
the
agree
a separate
separate agreethe
which we
have renewed
today, or to make a
renewed today,
we have
States, which
the United
United States,
to
mentioned in the Convention to
ment, providing
the reference
reference of
of disputes
disputes mentioned
for the
providing for
ment,
the Permanent
of International
Justice.
International Justice.
Court of
Permanent Court
the
my highest
highest consideration.
Accept,
the renewed
renewed assurances
assurances of
of my
Sir, the
Accept, Sir,
DE GDAENT
GRAEFl
DE
Honorable
CHARLES E.
E.HUGHES,
HUGHES,
Honorable CHARLES
Washington, D. C.
Secretary
State, Washington,
Secretary of State,
Sir:
With
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AUGUST 23,
23, 1923.
AUGUST

the
Agreement between
The United
nfurther
further extending
extending the
Japan
and Ja
States and
United States
between The
Agreement
at
duration
the arbitration
arbitration convention
of May
aay 5,
5, 1908. Signed at
convention of
of the
duration of
Senate,
advised by the Senate,
Washington,
ratification advised
1923; ratification
23, 1923;
August 28,
Washington, August
February 11, 1924;
December 18,
ratified by
the President,
President, February
by the
1923; ratified
18, 1928;
December
exchanged at
ratified by
by Japan
February 20,
ratifications exchanged
1924; ratifications
20, 1924;
Japan, February
ratified
1924.
Washington, April
26, 1924;
1924; proclaimed,
April 26,
4.
26, 192
proclaimed, April
April 26,
Washington,

August 23, 1923.

August 23,1923.

AMERICA.
OF AMERICA.
STATES
BY
THE PRESIDENT
THE UNITED
UNITED S
TATES OF
OF THE
PRESIDENT OF
BY THE

A PROCLAMATION.
PROCLAMATION.
A
Arbitration with
Arbitration

span.
WHEREAS, an
between the United States of America
America;Japan.b
Agreement between
an Agreement
WHEREAS,
Preamble.

and
extending for
for another
period of
arbitrathe arbitrayears the
five years
of five
another period
Japan, extending
and Japan,

Vol.,

p.

2050o.
Vol. 35, p. 2050.

tion convention
Governments on May 5,
two Governments
the two
between the
concluded between
convention concluded
tion
1908, was
concluded and
and signed
signed by
their respective
respective Plenipotentiaries
Plenipotentiaries
by their
was concluded
1908,
at Washington
Washington on
twenty-third day
thousand
day of August, one thousand
the twenty-third
on the
at
Agreement is
nine
hundred and
and twenty-three,
the original
of which Agreement
original of
twenty-three, the
nine hundred
word
follows:
as follows:
word as
for word
word for
Contracting Powers.
The Government
States of America
America. and the Gov- contracti Powers
United States
the United
of the
Government of
The
2050.
ernment of
Majesty the
Emperor of
desiring to
extend Vol.
ol. 35,
35, p.. 2050.
to extend
Japan, desiring
of Japan,
the Emperor
of His
His Majesty
ernment
Arbitration Confor
the period
the Arbitration
which the
during which
period during
years the
five years
another five
for another
vention concluded
concluded between
them on
May 5,
1908, and
and extended
extended by
by
5, 1908,
on May
between them
vention
the Agreement
concluded between
the two
Governments on
June 28,
28,
on June
two Governments
between the
the
Agreement concluded
1913,
further extended
extended by
the Agreement
Agreement concluded
concluded between
between
by the
and further
1913, and
the two
on August
August 23,
23, 1918,
1918, shall
remain in
in force,
force,
shall remain
Governments on
two Governments
the
have
authorized the
the undersigned,
undersigned, to wit: Charles Evans
respectively authorized
have respectively
Hughes, Secretary
Secretary of
of State
of the
States, and His ExcelUnited States,
the United
State of
Hughes,
lency Masanao
Masanao Hanihara,
His Majesty's
Extraordinary
Ambassador Extraordinary
Majesty's Ambassador
Hanihara, His
lency
and Plenipotentiary
Washington, to
conclude the following
following
to conclude
at Washington,
Plenipotentiary at
and
Agreement:
Agreement:
ARTICLE I.
I.
ARTICLE

38, p.
p.
Vol.
Vol. 38,

75.
1775.

l. 4, p.

Vol. 40, p. 1641.
Plenipotentiaries.

Convention of 1908

for
extended
Gov- further
The
Arbitration of
May 5,
5, 1908,
the Govtur=vene
t
In
ndo
e
d1
f
7!?;
between the
1908, between
of May
of Arbitration
Convention of
The Convention
ive yew.
ernment of
United States
States of
of America
and the
Government of
of five
years'
the Government
America and
the United
of the
ernment
His
Emperor of
Japan, the
of which
which 'by
p. 2051.
35, p.
2051.
by Vol.
duration of
the duration
of Japan,
Vol. 3.5,
the Emperor
Majesty the
His Majesty
p. 175.
38, p.
Article III
thereof was
was fixed
at a
period of
five years
from the
date Vol, 38,
the date
years from
of five
a period
1775.
fixed at
III thereof
Article
of
the exchange
exchange of
ratifications, which
by the
the Agreement
Agreement of
period, by
which period,
of ratifications,
of the
, p. 164.
Vol. 38,
five Vol.
June
28, 1913,
1913, between
the two
Governments was
for five
extended for
was extended
1641.
two Governments
between the
June 28,
Agreement
years
from August
24, 1913,
was extended by the Agreement
and was
1913, and
August 24,
years from
period of five years
between
August 23,
23, 1918,
for the
further period
the further
1918, for
of August
them of
between them
from August
August 24,
1918, is
extended and continued
continued in force
hereby extended
is hereby
24, 1918,
from
for
the
further
period
of
five
years
from
August
24, 1923.
from
years
five
of
period
for the further
ARTICLE
II.
ARTICLE II.
Exchange of ratifica-

The present
Agreement shall
tior.s.
ratified by the President of the tions.
be ratified
shall be
present Agreement
The
United States
States of
of America,
with the
the advice
of
advice and consent of
and with
by and
America, by
United
the. Senate
Senate thereof,
thereof, and
and by
the Emperor
Japan, and
of Japan,
Emperor of
Majesty the
His Majesty
by His
the
it
shall become
become effective
upon the
ratificadate of the exchange of ratificathe date
effective upon
it shall
tions, which
shall take
place at
Washington as
as soon
soon as
possible.
as possible.s.
at Washington
take place
which shall
tions,
Signatures.
Done
in duplicate
in the
English language
at Washington
Washington this
this
language at
the English
duplicate in
Done in
and twentytwenty-third
August, one
thousand nine
hundred and
nine hundred
one thousand
of August,
day of
twenty-third day
three,
corresponding to
of the eighth month of
day of
twenty-third day
the twenty-third
to the
three, corresponding
the
year of
oeTaisho.
Taisho.
twelfth year
the twelfth
[SEAL.]
CHARLES
EVANS HUGHES
HUGHES
CHARLES EVANS
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
M .HANIHARA
HANIHARA
M.
[SEAL.]

Signatures

Ratifications
exRatifications ex•

changed.
AND
said Agreement
Agreement has been duly ratified on changed.ti
the said
WHEREAS the
AND WHEREAS
exwere
both
parts,
and
the
ratifications
of
the
two
Governments
were
Governments
two
the
of
ratifications
the
and
parts,
both
changed in
in the
City of
of Washington
Washington on
twenty-sixth day
of
day of
the twenty-sixth
on the
the City
changed
April, one
and twenty-four;
twenty-four;
hundred and
nine hundred
thousand nine
one thousand
April,
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27
27
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ARBITRATION AGREEMENT—JAPAN.
23, 1923.
1923.
AUGUST 23,
AGREEMENT-JAPAN. AUGUST
ARBITRATION
NOW,
known that
Coolidge, PresiPresiI, Calvin
Calvin Coolidge,
that I,
be it
it known
THEREFORE, be
NOW, THEREFORE,
dent
of the
the United
United States
States of
of America,
have caused
Agreethe said
said Agreecaused the
America, have
dent of
ment to
to be
be made
made public,
public, to
to the
the end
that the
same and
and every article and
and
the same
end that
ment
clause thereof
thereof may
observed and
with good
good faith
faith by
the
by the
fulfilled with
and fulfilled
be observed
may be
clause
United
and the citizens thereof.
States and
United States
IN
TESTIMONY WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, IIhave
have hereunto
set my
my hand
hand and
and
hereunto set
IN TESTIMONY
caused
States to be affixed.
United States
of the United
Seal of
the Seal
caused the
DONE
of Washington
Washington this twenty-sixth
twenty-sixth day of April
City of
at the
the City
DONE at
in the
year of
our Lord
one thousand
thousand nine
and
hundred and
nine hundred
Lord one
of our
in
the year
[szkL.]
twenty-four, and
the Independence
United
the United
of the
Independence of
of the
and of
[sEAL.] twenty-four,
States of
the one
one hundred
hundred and
forty-eighth.
and forty-eighth.
of America
America the
States

Proclamation.
Proclmation.

CALVIN C
OOLIDGE
COOLUGE
CALVIN

President:
By the President:

C
HARLES E.
HUGHES
E. }Imams
CHARLES
Secretary of
of State.
State.
Secretary

Exchange
notes.
Exchange of
of notes.

[
EXCHANGE OF
OF NOTEs.]
Norm.]
[EXCHANGE
[The Secretary
State 'l
athe Japanese
Japanese Ambassador.]
Ambassador.]
tQfhe
of State
Secretary of
[The
DEPARTMENT
OF S
TATE,
STATE,
DEPARTMENT OF
Washington, August
19B8.
23, 1923.
August 23,
Washington,

Fron
tSecretary
From;
Secretary
State.
State.

of

Excellency:
Excellency:
In connection
renewal of the
agreement for the renewal
connection with the signing today of an agreement
Convention of
Arbitration concluded
concluded between
the United
United States and
Governand the Governbetween the
of Arbitration
Convention
ment
of His
His Majesty
Majesty the
the Emperor
time
and renewed from time
5, 1908, and
May 5,
of Japan,
Japan, May
Emperor of
ment of
to
pursuance of
of our
our informal
informal conversations,
to state
conversations, to
in pursuance
the honor,
honor, in
I have
have the
time, I
to time,
the
following understanding
which I
have you confirm on behalf
I shall be glad to have
understanding which
the following
of your Government.
On February
February 24 last the President
President proposed
proposed to the Senate that it
it consent under
certain
to the
Protocol
States to the Protocol
the United
United States
by the
the adhesion
adhesion by
conditions to
stated conditions
certain stated
Court
of
International
Permanent
December 16, 1920,
1920, under which the Permanent
International Justice
of December
convene in its regular
has been
been created at The Hague. As the Senate does not convene
regular
necessarily be delayed.
session until December next, action upon this proposal will necessarily

In the
the Senate
gives its
understand that
that the
the
to the
the proposal,
proposal, IIunderstand
its assent
assent to
Senate gives
that the
In
the event
event that
Government
the Emperor
Emperor of
of Japan
be averse
considering
to considering
averse to
will not
not be
Japan will
of His
His Majesty
Majesty the
Government of
the
we are renewing, or the
modification of
of the
the Convention
Convention of
of Arbitration
Arbitration which
which we
aa modification
reference of disputes menthe reference
making of
separate agreement,
agreement, providing
providing for the
of a
a separate
making
tioned in
the Convention
Convention to
International Justice.
Justice.
to the Permanent
Permanent Court of International
in the
tioned
highest consideration.
consideration.
Accept,
Excellency, the
renewed assurances
assurances of my highest
the renewed
Accept, Excellency,
CHARLES
HUGHES
CHARLES E.
E. HUGHES
His Excellency
His
Excellency
Mr. M
ASANAO HANIHARA,
HANIHARA,
Mr.
MASANAO
Japanese
Ambassador.
JapaneseAmbassador.
[The
Japanese Ambassador
State.]
[The Japanese
Ambassador to
to the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of State.]
J
APANESE EMBASSY,
JAPANESE
EMBASSY,
Washington,
Washington, August
August 23,
23, 1923.
1923.

AmFrom
m
bassador.
From Japanese
Japanese AAm-

bfdaser

Sir:
Sir:
I
honor to
the receipt
of your
note of
today's date,
date,
of today's
your note
receipt of
to acknowledge
acknowledge the
I have
have the
the honor
communicating to
your understanding
reached in
our informal
informal conversations
conversations
in our
understanding reached
to me
me your
communicating
of Arbitration
in
connection with
the renewal
Arbitration concluded
concluded beberenewal of the
the Convention of
with the
in connection
1908, and
and extended
tween
and the
the United
5, 1908,
extended in its operation
operation
States, May 5,
Japan and
United States,
tween Japan
until
August 24,
24, of
this year.
year.
of this
until August
my GovernGovernto be
be able
to confirm
to you,
instructions from my
confirm to
you, under instructions
IIam
am happy
happy to
able to
ment, your
set forth
forth in
terms:
the following
following terms:
in the
as set
your understanding
understanding as
ment,
it consent
"On
February 24
to the Senate
Senate that it
consent
the President
President proposed
proposed to
"On February
24 last
last the
to the adhesion
adhesion by the United States to the
under
certain stated
conditions to
stated conditions
under certain
which the Permanent
Protocol of December
December 16, 1920,
1920, under
under which
Permanent Court of InterInterat the Hague. As
As the
the Senate does not connational
Justice has been
created at
been created
national Justice
vene
vene in its regular
regular session until December
December next, action
action upon this proposal
will necessarily
necessarily be delayed. In
In the event that the Senate gives its assent to
to
the Emperor
Emperor
the
understand that
Majesty the
that the
the Government
Government of His Majesty
the proposal,
proposal, IIunderstand
of
will not
be averse
modification of
of the
Convention
averse to
to considering
considering a
a modification
the Convention
of Japan
Japan will
not be
of Arbitration
are renewing,
renewing, or
of a
aseparate
agreement,
we are
or the
the making
making of
separate agreement,
of
Arbitration which
which we
reference of disputes mentioned in the Convention to the
providing for the reference
Permanent Court
Justice."
Permanent
Court of
of International
International Justice."
Accept, Sir,
Sir, the
the renewed
renewed assurances
assurances of
of my
my highest
highest consideration.
consideration.
Accept,
M. HANIHARA
M.
HANIHARA
Honorable CHARLES
CHARLES E.
E. HUGHES,
HUGHES,
Honorable
Secretary
State.
Secretary of
of State.
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NOVEMBER 23, 1923.
1923.1759

concerning naturalizaStates and Bulgaria,
Treaty
between the United
United States
Bulgaria, concerning
naturalizaTreaty between
advised by
tion. Signed
at Sofia,
Sofia, November
ratification advised
1923; ratification
23, 1923;
November 23,
Signed at
tion.
the Senate,
by the
the President,
February26,
President, February
ratified by
1924, ratified
18, 1924,
February 18,
Senate, February
the
1924;
ratified by
Bulgaria, March
1924; ratifications
ratificationsexchanged
30, 1924;
March 30,
by Bulgaria,
1924; ratified
5, 1924; proclaimed,
at Sofia,
proclaimed, May 6, 1924.
April 5,
at
Sofia, April

1759

November 23, 1923.

November23,1923.

AMERICA.
BY
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF Tkl.t.
STATES OF
OF AMERICA.
UNITED STATES
THE UNITED
BY THE

A PROCLAMATION.
PROCLAMATION.
A
Naturalization
tion
bf BNalta
Whereas a
Naturalization Treaty
Treaty between the United States nf
a Naturalization
Whereas
Bulgaria.
Preamble.
respecAmerica
and
Bulgaria
was
concluded
and
signed
by
their
concluded
was
America and Bulgaria
tive Plenipotentiaries
at Sofia
the twenty-third
November,
twenty-third day of November,
on the
Sofia on
Plenipotentiaries at
tive
twenty-three, the original of which
one thousand
hundred and
and twenty-three,
nine hundred
thousand nine
one
Treaty,
being in
in the
English and
and Bulgarian
languages, is word for
Bulgarian languages,
the English
Treaty, being
word
as follows:
follows:
word as

wi
with

t

NAT UHALIZATION TREATY
TREATY
NATURALIZATION
between the
the
between
UNITED
STATES and
BULGARIA.
and BULGARIA.
UNITED STATES
The
United States
of America
America and His Majesty
States of
the United
of the
President of
The President
Boris
of the
Bulgarians, being
reaching an
an
desirous of reaching
being desirous
the Bulgarians,
King of
III, King
Boris III,
agreement
concerning the
the status
status of
former nationals
nationals of
either counof either
of former
agreement concerning
try who
who have
have acquired,
acquired, or may acquire, the nationality
nationality of the other
try
by reasonable
processes of naturalization
naturalization within any territory under
under
reasonable processes
by
its
sovereignty, have
resolved to
treaty on this
this subject
conclude aa treaty
to conclude
have resolved
its sovereignty,
plenipotentiaries, that
and
for that
appointed their plenipotentiaries,
purpose have appointed
that purpose
and for
is
say:
to say:
is to
The President
President of
United States of America:
America:
the United
of the
The
Charles S.
PlenipoExtraordinary & Minister PlenipoEnvoy Extraordinary
WILSON, Envoy
S. WILSON,
Charles
Bulgaria;
tentiary
United States
of America
America to Bulgaria;
States of
the United
of the
tentiary of
and His
His Majesty,
King of
of the
Bulgarians:
the Bulgarians:
the King
Majesty, the
and
Christ() KALFOFF,
Affairs and Worship
Worship of
Foreign Affairs
for Foreign
Minister for
KALFOFF, Minister
Christo
Bulgaria,
Bulgaria,
powers, found
Who, having
having communicated
to each
their full powers
other their
each other
communicated to
Who,
to be
following Articles:
Articles:
due form, have agreed upon the following
and due
good and
in good
be in
to

Contracting Powers.
Powers
Contracting

Plenipotentiaries.
Plenipotentiarles.

ARTICLE I.
I.
ARTICLE
Mutual

recognition

on
of lonaf
have been or shall be natural- of
Nationals
United States
loss of former
former naStates who have
the United
of the
Nationals of
tionality by
naturalnaturalby
tionality
to
ized
in
Bulgarian
territory,
shall
be
held
by
the
United
States
to
States
United
the
by
held
be
shall
territory,
ized in Bulgarian
ization.
have
lost their
their former
former nationality
Bulgaria. ton
of Bulgaria.
nationals of
be nationals
to be
and to
nationality and
have lost
Reciprocally, nationals
nationals of
of Bulgaria
who have
or shall be
been or
have been
Bulgaria who
Reciprocally,
shall be held by Bulnaturalized
United States
States shall
the United
of the
territory of
in territory
naturalized in
garia
nationality and to be nationals of
original nationality
their original
lost their
have lost
to have
garia to
the
United States.
the United
Restriction in time
in time
any law
to any
The
of this
Article are
subject to
law of Restriction
are subject
this Article
provisions of
foregoing provisions
The foregoing
war.
r
of
either
country
providing
that
its
nationals
do
not
lose
their
their
lose
not
do
nationals
its
of either country providing that
nationality by
by becoming
becoming naturalized
naturalized in
in another
another country
country in time of
nationality
war.
war.
Application of terms.
means aaperson Applicationoterms.
The
national", as
as used
used in
in this
this convention,
convention, means
"national",
word "
The word
the
of,
nationality
owing
permanent
allegiance
to,
or
having
the
the
nationality
having
or
to,
owing permanent allegiance
United
under the
the laws
thereof.
laws thereof.
respectively, under
Bulgaria, respectively,
or Bulgaria,
States or
United States
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NATURALIZATION TREATY-BULGARIA.
TREATY— BULGARIA. NOVEMBBER
NOVEMBER 23,
23, 1923.
1923.
NATURALIZATION
The word
"naturalized ", refers
naturalization of
the naturalization
to the
only to
refers only
word "naturalized",
The
persons
of full
full age,
age, upon
upon their
own applications,
applications, and
to the
the naturaland to
their own
persons of
ization
the naturalization
their parents.
parents. It
It
of their
naturalization of
through the
minors through
of minors
ization of
does not
not apply
apply to
to the
of nationality
by a
awoman through
nationality by
acquisition of
the acquisition
does
marriage.
marriage
ARTICLE II.
II.
ARTICLE

Status of naturalized
naturalized
Status.oi
returning to
to
=son returning
=
country.
former country.

naturalized
Nationals
either country
have or
or shall
shall become
become naturalized
who have
country who
of either
Nationals of
I, shall not,
in the
territory of
of the
other, as
contemplated in Article I,
as contemplated
the other,
the territory
in
upon returning
returning to
to the
country of
of former
nationality, be punishable
former nationality,
the country
upon
for
the
original
act
of
emigration,
or
for
failure,
prior to naturalfailure, prior
for
or
emigration,
of
act
original
the
for
ization, to
to respond
to calls
for military
service not accruing until
military service
calls for
respond to
ization,
after
bona fide
was acquired
the territory of the country
in the
acquired in
residence was
fide residence
after bona
whose
obtained by
naturalization.
by naturalization.
was obtained
nationality was
whose nationality
ARTICLE
III.
ARTICLE III.

Renunciation
of
Renunciation
naturalization.
by reel-by
nuralization.
deuce in
in
denes

origin.

If
country, who
comes within the purview of
who comes
either country,
of either
national of
a national
If a

I, shall renew his residence
residence in his country
country of origin without
Article I,
country of Article

min"

originh

Exchange
Exchange of ratifications.
Duration.
Duratin.

Si-.
Signatures.

naturalized, he shall be
the intent
intent to
return to
to that
that in
in which
was naturalized,
he was
which he
to return
the
held
to have
have renounced
naturalization.
his naturalization.
renounced his
held to
a person natThe
not to
return may
held to
when a
exist when
to exist
be held
may be
to return
intent not
The intent
uralized in
one country
country shall
shall have
resided more than two years in
have resided
in one
uralized
the other.
other.
the
IV.
ARTICLE IV.
ARTICLE
The present
shall go into
immediately upon the exinto effect immediately
Treaty shall
present Treaty
The
change
of ratifications,
continue in force for ten years. If
If
shall continue
and thall
ratifications, and
change of
neither party
party shall have given to the other six months' previous
neither
notice
intention then
to terminate
terminate the Treaty, it shall further
further
then to
its intention
of its
notice of
remain
in force
force until
until the
end of
months after either
either of the contwelve months
of twelve
the end
remain in
tracting parties
shall have
given notice
notice to
to the
other of such intention.
the other
have given
parties shall
tracting
IN
W ITNESS WHEREOF,
W HEREOF,the respective plenipotentiaries
plenipotentiaries have
IN WITNESS
signed this
thiA Treaty
Treaty and
hereunto affixed their seals.
have hereunto
and have
signed
November 1923.
Done in
at Sofia this 23rd day of November
duplicate at
in duplicate
Done
CHARLES S.
S.W
ILSON [SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
WILSON
CHARLES
[SEAL.]
CHB. KALFOFF
KALFOFF
[sEAL.1
CHR.
[Bulgarian text
text not
printed.]
not printed.]
[Bulgarian

Ratifications exchRafication exchanged.

Proclamation.

oamaton.

AND
W HEREAS the
said Treaty
duly ratified
both
ratified on both
been duly
has been
Treaty has
the said
AND WHEREAS
parts,
and the
ratifications of
exchanged
the two Governments were exchanged
of the
the ratifications
parts, and
in
on the
the fifth
of April, one thousand nine
day of
fifth day
Sofia, on
of Sofia,
City of
the City
in the
hundred
twenty-four;
and twenty-four;
hundred and
NOW,
THEREFORE, be
it known
I, Calvin Coolidge,
Coolidge, Presithat I,
known that
be it
NOW, THEREFORE,
dent
of the
States of
America, have
have caused the said Treaty to
of America,
United States
the United
dent of
be made
made public,
to the
the end
end that
the same
same and every article and clause
that the
public, to
be
thereof
may be
and fulfilled
fulfilled with
good faith
United
faith by the United
with good
observed and
be observed
thereof may
States and
the citizens
citizens thereof.
and the
States
IN
WHEREOF, IIhave hereunto
hereunto set my hand and
TESTIMONY WHEREOF,
IN TESTIMONY
caused
of the United States to be affixed.
Seal of
the Seal
caused the
DONE at
City of
of Washington
Washington this sixth day of May in the
the City
at the
DONE
year
Lord one
one thousand
hundred and
thousand nine hundred
our Lord
of our
year of
of the United
twenty-four, and
and of
Independence of
United
the Independence
of the
[sEAL.] twenty-four,
States of
America the one hundred and forty-eighth.
of America
States
CALVIN COOLIDGE
COOLIDGE
CALVIN
By the
President:
the President:
By
CHARLES
E. FIUGHES
HUcHEs
CHARLES E.
State.
Secretary
of State.
Secretary of

CONVENTION—GREAT
BRITAIN.
CONVENTION-GREAT BRITAIN.

1761
1761

JANUARY 23,
23, 1924.
1924.
JANUARY

Britainfor prevention
Convention between
United States
and Great
prevention
Great Britain
States and
the United
between the
Convention
Januof
smuggling of
of intoxicating
Signed at Washington,
Washington, Januliquors. Signed
intoxicating liquors.
of smuggling
1924;
13,
March
ary
23,
1924;
ratification
advised
by
the
March
1924;
Senate
the
by
advised
ratification
1924;
ary 23,
Great Britain,
ratified by
the President,
1924; ratified
ratified by Great
Britain,
21, 1924;
March 21,
President, March
by the
ratified
April
ratifications exchanged
at Washington,
Washington, May
22,
May 22,
exchanged at
1924; ratifications
30, 1924;
April 30,
1924;
ay 22,
22, 1924.
1924.
proclaimed, May
1924; proclaimed,

January
23,
924 .
23, 1924.
Jay

AMERICA.
OF AMERICA.
STATES
BY
PRESIDENT OF
EMI UNITED
TATES OF
UNITED S
OF THE
THE PRESIDENT
BY THE

A
PROCLAMATION.
A PROCLAMATION.
ith
Convention w
with
Convention

Great Britoil?, to preWHEREAS
between the
the United
United States of America
America GreatBritain,
Convention between
a Convention
WHEREAS a
ug
of inand
Great Britain
to aid
intoxi- vent snugglig
smuggling of intoxithe smuggling
of the
prevention of
the prevention
in the
aid in
Britain to
and Great
'United
liq rs
tates.
cating
liquors into
States was
was concluded
concluded and
signed by their Unitd
and signed
United States
the United
into the
eating liquors
Preamble.
twenty-third day Preamble.
respective
Washington, on the twenty-third
at Washington,
Plenipotentiaries at
respective Plenipotentiaries
of
thousand nine
hundred and twenty-four,
twenty-four, the original
nine hundred
one thousand
January, one
of January,
of
Convention is word for word
word as follows:
which Convention
of which

vent sm gling ofigO
uo

The
America;
United States of America;
the United
of the
President of
The President
And
the King
of the
Kingdom of Great Britain
United Kingdom
the United
King of
Majesty the
His Majesty
And His
and Ireland
and of
of the
the British
Dominions beyond
Emperor
the Seas, Emperor
beyond the
British Dominions
Ireland and
and
of India;
India;
Being desirous
any difficulties
difficulties which might arise
avoiding any
of avoiding
desirous of
Being
between
them
in
connection
with
the
laws
laws in force in the United
the
with
between them in connection
States on
on the
the subject of alcoholic beverages;
beverages;
States
Have decided
decided to
to conclude
conclude a
Convention for that purpose;
a Convention
Have
And have
as their
their Plenipotentiaries:
Plenipotentiaries:
appointed as
have appointed
And
The
of the
the United
United States of America:
America:
President of
The President
Charles Evans
of State
State of
United States;
the United
of the
Secretary of
Hughes, Secretary
Evans Hughes,
Charles
His Majesty
the King
King of
of the
United Kingdom
Kingdom of
Great Britain and
of Great
the United
Majesty the
His
Ireland
and of
of the
the British
British Dominions
Dominions beyond the Seas, Emperor
Emperor of
Ireland and
India:
India:
The Right
Honorable Sir
Auckland Campbell
Campbell Geddes,
Geddes, G. C. M. G.,
Sir Auckland
Right Honorable
The
K.
Ambassador Extraordinary
Extraordinary and
and Plenipotentiary
Plenipotentiary to the
His Ambassador
B., His
C. B.,
K. C.
United
States of
of America;
America;
United States
Who, having
good and
in good
found in
powers found
full powers
their full
communicated their
having communicated
Who,
follows:
due
form,
have
agreed
as
follows:
agreed
have
form,
due

Contracting
Powers.
Contracting Powers.

Plenipotentiaries.
Plenipotentiaries.

ARTICLE I.
I.
ARTICLE
of
hree milee
aters
limitup_
of
Three

intention territorial
The High
that it
it is
is their
firm intention
terTritorial
their firm
declare that
Parties declare
Contracting Parties
High Contracting
The
held.
to uphold
uphold the
the principle
that 33marine miles extending from the coastcoast- he'd.
principle that
to
the
constitute
line
outwards
and
measured
from
low-water
constitute
mark
low-water
from
line outwards and measured
proper limits
of territorial
territorial waters.
limits of
proper

waters

up-

ARTICLE II.
II.
ARTICLE
.

Boarding of private

outside
(1)
His Britannic
Britannic Majesty
Majesty agrees
agrees that
will raise
objection British
British vessel
vessel o
P
itre
no obection
raise no
he will
that he
(1) His
ryetc.
objciite
its
not
objected
to.
outside
flag
to
the
boarding
of
private
vessels
under
the
Br
itish
fla
g
outside
the
limits,.for
inquiry,
etc.,
British
the
under
vessels
to the boarding of private
limits
of territorial
territorial waters
waters by
by the
the authorities
authorities of the United States,
limits of
its
or possessions
order that
that enquiries
addressed
enquiries may be addressed
in order
possessions in
territories or
its territories
to those
board and
and an
be made
of the
the ship's papers
made of
examination be
an examination
on board
those on
to
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J
ANUARY 23,
1924.
23, 1924.
JANUARY

for the
the purpose
purpose of
of ascertaining
ascertaining whether
the vessel
or those
board
on board
those on
vessel or
whether the
for
are
import or
or have
have imported
beverages into
into
alcoholic beverages
imported alcoholic
to import
endeavoring to
are endeavoring
the United
or possessions
possessions in
violation of
the
of the
in violation
territories or
its territories
States, its
United States,
the
a
laws there
in
force.
When
enquiries and
examination show a
and examination
Search
of vessel
on laws
such enquiries
When such
force.
in
there
vessel on
eareh o
reasonable ground for
reasonable ground
for suspicion,
suspicion, a
vessel may be instia search of the vessel
ground for
reasonable
supion. ground
suspicion.
tuted.
tuted.
Seizure
be(2)
there is
reasonable cause
cause for
belief that the vessel has comfor belief
is reasonable
If there
(2) If
vessel beeizure oof vessel
lieved to be violating
against
attempting to commit an offense against
is committing
committing or attempting
or is
mitted or
American
prohibitio mitted
merican prohibition
laws.
States, its territories or possessions
the laws
laws of
the United
possessions prohibitUnited States,
of the
the
laws.
ing the
the importation
importation of
of alcoholic
seized
be seized
may be
vessel may
the vessel
beverages, the
alcoholic beverages,
ing
and
taken
into
a
port
of
the
United
States,
its
territories
or
possespossesor
territories
its
States,
United
the
of
a
port
into
and taken
sions for
for adjudication
adjudication in
in accordance
with such laws.
accordance with
sions
Distance
from
coast
(3)
The rights
rights conferred
conferred by this article shall not be exercised at
(3) The
Distance from coast
limited for
for boarding,
etc.,
vessels.
etc., vessels.

coast of the United States its territories
the coast
from the
distance from
aagreater
greater distance

or possessions
possessions than
than can
can be
be traversed
in one
one hour
susvessel susthe vessel
by the
hour by
traversed in
or
pected of
commit the
the offense.
offense. In
In cases,
cases, however,
however, in
to commit
endeavoring to
of endeavoring
quer pected
which the
liquor is
intended to be conveyed
conveyed to the United States its
is intended
the liquor
which
territories or
or possessions
by a
vessel other
than the one
boarded and
one boarded
other than
a vessel
possessions by
territories
speed
searched, it
it shal
shall be
the speed
such other
vessel and
and not the speed
other vessel
of such
speed of
be the
searched,
of the
the vessel
boarded, which
determine the
distance from the
the distance
shall determine
which shall
vessel boarded,
of
coast at
this article
article can
exercised.
can be exercised.
under this
right under
the right
which the
at which
coast

Extension if liquor
iy l
conveyed by other vessel.
eal.

oEnxteon

ARTICLE
HI.
ARTICLE III.
No penalty
penalty or forfeiture
forfeiture under the laws of the United States shall
No
be
attach to
alcoholic liquors
liquors or
to vessels or persons by
or to
to alcoholic
or attach
applicable or
be applicable
reason of
of the
of such
liquors, when such liquors are listed as
such liquors
carriage of
the carriage
reason
United States, its
sea stores
for a
port foreign
foreign to the United
a port
destined for
cargo destined
or cargo
stores or
sea
territories
or possessions
on board
board British vessels voyaging to or from
possessions on
territories or
passing
ports
the United
United States,
territories or possessions
possessions or passing
or its territories
States, or
of the
ports of
through
waters thereof,
carriage shall be as
such carriage
and such
thereof, and
territorial waters
the territorial
through the
now
provided by
by law
law with
respect to the transit of such liquors
with respect
now provided
kept
To
be kept under seal through the Panama Canal, provided that such liquors shall
Tobekeptunderseal
shall be
be
kept
ie
carr
tasuhoqr
while
American
-in American
while in
carried
under
while the vessel on which they are carried
waters.
continuously, while
seal continuously
under seal
waters.
remains within
within said
said territorial
waters and
that no part of such liquors
and that
territorial waters
remains
shall at
at any
any time
be unladen
unladen within the United States. its
place be
or place
time or
shall
territories
territories or possessions.
ARTICLE
IV.
ARTICLE IV.

Liquors
listed as sea
Liquors listed
stores or cargo for foreign port not
fos fobrcgosubjected
to
penalty, etc.
tonaltyetc.

noreg
or

Any
claim by a
aBritish vessel for compensation
compensation on the grounds that
that
Any claim
through the improper or unreasonable
it
loss or
unreasonable
injury through
or injury
suffered loss
has suffered
it has
II of this Treaty or on the
exercise of
conferred by Article II
rights conferred
the rights
of the
exercise
ground that
that it
has not
the benefit
benefit of Article III shall be
given the
been given
not been
it has
ground
referred for
consideration of
persons, one of whom
whom shall
two persons,
of two
joint consideration
the joint
for the
referred
be
nominated by
by each
the High
Contracting Parties.
High Contracting
of the
each of
be nominated
recommendations contained
Reference
Effect shall
contained in any such
such
given to the recommendations
be given
shall be
to Pecuni- Effect
Reference to
sly Claims Commis- .
the claim shall
be
sion.
joint
report.
If
no
joint
report
can
agreed
upon,
shall
report.
joint
sion.m
provisions
be
referred to
to the
Claims Commission
established under the provisions
Commission established
the Claims
be referred
Vol.
1625.
of
the Agreement
Agreement for
of Outstanding
Outstanding Pecuniary
Pecuniary Claims
Settlement of
the Settlement
for the
of the
p 1625.
37 p.
Vol. 37,
signed
at Washington
Washington the 18th August, 1910, but the claim shall not,
signed at
a schedule
before
require to be included
included in a
tribunal, require
the tribunal,
to the
submission to
before submission
of claims
claims confirmed
confirmed in
the manner
manner therein
therein provided.
in the
of

Action
on claims
claims for
Action on
loss, etc.

loss, etc.

ARTICLE V.
ARTICLE

This Treaty shall be subject to ratification
ratification and shall remain
remain in
in
force
for aaperiod
exchange of ratifiyear from the date of the exchange
of one year
period of
force for
cations.
cations.
Notice
of
proposed
Three
months before
before the
the expiration
expiration of the said period of one year,
Three months
proposed
of
Notice
modifications.
modifications.
either
of
the
High
Contracting
Parties may
may give
give notice of its desire
Parties
Contracting
High
the
of
either
of the Treaty.
to propose
propose modifications
modifications in
in the
the terms
terms of
to

ratificaExchange
Exchange of ratifiestions,
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Treaty to lapse if
to lapseoi
If
not been
been agreed
before the expira- mTreaty
agreed upon before
have not
modifications
not
modifications have
such modifications
If such
agreed
upon.
upon.
agreed
shall
Treaty
the
tion
of
the
term
of
one
year
mentioned
above,
the
Treaty
shall
lapse.
above,
mentioned
year
one
of
term
the
tion of
Continued from year
moddfica
modifi- toC
propose modifiIf
is given
side of
of the
desire to
to propose
the desire
to year
year if'o
if no modificaeither side
on either
given on
notice is
no notice
If no
proposed.
tions proposed.
on tions
so on
and so
year, and
cations,
the Treaty
shall remain
remain in
in force
force for
for another
another year,
Treaty shall
cations, the
a
each such period of a
automatically,
but subject
subject always
always in
in respect
respect of
of each
automatically, but
as provided
year
to the
the right
right on
on either
side to
provided above
above three
three
propose as
to propose
either side
year to
the Treaty,
months
before its
Treaty, and to the
in the
modifications in
expiration modifications
its expiration
months before
provision
that if
if such
modifications are
upon before the
agreed upon
not agreed
are not
such modifications
provision that
shall lapse.
close
the period
of one
Treaty shall
the Treaty
year, the
one year,
period of
of the
close of

ARTICLE
VI.
ARTICLE VI.
Treaty to lapse,
lapse, if

effect
pevented by
effect of, prevented
In the
the event
that either
either of
of the
the High
Contracting Parties
Parties shall
shall be
be judicial
High Contracting
event that
In
or
or
dvecistion
gsci decision
action from
prevented
by judicial
or legislative
legislative action
from givgiv- legislative
decision or
action.
judicial decision
either by
prevented either
Treaty
said
the
ing
full
effect
to
the
provisions
of
the
present
Treaty
Treaty
Treaty
present
the
of
provisions
the
to
effect
ing full
shall
automatically lapse,
whenever this
this Treaty
Treaty
or whenever
lapse or
such lapse
on such
and, on
lapse, and,
shall automatically
Party shall enjoy
shall cease
cease to
to be
m force,
Contracting Party
enjoy
High Contracting
each High
force, each
be m
shall
all
the rights
which it
it would
would have
possessed had
had this
Treaty not been
this Treaty
have possessed
rights which
all the
o rad&
r
concluded.
concluded.change
Exchange of
acations.
President of cations.
The present
present Convention
shall be
be duly
ratified by
the President
by the
duly ratified
Convention shall
The
the United
United States
States of
with the
the advice
advice and consent
consent
and with
by and
America, by
of America,
the
of the
the Senate
thereof, and
and by
Britannic Majesty;
Majesty; and the ratiHis Britannic
by His
Senate thereof,
of
fications shall
shall be
exchanged at
at Washington
Washington as
as possible.
possible.
soon as
as soon
be exchanged
fications
Signatures.
IN WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF,
Plenipotentiaries have
respective Plenipotentiaries
the respective
WHEREOF, the
IN
signed the
in duplicate
duplicate and
and have
affixed
thereunto affixed
have thereunto
Convention in
present Convention
the present
signed
their seals.
seals.
their
DONE
at the
-third day
day of January,
twenty-third
this twenty
Washington this
of Washington
city of
the city
DONE at
twenty-four.
in
of our
our Lord
thousand nine
hundred and
and twenty-four.
nine hundred
one thousand
Lord one
year of
the year
in the
HUGHES
[sEAL.]
CHARLES
EVANS HUGHES
CHARLES EVANS
[SEAL.]
[sEAL.]
A.
GEDDES
C. GEDDES
A. C.
[SEAL.]
Ratifications
Ratifications ex.
changed.
AND
the said
said Convention
Convention has
has been
ratified on changed.
duly ratified
been duly
WHEREAS the
AND WHEREAS
both parts,
and the
the ratifications
ratifications of
of the
Governments were extwo Governments
the two
parts, and
both
changed in
in the
the City
City of
of Washington
Washington on
on the
the twenty-second
twenty-second day of
changed
twenty-four;
May,
thousand nine
hundred and
and twenty-four;
nine hundred
one thousand
May, one
Proclamation.
on
ro
NOW, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, be
it known
PresiCoolidge, PresiCalvin Coolidge,
I, Calvin
that I,
known that
be it
NOW,
said
the
dent
of
the
United
States
of
America,
have
caused
the
Convention
caused
have
America,
of
dent of the United States
to
be made
end that
that the
the same
and every
article and
and clause
every article
same and
the end
to the
public, to
made public,
to be
United
faith
thereof
may
be
observed
and
fulfilled
with
good
faith
by
the
good
with
fulfilled
and
thereof may be observed
States
citizens thereof.
the citizens
and the
States and
my hand and
IN
TESTIMONY WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, I
set my
hereunto set
have hereunto
I have
IN TESTIMONY
be affixed.
to be
caused the
the seal
seal of
of the
the United
United States
States to
caused
day,of May
DONE
at the
City of
Washington this
this twenty-second
twenty-second day
of Washington
the City
DONE at
and
in
of our
nine hundred
hundred and
thousand nine
one thousand
Lord one
our Lord
year of
the year
in the
[SEAL.]
twenty-four, and
and of
the Independence
Independence of
the .United
United
of the
of the
twenty-four,
[SEAL.]
States of
of America
one hundred
hundred and forty-eighth.
the one
America the
States
CALVIN C
OOLIDGE
COOLIDGE
CALVN
By
the President:
President:
By the
CHARLES E.
E.HUGHES
HUGHES
CHARLES
Secretary
of State.
State.
Secretary of
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MARCH

Rica,
Convention
between the
and Costa
Costa Rica,
States and
United States
the United
Protocol between
and Protocol
Convention and
Jose,
facilitating the
work of
at San
San, Josi,
Signed at
salesmen. Signed
traveling salesmen.
of traveling
the work
facilitating
1924;
Senate, May 19, 1924;
by the Senate,
March 31,
ratification advised by
1924; ratifcation
31, 1924;
March
Costa Rica, June
Ratified by Costa
ratified by
the President,
President, June
1924; Ratified
3, 1924;
June 3,
by the
ratified
pro1924; pro24, 1924;
ratifications exchanged
exchanged at
June 24, 1924;
Jose, June
at San
San Josi,
24,
1924; ratifications
claimed, June
1924.
26, 1924.
June 26,
claimed,
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March 31, 1924.

March31, 19I

AMERICA,
OF AMERICA,
STATES
BY
THE P
RESIDENT OF
OF THE
THE UNITED
TATES OF
UNITED S
PRESIDENT
BY THE

A PROCLAMATION.
PROCLAMATION.
A
Traveling salesmen,
WHEREAS a
the United
States of
America Costa
cTraveling
of America
United States
between the
Convention between
a Convention
WHEREAS
Rica. salesmen'
Preamble.
and
the
Republic
of
Costa
Rica
to
facilitate
work
of
traveling
Preamble.
work
the
and the Republic of Costa Rica to facilitate
salesmen and
and a
protocol supplementary
thereto were concluded
concluded and
supplementary thereto
a protocol
salesmen
tbirtysigned
their respective
respective Plenipotentiaries
Plenipotentiaries at San Jose, on the thirtyby their
signed by
twenty-four, the
first
of March.,
one thousand
nine hundred and tweny-four,
thousand nine
March, one
day of
first day
originals
which Convention
and Protocol,
Protocol, being in the English and
Convention and
of which
originals of
Spanish
word for word as follows:
languages, are word
Spanish languages,

CONVENTION
CONVENTION

CONVENCION
CO
NVE N CION

Concerning
Commercial Travelers
Concerning Commercial

Relativa, a
Agentes Viajeros
Viajeros
a Agentes
Relativa

The
United States
States of
America
of America
The United
and the
Republic of
Costa Rica,
of Costa
the Republic
and
being
foster the develdesirous to foster
being desirous
opment
of commerce
between
commerce between
opment of
exchange
them and
and to
to increase
increase the exchange
them
of commodities
the
facilitating the
by facilitating
commodities by
of
work of
traveling salesmen,
have
salesmen, have
of traveling
work
Convention
a Convention
agreed to
to conclude
conclude a
agreed
for that
that purpose
and have to that
purpose and
for
end appointed
as their
plenipotentheir plenipotenappointed as
end
tiaries:
tiaries:
The
the United
of the
President of
The President
States of
of America,
America, Mr.
Mr. Roy.
T.
Roy. T.
States
Davis, Envoy
and
Extraordinary and
Envoy Extraordinary
Davis,
Minister Plenipotentiary
Plenipotentiary of the
Minister
United States
States in Costa Rica, and
United
the
President of
Rica,
Costa Rica,
of Costa
the President
Obreg6n
Professor
don Miguel
Miguel Obregen
Professor don
Lizano
Minister of
Public Eduof Public
Lizano,t Minister
cation
charge of
of the
Portfolio
the Portfolio
in charge
cation in
of Foreign
Relations of Costa
Foreign Relations
of
Rica, who,
having communicated
communicated
who, having
Rica,
to
each other
other their
their full
powers,
full powers,
to each
which were
were found
in due
be in.
found to be
which
form,
agreed upon the folhave agreed
form, have
lowing articles:
articles:
lowing

Los
Unidos de
de America
Am6rica
Estados Unidos
Los Estados
y
Repfiblica de Costa Rica,
la Republica
y la
deseando fomentar
relaciones
fomentar sus relaciones
deseando
y acrecentar
acrecentar el intermercantiles
mercantiles y
cambio de
de mercaderias
facilitando
mercaderias facilitando
cambio
la actuaci6n
actuacion de
de agentes
agentes viajeros,
viajeros,
la
han decidido
decidido celebrar
celebrar con tat
tal prohan
p6sito un
ya
ese fin Man
han
a ese
convenio, y
un convenio,
p6sito
nombrado
sus respectivos
como sus
nombrado como
plenipotenciarios:
plenipotenciarios:

Contracting Powers.
Powers.

El
.
residente de
de los
Estados
los Estados
Presidente
El P
Unidos de
America, a
a Mr. Roy
de America,
Unidos
T. Davis,
Davis Enviado
Enviado ExtraordiT.
nario y
y Ministro
Plenipotenciario
Ministro Plenipotenciario
nario
de
Unidos en Costa
Estados Unidos
los Estados
de los
Rica,
y el Presidente
Presidente de Costa
Rica, y
Rica
al Profesor
don Miguel
Miguel ObreProfesor don
Rica al
gen
Lizano, Ministro
Ministro de EducaEducag6n Lizano,
cif%
Pilblica encargado
Desdel Desencargado del
ci6n P6blica
Exteriores,
pacho
Relaciones Exteriores,
de Relaciones
pacho de
coquienes, despues
de haberse
haberse codespues de
quienes,
municado mutuamente
sus plenos
mutuamente sus
municado
poderes y
hallandolos en buena
buena
y hallAndolos
poderes
forma, han
convenido
han convenido
debida forma,
yy debida
en los
los articulos
articulos siguientes:
siguientes:
en
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Article II
Article

Manufacturers,
and
merchants, and
Manufacturers, merchants,
within the jutraders
domiciled within
traders domiciled
risdiction
of one
one of
the high
high conconof the
risdiction of
tracting
parties may
may operate
operate as
as
tracting parties
commercial
travelers either
either perpercommercial travelers
sonally
by means
of agents
agents or
means of
or by
sonally or
employees within
jurisdicthe jurisdicwithin the
employees
tion of
the other
other high contractof the
tion
ing party
on obtaining
the
from the
obtaining from
party on
ing
a single
latter , upon
upon payment of a
latter,
fee
shall be
valid
be valid
which shall
license which
fee, aalcense
thi:oughout its
its entire
territorial
entire territorial
throughout
jurisdiction.
jurisdiction.
high conof the
Restriction in
In case
case either
either of
the high
In
ease of
in°ow
Restrictio
War. wa
tracting parties
parties shall be
engaged
be engaged
tracting
in
war, it
reserves to
to itself
the
itself the
it reserves
in war,
right
from operating
operating
prevent from
to prevent
right to
within
jurisdiction under the
its jurisdiction
within its
provisions
of this convention, or
provisions of
otherwise,
enemy nationals
nationals or
otherwise, enemy
other
presence it
whose presence
aliens whose
other aliens
may
consider prejudicial
prejudicial to pubmay consider
safety.
lic
order and
national safety.
and national
lic order
Commercial travelers

authorized to operate
authorizd
on a
single license.
license.
on
asingle

Article
II
Article II
presenting
Issue
license on
lifcste
of certificate
Lre of
of

authority,
authority.

In
order to secure the license
In order
applicant
above mentioned
mentioned the applicant
must
obtain from
country of
the country
from the
must obtain
domicile of
of the
the manufacturers,
manufacturers,
domicile
merchants, and
and traders repremerchants,
sented a
certificate attesting his
a certificate
sented
character
as a
commercial trava commercial
character as
eler.
This certificate,
certificate, which shall
eler. This
be
issued by the authority to be
be issued
country, for
designated in
for
each country
in each
designated
vis6ed by
the purpose, shall be viseed
the
the
of the
the country
country in
consul of
the consul
which the
the applicant
applicant proposes to
which
operate,
authorities of the
the authorities
and the
operate, and
latter shall,
shall, upon
presentation
the presentation
upon the
latter
of
certificate, issue
to the apissue to
of such
such certificate,
plicant
the national
national license as
plicant the
provided in Article I.
provided

III
Article
Article III
Sale of samples.
Sale

Freedom
from duty
duty
Freedom from
if
if without
without value.

Articulo
I
Articulo I
Los
fabricantes,
comerciantes, fabricante,s,
Los comerciantes,
y demas
derails mercaderes
domiciliados
mercaderes domiciliados
y
dentro
de la
de una
jurisdicci6n de
la jurisdie,cion
dentro de
de
las altas
contratantes
partes contratantes
altas partas
de las
podran
como viajantes,
viajantes,
actuar como
podran actuar
ya
sea personalmente
personalmente o
medio
por medio
o por
ya sea
de agentes
dentro
empleados, dentro
o empleados,
agentes o
de
de la
la jurisdiccien
la otra,
otra,
de la
jurisdicci6n de
de
mediante el
pago en esta de una
el pago
mediante
patente Onica
que sera
valida
sera valida
unica que
patente
en
su territorio.
territorio.
todo su
en todo
Cada
una de
partes
altas partes
las altas
de las
Cada una
contratantes
reserva el decontratantes se reserva
recho,
caso de
hallarse en
de hallarse
el caso
para el
recho, para
estado
de impedir
impedir que
guerra, de
de guerra,
estado de
realicen
operaciones, conforme aa
realicen operaciones,
las clausulas
convencion o
o
esta convenci6n
de esta
clausuIas de
las
de
otra manera,
manera, los
cualquiera otra
de cualquiera
nacionales de
de paises
enemigos u
u
paises enemigos
nacionales
otros
cuya presencia
presencia
extranjeros cuya
otros extranjeros
considere
perjudicial al
al orden
orden
considere perjudicial
p6blico
ala seguridad
nacional.
seguridad nacional.
o ala
publico o
Articulo II
II
Articulo
A
de obtener
la patente
patente
obtener la
fin de
A fin
referida,
el solicitante
debera presolicitante debera
referida, el
sentar
un certificado
extendido en
certificado extendido
sentar un
el pais
pals del
del domicilio
domicilio de los comerel
ciantes, fabricantes
fabricantes y
mercaderes
y mercaderes
ciantes,
representados, y
y que
que acredite su
representados,
calidad
de viajante, el cual cercalidad de
tificado
otorgado por las
tificado sera otorgado
autoridades que
que al efecto designe •
autoridades
c6nsul
por el consul
cada pals
visado por
y visado
pais y
cada
de la
nacion en
solicitante
en que el solicitante
la naci6n
de
se propusiere
propusiere actuar;
actuar • con
con este
se
documento
vista,' las autorila vista,
documento aala
expediran la
dades
de dicho
pais expediran
dicho pals
dades de
patente
el
nacional de que habla el
patente nacional
articulo anterior.
articulo

Articulo III
III
Articulo

vender
Los
viajantes podran
podran vender
Los viajantes
A commercial
commercial traveler
traveler may
sell
may sell
A
sus muestras
muestras sin
necesidad de pasin necesidad
his
without obtaining
a sus
obtaining a
samples without
his samples
importadores.
tente
especial como iraportadores.
tente especial
special license
importer.
an importer.
as an
license as
special
Article
Article IV

Articulo IV

Samples
commercial
without commercial
Samples without
value
be admitted
admitted to entry
shall be
value shall
free
free of duty.

Est aran libres
libres de
derechos todas
de derechos
Estaran
las
muestras que no tengan valor
valor
las muestras
comercial.
comercial.
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Samples
stamped, or
marked, stamped,
Samples marked,
defaced in
such manner
manner that they
in such
defaced
to other uses
can
not be
be put
put to
can not
shall
as objects
considered as
be considered
shall be
without
value.
commercial value.
without commercial

Se
como muestras
muestras
Se consideraran
consideraran como
valor comercial
eston
que esten
las que
comercial las
sin valor
marcadas, selladas
inutilizadas
o inutilizadas
selladas o
marcadas,
de
tal modo
modo que
no puedan
puedan destidestique no
de tal
narse a
aotros
usos.
otros uses.
nare

Article V
V
Article

Articulo V
V
Articulo

Samples
having commercial
commercial
Samples having
value
shall be
be provisionally
provisionally advalue shall
mitted
upon giving
giving bond
bond for the
mitted upon
payment
of lawful
if they
duties if
lawful duties
payment of
shall
have been withdrawn
withdrawn
not have
shall not
from
the country
country within
period
a period
within a
from the
of
(6) months.
six (6)
of six
Duties
shall be
be paid on such
Duties shall
portion of
the samples
samples as
as shall
of the
portion
not have
so withdrawn.
withdrawn.
been so
have been
not

Las muestras
muestras que
valor
tengan valor
que tengan
Las
comercial seran
seran admitidas provicomercial
sionalmente,
fianza por los
previa fianza
sionalmente, previa
derechos de
aduana, para
para el caso
de aduana,
derechos
de que
salgan del
pals dentro
dentro
del pais
no salgan
que no
de
de un
un periodo
periodo de
(6) meses.
meses.
seis (6)
de seis
de

Article
VI
Article VI

Articulo
VI
Articulo VI

q

i ng

Marking,, etc.,
reetc., reMark

sin

wthldrawal
Bond for withdrawal
if of commercial value.

ble if not withDutiable
Los derechos
derechos se
se pagaran
sobre dr&t
drawn.
if not withpagaran sobre
Los
que
aquella
parte
de
las
muestras
aquella parte de las muestras
no haya
haya sido
reexportada.
sido reexportada.
no

posible Customs
lo posible
en lo
Se
simplificaran en
Se simplificarim
shall be
All customs
formalities shall
customs formalities
All
las formalidades
aduaneras m
formalidades aduaneras
todas las
simplified as
much as possible todas
as much
simplified
fm de
de evitar
demoras en
en el desevitar demoras
a fin
with
to avoid
avoid delay
in a
delay in
view to
a view
with a
pacho de
de muestras.
muestras.
pacho
the
despatch of
samples.
of samples.
the despatch
Article
VII
Article VII

Articulo
Articulo VII

Pedlers
salesmen who
other salesmen
and other
Pedlers and
vend directly
directly to
consumer,
the consumer,
to the
vend
even
even though they have not an
in
established
of business
business in
place of
established place
the
country in which they operate,
the country
shall not
not be considered as comshall
shall be
mercial travelers,
but, shall
travelers, but
mercial
subject to
to the
the license
license fees levied
subject
which
on business
kind which
the kind
of the
business of
on
they
carry on.
they carry

Los buhoneros
buhoneros y
y otros mercaLos
dere,s que,
que, aunque
aunque no
tengan
no tengan
deres
casa establecida
en el pals
pafs en que
establecida en
casa
actdan, vendan
directamente aa
vendan directamente
actuan,
los
consurnidores, no
no serAn
satin conconlos consumidores,
siderados como
come viajantes,
viajantes, sino
siderados
que estaran
pager los
estaran sujetos aa pagar
que
derechos
de patente
patente que correderechos de
spondan al
al genero
comercio.
su comercio.
de su
g6nero de
spondan

Article
VIII
Article VIII

Articulo
VIII
Articulo VIII

No license
shall be
required of:
be required
license shall
No
a)
traveling only to
Persons traveling
a) Persons
study
trade and
even
and its needs, even
study trade
though
they initiate commercial
though they
relations,
provided they
they do not
relations, provided
make sales
sales of
merchandise.
of merchandise.
make
b) Persons
Persons operating
operating through
b)
local
agencies which pay the lilocal agencies
to
cense
or other
imposts to
other imposts
fee or
cense fee
which
their business
is subject.
subject.
business is
which their

No
necesitaran patente:
No necesitarAn
viajen para
a)
s6lo viajen
que solo
Los que
a) Los
estudiar el
el mercado
necesus necey sus
mercado y
estudiar
sidades,
aunque inicien
inicen relaciosidades, aunque
nes comerciales,
comerciales, siempre que no
nes
realicen
mercaderias.
de mercaderias.
ventas de
realicen yentas
b)
Los que
que actden
por medio
medio
actden por
b) Los
de agencias
agencias locales
locales que
paguen
que paguen
de
los
derechos de
patente oo de otro
de patente
los derechos
caracter a
a que
que esten
esten sujetas
sujetas sus
caracter
respectivas casas.
casas.
respectivas
c)
Los viajantes
viajantes que
exsean exque sean
c) Los
clusivamente compradores.
compradores.
clusivamente

c)
Travelers who
who
c) Travelers
buyers.
sively
sively buyers.
Article IX
IX
Article

are exclu-

requirerequire-

Peddlers, etc.
etc.
Peddlers,

License
License exemptions.
exemptions.

Articulo
IX
Articulo IX

Toda concesion
que otorgare
concesi6n que
Toda
Any concessions
concessions affecting
affecting any
Any
de las
las alias
altas partes
cualquiera de
of the
the provision
provision of
of the
the present
present cualquiera
of
contratantes,
ya
sea
por ley
ley napor
sea
ya
contratantes,
be
convention
that
may
hereafter
hereafter
may
convention that
tratado o
convenio, en
en el
el
o convenio,
cional, tratado
granted by
by either
either high
high contract- clonal,
granted

Reciprocal
extension
Reciprocal extension
of future
future concessions.
concessions.
of
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Exchange o rat -

Exehange dratilics.

t

s

Duration.

D-

Signatures.

signats

ing
by law
law or
or by
by
either by
party, either
ing party,
treaty or
convention, shall
imshall imor convention,
treaty
mediately
be extended
to the
the
extended to
mediately be
other party.
party.
other

sentido
modificar cualquiera
de
cualquiera de
de modificar
sentido de
las
prescripciones de
presente
la presente
de la
las prescripciones
convenci6n, se
se hara
hara inmediatainmediataconvenci6n,
otra.
mente extensiva
la otra.
extensiva aala
mente

Article X
X
Article

Articulo X
X
Articulo

This convention shall be ratified;
and the
ratifications shall
be
shall be
the ratifications
fied; and
exchanged
at Washington
Washington or
San
or San
exchanged at
Jose within
within two
years, or
sooner
or sooner
two years,
Jose
if possible.
possible.
if
The present
shall
convention shall
present convention
The
remain in
force until
of
end of
the end
until the
m force
remain
of the
six
after either
either of
months after
six months
high
contracting parties
parties shall
shall
high contracting
have
the other
of
other of
to the
notice to
given notice
have given
its intention
intention to
to terminate
terminate the
the
its
same, each
each of
them reserving
reserving to
of them
same,
itself the
of giving
such
giving such
right of
the right
itself
time.
notice to
to the
other at
at any
any time.
the other
notice
And it
agreed between
between
hereby agreed
is hereby
it is
And
the parties
that, on
the expiration
expiration
on the
parties that,
the
of six
after such notice
months after
six months
of
shall have
have been
been received
received by
shall
either
them from
from the other
of them
either of
party
as above
above mentioned,
mentioned, this
party as
convention
altogether cease
cease
shall altogether
convention shall
and terminate.
terminate.
and
In testimony
whereof the
rethe reIn
testimony whereof
spective plenipotentiaries
plempotentiaries have
spective
and have
signed these
articles and
these articles
signed
seals.
thereunder
affixed their
their seals.
thereunder affixed
Done
in duplicate,
San Jose,
Jos6,
at San
duplicate, at
Done in
Costa Rica,
this thirty-first
thirty-first day of
Rica, this
Costa
March,
thousand nine hunone thousand
March, one
dred
twenty-four.
and twenty-four.
dred and
[BAL.)
SEAL.]
[sEAL.1
SEAL.]

Protocol.

Agreement for
exe
for exeAgreement
outing provisions of
o
Convention,

Convnt n.

MARCH 31, 1924.

PROTOCOL
PROTOCOL

Este
convenio sera
sera ratificado,
ratificado, y
y
Este convenio
sus ratificaciones
se canjearan
canjearan en
en
ratificaciones se
sus
Washington
San Jose
dentro de
de
Jos6 dentro
Washington ooSan
dos altos
esta fecha,
fecha, o
o
de esta
despues de
afios despues
dos
antes
si fuere
fuere posible.
posible.
antes si
El presente
presente convenio
quedara
convenio quedarf
El
en
seis meses
meses deshasta seis
vigor hasta
en vigor
pues
de quo
cualquiera de
las
de .las
que cualquiera
pues de
alias partes
contratantes haya
partes contratantes
altas
dado aviso
otra de
de su
su intenintenla otra
aviso aala
dado
cion
de denunciarlo,
reservandenunciarlo, reservanci6n de
dose
cada una
una de
de ellas
el derecho
derecho
ellas el
dose cada
de dar
ese aviso
la otra
otra en
en
a la
aviso a
dar ese
de
cualquier momento.
momento. Queda
Queda adoadecualquier
m& convenido
entre las
partes
las partes
convenido entre
mas
que,
transcurrido seis
seis meses
meses desque, transcurrido
pues de
quo cualquiera
cualquiera de
ellas
de ellas
de que
pues
haya recibido
recibido de
de la
la otra
otra el
aviso
el aviso
haya
cesara
mencionado,
este convenio
convenio cesara
mencionado, este
yterminara.
terminara.
y
En
fe de
de lo
lo cual
cual los
los respectivos
respectivos
En fe
firmado eshan finnado
plenipotenciarios
plenipotenciarios han
con
tos artfculos
sellado con
han sellado
y los
los han
articulos y
tos
sus
sellos.
sus sellos.
Hecho en
dos ejemplares
ejemplares en
en dos
Hecho
Rica, el dia
San Jos6
Jose de
Costa Rica,
de Costa
San
treinta
uno de
marzo de mil
de marzo
y uno
treinta y
novecientos
veinticuatro.
novecientos veinticuatro.

T. DAVIS
ROY T.
DAVIS
ROY
M.OBREGON-L.
OBREGoN-L.
M.
PROTOCOLO
PROTOCOLO

Para el
mejor cumplimiento
cumplimiento de
de
For the
the better
fulfillment of
the
el mejor
of the
Para
better fulfillment
For
de la Conlas estipulaciones
astipulaciones de
of the convention con- las
provisions
provisions of
vencion
relativa a
a Agentes
Agentes Viarelativa
Travelers, venci6n
cerning
Commercial Travelers,
cerning Commercial
.
e infrascrito
eros, firmada
firmada hoy, el
signed
today, the
undersigned jeros,
the undersigned
signed today,
Davis, Enviado
Enviado ExT. Davis,
Roy T.
Mr. Roy
T. Davis, Envoy Ex- Mr..Roy
Roy T.
Mr.
y Ministro
PlenipoMinistro Plenipotraordinario y
traordinary and
Minister Pleni- traordinario
and Minister
traordinary
Unidos
tenciario de
Estados Unidos
los Estados
de los
potentiary
the United
United States
States tenciario
of the
potentiary of
don
America, y
Profesor don
el Profesor
y el
of America,
America, and
and Profesor don de
de America,
of
Miguel Obregen
Lizano, SecreObreg6n Lizano,
Miguel
Lizano, Min- Miguel
Obreg6n Lizano,
Miguel Obregen
de
tario de
de Estado
Despacho de
el Despacho
en el
Estado en
ister of
of Public
Public Education
Education in tario
ister
encargado de
of For- Educacion
PGblica, encargado
charge of
of the
Portfolio of
the Portfolio
Educaci6n Pfiblica,
charge
de Relaciones
Relaciones Exeign Relations
Relations of
Secretaria de
of Costa Rica, la
la Secretaria
eign
en repreteriores de
Costa Rica,
Rica, en
reprerespective teriores
de Costa
representing
their
respective
their
representing
sus respectivos paises,
de susrespectivos
follows: sentacion
as follows:
countries, have
have agreed
agreed as
sentaci6n de
countries,
siguiente:
lo siguiente:
han convenido
en lo
convenido en
han

SALESMEN
CONVENTION COSTA RICA.
RICA.
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Article II
Article
Regulations
Regulations governing the renewal and transfer of licenses, and
the imposition of fines and other
penalties for any misuse of lipenalties
censes, may be made
made by either of
censes,
High Contracting
Contracting Parties
Parties
the High
whenever advisable,
advisable, within the
present convention,
terms of
of the
the present
and without prejudice to. the
rights
rights defined therein.
therein.
If such regulations
regulations should permit the renewal
renewal of licenses, the
corresponding fee will not be

greater
that charged
for the
the
greater than
than that
charged for
original
license.
original license.
regulations should perIf such regulations
mit
of licenses,
licenses, upon
mit the
the transfer
transfer of
upon
satisfactory
satisfactory proof that transferee
transferee
assignee is in every sense the
or assignee
successor of the original
true successor
licensee, and can furnish a
a cersimilar
tificate of identification
identification similar
to that furnished by the said
original licensee, he will be allowed to operate as a
a commercial traveler
traveler pending the arrival
arrival
of the new certificate
certificate of identification, but the cancellation
cancellation of
fication,
the bond for the samples shall
not be effected before the arrival
certificate.
of the said certificate.
Article II
II
It
It is the citizenship of the firm
commercial traveler repthat the commercial
resents, and not his own, that
governs the issuance
issuance to him of
certificate of identification.
aacertificate
In order to obtain practical
practical
results, the High Contracting
Parties agree to empower
empower the local customs officials to issue the
said licenses upon surrender of
certificate of identification
the certificate
identification
and authenticated
authenticated list of samples,
acting as deputies of the central
constituted for the issuance
office constituted
and regulation of licenses. The
said customs officials shall immediately transmit the appropriate
documentation
documentation to the said central
office, to which the licensee shall
thereafter give due notice
notice of his
thereafter
intention to ask for the renewal
renewal
or transfer
transfer of his license, if these
acts
cancellaacts be allowable, or cancellation of his bond, upon his de-
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.Articulo I
Artfculo
I
Siempre
una de
las _kites
re Issutir
ns of governing
que una
de las
Altas regslatineveng
Siempre que

Partes Contratantes
Contratantes lo juzgue
conveniente, podrii
podra reglamentar
reglamentar
conveniente,

la renovaoi6n
renovacion y
el traspaso
y el
traspaso de_pade pala

Ttas
tentes y
imposicion de mu
multas
y la imposici6n
7
penes por cualquier
cualquier uso
y otras penas
'legal de las mismas, de acuerdo
ilegal
presente
con lo
lo estipulado
estipulado en la presente
convenci6n, y
y sin perjuicio
perjuicio de los
convenci6n,
derechos
especificados.
derechos en ella especificados.
of IMenses.
En
de que
que se
se autorice
is Renewal
Renewaloflicenses.
autorice la
En caso
caso de
renova,ciOn
de
patentes,
no
se
corenovaci6n de patentes,
bruit
brara por este servicio una suma
mayor que la exigida por la expemayor
dicion
de la
original.
la patente
patente original.
dici6n de
En
que se
se autorice
autorice el
En caso
caso de
de que
el tincgqnditteironopiipeeermit:
Conditionspermit
ting
transfer of licenses.
traspaso de patentes,
patentes, el cesionario, previa prueba suficiente
de
que es
es por
por todos conceptos
de que
el verdadero
verdadero sucesor del cedente,
cedente,
y
puede presenter
presentar un cerque pueda
y de
de que
tificado de identificaciOn
identificaci6n semejante
presentado por el que
jante al presented°
obtuvo la licencia original, podr§
podra
actual' como viajante hasta
haste que
actuar
se reciba el nuevo
nuevo certificado
certificado de
identificacion,
efectuindose,
identificaci6n, no efectuandose,
sin embargo, la cancelaci6n
cancelacion de
is fianza, mientras
mientras no haya llela
gado este documento.
documento.

.Articulo II
Articulo

La nacionalidad
nacionalidad de la casa
case

del viarepresentada, y
viay no
no Is
la del
representada,

represente l sera la
jante que la represente,
que rija para la expedici6n
expedicion del
certificado de identificaci6n.
identificaci6n.
resultados
A fin de obtener resultados
A

Citizenship offirm
of Arm to
to
Citeienship
govern identification
identification
certificate.
certificate.

Authority of
local
of local
Authority
customs officials
officials to issue
issue

etc.
licenses,etc.
practicos, las
Con- licenses,
Partes ConAltas Partes
practicos,
las Alias
tratantes convienen
convienen en facultar a
a
autoridades aduaneras
aduaneras locales
las autoridades
para
pars expedir las patentes citadas,
certificado de
previa entrega del certificado
identificacion y
y de la lista ceridentificaci6n
tificada de muestras, en representaci6n de la oficina central
sentaci6n
encargada de expedir y
y reglaencargada
mentar las patentes. Las citadas
autoridades
remitiran a
a dicha
autoridades remitiran
perdida de
oficina central, sin p6rdida
tiempo, los documentos corresdebiendo notificar a
a
pondientes, debiendo
Osta el cesionario,
cesionario, despues
despues de
esta
hecha la remi.sion,
proposito
remisi6n, su prop6sito
renovaciOn o
o el trasde pedir
pedir la renovaci6n
paso de su patente, en caso de
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parture from
country. Due
the country.
from the
parture
notice
be
will be
connection will
this connection
in this
notice in
regarded
the time
for
required for
time required
as the
regarded as
the exchange
correspondence
of correspondence
exchange of
the
in
schedules,
mail schedules,
normal mail
the normal
in the
plus five
five business
business days
for purdays for
plus
poses
official verification
verification and
of official
poses of
registration.
registration.

permitirse estos
estos actos,
la cancanactos, oo la
permitirse
celacion
de su
al salir
del
salir del
fianza, al
su fianza,
celaci6n de
pals. Se
Se tendril
la
oportuna la
por oportuna
tendra por
pais.
notific,acion
hecha en el plazo
notificaci6n hecha
necesario
para un
cambio de coun cambio
necesario para
rrespondencia
en condiciones
condiciones norrrespondencia en
males, mas
mks cinco
habiles para
dias habiles
cinco dias
males,
la comprobaci6n
comprobacion y
el registro
registro por
por
y el
la
las autoridades
autoridades competentes.
competentes.
las

Article III
III
Article

Articulo III
III
Articulo

It is
is understood
the travtravthat the
understood that
It
eler will
will not
engage in
the sale
of
sale of
in the
not engage
eler
other
articles than those emother articles
braced
by his
his lines
lines of
of business;
business;
braced by
that
say, he
may sell
sell his
his
he may
to say,
is to
that is
samples ' thus
thus incurring
an obliincurring an
samples,
gation
to pay
pay the
the customs
customs duties
gation to
thereupon,
not sell
may not
he may
but he
thereupon, but
other
articles brought
brought with him
other articles
or sent
sent to
him, which
which are
are not
not
to him,
or
reasonably
repreclearly repreand clearly
reasonably and
sentative
the kind
business
of business
kind of
of the
sentative of
he purports
represent.
to represent.
purports to
he

Se entiende
que el
el viaj
ante no
viajante
entiende que
Se
se dedicara
is yenta
de otros
venta de
dedicark aa la
se
articulos
comprendidos
los comprendidos
que los
articulos que
en
el ramo
que se
se dedica;
dedica; es
a que
ramo a
en el
decir,
muestras,
sus muestras,
vender sus
podra vender
decir, podra
con
la obligaci6n
obligacion correspondiente
correspondiente
con la
de cubrir
cubrir los
aduaneros
derechos aduaneros
los derechos
de
reglamentarios,
reglamentarios, pero no podra
vender
otros articulos
que lleve
lleve
articulos que
vender otros
consigo
reciba, si no
perno perque reciba,
consigo oo que
tenecen, de
una manera
manera razonable
de una
tenecen,
y clara,
al ramo
dediest& dedique esta
a que
ramo a
clara, al
y
cado.
cado.

Article
IV
Article IV

Articulo IV
IV
Articulo

Advertising matter brought by
Advertising
commercial travelers
travelers in
approin approcommercial
priate quantities
quantities shall be treated
priate
without commercial
as
commercial
samples without
as samples
value.
having a
a deprevalue. Objects having
ciated
because
commercial value because
ciated comniercial
of
adaptation for
for purposes of
of adaptation
advertisement, and
intended for
and intended
advertisement,
gratuitous
distribution, shall,
gratuitous distribution,
when
introduced in reasonable
when introduced
quantities,
also be treated as
quantities, also
commercial
samples
commercial
samples without
value.
is understood,
however,
understood, however,
It is
value. It
prescription shall be
that this prescription
subject
to the
customs laws
laws of
the
of the
the customs
subject to
respective
countries.
respective countries.

Se considerartin
muestras
como muestras
consideraran como
Se
sin valor
anuncios
los anuncios
comercial los
valor comercial
sin
leve consigo,
que
viajante lleve
el viajante
que el
siempre
sean en
cantidades
en cantidades
que sean
siempre que
teni6ndose, tambi6n,
apropiadas,
tambien,
apropiadas, teniondose,
come
cornermuestras sin valor comercomo muestras
cial
los objetos que
que tengan un
cial los
valor
depreciado, demercantil depreciado,
valor mercantil
para fines
bide
su adaptaci6n
adaptacion para
bido aa su
a disde
anuncios y
y destinados
destinados a
de anuncios
tribuci6n gratuita, siempre que
tribuci6n
se
en cantidades
cantidades
introduzcan en
se introduzcan
razonables.
razonables. Se entiende, sin embargo,
que esta
prescripci6n esesta prescripcion
bargo, que
reglamento aduatara sujeta
sujeta al reglamento
tara
nero
respectivo.
pais respective.
del pals
nero del

Article
V
Article V

V
Articulo
Articulo V

Bales of
resamples reof samples
Sales
stricted
to business
stricted to
represented
by comcomrepresented by
mercial traveler.

Advertising
matter
Advertisingmatter
admitted equally as
admitted
samples.
samples.

Extension of bonds
for samples.

Cuando
patente original
original se
la patente
Cuando la
If
the original license were isIf the
expidiere por
mayor
periodo mayor
un periodo
por un
sued
period longer than six expidiere
for aaperiod
sued for
o cuando fuere remeses, o
de seis
seis meses,
months,
license be re- de
if the
the license
months, or if
se extendera
la fianza
fianza en
extendera la
novada, se
newed, the bond for the samples novada,
newed,
propercion correspondiente.
correspondiente.
will be
be correspondingly
extended. la
la proporci6n
correspondingly extended.
will
Se entiende,
esta
It
entiende, sin embargo, que esta
that Se
however, that
It is
is understood,
understood, however,
al reglaprescripcion estara sujeta
sujeta al
prescription shall be subject
subject prescripci6n
this prescription
re- mento
pais respecto the
the customs
customs laws
mento aduanero
respecthe relaws of the
aduanero del pals
to
spective
tive.
tivo.
countries.
spective countries.

SALESMEN CONVENTION—COSTA
RICA.
CONVENTION-COSTA RICA.
SALESMEN
Article VI
VI
Article

31, 1924.
MARCH 31,
1924.
MARCH

1771.

Articulo VI
VI
Articulo

as
ated
Saples) treated
Se despacharan
despacharen las
las muestras
. as
muestras Swats
Se
que
consigo el
el viajante
viajante
leve consigo
que lleve
como
equipaje persu equipaje
parte de su
como parte
preferencia sobre
dandose preferencia
sonal dandose
la carga
ordinaria alas
las que se le
carga ordinania
la
en.vien
subsecuentemente.
envien subsecuentemente.
g
natures.
spatrs.
EN
TESTI MONIO DE
DE LO
LO Si
EN TESTIMONIO
CUAL
respectivos plenipolos respectivos
CUAL los
tenciarios han firmado el presente
Protocolo y
puesto sus
y han pue,sto
sente Protocolo
sellos.
sellos.
ingl6s
Done
Hecho por duplicado, en ingles
English
in duplicate,
duplicate, in English
Done in
espaliol, en
Jose, Costa
San Jose,
en San
en espafiol,
and
Costa y
y en
and Spanish,
Spanish, at San Jose, Costa
Rica, a
alos
los treinta
dins del
treinta y un dias
Rica,
thirty-first day of Rica,
Rica, this thirty-first
novecientos
de mil novecientos
marzo de
mes de marzo
March,
March, one thousand nine hun- mes
veinticuatro.
veinticuatro.
dred and
and twenty-four.
twenty-four.
dred
DAVIS
DAvIs
[SEAL.]
ROY
T.
T.
RoY
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
M. OBREG6N-L.
OBBEG6N-L.
[SEAL.] M.

Samples
accompanying the
Samples accompanying
commercial
traveler will be descommercial traveler
patched as a
a portion of his personal
baggage; and
arrving
and those arriving
sonal baggage
after
precedence
be given precedence
will be
him will
after him
over
ordinary freight.
over ordinary
IN WIT
REOF the
WITNESS WHEREOF
IN
respective plenipotentiaries
plenipotentiaries have
respective
signed
this Protocol
Protocol and have
signed this
affixed
affixed their seals.

cRatifiations
AND WHEREAS
WHEREAS the
the said
said Convention
and Protocol
Protocol have
beenex•
have been
Convention and
AND
duly
both parts,
parts, and
the ratifications
of the
the two
two governgovernratifications of
and the
on both
ratified on
duly ratified
ments
were exchanged
of San
San Jose,
twenty-fourth
on the
the twenty-fourth
Jos6, on
City of
the City
in the
exchanged in
ments were
day
June, one
one thousand
nine hundred
hundred and
and twenty-four;
ro.Pmtion.
twenty-four;
thousand nine
of June,
day of
Proclamation.
roamaton
NOW,
THEREFORE, be
it known
Coolidge,
known that I, Calvin Coolidge
be it
NOW, THEREFORE,
America, have caused the said
of America,
President of
United States
States of
the United
of the
President
the
that the
Convention and
and Protocol
Protocol to
to be
to the
the end that
public to
made public
be made
Convention
and
observed and
same
and every
every article
article and
and clause
thereof may
be observed
may be
clause thereof
same and
States and the citizens
fulfilled with
faith by
by the
the United
citizens thereof.
United States
good faith
with g,00d
fulfilled
hand
IN
TESTIMONY WHEREOF,
W I-1 'REOF, II have
hereunto set my hand
have hereunto
IN TESTIMONY
and caused
caused the
of the
the United States to be affixed.
affixed.
seal of
the seal
and
twenty-sixth day of June,
Done
at the
the city
of Washington
Washington this
this twenty-sixth
city of
Done at
hundred and
in
the year
our Lord
one thousand
thousand nine hundred
Lord one
of our
year of
in the
[srAL.] twenty-four,
twenty-four , and
of the
the Independence
Independence of the United
United
and of
[SEAL.]
States of
of America
the one
hundred and
and forty-eighth.
one hundred
America the
States
CALVIN COOLDGE
COOLIDGE
CALVIN
By the
the President:
President:
By
HUGHES
CHARLES E.
E. HUGHES
CHARLES
Secretary
of State,
State,
Secretary of
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1772

1924.
24,194.
May 24,
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M
AY 24,
1924.
24, 1924.
MAY

Convention
between. the
the United
States and
and Norway
Norway for
prevention
the prevention
for the
United States
Convention between
of smuggling
intoxicating liquors.
liquors. Signed
Signed at
24,
May 24,
Washington. May
at Washington,
of intoicating
smuggling of
of
1924; ratification
ratification advised
the Senate,
by the
the
ratiedby
1924; ratified
31, 1924;
May 81,
Senate, May
by the
advised by
1924;
President,
by Norway,
Norway, June
ratifi1924; ratifi20, 1924;
June 20,
ratified by
1924; ratified
20, 1924;
June 20,
President, June
cations exchanged
exchanged at
at Washington,
July 2,
1924; proclaimed,
proclaimed, July
2,
July 2,
2,1924;
Washington, July
cations
1924.
BY
RESIDENT OF
OF THE
UNTTED STATES
STATES OF
AMERICA.
OF AMERICA.
THE UNITED
PRESmENT
THE P
BY THE
A PROCLAMATION.
A
PROCLAMATION.
W Hli,REAS aa Convention
the United
United States
of America
America
States of
Convention between
between the
WHEREAS

Convention
Convention with
Norway to prevent
=haling of intoxicat-

and Norway
Norway to
the _prevention
the smuggling
smuggling of
of intoxicating
intoxicating
of the
prevention of
in the
aid in
to aid
g tof inmtoevt and

and signed
United States
concluded and
Stgateq
liquors into
big
liquors into
Into uited
uni t
e
d liquors
into the
the United
States was
was concluded
signed by their
States.
Plenipotentiaries at Washington, on the twenty-fourth
Preamble.
respective Plenipotentiaries
twenty-fourth
day
hundred and
the original
original
twenty-four, the
and twenty-four,
nine hundred
thousand nine
one thousand
of May,
May, one
day of
of which
which Convention,
being in
in the
the English
English and
languages,
Norwegian languages,
and Norwegian
Convention, being
of
is word
for word
word as
follows:
as follows:
word for
is

onraeting Powers.

Contracting Powers.

Plenipotentiaries.

lenipotentlares.

The President
President of the United
States
of America
America and His
States of
Majesty
the King
King of Norway
Majesty the
being
avoiding any
any
of avoiding
desirous of
being desirous
difficulties
arise bebemight arise
which might
difficulties which
tween
connection with
them in connection
tween them
the laws
laws in
force in
in the
United
the United
in force
the
States on
on the
alcoholic
of alcoholic
subject of
the subject
States
decided to conbeverages have
have decided
beverages
clude a
a Convention
Convention for
that
for that
clude
appointed as
purpose,
purpose, and have appointed
their Plenipotentiaries:
Plenipotentiaries:
their
the United
The
of the
United
President of
The President
States
of America,
America, Charles
Charles Evans
States of
Hughes,
Secretary of
of
State of
of State
Hughes, Secretary
States;
the United
United States;
the
His
King of Northe King
Majesty the
His Majesty
way, Helmer
Hehner H.
H. Bryn,
Bryn, His
His Envoy
Envoy
way,
Extraordinary and
Plenand Minister
Minister PlenExtraordinary
States
ipotentiary
the United
United States
to the
ipotentiary to
of
America '
•
of America;
Who
having
communicated
having communicated
Who,
their full
full powers
powers found in good
good
their
and due
agreed as
as
have agreed
due form,
form, have
and
follows:
follows:

jurisdicTerritorial inrisdioTerritorial
Son
retained.
tiun

Amerikas
Amerikas Forente Staters President og
Majestet Norges
Hans Majestet
og Hans
sident
Kongo
undgit, de
de
insker & undga
som Onsker
Konge som
opsta
vanskeligheter som
som matte
matte opsti
vanskeligheter
mellem dem som
fOge av de love
som fOlge
mellem
som
Forente Stater
Stater
gjelder iide Forente
som gjelder
angliende
alkoholhohlige drikkeangaende alkoholholdige
varer,
her beslutte
avtil a avbeslutte sig til
varer, har
0iemed
i det vciemed
slutte
konvensjon i
slutte en konvensjon
og har
her opnevnt
opnevnt som sine befullog
mektigede:
mektigede:
Amerikas
Amerikas Forente
Forente Staters President:
Charles Evans Hughes,
sident: Charles
Forente Staters statssekrede Forente
taer;
taer;
Majestet Norges Konge:
Hans Majestet
Helmer H.
H. Bryn,
Bryn, Hans
Hans overorHelmer
dentlige sendemann
sendemann og befu_llmekbefullmekdentlige
tigede minister ii Amerikas Foroute
rente Stater;
hvilke,
meddelt
a ha
ha meddelt
hvilke, efter a
hinannen
som
fullmakter, som
sine fullmakter,
hinannen sine
og beh0rig
fandtes a vaere i
behorig
i god og
fandtes
form, er
er kommet
koramet overens om
form,

ARTICLE
I.
ARTICLE I.

AR
TIKKEL I.
ARTIKKEL

The High
Parties
Contracting Parties
The
High Contracting
respectively retain
their rights
retain their
respectively
and
prejudice by
by
without prejudice
claims, without
and claims,
reason
of this
this agreement
agreement .with
reason of
respect
the extent
extent of their terrespect to the
ritorial jurisdiction.
ritorial

De hoie
parter
De
h0ie kontraherende
kontraherende parter
bibeholder
hver isaer
isaer sine
sine rettigbibeholder hver
rettigheter
uten prejudis
heter og
og krav
krav uten
prejudis som
som
fOlge
med
f0lge av
av denne
denne overenskomst
overenskomst med
hensyn til
til utstrekningen
hensyn
utstrekningen av deres
deres
territoriale
jurisdiksjon.
territoriale jurisdiksjon.
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AR TIKKEL II.
II .
ARTIKKEL

ARTICLE II.
II.
ARTICLE
(1) His
Majesty agrees that
(1)
His Majesty
he
raise no
the
to the
objection to
no objection
will raise
he will
boarding
of private
vessels under
under
private vessels
boarding of
the
the
outside the
flag outside
Norwegian flag
the Norwegian
limits of
of territorial
the
by the
waters by
territorial waters
limits
authorities of
United States,
States,
the United
of the
authorities
its territories
territories or
or possessions
possessions in
its
order
enquiries may be adthat enquiries
order that
dressed
to those
those on board and
dressed to
an
examination be
be made
made of the
the
an examination
ship's papers
papers for
of
purpose of
the purpose
for the
ship's
ascertaining
whether the
the vessel
vessel or
or
ascertaining whether
endeavoring
those on
on board
board are
are endeavoring
those
to import
or have
imported alcohave imported
to
import or
holic beverages
beverages into the United
United
holic
States, its
its territories
or possesterritories or
States,
sions
violation of
of the
the laws
there
laws there
in violation
sions in
in force.
When such
enquiries
such enquiries
force. When
in
a reasonand
examination show a
and examination
able
ground for
a
suspicion, a
for suspicion,
able ground
be
search of
of the
vessel may be
the vessel
search
initiated.
initiated.
(2) If
If there
reasonable cause
there is reasonable
(2)
for belief
belief that the vessel has
for
committed or
is committing
or
committing or
or is
committed
attempting to
to commit
an offense
commit an
attempting
against the
the laws of the United
against
States,
territories or
possesor possesits territories
States, its
importation
sions
prohibiting the importation
sions prohibiting
of alcoholic
alcoholic beverages,
vessel
the vessel
beverages, the
of
into aa
may
seized and
and taken
taken into
be seized
may be
port
of the
the United
States, its
United States,
port of
territories or
or possessions
possessions for adjuterritories
dication in
accordance with
such
with such
in accordance
dication
laws.
laws.
(3)
The rights
rights conferred
conferred by
by
(3) The
this article
exercised
article shall not be exercised
this
at a
a greater
greater distance
distance from
from the
at
coast
its
States its
United States
the United
of the
coast of
territories or possessions than
territories
can be
traversed in one hour by
be traversed
can
the vessel
vessel suspected
suspected of endeavorendeavorthe
ing
the offense. In
commit the
to commit
ing to
cases,
in which the
however, in
cases, however,
liquor
is intended
to he
conveyed
be conveyed
intended to
liquor is
to
the United
United States
States its
its territerrito the
a vessel
tories
possessions by a
or possessions
tories or
other
boarded and
than the one boarded
other than
searched, it
it shall
of
speed of
the speed
be the
shall be
searched,
such other
other vessel
and not the
the
vessel and
such
speed of
boarded,
the vessel boarded,
of the
speed
which shall
the disdetermine the
shall determine
which
tance from
from the
the coast
at which the
coast at
tance
right under
article can
be
can be
this article
under this
right
exercised.
exercised.
28
4:5S22'—voL
43pr 2
28
2
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med Norwegiag veeseut
(1) Hans
Hans Majestet
gar med
Majestet gar
(1)
han ikke
gjOre nogen
nogen sidelimits,
etc., e iZ
gey
forinquiry,
vil gj0re
ikke vii
et han
pa et

NO
B rWerag
°ar
vessels
% iv
:u
tt
:-

pa

lim
no

o
s

to
in
d

,

at myndigheter
myndigheter
=vending
mot at
" obted to.
mnvending mot
tilhOrende
de Forente
Forente Stater,
tilh0rende de
deres territorier
territorier eller besiddelser
besiddelser
deres
gar ombord
ombord iiprivate
under
skibe under
private skibe
gar
norsk
flagg utenfor
sj0grensen,
utenfor sjOgrensen,
norsk flagg
forat
kan bli
til
rettet til
bli rettet
sp0rsmal kan
forat spOrsmal
de ombordvaerende
ombordvaerende og
underog underde
sokelse
skibets papirer
bli
papirer bli
av skibets
s0kelse av
foretatt
det 0iemed
Oiemed a
pa
bringe p.
a bringe
i det
foretatt i
det
de
eller de
skibet eller
hvorvidt skibet
rene, hvorvidt
det rene,
ombord
vaerende fors0ker
forsOker it
a inninnombord vaerende
fore eller
eller har
har innfOrt
alkoholholinnf0rt alkoholholfore
dige
drikkevarer til
til de Forente
Forente
dige drikkevarer
Stater, deres
deres territorier
beeller beterritorier eller
Stater,
siddelser under
under krenkelse
de
av de
krenkelse av
siddelser
On
on
vesse
search
er gjeldende.
love som
love
som der
der er
gjeldende. Nar
Mir reasonable
reaBsonable
earch o
ofground
vessel for
suspicion.
sadanne sporsmal
sadan under suspicion.
sp0rsmal og sadan
sadanne
sOkelse viser
en rimelig
rimelig grunn til
viser en
s0kelse
inistanke, kan
skiav skiransakmung av
kan ransakning
mistanke,
bet apnes.
bet
hpnes.
Seizure of vessel
vessel be(2)
Hvis der
er rimelig
grunn lieved to
to be
be violating
(2) Hvis
der er
rimelig grunn
an
American
prohibition
prohibition
meric
har begatt
a tro at skibet bar
til
til a
begatt eller
eller laws.
begar eller
eller forsOker
beg& en
en
fors0ker a bega
begar
forseelse mot
de love
love i
Forente
i de Forente
mot de
forseelse
beStater, deres
deres territorier
territorier eller
eller beStater,
innf0rsel av
siddelser som forbyr innfOrsel
siddelser
alkoholholdige
drikkevarer, kan
alkoholholdige drikkevarer,
skibet beslaglegges
og bringes til
beslaglegges og
skibet
en havn
havn i
Forente Stater,
deres
Stater, deres
de Forente
i de
en
territorier eller
eller besiddelser
besiddelser til
til
territorier
rettslig avgjOrelse
overensstemi overensstemavgj0relse i
rettslig
melse med
sadanne love.
med sadanrte
melse
l/i
st
r
ince fro T zist
(3) De
rettigheter som
som er
or skapt
skapt linited forfrboardin
(3)
De rettigheter
etc.,
vessels.
skal ikke etc., vessels.
ved
donne artikkel
artikkel skal
ved denne
utOves
en st0rre
stOrre aystand
avstand fra de
i en
ut0ves i
Forento
Staters, deres
deres territoriers
territoriers
Forento Staters,
eller
kyst enn
enn den,
besiddelsers kyst
eller besiddelsers
som
kan tilbakelegges
pa en time
tilbakelegges pa
som kan
if liquor
Etension it
av det
for Extension
mistenkt for
er mistenkt
som er
skib som
av
det skib
liquor
conveyed by other
forseelsen. IIde conveyed
forsOk
pfi, ai. beet
bega forseelsen.
fors0k pa
vessel.
se
tilfelle
hvilke drikkevarene
drikkevarene er
or ve l.
i hvilke
tilfelle i
bestemt
til a
befordres til de
a befordres
bestemt til
territorier
Forente
Stater, deres territorier
Forente Stater,
eller
besiddelser av
skib
annet skib
et annet
av et
eller besiddelser
enn
som er
er bordet
og ranbordet og
det som
enn det
saket, skal
au:taut
skal det dog vaere sadant
saket,
annet skibs
hurtiggitende og
og ikke
skibs hurtiggaende
annet
hurtiggaende
det
borded skibs
skibs hurtiggilende
det borded
som
skal bestemme
bestemme den aystand
avstand
som skal
if0lge
retten ifOlge
fra kysten
kysten hvortil
hvortil rotten
fra
denim
ut0ves.
kan utgives.
artikkel kan
denne artikkel
lit iiteti

for

b an

lg,
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ARTICLE
III.
ARTICLE III.

Liquors listed
as sea
No
forfeiture under
under
Liquos
listed as
ea
No penalty
penalty or
or forfeiture
stores or cargo
afor
the laws
of the
the United
United States
States
eign port not subjected the
laws
of
eignprttsbiect
to penalty, etc.
to penaltyetc.
shall be applicable
applicable or
attach to
or attach
to
alcoholic liquors
liquors or
or to
vessels or
alcoholic
to vessels
or
persons by
of the
the carriage
persons
by reason
reason of
carriage
of such
such liquors,
liquors, when
when such
such liquors
liquors
of
are listed
sea stores
cargo
are
listed as
as sea
stores or
or cargo
destined for
port foreign
destined
for aaport
foreign to
to the
the
United States,
or
United
States, its
its territories
territories or
possessions
on board
Norwegian
possessions on
board Norwegian
vessels
or from
from ports
voyaging to
to or
ports
vessels voyaging
of
States, or
its territerriUmted States,
or its
of the
the Muted
tories
or possessions
or passing
passing
tories or
possessions or
through
territorial waters
waters
through the
the territorial
thereof,
shall
such carriage
carriage shall
thereof, and
and such
be as
now provided
provided by
by law
law with
with
be
as now
respect
to the
transit of
of such
such
respect to
the transit
liquors
through the Panama Canal,
liquors throughthePanamaCanal,
To be kept under seal provided
that such
such liquors
liquors shall
provided that
shall
Tobeleptnnderseal
while t hs American
waters.
e kept
kept under
seal continuously
continuously
under seal
American be
w .
while
the vessel
on which
which they
they are
are
while the
vessel on
carried remains
within said
said terricarried
remains within
territorial waters
and that
that no
no part
part of
of
torial
waters and
such
liquors shall
shall at
tune or
or
such liquors
at any
any time
within the
place be unladen
unladen within
United States,
its territories
United
States, its
territories or
or
possessions.
possessions.
for

-

ARTICLE IV.
ARTICLE

Any claim
a Norwegian vescai by a
yessel for
for compensation
compensation on the
sel
grounds that
has suffered
suffered loss
loss
grounds
that it
it has
or
improper
or injury
injury through
through the
the improper
or unreasonable
unreasonable exercise
of the
the
exercise of
rights conferred
by Article
Article II
H of
of
rights
conferred by
on the
the ground
this Treaty or on
ground that
that
it
it has not been given the benefit
benefit
of
referred for
for
of Article
Article III
III shall
shall be
be referred
the joint consideration
consideration of two
persons, one
persons,
one of
of whom
whom shall
shall be
be
nominated
the High
High
nominated by
by each of the
Contracting
Contracting Parties.
Reference
to Permathe
Reference to
PermsEffect shall
shall be given to the
ni
nent Court of Arbitrant ourt of Arbitra- recommendations
recommendations contained in
tion.
ti
joint report.
any such joint
report. If no
joint
agreed upon,
upon,
joint report
report can
can be
be agreed
the claim shall be referred
referred to the
Permanent
Court of
Permanent Court
of Arbitration
Arbitration
at The Hague described
the
described in
in the
36, p.
p. 2221.
Vol. 3,
221.
Convention for the Pacific Settlement
of International
International Disputes,
ment of
Disputes,
concluded at
concluded
at The Hague,
October
Hague, October
18, 1907. The
The Arbitral
Arbitral Tribunal
Tribunal
shall be constituted in accordance
accordance
Vol.36,
322.2. with
with Article 87 (Chapter
(Chapter IV)
IV) and
Vol. 36, pp.2
pp. 2233,'ni.
and

Action on
claimsor
or
on elaima
for
loss,
etc.
la Ssetc.

MAY 24,
MAY
24, 1924.
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ARTIKKEL
ARTISKEL III.
Tngen straff
eller konfiskasjon
konfiskasjon ii
Ingen
straff eller
henhold
Forente Staters
de Forente
Staters love
love
henhold til
til de
skal kunne
kunne ramme
ramme eller
eller knyttes
knyttes
skal
til alkoholholdige
eller
til
alkoholholdige drikkevarer
drikkevarer eller
til skibe
eller personer
personer som
som f0lge
fiblge
til
skibe eller
av
av sadanne
drikav transport
transport av
s&danne drikkevarer,
nar slidanne
kevarer, nar
s&danne drikkevarer
drikkevarer
or
som skibsforrad
eller
skibsforrad eller
er opffirt
opf0rt som
last bmtemt
for en
utenfor
last
bestemt for
en havn
havn utenfor
de Forente
Forente Stater,
Stater, deres
ternde
deres territoner eller
besiddelser ombord
ombord pa
torier
eller besiddelser
norske skibe,
som er
er iifart
fart til
til eller
eller
norske
skibe, som
fra havne
havne ii de
de Forente
Forente Stater,
Stater,
fra
eller
deres territorier
territorier eller
eller besideller deres
delser, eller
som passerer
passerer gjeimem
eller som
gjennem
delser,
disses territorialvande,
sidan
disses
territorialvande, og
og sadan
transport
skal bed0mmes
bedOmmes saledes
saledes
transport skal
som
nu ved
ved lov
by fastsatt
fastsatt med
som nu
hensyn
sadanne
hensyn til
til transit
transit ay
av sadanne
drikkevaire gjennem
gjennem Panamadrikkevarre
Panamakanalen,
under fortusetning
fortusetning av
av at
at
kanalen, under
sAdanne
skal holdes
holdes
sadanne drikkeyarer
drikkevarer skal
uavbrutt
under segl
medens det
det
segl medens
uavbrutt under
skib
hvorpA de
sig
skib hvorp&
de likes
f0res opholder
opholder sig
innen
og
innen n.eynte
nevnte territorialvande
territorialvande og
at ingen
av sadanne
sadanne drikkeat
ingen del
del av
drikkevarer
varer skal til
til noget
noget tidspunkt
tidspunkt eller
eller
ph
sted bli
losset innen
innen de
pa noget sted
bli losset
de
Forente
Stater, deres
Forente Stater,
deres territorier
territorier
eller besiddelser.
eller
besiddelser.
ARTIKKEL IV.
ARTIKKEL
Ails krav
pa
Aile
krav fra
fra et
et norsk
norsk skib
skib pa
erstatning pa
av at
at dot
erstatning
pa grunn
grunn av
det liar
har
som f0lge
fOlge av
lidt tap
tap eller
eller skade
skade som
av
upassende eller
urimelig ut0velse
utOvelse
upassende
eller urimelig
ay de ved denne
denne traktats artikkel
artikkel
av
II
II tilstAdde
tilst&dde rettigheter
rettigheter eller pA
pa
gratin ay
at det
dot ikke
nyte
grunn
av at
ikke har
har fAtt
fatt nyte
godt av
av artikkel
henyises
godt
artikkel III,
III, skal
skal henvises
tilfellesbeteiakning av
av to
to personer,
personer,
tilfellesbetenkning
hvoray hver
hvorav
hver av
av de hole
hiie kontrakontraherende
skal opnevne
en.
herende parter
parter skal
opnevne en.
De henstillinger
henstillinger som
som gjores
De
gj0res ii
nogen
sadan felles
nogen sadan
felles betenkning
betenkning
skid
efterkommes.
skal efterkommes.
Hvis man
man
ikke
bli enig
enig om
nogen felles
felles
ikke kan bli
om nogen
betenkning,
skal kravet
henyise,s
betenkning, skal
kravet henvises
til den Faste Voldgiftsdomstol
Voldgiftsdomstol ii
Haag,som
or omhandlet
omhandlet i
Haag,
som er
i KonKonvensionen
om Fredelig
vensionen om
Fredelig Blleggelse
Bileggelse
av
ay Internasjonale
Internasjonale Tvistigheter,
Tvistigheter,
aysluttet
Haag den 18 oktober
oktober
avsluttet i
i Haag
sk al
1907. Voldgiftsdomstolen
Voldgiftsdomstolen skal
sammensett es overensstemmensammensettes
overensstemmende
med artikkel
87 (kapitel
(kapitel
de med
artikkel 87
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with Article
Article 59
59 (Chapter
(Chapter III)
III) of
with
of
the
the said
said Convention.
Convention. The
The proproceedings
shall be
by so
so
ceedings shall
be regulated
regulated by
much of
said
much
of Chapter
Chapter IV
IV of
of the
the said
Convention
and of
Chapter III
III
Convention and
of Chapter
thereof
regard being
being had
had
thereof (special
(special regard
for Articles
70 and
and 74,
but exceptexceptfor
Articles 70
74, but
53 and
and 54)
as the
ing Articles
Articles 53
54) as
the
Tribunal
consider to
be apTribunal may consider
to be
applicable and
and to
to be
be consistent
plicable
consistent with
with
the provisions
agreement.
the
provisions of
of this
this agreement.
All
of money
which may
be
All sums
sums of
money which
may be
awarded by
the Tribunal
on acawarded
by the
Tribunal on
account
count of
shall be
be paid
paid
of any claim
claim shall
withing
eighteen months
months after
withing eighteen
after
the date of
of the final
final award
award without
and without
without deducout interest
interest and
deduction, save
save as
hereafter specified.
tion,
as hereafter
specified.
"bear its
Each Government
Government shall
shall bear
its
own
expenses. The
The expenses
of
own expenses.
expenses of
the Tribunal
be defrayed
defrayed by
by
the
Tribunal shall
shall be
a
ratable deduction
deduction of
of the
the amount
amount
a ratable
of
the sums
sums awarded
awarded by
it, at
at a
a
of the
by it,
rate of
five per
per cent.
cent. on
on such
such sums,
sums,
rate
of five
or at
at such lower
lower rate
be
rate as
as may
may be
agreed upon
upon between
between the
the two
two
agreed
Governments; the
the deficiency,
if
Governments;
deficiency, if
any, shall be defrayed
defrayed in
equal
in equal
moieties
two Governmoieties by
by the
the two
Governments.
ments.

IV) og
artikkel 59
59 (kapitel
IV)
og med
med artikkel
(kapitel
III) i nevnte
nevnte konvensjon.
konvensjon. ForForhandlingerne
skal vaere
underhandlingerne skal
vaere underkastet
kapitel IV
IV ii
kastet s.
sa meget
meget av
av kapitel
nevnte
av dens
dens
nevnte konvensjon
konvensjon og
og av
kapitel
kapitel III
III (under
(under spesiell
spesiell henhensyntagen
til artikler
artikler 70
70 og
og 74,
74,
syntagen til
mens
artiklerne 53
53 og
54 skal
skal
mens artiklerne
og 54
vaere
som domstolen
vaere undtatt) som
domstolen
for A
vaere anvendbar
ma anse for
a vaere
anvendbar og
og
for
•
vaere ii overensstemmelse
for aA'vaere
overensstemmelse
denne overensmed forskriftene
forskriftene iidenne
overenskomst.
komst. Alle
Alle pengesummer
pengesummer som
som
matte bli
matte
bli idOmt
id0mt ay
av domstolen
domstolen pa
pa
grunn
av noget
krav skal
grunn av
noget krav
skal betales
betales
innen atten
mAneder efter
efter datoen
datoen
innen
atten maneder
for den
kjennelse uten
for
den endelige
endelige kjennelse
uten
renter og
uten fradrag,
fradrag, undtagen
renter
og uten
undtagen
forsavidt
forsividt angar
angAr hvad
hvad der
der iidet
det
fOlgende er
specifisert. liver
f0lgende
er specifisert.
Hver regregjermg skal
skal baere
egne utjering
baere sine
sine egne
utgifter.
utgiftee skal
gifter. Domstolens
Domstolens utgiftee
skal
dekkes
dekkes ved et
et proratarisk
proratarisk fradrag
fradrag
av
er
av belOpet
bel0pet i
i de
de summer
summer som
som er
idOmt av
domstolen, efter
sats
id0mt
av domstolen,
efter en
en sats
fem pro
pro cent av sadanne
av fern
sadanne sumsummer, oiler
efter sadan
sats
mer,
eller efter
sadan lavere
lavere sats
regjeringer matte
bli
som de to
to regjeringer
matte bli
tilfelle av
underenige om;
om; ii tilfelle
av underskudd skal
skal det
det manglende
manglende dekkes
dekkes
skudd
av
en
av de to regjeringer
regjeringer med
med en
halvdel hver.
halvdel

ARTICLE V.
ARTICLE
V.

AR TIRTCEL V.
ARTIKKEL
V.

This Treaty shall be
be subject
subject to
to
ratification and
shall remain
in
ratification
and shall
remain in
force
period of
one year
year from
from
force for
for a
a period
of one
date of
of the
the exchange
of ratifiratifithe date
exchange of
cations.
cations.
Three
before the
Three months before
the expiration
said period
of one
one
ration of
of the
the said
period of
year,
either of
the High
High ContractContractyear, either
of the
ing
Parties may
give notice
notice of
of its
its
ing Parties
may give
desire
to propose
propose modifications
desire to
modifications in
in
the
the terms
terms of
of the
the Treaty.
If
If such modifications
modifications have
have not
been agreed
agreed upon
upon before
the exexbeen
before the
year
piration of
of the
the term
term of
of one
one year
mentioned
the Treaty
mentioned above,
above, the
Treaty
shall
shall lapse.
lapse.
If
no notice
is given
given on
on either
If no
notice is
either
side
side of the desire to propose
propose modmodifications,
ifications, the Treaty
Treaty shall
shall remain
in force
for another
main in
force for
another year,
year,
and so
on automatically,
suband
so on
automatically, but
but subject always
always in
in respect
such
ject
respect of
of each
each such
of a
a year
year to
to the
on
period of
the right
right on
either side to propose
as provided
either
propose as
provided
above three
three months
months before its

Donne traktat
Denne
traktat skal
skal vaere
vaere gjengJen-

for ratifikasjon
ratifikasjon og
forstand for
og skal
skalforbli i
i kraft iiet tidsrum av
av et ar fra
den dag
da ratifikasjonene
ratifikasjonene utvekden
dag da
utveksles.
sles.

Payment of awards.
awards.

Expenses,
Expenses, etc.

Duration and ex-

changeof
change of ratifications.
ratifications.

Tre maneder
maneder innen
innen utlOpet
Tre
utl0pet av
av Notlce
proposed
Notice of proposed
modifications.
nevnte tidsrum
tidsrum av
kan hver
liver modifcations.
ar kan
nevnte
av et
et Ar
isaer av
av de
to hOie
isaer
de to
h0ie kontraherende
kontraherende
notifisere dens
parter notifisere
dens onske
0nske om
om a
foreslA
forandringer i
foresla forandringer
i traktatens
traktatens
best
emmelser.
bestemmelser.
lapse if
if
Hvis
over- Treaty
Treaty to
Hvis man
man ikke
er kommet
kommet overikke er
to lapse
modifications not
not
modifications
ens
for agreed
ens om
om sadanne
sadanne forandringer
forandringer f0r
t
agreediton.
upon.
utlOpet
nevnte
utl0pet av
av den
den ovenfor
ovenfor nevnte
frist av
av et
et ar,
Al., skal
skal traktaten
traktaten
frist
bortfalle.
bortfalle.
year
Hvis
ingen notifikasjon
er gitt
gitt Continued
Hvis ingen
notifikasjon , er
Continued from
year
from
to year
year if
no modificamodificato
if no
Ira nogen
nogen av
av siderne
siderne om
om at
fra
at foranforan- tion proposed.
proposed.
dringer
foreslatt, skal
skal trakdringer Onskes
0nskes foreslatt,
traklir og
taten forbli
forbli i
i luaft
kraft ennu
ennu et
et ar
og
derefter
av sig
selv, men
derefter videre
videre av
sig selv,
men
altid
hensyn til
til hvert
hvert sadant
altid med
med hensyn
sadant
tidsrum av et i'x
ar underkastet
underkastet hver
hver
av partenes
partenes rett
av
rett til,
til, saledes
saledes som
som
foran fastsatt,
fastsatt, a
foran
a foresla
foresla foranforanr
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expiration modifications
expiration
modifications in
in the
the
Treaty, and
and to
provision that
that
Treaty,
to the
the provision
if such
modifications are
are not
not
if
such modifications
agreed upon
upon before
before the
close of
agreed
the close
of
the period
period of
of one
one year,
year, the
Treaty
the Treaty
the
shall lapse.
lapse.
shall

dringer
mineder
tre maneder
traktaten tre
dringer iitraktaten
innen utl0pet
utlOpet av
av tidsrummet,
tidsrummet, og
og
innen
underkastet
bestemmelsen om
om at
at
underkastet bestemmelsen
hvis
man ikke
er kommet
overens
kommet overens
ikke er
hvis man
om sadanna
forandringer innen
innen
om
s&danna forandringer
et-ars-fristens utl0p,
utl0p, skal
trakskal traket-ars-fristens
taten bortfalle.
bortfalle.
taten

ARTICLE VI.
VI.
ARTICLE

ARTIKKET,
VI.
ARTIKKEL VI.

In the event that either
either of the

Treaty to lapse if
effect thereof prevented
by judicial decision or nigh

byeeethfideop

leativeatio
legislative
action,

Parties shall
shall be
be
or iHigh Contracting
Contracting Parties
prevented either
prevented
either by
judicial dedeby judicial
cision
or legislative
legislative action
action from
from
cision or
giving full
the provisions.
provisions.
full effect
effect to
to the
giving
of
the said
said
Treaty the
the present
present Treaty
of the
Treaty
lapse,
shall automatically
automatically lapse,
Treaty shall
and,
on such
or whenever
whenever
such lapse
lapse or
and, on
this
Treaty shall
cease to
to be
be in
in
shall cease
this Treaty
force, each
Contracting
each High
High Contracting
force,
Party shall
all the rights
rights
Party
shall enjoy
enjoy all
which it
it would
would have
have possessed
possessed
which
had this
this Treaty
Treaty not
not been
been conconhad
cluded.
cluded.

Exchange of
of =Utica
ratifica-Exchange
ions,
ions.

Signatres.
Signatures.

The
present Convention
Convention shall
shall
The present
be
by the
President
be duly
duly ratified
ratified by
the President
of the
the United
States of
America,
of
United States
of America,
by and
and with
with the
the advice
advice and consent
thereof, and
and
sent of
of the
the Senate
Senate thereof,
Majesty, the King of
by His Majesty
Norway;
Norway; and
and the
the ratifications
ratifications
shall
Washington
shall be
be exchanged
exchanged at
at Washington
as soon
as
soon as
as possible.
possible.
In
witness whereof,
the respecrespecIn witness
whereof, the
have signed
tive Plenipotentiaries
Plenipotentiaries have
signed
duplithe present Convention
Convention in
in duplicate
cate in
in the
the English
English and
and NorweNorwegian languages
languages and have thereaffixed their
their seals.
seals.
unto affixed
the city
city of
Done at
at the
of Washington
Washington
day. of May,
this twenty-fourth
twenty-fourth day
in the year of our Lord one
one
hundred and
thousand nine hundred
twenty-four.
twenty-four.

I
at den
ene eller
eller
den ene
I det
det tilfelle
tilfelle at
den annen
annen av
kontraav de
de hOie
h0ie kontraden
herende parter
bli hindret
hindret
parter skulde
skulde bli
herende
enten
rettslig avj
Orelse eller
eller
avj0relse
ved rettslig
enten ved
ved
av den
den lovgivende
lovgivende
ved beslutning
beslutning av
myndighet
fra helt
helt ut
ut a iverksette
iverksette
myndighet fra
naervaerende
bestemtraktats bestemnaervaerende traktats
melser,
skal nev
nte traktat
traktat bortbortmelser, skal
nevnte
falle
sig selv,
selv, og
og ved
ved sadan
slidan
falle av
av sig
bortfallen,
eller
nfirsomhelst
eller
narsomhelst
bortfallen,
denne traktat
ophOrer a
denne
traktat oph0rer
a vaere
vaere -i
'Kraft,
skal hver
hver av
de h0ie
hOie
kraft, skal
av de
kontraherende
nyte alle
alle
parter nyte
kontraherende palter
de rettigheter
rettigheter som
de
som den
den vilde
vilde ha
ha
hatt,
deruie traktat
ikke var
var
hatt, om
om denne
traktat ikke
blitt
blitt aysluttet.
avsluttet.
Naervaerende
Naervaerende konvensjon
konvensjon skal
skal
behOrig
ratifiseres av
av Presidenten
Presidenten
beh0rig ratifiseres
Arnerikas Forente
for Amerikas
Forente Stater
Stater med
med
rad
av Statenes
Statenes
rad og
og samtykee
samtykee av
Senat,
b
av
Hans Majestet
Majestet
Senat, _oo.
og
av Hans
Norges Konge,
Kongo, og
og ratifikasjonene
Norges
ratifikasjonene
skal utveksles ii Washington
Washington sa
sa
snart
snart som
som mulig.
mulig.

Til bekreftelse
bekreftelse herav har
her de
respektive
respektive befullmektigede
befullmektigede unundertegnet naervaerende
naervaerende konvendertegnet
konvensjon
eksemplerer i
sjon i
i to
to eksemplerer
i det
det
engelske
det norske
norske sprog
sprog og
engelske og
og det
og
seg.
har derunder
derunder anbragt
anbragt sine seg.
Utferdiget
byen Washington
Washington
Utferdiget iibyen
den
den fire og
og tyvende
tyvende dag
dag iiMai,
Mai, ii
aret
et tusen
fire og
og
aret et
tusen nihundrede
nihundrede fire
tyve, A.
A. D.
D.
tyve,

[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]

CHARLES
EVANS HUGHES
HUGHES
C
HARLES EVANS

[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]

HELMER H
HELMER
H BRYN
BRYN

»
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AND WHEREAS
Convention has
has been
ratified on
AND
WHEREAS the
the said
said Convention
been duly
duly ratified
on

1

changed.
Ratifications

at

ifications

Governments were
were
both parts, and the ratifications
ratifications of the
the two
two Governments
exchanged in the city of Washington
Washington on the second day
exchanged
day of
of July,
July, one
one
thousand nine hundred
hundred and
thousand
and twenty-four;
twenty-four;
NOW,
be it
known that
that I,
Presi- Proclamation.
NOW, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, be
it known
I, Calvin
Calvin Coolidge,
Coolidge, PresiProcaoat
dent of the United
United States of America,
America, have caused the
the said ConvenConvention to be made public, to
to the end that the same and every article
and clause thereof may be observed and
fulfilled with good
by
and fulilled
good faith by
the United States and the
the citizens
citizens thereof.
thereof.
TESTIMONY *WHEREOF,
hereunto set
set my
hand and
IN TESTIMONY
WHEREOF, IIhave hereunto
my hand
and
caused
caused the seal of the United States to be affixed.
affixed.
DONE at the city of Washington
Washington this second day
day of
of July in
in the
the
hundred and twentyyear of our Lord one thousand nine hundred
[sEAL.]
[sEAL.]

four, and
and of
of the
the Independence
Independence of
of the
the United
States of
of
four,
United States
America
forty-eighth.
America the
the one hundred and forty-eighth.
C
ALVIN C
OOLIDGE
CALVIN
COOLIDGE
President:
By the President:
CHARLES E.
CHARLES
E. HuGams
HUGOES
Secretary of State.
Secretary
State.

ax.
ex.
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TREATY—CAMEROONS MANDATE-FRANCE.
MANDATE—FRANCE.
TREATY-CAMEROONS

FEBRUARY 13,
FEBRUARY
13, 1923.
1923.

Treaty between
the United
States and
France relating
relating to
to rights
rights in
the
United States
Treaty
between the
and France
in the
Cameroons.
Signed at
Paris, February
February 13,
13, 1923;
ratification
Cameroons. Signed
at Paris,
1923; ratification
advised
Senate, March
ratifi,ed by
the President,
March
advised by
by the
the Senate,
March 3,
3, 1924;
1924; ratified
by the
President, March
14,
1924; ratified
ratified by
April 24,
1924; ratifications
14, 1924;
by France,
France, April
24, 1924;
ratifications exchanged
exchanged
at Paris,
Paris, June
June 3,
1924; proclaimed,
3, 192
4.
July 3,
1924.
3, 1924;
proclaimed, July
at

February
1923.
February 13,
3s,1923.

BY THE
rli.L. UNITED
STATES OF
AMERICA.
BY
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
UNITED STATES
OF THE
OF AMERICA.
A PROCLAMATION.
PROCLAMATION.
A

it
WHEREAS a
a Treaty
America and
WHEREAS
Treaty between the United States of America
in regard
regard to
the rights
of the
the two
and their
their
C-olmanrdate.'. France,
France, in
to the
rights of
two Governments
Governments and

Treaty
Treat
y with France
France
relating to rights in
Cameroons
L
Preamble,
Preamble.

respective
nationals in
that part
of the
the former
respective nationals
in that
part of
former German
German Colony
Colony of
of
the
Cameroons over
mandate was
was conferred
the Cameroons
over which
which aa mandate
conferred upon
upon France,
France,
was
concluded and
signed by
their respective
respective Plenipotentiaries
was concluded
and signed
by their
Plenipotentiaries at
at
Paris on
on the
the thirteenth
day of
of February,
thousand nine
hundred
Paris
thirteenth day
February, one
one thousand
nine hundred
and
original of
of which
which Treaty,
Treaty, being
in the
the French
French
being in
and twenty-three,
twenty-three, the
the original
and
languages, is
is word
and English
English languages,
word for
for word
word as
as follows:
follows:
C
ONVENTION
BE w .EEN
TH:E
CONVENTION
BETWEEN
THE
UNITED
TATES OF AMERICA
AmERICA
UNITED S
STATES
AND
RANCE RELATING
TO THE
THE
FRANCE
RELATING TO
AND F
PART OF
OF THE
CAMEROONS UNUNPART
THE CAMEROONS
DER F
RENCH MANDATE
M ANDATE
DER
FRENCH

FRANCE
C
ONTENTION ENTRE
LA F
RANCE
CONVENTION
ENTRE LA
ET LES
LES ETATS-UNIS
ETATS-UNIS D
IAMAD'AMEET
RIQ
UE CONCERNANT
LA. PARTIE
PARTIE
RIQUE
CONCERNANT LA
DU CAMEROUN
CAMEROITN FLACE
E SOUS
SOUS
PLACEE
MANDAT FRANVAIS
FRANCAIS
MANDAT

RE-

THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
LE
LE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT DE LA REOF TFIE
THE
THE
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF AMERAMER- PUBLIQUE
Q
FRANcAISE
ET
FRANCAISE ET
UNITED
ICA AND
AND THE
PRESIDENT LE
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT DES
ETATSICA
LE PRESIDENT
DES ETATSOF THE
UNIS D'AMERIQUE,
D'AMERIQUE,
OF
THE FRENCH
FRENCH REPUBLIC,
REPUBLIC, UNIS

PUBLI UE

Whereas by Article 119 of the
Treaty
of Peace
Peace signed
signed at
Verat VerTreaty of
sailles the
the 28th
1919,
sailles
28th of
of June,
June, 1919,
Germany
in favor of
Germany renounced
renounced in
the
Allied and
Assothe Principal
Principal Allied
and Associated
all her
her rights
rights and
ciated Powers
Powers all
and
titles
titles over her
her oversea
oversea possessions; and
and
sions;
Authority for
for manWhereas by Article 22 of the
Authority
mandate.
same instrument
it was
was provided
provided
same
instrument it
that
certain territories
that certain
territories which,
which, as
as aa
result of the war,
war, had
had ceased to
be under
the sovereignty
sovereignty of
of the
the
be
under the
States
States which formerly governed
them,
should be
be placed
under the
the
them, should
placed under
mandate of
of another
another Power,
and
mandate
Power, and
that
that the
the terms
terms of
of the
the mandate
mandate
should
explicitly defined
defined in
should be
be explicitly
in
each case
case by
by the
Council of
the
each
the Council
of the
League of
of IN
League
N ations;
ations; and
and
Benefits
confirmed
it y with
Whereas the benefits
h Gr
by Treae
Treoty
G.2rbenefits accruing
many.
under
many.
under the aforesaid
aforesaid Article 119
119
of the Treaty
Treaty of Versailles
Versailles were
were
confirmed
confirmed to the United
United States
Vol.
1939.
ol. 42,
42 p.
p. 1953
by the Treaty
Treaty between
between the United
by

renounced by
Rights renounced
Germany.

Considerant que,
par PArticle
Considerant
que, par
1'Article
119
signe a
119 du Traitor)
Traite de
de paix
paix signe
A
Versailles
1919, PAlleVersailles le 28 juin
juin 1919,
'Alleen faveur
faveur des
des
magne aa renonce
renonc6 en
principales Puissances
Puissances Alliees
et
principales
Alliees et
Associees
Associees a
h tous
tons ses droits
et
droits et
titres
possessions d'outred'outretitres sur ses
ses possessions
mer;
mer;
Considerant
l'Article
Considerant que,
que, par
par l'Article
a ete stipule
22 dudit Traite, il a
que
qui, a,
que certains
certains territoires
territoires qui,
k
la suite de la guerre, ont
ont cesse
cess6
d'être
souverainete des
d'etre sous la souverainete
des
Rtats
Etats qui les gouvernaient
gouvernaient precedemment, seraient
seraient places sous le
le
mandat d'une autre
Puissance et
autre Puissance
et
que les conditions
conditions du
du mandat
mandat
seraient
definies
seraient expressement
express6ment d6finies
dans chaque
chaque cas par
le Conseil
par le
Conseil
de Nations;
de la Societe
Soci6et de
Nations;
Considerant
Considerant que le
le benefice
b6nefice
dudit Article
du Traite
Traits de
de
dudit
Article 119
119 du
Versailles
et reconnu
Versailles aa ete
reconnu aux
Etats-Unis par
par le
le Traite
conclu
Etats-Unis
Trait6 conclu
entre les
et l'Alleles Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis et
1'Alle-
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States and
Germany, signed
Ausigned AuStates
and Germany,
gust 25,
25, 1921,
restore friendly
friendly
to restore
gust
1921, to
relations between
between the
two nations;
the two
nations;
relations
and
and
Whereas four
four of
of the
the Principal
Principal
Whereas
Allied
Associated Powers,
Powers,
and Associated
Allied and
to
the British
Empire,
British Empire,
to wit:
wit: the
France, Italy
Italy and
agreed
and Japan,
Japan, agreed
France,
that France
France should
exercise the
the
should exercise
that
mandate for
part of
the former
of the
former
for part
mandate
German Colony
Colony of
of the
the CameCameGerman
roons;
and
roons; and
Whereas the
the terms
terms of
of the
the said
said
Whereas
mandate have
been defined
defined by
have been
mandate
the Council
the League
League of
of the
the
Council of
Nations as
follows:
Nations
as follows:
ARTICLE
1.—The
for
for
territory
1.-The territory
ARTICLE
which a
upon
is conferred
conferred upon
a mandate
mandate is
which
France
comprises
that
part
of
the
France comprises that part of the
Cameroons
which lies
the east
east of
of the
the
lies to
to the
Cameroons which
line
down in
in the
the Declaration
Declaration signed
signed
line laid
laid down
on
is
on July
July 10th,
10th, 1919,
1919, of which copy is
annexed hereto.
annexed
This
line may,
however, be
be slightly
may, however,
This line
modified by mutual agreement
agreement between
between
modified
His
Britannic Majesty's
Majesty's Government
Government
His Britannic
and the
the Government
Government of the French
and
Republic
an examination
of
examination of
where an
Republic where
the localities
localities shows
it is
is undeshows that it
the
sirable, either
interest of the
in the interest
either in
sirable,
inhabitants
inacby reason of any inacinhabitants or by
curacies
the map
map Moisel 1/300,000,
in the
curacies in
annexed
Declaration, to
to adhere
to the
the Declaration,
annexed to
strictly
strictly to the line laid down therein.
The delimitation
on the
the spot of this
delimitation on
The
line
accordance
carried out in accordance
line shall
shall be carried
with
of the said Declarawith the
the provisions
provisions of
tion.
tion.
The final
report of
of the
the Mixed
ComMixed ComThe
final report
mission
the exact
give the
exact description
shall give
mission shall
of
the boundary
boundary line
traced on the
line as
as traced
of the
spot; maps
Commismaps signed
signed by the Commisspot;
annexed to the report.
shall be annexed
sioners shall
with its annexes shall be
This report
report with
drawn
up in
in triplicate; one of these
drawn up
shall be
be deposited
deposited in the
the archives
archives of
shall
the League
League of
Nations, one
one shall be
of Nations,
the
kept by
Government of the Rethe Government
kept
by the
public and
one by
Britannic
by His
His Britannic
and one
public
Majesty's
Government.
Majesty's Government.
ARTICLE 2.—The
shall
Mandatory shall
2.-The Mandatory
ARTICLE
responsible for the peace, order and
be responsible
good
government of the
territory and
the territory
good government
for the
the promotion
promotion to
utmost of the
to the utmost
for
material
well-being and
and the
and moral well-being
material and
social
progress of its inhabitants.
social progress
ARTICLE 3.—The
Mandatory shall
shall
3.-The Mandatory
ARTICLE
not establish
establish in
territory any miliin the
the territory
not
tary or
or naval
erect any fortinaval bases, nor erect
tary
fications, nor organize
organize any native milifications,
force except for local police purtary force
for the defence of the terriposes and for
tory.
It
is
understood,
however, that
that the
the
It is understood, however,
troops thus
thus raised
in the
the event
may, in
raised may,
troops
of
general
war,
be
utilized
to
repel
of general war, be utilized to repel an
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aotit 1921,
1921, pour
pour
magne, le
le 25 aoit
retablir les
les relations
relations amicales
amicales
retablir
entre les
les deux
entre
deux nations;
nations;
Considerant

que quatre
quatre

des

principales Puissances
Puissances Alliees
et
Alli6es et
principales
Associees, savoir
briAssoci6es,
savoir l'Empire
1'Empire britannique, la
la France,
tannique,
France, l'Italie
l'Italie et
et le
le
Japon,
que la
la France
Japon, ont
ont convenu
convenu que
France
exercerait le
mandat sur une
le mandat
exercerait
partie de
partie
de Paiacienne
l'ancienne colonie
colonie allemande
Cameroun;
mande du
du Cameroun;
Considerant que
que les
conditions
les conditions
Considerant

de ce
ce mandat
mandat ont
ont 6et
ete d6finies
definies
de
comme suit
par le
Conseil de
de la
la
le Conseil
suit par
comme
Societe
Nations:
des Nations:
Societe des

Agreement to
to manmanAgreement

da:te of France.

te of

Terms of
of mandate.
mandate.
Terms

Post, p.1784.

Po
dont
ARTICLE
—Les territoires
dont
e1.--Les
ARTICLE 1".
France assume
l'administration
assume l'administration
la France
sous
le regime
du mandat
comprennent
mandat comprennent
sous le
regime du
la partie
du Cameroun
situee
qui est situee
Cameroun qui
la
partie du
l'est
de
la
ligne
fixee
dans
la DeclaDeclaA Iest de la ligne fix6e dans la
ration,
signee
le
10
juillet
1919,
dont
ration, signee le 10 juillet 1919, dont
une
est ci-annexee.
ci-annexee.
une copie
copie est
Cette ligne
pourra, toutefois,
toutefois, etre
etre
Cette
ligne pourra,
legerement
modifiee par
accord interpar accord
legerement modifiee
Gouvernement de Sa
venant entre le Gouvernement
Majeste
britannique et le GouverMajeste britannique
nement
de la
la Republique
francaise, sur
cur
Republique francaise,
nement de
les
l'interet des
points ou,
ott, soit
soit dans 1'interet
les points
habitants,
l'inexsuite de 1'inexsoit par suite
habitants, colt
actitude
1/300.000
la carte Moisel au 1/300.000
actitude de la
annexee
Declaration, l'examen
1'examen
A la D6claration,
annexee A
des
reconnaitre comme
comme
ferait reconnaltre
des lieux ferait
indesirable de
de s'en
s'en tenir
tenir exactement
A
exactement A
indesirable
la ligne
ligne indiquee.
indiquee.
la
La
delimitation cur
sur le terrain
terrain de ces
La delimitation
frontieres sera
conformement
sera effectuee
effectuee conform6ment
frontieres
aux
dispositions de
ladite Declaration.
D6claration.
de ladite
aux dispositions
Commission
Le
Le rapport final de la Commission
mixte
description exacte
la description
mixte donnera
donnera la
de
la
frontiere
telle
que
celle-ci
aura
de la frontiere telle que celle-ci aura
ete
determinee cur
terrain; les
le terrain;
sur le
ete d6terminee
commissaires
cartes signees par les commissaires
cartes
seront
au rapport.
rapport. Ce
docuCe docujointes au
seront jointes
ment, avec
see annexes,
annexes, sera 6tabli
etabli en
en
avec ses
ment,
triple
exemplaire; 1'un
1'iin des originaux
originaux
triple exemplaire;
sera depos6
depose dans
archives de la
la
les archives
dans les
sera
Societe des Nations,
deuxieme sera
sera
Nations, le deuxieme
Societe
conserve par
par le
le Gouvernement
Gouvernement de
la
de la
conserv6
Republique
et le troisieme
troisieme par le
Republique et
Gouvernement de
Majeste britande Sa
Sa Majeste
Gouvernement
nique.
nique.
ARTICLE
2.—Le Mandataire
Mandataire sera
ARTICLE 2.-Le
responsable
de la
la paix,
paix, du bon ordre
responsable de
et
de la bonne
administration du terbonne administration
et de
ritoire,
les moyens
tous les
accrottra par tous
ritoire, accroitra
et
en
materiel et
bien-6tre materiel
pouvoir le bien-etre
en son pouvoir
moral et
le progres
social des
progres social
favorisera le
et favorisera
moral
habitants.
Mandataire ne
no devra
3.-Le Mandataire
ARTICLE 3.—Le
etablir sur
cur le
territoire aucune
base
aucune base
le territoire
etablir
militaire
ou
navale,
ni
edifier
aucune
militaire ou navale, ni edifier aucune
fortification,
ni
organiser
aucune
aucune
force
fortification, ni organiser
militaire indigene
indigene sauf
pour assurer
la
assurer la
sauf pour
militaire
police locale
locale et
et la
territoire.
la defense du territoire.
police
Toutefois, il
entendu que
les
que les
il est
est entendu
Toutefois,
troupes ainsi
levees peuvent,
en cas
de
cas de
peuvent, en
ainsi lev6es
troupes
guerre generale,
generale, etre
utilisees pour
pour reetre utilisees
guerre
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attack or
defence of the territory
or for
for defence
attack
outside that
subject to
the mandate.
mandate.
to the
that subject
outside
AwrieLE 4.-The
4.—The Mandatory:
Mandatory:
ABTICLE
I° Shall
Shall provide
provide for
for the
eventual
the eventual
1°

as
and for as
emancipation of
all slaves,
slaves, and
of all
emancipation
speedy
an elimination
of domestic
and
domestic and
elimination of
speedy an
other
slavery as
as social
conditions will
will
social conditions
other slavery
allow;
allow;
all forms
2° Shall
Shall suppress
forms of slave
suppress all
2°
trade;
trade;
3°
Shall
prohibit
all
forms
of forced
forced
3° Shall prohibit all forms of
or compulsory
except for
for essenessenlabor, except
compulsory labor,
or
and
tial
public
works
and
services
services,
tial public works and
rethen
only
in
return
for
adequate
adequate
for
return
then only in
muneration;
muneration;
4
Shall protect
protect the
natives from
from
the natives
4°0 Shall
measures
of fraud
force by the
and force
fraud and
measures of
careful
supervision of
of labor
contracts
labor contracts
careful supervision
and
recruiting of
of labor;
labor;
the recruiting
and the

pousser
ou pour la
agression ou
une agression
pousser une
defense du
du territoire
en dehors
dehors de
de la
la
territoire en
defense
region
soumise au
mandat.
au mandat.
region soumise
Miriam 4.—La
Puissance mandamanda4.-La Puissance
ARTICLE
taire
devra:
taire devra:
I.
Pourvoir
a
l'emancipation
even1° Pourvoir a l'emancipation 6ventuelle de
tous esclaves
et, dans
un
dans un
esclaves et,
de tous
tuelle
delai
aussi court
que les
conditions
les conditions
court que
delai aussi
sociales
le permettront,
faire disdispermettront, faire
sociales le
paraltre
esclavage domestique
domestique ou
ou
tout esclavage
paraltre tout

autre;
autre;
2.
Supprimer toute
forme de
de comcomtoute forme
20 Supprimer
merce
d'esclaves;
merce d'esclaves;
3.
tout travail
force ou
ou
travail forc6
Interdire tout
30 Interdire
obligatoire, sauf
sauf pour
travaux et
et
les travaux
pour les
obligatoire,
services publics
essentiels et sous conpublics essentiels
services
dition d'une
d'une equitable
remuneration;
equitable remuneration;
dition

4. Proteger
Proteger les
les indigenes
contre in
la
indigAnes contre
4°
fraude et
et la
la contrainte,
contrainte, par
par une
surune surfraude
veillance
attentive des
des contrats
de
contrats de
veillance attentive
travaildes travailtravail
et du
recrutement des
du recrutement
travail et
leurs;
leurs;
5.
Exercer un
contrele severe
severe sur
sur le
le
un contr6le
50 Exercer
5°
Shall exercise
exercise a
strict control
control over
over
a strict
50 Shall
trafic
et munitions,
que
anisi que
munitions, anisi
armes et
des armes
the
traffic in
in arms
arms and
and ammunition
ammunition trafic des
the traffic
sur
le
commerce
des
spiritueux.
sur le commerce des spiritueux.
and
the sale
sale of
spirituous liquors.
liquors.
of spirituous
and the
ARTICLE
5.—La Puissance
Puissance mandamandaARTICLE 5.-La
Aniricix 5.—In
the framing
framing of laws
5.-In the
ARTICLE
taire
dans l'etablissement
l'etablissement des
devra, dans
relating
or transference
transference taire devra,
holding or
to the
the holding
relating to
au
regles relatives
la tenure
tenure du
du sol
sol et au
a la
relatives a
take into regles
shall take
of
the Mandatory
Mandatory shall
land, the
of land,
transfert de
de in
fonciere,
fonciere,
propri6et
la propriete
consideration
native laws
and customs, transfert
laws and
consideration native
les
en consideration
lois et les
les lois
consideration les
and shall
safe- prendre
prendre en
and saferights and
the rights
respect the
shall respect
and
indigenes, respecter
respecter les droits
coutumes indigenes,
guard
the interests
interests of
of the
the native
native popupopu- coutumes
guard the
et
sauvegarder lesinterets
les interets des
indigenes.
desindigenes.
et sauvegarder
lation.
lation.
Aucune propriete
fonciere indigne
indigene ne
No native
native land
land may
transferred,
propriete fonciere
Aucune
be transferred,
may be
No
d'un transfert,
transfert, exex1 objet d'un
faire Fobjet
except between
between natives,
natives, without
without the pourra
pourra faire
except
cept() entre
entre indigenes,
avoir rev
recu
sans avoir
previous consent
consent of
of the
public authoriindigenes, sans
authori- cept6
the public
previous
prealable l'approbation
l'approbation de l'autorite
rights over native au prealable
ties, and
no real
real rights
and no
ties,
publique. Aucun droit reel no
ne pourra
land in
of non-natives
non-natives may
be publique.
may be
favor of
in favor
land
foncier indiconstitue sur un bien foncier
created
with the
consent. etre
etre constitue
same consent.
the same
except with
created except
gene
faveur d'un
cc
non-indigene, si ce
d'un non-indigene,
en faveur
gene en
West
la meme
mime approbation.
approbation.
avec la
n'est avec
La
Puissance
mandataire
(dieters
des
La Puissance mandataire edictera des
The Mandatory
Mandatory shall promulgate
The
regles severes
severes contre
l'usure.
contre l'usure.
regles
strict regulations
regulations against usury.
usury.
strict
mandaARTICLE 6.—La
Puissance manda6.-La Puissance
ARTICLE
6.—The Mandatory
Mandatory shall
ARTICLE 6.-The
taire assurers
tons les
les ressortissants
ressortissants
a tous
assurera a
secure to
to all
all nationals
States MemMem- taire
of States
nationals of
secure
des Etats
la Societ6
Societe des
de la
Membres de
Etats Mernbres
of Nations the same des
bers
League of
the League
of the
bers of
Nations
mimes droits
qu'a ses prodroits qu'a
les memes
Nations les
rights
enjoyed in
in the
territory
the territory
are enjoyed
as are
rights as
pres ressortissants,
en ce
ce qui
qui concerne
concerne
by
own nationals
in respect
ressortissants, en
of pres
respect of
nationals in
his own
by his
leur etablissement dans le
ace& et
et leur
eur acces
entry
into and
and residence
in the
the territerri- leur
residence in
entry into
territoire, la
protection de leurs perla protection
to their territoire,
tory,
the protection
protection afforded
afforded to
tory, the
sonnes et
de leurs
leurs biens,
biens, l'acquisition
l'acquisition
and im- sonnes
et de
person
property, movable
movable and
and property,
person and
des proprietes mobilieres
mobilieres et immobilieres,
imrnobilieres,
movable,
the exercise
pro-. desproprietes
exercise of their proand the
movable, and
l'exercice de
de leur
leur profession
profession ou
leur
ou de leur
the l'exercice
fession
subject only
only to the
or trade,
trade, subject
fession or
necessites
requirements of
public order
and on
sous reserve
des necessites
reserve des
on industrie,
industrie, sous
order,' and
of public
requirements
de l'observation
l'observation de la
la
public et de
d'ordre public
condition of
of compliance
compliance with the local d'ordre
condition
locale.
legislation
legislation locale.
law.
law.
enFurther,
La Puissance
Puissance mandataire
mandataire pratiquera,
pratiquera,
shall enMandatory shall
the Mandatory
La
Further, the
en outre,
outre, a
regard de
de tous
ressortisles ressortistous les
sure
all nationals
nationals of
of States
States MemMem- en
Al'egard
to all
sure to
la Societe
sants des
Etats Membres
Membres de
Societe
de la
Nations, on the sants
des Etats
bers
League of
of Nations,
the League
of the
bers of
Nations et
et dans
dans les
condiles mimes
memes condiown nationals, free- des
same
footing as
as his
his own
des Nations
same footing
propres restions qu'a
resl1'gard de ses propres
qu'a regard
dom
of transit
transit and
navigation, and tions
and navigation,
dom of
la liberte
liberte du
du transit
transit et
et de
complete
economic, commercial
commercial and sortissants,
sortissants, la
complete economic,
la
navigation
et
une
complete
egalite
the
egalite
that
complete
provided
et
une
la navigation
industrial
equality; provided
industrial equality;
induscommerciale et indusbe free to organize economique,
Mandatory shall
shall be
economique, commerciale
Mandatory
on trielle,
essential
works and
and services on
excepte pour les travaux et
trielle, excepte
public works
essential public
rests
he thinks services
such
as he
qu'elle reste
and conditions
conditions as
essentiels, qu'elle
publics essentiels,
terms and
such terms
services publics
et
Libre
d'organiser dans
dans les
les termes
terrnes et
just.
just.
libre d'organiser
conditions qu'elle
estime justes.
justes.
qu'elle estime
conditions
Concessions for
development of
Les
pour le
for the development
Concessions
le developped6veloppeconcessions pour
Les concessions
the
resources of
of the
the territory
territory ment
des resources
naturelles du ternatural resources
the natural
resources naturelles
ment des
Mandatory ritoire
shall
be granted
granted by the Mandatory
shall be
ritoire seront
seront accordees
accordees par le MandaMandeon grounds of na- taire
without
distinction on
taire sans
sans distinction
without distinction
nationality
de nationalite
distinction de
nationals of all entre
tionality
between the nationals
tionality between
entre les
ressortissants des Etats MemMemles ressortissants
States Members
bres de
Societe des
des Nations,
mais de
de
Members of the League of Na- bres
States
Nations, mais
de la
la Societ6
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tions, but
on such
tions,
but on
such conditions
conditions as
as will
will
maintain intact
intact the
the authority
of the
maintain
authority of
the
local Government.
local
Government.
Concessions
the character
character of
Concessions having
having the
of
a
shall not
not be
be
a general
general monopoly
monopoly shall
granted.
This provision
does not
granted. This
provision does
not afaffect the
to
fect
the right
right of
of the
the Mandatory
Mandatory to
create
fiscal
monopolies of
of aa purely
purely fiscal
create monopolies
character in
in the
the interest
interest of
tercharacter
of the
the territory under
under mandate
and in
in order
mandate and
order
ritory
to provide
territory with
with fiscal
fiscal
provide the
the territory
to
resources which
which seem
best suited
suited to
to
seem best
resources
the
local
requirements;
or,
in
certain
the local requirements; or, in certain
cases,
to
carry
out
the
development
cases, to carry out the development
of
natural resources,
resources, either
either directly
directly
of natural
by the
State or
or by
by aa controlled
controlled agency,
agency,
by
the State
provided
there shall
thereprovided that
that there
shall result
result therefrom
no monopoly
of the
from no
monopoly of
the natural
natural reresources
for the
benefit of
of the
sources for
the benefit
the MandaMandatory
or his
or intory or
his nationals
nationals, directly
directly or
indirectly,
nor any
preferential advanadvanany preferential
directly, nor
tage which
shall be
inconsistent with
be inconsistent
with
tage
which shall
the
economic, commercial
commercial and
and indusindusthe economic,
trial
hereinbefore guaranteed.
trial equality
equality hereinbefore
guaranteed.
The
rights conferred
conferred by:
this article
article
The rights
by this
extend
equally to
and assoextend equally
to companies
companies and
associations organized
organized in
in accordance
accordance with
with
ciations
the law
law of
of any
any of
of the
the Members
Members of
of the
the
the
League of
of Nations,
League
Nations, subject
subject only
only to
to
the
public order,
order, and
of public
and
the requirements
requirements of
on
of compliance
compliance with
the
on condition
condition of
with the
local
law.
local law.
ARTICLE
7.—The
Mandatory
shall
ARTICLE 7.-The Mandatory shall
ensure in
complete freefreeensure
in the
the territory
territory complete
dom of
of conscience
conscience and
and the
the free
free exerexerdom
cise of
of all
worship which
are
of worship
which are
cise
all forms
forms of
consonant with
with public
order and
and
public order
consonant
morality; missionaries
missionaries who
who are
are nanamorality;
tionals of
of States Members
Members of the
the
tionals
League
of Nations
shall be
free to
to
League of
Nations shall
be free
enter the
the territory
territory and
travel and
enter
and to
to travel
and
reside therein,
therein, to
acquire and
and possess
to acquire
possess
reside
property, to
to erect
religious buildings
buildings
erect religious
property,
the
and to
open schools
schools throughout
throughout the
to open
and
territory; it
it being understood,
understood, howterritory;
have
ever, that
that the
shall have
the Mandatory
Mandatory shall
ever,
the right
right to
to exercise
as
exercise such
such control as
the
may be
be necessary
the maintenance
maintenance
necessary for
for the
may
of public
public order
and good
government,
order and
good government,
of
and
required for
take all
all measures
measures required
for
and to
to take
such
such control.
control.
ARTICLE
Mandatory shall
shall
8.-The Mandatory
ARTICLE 8.—The
apply to
territory any
general ininany general
to the
the territory
apply
ternational conventions
conventions applicable
to
applicable to
ternational
his
contiguous
territory.
his contiguous territory.
ARTICLE 9.-The
9.—The Mandatory
Mandatory shall
shall
ARTICLE
have full
powers of administration
administration and
and
have
full powers
in the
the area subject
subject of the
legislation
legislation in
mandate.
area shall
shall be
mandate. This
This area
be adminisadministered
in accordance
accordance with
the laws
laws of
of
with the
tered in
the Mandatory
Mandatory as an integral part of
of
his territory
subject to the above
territory and subject
above
provisions.
provisions.
The Mandatory
Mandatory shall
at
be at
The
shall therefore
therefore be
liberty to
terrihis laws
laws to
to the
the terriliberty
to apply
apply his
tory subject
subject to
to the
the mandate
mandate with
with such
such
tory
modifications as
be required
required by
by
modifications
as may
may be
local
conditions, and
to constitute
constitute the
the
and to
local conditions,
territory
fiscal or adadinto aa customs,
customs, fiscal
territory into

maniere A
a maintenir
intacte l'autorite
l'autorite
maniere
maintenir intacte
du gouvernement
local.
du
gouvernement local.
Ii
sera pas
pas accorde
de concession
II ne
ne sera
accorde de
concession
ayant le
le caractere
monopole
ayant
caractere d'un
d'un monopole
general. Cette
Cette clause
clause ne
general.
ne fait
fait pas
pas
obstacle au
du Mandataire
obstacle
au droit
droit du
Mandataire de
de
creer des
d'un caractere
caractere
creer
des monopoles
monopoles d'un
purement fiscal
du terterpurement
fiscal dans
dans Pinteret
l'interet du
ritoire soumis
soumis au
mandat et
et en
en vue
ritoire
au mandat
vue
de procurer
procurer au
territoire les
les ressources
de
au territoire
ressources
fiscales paraissant
paraissant le
le mieux
fiscales
mieux s'adapter
s'adapter
aux besoins
certains
aux
besoins beaux,
locaux, ou,
ou, dam
dans certains
cas,
de
developper
les
ressources
cas, de developper les ressources natunaturelies,
soit directement
par l'Etat,
soit
relies, soit
directement par
l'Atat, soit
par
organisme soumis
conpar un
un organisme
soumis a
a son
son contrOle,
sous cette
reserve qu'il
qu'il n'en
n'en
tr6le, sous
cette reserve
resultera
directement ou
indirecteou indirecteresultera directement
ment
monopole des
des ressources
ressources
ment aucun
aucun monopole
naturelles au
benefice du
du Mandataire
Mandataire
naturelles
au benefice
ou de
ses ressortissants,
aucun
ou
de ses
ressortissants, Di
ni aucun
avantage preferentiel
preferentiel qui
incomavantage
qui serait
serait incompatible avec
l'egalite economique,
compatible
avec l'egalit6
economique, commerciale et
et industrielle
industrielle ci-dessus
ci-dessus gagamerciale
rantie.
rantie.
Les
droits confer&
par le
present
Les droits
conferes par
le present
article
egalement aux
aux sosoarticle s'etendent
s'etendent 6galement
cietes
et associations
associations organisees
organisees suivant
cietes et
suivant
les
lois des
de la
la
les lois
des Etats
]tats Membres
Membres de
Societe des
Nations, sous
Societe
des Nations,
sous reserve
reserve
seulement
des necessites
puseulement des
necessites d'ordre
d'ordre public
et de
de l'observation
la legislation
blic et
l'observation de
de la
legislation
locale.
locale.
ARTICLE 7.—La
ARTICLE
7.-La Puissance
Puissance mandamandataire assurera,
dans Petendue
assurera, dans
l'6tendue du
du territoire, la
pleine libert6
liberte de
ritoire,
la pleine
de conscience
conscience
et le
libre exercice
exereice de
de tous
tous les
cultes,
et
le libre
les cultes,
qui ne
ne sont
sont contraires
contraires ni
ni a
a l'ordre
l'ordre
qui
public, ni
Di aux
public,
aux bonnes
bonnes mceurs;
mceurs; elle
elle
donnera A
a tous
tous les
les missionnaires
resdonnera
missionnaires ressortissants de
Membre de
de
sortissants
de tout
tout Etat
ttat Membre
la
Societe des Nations la
la Societe
la faculte
faculte de
penetrer,
resider dans
dans
de circuler
circuler et
et de
de resider
p6netrer, de
be
territoire, d'y
d'y acquerir
acquerir et
posseder
le territoire,
et posseder
des proprietes,
d'y elever
elever des
des
proprietes, d'y
des bAtibatiments dans
dans un
un but
religieux et
et d'y
d'y
ments
but religieux
ouvrir des
des ecoles,
etant entendu,
entendu,
ouvrir
6coles, etant
toutefois, que
le Mandataire
le
toutefois,
que le
Mandataire aura
aura le
droit d'exercer
d'exercer tel
tel contrble
controle qui
qui .
pourra
droit
pourra
etre necessaire
maintien de
de
etre
n6cessaire pour
pour le
le maintlen
l'ordre public et d'une bonne adminisl'ordre
administration
prendre a
tration et de prendre
a cet
cet effet toutes
mesures utiles.
mesures
utiles.
ARTICLE
8.—La Puissance
Puissance mandamandaARTICLE 8.-La
taire
le benefice
benefice
taire etendra
6tendra aux
aux territoires
territoires le
des
conventions internationales
internationales genegenedes conventions
rales,
applicables A
a leurs
territoires
rales, applicables
leurs territoires
limitrophes.
limitrophes.
ARTICLE 9.—La
9.-La Puissance
Puissance mandamandaARTICLE
taire aura
aura pleins
d'adminispouvoirs d'administaire
pleins pouvoirs
tration et
les contration
et de
de legislation
legislation stir
sur les
contrees faisant
Ce,s
du mandat.
mandat. Ces
trees
faisant l'objet
l'objet du
contrees
seront administrees
administrees selon
selon la
la
contrees seront
legislation
de la
la Puissance
mandataire
Puissance mandataire
legislation de
comme partie
partie integrante
de son
int6grante de
son tertercomme
ritoire et
et sous
reserve des
dispositons
ritoire
sous reserve
des dispositons
qui precedent.
qui
precedent.
La Puissance
mandataire est,
est, en
en
La
Puissance mandataire
consequence, autorisee
appliquer aux
aux
a appliquer
consequence,
autorisee a
regions
soumises au
au mandat
mandat sa
legislasa 16gislaregions soumises
tion
modifications
des modifications
tion sous reserve des
exigees
conditions locales
et a
locales et
a
exigees par
par les
les conditions
constituer
ces territoires
ou
en unions
unions ou
constituer ces
territoires en

1781
1781
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min
istrative union
union or
or federation
federation with
with
ministrative

the adjacent
his sovthe
adjacent territories
territories under
under his
sov-

ereignty or control; provided always
that
measures adopted
adopted to
that the
the measures
to that
that end
end
infringe the provisions
do not infringe
provisions of
of this
mandate.

ARTICLE
ABTICLE 10.—The
10.-The Mandatory
Mandatory shall
shall
make to the Council of the League
League of
of
Nations an annual report to the satisNations
faction of
of the
the Council.
This
report
Council. This report
shall contain
contain full information concerning the measures taken to apply the
provisions of this mandate.
provisions
mandate.
ARTICLE
consent of
of the
ABTICLE 11.—The
11.-The consent
the
Council of the League of Nations is required for any modification
modification of the terms
of the present mandate.
ARTICLE 12.-The
12.—The Mandatory
ABRTCLE
Mandatory agrees
agrees
whatever should
that, if any dispute whatever
arise between the Mandatory and anMember of the League
League of Nations
other Member
interpretation or the aprelating to the interpretation
plication
provisions of the manplication of the provisions
cannot be settled
date, such dispute, if it cannot
by negotiation,
negotiation ' shall be submitted
submitted to
the Permanent
Permanent Court of International
International
Justice provided for by Article
Article 14
14 of the
Covenant of the League
League of Nations.

Participation of
of
United States in war
war
against uermany.
(ermany.

Powers.
Contracting Powers,

Plenipotentiaries.
Plenipotentlaries.

Whereas the
United States
Whereas
the United
States of
of
.
America, by
in the
America,
by participating
participating in
the
war against
Germany, contributed
contributed
war
against Germany,
to her
her defeat
defeat and
the renunciarenunciato
and to
to the
over
tion of her
her rights
rights and titles
titles over
her
possessions, but
but has
her oversea
oversea possessions,
has
not
not ratified the Treaty
Treaty of
of VerVersailles;
sailles; and
Whereas the
the Government
of
Whereas
Government of
the
States and
the Govthe United
United States
and the
Government of
of the
French Republic
Republic
ernment
the French
definite underdesire to
to reach a
a definite
understanding with
regard to the
the rights
rights
with regard
of the two Governments
Governments and
and
their respective
respective nationals
their
nationals in
in the
the
aforesaid former
German Colony
Colony
aforesaic
former German
of the
Cameroons;
of
the Cameroons;
Have
to conclude
conclude a
a
Have decided
decided to
convention
convention to
to this
effect, and
this effect,
and
have
have nominated
nominated as
as their
their respecrespective
that is
is to
tive plenipotentiaries,
plenipotentiaries, that
to
say-:
say:
TIIE
OF TERI;
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
THE
UNITED
STATES
OF
STATES
OF
AMERICA:
A
MERI CA :
His Excellency
Myron T.
T.
Excellency Mr.
Mr. Myron
HERRICK,
HERRICK, Ambassador
Ambassador ExtraorExtraordinary and Plenipotentiary
Plenipotentiary of
of
the Lnited
United States
States of America
America at
at
Paris;
PRESIDENT OF
OF
AND THE PRESIDENT
REPUBLIC:
THE FRENCH REPUBLI
C:
M. Raymond
Raymond P
OINCA_RE,SenPOINCAEE,
Senator, President
President of
Council,
of the
the Council,
Minister of Foreign
Foreign Affairs;
Affairs;

FEBRUARY 13,
1923.
FEBRUARY
13, 1923.

federations
ou adfederations douanieres,
douanieres, fiscales
fiscales ou
administratives avec les
territoires avoisiministratives
les territoires
avoisipropre souverainet6
souverainete
nants relevant de sa
sa propre
ou placees
placees sous
sous son contrele,
contr6le, aa condicondiadoptees a
a ces
ces
tion que les
lea mesures
mesures adoptees
fins ne portent pas atteinte
atteinte aux
aux disdispositions du present mandat.
ARTICLE 10.-La
10.—La Puissance
Puissance mandaABTICLE
mandatake
presentera au
an Conseil de in
taire presentera
la
Societe
des
Nations
us
rapport
annuel
Societe
un
annuel
repondant a
ses
vues.
Ce
rapport
repondant
a
Ce rapport
sur
devra contenir tous renseignements
renseignements sur
d'appliquer
les mesures prises en vue d'appliquer
dispositions du present mandat.
les dispositions
ARTICLE 11.—Toute
ABTICLB
11.-Toute modification
modification apapport& aux termes du present mandat
portee
mandat
devra etre approuvee
prealable par
par
approuvee au prealable
le Conseil de la
in Societe des Nations.
ARTICLE
12.—Le Mandataire
accepte
ABTICLE 12.-Le
Mandataire accepte
que tout differend, quel qu'il soit, qui
viendrait a
entre
viendrait
a s'elever entre lui et un autre
Membre
in Societe des Nations,
Nations,
Membre de la
relatif a
a l'interpretation
relatif
l'interpretation ou aa l'applical'applicadispositions du mandat et
et
tion des dispositions
qui ne soit pas susceptible
d'être regle
regle
susceptible d'etre
par des negociations,
negociations, soit soumis
soumis a
a in
la
Cour permanente de Justice
Justice internaInternationale, prevue par l'Article
l'Article 14
du
14 du
Pacte de la Societe
Societ6 des Nations.

Considerant que
les Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis
Considerant
que les
d'Amerique,
d'Amerique, en
la
en participant
participant ha la
contre 1l'Alle.magne,
guerre contre
Allemagne, ont
ont
contribue I
defaite et
et a
contribue
aL sa
sa defaite
a la
la
renonciation
renonciation de ses droits
droits et
et
titres sur
sur ses possessions
possessions d'outred'outremer, mais
n'ont pas
pas ratifi.
ratififs
mais gulls
qu'ils n'ont
le Traito
Versailles;
le
Trait6 de
de Versailles;
Considerant clue
Considerant
que le
le GouvenieGouvernement des ttats-Unis
ntats-Unis et le Gouvernement
nement de la Republique
franRepublique frangaise
caise desirent aboutir a
IL une
entente
concernant les
les
entente definitive
definitive concernant
Gouvernements
droits des deux Gouvernements
et de leurs ressortissants respectifs dans ladite ancienne
ancienne cobcolome allemande
Cameroun,
nie
allemande du
du Cameroun,
de conclure
Ont decide
decide de
conclure une
une
h cet effet
convention h
effet et ont
ont
nomm6
nonarne pour leurs
plenipotenleurs plenipotentiaires
tiaires respectifs,
respectifs, savoir:
savoir:

LE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT DE
DE LA
LA
REPUBLIQUE
REPLTBLIQUE FRANCAISE:
FRANcAISE:
Raymond
POINCARE,
M.
Raymond
Poncuit,
President du
Conseil,
Senateur, President
du Conseil,
Ministre des Affaires Etrangere,s;
Etrangeres;
ET LE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT DES
ETATS-UNIS
nTATS-UNIS D'AMERIQUE;
D'A MERIQUE;
Son Excellence
Excellence M.
M .MYRON
MYRON T.
T.
HERRICK,
11"FaRicii, Arnbassadeur
ExtraAmbassadeur Extraordinaire et Plenipotentiaire
Plenipotentiaire des
Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis d'Amerique
d'Amerique aaParis;
Paris;
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FEBRUARY

WHO, after
to
after communicating
communicating to
WHO,
each other
their respective
full
respective full
other their
each
powers,
in good
due
and due
found in
good and
powers, found
form, have
have agreed
the folfolupon the
agreed upon
form,
lowing provisions:
lowing
provisions:

LESQUELS,
apres s'8tre
s'etre comcomLESQUELS, apres
munique
pleins pouvoirs
munique leurs
leurs pleins
pouvoirs
respectifs,
trouves en
en bonne
et
bonne et
respectifs, trouves
due forme,
forme, sont
convenus des
des
sont convenus
due
stipulations
suivantes:
stipulations suivantes:

ARTICLE 1.

ARTICLE PREMIER.
PREMIER.
ARTICLE

Subject
to the
the provisions
provisions of
of
Subject to
the present
present convention,
the
convention, the
the
United States
States consents
the
consents to
to the
United
administration by
by the
the GovernGovernadministration
ment
of the
French Republic,
Republic,
the French
ment of
pursuant
to the
the aforesaid
manaforesaid manpursuant to
date,
the former
former German
German
of the
date, of
territory,
in Article
1 of
of
Article 1
described in
territory, described
the
mandate.
the mandate.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE

2.
2.

The United
States and
and its
its
The
United States
nationals shall
shall have
enjoy all
all
have and
and enjoy
nationals
the rights
rights and
and benefits
benefits secured
secured
the
under
3,
of Articles
Articles 2, 3,
the terms
terms of
under the
4,
6, 7,
and 9
of the
the mandate
mandate
9 of
8 and
7, 8
5, 6,
4, 5,
to
Members of
of the
of
League of
the League
to Members
Nations and
their nationals,
nationals, notnotNations
and their
withstanding the fact that the
withstanding
United States is
member of
a member
of
is not a
United
League of
the League
of Nations.
Nations.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE

3.
3.

1783
1783

Recognition
Man.
of ManRecognition of

Sous reserve
reserve des
stipulations date.
des stipulations
Sous
de la
la presente
les
Convention, les
presente Convention,
de
ntats-Unis declarent
accepter que,
que,
Etats-Unis
d6clarent accepter
dans les
les conditions
conditions ci-dessus
ci-dessus raprapdans
portees
du mandat,
le GouverneGouvernemandat, le
portees du
ment de
francaise
la Republique
R6publique francaise
ment
de la
administre
le territmre
ancienne- Ante,
administre le
territoire ancienneAnte, p.
p. 1779.
1779.
ment allemand
qu'il est
est decrit
decrit
tel qu'il
allemand tel
ment
par l'article
Particle premier
premier du
du mandat.
mandat.
par

ARTICLE 2.
2.
Les
Etats-Unis et leurs resLes ttats-Unis
sortissants auront
la jouissance
jouissance
auront la
sortissants
et
le benefice
benefice de
les droits
droits et
de tous
tous les
et le
avantages
par les
les articles
articles
assures par
avantages assures
2,
3, 4,
4, 5,
5, 6,
6, 7,
du mandat
mandat
et 9
9 du
7, 8
8 et
2, 3,
des
aux
la Societe
Societe des
membres de la
aux membres
Nations
leurs resresqu'a leurs
ainsi qu'h
Nations ainsi
sortissants, nonobstant
nonobstant le
fait que
le fait
sortissants,
les
ttats-Unis no
sont pas
pas un
un
ne sont
les Etats-Unis
Societe des
des
ntat membre
membre de la Societe
Etat
Nations.
Nations.
ArrrIcLE
3.
ARTICLE 3.

Rights,
accorded
etc., accorded
Rights, etc.,
to United
United States.

Vested
property
Vested property
be respected.
respected

Les
propriete acquis
acquis rights to
Les droits
Vested
American
property
droits de
de propriete
property
Vested American
Americains dans
territoire
dans le territoire
aux Americains
the mandated
mandated territory aux
rights in the
respectes et
seront respectes
sous mandat
mandat seront
in no
no way sous
shall be respected
respected and in
shall
il
atteinte en
porte atteinte
il n'y
n'y sera porte
impaired.
impaired.
aucune maniere.
maniere.
aucune
ARTICLE

4.
4.

ARTICLE 4.

ARTICLE

Un double
double du
du rapport
rapport annuel,
Un
A
of the
annual rethe annual
duplicate of
A duplicate
doit
mandataire doit
que la Puissance
Puissance mandataire
port to
be made
made by the
Manda- que
the Mandato be
port
execution de
de l'article
l'article
en execution
presenter en
tory
under Article
Article 10 of the presenter
tory under
du mandat,
mandat, sera
au
sera remis au
10 du
mandate shall
be furnished
furnished to
to 10
shall be
mandate
Gouvernement
des Etats-Unis.
Etats-Unis.
Gouvernement des
the
United States.
the United
ARTICLE 5.
5.
ARTICLE

ARTIcLE
ARTICLE 5.
5.

Nothing contained
in the
the presprescontained in
Nothing
ent
convention shall be affected
affected
ent convention
by any
any modification
modification which may
by
be made
made in
in the
the terms of the
be
mandate as
as recited
recited above
above unless
unless
mandate
modification shall
shall have been
such modification
assented to
by the
the United
United States.
States.
to by
assented

Les modifications
modifications que
pourque pourLes
conaux conraient
apport6es aux
Wtre apportees
raient etre
ditions
du mandat
mandat telles
telles qu'elles
ditions du
ont ete
mentionnees ci-dessus,
ci-dessus,
ete mentionnees
ont
seront sans effet sur aucune des
stipulations contenues
contenues dans
dans la
la
stipulations
moins
presente convention,
convention, aa moms
pr6sente
que
modifications aient
recu
aient recu
ces modifications
que ces
1Passentiment
assentiment des Etats-Unis.
Etats-finis.

Annual
Annual report.
report.

p. 1782.
Ante, p.
1782.

yiN
an
i
o
da
dti
efisc
u
i
(
t
:•1 0sasof
to asMandate
subject
sent of United States.

Modifications of

sent of

nitedStates-

1784
1784
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ARTICLE
6.
ARTICLE 6.

Etradition
Extradition
nixed.
d

=wogreog-

nim .

ignturs.

ARTICLE
7.
ARTICLE 7.

La presente
convention sera
sera
La
presente convention
ratifies conformement
meratifiee
conform6ment aux methodes
constitutionnelles respecrespecthodes constitutionnelles
tives
des Hautes
ConParties Contives des
Hautes Parties
tractantes.
Les
setractantes.
Les ratifications
ratifications serout
echangees a
aussit6t
k Paris
Paris aussit6t
ront 6chang6es
que possible.
possible. La
presente ConConLa pr6sente
que
vention
prendra effet
date de
de
effet a la
la date
vention prendra
Fechange
des ratifications.
l'6change des
ratifications.
EN FOI
FOI DE
QUOI, les
les PleniPleniDE QUOI,
EN
potentiaires
dOment
respectifs, dfiment
potentiaires respectifs,
autorises a
it cet
ont signe
la
sign6 la
autoris6s
cet effet,
effet, ont
presente
l'ont
convention et
et l'ont
pr6sente convention
revetue
leurs cachets.
cachets.
revAtue de
de leurs
FAIT a
FAIT
a Paris,
Paris, en
en double
double exemexemParis,
DONE in
in duplicate
duplicate at Paris,
plaire, le
le 13
13 Wrier
the 13
13tth4 day
of February,
in the
the plaire,
fevrier 1923.
1923.
the
day of
February, in
year
year 1923.
1923.

The present convention
be
convention shall
shall be
ratified in
accordance with
with the
the
ratified
in accordance
respective constitutional
constitutional methods
methods
respective
•of
of the
High Contracting
Parties.
Contracting Parties.
the High
The
ratifications shall
be exexshal be
The ratifications
changed in
as pracpracas soon
soon as
in Paris
Paris as
changed
ticable. It
shall take
take effect
effect on
on
ticable.
It shall
the
of the
the exchange
exchange of
the date
date of
of
ratifications.
ratifications.
IN
WIIEREOF the
the
IN WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF
respective Plenipotentiaries
have
respective
Plenipotentiaries have
signed this
Convention and
and have
have
this Convention
signed
affixed thereto
their seals.
seals.
affxed
thereto their

Exchange of ratifiestions.

Signatures.

ARTICLE
6.
ARTICLE 6.

Les Trait&
et Conventions
Conventions
Les
Traites et
The extradition
extradition treaties
treaties and
and
The
vigueur entre
la
en vigueur
entre la
d'extradition en
conventions
in force
conventions in
force between
between the
the d'extradition
ttats-Unis d'Amed'AmeFrance et
et les
les Etats-Unis
United
France shall
and France
shall France
United States
States and
an territoire
territoire
rique s'appliqueront
s'appliqueront au
apply
to the
the mandated
territory. rique
mandated territory.
apply to
sous
mandat.
sous mandat.
ARTICLE
7.
ARncLE 7.

Etcani g o aif-

F
EBRUARY 13,
13, 1923.
1923.
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(SEAL.]
Ratifications exchanged.
clRatifiations ex-
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Prolmtion.
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Ante,
1779.
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Franco-British Declaration.

MYRON
T. HEiBBCK
M
YRON T.
TIRRRTOK

[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]

R
R POINCARA
PoINCARE

AND
Treaty has
has been
ratified on
on both
both
AND WHEREAS
WHEREAS the
the said
said Treaty
been duly
duly ratified
parts,
and the
the ratifications
of the
the two
two Governments
Governments were
were exchanged
parts, and
ratifications of
exchanged
m
city of
of Paris
the third
day of
of June,
one thousand
hunin the
the city
Paris on
on the
third day
June, one
thousand nine
nine hundred
and twentv-four;
twenty-four;
dred and
NOW, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, be it
it known that I,
I, Calvin Coolidge, President
the United
United States
America, have
caused the
Treaty to
to
dent of
of the
States of
of America,
have caused
the said
said Treaty
be made public, to the
every article
article and
clause
the end
end that
that the same and
and every
and clause
thereof
may be
be observed
observed and
fulfilled with
by the
the United
United
thereof may
and fulfilled
with good
good faith
faith by
States
and the
citizens thereof.
thereof.
States and
the citizens
IN TESTIMONY
TESTIMONY WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, IIhave hereunto set my hand and
the United States
caused the seal of the
affixed.
States to be affixed.
July in the year
DONE at the city of Washington
Washington this third day of July
year
of
hundred and
and twenty-four,
twenty-four, and
of our
our Lord
Lord one
one thousand
thousand nine
nine hundred
and
[SEAL.] of the Independence
Independence of the United States of America the one
one
hundred
hundred and
and forty-eighth.
forty-eighth.
CALVI
CALVIN COOLIDGE
COOLIDGE
By
the President:
President:
By the
CHARLES E.
E.HUGHES
HUGHES
CHARLES
Secretary
State.
Secretary of
of State.
APPENDIX REFERED
REFERED TO IN
IN
ARTICLE
1 OF THE FRENCH
ARTICLE 1
MANDATE
FOR
THE
CAMEMANDATE
CAMEROONS.
ROONS.
FRANCO-BRITISH
FRANCO-BRITISH
TION.
TION.

DECLARADECLARA-

The undersigned:
undersigned:
The
The
Viscount MIILNER,
M ILNER, Secretary
of
The Viscount
Secretary of
the British
British
State for the Colonies of the
Empire,
Empire,

ANNEXE
VISEE A
A L'ARTICLE
L'ARTICLE ler
ANNEXE VISEE
1"
DU MANDAT
SUR
DU
MANDAT FRANVAIS
FRANCAIS SUR
LE CAMEROUN.
CAMEROUN.
LE

DECLARATION

DECLARATION FRANCOFRANCOBRITANNIQUE.
BRITANNIQUE.
Les
Les soussignes:
soussignes:
MILNER,
Le vicomte M
ILNER, secretaire
secretaire d'Etat
d'Etat
du Ministere
Ministere des Colonies de
de la
Grandela GrandeBretagne,
Bretagne,

TREATY-CAMEROONS MANDATE-FRANCE.
TREATY-CAMEROONS
MANDATE-FRANCE.

FEBRUARY 13,
13, 1923.
1923.
FEBRUARY

1785
1785

M. Henry
Henry SIMON,
&Brox, Minister
M.
Minister for
for the
the
Colonies
of the
Colonies of
the French
French Republic,
Republic,
have
agreed to
to determine
the frontier
have agreed
determine the
frontier
separating
of the
Cameseparating the
the territories
territories of
the Cameroons
placed
respectively
under
roons placed respectively under the
the
authority
of
their
Governments,
authority of their Governments, as
as it
it
is
on the
map
Moisel
1/300,000,
is traced
traced on
the map Moisel 1/300,000,
annexed to
to the
the present
1)
annexed
present declaration
declaration (
(')
and defined
description in
three
and
defined in
in the
the description
in three
articles also
also annexed
annexed hereto.
articles
hereto.
London, July
10th, 1919.
London,
July 10th,
1919.
Signe:
M ILNER.
Sign/: MILNER.
Henry
Snucor.
Henry SIMON.

M. Henry
Henry SIMON,
SinsoN, ministre
des ColoM.
ministre des
Colonies de
la Republique
frangaise,
nies
de la
R6publique francaise,
sont
sont tomb&
tomb6s d'accord
d'accord pour
pour determiner
determiner
la
separant les
les territoires
territoires du
la frontiere
frontiere separant
du
Cameroun respectivement
respectivement places
sous
Cameroun
places sous
l'autorite
de leurs
leurs Gouvernements,
ainsi
l'autorit6 de
Gouvernements, ainsi
qu'elle est
tracee sur
sur la
Meisel au
qu'elle
est tracee
la carte
carte Moisel
au
1/300.000
in presente
1/300.000 annexee
annexee aa la
presente declad6claration
(i)
et
definie
par
la
description
ration (') et d6finie par la description
en
egalement ci-jointe.
en trois
trois articles
articles egalement
ci-jointe.
Londres,
10 juillet
juillet 1919.
1919.
Londres, le
le 10
Signe:
M ILNER.
Signs: MILNER.
Henry
Henry Sintor.r.
SIMON.

DESCRIPTION OF
OF THE
THE FRANCOFRANCODESCRIPTION
BRITISH
FRONTIER.
BRITISH FRONTIER.

Description of Fran.
Fran
DESCRIPTION
DE
LA FRONFRON- co-British
co-British frontier.
frontier.
DESCRIPTION
DE LA
TIERE
FRANCO
TIERE
FRANCO -- BRITANNIBRITANNIQUE,
QUE,

MARKED ON
THE MOISEL'S
MARKED
ON THE
MOISEL'S MAP
MAP OF
OF THE
THE
CAMEROONS,
SCALE 31300,000.
11300,000.
CAMEROONS, SCALE

TRACE
LA CARTE
DU CAMECAMETRACBE SUR
SUR LA
CARTE MOISEL
MOISEL DU
ROUN 1A L'ICHELLE
L1CHELLE DE
ROUN
DE 1/300.000.
1/300.000.

ARTICLE
1.
ARTICLE 1.
The frontier
frontier will
from the
the
The
will start
start from
meeting-point
British,
meeting-point of
of the
the three
three old
old British,
French and
and German
German frontiers
French
frontiers situated
situated
in
Lake Chad
13° 05'
N.
in Lake
Chad in
in latitude
latitude 13°
05' N.
and in
approximately longitude
longitude 14°
14° 05'
and
in approximately
05'
E.
of Greenwich.
Greenwich.
E. of
Thence
the frontier
will be
deterThence the
frontier will
be determined
mined as
as follows:
follows:
1.
A straight
line to
the mouth
mouth of
1. A
straight line
to the
of
the
Ebeji;
the Ebeji;
2. Thence
2.
Thence the
the course
course of
of the
the river
river
Ebeji, which
upstream is
is
Ebeji,
which upstream
named the
the Lewejil,
Labejed,
named
Lewejil, Labejed,
Ngalarem,
Lebert and
and NgaNgalarem, Lebeit
Ngada, respectively,
respectively, to
to the
the conconda,
fluence
of the
rivers Kalia
Kart
fluence of
the rivers
and
and Lebaiit;
Lebaiit;
3.
course of
the river
3. Thence
Thence the
the course
of the
river
Kral, or
its confluKalia,
or Ame,
Ame, to
to its
confluence with
river Donna,
ence
with the
the river
Dorma,
or Kutelaha;
Kutelaha;
or
4.
Thence the
the course of
of the
the latter,
4. Thence
which
upstream is
named
which upstream
is named
the
the village
the Amjumba,
Amjumba, the
village of
of
Woma and
and its
outskirts rereits outskirts
Woma
maining
to France;
maining to
France;

5. From
the point
river
5.
From the
point where
where the
the river
Amjumba loses
in aa
loses itself
itself in
Amjumba
swamp, the
the boundary
will
boundary will
swamp,
follow
the median
follow the
median line
line of
of this
this
swamp
to rejoin
rejoin the
the
swamp so
so as
as to
watercourse
which appears
appears
watercourse which
to be
the continuation
continuation of
to
be the
the Amjumba
which
the
Amjumba and
and which
upstream is
named Seraupstream
is named
SeraGoluwa and MudukMudukhadja, Goluwa
wa respectively,
respectively, the
the village
village
wa
of
Uagisa remaining
Great
of Uagisa
remaining to
to Great
Britain;
Britain;
6. Thence
Thence this watercourse
watercourse to
to
its confluence
confluence with
with the
the
river Gatagule;
river
Gatagule;
( )The
is attached
to the
the
attached to
(!)
The original
original VlC0,0e0
iV'CO,OCOsnap
map is
signed
signed declaration.
declaration.

ARTICLE PREMIER.
PREMIER.
ARTICLE
La frontiere
frontiere partira
La
partira du
du point
point de
de renrencontre des
trois anciennes
anciennes frontieres
frontieres
contre
des trois
britarinique, francaise
frangaise et
et allemande
britannique,
allemande
place
dans le
Tchad par
de
place dans
le lac
lac Tchad
par 13
1300 05'
05' de
latitude
approximativement 14°
latitude nord
nord et
et approximativement
14°
05' de
longitude est
est de
05'
de longitude
de Greenwich.
Greenwich. De
De
la,
sera d6terminee
&terrain& de
de la
1a, la
la frontiere
frontiere sera
la
facon
suivante:
fagon suivante:
1. Par
une ligne
ligne droite
jusqu'a
1.
Par une
droite jusqu'A
l'embouchure
de l'Ebeji;
l'Ebeji;
l'embouchure de
2.
De cette
par le
he
2. De
cette embouchure,
embouchure, par
cours
Ebeji, qui
qui
cours de
de In
la riviere
riviere Ebeji,
porte en
amont les
noms de
de
porte
en amont
les noms
Lewejil,
Labejed, Ngalarem,
ewejil, Labejed,
Ngalarem,
Lebeit et
et Ngada,
jusqu'au
Lebeit
Ngada, jusqu'au
confluent des
rivieres Kalia
Kalia
confluent
des rivieres
et
Lebaiit;
et Lebaiit;
3. Du confluent
3.
confluent des
rivieres NgaNgades rivieres
da,
Kalia et
et Lebaiit,
Lebaiit, par
par les
les
da, Kalia
cours
riviere Kalia
Kalia ou
ou
cours de
de la
la riviere
Ame
jusqu'a
son
confluent
Ame jusqu'A son confluent
avec
Dorma ou
ou
avec In
la riviere
riviere Dorma
Kutelaha
(Koutelaha);
Kutelaha (Koutelaha);
4. Du
Du confluent
confluent des
rivieres Kalia
Rana
4.
des rivieres
et
Dorma ou
ou Kutelaha,
Kutelaha, par
par
et Dorma
.
he cours
cours de cette
cette derniere
derniere
-le
riviere, qui
amont
riviere,
qui porte
porte en
en amont
le nom
(Amle
nom d'Amjumba
d'Amjumba (Amyoumba), le
le village
village de
de Woma
youmba),
Woma
(Voma)
dependances
(Voma) et
et ces
ces dependances
devant rester
rester a
devant
a la
la France;
France;
5.
5. Du
Du point, ot
oil s'interrompt
s'interrompt la
In
riviere
Amjumba, a
riviere Amjumba,
a l'entree
l'entree
du
par une
une ligne
ligne
du marecage,
marecage, par
traversant
ce marais
marais et
rejoitraversant ce
et rejoignant
cours d'eau
qui pagnant le
le cours
d'eau qui
parait
riviere
suite de
de la
la riviere
raft etre
etre la
la suite
Amjumba
et qui,
qui, en
amont,
Amjumba et
en amont,
porte les
noms de
de Serahadja,
Serahadja,
porte
les noms
Goluwa
(Golouva) et
et MuMuGoluwa (Golouva)
dukwa
be vilvil(Moudoukva), le
dukwa (Moudoukva),
lage
de
Uagisa
devant
rester
lage de Uagisa devant rester
a
la
Grande-Bretagne;
a la Grande-Bretagne;
6. Par
le cours
derniere
cours de
de cette
cette derniere
6.
Par le
riviere jusqu'A
jusqu'a son
conson conriviere
fluent avec
riviere Gatfluent
avec la riviere
tagule
(Gatagoule);
tagule (Gatagoule);
declaration
6te annexse
(
1)Cette
Cette carte n'a ete
annexee qu't
qu'a declaration
(:)

originale.
originale.

1786
1786
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Frontiem--Contd.
Frontie-Contd.

7. Thence
Thence a
a line
line southwestsouthwest7.
wards
the watershed
watershed
to the
wards to
between
the
of the
basin of
the basin
between the
Yedseram on
on the
west and
and
the west
Yedseram
the
of the
the MuduMudubasins of
the basins
kwa and
and of
of the
the Benue
on
Benue on
kwa
the
east; thence
thence this
waterthis waterthe east;
shed
Mount Mulikia.
Mulikia.
to Mount
shed to

8.
source
to the
the source
a line
line to
8. Thence
Thence a
of
Tsikakiri, to
be
to be
the Tsikakiri,
of the
fixed on
the ground
so as
as
ground so
on the
fixed
to
leave the
the village
village of
of
to leave
Dumo
to
France;
Dumo to France;
9. Thence
the course
Tsithe Tsiof the
course of
9.
Thence the
kakiri
to its
its confluence
confluence
kakiri to
with the
near
Tiel near
Mao Tiel
the Mao
with
the
of
villages of
of villages
group of
the group
Luga;
Luga;
10.
the course
course of
of the
the
Thence the
10. Thence
Mao Tiel
Tiel to
to its
confluits confluMao
ence
Benue;
river Benue;
the river
with the
ence with
11.
the course
course of
of the
the
Thence the
11. Thence
Benue upstream
upstream to
its conconto its
Benue
fluence
with the
Faro;
the Faro;
fluence with
12.
course of
of the
the
the course
Thence the
12. Thence
Faro
to the
the mouth
its
of its
mouth of
Faro to
arm
the Mao
sitHesso, sitMao Hesso,
arm, the
tutted
kilom. south
about 44 kilom.
uated about
of
of Chlifito;
Chikito;
13.
Thence
the
course
the
of the
13. Thence the course of
Mao
Hesso to boundary
Mao Hesso
6 on the old
pillar
pillar No. 6
British-German frontier;
frontier;
British-German
14.
Thence a
line to
to
straight line
a straight
14. Thence
the old
pillar
boundary pillar
old boundary
the
a
No.
7;
thence a
7; and
and thence
No.
straight
line to
the old
old
to the
straight line
boundary
No. 8;
8;
pillar No.
boundary pillar
15. Thence
Thence a
aline
south-westwards
line south-westwards
15.
reaching the
watershed bebethe watershed
reaching
tween
Benue on
on the
the
the Benue
tween the
north-west
Faro on
on
the Faro
and the
north-west and
the
south-east, which
which it
folit folthe south-east,
lows
on the
the HosHospoint on
to a
a point
lows to
1 kiabout 1
sere
Banglang, about
sere Banglang,
of
the
source
lom.
lom. south
south of
the Mao
Kordo; •
Mao Kordo;
the

confluline to
to the conflu16. Thence
Thence a
a line
16.
ence
of the
the Mao
Mao Ngonga
Ngonga
ence of
and
Mao Deo,
Deo, to
to be
be
and the
the Mao
fixed
to
the ground
ground so as to
fixed on
on the
leave to
to France
the village
village
France the
leave
the road
of
Laro as well
road
well as the
of Laro
from
Bare to
Fort Lamy;
Lamy;
to Fort
from Bare
Mao
17. Thence
Thence the
course of
the Mao
of the
the course
17.
with
Deo to its confluence
confluence with
Deo
the
Tiba;
the Tiba;
18. Thence
Thence the
the course
of the
Tiba,
the Tiba,
course of
18.
which
is named
upstream,
named upstream,
which is
Tibsat
and
Tussa
respecTibsat and Tussa respectively,
its confluence
confluence
to its
tively, to
with
watercourse flowing
flowing
with aa watercourse
from the
and situated
situated
west and
from
the west
about
12 kilom.
south-west
kilom. south-west
about 12
of
of Kontscha;
Kontscha;
19. Thence
Thence a
a line
generline running
running gener19.
ally
south-west to
reach the
to reach
the
ally south-west
summit of
of the
the DutschiDutschisummit
Djombi;
Djombi;

7. De
De ce
cc confluent,
confluent, par
par une
une
7.
ligne
le sud-ouest
sud-ouest
vers le
ligne
gagnant
la ligne de parpargagnant la
tage
entre le
le
eaux entre
des eaux
tage des
bassin
a
bassin du Yedseram, a
Pouest,
les bassins de
et les
l'ouest, et
la
Mudukwa et de la
la Mudukwa
Benue (Benoue),
(Benoue), a
a l'est;
Benue
puis,
cette ligne
de
ligne de
par cette
puis, par
partage
des
eaux,
jusqu'au
partage
ont Mulikia
Mulikia (Moulikia);
(Moulikia);
mont
8.
Du mont
Mulikia jusqu'a la
in
mont Mulikia
8. Du
source de
par
de Tsikakiri, par
source
une
determiner sur
une ligne ae, determiner
le terrain,
teem a
è.
de facon
le
terrain, de
laisser le
Dumo
de Dumo
village de
le village
laisser
(Doumo) a
in France;
France;
a la
(Doumo)
9.
Par le
jusqu'a son
le Tsikakiri
Tsikakiri jusqu'A
9. Par
confluent
confluent avec le Mao
groupe de
pres du groupe
Tiel, pres
villages de Luga (Longa);
(Louga);

du Mao Tiel
le cours du
Par le
10. Par
jusqu'a
avec
confluent avec
son confluent
jusqu'a son
In
riviere Benue
(Benoue);
Benue (Benoue);
lariviere
11. Par le cours de la Benue,
en amont,
amont, jusqu'a son confluent
fluent avec le Faro;
12.
Par
le
cours du Faro juscours
12.
qu'a l'embouchure
l'embouchure de son
qu'a
bras, le
sane
le Mao Hesso, situ6
bras,
a
pres a
kilometres
a 44 kilometres
a peu pres

sud
de Chikito;
Chikito;
sud de
13. Par le cours du Mao Hesso
He,sso
jusqu'a
in borne N°
No 66 de
jusqu'A la
l'ancienne
frontiere gerl'ancienne frontiers
mano-britannique;
mano-britannique;
14. Par l'alignement
Palignement partant
partant de
N0
cette ancienne borne N°
6
la
6 et qui,° passant par la
borne N
N° 7, aboutit a
è.
I'ancienne borne No
N° 8;
l'ancienne
No 8, par une
15. De cette borne NO
ligne vers le sud-ouest gapartage des
gnant la ligne de partage
eaux de la Benue, au nordan sudouest, et du Faro, au
eat, qu'elle suivra jusqu'a
jusqu'a
est,
1'Hossere
un point situ6
situe sur l'Hossere
Banglang et qui se trouve
trouve a
environ 1
1 kilometre
kilometre au sud
de la
in source
source du Mao Kordo;
Kordo;
16. De cc
ce dernier point, au confluent du Mao Ngonga
Ngonga et
et
du Mao Deo, par une ligne
a
determiner sur le terrain,
terrain,
a determiner
facon a
la
de faqon
a laisser aa la
France, le village de Laro,
a
la route de Bare a
ainsi que in
Fort-Lamy;
Fort-Lamy;
17. Par le Mao Deo jusqu'a son
confluent avec le Tiba;
18. Par le Tiba, qui, en amont,
parte les noms de Tibsat ou
porte
Tussa (Toussa),
(Toussa), jusqu'au
confluent d'un cours d'eau
d'eau
confluent
situ6
venant de l'ouest et situe
kilometres
a environ 12 kilometres
Sudouest de Kontsclaa
Kontscha
au Sudouest
(Kontcha);
(Kontcha);
ce
19. Par une ligne partant de cc
vers le
point, se dirigeant vets
sud-ouest
et gagnant
gagnant le
sommet du Dutschi-Djombi
Dutschi-Djombi
(Doutchi-Djombi);
(Doutchi-Djombi);
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20. Thence
the watershed
be20.
Thence the
watershed between the
tween
the basins
basins of
of the
the
Taraba on
Taraba
on the
the west and the
the
Mao
on the
the east
to a
Mao Deo
Deo on
east to
a
point
the Tchape
Hills,
point on
on the
Tchape Hills,
2 kilom.
about 2
kilom. north-west
north-west
of
the Tchape
Tchape Pass
of the
Pass (Point
(Point
1541);
1541);

Thence a
21. Thence
a line to the Gorulde
Gorulde
Hills,
road
Hills, so
so as to
to leave
leave the road
from Bare
Bare to
from
to Fort
Fort Lamy
Lamy
about 2
2 kilom.
about
kilom. to
to the
the east;
east;
22. Thence
Thence successively
water22.
successively the
the watershed
between the Gamgam
Gamgam
shed between
and the
the Jim,
Jim, the
and
the main
main
watershed between
the bawatershed
between the
basins of
of the
Benue and
and the
the
sins
the Benue
Sanaga, and
watershed
Sanaga,
and the
the watershed
between the
the Kokumbahun
between
Kokumbahun
and
the Ardo
.Ardo (Ntuli)
and the
(Ntuli) to
to
Hossere Jadji;
Jadji;
Hossere
23.
Thence
a
line
to
reach
the
23. Thence a line to reach the
source
Mafu;
source of the
the river
river Mafu;
24. Thence the river
river Mafu to its
confluence with
confluence
with river
river Mabe;
Mabe;
25.
Mabe, or
or
25. Thence
Thence the river Mabe,
Nsang,
to its
its juncNsang, upstream
upstream to
junction
boundtion with the
the tribal
tribal boundary
between Bansso
ary between
Bansso and
and
Barnum;
Bamum;
26. Thence a
confluence
a line to the confluence
of the rivers
rivers Mpand
Mpand and
Nun,
on the
the
Nun, to
to be fixed
fixed on
ground, so
so as to leave
leave the
Bansso to
country of
of Bansso
to Great
Great
Britain and
Barnum
Britain
and that
that of Bamum
to
to France;
France;
27.
Nun to
27. Thence
Thence the
the river Nun
to its
its
confluence
with the
river
confluence with
the river
Tantam;
Tantam;
28.
28. Thence
Thence the river Tantam
Tantam and
and
affluent, which
by
its affluent,
which is
is fed
fed by
Sefu;
the river
river Sefu;
river Sefu
the river
Sefu to
to its
its
29. Thence
Thence the
source;
30. Thence a
a line south-westsouth-westwards, crossing the K:upti,
Kupti,
to
to reach
reach near its
its source
source
east of
1300 the uneast
of Point 1300
named watercourse
watercourse which
which
named
Northern Mifi
flows into
into the
the Northern
below Bali-Bagam;
Bali-Bagam;
below
Thence this watercourse to
31. Thence
to
confluence with the
its
confluence
Northern Mifi,
Mifi, leaving to
to
Northern
village of
Gascho
France the
the village
of Gascho
belonging
to
the
the small
small
belonging to
country
Bamenjam;
country of Bamenjam;
32. Thence the Northern
Northern Mifi
upstream
confluence
upstream to its
its confluence
with the river Mogo,
Mogo, or
or
Doschi;
Doschi;
33.
33. Thence
Thence the
the river Mogo
Mogo to
to
its source;
source;

2Q.
ce sommet,
sommet, par
20. De
De ce
par la
la ligne
ligne de
de
partage des
eaux entre
les
partage
des eaux
entre les
bassins du
du Taraba,
Taraba, aal'Ouest,
l'Ouest,
et du
du Mao
Mao Deo,
Deo, a
a l'est
l'est
et
jusqu'en un
les
jusqu'en
un point
point sur
sur les
Tchape
Berge (montagnes
Tchape Berge
(montagnes
de Tchape)
Tchape) a
2 kilometres
de
a 2
kilometres
environ au
environ
au nord-ouest
nord-ouest de
de la
la
Tchape
(passe ou
ou col
col
Tchape Pass
Pass (passe
Tchape), qui est
est situ&
du Tchape),
situee
la cote
cote 1541;
aAla
1541;
21. De
ligne
21.
De ce
ce point,
point, par
par une
une ligne
gagnant les
les Gorulde
Gorulde Berge
Berge
gagnant
(montagnes
(montagnes de
de Goroulde),
Goroulde),
de
fact:n1a
a laisser
route
de fagon
laisser la
la route
de
Bare a
a Fort-Lamy
Fort-Lamy a
de Bare
a enenviron
kilometres a
a l'est;
viron 2
2 kilometres
l'est;
22.
Des Gorulde
la
22. Des
Gorulde Berge,
Berge, par
par la
ligne de
de partage
des eaux
eaux
ligne
partage des
entre la
is. Gamgam
la Jim,
entre
Gamgam et
et la
Jim,
les bassins
et de
de
les
bassins de
de la
la Benue
Benue et
Sanaga, et is.
la Sanaga,
la KokumbaKokumbahun et
et l'Ardo
l'Ardo (Ntuli),
(Ntuli), jushun
jusqu'a l'Hossere
l'Hossere Jadji (YadP);
yi);
23. De
ce point,
point, par
par une
une ligne
ga23.
De ce
ligne gagnant la
is. source
source de
de is.
riviere
gnant
la riviere
Mafu
Mafu (Mafou);
(Mafou);
24.
riviere Mafu jusqu'a
jusqu'A
24. Par
Par la riviere
son confluent
confluent avec la riviere
Mabe;
Mabe;
25.
25. Par la
la riviere
riviere Mabe
Mabe ou
ou Nsang,
Nsang,
jusqu'au point
point de
en amont,
amont, jusqu'au
de
rencontre
rencontre de la
la limite ethnique
nique des
des pays
pays Bansso
Bansso et
et
Barnum
Bamum (Bamoum);
(Bamoum);
26.
26. De
De ce point au confluent
confluent des
rivieres
rivieres Mpand
Mpand et
et Nun
(Noun),
(Noun), par
par une ligne aa dedeterminer
terminer sur
sur le terrain,
terrain, de
facon
facon a
a laisser
laisser le pays
pays Bansso
a
a la
la Grande-Bretagne
Grande-Bretagne et
et le
le
pays
France;
pays Barnum
Bamum aala
la France;
riviere Nun
jusqu'a son
27. Par
Par is.
la riviere
Nun jusqu'a
confluent
in riviere
confluent avec
avec la
Tantam;
Tantam;
28.
son
28. Par is.
la riviere
riviere Tantam et son
affluent,
eat alimente
affluent, qui est
alimente
riviere Sefu
(Sefou);
par la riviere
Sefu (Sefou);
29.
jusqu'a sa
29. Par
Par la riviere Sefu jusqu'A
sa
source;
source;
30.
30. De
De la source de la riviere
Sefu
vers le
le
Sefu par
par une ligne
ligne vers
gagnant pres
sud-ouest gagnant
pros de
de
la
sa source, aa l'est de
de la
cote 1300,
1300, le
cours d'eau
cote
le cours
d'eau
non
denomme, qui coule
non denomme,
coule
dans le Mifi-Nord,
Mifi-Nord, en aval
aval
de
Bali-Bagam;
de Bali-Bagam;
31.
d'eau jusqu'a
31. Par ce
ce cours d'eau
jusqu'a
son confluent avec la riviere
Mifi-Nord, laissant
is.
Mifi-Nord,
laissant a
a la
France
France le
le village
village de Gascho
dependant du
(Gacho) dependant
du petit
petit
pays de Bamenjam;
Bamenjam;
32.
Par
la
riviere
Mifi-Nord
jus32. Par la riviere Mifi-Nord jusla
qu'A
qu'a son confluent
confluent avec in
riviere Mogo
ou Doschi
Doschi
riviere
Mogo ou
(Dochi);
(Dochi);
33. Par
riviere Mogo
jusqu'a
la riviere
Mogo jusqu'a
33.
Par la
sa source;
source;
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1787
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34. Thence
Thence a
line south-westsouth-westa line
34.
wards to
to the
the crest
crest of
the
of the
wards
Bambuto
Mountains and
Bambuto Mountains
thence following
waterfollowing the waterthence
shed
the basins of
between the
shed between
the
the Cross River and Mungo
on
and the Sanaga
west and
on the west
and Wuri
Wuri on the east to
and
Mount
Kupe;
Mount Kupe;

35. Thence
source
the source
to the
line to
Thence aa line
35.
of
river Bubu;
of the river
36.
Thence the
the river
which
Bubu which
river Bubu
36. Thence
appears
from the
German
the German
appears from
map
to
lose
itself
and
reapmap to lose itself and reappear
as the
the Ediminjo,
Ediminjo, which
which
pear as
the frontier
to
follow, to
will follow,
frontier will
the
its
with the
Munthe Munconfluence with
its confluence
go;
go;
37. Thence
the
Thence the
37.

course
course

of
of

the
the

Mungo to the
point in its
the point
Mungo

the
mouth
where it
meets the
it meets
mouth where
30"
2' 30"
parallel of
of latitude
latitude 4° 2'
parallel
North;
North;
38.
Thence this
parallel of
of latitude
latitude
this parallel
38. Thence
the
westwards
reach the
to reach
so as
as to
westwards so
I.;
coast south
south of
Tauben I.;
of Tauben
coast
the
39. Thence
line following
following the
Thence aa line
39.
south of
coast, passing
passing south
coast,
Reiher
I.,.
to
Mokola
Creek,
Reiher I., to Mokola Creek,
to
thus
leavmq Mew°
M6we Lake to
thus leaving
Great Britain;
Britain;
Great

following the
40. Thence
line following
Thence aa line
40.
eastern
banks of
of the
the Mokola,
Mokola,
eastern banks
Mbakwele, Njubanan-Jau
Njubanan-Jau
Mbakwele,
and
and
Matumal Creeks, and
and Matumal
cutting the
the mouths
mouths of
the
of the
cutting
Mbossa-Bombe,
Mikanje,
Mbossa-Bombe, Mikanje,
Tende,
other
and other
Victoria, and
Tende, Victoria,
unnamed
creeks to
juncthe juncto the
unnamed creeks
tion
Matumal and
the Matumal
of the
tion of
Victoria
Creeks;
Victoria Creeks;

line running
41.
a line
running 35°
Thence a
41. Thence
west of
true south
south to the
of true
west
Atlantic
Ocean.
Atlantic Ocean.
ARTICLE 2.
2.
ARTICLE
1° It
It is understood that at the time

of the
local delimitation
of the
the frontier,
frontier,
delimitation of
the local
of
where the
natural features
to be folfeatures to
the natural
where
above
lowed
are not indicated
indicated in the above
lowed are
description, the
the Commissioners
Commissioners of the
description,
postwo
will, as far as posGovernments will,
two Governments
sible,
but without
changing the attriwithout changing
sible, but
article
in
named
villages
bution
of the
the villages
bution of
1, lay
lay down
down the
the frontier
frontier in
accordance
in accordance
1,
with
natural features
features (rivers,
(rivers, hills,
hills, or
with natural
watersheds).
watersheds).

shall
The
Commissioners shall
Boundary Commissioners
The Boundary
be authorized
to make
such minor
minor
make such
be
authorized to
the frontier
of the
modifications of
frontier line as
modifications

34.
De la
la source
riviere
de la riviere
source de
34. De
Mogo, ou
une
par une
Doschi, par
ou Doschi,
Mogo,
ligne
vers le
sud-ouest gale sud-ouest
ligne vers
gnant
du
ant la ligne de faite du
Bambuto
(monts
Bambuto Gebirge (monts
Bambouto)
et
suivant
enfin
Bambouto) et suivant enfin
la
partage des
ligne de partage
la ligne
eaux
la
eaux entre les bassins de la
Cross
River
et
el Mungo, a
Cross River
et
Sanaga
l'ouest,
et
de
Sanaga
la
l'ouest,
le Wuri,
Wuri, a
jusqu'au
a l'est, jusqu'au
le
mont
Kupe (Koupe);
(Koupe);
mont Kupe
35. Du
Du mont
mont Kupe,
une ligne
Kupe, par une
35.
gs.gnant la
la source de la
gagnant
nviere
(Boubou);
Bubu (Boubou);
riviere Bubu
36. Par la riviere Bubu, qui,
d'apres la
allemande,
la carte allemande,
d'apres
perdre pour, peutparait se perdre
reparattre sous le nom
etre, reparaltre
d'Ediminjo
(Ediminyo), que
d'Ediminjo (Ediminyo),
la
suivra
frontiere suivra
la ligne frontiere
jusqu'a
confluent avec
jusqu a son confluent
(Moungo);
le Mungo
Mungo (Moungo);
37. Par
is cours du Mungo jusqu'a
iusqu'a,
Par le
37.
son
placee sur
Bur
embouchure placee
son embouchure
une
a la latiune ligne passant a
tude
de
4°
2'
30";
tude de 40 2' 30";
38.
parallele de
de 4'
30",
4° 2' 30",
le parallele
Par le
38. Par
vers l'ouest, de maniere
maniere a
a
gagner la c6te
cote au sud de
gagner
Tauben I. (lie
(tie des Pigeons);
Pigeons);
Tauben
suivant la cote
Par une ligne suivant
39. Par
',assent an
Reiher I.
au sud de Reiher
passant
(tie Reiher) et aboutissant
aboutissant
(lie
a
a in
la Mokola Krick (crique
de Mokola),
Mokola), en laissant
laissant ainsi
a
in Grande-Bretagne
Grande-Bretagne le
a la
la
Mowe
M6we See (lac de la
Mouette);
Mouette);
De ce point, par une ligne
40. De
suivant les rives est des
criques Mokola, Mbakwele
Mbakwele
(Mbakvele), Njubanan-Jau
Njubanan-Jau
(Mbakvele),
(Nyoubanan-Yaou) et Ma(Nyoubanan-Yaou)
tumal
(Matoumal) et coutumal (Matoumal)
pant les embouchures
embouchures des
criques Mbossa-Bombe, MiMikanje, Tende, Victoria
Victoria et de
jusdenommees, juscelles non &nominees,
rencontre des
qu'au point de rencontre
criques Matumal
Matumal et Viccriques
toria;
41. De cc
ce point, par une ligne
41.
faisant avec le sud un angle
faisant
35°
Vocean
jusqu'a l'oc6an
ouest, jusqu'a,
35° ouest,
Atlantique.
ARTICLE
2.
ARTICLE 2.

moment de la
1.
est entendu
entendu qu'au moment
la
1. Il
II est
determination
sur le terrain de la
determination stir
lignes
frontiere,
lorsque l'indication
Vindication des
frontiere, lorsque
naturelles a
asuivre
suivre ne
ne sera
mentionsera pas
pas mentionnaturelles
description, les
née
dans
la
presente
description,
pr6sente
nee dans la
commissaires des
Gouvernements
des deux Gouvernements
commissaires
devront s'attacher,
autant que poss'attacher, autant
devront
le trace
sible, A
a determiner
trace par des
determiner le
sible,
de terrain (cours
accidents naturels
naturels de
accidents
d'eau, lignes
lignes de
ou cretes).
Ils ne
ne
crates). Ils
de falte
falte ou
d'eau,
sauraient changer,
toutefois, l'attrichanger, toutefois,
sauraient
mentionnes A
bution des
villages mentionnes
des villages
bution
l'article
1.
l'article 1.
Les commissaires
commissaires charges
charges de l'aborneLes
autoris6s a
part, autorises
ment seront,
seront, d'autre
d'autre part,
ment
apporter au
trace de
la frontiere
frontiere les
de la
au trace
apporter
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may appear
appear to
necessary in
order
to them necessary
in order
to avoid separating
separating villages from
from their
their
agricultural lands.
lands. Such
agricultural
Such deviations
deviations
shall be clearly marked
special
marked on
on special
maps and submitted for
for the
the approval
approval
of the two Governments.
Governments. Pending
Pending
such approval, the
the deviations
deviations shall
shall be
be
provisionally recognized
recognized and
and respected.
respected.

modifications legeres qui
apparaltraient
qui apparattraient
n6cessaires
d'6viter de
necessaires en vue d'eviter
separer
de s6parer
les villages de
terrains de
de leurs
leurs terrains
de culture;
culture;
ces deviations
deviations devront
indiquees
devront etre
6tre indiquees
clairement
clairement sur des cartes speciales
speciales et
et
soumises aa l'approbation
deux
l'approbation des
des deux
Gouvernements
interesses. Toutefois,
Gouvernements interesses.
Toutefois,
en
attendant qu'elles
soient approuvees,
approuvees,
en attendant
qu'elles soient
elles seront provisoirement
elks
provisoirement valables
valables
et
par suite
respectees.
et par
suite respectees.
the roads
2° As regards
regards the
roads mentioned
mentioned in
in
2. En ce qui concerne
concerne les
routes
les routes
article 1,
1, only
which are
only those
those which
are shown
shown designees
designees a
a l'article
seules qui
P'article 1,
1, les
les seules
qui
upon the annexed
annexed map (
1) shall
shall be
be puissent
(1)
puissent etre
prises
en
consideration
etre prises en consideration
consideration in the
taken into consideration
the dede- pour Petablissement
l'etablissement de la
frontiere
la frontiere
limitation of
limitation
of the
the frontier.
frontier.
sont celles indiquees
indiquees sur la carte cicijointe
1
).
jointe (
(1).
3° Where the
frontier follows
follows aa
the frontier
3.
Quand la
la ligne
un
3. Quand
ligne frontiere
frontiere suit
suit un
waterway, the
median line
the waterwaterway,
the median
line of
of the
water- cours d'eau,
d'eau, c'est
qui
c'est la
la ligne
ligne mediane
m6diane qui
way
shall be
boundary.
way° shall
be the
the boundary.
forme la
forme
la limite.
4°
if the
the in4 It
It is
is understood
understood that
that if
in4. II
I est entendu
entendu que
que si
si les
les habitants
habitants
habitants
living near
near the
habitants living
the frontier
frontier fixes pres de
frontiere exprimaient
de la
la frontiere
exprimaient
period of
months dans un delai
should, within
within aa period
of six
six months
alai de six mois
de
mois aa partir
partir de
from the completion of the
the local
local dede- Pachevement
l'achevement des operations d'abornelimitation,
limitation, express
express the
the intention
to
intention to ment sur place, l'intention de s'etablir
s'6tablir
settle in
in the
regions placed
placed under
settle
the regions
under dans les regions placees
placees sous Fautorite
l'autorite
French authority,
authority, or, inversely,
inversely, in
in the
the frangaise,
frangaise, ou
on inversement
inversement dans
les
dans les
regions
regions placed
British authority,
placed under
under British
authority, regions placees
placees sous l'autorite
britan1'autorite britanno obstacle
obstacle will be placed
placed in
of nique, aucun empechement
in the
the way
way of
empechement ne
ne serait
serait
their
their so doing, and
and they shall
be
shall be
a in
la realisation
apporte a
realisation de ce
ce desk
desir et
et
granted
granted the
time to
to gather
in
the necessary
necessary time
gather in
il leur serait accorde le alai
d6lai necessaire
II
necessaire
standing crops.
standing
and generally
generally to
to remove
remove
crops, and
pour enlever
enlever les recoltes sur pied et,
property of which
all the property
the
which they
they are
are the
d'une facon
fagon generale,
gen6rale, pour
pour emporter
emporter
legitimate owners.
tons les biens
biens dont
sont les
tous
dont us
ils sont
les proproprietaires legitimes.
legitimes.
pri6taires

ARTICLE 3.

ARTICLE 3.
ARTICLE
3.

1° The map to which
which reference
reference is
is
of the
frontier
made in the
the description
description of
the frontier
is Moisel's map
map of
of the Cameroons
Cameroons on
on
the
scale 1/300,000.
1/300,000.
the scale
following sheets
this map
The following
sheets of
of this
map
have been
used:
been used:
Sheet A4. Tschad:
Tschad: dated
December
dated December
1st, 1912;
1st,
1912;
Sheet B4. Kusseri:
Kusseri: dated August 1st,
1st,
1912;
Sheet
B3.
Dikoa:
dated
Sheet B3.
January 1st,
January
1st,
1913;
1913;
Sheet C3.
dated December
December
C3. Mubi:
Mubi: dated
1912;
15th, 1912;
Sheet D3. Garua:
Garua: dated
15th,
dated May 15th,
1912;
1912;
Sheet E3. Ngaundere:
Ngaundere: dated
Octodated October
15th, 1912;
1912;
ber 15th,
Sheet E2. Banjo:
dated January
Banjo: dated
January 1st,
1st,
1913;
1913;
Sheet F2. Fumban: dated
May 1st,
dated May
1st,
1913;
1913;
Sheet
Sheet Fl. Ossidinge:
Ossidinge: dated
dated JanuJanuary
1912;
ary 1st, 1912;
Sheet
G1. Buea: dated
Sheet GI.
dated August
August 1st,
1911.
1911.
2*
A map of the Cameroons,
2° A
Cameroons, scale:
1/2,000,000, is
is attached
illustrate
1/2,000,000,
attached to
to illustrate
the
description of
above frontier.
frontier.
the description
of the
the above
[Sheets
[Sheets and Map not printed.]
printed.]

1. La carte
carte qui
servi pour
1.
qui a
a servi
pour decrire
decrire
la frontiere
frontiere est la carte
carte Moisel
Moisel au
au
1/300.000, savoir:
1/300.000,
savoir:

(1) cette
carte n'a
(Ilea la
declaration
(')
Cette carte
n'a ete
et6 ainaexee
annexe qu'a
la declaration
orignale.
orienale.

(X)
Annexed only to the original declaration.
(I) Annexed
declaration.

45822'-voL
45822°—vor. 43-PT
43—r-r 22

ler
Feuille A4.
Tschad: edit&
le 1er
A4. Tschad:
editee le
decembre
1912;
decembre 1912;
ler
Feuille B4. Kusseri: editee
edit& le
le 1aoilt 1912;
1912;
aoft
Feuille B3. Dikoa: edit&
editee le
le 1"
janvier 1913;
janvier
1913Feuille
C3.
edit&
le
C3. Mubi:
Mubi: editee
le 15
15
decembre
1912;
decembre 1912;
Feuille
Feuille D3. Garua:
edit&
le
15
mat
Garua: editee le 16 mai
1912;
1912;
Feuille
Feuille E3. Ngaundere:
Ngaundere: edit4e
edit& le
le 15
15
octobre 1912;
octobre
1912;
Feuille E2.
janE2. Banjo:
Banjo: edit&
editee le
le Ilerr janvier 1913;
1913;
vier
Feuille
editee le
Feuille F2.
F2. Fumban:
Fumban: editee
le 10
1",
mai
1913;
mai 1913;
Feuille
edit& le
1.".
Feuille Fl. Ossidinge:
Ossidinge: editee
le 1janvier 1912;
1912;
janvier
Feuille G1.
Gl. Buea:
le 10
,
raotlt
Buea: &We
editee le
1",
aolt
9111;
9111;
A titre d'indication,
une carte
du
2. A
d'indication, une
carte du
Cameroun au
an 1/2.000.000
1/2.000.000 est
est attachee
attachee
aala presente
presente description
description de
la frontiere.
frontiere.
de la

29
29

1789
1789
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1790
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.

February
Februar 13, 1923.

FEBRUARY 13,
13, 1923.
1923.
FEBRUARY

rights in,
in TogoTreaty between
between the
the United
United States and
and France
relatingto rights
Treaty
France relating
land.
Paris, February
13, 1923;
by the
the
February13,
1923; ratification
ratifiationadvised
advised by
land. Signed
Signed at
at Paris,
Senate March
March 3,
3, 1924;
1924; ratified
by the
the President,
President, March
14, 194;
1924;
March 14,
ratified by
Senate
ratified by
France ' April
24, 1924;
1924; ratifications
exchanged at
at Paris,
Paris,
ratificationsexchanged
April 24,
by France,
ratified
June
July 3,
'
3, 19241924.
3, 1924;
1924; proclaimed,
prodaiimed, July
June 3,
BY
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
A MF.11.1DA.
OF AMEBRCA.
TEE PRESIDENT
BY THE
A PROCLAMATION.
A
PROCLAMATION.

' Treaty with France
tbato
hi in
ths rights
relating
Togoland Mandate.
adate
and
Togad
Preamble.

ab

WHEREAS a
Treaty between
the United
States of
America and
of America
and
United States
a Treaty
between the
WHEREAS
France,
rights of
the two
two Governments
and their
their
France, in
in regard
regard to
to the
the rights
of the
Governments and
respective nationals
of the
the former
Colony of
of
nationals in
in that
that part
part of
former German
German Colony
respective
Togoland over
over which
was conferred
France, was
was
upon France,
conferred upon
which a
a mandate
mandate was
Togoland
concluded
signed by
by their
Plenipotentiaries at
at Paris
Paris
their respective
respective Plenipotentiaries
concluded and
and signed
on
thirteenth day
day of
hundred and
and
one thousand
thousand nine
nine hundred
the thirteenth
of February,
February, one
on the
twenty-three,
Treaty, being
in the
and
the French
French and
being in
of which
which Treaty,
the original
onginal of
twenty-three, the
English languages,
languages, is
is word
word for
as follows:
follows:
for word
word as
CONVENTION
CONVENTION

BETWEEN THE
THE UNITED
BETWEEN
UNITED
S
TATES OF
AMERICA AND
RANCE REREAND F
FIANCE
OP AMERICA
STATES
LATING
THE PART
PART OF
LATING TO
TO THE
OP TOGOLAND
TOGOLAND
17NDET; FRENCH
MANDATE
UNDE4
FRENCH MANDATE

THE
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF TH141
UNITED
STATES OF AMERAMERUNITED STATES
ICA
H 14; PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT
THE
ICA AND
AND T
OF THE
THE FRENCH
REPUBLIC,
OF
FRENCH REPUBLIC,
hg
renoBneedby
Ili
hts
'need by Whereas
Whereas by article 119
119 of the
Germany.
Treaty
of Peace
Peace signed
signed at
at VerVerTreaty of
sailles the 28th of June,
June, 1919,
sailles
Germany
renounced in
in favor
favor of
Germany renounced
the
Allied and
and AssoAssothe Principal
Principal Allied
ciated Powers
and
Powers all her rights and
ciated
titles over
over her
possesher oversea
oversea possestitles
sions;
and
sions; and
Authorit for
for maWhereas
22 of
Authority
man.
Whereas by Article 22
of the
the
date.
same
it was
provided
same instrument
instrument it
was provided
that certain
certain territories,
territories, which
that
which as aa
ceased to
to
result of the war
war had ceased
be under
the sovereignty
sovereignty of
be
under the
of the
States which
which formerly
governed
States
formerly governed
them,
placed under
them, should
should be
be placed
under the
the
mandate of
mandate
of another Power, and
and
that
the terms
of the
mandate
that the
terms of
the mandate
should be
be explicitely
explicitely defined
defined in
should
each
case by
the Council
of the
the
each case
by the
Council of
Leag
ueof
of Nations;
Nations; and
League
Benefts
Whereas
Benefits confirmed
W ereas the benefits
accruing
benefits accruing
by Treaty between
between
United
under the
States and under
the aforesaid
aforesaid Article
Article 119
119
Germany.
Vol.42, p.1939.
of the
of Versailles
Versailles were
were
Treaty of
of
the Treaty
Vo.m42as.
confirmed to
States
confirmed
to the
the United
United States
between the
by the Treaty
Treaty between
the United
United
signed AuStates and
and Germany,
Germany, signed
Au-

C
ONVENTION ENTER
FRANCE ET
CONVENTION
ENTBE
r. LA FRANCE
ET LES
LE8
ARIQUE CONCERNANT
CONCEILNANT
]TATS-UNIS D'AM
D'AMIBIQUE
LA PARTIE
MIME DU
LA
DU TOGO
TOGO FLACtE
P&ACzE SOD'S
sOUs
MANDAT
MANDAT FRANcAIS
PBANAIS

nTATS-UNIS

LE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT DE
LE
DE LA REPUBLIQUE
PUBLIQUE FRANCAISE
FRANCAISE ET
ET
LE
DES ETATSLE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT DES
ETATSUNIS
UNIS D'AMERIQUE,
D'AMERIQUE,
Considerant
que, par
par l'Article
l'Article
Considerant que,
sign6 ?i
119 du Trait6
Traite de paix signe
a
Versailles
Versailles le
le 28
28 juin
juin 1919,
1919, l'Alle1'Allemagne
favour des
des
magne aa renonce
renonce en
en faveur
principales
Puissances Alliees
principales Puissances
Alli6es et
et
Associees
ses droits
droits et
Associees ah tons
tous ses
et
titres sur
sur ses
d'outretitres
ses possessions
possessions d'outreMET;
mer;
Consklerant que,
que, par
par 1'Article
l'Article
Consid6rant
ete stipule
22 dudit
dudit Trait&
Traite, il
il aa et6
stipul6
que certains
certains territoires
territoires qui, h
a
la suite
suite de
de la
cesse
la
la guerre,
guerre, ont
ont cess6
d'être
souverainete des
d'Atre sous
sous la souverainet6
Etats
les gouvemaient
preceEtats qui
qui les
gouvernaient precedemment, seraient
seraient places
places sous
sous le
le
mandat
d'une autre
Puissance et
mandat d'une
autre Puissance
et
que les conditions
conditions du
mandat
du mandat
seraient expressoment
seraient
expressement &furies
definies
par le Conseil
Conseil
dans chaque cas par
de
Societe de
de la
la Societe
de Nations;
Nations;
Considerant que le
Considerant
benefice
le benefice
dudit
dudit Article
Article 119 du
du Traite
Trait6 de
de
Versailles
Versailles a
a ete reconnu
reconnu aux
aux
Etats-Unis
par le
le Trait6
Traite conclu
Etats-Unis par
conclu
entre
'
les Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis et
entre'les
et l'Allel'Alle1921, pour
pour
magne, le
le 25 aottt
aoit 1921,
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gust 25, 1921,
1921, to
to restore
gust
restore friendly
friendly
relations
the two
nations;
relations between
between the
two nations;
and
and
Whereas four
the Principal
Principal
Whereas
four of
of the
Allied
Allied and
and Associated
Associated Powers,
Powers,
to wit:
the British
British Empire,
to
wit: the
Empire,
France,
and Japan,
France, Italy
Italy and
Japan, agreed
agreed
that France
France should
should exercise
exercise the
that
the
mandate
for part
of the
mandate for
part of
the former
former
German Colony
of Togoland;
Togoland; and
and
German
Colony of
Whereas
terms of
of the
the said
Whereas the
the terms
said
mandate
have been
defined by
by
mandate have
been defined
the Council
Council of
of
the
of the
the League
League of
Nations
as follows:
Nations as
follows:
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 1.—The
1.-The territory
territory over
over
which a
is conferred
upon
which
a mandate
mandate is
conferred upon
France
of TogoTogoFrance comprises
comprises that
that part
part of
land which
the line
line
land
which lies
lies to
to the
the east
east of
of the
laid down
in
the
Declaration
signed
down in the Declaration signed on
on
July
1919, of
of which
which a
a copy
anJuly 10,
10, 1919,
copy is
is annexed hereto.
nexed
hereto.
This
slightly
This line may,
may, however, be
be slightly
modified by
by mutual
mutual agreement
agreement between
modified
between
His
Government
His Britannic Majesty's
Majesty's Government
Government of
of the
French
and the
the Government
the French
Republic
where an
Republic where
an examination
examination of
of the
the
localities
it is undesirable,
localities shows
shows that
that it
undesirable,
either
inhabieither in
in the
the interests
interests of
of the inhabitants
of any
any inaccuracies
tants or
or by
by reason
reason of
inaccuracies
Sprigade 1
:200,000, ananin the map, Sprigade
1:200,000,
Declaration, to
to adhere
nexed to
to the
the Declaration,
adhere
strictly
down therein.
strictly to
to the line laid
laid down
therein.
The
The delimitation
delimitation on the spot
spot of
of this
this
line shall be carried
carried out in accordance
accordance
with the provisions
provisions of the said
said Declaration.
The final
final report
of
the
Mixed Comreport of the Mixed
Commission shall give
description
mission
give the
the exact description
boundary line as traced on
of the
the boundary
on the
spot; maps signed
signed by the CommisCommisshall be
be annexed
annexed to the
the report.
sioners shall
This
This report
report with
with its annexes
annexes shall be
drawn up in triplicate:
triplicate: one of these shall
archives of
be deposited in
in the
the archives
of the
League of Nations,
League
Nations, one
one shall
shall be kept
kept
by the
Government of
of the
and
by
the Government
the Republic
Republic and
one
one by
by His Britannic
Britannic Majesty's
Majesty's GovGoveiunent.
enment.
ARTICLE 2.—The
Mandatory shall
ARTICLE
2.-The Mandatory
shall
be
for the
the peace,
peace, order
order and
be responsible
responsible for
good government
government of the territory
territory and
good
and
promotion to the utmost
utmost of the
the
for the promotion
material and
well-being and the
material
and moral well-being
the
progress of its
inhabitants.
social progress
its inhabitants.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 3.—The
3.-The Mandatory
Mandatory shall
shall
not
territory any
not establish
establish in the territory
military or naval bases, nor erect
erect any
fortifications,
organize any
fortifications, nor organize
any native
military
police
military force except
except for
for local police
purposes
defence of the
purposes and
and for
for the defence
t
erritory.
territory.
It
that the
It is understood,
understood, however,
however, that
troops thus
raised may,
event
troops
thus raised
may, in
in the
the event
of general
general war,
war, be
be utilized to
to repel an
an
attack or
of the
the territory
territory
attack
or for
for the
the defence
defence of
outside that
that subject
subject to
to the
the mandate.
mandate.
outside
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retablir
les relations
retablir les
relations
entre
deux nations;
nations;
entre les
les deux

1791
1791

amicales
amicales

a
Agreement to man
Considerant que
Considerant
que quatre
quatre des
des date
to m
Agreement
of France.
principales
Puissances Alliees
Alliees etdatof
et
principales Puissances
Associees,
Associ6es, savoir
savoir l'Empire
l'Empire bribritannique, la
la France,
Phalle et
le
tannique,
France, l'Italie
et le
Japon,
convenu que
la France
Japon, ont
ont convenu
que la
France
exercerait
sur une
une
exercerait le
le mandat
mandat sur
partie
de l'ancienne
l'ancienne colonie
colonie allepartie de
allemande
mande du
du Togo;
Togo;
of mandate.
Considerant que
les conditions
Considerant
que les
conditions Terms
Termsofmandate.
de ce
ce mandat
mandat ont
ont 6t6
definies
de
6te d6finies
comme suit
suit par
par le
le Conseil de la
Societe
des Nations;
Nations;
Soci6t6 des

ARTICLE
,.—Les territoires
dont
ARTICLE 11e
territoires dont
er.-Les
In
sous
la France
France assume l'administration
l'administration sous
le regime
regime du
du mandat
la
le
mandat comprennent
comprennent la
pastie du
du Togo
Togo qui
eat situ&
l'est de
de
pastie
qui est
situee a l'est
la
ligne
fix&
dans
In
Declaration,
la ligne fix6e dans la Declaration,
sign& le
dont une
une copie
copie
signee
le 10
10 juillet
juillet 1919,
1919, dont
eat ci-annexee.
ci-annexee.
est
Cette ligne
pourra toutefois
Cette
ligne pourra
toutefois etre
etre
legerement modifiee
legerement
modifiee par accord
accord interintervenant
Gouvernement de
Sa
venant entre
entre le
le Gouvernement
de Sa
Majeste britannique
le GouverneGouverneMajeste
britannique et
et le
ment de
Republique francaise,
frangaise, sur
ment
de la
la Republique
sur
oft, soit dans
dans l'interet
l'interet des
les points
points of,
des
habitants, soit par suite
suite de
l'inexactihabitants,
de l'inexactitude de la
In carte Sprigade au 1:
1:200,000,
annex&
in Declaration,
des
annexee aA la
Declaration, l'examen
l'examen des
lieux ferait reconnaitre
reconnaltre eomme
comme inindesirable
exactement A
desirable de s'en tenir
tenir exactement
a
indiquee.
la ligne indiquee.
La delimitation
delimitation sur le terrain de ces
frontieres
conformement
frontieres sera
sera effectuee
effectuee conformement
aux dispositions
dispositions de
de la dite Declaration.
tion.
commission
Le rapport
rapport final
final de
de la
la commission
mixte
donnera la
la description
exacte de
mixte donnera
description exacte
de
la
la frontiere
frontiere telle
telle que
que celle-ci
celle-ci aura ete
&terrain&
terrain; les
determinee sur le terrain;
les cartes
cartes
signees
par les
les commissaires
commissaires seront
signees par
seront
jointes
jointes au
au rapport.
rapport. Ce
Ce document,
document,
avec
etabli en
en triple
triple
avec sea
ses annexes,
annexes, sera
sera 6tabli
exemplaire;
sera
exemplaire; l'un des originaux
originaux sera
depose dans les
Societe
les archives
archives de la
la SocietW
des
des Nations,
Nations, le
le deuxieme
deuxieme sera
sera conconserve
la Reserve par
par le
le Gouvernement
Gouvernement de
de la
Republique
troisieme par
Goupublique et
et le troisieme
par le
le Gouvernement
britannique.
vernement de Sa Majeste
Majeste britannique.
ARTICLE 2.—Le
sera
ARTICLE
2.-Le Mandataire
Mandataire sera
responsable de la paix, du
responsable
du bon
bon ordre
ordre et
et
de
administration du
de la
la bonne
bonne administration
du territoire,
territoire,
accroitra
son
accroltra par tous
tous les moyens en
en son
pouvoir
bien-etre materiel
pouvoir le bien-etre
materiel et moral
et
favorisera le
le progres
social des
des
et favorisera
progres social
habitants.
habitants.
ARTICLE
3.—Le
Mandataire
ne
devra
ARTICLE 3.-Le Mandataire ne devra
etablir sur le territoire
territoire aucune
aucune base
base
militaire
militaire ou navale, ni edifier
edifier aucune
aucune
fortification, ni organiser aucune
fortification,
aucune force
force
militaire indigene
militaire
indigene sauf pour assurer
assurer la
la
locale et la
police locale
la defense
defense du
du territoire.
territoire.
Toutefois, il
eat entendu
Toutefois,
il est
entendu que
que les
les
troupes
cas de
de
troupes ainsi
ainsi levees
levees peuvent,
peuvent, en cas
guerre
utilisees pour
pour
g6nerale, etre utilisees
guerre generale,
repousser
use agression ou pour la
la
repousser une
defense du
territoire en
defense
du territoire
en dehors
dehors de
de la
la
region
mandat.
region soumise au mandat.

Post, p.
1796.
Pot,
p. 1796.
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ARTICLE
Mandatory:
4.-The Mandatory:
ARTICLE 4.—The
1. Shall
for the
eventual
the eventual
provide for
1.
Shall provide
emancipation
slaves, and for as
all slaves,
emancipation of all
speedy
elimination of
domestic and
of domestic
an elimination
speedy an
other
conditions will
as social
social conditions
slavery as
other slavery
allow;
allow;
2. Shall
Shall suppress all forms of slave
trade;
tradeS.
Shall
prohibit all forms of forced
3.· hall prohibit
or
compulsory labor,
labor, except
except for essential
essential
or compulsory
public
works and
services, and
then
and then
and services,
public works
only in return for adequate
adequate remuneronly
ation;
ation4. Shall
S.hall protect
from
natives from
protect the natives
4.
measures of
fraud and force by the
the
of fraud
measures
careful supervision
labor contracts
supervision of labor
careful
and the
the recruiting of
of labor;
labor;
and
5.
control
exercise aa strict control
5. Shall
Shall exercise
over
arms and ammunition
over the traffic in arms
and
and the sale of spirituous liquors,
Anrieuz
5.—In the
framing of
of laws
laws
the framing
ARTICLE 5.-In
relating to the holding or transfer of
relating
land,
the
Mandatory
shall
take
into
land, the Mandatory
consideration
consideration native laws and customs,
and shall
shall respect
respect the
the rights
rights and safeand
guard
the interests
interests of the native
guard the
population.
No
native land may be transferred,
transferred,
No native
except between
between natives, without the
except
previous consent
consent of the public authoriprevious
ties, and no real rights over native land'
in
created
non-natives may be created
in favor
favor of non-natives
except
except with the same consent.
The
Mandatory shall promulgate
promulgate
The Mandatory
strict
regulations against usury.
strict regulations
AnricLE 6.—The
mandatory shall
shall
6.-The mandatory
ARTICLE
secure
all nationals
Memof States
States Memnationals of
to all
secure to
bers
of
the
League
of
Nations,
same
the
bers of the League of Nations,
enjoyed in the territory by
rights as are enjoyed
nationals in respect of entry
his own nationals
residence in the territory, the
into and residence
protection afforded
afforded to their person and
protection
prope4y, and acquisition of property,
property,
movable
immovable, and the exermovable and immovable,
cise of their professsion or trade, subto the requirements of public
ject ony to
order,
and on condition of compliance
order, and
with the local law.
Further,
Mandatory shall ensure
Further, the Mandatory
to all nationals of States members of
the League of Nations, on the same
footing as to his own nationals, freedom
freedom
of transit
navigation, and comof
transit and navigation,
plete economic,
commercial
and
induscommercial
economic,
trial equality; except that Mandatory
organize essential public
shall be free to organize
works and services on such terms and
works
conditions as he thinks just.
conditions
Concessions for the development
development of
Concessions
resources of the territory
the natural resources
Mandatory
shall be granted by the Mandatory
distinction on grounds
grounds of
without distinction
Nationality betwen the nationals of all
States Members
Members of the League of Naconditions as will
tions, but on such conditions
maintain intact
intact the authority
authority of the
local Government.
Government.
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ARTICLE
4.—La Puissance
mandaPuissance mandaARTICLE 4.-La
taire
devra:
taire devra:
10 Pourvoir
l'emancipation evenevenPourvoir A l'emancipation
1°
tuelle
de tons esclaves et, dans
délai
un d6lai
dans un
tuelledetousesclaveset,
aussi
conditions sociales le
les conditions
que les
court que
aussi court
permettront,
disparaltre tout
tout
permettront, faire disparattre
esclavage domestique
domestique ou
autre;
ou autre;
esclavage
2. Supprimer toute forme de com20
d'esclaves;
merce d'esclaves;
3. Interdire
Interdire tout travail
travail force ou
3°
obligatoire, sauf pour les travaux
travaux et
obligatoire,
services publics
publics essentiels
essentiels et sous
services
condition d'une equitable
equitable remuneraremuneracondition
tion;
la
40 Proteger
contre In
4o
Proteger les indigenes contre
fraude et
contrainte, par une surla contrainte,
et in
fraude
veillance
attentive
des
contrats
de
veillance attentive des contrats de
travail et
et du
des travailtravailrecrutement des
du recrutement
travail
leurs;
leurs;
5.
contr6le severe
severe sur le
un contr6le
5° Exercer
Exercer un
trafic
armes et munitions, ainsi que
des armes
trafic des
sur le
le commerce
des spiritueux.
commerce des
sur
ARTICLE 5.-La
5.—La puissance
puissance manmanARTCLE
dataire devra,
devra, dans
1'etablissement des
dans l'etablissement
dataire
regles relatives
relatives A
ala tenure
sol et au
tenure du sol
regles
propriet6 fonciere,
transfert de la propriete
pre,ndre en consideration
consideration les lois et les
prendre
coutumes
respecter les droits
indigenes, respecter
coutumes indigenes,
et
int6erts des inles interets
sauvegarder les
et sauvegarder
digenes.
Aucune
propriete fonciere
fonciere indigene
Aucune propriete
ne
ne pourra
pourra faire l'objet d'un transfert,
excepte
indigenes, sans avoir
avoir recu
entre indigenes,
excepte entre
prealable l'approbation
l'approbation de l'autorite
au prealable
publique. Acun droit reel ne pourra
pourra
publique.
etre
foncier indisur un bien fonder
tre constitue sur
non-indiFene, si ce
cc
en faveur d'un non-indigene,
gene en
in meme
memo approbation.
n'est avec la
La Puissance
Puissance mandataire
mandataire edictera
des regles s6veres
severes centre
contre l'usure.
ARTICLE
6.— La puissance
mandapuissance mandaARTICLE 6.-La
tons les ressortissants
ressortissants
assurera a6, tous
taire assurers
la Societe des
des Rtats
Etats membres
membres de in
ses
lames droits qu'a sea
Nations les memes
propres ressortissants, en ce qui concome leur acces et leur etablissement
etablissement
cerne
territoire, in
la protection de leurs
dans le territoire,
personnes et de leurs biens, l'acquisition
l'acquisition
personnes
mobilieres et immobipropri6tes mobilieres
des proprietes
profession ou
exercice de leur profession
lieres, l'exercice
leur Industrie,
industrie, sous reserve des likesn6cesl'observation
sites d'ordre
d'ordre public et de l'observation
de la legislation locale.
locale.
pratiquera
mandataire pratiquera
La Puissance mandataire
tous les ressortisregard de tons
ressortisal'egard
en outre, a
sants des Etats Membres
Membres de la Societe
memes condides Nations et dans les mimes
ses propres ressortions qu'k
l'egard de sea
qu'a regard
tissants, la liberte
in
libert6 du transit et de la
navigation et une
uric complete
complete egalite
egalit6
economique,
commerciale et induseconomique, commerciale
trielle, excepte
except6 pour les travaux et
services publics
publics essentials, qu'elle
qu'elle reste
libre d'organiser
d'organiser dans les termes et
conditions qu'elle estime justes.
conditions
developpeLes concessions
concessions pour le developperessources naturelles du terriment des ressources
accordees par le MandaMandatoire seront accord6es
nationalite
taire, sans distinction de nationalite
entre les ressortissants
ressortissants des itats
Etats MemMembre,s de la Societe des Nations, mais de
bres
maintenir intacts
intacts l'autorite
maniere a
a maintenir
du Gouvernement
Gouvernement local.
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Concessions
having the
character of
the character
of
Concessions having
general monopoly
be
not be
monopoly shall
shall not
aa general
granted.
This provision
provision does
does not
not
granted. This
affect
the right
right of
of the
affect the
the Mandatory
Mandatory to
to
create
monopolies
of
a
purely
fiscal
create monopolies of a purely fiscal
character
in
the
interest
of
the
territory
territory
character in the interest of the
under
in order
to provide
order to
provide
under mandate
mandate and
and in
the
with fiscal
fiscal resources
resources
the territory
territory with
which
seem best
suited to
the lIcal
kcal
to the
which seem
best suited
requirements;
or, in
cases, to
to
in certain
certain cases,
requirements; or,
carry
out the
the development
of natural
development of
natural
carry out
resources,
State
either directly
directly by
by the
the State
resources, either
or
by a
that
provided that
a controlled
controlled agency,
agency, provided
or by
there shall
shall result
motherefrom no
no moresult therefrom
there
nopoly of
the natural
resources for
for the
the
nopoly
of the
natural resources
benefit
Mandatory or
or his
his nanabenefit of
of the
the Mandatory
tionals, directly
or indirectly,
nor any
indirectly, nor
directly or
tionals,
preferential advantage
advantage which shall be
be
preferential
inconsistent with
with the
the economic,
comeconomic, cominconsistent
mercial and
industrial equality
equality hereinhereinand industrial
mercial
before guaranteed.
before
guaranteed.
The rights
rights conferred
conferred by
article
by this article
The
extend equally to
assoand assoto companies
companies and
extend
ciations
organized
in
accordance
with
ciations organized in accordance with
the
law of
of any
any of
of the
the Members
Members of
of the
the
the law
League
of Nations,
subject only
the
only to
to the
Nations, subject
League of
requirements
public order, and on
of public
requirements of
condition
of compliance
compliance with the
the local
local
condition of
law.
ARTICLE
shall
Mandatory shall
ARTICLE 7.—The
7.-The Mandatory
ensure in
in the
freecomplete freethe territory
territory complete
ensure
dom
conscience and
free exercise
and the
the free
exercise
dom of
of conscience
which are conconforms of worship which
of all forms
sonant with
morality;
order and
and morality;
with public
public order
sonant
missionaries who are
are nationals
nationals of
of
missionaries
States Members
Members of the League of
Nations
shall be free
enter the
the terrifree to enter
Nations shall
tory
reside therein, to
to
and reside
tory and
and to travel
travel and
acquire
property, to erect
erect
acquire and
and possess property,
religious
open schools
schools
and to
to open
buildings and
religious buildings
throughout the
it being
being ununthe territory;
territory; it
throughout
derstood,
however,
that
the
Mandatory
derstood, however, that the Mandatory
shall
exercise such
have the
the right
right to exercise
shall have
control as
be necesary
necesary for
for the
the
as may
may be
control
good
maintenance
and good
of public order and
maintenance of
government,
measures
to take all measures
government, and to
required
for such
such control.
required for
ARTICLE 8.—The
8.-The Mandatory shall
ARTICLE
apply
general
any general
territory any
the territory
to the
apply to
international conventions
conventions applicable
applicable
international
to his
contiguous territory.
territory.
to
his contiguous
Mandatory shall
shall
ARTICLE 9. The Mandatory
of administration
administration and
have full powers
powers of
legislation
area subject to the
legislation in the area
mandate.
area shall be adadmandate. This area
ministered
accordance with the laws
ministered in accordance
of
Mandatory as
integral part
as an
an integral
of the Mandatory
of
the
and subject
subject to the
of his
his territory
territory and
above
above provisions.
provisions.
The
therefore be
Mandatory snail therefore
The Mandatory
at
liberty to apply his laws to the
at liberty
territory
with
to the mandate,
mandate, with
territory subject
subject to
such
required
as may
may be required
such modifications
modifications as
by
by local
local conditions,
conditions, and to constitute
the
the territory
territory into aa customs, fiscal,
or
administrative union
union or federation
or administrative
rdjacent territories
the :djacent
territories under
under his
with the
sovereignty
provided alalcontrol, provided
sovereignty or control,
ways
measures adopted
to
adopted to
the measures
wavs that
that the
that
end do
provisions
do not infringe the provisions
that end
of this mandate.

II
pas accorde
concession
ne sera
sera pas
accorde de concession
II ne
ayant
le caractere
d'un monopole
monopole
ayant le
caractere d'un
general.
ne fait
general. Cette
Cette clause
clause ne
fait pas
pas
obstacle au
au droit
droit du
du Mandataire
Mandataire de
obstacle
creer
des
monopoles
d'un
caractere
creer des monopoles d'un caractere
purement
fiscal dans
dans l'int6ert
l'interet du
terripurement fiscal
du territoire
toire soumis
soumis au
au mandat et
et en vue
vue de
de
procurer au
au territoire
procurer
territoire les
les ressources
ressources
fiscales paraissant
le mieux
fiscales
paraissant le
mieux s'adapter
s'adapter
aux besoins
dans certains
certains
aux
besoins beaux,
locaux, ou,
ou, dans
cas,
developper des
des ressources
cas, de
de d6velopper
ressources
l'Etat,
naturelles, Boit
soit directement
directement par l']tat,
Boit par
par un
organisme soumis
soumis a6, son
son
soit
un organisme
controle, sous
cette reserve
qu'il n'en
n'en
sous cette
reserve qu'il
controle,
resultera directement
directement ou
indirectement
ou indirectement
resultera
aucun monopole
natuaucun
monopole des
des ressources
ressources naturelies au
au b6nefice
benefice de
de Mandataire
de
Mandataire ou
ou de
relles
ses ressortissants,
ressortissants, ni
aucun avantage
ni aucun
avantage
ses
preferentiel qui
preferentiel
qui serait
serait incompatible
incompatible
avec l'egalite
l'egalite economique,
commerciale
economique, commerciale
avec
et
industrielle
ci-dessus
garantie.
et industrielle ci-dessus garantie.
Les
droits
conferes
par
present
le present
Les droits conferes par le
article
egalement aux
soaux soarticle s'etendent
s'etendent egalement
cietes
et associations
associations organisees
organisees suivant
suivant
cietes et
les lois
lois des
Etats Membres
Societe
de la
la Societe
les
des Stats
Membres de
des
reserve seulement
des
sous r6serve
seulement des
des Nations,
Nations, sous
necessites
d'ordre public
public et
et de
de l'obserl'obsernecessites d'ordre
vation
de la
la legislation
vation de
legislation locale.
locale.

mandaARTICLE 7.-La
7.—La Puissance mendsl'etendue du territerritaire assurers,
assurera, dans l'etendue
et
toire, la
la pleine
pleine liberte
liberte de
de conscience
conscience et
exercice de
les cultes, qui
qui
le libre exercice
de tous
tous les
public, ni
ni
ni aal'ordre public,
ne sont
sont contraires
contraires ni
bonnes mceurs;
mceurs; elle
aux bonnes
elle donnera a
a tous
ressortissants de tout
tout
les missionnaires
missionnaires ressortissants
Etat Membre
Nations
Stat
Membre de
de la Societe des
des Nations
la
de
la faculte
faculte de penetrer,
p6netrer, de
de circuler
circuler et de
resider
acquerir
resider dans
dans le
le territoire, d'y acquerir
et
des propri6tes,
proprietes, d'y
6lever
d'y elever
et posseder
posseder des
des batiments
'Aliments dans
dans un
et
un but
but religieux
religieux et
des
d'y
ouvrir
des
&ales,
etant
entendu,
d'y ouvrir des ecoles, 6tant
toutefois,
Mandataire aura le
toutefois, que be
le Mandataire
pourra
qui pourra
droit d'exercer
d'exercer tel
tel contrele
contr6le qui
etre necessaire
le maintien
pour le
maintien de
etre
n6cessaire pour
bonne adminisl'ordre public
public et d'une bonne
de prendre
prendre a
a cet effet toutes
tration et de
mesures utiles.
mesures
ARTICLE 8.—La
Puissance man8.-La Puissance
ARTICLE
dataire etendra
territoires le
etendra aux territoires
benefice
conventions internationales
internationales
benefice des
des conventions
generales,
applicables a
a ses territoires
generales, applicables
limitrophes.
limitrophes.
ARTICLE
Puissance manmanARTICLE 9.—La
9.-La Puissance
dataire
pleins pouvoirs
pouvoirs d'add'adaura pleins
dataire aura
ministration
legislation sur les
ministration et de legislation
contrees
faisant l'objet
l'objet du mandat.
contrees faisant
selon
administrees selon
Ces contrees
contrees seront administrees
la
legislation de
Puissance mandade la Puissance
la legislation
taire
comme
partie
integrante
de
son
taire comme partie integrante de son
territoire
disposireserve des dispositerritoire et
et sous reserve
tions
qui precedent.
precedent.
tions qui
La
Puissance mandataire
est, en
mandataire est,
La Puissance
consequence,
autorisee a
a appliquer
appliquer aux
consequence, autorisee
regions
legislasoumises au mandat sa legislaregions soumises
modifications
tion, sous reserve des modifications
exigees par
les conditions
conditions locales, et
et aa
par les
exigees
constituer ces territoires
territoires en unions ou
federations douanieres,
douanieres, fiscales
adou adfiscales ou
f6derations
ministratives
territoires avoiavec les territoires
ministratives avec
sinants,
propre souvesinants, relevant de sa propre
rainete ou
controle, A
rainet6
ou places sous son controle,
condition
mesures adoptees
adoptees a
condition que les mesures
ces
fins ne
ne portent
portent pas
pas atteinte
aux
atteinte aux
ces fins
dispositions du
present mandat.
mandat.
du present
dispositions
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MANDATE—FRANCE.
TREATY-TOGOLAND MANDATE-FRANCE.

Mandate—Contd.
Mandate-Coltd.

10.-The Mandatory
Anneks
Mandatory shall
ARTICLE 10.—The
make
to the
the Council
Council of
the League
League of
of the
make to
Nations
an annual
report to the satisannual report
Nations an
faction
of the
report
Council. This
This report
the Council.
faction of
information concernconcernshall contain full information
ing the
the measures
measures taken
apply the
the
to apply
taken to
ing
this mandate.
mandate.
provisions of this
11.—The consent
the
of the
consent of
ARTICLE 11.-The
Council
of the
the League
League of Nations is
Council of
required for
for any
any modification
the
of the
modification of
required
terms of the present mandate.
Maims 12.—The
agrees
Mandatory agrees
12.-The Mandatory
ARTICLE
whatever should
that, if any dispute whatever
arise between
the Mandatory
Mandatory and
between the
arise
another Member
of the
the League
League of
Member of
another
Nations
interpretation
Nations relating to the interpretation
or
the
application
of
the
provisions
or the application of the provisions
of
dispute, if it
it cansuch dispute,
mandate, such
of the
the mandate,
not
negotiation shall be
by negotiation,
be settled
settled by
not be
submitted
Court of
Permanent 'Court
to the Permanent
submitted to
International
provided for by
Justice provided
International Justice
Convenant of the
Article 14 of the Convenaaat
League of Nations,

Whereas the
United States
of
States of
the United
Whereas
America
the
in the
participating in
by participating
America, by
war
against Germany
contribGermany contribwar against
uted
her defeat
and to
to the
rethe redefeat and
uted to
to her
nunciation
of her
her rights
titles
and titles
rights and
nunciation of
over
her oversea
oversea possessions
but
possessions, but
over her
has not ratified the Treaty
has
Treaty of
ofVersailles; and
sailles;
Contracting
Poweas.
of
Government of
Whereas the
the Government
Whereas
Omracti
g Pows.
the United
United States
and the
the GovStates and
the
ernment
of the French
Republic
French Republic
ernment of
desire
definite underunderreach a
a definite
desire to reach
standing with
regard to the rights
rights
with regard
standing
of the two Governments
Governments and
and
of
respective nationals
nationals in
in the
the
their respective
aforesaid
German Colony
Colony
former German
aforesaid-former
of
Togoland:
of Togoland:
Plenipotentiaries.
a
conclude a
Have
decided to
Have decided
to conclude
Piipe
.
convention
to this
effect, and
this effect,
convention to
have
nominated as
their resas their
have nominated
pective
plenipotentiaries, that
that is
is
pective plenipotentiaries,
to say:
say: ,
to
T
HF PRESIDENT
THE
PRESIDENT OF THE
UNITED STATES
STATES OF AMERAMERUNITED
ICA:
ICA:
His
MrRox T.
His Excellency
Excellency Mr.
Mr. MYRON
IIERBacx, Ambassador
HERRICK,
Ambassador Extraordinary and
Plenipotentiary of the
dinary
and Plenipotentiary
United States
United
States of
of America
America at
at Paris;
Paris;
AND THE
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
AND
THE FRENCH
FRENCH REPUBLIC:
THE
REPUBLIC:
M.
Raymond PoINCAEE,
POINCARL, SenM. Raymond
ator, President of
of the
the Council,
Minister
Foreign Affairs;
Minister of
of Foreign
Affairs;

Participation
Participation of
wa r
against
17nitod Germany.
States in war

sdmomy

,

WHO
WHO, after
after communicating
communicating to
respective full
each other
other their
their respective
good and
and due
due
powers, found in
in good
form, have
have agreed
agreed upon the
the following provisions:
provisions:
lowing

13, 1923.
1923.
FEBRUARY 13,

FEBRUARY

ARTICLE
10.—La Puissance
mandaPuissance mandaARTICLE 10.-La
take,
presenters au
Conseil de la
la
au Conseil
taire, presentera
Societe des
rapport annuel
un rapport
Nations un
des Nations
Soci6et
repondant
see vues.
rapport
vues. Ce rapport
repondant & ses
devra contenir
contenir tous
tons renseignements
renseignements sur
devra
lee mesures
mamma prises
en vue
d'appliquer
vue d'appliquer
prises en
les
lee dispositions
present mandat.
mandat.
du present
dispositions du
les
AwricLE 11.—Toute
modification
11.-Toute modification
ARTICLE
apportee aux termes
present mandat
mandat
termes du present
apportee
devra
etre
approuvee
au
prealable
pr6alable par
devra etre approuv6e
le
Conseil
de
la
Societe
des
Nations.
le Conseil de la Societe
ARTICLE 12.—Le
Mandataire accepte
accepte
12.-Le Mandataire
ARTICLE
que tout
differend, quel qu'il
qu'il soit, qui
tout differend,
que
viendrait a
s'elever entre lui
lui et un
a s'6lever
viendrait
autre Membre
Membre de
Societe des
la Societe
de la
autre
Nations, relatif
relatif a
a l'interpretation
l'interpretation ou
ou a
Nations,
l'application des
des dispositions du manl'application
dat
ne soit pas susceptible
qui ne
dat et qui
d'être
regle par
negociations,
par des n6gociations,
d'&tre rege
soit soumis
permanente
a la Cour permanente
soumis a
soit
de Justice
Justice internationale,
internationale, prevue par
de
PArticle 14 du Pacte de la Soci6te
Societe
l'Article
des Nations.

Considerant
lee Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis
que les
Considerant que
d'Amerique,
participant a
la
a la
en participant
d'Amerique, en
guerre contre
ont
Allemagne ont
contre 1l'Allemagne
guerre
contnbue
defaite et a
h la
contribu6 ah sa defaite
renonciation de
see droits
et
droits et
de ses
renonciation
possessions d'outretitres
see possessions
titres stir
sur ses
mer, mais
mais qu'i3s
gulls n'ont
pas ratifie
ratifi6
n'ont pas
mer,
le Trait6
Traite de
Versailles;
de Versailles;
le
Considerant que
quo le
Gouvemele GouverneConsiderant
Gouveret le Gouverment des Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis et
nement de
Republique franfranla Republique
de is.
nement
caise desirent
desirent aboutir
une
aboutir ai, une
caise
entente
definitive concemant
concernant les
entente d6finitive
droits
des deux
deux Gouvenaements
Gouvernements
droits des
et de
lours ressortissants
ressortissants resreset
de leurs
pectifs
ancienne copectifs dans
dans ladite ancienne
lonie
allemande du Togo;
onie allemande
Togo;
Ont decide
de conclure
conclure une
decide de
Ont
Convention k
cet effet
effet et
et ont
ont
a cet
Convention
nomme pour
nomme
pour leurs
leurs PlenipotenPlenipotentiaires
tiaires respectifs,
respectifs, savoir:
LE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT DE LA
LE
REPUBLIQUE FRANCAISE:
FRANcAISE:
REPUBLIQUE
M.
Raymond PoINcARE,
POINCARE, SenaSenaM. Raymond
President du Conseil,
teur, President
Conseil, Ministre des
des Affaires
nistre
Affaires Etrangeres;
EtrangAres;
ET
LE PRESIDENT
ET LE
PRESIDENT DES
ETATS-UMS
ETATS-UNIS D'AMERIQUE:
D'AMERIQUE:
Son
Son Excellence
Excellence M. MYRON
MYRON T.
HERRICK,
Ambassadeur ExtraHERRICK, Ambassadeur
Extrades
ordinaire et
et Plenipotentiaire
Plenipotentiaire des
Etats-Unis d'Amerique
d'Amerique aa Paris.
Etats-Unis
Paris.
LESQUELS, apres
apres s'etre
LESQUELS,
s'etre comcommunique
pouvoirs
munique leurs
leurs pleins
pleins pouvoirs
respectifs, trouves
trouves en
bonne et
et
respectifs,
en bonne
due forme,
forme, sont
sont convenus
convenus des
des
due
suivantes:
stipulations suivantes:

TREATY—TOGOLAND MANDATE-FRANCE.
MANDATE—FRANCE.
TREATY-TOGOLAND

Subject
the provisions
provisions of
of
to the
Subject to
the
present convention,
the
convention, the
the present
United States
States consents
to the
the
consents to
United
administration by
the GovernGovernby the
administration
ment of
the French
French Republic,
Republic,
of the
ment
pursuant to
aforesaid manmanto the
the aforesaid
pursuant
date, of
former German
German
of the
the former
date,
territory, described
1 of
of
Article 1
described in Article
territory,
the mandate.
mandate.
the

ARTICLE
ARTICLE PREMIER.
PREMIER.
•
Sous
stipulations
reserve des
des stipulations
Sous reserve
de la
les
la presente
presente Convention,
Convention, les
de
gtats-Unis declarent
declarent accepter
accepter que,
Etats-Unis
que,
dans les
les conditions
ci-dessus rapconditions ci-dessus
rapdans
portees du
du mandat,
le GouverneGouverneportees
mandat, le
ment de
la Republique
francaise
ment
de la
Republique francaise
administre
le territoire
ancienneadministre le
territoire anciennement allemand
allemand tel
qu'il est
tel qu'il
est (Merit
decrit
ment
par l'Article 1leer du
du mandat.
mandat.
par

ARTICLE
2.
ARTICLE 2.

ARTICLE 2.
ARTICLE
2.

ARTICLE 1.
ARTICLE
1.

The
United States
States and
and its
its
The United
nationals
shall have
all
and enjoy
enjoy all
have and
nationals shall
the
rights and
and benefits
benefits secured
secured
the rights
under the
the terms,
terms. of
3,
of Articles
Articles 2,
2, 3,
under
4,
5, 6,
and 9
9of
mandate
of the
the mandate
8 and
6, 7,
7, 8
4, 5,
to
Members of
League of
of
the League
of the
to Members
Nations and
and their
their nationas,
nationals, notnotNations
withstanding
that the
fact that
the fact
withstanding the
United
is not
not a
of
member of
a member
States is
United States
the
of Nations.
Nations.
the League
League of
ARTICL
3.
ARTICLEE 3.
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daite
ecogaition

Manecognition of Man-

Ante,
n te p. 1791.

A

.

Les
gtats-Unis et
leurs resRights
accorded to
accorded
to
RightsStates.
res- United
et leurs
Les Etats-Unis
United States.
sortissants auront
la jouissance
jouissance
sortissants
auront la
et le
le b6n6fice
benefice de
les droits
et
tous les
droits et
de tous
et
avantages assures
assures par
par les
les Articles
Articles •
avantages
2, 3,
5, 6,
6, 7,
mandat
du mandat
8 et
et 99du
7, 8
3, 4,
4, 5,
2,
aux membres
de la
la Societe
des
Soci6t6 des
aux
membres de
Nations
qu'e, leurs
leurs resresainsi qu'a
Nations ainsi
sortissants, nonobstant
nonobStant le
fait que
le fait
que
sortissants,
pas un
les gtats-Unis
scent pas
ne sont
Etats-Unis ne
les
gtat membre
de la
la Societe
Societe des
des
Etat
membre de
Nations.
Nations.
ARTICLE 3.
ARTICLE
3.

Vested
American
property
property
Vested American
rights
mandated territory
territory
the mandated
rights in
in the
shall be
respected and
no way
way
and in no
be respected
shall
impaired.
impaired.

Les
droits de
de propriete
acquis
propriete acquis
Les droits
aux America:ins
dans le
le territoire
territoire
Americains dans
aux
sous
mandat seront respectes
respectes et
sous mandat
il
n'y sera
sera porte
porte atteinte en
en auauil n'y
maniere.
cune maniere.

ARTICLE 4.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 4.

rigVdss to cteproperty
prr
es
oper
et
dy
.

Vested

Annual report.

Un double
double du
simnel, Annualreport.
rapport annuel,
du rapport
Un
A duplicate
annual rerethe annual
of the
A
duplicate of
que la
la Puissance
Puissance mandataire
doit Ante, p. 1794.
the Mandamandataire doit
Manda- que
port to -be
be made by the
execution del'Article
de l'Article A' p.794.
en execution
presenter en
tory
Article 10
of the presenter
10 of
under Article
tory under
10 du
du mandat,
sera remis
remis au
mandat, sera
be furnished
furnished to 10
mandate shall be
Gouvernement
des gtats-Unis.
ltats-Unis.
Gouvernement des
the United
United States.
the
ARTICLE
5.
ARTICLE 5.
Nothing
in the
the presprescontained in
Nothing contained
ent convention
convention shall be
affected
be affected
ent
by any
any modification
may
modification which may
by
be made
in the
terms of
of the
the terms
made in
be
mandate
as recited
recited above
above unless
mandate as
such
modification shall have been
such modification
assented
to by
by the
United States.
States.
the United
assented to

ARTICLE 5.
ARTICLE
5.
Modifications
of
of
Mod'ications
modifications qui pour- Mandate
Les modifications
subject to
assent
of
United
States.
raient
apportees aux
aux concon- assent of United States.
raient etre apportees
ditions
du mandat,
mandat, telles
telles qu'elles
qu'elles
ditions du
ci-dessus,
ont ete
mentionnees ci-dessus,
ete mentionnees
ont
seront sans
sans effet
effet sur aucune des
seront
stipulations contenues
dans la
contenues dans
stipulations
presente convention,
moins
convention, a moms
presente
que
modifications aient
recu
aient recu
ces modifications
que ces
Etats-Unis.
des Etats-Unis.
assentiment des
Il'assentiment

ARTICLE.
ARTICLE. 66

ARTICLE 6.
ARTICLE
6.

The extradition
extradition treaties and
The
conventions in
force between
between the
in force
conventions
United States
States and
and France
France shall
shall
United
apply to
to the
the mandated
territory.
mandated territory.
apply

Les
Traites et
Conventions
et Conventions
Les Traites
d'extradition en
en vigueur
vigueur entre
entre la
la
d'extradition
France et
et les
les Etats-Unis
gtats-Unis d'Amed'ArneFrance
rique s'appliqueront
s'appliqueront au
au territoire
territoire
rique
sous mandat.
mandat.
sous

Extradition recogExtraditionrecognized.

1796
1796
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ARTICLE
7.
ARTICLE 7.

a.cagem

orf tife-

Exchange of mance
s
tions.
io

".

Bignato.

La presente
presente convention
sera
The present convention
convention sera
La
convention shall be
ratified
ratifiee conform6ment
conformement aux m6meaccordance with the
the ratifi6e
ratified in accordance

[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
Ratifications exRatificationi
c
changed.

ex-

Proclamation.
proclamatia.

M
YRON T.
T. Ffir.Ricrok
HEIfRTC
MYRON

APPENDIX REFERED
REFERED
TO
APPENDIX
TO IN
IN
PARTICLE
ARTICLE 11 OF THE FRENCH
FRENCH
MANDATE FOR TOGOLAND.
TOGOLAND.

Franco-British DecFranco-British
Deelaration.
laration.

[SEAL.]
[sEAL.]

R PonNCARBE
PomtcAst
R

AND WHEREAS
ratified on both
WHEREAS the said Treaty has been duly ratified
parts, and
the ratifications
ratifications of
of the
were exchanged
exchanged
parts,
and the
the two
two Governments
Governments were
in
the city
Paris on
on the
third day
one thousand
thousand nine
nine hunhunn the
city of
of Paris
the third
day of
of June,
June, one
dred and
and twenty-four;
twenty-four;
dred
NOW,
THEREFORE, be
known that
that I,
1, Calvin
Calvin Coolidge,
NOW, THEREFORE,
be it
it known
Coolidge, PresiPresident
the United
United States
to
States of
of America,
America, have
have caused
caused the
the said
said Treaty
Treaty to
dent of
of the
be
made public,
public, to
to the
the end
end that
that the
and every
article and
and clause
be made
the same
same and
every article
clause
thereof may
observed and
faith by
the United
be observed
and fulfilled
fulfilled with
with good
good faith
by the
United
thereof
may be
States and
and the
States
the citizens
citizens thereof.
thereof.
IN TESTIMONY
TESTIMONY WHEREOF,
hereunto set
hand and
and
IN
WHEREOF, IIhave
have hereunto
set my
my hand
caused the
the seal
seal of
of the
to be
affixed.
caused
the United
United States
States to
be affixed.
DONE at
at the
the city
of Washington
Washington this
this third
in the
the year
year
DONE
city of
third day
day of
of July
July in
of
Lord one
one thousand
thousand nine
nine hundred
hundred and
twenty-four,
of our
our Lord
and twenty-four,
[SE.AL.] and of the Independence
Independence of the United States of America
[SEAL.]
America
the
and forty-eighth.
the one
one hundred
hundred and
forty-eighth.
By
the President:
President:
By the
CHARLES
E. HUGHES
CHARLES E.
HUGHES
Secretary of
State.
Secretary
of State.

'

ARTICLE 7.
7.
ARnTICE

constitutionnelles respecres ecthodes constitutionnelles
respective constitutional
methods thodes
respective
constitutional methods
Hautes Parties
Parties Conntives des
des Hautes
Parties. tives
Contracting Parties.
of the High Contracting
tractantes. Les ratifications
ratifications seThe
ratifications shall
shall be
be exex- tractantes.
The ratifications
ront 6changees
echangees a
aussit6t
& Paris
Paris aussit6t
changed in
in Paris
Paris as
soon as
as prapra- ront
changed
as soon
La_presente
ticable. It
It shall
shall take
effect on
on que
pr6sente ConConpossible. La
que possible.
take effect
ticable.
vention prendra
prendra effet
effet it
de
the date
date of
of the
the exchange
date de
a la
la date
of vention
the
exchange of
l'echange des ratifications.
ratifications.
1'6change
ratifications.
ratifications.
EN
DE QUOI,
QUOI, les
les PleniPleniEN FOI DE
IN
WITNESS WHEREOF
WHEREOF the
IN WITNESS
the
potentiaires respectifs,
respectifs, dument
dfiment
.r°spective
Plenipotentiaries have
have potentiaires
.respective Plenipotentiaries
signe la
signed
this Convention
effet, ont sign6
autoris6s aa cet
cet effet,
signed this
Convention and
and have
have autorises
present° Convention
Convention et
et l'ont reaffixed
thereto their
their seals.
presente
afixed thereto
seals.
vetue de leurs cachets.
double exemFAIT aa, Paris,
Paris, en double
DONE
DONE in duplicate at Paris,
the 13th
day of
in the
the plaire, le 13 f6vrier
fevrier 1923.
1923.
the
13th day
of February,
February, in
year
year 1923.

Signatures.

Appendix,
Aep.diL.
Ask,
p.1791.

FEBRUARY 13,
13, 1923.
1923.
FEBRUARY

FRANCO-BRITISH
FRANCO-BRITISH
DECLARATION.
DECLARATION.
The
undersigned:
The undersigned:
Viscount
Viscount MILNER,
MILNER, Secretary
Secretary of State
for the
the Colonies
of the
British Empire,
Empire,
for
Colonies of
the British

CALVIN COOLIDGE
COOLIDGE
CALVIN

ANNEXE
1"
ANNEXE VISEE
VISEE A
A L'ARTICLE
L'ARTICLE 1"
DU MANDAT
MANDAT FRANCAIS
FRANgAIS SUR
SUR
LE
LE TOGO.
TOGO.

DECLARATION FRANCODECLARATION
BRITANNIQUE.
BRITANNIQUE.

M.
SIMON, Minister
the
M. Henry
Henry SIMON,
Minister for
for the
Colonies
Colonies of
of the French
French Republic,
Republic,
have
agreed to determine
determine the
have agreed
the frontier
frontier
separating
Togoland
separating the
the territories
territories of Togoland
placed respectively
respectively under
authorunder the
the authority of their Governments,
Governments, as it
it is traced
on the map, Sprigade
Sprigade 1/200.000, anannexed to
declaration( ,),
nexed
to the present declaration('),

Les soussignes:
soussignes:
Le
vicomte
MILNEr.,
secretaire
Le vicomte
MILNEr., secretaire
d'etat
d'Etat du Ministere des Colonies de
la Grande-Bretagne,
Grande-Bretagne,
•
SIMON, ministre
M. Henry StmoN,
ministre des Colonies de in
la Republique
Republique francaise,
frangaise,
sont tombes
tomb& d'accord
d'accord pour determiner
determiner
frontiere separant
la frontiere
separant les territoires du
respectivement places sous l'auTogo respectivement
torite de
de leurs
gouvernments, ainsi
ainsi
torit6
leurs gouvernments,
qu'elle est
eat tracee
tracee sur la carte Sprigade
Sprigade
qu'elle
au 1/200.000 annexee a
a la presente

1 The original
original 11200.000
attached to the
1/200.000 map is attached
signed Declaration.

carte n'a Ste
annexee qu'it
dfclaration
I1 Cette carte
5et annexe
qu'/ la declaration
original°.
originale.
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defined in
in the
in three
three
and
the description
description in
articles also
also annexed
annexed hereto.
articles
hereto.
London,
July 10th,
10th, 1919.
1919.
London, July

declaration(') et
et d6finie
definie par
la descripdescripd6claration(')
par la
tion en
ci-jointe.
tion
en trois
trois articles
articles egalement
6galement ci-jointe.
Sign:
ILNER.
Sign: M
MILNER.
Henry SIMON.
Snifox.
Henry
Londres, le
le 10
juillet 1919.
Londres,
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ARTICLE 1.
ARTICLE
1.

ARTICLE
PREMIER.
ARTICLE PREMIER.

The
will run
eastwards from
from
run eastwards
The frontier
frontier will
the
pillar erected
erected at
at the
point of
of juncjuncthe point
the pillar
tion of
three colonies
colonies of
of Haute
Haute
tion
of the
the three
Volta,
Gold Coast
Togoland in
in
and Togoland
Coast and
Volta, Gold
about latitude
11 degrees
8' 33"
to the
the
33" to
latitude 11
degrees 8'
about
unnamed watercourse
watercourse shown
the
shown on
on the
unnamed
map to
the east
pillar,
of this
this pillar,
map
to the
east of
as folfolThe
frontier will
will run
run thence
thence as
The frontier
lows:
lows:
1. Along
Along this
unnamed waterwaterthis unnamed
1.
course to
to its
confluence with
with
course
its confluence
the Kulapalogo;
Kulapalogo;
the

La
partira du
paler place
place
La frontiere
frontiere partira
du pilier
au
des trois
colonies
trois colonies
contact des
au point
point de
de contact
de
Haute-Volta, de
de la
Coast
la Gold
Gold Coast
de la
la Haute-Volta,
et
du Togo,
Togo, aala
la latitude
latitude de
de 11°
8' 33"
33"
11° 8'
et du
et
gagnera
le
cours
d'eau
non
denomme
et gagnera le cours d'eau non d6nomm6
qui
figure
sur
la
carte
a
l'est
de
ce
qui figure sur la carte A l'est de ce
pilier.
pilier.
Elle
determinee:
Elle sera
sera ensuite
ensuite determinee:

2.
Thence by
by the
course of
of the
the
the course
2. Thence
Punokobo
to its
its source;
source;
Punokobo to
3. Thence
a south-westerly
south-westerly
in a
3.
Thence in
meet the river
direction to meet
direction
Biankuri, which
downstream
Biankuri,
which downstream
and
is
Njimoant and
is named
named the
the Njimoant
the Mochole,
it folwhich it
the
Mochole, which
lows
to
its
confluence
with
lows to its confluence with
the Kulugona;
Kulugona;
the

the
4.
From the
confluence of
of the
the confluence
4. From
Mochole and
and the
Kulugona
the Kulugona
Mochole
the frontier
frontier will
follow in
in aa
the
will follow
southerly direction
direction aa line
line to
to
southerly
be
fixed on
on the
the ground
to
ground to
be fixed
point
the junction
junction
390 near
near the
point 390
of
streams Nabuleg
Nabuleg and
and
the streams
of the
Gboroch;
Gboroch;
5.
Thence aa line
line running
in a
a
running in
5. Thence
south-easterly direction
to
direction to
south-easterly
the Manjo
Manjo so
as to
leave the
the
to leave
so as
the
village
of Jambule
to France
France
Jambule to
village of
and that
of Bungpurk
Bungpurk to
to
that of
and
Great
Britain;
Great Britain;
6. Thence downstream
downstream the course
course
of
the Manjo
its confluconfluto its
Manjo to
of the
ence
with the
the Kupkumbu;
Kunkumbu;
ence with
7. Thence
Thence the
the course
the KunKunof the
course of
7.
kumbu
to its
its confluence
confluence
kumbu to
with
Oti;
the Oti;
with the
8.
of the
the Oti
Oti
8. Thence
Thence the
the course
course of
to
its confluence
confluence with
with the
the
to its
Dakpe;
Dakpe;

1. Par
cours d'eau
d'eau non
non denomdenom1.
Par le
le cours
me
son confluent
confluent
m6 jusqu'a
jusqu'A son
avec
le Kulapalogo
Kulapalogo (Koula(Koulaavec le
palago);
palago);
2.
le cours
cours
De ce
ce confluent,
confluent, par
par le
2. De
du
du Punokobo
Punokobo (Pounokobo)
(Pounokobo)
jusqu'a sa
sa source;
source;
jusqu'A
ligne partant de cette
3.
3. Par une ligne
source et
rejoignant, vers
le
vers le
source
et rejoignant,
sud-ouest, la
Biankuri
sud-ouest,
la riviere
riviere Biankuri
(Biankouri)
qui, en
en aval,
aval,
(Biankouri) qui,
porte les
les noms
noms de
de Njimoant
Njimoant
porte
(Nyimoant)
et
de
Mochole,
(Nyimoant) et de Mochole,
et
suit jusqu'h
son
jusqu'a son
qu'elle suit
et qu'elle
confluent
le Kulugona
Kulugona
avec le
confluent avec
(Koulougona);
(Koulougona);
du Mochole
Mochol6 et
et
4. Du
confluent du
4.
Du confluent
du
du Kulugona
Kulugona (Koulougona),
(Koulougona),
par une
determiner
une ligne
ligne aa determiner
par
sur le
le terrain
terrain et
et se
se dirigeant,
dirigeant,
sur
vers le
sud, jusqu'a
la cote
cote
vers
le sud,
jusqu'a la
390 pres
pres de
la rencontre
rencontre des
des
de la
390
rivieres
rivieres Nabuleg
Nabuleg (Nabouleg)
(Nabouleg)
et Gboroch;
et
Gboroch;
5. De
De la
une ligne
ligne se
se
390, par
par une
5.
la cote
cote 390,
dirigeant an
le
vers le
au sud-est,
sud-est, vers
dirigeant
Manjo
de facon
facon A
(Manyo), de
Manjo (Manyo),
laisser le
village de
de Jambule
Jambule
laisser
le village
(Yamboule)
in France
et
a la
France et
(Yamboule) a
celui
(Boungcelui de
de Bungpurk
Bungpurk (Boungpourk) a
la GrandeGrandeA la
pourk)
Bretagne;
Bretagne;
6. De
la rencontre
rencontre de cette
ligne
cette ligne
6.
De la
par le cours
avec le
le Manjo,
Manjo, par
avec
riviere vers
de
cette riviere
vers l'aval
l'aval
de cette
jusqu'a la
la riviere
riviere KunkumKunkumjusqu'a
bu
bu (Kounkoumbou);
(Kounkoumbou);
7. Par le cours de la Kunkumbu
7.
Kunkumbu
jusqu'a son
confluent avec
avec
son confluent
jusqu'a
l'Oti;
l'Oti;
8.
Par le
de l'Oti
l'Oti jusqu'a
jusqu'a
le cours
cours de
8. Par
son
confluent avec
avec la
la riviere
riviere
son confluent
Dakpe;
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9. Thence
the Dakpe
Dakpe upstream
upstream
9.
Thence the
to the
boundary between
between
to
the boundary
the
two old
German districts
the two
old German
districts
of
Mangu-Yendi and
Soand Soof Mangu-Yendi
kode-Bassari
kode-Bassari;•
10.
The frontier
this
will follow
follow this
frontier will
10. The
administrative
boundary
administrative
boundary
south-west
to
regain
the
south-west to regain the
Oti;
Oti;
11. Thence
Thence the
the course
of the
the Oti
Oti
course of
11.
to
with the
the
to its
its confluence
confluence with
Kakassi;
Kakassi;
12. Thence
the course
course of
of the
the KaKaThence the
12.
kassi upstream
to its
its conconupstream to
kassi
fluence with
with the
Kentau;
the Kentau;
fluence
13.
of the
Kencourse of
the Ken13. Thence
Thence the
the course
tau to
to its
its junction
with the
junction with
the
tau
tribal boundary
between the
the
tribal
boundary between
Konkomba
and the
Bitjem;
the Bitjem;
Konkomba and
14.
line folfolsouthwards aa line
14. Thence
Thence southwards
lowing generally
generally this
tribal
this tribal
lowing
boundary so
to leave
leave the
the
so as
as to
boundary
villages of
of Natagu,
Natagu, Napari,
Napari,
villages
and
Bobotiwe
to
Great
and Bobotiwe to Great
Britain and
and those
of Kujunle
Kujunle
those of
Britain
and Bisukpabe
Bisukpabe to
to France;
France;
and

15.
this boundary
to a
a
boundary to
15. Following
Following this
point
situated about
point situated
about 13i
1
kilometers north
north of
the conconkilometers
of the
fluence of
the Kula
Kula and
and the
the
fluence
of the
Mamale;
Mamale;
16. Thence
Thence the
upstream
the Maraale
Mamale upstream
16.
to
its junction
the road
to its
junction with
with the
road
from
Bpadfrom Nabugem
Nabugem to
to Bpadjebe;
jebe;
17.
Thence a
line southwards
southwards to
to
a line
17. Thence
meet the
river Bonolo
so as
as
meet
the river
Bonolo so
to leave
Bpadjebe to
to
leave Bpadjebe
to France;
France;

18.
downstream the
18. Thence
Thence downstream
the rivers
rivers
Bonolo
Bonolo and
Tankpa to
and Tankpa
to the
the
confluence
with
confluence of
of the
the latter
latter with
the
Nabol;
the Nabol;
19. Thence
the river
Nabol up19.
Thence the
river Nabol
upstream
the
stream to the
the junction
junction of
of the
tribal
tribal boundary
boundary between
the
between the
Konkomba and the
Bitjem;
Konkomba
the Bitjem;
20. Thence
southwards a
line fol20.
Thence southwards
a line
following generally
this tribal
lowing
generally this
tribal
boundary to
summit of
boundary
to the summit
of
Kusangnaeli;
Kusangnaeli;
21.
the concon21. Thence
Thence aaline
line to
to reach
reach the
fluence
of the
Tunkurna and
fluence of
the Tunkurna
and
the
Mo, following
following generally
the Mo,
generally
the
course of
the Kuji
and
the course
of the
Kuji and
Tunkurma;
Tunkurma;
22. Thence
the course
course of
of the
the Mo
Mo
22.
Thence the
(Mola) downstream,
(Mola)
downstream, followfollowboundary
ing the southern
southern boundary
of the
country to
to its
of
the Dagbon
Dagbon country
its
junction
an unnamed
junction with
with an
unnamed
affluent
on
the
left
bank
affluent
bank at
at
the map
aa point
point shown
shown on
on the
map
near longitude
longitude 0°
East;
0° 20'
20' East;

9.
Par la
la riviere
riviere Dakpe,
Dakpe, vers
vers
9. Par
l'amont, jusqu'a
jusqu'e, la
la limite
limite
l'amont,
des
deux anciens
cercles allealledes deux
anciens cercles
mands du
du Mangu
Mangu (Mangou)(Mangou)mands
Yendi
et
du
Sokode-Bassari;
Yendi et du Sokode-Bassari;
10. Par
cette limite
limite administrative
administrative
10.
Par cette
vers
sud-ouest, pour
pour regavers le
le sud-ouest,
regagner
gner l'Oti;
l'Oti;
11.
le cours
l'Oti jusqu'au
jusqu'au
cours de
de l'Oti
11. Par
Par le
confluent avec
la riviere
riviere
avec la
confluent
Kakassi;
Kakassi;
12.
le cours
la Kakassi,
Kakassi, vers
vers
de la
Par le
cours de
12. Par
l'amont, jusqu'a
jusqu'a son
conson con1'amont,
fluent avec
le Kentau
Kentau (Ken(Kenfluent
avec le
taou) ;
taou);
13. Par
Par le
le cours
du Kentau
Kentau jusqu'a
jusqu'a
cours du
13.
la
jonction avec
avec la
la limite
la jonction
limite
ethnique
des Konkomba
et
Konkomba et
ethnique des
des
Bitjem (Bityem);
des Bitjem
(Bityem);
14. Par
Par une
dirigeant vers
vers
une ligne
ligne se
se dirigeant
14.
le
sud en
en suivant,
suivant, d'une
d'une
le sud
Iimaniere
generale,
cette
maniere gen6rale, cette limite
facon aa.
ethnique, de
de facon
mite ethnique,
laisser
lea villages
Natagu
de Natagu
villages de
laisser les
(Natagou), de
de Napari
Napari et
de
et de
(Natagou),
Bobotiwe
Grande-Brea la
la Grande-BreBobotiwe a
tagne et
de Kujunle
Kujunle
tagne
et ceux
ceux de
(Kouyounle)
et de
de BisukpaBisukpa(Kouyounle) et
be
(Bisoupabe) aala
la France;
France;
be (Bisoupabe)
15. Par
cette limite,
limite, jusqu'à
jusqu'a un
un
Par cette
point
sane b.
kilometre et
et
A un
un kilometre
point situ6
demi environ
environ au
au nord
nord du
du
demi
confluent du
Kula (Koula)
du Kula
(Koula)
confluent
et de
la Mamale;
Mamie;
et
de la
16.
la Marnale,
vers l'amont,
l'amont,
16. Par
Par la
Mamale, vers
jusqu'a sa
sa rencontre
rencontre avec
avec le
le
jusqu'a
chemin
de Nabugem
Nabugem (Nachemin de
(Nabougem)
Bpadjebe (Pad(Padbougem) aa. Bpadjebe
yebe)
yebe);;
17. Par
Par une
ligne
partant
de
17.
une ligne partant de ce
ce
point
point ab. la
la recontre
recontre de
de la
la
Mamale
Mamal6 et
et du chemin
chemin de
Nabugem et
gagnant, vers
Nabugem
et gagnant,
vers le
le
Sud,
la riviere
de
Sud, la
riviere Bonolo,
Bonolo, de
facon
laisser Bpadjebe
facon a
Alaisser
Bpadjebe aala
la
France;
France;
18. Par
Par la
et la
la
18.
la nviere
riviere Bonolo
Bonolo et
riviere
Tankpa
(Tanpa),
riviere Tankpa
(Tanpa),
vers
l'aval, jusqu'a
vers l'aval,
jusqu'a son
son confluent
avec la
Nabol;
riviere Nabol;
fluent avec
la riviere
Nabol, vers
19. Par la riviere
riviere Nabol,
vers
l'amont,
l'amont, jusqu'à
jusqu'a sa
sa renconrencontre
avec la
limite ethnique
tre avec
la limite
ethnique
des
des Konkomba
Konkomba et des BitBitjem;
jem;
20. Par
Par cette
cette limite
ethnique. se
se
limite ethnique.
dirigeant d'une
d'une maniere
maniere gegedirigeant
nerale
Sud, jusqu'au
n6rale vers
vers le
le Sud,
jusqu'au
sommet
sommet du
Kousangnaeli;
du Kousangnaeli;
21. De ce
21.
sommet, par
ce sommet,
par une
une ligne
ligne
.gagnant le
.gagnant
le confluent
confluent de
de la
la
Tunkurma
(Tounkourma)
Tunkurma
(Tounkourma)
et
du Mo,
en suivant,
et du
Mo, en
suivant, d'une
d'une
maniere
maniere generale,
generale, le
le cours
cours de
de
la
(Kouyi) et
celui de
la Kouji
Kouji (Kouyi)
et celui
de
la
la Tunkurma;
Tunkurma;
22.
Par le
cours du
ou Mola,
22. Par
le cours
du Mo
Mo ou
Mola,
vers
l'aval, en
longeant la
vers l'aval,
en longeant
la
limite sud du
du pays
pays de
de
Dagbon
Dagbon jusqu'a
jusqu'a sa
renconsa rencontre
tre avec un
un affluent
affluent de
de
gauche
denomme sur
gauche non
non denomm6
sur la
la
carte
carte aux environs du 0°
0° 20'
20'
longitude
E.;
longitude E.;
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conthis con23. Thence
Thence a
a line
line from this
fluence
running generally
generally
fluence running
south-east to
to the
the confluence
confluence
south-east
of
Bassa and
Kue, folfoland Kue,
of the
the Bassa
lowing
as
far
as
possible
the
lowing as far as possible the
course
of
the
Mo
(Moo);
course of the Mo (Moo);
24. Thence
of the
the
Thence the
the course
course of
24.
Kue
upstream to
bend
to the
the bend
Kue upstream
formed by
by this
this river
river at
formed
at a
a
distance of
2 kilokilodistance
of about
about 2
metres
south-west of
of Kueda;
Kueda;
metres south-west
25.
running southsoutha line running
25. Thence
Thence a
wards
wards following
following the watershed
between the
the Bunatje,
shed between
Bunatje,
Tschai and
the Tschai
and the
the Dibom
Dibom
on
west and the
the Kue
Kue
on the
the west
and the
Asuokoko on
the Asuokoko
on the
the
and
east to
east
to the
the hill
hill situated
situated
about 11 kilometre
kilometre west
of
west of
about
the Maria
Maria Falls,
Falls, leaving
leaving
the
the
village
of
Schiare
to
the village of Schiare to
Great Britain
Great
Britain and that
that of
Kjirina
to France
and cutcutKjirina to
France and
ting the
the road
road from
from Dadiasse
Dadiasse
ting
(which remains
British) to
to
remains British)
(which
Bismarckburg
(which rereBismarckburg (which
mains
near point
French) near
point
mains French)
760;
760;

26.
the hill situated to the
26. From
From the
west
Falls aa
west of the Maria
Maria Falls
line
Asuokoko,
line to
to reach the Asuokoko,
which
it follows
follows to
which it
to its
its
confluence
river
confluence with the river
Balagbo;
Balagbo;
Thence a
gen27. Thence
a line running generally southwards
southwards to Mount
Mount
Bendjabe;
Bendjabe;
28.
28. Thence
Thence a
a line following the
crest
runs southcrest which
which runs
wards,
wards, then,
then, cutting the
Wawa. reaches
reaches point
point 850
Wawa.
situated
of Kitschibo;
Kitschibo;
situated north
north of
29.
running
point 850 a
a line running
29. From
From point
approximately southwards
southwards
approximately
to the
the Tomito
mountain;
Tomito mountain;
to
30. Thence
Thence a
southline running southa line
30.
south-westwards and,
and, cutsouth-westwards
ting the
reaches
Onana, reaches
ting
the river Onana,
the watershed
watershed between
between the
the
the
Odjabi
and
the
Sassa,
then
Odjabi and the Sassa, then
continuing
south-southcontinuing south-southwestwards,
cutting the
the
westwards, cutting
river
between the
river Daji
Daji between
Odjabi
reaches
and the
the Sasso.,
Sassa,reaches
Odjabi and
the
of Awedjegbe;
Awedjegbe;
summit of
the summit
31. From
From this
it follows
follows
this point
point it
31.
watershed between the
the watershed
Ebanda or
or Wadjakli
Wadjakli on the
Ebanda
west
and
Seblawu and
west and
and the Seblawu
Nubui
on the east,
east, then
Nubui on
cuts
river at a
a
cuts the latter
latter river
point
about 1
kilo1 kilosituated about
point situated
metre
east of
Apegame;
metre east
of Apegame;

23. Par une ligne
partant de
de ce
ligne partant
23.
confluent
et se
dirigeant vers
confluent et
se dirigeant
vers
le
jusqu'au confluconflule Sud-Est
Sud-Est jusqu'au
ent
Ku6
ent du Bassa
Bassa et du Kue
(Koue)
en suivant,
suivant, aussi
aussi loin
loin
(Kou6) en
que
possible,
le
Mo
ou
Moo;
que possible, le Mo ou Moo;
24. Par
Par le
le cours
cours de
de Ku6
Kue (Kou6),
(Koue),
24.
jusqu'au coude
vers l'amont,
l'amont, jusqu'au
coude
forme par
par cette
cette riviere
riviere a
a une
une
distance approximative
distance
approximative de
de
kilometres, sud-ouest
sud-ouest
deux kilometres,
de Kueda
Kueda (Koueda);
(Koueda);
de
25.
ce coude,
coude, par
ligne
25. De
De ce
par une
une ligne
dirigeant vers le
le sud et
et
se dirigeant
suivant
Bailee entre
crAte situ6e
entre
suivant la crete
la
Bunatje, le
le Tchai
Tchai et
et le
le
la Bunatje,
a l'ouest
l'ouest et le Kue
Ku6
Dibom a
et
Asuokoko (l'Asouokoko)
(l'Asouokoko)
et Asuokoko
l'est. Cette
crete sera
sera
A l'est.
Cette crete
suivie
un sommet
sommet
suivie jus-qu'a
jus-qu'a un
situe
environ un
un kilositu6 aa environ
metre
de la
la Maria
Maria
metre aa l'ouest de
Mille
(chute
Maria),
laisFalle (chute Maria), en
en laissant
les
villages
de
Schiare
les
villages
de
sant
(Chiare)
A in
la Grande-BreGrande-Bre(Chiare) a
tagne
la
de Kjirina a
a la
tagne et de
France et
et en
en coupant,
France
coupant, au
au
sud
ces derniers
points,
derniers points,
sud de
de ces
in
reliant le
le village
village
la route
route reliant
de Dadiasse
(qui reste
reste A
de
Dadiasse (qui
in
Grande-Bretagne) et
Biset Bisla Grande-Bretagne)
marckburg
(a in
la France)
France)
marckburg (A
pl.&
cote 760;
760;
pros de
de la
la cote
sommet situ6
situe aa l'ouest
l'ouest de
26. Du sommet
Mille, par une ligne
la Maria Falle,
gagnant 1'Asuokoko
l'Asuokoko qu'elle
gagnant
suivra jusqu'a,
suivra
jusqu'A son
son confluent
confluent
Balagbo;
avec la riviere
riviAre Balagbo;

ce confluent,
confluent, par une ligne
27. De ce
se dirigeant vers
sud,
vers le sud,
se
in montagne
montagne
pour gagner la
Bendjabe;
Bendjabe;
point, par
par une ligne
ce point,
28. De ce
suivant in
fatte
de faite
suivant
la ligne de
sud,
qui se dirige vers le sud,
puis, coupant
in
Wawa
Wawa
puis,
coupant la
(Ouaoua), gagnera
cote
la cote
gagnera la
(Ouaoua),
850
placee au nord
nord de
850 plac6e
Kitschibo (Kitchibo);
(Kitchibo);
Kitschibo
29.
De la
in cote
cote 850,
850, par
ligne
par une ligne
29. De
se dirigeant
dirigeant vers
vers le sud,
se
d'une facon
approximative,
facon approximative,
d'une
et gagnant
montagne
gagnant la
la montagne
et
Tomito;
Tomito;
30.
Du
Tomito,
par
une
se
ligne se
30. Du Tomito, par une ligne
dirigeant vers
vers le
le sud-sudsud-suddirigeant
ouest et
coupant la riviere
et coupant
ouest
Onana, Ole
crete
la crete
gagnera la
Onana,
elle gagnera
situee
entre les rivieres
rivieres Odsituee entre
jabi
et Sassa;
contipuis, contiSassa; puis,
jabi et
sud-sud-ouest,
le sud-sud-ouest,
nuant vers le
en
Daji
la riviere
riviere Daji
en coupant
coupant la
(Dayi)
entre les rivieres
rivieres
(Dayi) entre
Odjabi et
Sassa, elle
elle gagaet Sassa,
Odjabi
gnera
sommet de l'Awel'Awegnera le sommet
djegbe
(Aouedyebe);
djegbe (AouedyAeb);
31. De
De ce
ce point, elle
elle suivra le
31.
crete
maintenant enencrete en
en se maintenant
tre
Ebanda
les rivieres Ebanda
ou
a
(Ouadyakli) A
ou Wadjakli
Wadjakli (Ouadyakli)
l'ouest
(Sebet Seblawu
Seblawu (Sebl'ouest et
lavou)
et
Nubui
(Nouboui)
lavou) et Nubui (Nouboui)
l' est,
de facon
facon a
couper
a couper
a 1'
est, de
cette
derniere riviere
riviere en
en un
cette derniAre
point situe
a un kilometre
situ6 a
point
environ a
l'est d'Apegame;
d'Apegame;
environ
A l'est

1799
1799

Frontier—Contd.
Frontier-Contd.

1800
1800
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32. Thence
watershed
32.
Thence aaline
line to
to the
the watershed
of
hills
of the
the Agumassato
Agumassato hills
which
to the
the
which it follows to
Akpata hills;
33. Thence
Thence aa line
running southsouth33.
line running

confluence of
west to
to the confluence
the Tsi
Tsi and the
Edjiri;
the Edjiri;
the

34. Thence
Thence a
a line
genline following gen34.
erally the southern tribal
tribal
erally
boundary
boundary of
of the Agome to aa
point
situated on
point situated
on the
the waterwatershed
about
kilometres
shed about 22 kilometres
south
of
Moltke
Peak;
south of Moltke Peak;
t5. Thence
genera line running gener35.
Thence a
southwards following
ally southwards
following
Flamethe watershed
watershed to the Fiamewhich it
kito hills, which
it leaves
leaves to
to
reach the river Damitsi;
36.
Thence the river Damitsi
Damitsi to
to
36. Thence
its confluence
confluence with the
the TedTodseine (or
(or Wuto);
Wuto);
schie
37. Thence
Thence the River Todschie to
to
the boundary of the lands
of the village of Botoe,
which
which it
it passes on the east
east
so as to leave
leave it
wholly to
it wholly
to
Great Britain;
Britain.
38. Thence
Thence the road from Botoe to
to
limit
Batome to the western limit
of the latter village;
village;
39. Thence the line passes south
of Batome so as to leave
this
village in
in its
to
its entirety
entirety to
this village
France;
France;

32. De
cc clernier
une
32.
De ce
dernier point, par une
ligne
gagnant la
parla ligne
ligne de parligne gagnant
tage
des eaux
tage des
eaux de
de l'Agumasl'Agumassuit jusqu'aux
jusqu'aux
sato qu'elle
qu'elle suit
monts
monts Akpata;
Akpata;
33.
De
l'Akpata,
par
une
ligne se
se
33. De l'Akpata, par une ligne
dirigeant
sud-ouest
dirigeant vers le sud-ouest
pour
gagner
le
confluent
du
pour gagner le confluent du
Tsi et
de I'Edjiri;
l'Edjiri;
Tsi
et de

34. De
De ce
ce confluent
a un
un point
point
34.
confluent &
place sur
sur la
in ligne
falte a
ligne de
de faite
place
environ
deux kilometres
kilometres au
au •
environ deux
mid du
du Moltke
Moltke Spitze
Spitze (Pic
(Pic
sud
de
Moltke) par
se
ligne se
de Moltke)
par une
une ligne
confondant
approximativeconfondant approximativement
limite ethnique
ethnique
ment avec
avec la
la limite
sud
de l'Agome;
sud de
1'Agome;
35.
point precedent,
une
par une
35. Du
Du point
pr6c6dent, par
ligne
suivant la
in crete
yen;
ligne suivant
cr&te vers
le
jusqu'aux monts
monts
le sud
sud jusqu'aux
Fiamekito, qu'elle
abandonFiam6kito,
qu'elle abandonnera pour
pour gagner
la riviere
riviere
nera
gagner la
Damitsi;
jusqu'a
36. Par
Par in
la riviere
riviere Damitsi jusqu'a
confluent avec la riviere
son confluent

37.

tourne
l'est, de
de fagon
tourn6 vers
vers l'est,
fa9on A

entierement a
laisser celui-ci entierement
la Grande-Bretagne;
Grande-Bretagne;
limite du village
village Boto6,
Botoe,
38. De Inlaimite
In ligne frontiere suivra in
la
la
route
route de Botoe6
13oto6 A Batom6
Batome
jusqul
cc
jusqu'i Ia
a limite ouest de ce
village;
cc point, par une ligne concon39. De ce
toumant, au
au sud,
sud, le
tournant,
le ternterri-

B
toire de Batom6,
aton* de fagon
faeon A
laisser en entier, cc
ce village a
a
la France;

40.
Du sud
sud de
Baton* la
limite
40. Du
de Batome,
la limite
gagnera
point de
de renrengagnera le
le point
de la
la frontiere
frontiere accontre de
actuelle de la Colonie de la Gold
Gold
Coast qui se confond avec
le parallle
parallele de 6° 20'
20' N. et
et
de in
riviere Magbaw;
de
la riviere
Magbaw;
41. De
cc point,
suivra, jusqu'a
jusqu'a
41.
De ce
point, elle
elle suivra,
la
la seer,
mer, la frontiere
frontiere actuelle
actuelle
telle qu'elle
qu'elle a
a ete
par
telle
etb definie
definie par
la
la Convention anglo-alleanglo-allemande du
du l
er
juillet
1890.
mande
ler
juillet 1890.
Toutefois,
dans la
la region
region ou
oil
Toutefois, dans
la
Lome-Akepe par
par
la route
route Lome-Akepe
Degbokovhe
coupe la
la fronfronDegbokovhe coupe
tiere
tiere actuelle au sud de
latitude 6°
6° 10'
10' N. et a
latitude
a
longitude 1° 14'
14'
l'ouest de
de longitude
E. de
de Greenwich,
Greenwich, la
la nouvelle
nouvelle
frontiere
a un
frontiere passera
passera A
un kilokilometre
au
sud-ouest
cette
metre au sud-ouest de
de cette
route,
de facon
facon aa la
laisser
route, de
la laisser
entierement en territoire
entierement
territoire
frangais. •
francais.

40. From south of Batome the
boundary runs to the point
boundary
point
of junction of the present
present

boundary
of the
the Gold
Coast
boundary of
Gold Coast
Colony
6° 20'
20'
Colony (parallel
(parallel 6°
North)
river MagMagNorth) and
and the
the river
bawl;
bawi;
41. Thence it follows, to the sea,
the present
the
present frontier
frontier as
as laid
laid
down in the Anglo-Getman
Anglo-Getman
Convention of
of July
July 1st,
1st,
Convention
1890. However, where the
Lome-Akepe road by way
Lome-Akepe
of Degbokovhe
Degbokovhe crosses the
present
frontier south
south of
present frontier
of
latitude
latitude 6° 10'
10' North
North and
West
longitude 1°
14'
West of
of longitude
1° 14'
East of Greenwich,
new
East
Greenwich, the
the new
frontier shall
run
1
kilofrontier
shall run 1 kilometre
metre south-west
south-west of
of this
road, so
so as
leave it
it enroad,
as to
to leave
entirely in
tirely
in French
French territory.
territory.

ARTICLE 2.
ARTICLE
2.

1° It
It is understood that at the
time
time of
of the
the local
local delimitation
delimitation of
of the
the
frontier,
the natural
natural features
features to
frontier, where
where the
to
be followed
be
indicated in
in the
followed are
are not
not indicated
the
above description, the Commissioners
of the
as far
of
the two
two Governments
Governments will,
will, as
far as
as

Todschie (Todjie)
Wuto;
Todschie
(Todji6) ou
ou Wuto;

Todschiejusqu'a
Par la riviere
riviereTodschi6jusqu'a
la limite
limite du territoire
territoire du
village
Botoe,
qui sera
sera conconvillage

ARTICLE 2.
ARTICLE
2.

°

11° 11.
n est entendu qu'au moment
moment
de la determination
determination sur le terrain de la

frontiere,
frontiere, lorsque
lorsque l'indication
l'indication des
des lignes
lignes
naturelles
naturelles aasuivre ne
ne sera
sera pas mentionla pr6sente
nee dans in
presente description,
description, les
lea

commissaires
cornmissstires des deux gouvernements
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devront ss'attacher,
'attacher, autant
que possible,
possible,
autant que
devront
trace par
par des
accidents
des accidents
le trace
aa determiner
determiner le
naturels de
d'eau, ligne
terrain (cours
(cours d'eau,
ligne
naturels
de terrain
de faith
cretes). Es
ne sauraient
sauraient
Ils ne
de
faite ou
ou crates).
changer, toutefois,
l'attribution des
des
toutefois, l'attribution
changer,
villages mentionn6s
mentionnes aa l'Article
1.
l'Article 1.
villages
Les
commissaires
charges
de
de
charges
Les
commissaires
shall
The Boundary
Boundary Commissioners
Commissioners shall
The
d'autre part,
part,
seront, d'autre
l'abornement seront,
minor Pabornement
be authorized
authorized to
to make
such minor
make such
be
autorises aa apporter
apporter au
au trace
de la
la
trac6 de
•modifications
of the
line as
as autoris6s
frontier line
the frontier
modifications of
modifications l6geres
legeres qui
qui
les modifications
frontiere les
may
appear to
to them
them necessary
order frontiere
in order
necessary in
may appear
apparaltraient
necessaires
en
vue
en
vue
necessaires
to
avoid separating
villages from
from their
their apparaltraient
separating villages
to avoid
d'eviter de
les villages
de leurs
leurs
villages de
de separer
separer les
agricultural lands.
lands. Such
deviations d'eviter
Such deviations
agricultural
terrains de
deviations
culture; ces
ces deviations
de culture;
terrains
shall
be
clearly
marked
on
special
special
shall be clearly marked on
devront etre
etre indiqu6es
indiquees clairement
clairement sur
sur
maps
and submitted
approval devront
the approval
for the
submitted for
maps and
des cartes
cartes speciales
et soumises
soumises a
of
Governments. Pending
Pending des
speciales et
the two
two Governments.
of the
dex deux
deux gouvernements
such
gouvernements
l'approbation dex
shall be
be l'approbation
deviations shall
the deviations
approval, the
such approval,
interesses. Toutefois,
Toutefois, en
en attendant
attendant
provisionally recognized
recognized and
and respected.
respected. interesses.
provisionally
qu'elles soient
soient approuvees,
elles seront
seront
approuvees, elles
qu'elles
provisoirement
valables et
et par
suite
par suite
provisoirement valables
respectees.
respectees.
2°
ce qui
les routes
2°
regards the
roads mentioned
routes
qui concerne
concerne les
2° En
En ce
mentioned
the roads
2° As
As regards
1, les seules qui
l'Article 1,
in
Article 1,
are designees
designees aa l'Article
those which
which are
1, only
only those
in Article
etre prises
consideration
en consideration
prises en
puissent etre
shown
upon the
the annexed
annexed map
map (')
(
1
)shall
shall puissent
shown upon
pour l'etablissement
sont
de la
la frontiere
frontiere sont
be
into consideration
the pour
1'etablissement de
in the
consideration in
taken into
be taken
cellos
sur la
1).
carte ci-jointe(
ci-jointe(').
la carte
indiquees sur
delimitation
the frontier.
frontier.
celles indiquees
of the
delimitation of
3° Quand
Quand la
frontiere suit
un
suit un
ligne frontiere
la ligne
3°
Where the
the frontier
frontier follows
follows aa
3*
3° Where
eours d'eau,
d'eau, c'est
Is ligne
qui
mediane qui
ligne mediane
c'est la
water- cours
waterway,
the median
the waterline of the
median line
waterway, the
forme la
la limite.
limite.
forme
way
be the
the boundary.
boundary.
way shall
shall be
4°
Ii
eat
entendu
que,
si
les
habihabisi
les
que,
entendu
4° I1 est
4°
that if
inif the
the inunderstood that
4° It
It is
is understood
frontiere expritants fixes
is frontiere
de la
fixes pres
pres de
habitants,
living near
near the
the frontier
frontier tants
habitants, living
six mois a
maient,
dans un
Mai de six
dans
un delai
maient,
should,
within
a
period
of
six
months
should, within a period of six months
partir de
des operations
operations
de l'achevement
l'achevement des
from the
the completion
of the
the local
delimi- partir
local delimicompletion of
from
l'intention de
d'abornement stir
place, l'intention
sur place,
the intention
intention to settle d'abornement
tation,
express the
tation, express
regions placees
sous
placees sous
les regions
dans les
s'etablir dans
placed under French s'etablir
in the
the regions
regions placed
in
frangaise, ou
ou inversement
inversement
l'autorit6 francaise,
in the regions l'autorite
authority, or,
or, inversely,
inversely, in
authority,
dims les
regions placees
placees sous
sous Pautorite
l'autorite
les regions
placed
under British
authority, no
no dans
British authority,
placed under
britannique, aucun
empechement ne
ne
aucun empechement
obstacle will
be placed in
in the way of britannique,
will be
obstacle
desir,
realisation de ce desk,
apporte aa realisation
serait apporte
their's°
doing, and
they shall
shall be
granted serait
be granted
and they
their'so doing,
le delai
=cora le
alai neces'Aceset il
il leur
leur serait accord6
the
necessary time
time to
standing et
gather in
in standing
to gather
the necessary
sur pied,
pied,
recoltes sur
les recoltes
enlever les
saire pour
pour enlever
the sake
crops, and
and generally
generally to remove all the
crops,
d'une fagon
pour emporter
emporter
gen6rale, pour
facon generale,
et, d'une
are the legiti- et,
property
which they are
of which
property of
les nroprietous
les biens
biens dont
ils sont
sent les
nropriedont is
tous les
mate
owners.
mate owners.
taires
taires legitimes.
legitimes.
possible,
without changing
changing the
but without
possible, but
attribution
of the
the villages
villages named
named in
in
attribution of
Article 1,
1, lay
in
frontier in
the frontier
down the
lay down
Article
accordance
natural
features
features
with natural
accordance with
(rivers,
watersheds).
or watersheds).
(rivers, hills, or

ARTICLE 3.
ARTICLE
3.
1° The
map to
reference is
which reference
to which
1°
The map
made
in the
the description
of the
the frontier
frontier
description of
made in
is
Togoland on
the
on the
map of
of Togoland
is Sprigade's
Sprigade's map
scale
1/200,000, of
of which
which the
following
the following
scale 1/200,000,
sheets
have been
been used:
sheets have
Sheet
Sansane-Mangu: date
date of
of
A 1.
1. Sansane-Mangu:
Sheet A
completion,
1st, 1907;
1907;
July 1st,
completion, July
Sheet
of completion,
completion,
date of
1. Jendi:
Jendi: date
Sheet B
B 1.
October
1st, 1907;
1907;
October 1st,
Sheet C
1. Bismarckburg:
Bismarckburg: date of
C 1.
Sheet
completion,
1906;
1st, 1906;
December 1st,
completion, December
Sheet
1. Kete-Kratschi:
date of
Kete-Kratschi: date
D 1.
Sheet D
completion, December
1905;
1st, 1905;
December 1st,
completion,
Sheet E
E 1.
Misahehe: date
date of
of comcom1. Misahohe:
Sheet
1905;
pletion, June
June 1st,
1st, 1905;
pletion,
Sheet E
E 2.
2. Lome:
completion,
of completion,
date of
Lome: date
Sheet
October 1st,
1902.
1st, 1902.
October
2° A
A map
map
of
Togoland, scale
of Togoland,
2°
1/500,000,
is attached
illustrate the
to illustrate
attached to
1/500,000, is
description of
of the
frontier.
above frontier.
the above
description

ARTICLE 3.
3.
ARTICLE
1° La
qui aa servi
servi
carte qui
1°
La carte
Is frontiere
frontiere eat
carte
est la
la carte
la
1/200.000°, sLvoir:
st,voir:
1/200.0000,

pour
decrire
pour decrire
Sprigade
au
Sprigade au

Feuille
A 1.
1. Sansane-Mangu:
Sansane-Mangu: edit6e
edit&
Feuille A
le 1l
1° ,juillet
juillet 1907;
1907;
le
1l ,
Feuille
B 1.
editee le
le 1.
Jendi: editee
1. Jendi:
Feuille B
octobre 1907;
1907;
octobre
editee le
Feuille C
C 1.
1. Bismarckburg:
Bismarckburg: edit&
Feuille
P
decembre 1906;
1906;
1e , d6cembre
Feuille D
D 1.
&lade
K6t-Kratschi: editee
1. Kete-Kratschi:
Feuille
le
,, decembre
decembre 1905;
1905;
le 1
1r
Feuille E
E 1.
le 1.
1",,
editee le
Misahohe: editee
1. Misahohe:
Feuille
juin
juin 1905;
1905;
Feuille
E 2.
edit& le
le 1.
1° ,
Lome: editee
2. Lome:
Feuille E
octobre
octobre 1902.
1902.
2°
A titre
carte du
du
une carte
titre d'indication,
d'indication, une
2° A
a la
Togo au
attachee a
est attachee
au 1/1.500.000
1/1.500.000 eat
Togo
de la frontiere.
presente
description de
presente description

printed.]
[Sheets and
and Map
Map not printed.]
[Sheets
1
Annexed only to the original declaration.
declaration.
1Annexed

Ia d~ciaration
1
declaration
t annex&
annexre qu'A Is
Cette carte n'a Ste
1 Cette
originale.
originale.

1801
1801

Frontier—Contd.
Frontier-Contd.

1802

January
1923.
Jantuary, 19,19,23.

SALESMEN CONVENTION-PERU.
CONVENTION— PERU. J
ANUARY 19,
SATESMEN
JANJABY
19, 1923.
1923.

Convention
United States
States and
and Peru,
facilitating
Convention and
and protocol
protocol between
between the
the United
Peru,facilitating
the
work of
traveling salesmen.
salesmen. Signed
Signed at
at Lima,
Lima, January
the work
of traveling
January 19,
19, 1923;
1923;
ratification
advised by
February 27,
ratified by
ratification advised
by the
the Senate,
Senate, February
27, 1928;
1923; ratified
by
the
President, March
25, 1924;
1924; ratified
by Peru,
the President,
March 25,
ratified by
Peru, June
June 15,
15, 1924;
1924;
ratifications
at Lima,
Lima, July
July 8,
8, 1924;
1924; proclaimed,
proclaimed, July
18,
ratifications exchanged
ezchanged at
July 18,
1924.
BY THE
PRESIDENT OF
TATES OF
OF AMERICA.
AlefFRICA
BY
THE PRESIDENT
OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED S
STATES
A
A PROCLAMATION.
PROCLAMATION. .

Traveling salesmn,
salesmen,
Travelng
Peru.
Pame
Preamble.
Pearmble.

WHEREAS a
aConvention
the United
States of
WHEREAS
Convention between
between the
United States
of America
America
and the
the Republic
the work
of traveling
salesmen
and
Republic of
of Peru
Peru to
to facilitate
facilitate the
work of
traveling salesmen
and
Protocol for
fulfillment of
provisions of
the
and a
a Protocol
for the
the better
better fulfillment
of the
the provisions
of the
said Convention
Convention were
concluded and
and signed
signed by
by their
their respective
said
were concluded
respective
Plenipotentiaries at
at Lima
Lima on
on the
nineteenth day
January, one
one
Plenipotentiaries
the nineteenth
day of
of January,
thousand nine
nine hundred
twenty-three, the
of which
which
thousand
hundred and
and twenty-three,
the originals
originals of
Convention and
and Protocol,
Protocol., being
English and
Spanish lanlanConvention
being in
in the
the English
and Spanish
guages, are
word for
for word
as follows:
follows:
guages,
are word
word as
Convention
Convention

Contracting
Powers.
omv acng"Power.

Plenipotentiaries.
Plewnpotf-u-ift

Commercial torer
travelers
authorized to operate
sig
on astogie

aCommeruial
a
liee.

Convencitin
Convenci6n

concerning
Commercial Travelers
Commercial
Travelers

relativa a
relativa
a
Agentes
Agentes Viajeros

America
The United
United States
States of
of America
and
Republic of
of Peru,
Peru, being
and the
the Republic
being
desirous
to foster
the developdevelopdesirous to
foster the
ment
ment of commerce
commerce between
between them
and to
increase the
the exchange
exchange of
and
to increase
of
commodities by
by facilitating
commodities
facilitating the
the
work of traveling
traveling salesmen,
salesmen, have
have
agreed
to conclude
Convention
agreed to
conclude aa Convention
for
have to
to
for that
that purpose
purpose and
and have
that
end appointed
as their
their Plenithat end
appointed as
Plenipotentiaries:
potentiaries:
The President
the United
The
President of
of the
United
States
of America,
Mr. FredeStates of
America, Mr.
Frederick
Sterling, Charg6
Chargé d'Africk A.
A. Sterling,
d'Affaires
ad interim
in Lima,
Lima, and
and
faires ad
interim in
the
President of
of Peru,
Peru, Doctor
the President
Doctor
Alberto
Salomon, Minister
Alberto Salom6n,
Minister for
for
Foreign Affairs,
having
Affairs, who,
who, having
communicated
communicated to
their
to each other
other their
full powers, which were found to
to
be m due form, have
have agreed
articles:
upon the following
following articles:

Los Estados
Unidos de
Amrica
Los
Estados Unidos
de America
y
yla Republica
Repdblica Peruana,
Peruana, deseando
deseando
fomenter eldesarrollo del
comercio
fomentareldesarrollo
del comercio
existente entre
existente
ellos y
y acrecentar
entre ellos
acrecentar
el
de mercaderias
el intercambio
intercambio de
mercaderias
mediante
facilidades a
alos
agentes
mediante facilidades
los agentes
viajeros,
acordado celebrar
celebrar
viajeros, ban
han acordado
una
una Convencion
con tal
tal objeto;
Convenci6n con
objeto;
y paraoe
ello
han onombrado
sus
ii
t
ll
en
oclr
n
sombrado por sus
ip
Plenipotenciarios:

ARTICLE
ARTICLE I
I

ARTICULO II
ARTICULO

manufacturers,
merchants, and
Manufacturers, merchants,
and
traders
traders domiciled
domiciled within
within the
the jurisjurisdiction
one of
of the
High ConCondiction of one
the High

Los
cornerLos manufactureros,
manufactureros, comerciantes
ciantes y
domiciliay fabricantes, domiciliados dentro de la
de
la jurisdiccion
jurisdicci6n de

El Presidente
Presidente de los
los Estados
Unidos de America a
a Mr. FredeFrederick A. Sterling, Encargado
Encargado de
de
Negocios
interim de
de los
los EstaNegocios ad
ad interim
Estados Unidos
Unidos en Lima, y
y el Preside la
is Repdblica
dente de
Repfiblica Peruana,
Peruana,
al seitor
sefior doctor
doctor don
don Alberto
Alberto
Salom6n,
Salomon, Ministro de
de Estado
Estado en
en
el despacho de Relaciones
Relaciones Exteriores; quienes,
habiendose comucomuriores;
quienes, habi6ndose
nicado
nicado reciprocamente
reciprocamente sus
plenos
sus plenos
podere.s, que
quo fueron
en
poderes,
fueron hallados
hallados en
buena
y debida forma, conviniebuena y
ron en los siguientes articulos:
articulos:

SALESMEN
CONVENTION-PERU.
SALESMEN CONVENTION—PERU.
tracting Parties
operate as
may operate
Parties may
tracting
commercial travelers
travelers either
either percommercial
sonally or
or by
means of
agents or
or
of agents
by means
sonally
employees
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction
within the
employees within
of the
other High
High Contracting
Contracting
the other
of
Party on
on obtaining
obtaining from
from the
the
Party
of aasingle
latter, upon
payment of
upon payment
latter,
fee, a
license which
which shall
shall be valid
a license
fee,
throughout its
territorial
entire territorial
its entire
throughout
jurisdiction.
jurisdiction.
In
case either
either of
of the
High Conthe High
In case
tracting Parties
Parties shall
engaged
be engaged
shall be
tracting
the
in
it reserves
reserves to
to itself the
war, it
in war,
right
prevent from
operating
from operating
to prevent
right to
the
within
jurisdiction under the
its jurisdiction
within its
provisions
of this
convention, or
this convention,
provisions of
or
otherwise,
enemy nationals
nationals or
otherwise, enemy
other
aliens whose
whose presence
presence it
it
other aliens
may
consider prejudicial
prejudicial to
to pubmay consider
lic
order and
and national
national safety.
safety.
lic order

una
de las
Altas Partes
ConPartes Conlas Altas
una de
tratantes,
podran actuar
como
actuar como
tratantes, podran
agentes viajeros,
viajeros, ya sea
persosea persoagentes
nalmente
por medio
de agentes
agentes
o por
medio de
nalmente o
o
de
en el
el territono
territorio de
o empleados,
empleados, en
la otra
otra Alta
Alta Parte
Parte Contratante,
Contratante,
la
obteniendo
una licencia
licencia
6sta una
en 6sta
obteniendo en
patente
mediante el
el pago
page de una patents
mediante
(mica,
todo el
en todo
valida en
sera valida
que sera
unica, que
territono.
territorio.
En
el caso
case de
de que
que una
una de
las
de las
En el
Altas
Partes Contratantes
Contratantes se halle
Altas Partes
comprometida
en guerra,
guerra, se recomprometida en
serva
el derecho
de prohibir,
derecho de
serva el
dentro
con
y con
territorio y
de su
su territorio
dentro de
arreglo
otra Convenci6n
Convencion,
u otra
esta u
arreglo aaesta
la actuaci6n
actuacion de
de nacionales
del
nacionales del
la
pals
extranjeros
de extranjeros
o de
enemigo o
pais enemigo
cuya
presencia pudiera
consipudiera consicuya presencia
derarse
orden
el orden
para el
perjudicial para
derarse perjudicial
pfiblico
y la
la seguridad
seguridad nacional.
nacional.
pfblico y

ARTICLE
I
ARTICLE 11

ARTICULO
II
ARTICULO II

In order
secure the license
order to secure
In
applicant
the applicant
above
mentioned the
above mentioned
must obtain
obtain from
from the country
country of
must
domicile of
the manufacturers,
manufacturers,
of the
domicile
merchants,
merchants, and traders represented a
attesting his
a certificate
certificate attesting
sented
character as
as a
commercial travtrava commercial
character
shall
eler.
certificate, which shall
This certificate,
eler. This
be
by the
authority to
to be
be
the authority
be issued
issued by
designated in
in each
each country
country for the
designated
purpose, shall
shall be
viseed by
by the
the
be vis6ed
purpose,
consul of
of the
the country
which
in which
country in
consul
the applicant
proposes to operapplicant proposes
the
ate, and
the authorities
authorities of the
and the
ate,
presentalatter
shall, upon the presentalatter shall,
tion of
to
certificate, issue to
of such
such certificate,
tion
the applicant
national license
applicant the national
the
as provided
provided in
I.
in Article
Article I.
as
ARTICLE
III
ARTICLE III

case of
of
in case
Restriction
war
Res
. friction in
war.

A fin
fin de
de obtener
licencia se
r
t
leor
turonP7i
seioflfseMonprela licencia
A
obtener la

mencionada, el
el solicitante
gulthoritY•
solicitante de- athorty.
mencionada,
bera presentar
certificado expresentar un certificado
bera
pais del domicilio de
tendido
el pals
en el
tendido en
los manufactureros,
manufactureros, comerciantes
comerciantes
los
y
represente, y
y
que represente,
fabricantes que
y fabricantes
quo acredite
agente
caracter de agente
acredite su caracter
que
viajero. Este
Este certificado,
se
que se
certificado, que
viajero.
otorgara per
autoridad que
con
que con
la autoridad
por la
otorgara
pais,
tal objeto
en cada pals,
designe en
objeto se designe
tal
sera
visado por el C6nsul
Consul de la
la
sera visado
naci6n
que el solicitante se
en la que
naci6n en
proponga actuar;
las autoriautoriy las
actuar; y
proponga
dades de
otorgarin
le otorgaran
de esta,
esta filtima le
dades
artila licencia
establecida en el artila
licencia establecida
culo I,
1, solo
con la
presentaciOn de
la presentaci6n
s61o con
culo
dicho certificado.
certificado.
dicho
ARTICULO III
Ill
ARTICULO

El agente
agente viajero
vender
viajero puede vender
El
A commercial
commercial traveler
may
traveler may
A
sus muestras
muestras sin
sin necesidad
necesidad de
sell
samples without obtain- sus
his samples
sell his
importador.
como importador.
especial como
licencia especial
ing
license as
as an im- licencia
special license
ing aa special
porter.
porter.
ARTICULO
ARTICULO IV
ARTICLE
IV
ARTICLE IV
Samples
without commercial
commercial
Samples without
value
shall be
admitted to entry
be admitted
value shall
free
of duty.
free of
Samples marked,
marked, stamped
stamped or
Samples
defaced
manner that
that they
such manner
in such
defaced in
can not
not be
other uses
uses shall
shall
to other
put to
be put
can
be
considered as
objects without
without
as objects
be considered
commercial value.
value.
commercial

1803
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Las
comervalor comersin valor
muestras sin
Las muestras
cial
admitidas libres de
seran admitidas
cial serán
derechos.
derechos.
Se
como muestras
muestras
considerarfn como
Se considerarim
sin
comercial las
esten
que esten
las que
valor comercial
sin valor
marcadas, selladas
inutilizadas
selladas oo inutilizadas
marcadas,
de tal
tal modo
mode que
puedan destidestino puedan
que no
de
narse a
otros usos.
usos.
a otros
narse

of samples.
Sale ofsamples.

from duty,
if Freedom
fcrieedooum from duty,
without rale.t

rf th

tvalue.

arking
Yarking

etc.,
etc.,

re
re

1804
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ARTICLE V
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J
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.ARTICULO
V
ARTICULO V

Las muestras
que tengan
tengan valor
valor
Samples
having commercial
muestras que
Las
commercial
Samples having
value shall
shall be provisionally
admitidas, proproserin admitidas,
comercial serim
value
provisionally ad- comercial
visionalmente, bajo
para el
el
fianza para
bajo fianza
mitted upon
for the
the visionalmente,
bond for
upon giving
giving bond
mitted
pago
de
los
derechos
legales,
si
no
no
si
legales,
los
derechos
pago
de
payment
of
lawful
duties
if
they
duties
if
they
of
lawful
payment
sacadas del
del pais
pals dentro
de un
un
dentro de
son sacadas
shall not
have been
been withdrawn
withdrawn son
not have
shall
de seis
seis meses.
meses.
periodo de
from
period period()
within aaperiod
the country
country within
from the
of six
(6) months.
months.
of
six (6)
Dutiable notwthDuties shall be paid on such
Los
pagartin solase pagaran
Los derechos
derechos se
Dutiable if not withdrawn.
sobre la
la parte
de las
las muesmuesparte de
mente sobre
portion of
of the
the samples
shall not
portion
samples as
as shall
not mente
tras que
que no
no sea
sea reexportada.
reexportada.
tras
have been
so withdrawn.
withdrawn.
been so
have
Bond for withdrawal
withdrawal
if of commercial value,
if otcomerial.

require
Customs requireCustoms
ments.
ments.

Peddlers, etc.
Peddlers,
etc.

License exemptions.
License
exemptions.

Reciprocal extension
extension
Reciprocal
concessions.
of future concessions.

ARTICLE
VI
ARTICLE VI

ARTICULO
VI
ARTICULO VI

All
customs formalities
formalities shall
be
shall be
All customs
simplified
as possible
possible
as much
much as
simplified as
with
view to avoid
delay in the
avoid delay
with aaview
despatch of
of samples.
samples.
despatch

Todas las
las formalidades
formalidades de
de aduaaduaTodas
na se
como
tanto como
simplificaran, tanto
na
se simplificaran,
sea
posible, con
objeto de
de evitar
evitar
el objeto
con el
sea posible,
demoras
despacho de
las
de las
en el
el despacho
demoras en
muestras.
muestras.

ARTICLE
VII
ARTICLE VII

ARTICULO VII
VII
ARTICULO

Pedlers
other salesmen
salesmen who
who
and other
Pedlers and
vend
to the
the consumer,
directly to
vend directly
even
have not
not an
esan esthey have
though they
even though
tablished place
in the
of business
business in
place of
tablished
country
in which
operate,
they operate,
which they
country in
shall
not be
be considered
considered as
as comcomshall not
mercial
but shall
shall be
be
travelers, but
mercial travelers,
subject
the license
license fees
fees levied
levied
to the
subject to
on business
which
the kind which
business of
of the
on
they
on.
they carry
carry on.

Los buhoneros
buhoneros y
y otros
vendeotros vendeLos
dores
que traten
traten directamente
con
directamente con
dores que
el
consumidor, aun cuando no
el consumidor,
tengan
casa de
establede negocios
negocios establetengan casa
cida
en el
pals, no
serafn consideraconsiderael pais,
no seran
cida en
dos
como agentes
agentes viajeros,
viajeros, sins)
sino
dos como
que estaran
estartin sujetos
al pago
pago de
de
sujetos al
que
derechos de
licencia que
que esten
est6n esesde licencia
derechos
tablecidos
para los
los negocios
negocios del
tablecidos para
del
genero a
que se
a que
se dedican.
dedican.
g6nero

ARTICLE VIII
VIII
ARTICLE

ARTICULO VIII
VIII
ARTICULO

No
shall be
of:
be required
required of:
No license
license shall
(a)
to
only to
Persons traveling
traveling only
(a) Persons
study trade
needs even
trade and
and its needs.
study
though
commercial
they initiate
initiate commercial
though they
provided they do not
relations, provided
make sales
sales of
of merchandise.
merchandise.
make
(b)
through
(b) Persons operating through
local agencies
which pay
pay the
the lililocal
agencies which
cense
fee or
or other
other imposts
to
imposts to
cense fee
which
business is
is subject.
their business
which their
(c) Travelers
Travelers who
excluwho are
are exclu(c)
sively
sively buyers.
buyers.

necesitarim licencia:
No necesitaran
licencia:
a) las
viajen sosoa)
las personas
personas que
que viajen
lamente para estudiar
estudiar el mercado
lamente
mercado
necesidades, aunque inicien
y
y sus necesidades,
relaciones
relaciones comerciales,
comerciales, siempre
siempre
ventas de mercaque no
no hagan
hagan yentas
derias;
derias;
b) las
las que actden
b)
actuen por medio
medio de
agencias
agencias localesi que pagan patente
mpuestos a
tente u
u otros
otros impuestos
a que
que
sus negocios
negocios est6n
est& sujetos;
sujetos;
sus
c)
c) los
los agentes viajeros
viajeros que
que son
exclusivamente
compradores.
exclusivamente compradores.

ARTICLE IX
ARTICLE

ARTICULO IX
ARTICULO

Any concessions
concessions affecting
affecting any
Any
of the
the provisions
provisions of
of the
the present
present
of
convention
hereafter
that may
may hereafter
convention that
granted by either
either High
High Conbe granted
tracting
law or
by law
or
either by
Party, either
tracting Party,
by treaty
treaty or
or convention,
convention, shall
by
immediately be extended
immediately
extended to
to the
other
other Party.
Party.

Cualquiera concesi6n
concesion que
Cualquiera
que otorotorgare
Partes
gare una de las
las Altas Partes
Contratantes,
por ley,
tratado
Contratantes, por
ley, por
por tratado
o por convenio, en el sentido de
o
modificar
alguna de
de las
las estipumodificar alguna
estipulaciones
de esta Convenci6n,
laciones de
Convencion, se
se
hara inmediatamente
inmediatamente extensiva
extensiva
hara
aala
la otra
otra Porte.
Parte.

SALESMEN CONVENTION-PERU.
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SALESMEN
ARTICLE X
ARTICLE
X

ARTICULO X
ARTICULO

This convention
convention shall
ratiThis
shall be
be ratified; and
and the ratifications
ratifications shall
shall
be
Washi gton or
be exchanged
exchanged at
at Washington
or
Lima
sooner
Lima within
within two
two years,
years, or
or sooner
if
if possible.
possible.
The
convention shall
shall
present convention
The present
remain in
force until
until the
the end
remain
in force
end of
of
six months
either of
of the
the
six
months after
after either
High Contracting
Contracting Parties
shall
High
Parties shall
have
notice to
to the
other
have given
given notice
the other
of its
terminate the
the
of
its intention
intention to
to terminate
same,
each of
of them
to
reserving to
same, each
them reserving
itself
the right
of giving
itself the
right of
giving such
such
notice to
at any
any time.
notice
to the
the other
other at
time.
And it
hereby agreed
And
it is
is hereby
agreed between
between
the Parties
Parties that,
expirathe
that, on
on the
the expiration of
of six
six months
months after
tion
after such
such
notice shall
notice
shall have
have been
been received
received
by either
from the
other
by
either of
of them
them from
the other
Party
Party as above
above mentioned,
mentioned, this
Convention shall
shall altogether
Convention
altogether cease
cease
and terminate.
terminate.
and
In testimony
the rereIn
testimony whereof
whereof the
spective
have
spective plempotentiaries
plenpotentiaries have
signed
articles and have
have
signed these
these articles
thereunder
seals.
thereunder affixed
affixed their seals.
Done in
in duplicate,
in English
English
duplicate, in
Done
and
Spanish, at
this nineat Lima, this
and Spanish,
teenth day
day of
January one
one thouthouof January
teenth
twenty
and twenty
sand nine
nine hundred
hundred and
three.
three.
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
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FREDERICK
STERLING
A. STERLING
FREDERICK A.
A.SALOM6N
SALOMON
A.

Esta
ConvenciOn sera
sera ratificada
ratificada
Esta Convenci6n

y las
las ratificaciones
ratificaciones se
se canjearan
canjearan
y
en Lima
Lima oo Washington,
lo mas
mas
en
Washington, lo
pronto posible
posible y
tardar
pronto
y aa mas
mas tardar
dentro de
de dos
afios.
dentro
dos afnos.

La presente
presente Convencion
perLa
Convenci6n permanecera
hasta seis
manecera en
en vigor
vigor hasta
seis
meses
despues de
de que
las
meses despu6s
que una
una de
de las
Altas
Contratantes haya
haya
Altas Partes
Partes Contratantes
avisado a
intenciOn de
a la
la otra su
su intenci6n
de
avisado
ponerle
terrain°, para
lo cual
cual cada
cada
ponerle termino,
para lo
una
de ellas
ellas se
se reserva
reserva el derecho
derecho
una de
de
ese aviso
aviso en
en cualquier
cualquier
de dar
dar ese
tiempo.
Y
queda convenido
convenido
tiempo.
Y queda
entre
las Partes
exque, aa la
la exentre las
Partes que,
piraciOn de los seis
despues
piraci6n
seis raeses
meses despues
de
que el
el mencionado
mencionado aviso
se
aviso se
de que
reciba por
otra Parte
Parte,l esta
reciba
por la
la otra
ConvenciOn dejara
dejara de
de regir
regir por
por
Convenci6n
completo.
completo.

Duration.
Duration

En testiraonio
lo cual,
cual, los
de lo
los
En
testimonio de
respectivos Plenipotenciarios
han
respectivos
Plenipotenciarios han
firmado estos
artfculos y
y han
han
firmado
estos articulos
puesto sus
pi6.
sus sellos
sellos al pie.
puesto
Hecha por
en ingles
Hecha
por duplicado,
duplicado, en
Lima, el
y
castellano,
en
y castelano,
diecinueve de
enero de
de mil
mil novede enero
novediecinueve
cientos
cientos veintitres.
veintitres.

Sly:Lames,
Signature.

[sEAL.}
[SEAL.]
[sEAL.1
[SEAL.]

FREDERICK A.
STERLING
A. STERLING
FREDERICK
A.
SALOMON
A. SALOMON
PROTOCOLO
PROTOCOLO

PROTOCOL
For the
better fulfillment
fulfillment of
For
the better
the
Convention
of the
the Convention
the provisions
provisions of
concerning
travelers,
commercial travelers,
concerning commercial
signed
undersigned
signed today, the undersigned
Mr. Frederick
Sterling, Charge
Chargé
Frederick A.
A. Sterling,
Mr.
d'Affaires
of the
interim of
ad interim
d'Affaires ad
United States
States of
America; and
of America;
United
Doctor
Alberto Salomon,
MinisDoctor Alberto
Salom6n, Minister for
for Foreign
Foreign Relations
Relations of Peru,
Peru,
ter
representing
their
respective
respective
their
representing
countries,
follows:
countries, have agreed as follows:

Exchange of ratificaExchange of ratfations.

Protocol.
Protocol.

. tor axe.
Para
ncuSet c
aplicaci6n de
de taw:nerd
o..
Para la
la mejor
mejor aplicacion
cnn.on.n
las disposiciones
disposiciones de
de la
la ConvenConven- Von
r,'Penta.vw°°3 °I
las
cion
relativa a
viajeros,
ci6n relativa
a agentes
agentes viajeros,
firmada
infrasla fecha, los
los infrasfirmada en
en la
critos, Mr.
Mr. Frederick
Frederick A.
A. Sterling,
Sterling,
critos,
Encargado de
ad inNegocios ad
de Negocios
Encargado
terim de
de los
los Estados
Estados Unidos
Unidos de
de
terim
America;
y el
doctor don Alberto
Alberto
America; y
el doctor
Salomon, Ministro
Relaciones
Ministro de
de Relaciones
Salom6n,
Exteriores
en reprerepredel Peru, en
Exteriores del
sent
aciOn de
de sus
sus respectivos
respectivos
sentaci6n
pafses,
acordaron lo
lo sigmente:
siguiente:
paises, acordaron

ARTICULO II
ARTICULO

ARTICLE
I
ARTICLE I

Siempre que
que una
una de
de las
Altas Ie
las Altas
Regulations governing
the re-Siempre
regoverning the
Regulations
lo juzgue
newal and
and transfer
Contratantes lo
Partes Contratantes
of licenses,
licenses, Partes
transfer of
newal
reglamentar
podra reglamentar
conveniente, podra
and the
the imposition
imposition of
of fines
fines and
and conveniente,
and
renovaciOn y
y el
el traspaso
traspaso de
la renovaci6n
other penalties
penalties for
any misuse
misuse of la
for any
other
licencias y
mulde mulla imposiciOn
imposici6n de
y la
licenses,
made by either
either licencias
be made
may be
licenses, may
tas y
otras penas
penas por
por cualquier
cualquier
y otras
of
the High
High Contracting
Contracting Parties tas
of the
ilegal de
las mismas,
mismas, de
de las
uso ilegal
whenever
advisable, within
within the
the uso
whenever advisable,

issuarns °f P verning

45822'—voL 43-PT
43—rr 22
45S22°-VOL

30
30

-eofgoving
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con lo
estipulado en
en la
terms of
of the
acuerdo con
terms
the present
present Convention,
lo estipulado
Convention, acuerdo
la
prosente Convenci6n,
Convencien, y
y sin
sin perand without
and
without prejudice
prejudice to
perto the
the presente
juicio de
de los
en ella
rights
juicio
rights defined
los derechos
defined therein.
derechos en
therein.
ella
espfacificados.
especificados.
Renewal
of licenses.
Bewal oflicmses.
If
En caso
c,aso de
la
perIf such regulations
regulations should
should perEn
de que
que se
se autorice
autorice la
renovacien de
no se
se
the renewal
of licenses,
mit the
renewal of
licenses, the
de licencias,
the renovaci6n
licencias, no
corresponding fee
fee will
not be
be cobrara
por este
una
corresponding
cobrara por
este servicio
servicio una
will not
greater than
for the
sums may
or que
que la
exigida por
greater
than that
that charged
mayor
charged for
la exigida
the suma
por
original license.
license.
la expedicien
la licencia
original
la
expedici6n de
de la
licencia original.
tinConditions =
If such
such regulations
regulations should
should perperEn case
que se
En
caso de
de que
se autorice
autorice el
el
otin
oa
mi.
If
mit the
transfer of
of licenses,
licenses, upon
mit
the transfer
traspaso de
de licencias,
licencias el
cesionaupon traspaso
el cesionasatisfactory proof
that transferee
transferee rio,
previa prueba
siificiente de
satisfactory
proof that
no, previa
prueba suficiente
de
assignee is in
or assignee
sense the
m every
every sense
the que es por todos
todos conceptos
conceptos el
el
true
successor of
original verdadero
true successor
sucesor del
del cedente,
cedente, y
of the
verdadero sucesor
the original
y
licensee, and
furnish a
a cerlicensee,
de que
pueda presentar
presentar un
un cercerand can
can furnish
que pueda
cer- de
tificate of identication
identication similar
to tificado
tificado de
identidad semejante
semejante al
similar to
de identidad
al
that furnished
furnished by
the said
said origthat
by the
por el
el que
que obtuvo
orig- presentado
presentado .por
obtuvo la
la
inal
licensee, he
will be
be allowed
allowed licencia
inal licensee,
he will
original, podra
podra actuar
licencia original,
actuar
to operate as
as aacommercial
commercial travtrav- como
come agente
viajero hasta
hasta que
que se
agente viajero
se
the reciba
eler pending the
the arrival
arrival of
reciba el
certificado de
de
of the
el nuevo
nuevo certificado
new
certificate of
new certificate
of identification,
identification, identidad,
identidad, no
sin
no efectuandose,
efectuandose, sin
but the
the cancellation
the bond
bond embargo,
cancellation of
of the
is eancelacien
de la
la
embargo, la
cancelaci6n de
for the samples
samples shall
shall not
not be
be fianza, mientras
mientras no
no haya
haya llegado
llegado
effected
effected before the
of the
the arrival
arrival of
the este
este documento.
documento.
said certificate.
certificate.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE II
I
Citfrenghip of firm to
Cgovetissi
of
govern
identification
certifiate.
certificate.

Dfrm
to

Authority
of local
Authoriti oSf
locl
customs officials to issue
licenses,
lienses, etc.

the
ItIt is
is the
the citizenship
citizenship of
of the

firm that the commercial
commercial traveler
traveler
represents,
represents, and not
that
not his
his own,
own, that
governs the
him of
the issuance
issuance to
to him
of aa
certificate
certificate of
of identification.
identification

In order to
practical
In
to obtain
obtain practical
results, the
the High
results,
Nigh Contracting
Contracting
Parties agree to
local
Parties
to empower
empower the
the local
customs
customs officials
issue the
the said
officials to
to issue
said
licenses upon surrender
surrender of
of the
the
certificate
certificate of identification
identification and
and
authenticated
list of
authenticated list
of samples,
samples, actacting as
ing
as deputies
deputies of
of the
the central
central
office constituted
constituted for
issuance
for the
the issuance
and regulation of licenses. The
said customs
customs officials
officials shall
immeshall immediately
diately transmit
transmit the
the appropriate
appropriate
documentation to the
documentation
centhe said
said central office, to which the licensee
licensee
shall thereafter
thereafter give
give due
due notice
notice
of his intention
to ask
for the
the
intention to
ask for
renewal or transfer
of his
his license,
license,
transfer of
if these acts be allowable,
or canallowable, or
cancellation
cellation of his bond, upon his
his
departure
departure from the country.
Due
country. Due
notice in this connection
connection will
will be
be
regarded
regarded as the time required
required for
for
the exchange
exchange of correspondence
correspondence
in the normal
normal mail schedules,
schedules,
plus five business
business days for purposes of official verification
verification and
registration.
registration.

ARTICULO
II
ARTICULO H

La nacionalidad
nacionalidad de
de la
casa
la casa
representada, y
representada,
y no
no del
del agente
agente
viajero que la representa,
representa, seth
is
sera la
que rija para la expedici6n
expedicion del
del
certificado de
certificado
de identidad.
identidad.
A fin de obtener
obtener resultados
resultados
practicos, las Altas
practices,
Altas Partes
Partes ConContratantes
tratantes convienen
convienen en facultar
facultar a
a
las autoridades
locales
autoridades aduaneras
aduaneras locales
para expedir las licencias
pars
licencias citadas,
citadas,
previa entrega del
del certificado
certificado de
de
identidad y
y de la
la lista
lista certificada
certificada
de muestras, en representacien
representaci6n
de la oficina central encargada
encargada de
de
expedir
y reglamentar
reglamentar las
las licenexpedir y
licencias. Las
citadas autoridades
autoridades reLas citadas
remitiran
dicha oficina
central,
mitiran a
a dicha
oficina central,
sin perdida de tiempo,
los docutiempo, los
documentos correspondientes,
correspondientes,
dedebiendo notificar aa esta
el cesio6sta el
cesionario,despu6s
nario, des piles de
he cha la
is remision,
de hecha
remisi6n,
su prop6sito
propesito de
pedir la
la renovarenovade pedir
ci6n
o el traspaso de su
elfin o
su licencia,
licencia,
caso de
en case
estos actos,
de perraitirse
permitirse estos
actos,
oo la cancelaci6n
cancelacien de
su fianza
fianza al
al
de su
salir del pals.
pais. Se
tendril por
por
Se tendra
notificaci6n hecha
oportuna la notificacien
hecha en
en
el plazo necesario
necesario para
pars un
un cambio
de correspondencia
correspondencia en condiciones
condiciones
normales, mas
normales,
mas cinco
dies_ habiles
habiles
cinco dias
para is
la comprobacion
comprobaci6n y
pars
yel
registro
el registro
autoridades competentes
por las autoridades
competentes
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ARTICLE III
III
ARTICLE

ARTICULO III
III
ARTICULO

It is
is understood
understood that
that the
the
It
traveler will
not engage
in the
the
traveler
will not
engage in
sale
of other
other articles
articles than
than those
those
sale of
embraced
by his
lines of
business;
his lines
of business;
embraced by
that
to say,
say, he
may sell
sell his
his
he may
that is
is to
samples,
incurring an
samples, thus
thus incurring
an obliobligation to
to pay
pay the
customs duties
duties
gation
the customs
thereupon, but
sell
but he
he may
may not
not sell
thereupon,
other articles
articles brought
brought with
with him
him
or sent
sent to
to him,
are not
not
or
him, which
which are
reasonably
and clearly
clearly represenreasonably and
representative
of the
the kind
business he
tative of
kind of
of business
he
purports to
purports
to represent.
represent.

Se
que el
viaSe entiende
entiende que
el agente
agente viajero no
dedicará aala
de
venta de
la yenta
jero
no se
se dedicara
otros
articulos que
los comprenotros articulos
que los
comprendidos en
ramo aaque
que se
se dedica;
didos
en el
el ramo
dedica;
es decir,
dear, podra
podrit vender
vender sus
mueses
sus muestras, con
obligacion correstras,
con la
la obligaci6n
correspondiente de
los derechos
derechos
pondiente
de cubrir
cubrir los
aduaneros reglamentarios;
aduaneros
reglamentarios; pero
pero
no
articulos
no podrfi
podra vender
vender otros
otros articulos
que love
consigo o
si
que
lleve consigo
o que
que reciba,
reciba, si
no
pertenecen, de
una manera
no pertenecen,
de una
manera
razonable
y clara,
clara, al
ramo a
aque
que
razonable y
al ramo
esta
dedica41o.
esta dedicado.

ARTICLE IV
ARTICLE
IV

ARTICULO
ARTICULO IV
IV

Advertising matter
by
brought by
Advertising
matter brought
commercial travelers
in approapprocommercial
travelers in
priate
quantities shall
shall be
treated
priate quantities
be treated
as samples
samples without
commercial
as
without commercial
value.
having a
a depredepreObjects having
value. Objects
ciated
commercial value
value because
ciated commercial
of adaptation
of adadfor purposes of
of
adaptation for
vertisement,
intended for
for
and intended
vertisement, and
gratuitous
distribution,
shall,
distribution, shall,
gratuitous
when introduced
in reasonable
reasonable
when
introduced in
quantities, also
be treated
samtreated as samalso be
quantities,
ples
value.
commercial value.
without commercial
les without
Itt is
is understood,
understood, however,
however, that
that
this prescription
prescription shall
be subject
subject
shall be
this
of the
the
to the
the customs
customs laws of
respective countries.
countries.
respective
ARTICLE V
V
ARTICLE
If the original
original license
license were
If
issued
period longer
longer than
than six
for a
a period
issued for
months,
if the
the license be remonths, or if
newed,
the bond
for the samples
bond for
newed, the
will
be correspondingly
correspondingly extended.
extended.
will be
It
understood, however,
that
however, that
It is
is understood,
this
shall be
subject
be subject
this prescription
prescription shall
to
of the
the respecrespeclaws of
the customs
customs laws
to the
tive
countries.
tive countries.

s
aar
sameea re-alesd of
ofto
samples
stricted
to business
represented by
by comcomrepresented

-mercial
mermal traveler.
traveler.

m.

McseS_
Advertising matter
Se
considerarfin como
como muesa
g
i
r
t
,,rdus
i
n
eg m
y
a
tta
as
er
Se consideraran
muesadmtted
eqy
tras
sin valor
valor comercial
comercial los
anun- sampls.
samPles•
los anuntras sin
cios que
que el
agente viajero
viajero lleve
el agente
lleve
cios
consigo,
siempre que
sean en
que sean
en
consigo, siempre
cantidades
teniendose
cantidades apropiadas,
apropiadas, teni6ndose
tambien
como muestras
muestras sin
valor
tambi6n como
sin valor
comercial
los objetos
objetos que
que tengan
comercial los
tengan
mercantil depreciado,
un valor mercantil
depreciado,
debido a
asu
su adaptacifin
fines
adaptaci6n para
para fines
debido
de anuncios
anuncios y
destinados a
adistriy destinados
de
bucion gratulta,
siempre que
se
buci6n
gratuita, siempre
que se
introduzcan
cantidades razointroduzcan en
en cantidades
nables. Se entiende, sin emnablaa.
bargo,
est aprescripciOn
que esta
prescripci6n estarfi
estara
bargo, que
sujeta
reglamento aduanero
aduanero del
del
sujeta al
al reglamento
pals respectivo.
respectivo.
pais

ARTICULO
V
ARTICULO V
bonds
nds
Cuando la
la licencia
original se
formsxattenrv
ies
o
n of bo
se forstep.
licencia original
Cuando
expidiere
por un
un perfodo
mayor
periodo mayor
expidiere por
de
meses, o
cuando fuere
fuere
o cuando
de seis
seis meses,
renovada,
se extenderfi
fianza
extendera la
la fianza
renovada, se
en
proporcion correspondiente.
correspondiente.
en la
la proporci6n
Se
sin embargo,
que
Se entiende,
entiende, sin
embargo, que
esta
sujeta al
al
estara sujeta
esta prescripci6n
prescripci6n estarit
reglamento
pals
aduanero del
del pals
reglamento aduanero
respectivo.
respectivo.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE VI
VI

ARTICULO VI
ARTICULO

Samples
accompanying
accompanying the
Samples
commercial
destraveler will be descommercial traveler
patched as
portion of
personof his
his personas a
a portion
patched
al
baggage; and
and those
those arriving
arriving
al baggage;
after
precedence
after him will be given precedence
over
ordinary freight.
freight.
over ordinary
In witness
whereof, they
have
they have
In
witness whereof,
signed and
in
Protocol in
sealed this
this Protocol
and sealed
signed

Se despacharan
despacharan las
muestras
las muestras
Se
que lleve
agente viajero
viajero
el agente
consigo el
que
lleve consigo
como
su equipaje
equipaje persode su
como parte de
nal,
&inclose preferencia
preferencia sobre
sobre la
nal, dandose
carga
se le
las que se
ordinana aa las
carga ordinana
envien subsecuentemente.
subsecuentemente.
envien
lo cual,
cual, firEn testimonio
testimoiaio de
de lo
firEn
maron
y sellaron
el presente
presente Prosellaron el
maron y

peSanges

treated as
samples
sted
baggage.

Siignature
gnatures.

as
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SALESMEN CONVENTION—PERU.
duplicate, in
in English
English and
Spanand Spanduplicate,
ish,
Lima, this
this nineteenth
day
nineteenth day
at Lima,
ish, at
of
January one
one thousand
thousand nine
nine
of January
hundred
twenty three.
and twenty
hundred and

tocolo,
duplicado, en
ingles y
y
en ingles
por duplicado,
tocolo, por
castellano,
en Lima,
el diecinueve
diecinueve
Lima, el
castellano, en
de enero
de mil
mil novecientos
novecientos veinveinenero de
de
titroSs.
titres.

FREDERICK A.
A.STERLING
STERLING [SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
FREDERICK

[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]

A.
SALOM6N
A. SALOM6N

Ratifications
exRatifications exchanged.
e

ad.

Proclamation.
roclamation.

JANUARY 19,
19, 1923.
1923.
JANUARY

{SEAL.}
[SEAL.]

FREDERICK A.
STERLING
A. STERLING
FREDERICK
A.
SALOM6N
A. SALOM6N

AND WHEREAS
WHEREAS the
the said Convention and
and Protocol have been duly
AND
Governments
ratified on
the ratifications
of the two Governments
ratifications of
and the
parts, and
both parts,
on both
ratified
were
of Lima
the eighth
day of July, one
eighth day
on the
Lima on
city of
in the
the city
exchanged in
were exehanged
thousand
hundred and
and twenty-four;
twenty-four;
nine hundred
thousand nine
NOW, THEREFORE,
that I,
Calvin Coolidge,
Coolidge,
I, Calvin
it known
known that
be it
THEREFORE, be
NOW,
President
of the
United States
States of
America, have
caused the
the said
have caused
of America,
the United
President of
Convention
Protocol to
to be
be made
public, to
to the
that the same
the end that
made public,
and Protocol
Convention and
and
thereof may
may be observed
observed and fulfilled
clause thereof
and clause
article and
every article
and every
with good
good faith
faith by
by.the
the United
States and
and the
thereof.
citizens thereof.
the citizens
United States
with
IN
W HCREOF, I
hereunto set my hand and
I have hereunto
TESTIMONY WHEREOF,
IN TESTIMONY
caused the
the seal
United States
States to
to be affixed.
affixed.
of the
the United
seal of
caused
DONE at
at the
the city
city of
Washington, this
eighteenth day
day of
of July,
July, in
in the
the
this eighteenth
of Washington,
DONE
year
Lord one
one thousand
thousand nine
nine hundred
hundred and twentytwentyour Lord
of o
year of
[sRAL.]
our, and
and
ourof
of the
United States
States of
of
the United
Independence of
of the
the Independence
four,
[SEAL.] T
forty-ninth.
America the
hundred and forty-ninth.
one hundred
the one
America
C
ALVIN COOLIDGE
COOLIDGE
CALVIN
By
the President:
President:
By the
JosEnt C
GREW
C..GREW
JOSEPH
Acting
Secretary of
of State.
Acting Secretary

CONVENTION—DENMARK.
CONVENTION-DENMARK.

M AY 29,
MAY
29, 1924.
1924.

Convention between
between the
States and
and Denmark
Denmark for
for the
the prevention
prevention
United States
the United
Convention
of smuggling
of intoxicating
liquors. Signed
at Washington,
Washington, May
May
Signed at
of
smuggling of
intoxicating liquors.
29,
ratification advised
the Senate,
Senate, June
June 8,
1924; ratified
29, 1924;
1924; ratification
advised by
by the
3, 1924;
ratified
by Denmark,
Denmark, July
the President,
President, July
July 11,
by
July 8,
8, 1924;
1924; ratified
ratified by
by the
11, 1924;
1924;
ratifications
at Washington,
25, 1924;
1924; proclaimed,
proclaimed,
Washington, July
July 25,
ratifications exchanged
exchanged at
July
25, 1924.
1924.
July 25,

-1809
-1809

May 29,
1924.
29,924.
May

BY
THE P
RESIDENT OF
OF THE
UNITED S
TATES OF
OF ATMERICA.
AmFRICA
STATESI
Trn UNrED
PRESIDENT
BY THE
A PROCLAMATION.
A
PROCLAMATION.
WHEREAS aa Convention
between the
the United
of America
De
Conveir
atbg
rewith
v;
with
America Denmark
DConve"tio
States of
United States
Convention between
WHEREAS
to prevent
of in
intoxicatsmuggling of
and
in the
prevention of
of the
smuggling of
intoxicating smuggling
p
tmiceatof intoxicating
the smuggling
the prevention
to aid
aid in
and Denmark
Denmark to
liquors into
was concluded
by their
uors into United
sgtlteiq""'Ursintited
their isuenaq.
and signed
signed by
concluded and
States was
the United
United States
liquors
into the
respective Plenipotentiaries
the twenty-ninth
twenty-ninth day Preamble.
othe
at Washington
Washingtoon on
Plenipotentiaries at
respective
of
May, one
one thousand
and twenty-four,
twenty-four, the
the original
original
hundred and
of May,
thousand nine
nine hundred
o
.fwhich
which Convention,
Convention, being
being in
languages,
in the
the English
English and Danish languages,
of
is
for word
as follows:
follows:
word as
is word
word for

Who,
having communicated
communicated
Who, having
their
in good
good
found in
powers found
full powers
their full
and
have agreed
agreed as
form, have
due form,
and due
follows:
follows:

Da de
de amerikanske
Forenede
Da
amerikanske Forenede
Staters Praesident
Hans MajeMajeog Hans
Staters
Praesident og
staet
of Danmark
Danmark og
staet Kongen of
enhver
Island Onsker
0nsker at undgaa enhver
Vanskelighed
maatte kunne
kunne
som maatte
Vanskelighed som
amerikanske
opstaa mellem
mellem de amerikanske
Danmark,
Forenede
og Danmark,
Forenede Stater og
som
FOlge af
i de amerikanske
amerikanske
af de
de i
som F0lge
Forenede
gaeldene Love
Stater gaeldene
Forenede Stater
angaaende spirituose
spirituose Drikke,
hoz
Drikke, har
angaaende
de
med dette
Oje
for 0je
dette Formaal for
de med
besluttet
Traktat
indgaa en Traktat
at indgaa
besluttet at
og har
udnaevnt til
deres BefuldBefuldtil deres
og
har udnaevnt
maegtigede:
maegtigede:
Praesidenten for
for de
de amerikanamerikanPraesidenten
ske
Forenede Stater:
Stater: Hr.
Charles
Hr. Charles
ske Forenede
amerikanske
Evans
Hughes, de amerikanske
Evans Hughes,
Forenede
Statssekretaer,
Staters Statssekretaer,
Forenede Staters
og Hans
Kongen af
Majestaet Kongen
og
Hans Majestaet
Danmark og
Island: Hr. Kai
og Island:
Danmark
Helmer-Petersen, Hans MajesHelmer-Petersen,
taets
Chargé d'Affaires
d'Affaires iiWashtaets Charge
ington,
ington,
hvilke efter
efter at
at have
meddelt
have meddelt
hvilke
deres respektive
respektive Fuldmagter,
Fuldmagter, der
deres
befandtes iibehOrig
komForm, er kombehorig Form,
befandtes
met
overens em
em f0lgende
folgende Artikler:
Artikler:
met overens

ARTICLE I.
I.
ARTICLE

ARTIKEL I.
I.
ARTIKEL

The High
Contracting Parties
Parties
High Contracting
The
respectively
retain their rights
respectively retain
and
prejudice by
by
without prejudice
claims, without
and claims,
reason
of this
this agreement,
with
agreement, with
reason of
respect
the extent
extent of
of their
territheir ternto the
respect to
tonal
jurisdiction.
torial jurisdiction.

Begge de
de hoje
kontraherende
h0je kontraherende
Begge
Parter fastholder—uden
give
at give
fastholder-uden at
Parter
naervaerende Traktat
Traktat nogen
nogen praepraenaervaerende
judicerende Virkning-deres
Virkning—deres Retjudicerende
tigheder
Hensyn til
til
med Hensyn
Krav med
og Krav
tigheder og
Udstraekningen af deres
deres terriUdstraekningen
toriale
Jurisdiktion.
toriale Jtuisdiktion.

The President
President of
of the
the United
United
The
States of
America and
His Majesty
and His
Majesty
of America
States
the King of
of Denmark
Denmark and
and Icethe
land
being desirous
desirous of avoiding
avoiding
land being
any
difficulties which
might arise
which might
any difficulties
and
between
United States and
the United
between the
Denmark
in connection
connection with the
Denmark in
laws
United States
the United
in force in the
laws in
on the
alcoholic beverthe subject of alcoholic
on
ages
to conclude
conclude aa
decided to
ages have
have decided
Convention for
for that
that purpose,
and
purpose, and
Convention
have
Plenipoappointed as their Plenipohave appointed
tentiaries
tentiares:
The President
President of
United
of the United
The
States
of America,
Charles
Mr. Charles
America, Mr.
States of
Evans Hughes,
of State
Secretary of
Hughes, SecretaryEvans
of the
United States;
and
States; and
of
the United
His
King of
of Denthe King
His Majesty
Majesty the
mark
Kai HelMr. Kai
and Iceland,
Iceland, Mr.
mark and
mer-Petersen,
His
Majesty's
His Majesty's
mer-Petersen,
Chargé
d'Affaires at
at Washington,
Washington,
Charge d'Affaires

Contracting Powers.
Powers.
Contracting

Plenipotentiaries.
Plenipotentiaries.

Territorial jurisdiction retained.
retained.

C
ONVENTION—DENMARK. MAY
29, 1924.
1924.
MAY 29,
CONVENTION-DENMARK.
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ARTICLE
ARTICLE II.
II.
(1)
the King
King of
of
(1) His
His Majesty
Majesty the
Denmark
and Iceland
Iceland agrees
that
agrees that
Denmark and
he will
will raise
raise no
no objection
to the
the
he
objection to
boarding of
vessels under
under
private vessels
of private
boarding
the
flag outside
outside the
the limits
limits
Danish flag
the Danish
of
the authorauthorby the
waters by
of territorial
territorial waters
ities
of the
the United
United States,
States, its
terits terities of
ritories
in order
order
or possessions
possessions in
ritories or
that enquiries
enquiries may
be addressed
addressed
may be
that
to those
those on
on board
board and
and an
an examiexamito
nation
be made
the ship's
ship's pamade of
of the
nation be
pers for
for the
the purpose
purpose of
ascerof ascerpers
taining
whether the
or
the vessel
vessel or
taining whether
those
on board
board are
are endeavoring
endeavoring
those on
to
have imported
alcoor have
imported alcoimport or
to import
holic -beverages
into the
United
the United
beverages into
holic
States, its
its territories
or possespossesterritories or
States,
Search
of
vessel
on
sions
in
violation
of
the
laws
there
there
laws
of
the
violation
in
sions
earch o vessel on
reasonable
ground for
in force.
force. When
When such
such enquiries
enquiries
resonble ground
for in
uspieCion.
reasonsusPleton,
and examination
examination show
show aa reasonable
for suspicion,
suspicion, •
aa
able ground
ground for
search of
of the
the vessel
vessel may
may be
search
initiated.
initiated.
Boarding
Boarding of
of private

private

Danish vessels
veaels outside
outside
limits, for
inquiry. etc.,
etc.,
or insr.
lints,
not
objected
to.
not obectedto.

(2)
If there
reasonable cause
cause
(2) If
there is
is reasonable
f
belief that
vessel has
has corncomthat the
the vessel
tiong
for
or belief

Seizure of
of vessel
be.
seiure
vesie be-

lieved
ctcs be
vicasting
Amerian
prohibition

mrtcan b

las.
laws.

nmitted
is committing
committing or
mitted or
or is
or atattempting to
offense
an offense
to commit an
tempting
against the
of the
the United
United
the laws
laws of
against
States, its
its territories
territories or
or possespossesStates,
sions
prohibiting the importation
importation
sions prohibiting
of alcoholic
alcoholic beverages,
beverages, the
the vessel
vessel
of
may be
be seized
seized and
into a
a
and taken
taken into
may
port of
United States,
States, its
its
port
of the
the United
territories
for adterritories or possessions
possessions for
judication in
in accordance
accordance with
judication
such laws.

(3) The
The rights
rights conferred
conferred by
by
(3)
this article
article shall
exercised
this
shall not
not be
be exercised
at aa greater
at
greater distance
distance from the
coast of the
the United
United States its
coast
territories
or possessions than
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to the
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the
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of the
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The Arbitral
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of the
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in the
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of the
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cease to
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threokf
prevented
de feer
Tretti,"
udicial dson or
h0je
kontraherende Parter
hOje kontraherende
Parter enten by-jutifact="1"

ved Domstolenes
Domstolenes eller
ved Lov-eii
Loyved
eller ved

givningsmagtens
Beslutninger
givningsmagtens
Beslutninger
forhindres iiat
at ge,nnemfOre
Besgennemf0re Besforhindres
temmelserne i
Traktemmelserne
i naervaerende
naervaerende Traktat
Traktaten autotat fuldtud,
fuldtud, skal
skal Traktaten
automatisk bortfalde,
matisk
bortfalde, og
og ii Tilfaelde
Tilfaelde
af
saadant Bortfald, eller
af saadant
eller ir6vrigt
i0vrigt
Traktat
naarsomhelst denne Traktat
ophOrer
at vaere
vaere ii Kraft,
Kraft, skal
oph0rer at
liver af
af de
de hOje
hver
h0je kontraherende
kontraherende
Parter nyde
nyde alle
alle Rettigheder,
Parter
Rettigheder,
som den vilde have besiddet,
besiddet, hvis
denne
denne Traktat
Traktat ikke
ikke var blevet
blevet

io

in.dgaaet.
indgaaet.
Echange of
rati
Exchange
of ratifican g
raa
The
Convention shall
Naerva,erende
Traktat skal
skal tions.
Traktat
tioa .e
The present Convention
Naervaerende
be duly
behOrigt ratificeres
ratificeres af
af de amerithe President
President beh0rigt
be
duly ratified
ratified by
by the
ktuaske Forenede
Forenede Staters
Staters Praesiof the America, kanske
United States of America,
Praesiby
and with
the advice
and conmed Senatets
Senatets Raad
Raad og
og
dent med
advice and
con- dent
by and
with the
Samtykke og
og af
af Hans
Hans Majestaet
Majestaet
sent
and Samtykke
thereof, and
of the Senate thereof,
sent of
Danmark og
Kongen af
af Danmark
og Island,
by His
Majesty the
the King of Kongen
by
His Majesty
Denmark
Iceland; and
og Ratifikations
Ratifkations instrumenterne
instrumenterne
the og
and the
and Iceland;
Denmark and
Washington
ratifications
skal udveksles
udveksles ii Washington
at skal
exchanged at
shall be exchanged
ratifications shall
muligt.
Washington as
soon as
possible. snarest
snarest muligt.tur
as soon
as possible.
Washington
Signatures.
Ti! Bekraeftelse
Bekraeftelse derpaa
har de
gn
derpaa har
Til
In
whereof, the rereIn witness
witness whereof,
respektive
Befuklmaegtigede
ununspective
have respektive Befuldmaegtigede
Plenipotentiaries have
spective Plenipotentiaries
dertegnet og
forsynet
signed
Convention in
in dertegnet
Segl forsynet
og med
med Segl
the present
present Convention
signed the
naervaerende Traktat, der
or
der er
duplicate m
and naervaerende
English and
in the
the English
duplicate
i
to Eksemplarer
Eksemplarer i
udfaerdiget ii to
Danish
languages
and have
and
have udfaerdiget
Danish languages
det engelske
engelske og
og det
danske
det danske
det
thereunto affixed
affixed their
their seals.
seals.
thereunto
Sprog.
Sprog.
Sket
og
den Ni og
Sket i
i Washington
Washington den
Done at
at the city of
of WashingWashingHundrede
ton this
twenty-ninth day
of Tyvende
Tyvende Mai Nitten Hundrede
day, of
this twenty-ninth
ton
og Fire
Fire og
og Tyve.
Tyve.
May one
hundred og
nine hundred
one thousand
thousand nine
May
and
and twenty-four.
twenty-four.
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]

CHARLES EVANS
EVANS HUGHES
HUGHES
CHARLES
HELMER
PElERSEN.
HELMEE
PETERSEN.
Ratifications ex-

AND
WHEREAS the
the said
Convention has
has been
been duly
duly ratified
ch
an
ratified on
on chi.iin
said Convention
AND WHEREAS
both parts,
parts, and
and the
of the
were Ragications
Governments were
the two
two Governments
the ratifications
ratifications of
both
exchanged
the city
Washington on
the twenty-fifth
of July,
twenty-fifth day of
on the
city of
of Washington
in the
exchanged in
one
thousand nine
hundred and
twenty-four;
and twenty-four;
nine hundred
one thousand

1814
1814
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AY 29,
29, 1924.
1924.
MAY
CONVENTION-DENMARK.

r oclam
P
Proclamation.

-

NOW, TBEREFORE,
be it
I, Calvin
Coolidge,
Calvin Coolidge,
that I,
known that
it known
THEREFORE, be
NOW,
President of
of the
States of
of America,
America, have caused the said
the United
United States
President
Convention
to be
be made
made public,
the end
end that
that the
the same
same and
and every
every
to the
public, to
Convention to
article
clause thereof
thereof may
observed and
fulfilled with
with good
good
and fulfilled
be observed
may be
and clause
article and
faith by
by the
and the
citizens thereof.
the citizens
States and
United States
the United
faith
IN
TESTIMONY WHEREOF,
have hereunto
hereunto set my hand and
I have
WHEREOF, I
IN TESTIMONY
caused
the United
United States
be affixed.
affixed.
to be
States to
of the
the seal
seal of
caused the
DONE at
city of
of Washington,
this twenty-fifth
day of
of July,
July,
twenty-fifth day
Washington, this
the city
at the
DONE
in
our Lord
Lord one
thousand nine
nine hundred
hundred and
and
one thousand
of our
year of
in the
the year
[sEaL.1 twenty-four,
twenty-four, and
the United
States
United States
of the
Independence of
of the
the Independence
and of
[SEALTI
of America
America the
hundred and
.
and forty-ninth.
forty-ninth.
one hundred
the one
of
By the
the President:
President:
By
JOSEPH C.
C.GREW
GREW
JOSEPH
Acting
State.
of State.
Secretary of
Acting Secretary

0

CALVIN C
OOLIDGE
COOLIDGE
CALVIN
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M AY 19,
MAY
19, 1924.
1924.

Convention
the United
United States
and German
or the
Convention between
between the
States and
Germanyfor
the prevention
prevention of
of
smuggling
intoxicating liquors.
liquors. Signed
Washington, May
May 19,
smuggling of
of intoxicating
Signed at
at Washington,
19,
by the
ratified
1924; ratification
ratification advised
advised by
the Senate,
Senate, May
May 26,
26, 1924;
1924; ratified
by Germany,
Germany, July
1924; ratified
the President,
by
July 8,
8, 1924;
ratified by
by the
President, August
August 9,
9,
1924;
rati cations exchanged
Washington, August
August 11,
11, 1924;
1924;
1924; ratifications
exchanged at
at Washington,
proclaime,
August 11,
1924.
proclaimed,August
11, 1924.

1815
1815

May19,1924.
May1
19,M.

BY 'THE
RESIDENT OF THE
Tlig UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
PRESIDENT
BY
THE P
OF AMERICA.
AMERICA.
A PROCLAMATION.
PROCLAMATION.
A
Convention w i t h

Germany
ton prevent
between the
States of
of America
America Ge?gal.l
ven
ytk;o
preven
the United
United States
Convention between
WHEREAS aa Convention
1
and
Germany to
in the
prevention of
smuggling of
intoxicating iSqnontotu
Cuol
ulmrintanard
and Germany
to aid
aid in
the prevention
of the
the smuggling
of intoxicating
tt
t
liquors
the United
States was
was concluded
concluded and
and signed
signed by
by their
their sstate's.
liquors into
into the
United States
atsmb
Preamble.
respective Plenipotentiaries
respective
Plenipotentiaries at Washington
Washington on
the mneteenth
day
on the
nineteenth day
of May,
thousand nine
twenty-four, the
the original
original of
of
May, one
one thousand
nine hundred
hundred and
and twenty-four,
of' '
which
Convention, being
English and
and German
languages, is
is
which Convention,
being in
in the
the English
German languages,
word
word as
follows:
word for
for word
as follows:
wi t j

The President
President of
of the United
United
States of
America and
States
of America
and the
the PresiPresident
German Empire being
dent of
of the
the German
being
desirous of
of avoiding
avoiding any
diffidesirous
any difficulties which might
might arise bebetween
tween them
them in
in connection
connection with
the
the laws in
in force
force in the
the United
States on
States
on the subject
subject of alcoalcoholic beverages
decided to
holic
beverages have
have decided
to
conclude a
a Convention
conclude
Convention for
for that
that
purpose, and
and have
appointed as
as
have appointed
purpose,
their Plenipotentiaries:
Plenipotentiaries:
their
The President
President of
of the
United
The
the United
States
of America,
Mr. Charles
Charles
States of
America, Mr.
Evans
Secretary of
State
of State
Evans Hughes,
Hughes, Secretary
of the
the United
of America;
America;
States of
of
United States
and
and
The President
German
of the
the German
The
President of
Empire, Dr.
Dr. Otto
Otto Wiedfeldt,
German Ambassador
Ambassador to
to the
German
United States
States of
America;
United
of America;
Who, having
communicated
Who,
having communicated
their
in good
good
full powers
powers found
found in
their full
and due
form, have
agreed as
as
have agreed
and
due form,
follows:
follows:
ARTICLE I.
ARTICLE
The
High Contracting
Parties
The High
Contracting Parties
declare that
that it
infirm init is
is their
their firm
declare
tention to
uphold the
the principle
to uphold
principle
tention
that 3
3 marine
miles extending
extending
marine miles
that
from
coastline outwards
outwards and
and
from the
the coastline

Contracting
Powers.
Contracting Powers

Der
Praesident der
der VereinigVereinigDer Praesident
ten Staaten
Staaten von
von Amerika
Amerika und
und
der
Deutsche Reichsprae,sident,
der Deutsche
Reichspraesident,
von dem Bestreben geleitet, alle
Schwierigkeiten
vermeiden,
Schwierigkeiten zu
zu vermeiden,
die
bezueglich
die zwischen
zwischen ihnen bezueglich
der in den Vereinigten
der
Stanton
Vereinigten Staaten
gueltigen Gesetze
Gesetze betreffend
gueltigen
betreffend alkoholische Getraenke
Getraenke entstehen
koholische
entstehen
koennten,
zu
koennten, haben
haben beschlossen,
beschlossen, zu
diesem Zwecke
diesem
Zwecke em
n Abkommen
ein
Abkommen
zu schliessen,
schliessen, und haben
zu
haben zu
Bevollmaechtigten bestellt:
bestellt: Plenlpotentiaries.
ihren Bevollmaechtigten
Plenipotentiaries.
Der Praesident
Praesident der
der Vereinigten
Der
Vereinigten
Staaten
Staaten von Amerika
Amerika form
Herrn
Charles
Hughes, den
Charles Evans
Evans Hughes,
den
Staatssekretaer
der Vereinigten
Vereinigten
Staatssekretaer der
Stanton
Amerika; und
und
Staaten von
von Amerika;
Der Deutsche
Deutsche Reichspraesident
Der
Reichspraesident
form
Wiedfeldt, den
Herrn Dr. Otto
Otto Wiedfeldt,
den
Deutschen Botschafter
in den
den
Botschafter in
Vereinigten Staaten
Stanton von
von Amerika;
Amerika;
Vereinigten
die nach
nach Auswechslung
Auswechslung ihrer
ihrer
die
ordnungsmaessig
ausgestellten
ausgestellten
ordnungsmaessig
Vollmachten
Folgende vereinvereinVollmachten das
das Folgende
bart
haben:
bart haben:
ARTIK
NIA I.
ARTIKEL
I.

extent
Declaration of extent

territorial waters.
Die
Hohen VertragschliessenVertragschliessen- of
of territorial
waters.
Die Hohen
den Parteien
Parteien erklaeren
dass es
es
erklaeren dass
den
ihre
feste Absicht
Absicht ist,
an dem
dem
ist, an
ihre feste
Grundsatz festzuhalten,
das,s die
die
festzuhalten, dass
Grundsatz
eigentliche Grenze
der HoheitsHoheitsGrenze der
eigentliche
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measured from
from low-water
mark
measured
low-water mark
constitute
proper limits
constitute the
the proper
limits of
of
territorial
waters.
territorial waters.
ARTICLE
II.
ARTICLE II.
Boarding of private
(1)
The President
President of
the GerGerof the
(1) The
of outside
pt.e
Berng
German
vessels
inquiry, etc.,
etc., man Empire
limits, for
torinquiry,
Empire agrees that
that Germany
Germany
not
objected to.
not obctedt
will raise
raise no
no objection
will
objection to the
boarding
of private
private vessels
boarding of
vessels under
under
the German
the
the
German flag
flag outside
outside the
limits
territorial waters
waters by
limits of
of territorial
by the
the
authorities of
States,
authorities
of the
the United
United States,
its
territories or
in
its territories
or possessions,
possessions, in
order that
that enquiries
enquiries may
order
may be
be adaddressed to
those on
board and
an
dressed
to those
on board
and an
examination be
be made
of the
the
examination
made of
ship's
papers for
the purpose
purpose of
ship's papers
for the
of
ascertaining whether
whether the
vessel or
ascertaining
the vessel
or
those
board are
are endeavoring
endeavoring
those on
on board
to
import or
or have
have imported
to import
imported alcoalcoholic beverages
beverages into
into the
holic
the United
United
States, its
possessions
States
its territories
territories or
orpossessions

Search
oin
Search of vessel
vessel on

reasonable ground
for
resonable
grod or
sas
eusPlcion.

VBCWL

in violation
of the
the laws
laws there
in
violation of
there in
force.
such enquiries
enquiries and
force. When
When such
and
examination show
show a
a reasonable
reasonable
ground
for suspicion,
suspicion, a
search of
ground for
a search
of
the vessel
vessel may
may be
be initiated.
initiated.

Seizure
ves3e1 beSeizure of vessel
lieve to be violating
lieved
American prohibition
laws.
laws.

(2)
is reasonable
reasonable cause
e oiat
(2) If
If there
there is
cause
prohibition for belief that the
the vessel
vessel has
has
committed
or is
committed
or
is committing
committing
attempting to
commit an
an
or attempting
to commit
offense
offense against
the laws
laws of
against the
of the
the
United States,
States, its
its territories
territories or
or
possessions
possessions prohibiting
prohibiting the
importhe importation of
of alcoholic
alcoholic beverages,
beverages, the
the
vessel may be
taken
be seized
seized and
and taken
into a
a port of
of the
the United
United States,
States,
territories or possessions
its territories
for
possessions for
adjudication in
in accordance
with
adjudication
accordance with
such laws.
laws.

(3)
The rights
conferred by
(3) The
rights conferred
by
.
this
article shall
shall not
not be
be exercised
this article
exercised
at a
a greater
greater distance from the
coast of the United
its
United States
States its
possessions than can
territories or possessions
traversed in
by
be traversed
in one
one hour
hour by
Extension
quor the
vessel suspected
suspected of
Ertension if
if liliqor
the vessel
of endeavorendeavorconveyed by other ves- ino.
t0 commit
commit the
the offense.
offense. In
g to
In
sel.nveyed byotherescases,
however, in
which the
the
cases, however,
in which
liquor is intended
intended to be conveyed
conveyed
to the
to
States its
the United
United States
its territories
territories
or possessions by aa vessel
vessel other
other
than the one boarded
boarded and
and

Distance from at
etc., vessels.

li
Distance
for
boarding,
mast
limited
mited
for film
boarding,
etc., venets.

pwaesser
Seeineilen von
gewaesser drei
drei Seemeilen
von der
der
Kuestenlinie entfernt,
entfernt, und
und zwar
zwar
Kuestenlinie
gemessen
von der
Niedrigwasgemessen von
der Niedrigwassergrenze
liegt.
sergrenze liegt.
ARTIK J1L II.
II.
ARTIKEL
(1) Der
Deutsche Reichsprae(1)
Der Deutsche
Reichspraesident erklaert
erklaert sich
sich damit
einversident
damit einverstanden,
standen, dass
dass Deutschland
Deutschland keinen
keinen
Einspruch dagegen
dagegen erheben
Einspruch
erheben wird,
wird,
dass Beamte
Beamte der
dass
der Vereimgten
Vereinigten
Staaten, ihrer
ihrer Teuitorien
Staaten,
Territorien und
und
Besitzungen ausserhalb
der GrenGrenBesitzungen
ausserhalb der
zen der
der Hoheitsgewaesser
zen
Hoheitsgewaesser an
an Bord
Bord
privater Schiffe
unter deutscher
privater
Schiffe unter
deutscher
Flagge
an Bord
.
Flagge gehen,
gehen, urn
um die
die an
Bord
befindlichen Personen
daraufhm
befindlichen
Personen daraufhin
zu
und die
zu befragen
befragen und
die Schiffspapiere
Schiffspapiere
daraufhm
zu pruefen,
das
daraufhmn zu
pruefen, ob
ob das
Fahrzeug
Bord bebeFahrzeug oder
oder die
die an
an Bord
findlichen Personen
alkoholische
findlichen
Personen alkoholische
Getraenke in
Vereinigten
Getraenke
in die
die Vereinigten
Staaten, ihrer
ihrer Tenitorien
Staaten,
Territorien oder
oder
Besitzungen
Verletzung der
Besitzungen unter
unter Verletzung
der
dort
gueltigen Gesetze
eimfuehren
dort gueltigen
Gesetze einfuehren
wollen
haben.
wollen oder
oder eingefuehrt
eingefuehrt haben.
Falls diese
these Befragung und
und PruePruefung
fung omen
einen Verdacht
Verdacht berechtigt
berechtigt
erscheinen
lassen, kann
erscheinen las,sen,
kann eine
eine
Durchsuchung
Durchsuchung des
des Fahrzeuges
Fahrzeuges
begonnen werden.
begonnen
werden.
(2) Wenn
Wenn berechtigte
berechtigte Gruende
Gruende
fuer die Annahme
sprechen, dass
Annahme sprechen,
dass
die Gesetze
das Fahrzeug
Fahrzeug die
Gesetze der
der
Vereinigten
Vereinigten Staaten, ihrer
Ternihrer Territorien oder Besitzungen
Besitzungen betrefbetreffend das Verbot
Verbot der
alkoder Einfuhr
Einfuhr alkoholischer Getraenke
uebertreten
Getraenke uebertreten
hat, uebertritt
oder zu
zu uebertreten
uebertreten
hat,
uebertritt oder
versucht, so kann
Fahrzeug
kann das
das Fahrzeug
beschlagnahmt
beschlagnahmt und
und in
Hafen
in einen
einen Hafen
der .Vereinigten
Vereinigten Staaten,
Staaten, ihrer
ihrer
Territorien
Terntorien oder
Besitzungen zur
zur
oder Besitzungen
richterlichen Entscheidung
Entscheidung auf
nchterlichen
auf
Grund
eingebracht
Grund dieser Gesetze eingebracht
werden.
werden.
(3) Die durch
durch diesen
diesen Artikel
Artikel
gewaehrten Rechte
gewaehrten
Rechte sollen
nur
sollen nur
innerhalb
mnerhalb einer
Entfernung von
von
einer Entfernung
der Vereinigten
Vereinigten
der Kueste
Staaten, ihrer
ihrer Territorien
Territorien oder
oder
ausgeuebt werden,
Besitzungen ausgeuebt
werden,
die das im Verdacht
the
Verdacht des VerVersuchs der Gesetzesuebertretung
Gesetzesuebertretung
stehende
stehende Fahrzeug
Fahrzeug inn
erhalb
innerhalb
emer
kann.
einer Stunde
Stunde zuruecldegen
zuruecklegen kann.
In Faellen jedoch, in
in denen
denen das
das
alkoholische Getraenk
Getraenk von
von einem
einem
anderen Fahrzeug
auderen
als demjenigen,
Fahrzeug als
demjenigen,
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searched,
shall be
be the
the speed
of
speed of
it shall
searched, it
such other
not the
the
and not
vessel and
other vessel
such
speed of
the vessel
boarded,
vessel boarded,
of the
speed
which shall
determine the disshall determine
which
tance
which
at which
from the
the coast at
tance from
the
this article
article can
can
under this
the right
right under
be exercised.
exercised.
be

das
den Beamten betreten
betreten
das von den
und untersucht
nach den
den
und
untersucht wurde, nach
Vereinigten Staaten,
ihren. TerriVereinigten
Staaten, ihren
Territorien
Besitzungen gebracht
torien oder
oder Besitzungen
gebracht
werden soll,
soil, soll
Schnelligkeit
soll die
die Schnelligkeit
werden
theses anderen
anderen Fahrzeuges
und
Fahrzeuges und
dieses
nicht diejenige
diejenige des
nicht
des betretenen
betretenen
Fahrzeuges die
die Entfernung
von
Entfernung von
Fahrzeuges
der Kueste
Kueste bestimmen,
innerbestimmen, innerder
halb
das unter
diesem
unter diesem
welcher das
halb welcher
Artikel
ausRecht ausgewaehrte Recht
Artikel gewaehrte
geuebt
kann.
werden kann.
geuebt werden

ARTICLE
III.
ARTICLE III.

ARTIR EL III.
ARTIKEL

No penalty
penalty or
forfeiture under
under
or forfeiture
No
the laws
laws of
the United
United States
of the
the
to
shall
be applicable
or attach
attach to
applicable or
shall be
alcoholic liquors
to vessels
or
vessels or
or to
alcoholic
liquors or
persons
of the
carthe carby reason
reason of
persons by
riage
when such
such
of such
such liquors,
liquors, when
riage of
liquors
are listed
stores or
as sea
sea stores
listed as
liquors are
cargo
for a
a port
port foreign
foreign
destined for
cargo destined
to the
its territhe United
United States, its
to
on board
tories or
or possessions
possessions on
tories
German vessels
or
to or
voyaging to
vessels voyaging
German
from
the United
United States,
of the
ports of
from ports
or
possessions or
territories or possessions
or its
its territories
passing through
through the
territorial
the territorial
passing
waters thereof,
carriage
such carriage
and such
thereof, and
waters
shall be
now provided
by law
law
provided by
be as
as now
shall
to the transit of such
with
respect to
such
with respect
liquors
through the
the Panama
Panama CaCaliquors through
nal,
provided that such liquors
nal, provided
shall
be kept
kept under
continseal continunder seal
shall -be
uously
while the
which
the vessel on which
uously while
they
are carried
carried remains
remains within
they are
said
territorial waters
waters and
that
and that
said territorial
no
part of
of such
liquors shall
shall at
at
such liquors
no part
any time
time or
place be
unladen
be unladen
or place
any
within
within the United States, its
territories or possessions.
territories

1817
1817

MAY
19, 1924.
1924.
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Eine Bestrafung
Bestrafung bezw.
Be- stwors
or lsted
listed
°
aea
a
assa
Liquors
bezw. BeEine
schlagnahme
Gesetzen foreign port gnot c'ssububden Gesetzen
nach den
schlagnahme nach
der Vereinigten
bei Jected
to penalty,
penalty, etc.
etc.
ectedto
soll bei
Staaten soli
Vereinigten Staaten
der
alkoholischen Getraenken
Getraenken bezw.
bezw.
alkoholischen
bei
Fahrzeugen oder
oder Personen
Personen
bei Fahrzeugen
wegen
Transportes solcher
solcher
des Transportes
wegen des
Getraenke
nicht emtreten,
wenn
emtreten, wenn
Getraenke nicht
als Reisevorrat
Reisevorrat
solche
Getraenke als
solche Getraenke
oder als
als eine
fremden
einem fremden
nach einem
eine nach
oder
Hafen ausserhalb
der VereinigVereinigausserhalb der
Hafen
ten Staaten,
Territorien
ihrer Territorien
Staaten, ihrer
ten
oder Besitzungen
I3esitzungen bestimmte
bestimmte Laoder
dung an
an Bond
deutscher FahrBord deutscher
dung
die sich
zeuge
eingetragen sind,
sind, die
zeuge eingetragen
oder von
auf
der Fahrt
Fahrt nach
von
nach oder
auf der
Haefen
Staaten,
Vereinigten Staaten,
der Vereinigten
Haefen der
ihrer
Ten-itorien oder Besitzunihrer Territorien
gen
befinden oder
durch deren
deren while
To be kept under seal
Tobekeptundersea
oder durch
gen befinden
in American waHoheitsgewitesser
bezueg- ter.
ters.
fahren; bezuegHoheitsgewaesser fahren;
lich dieses
soil gelgelTransportes soil
dieses Transportes
lich
ten,
was jetzt
bezueglich der
jetzt bezueglich
ten, was
Durchfuhr
Durchfuhr solcher Getraenke
durch den
den Panama-Kanal
Panama-Kanal gesetzgesetzdurch
lich
vorausvorgeschrieben ist, vorauslich vorgeschrieben
gesetzt, dass
dass diese
diese Getraenke
Getraenke
gesetzt,
Fahrwaehrend der
wo das
das FahrZeit, wo
der Zeit,
waehrend
zeug, auf
auf dem
transportiert
sie transportiert
dem sie
zeug,
werden, sich
inn erhalb dergenannder gen annsich innerhalb
werden,
ten Hoheitsgewaesser
aufhaelt,
Hoheitsgewaesser aufhaelt,
ten
dauernd unter
unter Siegel
gehalten
Siegel gehalten
dauernd
werden,
und dass
dass kem
Teil dieser
dieser
kein Teil
werden, und
Getraenke zu
zu irgend
irgend einer
einer Zeit
Zeit
Getraenke
einem Ort inoder an
irgend einem
an irffend
oder
nerhalb
der Vereinigten
Vereinigten Staaten,
Staaten,
nerhalb der
ihrer
oder BesitzunBesitzunTerritorien oder
ihrer Territorien
gen
wird.
geloescht wird.
gen geloescht

ARTICLE
ARTICLE IV.

ARTIKEL
IV.
ARTIKEL IV.

Any
by a
German vessel
vessel
a German
claim by
Any claim
for
grounds
on the
the grounds
for compensation
compensation on
that
suffered loss
loss or
injury
or injury
it has
has suffered
that it
through
the improper or unreathrough the
sonable exercise
exercise of
of the
the rights
rights
sonab]e
conferred by
by Article
this
II of
of this
Article II
conferred

Jeder
Anspruch auf
Schadensauf SchadensJeder Anspruch
ersatz
seitens eines
deutschen
eines deutschen
ersatz seitens
Fahrzeuges
unter der BegruenFahrzeuges unter
dass es Verlust oder Undung, class
recht infolge
unberechtigter oder
oder
infolge unberechtigter
recht
nicht sinngemaesser
siruagemaesser Ausuebung
Ausuebung
nicht

Action on
caims
on claims
Action

°ss '
etc '

,et

t

or

for
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der
durch Artikel
Artikel II
der durch
II theses
dieses AbAbgewaehrten Rechte
kommens gewaehrten
Rechte ererlitten
aus dem
litten habe,
habe, oder
oder aus
dem Grunde,
Grunde,
doss ibm
ihm die
Rechte aus
dass
die Rechte
aus Artikel
Artikel
III
worden seien,
seien,
III nicht
nicht gewaelut
gewaehrt worden
soll
Ersoll der
der gemeinschaftlichen
gemeinschaftlichen Erwaegung
von zwei
unwaegung von
zwei Personen
Personen unterbreitet werden,
werden, von
denen die
die
terbreitet
von denen
beiden
je eine
eine bebebeiden Vertragsteile
Vertragsteile je
nennen.
nennen.
Bich diese
these auf
'
Effect
shall
be
to
the
Einigen sich
auf einen
einen
t.P
,,t
c
?O
-t
Effect
shall
be
given
tothe
nent Court
Cant of
of Arbitrer
Bent
Arbitraso sollen
tion.
recommendations
contained in
in gememsamen
tio.
gemeinsamen Bericht,
recommendations contained
Bericht, so
sollen
Vorschlaege
If no
no die
die darin
darin enthaltenen
enthaltenen Vorschlaege
any such joint
joint report. If
werden. Kommt
Kommt em
em
joint
joint report
report can
can be agreed
agreed upon, ausgefuehrt
ausgefuehrt werden.
gemeinsamer
Bericht . nicht
zuclaim
shall
be
referred to
the
claim
gemeinsamer
shall
be
referred
to
the
Bericht
nicht
zuVol 36, p. 222L
stande, so
soil der
Anspruch an
an den
den
Permanent Court
Vol a;p
Permanent
l.
Court of
of Arbitration
Arbitration stande,
so soll
derAnspruch
at The Hague
Abkommen vom
Hague described in
vom
in the in dem Haager Abkommen
Convention for the Pacific
Pacific Settle- 18.
18. Oktober
Oktober 1907
1907 zur
Convention
zur friedlichen
friedlichen
ment
Disputes, E
Erledigung
intemationaler
ment of
of International
r I e dig u ng internationaler
International Disputes,
Streitfaelle naeher bezeichneten
bezeichneten
concluded at
at The
The Hague, October
October Streitfaelle
staendigen Schiedsgerichtshof
18,
Arbitral Tribunal
Tribunal staendigen
18, 1907.
1907. The Arbitral
Schiedsgerichtshof urn
im
verwiesen
werden.
Das
shall
be
constituted
in
accordHaag
verwiesen
werden.
Das
.
shall
be
constituted
in
accord32
Vd.4ppZ
z.
Vol.36.14x
;
' ance
moo with
with Article
87 (Chapter
Article 87
(Chapter Schiedsgericht
Schiedsgericht
soll
gemaess
soll
gemaess
IV) and with Article
(Chapter Artikel 87 (Kapitel
1.V) und
mid
Article 59
59 (Chapter
(Kapitel IV)
III)
Convention. Artikel 59
des
III) of the said Convention.
59 (Kapitel III)
III) des
shall be
be reguThe proceedings
genannten Abkommens
proceedings shall
regu- genannten
Abkommens gebildet
gebildet
lated by so much of Chapter IV
werden.
Das
Verfahren soil
soll
V werden.
Das Verfahren
of the said Convention and
iind of
Kapitel IV
IV und
und
of soweit dumb
durch Kapitel
Chapter III
thereof (special
(special rere- Kapitel Ill
tinter besonderer
Chapter
III thereof
II unter
besonderer
gard
gard being had for Articles 70 Beruecksichtigung
Berueeksichtigung der Artikel
and 74, but excepting
excepting Articles 53 70 und
mid 74, aber mit Ausschluss
Ausschluss
and 54) as the Tribunal
Artikel 53 mid
Tribunal may
may con- der Artikel
und 54
54 des
des genanngenannsider to be applicable and to be ten Abkommens
Abkommens geregelt werden,
werden,
with the
the provisions
Schiedsgericht diese
these fuer
fuer
with
provisions of
of als das Schiedsgericht
Pmtof awards.
. consistent
consistent
Payment
this
All sums
slims o
this agreement.
As
off anwendbar
anwendbar und
mid mit den Bstim&stimmoney which may be awarded
by, mungen dieses
awarded by
theses Abkommens
Abkommens ververthe Tribunal on account of any
any einbar haelt. Alle Geldbetraege,
Geldbetraege,
claim shall
shall be
be paid
paid within
within welche durch
durch das
das Schiedsgericht
Schiedsgericht
eighteen months
after the
the date
date of
of auf Grund eines Anspruches
eighteen
months after
Anspruches zuzuthe final award
award without interest
interest erkannt werden, sollen
innerhalb
sollen innerhalb
and without deduction,
deduction save as
as 18 Monaten
Monaten nach dem Tage des
Expenses, etc.
Expeetn
.
hereafter specified.
hereafter
Gov- endgueltigen Urteils ohne
specified. &lel
Each Govohne Zins
Zins
ernment shall bear its own
own ex- und
mid ohne Abzug ausgezahlt
ausgezahlt werpenses. The expenses
expenses of the TriTri- den, unbeschadet
folgenden
unbeschadet der folgenden
defrayed by a
bunal shall be defrayed
a rat- Bestimmungen.
Bestimmungen. Jede Regierung
Regierung
able deduction of the amount of soil
soll Bare
eigenen Unkosten
Unkosten tragen.
trtlgen.
ihre eigenen
the sums awarded by it, at a
a rate Die Unkosten des Schiedsgerichts
Schiedsgerichts
of five percent.
per cent. onsuch sums, or at sollen durch einen anteiligen
anteiligen
such lower rate as may be agreed Abzug von
durch das
das
von' •dem
dem durch
upon between
between the two Govern- Schiedsgericht
Schiedsgericht.zuerkannten
zuer kannt en
ments;
ments; the deficiency,
deficiency, if any, shall Betrage
Betrage gedeckt werden, und
mid
be defrayed in equal moieties by zwar
zw-ar m Hoehe von 5%
5% dieses
theses
the two Governments.
Governments.
Betrages
Betrages oder in Hoehe eines
zwischen den beiden Regierungen
Regierungen
vereinbarenden niedrigeren
zu
vereinbarenden
niedrigeren
Prozentsatzes.
Prozentsatzes.
Ein dabei etwa
entstehender Fehlbetrag soil
soll zu
gleichen Teilen von den beiden
Regiertmgen gedeckt werden.
Regierungen
Treaty
the ground
Treaty or
or on
on the
ground that
that
it has not been given the benefit
benefit
of Article
Article III
III shall
be referred
referred
of
shall be
for
joint consideration
consideration of
for the
the joint
of
two persons
one of
two
persons, one
of whom
whom shall
shall
be
nominated by
be nominated
by each
each of the
High
High Contracting
Contracting Parties.
Parties.

Reference to Palm
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ARTICLE
V.
ARTICLE V.
This
Treaty shall
shall be
be subject
subject to
This Treaty
ratification
in
shall remain
remain in
ratification and shall
force
for a
a period
one year
year
period of
of one
force for
from
the date
date of
of the
from the
the exchange
exchange of
of
ratifications.
ratifications.
Three months
before the
expithe expimonths before
Three
ration of
the said
of one
one
of the
said period
period of
ration
year, either
either of
the High ContractContractyear,
of the
mg
may give
its
notice of
of its
Parties may
give notice
mg Parties
desire to
to propose
propose modifications
in
desire
modifications in
the terms
terms of
of the
Treaty.
the Treaty.
the

1819
1819

M
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MAY

ARTI K 1
1
.L V.
ARTIKEL
Duration,
Duration'
soll rati- chan
Dieses
o
Abkommen soli
Dieses Abkommen
fiziert werden
den ZeitZeitwerden und fuer den
fiziert
raum eines
eines Jahres
bleiKraft bleiJahres in Kraft
raum
ben,
gerechnet vom
vom Tae
des
ben, gerechnet
Tage des
Austausches der
der RatifikationsurRatifikationsurAustausches
kunden an.
kunden
an.
ge

Ablauf des
Drei Monate
Monate vor
des
vor Ablauf
Drei

5
enannten
Zeitraums von
von einem
enannten Zeitraums

itintio
an
ca
dens
x:

and cxn

propoed
Notice of propceed

Notice

of

modifications.
modifcations.

ahr kann
der beiden
beiden VerVerjeder der
Jahr
kann jeder
tragsteile
Absicht kundtun,
kundtun,
seine Absicht
tragsteile seine
Aenderungen in
in den
den BestimmunBestimmunAenderungen
gen des
des Abkommens
vorzuschlaAbkommens vorzuschlagen
gen.
gen.

Treaty to
lapse iif
Treaty
to lapse
Falls derartige
derartige Aenderungen
Aenderungen modifications
Falls
If such
have not
not
such modifications
modifications have
If
not
modifications not
nicht vor
des oben
er- agreed
upon.
greedupon.
been
agreed upon
the nicht
oben erAblauf des
vor Ablauf
upon before
before the
been agreed
waehnten
Zeitraums
von
einem
expiration
of
the
term
of
one
von
einem
one
Zeitraums
term
of
waehnten
expiration of the
Jahr vereinbart
sind, soll
soil
year
above, the
the Treaty
Treaty Jahr
worden sind,
vereinbart worden
year mentioned
mentioned above,
das Abkommen
Abkommen erloeschen.
erloeschen.
shall
lapse.
das
shall lapse.
Continued fromyear
from year
Falls von keiner Seite die Continued
Falls
If no
notice is
is. given
either
given on
on either
If
no notice
i moed.
po
to e
side of
the desire
to propose
propose Absicht
Absicht kundgetan
kundgetan wird Aende- rol
p
ar
rogord!
mdilksof the
desire to
side
rungen vorzuschlagen,
das
soll das
modifications,
shall rungen
vorzuschlagen, soil
modifications, the Treaty shall
Abkommen fuer
nweiteres
remain in
in force
force for
for another
another year,
Jahr
fuer em
ein
weiteres Jahr
year, Abkommen
remain
in Kraft
bleiben und
weiter
so weiter
und so
and so
so on
on automatically,
Kraft bleiben
but in
automatically, but
and
automatisch bezueglich
bezueglich der
der jeweisubject always
each automatisch
in respect
respect of
of each
subject
always in
Frist von
von einem
einem Jahr,
Jahr, aber
aber
ligen Frist
such period
to the
the ligen
of aa year to
such
period of
vorbehaltlich des Rechtes
immer vorbehaltlich
right on
on either
either side
propose as
as immer
side to
to propose
right
Partei, wie
wie oben
oben vorg.
esevorgeseprovided above
above three
months jeder
three months
jeder Partei,
provided
drei Monate
Monate vor deren
deren
before
its ex_piration
modifica- hen, drei
expiration modificabefore its
Vorschlaege fuer
Beendigung Vorschlaege
tions in
in the
the Treaty,
Treaty, and
to the
the Beendigung
and to
tions
Aenderungen in
Abkommen
in dem
dem Abkoramen
provision that if
such modificamodifica- Aenderungen
if such
provision
und vorbehaltlich
der
vorbehaltlich der
machen, und
zu machen,
tions
before zu
agreed upon before
tions are not
not agreed
solche
falls solche
dass, falls
the close
close of
of the
Bestimmung, dass,
of one
one Bestimmung,
period of
the period
the
Aenderungen
nicht vor Ablauf
Aenderungen nicht
year,
the Treaty
Treaty shall
shall lapse.
lapse.
year, the
des
von einem Jahr
Zeitraums von
des Zeitraums
vereinbart worden
Abdas Absind, das
worden sind,
vereinbart
kommen
erloeschen soil.
soil.
kommen erloeschen

ARTICLE VI.
VI.
ARTICLE

AR,TIKEL VI.
ARTIKEL

Falls einer
einer der
der Vertragsteile
Vertragsteile
Falls
In
the event
event that either of the
In the
entweder
durch
lichterliche Entrichterliche
durch
entweder
High
Contracting
Parties
shall
be
shall
Parties
Contracting
High
gesetzliche
durch gesetzliche
oder durch
scheidung oder
prevented
deci- scheidung
prevented either by judicial deciMassnahmen verhindert
verhindert werden
werden
sion
action from Massnahmen
legislative action
or legislative
sion or
die Bestimmungen
dieses
Bestimmungen dieses
sollte, die
giving
effect to
to the
the provisions
provisions sollte,
full effect
giving full
vollem Umfange
Umfange
Abkommens in vollem
of
the present
the said
said Abkommens
Treaty the
present Treaty
of the
Abtheses Absoil dieses
durchzufuehren, soil
Treaty shall
automatically lapse, durchzufuehren,
shall automatically
Treaty
von selbst
selbst erloeschen,
kommen von
whenever kommen
and,
lapse or whenever
such lapse
and, on such
und bei einem
einem solchen
solchen Erloethis
Treaty shall
shall cease
in und
to be
be in
cease to
this Treaty
immer dieses
schen oder,
wenn immer
oder, wenn
force, each
High Contracting
Contracting schen
each High
force,
Geltiing zu
zu sein
sein
in Geltung
Abkommen in
Party shall
shall enjoy all the rights Abkommen
Party
soil jeder Verwird, soli
aufhoeren wird,
which
it would
have possessed
possessed aufhoeren
would have
which it
Rechte geniessen,
geniessen,
die Rechte
ale die
tragsteil alle
had
Treaty not
not been
con- tragsteil
been conthis Treaty
had this
die
er besessen
haben wuerde,
wuerde,
besessen haben
die er
cluded.
cluded.
wenn dieses
dieses Abkommen
nicht
Abkommen nicht
wenn
geschlossen worden
waere.
worden waere.
geschlossen
Dieses Abkommen
Abkommen soil
ordsoil ordDieses
The
present Convention
shall
Convention shall
The present
nungsmaessig
vom
Praesidenten
Praesidenten
vom
nungsmaessig
be
duly
ratified
by
the
President
President
the
by
be duly ratified
der Vereinigten Staaten von
Amevon Ameof
the United
States of
of America,
America, derVereinigtenStaaten
United States
of the

Zrter
Test to lap

ro if
to lape
ted
eftcot thereof prevented
by judicial di
rcisi
v on or
legislative
action.
legilaveatiion.

tf
cc

E n of fi
tions.
Exchange offrati
ratifi
tions'.e

es
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Signatarca.

-

rika nach
Anhoerung und
und mit
mit
nach Anhoerung
by
with the
the advice
and concon- rika
advice and
and with
by and
Zustimmung
des
Senats
und
von
von
und
Senats
des
Zustimmung
sent
of
the
Senate
thereof,
and
and
thereof,
Senate
sent of the
ReichspraesiDeutschen Reichspraesidem Deutschen
by the
the President
President of
of the
German dem
the German
by
Vorschriften
den Vorschriften
gemaess den
denten gemaess
Empire in
the denten
with the
in accordance
accordance with
lEnpire
Reichsverfassung ratifiziert
ratifiziert
der Reichsverfassung
requirements of
of the
the German
German ConCon- der
requirements
die Ratifikationsurkunden
Ratifikationsurkunden
und die
stitution; and
and the
the ratifications
ratifications und
stitution;
in Washington
sobald wie
wie
shall
be exchanged
Washing- sollen
Washington sobald
sollen in
at Washingexchanged at
shall be
moeglich
ausgetauscht werden.
werden.
moeglich ausgetauscht
ton as
as possible.
possible.
soon as
as soon
ton
Zu Urkund
Urkund dessen
dessen haben
haben die
die
Zu
In witness
witness whereof,
whereof, the
rethe reIn
Bevollmaechtigten
beiderseitigen Bevollmaechtigten
spective Plenipotentiaries
Plenipotentiaries have
have beiderseitigen
spective
theses Abkommen
Abkommen in
in doppelter
doppelter
signed the
the present
present Convention
Convention dieses
signed
unterzeichnet und
und
Ausfertigung unterzeichnet
in duplicate
and have
have thereunto
thereunto Ausfertigung
in
duplicate and
darunter
gesetzt.
Siegel gesetzt.
affixed
their seals.
seals.
ihre Siegel
darunter ihre
affixed their
Gegeben
in der
WashStadt Washder Stadt
Done at
city. of
of WashingWashingGegeben in
at the
the city
Done
on, am
neunzehnten Tag
Tag des
des
ton,
this nineteenth
May ington,
am neunzehnten
of May
day of
nineteenth day
ton, this
ais im
Jahre des
des Herrn
Herrn einim Jahre
in the
the year
year of
one thouthou- Mais
Lord one
of our
our Lord
in
tausendneunhundertundvierundsand nine
and twentytwenty- tausendneunhundertundvierundhundred and
nine hundred
sand
zwanzig
zwanzig.
four.
four.
[SEAL.] CHAnLES
CHARLES EVANs
EVANS HUGHES
HuToES
[SrAT..]
[SEAL.] DR.
DR. OTTO
OTTO W
IEDFELDT
WIEDFELTr
[SEAL.]

Ratiticationser.
Ratifceationsexchanged•
Proclamation.
cama

AND
WHEREAS the
the said
said Convention
has been
been duly
on
duly ratified
ratified on
AND WHEREAS
Convention has
Governments were exthe two Governments
both
parts, and
and the
ratifications of
of the
the ratifications
both parts,
eleventh day of August,
changed in the
Washington on the eleventh
the city of Washington
changed
one
hundred and
and twenty-four;
twenty-fournine hundred
thousand nine
one thousand
NOW, THEREFORE,
it known
known that I, Calvin Coolidge,
THEREFORE, be it
NOW,
President
United States of America,
America, have caused the said
the United
President of the
every
Convention
Convention to be made public, to the end that the same and every
article and
and clause thereof may be observed and fulfilled with good
faith by the United States and the citizens thereof.
WHEREOF, IIhave hereunto
TESTIMONY WHEREOF,
IN TESTIMONY
hereunto set my hand and
caused the seal of the United States to be affixed.
August
Done at the city of Washington, this eleventh day of August,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
thousand nine hundred
the United
United
of the Independence
Independence of the
[SEAL.]
and
[sEAL.]
and twenty-four,
twenty-four, and of
States
hundred and
States of America
America the
the one hundred
and forty-ninth.
C
ALVIN COOLIDGE
COOLIDGE
CALVIN
President:
By the President:
JOSEPH C
C..GREW
GREW
JosEPH
Acting Secretary
Secretary of State.
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CONVENTION—FRANCE. APRL
APRIL 4,
4, 1924
1924
CONVENTION-FRANCE.

Convention between
between the
the United
United States
States and
and France
France relating
to rights
in
rights in
relating to
Convention
1924; ratifiApril 4, 1924;
Syria
and The
The Lebanon.
Lebanon. Signed
ratifiat Paris,
Paris, April
Signed at
Syria and
cation
rahfied by the President,
President,
14, 1924;
1924; ratified
May 14,
Senate, May
by the
the Senate,
advised by
cation advised
ratifications ex1924; ratifications
June
France, July 3, 1924;
by France,
ratified by
1924; ratified
5, 1924;
June 5,
1924.
August 13, 1924.
changed
Paris, July
July 13,
proclaimed, August
1924; proclaimed,
13, 1924;
at Paris,
changed at

April 4,
4, 1924.
1924.
April

AMERICA
OF AMERICA
BY
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
THE UNITED
BY THE
TIE PRESIDENT

A
PROCLAMATION
A PROCLAMATION
WHEREAS a
Convention between
between the
America
of America
States of
United States
the United
a Convention
WHEREAS
and
the French
French Republic
Republic respecting
respecting the rights of the two governments
and the
and
respective nationals
nationals in
in Syria
and the
Lebanon, over
which
over which
the Lebanon,
Syria and
their respective
and their
was conferred
conferred upon
Government of France
France was conthe Government
upon the
mandate was
aamandate
cluded
and signed
signed by
by their
respective Plenipotentiaries
Paris on
Plenipotentiaries at Paris
their respective
cluded and
the fourth
day of
of April,
hundred and twenty-four,
thousand nine hundred
one thousand
April, one
fourth day
the
the original
which Convention,
Convention, being in the French and English
of which
original of
the
languages, is
is word
word for
for word
word as
follows:
as follows:
languages,

witht
FConvention
Conventiolnt. witb

France

relating

to

the
and
Syri;L
rights ins
righai
r
y
e
rL m
agd the
Lebanon
mandate
LPreamble.S
Preamble.

CONVENTION
CONVENTION
CONVENTION
CONVENTION
ENTRE
ENTRE
BETWEEN
BETWEEN
LES ETATS-UNIS
ETATS-UNIS D'AMERISTATES OF LES
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
THE
FRANCE
QUE ET LA FRANCE
AMERICA
FRANCE
AMERICA AND FRANCE
CONCERNANT
CON
CERNANT
REGAR DING
REGARDING
LE
MANDAT POUR LA
LE MANDAT
THE
MANDATE FOR SYRIA
THE MANDATE
SYRIE
ET LE
LE LIBAN
LIBAN
SYRIE ET
AND THE
LEBANON
THE LEBANON
AND
LE
DES
PRESIDENT DES
LE PRESIDENT
THE
PRESIDENT OF THE
THE PRESIDENT
ETATS -UNIS D'AMERIQUE
D'AMERIQUE
AMER- ETATS-UNIS
UNITED STATES
STATES OF AMERUNITED
PRESIDENT DE LA
ICA AND
AND THE
THE PRESIDENT ET LE PRESIDENT
ICA
FRANCAISE,
RRPUBLIQUE FRANgAISE,
OF THE FRENCH
FRENCH REPUBLIC,
REPUBLIC, REPUBLIQUE
OF
Whereas
by the
Treaty of
of
the Treaty
Whereas by
Allied
Peace concluded
with the Allied
concluded with
Peace
Powers, Turkey
renounces all
all her
her
Turkey renounces
Powers,
rights
and titles
over Syria
Syria and
and
titles over
rights and
the Lebanon,
and,
Lebanon, and,
the
Whereas
of the
Covethe Cove22 of
Article 22
Whereas Article
nant of
the League
League of Nations
of the
nant
in the
the Treaty
of Versailles
Versailles proTreaty of
in
vides that
that in the case of certain
vides
territories which
which as
a consequence
consequence
as a
territories
of
late war
ceased to
to be
be under
under
war ceased
the late
of the
the sovereignty
sovereignty of the states
the
which
governed them,
formerly governed
which formerly
issued and
mandates
should be issued
mandates should
mandate
that the
the terms
terms of the
the mandate
that
should be
explicitly defined
in
defined in
be explicitly
should
each
the Council
Council of the
by the
case by
each case
League, and,
and,
League,
Whereas
the Principal
Principal Allied
Whereas the
Powers have
agreed to
entrust
to entrust
have agreed
Powers
the
mandate for
Syria and
and the
the
for Syria
the mandate
Lebanon to
to France,
and,
France, and,
Lebanon
45822°—vor,
2
4:.--PT 2
45822°-voi 4:3—P2
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Rights
Rights renouncel
Considerant
que par
le Traite
Traits Turkey.by
renounced by
par le
Consid6rant que
avec les Puissancesrky.
conclu avec
de
Paix conclu
Puissances
de Paix
a tous
Alliees
renounce h
tons
Turquie renounce
Alliees la Turquie
et
ses
droits et
et titres
sur la Syrie et
titres sur
ses droits
le
le Liban;
Liban;
r m r
A
.
\
e
utbority
an..
dunom
Considerant que
22 du
dAuthority
for
l'article 22
que l'artide
Considerant
Pacte de
Societe des Nations
de la Societe
Pacte
insere
de Versailles
Versailles
Traite de
le Traite
dans le
ins6r6 dans
a
raandats seraient
seraient
des mandats
que des
a stipule
stipule que
etablts pour
pour certains
certains territoires
etablis
consequence de la
qui, comme
qut,
comme consequence
dermere
cesse d'être
d'etre
ont cesse
guerre, ont
dernire guerre,
sous la
souverainete des Etats
Rtats
la souverainet6
sous
qui les
les gouvernaient
gouvernaient pr&ecdemprecedemqui
ment, et que
termes de ces
les termes
que les
ment,
mandats seraient
seraient expressement
express6ment
mandats
&finis, dans
dans chaque
cas, par le
chaque cas,
definis,
Agreement to manNations; Agreement
Conseil
de la
la Societe
des Nations;
Soci6et des
Conseil de
Considerant que
date
of France.
dte of
principales France.
les principales
que les
Considerant
Puissances
Allies ont convenu de
Puissances Allies
confier a
a la
France le
le mandat
mandat
la France
confier
pour la
Syrie et
le Liban;
Liban;
et le
la Syrie
pour

1822
1822

Terms of mandate.
Terms

CONVENTION— FRANCE . APRIL
1924.
CONVENTION-FRANCE.
APRIL 4,
4, 1924.
Whereas the
Whereas
the terms
terms
mandate
mandate have
have been
been
the Council
of the
the
the
Council of
Nations
as follows:
follows:
Nations as

of
of the
the said
said
defined
defined by
by
League of
of
League

AirricLE 1.-The
I.—The Mandatory
Mandatory shall
ARTICLE
shall
frame,
within a
period of
of three
years
frame, within
a period
three years
from
the coming
from the
coming into
into force
force of
of this
this
mandate, an
an organic
Syria and
and
mandate,
organic law
law for
for Syria
the
Lebanon.
the Lebanon.
This
organic law
law shall
be framed
framed in
This organic
shall be
in
agreement
native authorities
authorities
agreement with
with the
the native
and
shall take
the rights,
and shall
take into
into account
account the
rights,
interests,
of all
popuinterests, and
and wishes
wishes of
all the
the population
inhabiting the
the said
territory.
lation inhabiting
said territory.
The Mandatory
Mandatory shall
further enact
The
shall further
enact
measures to
to facilitate
facilitate the
the progressive
progressive
measures
development
of
Syria
and
the
Lebanon
development of Syria and the Lebanon
as
independent States.
as independent
States. Pending
Pending the
the
coming
effect of
of the
organic law,
law,
coming into
into effect
the organic
the
of Syria
Syria and
and the
the
the government
government of
Lebanon
Lebanon shall
shall be
be conducted
conducted in
in accordaccordance
with the
the spirit
this mandate.
ance with
spirit of
of this
mandate.
The
Mandatory shall,
as far
far as
as
The Mandatory
shall, as
circumstances permit,
encourage local
local
circumstances
permit, encourage
autonomy.
autonomy.
ARTICLE
Mandatory may
ARTICLE 2.—The
2.-The Mandatory
may
maintain its
in the
maintain
its troops
troops in
the said
said territerritory for
shall further
further
tory
for its
its defence.
defence. It
It shall
be empowered,
empowered, until
the entry
entry into
be
until the
into
force
the organic
force of
of the
organic law
law and
and the
the rereestablishment
of public
security, to
to
establishment of
public security,
organise such
such local
local militia
militia as
as may
organise
may be
be
necessary for
the defence
the territerrinecessary
for the
defence of
of the
tory, and
and to
tory,
to employ
employ this
this militia
militia for
for
defence and also
defence
also for
for the
the maintenance
maintenance
of
order. These
forces may
may only
only
of order.
These local
local forces
be recruited
the inhabitants
inhabitants of
of
be
recruited from
from the
the said
territory.
the
said territory.
The said
said militia
shall thereafter
thereafter be
The
militia shall
be
authorities, subject
under the
the local
local authorities,
subject to
to
the authority
and the
the control
which
the
authority and
control which
the Mandatory
the
retain over
over these
these
Mandatory shall
shall retain
forces.
It shall
be used
used for
for purforces. It
shall not
not be
purposes other
poses
other than
than those
those above
above specified
specified
save
consent of
the MandaMandasave with
with the
the consent
of the
tory.
tory.
Nothing
Nothing shall
shall preclude
preclude Syria
Syria and
and
the Lebanon
the
Lebanon from contributing
contributing to
to the
the
cost
of
the
maintenance
of
the
forces
cost of the maintenance of the forces
of
stationed
in
the
of the
the Mandatory
Mandatory stationed in the
territory.
territory.
The
shall at
at all
times
The Mandatory
Mandatory shall
all times
possess
right to
use of
possess the
the right
to make
make use
of the
the
ports,
means of
comports, railways
railways and
and means
of communication of
munication
of Syria
and the
Lebanon
Syria and
the Lebanon
for the
passage of
of its
troops and
and of
of all
for
the passage
its troops
all
materials,
materials, supplies
and fuel.
supplies and
fuel.

ARTICLE
3.-The Mandatory
ARTICLE
3.—The
Mandatory shall
shall
be entrusted
entrusted with
control
with the
the exclusive
exclusive control
of
the foreign
foreign relations
relations of
of Syria
Syria and
the
of the
and the
Lebanon and with
Lebanon
the right
right to
issue
with the
to issue
to the consuls
exequaturs to
consuls appointed
appointed
by
Powers. Nationals
Nationals of
of Syria
by foreign
foreign Powers.
Syria
Lebanon living
living outside
and the
the Lebanon
outside the
the
limits of the territory
shall
territory
be
be under
under the
the
diplomatic
diplomatic and
protection of
and consular
consular protection
of
the Mandatory.
the
Mandatory.
ARTICLE 4.—The
Mandatory shall
shall
ARTICLE
4.-The Mandatory
be responsible
be
responsible for
for seeing
seeing that
that no
no part
part
of the territory
territory of Syria and the
the LebLebanon
ceded or
leased or
or in
any way
way
anon is
is ceded
or leased
in any
the control
placed under the
foreign
control of
of aa foreign
Power.
Power.

Considerant que
de
Considerant
que les
les termes
termes de
ce mandat
ete d6finis
&finis comme
ce
mandat out
ont 6te
comme
suit par
par le
le Conseil
Conseil de
la Societe
Societe
suit
de la
des Nations:
Nations:
des
ARTICLE PREMER.-Le
PREMIER. — Le Mandataire
ARTICLE
Mandataire
elaborera,
un delai
de trois
trois ans
.laborera, dans
dans un
delai de
ans aA.
dater de
de l'entree
l'entree en
du
dater
en application
application du
present mandat,
un statut
organique
present
mandat, un
statut organique
pour
Sync et
et le
Liban.
pour la
la Syrie
le Liban.
Ce statut
organique sera
sera pr6pare
prepare
Ce
statut organique
d'accord avec
les autorites
indigenes
d'accord
avec les
autorites indigenes
et tiendra
et
tiendra compte
compte des
des droits,
droits, interets
int6rets
et vceux
toutes les
les populations
et
vceux de
de toutes
populations
habitant lesdits
le,sdits territoires.
habitant
territoires. 11
edictera
II edictera
les
faciliter le
le. deles mesures
mesures propres
propres a.
a faciliter
developpement progressif
de la
in Syiie
Syne et
et
veloppement
progressif de
du Liban
Liban comme
comme gtats
du
Etats independants.
ind6pendants.
En attendant
vigueur du
En
attendant la
la mise
mise en
en vigueur
du
statut organique,
de
statut
organique, l'administration
l'administration de
in
Syrie
et
du
Liban
sera
conduite
la Syrie et du Liban sera conduite en
en
accord
avec
l'esprit
du
present
mandat.
accord avec l'esprit du present mandat.

Le
Mandataire favorisera
favorisera les
les autonoautonoLe Mandataire
mies
locales dans
dans toute
mies locales
toute la
la mesure
mesure ofi
o/i
les circonstances
circonstances s'y
les
s'y preteront.
prateront.
ARTICLE
2.—Le Mandataire
ARTICLE 2.-Le
Mandataire pourra
pourra
maintenir
lesdits termaintenir sea
ses troupes
troupes dans
dans lesdits
territoires
defense. II
ritoires en
en vue
vue de
de leur
leur defense.
I1
pourra,
jusqu'a la
in mise
mise en
en vigueur
vigueur du
du
pourra, jusqu'a
organique et
et du
du retablissement
retablissement
statut organique
de la
la securite
s6curit6 publique,
publique, organiser
organiser les
les
milices locales
in defense
defense
milices
locales necessaires
necessaires a.
A la
de ces
territoires et
les employer
cette
de
ces territoires
et les
employer aa. cette
defense
qu'au maintien
maintien de
defense ainsi
ainsi qu'au
de l'ordre.
l'ordre.
Ces forces locales
locales no
seront recrutees
recruttes
ne seront
que parmi
les habitants
desdits territerrique
parmi les
habitants desdits
toires.
toires.
Lesdites milices
milices releveront
ensuite
Lesdites
releveront ensuite
reserve de
des pouvoirs
pouvoirs locaux sous reserve
de
l'autorit6
contr6le que
l'autorite et du contrele
que le
le ManMandataire devra
dataire
sur ces
forces.
devra conserver
conserver sur
ces forces.
Elles
a
Eles ne pourront
pourront etre utilis6es
utilisees a.
celles enoncees
d'autres fins que celles
enoncees cicia moms
moins que
que le
dessus, a.
le Mandataire
Mandataire ne
ne
l'autorise.
l'autorise.
Rien n'empechera
Rion
n'empechera la Syrie
Sync et le
Liban de participer
participer aux frais d'entretien des
des forces
tien
du Mandataire
Mandataire stationforces du
stationflees
stir le
nees sur
le territoire.
territoire.

disposera en tout
Le Mandataire
Mandataire disposers
tout
temps du
temps
droit d'utiliser
d'utiliser les
les ports,
du droit
ports,
voies
ferrees
et
moyens
de
communivoies ferrees et moyens de communication de la Sync
Syrie et du Liban pour le
le
passage de
sea troupes
de tous
tons
passage
de ses
troupes et
et de
materiel, approvisionnements
approvisionnements et
et comcombustibles.
bustibles.
ARTICLE 3.-Les
3.—Les relations
relations exterieuexterieuARTICLE
res
la Syrie
Sync et
et du
Liban, ainsi
que
res de
de la
du Liban,
ainsi que
la deliverance
des exequatur
deliverance des
exequatur aux
aux conconsuls des Puissances
etrangeres, seront
Puissances etrangeres,
seront
Mandataire.
du ressort exclusif
exclusif du Mandataire.
Les ressortissants
ressortissants de la
in Syrie
Sync et
du
et du
des limites
limites de
Liban se trouvant hors des
de
ces territoires
releveront de la protecterritoires releveront
protection diplomatique
diplomatique et
et consulaire
consulaire du
du
Mandataire.
Mandataire.
ARTICLE 4.—Le
Mandataire garan4.-Le Mandataire
garancontre toute
tit la Syrie
Sync et le Liban contre
toute
ou prise
perte ou
prise aa bail
bail de
de tout
partie
tout ou
ou partie
territoires et
des territoires
l'etablisseet contre
contre l'etablissement
tout contr61e
contrelle d'une
Puissance
ment de
de tout
d'une Puissance
etrangOre.
etrangcre.

4, 1924.
CONVENTION- FRANCE . APRIL 4,
1924.
CONVENTION-FRANCE.
ARTICLE
privileges and im5.-The privileges
ARTICLE 5.—The
munities of
including the
foreigners, including
of foreigners,
munities
benefits
of
consular
jurisdiction and
benefits of consular jurisdiction
protection as
formerly enjoyed
enjoyed by Caas formerly
protection
pitulation
or usage
usage in the Ottoman Empitulation or
pire,
shall not
be applicable
in Syria
applicable in
not be
pire, shall
and
the Lebanon.
Lebanon. Foreign consular
and the
to
tribunals
however, continue to
shall, however,
tribunals shall,
perform
until the
coming
the coming
duties until
their duties
perform their
into
the new
organisation
legal organisation
new legal
of the
force of
into force
provided
for in
in Article
Article 6.
6.
provided for

applicaARTICLE 5.-Seront
5.—Seront sans applicaARTICLE
tion
Sync et
privileges
les privileges
Liban les
et au
au Liban
en Syrie
tion en
et
immunites des
y compris
compris
des &rangers,
etrangers, y
et immunites
la
juridiction consulaire
la protecprotecet la
consulaire et
la juridiction
tion,
tels qu'ils
etaient autrefoispratiautrefois pratiqu'ils etaient
tion, tels
quees dans
dans l'Empire
1'Empire ottoman, en vertu
quees
des
et des
des usages.
Touteusages. TouteCapitulations et
des Capitulations
fois
les tribunaux
tribunaux consulaires
strangers
consulaires &rangers
fois les
continueront a
a fonctionner
jusqu'a la
fonctionner jusqu'a
continueront
mise
nouvelle ororde la
la nouvelle
application de
en application
mise en
l'arganization
judiciaire prevue
a Parprevue a
ganization judiciaire
ticle
6.
ticle 6.
A
moms que
que les
Puissances, dont les
les Puissances,
A moins
r
1" aolt
ressortissants
jouissaient au Pr
aofit
ressortissants jouissaient
1914
desdits
privileges
immunites,
et immunites,
1914 desdits privileges et
reau
n'aient
renonce
prealablement renonc6
n'aient prealablement
tablissment
de ces privileges
privileges et imtablissment de
munites
ou aa leur
leur application
application pendant
pendant
munites ou
une
ceux-ci seront a
periode, ceux-ci
certaine periode,
une certaine
in
du mandat
alai retablis
mandat et sans delai
la fin
fin du
integralement
modificaou avec
avec telle modificaintegralement ou
tion
qui aurait
aurait et6
ete convenue
convenue par les
tion qui
Puissances
int6ressees.
Puissances interessees.

Unless
Powers whose
whose nationals
nationals
the Powers
Unless the
enjoyed
the afore-mentioned
afore-mentioned privileges
privileges
enjoyed the
and immunities
on August
1914,
1st, 1914,
August 1st,
immunities on
and
shall
the
renounced the
previously renounced
have previously
shall have
right to
to their
their re-establishment,
re-establishment, or shall
right
have
agreed to
their non-application
non-application
to their
have agreed
period, these prividuring
specified period,
privia specified
during a
leges
and
immunities
shall
leges and immunities shall at the expiration
of
the
mandate
immediately
immediately
be
ration of the mandate
entirety or with
in their entirety
re-established in
with
re-established
such modifications
been
may have been
modifications as may
such
agreed upon
upon between
Powers conbetween the Powers
agreed
cerned.
cerned.
ARTICLE
6.—Le Mandataire
Mandataire instiinstiARTICLE 6.-Le
ARTICLE
Mandatory shall
shall
6.-The Mandatory
ARTICLE 6.—The
en Syrie
Sync et
an Liban
un systeme
Liban un
et au
tuera en
Lebanon aa tuera
establish
and the Lebanon
Syria and
in Syria
establish in
assurant, tent
indigenes
aux indigenes
tant aux
judiciaire assurant,
to judiciaire
judicial
system which
which shall assure to
judicial system
etrangers, in
garantie complete
complete
la garantie
qu'aux etrangers,
natives
well as to foreigners
foreigners a
a com- qu'aux
as well
natives as
de
droits.
leurs droits.
de leurs
plete guarantee
guarantee of
of their rights.
plete
Le
respect du
des
personnel des
statut personnel
du statut
Le respect
Respect for
personal status
status of
the personal
for the
Respect
interets
populations et de leurs int6rets
diverses populations
the various
various peoples and for their diverses
the
religieux sera
sera entierement
entierement garanti. En
religious interests
interests shall
shall be
fully guar- religieux
be fully
religious
exercera le
particulier, le
le Mandataire
Mandataire exercera
anteed. In
particular, the control particulier,
In particular,
anteed.
Wacontr6le de
l'administration des Wade l'administration
and administration
Wakfs shall be contr61e
administration of Wakfs
and
koufs en
conformit6 avec les
parfaite conformite
en parfaite
koufs
exercised in complete
accordance with
complete accordance
exercised
fondavolonte des
religieuses et la
in volonte
de. fondalois religieuses
religious
religious law and the dispositions of lois
teurs.
teurs.
the
founders.
the founders.
ARTICLE
7.—En attendant
attendant la
in conconARTICLE 7.-En
ARTICLE
7.—Pending the conclusion
ARTICLE 7.-Pending
speciales d'exclusion
des conventions
conventions speciales
clusion des
of special
extradition agreements,
agreements, the
special extradition
of
d'extradition en
en
traites d'extradition
tradition, les trait&
extradition treaties
treaties at
at present in force tradition,
extradition
etrangeres
Puissances etrangeres
entre les Puissances
vigueur entre
between foreign
foreign Powers
Man- vigueur
and the ManPowers and
between
et
le Mandataire
seront appliqués
appliques sur
sur
Mandataire seront
et le
datory shall
territory
shall apply within the territory
datory
Liban.
les
territoires de
Sync et
et du Liban.
de la Syrie
les territoires
of Syria
and the Lebanon.
Syria and
of
ARTICLE
Mandataire garantira
8.-Le Mandataire
ARTICLE 8.—Le
ARTICLE 8.—The
Mandatory shall
8.-The Mandatory
ARTICLE
la plus complete
toute personne
personne in
ensure to
to all
all complete
complete freedom
freedom of a toute
ensure
liberte de
de conscience,
conscience, ainsi que le
conscience and
and the
free exercise
exercise of all liberte
the free
conscience
libre exercice
de
toutes les formes de
de toutes
exercice de
forms of
consonant libre
are consonant
which are
worship which
of worship
forms
culte compatibles
compatibles avec l'ordre
l'ordre public
culte
with public
order and
and morality. No
public order
with
aura
bonnes mceurs.
paccurs. II n'y
les bonnes
et les
discrimination of any
kind shall be et
any kind
discrimination
aucune inegalit6 de traitement entre
made between
between the
inhabitants of
Syria aucune
of Syria
the inhabitants
made
la Sync
Syrie et du Liban
les
habitants
Liban
de
and the
Lebanon on
on the ground of les habitants
the Lebanon
and
du
differences de race, de
des differences
fait des
du fait
differences in
race, religion
religion or
language.
or language.
in race,
differences
religion
ou de langue.
langue.
religion ou
be
Mandataire developpera
developpera l'insLe Mandataire
The Mandatory
Mandatory shall
shall encourage
encourage
The
truction publique
publique donn6e
donnee an
rnoyen
au moyen
public instruction,
which shall be truction
instruction, which
public
des langues
langues indigenes en usage sur les
given through
through the medium
medium of the des
given
territoires de
de la Syrie et du Liban.
territory territoires
native languages
languages in
use in the territory
in use
native
of Syria
the Lebanon.
Lebanon.
and the
of
Svria and
Ii ne
porte aucune
atteinte au
aucune atteinte
sera porte
ne sera
Il
to
The right
each community to
right of each
The
droit des
des communautes
communautes de conserver
conserver
maintain its
its own schools for the in- droit
maintain
leurs ecoles
en vue
vue de l'instruction
et
l'instruction et
ecoles en
leurs
struction
and education
education of its own
own
struction and
de l'education
l'education de
membres dans
leurs membres
de leurs
members
in its
language, while de
own language,
its own
members in
leur propre
condition de se
propre langue, aa condition
conforming
to such
such educational
educational re- leur
conforming to
conformer aux
g6nerales
prescriptions generaks
aux prescriptions
quirements of
of a
general nature
nature as the conformer
a general
quirements
sur l'instruction
edictees par
publique edictees
l'instruction publique
administration
impose, shall not sur
may impose,
administration may
l'administration.
l'administration.
be denied
denied or
or impaired.
impaired.
be
ARTICLE 9.—Le
Mandataire s'abs9.-Le Mandataire
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 9.—The
Mandatory shall
9.-The Mandatory
ARTICLE
tiendra de
de toute
toute intervention
dans
intervention dans
refrain from
interference in the tiendra
all interference
from all
refrain
l'administration des
Conseils de
fade fades Conseils
administration of
of the
the Councils
Councils of l'administration
administration
on dans
direction des comcornla direction
dans la
brique ou
management
(Conseils de
fabrique) brique
de fabrique)
management (Conseils
munautes religieuses
sanctuaires
religieuses et sanctuaires
or in
in the
management of
religious munautes
of religious
the management
or
des
religions, dont les immudiverses religions,
des diverses
communities and sacred shrines becommunities
nit& sont
expressement garanties.
garanties.
sont expressement
longing to
various religions,
the nites
religions, the
the various
to the
longing
immunity of
of which
which has
been expressly
expressly
has been
immunity
guaranteed.
guaranteed.

1823
1823
Mandate—Contd.
Mandate-Contd.

1824
1824
Mandate--Contd.
Mandate--Cotd.

CONVENTION—
FRANCE . APRIL
APRIL 4,
4, 1924.
CONVENTION-FRANCE.
1924.
AwriciA 10.-The
10.—The supervision
supervision exerABTCLE
exer-

Mandatory over the recised by the Mandatory
rethe
ligious missions in Syria and
and the
Lebanon shall be limited to the maintenance of public order
nance
order and good
good governgovernreligious
ment; the activities
activities of these
these religious
restricted,
missions shall in no way be restricted,
members be
nor shall their members
be subjected
subjected
to any restrictive
restrictive measures
measures on the
ground of nationality,
nationality, provided
provided that
that
their activities are confined
confined to the domain of religion.
religion.
The religious missions
missions may
may also
also conconcern themselves
education and
themselves with education
the general
right
relief, subject to the
general right of
regulation and control by the MandaMandaregulation
tory or of the local
local government,
government, in
regard
education public instruction
regard to education,
instruction
and charitable
charitable relief.

ARTICLE
11.—The Mandatory
ABTICLE 11.-The
Mandatory shall
see that there is no discrimination
discrimination in
Syria or the Lebanon
Lebanon against the
nationals, including
including societies and associations, of any State Member of the
the
League of Nations as compared with its
League
and
own nationals, including societies and
nationals of
associations, or with
with the nationals
any other foreign State in matters
matters concerning taxation
taxation or commerce,
commerce, the exercise of professions
or
industries
naviprofessions industries, or navigation, or in the treatment
treatment of
ships or
of ships
aircraft. Similarly,
there shall
shall be
be no
aircraft.
Similarly, there
no
discrimination in Syria or the Lebanon
Lebanon
discrimination
against goods originating in or destined
against
for any of the said States; there shall
be freedom of transit, under .equitable
equitable
conditions, across
across the said territory.

Subject to the above, the Mandatory
Mandatory
may impose or cause to be imposed
by the local governments
governments such taxes
consider
and customs duties as it may consider
necessary.
necessary. The Mandatory,
Mandatory, or the
local governments
governments acting under its
advice, may also conclude
conclude on grounds
advice,
special customs
of continguity
continguity any special
arrangements
adjoining counarrangements with an adjoining
try.
The Mandatory may take or cause
to be taken,
taken, subject to the provisions
provisions
paragraph 1
such
of paragraph
1 of this article, such
steps as it may think best to ensure the
development of the natural resources
resources
development
safeguard
of the said territory and to safeguard
the interests
of the
local population.
the
interests of
the local
population.

Concessions
the development
of
Concessions for
for the
development of
these natural resources shall be granted
granted
without distinction
bewithout
distinction of
of nationality
nationality between the
nationals of
tween
the nationals
of all
all States
States
Members of
League of
of Nations,
Members
of the League
Nations,
but on condition that they
they do
do not
not
infringe
infringe upon the authority
authority of
of the
the
local Government.
Government. Concessions
Concessions in
in the
the
nature of a
general monopoly
nature
a general
monopoly shall
shall
not be granted. This clause
in
clause shall in
no way
way limit the right of the MandaMandatory to create monopolies of a
purely
a purely
fiscal character
interest of
the
fiscal
character in
in the
the interest
of the
territory
territory of Syria
Syria and the Lebanon,
Lebanon,
and with a
a view to assuring to
to the

AwricLE 10.-Le
10.—Le contrele
exerce par
ABTICLE
contr6oe exerc6
par

Mandataire sur les missions
le Mandataire
missions reliSyrie et an
Liban se bornera
bornera
gieuses en Syrie
au Liban
1'ordre public et
au maintien de l'ordre
et de la
la
bonne administration;
administration; aucune
aucune atteinte
atteinte

ne sera
sera port&
libre activite
activite
ne
portee a
A la
la libre
desdites missions
missions religieuses.
religieuses. Les
Les memmemdesdites

bres de ces missions ne seront l'objet
l'objet
d'aucune mesure restrictive du fait de
d'aucune
leur nationalit6,
nationalite, pourvu que leur acac-

tivite
domaine relirelitivit6 ne
ne sorte
sorte pas
pas du
du domaine
gieux.
Les
religieuses pourront
Les missions
missions religieuses
pourront
egalement
s'occuper d'ceuvres
d'ceuvres d'insd'insegalement s'occuper
truction et d'assistance
d'assistance publique sous
reserve du droit general
g6n6ral de reglemenreglementation et de contrele
contr61e du Mandataire
Mandataire ou
ou
des gouvernements
gouvernements locaux
beaux en matiere
d
'education, d'instruction
d'instruction et d
'assisd'education,
d'assistance publique.
publique.
ARTICLE
11.—II
appartiendra
au
ARTICLE 11.-Iappartiendra au
Mandataire de faire en sorte qu'aucune
qu 'aucune
Mandataire
mesure ne Boit
soit prise de nature a
A mettre
en Syrie et au Liban les ressortissants
ressortissants
y compris les societes
y
associations,
societes et
et les
les associations,
d'un
Etat Membre de la Soci6et
d
'un Etat
Societe des
Nations
Nations dans un 6tat
etat d
'inferiorite, soit
soit
d'inf6rioritW,
par rapport
rapport A sea
ses propes ressortissants,
ressortissants,
y
cornpris les societes et associations,
associations,
y compris
soit par rapport
soft
rapport a
a ceux de tout autre
Etat
etranger,
aussi
bien
en matiere
Etat 6tranger,
en
matiere
fiscale et commerciale
qu 'au point
de
fiscale
commerciale qu'au
point de
des
industries
vue de l'exercice
l'exercice
industries et
professions,
professions, de la navigation et du
traitement accorde
traitement
aceord6 aux navires et
et
aeronefs.
merne, 11
no sera impose
impose
a6ronefs. De meme,
il ne
en Syrie et au Liban aucun traitement
traitement
diff6rentiel entre les marchandises
differentiel
marchandises
originaires
'un
originaires ou a
a destination de 1
l'un
condesdits Etats;
stats; il y
y aura, dans des conditions equitables
equitables liberte
transit A
a
liberte de
de transit
travers lesdits
territoires.
travers
lesdits territoires.
Sous reserve des stipulations
stipulations cicidessus,
Mandataire pourra
dessus, le Mandataire
pourra etablir
etablir
ou faire etablir par les gouvernements
gouvernements
locaux
beaux toutes taxes et droits de douane
douane
jug6s
necessaires. Le Mandataire,
juges necessaires.
Mandataire, ou
on
le gouvernement
sur sea
ses
gouvernement local agissant stir
conseils, pourra
pourra egaglement
egaglement conclure,
voisinage, des
pour des raisons de voisinage,
arrangements
arrangements douaniers
douaniers speciaux
speciaux avec
un pays limitrophe.
limitrophe.
Le Mandataire
.Le
Mandataire pourra
pourra prendre
ou
prendre ou
faire prendre,
prendre. sous reserve
reserve des stipustipulations de Pallaa
l'alin6a premier
premier du pr6sent
present
article,
article, toutes les mesures
mesures propres
propres A
assurer
assurer le developpement
developpement des
des resressources
naturelles desdits territoires
sources naturelles
et
territoires et
a sauvegarder
sauvegarder les int6rets
interets des populations locales.
Les concessions
concessions pour
developpour le
le developpement
pement desdites
desdites ressources
ressources naturelles
accordees sans
seront accordees
distinction du
du
sans distinction
fait de la nationalit6
nationalite entre
entre les ressorressortissants de tous les Etats Membres
Membres de
de
la Societe des Nations,
Nations, mais
mais a
a des
des
conditions qui conserveront intacte
l'autorite du gouvernement
gouvernement local.
11
I1
ne sera pas accord6
accorde de concession
concession ayant
ayant
le caractere
caractere d'un monopole
monopole general.
general.
au
Cette clause
clause ne fara pas obstacle
obstacle an
droit du Mandataire
Mandataire de creer
creer des
des
monopoles d'un
monopoles
d'un caractere
caractere purement
purement
fiscal dans
dims l'interet
l'interet des
territoires de
des territoires
de
la Syrie et du Liban et en
en vue
vue de
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territory the
resources which
which
the fiscal
fiscal resources
territory
would appear
adpated to the
appear best adpated
would
local
cases, with
in certain
certain cases,
needs, or, in
local needs,
a
view to
the natural
natural
to developing
developing the
a view
resources
either directly
by the
the State
State
directly by
resources either
or
an organisation
organisation under
under its
its
or through
through an
control,
does not
not
this does
provided that this
control, provided
involve either
indirectly the
or indirectly
directly or
involve
either directly
creation of
of aa monopoly
of the
the natural
natural
monopoly of
creation
resources in
Mandatory
favour of
of the Mandatory
in favour
resources
nationals, nor
nor involve any prefor its
its nationals,
erential treatment
treatment which
which would
would be
be
erential
incompatible
with
economic, comthe economic,
incompatible with the
mercial
and
industrial
equality
guarguarequality
mercial and industrial
anteed
above.
anteed above.
ARTICLE 12.-The
12.—The Mandatory
Mandatory shall
shall
ARTICLE
adhere,
behalf of
Syria and the
of Syria
adhere, on
on behalf
Lebanon, to
to any
international
general international
any general
Lebanon,
agreements already
already existing, or which
which
agreements
may
be concluded
concluded hereafter
the
with the
hereafter with
may be
approval of
of the
League of
Nations,
of Nations,
the League
approval
in respect
respect of
of the
the following:
following: the
the slave
in
trade, the
the traffic
in drugs,
drugs, the
the traffic
traffic
traffic in
trade,
in arms
arms and
ammunition, commercial
commercial
and ammunition,
in
equality, freedom
of transit
transit and
and navinavifreedom of
equality,
gation, aerial
aerial navigation,
postal, teletelenavigation, postal,
gation,
graphic or
communications,
or wireless
wireless communications,
graphic
and measures
measures for
for the
the protection
protection of litand
erature, art or
or industries.
erature,
ARTICLE
13.—The
Mandatory
ARTICLE 13.-The Mandatory shall
secure
the adhesion
and the
the
adhesion of
of Syria and
secure the
Lebanon, so
so far
far as
as social,
religious and
and
social, religious
'Lebanon,
other
conditions permit,
permit, to
measto such measother conditions
ures
of common
utility as
as may
may be
be adoptadoptcommon utility
ures of
ed by
by the League of Nations for preventing and
and combating
disease, including
combating disease,
ing
plants.
animals and plants.
diseases of animals
Ann= 14.—The
shall
Mandatory shall
14.-The Mandatory
ARTICLE
draw
up and
and put
into force
force within
within
put into
draw up
twelve months
months from this
law
this date a
a law
twelve
antiquities in
conformity with the
in conformity
of antiquities
following
provisions. This law shall
following provisions.
ensure
equality of treatment
in the
the
treatment in
ensure equality
archaeologimatter
excavations and archmologiof excavations
matter of
cal
of all
nationals of
to the nationals
cal research
research to
States Members
of
the League
League of
Members of the
States
Nations.
Nations.
1°
"Antiquity"
means
any
conconmeans any
1° "Antiquity"
struction
any product
human acproduct of human
or any
struction or
tivity
earlier than
A. D.
than the year 1700 A.
tivity earlier

protection of an2° The law for the protection
20
tiquities
proceed by encourageencouragetiquities shall proceed
ment
than by threat.
threat.
ment rather
rather than
person who,
discovered
having discovered
who, having
Any person
an
without being
being furnished
furnished
an antiquity
antiquity without
with
with the authorisation referred to in
paragraph 5, reports
reports the same to an
official
of the
Department,
competent Department,
official of
the competent
shall be
rewarded according
according to the
be rewarded
shall
value
of the
discovery.
the discovery.
value of
3, No
No antiquity
of
disposed of
antiquity may be disposed
3"
except to
to the
competent Department,
Department,
the competent
except
unless
Department renounces
renounces the
this Department
unless this
acquisition of
of any such antiquity.
antiquity.
acquisition
may leave
leave the fountry
No antiquity
antiquity may
without
licence from the said
without an
an export
export licence
Department.
Department.
4, Any
Any person
who maliciously
or
maliciously or
person who
4°
negligently destroys or damages an annegligently
tiquity shall
be liable
penalty to
to
to a
a penalty
liable to
shall be
tiquity
be fixed.
fixed.
5, No
No clearing
ground or
or digging
digging
of ground
clearing of
5°
with the
antiquities
of finding antiquities
the object
object of
with
shall be
penalty of
be permitted,
permitted, under penalty
shall
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procurer
procurer auxdits
auxdits territoires
territoires les
les resres- Mandate—Contd.
sources
fiscales paraissant
paraissant le
sources fiscales
le mieux
mieux
s'adapter aux
besoins locaux,
beaux, ou,
dans
s'adapter
aux besoins
ou, dans
certains cas,
de developper
des resrescertains
cas, de
d6velopper des
sources naturelles,
naturelles, soit
directement par
sources
soit directement
par
l'Etat, soit par un
un organisme
organisme soumis
soumis a
l'Ptat,
son controle,
controle, sous
sous cette
reserve qu'il
cette reserve
qu'il
son
n'en resultera
ou indirecindirecn'en
r6sultera directement
directement ou
tement aucun
monopole de ressources
ressources
aucun monopole
tement
naturelles au
au benefice
benefice du
du Mandataire
Mandataire
naturelles
ou de
de ses
ressortissants, ni aucun
aucun
ou
ses ressortissants,
avantage preferentiel
preferentiel qui
qui serait
serait ininavantage
compatible
avec
l'egalite
economique,
economique,
compatible avec l'egalite
commerciale ou
industrielle ci-dessus
ci-de,ssus
ou industrielle
commerciale
garantie.
garantie.
ARTICLE
12.—Le Mandataire
Mandataire devra
ARTICLE 12.-Le
adherer, pour
le compte
Syrie ou
ou
compte de
de la
la Syrie
adherer,
pour le
du Liban,
aux conventions
interneconventions internadu
Liban, aux
tionales
ou A
A concontionales generales
generales conclues
conclues ou
clure avec
l'approbation de
de la
Societe
la Societ6
avec l'approbation
clure
des Nations,
Nations, sur
suivants:
sur les sujets
sujets suivants:
des
traite
des esclaves,
esclaves, trafic
trafic des
des stupestupetraite des
fiants,
trafic des
et munitions,
munitions,
des armes
armes et
fiants, trafic
egalite commerciale,
commerciale, liberte
de transit
transit
liberte de
egalite
et
de navigation,
navigation, navigation
aerienne,
et de
navigation aerienne,
communications
postales, telegraphitelegraphicommunications postales,
ques ou
sans fil, protecou par
par telegraphie
telegraphie sans
ques
tion
litteraire,
artistique
ou
industrielle.
tion litteraire, artistique ou industrielle.

ARTICLE
13.—Autant que
que les
les condicondiARTICLE 13.-Autant
tions
sociales, religiuses
religiuses et
et autres le
tions sociales,
permettent, le
le Mandataire
Mandataire assurera
assurers
permettent,
l'adhesion de la
l'adhesion
la Syrie et du Liban aux
mesures d'utilit6
d'utilite commune
commune qui seront
seront
mesures
adoptees par la Societe des Nations
prevenir et combattre
combattre les malapour prevenir
dies, y
y compris
compris celles
celles des
des animaux
animaux et
et
des
plantes.
des plantes.
Mandataire ela1eaARTICLE 14.—Le
14.-Le Mandataire
borera
dans un
mettra en
en vigueur,
vigueur, dans
borera et mettra
alai
delai de douze mois aa dater
dater de
de ce
ce jour,
jour,
une
lob sur
antiquites conforme
une loi
sur les antiquites
conforme aux
aux
dispositions
ci-apres. Cette
Cette loi
loi asdispositions ci-apres.
surera aux
ressortissants de
les
de tous
tous les
surera
aux ressortissants
Etats
Membres de in
itats Membres
la Societe des Nations
Pegalite
de
traitement
en
matiere
tions l'egalite de traitement en matiere
de
recherches archeologiques.
archeologiques.
de fouilles
fouilles et
et recherches
1° Par
enon devra
devra en"antiquites", on
1°
Par "antiquites",
tendre
ceuvre ou
l'acou produit de Pactendre toute
toute oeuvre
tivite
hurnaine ant6rieurs
anterieurs aa l'annee
l'annee
tivit6 humaine
1700.
2°
legislation sur
protection
sur la
la protection
2° La
La legislation
des antiquites
devra proceder
proceder plut6t
pint&
des
antiquites devra
par
par menaces.
que par
par encouragements
encouragements que
Toute personne
qui, ayant
fait la
In
ayant fait
Toute
personne qui,
decouverte
d'une antiquite
avoir
antiquite sans avoir
decouverte d'une
l'autorisation vis6e
visee au
paragraphe 5,
au paragraphe
l'autorisation
signale
decouverte a
A l'autorite
l'autorite
signale cette
cette decouverte
competente,
une rerecevoir une
competente, devra recevoir
muneration
proportionnee A
a la valeur
valeur
muneration proportionnee
de la decouverte.
decouverte.
30
Aucune antiquit6
antiquite ne pourra etre
3° Aucune
alienee
l'autorite comcornde l'autorite
qu'en faveur
faveur de
alienee qu'en
petente,
moms que
renonce a
celle-ci renonce
que celle-ci
a moins
petente, a
en
faire l'acquisition.
l'acquisition.
en faire
Aucune antiquit6
antiquite ne pourra sortir du
Aucune
pays sans
sans une
licence delivree
par Indite
ladite
d6livree par
une licence
pays
autorite.
autorite.
4, Toute
personne qui,
malice ou
qui, par
par malice
Toute personne
4°
negligence, detruit
deteriore une andetruit ou d6teriore
negligence,
tiquite
penatiquit6 devra etre passible d'une p6nalite
lite a
a fixer.
fixer.
5° Tout
deplacement de terrain
terrain ou
5°
Tout deplacement
vue de trouver des antiquites
fouilles en vue
seront interdits,
interdits, sous
si
d'amende, si
sous peine d'amende,
seront
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fine, except
to persons
authorised by
fine,
except to
persons authorised
by
the competent
the
competent Department.
Department.
60
Equitable terms
be fixed
60 Equitable
terms shall
shall be
fixed for
for
expropriation, temporary
temporary or
expropriation,
or permapermanent, of
which might
might be
of historihistorinent,
of lands
lands which
be of
cal or
archaeological interest.
interest.
cal
or archieological

ce n'est
n'est aux
d'une
ce
aux personnes
personnes munies
munies d'une
autorisation de
competente.
autorisation
de l'autorite
l'autorit6 comp6tente.
60 Des
conditions equitables
equitables seront
60
Des conditions
seront
fixees pour
pour permettre
permettre d'exproprier
d'exproprier temfixees
temporairement, ou
ou a
a titre
permanent, les
lea
porairement,
titre permanent,
terrains
pouvant
presenter
un
interet
terrains pouvant presenter un int6ret

70 Authorisation
Authorisation to
excavate shall
shall
to excavate
7°
only be
granted to
to persons
who show
only
be granted
persons who
show
sufficient guarantees
guarantees of
of archteological
sufficient
archeological
experience.
The Mandatory
experience. The
Mandatory shall
shall not,
not,
iu granting
granting these
these authorisations
authorisations act
act in
in
iu
such
a
way
as
to
exclude
scholars
of
such a way as to exclude scholars of
any
nation
without
good
grounds.
any nation without good grounds.

70 L'autorisation
de proceder
proceder a
des
70
L'autorisation de
a des
fouilles ne
sera accordde
accordee qu'a
perfouilles
ne sera
qu'a des
des personnes presentant
des garanties
garanties suffisonnes
presentant des
suffisantes d'experience
d'expelience archeologique.
Le
santes
arch6ologique. Le
Mandataire ne
ne devra
devra pas,
pas, en
en accordant
Mandataire
accordant
ces
autorisations, agir
agir de
fagon a
a 6lielices autorisations,
de fagon
miner,
valables, les
lea savants
miner, sans
sans motifs
motifs valables,
savants
d'aucune
d'aucune nation.
nation.
80
des fouilles
pourra Atre
etre
80 Le
Le produit
produit des
fouillespourra
reparti
lea personnes
personnes ayant
proreparti entres
entres les
ayant procede a
et Pautorite
cede
a la
la fouille
fouille et
l'autorit6 comp&
competenth,
fixee par
par cellecelletente, dam
dans la
la proportion
proportion fixee
ci. Si,
des raisons
raisons scientifiques,
ci.
Si, pour
pour des
scientifiques,
la
repartition paralt
la repartition
paralt impossible,
impossible, l'inl'inventeur devra
devra recevoir
une equitable
venteur
recevoir une
equitable
indemnite
au lieu
partie du
indemnite au
lieu d'une
d'une partie
du proproduit
de la
fouille.
duit de
la fouille.
ARTICLE 15.—Des
ARTICLE
15.-Des l'entree
I'entree en
en vigueur
vigueur
du statut
statut organique
organique vise
vise a
l'article
du
a l'article
1",
le Mandataire
Mandataire s'entendra
s'entendra avec
avec lea
I"', le
les
gouvernements
au
gouvernements beaux
locaux relativement
relativement au
remboursement
par
ces
derniers
de
remboursement par ces derniers de
toutes
depenses encourues
encourues par
le
toutes lea
les depenses
par le
Mandataire
Porganisation de.
de.
Mandataire Pour
pour l'organisation
Vadministration,
le developpement
l'administration, le
developpement des
des
ressources locales
et l'execution
l'execution de
de
ressources
locales et
travaux publics
d'un caractere
caractere pertravaux
publics d'un
permanent,
benefice resterait
resterait
manent, dont
dont be
le b6n6fice
acquis
Cette entente
acquis au
au pays.
pays. Cette
entente sera
sera
communique
communique au
au Conseil
Conseil de
de la
Societe
la Societe
des Nations.
des
Nations.
ARTICLE
16.-Le frangais
ARTICLE 16.—Le
francais et
et F'arabe
l'arabe
seront
langues officielles
seront les
lea langues
de la
in
officielles de
Syrie
Syrie et
et du Liban.
Liban.
ARTICLE 1
7.—Le Mandataire
Mandataire
17.-Le
la Soci6et
adressera au Conseil de la
Societe des
Nations
Nations un rapport
rapport annuel,
repondant
annuel, r6pondant
a ses
les mesures prises
sea vues, sur lea

80
The proceeds
proceeds of
of excavations
excavations may
80 The
may
be
divided between
the excavator
be divided
between the
excavator and
and
the
Department in
in aa proprothe competent
competent Department
portion
Department. If
portion fixed
fixed by
by that
that Department.
If
division
impossible for
scientific
division seems
seems impossible
for scientific
reasons,
excavator shall
shall receive
receive a
reasons, the
the excavator
a
fair
of the
the
fair indemnity
indemnity in
in lieu
lieu of
of aa part
part of
find.
find.
Aunci.s 15.-Upon
15.—Upon the
the coming
into
ARTICLE
coming into
force of
of the
law referred
to in
force
the organic
organic law
referred to
in
article
1, an
an arrangement
arrangement shall
be
article 1,
shall be
made
between
the
Mandatory
and
made between the Mandatory and
the local
local governments
governments for
the
for reimbursereimbursement by
the latter
all expenses
ment
by the
latter of
of all
expenses
incurred
the Mandatory
Mandatory in
incurred by
by the
in ororadministration, developing
ganising the administration,
developing
local
perlocal resources,
resources, and
and carrying
carrying out
out permanent public works, of which the
country
retains the
the benefit.
Such
country retains
benefit. Such
arrangement shall be communicated
arrangement
communicated
to the
the Council
of the
the League
Nations.
to
Council of
League of
of Nations.

ARTICLE
Awricrx 16.-French
16.—French and
and Arabic
Arabic
shall
be the
the official
official languages
languages of
of Syria
Syria
shall be
and the
and
the Lebanon,
Lebanon,
Anxious 17.—The
shall
ARTICLE
17.-The Mandatory
Mandatory shall
make to
to the
the Council
League of
make
Council of
of the
the League
of
Nations
an
annual
report
to
Nations an annual report to the
the
satisfaction of
satisfaction
the
Council
as
to
the
of the Council as to the
measures
to
measures taken
taken during
during the
the year
year to
carry
out the
this
carry out
the provisions
provisions of
of this
mandate.
Copies of
mandate. Copies
of all
all laws
laws and
and
regulations promulgated
regulations
promulgated during
during the
the
year shall be attached
year
attached to
to the
said
the said
report.
report.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 18.-The
18.—The consent
of the
the
consent of
Council of
the League
of Nations
Nations is
Council
of the
League of
is
required
for any
any modification
of the
the
required for
modification of
terms
terms of
of this
this mandate.
mandate.
the termination
ARTICLE 19.—On
19.-On the
termination of
of
the mandate,
mandate, the Council
Council of
of the
the
League
of Nations
shall use
its inLeague of
Nations shall
use its
influence to
the future
future the
fluence
to safeguard
safeguard for
for the
the
fulfilment
fulfilment by the Government
Government of
of
Syria
and the
the Lebanon
Lebanon of
the financial
financial
Syria and
of the
obligations,
and
obligations, including
including pensions
pensions and
allowances, regularly
regularly assumed
assumed by
allowances,
by the
the
administration of
of Syria
Syria or
or of
of the
administration
the
Lebanon during
Lebanon
during the period
period of
of the
the
mandate.
mandate.
ARTICLE 20.-The
20.—The Mandatory
Mandatory agrees
ARTICLE
agrees
that if any dispute
whatever should
should
dispute whatever
the Mandatory
and
arise between
between the
Mandatory and
another Member
Member of
another
of the
the League
League of
of
Nations relating
the interpretation
Nations
relating to
to the
interpretation
or the application
application of the provisions of
the mandate,
such dispute,
dispute, if
it cannot
mandate, such
if it
cannot
be
settled by
be subbe settled
by negotiation,
negotiation, shall
shall be
submitted
Permanent Court
Court of
mitted to
to the
the Permanent
of

historique ou
historique
ou archeologique.
archeologique.

pendant l'annee pour l'application du
present mandat. Les textes de toutes
les
tous les
lea lois et de tons
lea reglements
reglements
promulgues pendant l'annee seront
seront
promulgu6s
annexes audit
audit rapport.
rapport.
annexes

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 18.-Le
18.—Le consentement
du
consentement du
Conseil
Nations sera
sera
Conseil de
de la
la Societe
Societe des
des Nations
n6cessaire pour toute modification a
apnecessaire
aapporter aux termes du present
present mandat.
mandat.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 19.-A
19.—A la
la fin
fin du
ii
du mandat
mandat il
appartiendra au Conseil de la Societe
appartiendra
Societe
de touts
des Nations d'user de
toute son
son
pour sauvegarder
influence pour
l'avenir
sauvegarder aa l'avenir
l'execution par
l'execution
par le
le Gouvernement
Gouvernement de
de la
la
Syrie
Sync et du Liban des obligations
obligations
financieres,
ou
financieres, y
y compris
compris lea
les pensions
pensions ou
retraites, regulierement
regulierement assumees
assumees par
retraites,
par
1'Administration
l'Administration de la
Sync ou
ou du
du
la Syrie
Liban
la duree
Liban pendant in
duree du
mandat.
du mandat.

ARTICLE 20.—Le
20.-Le Mandataire
Mandataire accepte
accepte
que tout differend, quel qu'il soit, qui
lui et
viendrait aa s'elever entre lui
un
et un
autre
Membre de
la Societe
Societe des
autre Membre
de la
des
Nations,
Nations, relatif
l'interpretation ou
relatif aa, l'interpr6tation
ou a
l'application des dispositions du
l'application
mandu manquine
dat et qui
ne serait pas
susceptible d'être
pas susceptible
d'etre
regle
regle par des
des negociations,
negociations, soit
soit soumis
soumis
a la Cour permanents
permanente de Justice
Justice
h.
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CONVENTION-FRANCE.
International Justice
by
for by
provided for
Justice provided
International
Article
of the
Covenant of the
the Covenant
14 of
Article 14
League
of Nations.
Nations.
League of

1827
1827

APRIL
4, 1924.
1924.
APRIL 4,

Mandate—Contd.
Mandate-Contd.

Farticle 14
internationale,
provue par l'article
internationale, prevue
Nations.
du Pacte
Pacte de
de la
des Nations.
Societe des
la Societe
du

Mandate

effective

effective
Mandate
Considerant
mandat September
le mandat
Whereas the
the mandate
mandate in
the
que le
September 29, 1923.
in the
Consid6rant que
Whereas
dont
les
termes
viennent
d'être
d'etre
on dont les termes viennent
above
into force on
came into
terms came
above terms
reproduits
en vigueur
vigueur le
September 29,
reproduits est entre en
and,
1923, and,
29, 1923,
September
29
1923;
septembre 1923;
29 septembre
Participation of
Participation
Considerant que
Etats-Unis United
United States in war
war
que les Etats-Unis
Whereas the
of
Considerant
States of
United States
the United
Whereas
Germany and
against
la herer allies.Germany
a la
participant h
en participant
d'Amerique, en
America
participating in the d'Amerique,
by participating
America by
contre 1
l'Allemagne,
ont
Allemagne, ont
war
Germany contribguerre contre
contrib- guerre
against Germany
war against
sa defaite
defaite et
a celle
celle
et h
uted
her defeat
and the defeat
defeat contribue
contribu6e a sa
defeat and
to her
uted to
de ses
ses allies
renonciation
la renonciation
et aa la
allies et
of
her allies
allies and
renuncia- de
to the renunciaand to
of her
ses allies
et titres
droits et
leurs droits
allies a leurs
tion of
of the
the rights
rights and
par ses
her par
of her
titles of
and titles
tion
sur les
les territoires
tenitoires transf6res
transferes par
par
allies
the territory
transferred sur
territory transferred
in the
allies in
ratifi6 le
eux mais
qu'ils n'ont pas ratifie
by
them, but
but has
the eux
mais qu'ils
ratified the
not ratified
has not
by them,
es Nations
is. Soci6t6e
Societe des
de la
Pacte de
Covenant
League of Na- Pacte
the League
of the
Covenant of
le traite
Verde Vertrait6 de
dans le
incorpore dans
tions embodied
embodied in the Treaty of incorpore
tions
sailles;
sailles;
Versailles, and,
Contracting Powers.
Powers.
and,
Contracting
Versailles,
Considerant
Gouvernele Gouverneque le
Consid6rant qu_e
Whereas
of the
the
Government of
the Government
Whereas the
ment des
Etats-Unis et
Goule Gouet le
des Etats-Unis
United States
and the GovernGovern- ment
States and
United
vernement dela
dela Republique
FranR6publique Frana vernement
ment of
desire to reach a
France desire
of France
ment
caise sont
sont de,sireux
d'arriver aaune
desireux d'arriver
definite
understanding with
with re- caise
definite understanding
definitive concernant
concernant les
spect
rights of
the two
two entente
entente d6finitive
of the
the rights
to the
spect to
droits des
Gouvernements
deux Gouvernements
des deux
Governments and
respective droits
their respective
and their
Governments
ressortissants reset de leurs ressortissants
nationals in
in Syria
Syria and
and the
the LebaLeba- et
nationals
Plenipotentiaries.
Plenipotentiaries.
pectifs en Syrie
Syrie et au Liban;
pectifs
non;
non;
Le
Etats-Unis
President des Etats-Unis
Le President
The President
President of the United
The
President de la
le President
d'Amerique et le
States of
of America
America and the Presi- d'Amerique
States
Republique Frangaiseont
Francaise ont decide
dent of
of the
the French
Republic have R6publique
French Republic
dent
de conclure
une convention
cot
convention aacet
conclure une
convention de
conclude aaconvention
decided to
to conclude
decided
effet et
designe pour leurs
ont designe
et ont
nominated effet
to this
and have nominated
effect and
this effect
to
savoir:
Plenipotentiaires, savoir:
Pl1nipotentiaires,
as their
their Plenipotentiaries:
Plenipotentiaries:
as
h

THE
OF THE
Tab
PRESIDENT OF
THE PRESIDENT
UNITED
STATES OF AMERAMERUNITED STATES
ICA.
MYRON T.
His
Mr. Mrnox
Excellency Mr.
His Excellency
IIERnicx,
ExtraordiAmbassador ExtraordiHERRICK, Ambassador
nary and
Plenipotentiary of
of the
the
and Plenipotentiary
nary
United States
States of
America to
of America
United
France,
France,
AND
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
AND THE
THE FRENCH
FRENCH REPUBLIC:
REPUBLIC:
THE
M. Raymond
POINCAR, SenaSenaRaymond POINCABE,
M.
tor,
President of
Council,
the Council,
of the
tor, President
Minister
of Foreign
Foreign Affairs,
Minister of
WHO
after communicating
communicating to
WHO after
each other
other their
their respective
respective full
each
powers
found in
and due
good and
in good
powers found
form, have
have agreed
as follows:
follows:
agreed as
form,

DES
LE
PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT
LE
ETATS-UNIS
D'AMERIQUE:
ETATS-UNIS D'AMERIQUE:

ARTICLE 1.
1.
ARTICLE

ARTICLE PREMIER.
PREMIER.
ARTICLE

Subject
provisions of the
the provisions
to the
Subject to
present
the United
United
convention the
present convention
States
to the
administhe adminisconsents to
States consents
tration
by the
Republic,
French Republic,
the French
tration by
pursuant
to the
the aforesaid
aforesaid manpursuant to
date,
of Syria
the Lebanon.
Lebanon.
and the
Syria and
date, of

Sous reserve
dispositions de
reserve des dispositions
Sous
la presente
Rtatsles Etatsconvention, les
presente convention,
la
Unis declarent
accepter l'admideclarent accepter
Unis
nistration par
le Gouvernement
Gouvernement
ar le
nistration
Francaise de la
de la
la Republique
Republique Francaise
de
Syrie et
et du
Liban, conformement
conformement
du Liban,
Syrie
au
ci-dessus.
mandat ci-dessus.
au mandat

Excellence M. MYRON
M YRON T.
Son Excellence
ExtraorHERRICK,
Ambassadeur ExtraorHERRICK, Ambassadeur
dinaire et
des
Plenipotentiaire des
et Plenipotentiaire
dinaire
en
Etats-Unis
d'Amerique
d'Amerique
Etats-Unis
France,
France,
ET
LE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT DE
DE LA
ET LE
REPUBLIQUE FRANCAISE:
FRANCAISE:
REPUBLIQUE
M. Raymond
SenaPOINCARS, SenaRaymond POINCARk,
M.
teur,
President du Conseil, Miteur, President
Etrangres,
nistre des
des Affaires
Affaires Rtrangeres,
nistre
LESQUELS, apres
apres s'etre comLESQUELS,
muniqués
pleins pouvoirs
pouvoirs
leurs pleins
muniques leurs
respectifs, trouv6s
trouves en bonne et
respectifs,
due forme,
convenus des
sont convenus
forme, sont
due
dispositions suivantes:
suivantes:
dispositions
Recognition of ManRecognition
date.
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1828
1828

etc., accorded
Rights,
Rights,ete.,ozcorded
States.
to United States.

Vested
Vested property
property
rights to be respected.
respected.

Annual report.

Annual

i

u".,p.1826.
P.
Ante,

s.

ARTICLE 2.
ARTICLE
2.

ARTICLE 2.
ARTICLE
2.

The United
United States
States and
its
and its
The
nationals
and enjoy
enjoy
shall have
have and
nationals shall
all
rights and
secured
and benefits
benefits secured
all the
the rights
under
terms of
of the
the mandate
mandate
the terms
under the
to
Naof Naof the
the League
League of
members of
to members
tions
and their
their nationals,
nationals, notnottions and
withstanding
fact that
that the
the
the fact
withstanding the
United
is not
member of
of
United States
States is
not a
a member
the
League of
Nations.
of Nations.
the League

Les
Etats-Unis et
et leurs
ressorleurs ressorLes Etats-Unis
tissants
auront la
et
la jouissance
jouissance et
tissants auront
le benefice
benefice de
de tous
les droits
et
tous les
droits et
le
avantage,s
termes
assures par
par les
les termes
avantages assures
du
aux membres
membres de
de la
la
du mandat
mandat aux
Societe
des Nations
Nations ainsi
qu'a
ainsi qu'a
Societe des
leurs ressortissants,
nonobstant
leurs
ressortissants, nonobstant
le
fait que
les.tats-Unis
ne
Etats-Unis ne
le fait
que les
sont
pas un
un Etat
membre de
de la
la
Etat membre
sont pas
Societe
Nations.
Societe des
des Nations.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 3.
3.

ARTICLE 3.
3.
ARTICLE

Vested
American
property
property
Vested
American
rights in
mandated ternternin the
the mandated
rights
tones shall
be respected
respected and
and in
in
tories
shall be
no
impaired.
no way
way impaired.

Les droits
de propri6t6
propriete acquis
acquis
Les
droits de
aux Americains
Americains dans
les terridans les
terriaux
toires compris
compris dans
ce mandat
mandat
toires
dans ce
seront respect&
et il
n'y sera
sera
seront
respectes et
il n'y
porte atteinte
maniere.
en aucune
aucune maniere.
porte
atteinte en

ARTICLE 4.
ARTICLE
4.

ARTICLE
4.
ARTICLE 4.

A
A duplicate
duplicate of the annual report
be made
by the
mandathe mandamade by
to be
port to
tory
under Article
the
tory under
Article 17
17 of
of the
mandate shalt
be furnished
furnished to
to
shall be
mandate
the
the United States.
States.

Un
du rapport
rapport annuel
armuel
double du
Un double
que
Puissance mandataire
mandataire doit
doit
que la
la Puissance
faire,
en execution
execution de
de Particle
'article
faire, en
17
du mandat,
adresse au
au
17 du
mandat, sera,
sera adresse
Gouvernement
Gouvernement des Etats-Unis.
Etats-Unis.

ARTICLE
5.
ARTICLE 5.

ARTICLE 5.
Airrnoix
5.

Education
al, reli•
Educational,

of
the provisions
institutions
S
ubj
.
ect to
to the
provisions of
Subject
etca, insitutions
gins, etc.,
kmericans
Per- any
for the
maintethe maintelaws for
local laws
p'
any local
b ttea

nance of
of public
order and
public
nance
public order
and public
morals, the
of the
the
morals,
the nationals
nationals of
United States
States will
United
will be
be permitted
permitted
freely to
and maintain
maintain
freely
to establish
establish and
educational,
philantropic
and
educational, philantropic
and
manreligious institutions in the manreligious
dated territory,
territory, to
receive volunvolundated
to receive
tary
to teach
teach in
tary applicants
applicants and
and to
in
the
language.
the English
English language.

Sous reserve
reserve des dispositions
dispositions
locale concerde la
la legislation locale
concernant le
le maintien
maintien de
de l'ordre
nant
l'ordre public
public
ressoret des
des bonnes
bonnes moeurs,
moeurs, les
les ressortissants
Etats-Unis auront
tissants des Etats-Unis
auront
hi
d'etablir et
et entretenir
la liberte
liberte d'6tablir
entretenir
etablissements scolaires,
des 6tablissements
scolaires, philanthropiques ou
ou religieux
lanthropiques
religieux sur
sur le
territoire
soumis an
territoire soumis
au mandat,
mandat, dy
d'y
recevoir
personnes qui
qui en
recevoir les
les personnes
en
feront volontairement
volontairement la
la dedeferont
mande et d'enseigner
d'enseigner dans la
la
langue anglaise.
langue

ARTICLE 6.
ARTICLE
6.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 6.
6.

Nothing
in the
the presNothing contained
contained in
present convention
shall be
ent
convention shall
be affected
affected
modification which may
by any modification
may
be
made in
in the
the terms
of the
the manmanbe made
terms of
date as recited above unless
such
such modification
modification shall have been
been
assented to by the United States.
assented

modifications qui
pourLes modifications
qui pourraient etre apportees
apportees aux termes
mandat seront
seront sans
du present
present mandat
sans
effet sur aucune
aucune des
des stipulations
stipulations
contenues dans
la presente
present° ConConcontenues
dans la
vention, a
a moins
moms que ces modifications
aient recu
fications aient
revu l'assentiment
l'assentiment
des Etats-Unis.
Etats-Unis.

ARTICLE 7.
7.
ARTICLE

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 7.
7.

bY

Modifications of
Modifications
Mandate
Mandate subject to asent
United States.
=ent of United
States.

Exchange of
Exchange
of ratificaratifiestions,
tions.

APRIL
4, 1924.
APRIL 4,
1924.

The present
shall
The
present convention
convention shall
La presente
presente Convention
Convention sera
accordance with
be ratified
ratified in
in accordance
with the
the ratifiee
conformement aux meratifiee conformement

CONVENTION—FRANCE.
CONVENTION-FRANCE.
respective
methods
constitutional methods
respective constitutional
of the
the High
Contracting Parties.
Parties.
High Contracting
of
exThe
shall be
be exratifications shall
The ratifications
changed at
at Paris
Paris as
soon as
as pracas soon
changed
ticable.
The present
convention
present convention
ticable. The
shall
effect on
date of
on the date
take effect
shall take
the
ratifications.
of ratifications.
exchange of
the exchange

1829
1829

APRIL
1924.
APRIL 4, 1924.

thodes
respecconstitutionnelles respecthodes constitutionnelles
tives
Hautes Parties
conParties condes Hautes
tives des
tractantes.
ratifications en
en
ILes ratifications
tractantes. Ces
seront 6chang6es
echangees ahParis
Paris aussitot
aussit6t
seront
qu'il sera
present°
La presente
possible. La
sera possible.
qu'il
Convention
la
a la
effet a
prendra effet
Convention prendra
date de
Pechange des
ratificades ratificade 1'echange
date
tions.
tions.

EN
DE QUOI,
les PleniPleniQUOI, les
FOI DE
EN FOI
IN WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF,
WHEREOF,
IN
dmient
potentiaires respectifs,
respectifs, dament
the
respective Plenipotentiaries
Plenipotentiaries potentiaires
the respective
ont sign6
signe la
la
effet, ont
cet etfet,
have
signed this
Convention and autorises
autoris6s aa cet
this Convention
have signed
'ont
present& Convention
Convention et l'ont
have
thereto their
their seals.
presente
affixed thereto
have affixed
revetue de
de leurs
leurs cachets.
cachets.
revetue
FAIT
Paris, en
en double
a Paris,
DONE in
duplicate at
at Paris,
FAIT h
Paris.
in duplicate
DONE
Avril 1924.
the
day of
April, in
year exemplaire,
4 Avril
le 4
exemplaire, le
in the
the year
of April,
the 44 day
1924.
1924.
[sEAL.1
R
R PatNeARE
POINCARE
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.] M
YRON T.
T.HERRICK
HERRICK
MYRON
[SEAL.]

Signatures.
Signatures.

R:aications ex-

chaiged.1ti
AND
WHEREAS the
the said
said Convention
been duly
duly ratified
ratified on
on ch
.
has been
Convention has
AND WHEREAS
both
parts, and
and the
of the
Governments were
two Governments
the two
ratifications of
the ratifications
both parts,
exchanged
the city
of Paris
Paris on
on the
thirteenth day
of July,
nineteen
July, nineteen
day of
the thirteenth
city of
in the
exchanged in
hundred and
n.
PProclamation.
hundred
and twenty-four;
twenty-four;
ti
Coolidge, P
NOW, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, be
known that I,
I, Calvin Coolidge,
it known
be it
NOW,
the said
President
States of
America, have
have caused
caused the
of America,
United States
the United
of the
President of
Convention
to be
made public,
every
the end that the same and every
to the
public, to
be made
Convention to
article and
thereof may
may be
be observed
observed and
and fulfilled
fulfilled with good
clause thereof
and clause
article
faith
by the
United States
States and
citizens thereof.
thereof.
the citizens
and the
the United
faith by
IN
have hereunto
set my
my hand
hand and
and
hereunto set
WHEREOF, II have
TESTIMONY WHEREOF,
IN TESTIMONY
caused
of the
the United
United States
affixed.
States to be affixed.
seal of
the seal
caused the
thirteenth day of August,
DONE
at the
the city
city of
of Washington,
August,
Washington, this thirteenth
DONE at
in
year of
our Lord
Lord one
thousand nine
nine hundred
hundred and
and
one thousand
of our
the year
in the
United
twenty-four, and
and of
of the
the Independence
Independence of
of the
the United
[SEAL.]
twenty-four,
[SEAL.]
States of
hundred and forty-ninth.
the one hundred
of America
America the
States
CALVIN C
OOLIDGE
COOLIDGE
CALVIN
By
President:
By the
the President:
J
OSEPH C.
GREW
C. GREW
JOSEPH
Acting
Secretary of State.
Acting Secretary

ex

1830
1830

CONVENTION— SWEDEN.M
AY 22,
CONVENTION-SWEDEN.
MAY
22; 1924.
1924.

May
1924.
May 22,
22,1924.

Convention between
Convention
between the
United States
States and
and Sweden
Sweden for
of
the United
for the
the prevention
prevention of
smuggling of
Signed at
Washington, May
May 22,
smuggling
of intoxicating
intoxicating liquors.
liquors. Signed
at Washington,
22,
1924;
ratification advised
Senate, May
May 26,
26, 1924;
1924; ratified
1924; ratification
advised by
by the
the Senate,
ratified by
by
Sweden, June
June 13,
13, 1924;
1924; ratified
1924;
Sweden,
ratified by
by the
the President,
President, August
August 15,
15, 1924;
ratifications
August 18,
18, 1924;
ratificationsexchanged
exchanged at
at Washington,
Washington, August
1924; proclaimed,
proclaimed,
August
18, 1924.
August 18,
1924.
BY
THE PRESIDENT
BY THE
PRESIDENT OF
THE UNITED
STATES OF
OF AMERICA.
OF THE
UNITED STATES
AMERICA.

A PROCLAMATION.
A
PROCLAMATION.
WHEREAS A
WHEREAS
A Convention
the United
United States
States of
of America
Convention between
between the
America
intoxitin and Sweden
to aid in the
the prevention
Sweden to
prevention of
of the
the smuggling
smuggling of
intoxicating
of intoxicating
iqoS into
to United
Utd liquors
liquors into
liquors
into the
United States
concluded and
gne d by
by their
their
the United
States was
was concluded
and si
signed
States.
Preamble,
respective Plenipotentiaries
on the twenty-second
Preamble.
Plenipotentiaries at Washington on
twenty-second
day
day of
of May,
thousand nine
nine hundred
and twenty-four,
twenty-four, the
the original
original
May, one
one thousand
hundred and
of which Convention,
Convention being
in the
Swedish languages,
being in
the English
English and
and Swedish
languages,
is word
is
for word
word for
word as
as follows:
follows:
Contctingg owers.' The President of the United
United
Forenta
Amerikas
Forenta
Staters
Staters
States of
of America
America and
and His
His MajMaj- President
President och
Hans Majestat
och Hans
Majestat
esty
esty the
the King
King of
of Sweden
Sweden being
being Konungen
Konungen av
av Sverige,
Sverige, vilka,
vilka ()asks
nska
desirous of avoiding
avoiding any
any ,difilevane svArighet,
svArighet, som
som
diffcul- undvika
undvika varje
ties which
might arise
arise between
between skulle
ties
which might
skulle kunna
uppsti dem
dem emelkunna uppsta
emelthem in
them
in connection
connection with
with the
the laws
laws lan
samband med
la,n iisamband
med de
de i
i Forenta
Forenta
in force
force in
the United
on Staterna
in the
United States
States on
gallande lagar
Staterna gAllande
lagar betrafbetrafthe subject
the
subject of
of alcoholic
alcoholic beverages
beverages fande
alkoholhaltiga ducker,
fande alkoholhaltiga
drycker,
have decided to
to conclude
conclude a
a ConCon- hava beslutat att inga
ingA, en
en overensoverensvention
that purpose,
vention for
for that
purpose, and
and kommelse for
f6r detta andam&l
anda,mal och
och
have
appointed as
Plenipo- hava till sina fullmaktige
have appointed
as their
their Plenipofullmaktige utsett:
utsett:
tentiaries:
tentianes:
Plenipotentiaries.
Plenipotetares.
of the
United
The President
President of
the United
Forenta
Amerikas
Forenta
Staters
Staters
States of
States
Mr. Charleq
Charle4 President:
of America,
America, Mr.
President: Herr
Herr Charles
Charles Evans
Evans
Evans Hughes,
Evans
Hughes, Secretary
Secretary of
of State
State Hughes,
Hughes, Forenta
Forenta Staternas
statsStaternas statsof
the Umted
United States;
States;
of the
sekreterare;
sekreterare;
Majesty the
His Majesty
the King
King of
of
Hans Majestat
MajestAt Konungen
Konungen av
av
Sweden, Mr.
Sweden,
Mr. V.
V. Assarsson,
Assarsson, CounCoun- Sverige:
Sverige: Herr
Herr V.
V. Assarson,
Assarsson, LeLeselor of His Legation at
at WashWash- gationsrad
gationsrad vid
vid Dess
Dess BeskickBeskickington;
ington;
ning i
Washington;
i Washington
Vilka,
att hava
hava meddelat
Vilka, efter
efter att
meddelat
Who, having
having communicated
communicated varandra sina fullmakter, som
som
their full
their
full powers
powers found
found in
in good
good befunnos
i god och behSrig
befunnos i
behorig form,
form,
and due form,
form, have
have agreed
agreed as
as overenskommit
6verenskommit om foljande:
faljande:
follows:
follows:
Covention
eith
Convention
with
Sweden
to prevent
mugging intoxicating
smuggling

emilnetin

Powers

Territorial
jurisdic
Territorial jurisdic
tion
tian retained.

ARTICLE I.
I.
ARTICLE

ARTIREL
I
ARTIKEL I.

The High
High Contracting
Contracting Parties
Parties
The
respectively
respectively retain
their rights
retain their
rights
and claims,
claims, without
prejudice by
without prejudice
by
reason of this agreement, with
with
respect to the extent
extent of
of their
their
territorial jurisdiction.
territorial
jurisdiction.

De H6ga
De
1145ga Fordragsslutande
F6rdragsslutande ParParterna
vidhalla sine,
terna vidhalla
sina respektive
respektive
rattigheter
rattigheter och
ansprak ifraga
och ansprak
ifriga
om utstrackningen
utstrackningen av
av sin
sin territerritoriella jurisdiktion
att giva
giva
jurisdiktion utan att
denna traktat
nagon prejudicietraktat nagon
prejudieicrande
rande verkan.
verkan.

CONVENTION—SWEDEN.
CONVENTION-SWEDEN.
ARTICLE II.
II.
ARTICLE
(1)
agrees that he
His Majesty
Majesty agrees
(1) His
will
no objection
objection to
to the
the
will raise
raise no
boarding
of private
private vessels
under
vessels under
boarding of
the Swedish
Swedish flag
flag outside
outside the
the limlimthe
its of
by the
waters by
the
its
of territorial
territorial waters
authorities of
the United
United States,
States,
of the
authorities
its
in
possessions in
or possessions
its territories
territories or
order that
that enquiries
enquiries may
be adadmay be
order
dressed
to those
those on
on board
board and an
dressed to
examination be
be made
the ship's
ship's
of the
made of
examination
papers
for the
the purpose
purpose of
of ascerascerpapers for
taining whether
whether the
the vessel
or
vessel or
taining
those on
on board
are endeavoring
endeavoring
board are
those
to import
import or
or have
imported alcoalcoto
have imported
holic
beverages into
into the
the United
United
holic -beverages
States,
possesits territories
territories or
or possesStates, its
sions
violation of
the laws
of the
laws there
sions in
in violation
in
When such
such enquiries
enquiries
force. When
in force.
and
examination show
reasonshow aa reasonand examination
able
suspicion, aa
for suspicion,
ground for
able ground
search
of the
the vessel
may be
be inivessel may
search of
tiated.
tiated.
If there is
reasonable cause
cause
is reasonable
(2) If
for
belief that
that the
the vessel
has comcomvessel has
for belief
mitted
or is
committing or
ator atis committing
mitted or
an offense
tempting
offense
commit an
tempting to commit
against
United
of the United
laws of
against the laws
States,
its territories
territories or
possesor possesStates, its
sions prohibiting
prohibiting the
the importation
importation
sions
of
alcoholic beverages,
beverages, the vessel
of alcoholic
may be
be seized
taken into a
a
seized and taken
may
port
port of the United States, its territories
possessions for adjuor possessions
ritories or
such
dication
accordance with such
dication in accordance
laws.
laws.
(3) The
conferred by
rights conferred
The rights
(3)
this
exercised
not be
be exercised
shall not
this article
article shall
at
greater distance
distance from
from the
the
at a
a greater
coast
United States its tercoast of the United
ritories
can
than can
or possessions
possessions than
ritories or
be traversed
hour by the
one hour
in one
be
traversed in
vessel suspected
of endeavoring
endeavoring
suspected of
vessel
to
commit the offense. In cases,
to commit
however, in
the liquor is
in which the
however,
be conveyed
intended to be
conveyed to the
intended
United States
its territories
or
territories or
States its
United
possessions by
by a
avessel
vessel other
than
other than
possessions
the
one boarded
it
searched, it
and searched,
boarded and
the one
shall be
of such other
the speed
speed of
be the
shall
vessel and not the speed of the
vessel boarded,
boarded, which
which shall detervessel
mine the
the distance from the coast
mine
under this
at
which the
the right under
at which
article
exercised.
article can
can be exercised.
ARTICLE
III.
ARTICLE III.
No
under
or forfeiture
forfeiture under
penalty or
No penalty
the laws of the United States
the
shall be
applicable or
or attach
attach to
be applicable
shall

MAY
1924.
MAY 22,
22, 1924.
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ARTIKEL II.
ARTIKEL
II.

o" riat
sweBdi"
(1) Hans Majestat
(1)
Majestat samtycker sw
E
eZrh
cling
vegr
till
att icke
icke gara
nagon invandside limits, for
fr inquiry,
inquiry,
invand- sidelimits,
gora nagon
till att
etc., not objected to.
ning mot
mot att
fartyg under
under etc, not obed to.
ning
att privata
privata fartyg
svensk
territorialsvensk flaw
flagg utanfor
utanfor territorialvattengransen antras
antras av
mynav mynvattengransen
dighetspersoner
frail
FOrenta
dighetspersoner fran
Forenta
Staterna, dess
eller
dess territorier
territorier eller
Staterna,
besitt!ringar for
stalla f6rforbesittningar
for att
att stalla
fragrungar till
till de
de ombordvarande
ombordvarande
fragningar
och granska
skeppspapperen ii
och
granska skeppspapperen
andamil att
huruvida
att faststalla,
faststailla, huruvida
andamal
fartyget
eller de
de mbordvarande
ombordvarande
fartyget eller
forso
infora eller
elfer haVa
hava infort
inf6rt
forsokaa inf6ra
alkoholhaltiga drycker
drycker till
till FOF6alkoholhaltiga
renta Staterna,
territorier
dess territorier
Staterna, dess
renta
eller besittningar
besittningar i
strid mot
mot dar
dar
i strid
eller
..nr
of vessel on
or
ground
gallande
lagar. Nar
mas
se
olei
l
A:fg
=t1for
dylika for- reasonable
NiiriSearch
gallande lagar.
frigningar
och granskningar
granskningar lam- suspicion.
suspicion.
frningar och
na
skalig grund
grund fOr
misstanke, m
ma
f6r misstanke,
na skalig
uudersOkuuing av
av fartyget
igangfartyget igangundersikning
sattas.
sattas.
Seizure
vessel poto ofbveevSol
esve
f6refinnes heves
(2)
Om skalig
(2) Om
skalig orsak
orsak fOrefinnes
violatmg
to be
be violating
liered to
i
prohibition
prohibition
America
har begatt,
antaga,
fartyget has
begatt, American
att fartyget
antaga, att
aW3.
Miler
pa att
beg8, eller forsoker
f6rs6ker
att bega
haller pa
att
bega overtraidelse
overtriidelse av
FOrenta
av iiF6renta
att bega
Staterna,
territorier eller
eller
dess territorier
Staterna, dess
besittninar gallande
gallando lagar,
lagar, som
som
besittningar
forbjuda mforsel
av alkoholhaltiga
alkoholhaltiga
mforsel av
fdrbjuda
ducker,
ma fartyget
fartyget beslagtagas
beslagtagas
drycker, ma
och
foras till
till hamn
hamn ii FOrenta
Forenta
och foras
Staterna,
eller
territorier eller
dess territorier
Staterna, dess
besittningar
och for
f6r rannsakbesittningar ii och
ning
och dom
dom i
enlighet med
i enlighet
ning och
ifragavarande
Distance
ifragavarande lagar.
lagar.
rom coast
tance from cast
for boarding,
artikellimited
(3)
1
denna artikel
De genom
genom denna
(3) De
o
givna
m& icke
etc., vemels.
vess.
ut6vas etc.,
icke utiivas
rattigheter ma
givna rattigheter
aystand fran
fran kusten av
storre avstand
p storre
FOrenta
dess territorier
territorier
Staterna, dess
orenta Staterna,
eller besittningar
besittningar an som kan
eller
tillryggalaggas
pa en
timme av
av
en timme
tillryggalaggas pa
det fartyg
misstankes f6r
for att
att Extension if liquor
som misstankes
fartyg som
det
other
oneyed ibyf
I de
de conveyed
forsOka bega
beg& 6vertradelsen.
overtradelsen. I
f6rs6ka
by other
vesselfall,
emellertid, da
da spritdryckerna
spritdryckerna vessel.
fall, emellertid,
aro avsedda
aysedda att transporteras
transporteras till
aro
FOrenta Staterna,
Staterna, dess
dess territorier
territorier
F6renta
eller
besittningar av
av ett annat
annat
eller besittningar
fartyg
och underunderantrade och
det antrade
an det
fartyg an
sokta,
skall armat
sadant fartygs
fartygs
annat sadant
sokta, skall
hastighet
icke det
det fintrade
antrade
och icke
hastighet och
fartygets
hastighet bestaimma
bestamma det
det
fartygets hastighet
aystand fran
fran kusten,
inom vilket
vilket
kusten, inom
avstand
de i
denim artikel
givna rattiartikel givna
i denna
de
gheter
ut6vas.
kunna utovas.
gheter kunna

ARTIKEL
III.
ARTIKEL III.
Liquors listed as sea

stores or
or cargo
for aa
cargo for
Straff
forverkande enligt
enligt stores
eller f6rverkande
Straff eller
foreign port not subet.b
not etc.
FOrenta Staternas
Staternas lagar
skall icke
icke jeted
topert
lagar skall
F6renta
jected to
penalty,
tillampas pa eller
eller traffa
traffa sprittillampas
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alcoholic
or to
to vessels
or
alcoholic liquors
liquors or
vessels or
persons
of the
the carriage
carriage
persons by
by reason
reason of
of such
such liquors,
such liquors
of
liquors, when
when such
liquors
are
sea stores
or cargo
are listed
listed as
as sea
stores or
cargo
destined
port foreign
the
destined for
for aaport
foreign to
to the
United States,
States, its
its territories
territories or
or
United
possessions on
board Swedish
Swedish vespossessions
on board
vessels voyaging
voyaging to
to or
from ports
ports of
of
sels
or from
the
or its
its territothe United
United States,
States, or
territories or
or possessions
passing
ries
possessions or
or passing
through
through the
the territorial
territorial waters
waters
thereof,
and such
such carriage
shall
carriage shall
thereof, and
be
as now
now provided
be as
provided by
by law
law with
with
•
respect to
the transit
of such
such
transit of
.respect
to the
liquors
through the
the Panama
Panama
liquors through
To be kept
provided that
that such
To
kept under
under Canal,
Canal, provided
such liquors
liquors
seal while in American
waters.
shall
wies.
shall be
be kept
kept under
under seal
seal continucontinuously while
the vessel
on which
which
ously
while the
vessel on
they
are carried
they are
carried remains
remains within
within
said
territorial waters
waters and
and that
that
said territorial
no part
part of
of such
liquors shall
shall at
at
no
such liquors
any
time or
place be
be unladen
unladen
any time
or place
within the
the United
United States,
its terwithin
States, its
terpossessions.
ritories or possessions.

ARTICIE IV.
ARTICLE
W.
Actice
Act
nt
etc.
o

loos,
la

a

s or

on efalmn

Any claim
claim by
by aaSwedish
Swedish vessel
vessel
for compensation
on the
the grounds
grounds
for
compensation on
that
suffered loss
loss or
or injury
that it
it has
has suffered
injury
through the
the improper
through
improper or ununreasonable exercise
exercise of
of the
the rights
rights
reasonable
conferred by
by Article
Article II
II of
this
conferred
of this
Treaty
or on
the ground
Treaty or
on the
ground that
that it
it
the benefit
has not been given the
benefit of
of
referred for
for
Article III
III shall be referred
consideration of
the joint
joint consideration
of two
two
persons, one
one of
of whom
whom shall
shall be
persons,
be
nominated by
by each
nominated
each of
of the
the High
High
Contracting Parties.
Contracting
Parties.

Reference
4)
Refrence
to Per-.
Court of Arbi

Effect shall be given
given to the
recommendations contained
in
recommendations
contained in
any
no
any such
such joint report. If
If no
joint report
be agreed
joint
report can
can be
agreed upon,
upon,
the
shall be
referred to
the claim
claim shall
be referred
to the
the
Permanent
Permanent Court
Arbitration
Court of
of Arbitration
at The Hague described
the
described in
in the
Vol. 36,
2221.
Vol.
36 p. 2221.
Convention
Pacific SetConvention for the Pacific
Settlement of
tlement
of International
International DisDisHague,
putes, concluded
concluded at
at The
The Hague,
October 18,
Arbitral
October
18, 1907.
1907. The
The Arbitral
vo.36pp.2233,2228
constituted in
•
P•
' Tribunal shall be constituted
in
accordance
(Chapaccordance with
with Article
Article 87
87 (Chapter IV) and with Article
Article 59
(Chapter
III) of
of the
said Con(Chapter III)
the said
Convention. The
vention.
The proceedings
proceedings shall
shall
be
of Chapbe reoulated
regulated by
by so much
much of
Chapter
said Convention
Convention and
ter I
IV of
of the
the said
and

manent
ttr
atlon.
n'ation.

V°1 36,13

Per-

2233, 2228

drycker eller
eller fartyg
fartyg eller
eller perdrycker
personer pa
p
grund av
av transport
transport av
av
grund
soner
spritdrycker, da
di sadana
sadana drycker
drycker
spritdrycker,
sta. upptagna
sjofOrrad
sta
upptagna sasom
sasom sjiforrad
eller
destinerad till
till hamn
hamn
eller last
last destinerad
utanfor Forenta
dess
utanfor
Forenta Staterna,
Staterna, dess
territorier
eller besittningar
besittningar pa
territorier eller
sadana
svenska fartygs
fartygs skeppsskeppssadana svenska
lista,
vilka fardas
till eller
eller frail
fran
fardas till
lista, vilka
hamn tillhorande
tillhorande Forenta
FOrenta Stahamn
Staterna,
territorier eller
besitteller besittterna, dess
dess territorier
ningar
passera genom
ningar eller
eller passera
genom deras
deras
terntorialvatten, och
och sadan
sadan transterritorialvatten,
transport
rum pa
p satt
siitt gallande
gallande
port ager
ager rum
lag
betrafrande
ag nu
nu foreskriver
f6reskriver betraffande
transitering av
av spritdrycker
spritdrycker gegetransitering
nom
Panama-kanalen, fOrutsatt
nom Panama-kanalen,
forutsatt
att sadana
sadana drycker
oavbru tet
drycker oavbrutet
att
hallas
medan fartyget,
hallas forseglade,
forseglade, medan
fartyget,
varpa, de
fraktas, kvarstannar
varpa
de fraktas,
kvarstannar
inom
territorialvatten
inom namnda
namnda territorialvatten
och att
sadana drycker
icke i
drycker icke
och
att sadana
&Ton
utstrackning, vid
vid nagon
nagon tid
tid
nagon utstrackning,
eller pi
urlastas inom
inom
eller
pa flagon
nagon plats
plats urlastas
FOrenta Staterna,
Staterna, dess
Forenta
dess territorier
territorier
eller
eller besittningar.
besittningar.
ARILKEL
ARTIKEL IV.
IV.
Varje krav
Vane
krav pa
pa kompensation
kompensation
fran svenskt
den
fran
svenskt fartygs
fartygs sida
sida pa
pa den
grund att
grund
att detsam
detsam ma
ma vidkants
vidkints
orlust eller skada
skada genom
fbrlust
genom ett
ett
oriktigt
utovande av
oriktigt eller
eller oskaligt
oskaligt utovande
av
de
II ii detta
de uti
uti Artikel
Artikel II
detta avtal
avtal
givna rattigheter
rattigheter eller pa den
grund
detsamma icke
icke erhllit
erhallit
grund att
att detsamma
de
omnamnda f6rdefOrdede iiArtikel III
III omnamnda
lar,
gemenlar, skall
skall hanskjutas
hanskjutas till
till gemensam
sam provning
provning av tva personer,
av vilka
vllka vardera
av
vardera av
av de
de HOga,
Hoga
Fordragsslutande Parterna
Parterna skall
skall
F6rdragsslutande
utse en.
en.
Enas namnda
om ett
niamnda personer
personer om
ett
gemensamt yttrande,
skall detta
gemensamt
yttrande, skall
detta
hava bindande
hava
bindande verkan.
verkan. Kan
Kan
enighet
icke uppnits
gemenenighet icke
uppnas om
om gemensamt
hansamt yttrande
yttrande skall
skall kravet
kravet hanskjutas till
aSkiljedomskjutas
till Permanent
PermanentaSkiljedomstolen
Haag, omnamnd
stolen iiHaag,
omnamnd iiKonKonventionen
ventionen om
avgorande
pa
avg6rande pa
fredlig vag av internationela
internationella
tvister, ayslutad
avslutad iiHaag den
den 18
18
oktober 1907.
1907. Skiljedomstolen
Skiljedomstolen
skall vara
vara sainmansatt
sammansatt ii overskall
ensstammelse med
ensstammelse
med artikel
artikel 87
87
(Kapitel
IV) och
(Kapi(Kapitel IV)
och artikel
artikel 59
59 (Kapitel III) i
i sagda konvention.
konvention.
Forhandlingarna skola
Forhancllingarna
skola foras
foras i
i
Kapitel IV
enlighet med Kapitel
sagda
IV iisagda
Kapitel III
konvention och enligt Kapitel
III
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CONVENTION-SWEDEN.
of Chapter
III thereof
thereof (special
(special
Chapter III
of
regard being
being had
had for
Articles 70
for Articles
regard
and
74, but
excepting Articles 53
but excepting
and 74,
and
as the
the Tribunal
Tribunal may
conmay con54) as
and 54)
sider
be applicable and to be
to be
sider to
consistent
provisions of
of
the provisions
with the
consistent with
this agreement.
agreement. All sums of
this
money
which may
awarded by
by
be awarded
may be
money which
the
account of any
on account
Tribunal on
the Tribunal
claim
shall be
paid within eightbe paid
claim shall
een
after the
the date
of the
date of
months after
een months
final
award without
interest and
without interest
final award
without
deduction, save as herewithout deduction,
after
Each Governspecified. Each
after specified.
ment shall
expenses.
own expenses.
its own
bear its
shall bear
ment
The expenses
of the Tribunal
expenses of
The
shall be
defrayed by a
a ratable
be defrayed
shall
deduction of the amount of
of the
deduction
sums awarded
awarded by
by it,
of
rate of
a rate
it, at a
sums
five per
cent. on
on such
at
sums, or at
such sums,
per cent.
five
such
may be
be agreed
agreed
as may
rate as
lower rate
such lower
upon
Governtwo Governthe two
between the
upon between
ments;
deficiency, if any,
ments; the deficiency,
shall
be defrayed
equal moities
moities
defrayed in equal
shall be
by
the two
Governments.
two Governments.
by the
ARTICLE
ARTICLE V.
This
This Treaty shall be subject to
ratification
and shall remain in
ratification and
force
period of one year
a period
for a
force for
from
the date
date of
exchange of
of the exchange
from the
ratifications.
ratifications.
Three
months before the exThree months
piration
period of one
piration of the said period
year,
the High Conof the
either of
year, either
tracting Parties
may give notice
Parties may
tracting
modificaof
desire to propose modificaits desire
of its
tions in
of the Treaty.
the terms of
in the
tions
If
have not
modifications have
such modifications
If such
been
before the exupon before
agreed upon
been agreed
year
piration of the term of one year
the Treaty
mentioned
Treaty
mentioned above, the
shall
lapse.
shall lapse.
If no
no notice is given on either
If
side
side of the desire to propose modifications,
remain
Treaty shall remain
the Treaty
fications, the
in
another year,
so
and so
year, and
for another
force for
in force
on
automatically, but
subject
but subject
on automatically,
always
respect of each such
in respect
always in
period
a year
year to the right on
period of a
either
as provided
propose as
to propose
side to
either side
above three
three months before its
above
expiration
modifications in the
expiration modifications
Treaty, and
and to the provision that
Treaty,
if
such modifications
modifications are not
if such
agreed
close of
the close
before the
upon before
agreed upon
the
of one
Treaty
one year, the Treaty
period of
the period
shall lapse.
lapse.
shall

1833
1833

22, 1924.
MAY 22,

(med
hansyn till artiksarskild hansyn
(med sarskild
larna
70 och
och 74
74 men med
med undanlara 70
tag
av artiklarna
i de
54) i
artiklarna 53 och 54)
tag av
delar
domstolen ma finna dem
delar domstolen
tillampliga
och
overensstamoch overensstamtillampliga
i
mande
bestammelserna i
mande med bestiammelserna
detta
penning- Payment of awards.
Varje penningavtal. Varje
detta avtal
summa,
komma att
ma komma
som m,
summa, som
utdomas av
pi grund
domstolen pa
av domstolen
utd6mas
av ett
ett dylikt
skall betalas
betalas
krav, skall
dylikt krav,
av
Mom aderton
manader efter
det
efter det
aderton manader
inom
slutliga utslagets
utslagets datum utan
slutliga
ranta
utan avdrag
avdrag utom
har
utom iihar
och utan
ranta och
Expenses, etc.
nedan
angivna fall.
fall. Varje
Varje Expenses,
srskilt angivna
nedan sarskilt
regering
skall bara
bara sine
egna
sina egna
regering skall
kostnader.
Domstolskostnaderkostnader. Domstolskostnaderna
bestrides genom
genom ett
ett proskola bestridas
na skola
centuellt avdrag
beloppet
fran beloppet
avdrag frfin
centuellt
av de
uppsummorna, upputd6mda summorna,
av
de utdomda
gfiende till
till fern
procent av
fem procent
gaende
namnda summor
sadan
till sadan
eller till
summor eller
namnda
lagre procentsats,
procentsats, sora
bads
de bada
som de
lagre
regeringarna
ma konama
overens
komma overens
regeringarna ma
om; eventuell
eventuell brist
brist skall
skall beom;
strides
till lika
lika del
del av
bade
av bada
stridas till
regeringarna.
regeringarna.
ARTIKEL V.
ARTIKEL

and
Denna
skall ratificeras
ratificeras chaotion
chl
tinge
urat
orn4iftio
ca
a
dtioe
nxs..
traktat skall
Denna traktat
och
under en
period av
ett
av ett
en period
galla under
och gala
fran dagen
fOr ratifikationerratifikationerdagen for
ar fran
nas
utvaxling.
nas utvaxling.
Tre
mOnader fore utgangen av
Tre manader
sagda
endera av
ma endera
ettarsperiod m&
sagda etthrsperiod
de Hog_a
F6rdragsslutande ParIHga FordregssIutande
de
terna
att
sin onskan att
tillkannagiva sin
terna tillkannagrva
foresle, andringar
i traktatens
andringar i
foresli
lydelse.
lydelse.
overenskommelse
nagon overenskommelse
Om flagon
Om
rorande dylika
dylika andringar
andringar icke
rorande
traffats
ettarsovannamnda ettArsfore ovanniimnda
traffats fore
periods
utgang, skall traktaten
periods utgang,
fOrfalla.
forfalla.
Om
Om icke
icke fran
fran nigondera,
nagondera sidan
sidan
bnskan att
en Onskan
tillkannagives
tillkannagives en
framstalla andringsf6rslag,
andringsfOrslag, skall
framstalla
traktaten
fortsatta att galla
gala under
traktaten fortsatta
itnnu
ett Or
darefter autoar och darefter
annu ett
matiskt vidare,
vidare, men
under
men alltid under
matiskt
varje
sidan period
foremAl
vara f6remal
period vara
varje sadan
for endera
partens ratt att sasom
sasom
endera partens
f6r
oven
fOreskrivits tre manader
mfinader
ovan f6reskrivits
fore
traktatens utl6pande
utlopande foresla
foresla
fore traktatens
andringar
i densamma
densamma avensom
andringar i
fOr bestammelsen
traktaten
att traktaten
bestaimmelsen att
for
skall
utlopa, om overenskomskall utlopa,
melse
icke traffas
traffas om
sadana
om Adana
melse icke
andringar
slutet av
ettarsav ettarsfore slutet
andringar fore
perioden.
perioden.

Notice
No
i tiof

in

proposed
proposed

to
"tola

e I

psenot
It
itcayions
rneo
m
odifica
tions no
agreed upon.
upon.

w"d

year
iontinued from year
C Continued

n'r modificamdo
tto yyear iffono
odfs
tion propsed.
proposed.
tion
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ARTICLE VI.
ARTICLE
VI.

ARTIKKL
ARTIKEL VI.
VI.

Trety to
if In the event that either of the
For den
de
F6r
den handelse
handelse endera
endera av
av de
llog_a Fordragsslutande
Fordragsslutande Parterna
by udicial deision or High Contracting Parties shall Hoga
Parterna
legislative ation.
action.
be prevented
by judicial
be
prevented either
att genom
either by
judicial skulle
skulle komma
komma att
genom antingen
antingen
domstolsbeslut eller
decision or
eller lagstiftninglagstiftningdecision
or legislative
legislative a,ction
action from
from domstolsbeslut
ard forhindras
Iran att
att giva
giva
giving full
effect to
the proviprovi- sat
satgard
f6rhindras fran
giving
full effect
to the
giltighet att bestammelserna
sions of
of the
the present
Treaty the
the full
full giltighet
bestammelserna
sions
present Treaty
denna traktat,
skall traktaten
traktaten
said Treaty
said
i denna
Treaty shall
shall automatically
traktat, skall
automatically i
automatiskt utl6pa,
utlopa, och
lapse,
lapse or
when- automatiskt
lapse, and,
and, on
on such
such lapse
or whenoch vid
vid sásadant utl6pande
utlopande eller
eller nairhelst
niirhelst
ever this
this Treaty
shall cease
cease to
ever
Treaty shall
to be
be dant
denna traktat
traktat annars
upphor att
in force,
in
force, each
each High
High Contracting
Contracting denna
annars upph6r
att
Party
the rights
rights ge,lla,
skall vardera
av de
galla, skall
Party shell
shall enjoyenjoy all
vardera av
all the
de Iloga
Hoga
which
it would
have possessed
Fordragsslutande Par
na
which it
would have
possessed Fordragsslutande
P a r ter
t er n
a
had
komma iiatnjutande
fitnjutande av
av alla
alla de
had this
this Treaty
Treaty not
not been
been concon- komma
de
cluded.
rattigh.eter,
den skulle
skulle hava
cluded.
rattigheter, som
som den
hava
iigt om
om denna
denna traktat
traktat joke
bade
agt
icke hade
ayslutats.
avslutats.
Exchange of ratificaThe present
Denna Konvention
skall vederThe
Denna
Konvention skall
present Convention
Convention shall
vedershall
tions.
tions
be duly
ratified by
by the
the President
President b6rligen
borligen ratificeras
ratificeras av
av Amerikas
Amerikas
be
duly ratified
of
the United
America, Forenta
of the
United States
States of
of America,
Staters President
Forenta Staters
efter
President efter
by
and concon- Senatens
rad och
med dess
samby and
Senatens rad
and with
with the
the advice
advice and
och med
dess samsent
saint av
Majestat
sent of
of the Senate
Senate thereof,
tycke, sait
thereof, and
av Hans
and Vcke,
Hans Majestat
by His
Majesty the
the King
of Sweby
His Majesty
av Sverige;
ratifikaKing of
Swe- Konungen
nonungen av
Sverige; ratifikaratifications shall
shall tionerna
Washden; and the
the ratifications
tionerna skola
skola utvaxlas
utvaxlas iiWashbe
exchanged at
at Washington
Washington as
as ington
be exchanged
ington snarast
snarast mojligt.
m6jligt.
soon as
as possible.
soon
possible.
Signmatures.
Signatures.
In
Witness whereof,
the respecIn Witness
whereof, the
respecTill bekraftelse
Till
bekraftelse harav hays
de
hava de
tive Plenipotentiaries
Plenipotentiaries have
have signed
tive
respektive fullmaktige
fullmaktige underteckundertooksigned respektive
the present
in duplidupli- nat
present Convention in
nat denna
duplikat
denna konvention
konvention iiduplikat
cate in
the English
and Swedish
cate
in the
English and
Swedish pa engelska och svenska
spraket
svenska spraket
languages
and have
languages and
have thereunto
thereunto och
och forsett densamma
densamma med sina
slim
affixed
their seals.
affixed their
seals.
sigill.
Done at
at the
the city
city of WashingWashingSom skedde
skedde i
i Washington den
den
ton
twenty-second day
of tjuguandre
ton this
this twenty-second
day of
ett tusen
tusen nio
tjuguandre maj
maj ett
nio
year of
of our
our Lord
Lord hundra
May, in
in the
the year
hundra tjugufyra.
tjugufyra.
one
nine hundred
one thousand
thousand nine
hundred and
and
twenty-four.
twenty-four.
[SEAL.]
CHARLES
[SEAL.]
CHAR
LES EVANS
EVANS HUGHES
HUGHES
[SEAL.]
V
ASSARSSON
[SEAL.]
V As!
SARSSON
TreatY
to lape
UP' it
In the event that either of the
effect
thereof prevented a.,
effeetthereofprevented
,
.
,
.
11
by judicial derision or High Contracting Parties shall

Ratifications
Ratifications exchanged.
changed.

roclamatio.
Proclamation.

AND
said Convention
Convention has
has been
been duly
duly ratified
ratified on
AND WHEREAS
WHEREAS the
the said
on
both parts, and the ratifications
ratifications of the
Governments were
the two
two Governments
were
exchanged in the city of
exchanged
of Washington
the eighteenth
eighteenth day
day of
Washington on
on the
of August,
August,

one thousand
thousand nine
twenty-four;
and twenty-four;
nine hundred
hundred and
one
THEREFORE, be it
NOW, THEREFORE,
it known
known that
I, Calvin
Calvin Coolidge,
that I,
Coolidge,
States of
President of the United States
have caused
caused the
of America, have
the said
said
made public,
public, to
end that
the same
same and
and every
every
Convention to
to be
be made
to the
the end
that the
article and clause thereof
thereof may be observed
observed and fulfilled
with good
fulfilled with
good
faith
States and
thereof.
faith by
by the
the United
United States
and the
the citizens
citizens thereof.
IN TESTIMONY
TESTIMONY WHEREOF,
and
WHEREOF, IIhave hereunto
hereunto set my hand
hand and
caused the
States to
affixed.
the seal
seal of
of the
the United States
to be
be affixed.
DONE
Washington, this
eighteenth day
August,
DONE at the city of
of Washington,
this eighteenth
day of
of August,
in
Lord one
one thousand
nine hundred
hundred and
in the
the year
year of
of our
our Lord
thousand nine
and
[SEAL.] twenty-four,
[sEAL.]
twenty-four, and of the Independence
Independence of the United
States
America the
one hundred
and forty-ninth.
forty-ninth.
States of
of America
the one
hundred and
CALVIN COOLXDGE
COOLIDGE
CALVIN
By the
President:
By
the President:
C
HARLES E.
E. HUGHES
CHARLES
HUGHES
Secretary of
State.
Secretary
of State.
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EXTRADITION

APRIL
APRIL 9, 1924.

extradition of
the extradition
Treaty
between the
United States
for the
Lithuaniafor
and Lithuania
States and
the United
Treaty between
fugitives
from justice.
at Kaunas,
Kaunas, April
ratification
1924; ratification
9, 1924;
April 9,
Signed at
justice. Signed
fugitivesfrom
June
advised
the Senate,
Senate, May
19, 1924;
ratified by
by the
President,June
the President,
1924; ratified
May 19,
by the
advised by
10,
ratified by
by Lithuania,
ratifications ex1924; ratifications
August 12, 1924;
Lithuania, August
1924; ratified
10, 1924;
changed at
Kaunas, August
August 23,
23, 1924;
proclaimed, September 29, 1924.
1924; proclaimed,
at Kaunas,
changed
BY
THE
BY THE

1835
1835

April 9, 1924.

April 9,1924

AMERICA.
PRESIDENT
OF THE UNITED
UNTIED STATES
STATES OF AMERICA.
PRESIDENT OF

A PROCLAMATION.
PROCLAMATION.
A
WHEREAS a
Treaty between
between the
United States
States of America
the United
a Treaty
WHEREAS
and
providing for
for the
extradition of fugitives from
the extradition
Lithuania providing
and Lithuania
justice,
was concluded
and signed
signed by
by their
Plenipotentiaries
respective Plenipotentiaries
their respective
concluded and
justice, was
at
the ninth
day of
of April,
April, one
thousand nine hundred
hundred
one thousand
ninth day
on the
Kaunas, on
at Kaunas,
and
twenty-four, the
original of
of which
which Treaty,
Treaty, is word for word as
the original
and twenty-four,
follows:
follows:

Extradition with
with
Extradition
Lithuania.
Lithuania.
Preamble.
Preamble.

LITHUANIA
THE UNITED
OF AMERICA
AMERICA and LITHUANIA
STATES OF
UNITED STATES
THE
conclude
desiring
to promote
promote the
the cause
cause of
of justice,
justice, have
have resolved
resolved to conclude
desiring to
a
treaty for
for the
fugitives from justice between the
of fugitives
extradition of
the extradition
a treaty
two
countries and
appointed for
for that
that purpose
purpose the following
have appointed
and have
two countries
Plenipotentiaries:
Plenipotentiaries:

Contracting
Powers
Contracting Powers.

THE
UNITED STATES
AMERICA:
OF AMERICA:
STATES OF
THE UNITED
OF THE
PRESIDENT OF
THE PRESIDENT

Plenipotentiaries.
Plenipotentiark.

Frederick W.
W. B. COLEMAN,
COLEMAN,
Frederick
Envoy
Extraordinary and
and Minister
Plenipotentiary of the United
Minister Plenipotentiary
Envoy Extraordinary
States of
America;
of America;
States

REPUBLIC OF LITHUANIA:
THE PRESIDENT
OF THE
THE REPUBLIC
LITHUANIA:
PRESIDENT OF
THE
Ernestas
GALVANAUSKAS,
Ernestas GALVANAUSKAS,
Affairs;
Prime
and Minister
Minister of Foreign Affairs;
Minister and
Prime Minister
Who, after
after having
having communicated
communicated to
each other
other their
their respective
respective
to each
Who,
full powers,
found to
to be
in good
good and due form, have agreed upon
be in
powers, found
full
and concluded
concluded the
following articles:
articles:
the following
and
ARTICLE
ARTICLE I.
It
is agreed
the Government
Government of
States and the
United States
the United
of the
that the
agreed that
It is
Government of
of Lithuania
Lithuania shall,
requisition duly made as
upon requisition
shall, upon
Government
herein provided,
provided, deliver
'Person, who may be
to justice any person,
up to
deliver up
herein
charged with,
with, or
have been
convicted of, any of the crimes
crimes
been convicted
may have
or may
charged
specified in
Article II
II of
of the
committed within the
Treaty committed
present Treaty
the present
in Article
specified
shall
jurisdiction
of one
of the
Contracting Parties,
Parties, and
and who
who shall
High Contracting
the High
one of
jurisdiction of
the territories of the other;
seek an
an asylum
asylum or
or shall
shall be
within the
found within
be found
seek
provided
that such
take place only upon such evishall take
surrender shall
such surrender
provided that
place where
dence
of criminality,
to the
laws of
of the place
the laws
according to
as according
criminality, as
dence of
the
fugitive or
person so
shall be found, would justify his
charged shall
so charged
or person
the fugitive
apprehension
if the
the crime
or offense
offense had
crime or
trial if
for trial
commitment for
and commitment
apprehension and
been
there committed.
committed.
been there

*»

Reciprocal delivery
delivery
Reciprocal
of
with
charged with
persons charged
of persons
crimes.
crimes
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ARTICLE
II.
ARTICLE II.

Persons
shall be
be delivered
delivered up
up according
according to
the provisions
Persons shall
to the
provisions of
of the
the
present
shall have
been charged
or convicted
convicted of
present Treaty,
Treaty, who
who shall
have been
charged with
with or
of
any
the following
any of
of the
following crimes:
crimes:
Murder, etc.
1. Murder,
the crimes
designated by
by the
terms
Murder, etc.
1.
Murder, comprehending
comprehending the
crimes designated
the terms
parricide,
assassination, manslaughter
when voluntary,
parricide, assassination,
manslaughter when
voluntary, poisoning
poisoning or
or
infanticide.
infanticide.
Attempt
Attempt to murder.
to commit
commit murder.
murder.
2. The
The attempt
attempt to
Rape,
3. Rape,
abortion, carnal
carnal knowledge
knowledge of
of children
under the
age of
of
Rape etc.
3.
Rape, abortion,
children under
the age
Abduction of finnan twelve
twelve years.
detention of
of women
women or
or girls
for immoral
mmoral prpos.
4. Abduction
or detention
for immoral
purposes.
4.
Abduction or
girls for
immoral purpurposes.
Bigamyposes
Bigamy.
5. Bigamy.
Bigamy.
Bigamy.
5.
Arson. o n
6. Arson.
Arson.
.
6.
Injuries to railroads.
or obstruction
njuriesto raroads
7.
Wilful and
unlawful destruction
7. Wilful
and unlawful
destruction or
obstruction of
of railroads,
railroads,
which endangers
endangers human
human life.
life.
which
Crimes
at sea.
crimes at
sea
committed at
8. Crimes
Crimes committed
at sea:
sea:
P a cy
Piracy.
/a/
Piracy, as
commonly known
defined by
by the
.
/a/ Piracy,
as commonly
known and
and defined
the law
law of
of
nations
by statute;
statute;
nations, or
or by
Destroying
Destroying vessels.
v
/b/
/b/ Wrongfully
Wrongfully sinking or destroying
destroying aavessel at sea or
or attempting
to
do
so;
tempting
to
do
so;
Mutiny.
Mutiny.
/c/ Mutiny
Mutiny or
or conspiracy
conspiracy by two or more members of
of the
/e/
crew or
or other
persons on
on board
of a
on the
crew
other persons
board of
a vessel
vessel on
the high
high
seas for
the purpose
purpose of
of rebelling
against the
the authority
seas,
for the
rebelling against
authority
of the
Commander of
of such
such vessel,
or by
by
of
the Captain
Captain or
or Commander
vessel, or
fraud
or violence
violence taking
possession of
of such
vessel;
fraud or
taking possession
such vessel;
Assault
onshipboard.
Aa
onpboard.
/d/ Assault
/d/
Assault on board ship upon the high seas with intent to
to
do
do bodily
bodily harm.
harm.
Burglary.
Burlary
9. Burglary,
Burglary, defined
9.
defined to
to be
be the
of breaking
breaking into
and entering
entering
the act
act of
into and
in the
the night time with intent
the house of another
another in
to commit
commit a
intent to
a felony
felony
therein.
therein.
entering
Feloniously
10. The
The act
act of
into and
the offices
the
ofcesm etc.. y e.ter
10.
of breaking
breaking into
offices
and entering
entering the
offices of
of the
Government
Government and public authorities, or the
of banks,
banking
the offices
offices of
banks, banking
houses, savings
trust companies,
companies, insurance
insurance and
other comsavings banks,
banks, trust
and other
comor other
intent to
to commit
commit aa
panies, or
other buildings
buildings not
not dwellings
dwellings with
with intent
felony,therein.
felony
therein.
Robbery.
Robbery.
feloniously and forcibly
11. Robbery,
Robbery, defined to be the act of feloniously
takforcibly taking from the person of another
another goods or money by violence
violence or by
by
putting him
him in
putting
in fear.
fear.
Forgery.
12. Forgery
Forgery or
or the
the utterance
utterance of
forged papers.
papers.
Forgery.
12.
of forged
Forgery of p
public
13.
The forgery
forgery or
or falsification
falsification of
the official
of the
Governiloment
us.
13. The
of the
official acts
acts of
the Governdocuments.
ment or public authority, including
including Courts of Justice,
or the
Justice, or
the uttering
uttering
or fraudulent use of any of
of the
the same.
same.
Counterfeiting.
14. The
The fabrication
whether coin
14.
fabrication of counterfeit
counterfeit money,
money, whether
or paper,
paper,
coin or
counterfeit
counterfeit titles-or
titles- or coupons of public debt, created
created by
by National,
National,
State, Provincial, Territorial, Local or
Municipal Governments,
Governments,
or Municipal
bank notes or other instruments
public credit,
instruments of public
credit, counterfeit
counterfeit seals,
seals,
stamps, dies and marks of State or public
public administrations,
administrations, and the
utterance, circulation
circulation or fraudulent
utterance,
fraudulent use of the
mentioned obobthe above mentioned
jects.
jects.
Embzzig
public
15.
malversation committed within the
Embezzling
public
15. Embezzlement
Embezzlement or
or criminal
criminal malversation
funds.
jurisdiction
jurisdiction of one or the other party by
public officers
deposiby public
officers or
or depositaries, where the amount embezzled
embezzled exceeds
exceeds two
two hundred
hundred dollars
dollars or
or
Lithuanian
equivalent.
Lithuanian equivalent.
Embezzling
Embezzling by
by emem16.
persons hired, salaried or
16. Embezzlement
Embezzlement by
by any
any person
person or
or persons
ployees.
employed, to the detriment of their employers or principals,
principals, when
when
imprisonment or other corporal
the crime or offense
offense is punishable by imprisonment
corporal
punishment
punishment by the laws of both countries,
countries and where
where the amount
amount
embezzled exceeds two hundred
embezzled
hundre d dollars or Lithuanian
Lithuanian equivalent.
Exianditablecrimes.

Eiraditablecrimes.
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K'dmPiW
17.
of minors
minors or
or adults,
adults, defined
be the abduction Kidnaping.
defined to be
Kidnapping of
17. Kidnapping
money from
or
detention
of
a
person
or
persons,
in
order
to
exact
exact
to
order
in
or detention of a person or persons,
other
them, their
families or
or any
any other
person or
or persons,
for any other
or for
persons, or
other person
their families
them,
unlawful
end.
unlawful end.
Larceny.
18.
be the
theft of
effects, personal
property,
personal property,
of effects,
the theft
to be
defined to
Larceny, defined
18. Larceny,
or money,
money, of
five dollars
or more,
more, or
Lithuanian
or Lithuanian
dollars or
twenty five
of twenty
value of
the value
of the
or
equivalent.
Obtainingmoney
equivalent.
Obtaining
money by
by
pretenses, etc.
falspretenses.,etc.
19. Obtaining
Obtaining money,
money, valuable
valuable securities
securities or
or other
other property
property by false
19.
false
receiving any
money, valuable
valuable securities or other
any money,
or receiving
pretences or
false pretences
property knowing
knowing the
the same
to have
been unlawfully
unlawfully obtained where
have been
same to
property
the amount
or the
property so
obtained or reso obtained
the property
of the
value of
the value
money or
of money
amount of
the
ceived
exceeds two
two hundred
Lithuanian equivalent.
or Lithuanian
dollars or
hundred dollars
ceived exceeds
Perjury.
Perjury.
20.
Perjury or
or subornation
of perjury.
perjury.
subornation of
20. Perjury
Breach of trust, etc.
etc
Breachoftrust
factor,
bailee, banker,
21.
Fraud or
or breach
of trust
banker, agent,
a bailee,
by a
trust by
breach of
21. Fraud
any
of
or
trustee,
executor,
administrator,
guardian,
director
officer
director
guardian,
administrator,
trustee, executor,
company
or corporation,
any one
fiduciary position,
in any fiduciary
one in
by any
or by
corporation, or
company or
where
amount of
of money
property misapmoney or the value of the property
the amount
where the
propriated exceeds
two hundred
or Lithuanian
equivalent.
Lithuanian equivalent.
dollars or
hundred dollars
exceeds two
propriated
Slave trading.
22.
Crimes and
and offenses
against the laws of both countries for the Slve trding
offenses against
22. Crimes
o
Desertion, etc.,
suppression
and slave
trading.
slave trading.
slavery and
of slavery
suppression of
Desertion,
etc., of
dependent dependent children.
minor or
23. Wilful
Wilful desertion
or wilful
or dependent
of minor
non-support of
wilful non-support
desertion or
23.
children.
Acess
children.
Accessories.
24. Extradition
Extradition shall
shall also
place for participation
participation in any of the
take place
also take
24.
crimes before
mentioned as
as an
before or after the fact;
accessory before
an accessory
before mentioned
crimes
provided such
participation be
punishable by imprisonment by the
be punishable
such participation
provided
Contracting Parties.
laws of
both the
High Contracting
the High
of both
laws

ARTICLE III.
III.
ARTICLE
No surrender for po-

ork,
nses
ender
.for pa
import a
not import
The
of the
present Treaty
Treaty shall
shall not
a claim
claim of lticaloffenses.
iZeZ s
the present
provisions of
The provisions
extradition
any crime
or offense
a political
political character, nor for
of a
offense of
crime or
for any
extradition for
acts connected
with such
such crimes
offenses; and no person surrensurrencrimes or offenses;
connected with
acts
dered by
by or
of the
the High
Contracting Parties
Parties in
in virtue
virtue of
High Contracting
either of
to either
or to
dered
this Treaty
Treaty shall
be tried
tried or
or punished
punished for
political crime
crime or
or offense.
offense. Attempts,etc.,
Attem ts etc
for aapolitical
shall be
this
of State
Head
When the
the act
either of
of murder
murder or
or against
against Re
l
i
3
td Of
stag
act either
comprises the
charged comprises
offense charged
the offense
When
poticl crime.
a political
the not a
assassination or
of poisoning,
attempted, the
or attempted,
consummated or
either consummated
poisoning, either
or of
assassination
fact
the offense
offense was
was committed
committed or attempted
attempted against the life of
that the
fact that
the
or Head
of a
or against
life of any
the life
against the
State or
a foreign
foreign State
Head of
Sovereign or
the Sovereign
not be deemed sufficient
member
his family,
family, shall
shall not
sufficient to sustain that
that
of his
member of
such
crime or
or offense
of a
political character;
was an act conor was
character; or
a political
was of
offense was
such crime
nected
or offenses
offenses of
of aapolitical
character.
political character.
crimes or
with crimes
nected with
ARTICLE IV.
ARTICLE
Trial limited to of-

surrenNo person
be tried
tried for
for any
any crime
other than
Tqe
rkil)..
ich surre
n:
for1which
fere
that fen.
than that
offense other
or offense
crime or
shall be
person shall
No
t"f

for
was surrendered.
surrendered.
he was
which he
for which

der
dered.

ARTICLE V.
ARTICLE
A fugitive
fugitive criminal
not be
be surrendered
surrendered under
under the
the provisions
provisions
shall not
criminal shall
A
hereof, when,
when, from
from lapse
of time
time or
or other
lawful cause,
cause, according
according to
to
other lawful
lapse of
hereof,
the laws
laws of
the place
place within
within the
the jurisdiction
of which the crime was
jurisdiction of
of the
the
committed,
the criminal
from prosecution
punishment
prosecution or punishment
exempt from
is exempt
criminal is
committed, the
for the
the offense
surrender is asked.
for which the surrender
offense for
for

Limitation of time.

Limitationoftime.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE VI.
Persons under prose-

If a fugitive criminal whose surrender
surrender may
be claimed
claimed pursuant
pursuant cutionincountrywhere
Zeorso
nil
,
ls under r ie
s
:
may be
If a fugitive criminal whose
to
the
stipulations
hereof,
be
actually
under
prosecution,
out
on
bail
f°u
n d•
found.
bail
on
out
prosecution,
under
actually
be
to the stipulations hereof,
or
in custody,
committed in
in the
country where
where
the country
offense committed
or offense
crime or
for aacrime
custody, for
or in
45822'—vor.
2
43--PT 2
-VOL 43—PT
45822
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he has
or shall
have been
convicted thereof,
thereof, his
his extraextrahe
has sought
sought asylum,
asylum, or
shall have
been convicted
dition may
may be
until such
such proceedings
determined, and
dition
be deferred
deferred until
proceedings be
be determined,
and
until he
shall have
have been
at liberty
until
he shall
been set
set at
liberty in
in due
due course
course of
of law.
law.
ARTICLE
VII.
ARTICLE VII.

Persons claimed
cmd
Persmis
other countries.

by
by

If aafugitive criminal claimed by
by one of the
If
shall
the parties hereto,
hereto, shall
be also
claimed by
by one
one or
or more
powers pursuant
provisions,
also claimed
more powers
pursuant to
to treaty
treaty provisions,
on
account of
of crimes
committed within
within their
their jurisdiction,
crimion account
crimes committed
jurisdiction, such
such criminal shall be delivered
to that
that State
State whose
is first
received.
delivered to
whose demand
demand is
first received.
ARTICLE
VIII.
ARTICLE VIII.

Neither contry

to

Neither opootrY to
deliver
its own
own citizens.
deliver its
citizens.

Under the
stipulations of
Under
the
stipulations
of this Treaty, neither of the High Cons
tracting Parties shall be bound
bound to
to deliver
deliver up
up its
own citizens.
its own
citizens.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE IX.
IX.

Expenses.
Expese-

examination and transportation
The expense of arrest, detention, examination
transportation
of the accused
tecused shall be paid
paid by
Government which
preferred
by the
the Government
which has
has preferred
demand for
for extradition.
the demand
extradition.
ARTICLE X.
X.
ARTICLE

Deliery of artices

Deliver
, of article°
seized
with
fugitive.

Everything found in the
possession of
the fugitive
fugitive criminal
criminal at
the
the possession
of the
at the
time of his arrest, whether being the
the proceeds
proceeds of
of the
the crime
crime or
or offense,
offense,
or which may be material as
evidencein
n making
proof of
as evidence
making proof
i
of the
the crime,
crime,
shall so far as practicable,
practicable, according
according to
to the
laws of
either of
the
the laws
of either
of the
High Contracting
Contracting Parties,
Parties, be
be delivered
person tat
it the
the time
time
delivered up
up with
with his
his person
of surrender. Nevertheless,
Nevertheless, the rights of
party with
of aathird
third party
with regard
regard
to the articles
articles referred
referred to,
duly respected.
respected.
to, shall
shall be
be duly
ARTICLE XI.
ARTICLE
XI.

Territory
afled.
Territory affected.

BeqisitRons
Requisitions.

Priod
Procedure.

Urent
Ur
gent 0as
cases.

The stipulations of the present Treaty
Treaty shall be
applicable to
be applicable
to all
all
territory wherever situated, belonging
belonging to
to either
Coneither of
of the
the High
High Contracting
occupancy and under the
tracting Parties or in the occupancy
the control
either
control of
of either
of them, during such
such occupancy
occupancy or
or control.
control.
Requisitions
Requisitions for the surrender of fugitives from justice shall be
be
respective diplomatic agents
made by the respective
agents of
High Contracting
Contracting
of the
the High
Parties. In
In the event of the absence of
agents from
from the
the country
of such
such agents
country
or its seat of Government, or where
where extradition
extradition is
from terriis sought
sought from
terrltory included
included in the preceding
preceding paragraphs, other
other than
than the
the United
United
States or Lithuania,
Lithuania, requisitions
requisitions may
be made
consular
may be
made by
by superior
superior consular
officers.
officers. It
It shall be
competent for
such diplomttic
or superior
conbe competent
for such
diplomatic or
superior consular
officers to
to ask and obtain a
a mandate
sular officers
mandate or preliminary
preliminary warrant
warrant of
of
arrest for the person whose surrender
arrest
surrender is sought, whereupon
whereupon the
the
judges and magistrates
magistrates of
of the
the two
two Governments
shall respectively
Governments shall
respectively
have power and authority,
authority, upon complaint
made under
under oath
oath or
or in
complaint made
in
any other judicially prescribed
to issue aawarrant
prescribed form to
for the
apwarrant for
the apprehension
prehension of the person
person charged,
charged, in order
order that he
she may
be
he or
or she
may be
brought before such judge or magistrate, that the evidence
evidence of
of crimcriminality
hearing, the
inality may be heard and considered and if,
if, on such hearing,
the
evidence be deemed sufficient to sustain the
the charge,
it shall
charge, it
shall be
be the
the
duty of the
the examining judge or magistrate
duty
magistrate to certify
certify it
it to
to the
the proper
proper
executive authority, that a
a warrant
the surrender
executive
warrant may issue for the
surrender of
of
the fugitive.
fugitive.
b In
In case of urgency, the
the 'application
application for
for arrest
arrest and
detention may
may
and detention
be addressed
competent magistrate
addressed directly
directly to the competent
conformity
magistrate in
in conformity
to the statutes in force.
force.
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The
provisionally arrested
arrested shall
shall be
released, unless within
be released,
person provisionally
The person
two months
months from
the date
date of
Lithuania, or from the date of
in Lithuania,
arrest in
of arrest
from the
two
commitment in
in the
the United
States, the
the formal
requisition for surformal requisition
United States,
commitment
render with
proofs hereinafter
prescribed be made
hereinafter prescribed
documentary proofs
the documentary
with the
render
as aforesaid
the diplomatic
diplomatic agent
Government
demanding Government
the demanding
of the
agent of
by the
as
aforesaid by
or,
in his
his absence,
by aaconsular officer thereof.
absence, by
or, in
If the
the fugitive
criminal shall
shall have
been convicted
convicted of the crime
have been
fugitive criminal
If
for
his surrender
asked, a
sentence of the court
court
a copy
copy of the sentence
is asked,
surrender is
which his
for which
authenticated, shall
before
such conviction
conviction took
took place, duly
duly authenticated,
which such
before which
be
however, the
charged with
merely charged
is merely
fugitive is
the fugitive
If, however,
produced. If,
be produced.
of arrest in the
crime,
duly authenticated
authenticated copy
warrant of
the warrant
of the
copy of
crime, aa duly
country where
where the
committed, and
and of
of the
depositions upon
the depositions
was committed,
crime was
the crime
country
which such
warrant may
have been issued, shall be produced, with
may have
such warrant
which
such other
evidence or
or proof
competent in the
as may be deemed competent
proof as
other evidence
such
the law under
of
case.
In
either
case
a
duly
authenticated
under
text
authenticated
duly
a
case
either
In
case.
which the
the charge
is made
made shall be attached.
charge is
which

Provisional
arrests.
Provisional arrests.

Documents
required.
Documents required.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE XII.

Contnactof the High Contract. In
In every
by either
either of
made by
request made
of aa request
case of
every case
extradition of fugitive crimiing Parties
Parties for
the arrest,
arrest, detention
detention or extradition
crimifor the
ing
procountry where the pronals,. the
officers of the country
legal officers
appropriate legal
the appropriate
nals,
ceedings of
had, shall
assist the officers of the GovernGovernshall assist
are had,
extradition are
of extradition
ceedings
respective judges and
ment demanding
before the respective
and
extradition before
the extradition
demanding the
ment
magistrates, by
every legal
means within
within their power; and no
legal means
by every
magistrates,
claim whatever
compensation for
for any of the services
services so rendered
rendered
for compensation
whatever for
claim
shall be
made against
against the
the Government
extradition;
demanding the extradition;
Government demanding
be made
shall
provided, however,
officers of the surrendering
surrendering
officer or officers
any officer
that any
however, that
provided,
Government so
so giving
giving assistance,
assistance, who shall, in the usual course of
Government
their duty,
duty, receive
no salary
salary or
or compensation
compensation other than specific
receive no
their
fees
services performed,
receive from the
entitled to receive
be entitled
shall be
performed, shall
for services
fees for
Government
demanding the
the customary
customary fees
the
for the
fees for
extradition the
the extradition
Government demanding
acts or
or services
performed by
by them,
in the same manner and to the
them, in
services performed
acts
performed
same
amount as
as though
though such
acts or
or services
been performed
had been
services had
such acts
same amount
in
ordinary criminal
country of
under the laws of the country
proceedings under
criminal proceedings
in ordinary
which
officers.
which they are officers.
ARTICLE XIII.
ARTICLE

Legal assistance.
assistance.
Legal

Compensation.
Compensation.

The present
Treaty shall
shall be
Contracting cEt
ratified by the High Contracting
be ratified
present Treaty
The
Parties
in accordance
accordance with
constitutional methods
methods
respective constitutional
their respective
with their
Parties in
and
take effect
effect on
on the
date of
the exchange
exchange of
ratifications which
which
of ratifications
of the
the date
shall take
and shall
shall
at Kaunas
as soon
soon es
possible.
as possible.
Kaunas as
place at
take place
shall take
ARTICLE XIV.
XIV.
ARTICLE
Duration.
The present
present Treaty
shall remain
remain in
in force
for a
aperiod
ten years, Duration.
of ten
period of
force for
Treaty shall
The
and
in case
case neither
of the
the High
Parties shall have given
Contracting Parties
High Contracting
neither of
and in
notice
one year
year before
before the
the expiration
expiration of
of that
period of
its intention
intention
of. its
that period
notice one
to terminate
terminate the
the Treaty,
Treaty, it
in force
force until the expiracontinue in
shall continue
it shall
to
tion
of one
year from
from the
the date
date on
which such
notice of termination
such notice
on which
one year
tion of
shall
by either
either of
of the
the High
High Contracting
Contracting Parties.
given by
be given
shall be
Si
gnatures.
Signatures.
In witness
witness whereof
have signed
signed
Plenipotentiaries have
above-named Plenipotentiaries
the above-named
whereof the
In
seals.
the
present
Treaty
and
have
hereunto
affixed
their
seals.
their
affixed
the present Treaty and have hereunto
Done in
in duplicate
duplicate at
at Kaunas
of April,
nineteen
April, nineteen
day of
Ninth day
this Ninth
Kaunas this
Done
hundred
and twenty-four.
twenty-four.
hundred and

[sEm..]
[SEAL.]

[SEAL.]

F.
W .B.
B.COLEMAN
COLEMAN
F. W.
GALVANA1TSBAS.
GALvANAUSKAS.

of rat
ratifl.
i-

of

1840
1840
Rati fications exRatificationsexrhpnged.

d

-

Proclamation.
Proclamation.

EXTRADITION TREATY-LITHUANIA.
TREATY—LITHUANIA.
EXTRADITION

APRIL 9,
1924.
9, 1924.
APRIL

ratified on
AND
WHEREAS the
said Treaty
has been
been duly
duly ratified
on both
both
Treaty has
the said
AND WHEREAS

parts, and
ratifications of
two Governments
were exchanged
exchanged
Governments were
of the
the two
the ratifications
and the
parts,
in the
the city
city of
the twenty-third
day of
August, one
one thouof August,
twenty-third day
on the
Kaunas on
of Kaunas
in
sand nine
twenty-four;
and twenty-four;
hundred and
nine hundred
sand
NOW, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, be
known that I,
Coolidge, PresiI, Calvin Coolidge,
be it
it known
NOW,
dent
the United
States of
of America,
have caused
caused the
the said
Treaty
said Treaty
America, have
United States
of the
dent of
to be
be made
the end
that the
and
every article and
and every
same and
the same
end that
to the
public, to
made public,
to
clause thereof
thereof may
be observed
and fulfilled
fulfilled with good faith by the
observed and
may be
clause
United States
States and
citizens thereof.
thereof.
and the citizens
United
IN TESTIMONY
TESTIMONY WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, IIhave
have hereunto
set my
my hand
and
hand and
hereunto set
IN
affixed.
be affixed.
caused the
the seal
seal of
States to be
United States
the United
of the
caused
DONE at
at the
the city
city of
twenty-ninth day of Septhis twenty-ninth
of Washington,
Washington, this
DONE
tember, in
the year
of our
our Lord
one thousand
thousand nine
nine
Lord one
year of
in the
tember,
[KRAL
hundred
twenty-four, and
and of
of
Independence of
of the
the Independence
and twenty-four,
hundred and
[sEAL.]
the
of America
America the
the one
and fortyhundred and
one hundred
States of
United States
the United
ninth.
ninth.
CALVIN COOLDGE
COOLIDGE
CALVIN
By the
the President:
President:
By
CHARLES E.
HuOHEm
E. lluorras
CHARLES
Secretary of
State.
of State.
Secretary
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HALIBUT CONVENTION—
GREAT BRITAIN.
BRITAIN . M
ARCH 2,1923.
MARCH
CONVENTION-GREAT
HALIBUT

Convention between
United States
and Great
Britain for the
the preservapreservaGreatBritainfor
States and
the United
between the
Convention
at
Signed at
tion,
of the
Ocean. Signed
Pacific Ocean.
Northern Pacific
the Northern
fishery of
halibut fishery
the halibut
of the
tion of
Wasktngton,, March
March 2,
1923; ratification
advised by
by the Senate, May
ratificationadvised
2, 1923;
Washington,
ratified by Great
31,
ratified by
by the
the President,
4, 1924;
Great
1924; ratified
June 4,
President, June
1924; ratified
31, 1924;
Washington,
Britain, July
July 21,
exchanged at Washington,
ratifications exchanged
1924; ratifications
21, 1924;
Britain,
1924.
22, 1924.
October 21,
1924; proclaimed
proclaimed October
October 22,
21, 1924;
October

2,1923.
March 2,
March
1923.

AMERICA.
OF A
STATES
BY
THE PRESIDENT
OF THE
UNITED S
TATES OF
MERICA.
THE UNITED
PRESIDENT OF
BY THE

A
PROCLAMATION.
A PROCLAMATION.

of America
WHEREAS a
a Convention
Convention between
the United
America
States of
United States
between the
WHEREAS

the
halibut fishery
the halibut
of the
and Great
Great Britain
Britain for
the preservation
preservation...of
fishery of the
for the
and

Northern Pacific
Pacific Ocean,
including Bering Sea, was concluded and
Ocean, including
Northern
signed
by their
their respective
respective Plenipotentiaries
Washington on the
Plenipotentiaries at Washington
signed by
second day
one thousand
thousand nine hundred
hundred and twenty-three,
twenty-three,
of March,
March, one
day of
second
the
word for
for word
as follows:
word as
is word
which is
of which
original of
the original

Northern Pacific J.
NothernPacifichal
ibut
fisheries, *rest
Britain.
Britan.
Preamble,

amble

Contracting Powers,

The United
States of
of America
His Majesty
Majesty the
King of
of the
the ContractinPower&
the King
and His
America and
United States
The
United Kingdom
Kingdom of
of Great
Great Britain
Britain and
and of
of the British
Ireland, and
and Ireland,
United
Dominions
beyond the Seas, Emperor of India, being equally desirDominions beyond
ous
securing the
the preservation
the halibut fishery of the Northof the
preservation of
of securing
ous of
a Convention for this
ern
Ocean have
resolved to conclude a
have resolved
Pacific Ocean
ern Pacific
purpose, and
as their
plenipotentiaries:lenipotentiari
their plenipotentiaries:
named as
have named
and have
purpose,
Plenipotentiaries.
Evans Plenpotentries
The President
President of
of the
America: Charles
Charles Evans
of America:
States of
United States
the United
The
Hughes, Secretary
Secretary- of
of State of the United States; and
Hughes,
K. C.,
His
The Honorable
Honorable Ernest
Ernest Lapointe,
Lapointe, K.
Majesty: The
Britannic Majesty:
His Britannic
B.
A., LL.
Minister of
Marine and
and Fisheries of Canada;
Canada;
of Marine
B., Minister
LL. B.,
B. A.,
Who, after
after having
to each
other their
respective
their respective
each other
communicated to
having communicated
Who,
full powers,
powers, found
good and
and due
due form,
have agreed upon the
form, have
in good
found in
full
following articles:
articles:
following
ARTICLE
I.
ARTICLE I.
Halibut

fishing

in

hiprovessels and boats, spted
the fishing
The
nationals and
inhabitants and
and the
fishing vessels
specified waUtes
waters
proand inhabitants
The nationals
hibited during closed
closed
of the
States and
and of
the Dominion
Dominion of
of Canada,
respectively, hibted
Canada, respectively,
of the
United States
the United
of
season. during
are hereby
prohibited from
(Hippoglossus) both
halibut (Hippoglossus)
for halibut
fishing for
from fishing
hereby prohibited
are
in
the territorial
coasts
seas off the western coasts
high seas
the high
in the
and in
waters and
territorial waters
in the
of the
the United
including Bering
Bering Sea,
Sea, and
and of
Dominion of
of the
the Dominion
States, including
United States,
of
Canada, from
from the
day of
next after
after the date
date of the
November next
of November
16th day
the 16th
Canada.
to the 15th day of the
exchange of
of ratifications
this Convention,
Convention, to
of this
ratifications of
exchange
following February,
February, both
both days
days inclusive,
and within the same period
inclusive, and
following
Past, p. 1842.
yearly thereafter,
thereafter, provided
recommendation of the Post,p.1842.
upon the recommendation
that upon
provided that
yearly
International
Fisheries
Commission
hereinafter
described,
close
this
described,
hereinafter
Commission
International Fisheries
expiration
season may
may be
be modified
or suspended
suspended at
at any
any time
after the expiration
time after
modified or
season
concluded and duly
of three
three such
such seasons,
a special agreement concluded
seasons, by a
of
ratified
the High
High Contracting
not
Other
fshing not
Parties.
Contracting Parties.
by the
ratified by
&thing
Other
It
is understood
that nothing
nothing contained
this Article
Article shall
shall propro- affected.
in this
contained in
understood that
It is
fishing vessels or boats
hibit
the fishing
and the
inhabitants and
or inhabitants
nationals or
the nationals
hibit the
of
the United
Dominion of Canada, from fishing
and of the Dominion
States and
United States
of the
in the
the waters
hereinbefore specified
specified for other species of fish during
waters hereinbefore
in
is prohibited
prohibited by
the season
season when
when fishing
fishing for
halibut in
in such
waters is
such waters
for halibut
the
Disposal of halibut
n.yalof
halib
Dispe
this Article.
be taken
when incidentally
incidentally when
taken incidentally
may be
that may
halibut that
Any halibut
Article. Any
this
taken.
fishing for
for other
other fish
the season
when fishing
for halibut
halibut is
is
fishing for
season when
during the
fish during
fishing
retained and
prohibited under
under the
the provisions
this Article
be retained
Article may be
of this
provisions of
prohibited
used for
the crew
of the
vessel by
by which
which they
they are taken.
the vessel
crew of
for the
food for
for food
used
Any portion
thereof not
not so
landed and
immediately
and immediately
be landed
shall be
used shall
so used
portion thereof
Any
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turned
turned over to
authorized officers
of
to the
the duly
duly authorized
officers of
of the
the Department
Department of
Commerce
the United
United States
States or
of the
Department of
of Marine
Marine and
Commerce of
of the
or of
the Department
and
Fisheries
of the
the Dominion
fish turned
turned over
over to
to such
such
Fisheries of
Dominion of
of Canada.
Canada. Any
Any fish
officers
pursuance of
of the
provisions of
this Article
shall be
be sold
officers in
in pursuance
the provisions
of this
Article shall
sold
by
to the
and the
the proceeds
of such
excluby them
them to
the highest
highest bidder
bidder and
proceeds of
such sale,
sale, exclusive of
the necessary
necessary expenses
therewith, shall
shall be
be paid
paid
sive
of the
expenses in
in connection
connection therewith,
by them
them into
into the
their respective
by
the treasuries
treasuries of
of their
respective countries.
countries.
.
ARTICLE II.
II.
ARTICLE

Seizures

titonsS
tions.

for violafor
vo l -

Prosecutions.

Prsetos.

Every national
national or
inhabitant, vessel
vessel or
or boat
of the
United States
Every
or inhabitant,
boat of
the United
States
or
Dominion of
Canada engaged
in halibut
halibut fishing
or of the
the Dominion
of Canada
engaged in
fishing in
in violaviolation of
of the
Article may
may be
be seized
the jurisjuristhe preceding
preceding Article
seized except
except within
within the
diction
of the
other party
by the
duly authorized
authorized officers
diction of
the other
party by
the duly
officers of
of either
either
High Contracting Party and detained by the officers making
making such
such
seizure and delivered
delivered as
an authorized
official
as soon as
as practicable
practicable to
to an
authorized official
of the country
country to which such
such person,
person, vessel
vew,e1 or
belongs, at
or boat
boat belongs,
at the
the
nearest
place 'of
nearest point to the place
of seizure,
may be
be
seizure, or
or elsewhere,
elsewhere, as
as may
mutually agreed upon. The authorities
authorities of
nation to
such
of the
the nation
to which
which such
person, vessel or boat belongs alone shall
have jurisdiction
conshall have
jurisdiction to
to conduct prosecutions
prosecutions for the
violation of
of the
the provisions
prethe violation
provisions of
of the
the preceding Article
or of the
Article or
laws or
or regulations
which either
either High
the laws
regulations which
High ConContracting
tracting Party may make to carry
carry those provisions
into effect,
provisions into
effect, and
and
to impose penalties
penalties for such
such violations;
violations; and
and the
the witnesses
proofs
witnesses and
and proofs
necessary for such prosecutions,
prosecutions, so far as such witnesses
or proofs
witnesses or
proofs
are under
under the control
control of the other High
High Contracting
Contracting Party,
Party, shall
shall
be furnished with all reasonable
reasonable promptitude
promptitude to
to the
the autaorities
authorities
having jurisdiction
haying
jurisdiction to conduct
conduct the prosecutions.
prosecutions.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE III.
HI.
ntes
ConiSSion
tFInternatimal
eries
Commission Fi
to
shbe
appointed.
appointed,

Duties.

Duties.

Contracting Parties
to appoint
The High Contracting
Parties agree
agree to
appoint within
within two
two months
months

after the exchange of ratifications
ratifications of this Convention, a
aCommission
Commission
to be known as the International
to
International Fisheries Commission,
Commission, consisting
consisting
of four members, two to be appointed by each
party. This
This CommisCommiseach party.
sion shall continue
sion
continue to exist so long as this Convention shall remain
remain
in force. Each party shall pay the salaries and expenses
of its
expenses of
its own
own
members, and joint expenses
expenses incurred
members,
incurred by
by the Commission shall
be
shall be
paid by the two High Contracting
Contracting Parties in equal
equal moieties.
The Commission
make aathorough
Commission shall make
thorough investigation
into the
investigation into
the life
life
history
of the
investigation shall be underhistory of
the Pacific halibut and such investigation
taken as soon as practicable.
practicable. The
The Commission
the reCommission shall
shall report
report the
results of its investigation
investigation to the two
make
two Governments
Governments and
and shall
shall make
recommendations as to the regulation of the halibut
halibut fishery of
recommendations
of the
the
North Pacific Ocean,
Ocean, including the Bering Sea, which may seem
to
seem to
be desirable for its preservation
preservation and development.
development.
ARTICLE IV.

Effective laws to
enfeive
laws to be
The High Contracting Parties agree
be
enacted.
Ante, p.648.
Ante,p.
6s.
legislation
make
legislation as may be necessary
necessary to
to make

to enact and enforce
enforce such
such
effective
effective the
the provisions
provisions of
of
this Convention with appropriate
appropriate penalties
for violations
violations thereof.
penalties for
thereof.

ARTICLE V.
ARTICLE
V.
This
Convention
remain in
in force
Duration.
This Convention shall
shall remain
force for aa period of five years
and thereafter
thereafter until two years from the date
date when
when either
of the
the
either of
High Contracting Parties
shall give
give notice
its desire
desire
Parties shall
notice to
to the
the other
other of
of its
,Echage
of ratincaratfic- to terminate it. It
Ezeteinge of
It shall be ratified
ratified in accordance
with the
the conconaccordance with
stitutional methods of the High Contracting
Contracting Parties. The ratificaDuration.
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tions shall
exchanged in
Washington as
as soon
as practicable,
tions
shall be
be exchanged
in Washington
soon as
practicable, and
and
the
shall come
force on
on the
the day
of the
the Convention
Convention shall
come into
into force
day of
the exchange
exchange of
of
ratifications.
ratifications.
In faith
faith whereof,
respective plenipotentiaries
signed the
In
whereof, the
the respective
plenipotentiaries have
have signed
the
present
Convention in
have thereunto
thereunto affixed
affixed their
their
present Convention
in duplicate,
duplicate, and
and have
seals.
seals.
DONE
City of
of Washington,
Washington, the
day of
in
DONE at
at the
the City
the second
second day
of March,
March, in
the year
our Lord
Lord one
one thousand
nine hundred
hundred and
twenty-three.
the
year of
of our
thousand nine
and twenty-three.
CHARLES EVANS
EVANS ITUGHES
CHARLES
HUGHES

ERNEST LAPOINTE
LAPOINTE
ERNEST

Signatures.
signatures.

[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]

Ratifications
AND
has been
been duly
AND WHEREAS
WHEREAS the
the said
said Convention
Convention has
duly ratified
ratified on
on chtieations
changed.
both
and the
of the
the two
Governments
were
exboth parts,
parts, and
the ratifications
ratifications of
two Governments were exchanged
the city
city of
the twenty-first
of October,
changed in
in the
of Washington
Washington on
on the
twenty-first day
day of
October,
one
thousand nine
hundred and
one thousand
nine hundred
and twenty-four;
twenty-four;
NOW,
Calvin Coolidge,
Presi- Proclamation.
I, Calvin
Coolidge, PresiProclaation.
NOW, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, be
be it
it known
known that
that I,
dent
of the
the United
States of
of America,
have caused
caused the
said Convendent of
United States
America, have
the said
Convention to
be made
made public,
end that
the same
tion
to be
public, to
to the
the end
that the
same and
and every
every article
article
and clause
thereof may
be observed
observed and
and fulfilled
fulfilled with
with good
good faith
by
and
clause thereof
may be
faith by
the
the citizens
citizens thereof.
thereof.
the United
United States
States and
and the
IN TESTIMONY
TESTIMONY WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, I
hereunto set
my hand
IN
I have
have hereunto
set my
hand
and caused
seal of
of the
the United
caused the
the seal
United States
States to
to be
be affixed.
affixed.
and
DONE at
at the
the city
city of
of Washington,
Washington, this
twenty-second day
day of
DONE
this twenty-second
of
October,
in the
the year
year of
one thousand
October, in
of our
our Lord
Lord one
thousand nine
nine bunhun[SEAL.]
and of
Independence of
the
of the
[sr..] dred
dred and
and twenty-four,
twenty-four, and
of the
the Independence
United States
States of
the one
hundred and
fortyof America
America the
one hundred
and fortyUnited
ninth.
ninth.
CALVIN COOLIGE
COOLIDGE
CALVIN
By
By the
the President:
President:
CHARLES
CHA^LEs E.
E. HUGHES
HTUGHE
Secretary
of State.
State.
Secretary of

exex-

CONVENTION—ITALY.
CONVENTION-ITALY.

1844
1844

une

June 3,
1924.
31924.

Jun 3,
3, 1924.
1924.
JmNE

Convention,
between the
United States
for prevention
of smugItaly for
prevention of
smugthe United
States and
and Italy
Convention between
gling
of intoxicating
at Washington,
June 3,
1924;
3, 1924;
Washington, June
liquors. Signed
Signed at
intozicatin liquors.
glin of
ratification
advised by
the Senate,
Senate, June4,
June 4, 1924;
ratified by
by Italy,
Italy, July
July
1924; ratified
by the
ratficationadvised
7,
the President,
16, 1924;
1924; ratifications
ratifications
October 16,
ratified by
by the
President, October
7, 1924;
1924; ratified
exchanged
at Washington,
Washmgton, October
1924; proclaimed,
proclaimed, October
22, 1924;
October 22,
22,
exchanged at
October 22,
19241924.
BY THE
THE P
RESIDENT OF
OF THE
STATES OF
OF AMERICA.
AMERICA.
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
PRESIDENT
BY
'

Convention

with

Italy
Italy to
to prevent
prevent smuggling of
of intoxicating
intotig
liquors
Into United
United
Uques into
Preamble.
Preamble.

ContractingPowers.
Powers.
Contracting

Plenipotentiaries.
Plenipotentiaries.

A PROCLAMATION.
PROCLAMATION.
A

WHERBAS
United States of
America
WHEREAS aa Convention between
between the United
of America
and
Italy- to
aid in
of the
the smuggling
smuggling of
of intoxicating
intoxicating
in the
the prevention
prevention of
to aid
and Italy
liquors into
into the
the United
United States
liquors
States was
was concluded
concluded and
and signed
signed by
by their
their
respective Plenipotentiaries
Plenipotentiaries at
at Washington
Washington on
on the
third day
June_,
respective
the third
day of
of June,
one thousand
thousand nine
hundred and
original of
of which
which
the original
and twenty-four,
twenty-four, the
mne hundred
one
Convention, being
in the
the English
English and
Italian languages,
languages, is
for
is word
word for
and Italian
Convention,
being in
word
as follows:
follows: .
word as
The President
President of the United
United
States of
of America
His MajMajand His
America and
States
esty
Italy being
being
of Italy
the King
Kying of
esty. the
desirous of avoiding
avoiding any
dililcul
any difficuldesirous
ties
which might
might arise
between
arise between
ties which
them
the laws
laws
with the
connection with
them in
in connection
in force
in the
United States
States on
on
force in
the United
in
the subject
subject of
alcoholic beverbeverof alcoholic
the
ages
decided to
conclude
to conclude
ages have decided
a
that purpose,
purpose,
a Convention
Convention for
for that
and
have appointed
as their
their
and have
appointed as
Plenipotentiaries:
Plenipotentiaries:

Ti
degli Stati
Stati Uniti
Uniti
I1 Presidente
Presidente degli
d'A,raerica e
Maesth il
il Re
e Sua
Sua Maesta
d'America
desiderosi di
le
evitare le
di evitare
d'Italia, desiderosi
difficolti
sorgere
potrebbero sorgere
difficolta che
che potrebbero
tra
loro nei
tra loro
nei riguardi
rguardi delle
delle leggi
leggi
in
vigor° negli
negli Stati
Stati Uniti
in vigore
in materia
di bevande
bevande
d'America in
materia di
d'America
alcooliche, hanno
deciso di conalcooliche,
hanno deciso
cludere unit
una Convenzione
Convenzione aa tale
tale
cludere
scopo ed
quali
hanno nominato
nominate quali
scopo
ed hanno
loro Plenipotenziarii
loro
Plenipotenziarii

Il
Presidente degli
Uniti
Il Presidente
degli Stati
Stati Uniti
d'America:
Evans
d'America: l'Onle
l'On.le Charles Evans
Hughes, Segretario
Segretario di
degli
Hughes,
di Stato
Stato degli
Stati Uniti;
Uniti;
Sua
Sua Maesth
Maesth il
il Re d'Italia:
d'Italia:
il
Signor Augusto
Augusto Rosso, Conil Signor
sig.liere
Ambasciata in
in
sigliere della sua
sua Ambasciata
Washington;
Washington;
Who, having
communicated
pieni
Who,
having communicated
IIquali,
quali, presentati
presentati i
i loro
loro pieni
their full
powers found
found in
good poteri riscontrati
full powers
in good
their
riscontrati nella
nella debita
debita
and
and due
due form
form have agreed
agreed as
as forma, hanno
comune accordo
accordo
hanno di comune
follows:
stabilito quanto
quanto segue:
segue:
stabilito

United
The President of
of the
the United

States of
of America,
America, Charles
Evans
States
Charles Evans
Hughes, Secretary
of the
the
Hughes,
Secretary of State
State of
States;
United States;
His
Majesty the
His Majesty
the King
King of
of Italy,
Italy,
Augusto Rosso,
Counselor
Signor Augusto
Rosso, Counselor
of
Embassy at
of His
His Embassy
at Washington;
Washington;

Territorial jurisdiction retained.

tion retained,

ARTICLE
ARTICLE I.
I.

ARTICOLO
I.
ARTICOLO I.

The
Contracting Parties
Parties
The High
High Contracting
respectively retain
retain their rights
respectively
and claims, without
without prejudice
prejudice by
by
reason
agreement, with
with
reason of
of this
this agreement,
respect
respect to
to the extent
extent of their
their
territorial jurisdiction.
territorial
jurisdiction.

Le
Contraenti conLe Alte
Alte Parti
Parti Contraenti
conservano
propri
servano rispettivamente
rispettivamente iipropri
&nth e
le proprie
proprie ragioni,
ragioni, senza
diritti
e le
senza
che possano
venir pregiudicate
che
possano venir
pregiudicate
pel
del presente
pel fatto
fatto del
presente accordo,
accordo, net
nei
riguardi
della estensione
estensione della
riguardi della
della loro
loro
grurisdizione
giurisdizione territoriale.
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ARTICLE II.
II.
ARTICLE

ARTICOLO
II.
ARTICOLO II.

Boarding of private
con-Boarding
itaiano
Governo italiano
(1)
IIl Governo
(1) The
Italian Government
Government
italiano
conoutside
vessels private
The Italian
nItalian
(1)
(1) Il
Italian vessels outside
limits, for inquiry, etc.,
obiezioni limits,forinquiry,etc.,
sollevare obiezioni
agrees
that it
raise no
objec- sente
sente aa non
non sollevare
no objecwill raise
it will
agrees that
not objected to.
privati not objectedto.
dei piroscafi
piroscafi privati
tion
of private
visita dei
alla visita
private alla
boarding of
the boarding
to the
tion to
battenti bandiera
di
vessels under
the Italian
Italian flag outal di
out- battenti
bandiera italiana,
italiana, al
under the
vessels
la dei
dei limiti
limiti delle
side the
of territorial
territorial waters
waters la
delle acque
acque territerrithe limits
limits of
side
da parte
delle autorita,
by the
authorities of
autorita
parte delle
of the
the United toriali,
toriali, da
the authorities
by
Stati Uniti
Uniti o
dei territorii
territorii e
e
States,
its territories
territories or
o dei
or posses- degli
degli Stati
States, its
possedimenti degli
Stati Uniti,
in
sions
order that
enquiries may
Uniti, in
may possedimenti
degli Stati
that enquiries
sions in
in order
be addressed
addressed to
those on
on board
board modo
mod° ch'esse
ch'esse possano
possano rivolgere
rivolgere
to those
be
and an
an examination
made of
of domande
persone di
di bordo
ed
bordo ed
be made
alle persone
domande alle
examination be
and
documenti di
the ship's
the purpose
bordo,
di bordo,
esaminare iidocumenti
purpose esaminare
papers for
for the
the
ship's papers
di accertare
se la
nave
accertare se
la nave
of
whether the
the vessel
vessel allo
allo scope
scopo di
of ascertaining
ascertaining whether
di imporimportentino di
or
board are
are endeavoring
o requipaggio
l'equipaggio tentino
endeavoring o
on board
or those
those on
bevande alcooliche
negli Stati
Stati
alcooliche negli
to
import or
imported alco- tare
tare bevande
or have
have imported
to import
Uniti o
nei territori
territori ee possedipossediholic beverages
into the
United Uniti
o nei
the United
holic
beverages into
degli Stati Uniti, in violaStates,
or possesposses- menti
menti degli
its territories
territories or
States, its
zione deRe
leggi ivi
ivi in vigore.
vigore. Search of vessel on
sions
in violation
the laws
dele leggi
laws there zione
of the
violation of
sions in
on
vessel for
Allorquando da tale inchiesta ed resonarhf
in
force. When
reasonable ground
enquiries Allorquando
When such enquiries
in force.
suspicion.
esame risultino
fondati sospetti,
sospetti, suspicion.
and examination
show a
a reasonrisultino fondati
reason- esame
and
examination show
della nave
pu6 essere
nave pu6
una visita
visita della
able
a search
search una
for suspicion,
suspicion, a
ground for
able ground
iniziata.
iniziata.
of
the vessel
vessel may
may be initiated.
of the
Seizure
of vessel
bebeSeizure
(2) Se
vi aèsufficiente
sufficiente motivo
motivo lieved
be vessel
violating
to of
eved
cause
(2) If
(2)
Se vi
is reasonable
reasonable cause
If there
there is
(2)
to
be
violating
American prohibition
per ritenere
nave ha
corn- American
ha corche la,
la nave
ritenere che
for
for belief
belief that the vessel has com- per
laws.
commettendo oo tenten- laws.
sta commettendo
messo oo sta
or is
is committing
mitted
committing or at- messo
mitted or
tando di
comrnettere una indi commettere
tempting to
commit an
offense tando
an offense
to commit
tempting
ale leggi
leggi degli
Stati
degli Stati
frazione alle
United frazione
against the
the United
the laws of the
against
del territori
territori o
e possedipossedie dei
Uniti e
posses- Uniti
States,
territories or possesits territories
States, its
degli Stati
proiStati Uniti
Uniti che proimenti degli
sions
prohibiting the
importa- menti
the importasions prohibiting
l'importazione di bebiscono Timportazione
tion
alcoholic beverages, the biscono
of alcoholic
tion of
pub
nave pub
la nave
alcooliche, la
vande alcooliche,
vessel
seized and taken vande
be seized
may be
vessel may
essere sequestrata
sequestrata ee condotta
condotta in
into
of the United States, essere
a port
port of
into a
degli Stati
per
Uniti, per
Stati Uniti,
its
territories or
or possessions for un
porto degli
un port°
its territories
norraa delle
a norma
giudiziaria a
l'azione giudiziaria
adjudication in
with l'azione
in accordance
accordance with
adjudication
leggi
stesse.
leggi stesse.
such
such laws.
Distance from coast
pre- limited
dal preI diritti
(3)
diritti conferiti
conferiti dal
(3) I
conferred by
(3) The
limited for
for boadi,
boarding,
rights conferred
The rights
(3)
etc.,
vessels.
vessels.
etc.,
sente
articolo
non
potranno
essere
essere
potranno
exercised sente articolo non
this
not be exercised
shall not
article shall
this article
una distanza dalla
dalla
esercitati ad una
at a
greater distance from the esercitati
a greater
at
degli Stati
Uniti o
o dei
dei terStati Uniti
costa degli
coast
of the
United States its
its costa
the United
coast of
Stati
degli Stati
possedimenti degli
ritorii ee possedimenti
territories or
or possessions
possessions than can ritorii
territories
Uniti che
che sin
que,lla
sia maggiore
maggiore di quella
by the Uniti
be
traversed in
in one
hour by
one hour
be traversed
in un
ora dalla
dalla nave
nave Extension if liquor
un ora
navigabile in
vessel
suspected of
of endeavoring
endeavoring navigabile
vessel suspected
esother vesconveedy
parola. conveyed
in parola.
dell'infrazione
sospetta
sospetta
dell'infrazione
in
to
commit
the
offense.
In
cases,
by other
cases,
In
offense.
the
to commit
sel.
casi in cui le be- sel.
nei casi
Tuttavia, nei
is Tuttavia,
however,
in which
which the liquor is
however, in
alcooliche fossero
fossero destinate
destinate
vande alcooliche
intended to
to be
the vande
to the
conveyed to
be conveyed
intended
essere trasportate
agli Stati
Stati
trasportate agli
ad essere
United States
its territories
or ad
territories or
States its
United
possediai territorii
territorii ee possedio ai
Uniti, o
possessions by
other Uniti,
vessel other
a vessel
by a
possessions
menti degli
Stati Uniti da un'
degli Stati
than
the
one boarded
and menti
boarded and
the one
than
nave che
che non quella feraltra nave
searched, it
it shall
shall be
be the
speed of altra
the speed
searched,
mata e
sarit. la
velola veloe perquisita,
perquisita, sara
not the mata
such
other vessel
vessel and not
such other
di questa
altra nave che
questa altra
cita di
speed of
of the
the vessel
vessel boarded,
boarded, cita
speed
distanza dalla
dalla
la distanza
determiners hi
which shall determine
determine the dis- deterininera
which
quale iidiritti conentro la quale
costa entro
tance
from the coast at which costa
tance from
da questo
potranno
articolo potranno
questo articolo
feriti da
the
this article
article can
can feriti
under this
right under
the right
essere
esercitati.
essere esercitati.
exercised.
be exercised.
ARTICOLO III.
ARTICOLO
ARTICLE III.
ARTICLE

Nessuna
penalita. sara
sarit appliappliNessuna penalit
No penalty
under
forfeiture under
or forfeiture
penalty or
No
degli
leggi degli
in base
alle leggi
base alle
cabile, in
the
laws of
of the United States cabile,
the laws
Stati
Uniti,
alle
bevande
alcooalcoobevande
alle
Uniti,
Stati
shall
be
applicable
or
attach
to
to
attach
or
shall be applicable

Liquors listed as sea
sea
stores or
cargo for
forfor aaforor cargo
stores
eign

port,

not

sub-

subnot etc.
eportp,
jg
jected
to penalty,
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alcoholic liquors
liquors or
or to
or
alcoholic
to vessels
vessels or
persons
by reason
reason of
persons by
of the
the carnage
carriage
of such
such liquors,
liquors
of
liquors, when
when such
such liquors
are listed
listed as
as sea
sea stores
are
stores or
or cargo
cargo
destined for
for a
foreign to
destined
a port
port foreign
to
the United
territories
the
United States,
States, its
its territories
or
Italian
or possessions
possessions on
on board
board Italian
vessels
voyaging to
to or
from ports
vessels voyaging
or from
ports
of
the United
terof the
United States,
States, or
or its
its territories or
possessions or
passing
ritories
or possessions
or passing
through
the territorial
waters
through the
territorial waters
thereof, and
thereof,
and such
such carriage
carriage shall
shall
be
as now
now provided
provided by
by law
be as
law with
with
respect to
the transit
of such
respect
to the
transit of
such
Tobekeptunderseal
through the
To be kept =der seal liquors
lirTS through
the Panama
Panama CaCawhile
in
American
A
me i
waters.
n
provided that
that such
liquors
wae
n
nal,
provided
such liquors
shall
shall be
be kept
kept under
under seal
seal contincontinuously
while the
the vessel
vessel on
on which
uously while
which
they
are carried
within
they are
carried remains
remains within
said territorial
territorial waters
waters and
that
said
and that
no part
part of
of such
shall at
no
such liquors
liquors shall
at
any time
be unladen
any
time or
or place
place be
unladen
the United States,
States, its
its
within the
United
territories or possessions.
possessions.
territories

ARTICLE IV.
IV.
ARTICLE
Action on ebtimg for
or

Any
claim by
an Italian
Italian vessel
vessel
Any claim
by an
for
compensation on
on the
for compensation
the grounds
grounds
that it
it has suffered
suffered loss
or injury
loss or
injury
through the improper
or ununimproper or
reasonable
reasonable exercise
exercise of
the rights
rights
of the
conferred by Article
conferred
Article II
II of
of this
this
Treaty
on the
the ground
ground that
Treaty or
or on
that it
it
has not
not been given
the benefit
benefit of
of
given the
Article III shall be referred
for
referred for
the
consideration of
of two
the joint
joint consideration
two
persons,
persons, one
whom shall
shall be
be
one of
of whom
nominated by each of
of the
the High
High
Contracting Parties.
Parties.
Reference to Perma- Contracting
Reference
Arbitranent Court of Arbitra
given to
to the
the
Effect shall be
be given
tion.
tio.
recommendations contained
recommendations
contained in
any such joint report. If no
joint
no joint
report
can be
be agreed
the
report can
agreed upon,
upon, the
claim shall be referred
referred to
to the
the
Permanent Court
Permanent
of Arbitration
Arbitration
Court of
The Hague
Hague described
described in
in the
at The
the
Vol. 36, p. 2221.
Vol.6,p.2z2.
Convention for the pacific
pacific Settlement of International
International Disputes,
Disputes,
concluded at
at The Hague,
Hague, OctoOctober 18, 1907.
Tri1907. The
The Arbitral
Arbitral Tribunal shall
shall be
in acacbe constituted
constituted in
Vol.3,
pp 2233, 2228.
228. cordance
cordance with
Article 87
Vol.36,
with Article
87 (Chapter
(Chapter
IV)
and with
with Article
59 (Chapter
IV) and
Article 59
(Chapter
III)
of the
said Convention.
Convention. The
III) of
the said
The
proceedings shall
proceedings
regulated by
by
shall be
be regulated
so much of Chapter
IV of
of the
Chapter IV
the
c
loss, e
etc. on
loe,
ims

liche
od alle
persone pel
pel
liche od
alle navi
navi oo persone
fatto
di bevande
fatto del
del trasporto
trasporto di
bevande
alcooliche quando
queste sono
sono
alcooliche
quando queste
registrate
come provviste
bordo
registrate come
prowiste di
di bordo
o
eerie° destinato
ad un
un porto
port()
o carico
destinato ad
che
non appartenga
Stati
che non
appartenga agli
agli Stati
Uniti,
territorn ee posUniti, o
o ai
ai suoi
suoi territorii
possedimenti, ee trovansi
trovansi su
su navi
sedimenti,
navi
italiane
che viaggiano
italiane che
viaggiano verso
verso oo
provengono da
da porti
porti degli
Stati
provengono
degli Stati
Uniti, o
Uniti,
o dei
dei sum
suoi territon
territori ee pospossedimenti, o
o che
che traversano
sedimenti,
traversano le
le
acque
essi. Tali
Tali
acque territonali
territoriali di
di essi.
trasporti
saranno considerati
trasporti saranno
considerati aa
norms
del disposto
legge
norma del
disposto della
della legge
nei
riguardi del
del transito
transito di
enei riguardi
di bevande
alcooliche attraverso
Cavande alcooliche
attraverso il
il Canale
Panama, a
che
nale di
di Panama,
a condizione
condizione che
ease siano
siano mantenute
mantenute sotto
esse
sotto sugsuggello durante
durante tutto
tutto il
tempo m
gello
il tempo
m
cut
la nave
nave che
che le
cui la
le trasporta
trasporta
rimane entro
entro le
le dette
terrimane
dette acque
acque territoriali ad
che nesritoriali
ad aacondizione
condizione che
nessuns parte
in qualqualsuna
parte di
di esse
esse sia
sia in
siasi tempo
tempo o
nesiasi
o luogo
luogo sbarcata
sbarcata negli .Stati
"Uniti o
o nei
nei suoi
suoi territerrigli
Stati Uniti
toni
possedimenti.
torii o
o possedimenti.
ARTICOLO IV.
ARTICOLO
IV.
Qualunque reclamo
reclamo di
di indenindenQualunque
nita. da parte
parte di
nave itanita
di une
une nave
italiana per
per dichiarate perdite
perdite o
o
danni sofferti
sofferti in
seginto a
a indanni
in seguito
indebito o
ingiustificato esercizio
esercizio
debito
o ingiustificato
dei diritti conferiti
conferiti dall'
dall' articolo
articolo
II
II di questo Trattato
Trattato o
o per il
il
fatto che non le
concesso
le venue
venne concesso
ii
beneficio dell'
il beneficio
dell' articolo
articolo III,
III,
sera
esame in
in comune
sara riferito
riferito all'
all' esame
comune
di due persone
persona di cui ciascuna
ciascuna
delle
Parti Contraenti
Contraenti nominomidelle Alte Parti
perk
una.
nera una.
Sara dato
Sara
alle raccomandato corso
corso alle
raccomandazioni formulate
formulate nei rapporti
rapporti
che verranno
verranno cosi presentati
presentati di
di
comune accordo.
accords:). Se
tale accord()
Se tale
accordo
potrit essere
raggiunto, II
non potra
essere raggiunto,
il
reclamo
reclamo verra riferito
alla Corte
riferito alla
Corte
Permanente
Permanente di Arbitrato dell'Aja
dell'Aja
contemplata
contemplata dalla
Conveiazione
dalla Convenzione
per la
Soluzione Pacifica
Pacifica delle
delle
per
la Soluzione
Vertenze Internazionali
Intemazionali conclusa
conclusa
all'Aja il
il 18 ottobre
ottobre •1907.
11
1907. II
Tribunale
arbitrale sari"
Tribunals arbitrale
sara consticonstia norma dell'
tuito a
dell' articolo 87
87
(Capitolo IV) ee dell' articolo
articolo 59
59
(Capitolo III) di
(Capitolo
di detta
detta ConvenConvenzione.
none. La
La procedura
sara regoprocedura sara
regolata aanorma di tutta
Iota
quella parte
tutta quella
parte
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Chapter
said
and of Chapter
Convention and
said Convention
III thereof
regard being
(special regard
thereof (special
III
had for
for Articles
Articles 70 and
and 74, but
had
excepting Articles
and 54) as
53 and
Articles 53
excepting
the
consider to be
may consider
Tribunal may
the Tribunal
applicable
and to
consistent
be consistent
to be
applicable and
with the
the provisions
provisions of this agreewith
ment.
sums of
of money
which
money which
All sums
ment. All
may
be awarded
by the
Tribunal
the Tribunal
awarded by
may be
on account
any claim
claim shall
shall be
of any
account of
on
paid within
eighteen months
after
months after
within eighteen
paid
award withthe date
of the
the final
final award
date of
the
out interest
interest and
without deducdeducand without
out
tion,
save as
as hereafter
hereafter specified.
specified.
tion, save
its
Each Government
Government shall
bear its
shall bear
Each
own expenses.
expenses. The
expenses of
of
The expenses
own
the Tribunal
Tribunal shall
shall be defrayed
defrayed by
the
deduction of
of the
amount
the amount
ratable deduction
aaratable
of the
awarded by it,
it, at aa
sums awarded
the sums
of
rate of
of five
cent. on such
per cent.
five per
rate
sums,
at such lower rate as
or at
sums, or
may be
agreed upon between
between the
be agreed
may
deficiency,
two
Governments; the deficiency,
two Governments;
if
any.,shall
shall be
defrayed in equal
be defrayed
if any,
moieties by
the two
Governments.
two Governments.
by the
moieties

del
Capitolo IV della detta Condel Capitolo
venzione eedel
Capitolo III
III della
del Capitolo
venzione
Convenzione
(con speciale
stessa (con
Convenzione stessa
riguardo
agli articoli
articoli 70
70 e
74 ma
e 74
riguardo agli
facendosi
degli Articoli
eccezione degli
facendosi eccezione
53
Tribunale possa
il Tribunale
che ii
54) che
e 54)
53 e
giudicare
applicabile e
e non ingiudicare applicabile
compatibile colle
cob o disposizione
disposizione di
compatibile
questo accordo.
accordo. Tutte
Tutte le somme
questo
aggiudicate
Tribunal° per
dal Tribunale
aggiudicate dal
qualsiasi reclamo
saranno pagate
pagate
reclamo saranno
qualsiasi
entro diciotto
mesi dalla
dalla data
data
diciotto mesi
entro
dell'
senza
aggiudicazione finale, senza
dell' aggiuclicazione
interessi e
senza deduzioni,
deduzioni, salvo
e senza
interessi
uanto qui
sotto specificato.
specificato.
qui sotto
quanto
ascun Governo
Govern° sopportera
sopportera le
Ciascun
proprie
spese. Le spese del Triproprie spese.
bunale
saranno. rimborsate
rimborsate mebunale saranno.
diante deduzione
deduzione proporzionale
diante
dall' ammontare
ammontare delle
delle somme da
dall'
esso aggiudicate,
aggiudicate, nella
nella misura
misura del
esso
cinque per
ceiato di
somme,
tali somme,
di tali
per cento
cinque
od in
in quella
quella misura
misura pit
pill bassa
che
bassa che
od
i due Gosara concordata
Gotra i
concordata tra
sara
verni; in
in caso
cam di
di eventuale
eventuale defiverni;
cienza,
sara coperta
coperta in
questa sara
cienza, questa
parti uguali
uguali dai
due Governi.
Governi.
dai due
parti

ARTICLE
V.
ARTICLE V.

ARTICOLO
ARTICOLO V.

to
This
Treaty shall be subject to
This Treaty
ratification
and shall
shall remain in
ratification and
force
period of one year from
from
force for aaperiod
the date
exchange of ratifithe exchange
of the
date of
the
cations.
cations.
the expiThree months
months before
before the
Three
ration
said period of one
the said
of the
ration of
year,
either of
High Conthe High
of the
year, either
tracting Parties
Parties may give notice
tracting
of its
its desire
to propose
propose modificadesire to
of
tions
the terms of the Treaty.
in the
tions in
If
such modifications
modifications have not
If such
been agreed
agreed upon
upon before
the exbefore the
been
piration of
of the
term of
of one
one year
the term
piration
mentioned above,
above, the
Treaty
the Treaty
mentioned
shall
shall lapse.
If
no notice
notice is
is given
given on either
If no
side of
of the
to propose moddesire to
the desire
side
ifications, the
Treaty shall
remain
shall remain
the Treaty
ifications,
in force
for another
another year, and so
force for
in
on automatically,
subject
automatically, but subject
on
always
in respect
respect of
of each such
always in
period of
of aa year to the right on
period
either side
to propose
propose as proside to
either
vided
three months before
above three
vided above
its expiration
expiration modifications
modifications in the
its
Treaty,
and to the provision that
Treaty, and
if
modifications are not
such modifications
if such
agreed
before the
the close
close of
upon before
agreed upon
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Payment
of awards.
Payment of

Expenses, etc.
Expenses,

Duration,
Duration,

ex.
and ex-

ratifiations.
hange of ratifications.
Questo Trattato
sarit soggetto
soggetto change
Trattato sara
Questo
•
9,a ratifica
restera, in vigore
vigor° per
ratifica eerestera
ii
periodo di
di un
un anno
ddla data
anno dalla
il periodo
dello
scambio delle ratifiche.
dello scainbio
Notice of proposed
proposed
Notice

modifications.
Tre
prima dello
dello spirar
spirar del modifications.
mesi prima
Tre mesi
detto periodo
un anno,
ciascuna
anno, ciascuna
di un
periodo di
detto
delle due
Alto Parti
Contraenti
Parti Contraenti
due Alte
delle
potra notificare
notificare il
proprio deil proprio
potra
modifiche ai
siderio di
proporre modifiche
di proporre
siderio
termini
Trattato.
del Trattato.
termini del
Treaty to lapse ot
if
Se
saranno mTdiatitioapse
Se tali modifiche non saranno
modifications not
agreed upon.
agreed
accomune
di
state
accettate di comune
state accettate
della scadenza
cordo
scadenza del
prima della
cordo prima
summenzionato
termine di un
summenzionato termine
anno,
Trattato si
considerera.
si considererl
il Trattato
anno, il
decaduto.
year
Continuedo from year
decaduto.
Continued
noti- to year if no modficaSe
delle due
parti notidue parti
nessuna delle
Se nessuna
ion proposed.
pro- tionproposed.
di profica
ii proprio
proprio desideno
desiderio di
fica il
porre
Trattato riil Trattato
modifiche, II
porre modifiche,
marra
in vigore
vigore per un' altro
marra in
anno, e
automaticamente
cosl automaticamente
e cod
anno,
per gli
successivi, sempre
anni successivi,
gli anni
per
perO rimanendo
fermo, durante
rimanendo fermo,
per6
ognuno di
di questi
questi periodi di un
ognuno
anno,
di ciascuna
ciascuna delle
diritto di
il diritto
anno, I
Parti di
di proporre
proporre modifiche
modifiche del
del
Parti
dello
Trattato
mesi prima
prima delle
tre mesi
Trattato tre
spirare del
suo termine,
termine, come
come sodel suo
spirare
pra disposto,
disposto, ee sempre
sempre con l'inpra
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CONVENTION-ITALY.
JUNE
l'accordo circa
circa le
le pretesa che
che se
se l'accordo
the period
period of
one year,
the Treaty
Treaty tesa
prethe
of one
year, the
dette modifiche
modifiche non
verra, ragdette
non verra
ragshall lapse.
lapse.
shall
giunto prima
prima dello
dello spirare
giunto
spirare del
del
periodo di
un anno,
anno, il
periodo
di un
il Trattato
Trattato
si considerera,
si
considererk decaduto.
decaduto.
ARTICLE
VI.
ARTICLE VI.

Treaty
IIn the event that either of the
Treaty to lapse
lapse if
effect thereof prevented
effectthereofprevented
.
by judicial decision
decision or High
Contracting Parties
shall be
High Contracting
Parties shall
be
legsatatiion.
prevented either
legislative
action,
prevented
either by
judicial dedeby judicial

ARTICOLO VI.
VI.
ARTICOLO

Nel caso
Nel
caso che
che Puna
l'una oo l'Altra
l'Altra
delle
Parti Contraenti
Contraenti fosse
fosse
delle Alte
Alte Parti
impedita, sia
sia per
impedita,
per effetto
effetto di
di una
una
sia per
efcision
or legislative
legislative action
from decisione
decisione giudiziaria,
cision or
giudiziaria, sia
action from
per effetto di
di un
un atto
legislativo, dal
dal
giving full
full effect
to the
the provisions
provisions fetto
giving
effect to
atto legislative,
of
the said
effetto alle
alle disposiof the
the present
present Treaty
dare pieno
Treaty the
pieno effetto
said dare
disposiTreaty shall
lapse, zioni
zioni del
del presente
presente Trattato,
Trattato, ii
Treaty
shall automatically
automatically lapse,
il
and,
on such
or whenever
whenever Trattato
Trattato stesso
stesso verra,
verrs automatiautomatiand, on
such lapse
lapse or
this
cease to
to be
be in
in eamente
this Treaty
Treaty shall
shall cease
camente aascadere,
scadere, e,
e, al
al momento
momento
force, each
High Contracting
tale scadenza,
force,
each High
Contracting di
di tale
scadenza, o
o in
in qualunque
qualunque
Party shall
shall enjoy
the rights
rights altro
moment° questo
Party
enjoy all
all the
altro momento
questo Trattato
Trattato
which it
would have
ceq.sasse dell'
which
it would
have possessed
possessed cessasse
dall' aver
aver vigore,
vigore, ciascuna
ciascuna
had this
this Treaty
Treaty not
not been
been conParti Contraenti
godra,
had
con- delle Alto
Alte Parti
Contraenti godra
cluded.
dei diritte
avrebbe posseduto
posseduto
cluded.
dei
diritte che
che avrebbe
se questo
Trattato non
fosse
se
questo Trattato
non fosse
concluso.
state concluso.
Exchange of ratificatichangofra
The present
present Convention shall
La presente
Convenzioue sari
sara
shall
La
presente Convenzione
tions,
be duly
the President
President debitamente
ratifieata dal
Presibe
duly ratified
ratified by
by the
debitamente ratificata
dal Presithe United
of America,
America, dente
of the
Stati Uniti
TJniti d'AmeUnited States
States of
dente degli
degli Stati
d'Ameby and
the advice
and concoil' approvazione
il conconby
and with
with the
advice and
con- ries,
rica, coll'
approvazione e
e il
and se,nso
americano e
eda
da
sent of the Senate
Senate thereof, and
senso del
del Senato
Senato americano
Majesty the
by His
His Majesty
the King
King of Sua
il Re
Re d'Italia;
d'Italia; eele
le
Sua Maesta,
Maesta il
Italy; and
and the
ratifications shall
shall ratifiche
Italy;
the ratifications
ratifiche saranno
saranno scambiate
scambiate aa
exchanged at
be exchanged
at Washington
Washington as
as Washington
Washington al
al pitt
piu presto
presto pospossoon as
as possible.
possible.
sibile.
sibile.
soon
Signatures.
ignats.
In witness
witness whereof, the
rethe reIn fede
rispettivi
In
fede di
di che
che i
i rispettivi
spective
Plenipotentiaries have
spective Plenipotentiaries
have Plenipotenziarii
Plenipotenziarii hanno firmato
firmato
signed
the present
present Convention
in la
signed the
Convention in
in duplice
duplice
la presente
presente Convenzione
Convenzione in
duplicate,
English and
and esemplare,
duplicate, in the English
lingue inglese
esemplare, nelle
nelle lingue
ingese
Italian languages,
and have
Italian
languages, and
have therethere- ed
ed italiana,
italiana, ee vi
vi hanno aaffisso
so
unto
unto affixed
affixed their
their seals.
seals.
questi
questi sigilli.
sigilli.
Done
Done at
at the
the city
city of
of Washington
Washington
Fatto nella citta
di WashFatto
citta di
Washthis
day of
of June
June in
year ington il tre giugno dell'
this third day
in the
the year
dell' anno
anno
of our Lord one
one thousand nine
nine di
mule novecento
di grazia mille
novecento ventiventihundred and twenty-four.
twenty-four.
quattro.
quattro.
[SEAL.]
C
HARLES EVANS
[SEAL.]
CHARLES
EVANS HUGHES
HUGHES
AUOGUTO
[SEAL.]
AUGUSTO Rosso
Rosso
Ratifications
exatifcatios
xAND WHEREAS
WHEREAS the said Convention has been duly
duly ratified
on
AND
ratified on
changed.
both parts, and the ratifications of the
exthe two Governments
Governments were
were exchanged
the city
city of
on the
day of
of
changed in
in the
of Washington
Washington on
the twenty-second
twenty-second day
October,
one thousand
thousand nine
hundred and
twenty-four;
October, one
nine hundred
and twenty-four;
Proclamation.
roclamation.
NOW,
THEREFORE, be it
it known
NOW, THEREFORE,
known that I,
I, Calvin Coolidge,
President of the United States of America, have caused the said
said
Convention
to the
and every
every
Convention to
to be
be made
made public,
public, to
the end
end that
that the
the same
same and
article
clause thereof
may be
observed and
with good
good
article and
and clause
thereof may
be observed
and fulfilled
fulfilled with
faith by
the United
States and
and the
thereof.
faith
by the
United States
the citizens
citizens thereof.
TESTIMONY WHEREOF,
IN TESTIMONY
WHEREOF,IIhave hereunto
hereunto set my hand and
and
caused
the seal
the United
to be
affixed.
caused the
seal of
of the
United States
States to
be affixed.
DONE at the city of Washington,
Washington, this twenty-second
twenty-second day of
October, in the year of our
nine hundred
our Lord
Lord one thousand nine
hundred
[SEAL.] and twenty-four, and of the Independence
[sxm.,.]
Independence of the United
States of America the one hundred
hundred and forty-ninth.
forty-ninth.
By
By the
the President:
President:
C
ALVIN COOLIDGE
COOLIDGE
CALVIN
CHARLES
C
HARLES E.
E.HUGHES
HUGHES
Secretary
State.
Secretary of
of State.

EXTRADITION
EXTRADITION

TREATY—ESTHONIA.
TREATY-ESTHONIA.

NOVEMBER
8,
NOVEMBER 8,

1849

1923.
1923.

Treaty between
United States
States and
and Esthonia
extradition offugifor extradition
Esthoniafor
the United
between the
Treaty
1923; ratification
tives from
justice. Signed
at Tallinn,
Tallinn, November
November 8, 1923;
ratification
Signed at
from justice.
tives
Esthonia, October
advised by
Senate, January
7, 1924;
October
ratified by Esthonia,
1924; ratified
January7,
the Senate,
by the
advised
13,
1924; ratified
the President,
President, November
ratifications
November 11, 1924; ratifications
by the
ratified by
13, 1924;
1924; proclaimed,
exchanged at
at Washington,
Washington, November
proclaimed, November
November 15, 1924;
exchanged
15,
15, 1924.
1924.

November 8, 1923.
November8,1923.

AMERICA.
BY
PRESIDENT OF
Ink. UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA.
UNITED STATES
OF THE
THE PRESIDENT
BY THE

A
PROCLAMATION.
A PROCLAMATION.
Extradition
Esitho.n
WHEREAS a
treaty between
the United
States of America and Esthonia.
United States
between the
a treaty
WHEREAS
Preamble.

Esthonia
the extradition
extradition of fugitives from justice was
for the
providing for
Esthonia providing
Plenipotentiaries at Talconcluded and
and signed
by their
their respective
respective Plenipotentiaries
signed by
concluded
linn
on the
the eighth
day of
one thousand
thousand nine hundred
November, one
of November,
eighth day
linn on
and twenty-three,
twenty-three, the
original of
of which
treaty is word for word as
which treaty
the original
and
follows:
follows:
The
America and
Esthonia desiring to promote
and Esthonia
of America
States of
United States
The United
a treaty for the exthe
have resolved
resolved to conclude
conclude a
justice, have
of justice,
cause of
the cause
tradition
of
fugitives
from
justice
between
countries and
and
two countries
the
between
justice
from
fugitives
of
tradition
have
for that
that purpose
plenipotentiaries:
the following plenipotentiaries:
purpose the
appointed for
have appointed

America: ,
The
United States of America:
the United
of the
President of
The President
Mr. Frederick
W. B.
Envoy Extraordinary
Extraordinary and
COLEMAN, Envoy
B. COLEMAN,
Frederick W.
Mr.
Minister
Plenipotentiary
Minister Plenipotentiary
and
The Government
Esthonia:
Government of the Republic of Esthonia:
and The
Affairs,
Mr.
Frederick
ATCEL,
Minister
Foreign
for
Mr. Frederick AKEL, Minister
Who, after
to each
other their respective
each other
communicated to
having communicated
after having
Who,
full powers,
powers, found
found to
be in
in good
good and
and due
due form, have agreed upon
to be
full
articles:
and
concluded the
the following articles:
and concluded

with
it

Preamble.

Contracting Powers.

Contracting Powers.

Plenipotentiaries.
Plenipotentiaries.

Article
I.
Article I.
Reciprocal

delivery

of persons charged with
ofpersonschitrgedvwit
It is
is agreed
the United States and the crime.
Government of the
the Government
that the
agreed that
It
Government of
of Esthonia
Esthonia, shall,
upon requisition
duly made as here- crime.
requisition duly
shall, upon
Government
in provided,
deliver up
up to
to justice
charged
any person, who may be charged
justice any
provided, deliver
in
speciied
with, or
may have
convicted of, any of the crimes
crimes specified
been convicted
have been
or may
with,
in
Article II
II of
Treaty committed
committed within
juriswithin the jurispresent Treaty
the present
of the
in Article
diction of
one of
the High
Contracting Parties,
Parties, and
and who
who shall seek
High Contracting
of the
of one
diction
an asylum
asylum or
or shall
be found
found within
within the territories
territories of the other; proshall be
an
vided that
that such
place only upon such evidence
take place
shall take
surrender shall
such surrender
vided
or
criminality, as
the laws
laws of
place where the fugiof the place
to the
according to
as according
or criminality,
his appretive or
person so
be found,
apprewould justify _ids
found, would
shall be
charged shall
so charged
or person
tive
hension
and commitment
trial if
the crime
offense had been
been
crime or offense
if the
for trial
commitment for
hension and
there
committed.
there committed.
II.
Article II.

Persons
shall be
to the
the
of the
provisions of
the provisions
according to
up according
delivered up
be delivered
Persons shall
present
Treaty, who
who shall
shall have
have been
or convicted
convicted of
with or
charged with
been charged
present Treaty,
any
of the following crimes:
any of
1. Murder,
comprehending the
the crimes
crimes designated
the terms
parterms parby the
designated by
Murder, comprehending
1.
ricide,
assassination,
manslaughter,
poisoning
or
infanticide.
infanticide.
or
poisoning
ricide, assassination, manslaughter,

Extraditable crimes.
crimes.
Extraditable

Murder.
Murder.
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Attempted murder.
Attempted
murder.

Rape, etc.
Abduction of females
Abductionoffema
for
immralpo
pur.sals
for
immoral
purposes.
Bigamy.
Arson.
Arson.
Injuries to railroads.

iestorairods.

Crimes committed at
sea.
Piracy.
Piracy.

crimscomttedat
Destroying
Destroying vessels.

vessels.

Mt
Mutiny.

i ny

Assanitonshipboard.
Asaultonsipboard.
Burglary.
Burglary.

Feloniously entering
ojSey etc.
offices,

enteri

obbery

Robbery.

Forgery.
Forgery of public
ub
documents, etc.

doleny ofc p lic
Counterfeiting.

Embezzling
mbezling
funds.

public
public

Embezzling by emEmbezzlmg by employees.
Kidnaping.

Larceny.
Larceny.

Obtaining money
money,
et., by false pretenses.
etc.,

pretense

Perjury.
Pedrn-.

Breach of
of trust, etc.
Breach
trust, etc.

2. The
The attempt
commit murder.
murder.
attempt to
2.
to commit
3. Rape, abortion, carnal knowledge
knowledge of children
under the
the age
age of
children under
of
twelve years.
years.
twelve
or detention
detention of
of women
girls for
immoral purposes.
4. Abduction
4.
Abduction or
women or
or girls
for immoral
purposes.
5. Bigamy.
5.
6. Arson.
7. Willful
unlawful destruction
or obstruction
of railroads,
Willful and
and unlawful
destruction or
obstruction of
railroads,
which endangers
endangers human
human life.
which
life.
committed at
at sea:
8.
8. Crimes
Crimes committed
sea:
(a) Piracy, as commonly known and defined
the law
of nanadefined by
by the
law of
tions,
or by
statute;
tions, or
by statute;
(b) Wrongfully
Wrongfully sinking or destroying
destroying a
avessel at
sea or
or attemptattemptat sea
ing to
to do
do so;
ing
so;
(c)
(c) Mutiny
Mutiny or conspiracy
or more
of the
crew
conspiracy by
by two
two or
more members
members of
the crew
or
on board
on the
the high
high seas,
the
or other persons
persons on
board of
of a
a vessel
vessel on
seas, for
for the
purpose
rebelling against
against the
or
purpose of
of rebelling
the authority
authority of
of the
the Captain
Captain or
Commander of
of such
vessel, or
or by
Commander
such vessel,
by fraud
fraud or
or violence
violence taking
taking
possession of
possession
of such
such vessel;
vessel;
(d) Assault on board ship upon the high seas with intent to do
bodily
harm.
bodily harm.
9. Burglary, defined to be the act of breaking .into
9.
entering
into and
and entering
the
of another
the night
with intent
intent to
to commit
the house
house of
another in
in the
night time
time with
commit a
a
felony therein.
therein.
felony
10.
10. The act of breaking into
and entering
of the
into and
entering the
the offices
offices of
the GovernGovernauthorities, or
or the
the offices
banks banking
banking
ment and
and public
public authorities,
offices of
of banks,
houses,
trust companies,
companies, insurance
insurance banks,
and
houses, savings
savings banks,
banks, trust
and other companies, or
buildings not
dwellings with
or other buildings
not dwellings
with intent
intent to
to commit
commit aa
felony therehg.
felony
therein
Robbery, defined
feloniously and
11. Robbery,
and forcibly taking
defined to be the act of feloniously
from
another goods
goods or
or money
by violence
violence or
by putputfrom the
the person
person of
of another
money by
or by
ting him
him in
ting
in fear.
fear.
12. Forgery
12.
utterance of
Forgery or the utterance
of forged papers.
papers.
13.
13.
The forgery or falsification
falsification of the
acts of
Government
the official
official acts
of the
the Government
or public authority, including
of Justice,
Justice, or
or the
the uttering
including Courts of
uttering
or fraudulent use of
any of
same.
of any
of the
the same.
14. The fabrication
fabrication of counterfeit
counterfeit money, whether coin or
or paper,
paper,
counterfeit
counterfeit titles or coupons
coupons of
debt, created
of public
public debt,
created by
by National,
National,
State, Provincial,
Provincial, Territorial,
Territorial, Local or Municipal
Municipal Governments,
Governments,
bank notes
instruments of
notes or other instruments
credit, counterfeit
counterfeit seals,
seals,
of public
public credit,
stamps, dies and marks of State or
administrations, and
or public
public administrations,
and
the utterance, circulation or fraudulent
fraudulent use of the above
above menmentioned objects.
objects.
15.
15.
Embezzlement
Embezzlement or criminal
criminal malversation
malversation committed by
by public
public
officers or depositaries.
16.
Embezzlement by
by any
any person
person or
or persons
persons hired,
hired, salaried
or emem16. Embezzlement
salaried or
ployed to the detriment of their employers or principals.
principals.
Kidnapping of minors or adults, defined to be the abduction
17. Kidnapping
abduction or
or dedetention of aaperson or persons, in order to exact money
money from
from their
their
families
persons, or for
families or any other person or persons,
for any
other unlawany other
unlawful
ful end.
end.
18. Larceny,
Larceny, defined to be the theft of effects,
effects, personal property, or
or
money.
money.
19. Obtaining money, valuable securities or
19.
by false
false
or other property
property by
pretences or receiving any money, valuable securities or other
other
property
to have
property knowing the same to
have been
been unlawfully
unlawfully obtained.
obtained.
20. Perjury or subornation
20.
subornation of
perjury.
of perjury.
21.
21.
Fraud or breach of trust by a
a bailee, banker
banker,, agent, factor, trustrustee, executor, administrator,
administrator, guardian,
guardian, director
director or
of any
any
or officer
officer of
company
corporation, or
company or corporation,
any one
one in
any fiduciary
or by any
in any
fiduciary position.
position.
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22.
offenses against
against the
countries for
trading.
for the Slave trading.
of both
both countries
laws of
the laws
and offenses
Crimes and
22. Crimes
suppression of
and slave
slave trading.
trading.
of slavery
slavery and
suppression
eren
23.
Wilful desertion
wilful non-support
deDesertion,
etc., of
of
dependent dearetion,
of minor
minor or dependent
non-support of
or wilful
desertion or
23. Wilful
pendent children.
children.
children.
General limitations.
limtations.
24.
granted for the crimes and offenses as speci- General
Extradition shall be granted
24. Extradition
that the crime or offense
fied above,
only subject
subject to
condition that
to the
the condition
fled
above, only
committeed
the laws
laws of both of the High
under the
is punishable
punishable under
committeed is
Contracting
Parties at least
imprisonment with or without
least by imprisonment
Contracting Parties
hard labour.
Accessories.
participation in any of the Accessories.
25. Extradition
Extradition shall
also take
take place
place for participation
shall also
25.
crimes
before mentioned
mentioned as
as an
accessory before
fact;
after the fact;
before or after
an accessory
crimes before
be punishable
provided
punishable by imprisonment by
participation be
provided such participation
the
laws of
Contracting Parties.
of both
both the High Contracting
the laws
Article III.
III.
Article
No surrender
surrender for popoThe provisions
provisions of
of the
present Treaty
claim litical
a claim
import a
shall not
not import
Treaty shall
the present
The
offenses.
offenses.
of
extradition for
nor
any crime or offense of aapolitical character, nor
for any
of extradition
for
acts connected
connected with such crimes or offenses; and no person surfor acts
rendered by
or to
either of
the High
Contracting Parties in virtue
High Contracting
of the
to either
by or
rendered
Attempts,
etc.,
etc.,
Attempts,
a political crime or against
of
be tried
tried or
or punished
punished for a
shall be
Treaty shall
this Treaty
of this
against head of State
offense.
charged comprises
the act
act either
either of murmur- not aa political
comprises the
offense charged
political crime.
the offense
When the
crime.
offense. When
der or
or assassination
assassination or
of poisoning,
either consummated
consummated or
or atatpoisoning, either
or of
der
attempted
tempted,
the fact
fact that
offense was
was committed
committed or attempted
the offense
that the
tempted, the
against the
the life of the Sovereign
Sovereign or Head of aa Foreign
Foreign State or
or
against
deemed
against the
member of his family, shall not be deemed
any member
the life of any
against
a political
sufficient to
sustain that
that such
such crime
or offense was
political
was of a
crime or
to sustain
sufficient
connected with crimes or offenses of aa pocharacter,
or was
was an
an act connected
character, or
litical character.
character.
litical
Article
IV.
Article IV.
Trial limited to of-

No
for any
any crime
offense other
other than
that fense
suroothan that
ensfor
crime or
or offense
tried for
shall be
be tried
for which surNo person
person shall
rendered.
rendered.
for
which he
surrendered.
he was
was surrendered.
for which
Article V.
V.
Article
A fugitive
criminal shall
shall not
surrendered under the provisions
be surrendered
not be
fugitive criminal
A
hereof, when
when from
from lapse
other lawful
lawful cause,
cause, according
according
or other
time or
of time
lapse of
hereof,
to the
laws of
both of
Parties the
exempt
criminal is exempt
the criminal
Contracting Parties
of the
the Contracting
of both
the laws
to
from
or punishment
punishment for
for the
which the suroffense for which
the offense
prosecution or
from prosecution
render is
asked.
is asked.
render
Article VI.
VI.
Article
If a
fugitive criminal
surrender may
be claimed
pursuant
claimed pursuant
may be
whose surrender
criminal whose
a fugitive
If
to the
actually under
under prosecution,
on bail
bail
out on
prosecution, out
be actually
hereof, be
the stipulations
stipulations hereof,
to
or in
the country
country where
where
in the
committed in
or offense
offense committed
crime or
for aacrime
custody, for
or
in custody,
he has
has sought
sought asylum,
or shall
shall have
been convicted
convicted thereof,
thereof, his
his exexhave been
asylum, or
he
tradition may
be deferred
until such
be determined,
determined, and
and
proceedings be
such proceedings
deferred until
may be
tradition
until he
shall have
have been
been set
at liberty
liberty in
in due
of law.
law.
course of
due course
set at
he shall
until

Limitation of time.

Persons under prosePersons
in
country
cution
where
where found.
found.

Article
VII.
Article VII.
If a
afugitive
fugitive criminal
criminal claimed
claimed by
one of
parties hereto,
hereto, shall
shall
of the
the parties
by one
If
be
also claimed
claimed by
one or
pursuant to
to treaty
treaty provisions,
powers pursuant
or more
more powers
by one
be also
on
of crimes
jurisdiction, such
such crimicrimitheir jurisdiction,
within their
committed within
crimes committed
on account
account of
nal
shall be
be delivered
to that
demand is
is first
first received.
received.
whose demand
State whose
that State
delivered to
nal shall

by

ar
e
rconsntmesd by
oterco
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Article VIII.
Under
stipulations of
of this
Treaty, neither
neither of
of the
the High
High ConConto
Under the
the stipulations
this Treaty,
tracting Parties
Parties shall
shall be
be bound
deliver up
its own
own citizens.
citizens.
up s ow cttracting
bound to
to deliver
up its

Neither
to
Neither country
count
deliver up its own citizens.

ser

Article IX.
IX.
Article

detention,' examination
The expense
expense of arrest, detention
examination and transportation
transportation
of
the accused
accused shall
by the
the Government
has preferred
of the
shall be
be paid
paid by
Government which
which has
preferred
the
demand for
the demand
for extradition.
extradition.

Expenses.

Expenses.

Article X.
X.
Article

of articles

Delivery of articles
Delivery
seized
with fugitive.
seed w

ti

Everything found in the possession
possession of the fugitive
fugitive criminal at the
time
his arrest,
arrest, whether
whether being
being the
the proceeds
proceeds of the
the crime
crime or offense,
time of
of his
or
may be
evidence in
making proof
proof of
or which
which may
be material
material as
as evidence
in making
of the
the crime,
crime,
shall
as practicable,
according to
to the
the laws
the High
High
shall so
so far
far as
practicable, according
laws of
of either
either of
of the
Contracting Parties,
Parties, be
delivered up
up with
his person
person at
Contracting
be delivered
with his
at the
the time
time of
of
surrender.
Nevertheless, the
party with
with regard
regard
surrender. Nevertheless,
the rights
rights of
of a
a third
third party
to
to the
the articles referred
referred to, shall be
be duly respected.
respected.
Article XI.
XI.
Article

The stipulations
stipulations of the present
present Treaty shall be applicable
applicable to
to all
all
territory
wherever situated,
to either
either of
of the
Conterritory wherever
situated, belonging
belonging to
the High
High Contracting
or in
the occupancy
occupancy and
under the
tracting Parties
Parties or
in the
and under
the control
control of
of
either
of them,
during such
such occupancy
or control.
either of
them, during
occupancy or
control.
Beqisltions.eqtions
Requisitions.
Requisitions
from justice
justice shall
ions for
for the surrender
surrender of
of fugitives
fugitives from
shall be
ie
made
by the
the respective
diplomatic agents
Contracting
made by
respective diplomatic
agents of
of the
the High
High Contracting
Parties. In
In the
event of
absence of
such agents
agents from
country
Parties.
the event
of the
the absence
of such
from the
the country
or where
is sought
terrior its
its seat
seat of
of Government,
Government, or
where extradition
extradition is
sought from
from territhe preceding
preceding paragraphs,
paragraphs, other
than the
tory included
included in
in the
other than
the United
United
Procedure.
States
Esthonia, requisitions
by superior
consular
made by
superior consular
may be
be made
requisitions may
or Esthonia,
States or
Proedmre.
officers. It
It shall
shall be
such diplomatic
superior conconofficers.
be competent
competent for
for such
diplomatic or
or superior
sular
to ask
ask and
and obtain
mandate or
or preliminary
of
sular officers
officers to
obtain a
a mandate
preliminary warrant
warrant of
arrest for the person whose surrender
surrender is sought,
the
sought, whereupon
whereupon the
magistrates of
judges and magistrates
shall respectively
respectively
of the two
two Governments
Governments shall
have
authority, upon
complaint made
made under
under oath,
issue
have power
power and
and authority,
upon complaint
oath, to
to issue
a warrant for the apprehension of the
the person charged,
a
in order
that
charged, in
order that
he or she may be brought
brought before such judge or
magistrate, that the
or magistrate,
the
evidence of
of criminality
may be
and considered
on such
evidence
criminality may
be heard
heard and
considered and
and if,
if, on
such
hearing,
evidence be
be deemed
sufficient to
hearing, the
the evidence
deemed sufficient
to sustain
sustain the
the charge,
charge, it
it
shall
be the
duty of
of the
examining judge
judge or
or magistrate
magistrate to
to certify
certify it
shall be
the duty
the examining
it
to
that aa warrant
issue for
to the proper
proper executive
executive authority,
authority, that
warrant may
may issue
for the
the
surrender
fugitive.
surrender of
of the
the fugitive.
Urgent cases.
ases.
In case of urgency,
urgency, the application
application for
and detention
detention may
may
for arrest
arrest and
be
addressed directly
to the
the competent
competent magistrate
in conformity
conformity to
be addressed
directly to
magistrate in
to
the statutes
the
statutes in
in force.
force.
Provisionalarrests.
The person provisionally arrested shall be released, unless within
Provisional arrests.
within
two months from the date of arrest
arrest or
or commitment
Esthonia or
or
commitment in Esthonia
United States
States respectively
respectively the
for surrender
the formal
formal requisition
requisition for
surrender with
with
the documentary
hereinafter prescribed
prescribed be
made as
documentary proofs
proofs hereinafter
be made
as aforesaid
aforesaid
by
diplomatic agent
agent of
of the
or, in
his
by the
the diplomatic
the demanding
demanding Government
Government or,
in his
absence, by aa consular officer
officer thereof.
thereof.
Donumentsrequired.
If the fugitive criminal shall have been convicted
Doettmentsrequired
If
convicted of the crime
crime
for which his
his surrender
surrender is asked,
asked, a
a copy
copy of
of the
the sentence
sentence of
of the
the court
court
before which
conviction took
took place,
authenticated, shall
shall be
be
before
which such
such conviction
place, duly
duly authenticated,
produced. If,
the fugitive
merely charged
charged with
with crime,
crime, aa
produced.
If, however,
however, the
fugitive is
is merely
duly authenticated
authenticated copy of the warrant
in the
warrant of arrest
arrest in
the country
country
committed, and of the
where the crime was committed,
which
the depositions upon
upon which
such warrant may have
issued, shall be produced,
have been issued,
such
produced, with
with such
other evidence
deemed competent
competent in
in the
other
evidence or
or proof
proof as
as may
may be
be deemed
the case.
case.

Teraitoryaeed.
Territory
affected.
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8, 1923.
NOVEMBER 8,

Article
Article XII.

Contracting
In
case of
of a
arequest
request made
made by
by either
of the High Contracting
either of
every case
In every
Parties
for the
the arrest,
extradition of fugitive criminals,
or extradition
detention or
arrest, detention
Parties for
the
the country
where the proceedings
country where
of the
officers of
legal officers
appropriate legal
the appropriate
Government
of
extradition are
shall assist
assist the
the officers
officers of the Government
held, shall
are held,
of extradition
demanding the
before the
respective judges and magisthe respective
extradition before
the extradition
demanding
no claim whatand no
trates,
by every
every legal
their power;
power; and
within their
means within
legal means
trates, by
ever
for compensation
compensation for
for any
services so
so rendered
rendered shall be
the services
of the
any of
ever for
made
Government demanding
demanding the
the extradition;
extradition; provided,
provided,
the Government
against the
made against
surrendering Government
however,
that any
officer or
Government
or officers of the surrendering
any officer
however, that
so
giving assistance
shall, in
the usual course of their duty,
in the
who shall,
assistance who
so giving
receive no
no salary
or compensation
compensation other
other than
than specific
specific fees for servsalary or
receive
to the same amount
ices
performed
by
them,
in
the
manner
and
amount
same
the
in
them,
by
performed
ices
as though
such acts
services had
had been
perprmed in ordinary
been pertrmed
or services
acts or
though such
as
criminal
the laws
laws of
the country
country of which they
of the
under the
proceedings under
criminal proceedings
are
officers.
are officers.
Article
XIII.
Article XIII.
The present
present Treaty
ratified by
by the High Contracting
be ratified
shall be
Treaty shall
The
Parties
in
accordance
with
their
respective
constitutional
constitutional methods
respective
their
with
accordance
in
Parties
and shall
shall take
effect on
on the
the date
date of
of the
exchange of ratifications
ratifications
the exchange
take effect
and
as
which
shall
take
place
at
Washington
as
soon
possible.
Washington
at
place
take
shall
which
Article XIV.
Article
The present
force for aa period of ten
in force
remain in
shall remain
Treaty shall
present Treaty
The
years,
case neither
of the
the High
Contracting Parties shall
High Contracting
neither of
in case
and in
years, and
have
given
notice
one
year
before
the
expiration
of that period
period of
expiration
the
before
year
one
notice
have given
its
intention to
terminate the
the Treaty,
it shall
shall continue in force until
Treaty, it
to terminate
its intention
the
of one
from the
the date
date on
on which
such notice of
which such
year from
one year
expiration of
the expiration
termination shall
either of
the High
High Contracting
Contracting
of the
by either
given by
be given
shall be
termination

Parties.
Parties.
In witness
witness whereof
whereof the
above-named Plenipotentiaries
Plenipotentiaries have signed
the above-named
In
the present
affixed their seals.
hereunto affixed
have hereunto
and have
Treaty and
present Treaty
the
Done in
in duplicate
at Tallinn
November, nineof November,
day of
eighth day
this eighth
Tallinn this
duplicate at
Done
teen hundred
hundred and
twenty-three.
and twenty-three.
teen
[sv.AL.]
F.
COLEMAN
B. COLEMAN
W. B.
F. W.
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
FR.
AKEL.
FR. AKEL.
[SEAL.]

Legal assistance.
Legalassstance.

Compensation.
Compensation.

of ratificaExchange
ns
achang
.
eof
ratifies-

tions.

Duration.
Duration.

Signatures.
Si
gnatures.

anged.ti
AND
ratified on
c1=11.
cations
ex
both ch
on both
duly ratified
been duly
has been
treaty has
said treaty
the said
WHEREAS the
AND WHEREAS
exchanged
parts,
and
the
ratifications
of
the
two
Governments
exchanged
were
Governments
two
the
of
ratifications
parts, and the
November, one
in
the city
city of
on the
the fifteenth
fifteenth day
day of November,
Washington on
of Washington
in the
thousand
nine
hundred
and
twenty-four;
twenty-four;roclamation.
and
hundred
nine
thousand
NOW,
it known
known that
that I,
Calvin Coolidge,
Coolidge, Proclamation.
I, Calvin
be it
THEREFORE, be
NOW, THEREFORE,
the said
caused
President
of
the
United
States
of
America,
have
have
America,
of
States
United
the
of
President
treaty to
to be
public, to
to the
that the
the same and every article
end that
the end
made public,
be made
treaty
and clause
clause thereof
may be
be observed
observed and
and fulfilled
fulfilled with good faith by
thereof may
and
the
United States
and the citizens thereof.
States and
the United
hand and
IN TESTIMONY
TESTIMONY WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, IIhave
hereunto set
set my
my hand
have hereunto
IN
caused the
seal of
of the
the United
affixed.
to be affixed.
States to
United States
the seal
caused
DONE at
at the
city of
of Washington,
Washington, this
fifteenth day of November,
this fifteenth
the city
DONE
in
year of
of our
Lord one
one thousand
thousand nine
hundred and
and
nine hundred
our Lord
the year
in the
[sEAL.] twentv-four,
twenty-four, and
and of
Independence of
of the United
United
the Independence
of the
[SEAL.]
States of
of America
the one
one hundred
hundred and
forty-ninth.
and forty-ninth.
America the
States
CALvar
Coompaz
CALVI CooLIDGE

By
President:
the President:
By the
CHARLEs
E. Hiu.ES
Huorms
CHAR.LEs E.
Secretary
Secretary of State.
45S22
—V OL 43-PT
43—PT 2
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2--45822 °--VOL
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GREAT
IRELAND.
GREAT BRITAIN
BRITAIN AND
AND NORTHERN
NORTHERN IRELAND.

October
1924.
October l,1,14.

October
1924.
tober 27,,
27,B1224.

october!, 1924.
192,.
October

Parcel
Great Britain
Northern Ireland
Ireland
Parcel post apreement
agreement between Great
Britain and Northern
and te
United States of America.
America. Signed at Washington
October 1,
the Unded
Washington October

1924,
and at
27, 1924;
1924; approved
by the
the President,
President,
approved by
1924, and
at London,
London, October
October 27,
November 19,
19
24.
November
19, 1924.

AGREEMENT
BETWEEN THE
THE POST
OFFICE OF
AGREEMENT BETWEEN
POST OFFICE
OF GREAT
GREAT BRITAIN
BRITAIN AND
AND
NORTHERN IRELAND
IRELAND AND
POST OFFICE
OFFICE DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF
OF
AND THE
THE POST
NORTHERN
THE
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
THE DIRECT
EXCHANGE
FOR THE
DIRECT EXCHANGE
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
AMERICA FOR
OF
pRCEL POST.
POST.
BY PARCEL
OF PARCELS
PARCELS BY

The Post
Post Office
Office of
Great Britain
Britain and
and Northern
Northern Ireland
Ireland and
the
and the
of Great
The
Post Office
Office Department
Department of the United States of America agree to
effect
a regular
regular direct exchange of parcels
between Great Britain
effect a
parcels between
and Northern
America, including
including
and
Northern Ireland
Ireland and
and the
the United
United States
States of
of America,
Alaska, Hawaii,
Hawaii, Porto
Porto Rico,
Rico, Guam
the Virgin
Virgin Islands
Islands of
of the
Alaska,
Guam and
and the
the
United States.
United
States.
Scope
of agreement.
Scope oagreement.
The following regulations
regulations shall be applicable,
applicable, not only to parcels
exchanged directly
between Great
and Northern
exchanged
directly between
Great Britain
Britain and
Northern Ireland
Ireland and
and
the United
United States
States of
of America
but also
to parcels
parcels sent
in transit
to
the
America, but
also to
sent in
transit to
or
other, subject
subject to
or from one
one of
of the
the two
two countries
countries through
through the
the other,
to the
the
Pod,
pp.1856,1860.
Pod,pp.isa6,iso.
exceptions specified in Article
Article X, Section 1, 2nd paragraph,
paragraph, and
and ArArticle
3.
ticle XV,
XV, Section
Section 3.
Parcel post conven

Gritain
tionth
tion with
Cheat Britain
and Northern Ireland.
and
Preamble.
Preamble.

Limitations.
sSize.
e

z.

Weight.
Weight.

Excess provision.
Exess
provision.

Method of exchange.
Method
Sealed bags.
Sealed
bags.

Transit.
Transit.
For other countries.

For othercontri.

Notice.
Notice.

I.I. Lants
Limits of Weight and Size.
in weight,
weight, 3
1. No parcel shall exceed 11 lb. in
3 feet 6
6 inches
inches in
in
length or
feet in
in length
length and
and girth
girth combined.
combined.
length
or 66feet
2. As regards
regards the exact calculation
calculation of the weight and dimensions
dimensions
accepted, exexof parcels,
parcels, the
the view of the despatching
despatching Office
Office shall
shall be
be accepted,
cept in
in cases
of obvious
error.
cept
cases of
obvious error.

3.
Administrations of
3. The
The Postal
Postal Administrations
the two
two Countries
Countries reserve
reserve the
of the
the

right to fix
fix subsequently,
subsequently, by common consent,
consent, if
if their
their respective
Regulations permit,
permit, the
the rates
rates and
and conditions
conditions applicable
to parcels
Regulations
applicable to
parcels
exceeding the
weight and
paragraph 1.
exceeding
the limits
limits of
of weight
and size
size specified
specified in
in paragraph
1.
II.
II.

Parcels.
Method of exchange of Parcels.

1.
exchanged, in bags duly fastened and
1. The parcels
parcels shall be exchanged,
and
sealed, by the Offices
Offices appointed by
by agreement
agreement between
between the two
two AdAdministrations.
ministrations.
III. Transit
Parcels.
Transit Parcels.

Postal Administrations
1. Each of the two Postal
right
Administrations guarantees
guarantees the
the right
of
parcels over
or from
from any
with
of transit for
for parcels
over its
its territory
territory to
to or
any country
country with
which
has Parcel
Parcel Post
communication.
which it
it has
Post communication.
2. Each
Each Administration
Administration shall inform the other to which countries
countries
through it
it as
as intermediary.
intermediary.
parcels may
may be sent
sent through
To be
accepted for
onward transmission
transmission parcels
parcels sent
sent by
by one
one of
To
be accepted
for onward
of the
the
contracting Administrations
Administrations through
through the service of the other AdminAdministration must comply with the conditions
conditions prescribed
prescribed from time to
to
the intermediary
intermediary Administration.
time by
by the
Administration.

GREAT BRITAIN
NORTHERN IRELAND.
IRELAND.
AND NORTHERN
BRITAIN AND
GREAT

1855

October 1, 1924.
October
1924.
October 27,
27,192.
1924.

OctobeT

IV.
Prepayment Compulsory.
Compulsory.
IV. Prepayment

Prepayment
compulPrepayment compulsory.
sory.

Except
in the
the case
case of
or redirected
the postage
postage
parcels the
redirected parcels
of returned
returned or
Except in
shall
• •
prepaid.
shall be prepaid.
V.
V. Charges.
Charges.

Exceptions.
Exceptions.

In respect of
parcel for delivery
delivery in the United States of
of every
every parcel
In
America
in Great
Great Britain
Britain and
Northern Ireland,
Ireland, whether
whether inand Northern
or in
America or
be made by the desured or
or uninsured,
uninsured, a
apayment
payment of
cents shall be
of 30
30 cents
sured
spatching
to the
the receiving
Administration, with the
receiving Administration,
Administration to
spatching Administration
conveyance when this servaddition of
the credits
proper to
to the sea conveyance
credits proper
of the
addition
ice
is provided
provided by
by the
the latter Administration.
Administration.
ice is
The
to be
in respect of parcels
parcels sent from one of
be allowed
allowed in
amounts to
The amounts
the
countries to
to the
onward transmission
transmission
the other
other for onward
contracting countries
the two
two contracting
to a
athird
third country
country shall
shall be
fixed by
Administration.
intermediate Administration.
by the
the intermediate
be fixed
to
On
every parcel
parcel returned,
by one of the two
or redirected
redirected unpaid, by
returned, or
On every
re-transmitting AdAdministrations to the other, the returning
returning or re-transmitting
Administrations
together
a payment of 30 cents together
ministration
be entitled to claim a
ministration shall be
In the case
with
Atlantic sea service. In
respect of the Atlantic
any sum due
due in respect
with any
of
through one of
unpaid, in transit through
redirected unpaid,
or redirected
parcel returned,
returned, or
of aaparcel
the
Administrations to the other the intermediary
intermediary Office may
the two Administrations
claim also
also the
sum due
due to
to it
it for any
service provided,
additional sea service
any additional
the sum
claim
together with
due to
Administration or Adto any
any other Administration
amounts due
any amounts
with any
together
ministrations concerned.
concerned.
ministrations
keep
Except as
as provided
each Administration
Administration shall keep
this Article
Article each
in this
provided in
Except
the
sums which
it collects
collects by
by virtue
various artiof the various
virtue of
which it
the sums
of the
the whole
whole of
cles
this Agreement.
Agreement.
of this
cles of

Amount.
Amount.

VI. Prohibitions.
Prohibitions.
VI.

Charges.
Charges.

For
other countries,
countries,
For other

Parcels
returned, etc.
etc.
Parcels returned,

retained.
Collections
Collections retained.

Prohibitions.
Prohibitions.

Parcels excluded.
excluded.
Parcels
1.
is forbidden
forbidden to
to send by
containing:—
by post
post any parcel containing:1. It
It is
(a)
A
letter
or
a
communication
of
the
nature
of
a
Nevera
letter.
(a) A letter or a communication of the nature of
a parcel an open invoice, conit is
is permitted
permitted to enclose in a
theless it
a
fined
particulars which constitute
constitute an invoice, and also a
to the
the particulars
fined to
simple copy
of the
address of
the sender
being
sender being
that of
of the
parcel, that
of the
the parcel,
the address
simple
copy of
added.
(b)
enclosure which
address different from that
an address
bears an
which bears
(b) An
An enclosure
placed on
on the
the parcel.
cover of the
the cover
placed
(c)
live animal
animal (except
which must be enclosed in
(except bees, which
Any live
(c) Any
boxes so
so as
to avoid
avoid all
danger to
to postal
officers and to allow the
postal officers
all danger
as to
boxes
contents to be
ascertained).
be ascertained).
contents
the admission
(d) Any
admission is not authorised by the
of which the
article of
Any article
(d)
Customs
laws or
in force
in either
either country.
country.
force in
or regulations
regulations in
or other
other laws
Customs or
(e)
or inflammable
inflammable article,
general, any
article, and, in general,
explosive or
Any explosive
(e) Any
article
which the
conveyance is
dangerous.
is dangerous.
the conveyance
of which
article of
Disposal
excluded
Disposal of
of excluded
2. When
When a
aparcel
parcel contravening
contravening any
any of
of these
these prohibitions is handed
handed parcels.
2.
over by
one Administration
Administration to
to the
the other,
the latter
shall proceed
proceed
latter shall
other, the
by one
over
in
with its
its laws
inland regulations.
and its inland
laws and
in accordance
accordance with
List
of prohibited
prohibited
List of
articles, etc.
etc.
3. The
shall furnish each other with articles,
Administrations shall
Postal Administrations
two Postal
3.
The two
a
list of
articles; but
thereby undertake
will not
not thereby
they will
but they
of prohibited
prohibited articles;
a list
any
the police,
Cu4toms authorthe Customs
police, the
towards the
whatever towards
responsibility whatever
any responsibility
ities,
or the
senders of
parcels.
of parcels.
the senders
ities, or

VII.
up of
of parcels.
parcels.
VII. Make
Make up
1. The
The name
sender and of the addressee
addressee must
name and address of the sender
1.
be
legibly and
correctly written
in every
every case
possible on
the
on the
when possible
case when
written in
and correctly
be legibly
parcel
itself, or
or a
Customs Declaration
Declaration securely
securely
a Customs
tag, label,
label, or
or on
on aa tag,
parcel itself,
gummed to
to the
parcel, instead
instead of
only on aa tag tied thereto. Adof only
the parcel,
gummed

Make
parcels.
Make up
up of
of parcels.

Requirements.
Requirements.
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dresses
in pencil
are not
not allowed;
address may
written
be written
may be
the address
but the
allowed; but
pencil are
dresses in
with
copying ink
ink pencil
pencil on
on a
a surface
surface previously
previously damped.
damped.
with copying
2.
Every parcel
be packed
in a
a manner
manner adequate
adequate for
for the
the
packed in
shall be
parcel shall
2. Every
length of
cif the
and for
of the
the contents.
contents.
protection of
the protection
for the
the journey
journey and
length
3.
liquid or
or any
any substance
substance which
which easily
liquefies shall
shall
easily liquefies
Any liquid
3. Any
be
packed in
Between the
first receptacle
receptacle
the first
receptacle. Between
double receptacle.
in a
a double
be packed
the second
(bottle
flo-slr, pot,
box, &c.)
second (box of metal or
&c.) and the
pot, box,
(bottle, flask,
of strong
strong wood)
shall be
be left
shall be filled with
which shall
space which
left aa space
wood) shall
of
quan-material in sufficient
sawdust,
bran ' or
other absorbent
sufficient quan
absorbent material
some other
or some
sawdust, bran,
tity
all the
the liquid
liquid contents
in the
the case of breakage.
contents in
absorb,all
to absorb
tity to

Declarations.
VIII. Despatch
Despatch. Notes
and Customs Declarations.
Notes and
VIII.

Despatch
and
Despatch notes and
customs declarations.
declarations.

accompanied by aa Customs
1. Each parcel shall be accompanied
Customs Declaration
or by
by a
a Despatch
Despatch Note
and as
as many
many Customs
may
as may
Declarations as
Customs Declarations
Note and
or
be
The Administrations
Administrations shall inform each other of the
required. The
be required.
number
Declarations to
country
each country
for each
be furnished
furnished for
to be
Customs Declarations
of Customs
number of
of destination.
of
destination.
No ree
r
pInsibility for
for
2. The
Administrations accept
responsibility for
for the
correctthe correctno responsibility
accept no
2.
The Administrations
No
rsponsibility
ness
ness of the Customs Declarations.
To

To acompany
accompany pareels.

i
o

.

Parcels.
IX. Advice
Advice of Parcels.
IX.

Advice of parcels.
parels.
Advice
Parcel
Parcel bills pro-

isionsrane.

be advised
advised on
The uninsured
in each
each Mail
shall be
Mail shall
included in
parcels included
uninsured parcels
The
a
parcel bill
by the
Insured and
entry of their total number. Insured
the simple
simple entry
bill by
a parcel
returned
shall be
advised in the manner prescribed
prescribed
be advised
however, shall
parcels, however,
returned parcels,
in
Articles X
respectively.
X and XV respectively.
in Articles
Each despatching
Office of
of Exchange
Exchange shall number the parcel bills
despatching Office
Each
in
the upper
upper left
corner, commencing
commencing each
each year
series
a fresh
fresh series
year a
left hand
hand corner,
in the
for each
destination. The last number of the
Exchange of destination.
Office of
of Exchange
each Office
for
year shall
shall be
on the
parcel bill
despatch of the
the first
first despatch
bill of
of the
the parcel
shown on
be shown
year
year.
following year.
The
one Administration
Administration
of advising
advising parcels sent by one
exact method
method of
The exact
in transit
transit through
the other
of procedure
procedure
with any points of
together with
other together
through the
in
in connexion
with the
advice of
Parcels for
which provision is not
for which
of Parcels
the advice
in
connexion with
made above
shall be
be settled
settled by
arrangement between
the
between the
by mutual
mutual arrangement
made
above shall
contracting Administrations.
Administrations.
contracting
X. Iszurance.
Insurance.

Insurance.
Insurance.

limited
Amount limited.

Application.
Application.

Fes.
Fees.

areired

of precious

Require" Precious

articles, etc.

Sacks
required.
a required.

.

1.

Parcels may
be insured
Parcels
may be
insured up
up to
the sum
sum of
100 dollars
but
to the
of £20
£20 or
or 100
dollars, but

above the real value of its
no parcel
amount above
may be
be insured for an amount
no
parcel may
contents.
contents.
Until
mutually agreed
agreed to
to the
the contrary,
insurance shall apply
apply only
contrary, insurance
Until mutually
to
parcels exchanged
between the
the United
Alaska, Hawaii,
States, Alaska,
United States,
exchanged between
to parcels
and
(excluding the
possessions of the United
the other Island possessions
Rico (excluding
Porto Rico
and Porto
States)
and Northern
Northern Ireland.
Britain and
and Great
Great Britain
States) and
administration of origin is entitled to collect from the sender
sender
The administration
of
each insured
insured parcel
parcel such
such insurance
insurance fees
fees as
may from
time
as may
from time to time
of each
be
by its
its regulations.
prescribed by
be prescribed

containing coin,
Every parcel
Every
parcel containing
coin, bullion, jewellery,
jewellery, or any other
bulprecious article
article must
be insured.
If aa parcel
coin, bulcontaining coin,
parcel containing
insured. If
must be
precious
lion
or any
precious article is posted
posted uninsured
uninsured the
any other precious
jewellery or
lion, jewellery
Administration which
which delivers
accordance with
with
in accordance
treat it
it in
it shall
shall treat
delivers it
Administration
its own
own regulations.
Every parcel
parcel containing
or any other
jewellery or
containing jewellery
its
regulations. Every
a
in value
must be packed in a
precious
value must
£100 ($500)
($500) in
exceeding £100
precious article exceeding
box measuring
feet 66inches
inches in length and girth comless than 22feet
measuring not less
box
bined.
bined.
Insured
parcels shall
be enclosed
enclosed in
in separate
separate sacks
sacks from
those in
Insured parcels
shall be
from those
in
which ordinary
packages are
contained and
and the
the labels
labels
are contained
parcel-post packages
which
ordinary parcel-post
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such distinctive symbol as may
of such
such sacks
sacks shall
shall be
be marked
marked with
with such
of
upon.
agreed
be
time
from
Seals.
to time
time to
from time
be closed
All
parcels exchanged
exchanged must be
closed and
and securely
securely sealed
sealed
insured parcels
All insured
with
wax or
but the
the country
destination shall have the
of destination
countrs of
otherwise, but
or otherwise,
with wax
right to
to open
them (including
right to
break the seals) in order
order
to break
the right
(including the
open them
right
to
inspect
the
contents.
Parcels
that
have
opened shall be
been so opened
have
that
Parcels
contents.
the
to inspect
closed again
official seals.
seals. Either
Either country
require a
aspecial
special
country may require
with official
again with
closed
parcels
insured
of
impress
or
mark
of
the
sender
in
the
sealing
insured
sealing
the
in
sender
the
of
mark
or
impress
mailed
service as
as a
ameans of protection.
its service
in its
mailed in
et.
Addressing, etc.
2.
Insured parcels
not be
be addressed
Addressing,
addressed to initials.
shall not
parcels shall
2. Insured
conspicuous
Each
insured
parcel
must
be
labelled
"
Insured
"
in
a
conspicuous
a
in
Insured"
"
labelled
be
Each insured parcel must
manner and
distinguishing number. The Customs
bear aa distinguishing
must bear
and must
manner
Declaration,
if
not
gummed
to the
labelled
parcel, must also be labelled
the parcel,
to
gummed
not
Declaration, if
"Insured ".
"Insured
No
parcel need
need have
have written
information as to the
written on it information
insured parcel
No insured
stated
be
value
of
its
contents,
although
this
may
be
in the accompanyaccompanymay
this
value of its contents, although
ing customs
customs declaration.
ing
The
labels or
or stamps
stamps on
coin articles
articles
containing coin,
parcels containing
insured parcels
on insured
The labels
so
be
must
articles
precious
or
of
gold
or
silver,
jewellry
other
milt
be so
jewellry
silver,
or
gold
of
placed
that
they
cannot
serve
to
conceal
injuries
to
the
cover.
cover.
They
the
to
injuries
conceal
to
placed that they cannot serve
must not
be folded
folded over
two sides
sides of
the cover
cover so as to hide the
of the
over two
not be
must
edge.
edge.
ofdeliver.
3. The
The sender
sender of
an insured
parcel may
may obtain
obtain an
advice of
of Advie
Advice of
delivery.
an advice
insured parcel
of an
3.
as
if
delivery
upon
payment
of
such
additional
charge,
if
any,
the
charge,
additional
such
of
payment
upon
delivery
country
the parcel
shall stipulate. A fee may be
parcel shall
of the
origin of
of origin
country of
charged,
at
the
option
of
the
country
of
for
origin, on aa request for
of origin,
country
the
of
option
the
at
charged,
insured
information
as
to
the
disposal
of
parcel made after it
it
an
of
information as to the disposal
has been
posted, if
if the
sender has
already paid the special fee
fee
has not already
the sender
been posted,
has
to
of delivery.
the
delivery. These fees will be retained by the
advice of
an advice
obtain an
to obtain
m.
. .
country of
of origin.
origin.
country
When an
advice of
is desired,
desired, the
sender or office of origin Form.
the sender
delivery is
of delivery
an advice
When
manner,, the
shall write
on the
the parcel,
in a
conspicuous manner
a conspicuous
parcel, in
stamp on
or stamp
write or
shall
requested ",
words,
"
Return
receipt
requested
",
"Advice
of
delivery
requested
delivery
of
"Advice
",
requested
words, "Return receipt
or, boldly,
boldly, the
"A R
R ".
letters "A
the letters
or,
by the office of origin
The form
form of
of advice
of delivery
out by:
made out
is made
delivery is
advice of
The
If
or
by any
any other
office which
the country
country of
origin may appoint. If
of origin
which the
other office
or by
it
reach the
of destination,
office supplies an
destination, that office
office of
the office
not reach
does not
it does
advice of
of delivery
delivery if
the parcel
parcel bears
therefor.
request therefor.
bears request
if the
advice
Advices of
delivery, after
completed, shall, unless otherbeing completed,
after being
of delivery,
Advices
wise requested
requested by
by the
country of
returned direct to the
be returned
origin be
of origin
the country
wise
sender
by
mail without
charge for
postage.
for postage.
without charge
ordinary mail
by ordinary
sender
At.ti
When, after
after an
insured parcel
has been
been posted,
posted, the
Application after
applies osting.after
sender applies
the sender
parcel has
an insured
When,
of
a
on
for
an
advice
of
delivery,
the
office
of
origin
enters
a
form
enters
for an advice of delivery, the office of origin
advice of
exact description
description of
of the
the parcel
(office of origin,
parcel (office
an exact
delivery an
of delivery
advice
date of
of posting,
number, and
and name
and address of sender and of
name and
posting, number,
date
addressee). This
form is
is transmitted
from administration
administration to adtransmitted from
This form
addressee).
ministration with
with an
an indication
indication of
of the
the mail
mail in which the parcel
ministration
under inquiry
inquiry was
was delivered
delivered to
to the
corresponding office
office of exchange.
the corresponding
under
The
of destination
completes the
form and returns it
it to the
the form,
destination completes
office of
The office
p

not
Acon iif advic
Action
advice not
of origin.
sender unless
unless otherwise
by the
origin.
country of
the country
requested by
otherwise requested
sender
If
advice of
of delivery
duly applied
by the
received.
sender at the received.
the sender
for by
applied for
delivery duly
an advice
If an
time
of posting
received back
at the
the office
of origin
origin at the end
office of
back at
not received
is not
posting is
time of
be
advice shall be
missing
of
a
proper
interval,
an
inquiry
for
missing
the
for
inquiry
an
of a proper interval,
instituted
the procedure
prescribed by the preprocedure prescribed
with the
accordance with
in accordance
instituted in
ceding paragraph.
Office of
at the top of the
enter at
shall enter
origin shall
of origin
The Office
paragraph. The
ceding
form
of Advice
of delivery
the note
"Duplicate Advice
Advice of Denote "Duplicate
delivery the
Advice of
form of
el b
livery"
or
some
equivalent
expression.
se t
expression.
or some equivalent
livery"
4. The insured parcels
shall be entered by the dispatching office Separate
parcel
bills.
Pate bills.
4. The insured parcels shall be entered by the dispatching office
of exchange
exchange on
separate
parcel
bills
which
shall
show
in
of
respect
in
show
shall
which
bills
parcel
separate
on
of
each parcel,
the insurance
number and
office (and
(and state or
the office
and the
insurance number
each parcel, the
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country)
of origin.
origin. Additional
Additional indicia
indicia may
be required
required from
from time
time
country) of
may be
to time
time if
necessary.
to
if found
found necessary.
Notice of damage,
Note
5. Parcels
bearing
violation or
or damage
damage must
have the
o dag,
Parcels
p5.
bearing evidence
evidence of
of violation
must have
the
etc.
facts
noted on
on them
and bemarked
the stamp
office
facts noted
them and
bemarked with
with the
stamp of
of the
the office
making the
or a
a document
to the
violation
making
the note,
note, or
document drawing
drawing attention
attention to
the violation
or damage
damage must
the parcels.
or
must be
be forwarded
forwarded with
with the
parcels.
n
Nondelivery of iin6.
insured parcel
parcel cannot
cannot be delivered as addressed or is re6. If
If an
an insured
sNordenp
sured
parcels. of
fused
addressee, the
treated in
accordance with
with
fused by
by the
the addressee,
the parcel
parcel shall
shall be
be treated
in accordance
Article XV.
XV. Such
Such a
aparce
panel if
shall be
returned as
as insured.
insured.
Article
if returned,
returned, shall
be returned
Redirected parade.
7.. When
When an
parcel is
is redirected
redirected to
to either
either country
country or
Redireced pes
an insured
insured parcel
or is
is
returned to the country
fee shall
shall be
be colreturned
country of
of origin, a
a new
new insurance
insurance fee
collected upon
retained by
country making
lected
upon delivery
delivery and
and retained
by the
the country
making the
the colleccollection. The
The Post
Post Office
delivery shall
the amount
amount of
of such
such
tion.
Office making
making delivery
shall fix
fix the
fee
in accordance
accordance with
with its
fee in
its regulations.
regulations.
Indemnity proproIndemnity
8. Except in cases of loss or damage through force
force majeure
majeure (causes
(causes
visions.
beyond control)
as that
is defined
defined by
by the
legal decisions
of the
*
beyond
control) as
that term
term is
the legal
decisions of
the
when an
country in
in the service of
of which the
the loss
loss or
or damage
damage occurs,
occurs, when
an
insured parcel
parcel has
has been
been lost
lost or
or damaged
damaged or
or all
all or
of its
its contents
insured
or part
part of
contents
abstracted, the
the sender,
or in
of the
sender,
abstracted,
sender, or
in default
default of
of or
or at
at the
the request
request of
the sender,
the addressee,
addressee, shall
be entitled
entitled to
an indemnity
indemnity corresponding
corresponding to
to the
the
the
shall be
to an
actual amount,
based on
the time
time of
actual
amount, based
on the
the actual
actual value
value at
at the
of mailing,
mailing, of
of
the
or damage,
the damage
damage has
has arisen
arisen from
from
the loss,
loss, abstraction,
abstraction, or
damage, unless
unless the
the
or negligence
the sender
sender or
the addresee
the reprethe fault
fault or
negligence of
of the
or the
addressee or
or the
representative
the nature
sentative of
of either,
either, or
or from
from the
nature of
of the
the article,
article, provided
provided always
always
that
does not
not exceed
which the
the parcel
parcel
that the
the indemnity
indemnity does
exceed the
the sum
sum for
for which
was
the required
required insurance
insurance fee
fee was
was paid.
was insured
insured and for
for which
which the
paid.
Postage
on la
lost parThe sender
sender of
of an
which has
been lost,
lost, or
or of
of which
Posagee on
The
paan insured
insured parcel
parcel which
has been
which
cels to be returned.
to be
the contents have been lost or completely
completely destroyed
destroyed in the post, shall
shall
entitled to the
of the
the postage.
postage. He
however,
also be
be entitled
the return
return of
He is
is not,
not, however,
entitled to the return
return of the
the insurance
insurance fee.
fee.
No compensation if
In case
case the
the sender
sender of
insured parcel,
parcel, with
intent to
defraud,
to defraud,
with intent
an insured
of an
In
Naed comnpnts
alleged
contents abovi
above
real value.
vaine.
real
shall at any time allege the contents to be above
above their real
real value
value, he
he
shall lose all claim to compensation or to the return
return of
of the
the postage,
postage,
and
any legal
and the enforcement
enforcement of this
this rule
rule shall
shall not
not prejudice
prejudice any
legal proproceedings
ceedings to which
may have
have rendered
which such
such fraudulent declaration
declaration may
rendered
liable.
him liable.
or him
sible for
ce responsible
Office
The obligation
obligation of
of paying
paying the
with the
country
Indemnity.
or The
inmnityPob
the indemnity
indemnity shall
shall rest
rest with
the country
is subordinate.
to which the mailing office is
subordinate. That country
country can
can make
make
the country
country responsible,
to say,
say, against
the adminisadminisaaclaim
claim on
on the
responsible, that
that is
is to
against the
tration
the territory
or in
the loss,
tration on
on the
territory or
in the
the service
service of
of which
which the
loss, abstracabstraction,
damage took
took place.
tion, or damage
place.
Until
contrary is
is proved,
responsibility for
an insured
Until the contrary
proved, responsibility
for an
insured narc,e1
parcel
rests with the country which having
parcel without
without
having received
received the
the parcel
making any observation
observation cannot
cannot establish correct
correct delivery or other
proper
disposition.
proper disposition.
Responsibility for
loss damage
discovered by
the
Responsibility
for loss
damage or
or for
for abstraction
abstraction discovered
by the
receiving
receiving Office of Exchange
Exchange at the time of opening the receptacles
receptacles
and duly notified
notified to the despatching Office of Exchange
Exchange by verification
tion note shall
upon the
the Administration
the despatching
despatching
shall fall
fall upon
Administration to
to which
which the
Office of Exchange
Exchange is subordinate
be proved
that the
the loss
subordinate unless
unless it be
proved that
loss
damage
damage or abstraction occurred
occurred during transit in
of the
in the service
service of
the
receiving
Administration.
receiving Administration.
If
abstraction or
or damage
damage occurred
occurred in
in the
the course
course o
con If the loss,
loss, abstraction,
offconveyance
it shall
shall not
to ascertain
ascertain on
on the
the t
err itory or
n
veyance, and
and it
not be
be possible
possible to
territory
or i
in
the service
service of which country
abstraction, or
damage took
took
country the
the loss, abstraction,
or damage
place, the indemnity shall be shared equally.
No responsibility if
No
be admitted
for insured
insured parcels
parcels for
for which
which
No responsibility
responsibility will
will be
admitted for
ut
pfor
ripte
wibitho
reeeipted for without
reservation.
reservation.
the sender or addressee
authorized representative
representative of
has
addressee or authorized
of either
either has
given aa receipt
accepted delivery without reservation,
receipt and accepted
reservation, nor
for
nor for
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articles
cannot be
consequence of the defor in consequence
accounted for
be accounted
which cannot
articles which
struction
of official
official documents
through causes beyond
beyond control.
documents through
struction of
contain matNo indemnity
will be
be paid
paid for
for insured
parcels which
which contain
mat- celomnointrnuityvape
ce
trer:
insured parcels
indemnity will
No
in the
ter
of no
no intrinsic
prohibited transmission in
the orprohibitedmatter.
or prohibited matter.
intrinsic value or matter prohibited
ter of
parcel-post mails
mails exchanged
the United
United States and Great
between the
exchanged between
parcel-post
not conform to the stipBritain
and
Northern
Ireland,
or
did
which
or
Ireland,
Britain and Northern
were not posted in the manner
ulations
this Agreement
which were
or which
Agreement or
of this
ulations of
prescribed;
country responsible
for the loss, damage or abresponsible for
the country
but the
prescribed; but
straction may
pay indemnity
in respect
respect of such parcels without reindemnity in
may pay
straction
course to
to the
the other
other Administration.
course
Timeforifngcaims.
a claim
No application
for indemnity
will be
be entertained
claim Time
for Muff claims.
unless a
entertained unless
indemnity will
application for
No
or
an initial
claimant or his
written shall be filed by claimant
or written
oral or
inquiry oral
initial inquiry
or an
following
representative within
within a
year commencing
commencing with the day following
a year
representative
the posting
posting of
parcel.
insured parcel.
the insured
of the
the
provsLo
The payment
payment of
of indemnity
indemnity by
by the
the country
of origin
origin must
must take
take Payment provisions.
country of
The
a year of the
place as
as soon
as practicable
practicable and
and at
the latest within a
at the
soon as
place
is, however, authordate of
of the
application. The
The country
country of origin is,
the application.
date
ised to
settle with
with the
the sender
on behalf
country of destination
destination
of the country
behalf of
sender on
to settle
ised
which has
has after
being duly
informed of the
the application for indemduly informed
after being
which
nity let
months pass
pass without
without settling the matter. The disnine months
let nine
nity
patching
country
may
exceptionally
postpone settlement
settlement of the
postpone
exceptionally
may
patching country
indemnity beyond
the period
period mentioned,
mentioned, when,
when, on expiration
expiration of the
beyond the
indemnity
the
period,
it
has
not
been
definitely
informed
as
disposal of the
to
as
informed
definitely
been
not
has
it
period,
article
inquired
for
or
when
the
question
whether
the
loss of the
whether
question
the
article inquired for or when
article is
is due
due to
to a
beyond control
not yet decided.
is not
control is
cause beyond
a cause
Refund by country
article
untr
The country
country responsible
responsible or
on whose
whose behalf
payment is made
made respndby
responsible.
behalf the payment
or on
The
.
is bound
delay, the
amount of
indemnity paid.
direct d
paid. Indirect
of indemnity
the amount
damages.
without delay,
good without
make good
to make
bound to
is
consequenor
No
compensation
shall
be
given
for
injury
damage
consequen
injury
for
given
be
shall
No compensation
tial
upon, i.
i. e.
from, the loss, damage, delay, nonarising from,
indirectly arising
e. indirectly
tial upon,
delivery,
or
mis-delivery
of
any
insured parcel
parcel transmitted under
insured
any
of
mis-delivery
or
delivery,
this
Decision of compenAgreement..
Agreement:
this Agreement.
with sation.
compensation rests with
The final
decision upon
sation.
questions of compensation
all questions
upon all
final decision
The
the administration
of the
country in
in which
damage has
loss or damage
the loss
which the
the country
administration of
the
Check by exchange
taken place.
exchange
place.
taken
offices.
XI.
Check
by
Offices
of
Exchange.
offices.
Exchange.
of
Ofices
by
XI. Check
Verification note.
note.
Veriftcation

on not
1.
the receipt
of a
aMail
Mail the
Exchange shall
of Exchange
Office of
receiving Office
the receiving
receipt of
On the
1. On
check
it and,
and, if
shall report
report missing
irmissing articles or other irnecessary, shall
if necessary,
check it
dierNotification
Notification of differregularities
by means
means of
of a
note.
verification note.
a verification
regularities by
ences.
2.
Any differences
in the
the credits
credits and ac- ences.
noticed in
be noticed
may be
which may
differences which
2. Any
counting shall
shall be
be notified
the dispatching
of Exchange
Exchange by
Office of
dispatching Office
to the
notified to
counting
verification note.
note. The
verification notes
notes shall be attached
accepted verification
The accepted
verification
to
the parcel
parcel *bills
Corrections not supported
supported
relate. Corrections
they relate.
which they
to which
bills to
to the
by
are not
not admitted.
admitted.
vouchers are
by vouchers
Fees.

es
XII. Fees
for delivery
for Customs
formalities. Demurrage
Demurrage Fe Customs formalities.
and for
delivery and
XII. Fees for
charges.
charges.

The Post
Office of
of the
country of
of destination
may collect from the
destination may
the country
Post Office
The
addressees,
for
delivery
and
for
the
fulfilment
of Customs
formaliCustoms formaliof
fulfilment
the
for
and
delivery
for
addressees,
ties,
not exceeding
exceeding 6d.
(12 cents)
for each
parcel.
each parcel.
cents) for
6d. (12
charge not
a charge
ties, a
Each
country may
storage or
demurrage charges
or demurrage
reasonable storage
impose reasonable
may impose
Each country
any parcel within
of
in
case
the
addressee
fails
to
accept
delivery
within
delivery
accept
to
fails
in case the addressee
such reasonable time
as is
is prescribed
prescribed by
by the
the Country
of destination.
destination.
of
Country
as
time
reasonable
such
Any
shall be
cancelled in
in the
the event
of the
the return of the
event of
be cancelled
charges shall
such charges
Any such
parcel
of origin.
origin.
country of
the country
to the
parcel to

Customs.
Customs.

Demurrage.
Demurrage.

1860
1860

GREAT BRITAIN
BRITAIN AND
AND NORTHERN
GREAT
NORTHERN IRELAND.
IRELAND.

O
ctober 1, 1924.
ctober

o 27,, 1924
1924
October

XIII. Redirection.
Redirection.
XIII.

Redirection.
Redirection.
Additional
charge.
Addtional chare.

Any parcel redirected
redirected within
country of
of destination
destination shall
shall be
within the
the country
be
liable to
such additional
charges as
may be
prescribed by
by the
the doliable
to such
additional charges
as may
be prescribed
domestic
regulations of
of that
that country.
country.
mestic regulations

Other psa
postal chare.
charge.
Other

XIV. Postal
Postal charges
prescribednot to be collected.
charges other
other than those prescribed

Parcels not subject
thePae
not suabect
thereto.

The parcels
the present
Agreement applies
not be
be
shall not
present Agreement
applies shall
The
parcels to
to which
which the
subjected to
any postal
postal charge
charge other
other than
the
subjected
to any
than those
those contemplated
contemplated by
by the
different Articles
Articles of
Agreement.
different
of this
this Agreement.

Nondelivery.
Nonadevery.
Return to sender.

BRtn to

nder.

Request
by sender.
Bequet by
sender.

Application.

XV. Non-delivery.
Non-delivery.
XV.
In the absence
1.
of aa request
sender to
1. In
absence of
request by
by the
the sender
to the
the contrary,
contrary, aa
parcel which
cannot be
delivered shall
shall be
be returned
returned to
parcel
which cannot
be delivered
to the
the sender
sender
without previous notification
expense.
without
notification and at
at his
his expense.
2. The sender of a
a parcel may request, at the time of posting that,
if the
as addressed,
if
the parcel
parcel cannot
cannot be
be delivered
delivered as
addressed it
it may
may be
be either
either (a)
(a)
treated
abandoned, or
or (b)
tendered for
at a,
second adadtreated as
as abandoned,
(b) tendered
for delivery
delivery at
a second
country of
of destination.
destination. No
No other
other alternative
is admisadmisdress in
in the
the country
alternative is
sible.
If the sender avails
of this
this facility,
facility, his
must
sible. If
avails himself
himself of
his request
request must
appear on
on the
on a
Despatch Note
or Customs
Declaration
appear
the parcel
parcel or
or on
a Despatch
Note or
Customs Declaration
attached to
to or
stuck on
on the
the parcel
and must
must be
in conformity
with
attached
or stuck
parcel and
be in
conformity with
or
one of
the following
forms:—
or analogous
analogous to
to one
of the
following forms:"
not deliverable
deliverable as
as addressed—"
"IfIf not
addressed-" abandon."
abandon."
"IfIf not deliverable
as addressed-"
to
."
"
deliverable as
addressed—" deliver
deliver to
."

3.
1 and
and 22 of
this Article
Article apply
3. Paragraphs
Paragraphs 1
of this
apply only
only to
to terminal
terminal
parcels
exchanged between
States
parcels and to transit parcels exchanged
between the
the United
United States
and the
countries of
Empire other
other than
than India.
of America
America and
the countries
of the
the British
British Empire
India.
sender of
transit parcel
which cannot
cannot be
The sender
of any
any other transit
parcel which
be delivered
delivered
shall
consulted as
the disposal
disposal of
country
shall be
be consulted
as to
to the
of the
the parcel
parcel unless
unless the
the country
of destination
destination has
other arrangements
with the
the country
country of
of
has made
made other
arrangements with
of
origin. Any
Any advice
sent directly
directly from
from the
origin.
advice of
of non-delivery
non-delivery shall
shall be
be sent
the
country of
destination to
country
of destination
to the
the country
country of
of origin.
origin.
Collection
of charges.
C onC
ochaogs.
4. Any charges due in respect of the return or the redirection
redirection of
of
a parcel
parcel from one country
a
be collected
the
country to
to the
the other, shall
shall be
collected from
from the
may be.
sender or
or the addressee as
as the case may
be.
Entry on parcel bill.
Entry on parcel bill.
Returned parcel
5. Particulars
Particulars of each Returned
parcel on which accrued charges
are due
the returning
office shall
on the
the parcel
parcel bill
due to
to the
returning office
shall be
be entered
entered on
bill
with the
with
"Returned ".
". Other
returned parcels
parcels
the addition of the word
word "Returned
Other returned
same manner
manner as
shall be advised in the same
ordinary parcels.
as ordinary
parcels.
Perishable articles.
Peshabl rticles.
6. Articles liable to deterioration
deterioration or corruption,
corruption, and these only,
may, however be sold immediately
immediately even on the outward or return
journey, without
without previous
previous notice
notice or
or judicial
judicial formality
for the
journey,
formality for
the benefit
benefit
of
of the right
right party.
party.
The sum
sum realized
The
be used
used in
in the
first place
place to
realized by the sale shall be
the first
to
charges upon the
defray the charges
parcel; any
balance which
which there
there may
may be
the parcel;
any balance
be
to the
of origin
origin to
to be
be paid
paid to
to the
sender, on
on
shall be remitted
remitted to
the Office
Office of
the sender,
forwarding it
it shall
whom the expense
expense of forwarding
shall fall.
If for
sale is
the spoilt
worthless artiIf
for any
any reason
reason a
a sale
is impossible,
impossible, the
spoilt or
or worthless
articles
shall
be
destroyed.
The
sale
or
destruction
shall
be
recorded.
recorded.
shall
be
destruction
sale
or
The
destroyed.
shall
be
ancellation of cus-cles
Ceneellation
customs charges.
charges.
7. Provided
the formalities
7.
Provided that
that the
formalities prescribed
by the
the Customs
Customs Auprescribed by
Authorities concerned
thorities
concerned are fulfilled,
fulfilled, the Customs
charges, properly
properly so
so
Customs charges,
called, on parcels destroyed, abandoned
called,
the sender,
sent back
abandoned by
by the
sender, sent
back to
to
the country of origin, or
shall be
be
or redirected
redirected to another
another country,
country, shall
cancelled
cancelled both in Great Britain
Britain and Northern Ireland and in the
United
United States
States of
of America.
APPlHtO

GREAT BRITAIN
BRITAIN AND
AND NORTHERN
NORTHERN IRELAND.
IRELAND.
GREAT

1861
1861

October, 1924.

October 1, 1924.
October
27, 1924.
OXctober 27,1924.

XVI. Re
tran8MiSsiOn.
XVI.
Retransmission.

Retransmission.
Retransmission.

parcels.
Missent parcels.
1.
destination by the Missent
to their destination
be forwarded
forwarded to
shall be
parcels shall
1. Missent
Missent parcels
most direct
direct route
at the disposal
them.
disposal of the
the office retransmitting
retransmitting them.
most
route at
When this
retransmission involves
parcels to the
the
of the
the parcels
the return
return of
involves the
this retransmission
When
retransmitting office of
exchange shall
shall credit
credit
of exchange
office of origin, the
the retransmitting
that office
the allowances
after having
having called
called attenattenreceived after
allowances received
office with
with the
that
tion
Verification Note.
of a
a Verification
error by means
means of
tion to
to the
the error
Expensl.
if the amount allowed by the des- Expenses.
2.
In the
the contrary
contrary case,
case, and
and if
2. In
patching office
office to
the retransmitting
retransmitting office
insufficient to cover
cover
is insufficient
office is
to the
patching
the
expenses of
of retransmission
it shall reto defray, it
which it
it has to
retransmission which
the expenses
cover
difference by
to the parparamendment to
by making
making aa suitable amendment
the difference
cover the
cel
bill of
of the
despatching office
reason for this
office of exchange. The reason
the despatching
cel bill
amendment shall
be notified
notified to
to the
by means
means of
veria veriof a
the said
said office
office by
shall be
amendment
fication
fication note.
note.
When aaparcel
has been
wrongly allowed
despatched in conallowed to
to be despatched
been wrongly
When
parcel has
has for
sequence of
error on the part
service, and has
for
postal service,
part of
of the postal
of an
an error
sequence
this reason
reason to
to be
the country of origin,
origin, the procedure
to the
be returned
returned to
this
if the parcel had to be sent back to
the same
same as if
followed shall
to
shall be the
followed
the
despatching office
of missending.
missending.
in consequence
consequence of
the despatching
office in
Despatch note for renote orreaccompanied by
3. A
re-directed parcel
parcel shall be accompanied
by the Despatch
Despatch dis
A re-directed
3.
directed parcels.
In case the parcel,
Note,
if any,
prepared by
of origin. In
by the
the Office of
Note, if
any, prepared
for any
whatsoever has
to be repacked
the original
original Desrepacked or
or the
has to
any reason
reason whatsoever
for
patch
replaced by
it is
name
that the
the name
is essential
essential that
note it
by aasubstitute
substitute note
patch Note
Note replaced
number
parcel and the original serial number
the parcel
of origin of
of the
of the office
office of
Note.
appear both
on the
the Despatch
Despatch Note.
the parcel and
and on
appear
both on
on the

XVII. Responsibility
uninsured parcels.
parcels.
for uninsured
not accepted
accepted for
Responsibility not
XVII.

Unaccepted
sured
pa d uninsured
parcel.

Neither the
the sender
sender nor
addressee of
of an
shall l
parcel shall
an uninsured
uninsured parcel
nor the
the addressee
Neither
parcel or for the abbe
to compensation
compensation for the
loss of the
the parcel
the loss
be entitled
entitled to
straction of
or damage
damage to its
its contents.
contents.
straction
of or

o
pensation for
'ocompensationfor

los
N
s,o
ec
t
o
em
.

XVIII.
Receptacles.
XVIII. Receptacles.

Receptacles.

Receptacles.

necessary for the
Each Administration
Administration shall
provide the bags necessary
shall provide
Each
despatch
of its
be returned
returned empty to
to the
bags shall
shall be
The bags
its parcels.
parcels. The
despatch of
country of
of origin
by the
the next
next Mail.
Empty bags
shall be
up
be made
made up
bags shall
Mail. Empty
origin by
country
bags enclosed
enclosed in one)
in bundles
bundles of
one) and the total number
number
(nine bags
of ten (nine
in
of
such bags
be advised
on the
parcel bill.
the parcel
advised on
bags shall
shall be
of such

Bags
be provided.
Bags to
tobeprovided.

XIX.
Accounting.
XIX. Accounting.
1. Terminal
Terminal parcels.
parcels.
1.
prepare
At
quarter the
the creditor
country shall prepare
creditor country
each quarter
end of
of each
At the
the end
an account
of the
of the
the parcels
parcels rerespect of
it in respect
due to it
the amount
amount due
an
account of
ceived in
in excess
despatched.
those despatched.
excess of
of those
ceived
2. Transit
Transit parcels.
parcels.
2.
Each Administration
shall also
account
an account
quarterly an
also prepare
prepare quarterly
Administration shall
Each
Administration
showing the
sums due
other Administration
for parcels
parcels sent by the other
due for
the sums
showing
for
for onward transmission.
examination of the
3.
These accounts
shall be submitted to the examination
accounts shall
3. These
corresponding
Administration in
in the course of the month which
corresponding Administration
follows
the quarter
relate.
which they relate.
quarter to which
follows the
4. The
The compilation,
transmission, verification
acceptance of
of
and acceptance
verification and
compilation, transmission,
4.
the
must be
early as
and the
the payment
payment
as possible
possible and
as early
effected as
be effected
the accounts
accounts must
resulting from
the balance
must be
be made
at the
the latest
the
before the
latest before
made at
balance must
from the
resulting
end
of the
the following
following quarter.
end of
5. Payment
the balances
balances due
accounts between
between the two
on these
these accounts
due on
of the
5.
Payment of
Administrations
be effected
means of
of drafts
drafts on
on New
New York
York
by means
effected by
shall be
Administrations shall

Accounting.
Accounting.

Return of empties.

Return o empties.

Terminal parcels.
Terminal
parcels.

Transit parcels.
parcels.
Transit

Examination.
Examination.

Prompt action.
Prompt
action.

Payment
balances,
Payment of
of balances.

GREAT
BRITAIN AND
NORTHERN IRELAND.
IRELAND.
AND NORTHERN
GREAT BRITAIN
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or
in any
any other
other
or in
between
two
the two
between the
payment
at
being at
payment being

October 1, 1924.

oocettoobbeerr
October 27, 1924.

manner
which may
be agreed
agreed upon mutually
mutually
may be
manner which
the
Administrations,
the expense
expense attendant
attendant on the
Administrations, the
the
charge of
of the
indebted Office.
the indebted
the charge

Matters
herein
Matters not herein
provided for.
provided

XX.
in the Agreement.
for in
provided for
not provided
Matters not
XX. Matters

Mutual
arrangeMutual arrangements
ments to be made.

the general
1. Further
Further matters
matters of
of detail,
not inconsistent
inconsistent with •the
detail, not
1.
provisions of
of this
mutually arranged
arranged through
through
be mutually
may be
Agreement, may
this Agreement,
provisions
correspondence.
correspondence.
2. If
arrangement has
has been
been made
internal legislation
legislation of
the internal
made the
no arrangement
If no
2.
both Great
Great Britain
Northern Ireland
Ireland and
and the
of
United States of
the United
and Northern
Britain and
both
America shall apply.
America
3.
The Administrations
Administrations shall
shall communicate
each other from
to each
communicate to
3. The
time
to time
time the
the provisions
provisions of
of their
their laws or regulations
regulations applicable
time to
to
the conveyance
of parcels by Parcel Post.
conveyance of
to the

Application
Application of domestic laws.

Reciprocal commuReciprocal
nication of
of postal regunication
lations.
lations.

Duration of AgreeDuration
ment.
Date
by
by
Date
agreement.

mutual
mutual

Continued until after notiee
notice of terminatrmi
tion.
tion.

ter

=Aproval

a date to be mutuoperation on a
Agreement shall come into operation
1. This Agreement
ally settled
settled between
of the
two countries.
countries.
the two
Administrations of
the Administrations
between the
ally

2. It
shall remain
remain in
one of
two Contracting
ParContracting.Parthe two
of the
until one
force until
in force
It shall
2.

ties has given notice to the other, one year in advance,
advance, of its intenit.
tion
terminate it.
to terminate
tion to

Washington the first day of October
Done in duplicate
duplicate at Washington
October and at
London,
twentyseventh day of October 1924
London, the twentyseventh
[SEAL.]]
HARRY
S.NEW,
Nzw,
HARRY S.
[SEAL
Postmaster General
Amerioa.
United States of America.
of the
the United
Generalof
Postmaster
SHOBN,
[SEAL.]
VERNON
HARTSHORN
HABI
VEBNON
[SEAL]
Postmaster General
of Great
Britain and
and Northern
Northern Ireland.
Ireland.
Great Britain
General of
Postmaster

Signatures.
Signatures.

riV
are:n
y
z.al

XXI. Duration
of Agreement.
Duration of
XXI.

by

the
by the

Department of
Office Department
The
foregoing Agreement
the Post
of
Post Office
between the
Agreement between
The foregoing
the
States of
and the
Britain
Post Office of Great Britain
the Post
America and
of America
the United
United States
concluded with my
and
Northern Ireland
has been
negotiated and concluded
been negotiated
Ireland has
and Northern
advice
approved and ratified.
hereby approved
and is hereby
consent, and
and consent,
advice and
In testimony
caused the Seal of the United States
whereof, IIhave caused
testimony whereof,
In
to
hereunto affixed.
affixed.
to be hereunto
CALVIN COOLIDGE
COOLIDGE
CALVIN
[SEAL]
[SEAL]
the President,
Byy the
GBEW
C. GREW
JOSEPH C.
JOSEPH
Acting Secretary
of State
State
Secretary of
Acting
W
ASHINGTON, November
19, 1924.
1924.
November 19,
WASHINGTON,

TREATY—EAST
AFRICA MANDATE—BELGIUM.
MANDATE-BELGIUM.
TREATY-EAST AFRICA

APRIL
APRIL 18, 1923.

relating
and Belgium relating
Treaty and
the United
United States
States and
between the
Protocol between
and Protocol
Treaty
and
1923, and
to
rights in
in East
East Africa.
Brussels, April 18, 1923,
at Brussels,
Signed at
Africa. Signed
to rights
1924;
March 3, 1
Senate, March
January
21, 1924;
ratification advised
advised by the Senate,
924;
1924; ratification
January21,
ratified
by the
the President,
ratified by Belgium,
1924; ratified
10, 1924;
March 10,
President, March
ratified by
October
ratifications exchanged
at Brussels,
November 18,
Brussels, November
exchanged at
1924; ratifications
20, 1924;
October 20,
1924.
1924;
proclaimed, December
December 6, 1924.
1924; proclaimed,
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April
18, 1923.
1923
April 18,

AMERICA.
OF AMERICA.
UNITED STATES
OF THE
BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
THE UNITED
STATES OF
BY

A
PROCLAMATION.
A PROCLAMATION.
TreatywithBelgium
and ira:"YWh-BgfuP
America and
WHEREAS aa Treaty between the United States of America
WHEREAS
mandate.
East Africa
and their
Governments and
Belgium, in
to the
rights of
the two
two Governments
their LstI
g
frica in
n
a
g
ndate.in
of the
the rights
regard to
in regard
Belgium,
Preamble
respective nationals
nationals in
in that
German colony of 'am
ble
that part of the former German
respective
East Africa
Africa over
over which
was conferred
conferred upon Belgium, was
a mandate
mandate was
which a
East
concluded
signed by
by their
Plenipotentiaries at Brussels
respective Plenipotentiaries
their respective
and signed
concluded and
on
eighteenth day
of April, one thousand nine hundred and
day of
the eighteenth
on the
twenty-three, the
original of
Treaty, in the English
English and
which Treaty,
of which
the original
twenty-three,
French
word for
for word as follows:
is word
languages, is
French languages,

TREATY
TREATY
WITH
BELGIUM CONCERNCONCERNWITH BELGIUM
ING
MANDATE OVER
OVER
HER MANDATE
ING HER
THE
TERRITORY OF RUTHE TERRITORY
ANDA-URUNDI.
ANDA-URUNDI.

the
Whereas
by article
of the
119 of
article 119
Whereas by
Treaty of
signed at VerPeace signed
of Peace
Treaty
sailles
June 1919,
of June
28th of
the 28th
sailles the
Germany renounced
renounced in
in favor
favor of
Germany
the
Allied and
and AssoPrincipal Allied
the Principal
ciated
her rights
and
rights and
all her
Powers all
ciated Powers
titles over
over her
oversea possesher oversea
titles
sions
and
sions;•and
Whereas by
22 of
of the
article 22
by article
Whereas
same instrument
instrument it
it was provided
same
that certain
territories, which as
certain territories,
that
result of
of the
to
the war had ceased to
aaresult
be under
under the
the sovereignty
sovereignty of the
be
States which
formerly governed
governed
which formerly
States
be placed under the
them, should
should be
them,
mandate
another Power, and
mandate of another
that the
the terms
mandate
the mandate
of the
terms of
that
should
be explicitly
explicitly defined
defined in
should be
each
case by
by the
Council of the
the Council
each case
League
of Nations; and
League of
accruing
Whereas
the benefits
benefits accruing
Whereas the
to the
the United
United States
under the
States under
to
aforesaid Article
Article 119 of the Treaty
aforesaid
of Versailles
were confirmed
confirmed by
Versailles were
of
the Treaty
the United
between the
Treaty between
the
States
signed on
Germany, signed
and Germany,
States and
August
1921, to restore
25. 1921,
August 25.
friendly
relations between
between the
friendly relations
two nations;
nations; and
and
two

TRAITlI
AVEC LA
BELGIQUE CONLA BELGIQUE
AVEC
MANDAT
CER
NANT SON MA
NDAT
CERNANT
SUR LE
LE TERRITOIRE
TERRITOIRE DU
SUR
RUANDA-URUNDI.
RUANDA-URUNDI.
Considerant
que par
par l'article
l'article
Consid6rant que

rnounced by
Ri
ghts renounced
by
Rights

119 du
Traite de
Versailles, du
du Germany.
de Versailles,
du Traite
119
28
Juin
1919,
l'Allemagne
a
a
l'Allemagne
28 Juin 1919,
renonce
faveur des
des principales
principales
en faveur
renonce en
Puissances alliees
associees, k
11,
et associ6es,
alliees et
Puissances
tons
ses droits
droits et
sur ses
titres sur
et titres
tous ses
possessions
d'outre-mer;
possessions d'outre-mer;

Authority for
or manmanAuthority
l'article date.
par Particle
Considerant que
que par
Consid6rant
22
Traito il a
(Ste stipul
stipule dte
a ete
dit Traite
du dit
22 du
a la
que certains
territoires qui, a
la
certains territoires
que
suite
guerre, ont
on.
t cesse
la guerre,
de la
suite de
d'être
la souverainete
souverainete des
sous la
d'etre sous
Etats
gouvernaient preles gouvernaient
qui les
Etats qui
cedemment,
cedemment, seraient places sous
le
autre puissance
puissance
d'une autre
mandat d'une
le mandat
et
gue les
termes du
du mandat
mandat
les termes
et que
seraient
expressement definis dans
seraient expressement
chaque
par le
Conseil de la
le Conseil
cas par
chaque cas
Societe
Nations;
des Nations;
Societe des
confmed
Considerant que
que les
Benefits confirmed
avan- Benefits
les avanConsid6rant
between
treaty
by
btS
tages resultant
les Etatsby
t
t
a
y
t
es and
het
ter-Geri!
and
Etats- UnitSttes
pour les
resultant pour
tages
Unis de
de l'article
Particle 119
many
susmen- many.
119 susmenUnis
tionne
du Traite
Traite de
Versailles,
de Versailles,
tionn6 du
Vol. 42,
42, p.
p. 1939.
19.
par le
ont
confirmes par
le Traite
Traite Vol.
6et confirmes
ont ete
signe le
le 25
25 twat
aoCt 1921 entre les
signe
Etats-Unis et
et l'Allemagne,
I'Allemagne, en vue
Etats-Unis
de
retablir les
relations amicales
amicales
les relations
de r6tablir
entre
nations;
deux nations;
les deux
entre les
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TREATY—EAST
MANDATE-BELGIUM.
AFRICA MANDATE—BELGIUM.
TREATY-EAST AFRICA

APRIL 18,
18, 1923.
1923.
APRIL

Agreement
manAgeement to mandate of Belgium.

Whereas
Whereas four of the Principal
Principal
and Associated
Allied and
Allied
Powers,
Associated Powers,
to
the British
British Empire,
Empire,
wit: the
to wit:
France, Italy
Italy and
and Japan,
agreed
Japan, agreed
France,
that the
the King
of the
Belgians
the Belgians
King of
that
should exercise
exercise the
mandate for
for
the mandate
should
part of
former Colony
Colony of
of
the former
of the
part
German East
East Africa;
Africa; and
German

Terms ofmandate.
of mandate.
Term

Whereas the
terms of
of the
the said
Whereas
the terms
said
mandate
have been defined by
mandate have
the Council
the League
of
League of
of the
Council of
the
Nations
as follows:
follows:
Nations as

Considerant
des
quatre des
que quatre
Consid6rant que
Principales
Piussances Alliees
Alli6es
Principales Puissances
et Associees
savoir: l'Empire
1'Empire
h savoir:
Associees a
et
1'Italie
Britannique, la
la France,
France, l'Italie
Britannique,
et le
Japon out
convenu que
que la
la
ont convenu
le Japon
et
mandat
Belgique exercerait
exercerait le mandat
Belgique
sur une
territoire de
du territoire
partie du
une partie
sur
l'ancienne colbnie
colbnie de
l'Afrique
de l'Afrique
1'ancienne
Orientale
allemande;
Orientale allemande;
Considerant que
les termes
que les
Consid6rant
de ce
ce mandat
mandat ont
out Ate
&finis
ete definis
de
comme il
suit par
par le
de
Conseil de
le Conseil
il suit
comme
des Nations:
Nations:
la Societe des

"
(Quote) ARTICLE
ARTICLE 1.
1.
"(Quote)

1.
"" ARTICLE 1.

"The territory
territory over
over which
a
which a
"The
"mandate
is conferred
His
upon His
conferred upon
"mandate is
the Bel"Majesty
the King
of the
King of
"Majesty the
"'ans
called the
(hereinafter called
"gians (hereinafter
it
andatory) comprises
comprises that
that part
"Mandatory)
"of
the territory
territory of
former
of the former
"of the
"colony
of German
German East
East Africa
"colony of
"situated
the west of the
to the
"situated to
"following
line:
"following line:
"From the
where the
the point where
"From
"frontier between
the Uganda
Uganda
between the
"frontier
"Protectorate and German
East
German East
"Protectorate
Mavumba,
"Africa cuts the River Mavumba,
"Africa
"astraight
straight line
line in a
south-easterly
a south-easterly
"a
"direction to
to point
point 1640,
1640, about
about
"direction
"15
south-south-west
kilometres south-south-west
"15 kilometres
"of Mount
Mount Gabiro;
Gabiro;
"of

"Le territoire
un
sur lequel
lequel un
territoire sur
"Le
Sa Ma"mandat est
est confere aa Sa
"mandat
"jeste le
Belges (d6signe
(clesigne
le Roi des Belges
"jeste
ci-dessous comme
mandataire)
comme mandataire)
"ci-dessous
"comprend la
la partie
partie du terri"comprend
"toire de
de l'ancienne
Pancienne colonie
colonie de
de
"toire
situee
"l'Est
Allemand situee
"1'Est Africain .Allemand
la ligne
ligne suivante:
suivante:
de la
"a l'ouest
l'ouest de

to

date of Belum.

Pod, p.
Pot,
p. 1873.
1873.

a
"Thence
straight line in a
"Thence aa straight
"southerly direction to the north
"southerly
"shore of
where
Mohazi, where
of Lake
Lake Mohazi,
"shore
the confluence
"it terminates
confluence
at the
"it
terminates at
2%
situated about 2%
"of aa river situated
"kilometres west
west of
confluof the
the conflu"kilometres
Msilala;
"
ence of the
River Msilala;
the River
"ence
"If
of the railway
railway
the trace
trace of
"If the
"on the
the west
of the
River Kagera
Kagera
west of
the River
"on
"between Bugufi
Bugufi and
and Uganda
Uganda
"between
"approaches
kilo"approaches within 16 kilo"metres
of the
above
line defined
defined above,
the line
"metres of
"the boundary
boundary will be carried
carried
"the
"to the
the west,
west, following
following aa mini"to
"mum
of 16 kilometres
distance of
"mum distance
"from the
without, how"from
the trace, without,
"
ever, passing
passing to
to the west of
"ever,
joining the
"the
line joining
straight line
"the straight
"terminal
Lake Mohazi
point on Lake
"terminal point
Kivisa
of Mount Kivisa
top of
"and the top
"(point 2100),
on the
the
situated on
2100), situated
"(point
"Uganda-German East
Africa
East Africa
"Uganda-German
"frontier about 5
kilometres
5 kilometres
"frontier
"south-west of the point
point where
"south-west
"the River Mavumba
cuts this
Mavumba cuts
"the
"frontier;
"frontier;

"Du point
frontiere
ot la
la frontiere
point ot
"Du
"entre le
Protectorat de
l'Uganda
de 1'Uganda
leProtectorat
"entre
"
et l'Afrique
l'Afrique Orientale
Orientale Allemande
Allemande
" et
dans
"coupe
la riviere
riviere Mavumba
Mavumba,'dans
"coupe la
"la
du Sud Est, une
direction du
"la direction
k la
"ligne droite aboutissant
la
aboutissant a
"ligne
"cote (1640)
(1640) a
15 kilometres
kilometres
a 15
"c6te
"environ au S. S. 0.
O. du Mont
Mont
"environ
"Gabiro;
"Gabiro;
"De la,
la, une
la
droite dans
dans la
une droite
"De
"direction du
du Sud,
Sud, jusqu'k
juE4qu'a la
la
"direction
"rive nord
ot elle
du lac Mohasi, oi
nord du
"rive
"aboutit en un confluent de
"aboutit
"riviere situe
situ() hh 2
kilometres 5
5
2 kilometres
"riviere
"environ, a
a l'ouest
l'ouest du
confluent
du confluent
"environ,
Msilala;
riviere Msilala;
"de la riviere
le trace
trace du chemin de fer
"Si le
fer
"Si
Kagera,
"a
la riviere Kagera,
"a l'ouest de la
"entre
le Bugufi
Bugufi et l'Uganda,
l'Uganda,
"entre le
definie
"s'approchait
de la ligne defmie
"s'approchait de
"ci-dessus
moms de 16 kilo"ci-dessus aa moins
"metres, la frontiSre
frontier° serait re"metres,
"portee vers
vers 1'ouest
l'ouest suivant une
une
"portee
"ligne It
une distance
minima
distance minima
a une
"ligne
"de 16
kilometres du trace,
trace,
"de
16 kilomatres
depasser, IIt l'ouest,
""sans
sans toutefois depasser,
"la
qui joint
joint le
le point
point
"la droite
droite qui
"d'aboutissement
Mohasi
au lac
lac Mohasi
"d'aboutissement au
"au
sommet du Mont Kivisa
Kivisa
"au sommet
"(2100)
frontiere
"(2100) situe
situ6 sur la frontiere
"Uganda-Afrique
Orientale
"Uganda-Afrique Orientale
"Allemande,
a 5
5 kilometres
kilometres en"Allemande, a
la
"viron
point oh
oi la
O. du point
"viron au S. 0.
"riviere
Mavumba coupe
coupe cette
"riviere Mavumba
"frontiere.
"frontiere.
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"Thence
south-easta line south-east"Thence a
"wards to meet the
southern
the southern
"wards
"shore of Lake Mohazi;
"shore
"Thence
watershed be"Thence the watershed
"tween the
the Taruka
Taruka and the
"tween
"Mka-range rivers and continuing
"Mka-range
"
southwards to the north-eastern
north-eastern
"southwards
"end of
of Lake
Lake Mugesera;
Mugesera;
"end
"Thence the
median line
of
line of
the median
"Thence
"this lake
lake and continuing south"this
"wards across Lake Ssake to
to
"wards
"meet the
the Kagera;
Kagera;
"meet
"Thence
course of the
"Thence the course
"Kagera downstream
to meet
meet the
downstream to
"Kagera
"western
boundary of Bugufi;
Bugufi;
"western boundary
"Thence this boundary
boundary to its
"Thence
"
junction with
eastern boundwith the eastern
"junction
"
ary of Urundi;
"ary
""Thence
Thence the eastern and south"em boundary
boundary of
of Urundi
Urundi to
to
"ern
"Lake Tanganyika.
Tanganyika.
"Lake
"
The frontier
frontier described
described above
"The
"is shown on
the attached
on the
"is
"British 1: 1.000.000
G. S.
S.
1.000.000 map G.
"British
boundaries of
"G.S.
S.2932. The boundaries
"G.
"Buguli and
Urundi are drawn as
and Urundi
"Bugufi
"shown in
in the
Deutscher
the Deutschet
"shown
"Kolonialatlas
(Dietrich-Reimer)
"Kolonialatlas (Dietrich-Reimer)
"scale
"scale 1: 1.000.000 dated 1906.

"ARTICLE 2.
"ARTICLE

APRIL 18, 1923.

Mandate—Contd.
"De lh,
dans la Mandate-Contd.
ligne dans
la, une ligne
"De
la
"direction du sud-est jusqu'a
jusqu'k
"direction
"rive sud
sud du
du lac
Mohasi;
lac Mohasi;
"rive
"
De lit,,
la ligne
de partage
partage des
ligne de
la, la
"De
Taruka et
"eaux des
rivieres Taruka
des rivieres
"eaux
"Mka-range prolongee,
prolongee, vers le
"Mka-range
"sud, jusqu'a
jusqu' la pointe N. E. du
"sud,
"lac Mugesera;
Mugesera;
"La
ligne mediane
lac
du lac
mediane du
"La Ligne
"Mugesera prolong&
prolongee vers le Sud
"Mugesera
"a travers
travers le
le lac
lac Ssake
jusqu'a
Ssake jusqu'a,
"a
"la Kagera;
Kagera;
"la
"De la,
cours de
de la
Kagera
la Kagera
le cours
k, le
"De
"en aval
jusqu'a son point de
aval jusqu'a
"en
"rencontre avec
avec la
occidenlimite occidenla limite
"rencontre
"tale du
du Bugufi;
Bugufi;
"tale
jusqu'a
De la, cette limite jusqu'a
""De
"son point de rencontre
rencontre avec
avec la
"son
l'Urundi;
"limite orientale
orientale de PUrthadi;
"limite
"De la,
orientale et
et
la limite
limite orientale
la, la
"De
1'Urundi jus"meridionale
"m6ridionale de l'Urundi
"
•
" qu' au lac Tanganika.
"La
frontiere (Write
ci-dessus
decrite ci-dessus
'La frontibre
"est indiqyee
carte
sur la carte
indiquee sur
"est
"anglaise ci-annexee
Pechelle
ci-annexee aa 1'echelle
"anglaise
"de
1/1.000.000 G.
2932.
S. G. S. 2932.
G. S.
"de 1/1.000.000
"(Les frontieres
du Bugufi
et de
de
Bugufi et
"(Les
frontieres du
"l'Urundi ont ete
été indiqu6es
indiquees con"1'Urundi
"formement a
a celles
celles qui se trou"formement
"vent portees
le Deutscher
Deutscher
sur le
portees sur
"vent
"Kolomalatlas
(Dietrich et
et
(Dietrich
"Kolomalatlas
"Reimer)
1/1.000.000 date
echelle 1/1.000.000
"Reimer) echelle
"1906.)
"1906.)

"ARTICLE 2.
"ARTICLE

d6limita"Une Commission
Commission de delimits"Une
"tion sera
sera nomnee
nominee par
par Sa
Sa
"tion
"Maleste le
et Sa
Sa
"Majest6
le Roi
Roi des
des Belges et
"Majeste
Britannique pour le
"Majeste Britannique
"trace
trace sur place de la ligne
"frontiere
decrite aa l'article
"frontiere (Write
Particle ler
"ci-dessus.
"ci-dessus.
"Si
cora"Si les travaux de cette com"In case
case any dispute should
"In
"mission donnent lieu
i contestalieu a
"arise
in connection
connection with
with the "mission
"arise in
tion, la question
question sera soumise
"work
these Commissioners,
"tion,
Commissioners, "
of these
"work of
"au Conseil de la Societe
Societe des
"
the question
question shall be referred
referred to "au
"the
la decision
decision sera
"Nations, dont la
"the
"the Council of the League of "Nations,
appel.
"sans appel.
"
Nations, whose decision
decision shall be "sans
"Nations,
"final.
"final.
"Le rapport
rapport definitif
definitif de
de la
"Le
"
The fiAll
finial report
report by the Bound" The
Commission de
donde delimitation
delimitation don"Commisslon
"ary Commission
Commission shall give the "
"ary
description exacte
exacte de la
"nera la description
"precise
description
description of this "nera
"precise
aura 6t6
ete
"frontiere, telle qu'elle aura
"Boundary
as actually demar- "frontiere,
"Boundary as
le terrain;
terrain; les
sur Tie
"
cated on the ground;
neces- "determinee
"determin6e sur
the necesground; the
"cated
Commissignees par les Commis"sary maps shall be
annexed "cartes
"cartes signees
be annexed
"sary
saires seront
au rapport.
rapport.
jomtes an
seront jomtes
"thereto and
and signed
by the Com- "
"saires
signed by
"thereto
annexes,
ses annexes,
avec ses
"missioners. The
The report,
document avec
"Ce document
with "Ce
report, with
"missioners.
etabli en
exemplaire.
triple exemplaire.
en triple
"sera 6tabli
"its annexes,
made in "sera
annexes, shall be made
"its
sera depose
originaux sera
"triplicate; one
shall be "L'un
"L'un des originaux
copy shall
one copy
"triplicate;
archives de la Societe
Societe des
les archives
"dans les
deposited in
the archives
the "dans
of the
archives of
in the
""deposited
"A Boundary
Boundary Commission shall
"A
"be
"be appointed by His Majesty
"the
"the King of the Belgians and
"
His Britannic
Britannic Majesty
trace
Majesty to trace
"His
"
on the
described in
"on
the spot the line described
"Article
above.
"Article 11above.

1865
1865

1866
1866
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Mandate—Contd.
Mandate-Contd.

APRIL 18,
1923.
18, 1923.
APBIL

"League
of Nations,
shall be
one shall
Nations, one
"League of
"
kept by
by the
the Government
of His
His
Government of
"kept
"Majesty
King of
of the
Belthe Belthe King
"Majesty the
"glans
one by
by the
the GovernGovernand one
"gians and
"
ment of
of His
Britannic Majesty.
Majesty.
His Britannic
"ment

"
Nations, le
sera conconle deuxieme
deuxieme sera
"Nations,
"serve
le Gouvemement
de
Gouvernement de
par le
"serve par
"Sa Majest6
Maps0 le
et
Belges et
des Beiges
le Roi
Roi des
"Sa
"le troisibme
troisieme par le Gouverne"le
Britannique.
"ment
Sa Majeste
Maj este Britannique.
deSa
'ment de

"ARTICLE
3.
"ARTICLE 3.

"ARTICLE 3.
3.
"ARTICLE

"The Mandatory
shall be rereMandatory shall
"The
"sponsible
sponsible for
for the
the peace,
order
peace, order
the
"and good
of the
government of
good government
"and
"territory, and
shall undertake
undertake
and shall
"territory,
"to
"to promote to the utmost the
"material
well-being
moral well-being
and moral
"material and
its
"and
progress of its
social progress
the social
"and the
"inhatitants.
"inhatitants.

"Le
responsera responMandataire sera
"Le Mandataire
"
sable de
ordre
du bon
bon ordre
paix, du
de la
la paix,
"sable
"et
de la
la bonne
bonne administration
administration
"et de
"du territoire,
territoire, accroltra
accroitra par tous
"du
"les
pouvoir, le
en son pouvoir,
moyens en
"les moyens
"bien-etre
moral et
et moral
mat6riel et
"bien-tre materiel
"favorisera
le progres
social des
progres social
"favorisera le
"habitants.
"habitants.

"ARTICLE 4.
4.
"ARTICLE

"ARTICLE
"ARTICLE 4.

"The Mandatory
not
shall not
Mandatory shall
"The
"establish
military or naval
naval
any military
"establish any
"bases,
nor erect
erect any
fortificaany fortifica"bases, nor
native
"tions,
organise any native
"tions, nor organise
"military
territory
in the territory
force in
"military - force
"except
police purposes
for local
local police
"except for
"and for the defence of the ter"and

"Le Mandataire
Mandataire no
etane devra
devra eta"Le
"
blir sur
aucune base
sur le territoire
territoire aucune
"blir
6difier
"militaire
ou navale, ni edifier
"militaire on
"aucune
fortification, ni orga"aucune fortification,
"
niser aucune
militaire indiaucune force militaire
"niser
"gene,
sauf pour
la police
police
assurer la
pour assurer
"g6ne, sauf
terrtoire.
du terntoire.
"locale
la defense du
et la
"locale et

ritory.
"ritory.

"ARTICLE 5.
"ARTICLE
"
The Mandatory:
Mandatory:
"The
"1) shall
shall provide
provide for
the evenevenfor the
"1)
all slaves,
"tual emancipation
emancipation of
of all
"tual
an elimination
"and for
elimination
for as
as speedy
speedy an
"and
of domestic
other slavery
slavery as
as
and other
""of
domestic and
"social conditions
allow;
will allow;
conditions will
"social
"2)
"2) shall
shall suppress all forms of
"
slave trade;
trade;
"slave
"3)
prohibit all forms of
shall prohibit
"3) shall
"forced
labour,
compulsory labour
"forced or compulsory
"except
public works
and
works and
for public
"except for
"
essential services,
only
then only
and then
services, and
"essential
"in return
return for
adequate remunerremunerfor adequate
"in
"ation;
"ation;
"4)
protect the
the natives
natives
shall protect
"4) shall
"from
measures of
fraud and
of fraud
"from measures
supervision
"force
careful supervision
by the careful
"force by
"of labour
labour contracts
contracts and the
"of
"recruiting of
of labour;
labour;
"recruiting
"5)
shall exercise
exercise a
a strict
strict con"5) shall
"trol over the traffic
traffic in arms and
"trol
"ammunition and the sale of
"ammunition
"spirituous liquors.
liquors.
"spirituous

"ARTICLE 5.
5.
"ARTICLE
"La
Puissance
mandataire
mandataire
"La Puissance
"devra:
"devra:
"1)
l'emancipation
"1) Pourvoir
Pourvoir aa. l'emancipation
"eventuelle
esclaves et,
tous esclaves
"eventuelle de tons
"dans
dead aussi
aussi court
les
court que les
un delai
"dans un
"conditions
sociales le permetpermet"conditions sociales
"tront,
disparaltre tout
tout
faire disparaltre
"tront, false
"esclavage
domestique ou
ou autre;
autre;
"esclavage domestique
"2) supprimer
supprimer toute
de
toute forme de
"2)
"commerce
d'esclaves;
"commerce d'esclaves;
"3) interdire
travail force
forc6
interdire tout travail
"3)
pour les
"on
obligatoire z sauf pour
"ou obligatoire,
"
travaux et
services publics essenet services
"travaux
"tiels et
sous condition
condition d'une
et sous
"tiels
"equitable remuneration;
r6muneration;
"6quitable
"4)
indigenes conconproteger les
les indigenes
"4) proteger
"
tre la fraude et la contrainte
"tre
"par une
surveillance attentive
attentive
"par
une surveillance
"des contrats
de travail et du
contrats de
"des
"recrutement
tragailleurs;
"recrutement des tragailleurs;
un contr6le
"5)
Exercer un
controle severe
"5) Exercer
"sur
armes et muni"sur le trafic des armes
"
quo sur
sur le
le commerce
commerce
" tions
tions ainsi
ainsi que
"
des spiritueux.
"des
spiritueux.

"
ARTICLE 6.
"ARTICLE
6.

"ARTICLE 6.
6.

"In the
the framing
framing of
laws relatrelatof laws
"In
"
ing to
holding or transfer of
"ing
to the holding
"land, the Mandatory
Mandatory shall
shall take
"land,
native laws
"into consideration
consideration native
"into

mandataire
"La
Puissance
mandataire
Puissance
"La
"devra, dans
dans l'etablissement
des
1'etablissement des
"devra,
la tenure
"regles relatives
relatives a,
tenure du
a la
"regles
"
sol et au
la propriete
propri6et
de la
au transient
transfert de
"solet

1867
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Mandate—Contd.
"fonciere
prendre en
considers- Mandate--Contd.
en consid6ra"fonciere,' prendre
des
coutumes
"
don
les
lois
et
et
les
coutumes
lois
les
"tion
"
indigenes, respecter
respecter les droits et
"indigenes,
int6erts des
"sauvegarder
"sauvegarder les interets
"indigenes.
"indigenes.
foncibre
"Aucune propriote
propri6t6 fonciere
"Aucune
No native
may be transland may
native land
""No
1'objet
"indigene ne
ne pourra
pourra faire l'objet
"ferred,
except between natives, "indigene
"ferred, except
"d'un
transfert,
except()
entre
entre
except6
transfert,
"d'un
"
without
the
previous
consent
of
of
consent
previous
the
"without
"indigenes, sans
sans avoir
avoir recu au
"
the public
authorities. No real "indigenes,
public authorities.
"the
prealable l'approbation
1'approbation de l'auin favour
"rights
over native
native land
favour "prealable
land in
rights over
"
torite
publique.
Aucun
droit
Aucun droit
publique.
"torite
created
"of
may be created
non-natives may
"of non-natives
"
reel ne
ne pourra
pourra etre
constitu6 sur
6tre constitue
" rel
"
except with
the same
same consent.
consent.
with the
"except
"un
indigene en
foncier indigene
bien foncier
"un bien
"faveur
non-indigene, si ce
d'un non-indigene,
"faveur d'un
"n'est
la m6me
meme approbation.
approbation.
avec la
"n'est avec
"La
Puissance
mandataire
mandataire
Puissance
"La
"
The Mandatory
promulwill promulMandatory will
"The
"Odictera des
severes contre
regles s6veres
des regles
"gate strict
regulations against
against "6dictera
strict regulations
"gate
"l'usure.
"1'usure.
"usury.
"usury.

"and customs,
respect
shall respect
and shall
customs, and
"and
"the rights
rights and
safeguard the
and safeguard
"the
"interests of
populanative populathe native
of the
"interests
"tion.
"tion.

"ARTICLE
7.
"ARTICLE 7.
"The Mandatory
Mandatory shall secure
"The
States Mem"to all
all nationals
of States
nationals of
"to
"bers of
the League
League of
Nations
of Nations
of the
"bers
enjoyed
"the same
same rights
rights as
as are enjoyed
"the
respect
"by his
nationals in respect
own nationals
his own
"by
"of entry
entry into
in
residence in
and residence
into and
"of
"the territory,
territory, the
protection afthe protection
"the
"forded to
their person
person and propto their
"forded
"
erty, the
the acquisition
acquisition of prop"erty,
"
erty, movable
immovable,
and immovable,
movable and
"erty,
"and the
exercise of their profesthe exercise
"and
"sion or
trade, subject only to
or trade,
"sion
"the
requirements of public or"the requirements
"
der, and
on condition
cornof comcondition of
and on
"der,
"
pliance with
with the
1
,, cal law.
the l"cal
"pliance
"
Further, the
Mandatory shall
the Mandatory
"Further,
"ensure to
nationals of
of States
States
all nationals
to all
"ensure
"Members of
of the
the League of Na"Members
"tions, on
the same
same footing as to
to
on the
"tions,
"his
own nationals,
freedom of
nationals, freedom
"his own
"
transit and
navigation, and comand navigation,
"transit
"
plete economic,
and
commercial and
economic, commercial
"plete
"industrial equality;
provided
equality; provided
"industrial
"that the
the Mandatory
Mandatory shall
free
be free
shall be
"that
"to organise
organise public
public works and es"to
"sential services
services on such terms
"sential
"and conditions
conditions as
as he
he thinks
thinks
"and
"just.
"just.
"
Concessions for
the developfor the
"Concessions
"
ment of
resources of
natural resources
the natural
of the
"ment
"
shall be
granted by
be granted
territory shall
the territory
" the
"
the Mandatory
Mandatory without distinc"the
nationality
"tion on
on grounds
grounds of nationalit
"tion
"between the
the nationals
nationals of all
"between
"States Members
Members of
of the League
"States
"of Nations,
Nations, but
but on
such condicondion such
"of
tions as
maintain intact the
will maintain
as will
""tions
"authority of
of the local GovernGovern"authority
""ment.
ment.

"ARTICLE
"ARTICLE 7.
"La Puissance
mandataire asPuissance mandataire
"La
"surera
les ressortissants
ressortissants
tous les
"surera a toms
Soci6t6
"des Etats
membres de la Societe
Etats membres
"des
"des Nations,
memes droits
les memes
Nations, les
"des
"qu'a ses
ressortissants,
propres ressortissants,
ses propres
"qu'a
"en ce
cc qui
qui concerne
concerne leur acces et
"en
"leur etablissement
6tablissement dans le terri"leur
"toire, la
leurs perde leurs
protection de
la protection
"toire,
"sonnes et
leurs biens, l'acquisiet leurs
"sonnes
et
"tion des
des proprietes
mobilieres et
propri6tes mobilieres
"tion
"immobilieres,
l'exercice de leur
"immobiliBres, l'exercice
industrie,
"profession ou
ou de
de leur industrie,
"profession
"sous reserve
reserve des
necessites
des necessit6s
"sous
"d'ordre public
public et
et de l'observa"d'ordre
"
tion de
de is
legislation locale.
la legislation
"tion
"La
Puissance
mandataire
mandataire
Puissance
"La
1'6gard de
"
pratiquera en
k l'egard
outre 1
en outre
"pratiquera
"tous les
des Etats
ressortissants des
les ressortissants
"tous
"membres de
de la
Soci6t6 des Nala Societe
"membres
"tions et
dans les
memos condiles memes
et dans
"tions
"
tions qu' 1'6gard
regard de ses propres
propres
"tions
libert6 du tran"ressortissants,
"ressortissants, la liberte
"
sit et
navigation et une
de navigation
et de
"sit
"complete egalite
economique,
6galit6 6conomique,
"complete
ex"commerciale et
industrielle, exet industrielle,
"commerciale
"cepte pour
pour les travaux et ser"cept6
"vices publics essentiels qu'elle
"vices
"reste libre
d'organiser dans les
libre d'organiser
"reste
"termes
et conditions
qu'elle esconditions qu'elle
"termes et
"
time justes.
justes.
"time
d6"Les
concessions pour le de"Les concessions
"
veloppement des
ressources natudes ressources
"veloppement
"
relies du
territoire seront acdu territoire
"relles
"
cordees par
Mandataire, sans
le Mandataire,
par le
"cord6es
"distinction
de nationalit6
nationalite entre
entre
"distinction de
"les ressortissants
ressortissants des Etats mem"les
"bres de
la Societe
Soci6t6 des Nations,
de la
"bres
h maintenir
"mais de
maniere a
de maniere
"mais
gouverne"intacte l'autorite
l'autorite du gouverne"intacte
"ment
"
ment local.
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having the
the charchar""Concessions
Concessions having
"acter of
of aa general
general monopoly
monopoly
"acter
"shall
be granted.
granted. This
proThis pronot be
"shall not
'vision does
not affect
the right
nght
*vision
does not
affect the
"of the
to create
create
the Mandatory
Mandatory to
"of
"monopolies
fiscal
a purely
purely fiscal
of a
"monopolies of
"character in
the interest of the
in the
"character
"
territory under
under mandate,
and in
in
mandate, and
"territory
"order
to provide
the territory
territory
provide the
"order to
"with fiscal
fiscal resources
which seem
seem
resources which
"with
"best suited
suited to
to the
the local
local requirerequire"best
"ments; or,
certain cases, to
or, in certain
"ments;
"carry
development of
out the development
"carry out
resources, either directly
"natural
"natural resoutces,
"by
the State,
State, or
or by
by a
acontrolled
controlled
"by the
"agency,
provided that there
" agency, provided
"
slaall result
therefrom no monop" shall
result therefrom
"
oly of the
"oly
the natural resources for
"
the benefit
benefit of
Mandatory or
of the Mandatory
"the
"his
nationals, directly
directly or
or indiindi"his nationals,
"reedy,
preferential ad"rectly, nor any preferential
"
vantage which
inconwhich shall be incon"vantage
"sistent
corathe economic, com"sistent with
with the
"mercial
industrial equality
equality
"mercial and industrial
"hereinbefore
guaranteed.
"hereinbefore guaranteed.
"The
rights conferred
conferred by
by this
this
"The rights
"article
extend equally
equally to
to comcom"article extend
"panies
associations organand associations
organ"panies and
"ized
in accordance
the law
accordance with
with thelaw
"ized in
"of any
any of
the Members
Members of
of the
the
of the
"of
"League of
"League
of Nations,
Nations, subject
subject only
only
"to the
of public
public
the requirements
requirements of
"to
"
order, and
coraof com"order,
and on
on condition
condition of
"
pliance with
the local
"pliance
with the
local law.
law.

"II ne
pas accord6
accorde de
conde con"l
ne sera
sera pas
"cession ayant
le caractere
d'un
caractbre d'un
ayant le
"cession
"monopole
general. Cette
clause
Cette clause
monopole general.
"no fait
fait pas
pas obstacle
obstacle au
au droit du
"ne
des mono"
Mandataire de creer
creer des
"Mandataire
"
poles d'un
purement
d'un caractere
caractbre purement
"poles
"fiscal
territoire
dans Pinteret
l'int6ret du
du territoire
"fiscal dans
"sonmis
mandat et
et en vue de
"soumis au mandat
"procurer
res"procurer au territoire les res"sources
paraissant le
fiscales paraissant
sources fiscales
"mieux
s'adapter aux
besoins
aux besoins
"mieux s'adapter
cas, de
de
"beaux,
on, dans
dans certains cas,
"locaux, ou,
"
developper des
des ressources
naturessources natu"developper
"
relies soit
sort directement
par l'Etat,
l'Etat,
" relies
directement par
"soit
tm organisms
organisme soumis kl.
"soit par un
"son
sous cette
reserve
cette reserve
"son control°,
controle, sous
"qu'il n'en resultera
directement
resultera clirectement
"qu'il
"ou indirectement
monoaucun monoindirectement aucun
"ou
"pole des
naturelles au
an
des ressources
ressources naturelles
"pole
"benefice du
ou de
de
Mandataire ou
"benefice
du Mandataire
"ses rassortissants,
ni aucun
aucun
"ses
ressortissants, ni
"avantage preferentiel
preferentiel qui
qui serait
serait
"avantage
"incompatible avec
coavec Pegalite
l'egalit6e eco"incompatible
"nomique, commerciale
commerciale et
et indusindus"nomique,
"trielle
garantie.
"trielle ci-dessus
ci-dessus garantie.
"Les droits confer&
conf6ers par le
"Les
"present article
egale"present
article s'etendent
s'6tendent egale"ment
aux Societes
Societes et AssociaAssocia"ment aux
"tions organisea3
lea lois
lois
"tions
organisees suivant
suivant les
"
des Etats
Etats membres
Societe
de la
la Soci6et
"des
membres de
"
des Nations,
"des
Nations, sous
sous reserve
reserve seuleseule"ment
d'ordre pu"
ment des n6cessites
necessites d'ordre
"blic
"
blic et
et de
de Pobservation
1'observation de la
la
"legislation
"legislation locale.

"ARTICLE
8.
"ARTICLE 8.

"ARTICLE 8.
"ARTICLE
8.

"
The Mandatory
"The
Mandatory shall
shall ensure
ensure
"in the
the territory
free"in
territory complete
complete free"dom
"dom of conscience
conscience and the free
"exercise of
forms of
worship
"exercise
of all
all forms
of worship
"which are consonant
consonant with pub"which
"lie order
order and
and morality;
"lic
morality; missionmission"
aries who
States
"aries
who are nationals
nationals of
of States
"Members of
"Members
League of
of the
the League
of NaNa"tions
be free to
to enter the
"
tions shall be
"territory and
and to
"territory
to travel
travel and
and rere"side
"side therein,
therein, to acquire
acquire and
and
"possess property,
property, to
to erect
"possess
erect relireli"gious buildings
"gious
buildings and
and to
to open
open
"schools
throughout the
territory;
"schools throughout
the territory;
"it
being understood,
"it being
understood, however,
"that the
the Mandatory
shall have
have
"that
Mandatory shall
"the right
right to
"the
to exercise
exercise such
such concon"
trol as
as may
the
"trol
may be
be necessary
necessary for
for the
"maintenance
of public
public order
order and
and
"maintenance of
"good
government, and to
"good government,
to take
"all measures
"all
measures required
required for
for such
such
"
" control.

"La Puissance
Puissance mandataire
as"La
mandataire as"
surera, dans
Petendue du
"surera,
dans l'etendue
du territerri"
toire, la
Ebert() de con"toire,
la pleine
pleine libert6
"
science et
de
et le libre
libre exercice
exercice de
"science
"tons les
lea cultes,
mikes, qui
no sont
"tous
qui ne
sont
"contraires ni
ni a 1'ordre
l'ordre public
"contraires
public ni
"aux bonnes
bonnes moeurs;
donnera
"aux
moeurs; elle
elle donnera
"a
"a tous
tons les
lea missionnaires
missionnaires ressor"tissants
de tout Etat
Etat membre de
de
"
tissants de
"la
Nationes, la
la
"la Societe
Soci6t6 des
des Nationes,
"faculte de
"faculte
penetrer, de circuler
circuler
de penetrer,
"et de
de resider
dans le
le territoire,
"et
resider dans
territoire,
"d'y
"d'y acquerir
acquerir et posseder
posseder des
des
"proprietes, d'y
elever des bati"ppropiets,
d'y elever
bati"ments dans
dans un
but religieux
"ments
un but
religieux et
et
"d'y
"d'y ouvrir
ouvrir des
ecoles, 6tant
etant enendes ecoles,
"tendu,
"tendu, toutefois,
quo le mandamandatoutefois, que
"taire
"
take aura le droit d'exercer
d'exercer tel
tel
"
controle qui
pourra etre
neces"controle
qui pourra
6tre n6ces"
saire pour
le maintien
"saire
pour le
maintien de
de l'ordre
l'ordre
"public et
et d'une
adminis"public
d'une bonne
bonne adminis"tration, et de
de prendre
cet effet
"tration,
prendre aacet
effet
"toutes
"toutes mesures
mesures utiles.
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"ARTICLE
9.
"ARTICLE 9.

"ARTICLE
"ARTICLE 9.

"The Mandatory
apply
shall apply
"The
Mandatory shall
"
to the
general inin
territory any general
the territory
"to
ternational conventions
conventions applicapplic"ternational
"able to
territones.
to contiguous
contiguous territories.
"able

"La
Puissance
mandataire
mandataire
Puissance
"La
"etendra
bentsle b6neterritoires le
aux territoires
"6tendra aux
"fice
des conventions
conventions internaintema"fice des
a
"
tionales generales,
applicables a,
g6nerales, applicables
"tionales
"leurs territoires
territoires limitrophes.
"leurs

"ARTICLE
"ARTICLE 10.

"ARTICLE
"ARTICLE 10.

"
La Puissance
mandataire aura
Puissance mandataire
"La
"The Mandatory
have
shall have
Mandatory shall
"The
pleins pouvoirs
pouvoirs d'administration
d'administration
"pleins
"full powers
powers of administration
administration "
"full
"et de
de legislation
legislation sur
les contrees
contrees
sur les
"
and legislation
legislation in the area sub- "et
"and
l'objet du
mandat: ces
du mandat:
"faisant T'objet
"
ject to
mandate: this area "faisant
the mandate:
to the
"ject
seront administrees
administrees
"contrees seront
"shall be
administered in accord- "contrees
be administered
"shall
"selon la
legislation de la puisla legislation
"
ance with the laws or the Man- "selon
"ance
sance mandataire
comme partie
partie
mandataire comme
"sance
"
datory as
integral part of his "
an integral
as an
"datory
on territoire,
territoire, et
de son
"int6grante de
"
territory and
and subject
subject to the pre- "integrante
"territory
"sous
reserve des
dispositions qui
des dispositions
"sous r6serve
"
ceding provisions.
provisions.
"ceding
"precedent.
"precedent.
'La PLissance
PLissance mandataire
est,
mandataire est,
"La
"The
Mandatory shall
shall therethere"The Mandatory
a
"en consequence,
autorisee a.
consequence, autorisee
"fore be
be at
at liberty
to apply
apply his "en
liberty to
"fore
"appliquer aux
aux regions
somnises
regions soumises
"laws
to the
the territory
under the "appliquer
territory under
"laws to
"au mandat
legislation, sous
sous
sa legislation,
mandat as
"mandate subject
moclifi- "au
to the modifisubject to
"mandate
"reserve des
des modifications
exigees
modifications exigees
"cations required
required by local con- "reserve
"cations
a
"par les conditiones
conditiones locales,
locales, et a,
"ditions, and
and to
to constitute
constitute the "par
"ditions,
territoires en
en
ces territoires
"constituer ces
"territory into aa customs, fiscal
fiscal "constituer
"territory
f6derations douanieres
"unions ou federations
"or administrative
administrative union or fed- "unions
"or
administratives avec
avec
"fiscales ou administratives
"eration with
with the
the adjacent pos- "fiscales
"eration
territoires avoisinants
avoisinants rele"les territoires
"sessions under
under his own sover- "les
"sessions
vant de
de sa
sa propre souverainete
souverainete
"vant
"eignty or
or control;
control; provided
provided al- "
"eignty
sous son
contr6le, a.a
son controle,
places sous
"ou places
"ways that
that the
adopted "ou
measures adopted
the measures
"ways
les mesures
adopmesures adopque les
"condition que
"to
that end
end do
not infringe
infringe the "condition
do not
"to that
"tkes
ces fins
ne portent pas
fins ne
"t6es aa. ces
"provisions of
of this
this mandate.
"provisions
"atteinte
dispositions du
aux dispositions
"atteinte aux
"present
mandat.
"pr6sent mandat.
"ARTICLE
"ARTICLE 11.
"The Mandatory
shall make
Mandatory shall
"The
"
to the
the League of
Council of the
the Council
"to
to
"Nations
an annual
report to
annual report
"Nations an
"
the satisfaction
of the
the Council.
Council.
satisfaction of
"the
"This
shall contain
contain full
report shall
"This report
the
"
information
concerning
concerning
"information
"measures
taken to
to apply the
"measures taken
"provisions
"provisions of the present man"
date.
"date.
"ARTICLE 12.
"ARTICLE

"ARTICLE
"ARTICLE 11.
"La
Puissance mandataire
"La Puissance
"presentera
au Conseil de la
la
"pr6sentera au
"Societe
des Nations
Nations un
un rapport
rapport
"Soci6et des
"annuel
repondant a ses vues.
"annuel repondant
"
Ce rapport
contenir tous
tous
devra contenir
rapport devra
"Ce
"renseignements
les mesures
sur les
"renseignements sur
d'appliquer les
"prises
en vue d'appliquer
"prises en
"
dispositions du
mandat.
present mandat.
du present
"dispositions
"ARTICLE 12.
"ARTICLE

"
The consent
consent of
the Council of
of the
"The
"the
Nations is reof Nations
League of
"the League
"
quired for
modification of
any, modification
for any
"quired
"
the terms
this mandate.
of this
terms of
"the

"Toute modification
apportke
modification apportee
"Toute
mandat
"aux termes
termes du
pr6sent mandat
du present
"aux
"devra etre
preaapprouv6e au pr6aetre approuvee
"devra
"lable par
par le
Conseil de la
le Conseil
"lable
"Societe des
Nations.
des Nations.
"Soci6et

"ARTICLE 13.
"ARTICLE

"ARTICLE 13.
"ARTICLE

"The Mandatory
agrees that,
Mandatory agrees
"The
"if any
dispute whatever
should
whatever should
any dispute
"if
-15S22°—N M.L 43—PT
34
2-- 34
4.3-PT 2
45822°--

"le
accepte que
Mandataire accepte
"le Mandataire
"tout
differend, quel
quel qu'il
qu'il soit,
"tout differend,
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"arise
the Mandatory
"arise between
between the
Mandatory

"qui viendrait
viendrait aas'elever
entre lui
"qui
s'elever entre
lui
"et
"et un autre
de la
la
autre membre
membre de
"Societe des
Nations, relatif
"Societe
des Nations,
relatif a
"l'interpretation
"Pinterpretation ou
ou a
a, l'applical'applica"tion des
dispositions du
"tion
des dispositions
du mandat
mandat
"et
qui ne
ne soit
susceptible
"et qui
soit pas
pas susceptible
"d'etre regle
regle par
negociations,
"d'8tre
par des
des ngociations,
"soit sonmis
Is Cour
Perma"soit
soumis h
h la
Cour Perma"
nente de
de Justice
"nente
Justice Internationale,
Internationale,
"prvue par Particle
l'article 14
"pr6vue
14 du
du Pacts
Pacte
"de
Societe des
des Nations."
"de la
la Soci6te
Nations."

Whereas
United States
of
Whereas the
the United
States of

Consid6rant quo
Considerant
que lea
les Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis
d'Amerique, en
d'Amerique,
en participant
participant Ita is
la
contre l'Allemagne,
ont
guerre contre
1Allemagne, ont
contribue
sa Mahe
la
contribue a sa
defaite et
et aIt la
renonciation
renonciation de ses
ses droit,s
droits et
et
titres sur ses possessions
possessions d'outred'outremer, mais qu'ils
gulls n'ont
n'ont pas
pas ratifie
ratifi6
Versailles;
le Traite
Trait6 de
de Versailles;
Considerant que
Considerant
le Gouvemeque le
Gouvernement des Etats-Unis
ment
Etats-Unis et
et le
Goule Gouvernement
vemement du Roi
Belges
Roi des
des Belges
desirent aboutir
desirent
aboutir Ita une
une entente
entente
pr6cise
recise en
en ce
qui concerne
lea
ce qui
concerne les
droits des deux gouvemements
et
gouvernements et
leurs nationaux
de leurs
nationaux respectifs
dans
respectifs dans
ladite
partie de
de l'ancienne
l'ancienne colonie
colonie
ladite partie
allemande
allemande placee sous
sous mandat
mandat du
du
Roi des
Beiges;
Roi
des Belges;

"and another
Member of
of the
the
"and
another Member
"League of
to
"League
of Nations
Nations relating
relating to
"the interpretation
"the
interpretation or
or the
applithe appli"
cation of
of the
provisions of
of the
"cation
the provisions
the
"mandate, such
"mandate,
dispute, if
if it
it cancansuch dispute,
"
not be settled
settled by
by negotiation,
"not
negotiation,
"shall be submitted
submitted to
to the
the PerPer"manent
"manent Court
International
Court of
of International
"Justice
"Justice provided
for by
by Article
provided for
Article
"14
the Covenant
14 of the
of the
the
Covenant of
"League
Nations (Unquote)
;"
"League of
of Nations
(Unquote);"
Participation
Participatiion of
'United States in liar
aagainst
gainst Germany.
erany.
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America
participating in
America by _participating
in the
the
war against Germany
contributed
Germany contributed
to her defeat and to the
the renunciarenunciaand titles
over
tion of
of her
her rights
rights and
titles over
her oversea
oversee poksessions,
but has
has
possessions, but
not ratified
ratified the Treaty of
of Versailles; and
Contr Powers.
Po
sailles;
and
Contracting
conacn
po
Whereas
Whereas the
Government of
the Government
of
the United States
the
States and
and the
Government of
Government
of the
the King
King of
of the
the
Belgians desire to reach
reach a
a defidefinite understanding
understanding with
regard to
to
with regard
the rights of the
Governthe two Governments
ments and their
natheir respective
respective nationals in the aforesaid
aforesaid former
former
Colony of German East Africa
Africa
under mandate
mandate to
of the
the
to the
the King
King of
Belgians;
Belgians;
Plenipotentiaries.
ntis.
The President
The
President of the United
United
States of America and His
His MajMajKing of
of the
the Belgians
esty the King
Belgians
have decided
have
decided to
to conclude
conclude aa ConConvention to this effect and
and have
have
nominated
their plenipotennominated as their
plenipotentiaries:
tiaries:
HIS
CELLE N CY
HIS EX
EXCELLENCY
PRESIDENT OF
THE PRESIDENT
OF 11:11,
THE
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF
AMERI CA
AMERICA,

A
A cet effet,
le President
President des
effet, le
des
Etats-Unis d'Amerique
Etats-Unis
d'Amerique et
et Sa
Sa
Majeste
Maieste le
Roi des
Belges ont
le Roi
des Beiges
ont
de conclure
decide de
Convenconclure une
une Convention
et ont
ont designe
leurs
tion et
designe pour
pour leurs
plenipotentiaires,
plenipotentiaires, savour:
savoir:
SON EXCELLENCE
EXCELLENCE
MONSIEUR. .
MONSIEUR
LE
LE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT
DES
DES ETATS UNIS
UNIS
D'AMERIQUE,
D'AMERIQUE,

Mr Benjamin
Benjamin THAW, Junior, Monsieur Benjamin
THAW,
Benjamin
THAW,
charg6 d'affaires
charge
d'affaires ad
interim of
ad interim
of the
the Junior, charg6
chargé d'affaires
d'affaires ad
ad ininUnited States of
at terim des Etats-Unis
of America
America at
Etats-Unis d'Amed'AmeBrussels,
and
Brussels, and
rique a
a Bruxelles,
Bruxelles, et
et
HIS MAJESTY
MAJESTY the
the KING
KING of
of SA MAJESTE
MAJESTE LE ROI DES
the BELGIANS:
BELGIANS:
BELGES:
Monsieur
Monsieur Henri
Henri JASPAR,
JASPAR, His
His Monsieur Henri
Henri JASPAR,
JASPAR, Son
Son
Minister
Minister for Foreign
Foreign Affairs,
Affairs,
Ministre des
des Affaires
Affaires Etrangeres,
Etrangeres,
Who, after having
having communicommuniLesquels,
apres avoir
avoir echang6
Lesquels, apres
chang6
cated to each other their
Full leurs peins
their Full
pouvoirs recorinus
pleins pouvoirs
reconnus en
en
Powers, found
found in
in good
good and
and due
due bonne
bonne et
et due
due forme,
forme, ont
ont conconform, have agreed
agreed on the folfol- venu des dispositions suivantes:
suivantes:
lowing
provisions:
lowing provisions:
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ARTICLE 1.
ARTICLE
Subject
provisions of
Subject to the provisions
the present
Convention, the
present Convention,
the
United
States consents
consents to the
United States
administration
administration by the Government of
the King
Sing of
of the Belgians,
of the
ment
pursuant
to the
manaforesaid manthe aforesaid
pursuant to
date,
of the
former German
German terthe former
date, of
ritory,
described in
in Article
Article 11 of
ritory, described
the mandate.
mandate.
the
ARTICLE
2.
ARTICLE 2.
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ARTICLE 1.
ARTICLE
Recognition of
Manof ManA condition
condition que
les disposidisposi- dReognition
que les
A
date.
tions de
de la
la presente
Convention
presente Convention
tions
soient observees,
Etats-Unis
les Etats-Unis
observ6es, les
soient
declarent accepter
Padministraaccepter l'administradeclarent
don
par le
Gouvernement du Roi
le Gouvernement
tionpar
des
Belge,s, en
en vertu
vertu du mandat
mandat
des Belges,
susmentionne, de la partie des Ante, p. 1864.
susmentionne,
colonies allemandes,
anciennes
allemandes, A'"t' p1864
anciennes colonies
mandat.
(Writes
l'article 11du mandat.
d6crites ait, l'article

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 2.

The United
and its
States and
United States
The
and enjoy
nationals shall
have and
shall have
nationals
all the
and benefits
benefits secured
secured
rights and
the rights
all
under the
the terms
terms of
of Articles 3,
under
4, 5,
5, 6,
7, 8,
and 10 of the
9, and
8, 9,
6, 7,
4,
mandate to
members of the
to members
mandate
League
of Nations
their
Nations and their
League of
the
nationals,
notwithstanding the
nationals, notwithstanding
fact
that the
United States is
the United
fact that
not a
member of
of the
the League
League of
a member
not
Nations.
Nations.
ARTICLE
.ARTICLE 3.

Rights accorded
Les Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis et
leurs ressorressor- u
Ri
gstates.
hts aa
te
cred
united
et leurs
Les
tissants auront
auront la
jouissance et
la jouissance
tissants
le
tous les droits et
de tous
ben6fice de
le benefice
avantages garantis
garantis par
par les
les articles
avantages
3, 4,
5, 6,
6, 7,
7, 8,
8, 9
9et 10 du mandat,
4, 5,
3,
aux membres
membres de
Soci6t6 des
de la SocietA
aux
Nations,
nonobstant le fait que
Nations, nonobstant
les
Etats-Unis ne
ne soient pas un
les Etats-Unis
des
Etat membre
de la
Soci6t6 des
la Societe
membre de
Etat
Nations.
Nations.

property
Vested
American
property
American
Vested
territory
rights
in the
the mandated
mandated territory
rights in
shall
respected and in no
be respected
shall be
way
way impaired.

property
Vested
acquis ri.
Les
droits de
de propri6t6
propriete acquis
Vested property
Les droits
ghts to be respected.
aux
Americains dans
le terrnterndans le
aux Americains
toire sous
respect&
maqdat seront respect6s
sous maqdat
toire
et
sera porte
atteinte en
en
. n'y
porte atteinte
n'y sera
et il
aucune maniere.
maniere.
aucune

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 3.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 4.

4.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 4.

A duplicate
of the annual
duplicate of
A
report to
made by
by the manbe made
to be
report
datory under
under article
article 11 of the
datory
mandate shall
furnished to
shall be furnished
mandate
the
United States.
the United

Un double
double du
Rapport annuel,
annuel,
du Rapport
Un
doit
que
la Puissance
Puissance mandataire
mandataire doit
que la
faire en
en execution
11
l'article 11
de Particle
execution de
faire
du
mandat, sera
sera adresse au Goudu mandat,
vernement
Etats-Unis.
des Etats-Unis.
vernement des

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 5.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 5.

Nothing contained
contained in the
Nothing
present
be
shall be
Convention shall
present Convention
modification
affected by
by any
any modification
affected
which may
may be
be made
made in the terms
which
of the
mandate as recited above
the mandate
of
unless such
such modification
modification shall
unless
have
assented to by the
been assented
have been
United States.
States.
United
ARTICLE 6.
6.
ARTICLE
The
Treaties and
extradition Treaties
The extradition
Conventions in
force between
in force
Conventions
the
States and Belgium
United States
the United
shall apply
mandated territerrithe mandated
to the
apply to
shall
tory.
tory.

to

to

Annual report.
Ante, p. 1S9.
1864.
Ante,

of

Modifications
Les modifications
modifications qui
qui pourpour- man
n
a
d
t
e csubject
i
aV ons of
to
mandate
Les
raient
etre
apportees
aux
termes
assent
of
of United States.
assent
raient Atre apportees aux termes
du mandat
mandat rapportes
rapport& plus haut,
du
seront sans
aucune des
sur aucune
effet sun
sans effet
seront
stipulations contenues
contenues dans
dans la
la
stipulations
presente Convention, k
a moins
moms
presente
que
recu
aient recu
modifications aient
ces modifications
oue ces
Passentiment
des Etats-Unis.
1assentiment des
su

t

ARTICLE 6.
ARTICLE
d iti
Etra on
Les Traites
et Conventions
Conventions .
Traites et
Les
d'extradition en
vigueur entre
en vigueur
d'extradition
les Etats-Unis
d'Amerique et la
Etats-Unis d'Am6rique
les
Belgique s'ippliqueront
s'appliqueront au terriBelgique
toire
sous mandat.
mandat.
toire sous

Extradition

reeog-

recog-
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ARTICLE 7.
7.
ARTICLE
oratifc-

Echange of ratificaExchange
tions.

Signatures.
sigaturs.

January 21, 1924.
Protocol with Bel-

anProtol

ih

amending

gium amending Treaty

of April 18, 1923.
1.
Preamble.
Preamble.

ARTICLE 7.
7.

The present Convention shall
La present°
sera
La
presente Convention
Convention sera
mebe
in accordance
accordance with
be ratified
ratified in
conform6ment aux
aux mewith the
the ratifiee conformement
thodes constitutionnelles
respective
methods thodes
respective constitutional
constitutionnelles respecconstitutional methods
respecof
the High
Contracting Parties.
fives des
des Hautes
contrapof the
High Contracting
Hautes Parties
Parties. tives
Parties contracThe
ratifications shalf
shall be
The ratifications
ratifications seront
be exseront
ex- tantes. Les ratifications
changed in
Bruxelles aussi
aussi t6t
tot
changed
echang6es a
in Brussels
a Bruxelles
Brussels as
as soon
soon as
as echangees
practicable. It
shall take
effect qu'il
sera possible.
possible. La
practicable.
qu'il sera
It shall
La presente
take effect
presente
on the
the date
exchange of
of Convention
la date
on
Convention prendra
date °Pith°
of'the exchange
prendra effet
effet a
a la
date
ratifications.
de
Pechange des
des ratifications.
ratifications.
de l'6change
ratifications.
In
In witness whereof, the respecrespecquoi, les
En foi de quoi,
les PlenipotenPlenipotentive
tive Plenipotentiaries
Plenipotentiaries have
respectifs ont
le
have signed
signed tiaires respectifs
ont signe
sign6 le
the
present treaty
and have
have afthe present
treaty and
present trait6
trait() et
et y
y ont
appose
af- present
ont appose
fixed thereto
thereto the
of their
fixed
the seal
seal of
their leurs cachets.
&MS.
arms.
Done in duplicate
Brussels, Fait
duplicate at
exemplaire B
a.
Fait en
at Brussels,
en double
double exemplaire
18th day
day of
of April
1923.
this 18th
April 1923.
Bruxelles, le
18 Avril
Avril 1923.
Bruxelles,
le 18
1923.
BENJAMIN THAW,
THAW, J
R.
BENJAIN
JB.
HENRI
HENRI JASPAB
JASPAR
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
. AND WHEREAS aa Protocol amendatory
the said
said Treaty
was
amendatory, of
of the
Treaty was
signed by the Plenipotentiaries
Plenipotentiaries of
Governments at
at Brussels
Brussels
of the
the two
two Governments
the twenty-first
of January,
January, one
thousand nine
nine hundred
hundred and
on the
twenty-first day
day of
one thousand
and
twenty-four,
twenty-four, the original of which Protocol,
Protocol, in
in the
French
the English
English and
and French
languages, is word
for word
as follows:
follows:
word for
word as

PROTOCOL
PROTOCOL
Modification of
Modification
Mandate
boundary.

APRIL 18,
1923.
APRIL
18, 1923.

Whereas, the boundary
boundary of the
mandate
mandate conferred
conferred tipon His Majthe Belgians
esty the King of the
Belgians
over
over the
the territory
territory of
of RuandaRuandaUrundi and recited in
in the
the prepre-

PROTO COLE
PROTOCOLE

Considerant
qu'afin de
Consid6rant qu'afin
de mieux
mieux
sauvegarder les
les interets
sauvegarder
des popuinterets des
populations
lations indigenes
indigenes la
frontiere du
la frontiere
du
mandat
mandat confere
Sa Majeste
Majeste le
le
confer6 aa Sa
Ante, p. 1864.1
,p
Roi des Beiges
Belges sur le
territoire du
du
le territoire
amble of the Treaty concerning
concerning Ruanda
Ruanda Urundi
Urundi decrite
le
d6crite dans
dans le
the mandate concluded between
between preambule
preambule du Traite concernant
concernant
the United States of America
America and ce mandat
conclu entre
mandat et
et conclu
entre lea
les
Belgium on April 18, 1923, has Etats-Unis d'Am6rique
d'Amerique et
et la
Bella Belbeen modified by a
a common acac- gique, le 18
18 avril
avril 1923,
1923, aa et()
6et
cord between
between the British and Bel- modifie
modifiee d'un
accord
d'un commun
commun accord
gian Governments
Governments with the ap- entre les Gouvernements
Gouvemements britanbritanproval given by the Council of nique
belge avec l'approbation
nique et beige
Papprobation
the League of Nations at its
its du
Societe des
des Nadu Conseil de
de la
la Soci6et
Nameeting of the 31 of August, 1923, tions, approbation
donnee par
par
approbation donnee
in order better to safeguard the
the celui-ci dans sa seance du 31
31 aotit
aott
interests of the native
native popula- 1923;
1923;
tions; and,
and,
Assent of United tions;
States required.
required.
Whereas,
Whereas, by article V
V of the
Considerant qu'en
qu'en vertu
vertu de
de
Consid6rant
Treaty referred
referred to
nothing Particle
to above
above nothing
l'article 55 du Traite
precite lea
Traite pr6cit6
les
contained
contamed in the Treaty shall be
be modifications
qui pourraient
modifications qui
pourraient etre
etre
Ante, p. 1871.
Ankp.
181.
affected
affected by any modification
modification apportees
aux termes
termes du
du mandat
mandat
apport6es aux
which may be made
in the
the terms
made in
terms tels qu'ils sont reproduits
reproduits dans
dans le
le
mandate as
in the
of the mandate
as recited
recited in
the Traite seront sans
sans effet
effet sur
sur aucune
aucune
Treaty unless such modification
modification des stipulations
stipulations du Trait6
Traite a
a. moms
moins
shall have been assented
assented to by
by the
the que ces modifications
modifications n'aient
n'aient recu
repu
United States
of America;
and,
States of
America; and,
Il'assentiment
assentiment
Etats-Unis
des Etats-Unis
d'Amerique;
d'Amerique;
Modification
Modification not objected to.
to.
Whereas, the Government
of
Government of
Considerant que
le Gouverneque le
Gouvernethe United States
States of
of America
America perper- ment des Etats-Unis d'Amerique
d'Amerique
ceives no objection
to the
modifi- n'apercoit
objection to
the modifin'aperpoit aucune
aucune objection
objection aa.
cation in question,
question,
formuler
formuler a
a. la
modification interla modification
intervenue;
venue;
Mndae
b

.
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The
Governments of
United
the United
of the
The Governments
States
of America
and Belgium
Belgium
America and
States of
have resolved
amend the
to amend
resolved to
have
Treaty
on April 18, 1923,
signed on
Treaty signed
between the
the two
countries and
two countries
between
have named
purpose their
this purpose
for this
named for
have
respective
plenipotentiaries
respective plenipotentiaries
The President
President of
of the United
The
States
of America,
America,
States of
Mr. Henry
P. FLETCHER,
FLETCHER, AmHenry P.
Mr.
bassador
of the
the United
United States
bassador of
of America
America at
at Brussels,
Brussels,
of
His
Majesty the
King of the
the King
His Majesty
Belgians,
Belgians,
Mr. Henri
Henri JASPAR,
JASPAR, His
Minister
His Minister
Mr.
of
Foreign Affairs;
Affairs;
of Foreign
who,
having communiafter having
who, after
cated
to the other their full
each to
cated each
powers
in good
good and due
found in
owers found
form,
have agreed
to the
following
the following
agreed to
form, have
amendatory articles
taken
articles to be taken
amendatory
as
the Treaty
Treaty signed
signed April
of the
part of
as part
18, 1923:
1923:
18,
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 1.
Article
of the
the mandate
mandate recited
1 of
Article 1
in the
the preamble
the Treaty
Treaty
of the
preamble of
in
signed April
April 18,
shall be rere1923, shall
18, 1923,
signed
placed by
by the following:
placed
a
"The territory
territory, over
over which a
"The
"mandate
conferred upon His
is conferred
"mandate is
"Majesty
King of the Belthe King
"Majesty . the
"
ians (hereinafter
(hereinafter called the
"gians
gl
andatoiy) comprises
that part
comprises that
"Mandatory)
"of
former
territory of the former
the territory
"of the
"colony of
Africa
East Africa
German East
of German
"colony
"situated to
to the
west of
of the folthe west
"situated
"lowing line:
line:
"lowing
"The mid-stream
mid-stream of
the Kaof the
"The
"
gera River
River from
Uganda
the Uganda
from the
"gera
"boundary
to the
the point where
"boundary to
"the Kagera
River meets the
Kagera River
"the
"western boundary
boundary of Bugufi,
"western
"thence this
this boundary
boundary to its
"thence
"junction with
with the
eastern boundthe eastern
"junction
"
ary of
thence the eastUrundi, thence
of Urundi,
"arv
"
eni and
southern boundary of
and southern
"ern
"
to Lake
Tanganyka.
Lake Tanganyka.
Urundi to
" Urundi

J
JAN.
AN. 21, 1924.
1924.

1873
1873

Le
des EtatsGouvernement des
Le Gouvernement
Unis
et le Gouverned'Amerique et
Unis d'Amerique
ment
beige out
d'amender
r6solu d'amender
ont resolu
ment belge
le
18 avril 1923 et ont
out
du 18
Traite du
le Traite
norame
pleniponomme6 aIt cet effet leurs pl6nipote,ntiaires respectifs:
respectifs:
tentiaires

Contracting Powers.
Powers.
Contracting

be President
President des
Etats-Unis
des Etats-Unis
Le
d'Amerique,
d'Am6rique,
Monsieur
FLETCHER,
P. FLETCHER,
Henry P.
Monsieur Henry
Ambassadeur
Ambassadeur des Etats-Unis
d'Amerique
d'Am6rique aIt Bruxelles,
Sa
Majeste le
le Roi
Roi des Belges,
Sa Majeste

Plenipotentiarles.
Plenipotentiaries.

Monsieur Henri
Henri JASPAR,
JASPAR, Son
Monsieur
Ministre des
des Affaires
Affaires EtranEtranMinistre
geres,
geres,
lesquels, apres
s'Atre commuapres s'etre
lesquels,
niqué
leurs pleins
pleins pouvoirs
trouves
pouvoirs trouv6s
niqueleurs
en
bonne et
et due
due forme,
forme, ont apen bonne
prouve
suivants
articles suivants
les articles
prouv6 les
amendes
comme devant faire
amendes commne
partie du
signe le 18 avril
Trait6 sign6
du Traite
partie
1923:
1923:
ARTICLE 1.
ARTICLE
Amended
d6fini Am
L'article 1
1 du
mandat defini
ended
du mandat
L'article
accepted

boundary
boundary

Trait aepd.
dans le
le preambule
du Traite
pr6ambule du
dans
Ante, p.
s8 .
p. 1864.
signe
18 avril
1923 sera rem- An,
avril 1923
le 18
signe le
par le suivant:
place par
plac6
"Le
lequel un
sur lequel
territoire sur
"Le territoire
SaMajest6
"mandat
confere a
It Sa
Majeste
"mandat est conf6re
Belges (designe ci"le
Roi des Beiges
"le Roi
"
dessous comme
comme mandataire)
mandataire)
"dessous
"comprend la
la partie du territoire
"comprend
"de
colonie de l'Estlancienne colonie
"de l'ancienne
"
Africain allemand
situ& aIt
allemand situee
"Africain
"
l'ouest de
suivante:
la ligne suivante:
de la
"l'ouest

"Le
thalweg de la riviere
"Le thalweg
"
Kagera, a
It partir de la frontibre
frontier°
"Kagera,
"
de l'Uganda
l'Uganda jusqu'au
jusqu'au point oh
ob.
"de
"la
rencontre la
Kagera rencontre
riviere Kagera
"la riviere
"frontiere occidentide
Bugufi;
occidentale du Bugufi;
"frontibre
"De lh,
la, jusqu'au
jusqu'au point de
"De
"jonction de
de cette
cette frontiere
frontiere avec
"ionction
"la frontiere
l'Urundi;
orientale de l'Urundi;
frontiere orientale
"la
"Ensuite
lea frontibres
frontieres orien"Ensuite les
l'Urnndi
"
tale et
m6ridionale de l'UnIndi
et meridionale
"tale
"
au lac
lac Tanganika.
Tanganika.
"au
frontiere (Write
plus haut
decrite plus
La frontiere
""La
"
The frontier
described above
frontier described
"The
anglaise
"est
indiquee
It
la
carte
la
a
indiquee
"est
British
attached
"is shown
shown on the attached
"is
2932-A, aIt
"ci-incluse GS
GS GS n° 2932-A,
"
map GSGS
GSGS Number
2932-A,on "ci-incluse
Number 2932-A,
"map
"l'echelle de
de 1/1.000.000.".
1/1.000.000.".
"l'6chelle
"
the scale
1:1.000.000.".
of 1:1.000.000.".
scale of
"the
ARTICLE
2.
ARTICLE 2.

ARTICLE 2.
ARTICLE

The
present protocol
protocol shall be
The present
with the
ratified
accordance with
in accordance
ratified in
constitutional
methods of the high
constitutional methods

be present
present protocole
sera ratifie
ratifie
protocole sera
Le
conformement
aux
methodes
conm6thodes
conform6ment aux
stitutionelles des
des hautes
hautes parties
parties
stitutionelles

l

Exchang

of ratific-

tiolachange of ratifies-
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contracting parties. The ratifications shall be exchanged
exchanged in
in Brussels on the same day as those of
the Treaty
Treaty of April
April 18, 1923.
1923. It
It
shall take effect on the date
date of
of
exchange of ratifications.
ratifications.
exchange
In witness whereof
whereof the respective plenipotentiaries
plenipotentiaries have
have
signed the present protocol
protocol and
have affixed
affixed thereto
thereto the
the seal
of
seal of
their arms.
Brussels,
Done in duplicate at
at Brussels,
this twenty-first
twenty-first day of January,
January,
one thousand nine hundred and
twenty four.
HENRY P.
HENRY
P.FLETCHER
FLETCHER
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]

Signatures.
Signatures.

Ratifications

tngeaod.n
echanged.

Proclamation.
roclamation.

ex-

e

JAN. 21,
1924.
JAN.
21, 1924.

contractantes. Les ratifications
contractantes.
ratifications
seront echangees à
seront
a Bruxelles, le
le
meme jour que
du
m8me
que celles du Traite
Trait6 du
18 avril 1923. II
I1 sortira ses
ses
Pechange des
effets ait la date de l'6change
ratifications.
ratifications.
En foi de quoi les
plenipotenles pl6nipotentiaires respectifs ont signe
sign6 le
pr6sent protocole
present
revetu
protocole et l'ont revetu
du sceau de lours
leurs armes.
Fait en double exemplaire,
exemplaire, a
Bruxelles,
Bruxelles, le vingt et un Janvier
Janvier
mil neuf cent vingt quatre./.
quatre./.
HENRI JASPAR
JASPAR
[szAr,.]
[SEAL.]

AND WHEREAS
WHEREAS the said Treaty
Treaty and the said Protocol
Protocol have
have
been duly ratified
ratified on both parts, an
two
and the
the ratifications
ratifications of
of the
the two
Governments
Governments were exchanged
exchanged at Brussels on the
eighteenth day
of
the eighteenth
day of
November, one thousand
thousand nine hundred
hundred and twenty-four;
NOW, THEREFORE,
be it
NOW,
THEREFORE, be
it known that I, Calvin Coolidge
Coolidge,
President
President of the United States of
have caused
caused the
said
of America,
America, have
the said
Treaty and the said Protocol to be made public, to
that the
the
to the
the end that
same and every Article and Clause thereof
observed and
thereof may be
be observed
and
fulfilled in
in good faith by the United States and the citizens thereof.
thereof.
IN TESTIMONY
TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I
hand
I have hereunto set my hand
and caused the seal of the United States to be affixed.
affixed.
DONE at the city of Washington, this sixth day of December,
in the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred
hundred and
[SEAL.] twenty-four,
[szA7...]
twenty-four, and of the Independence
Independence of the United States
of America the one hundred and forty-ninth.
forty-ninth.
By the President:
President:

CALVIN COOLIDGE
COOLIDGE
CALVIN

CHARLES
E. HUGHES
C
HARLES E.
HUGHES
Secretary
of State.
Secretary of
State.
[NOTE BY
THE DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF
[NOTE
BY THE
OF STATE.]
STATE.]

The maps attached to the original treaty and protocol are
are not here

reproduced.
reproduced.
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CONVENTION—PANAMA. JUNE
JUNE 6, 1924.
CONVENTION-PANAMA.

June 6, 1924.
1924.
June

States and Panama
Convention
between the United States
Panama for the prevention
Convention between
at Washington,
Signed at
of smuggling
smuggling of
intoxicating liquors.
Washington,
liquors. Signed
of intoxicating
of
December 10, 1924;
Senate, December
June
ratification advised
advised by the Senate,
1924; ratification
6, 1924;
June 6,
President,
ratified by
by Panama,
1E24; ratified
ratified by the President,
0S, 1S24;
December 80,
Panama, December
ratified
Washington, Janat Washington,
January 15,
15, 1925;
ratifications exchanged at
Jan1925; ratifications
January
uary 19,
1925; proclaimed,
proclaimed, January
19, 1925.
January 1.9,
19, 1925;
uary
AMERIOA.
OF AMERICA.
BY THE
PRESIDENT OF
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF THE
THE PBESIDENT
BY

A PROCLAMATION.
PROCLAMATION.
A
WHEREAS aa convention
the United
United States
America
of America
States of
between the
convention between
WHEREAS

Convention with

panama
Conventt
o
ion rew
ve
il

and Panama
Panama to
in preventing
the smuggling
liquors spiugong
intoxicaof intoxica
smugglng
of intoxicating
intoxicating liquors
smuggling of
preventing the
to aid
aid in
and
liquors into United
into
United States
States was
was concluded
concluded and
their respective
tes
states.rnited
respective ting
by their
signed by
and signed
the United
into the
sixth day of June, one Preamble.
on the sixth
Washington
at
Plenipotentiaries
thousand
Plenipotentiaries
nine hundred
at Washington
and twenty-four,
on the the
original
day of which
June, conone
thousand nine hundred and twenty-four, the original of which confor
is
languages,
vention,
being
in
the
English
and
Spanish
languages,
word
for
Spanish
and
vention, being in the English
word as
follows:
as follows:
word
)n

The President
President of the United
The
America and the PresiStates
States of America
of Panama
dent of
of the
the Republic
Republic of
dent
being desirous
desirous of
avoiding any
of avoiding
being
difficulties which
might arise bewhich might
difficulties
connection with
with
tween them in connection
the laws
laws in
United
the United
force in the
in force
the
the subject of alcoholic
States
States on the
beverages
decided to conhave decided
beverages have
clude a
a Convention
Convention for that
clude
purpose, and
have appointed
appointed as
and have
purpose,
their
Plenipotentiaries:
their Plenipotentiaries:

Powers.
C ontracting Powers.
El
Presidente de los Estados Contracting
El Presidente
Unidos
de America
Presidents
el Presidente
y el
Am6rica y
Unidos de
de
Repdblica de Panama,
Panama,
la Repfblica
de la
deseosos
de evitar
cualesquiera
evitar cualesquiera
deseosos de
clificultades
que puedan
puedan surgir
surgir
dificultades que
las
entre
con las
relaci6n con
en relacion
ellos en
entre ellos
leyes vigentes
vigentes de los Estados
leyes
Unidos en
bebidas
de bebidas
materia de
en materia
Unidos
alcoh6licas,
decidido celebrar
celebrar
han decidido
alcoh61icas, han
una convencion
tal objeto yy
con tal
convenci6n con
una
han nombrado
Plenipotencomo Plenipotennombrado como
han
ciarios:
ciarios:

The
United
President of the United
The President
States
Charles Evans
America, Charles
of America,
States of
Hughes,
Secretary of State of the
Hughes, Secretary
United States
of America,
.America, and
and
States of
United

El
Presidente de los Estados
Estados
El Presidente
a Charles
Unidos
America a
Unidos de America
Evans
Hughes, Secretario
Secretario de
Evans Hughes,
Estado
de los
los Estados
Estados Unidos de
Estado de
America,
y
America, y
El Presidente
Presidente de
de Panama aa
El
Ricardo J.
Enviado ExAlfaro, Enviado
J. Alfaro,
Ricardo
traordinario y
y Ministro
PlenipoMinistro Plenipotraordinario
tenciario de
Repdblica de
de la Republica
tenciario
Panama en
en Washington,
Washington,
Panama
quienes,
habiendose comuniquienes, habi6ndose
cado sus
sus Plenos
Plenos Poderes,
Poderes, los que
cado
han sido
hallados en buena y
y
sido hallados
han
debida forma,
convenido en
han convenido
forma, han
debida
lo
siguiente:
lo siguiente:

The President
Panama, Riof Panama,
President of
The
cardo J.
J. Alfaro,
ExtraorEnvoy ExtraorAlfaro, Envoy
cardo
dinary and
and Minister
PlenipotenMinister Plenipotendinary
tiary
the Republic
Panama
of Panama
Republic of
of the
tiary of
in Washington,
Washington,
in
Who, having
having communicated
communicated
Who,
found in good
their
full powers
powers found
their full
and
due form,
form, have
have agreed
as
agreed as
and due
follows:
follows:
ARTICLE I.
I.
ARTICLE
The
Parties
Contracting Parties
High Contracting
The High
declare
it is
is their firm inthat it
declare that
tention to
uphold the
the principle
principle
to uphold
tention
that three
marine miles
extendmiles extendthree marine
that
ing
from the
the coast
line outwards
coast line
ing from
and measured
from low-water
low-water
measured from
and
mark
constitute the
the proper
limits
proper limits
mark constitute
of territorial
waters.
territorial waters.
of

Plenipotentiaries.
Plenipotentiaries.

AR TI CULO I.
I.
ARTICULO
Las Altas
Contratantes H
Partes Contratantes
Altas Partes
Las
declaran que
que es
es su
intenfirme intensu firme
declaran
ci6n mantener
el principio
principio de que
mantener el
ci6n
tres
millas maritimas
marftima,s que se
tres millas
linea de la costa
extiendan de
de la [Mee
extiendan
y medidas
hacia afuera
medidas desde la
afuera y
hacia
linea
la baja
constituyen
mar, constituyen
baja mar,
de la
linea de
el
de las aguas
aguas terripropio de
limite propio
el limite
toriales.
toriales.
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ARTICLE II.
II.
ARTICLE

Beardin g ef
Private
of privatepBoardng
Panaman
vessels
outside limits, for
inquiry,
sidelimits,
forinquiry,
etc., not
not objected
to.
etc.,
objectedto.

Search of vessel on

reasonable ground
ground for
for
reasonable
suspidcon.
suspicion.

(1) The
The President
President of
Panama
of Panama
(1)
agrees that Panama
Panama will
will raise
raise no
no
objection to
to the
of priobjection
the boarding
boarding of
private vessels
the Panaman
under the
Panaman
vate
vessels under
flag outside
outside the
of terriVr.rriflag
the limits
limits of
tonal
waters by
the authorities
authorities
toral waters
by the
of the
terriof
the United
United States,
States, its
its territories or
in order
order that
that
tories
or possessions,
possessions, in
enquiries
addressed to
enquiries may
may be
be addressed
to
those
those on
on board
board and
and an
an examinaexamination
the ship's
tion be
be made
made of
of the
ship's papers
papers
for
the purpose
of ascertaining
ascertaining
purpose of
for the
whether
on
whether the
the vessel or those on
board are
are endeavoring
endeavoring to
to import
import
board
or
have imported
imported alcoholic
alcoholic beverbeveror have
ages
into the
ages into
the United
United States,
States, its
its
territories
possessions in
in violaviolaterritories or
or possessions
tion
laws there
in force.
tion of
of the
the laws
there in
force.

When such
such enquiries
enquiries and
and examinexaminWhen
reasonable ground
ations show a
a reasonable
ground
for
of the
the vesfor suspicion,
suspicion, aasearch
search of
vessel may
initiated.
sel
may be
be initiated.

(2) If
If there
is reasonable
cause
reasonable cause
there is
(2)
prohibition
for
belief that
vessel
cornthat
the
vessel has
has comla
s.
mitted or is committing
laws.
committing or
ator attempting
to commit
tempting to
commit an
an offense
offense
against
the United
United
aganst the
the laws
laws of
of the
States,
its territories
territories or
or possesStates, its
possessions
prohibiting the
the importation
importation
sions prohibiting
of alcoholic
beverages, the
the vessel
of
alcoholic beverages,
vessel
may be seized
seized and taken
taken into
into a
a
port of
United States,
States, its
terport
of the
the United
its territories
or possessions
adjudiritories or
possessions for
for adjudication
accordance with
cation in accordance
with such
laws.
laws.
Thee rights
(3)
Distance from coast
coast
(3)
rights
conferred by
by
conferred
ghts conferred
limited to boarding,
Seizure of vessel bebelieved
be vessel
violating
seie to ot
prohibition

American
American

limited to boarding,
vessels.

.

this
this article
article shall
not be
be exercised
exercised
shall not
at a
a greater
from the
the
at
greater distance
distance from
coast
coast of
of the
the United States
States its terteror possessions
can
ritories or
possessions than
than can
one hour
hour by
by the
be traversed
traversed in
in one
the
vessel suspected
of endeavoring
vessel
suspected of
endeavoring
to commit
the offense,
and shall
shall
to
commit the
offense, and
Canal Zone waters
excepted.
not be
exercised in waters
waters adjabe exercised
water not
exceapZd.ne
cent
territorial waters
cent to
to territorial
waters of
of the
the
Extension if
if liquor
liquor Canal
Extension
Zone. In
however,
anal Zone.
In cases,
cases, however,
conveyed byother vesel.
in which the liquor is intended to
sal.
m
to
be conveyed
conveyed to
to the
the United
United States
States
be
its territories
or possessions
possessions by
by a
its
territories or
a
vessel other
other than the one
one boarded
boarded
searched, it
it shall
speed
and searched,
shall be
be the
the speed
vessel and
not the
of such
such other
other vessel
and not
the
speed of
vessel boarded,
boarded,
speed
of the
the vessel
which shall
determine the
diswhich
shall determine
the distance
from the
coast at
at which
tance from
the coast
which
the
under this
this article
article can
the right under
can
be
be exercised.
exercised.

etc.,

vessels.

conveyed by other ves_
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ARTICULO
II.
ARTICULO II.

(1)
Presidente de
(1) El
El Presidente
de Panama
Panamf
conviene
en que
Panama no
hará
conviene en
que Panama
no harA
objecion
de proproobjeci6n a
a que las
las naves
naves de
piedad
que naveguen
piedad particular
particular que
naveguen
bajo
la bandera
de Panama
Panama sean
seen
bajo la
bandera de
visitadas fuera de los limites de
las
tenitorales por
las aguas
aguas territorales
por las
las
autoridades de
de los
Estados Unidos,
autoridades
los Estados
Unidos,
territorios o
posesiones, a
a fin
sus territories
o posesiones,
fin
que puedan
puedan ser
ser indagadas
de que
indagadas las
las
personas que
se hallen
bordo
personas
que se
hallen aa bordo
yyse
se examinen
los papeles
papeles del
del
examinen los
verificar
buque con el objeto
objeto de
de verificar
si la
los que
encuentran
si
la nave
nave oolos
que se
se encuentran
a
importar o
ohan
a bordo
bordo tratan
tratan de
de importar
han
importado bebidas
bebidas alcoh6licas
importado
alcoh6licas a
a
territorios
los Estados
Estados Unidos,
Unidos, sus
sus territories
o
contravencion de
o posesiones,
posesiones, en
en contravenci6n
de
las leyes
vigentes. Cuando
las
leyes allf
alli vigentes.
Cuando
tales
y examen
examen den
tales mdagatorias
indagatorias y
den
motivo rasonable
rasonable para
motivo
para sospechas,
sospechas,
se podra proceder
proceder al registro de
de
Is nave.
la
nave.
(2)
hubiere motives
motivos funds(2) Si
Si hubiere
fundados
nave ha
ha
dos para
para creer que la nave
cometido ooestA
esti cometiendo o
o intentando cometer
cometer un.
delito contentando
un. delito
contra las leyes de
tra
de los
los Estados
Estados
Unidos, sus
sus territories
Unidos,
territories oo poseposesiones,
la importasiones, que
que prohiben
prohiben la
importacion
de bebidas
ci6n de
bebidas alcoh6licas,
alcoh61icas, la
la
nave
nave puede
apresada y
yllevada
puede ser
ser apresada
ilevada
los Estados
aaun
un puerto
puerto de
de los
Estados Unidos,
Unidos,
sus
territorios oo posesiones
sus territories
posesiones para
para
juzgamiento de
de acuerdo
acuerdo con
su juzgamiento
con
tales
tales leyes.
leyes.
(3)
Los derechos
(3) Los
derechos conferidos
conferidos en
en
este articulo
articulo no
no serAn
seran ejercidos
este
ejercidos aa
mayor distancia de la costa de los
los
Estados Unidos,
Unidos, sus territories
territorios o
o
posesiones
posesiones de
de la que
que puede
puede
atravesar
atravesar en una
hors la
una hora
la nave
nave
que
sospecha trata
que se
se sospecha
trata de
de cometer
cometer
el
delito, y
en
el delito,
y no
no serim
sern ejercidos
ejercidos en
aguas adyacentes
adyacentes a
alas
las aguas
aguas teteaguas
mtoriales de
de la
Canal.
rritoriales
la Zona
Zona del
del Canal.
No obstante,
obstante, en
easos en
en que
No
en casos
que se
se
de llevar
licor
tiene la
la intencion
intenci6n de
levar licor
a los Estados Unidos,
a
Unidos, sus territerritorios ooposesiones
per una
nave
posesiones por
una nave
distinta
de la
la que
que ha
visitada
distinta de
ha side
sido visitada
y registrada, la velocidad de esta
y
esta
otra
nave y
veloeidad de
la
otra nave
y no
no la
la velocidad
de la
visitada sera la
que deterdeternave visitada
la que
mine la distancia de la
la costa
costa
dentro de
dentro
ejercerse
de la cual
cual puede
puede ejercerse
el derecho
derecho conferido
conferido en este
este
articulo.
articulo.
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ARTICLE III.
ARTICLE
No penalty
under
or forfeiture
forfeiture under
penalty or
No
United States
the laws
laws of
of the
the United
shall
or attach
shall be
be applicable
applicable or
attach to
to
alcoholic
hquors or
or to
to vessels
alcoholic liquors
vessels or
or
persons
carriage
by reason
reason of the carriage
persons by
of
liquors, when
liqof such
such liquors,
when such
such liquors
are listed
listed as
as sea
sea stores
uors are
stores or
or cargo
cargo
destined
for a
aport
foreign to
to the
the
destined for
port foreign
United
its territories
territories or
or
United States,
States, its
possessions
Panaman
possessions on
on board
board Panaman
vessels
ports
vessels voyaging
voyaging to or from
from ports
of
or its
its territerriof the
the United States, or
possessions or passing
tories
tories or possessions
through
waters
through the
the territorial
territorial waters
thereof,
carriage shall
thereof, and
and such carriage
be
by law with
be as
as now provided by
respect to
respect
to the transit
transit of such
liquors through
Panama Cathrough the Panama
Caliquors
nal
nal, provided
provided that such liquors
shah
under seal conconbe kept
kept under
shall be
tinuously while the vessel
vessel on
tinuously
which they
they are
remains
are carried
carried remains
which
within said
and
said territorial
territorial waters and
within
that no
such liquors
liquors shall
shall
that
no part
part of
of such
at any
tune or
or place
place be
be unladen
at
any time
unladen
within
the United
States, its
its
United States,
within the
territories
possessions.
or possessions.
territories or
ARTICLE
IV.
ARTICLE IV.
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AR TICULO III.
ARTICULO
a
for
ni stores
pena nioto
sujetos aa pena
No estaran
estaran sujetos
u
reroorrs
rcargo
ti g
eco
la
i
g
orse:
c,omiso,
de los
it not
not subsublos foreign
foreign port
leyes de
segin las
las byes
comiso, seem
jected to penalty, etc.
to penalty, etc.
Estados
los licoresected
licores
ni los
Unidos, ni
Estados Unidos,
alcoh6licos
las naves ni las
alcoh6licos ni las
personas
razen del
del transtranspor raz6n
personas por
porte
licores, cuando
tales licores,
de tales
porte de
ellos
aprodeclarados como aprosean declarados
ellos sean
visionamiento
la nave oocomo
de la
visionamiento de
carga
destinada aaun puerto
puerto fuera
carga destinada
de
Estados Unidos,
terriUnidos, sus terride los
los Estados
torios
posesiones, aa bordo
bordo de
de
torios oo posesiones,
naves
panamenas que
ven de
que viajen
naves panamefias
o
de los
Estados
los Estados
puertos de
o para
para puertos
o poseUmdos,
territorios o
Unidos, sus territorios
aiones, o
pasen por sus
aguas
sus aguas
que pasen
o que
siones,
tal transporte
tenitoriales,
y tel
transporte sera
territoriales, y
como el
Ia ley
con
ley con
establece Ia
que establece
el que
como
respect° al
atransit°
por
licores por
transito de licores
respecto
el Canal
de Panama,
Panama, a
condicion seal
To be
kept under
aTo
e iket
udmer
a condicion
el
Canal de
American
seal
while in American
de
sean mantemante- waterswaters.
licores sean
tales licores
de que
que tales
nidos
sello
bajo solo
constantemente bajo
nidos constantemente
mientras
la nave
que los
los lleva
lleva
nave que
mientras la
permanezca
dichas
de dichas
dentro de
permanezca dentro
aguas
condicien
y aa condici6n
territoriales y
aguas tenitoriales
de
licores no
no sean
sean destales licores
que tales
de que
cargados
ni
tiempo ni
en ningdn
ningin tiempo
cargados en
lugar dentro
de los
los Estados
dentro de
lugar
Unidos, sus
territories oo posesus tenitorios
Unidos,
siones.
siones.
ARTICULO IV.
IV.
ARTICULO
Action on claims for

ss etc.
Las
loss,, etc
indem-lo
de indemreclamaciones de
Any
Las reclamaciones
Any claim by a
a Panaman
Panaman
nizacion por
panamefas
por naves panamefias
vessel
vessel for compensation
compensation on the nizaci6n
perdida
grounds
that it
de haber
haber sufrido perdida
suffered loss a
causa de
grounds that
it has suffered
a causa
perjuicio p por
por el
el ejercicio
ejercicio
improper or
or o perjuio
or injury
injury through the improper
arbitrario de
de los
los
impropio oo arbitrario
unreasonable
exercise of
of the
the rights
rights impropio
unreasonable exercise
Artiderechos conferidos
conferidos por el
el Artithis derechos
conferred
II of this
conferred by Article II
culo II
este Tratado,
o aa
Tratado, o
II de
de este
Treaty or
or on the ground that culo
Treaty
causa de
haberseles concedido
de no haberseles
it
has not
not been
the benefit
benefit causa
given the
been given
it has
el beneficio
beneficio del
del Articulo
Articulo III,
III,
of Article
Article HI
referred el
be referred
III shall
shall be
of
sometida,s a
considerala consideraa la
seran sometidas
for
joint consideration
two serim
of two
consideration of
the joint
for the
cien conjunta
conjunta de
de dos
dos personas,
personas,
persons,
shall be
be ci6n
whom shall
one of
of whom
persons, one
una de
de las
las cuales
cuales sera
sera nombrada
nombrada
the High una
nominated
each of
of the
by each
nominated by
por
una de
de las
las Altos
Partes
Altas Partes
cada una
por cada
Contracting
Contracting Parties.
Contratantes.
Contratantes.
Armanent
cort
Lasrecomendacionescontenidas
Las recomendaciones contenidas m
Ree
f
r
efteT
e
otirt ° of PAerr:
Effect shall be given to the
Effect
bitratiouna decision
conjunta seran
seran bitrafi°n•
decisi6n conjunta
en una
recommendations
contained in en
recommendations contained
Si no
hubiere
no hubiere
efectivas. Si
hechas efectivas.
any such
report. If
If no hechas
joint report.
such joint
any
acuerdo para
decision conpara tal decisi6n
joint
can be
be agreed upon, acuerdo
report can
joint report
la reclamaci6n
reclamacien sera
sera somesomejunta, la
the claim
claim shall
be referred
to the junta,
referred to
shall be
the
tida a
Corte Permanente
Permanente de
de
la Corte
a la
Permanent Court
Court of Arbitration
Arbitration tida
Permanent
Arbitraje de
La Haya
Haya que
que se
at The
The Hague
described in the Arbitraje
de La
se Vol. 36,, p. 222l.
Hague described
at
describe en
pars, V 3 2
Convenci6n para
en la
la Convencion
Convention for
for the
the Pacific
Set- describe
Pacific SetConvention
el Arreglo
Arreglo Pacffico
Pacifico de Disputas
Disputas
tlement of
of International
Disputes, el
International Disputes,
tlement
Internacionales celebrada
celebrada en La
concluded
Octo- Internacionales
Hague, OctoThe Hague,
at The
concluded at
Haya el
el 18
18 de
Octubre de
de 1907.
1907.
de Octubre
ber 18,
18, 1907.
Arbitral Tri- Haya
The Arbitral
1907. The
ber
El Tribunal
cons- Vol.36, pp.2233, 2228
sera consArbitral sera
Tribunal Arbitral
bunal shall
constituted in
in El
be constituted
shall be
bunal
con el
tituido de
conformidad con
el V.-36pp-2z.,s28
de conformidad
accordance with
Article 87
87 (Chap(Chap- tituido
with Article
accordance
Articulo 87
87 (Capitulo
IV) y
con
y con
(Capitulo IV)
ter
IV) and
with Article
Article 59
59 Articulo
and with
ter IV)
el Articulo
(Capitulo III)
III) de
58 (Capitulo
Articulo 58
(Chapter HI)
Con- el
said Conthe said
of the
III) of
(Chapter
dicha Convenci6n.
Convencion. El
El procediproc,edivention. The
proceedings shall
shall dicha
The proceedings
vention.
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be
by so
so much
of
much of
regulated by
be regulated
Chapter IV
IV of
of the
said ConvenConventhe said
Chapter
tion and
and of
of Chapter
III thereof
thereof
Chapter III
tion
(special regard
regard being
being had
for
had for
(special
Articles 70
70 and
but excepting
excepting
and 74,
74, but
Articles
and 54) as the TriArticles 53 and
Articles
bunal may
to be
applibe appliconsider to
may consider
bunal
cable and
to be
be consistent
with
consistent with
and to
cable
the
provisions of
this agreement.
agreement.
of this
the provisions
of awards.
Payment of
Payment
awards. All
All sums
money which
which may
may
sums pff money
be
awarded by
the Tribunal
Tribunal on
on
by the
be awarded
account of
any, claim
claim shall
shall be
be
of any
account
paid
eighteen months
months after
after
within eighteen
paid within
the date
of the
award
final award
the final
the
date of
without
interest and without
without
without interest
deduction, save
hereafter apespeas hereafter
save as
deduction,
shall
cified. Each
Each Government
Government shall
cified.
Expenses.
bear its
expenses. The
The exexits own
own expenses.
bear
penses
of the
Tribunal shall
shall be
the Tribunal
penses of
defrayed by
by a
ratable deduction
deduction
a ratable
defrayed
of the
the amount
amount of
of the sums
of
awarded by
it, at
rate of
of five
five
at a
a rate
by it,
awarded
per
such sums,
or at
at
sums, or
on such
cent. on
per cent.
such
rate as
be agreed
agreed
may be
as may
lower rate
such lower
upon
between the
two GovernGovernthe two
upon between
ments; the
deficiency, if
any,
if any,
the deficiency,
ments;
shall be
be defrayed
defrayed in
equal moiein equal
shall
ties
the two
two Governments.
Governments.
by the
ties by
ARTICLE V.
ARTICLE
Duration, and exchange of ratifications.

This Treaty
shall be
to
be subject
subject to
Treaty shall
This
ratification
and shall
remain in
in
shall remain
ratification and
force
for a
a period
year
of one year
period of
force for
from
the date
date of
of the
the exchange
of
exchange of
from the
ratifications.
ratifications.
Notice of proposed
expiThree months
months before
before the
the expiThree
d
modiitton
modifications. of
ration
one
of one
said period
period of
of the
the said
ration of
year, either
the High
nigh ContractContractof the
either of
year,
ing Parties
notice of
of its
its
give notice
may give
ing
Parties may
desire
in
modifications in
propose modifications
desire to
to propose
the
terms of
Treaty.
of the
the Treaty.
the terms
Treaty to lapse if
If such
modifications have
have not
not
such modifications
If
modiat°ionlnoa nott
modifications
agreed
upon.
agreed upon.
been agreed
upon before
been
agreed upon
before the
the exexyear
piration of the term of one year
mentioned above, the
Treaty
the Treaty
mentioned
shall
lapse.
shall
lapse.
i
Continued
Continued from year
given on
on either
either
is given
e is
modinotic If no notice
to year if no modification proposed.
tion
proposed
side of the desire
side
desire to propose
propose
modifications,
Treaty shall
shall
modifications, the Treaty
remain
in force
another year,
year,
remain in
force for
for another
and
but
automatically, but
so on automatically,
and so
subject always
respect of
of each
subject
always in
in respect
each
such
of aa year
year to
to the
the
such period of
right
either side
to propose
propose
right on
on either
side to
as
as provided
provided above three months
before
modificabefore its
its expiration
expiration modifications in
in the
the Treaty,
Treaty, and to the
provision
if such
modificaprovision that
that if
such modificaare not
not agreed
before
tions are
agreed upon
upon before
of one
one
the close of
of the
the period
period of
year,
year, the
the Treaty shall
shall lapse.
lapse.

cVano,

Lcado:

miento
determined° por
las
por las
sera determinado
miento sera
disposiciones del
del Capitulo
de
IV de
Capitulo IV
disposiciones
dicha Convenci6n
Convencion y
y del
del Capftulo
Capitulo
dicha
III de
(teni6ndose
misma, (teniendose
la misma,
de la
III
es ecialmente en cuenta los ArtiArtIespecialmente
cubs 70
74, pero
exceptuandose
pero exceptuandose
y 74,
70 y
culos
que el
los Articulos
53 y
54) que
y 54)
Articulos 53
los
y
Tribunal consider°
aplicables y
considere aplicables
Tribunal
concordes
estipulaciones
con las
las estipulaciones
concordes con
de
sumas
Las sumas
este Convenio.
Convenio. Las
de este
que falle
Tribunal en virtud
el Tribunal
falle el
que
de una
reclamacion serin
seran pagadas
pagadas
una reclamaci6n
de
dentro de
de los
y ocho
ocho meses
los diez
diez y
dentro
siguientes
del fallo
fecha del
siguientes aa la fecha
definitivo sin
inter& y
ysin ninguna
ninguna
sin interns
definitivo
deduccion, salvo
la queseespecifica
que se especifica
salvola
deducci6n,
mas adelante.
Cada Gobierno
Gobierno
adelante. Cada
mas
cubrira
sus propios
propios gastos.
Los
gastos. Los
cubrira sus
gastos del
del Tribunal
sufraseran sufraTribunal serail
gastos
deduccion
gados mediante une deducci6n
proporcional del monto
las
monto de las
proporcional
sumas falladas,
a la
la rata del
falladas, a
sumas
cinco
ciento sobre
sobre dichas
dichas
cinco por
por ciento
sumas
menor que
una rata menor
sumas o
o aa una
puedan
Gobiernos.
los dos Gobiernos.
puedan acordar los
Si
hubiere alguna
deficiertcia,
alguna deficiencia,
Si hubiere
sera cubierta
iguales
partes iguales
por partes
cubierta por
sera
per los
dos Gobiernos.
los dos
Gobiernos.
por
ARTICULO
ARTICULO V.
Este
Tratado queda
queda sujeto
a
sujeto a
Este Tratado
ratificaciOn
estara en
en vigor por
por
ratificaci6n yy estara
el periodo
periods° de
un afio
aafto a
contar de
a contar
de
el
de un
la
fecha del canje
ratificacanje de ratificala fecha
clones.
ciones.
expireTres meses
meses antes
antes de la
la expiracion
de dicho
period° de
un afio
ano
dicho periodo
de un
ci6n de
cualquiera
cualquiera de las
las Altas Partes
Contratantes
puede dar
dar aviso
aviso de
de
Contratantes puede
su
proponer modificamodificasu deseo
deseo de
de proponer
ciones a
los terminos
del Tratado.
ciones
a los
terminos del
Tratado.
acuerdo respecto
Si no
no hubiere
hubiere acuerdo
modificaciones antes
antes de
de
tales modificaciones
aa tales
expirar el
el termino
termino de
de un
un afio
alto
expirar
arriba mencionado,
mencionado, el
el Tratado
Tratado
arriba
caducara.
caducara.
de las
las dos
Si ninguna de
dos partes
partes
manifestare a
a la
el deseo
deseo de
de
manifestare
la otra
otra el
proponer modificaciones,
modificaciones, el
el TraTraproponer
tado
continuara en
en vigencia
tado continuarA
vigencia por
por
un
sucesivamente,
un alto
afio mas
mas y
y asi
asi sucesivamente,
pero
sujeci6nsiempre
pero con sujeciOn
siempre respecto
respecto
de cada period°
periodo de un alto
afo al
al
derecho
de ambas
derecho de
ambas partes
propartes de
de promodificaciones iii
poner modificaciones
al Tratado
Tratado
tres
de su
su expireciOn
tres meses antes de
expiraci6n
yy con
con sujecion
sujeci6n igualmente
igualmente aa la
la
estipulacion de
de que
estipulaci6n
que a
a falta
falta de
de
acuerdo
modificaacuerdo sobre tales
tales modificaciones antes de termimar
termimar el
ciones
period° de un
alto, el Tratado
periodo
un afio,
caducara.
caducara.
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ARTICLE VI.
ARTICLE

JUNE
J
UNE 6, 1924.

1879
1879

AR TICULO VI.
ARTICULO

that either of
of the
the
In the event
event that
In
High Contracting
High
Contracting Parties shall
be
either by
by judicial
be prevented
prevented either
legislative action
decision or legislative
action from
giving
to the provisions
provisions
full effect to
giving full
of
the present
present Treaty
Treaty the said
said
of the
automatically lapse,
Treaty shall automatically
and, on
on such
such lapse
lapse or
or whenever
whenever
and,
this Treaty shall cease to be in
force,
Contracting
each High
High Contracting
force, each
Party shall enjoy all the rights
which
it would have
possessed
have possessed
which it
had
this Treaty
not been conTreaty not
had this
cluded.
cluded.
The
present Convention
Convention shall
The present
be duly
by the
the President
President
be
duly ratified
ratified by
America,
of the United
United States of America,
by
and with
the advice
conadvice and
and conby and
with the
sent
of the
the Senate
Senate thereof
and by
by
thereof and
sent of
the President
President of
in acof Panama
Panama in
the
cordance
with the
the requirements
requirements
cordance with
of
Constitution;
of the Panaman
Panaman Constitution;
be
and the
the ratifications
ratifications shall be
as soon
soon
exchanged at Washington
Washington as
exchanged
as possible.
aspossible.
the reIn
witness whereof,
whereof, the
In witness
spective
Plenipotentiaries have
spective Plenipotentiaries
present Convention
Convention
signed the present
in duplicate
duplicate and
and have
have thereunto
thereunto
in
affixed
affixed their
their seals.
seals.
WashingDone
at the
the city of WashingDone at
in the
ton,
day of
of June
June in
ton, this sixth day
year
Lord one
one thousand
of our
our Lord
year of
nine
twenty-four.
hundred and twenty-four.
nine hundred

En
el evento
event° de
de que
que cualquiera
cualquiera Treaty to lapse ifif
En el
effect thereofprevented
de
las Altas
Altas Partes
Partes Contratantes
Contratantes by
ryetifitatirr
prevent
aed
11on or
o
Judical deesion
de las
estuviere
impedida
por
decision
action.
gisativetion.
estuviere impedida por decisi6n legislative
judicial o
accien legislativa
legislativa
por acci6n
judicial
o por
para
cumplimiento pleno
pleno aa
para dar
dar cumplimiento
las estipuluciones
estipuluciones del presente
presente
las
Tratado, el Tratado
Tratado caducara
caducara
Tratado,
ipso facto,
al ocurrir
ocurrir caducidad
caducidad
y al
ipso
facto, y
o
quiera que
que este
este Tratado
Tratado
cuando quiera
o cuando
cese
cada Alta
en su
su vigencia,
vigencia, cada
cese en
Parte Contratante
disfrutara de
de
Contratante disfrutari
Parte
todos
los derechos
derechos que
que habria
habria
todos los
tenido
si el Tratado
Tratado no hubiere
tenido si
sido
celebrado.
sido celebrado.
caltifies'
Esta Convencien
sera debidadebida- u E "
hang
e o
ofratiof
ra
xchang
Convenci6n sera
Esta
mente
ratificada por el Presidente
•
Presidente
mente ratificada
de los
Unidos de
America
de America
de
los Estados
Estados Unidos
mediante
y reconsentimiento y
mediante consentimiento
comendacien del
Senado, y
y por
comendaci6n
del Senado,
por
el Presidente
Presidents de
Panana de conde Panan&
el
formidad
con los
requisitos de la
la
los requisites
formidad con
Constitucien Panamefia,
y las
las
Panamefia, y
Constituci6n
ratificaciones
ratificaciones seran
serim canjeadas
canjeadas en
Washington
mayor brevedad
brevedad
la mayor
Washington aala
posible.
posible.
En
de lo cual los respectivos ia4rEn fe de
Plenipotenciarios han
esta
han firmado
firmado esta
Plenipotenciarios
Convencien
por duplicado
duplicado y
han
y han
Convenci6n por
adherido
sus respectivos
respectivos
a ella
ella sus
adherido a
sellos.
Hecho en
en la ciudad
ciudad de
de WashHecho
ington a
mes de
del mes
los seis
seis dias
dias del
ington
a los
junio
Sefior
de Nuestro
Nuestro Senor
afio de
junio del afio
mil novecientos
veinticuatro.
mil
novecientos veinticuatro.

[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]

C
1TARIFS
EVANS HUGHES
HUGHES
LES EVANS
CHlAR

[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]

R.J.
J. ALFARO
ALFA.R0
R.

Ratifications
AND
the said
been duly
Reti
i
.
ieetiene exo
ex.
chaned.
on ch
duly ratified
ratified on
has been
convention has
said convention
WHEREAS the
AND WHEREAS
both
the ratifications
ratifications of
Governments were
the two Governments
of the
and the
parts, and
both parts,
exchanged in
the city
the nineteenth
day of
of January,
January,
nineteenth day
on the
Washington on
city of
of Washington
in the
exchanged
one
nine hundred
hundred and
and twenty-five;
twenty-five;
one thousand
thousand nine
Proclamation.
NOW,
THEREFORE, be
it known
known that
I, Calvin
Calvin Coolidge,
Coolidge Prclamation
that I,
be it
NOW, THEREFORE,
said
President
of the
States of
America, have
have caused the said
of America,
United States
the United
President of
that the same and every
convention to
be made
made public,
every
the end that
public, to the
to be
convention
article
clause thereof
thereof may
may be
observed and
fulfilled with
with good
good
and fulfilled
be observed
and clause
article and
faith by
by the United States and the citizens thereof.
faith
IN
have hereunto
my hand
hand and
set my
hereunto set
I have
WHEREOF, I
TESTIMONY WHEREOF,
IN TESTIMONY
caused the
the seal
United States
States to be affixed.
of the
the United
seal of
caused
DONE
at the
of January,
Januar3r,
day of
nineteenth day
this nineteenth
of Washington,
Washington, this
the city
city of
DONE at
in the
the year
year of
our Lord
one thousand
thousand nine hundred
hundred and
Lord one
of our
in
[SEAL.] twenty-five,
twenty-five, and
Independence of
of the
the United
States
United States
of the
the Independence
and of
[SEAL.]
of America
forty-ninth.
and forty-ninth.
hundred and
one hundred
the one
America the
of
CALVIN COOLIDGE
COOLIDGE
CALVIN
By
the President:
President:
By the
C
HARLES E.
E. HUGHES
HUGHES
CHARLES
Secretary of
of State.
State.
Secretary
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December 2,
1924.
2,1924.
Deember
January 8, 1i5
5.
January 8, 92.

December
1924.
January 8,2,1925.
92

De8

,ber

States of America and Siam.
United States
Parcel
convention between the United
Parcelpost covvention,
Signed at
January
at Bangkok, January
and at
December 2, 1924, and
Washington, December
at Washington,
Signed
8,
approved by
by the
25, 1925.
1956.
February 26,
President, February
the President,
1965; approved
8, 1925;
DEPARTMENT
CONVENTION
POST OFFICE
OFFICE DEPARTMENT
THE POST
BETWEEN THE
CONVENTION BETWEEN
OF
THE UNITED
AND THE ADAMERICA AND
OF AMERICA
STATES OF
UNITED STATES
OF THE
MINISTRATION
OF POSTS
OF SIAM
THE
CONCERNING THE
SIAM CONCERNING
POSTS OF
MINISTRATION OF
EXCHANGE
OF PARCEL
POST.
PARCEL POST.
EXCHANGE OF

t

tPa r eovePreambl.

Parcel
t emv em
tjon with am.
Preamble.

The 'undersigned,
S. New,
Postmaster General of the
New, Postmaster
Harry S.
undersigned, Harry
The
United
America, and
DevaPhya DevaGeneral Phya
Lieutenant General
and Lieutenant
of America,
States of
United States
hastin,
Telegraphs of Siam,
Siam, by virtue
and Telegraphs
of Posts
Posts and
General of
Director General
hastin. Director
of
in them,
them, for
the purpose
better arof making better
purpose of
for the
vested in
authority vested
of authority
exchange between
rangements
for a
parcel post
post system
between the two
system of exchange
a parcel
rangements for
countries,
agreed upon
upon the
following articles:
articles:
the following
have agreed
countries, have
ARTICLE
L
ARTICLE L

scopeoonventon.

Scopeottconvention.

Articles admitted to
the mails.
mails.
the

Prohibited
articles.
Prohibitedarticles.

The provisions
only to parcels to be
relate only
Convention relate
this Convention
of this
provisions of
The
exchanged by
system herein
herein provided
for and
and do not
not affect the
provided for
the system
by the
exchanged
arrangements now
the Universal
Universal Postal
Convention,
Postal Convention,
under the
existing under
now existing
arrangements
which
will continue
heretofore; and
and all
the agreements
agreements hereinall the
as heretofore;
continue as
which will
after contained
exclusively to
exchanged under these
mails exchanged
to mails
apply exclusively
contained apply
after
articles.
ARTICLE II.
II.
ARTICLE

1. There shall be admitted to the mails exchanged under this
1.
matter-except letConvention articles of merchandise
merchandise and mail matter—except
are admitted under any conters
and post
post cards-of
cards—of all
all kinds
kinds that
that are
ters and
ditions
to the
the domestic
mails of
country of origin and the councounof the
the country
domestic mails
ditions to
try
destination except
that no
no packet
packet may
may exceed
pounds
eleven pounds
exceed eleven
except that
of destination
try of
(five
kilograms) in
weight, nor the
dimensions: Greatest
Greatest
the following dimensions:
in weight,
(ive kilograms)
combined
length in
three feet six
greatest combined
six inches; greatest
direction three
any direction
in any
length
length and
and girth
and must be so wrapped
wrapped and inclosed
feet; and
six feet;
girth,; six
length
postmasters
to be easily examined
as
to permit
their contents
examined by postmasters
contents to
permit their
as to
and customs
customs officials;
officials; and
and except
following articles are spethat the following
except that
and
under this Conexchanged 'under
cially prohibited
admission to
to the mails exchanged
prohibited admission
cially
vention:
vention:
copyright laws of the country
Publications
Publications which violate the copyright
country of
destination;
explosive or
or inflammable
inflammable substances; inand explosive
poisons and
destination; poisons
toxicating liquors;
opium in
in any
or any
any preparation
preparation or derivaany form or
liquors; opium
toxicating
tive thereof,
or other
narcotics; any obscene book, pamother narcotics;
cocaine or
thereof, cocaine
tive
phlet,
writing, advertisement,
print, picture, drawcircular, print,
advertisement, circular,
paper, writing,
phlet, paper,
ing
representation, figure, or image on or of paper or other
other
or other
other representation,
ing or
material, or
or any
any cast,
cast, instrument,
instrument, or other
other article whatever for the
material,
prevention of
conception or
or for
for causing
unlawful abortion; any
causing unlawful
of conception
prevention
of any lottery; live or dead anilottery ticket
ticket or
or any
advertisement of
any advertisement
lottery
mals, except
dead insects and reptiles when thoroughly dried; fruits
except dead
mals,
decompose and deand
vegetables and
other articles which easily decompose
and other
and vegetables
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teriorate;
substances which exhale
which
exhale aa bad odor; articles which
and substances
teriorate; and
may in
way damage or destroy
destroy the mails or injure the persons
any way
in any
may
handling them.
into
ndditi'onsal
In
addition, the
articles are
prohibited transmission unAitdedditional,
are prohibited
following articles
the following
In addition,
States.
through the
reprethe mails into the United States: Films or pictorial reprethrough
sentations of
of prize
plumage or
or skins of wild birds, except for
fights; plumage
prize fights;
sentations
manufactured
scientific or
or educational
educational purposes;
purposes; and all articles manufactured
scientific
wholly
or in
in part
by convict labor.
country by
foreign country
in aaforeign
part in
wholly or
Intosiam.
With respect
respect to
to Siam,
Siam, the
the following
following articles,
in addition, are pro- Into
Siam.
articles, in
With
hibited: Firearms,
Firearms, air-guns
accessories to firearms
firearms and airall accessories
air-guns and all
hibited:
guns; also
ammunition.
also ammunition.
guns;
eA.changes
Each country
will supply,
supply, from
list of
of articles
articles that tosbes
torZi
p
ure
changes
to time,
time, aalist
time to
from time
country will
Each
may
become prohibited,
or, being removed from the proprohibited, or,
hereafter become
may hereafter
exchanged under
hibited
through the mails exchanged
under
acceptable through
become acceptable
list, become
hibited list,
these
articles.
these articles.
Every article
article imported
United States
States which
Markingrequired.
capable Margr'qired.
is capable
which is
the United
into the
imported into
Every
of
being. marked,
marked, stamped,
stamped, branded
labeled, without
without injury, at
or labeled,
branded or
of being.
the
production, shall be marked, stamped,
manufacture or production,
its manufacture
of its
time of
the time
a conspicuous
branded,
legible English words, in a
conspicuous place
in legible
labeled, in
or labeled,
branded, or
that shall
shall not
covered or
subsequent attachments
or obscured
obscured by any subsequent
be covered
not be
that
or arrangements,
as to
to indicate
country of origin; such markthe country
indicate the
so as
arrangements, so
or
ing,
labeling shall be as nearly indelible and
branding or labeling
stamping, branding
ing, stamping,
permanent
as the
permit.
in
Freedom from Inwill permit.
article will
of the
the article
the nature
nature of
permanent as
country specetioetc.
2.
admissible articles
of merchandise
merchandise mailed
mailed in
in one
one country
sp=d
i
retio.
from
articles of
2. All
All admissible
for the
or received
in one
country from
from the other, shall be free
one country
received in
other, or
the other,
for
from any
or inspection
whatsoever, except such as is
inspection whatsoever,
detention or
any detention
from
required
with the
treatment by customs officers and
the treatment
in connection
connection with
required in
for the
the collection
duties; and shall be forwarded promptly
customs duties;
of customs
collection of
for
to their
their destination,
destination, being
being subject
subject in their transmission
transmission to the laws
to
and regulations
each country,
respectively.
country, respectively.
of each
regulations of
and

ARTICLE III.
of personal
nature of
1. A
A letter
letter or
or communication
the nature
personal corre- LettersnottoaccomLetters not to accomof the
communication of
1.
pare
l
spondence
must not
be written
or inclosed
Da" parcels.
inclosed with any pany
on, or
written on,
accompany, be
not accompany,
spondence must
parcel.
parcel.
if found,
par-1
.Rejection
2. If
be found,
found, the
will be
be placed
placed in
mails, if
if et
etc.
Rejection ifound
if found,
the mails,
in the
letter will
the letter
such be
If such
2.
the
separable,
if the
communication be inseparably
inseparably attached,
the communication
or, if
separable, or,
whole
be rejected.
If, however, any such parcel
parcel should
rejected. If,
will be
package will
whole package
inadvertently
be forwarded,
forwarded, the country of destination will collect
collect
inadvertently be
on the
the letter
or letters
letters double
rates of
postage, according
according to the rates
of postage,
double rates
letter or
on
prescribed by the Universal
Universal Postal Convention.
prescribed
lo
sureforother
Noic
3. No
No parcel
parcel may
for delivery
delivery at
at an
an No
inelosure
far other
intended for
packages intended
contain packages
may contain
3.
If
such
address
other
than
that
borne
by
the
parcel
If
inclosed
address.
itself.
parcel
the
address other than that borne by
packages be
be detected,
detected, they
they must
must be
forward singly, charged with
be sent
sent forward
packages
new and
and distinct
distinct parcel
parcel post rates.
new
ARTICLE IV.
ARTICLE
Rates of postage.

fully pre1. The
The following
following rates
of postage
postage must
must in
all cases
cases be
pre- Ratesofstsge.
be fully
in all
rates of
1.
paid,
viz:
paid, viz:
In United States.
nitedta
2.
the United
United States for a
exceeding one pound in
a parcel not exceeding
2. In
In the
a
weight,
12
cents;
and
for
each
additional
fraction
of
a
or
pound
additional
each
for
weight, 12 cents; and
pound,
12 cents.
pound, 12
In Siam.
3. In
Siam 95
satangs (about
gold) for parcels
parcels up to 1
1 'nS"anL
cents gold)
35 cents
(about 35
95 satangs
3.
In Siam
pound
satangs (13
gold) for each additional
additional
cents gold)
(13 cents
40 satangs
and 40
weight, and
in weight,
pound in
pound.
pound.
Delivery.
4.
The parcels
be promptly
to addressees
addressees in
in ac- Dei
delivered to
promptly delivered
shall be
parcels shall
4. The
cordance with
with the
the domestic
of the
the country
country of
destinaof destinaregulations of
domestic regulations
cordance
tion, free
free of
for postage;
postage; but
country of
of destination
destination may,
the country
but the
charge for
of charge
tion,

1882
1882

Customs char.
charges.
Customs
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sJanuary

at
option, levy
levy and
and collect
collect from
from the
the addressees,
for domestic
servdomestic servaddressees, for
its option,
at its
ice
charge, the
the amount
which should
be fixed
acshould be
fixed acamount of
of which
ice and
and delivery,
delivery, aacharge,
cording
to its
its domestic
but which
which shall
shall in
no case
case exexin no
regulations, but
cording to
domestic regulations,
ceed
centimes (gold),
or the
the equivalent
equivalent of
of that
that sum
sum in
the money
money
in the
25 centimes
(gold), or
ceed 25
of
the country
destination, for
for each
weight.
whatever its
its weight.
of destination,
each parcel
parcel whatever
of the
country of
5.
shall be
be subject,
subject, in
the country
to
country of
of destination,
destination, to
parcel shall
in the
5. Every
Every parcel
all customs
all customs
customs regulations
regulations in
force in
in that
that
in force
and all
customs duties
duties and
all
country
revenues; and
and the
the customs
customs
the protection
protection of
of its
its customs
customs revenues;
country for
for the
and other
chargeable thereon
collected on
shall be
be collected
on
properly chargeable
thereon shall
and
other duties
duties properly
delivery, in
in accordance
accordance with
with the
the customs
customs regulations
country
regulations of
of the
the country
delivery,
of destination.
destination.
of
ARTICLE
V.
ARTICLE V.

1.
sender of
each parcel
shall prepare
declaration,
customs declaration,
prepare aa customs
of each
parcel shall
1. The
The sender
to be
be securely
securely attached
attached to
the parcel,
upon a
form provided
provided
a special
special form
to the
parcel, upon
to
for
general description
of the
acthe parcel,
parcel, an
an aca general
description of
for the
the purpose,
purpose, giving
giving a
curate statement
statement of
of its
its contents
contents and
value date
the
and value,
date of
of mailing,
mailing, the
curate
sender's
signature and
address, as
well as
the name
name and
address of
of
as the
and address
and address,
as well
sender's signature
the
the addressee.
of mailing
mailing the
the parcel,
parcel,
Receipt
of posting.
posting.
2. The
at the
the time of
sender will,
will, on
on request
request at
2.
The sender
Receipt of
receive a
mailing from
the post
post office
parcel
office where
where the
the parcel
a certificate
certificate of
of mailing
from the
receive
is
on aaform provided
provided for the purpose.
purpose.
is mailed,
mailed, on
Registry.
3.
parcel may
have the
the same
same registered
by paying
3. The
The sender
sender of
of a
a parcel
may have
registered by
paying
Registry.
in
registration fee regularly
charged in
in
in addition
addition to
to the postage
postage the registration
regularly charged
the country
the
country of
of origin.
origin.
Acknowledgment
4.
acknowledgement of
of the
the delivery
delivery of
of aaregistered
registered parcel
parcel shall
shall
Acknowledgment of
4. An
An acknowledgement
delivery.
be
returned to
sender when
when request
made for
for such
such receipt
receipt at
be returned
to the
the sender
request i
issmade
the
of mailing.
the time
time of
mailing.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE VI.
VI.
Descriptive list.

delivery,

Senders of parcels in either
either country
country may provide for their alternative
not delivered
delivered at
first address to
to
tive disposition
disposition when
when they
they are
are not
at the
the first
which directed.
be done
senders making
request
which
directed. .This
This may
may be
done by
by the
the senders
making a
a request
by an
an indorsement
indorsement in
in writing on the wrapper
wrapper or
or by
by means
means of
of a
a
paster attached
attached thereto,
thereto, in
in one
one or
other of
of the
the following
following forms:
forms:
paster
or other
(a)
If undeliverable
addressed, deliver
undeliverable as
as addressed,
deliver to
to
(a) If
b) If
addressed, abandon.
(b)
If undeliverable
undeliverable as
as addressed,
abandon.
c)
undeliverable as
as addressed,
addressed, return
return to
to sender.
sender.
c) If
If undeliverable
Return.
E xcept as
as otherwise
otherwise provided,
provided, undeliverable
undeliverable parcels
will be
be reReturn
Except
parcels will
returned to
turned
senders at
days from
to the
the senders
at the expiration
expiration of 30 days
from the
the date
date of
of
receipt
post office
of destination,
refused parcels
parcels will
be
receipt at
at the
the post
office of
destination, while
while refused
will be
returned
once, the
in each
case to
to be
marked to
to show
show the
the
returned at once,
the parcels
parcels in
each case
be marked
reason
for non-delivery.
All returned
be subject
reason for
non-delivery. All
returned parcels
parcels will
will be
subject on
on
delivery to
the senders
to the
any charges
that may
delivery
to the
senders to
the collection
collection of
of any
charges that
may
accrue
thereon.
accrue thereon.
Parels
reParcels not to be re*
However, the following described parcels need not be returned to
turned,
tuned.
be disposed
disposed of,
the country
country of origin,
origin, but may be
of, without recourse,
recourse, in
in
accordance with
with the
accordance
and regulations
the country
country of
the customs
customs laws
laws and
regulations of
of the
of
destination:
destination:
1nit, p.
(a)
.1nte,
P. 1880.
(a) Parcels which do not conform
conform to
to the
the conditions
conditions as
as to
to size
size and
and
weight
prescribed by Article
weight prescribed
Article II.
II.
(b)
prohibited by
Article II
II and
(b) Parcels
Parcels containing
containing articles
articles prohibited
by Article
and other
other
prohibited importations.
prohibited
importations.
(c)
Parcels containing
containing articles
seizure as
(c) Parcels
articles subject
subject to
to seizure
as being
being imimported
ported or brought
brought into
tie United
States in
any manner
manner contrary
into the
United States
in any
contrary to
to
law, including articles subject to
customs laws
to seizure under the
the customs
laws
because of aafalse or fraudulent invoice or declaration covering
covering the
same or for any willful
willful act or omission on the part
sender or
or
part of
of the
the sender
addressee or
or agent
agent by
by means
shall or
or may
means whereof
whereof the United
United States
States shall
may
be
of the
the lawful
lawful duties.
be deprived
deprived of
duties.
Inability
Inability to deliver.
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December 2,
1924.
2,1924.
December
January 8, 1925.
1925.
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(d) All
addressee refuses to take delivery
delivery or
of which
which the addressee
parcels of
All parcels
(d)
officer
declines
to make
formal entry
requested by the customs officer
entry when requested
make formal
declines to
the
in
the appraised
appraised value exceeds
exceeds the value shown in the
where the
in cases
cases where
declaration
entry, and where
evidence of fraudulent intent is
where evidence
of entry,
declaration of
shown.
The
disposition of each
each parcel shall be communicommuniof the disposition
particulars of
The particulars
cated
one postal
postal administration
administration to the other.
by one
cated by
articles.
2.
Parcels which
which it
it has
to deliver
and which are
Perishable articles.
are Perishable
deliver and
possible to
been possible
not been
has not
2. Parcels
sold
however,
liable
to
deterioration
or
corruption
may,
however,
be
immediliable to deterioration or
ately,
without previous
legal formality, for the benefit of
or legal
notice or
previous notice
ately, without
reported
the person
thereto, the
particulars of the sale being reported
the particulars
entitled thereto,
person entitled
the
by one
one Administration
Administration to the
the other. The proceeds of the sale shall
by
be devoted
devoted to
charges on
the parcel;
parcel; the remainder,
remainder, if
on the
the charges
to paying
paying the
be
If
any,
shall be
be sent
to the
of origin to
be paid to the sender. If
to be
office of
the office
sent to
any, shall
for any
reason a
sale is
is impossible,
impossible, the spoiled or worthless articles
a sale
any reason
for
are
destroyed or
or handed over to the customs.
are destroyed
Canceling of customs
3.
With the
the reservation
reservation that
that the
formalities prescribed
prescribed for adminadmin- duties.
dZe
r hug 'customs
the formalities
3. With
complied
be
concerned
istrative
reasons
by
the
Administrations
concerned
complied
with,
istrative reasons by the Administrations
the
duties on
parcels which have
have to be sent back to the counon parcels
customs duties
the customs
try of
or redirected
third country
country shall
canceled both
both
shall be canceled
a third
to a
redirected to
origin or
of origin
try
in
States and
and in
Siam.
in Siam.
United States
in the
the United
Missent parcels.
4.
Missent parcels
parcels shall
shall be,immediately
be ,immediately returned
returned to the dispatch- Aliment
parcels.
4. Missent
by
error
the
to
ing office
office of
of exchange.
Attention shall be called
called
error
exchange. Attention
ing
means
of a
a Bulletin
Bulletin of Verification.
means of
parcels.
Abandoned parcels.
5. Parcels
are abandoned
by the
the senders
senders will
will not
be returned
returned Abandoned
not be
abandoned by
which are
Parcels which
5.
to
but will
will be
be disposed
disposed of
in accordance
the regulations
accordance with the
of in
origin, but
to origin,
of
the country
of destination.
destination.
country of
of the
ARTICLE VII.
ARTICLE
by
payments by
Mutual
The
Administration of
of the
States shall
shall pay
the postal
Mutualiniyinents
to the
pay to
United States
the United
Postal Administration
The Postal
postal authorities.
gold
1.75
Postal
Administration
of
francs
for
each
parcel
Siam
Postal Administration of
forwarded
States to
Siam, and the Postal Adminto Siam,
United States
the United
from the
forwarded from
istration
Siam shall
a similar amount to the Postal Adminispay a
shall pay
of Siam
istration of
tration of
of the
parcel forwarded from Siam
each parcel
for each
States for
United States
the United
tration
to
the United
United States.
to the
Quarterly stateAt the
end of
quarter, the
postal administration
of the
the m
ts! rt e
rly state.
administration of
ments.
the postal
each quarter,
of each
the end
At
the
administration
creditor
country
shall
submit
to
postal
administration
of
postal
the
to
submit
shall
country
creditor
debtor country
account in
the number
number of
showing the
duplicate showing
in duplicate
an account
country an
debtor
parcels dispatched
each country
indicated by
the parcel bills
by the
as indicated
country as
by each
dispatched by
parcels
and
After verification,
verification, Payments.
Payments.
transaction. After
such transaction.
from such
resulting from
balance resulting
the balance
and the
the amount
amount of
the balance
shall be
be paid
money of the United
paid in money
balance shall
of the
the
States
of a
of exchange
exchange on
York payable
payable at
at sight.
New York
on New
bill of
a bill
means of
by means
States by
Payments
may also
in cash
cash or
by means
means of
of bills
bills of
exchange
of exchange
or by
made in
be made
also be
Payments may
drawn on
on places
other than
than New
York by
mutual agreement
agreement between
between
by mutual
New York
places other
drawn
the
countries. Conversion
Conversion of
francs into
into United
United States
States curcurof francs
two countries.
the two
rency
shall
be
at
the
rate
of
gold
francs
5.1825
equals
one
dollar.
dollar.
one
equals
5.1825
francs
gold
of
rate
the
rency shall be at

ARTICLE
VIII.
ARTICLE VIII.
tp
1.
parcels shall
shall be
considered as
as a
a component
of the
the blt
e
nth
. °d
transP°rion.
tathd
part of
component part
be considered
The parcels
1. The
mails
exchanged between
States and Siam to be disUnited States
the United
between the
mails exchanged
patched
to destination
destination by
by the
the country
country of
of origin
at its
its cost
cost and
and by
by
origin at
patched to
the
such
means
as
it
provides;
but
must
be
forwarded,
at
option
forwarded,
be
must
but
provides;
it
as
such means
of the
the despatching
despatching office,
office, either
expressly
prepared expressly
receptacles prepared
in receptacles
either in
of
for the
in ordinary
mail sacks,
sacks, marked
marked "Parcel
Post",,
"Parcel Post
ordinary mail
or in
purpose or
the purpose
for
and securely
securely sealed
with a
a lead
lead seal or
otherwise, as may be muor otherwise,
sealed with
and
tually
provided by
regulations hereunder.
bv regulations
tually provided
2. Each
shall promptly
promptly return
return empty
to the
the despatching
Return
empty
of empty
etrn of
despatching sacks.
empty to
country shall
Each country
2.
office,
mail, all
all such
sacks or
receptacles.
or receptacles.
such sacks
next mail,
by next
office, by

1884
1884
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Exchange offices.
Eicneoffices.

Packing.
Pakg.

Descriptive list.

DesiptivetL

December 2, 1924.

December
1924.
.
Jeanuay8,; 8,2,1925.
January

3.
The exchanges
exchanges shall
shall be
be effected
effected through
through the post offices of both
3. The
countries already
already designated
designated as
as exchange
post offices,
offices, or
through
or through
exchange post
countries
such other
other offices
be hereafter
hereafter agreed
under such reguupon, under
agreed upon,
may be
as may
offices as
such
lations
relative to
the details
details of
of the
the exchange
exchange as
be mutually
mutually
may be
as may
to the
lations relative
mails
determined
to be
of the mails
expedition of
and expedition
security and
the security
to the
essential to
be essential
determined to
and
the customs
revenues.
customs revenues.
of the
protection of
the protection
and the
4.
articles admitted
admitted under
under this
will be transConvention will
this Convention
Although articles
4. Although
mitted
as aforesaid
offices, they
they should
should be so
exchange offices,
the exchange
between the
aforesaid between
mitted as
carefully
packed
as
to
be
safely
transmitted
in
the
open
mails
of
mails of
open
the
in
transmitted
safely
be
to
as
packed
carefully
either
country, both
both in
in going
going to
in the
country
the country
office in
exchange office
the exchange
to the
either country,
of origin
and to
of address
address in
in the
the country
country of destination.
office of
the office
to the
origin and
of
accompanied by
5. Each
post mail must be accompanied
a parcel
parcel post
of a
despatch of
Each despatch
5.
list in
duplicate of
of all
parcels sent,
sent, and which must
the parcels
all the
in duplicate
descriptive list
aadescriptive
be inclosed
inclosed in
in one
one of
the sacks
sacks of
of such
such despatch.
despatch.
of the
be
ARTICLE
IX.
ARTICLE IX.

o mails.

Receipt
eceipt of mails.

subtitute parebin.

Substitute Pareelimil.

Correctionofemors.
Corretionoferrs.

NonreceiPt
of parcel.
Nonreceiptofparcel.

Deficient postage.
Defcientpostage.

1. As soon as the mail shall
shall have reached
reached the office of destination,
destination,
that office
check the
contents of
mail.
the mail.
of the
the contents
shall check
office shall
that
2. In the event
event of the parcel
parcel bill not having
having been received,
received, a
asubat once.
stitute
be prepared
prepared at
should be
stitute should
3.
the entries on the parcel bill which may be diserrors in the
Any errors
3. Any
covered
shall,
after
verification by
by a
asecond
second officer, be corrected
corrected and
covered shall, after verification
noted
for report
office on a
a form "Bulletin
"Bulletin of
despatching office
the despatching
to the
report to
noted for
Verification" which
which should
be sent
sent in
a special envelope.
in a
should be
Verification"
4.
4. IfIf aa parcel advised on the bill be not received, after the nonreceipt
has been
verified by
officer, the entry on the bill
second officer,
a second
by a
been verified
receipt has
shduld
canceled and
the fact
reported at once.
fact reported
and the
be canceled
should be
insufficiently prepaid,
5. If
prepaid, it
it must not
parcel be observed to be insufficiently
5.
If aaparcel
must be rebe
with deficient
deficient postage,
postage, but
but the
circumstance must
the circumstance
taxed with
be taxed
ported
on a
"Bulletin of
of Verification"
Verification" form.
a "Bulletin
ported on

imperfect condia parcel be received in damaged or imperfect
6. Should a
tion,
particulars should
should be reported on the same form.
full particulars
tion, full
a
"Bulletin
de-" 7. If
Presumption of de
If no "
Bulletin of Verification"
Verification" or note of error be received, a
Presumption
uliverY.
parcel mail shall be considered as duly delivered,
ivery.
delivered, having
having been found
on
examination correct
all respects.
respects.
in all
correct in
on examination
Damaged parcels.
Damagedparcels.

ARTICLE X.
Nonreeponsibillty for
loss,
etc.
for
NonreS,"t'po'bil'ty

for
Neither of the contracting
contracting Administrations
Administrations will be responsible
responsible for
Neither
the loss
damage of
any parcel,
parcel, consequently
consequently no indemnity can be
of any
or damage
loss or
the
claimed
by the
the sender
sender or
addressee in either country.
or addressee
claimed by
ARTICLE XI.
XI.
ARTICLE

etcF.urther
regulations,
Further regulations,

tc.

The Postmaster General of the United States of America,
America, and the
The
Director
authority jointly to
to
General of Posts of Siam, shall have authority
Director General
make such
further regulations
regulations of order
order and detail and to provide
such further
make
for
changes and
and modifications
as may be
to time as
time to
from time
modifications from
such changes
for such
found
to carry
carry out
out the
the purpose
Convention.
purpose of the present Convention.
necessary to
found necessary
ARTICLE XII.
ARTICLE

Effect.

Former Convention
convention
Forer
abrogated.
abrogatedp,
Vol. 42, p.2107.
ol.42,.2.

This
Convention, which
which substitutes
abrogates the
Convention
the Convention
and abrogates
substitutes and
This Convention,
February, 1922, and in
signed in Washington
Washington on the 24th day of February,
Bangkok
the 15th
15th day
become effective
effective as
of October,
October, 1922, shall become
day of
on the
Bangkok on
terminated
of
1, 1924,
1924, and
shall continue
in force until terminated
continue in
and shall
September 1,
of September
by
agreement; but
but it may
annulled at the desire of either
may be annulled
mutual agreement;
by mutual
Department upon
upon six
months' previous
previous notice
being given to the
notice being
six months'
Department
other.
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December
2, 1925.
1924.
JDnary 8,
January
8, 1925.

Decemof DecemDone in
in duplicate
and signed
day of
the 2d
Washington the
at Washington
signed at
duplicate and
Done
2 d day

ber, 1924,
and at
the 8th
January 1925.
day of January
8th day
Bangkok the
at Bangkok
1924, and
ber,

HARRY
S.NEW.
NEW.
HARRY S.
[SEIA.]
The
General of
of the
the United
United States
of America.
America. [SEAL.]
States of
PostnasterGeneral
The Postmaster
PHYA
DEVAHASTIN.
PHYA DEVAHASTIN.
[sEAL.]
Siam. [sEAL.]
The Director
General of
Telegraphs of Siam..
and Telegraphs
Posts and
of Posts
DirectorGeneral
The

Signatures.
signatr.

Approval by
by the
the
Approva
The
Parcel Post
Convention between the United States
States President.
Post Convention
The foregoing
foregoing Parcel
my
concluded with
of
and Siam
Siam has
has been negotiated
negotiated and concluded
America and
of America
advice and
consent and
hereby approved
approved and ratified.
is hereby
and is
and consent
advice
[SEAL.]
In testimony
testimony whereof
caused the
the seal of the
have caused
whereof II have
In
[SEAL.]
United
hereunto affixed.
affixed.
be hereunto
States to be
United States
CALVIN
COOLDGE.
CALVIN COOLIDGE.
By the President
President
By
CHARLES
UGHES,
HUGHES,
E. H
CHARLES E.
Secretary
Secretary of State.
W
ASHINGTON, February
1925.
5, 1925.
February25,
WASHINGTON,
45822°—voL 43-PT
43—PT 22
45822°-VOL
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EXTRADITION
TREATY-BULGARIA.
EXTRADITION TREATY—BULGARIA.

M ARCH 19,
19, 1924.
1924.
MABCH

Treaty between
between the
States and
and Bulgaria
Bulgaria for
for the
of
extradition of
the extradition
the United
United States
Treaty
fugitives from
from justice.
Sofa, March
19, 1924;
ratifica1924; ratificaMarch 19,
at Sofia,
Signed at
justice. Signed
fugitives
tion advised
by the
Senate, May
May 12,
12, 1924;
1924; ratified
ratified by
the President,
President,
by the
the Senate,
advised by
tion
1924; ratifications
May
1924; ratified
ratified by
Bulgaria, June 4,
4, 1924;
ratifications
by Bulgaria,
15, 1924;
May 15,
exchanged at
at Sofia,
proclaimed June 26, 1924.
1924; proclaimed
June 24, 192;
Sofia, June
exchanged

March 19, 192M.
1924.

AMRmIo&A.
UNIED STATES
THE UNITED
STATES OF
or AmirRioA.
PRESIDNT OF 111.S.
BY THE PRESIDENT

Br Tki_hl

A
PROCLAMATION.
A PROCLAMATION.
Extradition
Extradition
Bulgaria.
Bulgaria.
Preamble.
Preamble.

with

WHEREAS
WHEREAS a
aTreaty
Treaty between
between the United States
States of America and
Bulgaria
for the
the extradition
extradition of
of fugitives
justice,
from justice,
fugitives from
providing for
Bulgaria providing
was concluded
and signed
by their
respective Plenipotentiaries
Plenipotentiaries at
their respective
signed by
concluded and
was
Sofia, on
on the
nineteenth day
March, one
thousand nine hundred
one thousand
day of
of March,
the nineteenth
Sofia,
and
twenty-four, the
the original
original of which Treaty, being in the English
and twenty-four,
and
Bulgarian languages,
follows:
as follows:
for word
word as
word for
is word
languages, is
and Bulgarian
EXTRADITION
EXTRADITION TREATY
between
between
ME UNITED
STATES OF
AMERICA
OF AMERICA
UNITED STATES
THE
BULGARIA.
AND BULGARIA.

ontract Pc"real.
ow.
Contracting

Plenipotentiaries.

PeniThe

The United States of America
America and Bulgaria desiring
desiring to promote
resolved to conclude aa treaty for the exthe cause of
justice, have resolved
of justice,
the
the two countries
tradition of
of fugitives
fugitives from justice between the
countries and
tradition
have appointed
for that
following Plenipotentiaries:
Plenipotentiaries:
the following
purpose the
that purpose
appointed for
have
The PRESIDENT
OF THE
STATES OF
AMERPRESIDENT OF
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA,
Charles S.
S. WILSON,
Envoy Extraordinary
Extraordinary and Minister
Minister PlenipoWILSON, Envoy
Charles
Bulgaria, and
tentiary
of the
America to Bulgaria,
and
of America
United States of
the United
tentiary of
HIS MAJESTY,
MAJESTY, THE
BULGARIANS,
THE BULGARIANS,
OF THE
THE KING
KING OF
HIS
Christ°
KALFOFF, Minister
for Foreign
Foreign Affairs
of
and Worship
Worship of
Affairs and
Minister for
Christo KALFOFF,
Bulgaria '
Bulgaria,
Who, after
each other their respective
full
respective full
to each
having communicated
communicated to
Who,
after having
powers, found
in good
good and
agreed upon
upon
form, have agreed
and due form,
found to
to be in
powers,
and
concluded the
the following
articles:
following articles:
and concluded
ARTICLE
I.
ARTICLE I.

Reciprocal
Reciprocal delivery
delivery
of
charged with
with
of persons
persons charged

crimes.

It is agreed that
United States
States and
and the
It
that the Government
Government of
of the
the United
Government of
of Bulgaria
upon requisition
requisition duly
made as herein
herein
duly made
shall, upon
Bulgaria shall,
Government
provided, deliver
up to
to justice
justice any
any person,
may be
charged
person, who
who may
be charged
deliver up
provided,
convicted of, any
with, or may
may have
have been
been convicted
any of
of the
the crimes specified
specified
in Article
II of the
present Treaty
Treaty committed
the present
committed within the
the jurisin
Article II
diction of
the High Contracting Parties, and who shall
shall
diction
of one of the
other;
territories of the other;
seek an asylum or shall be
be found within the territories
provided that
surrender shall take place only upon such evithat such surrender
provided
dence
of criminality,
criminality, as according
according to the laws of
of the place where
where
ence of
the
or person
found, would
justify
would justify
shall be
be found,
person so
so charged
charged shall
the fugitive
fugitive or
his
and commitment
commitment for
trial if
if the
the crime
crime or offense
for trial
his apprehension
apprehension and
had been there committed.
committed.
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EXTRADITION TREATY-BULGARIA.

19,1924.
MARCH
M ARCH 19,
1924.
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ARTICLE II.
ARTICLE
Extraditable crimee.

Persons
delivered up according to the provisions of the Extaditable crie
be delivered
Persons shall be
present
have been
been charged
charged with
with or convicted of
shall have
who shall
Treaty, who
present Treaty,
any
any of the following crimes:
Murder, etc.
etc.
1. Murder,
designated by the terms
terms par- Murder,
comprehending the crimes designated
Murder, comprehending
1.
ricide, assassination,
manslaughter when
when voluntary,
poisoning or
voluntary, poisoning
assassination, manslaughter
ricide,
infanticide.
Attempt to murder
infanticide.
Attempt to murder.
2.
to commit
murder.
commit murder.
2. The
The attempt
attempt to
Rape, etc.
apeetc.
3. Rape,
knowledge of children under the age of
carnal knowledge
abortion, carnal
3.
Rape, abortion,
twelve years.
twelve
years.
Abduction
of females
Abduction of
females
prposes.
immoral purposes.
for immoral
4. Abduction
or detention
detention of
immoral pur- tor
women or girls for immoral
of women
Abduction or
4.
poses.
poses.
Bigamy
Bigamy.
5. Bigamy.
Aron
5.
Bigamy.
Arson.
Arson.
6. Arson.
Injuries to railroads.
oad
riesto
7.
Wilful and
and unlawful
unlawful destruction
or obstruction
obstruction of railroads,
destruction or
7. Wilful
which
human life.
life.
a
which endangers
endangers human
Crimes at sea.
r
8.
Crimes committed
committed at
sea:
at sea:
8. Crimes
Piracy.
(a)
by the law
law of
of nations, Pi.
defined by
and defined
known and
as commonly
commonly known
Piracy, as
(a) Piracy,
or by
by statute;
or
statute;
Destroying vowels.
(b) Wrongfully
Wrongfully sinking
sinking or
or destroying
destroying a
a vessel at sea or attempt- "etoying ses.
(b)
ing
ing to
to do
do so;
so;
Mutiny, et.
Mutiny,
etc.
(c)
or conspiracy
conspiracy by
of the
the crew
members of
or more
more members
two or
by two
Mutiny or
(c) Mutiny
persons on board of aavessel on the high seas, for the purother persons
or other
pose of
rebelling against
against the
the authority
Captain or
Commander
or Commander
the Captain
of the
authority of
of rebelling
pose
of such
such vessel,
vessel, or
or by
taking possession
possession of such
such
or violence
violence taking
fraud or
by fraud
of
Assaultshipboard.
vessel;
Assault onshipboard.
onsipb
(d) Assault
Assault on
on board
ship upon
the high
with intent to do
seas with
high seas
upon the
board ship
(d)
bodily harm.
bodily
harm.glary
Burglary.
9..
Burglary, defined
defined to
to be
be the
breaking into and entering Bur
of breaking
the act of
9. Burglary,
a
the
house of
of another
another in
the night
night time with intent to commit a
in the
the house
felony
felony therein.
therein.
Feloniously entering
Feloniously
offices, etc.
10. The
The act
act of
breaking into and entering the offices of the Gov- offices,etc.
of breaking
10.
ernment and
and public
public authorities,
or the
banking
of banks
banks, banking
the offices of
authorities, or
ernment
other comhouses, savings
companies, insurance and oiler
banks, trust companies,
savings banks,
houses,
a
panies,
other buildings
buildings not
dwellings with intent to commit a
not dwellings
or other
panies, or
felony
felony therein.
therein.
Robber
Robbery.
11. Robbery,
Robbery, defined
defined to
to be
be the
the act
feloniously and forcibly,
of feloniously
act of
11.
taking from
from the
the person
person of
of another
or money
money by
by violence
violence or
goods or
another goods
taking
by putting
putting him
him in
fear.
by
in fear.
oroy.
Forgery.
12. Forgery
or the
forged papers.
papers.
orgy of pb
12.
Forgery or
the utterance
utterance of
of forged
Forgery
public
documents.
13.
The forgery
or falsification
the oficial
official acts
acts of
of the
the GovernGovern- docments.
of the
falsification of
forgery or
13. The
utterment or
or public
public authority,
authority, including
Justice, or the utterCourts of Justice,
including Courts
ment
ing or
or fraudulent
fraudulent use
of any
any of
of the
the same.
same.ntereti
use of
ing
paper. Counterfeiting.
14.
The fabrication
fabrication of
of counterfeit
money, whether coin or paper,
counterfeit money,
14. The
National,
counterfeit titles
titles or coupons of public debt, created by
counterfeit
State,
Local or
or Municipal
Governments,
Municipal Governments,
Territorial, Local
Provincial, Territorial,
State, Provincial,
bank
notes or
instruments of public
public credit, counterfeit
counterfeit seals,
other instruments
or other
bank notes
stamps, dies
marks of
of State
public administrations,
administrations, and
and the
or public
State or
and marks
dies and
stamps,
utterance,
or fraudulent
mentioned
fraudulent use of the above mentioned
circulation or
utterance, circulation
objects.
Embezzling
Embezzling pubHe
publie
objects.
funds.
malversation committed
15. Embezzlement
Embezzlement or criminal malversation
committed within
within the funds.
15.
jurisdiction of
one or
or the
officers or depositapublic officers
other party by public
the other
of one
jurisdiction
ries,
where the
the amount
amount embezzled
embezzled exceeds
one hundred dollars or
exceeds one
ries, where
Bulgarian equivalent.
Embezling
by emBulgarian
equivalent.
Embezzling by
16.
any person
persons hired,
hired, salaried or ployees.
or persons
person or
by any
Embezzlement by
16. Embezzlement
employed,
of their
their employers
employers or principals, when
detriment of
the detriment
to the
employed, to
the
is punishable
punishable by imprisonment
imprisonment or other coroffense is
or offense
crime or
the crime
poral
laws of
of both
countries, and where the
both countries,
the laws
by the
punishment, by
poral punishment,
amount
or Bulgarian
equivBulgarian equivdollars or
hundred dollars
one hundred
exceeds one
embezzled exceeds
amount embezzled
alent.
alent.
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17.
of minors or adults, defined
defined to be the abduction
abduction
Kidnapping of
17. Kidnapping
or
of aa person
or persons,
persons, in
in order
from
money from
exact money
to exact
order to
person or
detention of
or detention
them,
their families
any other
other person
person or
or persons,
persons, or
or for any
or any
families or
them, their
other unlawful
unlawful end.
end.
other
Larceny.
18. Larceny,
be the
theft of
personal property,
property,
effects, personal
of effects,
the theft
to be
defined to
Larceny, defined
18.
arceny.
or money,
value of
twenty-five dollars
or more,
more, or
Bulgarian
or Bulgarian
dollars or
of twenty-five
the value
of the
money, of
or
equivalent.
equivalent.
Obtaining
money by
by
19. Obtaining
Obtaining money, valuable
valuable securities
securities or other property, by
Obtaining money
false pretenses, etc.
other
false pretences
receiving any money, valuable securities or other
or receiving
pretences or
false
property knowing
knowing the
the same
same to
to have
been unlawfully
unlawfully obtained, where
have been
property
the amount
amount of
of money
money or
the property
obtained or
so obtained
property so
of the
value of
the value
or the
the
received exceeds
exceeds one
one hundred
dollars or
Bulgarian equivalent.
or Bulgarian
hundred dollars
received
Perjury.
20. Perjury
Perjury or
or subornation
subornation of perjury.
perjury.
20.
Prjy.
Breach of
banker, agent, factor,
21. Fraud or breach of trust by aa bailee, banker,
etc.
of trust,
trust, etc.
Breach
trustee,
executor, administrator,
administrator, guardian,
guardian director
or officer of any
director or
trustee, executor,
company or
any one
any fiduciary
fiduciary position,
in any
one in
by any
or by
corporation, or
or corporation,
company
where
money or
or the
the value
value of
property misapthe property
of the
of money
amount of
the amount
where the
propriated exceeds
exceeds one
hundred dollars
dollars or
Bulgarian equivalent.
equivalent.
or Bulgarian
hundred
one
propriated
Slave trading.
of both countries for the
22. Crimes
against the laws
laws of
offenses against
and offenses
22.
Crimes and
Slavetrading.
suppression of
slavery and
trading.
slave trading.
and slave
of slavery
o suppression
Deetion, etc.,., of
Desertion,
23. Wilful
Wilful desertion
desertion or
or wilful
wilful non-support
non-support of minor or dependent
dependent
23.
dependent chden.
children.
dependent
children.
children.
Accessories.
Aeaesais.
24. Extradition
Extradition shall also take place for participation
participation in any of
or after the fact;
before
the
crimes
before
mentioned
as
an
accessory
fact;
accessory
an
as
mentioned
before
the crimes
provided such
be punishable
imprisonment by
punishable by imprisonment
participation be
such participation
provided
the
of both
High Contracting
Contracting Parties.
the High
both the
laws of
the laws
Kidnaping.
Kidnaping.

ARTICLE
II.
ARTICLE III.
No surrender for a
a
No
political offense.
offense.
political

The
provisions of
of the
the present
shall not import
import aaclaim
claim of
Treaty shall
present Treaty
The provisions
character,
political
extradition
for
any
crime
or
offense
of
a
character,
nor
a
of
offense
or
crime
any
for
extradition
for acts
acts connected
connected with
with such
such crimes
crimes or offenses;
offenses; and no person surfor
Contracting Parties in virtue
the High Contracting
rendered by
by or
to either
either of the
or to
rendered
for aa political crime or
or
tried
Attempts, etc., .
of
this
Treaty
shall
be
punished
Treaty
this
of
Attempts, etc.,
against head
head of
State offense.
offense.
When
offense charged
charged comprises the act either of
the offense
of State
When the
against
crime.
a political
not a
political crime.
murder
or of
poisoning, either
either consummated
ator atconsummated or
of poisoning,
assassination or
or assassination
murder or
attempted
tempted, the
the fact
that the
the offense
committed or
or attempted
was committed
offense was
fact that
tempted,
against the
of the
the Sovereign
Sovereign or Head of aa foreign State or
life of
the life
against
deemed
against
of any
any member
his family,
family, shall
shall not be deemed
of his
member of
life of
the life
against the
sufficient to
to sustain
sustain that
such crime or offense was of a
a political
that such
sufficient
crimes or offenses of aapoliticharacter; or
was an
act connected
connected with crimes
an act
or was
character;
cal character.
character.
cal
ARTICLE
ARTICLE IV.
to
limited
Trial limited
offense for
which sursurfor which
ofense

rendered.
rendered.

No person
person shall
be tried
for any
any crime
crime or offense
that
offense other than that
tried for
shall be
No
for which he
he was surrendered.
surrendered.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE V.

Limitation of time.

surrendered under the provisions
A fugitive
fugitive criminal
criminal shall
shall not be surrendered
A
hereof, when,
when, from
lawful cause,
cause, according
according
lapse of time or other lawful
from lapse
hereof,
to the
of the
the place
place within
within the
jurisdiction of which the crime
crime
the jurisdiction
laws of
to
the laws
prosecution or punishwas committed,
criminal is exempt from prosecution
committed, the criminal
was
ment for
for the
surrender is asked.
which the surrender
for which
offense for
the offense
ment
ARTICLE
ARTICLE VI.

Persons
Persons under prosecution
country
country
in
ction in
where
found,
wherefound.

pursuant
claimed pursuant
If
fugitive criminal
criminal whose
surrender may
may be
be claimed
whose surrender
a fugitive
If a
to the
the stipulations
stipulations hereof,
be actually
out on
on bail
bail
actually under
under prosecution,
prosecution, out
hereof, be
to
or
in custody,
crime or
offense committed
committed in the country where
or offense
a crime
for a
custody, for
or in
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he
has sought
been convicted thereof, his exhave been
shall have
or shall
asylum, or
sought asylum,
he has
tradition may
proceedings be determined,
determined,
deferred until such proceedings
be deferred
may be
tradition
and until
he shall
shall have
have been
set at liberty in due course of law.
been set
until he
and
ARTICLE VII.
ARTICLE

Persons claimed by

countries.
otherrc
shall otre
If a
fugitive criminal
criminal claimed
by one
of the
the parties
parties hereto,
hereto, shall
onutries.
one of
claimed by
a fugitive
If
erso

claimed

by

be
claimed by
one or
more powers
pursuant to treaty provisions,
powers pursuant
or more
by one
also claimed
be also
on
account of
of crimes
crimes committed
committed within their jurisdiction, such
on account
criminal shall
shall be
be delivered
delivered to
that State
State whose demand is first
to that
criminal
received.
received.
ARTICLE VIII.
ARTICLE

Neither country to

High ConUnder
stipulations of
of this
this Treaty,
neither of
of the
the High
Con - deliveritsowncitizens.
Neither own
coViTeir.
Treaty, neither
the stipulations
Under the
tracting
shall be
be bound to deliver up its own citizens.
Parties shall
tracting Parties
ARTICLE IX.
IX.
ARTICLE
The expense
expense of
of arrest,
detention, examination
transportation
examination and transportation
arrest, detention,
The
of
the accused
accused shall
by the
Government which
preferred
has preferred
which has
the Government
paid by
be paid
shall be
of the
the demand
demand for
extradition.
for extradition.
the

Expenses.

Expenses.

X.
ARTICLE X.
ARTICLE
articles
of
Delivery
pen= fio
i
t
gl tt
i
rt
vele:
k6
criminal at the seized
Everything
in the
the possession
possession of
of the
the fugitive
Bawd withfugitive.
fugitive criminal
found in
Everything found
time
his arrest,
whether being
proceeds of the
thei crime or offense,
offense,
the proceeds
being the
arrest, whether
of his
time of
or
which may
may be
be material
as evidence
evidence in
in making
making proof of the crime,
material as
or which
shall
so far
far as
as practicable,
of either of the High
laws of
the laws
to the
according to
practicable, according
shall so
Contracting
Parties, be
be delivered
delivered up
up with his person at the time of
Contracting Parties,
surrender.
Nevertheless, the
party with regard to
the rights of aathird party
surrender. Nevertheless,
respected.
the
articles referred
to, shall
shall be duly respected.
referred to,
the articles

ARTICLE XI.
XI.
ARTICLE

all
to all
applicable to
The stipulations
present Treaty
be applicable
shall be
Treaty shall
the present
of the
stipulations of
The

territory wherever
situated, belonging
belonging to
to either of
of the High Conwherever situated,
territory
tracting Parties
occupancy and under the control of either
either
or in the occupancy
Parties or
tracting
of them,
control.
or control.
occupancy or
such occupancy
during such
them, during
of

justice shall be
from justice
Requisitions for
fugitives from
of fugitives
surrender of
the surrender
for the
Requisitions

Contracting
made
by the
respective diplomatic
diplomatic agents
agents of the High Contracting
the respective
made by
Parties.
event of
country
such agent from the country
of such
absence of
the absence
of the
the event
In the
Parties. In
extradition is sought from terrior
its seat
seat of
of Government,
Government, or where
where extradition
or its
tory
included in
the preceding
preceding paragraphs,
paragraphs, other than the United
in the
tory included
States or
or Bulgaria,
requisitions may
be made
consular
superior consular
by superior
made by
may be
Bulgaria, requisitions
States
officers.
be competent
competent for
for such
superior consuch diplomatic or superior
shall be
It shall
officers. It
sular
ask and
obtain a
amandate
mandate or preliminary warrant of
and obtain
to ask
officers to
sular officers
whereupon the
arrest for
person whose
sought, whereupon
surrender is sought,
whose surrender
the person
for the
arrest
judges
magistrates of
of the
Governments shall
respectively
shall respectively
two Governments
the two
and magistrates
judges and
have power
power and
and authority,
authority, upon
upon complaint
made under
under oath, to issue
complaint made
have
of the person charged, in order that
apprehension of
the apprehension
for the
warrant for
aa warrant
he
or she
may be
be brought
brought before
such judge or magistrate, that the
before such
she may
he or
such
evidence of
and considered and if, on such
heard and
be heard
may be
criminality may
of criminality
evidence
hearing, the
the evidence
evidence be
sufficient to
sustain the charge,
charge, it
it
to sustain
deemed sufficient
be deemed
hearing,
shall be
duty of
of the
examining judge or magistrate to certify it to
to
the examining
the duty
be the
shall
the proper
authority, that aa warrant may issue for the
executive authority,
proper executive
the
surrender of
of the
fugitive.
the fugitive.rgent
surrender
In case
case of
application for
and detention
detention may
may
arrest and
for arrest
the application
urgency, the
of urgency,
In

be addressed
addressed directly
directly to
in conformity
conformity to
to
magistrate in
competent magistrate
the competent
to the
be
the
the statutes in force.

Territory affectedaffected.
Territory

Tetoryatd

Requisitions.

Reisitis.

r

Procedure.

dre

es

Urgent cases.
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The person
arrested shall
shall be
be released,
within
unless within
released, unless
provisionally arrested
person provisionally
The
three
months from
the date
date of
in Bulgaria,
Bulgaria, or
the date
date
or from
from the
of arrest
arrest in
from the
three months
of commitment
commitment in
United States,
formal requisition
for
requisition for
the formal
States, the
the United
in the
of
surrender with
documentary proofs
hereinafter prescribed
prescribed be
be
proofs hereinafter
the documentary
with the
surrender
made as
aforesaid by
diplomatic agent
agent of
the demanding
Govdemanding Govof the
by the
the diplomatic
as aforesaid
made
ernment or,
or in
in his
consular officer
thereof.
officer thereof.
his absence,
absence, by
by aaconsular
ernment
Documents
required.
Docment required.
If the
the fugitive
shall have
crime
of the
the crime
convicted of
been convicted
have been
criminal shall
fugitive criminal
If
for
surrender is
sentence of
of the
the
of the
the sentence
a copy
copy of
is asked,
asked, a
his surrender
which his
for which
court before
which such
place, duly
duly authenticated,
authenticated,
took place,
such conviction
conviction took
before which
court
shall be
be produced.
the fugitive
charged
is merely
merely charged
fugitive is
however, the
If, however,
produced. If,
shall
of the warrant of arrest in
with crime,
crime, a
authenticated copy
copy of
a duly
duly authenticated
with
the country
country where
where the
the crime
the depositions
depositions
and of
of the
was committed,
committed, and
crime was
the
upon
such warrant
may have
have been
issued, shall
be produced,
produced,
shall be
been issued,
warrant may
which such
upon which
with
such other
other evidence
evidence or
or proof
as may
deemed competent
in
competent in
may be
be deemed
proof as
with such
the case.
ARTICLE XII.
XII.
ARTICLE

ades.
. Provhdonal
ProviionW arrests.
•

Legal assistance.

In every
every case
the High Contracting
Contracting
request made by
by either of the
case of a
a request
LegassistaIn
Parties
for the
the arrest,
arrest, detention
or extradition
of fugitive
fugitive criminals,
extradition of
detention or
Parties for
the
country where
the proceedings
proceedings
where the
of the
the country
officers of
legal officers
the appropriate
appropriate legal
the Government
of
are had,
Government
officers of the
the officers
had, shall
shall assist the
of extradition
extradition are
demanding
respective judges
and magisjudges and
before the
the respective
extradition before
demanding the
the extradition
Ocenpwasaticer.
trates,
every legal
legal means
within their
their power;
power; and
and no claim
claim
trates, by
by every
means within
Compensaio.
whatever
compensation for any of the services
services so
so rendered
rendered shall
whatever for
for compensation
extradition; proagainst the
the Government
Government demanding
made against
demanding the extradition;
be made
vided, however,
that any
officers of
surrendering GovGovof the surrendering
officer or
or officers
any officer
vided,
however, that
ernment so
giving assistance,
shall, in
usual course
course of their
who shall,
in the
the usual
assistance, who
ernment
so giving
duty,
no salary
compensation other
than specific
specific fees
for
fees for
other than
or compensation
duty, receive
receive no
salary or
services
shall be
be entitled
to receive
from the
Governthe Governentitled to
receive from
performed, shall
services performed,
ment
extradition the
the customary
customary fees
fees for
the acts
or
for the
acts or
the extradition
ment demanding
demanding the
services
them, in
the same
same manner
manner and
and to
to the
same
performed by
by them,
in the
the same
services performed
performed in
in ordiamount as though
though such
such acts or
or services
services had been
been performed
criminal proceedings
proceedings under
which
nary criminal
under the laws
laws of the
the country of which
they are
are officers.
officers.
they
ARTICLE XIII
ARTICLE
XIII
ratificaExchange of
of ratifica-

Exchang
e
tions.

The
present Treaty
Treaty shall
be ratified
ratified by
by the
the High
High Contracting
The present
shall be
Contracting
accordance with their respective
respective constitutional
constitutional methods
methods
Parties in accordance
and shall
shall take
on the
the date
of the
the exchange
of ratifications
and
take effect
effect on
date of
exchange of
ratifications
which
take place
at Sophia,
Sophia, as
as soon
possible.
which shall
shall take
place at
soon as
as possible.
ARTICLE XIV.
ARTICLE
XIV.

Duration.
Durtion.

Signature&
Signatre

•
The
force for
of ten
The present
present Treaty
Treaty shall
shall remain
remain in
in force
for aa period
period of
ten
years, and
the High
High Contracting
years,
and in
in case
case neither
neither of
of the
Contracting Parties
Parties shall
shall
have given
given notice
notice one
one year
year before
before the
the expiration
period of
have
expiration of
of that
that period
of
its intention
terminate the
the Treaty,
it shall
in force
force until
its
intention to
to terminate
Treaty, it
shall continue
continue in
until
the expiration
expiration of one year from the date on which such notice of
of
termination shall be
Contracting
termination
be given by
by either
either of the
the High Contracting
Parties.
Parties.
In witness
signed
In
witness whereof
whereof the
the above-named
above-named Plenipotentiaries
Plenipotentiaries have
have signed
the
and have
have hereunto
hereunto affixed
affixed their
seals.
the present
present Treaty
Treaty and
their seals.
Done
in duplicate
duplicate at
Sophia this
day of
of March
March ninenineDone in
at Sophia
this nineteenth
nineteenth day
teen
teen hundred
hundred and twenty-four.

[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[ssaL]
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]

[Bulgarian
[Bulgarian text not printed.]
printed.]

CHARLES
S..WIL8oN
C
HARLES S
W ILSON
CHE. KALFOFF
CHR.
KALFOFF
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AND WHEREAS
the said
been duly
duly ratified
ratified on
both
on both
has been
Treaty has
said Treaty
WHEREAS the
AND

parts, and
the ratifications
of the
two governments
governments were
exchanged
were exchanged
the two
ratifications of
and the
parts,
in
the City
of Sofia,
on the
the twenty-fourth
twenty-fourth day of June, one thouSofia, on
City of
in the
sand
hundred and twenty-four;
twenty-four;
nine hundred
sand nine
NOW
THEREFORE ,be
be it
it known
that I,
I, Calvin
Calvin Coolidge,
PresiCoolidge, Presiknown that
NOW THEREFORE,
dent
of the
United States
caused the said Treaty
have caused
of America,
America, have
States of
the United
dent of
to
be made
made public,
end that
and
the same and every article and
that the
the end
to the
public, to
to be
clause
thereof, may
may be observed
observed and fulfilled with good faith by the
clause thereof,
United
States and
and the
the citizens
thereof.
citizens thereof.
United States
IN TESTIMONY
hereunto set my hand and
have hereunto
WHEREOF, IIhave
TESTIMONY WHEREOF,
IN
caused the
Seal of
of the
United States to be affixed.
the United
the Seal
caused
Done at
the city
twenty-sixth day of June, in
this twenty-sixth
Washington this
of Washington
city of
at the
Done
the
year of
of our
Lord one
one thousand
hundred and
nine hundred
thousand nine
our Lord
the year
[sEAL.]
twenty-four, and
and of
Independence of the United
the Independence
of the
[SEAL] twenty-four,
States of
of America
the one
and forty-eighth.
forty-eighth.
hundred and
one hundred
America the
States
CALVIN
COOLIDGE
CALVIN COOLIGE

the President:
President:
By the

CHARLES E.
E.HUGHES
H UGHES
CHALES

Secretary
State.
of State.
Secretary of

afications

1344111°a
. timis

aiued

Proclamation.
PrOamtion.

e -

ex
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TREATY—SPITSBERGEN ARCHIPELAGO.
ARCHIPELAGO. FEBRUARY
9, 1920.
TREATY-SPITSBERGEN
FEBRUARY 9,
1920.

Treaty between the United States
Powers relating
relating to Spitsbergen.
Spusbergen.
States and other
otherPowers
Signed at Paris,
Paris, February
February 9,
1920; ratification
ratficaiion advised
advised by
by the
Senate,
9, 1920;
the Senate,
February 18, 1924; ratified
February
ratificaratified by the Pre,sulent,
President, March 4,
4, 1924; ratifcation of
tion
of the United States deposited with the Government of France,
France,
Apri2,
1924; proclaimed,
April 2, 1924;
proclaimed, June 10, 1924.
BY THE
PRESIDENT OF
THE UNITED
TATES OF
OF AMERICA
BY
THE PRESIDENT
OF THE
UNITED S
STATES
AMERICA
A PROCLAMATION.
PROCLAMATION.
ated
to
WHEREAS
ate
T
d
rePow
ftverwsigi
laliZt
WHEREAS a
a Treaty
relating to
to Spitsbergen
Spitsbergen was
at Paris
Treaty relating
was signed
sined at
Paris
the
Archipelago
of
on
February
9, 1920,
by the
plenipotentiaries of
of the
TJnited States,
the
Aich
go
of
on
February 9,
1920, by
the plenipotentiaries
the United
States,
spitis=
"rea:
Great Britam,
Britain, Denmark, France, Italy,
Preamble.
taly, Japan, Norway, the Netherlands, and Sweden, the original of which 'freaty
being in the English
Treaty being
and French
French languages is word for word as follows:
follows:

Conte
Pows.
c'iractin"'•

Plenipotentiaries.
Plenipotenties.

LE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT DES
THE
TH E PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF THE
ETATS-UNIS
ETATS
-UNIS D'
AM-RRIQUE, UNITED STATES
D'AMERIQUE,
STATES OF AMERAMERMAJESTE LE ROI DE
DE ICA; HIS
SA MAJESTE
111S MAJESTY
MAJESTY THE KING
KING
GRANDE-BRETAGNE
GRANDE-BRETAGNE ET
ET OF
GREAT BRITAIN AND IREOFGREATBRITAINAND
D'IRLANDE ET DES TERRI'rERRI- LAND AND OF THE
THE BRITISH
BRITISH
TONES BRITANNIQUES
BRITANNIQUES AU DOMINIONS
TOIRES
DOMINIONS BEYOND THE
THE
DELA DES MERS, EMPEDELA
EWE- SEAS, EMPEROR
OF INDIA;
INDIA;
EMPEROR OF
REUR DES INDES, SA
ms MAJESTY
MAJESTY TH
Pi, KING
OF
SA MAMA- HIS
THE
KING OF
JESTE
JESTE LE ROI DE DANE- DENMARK
DENMARK,• THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT
MARK, LE PRESIDENT DE
MARK,
DE OF THE FRENCH
FRENCH REPUBLIC;
REPUBLIC;
REPUBLIQUE FRANLA REPUBLIQUE
FRAN- HIS MAJESTY
MAJESTY THE KING OF
OF
VATSE,
MAJESTE LE
CAISE, SA MAJESTE
HIS MAJESTY
LE ROI
ROI ITALY;
ITALY; HIS
MAJESTY THE
THE
D'ITALIE, SA MAJESTE
D'ITATJE,
MAJESTE L'EM- EMPEROR
EMPEROR OF
OF JAPAN;
JAPAN; HIS
HIS
PEREUR
PEREUR DU JAPON, SA MA- MAJESTY
MAJESTY THE KING OF NORJESTE LE
LE ROI
ROI DE
DE NORVEGE,
JESTE
NORVEGE, WAY;
WAY- HER MAJESTY
MAJESTY THE
THE
SA MAJESTE
MAJESTE LA REINE
REINE DES QUEEN OF THE NETHERNETHERPAYS-BAS, SA MAJESTE
MAJESTE LE
LE LANDS; HIS MAJESTY
MAJESTY THE
THE
ROI DE SUEDE,
KING OF SWEDEN,
Desireux, en reconnaissant
reconnaissant la
la
Desirous, while recognising
recognising the
souverainete
souverainete de la Norvege
Norvege sur
sur sovereignty
sovereignty of Norway over the
1'archipel du Spitsberg, yy cornl'archipel
com- Archipelago
Archipelago of Spitsbergen, inpris l'ile
'lle aux Ours, de voir ces cluding Bear Island, of
of seeing
regions
regions pourvues
pourvues d'un regime these territories
territories provided with an
equitable
equitable propre
propre It
a en assurer la equitable
equitable regime, in order to asmise
noise en valeur et l'utilisation
l'utilisation sure their development and peacepacifique,
ful utilisation,
utilisation,
pacifique,
Ont designe
leurs plenidesign6 pour
pour leurs
pleniHave appointed
appointed as their respecrespecpotentiaires respectifs
vue de
de tive Plenipotentiaries with a
potentiaires
respectifs en
en vue
a view
conclure
conclure un Traite aIt cet effet:
to concluding
concluding a
a Treaty to this
effect:

ETATS- THE PRESIDENT
LE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT DES ETATSPRESIDENT OF THE
THE
UNIS D'AMERIQUED'AM:ER IQUE •
AMERUNITED STATES OF AMERICA:
M. Hugh
Hugh CAMPBELL
M.
CAMPBELL W
ALWALLACE, Ambassadeur
LACE,
Ambassadeur extraordinaire et plenipotens
plenipotens
tiaire des Etats --Unid'Amerique aIt Paris;
d'Amerique

Mr Hugh CAMPBELL
ALCAMPBELL W
WALLACE, Ambassador
LACE,
Ambassador ExExtraordinary and Plenipotraordinary
Plenipotentiary of the United
tentiary
States of America
America at Paris;
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TREATY-SPITSBERGEN
SA
MAJFSTE LE ROI
ROT DE
SA MAJESTE
GRANDE -BRETAGNE ET
GRANDE-BRETAGNE
D'IRLANDE
D'IRLANDE ET DES TERRITOIRES
BRITANNIQUES
RITOIRES BRITANNIQUES
AU
MERS, EMEMDES MERS,
DELA DES
AU DELA
PEREUR
DES INDES:
INDES:
PEREUR DES
Le Tres
Honorable Comte
Tres Honorable
Le
de
C.
G. C.
G., G.
K. G.,
DERBY, K.
de DERBY,
V.
0., C.
B., Ambassadeur
Ambassadeur
C. B.,
V. O.,
extraordinaire
extraordinaire et plenipotentiaire de
BriM. BriS. M.
de S.
tentiaire
tannique, a
Paris;
a Paris;
tannique,
Et,
Et,
pour le
du CADOMINION du
le DOMINION
pour
NADA:
NADA:
L'Honorable Sir George HALL'Honorable
SEY PERLEY,
G.,
M. G.,
C. M.
K. C.
PERLEY, K.
SEY
Haut Commissaire
Conamissaire du CaHaut
nada
Royaumele Royaumedans le
nada dans
Uni;
pour
COMMONWEALTH
le COMMONWEALTH
pour le
d'AUSTRALIE:
d'AUSTRALIE:
Le
Tres Honorable
Honorable Andrew
Le TrBs
Commissaire
FISHER, Haut
Haut Commissaire
FISHER,
de l'Australie
dans le Rol'Australie dans
de
yaume-Uni;
yaume-Uni:
pour
DOMINION de la NOUle DOMINION
pour le
VELLE-ZELANDE:
VELLE-ZELANDE:
Le Tres
Tres Honorable
Honorable Sir ThoLe
mas
MACKENZIE, K.
C.
K. C.
mas MACKENZIE,
Commissaire
M.
G., Haut
Haut Commissaire
M. G.,
de la
la Nouvelle-Zelande
Nouvelle-Zelande
de
dans le
le Royaume-Uni;
Royaume-Uni:
dans
pour
l'UNION
SUD-AFRISUD-AFRII'UNION
pour
CAINE:
CAINE:
BLANM. Reginald
Andrew BLANReginald Andrew
M.
O. B. E., faisant
KENBERG,
faisant
KENBERG, 0.
fonction de
de Haut
CommisHaut Commisfonction
saire
de l'Union
Sud-Afril'Union Sud-Afrisaire de
caine
le RoyaumeRoyaumedans le
caine dans
Uni;
Uni;
pour
1'INDE:
pour l'INDE:
Le Tres Honorable
Honorable Comte de
Le
C. V.
DERBY,
K. G.,
G. C.
V. O.,
O.,
G., G.
DERBY, K.
C. B.;
B.;
C.
SA
MAJESTE LE
LE ROI DE
SA MAJESTE
DANEMARK:
DANEMARK:
M.
Herman Anker BERN
M. Herman
Envoye extraordinon', Envoye
extraordiHOFT,
naire
Mitustre PlenipoPlenipoet Minstre
naire et
tentiaire de
de S.
S. M. le Roi
tentiaire
de Danemark
Danemark a
aParis;
de
LE
PRESIDENT DE LA RELE PRESIDENT
PUBLIQUE FRANcAISE:
FRANCAISE:
PUBLIQUE
M. Alexandre
MILLERAND,
Alexandre MniLERAND,
M.
President du
du Conseil, MiPresident
nistre des Affaires
Affaires 6tran&rannistre
geres;
geres;

FEBRUARY
FEBRUARY 9, 1920.

HIS
MAJESTY THE
THE KING
KING OF
HIS MAJESTY
GREAT BRITAIN
BRITAIN AND IREGREAT
LAND AND
THE BRITOF THE
AND OF
LAND
ISH DOMINIONS
DOMINIONS BEYOND
BEYOND
ISH
THE SEAS,
EMPEROR OF
SEAS, EMPEROR
THE
INDIA:
INDIA:
The
Right Honourable
the
Honourable the
The Right
DERBY, K.
K. G., G.
Earl of DERBY,
C.
0., C. B., His AmbasAmbasV. O.,
C. V.
and
sador
Extraordinary' and
sador Extraordinary'
Plenipotentiary
Paris;
at Paris;
Plenipotentiary at

And
for the
DOMINION of CANthe DOMINION
for
ADA:
ADA:
The Right
Honourable Sir
Right Honourable
The

PERLEY,
George HALSEY
HALSEY PERLEY,
George
K.
C.M. G., High CommisK. C.M.
sioner
Canada in the
for Canada
sioner for
United
Kingdom;
United Kingdom;
for the
COMMONWEALTH of
the COMMONWEALTH
for
•AUSTRALIA:
AUSTRALIA:
The
Honourable AnRight Honourable
The Right
drew FISHER,
High ComFISHER, High
drew
missioner
missioner for Australia in
the United
United Kingdom;
Kingdom;
the
for
the DOMINION
DOMINION of NEW
for the
ZEALAND:
ZEALAND:
The
Right Honourable
Honourable Sir
The Right
Thomas
C.
K. C.
MACKENZIE, K.
Thomas MACKENZIE,
M.
G., High
Commissioner
High Commissioner
M. G.,
for New
Zealand in the
New Zealand
for
United Kingdom;
Kingdom;
United
for the
UNION of
of SOUTH
SOUTH
the UNION
for
AFRICA:
AFRICA:
Mr.ReginaldAndrewBLANKReginald AndrewBLANKMr.
ENBERG,
O. B.
B. E., Acting
ENBERG, 0.
for
High
Commissioner for
High Commissioner
South
in the United
Africa in
South Africa
Kingdom;
Kingdom;
for
for INDIA:
The Right
Right Honourable
the
Honourable the
The
Earl of
DERBY, K. G.,
of DERBY,
Earl
G.
C. V. O.,
0., C. B.;
G. C.
HIS MAJESTY
MAJESTY THE
THE KING
HIS
OF
DENMARK:
OF DENMARK:
BERNMr. Herman
Herman Anker BERNMr.
HOFT,
Envoy ExtraordiExtraordiHOFT, Envoy
Pleniponary
and Minister
Minister Pleniponary and
tentiary
of H.
H. M.
M. the King
King
tentiary of
of
Denmark at
at Paris;
Paris;
of Denmark
THE
PRESIDENT OF THE
THE PRESIDENT
FRENCH REPUBLIC:
REPUBLIC:
FRENCH
Mr.
M ILT VRAND,
Alexandre MILLERAND,
Mr. Alexandre
President
the Council,
of the
President of
Minister for
for Foreign AfMinister
fairs;
fairs;
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FEBRUARY 9,
1920.
FEBRUARY
9, 1920.

MAJESTY THE KING
HIS MAJESTY
KING
SA
MAJESTt LE
LE ROI
ROI Ms
SA MAJESTE
OF ITALY:
D'ITALIE:
The
Honourable Maggiorino
The Honourable
Maggiorino
L'Honorable
Maggiorino
Maggiorino
L'Honorable
FEBRAins,
Senator of
the
FEBAIms, Senator
of the
FERRARM,
Senateur du
du
FEBBRRS, Senateur
Kingdonm
Kingdom ;
Royaume;
Rovaume;
TY THE
THE EMSA MAJESII
MAESTE L'EMPEREUR
L'EMPEREUR HIS MAmESTY
"PEROR OF JAPAN:
DU JAPON:
JAPON:
MT. K.
Mr.
K. MATSUI,
MATSI, Ambassador
Ambassador
M. K. MATSI,
MATSUI, Ambassadeur
M.
Ambassadeur
Extraordinary and
Extraordinary
and PleniPleniextraordinaire
extraordinaire et PlenipoPlenipopotentiary
potentiary of
of H.
H. M. the
the
tentiaire de
S. M.
l'Empetentiaire
de S.
M. l'EmpeEmperor
Emperor of Japan
Japan at Paris;
Paris;
reur
Japon it
Paris;
reur du
du Japon
a Paris;
FITS MAJESTY
MAMSTY THE
THE KING OF
OF
SA MAJESTn
MAJESTE LE ROI DE HIS
NORWAY:
NORVtGE:
NORVEGE:
Baron WEDEL
WEDEL JARLSBERG,
JARLSBERG
Baron
M.
le Baron deWEDEL
de WEDEL JARLS-.
M.le
JABLEnvoy Extraordinary
Extraordinary and
BERG,
extraordiBERRG, Envoye
Envoye extraordiMinister Plenipotentiary
Plenipotentiary
Mmistre pl6nipleninaire et Ministre
of H. M.
M. the
the King of
of Norpotentiaire
S. M.
M. Fe
le Roi
Roi
potentiaire de
de S.
way at Paris;
de
de Norvege kit Paris
Paris:
TI-1141 QUEEN
QUEEN
SA MAJEST
MAJESTA LA
LA REEVE
REINE DES HER MAJESTY THE
OF THE NETHERLANDS:
NETHERLANDS:
PAYS-BAS:
PAYS-BAS:
LOUDON, Envoy
Mr. John LouDON,
Envoy
M. John LOUDON,
Louport' Envoy6
Envoye
Extraordinary
Extraordinary and Minisextraordinaire et Ministre
extraordinaire
ter Plenipotentiary
Plenipotentiary of H.
Plenip.otentiaire de S. M.
Plenipotentiaire
M. the Queen of the Nethla Remo
Reine des Pays-Bas a
Paris;
erlands at Paris; '
ParisSA MAJESTE
MAJESTt LE ROI DE HIS MAJESTY
MAJESTY THE
TB V, KING OF
SWEDEN:
SUEDE:
SWEDEN:
J.-J.-A. EH:RENSViRD,
HRENSM. le Comte J.-J.-A.
J..-.-A. E
EHRENSCount J.-J.-A.
EmHENsiVD,
VikBA Envoy6
Env_oy6 extraordiEnvoy Extraordinary and
VABD,
extraordinaire et Ministre
.ista-e PleniMinister Plenipotentiary
Plenipotentiary
potentiaire de
M. le
le Roi
Roi
King of
of Sweof H. M. the King
potentiaire
Swede S.
S. M.
den at Paris;
de Suede ke. Paris;
Paris;

Sovereignty of Norwaover
Spitoberen
way over
Spitsbergen

Lesquels, apres avoir 6chang6
echange
leurs pleins
pleis pouvoirs, reconnus en
en
bonne et due forme,
forme, sent
sont convenus des stipulations ci-apres:
ci-apres:

Who, having communicated
communicated
their full powers, found in good
good
and due form, have agreed
agreed as
follows:
follows:

ARTICLE PREMIEB.
PREMIER.
ARTICLE

ARTICLE 1.
1.
ARTICLE

Les
Hautes Parties
Parties ContracLes Hautes
Contracpeagorecogned. tantes sont d'accord
ArchiPelagorecognizeth
d'accord pour reconreconnoitre, dans les conditions stipunaltre,
stipulees par le present Traite, la
pleme
lapleme
et entiere souverainete de la
la
Norvege sur Parchipel
Spitsl'archipel du Spitsberg comprenant,
Pile aux
comprenant, avec 1'lle
Ours on
ou Beeren-Eiland,
Beeren-Eiland, toutes les
entre les
et 35°
ties situees
situees entre
les 10°
10° et
35° de
de
longitude Est
Greenwich et
longitude
Est de
de Greenwich
entre les 74° et 81° de
de latitude
latitude
Nord, notamment:
notamment: le Spitsberg
occidental, la terre
occidental,
terre du
du Nord-Est,
Nord-Est,
Pile
d'Edge, les
l'fle de Barents, I'lle
l'fle d'Edge,
lies
Iles Wiche, 1'lle
l'Ile d'Esp6rance
d'Esperance on
ou
Hopen-Eiland et
Hopen-Eiland
et la
la terre du
du
Prince-Charles, ensemble les
les Iles,
ties,
lots et rochers
hots
rochers qui en dependent
dependent
(Voir la carte aimexee).
annexee).

The High Contracting
Contracting Parties
undertake
recognise, subject to
undertake to recognise,
the stipulations of the present
present
Treaty, the full and absolute
sovereignty of Norway over the
sovereignty
the
Archipelago of Spitsbergen, comArchipelago
prising, with Bear
Bear Island or
or
Beeren-Eiland, all the islands
situated between
between 10°
35°
situated
10° and
and 35°
longitude
longitude East of Greenwich
Greenwich and
between 74° and 81° latitude
latitude
between
North, especially West Spitsbergen, North-East
North-East Land, Barents
Island, Edge
Edge Island,
Island, Wiche
Wiche IsIsland,
Islands, Hope Island or HopenHopenEiland, and Prince Charles
Charles ForeForetogether with all islands
land, together
great or small and rocks apperapper(see annexed
annexed map).
map).
taining thereto (see
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ARTICLE
2.
ARTICLE 2.

Les navires et ressortissants de
toutes les Hautes
Hautes Parties Contoutes
tractantes seront
egalement adadseront egalement
tractantes
mis
l'exercice du droit
peche
droit de
de peche
mis a
a l'exercice
et de
chasse dans
dans les
regions
les regions
et
de chasse
visees ita Particle
P'article l1" et leurs
leurs eaux
territoriales.
territoriales.
Ii appartiendra
appartiendra a
la Norvege
de
a la
Norvege de
I1
maintenir, prendre
ou edicter
edicter les
maintenir,
prendre on
mesures
assurer la conmesures propres kit assurer
servation
et, s'il
s'il y
ya
alieu,
la reconlieu, la
servation et,
stitution de
faune et
fore
et de la
la flore
stitution
de la
la faune
dans lesdites
lesdites regions
regions et
et leurs
leurs eaux
eaux
dans
teriitoriales, etant
entendu quo
etant entendu
que
territoriales,
ces mesures
devront toujours
toujours
ces
mesures devront
etre
applicables aux
aux
Atre egalement
egalement applicables
ressortissants
toutes les
ressortissants de toutes
les Hautes
Hautes
Parties
Contractantes, sans
sans exexParties Contractantes,
emptions, privileges
privileges et
et faveurs
emptions,
faveurs
quelconquea, directs
directs ou
on indirects,
indirects,
quelconques,
an profit de l'une quelconque
au
quelconque
d'entre elles.
les droits
occupants dont les
Les occupants
seront
seront reconnus
reconnus selon
selon les termes
des articles
articles 6
et 77 jouiront
des
6 et
jouiront du
du
droit
stir leurs
droit exclusif
exclusif de
de chasse sur
fonds de
proximito des
des
fonds
de terre:
terre: 1° ita proximit6
habitations, des
mades maisons,
maisons, des
des mahabitations,
gasins, des usines,
usines, des installations
l'extions amenagees
am6nagees aux fins de l'exploitation
du fonds
fonds de
de terre,
dans
terre, dans
ploitation du
les conditions
fixees par
les reglepar les
regleles
conditions fixees
ments
ments de
de la
la police locale;
locale; 2° dans
un
rayon de
10 kilometres
autour
de 10
kilometres autour
un rayon
du
principal des entreprises
entreprises
du siege
siege principal
ou
exploitations; et
les deux
deux
et dans
dans les
ou exploitations;
cas
de l'observation
l'observation
cas sous
sous reserve
reserve de
des
le
par le
reglements edictes
edictes par
des reglements
Gouvernement
norvegien dans les
Gouvernement norvegien
conditions
au present
present
6noncees au
conditions enoneees
article.
article.
er

ARTICLE
3.
ARTICLE 3.

ressortissants de toutes les
Les ressortissants
Hautes Parties
Hautes
Parties Contractantes
Contractantes auautine egale liberte d'acces
d'acces et
et
ront une
relftche pour
quelque cause
cause et
de relache
pour quelque
objet que
quo ce
soit, dans
dans les eaux,
eaux,
ce soit,
objet
fjords et
des regions
regions visees
visees
fjords
et ports
ports des
it l'article
pourront s'y
s'y
ler; ils
ils pourront
l'article 1;
livrer, sans
sans aucune
sous
entrave, sous
aucune entrave,
livrer,
reserve
l'observation des lois
lois
de l'observation
reserve de
et reglements
reglements locaux,
beaux, ii.
toutes
i toutes
et
operations
maritimes,
indusindusmaritimes,
operations
trielles,
minieres et
et commerciales
com.merciales
trielles, minieres
stir un
tin pied
pied de
de parfaite
parfaite egalite.
egalite.
sur

FEBRUARY 9,
9, 1920.
1920.
FEBRUARY
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ARTICLE
ARTICLE 2.
2.
Ships and
nationals of
all the
the ssEig
E9ual enjoyment of
Ships
and nationals
of all
a doymunting
lung and
hunting
fis

High Contracting
shall
Parties shall
Contracting Parties
High
enjoy equally
rights of
enjoy
equally the
the rights
of fishing
and
territories
and hunting
hunting in
in the
the territories
specified in
Article 1
their
specified
in Article
1 and in
in their
territorial
territorial waters.
waters.

rights.
rights.

Preservation, etc., of
Norway shall
free to
fauna and
and flora
by
Norway
shall be
be free
to mainmain- the fauna
floa"by
tam,
decree suitable
Norway.
or decree
suitable Norway.
take or
tain, take
measures to
to insure the
the preservameasures
tion
and, if
if necessary,
necessary, the
the re-conre-contion and,
stitution of
of the
the fauna
of
stitution
fauna and
and flora
flora of
the
said regions,
and their
their territerriregions, and
the said
torial
clearly
torial waters;
waters; it
it being
being clearly
understood that
measures
that these
these measures
understood
applicable equally
shall always be applicable
to
of all
all the
the High
High
to the
the nationals
nationals of
Contracting Parties
Parties without
without any
any
Contracting
exemption, privilege
or favour
favour
exemption,
privilege or
whatsoever, direct
or indirect
-to
whatsoever,
ddirect or
indirectto
the
of any
any one
one of
of them.
the advantage
advantage of
the
Preservation, etc

of

Rights to be enjoyed
Occupiers of
whose rights
rights b
ytt
t
ps
ir
r
.
b
:
f
eaT
d
of land
land whose
Occupiers
by
occupiers
of
lands..
have
have been recognised in
in accerdaccordPost.
P. 1897.
18
97.
Post p.
ance with the terms of Articles 66
and
will enjoy
enjoy the exclusive
and 77 will
right
own land:
land:
of hunting on
on their
their own
right of
(1)
neighbourhood of
of their
their
(1) in
in the
the neighbourhood
habitations, houses, stores, fachabitations,
tories
constructtories and
and installations,
installations, constructed for
for the
the purpose
of developing
developing
purpose of
ed
their property, under
under conditions
conditions
laid down
down by the
reguthe local
local police regulaid
10
lations; (2) within
within a
a radius
radius of 10
kilometres
headquarters
kilometres round
round the headquarters
of
place of business or works;
works;
of their place
and
subject always
and in
in both
both cases,
cases, subject
always
observance of regulations
regulations
to the observance
Norwegian GovernGovernmade
made by the Norwegian
the
ment
accordance with
ment in
in accordance
with the
conditions
present
laid down in
in the present
conditions laid
Article.
Article.

ARTICLE
3.
ARTICLE 3.
Mutual liberty of
The nationals
th
nationals of
of all
all the
the High
High access
Mtces
lidbertyo
The
and entry
to the
waters,
etc.
Contracting
have aters,etc.
Contracting Parties shall have
equal
liberty of
entry
of access
access and
and entry
equal liberty
for any
any reason
object whatever
whatever
reason or
or object
for
to
waters, fjords
and ports
ports of
of
fjords and
to the
the waters,
the
territories specified
Article
the territories
specified in
in Article
observance of
1;
1; subject
subject to the observance
local laws
and regulations,
they
regulations, they
laws and
local
may
carry on
imwithout imon there
there without
may carry
pediment
maritime, industrial,
industrial,
all maritime,
pediment all
mining
and commercial
commercial operaoperamining and
of absolute
tions on
on aa footing of
equality.
equality.
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admidson to

Equal admon to
commercial,
etc., entercommercial, etc,
prises
land and
and
pries on
on land
waters.

dans les
m6mes
UI
us seront
seront admis
admis dans
les memes
conditions d'egalite
et
1'exercice et
d'egalit6 aaPexercice
conditions
Pexploitation de
de toutes
entretoutes entrea 1'exploitation
prises maritimes,
maritimes, industrielles,
industrielles,
prises
minieres ou
on commerciales,
commerciales, tant a
minieres
terre
que dans
eaux territoterritoles eaux
dans les
terre que
riales, sans
sans qu'aucun
qu'aucun monopole,
monopole, ait
riales,
aucun
egard et
pour quelque
quelque enenet pour
aucun egard
treprise
que ce soit,
puisse etre
etre
soit, puisse
treprisequece

etabli.

Ships of Contracting etabli.
Patties accorded right
rights
Nonobstant les regles qui seto rtsenter
from Norwegian raient en vigueur en Norvege relathe .
po
ports from or to the
Archipelago.
o t tivement au cabotage, les navires

Nonobstant les regles qui seConed
to
Noregian raient en vigueur en Norvege relativement au cabotage, les navires
chiplag
des Hautes
Contractantes
Parties Contractantes
Hautes Parties
des
en provenance
ou a
destination
a destination
provenance on
en
des regions
visees a
a Particle
l'article
regions vis6es
des
premier
auront le droit de repremier auront
licher,
Faller qu'au
qu'au retour,
retour,
tant a
a 1'aller
acher, tent
dans
les ports
norvegiens, pour
pour
ports norv6giens,
dans les
embarquer
ou d6barquer
debarquer des
voyades voyaembarquer ou
geurs
des marchandises
marcha,ndises en
en
ou des
geurs on
provenance
on a
a destination
destination desprovenance ou
dites
pour toute
toute autre
autre
ou pour
regions, on
dites regions,
cause.
cause.
Most favored treategards,
ment
the
R
est entendu
entendu qu'a
qu'a tous
tons egards,
II est
trat-e
aoed of
meat to nationals
Otracting
Parties.
CeilitrsetingParties '
et notamment
notamreent en tout ce qm conconcerne
l'importation
cerne l'exportation,
l'exportation, l'importation
de
et
transit, les
ressortissants de
les ressortissants
et le
le transit,
toutes les
les Hautes
Hautes Parties
Parties Contractoutes
tantes, leurs
navires et
leurs
et leurs
leurs navires
tantes,
merchandises, ne
soumis aa.
seront swamis
ne seront
marchandises,
aucwae charge
ni restriction
restriction quelquelcharge ni
aucune
conque, qui
qui ne
ne sera
sera pas
appliquee
pas appliquee
conque,
aux ressortissants,
aux navires
navires
ressortissants, aux
aux
ou
aux merchandises,
jouissant
marchandises, jouissant
ou aux
en Norvege
traitement de
de la
la
du traitement
en
Norvege du
nation la
les ressorressorfavorisee, les
la plus
plus favorisee,
nation
tissants
norvegiens, leurs navires
tissants norvegiens,
et
leurs marchandises
merchandises etant
6tant dans
et leurs
ce
but assimiles
ceux des autres
autres
assimiles a.a ceux
ce but
Hautes
Parties Contractantes,
Contractantes, et
et
Hautes Parties
ne
jouissant d'un traitement
plus
traitement plus
ne jouissant
favorable a, aucun egard.
s
Similar
erport favorable a aucun 6gard.
L'exportation de
marde toutes
toutes mercharges
tobae
be imposed.
noed. L'exportation
ch
chandises destinees
destinees au
au territoire
chandises
d'une quelconque
quelconque des
des Puissances
Puissances
d'une
contractantes
devra etre
Atre frapne devra
contractantes ne
pee
restriction
d'aucune charge
charge ni restriction
pee d'aucune
qui
differentes ou
ou
puissent etre
etre diff6rentes
qui puissent
plus
que celles
celles prevues
prevues
plus onereuses
onereuses que
h
l'exportation de
de merchandises
marchandises
a l'exportation
de
destination
de la memo
meme espece
espece aa, desnatination
du
du territoire d'une autre Puissance
(y compris
compris la
sance contractante
contractante (y
Norvege) ou
ou de
de tout
autre pays.
pays.
NorvAge)
tout autre

Equality in public
wire
crc telegraph etaireless
tions.
s

telegraph sta-

io m.

FEBRUARY 9, 1920.
FEBRUARY
1920.

They
shall be
be admitted
admitted under
under
They shall
the same
same conditions
of equality
conditions of
the
to
the exercise
exercise and practice
practice of all
to the
maritime, industrial,
industrial, mining
mining or
maritime,
commercial
enterprises both
both on
on
commercial enterprises
land
and in
the territorial
waters,
territorial waters,
in the
land and
and
monopoly shall
be estabestabshall be
no monopoly
and no
lished on
on any
any account
or for
any
for any
account or
lished
enterprise
whatever.
enterprise whatever.
Notwithstanding
rules rereany rules
Notwithstanding any
lating
to coasting
coasting trade
trade which
which
lating to
may
in Norway,
Norway-,ships
in force
force in
be in
may be
of the
Contracting Parties
Parties
High Contracting
the High
of
going
or coming
coming from
the territerrifrom the
to or
going to
tories specified
specified in
shall
1 shall
in Article
Article 1
tories
have
the right
right to
to put
put into
into NorNorhave the
wegian
on their
or
their outward
outward or
ports on
wegian ports
voyage for the purpose
homeward voyage
of taking
taking on
on board
or disembarkdisembarkboard or
of
to
ing passengers
passengers dr
or cargo going
going to
ing
or coming
the said
said territerrifrom the
or
coming from
tories, or
or for
purpose.
any other
other purpose.
for any
tories,
It is
is agreed
agreed that
that in
in every
every rereIt
spect and
and especially
especially with regard
spect
transit
to
and transit
exports, imports and
to exports,
traffic,
nationals of
all the
the
of all
the nationals
traffic, the
nigh
their
Parties, their
Contracting Parties,
High Contracting
ships and
goods shall
shall not
not be
be subships
and goods
ject to
to any
any charges
or restrictions
restrictions
charges or
ject
whatever
are not borne
borne by
whatever which are
goods
the
nationals, ships or goods
the nationals,
which
enjoy in
Norway the
in Norway
the treatwhich enjoy
ment
ment of
of the most favoured nanationals, ships
tion; Norwegian
Norwegian nationals,
this purpose
purpose
or goods
goods being
being for this
the other
other
assimilated
of the
assimilated to those of
High
and
Contracting Parties,
Parties, and
High Contracting
not
in
not treated
treated more
more favourably
favourably in
any
respect.
any respect.
No
charge or
shall be
be
No charge
or restriction
restriction shall
imposed
on the exportation
exportation of
imposed on
of any
the territories
territories of
any goods to the
of the
the Contracting
Contracting Powers
Powers other
other
of
or more
more onerous
onerous than
than on the exor
portation
of similar
goods to
to the
portation of
similar goods
the
territory
other ContractContractterritory of
of any
any other
ing
(including Norway)
ing Power
Power (including
Norway) or
or
to any other
other destination.
to
destination.

ARTICLE 4.
ARTICLE
4.

4.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 4.

Toute
station publique
de teleToute station
publique de
telegraphie sans
sans ft].
etablie ou
graphie
fil 6tablie
ou ,a.
etablir, avec Pautorisation
6tablir,
l'autorisation ou
ou par

All
wireless telegraphy
All public wireless
telegraphy
stations established
established or to be esstations
tablished by,
by, or with
with the authoriauthori-

TREATY—SPITSBERGEN
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FEBRUARY 9, 1920.
FEBRUABY

1897
1897

of, the
Norwegian Governthe Norwegian
sation of,
les soins
soins du
du Gouvernement
Gouvernement norve- sation
les
the territories
territories rewithin the
ment within
glen, dans
les regions visees ak ment
dans les
gien,
ferred
to
in
Article
1
shall always
always
1 shall
Article
in
to
ferred
etre
Particle
l
,
devra
toujours
etre
toujours
Plarticle 1 er, devra
a footing of absolute
be open
open on
on a
ouverte
parfait° be
pied de parfaite
un pied
sur un
ouverte sur
from
equality to
to communications
communications from
egalite
communications des equality
aux communications
egalite aux
ships of
of all
all flags
and from naflags and
tous pavilions
de toils
navires
pavilions et des ships
navires de
of the
the High
High Contracting
tionals of
ressortissants
des Hautes Parties tionals
ressortissants des
the conditions
conditions laid
under the
Parties, under
Contractantes dans
dans les
les conditions
conditions Parties,
Contractantes
down in
Wireless Telegraphy
Telegraphy
the Wireless
in the
prevues par
Convention radio- down
la Convention
par la
prevues
Convention
of
July
5,
1912, or in
1912,
5,
July
of
Convention
ou
telegraphique
du
5
juillet
1912
on
5
telegraphique du
the subsequent
subsequent International
International Conde la
la Convention
internationale the
Convention internationale
de
vention which
may be
concluded
be concluded
which may
8tre subs- vention
qui
conclue pour
pour etre
serait conclue
qui serait
to
it.
replace it.
to replace
tituee
celle-ci.
tituee a celle-ci.
Private wireless inland
by
to international
Subject to
Subject
international ob- stallaons
stallations
by
land
obligations inSous
des obligations
reserve des
Sous reserve
owners.
owners.
state
a
ligations
arising
out
of
a
of
arising
ligations
etat
d'un
ternationales
resultant
etat
ternationales resultant
war, owners
of landed
landed property
owners of
de
les proprietaires
proprietaires d'un war,
guerre, les
de guerre,
be
shall
always
at liberty
liberty to
always
shall
etatoujours
pourront
bien-fonds
bien-fonds
use for their own
and use
establish and
blir
utiliser pour
pour leurs propres
propres establish
et utiliser
blir et
telegraphy inwireless telegraphy
purposes wireless
tle- purposes
affaires des
des installations
installations de teleaffaires
stallations,
which
shall
be
to
free to
be free
shall
which
stallations,
graphie sans
sans fil,
ciui auront
auront la
fil, qui
graphie
communicate on
on private
business
private business
liberte
commumquer pour af- communicate
de commumquer
ibert6 de
or moving wireless
fixed or
with fixed
faires privees
des stations with
avec des
privees avec
faires
stations, including
including those on board
fixes on
y compris les stations,
mobiles, y
ou mobiles,
fixes
ships and
aircraft.
and aircraft.
stations etablies
les navires et ships
sur les
6tablies sur
stations
les aeronefs.
aeronefs.
les
er

ARTICLE 5.
5.
ARTICLE
Les Hautes
Hautes Parties
Parties ContracLes
tantes reconnaissent
reconnaissent Putilite
d'el'utilit 6 d'6tantes
visees a
tablir
dans
les
regions
regions
les
dans
tablir
l'article premier
premier une
une station inl'article
ternationale de
de meteorologie,
meteorologie, dont
dont
ternationale
l'organisation
l'objet d'une
fera l'objet
l'organisation fera
Convention
ulterieure.
Convention ulterieure.
Ii sera
pourvu egalement
egalement par
sera pourvu
II
voie de
convention aux condide convention
voie
tions dans
dans lesquelles
recherlesquelles les rechertions
ches
d'ordre scientifique
pourront
scientifique pourront
ches d'ordre
etre
effectuees dans
lesdites redans lesdites
etre effectuees
gions.

6.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 6.

Sous reserve
des dispositions
dispositions du
reserve des
Sous
present
article, les
les droits acquis
present article,
appartenant
ressortissants
aux ressortissants
appartenant aux
des
Hautes Parties
Parties Contractantes
des Hautes
seront
reconnus valables.
seront reconnus
Les reclamations
reclamations relativement
relativement
Les
aux
resultant de
de prises de
droits resultant
aux droits
possession
d'occupation anou d'occupation
possession ou
present
terieures a
la signature
signature du
du present
a la
terieures
Traite
seront reglees d'apres les
Traite seront
ci-jointe,
dispositions de
1'Annexe ci-jointe,
de l'Annexe
dispositions
qui aura
que
valeur que
et valeur
force et
meme force
aura meme
qui
le present
present Traite.
Traite.
le
ARTICLE
7.
ARTICLE 7.

ARTICLE 5.
5.
ARTICLE
International

mete-

International
The High
High Contracting
Parties orological
station.mete.
Contracting Parties
The
recognise the
the utility
utility of
of establishestablishrecognise
ing an
international meteorologimeteorologian international
ing
cal station
in the
territories specthe territories
station in
cal
ified
in Article
the organisation
organisation
1, the
Article 1,
ified in
of
which shall
the subject of
form the
shall form
of which
subsequent Convention.
Convention.
aasubsequent
Conduct of scientific
o to tobe
Condvnition
con- investigations
be conConventions
also be
shall also
be
Conventions shall
provided
for.
cluded laying
laying down
down the
the condicondi- provided for.
cluded
tions
scientific inwhich scientific
under which
tions under
be conducted
vestigations
may be
conducted
vestigations may
territories.
in
the said
said territories.
in the

ARTICLE
6.
ARTICLE 6.
all
rights
Subject
to the
provisions of
lau
al
ire
s Id
d rig
aht
ni
sof
oi .
all
of nAcqui
the provisions
Subject to
recognized.
rights
the presentArticle,
present Article, acquired
acquired ri hts
the
of
onnationals of the High Conof nationals
tracting
be recogshall be
Parties shall
tracting Parties
nised.
nised.
Action
on prior
tion on
Claims arising from takin
taking
possession
occupation of
from occupation
or from
possession or
the
Iand before
before the
the signature
signature of the
land
present
Treaty shall be dealt
present Treaty
the
with in
accordance with the
in accordance
with
Post, p
p..1901.
1901.
Annex hereto,
which will have Pof
hereto, which
Annex
the
same force
force and
and effect
effect as the
the same
present Treaty.
Treaty.
present

7.
ARTICLE 7.
ARTICLE
Equality in treat-

With
regard to
methods of
nin
Equality
of o
wnership of
of
ownership
of mentof
to methods
Dans
regions visees
ParWith regard
a Farvisees a
les regions
Dans les
acquisition, enjoyment
and
exer- propertyproperty.
exerand
enjoyment
acquisition,
k
ticle
l
er
,
la
Norvege
s'engage
k
tide 1 e, la Norvege s'engage

1898
1898

0
Expropriation
striated.

EstxEaatio.
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accorder a,a tous
tous les ressortissants
ressortissants
accorder
des
Hautes Parties
Parties Contractantes,
Contractantes,
des Hautes
en
qui concerne
les modes
modes
en ce
ce qui
concerne les
d'acquisition, la
jouissance et
d'acquisition,
la jouissance
et
l'exercice
l'exercice du
du droit de
de propriete,
propri6et, yy
compris les
les droits
droits miniers,
minters, un
compris
un
traitement bas6
base sur
une parfaite
sur une
parfaite
traitement
egalite
et conforme
stipulagalite et
conforme aux
aux stipulations du
du present
Traite.
tions
pr6sent
Traite.
re
I1
reII ne pourra
pourra etre effectue
effectuO d'expropriation
que pour
pour cause
cause d'utipropriation que
lit6
le verseversecontre le
lit publique
publique et
et contre
ment d'une
ment
d'une juste
juste indemnite.
indemnite.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 8.
8.

Mining regulations
to be provided -0=1nd-

La Norvege
s'engage
s'engage
pourse ge it pourto be^todedLa
Norve
in g paall etc.
privileges.
les regions
regions visees
vises a
l'article
a Particle
voir les
iviSeleges,voir
ing
monopolies,
qui, nono1" d'un regime
regime rainier
minier qui,
tamment
au point
point de
de vue
vue des
tamment au
des
impOts,
redevances de
de
impots, taxes
taxes on
ou redevances
toute
toute nature,
nature, des
des conditions
conditions genegenerales et
et particulieres
particulieres du
rales
du travail,
travail,
devra
tons privileges,
devra exclure
exclure tous
privileges,
monopoles
ou faveurs
faveurs tant
tent an
monopoles ou
au
profit
de l'ltat
Pntat qu'au
qu'au profit
profit des
des
profit de
ressortissants
(Pune des
Hautes
ressortissants d'une
des Hautes
Parties
Contractantes, y
Parties Contractantes,
y compris
compris
la
Norvege, et
et assurer
la Norvege,
assurer an
an perpersonnel saltine
de toute
categoric
sonnel
salari6 de
toute categorie
les garanties
de salaire
salaire et
et de
de proproles
garanties de
tection necessaires
kenleur bientection
n6cessaires a.a leur
etre
moral et
Atre physique,
physique, moral
et intelintellectuel.
lectuel.
Taxes levied ArchiLes imp6ts,
impots, taxes
droits qui
qui
et droits
taxes et
Les
forthe
stvely
sively
for the Archi-plago.
pelagodevront Atre
etre exseront percus
percus devront
exclusivement consacres
consacres auxdites
clusivement
auxdites
regions et
et no
r6gions
ne pourront
pourront etre
Atre Otablis
6tablis
9ue dans
is mesure
mesure oi
oh ils
us seront
seront
que
dans la
justifies par
par leur
leur objet.
justifi6s
objet.
Extriduty on
minEn ce
cc qui
qui concerne
specialeconcerne spcialeEn
onmierEodit
ment l'exportation
ment
1'exportation des
des minerals,
minerais,
le
Gouvernement norv6gien
norvegien aura
le Gouvernement
aura
la
d'etablir une
la faculte
faculte d'6tablir
une tare
taxe a.a
l'exportation;
toutefois cette
cette tare
l'exportation; toutefois
taxe
no pourra
pourra etre
p.
ne
Atre superieure
superieure aa. 11p.
100
de la
la valeur
des
100 de
valeur maxima
maxima des
minerais export&
jusqu'k concurconcurminerais
exportes jusqu'%
rence
100,000 tonnes,
et aurence de
de 100,000
tonnes, et
audessus
cette quantite
la tare
dessus de
de cette
quantit6 la
taxe
proportion decroissuivra une proportion
decroisdetersante. La
La valeur sera
sera d6terminee
fin de
is saison
navigaminee k
a la
la fin
de la
saison navigable
ble en calculant
calculant le prix moyen
moyen
franco-bord.
franco-bord.
Propose
d regulations
1
e
to be submitted to the
Trois
mois avant
avant la
is date
date prevue
prevue
Trois mois
other
Powers
by
Norpour
sa
mise
en
vigueur,
other Powers by Nor- pour
raise
vit-tieur, le
way.
projet de
de regime
projet
regime minter
minier devra
devra
etre communique
communiqué par
par le GouverGouvernement
autres
nement norvegien
norvegien aux
aux autres
twill

Proposed regulations

1920.
FEBRUARY
FEBRUARY 9, 1920.

cise
right of
of ownership
ownership of
of
cise of
of the
the right
property,
including mineral
rights,
property, including
mineral rights,
in
the territories
in
territories specified
specified in
in the
Article
undertakes to
to
Article 1,
1, Norway
Norway undertakes
grant
all nationals
grant to
to all
nationals of
of the
the
T-Tigh Contracting
Contracting Parties
Parties treattreatHigh
ment
based on
on complete
equality
ment based
complete equality
and in
in conformity
conformity with
with the stipustipuand
lations
of the
the present
present Treaty.
Treaty.
lations of
Expropriation
may be
resorted
Expropriation may
be resorted
to only
only on
on grounds
of public
to
grounds of
public
utility
utility and
and on
on payment
payment of
of proper
proper
compensation.
compensation.
ARTICLE 8.
ARTICLE
8.
Norway
undertakes to
Norway undertakes
to provide
provide
for
territories specified
specified in
for the
the territories
in
Article
mining regulations
Article 11 mining
regulations
which, especially
the point
which,
especially from
from the
point
of
of imposts,
taxes or
or
of view
view of
imposts, taxes
charges of
of
charges
of any
any kind,
kind, and
and of
general or
or particular
particular labour
general
labour conconditions, shall
exclude all
ditions,
shall exclude
all priviprivileges,
leges, monopolies
monopolies or favours
favours for
for
the
benefit of
the benefit
of the
the State
State or of
of the
the
nationals
of the
High
nationals of any one
one of
the High
Contracting
Parties, including
including
Contracting Parties,
Norway, and
shall guarantee
guarantee to
to
Norway,
and shall
the paid
of all
categories the
the
the
paid staff
staff of
all categories
remuneration and
and protection
remuneration
protection necnecessary
their physical,
physical, moral
essary for
for their
moral
welfare.
and intellectual
intellectual welfare.
Taxes,
duties levied
levied
Taxes, dues
dues and duties
exclusively to
shall be devoted
devoted exclusively
the
shall not
not
the said territories
territories and
and shall
exceed
required for
the
exceed what
what is required
for the
object in
in view.
as the
So far, particularly,
particularly, as
the exexportation of minerals
minerals is conconcerned,
cerned, the Norwegian
Norwegian GovernGovernment shall have
have the right to
to levy
an
duty- which
which shall
shall not
an export
export duty
not
exceed.
of the
the maximum
maximum
exceed 1% of
value of the
the minerals
up
value
minerals exported
exported up
to
tons, and
beyond that
to 100,000
100,000 tons,
and beyond
that
quantity the duty will be proportionately
portionately diminished.
The
diminished.
The
value
value shall be fixed at
at the
the end
of the navigation season by calcalculating the
culating
average free
free on
the average
on
board price
board
price obtained.
obtained.
before the date
date
Three months before
fixed for
for their
their coming
coming into
into force,
force
the draft mining
regulations shall
shall
mining regulations
be communicated
communicated by
by the Norother
wegian Government
Government to
to the
the other
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Puissances contractantes.
Puissances
contractantes.
Si,
Si,
dans ce delai, une ou
plusieurs
ou plusieurs
desdites Puissances
Puissances proposaient
proposaient
d'apporter des
des modifications
modifications aa,
d'apporter
cette reglementation
reglementation avant qu'elle
q.
u'elle
appliquee, ces
ces propositions
soit appliquee,
propositions
seraient
communiquees par
par le
seraient communiquees
le
Gouvernement norvegien
Gouvernement
norvegien aux
aux
autres
Poissances contractantes,
autres Puissances
contractantes,
pour etre soumises a
l'examen et
et
a l'examen
d'une Commission
h la decision d'une
Commission
conaposee
de
composee d'un
d'un representant
representant de
chacune desdites
chacune
desdites
Puissances.
Puissances.
Cette Commission
Commission sera
sera reunie
reunie
Gouvernement norvegien
par le Gouvernement
norvegien et
et
devra
dans un
devra statuer dans
un delai
delai de
de
trois
dater de
de sa
reunion.
trois mois
mois a
a dater
sa reunion.
Ses decisions
seront prises
prises b
It la
decisions seront
la
majorite
des voix.
voix.
majorite des
ARTICLE 9.
9.
ARTICLE
Sous reserve
reserve des
des droits
droits et
et
devoirs pouvant
pouvant resulter
resulter pour
pour la
la
Norvege
son adhesion
NorvIge de
de son
adhesion aIt la
la
Societe des
des Nations,
Nations, la
la Norvege
Norvege
creer et
ne
s'engage a
a ne creer
et ait ne
laisser s'etablir
s'etablir aucune
aucune base
base
navale
dans les
regions visees
navale dans
les regions
visees Ita
l'article 1e,
Particle
l , it
truire
a ne
ne cons
construire
aucune fortification
fortification dans
lesdites
dans lesdites
regions, qui
devront jamais
jamais
regions,
qui ne
ne devront
un but
etre utilisees
utilisees dans
dans un
but de
de
guerre.
guerre.
er

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 10.
10.

En attendant
attendant que
reconque la reconnaissance par
par les
Hautes Parties
Parties
les Hautes
Contractantes
Contractantes d'un
Gouverned'un Gouvernement russe permette a
It la
la Russie
Russie
d'adherer
d'adherer au
Traite, les
les
au present Trait6,
nationaux
societes russes
jouinationaux et
et societes
russes jouiront des m6mes
memes droits
droits que
les
que les
ressortissants
des Haute,s
Parties
ressortissants des
Hautes Parties
Contractantes.
Contractantes.
Les
qu'ils auraient
Les reclamations
reclamations qu'ils
auraient
dans les
a faire
faire valoir
valoir dans
les regions
regions
l'article l1l seront previsees ait Particle
presentees, dans
sentees,
les conditions
dans les
conditions stipustipulees par l'article
Particle 6
du
6 et
et l'Annexe
l'Annexe du
present Traite,
du
Traite, par les
les soins
soins du
Gouvernement
Gouvernement danois,
qui concondanois, qui
a preter,
pr6ter, dans
sent It
dans ce but,
but, ses
bons offices.
offices.
bons
er

LE
LEPRE
SENT TRAITE
dont les
PRESENT
TRAITrr, ,dont
les

textes francais
francais et
anglais feront
feront
textes
et anglais
foi,
foi, sera
sera radii&
ratifie.

1899
1899

FEBRUARY 9,
FEBRUARY
9, 1920.
1920.

d
nri:
Contracting
Powers. If
If during
during izeCodmmsond
c
dtV.81 auttc
Contracting Powers.
atho
this period
period one
one or
or more
the said
fleations proposed
propoaec
l by
this
more of
of the
said flcations
by
er n i

Powers propose
propose to
to modify
Powers.
Powers
modify these
these the
thePowers.
regulations before
they are
are apapbefore they
such proposals
be
plied, such
proposals shall
shall be
communicated by the
communicated
the Norwegian
Norwegian
Government
to the
the other
otherConGovernment to
Contracting
that
tracting Powers
Powers in
in order
order that
they
may be
to examthey may
be submitted
submitted to
examination and the
decision of
the decision
of aa
Commission composed
composed of
one
Commission
of one
representative of
of the
representative
of each
each of
the said
said
CommisPowers. This
This Commission
tu
. on of
Powers.
Commission shall
shall si°
sActi
of commisof the
the
meet at
at the
the invitation
invitation of
Norwegian
Government and
Norwegian Government
and shall
shall
decision within
within a
period
come to
to a
a decision
a period
the date
of three
three months
months from
from the
date of
of
first meeting.
its first
meeting. Its decisions
decisions
shall be
be taken
taken by
by a
amajority.
shall
majority.
ARTICLE 9.
ARTICLE
9.

Subject to the rights and
Navs
fortand duties
duties fictao
ns bas
not or
Vt
resulting
the admission
of constructed.
emstmeted•
resulting from
from the
admission of
Norway_
League of
of NaNorway to the
the League
Nations, Norway
Norway undertakes
not to
to
undertakes not
create nor to
the establishestablishto allow
allow the
ment
any naval
base in
the
ment of
of any
naval base
in the
territories specified
territories
specified in
in Article
Article 11
and
construct any
and not
not to
to construct
any fortificafortification in the said territories,
territories, which
which
may never be used
for warlike
warlike
used for
purposes.
purposes.
v al

b as

.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 10.
10.

Until the
the recognition
recognition by the 81:111202r.ed
Ensia tionad
Rus
High
Contracting Parties
High Contracting
Parties of
of aa
Russian Government
shall perRussian
Government shall
permit
Russia to
adhere to
to the
the
mit Russia
to adhere
present
Treaty, Russian
present Treaty,
Russian nationals
nationals
shall enjoy
and companies
companies shall
enjoy the
the
same
rights as
of the
same rights
as nationals
nationals of
the
High
Contracting Parties.
Parties.
High Contracting
be presentClaims in
in the
territories specspec- ed
eacthrough
e ns rtt
Claims
the territories
theP=
Danish
ified
Article 11which
which they
may
Government.
ified in
in Article
they may oovernment.
have to
put forward
have
to put
forward shall
shall be
be prepresented
under the
the conditions
laid Ante, p. 1897.
sented under
conditions laid
down
in the
the present
Treaty (Arp. 1901.
down in
present Treaty
(Ar- Post,
9ll9o
PW'p.
ticle
Annex) through
through the
the
tide 66 and
and Annex)
intermediary
intermediary of
Govof the Danish
Danish Government, who
ernment,
declare their
willwho declare
their willingness
ingness to lend their
offices
their good
good offices
for this
purpose.
for
this purpose.
Ratification.
THE PRESENT
PRESENT TREATY,
of which
which Ratifiatio
THE
TEIATY, of
and English
English texts
texts are
the French
French and
are
both authentic,
authentic, shall be
ratified.
be ratified.

1900
1900
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Deposit of
iDeposit
of ratificartfic
tions.

9,
9, 1920.
1920.

Ratifications shall
Le depot des ratifications sera
Ratifications
shall be
be deposited
deposited
Paris as
soon as
as possible.
effectue k
it Paris,
Paris, le
plus tot
qu'il at
effectue
at Paris
le plus
t6t qu'il
as soon
possible.

sera
possible.
sera possible.
Les Puissances
Puissances dont
dont le
le GouverLes
Gouvernement
siege hors
nement a
a son
son siege
hors d'Europe
d'Europe
auront
faculte de
se borner
auront la
la facultf
de se
borner a
au Gouvernement
Gouvernement
faire connaitre
connaltre au
de la
par
de
la Republique
R6publique franeaise,
francaise, par
leur
repr&entant diplomatique
diplomatique ah
leur representant
Paris, que
quo leur
ete
Paris,
leur ratification
ratification a
a 6et
donnee et,
dans ce
donnee
et, dans
ce cas,
cas, elles
elles dedevront en
transmettre 'Instrument
vront
en transmettre
l'instrument
aussit6t quo faire se pourra.
Effective
from date
Effective from
date of
of aussitt que faire se pourra.
ratification
ratification by signaLe present Trait6
Traite entrera
en
Le
entrera en
tory Powers.
toPowers. .
vigueur,
vigueur, en ce qui
concerne lea
qui concerne
les
Ante, p. 1898.
At, 9
stipulations de
'article 8, des
stipulations
de Particle
qu il aura ete
qu'il
6et ratifie
ratifie par
par chacune
chacune
Puissances signataires,
des Puissances
signataires, et,
et, aa
tons
autres egards,
tous •autres
egards, en
en meme
meme
temps
que le
regime minier
minier prevu
temps que
le regime
prevu
audit
article.
Adhesion by third audit article.
Adhesion
Powers.
Les tierces
tierces Puissances
Puissances seront
seront
invitees
park Gouvernement
Gouvernement de
de la
la
invitees parle
Republique franeaise
Republique
francaise aIt adherer
adherer au
au
present
present Traite
Traite dument
(lament ratifie.
ratifie.
Cmtte adhesion
sera effectuee
effectuee par
par
Cette
adhesion sera
voie de
notification adressee
au
de notification
adressee au
Gouvernement franais,
Gouvernement
It qui
francais, a
qui il
il
tAppartiendra
d'en aviser
appartiendra d'en
aviser les
les autres
autres
Parties Contractantes.
Signatures.
signat
Parties
Contractantes.
En foi de quoi, lea
Plenipotenles Plenipotensusnomm6s ont signe
tiaires susnommes
signe le
le
Trait&
present Traite.
Ratification by PowersoutsideoftEurope.
ers outside of Europe.

FEBRUARY
FEBRUARY

Powers of
of which
which the
the seat
seat of
of the
the
Powers
Government
is outside
Europe
Government is
outside Europe
may confine
confine their
to minmay
their action
action to
forming
Government of
the
forming the
the Government
of the
French. Republic,
their
French
Republic, through
through their
diplomatic
representative
at
diplomatic
representative
at
Paris, that
that their
has
Paris,
their ratification
ratification has
been given,
and in
this case,
case, they
they
been
given, and
in this
shall transmit
transmit the
the instrument
instrument as
shall
as
soon as
as possible.
possible.
soon
The
Treaty will
The present
present Treaty
will come
come
into
force, in
in so
far as
as the
the stipulastipulainto force,
so far
tions of
Article 8
are concerned,
concerned,
tions
of Article
8 are
from
its ratification
ratification
from the
the date
date of
of its
all the
signatory Powers;
and
by all
the signatory
Powers; and
in
same
in all
all other
other respects
respects on
on the
the same
date as
as the
the mining
regulations
date
mining regulations
provided
in that
that Article.
.Article.
provided for
for in
Third Powers will
invited by
will be
be invited
by
the Government
the
of the
the French
French
Government of
Republic
Republic to
the present
to adhere to
to the
present
Treaty duly
ratified. This
Treaty
duly ratified.
This adheadheshall be
be effected
effected by
sion shall
by a
a comcomnninication addressed
addressed to
to the
munication
the
French Government, which
French
which will
will
undertake
notify the
the other
other
undertake to
to notify
Contracting
Contracting Parties.
In
witness whereof
whereof the
the aboveaboveIn witness
named Plenipotentiaries
Plenipotentiaries have
have
signed
signed the
the present
present Treaty.
Treaty.

a Paris, le
Fait It
fevrier
le neuf fevrier
at Paris,
ninth day
of
Done at
Paris, the
the ninth
day of
exemplaires, dont
1920, en deux exemplaires,
dont February,
1920, in
in duplicate,
duplicate, one
one
February, 1920,
un sera remis au
au Gouvernement
Gouvernement copy to be transmitted
transmitted to
to the
the
de Sa Majest6
Majeste le
Roi de
Norvege Government
le Roi
de Norvege
Government of His Majesty
Majesty the
the
et un restera
restera depose dans
dans--lea
les King of
of Norway,
and one
deNorway, and
one dearchives du
Gouvernement de
la posited in
du Gouvernement
de la
in the
the archives
archives of
of the
the
R6publique
francaise et dont
Republique francaise
dont les
les French Republic;
Republic; authenticated
authenticated
expeditions authentiques
authentiques seront
seront copies will be transmitted
transmitted to
to the
the
remises aux
aux autres
autres Puissances
Puissances other
Signatory Powers.
Powers.
other Signatory
signataires.
signataires.
(L.
(L. S.) HUGH C.
C. WALLACE.
WALLACE.
(L. S.) DERBY.
DERBY.
(L. S.) GEORGE
H. PERLEY.
PERLEY.
GEORGE H.
(L. S.) ANDREW
ANDREW FISHER.
(L. S.) TH.
TH. MACKENZIE.
MACKENZIE.
(L. S.) R. A.
A. BLANK
KNBERG.
BLANKENBERG.
(L. S.) DERBY.
(L. S.) H.
BERNHOFT.
H. A. BERNHOFT.
MILLER.AND. •
A. MILLERAND.
(L. S.)
S.) A.
(L. S.) MAGGIORINO
MAGGIORINO FERRARIS.
FERRARIS.
K. MATSUI.
MATSUI.
(L. S.)
S.) K.
(L. S.)
S.) WEDEL
W EDEL JARLSBERG.
JARLSBERG.
(L. S.)
(L.
S.) J.
J. LOUDON.
LOUDON.
(L.
(L S.) J.
EHRENSVARD.
J. EHRENSVARD.
Copie certiftie
Copie
conforme
certifiee conforme
Ministre PlUnipotentiaire,
Le Ministre
Plinipotentiaire, Chd'
du Protocole,
Chef du
du Service
Service du
Protocole,
P
P DE
DE FOUQUIRES
FOQuIRmES
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ANNEX.
ANNEX.

§
1.
§ 1.

1901
1901
Annex.
Annex.

1.

1°
1° Dans
Dans un
un delai de trois mois
mois
vigueur du
a dater
dater de
de la
la mise
mise en
en vigueur
Traite, toutes
lea revenpresent Trait6,
toutes les
dications territoriales
tenitoriales qui
auraient
dications
qui auraient
deja ete
ete formulees
formulees aupres
des
deja
aupres des
Gouvernements des diverses
Gouvemements
diverses Puissances
anterieurement a
sances anterieurement
a la sigsignature
present 'Praite
devront
nature du present
Trait6 devront
etre
le Gouverneetre notifiees
notifiees par
par le
Gouvernement du
du Adamant
r6clamant a un
un ComCommissaire charge
missaire
charge d'examiner
d'examiner ces
ces
revendications. Ce
Ce Commissaire
revendications.
Commissaire
sera un
un juge
juge ou un jurisconsulte
jurisconsulte
nationalite danoise
danoise possedant
possedant
de nationalite
lea qualites n6cessaires
necessaires et design6
design()
les
danois.
par lee Gouvernement
Gouvernement danois.
2° Cette notification
notification
devra
comprendre
delimitation
comprendre
une delimitation
exacte de Petendue
terrain
exacte
1'6tendue du terrain
revendique, et
et etre
8tre accompagnee
accompagnee
d'une carte,
carte, qui sera etabhe
etabhe a
Pechelle
moms 1/1,000,000,
1'echelle d'au
d'au moins
1/1,000,000,
et sur laquelle sera indique
indique claireclairement le terrain revendique.
revendique.
3°
devra etre
30 La
La notification
notification devra
8tre
accompagnee
accompagnee du depot
dep6t de
de la
la
sorame
somme d'un penny
penny (1
(1 d.) par
par
acre
revenacre (40 area)
ares) de
de terrain
terrain revendique, pour couvrir lea
les frais occasionnes par l'examen des revendirevendications.
cations.
4°
Commissaire
4° Le
Le
Commissaire pourra
pourra
requerir des reclamants
reclamants la
requ6rir
la production de
duction
de tons
tous autres documents,
actes ou
ou information
qu'il jugejugeactes
information qu'il
rait necessaires.
necessaires.
5°
Commissaire examinera
50 Le Commissaire
examinera
revendications ainsi
les revendications
ainsi notifiees.
notifiees.
A cette fin,
fm, ii
A
il potifra
pourra recourir h
telle
assistance technique
technique qu'il
telle assistance
qu'il
jugerait
jugerait necessaire
n6cessaire et, le cas
cas
echeant,
proceder a
& une
6cheant, faire prodder
enquete
place.
enquete sur place.
remuneration du
Corndu Com6° La remuneration
missaire sera fixee d'un commun
commun
missaire
accord
Gouvernement
accord par
par le Gouvernement
danois et lea
les autres
autres GouverneGouverneLe
Le CommisCommisments interesses.
int6resses.
saire fixera
fixera lui-meme
lui-mgme la remunesaire
ration
adjoints qu'il
qu'il jugera
jugera
ration des
des adjoints
necessaire d'enaployer.
d'employer.
necessaire
45822°'-voL
--voL43--PT2
43--PT 2-4522
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(1)
Within three
months from
from
(1) Within
three months

Land claims to be
to be
notified to Commis-

Lnd

claims

s
force of
the coming into force
of the
the prespres- sioner.
oner.
ent Treaty, notification
notification of all
claims to land which had been
made to
any Government
Government before
made
to any
before
present
the signature
signature of
of the
the present
Treaty must be sent by the
Treaty
Government of
Government
of the
the claimant
claimant to a
a
Commissioner
charged to examine
examine
Commissioner charged
Government
v
Commissioner to
toDanish
DSah
such claims. The Commissioner
designate emes
Commissioner.
will
a judge or jmisconsult
jurisconsult of sioner.
will be
be a
Danish nationality
nationality possessing the
the
necessary qualifications
qualifications for the
necessary
the
task,
nominated by
task, and
and shall
shall be
be nominated
by
the Danish Government.
Government.
require-

(2)
The notification
N reatk'n reqirenotification must in- mo^tofl
(2) The
elude
clude a
a precise
precise delimitation
delimitation of
of the
land claimed
claimed and be accompanied
accompanied
by a
a map
map on
on a
a scale of not less
less
1/1,000,000 on
than 1/1,000,000
on which
which the
land
claimed is clearly marked.
marked.
land claimed

detray

(3) The
notification must
must be
nses tof
to
exsest
(3)
The notification
be ex
toexam
defra
n
accompanied
deposit of
of a
atim
tio -•
by the
the deposit
accompanied by
sum
sum of one
one penny
penny for each acre
(40
to
(40 ares)
ares) of
of land claimed, to
defray
defray the
the expenses
expenses of
of the examiexamination
nation of
of the claims.

(4)
The Commissioner
be nef,.tednm"il
Further dmiments
(4) The
Commissioner will
will be
entitled
require from
from the
the claimentitled to
to require
claimants
any further
further documents
documents or
ants any
or
information
he may
coninformation which
which he
may consider
necessary.
sider necessary.
I
o
t ° n of •
(5)
The Commissioner
ex- dimsz.e
Investigatio
(5) The
Commissioner will
will examine
claims so notified.
the claims
amine the
purpose he
For this
this purpose
he will be
entitled to
himself of such
such
entitled
to avail himself
expert assistance
as he
may conconassistance as
he may
expert
sider
case of
necessary, and
and in case
sider necessary,
need to
cause investigations
investigations to be
need
to cause
carried
out on
carried out
on the
the spot.
spot.
emneration
(6) The
remuneration of
the co
Re
mri.si
n°o
ra
netr
fo
,
°
etc. of
(6)
The remuneration
of the
commisoner,
Commissioner
be fixed
fixed by
will be
Commissioner will
agreement
between the
the Danish
Danish
agreement between
Government
and
and the other
Government
Governments concerned.
The
concerned.
Governments
Commissioner
will fix the
the reCommissioner will
muneration of
such assistants
assistants as
of such
muneration
he
it necessary
necessary to
to ememhe considers
considers it
ploy.
ploy.
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des reclamareclama70 As
pres examen
Report by the Conmpre'
examen des
•
.
r.
mi7sioner after emintions, le Commissaire
Commissaire preparera
pr6parera
ingthe claim.
un
indignant avec
avec preun rapport
rapport indiquant
cision les reclamations
reclamations
qui,
d'apres
doivent etre imm6lui, doivent
d'apres lui,
diatement reconnues
reconnues fondees
fondees et
et
cellos
celles qui, par suite de contestation
ou pour
pour tout autre cause,
tation ou
devraient, a
a son avis, etre
soumises
arbitrage comme
comme
a 1'
l'arbitrage
soumises a
il est dit ci-apres.
ci-apres. Des copies
rapport seront transmises
de ce rapport
par le Commissaire aux Gouvernements interesses.
interesses.
nements
dep
c
i
sit expenses
8°
Si le
le chiffre
des sommes
sommes
chiffre des
8 Si
cverixpnses
dent W
eever
delntto
of
l'alinea 3°
of exmi,frthr
examination, further d6posees
deposeas en vertu de Palinea
smn
required.
iun re-nde.
couvrir les
lea frais
a-couvrir
ne suffit pas 4des reoccasionn6s par l'examen dm
occasionnes
vendications, le Commissaire, si
parait fondee,
la revendication
revendication lui paraft
le
indiquera
immediatement
idiquera immediatement
r6supplement 4
a verser par le reclamant.
Le montant de cette
somme sera fixe
fi.x6 d'apres 1'6tendue
Petendue
lee titres
du terrain sur lequel les
reclamant auront 6t6 reconnus
du r6clamant
reconnus
justifies.
Use of Want* for
cost
arbitration, if in
sommes
le montant des sommes
Si le
ofarbitreiif
s of
43:1001111.
l'alin6a
deposees
exm .
d6pos6es en vertu de Palinea
3° venait
&passer celui
celui desdits
desdits
3°
venait Iia depasser
affecte
frais, le solde en serait affect6
an
payment des frais de Parbil'arbiau payment
N
trage
prevu ci-apres.
prevu
ci-apres.
Norway
to
give
valid
rage
Norway to give valid
title
to land
if claim
9°
delai de trois
9° bans un Mai
tiUOleto
landiclaim
recogiOed by Cm
Com-'mois
i dater du rapport
recognized
mois 4
rapport prevu a
missioner.
Palinea
paragraphe,
du present paragraphe,
l'alin6a 7°
7° du
le
Gouvernement
norvegien
Gouvernement
norv6gien
prendra les
lea mesures n6cessaires
necessaires
an reclamant
reclamant dont
pour conferer au
le
Ie Commissaire aura reconnu la
reclamation
reclamation ju.stifiee,
justifie, un titre
valable lui assurant
assurant la propri6te
propri6t6
exclusive sur le terrain
terrain en queslea
les lois et les
tion, d'ac,cord
d'accord avec lea
reglements qui sont ou
on seront
seront
vigueur dans les
lea regions visees
en vigueur
er
a4 Particle
P'article l
ier
du present
present Traite
et
sous reserve
reserve des
des reglements
reglements
et sous
Ante, p. 1808.
miniers vises a
dudit
-Ps
miniers
a Particle
l'article 8
8 dudit
Traite.
Provisional title iif TraiteProvisional
further
Toutefois,
un
dans le
le eas
cas ot
oh un
rpayment reToutefois, dans
further payment
qied
for examination
examination versement complementaire
complementaire serait
quired for
expenses.
necessaire
l'alinea 8
8
necessaire en
en vertu
vertu de
de l'alinea
ci-dessus, il ne sera delivre
ei-dessus,
delivrequ'un
qu'un
titre
provisoire qui deviendra
deviendra
titre provisoire
definitif des
que le
reclamant aura
aura
definitif
des que
le reclamant
effectue ledit
versement dans
tel
effectue
ledit versement
dans tel
delai convenable, que pourra fixer
le Gouvernement
Gouvemement norvegien.
norv6gien.

Report by the Cornmissioner after examinins the elnims
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(7)
after
Commissioner, after
(7) The Commissioner,
examining
claims, will
prewill prethe claims,
examining the
pare
showing precisely
precisely
report showing
pare aa report
the
opinion
the claims which he is of opinion
should be recognised
recognised at once and
and
those
which, either
either because they
those which,
disputed or for any other
other
are disputed
reason, he
he is of opinion
opinion should
should be
submitted to arbitration
arbitration as hereinafter
provided. Copies of this
inafter provided.
report will be forwarded
forwarded by the
Commissioner
Commissioner to the Governments concerned.
concerned.
(8) If the amount of the sums
deposited in accordance
accordance with
deposited
insufficient to cover
cover
clause (3) is insufficient
examination
the expenses of the examination
of the
Commissioner
of
the claims, the Commissioner
will, in
case where
he is of
where he
will,
in every
every case
opinion that aa claim should be
recognised,
what
recognised, at once state what
further
claimant should
further sum the claimant
be
to pay. This sum
required to
be required
will be based on the amount of
the land
land to which the claimant's
claimant's
the
title is recognised.
deposited in accordaccordthe sums deposited
If the
(3) exceed the
ance with clause (3)
expenses of the examination, the
the
expenses
balance will be devoted to the
cost of the arbitration
arbitration hereinafter
hereinafter
provided for.
Within three months from
(9) Within
referred to
the date of the report referred
in clause (7) of this paragraph, the
Norwegian
Government shall take
Norwegian Government
the necessary
necessary steps to confer upon
claimants whose claims have been
Commissioner
recognised by the Commissioner
recognised
a
va'd title securing to them the
a valid
exclusive property in
m the land in
question, in
m accordance
accordance with the
laws and regulations
regulations in force or to
be enforced
enforced in the territories
specified
Article 1
1of the presspecified in Article
ent Treaty, and subject to the
referred to in
mining regulations
regulations referred
Article 88of the present Treaty.

In the event, however,
however, of a
a
further payment being required
in accordance
accordance with clause (8) of
of
this paragraph,
a provisional
paragraph, a
provisional title
only will
wil be delivered,
delivered, which
title will become definitive
definitive on
payment by the claimant, within
such reasonable
reasonable period as the
the
Norwegian Government
Norwegian
Government may fix,
of the further sum required of him
him.
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§§2.
Les reclamations
reclamations que,
que, pour une
Les
raison quelconque,
quelconque, le Commisraison
saire, prevu
prevu au paragraphe
paragraphe e",
saire,
ondes,
n'aura pas
reconnues fondees,
pas reconnues
n'aura
seront reglees
reglees d'apres
d'apres les disseront
positions
suivantes:
positions suivantes:
1° Dans
Dana un
un delai
d1eai de trois mois
1°
4
dater du rapport prevu h
a dater
l'alinea
du paragraphe
paragraphe precel'alinea 77 du
Gouvernements
dent, chacun
chacun des Gouvernements
dent,
auxquels ressortissent
ressortissent les r6clareclaauxquels
mants dont
reclamations n'ont
les reclamations
dont les
mants
pas ete
admises, designera un
6et admises,
pas
arbitre.
arbitre.
Le Commissaire
Commissaire presidera
presidera le
le
Le
tribunal
constitue. II
ll aura
tribunal ainsi constitu6.
voix
preponderante en cas de
voix preponderante
secrepartage.
I designera un seer&
partage. II
taire charge
chargé de recevoir les docutaire
ments vises
l'alinea 2° du
a l'alinea
vises It
ments
present
paragraphe et
et de
de prendre
present paragraphe
les mesures
necessaires pour la
mesures n6cessaires
les
reunion du tribunal.
reunion
2° Pans
le delai d'un mois ita
Dans le
2°
secredater
la nomination
nomination du seer&
de la
dater de
taire prevu
prevu It
Felines 1°, les
i l'alinea
taire
reclamants feront
feront parvenir
parvenir a
It ce
reclamants
dernier,
l'intermediaire de
par l'interm6diaire
dernier, par
leurs Gouvernements
Gouvernements respectifs,
respectifs,
leurs
un
avec preindiquant avec
memoire indignant
un memoire
cision
revendications, acacleurs revendications,
cision leurs
tous documents et
compagne de
de tous
compagn6
argumentations qu'ils
pourraient
qu'ils pourraient
argumentations
desirer faire
faire valoiri al'appui.
desirer
3°
Dans le delai de deux mois
30 Dans
nomination du
la nomination
de la
dater de
a4 dater
secretaire prevu
prevu a
a l'alinea 1°, le
secretaire
Copenhague
Tribunal
se reunira
reunira a
aCopenhague
Tribunal se
revendicales revendicad'examiner les
l'effet d'examiner
aIt l'effet
et6 soumises.
tions
qui lui auront ete
tions qui
4° La
le
par le
employee par
langue employee
La langue
4°
Tribunal sera
sera l'anglais.
l'anglais. Tous
Tribunal
documents
arguments pourpourou arguments
documents ou
ront
present& par
les
par les
etre presentes
lui etre
ront lui
parties
dans leur
leur proprointeress6es dans
parties interessees
pre
etre
devront etre
mais devront
langue, mais
pre langue,
accompagnes
cas d'une
d'une
tout cas
en tout
accompagnes en
traduction en
anglais.
en anglais.
traduction
5° Les
Les reclamants
reclamants auront
le
auront le
50
droit, s'ils
en expriment
desir,
le desir,
expriment le
s'ils en
droit,
d'être
par le
le Tribunal,
Tribunal,
entendus par
d'etre entendus
soit personnellement,
personnellement, soit
par des
des
soit par
soit
conseils, et
le Tribunal
aura le
le
Tribunal aura
et le
conseils,
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2.
2.

Settlement of
of caims
claims
Claims
Claims which for any reason
reason nosettlement
not recognized
recognized by
Comby Comnot
missioner.
missioner.
in
to
the Commissioner
Commissioner referred
referred
the
clause (1)
(1) of
the preceding
preceding paraof the
clause
graph
recognised as valid
not recognised
has not
graph has
will
be settled
accordance with
in accordance
settled in
wil be
Appointment of arbithe following
provisions:
Appointment
the
following provisions:
Governtrators
(1)
from tr
ators by Governmonths from
three months
Within three
(1) Within
te
w
in ose
ts clof
. naare
t ionnot
als
claims
to whose
referred to
report referred
the report
of the
date of
the date
recognized.
preceding
in
clause
(7)
of
the
preceding
recogn
i
ze
d
'
of
in clause (7)
paragraph,
paragraph, each of the Governments
nationals have been
whose nationals
ments Whose
found
to possess
claims which
possess claims
found to
have
been recognised
recognised will
not -been
have not
appoint an
an arbitrator.
arbitrator.
appoint
tribunal,
The Commissioner will be
be the
the president
pc9= eaof
rgel
e be,
ete.
Tribunal
the
President
Tribunal
so
conet
.
of
President
stituted.
cases of
equal diviof equal
In cases
stituted. In
sion
sion of opinion, he shall -have the
deciding vote. He will nominate
deciding
the docua
to receive
receive the
Secretary to
a Secretary
ments referred
referred to
clause (2)
(2)
in clause
to in
ments
of
paragraph and
make
to.make
and to
this paragraph
of this
the
necessary arrangements
arrangements for
the necessary
the
meeting of
t
the Tribunal.
Tribunal.
of the
the meeting
Secretary.
to
sent
(2) Within
Within: one month from tobe
torse
nt t
oSe
eretary .
(2)
the
of the
Secretary
the Secretary
appointment of
the appointment
(1) the claimreferred
to in
in clause (1)
referred to
will send to him
ants
concerned will
ants concerned
through
intermediary of their
the intermediary
through the
respective
Governments statestaterespective Governments
ments
their
precisely their
indicating precisely
ments indicating
claims and
and accompanied
accompanied by
such
by such
claims
documents and
as they
they
arguments as
and arguments
documents
may wish
submit in support
support
to submit
wish to
may
thereof. thereofMeeting
of claims
(3)
two months from tribmnab.
Within two
(3) Within
the
appointment of
Secretary
the Secretary
of the
the appointment
referred
to in clause (1)
(1) the Trireferred to
bunal
Copenhagen
at Copenhagen
meet at
shall meet
bunal shall
for
with
dealing with
of dealing
purpose of
the purpose
for the
the claims
claims which
which have
been subhave been
the
if
mitted
mitted to
to it.
Use of English lano.
Tri- gu.°f
(4) The language of the TrinDocubunal shall be English. Documents or arguments
merits
arguments may be submitted
it by the interested
interested
mitted to it
parties in their own language,
language,
but in
in that case must be accombut
panied by an English translation.
en

aims

are

n ot

c

ena iit

f

English

(5) The claimants shall be entitled, if they so desire, to be
heard by
by the Tribunal either in
heard
the
person or by counsel, and the
Tribunal shall be entitled
entitled to call

Hearings,
Hearings, etc.

.

I"-
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Deposit to cover
to cover
share of expenses.

sharot

Compensation.

Procedlue.
P
ra d

droit de
demander aux.
Adaaux. recladroit
de demander
mants toutes
explications et
tous
mants
toutes explications
et tous
documents
argumentation
documents ou
ou argumentation
complementaires
compl6mentaires qu'il
qu'il jugerait
jugerait
necessaires.
n6cessaires.

6°
cause,
la cause,
Avant d'entendre
d'entendre la
6o Avant
le
requerir des
le Tribunal
Tribunal devra
devra requ6rir
des
parties
depOt ou une
garantie
une garantie
un d6p6t
parties un
de
qu'il pourra
somme qu'il
de toute
toute somme
juger
juger necessaire
necessaire pour
pour payer
payer la
la
part de
part
de chaque
chaque Adamant
r6clamant dans
dans
les d6penses
dopenses du
du Tribunal.
Tribunal. Pour
Pour
les
en
fixer le
se
en fixer
le montant,
montant, le
le Tribunal
Tribunal se
basera principalement
principalement sur Peten1'6tenbasera
due
II
due du
du terrain
terrain revendique.
revendiqu6. Il
pourra aussi
aussi demander
demander aux
Parties
aux-Parties
pourra
un complement
complement de
depot dans
les
de d6ept
dans les
un
affaires
impliquant des
des d6penses
depenses
affaires impliquant
speciales.
spciales.
70 Le
Le chiffre
7°
chiffre des honoraires
honoraires des
arbitres
sera determine
mois,
arbitres sera
determine par
par mois,
et fix()
Gouvernements
et
fix6 par
par les
les Gouvernements
interesses. Le
Le President
President fixera
fixera
interesses.
les appointements
appointements du
du secretaire
les
secr6taire
et
de toutes
autres personnes
personnes
et de
toutes autres
employees
le Tribunal.
employees par
par le
Tribunal.
8° Sous
Sous reserve
reserve des
des stipula80
stipula-

i

tions de
is pr6sente
presente Annexe,
Annexe, le
le
tions
de la
Tribunal
aura plein
pour
Tribunal aura
plein pouvoir
pouvoir pour
regler
sa propre
regler sa
propre procedure.
procedure.
Principles to be conpsie
to be on- 9° Dans 1Vexamen
examen des revendisidered.
cations le
le Tribunal
prendre
cations
Tribunal devra
devra prendre
en consideration:
consideration:
en
International
law
terntona
law
a) Toutes
applicables du
Toutes regles
regles applicables
du
rules..
Justice and equity.

rustceadequity.

Special circum-

stpeac
stances.

i'a
ccun-

Date o
of occupation.
occupation.
Date

Date when
Dnoate en
notified.

claim
lm

cla

Extent of developmet, etc.,
claimant.
ment,
etc., by
byclaimiust.

droit des
des gens;
droit
gens;
b) les principes
g6n6raux de
principes generaux
de
justice
justice et
et d'epute;
d'equit6;
c) les
les circonstances
suivantes:
C)
circonstances suivantes:
1) la date
date a
a laquelle
1)
laquelle le
le
terrain
revendique a
a ete
et() ocoeterrain revendique
cupe
la premiere
par
cupe pour
pour la
premiere fois
fois par
le Adamant
on ses
see auteurs;
le
rclamant ou
auteurs;
2) la
la date
la
laquelle la
date ita laquelle
2)
revendication
60 notifiee
revendication a
a 6t6
au
an Gouvernement
Gouvernement du re
Adamant;
clamant
;
clamant;
mesure, dans laquelle
3) la mesure,
le
reclamant on
auteurs
le reclamant
ou see
ses auteurs
ont developpe
le
ont
developpe et
et exploite
exploite le
terrain revendique
revendique par
le
terrain
par le
reclamant. A
A cet egard,
egard, le
compte
Tribunal devra
devra tenir
tenir compte
des circonstances
des
circonstances on
ou des
des entraves
qui, par
traves qui,
par suite
suite de
de
l'existence de Petat
l'existence
1 etat de
de guerre
de 1914
1914 aa 1919,
de
1919, ont
ont pu
empecher les reclamants
empecher
reclamants de
de
poursuivre
poursuivre leur reclamation.
reclamation.

FEBRUARY
1920.
9, 1920.
FEBRUARY 9,

upon
the claimants
claimants to
to present
present
upon the
such
additional explanations,
explanations, docdocsuch additional
uments or arguments
it may
arguments as it
think necessary.
(6) Before
Before the hearing of any
(6)
case
shall- require
require
case the
the Tribunal
Tribunal shall
from
parties a
a deposit
deposit or
or
from the
the parties
security for such sum as it
it may
necessary to cover the share
think necessary
of
each party
expenses of
of
of each
party in the expenses
;the
the Tribunal. In fixing the
amount of such sum the Tribunal
shall base itself principally on the
extent of the land claimed. The
Tribunal shall also have power to
demand a
a further deposit from
where special
special
the parties in cases where
expense
involved.
expense is
is involved.
honorarium of the
(7) The honorarium
arbitrators
calculated
arbitrators shall be calculated
per month, and fixed by the
The
Governments concerned.
concerned.
Governments
salary of the Secretary and any
any
employed by the
other persons employed
Tribunal shall be fixed by the
President.
(8) Subject to the provisions of
this Annex the Tribunal
Tribunal shall
have full power to regulate its
own procedure.
(9)
dealing with
with the claims
claims
(9) In
In dealing
the Tribunal
Tribunal shall take into consideration:
(a)
(a) any applicable rules of International
ternational Law;
(b) the general principles of
of
justice and
and equity;
circumstances:
(c) the
the following
following circumstances:
(i) the date on which the
the
land claimed
claimed was
land
was first
first occuoccupied by the claimant
claimant or
or his
predecessors in
predecessors
in title;
title;
(ii) the date on
on which
which the
claim
the
claim was notified
notified to
to the
Government of the
the claimant;
Government
claimant;
(iii)
extent to
to which
which
(iii) the
the extent
the claimant or
or his
his predeceshave developed
sors in
in title have
developed
exploited
and
exploited
the land
claimed.
connection
claimed. In
In this
this connection
the Tribunal shall take into
into
account the extent
extent to which
which
the
been
the claimants
claimants may
may have
have been
prevented from
prevented
from developing
developing
their
undertakings by
by conditheir undertakings
conditions or restrictions resulting
resulting
from the war of 1914-1919.
1914-1919.
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10°
Toutes les d6penses
depenses du
10° Toutes
Tribunal seront partagees
partagees entre
Tribunal
les
proportion
dans la proportion
reclamants dans
les reclamants
flick
Dan,s le
Tribunal. Dans
le Tribunal.
par le
fixee par
cas
c6 le
montant des sommes
le montant
cas oh
deposees
stipulations de
les stipulations
selon les
deposees selon
l'alinea 6°
viendrait it,a depasser
&passer
6° viendrait
l'alin6a
celui des
des frais du Tribunal, le
celui
rembourse aux
solde
en serait rembourse
solde en
personnes dont
reclamations
dont les reclamations
personnes
ont
admises, et cela dans la
ete admises,
ont ete
proportion
equitable par le
jug6e 6quitable
proportion jugee
Tribunal.
11° Les
Les decisions
decisions du Tribunal
11°
seront communiquees
communiquees par ce derseront
mer aux
aux Gouvernements
Gouvernements innier
teresses,
et dans
dans tous
les cas
au
cas au
tous les
teress6s, et
Gouvernement norvegien.
norvegien.
Gouvernement
Le
norvegien,
Gouvernement norvegien,
Le Gouvernement
dans
un Mai
apres
de trois mois apres
delai de
dans un
gull
decision,
recu une decision,
aura recu
qu'il aura
prendra
mesures necessaires
necessaires
les mesures
prendra les
pour
conferer aux reclamants,
reclamants,
pour conferer
dont
les revendications
revendications auront
dont les
Ate
admises par
par le
Tribunal des
le Tribunal
6et admises
conformement aux
titres valables
valables conformement
titres
lois et
et reglements,
reglements, qui sont ou
lois
seront
dans les regions
vigueur dans
en vigueur
seront en
visees
Particle ler
present
1er du present
visees ita l'article
Trait& et
et sous
sous reserve
reserve des regleTrait6,
a
ments
parle it
ments miniers, dont il est parl6
TouteParticle
Trait6. 'routedudit Trait&
l'article 88 dudit
fois les
deviendront
les titres ne deviendront
fois
definitifs
demanle demanlorsque le
que lorsque
d6finitifs quo
deur
aura verse
verse sa quote-part des
deur aura
delai
frais
Tribunal, dans
clans tel délai
du Tribunal,
frais du
convenable
quo pourra
pourra fixer le
convenable que
Gouvernement norvegien.
norvegien.
Gouvernement

§ 3.
Toute
reclamation qui n'aura
Toute reclamation
pas
ete notifiee
Commissaire
au Commissaire
notifi6e au
pas ete
er du
a l'alinea 1ler
conformement it
conformement
paragraphe ler,
n'ayant
ou qui, n'ayant
paragraphe
1er, ou
pas 6et
ete admis
par lui, n'aura pas
admis par
pas
ete soumise
Tribunal consoumise au Tribunal
ete
formement au paragraphe
paragraphe 2, sera
formement
definitivement
consideree comme definitivement
consid6ree
eteinte.
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0 1division
d'is n
"
rpolrtioa
(10) All
expenses of the of Proportional
the expenses
All the
(10)
expenses.
Tribunal
Tribunal shall be divided among
the
claimants in
such proportion
proportion
in such
the claimants
as
the Tribunal
Tribunal shall decide. If
as the
the
amount of
of the sums paid in
the amount
accordance with clause
clause (6) is
accordance
larger
than the
expenses' of the
the expenses
larger than
Tribunal, the
balance shall be
the balance
Tribunal,
returned to
parties whose
the parties
to the
returned
claims have
recognised in
been recognised
have been
claims
such proportion
proportion as the Tribunal
such
shall think fit.
shall

comunication of
(11)
The decisions
decisions of the Tri- decim"Onsti
d
edsions.
(11) The
by
bunal
shall
communicated
communicated
be
shall
bunal
concerned
it
the Governments
Governments concerned,
to the
it to
including
in every
every case the Norincluding in
wegian
Government.
wegian
rle ot
lTsi
aod to
syr
o
be
of yland
Title
gian Government coneredbyNorwayto
Th Government.
NorweGovernment
The
Norwegian Government
he Norwegian
ecogiedclaimants.
shall
within
three
months
:30:11
1
zedelainlants•
from
months
three
shall within
the
of each
take
decision take
each decision
receipt of
the receipt
the
confer upon
necessary steps to confer
the necessary
the
claimants whose claims have
the claimants
been
recognised by
by the
Tribunal
the Tribunal
been recognised
to the
land in questhe land
title to
valid title
aa valid
tion, in
in accordance
accordance with the laws
tion,
and regulations
force or
or to be
in force
regulations in
and
enforced in
in the territories
territories specified
specified Condition.
enforced
the condition
to the
in
1, and
and subject
subject to
Article 1,
in Article
mining
referred fo
Co in
in Ante,
.,,p.
1s.
regulations referred
mining regulations
p. 1898.
Treaty.
Article 8
the present
present Treaty.
of the
8 of
Article
so conNevertheless,
the titles
titles so
con- Subject to payment
payment
Nevertheless, the
ferred will,
only become
become definitive
hare of expenses.
of share
definitive expenses.
will only
ferred
on
payment by
claimant
by the claimant
the payment
on the
concerned, within
reasonable
within such reasonable
concerned,
period as the
Norwegian GovernGovernthe Norwegian
period
ment may
fix, of
of his
of the
share of
his share
may fix,
ment
expenses of
of the
the Tribunal.
Tribunal.
expenses
3.
3.

notiAny
claims which
which are
are not
not notiAny claims
tied
to the
Commissioner in acthe Commissioner
fled to
cordance with
with clause (1)
(1) of paracordance
graph
which not having
1, or which
graph 1,
been
recognised by him are not
been recognised
submitted to
to the
the Tribunal
Tribunal in
submitted
accordance
with paragraph
paragraph 2, will
accordance with
be
finally extinguished.
extinguished.
be finally

e og
not recogrn
Iclm Ino

Ratification

depos-

AND WHEREAS, the said Treaty has been duly ratified by the iteyctialatyeatg: United
AND WHEREAS, the said Treaty has been duly ratified by the ited by the United

Government of
of the
with the
the advice
and con- state. '
advice and
and with
by and
States, by
United States,
the United
Government
sent of
of the
Senate thereof,
thereof, and
and the
the instrument
instrument of ratification
ratification was, in Ante, p. 1899.
the Senate
sent
Ant
1899
conformity with
X of
Treaty, deposited
deposited with the Ministry
Ministry
the Treaty,
of the
Article X
with Article
conformity
for Foreign
Foreign Affairs
the Government
Government of
of the
French Republic, at
the French
of the
Affairs of
for
Paris,
on April 2, 1924:
Paris, on
States

1906
1906
Proclamation.
Proclmation.
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FEBRUARY

NOW, THEREFORE,
be it
Coolidge, Presiknown that I, Calvin Coolidge,
it known
THEREFORE, be
NOW,
dent
of
the
United
States
of
America,
said Treaty to
to
the
caused
have
dent of the United States of America,
be
made public
the end
end that
that the
same and
and every
article and clause
every article
the same
to the
public to
be made
thereof
United
with good faith by the United
fulfilled with
and fulfilled
observed and
be observed
may be
thereof may
and the citizens thereof.
States and
IN TESTIMONY
WHEREOF, I
have hereunto
hereunto set my hand and
I have
TESTIMONY WHEREOF,
IN
caused the
United States to be affixed.
•
the seal of the United
caused
Done at
the city
Washington this
tenth day of June in the year
this tenth
of Washington
city of
at the
Done
of
Lord one
one thousand
thousand nine
nine hundred and twenty-four,
our Lord
of our
[sEAL.1
and of
the Independence
America
Independence of the United States of America
of the
[sEAL.] and
forty-eighth.
one hundred and forty-eighth.
the one
CALVIN COOLIDGE
COOIDOGE
CALVIN
By the
President:
the President:
By
, CHRARLES
CnARLEs E.
HUGHES
E. HUGHES
Secretary
of State.
State.
Secretary of
[NOTE BY
BY THE
STATE.]
DEPARTMENT OF STATE.]
THE DEPARTMENT
[NOTE.

The map
map attached
attached to
to the
the original treaty and referred
referred to in Article
The
not here
here reproduced.
reproduced.
is not
11is

PROCLAMATIONS
PROCLAMATIONS
OF
THE
OF THE

PRESIDENT OF
OF THE UNITED STATES.
PRESIDENT

1907
1907

PROCLAMATIONS.
PROCLAMATIONS.
BY THE
PRESIDENT OF
STATES OF
OF AMERICA.
AMERICA.
UNITED STATES
THE UNITED
OF THE
THE PRESIDENT
BY

April10, 1923.
April 0,1923.

A
PROCLAMATION.
A PROCLAMATION.
Protects
ion of m
migraig ra
virtue of
WHEREAS, The
The Secretary
Secretary of
Agriculture by
by virtue
of the
the au- tProtetio
of Agriculture,
WHEREAS,
eamble.
thority
vested in
section three
of the
the Migratory
Migratory Bird
Treaty rme-blde.
Bird Treaty
three of
by section
him by
in him
thority vested
3, p. 1702.
a regulation
Act
(40 Stat.,
755), has
has submitted
submitted to
for approval,
approval, a
regulation Vol.p
me for
to me
Stat., 755),
Act (40
Vol. 40, p. 1817,
181
approved and proclaimed
further
of the regulations
proclaimed July amend
regulations approved
amended..
amendatory of
further amendatory
31,
which the
the Secretary
of Agriculture
Agriculture has
has determined
determined to
be a
a
to be
Secretary-of
1918, which
31, 1918,
suitable amendatory
governing the huntpermitting and governing
regulation permitting
amendatory regulation
suitable
purchase,'shipment,
ing, taking,
taking, capture,
lolling, possession,
possession, sale, purchase
capture, killing,
ing,
transportation,
carriage, and
and export
export of
parts thereof
thereof
said birds and parts
of said
transportation, carriage,
as follows:
and
their nests
and eggs, as
nests and
and their

T

REGULATION
TO PROPAGATE
PROPAGATE
8.-PERMITS TO
REGULATION 8.—PERMITS
MIGRATORY
WATERFOWL.
MIGRATORY WATERFOWL.

Waterfowl.
AND SELL waterowi.

Regulation 8,
8, paragraph
amended so as to read
read as
hereby amended
is hereby
paragraph 88 is
Regulation
follows:
follows:
pa
Permits
for
propagaga.
for pro
Per
use, without
for his
8.
person may
may possess
transport for
his own
own use,
without aation,
and transport
possess and
A person
8. A
sale, etc.
osalet
hereafter
permit,
migratory waterfowl
waterfowl now
now lawfully
lawfully possessed
possessed or hereafter
live migratory
permit, live
lawfully
acquired by
by him,
him, but
but he
he may
may not purchase
purchase or sell such
such waterlawfully acquired
fowl without
State or
game farm
farm or city park
municipal game
or municipal
A State
permit. A
a permit.
without a
fowl
waterfowl
migratory waterfowl
may possess,
possess, purchase,
sell, and
transport live migratory
and transport
purchase, sell,
may
without a
permit, but
no such
waterfowl shall
shall be
purchased from or
be purchased
such waterfowl
but no
a permit,
without
sold
(other than
than such
such State
State or municipal
municipal game farm
farm or
a person
person (other
to a
sold to
city
park) unless
unless he
he has
permit. The feathers of wild ducks and
a permit.
has a
city park)
wild
geese lawfully
lawfully killed
killed and feathers
feathers of such birds
birds seized and conwild geese
demned
Federal or
or State
game authorities
may be possessed,
possessed,
authorities may
State game
by. Federal
demned by
bought,
transported, for
in making
making fishing
fishing flies, bed
use in
for use
and transported,
sold, and
bought, sold,
pillows,
mattresses and
for similar
similar commercial purposes, but not
and for
and mattresses
pillows, and
for
or ornamental
ornamental purposes.
purposes.
millinery or
for millinery
Approval.
HARDING, PRESIDENT
NOW, THEREFORE,
I, WARREN
PRESIDENT Approval.
WARREN G. HARDING,
THEREFORE, I,
NOW,
OF THE
STATES OF
AMERICA, DO
DO HEREBY
OF AMERICA,
UNITED STATES
THE UNITED
OF
APPROVE AND
AND PROCLAIM
amendatory regulation.
regulation.
foregoing amendatory
the foregoing
PROCLAIM the
APPROVE
IN
WITNESS
WHEREOF,
I
have
hereunto
set
my
hand
hand and
my
set
hereunto
have
I
WHEREOF,
IN WITNESS
caused the
seal of
of the
United States
be affixed.
affixed.
to be
States to
the United
the seal
caused
DONE
at the
the City
Washington this
this 10th
10th day
day of
of April
the
April in the
of Washington
City of
DONE at
year of
of our
our Lord
hundred and
and
Lord one thousand nine hundred
year
[SEAL.]
Independence of the
the United
and of the Independence
twenty-three, and
[SEAL.] twenty-three
States
the one
hundred and
forty-seventh.
and forty-seventh.
one hundred
America the
of America
States of
By the
President:
the President:
By

W ARRFN G
HARDING
G HARDING
WARREN

C
HARLES E.
E. HUGHES
HUGHES
CHARLES
State.
Secretary
of State.
Secretary of
1909
1909

1910
May 7,
1923.
7,1923.
May

PROCLAMATIONS,
1923.
PROCLAMATIONS, 1923.
BY
RESIDENT OF
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
THE UNITED
OF TEE
PRESIDENT
THE P
BY THE

PROCLAMATION
A PROCLAMATION
A
Whereas, in
the interest
interest of
economy of
administration, it
it appears
Sequoia
National
Sequoia National
appears
of administration,
of economy
in the
Whereas,
Forest,
Calif. .
Forest, Calif.
that certain
lands in
California heretofore
embraced in
in
heretofore embraced
of California
the State
State of
in the
certain lands
that
Preamble.
Preamble.
the Inyo
Inyo National
should be
to and
and made
made parts
parts of
of
transferred to
be transferred
Forest should
National Forest
the
the Sequoia
Sequoia National
National Forest;
Forest;
the
Area
diminished.
Area diminished.
Now, therefore,
therefore I,
I, WARREN
WARREN G.
G. HARDING,
President of the
HARDING, President
Now,
Vol.
36.
Vol. 30,
30, r
p:e. 36.
United
States of
by virtue
in me
by the
the
me vested
vested by
power in
the power
of the
virtue of
America, by
of America,
United States
Act of
fourth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and ninetyJune fourth,
approved June
of Congress
Congress approved
Act
seven (30
(30 Stat.,
11 at
at 34
34 and
and 36),
do proclaim
proclaim that the boundaries
boundaries of
36), do
Stat., 11
seven
the
National Forest
are hereby
hereby changed
changed and
and that
that they
they are
Forest are
Sequoia National
the Sequoia
a part
now
diagram hereto
hereto annexed
annexed and forming
forming a
on the
the diagram
shown on
as shown
now as
hereof;
this proclamation
and that
that changing
the boundaries
boundaries of
of
changing the
proclamation and
that this
hereof; that
the
Inyo National
Forest, which
have also
also signed
signed this day,
day, are made
which IIhave
National Forest,
the Inyo
and are
are intended
to be
be and
be considered
one act
act to
to become
become
as one
considered as
shall be
and shall
intended to
and
effective simultaneously.
simultaneously.
effective
IN WITNESS
WM.1 REOF, I
have hereunto
hand and
hereunto set my hand
I have
WITNESS WHEREOF,
IN
caused the
the seal
the United
United States
to be
be affixed.
affixed.
States to
of the
seal of
caused
DONE at
at the
the City
of Washington
seventh day of May, in the
Washington this seventh
City of
DONE
'year
year of
our Lord
one thousand
thousand nine
nine hundred
and
hundred and
Lord one
of our
[BEM..] twenty-three,
twenty-three, and
of the
the Independence
the United
United
Independence of the
and of
[sEAL.]
States the
one hundred
hundred and
and forty-seventh.
forty-seventh.
the one
States
W ARREN G
G HARDING
HARDING
WABREN
By the
the President,
President,
By
CHARLES E.
HUGHES
E. HEGHEs
CHARLES
Secretary
of State.
Secretary of
May
7, 1923.
May 7,1923

BY THE
THE P
RESIDENT OF
OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
PRESIDENT
BY
A
PROCLAMATION
A PROCLAMATION

car

in the
the interest
interest of economy
economy of
of administration,
Natima F°rest , Whereas, in
administration, it
it appears
cn.oNatiooeForeat,
Preamble.
Preambl.

Area
enlarged.
Araenlrged.
Vol. 30,
36.
p. 36.
Vol.
30, p.

Supra.
supra.

California heretofore
embraced in
heretofore embraced
that certain lands in the State of California

the Sequoia
Sequoia National
transferred to and made
made parts
be transferred
should be
Forest should
National Forest
the
of
Inyo National
Forest;
National Forest;
of the
the Inyo
Now , therefore
I, WARREN
G. HARDING,
President of
the
of the
HARDING, President
WARREN G.
therefore, I,
Now,
United
States of
of America,
of the
the power
in me vested
by the
vested by
power m
by virtue
virtue of
America, by
United States
Act of Congress
Congress approved
and ninetyapproved June fourth, eighteen hundred and
Act
seven
Stat., 11
at 34
34 and
36), do
that the
the boundaries
boundaries of
of
proclaim that
do proclaim
and 36),
11 at
(30 Stat.,
seven (30
the
National Forest
are hereby
hereby changed
changed and
that they
are now
they are
and that
Forest are
the Inyo
Inyo National
a part hereof;
as shown
shown on
on the
diagram hereto
forming a
hereof;
hereto annexed
annexed and forming
the diagram
as
and that
that this
this proclamation
proclamation and
changing the
boundaries of
of
the boundaries
that changing
and that
and
the
which IIhave alo
also signed this day, are
National Forest, which
Sequoia National
the Sequoia
made
and are
intended to be
and shall
considered as one act
act to
shall be considered
be and
are intended
made and
become effective
simultaneously.
effective simultaneously.
become
IN
WHEREOF, IIhave
hereunto set
set my hand
hand and
and
have hereunto
WITNESS WHEREOF,
IN WITNESS
caused the
the seal
seal of
of the
States to be affixed.
United States
the United
caused
DONE
at the
seventh day of
of May, in the
this seventh
the City of Washington
Washington this
DONE at
year
our Lord
one thousand
twenty-three,
nine hundred
hundred twenty-three,
thousand nine
year of
of our
Lord one
[sEAL.] and
and of
of the
the Independence
Independence of
of the
United States
States the one
one
the United
[sEAL.]
hundred
forty-seventh.
hundred and
and forty-seventh.
By
the President,
By the
E. HGIHES
CHARLES E.
HUGHES
CHARLES
Secretary of
of State.
State.
Secretary

W ARREN G
G HARDING
HARDING
WARREN
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MONUMENT
NATIONAL MONUMENT
PINNACLES NATIONAL
1911-1

DUITCrOR

1911
1911

PROCLAMATIONS,
1923.
PROCLAMATIONS, 1923.
BY THE
1HE P
RESIDENT OF
OF THE
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
THE UNITED
PRESIDENT
BY

May 7,
7, 1923.
1923.
May

A
PROCLAMATION
A PROCLAMATION
...

Pinnacles
Pinnacles

National
Rational

Cali.
Calif.
WHEREAS,
the public
good will
will be
promoted by Monument,
be promoted
public good
that the
appears that
it appears
WHEREAS, it
Preamble.
adding
the Pinnacles
Pinnacles National
Monument certain
certain lands in the Vol. 35,.2Prmble1.
p. 2177.
National Monument
to the
adding to
State of
California, containing
containing natural
formations, known as Pinnacle
Pinnacle
natural formations,
of California,
State
Aea enlad.
Rocks, with
with a
aseries
series of
of caves
them;
underlying them;
caves underlying
Area
enlarged.
Rocks,
the
of
President
NOW,
THEREFORE,
I,
Warren
G.
Harding,
President
Harding,
G.
Warren
I,
THEREFORE,
NOW,
United
of America,
of the
the power
power in me vested by Vol. 34, p. 225.
virtue of
by virtue
America, by
States of
United States
p
section two
the act
act of
Congress entitled,
Preservaentitled, "An Act for the Preservaof Congress
of the
two of
section
Stat.,
(34
1906
tion
of
American
Antiquities,"
approved
June
8,
1906
June
approved
tion of American Antiquities,"
described as lot
225) do
do proclaim
to-wit, the tracts described
lot
lands, to-wit,
said lands,
that said
proclaim that
225)
E.,
7
S.,
4,
SW
I
NW,
and
SWI
Sec.
2,
and
WI
Sec.
11,
in
T.
17
R.
7
11,
Sec.
Wi
and
2,
Sec.
SW`
and
4, SWi NW¼,
Mount Diablo
Diablo Base
and Meridian,
are hereby
from appropriaappropriareserved from
hereby reserved
Meridian, are
Base and
Mount
tion
and use
use of
of all
all kinds
kinds under
under the
the public
public land
land laws,
laws, subject
subject to all
tion and
prior
claims, and
and set
apart as
addition to the Pinnacles
as an addition
set apart
valid claims,
prior valid
National
Monument, and
that the
National
of the said National
boundaries of
the boundaries
and that
National Monument,
and
annexed
Monument
are
now
as
shown
on
the
diagram
hereto
annexed
and
diagram
the
on
shown
as
now
are
Monument
vefromsettle
forming
.
hereof.
Reserved
from settlehereof.
part
a part
forming a
ment, etc.
Warning
is hereby
to all
unauthorized persons
persons not to met,etc.
all unauthorized
given to
hereby given
Warning is
appropriate
injure any
feature of 'this
this Monument
Monument or to
natural feature
any natural
or injure
appropriate or
occupy,
or locate
locate upon
upon any
reserved by
of the lands reserved
any of
settle, or
exploit, settle,
occupy, exploit,
this
proclamation.
Supervision, e.,
etc., by
this proclamation.,
Dwertor of National
The Director
Director of
of the
National Park
Park Service,
Service under
under the
the direction
direction of Director
the National
The
Park Service.
Vol. 39, p. 535.
the Secretary
have the supervision,
supervision, managemanage- PaLS9ervce
Interior, shall have
the Interior,
of the
Secretary of
the
Congress
of
ment,
and
control
of
this
Monument,
as
provided
in
the
act
in
provided
as
ment, and control of this Monument,
Vol. 41, p. 732.
732.
Service, and for other Vol.41,
entitled, "An
"An Act
Act to
to establish
Park Service,
National Park
a National
establish a
entitled,
amended
as
535)
Stat.,
purposes,"
approved
August
25,
1916
(39
Stat.,
amended
(39
1916
25,
August
purposes," approved
June 2,
1920 (41
732).
Stat., 732).
(41 Stat.
2, 1920
June
IN WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, II have
have hereunto
hereunto set my hand
hand and
IN
affixed.
caused
the
seal
of
the
United
States
be
affixed.
be
to
States
caused the seal of the United
DONE
this seventh
seventh day of May, in the
Washington this
of Washington
City of
the City
at the
DONE at
year
of
our
Lord
one
thousand
nine
hundred and twentynine hundred
thousand
one
year of our Lord
United States
[SEAL.] three,
the Independence
Independence of the United
States of
of
of the
and of
three, and
[SEAL.]
America
the
one
hundred
and
forty-seventh.
forty-seventh.
and
hundred
one
the
America
W ARBRN G
G HABDING
HARDING
WARREN

By the President:
President:
By

HUGHES
CHARLES E.
E. HUGHES
CHARLES

Secretary of
of State.
Secretary

BY THE
THE P
RESIDENT OF
THE UNITED
TATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
STATES
UNITED S
OF THE
PRESIDENT
BY

17, 1923.
May 17,1923.

A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
A
WHEREAS, an Executive
order dated February 14, 1922, directed
WHEREAS, an Executive order dated February 14, 1922, directed
that on and
and after
after July
July 1,
1, 1922,
1922, all
within the eastern
included withintheeastern
lands included
all lands
that on
division of
of the
Sevier National
should be transferred
transferred to the
Forest should
National Forest
the Sevier
division
Powell National
and be
administered as
part thereof;
thereof; and
as aapart
be administered
Forest and
National Forest
Powell
promoted
will
WHEREAS,
it
appears
that
the
public
be
promoted by
good
public
the
that
WHEREAS, it appears
within the State
adding
to the
Forest certain
lands within
certain lands
National Forest
Powel National
the Powell
adding to
timber-;
of
Utah which
which are
in part
covered with timber
part covered
are in
of Utah
Now,
therefore I,
I, WARREN
WARREN G.
G.HARDINPG,
HARDING, President
President of the
Now, therefore,
United States
of
America,
by
virtue
of
the
power
in
me
vested
vested by the
me
in
power
the
of
virtue
by
America,
of
United States
Act of
Congress approved
approved March
third, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and ninetyninetyhundred and
March third,
Act of Congress
one (26
To repeal
timber-culture laws
repeal timber-culture
Act To
"An Act
entitled, "An
1095), entitled,
Stat., 1095),
(26 Stat.,
one
approved
and for
other purposes
"7 and
also by
by the
of Congress approved
Act of
the Act
and also
purposes",
for other
and
June fourth,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
(30 Stat.,
11 at 34
Stat., 11
ninety-seven (30
and ninety-seven
fourth, eighteen

June

Powell
National
Powell National
Forest,
Forest, Utah.
Utah.
Preamble.

Preamble.

Area enlarged.
enlarged.
Area

p. 1103.
Vol. 26,
1103.
26, p.
Vol.
p. 36.
Vol. 30,
30, p.
36.
Vol.

1912

PROCLAMATIONS, 1923.
PROCLAMATIONS,

and
Act Making
appropriations for
for sundry
sundry civil
civil
Making appropriations
"An Act
entitled, "An
36), entitled,
and 36),
expenses
the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
ending June
thirtieth,
June thirtieth,
for the
Government for
the Government
of the
expenses of
eighteen
ninety-eight, and
and for
for other
other purposes",
purposes", do
do
and ninety-eight,
hundred and
eighteen hundred
proclaim
that the
the boundaries
Forest are
hereby
are hereby
National Forest
the Powell
Powell National
of the
boundaries of
proclaim that
changed
to include
following described
described lands
of the
the Salt
Salt Lake
Lake
lands of
the following
include the
changed to
Meridian:
Meridian:
section
west, all section
Lands adde
added.
In Township
Township thirty-six
(36) south,
range three
(3) west,
three (3)
south, range
thirty-six (36)
In
Lands
thirty-two (32);
in Township
thirty-seven (37)
(37) south,
range three
three
south, range
Township thirty-seven
(32); in
thirty-two
(3) west,
west, northeast
northeast quarter,
and west
half of
of southeast
southeast
west half
half and
west half
quarter, west
(3)
quarter of
five (5),
west half
half and
and west
half of
east half
of
half of
of east
west half
(5), west
section five
of section
quarter
seventeen (17).
section eight
(8), and
and all section seventeen
(17).
eight (8),
section
Prior
rights, etc. ,not
The withdrawal
withdrawal made
made by this proclamation shall, as to all lands
iorright,etc.,
a
ae
affected. ct.
which are
at this
date legally
appropriated under
public land laws
the public
under the
legally appropriated
this date
are at
which
or reserved
any public
purpose beesubject to and shall not interinterpublic purpose,
for any
reserved for
or
fere with
with or
or defeat
defeat legal
legal rights
rights under
appropriation, nor
prevent
nor prevent
such appropriation,
underbesuch
fere
the use
use for
such public
of lands
lands so' reserved,
reserved, so long as such
such
purpose of
public purpose
for such
the
appropriation
is legally
legally maintained
in
remains in
reservation remains
such reservation
or such
maintained or
appropriation is
force.
force.
IN
WITNESS WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, II have
have hereunto
hereunto set my hand and
IN WITNESS
caused the
seal of
States to
to be
affixed.
be affixed.
United States
the United
of the
the seal
caused
Done at
the City
City of
this 17th
17th day of May, in the year
year
of Washington
Washington this
at the
Done
of our
one thousand
thousand nine
nine hundred
hundred and
and twenty-three,
twenty-three,
Lord one
of
our Lord
[BEAL.] and
of the
of the United
United States
States of America
America
Independence of
the Independence
and of
[SEAL.]
the one
one hundred
forty-seventh.
and forty-seventh.
hundred and
the
W
ARREN G
HARDING
G HARDING
WARREN
By the
President:
the President:
By
CHAR.LES E.
HUGHES
E. HUGHES
CHARLES
Secretary
of State.
State.
Secretary of

May
1922.
23,1923.
May 23,
-

UNITED STATES
THE PRESIDENT
BY
BY THE
PRESIDENT OF THE
TirlY, UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA.
AMERICA.

A
PROCLAMATION..
A PROCLAMATION
Sugar
from
Sugar from
tina.
tina.
Preariible.
Preamble.

ArgenArgen-

1224.
Vol.
Vol. 42,
42, p.
p. 1224.

Statutory
authorizaStatutory authorization.
tion.

WHEREAS,
the President
the United States did on the 9th
President of the
WHEREAS, the
day
February, 1923,
1923, approve
approve an
Congress entitled
entitled "Au"Auof Congress
an Act
Act of
of February,
day of
thorizing
require the United States Sugar EqualizaEqualizaPresident to require
the President
thorizing the
tion
(Inc.) to
take over
and dispose
13,902 tons of sugar imof 13,902
dispose of
over and
to take
Board, (Inc.)
tion Board,
ported
from the
Republic" and reading as follows:
follows:
Argentine Republic"
the Argentine
ported from
"
RESOLVED by
Senate and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
by the Senate
"RESOLVED
United
States of
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the Presiin Congress
America in
United States
dent is
authorized to
to require
the United
United States
States Sugar Equalizarequire the
is authorized
dent
tion Board
Board (Inc.)
(Inc.) to
take over
over from the
corporation, American
American
the corporation,
to take
tion
Trading
copartnership, B. H. Howell, Son &
& Co.,
Co., aa
and the
the copartnership,
Co., and
Trading Co.,
certain
transaction entered
entered into and carried
carried on by said corcertain transaction
poration and
copartnership at the
direction and
and as
the request, under direction
and copartnership
poration
Department of State,
agents
of the
the Department
Department of
Justice and Department
of Justice
agents of
w'eh transaction
transaction involved
involved the
the purchase
purchase in the Argentine
which
1920, and the 22nd
Republic,
22nd
the 13th day.of May, 1920,
between the
Republic, between
day
tons of
of sugar,
sugar, the
importation thereof
thereof
the importation
of 13,902
13,902 tons
May, 1920,
1920, of
day of
of May,
into the
United States
States and
distribution of a
aportion
portion of the
and the distribution
the United
into
same within
within the
States and
require the
United
the said United
to require
and to
United States
the United
same
States
Equalization Board
Board (Inc.) to dispose
dispose of any of
of
Sugar Equalization
States Sugar
said sugar
so imported
hquiundisposed of, and to liquiremaining undisposed
imported remaining
sugar so
said
date
and adjust
adjust the
the entire
entire transaction
transaction in such manner
manner as may
date and
be
by said
said board
board to
and proper
proper in the
equitable and
to be equitable
be deemed
deemed by
premises, paymg,
copartnership aforesaid
aforesaid
corporation and copartnership
to the
the corporation
paying to
premises,
represent the actual
such sums
sums as
actual
by said board to represent
be found
found by
as may
may be
such
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PROCLAMATIONS,
1923.
PROCLAMATIONS, 1923.

1913
1913

transaction,
loss sustained
either of them, in said transaction,
or either
them, or
by them,
sustained by
loss
and
this purpose
purpose the
President is
is authorized
authorized to vote or use
the President
for this
and for
the stock
of the
corporation held
held by
him, or otherwise exercise
by him,
the corporation
stock of
the
Equalization
or
his control
control over
over the
United States Sugar Equa
ization
said United
the said
use his
or use
Board
and its
directors, and to continue
continue the said corporation
corporation for
its directors,
Board and
such
be necessary
necessary to carry out the intention of this
may be
as may
time as
such time
joint
resolution."
joint resolution."
and,
and,
WHEREAS by
by virtue
of said
said Act and pursuant to the power and
virtue of
WHEREAS
authority
thereby conferred
conferred the
United States
States did
the United
of the
President of
the President
authority thereby
require
Equalization Board
Board (Inc.) to take
Sugar Equalization
States Sugar
United States
the Uruted
require the
over
the corporation,
Trading Co., and the copartnerAmerican Trading
corporation, American
from the
over from
ship,
H. Howell,
Howell, Son
Co., a
acertain
transaction entered into and
certain transaction
& Co.,
Son &
B. H.
ship, B.
at the request, under
carried
on
by
said
corporation
and
copartnership
under
copartnership
and
corporation
said
by
on
carried
Department
the direction
as agents
of the
Justice and Department
of Justice
Department of
the Department
agents of
and as
direction and
the
transaction in such
of
and to
to liquidate
liquidate and adjust the entire transaction
such
State, and
of State,
manner
as may
may be
be deemed
deemed by
Board to
to be
proper
equitable and proper
be equitable
said Board
by said
manner as
in
and
the premises, and
in italremises,
REAS said
Equalization Board (Inc.),
(Inc.),
Sugar Equalization
States Sugar
United States
said United
WHEREAS
pursuant
said direction,
has liquidated
liquidated and adjusted said transacdirection, has
to said
pursuant to
tion in
in such
deemed by
by it
it to
equitable and proper in
to be equitable
is deemed
as is
manner as
such manner
tion
the
premises, and
and has
found that
the actual
loss sustained jointly by
actual loss
that the
has found
the premises,
said American
.American Trading
Co. and
said B.
H. Howell, Son & Co. in said
B. H.
and said
Trading Co.
said
transaction
as of
of the
the date
of this
order, the sum of Two million,
this order,
date of
is, as
transaction is,
four hundred
and eighty-two
eighty-two thousand,
thousand, one
hundred and twenty-two
one hundred
hundred and
four
with
and
31/100
dollars,
and
has
filed
with
the
President of the United
filed
has
and 31/100 dollars, and
finding.
States its
its report
report in
said finding.
of said
support of
in support
Egn
ui
zie
z
ziA g
Bs
urg
States
NOW,
WARREN G.
HAR,DING, President
President of
of Equaization Bat
G. HARDING,
I, WARREN
THEREFORE, I,
NOW, THEREFORE,
the United
United States,
States, under
and by
by virtue
virtue of
of the
the Act
afore- gY
ay.Amecan
American THdlg
11:1dl1IF
Th
Congress aforeof Congress
Act of
under and
the
on
osm
said,
and
pursuant
to
the
power
and
authorityconferred
by
said
Act
poi;
&
Cq.:forlosses
co.,for
Son&
Act
said
by
conferred
authority
and
power
the
to
pursuant
said, and

them.'
by them
do
approve, ratify
ratify and
and confirm
the findings
of the
United importatns
InIP°rtatams by
the United
findings of
confrm the
hereby approve,
do hereby
hereby
States
Equalization Board
aforesaid and do hereby
(Inc.) aforesaid
Board (Inc.)
Sugar Equalization
States Sugar
order and
said Board
forthwith pay
out of
corporate funds
its corporate
of its
pay out
to forthwith
Board to
direct said
and direct
order
jointly
to said
said American
American Trading
Co. and
and said
said B. H. Howell, Son &
Trading Co.
jointly to
Co. the
the sum
Two million,
million, four
four hundred
and eighty-two
eighty-two thousand,
thousand,
hundred and
of Two
sum of
Co.
one hundred
and twenty-two
twenty-two and
31/100 dollars
dollars as
as and
for afull
afull and
and for
and 31/100
hundred and
one
by
final
liquidation,
adjustment
and
settlement
of
the
loss
sustained
loss
the
of
settlement
and
adjustment
final liquidation,
them,
the transaction
as in
Act provided.
provided.
said Act
in said
transaction as
in the
them, in
of them,
either of
or either
them, or
IN WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF
HEREUNTO set my hand
HAVE HEREUNTO
I HAVE
WHEREOF I
IN
to
and
caused
the
seal
of
the
United
States
be affixed.
States
United
and caused the seal of the
Done
the City
City of
of Washington,
this twenty-third
twenty-third day of May, in
Washington, this
at the
Done at
the
of our
Lord one
thousand nine
nine hundred and
one thousand
our Lord
year of
the year
[SEAL.]
and of
of the
Independence of
of the
the United States
the Independence
twenty-three and
[SEAL.] twenty-three
of
the one
and forty-seventh.
forty-seventh.
hundred and
one hundred
America the
of America
W ARREN G
G HARDING
HARDING
WARREN
By the President:
President:
CHARLES E.
E. HUGHES
HUGHES
CHARLES
Secretary
of State.
Secretary of
BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
OF THE
THE UNITED
TATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
STATES
UNITED S
PRESIDENT OF
BY

May 31, 1923.

-ay31,1923-.

A
PROCLAMATION
A PROCLAMATION

MomniC'tnai

between Mon
road
the
on
northwestern
in
is in
WHEREAS,
Zion
WHEREAS,
National Park
there
and
is
thenorthwestern
North Rim ofArizona
Arizona
the Grand
on the
Canyon
road National
between
Preambl
alr
e.
Premb-e.

Zion National Park and the North Rim of the Grand Canyon National
Park a
spring, known
known as
Spring, which
the only
only water
water
affords the
which affords
Pipe Spring,
as Pipe
a spring,
Park
aa
along
the
road
between
Hurricane,
Utah,
and
Fredonia,
Arizona,
Arizona,
Fredonia,
and
Utah,
Hurricane,
between
road
along the
distance
of sixty-two
and
miles; and
sixty-two miles;
distance of

PROCLAMATIONS,
1923.
PROCLAMATIONS, 1923.

1914
1914

WHEREAS, a
a settlement
was made
made at
at Pipe
Pipe Spring
and
1863 and
in 1863
Spring in
settlement was
WHEREAS,
there was
large dwelling
place, called
called"
Windsor Castle,"
with
Castle," with
'Windsor
dwelling place,
built aalarge
was built
there
portholes in
in its
walls, which
was used
place of
of refuge
from hostile
hostile
refuge from
a place
as a
used as
which was
its walls,
portholes
Indians
by
the
early
settlers,
and
it
was
also
the
first
station
of the
the
of
station
first
the
also
was
it
and
settlers,
early
Indians by the
Deseret Telegraph
Telegraph in
Arizona; and
and
in Arizona;
Deseret
WHEREAS, it
appears that
that the
good would
promoted
be promoted
would be
public good
the public
it appears
WHEREAS,
by reserving
on which
Pipe Spring
and the
the early
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continued in
three
and
three years
years after
after such
such suspension,
suspension, and
Vol. 41,
/3. 1359.
WHEREAS, by
of the
Congress of
of the
Joint Resolution
Resolution of
the Congress
the United
United
WHEREAS,
by aaJoint
Vol.
41, p1359.
States,
approved by
President on
of March,
States, approved
by the
the President
on the
the third
third of
March, one
one thousand
thousand
nine hundred
it is
provided that
interpretation
is provided
that in
in the
the interpretation
nine
hundred and
and twenty-one,
twenty-one, it
of
any provision
provision relating
relating to
to the
the duration
date of
the termination
termination
duration or
or date
of the
of any
of
the late
between the
the Imperial
and the
the
Imperial German
German Government
Government and
of the
fate war
war between
Imperial
and Royal
Royal Austro-Hungarian
Austro-Hungarian Government
the GovernGovernand the
Government and
Imperial and
ment
and people
the United
States, in
in any
Acts of
Congress conment and
people of
of the
United States,
any Acts
of Congress
contingent upon
termination of
of such
such war,
war, the
date
tingent
upon tthe date
t of
of the
the
t tat
termination
the
he date
ate when
when
such resolution
resolution becomes
becomes effective
effective should
should be
be construed
construed and
and treated
treated as
as
such
the date
date of
the termination
termination of
and
the
of the
of the
the war,
war, and
WHEREAS, it
it is
is necessary
said DiviDivithe existence
existence of
of said
WHEREAS,
necessary to
to continue
continue the
sion
Marine and
and Seamen's
Insurance for
for the
the purpose
purpose of
adjustfinal adjustof final
Seamen's Insurance
sion of
of Marine
ment
of outstanding
outstanding claims,
claims, and
and
ment of
Vol.
42, p.148.
WHEREAS, by
by the
the Act
of Congress
Congress entitled,
"An Act
Act to
WHEREAS,
Act of
entitled, "An
to EstabEstabVol. 42,p.
lish
Bureau" and
and for
for other
the
by the
other purposes,
purposes, approved
approved by
Veterans' Bureau"
lish aa Veterans'
President
the ninth
of August,
August, one
thousand nine
nine hundred
and
one thousand
hundred and
on the
ninth of
President on
twenty-one, the
powers, duties
and personnel
of the
Risk
personnel of
the War
War Risk
the powers,
duties and
twenty-one,
Insurance Bureau
Bureau were
were transferred
to the
the Veterans'
Veterans' Bureau,
Bureau, and
and
transferred to
Insurance
Vol.
WHEREAS, by
by a
aJoint
Congress of
the United
United
vol. 42,2,P. 202.2.
WHEREAS,
Joint Resolution
Resolution of
of the
the Congress
of the
States,
approved by
by the
the President
President on
August,
on the
the twenty-fourth
twenty-fourth of August,
States, approved
one thousand
thousand nine
and twenty-one,
twenty-one, the
the name
the Veterans'
Veterans'
name of
of the
one
nine hundred
hundred and
Bureau
changed to
to the
and
States Veterans'
Veterans' Bureau, and
was changed
the United
United States
Bureau was
224
Vol. 42, p. 2248.
WHEREAS, I,
I, Warren
vol.
Warren G.
G. Harding,
Harding, President
President of
United States,
of the
the United
States,
by proclamation
in the
the year of our
our
September in
date the
the first
first day of September
by
proclamation of date
Lord one
one thousand
thousand nine
and twenty-one
twenty-one and
and of
of the
the IndeIndeLord
nine hundred
hundred and
pendence
of the
States the
the one
and forty-sixth,
forty-sixth, did
did
pendence of
the United
United States
one hundred
hundred and
declare and
proclaim that
Division of
Marine and.
Seamen's
declare
and proclaim
that the
the Division
of Marine
and Seamen's
Insurance of
of the
States Veterans'
Veterans' Bureau
should continue
Insurance
the United
United States
Bureau should
continue in
in
existence
purpose of
making final
final adjustment
adjustment of
of outstanding
outstanding
existence for the purpose
of making
insurance or
thirty-first of
of December,
one thousand
thousand
insurance
or claims
claims until
until the
the thirty-first
December, one
nine
and twenty-one,
twenty-one and
nine hundred
hundred and
and
Vol. 42, p
p. 22
2259.
WHEREAS, I,
1, Warren
G. Harding,
Harding, President
of the
the United
States,
Vol.42
WHEREAS,
Warren G.
President of
United States,
by
date the
day of
of December
December in
in the
year
by proclamation
proclamation of
of date
the fourteenth
fourteenth day
the year
of our Lord one thousand
thousand nine hundred and twenty-one
twenty-one and of the
Independence of
United States
and forty-sixth,
forty-sixth,
Independence
of the
the United
States the
the one
one hundred
hundred and
did
Division of
of Marine
and Seamen's
Seamen's
did declare and proclaim
proclaim that
that the
the Division
Marine and
Insurance of the United States
Insurance
continue in
States Veterans'
Veterans' Bureau
Bureau should continue
in
existence for
for the
the purpose
purpose of
final adjustment
adjustment of
outstanding
existence
of making
making final
of outstanding
insurance
insurance or claims until the thirtieth day of
thousand
of June, one
one thousand
nine hundred
hundred and
twenty-two, and
and
nine
and twenty-two,
ol. 42, p. 227.
WHEREAS, I,
Harding, President
President of
the United
Vol.
2279.
WHEREAS,
I, Warren G.
G. Harding,
of the
United
by proclamation
States, by
proclamation of
in the
the year
year
of date
date the
the thirtieth day
day of June, in
of
our Lord
one thousand
twenty-two, and
the
of our
Lord one
thousand nine
nine hundred
hundred and
and twenty-two,
and of
of the
Independence
the United
United States
States the
the one
one hundred
hundred and
and forty-sixth,
forty-sixth,
Independence of
of the
did
declare and
proclaim that
that the
the Division
Division of
of Marine
Marine and
Seamen's
did declare
and proclaim
and Seamen's
Insurance of the United States
Veterans' Bureau
Bureau should
in
States Veterans'
should continue
continue in
existence
existence for
of outstanding
for the
the purpose
purpose of
of making final adjustment
adjustment of
outstanding
insurance or claims until the thirtieth day of June, one
one thousand
thousand nine
nine
hundred and
twenty-three, and
hundred
and twenty-three,
and
WHEREAS,
it becomes necessary
necessary to further extend the existence
WHEREAS, it
existence
of said Division of Marine and Seamen's Insurance of the United States
Veterans' Bureau,
Veterans'
Bureau,
Division,
Marine and
BuSeamen's
NOW, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, I,
ren G.
G. Harding,
H ardi ng ,President
of the
the
President of
I, War
Warren
NOW,
DisionVeteransBu
Veterans
United
States
of
America,
by
authority
of
the
powers
conferred
upon
reau,
contined unti
reau, continued
until United
States
of
America,
by
authority
of
the
powers
conferred
upon
September 3, 1924.
ept
3, 1924.
me by said Acts and Resolutions of Congress, do hereby declare and
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proclaim
that the Division
Division of Marine and Seamen's
Seamen's Insurance of the
proclaim that
United
existence for the
Veterans' Bureau shall continue in existence
States Veterans'
nited States
purpose
of making
making final
adjustment of
outstanding insurance or claims
of outstanding
final adjustment
purpose of
one thousand nine hundred and
until the
third day
day of
September, one
of September,
the third
until
twenty-four.
twenty-four.
IN
WHEREOF, I
hereunto set my hand and
I have hereunto
WITNESS WHEREOF,
IN WITNESS
caused
the seal
States to be affixed.
United States
the United
of the
seal of
caused the
the
DONE
at the
the City
City of
of Washington
this twelfth
day of June, in the
twelfth day
Washington this
DONE at
nine hundred
year
of our
hundred and twentythousand nine
one thousand
Lord one
our Lord
year of
[sm..]
and of the independence
independence of the United States the
three and
[SEAL.] three
one hundred
hundred and
forty-seventh.
and forty-seventh.
one
HARDING
W ARREN G
G HARDING
WARREN
By the
President:
the President:
By
CHARLES E.
HUGHES
E. HUGHES
CHARLES
Secretary
of State.
State.
Secretary of

AMERICA
STATES
THE UNITED
BY
OF TILE
UNITED S
TATES OF
OF AMERICA
PRESIDENT OF
THE PRESIDENT
BY THE

June
16, 1923.
ne 16,1923.

PROCLAMATION
A
A PROCLAMATION
National
ForNational For*
Carson
a
l
r
,,Tsol
t
iec.
FMex.
good will be promoted
WHEREAS,
it appears
that the
the public
public good
promoted by esCtN
appears that
WHEREAS, it
es 13reEimble.
eambe.
Mexico,
New
adding
certain
lands
to
the
Carson
National
Forest,
in
Mexico,
in
Forest,
National
adding certain lands to the Carson
and by
areas therefrom
and restoring
restoring the public
therefrom and
certain areas
excluding certain
by excluding
and
to entry by ex-service
lands subject
subject to
disposition therein
therein to
ex-service men in
to disposition
lands
advance of
the general
public, in
in accordance
accordance with existing
existing law; and
general public,
of the
advance
p. 192.
1920.
Post,p.
heretofore Post,
WHEREAS,
it
appears
that
certain
lands
immediately
immediately
lands
certain
that
appears
it
WHEREAS,
Mexico,
in
forming
a
part
of
the
Santa
Fe
National
Forest,
in
New
Mexico,
forming a part of the Santa Fe National Forest,
National
should
transferred to and made aa part of the Carson National
be transferred
should be
Forest;
Forest;
Boundaries modillecL
ed
Now,
I, WARREN
WARREN G.
G. HARDING,
HARDING, President of the Bod
Therefore, I,
Now, Therefore,
the
United
States
of
America,
by
virtue
of
the
power
in
me
vested
by
by
vested
me
in
power
the
of
United States of America, by virtue
Vol. Wi p. 1103.
Act
eighteen hundred and ninety- Vol 26, p. 1103
third, eighteen
March third,
approved March
Congress approved
of Congress
Act of
one (26
(26 Stat.,
Stat., 1095),
"An Act
repeal timber-culture
timber-culture Vol.
3.
0, p.
ol. 30,
p. 36.
To repeal
Act To
entitled, "An
1095), entitled,
one
laws, and
and for
and also by the Act of Congress
purposes", and
other purposes",
for other
laws,
ninety-seven (30 Stat.,
approved June
fourth, eighteen
hundred and ninety-seven
eighteen hundred
June fourth,
approved
11 at
at 34
34 and
entitled, "
An Act
Making appropriations
sundry
for sundry
appropriations for
Act Making
"An
36), entitled,
and 36),
11
civil expenses
expenses of
the Government
for the
the fiscal
ending June
year ending
fiscal year
Government for
of the
civil
thirtieth,
and for
for other
purposes",
other purposes",
ninety-eight, and
and ninety-eight,
hundred and
eighteen hundred
thirtieth, eighteen
do
proclaim that
that the
the boundaries
boundaries of
the Carson
National Forest
are
Forest are
Carson National
of the
do proclaim
hereby changed
changed and
are now
as shown
the diagram
diagram hereto
upon the
shown upon
now as
and are
hereby
Post, p. 1920.
p.
annexed
forming aa part
hereof; and
and that
proclamation and Jot, P19a
this proclamation
that this
part hereof;
and forming
annexed and
Forest.
that
changing
the
boundaries
of
the
Sante
National
Forest,
Fe
Sante
the
of
boundaries
the
that changing
which
have also
also signed
this same
are made
are intended
intended to
and are
made and
day, are
same day,
signed this
I have
which I
simultanebe,
and shall
shall be
as one
act to
to become
effective simultanebecome effective
one act
considered as
be considered
be, and
etc., not
Prior rights, etc.,
Prior
not
ouslv.
ously.
affected.
The withdrawal
withdrawal made
made by
by this
as to
to all
lands affected.
all lands
shall, as
proclamation shall,
this proclamation
The
which
are at
at this
this date
date legally
legally appropriated
appropriated under
under the
land laws,
public land
the public
which are
or
in a
proper application
of
provisions of
the provisions
under the
enter under
to enter
application to
a proper
embraced in
or embraced
the Stock
Law, or
or reserved
any public
public purpose,
for any
reserved for
Homestead Law,
Raising Homestead
Stock Raising
the
be
subject to,
interfere with
with or
or defeat
under
defeat legal rights under
not interfere
shall not
and shall
to, and
be subject
lands emsuch
appropriation,
nor
prevent
the
designation
of the
the lands
of
designation
the
prevent
nor
such appropriation,
braced
in such
and allowance
nor the
such
use for such
the use
thereof, nor
allowance thereof,
application and
such application
braced in
public
purpose
of
lands
so
reserved,
so
long
as
such
claims
are
legally
legally
are
claims
such
as
long
so
reserved,
so
lands
of
purpose
public
maintained or
reservation remains
remains in
force.
in force.
such reservation
or such
maintained
Excluded
lands
ex-service
aen d
And II do
do further
further proclaim
proclaim and
and make
known that
that pursuant
pursuant to
Entudto ed
to opened
make known
And
;
re
i of World War for
Public
Resolution Number
Number Twenty-nine,
Twenty-nine, approved
February fourfour- men of World War for
approved February
Public Resolution
9
vol.
4 p 434; Vol.
teenth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
and twenty,
amended by Public ResoReso- Vol. 41,
as amended
twenty, as
hundred and
teenth,
42, pp. 358, 1067.
lutions
Numbers
Thirty-six.
and
Seventy-nine,
approved
January
pp.
a,ileT.
i,
January
approved
Seventy-nine,
and
lutions Numbers Thirtv-six.
t

i
.Ly s.
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twenty-first, and
and December
twenty-eighth, one
one thousand
nine
thousand nine
December twenty-eighth,
twenty-first,
hundred
twenty-two, respectively,
is hereby ordered
ordered that
that the
the
it is'hereby
respectively, it
and twenty-two,
hundred and
public lands
the excluded
areas, subject
valid rights
and the
the
rights and
to valid
subject to
excluded areas,
lands in
in the
public
provisions of
of existing
withdrawals, shall
shall be
to entry
entry
only to
be opened
opened only
existing withdrawals,
provisions
under
the homestead
homestead and
by qualified
qualified ex-service
ex-service
laws by
desert-land laws
and desert-land
under the
men
of the
the War
War with
with Germany,
the terms
conditions of
of
terms and
and conditions
under the
Germany, under
men of
said
and the
the regulations
regulations issued
for a
aperiod
of
period of
thereunder,'for
issued thereunder
resolutions and
said resolutions
ninety-one days,
days, beginning
with the
the sixty-third
day from
from and
after
and after
sixty-third day
beginning with
ninety-one
the date
hereof, and
land remaining
remaining unentered
unentered
said land
any of
of said
thereafter any
and thereafter
date hereof,
the
gh-rOB
general public. to
will
subject to
to appropriation
public land
land law
applicable
law applicable
any public
under any
appropriation under
be subject
will be
thereto
the general
general public.
and
hereof and
the date
date hereof
to the
Subsequent to
public. Subsequent
by the
thereto by
prior
restoration to
general disposition
as herein
proherein prodisposition as
to general
of restoration
the date
date of
prior to
to the
vided,
no rights
may be
acquired to
to the
by settlement
settlement
lands by
excluded lands
the excluded
be acquired
rights may
vided, no
in
advance of
of entry,
entry, or
otherwise except
except strictly
accordance herein accordance
strictly in
or otherwise
in advance
with.
with.
Filing
may, during
during the period of twenty days
Prospective
etc. ing appliations,
aPPlielti°a%
Prospective applicants
applicants may,
preceding
the date
on which
which the
shall become
subject to
to entry,
entry,
become subject
the lands
lands shall
date on
preceding the
selection or
form desired
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this'
under the
desired under
of the
the form
or location
location of
selection
proclamation,
execute their
their applications
in the
the manner
provided by
by
manner provided
applications in
roclamation, execute
law
present the
by the
the required
required payments,
payments,
accompanied by
the same,
same, accompanied
and present
law and
by mail,
mail, or
to the
proper United
United States
States land
office in
in person,
person, by
or otherwise,
otherwise,
land office
to
the proper
and all
applications so
filed, together
with such
as may
be submitted
submitted
may be
such as
together with
so filed,
and
all applications
at the
fixed, shall
shall be
as though
though simultaneously
and
filed and
simultaneously filed
be treated
treated as
the hour
hour fixed,
at
shall be
disposed of
of in
prescribed by
by existing
existing regulations.
regulations.
manner prescribed
in the
the manner
shall
be disposed
Under such
such regulations
regulations conflicts
of equal
rights will be determined
determined
equal rights
conflicts of
Under
Thereafter

t°

the

by a drawing.

byIN
Ik
l dra
W ITNESS WHEREOF,
'WHEREOF, I
hereunto set
my hand
hand and
and
set my
I have
have hereunto
WITNESS
caused the
seal of
of the
the United
States to
to be
be affixed.
affixed.
United States
the seal
caused
the
Done
at the
the City
this sixteenth
sixteenth day
day of
of June,
June, in
in the
City of
of Washington
Washington this
Done at
year
one thousand
thousand nine
nine hundred and twentyour Lord
Lord one
year of
of our
[sEAL.] three,
three, and
the Independence
Independence of
of the
of
States of
the United
United States
of the
and of
[sEAL.]
America
one hundred
and forty-seventh.
forty-seventh.
hundred and
America the
the one

•

G HARDING
W
ARRPN G
HARnDNG
WARREN

By the President:
CHARLES

E. HUGHES
E.

Secretary of
of State.
State.
Secretary

Inns 16, 1923.
19.
Jone

BY THE
BY

PRESIDENT OF THE
PRESIDENT

OF AM.EICA
UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES or
A MIRRICA

A
PROCLAMATION
A PROCLAMATION
Santa,NFiroaN.ational
Fe Nationa
Fcrt
Santa
e. N
FSNFe
Preamble.
PreamM.
Age,
Ante, p.
P 1919.
line'
Area diminished.
diminished.

p. 36.

Vol.30
Vol.
30, p. 38.

p. 1919.

Ante,
Asn, p. L919.

WHEREAS, it
the public
public good
by
be promoted
promoted by
will be
good will
that the
it appears
appears that
WHEREAS,
transferring to
the Carson
Carson National
National Forest,
Forest, New
Mexico, certain
certain lands
lands
transferring
to the
New Mexico,
heretofore forming part of the Santa Fe National Forest,
heretofore
in the
Forest, in
the same
same
State;
State;
Now,
I, WARREN
G. HARDING,
IIARDING, President
United
the United
President of
of the
WARREN G.
Now, therefore,
therefore, I,
States
Act of
of
States of America, by virtue of the power in me vested by the Act
Congress approved
approved June
and ninety-seven
ninety-seven
hundred and
eighteen hundred
June fourth,
fourth, eighteen
Congress
(30 Stat.,
Stat. '11,
11, at
34 and
and 36),
36), entitled.,
"An Act
appropriations
Act Making
Making appropriations
entitled, "An
at 34
(30
for sundry
sundry civil
civil expenses
of the
the Government
Government for
ending
year ending
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
expenses of
for
purJune thirtieth,
thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and ninety-eight,
for other
other purand for
ninety-eight, and
hundred and
June
poses",
do proclaim
proclaim that
that the
boundaries of
the Santa
Santa Fe
Fe National
National
of the
the boundaries
poses", do
Forest
and are
are now
shown upon
upon the
diagram
as shown
the diagram
now as
are hereby
hereby changed
changed and
Forest are
hereto
and forming
forming a
part hereof;
hereof; and
that this
this proclamaand that
proclamaa part
hereto annexed
annexed and

Forest,
tion and
and that
that changing
changing the
boundaries of
of the
tion
the boundaries
the Carson
Carson National
National Forest,

which I
have also
signed this
this day,
day, are
are made
made and
and are
intended to
to be,
be,
are intended
which
I have
also signed
and
shall be
be considered
as one
one act
act to
simultaneously.
effective simultaneously
to become
become effective
considered as
and shall

I-
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1921

d
Area
r** affected.
release any land from A
It is
is not
by this
this Proclamation
Proclamation to
to release
intended by
not intended
It
reservation
nor to
heretofore embraced in aa
any land not heretofore
reserve any
to reserve
reservation nor
National
Forest.
National Forest.
IN WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, II have
have hereunto set my hand and
IN
to be affixed.
caused
the
seal
of
the
United
States
affixed.
United
the
caused the seal of
Done
at the
the City
of Washington
Washington this sixteenth
sixteenth day of June, in the
City of
Done at
year
one thousand
hundred and twentytwentythousand nine hundred
Lord one
our Lord
of our
year of
[SEAL.]
of the
the Independence
Independence of the United States of
and of
three, and
[SEAL.] three,
forty-seventh.
America,
hundred and forty-seventh.
one hundred
the one
America, the

G HARDING
W
ARREN G
HARDLNG
WARREN

By
the President:
President:
By the
C
HARLES E.
HUGHES
E. HUGHES
CHARLES
State.
Secretary
of State.
Secretary of

OF AMENRTA
STATES
THE UNITED
OF TELE:
BY
PRESIDENT OF
UNITED S
TATES OF
A34141MA
THE PRESIDENT
BY THP.

Au
gust 4, 19.
1923.
AUAngst4,

A PROCLAMA.TION
PROCLAMATION
A
To the
the people
people of
of the
the United
United States:
To

pidn
Warren Gamaliel PA
kda
ear
th
ref°f
n
In the
the inscrutable
inscrutable wisdom
Providence, Warren
nncalleinarre=
Divine Providence,
of Divine
wisdom of
In

Ga"riel Harding.
Harding, twenty-ninth
twenty-ninth President
President of
of the
United States,
taken Gamaliel
States, has been taken
the United
Harding,
and
from
us.
The
nation
has
lost
a
wise
and
enlightened
statesman
and
Preamble.
statesman
enlightened
and
wise
a
lost
has
from us. The nation
the
American people
people a
atrue
friend and counsellor whose whole public
true friend
the American
life
inspired with
with the
the desire
desire to
to promote
promote the best interests of the
was inspired
life was
United
welfare of
citizens. His private life was
its citizens.
all its
of all
the welfare
and the
States and
United States
marked
by
gentleness
and
brotherly
-sympathy,
sympathy,
and by
by the
the charm of
and
brotherly
and
marked by gentleness
his
personality he
he made
made friends
friends of
of all
all who
who came in contact with him.
his personality
It is
is meet
deep grief
which fills
the hearts
hearts of
of the
American
the American
fills the
grief which
the deep
that the
meet that
It
people
fitting expression.
expression.
find fitting
should find
people should

August
States lo
Now,
therefore, I,
Coolidge, President
President of
the United
Avi
P
9
rili
h
g
e .t
a
tignt
United States
of the
oa
day
the
1923,
10,Appointing
Calvin Coolidge,
I, Calvin
Now, therefore,
o
of
America,
do
appoint
Friday
next,
August
tenth,
the
day
on
which
btiriaL
4.s
a
da;
of
day
a
as
bial,
which
on
day
the
tenth,
August
of America, do appoint Friday next,
resting mouing
the body
body of
of the
the dead
dead President
President will
be laid
laid in
last earthly
earthly resting
mourning anndd prayer.
pray"'
its last
in its
will be
the
States.
United
place,
as
a
day
of
mourning
and
prayer
throughout
the
United
throughout
prayer
and
mourning
of
day
place, as a
earnestly recommend
recommend the
the people
people to
to assemble
assemble on
on that day in their
IIearnestly
respective
places
of
divine
worship,
there
to
bow
down in
submission
in submission
down
bow
to
there
worship,
divine
of
places
respective
to
the will
will of
of Almighty
to pay
full hearts the homage
of full
out of
pay out
and to
God, and
Almighty God,
to the
of
to the
the great
great and
good President,
President,
and good
of the
memory of
the memory
reverence to
and reverence
love and
of love
whose death
has so
so sorely
sorely smitten
the nation.
smitten the
death has
whose
IN WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF
WHEREOF I
hereunto set
set my hand and
have hereunto
I have
IN
caused
the
seal
of
the
United
States
to
be
affixed.
affixed.
be
to
States
United
the seal of the
caused
Done at
fourth day
day of
the
in the
August, in
of August,
the fourth
Washington, the
of Washington,
City of
the City
Done at the
year of
one thousand
nine hundred
hundred and
twentyand twentythousand nine
Lord, one
our Lord,
of our
year
[sEAL.]
three, and
and of
of the
the independence
independence of
United States the
the United
of the
[SEAL.] three,
one
forty-eighth.
and forty-eighth.
hundred and
one hundred
C
ALVIN C
OOLIDGE
COOLuDGE
CALVIN
By
the President:
President:
By the
C
HARLES E.
E. HUGHES
HUGHES
CHARLES
Secretary
of State.
State.
Secretary of
The
White House,
House,
The White
Washington,
August 4, 1923.
Washington, August
45822°—voi,
43—nr 2
2-45822'-VOL 43-PT
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38

1922
1922

PROCLAMATIONS, 1923.
PROCLAMATIONS,
1923.

BY TEE
PRESIDENT
OF AMERICA
BY
THE P
RESIDENT OF
OF THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
AMERICA

August
1923.
August 13,
13,1923.

A PROCLAMATION
A
PROCLAMATION
WHEREAS, Warren
Warren G.
Harding, President
President of
G. Harding,
of the
the United
United States,
States,
did on the 26th day
day of
March, 1921,
of March,
1921, by
by proclamation
proclamation appoint
James
appoint James
of Railroads,
Railroads, and
and did
did on
the 26th
C. Davis Director
Director General
General of
on the
26th day
day of
of
March, 1921,
1921, in like
like manner
manner appoint
March,
appoint said
said James
James C.
C. Davis
Davis Agent
Agent of
of
Vol. 40, p. 451; Vol.
Vol.
40, p. 451; Vol. the President, acting
the provisions
provisions of
of the
Federal Control
acting under
under the
the Federal
Control Act
Act
41, p. 469.
and
the Transportation
Transportation Act,
and the
Act, 1920;
1920; and,
and,
WHEREAS, the
the affairs
affairs of
the United
United States
States Railroad
AdminisWHEREAS,
of the
Railroad Administration are
still in
of liquidation
under said
said Acts,
requiring
tration
are still
in process
process of
liquidation under
Acts, requiring
daily and continuous
continuous activities of the Director General
General of
Railroads
of Railroads
and
of the
the President;
and Agent
Agent of
President;
NOW,
I, Calvin
Calvin Coolidge,
of the
United
CRDae
NOW, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, I,
C.R
Davis
eappointing
rectoPj:i
Coolidge, President
President of
the United
eral
Aerof itanroads
tie rdsi and
and States, under and by virtue of the power
me
power
and
authority
vested
in me
en
Agent
the President.
Agnt of
ofthe
Pres
t. by
said Acts,
Acts, and
and of
of all other powers me hereto enabling, do hereby
by said
hereby
re-appoint said
said James
of Railroads
Railroads and
re-appoint
James C.
C. Davis
Davis Director
Director General
General of
and
Agent
the President,
1923, with
powers,
Agent of
of the
President, effective
effective August
August 3d,
3d, 1923,
with all
all the
the powers,
duties and responsibilities conferred
and imposed
by said
said Acts
Acts and
and
conferred and
imposed by
proclamations originally appointing
each of the proclamations
appointing him as aforesaid,
aforesaid, and
and
hereby
hereby ratify and confirm
confirm his acts and deeds in the current
current administration
tration of said affairs in the interval between August
and
August 3d,
3d, 1923
1923 and
the date
date of this proclamation.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, II have hereunto
and
hereunto set
set my
my hand
hand and
caused the
States to
be affixed.
affixed.
the seal
seal of
of the
the United
United States
to be
DONE at the City of Washington
Washington this 13th, day of
August, in
in the
of August,
the
year of our Lord Nineteen
Nineteen Hundred
and Twenty-three,
Hundred and
Twenty-three,
[SEAL.]
Independence of the United
[BEAL.] and of the Independence
United States
One
States the
the One
Hundred and
Hundred
and Forty-eighth.
Forty-eighth.
CALVIN
CALvDi C
OOLIDGE
COOLIDGE
the President:
By the
President:
C
HARLES E.
E. HGraHES
HUGHES
CHARLES
Secretary of
State.
Secretary
of State.
Federal Control Act.
FedelControl
Act.
Preamble.
Preamble.
Vol. 42, p. 2237.

p. 2237.

Vol.

..

s

.

An
August
1923.
gust 14,
14,1923.

BY THE
PRESIDENT
THE UNITED
UNITED S
STATES
AMERTCA
BY
THE P
RESIDENT OF
OF THE
TATES OF
OF AMFRTCA
A
A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION

Coconino
National
Coconino
Natiomnl
ti a
Forest, Ariz.
A
l.
Preamble.
Vol. 36, p. 274.5.

vPremble..
.

3

rea

Area enlargd
enlarged.
Vol.30,p.36.
Vol.
30, p. 36.

9

Post, p. 1923.

Po'
p3.

Whereas, in
the interest
of economy
of administration,
administration, it
appears
Whereas,
in the
interest of
economy of
it appears
that certain lands in the State of Arizona
Arizona heretofore embraced
embraced in
in

the
the Tonto
Tonto National
National Forest, as established by Proclamation
Proclamation dated
dated
September 26, 1910 (No. 1087),
1087), should
be transferred
to, and
and made
made
should be
transferred to,
parts of,
of, the
the Coconino
parts
Coconino National
National Forest;
Forest;
Now, therefore,
therefore, I,
I, CALVIN COOLIDGE,
COOLIDGE, President
President of
of the
the United
United
States of America,
America, by virtue of the power in
vested by
Act
in me vested
by the
the Act
of Congress
Congress approved
approved June fourth, eighteen
hundred and
eighteen hundred
and ninetyninetyseven (30 Stat., 11 at 34 and 36),
do proclaim
36), do
proclaim that
that the
the boundaries
boundaries
of the Coconino National
National Forest
Forest are
are hereby
hereby changed
changed and
and that
they
that they
are now as shown on the diagram hereto annexed and forming
forming a
a
part
and that
this proclamation
proclamation and
and those
those changing
changing the
p art hereof;
hereof; and
that this
the
boundaries of
of the
the Tonto National
boundaries
National Forest and the Prescott
Prescott National
National
Forest, which
Forest,
this day,
day, are
made and
and are
which IIhave
have also
also signed
signed this
are made
are intended
intended
to be and shall be considered as one act
act to become
effective simultasimultabecome effective
neously.
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PROCLAMATIONS,
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I have hereunto set my hand and
IN
and
WHEREOF, I
WITNESS WHEREOF,
IN WITNESS
caused the
the seal of the United States to be affixed.
caused
the
DONE at
at the
August, in the
Washington this 14th day of August,
of Washington
City of
the City
DONE
twenty-three,
year of
our Lord
Lord one
thousand nine hundred
hundred twenty-three,
one thousand
of our
year
one
[SEAL.] and
and of
the Independence
Independence of the United States the one
of the
[SEAL.]
hundred and
forty-eighth.
and forty-eighth.
hundred
CALVIN COOLIDGE
COOLIDGE
CALVIN
By
President:
the President:
By the
CHARLES
HUGHES
E. HUGHES
CHARLES E.
State.
Secretary of
of State.
Secretary

August 14,
14, 1923.
August

AMERICA
OF A
STATES OF
UNITED STATES
BY TILE
1M, UNITED
MERICA
OF THE
PRESIDENT OF
THE PRESIDENT
BY

A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
A
F

National
Tonato
r
l ForNo.
Whereas, in
of economy
economy of
it appears
Tonto National
Forappears esP
administration, it
of administration,
interest of
the interest
in the
Whereas,
iVmble
the
heretofore
that
certain
lands
in
the
State
Arizona
heretofore
embraced
in
the
heamble.
of
State
that certain lands in the
Vol. 36, p. 2745.
Proclamation dated SepTonto National
National Forest,
Forest, as
as established
established by Proclamation
Tonto
tember 26,
26, 1910
(No. 1087),
should be
be transferred
transferred to, and made parts
1087), should
1910 (No.
tember
1, p.
of, the
Coconino National
National Forest,
Forest, and
certain other
other lands in the Vol. 41,
p. 170.
1770.
that certain
and that
the Coconino
of,
Proclamation dated SepPrescott
Forest, as
as established
established by Proclamation
National Forest,
Prescott National
transferred to, and made parts
tember
1919 (No.
should be transferred
1537), should
(No. 1537),
29, 1919
tember 29,
of,
the Tonto
Forest;
National Forest;
Tonto National
of, the
Area modified.
Now, therefore,
therefore, I,
I, CALVIN
CALVIN COOLIDGE,
COOLIDGE, President of the United Areamodied.
Now,
Vol. 30,
30, p.
p. 36.
36.
Vol
of
Act
the
by
vested
me
in
power in
States of
of America,
America, by
virtue of
of the
the power
vested by the Act of
by virtue
States
ninety-seven
Congress
fourth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and ninety-seven
June fourth,
approved June
Congress approved
boundaries of the
(30 Stat.,
Stat., 11
34 and
do proclaim
proclaim that the boundaries
36), do
and 36),
at 34
11 at
(30
that they are now as
Tonto National
National Forest
Forest are
changed and
and that
hereby changed
are hereby
Tonto
a part hereof;
shown on
on the
the diagram
hereof;
forming a
and forming
annexed and
hereto annexed
diagram hereto
shown
and
that this
those changing
the boundaries
boundaries of the Ante, p. 21922.
changing the
and those
proclamation and
this proclamation
and that
est

Coconino National
Forest and
and the
Prescott National
National Forest,
Forest, which
the Prescott
National Forest
Coconino
have also
also signed
signed this
this day,
made and
intended to be and
and are intended
are made
day, are
IIhave
act to become effective simultaneously.
shall be
be considered
as one
one act
considered as
shall
IN WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, I
hereunto set my hand and
have hereunto
I have
IN
to
caused
the
seal
of
the
States
be
affixed.
United
the
of
seal
the
caused
day of August, in the
DONE at
at the
14th day
this 14th
Washington this
of Washington
City of
the City
DONE
year
of our
Lord one
one thousand
nine hundred
twenty-three,
hundred twenty-three,
thousand nine
our Lord
year of
[SEAL.]
and
of
the
Independence
of
the
United
States
the one
United
the
of
[SEAL.] and of the Independence
hundred
forty-eighth.
and forty-eighth.
hundred and
C
ALVIN COOLIDGE
COOLIDGE
CALVIN
By the
the President;
President;
By
CHARLES E.
HUGHES
E. HUGHES
CHARLES
Secretary
of State.
State.
Secretary of
AMERICA
BY THE
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
OF THE
PRESIDENT OF
THE PRESIDENT
BY

.

Ate,
Infra.

p.19

August 14, 1923.
1923.
14,
Aulgnst

A
PROCLAMATION
A PROCLAMATION
Prescott

National
National

Ari7.
Whereas, in
of administration,
it appears
appears Forest,
F r 7s
te°t
ri., administration, it
economy of
of economy
interest of
the interest
Whereas, in the
Preamble.
that certain
lands
in
the
State
of
Arizona
heretofore
embraced
in
the
Preamble.
the
\
M. 41,
p. 1770.
in
1770.
41, p.
Vol.
embraced
heretofore
Arizona
of
State
the
in
lands
that certain
Prescott National
Forest, as
as established
established by
Proclamation dated
Sepdated Sepby Proclamation
Prescott National Forest,
tember
(No. 1537),
1537), should
be transferred
and made
made parts
to, and
transferred to,
should be
1919 (No.
29, 1919
tember 29,
of,
the
Tonto
National
Forest;
Forest;
Area diminished.
the Tonto National
of,Now,
p. 36.
36. dp.
30,
Vol 30,
therefore, I, CALVIN COOLIDGE, President of the United Vol
Area
diminishe
Now, therefore, I, CALVIN COOLIDGE, President of the United
States
of
America,
by
virtue
o
the
power
in
me
vested
by
the
Act
Act
the
by
vested
me
in
power
the
o
virtue
by
of America,
States
of Congress approved
June fourth,
fourth, eighteen
hundred and
and ninety-seven
ninety-seven
eighteen hundred
Congress approved June
of
(30 Stat., 11
11 at
34
and
36), do
proclaim that
that the
the boundaries
boundaries of
of the
the
proclaim
do
36),
and
34
at
(30 Stat.,
Prescott National
National Forest
Forest are
are hereby
hereby changed
changed and
and that
that they
they are
now
are
Prescott
as shown on
on the
diagram hereto
annexed and
forming a
hereof;
part hereof;
a part
and forming
hereto annexed
the diagram

as shown

PROCLAMATIONS,
1923.
PROCLAMATIONS, 1923.

1924
1924
Ante, pp.
1922, 1923.
192.
Ate,
pp. 1922,

and
that this
proclamation and
and those
boundaries of
the
of the
the boundaries
changing the
those changing
this proclamation
and that
Tonto National
the Coconino
which II
Forest, which
National Forest,
Coconino National
and the
Forest and
National Forest
Tonto
have
day, are
are intended
and shall
shall
be and
to be
intended to
and are
made and
are made
this day,
signed this
also signed
have also
be
as one
act to
to become
effective simultaneously.
simultaneously.
become effective
one act
considered as
be considered
IN WITNESS
hereunto set
set my hand
and
hand and
have hereunto
WHEREOF, II have
WITNESS WHEREOF,
IN
caused the
the seal
of the
United States
be affixed.
States to be
the United
seal of
caused
DONE
at the
City of
of Washington
Washington this 14th day.of August, in the
the City
DONE at
year
of our
Lord one
one thousand
thousand nine
nine hundred
hundred twenty-three,
twenty-three,
our Lord
year of
[sEAL.] and
and of
States the one
the United States
of the
Independence of
of the
the Independence
[SEAL.]
hundred
forty-eighth.
and forty-eighth.
hundred and

C
ALVIN COOLIDGE
COOLTDGE
CALVIN

President:
By the President:

C
HARLES E.
E. HUGHES
HUGHES
CHARLES
Secretary of
of State.
State.
Secretary

September 17, 13.
1923.

BY THE
'THE P
RESIDENT OF
THE UNITED
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
UNrTED STATES
OF TEE
PRESIDENT
BY

A PROCLAMATION
A
PROCLAMATION
National Fire
vention
Day.
National

WITH
WITH the approach of October 9th, anniversary of the great
great
Chicago
is customary
customary for the Chief Executive
Executive to direct attenChicago fire,
fire, it
it is
tion
to the
fire loss
nation and to propose
of the nation
loss of
enormous fire
the enormous
year to
tion each
each year
the observance
observance of
of that
that date
date as
National Fire
Prevention Day. IIam
Fire Prevention
as National
the
informed that
that the national fire loss for 1922 approximated
approximated fifteen
fifteen
informed
thousand
and somewhat more than five hundred million dollars.
lives and
thousand lives
If this is correct, or even approximately
approximately correct, it indicates that the
1922
the largest since 1906, when the fearful San
waste was the
fire waste
1922 fire
Francisco conflagration
conflagration brought the total to above five hundred
Francisco
million
improvement of methods
dollars. The fact that, with all our improvement
million dollars.
in most
directions, the
the fire loss continues to mount upward year by
in
most directions,
interrogation opposite our claims of
year places aastriking point of interrogation
high national
national efficiency. IIam
informed that in 1912, which was not
am informed
high
country was $2.16,
$2.16,
an exceptional year, the per capita fire loss of the country
and that in 1922 it was $4.67. The importance
importance of every
every possible
measure to
to reduce
reduce this
this loss
is so
as to
require no
no argument.
argument.
to require
so apparent
apparent as
loss is
measure
specialists in this subject agree that probably
greater part
probably the greater
The specialists
carelessness and moral
factors, such as carelessness
of the loss is due to human factors
inefficient
construction, inefficient
hazards;
large portion
portion to
poor construction,
to poor
another large
hazards; another
enforcement
regulations, and the like. All of these are
enforcement of building regulations,
subject to correction
correction through proper procedures,
procedures, and it is highly
desirable that
that public
attention be directed
directed to them and every encourpublic attention
desirable
agement given to measures for lessening the fire menace.
In view of these facts
Itseonuntal
erob,
obNOW,
Calvin Coolidge,
Coolidge, President
President of the
THEREFORE, I Calvin
NOW, THEREFORE,
M
do
Jaervance of
9,
1923,es.
United States, designate Tuesday, October .9th, as National Fire
'United
1,,. °
manner
Prevention Day, and recommend
recommend that it be observed in aa manner
most fitting. I
particularly recommend
recommend the importance of educaI particularly
most
establishments, and in
tional
industrial establishments,
tional effort through the schools, industrial
the homes.
I have hereunto set my hand and caused the
witness whereof, I
In witness
seal of the United States to be affixed.
affixed.
Washington this seventeenth
September,
seventeenth day of September
Done in the City of Washington
and
the year of our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and
in the
[BEAL.] Twenty-Three,
Twenty-Three and of the Independence
United
Independence of the United
[SEAL.]
States, the One Hundred and Forty-Eighth.
rea

Pre-

Preantble.
Plreiba

By the President
President
Pmrs.T.P
WILLIAM Pamirs
WILLIAM
Acting
State.
Secretary of
of State.
Acting Secretary

CALVIN COOLIDOB
COOLIDGE
CALVIN

ALLEGHENY NATIONAL
NATIONAL FOREST
FOREST
ALLEGHENY
PENNSYLVANIA
PENNSYLVANIA
n.

1925--1

1925
1925

PROCLAMATIONS, 1923.
1923.
PROCLAMATIONS,
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
STATES
UNITED S
BY
THE PRESIDENT
THE UNITED
TATES OF
OF THE
PRESIDENT OF
BY THE

September
24, 1923.
1923.
September 24,

A PROCLAMATION
A
PROCLAMATION
N

onal

ati
F.Aegheny National
have Feesetghper
WHEREAS,
certain lands
lands within
within the
the State
of Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania have
State of
WHEREAS, certain
be acquired
been or
acquired by
by the
the United
United States
States under
under author- Preamble.
Preamble.
hereafter be
may hereafter
or may
been
36,'p. 961.
Vol '
of Congress
Congress approved
ity
approved March first, nineteen hundred
hundred and v°1
Act of
the Act
of the
ity of
eleven (36
(36 Stat.,
961), entitled
entitled "An
"An Act To enable any State to coStat., 961),
eleven
operate
other State or States, or with the United States, for
any other
with any
operate with
the protection
of the
streams, and to appoint
appoint
navigable streams,
of navigable
the watersheds
watersheds of
the
protection of
for the
conserving
for the purpose of conserving
of lands
lands for
acquisition of
the acquisition
aacommission
commission for
the navigability
navigability of
of navigable
rivers "; and,
navigable rivers";
the
WHEREAS,
that the
the public
public good
promoted by
good will be promoted
appears that
it appears
WHEREAS, it
reservation,
a public forest
reserving
and setting
forest reservation,
said lands as a
apart said
setting apart
reserving and
Agriculture
and
Secretary of Agriculture
designated by the Secretary
been designated
have been
same have
the same
and the
as
Allegheny National Forest.
the Allegheny
as the
NationalForest,
of the
NOW,
Calvin Coolidge,
Coolidge, President
the National
Forest,
President of
I, Calvin
THEREFORE, I,
NOW, THEREFORE,
9. .
36,,p. 963
Vol.l. 36
me vested
vested by Vo
in me
power in
United
States of
America, by virtue
virtue of
of the
the power
of America,
United States
section eleven
said Act
Act and
and by
by section
twenty-four of
of the
Act of
p. 1103.
26,p.
ol. 26,
of Vol.
the Act
section twenty-four
of said
eleven of
section
Stat., 1103),
ninety-one (26 Stat,
March three
eighteen hundred and ninety-one
1103),
three, eighteen
March
entitled "An
"AniAct
repeal timber-culture
timber-culture laws and for other purTo repeal
Act To
entitled
poses,"
do proclaim
reserved and set apart as
there are hereby reserved
that there
proclaim that
poses," do
a
public forest
reservation all of said lands within the area shown as
forest reservation
a public
the
National Forest on the diagram attached hereto and
Allegheny National
the Allegheny
made
hereof, and
been or
or
and that all lands therein which have been
part hereof,
a part
made a
may hereafter
National Forest
acquired by the United States for National
be acquired
hereafter be
may
purposes shall
be permanently
reserved and administered
administered as part
permanently reserved
shall be
purposes
of the
the Allegheny
Allegheny National Forest.
of
IN
hereunto set my hand and
and
have hereunto
WHEREOF, II have
WITNESS WHEREOF,
IN WITNESS
affixed.
caused the
seal of the United
United States to be affixed.
the seal
caused
DONE
in the
the City
City of Washington
Washington this twenty-fourth
twenty-fourth day of
DONE in
September, in
the year
our Lord one thousand nine
of our
year of
in the
September,
[SEAL.]
twenty-three, and
independence of
the independence
of the
and of
and twenty-three,
hundred and
[SEAL.] hundred
the
hundred and forty-eighth.
one hundred
the one
States the
United States
the United
CALVIN COOLIDGE
COOLIDGE
CALVIN
By
the President:
President:
By the
W ILLIAM PHILLIPS
PHILLIPS
WILtIA
Acting Secretary
State.
of State.
Secretary of
Acting
36

P. 961.

en us Y v

AMERICA
BY
THE PRESIDENT
OF THE
THE UNITED
TATES OF
OF AMERICA
STATES
UNITED S
PRESIDENT OF
BY THE

.

September
6, 1923.
1923.
September 26,

A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
A
FROM its
its earliest
earliest beginnings,
beginnings, America
America has
has been
devoted to
the
to the
been devoted
FROM
cause
country was
was founded
founded on
on the
the ideal
ideal of
This country
education. This
of education.
cause of
ministering to
to the
the individual.
realized that
that this must be
was realized
It was
individual. It
ministering
done
of religion
government. In order that
and government.
religion and
institutions of
the institutions
by the
done by
there
might be
properly educated
educated clergy
well trained
trained civil
and well
clergy and
a properly
be a
there might
magistrates, one
first thoughts
thoughts of the early settlers was to
the first
of the
one of
magistrates,
provide for
liberal culture,
culture, while
while for
the general
general diffusion
diffusion
for the
of liberal
college of
a college
for a
provide
of
schools were
were established.
established. This course was
primary schools
knowledge, primary
of knowledge,
taken
as the
the necessary
enithtened society.
of enlightened
requirement of
necessary requirement
taken as
Such
policy, once
once adopted,
grow in extent.
continued to grow
has contmued
adopted, has
a policy,
Such a
With
the adoption
adoption of
of the
the Federal
Constitution and
establishment
the establishment
and the
Federal Constitution
With the
of
free governments
in the
the states
states of
the Union,
Union, there
there was
additional
was additional
of the
governments in
of free
reason for
broadening the
for education.
Our country
education. Our
opportunity for
the opportunity
for broadening
reason
adopted
by a
people. Those
Those
a free
free people.
self-government by
of self-government
principle of
the principle
adopted the
who
were worthy
worthy of
free, were
were worthy
worthy of
of being
educated.
being educated.
of being
being free,
who were

National

National
Week.

Preamble.
preamble.

Education

Education

1926
1926

PROCLAMATIONS,
PROCLAMATIONS, 1923.
1923.
and responsibility
responsibility of
Those who
who had
had the duty
duty and
of government,
government, must
must
necessarily have the education
education with
with which
which to
to discharge
discharge the
ob "anecessarily
the obligacitizenship. The
had to
to be
be educated.
educated. The
Ihe
tions of citizenship.
The sovereign
sovereign had
sovereign had become •
universities were
sovereign
the people.
people. Schools
Schools and
and universities
were
provided by the various governments,
governments, and
provided
and founded
founded and fostered
fostered by
private charity, until their buildings dotted all
all the
the land.
land.
The willingness of the people to bear the burdens
burdens of maintaining
maintaining
these institutions, and the patriotic devotion
devotion of an army
army of
of teachers,
who, in many cases, might
have earned
earned larger
might have
larger incomes
incomes in
in other
other
pursuits, have made it possible to accomplish
accomplish results with
with which we
we
may well be gratified.
gratified. But
But the task is not
not finished,
finished, it
it has
has only
only been
been

begun.

We have observed
observed the evidences
evidences of a
abroadening
broadening vision of the whole
educational system. This has included
included a
arecognition
education
educational
recognition that education
must not end with the period of school attendance,
attendance, but must be given
every encouragement
encouragement thereafter. To this end
every
end the
the night schools of
of
the cities, the moonlight schools of the southern Appalachian
Appalachian councountries, the extension work of the colleges and universities,
universities ' the provision for teaching technical, agricultural and mechanical arts,
arts, have
marked
marked out the path to a
abroader and more widely
widely diffused
diffused national
national
culture. To insure the permanence
permanence and continuing improvement
improvement
educational policy, there must be
of such an educational
the fullest
be the
fullest public
public realizarealization of its absolute necessity. Every
Every American citizen is entitled to
to aa
liberal education. Without this, there is no guarantee
guarantee for
for the
permanence .of
of free institutions, no hope of perpetuating
perpetuating self-governself-government. Despotism finds its chief support in ignorance. Knowledge
Knowledge
and freedom go hand in hand.
In order that the people of the nation may think on these things, it
it
is desirable that there should be an annual
annual observance
observance of
of Educational
Educational
Week.
Urging thservaneNo=wul
NOW, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, I, Calvin Coolidge,
of the
nit ed
Coolidge, President
President of
the U
United
vreek
b S
eginning

e °f

mber 1, as.

vember 18, as.

923
October 13, 1923.

ctoer 13,

States, do hereby proclaim
proclaim the week
week beginning
beginning on
on the
the eighteenth
eighteenth of
of
November, next, as
Education Week,
Week ' and
urge its
its obserobseras National
National Education
and urge
vance throughout
throughout the country. I
end that the
and
I recomm
recommend
the state and
local authorities
authorities cooperate
cooperate with the civic and religious bodies to
secure its most general and helpful
helpful observance,
observance, for
for the
the purpose
purpose of
of
more liberally supporting
supporting and more effectively
effectively improving the educational facilities of our country.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I
I have hereunto set my hand and
and
caused the seal of the United States to be affixed.
affixed.
DONE, in the City of Washington,
Washington, this twenty-sixth
of
twenty-sixth day of
September,
September, in the year of our Lord, One Thousand
Thousand Nine
Nine
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.] Hundred
Hundred and Twenty-three,
Twenty-three and
Independence of
and of
of the
the Independence
of
the United
United States, the One Hundred and Forty-eighth.
Forty-eighth.
CALVIN CooIDGE
COOLIDGE
CALVIN
By the President:
President:
CHARLES
CHARLES E.
E. HUGHES
HurHEs
Secretary of
of State.
State.
Secretary
BY
OF THE
OF AMERICA
BY THE
rah PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
AMERICA

A
PROCLA.MATION.
A PROCLAMATION.
Sitgreaves
Forest. Ariz.
Preamble.

FSres.

Preamble.

atinal

WHEREAS, an Executive
WEEEREAS,
Executive Order signed February seventeenth
seventeenth

and
March first, nineteen
nineteen hundred
and effective
effective March
hundred and twelve, excluded
excluded

from the Sitgreaves National Forest, in Arizona, certain Indian
Indian
reservation
reservation lands included therein March second, nineteen
nineteen hundred
and nine;
AND WHEREAS,
WHEREAS, it appears
appears that the public good will be promoted by adding certain
certain lands to the Sitgreaves National
National Forest,
and by excluding
certain areas therefrom and restoring
excluding certain
restoring the public
public
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PROCLAMATIONS,
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lands subject to disposition therein to
in
to entry by ex-service
ex-service men in
advance
advance of the general public,
public in accordance
accordance with
with existing
existing law;
Area modfied.
Now, therefore, I,
I, CALVIN COOLIDGE,
COOLIDGE, President of the
1
.' p. 1103.
the United
United Arla.1
VO1
ZO•
11031
Vol. 26,
States
of America,
by virtue
of the
power in
in me
me ves
t
edby
by th
cto
States of
America, by
virtue of
the power
vested
thee A
Act
off
Congress approved
approved March
March third, eighteen hundred and ninety-one
ninety-one
(26 Stat.,
Stat., 1095),
1095), entitled, "An
"An Act To repeal timber-culture
timber-culture laws,
laws
Vol. 30,
30, p.
p. 36.
and for
purposes", and
by the
the Act
Act o
approved Vol.
36.
and
for other
other purposes",
and also
also by
offCongress
Congress approved
ninety-seven (30 Stat., 11 at 34
June fourth, eighteen
eighteen hundred and ninety-seven
and 36),
An Act
appropriations for
sundry civil
civil
and
36), entitled,entitled, "
"An
Act Making
Making appropriations
for sundry
expenses of the Government
Government for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending June
June thirtieth,
thirtieth,
eighteen hundred and ninety-eight,
ninety-eight, and for other purposes,"
purposes," do
proclaim
boundaries of
of the
Sitgreaves National
Forest are
proclaim that
that the boundaries
the Sitgreaves
National Forest
are
hereby
hereby changed to include the area indicated
indicated as
as an addition upon the
the
diagram hereto annexed
forming a
annexed and forming
a part
part hereof
hereof and to exclude
the
thereon as
eliminations.
the areas
areas indicated thereon
as eliminations.
Prior rirights,
ghts, etc.,
etc., not
not
Prior
The withdrawal made by this proclamation
proclamation shall, as to all lands affected.
affected.
which are at this date
under the
the public
public land
land laws
date legally
legally appropriated
appropriated under
laws
or reserved
reserved for any public purpose,
purpose, be subject to, and shall not
not
interfere
interfere with or defeat
defeat legal
nor
legal rights
rights under
under such
such appropriation,
appropriation, nor
prevent the
such public
!purpose of
of lands
lands so
so reserved,
reserved, so
prevent
the use
use for
for such
public purpose
so long
long
as such appropriation
appropriation is
i
s legally
maintained, or
such reservation
reservation
legally maintained,
or such
remains in
in force.
remains
force.
Excluded
d
e
u
n
ti lands
l
b
an
yds
exopenopen:
And
proclaim and
make known
known that
pursuant to
edE
i
x
o
And I
I do further
further proclaim
and make
that pursuant
to ed
to
entry by ex-service
men
of
World
Public Resolution
approved February
lg. le
1
.
7trorld War
War,
Public
Resolution Number
Number Twenty-nine,
Twenty-nine, approved
February fourfour- for
91 days.World
Vol. 41,
41, p.
p. 434.
434.
teenth, nineteen hundred and
twenty (41 Stat.
teenth,
and twenty
Stat., 434),
434), as
as amended
amended Vol.
Vol. 42, pp. 358,1067.
approved January
twenty-first and
and December
'
' '
by the
the Resolutions
Resolutions approved
January twenty-first
December
twenty-eighth, nineteen
and twenty-two,
twenty-two, respectively
respectively
twenty-eighth,
nineteen hundred
hundred and
(42 Stat., 358, 1067),
hereby ordered
1067), it
it is hereby
ordered that the public
public lands
lands in
in the
the
excluded
areas, subject
subject to
to valid
valid rights
rights and
and the
the provisions
existing
excluded areas,
provisions of
of existing
withdrawals,
opened only
under the
the homestead
homestead
withdrawals, shall be opened
only to
to entry
entry under
qualified ex-service
of the
War with
with
and desert-land
desert-land laws
laws by
by qualified
ex-service men
men of
the War
Germany,
under the
the terms
resoluticins and
and the
Germany, under
terms and
and conditions
conditions of
of said
said resolutions
the
regulations
thereunder, for
of ninety-one
regulations issued
issued thereunder,
for a
a period
period of
ninety-one days,
days,
beginning
day from
from and
date hereof,
hereof,
beginning with
with the
the sixty-third
sixty-third day
and after
after the
the date
Unentered land
Unentered
lands
thereafter any of
remaining unentered
unentered will
be subject
subject opened
opened to
to settlement
settlement
and thereafter
of said land
land remaining
will be
thereafter.
to appropriation
under any
public land
to
appropriation under
any public
land law
law applicable
applicable thereto
thereto by
bythereafter.
the
to the
the date
hereof and
and prior
prior to
to the
the general
general public.
public. Subsequent
Subsequent to
date hereof
the
date
restoration to
disposition as
as herein
provided, no
date of
of restoration
to general
general disposition
herein provided,
no
rights
be acquired
the excluded
excluded lands
by settlement
in adadrights may
may be
acquired to
to the
lands by
settlement in
vance
entry, or
or otherwise
otherwise except
except strictly
strictly in
herewith.
vance of
of entry,
in accordance
accordance herewith.
Filing "PlicatlB
applications,,
Prospective applicants
may, during
during the
period of
twenty days
Prospective
applicants may,
the period
of twenty
days Zing
etc.
preceding
preceding the
the date on
on which
which the
the lands
lands shall
shall become
become subject
subject to entry,
entry,
selection
or location
location of
of the
form desired
desired under
under the
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this
selection or
the form
proclamation,
execute their
the manner
by
applications in
in the
manner provided
provided by
proclamation, execute
their applications
law
and present
present the
same, accompanied
payments,
by the
the required
required payments,
law and
the same,
accompanied by
to
office at
Phoenix, Arizona,
Arizona, in
person, by
by
at Phoenix,
in person,
to the
the United
United States
States land
land office
mail
applications so filed, together
together with such as
as
mail or otherwise, and all applications
may
be submitted
m. standard
standard time,
on the
time, on
the dates
dates
at nine
nine o'clock
o clock a.
a. m.,
may be
submitted at
fixed, shall
shall be
be treated
as though
though simultaneously
fixed,
treated as
simultaneously filed
filed and
and shall
shall be
be
disposed of
of in
prescribed by
Under
by existing
existing regulations. Under
in the
the manner prescribed
disposed
such regulations
conflicts of
equal rights
rights will
will be
determined by
by a
a
be determined
regulations conflicts
of equal
such
drawing.
IN
WITNESS WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, I
have hereunto
hereunto set
hand and
and
set my
my hand
I have
IN WITNESS
caused the
the seal
seal of
of the
the United
States to
be affixed.
affixed.
to be
United States
caused
Done
the City
City of
Washington this
13th day
day of
Oct., in
in the
the year
year of
of
of Washington
this 13th
of Oct.,
Done at
at the
our
one thousand
thousand nine
nine hundred
hundred and
and twenty-three,
twenty-three,
Lord one
our Lord
[SEAL.] and
the Independence
of the
United States
of America
America
States of
the United
Independence of
and of
of the
[SEAL.]
the one
one hundred
hundred and
and forty-eighth.
the
forty-eighth.
CALVIN COOLIDGE
COOLIDGE
CALVIN
By the
President:
By
the President:
C
HARLES E.
E. HUGHES
HUGHES
CHARLES
Secretary
of State.
State.
Secretary of
.
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PROCLAMATIONS,1923.
1923.
PROCLAMATIONS,

October
Oeob25, a1923.

BY THE
THE P
RESIDENT OF
UNITED S
TATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
STATES
OF THE
THE UNITED
PRESIDENT
BY
A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
A

W H KREAS, an
an Act
Act of
the "Merchant
"Merchant Marine
Marily? Act
Act
entitled the
of Congress,
Congress, entitled
WHEREAS,
of
1920", approved
approved June
5, 1921,
1921, contains
following provisions:
provisions:
the following
contains the
June 5,
of 1920",
Statutory
provisions..
"Sec.
21. That
That from
from and
after February
February 1,
1, 1922,
coast1922, the
the coastand after
"Sec. 21.
satutry prosl
Vol. 41, p. 997.
wise
laws of
of the
TerritoStates shall extend to the island TerritoUnited States
the United
wise laws
i p
ries
and possessions
of the
United States
States not
not now covered thereby,
the United
possessions of
ries and
and
board is
is directed
to the
the expiration
of such
such year
year to
to
expiration of
prior to
directed prior
the board
and the
have
established adequate
adequate steamship
steamship service
service at
at reasonable
rates
reasonable rates
have established
to
the commerce
the passenger
travel of
of said
said
passenger travel
and the
commerce and
accommodate the
to accommodate
islands
to maintain
maintain and
and operate
operate such
service until
until it
it can
can be
such service
and to
islands and
taken
over and
and maintained
upon satisfactory
satisfactory
maintained upon
operated and
and operated
taken over
terms by
by private
private capital
capital and
enterprise: Provided,
Provided, That
That if adeand enterprise:
terms
quate shipping
is not
February 1, 1922,
by February
not established
established by
service is
shipping service
quate
President shall extend
extend the period herein allowed
allowed for the
the President
establishment
of such
such service
in the
case of
island Territory
of any
any island
the case
service in
establishment of
or
for such
for the
the establishestablishnecessary for
be necessary
as may
may be
time as
such time
possession for
or possession
further,
Providedfurther,
facilities therefor:
ment
of adequate
shipping facilities
therefor: Provided
adequate shipping
ment of
That
Congress shall
shall have
have authorized
authorized the registry
registry as vessels
until Congress
That until
of
the United
United States of vessels
vessels owned in the Philippie
Philippme Islands,
Islands,
of the
the
Government of
the Philippine
authorized
is hereby
hereby authorized
Islands is
Philippine Islands
of the
the Government
regulations governing
to
governing
to adopt, from time to time, and enforce regulations
between ports
the
of merchandise
passengers between
and passengers
merchandise and
the transportation
transportation of
provided further,
or places
in the
the Philippine Archipelago:
Archipelago: And
Anflprovided
further,
or
places in
effect
That
provisions of this section shall
shall not take effect
the foregoing
foregoing provisions
That the
President of
with reference to the Philippine
Philippine Islands until the President
a full investigation
mvestigation of the local needs and
the United States after a
conditions shall, by proclamation, declare
declare that an adequate
fix
shipping
been established
established as herein provided and fix
service has
has been
shipping service
date for
for the
the going
going into
effect of
same."
of the
the same."
into effect
aadate
AND
WHEREAS, an
adequate shipping service to accomodate
accomodate the
an adequate
AND WHEREAS,
commerce and
and passenger
passenger travel
of
the Virgin
Islands
has not
not been
been
has
Islands
the
Virgin
of
travel
commerce
7.
41,
p.
V&
Vol. 41,I p.
V1p.9.
"
established
"Merchant Marine Act
Act
established as provided
provided by Section 21 of the "Merchant
of 1920":
1920",
-_
VoL
2281.
AND
WHEREAS, a
a proclamation
dated February
1, 1922,
1922, was
was
ol. 42,
2,p.
p.2261.
AND WHERES,
proclamation dated
February 1,
issued by
States of
of
of the
the United States
Harding, President
President of
by Warren
Warren G.
G. Harding,
issued
America, acting
under and
and by
of the
the authority
authority conferred
on
conferred on
by virtue
virtue of
acting under
America
him
by Section
declaring that
Section 21 of
of said
said act of
of Congress,
Congress, declaring
that the
the period
period
him by
for
aforesaid
for the
the establishment
establishment of adequate
adequate shipping
shipping service
service of
of the aforesaid
Virgin Islands
extended from
February 1,
1, 1922,
1922, to
to May
May 1, 1922,
1922,
Islands be
be extended
from February
Virgin
to
and
laws of the United States to
the coastwise
coastwise laws
extension of the
and that
that the
the extension
to
the aforesaid
aforesaid Virgin Islands be deferred from February
February 1, 1922, to
1922;
May 1,
1, 1922;
VOL
42, p. 2/39.
VdL4,p.M22.
AND WHEREAS,
WHEREAS, aa second proclamation
proclamation dated
dated May
May 18, 1922
1922,
was issued
issued by
Warren G. Harding,
United States of
of
Harding, President
President of
of the
the United
was
by Warren
America,
period for
establishment of adequate
for the establishment
the period
that the
declaring that
America, declaring
May
extended from
aforesaid Virgin
Virgin Islands be extended
fromIlay
service of
of the aforesaid
shipping service
1, 1922
1922 to
1922, and
and that
that the
the extension
extension of
of the
the coastwise
coastwise
1,
to November
November 1,
1, 1922,
deferred
aforesaid Virgin Islands be deferred
United States
States to the aforesaid
laws of the United
from
May 1,
1, 1922
November 1,
1, 1922;
1922;
1922 to
to November
from May
Vol. 42, p.2287.
AND
'WHEREAS, a
third proclamation
dated October
October 28,
1922,
28, 1922,
proclamation dated
a third
A
)AND
WHEREAS,
V42,p.22s.
was
President of the
United States of
of
Harding, President
the United
was issued
issued by.Warren G.
G. Harding,
establishment of adequate
America,
the period
period for
for the establishment
adequate
that the
America, declaring
declaring that
service of the aforesaid
shipping service
aforesaid Virgin
Virgin Islands be extended from
from
extension of
of
November 1,
1923, and that the extension
November
1, 1922
1922 to
to November
November 1, 1923,
the United States
States to the aforesaid Virgin Isthe
coastwise laws of
of the
the coastwise
lands
be deferred
to November
November 1,
1, 1923;
1923;
lands be
deferred from
from November
November 1,
1, 1922
1922 to
Vn Islands.
Preamble.
Pt b
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PROCLAMATIONS, 1923.
PROCLAMATIONS,
1923.

1929
1929

Time for
establishing
NOW, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, I,
the United
I, Calvin Coolidge, President of the
United shipping
hime
forestab
shing
service thereStates of America, acting under and by
by virtue
virtue of
of the
the authority
authority concon- to,extended
to, extended to May
May 1,
l,
1924.
ferred on me by Section 21 of said
said act
act of
of Congress,
Congress, do
declare 19
do hereby
hereby declare
tpp.
Post,
pp. 1944
1944, 17
19711

and proclaim
proclaim that the period for the establishment
establishment of adequate shipping service
service of the aforesaid Virgin Islands be further
further extended
from
extended from
November
November 1, 1923 to May 1, 1924;
1924;

Coastwise laws
deof the coastwise
AND INASMUCH
INASMUCH as the extension of
coastwise laws
the coastwise
laws of
of the
laws deferred to May 1. 1924.
United States to the aforesaid
aforesaid Virgin
Islands, as
in Section
Section Poe,
Virgin Islands,
as provided
provided in
pp.t1944,
'a4
1970.
Post, pp.
1979.
21 of the aforsaid
aforsaid act, is
of an
is dependent
dependent upon
upon the establishment
establishment of
an adeadequate shipping service
service to such island possession,
possession, IIdo hereby
further
hereby further
proclaim and declare
declare that the extension
extension of the coastwise laws of the
the
United States to the Virgin Islands is deferred from
November 1
from November
1
1923 to May 1,
1, 1924.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I
I have hereunto set
set my hand and
and
caused the seal of the United States to
affixed.
to be
be affixed.
DONE at the city
city- of Washington
Washington this 25th day of October in the
the
year of Our Lord, One Thousand
Thousand Nine Hundred and
and
[SEAL.]
Twenty-three, and of the Independence
[sFAT.1 Twenty-three,
Independence of
of the United
United
States of America the One Hundred
Hundred and
Forty-eighth.
and Forty-eighth.
CALVIN COOLIDGE
COOLIDGE
CALVIN
President:
By the President:
CHARLES
CHARLES E.
E. HUGHES
HUGHES
Secretary
Secretary of
of State.
State.

BY
THE PRESIDENT
THE UNITED
STATES
OF AMEBICA
BY m
PRESIDENT OF T119.
UNITED S
TATES OF
AMERICA

October 25, 1923.
October
25,1923.

A
A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
C l
s
WHEREAS, there
is located
in section
township twentythere is
located in
section thirty-one,
thirty-one, township
twenty- ti.
ti car
arisbg
bodn
nae%vet N.a
four south, range twenty-five
twenty-five east, and section
section thirty-six, township
Mex.
'•
township Mex.

twenty-four
south, range
range twenty-four
east of
Principal
twenty-four south,
twenty-four east
of the
the New
New Mexico
Mexico Principal

Meridian,
Meridian, in southeastern
southeastern New
Mexico, near the
Carlsbad, a
a
New Mexico,
the town
town of
of Carlsbad,
limestone
limestone cavern
cavern known as the Carlsbad
of extraordinary
extraordinary
Carlsbad Cave,
Cave, of
proportions and
of unusual
beauty and
and variety
decoration;
proportions
and of
unusual beauty
variety of
of natural
natural decoration;

Preamble.
Preable.

and

WHEREAS,
WHEREAS, beyond the spacious chambers that have
been
have been
explored, other vast chambers
chambers of
unknown character
character and
dimensions
of unknown
and dimensions
exist; and
WHEREAS, the several chambers
contain stalactites,
stalactites, stalagmites,
chambers contain
stalagmites,
and other formations
formations in such unusual number,
number, size,
size, beauty of
of form,
form,
and variety
variety of figure as to make this a
acavern
cavern equal, if not superior,
in both scientific and popular
popular interest to
known caves;
caves; and
and
to the better known
WHEREAS, it appears that the public
promoted
public interest would be
be promoted
by reserving
reserving this natural wonder
wonder as a
a National Monument, together
together
with as much land as may be needed for the protection, not
not only
only of
of
the known entrance, but such other entrances as
as may be
be found.
found.

NOW, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, I, Calvin
President of the
Calvin Coolidge, President
the Natol
r ttr
OiMe
United States
America, by
States of
of America,
authority of
of the
the power
by authority
power in
in me
me vested
vested v01-34,13.225Vol.34,p.225.
N

wat

by section two of the act of Congress entitled, "An
for the
"An Act
Act for
the
preservation
antiquities," approved
preservation of American antiquities,"
approved June eighth, ninenineteen hundred and six (34 Stat., 225) do proclaim
proclaim that
that there
there is
is hereby
hereby
reserved from all forms of appropriation
reserved
laws,
appropriation under the public land
land laws,
subject to all valid existing
set apart
as a
existing claims,
claims, and
and set
apart as
a National
National
Carlsbad Cave National Monument
Monument to be known as the Carlsbad
Monument all
that piece or parcel of land in the County of Eddy,
New
Eddy, State of New
Mexico,
Mexico, shown upon the diagram hereto annexed
past
annexed and made aa part

hereof, and more particularly
described as follows: lots one and two,
particularly described

section thirty-one, township twenty-four
twenty-four south, range twenty-five
twenty-five

t

-

.mument

Decription.

Description '

1930

PROCLAMATIONS, 1923.
1923.
PROCLAMATIONS,

east,
section thirty-six,
thirty-six, township
township twenty-four
twenty-four south,
twentyeast, and
and section
south, range
range twentyfour
of the
Principal Meridian.
Meridian.
four east
east of
the New
New Mexico
Mexico Principal
Reserved
seerved kora
irom settleexpressly given
given to
persons not
not
Warning is hereby expressly
to all
all unauthorized
unauthorized persons
ment,
etc.
metet.
to appropriate,
injure, destroy
to
appropriate, injure,
destroy or remove
remove any feature of this MonuMonument and
to locate
or settle
settle upon
upon any
any of
the lands
thereof.
ment
and not
not to
locate or
of the
lands thereof.
Supervision, etc., by
The
the National
National Park
Park Service
direction of
of
Director NsnS
of tCNational
,
The Director
Director of
of the
Service, under
under the
the direction
DS
Park Service.
the
Secretary
of
the Interior,
Interior, shall
have the
supervision,
managePsr
ricus.
the
Secretary
of
the
shall
have
the
supervision,
manageVol 39, p. bd5.
Congress
and control
control of this Monument as provided in the act of Congress
P
ment, and
VOL.
entitled, "An
"An Act
Park Service
Service and
and for
entitled,
Act to
to establish
establish aaNational
National Park
for other
other
purposes,"
August twenty
-fifth, nineteen
hundred and
purposes/" approved
approved August
twenty-fifth,
nineteen hundred
and
sixteen
(39 Stat.,
Stat., 535)
535) and
and Acts
Acts additional
or amendatory
amendatory
sixteen (39
additional thereto
thereto or
thereof.
IN WITNESS
WHEREOF, II have
and
IN
WITNESS WHEREOF,
have hereunto
hereunto set
set my
my hand
hand and
caused
the seal
of the
United States
to be
be affixed.
affixed.
caused the
seal of
the United
States to
Done
City of
Washington this
this 25th
25th day
October in
the
Done in
in the
the City
of Washington
day of
of October
in the
year of
of our
our Lord
one thousand
nine hundred
hundred and
year
Lord one
thousand nine
and twentytwentyof the
Independence of
the United
United States
of
[sEAL.] three
three and
and of
the Independence
of the
States of
America the one
forty-eighth.
America
one hundred
hundred and
and forty-eighth.
C
ALVIN COOLIDGE
CALVIn
COOLIGE
By
By the
the President:
President:
C
HARLES E.
HUGHES
CHARLES
E. HUGHES
Secretary
Secretary of
of State.
State.

November 5,
5, 1923.
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BY
THE PR.ESIDENT
THE UNITED
STATES OF
BY THE
PBEIDENT OF
OF THE
UNITED STATES
OF AMERIDA
AMImO
A PROCLAMATION
A
PROCLAMATION

Thanksgiving Day,
Day,
The
American people,
people, from
earliest days,
days, have
have observed
the
Th-ankbgi
The American
from their
their earliest
observed the
1923.
Preamble.
each year
year the
diPnnambe.
wise custom of acknowledging
acknowledging each
the bounty
bounty with
with which
which divine Providence
Providence has
In the
the beginnings,
beginnings, this
has favored
favored them.
them. In
this acknowlacknowledgment was a
avoluntary
voluntary return
return of thanks
community for
the
thanks by the
the community
for the
fruitfulness
harvest. Though
Though our
of life
life has
has greatly
fruitfulness of
of the
the harvest.
our mode
mode of
greatly
changed,
changed, this
always survived.
survived. It
made Thanksthis custom has always
It has
has made
Thanksgiving Day not
giving
but one
one of
of the
characterisnot only
only one
one of the
the oldest
oldest but
the most
most characteristic observances
observances of
home and
and church,
church,
of our country.
country. On
On that
that day,
day, in
in home
in
and in
in public
public gatherings,
gatherings the
the whole
whole nation
has for
in family and
nation has
for generations
generations
paid the tribute
tribute due from grateful
hearts for
for blessings
bestowed.
grateful hearts
blessings bestowed.
To center
have
center our thought m
in this way upon the favor which we have
been shown
been altogether
altogether wise
wise and
and desirable.
It has
given
been
shown has
has been
desirable. It
has given
opportunity justly to
to balance
balance the
the good
good and
the evil
have
opportunity
and the
evil which
which we
we have
experienced. In
experienced.
In that we have never failed to find reasons for being
grateful to God for a
agenerous preponderance
preponderance of
of the
the good. Even
Even in
in
the least
propitious times,
times a
abroad
broad contemplation
whole posiposithe
least propitious
contemplation of
of our
our whole
tion has never failed to disclose overwhelming
overwhelming reasons for thankfulthankfulness. Thus viewing our situation, we have found warrant for aamore
hopeful and confident
confident attitude toward the future.
future.
In
In this current year, we now approach the time which has been
been
accepted
accepted by custom as most fitting
fitting for the
the calm
calm survey of our estate
and the return of thanks. We shall the more
more keenly
keenly realize
realize our good
good
fortune,
if we
sincerity, give
thought, and
and more
fortune, if
we will,
will, in
in deep
deep sincerity,
give to
to it
it due
due thought,
more
especially,
we will
compare it
that of
of any
any other
community in
especially, if
if we
will compare
it with
with that
other community
in
the world.
world.
the
The year has brought
brought to our people two tragic experiences
experiences which
which
have deeply affected them. One was the death of our beloved President Harding, which has been mourned
a realization
realization
mourned wherever there is a
of the worth of high ideals, noble purpose and
service carried
and unselfish
unselfish service
carried
even to the end of supreme sacrifice. His loss recalled
recalled the
the nation to
to a
a
less captious
captious and more charitable
charitable attitude. It
It sobered the
whole
the whole
thought of the country. A
A little later came the unparalleled
unparalleled disaster
disaster

PROCLAMATIONS,
1923.
PROCLAMATIONS, 1923.

1931

of
from the people
to the
the friendly
friendly people
people of
of Japan.
Japan. This
called forth
forth from
people of
This called
to
the United
United States
States a
demonstration of
of deep
deep and
and humane
humane feeling.
It
feeling. It
a demonstration
the
new evicreated new
was
the substance
good works.
works. It
It created
of good
substance of
into the
was wrought
wrought into
of world
guarantee of
dences of
friendship, which
which is
is aaguarantee
of our
our international
international friendship,
dences
peace.
It replenished
replenished the
the charitable
of the
the country.
country.
impulse of
charitable impulse
peace. It
are tested
tested and
By
experiences, such
these, men
nations are
and nations
men and
such as
as these,
By experiences,
refined.
have been
been blessed
much of
prosperity.
material prosperity.
of material
with much
blessed with
We have
refined. We
the privations
remember the
We shall
shall be
be better
appreciate it
it if
we remember
privations
if we
to appreciate
better able
able to
We
it if
if we
we use
of it
more worthy
worthy-of
others
and we
shall be
be the
the more
we shall
suffered, and
have suffered,
others have
to render thanks
then to
it for
their relief.
relief. We
well then
thanks for the good
do well
We will
will do
for their
it
we have become
that
has come
come to
us, and
show by
actions that
that we
by our
our actions
and show
to us,
that has
stronger,
wiser, and
and truer
truer by
the chastenings
chastenings which
have been imwhich have
by the
stronger, wiser,
for the part we must
posed upon
us. We
will thus
thus prepare
prepare ourselves for
We will
upon us.
posed
We
take
world which
forever needs
needs the
the full
full measure
measure of
of service.
service. We
which forever
take in
in aaworld
a most generous
to be
be a
We ought
ought to
have been
been a
people. We
favored people.
a most
most favored
have
a
people. We
We have
been aa most
most blessed
We ought
ought to be a.
people. We
blessed people.
have been
people.
most
most thankful
thankful people.
people.
WHEREFORE,
I, Calvin
Calvin Coolidge,
Coolidge, President
President of
of the
the United
b
e
rrA'dwitArd
United berTh29s^d'gntd
WHEREFORE, I,
Day.
States,
fix and
designate Thursday,
twenty-ninth day
as Thanksgiving
Thksig Day.
day as
the twenty-ninth
Thursday, the
and designate
hereby fix
do hereby
States, do
as Thanksgiving
Thanksgiving Day, and recommend its general
of
November, as
of November,
the people, gatherobservance throughout
throughout the
land. It
It is
is urged
urged that the
the land.
observance
ing
their homes
and their
their usual
usual places
places of
of worship,
expression
give expression
worship, give
homes and
ing in
in their
a gracious
to their
gratitude for
benefits and
and blessings
blessing's that
gracious Provithat a
the benefits
for the
their gratitude
to
of Almighty
the guidance
guidance of
dence has
has bestowed
upon them,
and seek
Almighty
seek the
them, and
bestowed upon
dence
God, that
that they
may deserve
deserve a
of His favor.
a continuance
continuance of
they may
God,
IN
WITNESS WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, II have
have hereunto set my hand and
IN WITNESS
the United
United States.
caused to
to be
great seal
seal of
of the
the great
affixed the
be affixed
caused
DONE at
at the
the City
Washington, this
this 5th
November, in
in the
the
of November,
day of
5th day
of Washington,
City of
DONE
year
Lord One
One Thousand
Nine Hundred
Hundred and
and
Thousand Nine
our Lord
of our
year of
the Independence
[BEAL.] Twenty-three,
Independence of the United
United
and of
of the
Twenty-three, and
[SEAL.]
States,
and Forty-eighth.
Forty-eighth.
Hundred and
the One
One Hundred
States, the
COOLIDGE
C
ALVIN C
OOLIDGE
CALVIN
By the
the President:
President:
By
HUGHES
CHARLES
CHARLES E.
E.IIDGREs
Secretary
of State.
State.
Secretary of

BY
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
THE UNITED
STATES
UNITED STATES
OF THE
BY THE

13.
December ,1,
18, 1923.
December

A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
A

n1 R w WHEREAS
the disposal
disposal of
of lands
lands Cro.
c
t
iVingtn
directing the
Congress directing
of Congress
Act of
the Act
WHEREAS the
Preasmble.
within
specified part
part of
of the
the Crow
Crow Indian
State Preamble.
the State
in the
Reservation, in
Indian Reservation,
within aaspecified
Vol. 33, p. 381.
of Montana,
approved April
(33 Stat.,
Stat., 352),
352), among other V 33* 36*
1904 (33
27, 1904
April 27,
Montana, approved
of
things, provides:
provides:
things,
That when,
judgment of
President, no
of the
more of
no more
the President,
of the
the judgment
in the
when, in
That
land herein
herein ceded
ceded can
be disposed
disposed of
said price,
may by
by
he may
price, he
at said
of at
can be
land
proclamation, to
to be
repeated at
at his
to
time to
from time
sell from
his discretion,
discretion, sell
be repeated
proclamation,
time
subject to
the provisions
provisions of
homeof the
the hometo the
land subject
remaining land
the remaining
time the
stead
law or
as he
may deem
most advantageous,
advantageous, at
at
deem most
he may
otherwise as
or otherwise
stead law
with
such
in such
such conditions,
conditions, with
upon such
manner, upon
such manner,
prices, in
or prices,
price or
such price
deem best for
may deem
as he may
such
restrictions, and
and upon
upon such
such terms
terms as
such restrictions,
concerned;
all
the interests
interests concerned;
all the
Vo
Vd. 39.P. 20
Reservation were sold and va.
AND WHEREAS
AND
WHEREAS certain
certain lands in the Reservation
2029; VoL
entered
in the
provided for
185S.
40, p.
p. l.
September 40,
of September
Proclamations of
by Proclamations
for by
manner provided
the manner
entered in
1653), which
28,
Stat. 2029),
and April
6, 1917 (40 Stat., 1653),
April 6,
2029), and
(38 Stat.,
1914 (38
28, 1914
be paid
Proclamations
which the
might be
lands might
the lands
under which
terms under
the terms
fixed the
Proclamations fixed
for;
for;

1932

PROCLAMATIONS, 1923.
1923.
PROCLAMATIONS,

AND
WHEREAS because
adverse weather
weather condicondiand adverse
droughts and
of droughts
because of
AND WHEREAS
tions
an extension
extension of
time for
payments, until
until the
the 1921
1921 anniversaries
anniversaries
for payments,
of time
tions an
of
of the
the purchases
purchases and
entries was
was allowed
certain
on certain
allowed on
and entries
dates of
of the
the dates
conditions to
to certain
certain purchasers
purchasers and
and entry
men by
dated
by Proclamation
Proclamation dated
entrymen
conditions
Vol. 41,
p.1793.
May 5,
5, 1920
1920 (41
VOL
4, p.
17.
(41 Stat., 1793)
1793);;
AND WHEREAS
WHEREAS it
appearing that
that there
there had
no substantial
substantial
been no
had been
it appearing
AND
amelioration of
of conditions
further extension
of time
payments
time for
for payments
extension of
conditions aafurther
amelioration
until the
1922 anniversaries
anniversaries of the dates of
entries
of the
the purchases and entries
the 1922
until
was allowed
allowed on
on certain
conditions to
purchasers and
entrymen
and entrymen
to certain
certain purchasers
certain conditions
was
Vol.
42, p. 2245.
Proclamation dated August 11, 1921
1921 (42
(42 Stat,
2246);
Stat., 2246);
by.Proclamation
Vol.42,p. 2
AND
WHEREAS it
that there
there had
had been
been no
material
no material
it appearing
appearing that
AND WHEREAS
improvement
extension of
of time
time for paya further
further extension
the conditions
conditions a
in the
improvement in
ments until
1923 anniversaries
anniversaries of
purchases and
the dates of the purchases
of the
the 1923
until the
ments
entries
was allowed
allowed on
certain
conditions
to certain
certain purchasers
and
and
purchasers
to
conditions
on
certain
was
..
entries
l.
Vol. 42, p. 2281.
entrymen
by Proclamation
Proclamation dated
dated July
July 10,
10, 1922
Stat., 2281)
2281);;
(42 Stat.,
1922 (42
entrymen by
Vol
p281.
AND WHEREAS
WHEREAS it
while there
there has been some imthat while
it appears
appears that
AND
provement in
in the
conditions existing
existing on
Reservation there
there are
are
on the
the Reservation
the conditions
provement
still
many purchasers
purchasers and entrymen
entrymen who are unable to make paystill many
ment in the manner required of
aforesaid Proclamation.
Farther extensions ment in the manner required of the aforesaid
NOW, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, I,
I, Calvin Coolidge, President
President of the United
United
allowed
to psy
pay installIstNOW,
laodato
ments for cededlands.
da
States
America, by
virtue of
in me
me by
by the
the
conferred in
by virtue
of the
the authority
authority conferred
States of
of America,
P,,l. p. 1955.
M S"
Post,
order and direct that any pursaid
April 27, 1904,
1904, do hereby
hereby order
of April
said Act
Act of
Reservation who is
chaser
entryman of lands
said former Reservation
lands within
within said
chaser or
or entryman
unable
to
pay
the
purchase
money
due
under
his
purchase or
entry
his
purchase
or entry
due
under
purchase
money
to
pay
the
unable
VL
VoL 38, p. 2029;VoL
made under
said Proclamations
Proclamations of
of September
28, 1914,
said
1914, or
or the
the said
September 28,
under the
the said
1
vo, made
o,pv.
PProclamation of
6, 1917, upon filing
filing in the local land office an
of April
April 6,
Proclamation
affidavit corroborated
to
affidavit
corroborated by two persons setting out his inability to
make the required
make
required payment
payment and the reasons therefor
therefor shall be granted
granted
1924 anniversary
an extension
extension of
anniversary of the date of his
the 1924
of time until the
an
entry or
or purchase
purchase upon
payment to
Receiver of
district
of the district
to the Receiver
the payment
upon the
entry
land office
office of
of interest
interest at the rate
five per cent
cent per annum
annum on the
rate of
of five
land
amounts extended
extended from
from the
the maturities
maturities thereof
thereof to
expiration of
of the
the
to the
the expiration
amounts
CYditUos.
Conditions.
promptly notify all
period of
of extension. The district land office will promptly
entitled to the extension
purchasers
entrymen entitled
extension of the manner in
purchasers and entrymen
interest
which
it may
which it
may be
be obtained.
obtained. If the affidavit
affidavit is not filed and the interest
such
within such
receipt of
of notice, or if, within
paid within
within thirty days
days from receipt
time,
the amounts
not paid
paid in
purchases or
in full, the
the purchases
are not
in arrears
arrears are
time, the
amounts in
district
reported by
by the
the district
entries for
amounts are
are due
due will
will be reported
for which
which the amounts
entries
land office
office to
General Land
Office for
for cancellation.
to the
the General
Land Office
cancellation.
land
I have
have hereunto
hereunto set my hand and
IN
WITNESS WHEREOF
WHEREOF I
IN WITNESS
caused the
the seal
the United
States to
to be affixed.
affixed.
of the
United States
caused
seal of
Done
the City
City of
of Washington—this
eighteenth day
day of DecemWashington-this eighteenth
at the
Done at
Hundred and
ber,
of our Lord Nineteen Hundred
the year
year of
ber, in
in the
[sEAL.]
twenty-three and
and of
of the
the Independence
Independence of the United
United
[SEAL.] twenty-three
States,
One Hundred
Hundred and
and Forty-Eighth.
Forty-Eighth.
the One
States, the
CALVIN COOLIDGE
CALVIN
COOLIDGE
By the President:
President:
CHARLES
CHARLES E.
E. HUGHES
Secretary of
of State.
State.
Secretary
December 27, 1923.
Daecmbera7,MM

B
OF THE
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
BY THE
IttE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
THE UNITED
OF AMERICA
AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
A

V
rePeir
m
rielr
Vol 35, p. 1075.
ol. , p. 1075.

WHEREAS it
provided by
by the
of Congress
Congress approved
approved
the Act
Act of
is provided
it is
WHEREAS
March
"An
March 4, 1909, entitled "
An Act to Amend and Consolidate the Acts
the Act,
Act,
Respecting Copyright",
Copyright", that
secured by the
that the copyright
copyright secured
Respecting
except
benefits under
under Section 11 (e) thereof as to which special
except the benefits

PROCLAMATIONS, 1923.
PROCLAMATIONS,
1923. 1933

1933

conditions
conditions are imposed, shall extend to the work of an author or
proprietor who is a
a citizen or subject of aa foreign
proprietor
foreign state or nation,
p
Act, to vol.
35, p.. 1075.
only upon certain conditions set
set forth in Section
Section 88of
of th
thee said
said Act,
VoL 35
wit:
wit:
(a) When an alien author or proprietor shall be domiciled
domiciled within
within
the United States at the time of the first publication
publication of his work;
work; or
or
(b) When the foreign
foreign state or nation of which such author or
proprietor
proprietor is a
acitizen or subject grants,
grants, either by treaty, convention,
convention,
agreement, or laws
agreement,
law, to citizens
citizens of the United States the benefit
benefit of copyright on substantially
substantially the same basis as to its own citizens, or copysubstantially equal to-the protection secured
right protection substantially
secured to such
foreign author under this Act or by treaty;
treaty; or when such foreign
foreign state
or nation is a
a party to an international
international agreement
agreement which provides for
reciprocity in the granting of copyright, by the terms of which agreereciprocity
ment the United States may, at its pleasure, become
become a
aparty thereto:
thereto:
AND WHEREAS
WHEREAS it is provided by Section 1
Act
1 (e)
(e) of the said Act
of Congress, approved March 4, 1909, that the provisions
provisions of the Act
Act
"so far as they secure copyright controlling
"so
controlling the parts of instruments
instruments
serving to reproduce
reproduce mechanically
mechanically the musical work, shall include
only compositions
compositions published
published and copyrighted
copyrighted after this Act goes
into effect, and shall not include the works of a
a foreign author or
composer unless the foreign state or nation of which
which such author or
composer is aa citizen or subject
subject grants, either by treaty, convent:on,
convention,
agreement or law, to citizens of the United States similar rights";
rights";
AND WHEREAS the President is authorized
authorized by the said Section 8
8
to determine
determine by proclamation
proclamation made from time to time the existence
existence
of the reciprocal
reciprocal conditions aforesaid,
aforesaid, as the purposes of the Act may
require;
require;
WHEREAS satisfactory official
official assurances
been rereAND WHEREAS
assurances have
have been
ceived that the Minister of Trade and Commerce of Canada issued,
issued,
pursuant to Section 4
Copyright Act assented
4 (2) of the Canadian
Canadian Copyright
assented
to June 4, 1921,
1921, aa certificate dated December 26, 1923,
1923, to become
become
operative
January 1, 1924, declaring
operative on January
declaring that for
for the
the purposes
purposes of
of the
the
rights conferred
conferred by the said Act, the United States shall be treated
treated
as
it were
country to
to which
Act extends.
as if it
were a
a country
which the
the Act
extends.
Benefits to citde
ize
dnsig
THEREFORE,
I, CALVIN COOLIDGE,
COOLIDGE, President
NOW TH
NREFORE, I,
President of
of the
c,anada extended to
theCand
re
1
United
States
of
America,
do
declare
and
proclaim
mechanical
musical
re-United States of America, do declare and proclaim
mechtimica
productions.
That on and after January 1,
1, 1924, the conditions specified in
Sections
Sections 88 (b) and 1
1 (e) of the Act of March 4, 1909,
1909, will
will exist and
and
fulfilled in respect
be fulfilled
respect to the citizens of Canada and that on and after
after
that date citizens of Canada will be entitled to all the benefits
benefits of the
and the
the Acts
Acts
Act of March 4, 1909, including Section
Section 11 (e) thereof and
amendatory of the said Act.
amendatory
Provided
Provided that the enjoyment by any work of the rights and bene- Conditions.
Condions conferred by the Act of March
amendatory
fits conferred
March 4, 1909,
1909, and the
the Acts
Acts amendatory
thereof, shall be conditional upon compliance
compliance with the requirements
requirements
and formalities
formalities prescribed
prescribed with respect to such works by the copyright laws of the United States.
Further that the provisions of Section 1
And Provided
Provided Further
1 (e) of the
Act of March 4, 1909, in so far as they secure copyright
copyright controlling
controlling
instruments serving to reproduce
the parts of instruments
reproduce mechanically
mechanically musical
works shall apply only to compositions
compositions published on or after January 1, 1924, and registered for copyright in the United States.

1934
1934

PROCLAMATIONS,
PROCLAMATIONS, 1923,
1923, 1924.
1924.
IN
WITNESS WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, IIhave
hereunto set
set my
hand and
and
IN WITNESS
have hereunto
my hand
caused
of the
United States
States to
to be
caused the
the seal
seal of
the United
be affixed.
affixed.
Done at
at the
city of
of Washington
day of
in the
Done
the city
Washington this
this 27th
27th day
of December
December in
the
year
one thousand
thousand nine
hundred and
year of
of Our
Our Lord
Lord one
nine hundred
and twentytwenty[BEAL]
the Independence
of the
the United
United States
States of
[s.AT] three,.
three, and
and of
of the
Independence of
of
America the
the one
one hundred
forty-eighth.
America
hundred and
and forty-eighth.
By
President:
By the
the President:
CHARLES E.
HUGHES
CHARLES
E. HUGHES
Secretary
of State.
Secretary of
State.

January 7,
JuaMry
7, 1924.
924.

C
ALVIN C
OOLIDGE.
CALVIN
COOLIDGE.

BY 'THE
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT or
TE' UNITED
OF THE
BY
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA

A
PROCLAMATION
A PROCLAMATION
Whereas, Section
of a
a Joint
Whereas,
Section I
I of
Joint Resolution
Resolution of
of Congress,
Congress, entitled
entitled aa
"Joint Resolution
Resolution To prohibit
prohibit the exportation of
arms or
munitions
of arms
or munitions
States to
to certain
certain countries,
countries, and
and for
other
of war from
from the
the United
United States
for other
purposes,"
approved January
31, 1922,
provides as
as follows:
follows:
purposes," approved
January 31,
1922, provides
ti Statat°17
t atlawrizaau a
"That
" Th at whenever
whenever the President finds that
country,
that in
in any
any American
American country
tion.
or in any country in which
United States
States exercises
which the
the United
exercises extratenitorial
extraterritorial
jurisdiction,
jurisdiction, conditions
conditions of
of domestic
exist, which
which are
or may
may
domestic violence
violence exist,
are or
be promoted by the use
of war
procured from
from
use of arms
arms or munitions of
war procured
the United States, and makes
proclamation thereof,
thereof, it
shall be
makes proclamation
it shall
be ununexcept under
lawful to export, except
exceptions as
as the
under such
such limitations
limitations and
and exceptions
the
President
President prescribes,
any arms
of war
from any
any place
in
prescribes, any
arms or
or munitions
munitions of
war from
place in
the
country until
until otherwise
the
the United
United States
States to
to such
such country
otherwise ordered
ordered by
by the
President
or by
President or
by Congress."
Congress."
Vol. 42,
p.381.
And
whereas, it
of the
the said
42,pA
31
nd whereas,
it is
is provided
provided by
by Section
Section II
II of
said Joint
Joint ResoluResolution
"Whoever exports
of war
war in
in violation
tion that
that "Whoever
exports any
any arms
arms or
or munitions
munitions of
violation
of section II shall on conviction
be punished
by fine
conviction be
punished by
fine not
not exceeding
exceeding
$10,000,
or by
not exceeding
exceeding two
two years,
years, or
or both."
$10,000, or
by imprisonment
imprisonment not
both."
Declarationcet of doNow,
of the
States of
of
mDdesv
Now, thereforej,
do.
g
therefore, I, Calvin
Calvin Coolidge,
Coolidge, President
President of
the United
United States
mestioviolencemasting
inMexico.
by virtue
virtue of
in
Mexico.
America, acting
acting under
under and
and by
in
of the
the authority
authority conferred
conferred in
Resolution of Congress,
me by the said Joint Resolution
Congress, do hereby
hereby declare
declare and
and
that I
proclaim that
that there
there exist
in Mexico
Mexico such
such conditions
I have found that
exist in
conditions
of domestic violence which
which are or may be
the use
use of
of
be promoted
promoted by
by the
arms or munitions of war
conwar procured
procured from
from the
the United
United States
States as
as contgwlipfteo
the said
said Joint
warning
templated by the
Joint Resolution;
Resolution; and
and I
I do
do hereby
hereby admonish
admonish
gal
shipmen of arms, templated
etc.,thereto,
all citizens
etc.,
thereto,
citizens of the United
United States and every
every person to
to abstain
abstain from
from
every violation of the provisions
provisions of the Joint
Resolution above
above set
set
Joint Resolution
I do
forth, hereby made applicable to Mexico, and I
warn them
them
do hereby
hereby warn
that all violations of such provi.sions
provisions will
rigorously prosecuted.
prosecuted.
will be rigorously
Officers to enIce
mime°
And
enjom upon
upon all
of the
the United
United States,
lawoe
And II do
do hereby
hereby enjom
all officers
officers of
laws.
States,
charged
charged with the execution
execution of the laws thereof, the
the utmost
utmost diligence
diligence
in preventing violations of the said
Joint Resolution
and this
my
said Joint
Resolution and
this my
Proclamation
Proclamation issued thereunder, and in bringing
bringing to
trial and
punishto trial
and punishment any
against the
same.
ment
any offenders
offenders against
the same.
Power delegated
to
And I
do hereby
as an
an exception
exception and
to the
And
secretWLary
Sated
I do
hereby prescribe
prescribe as
and limitation
limitation to
the
Secretary
of State
for
shipment to Governshipments
foregoing restrictions
exportations of
muniti ons o
war
Govn- foregoing
restrictions such
such exportations
of arms or
or munitions
offwar
ment of Mexico.
as are approved by the Government
Government of the United States for shipment
shipment
to the Government
Government of Mexico
Mexico which has been recognized by the
Government
Government of the United
and such
such arms
arms and
munitions for
United States, and
and munitions
for
industrial or commercial
commercial uses as may from time to time be
be exported
exported
with the consent of the Secretary
Secretary of State.
'
Export
of
etc.
PbI
ararms,
msec.
Preamble
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IN WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF,
hereunto set
set my
my hand
hand and
have hereunto
WHEREOF, II have
IN
United States to be affixed.
the United
caused the
seal of the
the seal
caused
January in
day of
of January
DONE at
at the
the City
this seventh
seventh day
Washington this
of Washington
City of
DONE
the
of our
and
hundred and
nine hundred
thousand nine
one thousand
Lord one
our Lord
year of
the year
United
[sEAL.]
twenty-four and
of the
the Independence
Independence of the United
and of
twenty-four
[SEAL.]
States
of America
forty-eighth.
and forty-eighth.
hundred and
the one
one hundred
America the
States of
CALVIN COOIMDGE.
COOLIDGE.
CALVIN
By
the President:
President:
By the
CHARLES
E. HUGHES
HUGHES
CHARLES E.
Secretary of
of State.
State.
Secretary

BY THE
OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
PRESIDENT OF
THE PRESIDENT
BY

Urinary 16, 1924.

January 16 1924.

PROCLAMATION
A PROCLAMATION
Chelan National For-

aIash.
United States est,W
of the United
WHEREAS,
by Proclamations,
Proclamations, the
the President
esf,VvIsnh
il
.
ati°nal1° .̀
President of
WHEREAS, by
has,
various times,
times, created
created certain
certain National
National Forests,
Forests, within
within the Preamble.
at various
has, at
and
State
of Washington;
Washington; and
State of
a proper adjustment of the
WHEREAS,
In order
provide for
for a
to provide
order to
WHEREAS, In
Forests, in satisclaims of
State to
lands within
within said
said National
National Forests,
to lands
of the
the State
claims
agreement
faction of
school grant,
grant, a
of agreement
memorandum of
a memorandum
common school
its common
of its
faction
December 22, 1914, between the
was entered
entered into
under date
date of
of December
into under
was
State of WashSecretary
the Department
Agriculture and
and the State
of Agriculture
Department of
of the
Secretary-of
was agreed
it was
ington
whereby it
agreed that the said State should relinquish all
ington, whereby
to the
its
or claim
claim under
its grant
aid of
of common
schools to
common schools
in aid
grant in
under its
title or
its title
whole
sections sixteen
sixteen and
thirty-six included
included
and thirty-six
certain sections
of certain
parts of
or parts
whole or
within the
prior to survey, or upon which
which
Forests prior
National Forests
said National
the said
within
inclusion
made prior to survey and inclusion
been made
homestead settlements
settlements had
had been
homestead
allowed to
and be allowed
within such
reservations and
and legally
maintained, and
legally maintained,
such reservations
within
and
along and
select other
other lands
lands equivalent
equivalent in
acreage and
lying along
value lying
and value
in acreage
select
within the
the boundaries
boundaries of
said National
in such
position that,
such position
Forests in
National Forests
of said
within
lands will lie outside
when eliminated
eliminated therefrom,
therefrom, all
all of
said selected
selected lands
of said
when
the
new exterior
boundaries of
the National
Forests '
•and
and
National Forests;
of the
exterior boundaries
the new
WHEREAS, It
appears that
that the
the public
would be proprointerests would
public interests
It appears
WHEREAS,
moted
by modifying
Executive order
December 31, 1920, No. 3380,
of December
order of
modifying Executive
moted by
as to
so as
affecting
the boundaries
the Chelan
Chelan National
'Forest, so
to
National'Forest,
of the
boundaries of
affecting the
also so as to allow
exclude
the areas
first hereinafter
and also
described, and
hereinafter described,
areas first
exclude the
the
in furtherance
furtherance of
of the
agreement,
aforesaid agreement,
the aforesaid
of Washington,
Washington, in
State of
the State
selection, and hereinto make
selections of
of the
the lands
agreed upon
for selection,
hereinupon for
lands agreed
to
make selections
aforesaid portions
after described,
as indemnity
satisfaction of
the aforesaid
portions
of the
in satisfaction
indemnity in
described, as
after
of
its common
school grant;
Area diminished.
Are
dimnshe
common school
grant;
of its
Now,
therefore, I,
Coolidge, President
President of
the United
United States
States Vol. 30,
p. 36.
3s.
30,p.
of the
Calvin Coolidge,
I, Calvin
Now, therefore,
of ConAct of
of
virtue of
power in
in me
me vested
vested by
the Act
by the
the power
of the
by virtue
America, by
of America,
gress
approved June
June fourth,
eighteen hundred and ninety-seven,
ninety-seven,
fourth, eighteen
gress approved
expenses of
civil expenses
entitled "
An Act
Making appropriations
sundry civil
for sundry
appropriations for
Act Making
"An
entitled
thirtieth, eighteen
the Government
the fiscal
year ending
ending June
eighteen
June thirtieth,
fiscal year
for the
Government for
the
hundred
ninety-eight, and
other purposes",
purposes", do
do proclaim
proclaim
for other
and for
and ninety-eight,
hundred and
that the
of the
the Chelan
Chelan National
hereby modified
modified
Forest are hereby
National Forest
boundaries of
the boundaries
that
to exclude
exclude therefrom
the following
to wit:
wit:
areas, to
following areas,
therefrom the
to
Decption.
I
38 N.,
R. 23
23 E.,
E., Sec.
Sec. 36;
36;
Desetiption.
N., R.
T. 38
Inn T.
In
T. 39
23 E.,
36;
Sec. 36;
E., Sec.
R. 23
N., R.
39 N.,
In T.
In
T. 33
N., R.
36;
16 and
and 36;
E., Secs.
Sees. 16
24 E.,
R. 24
33 N.,
In T.
E., Sec. 36;
In
T. 34
N., R.
R. 24
24 E.,
34 N.,
In T.
36;
In
T.37
37 N.,
N., R.
R. 24
24 E.,
Secs. 16
16 and
and 36;
E., Secs.
In T.
In
T. 38
38 N.,
N., R.
R. 24
24 E.,
Secs. 16
16 and
36;
and 36;
E., Secs.
In T.
Sec. 36;
E., Sec.
In
T. 39
39 N.,
N., R.
R. 24
24 E.,
36;
In T.
16 and 36;
Tp T.
T.40
N., R.
I
t. 24
24 E.
Secs. 16
E.,'Sees.
40 N.,
In
S2, Sec. 16;
and SM,
In
N., R.
E.,SWX
1 NWAI
16;
NWh and
WYA
NE i, W
SWJ NE
25 E.,
R. 25
T. 38
38 N.,
In T.
In
T. 39
39 N.,
N., R.
25 E.
Sec. 16;
16;
E., Sec.
R. 25
In T.
Willamette
Meridian.
Willamette Meridian.
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Lends
to bs
be selected
Landsto
ted
And IIdo also proclaim, under
authority of
the aforesaid
aforesaid act
act of
of
under authority
of the
by
indemnity for school
ool June fourth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and ninety-seven, that
hundred and
that the
the said
said ExecuExecu-

Ftin

ForNatial For-

tie Order is hereby
tive
hereby further
further modified so as to admit of immediate
selection
by the
the State
State of
of Washington,
Washington, as
indemnity in
partial satisfacselection by
as indemnity
in partial
satisfaction
in furtherance
of the
before menmention of
of its
its common
common school
school grant
grant and
and in
furtherance of
the before
tioned
of December
December 22,
and not
otherwise, of
of the
the
tioned agreement
agreement of
22, 1914,
1914, and
not otherwise,
within the
the said
Chelan National
Forest,
following described
described lands
lands within
said Chelan
National Forest,
Washington, to
to wit:
wit:
Washington,
In
T. 31
31 N.,
E., W2
WM SEX
Sec. 3,
3, WY
WM Sec.
Sec. 4,
4, NY
NM Seo.
Sec. 5,
5,
In T.
N., R.
R. 23
23 E.,
SEM Sec.
NEX, SEM
SEX NEM,
NEM NW
X and
and SY
SM Sec.
Sec. 6,
NM NEX,
NY NEM,
NEM, NEM
NW4
6, N2
NE4,
SWX
NEX, NEX
and SW4
SWX SWY,
SWX, Sec.
Sec. 7,
7, NWY
NWX and
and WY
WM
SWY NE4,
NE4 NWX
NWY and
2
SEX
8, EY
EM NE4,
NEW, N3
NWX, SWY
SWX NWY4,
NWX, N
SEX
SEM Sec. 8,
NY2 NWY,
NY2 SWX,
SWM, SEM
SWX,
NEX SEX
and SY
SM SEX
Sec. 9,
9, WM
NWX
SWY, NEM
SEM and
SEM Sec.
WY NEX,
NEM, WM,
WY2 , NW
SE4 and SM
SY2 SEX
SEX
SWX Sec.
Sec. 11,
WM Sec.
Sec. 14,
NEX NEX,
SEM Sec.
Sec. 10,
10, SWY
11, WY
14, NEM
NEM,
SA NEX,
NWX and
SM Sec.
15, NWX
NEX, SY2
S34 NEU,
NEM, NWY
and S2
Sec. 15,
NWY NEM,
NEM, NEX
NEM
NWY, SEX
SEM NEX
NEW SWY,
SWY, SEM
NWX,
SWX, SY SW4
SWX SWX,
SEX SWy
SW X and SEM
SEX
Sec. 17, NWy
NVVX NWX',
S34 NY
NM and
and SM
Sec. 18,
18, all
Sec. 19,
19, NY
NM
Seo.
NWM4, SY
SY Sec.
all Sec.
2
SWX Sec.
Sec. 20,
WM Sec.
21, EM,
NY2 NWM
NWX and
and EA
BM SWY
SWX
and SWM
20, WY
Sec. 21,
EY, NY
Sec. 22, NWX
Sec. 23,
NWX and
SWX Sec.
NWy and
and SM
SY Sec.
23, NWM
and EM
E2 SWy
Sec. 25,
25,
NEX
and NM
EM SEX
NWX, WY NWM
NW X NWy
NW)
NEM and
NA NW(
NWM Sec.
Sec. 26,
26, E2
SEM NWY,
NWY,
EM sEm
SEM Nwx
NWX, NEM
NEX SW4,
swy,, E34
SM S2
SM Sec.
Sec. 27,
NWYJ SWX
SW and
and SA
27,
N 2 NEX,
NE4, SEX
SEX and
and SIY
SM SM
SEM NEM,
NE4, NWX,
NWY, NEX
NE4 SEM
SY Sec.
Sec. 34,
34,
NA NE)(,
NEM, EM SWX
SWY4 NEM,
NEX, SEX
WM WM
and E
BM SEy
SEX
SE4 NEX,
NEX, WM
WM and
Sec.
35;
Sec. 35;
In T. 37 N„
N. R. 23 E.,
In.
Secs. 1,
12, 13
13 and
and N2
NM Sec.
Sec. 24;
24;
E., all
all Sees.
1, 12,
In
T. 38 N., R. 23
In T.
E., all Secs.
1, 2,
2, 11,
NM, NM
and
23 E.,
Sees. 1,
11, 12,
12, NA,
NA SM
SM and
SEM
SEX SES
SEX Sec. 13,
Sec. 14,
See. 23,
23, NEM
NEX NEM,
NE), S2
S34 NEX,
13, EM
EA Sec.
14, EM
EY Sec.
NEM,
SEM
NW4 and SM
SEX NWX
Sec. 24,
24, all
Sec. 25,
25, EY
EM Sec.
Sec. 26,
26, EB
EM Sec.
Sec. 35;
35;
SA Sec.
all Sec.
In T. 39 N.,
In
N., R. 23 E., NEy,
NEX, NEM
NWX, S3
53.4 NWM
NWX and
and SM
NE]4 NWY,
SY
Sec.
Sec. 35;
35;
In T.
In.
E., all
Sec. 1,
1, Na
NM Ny,
NM, SWY
SWX NWM,
NWX, WA
T. 33
33 N.,
N., R.
R. 24
24 E.,
all Sec.
SWY and SE4
Sec. 2,
2, N2
SWX
SEX SEM
SEX See.
NM and
and SWM4
SWX Sec.
Sec. 3,
3, all
all Secs.
to
Sees. 44 to
15, inclusive, 17, 18, 19, 20, NM,
SWX SW4,
SWX, NM
NY, NM
N2 SWX,
SW4, SWy
Na
SE4 SWX,
S
N
NN S
S
SWM4,
N
SW,
SE,
SEX
SM SEX
SWX, N
NM SE4,
SEX, N
N.14 SW
SWX SE
SEX,
NA
SWY4 SEX,
SEW, SY
SEM SWX
SWY SEM4
SEM SEM4
NM SY SWX
SM SEX
SEX and
and SEX
SEX Sec.
21, all Secs.
Sees. 22 and 23, Lots
Lots 1,
2, 8,
1, 2,
8, SWX
SWY NEX,
NEM, NVVX,
NWY, NM
NA2 SWX,
SWV/
SWM SWY4,
SEM SW4
NWy SEX
SEM Sec. 24, all
all
SWX
SW), NWY
NWX SEX
SWX and WY
WM NWX
Sec. 25, NY,
N2 SWY,
SE4 SWy
NM, NM
SWX, SEX
SWX and
and SE4
SEX Sec. 26, NA,
NM, SWX,
SWy,
NY SEX
SE4 and SWY
NM
swy4SE4,
SEX, Sec. 27,
27, EY
EM NEX,
NWX NEM,
NEX,
NEM, EB NWM
NA NEX
NEM SWY
SWX NEX,
SM NA SWY
SWX NEk,
NEX, SA
S3.4 SW4
SWX NEW,
NEX,
NE4, SY
N2 SEX
SEM NW),
NWY, SM
S2 SEX
SEM NWX,
NWY, W2
SM NM
WM NWY
NWX and SA
SM See.
Sec.
28, all Sec. 29, EM
EY Sec.
EM Sec.
31, NEX
NEX and
and NEX
SEX Sec.
Sec.
Sec. 30,
30, E2
Sec. 31,
NEW SEy
32
NW NEX,
NE, NWX,
32, NVVX
N3.4 SWX,
WM W
WM SE
SEX SW4
SWX and
NW , NY2
SWY, WY2
and
SEh
NWY, NEX
NEM SWY,
SEX SE
SEX,
SWX, SAj
SM SWY4,
SWX, NA
NM SE4
SEX
4 , Sec. 33, NWX,
and WA
WM WY2
WM SWY
SWX SEX
34;
SE4 Sec.
Sec. 34In
In T. 34 N., R. 24 E.,
SWX, NM
SEX, SWy
SWX SE3
SEX and
and
E., NM,
NM, SW4,
NY SEM,
WY
WM SEM
SEX SE4
SEX Sec.
Sec. 2,
SEX Se.
Sec. 10,
10, all
all Sec.
Sec. 11
11, WM
Sec. 1,
1, all
all Sec.
2, SE4
W%
NEM
NEM, SE NEM,
SA Sec. 12,
NE X NEX, WA NEX,
NEX, NWY
NWX and 53.4
12, all
all Sees.
Secs.
13 and 14, NEy
NEX and SM
SY Sec. 15,
15, SY
SM.Sec.
Sec. 20,
SM Sec.
21, all
20, SY
Sec. 21,
all Secs.
Sees.
22 to 27, inclusive,
inclusive, NEX,
N34 NWy,
NWX, SWY
SWX SWJ
SWX and
and Ey
EM SEM
SEX
NEM, N2
Sec. 28, all Sec. 29,
NEX and
and S2
SM Sec.
30, all
Sees. 31
31 and
32, NEX
29, NEM
Sec. 30,
all Sees.
and 32,
NEM
NEM4, NW4
NY and SM
NEX,
NWX NW4,
NWX, SY
SM NM
SY Sec.
Sec. 33, all Secs.
Sees. 34 and
and 35;
35In T. 36 N., R. 24 E., EM
EB Sec. 1,
In
Sec. 12;
12;
1, EM
E2 Sec.
In T. 37 N., R. 24 E.,
1 to 15, inclusive,
inclusive, 17
In
E., all Sees.
Secs. 1
and 18,
18, NA
NM
17 and
SE4 Sec. 19, all Secs.
Sees. 20 to 27, inclusive,
inclusive, EM
and SEX
EM Sec.
Sec. 28,
28, all
all Sec.
35;
Sec. 35
In T.
In
all Secs.
15, inclusive,
inclusive, 17
17 to
35, inclusive;
inclusive;
T. 38 N.,
N., R. 24
24 E.,
E., all
Sees. 1
1 to
to 15,
to 35,
In T. 39 N., R. 24 E., all Secs.
3, 10
10 to
to 15,
15, inclusive,
inclusive, 22,
22, Ny2,
NM,
Sees. 1,
1, 2,
2, 3,
M Sec. 23, all Secs. 24 and 25, EM, EM WM,
NEX
SWX and
SEX
NE
and SE
Sec. 23, all Sees. 24 and 25, EY, EY2 WY2,
4 SWY4
NWy
2 and SWX
SW4 SWM
NWX NWy,
NWX, Lots 1, 2
SWX Sec.
NM NM,
SWX
Sec. 26,
26, NY
N2, SWM
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NWX,
WM SWX,
SEX SWM
SWX and SW4
SWX SEM4
SEX
NWM, Lots 1,
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, WY
SW34, SEi4
See.
Secs. 31 to 35, inclusive;
inclusive;
Sed. 27, all Sees.
Secs. 1
1to 5, inclusive, Lots 1,
SM
In T. 40 N., R. 24 E., all Sees.
1, 2, 3, SY
2
NEX and SEX
8 to 15, inclusive, 17, 20 to 29, inSE 4 Sec. 6, all Secs. 8
NEM
clusive, 32, 33, 34, 35;
NWY
SWM Sec. 17, NWX
WY2 SWX
SY NWX
NWM4 and WM
In T. 33 N., R. 25 E., SM
NE,
SM NEM,
NE, S'2
Sy SWX
SE4 Sec. 18, EM, Lots 5, 7, 8, and
SWM and SEX
NEM4, SYi
EM
NEX,
NM SW,
NWX NWM
NWX
SWM, NW4
NW3, NY2
19, SWX NE
SWX Sec. 19,
EY
4 , NWX,
2 SWX
SEX Sec.
WM
X NWX, SY
NW4
NEM NWX,
NWh, NW
Sec. -20,
20, WY
SWX and
and SEM
2 NEX
NWX, SW
SM SEX
NEU NEM,
NEX, SM
NEU, SWM
SW)
SY NEM,
SEM Sec.
Sec. 28, NEM
NWM,
SWIX and SY
NWM
NWM NWU
SWM NWX
NWM NWX
SY NWX
NEX NWX
NWX, S32
NWU NWX, SWX
NWM NWM,
NEM
WM
NWX NW
NWX,S,SY
U SWs
SWU and SEM
SEX Sec.
NE4
NWX, NE
SY22 NWX,
SEX NWM
WY SEX
X NWX,
SM NWX,
NW4,
NW4, Lot 6, SY
EY22 NWX
NWM NWX,
NEX
NWM, Ey
29, NEX,
NEM, NE
SWX, Lots
SEX Sec.
NE4,
Sec. 31, NM NEX,
Sec. 30, all See.
SWM SEM
Lots 7, 8, 9, 10 and SWX
SWM,
SWY,
NE4 SWX,
SWM, EY
SEX-NEX,
NVVX, EY
EM
EM Wy
WM NEM
NEU SW,
SEM
NEM, SWX NWM,
2 NEX
WM NWX
NWX NEIJ
NEX SWX,
NWX SWX, WME4
NW4
WY EY NWX
EY22 NEX
NE4 NWh
SWY, EY
WY
SW3 and SWIM
WY SWM
SWX,
NW% SWX,
SWX SWX
SWX SEX Sec.
SWM4, W34
WY NWM
SWM, WM
32,
NY Sec. 33;
32, NM
In T.
34 N., R. 25 E.,
11, 12, 14, NEX
NWM SWX,
SWM,
NEM NWU
E., Lots 4, 5, 11,
In
T. 34
NWX NWX
NVVX SWY
SW)( and EY
EM
SWX
SE4 NW4
SWM, EM SEX
NWM SWX,
EM NWM
2 SWM
NE4
3
S
swy, See.
NM,
SWX
and
SEX
See.
Lots
2,
3,
SM
NEU
2,3,
7,
Sec.
SEM
SWYj
,
EM
6, NY
Sec. 6,
SWM
2
and
WM
SWX Sec.
8, WM
NWX, Lot 1
1 and SEX
SE4 Sec. 9,
NE4, NWM,
WY2 NEX,
Sec. 8,
and WY
2 SWX
NWX
NVWX, SM NW4
NWX and
SM Sec. 15, SWX NE4,
NEX, NWX
NW4
and SY
NWX NWM,
NWX,
NE X SWX,
SWX, SY
SWU and WM
SEX
WY2 SEM
SY SWY
NWY SWh,
SWh, SY NWX
NWh, NE4
Sec.
17, NM
NEX, SWX
NE), EY NWX,
NWM,
SEM NEM,
NEM, WM
W2 SEX
SW4 NEX,
NY2 NEM,
Sec. 17,
SY2 SEM
NM
SEX Sec. 18, E
EM,
SWM, NWX
NWY SEX and SM
SWM SWX,
SWM, SWX
NY2 SWX,
2,
SEX
NWX,
WM Sec.
See. 19, WIM
SW4 Sec.
9 and
and SEX SWX
6, 7,
7, 8, 9
5, 6,
Lots 5,
SEM NW
4 , Lots
20,
NM NEX,
NEX, NEX
SEX Sec. 21,
NE4 SEM
NW4 and NEX
NEX NWX
SEM NEM,
NE 4 , SEX
20, NY
WM
and NWX
SEX Sec.
NWX and SY
SM Sec. 28, NWX
NWM
22, SM NWX
Sec. 22,
NWM SEM
WI2 and
NEX and
and WY
WM2 Sec.
Ey
NWX and Lots 2, 3, 4, 5, Sec. 30,
EY, EY
Sec. 29, EM,
NE4
22 NW4
NEX,
SEX Sec. 31, NWM
NWX Sec. 32,
EY2 SEM
SWY and EM
NW4, SWX
WY NW,
NEE, WY
EM and EY
EM
WM
Ey2
2 Sec. 33;
2 WY
SW4 Sec. 6,
In
NM2 and SWX
WA2 Sec. 4, all Sec. 5, N
36 N., R. 25 E., WM
In T. 36
NM,
and WY
WM SEM
SEX Sec. 7,
NEX, NIY
NM NWM
NWX and EY
EM
SEX
7, NEM,
SWM and
NY, SWX
2 SEM
See.
NWh,
SWh NWX,
NY22 NWX,
NWM, SWX
NEM, NY
17, NEX,
all Sec. 17,
WY Sec. 9, all
Sec. 8,
8, WY
S
/ SWM,
2
1
SW, NEX
SEX and
and SY
SM SEM4
SEX Sec.
Sec. 18;
18;
NEM SEM
Sy
In
NWX SEM,
SEX,
E NW4
T. 37 N., R. 25 E., Sec. 1, Lots 1, 2, 12, EM
In T.
3,
6,
Sec.
and
5
1,
2,
NEX
SEX
and
SM
SEX
Sec.
2,
Lots
2,
3,
4,
5
SEM
S
SE
NE
4
4
SEX
SM NWX
6
SY Sec. 4, all Secs. 5, 6
NWy and SM
NWx, SY
NWM NWX,
NEM, NWX
SEM NE,
and 7,
NWX NEX,
NEX, NY
NM NWX,
SWX NW,
NWX SWX
SWh and
NWY, NW4
NWY, SWY
7, NWY
and
SM SY2
SM Sec.
NE, NY
NM NWX,
N34 SWX
NWX, SEM
SEX
SWM NWM,
NY NA
NWM4, NM
Sec. 8,
8, NEM,
SY2
2 33
NW,
SWX SEM
SEX and Lot 1, Sec. 9, Lots 1,
1 2,
SEM, SWY
NA2 SEX,
SW , NM
NWMY, SW,
and 4,
4, Sec.
EM,
and Lots
1, 2,
2, 3,
3, 4, Sec. 11,
11, NWY
Nwy,
Lots 1,
WY2 and
EY2 WM
10, El
Sec. 10,
and
2 , EM
Nw„
y
NWX, EY NEy
NEX
NWM NWM,
3 and 4, Sec. 15, NWX
Lots 1, 2, 3
Sec. 12, Lots
NW
4 Sec.
SW,
S34
NM
NEX SEX,
NWX
SEM, NWY
SY NE4
SEM, SM
NE X4 SEX,
SY N
SW
S 4 , SM
S' SM SWX,
SWY, S
2 NE
SEX,
SM SW4
SWX SEX
SEX SEX
See. 17, NA
NM NEM,
NEX, NEM
NEX
SE4 Sec.
SEM and SEM
SEM, SY
NWX,
1, 2, 3, 4
SEX SEX
W34
NWX
SE 4 Sec. 18, WY
4 and SEM
NW 4 , Lots 1,
2 Sec. 19, NWY
NEX,
SWX SEX
NWX and SW
SWX
SE4 NWY
Sec. 20, SEX
SEM Sec.
4 and SWM
3, 4
Lots 3,
NEMI, Lots
4
33;
WY Sec. 33;
Sec.
21, W'
WM
Secs. 29, 30, 31, 32 and WM
Sec. 28, all Sees.
Sec. 21,
2 Sec.
SEK Sec.
In
See. 4,
EY2 SEX
WY Sec. 2, all Sec. 3, EM
R. 25
25 E., WM
N., R.
In T. 38 N.,
NWX
NW, NM
SWX and SWY
SWX SWX
SWM Sec. 5, all Secs.
NY2 SWY
NEM, NWM,
NWI
4 NEX,
and 7,
7, SY2
SM Sec.
Sec. 8,
NWX and SM
SY Sec. 9, all Sec. 10,
SI2 NWY
NEM, SM
8, NEX,
66 and
EM SEM
SEX and
W Sec. 11, EI
WY2 WM
8, 99and WM
1, 2, 6, 7, 8,
Lots 1,
N' 2 NEX, Lots
SEy
4 and SEX
Lot
NEX,
NEX, Lots 1, 2, 3, 4
SY NEM,
NEM NE
Sec. 12, NEX
Lot 6, Sec.
4 , SM
Sec.
13, Lot
NWX NWY,
NWX, W34
SWX SWY
SWX and WM
E34 SWX
SWY
WY EY2
WY SWM
Lot 7, NWy
Sec. 13,
SWX
NM N2,
NM, NM
NEX SWM,
SWX, SWX
NEX SWX,
NM
SWs, N2
SWM NEM
NY2 NEM
Sec. 14, NY2
SW 4 Sec.
NWMy
sEq
SWX, SWX
SWX, N34
NY NWX
SEM SWM,
WY SEX
WY2 WM
SWY, WM
SW 4 SWX,
NEM4 SW,
SEM4 NEX
SEX,
EM SE
SEX
EM
WM
SE4
SWM SEX
WY SWX
SE4 and WM
SEM SEX
SE 4 , E
SE', EY2
2 SEX,
2 W
4 SEX,
SEX
Sec. 15,
15, all
all Sees.
Secs. 17
NEX NEM,
NEX, NEX
NE 4
inclusive, NEM
to 21, inclusive,
17 to
SE 4 Sec.
NWX
NEX, SY2
SM NW%
SM NEX,
WM WM
NWM,
NEM NWX,
WY2 NEX
NEM, WA2
NEM4, SY2
NWm NEX,
NW 4 ' NE',

1937
1937

1938
1938

PROCLAMATIONS,
PROCLAMATIONS, 1924.

WM
NWX SEX
NWX, S
SM
WY2 NWX,
NWY, NWX
NW4 NWY4
SEX NWX,
NWY, S
SY2 NM
NY2 SEX
SE4 NWM,
2
SEX
X and SY
SM Sec.
NWX NWY,
NWX, WY
WY
EM
SE}4 NW
NW4
Sec. 22,
22, WY
WY2 NWY
NWM
2 EY
2 NWX
NWX and
and SWX
23, EM
10, NEX
NWy
SW4 NWX
NWy Sec.
Sec. 23,
EY NEX,
NE4, Lots
Lots 1,
1, 2,
2, 10,
NEy
SEX and SY2
SM SE4
SEX Sec. 24,
EM,
25,
SE4
24, EY
Lot 11 and
and SEX
SEM SWX
SWM Sec.
Sec. 25,
2 , Lot
WM
Lots 10, 11,
11, 12, 13
13 Sec.
Sec. 26,
26, all Secs.
Sees. 27 and 28, NM
Na NE(,
NE4, W
2 and
SM2 SEX
Secs. 30, 31
NM,
NM
SWX,
SY
SE4 Sec. 29, all Sees.
31 and 32,
32, NY
NY2 NY
2, NM
2 SW4,
SEX and
X SEX
6, 7,
Ny NWX
NWy SE4
and SEX
SE4 NW
NW4
SE4 Sec.
Sec. 33, Lots 5, 6,
7, 8,
8,
EM, NW4,
NW, NEM
NEX SWX
SM SWX
Lots 1, 2, 3
3
and SY
SW4 Sec. 34, Lots
SW4 and
WY2 E2,
and 4, Sec. 35;
35;
In T. 39 N.,
N., R. 25 E., all Sec. 3, Lots 1,
1, 2, 4, 7,
7, 8,
8, SY2
SM NWX,
SWX
NWY, SW4
and SWY
SWX SE4
SEX Sec.
SEX Sec.
5, all
6, 7,
Sec. 4, WM
WY and
and SM
SY SE4
Sec. 5,
all Secs.
Sees. 6,
7, 8,
8,
WM
NEX, N
NWX, SWX
NWX, WY
WM SWX,
WY2 NE}4,
NY2 NW4,
SW4 NWYj,
SWY, SWX
SW4 NEX
NEM
SWX,
swx, s34
SEX and
SWY, NWX
NWY SEX
SEM swy,,
SW4, Sy
SY22 sEx
SE4 SWY,
SY2 swy
SWyt SEY4
SEX SEX
NEX, N
E3 SWX,
SE4
SE4 Seo. 9, NEM,
NY NW,
NWM, SEX
SE4 NWX,
NW4, EM
SW4, NY2
SEX and
NEU
SE4
and swy,
SWY SEX
SE4 Sec.
Sec. 10,
10, SWX
SW4 NVVX,
NW4, W3
W2 SWX
SWY and NE4
SEX
W M SE4
SEX NE}4,
NEX, SWX
SE4 Sec. 15, all Secs.
Sees. 17 to 21, inclusive
inclusive,' W4
SW4
NE.(,,NW
NWX, SY NW
X and
EM NEU
NEM,
NWY NW4,
NWS
and SM
SA Sec.
Sec. 22, EY2
NE4 SWX,
SWY,
X NWY
NWX SWX,
SWX NWY4
NW X SWY
SWX and SY2
SM SW4
SWX Sec. 23,
WY NW
NWY
SWY, SWY4
NVVX and WX
SWX Sec. 26, all Sec. 27, N2,
NM, NY2
NM S2
SM and
NWY
WY SWY
and SEX
SE4
SEX
swy, and NY
NM SEX
SEJ4 Sec. 28, NM,
NS, SWY
SEM Sec. 29, all Secs.
Sees. 30, 31 and
32, NE4
NEX NEM
NEX and NVVX
34;
NW4 NWX
NWY Sec. 34;
In T. 40 N., R. 25 E., N2,
NM, SWY
SWX and SW4
SWX SEX Sec. 31;
In T. 37 N., R. 26 E., all Sec.
See. 5, NM
SEX NEX,
NEX SEX
NY NM,
N2, SE4
NE4, NEy
SE4
and SM
SEX Sec. 6, EM
EM and SEY4
SEX NWX
SH SE4
EY EY2
NWY4 Sec. 7, NM,
N2, WM
WA
SWX
SEX See.
SWh and SE4
Sec. 8_;_
8R. 26 E., all Sees.
In T. 38 N., R.
Sec. 18, 19, 30 and 31, SWY
SWX NEX,
NEM,
NWX
SM Sec. 32;
NWM and SA
Willamette Meridian.
Willsmette
w if
t
Provided, that
that all
all selections
selections made
made by
by the
State of Washington
Washington
the State
~gelim7 Provided,
Tasiff setoSabe
nated lifaom
nated
gnn bids];
hd hereunder
hereunder must be filed within ninety days from the date of this
National Ft.
Fomt
proclamation,
National
proclamation, and the lands embraced
embraced in selections
selections made by the
State
state of Washington hereunder
hereunder to the extent that such selections
receive the final approval
approval of the Secretary of the Interior, be, and the
same are, hereby declared eliminated from the Chelan National
Forest, such eliminations to become effective from
from the
the date
date of
of such
such
approvals.
approvals.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF,
WIIEREOF, II have hereunto set my hand and
caused the seal of the United States to be affixed.
Done at the City of Washington, this 16th day.of January, in the
the
thousand nine
hundred and twenty
year of our Lord one thousand
nine hundred
twenty
[SEAL.]
four and of the Independence
Independence of the United States of
[SEAL.]
of
America the one hundred and forty-eighth.
forty-eighth.
CALVIN
COOLIDGE
C
ALVIN C
OOLIDGE
President:
By the President:
C
HARLES E.
HUGHES
CHABLES
E. HUGHEs
Secretary
of State.
State.
Secretary of

February 3,1924.
3, 1924.
February

B
BY TE
1.13/1 PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT

OF
or

THE
STATES
OF AM.ERCA
"
I
HN. UNITED
UNITED S
TATES OF
AMERICA

PROCLAMATION
A PROCLAMATION
fot
n
n=grat°1 To
the People
of the
the United
United States:
States:
To the
People of
formedfetient
Woodrow Wilson,
Wilson, President
President of
The death of Woodrow
the United
United States
of the
States
from March
March 4, 1913, to March 4, 1921,
1921, which occurred
occurred at 11:15
11:15
o'clock today at his home at Washington,
Washington, District
deDistrict of Columbia, dea most distinguished citizen, and is
is an
an event
prives the country
country of a
event
which
causes universal
genuine sorrow.
us it
which causes
universal and
and genuine
sorrow. To
To many
many of
of us
it brings
brings
the
of a
personal bereavement.
the sense
sense of
a profound
profound personal
bereavement.

woodrow WiLo.
Woodrow
Wilson-

PROCLAMATIONS, 1924.
PROCLAMATIONS,

1939
1939

His
early profession
profession as a
alawyer was abandoned to enter academic
His early
educator,
life.
In this
chosen field
attained the highest rank as an educator,
field he attained
this chosen
life. In
and
upon the
the intellectual
intellectual thought of the country.
impress upon
his impress
left his
has left
and has
From
Princeton University
University he was called by his
Presidency of Princeton
From the Presidency
fellow
Executive of the State of New Jersey.
citizens to be the Chief Executive
fellow citizens
conducted as to win the confidence
confidence
of this high office he so conducted
duties of
The duties
States, who twice elected
of
United States
elected him to the
of the people of the United
Chief
Magistracy of the
Republic. As President of the United States
the Republic.
Chief Magistracy
he
was moved
an earnest desire to promote the best interests of
moved by an
he was
the country
country as
as he
he conceived
conceived them.
them. His acts were prompted by high
the
purpose can not be questioned.
motives
questioned. He led
led
sincerity of purpose
motives and his sincerity
the nation
nation through
terrific struggle
struggle of the world war with aalofty
the terrific
through the
the
idealism which
which never
never failed
utterance to the aspiraHe gave utterance
failed him. He
idealism
tion of
of humanity
humanity with
eloquence which held the attention of all
with an eloquence
tion
the earth
earth and made America
America a
enlarged influence in the
a new and enlarged
the
destiny of
of mankind.
mankind.
destiny
i omi
tIaan
In testimony
testimony of
sui,ta
anbrgth
nlirespect in which his memory is held by the tary
of the respect
In
directed.
I do hereby direct directedUnited States, I
the United
Government
people of
of the
and people
Government and
that the
the flags
flags of
of the
the White
White House and of the
Departmental
the several Departmental
that
buildings
displayed at
staff for aaperiod of thirty days, and
at half staff
be displayed
buildings be
that suitable
and naval
naval honors under orders
orders of the Secretary
military and
suitable military
that
of War
War and
and of
the Secretary
Navy may be rendered on the
the Navy
Secretary of the
of the
of
the funeral.
day of the
Done
at the
the City
City of
of Washington
this third day of February, in
Washington this
Done at
the year
year of
hundred and
our Lord one thousand nine hundred
of our
the
Independence of the United
and of te Independence
[sEAL.1 twenty-four,
twenty-lour, and
United States
[SEAL.]
RD.
ehundred and.
forty-eighth.
and forty-eighth.
America jpe
of America
CALVIN
" '
CALVIN COOLIDGE
COOLIDGE
By
President:
By the President:
CHARLES EVANS
HUGHES.
EVANS HUGHES.
CHARLES
Secretary of
State.
of State.
Secretary

OF AMERICA.
BY
PRESIDENT OF
Ink. UNIT
UNITED
STATES OF
AMERICA.
D STATES
OF THE
THE PRESIDENT
BY alit,

February
15, 1924.
February 15,1924.

A PROCLAMATION.
PROCLAMATION.
A
ArF
bo
orresayroot
b
e= and,

and ArxborDayobsevance,
WHEREAS, it
is essential
essential to
to the
continued comfort,
welfare, and
comfort, welfare,
the continued
it is
WHEREAS,
prosperity
of the
the people
the United
United States
that abundant
for- 1924*
ble.
192remble.
abundant forStates that
of the
people of
prosperity-of
of high
high proests,
and maintained
condition of
proa condition
in a
maintained in
distributed and
widely distributed
ests, widely

greatest
ductiveness,
forever wisely conserved
conserved as one of our greatest
ductiveness, be forever

natural resources;
resources; and
natural

WHEREAS, because
constantly increasing
increasing need for wood
because of our constantly
WHEREAS,
and
other forest
forest products,
together with our past failure to proproducts, together
and other
vide
for reforestation,
reforestation, we
we are drawing upon our supplies of timvide for
ber
times as
as fast
growth; and
and
are renewed through growth;
fast as they are
four times
ber four
WHEREAS, the
most formidable agency
agency of forest destruction
destruction and
the most
WHEREAS,

annually
prevention
of reforestation
is fire
fire and,
and, of
which annually
fires which
the fires
of the
reforestation is
prevention of
devastate
vast areas, four-fifths
four-fifths are ascribed in origin to human
devastate vast
agencies and virtually
controlled and made innocuous
innocuous
virtually all may be controlled
agencies
vigilance;
through prudence,
care, and vigilance;
prudence, care,
through
week
ti of 1
ofD
I, CALVIN COOLIDGE,
THEREFORE,
COOLIDGE, President
President of the United of
i
l
e
i
lirliaP17,192
1as
THEREFORE, I,
Protection
to desig- Forest
States, do
do urge
urge upon
upon the
the Governors
Governors of
Forest
tc.
Protection
States to
various States
the various
of the
States,
e
Week,
Pro-ee, etc.
of April
nate and
set apart
apart the
week of
April 21-27,
21 -27, 1924, as Forest
Forest Prothe week
and set
nate
tection
practicable and not in conflict with
tection Week, and, wherever practicable
State law
to celebrate
celebrate Arbor Day within
within
customs, to
accepted customs,
or accepted
law or
State
that
urge all citizens, either in association or as indialso urge
week. IIalso
that week.
the land to give common
press of the
viduals, all
the press
and the
all schools,
schools, and
viduals,

1940
1940

PROCLAMATIONS, 1924.
1924.
PROCLAMATIONS,
thought
to the
protection of
fire, to
the end
end that,
that,
to the
from fire,
of our
our forests
forests from
the protection
thought to
in
the future
as m
past, these
these forests
forests may
may supply
supply us
with wood,
wood,
us with
in the
the past,
future as
in the
protect
purity of
our streams,
the people
people
serve the
otherwise serve
and otherwise
streams, and
of our
the purity
protect the
of the
the United
States.
United States.
of
IN WITNESS
WHEREOF, I
have hereunto
hereunto set
set my
my hand
hand and
caused
and caused
I have
IN
WITNESS WHEREOF,
the seal
of the
United States
States to
to be
affixed.
be affixed.
the United
seal of
the
Done at
Washington this
15th day
day of
year
in the
the year
of Feb.,
Feb., in
this 15th
the City
City of
of Washington
Done
at the
of
Lord one
one thousand
nine hundred
hundred and
and twentytwentythousand nine
of our
our Lord
[BEAL.]
four, and
and of
United States
of
States of
the United
of the
Independence of
of the
the Independence
[SEAL.] four,
America
the one
one hundred
hundred and
and forty-eighth.
forty-eighth.
America the
CALVIN COOLUDGE
COOLIDGE
CALVIN
By
President:
the President:
By the
C
HARLES E.
HUGHES
E. HUGHES
CHARLES
Secretary of
of State.
State.
Secretary

March b,, IN.
1994.
Marchs

AMERICA
By THE
PRESIDENT
THE UNITED
BY
1112. P
RESIDENT OF
OF THE
UNWED STATES
STATES OF
OF A
JAFAUCA

A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
A
Amnesty
and parpea, WHEREAS,
in and
by the
Constitution of the
United States of
the United
the Constitution
and by
WHEREAS, in
Amnsty and
don.
Preamble.
America, it
is provided
that the
to
power to
have power
"shall have
President "shall
the President
provided that
it is
America,
Prmeambl.
grant
reprieves and
pardons for
the United States,
against the
for offenses
offenses against
and pardons
grant reprieves
and
except
cases of
impeac •
/Tient" •and
of impeachment";
in cases
except in
B., sec. 1996, p.350.
WHEREAS, Sections
and:1998
of the
the Revised
Revised Statutes
Statutes of the
1998 of
1996 and
Sections 1996
WHEREAS,
B.s,c.iB6.3S
Vol.
37, P. 350.
United
States as
of Congress
approved August
August
Act of
Congress approved
by the
the Act
as modified
modified by
United States
Vol.37,p.3.
deserting
thereafter deserting
22, 1912
1912 (37 Stat. 356),
356), prescribe
prescribe that all persons thereafter
22,
the
United States shall be deemed
deemed to
of the United
naval service
service of
or naval
the military
military or
have
voluntarily relinquished
relinquished and
and forfeited
forfeited their
their rights
rights of citizenship,
citizenship,
have voluntarily
as well
right to
become citizens,
forever incapable
shall be
be forever
and shall
citizens, and
to become
well as
as their
their right
as
of holding
holding any
of trust
the United States,
States, or
or of
under the
or profit
profit under
trust or
office of
any office
of
exercising any
any rights
rights of
thereof, but that said provisions
of citizens thereof,
exercising
"shall
not apply
military or
or
deserting the military
hereafter deserting
person hereafter
apply to
to any person
"shall not
peace' ;'
naval
United States in time
•and
time of peace"
of the
the United
naval service
service of
Imperial AustroWHEREAS, an
armistice was signed
signed with the Imperial
an armistice
WHEREAS,
Imperial
3, 1918,
1918, and with the Imperial
Hungarian
Government on
November 3,
on November
Hungarian Government
German Government
Government on November
11, 1918, the effect of which was
November 11,
German
to
terminate hostilities;
and
to terminate
hostilities; and
Vol. 42, p.
IL 105
WHEREAS,
war with
with the
foreign powers
powers was
was not
not
the aforesaid
aforesaid foreign
the war
WHEREAS, the
10 .
vol.42
a Joint Resoluformally-at
at an end until July 2, 1921,
formally
1921, as declared-by
declared by a
Resolution of
Senate and
Representatives of the United States
of the Senate
and House of Representatives
tion
approved
1921, and by
President of the
by proclamations
proclamations of the President
July 2, 1921,
approved July
v°
1
•
42"
4"*""• United
United States of November
November 14, 1921,
1921, and November
November 17,
17, 1921; and
ppBSB9.1a.
vdo
WHEREAS, many
many persons
persons who deserted from the military or
WHEREAS,
naval
service of the
States on
on or
or after November 11, 1918,
the United States
naval service
and
duly-convicted
convicted of desertion
desertion committed in time of
and therefor
therefor were duly
reestablished themwar,
are now
blameless lives and have reestablished
leading blameless
now leading
war, are
believed that
selves
in the confidence
citizens and it
it is believed
their fellow
fellow citizens,
confidence of their
selves in
application of
provisions of the Revised
Revised Statutes hereinof the provisions
further application
above
instances be
productive
be productive
cases would in
in most instances
above set
set forth
forth to their cases
contrary to
to the
the spirit of those proviproviof no good
good results
results and would be contrary
sions;
sions;
Granting
ty
NOW, THEREFORE,
IT KNOWN,
I, Calvin
Coolidge,
Calvin Coolidge,
that I,
KNOWN, that
BE IT
THEREFORE, BE
NOW,
amnesty
ranting amnes
consideration of the
America, in consideration
'or"^
- President
Sd
and aPar t
nn tn inrPresident of the United States of America
feitrae of citizenship,
etc.bypeonsdeertetc., by persons desert- premises, divers
divers other good and sufficient reasons me thereunto
ing from
romArmyorNavy
Army or Navy
since
do hereby
declare and
and grant
grant amnesty
and pardon
to all
amnesty and
pardon to
hereby declare
moving, do
armistice of the
th MOVing,
ine armistice
World War,
War.
may hereafter
hereafter be convicted
convicted of
World
persons who have heretofore
heretofore been or may:
desertion from the military or naval service
desertion
service of the United States in
hereinbefore mentioned
mentioned and
time of
of war, committed
committed during the war hereinbefore

1941

PROCLAMATIONS, 1924.
PROCLAMATIONS,
on
on or
or since November
November 11, 1918, to the extent that there shall be,
and hereby are, fully remitted as to such persons
persons any relinquishment
relinquishment
to
citizenship as well as their right to
or forfeiture of their rights of citizenship
profit
incapacity to hold office of trust or profit
become citizens, and any incapacity
citizens thereof,
under the United States or to exercise any rights of citizens
forfeitures and disabilities have heretofore
heretofore been or may herewhich forfeitures
incurred under the provisions of the sections of the Revised
after be incurred
Statutes hereinabove
hereinabove set forth by any such persons in consequence
consequence
of conviction of desertion committed in time of war as aforesaid.

and make known
FURTHERMORE,
do hereby
declare and
known
proclaim, declare
I do
hereby proclaim,
FURTHERMORE, I

proclamation is intended to remove, or
contained in this proclamation
that nothing
nothing contained
authorize the removal of, any charge
charge of desertion which may now
to authorize
records of the United States in the case of
be standing on the rolls or records
mitigating any penalties to
any person,
person, or as pardoning, remitting or mitigating
which
become, is now, or hereafter
hereafter may become
person has become,
which any person
except_ as hereinbefore
liable, except
hereinbefore specifically provided.
IN WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF, II have hereunto set my hand and
caused the seal of the United States to be affixed.
affixed.
Done at the City of Washington
Washington this fifth day of March, in the
year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred
hundred and twenty[sEAL.1 Tour,
Independence of the United States of
the Independence
four, and of the
[SEAL.]
America the one hundred
hundred and forty-eighth.
America
By the President:
President:
CHARLES E.
HUGHES
CHARLES
E. HUGHES
Secretary
of State.
State.
Secretary of

No other
affected.

penalties
Noother penalties

CALVEsT COOLTGE
COOLIDGE
CALVIN

AMEBICOA
STATES
UNITED S
OF THE
THE UNTIED
BY THE
1H.H. P
RESIDENT OF
TATES OF
OF AMERICA
PRESIDENT
BY

March 7, 1924.
7,1924.
March

A
PROCLAMATION.
A PROCLAMATION.
Tariff on Wheat and

htand
hea Products.
WHEREAS, in and by Section 315 (a) of Title III of the Act of WT,
Wheat
Preamble.
PrbltorizaCongress
Congress approved September 21, 1922, entitled "An Act to provide Statutory
Statutory authorization.
revenue,
commerce with
to encourage
encourage the tion.
countries, to
with foreign
foreign countries,
to regulate
regulate commerce
revenue, to
Vol. 42, p. 941.
o 42 p. 4.
industries of
purposes," it
it is among
States, and for other purposes,"
of the United States,
industries

other things provided that whenever
whenever the President, upon investigation
investigation
the
of the differences
differences in costs of production
production of articles wholly or in part the
articles
IUnited States and of like or similar articles
growth or product of the United
competing foreign counwholly or in part the growth or product of competing
it thereby shown that the duties fixed in this Act do
tries, shall find it
differences in costs of production in the United
United
not equalize the said differences
States
the principal
country he shall, by such investiprincipal competing countryhe
and the
States and
gation,
differences and determine
determine and proclaim the
gation, ascertain said differences
chan ges in classifications
classifications or increases or decreases
decreases in rates of duty prochanges
vided in said Act shown by said ascertained
ascertained differences in such costs
of
same;
necessary to equalize the same;
of production
production necessary
is further
further
said Act
Act it
it is
WHEREAS, in
in and
Section 315
315 (c)
(c) of
of said
by Section
and by
WHEREAS,
provided
ascertaining the differences
differences in costs of production,
production,
provided that in ascertaining
provisions of subdivisions
subdivisions (a) and (b) of said section, the
under the provisions
practicable, shall take into conPresident, in so far as he finds it
it practicable,
President,
production, including
sideration
(1) the differences
differences in conditions
conditions in production,
sideration (1)
wages, costs
of material,
and other
costs in production of
items in
in costs
other items
material, and
costs of
wages,
competing foreign
such or similar articles in the United States and in competing
differences in the wholesale
wholesale selling prices of domestic
the differences
countries; (2) the
and foreign
foreign articles
the principal
the United
United States;
States;
of the
markets of
principal markets
in the
articles in
and
government,
foreign government,
by a
a foreign
(3) advantages
to a
producer by
a foreign
foreign producer
granted to
(3)
advantages granted
or by
by a
a person,
partnership, corporation,
association in
in a
aforeign
foreign
or association
corporation, or
person, partnership,
or
country; and
(4) any
any other
or disadvantages
in competicompetidisadvantages in
advantages or
other advantages
and (4)
country;
tion;
tion;

Vol. 42, P. 942.

VoL42.p.

PROCLAMATIONS, 1924.
PROCLAMATIONS,
1924.

1942

Vol. 42, p. 893.

Vol. 42p83

Determining rates to
equalize differences in

eqf'dK
i
sts of
o productionproduction
costs

Wheat
Wheat.
Wheat flour,
etc.
Wheat
flour,et.

W H EREAS, under
under and
said section
section of
of said
WHEREAS,
and by
by virtue
virtue of
of said
said Act
Act the
the
United States Tariff Commission has
to assist
assist
has made an investigation to
the President
President in ascertaining
costs of
of production
of,
ascertaining differences
differences in
in costs
production of,
facts and
and conditions
in said
said section
section with
and of
of all
all other
other facts
conditions enumerated
enumerated in
with
in paragraphs
paragraphs 729
729 and
of Title
Title
respect to the articles described
described in
and 730
730 of
wheat, wheat
IIof said Tariff Act
Act of
of 1922,
1922, namely, wheat,
wheat flour,
flour, semolina,
semolina,
crushed and
and cracked
cracked wheat, and
and similar
similar wheat
wheat products
products not
not specially
specially
feeds obtained
obtained in
in milling
milling
provided for, bran,
bran shorts
shorts and by-product
by-product feeds
or product
wheat, being wholly or
or in
in part
part the growth or
product of
of the
the United
United
States, and of and with respect to like or similar articles
or in
in
articles wholly
wholly or
part the growth or product of competing
foreign countries;
competing foreign
countries;
WHEREAS,
WHEREAS, in the course of said investigation
was held,
investigation a
a hearing
hearing was
held,
of which reasonable
reasonable public notice was given and at which
parties
which parties
interested were given a
a reasonable
reasonable opportunity
interested
present, to
to
opportunity to be present,
produce evidence,
evidence, and to be heard;
AND, WHEREAS, The President upon said investigation
of said
said
investigation of
differences
differences in costs of production of
articles wholly or
in part
of said
said articles
or in
part the
the
growth or product of the United States and of like or
similar articles
or similar
articles
wholly or inn part the growth or product of competing
competing foreign
foreign councountries, has thereby found that the principal competing country is the
Dominion of Canada and that the duties fixed in said Title and Act
Act
do not equalize the differences in costs of
production in
United
of production
in the United
States and in said principal competing country, namely, Canada, and
and
has ascertained
ascertained and determined the increased
decreased rates
rates of
of
increased and decreased
duty, respectively,
respectively, necessary to equalize the
same.
the same.
NOW, THEREFORE,
THKREFORE, I,
I, CALVIN
CALVIN COOLIDGE,
COOLIDGE, President
President of
of
the United States, do hereby
determine and
proclaim that
that the
the
hereby determine
and proclaim
increases and decreases
in said
decreases in the rates of
of duty provided
provided in
said Act
Act
ascertained differences
shown by said ascertained
differences in said costs of production
production
necessary
necessary to equalize
equalize
.
same, are as follows:
the same,
follows:
An increase
increase in said duty on wheat from 30 cents per bushel of
An

sixty pounds to 42 cents per bushel of sixty pounds;
sixty
Anincrease
pounds
in
42 said
centsduty
duty
per bushel
on wheat
of sixty
flour,
pounds;
semolina, crushed or
An
increasetoin
said
on
wheat
flour,
semolina,
crushed or
cracked wheat,
and
similar
wheat
wheat,
wheat products not specially,provided for
for
from 78 cents per hundred pounds to
per hundred
to $1.04
$1.04 per
hundred pounds;
pounds;
A
A decrease
decrease in said duty on bran, shorts, a
n d by-p
ro d
uc t feeds
feeds
and
by-product

Wheat feeds.

heatees.

obtained in milling wheat (within the limit of total decrease
obtained
decrease provided
provided
for in said Act) from 15 per centum
centum ad valorem to 72
7% per centum
centum
ad valorem.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I
I have hereunto
hereunto set my hand and
and
caused the seal of the United States to be affixed.
DONE at the City of Washington
Washington this seventh
seventh day of March, in
in
the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
the
and
[SEAL.]
[sEAL.]

twenty-four, and of the Independence
twenty-four,
Independence of the United
United
States of America the one hundred and
forty-eighth.
and forty-eighth.
C
ALVIN C
OOLIDGE.
CAZLVI
COOLTDGE.
By the President:
President:
CHARLES E.
CHARLES
E. HUOHES
HIIGEEES
Secretary of
of State.

NI arch 22,
22, 194.
1924.
March

BY THE
OF THE
BY
1.11P, PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT or
Int, UNITED
UNITED S
TATES OF
OF AMERICA
STATES
AMERICA
A PROCLAMATION.
PROCLAMATION.

Export of arms, etc.
Preamble.
Pretble.
Vol. 42,
Vol.
42, p.
p. 361.

t

tatutoy authorizaStatutory
tion. tio.

WHEREAS Section I
I of aaJoint Resolution
WHEREAS,
Resolution of
of Congress,
Congress ,entitled
en titl ed
a "Joint
Resoition to
to Prohibit the Exportation
a
"Joint Resolution
Exportation of Arms
Arms or Munitions of War from the United States to Certain Countries, and for
for
Purposes , approved
other Purposes",
follows:
approved January
January 31,
31, 1922,
1922, provides
provides as
as follows:
"That
whenever the President
"
That whenever
President finds
finds that in any American
American country,
country,
or in
in any
any country
country in
extraterritorial
or
in which the United States exercises
exercises extraterritorial

1943
1943

PROCLAMATIONS,
PROCLAMATIONS, 1924.
1924.

jurisdiction, conditions
jurisdiction,
conditions of
domestic violence
exist, which
are or
or may
of domestic
violence exist,
which are
may
bee promoted
promoted by the use of arms or munitions
munitions of
of war
war procured
procured from
from
the United
States. and makes proclamation
proclamation thereof, it
be unlawUnited States,
it shall be
unlawful to export, except under such
such limitations
limitations and
as the
the
and exceptions
exceptions as
President
any arms
President prescribes, any
arms or
or munitions
munitions of
of war
war from
from any
any place
place
in the United States to such
such country
country until
until otherwise
otherwise ordered
ordered by
by
the
the President
President or
or by
by Congress."
Congress."
Vol. 42
p. 361.
361.
And whereas
whereas, it
And
it is provided
by Section
Section II
II of
th e sa
id Joint
Joi
n tResoReso- Vol.
provided by
of the
said
42,,
p.
"Whoever exports
lution that "Whoever
exports any
any arms
arms or
or munitions
munitions of
of war
in
war in
conviction be
violation of section II shall on conviction
not
be punished
punished by
by fine
fine not
exceeding $10,000,
by imprisonment
imprisonment not
exceeding t
w o years,
years ,
exceeding
$10,000, or
or by
not exceeding
two
or both.'
or
both.
Now, therefore, I, Calvin Coolidge, President of the United States Deilaration of do
mestie
violence
of Now,
America,
therefore,
acting
Calvinand
and
Coolidge,
by
President
of the
the of
authority
the United
conferred
States in
m
gr
Honduras.
i
cir
eki
t
i
:i nn
ee existing
c't
of
America,
actingI,under
under
by virtue
virtue
of
authority
conferred
inHonduras.
p. 1950.
in
me by
by the
the said
Resolution of
of Cong
ress ,do
do h
ereby declare
in me
said Joint
Joint Resolution
Congress,
hereby
declare Post,Po p.1950.
and proclaim
proclaim that IIhave found that
exists in
such
that there
there exists
in Honduras
Honduras such
conditions
conditions of
of domestic
are or
or may
may be
be promoted
promoted by
by
domestic violence
violence which
which are
the use of arms or munitions of war
war procured
from the
the United
United States
States
procured from
contemplated by the said Joint Resolution;
Resolution; and I
I do hereby
as contemplated
hereby ga
rst
V
i .Sigl.1e
ena
t
tEtstifier.
gaw
of the
the United States
admonish all citizens of
to abstain
abstain etc.,
thereto.
States and
and every
every person
person to
ete., thereto.
from every-violation
violation of
of the
Joint Resolution
the provisions
provisions of
of the
the Joint
Resolution above
above
set forth, hereby
hereby made
applicable to
and I
do hereby
hereby
made applicable
to Honduras,
Honduras, and
I do
warn them that all
all violations
violations of
of such
provisions will
will be
rigorously
such provisions
be rigorously
prosecuted.
prosecuted.
fi c
o
I do hereby enjoin upon all officers of the United
United States,
And I
States,orce
iw
oreers
ers to e
enforce
charged with
the
laws
thereof,
the
utmost
diligence
with the
the execution
execution of
of the laws thereof, the utmost diligence
in preventing
violations of
of the
preventing violations
the said
and this
said Joint
Joint Resolution
Resolution and
this my
my
Proclamation
Proclamation issued thereunder, and
and in
in bringing
bringing to
trial and
punto trial
and punishment any
any offenders
offenders against
against the
the same.
same.
IN WITNESS
IN
WITNESS WHEREOF,
.. ,
REOF, I
my hand
hand and
and
I have
have hereunto
hereunto set
set my
caused
caused the
the seal
of the
the United
United States
States to
to be
be affixed.
affixed.
seal of
DONE at the City of Washington
Washington this
this twenty-second
twenty-second day
day of
of
March in
March
the year
of our
Lord one
one thousand
thousand nine
nine hundred
in the
year of
our Lord
hundred
[SEAL]
the Independence
Independence of
[SEAL.] and twenty-four
twenty-four and of the
the United
of the
United
States of
States
of America
one hundred
hundred and
and forty-eighth.
forty-eighth.
America the
the one
to

By
By the
President:
the President:
CHARLES
C
HARLES E.
HUGHES
E. HUGHES
Secretary of
of State.
State.
Secretary

nf

CALVIN C
OOLIDGE
CALVIN
COOLIDGE

BY THE
THE P
RESIDENT OF
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
M IERICA
BY
PRESIDENT
OF THE
OF AMERICA

1924.
April 7,
7,1924.

A
A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS,
WHEREAS, an
Act of
of Congress
Marine Act
Act
an Act
Congress entitled
entitled the"
the" Merchant
Merchant Marine
of
5, 1920,
the following
following provisions:
of 1920",
1920", approved
approved June
June 5,
1920, contains
contains the
provisions:
"Sec.
21. That
"Sec. 21.
That from
and after
February 1,
1, 1922,
the coastwise
coastwise
from and
after February
1922, the
laws
States shall
extend to
to the
the island
island territories
laws of
of the
the United
United States
shall extend
territories and
and
the United
possessions of the
United States
not now
thereby, and
and the
the
States not
now covered
covered thereby,
to the expiration
board is directed prior to
expiration of
of such
year to
to have
such year
have estabestablished adequate
adequate steamship
steamship service
service at
at reasonable
reasonable rates
rates to
to accomaccommodate the commerce and
and the
the passenger
passenger travel
said islands
islands and
travel of
of said
and
and operate
operate such
such service
to maintain and
service until
can be
be taken
until it
it can
taken over
over
and operated
operated and
and
satisfactory terms
by private
private
and maintained
maintained upon
upon satisfactory
terms by
capital
and enterprise:
capital and
enterprise: Provided,
That if adequate
service
Provided, Thatif
adequate shipping
shipping service
is not established by
the President
President shall
by February
February 1,
1, 1922,
1922, the
shall extend
extend
the period
herein allowed
period herein
allowed for
for the
of such
such service
the establishment
establishment of
service in
in
case of
of any island
the case
island Territory
Territory or
or possession
for such
time as
may
possession for
such time
as may
45822°—voL 43-PT
43—PT 2
40
45822°-VOL
2
40

Virgin Islands.
Preamble.
Preamble.
Statutory provisions
Previsions.
Vol. 41,
Vol.
41, p.
p. 997.
997.

1944

PROCLAMATIONS, 1924.
PROCLAMATIONS,
1924.
be necessary
necessary for
the establishment
adequate shipping
facilities
be
for the
establishment of
of adequate
shipping facilities
therefor:
further, That
Congress shall
have authortherefor: Provided
Providedfurther,
That until
until Congress
shall have
authorized
United States
owned in
ized the registry as vessels
vessels of
of the
the United
States of
of vessels
vessels owned
in
the
Philippine Islands,
Islands, the
of the
Philippine Islands
Islands
the Philippine
the Government
Government of
the Philippine
to adopt,
adopt, from
from time
to time,
enforce
is hereby authorized
authorized to
time to
time, and
and enforce
regulations
transportation of
of merchandise
regulations governing
governing the transportation
merchandise and
and paspas-

sengers
or places
places in
the Philippine
Philippine Archipelago:
sengers between
between ports
ports or
in the
Archipelago:
And
further, That
That the
the foregoing
provisions of
of this
this section
And provided
proidedfurther,
foregoing provisions
section
shall not take effect
effect with
reference to
the Philippine
Philippine Islands
with reference
to the
Islands until
the President of the United States after a
investigation of
a full investigation
of the
local needs and conditions shall, by proclamation,
proclamation, declare
declare that
that
adequate shipping service
established as
as herein
herein
an adequate
service has been established
effect of the same."
provided and fix a
a date for the going
going.into effect
same."
'WHEREAS, an adequate shipping
AND WHEREAS,
shipping service
service to
to accommodate
accommodate
the commerce and passenger
travel of
passenger travel
of the Virgin Islands has
has not been
been
Vl.41,p.99.
Vol.
41, p. 997.
established as
provided by
21 of
of the
the "Merchant
Merchant Marine
Marine Act
as provided
by Section
Section 21
Act
of 1920";
1920";
voL42,
22.
AND WHEREAS, aaproclamation
Vol42, p.
p. 2261.
dated February
February 1,
1, 1922,
1922, was
was isisproclamation dated
sued by Warren
Warren G.
United States of America,
G. Harding, President of the UnitedStates
acting under and by virtue of the authority
authority conferred
conferred on him by
by
Section 21 of said Act of Congress,
Congress, declaring that the period for the
establishment of adequate
adequate shipping service
service of the aforesaid
aforesaid Virgin
Virgin establishment
Islands be extended
extended from February
February 1,
1, 1922,
1922, to May 1,
and that
1, 1922, and
that
the extension
extension of the coastwise laws of the United States to the
the aforeaforesaid Virgin Islands be deferred
deferred from February 1,
1, 1922, to May 1,
1,
1922;
1922;
Vol. 42, p.
AND WHEREAS,
second proclamation
proclamation dated
May 18,
1922, was
was
Vol.42,
p. 2209.
2.
WHEREAS aasecond
dated May
18,1922,
issued by Warren
Warren G. Harding,
Harding! President of the United States of
of
America,
America, declaring that the period for the establishment
establishment of
of adequate
shipping
shipping service of the aforesaid Virgin Islands be extended from
from
1922, to November
November 1,
1922, and that
May 1, 1922,
1, 1922,
that the extension of
of the
the
coastwise laws of the United States to the aforesaid Virgin Islands
Islands be
deferred
deferred from May 1,
1, 1922,
1922, to November 1, 1922;
1922;
vol. 42,
2, p. 2287.
227.
AND WH
vol.
KRE AS, a
athird
third proclamation
dated October
28, 1922,
was
WHEREAS,
proclamation dated
October 28,
1922,was
issued by Warren G. Harding, President of the United States of
of
America,
America, declaring that the period
period for the establishment
establishment of adequate
adequate
shipping service of the aforesaid Virgin Islands be extended from
1, 1922, to November
November 1,
November 1,
1923, and that the extension
of
1, 1923,
extension of
the coastwise laws of the United
United States to the aforesaid
aforesaid Virgin
Virgin
deferred from November
Islands be deferred
November 1,
1922, to November
November 1,
1, 1923;
1, 1922,
1923;
Tfmeforestablihnng
THEREFORE, I,
Timeforestabushing
NOW, THEREFORE,
I, Calvin
Calvin Coolidge,
of the
Coolidge, President
President of
the United
United
ungdeto
t
t
:Islov
nil
em
bei
r
Ci",
America, acting
under
and
by virtue
virtue of
the authority
authority concontended
ovenber
l, States of America,
acting
under
and
by
of
the
1924.
p 1929.
2
Congress, having
AT
nte p.
ferred upon me by Section
Section 21 of said Act of Congress,
having issued
issued
Pot,
1i
a proclamation
proclamation on October 25, 1923,
periodfor
Post, p.
p. 1970.
a
1923, declaring
declaring that the period
for the
establishment of an adequate
adequate shipping service
establishment
service to the aforesaid
aforesaid
Virgin
Vir
c
en Islands be extended from November 1, 1923
1923, to May 1,
1, 1924,
and' that the extension of the coastwise
tile United
United States
State
and
coastwise laws
laws of
of the
to the
the aforesaid
to
deferred from
November 1
aforesaid Vir
Virginu Islands be deferred
from November
1,? 1923,
1923,s
to May 1,
period for
1, 1924, do hereby declare and proclaim that the
the period
for
adequate shipping
shipping s
er
vi
ce o
af
oresaid
the establishment
establishment of adequate
service
off th
thee aforesaid
Virgin Islands
Islands be further
further extended
to N
ovem b
er
extended from May 1,
1, 1924, to
November
1, 1924;
1924;
1,
Coatw
Ceaalwis
e laws de1,",
AM) INASMUCH
as the
the extension
of the
se laws
of the
AND
INASMUCH as
extension of
the coastwi
coastwise
laws of
the
tarred
to
November
924.
United States
1924.
States to the aforesaid
aforesaid Virgin Islands, as provided
in Section
provided
in
Section
A
nte, p.
p. 19M2.
1929.
Aor,
Post, p. 1970.
21 of
is depend
ent u
pon th
of an
an
Potp.
l9
21
of the
the aforesaid
aforesaid act,
act, is
dependent
upon
thee establishment
establishment of
adequate shipping service
possession, II do
do h
ere by
adequate
service to
to such
such island
island possession,
hereby
further proclaim
proclaim and declare that the extension
extension of th
coas t
wi
se laws
l
aws
thee coastwise
Islands is
i
s d
ef
erre d f
rom May
M ay 1,
1,
of the United States to
to the Virgin
Virgin Islands
deferred
from
1924, to November 1,
1, 1924.
IN WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF, II have
have hereunto set my hand and
and
caused the seal of the United States to be affixed.

PROCLAMATIONS,
PROCLAMATIONS, 1924.
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DONE at the city of Washington
Washington this 7th day of April, in the year
of our Lord, One Thousand Nine Hundred and Twenty[SEAL.]
four, and of the
the Independence
Independence of
[sEAL.] four,
of
of the
the United
United States
States of
America the
Forty-eighth.
America
the One Hundred and Forty-eighth.
CALVIN COOLIDGE.
CALVIN
COOLIDGE.
By the President:
President:
CHARLES E.
HUGHES,
CHARLES
E. HUGHES,
Secretary of
of State.
State.
Secretary
April 11,1924.
11, 1924.

BY
THE PRESIDENT
UNITED STATES
BY IHE
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
THE UNITED
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA

A
A PROCLAMATION.
PROCLAMATION.
0
WHEREAS, The
Secretary of
by virtue
author- torytd
Prgteent
l
on of
migraWHEREAS,
The Secretary
of Agriculture,
Agriculture, by
virtue of
of the
the authorof migr
Migratory Bird Treaty Act Pra1mble.
ity vested in him by section three of the Migratory
Vol .O t' 755.
tor y

irds.
bi

(40
for approval,
approval, a
ul
ation
(40 Stat.,
Stat., 755),
755), has
has submitted
submitted to
to me
me for
a reg
regulation
further amendatory
further
amendatory of
the regulations
proclaimed
of the
regulations approved
approved and
and proclaimed
July
which the
determined
July 31,
31, 1918,
1918 which
the Secretary
Secretary, of
of Agriculture
Agriculture has
has determined
to be a
a suitable
suitable amendatory
amendatory regulation
permitting and
and governing
the
regulation permitting
governing the
hunting, taking,
taking, capture,
killing, possession,
sale, purchase,
shiphunting,
capture, killing,
possession, sale,
purchase, shipment, transportation,
transportation, carriage,
carriage, and
and export
export of
birds and
and parts
parts
ment,
of said
said birds
thereof
nests and
thereof and
and their
their nests
and eggs,
eggs, as
as follows:
follows:

Vol. 39:
3 p. no2.
1702.
Vol

Open seasons.
REGULATION
4.-OPEN SEASONS
REGULATION 4.—OPEN
SEASONS ON
ON AND
AND POSSESSION
POSSESSION vVol.
42,ToPepn.
p. 2266.
OF CERTAIN
CERTAIN MIGRATORY
MIGRATORY GAME
BIRDS.
OF
GAME BIRDS.

Regulation 4,
sub-title "Doves"
"Doves" is
is hereby
amended so
so as
Regulation
4, sub-title
hereby amended
as to
to read
read
as follows:
follows:
as
es
Doves.—The open
open seasons
doves shall
follows: Doves.
Doves.-The
seasons for
for mourning
mourning doves
shall be
be as
as follows:
Dov .
a
im
in Delaware,
Delaware Maryland,
Virginia, North
Carolina, Tennessee,
Tennessee, KenKen- u
In
Maryland, Virginia,
North Carolina,
ita
tions.cal
onr.
gra Meal limitaA nt p.1916, amendtucky,
Tllinois, Minnesota,
Minnesota, Nebraska,
Kansas, Missouri,
Missouri , Ante,
tucky, Ohio,
Ohio, Indiana,
Indiana, Illinois,
Nebraska, Kansas,
' e, .1916,
Arkansas, Oklahoma,
Oklahoma, that
that portion
portion of
of Texas
west and
north of
of
Arkansas,
Texas lying
lying west
and north
the
main tracks
tracks of
the International
Northern Railroad
the main
of the
International and
and Great
Great Northern
Railroad
extending
from Laredo
to San
Austin ' and
and Longview,
Longview, and
and
extending from
Laredo to
San Antonio,
Antonio, Austin,
the
railroad extending
extending from
Longview to
to Marshall
Marshall
the Texas
Texas and
and Pacific
Pacific railroad
from Longview
and Texarkana,
and
Texarkana, New
New Mexico,
Utah, Arizona,
Arizona, California,
Mexico, Colorado,
Colorado, Utah,
California,
Nevada, Idaho,
Idaho, and
the open
be from
September
Nevada,
and Oregon
Oregon the
open sea§on
season shall
shall be
from September
to December
December 15;
15;
11to
In
In Georgia,
Georgia, Florida,
Alabama, and
the open
season
Florida, Alabama,
and Mississippi
Mississippi the
open season
shall be
be from
from October
October 16
January 31;
shall
16 to
to January
31;
In
that portion
portion of
of Texas
of the
tracks of
In that
Texas lying
lying east
east and
and south
south of
the main
main tracks
of
the •
International and
Great Northern
extending from
the
International
and Great
Northern railroad
railroad extending
from
Laredo to
to San
San Antonio,
and Longview,
Longview, and
Laredo
Antonio, Austin,
Austin, and
and the
the Texas
Texas and
and
Pacific
railroad extending
extending from
and TexTexPacific railroad
from Longview
Longview to
to Marshall
Marshall and
arkana the
season shall
shall be
be from
from November
arkana
the open
open season
November 11to
to December
December 31;
31;
and
and
In
Carolina and
the open
season shall
be from
In South
South Carolina
and Louisiana
Louisiana the
open season
shall be
from
November 1
1to
to January
January 31.
31.
November
NOW, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, I,
I, CALVIN
CALVIN COOLIDGE,
COOLIDGE, PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT .
Approval of
-regula
Approval
of.regula
NOW,
OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA,
DO HEREBY
HEREBY tux
.
OF
STATES OF
AMERICA, DO
t. '
APPROVE
AND PROCLAIM
the foregoing
amendatory regulation.
APPROVE AND
PROCLAIM the
foregoing amendatory
regulation.
IN
WITNESS WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, I
hereunto set
my hand
IN WITNESS
I have
have hereunto
set my
hand and
and
caused the
the seal
seal of
of the
the United
United States
to be
caused
States to
be affixed.
affixed.
DONE at
DONE
at the
the City
City of
Washington this
day of
in the
the
of Washington
this 11th
11th day
of April
April in
year
of our
Lord one
thousand nine
nine hundred
hundred and
twentyyear of
our Lord
one thousand
and twenty[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
four, and
of the
the Independence
Independence of
States of
four,
and of
of the
the United
United States
of
America the
the one
one hundred
and forty-eighth.
forty-eighth.
America
hundred and
P

e

By
By the
the President:
President:
CHARLES
E. HUGHES
CHARLES E.
HUGHES
Secretary
State.
Secretary of
of State.

CALVIN
COOLIDGE
CALVIN COOLIDGE

PROCLAMATIONS,
1924.
PROCLAMATIONS, 1924.

1946
1946

BY
OF THE
THE UNITED
BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
UNITED S
TATES OF
OF AMERTCA
AMRRTCA
STATES

April
18,1924.
1924.
April8,

A PROCLAMATION
A
PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS,
formations, known as "The
WHEREAS, certain natural
natural formations,
"The Pinnacles," within
Coronado National
Forest, in
in the
of Arizona,
Arizona,
' cles,"
within the
the Coronado
National Forest,
the State
State of

Chiricahua
Chirieahua NaNational
Monument,

.Ariz.
Ai.

p ream
b le
Preamble.

are of scientific
scientific interest, and it
it appears that the public interests
interests will
will
be
promoted by reserving
reserving as
much land
land as
as may
for the
be promoted
as much
may be
be necessary
necessary for
the
proper
protection thereof,
as a
Monument.
proper protection
thereof, as
a National
National Monument.
National Monument
NOW,
THEREFORE, I,
I, Calvin
of the
United
NOW, THEREFORE,
Calvin Coolidge,
Coolidge, President
President of
the United
inNCtiOSNMonnmant
Coronado National
Forest,
orest, Arizona.
Aiona.
States of America,
America, by virtue of the power
power in me vested by section
section
two of the Act of Congress approved June
June eight, nineteen hundred
hundred
and six, entitled, "An
"An Act
of American
American antiquiAct for the
the preservation
preservation of
antiquities", do proclaim that there are hereby reserved
reserved from
from all
all forms
forms of
of
appropriation
all prior
valid
appropriation under the public land
land laws,
laws, subject
subject to all
prior valid
adverse claims, and set apart as a
a National Monument, the following described tracts of land in the State of Arizona:
ing_described
Arizona:
Description.
Description.
W
W34 Sections
Sections 19, 30 and 31, Township
Township 16
16 South,
Range 30
South, Range
30 East,
East,
Sections 24, 25
Range
G. & S. R. M.; Sections
25 and 36,
36, Township
Township 16
16 South, Range
292 East, G. & S. R. M.; S3i
29%
Section 24, unsurveyed;
unsurveyed; Section
SY Section
Section 35,
unsurveyed;
unsurveyed; Section 36, unsurveyed; Township 16
16 South, Range 29
29
East,
G. & S. R.
M.
East,
G.&S.
R.
M.
'Use of Coronado
Nad
tional FoFCes
Forest
reservation made
this proclamation
proclamation is
is not
not intended
to
tiol
t not
not Naaf-- The
The reservation
made by
by this
intended to
fected.
fected.
prevent the use of the lands for National Forest
purposes under
under the
the
Forest purposes
proclamation
proclamation establishing
establishing the Coronado
Coronado National
National Forest, and the
two reservations
reservations shall both be effective
effective on the land withdrawn
withdrawn but
but
the National Monument
Monument hereby established shall be
be the dominant
dominant
reservation
reservation and any use of the land which interferes
interferes with its preserpreservation or protection
protection as a
a National
National Monument
Monument is hereby
hereby forbidden.
forbidden.
Warning
Warning .is hereby given to all unauthorized
unauthorized persons not to
to apdeface, remove or destroy any feature of
propriate, injure, deface
of this
National
deface,
or to locate or settle on any of the lands reNational Monument,
Monument,
or
served by this proclamation.
proclamation.
IN WITNESS
WHEREOF, I
I have hereunto set my hand and
WITNESS WHEREOF,
caused the seal of the United States
States to be affixed.
affixed.
DONE at the City of Washington
Washington this 18
in the
the
18 day
day of
of April,
April, in
year of our Lord one thousand
thousand nine hundred
hundred and
and
{SEAT.]
twenty-four,
and of
Independence of
the United
United
[srEA.]
twenty-four, and
of the
the Independence
of the
States of America the one hundred
hundred and
and forty-eighth.
forty-eighth.
CALVIN
COOLIDGE
C
ALVIN C
OOLIDGE
By the President:
CHARLES
HUGHES,
CHARLES E.
E.HUGHES,
Secretary
Secretary of
of State.
State.
.

May
1924.
May 2,
2,194.

By THE
UNITED STATES
AMERICA
BY THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
1HE UNITED
STATES OF
OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
A
Export
arms, etc.
Erport of
of arms,

Whereas,
Whereas, Section IIof a
a Joint Resolution
Resolution of Congress,
Congress, entitled aa
Joint Resolution
"Joint
Resolution to Prohibit the Exportation
Exportation of Arms and Munitions
of War from the United States to Certain Countries,
Countries, and for other
Purposes", approved
January 31,
1922, provides
provides as
tatutory
atoiaPurposes"
approved
January
31,
1922,
as follows:
follows:
Statutory
authorizati
L
tion..
American
"That
That whenever
whenever the President
President finds that in any American
country, or in any country
country in which the United
United States
States exercises
exercises
extraterritorial
conditions of domestic violence
extraterritorial jurisdiction, conditions
violence exist,
exist,
of arms or
which are or may be promoted by the use of
or munitions
munitions
of war procured
procured from the United
United States,
States, and
and makes
makes proclamation
proclamation
thereof, it
shall be
thereof,
it shall
be unlawful
unlawful to export,
export, except under such limitaPreamble.

Preamble.
Vol. 42, p. 361.
Vol. 42,.
Post,
p. 1965.

s6.
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PROCLAMATIONS, 1924.
PROCLAMATIONS,

1947
1947

tions and exceptions as the President
prescribes, any arms or
President prescribes,
or
munitions of war from any place in the United States to such
country
country until otherwise
otherwise ordered by the President
President or
Congress."
or by Congress."
provided by
And whereas,
whereas, it
it is provided
by Section
of the
Resolu- vol.
Vol. 42,
p. 361.
361.
Section II
II of
the said
said Joint
Joint Resolu42 p.
tion that "Whoever
"Whoever exports any arms or munitions
munitions of
violation
of war
war in violation
of Section II shall on conviction
conviction be punished by fine not exceeding
exceeding
$10,000, or by imprisonment
imprisonment not exceeding
or both."
both."
exceeding two
two years,
years, or
Now, therefore, I,
I, Calvin Coolidge,
Coolidge, President
President of
of the
the United
United States
States

Deplaration of d
omesDeclarationofdomes

States as contemplated
contemplated by the said Joint Resolution; and IIdo hereby
hereby
admonish
aclmonis
.hall citizens
citizens of the United States and every
every-person
abstain
person to abstain
from every violation of the provisions
provisions of the Joint
Joint Resolution
Resolution above
above
set forth, hereby made applicable
applicable to Cuba, and I
warn
I do hereby
hereby warn
them that all violations of such provisions
provisions will be rigorouslyprosecuted.
rigorously prosecuted.
And II do hereby enjoin upon all officers of the United States,
charged
charged with the execution of the laws thereof, the utmost diligence
diligence
said Joint
Joint Resolution
Resolution and
and this
this my
my Proclain preventing
preventing violations
violations of
of said
Proclamation issued thereunder, and in bringing to trial and
punislunent
and punishment
offenders against the
any offenders
the same.
And II do
hereby prescribe
exception and
limitation to
to the
do hereby
prescribe as
as an
an exception
and limitation
the
foregoing restrictions
such exportations
restrictions such
exportations of
of arms
arms or
munitions of
or munitions
of war
war
as are approved
approved by the Government
Government of the United States for shipment
shipment
to the Government
Government of Cuba which has been recognized
recognized by the Government of the United States, and such arms and munitions for industrial
industrial
or commercial
commercial uses as may from time to time be exported
exported with
with the
the
consent
consent of the Secretary
Secretary of State.
IN WITNESS
WHEREOF, II have hereunto
WITNESS WIIEREOF,
set my
hereunto set
my hand
hand and
and
caused
caused the seal of the United States to be
affixed.
be affixed.
Done at the City of Washington
Washington this Second day of May in the year
thousand nine hundred
hundred and
and twenty-four
twenty-four
of Our Lord one thousand
[SEAL.] and of the Independence
Independence of the United
United States
States of America
America
the one hundred and
and forty-eighth.
C
ALVIN CooLIDGr
COOLIDGE
CALVIN
By the President:
President:
C
HARLES E.
E.HUGHES
HUGHES
CHARLES
Secretary of State.
State.

warning against
IIulegal
a
ga
inst 11arms,
a
te ,thereto
thereto.
etl.,

virtue of
the authority
authority conferred
conferred in
in tCbiaolenCe
t
co
ubviaolenee existing
existingin
in
of America,
America, acting
acting under
under and by
by virtue
of the
me by the said Joint Resolution
Congress, do hereby declare
declare and
and
Resolution of Congress,
proclaim that IIhave found, as has been formally represented
represented to this
this
Government
Government by the Government
Government of Cuba, that there exist
exist in
in Cuba
Cuba
such conditions of domestic violence which
which are
may be
be promoted
promoted
are or
or may
by the use of arms or munitions of
the United
United
of war
war procured
procured from
from the

BY
PBESIDENT OF
THE UNITED
BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
OF Int.
TATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
UNITED S
STATES

officers
to e
nforce
S
laws.
t eno

_
o
E
v
xportationofto
the
SExorton
te
h
Government
ernment oftoCuba
Cuba
snowed.
alowed.

May 2, 1924.

May 2,1924.

A
A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
WHEREAS,
WHEREAS, there is located
located in townships
townships one south, one
one and
and two
two National
Crateri of the Moon
Vol M e
oo
ntnt
twenty-four and twenty-five
twenty-five east of the Boise Mendnorth, ranges twenty-four
Merid- Idaho.
Idaho.
ment
Preamble.
Idaho, an
ian, in Butte and Blaine Counties, Idaho,
which contains
an area
area which
contains aa Preamble.
remarkable fissure eruption together with its associated
remarkable
associated volcanic
volcanic
cones, craters, rifts, lava flows, caves, natural bridges, and other
other
characteristic of volcanic action
phenomena characteristic
action which are
are of unusual
unusual
scientific
scientific value and general interest; and
and
WHEREAS, this area contains
curious and
and unusual
unusual phenocontains many
many curious
phenoeducational value and has a
mena of great educational
landa weird and scenic landscapepeculiar
itself; and
scape peculiar to
to itself;
and
WHEREAS, it appears that the public interest
WHEREAS,
promoted
interest would
would be promoted
by
reserving these volcanic
features as
by, reserving
volcanic features
as a
a National
National Monument,
Monument, totogether with as much
needed for
for the
thereof.
much land
land as may
may be
be needed
the protection
protection thereof.

PROCLAMATIONS, 1924.
1924.
PROCLAMATIONS,

1948
1948
National
Monument,
NationalMonument,
Idaho.
I
Vol.
o. 34, p. 225.

p. 225.

THEREFORE, I, Calvin Coolidge, President of the United
NOW, THEREFORE,

States of
of America,
by authority
authority of
the power
vested by
by section
section
me vested
power in
in me
of the
America, by
States

two of
Congress entitled,"
Act for
for the preservation
preservation of
An Act
entitled," An
of Congress
act of
the act
of the
two
American
eighth, nineteen
hundred and
and
nineteen hundred
June eighth,
approved June
antiquities, approved
American antiquities,"
six
225) do
do proclaim
proclaim that
there is
is hereby
reserved from
all
from all
hereby reserved
that there
Stat., 225)
six (34
(34 Stat.,
forms
of appropriation
appropriation under
under the
public land
to all
all
subject to
laws, subject
land laws,
the public
forms of
valid existing
apart as
National Monument
Monument all
all
as aa National
set apart
and set
claims, and
existing claims,
valid
that piece
parcel of land in the Counties
Counties of Butte and Blaine, State
or parcel
piece or
that
of Idaho,
o, shown
Craters of
Monument
the Moon National Monument
of the
as the
the Craters
shown as
of
upon the
the diagram
hereto annexed
made a
apart
part hereof.
hereof.
and made
annexed and
diagram hereto
upon
Reserved from
from settleWarning is
hereby expressly
expressly given to all unauthorized
unauthorized persons not to
ResIved
setle- Warning
ishereby
ment, etc.
appropriate, injure,
any feature
Monument
of this Monument
feature of
or remove
remove any
destroy or
injure, destroy
appropriate,
and
thereof.
locate or settle upon any of the lands thereof.
to locate
and not to
Supervision,
direction of
the direction
The Director
of the
Service, under
under the
Park Service,
National Park
the National
Director of
The
upeion, eetc., by
Director of National
Park service.
Service.
the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior, shall have the supervision, managePark
the
Vol. 39, p. 535; Vol.
and control
of this
this Monument
provided in
the act
Congress
act of
of Congress
in the
as provided
Monument as
control of
ment, and
4l,
41, p. 732. p 535; Vol. ment,
entitled, "An
Service and for other
other
establish aaNational Park Service
"An Act
Act to establish
entitled,
purposes," approved
approved August twenty-fifth, nineteen hundred and
purposes,"
sixteen (39
(39 Stat.,
Stat., 535)
535) and
and Acts
thereto or
or amendatory
amendatory
additional thereto
Acts additional
sixteen
thereof.
IN
WITNESS WHEREOF,
hereunto set my hand and
I have
have hereunto
WHEREOF, I
IN WITNESS
caused the seal of the United States to be affixed.
Washington this 2d day of May in the year
DONE in the City of Washington
twenty-four
of our Lord one thousand
thousand nine hundred
hundred and twenty-four
America
Independence of the United States of America
[sEAL.] and of the Independence
the
the one hundred and forty-eighth.
CALVIN COOLIDGE
COOLIDGE
CALVIN
By the President:
C
HARLES E.
Iluunr.s
CEHAR.L
E. HUGHES
Secretary of
of State.
State.
Secretary

May
5, 1924.
May 5,194.

BY THE
BY

PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION
A
PROCLAMATION
Natural
Natral Bridge
Bridge National Forest, Va.
Preamble.
e.
rtioamF
Vol. 40, p. 1780.
Vol
Vol. 36,, p.. 961.
961.

Area enlarged.

VAol3nlarged.
Vol. 36, p. 963.
Vol.
Vol. 26, p. 1103.
lua.

WHEREAS, by proclamation of May sixteenth, nineteen hun-

reserved and set apart as the Natural
dred and eighteen, there were reserved

Bridge
Forest certain
lands within
State of
Virginia,
of Virginia,
the State
within the
certain lands
National Forest
Bridge National
acquired
United States
under authority
authority of
the Act
Act of
of Congress
Congress
of the
States under
by the
the United
acquired by
approved
March first,
961),
hundred and
and eleven (36
(36 Stat.,
Stat., 961),
approved March
first, nineteen hundred
entitled "An Act To enable
enable any State to cooperate
cooperate with any other
entitled
States, or with the United
United States,
States, for the protection of the
or States,
State or
navigable streams, and to appoint aacommission for the
watersheds of navigable
acquisition of
purpose of conserving the navigability of
of lands
lands for the purpose
acquisition
navigable rivers"; and
navigable
certain additional lands in the vicinity of the said
WHEREAS, certain
National Forest
Forest and
hereafter
and within
within the said State have been or may hereafter
National
be acquired by the United States under said Act, and have been
designated by the Secretary
Natural
Agriculture as parts of the Natural
designated
Secretary of Agriculture
nineteen
Bridge Purchase Unit under the Weeks Law of March one, nineteen
hundred and
and eleven.
eleven.
hundred
NOW, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, I,
President of the
the
Coolidge, President
Calvin Coolidge,
I, Calvin
NOW,
the power
power in me vested by
by
United States of America, by virtue of the
section
Act, and
twenty-four of
the Act
Act of
of
of the
by section
section twenty-four
of said
said Act,
and by
section eleven
eleven of
proclaim
ninety-one, do hereby proclaim
hundred and ninety-one,
March third, eighteen hundred

I

1948-1

PROCLAMATIONS,
1924.
PROCLAMATIONS, 1924.

1949
1949

that on and after July one, nineteen hundred
hundred and twenty-four,
twenty-four, the
the
boundaries of the said Natural Bridge National Forest
shall include
Forest shall
include
the lands as shown on the diagram attached
attached hereto
hereto and
part
and made aapart
hereof, and that all lands within said enlarged
enlarged boundaries
which have
boundaries which
have
been or may thereafter
thereafter be acquired by the United States under
under
authority of said Act of March first, nineteen
hundred and
nineteen hundred
and eleven,
eleven,
permanently reserved
reserved and administered
shall be permanently
administered as
as parts of said
Natural Bridge
Bridge National Forest.
IN WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF, I
my hand
hand and
I have
have hereunto set
set my
and
caused the seal of the United States to be affixed.
affixed.
DONE
DONE in the City of Washington
Washington this fifth day of May in the
the
hundred and
twentyyear of our Lord one thousand nine hundred
and twenty[SEAL]
[SEAL]

four,
of the
independence of
the United
United States
States the
the
four, and
and of
the independence
of the
one hundred and
and forty-eighth.
forty-eighth.
CALVIN COOLIDGE
COOLIDGE
CALVIN
By the President:
President:
C
HARLES E.
CHARLES
E. HUGHES
HUGHES
Secretary of
Secretary
of State.
State.
BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
UNITED S
STATES
OF AMERICA
BY
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE UNITED
TATES OF
AMERICA

May
May 6,
6, 1924.
1924.

A
A PROCLAMATION.
PROCLAMATION.
n
ff on
Whereas
in and
and by
by section
(a) of
of Title
HI of
of the
act of
of Congress
NiTrari
Whereas in
section 315
315 (a)
Title III
the act
Congress Sodium
Niie
Sodium
approved
September 21,
21, 1922,
entitled."An
"An act
to provide
approved September
1922, entitled
act to
provide revenue,
revenue, Preamble.
Statutory author
authorizeto regulate commerce with foreign countries, to encourage the indus- tion.
tion.t
tries of the United
United States, and for other purposes,"
purposes," it
is, among
Vol. 42.
it is,
among other
other Vol
42' p 941.
things, provided that whenever
investigation of
of
whenever the President,
President, upon
upon investigation
the differences in costs of production
production of articles wholly or in
in part the
the
growth or product of the United
United States and of like or similar articles
articles
wholly or in part the growth or product of competing
foreign countries,
competing foreign
countries,
shall find it
it thereby shown that the duties fixed
fixed m this act do not
equalize the said differences
differences in costs of production in the United
States and the principal
principal competing country
country he shall, by
investiby such investigation, ascertain said differences and determine and proclaim
proclaim the
the
changes in classifications
classifications or increases
of duty
duty
increases or decreases
decreases in
in rates
rates of
provided
provided in said act shown by said ascertained
ascertained differences
differences in such
costs of production necessary to equalize the same;
same;
Whereas
Whereas in
and by
section 315
315 (c)
(c) of
of said
said act
is further
p. 942.
in and
by section
act it
it is
further provided
provided Vol.
Vol 42,
42, p.
42.
that in ascertaining
ascertaining the differences
differences in costs of production, under the
provisions of subdivisions (a) and (b)
(b) of
of said
said section,
the President,
section, the
President,
m
practicable, shall take into consideration
in so far as he finds it
it practicable,
consideration (1)
(1)
the differences
differences in conditions
conditions in production, including
including wages,
costs of
wages, costs
of
material, and other items in costs of production
production of
similar
of such or
or similar
articles in the United States and in
in competing
competing foreign
countries; (2)
(2)
foreign countries;
the differences
differences in the wholesale
wholesale selling prices of domestic and
and foreign
articles in the principal markets of the United States;
States; (3)
(3) advantages
advantages
granted
a foreign
granted to a
foreign producer
producer by a
government, or by
a foreign government,
by aa, person,
person,
partnership,
corporation, or association
partnership, corporation,
association in a
and (4)
(4)
a foreign country; and
any other advantages
advantages or disadvantages
advantadvantages in competiton;
competiton;
Whereas, under and by virtue of said section of said
said act, the
the
United States Tariff Commission has made an investigation to assist
assist
the President in ascertaining
ascertaining the differences
differences in costs of production
of
production of
enumerated in said section
and of all other facts and conditions enumerated
section with
4a p. 868.
respect to
respect
described in
paragraph 83
Title I
to an
an article
article described
in paragraph
83 of
of Title
I of
of said
said tariff
tariff Vol.
Vol. 42,
2 p. s.
act of 1922, namely, sodium nitrite, being wholly or in part the
growth or product of the United States, and of and with
with respect to aa
like or similar article wholly or in part the growth or product
product of
of
competing foreign
coup tries;
competing
foreign courtries;
it.3.

P. 941.

1950
1950

PROCLAMATIONS,
1924.
PROCLAMATIONS, 1924.

Whereas in
in the
course of
of said
held, of
of
Whereas
the course
said investigation
investigation aahearing
hearing was
was held,
which
notice was
was given
given and
at which
which reasonable
reasonable public
public notice
and at
which parties
parties interinterested
given a
opportunity to
to be
produce
ested 'were
were given
a reasonable
reasonable opportunity
be present,
present, to
to produce
evidence and
to be
be heard;
evidence,
and to
heard;
Inreaiong duty
duty on
Increasing
on
And whereas
of said
said differAnd
whereas the
the President
President upon
upon said
said investigation
investigation of
differsodium
nitaitetoequalsodiumnitntetoequalize differences
diferences in
in costs
ize
wets ences
in costs
costs of
of production
of
said
article wholly
wholly or
in
part
ences
in
production
of
said
article
or
in
part the
the
of
production.
of production.
growth
of the
States and
and of
growth or
or product
product of
the United
United States
of the
the like
like or
or similar
similar
article
or in
growth or
of competing
foreign
article wholly
wholly or
in _part
part the
the growth
or product
product of
competing foreign
countries, has
found that
that the
principal competing
competuag countryis
countries,
has thereby
thereby found
the principal
country is
Norway
and that
the duty
fixed in
said title
and act
not equalize
equalize
Norway and
that the
duty fixed
in said
title and
act does
does not
the
in costs
production in
in the
the United
said
the differences
differences in
costs of
of production
United States
States and
and in
m said
principal competing
country, namely,
namely, Norway,
Norway, and
principal
competing country,
and has
has ascertained
ascertained
and determined
increased rate
rate of
of duty
and
determined the
the increased
duty necessary
necessary to
to equalize
equalize the
the
same.
Now, therefore,
I, Calvin
Calvin Coolidge,
of the
Now,
therefore, I,
Coolidge, President
President of
the United
United States
States
of America,
America, do
hereby determine
determine and
and proclaim
the increase
of
do hereby
proclaim that
that the
increase in
in the
the
rate of
duty proyided
in said
said act
said ascertained
differrate
of duty
provided in
act shown
shown by
by said
ascertained differences in
of production
necessary to
equalize the
is as
as
ences
in said
said costs
costs of
production necessary
to equalize
the same
same is
follows:
follows:
An
in said
said duty
nitrite from
per pound
pound
An increase
increase in
duty on
on sodium
sodium nitrite
from 33cents
cents per
to
44- cents
per pound.
to 4½
cents per
pound.
IN WITNESS
WITNE% WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, I
hereunto set
set my
my hand
and
IN
I have
have hereunto
hand and
of the United
United States
caused the seal of
States to
to be affixed.
affixed.
DONE at the city of Washington
day of
of May,
May, in
year
Washington this sixth
sixth day
in the
the year
of
our Lord
Lord one
one thousand
thousand nine
nine hundred
twenty-four,
of our
hundred and
and twenty-four,
[srEA.]
of the United States of America
[sEAL.] and of the independence
independence of
America
the one hundred
hundred and
and forty-eighth.
forty-eighth.
CALVIN COOLIDGE
CALVIN
COOLIDGE
By the President:
CHARLES
CHARLES E.
HUGHES
E. HuGHEs
Secretary of
Secretary
of State.
State.
May
May 15,
1, 1924.
1924.

BY
Bv THE
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
Ink. UNITED
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
THE PRESIDENT
UNITED STATES

A
A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
Export
arms, etc.
etc.
Ejt of
blarms,
Preamble

WHEREAS,
Proclamation of the President issued March 22,
WHEREAS, by a
aProclamation
1924, under a
a Joint Resolution
Resolution of Congress approved
approved by
the President
President
by the
January 31,
it was declared that there existed
January
31, 1922, it
Honduras
existed in
in Honduras
conditions
conditions of domestic
domestic violence
violence which
were or
promoted by
by
which were
or might be
be promoted
the use of arms or munitions of war procured
procured from
States;
from the
the United
United States;
and
and
Whereas,
Whereas, by the Joint Resolution
Resolution above mentioned, it
it thereupon
thereupon
became unlawful
unlawful to export
export arms or munitions of war
war to
to Honduras
except under such limitations
limitations and exceptions
exceptions as the President should
prescribe;
prescribe;
Shipment to
to HonduHondu- prescribe;
Shipment
ras
unlawful except
Now, therefore,
therefore )II, Calvin
of the
the United
runiaewf
exept
Now,
Calvin Coolidge,
Coolidge, President
President of
United States
States
with
Secre- o
America, do
as such
such an
an exception
exception and
limitation,
osnt
tahofconsent
of SecreoffAmerica,
do hereby
hereby prescribe
prescribe as
and limitation,
tary
State. of
Ante, p.
p. 1942.
192.
such
and munitions as may from time to time
such, arms and
exported with
with
time be exported
the consent of
Secretary of
State.
of the Secretary
of State.
IN WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, II have hereunto set my
my hand
hand and
caused the seal of the United States to be affixed.
Done at the City of Washington
Washington this 15th day of May in the year
year
hundred and twenty-four
twenty-four
of our Lord one thousand nine hundred
[SEAL.].1 and of the Independence
Independence of the United States of America
[SEAT
America
the one hundred
hundred and
and forty-eighth.
forty-eighth.
vol.
361.
Vol. 42,
42, p.
p..
361.

I

By
President:
By the
the President:
JOSEPH
J
OSEPH C.
C. GREW
GREW
Acting Secretary
Secretary of
of State.
State.

CALVIN COOLIDGE
COOLIDGE
CALVIN

PROCLAMATIONS,
PROCLAMATIONS, 1924.
1924.

1951

AMERICA,
OF THE
UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA,
BY
BY THE
l'HE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT or
DIE UNITED
STATES OF

May 19,
May
19, 1924.
1924.

A
A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION. .

Whereas
by section
section 315
315 (a)
(a) of Title
Title III
Whereas in and by
III of
of the
of Congress
Congress Tariff on Barium
the act
act of
approved
September 21,
21, 1922,
entitled "An
act to
provide revenue,
revenue, DPreable.
Dvrxeide.bie.
approved September
1922, entitled
"An act
to provide
authorito regulate
regulate commerce
commerce with foreign
foreign countries,
countries, to encourage the in- lStatutory
tatu tory
authoridustries of
of the
dustries
the United
United States,
States, and
and for
for other
purposes," it
is, among
voL42,
941.
other purposes,"
it is,
among Vol.
42, p. 941.
President, upon
investigaother things, provided
provided that
that whenever
whenever the President,
upon investigadifferences in costs of production
tion of the differences
production of articles wholly
wholly or in
in
part the growth or product
product of the United States and of like or similar
articles wholly or in part the growth or product of competing foreign
countries, shall find it
it thereby
thereby shown that the duties fixed
fixed in
in this act
do not equalize the said differences
differences in costs of production
production in the
United States and the principal
principal competing
such
competing country he shall, by such
investigation, ascertain
differences and determine and proclaim
investigation,
ascertain said differences
the changes in classifications
classifications or increases or decreases
decreases in rates of duty
provided
provided in said act shown by said ascertained
ascertained differences
such
differences in such
production necessary to equalize
equalize the same;
costs of production
Whereas in
in and
section 315
315 (c)
(c) of
of said
said act
is further
P. 942
942.
further provided
provided Vol.
vol. 42, p.
act it
it is
Whereas
and by
by section
that
ascertaining the
production, under the
that in
in ascertaining
the differences
differences in costs
costs of production,
provisions of subdivisions
subdivisions (a)
provisions
(a) and (b) of
of said section,
section, the President,
President,
practicable, shall take into consideration
in so far as he finds it
it practicable,
(1)
consideration (1)
the differences
differences in conditions
conditions in
production, including
of
in production,
including wages, costs of
material, and other items in costs of production of such or similar
similar
(2)
articles in the United States and in competing
competing foreign
foreign countries;
countries; (2)
the
the differences
differences in the wholesale selling
selling prices of domestic
domestic and foreign
foreign
articles in the principal
principal markets of the United States; (3) advantages
advantages
producer by
granted to
to a
a foreign producer
by a
a foreign government,
government, or
or by
by a
a person,
partnership, corporation, or
association in a
country; and
partnership,
or association
a foreign
foreign country;
and
advantages or
(4) any other
other advantages
or disadvantages
disadvantages in competition;
competition;
Whereas, under
and by
virtue of
said section
of said
United
Whereas,
under and
by virtue
of said
section of
said act,
act, the
the United
Commission has made an investigation to assist the
States Tariff Commission
the
President in ascertaining
ascertaining the differences
President
differences in costs of production of and
of
conditions enumerated
of all
all other
other facts and
and conditions
enumerated in
in said section with
with
respect to
to the
article described
described in
in paragraph
paragraph 12
12 of
of said
said vol.
p. 880.
Vol. 42,
42, p.
0.
respect
the article
of Title
Title I
I of
being wholly
tariff act
act of
of 1922, namely,
namely, barium
barium dioxide,
dioxide, being
wholly or in
in part
respect
the growth
growth or product of
of the
the United States, and
and of and with
with respect
product of
to a
a like or
or similar article
article wholly
wholly or
or in
in part
part the growth or
or product
competing
competing foreign countries;
countries;
Whereas
investigation a
Whereas in the
the course of said
said investigation
a hearing was
was held,
held, of
of
which
reasonable public
notice was given and
public notice
and at
at which
which parties
parties
which reasonable
interested
reasonable opportunity to be present,
interested were given
given a
a reasonable
present, to
produce
evidence, and to be heard;
produce evidence,
And whereas
whereas the
the President
President upon
upon said
said investigation
investigation of said differdifferences
article wholly or in part the growth
growth
ences in costs of production
production of said article
or
or product
product of
of the United States and of the
the like or similar article
whollywholly or
or in part the growth or product
product of
of competing foreign countries,
countries,
has thereby found that the principal competing country is Germany
Germany
equalize the
and that the duty fixed in said title and act does not equalize
differences in
differences
in costs
costs of
of production in
in the
the United
United States
States and
and in said
principal
principal competing country, namely,
namely, Germany,
Germany, and
and has ascertained
ascertained
and determined the increased
increased rate of duty necessary
necessary to equalize the
same.
Increasing duty on
Increasing
on
same.
Now, therefore,
therefore, I,
I, Calvin
Calvin Coolidge,
of the
dea
in t
Coolidge, President
President of
the United
United States
States eb=
bqli difende
of America,
America, do
do hereby
determine and
that the
the increase
increase i
n co
costs
production.
st of
in
of production.
hereby-determine
and proclaim
proclaim that
of
rate
provided in
said ascertained
ascertained differences
differences
of duty
duty provided
in said
said act shown by said
rate of
in
production necessary
necessary to
follows:
to equalize
equalize the
the same
same is
is as follows:
in said costs
costs of
of production
An increase
increase in
said duty
duty on
on barium
(within the
the limit
limit of
Rate.
of Rate.
in said
An
barium dioxide
dioxide (within
total
increase provided
provided for
for in
in said
from 4
4 cents
per pound
pound to
to
total increase
said act)
act) from
cents per
6
cents per pound.
6 cents
m

ion .
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PROCLAMATIONS,
PROCLAMATIONS, 1924.
IN
WITNESS WHEREOF,
have hereunto
hereunto set
set my
my hand
hand and
and
I have
WHEREOF, I
IN WITNESS
caused
the seal
of the
United States
be affixed.
affixed.
to be
States to
the United
seal of
caused the
DONE
at the
City of
this nineteenth
day of
May in
in
of May
nineteenth day
Washington this
of Washington
the City
DONE at
the year
our Lord
Lord one
hundred and
nine hundred
one thousand
thousand nine
of our
the
year of
[sEAL.]
twenty-four,
and of
Independence of
the United
United
of the
of the
the Independence
twenty-four, and
[SEAL.]
States
of America
America the
and forty-eighth.
forty-eighth.
hundred and
the one
one hundred
States of
CALVIN COOLIDGE
CALVIN
COOLIDGE

By the
President:
By
the President:
CHARLES E.
E. HUGHES,
CHRLES
Secretary
of State.
State.
Secretary of
May
May 28,
28, 1924.
1924.

BY
PRESIDENT OF THE
IHE. UNITED
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
AMERICA
BY THE
TEE PRESIDENT
A PROCLAMATION.
PROCLAMATION.
A

Panama Canal.

Preamble.

Preamble.

a "Joint
"Joint Resoa Joint Resolution
WHEREAS, a
WHEREAS,
Resolution of Congress entitled a
lution
Authorizing the President to abrogate the international
lution Authorizing
international agree-

ment
in certain
Executive orders
relating to
to the
the Panama
Panama
orders relating
certain Executive
mautor
ent embodied
embodied in
Canal,"
1923, provides
as follows:
follows:
12, 1923,
provides as
approved February
February 12,
Canal," approved
"
Whereas it
it is
is provided
in the
Act entitled,
entitled, 'An
'An Act
"Whereas
provided in
the Act
Act to
to provide
provide
for the
maintenance, protection,
protection, and
operation of
the
of the
and operation
opening, maintenance,
for
the opening,
vol 37, p. W6.
Panama
Canal, and
and the
sanitation and
and government
of the
the Canal
government of
the sanitation
Panama Canal,
Zone,'
24, 1912,
regulaall laws,
laws, orders, regula'that all
1912, 'that
August 24,
approved August
Zone,' approved
tions,
and ordinances
ordinances adopted
adopted and
and promulgated
the Canal
Canal
in the
promulgated in
tions, and
Zone by
order of
the President
government and sanitathe government
for the
President for
of the
Zone
by order
tion
of the
Zone and the construction
construction of the Panama
Panama Canal
Canal
Canal Zone
tion of
the Canal
are
hereby ratified
ratified and
confirmed as
as valid
valid and binding until
and confirmed
are hereby
provide'; and
Congress shall
otherwise provide';
shall otherwise
Congress
"Whereas among
among the
the orders
orders so
so ratified
and confirmed
as valid
confirmed as
ratified and
"Whereas
the Secretary
and binding
are Executive
Executive Orders,
Secretary of War,
issued by
by the
Orders, issued
and
binding are
by
direction of
of the
the President,
President, on
on December
December 3,
and
6, and
3, December
December 6,
by direction
December 28,
28, 1904,
1904, January
January 7,
1911, in
5, 1911,
in
7, 1905,
1905, and January - 5,
December
which
agreement reached
an agreement
reached between
embodied the
the terms
terms of an
which were
were embodied
the Secretary
officials of
Panama Government
Government to
to
of the
the Panama
of War
War and
and officials
the
Secretary of
the canal; and
and
serve as
as a
amodus operandi
operandi during
construction of the
the construction
during the
serve
"Whereas
the purpose
the agreement
agreement in
in question
question has
has passed
passed
purpose of
of the
"Whereas the
with the
the formalopening
formal opening of
the canal,
and the
longer
canal, and
the agreement
agreement no
nolonger
of the
with
provides an
adequate basis
adjustment of
for the
the adjustment
of questions
questions arising
provides
an adequate
basis for
out
of the
the relations
between the Canal
Canal Zone authorities
authorities and the
out of
relations between
a more
Government of
of Panama,
replaced by a
Panama, and
and should
should be replaced
Government
permanent
agreement:
permanent agreement:
'Resolved
Resolved by the Senate
Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the United
States of America
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled That the President
in, Congress
President be
authorized
to abrogate
international agreement
in
agreement embodied
embodied in
abrogate the
the international
authorized to
Executive orders issued as aforesaid,
the Executive
aforesaid, on December 3, DecemDecember 6, and
and December
28, 1904, January 7, 1905, and
January 5,
1911.
ber6,
December28,1904,January7,1905,
and January
5,1911.
"Sec. 2. That when the President
President shall exercise the authority
hereby granted,
no longer
longer be valid and bindhereby
granted, such orders shall no
ing,
effect of these
ing, and the legal
legal effect
these orders given
given to
to them by the said
Congress approved
1912, shall be
repealed."
Act of Congress
approved August
August 24,
24, 1912,
be repealed."
CanalZone.
Now, therefore,
Canal
Zone.
Now,
United States
States
therefore, I,
I, Calvin
Calvin Coolidge,
Coolidge, President
President of
of the
the United
Agreements
with Of
America, acting under and by virtue of the authority.conferred
Agreements
of America,
conferred
Panama
respectrng,
abrogated as of
Jane in
in me
me by
the saidi
Resolution of
declare
otf
abrogas
jun
by the
said Joint
Joint Resolution
of Congress,
Congress, do
do hereby
hereby declare
1924
1,
and
accordance with
with notice
notice of
my intention
intention heretofore
heretofore
and proclaim, in
in accordance
1, 1924..
of my
given to
to the
June 1,
Panama, the abrogation
abrogation as
as of
of June
1,
given
the Government
Government of
of Panama,
1924,
Executive
in the
the Executive
agreement embodied
embodied in
1924, of
of the
the international
international agreement
aforesaid, on December
December 3,
3, December 6, and DecemOrders issued
issued as
as aforesaid,
ber
January 7,
1905, and January
January 5,
ber 28, 1904, January
7, 1905,
5, 1911.
1911.

Statutory authorization.
arthoritUot
voi
Vol. 4z
42, p.
p. 1225.
1225.
Vol. 37, p. 561.

PROCLAMATIONS,
PROCLAMATIONS, 1924.
1924.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I
I have hereunto set my hand and
IN
and
caused
caused the seal of the United States to
to be
be affixed.
affixed.
DONE at the City of Washington
Washington this twenty-eighth
twenty-eighth day of May
May
in the year of Our Lord one thousand
thousand nme hundred and
and
[SEAL.] twenty-four
twenty-four and of the Independence
Independence of the United
United States
States
of America
America the one hundred and forty-eighth.
forty-eighth.
By the President:
President:
CHARLES E. HUGHES
CHARLES
HGGHES
Secretary of State.
Secretary

CALVIN
COOLIDGE
CALVIN C
OOLIDGE

BY Ink.
THE P
PRESIDENT
THE UNITED
BY
RESIDENT OF
OF THE
UNITED S
TATES
STATES

Jane
1924.
Jnne 4
41924.

PROCLAMATION
A PROCLAMATION
WHEREAS, By
By Proclamations,
Proclamations, the President
Fani,- Idalio.Nationa
WHEREAS,
President of the United States Forest,
Nati°nal
has, at various
various times, created
created certain
certain National Forests within the State
State Preamble.
rPembe.
of Idaho; and
and
WHEREAS, in order to provide for aa proper adjustment
adjustment of
of the
the
claims of the State to lands within
within said NationalForests,
•
National Forests, in
in satisfaction
satisfaction
of its common school grant, a
a memorandum
memorandum of agreement was
was entered
entered
into under date of October 4, 1911,
1911, between the
of the
Dethe Secretary
Secretary of
the Department of Agriculture and the Governor
Governor of
of the
of Idaho,
the State
State of
Idaho,
whereby it was agreed that the said State should
its
should relinquish
relinquish all
all its
title or claim under its grant in aid of
common schools
lands
of common
schools to
to lands
included
included within the said National Forests prior
the
prior to
to survey,
survey, being
being the
whole or parts of certain sections sixteen and
thirty-six, and
and be
be allowed
and thirty-six,
allowed
to select other lands equivalent
equivalent in acreage
value lying
acreage and
and value
lying along
along and
and
within the boundaries
boundaries of said National
National Forests in
that,
in such position
position that,
when eliminated therefrom, all of said selected
lands will
lie outside
outside
selected lands
will lie
the new exterior boundaries
boundaries of the National Forests;
and
Forests; and
WHEREAS, It
It appears that the public
would be
public interests
interests would
be promoted
promoted
by modifying the proclamations
proclamations affecting the Kaniksu
National
Kaniksu National
Forest, so as to exclude the areas first
first hereinafter
hereinafter described,
described, and
and also
also
so as to allow the State of Idaho, in furtherance
above menfurtherance of the
the above
mentioned agreement,
agreement, to make selections of the lands
agreed upon
upon for
lands agreed
for
selection,
selection, and hereinafter
hereinafter described,
satisfaction
described, as
as indemnity
indemnity m
in satisfaction
aforesaid portions of its common
of the aforesaid
common school
school grant;
grant;
CALVIN COOLIDGE,
Now, therefore,
therefore, I,
I, CALVIN
President of
Boundariesmodlfled.
COOLIDGE, President
of the
the United
United Vol.
Boundariesmodifed.
30,
States of America,
America, by virtue of the power in me vested by the Act
Act
of Congress approved
approved June fourth,
fourth, eighteen
ninetyeighteen hundred
hundred and
and ninetyseven, entitled "An
An Act Making appropriations
appropriations for
for sundry
civil
sundry civil
expenses of the Government
expenses
Government for the fiscal year ending June thirtieth,
thirtieth,
eighteen hundred and ninety-eight,
eighteen
and for
for other
other purposes,"
ninety-eight, and
purposes," do
do
proclaim that the boundaries
boundaries of
of the
the Kaniksu
Kaniksu National
National Forest
Forest are
are
therefrom the
the following
areas, to
wit:
Description.
hereby modified
modified to exclude therefrom
following areas,
to wit:
Deiio
In 1'.
T. 60 N., R. 33 W., Sec. 16;
16;
In T.
T. 61 N., R. 3
Sec. 16;
3 W., Sec.
16;
In T. 62 N., R. 33W., Sec. 16, and that part of Sec.
Sec. 36
of the
36 west
west of
the
hydrographic
hydrographic divide between the Kootenai
Rivers;
Kootenal and Priest
Priest Rivers;
In T.
T. 63 N., R. 33W., that part of Sec. 16 west of the
In
the hydrographic
hydrographic
divide between the Kootenai
Kootenai and Priest Rivers, and
Sec. 36;
36;
and all
all Sec.
In T. 60 N., R. 4
4W.,
W., Sec. 36;
36;
In T. 61 N., R. 44 W., Lots 1,
6, 7,
NW% SW31.
1, 2. 3, 4,
4, 5, 6,
7, 8
8 and
and NWM
SWM
Sec. 16, and all Sec. 36;
In
I
n T.
T.62 N., R. 4
W., Sec.
See. 36;
36;
4 W.,
In
4 W., Secs. 16 and 36;
In T. 63 N., R. 4
36;
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PROCLAMATIONS,
1924.
PROCLAMATIONS, 1924.
In
64 N.,
that part
west of
hydrographic
of the
the hydrographic
Sec. 16
16 west
part of
of Sec.
W., that
N., R.
R. 44W.,
In T.
T. 64
divide between
the Kootenai
and Priest
Rivers, and
Sec. 36;
36;
and all
all Sec.
Priest Rivers,
Kootenai and
between the
divide
Boise
Meridian.
Boise Meridian.

Leeds to
be selected
And
authority of the aforesaid act of June
I do
do also
also proclaim, under authority
And I
seleted
bLands
by
Idahotoasbe
Indemnity
for
grant in
fourth, eighteen
hundred and
and ninety-seven,
that the
the said
proclamasaid proclamaninety-seven, that
eighteen hundred
mifourth,
frsotschool
hSinrant
National
F orest.
tions
affecting the Kaniksu
Kaniksu National
National Forest, are hereby further
further moditions affecting
Nation Forest.
fied
as to
to admit
of immediate
immediate selection
by the
the State
State of
of Idaho,
Idaho, as
as
selection by
admit of
fied so
so as
indemnity in
of its
common school
school grant
grant and
in
and in
its common
partial satisfaction
satisfaction of
in partial
indemnity
furtherance of
of the
4, 1911,
1911,
of October
October 4,
agreement of
mentioned agreement
the before
before mentioned
furtherance
and not
not otherwise
of the
following described
described lands
lands within
within the
the said
said
the following
otherwise,' of
and
Kaniksu
National Forest,
to wit:
wit:
Idaho, to
Forest, Idaho,
Kaniksu National
In T.
T. 58
58 N.,
W., Lot
7, Sec.
18;
Sec. 6, all Sec. 18;
R. 2
2 W.,
Lot 7,
N., R.
In
In T.
T. 57
N., R.
R. 3
3W.,
W., Lots
2, and
SM
and SM
SEM and
4, NE%
NEM SE%
7, Sec.
Sec. 4,
1, 2,
and 7,
Lots 1,
57 N.,
In
SE % Sec.
NW % NEy
NE% Sec.
Sec. 19;
19;
18, NWY
SEX
Sec. 18,
In
T. 58
N., R.
W., S2
SM NW%
Sec. 1,
Lot 2,
SM NM
SW4
N 2 and
and SW%
2, SY
1, Lot
NWh Sec.
R. 3
3 W.,
In T.
58 N.,
Sec.
Sec. 3;
3;
2;
In
T. 59
59 N.,
N., R.
R. 3
% NW%
WM SWM/
SW % Sec.
Sec. 2;
and Wy
NWy and
Lot 4,
4, SW
SWy
3 W.,
W., Lot
In T.
In
60 N.,
N., R.
R. 3
3W.,
W., EM
EM Sec.
Sec. 10;
10;
T. 60
In T.
In T.
N., R.
R. 3
3W.,
W., Lot
Lot 1,
Sec. 31;
31;
1, Sec.
T. 64
64 N.,
In
In
T. 57
N., R.
W., Lots
10, and
and E/
EM SE?4
SE% Sec. 7,
13 and
and 13
9, 10,
8, 9,
Lots 8,
R. 4
4 W.,
57 N.,
In T.
NM and
and SM
SM SE1E
SE % Sec.
1, Sec.
SW% NE.
NE' NE,
NE4,
20, SE%
SEX SW4
Lot 1,
Sec. 20,
Sec. 13,
13, Lot
NY
NE% NW4
NW% NEW,
NE%, N%
N
NVir% NWy
NW % NE
% and
and NEM
NE% SE4
SE%
NE4
NW14
NEX
SWY
SW4 SWY
NEM and
and SW%
NW % NEM
NE% Sec.
EM NE%
SW % Sec. 25, S
W%
Sec. 22, EY
NWM
NW% and
and WM
WMSW
35;
Sec. 35;
SW4 Sec.
NWY
In T.
N., R.
Lots 1,
2, 3,
3, 4,
4, 6,
6, 7
SEM
7 and
and 8,
8, SM
S NE,
NEM, SE%
1, 2,
T. 58
58 N.,
R. 44 W.,
W., Lots
In
5, Lots 4,
NVV%, EYM
EM SWY
SW % and
% Sec.
1, 5
5 and 9, Sec. 5,
4, Lots
Lots 1,
SEY
Sec. 4,
and SE
NWM,
NWY and Lots
8,
10, 11
EM, NE4
NE!4, NW(
3, Sec. 8, Ey,
Sec. 6. Lot 3,
16, Sec.
11 and
and 16,
8, 9,
9, 10,
1,
See. 10, NW
NWM
% and SY
SM Sec. 15;
15;
5, Sec.
Sec. 9,
9, all See.
1, 33and 5,
In
T. 59
59 N.,
N., R.
R. 4
W., EM
SW% NWM4
NW % Sec.
2, Lots
8, Sec.
Lots 55and 8,
Sec. 2,
EY SW4
4 W.,
In T.
7, Lots
Lots 7,
13, Sec.
Sec. 18,
18, Lots
Sec. 19, Lots 13
10 and
and 13, Sec.
5, 9,
9, 10
Lots 5,
9 and
and 13,
7, 9
7,
30, Lots
Lots 10
10 and
and 12, Sec. 31;
and
and 14,
14, Sec.
Sec. 30,
In T.
T. 60
60 N.,
N., R.
W., Lot
1, Sec.
28;
Lot 1,
Sec. 28;
In
R. 4
4 W.,
4 W., Lot 1, Sec. 33;
In
In T. 61 N., R. 4
In T.
63 N.,
W., Lot
4, Sec.
3;
In
T. 63
N., R.
R. 4
4 W.,
Lot 4,
Sec. 3;
S
NE%,
NW%
In T.
T. 64
64 N.,
N., R. 44 W., Sec.
Sec. 25,
25, NW',
NWJ NE,
NEM, Sy
NEX, NW4
and
SM Sec. 27,
EM Wy
WM Sec. 31,
NM NE%,
NEX,
and Sy
27, Lots
Lots 1, 2,
2, 3, 44 and EY
31, Ny2
SW( NEM,
% SEY
SE % Sec. 35;
SWY
NEM, NW
NWl% and NW
NWY
In
In T. 58 N.,
N., R. 55W.,
W., Lots
Lots 5,
5, 6, 7, 8, 9
9 and
and 10, Sec. 1;
1;
In T.
Lot 2,
Sec. 12,
Sec. 13,
13, and
and Lot
Lot 2,
2,
2, Sec.
12, Lot
Lot 11Sec.
In
T. 59
59 N.,
N., R.
R. 5
5 W.,
W., Lot
Sec. 36;
Sec.
Meridian.
Boise
Boise Meridian.
inrened
rom
ellmt; Provided,
all selections
made by
the State
hereunder
Idaho hereunder
State of Idaho
by the
selections made
that all
Provided, that
iSeleceddsam
National
must be fied
National Forest
it.
filed within one year from the date of this proclamation,
proclamation,
State of
of Idaho
and
and the lands
lands embraced in
in selections made by the State
hereunder to the
final approval
approval
hereunder
the extent
extent that
that such selections
selections receive the
the final
declared
of the Secretary
Secretary of the
the Interior, be,
be, and
and the same are,
are, hereby
hereby declared
eliminated from
Kaniksu National
Forest, such
eliminations to
to
eliminated
from the
the Kaniksu
National Forest,
such eliminations
become effective
effective from
from the
the date
date of
of such approvals.
IN
WITNESS WHEREOF,
WHKREOF, II have
hereunto set
set my
hand and
IN WITNESS
have hereunto
my hand
and
to be
affixed.
caused the
the seal
seal of the
the United
United States
States to
be affixed.
DONE at
Washington, this
of June,
in the
the
DONE
at the
the City
City of
of Washington,
this 4th
4th day
day of
June, in
year
Lord one
thousand nine
hundred and
twentyyear of
of our
our Lord
one thousand
nine hundred
and twenty[SEAL.].1 four, and of the Independence
Independence of the United States of
[sRAI
America
hundred and
forty-eighth.
America the
the one hundred
and forty-eighth.
By
the President:
By the
President:
CHARLES E.
HUGHES
CHARLES
E. HUGHES
Secretary of
Secretary
of State.
State.

CALVIN COOLDnGE

CALVIN COOISDGE
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PROCLAMATIONS,
1924.
PROCLAMATIONS, 1924.
UNITED STATES
BY THE
PRESIDENT OF
THE UNITED
STATES
OF THE
THE PRESIDENT
BY

June 9, 1924.
Jne9,1924.

A
PROCLAMATION.
A PROCLAMATION.

directing the disposal of lands erCion,
WHEREAS the
Act of
of Congress
Congress directing
er
n, Mot.II
the Act
WHEREAS
within a
specified part
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, in the State Preatmble.
Crow Indian
the Crow
of the
part of
a specified
within
Vol 33
352
33,'.52
(33 Stat., 352), among other Vol.'
of
Montana, approved
27, 1904
1904 (33
April 27,
approved April
of Montana,

Res-

ble.
P.

things, provides:
provides:

That when,
when, in
in the
the judgment
no more
of the
land herein
herein
the land
more of
President, no
the President,
of the
judgment of
That
repeated
ceded can
can be
at said
said price,
price, he
he may
by proclamation,
proclamation, to be repeated
may by
of at
disposed of
be disposed
ceded

at his
his discretion,
sell from
from time
remaining land subject to the prothe remaining
time to time the
discretion, sell
at
at
visiOns of
the homestead
or otherwise
may deem most advantageous, at
as he may
otherwise as
law or
homestead law
of the
visions
such price
price or
in such
such manner, upon such conditions, with such restrictions,
or prices,
prices, in
such
and
upon such
such terms
terms as
as he
deem best
interests concerned;
concerned;
best for all the interests
may deem
he may
and upon

AND WHEREAS
lands in
in the
the Reservation
sold and
and 40V
were sold
Reservation were
certain lands
WHEREAS certain
AND
,pol..1 38, .
p. 2029; Vol.
Septem- o40p.iW .
entered
in the
the manner
for by
of SeptemProclamations of
by Proclamations
provided for
manner provided
entered in
Stat., 1653),
ber
28, 1914
2029), and April 6, 1917 (40 Stat.
1653),
Stat., 2029),
(38 Stat.
1914 (38
ber 28,
which
Proclamations fixed the terms under which the lands might
which Proclamations
be
for;
be paid
paid for;
AND WHEREAS
WHEREAS because of
droughts and adverse weather condiof droughts
AND
tions an
an extension
extension of
of time
anniversaries
payments, until the 1921 anniversaries
for payments,
time for
tions
of the
the dates
purchases and entries was allowed on certain
the purchases
dates of the
of
conditions
to certain
certain purchasers
Proclamation Vol.
41, p. 1793.
Vol.41,p.1793.
.by Proclamation
entrymen by
and entrymen
purchasers and
conditions to
dated May
Stat., 1793);
1793);
(41 Stat.,
1920 (41
5, 1920
May 5,
dated
substantial
AND
WHEREAS it
it appearing
appearing that
that there had
had been no substantial
AND WHEREAS
amelioration
conditions a
further extension
of time for payments
extension of
a further
of conditions
amelioration of
until the
the 1922
1922 anniversaries
of the
purchases and entries
the purchases
dates of
the dates
of the
anniversaries of
until
was allowed
allowed on
conditions to certain purchasers and entrycertain conditions
on certain
was
Vol.42,p.2246.
2246);•
men
by Proclamation
Proclamation dated
dated August
1921 (
42 Stat., 2246)
vol. 4Z p. 2246.
(42
11,, 1921
August 11
men by
AND
appearing that there had been no material
material
it appearing
WHEREAS it
AND 'WHEREAS
improvement
of• time for paythe conditions aafurther extension of
in the
improvement in
ments
until the
1923 anniversaries
purchases and
anniversaries of the dates of the purchases
the 1923
ments until
entries was
on certain
certain conditions
certain purchasers
purchasers and
to certain
conditions to
allowed on
was allowed
entries
42, p. 22.
entrymen by
Proclamation dated
dated July
July 10, 1922 (42
2281) ;
Vol.
2281.
Vol. 42,
Stat., 2281);
(42 Stat.
by Proclamation
entrymen
AND
while there
there had
Stat.been
,
some
some
had
that while
appearing that
it appearing
WHEREAS it
AND WHEREAS
improvement in
in the
Reservation there
on the Reservation
existing on
conditions existing
the conditions
improvement
were still
still many
purchasers and entrymen who were unable to make
many purchasers
were
payments, a
afurther
further extension
extension of time until
anniversaries of
until the 1924 anniversaries
payments,
the
and entries
was allowed
allowed on
certain conditions to certain
certain
on certain
entries was
purchases and
the purchases
purchasers and
and entrymen
entrymen by
by Proclamation
Proclamation dated
dated December
1931..
1923; - Ante,, p. 19'L
18, 1923;
December 18,
purchasers
AND WHEREAS,
it appears
conditions have
improved
not improved
have not
that conditions
appears that
WHEREAS, it
AND
ever
those of
last year.
year.
of last
over those
o pteyIns
allFhedr
NOW,
Coolidge, President
President of
of the
the,,Pr
o,t
d
ht,
pa
erV
is
tr
Calvin Coolidge,
I, Calvin
pay,
installto
allowed
THEREFORE, I,
NOW, THEREFORE,
United
States of
of America,
of the
the authority
authority conferred
conferred ments
melds for
for cededlands.
ceded lands.
virtue of
by virtue
America, by
United States
do hereby order and direct
1904, do
in
me by
by the
Act of
27, 1904,
direct
April27,
of April
said Act
the said
in me
Reservathat any
any purchaser
purchaser or
or entryman
former Reservawithin said former
lands within
of lands
entryman of
that
his purchase
tion who
who is
is unable
unable to
to pay
money due
due under
under his
purchase money
the purchase
pay the
tion
2029. %ti
1
op.
v,
or
of September
p
(!ir53".P. 2029; Vo
September 28, 1914, 40v
Proclamation of
said Proclamation
the said
40
under the
made under
entry made
or entry
in the local land
or the
said Proclamation
of April
April 6,
6, 1917,
1917, upon
filing in
upon filing
Proclamation of
the said
or
office
an affidavit
corroborated by
persons setting
setting out his inability
two persons
by two
affidavit corroborated
office an
reasons therefor
to make
the required
and the
the reasons
therefor shall be
payment and
required payment
make the
to
anniversary of the date
1925 anniversary
granted
extension of
time until
the 1925
until the
of time
an extension
granted an
the Receiver
of his
his entry
entry or
or purchase
payment to
to the
Receiver of the
the payment
upon the
purchase upon
of
annum
rate of five per cent per armurn
district
of interest
interest at
the rate
at the
office of
land office
district land
expiration
therof to the expiration
on the
amounts extended
extended from
the maturities
maturities therof
from the
the amounts
on
Condions.
of the
the period
district land
land office
will promptly
promptly Conditions.
office will
The district
extension. The
of extension.
period of
of
notify all
purchasers and
entrymen entitled
entitled to the extension
extension of the
and entrymen
all purchasers
notify
affidavit is not filed and
the affidavit
manner
which it
it may
may be
If the
be obtained.
obtained. If
in which
manner in
the
receipt of notice, or if,
from receipt
days from
paid within thirty days
interest paid
the interest
45822°—voL 43-PT
43-7r 22
45822°-VOL

41
41

1956
1956

PROCLAMATIONS,
PROCLAMATIONS, 1924.
within such
time, the
the amounts
amounts in
not paid in full, the
arrears are not
in arrears
such time,
within
purchases or
entries for
which the
the amounts are
reported
are due will be reported
for which
or entries
purchases
by the
land office
office to
General Land
cancellation.
Land Office for cancellation.
the General
to the
district land
the district
by
IN
have hereunto
hereunto set my hand and
WHEREOF II have
WITNESS WHEREOF
IN WITNESS
caused
seal of
United States to be affixed.
of the United
the seal
caused the
Done at
the City
Washington this
this 99day of June in the year of
of Washington
City of
at the
Done
twenty-four and of the
our Lord
Hundred and twenty-four
Nineteen Hundred
Lord Nineteen
our
[sEAL] Independence
Independence of the United States, the One Hundred
Hundred
[SEAL]
and
Forty-Eighth.
and Forty-Eighth.

By the President:
President:
C
HARLES E.
E.HuGHEs
HUGHES
CH&ARES
Secretary of Sate.
State.
Secretary

CALVIN C
OOLIDGE
COOLDGE
CALVN

PROCLAMATIONS, 1924.
1924.
PROCLAMATIONS,
BY THE
IRE PRESIDEN'F
TEE UNITED
UNITED S
TATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
OF THE
STATES
BY
PRESIDENT OF

1957
June
26, 1924.
1924.
June 26,

A
PROCLAMATION
A PROCLAMATION
Whereas it
it is
by the
of Congress,
March
Congress, approved
approved March
is provided
provided by
the Act
Act of
Whereas
Consolidate the Acts Re4,
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
to Amend
and Consolidate
Amend and
1909, entitled
4, 1909,

specting Copyright,"
copyright secured by the Act except
Copyright," that the copyright
specting
the
benefits under
Section 1
1 (e)
condiwhich special
special condi(e) thereof,
thereof, as
as to
to which
under Section
the benefits
tions
imposed, shall
tions are imposed,
shall extend to the work of an author or proprietor who is a
a foreign state or nation, only
a citizen or subject of a

Copyrights.
Preamble.
Vol. 35, p.1075.

CPreable.

Vol.35,p.1075.

Vol. 35, p. 1077.
wit:
Vol.35,p. 177.
upon
certain conditions
in Section
of said
Act, to
said Act,
to wit:
Section 8
8 of
set forth
forth in
conditions set
upon certain
(a)
(a) When
When an alien author or proprietor shall be domiciled within
the
publication of his
his work; or
of the
the first publication
United States at
at the time of
the United
state or nation of which such author or pro(b) When the foreign state
prietor is a
a citizen or subject grants, either by treaty, convention,
agreement, or law, to citizens of the United States the benefit of
copyright on substantially
substantially the same basis as to its own citizens, or
copyright
copyright protection
secured to
substantially equal
equal to the
the protection
protection secured
copyright
protection substantially
such foreign author under this Act or by treaty; or when such foreign
international agreement
which
agreement which
to an international
is a
a party to
eign state
state or nation is
provides
terms
the granting
granting of
of copyright, by the terms
provides for
for reciprocity
reciprocity in the
of
become
of which
which agreement
agreement the United States, may, at its pleasure, become
aaparty thereto;
AND
WHEREAS it
provided by Section
Act
it is provided
Section 11 (e) of the said Act
AND WHEREAS
approved March
of Congress,
Congress, approved
March 4, 1909, that the provisions of the
secure copyright controlling the parts of inAct, "so far as they secure
reproduce mechanically
musical work, shall
mechanically the musica
struments serving to reproduce
include only compositions
published and copyrighted
compositions published
copyrighted after this Act
goes into effect,
effect, and shall not include the works of a
aforeign author
or composer unless the foreign state or nation of which such author
or composer is a
acitizen or subject grants, either by treaty, convention, agreement
rights";
agreement or law, to citizens of the United States similar rights";
WHEREAS the President
President is authorized
authorized by Section 8
8 of the
AND WHEREAS
said Act to determine and declare by proclamation
proclamation made from time
to time the existence of the reciprocal
reciprocal conditions
conditions aforesaid, as the
purposes of the Act may require;
AND
WHEREAS satisfactory
satisfactory- official
official assurances have been reAND WHEREAS
ceived that the Governor
Governor General
General in
in Council
Council of
of the
the Union
Union of South
ceived
Africa has
has issued
issued a
aProclamation
Proclamation which
on
which will
will come
come into
into operation
operation on
Africa
protection for
July 1,
1, 1924, by which rights
rights to
to protection
for their
their works in the
Union of South Africa are granted
granted to citizens of the United
United States on
Umon
substantially the
the same basis
basis as
as to subjects of the Union of South
substantially
Africa, including rights similar to those provided by Section 1
1 (e) of
Africa,
the
Copyright Act
of the
the United
States, approved
approved March
March 4,
4, 1909.
1909.
Act of
United States,
the Copyright
Benefits extended to
NOW
I, CALVIN
CALVIN COOLIDGE,
COOLIDGE, President
President of
of su
subjects of Union
of
NOW THEREFORE,
TIEREFORE, I,
ion tof
Unbjt"
South Afire, including
the United
United States
of America,
and proclaim
the
States of
America, do
do hereby
hereby declare
declare and
proclaim
e
hnicl
musil ree
mechanical
musical
productions.
That on
1, 1924,
one of
of the
the alternative
alternative conditions
conditions productions.
July 1,
1924, one
That
on and
and after
after July
conditions specified in Section 1
1 (e)
specified in Section 8,
8, and the conditions
of the Act of March 4, 1909, will exist and will be fulfilled in respect
to the subjects of the Union of South Africa, and that from that

PROCLAMATIONS,
1924.
PROCLAMATIONS, 1924.

1958

Conditions.

-anU&a

rune
1924.
June 30,
30, 19.

date subjects
subjects of
of the
Union of
South Africa
Africa will
will be
be entitled
for all
all
entitled for
of South
the Union
date
their
works produced
published on
or after
after said
said date,
date, to
all the
the
to all
on or
or published
produced or
their works
benefits of
Copyright Act
Act of
of the
States, approved
approved
the United
United States,
the said
said Copyright
of the
benefits
March
4, 1909,
of Section
Section 1
1 (e),
(e), and
and of
of the
the benefits
benefits of
including the
1909, including
March 4,
Acts amendatory
said Act.
Acts
amendatory of the said

Provided
the enjoyment
enjoyment by
by any
any work
provithe provito which
which the
work to
that the
Provided that
sions
of this
the rights
rights and
benefits conferred
conferred
and benefits
of the
relate of
this proclamation
proclamation relate
sions of
by the
the Copyright
Copyright Act
Act approved
March 4,
1909, and
and the
amendathe Acts
Acts amenda4, 1909,
approved March
by
conditional upon compliance
compliance with the requirethereof, shall be conditional
tory thereof,
ments
prescribed with
with respect
respect to
such works
works by
by the
the
to such
and formalities
formalities prescribed
ments and
copyright laws
laws of
of the
the United
States, and
commence from and
and shall commence
United States,
copyright
after
compliance with
requirements, constituting due registhose requirements,
with those
after compliance
tration
for copyright
in the
United States.
States.
the United
copyright in
tration fot
IN WITNESS
WHEREOF, I
my hand and
have hereunto set my
I have
WITNESS WHEREOF,
IN
caused
the Seal
Seal of
the United
affixed.
to be
be affixed.
States to
United States
of the
caused the
twenty-sixth day of June
DONE
DONE at the City of Washington this twenty-sixth
in
one thousand nine hundred and
Lord one
our Lord
in the
the year of our
[sEAL.] twenty-four
and of
of the
Independence of
of the
United States
States
the United
the Independence
twenty-four and
[sEAL.]
one hundred and forty-eighth.
the one
of America
America the
-CALVIN
COOLIDGE
CALVIN COOLIDGE
President:
By the President:
HuGHES
CHARLES E. HUGHES
Secretary of
of State.
State.
Secretary
BY THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT
BY

or THE UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
OF

PROCLAMATION.
A PROCLAMATION.

it is
is provided
provided in the Act of Congress
Thamigrationaaliens•
Whereas it
Congress approved
approved May 26,
ionotiens. Whereas
img
Preamble.
1924, entitled
limit the
immigration of aliens into the
the immigration
Act to
to limit
"An Act
entitled "An
1924,
United
and for
for other
other purposes"
that—
purposes" thatStates, and
United States,
centum
Ante,
p.150.
"
annual quota
quota of
of any
any nationality
two per centuin
nationality shall be two
" The
The annual
AU, p.
i
individuals of such nationality
nationality resiforeign-born individuals
number of foreign-born
of the
the number
United
continental United States as determined by the dent in continental
States census of 1890, but the minimum quota of any nationality
shall be
be 100"
11(a);
100" (Sec.
(Sec. 11(a);
shall
Ante, p.An,
160.. p.
"For the purposes of this Act nationality
nationality shall be determined
determined
"For
by country
country of
of birth
birth *
* *
* (Sec.
12(a) ;
(Sec. 12(a);
by
Ante, p.Ant,
160.
" The Secretary of State, the Secretary
the
Secretary of Commerce, and the
p
"The
Secretary of Labor, jointly, shall, as soon as feasible after the
Secretary
enactment of this Act, prepare a
astatement showing
showing the number
number
continental
of individuals of the various nationalities
nationalities resident in continental
United States as determined by the United States census of 1890,
which
statement shall
purposes of
population basis for the purposes
shall be the population
which statement
subdivision (a)
section 11"
11" (Sec.
(Sec. 12(b)
subdivision
(a) of
of section
12(b);;
A"tp.. p. 161.
"Such
Ante,
"Such officials shall, jointly, report
annually to
the President
report annually
to the
President
the quota of each nationality
nationality under subdivision (a) of section 11,
provided
together with the statements, estimates, and revisions provided
for in this section. The President shall proclaim and make known
the quotas so reported."
reported." (Sec. 12 (e).
presented to me that
And Whereas
Whereas satisfactory
satisfactory evidence
evidence has been presented
SecreSecretary of State, the Secretary
the Secretary
Secretary of Commerce,
Commerce, and the Secretary of Labor, pursuant to the authority conferred upon them in
Congress approved
approved May 26, 1924, have made the statethe Act of Congress
ment and the quotas therein provided,
Estab
quota of
I, Calvin Coolidge, President
President of the United States of
Now, therefore, I,
quota
odNow,
.Esbto
nationality
owed
adfiscal
America,
miion dring
mission
during fiscal
America, acting under and by virtue of the power in me vested by
ye
l w2.
year 1924-25.
aforesaid Act of Congress, do hereby
hereby proclaim
proclaim and make known
the aforesaid
1, 1924, and throughout
that on and after July 1,
throughout the fiscal year

1959
1959

PROCLAMATIONS,
PROCLAMATIONS, 1924.
1924-1925,
nationality provided
Act
provided in the said Act
of each
each nationality
quota of
the quota
1924-1925, the
shall be
as follows:
follows:
be as
shall
Country or
of birth.
birth.
area of
or area
Country

Quota
Quota
1924
to 1925
1924 to

*Afghanistan
100*
-- - - . -- - - - -- - - *Afghanistan---100
Albania
Albania-------100
Andorra
-------------------Andorra_____100
-Arabian
2)
(1, 2)-----------peninsula (1,
Arabian peninsula
Armenia
124
-------------------Armenia-._and all islands apAustralia,
Papua, Tasmania,
Tasmania, and
including Papua,
Australia, including
pertaining
(3, 4)
4) ------------121
Australia (3,
to Australia
pertaining to
785
Austria
-----------------------Austria
512
-Belgium
(5) ___
512
---------------Belgium (5)
100*
*Bhutan_ ___
*Bhutan------Bulgaria
100
Bulgaria--------------------100
- --Cameroon
(Proposed British
mandate) ----British mandate)
Cameroon (Proposed
100
. ------.--Cameroon
(French mandate)
mandate) Cameroon (French
100*
: ------------*China
.--------*China -3, 073
Czechoslovakia_
_____
Czechoslovakia---__------------------------------.
228
--------Danzig, Free
Free City
City of
of -------------------.
Danzig,
Denmark
6)
2, 789
(5, 6)-------------------------------Denmark (5,
Egypt
100
------------ --------------Egypt---------124
Esthonia_
----------------------Esthonia-----100
--Ethiopia
(Abyssinia) ----------------Ethiopia (Abyssinia)
471
Finland
Finland ---------------- 3, 954
--------------France
--6)
(1, 5,
5, 6)
France (1,
Germany ------------51,
227
51,227
Germany
Great
and Northern
34, 007
6) ----Ireland (1, 3, 5, 6)
Northern Ireland
Britain and
Great Britain
100
100
------------------Greece_
Greece--------473
473
Hungary
Hungary---------------------------100
100
---------------------------------Iceland----Iceland
100*
100*
-------------*India (3)
(3)
*India
100
100
---Iraq (Mesopotamia)
(Mesopotamia) ------------Iraq
28, 567
Irish
Free State
State (3)
--------------------(3)
Irish Free
Italy,
including Rhodes,
Rhodes, Dodekanesia,
Castellorizzo
and Castellorizzo
Dodekanesia, and
Italy, including
3,
845
3......---------------------.
3, 845
(5)
100*
100*
*Japan --------------*Japan
142
142
Latvia
Latvia- ------------------100
Liberia
------------------------------Liberia .--100
..------------------------------Liechtenstein
Liechtenstein
344
-.
Lithuania
..-------- -.--Lithuania
.-. ---------Luxemburg
100
Luxemburg ..
100
Monaco
----------.--------Monaco
o
Morocco (French
Tangier) -.
100
Zones and Tangier)
Spanish Zones
and Spanish
(French and
Morocco
--*Muscat
(Oman)
100*
..--.. -..-------*Muscat (Oman)
.....
...
Nauru (proposed
(proposed British
British mandate)
mandate) (4)
100
Nauru

100*
*Nepal
100*
---- ..*Nepal
----Netherlands (1,
5, 6)..
6)
1, 648
648
(1, 5,
Netherlands
New Zealand
Zealand (including
(including appertaining
100
(3, 4) ___.
islands) (3,
appertaining islands)
New
6, 453
Norway
---(5)
Norway (5)
proposed
*New
and other
Pacific islands under
under proposed
other Pacific
Guinea, and
*New Guinea,
Australian mandate
100*
-(4) -...----mandate (4)
Australian
Palestine (with
mandate)
100
British mandate)
(proposed British
Trans-Jordan) (proposed
(with Trans-Jordan)
Palestine
100
.
-.....
Persia (1)-----------(1)
---------Persia
.-5, 982
-- -.-----Poland
--------.------- Poland---------Portugal
_
503
----.
5)--.
(1, 5)
Portugal (1,
100
Ruanda
and Urundi
(Belgian mandate)
Urundi (Belgian
Ruanda and
603
Rumania
Rumania
2, 248
-----------(1)
Russia,
European and
and Asiatic
Asiatic (1)
Russia, European
100
Samoa, Western
Western (4)
(4) (proposed
(proposed mandate
mandate of New Zealand)Zealand) Samoa,

PROCLAMATIONS, 1924.
1924.
PROCLAMATIONS,
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1960

Country
area of
Country or area
of birth.
birth.

Quota
Quota
1924 to
to 1925
1929
1925

San Marino.-____-Marino
San
--------------------------------------*Siam
*Siam..------

100
100
100*
100*
100
100

South
Africa Union
_____ __ ____
__ ----- South Africa,
Union of
of (3)
(3)----------South
West Africa
!Africa (proposed
(proposed mandate
of South
South
South West
mandate of
of Union
Union of
Africa)
Africa) 100.------------------------------100
Spain
(5)131
Spain (5)
.------------------------------------131
Sweden__
__
___________ _
9,
561
Sweden- -..------------------------------9,561
2,
081
Switzerland
Switzerland.-------- ---------------------2,081
Syria
100
Syria and
and The
The Lebanon
Lebanon (French
(French mandate)
mandate) -- _- ----100
Tanganyika (proposed
British mandate)
100
Tanganyika
(proposed British
mandate) _____
.
100
Togoland
roposed Thitish
mandate) ----------------100
100
Togoland (
(proposed
British mandate)
Togoland
nch mandate)
100
Togoland (French
mandate)------ -----100
Turkey
100
Turkey ----------------100
*Yap and
islands under
Japanese mandate
mandate (4)
100*
*Yap
and other
other Pacific
Pacific islands
under Japanese
(4)
100*
Yugoslavia -----671
Yugoslavia-------------------671
Nominal quas.
quotas.
Nominal

Agmnunt of perAndgnment
sons
sons born within the
Barred
Zone.
Barred Zone.

peninsula
Arabian perdowda
territory designated.
territory
designated.

British
etc.

dominions,
dominions,

Pacific islands.
Assignment
Assignment of colodependencies or
nies, dependencies
protectorates.
protectorates.
European colonies or
European
dependencies
dependencies In
in Central or South America,
America,
etc.

No political
political significance in quota assignments.

*For each
each of
the countries
by an
an asterisk
(*) is
*For
of the
countries indicated
indicated by
asterisk (*)
is estabestablished
nominal quota
minimum fixed
fixed by
law.
lished a
a nominal
quota according
according to
to the
the minimum
by law.
These
These nominal
nominal quotas,
of all
all quotas
quotas hereby
established,
quotas, as
as in
in the
the case
case of
hereby established,
are available
only for
within the
the respective
respective countries
are
available oily
for persons
persons born
born within
countries
who are
are eligible
to citizenship
the United
United States
who
eligible to
citizenship in
in the
States and
and admissible
admissible
under the
of the
under
the immigration
immigration laws
laws of
the United
United States.
States.
1.
(a) Personsborn
Persons born in
the portions
of Persia,
or the
1. (a)
in the
portions of
Persia, Russia,
Russia, or
the Arabian
Arabian
peninsula situated
situated within
within the
Zone and
and who
who are
are admissible
admissible
peninsula
the Barred
Barred Zone,
under the
the United
States as
as quota
quota immiunder
the immigration
immigration laws
laws of
of the
United States
immigrants, will
grants,
will be
to the
of these
and (b)
be charged
charged to
the quotas
quotas of
these countries;
countries; and
(b)
persons born
persons
born in
in the
the colonies,
colonies, dependencies,
dependenoies, or
or proteotorates,
protectorates, or
or
portions
Barred Zone,
Zone, of
of France,
portions thereof, within
within the Barred
France, Great
Great Britain,
Britain,
the Netherlands,
the
Netherlands, or
or Portugal,
Portugal, who
who are
are admissible
admissible under
under the
the immiim.migration
of the
United States
States as
as quota
will be
be
gration laws
laws of
the United
quota immigrants,
immigrants, will
charged to
charged
to the
of the
the country
to which
which such,
the quota
quota of
country to
such colony
colony or
or dedependency belongs
belongs or
by which
is administered
administered as
as a
aprotectorate.
pendency
or by
which it
it is
protectorate.
2. The
The quota-area
quota-area denominated
denominated "Arabian
of
"Arabian peninsula"
peninsula" consists
consists of
all territory
Muscat and
and Aden, situated
territory except Muscat
situated in
portion of
that
in the
the portion
of that
peninsula
adjacent islands, to
to the
the southeast
southeast of
peninsula and adjacent
of Iraq,
Iraq, of
Palesof Palestine with
with Trans-Jordan,
Trans-Jordan, and
and of
Egypt.
of Egypt.
3.
3. Quota
Quota immigrants
immigrants born
in theBritish
the British self-governing
self-governing dominions
born in
dominions
or in the Empire of India, will
will be charged
charged to the appropriate
appropriate quota
rather than to
to that of
of Great Britain and
and Northern
Northern Ireland.
Ireland. There
There
are no quota restrictions
restrictions for Canada
Canada and Newfoundland.
Newfoundland.
4. As
As shown
Chart No.
1262a, Hydrographic
Hydrographic office,
office, United
United
shown on
on Chart
No. 1262a,
States Navy
Navy Department.
Department.
5. Quota immigrants
eligible to
immigrants eligible
to citizenship
citizenship in
in the
United States,
States,
the United
a colony, dependency
protectorate of any country
country to
to
born in a
dependency, or protectorate
which aaquota applies
applies will be charged
cb,arged to the quota of that country.
country.
6. In
Act of
of 1924
1924
In contrast with the law of 1921, the Immigration Act
provides that
that persons
persons born
born in
in the
the colonies
colonies or
or dependencies
of EuroEurodependencies of
pean countries
countries situated
situated in
in Central
or the
Central America,
America, South
South America,
America, or
the
islands adjacent to the American
American continents
continents (except
(except NewfoundNewfoundland and islands pertaining
pertaining to Newfoundland,
Newfoundland, Labrador
Labrador and
and
Canada), will be charged to the quota of the country to which
which
Canada),
such
or dependency
belongs.
such colony
colony or
dependency belongs.
General Note. The immigration quotas assigned
assigned to
General
the various
various
to the
countries and quota-areas
quota-areas should
should not
not be
having any
be regarded
regarded as
as having
any
political significance
significance whatever, or as involving
recognition of
of new
new
involving recognition
governments,
governments, or of new boundaries, or of transfers of territory except
except
as the United
Government has already
recogniUnited States Government
already made
made such recognition
in a
aformal
and official
manner.
tion in
formal and
official manner.
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1961

PROCLAMATIONS, 1924.
1924.
PROCLAMATIONS,
IN
WITNESS WHEREOF
have hereunto
hereunto set
set my
and caused
caused
hand and
my hand
I have
WHEREOF I
IN WITNESS
the seal
seal of
of the
the United
United States
affixed.
be affixed.
to be
States to
the
day of June, in the
Done
at the
City of
of Washington,
Washington, this
thirtieth day
this thirtieth
the City
Done at
and twentyyear of
Lord one
thousand nine
hundred and
nine hundred
one thousand
Our Lord
of Our
year
United States
the United
[SEAL.]
four and
of the
the Independence
Independence of
of the
States of
and of
[SEAL.] four
America
the one
and forty-eighth.
forty-eighth.
one hundred
hundred and
America the
CALVIN COOLIDGE
COOLIDGE
CALVIN
By the
President:
the President:
By
CHARLES E.
E.HUGHES
HUGHES
CHARLES
Secretary of
State
of State
Secretary

July 2, 1924.
2,1924.
July

OF AMERICA
BY
RESIDENT OF
OF THE
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
AMERICA
THE UNITED
PRESIDENT
THE P
BY THE

A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
A
MPonanunmacles
National
,deg, cNaLtisn^
would be promoted M
WHEREAS, it
it appears
appears that
the public
interest would
public interest
that the
WHEREAS,
Preamble.
in the State of Cali- Preamble.
by
adding to
to the
the Pinnacles
National Monument in
Pinnacles National
by adding
35, p.
p. 2177.
2177.
Vol. 35,
a spring of water
fornia certain
certain adjoining
adjoining lands on which are located
located a
water Vol.
fornia,
and
camping sites.
sites.
valuable camping
and valuable
Ants, p. 1911.
NOW,
I, Calvin
President of
United Area
Aea enlarged.
nlage,.
the United
of the
Calvin Coolidge,
Coolidge, President
THEREFORE, I,
NOW THEREFORE,
34, p.
225.
p. 225.
ol. 34,
by authority of the power in me vested by section
States of
of America,
America 'by
section Vol.
States
of
Preservation
the
for
Act
"An
two of
of Congress
Preservation
entitled,
Congress entitled,
act of
of the
the act
two
American
nineteen hundred
hundred and
eighth, nineteen
June eighth,
approved June
antiquities", approved
American antiquities",
six
(34 Stat.,
Stat., 225)
225) do
proclaim that
that the
the E
E i of
4, in T. 17 S.,
of Section
Section 4,
do proclaim
six (34
R. 7
E., Mount
Mount Diablo
Diablo Meridian,
reserved from
all forms
forms
from all
is hereby
hereby reserved
Meridian, is
7 E.,
R.
of appropriation
appropriation under
under the public land laws, subject to all.
all, valid
of
existing claims,
and set
as an
an addition
addition to
to the
the Pinnacles
National
Pinnacles National
apart as
set apart
claims, and
existing
Monument
National Monument
Monument
the boundaries
boundaries of
said National
the said
of the
that the
and that
Monument and
made aapart
and made
are
the diagram
diagram hereto
part
annexed and
hereto annexed
on the
shown on
as shown
now as
are now
hereof.
hereof.
Reserved from settleRmervedfromrsettleto all
all unauthorized
Warning
expressly given
unauthorized persons
persons not ment,
given to
is hereby
hereby expressly
Warning is
etc.
Monuthis
of
to appropriate,
destroy or
any feature
feature
remove any
or remove
injure, destroy
appropriate, injure,
to
settle upon any of the lands thereof.
ment and
not to
to locate
locate or
or settle
thereof.
and not
ment
etc., by
Suervision,
Service, under the direction
Park Service,
The
direction of Dtec
National Park
of the
the National
Director of
The Director
gi ,ri Xii;111
Service.
Interior, shall have
the
have the supervision,
supervision, management,
management, Park Service.
the Interior,
of the
Secretary of
the Secretary
Vol. 39, p. 535.
ol.39p.5.
and
of this
Act of Congress
Congres
the Act
provided m the
as provided
Monument as
this Monument
control of
and control
41, p. 732
p.32
Vol.41,
a National Park Service and for other Vol.
entitled,
"An act
act to
to establish
establish a
entitled, "An
sixand
purposes,"
approved
August
twenty-fifth,
nineteen
hundred
and
purposes," approved August twenty-fifth, nineteen hundred
amendatory
teen (39
535) and
Acts additional
or amendatory
thereto or
additional thereto
and Acts
Stat., 535)
(39 Stat.,
teen
thereof.
thereof.
In
Whereof, IIhave
hereunto set
my hand and caused the
set my
have hereunto
Witness Whereof,
In Witness
seal
of the
United States
affixed.
be affixed.
to be
States to
the United
seal of
day of July in the year of
DONE
in the
the City
City of
this 2"
of Washington
Washington this
DONE in
2 d daytwenty-four
nine hundred and twenty-four
our Lord
thousand nine
one thousand
Lord one
our
[SEAL.] and
and of
the Independence
Independence of
the United
United States
States of
America
of America
of the
of the
[SEAL.]
the
one hundred
and forty-eighth.
forty-eighth.
hundred and
the one
CALVIN COOLIDGE
COOLIDGE
CALVIN
By
President:
the President:
By the
C
HARLES E.
E. HUGHES
HUGHES
CHARLES
Secretary of
of State.
Secretary
up

Tis

n'

•

AMERICA.
OF AMERICA.
BY
THE PRESIDENT
STATES OF
UNITED STATES
THE UNITED
OF rum
PRESIDENT OF
BY THE

July
1924.
2,1924.
July 2,

A
PROCLAMATION.
A PROCLAMATION.
WHEREAS,
The Secretary
Secretary of
of Agriculture,
by virtue
virtue of
of the
the authorProtection of
of migraauthor- Protection
Agriculture, by
WHEREAS, The
55.
40,p.
in him
by section
section three
the Migratory
Bird Treaty
torts
p
*755
Treaty Act toryb
Migratory Bird
of the
three of
him by
ity vested
vested in
(40
has submitted
to me
me for
for approval,
regulation further
vol. 39, p. 1702.
further Vol.
approval, aaregulation
submitted to
755), has
Stat., 755),
(40 Stat.,

ity

1962
1962

PROCLAMATIONS,
PROCLAMATIONS, 1924.
1924.

amendatory
amendatory of
of the
the regulations
regulations approved
proclaimed July
1918,
approved and
and proclaimed
July 31,
31, 1918,
which the Secretary
Secretary of
Agriculture has
determined to
to be
of Agriculture
has determined
be aa suitable
suitable
amendatory regulation
amendatoryregulation permitting
governing the
permitting and
and governing
the hunting,
hunting, taking,
taking,
capture,
capture, killing,
killing, possession,
possession, sale,
transportation,
sale, purchase,
purchase, shipment,
shipment, transportation,
carriage,
carriage, and export
export of
of said
said birds
birds and
parts thereof
thereof and
their nests
and parts
and their
nests
and eggs,
eggs, as
follows:
and
as follows:
Opensesons.
Open sesame.
waterowl,etc.
Waterfowl,
etc.

REGULATION
REGULATION 4.-OPEN
4.—OPEN SEASONS
ON AND
SEASONS ON
AND POSSESSION
POSSESSION
OF CERTAIN MIGRATORY
MIGRATORY GAME
GAME BIRDS.
BIRDS.
Regulation 4, sub-title "Waterfowl
wood duck,
"Waterfowl (except
(except wood
duck, eider
eider

191'aede
d
A
.ni4PP.1915
'amend"ducks,

ducks, and
and swans),
coot, gallinules,
gallinules, and
Wilson snipe
snipe or
swans), coot,
and Wilson
or jacksnipe"
jacksnipe"
is hereby
hereby amended
amended so
to read
read as
as follows:
so as
as to
follows:
Waterfowl (except wood
wood duck,
Waterfowl
duck, eider
eider ducks,
swans), coot,
ducks, and
and swans),
coot,
snipe or
gallinules, and Wilson snipe
jacksnipe.—The open
or jacksnipe.-The
open seasons
seasons for
for
waterfowl (except wood
wood duck,
duck, eider
ducks, and
and swans),
gallieider ducks,
swans), coot,
coot, gallisnipe or
nules, and Wilson snipe
or jacksnipe
jacksnipe shall
shall be
be as
as follows:
follows:
oeographical
imita- In
Geographical limitsMaine, New
Hampshire, Vermont,
assac h
use tts,Ohio,
Ohio, West
In Maine,
New Hampshire,
Vermont, M
Massachusetts,
West
SoDs.
Indiana, Michigan,
Sons.
Virginia, Kentucky,
Kentucky, Indiana,
Wisconsin, Illinois,
Illinois, MinneMichigan, Wisconsin,
Minnesota, Iowa,
Iowa, Missouri, North Dakota, South
South Dakota,
Dakota Nebraska,
Nebraska,
Kansas, Colorado, Wyoming,
M ont ana ,Id
ah
o, Nevada,
and that
Wyoming, Montana,
Idaho,
Nevada, and
that
portion of Oregon
and Washington
Oregon and
Washington lying
east of
of the
summit of
the
lying east
the summit
of the
open season
Cascade Mountains
Mountains the open
season shall
be from
September 16
16 to
to
shall be
from September
December 31;
December
31;
In
season shall
In New York (except Long Island) the open season
shall be
be from
from
September
24 to
September 24
to January
7;
January 7;
In Rhode Island, Connecticut,
Connecticut, Pennsylvania,
that
Pennsylvania, Oklahoma,
Oklahoma, that
portion of
Texas lying west and north of the main tracks
tracks of
portion
of Texas
of the
the
ed.'

'p

International and
and Great
Great Northern
Northern railroad
International
railroad extending
extending from
from Laredo
to
Laredo to
Antonio, Austin, and Longview
Longview, and
and the
San Antonio,
and Pacific
Pacific railrailthe Texas
Texas and
road extending
extending from Longview to
to 'Marshall
and Texarkana,
Marshall and
Texarkana, New
New
Mexico, Utah, Claifornia, and that
that portion
Oregon and
portion of
of Oregon
and WashingWashington lying west of the summit of the
Cascade Mountains
open
the Cascade
Mountains the
the open
season shall be from October
October 1
to January
15;
1 to
January 15;
In
York known
•
In that portion of New York
as Long
known as
Long Island,
Island, and
and in
in New
New
Jersey, Delaware, and Arizona the open season shall
Jersey-,
shall be
be from
from October
October
16
to January
January 31;
31;
16 to
In Maryland,
Maryland, the District of Columbia, Virginia,
Virginia, North
. In
North Carolina,
Carolina,
South Carolina, Georgia,
Georgia, Florida, Alabama,
Alabama, Mississippi,
Mississippi, Tennessee,
Tennessee,
Arkansas, Louisiana,
Arkansas,
Louisiana, and that portion of Texas lying
lyin7 east
east and
and south
south
of the
main tracks
tracks of the International
International and Great Northern
of
the main
Northern railroad
railroad
extending from Laredo to San Antonio,
Antonio, Austin
and Longview,
Austin, and
Longview, and
and
the Texas
the
Texas and Pacific railroad extending from
to Marshall
Marshall
from Longview
Longview to
and Texarkana
and
Texarkana the open season shall be from November
January
November 1
1 to
to January
31: and
31:
and
In Alaska
In
Alaska the open season shall be from September
September 1
1 to
to December
December
15.
.15.
uoppov
r-agNOW.
tioA
i
rrtwal oat
ofregnia"
NOW, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, I,
I, CALVIN COOLIDGE,
COOLIDGE, PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT
OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
DO HEREBY
OF
STATES OF AMERICA,
AMERICA, DO
HEREBY
APPROVE AND
the foregoing
foregoing amendatory
APPROVE
AND PROCLAIM
PROCLAIM the
amendatory regulation.
IN WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF,
I have
and
IN
WHEREOF, I
have hereunto set my hand and
caused
of the United States to be affixed.
caused the
the seal
seal of
DONE
at the City of Washington
DONE at
Washington this 2"
July in
in the
the year
year
day of
of July
2 d day
of our Lord one thousand nine
nine hundred
and twenty-four,
hundred and
twenty-four,
[SEAL.] and
Independence of the United States
[sx&L.J
and of the Independence
States of
American
of American
the one hundred and forty-eighth.
forty-eighth.
CALVIN
C
ALVIN COOLIDGE.
COOLIDGE.
By the President:
President:
By
CBARLES
CHARLES E.
HUGHES
E. HUGHES
Secretary
Secretary of State.

LINCOLN NATIONAL FOREST
NEW MEXICO
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PROCLAMATIONS,1924.
PROCLAMATIONS,
1924.
BY
PRESIDENT OF
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
BY THE PRESIDENT
OF THE

1963
1963
July 17,
1924.
July
17,194.

A PROCLAMATION
A
PROCLAMATION
Lincoln National
Whereas, it
appears that
that the
public good
good will
be promoted
Whereas,
it appears
the public
will be
promoted by
by Forest,
Lincoln
National
N. Mex.
excluding certain
from the
the Lincoln
in the
the Preamble.
excluding
certain areas
areas from
Lincoln National
National Forest,
Forest, in
Preamble.
State of
of New
New Mexico,
the public
public lands
subject to
to disdisState
Mexico, and
and restoring
restoring the
lands subject
position
position therein
therein to
entry by
by ex-service
ex-service men
men in
in advance
of the
to entry
advance of
the general
general
public in
accordance with
existing law;
law;
public
in accordance
with existing
diminished.
Now,
therefore, I,
I, CALVIN
the United
Now, therefore,
CALVIN COOLIDGE,
COOLIDGE, President
President of
of the
United Area
Areadimnished.
30, p. 36.
States
America, by
States of
of America,
of the
in me
the Act
by virtue
virtue of
the power
power in
me vested
vested by
by the
Act Vol.
Vol 30'
P.36of Congress
Congress approved
fourth, eighteen
ninetyof
approved June
June fourth,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and ninetyseven
seven (30
(30 Stat.,
11 at
at 34
and 36),
entitled, "An
"An Act
Making approStat., 11
34 and
36), entitled,
Act Making
appropriations for
sundry civil
of the
Government for
fiscal
priations
for sundry
civil expenses
expenses of
the Government
for the
the fiscal
year
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, eighteen
and ninety-eight,
and
year ending
ending June
eighteen hundred
hundred and
ninety-eight, and
for other
for
other purposes",
the boundaries
of the
the Lincoln
purposes", do
do proclaim
proclaim that
that the
boundaries of
Lincoln
National
Forest are
hereby-changed
the areas
areas indicated
National Forest
are hereby
changed to
to exclude
exclude the
indicated
as
as eliminations
eliminations upon
upon the
the diagram
annexed and
and forming
forming a
diagram hereto
hereto annexed
a
part
part thereof.
thereof.
Excluded lands
And II do
And
do further
further proclaim
proclaim and
make known
known that
that pursuant
pursuant to
and make
to opened
Exeluded
lands
to ex-service
ex-service
opened to
men of
No. 29
29 of
of February
February fourteenth,
fourteenth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred men
Public Resolution
Resolution No.
of World
World War
War for
days.
and twenty
(41 Stat.,
Stat., 434),
twenty (41
434), as
by Public
Resolutions 91
as amended
amended by
Public Resolutions
91days.
p. 434;
434; Vol.
Vol. 41, p.
Nos. 36
36 and
and 79
79 approved
approved January
January twenty-first
twenty-first and
December twentytwenty- 42,
and December
42, pp. 368,
3A 1067.
eighth,
eighth, nineteen
hundred and
and twenty-two,
(42 Stat.,
nineteen hundred
twenty-two, respectively.
respectively (42
Stat.,
358,
1067), it
358, 1067),
that the
the public
lands in
in the
the excluded
excluded
it is
is hereby
hereby ordered
ordered that
public lands
valid rights and
and the provisions
areas, subject
subject to vand
provisions of
existing withwithof existing
drawals, shall
opened only
only to
to entry
entry under
the homestead
homestead and
and
drawals,
shall be
be opened
under the
desert-land
by qualified
desert-land laws by
qualified ex-service
ex-service men
of the
war with
Germany,
men of
the war
with Germany,
under the
under
the terms
terms and
conditions of
said resolutions
resolutions and
the regulaand conditions
of said
and the
regulations issued thereunder, for a
a _period
period of
of 91
91 days,
days, beginning
beginning with
the
with the
Thereaftertothe
genany of
of said
said eral
Ther'peafertthes
en63rd day from and after the date hereof, and thereafter any
public.
unentered will be
be subject
subject to appropriation
appropriation under
lands remaining unentered
under any
any
public land
public
land law
the general
law applicable
applicable thereto
thereto by
by the
general public.
public. Subsequent
Subsequent
to the date hereof
hereof and prior to the date of restoration
to general
general
restoration to
to the
the
disposition as herein provided,
provided, no rights may be acquired to
excluded
in advance
advance of entry,
entry, or
excluded lands by settlement in
or otherwise
otherwise
except
strictly in
in accordance
except strictly
accordance herewith.
herewith.
Filing applications,
Prospective
tFiIng
appllBtions
Prospective applicants
applicants may, during the period of twenty
twenty days etc.
preceding
which the lands
lands shall
shall become
become subject
preceding the date
date on which
entry,
subject to
to entry,
selection or
or location
of the
the form
form desired
of this
selection
location of
desired under
under the
the provisions
provisions of
this
proclamation,
their applications
applications in
in the
proclamation, execute their
the manner
manner provided
provided by
by
aw and
law
and present
the same,
same, accompanied
accompanied by
the required
required payments,
payments,
present the
by the
to
Mexico, in
in person
person
to the
the United
United States
States land
land offices
offices at
at Roswell,
Roswell, New
New Mexico,
by mail
mail or otherwise,
otherwise, and
and all
all applications
applications so
so filed,
filed, together
together with
with
such as may
may be submitted at
such
at 99ooclock
clock a.
on the
a. in.,
m., standard
standard time,
time, on
the
dates fixed, shall be treated
treated as
as though simultaneously
and shall
simultaneously filed
filed and
shall
of in
in the manner
manner prescribed
be disposed of
prescribed by
by existing
existing regulations.
regulations.
Under
Under such
such regulations
conflicts of
of equal
rights will
will be
determined
regulations conflicts
equal rights
be determined
by a
by
a drawing.
drawing.
In Witness
I have hereunto
set my hand
hand and
and caused
In
Witness Whereof, I
hereunto set
caused
the
seal of
the seal
of the
the United
United States
States to
affixed.
to be
be affixed.
Done at
at the City
City of
Washington this
of Washington
this 17"
July, in
17" day
day of
of July,
in the
the year
year
hundred and
of our Lord one thousand
thousand nine hundred
twenty-four,
and twenty-four,
[SEAL.] and
of the
[sEAL.]
and of
the Independence
of the
the United
United States
America
Independence of
States of
of America
the one
one hundred
hundred and
and forty-ninth.
the
forty-ninth.

By the President:
President:
JOSEPH
C. GREW
J
OSEPH C.
GREW
Acting Secretary
Secretary of
of State.
State.

C
CALVIN
ALVIN COOLIDGE
COOLIDGE

1964
August
5, 1924.
August 5,1924.

PROCLAMATIONS, 1924.
1924.
PROCLAMATIONS,
BY
PRESIDENT OF
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
AMERICA
BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
OF THE
THE UNITED
OF AMERICA
A PROCLAMATION
A
PROCLAMATION

Cherokee
National
Cherokee National
Tenn.
Game Refu
Refuges,
Game
ges, Tenn.
and Ga.
and
Ga.

WHEREAS,
appears that
designation and
setting aside
aside of
of
and setting
the designation
that the
it appears
WHEREAS, it
the areas in the States of Tennessee
Tennessee and Georgia, hereinafter
hereinafter indiPreamble.
Preamble.
cated, for the protection of game animals, birds, and fish will promote
the
good:
public good:
the public
Game refuges, TenNOW,
Calvin Coolidge,
Coolidge, President
of the
United
the United
President of
I, Calvin
NOW, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, I,
nmeandruges.
nessee
Georgia.Ten
Vol. 3,
39, p.
476.
vol.
p. 476.
States of America,
by the act of
America, by virtue of the power in me vested by
of
Congress approved
August eleventh,
nineteen hundred
and sixteen
Congress
approved August
eleventh, nineteen
hundred and
sixteen
entitled "An
"An act
appropriations for
for the
the Department
Department of
entitled
act making
making appropriations
of AgriAgrifiscal year
year ending
thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
ending June
June thirtieth,
hundred
culture for
for the fiscal
and seventeen,
seventeen, and
other purposes,"
purposes," do
proclaim that
are
and
and for
for other
do proclaim
that there
there are
hereby designated
designated and
and set
for the
the protection
protection of
animals,
set aside
aside for
of game
game animals,
hereby
Within Cherokee
fish all
United States
within the
the Cherokee
Cherokee
birds, and
and fish
all lands
lands of
of the
the United
States within
Within
Cherokee
National
National
Forest,
Tenn. birds,
Forest,
Tenn.
and Ga.
and
Ga.
National Forest in the States of Tennessee
Tennessee and Georgia, purchased
purchased
Vol. 36, p. 961.
under the
the provisions
hundred and
and
nineteen hundred
of March
March first,
first, nineteen
of the
the act
act of
provisions of
41, p:8.
under
Vol: 41,
Vol.
p. 1798.
eleven (Thirty-sixth
(Thirty-sixth Statutes
at Large, page nine hundred
hundred and
and sixtysixtyeleven
Statutes at
one), entitled "An
other
one),
"An act to enable any State to cooperate with any other
State or States, or with the United States, for the protection of watersheds of
of navigable
streams, and
navigable streams,
appoint a
a commission
and to
to appoint
commission for the
the
acquisition
for the
the purpose
purpose of
of conserving
navigability
acquisition of lands for
'conserving the navigability
navigable streams,"
and acts
supplementary thereto
and amendaof navigable
streams," and
acts supplementary
thereto and
amendatory thereof, as shown on the diagram
diagram forming a
a _part
part hereof, to be
known
and
known as the Cherokee National Game Refuges
Refuges Numbers One and
Two.
Warningagainst unWarning
is hereby
herebygiven
given to
persons not
not to
to hunt,
trap,
hunt, catch,
catch, trap,
aut
Warning is
to all
all persons
aizsauSting
authorized
hunting,
etc
etc..
willfully disturb or kill any kind of game animal, game or nongame
nongarne
bird, or fish, or to take the eggs of any such bird, on any lands herein
designated or
designated
or in or
or on
on the
the waters
waters thereof, except
except under
under such
such general
rules and regulations
regulations as may be prescribed
prescribed from time to time -by the
Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture.
Agriculture.
WHEREOF, I
I have
IN WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF,
have hereunto set my hand and
caused
caused the seal of the United States to be affixed.
Washington this fifth day of
DONE at the City
City of Washington
of August,
August, in the
year of our Lord one thousand
thousand nine hundred and twenty[arm.]
l
[sEAL] four,
Independence of the United States of
our, and of the Independence
America
the one
one hundred
forty-ninth.
America the
hundred and forty-ninth.
COOLIDGE
CALVIN
CALVIN COOIJDGE
By
President:
By the
the President:
JOSEPH
C. GREW
GREW
JOSEPH C.
Acting Secretary
Secretary of
of State.
State.

Angost
August 8,,1924.
1924.

BY THE
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
AMERICA
BY
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
THE UNITED
OF AMERICA

A
PROCLAMATION
A PROCLAMATION
Medicine
appears that
area
the area
op'Fort,
tione
B Bow
oNa- WHEREAS,
WHEREAS, it appears
that certain public lands within the
tional
Forest,
Wyo.
Preamble.
described in
Preamble.
the act
approved June 7,
7, 1924
1924 (Public
(Public No.
described
in the
act of
of Congress
Congress approved
59
Ante,
p.
594.
A*, p.
.
229), which
which have
found under
under the terms of said act to be chiefly
chiefly
229),
have been
been found
valuable for national
national forest
forest purposes,
purposes, should
should be added
added to the Medicine
Medicine
valuable
Bow National Forest, in the State of Wyoming, and designated
designated as a
a
refuge
and propagation
of game
and birds;
refuge for
enrged.
for the
the protection
protection and
propagation of
game animals
animals and
birds;
Area enlar
ged.
nlarged
NNow,
I, CALVIN COOLDGE,
Now, therefore, I,
COOLIDGE, President of the United
United
States of America, by virtue of the power in me vested by the aforeaforesaid act of Congress, entitled, "An Act Authorizing
Authorizing the addition of
certain lands to the Medicine Bow National Forest, Wyoming, and
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PROCLAMATIONS, 1924.
1924.
PROCLAMATIONS,
boundaries of the said
purposes", do proclaim that the boundaries
for other purposes",
national
changed to include the area indicated as
national forest are
are hereby changed
an addition
diagram hereto
hereto annexed
and forming
an
addition on
on the
the diagram
annexed and
forming aapart
part hereof,
hereof,

and that
that such
such area
is also
hereby set
aside as
game refuge and
as aagame
and shall
shall
also hereby
set aside
and
area is
be
and
a breeding
breeding place for game animals and birds, and
be recognized
recognized as a
that
killing, or captming
capturing of any game animals
that the
the hunting,
hunting, trapping, killing,
and
birds upon
under such regulations
regulations
unlawful except
except under
said lands
lands i
issunlawful
and birds
upon said

Gane
ame refuge
refuge estabastab_
lished.

as
the Secretary
Secretary of
as may
may be
be prescribed
prescribed by
by the
of Agriculture;
Agriculture;
Existing
not affected.
Provided,
that the reservation
reservation made
by this
this proclamation
proclamation shall not
Provided, that
made by
affected.
affect
existing claim,
location, or entry
entry under the land laws
claim, location,
affect any valid existing
of
of the
the United
United States
States whether
whether for
for homestead,
homestead, mineral,
mineral, right of way,
way, or
or
any
the rights
rights of any claimant,
claimant, locator, or entryany other purpose,
purpose, nor
nor the
man to the full use and enjoyment of such land.
I have hereunto set my hand and caused the
In Witness Whereof, I
seal of the United States to be affixed.
Done at the City of Washington this 8th day of August in the
hundred and
and twentyyear of
of our Lord
Lord one
one thousand
thousand nine hundred
[sEALI
four, and
and of
of the
the United
United States
of
States of
[SEALI
four,
of the
the Independence
Independence of
America
the one
forty-ninth.
and forty-ninth.
America the
one hundred
hundred and
CALVIN C
OOLIDGE
CALVIN
COOLIDGE
President:
By the President:
JOSEPH C.
C.GREW,
GREW,
JOSEPH
Acting
of State.
State.
Secretary of
Acting Secretary

AMERICA
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
THE P
PRESIDENT
B
Y THE
RESIDENT OF
OF .THE
STATES OF
OF A
MERICA
BY

rights not

s not

August 29, 1924.

August29,1924.

A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
A
Proclamation of the President issued on May
WHEREAS,
WHEREAS, by a
aProclamation
May 2,
1924, under
of Congress
Congress approved
by the
approved by
the PresiResolution of
1924,
under a
a Jomt
Joint Resolution

Export of arms, etc.
Ante, p. 1946.

Export ofaetc.

Vol. 42, p. 36
366.

it was declared
dent on January
January 31, 1922, it
declared that there existed
existed in Cuba
conditions of domestic violence which were or which might be promoted by the use of arms or munitions
munitions of war procured from the
United States; and
WHEREAS,
WHEREAS, by virtue of the Joint Resolution and Proclamation
Proclamation
above mentioned it
it became unlawful
unlawful to export arms or munitions of
exceptions as the
war to Cuba except under such limitations and exceptions
the
prescribe:
President should prescribe:
oc t
NOW,
I, CALVIN
COOLIDGE, PRESIDENT
OF Revocation
of prohiRev
on of
prohiPRESIDENT OF
CALVIN COOLIDGE,
therefore, I,
NOW, therefore,
THE
UNITED
STATES
OF
AMERICA,
do
hereby
declare
and
bmetinotiotarinss,tetes133THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, do hereby declare and ment ofrs etc., to
proclaim that,
as the
the conditions
conditions in
in Cuba
prompted the
proclaim
that, as
Cuba which
which prompted
the issuCubs.
issu- Cunt
A
p.1946 revoked
ance of
of the
the Proclamation
Proclamation of
2, 1924,
1924, have
to exist,
the
ance
of May
May 2,
have ceased
ceased to
exist, the
Proclamation is hereby
hereby revoked.
said Proclamation
revoked.
IN WITNESS
hereunto set
my hand
hand and
IN
WITNESS WHERtOF
WHEREOF I
I have
have hereunto
set my
and
caused the
the United
United States
States to
to be
be affixed.
affixed.
caused
the seal
seal of
of the
day of
of August
August in the
the year
Done at the City of Washington
Washington this 29" day
year
of
Lord one
of Our
Our Lord
one thousand
thousand nine
nine hundred
hundred and
and twenty-four
twenty-four
[SEAL.] and of the Independence
Independence of the
the United
United States
of America
[sF.Ail
States of
America
the one
and forty-ninth.
the
one hundred
hundred and
forty-ninth.
CALVIN C
COOLIDGs
OOLIDGE
CALVIN
By the
the President:
President:
CHARLES
CHARLES E.
E. HUGHES
HUGHES
Secretary of
Secretary
of State.
State.
i

4ozs'22 -VOL 43-PT
4.3622—voL
43—PT 22

42
42

1966
1966
August 29,1924.
29, 1924.
Agust

PROCLAMATIONS,
1924.
PROCLAMATIONS, 1924.
BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED S
TATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
STATES
BY
PRESIDENT OF
A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
A

Whereas, it appears
appears that the public good will be promoted by adding
adding
Whereas,
certain
in New
Mexico to
the Manzano
National Forest;
Forest;
to the
Manzano National
certain lands
lands in
New Mexico
Now, therefore,
therefore, I,
I, CALVIN
President of
the United
United
of the
COOLIDGE, President
Now,
CALVIN COOLIDGE,
Areaetended.
States
virtue of the power in me vested by the act of
States of America,
America, by _virtue
Congress approved
approved March
March third,
third, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
ninety-one
and ninety-one
Congress
Stat. 1095),
1095), entitled, "An Act To repeal timber-culture
timber-culture laws,
(26 Stat.,
VoL 30, p.36.
VoL30,p.36
and for other
Other purposes", and also by the act of Congress approved
June
fourth, eighteen
(30 Stat.
at 34
34 and
and
Stat., 11
11 at
and ninety-seven
ninety-seven (30
June fourth,
eighteen and
36), entitled,
entitled, 'An
'An Act
appropriations for
civil
for sundry
sundry civil
Act Making
Making appropriations
36),
expenses of
June thirtieth,
thirtieth,
year ending
ending June
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
Government for
of the
the Government
expenses
eighteen hundred and
ninety-eight, and for other purposes", do
and ninety-eight,
eighteen
National Forest are
proclaim
Manzano National
boundaries of the
the Manzano
that the boundaries
proclaim that
hereby
include the
indicated as
as additions
upon
additions upon
the areas
areas indicated
to include
changed to
hereby changed
the diagram
diagram hereto
annexed and forming
forming a
a part
part hereof.
hereto annexed
the
Existing rights, etc.,
The
withdrawal made
this proclamation
all lands
to all
lands
as to
shall, as
proclamation shall,
by this
made by
The withdrawal
t
afected
not affected.
which
are at
this date
under the
the public
land
public land
appropriated under
at this
date legally
legally appropriated
which are
or embraced
embraced in aa proper
proper application
application to enter
enter under the prolaws, or
visions of
of the
stock raising
reserved for any public
or reserved
homestead law, or
the stock
raising homestead
visions
interfere with or defeat
purpose,
be subject to, and shall
defeat legal
shall not interfere
purpose, be
the designation
designation of
rights
under such appropriation,
prevent the
nor prevent
appropriation, nor
rights under
thereof, nor
allowance thereof,
embraced m
application and allowance
nor
m such
such application
the lands embraced
so long
long as
as such
the use
such
so reserved,
reserved, so
use for
for such
such public
public purpose of lands so
the
reservation remains
claims
maintained or
remains in force.
or such reservation
are legally maintained
claims are
WITNESS WHEREOF,
IN WITIsU.;&S
WHEREOF, II have hereunto set my hand and
caused the
caused
the seal of
of the
the United States
States to be
be affixed.
affixed.
Washington this 29th day of August,
Done at the City of Washington
August, in the
twenty-four, and
nineteen hundred
hundred and twenty-four,
year of our Lord nineteen
Independence of the United States of America
[SEAL]
America
[SEAL] of the Independence
the
hundred and
the one hundred
and forty-ninth.
CALVIN C
OOLIDGE
COOLIDGE
CALVIN
By the President:
CHARLES
E. HUGHES
HUGHES
CHARLES E.
Secretary of State.
Manzano
National
Maezano National
Forest, N.
N. Mex.
Preamble.
Area extended.
Vol.
p. 1095
1096
Vol. 26,
26,p

August 29,, 1924.
August
1924.

BY
UNITED STATES.
BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
THE UNITED
STATES.

A
A PROCLAMATION.
PROCLAMATION.
Devils Lake Indian
Reservation,
Reservation, N. Dak.
Preamble.
Preamble.

WHEREAS
WHEREAS the act of Congress authorizing
authorizing the disposal of lands
within the former Devils Lake Indian Reservation,
Reservation, North Dakota,
Dakota,
approved
approved April 27, 1904 (33 Stat., 319),
319), among other things
things provides:
provides:

That,
in the
the judgment
judgment of
more of
Statutory authorizaThat, when
when in
of the
the President
President no
no more
of the
the land
land herein
herein ceded
ceded
tion.
can be disposed of
of at said
can
said price,
he may
may by
by proclamation,
proclamation, to
to be
be repeated
repeated at
at his
price, he
his
Vol.
Vol. 33,
33, p.
p. 319.
319.
discretion,
discretion, sell from
from time to
to time the
subject to
provisions
the remaining
remaining lands
lands subject
to the
the provisions
of the homestead
homestead law
law or
he may
advantageous, at
at such
such
or otherwise
otherwise as
as he
may deem
deem most
most advantageous,
price or
or prices,
prices, in
such manner,
manner, upon
upon such
conditions, with
price
in such
such conditions,
with such
such restrictions,
restrictions,
and
upon such
such terms
terms as
as he
deem best
best for
for all
all interests
concerned:
and upon
he may
may deem
interests concerned:

AND WHEREAS
WHEREAS in my judgment no more of the land can be
disposed of at said price, and it being believed that the remaining
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PROCLAMATIONS,
1924.
PROCLAMATIONS, 1924.

1967

lands can be
most advantageously
be most
advantageously disposed
of in
in the
following
disposed of
the following
manner;
manner;
0 lin"
NOW, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, I,
I, CALVIN
President of
.Directing
salelne
of
CALVIN COOLIDGE,
COOLIDGE, President
of disposed
disedif
eceded
of
ofg
lands
the United States of America,
America, by virtue
virtue of
of the
vested in
in on.
the authority
authority vested
me by
by the
the aforesaid
aforesaid act
of Congress,
Congress, do
do hereby
proclaim
act of
hereby prescribe,
prescribe, proclaim
and direct
direct that
that all
and
all the
the land
ceded by
the said
said act
not embraced
embraced in
land ceded
by the
act not
in
any valid
valid existing right
right initiated
initiated under
under the
the public
public land
land laws,
laws, shall
shall
offered for sale
sale under
under the
be offered
supervision of
the Register
Register and
and Receiver
Receiver
the supervision
of the
of the Bismarck, North Dakota,
Dakota, Land
Land Office
Office to
to the
the highest
highest bidder
bidder
for cash
cash at
at not
for
not less
than $1.25
$1.25 per
per acre.
will be
held at
at
less than
acre. The
The sale
sale will
be held
Bismarck,
North Dakota,
commencing October
14, 1924.
Bismarck, North
Dakota, commencing
October 14,
1924.
The successful
for each
tract must
must pay
price Conditions.
The
successful bidder
bidder for
each tract
pay the
the purchase
purchase price
Conditions.
thereof to
to the
thereof
Receiver before
before 4:30
p. m.
m. on
next day
the Receiver
4:30 o'clock
o'clock p.
on the
the next
day
following
following the
sale on
on which
the land
is open.
open. Bids
the date
date of
of sale
which the
land office
office is
Bids
may be made either
either in
in person or
or by
agent, but
be considered
by agent,
but will
will not
not be
considered
through the
the mail.
if received through
mail. No
No showing
showing will
will be
be required
of purpurrequired of
chasers
as to
to age,
age, citizenship
or otherwise.
otherwise.
chasers as
citizenship or
warned against
against entering
All persons are warned
entering into
into any
agreement, comcorn- terering
terferingwithsale,
vfith
e,etc.
et
c:
any agreement,
bination or conspiracy which will prevent
prevent any
any of
of said
from
said lands
lands from
selling advantageously,
selling
advantageously, and
persons so
offending will
be proseand all
all persons
so offending
will be
prosecuted criminally under
cuted
59 of
of the
the Criminal
Criminal Code,
Code, which
under Section
Section 59
which reads:
reads:
W

" Whoever,
"
Whoever, before
before or at the time of the public sale of any
any of the lands of the
United
States, shall
United States,
shall bargain,
contract, or
or agree,
agree, or
or attempt
bargain, contract,
attempt to
to bargain,
bargain, concontract, or agree with any
any other person,
person, that
that the
person shall
shall not
not bid
the last-named
last-named person
bid
upon or
or purchase
purchase the
upon
the land
land so
offered for
for sale,
sale, or
or any
thereof; or
whoever
so offered
any parcel
parcel thereof;
or whoever
by intimidation,
intimidation, combination,
or unfair
combination, or
unfair management
management shall
shall hinder
hinder or
prevent,
or prevent,
or attempt
attempt to hinder or prevent,
prevent, any
any person from bidding upon or purchasing
purchasing
any tract
tract of
of land
land so
so offered
offered for
sale, shall
than one
thousand
for sale,
shall be
be fined
fined not
not more
more than
one thousand
dollars, or imprisoned
not more
dollars,
imprisoned not
more than
than two
two years,
or both."
both."
years, or

in

Vol. 35, p. 1099.
Vl.
35, . 1099-

IN
WITNESS WHEREOF
WHEREOF II have
IN WITNESS
have hereunto
set my
my hand
hereunto set
hand and
and
the United States
States to
to be
caused the seal of the
be affixed.
affixed.
Done at the city of Washington,
this 29th dayday of
Aug. in
Washington, this
of Aug.
in the
year
the year
of our Lord Nineteen Hundred
Hundred and
and Twenty-four
Twenty-four and
of
and of
[SEAL.]
Independence of
of the
[BEAL.] the Independence
the United
United States,
One Hundred
States, the
the One
Hundred
and Forty-ninth.
Forty-ninth.
and
•
CALVIN COOLIDGE
COOIXDGE
CALVN
By the
By
the President:
President:
CHARLES
CHARLES E.
E.HUGHES
IHUGES
Secretary of
Secretary
of State.
State.

BY THE
BY
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
THE PRESIDENT

September 12,
1924.
September
12,1924.

A
A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
_Al though gratifying
gratifying efforts
are being
to lengthen
liv esof
veN
n Lion
ational
Day.Fire PreAlthough
efforts are
being made
made to
lengthen the
the lives
of veNationyire
Preour citizens
citizens and
our
our diminishing
diminishing store
store of
of natural
natural resources,
Preamble.
and to
to conserve
conserve our
resources, Preamble.
the
loss in
life and
the nation's
nation's annual
annual loss
in life
and property
property due
due to
to fire
fire continues
continues to
to
surpass that of any other
country. It
It is
Ameriother country.
is reported
reported that
that 15,000
15,000 American lives and property
property valued
valued at
at $500,000,000
in fires
during
$500,000,000 were
were lost
lost in
fires during
1923. The problem of combating
combating this
stupendous waste
national
this stupendous
waste is
is of
of national
If it
to be diminished,
diminished, especial
importance. If
it is to
efforts must
be made
made
especial efforts
must be
to educate
to
educate the
the public
public mind
mind and
and conscience
to the
of imimconscience to
the necessity
necessity of
proving
increasing protective
proving building construction,
construction, increasing
protective equipment,
equipment, and
and
fostering aaspirit
spirit of
national carefulness.
carefulness. To
To this
this end
end
fostering
of national
THEREFORE, I,
I, Calvin Coolidge, President
THEREFORE,
President of
of the
United States,
States, servance
orOc.
to
g
bernr,
the United
seranteoef
otober
a
following
designate Thursday,
October 9,
9, the
the 1924,9
following an
an established
established custom,
custom, designate
Thursday, October
1924 '
as.*
fifty-third
anniversary of
fifty-third anniversary
great Chicago
fire, as
as National
Fire
of the
the great
Chicago fire,
National Fire
Prevention
Prevention Day and
and accordingly
recommend and
to all
accordingly recommend
and appeal
appeal to
all
citizens that
citizens
that it
it be
be observed
observed by
by them
an appropriate
appropriate manner.
them in
in an
manner. II

PROCLAMATIONS, 1924.
1924.
PROCLAMATIONS,

1968

especially
direct the
attention of
public officials,
organizations
officials, civic
civic organizations
the attention
of public
especially direct
and newspapers
newspapers to
to the
the importance
of carrying
on impressive
impressive activities
activities
importance of
carrying on
and
in our
schools, homes
establis hm ents. The
preservaThe preservahomes and
and industrial
industrial establishments.
in
our schools,
tion
of thousands
of lives
lives and
is a
task worthy
worthy of
of
a task
valuable property
property is
and valuable
thousands of
tion of
our
endeavor and
wholesome cooperation.
cooperation.
and wholesome
constant endeavor
our constant
IN WITNESS
WHEREOF, II have
have hereunto
hand and
set my
my hand
and
hereunto set
IN
WITNESS WHEREOF,
caused
of the
United States
to be
be fixed.
fixed.
the United
States to
the seal
seal of
caused -the
DONE
at the
the City
of September
September
day of
this twelfth
twelfth day
Washington this
City of
of Washington
DONE at
in the
the year
year of
of our
Lord one
one thousand
thousand nine
nine hundred
and
our Lord
hundred and
in
(SEAL.] twenty-four,
the Independence
Independence of
the United
United
of the
of the
[STL.]
twenty-four, and
and of
States of
one hundred
forty-ninth.
America the
the one
hundred and
and forty-ninth.
States
of America
C
ALVIN C
OOLIDGE
CALVIN
COOLIDGE
By the
President:
the President:
By
CHARLES E.
HUGHES
E. HUGHES
CHARLES
Secretary of
Secretary
of State.
State.

October 15,
15, 1924.
October
194.

BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
THE UNITED
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMFRIOA
UNITED STATES
BY
A
PROCLAMATION
A PROCLAMATION

National
mNational
ments.

monumonu-

WHEREAS, there
there are various military
WHEREAS,
military reservations
reservations under
under the control
Secretary of
comprise areas
and
the Secretary
of War
War which
which comprise
areas of
of historic
historic and
trol of
of the
scientific
interestscientific interest;
Vol. 34,
34P.
MZ2.
WHEREAS, by
section 22of
the Act
of Congress
Vol.
p. 226.
AND WHEREAS,
by section
of the
Act of
Copgress approved
approved
June
8, 1906
Stat. 225)
225) the
is authorized
in his
authorized "
"in
his disdisJune 8,
1906 (34
(34 Stat.
the President
President is
cretion,
to declare
declare by
by public
public proclamation
proclamation historic
historic
cretion, to
historic landmarks,
landmarks, historic
and
structures, and
and other
other objects
objects of
historic or
or scientific
and prehistoric
prehistoric structures,
of historic
scientific
interest that
situated upon
interest
that are
are 'situated
upon the
the
the lands
lands owned
owned or
or controlled
controlled by
by the
Government of
of the
the United.
to be
be national
monuments, and
Government
United States
States to
national monuments,
and
may reserve
reserve as aapart
part thereof
may
thereof parcels
parcels of
land, the
the limits
of which
of land,
limits of
which in
in
all cases
cases shall
shall be
confined to
the smallest
area compatible
compatible with
with the
the
all
be confined
to the
smallest area
proper
care and
and management
protected";
proper care
management of
of the
the objects
objects to
to be
be protected";
Setting
aparttorts
desigNOW THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, I,
I, Calvin
Coolidge, President
the United
United
President of
of the
Calvin Coolidge,
as
NOW
nated
historic
noted
historic
as
nationalmonuments.
of America,
do
national monuments. States
States of
America, under authority of the said Act of C6ngress
Congress do
hereby
hereinafter designated
areas with
with
hereby declare and
an proclaim
proclaim the hereinafter
designated areas
appertaining, and
and any
any
the historic structures and objects thereto appertaining,
or objects
objects specifically
other object or
specifically designated,
designated, within
within the
the following
following
military reservations
reservations to
monuments:
military
to be
be national
national monuments:
Fort
N. Y.
WOOD, NEW
YORK
Frt Wood,
Wood, N.
Y. FORT
FORT WOOD,
NEW YORK
The site
site of
of the Statue of Liberty
Liberty Enlightening
the World,
World, the
the
The
Enlightening the
foundations
foundations of which are built in the form of an efeven-pointed
eleven-pointed star
and clearly
clearly define
comprising about
about two
two and
and
define the
the area
area comprising
and one-half
one-half acres.
acres.
Castle
Pinckney,
CASTLE PINCKNEY,
Charleston Harbor,
Harbor, South
Carolina.
P.ckney, CASTLE
PINCKNEY, Charleston
South Carolina.
s.Castle
c.
acres situated
The entire reservation,
reservation, comprising three and one-half acres
situated
Folly Island at the
the mouth
mouth of.
of. Cooper-River
Cooper River opposite
on Shutes Folly
opposite the
the
southern
southern extremity of the city of Charleston and about
about one mile
distant
distant therefrom.
therefrom.
Fort Pulaki,
FORT PULASKI,
Pulaski, Ga.
FORT
PULASKI, GEORGIA
GEORGIA
The entire area comprising
comprising the site of the old fortifications
fortifications which
embankments, which inclose about
are clearly defined by ditches
ditches and embankments,
about
twenty
twenty acres.
acres.
Fort Marion, Fla.
Fort Marion, Fla.
FORT MARION,
FORT
MARION, FLORIDA
FLORIDA
in the
the city
city of Saint
Saint
The entire area comprising
comprising 18.09 acres situated in
Augustine,
Augustine, Florida.
Florida.
Preamble
Premble.

PROCLAMATIONS, 1924.
PROCLAMATIONS,
1924.
MATANZAS, FLORIDA
FORT MATANZAS,
FLORIDA
An area of one acre comprising
comprising within it the site of the old fortification
which is situated on a
amarsh
marsh island south of the present main
cation which
channel
Matanzas River in the southeast quarter of section
section
channel of the Matanzas
14, Township
Township 9
9 South, Range 30 East, about 15 miles from the city
Augustine, and about one mile from Matanzas
Matanzas Inlet.
of Saint
Saint Augustine,
ray hand and
IN WITNESS WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, II have hereunto set my
caused the seal of the United States to be affixed.
Done at the city of Washington this fifteenth day of October, in
the year of our Lord one thousand
thousand nine hundred and
[sEAL.1 twenty-four,
[s.AL.]
twenty-four, and of the Independence
Independence of the United
America the one hundred and forty-ninth.
States of America
C
ALVIN COOLMDGE
COOLIDGE
CALVIN
By the President:

1969
1969
Fort Matanzas, Fla.

JOSEPH C.
GREW
C. GREW
JOSEPH

Secretary of
Acting Secretary
of State.
State.

BY THE
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
THE UNITED
STATES OF
AVIV:RICA
UNITED STATES
OF AMERTCA
BY
THE PRESIDENT

October 23,
23, 1924.

A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION

Congress entitled
entitled the
the "Merchant
"Merchant Marine
Marine
WHEREAS, an
an Act of Congress
approved June 5, 1920, contains the following proviAct of 1920", approved
sions:
"Sec. 21. That from and after February 1, 1922, the coastwise laws of the United States shall extend to the island territories and possessions of the United
United States not now covered
covered
directed prior to the expiration
thereby, and
and the board is directed
expiration of
such year to have established adequate
adequate steamship service
service at
at
reasonable rates to accommodate
accommodate the commerce
commerce and the pastravel of said islands and to maintain
such
senger travel
maintain and operate such
maintained
service until it
it can be taken over and operated and maintained
upon satisfactory terms by private capital and enterprise:
enterprise:
Provided, That if adequate shipping
shipping service
service is not established
established
by February 1, 1922, the President shall extend the period
herein allowed
allowed for the establishment
establishment of such service in the case
Territory or possession for such time as may be
of any island Territory
necessary for the establishment,
facilities
establishment. of adequate
adequate shipping facilities
therefor: Provided further, That until Congress shall have
authorized the registry as vessels of the United States of vessels
authorized
owned in the Philippine Islands, the Government
Government of the Philippine Islands is hereby authorized to adopt, from time to time,
enforce regulations governing the transportation
transportation of merand enforce
passengers between ports or places in the Philipchandise and passengers
pine Archipelago:
Archipelago: And provided further, That the foregoing provisions of this section shall not take effect with reference to the
Philippine Islands until the President
President of the United States after
a
investigation of the local needs and conditions
conditions shall, by
a full investigation
proclamation, declare
declare that an adequate shipping service has
proclamation,
been established as herein provided and fix a
a date for the going
into effect of the same."
AND WHEREAS, an adequate shipping service to accommodate
accommodate
commerce and passenger
passenger travel of the Virgin Islands has not
the commerce
been established
provided by Section
Section 21 of the "Merchant
"Merchant Marine
Marine
established as provided
1920";
Act of 1920";
AND
WHEREAS, aa proclamation
proclamation dated
February 1,
1, 1922, was
AND WHEREAS,
dated February
issued
by Warren
Warren G.
G. Harding, President of the United States of
issued by

Virgin Islands.
Preamble.

Statutory provision&
provisions
Vol. 41,
41, p. 997.
997.

Vol. 41,
41, p.
p. 997.

Vol. 42, p. 2261.
2281.
Vol.

1970
1970

PROCLAMATIONS,
1924.
PROCLAMATIONS, 1924.

America,
under and
and by
by virtue
on
conferred .on
authority conferred
of the
the authority
virtue of
acting under
America, acting
him
Section 21
21 of
Act of
period
declaring that the period
of Congress,
Congress, declaring
of said
said Act
him by
by Section
for
the establishment
establishment of
adequate shipping
shipping service
service of
aforesaid
of the
the aforesaid
of adequate
for the
Virgin
be extended
February-1,
1, 1922,
1922, to
to May
1922,
May 1,
1, 1922,
from February
extended from
Virgin Islands
Islands be
aria'that
the extension
extension of
the coastwise
coastwise laws
of the
States
United States
laws of
the United
of the
and
that the
to the
the aforesaid
Islands be
1922,
1, 1922,
February 1,
from February
be deferred
deferred from
Virgin Islands
aforesaid Virgin
to
1, 1922;
1922;
to May 1,
Vol. 4Z p.
p. 2209.
AND WHEREAS,
second proclamation
proclamation dated
dated May
May 18,
1922,
18, 1922,
WHEREAS, aa second
AND
Vol.42,
2.
was issued
issued by
Warren G.
United States
of the United
Harding, President of
G. Harding,
by Warren
was
of
America, declaring
declaring that
the period
for the
establishment of
of adeadethe establishment
that the
period for
of America,
quate
the aforesaid
aforesaid Virgin
Islands be
extended
be extended
Virgin Islands
of the
service of
shipping service
quate shipping
from
May 1,
November 1,
extension of
1, 1922,
1922, and that the extension
1922, to
to November
1, 1922,
from May
the coastwise
laws of
of the
the United
United States to the aforesaid
aforesaid Virgin
Virgin
the
coastwise laws
Islands
be deferred
from May
1, 1922,
1922, to
1, 1922;
1922;
to November
November 1,
May 1,
deferred from
Islands be
Vol. 42p.22T.
42, p. 2297.
AND
WHEREAS, a
a third
proclamation dated
1922,
dated October 28, 1922,
third proclamation
AND WHEREAS,
Vol.
President of the United States of
issued by
by Warren G. Harding, President
was issued
America, declaring
establishment of adequate
adequate
declaring that the period for the establishment
America,
shipping
aforesaid Virgin Islands be extended
extended from
the aforesaid
service of the
shipping service
November 1, 1922, to November
extension of
1923, and that the extension
1, 1923,
November 1,
November
the coastwise laws of the United States to the aforesaid Virgin
1, 1923;
November 1,
Islands be deferred
deferred from November 1, 1922, to November
of
the
President
Coolidge,
I,
Calvin
TiPe
for
establishing
THEREFORE,
I,
United
NOW,
THEREFORE,
itng
forestabei
Time
service to, further extended to May
acting under and by virtue of the authority
authority con12. States of America, acting
Mayi,1, 1925.
tendedto
Ante,,
p.
i929 '
ferred upon me by Section 21 of said Act of Congress, having issued
Ante
P' 1929
1923, declaring that the period for
on October
October 25, 1923,
aa proclamation
proclamation on
establishment of an adequate shipping service
service to the aforesaid
aforesaid
the establishment
Virgin
November 1,
1, 1923, to May.1, 1924,
Virgin Islands be extended from November
coastwise laws of the United States to
and that the extension of the coastwise
deferred from November
November 1, 1923, to
the aforesaid Virgin Islands be deferred
Ante,
p. I1943May 1,
and having
on April
April 7,
second proclamation
proclamation on
having issued
issued aa second
1, 1924;
1924; and
Andep.
declaring that the period for the establishment of an adequate
1924, declaring
aforesaid Virgin Islands be extended
extended from
shipping service to the aforesaid
May 1
1924, to November
November 1, 1924, and that the extension of the
May
1,1 1924,
coastwise
coastwise laws of the United States to the aforesaid Virgin Islands be
deferred from May 1,
November 1,
1, 1924, to November
1, 1924, do hereby declare
and proclaim
proclaim that the period for the establishment of adequate
shipping service of the aforesaid Virgin Islands be further
further extended
from
November 1,
1924, to
1, 1925;
from November
1, 1924,
to May
May 1,
1925;
ferred
Coastvrise
AND INASMUCH
the extension
the coastwise
coastwise laws
laws of
the
of the
of the
as the
extension of
INASMUCH as
lMaws
to
feCrred
to May laws
1, 1925de
.- AND
Ante, p.
p. 1944. '
aforesaid Virgin Islands, as provided
provided in Section
Section
United States to the aforesaid
21 of
of the
the aforesaid
act, is
dependent upon
the establishment
establishment of an
an
21
aforesaid act,
is dependent
upon the
adequate
adequate shipping service to such island possession, II do hereby
hereby
further proclaim and declare that the extension of the coastwise
coastwise laws
of the United States to the Virgin Islands is deferred
deferred from November 1,
1, 1924, to May 1,
1, 1925.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, II have hereunto set my hand and
caused the seal of the United States to be affixed.
DONE at.the city of Washington
Washington this twenty-third
twenty-third day of October,
in the year of our Lord, One Thousand Nine Hundred
[sEAL]
and Twenty-Four,
of the
the Independence
Independence of
the United
United
[9EAL] and
Twenty-Four, and
and of
of the
States
of America
America the
One Hundred
Hundred and
and Forty-ninth.
Forty-ninth.
States of
the One
By
President:
the President:
By the
JOSEPH C.
C.GREW
GREW
JOSEPH
Acting Secretary
State.
Secretary of State.

C
ALVIN C
OOLIDGE,
CALVIN
COOLIDGE,
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AMERICA
OF AMERICA
BY THE PRESIDENT
1HE UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF THE
PRESIDENT OF
BY

November 5, 1924.

November5, 1924.

A PROCLAMATION.
PROCLAMATION.
A
We
approach that
that season
season of
of the
year when
has been
been the
Thanksgiving Day,
custom iaanksgiving
the custom
it has
when it
the year
We approach
for
people to
to give
for the
the good
fortune which Preamble.
good fortune
thanks for
give thanks
American people
the American
for the
of nature,
nature, has
the bounty
bounty of
through the
generosity of
the generosity
Providence, through
of Providence,
the
custom. It
visited upon
them. It
good custom.
It has the
altogether aa good
is altogether
It is
upon them.
visited
religious convicsanction of
the approbation
of our
our religious
approbation of
and the
antiquity- and
of antiquity
sanction
tions.
In acknowledging
acknowledging the
the receipt
receipt of
Divine favor,
in contemcontemfavor, in
of Divine
tions. In
upon us, we shall
plating the
blessings which
which have
have been
been bestowed
bestowed upon
the blessings
plating
reveal the
spiritual strength
of the
the nation.
nation.
strength of
the spiritual
reveal
by aa continuation
The
year has
has been
marked by
continuation of peace whereby
whereby
been marked
The year
our country
entered into
into a
relationship of
of better
better understanding
understanding
a relationship
has entered
country has
our
Ways have been revealed
with all
all the
other nations
of the
earth. Ways
revealed
the earth.
nations of
the other
with
to us
us by
by which
could perform
perform very
great service
service through the
very great
we could
which we
to
financial assistof financial
giving of
through the
extension of
the extension
counsel, through
friendly counsel,
of friendly
giving
ance,
through the
the exercise
exercise of
spirit of
kindliness
neighborly kindliness
of neighborly
of aa spirit
and through
ance, and
to
less favored
peoples. We
should give
give thanks
for the
the power
power which
which
thanks for
We should
favored peoples.
to less
been able to
has been
been given
given into
our keeping,
keeping, with
with which
which we
we have
have been
into our
has
rest of mankind.
the rest
to the
render
services to
these servites
render these
At
home we
have continually
continually had
improving state of the public
an improving
had an
we have
At home
and our
health.
The production
industries has
large and
been large
has been
our industries
of our
production of
health. The
harvests
have been
been bountiful.
bountiful. We
We have
been remarkably
from
free from
remarkably free
have been
harvests have
disorder and
and remarkably
remarkably successful
successful ip
ill all
pursuits which
which
those pursuits
all those
disorder
prosperity
An abundant
flourish during
during a
of domestic
peace. An
abundant prosperity
domestic peace.
state of
a state
flourish
these favors
has overspread
overspread the
shall do
to accept
all these
accept all
well to
do well
We shall
land. We
the land.
has
and
humility, and
and dedicate
dedicate them to the
becoming humility,
a becoming
with a
bounties with
and bounties
service of
of the
cause of
of the
the Giver
Giver of
all good
good and
and perfect
perfect
of all
righteous cause
the righteous
service
show that they
gifts. As
As the
nation has
has prospered
all the
the people
people show
let all
prospered let
the nation
gifts.
service of God
are worthy
to prosper
prosper by
rededicating America
to the
the service
America to
by rededicating
worthy to
are
and
man.
and man.
ThursdayNovember
THEREFORE,
COOLIDGE, President
President of the 279
u9,rsdadYemvambez
CALVIN COOLIDGE,
I, CALVIN
THEREFORE, I,
anks_vinrDay.
Day.
United States
of America,
hereby proclaim
proclaim and
and fix
fix Thursday,
the Thanksgiving
h
Thursday, the
America, hereby
States of
United
Thankstwenty-seventh
day
of
November,
as
a
day
for
National
National
for
day
as
a
November,
of
day
twenty-seventh
their places of
in their
giving. II recommend
recommend that
that the
the people
people gather
gather in
giving.
thanks for the
worship, and
at the
the family
altars, and
their thanks
up their
offer up
and offer
family altars,
and at
worship,
ways.
of ways.
goodness which
shown to
multitude of
a multitude
such a
in such
them in
to them
been shown
has been
which has
goodness
of Grace that they
Especially-I
urge them
Throne of
the Throne
supplicate the
to supplicate
them to
I urge
Especially
may
their tribulations,
tribulations, that
they may
may gain
gain
that they
from their
strength from
gather strength
may gather
without comhumility from
victories, that
they may
may bear
bear without
that they
their victories,
from their
humility
plaining
burdens that
be placed
placed upon
upon them, and that they
shall be
that shall
the burdens
plaining the
may
increasingly worthy
worthy in
in all
ways of
of the
the blessings
blessings that shall
all ways
be increasingly
may be
come
to them.
them.
come to
I have hereunto set my hand and
IN
WITNESS WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, I
IN WITNESS
United States.
of the United
caused
be affixed
seal of
great seal
the great
affixed the
to be
caused to
of Washington
DONE at
the City
City of
Washington this fifth day of November,
at the
DONE
hundred and
in
of our
Lord, one
nine hundred
thousand nine
one thousand
our Lord,
year of
the year
in the
the United States
[SEAL]
of the
independence of the
the independence
and of
twenty-four, and
[SEAL] twenty-four,
and forty-ninth.
the
one hundred
hundred and
the one
COOLIDGE
CALVIN C
OOLIDGE
CALVIN
By the
President:
By
the President:
C
HARLES E.
E.HUGHES
HUGHES
CHARLES
Secretary of
State.
of State.
Secretary
T_
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BY
THE PRESIDENT
OF THE
OF AMERICA
BY THE
PRESIDENT OF
THE UNITED
UNTIED STATES
STATES OF
AmERICA

November
November 14, 1924.
124.

A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
A
American Education
WnEductn
Week.
Preamble.
Pre
amble *

Education
the children
children of
of all
all the
the people,
people, extending
extending from
from the
the
Education for
for the
primary grades through the university, constitutes
America's noblest
noblest
constitutes America's
contribution
to civilization.
civilization. No
or youth
in the
the United
States
contribution to
No child
child or
youth in
United States
need be
be deprived
deprived of
benefits of
of education
education suited
suited to
to his
his age
age and
need
of the
the benefits
and
degree of
of advancement.
advancement.
degree
evertheleqs, either
through negligence
or because
because of
of unfortunate
Nevertheless,
either through
negligence or
unfortunate
circumstances
circumstances which
be controlled
controlled with
with sufficient
which might
might be
sufficient effort,
effort, large
large
numbers of
of children
children do
not receive
full preparation
numbers
do not
receive the
the full
preparation for
for their
their
life's
work to
which they
they are
entitled. Many
Many have
reached
life's work
to which
are justly
justly entitled.
have reached
maturity
without even
the rudiments
rudiments of
of education.
maturity without
even the
education.
This condition
condition demands
of all
citizens.
This
demands the
the solicitude
solicitude of
all patriotic
patriotic citizens.
It involves
involves not
immediately concerned
concerned and
It
not only
only the
the persons
persons immediately
and the
the
communities
communities in
they live,
live, but
for the
in which
which they
but the
the Nation
Nation itself,
itself, for
the welfare
welfare
of the
depends upon
upon the
the character
of
of
the country
country depends
character and
and the
the intelligence
intelligence of
those who
who cast
cast the ballots.
Education has come
to the
the hearts
hearts of
of the
American
Education
come to
to be nearer
nearer to
the American
single public
plan of
maintainpeople than any other
other single
public interest.
interest. The
The plan
of maintaining
educational institutions
institutions from
funds did
did not
ig educational
from public
public funds
not originally
originally
in most
most of
States, and
prevail in
of the
the States,
and even
even where
where it
it was
was in
in use
use it
it was
was
but feebly developed
but
early days
days of
the Republic.
plan
developed in
in the
the early
of the
Republic. That
That plan
did
arise spontaneously
spontaneously in
the minds
all citizens.
citizens. It
did not
not arise
in the
minds of
of all
It was
was only
only
when the
when
came forcefully,
forcefully, convincingly,
and repeatedly
the suggestion
suggestion came
convincingly, and
repeatedly
popular interest
from a
afew pioneers that popular
aroused. VigorVigorinterest was
was fully aroused.
ous campaigns
campaigns were
were required
required not
to establish
establish the
the idea
public
not only
only to
idea of
of public
but also
education, but
maintenance, and
for its
also for its maintenance,
and for
its important
important exextensions.
Campaigns of national
Campaigns
national scope
scope in
in behalf
behalf of
education have
have been
of education
been
conducted annually since 1920, and
conducted
have been
been increasingly
and they_
they have
increasingly
effective
effective with each
each succeeding
succeeding year.
They have
have concentrated
year. They
concentrated
attention upon
upon the
needs of
of education,
the cumulative
cumulative impetus
impetus
attention
the needs
education, and
and the
of mass
action has
been peculiarly
is clearly
clearly in
in the
of
mass action
has been
peculiarly beneficial.
beneficial. It
It is
the
interest of popular
interest
popular education
and consequently
of the
the country,
education, and
consequently of
country, that
that
these campaigns
continued with
campaigns be
be continued
with vigor.
vigor.
much emphasis
In the last few years we have placed
placed much
emphasis on vocational
vocational
training. It
It is necessary
necessary for men to know the practical side of life
and be able to earn
earn aaliving. We
We want
want to
our matemateto have
have masters
masters of
of our
rial resources.
resources. But it
it is also necessary to have a
a broad
broad and liberal
liberal
after
culture that will enable men to think and know how to live after
they have earned
educated fool
fool is
sorry spectacle,
earned aa living.
living. An
An educated
is aasorry
spectacle,
but he is not nearly
nearly so dangerous to society as a
We want
want
a rich
rich fool. We
neither in this country. We want the educated to know how to
to
work and the rich to know
how to
think.
know how
to think.

'ging
Oser'"°
wergig
s
of1
beguming
No-

week

NOW,
NOW,

THEREFORE, I,
Calvin C
oo lid ge , President
President of
the
THEREFORE,
I, Calvin
Coolidge,
of the

vemberl7,
aswAmercn
States of
vember 17, as
American United
United States
of America,
America, do designate
November 17th
17th to
to 23rd,
23rd,
designate November
Education Week.

inclusive, as American
American Education
Week. I
urge that
that the
Education Week.
I urge
the citizens
citizens
do all they can to advance
advance the interests
interests of education. It
It is
is especially
especially
recommended that the Governors of the States
States issue
recommended
proclamations
issue proclamations
emphasizing
emphasizing the services
services rendered by their educational
educational institutions,
and calling
calling upon their people to observe the occasion
occasion by appropriate
action. Further, IIurge that all civil officers whose
duties relate
relate to
whose duties
to
education, and all persons connected
connected with
profession of
of teaching,
teaching,
with the
the profession
exert themselves
themselves to diffuse information
information concerning
condition
concerning the
the condition
and needs of the schools and to enhance appreciation
appreciation of
the value
value
of the
of education. Patriotic, civic,
civic, religious, social, and other organizaorganizations could contribute
demonstrations to
contribute by conducting
conducting meetings and demonstrations
to
promote
promote the desire for knowledge. Ministers
Ministers of religion
religion and
and members
members

1973
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of
press are
the means within their power to
exercise the
to exercise
asked to
are asked
the press
of the
stimulate
increase
enthusiasm
for
educational
advancement and to stimulate
advancement
educational
increase enthusiasm for
zeal for
for enlightened
citizenship.
enlightened citizenship.
zeal
hand and
my hand
IN WITNESS
WHEREOF, I
hereunto set
set my
have hereunto
I have
WITNESS WHEREOF,
IN
caused the
seal of
of the
United States
States to
to be
be affixed.
affixed.
the United
the seal
caused
Done
the City
of Washington
on this
this 14th
14th day
day of
of November
November in
Washington on
City of
in the
Done in
the
year of
of our
our Lord
Thousand Nine Hundred and
One Thousand
Lord One
the year
[SEAL]
the Independence
Independence of
of the United
of the
and of
Twenty-four and
[SEAL] Twenty-four
States,
One Hundred
and Forty-ninth.
Forty-ninth.
Hundred and
the One
States, the
C
ALVIN COOLIDGE
COOLIDGE
CALVIN
By the
President:
the President:
By
HUGHES
CHARLES E.
E. HUGHES
CHARLES
Secretary
of State.
State.
Secretary of

AMERICA,
BY
STATES OF
OF AMERICA,
UNITED STATES
THE UNITED
OF THE
PRESIDENT OF
THE PRESIDENT
BY THE

November 14, 1924.
1924.
November

A PROCLAMATION.
PROCLAMATION.
A

gr..ss

Tariff on
on DiethylbarTariff

Aid, etc.
Whereas in
by section
section 315
315 (a)
(a) of
Title III
III of
the act
act of
of Congress
Congress bitic
bituric Acid,
of the
of Title
and by
in and
Whereas
Preamble.
authorizasPtatuo
approved
September
21,
1922,
entitled
"An
act
to
provide
revenue,
revenue,
provide
to
act
"An
entitled
Statutory
authoriza1922,
21,
approved September
tion.
the tion
with foreign
'to regulate
regulate commerce
commerce with
foreign countries, to encourage
encourage the
*to
Vol. 42, p. 941.
941.4.
among
is, among
industries
States, and
other purposes,
purposes,"
it is,
" it
for other
and for
United States,
the United
of the
industries of
other
things, provided
the President,
President, upon investigainvestigawhenever the
that whenever
provided that
other things,
tion of
of production
of articles
articles wholly or in
production of
costs of
in costs
differences in
the differences
of the
tion
part
product of
of the
the United
United States
States and
like or similar
of like
and of
or product
growth or
the growth
part the
competing
product
articles
wholly
or
in
part
the
growth
or
product
of
competing
foreign
or
growth
the
part
in
or
wholly
articles
countries,
shall find
it thereby
shown that
that the duties fixed in this act
thereby shown
find it
countries, shall
do
not equalize
equalize the
costs of
of production
production in the United
in costs
differences in
said differences
the said
do not
States and
the principal
principal competing
country he shall, by such investicompeting country
and the
States
gation,
said differences
and determine
determine and proclaim the
differences and
ascertain said
gation, ascertain
decreases in rates of duty
changes
in classifications
or decreases
increases or
or increases
classifications or
changes in
provided
in
said
act
shown
by
said
ascertained
differences in such
differences
ascertained
said
by
shown
act
said
in
provided
costs
of production
production necessary
necessary to
the same;
same;
equalize the
to equalize
costs of
Vol. 42p.
42, p.94.
012.
Whereas in
and by
by section
(c) of
of said
said act
act it
is further
further provided Voi.
it is
315 (c)
section 315
in and
Whereas
the
under
production,
that
in
ascertaining
the
differences
in
costs
of
of
production,
under
that in ascertaining the differences in costs
the President,
provisions
of subdivisions
subdivisions (a)
(a) and
of said
said section,
President,
section, the
(b) of
and (b)
provisions of
(1)
in
so far
he finds
finds it
practicable, shall
shall take
consideration (1)
into consideration
take into
it practicable,
as he
far as
m so
of
wages,
including
the
differences
in
conditions
in
production,
including
costs
production,
in
conditions
in
the differences
material,
items in
in costs
of production
of such or similar
production of
costs of
other items
and other
material, and
countriesarticles in
the United
and in
competing foreign
foreign countries'
in competing
States and
United States
in the
articles
and
(2) the
the differences
the wholesale
wholesale selling prices of domestic and
in the
differences in
(2)
(3)
United
foreign
articles
in
the
principal
markets
of
the
United
States;
(3)
the
of
markets
principal
the
in
foreign articles
government,
advantages granted
to a
foreign producer
foreign government,
i
a foreign
by a
producer by
a foreign
granted to
advantages
a foreign
association in
partnership, corporation,
or by
corporation, or association
na
foreign
person, partnership,
a person,
by a
or
country;
(4) any
any other
advantages or
or disadvantages
disadvantages in competicompetiother advantages
and (4)
country; and
tion;
tion;
Whereas,
by virtue
virtue of
said section
of said
said act, the United
section of
of said
and by
under and
Whereas, under
States
Tariff
Commission
has
made
an
investigation
to assist the
investigation
an
made
has
Commission
States Tariff
production of and
of production
President in
in ascertaining
ascertaining the
the differences
differences in
in costs
costs of
President
in said section with
of all
other facts
facts and
enumerated in
conditions enumerated
and conditions
all other
of
Vol. 42, pp. 8.58, 959.

I of
of Title
respect to
to the
articles described
in paragraphs
paragraphs 1
and 5
5 of
Title I
1 and
described in
the articles
respect
and
and
diethylbarbituric
said
tariff
act
of
1922,
namely,
diethylbarbituric
acid
salts
namely,
1922,
of
said tariff act
product of
compounds thereof,
wholly or
part the growth or product
in part
or in
being wholly
thereof, being
compounds
the United
States, and
and of
of and
and with respect
respect to like or similar articles
articles
United States,
the
foreign counwholly or
or in
in part
growth or
or product
competing foreign
of competing
product of
the growth
part the
wholly
tries:
tries:
Whereas in
in the
course of
of said
investigation a
ahearing
hearing was held, of
said investigation
the course
Whereas
at which parties
and
which
reasonable
public
notice
was
given
and
given
was
notice
public
which reasonable

Vol. 42pp. 858,59.
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interested
were given
opportunity to
to be
present, to
to produce
produce
be present,
given reasonable
reasonable opportunity
interested were
evidence, and
to be
heard;
evidence,
and to
be heard;
And whereas
upon said
of said
said differdiffersaid investigation
investigation of
the President
President upon
And
whereas the
ences in
in costs
articles wholly
or in
in part
part the
the
wholly or
said articles
of said
of production
production of
costs of
ences
growth or
of the
the United
and of
of like
articles
or similar
similar articles
like or
States and
United States
product of
growth
or product
wholly or
or m
in part
part the
or product
product of
of competing
foreign councouncompeting foreign
the growth
growth or
wholly
tries,
found—
has thereby
thereby foundtries, has
That the
the principal
competing country
country is
is Switzerland;
Switzerland;
principal competing
That
That the
the duties
title and
and act
act do
do not
not equalize
the
equalize the
m said
said title
fixed m
duties fixed
That
differences
production in
the United
States and
in said
said
and in
United States
in the
of production
in costs
costs of
differences in
principal competing
competing country,
Switzerland;
namely, Switzerland;
country, namely,
principal
That the
in costs
costs of
of production
production in
States
the United
United States
in the
differences in
That
the differences
and
the principal
principal competing
amount
than the
the amount
greater than
are greater
country are
competing country
and the
of
present duty
rate of
of 25
centum ad
valorem increased
increased
ad valorem
25 per
per centum
at the
the rate
duty at
the present
of the
by the
the total
total maximum
maximum increase
increase authorized
under said
section, subsubsaid section,
authorized under
by
division (a);
(a) ;
division
And that
that said
differences in
costs of
the United
United States
production in the
of production
in costs
said differences
And
and the
the principal
principal competing
competing country
country can
can not
equalized by
by propronot be
be equalized
and
ceding
of subdivision
and act,
act,
section and
(a) of
of said
said section
subdivision (a)
the provisions
provisions of
under the
ceding under
the extent of 50 per centum
that is
is to
to say,
increasing the duties
duties to
to the
say, by
by increasing
that
of
the existing
existing ad
valorem duties
applied to the value of the imported
imported
duties applied
ad valorem
of the
article in
country of exportation.
exportation.
the country
article
in the
Increasing duty
Now,
therefore, I,
I, CALVIN
the United
United
on
Now, therefore,
CALVIN COOLIDGE,
COOLIDGE, President
President of
Increasing
dthy on
of the
diethylbarbituric acid,
of America,
do hereby
determine and proclaim that the rate
hereby determine
America, do
States of
salts,
etc., to
equalize States
toUeqi
Isatsetc.,
differences in cost
duty shown
shown by
by said
in costs
costs of
production of diethylof production
differences in
said differences
of duty
c 8t of of
pdireton.
production.
barbituric acid
acid and
and compounds
thereof in the United States
compounds thereof
salts and
and salts
barbituric
equalize such
and
necessary to equalize
the principal
principal competing country necessary
and in the
differences,
provided in said section, is the rate of 25
differences, within the limit provided
per centum
centum ad valorem
valorem based and assessed
assessed upon the American
American selling
Rate on American per
Bening
price.
ev4
price as
as defined
subdivision (f)
section 402
act, of
of similar
similar
402 of
of said
said act,
(f) of
of section
defined in
in subdivision
price
Vol. 42,ro.0.
p.. 950.
zRautme not
cliethylbarbitinic
acid and
thereof manufactured
manufactured
and salts
salts and
and compounds
compounds thereof
diethylbarbituric acid
or
or produced
produced in
in the
the United States and sold under their respective
respective
chemical
or under
their respective
chemical names,
names, or
under their
respective descriptive
descriptive names,
names, includincluding barbital
barbital-sodium, not
for the
of said
said
ing
barbital and
and barbital-sodium,
not using
using for
the purpose
purpose of
eronal or veronalbasis and
and assessment
assessment such
price of
of such
such articles
articles when
the
sold under
under the
when sold
such price
basis
nclude^
sodiueon ot inc
luded.
trademark name
Veronal-sodium.
trademark
name Veronal
Veronal or
or Veronal-sodium.
IN WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF,
have hereunto
hereunto set
set my
my hand
IN
WHEREOF, IIhave
hand and
and
caused the
the seal
seal of
of the
the United
States to
affixed.
to be
be affixed.
caused
United States
DONE
the City
City of
November
this fourteenth day of November
DONE at
at the
of Washington
Washington this
in the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred
hundred and
and
[SEAL] twenty-four,
United States
of the
the United
States
twenty-four, and
and of
of the
the Independence
Independence of
[SEAL]
of America
America the one hundred
hundred and
and forty-ninth.
C
ALVIN COOLIDOE
COOLIDGE
CALVIN
By
President:
the President:
By the
C
HARLES E.
HUGHES
CHARLES
E. HuOHES
Secretary of
Secretary
of State.
State.

November 18,
18, 1924.
1924.
November

BY
PRESIDENT OF
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
BY THE
113.h. PRESIDENT
OF THE
STATES OF
A
A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION

HarneyNationalForHarney National Forest, S.
eat,
s. Dak.
lD.
Preamble.

Preamble,
Area enlarged.
enlarged.
Area

2, p.

03
ol. 26, p. 1103.
Vol.

WHEREAS, it appears
appears that the public
public good will
will be
be promoted
promoted by
by
adding
National Forest;
adding certain land in South Dakota
Dakota to the Harney National
Forest,•

Now,
COOLIDGE, President of the United
Now, therefore,
therefore, I,
I, CALVIN
CALVIN COOLIDGE,
United
States
of America,
of the
vested by
by the
of
act of
the act
in me
me vested
power in
the power
virtue of
by virtue
America, by
States of
Congress approved
March third,
third, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
Congress
approved March
and ninety-one
ninety-one
(26 Stat., 1095),
timber-culture laws, and
1095), entitled,
entitled, "An
"An Act To repeal timber-culture

PROCLAMATIONS,
1924.
PROCLAMATIONS, 1924.

1975
1975

for
also by
by the
the act
act of
of Congress
vol. 30, P. 36.
June Vol.30,p.36.
approved June
Congress approved
and also
purposes," and
other purposes,"
for other
fourth,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
ninety-seven (30 Stat., 11 at 34 and
and ninety-seven
fourth, eighteen
36), entitled,
entitled, "An
Act Making
Making appropriations
appropriations for sundry civil ex"An Act
36),
penses of
the Government
Government for the
the fiscal year ending June thirtieth,
of the
penses
eighteen hundred
and ninety-eight,
and for
purposes," do
for other purposes,"
ninety-eight, and
hundred and
eighteen
proclaim that
that the
boundaries of
National Forest are
Harney National
of the Harney
the boundaries
proclaim
hereby changed
changed to
the N2 and
SEX, Section
Lands added.
5 Landsadded.
Township 5
Section 27, Township
and SE4,
include the
to include
hereby
South, Range
East, Black
Meridian, South Dakota.
Hills Meridian,
Black Hills
2 East,
Range 2
South,
The
withdrawal made
by this
shall, as
to all
all lands
er
c
i
tlri
ghts, etc.
etc., not
not
rights,
Prior
lands al
as to
proclamation shall,
this proclamation
made by
The withdrawal
laws
land
public
the
under
appropriated
legally
which are
are at
at this
this date
appropriated under
date
which
or
public purpose,
purpose, be subject to and shall not interfere
any public
for any
reserved for
or reserved
the
with
legal rights
appropriation, nor prevent
prevent the
under such appropriation,
rights under
defeat legal
or defeat
with or
use
purpose of lands so reserved,
reserved, so long as such
such public purpose
use for such
appropriation is
is legally
legally maintained
maintained or such reservation
reservation remains in
appropriation
force.
force.
IN
WHEREOF, II have hereunto set my hand and
WITNESS WHEREOF,
IN WITNESS
caused the
the seal of the United
United States to be affixed.
caused
Done
the City
Washington this 18th day of November in the
City of Washington
at the
Done at
year
one thousand
hundred and twentythousand nine hundred
Lord one
our Lord
of our
year .of
[BEAL] four,
States of
of
United States
the United
of the
Independence of
the Independence
of the
and of
four, and
[SEAL]
America
forty-ninth..
hundred and forty-ninth.
one hundred
the one
America the
CaxDT C
OOLIDGE.
COOLDGE.
CALVIN
By
President:
By the President:
JOSEPH C.
C.GREW
GREW
JOSEPH
State.
Acting Secretary
of State.
Secretary of
Acting
BY
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
THE UNITED
UNTIED STATES
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
THE PRESIDENT
BY THE
A
PROCLAMATION
A PROCLAMATION

November 20, 1924.

November 20,1924.

Targhee National

Wyo.
WHEREAS, it
certain lands
within the
FZ:sl
and
e
oloU i
NVI
ro!
de- Foresthdahoand
area dethe area
lands within
that certain
appears that
it appears
WHEREAS,
Preamble.
scribed in
the act
approved March
March 1,
1921 (41
(41 Stat.,
Stat•
VOI.
41, p. 1198.
Prla 4bl.
1, 1921
Congress approved
of Congress
act of
in the
scribed
1198), which
have been
been found
found under
under the terms of said act to be chiefly
which have
1198),
valuable
for the
protection of stream
stream
of timber or the protection
production of
the production
valuable for
flow,
Targhee National Forest in the State of
added to the Targhee
flow, should be added
Idaho;
enlarged.
Area'nlag"President of the United Area
Now, therefore,
therefore, I,
CALVIN COOLIDGE,
COOLIDGE, President
I, CALVIN
Now,
States
of America,
by virtue
of the
in me
me vested
the aforep. 1198.
Vol. 41,, p.
by the
afore- Vol.
vested by
power in
the power
virtue of
America, by
States of
said
of Congress,
Congress, entitled,
entitled, "An
An Act
.Act To
To add certain lands to the
act of
said act
boundaries of the
Targhee National
Forest," do proclaim that the boundaries
National Forest,"
Targhee
the following desaid
national
changed
to
include
hereby
are
forest
national
said
scribed
scribed lands in Idaho:
Boise Meridian
Meridian
Lands added.
added.
Lands
Boise

In
T. 12
12 N.,
N. ' R.
Secs. 14, 15, 22, 23, 26, 27, 34, 35 and
R. 32 E., all Sees.
In T.
what
will probably
probably be
when surveyed,
Secs. 4,
4, 9, 16, 21, and 28;
surveyed, all Sees.
be when
what will
In
13 N.,
E., all
2, 3, 10, 11 and 12;
1, 2,
Sees. 1,
all Secs.
32 E.,
R. 32
N., R.
T. 13
In T.
In
33 E.
all Secs.
Secs. 1
1to
12 inclusive.
Prior
Priorrights,
its,etc.,
etc., not
not
to 12
inclusive.
E., all
T. 13
13 N.
N., R.
R. 33
In fractional
fractional T.
affected.
lands affected.
all lands
The withdrawal
made by
proclamation shall,
shall, as
to all
as to
this proclamation
by this
withdrawal made
The
which are
appropriated under the public land
at this date legally appropriated
are at
which
laws be
be subject
shall not
or defeat legal rights
interfere with or
not interfere
and shall
to and
subject to
laws
under such appropriation,
appropriation, while legally maintained.
maintained.
under
I have hereunto
WHEREOF, I
hereunto set my hand and
IN WITNESS WHEREOF,
caused
affixed.
the United States to be affixed.
caused the seal of the
Done
Washington this 20th day-of November in the
of Washington
the City of
at the
Done at
year
thousand nine hundred and twentyyear of our Lord one thousand
of the United States of
[SEAL] four,
four, and
of the
Independence of
the Independence
and of
[SEAL]
America the one hundred
hundred and forty-ninth.
CALVIN COOLIDGE
COOLIDGE
CALVLN
President:
the President:
By the
GREW
JOSEPH
JOSEPH C.
C.GREW
Acting Secretary
of State.
State.
Secretary of
Acting

1976
1976
November
22, 1924.
November22,1924.

PROCLAMATIONS, 1924.
1924.
PROCLAMATIONS,
B
OF THE
UNITED S
STATES
OF AMERICA.
BY
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
THE UNITED
TATES OF
AMERICA.

A
PROCLAMATION.
A PROCLAMATION.
Copyrights.
Copyright

Preamble.
Vol.
Vol. 35,
35, p.
p. 1075.
107.

WHEREAS, it is provided
provided by the Act
approved
Act of
of Congress
WHEREAS,
Congress approved
March 4,
entitled "An
Act to
and Consolidate
the Acts
Consolidate the
Acts
March
4, 1909,
1909, entitled
"An Act
to Amend
Amend and

Respecting Copyright",
by the Act,
secured by
the copyright secured
Copyright", that the
Respecting
except
benefits under
special
to which special
(e) thereof
thereof as to
under Section 11 (e)
except the
the benefits
conditions
or
extend to the work of an author or
imposed, shall extend
conditions are imposed,
foreign state or nation,
of aa foreign
proprietor who is aa citizen
citizen or
or subject
subject of
Vol. 35, p. 1077.
1077.
only upon certain
8 of the said Act,
certain conditions set forth in Section 8
Vol.
to wit:
within
or proprietor
proprietor shall be domiciled vrithin
an alien author or
(a) When an
the
United States
States at
at the
the time
of the
the first
publication of
work; or
or
first publication
of his
his work;
time of
the United
(b)
or
of which such author or
or nation of
foreign state or
(b) When
When the foreign
proprietor is
citizen or
or subject
subject grants,
treaty, convention,
by treaty,
convention,
grants, either
either by
is aacitizen
proprietor
agreement,
of the United
United States
States the
the benefit
benefit of
agreement, or
or law, to
to citizens
citizens of
copyright on substantially
substantially the same basis as to its own citizens,
or
citizens, or
copyright
secured
substantially equal to the protection secured
copyright protection substantially
to such
such foreign author
author under this Act or by treaty; or when such
foreign state or nation is a
international agreement
agreement which
which
a party to an international
provides
reciprocity in
by the terms of
in the
the granting of copyright, by
provides for reciprocity
which agreement the United States may, at its pleasure, become a
a
party thereto:
it is provided by Section 1
1 (e) of the said Act
Act
AND WHEREAS
WHEREAS it
Congress, approved March
March 4, 1909, that the provisions of the Act
Act
of Congress,
secure copyright controlling
controlling the parts of instruments
"so far as they secure
reproduce mechanically
mechanically the musical
musical work, shall include
serving to reproduce
copyrighted after this Act goes into
into
only compositions published and copyrighted
effect, and shall not include the works of a
aforeign
foreign author or composer
composer
effect,
composer
unless the foreign state or nation of which such author or composer
agreement
is aacitizen or subject grants, either by treaty, convention, agreement
or law, to citizens of the United States similar rights";
rights";
AND WHEREAS
WHEREAS the President
President is authorized by the said Section 8
8
determine by proclamation
proclamation made from time to time the existence
to determine
existence
reciprocal conditions aforesaid, as the purposes
purposes of the Act may
of the reciprocal
require:
require:
AND WHEREAS
WHEREAS satisfactory
satisfactory official assurances
assurances have been
received that the Swiss Federal
Federal Council has issued a
received
a decree dated
September 26, 1924, declaring
declaring that citizens of the United States
September
1, 1923, have been entitled to obtain
may obtain and since July 1,
copyright for their works in Switzerland
Switzerland which is substantially,
equal to the protection afforded
afforded by the copyright
copyright laws of the United
States, including rights similar to those provided by Section 1
1 (e) of
the Copyright Act of the United
United States, approved
approved March 4, 1909.
CALVIN COOLIDGE,
President of
Benefits
to citizens of
NOW,
THEREFORE, I, CALVIN
COOLIDGE, President
NOW, THEREFORE,
Benefitstocitizensof
C
·
'
Switzerland extended
Svritzerland extended the United States of America do
declare and
and
proclaim
proclaim
musical the United States of America do declare
to
mechanical musical
reproductions.
That on and
reproductions.
in Sections
and after July
July 1, 1923,
1923, the conditions
conditions specified
specified in
Sections 88
(b)
March 4, 1909, existed and were fulfilled
fulfilled
(b) and 1
1 (e) of the Act of March
in respect to the
the citizens of Switzerland
Switzerland and that citizens
citizens of SwitzerSwitzer1, 1923,
1923, have been entitled to all the benefits
land are and since July 1,
of the Act of March 4, 1909, including Section 1
thereof and the
1 (e) thereof
amendatory of the said Act.
Acts amendatory
Conditions.
PROVIDED
PROVIDED that the enjoyment by any work of the rights and
benefits conferred
March 4, 1909, and the Acts
benefits
conferred by the Act of March
amendatory
amendatory thereof, shall be conditioned upon compliance
compliance with the
requirements
requirements and formalities prescribed
prescribed with respect to such works
by the copyright laws of the United States.
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PROCLAMATIONS,
PROCLAMATIONS, 1924.
AND
provisions of
1
of Section 1
the provisions
that the
FURTHER that
PROVIDED FURTHER
AND PROVIDED
(e) of
of the
the Act
of March
in so
so far
far as
as they
secure copyright
copyright
they secure
1909, in
March 4,
4, 1909,
(e)
Act of
controlling the
the parts
instruments serving
to reproduce
mechanireproduce mechaniserving to
of instruments
parts of
controlling
cally
only to
after
published after
to compositions
compositions published
apply only
shall apply
works shall
cally musical
musical works
July
United States
for copyright
copyright in the United
registered for
1909, and
and registered
July 1,
1, 1909,
which
reproduced within
to
prior to
States prior
the United
United States
within the
been reproduced
have not
not been
which have
November 22,
1924, on
any contrivance
means of which the
the
by means
contrivance by
on any
22, 1924,
November
wing<
may be
be mechanically
performed.
mechanically performed.
work may
IN WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF,
have hereunto
hereunto set
set my
hand and
and
my hand
WHEREOF, II have
IN
caused
to be affixed.
United States to
the United
the seal of the
caused the
DONE
city of
of Washington
Washington this
of
this twenty-second
twenty-second day .of
at the
the city
DONE at
November
year of
of Our
Our Lord
Lord one
one thousand
rune
thousand nine
in the
the year
November in
hundred and
and twenty-four,
and of
of the
the Independence
[SEAL] hundred
the
Independence of the
twenty-four, and
[SEAL]
United States
States of
one hundred
hundred and
forty-ninth.
and forty-ninth.
the one
of America
America the
United
CALVIN C
OOLIDGE
CALVIN
COOLIDGE

By the
the President:
President:

J
OSEPH C.
GREW
C. GREW
JosEPH
Acting
State.
of State.
Acting Secretary
Secretary of

OF AMERICA
AMERICA
STATES
BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT or
PHE UNITED
TATES OF
UNITED S
OF THE
BY

December 9, 1924.

December 9, 1924.

PROCLAMATION
A PROCLAMATION
Wupatki A.tional
National
MWpatki
30 miles
miles northeast
WHEREAS, there
Arizona, about
about 30
northeast Monument,
in Arizona,
are located
located in
there are
WHEREAS,
Ariz.
Preamble.
of
Flagstaff, two
of prehistoric
ruins built
built by the ancestors of Preamble.
prehistoric ruins
groups of
two groups
of Flagstaff,
tribe of
of Indians
States,
United States,
in the
the United
surviving in
still surviving
Indians still
picturesque tribe
aamost
most picturesque
the Hopi or People of Peace; and
WHEREAS, it
appears that
that the
the public
public interest
interest would
would be
be promoted
promoted
it appears
WHEREAS,
by
remains as a
National Monument
Monument
a National
these prehistoric
prehistoric remains
by reserving
reserving these
together with
as much
land as
necessary for the proper
proper promay be
be necessary
as may
much land
with as
together
tection thereof,
National Monument,
tection
thereof,
National
Monument,
NOW,
THEREFORE, I,
of the
the Arizona.
President of
COOLIDGE, President
I, CALVIN
CALVIN COOLIDGE,
NOW, THEREFORE,
United States
America, by
of the
the power
me vested
by
vested by
in me
power in
virtue of
by virtue
of America,
States of
United
"An Act for the Preserva- Vol. 34, p. 225.
act of Congress
Congress entitled, "An
the act
section two of the
tion
of American
American Antiquities,"
approved June
Stat., 225)
225) \ol 34. p 225.
(34 Stat.,
8, 1906
1906 (34
June 8,
Antiquities," approved
tion of
do
that there
of approforms of
from all forms
reserved from
are hereby
hereby reserved
there are
proclaim that
do proclaim
priation under the
public land laws, subject to all prior valid claims,
the public
priation
and
set apart
as a
Monument to be
be known
known as the Wupatki Description.
a National
National Monument
apart as
and set
National Monument
Monument those
those two
of land
land outlined
upon Description.
outlined upon
parcels of
pieces or
or parcels
two pieces
National
the
diagram hereto
made a
a part
part hereof and more parand made
annexed and
hereto annexed
the diagram
ticularly
described as
12 Sec. 32, Township
Township 26 North,
S4A
follows: The S
as follows:
ticularly described
Range
N½4 Sec. 7, Township 25 North,
WY Sec. 5, NM
9 East;
East; all
all Sec. 6, `AT
Range 9
1, NE %I 4 Sec. 12, Township 25 North, Range
9 East; SE 4
Range 9
1
4 Sec. 1,
8
and the
the NM Sec. 30, Township 25 North, Range 10 East, of
8 East; and
the
Gila and
Salt River
the Gila
and Salt
River Meridian.
Meridian.
Reserved from settleReerved
not ment,
all unauthorized
unauthorized persons
to all
Warning is
is hereby
hereby expressly
persons not
given to
expressly given
Warning
etc. from settleto
appropriate, injure, destroy,
destroy, or
or remove
remove any of the features or
to appropriate,
objects
Monument and not to
objects included within the boundaries of this Monument
locate or settle upon any of the lands thereof.
Sur rvis nin, ot ,bT
The
Director of
of the
of DirePtoVNationaiet
under the
the direction
direction of
Service, under
National Park
Park Service,
the National
The Director
Park Service.
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
shall have
management Park Service
supervision, management
have the supervision,
the Interior,
Interior, shall
the
p. 535;
Vol.
and control
control of
of this
this Monument,
Monument, as
in the
act of
of Congress
Congress Vol.
3, p.
535; Vol.
Vol. 39,
the act
provided in
as provided
and
41, p. 732.
for other
Service, and
entitled, "An
"An Act
Act to
establish a
National Park
and for
other 4, p. 732.
Park Service,
a National
to establish
entitled,
purposes,"
purposes," approved August 25, 1916 (39 Stat., 535) and Acts addiamendatory thereof.
thereto or amendatory
tional thereto
45S22°—voL
43
243
43-PT 2
45822°-VOL 43—PT
Di re to r

o

:,.. a ion EI

PROCLAMATIONS, 1924.
1924.
PROCLAMATIONS,

1978
1978

IN
WHEREOF, I
have hereunto
set my
my hand
hand and
and
hereunto set
I have
IN WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF,
caused
the seal
seal of
of the
the United
States to
be affixed.
affixed.
to be
United States
caused the
DONE
in the
City of
day of
December, in
in
of December,
9th day
this 9th
Washington this
of Washington
the City
DONE in
the year
of our
Lord one
one thousand
thousand nine
nine hundred
and
hundred and
our Lord
year of
the
[sEAL.]
of the
Independence of
of the
United States
States
the United
the Independence
and of
twenty-four, and
[SEAL.] twenty-four,
of
America the
hundred and
and forty-ninth
forty-ninth
one hundred
the one
of America
CALVIN COOLIDGE
COOLIDGE
CALVIN
By
President:
the President:
By the
CHARLES
E. HUGHES
HUGHES
CHARLES E.
Secretary of
State.
of State.
Secretary

TE
PRESIDENT
OF THE
THE UNITED
STATES OF
BY THE
BY
PRESIDENT OF
UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA,
AMERICA,

December 22,
1924.
22.194.

A
A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
Hawaii.
Pawaiie.
Preamble.
Vol.
31, p.
p. 159.
159.
Vol. 31,

WHEREAS, section
section ninety-one
of the
the Act
Act of
of Congress
Congress approved
approved
ninety-one of
WHEREAS,
April thirtieth,
thirtieth, nineteen
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
provide a
a
to provide
hundred, entitled
nineteen hundred,
April

government for
for the
the Territory
of Hawaii"
Hawaii" (31
as
141-159), as
(31 Stat.
Stat. 141-159),
Territory of
government
amended
by section
Act approved
May twenty-seventh,
twenty-seventh,
the Act
approved May
seven of
of the
section seven
amended by
transfer
nineteen hundred
ten (36
Stat. 443,
443, 447),
authorizes the
the transfer
447), authorizes
(36 Stat.
and ten
hundred and
nineteen
Vol. 30,
of
the title
certain public
and transferred
the
to the
transferred to
ceded and
property ceded
public property
to certain
title to
of the
p. 750.Vol.
30, P.
United States
by the
of Hawaii
under the
the joint
joint resolution
resolution
Hawaii under
Republic of
the Republic
States by
United
of annexation,
approved July
seventh, eighteen
hundred and ninetyeighteen hundred
July seventh,
of
annexation, approved
eight (30
(30 Stat.
750), and
in the
Territory of
and use of the Territory
possession and
the possession
and in
Stat. 750),
eight
Hawaii,
to said
said Territory;
Territory; and
and
Hawaii, to
WHEREAS, on
the twenty-fifth
hundred
nineteen hundred
March, nineteen
day of
of March,
twenty-fifth day
on the
WHEREAS,
pursuant to
and one,
one, Sanford
Sanford B. Dole
Governor of Hawaii, acting pursuant
Dole,? Governor
and
the authority
ninety-one of the Act of April
contained in section ninety-one
authority contained
the
thirtieth,
nineteen hundred, issued aaproclamation setting aside certain
thirtieth, nineteen
lands therein
therein described
described constituting
constituting the old Honolulu Custom House
lands
Site,
buildings thereon
furniture and
therein confixtures therein
and fixtures
and the
the furniture
thereon and
Site, the
the buildings
tained, "for
purposes of the United
United States,"
States," to wit: the
"for the
the uses and purposes
tained,
transaction of
of the
the public
business of the United
States relating to
United States
public business
transaction
customs, and
and
customs,
WHEREAS,
the lands
lands and
and buildings,
buildings, etc.,
etc., at Honolulu, Hawaii,
WHEREAS, the
described
proclamation are no longer needed
needed for the uses and
in said proclamation
described in
purposes
..s of the United States, and
lands and
and buildings, etc.,
WHEREAS,
etc., are desired by the
WHEREAS, such lands
parking,
Government
Territory of Hawaii to be used for street, parking,
Government of the Territory
and other purposes by the people of the Territory- of Hawaii,
Title to old custom and other purposes by the people of the Territory of Hawaii,
I, CALVIN COOLIDGE,
COOLIDGE, President
house site, Honolulu,
therefore, I,
Honolulu,
Now, therefore,
President of the United
transferred
to the
Ter- States of America, by virtue of
power vested
in me
section
r
t
= fe.
rred to
the Ter- States of America, by virtue
of the
the power
vested in
me by
by section
ritory.
seven
of the
Act of
Congress approved
May twenty-seventh,
twenty-seventh, nineteen
nineteen
approved May
the Act
of Congress
seven of
hundred
hundred and ten (36 Stat. 443,
443, 447), do hereby transfer
transfer to the Territory
Territory
of
of Hawaii
Hawaii the title to the lands and buildings thereon and fixtures
therein
therein contained,
contained, referred
referred to in the proclamation of the Governor of
Tenitory of
described as follows, to wit:
wit:
of Hawaii,
Hawaii, above
above mentioned, described
the Territory
Beginning at a
a point on the southeast
Description.
Beginning
southeast side of Fort Street, 126 feet
feet
northeasterly along Fort Street 200 feet
from the
the Esplanade, running northeasterly
from
to Allen
Street; southeasterly
Kekuato Kekuaalong Allen
Allen Street
Street 200 feet
feet to
to
Allen Street;
southeasterly along
naoa
Street; southwesterly
Street 200 feet; thence
Kekuanaoa Street
naoa Street;
southwesterly along Kekuanaoa
including an area of
northwesterly 200 feet to the starting
starting point, including
40,000 square feet, and known
known as the Custom House Lot, Honolulu,
Island ofOahu,
of Oahu, Territory
Territory of Hawaii. •
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, II have hereunto
hereunto set my hand and
caused
affixed.
caused the seal of the United States
States to be affixed.
Vol. 36, p. 47.
447.

Vol. 3, p.

750

pil

PROCLAMATIONS,
1924.
PROCLAMATIONS, 1924.

1979
1979

Done
the City
this 22d
22d day
December in
Done at
at the
City of
of Washington
Washington this
day of
of December
in the
the
year
our Lord
Lord one
nine hundred
hundred and
and twentytwentythousand nine
of our
one thousand
year of
[SEAL] four,
four, and
and of
of the
the Independence
Independence of
of the
the United
States of
of
United States
[SEAL]
America the
and forty-ninth.
forty-ninth.
America
the one
one hundred
hundred and
CALVIN COOLIDGE
COOLIDGE
By the
President:
the President:
By
CHARLES E.
E. HUGHES
HUGHES
CHARLES
Secretary
State.
Secretary of
of State.

BY THE
OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA.
AMERICA.
STATES OF
BY
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF

December 29,
29, 1924.
1924.
December

A PROCLAMATION.
A
PROCLAMATION.
on oxalic
Tariff
on
oxalic acid.
Whereas in and
Preamble.
acid.
Title III of the
the act
act of Congress
Congress Tariff
and by section
section 315 (a)
(a) of
of Title
Whereas
Preamble.
approved September
1922, entitled
entitled "An
to provide
"An act
act to
provide revenue,
revenue,
September 21,
21, 1922,
approved
to regulate
regulate commerce
commerce with
with foreign
foreign countries,
countries, to
the indusindus- Statutory
Statutory authoriaauthoriea•
to encourage
encourage the
to
tion.
tries of
States, and
purposes," it
it is, among
among other
other Um'
tries
of the
the United
United States,
and for
for other
other purposes,"
Vol. 42,
p. 941.
things, provided
that whenever
whenever the
President, upon
upon investigation
investigation of
of Vol.
42, p.
941.
the President,
provided that
things,
the differences
articles wholly
or in
part the
the
of articles
wholly or
in part
in costs
costs of
of production
production of
the
differences in
growth or
or product
product of
like or
or similar articles
growth
of the
the United
United States and of like
wholly
or m
the growth
product of
of competing
competing foreign
counforeign counwholly or
m part
part the
growth or
or product
tries, shall
shall fins
,
'it
it thereby shown that
the duties
duties fixed
fixed in
in this act do
find
that the
tries,
not
equalize the
said differences
differences in
in costs
of production
production in
in the
the United
United
not equalize
the said
costs of
States and
and the
principal competing
he shall,
shall, by
by such
such invescountry he
invesStates
the principal
competing country
tigation, ascertain
ascertain said differences
differences and determine and proclaim
proclaim the
changes
or increases
or decreases
decreases in
in rates of
of duty
duty prochanges in
in classifications
classifications or
increases or
ascertained differences
vided
differences in such costs
vided in said
said act shown by said ascertained
of
production necessary
necessary to equalize
of production
equalize the
the same;
same;
Vol. 42,
p. 942.
942.
Whereas in
by section
section 315
(c) of
of said
said act
act it
it is
further provided
provided Vol.
42, p.
Whereas
in and
and by
315 (c)
is further
that
differences in
in costs
costs of
of production,
production, under
the
that in
in ascertaining
ascertaining the
the differences
under the
provisions of
(a) and
and (b)
(b) of
of said
said section,
provisions
of subdivisions
subdivisions (a)
section, the
the President,
President,
m
it practicable,
n so
so far
far as
as he finds it
practicable, shall
shall take
take into
into consideration
consideration (1)
(1)
the
the differences
differences in conditions
conditions in production,
production, including
including wages,
wages, costs of
of
of such or similar
similar
material, and other items in costs of production of
articles
and in
(2)
articles in
in the United States
States and
in competing
competing foreign
foreign countries;
countries; (2)
the
wholesale selling prices
foreign
the differences
differences in the wholesale
prices of domestic
domestic and foreign
articles
in the
of the
the United
United States;
States; (3)
(3) advanadvanarticles in
the principal
principal markets
markets of
tages
to a
aforeign
producer by
by a
tages granted
granted to
foreign producer
a foreign
foreign government,
government, or
or by
by aa
person, partnership,
corporation, or
in a
person,
partnership, corporation,
or association
association in
a foreign
foreign country;
country;
and
other advantages
or disadvantages
disadvantages in
in competition;
competition;
(4) any
any other
advantages or
and (4)
Whereas, under
under and
virtue of
of said
section of
said act,
act, the
said section
of said
the
Whereas,
and by
by virtue
United States
Tariff Commission
Commission has
investigation to
to assist
assist
has made
made an
an investigation
United
States Tariff
the
President in
in ascertaining
the differences
differences in
in costs
costs of
production
ascertaining the
of production
the President
of
conditions enumerated
enumerated in
section
of and of all
all other
other facts
facts and conditions
in said
said section
869
with respect
to the
article described
in paragraph
paragraph 1
of Title
Vol. 42,
42, p.
p. 859
1 of
Title IIof
of said
said Vol.
with
respect to
the article
described in
tariff
namely, oxalic
being wholly
part the
tariff act
act of
of 1922,
1922, namely,
oxalic acid,
acid, being
wholly or
or in
in part
the
growth or
growth
or product
product of the United States,
States, and
and of and
and with respect to
to a
a
like
part the
or product
product of
like or
or similar
similar article
article wholly or
or in
in part
the growth
growth or
of
competing
countries;
competing foreign
foreign countries;
vsThereas in
in the
the course
of said
investigation aahearing
was held,
Whereas
course of
said investigation
hearing was
held, of
of
notice was given
which parties
parties interwhich reasonable
reasonable public
public notice
given and
and at
at which
ested were given reasonable
opportunity to be present, to produce
reasonable opportunity
produce
evidence,
evidence, and
and to
to be heard;
heard;
And whereas
whereas the
the President
President upon
upon said investigation
investigation bf
bf said differences in
in costs
costs of production
production of
of said article
article wholly or in
in part the
the
growth
growth or product
product of
of the United States and
and of the like or similar
similar
article wholly
wholly or
the growth
growth or
of competing
competing foreign
foreign
article
or in
in part
part the
or product
product of
countries,
has thereby
found that
that the
the principal
principal competing
competing country
is
countries, has
thereby found
country is

1980
1980

PROCLAMATIONS, 1924,
1924, 1925.
1925.
PROCLAMATIONS,

Germany
that the
duty fixed
title and
and act
not equalize
Germany and
and that
the duty
fixed in
in said
said title
act does
does not
equalize
the differences
in costs
the United
United States
and m
the
differences in
costs of
of production
production in
in the
States and
m said
said
principal competing
country, namely,
principal
competing country,
namely, Germany,
Germany, and
and has
has ascertained
ascertained
and determined
determined the
the increased
increased rate
rate of
of duty
and
duty necessary
necessary to
to equalize
equalize the
the
same.
same.
oareasg duty on
Now, therefore,
therefore, I,
President of
of the
the United
States
I, Calvin Coolidge,
Coolidge, President
United States
oxalic acid to eq
differences
America, do hereby determine
determine and proclaim that the increase in
dierenes in costs of of America,
dutY

Pn

the rate of duty provided in said act shown by said ascertained
ascertained
differences
of production
production necessary
necessary to
equalize the
differences in
in said
said costs
costs of
to equalize
the same
same
follows:
is as follows:
An
duty on
on oxalic
oxalic acid
acid (within
limit of
An increase
increase in
in said
said duty
(within the
the limit
of total
total
increase
in said
from 4
per pound
6 cents
increase provided
provided for
for in
said act)
act) from
4 cents
cents per
pound to 6
per
pound.
per pound.
In
witness whereof,
have hereunto
set my
hand and
and caused
caused the
the
In witness
whereof, IIhave
hereunto set
my hand
seal of the
the United States
States to be
be affixed.
affixed.
Done at
dav of December
December in the
at the city
city of
of Washington
Washington this 29th
29th day
Done
year
our Lord
nine hundred
hundred and
year of
of our
Lord one
one thousand
thousand nine
and twentytwenty[sEAL] four,
Tour, and
the Independence
of the
the United
States of
of
[SEAL]
and of
of the
Independence of
United States
America the
hundred and
forty-ninth.
America
the one hundred
and forty-ninth.
CALVIN
COOLIDGE
CALVIN COOLIDGE
By
By the
the President:
President:
Es
CHARLES E. HEIGH
HUGHES
of State.
State.
Secretary of

production.
production.

ate

Rate.
B S

January
January 7,
7, 1025.
1'2

BY
PRESIENT OF
UNITED S
STATES
BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
or THE UNTIED
TATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMRIZTCA
A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION

m Utah.
an"st' a Pi'
est,
Preamble.

WHEREAS, an Executive
WHEREAS,
Executive order
order dated November
November 6,
6, 1923,
1923, transminta National
Townships 13,
ferred to the Uinta
National Forest all lands in Townships
13, 14
and 15 South of Ranges 11and 22East, Salt Lake Meridian,
Meridian, theretofore embraced in the Manti National Forest; and
WHEREAS, it
WHEREAS,
it appears that
that the public
public good will
will be
be promoted
promoted by
by
adding
certain lands
in Utah
the Manti
Manti National
National Forest;
adding certain
lands m
Utah to
to the
Forest;
A inrased
Now, therefore,
CALVIN COOLIDGE,
Area increased.
therefore, I, CALVIN
COOLIDGE, President
President of
of the
the United
United
ol. 26,
p. 1103.
1103.
States of America, by virtue of the power in me vested by the act of
Vol.
26, p.
Congress
ninety-one
Congress approved
approved March
March third,
third, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and ninety-one
(26 Stat., 1095),
1095), entitled, "An
repeal timber-culture
laws,
"An Act To repeal
timber-culturelaws,
Vol.
and
other purposes",
and also
also by
by the
the act
approved
o. 30, p. 3.36.
and for
for other
purposes", and
act of
of Congress
Congress approved
June fourth, eighteen
eighteen hundred and
and. ninety-seven
ninety-seven (30 Stat., 11 at
at
Making appropriations
34 and
and 36),
36), entitled,
entitled, "An
"An Act
Act Making
appropriations for
for sundry
sundry
civil expenses of the Government
Government for the fiscal
iscal year ending
ending June
June
thirtieth, eighteen hundred
thirtieth.,
hundred and ninety-eight,
for other
purninety-eight, and
and for
other purposes",
poses", do proclaim
proclaim that the boundaries of the Manti National
Landsadded.
Forest are hereby changed
changed to include Sections 1
1 and 2
2 and the NEV
Lands
added.
I
NEY4
and SY
SM of Section
Section 3, Township
East, Salt
Salt Lake
Township 14
14 South, Range
Range 7
7 East,
Lake
Meridian, Utah.
Utah.
Meridian,
.
ts
affP
47;16
.ghts
'et'""tt The withdrawal
proclamation shall,
to all
Petding
set.,°o
withdrawal made
made by
by this proclamation
shall, as
as to
all lands
lands
which are at this date legally appropriated
appropriated under
under the public land laws
or reserved
reserved for any public purpose, be subject to and shall not interfere with or defeat legal rights under such appropriation,
appropriation, nor prevent the use for such public
public purpose of lands so reserved, so long as
such appropriation
appropriation is legally maintained
maintained or
or such
such reservation
r
ese rvation remains
remains
in force.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, I
I have hereunto set my hand and
caused the seal of the United
United States to be affixed.
Mst
UNtah.

Preamble.

F

1981
1981

PROCLAMATIONS, 1925.
PROCLAMATIONS,
Done at
at the
City of Washington
Washington this 7th day
daS, of January
January in the
the City
Done
and twentyyear
of
our
Lord
one
thousand
nine
hundred
twentyhundred
nine
thousand
one
Lord
our
of
year

[sEAL1
[SEAL]

five, and
of the
the Independence
the United
United States of
of the
Independence of
and of
five,
America the
the one
hundred and forty-ninth.
one hundred
America

C
ALVIN COOLIDGE
COOLIDGE
CALVIN

President:
By the President:

CHARLES E.
HUGHES
E. HUGHES
CHARLES
State.
Secretary
Secretary of State.

AMERICA
STATES OF
BY THE
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA
THE UNITED
THE PRESIDENT
BY

A
PROCLAMATION
A PROCLAMATION

January 8, 1925.

January,

1925.

Park
Custer State Park

ame Sanctuary,
sanctuary, S.
S.
Game
"An Act to amend
WHEREAS, the
Act of
amend g
entitled "An
Congress, entitled
of Congress,
the Act
WHEREAS,
a
i
'
k
reamble.
Preamble.
State
the
in
an
Act
creating
the
Custer
State
Park
Game
Sanctuary
Sanctuary
Game
Park
State
Custer
an Act creating the
Ante, p.632.
of South
Dakota", approved
approved June
7, 1924
1924 (43 Stat.,
Stat., 632),
632), provides
provides Ate, p-632
June 7,
South Dakota",
of

Agriculture, the
that, upon
Secretary of Agriculture,
of the Secretary
recommendation of
upon recommendation
that,

area designated
designated as
State Park
Game Sanctuary
under
Sanctuary under
Park Game
Custer State
the Custer
as the
area

41, pp. 986, 180.
1805.
Vol. 41,

the
of June
Stat., 986), may, by
1920 (41 Stat.,
June 5, 1920
Act of
the Act
of the
provisions of
the provisions
proclamation of
the President,
of
embrace aa total of
enlarged to embrace
be enlarged
President, be
of the
proclamation
not
to
exceed
46,000
acres;
and
acres;
not to exceed 46,000
Lands added from
added from
Lands National
recommended Harney
WHEREAS,
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Agriculture
National
Agriculture has recommended
Harney
WHEREAS, the
Forest.
Forest.
adthe
by
enlarged
be
that
the
Custer
State
Park
Game
Sanctuary
enlarged
Sanctuary
Game
Park
State
that the Custer
Poet, p. 1985.
dition
of the
described lands of the -United
United States, Pp.1985
the following described
thereto of
dition thereto
within the
the Harney
Harney National Forest, South Dakota, to wit:
within
S3 Sections
EM
Section 13,
13, Township
Township 2
Sections
Range 44 East; SM
South, Range
2 South,
E 2 Section
Township 22
2,
3,
4,
and
5,
and
the
NM
Sections
10,
11,
12,
and
9,
8,
Sections
NI
2, 3, 4, and 5, and the
2
South, Range
East; N'
NM
7, Section
Section 8,
SM Section 9, Sec8, SY
Section 7,
5 East;
Range 5
South,
2 Section
SEX
tion
16,
Section
17,
NM
Section
20,
NM
and
SEM
Section 21, Wi
WM
and
NI
20,
Section
N/
tion 16, Section 17,
Section 27,
EM Section
28, EM
Section 33, Section 34, and WY
WM
EY Section
Section 28,
27, E2
Section
Section
35, Township
NM Section 1, Town6 East; N/
Range 6
South, Range
2 South,
Township 2
Section 35,
Si Section 22,
ship 3
South, Range
Range 4
4 East;
SE( SEM Section
Section 21, SM
East; SEX
3 South,
ship
NM
NM
Section
27,
Township
3
South,
Range
5
Sections 1,
Sections
East;
5
Range
N'2 NY2 Section 27, Township 3 South,
5
2, 11,
12, 13,
14, 23,
23, 24,
24, 25,
25, and
and 26,
Township 5
5 South, Range 5
26, Township
13, 14,
11, 12,
2.
and
Meridian;
East,
all
of
Black
Hills
Meridian;
and
East, all of
WHEREAS, the
the area
designated as
as the
Custer State
State Park
Game Vol.
180
4, p.
Vol. 41,
p. 1806.
Park Game
the Custer
area designated
WHEREAS,
Sanctuary by
by proclamation
October 9, 1920, and the area above
proclamation of October
Sanctuary
acres:
described do
do not
in excess
of 46,000
46,000 acres:
excess of
area in
total area
embrace aatotal
not embrace
described
Area enlarged.
NOW,
COOLIDGE, President
President of
Aelzed
of Ante,
p.632.
CALVIN COOLIDGE,
I, CALVIN
THEREFORE, I,
NOW, THEREFORE,
the
United States
of America,
America, by
of the
the authority
authority in me vested
vested
virtue of
by virtue
States of
the United
by
said Act
of June
7, 1924,
hereby make
proclaim
known and proclaim
make known
do hereby
1924, do
June 7,
Act of
by said
that
Custer State
State Park
Park Game
Game Sanctuary
enlarged to embrace
embrace
Sanctuary is enlarged
the Custer
that the
described, and the hunting,
all the
the lands
of the
United States above described,
the United
lands of
all
trapping, killing
animals and birds upon
any game animals
of any
capturing of
or capturing
killing or
trapping,
said lands
is unlawful
unlawful except
under such regulations
regulations as may be
except under
lands is
said
prescribed from
to time by
Agriculture.
Secretary of Agriculture.
by the Secretary
time to
from time
prescribed
IN
WITNESS WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, II have hereunto
hereunto set my hand and
IN WITNESS
caused
affixed.
of the United States to be affixed.
the seal of
caused the
DONE
the City
eighth day of January,
Washington, this eighth
City of Washington,
at the
DONE at
in
the year
of our
our Lord
Lord one
one thousand,
hundred and
thousand, nine hundred
year of
in the
of
[SEAL]
twenty-five,
and
of
the
Independence
of
the United
United
Independence
the
of
[sEAL] twenty-five, and
hundred and forty-ninth.
forty-ninth.
States the one hundred
C
ALVIN COOLIDGE
COOLIDGE
CALVLN
By
the
President:
By the President:
CHARLES
E. HUGHES
HUGHES
CHARLES E.
State.
Secretary of
of State.
Secretary

PROCLAMATIONS,
PROCLAMATIONS, 1925.
1925.

1982
1982
January 10,
10, 1925.
1925.
January

BY
DENT OF
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
BY THE
THE PRESI
PRESIDENT
OF THE
THE UNITED
A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
A

Snoqualmie
an d
National

Olympic
Olympic

Natio
n
al

Forests, Wash.
Preamble.

Forelts wh.

Area diminished.

'edm

Vol.
ol 30, p. 36.

30,p. 36.

Description

WHEREAS,
by Proclamations,
the President
of the
United States
States
WHEREAS, by
Proclamations, the
President of
the United
has, at
various times,
created certain
National Forests,
within the
the
has,
at various
times, created
certain National
Forests, within
State of
of Washington;
and
State
Washington; and
WHEREAS, In
adjustment of
of the
WHEREAS,
In order
order to
to provide
provide for
for a
a proper
proper adjustment
the
claims of
of the
the State
to lands
lands within
within said
National Forests,
in satisclaims
State to
said National
Forests, in
satisfaction of
of its
school grant,
grant, a
memorandum of
faction
its common
common school
a memorandum
of agreement
agreement
was entered
into under
of December
22, 1914,
1914, between
was
entered into
under date
date of
December 22,
between the
the
Secretary of
the Department
of Agriculture
Agriculture and
and the
State of
of WashSecretary
of the
Department of
the State
Washington, whereby
was agreed
said State
ington,
whereby, it
it was
agreed that
that the
the said
State should
should relinquish
relinquish
all
title or
under its
its grant
grant in
aid of
of common
common schools
to the
the
all its
its title
or claim
claim under
in aid
schools to
whole or
parts .of
sections sixteen
thirty-six included
included
whole
or parts
of certain
certain sections
sixteen and
and thirty-six
within the
said National
Forests prior
prior to
survey, or
or upon
upon which
which
within
the said
National Forests
to survey,
homestead
had been
made prior
survey and
and inclusion
inclusion
prior to
to survey
homestead settlements
settlements had
been made
within
reservations and
and legally
be allowed
to
within such
such reservations
legally maintained,
maintained, and
and be
allowed to
select
equivalent in
acreage and
along and
and
select other lands
lands equivalent
in acreage
and value
value lying
lying along
within the boundaries
National Forests in such position that,
boundaries of said National
when eliminated
eliminated therefrom,
therefrom, all
all of
of said
said selected
selected lands
will lie
lie outside
outside
when
lands will
boundaries of
the National
National Forests;
the new
new exterior
exterior boundaries
of the
Forests; and
and
WHEREAS, It
the public
interests would
would be
proWHEREAS,
It appears
appears that the
public interests
be promoted by
by modifying
the proclamations
moted
modifying the
proclamations heretofore
heretofore issued, affecting
affecting
Snoqualmie and Olympic
National Forests,
as to
to exclude
exclude the
the
the Snoqualmie
Olympic National
Forests, so as
areas first
first hereinafter
described, and
and also
also so
so as
as to
to allow
allow the
the State
State of
areas
hereinafter described,
of
Washington
in furtherance
aforesaid agreement,
agreement, to
to file
file applicaapplicaWashington in
furtherance of
of the
the aforesaid
lands agreed
agreed upon
hereinafter described,
described, as
as
tions to
to select the
the lands
upon and hereinafter
indemnity
mdemnity in satisfaction
satisfaction of
portions of its common
common
of the aforesaid
aforesaid portions
school grant.
grant.;
school
Now, therefore, I,
I, CALVIN
CALVIN COOLIDGE,
COOLIDGE, President
President of
of the United
United
States of America, by virtue of the power
power in
by the
the Act
in me vested by
Act
of
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and ninetyof Congress approved
approved June
June fourth,
fourth, eighteen
ninetyseven, entitled
Act Making
Making appropriations
for sundry
civil
seven,
entitled "An
"An Act
appropriations for
sundry civil
expenses
the Government
for the
thirtieth,
expenses of
of the
Government for
the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
ending June
June thirtieth,
eighteen hundred and ninety-eight,
ninety-eight, and for
purposes," do
do
for other purposes,"
proclaim that the boundaries
proclaim
boundaries of the
the Snoqualmie
Snoqualraie and
and Olympic
Olympic National
National
modified to
Forests are hereby
hereby modified
following areas,
to exclude
exclude therefrom
therefrom the following
areas,
to
to wit:
wit:

Willamette
Meridian
Willamette Meridian
In
In T.
In T.
In
In T.
In
T.
In
In T.
T.
In T.
In
In
In T.
In T.
In

29 N.,
N., R.
29
R. 8
E., Sec.
36;
8 E.,
Sec. 36;
29
N., R.
E., Sees.
and 36;
29 N.,
R. 9
9 E.,
Sees. 16
16 and
36;
29 N.,
N., R.
16 and
and 36:
36;
29
R. 10
10 E.,
E., Secs.
Sees. 16
25 N.,
R.10
Sec. 16;
25
N., R.
10 W.,
W., Sec.
16;
26 N., R.
R.10
16 and
and 36;
36;
10 W.,
W., Secs. 16
25
R.11
11 W.,
Secs. 16
16 and
and 36;
36;
25 N.,
N., R.
W., Sees.
26 N., R. 11 W.,
Secs. 16 and
and 36.
36.
W., Sees.
Lands tobe
to be selected
And
do also
also proclaim,
proclaim, under
of the
aforesaid act
of
bLan
And II do
under authority
authority of
the aforesaid
act of
by
demnity
Washington
to r school
school
as in- J
une fourth,
fourth, eighteen
that said
demnity
for
June
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and ninety-seven,
ninety-seven, that
said proclamaproclamagrant
the national
national tions
tions are
so as
admit of
of immediate
applicain the
t in
are hereby
hereby further
further modified
modified so
as to
to admit
immediate application to select
Washington, under
select by the State of Washington,
under restrictions applicable to such selections, and subject
subject to prior valid claims or equities,
equities,
as indemnity -in partial satisfaction
satisfaction of its common
common school
school grant and
in furtherance
furtherance of
of the before
before mentioned
mentioned agreement
agreement of December 22,
1914,
1914, and not otherwise,
otherwise, of the following described
described lands
lands within the
said Snoqualmie and
and Olympic
Olympic National
National Forests,
to wit:
wit:
Forests, to
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PROCLAMATIONS, 1925.
1925.
PROCLAMATIONS,
Willamette Meridian
Meridian
Willamette
In T.
T. 29
29 N.,
N., R.
R. 8
E., all
all Sees.
Secs. 1
1 and 2, NI
NM and SEX
SEX Sec. 3, all
8 E.,
In

NWY
Sec. 4,
and Lot
Lot 7
NEX,
6, NE
Sec. 6,
7 Sec.
SE 4 and
4 , SY2 NWX
NE 4 SEX
NEM, NEX
SE 4 NE,
4, SEX
Sec.
N2
12,
and
SM
Sec.
8,
all
Sec.
10,
NA
and
SE%
Sec.
11,
all
Sec.
NM
11,
Sec.
SE
and
NM
10,
Sec.
all
8,
4
and SY2 Sec.
NA
Sec. 13,
NM Ni2
NM and
SM Sec.
Sec. 18,
18, all Sec. 20, NM
SY2 S2
and SM
14, NY
Sec. 14,
all Sec.
13, all
Sec.
and
SWi,
Lots
1,
2,
3,
and
NM
SEX
Sec.
22,
NWX,
SW,
Lot
10
NY
NWY,
22,
Sec.
SE
Lots 1, 2, 3, and N' 2
4
SEX
23, all
all Sec.
Sec. 24,
25, NM
NE, SY2
Sy
N2 NE4,
Sec. 25,
SA Sec.
SA SM
and SM
NA and
24, NM
Sec. 23,
SE 4 Sec.
NW
X
and
SM
Sec.
26,
EM
and
SM
NWX
Sec.
27,
NWX
NE,
NE4,
NWY
27,
Sec.
NWY
SY2
and
E
NW 4 and SY2 Sec. 26,
2
WY NE4
NM NW,
SW X NW
X and SEX Sec. 28, all Sec. 30, WM
NEX
NW4, SW
NY
4 NW 4 and SE 4 Sec. 28, all Sec.
2
35;
and
NW
X
Sec.
32,
NM
and
SE
%
Sec.
34,
NM
and
SEX
Sec.
35;
SE
and
NY
34,
Sec.
SEy
4
and
and NW4 Sec. 32, NY
In T.
T. 30
R. 8
E., SM
Sec. 28, all Secs. 29 to 34,
SA Sec.
27, SM
Sec. 27,
SY Sec.
8 E.,
N., R.
30 N.,
In
inclusive, SW
SW X
inclusive,
4 Sec. 35;

In
T. 28
28 N.,
N., R.
R. 9
E., all
Secs. 1
and 2,
2, SM
NEX, NWY
NW X and SA
SM
S1 NEM,
1 and
all Secs.
9 E.,
In T.
11,
10,
Secs.
all
Sec.
3,
all
Sec.
4,
SEX
Sec.
5,
NM
SEX
9,
11,
Sec.
SEM
and
NY
5,
Sec.
Sec. 3, all Sec. 4, SE 4
SE' 4 Sec. 15;
12,
14, NY2
NM and SEX
13, 14,
12, 13,
9
Se. 8, S2
S2 Sec.
In
T. 29
29 N.,
9E., S4
SM Sec.
Sec. 2,
2, S
SM Sec. 7, SM
SM Sec. 9,,
R. 9E.,
N., R.
In T.
19,
and
17,
NEX
and
SM
Sec.
10,
all
Secs.
11
to
15
inclusive,
18,
and
NE 4 and SA Sec. 10, all Sees. 11 to 15 inclusive,
NM and
and NY
NM SA
SM Sec.
and NM
21, NY
NM and
and Nl
NM
SY Sec. 21,
NA SM
N2 and
20, NM
Sec. 20,
NY
SWY and
SM
22, NM
NEX, SWX
SW X NEX,
NWX, NY SWX
and NWY
NWX
NEE, NWY,
NY2 NEM,
Sec. 22,
SY Sec.
SEX
23, NEX
SM NWy
NWX and
and SM
SM N2
NM
SY2 Sec. 25, Ska
24, SY2
Sec. 24,
7NE4 Sec.
Sec. 23,
SE4 Sec.
and SM
Sec. 26,
SEX SW4,
SWX, SWX
SEX Sec.
NEX, SWY
SWX
NY NE,
29, NM
See. 29,
SWM SEW
26, SE'
SY2 Sec.
and
NEX, WM
NWX SEi
SEX Sec.
Sec. 31,
31, BM,
NWX, NE4
NEX SWY
SWX
E2, EA NWY,
and NWY
WIY and
NE4,
NWY
SWY4,
NWY,
SA
and SA
SM SW
swy,
Sec.
32,
SW
X
NEX,
Lot
4,
SM
NWX,
SWX,
NWX
4,
Lot
NEll,
SW
32,
Sec.
and
4
4
SEX and
and SM
33, NEW,
SWX and NEM
NEX
SW4 SW4
3, SWX
Lot 3,
NE' 4 , Lot
Sec. 33,
SE 4 Sec.
S2 SEX
SEM
SEX
Sec.
34,
all
Sec.
35;
35;
Sec.
all
34,
Sec.
SE
4
In T.
28 N.,
R. 10
1, all Sees.
Secs. 2, 3,4,
3;4, 5, 6,
6, and NWY
NWX
E., WY Sec. 1,
10 E.,
N., R.
T. 28
In
Sec. 7;
NWY4 SEY
SW 4 , NWX
In T.
29 N.,
all Sec.
Sec. 4, Lots 1,
1, 2,
2, 10, 11, SWX,
SEX
E., all
10 E.,
R. 10
N., R.
T. 29
In
and S2
SM SEI4
SEX Sec.
Sec. 5,
Lots 9,
10, and
and EY
EM SE
SEX
9, 10,
5, Lots
4 Sec. 6, all Secs. 7, 8,
and
inclusive;
9, 10,
14, 15 and
and 17 to 35, inclusive;
10, 14,
9,
In T.
N., R.
R. 9
9W.,
W., W
WM Sec.
Sec. 19,
31;
Sees. 30 and 31;
19, all Secs.
26 N.,
T. 26
In
NW'
In
T.
25
N.
R.
10
W.,
all
Secs.
1
to
11,
inclusive,
NW
X
14,
inclusive,
to
1
4 Sec. 14,
Sees.
all
W.,
10
In T. 25 N., R.
NM Sec.
15,
all Sees.
Secs. 17,
17, 18,
18, 19,
20, and
and N
NM Sec. 21;
21;
20,
19,
all
15,
Sec.
N
2
In T.
T. 26
N., R.
10 W.,
2 to 11, inclusive, 14, 15, and 17 to
Secs. 2
all Secs.
W., all
R. 10
26 N.,
In
inclusive;
35, inclusive;
In T.
27 N.,
R. 10
W., all
all Sec.
Sec. 19,
19, SM
SM Sec. 28, Lots 6,
Sec. 27, SA
SA Sec.
10 W.,
N., R.
T. 27
In
9, 10,
10, 11,
11, and
12 Sec.
Sec. 29,
3, 4, 5,
7, 8,9,
8, 9, 10, 11 and E
EM NWY
5,7,
2,3,4,
1, 2,
Lots 1,
29, Lots
and 12
9,
Sec. 31,
SEX
SWY
E
See.
30,
Lots
1,
2,
3,
5,
EM,
NE,
EY
SW%
and
,
NE
EY
6,
5,
4,
3,
2
4
2
Sec. 30, Lots 1, 2,
34
Lots
1, 2,
2, 3,
3, S'2
SM NE
NW% and
and SM
Sec.
32, all Secs.
33,34
and 35;
35;
33,
Sees.
32,
Sec.
S2
m,
NW
NE X,
Lots 1,
4
In
T.
25
N.,
R.
11
W.,
all
Secs.
1
to
15,
inclusive,
18,
NM
NEX
NEj
NA
17,
inclusive,
15,
to
1
Sees.
all
W.,
In T. 25 N., R. 11
NEX,, N
SW X NEX
NEX,, NW
NE, WY
WM NWY4
NW X SWNW X
NEME
NE
4 NEM,
NE'
2 SW
4
SWX
NEX,
NE
X
SE%
NE,
SM
SEX
NE, EY
EM
NEY,
S2
,
NE
SE
4
4
NE 4, SA SW 4 NEM, NE 4
, NaY
NW
Lots
1, 4,
4, 5
and 6,
EM SWX
and
SEX
19, NE'
NE,
NM
19,
Sec.
SE
and
SWM
4
EY2
6,
and
5
1,
4
Lots
,
NWlX,
4
NW1
NW X, SM
NW X and
and SM
Secs. 21 to 35, inclusive;
inclusive;
S½Sec. 20, all Sees.
S' 2 NW/'
NW//4 NWM,
In
T. 26
26 N.,
R. 11
W., all
Secs. 1
15, inclusive, and 17 to 35,
35,
1 to 15,
all Sees.
11 W.,
N., R.
In T.
inclusive;
inclusive;
In T.
T. 27
27 N.,
R. 11
SM
14, SM
SM Sec.
Sec. 17, all
all
Sec. 15, S'2
SY2 Sec.
Sec. 14,
W., SI
11 W.,
N., R.
In
2 Sec.
1,
Lots
25,
Sec.
Secs.
18
to
24,
inclusive,
Lots
4,
5,
1,
2, 3, 4, and
and
3,
Lots
Sees. 18 to 24, inclusive,
NW 4 , Lots
NEX SW
SW X
Sec. 27,
NM
NW,
SWX NWX,
Lots 2, 3, 4, 5,
5, 6,
27, N'
4 , SWY
NE
2 NW
4 Sec.
4
NY
N2
NW4,
8
and
12
Sec.
28,
NM
NEX,
SEX
NEX,
NE
X
NW,
NY2
NM
NE4,
SEM
,
4
8 and 12 Sec. 28, N2 NE' 4
NE4, Lots 44
NW
X NWM,
NW, Lots
29, NM
NM NE
NE%
NY2 NY2
Sec. 29,
and 66 See.
4 NE,
1 and
Lots 1
NWM
and
Sec. 30,
30, SE
SEX
35;
SW 4 Sec. 34, and SEX Sec. 35;
6 Sec.
and 6
4 SWX
In
T. 27
R. 12
12 W.,
SW%
Sec. 11, all Sec. 13,
13, NEM
NEX
Sec. 10, SW
S2 Sec.
W., SM
N., R.
4 Sec.
27 N.,
In T.
24.
Sec.
SWY
Sec.
14,
NM
and
SWX
Sec.
15,
NE
X
sw%i
SW
X
SWY
and
NE
15,
Sec.
4
Sec. 14, NA and SW 4
elin
Provided,
that all
all applications
applications to
to select,
select, by
by the
of WashingWashing- Seeted
Selected lands
lands film
State of
the State
Provided, that
`dolypqNdO
i
this
the
ton
hereunder
must
be
filed
within
ninety
date
of
1
'111,
1
'4
1
4;M
from
days
ninety
within
filed
be
must
ton hereunder
tional Forests.
proclamation,
and the
lands embraced
selections made
made by the uonai
in selections
embraced in
the lands
proclamation, and
that
State
of
Washington
hereunder
extent
such
selections
the
to
hereunder
State of Washington
receive
the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior, be, and
of the
approval of
final approval
the final
receive the

Nwq

NE, S3

sw y,

1984
1984

PROCLAMATIONS, 1925.
PROCLAMATIONS,
1925.

hereby declared
the same are, hereby
declared eliminated
Snoqualmie and
eliminated from
from the
the Snoqualmie
and
Olympic National
National Forests,
Forests, such
to become
such eliminations
eliminations to
become effective
effective from
from
the date of
approvals.
of such
such approvals.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF,
set my
my hand
WHEREOF, II have hereunto
hereunto set
hand and
and
caused the seal of the United
United States
affixed.
States to
to be
be affixed.
DONE at the City of Washington,
Washington, this 10th
10th day
day of January, in
in the
the
year of our Lord one thousand
and twentytwentythousand nine hundred and
[SEAT] five, and of the Independence
[SEAL]
Independence of the United
United States
States of
of
America the one hundred
America
forty-ninth.
hundred and forty-ninth.
CALVIN COOLIDGE
COOLIDGE
CALVIN
By the President:
President:
J
OSEPH C.
C.GREW
GREW
JOSEPH
Acting Secretary of
State.
of State.
January 23, 1925.
1925.

BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
OF 'Ili&
THE UNITED
BY
PRESIDENT OF
TATES OF
AMERICA
UNITED S
STATES
OF AMERICA

A
PROCLAMATION
A PROCLAMATION
Carson National
Forest,
ON.
Max
Forest,
N. Max.
Preamble.
Preamble.
Area increased.
1103.
Vol. 26, p. 1103.

VinBp

.

V336.
Vol. 30,
P.
.
36

Prior rights, etc., not
Priorghts et.. not
affected.

Whereas, itit appears
Whereas,
appears that
the public
good will
will be
be promoted
promoted by
by
that the
public good
adding certain lands to the Carson National
National Forest,
Forest in
in New
New Mexico;
Mexico •
COOLIDGE, President
Now, therefore, I, CALVIN
CALVIN COOLIDGE,
President of the
the United
United
States of America, by virtue
virtue of the power
in me
me vested
vested by
act of
power in
by the
the act
of
Congress, approved
approved March
March third, eighteen
and ninety-one
eighteen hundred
hundred and
ninety-one
1095), entitled,
(26 Stat., 1095),
entitled, "An
"An Act to repeal
laws,
repeal timber-culture
timber-culture laws,
and for other purposes",
purposes", and
also by
by the
the act
Congress approved
approved
and also
act of
of Congress
June fourth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and ninety-seven
Stat., 11
11 at
at 34
34
ninety-seven (30 Stat.,
and 36),
36), entitled, "An
appropriations for
sundry civil
"An Act Making
Making appropriations
for sundry
civil
expenses of the Government
Government for the fiscal
expenses
fiscal year
year ending
ending June
June thirtieth,
thirtieth,
eighteen hundred
eighteen
hundred and ninety-eight,
ninety-eight, and
and for
for other
other purposes",
purposes", do
do proproclaim that the boundaries
boundaries of the Carson National
National Forest are
are hereby
hereby
changed to include
include the areas indicated
indicated as additions
upon the
the diagram
diagram
additions upon
annexed and forming
part hereof.
hereto annexed
forming a
a part
hereof.
The withdrawal
withdrawal made
made by this proclamation
proclamation shall,
shall, as
as to
to all
all lands
lands
which
embraced in any valid
which are at this date
date embraced
settlement claim
valid settlement
claim or
or
other
appropriation under the public land
other appropriation
land laws, or reserved
reserved for any
public purpose, be subject to, and shall not interfere
interfere with or defeat
defeat
legal rights under such claim or appropriation
appropriation nor prevent
use for
prevent the
the use
for
such public purpose
reserved, so long as such
purpose of lands so reserved,
claims are
such claims
are
reservation remains
legally maintained
maintained or such reservation
remains m force.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF,
I have
WITEREOF, I
have hereunto set my hand and
and
caused the seal of the United States to be affixed.
affixed.
d
Done at the City of Washington
Washington this 2
23d
January in
in the
the year
of January
year
3 day of
of our Lord one thousand
thousand nine hundred and twenty-five,
twenty-five,
[SEAL] and of the Independence
Independence of the United States
[sEAL]
States of
of America
America
the one
one hundred and forty-ninth.
forty-ninth.
By
President:OOLIDGE
By the
the President:
CHARLES
C
HARLES E.
HITGHES
E. HUGHES
Secretary
Secretary of
of State.
State.

January
January 23,
23 1925.
1925.

CALVIN
COOLIDGE
CALVIN C

BY
PRESIDENT
OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED S
STATES
BY THE
THE P
RESIDENT OF
TATES OF
OF AMERICA.
AMERTC.A.

A
A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
Apache, Crook, and
DAtaPe,
dk, and
Datil National Forests,
Ariz. nd
and N.
Mex.
A.
N. Mex.
Preamble.
Vol. 36, p.
p. 2746.
T,

bl

Whereas,
Whereas, in the interest of economy of administration,
administration, it
it appears
appears

that certain lands
heretofore embraced
lands in the State
State of Arizona
Arizona heretofore
in the
embraced in
the

Apache National
National
fixed
and defined
National Forest
Forest
as fixed
defined
by Proclamation
Proclamation
Apache
Forest as
fixed and
defined by
Proclamation dated
dated
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I

PROCLAMATIO NS,
PROCLAMATIO
NS, 1925.
1925.

September 26, 1910
September
1088) and amended
amended by
by Executive
Executive Order
of
1910 (No. 1088)
Order of
February 17,
(No. 1475)
1475) should
should be
made
February
17, 1912
1912 (No.
be transferred
transferred to
to and
and made
parts of the Crook National Forest which was
fixed and defined
was fixed
defined by
Proclamation of
of March
21, 1917
1917 (No.
amended by
by ExecuExecuProclamation
March 21,
(No. 1362)
1362) and
and amended
tive Order
Order of
1921 (No.
(No.3599),
of August
August 6,
6,
of December
December 24,
24, 1921
3599), Proclamation
Proclamation of
1919 (No.
(No. 1533),
Executive Order
Order of
April 15,
(No. 3435),
3435),
1533), and Executive
of April
15, 1921
1921 (No.
and that certain
State of
of New
Mexico, now
now forming
forming
certain lands
lands in
in the State
New Mexico,
parts
National Forest
and defined
defined by
by Proclamation
Proclamation
parts of the
the Datil National
Forest fixed
fixed and
June 7,
7, 1910
1910 (No.
(No. 1044),
1044), and
amended by
by Proclamation
of
dated June
and amended
Proclamation of
and by
August 25, 1915 (No. 1309) and
Executive Order
Order of
of July
3,
by Executive
July 3,
1916
be transferred
to and
made parts
parts of
of the
the
1916 (No.
(No. 2415),
2415), should be
transferred to
and made
Apache National
National Forest.
Forest.
Apache
Now, therefore, I, CALVIN COOLIDGE,
COOLIDGE, President
President of
United
of the United
States of America, by virtue
virtue of
of the
the power
power in
the Act
Act of
in me
me vested
vested by
by the
of
Congress approved June
June 4,
4, 1897
1897 (30
(30 Stat.
Stat. 11
11 at
at 34
34 and
36), do
do proCongress
and 36),
proclaim that the
the Apache
the Crook
Crook
the boundaries
boundaries of
of the
Apache National
National Forest,
Forest, the
National Forest
Forest and
the Datil
Datil National
National Forest
Forest are
hereby changed
changed
National
and the
are hereby
shown on
on the
hereto annexed
annexed and
and
and that they are now
now as
as shown
the diagrams
diagrams hereto
forming parts
parts hereof.
hereof.
forming
IN
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, IIhave
have set
hand and
set my hand
and caused the
seal of
of the United States to
to be
be affixed.
affixed.
Done at
this 23d
day of
January, in
in the
the year
year
Done
at the
the City
City of
of Washington
Washington this
23d day
of January,
of
Lord one
twenty five,
five, and
and
of our
our Lord
one thousand
thousand nine
nine hundred
hundred twenty
[sEAL] of
States the
the one
one hundred
of the Independence
Independence of the
the United
United States
hundred
and
and forty-eighth.
forty-eighth.
CALVIN
COOLIDGE
CALVIN COOLIDoE
By
the President
President
By the
CHARLES E.
E. HI7GKES
CHARLES
HUGHES
Secretary
State.
Secretary of
of State.

BY THE
BT
THE PRESIDENT
OF THE
UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
PRESIDENT OF
THE UNITED
STATES OF

1985
1985

Vol 40,
40, p.
p. 1647.
Vol
1647.
Vol
Vol

41, p.
p. 1765.
1765.
41,

Vol. 36, P.
2704.
Vol.
p. 2704.
Vol. 39,
p. 1746.
Vol.
39, p.
1746.

Boundaries modified.
modified.
Boundaries
Vol. 30,
30, p.
36.
Vol.
p. 36.

February
2, 1925.
1925.
February 2,

A
PROCLAMATION
A PROCLAMATION
S. Dak.
Whereas it
that certain
State of
of South
Game refuge,
refuge, S.
Dak.
Whereas
it appears
appears that
certain lands
lands in
in the
the State
South Dakota,
Dakota, Game
Preamble.
Preamble.
Ante,
p.634.
described in section
of the
the Act
Act of
Congress approved
described
section one
one of
of Congress
approved June
June seventh,
seventh, Ante,
nineteen
hundred and twenty-four
(43 Stat.,
634), have
been found
found to
to
nineteen hundred
twenty-four (43
Stat., 634),
have been
a game refuge;
refuge;
be of the character
character suitable
suitable for use as a
setting
game
Setting aside
aside game
Now, therefore,
therefore, I,
President of
of the
the United
United refuge
r
i
lf
I
l
ag ein
in South DaNow,
I, CALVIN
CALVIN COOLIDGE,
COOLIDGE, President
kota.
States
of the
me vested
vested by
section Ante,
A;tte, p.
p. 19S1.
19S1.
States of America,
America, by virtue
virtue of
the power
power in
in me
by section
nineteen hundred
one of the aforesaid Act
Act of June seventh,
seventh, nineteen
hundred and
and twenty
twenty
four, entitled
entitled "
An Act To authorize
withdrawal of
of lands
lands for
the
"An
authorize the
the withdrawal
for the
protection of
antelope and
and other
other game
birds," do
proclaim
protection
of antelope
game animals
animals and
and birds,"
do proclaim
that the
the public
public lands
the following
following desciibed
area in
in South
South Dakota,
that
lands in
in the
described area
Dakota,
partly
within the
Custer National
Forest, are
are hereby
hereby reserved
Yeserved from
from
partly within
the Custer
National Forest,
entry
and disposition,
set aside
aside for
for use
use as
as a
entry and
disposition, and
and designated
designated and
and set
a
game refuge.
game
refuge.
Description.
Description.
Black
Black Hills
Hills Meridian
Meridian

In T. 18 N., R. 7
7E., all Secs. 13 to 36, inclusive.
inclusive.
In T. 18 N., R. 8
Secs. 17, 18, 19 and 20,
20, WM
8 E., all Sees.
WY Sec. 21,
21,
all Secs.
Secs. 29,
32.
all
29, 30,
30, 31,
31, and
and 32.
Prior rights, etc., not
etc not
The withdrawal
withdrawal made by this proclamation
proclamation shall
shall be subject to valid acrights'
affected.
rights and entries initiated under the public land laws prior
prior to the
said Act of June seventh, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred twenty-four, and to
existing
national forest
forest purposes
purposes affecting
affecting a
portion
existing withdrawals
withdrawals for
for national
a portion
of the lands involved.
involved.
of
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PROCLAMATIONS,
PROCLAMATIONS, 1925.
1925.
In Witness Whereof,
Whereof, IIhave hereunto
hereunto set
and caused
caused the
the
set my
my hand
hand and

seal of
to be
seal
of the
the United
United States
States to
be affixed.
affixed.
Done at
at the
the City
of Washington,
day of
of February
the
Done
City of
Washington, this
this 22dd day
February in
in the
year
of our
our Lord
Lord one
one thousand
hundred and
and twentytwenty..
year of
thousand nine
nine hundred
[SEAL]
five, and
and of
the independence
the United
United States
States of
of
[SEAL] five,
of the
Independence of
of the
hundred and
America the
the one
one hundred
and forty-ninth.
forty-ninth.
CALVIN COOLIDGE.
COOLIDGE.
CALVIN

By the
President:
By
the President:

CHARLES E.
E. HUGHES,
HUGHES,
CHARLES
Secretary
Secretary of
of State.
State.

February 6, 1925.

BY THE
BY
TEE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
OF TEE
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
THE UNITED
A
PROCLAMATION
A PROCLAMATION

Merwther
Lewis
Meriwether
Lewis
Ile
ational Monument,
Tennn
Preamble.
Preamble,

WHEREAS, J.J. Clint Moore
WHEREAS,
his wife,
Ethel Moore,
Moore, of
of the
the
Moore and
and his
wife, Ethel
County of
of Tennessee,
did on
the twentytwentyof Maury
Maury in
in the State
State of
Tennessee, did
on the

seventh
seventh day of December,
December, one thousand
thousand nine
nine hundred
hundred and
and twentytwentyfour,
and R.
R. W.
Judge of
the County
Court of
of Lewis
Lewis County,
County,
four, and
W. Grimes
Grimes, Judge
of the
County Court
Tennessee,
on the
the fifth
day of
of January,
January, one
one thousand
hunTennessee, did on
fifth day
thousand nine
nine hundred and
twenty-five, pursuant
to the
the Act
Act of
Congress entitled,
entitled,
-- dred
and twenty-five,
pursuant to
of Congress
Vol. 34,vol3p.
p. 22.5.
"An
of American
'" approved
approved
"An Act
Act for
for the
the Preservation
Preservation of
American Antiquities
Antiquities,"
June eighth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
and six,
six, by
by their
their certain
hundred and
certain deed
deed of
of
relinquishment and
and conveyance,
conveyance, properly
executed in
in writing
relinquishment
properly executed
writing and
and
acknowledged,
convey and
forever quit
claim to
to
acknowledged, relinquish,
relinquish, remise,
remise, convey
and forever
quit claim
America the following
following mentioned
the United
United States
States of America
lands at
at that
that
mentioned lands
time
held in
in private
ownership and
and situate
situate m
m the
the Third
Civil District
District
time held
private ownership
Third Civil
DennriPtion of
land o
Lewis County,
County, in
in the
the State
Tennessee, and
particularly described
described
conDvey.dl
offLewis
of land
State of
of Tennessee,
conveyed.
and particularly
as follows, to
to wit:
Beginning at
at a
the middle
middle of
of the
the HohenHohenwit: Beginning
a stake
stake in
in the
wald and Summertown
oak bush north and
Summertown Highway, with oak
and nine
nine
and one-half degrees
degrees at twenty
twenty feet,
feet, thence
thence north
north fifty-nine
degrees
fifty-nine degrees
west with said Highway one thousand
thousand feet to
thence north
north
to aastake; thence
thirty degrees
degrees east
east two thousand
thousand one hundred
hundred and
seventy-eight
and seventy-eight
feet to aa stake; thence south
south fifty-nine
fifty-nine degrees
degrees east one thousand
thousand
feet to a
a stake; thence
thirty degrees
degrees west
west two
two thousand
thousand one
thence south
south thirty
one
hundred
seventy-eight feet
hundred and seventy-eight
containing .by
feet to
to the
the beginning,
beginning, containing
by
survey
survey fifty
ascertained by
survey of
of W.
W. R.
R. M.
M. McKissick,
McKissick,
fifty acres,
acres, .as
as ascertained
by survey
October
twenty-three, nineteen
nineteen hundred
October twenty-three,
hundred and
and twenty-two.
twenty-two.
relinquishments and conveyances
WHEREAS, said relinquishments
conveyances have
have been
been
accepted by the
accepted
the Secretary
Secretary-of
of the
Interior in
the manner
manner and
and for
for the
the
the Interior
in the
purposes prescribed
prescribed in
said Act
Act of
and
in said
of Congress,
Congress, and
WHEREAS,
Meriwether Lewis, marked by
WHEREAS, the grave
grave of Captain Meriwether
by
a monument erected
a
erected by
of Tennessee,
is located
on this
this
by the State
State of
Tennessee, is
located on
tract
of land,
land, and
tract of
and
WHEREAS,
WHEREAS, the faithful
faithful and
and effective
services of
of Captain
Captain MeriMerieffective services
wether Lewis as an officer
officer of the United States
States Army; as the leader
leader
of the Lewis and Clark Expedition;
Expedition; and as Governor
Governor of the Louisiana
Louisiana
transcendent importance
Territory, are of transcendent
importance to
to the
the Nation.
Nation.
Tennessee.
National m
monument,
NOW ,THE REFORE, I, Calvin Coolidge, President of the United
TSee onument,
NOW,
THEREFORE, I, Calvin Coolidge, President of the United
States of America,
America, by virtue of the power
power vested
in me
me by
section
vested in
by.section
two of said Act of
Congress, do
roc l
aim that
th atsa
id l
an d
s herembefore
of Congress,
do p
proclaim
said
lands
hereinbefore
reserved from appropriation
described are hereby
hereby reserved
appropriation and use of all kinds
kinds
under the public land laws and set aside as the Meriwether
Meriwether Lewis
Lewis
National
National Monument.
Monument.
Warning against
against unien hereby given to all unauthori
authonzed
Warning
rs
Warning is
ze dpersons
peons
not to
to approapproauthord aettc
Warning
is hereby given to all unauthorized
sets, ete.
not
priate, cut, injure, destroy,
destroy, deface, or take away
away any
any trees
trees or
or any
any
other property
property on said lands, or to occupy,
occupy, settle, or locate upon
upon
any
proclamation.
any lands
lands reserved
reserved by
by this
this proclamation.

PROCLAMATIONS,
1925.
PROCLAMATIONS, 1925.
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The Secretary
Secretary of
of War
War shall
the supervision,
supervision, management,
tarS
y
ufg a
sironof
Secreof Secremanagement, tasuperson
have the
shall have
The
and control
of this
monument.
this monument.
and
control of
IN
WITNESS WHEREOF,
hereunto set
my hand and
and
set my
I have
have hereunto
WHEREOF, I
IN WITNESS
caused
the seal
seal of
of the
States to be
be affixed.
affixed.
the United
United States
caused the
6th day of February, in the
Done at
Washington this 6th
at the City
City of
of Washington
Done
year of
of our
our Lord
one thousand
thousand nine hundred
hundred and twentyLord one
year
[sEmi
five, and
Independence of the
States of
the United
United States
of the
the Independence
[SEAL] five,
and of
the one
one hundred
hundred and
and forty
forty ninth.
ninth.
America the
America
CALVIN
COOLIDGE.
CALVIN COOLIDGE.
By
the President:
President:
By the
CHARLES E.
E. HUGHES,
HUGHES,
CHARLES
Secretary of
of State.
State.
Secretary

BY THE
OF THE
THE UNITED
TATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
UNITED S
STATES
BY
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF

February 14,
14, 1925.
1925.
February

A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
A
Preamble.
Whereas public
require that
of the
the United
United Preamble.
the Senate
Senate of
that the
public interests
interests require
Whereas
States
be convened
at twelve
twelve o'clock
fourth day
day of
of March
March
convened at
o'clock on
on the
the fourth
States be
next
receive such coMmunications
communications as may
may be
be made
made by the Execunext to receive
tive;
tive;
session of
ofthe
the
Special session
Now, Therefore,
Therefore, I,
I, Calvin Coolidge,
ses
nleci'eo
t
s
e
sconvened
of the United Senate
Coolidge, President
President of
to s
be
Now,
March
4,
1925.
States of
of America,
America, do
and declare
declare that
that an
an extraordiextraordi- March 4, 1925.
States
do hereby
hereby proclaim
proclaim and
nary occasion
the Senate
Senate of
the United
United States
States to
to convene
convene at
at
of the
occasion requires
requires the
nary
the Capitol,
Capitol, in
the city
city of
on the
the fourth
day of
of March
March
in the
of Washington,
Washington, on
fourth day
the
next, at twelve
o'clock noon,
that
persons who shall at that
twelve o'clock
noon, of which all persons
next,
members of that
hereby required
required
that body
body are
are hereby
time be entitled to act as members
to
notice.
to take
take notice.
Given under
my hand
hand and
and the
of the
United States
in the
the city
city
the United
States in
the seal
seal of
Given
under my
of Washington
14th day
of February
the year
year of
of our
our
in the
of
Washington thq
the 14th
day of
February in
[SEAL]
thousand nine
nine hundred
and twenty-five,
twenty-five, and
and of
of
[SEAL] Lord
Lord one
one thousand
hundred and
the
Independence of
hundred
the Independence
of the
the United States the
the one
one hundred
and
and forty-ninth.
v en

By
the President:
By the
President:
CHARLES
HUGHES,
CHARLES E.
E. HUGHES,
Secretary
State.
of State.
Secretary of

CALVIN COOLIDOE.
COOLIDGE.
CALVIN

BY THE
THE UNITED
STATES OF
OF AMFRICA.
AMERICA.
UNITED STATES
OF THE
BY
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF

February 21,
21, 1925.
1925.
February

A PROCLAMATION.
A
PROCLAMATION.
In proclaiming
proclaiming American
American Forest
Forest Week,
Week, II desire
desire to
to bring
bring to
the A
g re
rs
t
i,)ra
o
y
te cobservat
i
: and
to the
In
Arbor
Day
1925.
tion,
of
all
our
people
the
danger
that
comes
from
the
neglect
'
'
attention of all our people the danger that comes from the neglect Preamble.
Preamble.
of our
forests.
of
our forests.
For
observed Forest
Week.
Protection Week.
years the
the Nation
Nation has
has observed
Forest Protection
For several
several years
It is
observance be
It
is fitting
fitting that
that this observance
be enlarged.
enlarged. We
We have
have too freely
freely
spent
magnificent gift
bestowed on us.
In
spent the
the rich and magnificent
gift that
that nature
nature bestowed
us. In
our
eagerness to
our eagerness
to use
use that
that gift we have stripped
stripped our
our forests;
forests; we have
have
permitted
devour them;
have all too often
permitted fires
fires to
to lay waste
waste and devour
them; we
we have
often
destroyed
the young
growth and
and the
the seed
from which
which new
forests
seed from
new forests
destroyed the
young growth
might
though we
already feel
feel the
the first
first grip
grip of
timber
of timber
And though
we already
might spring.
spring. And
shortage,
we have
have barely
barely begun
to save
save and
and restore.
restore.
shortage, we
begun to
We
passed the
the pioneer
and are
no longer
excusable for
for
are no
longer excusable
pioneer stage
stage and
have passed
We have
continuing
this unwise
great resource.
resource. To the
a great
dissipation of
of a
unwise dissipation
continuing this
Nation it
the lack
lack of
elemental necessity
necessity and
and the
the waste
waste of
of an
an elemental
Nation
it means
means the
keeping
idle or
or only
productive nearly
of our soil.
nearly one-fourth
one-fourth of
partly productive
only partly
keeping idle
and
Forest protection
ot

ti°n

15
92

1988
1988

PROCLAMATIONS,
1925.
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To
our forest-using
forest-using industries
industries it
it means
unstable investments,
the
To our
means unstable
investments, the
depletion of
of forest
forest capital,
capital, the
the disbanding
disbanding of
established enterprises,
depletion
of established
enterprises,
and the
the decline
decline of
of one
one of
industrial groups.
groups.
and
of our
our most
most important
important industrial
Our
forests ought
ought to
to work
work and
and kept
work. IIdo
do not
not
Our forests
to be
be put
put to
kept at
at work.
minimize the
the obstacles
that have
met, nor
the difficulty
of
minimize
obstacles that
have to
to be
be met,
nor the
difficulty of
changing
old ideas
practices. We
We must
all put
put our
our hands
hands to
changing old
ideas and
and practices.
must all
to
this
task. It
It is
i
snot
not enough
enough that
that the
the Federal,
Federal, State,
State, and
and
this common
common task.
local
governments take
the lead.
There must
be a
change in
in our
local governments
take the
lead. There
must be
a change
our
national attitude.
attitude. Our
Our industries,
industries, our
landowners, our
all
national
our landowners,
our farmers,
farmers, all
our citizens
citizens must
must learn
to treat
treat our
our forests
as crops,
crops, to
used but
but
our
learn to
forests as
to be
be used
also
We must
learn to
our woodlands
woodlands as
as carecarealso to
to be
be renewed.
renewed. We
must learn
to tend
tend our
•
fully
we tend
our farms.
fully as
as we
tend our
farms.
Let us
to this
this creative
the boundless
boundless energy
energy and
and skill
skill
Let
us apply
apply to
creative task
task the
we
have so
so long
spent in
in harvesting
harvesting the
the free
gifts of
of nature.
The
we have
long spent
free gifts
nature. The
forests
the future
must be
started to-day.
to-day. Our
Our children
children are
are
forests of
of the
future must
be started
dependent on
course. We
are bound
solemn obligation
obligation
dependent
on our
our course.
We are
bound by
by aa solemn
from
which no
no evasion
and no
no subterfuge
subterfuge will
relieve us.
us. Unless
Unless we
from which
evasion and
will relieve
we
fulfill
sacred responsibility
responsibility to
to unborn
generations, unless
we use
fulfill our
our sacred
unborn generations,
unless we
use
with
and with
the generous
and kindly
kindly gifts
gifts of
of
with gratitude
gratitude and
with restraint
restraint the
generous and
Divine Providence,
shall prove
ourselves unworthy
unworthy guardians
of
Divine
Providence, we
we shall
prove ourselves
guardians of
a
heritage we
we hold
n trust.
a heritage
hold i
in
trust.
Desi
week
NOW,
THEREFORE, I,
CALVIN COOLIDGE,
of
President of
COOLIDGE, President
I, CALVIN
NOW, THEREFORE,
ofArDWta3,v
Apragnation
27-Mayof3,1925,
as Amer
Fores the United States, do recommend
recommend to the Governors
various
American
Forest
Governors
of
the
various
week, ete.
93

Week,

etc.

February
February 26,
20, PM.
192..

States
designate and
and set
apart the
the week of April 27—May
27-May 3, incluincluStates to
to designate
set apart
sive, 1925,
1925, as
as American
sive,
American Forest
and, wherever
wherever practicable
Forest Week,
Week, and,
practicable and
and
not in
with State
State law
or accepted
customs to
to celebrate
Arbor
not
in conflict
conflict with
law or
accepted customs,
celebrate Arbor
that week.
week. And I
Day within that
urge public
public officials,
officials, public
public and
and busibusiI urge
ness associations, industrial
industrial leaders,
owners, editors,
editors, educators,
leaders, forest
forest owners,
educators,
and all
to unite
the common
task of
of forest
all patriotic
patriotic citizens to
unite in
in the
common task
forest conconservation
servation and
and renewal.
renewal.
IN WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, I
have hereunto
hereunto set
set my
my hand
hand and
I have
and
caused
the seal
seal of
of the
the United
to be
be affixed.
caused the
United States
States to
affixed.
DONE
DONE at the City of Washington this
this twenty-first
twenty-first day of February, in the year of our Lord one
one thousand nine hundred
hundred
[SEAL]
twenty-five, and of the Independence
Independence of the United
[SEAL] and twenty-five,
United
States
States of America the one hundred and forty-ninth.
forty-ninth.
CALVIN COOLIDGE
COOLIDGE
CALVIN
By
By the
the President:
President:
CHARLES E.
CHARLES
E. HUGHES
HUGHES
Secretary
Secretary of
of State.
BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
THE UNITED
BY
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA

A
A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
lace' BatNatl'nal

Glacier Bay National
Monument, Alaska.

Preamble.
Preamble.

Whereas,
are around
Glacier Bay
the southeast
southeast coast
coast of
of
Whereas, There
There are
around Glacier
Bay on
on the

Alaska aanumber of tidewater
a magnifitidewater glaciers
glaciers of the first rank in a
of lofty
cient setting of
peaks, and more
accessible to
to ordinary
ordinary travel
lofty peaks,
more accessible
travel
regions of
Alaska,
than other
other similar
similar regions
of Alaska,
And, Whereas,
Whereas, The region is said by the
Ecological Society
Society of
of
the Ecological
America
America to contain
contain a
a great variety
variety of forest
forest covering
covering consisting
consisting of
of
mature
mature areas, bodies of youthful trees which have become established
established
since the retreat
retreat of the ice which should be preserved
preserved in absolutely
absolutely
natural condition, and great stretches
stretches now bare that will become
become
forested
of the
forested in the course of
the next century,
century,
And Whereas,
opportunity for the
Whereas, This area presents
presents aa unique opportunity
scientific
scientific study of glacial behavior and of resulting movements
movements and
development of flora and fauna and of certain valuable
development
valuable relics
relics of
ancient
interglacial forests,
forests,
ancient interglacial

PROCLAMATIONS, 1925.
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1925.
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1989

And
interest having
And Whereas,
IN hereas, The area
area is also of historic
historic interest
having been
been
visited by explorers
explorers and scientists
scientists since
since the early voyages
voyages of
Vanof Vancouver in 1794, who have left
records of
of such
such visits
left valuable
valuable records
visits and
and
explorations.
explorations.
Na o
Now, Therefore
Therefore, I,
COOLIDGE, President
li° al monument
National
monument,
I, CALVIN
CALVIN COOLIDGE,
President of the Alaska.
United States
States of America,
America, by
power and
and authority
authority in
in
by virtue
virtue of
of the power
me vested
by section
section two
of the
the act
act of
Congress entitled
"An Act
Act
25.Vol.
Vol. 34,
34 ,p.
p. 2
me
vested by
two of
of Congress
entitled::"An
225.
preservation of American
for the preservation
American Antiquities",
Antiquities" approved
approved June 8,
1906 (34 Stat.,
Stat., 225),
225),. do proclaim
proclaim that
there is hereby
hereby reserved
from
that there
reserved from
all forms of appropriation
appropriation under
under the public land laws, subject to all
prior valid claims,
claims, and set
Glacier Bay
National MonuMonuset .apart
apart as the
the Glacier
Bay,National
ment, the
within the
following described
described boundboundthe tract
tract of
of land lying
lying within
the following
aries, to
to wit:
aries,
wit:
Beginning at
at the
the most
southerly point
of North
North Marble
Island in
Beginning
most southerly
point of
Marble Island
inDescription.
Deiption.
approximate
latitude 58°
north and
136°
approximate latitude
58° 40'
40' north
and approximate
approximate longitude
longitude 136°
4'
west as
as shown
on Coast
Survey chart
chart No.
No. 8306;
8306;
4' west
shown on
Coast and
and Geodetic
Geodetic Survey
southeasterly to the most
Thence southeasterly
westerly point of
largest island
island
most westerly
of the
the largest
at the entrance
entrance of Bear Track
approximate latitude
latitude 58°
Track Cove in approximate
58° 34'
34'
north and approximate
approximate longitude
longitude 135°
135° 56'
56' west;
thence following
west; thence
following
the
high water
the most
most easterly
the mean high
water of the southerly
southerly shore
shore to
to the
easterly point
point
of
of said
said island;
thence east on
parallel of
of latitude
latitude to
the crest
crest of
of the
the
island; thence
on a
a parallel
to the
divide
the waters
Bear Track
Cove and
Cove;
divide between
between the
waters of
of Bear
Track Cove
and Bartlett
Bartlett Cove;
thence
this divide
divide to
to the
of the
the divide
thence northeasterly
northeasterly along
along this
the summit
summit of
divide
between the waters of Excursion
Excursion Inlet and Glacier
Glacier Bay; thence
northerly along this divide to the crest of the divide between
between the
the
waters of Glacier Bay and Lynn
Lynn Canal, thence
thence northerly
northerly and westerly
westerly
along this divide to the International
International Boundary
line between
Alaska
Boundary line
between Alaska
and British Columbia; thence
thence southwesterly
southwesterly along
along the
the International
International
Boundary line
to the
the summit
summit of
Fairweather; thence
thence southeasterly
southeasterly
Boundary
line to
of Mt.
Mt. Fairweather;
to the summit of Mt. Lituya;
Lituya; thence
thence easterly
easterly and
and southerly
southerly along the
divide between
Pacific Ocean
Ocean and
and the
the waters
of
between the waters of the
the Pacific
waters of
Glacier Bay and Icy Strait
or Mt.
Mt. La
La Perouse;
Glacier
Strait to
to the
the summit
summit or
Perouse; thence
thence
the summit
of the
the mountain
mountain marked
marked
easterly across Brady
Brady Glacier to the
summit of
4480 on Coast and Geodetic
Geodetic Survey-chart
chart No. 8306
approximate
8306 in approximate
latitude
38' west;
west;
latitude 58°
58° 33'
33' north
north and
and approximate
approximate longitude
longitude 136°
136 ° 38'
thence
northeasterly to the
thence northeasterly
the summit
suramit of the mountain
marked 4030
4030
mountain marked
on
in approximate
approximate latitude
latitude 58°
58° 34'
north and
and approximate
on said
said chart
chart in
34' north
approximate
longitude
33' west;
west; thence
longitude 136° 33'
thence northeasterly
southerly
northeasterly to the most
most southerly
point on the
the north
north shore of Geikie
Inlet; thence
folGeikie Inlet;
thence northeasterly
northeasterly following the
the mean high water of this shore to
the most
easterly point
point
to the
most easterly
of land
land at the entrance
entrance of
of Geikie
Geikie Inlet,
to the
the
Inlet, thence
thence southeasterly
southeasterly to
place
place of
of beginning,
beginning, containing
containing approximately
approximately 1,820 square
square miles.
miles.
Warning
hereby given
all un
unauthorized
Reserved
Warning is
given to
unauthorized persons not to appro- ne
R
m
e
gr
t
veeil
e. from
from set.
set· .
·
tlement,
etc.
priate
natural feature
feature of
of this
this monument
to occupy,
priate or
or injure any natural
monument or
or to
occupy,
settle or
or locate
of the
the lands
reserved by
this proclaproclaexploit, settle
locate upon
upon any
any of
lands reserved
by this
mation.
mation.
And
that my
my order
April 1,
1, 1924,
PoT e
v
y as withdrawal
withdrawal
And I
I do
do also proclaim
proclaim that
order No.
No. 3983
3983 of
of April
1924, revPrevious
withdrawing
withdrawing the public lands within
within the
the hereinafter
hereinafter described
described limits
limits roked
pending determination
determination of the area therein
which should
should be set apart
apart
therein which
for
for national
national monument
monument purposes,
purposes, is
is hereby
hereby revoked:
revoked:
Beginning atr
Beginning
a1 the
the west
west Description.
Description.
the western extremity
extremity of Cape
Cape Fairweather
Fairweather on
on the
thence in
northeasterly direction
direction to
to the
the summit
summit of
of
coast of
of Alaska, thence
in a
a northeasterly
Fairweather on the
boundary between
between Canada
Canada
Mt. Fairweather
the international
international boundary
and the United
United States, thence
thence following
following such
boundary easterly,
such boundary
easterly,
northeasterly and
easterly to
to Monument
No. 157
157 of
of the
survey of
northeasterly
and easterly
Monument No.
the survey
of
such
International Boundary
Commission approved
such boundary
boundary by
by the
the International
Boundary Commission
approved
June 9,
9, 1923;
of said
monument
1923; thence
thence east
east following
following the
the latitude
latitude of
said monument
to
intersection with
the right
right bank
thence southsouthto an
an intersection
with the
bank of
of Chilkat
Chilkat Inlet;
Inlet; thence
erly
of said
inlet and
to Icy
Icy Strait;
Strait;
erly along the
the right banks
banks of
said inlet
and Lynn
Lynn Canal
Canal to
thence
westerly along
the north
north shores
of Icy
Strait and
and Cross
Cross Sound
Sound
thence westerly
along the
shores of
Icy Strait
45822°
— NoL 43-PT
43—PT 22
45822 -VOL
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PROCLAMATIONS,
1925.
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to
Pacific Ocean;
thence in
in a
a general
northwesterly direction
direction
general northwesterly
Ocean; thence
the Pacific
to the
along the
the shore
shore of
the Pacific
Pacific Ocean
Ocean to
to Cape
Cape Fairweather,
Fairweather, the
the place
place
of the
along
of
beginning
containing
approximately
2,560,000
acres.
acres.
2,560,000
approximately
of beginning containing
Lands not included
And
further proclaim
known that
that pursuant
pursuant to
Public
to Public
make known
and make
proclaim and
I do
do further
And I
not included
Lans
in Monument opened
No. 29
29 of
of February
February 14,
1920 (41
(41 Stat., 434),
434), as amended
amended
14, 1920
ex-service men of Resolution
Resolution No.
to mxienmneodf
World War for 91 days.
days. by Resolutions Nos. 36 and 79, approved January 21 and December
Vol.
ol. by Resolutions Nos. 36 and 79, approved January 21 and December
434; Vol.
ol. 41,
41, p. 431;
is hereby
42, pp.
pp. 38,
358, 1067.
28, 1922,
1922, respectively
Stat., 358,
1067), it
it is
hereby ordered
ordered that
that
358, 1067),
(42 Stat.,
respectively (42
28,
107.
42,
the public
portion of
the area
area last
last above
described not
above described
of the
in that
that portion
lands in
public lands
the
included
said Glacier
Glacier Bay
National Monument
Monument by
this proclamaproclamaby this
Bay National
in said
included in
withdrawals,
tion, subject
subject to
valid rights
the provisions
of existing
existing withdrawals,
provisions of
and the
rights and
to valid
tion,
shall be
be opened
opened only
only to
applicable homestead
homestead laws
the applicable
under the
to entry
entry under
shall
by
men of
war with
with Germany,
Germany, under
under the
of the
the war
ex-service men
qualified ex-service
by qualified
terms
and conditions
of said
said resolutions
resolutions and
regulations issued
the regulations
and the
conditions of
terms and
beginning with the sixtythereunder, for
for a
period of
of ninety-one
sixtyninety-one days beginning
a period
thereunder,
Thereafter
hereof, and
after the
from and
day from
and after
the date
date hereof,
and thereafter
thereafter to
to approthe third
third day
to the
Thereafter to
general public.
genera puc.
priation
under any
any public
law applicable
priation under
public land
land law
applicable thereto.
thereto. Subsequent
Subsequent
to
hereof and
and prior
the date of restoration
restoration to general
general
prior to the
date hereof
the date
to the
disposition
as provided
herein, no
acquired to the
no rights may be acquired
provided herein,
disposition as
lands so
so restored
restored by
settlement in
advance of entry, or otherwise
otherwise
in advance
by settlement
lands
except
accordance herewith.
herewith.
strictly in accordance
except strictly
Supervision, et.,
etc., by
byl The Director of the National Park Service,
Superiion,
Service, under
under the
the direction
direction
Director of National
the supervision,
Interior shall
Park
Service.
the Interior
of
the Secretary
of the
shall have
have the
supervision, manageSecretary of
of the
Park Service.
ment,
control of
the Glacier
Glacier Bay
Bay National
National Monument, as proof the
and control
ment, and
Vol.
"An Act to establish aaNational
vided in the act of Congress entitled "An
p. 535;
35; Vol. vided
Vol. 39, p.
41, p. 732.
and for other
Service, and
Park Service,
41,p.732.
Park
other purposes",
purposes", approved
approved August 25, 1916
1916
.(39
(39 Stat.,
Stat., 535),
as amended
amended June
1920 (41
(41 Stat., 732).
732).
2, 1920
June 2,
535), as
In Witness
caused the
the
hereunto set my hand and caused
Whereof, IIhave hereunto
Witness Whereof,
In
seal of
United States to be affixed.
the United
seal
of the
February in the
Washington this 26th day of February
Done at
the City of
of Washington
at the
Done
year of
our Lord
Lord one
thousand nine hundred and twentyone thousand
of our
year
[8111.&L}
five, and
and of
of the
the United
United States
States of
of
Independence of the
the Independence
[sEAL] five,
America
forty-ninth.
hundred and
and forty-ninth.
America the one
one hundred
CALVIN COOLIDGE
COOLIDGE
CALVIN
By the President:
President:
By
C
HARLES E.
E.HUGHES
HUGHES
CHARLES
Secretary of State.
Secretary
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A Street
Street NE., D.
D. C.,
appropriation
appropriation for
for paving,
paving, etc.,
etc., FifFifteenth
Seventeenth Streets;
teenth to
to Seventeenth
Streets;
from
gasoline-tax fund
fund ------from gasoline-tax
_
1225
A
D. C.,
A Street
Street SE., D.
C.,
appropriation
appropriation for
for paving,
paving, etc.,
etc., FifFifEighteenth Streets;
teenth to
to Eighteenth
Streets;
from
gasoline-tax fund -1225
from gasoline-tax
_-__-1225
Abandoned
Child, D.
C.,
Abandoned Wife or Child,
D. C.,
appropriation for
to destidestiappropriation
for payment
payment to
571, 1245
1245
tute --------------------571,
Abbeville
County, S.
Abbeville County,
S. C.,
C.,
bridge authorized
across Savannah
Savannah
authorized across
River
Elbert County,
County,
River between
between Elbert
Ga., and
and -...----.....-...
Ga.,
___ 1266
1266
Abbey Place
NE., D.
D. C.,
C.,
Abbey
Place NE.,
name of
name
of Third
Third Place
Place changed
changed to
960
to------960
Abbott, Benton
Benton (son),
(son),
pension -------------__________
1522
Abbott,
Charles (son),
(son),
Abbott, Charles
pension
pension ------------____
1481
-___-___
1481
Abbott,
Abbott, Esta
Esta (widow),
(widow),
pension
pension ------------ _-__________1394
1394
Abbott,
James, F.,
Abbott, James,
F.,
payment to
payment
to ------------.-----____
1584
1584
Abbott,
E. (widow),
Abbott, Kate
Kate E.
(widow),
pension increased
increased .---------------1516
1516
Abear,
Abear, David
David (son),
(son),
pension
pension -----------------______- _
_ 1487
Abear,
John (son),
(son),
Abear, John
pension
pension ------------------________
1487
Aber,
Aber, Caleb,
Caleb,
military
military record
record corrected
corrected---___---_--1586
1586
Aberdeen,
Aberdeen, Miss.,
Miss.,
terms of court
court at
at .---_--------.__.___882
Abingdon,
Va.,
Abingdon, Va.,
at
114
terms of court
court at-------------------114
Abner,
Walter G.,
Abner, Walter
G.,
pension
pension---------------------------1409
1409
Abortion
Contagious,
Abortion of
of Animals,
Animals, Contagious,
appropriation for
for researches
for prepreappropriation
researches for
venting, etc
439, 829
venting,
etc --------------439,
829
Abridgment
of Messages
Documents,
Abridgment of
Messages and
and Documents,
preparation,
et c. ,of annual, repealed..
1106
preparation, etc.,
repealed___ 1106
Absecon
J.,
Absecon Inlet,
Inlet, N.
N. J.,
preliminary
etc., of, to
to be
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
be
made
1192
made-----------------------1192
Accidents, Mine,
appropriation
for investigating,
1173
appropriation for
investigating, etc_
etc--_ 420,
420, 1173
Railway, etc.,
etc.,
Accidents, Railway,
appropriation
for
securing
reports
of,
appropriation for securing reports of,
and investigating
526,
1205
and
investigating --------526, 1205
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for securing
securing
reports
of, etc
etc --------------755
reports of,
755
Accounting Office, General
General (see General
General
Accounting
Accounting Office).
Office).
Accounts and
and Deposits
Deposits Office,
Office, Treasury
Treasury
Department,
Department,
appropriation
Commissioner, and
appropriation for Commissioner,
and
office personnel
67,
767
office
personnel ------------.
67,767

Disbursements Division,
Accounts and Disbursements
Division, De- Page.
partment
partment of Agriculture,
Agriculture,
appropriation
for chief,
chief, and
and office
appropriation for
office perpersonnel
842
sonnel -------------------- 451,
451, 842
Accounts
Bureau, Post
Office Department,
Department,
Accounts Bureau,
Post Office
appropriation for personal
84, 782
782
appropriation
personal services__
services-_ 84,
all money orders accounts to be rendered to, at specified
specified periods_ _
__ 950
Ackerman,
(widow),
Ackerman, Annie
Annie (widow),
pension -----------1473
___------------_
1473
Acme Steel Goods Company,
Acme
Company,
Calumet River,
may bridge
bridge Little
Little Calumet
River,
Chicago, Ill
Ill -----------------25
Chicago,
25
Indians, N.
N. Mex.,
Acoma Indians,
Mex.,
appropriation for
for irrigation
for;
appropriation
irrigation system
system for;
repayment -.
repayment
...- .... __ ..403, 1153
1153
Acoustics,
appropriation for
for applying
principles of,
of,
appropriation
applying principles
to
military and
and industrial
to military
industrial uses,
uses,
232, 1042
232.
Government,
Actuary, Government,
deficiency
deficiency appropriation for
for increased
increased
pay
pay-----------____________-693
693
salary of,
of, increased-----------------increased
salary
353
Acuff, Samuel
E., alias
Harris,
Acuff,
Samuel E.,
alias Samuel
Samuel E.
E. Harris,
pension
pension ---------__--------------1390
1390
Ada County,
County, Idaho,
Ada
Idaho,
of lands
at Adger,
Adger, to
sale of
lands at
to Oregon
Oregon
Short
Short Line
Line Railroad
Railroad Company,
Company,
for sand
sand and
and gravel
gravel pit
pit ---_____
for
248
248
mineral deposits
deposits reserved
mineral
249
reserved ---------249
Ada, Okla.,
terms of court at; rooms to be providedprovide&
388,
945
945
Adams, Byron
Byron S.,
S.,
payment to
payment
to-----__----------------_
1578
1578
Adams, Jacob,
Jacob,
Adams,
pension
increased _
pension increased-----_____-_-___
1407
1407
John,
Adams, John,
pension increased
increased -----------------pension
1404
Adams, John, and
and John
John Quincy Adams,
erection of tablets, etc.,
erection
etc., in memory
memory of,
of,
authorized at Quincy,
Quincy, Mass_
Mass_ - _
_ 1302
amount
amount authorized
authorized for ....----__1302
Adams : Julia
Julia (widow),
Adams,
(widow),
pension
pension
----- -_--_-- __-- ___.---__
1471
Adams, Mrs.
Mrs. M.
M. J.,
J.,
payment to,
death of
payment
to, for
for death
of son
son
1589
.1589
Adams : Mary
Adams,
Mary S.
S. (widow),
(widow),
pension
pension increased
increased ---------...-----1441
Adams : Nancy
(widow),
Adams,
Nancy (widow),
pension
pension increased
1524
increased---....... --- _1524
Adams : Sarah
Sarah (widow),
Adams,
(widow),
pension
1467
1467
pension increased
increased -----------------Addington,
Addington, Margaret
Margaret A.
A. (widow),
(widow),
pension
pension
___-------------------_
1451
Additional Assistant
Assistant Secretary
Additional
Secretary of State,
appointment
authorized; salary
salary____
__ _
146
appointment of,
of, authorized;
146
salary
of Director
Director of
of
salary of abolished
abolished office
office of
the Consular
Consular Service
Service made availavailable for -----------__-___-146
146
of Congress,
Adjournment of
Congress,
ordered,
ordered, June
1611
June 7, 1924
1924 -------------1611
1991
1991
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Page.
Admissions and
Dues, Tax
Tax on,
on Title
and Dues,
Page.
Title V,
V, Page.
Page.
Adjusted Compensation Act).
Revenue Act of 1924-Continued.
Revenue
1924—Continued.
Act).
Adjusted Service Certificate
tax on sales of tickets at other than
Certificate Fund,
Fund,
box
than box
appropriation for, fiscal year 1926 --1212
appropriation
office exceeding
exceeding established
established price_
320
1212
price_ 320
deficiency
deficiency appropriation for amount to
682
excess of
at box office in excess
to_ 682
of regular
regular
created in the Treasury
128
Treasury-------------rates ----------------- _---320
128
320
annual appropriations
appropriations authorized
authorized for,
additional on box holders,
additional
holders, etc
320
etc-----320
from 1925 to 1946 ---------128
to roof gardens, cabarets,
cabarets, etc
321
128
etc ----- _
321
determination
determination of amount; interest
no tax levied, if proceeds for benefit
benefit of
interest
of
allowed -----------------religious, charitable,
in128
religious,
charitable, etc.,
etc., into be set aside on first day of the
stitutions -----------------321
stitutions
321
calendar year -- _--128
-------preventing cruelty
cruelty to children,
etc
321
128
children, etc__
321
limit on amount
amount for 1925 --------128
National
Guard, and
128
National Guard,
and other military,
military,
moneys in,
in to be invested in
in United
United
etc.,
organizations------------ 321
etc., organizations
321
States securities;
securities; sale of for
municipal fire, police, etc., departdepartfund authorized
authorized ------------128
128
ments---------------ments
321
321
interest, etc.,
etc. added
added to fund
128
fund-------- 128
agricultural fairs,
fairs, etc.; conditions_
321
conditions- __
..._
321
payments
payments authorized
authorized from------from
128
-128
charges for seats, tables, etc.,
etc., ininAdjusted Service Credits,
War '
Credits, World War,
cluded as admissions --------321
321
appropriation
appropriation for payment
payment of,
of, not more
more
price, etc.,
etc. ' to
tickets
321
price,
to be
be printed
printed on
on tickets__
321
than $50 each -----------1212
1212
321
penalty for violations
violations -----------_ 321
for installments of, due to dependents
dependents
tax levied on dues, etc.,
etc., exceeding
exceeding $10 aa
of veterans
veterans -------------1212
1212
year of social, etc., clubs;
clubs; initiainitiaAdjutant General's
General's Department,
Army,
Department, Army,
tion fees--------321
_-------321
appropriation for contingencies,
appropriation
contingencies, headheadexemption of fraternal lodges, etc
322
etc-_
322
quarters of military departlife membership payments ------_
322
ments, etc
etc---------------- 480,894
480, 894
collection
collection by receivers of; returns
returns and
for, additional,
for
additional, 1925
711
1925-----------711
payments---------------322
322
Adjutant
Adjutant General's
General'sOffice, War
War Department,
Department,
in effect in 30 days ----------------322
322
appropriation
appropriation for civilian
civilian personnel-_
personnel__ 480, 895 Adulterated
Adulterated FoJds,
FoAs, Drugs,
Drugs, etc.,
deficiency
appropriation
deficiency appropriation for salaries
salaries_ - 761
761
appropriation for expenses,
appropriation
expenses, preventing
for administrative
expenses, World
administrative expenses,
World
sale, etc.,
etc., of----------- - 447,
837
447, 837
War Adjusted Compensation
Compensation___ 1344
for detection of, in District of CoAdmiralty,
•
lumbia
lumbia ------.--.----- 563, 1237
1237
interlocutory decrees
decrees in,
may be
be apapin, may
Advertising, D.
D. C.,
pealed to circuit courts of
apof apappropriation for general -------appropriation
544, 1221
1221
peals-------------------- - 813
peals
813
for notices of taxes in arrears-_
arrears
544, 1221
544,
1221
proceeding in
in district court not
proceeding
not
deficiency
for-------- 674, 679
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
679
stayed; exception
exception- ----------stayed;
814
814 Aerial
Aerial Surveys of Rivers
and Harbors,
Harbors
Rivers and
Admiralty Causes,
Admiralty
Causes,
per diem allowance
allowance to Army, Navy,
Navy,
suits against
against United States for damages
damages
and Marine
Marine Corps
Corps for ------1191
1191
by public vessels or for salvage
Aerological
Stations,
Aerological Stations,
services, allowed
allowed 1112
------1112
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc.,
appropriation
venue
venue of action; procedure
procedure ------1112
1112
of-------.-------------- - 437,
437, 826
826
cross libel, etc., allowed owner of priAeronautic Engineering,
Aeronautic
Engineering,
vate vessel in suit against by
appropriation
appropriation for standardizing
standardizing appaappaUnited States for damages
damages - -1112
1112
ratus, etc.,
etc., used in
in--------- 231,
231, 1041
1041
security to be given by respondent_ __ 1112
1112 Aeronautics,
Aeronautics, National
National Advisory Committee
Committee
subpoenaing officer
restriction on subpcenaing
officer or
for,
for,
conneccrew of public vessel in connecappropriation
appropriation for expenses
527, 1206
expenses ------527,
1206
tion with suit ---------------1112
1112
for printing and binding
binding-----527,
527, 1206
1206
suits by nationals of foreign governfor salaries, additional, 1925---1925
705
705
ments allowed only if similar
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for --------55
55
privileges given Americans in
privileges
Aeroplanes, Navy
Aeroplanes
Navy (see
Aviation,
Na
v
y).
(see Aviation, Navy).
courts of the country ------ 1113
1113 Africa,
Africa, East,
East,
authority of Attorney General
General to
to arbiarbitreaty and protocol with Belgium
Belgium recompromise, etc.,
trate, compromise,
etc., claims
lating to rights
rights in Mandate
Mandate of
__ 1863
1863
of-on which libel filed ---.-----1113
1113 Agreements,
Agreements,
payment
authorized of final judgment
payment authorized
judgment
arbitration
extending arbitration
convention with
rendered on settlement agreed
France
France ---------------1743
_
1743
upon 1113
--------.
1113
with Great Britain ----_---.----1695
1695
no lien against a
a public vessel recogrecogwith Japan
Japan -------1757
__--------_
1757
-----nized --1113
1113
Netherlands----------with Netherlands
1754
---- _ 1754
benefits
benefits to United
United States of
of all
exall exwith Norway
Norway---_------------_
1746
1746
emptions, etc.,
etc., accorded vessel
parcel
parcel post, with Great Britain and
and
owners, etc ---1113
--------1113
Northern
Northern Ireland
1854
Ireland------------- 1854
report to Congress of all judgments,
with Netherlands
Netherlands East India ---1717
1717
etc --------------------1113
1113
relating to Pacific
Pacific Islands
Islands of
Japan_ --1652
of Japan
1652
Admissions and Dues,
Admissions
Dues Tax
on, Title
VIII,
Tax on,
Title VIII,
Agricultural
Agricultural Census,
1925,
Census, 1925,
Revenue Act
Act of
of 1921,
appropriation
expense of taking,etc_
appropriation for expense
228
228
repealed
repealed by Revenue
Revenue Act of 1924 352 Agricultural
Agricultural Conference,
Conference,
and Dues
Dues,' Tax on,
Admissions and
on, Title V,
V,
deficiency
appropriation for expenses_
deficiency appropriation
expenses___ 754
Revenue
Revenue Act of 1924,
Agricultural Credits
Agricultural
Credits Act, 1923,
1923,
tax payable on admissions
admissions to theaters,
theaters,
time extended
extended for final report of Joint
Joint
etc -------------------320
Committee
Committee on Federal Reserve
exemption
exemption if 50 cents or less-----less
320
System, created
under
4
created under--------4

Adjusted Compensation
Compensation (see World
World War
War
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Agricultural Credits
1923, AmendAgricultural
Credits Act,
Act, 1923,
Amendments
ments,'

proportionate assessment for
proportionate
for Farm
Loan Bureau salaries and expenses
against
intermediate
intermediate
credit banks ----------------classification
classification of loans and debentures
by Board
Board-------------------proportionate
salaries and exproportionate share of salaries
penses of Farm Loan Board
Board paypenses
banks 'etc
able by land banks,
etc ------semiannual estimate to be made, and
semiannual
and
banks
therefor ------banks assessed
assessed therefor

deposit in the Treasury and dis-
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1262
1262

1262
1262
1262
1262

bursed
appropriation __---bursed on
on appropriation
1262
1262
assessments
assessments against intermediate
intermediate
credit banks until June 30, 1926,
without appropriation
appropriation -------without
1263
deficiencies, and surprovisions for deficiencies,
plus
plus------------------------1263
compensation of appraisers and excompensation
examiners fixed by the Board and
aminers
paid by the banks
banks------------- 1263
intermediate credit banks
banks may discount, etc.,
etc., paper
paper based on advances for agricultural
purposes,
agricultural purposes,
livestock raising, etc.,
livestock
etc., held by
by
banks, etc ----------------- _ 1264
held by organizations
organizations under State or
or
Federal laws
Federal
laws----------------- 1264
by any other intermediate
intermediate credit bank
of paper
paper advancedforsimilaruses
advancedforsimilaruses__ 1264
Agricultural
Economics Bureau,
Bureau, DepartAgricultural Economics
Department
of Agriculture,
Agriculture,
ment of
appropriation
appropriation for chief, and office and
and
field personnel
personnel-------------- 453, 844
for general administrative
administrative expensesexpenses_ 453, 844
management and practice_
for farm management
practice- 453,
453, 844
844
cost of agricultural
producagricultural staple production ---------------------tion
453, 844
453,
844
for distributing,
distributing, etc., information of
farm products, supplies, etc_ __ 453, 844
cost of retail marketing of meats,
meats,
etc ---------------------453, 844
453,844
for collecting,
collecting, analyzing,
publishing,
analyzing, publishing,
agricultural and
etc., general agricultural
livestock information
information ------- 453, 844
844
844
cotton acreage
acreage excluded
excluded-- ----.
844
for disseminating
disseminating to American proproetc., world's supply and
and
ducers, etc.,
demand
demand of
of agricultural
agricultural products,
products,
etc
etc---------. .
453, 844
844
for cooperating with Federal and
and
State agencies,
agencies, associations, carriers,
etc .-----453, 844
riers, etc
--_____--453,
844
intended cotton planting areas, exintended
excluded -------------------- 453, 844
for investigating
investigating and certifying conditions, etc., of interstate
interstate shipments of perishable farm prodproducts, etc
453,
ucts,
etc -----------------453, 844
844
certificates
certificates prima facie
facie evidence
evidence of
of
facts stated ---- _---_-----_ 454, 845
845
information of marfor disseminating
disseminating information
ket supply and demand for agriagricultural products,
products, etc-----etc
454, 845
cooperation with agencies,
agencies, organicooperation
organizations, etc -------------.-- 454, 845
845
for enforcing Cotton Futures and
Cotton Standards
Standards Acts
454, 845
Acts ----- 454,
845
for enforcing
enforcing Grain Standards Act_ 454, 845
administering Warehouse
Warehouse Act_
Act_ 454, 845
for administering
for enforcing
enforcing Standard
Standard Container
Container
454, 846
Act ----------------.---- 454,846
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Agricultural
Economics Bureau,
Bureau, DepartDepartPage.
Agricultural Economics
Page.
ment
ment of
of Agriculture—Con.
Agriculture-Con.
appropriation for completing
completing distribuappropriation
tion of wool clip of 1918_
1918-.. ___
_-_ 455,
455, 846
846
for salaries,
additional, 1925-------1925
706
salaries, additional,
706
for general expenses, additional,
additional, 1925_
706
1925_
706
for enforcing
enforcing Cotton Futures Act,
Act,
additional, 1925 ------------ _
706
enforcing Grain Standards Act,
for enforcing
additional, 1925
706
1925-------------706
for administering
Warehouse Act,
administering Warehouse
Act,
additional, 1925 ------------706
706
deficiency
deficiency appropriation for enforcing
enforcing
Cotton Standards Act
Act----39
__
39
for administering Warehouse
Warehouse Act_
Act___
39
682
for general expenses
expenses -------------682
Agricultural,
Agricultural, etc.,
etc., Fairs,
Fairs,
exempt from admission
admission tax----------321
Agricultural Exhibits,
Agricultural
Exhibits,
appropriation for making, at State, etc.,
appropriation
etc.,
825
fairs ---.-----.---------435. 825
Agricultural Experiment
Agricultural
Experiment Stations,
Stations,
appropriation for
general expenses;
expenses; alappropriation
for general
lotments -----------------824
lotments
434, 824
increased allotments
allotments--------435,
824
for increased
435, 824
for additional allotments, extension
work ----------------_ 435,
435, 824
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for additional
deficiency
allotments for------------.-1324
1324
additional amounts
amounts authorized
authorized anadditional
annually for maintenance
maintenance of ----970
to be included
included in
in estimatesestimates _-____971
971
designated
designated application
application of ---------971
payments quarterly; reports
payments
reports of disbursements, etc --------971
_--971
legislative assent necessary
971
legislative
necessary -------971
acceptance
acceptance by governor till adjournment of legislature ------971
971
apportionments
etc., to
apportionments misapplied,
misapplied, etc.,
to be
replaced by States------------States_
971
971
limit
on use
use for
for buildings,
971
limit on
buildings, etc
etc .- _--971
annual report of operation by
by stations to be made to governors
governors_-_
_
971
971
copy to Secretaries
Secretaries of AgriculAgriculture, and Treasury
Treasury -------.--971
971
certificates as to compliance
certificates
compliance with the
law to be made annually by SecSecretary of Agriculture
Agriculture --------971
971
withheld, reasons
if withheld,
reported to
reasons to be reported
_
972
the President
President.,-_ _ __- . ...-......
.
972
amount kept separate
separate until close of
Congress --------...
972
next Congress
972
of .---. - disposal of..
972
-.--972
report in detail of operations,
operations, etc ---..
972
972
Agricultural
Extension Service,
AgriculturalExtension
Serrice, Cooperative,
Cooperaltire,
appropriation for farmers'
appropriation
farmers' cooperative
cooperative
demonstration
demonstration work 824
__---- - 435,
435, 824
voluntary
contributions
hin
contributions wit
within
accepted ------------- 435, 825
State accepted
for additional
additional cooperative
cooperative extension
extension
work ------------------- _ 435, 825
825
county agents--agents_ __------------ 435,825
435, 825
Agricultural
Products, etc.,
Agricultural Food
Food Products,
etc.,
appropriation for biological
investigaappropriation
biological investigations, etc.,
etc., of837
-------------- 446. 837
marfor distributing information
information of marketing, distributing,
distributing, supply, etc.,
844
of ------------------.-453, 844
for disseminating information
information of
market supply and demand
demand for
for
designated -------designated
453. 844
_-------deficiency appropriation
appropriation for collecting,
publishing, etc.,
publishing,
etc., data
data of ------682
682
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Service, Army,
Army,
Page.
Air Service,
Agricultural Lands,
Page.
Lands,
Agricultural
appropriation for
for aviation
instruction
aviation instruction
appropriation
appropriation
classisoil classicooperative soil
for cooperative
appropriation for
expenses, schools,
schools, etc
491, 906
906
etc -----expenses,
fication
of
-------------- - 448, 838
fication of
for maintenance,
maintenance, storage,
storage, etc.,
of
airof
etc.,
for
Agricultural
Lands
in
National
Forests
Forests,
Agricultural Lands in National
906
491,
ships,
491 906
etc--------------ships, etc
appropriation
for survey,
445, 835
of---_ 445,
etc., of_
survey, etc.,
appropriation for
landing, etc.,
etc., runways
906
runways ------- 491, 906
landing,
Agricultural Organizations,
Organizations,
Agricultural
aerial
photographic
supplies,
supplies,
photographic
aerial
exempt from
from income
income tax
282
tax -----------exempt
etc
491, 906
491,906
etc ------------------Agricultural
Products,
Agricultural Products,
for
production, etc_
906
-_ 492, 906
etc_ _
gas production,
helium gas
for helium
changes to
to be
delay, by
by
without delay,
be made
made without
changes
for
investigating, etc.,
new types
types of
etc., new
for investigating,
Interstate
Commerce CommisInterstate Commerce
airships
906
---------------- 492, 906
airships
sion, to
to promote
freedom of
of
promote freedom
sion,
purchase, manufacture,
manufacture, etc., of
purchase,
movement of,
of, at
lowest lawful
lawful
at lowest
movement
aerial machines,
etc
492, 906
machines, etc--------aerial
freight rates--------------rates
802
freight
marking military
airways------ 492, 907
military airways
marking
Agricultural
Products, Staple,
Staple,
AgriculturalProducts,
special clothing,
clothing, etc
etc ----------- 492, 907
special
time further
November 30,
to November
extended to
further extended
time
for expenses,
disposal of surplus, etc.,
etc.,
expenses, disposal
for
1924,
advances on,
on, by
making advances
for making
1924, for
equipment ----------- 492, 907
equipment
War
14
Corporation ----.
Finance Corporation
War Finance
consulting
engineers at expericonsulting engineers
Agricultural Report,
Report,
Agricultural
mental stations
492, 907
stations----------mental
appropriation
for printing
and bindbindprinting and
appropriation for
medical
special
medical
rescientific
special scientific
434, 823
ing
ing ---------------------search
492, 907
search ----------------- -492,907
etc.,,
Agricultural Schools, etc.
Agricultural
printing
office supplies,
supplies, etc
etc_ -_-__ 492,
492, 907
907
printing office
appropriation
for reports,
reports, etc.,
etc., on
on --434
appropriation for
salvaging wrecked
wrecked aircraft, etcetc_ 492, 907
salvaging
Agriculture,
for allotments
designated oballotments for designated
for
appropriation
destroying animals
for destroying
appropriation for
jects
492,
492, 907
jects-------------------450, 841
injurious
to
injurious to--------------civilian employees
employees------------ 492, 907
civilian
for
on reclamation
reclamation
demonstrations on
for demonstrations
492, 907
production ----------helium production
etc
456
projects to develop, etc------aircraft
work
492, 907
aircraft research work--------deficiency appropriation
appropriation for stimulatdeficiency
balloon
production --------492, 907
balloon productioning, etc
etc------------------ 55, 60, 759
ing,
improving
stations,
hangars,
hangars,
stations,
improving
Agriculture,
Institute of,
InternationalInstitute
Agriculture, International
492,907
etc
492, 907
etc ---------------------1
212, 1021
appropriation for
etc
quota, etc-----for quota,
appropriation
new airplane
492, 907
907
production ----airplane production
new
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for expenses
expenses of
deficiency
paying damage
restricclaims; restricdamage claims;
paying
delegates
48
to----------------delegates to
tion
492, 907
tion------------------ -for
760,
760, 11338
quota- ----------------for quota
restriction on
giving exhibition
exhibition
on giving
restriction
Ahern,
(widow),
Catherine (widow),
Ahern, Catherine
492, 908
--flights ---------------flights
]1407
pension ------------------------pension
incurred
from
payable from
obligations payable
incurred obligations
IrrigationSystem, Wash.,
IndianIrrigation
Ahtanum Indian
former
appropriation until June
former appropriation
appropriation
for----------------appropriation for
30, 1925;
1925; additional
493
493
use -----additional use
30,
maintenance,
403
of--------maintenance, etc., of
bombing tests
tests on
vessels;
on moving
moving vessels;
bombing
for
additional,
maintenance, etc., additional,
for maintenance,
transfer of
of obsolete
obsolete craft for,
transfer
1925
707
1925-------------------Navy
and
Shipping
from Navy
Aids
to Navigation,
Navigation,
Aids to
907
Board
Board -------------------appropriation
for expenses
expenses of ----- 233, 1043
appropriation for
for establishing,
etc
reestablishing
near
234, 1043
reestablishing testing plant near
establishing, etc-----------for
McCook Field,
Field, Ohio --------907
McCook
Aiken County,
C. ,
S. C.,
Aiken
County, S.
additional
contracts for new airbridge
Savannah
additional contracts
authorized across Savannah
bridge authorized
908
planes,
etc., authorized------authorized
planes, etc.,
River, Augusta, Ga.,
Ga., by RichRichmond County,
Ga., and
102
authorizations
and----County, Ga.,
authorizations for helium gas promond
duction,
etc., granted to Navy
Aiken,
duction, etc.,
Mary B. (mother),
Aiken, Mary
908
pension
1411
Department
Department----------------pension .------------------------incurred
Aiken,
S. C.,
obligations payable from
incurred obligations
Aiken, S.
terms of
801
former
until June
court at
at...---------------appropriation until
of court
terms
former appropriation
Ain-dus-o-geshig,
Mille Lac
30, 1926
1926 -------------------908
Band of
Lac Band
Ain-dus-o-geshig, Mille
30,
Indians, Chief,
for landing field,
field, France
Chief,
France Field,
Field,
Indians,
for
493
payment
Panama
to, from Court of Claims
Canal--------------payment to,
Panama Canal
judgment for the
818
the Band -----judgment
for civilian
civilian personnel,
personnel, Office
Office of Chief
Air Mail
of,
War Department
493, 908
Act,
Mail Act,
Air
Department ------of, War
title
Act
805
of Act----------------------...
title of
services------------- 493, 908
technical services
with
prepaid
air
mail
is
first
prepaid
class
mail
for
expenses, additional,
additional,
air mail is first
and expenses,
for salaries
salaries and
specified rates
805
1925
711
711
rates--------------specified
1925 ----------------------postage on, not
10 cents an
than 10
not less than
postage
58,
appropriation for -------deficiency
deficiency appropriation
ounce
805
__ -----_----_----ounce -1350
701, 762, 1350
62, 701,
contracts authorized
transporting
for transporting
authorized for
58, 698
contracts
production
698
for, production----------------air
rates -------------805
62
air mail; rates
62
for
military --- _----------------for military
other
aircraft --805 Air Service, Chief of, War Department,
class mail
mail by aircraft
other first class
Department,
rules,
806
made----------etc., to be made
rules, etc.,
appropriation
personnel,
appropriation for civilian personnel,
806
operated
Government operated
postage
postage on Government
Office
908
of------------------- 493, 908
Office of
with
806
interfered with-----routes not interfered
806
technical, etc.,
legal assistant, technical,
etc.,
Air
Mail Service,
Air Mail
services
services------------------- 493, 908
amount authorized
approfor, from approauthorized for,
amount
Air
Navy).
(see Aviation,
Aviation, Navy).
Navy (see
Air Stations,
Stations, Navy
priation for
for railroad transportapriation
1337 Aircraft,
tion, 1926
1926 ------------1337
Aircraft,
__
contracts authorized
1337
authorized-- --------contracts
contracts authorized
authorized for carrying
carrying air
contracts
1337
separate
kept
1337
separate accounts to be kept-----805
revenues__
805
mail by; based on revenues-_
1337
in the District, etc_ 1337
personal services
services in
terms----.
other
class mail by; terms
805
other first class
1337
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Factory, Navy,
Page.
Navy,
Aircraft Factory,
appropriation
appropriation for
for maintenance----maintenance
199,
199, 877
877
Aircraft, Navy
(see Aviation,
Aviation, Navy,
Navy, and
and
Aircraft,
Navy (see
Bureau
of Aeronautics,
Bureau of
Aeronautics, Navy).
Navy).
Aircraft, Postal
Aircraft,
Postal Service,
Service,
appropriation for
etc., New
appropriation
for operation,
operation, etc.,
New
York and
Francisco
87, 785
785
York
and San
San Francisco-----87,
for night
flying ---------------87, 785
for
night flying
87,
785
extra
class mail
extra charge
charge for
for first
first class
mail
service
785
service -------------------785
for foreign
foreign mails
mails by
by ----------87, 786
786
for
_ 87,
deficiency
for operation,
operation,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
etc.,
New York
York to
San Franetc., New
to San
Francisco
59,
cisco -------------------59, 1350
1350
Airplane
Bombs, Army,
Army,
Airplane Bombs,
appropriation
for manufacture,
manufacture, purpurappropriation for
chase,
498, 913
chase, etc.,
etc., of
of -----------498,
913
Airplane Carriers,
Navy,
Airplane
Carriers,Navy,
appropriation
converting two
two batappropriation for
for converting
battle
881
tle cruisers
cruisers into
into-------------881
limits of
cost increased
converting
limits
of cost
increased for
for converting
"Lexington" and
and "Saratoga"
"Saratoga"
"Lexington"
into --------882
into
------------882
Airplane Patrol
Airplane
Patrolin
in National
National Forests,
Forests,
appropriation for
for operating,
to prevent
operating, to
prevent
appropriation
forest fires-----------------fares
835
forest
835
Airplanes, Postal
Aircraft,
Airplanes,
Postal Service
Service (see
(see Aircraft,
Postal Service).
Service).
Postal
Aitkin County,
County, Minn.,
Minn.,
Aitkin
may
River
814
may bridge
bridge Mississippi
Mississippi River-------814
Ak
Chin Indian
Indian Reservation,
Ariz.,
Ak Chin
Reservation, Ariz.,
appropriation
for irrigation
irrigation project
project
appropriation for
on
400, 1151
on--------------------Akers, Eleanore
Eleanore C. (widow),
(widow),
Akers,
pension
1467
pension increased
increased------------------1467
Akers,
Nancy J.
J. (widow),
Akers, Nancy
(widow),
pension
1459
pension increased
increased-- ---------------1459
Akridge,
David,
Akridge, David,
pension
increased
1390
1390
pension increased------------------Aktieselskabet
Marie di
di Giorgio,
Giorgio,
Aktieselskabet Mare
may
for collision
collision damages
to
may bring
bring suit
suit for
damages to
steamship
in district
district
"Runa," in
steamship "Runa,"
court ----------------------1547
court
Alabama,
Alabama,
Chattahoochee
Georgia and, may
may bridge
bridge Chattahoochee
River
Alaga, Ala----------Ala
663
River at
at Alaga,
663
Eufaula, Ala -------------------16
may acquire
acquire bridge
bridge across Tennessee
Tennessee
River
at Decatur,
Decatur, to
to operate
operate as
River at
as a
a
free bridge
815
bridge------------------815
tolls allowed
allowed for reimbursing
cost,
reimbursing
etc -----------------------815
815
bridge Coosa
Gadsden --891
bridge
Coosa River, at Gadsden
723
at Leesburg-----------------Leesburg
723
patent for lands in, for heirs, etc.,
etc., of B.
Friedman and EmantlelLoveman
Emanuel Loveman 1591
Friedmanand
preemption claim of William
William Week
ley to
Weekley
preemption
section of land in, granted to
to
owners of titles thereto
1579
1579
thereto-------purchase of public land in,
in, by Y. Charles
Charles
Earl, authorized-------------authorized
812
812
Alabama
and Coushatta
Indians, Polk
Alabama and
Coushatta Indians,
Polk
County, Tex.,
County,
Tex..
appropriation for education, etc---.
etc____ 404, 1155
appropriation
Alaga,
Ala.,
Alaga, Ala.,
bridge authorized across Chattahoochee
Chattahoochee
River at -------------------663
Alamo
Alto,
Tex.,
Alamo Alto, Tex.,
bridge authorized across Rio Grande at_
662
consent of Mexico
Mexico required -------663
consent
Alarcon,
Nestor,
Alarcon, Nestor,
pension
1487----------------------1487
pension--Alaska,
Alaska,
appropriation
for
salary
of
Governor
427,
1181
appropriation for salary of Governor
for
contingent expenses
427, 1181
expenses--------- 427,
1181
for contingent
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appropriation for
care of
insane__ __ 427,1181
for care
of insane---427,1181
for railroad, river boats, etc----etc
28, 1172
428,1172
consolidation
consolidation of all amounts into
Alaska railroads fund, available
available
Alaska
until expended----------expended1182
--1182
for star route mail service in;
emergencies785
86, 785
emergencies
--------------- '
for ---__ 89,
for special mail equipments for
89, 787
787
for relief, etc.,
etc., of shipwrecked
shipwrecked
American seamen in 1017
---_ 208, 1017
for marking
marking boundary
line between
between
boundary line
Canada and1020
Canada
---------__
- 211, 1020
attorneys, etc------etc
219, 1029
for judges, attorneys,
1029
for
marshals,
salaries,
etc
for marshals, salaries, etc--- - 220,
220, 1029
1029
fisheries in-_in_ __ 238,
for protecting
protecting seal
seal fisheries
238, 1047
1047
clerks, etc
etc_-___
394
for surveyor
surveyor general,
general, clerks,
-394
Indian
for native pupils brought to Indian
schools from
from------------- 405, 1156
investigating mineral resources
for investigating
of ----------------1173
-419, 1173
for inspection of mines, etc --420, 1174
420,1174
education of natives under Comfor education
missioner
of Education
426, 1180
missioner of
Education-1180- 426,
operation ' etc., of ship "
Boxer "__ 1180
1180
operation,
"Boxer"-medical relief of natives; hoshosfor medical
pitals, etc---------------etc1180
427,
pitals,
427,1180
admission of
of pay
pay patients---patients__ __ 427,
427, 1181
1181
admission
for reindeer
reindeer stations, etc.; sale of
427, 1181
males, etc ------------1181
game
for protection of game---------428, 841
for agricultural experiment
stations
experiment
in---------------------in
435,
824
435,824
for Weather
Weather Service expenses in
in-- 436, 825
825
for experiments,
etc.,
for
increase
of
experiments,
for increase
reindeer industry ---------- 451, 841
reindeer
for protection
protection of land fur bearing
animals ---------------451, 841
animals
- 451,841
for military cable, etc -------___-514,
514, 928
928
for military, etc.,
etc., roads, bridges,
trails, etc.,
etc., in ------------- 515, 930
930
for mining investigations in, additional, 1925
708
1925- --------------708
for education
education of natives under ComCommissioner of Education, additional, 1925 ---------------709
for medical relief of natives; addiadditional, 1925 ---------------709
for contingent
contingent expenses,
expenses, additional,
1925 ---------------------709
709
for protection of game,
game, additional,
1925 ----------------..-- 709
for suppressing liquor traffic, additional, 1925
1925----------.----709
709
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc., of railroads in,
additional, 1925
709
1925-------------reindeer stations,
stations, additional,
additional,
for reindeer
1925 ---------------------- 709
709
attorneys, etc.,
etc., addifor judges, attorneys,
tional, 1925 -- ------------709
tional,
for military roads, bridges, and trails
in,
additional,
1925
712
in,
1925----------712
expenses, protection of fisheries
for expenses,
additional, 1925----------1925
713
of, additional,
713
deficiency
appropriation for care of
deficiency appropriation
insane
41, 683, 1331
insane---------------Sanitarium Company,
Portland,
Company, Portland,
Sanitarium
Greg
41
41
Oreg ----------------------for freight,
freight, Education
Education Bureau
Bureau ----43
for railroad-----------------railroad
1332
43, 1332
for education
education of natives
natives--------- 56, 1348
for contingent expenses
expenses -------- 56
56, 1332
1332
for star routes, postal service 60 •
-----for miscellaneous
miscellaneous court
court expenses
expenses____
687
--.
for medical relief---------------- 697
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weekly closed
for taking
taking salmon
salmon
season for
closed season
weekly
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
military,
for military,
deficiency
466
699
for sale---------------------sale
466
for
6!
99
etc.,
roads, bridges,
bridges, and
and trails
trails in_
etc., roads,
food
fishing excepted
excepted -------------466
food fishing
for
executing game
reapproprilaw; reapproprigame law;
for executing
1326
period
may be
advanced ----------466
be advanced
13:
period may
26
ation
ation---------------------all
obstructions to
be released
released during_
during_
466
466
to be
all obstructions
for
Guard cutter
for duty
duty in
cutter for
Coast Guard
for Coast
1342
punishment for
or
law or
of law
violations of
for violations
134
punishment
12
waters of,
of, etc-------------etc
waters
466
739
regulations
regulations------------------7:
39
Alaska
provisions--------Law provisions
Game Law
Alaska Game
further
for illegal
obstructions,
illegal obstructions,
fine for
further fine
bond
authorized for
Cordova, for
for
for Cordova,
issue authorized
bond issue
466
656
etc
466
etc ------------------------6,56
school building
building -----------school
859
seizure
and forfeiture
of boats,
equipboats, equipforfeiture of
seizure and
59
8:
Juneau,
system
sewerage system------for sewerage
Juneau, for
466
656
ment,
466
6,56
etc ---------------ment, etc
Ketchikan,
amount increased
increased ----Ketchikan, amount
818
court procedure
466
procedure ----------------court
818
Sitka, for
for school
building
school building-------Sitka,
employees of
Fisheries Bureau
authorBureau authorof Fisheries
employees
cases
in district
reviewable by
by
of, reviewable
court of,
district court
cases in
936
ized
to arrest,
etc ------------466
arrest, etc
9.36
ized to
circuit
appeals ------of appeals
court of
circuit court
former spawning
and penalpenalprovisions and
spawning provisions
former
Coast
Guard cutter
cutter authorized
for
authorized for
Coast Guard
ties
repealed
466
ties repealed-----------------7,28
waters
of, to
to replace
"Bear" ___ 728
replace "Bear"--waters of,
prior
suits, etc.,
etc., continued
467
continued ----------prior suits,
emergency mail
mail service
service relay
stations
relay stations
emergency
taxing
powers of
legislature
Territorial legislature
of Territorial
9960
taxing powers
60
authorized
for--------------authorized for
not curtailed----------------curtailed
467
not
Monument, set
Glacier
Bay National
National Monument,
Glacier Bay
19 88 Alaska Fisheries
aside
1988
Fisheries Service,
aside-----------------------to be
industrial schools,
schools, hospitals,
appropriation
for agents,
agents, etc.,
Pribilof
hospitals, etc., to
etc., Pribilof
industrial
appropriation for
237,1047
established
Islands
1047
aboriginal nafor aboriginal
established for
Islands ----------------- 237,
9978
78
tives
of
for employees at large --------237, 1047
1047
tives of--------------------unoccupied buildings
buildings to
be assigned
for
crews of
vessels_ _ 238,
assigned
238, 1047
to be
of vesselsunoccupied
and crews
officers and
for officers
9978
to
Bureau -------78
for protecting
protecting seal fisheries,
fisheries, food, etc.,
for
Education Bureau
to Education
of War
Department to
to be
to
natives
238, 1047
1047
be transWar Department
of
to natives---------------978
978
for officers and crews
ferred
for
crews of vessels, adferred --------------------to other
dismantling
other
removal to
ditional,
706
and removal
dismantling and
706
1925---------------ditional, 1925
978
9 7 Alaska
locations authorized
authorized -------locations
Law,
Game Law,
Alaska Game
payment
and improvement
of
improvement of
for and
payment for
739
739
title of
of Act
Act---------------------title
Corlands purchased
purchased at
at head
head of Corlands
739
739
terms
of
817
meaning
terms used--------------used
meaning
17
8
dova Bay
Bay ------------------dova
residents include
1118
include citizens and foreignplacer
modified_ -__ 11 18born
areas modified
claims areas
persons who
who have
mining claims
deplacer mining
born persons
have deGovernor for game
powers,
of Governor
game
etc., of
powers, etc.,
clared
become citito become
intention to
clared intention
to
transferred to
protection in, transferred
protection
740
740
zens
zens------------------------Secretary
of Agriculture
Agriculture -----6668 8
Secretary of
foreign
born
not
admitted
to
citizencitizento
admitted
not
born
foreign
464
4
464
provisions__ _
salmon fishery
fishery protection
protection provisions
salmon
740
740
ship deemed
aliens-----------deemed aliens
ship
National
two citizens
to serve
serve on National
of, to
citizens of,
two
not declaring
intention, etc.,
etc., conconintention,
declaring
not
Advisory
Commission
to
SesSesAdvisory Commission to
740
740
sidered aliens----------------aliens
sidered
quicentennial Exhibition
Exhibition AssoAssoquicentennial
invalidity
clause, etc.,
etc., not
not to
to
any clause,
of any
1254
invalidity of
12!54
ciation ---------------------ciation
740
740
affect remainder
remainder of Act-------Act
affect
Alaska
Commercial Company,
Company,
Alaska Commercial
Alaska Game
of
created of
Commission created
Game Commission
Alaska
collision damages
may bring
bring suit
damages
for collision
suit for
may
740
740
five
members ---------------five members
13
1361
to
361
wharf--------------------to wharf
four
to be
be citizens,
citizens, each
each from
a
from a
four to
Alaska
Fisheries,
Alaska Fisheries,
740
740
judicial division
division --------------judicial
areas to be set apart
apart in waters
waters of
areas
fifth member,
the Biological
Biological Survey
Survey
member, the
fifth
seasons
Alaska,
and
closed seasons
and closed
Alaska,
740
representative
740
4464
representative---------------L64
established
for
established for---------------executive officer,
officer, etc
740
740
etc.---------rules to
limit fishing
fishing to
to be
estabbe estabto limit
executive
rules
741
removals, filling
filling vacancies,
vacancies, etc-----etc
464
removals,
lished
for -------------------164
lished for
compensation
limited; expenses
alexpenses al464
compensation limited;
fishing
in prohibited,
unlawful----164
prohibited, unlawful
fishing in
lowed; travel,
travel, etc.,
etc., expenses_
___ 741
expenses --lowed;
465
restricted ----------in limited,
in
limited, restricted
165
pay of
of executive
executive officer
officer -----------741
regulations to
general applicaapplicapay
have general
to have
regulations
meetings; investigations,
seal
741
investigations, etc.; seal__
--------------meetings;
tion to
to areas
465
areas .
tion
465
to employ
wardens, etc.;
exincur exetc.; incur
465
employ wardens,
to
forbidden -----------exclusive rights forbidden
465
exclusive
741
penses,
741
etc------------------in prolimited
fishing not
permitted in
penses, etc
not permitted
limited fishing
officials
and employees
employees of
of other
other
465
of, and
hibited
areas, etc
etc------------officials of,
hibited areas,
465
to arrest
Government
activities to
taken
Government activities
importing salmon
salmon into
into Alaska
Alaska taken
importing
742
warrants --violators
without warrants
from outoutviolators without
during closed
season from
closed season
during
execute
warrants; search
search camps
camps
side waters,
unlawful -----465
___
execute warrants;
side
waters, unlawful
465
742
-------and
vessels --.-- -742
salmon in
allowance
of salmon
and vessels
escapement of
for escapement
allowance for
742
duty of
of courts
warrants ----742
issue warrantsto issue
all
Alaska waters
waters required
required ----465
courts to
all Alaska
duty
465
animals, etc.,
seizure of
boats, animals,
prohibited---less
than 50
cent prohibited
465
guns, boats,
50 per cent
of guns,
less than
seizure
465
742
taken for
for violation
violation-----------policy of
of Congress
for, declared
declared ---465
taken
Congress for,
policy
465
742
forfeiture, etc.;
disposal
salstationary obstructions
for taking
taking saletc.; disposal-----obstructions for
forfeiture,
stationary
assistance of
Treasury and
and postal
postal
mon at
at less
specified disless than
than specified
of Treasury
mon
assistance
officials -------------------742
shore unlawful ------ 465
tance from shore
tance
officials
465
bonds
required of
of commissioners
excepted_
and
465
commissioners and
Karluk
Ugashik Rivers excepted..
and Ugashik
Karluk and
bonds required
465
742
wardens
wardens--------------------required in laying seines,
distances
distances required
filed by
traps,
etc -------------------465
reports
and estimates
estimates to be filed
traps, etc
reports and
465
742
commission
each year
year ---742
fishing
any salmon
salmon except
except by
by hand,
fishing for
for any
commission each
taking game
game animals,
etc., without
without
mouths
animals, etc.,
in
near mouths
or near
in creeks,
creeks, etc., or
taking
permits, unlawful
743
thereof,
for food,
unlawfood, unlawunlawful------------except for
thereof, except
permits,
ful
for
purposes, allowedallowed_
743
ful
---. ------466
etc., purposes,
scientific, etc.,
for scientific,
466
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allowed for
for
of poisons
poisons prohibited;
prohibited; allowed
use of
destroying
wolves, etc ------destroying wolves,
forbidden --------sales to
to hunters
hunters forbidden
seizure, etc.,
etc., when
when found
----- --seizure,
record, etc.,
etc., of all,
dealers -----record,
all, by dealers
regulations for taking game
game animals,
regulations
etc., to be prescribed
prescribed by SecreSecreetc.,
tary of Agriculture
Agriculture _---------effective 90 days after
after publication___
publication_ __
effective
special prohibitions
permissions_
prohibitions and
and permissions_
special
restrictions on
for food
when
restrictions
on use
use for
food when
absolutely needed
natives,
absolutely
needed by natives,
etc ------------------------required for taking game, etc-_
etc_ _
licenses required
nonresident
hunting -------------nonresident hunting
resident shipping
resident
shipping -___--____-_-_resident hunting
resident
hunting and trapping __--_
registered guide
guide -----------------registered
alien special
special---------------------reports required
taking, etc.,
of taking,
etc., by
required of
reports
all
licensees
all licensees------------------------fur farm
farm----------------exception ------------fur dealers; exception
required ----------------fees required
for ---------issue of, and fees
fees for
nonresident
etc., hunting
game, etc.,
nonresident big game,
and
game hunttrapping; small game
and trapping;
ing
ing -----------------------resident shipping
shipping and
return; rereand return;
resident
moving trophies-------------trophies
moving
registered guide----------------guide
registered
alien special
special -----__----------farm
fur farm---------------------void
if statements
statements in
in application
void if
false
false -----------------------offense deemed
deemed perjury,
perjury, and punpunoffense
ishable therefor
therefor --------- --ishable
altering, unauthorized
use of,
of, etc.,
etc.,
unauthorized use
altering,
forbidden ------------------forbidden
date
expiration-- ------------date of
of expiration
proceeds of,
other receipts to
to
of, and
and other
proceeds
be
to the
the Treasury
be distributed
distributed to
and
the Territory
Territory for
for school
school
and the
fund,
equally ---------------fund, equally
collectors
of customs
customs to
to keep
keep accounts
accounts
collectors of
of
and to
to the
the
from and
shipments from
of all
all shipments
Territory;
exception--------Territory; exception
enforce regulation
as to
to shipments_
shipments_ _
regulation as
enforce
action
district attorney
attorney
in rem
rem by
by district
action in
against animals,
animals, guns,
guns, boats,
boats,
against
etc., taken for violations
violations ----etc.,
possession
etc.,
game, etc.,
of prohibited game,
possession of
prima facie
fade evidence
illegality_
evidence of illegality_
prima
disposal of
of proceeds
proceeds prom
forfeited
from forfeited
disposal
snicse
..------- - ------..sales
unexpended
balances available----available
unexpewled balances
punishment for
violations not
not spespefor violations
punishment
cifically prescribed
prescribed -----------cifically
hunting licenses
licenses forfeited
forfeited in
in addition_
addition_
hunting
disposal
from-------------disposal of fines from
addition
of guide revoked
revoked in
in addition
license of
known violations not
to, if known
reported
reported--------------------until
existing laws
laws continued
continued in force until
90
publication of
after publication
90 days after
regulations
regulations -------- ----__---regulations for
for Mount
McKinley Park
Park
Mount McKinley
regulations
game
game refuge
refuge not affected
affected hereby_
hereby_
provisions creating
commission, etc.,
etc.,
creating commission,
provisions
effective at once
once-------------effective
publication of
in 90
90 days from publication
other, in
regulations
regulations------_------------

Page.
743
743
743
743
743
743
743
743
744
744
744
744
744
744
744
744
744
744
745
745
745
745
745
745
745
745
745
745
745
745
746
746
746
746
746
746
746
746
746
746
746

746
746
746

746
746
746
746
746
746
746
746

747
747
747
747
747
747
747
747
747
747
747
747
747
747
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Alaska
Railroad,
Page.
Alaska Railroad,
appropriation
and
for maintenance,
maintenance, and
appropriation for
operation of
1182
operation
of--------------- 428,
428,1182
employees;
sales of supplies, etc.,
etc., to employees;
to con- proceeds
proceeds to
to be credited
credited to
struction account---------account
1182
428, 1182
struction
for purchase
purchase of steamer and
and barges
barges
for Yukon
428
428
for
Yukon River
River--- ---------consolidated into
all amounts
amounts consolidated
Alaska railroad
railroad fund ---------1182
Alaska
1182
amount for
account exfor capital account
examount
penditures -----------------1182
penditures
1182
for
operating river
428
steamers -------428
for operating
river steamers
for
1143
for printing
printing and binding for..----for
etc., additional,
additional,
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
709
1925-----------------------1925
deficiency
appropriation for maintemaintedeficiency appropriation
nance,
1332
1332
nance, etc
etc ---.----------balances reappropriated
reappropriated -------1332
1332
balances
Blanche L. Burns from
payment to Blanche
revenues of operation,
operation, for house,
revenues
etc., destroyed
destroyed by
by fire
fire _-----1356
1356
etc.,
operarevenues of operaemployees from
from revenues
to employees
tion, for
for effects
effects destroyed
destroyed by
fire at
Anchorage _----------1356
1356
fire
at Anchorage
loss of
of clothing,
etc., at wreck
wreck in
loss
clothing, etc.,
1922
1356
1356
1922-----------------------C.
1356
1356
C. H. Thompson
Thompson--------------officer of,
of, to
to be
be designated
designated to
to administer,
administer,
officer
etc., claims
claims under
under injury
cominjury cometc.,
pensation Act---------------Act
1356
pensation
injuries to be reimpayments for injuries
bursed from
employees' compencompenbursed
from employees'
fund
1356
sation fund-----------------1356
Fisheries,
Alaska Salmon
Salmon Fisheries,
appropriation
expenses, protection
protection
appropriation for expenses,
713
of ----------------------713
Alaskan
Engineering Commission,
Alaskan Engineering
Commission,
exhibit
Exposition to be
exhibit for
for Seville
Seville Exposition
prepared
by
1257
prepared by-----------------payments made
made by
by disbursing officers
payments
of,
for medical
services to railmedical services
of, for
road
contractors, validated,
validated, and
and
road contractors,
-- _ 1355
accounts directed__
credits in
in accounts
directed- _
by
Chase to
designated ememD. Chase
to designated
by R.
R. D.
destroyed by
ployees for effects
effects destroyed
credit in
in acfire, validated,
validated, and credit
1355
counts directed
directed--------------1355
Albania,
Albania,
appropriation for minister
minister to
206,
206, 1015
1015
to ----appropriation
Albany
and Historical
Historical and
and Art
Albany Institute
Institute and
Society, N.
N. Y.,
Y.,
Society,
silver
presented to cruiser
cruiser
silver service
service presented
"Albany" by citizens, may be
"Albany"
delivered
custody of ------375
375
delivered to custody
"Albany," U. S.
S. Cruiser,
Cruiser,
"Albany,"
silver
service presented to, may be desilver service
livered
Albany Institute,
Institute, etc.,
etc.,
livered to Albany
Society
Society---------------------375
Albaugh, Lilly
(daughter),
Lilly (daughter),
Albaugh,
pension --------------------------1510
1510
pension
Albert, Josephine
Josephine (widow),
(widow),
pension ---------------------------1507
1507
pension
Albright,
(widow),
Albright, Sophia
Sophia (widow),
pension
1522
1522
pension---------------------------Albritton,
Amos E.
E. (son),
Albritton, Amos
(son),
pension
increased ------------------1466
1466
pension increased
Albuquerque, N.
N, Mex.,
Mex.,
Albuquerque,
appropriation for
school at
406, 1156
1156
at_ _
_ 406,
for Indian
Indian school
appropriation
for
school, additional,
707
1925-_ _ 707
additional, 1925_
Indian school,
for Indian
terms
642
at ------------------of court
court at
terms of
Alderman,
Anderson,
Edwin Anderson,
Doctor Edwin
Alderman, Doctor
printing
ordered of
on forof the
the oration on
printing ordered
mer President
President Wilson
by
1614
1614
Wilson by------mer

1998
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Page.
Aldrich,
(widow),
Aldrich, Hester
Hester E.
E. (widow),
rage.
1423
1423
pension
pension-------------------------- Aldrich,
Mary J.
.1. (widow),
(widow),
Aldrich, Mary
pension increased-----------------increased
1402
pension
Alexander,
Ann
J.
(widow),
Alexander, Ann J. (widow),
pension
increased
1400
1400
pension increased------------------Alexander,
Jennie (widow),
(widow),
Alexander, Jennie
pension1435
--------------------------- 1435
pension
Alexander,
E. (widow),
(widow),
Alexander, Mary
Mary E.
1520
pension increased
increased ---------------1520
pension
Alexander,
T. (mother),
(mother),
Alexander, Rebecca
Rebecca T.
1386
pension -------------------------1386
pension
Alexandria
light and
and Power
Power Company,
Company,
Alexandria Light
may furnish
furnish current
current to
civilians over
over
to civilians
may
Government line to
HumGovernment
to Fort Hum534
phreys,
Va
534
phreys, Va------------------Alexandria,
Va.,
Alexandria, Va.,
terms of
court at
at ----------------962
962
terms
of court
Alfalfa,
Alfalfa,
appropriation for
commercial
testing commercial
for testing
appropriation
seeds
etc
441,
831
441, 831
seeds of,
of, etc---------------for
preventing admission
admission of
adulof adulfor preventing
terated -----------------441,
831
441,831
terated
for
investigating improvement
improvement of,
of,
for investigating
etc
833
443, 833
etc ---------------------- 443,
Alfalfa
Weevil,
Alfalfa Weevil,
appropriation
for investigating
investigating methods
methods
appropriation for
839
449, 839
of eradicating
eradicating ------------- 449,
Alford,
(widow),
J. (widow),
Alford, Amanda J.
pension increased------------------increased
1466
1466
pension
Wis.,
Algoma, Wis.,
preliminary
etc., of,
of, harpreliminary examination, etc.,
1195
bor to
to be
be made
made--------------Alien Property
Custodian,
Alien
Property Custodian,
appropriation for
expenses of
of
522
1199
522, 1199
for expenses
appropriation
or printing
printing and
for
and binding for----522, 1199
for
deficiency appropriation
expenses,
deficiency
appropriation for expenses,
caring
property loaned
loaned by
by
caring for property
Austro-Hungarian Government
Government
Austro-Hungarian
by
35
and seized
seized by---------------35
Aliens
(see also
1924),
Aliens (see
also Immigration
Immigration Act
Act of
of 1924),
appropriation
for
enforcing
laws
reguappropriation for enforcing laws reguadmission of -------240,
lating admission
240, 1049
for
expenses, naturalization
1050
for expenses,
naturalization of.
of -_ 240,
240, 1050
for medical
medical examination
examination of ------75,
75, 774
for
enforcing laws
laws regulating
for enforcing
regulating immiimmligration of, under
under Department
gration
Department of
State. -----.
1017
State
- ...-------_ _---1017
for
regulating immigration
for expenses
expenses regulating
immigration
additional, 1925
1925 ---------709
of, additional,
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for
for expenses
expenses
of
interned_ , _ .- _ 57
of interned-L
..-...
57
enforcing laws
for enforcing
laws regulating
regulating immigration of, under Department
Department of
State
691
State ----------.----. -----_
691
for expenses
expenses regulating
regulating immigration
immigration
of
760, 1349,
1353
of -----------------760,
1349, 1353
classes
classes of, arriving
arriving in
in excess of quotas
under Act
permitted to
under
Act of 1921,
1921, permitted
to
enter and remain
remain -----------669
departing from abroad
destined for
departing
abroad destined
for
United
deemed immiUnited States
States deemed
grants;
grants; exceptions
exceptions ------------154
154
departures of,
of, from
United States,
States,
departures
from United
forbidden, unless
certififorbidden,
unless having
having certificates
cates of payment of income, etc.,
etc.,
taxes ------------------___
303
proclamation
establishing
proclamation establishing quota
quota of
nationality
allowed
admisnationality of,
of, allowed admission during 1924-1925
1924-1925 -------1958
1958
Alkali Resistant
Resistant Crops,
Crops,
appropriation for breeding,
appropriation
breeding, etc---etc
442, 832
832

I-- ~

____

Page.
Allegheny
and Monongahela
Rivers, ra.,
Pa.,
Allegheny ana
Mononganeta Mlvers,
*ag
250
survey authorized
authorized for
for flood
__
of__
250
flood control
control of
survey
amount authorized
authorized to
to be
be appropriamount
appropri• ated
for250
250
ated for
-------------------equal amount
amount to
to be
be contributed
by
contributed by
equal
Pennsylvania250
250
Pennsylvania
---------------Allegheny County,
Allegheny
County, Pa.,
Pa.,
bridge
across Allegheny
bridge authorized
authorized across
Allegheny
River
by, and
and Westmoreland
River by,
Westmoreland
892
County
892
County-.-----------------may
Monongahela River,
River, McMcbridge Monongahela
may bridge
Keesport
to Duquesne
997
Keesport to
Duquesne -------997
Pittsburgh, Pa
Pa ---------------- 802, 943
Pittsburgh,
time
Monongafor bridging
bridging Monongatime extended
extended for
hela
by, at
at Wilson
891
891
hela River
River by,
Wilson -----Allegheny
Pa.,
National Forest,
Forest, Pa.,
Allegheny National
proclamation
apart ------ _---1925
setting apart
proclamation setting
Allegheny
River,
Allegheny River,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for surveys,
deficiency
etc.,
for flood
control of-------of
696
696
etc., for
flood control
bridge authorized
Allegheny
authorized across,
across, in Allegheny
bridge
and
Counties,
and Westmoreland
Westmoreland Counties,
892
Pa------------------------Pa
1092
1092
near Larabee,
Larabee, Pa _--------------preliminary examination,
be
preliminary
examination, etc.,
etc., to
to be
Pennsylvania and
in Pennsylvania
and
made of, in
New
1195
1195
New York
York------------------Allen,
Agnes (widow),
(widow),
Allen, Agnes
pension increased------------------1390
increased
Allen, Amelia
Amelia (widow),
(widow),
1390
Allen,
pension increased
1510
pension
increased------------------Allen, Angie
1510
Allen,
Angie 0.
0. (widow),
(widow),
pension
1467
1467
increased------------------pension increased
(widow),
Allen, Anna
Anna E.
E. (widow),
pension
1460
1460
pension------------ --------------Allen, Charles
Charles C.,
Allen,
C.,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
extra servservdeficiency
for extra
ices ---------------.--------_
673
Allen,
Jane (widow),
(widow),
Allen, Jane
pension increased
1514
pension
increased -----_-----------_
1514
R. (widow),
Allen, Lucy
Lucy R.
(widow),
pension
1495
pension increased
increased-------_----------1495
(widow),
Alien, Martha
Martha F.
F. (widow),
pension increased
1415
increased------------------1415
Allen, Mary C. (widow),
Allen,
(widow),
pension increased
increased -----------------1397
pension
1397
Governments in
World War,
Allied Governments
in World
War,
transportation,
services, etc.,
transportation, medical services,
to
to be furnished by Veterans'
Veterans'
Bureau
to discharged
discharged members
Bureau to
members
of-------.--------....-----621
of
utilization
services by, to
utilization of
of similar
similar services
to
discharged
discharged members of American
American
forces
terriforces living
living within
within their
their territorial limits
limits ---------.----- 621
torial
funds available
available for
621
for _
-----.--.----- funds
Allison, Carrie
Carrie M.
Al. (widow),
(widow),
_
_
pension ----- ------------------1425
D. C.,
Allison Street NW.
NW., D.
C.,
appropriation for
for
paving, Seventh
Seventh
appropriation
paving,
547
Street
Avenue
547
Street to
to Illinois Avenue-----for asphalt
Seventh Street
Street
asphalt covering, Seventh
Avenue; from gasoto Georgia Avenue;
line-tax
1225
line-tax fund ----------------Indians (see
Allotments in
in Sereralty
Severalty to Indians
Lands in Severalty
Severalty to Indians).
Lands
Indians).
Alloway,
Allowuay, Rosetta
(widow),
Rosetta (widow),
pension
1444
pension ---. ------1444
River System,
Altamaha Rirer
System, Ga.,
preliminary
examination, etc.,
of, to
preliminary examination,
etc., of,
to
be made
made, to improve navigation;
navigation;
local interests
1194
interests required-------required
.

INDEX.
Alter,
Belle Thompson,
Page.
Alter, Belle
Thompson,
pension
1464
pension -------------------------- 1464
Althouse,
Carrie M.
M. (widow),
Althouse, Carrie
(widow),
pension increased
increased ------- _-------_-1521
1521
Alvord,
(widow),
Alvord, Anna
Anna M.
M. (widow),
pension increased -----------------_
1421
pension
1421
Alward,
Alward, Nancy
Nancy E.
E. (widow),
(widow),
pension
pension increased
increased -----------------_
1464
1464
Ambassadors,
Ambassadors,
appropriation for salaries--------salaries
206, 1015
1015
appropriation
206,
Amber
Amber Pipes,
Pipes, etc.,
etc.,
excise tax on,
sold by
323
on, sold
by producer,
producer, etc_
etc- _
- _ 323
Ambridge, Pa.
Pa.
bridge authorized
authorized across Ohio River
River to
to
Woodlawn
Woodlawn from ------------791
Amendment to
the
Constitution,
Amendment
to the Constitution,
granting Conproposed to the States granting
gress power to limit, etc., child
labor ----------------------670
670
American
American Academy
Academy in
in Rome,
Rome,
authorized
property
holding
of,
inauthorized property holding
creased to $10,000,000
635
$10,000,000-------inhibition on American
American official serving
serving
as a
a director,
repealed
635
director, repealed-------and Foreign
Foreign Marine
Insurance
American and
Marine Insurance
Company,
Company,
redemption
certificates of ininredemption of lost certificates
debtedness
to
1549, 1553
debtedness to----------American Battle
Commission,
American
Battle Monuments
Monuments Commission,
appropriation
appropriation for expenses
expenses of
of-------522
acquiring lands in foreign
counforeign countries ----------------------522
travel expenses,
expenses, etc ------------522
522
preliminary
plans,
etc
522
preliminary
etc ---------- 522
special disbursing agent for ex522
penses abroad --------------_
appropriation for expenses
deficiency appropriation
expense& _
35
acquiring land; offices in foreign
acquiring
35
countries -- -------------prior expenses allowed;
allowed; travel
travel of
Army officers
officers -------_-------35
special disbursing
agent abroad
abroad_ _
35
special
disbursing agent
--_
35
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc., of vehicles;
payable from general
general expense
appropriation
674
appropriation-----_---------_
674
unexpended
unexpended balances available for all
all
expenses of ----------1199
expenses
_-- -1199
construction work, forbidden_ 1200
1200
use for construction
American
Company,
American Cyanamid
Cyanamid Company,
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for
for expenses
expenses
arbitrating
arbitrating royalty to be paid
unexpended balance,
to, from unexpended
balance,
National Defense
Defense Act--------Act
757
American Education
Education Week,
American
Week,
proclamation
proclamation urging observance
observance of
beginning November 17,
week beginning
1921,
1924, as ------------------- 1972
American Ephemneiis
Ephemel is and
and Nautical
AlAmerican
Nautical Almanac,
manac,
appropriation for
preparing
190,
869
appropriation
for preparing------190, 869
American Ethnology,
Ethnology,
appropriation
continuing researches
appropriation for continuing
researches
in -....-----.----528,1206
528, 1206
American Falls
American
Falls Reservoir,
Reservoir ' Idaho
Idaho,
lands to
to be
lands
acquired from
from Indians
be acquired
Indians of
of
Fort Hall
Fort
Hall Reservation,
Reservation, for
for conconstruction of, on Minidoka
Minidoka irriproject --- _-117
gation project
.-------117
American
Food Products,
American Food
Products,
appropriation for examining foreign
appropriation
tests, etc.,
447, 837
etc., of...
of- _---------447,
837
for investigating
investigating market conditions,
etc., of
453, 844
etc.,
of agricultural
agricultural --------- 453,
844
American Furniture,
American,
American
Furniture,etc.,
etc., Early
Early American,
donations of, may be accepted
accepted for use
donations
in the White House ---------- 1091

1999
1999

American
Historical Association,
Association,
Page.
American Historical
Page.
appropriation for printing and binding
appropriation
annual report of --------- 529
American
Legion,
American Legion,
proceedings of national encampments
encampments
proceedings
of, to be printed annually as
House documents____
documents -------_ 473
473
American
National Red
American National
Red Cross,
Cross,
building erected as Memorial
Memorial to Women
Women
of the World War to be used by_
665
byexpense of
etc -------_
666
expense
of maintenance,
maintenance, etc
666
may continue
continue use of temporary
temporary buildings on
Memorial to
ings
on grounds
grounds of
of Memorial
to
Women of the Civil War, WashWashington, D
C ----------------975
D. C
975
removal, etc.,
removal,
etc., by December 31,
31,
1926 ----------.--.---- __-__
1926
975
975
president of, to serve on
for
on commission
commission for
plans for Memorial
Memorial
approval of
of plans
to Women of World War -----666
American
Niagara Railroad
Railroad Company,
Company,
American Niagara
extended for bridging
bridging Niagara
time extended
Niagara
River by
1216
by-- --- _- ----------.
1216
American
Printing House
House for
the Blind,
American Printing
for the
Blind,
appropriation
appropriation for providing books, etc.,
etc.,
by---------------------by
83, 782
American
American Revolution, Society
Society of Sons
Sons of
of
the,
the,
limitation on number of trustees removed
moved---------------------_
808
American Seamen,
Seamen,
American
appropriation for relief and protection
protection
of, in foreign
foreign countries, etcetc_ _ 208, 1017
1017
for testimonials
testimonials for rescuing shipwrecked,
wrecked, etc.
etc
210,
1019
----------210,1019
deficiency appropriation
relief and
deficiency
appropriation for relief
and
protection of ------ _--- 47,
47, 57,
57, 760
American Surety
Surety Company
Company of
New York,
York,
American
of New
redemption
certificate of inredemption of lost certificate
debtedness of
of---------------1559
debtedness
1559
American Trading
Trading Company,
American
Company,
proclamation
proclamation ordering payment
payment to,
to, for
for
losses on sugar importations
importations by
by
them --------------------. 1912
1912
American
American Transit
TransitCompany,
Company,
extended for bridging Detroit
time extended
Detroit
River, at Detroit, Mich.,
by_ 103, 1128
Mich., byAmerican
University, D.
C.,
American University,
D. C.,
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for rent, Department of Agriculture------Agriculture
38
38
American
Vessels,
American Vessels,
home
home ports of, to be fixed by owners__
owners _
947
recorded in bills of sale, etc
948
to be recorded
etc -..
948
American
American War
War Mothers,
Mothers,
incorporated; purposes,
966
incorporated;
purposes, etc
etc ---------966
Americanization
Work, Public
Public Schools,
Schools,
Americanization Work,
D. C.,
D.
C.,
appropriation for
for expenses,
expenses, instructing
appropriation
instructing
foreigners of
all ages
1231
foreigners
of all
ages-------- 556,
556, 1231
Ammunition, Army,
Army,
Ammunition,
appropriation
appropriation for manufacture,
manufacture, etc., for
for
913
small arms, etc ------------ 498,
498, 913
preserving, etc -------------for preserving,etc
498, 913
913
for mountain,etc.,
mountain, etc., cannoTcannolib ----498,
for
498, 914
914
for mountain, etc., artillery pracpractice
498-914
tice----------------------498-914
for seacoast
seacoast cannon
cannon ------------ 499, 914
for seacoast artillery practice-..
practice -499, 915
for seacoast
seacoast cannon,
insular possescannon, insular
sions
sions ------------------_ 499,915
499,915
forseacoastcannon,PanamaCanalfor seacoast cannon, Panama Canal_ 500, 915
915
deficiency appropriation for ---------_ 59,
59, 62
62
Ammunition,
also Ordnance
and
Ammunition, Navy
Navy (see
(see also
Ordnance and
Ordnance
Navy),
Ordnance Stores,
Stores, Navy),
appropriation for procuring, etc --appropriation
192, 871
871
for smokeless powder ----------- 192, 871
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Animal
Diseases-Continued.
Page.
Page.
Animal Diseases-Continued.
Page.
Amnesty and
and Pardon,
Pardon,
Amnesty
Page.
deficiency appropriation
for eradication
eradication
deficiency
appropriation for
proclamation granting,
granting, as
to forfeiture
proclamation
as to
forfeiture
of
and mouth,
mouth, etc------etc
40, 682
of citizenship,
citizenship, etc.,
etc., by
by Army
Army or
of foot
foot and
of
40,
682
or
for
methods for
for conconfor discovering
discovering new
new methods
Navy
since armistice
armistice
Navy deserters
deserters since
trol of
foot and
trol
of foot
and mouth;
mouth; reapof World
World War
reapof
1940
War--------------1940
propriation
1325
propriation-----------------.
Amos,
Isadora (widow),
(widow),
Amos, Isadora
1325
Animal Husbandry,
Husbandry,
pension
1509
pension---------------------------1509 Animal
appropriation for
feeding and
breeding
appropriation
for feeding
and breeding
Amoy,
Amoy, China,
China,
investigations in___
in -------investigations
_ 439,
439, 828
828
deficiency
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
for construcconstrucIndustry Bureau,
Bureau, Department
Animal Industry
Department of
of
tion of
1341 Animal
tion
of consular
consular building
building------- 1341
Agriculture,
Agriculture,
Amusement Places,
Places,
Amusement
appropriation for
Bureau, office
appropriation
for chief of
of Bureau,
office
internal
revenue tax on admissions
internal revenue
admissions toto...
320
320
personnel,
437, 826
personnel, etc
etc------------.
437,
826
Anacostia
Anacostia Park,
Park, D.
D. C.,
C.,
for
general
expenses
437, 827
for general expenses------------ 437,
827
appropriation
appropriation for
for reclaiming
reclaiming Anacostia
Anacostia
for
inspection and
and quarantine
for inspection
quarantine
River and
for development
development
River
and Flats
Flats for
work
437,
827
work-----------------437, 827
of
572, 1246
1246
of-------------------572,
blackleg
vaccine
438
blackleg vaccine ---------------438
for recreation
improvement,
for
recreation section,
section, improvement,
for
investigating
tuberculosis
of
anifor investigating tuberculosis of anietc
574,
1247
etc -------------------574, 1247
mals
438, 827
mals -------------------438,
827
agreement as
to title
title of
of certain
agreement
as to
certain land
land
indemnities for
for destroyed
destroyed anianiindemnities
adjoining, validated
adjoining,
887
validated --------887
mals
438,
828
mals --------------------- 438, 828
Anacostia
River and
and Flats,
Flats D.
D. C.,
C.,
Anacostia River
for eradicating
eradicating southern
cattle ticks;
southern cattle
ticks;
appropriation
appropriation for
reclaiming, etc.,
for reclaiming
etc., for
for
demonstration
438, 828
828
demonstration work
work--------- 438,
development
development
of
Anacostia
of Anacostia
limitation
on
expenditures
438,
828
on
expenditures-----438, 828
Park
572,
1246
Park ---- ------------572,1246
dairy investigations,
for dairy
investigations, etc.;
renoetc.; renofor, additional,
712
for,
additional, 1925
1925 ------------712
vated
438
vated butter
butter inspection
inspection -------438
Anacostia
Anacostia River Bridge,
Bridge, D.
D. C.,
C.,
for animal
animal husbandry
for
husbandry experiments_
828
experiments_ 439,
439, 828
appropriation for operating
operating exappropriation
exfeeding, breeding,
828
feeding,
breeding, etc
etc --------- 439,
439, 828
penses--------------_
penses
550,
1227
--.
550,1227
poultry feeding
feeding and
breeding_ -__ 439,
828
poultry
and breeding
439, 828
Anastasia Island,
Island, Fla.,
Anastasia
Fla.,
sheep
station, Idaho_
828
sheep experiment
experiment station,
Idaho- 439,
439, 828
Saint Johns Electric
Electric Company
Company granted
granted
for
animal diseases
828
for animal
diseases investigations_
investigations- 439,
439, 828
way over
right of way
military reserreserover military
contagious
abortion of
of animals
829
contagious abortion
animals__ 439,
439, 829
vation on
on -------------------959
vation
959
for
treating, etc.,
hog
for investigating,
investigating, treating,
etc., hog
Anclote
River, Fla.,
Fla.,
Anclote River,
cholera
439,
829
cholera----- -----------439, 829
preliminary
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., of,
of, to
to be
be
in animal
animal viruses,
regulating trade in
viruses,
made
made -------------------1194
_ 1194
etc ------------------439,
829
--439, 829
Anderson,
Anderson, Catharine
Catharine (widow),
(widow),
.methods
methods of
prevention, etc----etc
439,
829
of prevention,
439, 829
pension
increased -----------------pension increased
1468
for eradication,
etc., of
of dourineeradication, etc.,
dourine__-_ 439,
829
439, 829
Anderson, Liss-le
J. (widow),
Anderson,
Lissie J.
(widow),
for administrative
administrative work
829
work --- _---- 439,
439, 829
pension increased-----------------increased
1456
for meat inspection,
inspection, additional
829
additional
.- 439,
439, 829
Anderson, Louis,
Louis,
Anderson,
horse meat
meat --------------440,
829
440,829
pension
pension ------------.------.--.1408
1408
salaries, additional,
additional, 1925
1925-------705
for salaries,
705
Anderson, Mary
Anderson,
Ann (widow),
(widow),
Mary Ann
for general expenses,
expenses, additional,
additional,1925_
705
1925_
705
pension -----------------------.
1438
1438
for meat inspection,
inspection, additional,
additional, 1925_
705
1925705
Anderson,
S. C.,
C.,
Anderson, S.
for arresting
arresting foot and
diseases
and mouth
mouth diseases
terms of
of court
court at
at-------- ---------801
801
of, additional,
706
of,
additional, 1925
1925 ----------706
Anderson,
Anderson, Thomas,
Thomas,
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for general
general exexpension
pension----..-------------------1415
1415
penses
penses .-- 55,
700, 759,
759, 1351,
1353
55, 60,
60, 700,
1351, 1353
Anderson, W.
Anderson,
Va.,
W. Va.,
International Livestock
for International
Livestock ExposiExposideficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for Federal
Federal
tion,
to winners--tion, medals, etc.,
etc., to
winners- - 1324
1324
Industrial Institution
Institution for
for WonmWomIndustrial
Animals (see also
also Cattle),
Cattle),
en,
construction, etc.,
at--.--.
en, construction,
etc., at
1334
appropriation for
appropriation
for arresting,
arresting, etc.,
etc., conconAndrews, Eliza
F. (widow),
Eliza F.
(widow),
tagious diseases
diseases of
458, 827
827
tagious
of---- -- 110,
110, 458,
pension increased
increased ------------------.
1436
1436
for inspection,
inspection, etc.,
etc., of imported
imported._--_ 437, 827
827
Andrews, Elizabeth
Elizabeth A.
A. (widow),
(widow),
for tuberculin
tuberculin testing
of -------438, 827
827
testing of
438,
pension
pension ------------------1483
1483
Animals, Domestic,
Domestic,
Andrews,
Andrews, Henry
Henry J.,
J.,
free admission of, crossing
crossing frontier
frontier
pension------------.---------- ---pension
1534
1534
before May 1,
1, 1924,
1924, if
if brought
brought
Andrews, Mable (daughter),
(daughter),
back before
before December
2
December 31,
31, 1924_
1924_
2
pension
pension ------..
.---------------1485
refund of duties paid on, returned
Andrews, Margaret
Andrews,
Margaret (widow),
(widow),
after March 1,
1, 1923 ---------2
2
pension
pension ------------------------ -1452
before
before May 1,
1, 1925, if brought back
back
Angeles National
Calif.,
National Forest,
Forest, Calif.,
before December
963
before
December 31,
31, 1925
1925-----963
graned Los Angeles
permission grand
County
Angeles County
refund of duties collected
collected after
after
to maintain
maintain free
public camp
free public
camp
December
30, 1924
1924----------December 30,
963
963
grounds
grounds in
in --------------969
Animals, North American,
American,
Angle, Jessy,
Jessy,
Angle,
appropriation
appropriation for
for investigating
investigating food
food
pension--------------------------pension
1382
1382
habits of, etc --------__--450, 841
450,
841
Animal and Bird
Bird Preserves,
Preserves,
Animals,
Anima/4, Societies for
for Prevention
Prevention of
of Cruelty
Cruelty
punishment for illegally hunting,
hunting, taking
taking
to,
to,
eggs,
eggs, etc., on
98
on------.------_
98
exempt from income
income tax ------------282
282
Animal Diseases,
Diseases,
Annapolis,
Academy).
Annapolis, Md.
Md. (see Naval Academy).
appropriation for arresting
appropriation
and
arresting foot
foot and
"Anode," Barge,
"Anode,"
Barge,
mouth, etc ----------110,
458, 851
110, 458,
851
claim
to,
claim of owner of, for damages to,
etc---------for investigating, etc
439,
439, 828
828
referred
referred to
to district
district court
court ------1563
1563

INDEX.
Ansorge,
Martin C.,
C.,
Page.
Ansorge, Martin
deficiency
appropriation for
for contested
deficiency appropriation
contested
election
expenses -------------754
election expenses
754
Antelopes,
Antelopes, etc.,
etc.,
lands authorized
be withpublic lands
authorized to be
withdrawn
for propagation
of, in
in
drawn for
propagation of,
South
Dakota --------------634
South Dakota
634
Antietam
Battle Field,
Antietam Battle
Field, Md.,
Md.,
appropriation for
preservation of
of monumonufor preservation
appropriation
ments,
ments, etc.;
etc.; superintendent_
superintendent _
- 511,
511, 926
926
Antiss,
Clarissa G.
(widow),
Antiss, Clarissa
G. (widow),
pension
increased
1436
pension increased------------------1436
Antitoxins,
etc.,
Antitoxins, etc.,
appropriation for
for investigating
investigating anianiappropriation
mal
439, 828
mal -----------_------439,828
regulating sale,
sale, etc----------etc
439, 829
829
for regulating
439,
Antitrust Laws,
Laws,
Antitrust
appropriation for
for expenses
expenses enforcenforcappropriation
ing -----------------217,
1027
ing
_217,1027
use for
assouse
for prosecution
prosecution of
of labor
labor associations,
forbidden ---217,
1027
ciations, etc.,
etc., forbidden
217, 1027
associations of
of farmers,
farmers, etc__
1027
associations
etc---- 217,
217, 1027
for enforcing, additional,
709
additional, 1925
1925-----709
Antoni, Frederick,
Frederick,
Antoni,
pension increased------------------increased
1394
pension
1394
Apache, etc.,
etc., Agency,
Agency, Okla.,
Okla.,
Apache,
appropriation
for support,
support, etc.,
of
etc., of
appropriation for
Indians at,
1161
Indians
at, from
from tribal
tribal funds_
funds- 411,
411, 1161
Apache, etc.,
Okla.,
Apache,
etc., Indians,
Indians, Okla.,
appropriation
from
for support,
support, etc.,
etc., from
appropriation for
tribal funds
1149
399, 1149
tribal
funds-_ ------------- 399,
payment
authorized to
to Jacob
Crew,
payment authorized
Jacob Crew,
from
funds of
1573
1573
from funds
of---------------Apache National
NationalForest,
Apache
Ariz.-N. Mex.,
Forest,Ariz.-N.
Mex.,
proclamation
modifying boundaries
boundaries of_
of_ 1984
1984
proclamation modifying
transferring
portion of,
of, to
transferring portion
to Crook
Crook
National
Forest
1985
National Forest-------------1985
transferring
portion of
transferring portion
of Datil
Datil NaNational Forest
to
1985
tional
orest to-------------1985
Apalachicola,
Fla.,
Apalachicola, Fla.,
inspectors of
of hulls
inspectors
hulls and
and of
of boilers
boilers at,
at,
abolished------------------abolished
104
104
Apalachicola River,
Apalachicola
River,
bridge authorized
authorized across
States
bridge
across United
United States
Canal, connecting,
with Saint
Canal,
connecting, with
Saint
Andrews Bay.
Bay. Fla
Fla -----------22
Andrews
22
preliminary
examination, etc.,
etc., of,
of, to
to be
be
preliminary examination,
made
1194
1194
made---------------------Apodaca,
Jose Rafel,
Rafel,
Apodaca, Jose
pension
- 1406
pension ------------------------Appalachian Mountains,
Appalachian
Mountains, Southern,
Southern,
deficiency
appropriation for
securing
deficiency appropriation
for securing
lands
in, for
parks .--1331
lands in,
for national
national parks
1331
Secretary of
the Interior
Interior to
to determine
determine
of the
Secretary
areas
of lands
be acquired
for
areas of
lands to
to be
acquired for
national
parks in
in ------------959
national parks
959
Appeals
Writs of
of Error,
Error,
Appeals and
and Writs
no
case to
to be
be dismissed
dismissed solely
solely for
for mismisno case
take in
in procedure
941
take
procedure------------941
Apple,
Apple, George
George M.,
M.,
certain
1590
certain payments
payments to,
to, validated
validated------1590
collections from,
be refunded-----collections
from, to be
refunded
1590
1590
Applegate, Mary
Mary E.
E. (widow),
(widow),
Applegate,
pension increased------------------increased
1526
1526
Appointments Decision,
Appointments
Treasury DepartDepartDecision, Treasury
ment,
ment,
appropriation
for chief
of, and
and office
appropriation for
chief of,
office perpersonnel
69, 768
768
sonnel --------------------69,
Appraisers,
(see Board
Board of
of General
Appraisers, Board
Boardof
of (see
General
Appraisers).
Appraisers).
Appraisers of
of Merchandise,
Merchandise, Customs,
Customs,
Appraisers
appointment of
Portland, OregOreg.
957
appointment
of one
one at
at Portland,
957
limited to
to one,
one, at
Baltimore, Md..
819
limited
at Baltimore,
Md ---__
819

2001
2001

Apprentice
Seamen, Navy,
Navy,
Page.
Apprentice Seamen,
appropriation for pay ----------193, 872
appropriation
for pay, under training, etc
etc------ 193, 872
872
Appropriations,
Appropriations,
appropriation for preparing statement
statement
appropriation
of, first session, Sixty-eighth
Sixty-eighth
Congress ---------------586
statement of, second
second session,
for statement
Sixty-eighth Congress
Congress--------- 1294
33
First Deficiency Act, Fiscal Year 1924_
33
Urgent Deficiency
Deficiency----------------170
Urgent
170
Second Deficiency Act, Fiscal Year 1924
672
Deficiency Act, Fiscal Year 1925_
First Deficiency
753
Second Deficiency Act, Fiscal Year 1925
1313
1313
Senate, inquiries and investigations_
16
for Senate,
investigations_
for Treasury
Treasury Department
Department _--------_ 64, 763
for Post Office Department
Department -------- 83, 782
for Navy Department
Department and Navy
Navy_ --___ 182, 861
for Department
Department of State --------205,
1014
205, 1014
for Department
Department of Justice -------- 216, 1025
for Department
Department of Commerce ---- 224, 1033
1033
for Department
Department of Labor
1048
Labor- -------- 238, 1048
for Interior Department
Department --------390, 1141
Department of Agriculture-Agriculture
432, 822
for Department
for War
War Department
892
for
Department and
and Army
Army----- 477,
477, 892
Executive, independent
independent establishfor Executive,
ments, etc---------------521, 1198
etc
for the District of ColumbiaColumbia - -1216
539, 1216
Legislative Branch of the GovernGovernfor Legislative
ment ------------------578, 1286
legal expenses in canceling naval oil
oil
for legal
reserves leases, etc
16
etc-----------16
farmers in drought stricken
for loans to farmers
areas of New Mexico for purchase of
of seed,
110
chase
seed, etc
etc------- ----110
contagious diseases
diseases
for arresting, etc., contagious
of animals -----------------110
110
preparing roll, etc., of Lac du
for preparing
Flambeau Band of Chippewa
Chippewa
Flambeau
Indians, Wis----------------Wis
132
132
for payment to Canada ------------1282
1282
for expenses of National Commissions
Commissions
Sesquicentennial Exfor the Sesquicentennial
hibition in Philadelphia
Philadelphia ------1254
1254
for paying claims of Bethlehem Steel
Company
additional work on
Company for additional
Government
Government contracts
contracts -------- 1604
authorized
etc.,
authorized for shoe factory, etc.,
penitentiary at Leavenworth,
Leavenworth,
penitentiary
Kan
s
7
ans-----------------------7
or paying dispossessed
dispossessed allottees of
of
Nisqually
Reservation,
Nisqually Indian
Indian Reservation,
Wash
Wash----------------------111
membership in International
International
for membership
Statistical Bureau
Bureau at The Hague..
112
Hague_
112
delegates
Seventh
for delegates
to Seventh
Pan
American Scientific
Scientific Congress_
American
Congress__ 112
112
meeting of Interfor delegates to meeting
American Committee on Electrical Communications
Communications -------112
112
for paying indemnity to France for
damages to property
property of Madame
Madame
Crignier
Crignier in search for body of
Admiral
Jones _
118
118
Admiral John Paul Jones-----for expenses
expenses of commission on use of
waters of Rio Grande
Grande below
waters
Fort Quitman,
Quitman, Tex
118
Tex----------118
for participating
participating in international
international
conferences
conferences
for suppressing
suppressing
traffic in opium,
opium, etc ----------120
traffic
120
for Adjusted
Adjusted Service Certificate
Certificate Fund,
annually --------------------128
annually
128
128
limit for 1925
1925----------------_ 128
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2002
Appropriations—Continued.
Appropriations-Continued.
authorized
for Dairying
Dairying Bureau, DepartDepartauthorized for
ment
of Agriculture
Agriculture---------ment of
for
bridge repairs,
Leavenworth,
repairs, Leavenworth,
for bridge
Kans.,
penitentiary farm---farm
Kans., penitentiary
for survey
flood control
control of .Allefor flood
survey for
for
gheny
and Monongahela
Monongahela Rivers,
gheny and
Pa
Pa--------------------------

for
for flood control of North Branch
of
and
Pa. and
River, Pa.
Susquehanna River,
of Susquehanna
N. Y--------------------N.Y
for flood
of Puyallup
Puyallup River,
control of
flood control
for
Wash -------------------Waterways Corfor stock
stock of Inland Waterways
poration -----------------for
expenses,
final
disposition of
for expenses, final disposition
Eastern Band of
affairs of Eastern
Cherokee
Indians, N.
N. C
C-----Cherokee Indians,
for additional
additional hospital,
etc., facilities
hospital, etc.,
for
for
Veterans'
patients_
_
patients-Bureau
for Veterans'
for expenses
expenses of
committee to
to
of joint committee
for
investigate
investigate Northern Pacific
land
grants --------------land grants
girls' dormitory,
dormitory, Fort Lapwai
for girls'
Indian Sanatorium,
Sanatorium, Idaho --lands for homeless Temoak Infor lands
dians, Nev-------------Nev
for paying Stevens and Ferry Counties,
Wash., for local taxes on
ties, -Wash.,
allotted Colville Indian
Indian lands-lands_ _
for expenses of commission to inspect,
designated Civil War
etc., designated
spect, etc.,
battle fields in VirginiaVirginia -.. --International Fisheries
for expenses of International
Commission --------.------..
Commissionfor
Upper Misexpenses executing Upper
for expenses
Actsissippi River, etc., Refuge Act_
for
areas for the refuge_
refuge_ -__ _
for acquiring areas
for
for cooperating
cooperating with States for forest
fire prevention, timber production, etc..--....---------...........
etc
for procuring seeds and plants for
timber growing on denuded
denuded
lands,
.------.----lands, etc.
for assisting farm owners in establishing wood lots, etc -. --.-----contribution for Memorial
for part contribution
to Women
Women of World War; con-----dition .----------.....
for Washington
Bicentennial BirthWashington Bicentennial
for
day Commission
Commission------------for investigations
determine deinvestigations to determine
velopment
of arid lands, etc
etc_--___
velopment of
for disposing
disposing of unallotted
unallotted lands of
Omaha Indian
Indian Reservation,Nebr.
Reservation, Nebr.
for investigating,
investigating, etc., new location
conservafor Botanic Garden conservatories
tories--------------------Lexington-Concord
for expenses of Lexington-Concord
Sesquicentennial Commission__
_
Commission__Sesquicentennial
Sesquiparticipating in Sesquifor expenses, participating
--... .-centennial celebration
celebration
centennial
for expenses of widening
widening Nichols
Nichols
Avenue
Avenue SE., District of Columbia
bia-------------------------for one-half
one-half cost of bridge across San
Juan River, Bloomfield, N. Mex_
Chippewa Indians
for general fund of Chippewa
ceded
Minnesota, from sale of ceded
of Minnesota,
lands _----_------------_-commission to inspect, etc.,
for commission
battle fields of the siege of PetersPeters_---burg, Va--------------for expenses
commission to select
expenses of commission
Office models
models for retenPatent Office
tion, etc ---__--___-__-_-

Page.
Page.

243
243
248
248
250
250
250
250
250
250
361
361
381
381
390
390
462
462
533
533
596

599
647
650
652
652
652
652

653
654
654
665
672

704
728
728
729
749
749

751
800
816

856
856
943

Appropriations—Continued.Page.
Appropriations-Continued.
authorized
for indemnity
indemnity to
for
to Sweden, for
authorized for
sinking of fishing
fishing boat ""Lilly "_ _
sinking
for quarantine
quarantine station,
Island,
station, Sand Island,
for
Ala
Ala--------------------for indemnity
Norway on account
account
to Norway
indemnity to
for
collision
damages to "
Hassel "
"Hassel"__
collision damages
for commission on selecting sites for
for
national
Apnational parks, in southern Appalachian
Mountains---------palachian Mountains
for
Japan, for
Tokyo, Japan,
etc., Tokyo,
lands, etc.,
for lands,
foreign service---------------service
foreign
for
additional lands, Fort Bliss, Tex__
Tex
for additional
for
care, etc.,
etc., of
of
burial grounds of
of burial
for care,
former President
President Zachary
Zachary Taylor
in
County, Ky ------Jefferson County,
in Jefferson
for
allotments to State, etc.,
increased allotments
for increased
agricultural
experiment stations_
stations.
agricultural experiment
construction of Arlington
Arlington Mefor construction
Bridge
morial Bridge---------------preliminary examinations, etc., of
for preliminary
Washington
designated rivers in Washington
designated
for flood control
control-------------the
topographical survey of the
for topographical
United States--------------States
for credit
Chippewa Indians of
to Chippewa
credit to
for
Minnesota
Minnesota ----------------for expenses
expenses of
eliminating grade
of eliminating
for
crossing of Van
Van Buren Street,
crossing
District
District of Columbia, over railtracks, by construction
construction of
road tracks,
subway1097
-------------subway
for
expenses of Bunker
Bunker Hill
for travel
travel expenses
Sesquicentennial
Commission___
Sesquicentennial Commission__
for
celebration of
for participating
participating in celebration
150th anniversary
anniversary of Battle of
Bunker Hill-----------------Hill
per capita payment to Clallam
for per
Indians, Wash--------------Wash
for
etc., archives of the Terfor editing, etc.,
ritories
ritories-- -----------------for
expenses of
forest experiment
experiment
of forest
for expenses
stations
etc
in California, etc-----stations in
McHenry, Md.,
for establishing Fort McHenry,
as a
national park, etc--------etc
a national
for further
further hospital facilities
facilities for
Veterans'
beneficiaries
beneficiaries-Bureau
Veterans'
for completing frieze
frieze in Rotunda of
the Capitol ----.--------for all expenses
expenses at Seville International Exposition
Exposition ------------tional
for expenses
SesquiMecklenburg Sesquiexpenses of Mecklenburg
centennial
Commission -------centennial Commission
for participating
participating in celebrating
at
celebrating at
Charlotte, N. C., the 150th anniversary of the declaration
declaration of
independence
Mecklenburg
independence in Mecklenburg
County --------------------memory of John and
tablets in memory
for tablets
John
Quincy,
John Quincy
Quincy Adams at Quincy,
Mass ----------------------for
for expenses
expenses of delegates to Pan
American Highways Congress__Congress_
American
balances of designated
Army, covered
designated Army,
balances
in -------------------------

sage.
947

950
950
955
959
961
964
970
970
974
1000

1011
1052

1097

Aquisse,
Choor, alias
Cheroquis,
alias Cheroquis,
Aquisse, Choor,
pension ----------___------------pension
Arapahoe, etc.,
Agency, Okla.,
Arapahoe,
etc., Agency,
appropriation
etc., of
appropriation for support, etc.,
Indians
funds_ 411,
Indians at, from tribal fundsdeficiency appropriation
appropriation for civilian
deficiency
--------employees at ---....
Northern CheyIndians, Mont., Northern
Arapahoe Indians,
Arapahoe
enne, and,
and,
enne,
of___ 409,
appropriation for support, etc.,
etc., of_
1925_
additional, 1925for support, etc., of, additional,

1099
1099
1102
1102
1104
1104
1109

1109
1212
1212
1252
1252
1257
1267

1267
1302
1355
934

1384

1161
1329
1160
708
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Arbitration Act,
States,
Page.
Page.
Act, United
United States,
Arbitration
Conventions,
Arbitration
Arbitration Conventions,
meaning
transactions"
"maritime transactions"
of "maritime
agreement extending,
with France---France
meaning of
1743
extending, with
agreement
herein883
and "
commerce '
'as used herein..
"commerce"'
and
1695
with
Britain -----_-_------1695
with Great
Great Britain
provisions not
to employemployapplicable to
with
Japan --------------------1757
not applicable
provisiins
1757
with Japan
ment
contracts with
in
with workers
workers in
1754
ment contracts
with
Netherlands ---------------with Netherlands
commerce -------------883
commerce
1746
with Norway
Norway ____---------------with
written contracts
contracts providing
providing for
for arbitraarbitrawritten
Arbitration, International
International Bureau
Bureau of
of PerPerArbitration,
tion
controversies in
in marimariof controversies
tion of
manent
of,
Court of,
manent Court
time
transactions,
or commerce
commerce transactions,
time or
appropriation for
for annual
contribuannual contribuappropriation
883
valid,
exception
etc.; exception---------valid, etc.;
212,1020
tion
212, 1020
tion---------------------referable to arbitration
arbitration on
trials of suits referable
deficiency
appropriation for
in
for share
share in
deficiency appropriation
agreement
therefore, may
may be
agreement therefore,
expenses -------------------48
48
expenses
stayed,
has
arbitration has
until arbitration
stayed, until
Week).
Protection Week).
Arbor Day
Day (see
(see Forest
Forest Protection
Arbor
883 Archbold,
been
been had
had--------------Archbold, Mrs.
Anne,
Mrs. Anne,
petition for
for order
order of
of court
arbicourt directing
directing arbipetition
in
acceptance
of tract
tract of
of land
land from,
from, in
acceptance of
tration
may be
agby agbe made
made by
tration may
the
District
to be
be
of Columbia,
Columbia, to
the District of
grieved
on failure,
failure, etc.,
etc., of
of
party on
grieved party
added
to
park
system
as
the
added to park system as the
883
the
other -------------------the other
"Archbold
978
Parkway" --------"Archbold Parkway"
if the
the making
making of
the agreement,
agreement, etc.,
etc.,
of the
if
Archer,
William
H.,
H.,
William
Archer,
883
not
in issue,
issue, order
order to
to be
be made-made_ _
not in
1406
pension
increased -----------------pension increased
884
venue
hearing, etc
884
etc-------------of hearing,
venue of
Capitol,
Architect
of
the
Capitol,
of
the
Architect
summary
trial, if
making agreement,
agreement,
if making
summary trial,
engineer,
appropriation
chief clerk, engineer,
for, chief
appropriation for,
etc
884
884
etc ------------------------etc
586, 1295
586,1295
etc ------------------ -by
judge ------------------884
by judge
for
Capitol, SenSenconductors, Capitol,
elevator conductors,
for elevator
by
jury, except
884
cases-- _ 884
admiralty cases__
except admiralty
by jury,
BuildOffice Buildate and
House Office
and House
ate
884
action on
of jury
jury -------findings of
on findings
action
ings
587, 1295
1295
ings---------------------- 587,
884
naming of
of arbitrator,
etc
arbitrator, etc-----------naming
for
work at
the Capitol,
Capitol, repairs,
repairs,
at the
for work
884
application to court ---on application
procedure on
procedure
587, 1295
1295
etc
etc---------------------arbitrators may
may issue
issue summons;
summons; fees_
fees___ 884
arbitrators
for
restoring decorations,
decorations, first floor
floor
for restoring
884
service of
summons----------------of summons
service
corridors, Senate
Senate wing
587, 1295
1295
wing------ 587,
corridors,
compel attendance
court
may compel
attendance on
court may
for
of grounds,
Capitol,
grounds, Capitol,
etc., of
care, etc.,
for care,
refusal;
conpunishment for conrefusal; punishment
Senate and
and House
House Office
Office BuildBuildSenate
884
tempt
_
tempt----------587, 1295
ings
ings --------------------vessel, etc., to be
if action
action in
in admiralty,
admiralty, vessel,
if
surgical
Capon Capof trees
trees on
treatment of
surgical treatment
and held until award in
seized
in
seized and
----itol
grounds
1295
itol grounds-arbitration
885
arbitration-------- ---------Senate
for
increased fire
fire protection,
protection, Senate
for increased
confirming award to be
order of
of court
court confirming
order
and
wings of
__ _
587
587
of Capitol_
Capitol---House wings
and House
entered, if
if agreed
agreed in
in arbitration
arbitration
entered,
for
and Maltby
etc., stables
stables and
for repairs,
repairs, etc.,
885
agreement
885
agreement------------------Building ----------------587, 1295
Building
587,
1295
service of
of application
application for_
885
885
for _
-_
of notice
notice of
service
for
Senate Office
Building, maintemainteOffice Building,
for Senate
grounds for order of court vacating
grounds
vacating
587, 1295
1295
nance
nance-------------------885
etc_
awards;
procured by
by fraud,
fraud, etc_
awards; procured
for
furniture, etc----etc
587, 1295
1295
587,
for extensions,
extensions, furniture,
885
partiality
of arbitrator,
arbitrator, etc
etc --------partiality of
maintefor
Building, mainteOffice Building,
House Office
for House
arbitrator ------ - 885
misconduct,
misconduct, etc., of arbitrator
nance
587, 1295
1295
587,
nance-------------------exceeding
or imperfect
of
execution of
imperfect execution
exceeding or
for
Capitol power
power plant-------plant
587, 1295
1295
587,
for Capitol
885
powers
powers ---------------------for expense
expense of
of Library
Library of
of Congress
Congress
for
vacated
may be
be reheard
reheard by
by
award may
vacated award
Building
under ------------ 588, 1296
1296
Building under
direction
885
of court
court ------------- 885
direction of
for
printing and
and binding
for
1299
591, 1299
binding for--for printing
award may
may be
modified, etc.,
by court
court
etc., by
be modified,
award
deficiency appropriation
Capitol
for Capitol
appropriation for
deficiency
mison
if material
material mison application,
application, if
Power
Plant
1315
34, 673,
673, 1315
Power Plant----------take,
in
885
885
--------etc., in-...
take, etc.,
for Senate
Building
34,
1315
34, 1315
Office Building-------for
Senate Office
exif upon
upon a
matter not
submitted; exnot submitted;
a matter
if
for completing
frieze in
in Rotunda
of
Rotunda of
completing frieze
for
ception
885
885
ception ---------------------Capitol
673
673
Capitol---------------------if imperfect
imperfect in
in form,
form, etc
885
885
etc --------if
1315
for pedestals
pedestals for
busts
1315
for busts------------for
effect
of order,
to promote
promote justice,
justice,
order, to
effect of
authorized to
to loan
portraits of
of Daniel
Daniel
loan portraits
authorized
etc
885
885
---------------- -----etc
Webster and
and Henry
Henry Clay
Clay for
for
Webster
procedure on
on motion
vacate, etc.,
to vacate,
motion to
procedure
exhibition of works
artist
works of the artist
exhibition
award
_
885
-----award --------------John Ncagle,
1252
in Philadelphia_
Philadelphia-_-__ 1252
Neagle, in
John
made by
stay
proceedings may
may be
be made
stay of
of proceedings
plans
auditorium at Library of
for music
music auditorium
plans for
886
court ----------------same
886
same court
788
Congress to
to be
be prepared
prepared by---by_ _
788
Congress
papers to
be filed
filed on
for an
an
on moving
moving for
to be
papers
expense
upon
construction, etc., upon
of, construction,
expense of,
order confirming,
award_
886
an awardetc., an
confirming, etc.,
order
vouchers of
788
788
of -----------------vouchers
886
be docketed
judgment
docketed -------to be
judgment to
positions
established of,
of, and
and
pay established
and pay
positions and
886
--------------effect of
force
force and effect
office personnel-------------personnel
149
149
office
886
title of
of Act
Act ---.-----------------title
Architecture, D.
C.,
D. C.,
incurot
nt laws
laws repealed
886 Architecture,
repealed-----------incor.;-i.-t nt
of
board
of examiners
examiners and
registrars of
and registrars
board of
of January
January next---in
effect on
on the 1st
next_ __ _ 886
1st of
in effect
architects created-----------created
713
713
architects
prior contract
not affected
affected -------886
886
prior
contractssnot
appointment of
qualifications;
of five;
five; qualifications;
appointment
Arbitration,
British-American Pecuniary
Pecuniary
Arbitration, British-American
period of
service, oath,
etc ----713
713
oath, etc
of service,
period
Claiona
714
organization; election
officers____
_
714
of officers
election of
organization;
appropriation
1022
213, 1022
for expenses
expenses ------- 213,
appropriation for
rules,
regulations, quorum,
quorum, etc-----etc
714
714
rules, regulations,
Arbitration,
Bureau of
Interparliamentary
of Interparliamentary
Arbitration, Bureau
duties of;
714
714
of; expenses
expenses---------------duties
Union
Promotion of
of InternaInternafor Promotion
Union for
roster
all registered
registered architects
architects to
be
to be
of all
roster of
tional,
tional,
212.
1020
made yearly
714
contribution
anno-nrifainn
yearly ----------------made
appropriation
for
contribution __-- 212,
1020
urVt-r1-------- r
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Architecture, D.
C.—Continued.
D. C.-Continued.
Architecture,
board to
report to
to Comyearly report
make yearly
to make
board
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missioners
missioners------------------

receipt and
use of
fees; compensation
compensation
of fees;
and use
receipt
to
board from
from ------------to board
actual expenses
expenses of
of members
members to be
actual
reimbursed
reimbursed----------------certificate
board required
required for
from board
certificate from
authority to
to practice
practice --------authority
title
given holders
holders by------------by
title given
use of,
restricted to holders; or
of, restricted
use
those previously
engaged in
previously engaged
those
practice ------------------each member
member of firm
for
firm to register foreach
employees
registered architects
architects not
of registered
employees of
prevented ------------------prevented
pL9.ns,
etc., by
other persons perby other
plans, etc.,
mitted --------------------not
architect ------of architect
title of
use title
to use
not to
buildings defined -----------------certificates to
persons now
qualified persons
to qualified
certificates
engaged
in architecture
architecture without
engaged in
examination;
examination; condition -----continuing without,
allowed persons
without, allowed
continuing
in
hitherto ---------in practice hitherto
qualifications
of applicants for cerqualifications of

tificates
tificates-------------------examination
examination by board -------------evidence
accepted in lieu--------lieu
evidence accepted
possessing diploma
diploma from an archipossessing
tectural college,
college, etc.; additional
tectural
proof --------------------proof
a
holding
similar certificate
certificate from a
holding similar
State,
etc.; condition -------State, etc.;
limited requirement
requirement for architects
limited
practicing
practicing for ten years outside
of the District -------------fees;from.applicantsf
certificates.fees;from.applicantsf or certificates____
for
certificate
for certificate------------------renewals;
restoration -----------renewals; restoration
examination
etc. to be kept
papers, etc.,
examination papers,
by
board;
etc.,
of proceedings,
record
by board; record
etc
etc -----------------------record
registered architects;
architects; deof registered
record of
tails
tails-----------------------_
of
certificates
with
Commissioners_
_
of certificates with
certificates to
renewed yearly;
yearly; efbe renewed
to be
certificates
fect of failure--------------failure
date of expiration
expiration--------------persons
exempted
provisions of
persons exempted from provisions
Act; nonresidents
arnonresidents or recent arAct;
rivals;
conditions ---------rivals; conditions
authorized employees
employees of registered
authorized
architects;
architects; restriction -------nonresident
consulting associates-associates__ _
nonresident consulting
employees of United States-------States
employedDistrict while employed_
of the District
revocation
to
revocation of certificate; notice to
holder,
required_
holder, hearings, proof required_
fraud in obtaining; fraud in
causes; fraud
professional
practice, etc.; gross
professional practice,
etc---------incompetency,
_
incompetency, etc
findings---procedure for; report of findings__
procedure
record
using
record to be made by persons using
architect ------------title of architect
to
registration
barred on failure to
registration barred
make
make-----------------unauthorized use of title architect,etc.,
architect,etc.,
unauthorized
a
misdemeanor -....--------.
amisdemeanor
punishment for-----------------for
punishment
conflicting
repealed --....-----conflicting laws repealed
of Act --- ------effect
immediate
Archives
Territories,
Archives of the Territories,
publication,
collecting, arranging
arranging for publication,
collecting,
Department
etc., authorized
authorized in Department
State.------------------of State
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Ardmore, Okla.,
Page
Okla.,
Ardmore,
388,945
388, 945
terms of
of court
at
court at---------------terms
P. R.,
R.,
Arecibo, P.
14 Arecibo,
7:
714
of,
preliminary examination,
etc.,
of,
examination, etc.,
preliminary
harbor to
made
1197
be made-----------to be
harbor
14
7:
714
Argentina,
Argentina,
appropriation
206, 1015
to --___206,
ambassador to
for ambassador
appropriation for
7:15
715
of
proclamation
directing disposal
disposal of
proclamation directing
sugar imported
imported from,
from, in
1920_ -_ 1912
1912
in 1920_
sugar
15
7.
715
Argentine Ant,
Ant,
15 Argentine
7715
appropriation for
for investigating,
investigating, etc.
etc_ 449,
449, 839
appropriation
Arid
Lands,
Arid Lands,
appropriation for
for study,
study, etc., of
appropriation
15
7715
drought resistant
resistant crops,
etc__ 442, 832
crops, etc__
drought
15
7715
amount authorized
investigations
for investigations
authorized for
amount
to determine
determine development
704
of_development of_
to
15
7715
Arizona,
Arizona,
715
appropriation
general,
surveyor general,
for surveyor
appropriation for
7 15
394
715
clerks
et
c
clerks, etc-----------------7 15
_ 408, 1159
715
for
support,
etc.,
of
Indians
in
_
1159
in_
for support, etc., of Indians
7 15
in, addifor
Indians in,
etc., Indians
support, etc.,
for support,
708
tional,
1925---------------tional, 1925
715
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for support,
deficiency
7 15
759
698,,759
56, 698
etc. ' Indians
Indians in---------in
etc.,
Forest, boundaries
Apache
National Forest,
Apache National
15
7715
modified ------------------1984
modified
Colorado River
authority
bridge Colorado
River
to bridge
authority to
15
7715
to
near
Lee Ferry,
subject to
Ferry, subject
near Lee
16
7716
guaranty of,
of, to pay half the
guaranty
16
7716
etc., the
cost, and
to operate,
operate, etc.,
and to
cost,
bridge when
built
994
when built-----------bridge
Monument, set
Chiricahua National
National Monument,
Chiricahua
7716
16
aside
1946
aside----------------------Coconino
Forest, area enNational Forest,
Coconino National
'16
716
1922
larged --------------------larged
Pipe Spring
Spring National
Monument, set
set
National Monument,
Pipe
1913
716
aside
aside----------------------'16
716
Prescott National
National Forest, area diminPrescott
I716
1923
716
ished
1923
------------- ished-------716
r1
716
Sitgreaves National
National forest,
forest, area modimodiSitgreaves
716
fied
1926
fied -----------------------J1
sums
lands, etc.,
etc., not to be
allotting lands,
for allotting
sums for
I*
used
for Indians
i
n, unless
unless residIndians in,
used for
716
716
ing on
domain prior to
to
public domain
on public
-ing
1914 -----------30, 1914
716
June
398, 1148
1148
June 30,
716
716
Tonto National
boundaries
National Forest, boundaries
Tonto
716
modified
1923
modified-------------------set
716
Wupatki
National Monument,
Monument, set
Wupatki National
716
717
aside
1977
aside ---------------------717
Arizona, University
University of,
Arizona,
land
patent to
1544
to -------------------land patent
717 Arkansas,
Arkansas,
717
operate bridge across
may acquire
acquire and
and operate
may
Rock---717
Black River, at Black Rock_
889
Black
717
717
toll
889
allowed for five years ------toll allowed
717
1131
Augusta---------717
White
__
River, at Augusta
White River,
717
1131
717
tolls
allowed for five years ---tolls allowed
717
888
Batesville --------------------Batesville
888
-years-.
tolls allowed for five years
717
888
717
to operate
Saint
Charles, to
operate as aa free
Saint Charles,
1000
bridge
bridge--------------------1000
717
tolls
five years---years
for five
allowed for
tolls allowed
717
717
may erect
erect buildings, etc.,
etc., at Camp
may
717
244
GuardPike, for
National Guard_
State National
for State
Pike,
Lumber
717
purchase of
Sabine Lumber
lands in, by Sabine
of lands
purchase
717
812
Company
812
authorized --------Company,, authorized
C
D. C.,
718 Arkansas
Arkansas Avenue
AllV., D.
Avenue NW.,
718
appropriation
for paving,
paving, Georgia
Georgia Aveappropriation for
548
548
Street--- ---nue to Emerson Street
718
718
Battleship,
718
"Arkansas," Battleship,
718 "Arkansas,"
additional
718
deficiency
appropriation for additional
deficiency appropriation
718
1335
718
submarine, etc.,
etc., protection---protection
1335
718
alteration of,
of, authorized
for protection
protection
authorized for
alteration
aircraft
submarine and aircraft
against submarine
against
719
719
attack
attack-------------------719
719
1104
converting
burning
converting to oil burning---------1104
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Arkansas
Arkansas Eastern
Eastern Judicial
Judicial District,
District,
Page.
constituting eastern division-_
division_ _
91
counties constituting
northern division ---------------91
northern
Jonesboro division --------------91
Jonesboro
_
division -----------------91
western division
terms
91
91
terms of court,
court, at
at Batesville
Batesville---------Helena -------------------------91
Helena
Jonesboro
91
Jonesboro-----------------------91
Little Rock
Rock---------------------offices
offices of clerk --------------------91
Arkansas Judicial
Districts,
Arkansas
Judicial Districts,
counties constituting
district
constituting western district
divisions
948
divisions--------------------948
court
949
terms of court-------------------949
no change
change in eastern district -------Arkansas
Arkansas River,
River,
bridge authorized
across, near Dardabridge
authorized across,
nelle, Ark------------------1129
extended for bridging, Little
time extended
Rock, Ark
9
Ark------------------9
preliminary
etc., of,
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
of, to be
be
made
1195
made----------------------Arkansas River,
River, Kans.,
Kans., Okla.,
Okla., and
Ark.,
Arkansas
and Ark.,
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., authorized
249
249
ized for flood control of ------Arkansas
Judicial District,
Arkansas Western
Western Judicial
District,
counties constituting
constituting Texarkana
Texarkana divimon
sion ----------------------- 90, 948
948
El Dorado division --------------Fort Smith division ------------- 91, 948
Harrison
948
Harrison division
division---------------- 91, 948
949
Dorado--------terms of court, at El Dorado
Fort Smith -------------------91,
949
91, 949
91, 949
Harrison --------------------949
Texarkana
91,949
Texarkana --------------------- 91,
4
offices
clerks------------------- 91, 949
offices of clerks
Arlington Agricultural
Experiment Farm,
Farm,
Arlington
Agricultural Experiment
Va.,
Va.,
appropriation for continuing
continuing improveappropriation
ments, etc---------------etc
443, 832
for continuing
continuing improvements,
improvements, etc., of
building for experiments
experiments in
American raw materialsmaterials -447, 837
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for special
deficiency
sugar cane breeding
investigasugar
breeding investiga1325
tions -------------------Arlington
C.,
D. C.,
Arlington Building,
Building, D.
appropriation for operating force and
appropriation
expenses
1210
expenses ---------------- 531, 1210
Arlington Memorial
Amphitheater and
Memorial Amphitheater
Arlington
Chapel,
Chapel, Va.,
Va.,
appropriation for care, etc --------- 511, 926
appropriation
Arlington Memorial
Memorial Bridge
Bridge Commission,
Commission,
Arlington
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for commenccommencdeficiency
ing construction
construction of bridge
1316
bridge------ 1316
construct bridge across Podirected to construct
tomac
974
tomac River;
River; location --------including approaches,
approaches, landscape
landscape feaincluding
974
tures, etc
etc ------------------advisable changes ill
design, etc., alin design,
advisable
lowed ---------------------=
974
lowed
executive officer of, to have immediate
charge of work -------------974
charge
amount authorized
authorized to be appropriated_
974
proportion of, from Treasury
Treasury and
District revenues
revenues -----------974
assessments
opening, etc.,
etc., streets___
streets_
974
asiessrnents on opening,
accounting
accounting if construction
construction other than by
contract --------------------974
contract
employment
engineers, architects,
architects,
employment of engineers,
personnel; compensaother personnel;
and other
975
tion -----------------------details of Army Engineer
Engineer officers
officers authorized -------------------975
thorized
45822° --vol. 43--PT
2----45
45822°-VOL
43-PT 2-45
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occupation of Government
Government owned lands,
lands,
during construction
during
construction --------- _ 975
975
transfer
transfer to
to park
park system,
system, etc.,
etc., on
on com975
pletion .-------------------975
authorized
acquire private lands in
in
authorized to acquire
Virginia
for approaches
approaches to
Virginiafor
to bridge_
bridge975
for opening up B Street NW.,
NW., from
from
the Capitol
Capitol to
to the
the Potomac
Potomac_ -__
the
--_ 975
975
condemnation proceedings
proceedings ------condemnation
975
construction
appropriations or
or
construction by direct appropriations
authorized
contracts, or by
by both, authorized
975
limitation on
on yearly
yearly expenditures-_expenditures_ __
975
limitation
975
annual statements
statements of expenditures,
expenditures, etcetc_
975
annual
975
Arlington
Cemetery, Va.,
Arlington National
National Cemetery,
Va.,
appropriation for
etc_ 511,
511, 926
926
for care of grounds,
grounds, etcappropriation
indigent ex-service
ex-service men,
for burial
burial of
of indigent
men,
Columbia, in_
District of Columbia,
in _- 571, 1245
1245
restoration directed of the Lee Mansion
Mansion
restoration
in,
in, to
to its
its condition
condition prior to the
War
1356
Civil War------------------Armament, Army,
Army,
Armament,
appropriation for gauges, dies, and jigs
jigs
appropriation
for manufacture
manufacture of --------- 499, 914
914
Armament, Navy,
Navy,
Armament,
appropriation for
appropriation
for ---------------- 192, 871
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for expenses,
expenses,
deficiency
scrapping of naval vessels
689
scrapping
vessels-----Armament of
of Fortifications,
Fortifications,
Armament
appropriation
914
appropriation for
for -__-------------- 499, 914
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for ---------deficiency
59,
62, 701, 1350, 1352, 1353
1353
for Panama Canal ---------------701
Armored
Vehicles, Army,
Army, Self-propelled,
Armored Vehicles,
Self-propelled,
appropriation
etc., of__ 498, 913
913
appropriation for purchase, etc.,
deficiency appropriation for --------62
Armories
Armories (see
(see Arsenals,
Arsenals, Army).
Army).
Arms
Armament, Army,
Arms and
and Armament,
Army,
appropriation for gauges, etc., for manmanappropriation
facture
914
facture-------------------- 499, 914
Arms,
Arms, etc.,
etc.,
proclamation
declaring shipment of, to
to
proclamation declaring
Honduras unlawful
Honduras
unlawful----------- 1942
except with consent of Secretary
Secretary
of State------------------.
- 1950
1950
State
forbidding
shipment of, to
to
forbidding illegal shipment
Cuba
Cuba-------------------- - 1946
Mexico -------------------1934
to Mexico
1934
revoking prohibition
prohibition against shipCuba
1965
ment of, to Cuba-------Arms, etc.,
Army,
Arms,
etc., Army,
appropriation
for manufacture
manufacture of
of_ -__ 498,
913
498, 913
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
manuappropriation for manufacture
762
facture -------------------- 62, 762
Armstrong, Maggie
(widow),
Maggie R.
R. (widow),
Armstrong,
pension increased
1452
increased------------------Army (see
also War
War Department),
Department),
Army
(see also
appropriation
contingencies of,
appropriation for all contingencies
under
Secretary of
War___ 479,
of War
479, 893
under the
the Secretary
employees on sales
civil employees
sales of war supplies, adjusting contracts,
contracts, etc_
etc- 479, 893
restriction on transfers of small
quantities
surplus property_
property_ 479, 893
quantities of surplus
limited _
-__ 479
amount
479
advertising limited
amount for
for advertising
restriction on payments
payments to aucauctioneers
479
tioneers---------------------General Staff
Military
Staff Corps, Military
for General
Intelligence Division
894
Intelligence
Division -------- 479, 894
military attaches abroad; observobserving
operations
foreign
of
foreign
operations
armies -------------------479, 894
contingencies, headquarters
headquarters of
for contingencies,
departments
480, 894
departments etc -------- - 480,894
Arlington Memorial
Memorial Bridge
Bridge CommissionCommissionArlington
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Pge.
appropriation for
appropriation
for payments;
payments; comCollege_ 480,
894
480, 894
appropriation for
for Army
Army War Collegemutation
mutation of
of rations.
rations --------- 483, 898
for
Command and General
General Staff
Staff
for Commsnd
prices at
at sales
sales commissaries
commissaries to inSchool,
Fort
Leavenworth,
School,
Leavenworth,
overhead costs
484
costs ---------clude overhead
Kans -------------------480, 895
480,895
services and
and supplies from public
for
for post
post exchanges._
exchanges------------ 480, 895
utilities to include
include overhead
overhead
libraries,
etc_-- 480, 895
libraries, hostess houses,
houses, etc
costs
484
costs-----------------------for pay of officers
officers -------------- 481,895
481, 895
for
regular quartermaster
supplies_ 484,
484, 899
899
for regular
quartermaster supplies_
no commissioned
or
commissioned Army, Navy, or
899
heat and light to quarters
quarters------ 484, 899
deprived of
of
Marine Corps officer deprived
post bakeries;
bakeries; ice machines; launcoordinapay while
while on duty in coordinadries, etc
etc----------------484, 899
business_ __ 895
Government business_-tion of Government
forage,
899
forage, etc.,
etc., for
for animals
animals-------- 485, 899
National Guards officers-----officers
481, 896
for National
electric current from Camp
Camp
sale of electric
officers
481,
896
481,896
for warrant officers------------John
Hay,
Philippines,
to
BaJohn Hay, Philippines, to Baincrease, officers----officers
481, 896
for aviation increase,
guio, approved
485
approved--------------485
guio,
officers ----------- 481, 896
for longevity, officers
equipage ------Naval Acadfor clothing and equipage
485, 900
time at Military or Naval
indemnity for destroyed
destroyed clothing
indemnity
1912, not
not
emy after August 24, 1912,
485, 900
485,900
-- ----------.----- --counted
481, 896
counted-----------------481,896
for incidental
485, 900
900
for
incidental expenses
expenses -------- 485,
for pay of enlisted men --------- 481,896
for transportation--------------transportation
486, 900
900
Clarence J. Vaughan ----------481
Clarence
number provided
provided for --------- 481, 896
number
dependents of officers
officers and enlisted
dependents
minors enlisting after
after July
July 1,
1, 1925,
men, etc
etc-------------------901
without consent of parent, etc.,
boats, vehicles, draft animals,
animals, etc.
discharged
896
may be discharged----------486, 901-...------.
486,901
for National Guard enlisted men__
481,896
men - 481,
896
discharge
travel allowances
allowances on discharge-486, 901
for aviation
aviation increase,
increase, enlisted men;
men;
payments to land grant railroads;
payments
railroads;
limitation
481, 896
limitation---------------481,896
limitation ------------486
limitation
---for
Scouts
896
for Philippine
Philippine Scouts---------481, 896
restriction ------ 486, 901
motor vehicle restriction
for longevity pay, enlisted
enlisted men..
men--- 481, 896
purchase of motor vehicles
vehicles repurchase
for pay of retired officers
officers ------ 481, 896
stricted
stricted-----------------487, 901
for retired officers
officers on active duty_
duty -_ 481, 896
horses; limitationlimitation_ 487, 901
for purchase of horses;
for retired enlisted men --------- 481, 896
breeding
horses------ 487, 901
breeding of riding horses
for retired enlisted men on active
acceptance of donated breeding
acceptance
breeding
duty
duty------------------ 481, 896
etc
487, 901
animals, etc-------------for retired pay clerks
481, 896
clerks- --------481,896
for military posts, construction, etc.
veterinarians -.----for retired veterinarians
- 481,896
------------.487, 902 .
messengers, at
for field clerks and messengers,
Fort Sill, Okla -487
-- --- --- headquarters
headquarters of territorial
territorial deFort Henning,
Ga
487
Benning, Ga---------------481,896
partments, areas, etc---etc
481,
896
comprehensive plan to be subcomprehensive
assignment to Department
Department duty
mitted for necessary conforbidden ---------------- 482, 896
forbidden
struction, etc.; funds for
487
for-----487
contract surgeons;
surgeons; nurses; hosfor contract
sale of Fort Porter,
Porter, N. Y-------Y
902
pital matrons
matrons ------------- 482, 896
Hawaiian Islands
Islands _------------ 488, 902
Hawaiian
expenses.. _ 482, 896
for courts martial, etc., expenses_Panama Canal ----------- 488, 902
for rental allowances
allowances ---------- 482, 897
for barracks
barracks and quarters, construcconstrucallowances ------ 482, 897
for subsistence allowances
tion,
tion, repairs, etc ----------488, 903
soldiers' deposits-for interest on soldiers'
deposits__ 482, 897
rental of garages,
garages, offices, etc., for
for
exchange -----------for loss by exchange
482, 897
attaches ---------- 488, 903
military attaches
903
officers furnishing
furnishing mounts .- 482, 897
for officers
Y---_ 903
repairs, old Fort Ontario, N. Y__
accounting
accounting and disbursement
disbursement as
additional land Fort Reno, Okla__
additional
Okla903
pay of the Army -----------482
barracks and quarters, Philipfor barracks
forbidden -additional personnel forbidden....
482
China.. _488, 903
pine Islands; rentals in China__
pay to retired
retired officer forbidden
forbidden
restriction on quarters for offirestriction
who sells supplies, etc.,
etc., to
cers
cers-------.-------------- 488, 903
Army ----------.----482
for water, sewers,
officer
pay forbidden to retired officer
sewers, etc.,
etc., at posts-_posts__ _ 488, 903
new work limited _
----------employed by parties selling,
488,903
employed
488, 903
etc., to Army or Department__
etc.,
Department
for roads, walks,
walks, wharves, drainage,
482
etc
482, 897
etc
488, 903
etc----------.-------for mileage,
mileage, etc--------------repairs,
for clerks, etc., Finance Department
Department
repairs, etc.,
etc., New Dixie Highway,
Highway,
-----Camp Knox, Ky --489
897
-----------------------. - 482, 897
489, 903
contracts__ 483, 897
auditing World
World War contracts
camps, etc., excluded---.---489,
ranges_ _
personal services in Department_
Department- 483, 897
-__ 489, 904
for shooting galleries
galleries and ranges_
904
personal
for paying claims for damages to
for rent of buildings for, in District
District
private property;
property; mode of setof Columbia------------Columbia
489, 904
for Fort Monroe,
tlement ------------------ 483. 897
Monroe, Va.,
Va., wharf, roads,
for paying claims for destruction,
destruction,
and sewer
489, 904
sewer --------------904
etc., of personal
personal property of
for post hospitals, construction, reofficers, etc., in the service_ _- 483, 898
pair, etc ---------------- 489,904
489, 904
pair,
for Quartermaster
Quartermaster Corps
Corps_-------- 483, 898
temporary
temporary camp hospitals, etc
etc_ _
- 489, 904
for subsistence
subsistence supplies for issue_ -_ 483, 898
forbidden---new construction forbidden__
__ 490, 905
salestoofficers,enlistedmen,etc_
483, 898
sales
to officers, enlisted men, etc_ 483,
for Signal Service expense
expense ------490 '905
meals to competitors in the naallotments for designated
allotments
designated obtional rifle match
match_--------483,
898
483,898
jects ---- -___---------.
490.905
490,
------------- .
I 905
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appropriation
appropriation for fire
instalfire control
control installations, seacoast
seacoast defenses
defenses_ _
491, 905
905
lations,
- 491,
insular possessionspossessions ---------491, 906
906
insular
491,
Canal -------------Panama Canal
491, 906
906
491,
for Air
for
expenses---------- 491,
491, 906
906
Air Service
Service expenses
allotments for
491, 906
906
allotments
for designated
designated objects
objects 491,
incurred
incurred obligations
obligations to
to be
be paid
paid
from
appropriations,
former
appropriations,
etc ---------------------493,
908
etc
493, 908
for aviation
aviation landing
Panama
landing field,
field, Panama
Canal ---------------------493
493
for Medical
Medical Department,
Department, supplies,
supplies,
etc --------------.---.--.493, 908
908
493,
tuition of
of officers
officers and
and nurses_
909
tuition
nurses-- __-_ 494,
494, 909
Hot Springs, Ark.,
Ark., Hospital_
Hospital ---__ _ 494,
494, 909
909
use for Medical
Medical and
and Surgical
Surgical HisHisof War
tory of
Germany, forforWar with
with Germany,
bidden
bidden ------------------_
494,
494, 909
909
for hospital
hospital care,
care, Canal
garrifor
Canal Zone
Zone garrisons -------------..----.494, 909
494,
909
for Army
Medical Museum
494, 909
for
Army Medical
Museum------- 494,
909
for
library,
Surgeon
General's
Surgeon
General's
Office-------------------Office
494, 909
909
494,
for
etc., insane
for care,
care, etc.,
insane Filipino
Filipino and
and
Porto Rican
Porto
soldiers
494,
910
Rican soldiers-------494, 910
for Engineer
for
Engineer Department,
Department, expenses
expenses of
of
depots ---------------.
495,
910
-495, 910
for Engineer
Engineer School------------School
495,
910
495, 910
tuition of
student officers
officers at
at techtechof student
nical institutions,
institutions, etc
etc-------- 495,
495, 910
910
for equipment
equipment of
of troops
troops --------- 495,
495, 911
911
for civilian
495,
911
for
civilian assistants
assistants ---------_ 495, 911
for field
field operations-------------operations
496,
911
496, 911
for military
military surveys
maps_---__ _ 496,
496, 911
surveys and
and maps
911
offices
offices to assist ------------496,
911
496, 911
for fortification
fortification of seacoast
seacoast defenses,
defenses,
etc.,
United States--------etc., United
States
496,
911
496, 911
insular possessions
possessions ----------496,
912
496,912
------------Panama Canal _
497,
912
497, 912
Ordnance Department,
current
for Ordnance
Department, current
expenses ----------------expenses
497,
913
497, 913
for ordnance
ordnance stores,
stores, ammunition,
ammunition,
etc--------------------497,
497, 913
913
for manufacture
manufacture of
of arms
arms - ----498,
913
498, 913
for preserving,
preserving, etc.,
etc., ordnance
ordnance and
and
ordnance
913
ordnance stores
stores ------------- 498,
498, 913
for purchase, etc., for troops
troops ----- 498,
498, 913
913
for automatic
for
automatic machine
machine rifles
rifles ----498,
498, 913
913
for purchase,
purchase, etc.,
etc., of
of tanks,
tanks, etc-_etc_ __ 498,
498, 913
913
Artillery armament
for Field
Field Artillery
armament----- 498,
498, 913
913
for proving grounds
498, 914
grounds ---------_ 498,
914
Rock Island
Arsenal --------- 499,
for Rock
Island Arsenal
499, 914
914
for testing
499 914
testing machines
machines ------------ 499,
914
for repairs of arsenals,
arsenals etc
etc ------- __ 499,
499, 914
914
for procuring
procuring gauges, etc.,
etc., for
for armaarmament ------------------ment
499,
914
499, 914
for
armament for
fortifications,
for
armament
for fortifications,
United States
States ------------499,
914
499, 914
insular possessions-----------possessions
499,
499, 915
915
Panama
Panama Canal
Canal --.-- _--------_ 499,
499, 915
915
for Chemical Warfare
Warfare Service,
Service, exexpenses
500, 915
penscs---------.--.--.--.500,
915
for Infantry
Infantry School,
School, Fort
Fort Henning,
Benning,
Ga-------.-----------500, 916
. 500,916
for civilian employees,
Tank Service;
employees, Tank
Service;
tank school
school ---------.----.
501, 916
916
501,
for Cavalry
Cavalry School,
Riley,
School, Fort
Fort Riley,
Kans -------.-------.----501, 916
916
501,
Artillery School, Fort
Fort Sill,
for Field Artillery
Sill,
Okla
Okla ------------------917
_ 501,
501, 917
for Field Artillery instruction
instruction at
at
centers ---.--------.
firing centers
501,
917
501,917
for Coast Artillery School, Fort
Monroe,
Monroe, Va
Va ---- ------- _ 501,
501, 917
917
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appropriation for Coast
Artillery exappropriation
Coast Artillery
expenses, seacoast defense, United
United
States
502,
917
States------------------502, 917
insular possessions
possessions ----------502,
918
502, 918
Panama Canal ------------.-- 503,
918
503, 918
for Military
Military Academy
503,
918
Academy --------503, 918
National Guard,
equipfor National
Guard, arming,
arming, equipping, and training
920
training ---------- 505,
505, 920
for forage, bedding, etc.,
etc., for animals
920
mals------------------..- 505,
505, 920
unexpended baladditional from unexpended
ances
ances ---------------------920
920
for care of animals, equipment, etcetc_ 505,
505, 920
920
for instruction
instruction camps----------- 505,
505, 920
920
additional
unexpended baladditional from unexpended
balances ------ ----------_ 920
920
for
expenses,
attending
service
attending service
505, 920
schools ---------------.-505,
920
additional from unexpended baladditional
ances
920
ances--- -----------------_ 920
for property and disbursing offiofficers---------------------. 505,
cers
505, 920
920
additional from unexpended
additional
unexpended balances -------------.--- __---.
920
920
for equipment and instruction exexpenses------------------_
penses
505,
920
505, 920
for travel expenses of Federal
Federal offiofficers -----------.-----..505,
505, 920
920
for transporting supplies, etc ---- 505, 920
920
additional from unexpended
unexpended balbalances -----------920
_-------.-_
920
for expenses,
expenses, Army enlisted men on
on
National
National Guard duty
920
duty----505, 920
for office rent, etc.,
instructors ---etc., instructors
506
506
for pay of National
National Guard,
armory
Guard, armory
drills---506,
920
drills
---.-------.
506, 920
additional from unexpended
unexpended balances
920
ances----------------------920
for arms, equipment, etc., for field
field
service
service----------------- 506,
506, 920
920
clothing, equipment,
equipment, etc., from
from
Army surplus stores
stores-------- 506, 921
reduction of mounted
mounted units, etc_
etc_ 506, 921
for Officers'
Officers' Reserve
Reserve Corps ------- __ 506, 921
921
mileage allowance
allowance for training
training_._- 506, 921
921
for Enlisted
Reserve Corps------ 506, 921
Enlisted Reserve
for expenses, correspondence
correspondence instrucinstruction courses
921
courses------------. - 506,
506, 921
for purchase of training manuals
921
manuals-- 506, 921
for establishing
establishing headquarters,
trainheadquarters, training camps,
camps, administration
administration expenses, etc---------------etc
506, 922
922
506,
divisional and headquarters
headquarters allotallot-

ment
ment ----------.---.-----.

507,
922
507, 922

period of pay, officers
officers on active
duty
duty -----------.-------.
507, 922
922
Medical Reserve officers and nurses,
in care of Veteran
Veteran Reserve
Reserve benebeneficiaries
hospitals----_ 507,
ficiaries at Army hospitals__
507, 922
922

for Reserve
Reserve Officers'
Officers Training
Training Corps,
quartermaster supplies to units,
quartermaster
etc ------------------.---507, 922
922
expenses
expenses of training
training camps, subsubsistence, etc ------------507, 922
922
_ 507,
commutation
commutation of subsistence, senior
senior
division members
members ---------- 507,
923
division
507, 923
uniforms,
uniforms, etc.,
etc., from Army surplus
stock
stock -----------....923
--. 508,
508, 923
price current at time of issue to
to
govern payments------.-- _ 508, 923
923
additional mounted,
mounted, etc.,
etc., units forbidden
bidden -----------508,
923
_--.-_ 508, 923
use of other funds forbidden
forbidden _-_ 508, 923
923
transportation, etc., competitors
competitors in
in
national rifle match--------match
508, 923
508.
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appropriation for
for headstones
headstones for solappropriation
appropriation for supplies
supplies and equipappropriation
diers' graves,
graves, additional,
1925_ _ 712
712
additional, 1925-diers'
ment for other schools and colDepartment, Medical
Medical Department,
for Medical
leges
508, 923
leges-------------------and Surgical
History of
of World
World
Surgical History
and
arms,
etc., excluded
923
excluded ---------. 508, 923
arms, etc.,
War,
additional, 1925--------1925
712
712
War, additional,
for expenses
of citizens
training
citizens training
for
expenses of
for public
grounds,
buildings and grounds,
public buildings
for
camps
508, 924
camps --------------District
addiDistrict of Columbia, addimedical
etc., if
if injured
injured
treatment, etc.,
medical treatment,
712
712
1925-----------------tional, 1925
in line of duty
924
duty-------------roads, bridges, etc.,
etc., Alaska,
Alaska, addifor roads,
burial expenses,
expenses, etc -----------924
burial
712
712
1925-----------------tional, 1925
age limitation; no other funds to
age
for
pensions ----------------- 414, 1164
for pensions
509, 924
used------------------ 509,924
be used
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for Quarterdeficiency
uniforms, etc., from
from Army surplus
uniforms,
master Corps -------------52, 58,
master
stock
509, 924
stock--------------------62,
699, 701, 762, 1344,
1344, 1350, 1352, 1353
62, 699,
price
current at time of issue to
to
price current
for
water and sewers
sewers at military
for water
govern payments----------payments
509, 924
posts
52
posts----------------------no
reserve supplies
supplies which
issue of reserve
no issue
52
plantAla., nitrate plant_
for Muscle Shoals, Ala.,
would
impair reserves for two
would impair
cemeteries ------- 52, 63, 762
for national cemeteries
509, 924
field armies, etc ----------for river and harbor damages
Promotion of
for National Board for Promotion
claims
1345
52, 1345
claims------------------509, 924
Rifle Practice ---------- for headstones
headstones for
soldiers' graves--graves__ _
52,
52,
for soldiers'
for
ranges for civilian instrucinstrucfor rifle ranges
59, 1350
59,1350
supplies-- 509, 924
tion, quartermaster
quartermaster supplies
Home------for Volunteer Soldiers'
Soldiers' Home
53
509, 925
participation
matches -----participation in matches
for J. Maury Dove Company------Company
53
transportation,etc.,of
teams- 509, 925
transportation,etc.,of rifle teams_
for
increase of compensation
compensation ------58,
for increase
contests, trophy,
for annual rifle contests,
62, 698, 701,
701, 761, 1350, 1352, 1353
medals, etc
509,
509, 925
etc- -----------medals,
for
Service
58,
Signal Service----------------for Signal
target
for arms, etc., for civilian target
62,
1350, 1351
762, 1350,
698, 701,
701, 762,
62, 698,
- ----practice
510, 925
practice------1350
for Air Service
Service-----_ _ 58, 62, 701, 762,
provisions for encouraging
encouraging rifle
provisions
58, 698
for Air Service, production-------production
--instruction
510
instruction----------------for Signal Corps, aviation increase
increase-- 58, 699
no pay for officers, etc., using time
58,
for pay, etc---------------------etc
measuring devices on work of
62,
691, 701, 761, 1350, 1352, 1353
employees;
62, 691,
cash bonus refor mileage
mileage to
officers and contract
contract
to officers
stricted_----------------for
510,926
stricted
surgeons
58,
purchases from abroad
abroad exempt
exempt
surgeons ------- ---------from
62, 699, 762, 1350, 1352, 1353
1353
duty---------------- 510, 926
from duty
transportation..---------------58,
for transportation
for Army
Army War College,
College, additional
1352
711
1925
62, 699, 762, 1350, 1352
1925-----------------------for Command
Command and General Staff
for roads, walks, wharves,
wharves, and
drainage-------------- 59, 62, 762
711
1925-------School, additional, 1925
for
711
for post exchanges,
additional, 19251925_
hospitals ------------------ 59, 699
for hospitals
exchanges, additional,
for pay of the Army, additional,
for Medical
Medical Department___
Department-__ 59, 62, 699, 762
711
711
1925
for Engineer Department
Department ---------59,
1925----------------------62,
for Quartermaster
additional,
Quartermaster Corps, additional,
62, 699, 762, 1345
711
Ordnance Department
Department ---------59,
1925 ----------------for Ordnance
for clothing
clothing and equipage, additional,
additional,
62, 699, 701, 762, 1345, 1350, 1352
59,
1925
711
1925----------------------for fortifications
fortifications -----------------1925-- 711
for transportation, additional, 1925_
62, 699, 701, 762, 1350, 1352, 1353
for barracks
barracks and quarters, additional,
additional,
for ordnance
ordnance and ordnance
ordnance stores --.
59
711
59
1925
1925---------------------for arsenals and armories ---------59
for fortifications,
fortifications, Panama Canal---Canal_
for water and sewers at posts, addi711
tional, 1925 --------------for
711
59
defenses-------_
for aviation, seacoast defenses
wharves, and drainfor roads, walks, wharves,
Warfare Service------for Chemical Warfare
Service
59,
age at posts, additional, 1925_
__ 711
1350
1925--701, 762, 1350
for Fort Monroe,
Monroe, Va.,
Va., sewerage, etc.,
Corps----------General Staff Corps
59
for General
additional, 1925 ------------additional,
711
etc., at headquartersheadquarters_ 59, 63, 761
for clerks, etc.,
for Signal Corps, additional, 1925___
1925--_ 711
Engineer School
School ------------- 59
for Engineer
for Air Service,
Service, additional,
1925-- additional, 1925_____
711
59,
59,
facilitiesfor inland and port storage facilities_
addiDepartment,
for
Medical
Department,
762
699, 762
tional, 1925 ---------------- 711
for pay, etc., War with Spain------Spain
59,
addiEngineer Department,
for Engineer
699, 761,
761, 1350, 1352, 1353
tional, 1925-----------------1925
711
711
for disposition of remains of officers,
for Chemical Warfare
Warfare Service, addietc ---------59, 699, 701, 762, 1350
711
tional, 1925-----------------1925
711
registration and selection
for registration
selection for mili1925_- 711
for service schools, additional, 1925_
tary
service -------- _
62,
62, 761,
761, 1352
tary service
additional,
for Military Academy, additional,
62,
for barracks and quarters---------quarters
1925 -------------------711
711
699,
1350
701, 762,
762, 1350
699, 701,
for National Guard expenses, addiaddifor subsistence
1352
62,
762,
1350,
subsistence -------tional, 1925 ----------------- 711
grounds----------__
62, 762
for proving grounds
for citizens'
citizens' military training, addiOfficers' Training Corps_
for Reserve
Bc.m.,:erve Officers'
62,
tional, 1925 --------------711
tional,
701, 762,
762, 1350
1350
701,
for National Board for Promotion
Promotion of
for payment, loss of firearms,
firearms, Colo1925
Rifle Practice, additional, 1925__
711
63, 762
rado labor strike, 1914------1914
cemeteries, additional,
additional,
for national
national cemeteries,
transportation of disabled soldiers,
for transportation
1925
712
712
1925---------------------etc
63
etc-----------------------
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deficiency appropriation
appropriation for Military
Academy
63
Academy-------------------National Guard--------------Guard
63,
for National
699,
699, 701,
701, 762, 1345, 1350
Organized Militia
Militia------------ 63, 762
for Organized
63
waterwaysand coastwise
coastwise waterways_
for inland
inland and
Va
695
for roads to Fort Story, Va--------Panama Canal, fire control-----control
695
for Panama
for Camp Knox, Ky
695
695
Ky--------------for
to
for bronze medals, etc., for issue to
Texas Cavalry---------------Cavalry
695
Texas
for Alaska military, etc., roads,
bridges
699
trails------------bridges,'and trails
701
Artillery---------------for Coast Artillery
Arsenal, N. Y------Y
701
701
for Watervliet Arsenal,
military infor General
General Staff Corps, military
telligence division
761
761
division------------telligence
for
equipage-_ _ 762, 1350, 1352
for clothing
clothing and equipage_
for
Montana frontier
frontier -------762
for post, Montana
for
shooting galleries
and ranges_
762
762
ranges --galleries and
for shooting
for fortifications,
762
fortifications, insular possessions_
762
for fortifications,
Canal_
Panama Canal--fortifications, Panama
repairs, etc., defenses
defenses of GalvesGalves—
for repairs,
ton, Tex--------------Tex
762
-ton,
for civilian military
military training
training camps-camps
762
Kans., damage
damage
Camp Funston, Kans.,
for Camp
claims ---------------------- 1344
purposes
1344
for sites for military purposes------District
Hospital, District
for Walter Reed Hospital,
Columbia ---------------1345
of Columbia
- 1350
for horses -------------------vocational training------------training
1350
for vocational
balances of appropriations
appropriations covered in;
for distinguished
medals_
934
distinguished service medalsmilitary police expenses under
under Draft
military
934
Act ----------------------inland and port storage, etc.,
etc., facilities -----------------------934
temporary
office buildings
934
temporary office
buildings-------Company fire damT. A. Gillespie Company
ages-----------------------ages
935
evacuation of ordnance
ordnance depots-----depots
935
evacuation
ordnance materials, proceeds
proceeds of salesale_
935
ordnance
encampments and maneuvers,
maneuvers, Orencampments
ganized Militia--------------Militia
935
memorial archVicksburg, Miss., memorial
935
way ----------------------Miss., national
memorial
national memorial
Vicksburg, Miss.,
celebration,
935
etc--------------celebration, etc
reimbursing
reimbursing losses fighting fires in
national forests -------------935
national
transportation for refugee American
American
transportation
935
citizens from Mexico -------Francis Scott Key monument,
monument, Fort
McHenry, Md --------------935
reerection of statue of Abraham
Abraham
reerection
Lincoln, District of Columbia_-Columbia__ _ 935
Lincoln,
additional facilities at Walter
Walter Reed
Hospital, District
District of Columbia,
authorized
1264
authorized------------------adjusted compensation
compensation for World War
service in
in_-- __--------------121
service
appointment
authorized of Thomas
appointment authorized
James Camp, as major of Infantry ------------------ _
792
Edgar William Miller as lieutenant
lieutenant
colonel, Medical
Medical Corps ------1570
Ambrose I. Moriarty as major, retired -------.---------------1362
William Schuyler
Schuyler Woodruff
Woodruff as an
officer of Infantry
Infantry------------806
assignment of officers and enlisted men
assignment
to Militia Bureau, and for instruction
of National
Guard..- _ 1077
National Guard__
struction of
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Camp Pike, Ark.,
Ark., buildings
buildings for ArkanArkansas National
National Guard may be
erected on, by Arkansas
Arkansas ------244
captured, etc.,
etc., war devices and trophies
trophies
to be distributed
distributed to the States,
etc
597
-------------------Chief of Finance, and Chief of ChemiWarfare Service
Service to have
cal Warfare
rank, etc., of major generals_
___
970
970
generals--detail allowed
allowed of officers, for adminisadministering World War Adjusted
Adjusted
Compensation Act ---131
---Compensation
disbursing officers relieved from redisbursing
sponsibility for certain
certain losses,
etc., incurred
incurred in World War
service accounts;
extended..
860
accounts; time extended_
enlisted men grade percentages
470
percentages modified_
enlisted
retired, who served as commissioned
commissioned
retired,
officers in World War to have
472
pay of retired warrant officers-_
officers
expenses of investigating
feasibility of
investigating feasibility
expenses
military park at Kansas
Kansas City,
Mo., payable from contingencies
contingencies
Mo.,
of
801
of -----------------------Fort Bliss, Tex.; additional
additional land to be
purchased
purchased for present military
964
reservation
reservation ----------------Fort Crockett, Tex.,
Tex., buildings may be
used by Mystic Shrine conven113
tion, at Galveston _
113
----------tion,
Fort Leavenworth,
Leavenworth, Kans.; part of
reservation transferred
reservation
transferred to Leav248
enworth penitentiary
penitentiary for farm-farm
enworth
Gordon F. MacDonald
MacDonald placed on reGordon
etc------ 1372
tired list; rank, pay, etc
helium for, to be obtained from Bureau
1111
1111
of Mines ---------------helium production,
production, etc.,
etc., funds to be
transferred
1331
Bureau--to Mines
Mines Bureau__
transferred to
insurance provisions in World War
insurance
624
Veterans' Act ---------Veterans'
to
issue of quartermaster
quartermaster stores, etc., to
cyclone sufferers
relieve Georgia cyclone
sufferers
1252
1920, approved
approved ----------in 1920,
disbursecredits to be allowed for disbursements
1252
1262
ments----------------------for relief of sufferers
sufferers from cyclone in
Mississippi, 1923, approved;
approved;
Mississippi,
credits allowed in accounts
accounts for_
for..
1286
Bern, N. C., in 1922,
fire at New Bern,
approved; credits allowed
allowed in acapproved;
counts for_
1285
for --------------issue of supplies, etc., by the Executive,
Executive,
for relief of Japanese earth963
quake sufferers,
approved
sufferers, approved-----allowed in accounts
be allowed
credits for, to be
964
of officers _--------------leader of Army band, to be appointed
appointed
1100
from warrant
warrant officers --------allowances, etc.,
while holding
etc., while
pay, allowances,
1100
appointment
--..
appointment-------.......
to
lease of land, Springfield Armory, to
Springfield,
Springfield, Mass., for public
1113
street
1113
street--------------------Quartermaster Intermediate
Intermediate Depot,
Quartermaster
No.
to
No. 1, for exhibition purposes to
New Orleans
Association of
Commerce, authorized
100
authorized ________
loan authorized of flags, etc.,
etc., for decoraceremonies in
tion at inaugural ceremonies
Washington, D. C., March 4,
Washington,
944
1925_
1925---------------hospital tents, etc., for caring for
944
occasion --sick, etc., on that occasion
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Mine Planter Service warrant
warrant officers
officers
to be
be reappointed
immedito
reappointed and
and immediately discharged
or retired
retired --ately
discharged or
National Defense Act, 1916, amendNational
ments _
-----------ments-------officers
excepted from duty with troops,
officers excepted
Medical, Ordnance,
Ordnance, and ChemiWarfare -------------cal Warfare
Judge
Advocate General's
General's DepartJudge Advocate
ment engaged on patent litigation of Army------------Army
aerial surveys of
allowance, aerial
per diem allowance,
rivers
established__
rivers and
and harbors, established
Philip T. Coffey
Coffey to be summoned before
board to inquire as to
retiring board
condition when
discharged
condition
when discharged--appointment
of Engineers
as captain
captain of
appointment as
and retired on action of board..
board-__
posthumous commissions to issue in
entitled thereto
names of officers, entitled
during the World War, dying in
unable to receive
the service and unable
the same -.--.---.--.-------qualified for proin name of officer qualified
motion dying in line of duty
after occurrence
occurrence of vacancy
vacancy entitling him thereto, before issue
commission -_-----------of commission
Presidio of San Francisco; grant of portion to San Francisco,
Calif., for
Francisco, Calif.,
park, etc., purposes -------proclamation of amnesty
amnesty as to citizenproclamation
ship of deserters from, since
since
armistice of World War
War..------reappointment authorized
authorized of Frederick
Frederick
reappointment
Infantry..
K. Long, as captain of Infantryrental allowances
allowances to, officers modified-modified
rental
retirement pay of officers, under Acts
of June 10 and September
September 14,
1922, computed ------------to
status of retired officers detailed to
educational
educational institutions ------tents, etc., loaned
loaned for Confederate
Confederate Veterans'
erans' reunion at Memphis,Tenn_
Memphis, Tenn _
transfer of caterpillar
caterpillar tractors and
Department of
motor trucks to Department
Agriculture for public roads
Agriculture
building, etc...........
building,
transfer of part of Carlisle Barracks to,
from Interior Department, con.......-...---firmed -sale of part, and use of proceeds, for
Medical
Medical Field Service School_
School-_-__
veteran who served in Civil War in the,
to be appointed on commission
commission
to inspect, etc., battle
battle fields of
the siege of Petersburg, Va
Va.--world flight recognition
recognition:----.....
advances on promotion
advances
promotion list of Air
Service
officers Lowell Herbert
Service officers
Herbert
Smith, Leigh Wade
Wade,r Leslie
Philip_ Arnold, and Erick HenPhilip
ning Nelson ------------commissions
commissions as second
second lieutenants,
lieutenants,
Air Service, of Henry Herbert
Ogden and John Harding, jr.,
jr.,
authorized
--authorized -number of commisno increase
increase in number
commissioned officers
officers ..---------distinguished
distinguished service
service medals accorded
accorded
to Major Frederick
Frederick L. Martin
and Sergeant Alva L. Harvey, Air
Air
Service, and the world fliers_
fliers -_acceptance of foreign medals,
medals, etc.,
acceptance
authorized
authorized -..----------...-

Page.
Page.

1101
1101
363
470

470
1191
1191
1598
1599

1255

1256
1129
1940
152
250

252
1099
114
114

1281
657
657
658
856
979

979
979
979

979
979
979

Army
Band,
Paga
Page
Army Band,
warrant officer to
warrant
to be appointed leader
leader
of
---------------------- 1100
pay,
of captain
captain
allowances, etc.,
etc., of
pay, allowances,
while
appointment ---while holding
holding appointment
1100
retired
11
1
10
00
0
1100
officer --------retired as warrant officer
no back pay, etc
etc------------------ 1100
number
increased herenumber of officers
officers not
not increased
here1100
1100
by -----------------------Army Field
Field Clerks,
Army
appropriation
mileage: limitation..
482, 897
897
limitation_ 482,
appropriation for
for mileage:
Army War
College,
War College,
Army
appropriation
expenses..
480,
appropriation for instruction expenses894
1925
711
for, additional, 1925-------------Arnett, John
John P.,
Arneti,
pension increased ----------------1385
Arnold, James
Arnold,
James H.
H. (son),
pension
1446
pension---------------------------Arnold James
Arnold,
James M.,
pension
pension1411
--- _----------------------- 1411
Philip,
Arnold, First
First Lieutenant
Lieutenant Leslie Philip,
Army
Army Air Service,
advanced
hundred files on
advanced five hundred
on the
the propromotion list in recognition of
accomplished by
world flight accomplished
979
him
-------------------him--distinguished service medal accorded
accorded
distinguished
acceptance of medals or
to and acceptance
decorations
decorations from foreign governments authorized
authorized -.------979
ernments
Arnold ! William
William S.,
Arnold,
pension increased ------------------1386
Arrears of Pay,
Civil War,
War,
Arrears
Pay, etc., Civil
for----------- 63,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
691,
1352
691, 761,
761, 1350, 1352
Arrow Rock, Mo.,
River
bridge authorized
authorized across Missouri River
790
at ------------------------Arrushe,
Indian Allottee,
Arrushe, Indian
payment to, for erroneous
erroneous allotment--allotment
1367
payment
Arsenals, Army,
Arsenals,
appropriation
appropriation for manufacture of arms
498, 913
at, for issue --------------- 498,913
for repairs, improvement, etc----etc
499, 914
914
deficiency
59,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for repairs, etc_
762
restriction
restriction on repair, purchase,
of
purchase, etc., of
naval vessels and articles
articles from
private contractor, if production
production
at, not involving increased cost..
205
costSpringfield,
Mass.;
lease
of
land
to city
Springfield,
city
of Springfield
Springfield for public street.
street_ _ 1113
Arsenic Bearing
Bearing Ores,
Ores,
419
appropriation
for
examinations
of
419
examinations of----appropriation
a
Arsphenamine,
Arsphenamine,
appropriation
appropriation for
for regulating
regulating propagapropaga775
tion, sale, etc., of
of----------- 76, 775
Porcelains,
Art Porcelains,
excise tax on, sold by other
other than artist;
323
exceptions --- -------------Artesian
Artesian Wells,
appropriation for investigating, etcetc.. 419, 1173
appropriation
Arthur Kill,
Arthur
bridge authorized across, New York and
bridge
New Jersey
Jersey ------------------ 1094
Artificial Limbs for Disabled
Artificial
Disabled Soldiers,
Soldiers,
appropriation for furnishing ---- _-- 514, 929
appropriation
Artlip, Catherine
Catherine S. (widow),
pension increased
1421
increased------------------1421
Grace E. (widow),
(widow),
Ash, Grace
pension increased------------------increased
1427
Ashes, D.
D. C.,
appropriation for
etc _
- __ 551,
551, 1228
1228
appropriation
for removing,
removing, etc_
Asheville,
Asherille, N. C.,
662
terms of court at -------------------

INDEX.
Ashley,
N. (widow),
(widow),
Jane N.
Ashley, Jane
pension -------------------------pension
Ashmead,
Elizabeth A.
A. (widow),
(widow),
Ashmead, Elizabeth
increased
pension increased------------------Ashmead,
Emma (widow),
Ashmead, Emma
pension increased
increased------------------pension
Ashton,
Douzitla (widow),
(widow),
Ashton, Douziila
pension
-----------pension_------------in Interstate
Asportation
Interstate
Stolen Goods in
of Stolen
Asportation of
Commerce,
Commerce,
punishment
punishment for -------------------Assessment and
Permit Work,
Work, D.
C.,
D. C.,
and Permit
Assessment
appropriation
etc
545,
appropriation for streets, etc-----for sewers
551,
sewers------------------deficiency
__
sewers .-appropriation for sewers__
deficiency appropriation
Taxes,
Assessment
Internal Revenue Taxes,
of Internal
Assessment of
all
limitation on time of making, on all
limitation
but
taxes --- __
but income and estate taxes__
Assessor's
Office, D.
D. C.,
C.,
Assessor's Office,
appropriation for salaries --------- 540,
appropriation
furnishing copies
copies of wills, etc., to
to_
for furnishing

Page.

1430
1430
1499

1493
1513
1513
794

1222
1228
1228
37
341

2011
2011

Page.
General—Continued.
Attorney General-Continued.
directed
against
directed to appear in claims against
United States in Court of Claims
of Choctaw and Chickasaw
537
Indians
537
Indians---------------------27
Cherokee Indians
Indians--------------of Cherokee
140
140
Indians-----------------of Creek Indians
134
Indians
of Seminole Indians--------------645
Indians---of Stockbridge
Stockbridge Tribe of Indians
connection with Federal Induties in connection
dustrial Institution
Women_
473
Institution for Womenopinions
on questions of law to be furopinions on
nished by, on request
request of Director
Director
610
Veterans' Bureau----------Bureau
610
of Veterans'
site for Industrial Reformatory
Reformatory to be
selected by, and Secretaries of
Treasury
724
Treasury and Interior -------management, etc.,
control, management,
etc.,
duties of control,
724
in
of institution vested in--------636
to serve on Pueblo Lands Board -----

1218
Attorneys).
Attorneys, District
(see District
District Attorneys).
District (see
545, Attorneys,
Auctioneers,
1221 Auctioneers,
payment
restricted to, for sales of
payment restricted
545
for----------for special equipment for
Army surplus supplies, etc----etc
Assistant
General in
in Customs
Attorney General
Assistant Attorney
Cases,
Cases,

appropriation for
for---------------- 216, 1026
appropriation
etc. (see Operating
Assistant
Custodians, etc.
Assistant Custodians,
Buildings).
Force, Public Buildings).
Assistant
to the
the Attorney
General,
Attorney General,
Assistant to
appropriation for ---------------216, 1025
appropriation
Astoria, Oreg.,
Oreg.,
Astoria,
appropriation for
quarantine station___
station__ _
80
for quarantine
appropriation
Astrophysical
Observatory,
Astrophysical Observatory,
appropriation for
maintenance of-_of
528,
1207
528, 1207
for maintenance
appropriation
Atherton,
Francis M.,
M.,
Atherton, Francis
military record
record corrected
_
1589
1589
corrected------------military
Atherton,
(widow),
A. (widow),
Sarah A.
Atherton, Sarah
pension
1419
1419
---------------pension------Atkins, Nellie
Nellie L.
(daughter),
L. (daughter),
Atkins,
pension
1433
1433
pension------------------------Atkinson, George
George A.,
A.,
Atkinson,
pension
----------------- 1383
pension--------Atlanta, Ga.,
Ga.,
Atlanta,
appropriation for
penitentiary, maintemaintefor penitentiary,
appropriation
nance
1032
222, 1032
nance------------------- 222,
working
capital fund
reapproprifund reappropriworking capital
ated,
1032
1032
etc -------------------ated, etc
for penitentiary,
additional, 1925
709
1925--.penitentiary, additional,
for
for working
working capital,
capital, additional,
additional, 1925_
709
for
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for penitendeficiency
tiary,
etc
688, 1334
1334
688,
maintenance, etc----tiary, maintenance,
amount
for drainage,
drainage, reapproprireappropriamount for
ated
- 1334
ated ----------------------"Atlantic City,"
Tug Boat,
Boat,
City," Tug
"Atlantic
collision
owner of,
of, may
bring suit
for collision
suit for
may bring
owner
damages,
court
1568
in district
district court------damages, in
Atlantic Coast,
Coast,
Atlantic
appropriation for
surveys of,
of, and
and outoutfor surveys
appropriation
lying
1044
islands--------------- 235, 1044
lying islands
706
for surveys
additional, 1925----1925
surveys of, additional,
for
Atmospheric Phenomena,
Phenomena,
Atmospheric
826
appropriation for
for investigating
437, 826
investigating ------ 437,
appropriation
Attorney
General,
Attorney General,
General_ 216, 1025
appropriation
for, Solicitor
Solicitor General_
appropriation for,
216, 1025
1025
for Assistant
Assistant to
to -------------for
etc., claims
arbitrate, etc.,
authorized
claims on
authorized to arbitrate,
which libel
for damages
damages
filed for
libel filed
which
against public
public vessel----------vessel
1112
1112
against
judgments, etc., in
report of all judgments,
1112
damages claims--------------claims
1112
damages
equip
penitenKans., penitenLeavenworth, Kans.,
equip Leavenworth,
tiary
of shoes,
shoes,
manufacture of
for manufacture
tiary for
66
brooms, etc.,
inmates_ ___
its inmates---by its
etc., by
brooms,

Audited Claims,
Claims,
Audited

deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for paying,

against District
__
of Columbia_
Columbia-_District of
against
for
General AcAcfor paying, certified by General
counting
Office
counting Office---------------1351,
699, 758, 1347, 1351,
60, 697,
697, 699,
Auditor for
Treasury Department,
Department,
for Treasury
Auditor
deficiency appropriation
for salaries_
_-_
salaries_ _
appropriation for
deficiency
etc.,
Auditorium
Chamber Music,
Music, etc.,
for Chamber
Auditorium for
Library of
of Congress,
Congress,
Library
acceptance of gift for, preparation
preparation of
acceptance
plans, construction, etc., authorized
thorized--------------------Auditors' Building,
Building, D.
C.,
D. C.,
Auditors'
appropriation
protection--- --_
for fire protection
appropriation for
Auditor's Office,
Office, D.
D. C.,
C.,
Auditor's
appropriation
appropriation for salaries -------- 541,
Augusta, Ark.,
Ark.,
Augusta,
bridge authorized
authorized across White River
bridge
at
at -----------------------Arkansas
acquire to operate as a
a
Arkansas may acquire
bridge
free bridge------------------years------tolls allowed
allowed for five years
Augusta, Ga.,
Ga.,
Augusta,
bridge
authorized across Savannah
bridge authorized
River at------------------at
Augustine, Rebecca
M. (widow),
(widow),
Rebecca M.
Augustine,
pension
increased -----------------pension increased
Aurora, Elgin,
Elgin, and
River Electric
Electric
Fox River
and Fox
Aurora,
Company,
Company,
may
River in Saint Charles
bridge Fox River
may bridge
Township, Ill --------------Aurora, Ill.,
Ill.,
Aurora,
may bridge east and west branches of
Fox
River ------------------Fox River
time extended for bridging west branch
by
of Fox River, by-------------dam
replaced;
dam to be removed and replaced;
__
city---be paid by city__
damages to be
Frances E.
Austeel, Frances
E. (widow),
Austeel,
pension -----------------------pension
Austill,
Jere,
Austill, Jere,
payment
payment of fees to, as district court
commissioner1583
---------------commissioner
Austin, Lovada
(widow),
Lovada (widow),
Austin,
pension increased -----------------Austin, Lydia
(widow),
J. (widow),
Lydia J.
Austin,
pension
pension ---------------------------

479

1323

55,
1352
57
57

788
778
1218

1131
1131
1131
102
1499

104
104
12
11
11

1507
1583
1514
1485
1485

2012

INDEX.
INDEX.

Austria,
Austria,

Page.
Page

appropriation for minister to----to
1015
appropriation
206, 1015
claims against, under treaty,
treaty, to be
determined by Mixed Claims
determined
Commission, United
Commission,
United States and
and
Germany ------------------1339
1339
Austria-Hungary
Austria-Hungary (see World War).
War).
Austro-Hungarian Government,
Austro-Hungarian
Government,
deficiency appropriation for care, etc.,
deficiency
etc.,
of works of art, etc., loaned by,
by,
and seized by Alien Property
Custodian ----------------35
Custodian
35
Automatic Machine
Machine Rifles, Army,
Army,
appropriation for purchase,
purchase, manufacmanufacture, etc --------------- 498,913
498, 913
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for
for---------- 59,
59, 62
62
Automatic
Automatic Slot Machines,
producer, etc
excise tax on, sold by producer,
etc---323
operated by manufacturer
manufacturer, etc
operated
etc---323
Automobile
Automobile Truck and
and Wagon Chassis,
Chassis,
excise
excise tax on sales of bodies, and
accessories, by producer, etc.,
specified prices
322
at above specified
prices------322
other chassis, bodies, and motor
motor
tractors
322
cycles, except tractors--------etc. for, to other than manutires, etc.,
manufacturer,
facturer, etc ----------------323
chassis not included-----------included
323
323
Automobiles,
Automobiles
penalty for owner of, failing
failing to
to exexpenalty
tinguish fires and stop motors
when taken
taken on a
a vessel in navigable waters ---------------1093
1093
special
special tax on operation
passenger,
operation of passenger,
for hire
326
hire---------------------_
326
exempt, if used for school children
children-_
326
Automobiles, D. C. (see Motor Vehicles,
D. C.).
Automotive Engines,
Engines,
appropriation
etc 233, 1043
appropriation for investigating,
investigating, etc_
Automotive Power
Power Plants,
Plants, etc.,
etc.,
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for promoting
promoting
economy,
etc
41
economy, etc----------------41
Avery, Hamilton
K.,
Avery,
Hamilton K.,
recognition
recognition requested of
of the President
President
for, as vice president, etc., of
New Orleans Trade ExpositionExposition_ 1253

Aviation,
Navy—Continued.
Aviation, Navy-Continued.
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for
for --------61, 689, 698, 760, 1349,
1349,
for payment of claim -----------expense authorized
expense
authorized for
for site of air
air staTex
tion, Galveston,
Galveston, Tex--------Lakehurst, N. J
Lakehurst,
J---------------Quantico, Va
Quantico,
Va --------------- -Chatham, Mass ---------------Chatham,
authorized of air
sale authorized
air station of
of GalvesGalveston, Tex -------------------proceeds to credit of fund
proceeds
fund---------Atrirett,
John A.,
A.,
Avirett, John
pension increased
increased ----------------Ayers, George,
pension
pension--------------------------

Page.
Pase
57,
57,
1351
1351
1352
1352
1271
1271
1271
1271
1271
1271
1271
1271
1271
1271
1271
1271
1400
1400
1398
1398

B.

B
B Street
Street NW.,
NW., D. C.,
acquiring
acquiring privately owned
owned lands authorauthorized, for opening up, from the
conCapitol to the Potomac
Potomac in connection with Arlington Memonection
Memorial Bridge----------------Baca,
Baca, Juan
Juan N.,
N.,
patents issued to, for small holdings in
in
New Mexico ---------------Baca,
Baca, Manuel,
pension
pension ----------_------------_
Baca, Refugo Salas
Solos de (widow),
Baca,
(widow),
pension --------------.----------Harriet (widow),
Bache, Harriet
pension
pension ------------------Bachschmid,
Bachschmid, Paul,
Paul,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for -------Backes, Mathias,
Mathias,
pension
pension-------- --------_-----_
Bacon,
(widow),
Bacon, Kate
Kate S.
S. (widow),
increased--------------pension increased
Badder,
Oscar A.,
Badder, Oscar
A.,
pension increased ----------_-----_
Baggage,
Baggage,
punishment for stealing, etc.,
etc., in interstate or foreign transit --------carrying such articles
articles into another
another
State, etc
etc-- --------------riviation,
aviation,
venue of prosecutions
prosecutions---------appropriation
appropriation for standardizing deBagley, Henry
Henry C.,
C.,
vices used in .------------ 231,1041
231, 1041
pension -------------------Aviation, Army (see also Air Service,
Service,
Bagnio, Philippine
Islands,
Philippine Islands,
Army),
Army),
sale of electric
electric current
current from Camp John
John
appropriation for increased
appropriation
increased pay, offioffiHay plant, approved
approved --------cers-------------------cers
481,896
481, 896 Bailey, Elizabeth S. F.
P. (widow),
(widow),
for increased
increased pay, enlisted
enlisted men;
men;
pension ------------------------flying status limit-------.
481,
896 Bailey, Hannah
481, 896
Hannah (widow),
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for seacoast
seacoast
increased ---------------pension increased
_
defenses -----------.-----.--59, 63 Bailey, Irena
Irena E. (widow),
for increased pay, Signal Corps
762
Corps-----. 762
pension ------------------ Aviation, Navy (see also Bureau of AeroAeroBailey, Joseph,
Joseph,
Bailey,
Navy),
nautics, Navy),
pension -------------.----_-- ----appropriation for aircraft
appropriation
aircraft ------199, 877
_
-- 199,
877 Bailey,
Bailey, Susan
Susan A. (widow),
for aircraft factory,
factory, helium plant, air
pension increased ----------stations, etc --------199,
-199, 877
877 Bailey,
Bailey, Thomas
Thomas F.,
F.,
for experimenting
developing
experimenting and developing
pension ---------------------.
pension
_
-aircraft --------..-----199,
199, 877
877 Bailey,
A.,
Bailey, Walter
Walter A.,
for drafting, clerical, etc.,
etc., service&
services_ 199, 877
pension------------pension
for new construction,
construction, improvements,
improvements,
Bailiffs,
United States Courts,
Bailiffs, etc., United
Courts,
etc., at stations-------_---stations
199, 877
877
appropriation
appropriation for pay
pay_---------221,
disbursement
accounting-_disbursement and accounting__
_ 199, 877
for pay, additional,
additional, 1925----------1925
limit of coast stations
stations- ._-__._ 199,
199, 877
877
deficiency
appropriation for pay---deficiency appropriation
pay_ ___ 760,
use for airplane factory
factory forbidden_
199,
forbidden_
199, Bair,
Bair, Belle (widow),
877
pension increased
increased ----------------damage claims to be adjusted, etc.;
Baird, Amand
a (widow),
(widow),
Baird,
Amanda
limit; report to Congress
Congress---- 199,
199, 877
877
pension increased
increased -----------

975
975

1601
1406
1503
1503
1402
1402
1313
1313
1395
1395
1468
1468
1392
1392
793
793
794
794
794
794
1445
1445
485
485
1488
1488

1465
1456
1456
1408
1408
1513
1389
1396
1396
1030
1030
709
1333
1428
1428

1468
_
------------ 1468

INDEX.
Page.
Baker,
Anna E.
E. (daughter),
(daughter),
Page.
Baker, Anna
1452
pension
pension-------------------------- - 1452
Baker,
Baker, Carrie
Carrie (widow),
(widow),
1485
pension
increased
1485
pension increased------------------Baker
Project, Oreg.,
Oreg.,
Baker Irrigation
IrrigationProject,
appropriation
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc.,
appropriation for
of---------------------418,
1168
418, 1168
of
Baker,
A. (widow),
Baker, Linda
Linda A.
(widow),
pension
1498
1498
pension -------------------------Baker,
Mathew,
Baker, Mathew,
pension
1384
1384
pension ------------------------Baldwin, Alice
Alice B.
B. (widow),
(widow),
Baldwin,
pension
1488
1488
increased------------------pension increased
Ball, Edith
M. (daughter),
Ball,
Edith M.
(daughter),
pension
1442
1442
pension -------------------------Ballard,
Anna (widow),
Ballard, Anna
(widow),
pension
1457
1457
pension-------------------------Ballinger, Mary
Mary (widow),
(widow),
Ballinger,
pension increased------------------increased
1489
1489
pension
Balloon Schools,
Balloon
Schools, Army,
Army,
appropriation for
for expenses
expenses of
of mainmainappropriation
taining, etc
491,
491, 906
906
etc --------------taining,
Baltimore and
and Ohio
Company,
Ohio Railroad
RailroadCompany,
Baltimore
one-half of
of cost
cost of
of subway
subway of
of Van BuBuone-half
ren Street, District of Columbia,
Columbia,
under
Metropolitan
of Metropolitan
under tracks
tracks of
Branch, to
to be
by
1097
1097
be paid
paid by--------Branch,
Baltimore, Md.,
Md.,
Baltimore,
appropriation
for immigrant
station,
immigrant station,
appropriation for
repairs ---------------------79
79
repairs
for
marine
hospital,
increasing
increasing
hospital,
for marine
water supply
supply and
fire protecprotecand fire
water
tion
79
79
tion------------------------778
for
marine hospital,
improvements_ _
778
hospital, improvements-_
for marine
for quarantine
quarantine station,
storehouse_-778
778
station, storehouse
for
intracoastal barge line to be reestabintracoastal
lished
North CaroCarobetween, and
and North
lished between,
lina ports
1255
1255
lina
ports------------------land
P. R.,
to
land in
in San Juan,
Juan, P.
R., conveyed
conveyed to
Federal
Bank of;
descripFederal Land
Land Bank
of; description
977
977
tion ----------------------one
authorized at,
at,
customs appraiser
appraiser authorized
one customs
instead
of two
___
819
two as
as formerly
formerly-------819
instead of
preliminary
examination, etc.,
of, haretc., of,
harpreliminary examination,
bor
and channels
channels to be made-made_ 1193
1193
bor and
Bandhauer, Essie
Essie (widow),
(widow),
Bandhauer,
pension ------------------------1398
1398
pension
Bangkok,
Siam,
Bangkok, Siam,
appropriation
for interpreter
interpreter to
to conconappropriation for
sulate
general at
at.------ 207, 1016
1016
sulate general
Bank
Bank Accounts,
Accounts,
collection
of internal
internal revenue
revenue tax by
by
collection of
distraint
of -----------------343
distraint of
343
Bankhead,
M., Army,
Bankhead, Colonel
Colonel Henry
Henry M.,
Army,
reimbursement
to
1552
1552
reimbursement to-----------------Bankruptcy
Bankruptcy Act,
Act,
appellate
jurisdiction of
court of
of
of circuit
circuit court
appellate jurisdiction
appeals
of
936
936
over cases
cases of---------appeals over
Banks,
Alexander R.,
R.,
Banks, Alexander
pension --------------------------1488
1488
pension
Banner,
Jane A.
Banner, Jane
A. (widow),
(widow),
pension
increased ---------------1480
1480
pension increased
Bannock
Indians, Idaho,
Bannock Indians,
Idaho,
appropriation
fulfilling treaty
treaty with..
409,
409,
withfor fulfilling
appropriation for
1160
1160
for
support, etc.,
etc., additional,
additional, 1925
708
1925_-708
for support,
Bantz,
Kate (widow),
(widow),
Bantz, Kate
pension
1521
pension---------------------------1521
Banziger,
Delia N.
N. (widow),
(widow),
Banziger, Delia
pension
1500
1500
pension---------------------------Bapp, Kate
J. (daughter),
(daughter),
Kate J.
Bapp,
pension
1453
pension --------------------------Barber, Sarah
Sarah F.
F. (widow),
(widow),
Barber,
pension increased
increased -----------------1457
1457
pension

Barberry Bushes,
Barberry
Bushes,

2013
2013
Page.
Pa

appropriation
etc., origappropriation for destroying, etc.,
inatink vegetable
vegetable rust spores__
spores-_ 442, 831
inating
Barger, Catherine
(mother),
Catherine (mother),
Barger,
pension
•
1412
1412
pension-------------------------Barium Dioxide,
Barium
Dioxide,
proclamation
increasing duty on, to
proclamation increasing
to
equalize differences
differences in costs of
equalize
1951
production -----------------Barker, Rosamond
(widow),
Barker,
Rosamond (widow),
pension increased
increased ------------------1424
Barnacle,
Barnacle, John
John H.,
H.,
pension--------------------------- 1404
pension
Barnard, Alice
Barnard,
Alice M.
M. (widow),
(widow),
pension --------------------------1480
1480
Barnes, Etta
S. (widow),
(widow),
Barnes,
Etta S.
pension -------------------------1475
Barnes,
Barnes, Ishmael
J.,
Ishmael J.,
patents authorized for original and
and
additional homestead
homestead entries of_of
1602
additional
Barnes, Mary
B. (widow),
(widow),
Barnes,
Mary B.
pension --------------------------1507
Barnes, Rosy
Rosy J.
(daughter),
Barnes,
J. (daughter),
pension -------------------------- 1500
1500
Barnett, Celestia
Celestia (widow),
Barnett,
(widow),
pension -------------------------1447
Barnett, Isabelle
Isabelle (widow),
(widow),
Barnett,
pension increased -------------------1382
Barnett, Mary
(widow),
Barnett,
Mary (widow),
pension increased -----------------1430
1430
Barnhart, Charley
Barnhart,
Charley N.,
N.,
validated
811
homestead entry of, validated-------"Baron
Berwick," British
British Steamship,
"Baron Berwick,"
Steamship,
payment to Great Britain as indemnity
collision damto owner of, for collision
ages ---------------------- 1588
Barr,
Barr, Edward,
Edward,jr.,
jr.,
pension------------------------1447
Barracks and
and Quarters,
Quarters, Army,
Army,
Barracks
appropriation
storehouses, furniappropriation for storehouses,
488, 903
ture, etc ----------------available for offices,
offices, garages,
garages, etc.,
etc.,
available
for military attaches
attaches -------- 488, 903
for shelter in the Philippines
Philippines --488, 903
rentals, etc., in China-------488, 903
rentals,
711
1925
for additional. 1925---------------deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for
for---------58,
701, 762, 1350
1350
62, 699, 701,
for seacoast defenses--------------defenses
59
Barren
Island Gaps,
Gaps, Md.,
Barren Island
Md.,
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., of, to
preliminary
to
made ------------------1192
be made
Barrett,
Levi (son),
Barrett, Levi
(son),
pension
pension--------------------------1509
Barrick, John
M. (son),
Barrick,
John M.
(son),
pension increased
increased ----------------1430
1430
Barrows, George
George H.,
Barrows,
H.,
increased -----------------pension increased
1405
Bartlesville,
Bartlesville, Okla.,
Okla.,
terms of court at; rooms to be provided..
945
vided ---------------------Barton,
Barton, Esther
Esther (widow),
(widow),
pension --------------------------- 1481
Basden,
Zadok Kemster,
Basden, Zadok
Kemster,
increased ----------------1397
pension increased
Bass, Annie
Annie M.
M. (widow),
Bass,
(widow),
pension -------------------------- 1507
Bassett,
Bertha (widow),
(widow),
Bassett, Bertha
pension_-------------------------1491
1491
pension
Bassett,
Mary E.
E. (widow),
(widow),
Bassett, Mary
pension
1477
pension-------------------------Batdorf,
Lillian (widow),
(widow),
Batdorf, Lillian
1503
pension ----------------------- Bates,
(widow),
G. (widow),
Hattie G.
Bates, Hattie
pension increased
1489
increased------------------

2014
2014
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PageBates, Orominah
Orominah (widow),
(widow),
Pae
1525
pension
-------------------------1525
Batesville, Ark.,
Ark.,
bridge authorized
authorized across White River,
888
Ark
Ark-----------------------888
State may acquire
etc., and
and
acquire rights, etc.,
888
operate as a
afree bridge ------operate
888
888
tolls allowed for five years
years------888
91
ermns of court at
at-------------------terms
91
time extended for bridging White
White River
River
at
_
789
at-----------------------789
Bathing
Bathing Beaches,
Beaches, D. C.,
appropriation for expenses
appropriation
expenses-- ----552, 1229
for Tidal Basin, Potomac
Potomac Park
Park ----573
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for extend678
ing, west shore of Tidal Basin
Basin-_
678
678
for colored population
population ------------678
1323
for removing, etc.
etc., Tidal Basin
Basin _ 1323
Batt,
(widow),
Batt, Hannah
Hannah M. (widow),
1458
pension increased --------------- --1458
Battle
Bluff Crossing,
Crossing, Miss.,
Battle Bluff
Miss.,
102
bridge authorized
authorized across Pearl River at_
at
bridge
102
Battle
Battle Creek, Mich.,
may acquire
acquire two unsurveyed islands
islands in
in
Kalamazoo
Kalamazoo River for public purpurchase price,
price etc-----etc
891
poses; purchase
891
Battle
Fields of the Siege of Petersburg,
Petersburg, Va.,
Va.,
Battle Fields
commission
commission created to inspect, etc., as
to feasibility of preserving for
historical study, etc
856
etc----------856
Battle
Battle Monuments Commission,
Commission, American,
American,
appropriation
522
appropriation for expenses of
of ------- _
522
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for expenses 35
35
unexpended
unexpended balances,
available for all
balances, available
expenses
expenses -------------------- 1199
Battle Mountain
Mountain Sanitarium,
Sanitarium, Hot
Springs,
Battle
Hot Springs,
S. Dak.,
appropriation
appropriation for expenses, Volunteer
Volunteer
Soldiers'
Home
518,
932
Soldiers' Home------------518,932
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for Volunteer
Volunteer
Soldiers Home--------------Home
53
Soldiers'
53
Battle of Lexington and Concord,
Battle
Concord,
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for expenses,
expenses,
Sesquicentennial Commission..
of Sesquicentennial
754
Commission_ 754
for expenses of celebration
754
celebration -------.
754
Battleships, Navy,
Battleships,
discontinuance
discontinuance of work increasing
increasing turret
turret
gun range of designated
45
designated ---....
45
Bauer,
(widow),
Bauer, Elmira
Elmira (widow),
pension -------------------.----.
1419
1419
Bauer,
Joseph,
Bauer, Joseph,
pension
pension-.......................
. 138$
1385
Bauman, Mary,
Bauman,
Mary,
payment
payment to, for property
property damages
damages --.
1588
1588
Baumen, John,
John,
reimbursement to
to -------.-..------.
reimbursement
1542
1542
Baxter,
Baxter, Mariah
Mariah E. (widow),
(widow),
pension increased
increased ----------------.
1403
1403

Baxter, Rachel
Rachel M. (widow),
(widow),
Baxter,
pension increased
increased ----------------_
Reservation, S. C.,
Bay Point
Point Military
Military Reservation,
sale of abandoned, authorized -----..
Bayonne,
Bayonne, N.
N. J.,
J.,
bridge authorized across Kill Van Kull,
to Port Richmond, N. Y.,
from_
Y., fromBayou Bartholomew,
Bayou
Bartholomew,
bridges authorized
authorized across, at Vester
Vester
Ferry, War Ferry, and Zachery
Ferry, La
La-_
----return from President
President of bill relating
to bridges across, requested
requested_ ..___
reenrollment ordered -----------reenrollment
Bayou Chene,
Chene, La., West Fork of,
examination, etc.,
preliminary examination,
etc., of, to be
made -------------

1473
1473
383
383
1094

888
1616
1616
1616
1616
1195
1195

Bayou Crook
Crook Chene,
La.,
Bayou
Chene, La.,

Page.
Page.
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., of,
of, to
to be
be
made
made---------------------1195
1195
Bayou Des
Des Ourse,
La.,
Bayou
Ourse, La.,
preliminary
examination
etc.,
of,
to
be
preliminary examination etc., of, to be
made
made ---------------------1195
1195
Bayou
La Batre,
Batre, Ala.,
Bayou La
Ala.,
improvement of, authorized
1187
improvement
authorized -------1187
Beach, Anna
Anna R.
R. H.
Beach,
H. (widow),
(widow),
pension ----_-------------------1431
1431
Beacons,
Beacons,
appropriation for -------------- 233, 1043
appropriation
1043
Beam
J. (son),
Beam, George
George J.
(son),
pension
1445
pension ----------------.-------- _ 1445
Beam Lillie
Lillie (daughter),
(daughter),
Beam,
pension ------------------------1509
pension
1509
Bean Beetle,
Mexican,
Bean
Beetle, Mexican,
appropriation
appropriation for preventing
preventing spread
spread
450, 840
840
of ------------------450,
additional,
for preventing spread of, additional,
1925
705
1925----------------------705
"Bear" Coast
Coast Guard
"Bear"
Guard Cutter,
Cutter,
construction
Alaskan
construction of cutter for Alaskan
728
waters to replace
replace------------728
Bear Creek,
Creek, Ky.,
Ky.,
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., of, to
to
be made -------.------------ 1195
1195
Beardsley,
Beardsley, Katie A.
A. (widow),
(widow),
pension -------1500
----------1500
Beason Sarah
(widow),
Beason,
Sarah (widow),
pension-------------------.--_---1505
1505
Beaufort County Lumber Company,
Company,
may bring suit for collision damages to
to
tug "Atlantic City,"
City," in district
district
court ---------------------1568
1568
Beaufort Inlet,
Inlet, N.
N. C.
C.,
preliminary examination,
preliminary
examination, etc.,
etc., of, to be
made
made -------------------_ 1193
1193
Beaufort,
Beaufort, N.
N. C.,
C.,
,improvement of waterway
waterway from Norfolk, Va.
Va.,'to,
to authorized------authorized
1186
1186
harbor, authorize
authorized---------------d
1187
intracoastal
intracoastal barge
barge lines to be reestablished between Baltimore,
Baltimore, Md.,
1255
and --------------.-----.
1255
preliminary
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., of, harbor, etc., to be made
made---------- 1193
waterway
waterway through Bulkhead
Bulkhead Shoal
1193
to main inlet --------------1193
Beaufort River, S. C.,
Beaufort
preliminary examination,
etc., of,
preliminary
examination, etc.,
of, to
to be
be
made
1194
made---------------------1194
Beaver
, Barbara
Barbara (widow),
(widow),
Beaver,
pension
pent;ion ------ :--..----.............
1443
1443
Beaver
Beaver County,
County, Pa.,
Pa.,
may bridge Ohio River, Ambridge
Ambridge to
to
Woodlawn
791
Woodlawn ----------------791
Beavers,
Mary C.
C. (widow),
Beavers, Mary
(widow),
pension increased----------------increased
1449
1449
Beck, Freeman,
Freeman,
claim of, referred
referred to district
court
1366
district court
.
-- 1366
Beck,
Beck, Paul,
Paul,
reimbursement
reimbursement to, for stolen
stolen bonds-.1277
1277
Beckwith, James
Beckwith,
James W.,
W.,
pension
pension ----------.---------1431
1431
Bedortha, Lydia
Lydia (widow),
Bedortha,
pension -------------------1448
---1448
Bee
Bee Culture,
Culture,
appropriation for investigations,
appropriation
investigations, etc_
etc- 449, 839
Beeier, Mary J.
J. (widow),
Beecher,
pension increased --------------1500
1500
Beekman,
(widow),
Beekman, Lucetta
Lucetta (widow),
1477
pension -- ----------------- 1477
Beet,
Beet, Sugar,
Sugar,
appropriation
appropriation for investigations, etcetc_ 442, 832
for investigating insects affectingaffecting.. 449, 839

INDEX.
Beetle,
Japanese,
Beetle, Japanese,
appropriation for emergency
emergency control,
appropriation
of _
etc., of-------------------Beha,
(daughter),
Geneva (daughter),
Beha, Geneva
pension
increased----------------pension increased
Beigh,
Catherine (widow),
Beigh, Catherine
pension
increased---- -----------pension increased
Beiler,
Joseph B.,
Beiler, Joseph
pension
pension --------------------------Belair, Mary
Mary (widow),
Belair,
increased----------------pension increased
Belgium,
appropriation for
ambassador to--to.. __ 206,
for ambassador
appropriation
treaty and protocol
relating to
to
with, relating
protocol with,
treaty
rights in East Africa
Mandate
Africa Mandaterights
Belhaven, N. C.,
etc., of, harexamination, etc.,
preliminary examination,
bor
made
bor to be made-------------Bell, David (son),
pension ------------------------pension
Matilda D. (widow),
Bell, Matilda
pension
pension------------------------Indian Allottee,
Richard, Indian
Bell, Richard,
patents to
deceased, canceled
canceled and
and land
to deceased,
patents
restored to tribal
tribal property of
restored
Reservation InRound Valley Reservation
dians,
Calif
dians, Calif----------------Bellaire, Ohio,
Bellaire,
Ohio,
authorized across Ohio River,
bridge authorized
from Benwood,
W. Va.,
Va., to
to----_
from
Benwood, W.
Bellamy Landing,
Landing, S. C.,
bridge authorized
authorized across Waccamaw
Waccamaw
River at ------------River,
Belle
Fourche Irrigation
Project, Oreg.,
Oreg.,
IrrigationProject,
Belle Fourche
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc., of..
of.
appropriation
continued
drainage allotment continued---Bellingham,
BeUingham, Wash.,
preliminary
examination, etc., to be
preliminary examination,
to remove Star
of harbor to
made, of
Rock
Rock---------------------Beloit, Wis.,
may bridge Rock River -----------Belt, Mary
Mary J.
J. (widow),
...------..---pension increased
increased --pension
Belt Road,
D. C.,
Road, D.
Wisconsin
directed between
between Wisconsin
closing of, directed
Avenue and Chevy Chase CircleCircle_
Beltsville, Md.,
BeltsviUe,
deficiency
appropriation for adjoining
deficiency appropriation
experiment
agricultural experiment
land, agricultural
Bureau-at, for
for Dairying Bureau
farm at,
Bemore,
Caroline M. (widow),
Bemore, Caroline
pension increased _-------------Bench, Cordelia
Cordelia (daughter),
(daughter),
pension
-------..............
pension----(widow),
Mary L. (widow),
Bender, Mary
pension increased
increased
-.........------Bender,
Sarah E.
E. (widow),
Bender, Sarah
pension
increased ---...----------..
pension increased
Beneficiary Societies,
Fraternal,
Beneficiary
Societies, etc., Fraternal,
exempt from income tax -.----..---.
Flora B. (widow),
(widow),
Benham, Flora
_---.---_------pension --------Elisha L.,
L., jr.,
jr.,
Bennett, Elisha
pension ---------------............
Bennett, Susan E.
E. (widow),
---........................
pension
Bennett, Tabitha
Tabitha S.
S. (widow),
pension increased -------- _-_-----Bennington, Battle of,
Bennington,
coinage of silver 50-cent pieces authorized, to commemorate
commemorate sesquicentennial of, and independence of Vermont ------..-----
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Bennington, Battle

coinage of silver 50-cent pieces author-
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ized, laws,
laws, etc.,
etc., of,
of, applicable.--applicable_ __ _
966
966
ized,
no Government
expense for dies, etc..
etc966
Government expense
Mary C. (widow),
1469 Benson, Mary
pension increased
1483
increased------------------Benston, Emma (widow),
1482 Benston,
pension --------------------_ 1504
Lindia (widow),
Bentley, Lindia
1409 Bentley,
1472
pension increased
increased------------------M.,'
Benton, Thomas M.
1416 Benton,
1390
1390
pension increased
increased-----------------Susan (widow),
Bentz, Susan
1015 Bentz,
pension1479
pension
-------_-----------------1479
(widow),
Susan K. (widow),
1863 Bentz, Susan
pension increased
increased ------------------ 1530
Benwood, W.
W. Va.,
bridge authorized
across Ohio River,
authorized across
bridge
1193
from Bellaire, Ohio, to------to
27
27
John H.,
Berard, John
1426 Berard,
pension increased
1394
1394
increased------------------Joseph R.,
Berg, Joseph
1445 Berg,
pension-------------------------.
1426
pension
1426
Bering
Bering Sea, etc.,
claims of American
American citizens for damages from seizure of vessels, etc.,
charged with unlawful sealing,
sealing,
charged
138
1886-1896, to be adjudicated
adjudicated in
California
Northern District
District
California Northern
Court ----------------------595
27
to be presented
presented in two years------years
595
595
Bermuda,
Bermuda,
appropriation for Weather
Weather Service ex9
9
436, 825
penses in ---------------- _ 436,825
Switzerland,
418, Berne,
Berne, Switzerland,
appropriation
International Buappropriation for International
1169
reau of Telegraphic
at- 213, 1022
Telegraphic Union at..
1170
for Industrial Property Bureau at....
at- - _ 1023
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for International Bureau at
48
at-------------Berry, George
Naval Reserve
Reserve Force,
Force,
A., Naval
George A.,
1196 Berry,
ordered
before naval
board.- -__ 1548
1548
naval retiring
retiring board__
ordered before
may be
lieutenant comappointed lieutenant
be appointed
may
949
mander, retired, if disabled in
mander,
service
1548
1548
------------------service-1431
1431
no back pay, etc
etc-- -----------1548
Berry,
Berry, Lewis (son),
pension ----------- ------------1511
pension
799 Berwind-White
799
Berwind-White Coal
Coal Mining Company,
Company,
may bring suit for collision
collision damages
damages to
barge of,
of, in district court-----court
1581
Bess,
E.,
GerardE.,
Bess, Gerard
1326
1326
payment to, for personal
payment
personal injuries -----1373
Best,
Anna E.
E. (widow),
(widow),
Best, Anna
pension ---------------1450
1450
pension
1490
Bethesda,
Bethesda, Md.,
experiment
appropriation
animal experiment
appropriation for animal
1456
station at ---------------439,828
439, 828
station
Company,
Steel Company,
Bethlehem Steel
1478 Bethlehem
claims of employees
employees for additional
additional
pay on
Government contracts,
contracts, to
to
on Government
pay
1528
--__ 1603
War_ _
Secretary of Warbe paid by Secretary
Board award to be
Labor Board
War Labor
282
1603
followed -------------------authorized
1603
other classifications authorized----1482
time
application ---------- 1604
for application
time limit for
employees
not
affected
employees not affected------------ 1604
1452
appropriation
for ---------------- 1604
appropriation for
time
time extended for bridging Humphreys
1443
Creek,
at Sparrows
Md_-_ 1184
Sparrows Point, Md_
Creek, at
(widow),
B. (widow),
Sarah B.
Bevans, Sarah
1508 Bevans,
1430
1430
pension
pension.-----_-----------------Teo; on, Title VI, Revenue Act
Beverages, Tar,
of 1921,
repeal of sections relating to soft drinks,
repeal
352
352
etc
965
etc-------------------------

840
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Biological
Bureau, Department
Department of
of Page.
Page.
Biological Survey
Survey Bureau,
Bible,
The (see
(see Holy
Holy Scriptures).
Scriptures).
Page.
Bible, The
Page
Agriculture—Continued.
Agriculture--Continued.
Bicentennial Celebration
Celebration of Birthday
Bicentennial
Birthday of
appropriation
for
improving,
appropriation for
improving, etc.,
etc.,
George Washington
George
Washington,'
reindeer
in Alaska_
Alaska__ 451,
reindeer industry
industry in
451, 841
841
commission
established to
to make
commission established
make ararfor
enforcing
law
for
protecting
land
for enforcing law for protecting land
rangements
for
671
671
rangements for--------------fur
bearing
animals
in
Alaska_
451,
841
fur bearing animals in Alaska- 451, 841
Clara A.
A. (widow),
Bicknell, Clara
for
451,
for administrative
administrative expenses
expenses ----451, 842
842
pension
1470
1470
pension-------------------------for acquisition
acquisition of
land sexpenses,
expenses, etc.,
for
of land,
etc.,
Martha R. (widow),
Biddle, Martha
Upper
River RefugeRefuge_
842
1395
842
Upper Mississippi
Mississippi River
1395
pension
increased
pension increased------------------for
salaries,
additional,
1925
705
for
salaries,
additional, 1925------705
Building, D.
b. C.,
Bieber Building,
for
general
expenses,
additional,
for
general expenses, additional,
ten year
lease authorized
of, etc.,
etc., for
for
ten
year lease
authorized of,
1925 ----------------------705
1925
705
Department of
of Agriculture---Agriculture.. _-- 853
853
Department
deficiency
appropriation for
general
Big
deficiency appropriation
for general
Ill.,
Big Muddy
Muddy River, Ill.,
expenses
55, 697,
759
expenses -------------55,
697, 759
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., of,
to be
preliminary
of, to
be
for executinf
Alaska game
made
1195
for
executing Alaska
game law;
1195
law; reremade----------------------appropriation
1326
appropriation --------------1326
Big Stone Gap,
Gap, Va.,
representative of,
in Alaska,
representative
of, in
Alaska, made
made
terms of
court at------------------at
114
114
terms
of court
executive
officer, etc.,
etc., of
executive officer,
of Alaska
Alaska
Bigelow, Jennie
Jennie S. (widow),
Game Commission;
740
Game
Commission; duties,
duties, etc_
etc740
pension increased------------------increased
1418
1418
pension
Birch, Sarah
(widow),
Birch,
Sarah (widow),
Bigler,
(widow),
Bigler, Melissa
Melissa (widow),
pension
1451
pension---------------------- 1451
pension increased-----------------increased
1530
1530
pension
Preserves,
Bird and
and Animal Preserves,
Bilbay,Mary
(widow),
D. (widow),
Bilbay, Mary D.
punishment
taking eggs,
eggs,
punishment for
for hunting,
hunting, taking
pension increased-----------------increased
1505
1505
pension
etc., illegally
illegally on
98
etc.,
on-------------98
Billet, Anna M. (widow),
Bird, Gregory,
Gregory, alias
alias William Galer,
Galer,
pension
increased
1448 Bird,
pension increased-----------------1448
pension
1419
pension ----.--------------.-----1419
Billiard ROOM,
Billiard
Rooms,
Bird
Bird Preserves,
Preserves,
special
descripof; descripon proprietors
proprietors of;
special tax
tax on
appropriation
___ 451,
841
appropriation for
for protection,
protection, etc_
etc---451, 841
326
326
tion
tion-----------------------Birds,
Birds,
Billig, Margaret
I. (widow),
MargaretJ.
BiUig,
appropriation
shipment
appropriation for
for preventing
preventing shipment
1520
pension
---------- 1520
pension ----------------of illegally
etc
451,
841
of
illegally killed,
killed, etc-----451, 841
Binnian,
B an, Joanna
Joanna (widow),
Birds and
and Animals, North
North American,
1513
pension
increased
pension increased-----------------1513 Birds
appropriation
for investigating
investigating food
food
appropriation for
Bills of Health,
Health,
habits, etc
450,
841
habits,
etc --------.----..450,841
consular, not
not required
required of
of vessels
vessels tradtradconsular,
Birds,
Game, etc.,
Birds, Migratory
Migratory Game,
.
ing
northern frontier
frontier
ing between
between northern
appropriation
enforcing law
law proappropriation for
for enforcing
proports
809
ports----------------------809
tecting
tecting----------------451,
841
451,841
Biloxi, Miss.,
proclamation amending
for
proclamation
amending regulations
regulations for
of, harexamination, etc.,
preliminary examination,
etc., of,
preliminary
protecting ---.
1909,
1915, 1945,
1945, 1961
1961
protecting
1909, 1915,
1194
bor to
to be
be made
made-------------1194
Laura (daughter),
Birkhimer, Laura
(daughter),
882
terms
882 Birkhimer,
terms of
of court
court at
at------------------1464
pension --------------------- 1464
Binford,
Binford, T.,
Birmingham, Ala.,
1578
payment to,
to, for
for personal
injuries ----1578 Birmingham,
payment
personal injuries
appropriation for
for public
building
777
appropriation
public building-----777
Binoculars
Binoculars,
Bisco, Mary S. (widow),
excise
on, sold,
sold, etc.,
etc., by
by dealers;
dealers; exexexcise tax
tax on,
pension increased
1439
pension
increased ------------ _-- 1439
ception
- 324
ception----------------Harriet A.
A. (widow),
Bishop, Harriet
(widow),
Biographical Congressional
Congressional Directory,
Directory,
Biographical
pension -----------1454
pension
.-------------1454
deficiency appropriation
preparadeficiency
appropriation for preparaBishop, Henry T.,
1314
tion of
of --------------------1314 Bishop,
tion
pension--------------_-__---------pension
1393
1393
1616
revised
edition of,
of, ordered
printed_-- 1616
revised edition
ordered printed
Bismarck, N. Dak.,
Dak.,
Bismarck,
Products,
Biologic Products,
appropriation for Indian
at _ 406,
1157
appropriation
Indian school
school at-_
406, 1157
appropriation
for regulating
etc.,
appropriation for
regulating sale,
sale, etc.,
for Indian school,
school, additional,
additional, 1925
1925_ _
707
707
76, 775 Bittle, Catharine
of ---------------76,775
(widow),
Billie, Catharine B. (widow),
for control
control of,
710
for
of, additional,
additional, 1925
1925 ----710
pension
increased ------------pension increased
1532
1532
deficiency appropriation
control,
deficiency
appropriation for
for control,
BittnerzI Lucinda
Lucinda (widow),
etc
58
etc----------------------58
pension -------.-----------------1474
pension
1474
Biological
Department of
Biological Survey Bureau,
Bureau, Department
Clara T.,
Black, Clara
T.,
Agriculture,
Agriculture,
credit in
accounts
1556
credit
in postal
postal accounts------------1556
appropriation
Chief of
Bureau and
appropriation for
for Chief
of Bureau
Black Death,
Death,
office
office and field
450, 840
field personnel_
personnel - --_ 450,
840
appropriation for
for prevention
prevention of
of epiepiappropriation
expenses------------- 450,841
for general expenses
demic ----------------.
76, 775
775
for maintenance
game preserves,
for
maintenance of
of game
preserves,
Black, Hester A. (widow),
bird
preserves, etc
bird preserves,
etc- -------- 450,841
450,841
pension
pension --------.----.--------1483
1483
highway through Sullys
highway
Sullys National
National
Black, Ida J.
J. (widow),
Park
841
Park-----------.-------841
pension
pension increased
increased - -------------1534
1534
for
food habits
habits of
for investigating,
investigating, etc.,
etc., food
of
Black Lake, Mich.,
birds and
and other
450,841
birds
other animals
animals ---450,841
preliminary examination,
preliminary
examination, etc.,
of, to
to be
be
etc., of,
for rearing,etc.,fur
rearing,etc.,fur bearing
bearing animals_
animals.. 450,
for
450, 841
841
made
1196
made --------------------1196
destroying
wolves, coyotes,
coyotes, etc_
etc.. 450,
450, 841
destroying wolves,
841 Black River,
protecting stock by
by suppressing
suppressing
bridge authorized
authorized across,
across, Black Rock,
Rock,
rabies
wild animals------animals
450,841
rabies in
in wild
450,841
888
Ark -------------888
for
for investigation
investigation migration,
migration, etc.,
etc., of
of
Black Rock, Ark.,
animals and
animals
and plants
450, 841
plants---------- 450,
841
authorized across Black River
River at
bridge authorized
888
888
for
enforcing migratory
451,841
for enforcing
migratory bird
bird law
law-- 451,
841
State may acquire
acquire rights, etc.,
etc., and
for preventing
preventing shipments
for
of illegally
illegally
shipments of
as a
bridge ------889
operate as
a free
free bridge
889
killed birds and game------451,841
game
tolls allowed for five years -----889
889
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Black Rock
Canal, N.
N. Y.,
Black
Rock Canal,
Y.,

bridge authorized
authorized across Niagara River
and, at Buffalo
Buffalo--------------tunnel in lieu permitted
permitted----------consent of Canada required-------required
improvement of, authorized---------authorized1189
improvement
Black, Syntha (widow),
increased
pension increased------------------Black Warrior
WarriorRiver,
portion of, named Lake Bankhead, Ala_
Blackfeet Agency,
Agency, Mont.,
appropriation for support, etc., of
appropriation
Indians at ------.------408,
Indians at, from
for support, etc., of Indians
tribal funds -------------- 411,
for support, etc., Indians at, additional, 1925 ----------------Blackfeet Indian
Indian Hospital,
Hospital, Mont.,
Mont.,
appropriation
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
of ------------------- 408,
Blackfeet Indian
Mont. ,
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Mont.,
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc., of
appropriation
irrigation systems on; repayrepayment
ment------------------- 402,
Glacier
for roads, etc.,
etc. through, to Glacier
National Park ----------- 423,
irrigation systems on,
on, additional,
for irrigation
1925 ------ ---------------claims of designated
designated tribes of Indians
on, for lands, etc.,
etc., taken, to
be determined
determined by Court of
Claims_
Claims---------------------restrictions
restrictions on alienation of homestead
homestead
allotments to Indians of, reallotments

moved on
on deaths
deaths of
of allottee--allottee_ _
moved
unexpended
unexpended balance, appropriation
appropriation for
irrigation systems on, 1919,
covered in -----------------Blackfoot, Idaho,
Idaho,
offices of register and receiver,
receiver, land
offices
office at, consolidated
consolidated--------Blackleg Vaccine,
appropriation for -----------------appropriation
Blackman,
Margaret (widow),
Blackman, Margaret
pension
pension--------------------------Blackwood, Delphina
E. (widow),
Delphina E.
pension --------------------------pension
Bladensburg
C.,
Bladensburg Road NE., D.
D. C.
appropriation for completing
paving,
completing paving,
appropriation
to District Line; from gasoline
tax fund ----------_-------widening and repairing, H Street
for widening
Street
to end of present asphalt roadway;
gasoline-tax fund..
__
way; from
from gasoline-tax
fund--Blair, Malissa
Malissa (widow),
(widow),
Blair,
pension --------------------------Blair, Mary A. (widow),
Blair,
pension increased
increased ---------------Blair, Thirza
Blair,
Thirza J.
J. (widow),
pension increased
increased------------------Blaisdell, Helen
Helen S. (widow),
pension -------------------------Frank D.,
Blake, Frank
D.,
pension increased
increased------------------Blake, Louis H.,
H.
pension increased
incretised -----------------Minn. ,
Blakely, Minn.,
bridge authorized
authorized across Minnesota
bridge
Minnesota
River at --------------------Sarah (widow),
(widow),
Blakely, Sarah
pension ------------------------Blakeslee,
Arthur
R. (son),
(son),
Blakeslee, Arthur R.
pension
1438
pension--------------------------

Page. Blattmann
Company,
Blattmann and Company,
Pae.
355
355
355
355

1189

1458
1197
1159
1161
708
1159

1153
1176
707

21
252
252

1154
395

438
1416
1416

1526

549
1224
1224

1523
1386
1460
1442
1384
1397

94
1484
1438

2017
2017

Page.
Page,
payment to, for wrongful seizure by
Alien Property
Property Custodian-----Custodian1571
Alien
1571
Blind, American Printing
Blind,
PrintingHouse
House for the,
appropriation
expenses, providing
providing
appropriation for expenses,
books, etc., for the blind
blind------ 83, 782
Blind Children,
Children, D. C.,
appropriation
of
appropriation for instruction of, out of
District
555, 1231
the District-----------Blind, D.
Blind,
D. C.,
appropriation
National
aid, etc.,
etc., to National
appropriation for aid,
Library for the-----------the
570, 1245
for Columbia
Columbia Polytechnic
Polytechnic Institute
570, 1245
tute-----------------Blind,
Publications for the,
Blind, Publications
free transmission in the mails of the
raised characters, if
Bible in raised
sent without charge
charge to a
a blind
person668
---------------------- 668
rate at one cent aa pound, if cost price
charged
charged-------------------668
Blind Veterans of the
the World
World War,
War,
United
United States,
incorporated; purposes,
535
incorporated;
purposes, etc -------- exclusive right to use of name -----536
exclusive
536
Block Signals,
Signals, etc.,
etc., Systems on Railroads,
Railroads,
appropriation for
investigating, etc_ 526, 1205
appropriation
for investigating,
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for investigatinvestigating, etc
etc--------------------- 755
Honorable Sol,
Bloom, Honorable
deficiency appropriation
contested
deficiency
appropriation for contested
election expenses
673
election
expenses------------Bloomfield, N. Mex.,
one-half cost of bridge across
across San Juan
one-half
River, N. Mex., authorized
authorized to be
be
appropriated ----------------800
appropriated
remainder by New Mexico --------800
Blue Book (see Official Register).
Blunt, Margaret
MargaretB. (widow),
pension
1485
1485
pension--------------------------Richard,
Blunt, Richard,
deficiency
services_-- _ 1313
1313
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for services__
Blythe, Calif.,
Calif.,
bridge authorized
authorized across Colorado
River near
1130
near-----------------1130
Board for Promotion
Rifts Practice
Practice (see
Promotion of Rifle
Board
Rifle Practice, National
National Board
for Promotion of).
of).
Board of Charities,
Charities, D. C.,
Board
appropriation for expenses-------expenses
566, 1241
appropriation
for motor ambulances
666
ambulances- ----------566
deficiency appropriation
Children's
appropriation for Children's
deficiency
Hospital
38
Hospital--------------------etc., of District
District Training
Training
control, etc.,
School for feeble minded persons,
------------------1141
under 1141
Board of General
Appraisers,
General Appraisers,
Board
appropriation
fees, etc.,
etc., of witwitappropriation for fees,
before
221, 1030
221,1030
nesses before------------clerks, etc.,
etc., of, to be appointed and
and
pay fixed by Secretary
Secretary of the
Treasury
748
Treasury-----------------Conciliation,
Board
Mediation and Conciliation,
Board of Mediation
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
759
for---------deficiency
Board
Title IX,
IX, ReveBoard of Tax Appeals,
Appeals, Title
nue
Act of
of 1924,
nue Act
1924,
appropriation for expenses1200
1200
----------appropriation
binding
1200
for printing and binding---------established, composed of seven members
336
bers----------------------additional number for first two
years
336
years-----------------------

2018
2018

INDEX.
INDEX.

Page.
Board
Reve- Page
Board of Tax
Tax Appeals,
Appeals, Title
Title IX,
IX, Revenue
/924—Continued.
nue Act of
of 1924-Continued.
appointments
President with
with conconappointments by
by President
sent
of the
the Senate,
sent of
Senate, based
based solely
solely
on
on fitness
336
fitness -------------------336
expiration
expiration at
336
at end
end of
of two
two years
years ----336
of first
seven members;
suctenure of
first seven
members; successors for
ten years
336
for ten
years----------336
removal restricted
inefficiency,
restricted to
to inefficiency,
etc-----------------------337
337
practice of
ex-members before,
before, repractice
of ex-members
restricted -------------------337
337
designation of chairman
adoption
chairman and
and adoption
337
of seal --------------------337
duties of, as to
income and
tax
to income
and estate
estate tax
deficiency and
deficiency
and abatement
337
abatement claims_
claims_
337
divisions,
etc., authorized---------authorized
337
divisions, etc.,
337
determination
determination of appeals by
diviby divisions
337
sions -----------------------337
finality of, unless
reviewed by
unless reviewed
by
Board
337
Board----------------------337
findings of fact, prima
prima facie
evidence in
in
facie evidence
court
proceedings
337
court proceedings------------337
hearings and procedure
procedure-------------337
337
open to the public------------_
public
337
337
decisions to be
be recorded
and copy
copy to
to
recorded and
taxpayer
337
taxpayer------------------ 337
reports, etc.,
etc., open
inspection ------open to
to inspection
338
publication,
and effect
evidence
publication, and
effect as
as evidence__
338
338
principal office in
but sitsitin the
the District,
District, but
tings may
338
may be elsewhere
elsewhere ------338
authority to take testimony, secure
secure
depositions, etc.;
witness fees__
etc.; witness
fees-_
338
338
clerical assistance,
assistance, office
office supplies, etc.,
etc.,
to be furnished
furnished------------338
allowance for
travel and
and subsistence
subsistence
for travel
expenses
expenses----------------v-338
338
appointment
compensation of emappointment and compensation
ployees----------------..-_
ployees
338
-338
approval
approval
of expenditures;
expenditures; moneys
moneys
available
338
available ------------338
made
made an independent executive
executive agency_
agency._
338
338
appointments
on, prior
prior to
December 1,
1,
appointments on,
to December
1924, relieved
restric1924,
relieved from
from pay
pay restriction ----------------------669
669
Boaratnan, Catharine
(widow),
Boaraman,
Catharine(widow),
pension increased
increased-----------. ---..-.
1418
1418
Boards
Boards of Visitors,
Visitors,
appropriation for Military
appropriation
Academy
919
Military Academy.__
919
for Naval Academy -------------878
878
Bobcats,
appropriation
devising methods
for
appropriation for devising
methods for
destroying --------------450, 841
destroying
450,
841
Charles F.,
Bobo, Charles
F.,
pension -1392
--------------- ..
-------1392
Boggs, Allen
Allen Y.,
Y.,
pension ----------------..--------1521
1521
(widow),
Boggs, Caroline
CarolineE.
E. (widow),
increased ----------------pension increased
_ 1417
1417
Boggs,
Sarah J.
J. (widow),
(widow),
Boggs, Sarah
pension
pension ---------------------------.
1455
1455
Boggy River,
River, Okla.,
Okla.,
Boggy
preliminary
examination, etc.,
preliminary examination,
of,
to
be
etc., of, to be
made ----------------------1195
1195
Boise, Idaho,
Idaho,
appropriation
appropriation for assay
assay office
777
office at
at .---- 78,
78, 777
for assay office at,
710
at, additional,
additional, 1925__
1925-_
710
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
for assay
assay office_
51
appropriation for
office51
Boise
Idaho,
Boise Irrigation
IrrigationProject,
Project, Idaho,
appropriation for
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc.,
appropriation
of ------------------416,
1166
_--416, 1166
drainage
drainage expenditure
expenditure limitedlimited__- _ 416,
416, 1166
1166
development of electric
electric power;
power;
development
contract requirements
requirements -------contract
416
416

Page.
Boise
Project, Idaho-Con.
Idaho—Con..
Boise Irrigation
IrrigationProject,
Page.
deficiency
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
for additional
additional
storage, etc-----------------etc
1330
storage,
1330
Boland,
Jennie (widow),
(widow),
Boland, Jennie
pension
1405
pension increased
increased ------------------1405
Bolender,
Sarah J.
J. (widow),
(widow),
Bolender, Sarah
pension
1410
pension--------------------------1410
Bolivia,
Bolivia,
appropriation
for minister
minister to
206, 1015
1015
appropriation for
to ----206,
Bollworm of
Cotton, Pink,
Pink,
Bollworm
of Cotton,
appropriation
for emergency
emergency expenses
expenses
appropriation for
preventing spread
spread of
preventing
of -------- 458,
458, 848
848
deficiency
appropriation for
eradicatdeficiency appropriation
for eradicat55
ing -----------------------55
Bolton, L.
L. Ethel
Ethel (daughter),
(daughter),
pension increased
increased -----------------1419
pension
1419
Bonaccorsi, Alfred
Alfred
Bonaccorsi,
pension
1412
pension ---------------------__
--.
1412
Bond, Jennie
Jennie M.
(widow),
Bond,
M. (widow),
pension -------------------------1478
pension
1478
Bond, John,
John,
Bond,
issue of homestead
patent
to
810
homestead patent to- -------810
and Consular
Consular Service,
Service,
Bonds, Diplomatic
Diplomatic and
required
required of Foreign
Foreign Service
Service officers
officers bebefore
etc_
142
fore receiving
receiving commissions,
commissions, etc142
amount and
142
amount
and conditions
conditions ---------142
existing bonds
142
existing
bonds not
not impaired
impaired------- - 142
all official acts covered
covered by
142
by-- ---142
to be deposited
with Secretary
Secretary of
the
deposited with
of the
Treasury
142
Treasury---------..------142
Bonds, etc.
etc. (see
Securities),
Bonds,
(see also
also Securities),
designated,
designated, subject
subject to
tax ----331
to stamp
stamp tax
331
exemptions; Federal, foreign
foreign GovernGovernment, State, etc-------------etc
332
332
indemnity, to United
indemnity,
United States
States ---332
332
building and loan associations
associations_- ___
332
332
mutual ditch or irrigating
irrigating comcom332
,. panies
panies -----------332
Bonds, etc.,
etc., Railroad,
Railroad,
Bonds,
appropriation
appropriation for
for securing
securing information
information
concerning concerning
1205
--------- __ 527,
527, 1205
Bonds of Indebtedness,
Indebtedness,
stamp
renewals exempt _-----_
stamp tax on; renewals
332
332
Fannie (widow),
(widow),
Bonk, Fannie
pension
pension --------------------------1491
1491
Bonner, Anna M.
M. (widow),
(widow),
pension increased
increased _
1453
pension
-----------------1453
L.,
Bonta, Claude
Claude L.,
pension
pension --------1394
_--....----- __
-- _ 1394
Bonter, Edith
Edith (daughter),
(daughter),
pension
pension --------------------------1472
1472
Bonus, World War
War (see World
World War AdAdjusted Compensation Act).
Act).
Bookkeeping and Warrants
WarrantsDivision,
Division, Treasury Department,
Department,
appropriation
appropriation for chief of Division,
and
Division, and
office personnel
personnel -------------- 67, 767
for contingent
contingent expenses,
expenses, public mon__---__------ ___- 68,
eys -68, 767
767
for recoinage
of
gold and minor coin_
recoinage
coin_ 68,
68, 767
767
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
deficiency
for contingent
contingent
expenses,
public
moneys_ 48, 693,
expenses,
693, 1341
1341
Boone,
(widow),
Boone, Rosa
Rosa (widow),
pension ------------------- 1514
1514
Booth, Betsy
Betsy A.
A. (widow),
(widow),
pension increased----------.------- _ 1474
1474
Booth,
Booth, Henry E.,
E.,
pension
------------..--.- 1385
1385
Boothbay,
Me.,
Boothbay, Me.,
sale of abandoned
abandoned Narrows
Narrows Island
Island Reservation, authorized ---------ervation,
383
383
Boots, Belle
Boots,
Belle (widow),
(widow),
pension
1531
--------....1531
Bose, Louis,
Louis,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for servicesdeficiency
services
672
672
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Boston, Mass.,
Boston,
Mass.,
-

-

Page.
Page

-
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Bowers,
Annie
R. (widow),
Bowers,
pension
Annie R.
(widow),

appropriation for quarantine
quarantine station,
n
pension -------------.------------appropriation
(widow),
A. (widow),
Lottie A.
improvements
Bowhall, Lottie
97 Bowhall,
improvements ---------------for navy yard, public works ----pension
197, 876
pension-------------_-----------(widow),
marine hospital, repairs
repairs -------778 Bowles,
Cynthia M. (widow),
Bowles, Cynthia
for marine
pension increased
for passport bureau ------- _----_1015
increased -----------------pension
Bowley,
E. (daughter),
(daughter),
Lelia E.
Bowley, Lelia
deficiency appropriation
appraisers'
appropriation for appraisers'
pension -----------------------improvements, etcetc _
51
pension
stores, dock improvements,
Bowling Alleys,
Bowling
Alleys,
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., of, hardescripproprietors of; descripspecial tax on proprietors
bor to be made -------------1191
tion
tion----------------------Bostwick,
Francis (widow),
(widow),
Ella Francis
Bostwick, Ella
pension increased
increased -----------------pension
Botanic
C.,
Botanic Garden,
Garden, D.
D. C.,

appropriation for director and other perappropriation
sonal services
services ------------- 588,
improvements-_ 588,
for repairs and improvements
purchases of nursery
nursery stock
minor purchases
permitted
permitted---------------- 588,
investigation,
investigation, etc., of new location for
conservatories south of -------__
conservatories
submitted_
landscape
etc., to be submitted_
landscape plan, etc.,
assistance of governmental
governmental agencies_
amount authorized
for ----------authorized for-

Botdho, M.
M. S.,
S.,
Botelho,

franchise granted, and associates,
franchise
associates, for
electrical
electrical plant in Hamakua,
Hawaii
Hawaii---------------------powers conferred-----------------conferred
no exclusive right granted
granted-----time limit for construction,
construction, operaoperation, etc ----------------acquirement
etc
acquirement by Territory, etc-----to cease when purchased
purchased by Territory,
etc ------------------------

Botimer,
Elizabeth (widow),
(widow),
Botimer, Elizabeth
pension increased------------------increased
pension
Botkin, Fermon
Fermon L.
Botkin,
L. (son),
(son),
pension
increased
pension increased------------------Boulder Lake,
Wis.,
Boulder
Lake, Wis.,
to
sale of public lands within area of, to
Young
Young Men's Christian Association
ciation---------------------State lands and existing rights not
affected -------------------Boundary,
Boundary,
agreement
agreement between New York and Connecticut settling, line of the two
States-----------------Congress
consent of Congress--------------Mexican,
Boundary Commission,
Commission, Mexican,
Boundary
appropriation
of _211,
continuing work of-211,
appropriation for continuing
allowance
for taking
taking over water
allowance for
Texas__
gauging being done by Texas
Boundary Line,
Line, Alaska
Alaska and Canada,
Canada,
Boundary
appropriation for
marksurveying and markfor surveying
appropriation
ing
ing --------------------- 211,
boundary Waters
Waters Commission,
Commission, Canadian,
Canadian,
boundary
appropriation
expenses of-----of
213,
appropriation for expenses
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for --------Bourne,
(daughter),
G. (daughter),
Jennie G.
Bourne, Jennie
pension
-pension ------------------------Boutelle, Alvan;
L. (widow),
(widow),
Almira L.
Boutelle,
pension --------------------------Bovay, Harry
E.,
Harry E.,
Bovay,
may bridge Black River, at Black
Ark-----------------Rock, Ark
State may acquire
acquire rights, etc.,
etc., and
operate
bridge-------a free bridge
operate as a
Bowdoin, Mont.,
Mont.,
Bowdoin,
reappraisement
in -..__ _
town site lots in_
reappraisement of town
patents to purchasers; payment
payment of
patents
new
appraised value, etc
etc------new appraised
Bowdre, A.
A. R.,
R.,
Bowdre,
land
patent to,
Arkansas---------to, in
in Arkansas
land patent
Bower, Hannah
(widow),
Hannah (widow),
Bower,
pension
pension --------------------------

1496
1496

1296
1297
1297
729
729
729
729

853
853
854
855
855
856
1480
1490

1075
1075

731
738
738
1019
1019
1020
1022
760
1457
1453
888
889
728
729
1594
1594
1581

Bowman, Mary
Mary A.
A. (widow),
(widow),
Bowman,
pension
pension increased
increased----------------Boxer Chinese
Indemnity,
Boxer
Chinese Indemnity,
remission
of further
payfurther paypermitted of
remission permitted
ments of
installments on
on-----ments
of installments
Boxer Rebellion,
Rebellion,
Boxer

specified diseases, adveterans of, with specified
mitted to hospital facilities, etc.,
Bureau
of Veterans'
Veterans' Bureau----------

Page
1499

1499
1521

1424
1440
326
1531
135

620

Boyce, William
Henry, er.,
sr.,
Boyce,
William Henry,

redemption
certificates of inredemption of lost certificates
debtedness
to-------------debtedness to
Boyd, Jennie
(widow),
Jennie (widow),
Boyd,
pension
pension--------------------------Boyd,
Peter,
Boyd, Peter,
pension
increased------------------pension increased
Boyd,
S. (widow),
(widow),
Susan S.
Boyd, Susan
pension
increased ---------------pension increased
Boye, Frances
M. (daughter),
(daughter),
FrancesM.
Boye,
pension
pension---------------------------Boyer, Andrew,
Andrew,
Boyer,
pension
pension--------------------------Boyer, Lydia
Lydia (widow),
(widow),
Boyer,
pension
pension-------------------------Boylen t Mary
(widow),
Mary (widow),
Boylen,
pension
increased ----------------pension increased
D. C. (see National
Boys'
Reform School,
School, D.
Boys' Reform
Training School for Boys, D. C.).
Training
Bozeman,
Mont.,
Bozeman, Mont.,
offices of register and receiver, land office
office
at,
consolidated-----------at, consolidated
Brabazon,
(widow),
Minnie (widow),
Brabazon, Minnie
pension
pension---------------------------Bradbury, Florence
S. (widow),
(widow),
Florence S.
Bradbury,
pension -------------------------Bradfords Bay,
Bay, Va.,
Bradfords
Va.,
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., of, to be
made
made---------------------Bradley, Carleton
Carleton E.,
E.,
Bradley,
pension
increased -----------------pension increased
Bradley,
James
P.,
Bradley, James P.,
pension
pension--------------------------Bradley, Jane
Jane (widow),
(widow),
Bradley,
pension
pension -------------------------Bradley, William
William R.,
R.,
Bradley,
credit
internal revenue
accounts -revenue accounts_
in internal
credit in
Bradshaw,
Bell
(widow),
Bradshaw, Bell (widow),
pension
pension _------------------------Braley, Everett,
Everett,
Braley,
pension
pension------------------------Branch,
(widow),
Sarah (widow),
Branch, Sarah
pension increased------------------increased
pension
a Senator,
Brandegee,
B., late
late a
Senator,
Frank B.,
Brandegee, Frank
to
pay to
deficiency
appropriation for pay
deficiency appropriation
heirs at
law of -------------heirs
at law
Brandyberry, Mary
C. (widow),
(widow),
Mary C.
Brandyberry,
pension --------------------------pension
Brannon,
John T.,
T.,
Brannon, John
pension
pension -------------------------Brass, Clara
Clara E.
E. (widow),
(widow),
Brass,
pension
----------.
increased _---....
pension increased
Bratton,
(widow),
M. (widow),
Margaret M.
Bratton, Margaret
pension increased
increased ----------------.pension

1545
1417
1417
1459
1431
1480
1480
1476
1426
1520

395
1462
1426
1193
1412
1412
1397
1479
1360
1360
1442
1411
1411
1486
1313
1439

1391
1439

1480

2020
2020
Brazil,
Brazil,

. INDEX.
Page.
Page

appropriation for
for ambassador
ambassador to--to_ __ 206,
206, 1015
1015
appropriation
for additional land for embassy purposes ------------------------ 1024

Tex.,
Brazos
Island Harbor,
Harbor, Tex.,
•
Brazos Island
preliminary examination, etc., of, to be
preliminary
made
1195
made--------------------Brazos
River, Tex.
Brazos River,
Tex.,
preliminary
etc., authorpreliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
authorcontrol of
249
of-------ized for flood control
Brelsford, Lany
(widow),
Brelford,
Lany M.
M. (widow),
pension
1478
pension------------------------Brennan,
(widow),
Brennan, Annie
Annie (widow),
pension
1503
1503
pension ------------------------Brewer ! Annie
Brewer,
Annie (widow),
(widow),
pension increased
increased ----------------1435
erewers
6rewers,z
additional special
special tax on business of,
where forbidden by State, etc.,
327
327
laws ---------------------no immunity
immunity from penalty, etc---etc
327
327
Bribery of
Bribery
of Officials,
Officials,
money used as evidence of, to be deposited in registry of court
726
court----726
disposition on
on conclusion
conclusion of
726
disposition
of case_
case -- 726
Brick,
appropriation for
processes,
appropriation
for study of
of processes,
etc., in manufacture
manufacture of, and
products
1040
products- --------------- 231, 1040
Bridges,
Bridges,
amount
authorized
for
constructing,
amount
constructing,
across Colorado River, near Lee
Ferry, Ariz ------- _-------994
appropriation for constructing
constructin* steel,
appropriation
across
Rio
Grande,
Cochiti,
etc.,
across Rio Grande, Cochiti, etc.,
Indian lands, N. Mex -------413
construction of, authorized
authorized across Alleconstruction
gheny River Pa ----------892
892
near Larabee, Pa
Pa.-------------- 1092
Arkansas River, near Dardanelle,
Dardanelle,
1129
Ark --------------------Arthur Kill, New York and New
Jersey-----------Jersey
1094
----- _-888
Bayou Bartholomew, La---------Black River, Ark --------_-----_
888
Broad River
C-----------River, S. C
1127
Bull Creek, S. C
C--__ -- ---- ---- _ 804
Calumet River, Chicago, Ill.,
Il., at
at
100th Street
Street ----------------- 174
174
29
at 130th Street ---------------29
at 134th Street
172
Street----------------172
Catawba
C
1127
Catawba River,
River S. C------------1127
Chattahoochee River, Maga,
Chattahoochee
663
Alaga, Ala
Ala.--.
Eufaula, Ala ------------------16
16
Fort Gaines,
Gaines, Ga --------------44
Chowan River, N. C -------------1128
1128
Colorado River, Calif
Colorado
Calif ------------ 1130
Columbia
Columbia River
River,' Wash ---------- - 25
Chelan Falls, Wash-----------1052
1052
Kettle Falls, Wash
Wash -----------791
Longview, Wash., to Rainier,
Longview,
Rainier, Oreg_
Oreg. 1052
Vantage Ferry, Wash -----660, 1117
660,1117
Congaree
Congaree River, S. C
C------------1126
Ala_ __-----------_ 723, 891
Coosa River, Ala
Cumberland
Cumberland River, Ky
Ky ---------648
Current River, Ark.
Ark --------26
Current
__26
Fox River, Aurora, Ill1------------ 11, 12
12
KendalL
County,
Kendall
Ill
13
111----------13
Saint Charles, Ill
1l --.104
---104
Government
Government canal
canal near
near Rehoboth,
Rehoboth,
Del --664
-----------------664
Grand
Calumet River,
Grand Calumet
River, Gary,
Gary, Ind
Ind--- 1216
1216
between Hammond and
between
and East ChiChicago,Ind
cago,
Ind ------------------1215
1215

Bridges—Continued.
Page.
Bridges-Continued.
Page
construction of,
of, across
across Hudson
construction
Hudson River,
River,
New York,
Lee, N. JJ_
109
New
York, N. Y.,
Y., to Fort Lee,
109
Poughkeepsie, N.
N. Y------------Y
Poughkeepsie,
10
Kanawha River,
River, W.
W. Va---------Va
999
999
Kanawha
Kankakee River,
Ill. and Ind -----29
Kankakee
River, Il1.
29
Kull, New
New York
York and
and New
New
Kill Van
Van Kull,
Jersey ---------------------Jersey
1094
Kingston
Lake, S. C
C-------------Kingston Lake,
55
Little
Calumet River, Il
Ill--------- 25, 998
998
Little Calumet
Lumber River, S. C--------------C
12
12
Mahoning
River, Ohio
Mahoning River,
Ohio------------90
Minnesota River,
River, Minn
Minn ----------94
Minnesota
94
Mississippi
Mississippi River,
River, Aitkin
Aitkin County,
County,
Minn ---------------------814
814
Minn
Cairo, Ill
999
Cairo,
III------------------ 999

Clearwater
------- 1302
1302
Hannibal,
Clearwater,MMinn----Minn
o
790
Hannibal, Mo- - - -790
-- - - - - --Hennepin and
and Ramsey Counties,
Hennepin
Minn ----------------------2
2
Minneapolis,
Minn-------102
Minneapolis, Minn
13, 14, 102
New Orleans,
Orleans, La---------------La
103
103
Minn., at
Saint Paul,
Paul, Minn.,
at Jackson
Jackson
Street
173
Street---------------------173
Savanna,
Ill., to Sabula, Iowa_
Savanna, Ill.,
Iowa --- _ 173
Whiteside County,
County, Ill., and
and Clinton
Clinton
Whiteside
County, Iowa---Iowa
----------15

Missouri
Rock, Mo
Mo_ -_-__
790
Missouri River,
River, Arrow
Arrow Rock,
790
Lyman Counties, S. Dak
3
Brule and Lyman
3
Hughes
and Stanley
Stanley Counties,
Counties, S.
Hughes and
Dak-------------------Dak_
101
Saint Charles,
Charles Mo-------------Mo
790
790
Sanish,
816
Sanish, N. Dak --------------816
in South
South Dakota---------------Dakota
30
30
Wa'worth
Walworth and Corson Counties,
S. Dak--Dak
-----------------33
Williston, N.
N Dak--------------Dak
815
Williston,
815
Monongahela
River, McKeesport
McKeesport to
to
Monongahela River,
Duquesne
997
Duquesne, Pa
Pa---------------997
Masontown
Pa
376
Masontown, Pa-------- -----376
Pittsburgh, Pa
fa
802,
Pittsburgh,
..---------802, 943
943
Newtown
Creek, N.
N Y------------Y
18
Newtown Creek,
18
Niagara River and Black
Black Rock
Rock
355
Canal, N. Y--------------- 355
Oconee River,
River Ga---------------Ga
665
Ohio River,
River, Ambridge
Ambridge to Woodlawn,
Woodlawn,
Ohio
Pa
791
Pa------------------------791
Cairo,
Ill -----------------Cairo, Ill
999
-Huntington,
Huntington, W. Va-----------Va
792
Kentucky---------662
Indiana and Kentucky
Kentucky and Indiana
Indiana---------103
103
Kentucky
and Ohio -----------Kentucky and
663
Portsmouth, Ohio, to Fullerton,
Portsmouth,.
Fullerton, Ky
790
West Virginia
Viri5ima and Ohio -------- 27
27
Ouachita
Ouachita River
River, Monroe, La -----791
Pearl River, Battle
liattle Bluff Crossing,
Miss ----------------102
102
Ferry, Miss
Grigsbys Ferry,
Miss----------101
Jackson,
Miss
646
Jackson, Miss----------28, 646
Louisiana
Mississippi
Louisiana and Mississippi-------19
Pee Dee River, S. C---C
-----44
Peedee
ee Dee, N. C
Peedee River, Pee
C------17
in South Carolina-----Carolina
-__-647
Pend
1092
Pend d'Oreille River,
River, Wash.-IdahoWash.-Idaho
Pere
Marquette Lake, Mich-------_
Pere Marquette
25
25
Rainy
Rainy River, Spooner,
Spooner, Minn.,
Minn., and
Rainy River, Ontario---------Rainy
Ontario
1285
1285
Red
Red River, Tex-----------------_
Tex
664
664
662
Rio Grande, Alamo Alto,
Alto, Tex -----662
El Paso, Tex ---------- ------4
4
Hidalgo,
Hidalgo, Tex-----------------Tex
815
815
Tornillo, Tex---------------Tex
1214
1214
River Ill
13, 949
Rock River,
Ill ---------------Rockford, IIll ------------- ---.
Rockford,
1354
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Page.
Page
Bridges-Continued.
construction
construction of, across
across Saint Croix
River,
River, Vanceboro,
Me., to
Saint
Vanceboro, Me.,
to Saint
Croix, New Brunswick
Brunswick-------26
Saint Francis
Francis River, Ark
Ark------...-- 10
10
Kent, Me.,
Me., to
Saint John River, Fort Kent,
to
Clairs, New Brunswick-------Brunswick
27
River, Wis, and
Minn
1095
Saint Louis River,
and Minn__
1095
Saint Marys
Marvs River, Saint Marys, GaGa_
663
Wilds Landing, Fla .----------472
Santee River, Poplar Landing, S. C_ 1265
Saint James Ferry, S. C--------C
1266
1266
Savannah River, Augusta,
Augusta, Ga-----Ga
102
Savannah
102
South Carolina and Georgia__
Georgia-_- _ 803, 1266
Susquehanna
Susquehanna River, Clarks Ferry,
Pa
30
Pa------------30
Harrisburg, Pa
814
Pa----------------814
Millersburg, Pa
172
Pa---------------_
172
Tombigbee
Tombigbee River
River, Ga
Ga---------- 665
Tug Fork of Big Sandy River,
Nolan, W. Va-------Va
247
247
West Virginia and Kentucky----.
Kentucky
11
11
United States Canal, Fla---------Fla
22
Wabash River,
River Mount
Wabash
Mount Carmel, Ill__
Ill__ 1131
Vincennes, Ind
935
Vincennes,
nd -----------.
935
Waccamaw
C
9, 19
Waccamaw River, S. C.---------9,19
West Pearl River, La-------------La
19
White
White River, Augusta,
Augusta, Ark ------1131
1131
Batesville, Ark -......
888
888
Vails Bluff, Ark
De Valls
645
. ----.
Newport, Ark-----------------Ark
1131
1131
Saint Charles, Ark
999
Ark------------999
Willamette
Willamette River, Portland,
18
Portland, Oreg -_
18
at Burnside
Burnside Street............
Street
99
Ross Island
at Ross
Island----.-----------__
99
Yellowstone River, Mont
Yellowstone
11
........
11
construction of dam and, across LafayLafayette River, Norfolk,
Norfolk, Va-..---Va
973
973
general authority for constructing,
general
Kanawha River below
Great Kanawha
the falls, repealed
599
repealed
.----.---.599
maintenance
authorized across
across TenTenmaintenance of, authorized
Knoxville Tenn_
nesse River, Knoxville,
113
113
one-half cost of, across ban
an Juan
one-half
Juan
River, near Bloomfield, N. Mex."
Mex.p
authorized to be paid
paid-.......-- 800
800
time extended of constructing,
constructing, ArkanArkansas River, Little Rock, Ark_
Ark .... _
9
9
Columbia River, near Cascade LHoks,
Locks,

(Oreg----------.. -..

..

2
2

Cumblerland
CumberlandlRiver,
River, near Clarksville,
Clarksville,
Tenn -Tenn_
113
..-...-. .... _.113
Delaware
Delaware River, Trenton N. J
738
J .
738
Detroit River, Detroit, 14
'eh_ ___ 103, 1128
Mich-..
Hudson River, N. Y
Y------88
Humphreys Creek,
Humphreys
1184
Creek, Md
Md---------...
1184
Mississippi
Mississippi River, Hennepin
and
Hennepin and
Ramsey Counties, Minn ----_.
1312
1312
Minneapolis
Minn_
29
Minneapolis and Saint Paul, Minn29
Minneapolis,
Minneapolis, Minn
Minn ..--.----.- _.
816
816
Saint Louis,
Louis, Mo_----_-___---___
Mo
7
7
Monongahela
Monongahela River, Wilson,
Wilson, Pa ___891
Niagara
Tonawanda, N. Y___
Niagara River, Tonawanda,
Y
1216
1216
North Branch of Susquehanna
Susquehanna River,
Wilkes-Barre,
Wilkes-Barre, Pa
173
---173
Ohio River, Steubenville, Ohio ----1000
1000
Vanderburg
Vanderburg County, Ind.,
Ind., and
Henderson Countv,
County, Ky
_
1132
Kv -----.11132
Pamunkey River, Sweet Hall, Va
10
Va....
10
Pearl River, near Georgetown,
Georgetown, Miss_ 1141
1141
Meeks
Meeks Ferry, Miss
8
Miss-............
8
Red River of the North, N. Dak. and
Minn
_
1312
Minn--------------.----11312
Rock River, Rockford,Ill
814
Rockford,Ill.. ---....
814
45822--VOL
458W—vor. 43—PT
2-46
43-PT 2--46
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Page.
Pag.
time extended of constructing, Sabine
Sabine
River, Orange,
Orange, Tex ---------.
1093
River,
1093
Tennessee River,
River, Decatur, Ala ----815
815
White River, Batesville,
Batesville, Ark ------.
789
White
789
Willamette Falls Canal, Lock No. 4,
4,
Oreg---.----.-998
----------998
Bridges,
Bayou Bartholomew,
Bridges, Bayou
Bartholomew,
return from President of bill relating to,
return
requested -------requested
1616
------.
1616
reenrollment
reenrollment ordered --------- --1616
1616
Bridges, D. C.,
Bridges,
appropriation
appropriation for construction,
construction, repair,
repair,
etc --------------------550,
1227
550, 1227
street bridges over railroads or cacanals----------------- _-.--550
550
for Highway,
etc
1227
Highway, operating, etc----550, 1227
for Anacostia, operating, etc .--- 550, 1227
for Francis Scott Key
Key ---------- 550,
50, 1227
1227
Arlington Memorial
Memorial Bridge
provisions_
974
Arlington
Bridge provisions_
974
bronze tablet authorized
authorized to be
placed
placed on -----------.-----..
3
3
marble tablet authorized
authorized to be
placed on ---.--------------.
24
Bridgman,
Bridgman, Elizabeth
Elizabeth (widow),
(widow),
pension increased
increased _
1515
------------.---1515
Bridgman, Samuel N.,
Bridgman,
pension
pension increased
increased ----------.------1400
1400
Brigance,
Martha A.
Brigance, Martha
A. (widow),
(widow),
pension ---.---.----------------1390
pension
1390
Briggs,
Briggs, Grace
Grace F. (widow),
pension increased
increased -------_---...-- 1525
Briggs,
Briggs, Laura
Laura (mother),
(mother),
1394
pension -------------------------1394
Briggs,
Philena (widow),
Briggs, Philena
pension -----------.---.-....-- . 1473
1473
Brinson, Josinah
Brinson,
Josinah (widow),
(widow),
pension increased
increased -----------------.
1451
pension
1451
Brisco,
Brisco, Minnie
Minnie (widow),
(widow),
pension
pension ------------------.----1476
1476
Bristol,
Bristol, R.
R. I.,
I.,
preliminary
preliminary examination,
etc., of, harexamination, etc.,
harbor to be made
1192
made--------------1192
British and
British
Pecuniary Claims,
Claims,
and American
American Pecuniary
appropriation
appropriation for arbitration of outstanding ---------------- 213,1022
213, 1022
British Empire
British
Empire (see Great Britain).
Britain).
Britten/mm,
Brittenham, Mary (widow),
(widow),
pension
pension --.....-----------1523
1523
Britton, Dorothy
Britton,
I)orothy Annie (widow),
pension
1403
pension
. ----- _-------------.1403
Brtton, Elizateth
Britton,
Elizabeth E.
(widow),
B. (widow),
pension
1446
..------------------.. ...
1446
Broad Branch
Broad
Branch Road, D. C.,
C.,
closing of, directed between Jocelyn and
and
Thirty-first Streets------.----Streets
799
Broad Riper,
Broad
Rirer,
bridge authorized
authorized across, at Strothers
Ferry, S. C
1127
C---------------1127
Broadbent,
Maim/a E.
Broadbent, Mahala
E. (widow),
(widow),
pension ------------------------.
1424
pension
1424
Broadwater,
IrrigationDistrict,
Broad
water, Mont., Irrigation
may dam Missouri
Missouri River-----------River
1261
1261
Brock,
Brock, C.
C. LeRoy,
LeRoy,
payment to, for loss of automobile
automobile_ -- 1597
payment
1597
Brodrick,
Brodrick, Ella
Ella (daughter),
(daughter),
pension increased ----------------- _ 1433
1433
Brokers,
Brokers,
special excise tax imposed
imposed on,
on, not
not prodprodmerchandise --------uce or merchandise
_
326
additional, if a
a member of stock
exadditional,
stock exchange --------------------326
change
326
verified returns
returns in detail of business
business conconmade
ducted by,. to be made--------_
292
-
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PPage
a e
Bronzes,
g
Bronzes,
excise tax on, sold by other than
excise
than artist;
exceptions
exceptions------------------323
Brookings,
Brookings, Robert S.,
reappointment
reappointment of, as Regent of Smith821
sonian Institution
Institution------------Brooklyn Eastern
Eastern District
District Terminal,
Terminal,
may
bring
suit
for
collision
damages
to
may
tugboat
district
tugboat "Integrity,"
"Integrity," in
in district
court ------------------------ 1566
Brooklyn, N. Y.,
Y.,
appropriation for
pneumatic tube
tube mail
mail
appropriation
for pneumatic
transmission,
and.. -_-_ 86,
transmission, New York and
86, 785
office building ----------777
for port
poet office
deficiency
pneumatic
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for pneumatic
mail transmission
transmission New York
City and -----------------691
office building ----------1343
for post office
bridge authorized
Newtown.
authorized across NewtownCreek, between
between Queens Borough
Borough
Creek,
and
18
and-----------------------18
Brooks, Alva C.,
pension ---------------------.--- 1408
Brooks, Fannie
Fannie N. (widow),
(widow),
pension
1491
pension ---------------------1491
Brooks,
A. (widow),
Brooks, Mary
Mary A.
pension -----------.-----------1457
Broom Corn,
Corn,
appropriation for study of, and imappropriation
provement
provement---------------441, 831
Brooms, etc.,
equipment of Leavenworth,
Leavenworth, Kans.,
penitentiary
penitentiary to manufacture,
manufacture, for
for
sale only to the Government,
Government,
etc
6
etc------------------------6
Brothers,
Brothers, Harriet
HarrietB.
E. (widow),
pension increased
increased------------------ 1529
Brovig,Th.,
Brovig, Th.,
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for paying
judgment of Virginia eastern
eastern
district court to
to-- --------696
Brown,Clarenda
Brown,
Clarenda (widow),
pension ---------- --- _---------_
1533
Clark,
Brown, Clark,
pension
increased
pension
-----------------1390
Brown, Edgar
Edgar D.,
D.,
and associates
Grande,
associates may bridge Rio Grande,
near To
o, Tex ----------1214
near
Tornillo,
1214
Brown,
Elizabeth K. (widow),
Brown, Elizabeth
pension .-----------------------..
1502
Brown, Frances
Frances A.
A. (widow),
pension
------------------.. ---1390
Brown, Grant,
Grant,
pension increased --------------..
1390
1390
Brown, Henrietta
Brown,
Henrietta Buswell
Rumen (widow),
pension increased----- _--__--____ 1503
Brown,
Brown, Huldah
Huldah (widow),
(widow),
pension increased
increased ------------1450
1450
Brown, Jesse P.,
reeori corrected-----------corrected
military record
1603
Brown, Julia
Julia A. (widow),
pension ------------------------- _ 1430
1430
Brown, Laura
Laura I.
I. (widow),
pension -----------------------1420
Brown,
(widow),
Brown, Lucena
Lucena (widow),
pension increased ------------- --- _ 1418
1418
Brown, Mary D. (widow),
pension increased
increased --.--- _-__--_1528
.
T. (widow of Levi H. Brown),
Brown, Mary
Mary J.
pension
pension------------------- ----- 1517
1517
J. (widow of William
William
Brown, Mary
Mary J.
Brown),
Brown),
pension increased
increased ----------------1468
Brown.
Sarah (widow),
Brown, Sarah
pension increased
increased------------------- 1505

Brown,
e.
Sarah Irene
(widow),
Pag
Brown, Sarah
Irene (widow),
Page.
pension ------------------------- 1471
1471
Brown,
Sarah J.
J. (widow),
(widow),
Brown, Sarah
pension
1490
pension---------------------------1490
Brown, Sopha
Sopha (widow),
Brown,
(widow),
pension increased-------------increased
1519
-1519
Brown,
William,
Brown, William,
land patent
patent to
to-------------------- 1555
1555
Browning, Irvin
Irvin E.
E. (son),
Browning,
(son),
pension
1515
pension--------------------------1515
Bruce, Theodore
T. (son),
(son),
Bruce,
Theodore T.
pension increased
1430
increased -----------------Brudon, Sarah
Brudon,
Sarah (widow),
(widow),
pension increased
1485
increased------------------Brute County, S. Dak.,
Brule
bridge authorized
authorized across
Missouri River
River
across Missouri
between Lyman
Lyman County and-..
and
3
between
3
Brunaugh, Susan (widow),
Brunaugh,
(widow),
pension
pension -------------------------- 1464
1464
Bruusgaard Kiosteruds
Kiosteruds Dampskibs
AktiBruusgaard
Dampskibs Aktieselskab,
eselskab,
may bring suit for collision damages
damages to
to
steamship "Harald"----"Harald"
1376
steamship
Sarah A. (widow),
Bryan, Sarah
pension increased
1533
increased----------------- -1533
Bryant, Frances
M. (widow),
Bryant,
FrancesM.
(widow),
pension increased
1501
increased ----------------J. (widow),
Bryant, Nancy J.
pension increased------------------increased
1521
1521
Bryant Street
Bryant
Street NE., D. C.,
appropriation
appropriation for paving, Lincoln Road
546
to Third Street-------------Canyon National
Bryce Canyon
National Monument, Utah,
proclamation
proclamation setting aside
aside----------- 1914
1914
Bryson,
Bryson, Robert M.,
payment to estate of
of---------------- 1598
Bubonic
Plague,
Bubonic Plague,
appropriation for prevention of epiappropriation
demic
demic-------------------76, 775
775
Buchanan,
(widow),
Buchanan, Louise F.
F. (widow),
increased -----------------1458
pension increased
Buchanan
Street NW.,
Buchanan Street
NW., D.
D. C.,
C.,
appropriation for paving, Eighth Street
Street
to Kansas
Kansas Avenue
Avenue ----------1223
foP
Fourteenth to
foV asphalt covering, Fourteenth
Sixteenth Streets; from gasolinegasolinetax fund ------------------1225
for paving, etc.,
etc., Thirteenth to Fourteenth Streets; from gasolinegasolinetax fund-------------------fund
1226
Buckey, George
W.,
George W.,
pension increased------------------increased
1400
pension
Buckley,
HonorableJames
Buckley, Honorable
James R.,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for contested
election expenses-------------expenses
673
Buckley,
Buckley, Mary E. (widow),
pension increased
increased ----------------1468
P.,
Buckley, Timothy F.,
pension
pension ------------------------- 1397
Bureau (see Bureau
Bureau of the Budget,
Budget Bureau
Treasury Department).
Buenos
Argentina,
Buenos Aires, Argentina,
delegates authorized
authorized to Pan American
Congress of Highways
Highways at
1355
at------- 1355
Buffalo
and Fort
Erie Public
Public Bridge
Buffalo and
Fort Erie
Bridge ComCompany,
pany,
Niagara River and Black
may bridge Niagara
Rock Canal, Buffalo,
Buffalo, N. Y
Y-_355
tunnel in lieu permitted
permitted ---------355
consent of Canada required
required------355
Buffalo,
Buffalo, N.
N. Y.,
Y.,
bridge authorized
authorized across Niagara River
River
bridge
and Black Rock Canal at-----355
902
sale of old Fort Porter to, authorized
authorized.proceeds to be used for site and conconproceeds
902
struction of
of new
new Army
Army post902
---struction
post.. -

INDEX.
Page.
Building
and Loan
Mutual, Page.
Building and
Loan Associations,
Associations, Mutual,
etc., of, exempt from stamp tax
bonds, etc.,
provisions
332
provisions. __-----------_____
332
exempt
tax ------------282
exempt from
from income
income tax
282
Building
Building Code,
Code, D. C.,
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for printing
revised edition of----------of
37
revised
.
37
Building
Inspection, D. C.,
Building Inspection,
appropriation
division
appropriation for salaries,
salaries, etc.,
etc., division
of ------_
------------ - 540, 1217
1217
deficiency appropriating
additional
appropriating for
for additional
assistant inspectors
inspectors -_--------- 1318
assistant
1318
Building
Materials,
Building Materials,
appropriation
for
investigation
fireappropriation
investigation fireresisting properties of, etc-__
etc___ 231, 1040
1040
Building
Materials, etc.,
Building Materials,
etc.,
appropriation for
investigations of__
1039
appropriation
for investigations
of__ 230, 1039
Buildings,
Buildings, D. C.,
residence streets
limit of height of,
of, on residence
streets
increased ---.--------------961
Buis,
Buis, Brother,
Brother,
pension increased ----------------_ 1388
Bulgaria,
Bulgaria,
appropriation
appropriation for minister to ----206, 1015
1015
extradition treaty
treaty with
extradition
with- -----_-----_ 1886
naturalization treaty
with
1759
naturalization
treaty with- ---------.
1759
Bull Creek,
Creek,
bridge authorized across,
across, at Eddy Lake,
---------S. C-----804
(widow),
Bulla, Susanna
Susanna (widow),
pension -----------1483
_-------------_
1483
Bullion and Coin,
Coin,
appropriation
freight, etc.,
etc., on_
76, 776
appropriation for
for freight,
on _
- __
776
-- 76,
Bunker Hill
Hill Sesquicentennial
Sesquicentennial Commission,
Commission,
appropriation for ---------deficiency appropriation
1317
1317
established, composed of eleven mem1099
bers ----- __----------------1099
appointment of, no compensation
compensation for
for
appointment
serving
1099
serving---___---------------_
amount authorized
authorized for traveling,
traveling, etc.,
etc.,
expenses
1099
expenses--__---------------_1099
anniversary of
for participating
participating in anniversary
Battle of Bunker Hill
1099
Hill---------1099
special series of commemorative
commemorative postage stamps
stamps to
1099
age
to be
be issued
issued-------1099
Buoyage,
Buoyage,
appropriation
for
233,
appropriation for--_-----------233, 1043
1043
B
ureit, ('buries,
Burcrh,
Charles,
pension
pension ------------.-------------1407
1407
Burchett, Leo V.,
Burchett,
V.,
pension
pension increased
increased __---------------1408
Bureau, Dairying
Bureau,
Dairying (see Dairying Bureau,
Bureau,
Department of Agriculture).
Agriculture).
Bureau, Federal
Federal Farm
Bureau,
Farm Loan (see Federal
Farm Loan
Loan Bureau,
Bureau, Treasury
Department).
Department).
Bureau for Publiclaion
Customs Tariffs
Bureau
Publication of Customs
(see International
International Bureau for
for
Publication of Customs Tariffs).
Tariffs).
Publication
Bureau
Repressing Slave
Bureau for Repressing
Slave Trade
Trade (see
International
International Bureau for
for Repressing African
African Slave
Slave Trade).
pressing
Trade).
Bureau,
International Hydrographic
Hydrographic (see
Bureau, International
International
International Hydrographic
Hydrographic Bureau).
reau) .
Bureau, International
International Industrial
Industrial Property
Property
Industrial Property,
Property, Inter(see Industrial
Protection
national Bureau
Bureau for Protection
of).
of).
Bureau, International
InternationalSanitary
Sanitary (see International Sanitary Bureau).
Bureau).
Bureau, International
InternationalStatistical
Statistical(see InterBureau).
national Statistical Bureau).
Bureau of Accounts Post
Post Office Department
Department
(see Accounts
Bureau,
Post
Post
Department).
Office Department).
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Bureau
Page.
Bureau of Aeronautics,
Aeronautics, Navy,
Navy,
Page.
appropriation for aviation expenses__
appropriation
expenses__ 199, 877
for aircraft factory,
factory, helium plant, air
stations,
etc
199,
stations, etc---------------199, 877
877
for equipping vessels with catapults
catapults 199,
199, 877
877
for developing
199,
developing types, etc _
- ____
199, 877
877
for drafting,
clerical, etc.,
services_ 199,
drafting, clerical,
etc., services_
199, 877
877
construction, etc --------- 199, 877
for new construction,
accounted
199,
877
accounted for
for as
as one fund
fund -----199, 877
limit of coast stations--------_
stations
_ 199,
199, 877
877
use for airplane factory forbidden
forbidden 199,
199, 877
877
adjusting claims for damages
damages to
to
private property
property --199,
__----199, 877
877
acceptance
acceptance of land, etc., for Pensacola, Fla., air station
water
station water
supply
199
supply ---------------------199
appropriation
appropriation for
for construction,
construction,
etc., not
available until
etc.,
not available
until adequate
adequate
assured ---------199
water supply assured
199
for civilian personnel, Navy DepartDepartment --------ment
--..------- 200,
200, 877
Bureau of Agricultural
Agricultural Economics (see
Bureau
Agricultural Economics Bureau,
Department of Agriculture).
Agriculture).
Bureau of American
American Republics
Bureau
Republics (see
(see Pan
Pan
American Union).
Union).
American
Bureau of Animal Industry
Industry (see
(see Animal
Animal
Bureau
Industry Bureau, Department
Department
Agriculture).
of Agriculture).
Bureau
Biological Survey
Bureau of
of Biological
Survey (see
(see Biological
Biological
of
Survey Bureau,
Bureau, Department
Department of
Agriculture).
Agriculture).
Bureau
Chemistry BuBureau of Chemistry (see
(see Chemistry
Bureau,
Agriculreau, Department
Department of
of Agriculture).
ture).
Bureau of Construction
Repair, Navy,
Navy,
Bureau
Construction and
and Repair,
appropriation for
for construction
construction and
and rereappropriation
191,
pair of vessels
vessels ------------191, 870
870
equipment
191,
equipment supplies
supplies ----------191, 870
870
clerical,
etc., services
services -___--192,
clerical, etc.,
192, 870
870
for civilian personnel,
Departpersonnel, Navy Department
192,
..------------192, 871
871
deficiency appropriation
construcdeficiency
appropriation for construction
and repair _-._--.-----.
_ _____
tion anid
57, 1349
1349
limitation on clerical,
clerical, etc.,
limitation
etc., services,
1926, increased..
increased _ _
1336
1926,
....___
1336
Bureau of Customs Tariffs
InternaBureau
Tariffs (see International
Bureau for Publication
Publication of
of
tional Bureau
Customs Tariffs).
Tariffs).
Bureau
Education (see
Bureau of
of Education
(see Education
Education BuBureau, Department
Department of
Inreau,
of the
the Interior).
terior).
Bureau of
Bureau
of Efficiency
Efficiency (see
(see Efficiency
Efficiency BuBureau).
reau).
Bureau
Bureau of Engineering,
Engineering, Navy,
Nary,
appropriation for
machinery, repairs,
repairs
appropriation
for machinery,
etc
869
etc------------------------ 190,
190,869
coast signal service,
service, etc
etc ------190, 869
for equipment supplies----------supplies
190, 869
869
radiotelegraphy
radiotelegraphy ----------.---- 191,
191, 869
869
for
developing, etc.,
etc., submarine
for developing,
submarine momotive power ------------------191
191
clerical,
etc., services
services.-------191,
clerical, etc.,
191, 870
870
restriction ore
maintaining cargo
on maintaining
cargo
ships, etc.;
etc.; return to
to port for
for
decommissioning ------......191
decommissioning
191
engineering experiment
for engineering
experiment station
191,
tion --------------------191, 870
870
Navy DepartDepartfor civilian personnel,
personnel, Navy
91 870
ment --------------------- 191,
870
deficiency appropriation
for engineerengineerdeficiency
appropriation for
ing
ing-------------57, 698, 1349,
1349, 1351
limitation on
clerical, etc.,
services,
on clerical,
etc., services,
limitation
1926,
increased
1336
1926, increased............... 1336
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Bureau of
of Engraving
and Printing
Printing (see
(see
Bureau
Engraving and

Page.
PaSe

Engraving
and Printing
Printing BuBuEngraving and
reau.)
reau.)
Bureau of
Entomology
Bureau
of Entomology
Entomology (see
(see Entomology
Bureau,
Department of
AgriBureau, Department
of Agriculture).
Bureau of
of Fisheries
Bureau
Fisheries (see
(see Fisheries
Fisheries Bureau,
Bureau,
Department
Commerce).
Department of Commerce).
Bureau
of Foreign
Foreign and
Comand Domestic
Domestic ComBureau of
merce (see
(see Foreign
merce
Foreign and
and Domestic
Domestic
Commerce
Commerce Bureau, Department
Department
of Commerce.
Bureau
(see Home
Home
Bureau of
of Home
Home Economics
Economics (see
Economics Bureau,
Bureau, Department
Economics
Department
Agriculture).
of Agriculture).
Bureau
of Immigration
Immigration (see
Immigration
(see Immigration
Bureau of
Bureau,
Labor).
Bureau, Department of Labor).
Bureau of
of Indian
(see Indian
Indian
Indian Affairs
Affairs (see
Bureau
Affairs
Affairs Bureau,
Bureau, Interior
Interior DepartDepartment).
ment).
Bureau
Union for
Bureau of
of Interparliamentary
Interparliamentary Union
for
Promoting International
International ArbitraPromoting
ArbitraArbitration, Bureau
Bureau of
tion (see Arbitration,
Interparliamentary Union for
Interparliamentary
Promoting).
Promoting).
Bureau
of Investigation
Investigation (see
Bureau of
(see Investigation
Investigation
Bureau, Department
Bureau,
Department of Justice).
Bureau
Bureau of
of Lighthouses
Lighthouses (see
(see Lighthouses
Lighthouses
Bureau,
Department of
Bureau, Department
of Commerce).
merce).
Bureau
and Surgery,
Surgery, Navy,
Bureau of
of Medicine
Medicine and
Navy,
appropriation for surgeons'
surgeons
necesappropriation
saries -------------------- 196,
196, 874
clerical, etc.,
clerical,
etc., services -------- 196,
196, 874
contingent expenses
196, 874
for contingent
expenses -------etc.. 196, 874
motor vehicles,
vehicles, ambulances,
ambulances, etc_
care of insane on Pacific Coast-Coast
196, 874
care
dental outfits, etc
etc------------ 196, 874
additions
to
buildings
at
desigadditions
nated hospitals--------------hospitals
196
for care of the dead -----------196, 875
for civilian personnel,
personnel, Navy Department .---------------.- - 197, 875
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for surgeons'
surgeons'
necessaries ----------------700
necessaries
for contingent
contingent -----------------1349
Bureau
of Mines
Mines (see Mines
Mines Bureau,
Bureau of
Bureau, InInterior Department).
Department).
Bureau of
of Naturalization
Bureau
Naturalization (see
(see NaturalizaNaturalization Bureau, Department
Department of
Labor).
Labor).
Bureau
Navigation, Department
ComBureau of
of Navigation,
Departmentof
of Commerce (see Navigation Bureau,
merce
Department
Commerce).
Department of Commerce).
Bureau
Navigation ' Navy,
Bureau of
of Navigation,
Navy,
appropriation for transportation
transportation and
appropriation
recruiting
recruiting ---------------186, 864
dependents of officers and enlisted
dependents
men
865
men---- ------------- 186,
186,865
recreation for enlisted
enlisted men_
for recreation
186, 865
men- _ 186,
865
for contingent
contingent ------.------._186, 865
for gunnery and engineering
engineering exercises -------------------186, 865
865
for equipment,
instruments, supequipment, instruments,
plies, etc -------186, 865
surveys --- _-_ 187,
for ocean and lake surveys
187, 866
stations, California_
for training stations,
California _
- 187,
187, 866
Rhode Island --------------187 866
187,
Great Lakes ----------------- 187, 866
866
Hampton Roads-------------Roads
187, 866
866
187, 866
for clerical, etc., services
services- -----for Naval Reserve
Reserve Force and Naval
Militia ----------------187,
866
187,866
for Naval
Naval War College-------188, 867
for Naval
Home---------Naval Home
.---_ 188, 867

Bureau
of Navigation,
Navigation, Navy-Continued.
Page.
Bureau of
Navy-Continued. Page
appropriation for
for civilian
appropriation
civilian personnel,
personnel,
Navy
189, 868
Navy Department
Department----.------ 189,
868
for
additional, 1925_
709
for Naval
Naval Home,
Home, additional,
1925__ _ 709
deficiency
appropriation for
for gunnery
gunnery
deficiency appropriation
and
1349
and engineering
engineering exercises
exercises---- 46,
46, 1349
for
57,
for transportation
transportation ---------------57,
61, 698,
61,
698, 700,
700, 760,
760, 1349,
1349, 1351
1351
for transportation
transportation and recruiting___
recruiting--- _ 689
for
698
for contingent
contingent -------------------698
for
1349
for equipment
equipment supplies
supplies- -------- 760, 1349
for
for recreation
recreation for enlisted men ----- 1349
for Naval
Naval Reserve Force
1349
Force---------1349
Bureau
Bureau of
of Ordnance,
Ordnance, Navy,
Navy,
appropriation for
for ordnance
ordnance and
and ordordappropriation
nance
nance stores
stores -------------- 192,
192, 871
schools at designated
designated stations__stations_ 192, 871
192,
chemical, etc.,
etc., services ------192, 871
for
powder
192, 871
for smokeless
smokeless powder-----------for purchase,
purchase, etc.,
etc., of torpedoes,
etc
etc ------. --------------- 192,
192, 871
for experimental
experimental work, projectiles,
projectiles,
etc ----------.------193, 871
for civilian personnel,
personnel, Navy DeDepartment
partment ----------------- 193,
193, 871
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for ordnance
and ordnance
ordnance stores ----- 57, 61, 1349
for experiments
57, 61, 1349
57
for experiments-----------------57
Bureau
of Pensions
Bureau of
Pensions (see
(see Pension
Pension Office,
Office,
Interior Department).
Department).
Interior
Bureau
of Permanent
Permanent Court
Bureau of
Court of
of Arbitration
Arbitration,
International (see
(see International
International,
International
Bureau of Court of Permanent
Permanent
Bureau
Arbitration).
Arbitration).
Bureau of
of Plant
Industry (see
(see Plant
Plant InInBureau
Plant Industry
dustry Bureau, Department of
Agriculture).
Agriculture).
Public Roads (see Public Roads
Bureau
Bureau of Public
Roads
Bureau, Department
Bureau,
Department of AgriBureau

culture).
culture).

Reclamation (see
(see Reclamation
Reclamation
Bureau of
of Reclamation

Bureau, Interior Department).
Department).
Bureau,
Bureau
of Soils
(see Soils
DeBureau of
Soils (see
Soils Bureau,
Bureau, Department of Agriculture).
partment
Standards BuBuBureau
Standards (see Standards
Bureau of Standards
reau,
Department
of ComDepartment
merce).
merce).
Bureau
and Accounts,
Bureau of Supplies and
Accounts, Navy,
Navy,
appropriation for pay of the NavyNavy_ _ 193, 871
appropriation
872
for rental allowance
allowance ------------ 193,
193, 872
72
subsistence allowance-------allowance
forallotments
subsistence
193, 872
193, 8
193

allotments -- __---------------to constitute one fund ---------number of midshipmen
midshipmen restricted.
restricted
hereafter -----------------discharge
permitted
of
minors
discharge
enlisting without consent of
parents
consent of
parents --------------------Naval and Military Academy servNaval

193
193
193
193
194
194

194
in longevity__
longevity- - _ 194
ice
ice not regarded
regarded in
for provisions,
provisions, commutation
commutation of rations etc -----.----------tions,
194,872
194,
maintenance
forequipment
maintenance
-------_-----873
supplies
194, 872
873
equipment supplies ----------- 195,
195, 873
freight, etce
etc -_-----873
for freight,
-------- 195,
195, 873
chemical,
services-_ 195, 873
chemical, clerical, etc.,
etc., services
clothing and small stores fund
clothing
charged with value of first enlistment outfits,
outfits, uniform
uniform gratuity,
gratuity,
Naval Reserve Force, etc---etc_
195, 873
for
and transportation,
etc_ -__-_ 195,
for fuel
fuel and
transportation, etc
195, 874
874
acquired other than by purchase
to be issued at current rates and
charged to appropriation
charged
appropriation applicable
195, 874
cable------------------.195,874
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Bureau of
of Yards
Yards and
Navy-Con.
Docks, Navy-Con.
and Docks,
Bureau
appropriation for
Solo, Canal
Coco Solo,
for Coco
appropriation
Zone, submarine
base --------submarine base
Zone,
for
Key West,
Fla., submarine
submarine base West, Fla.,
for Key
for
Fla., aeronautic
aeronautic staPensacola, Fla.,
for Pensacola,
tion --------------------tion
depot-----for
Yorktown, Va.,
Va., fuel depot
for Yorktown,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for maintedeficiency
61, 698,
nance ---------------nance
for
----------------contingent 1336
for contingent
Bureau,
Trade Mark
American Trade
Pan American
Bureau, Pan
Registration
(see International
International
Registration (see
Registration
Trade
Mark
Registration
Mark
Trade
Bureau).
Bureau).
Bureau, Veterans'
Veterans' (see Veterans'
Veterans' Bureau,
Bureau,
United States.)
United
Burg, Mary
E. (widow),
Mary E.
Burg,
pension
-------------------------pension1516
Burgett, John
John E.,
E.,
Burgett,
pension
--------------------------pension 1415
Burke,
(widow),
Burke, Betsy A. (widow),
pension
-------------------------pension 1527
Burke,
Isabella (widow),
(widow),
Burke, Isabella
pension increased-----------------increased
pension
Burket,
Daniel (son),
(son),
Burket, Daniel
pension increased
increased -----------------pension
Burkett,
G.,
Silas
Burkett,
pension --------------------------pension
Burkett,
H.,
W. H.,
Burkett, W.
payment to,
to, for
personal injuries----injuries1578
for personal
payment
Burkhart, Daniel,
Daniel,
Burkhart,
pension -------------------------pension
Burklin, Anton
Lerch,
Anton Lerch,
Burklin,
removed from Disremains of,
Disof, may be removed
remains
trict
of Columbia
Columbia -----------trict of
Burklin, George
Manger,
George Mauger,
Burklin,
remains
be removed
removed from
from Dismay be
of, may
remains of,
trict
of
1377
Columbia-----------trict of Columbia
Burlington,
Vt.,
Burlington, Vt.,
inspectors
of hulls and of boilers at,
inspectors of
abolished ------------------abolished
Burns,
Blanche L.,
Burns, Blanche
payment
Alaska Railroad operfrom Alaska
to, from
payment to,
ating revenues,
revenues, for
destruction
for destruction
ating
of
etc., by fire --------house, etc.,
of hou4e,
Burns,
(widow),
Eliza (widow),
Burns, Eliza
pension --------------------------pension
Burns, Oreg.,
Oreg.,
Burns,
offices of
of register
register and receiver, land
offices
office
consolidated
at, consolidated---------office at,
Burns, Richard,
Richard,
Burns,
pension
pension -------------------------Burns, Sarah
Sarah J.
J. (widow),
Burns,
pension
--------------------------pension1533
Burnside,
Ky.,
Burnside, Ky.,
bridge authorized
across Cumberland
Cumberland
authorized across
bridge
River
near -----------------River near
Burress,
P.,
Lucius P.,
Burress, Lucius
pension
increased------------------pension increased
Burns,
A. (son),
FreemanA.
Burris, Freeman
pension increased
-----------------increased 1471
pension
Burroughs, Adeline
(widow),
Ray (widow),
Adeline Ray
Burroughs,
pension
1503
pension -------------------------Burroughs,
Armilda
(widow),
(widow),
Burroughs, Armilda
pension
pension--------------Burroughs,
Georgianna M.
M. (widow),
(widow),
Burroughs, Georgianna
pension
1428
increased-----------------pension increased
Burroughs, Rosalia
Rosalia M. (widow),
Burroughs,
pension
--------------------------pension 1435
Burton,
H.,
George H.,
Burton, George
pension
----pension 1384
---------------------pension----Bush,
(widow),
Etta (widow),
Bush, Etta
pension1455
----------------------pension
(widow),
Bush,
Nancy Jane
Jane (widow),
Bush, Nancy
pension
increased
pension increased------------------

Bureau
and Accounts,
Navy- Page.
Page
Accounts, NavySupplies and
of Supplies
Bureau of
Continued.
Continued.
appropriation
for fuel,
etc---------- 195, 874
fuel, etc
appropriation for
issue of
fuel on
charged at
at last
hand charged
on hand
of fuel
issue
195, 874
issue rate,
etc -----------rate, etc
issue
permanent
special
working
fund
permanent special working fund
created; transfer
functo, and functransfer to,
created;
tions
195
specified --------------tions specified
earthquake
issues
for
Japanese
earthquake
issues for Japanese
sufferers, charged
to supply accharged to
sufferers,
195
count without
reimbursement
without reimbursement-count
for civilian
civilian personnel,
personnel, Navy
Navy Departfor
ment
196, 874
874
196,
ment---------------------deficiency
appropriation for
for provisionsprovisions_
57,
deficiency appropriation
61, .1349
1349
61,
for
maintenance --------------- 57, 1349
for maintenance
for
700, 760, 1349, 1353
698, 700,
61, 698,
57, 61,
freight-_ 57,
for freight__
for
and transportationtransportation_ -___ 57, 61, 1349
fuel and
for fuel
for
of the
the Navy
Navy---------- 61, 698, 700
pay of
for pay
DepartBureau of
of the
Budget, Treasury
Treasury Departthe Budget,
Bureau
ment,
ment,
appropriation for
Assistant,
Director, Assistant,
for Director,
appropriation
and
other expenses
70, 769
expenses---------- 70,
and other
for printing
printing and
binding for ------ 70, 769
and binding
for
Bureau of
Census (see Census Bureau,
of the Census
Bureau
Department
Commerce).
of Commerce).
Department of
Bureau of the
the Mint (see Mints and Assay
Bureau
Offices).
Offices).
Insurance (see VetBureau of War Risk Insurance
Bureau
erans' Bureau).
Bureau).
erans'
InMeasures (see Inand Measures
Bureau of
of Weights and
Bureau
ternational Bureau
Bureau of
of Weights
Weights
ternational
and
Measures).
and Measures).
Bureau of
Yards and
Docks, Navy,
and Docks,
of Yards
Bureau
appropriation
for maintenance
maintenance------ 197, 875
appropriation for
for
clerical, etc.,
etc., services
services -------- 197, 875
for clerical,
limit
expenditures for motor
in expenditures
limit in
vehicles; allowance
allowance to Marine
Marine
vehicles;
Corps outside
outside of continental
Corps
- 197, 875
limits
limits---------------for contingent
contingent ----------------- 197, 876
for
for civilian
Navy Departpersonnel, Navy
civilian personnel,
for
ment ---------197, 876
197,876
----ment
for
works at designated
designated yards
public works
for public
197,
and stations
876
stations ---------------- 197 876
and
for
Portsmouth, N.
H ---------- 197, 876
N. II
for Portsmouth,
for
Boston, Mass--------------Mass
197, 876
for Boston,
------for
N. Y
198, 876
York, N.
New York,
for New
for
Pa
198, 876
Philadelphia, Pa------------for Philadelphia,
for Norfolk,
198, 876
Norfolk, Va --------for
C ----------198, 876
for Charleston, S. C
for Mare
Calif----------- 198, 876
Island, Calif
Mare Island,
for
for Puget
Wash
198, 876
Sound, Wash---------Puget Sound,
for
198,
for Guantanamo,
Cuba
198 876
Guantanamo, Cuba---------for
Islands --for Saint
Saint Thomas,
Virgin Islands_
___
198
Thomas, Virgin
for
876
198,
for Pearl
876
Harbor, Hawaii .-----.
Pearl Harbor,
for
198,
for
Tutuila,
Samoa
876
-------------for Tutuila, Samoa
198, 870
-----for Cavite,
875
I .----P. I
Cavite, P.
for
198
for Keyport,
torpedo station_
198
Wash., torpedo
Keyport, Wash.,
for
198
for
San Diego,
Calif., training station.
Diego, Calif.,
for San
198
for
Great Lakes,
Lakes, Ill.,
station_
198
training stationIll., training
for Great
--__
for
depot_ _
198
for San Diego, Calif., fuel depotfor
Harbor, Hawaii,
Hawaii, subsubPearl Harbor,
for Pearl
198, 877
marine
base -------------877
marine base
for San
San Diego,
877
naval station. 198, 877
Calif., naval
Diego, Calif.,
for
Francisco, Calif., Marine
for San Francisco,
Corps supply
877
depot --------- 199, 877
supply depot
Corps
transfer of
site from Treasury
of site
transfer
199
Department
199
Department -----------------Lafayette, N. Y., ammufor Fort Lafayette,
for
87(
nition depot----------------depot
876
nition
Wash., ammunition
Sound, Wash.,
ammunition
Puget Sound,
for Puget
(
87
depot -------------------876
depot
for Washington,
D. C.,
C., naval
naval hospital_
876
87(
hospitalWashington, D.
for
87(
stationLakes. Ill.,
Ill., training
training station_
876
for Great Lakes,
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1455
1530
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Page
Bush, William
Henry,
Page.
Bush,
William Henry,
1388
1388
pension
-pension-----------------------Bushey, Charles
Charles A.,
A.,
Bushey,
pension increased
1412
1412
increased------------------pension
Business Leagues,
Leagues,
Business
exempt from
282
282
tax ------------income tax
from income
exempt
Butcher,
G. W.,
W.,
Butcher, G.
payment to,
for personal
personal injuries-----injuries
1578
1578
to, for
payment
Butler,
A.,
Butler, James
James A.,
pension --------1398
1398
------------pension
Butler,
Jerome B.,
B.,
Butler, Jerome
pension
1387
1387
pension---------------------------Butler,
E. (widow),
(widow),
Martha E.
Butler, Martha
pension
1474
- 1474
pension ---------------------Butler,
(widow),
Rebecca J.
J. (widow),
Butler, Rebecca
pension
1452
1452
pension---------------------------Butler,
(daughter),
Butler, Viola
Viola (daughter),
pension
1382
1382
pension --------------------------Butter,
Butter,
appropriation
inspecting manufacmanufacfor inspecting
appropriation for
ture of
etc ------ 439,
829
ture
of renovated,
renovated, etc
439, 829
for investigating,
investigating, etc.,
industry..
829
829
etc., dairy
dairy industryfor
Butterfield, Horace
G.,
Butterfield,
Horace G.,
pension
increased _
1384
1384
pension increased------------------Butternut Street
C.,
Butternut
Street NW.,
NW., D.
D. C.,
appropriation
for
paving,
Fifth
Street
appropriation for paving, Fifth Street
to
from gasoline
gasoline tax
tax
to Blair
Blair Road;
Road; from
549
549
fund
fund------------------- --Button, Emma
Emma (widow),
(widow),
Button,
1439
pension
increased _
1439
pension increased------------------Butts, Reka
(widow),
Butts,
Reka (widow),
1517
pension
pension---------------------------1517
Buxton, Grace,
Grace,
Buxton,
1560
payment to,
injuries
1560
payment
to, for
for personal
personal injuries----Byam, Sarah
Sarah A.
A. (widow),
Byam,
(widow),
pension
1387
1387
pension--------------------------Byers, Alice
Alice L.
L. (widow),
(widow),
Byers,
pension
pension --------------------------1417
1417
Byrom
River,
Byram River,
dam across,
across, authorized
authorized by
by Port
Port Chester,
dam
Chester,
N. Y.,
95
N.
Y., and
and Greenwich,
Greenwich, Conn_
Conn-_-__
95
Byrd, Richard
Evelyn, junior,
junior,
Byrd,
Richard Evelyn,
may be
be appointed
appointed lieutenant
lieutenant comcommay
mander
Navy retired
retired list
mander on
on Navy
827
list--827
C.
C.
C Street
Street NW.,
NW., D.
D. C.,
C
C.,
appropriation
for paving,
paving, etc.,
Twentyappropriation for
etc., Twentyfirst
first to
to Twenty-second
Twenty-second Streets;
Streets;
from
from gasoline-tax
gasoline-tax fund
fund---------

1226
1226
Cabarets,
Cabarets,
internal revenue tax on admissions
admissions to__
to..
321
Cabbage,
Cabbage,
appropriation
investigating insects
appropriation for investigating
affecting ------------------ 449, 839
Cabinet
Cabinet Officers,
compensation
1925._ 1301
compensation of, after March
March 4, 1925_
immediately
available------------1313
immediately available
1313
Cable
Cars, Postal
Postal Service,
Cable Cars,
Service,
appropriation for mail transportation
transportation
appropriation
by ------------------------ 87,
87, 786
deficiency
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
for mail
mail transtransportation by --- _--_--_------763
Cables,
Cables,
appropriation for studying internal
appropriation
strains, etc.,
etc., of--------------of
233
233
Cacti, etc.,
Cacti,
appropriation for investigation of utilization of .----------------- 443, 833
Caddo Band
Caddo
Band of Wichitas, Okla.,
Okla.,
deficiency
employdeficiency appropriation
appropriation for employment of counsel
counsel for ----------1330
1330
Cadets,
Cadets, Military
Military Academy,
appropriation
918
appropriation for
for pay -----------. 503, 918
Cahey,
Cahey, Hannah
Hannah E. (widow),
pension -------------------------1471

Cain, Edmund
Edmund J.
J. (son),
Page.
Cain,
(son),
rage.
pension increased
increased ------------------1483
1483
pension
Cain, Mary
(widow),
Cain,
Mary A.
A. (widow),
pension1446
1446
pension---------------------------Cairo, Ill.,
Cairo,
Ill.,
bridges authorized
authorized across
across Mississippi
Mississippi
bridges
and
Ohio Rivers
Rivers at
999
999
and Ohio
at-----------Caldwell,
Kate (widow),
(widow),
Caldwell, Kate
pension1443
pension
--------------------------1443
Caldwell,
Robert W.,
W.,
Caldwell, Robert
1605
military record
record corrected
corrected -----------military
Caley,
C.,
E. C.,
Caley, E.
payment to,
for damages
damages -----------1375
1375
payment
to, for
California,
California,
appropriation for
for naval
naval training
station,
training station,
appropriation
San Diego
187, 866
866
San
Diego ---------------187,
for surveyor
geperal, clerks,
etc ----394
for
surveyor gegeral,
clerks, etc
394
for lands for homeless Indians
in.. 398,
398, 1149
1149
Indians in-_
forlandsforhomeless
for support,
of Indians
Indians in-__
in.... _ 408,
408, 1159
1159
etc., of
for
support, etc.,
for support,
support, etc.,
etc., of
addiIndians in,
in, addiof Indians
for
tional,
1925
708
tional, 1925---------------708
deficiency
appropriation for
preventing
for preventing
deficiency appropriation
loss
of timber
timber from
from insect
insect ininloss of
festations,
in
39,
1325
39, 1325
festations, in-------------for
support,
etc.,
Indians
in
61
61
for support, etc., Indians in -------coinage
of
silver
50-cent
pieces
authorcoinage of silver 50-cent pieces authorized
to
commemorate
seventyized to commemorate seventyfifth anniversary
fifth
anniversary of
of admission
admission
of, into
Union
965
965
into the
the Union------------of,
delivery
payment to
to Clearing
Clearing
delivery on
on payment
966
Associations----------House
966
House Associations
laws relating
applicable --------966
966
relating to,
to, applicable
laws
no
expense for
for dies,
dies, etc_
etc_
966
966
no Government
Government expense
lands
desert
land entrymen
entrymen of
desert land
of certain
certain lands
in,
final proof,
proof,
failing to
to make
make final
in, failing
relieved
from cancellation
1580
1580
relieved from
cancellation -----Eldorado National
National Forest,
Forest, area
area exexEldorado
953
tended
tended -------------------953
forest experiment
experiment stations
stations to
to be
estabbe established
in, etc.,
to determine
lished in,
etc., to
determine best
best
methods of forest management,
management,
methods
etc------------------------1108
1108
etc
Inyo
Inyo National
National Forest, area
area enlarged__
enlarged.. __ 1910
1910
lease
of designated
designated naval
lease of
naval oil
oil reserve
reserve in,
in,
to be
be canceled
6
6
to
canceled --------------Pinnacles
Monument, area
area
Pinnacles National
National Monument,
enlarged----------------- 1911,1961
Plumasenlarged
National Forest,
area extended..
extended_ 1996521
952
National
Forest, area
Plumas
proceedings directed
establish title
title
proceedings
directed to
to establish
of
United States
of United
States to
to designated
designated
15
naval
naval oil
oil reserve
reserve in-----------in
15
sale
Los Angeles,
Angeles, of
of lands
lands purchased
sale to
to Los
purchased
for
1101
1101
Indians ---------for homeless
homeless Indians
National Forest, area diSanta Fe National
------- - 1920
minished
minished--___------_
Sequoiaminished
National
Forest, area
di- 1920
Sequoia
National Forest,
area di1910
minished -------------------Shasta
National
Forest,
area
extended_
953
Shasta National Forest, area extended_ 1995130
Stanislaus
Stanislau,s National
National Forest, area
exarea extended
953
953
tended -------------------Tahoe National Forest,
Forest, Nevada
Nevada and,
area
954
954
area extended
extended ----------------California
California Debris
Debris Commission,
Commission,
appropriation for expenses---------- 515, 929
appropriation
for
additional,
expenses 1925------1925_
515 '
7
92
12
9
712
for expenses,
expenses,for
additional,
California
California Hardware
Company,
Hardware Company,
deficiency appropriation
for ---------43
deficiency
Appropriation for
43
California
California Northern
Northern Judicial
Judicial District,
District,
jurisdiction conferred
conferred to
determine
jurisdiction
to determine
claims of
of American
for
American citizens
citizens for
damages from
seizure of
vessels
damages
from seizure
of vessels
in
Sea, charged
with ununin Bering
Bering Sea,
charged with
595
lawful
1896_ -___ 595
lawful sealing,
sealing, 1886 to 1896.
all
citizens
whose
rights
were
affected
all citizens whose rights were affected
by seizures
seizures 1886 to 1896, in595
cluded --------595
cluded
_----------time limit
limit for
for presenting
presenting claims
595
595
time
claims-- --
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Caloosahatchee
Caloosahatchee River,
Fla.,
Page.
River, Fla.,
Page
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
preliminary
directed
etc., directed
for flood
for
flood control
control of
961
of ---------_
961
preliminary
etc., of,
of, to
be
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
to be
made ---------------------_ 1194
1194
Calumet River,
Calumet
River,
bridge authorized
authorized across,
across, Chicago,
Chicago, Ill.,
Ill.,
at 100th
at
Street -------------174
100th Street
174
at 130th
130th Street
Street 29
--- _
..------ _
29
at
134th Street
Street -----------------172
at 134th
172
Calvert, Helen
Calvert,
Helen (daughter),
(daughter),
pension
increased -----------------1467
pension increased
1467
Cambridge, Md.,
Md.,
Cambridge,
improvement
improvement of
harbor, authorized..
authorized
1186
of harbor,
1186
Cameras,
Cameras,
excise tax on, and lenses
for, sold
by
lenses for,
sold by
producer, etc.;
323
producer,
etc.; weight
weight limit
limit----323
Cameron, Sarah
Cameron,
(widow),
Sarah W.
W. (widow),
pension increased
1485
pension
increased ---------------- _
_ 1485
Cameroons
Mandate,
Cameroons Mandate,
treaty with France
France respecting
rights in..
respecting rights
in_ 1778
1778
Camp and
and Garrison
Camp
Garrison Equipage,
Equipage, Army
Army (see
(see
also Equipage,
Army),
also
Equipage, Army),
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation fer
for ------58, 762
_
58,
762
Camp Funston,
Funston, Kans.,
Camp
Kans.,
deficiency
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
for settling
settling
claims with
claims
lessees at
at -------1344
with lessees
1344
Camp Grounds
Camp
Grounds in
National Forests,
Public,
in National
Forests, Public,
appropriation for
appropriation
for sanitary
facilities,
sanitary facilities,
etc., in
445, 835
835
in------......------.
445,
Camp Jackson,
Jackson, S.
S. C.,
C.,
Camp
conveyance to
to trustees
trustees of
conveyance
of Columbia
Columbia
Cantonment
Cantonment designated
designated tracts
tracts
at
383
at -----------.--------. 383
use of Government
Government roadways
roadways and
and
railway lines
railway
385
lines -----------------385
maintenance, etc.,
maintenance,
by trustees_
___
385
etc., by
trustees.--385
Camp John
John Hay,
Hay, Philippine
PhilippineIslands,
Islands,
sale of current
current from electric
at,
electric plant
plant at,
Baguio, approved
to Baguio,
485
approved----------485
Camp Knox,
Camp
Knox, Ky.,
Ky.,
appropriation
appropriation for
etc., of
of New
New
for repair,
repair, etc.,
Dixie Highway--------------Highway
Dixie
489
deficiency
deficiency appropriation for,
acquisition
for, acquisition
of land
land -----.---------------of
52
for paying
paying damages
damages to
to property,
property, etc.,
etc.,
vicinity of,
vicinity
of, for
for Dixie
Dixie Highway__
Highway._
695
695
Camp Lewis,
Wash.,
Camp
Lewis, Wash.,
plans
plans to
to be
be submitted
submitted for
for construction
construction
of permanent
permanent buildings
buildings at
at-----487
487
Camp Pike,
Pike, Ark.,
Camp
Ark.,
erection of
erection
etc., authorized
authorized
of buildings,
buildings, etc.,
by Arkansas
Arkansas at,
for use
of
at, for
use of
National
National Guard
Guard -------.-_--.
244
244
Camp Pike,
Pike, Army,
Army,
Camp
buildings, etc.,
etc., on,
may be
he erected
erected for
for
on, may
of National
Aruse of
National Guard,
Guard, by
by Arkansas ---------------------kansas
244
244
Camp Pike
Pike Booster Pumping
Camp
Pumping Station,
Station, Ark.,
Ark.,
sale of
of abandoned,
abandoned, authorized
authorized -------386
386
Camp Robert
Robert E.
E. L. Michie,
Michie, Tex.,
Camp
Tex.,
reconveyance
reconveyance of abandoned,
abandoned, to
to ElizaElizabeth Moore authorized
beth
authorized ---- _--387
387
payment required
payment
to Del
Chamrequired to
Del Rio
Rio Chamber of
ber
of Commerce
Commerce --------_--387
distributed to original
original donors----donors
387
387
Camp,
Camp, Thomas
Thomas James,
James,
may be appointed major
of Infantry
in
major of
Infantry in
Regular Army
Regular
Army ---------------792
Campbell, Cora
Cora (widow),
Campbell,
(widow),
pension ------------- _------------_
pension
1423
Campbell, Emma
Emma (widow),
Campbell,
(widow),
pension increased
increased --- _----_------_
1497
Campbell,
Campbell, Emma
Emma J.
J. (widow),
(widow),
pension
pension------.--__-------___
1419
1419

Campbell, G. W.,

Campbell,
payment
G.to,
W.for damages
payment

to, for damages ---

Campbell, Josephine
Josephine (widow),
Campbell,
(widow),
pension
pension increased
increased -----------_-___-_
(widow),
Campbell, Mary
Mary A.
A. S.
S. (widow),

increased ------pension increased

Campbell, Nettie
Nettie (widow),
(widow),
Campbell,

Page

1375
...---- Page.
1375

_______-__-

1472
1472
1434
1434

pension -------- ________--__-__---_
1505
1505
Campbell,
Norman,
Campbell, Norman,
pension ----------pension
1411
_--_-_-_____.--_
1411
Campbell, Sarah
P. (widow),
Campbell,
Sarah A.
A. L.
L. P.
(widow),
pension
increased --------..........
1504
pension increased
1504
Canacao,
PhilippineIslands,
Canacao, Philippine
Islands,
new buildings authorized
authorized for
for naval
naval
hospital at,
at, from
from naval
naval hospital
hospital
fund
196
fund-----------.
196
Canada,
Canada,
appropriation for
and markmarkappropriation
for surveying
surveying and
boundary line between
Alaska
between Alaska
and -----------211, 1020
1020
-------211,
for marking
marking boundary
line between
between
boundary line
United States
211,
1020
States and
and --------211, 1020
bridge
across Saint
Saint Croix
bridge authorized
authorized across
Croix
River by,
River
and Maine,
Maine, from
from
by, and
Vanceboro,
to Saint
Saint Croix,
Croix,
Vanceboro, Me.,
Me., to
New
26
New Brunswick
Brunswick -------------26
Saint John
John River
River by
by Maine
Maine and,
and,
between
between Fort
Kent, Me.,
Me., and
and
Fort Kent,
Clairs,
New Brunswick
Brunswick -------27
Clairs, New
27
consent
consent of,
of, required
required for
across
for bridge
bridge across
Niagara River
River and
and Black
Black Rock
Rock
Canal, Buffalo,
Buffalo, N.
N Y---------Y
355
Canal,
355
Niagara River, Tonawanda,
N. Y.__
1216
Tonawanda, N.
1216
Rainy
River, Spooner,
to
Rainy River,
Spooner, Minn.,
Minn., to
Rainy River,
River Ontario
1285
Rainy
Ontario--------1285
payment directed
payment
directed to,
to, in
in settlement
settlement of
of
damages to
to Cornwall
claim for
for damages
Cornwall
Canal,
Ontario
1282
Canal, Ontario--------------1282
persons
born in,
in, construed
nonquot,a
persons born
construed as
as nonquota
immigrants under
immigrants
Immigration
under Immigration
Act
155
Act------------------------155
proclamation
proclamation including
including mechanical
mechanical mumusical reproductions
reproductions in
in copyright
copyright
sical
privileges to
to ---------------1932
privileges
1932
provisions with,
with, for
protecting fishery
fishery
for protecting
of halibut
halibut in
in the
of
the northern
northern Pacific
Pacific
OceanOcean
-----....--...---- - 648
648
steamer
passenger tickets
steamer passenger
to, exempt
exempt
tickets to,
from stamp
stamp tax
tax.------------.
335
335
Canada,
of,
Canada, Dominion
Dominion of,
payment
payment to, for property
damages—---__ 1588
property damages.
1588
Canada
Steamship Lines,
CanadaSteamship
Lines,
suit for
may bring
bring suit
for collision
collision damages
damages to
to
steamship
steamship ""Rosedale,"
disRosedale, " in
in district court
1570
trict
court -----------------1570
Canadian
Boundary Waters
Waters Commission,
Canadian Boundary
Commission,
appropriation for expenses
appropriation
expenses of
of ----213,
213, 1022
1022
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
760
for -_-----760
Canadian
Car and
Foundry Company,
Company,
Canadian Car
and Foundry
Limited,
Limited,
of import
import duties
duties to
to ---------1551
refund of
1551
CanadianPacific
Canadian
Pacific Railway
Railway Company,
Company,
refund of
of erroneously
paid customs
customs
refund
erroneously paid
duty
to-----.--------------duty to
1585
1585
CanadianPacific
Canadian
Steamships (Ltd)
Quebec,
PacificSteamships
(Ld.),,Quebec,
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
for refund
refund of
of
appropriation for
fine to
1335
fine
to--------------------1335
Canadian
N. Mex.,
Mex., Okla.,
Okla., and
CanadianRiver,
River, N.
and Tex.,
Tex.,
preliminary
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., authorauthorized for
for flood control
249
control of
of-.-----_
249
Canadian River,
North Fork,
Ter. and
and Okla.,
Okla.,
Canadian
River, .orth
Fork, Tex.
preliminary
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., authorauthorized
ized for
flood control
249
for flood
control of
of -----_
249
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INDEX.
INDEX.

Canal Point,
Point, Fla.,
Fla., Agricultural
Experiment
Agricultural Experiment
Canal
Farm,
Farm,

Page.
Page.

deficiency appropriation
appropriation for site and
deficiency
buildings,
Industry Bureau 1325
1325
buildings, Plant Industry

Canal
Zone (see
(see also
also Panama
Canal),
Panama Canal),
Canal Zone
appropriation
for relief and protection
protection
appropriation for
of
American seamen in ---208, 1017
of American
for
destruction
493, 908
mosquito destruction-------for mosquito
for
garrisons_ 494, 909
care, Army garrisonsfor hospital
hospital care,
reviewable by
district court, reviewable
in district
cases in
circuit
appeals, by apcircuit court of appeals,
peals
936
or writs
writs of error ------peals or
persons
construed as nonpersons born in, construed
immigrants in Immigraquota immigrants
tion
155
tion Act -------------------proclamation abrogating
abrogating agreements
proclamation
Panama respecting-----respecting
1952
with Panama
two citizens
citizens of,
National
to serve on National
of, to
two
Advisory Commission
SesquiCommission to SesquiAdvisory
centennial
Exhibition Associacentennial Exhibition
1254
tion ---------------------Canaveral, Fla.,
Fla.,
Canaveral,
preliminary examination, etc., of, harbor
harbor
preliminary
to
made
1194
to be made----------------Canceling Machines,
Machines, Postal
Postal Service,
Service,
Canceling
appropriation for
rental, purchase,
purchase, etc.,
etc.,
for rental,
appropriation
89, 787
of ----------------------of
allowance for traveling mechanimechaniallowance
cians -------------------- 89, 787
Candy,
Ella H.
H. (widow),
(widow),
Candy, Ella
pension --_----------------------- 1422
pension
Cane
Sugar Districts,
Districts,
Cane Sugar
appropriation
expericooperative experiappropriation for cooperative
hvestock producments, etc., in livestock
tion, etc
457, 850
etc--------------tion,
Canton, S.
Dak.,
S. Dak.,
Canton,
appropriation for asylum for insane
appropriation
Indians
408
Indians--------------------for equipment,
etc., of asylum for infor
equipment, etc.,
1159
Indians
sane Indians----------------for asylum
asylum for insane Indians, addi708
tional, 1925 ----------------Cant
nil, J.
C., late
in ConCona Representative
Representative in
late a
J. C.,
Cantrill,
gress,
gress,
deficiency
appropriation for pay to
deficiency appropriation
33
widow of ------------------Cantwell,
John,
Cantwell, John,
1410
pension increased
increased -----------------1410
Cape Spartel
Morocco,
Light, Morocco,
Spartel Light,
Cape
appropriation
contribution
annual contribution
for annual
appropriation for
to
210, 1019
to ----------.--------deficiency appropriation
appropriation for contribudeficiency
48, 1338
tion
1338
-tion------------------Cape
Africa,
Town, Africa,
Cape Town,
appropriation for foreign
foreign hospital at
at_ 214, 1023
appropriation
Capital
Punishment, D.
D. C.,
C.,
Capital Punishment,
798
electrocution -----mode of, to be by electrocution
799
provideddeath chamber, etc., to be provided_
sentence of judge to be in writing;
sentence
transmitted to
to superintendent
superintendent
transmitted
of jail ---------------------- 799
at
persons designated
designated to
to be
be present at
persons
execution ----------------799
execution
court --------certificate
799
to clerk
clerk of court
certificate to
799
inconsistent
repealed -----------laws repealed
inconsistent laws
return
requested, of
President requested,
from President
return from
1615
bill
relating to
to --------------1615
bill relating
Capital Stock,
Stock,
Capital
special excise
excise tax on,
on, of domestic
special
corporations in
in excess
excess of
of $5,000;
$5,000;
corporations
325
exemptions ------------------exemptions
foreign,
for capital
employed in
in
capital employed
foreign, for
United States
325
States--------------stamp tax on issues of-------------of
334

Capitol,
Page.
page.
Capitol,
appropriation for
Senate kitchens
kitchens and
for Senate
appropriation
restaurants
581,
1289
restaurants -------------for Architect
Architect of
of --------------- 586, 1295
for
for
elevator
conductors -------- 587, 1295
for elevator conductors
for repairs,
building, etc
etc__ 587, 1295
of building,
etc., of
repairs, etc.,
for
for cleaning
works of
art, etc---etc_
587, 1295
1295
587,
of art,
cleaning works
for
for restoring
decorations, corridors
restoring decorations,
for
in
Senate wing
wing------------ 587, 1295
in Senate
for
of
587, 1295
etc., grounds of-------care, etc.,
for care,
surgical
treatment of trees ------1295
surgical treatment
for fire protection
587
protection----------------for repairs,
Building, stables,
Maltby Building,
repairs, Maltby
for
etc
etc -------------------- 587, 1295
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for remodelremodeldeficiency
673
system------ing, etc., heating system
for completing
completing frieze in the Rotunda_
673
Rotundafor
1315
in
for two marble pedestals for busts in_
portraits of Daniel Webster
Webster and
loan of portraits
Henry Clay for exhibition of
works of the artist John Neagle,
authorized ----------------1252
1252
authorized
completion of the
restoration and completion
frieze in the Rotunda
Rotunda of, aufrieze
thorized ------------------1252
"Capitol," Derrick,
Derrick,
"Capitol,"
deficiency
judgment
appropriation for judgment
deficiency appropriation
54
to owner of----------------of
Capitol
Police,
Capitol Police,
appropriation
captain, lieutenants,
appropriation for captain,
privates,
586, 1294
privates, etc_----------- 586,1294
contingent expenses
expenses -------- 586, 1294
for contingent
586, 1294
for uniforms for -------------positions and pay established
established of cappositions
officers -------149
tain and other officers
salaries for December, 1923, to be paid
salaries
1
1
December 20
20----------------December
for December, 1924,
1924, to be paid De718
cember
718
cember 20 ----------------Capitol
Plant,
Power Plant,
Capitol Power
appropriation for maintenance, perappropriation
sonal service, etc ---------- 587, 1295
operating supplies ---------587, 1296
for operating
for
constructing water service main__
main__ 587
for constructing
authority for
purchases_ -_-__ 588
588
direct purchasesfor direct
authority
reimbursement from Government
Government
reimbursement
agencies for heat, light, and
agencies
power
power furnished ----------- 588, 1296
for
heat, light, and
for reimbursing,
reimbursing, for heat,
power, to
Washington
Washington post
84,690
office
84, 690
office--------------------deficiency appropriation
appropriation for flood lightdeficiency
34
---ing Capitol
Capitol dome
34
dome.. ----ing
for expenses
expenses --------56, 697,
758, 1348
1348
697, 758,
56,
_
for
for remodeling,
remodeling, etc., heating system
673
of Capitol-------------------Capitol
1315
for new stokers, etc-------------etc
1315
Captured
War Devices
and Trophies,
Trophies,
Devices and
Captured War
apportionment
apportionment and distribution of,
597
among the States, etc --------Car Fares,
C.,
D. C.,
etc.,,D.
Car
Fares, etc.
purchase
District officials_
officials -_--__ 544, 1221
of, for
for District
purchase of,
Caribbean
Sea,
CaribbeanSea,
appropriation
Weather Service exappropriation for Weather
436,825
penses
436, 825
penses in --------------Carl,
Charles,
Carl, Charles,
pension
increased
1396
pension increased------------------Carl, Emma
Emma A.
A. (widow),
(widow),
Carl,
pension --------------------------1437
1437
pension
Carlin, Mary
(widow),
Carlin,
Mary (widow),
pension --------------------------1451
pension
Carlisle Barracks,
Barracks, Pa.,
Pa.,
Carlisle
transfer
of parcels
Government
of Government
parcels of
transfer of
reservation, to War Departreservation,
657
ment confirmed
657
confirmed---------------

INDEX.
Carlisle Barracks,
Pa.—Continued.
Barracks, Pa.-Continued.
Carlisle

transfer of parcels of Government
Government reservation; sale of part, directed_
acquired for
additional land to be acquired
Medical Field Service School,
from proceeds of ------------residue covered into the Treasury_
N.
Carlsbad
Monument, N.
National Monument,
Cave National
Carlsbad Cave
Mex.,
Mex.,
appropriation
improvements ----appropriation for improvements
for protection,
condition -----etc., condition
protection, etc.,
for
proclamation
proclamation setting aside ----------Carlsbad Irrigation
Project, N.
N. Mex.,
Mex.,
Irrigation Project,
Carlsbad
appropriation
maintenance, etc., of
appropriation for maintenance,
Carlton County,
County, Minn.,
Minn.,
Carlton

bridge across Saint Louis River in,
built by Minnesota,
legalized__
Minnesota, legalized-_

Page.
658
658
658
658
658
658
425
425
1179
1179
1929
1929
418,
418,
1168
1168

26
Carman,
Annie (widow),
(widow),
Carman, Annie
pension
1455
increased ----------------pension increased
Carnegie
D. C.,
C.,
Library, D.
Carnegie Library,
appropriation for expenses-------expenses
542, 1219
appropriation
Carney,
C.
Joshua C.,
Carney, Joshua
1398
pension increased-----------------increased
pension
Carpenter, Bridget
Bridget M.
(widow),
M. (widow),
Carpenter,
1520
pension ------------------------pension
Carpenter, Edward,
Edward,
Carpenter,
1440
pension
pension-------------------------Carpenter, Maria
(widow),
A. (widow),
Maria A.
Carpenter,
1508
1508
pension increased
------------------increased _
(see also
also RailCarriers, Railroad
Railroad Common
Common (see
Carriers,
roads),
roads),
time
established for actions by, or
time established
claims
against --------------633
claims against
Carroll,
(widow),
M. (widow),
Anna M.
Carroll, Anna
pension increased
1396
increased ----------------pension
Carroll,
(widow),
Jennie (widow),
Carroll, Jennie
appropriation for monthly payments
appropriation
to
511, 925
511,925
to ------------------ ---(widow),
Carroll,
Phoebe (widow),
Carroll, Phoebe
1422
pension ------------------------Carroll,
(widow),
E. (widow),
Sarah E.
Carroll, Sarah
- 1489
pension -------------------------pension
Carson, C.
C. C.,
C.,
Carson,
1375
reimbursement to------------------to
reimbursement
Carson City,
Nev.,
City, Nev.,
Carson
appropriation
at--------- 77, 776
appropriation for mint at
for
school at ----------- 405, 1156
Indian school
for Indian
710
for mint at, additional, 1925------1925
710
for
additional, 1925_
1925--_ 707
for Indian school, additional,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for Indian
deficiency
school
684
school ---------------------Carson
Indian Hospital,
Nev.,
Hospital, Nev.,
Carson Indian
408,
appropriation for
etc., ofof_
maintenance, etc.,
for maintenance,
appropriation
1159
N. Mex.,
Forest, N.
Carson
National Forest,
Carson National
lands added to, from Las Trampas
643
643
grant --------------------739
739
from
Santa Barbara
Barbara grant-.------grant
from Santa
1984
1984
proclamation
enlarging area of ----proclamation enlarging
boundaries of ----------- 1919
modifying boundaries
transferring portion of Santa Fe
transferring
1919
Forest, N. Mex.,
__ 1919
to--Mex., to_
National Forest,
Carstens, Mrs.
Carstens,
Mrs. A.
A. R.,
R.,
1577
1577
payment to, for death of husband---husband_
payment
Carter,
Christena J.
Carter, Christena
J. (widow),
(widow),
1521
1521
pension -----_------------------pension
Carter, Cinthy
Cinthy (widow),
(widow),
Carter,
1458
1458
pension increased------------------increased
pension
Carter,
(widow),
Carter, Laren
Luren M.
M. (widow),
1526
1526
--------------------------pension
pension
Cartridges,
Cartridges, etc.,
etc.,
excise tax on, sold by producer, etc.;
323
exceptions
exceptions- -----------------

2029
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age.
P
Carver,
A.,
Page.
A.,
James
Carver,piJames
nc
--o
pension increasea
increased ------------------pension
- 1383
18
Carville, La.,
La.,
Carville,
appropriation
for leper
leper home,
comhome, comappropriation for
79
pletion
79
pletion---------------------for marine
hospital, improvements._
79, 778
778
improvements- 79,
marine hospital,
for
Cascade Locks,
Oreg.,
Locks, Oreg.,
Cascade
time extended
bridging Columbia
Columbia
for bridging
extended for
time
22
River, near-----------------near
River,
Cash
Rewards, etc.,
etc.,
Cash Rewards,
appropriation for
improvements in
for improvements
appropriation
postal
service -------------85, 783
postal service
Cashie River,
River, N.
N. C.,
Cashie
preliminary
examination, etc.,
etc., of, to
to
preliminary examination,
1193
be made,
made, below
Windsor1193
below Windsor-----be
Casper-Alcova
Irrigation Project,
Wyo.,
Project, Wyo.,
Casper-Alcova Irrigation
deficiency
for cooperacooperaappropriation for
deficiency appropriation
feasibility
tive
investigation of feasibility
tive investigation
685
of
685
of-------------------------plans,
for construction
construction
etc., for
estimates, etc.,
plans, estimates,
of, to
be submitted
668
668
to Congress_
Congresssubmitted to
of,
to be
Casper, Wyo.,
Wyo.,
Casper,
terms
388
388
at -----------------court at
of court
terms of
Cass, Etta
Etta W.
W. (widow),
(widow),
Cass,
1385
pension
increased1385
pension increased-----------------Cass Lake,
Minn.,
Lake, Minn.,
Cass
to be
of, to
preliminary examination,
etc., of,
examination, etc.,
preliminary
made
1195
1195
made---------------------Castanola and
Son, M.,
M.,
and Son,
Castanola
payment to
1592
1592
to --------------------payment
Castle
Pinckney, S.
S. C.,
C.,
Castle Pinckney,
proclamation setting
setting aside,
national
aside, as national
proclamation
1968
monument
1968
monument-----------------Castleton,
Y.,
N. Y.,
Castleton, N.
time extended
extended for
for bridging
bridging Hudson
Hudson
time
River between
between Schodack
Schodack LandRiver
88
ing
and --------------------ing and
Castor,
(widow),
Lena (widow),
Castor, Lena
1426
pension -------------------------1426
pension
Casualty
Hospital, D. C.,
Casualty Hospital,
appropriation
care of
indigent
of indigent
for care
appropriation for
patients -------------1242
568, 1242
patients
678, 1322
deficiency
appropriation for-----for
deficiency appropriation
Catalogue
of Scientific
Scientific Literature,
InternaLiterature,InternaCatalogueof
tional,
tional,
appropriation
expenses, preparation
preparation
for expenses,
appropriation for
of -----------------528,
1206
528,1206
of
Catalogue of
Office,
CopyrightOffice,
Entries, Copyright
Title Entries,
of Title
Catalogue
1298
appropriation for
of __ _ 589, 1298
publication of__for publication
appropriation
Catawba
River,
Catawba River,
Lawn,
bridge authorized
authorized across,
across, Fort Lawn,
bridge
1127
S. C
1127
S.
C---------------------Cathedral
Avenue NW.,
C.,
D. C.,
NW., D.
Cathedral Avenue
appropriation for
for paving,
paving, Cleveland
Cleveland
appropriation
Avenue to
to Thirty-fourth
1224
Street_ 1224
Thirty-fourth Street_
Avenue
for asphalt
Connecticut
covering, Connecticut
asphalt covering,
for
Avenue to
to Twenty-ninth
Twenty-ninth Street;
Street;
Avenue
1225
-----from
gasoline-tax fund 1225
from gasoline-tax
name
of Jewett
Jewett Street
Street changed
177
to-- ___ 177
changed to_
name of
Caton,
Kate G.
G. (widow),
(widow),
Caton, Kate
1531
pension
increased
pension increased-----------------Cattle
also Animal
Industry Bureau
Animal Industry
(see also
Cattle (see
and Animals),
Animals),
and
appropriation
for inspection
and quarquarinspection and
appropriation for
antine work
827
437,
437, 827
work-------------antine
437, 827
for
eradicating scabies---------scabies
for eradicating
for
inspection of
of southern
southern
- - - 437, 827
for inspection
for
supervising transportation
transportation of,
for supervising
- 437, 827
etc
----------etc
for
enforcing humane
of
treatment of
humane treatment
for enforcing
export ------------437, 827
437,827
export
hour
for executing
twenty-eight hour
executing twenty-eight
for
law -437,
827
437,827
-----------law
438, 827
for
stations --.---- quarantine stations
for quarantine
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Census Bureau,
Bureau , Department
Department of
of ComCorn- Pag&
Page
Page Census
•
*Page.
merce-Continued.
merce-Continued.
appropriation
for suppressing
suppressing contacontaappropriation for
appropriation for
agents, etc--etc- _- 1037
1037
special agents,
for special
appropriation
gious diseases
_
438, 827
diseases------------gious
for expenses,
expenses, taking
of agriculagriculcensus of
for
of anianitaking census
for
tuberculosis of
investigating tuberculosis
for investigating
ture
for
1925
228
228
ture for 1925 ---------------mals;
etc ---------- 438, 827
control, etc
mals; control,
for tabulating
machines,
expenses_ 228,
228, 1038
1038
expenses_
machines,
tabulating
for
827
for
tuberculin
testing,
etc.,
of
438,
-of
etc.,
for tuberculin testing,
deficiency appropriation
for collecting
collecting
appropriation for
deficiency
payment for
etc.; State,
State,
destroyed, etc.;
for destroyed,
payment
cotton
statistics
683
683
cotton statistics--------------etc.,
cooperation ----- ---438,
828
438, 828
etc., cooperation
for
Fourteenth
Census
expenses__
1348
759, 1348
for Fourteenth Census expenses__ 759,
for eradicating
eradicating southern
southern cattle ticks;
for
annual
preparation of
Official Register
Register
of Official
restriction
annual preparation
438, 828
restriction-------------by
1105
1105
by ---------------------for cooperative
cooperative experiments
experiments in raisfor
cotton
ginning
reports
of,
to
be
issued
cotton ginning reports of, to issued siing,
in cane
and cotton
cane sugar and
ing, in
multaneously
with
Department
multaneously with Department
districts ----------------457, 850
districts
of Agriculture
Agriculture condition,
condition, etc.,
etc.,
of
for suppressing
suppressing contagious
contagious diseases;
for
reports, at
115
dates-----specified dates_
at specified
reports,
additional
110
additional ----------------statistics of
manufacginned, manufaccotton ginned,
of cotton
statistics
domestic,
straying, etc.,
etc., across bounddomestic, straying
tured, on
spindles in use,
hand, spindles
on hand,
tured,
ary before
admitbefore May 1, 1924, admitary
active
hours, imports and
and
spindle hours,
active spindle
ted
free of
of duty
duty if
returned prior
if returned
ted free
exports,
be collected and pubto be
exports, to
2
-to December
31, 1924----1924
2
December 31,
to
lished
Director
31
by Director------------lished by
duties paid
returned after
paid on, returned
duties
designated periods
periods for
for ginning
ginning reredesignated
22
March 1, 1923,
1923, to be refunded
refunded-March
ports
31
ports-----------------------before May
1, 1925,
admitted free of
1925, admitted
May 1,
before
monthly
made of inbe made
to be
reports to
monthly reports
returned before
before DecemDecemduty if returned
31
formation
collected
formation collected-----------ber 31,
31, 1925 ---------------963
ber
information
to be furnished Agriculinformation to
refund of
Decemof duty paid since Decemrefund
31
tural Department------------Department
31
tural
ber 30,
1924 --------------963
30, 1924
ber
punishment
unauthorized difor unauthorized
punishment for
repeal
permission for admission of
of permission
repeal of
vulging,
employees
31
by employees--------vulging, by
tick infested, below Texas
Texas southtick
collection of,
manufacginners, manufacfrom ginners,
of, from
collection
98
ern
quarantine line----------line
ern quarantine
turers,
employees, etc 32
by employees,
etc., by
turers, etc.,
stock
stock raising experiments, etc., authorcompilation and
publication of inforinforand publication
compilation
ized
AgriculDepartment of Agriculby Department
ized by
32
mation
foreign countries
32
countriesfrom foreign
mation from
ture
on lands
lands of Fort Keogh
ture on
simultaneous
ginned
simultaneous issue of cotton ginned
Military
Mont.,
Reservation, Mont.!
Military Reservation,
32
and crop
crop reports ----------and
99
transferred
therefor----------transferred therefor
Census of
of Agriculture,
Agriculture, 1925,
1925,
Census
Cattle Ticks,
Ticks, Southern,
Southern,
Cattle
appropriation for expenses of taking,
appropriation
etc_--__ 438, 828
appropriation
eradicating, etc_
appropriation for eradicating,
228
etc
etc -----------------------restriction on
on use of materials,
materials,
restriction
use for
for supplies,
supplies, printing,
228
etc----printing, etc
use
etc
438, 828
etc -------------------- 438,828
D. C.,
Census of
Children, D.
of Children,
---- 438,828
demonstrations at
etc.._
438,828 Census
fairs, etc
at fairs,
demonstrations
provisions for taking,
taking, between ages of
provisions
Caudill,
Roscoe,
Caudill, Roscoe,
3
807
18------------------and 18
3 and
pension increased
1409
increased-----------------pension
Center Market,
D. C.,
C.,
Market, D.
Center
Caudill,
(widow),
Mary (widow),
CaudiU, Mary
appropriations
operation and manmanappropriations for operation
------- 1467
pension1467
------------pension
agement
Secretary of
under Secretary
of, under
agement of,
Cavalry
School, Fort
Fort Riley,
Riley, Kans.,
Cavalry School,
Agriculture
459, 846
Agriculture--------------appropriation
instruction exfor instruction
appropriation for
(widow),
Centers, Lucy (widow),
501,916
penses
501, 916 Centers,
----------penses -1506
pension increased-----------------increased
pension
711
for, additional,
additional, 1925 -----------for,
Central America,
America,
Central
Cavaness, Mathew,
Mathew,
Cavaness,
persons
construed
countries of, construed
born in countries
persons born
pension
1400
increased ------------pension increased
as
in ImImimmigrants in
nonquota immigrants
as nonquota
Cavite,
Islands,
Philippine Islands,
Cavite, Philippine
155
migration
migration Act --------------appropriation for
for naval station, public
public
appropriation
Central
and
South
America,
works
198, 876 Central and South America,
works -----------------appropriation for
for expenses
promoting
expenses promoting
appropriation
Cedar
Utah,
Cedar City, Utah,
commerce
1035
with----------- 225, 1035
commerce with
purchase
of lots in, for use of small
purchase of
for expenses
commerce
promoting commerce
expenses promoting
for
band of
Flute Indians -------1096
of Piute
band
706
with additional,
additional, 1925
706
1925---------with
Cedar Keys
Keys Harbor
Channel, Fla.,
Fla.,
and Channel,
Harbor and
Cedar
Central Avenue
Avenue NE., D. C.
C.,
Central
preliminary examination, etc., of, to be
preliminary
appropriation
Road
paving, Benning Road
for paving,
1
appropriation for
1194
made
--------------------made 194
to
from gasoline
gasoline
Line; from
District Line;
to District
Celley,
B. (widow),
(widow),
Bessie B.
CeUey, Bessie
549
tax
tax fund ------------- ---1453
pension
pension ------------------Central
Dispensary and
and Emergency
Emergency HosCentral Dispensary
Celley, Catherine
(widow),
Catherine (widow),
Celley,
pital,
D. C.,
C.,
pital, D.
-1534
pension
1534
pension--------------------appropriation
indigent
appropriation for care of indigent
Cement,
Cement, etc.,
patients
568,
568, 1242
patients.---------- ----appropriation for
for investigating
strucinvestigating strucappropriation
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for ------ 678, 1322
deficiency
230, 1039
tural
materials of --------- 230,
tural materials
Central
Company,
Railway Company,
Pacific Railway
Central Pacific
Cemeteries,
National CemeCeme(see National
National (see
Cemeteries, National
selection of
of other public lands by,
selection
teries).
teries).
authorized
on
relinquishing
relinquishing
on
authorized
Cemetery
Mutual,
etc., Mutual,
Companies, etc.,
Cemetery Companies,
designated tract in Nevada---Nevada __ _ 812
designated
exempt
282
tax..--------income tax
from income
exempt from
Central
Europe, War with (see
Powers of Europe,
Central Powers
Census
Department of
Commerce,
of Commerce,
Bureau, Department
Census Bureau,
also
World War),
War),
also World
and office
appropriation for
Director, and
for Director,
appropriation
appropriation for
preparing, etc., naval
for preparing,
appropriation
personnel
228,
1037
228,1037
-------personnel
185, 864
records of ---------------for
collecting statistics; cotton, and
for collecting
Cereal Plants,
Plants,
tobacco
228, 1037 Cereal
tobacco-----------------appropriation for investigating insects
appropriation
228, 1037
for
temporary employees ------for temporary
449, 839
affecting
affecting------------------etc-- 228, 1037
for
for collecting vital statistics, etc

Cattle-Continued.
Cattle-Continued.
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Charities and
Cereals,
Page.
and Corrections,
Corrections, D.
D. C.—Contd.
C.-Contd.
rage. Charities
Cereals,
appropriations for
appropriation for
for District
District Training
methods
appropriations
for improving
improving methods
appropriation
of
production, etc
School
831
etc ---------- 441, 831
_.--------------of production,
School -__
for
for investigation
disfor Industrial
Industrial Home
Home School for
control of,
of, disand control
investigation and
for
eases,
destroying
rust
Colored Children
Children -_------569,
destroying
eases, etc.;
Colored
spores, vegetation,
for Industrial Home
Home School ----- 570,
etc------- 441, 831
vegetation, etc
spores,
'for
for Home
570,
Certificates
Indebtedness, United
United States,
Home for Aged
Aged and
and Infirm__
Infirm --- __ 570,
for
States,
of Indebtedness,
Certificates of
for municipal
_ 570,
570,
redemption
of lost,
to Cleveland,
Cleveland, Miss.,
Miss.,
lodging house,
house, etc_ _
for
municipal lodging
lost, to
redemption of
for Grand
Grand Army
Army Home--------Home
570,
570,
1359
State
for
State Bank
Bank------------------_ _ 570,
Crittenton Home -__
Martinsburg, W.
Va., Old
National
for Florence
Florence Crittenton
W. Va.,
Old National
Martinsburg,
1360
Society ----- 570,
570,
1360
for Southern
Southern Relief
Relief Society
-- ------Bank ---etc - - - 570,
for Library
Library for
for the Blind, etc
Certificates of
and of Indebtedness,
Indebtedness,
of Stock
Stock and
Certificates
331
for indigent insane -----------571,
331
forindigentinsane
tax-----designated,
subject to stamp tax
designated, subject
insane
571,
deporting nonresident
nonresident insane-_
for deporting
"Ceylon
Steamship,
JapaneseSteamship,
"Ceylon Marti,"
Maru," Japanese
for relief
of-the poor
571,
571,
poor ----------relief of-the
for
owner
collision
of, may
may bring suit for collision
owner of,
1564
1564
abandoned families,
damages,
court
for payment
payment to abandoned
district court-----in district
damages, in
etc
_---_ 571,
etc ----------------Chadsey, Phoebe
A. (widow),
(widow),
Phoebe A.
Chadsey,
1508
for burial
burial of indigent
indigent ex-service
1508
ex-service
for
pension--------------------------pension
men
- 571,
men _----------_------Chamberlin, Mrs.
J. E.,
Mrs. J.
E.,
Chamberlin,
571,
transporting paupers-------paupers
1577
for transporting
payment
husband__
_ 1577
to, for death of husband---payment to,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for workhouseworkhouse_
Chamberlin,
R. (widow),
(widow),
deficiency
Livonia R.
Chamberlin, Livonia
1454 Charles
Parris Island,
1454
Island, S.
S. C.,
Charles Fort,
Fort, Parris
increased
pension increased------------------deficiency appropriation
monument
appropriation for
for monument
deficiency
Chambers,
George Peyton,
Peyton,
Chambers, George
1393
to mark site of--------------of ___
1393
pension -------------------------pension
Charles
Wingate, N.
N.
Burke School,
School, Fort
Fort Wingate,
Charles H.
H. Burke
Chambers
Commerce,
Chambersof Commerce,
282
Mex.,
282
Mex.,
exempt from income tax -----------exempt
appropriation for
etc- _----for support, etc
Champlin,
appropriation
F. (widow),
Sarah F.
Champlin, Sarah
John,
Charleston, John,
pension
- 1423
1423 Charleston,
pension-----------------------pension-----------_----------- -pension
Chance,
I. M.,
M.,
Chance, I.
43
Charleston, S.
S. C.,
C.,
43 Charleston,
deficiency
appropriation for --------deficiency appropriation
appropriation for navy
navy yard, dredging_
dredgingappropriation
Chandler,
M.,
Chandler, Walter M.,
deficiency
for contested
contested
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
673
Castle Pinckney,
Pinckney, harbor
harbor of, set aside as
Castle
673
election expenses-------------expenses
election
national monument---------monument
aa national
Chandley, Banner,
Banner,
Chandley,
1382
improvement
waterway to
Saint
to Saint
improvement of waterway
pension
pension -------------------------- -1382
Johns
authorFla., from,
from, authorJohns River,
River, Fla.,
Edward,
Chaney, Edward,
1393
ized
ized ----------------------1393
pension ---------------------pension
authorized-- _
to Winyah Bay, S. C., authorized__
Channing
D. C.,
Street NE., D.
Channing Street
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., of, harpreliminary
appropriation
for paving,
paving, Lincoln
Lincoln Road
appropriation for
1223
bor
made
bor to
to be made--------------1223
to Fourth Street------------Street
of court
court at .----------------terms of
Chaplain,
Chaplain,
office of
clerk at_
at -------------------office
of clerk
appropriation for
House of
Representaof Representafor House
appropriation
tives
582,
T.,
1270 Charlesworth,
Charlesworth, William T.,
582, 1270
tives-------------------may
bring suit for
collision damages
damages to
to
1286
for collision
may bring
for
Senate
578, 1286
-578,
for Senate------------------35"Numbered 35"_
scow "W.
"W. T.
T. C. Numbered
pay established
Representof RepresentHouse of
for House
established for
pay
149
Charlotte, Fla.,
Fla.,
149 Charlotte,
atives----------------------atives
147
improvement
authorized_ _
of harbor, authorized---improvement of
147
for Senate
Senate-----------------------for
Charlotte, N. C.,
Charlotte,
Chapman, Augusta (widow),
(widow),
Chapman,
1532
deficiency
Governappropriation for Governdeficiency appropriation
1532
-----pension
pension ------------ment participation
participation in
Mecklenin Mecklenment
Chapman, Lizzie
Lizzie G. (widow),
(widow),
Chapman,
burg sesquicentennial
sesquicentennial at
at------1507
burg
1507
pension
pension---------------------------provision for
for participating
in celebratcelebratparticipating in
provision
Chapman, Sylvanus
Chapman,
Sylvanus (son),
(son),
ing the
Sesquicenthe Mecklenburg
Mecklenburg Sesquicen1489
ing
1489
pension
pension -------------------------tennial
of the Declaration
Declaration of
tennial of
Charges d'Affaires
d'Affaires ad
ad interim,
interim,
Charg6s
Independence
1925_
May, 1925_
206
Independence at, in May,
206
appropriation for salaries -------appropriation
terms of court
court at ------------------terms
in
for pay of officers
officers acting as, or in
Y.,
1015
Charlotte, N. Y.,
1015 Charlotte,
charge of
consulates ------of consulates
charge
preliminary
etc., of, harexamination, etc.,
preliminary examination,
pay of
charge of
as, or
or in
in charge
pay
of officers acting
acting as,
143
bor
he made
made -------------bor to be
143
consulates ----------------consulates
Charlottesville,
Va.,
Charlottesville, Va.,
Charities
D. C.,
C.,
Charitiesand
and Corrections,
Corrections,D.
terms
of court
at ------------------court at
terms of
appropriation
Board of Charities_ 566, 1241
appropriation for Board
Chase, R.
R. D.,
for support
support of
of jail
566, 1241 Chase,
prisoners------ 566,
jail prisoners
for
credit
accounts directed
directed ----------in accounts
credit in
for
reformatory- - _ 566, 1241
for workhouse
workhouse and reformatory__
Chatfield, Sarah
(widow),
E. (widow),
Sarah E.
for reformatory
reformatory --------------567, 1241 Chatfield,
for
pension
_
increased------------------pension increased
for
School for
Training School
for National
National Training
Chatham, Mass.,
567,
567 1242 Chatham,
Boys --.--------amount
acquiring naval
authorized for acquiring
amount authorized
for
for
School for
National Training
Training School
for National
air station
station site, at
at ------------air
Girls -------------------- 567, 1242
1242
Girls
Chattahoochee River,
for medical charities ------------ 567, 1242 Chattahoochee
bridge authorized
across, Alaga,
Ala-Alaga, Ala
authorized across,
bridge
568, 1242
for
Hospital ------568,
for Columbia Hospital
for
Hospital ------- 568,
568, 1242
Eufaula,
Eufaula, Ala --------------------1242
for Tuberculosis
Tuberculosis Hospital
Fort
Gaines, Ga
Ga ----------------Fort Gaines,
for
Hospital
568, 1243
Gallinger Hospital---------for Gallinger
Fla.,
River, Fla.,
Chattahoochee River,
patients --------admission of pay patients
568 Chattahoochee
preliminary examination,
be
etc., of, to be
examination, etc.,
preliminary
for child
569,
569, 1243
1243
institutions ----for
child caring
caring institutions
made
made-----------------------for home and school for feeble minded
minded
569

Page.
rage.
1243
1243
1244
1244
1244
1244
1244
1244
1244
1244
1244
1244
1244
1245
1245
1245
1245
1245
1245
1245
1245
1246
1246
677
677

690
1157
1157
1533
1533
198,
876
876
1968
1968
1187
1187
1194
801
801

1566
1566
1187
1187

1317
1317

1267
662
1196
114
114

1355
1355
1563
1271
663
16
16
44
119
119
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Cherokee
Agency, N.
N. C.,
C., Eastern,
Eastern,
Page.
Page
Cherokee Agency,
appropriation for
for support, etc., of Inappropriation
----dians at,
at, from tribal funds _
411
dians
Cherokee
Indians, N.
Eastern Band of,
N. C., Eastern
Cherokee Indians,
appropriation for
expenses, closing
for expenses,
347
appropriation
347
taxes---------.. -----stamp taxes
1149
affairs
affairs of ------------------Chehalis River,
River, Wash.,
Wash.,
Chehalis
conveyance
property of, in trust to
to
of property
conveyance of
preliminary
examination, etc., of, to be
preliminary examination,
United States
376
authorized ------ 376
States authorized
United
1
1197
---------------------made 197
376
final
376
preparedmembers of, to be prepared_
of members
roll of
final roll
Chelan
Wash.,,
Falls, Wash.
Chelan Falls,
names
included on ----------376
be included
names to be
bridge authorized
Columbia
across Columbia
authorized across
bridge
survey, division,
appraisal of condivision, and appraisal
survey,
1052
River, near---------------near
veyed
lands
377
veyed lands-----------------Forest, Wash.,
Chelan
National Forest,
Chelan National
lands reserved
reserved from allotment
allotment for cemecemeproclamation diminishing
1935 - 1935
of--area of
diminishing area
proclamation
teries, schools,
schools, and other purteries,
Chemawa
School, Salem,
Salem, Oreg.,
Indian School,
Chemawua Indian
poses
377
poses-------------------appropriation for
1157
etc ----- 406, 1157
support, etc
for support,
appropriation
quarries, etc--------etc
377
timber tracts, quarries,
restriction on Alaska pupils after
restriction
sales
proceeds added to
to
authorized; proceeds
sales authorized;
January 1,
1, 1925-------------1925
406
January
377
funds
of the Band ---------- funds of
for, additional,
708
additional, 1925 -----------for,
reserved to,
oil,
mineral deposits reserved
etc., mineral
oil, etc.,
Chemical
Analyses,
Chemical Analyses,
377
twenty-five years ---------for twenty-five
appropriation
materials for
standard materials
for standard
appropriation for
leases
authorized; at end of period to
leases authorized;
233, 1042
checking, etc----------etc
checking,
become
377
landproperty of owner of land_
become property
Chemical
Researches, Geology
Geology
Physical Researches,
and Physical
Chemical and
improvements on the lands to be apimprovements
of
States,
United States,
of United
praised
377
praised and listed ------------appropriation
for; geological
geological deposits of
appropriation for;
377
manner
of
disposing of-----------manner of disposing
1173
potash
salts
419,
1173
salts-------------potash
allotment and division of lands and
378
Chemical Warfare
Warfare Service,
Service, Army,
moneys
Army,
moneys--------------------Chemical
378
500,
appropriation
etc_
equalization of distribution--------distribution
378
for gases, gas masks, etcequalization
appropriation for
915
378
application for tracts available
available under_
application
500,
for
etc_
selections;
machinery, etcselections; contiguous lands to
for plants, buildings, machinery,
915
families
378
families---------------------for
civilian employees ---------- 500, 916
distribution of all funds,
for civilian
per capita distribution
suspended annuifor organizing, etc., special gas
after paying suspended
- 500, 916
expenses current expenses
ties,
equalization, etc---------etc
378
troops; current
ties, equalization,
for civilian
civilian personnel,
payments to members
members with less than
personnel, Office of Chief
for
payments
916
500,
379
of,
one-sixteenth of Indian
Indian blood___
blood_
379
of, War Department -------one-sixteenth
chemist, etc.,
etc., in Office of Chief of_ 500,
adjustment
so-called private
private land
chemist,
adjustment of so-called
916
379
379
ownership
claim ownership-------------379
379
for,
711
issued--..
1925-------------certificate of allotment to be issued...
additional, 1925
for, additional,
certificate
379
59,
deficiency appropriation
379
appropriation for --------deficiency
effect ---------contents and legal effect
701,
762, 1350
701,762,1350
379
-_
- _ 379
revocation before title conveyed
conveyed_ _
revocation
379
a major
Chief of,
of, to have rank,
rank, etc., of a
379
Chief
selection in lieu -----------other selection
379
970
-general ------------------379
general
of
deed to allottee after issue of------379
379
officers excepted from requirement
requirement for
recorded in the county -- to be recorded
379
379
470
duty with troops ------------delivery
recording.
delivery to allottee upon recordingdisposition
enrolled mem.
of property
property if enrolled
disposition of
Department of AgriBureau, Department
Chemistry Bureau,
Chemistry
ber
dies before
before receiving
receiving distribber dies
cult ure,
culture,
380
utive share-----------------share
appropriation
Bureau, and
appropriation for chief of Bureau,
restricted
allotments during restricted
leases of allotments
446, 836
office and
personnel - field personnel
and field
office
380
period
380
period ---------------------for
biological food and drug investifor biological
380
use
children_
380
parents of allotments to children_
by parents
use by
gations
446, 837
837
446,
gations---------------380
alienation restricted ---------------alienation
for collaborating with other departallottees
become citizens upon reallottees to become
ments
447,
837
447,837
ments-----------------380
380
cording of deeds, etc ---------utilizing raw materials
materials for colorfor utilizing
restrictions
alienation may be
restrictions on alienation
cooperative experiants, etc.; cooperative
removed
recorded.. __
380
ments, etc
removed after deed recorded--etc ---------------- 447, 837
ments,
allotments not liable for prior claims, etc _ 380
allotments
for table sirup,
sirup, etc.,
etc., investigations_ 447, 837
attempted alienation,
alienation, etc.,
etc., prior to
to
for
pure food
food law
law837
attempted
447, 837
------ 447,
executing pure
for executing
restrictions, null and
447, 837
----revision of
of Pharmacopceia
of restrictions,
Pharmacopoeia 837
removal of
revision
380
380
void --------------------Ameriexamining
examining foreign tests of Ameri381
provisions for State taxation --------provisions
---------- 447, 837
can
food products
products837
can food
of United States to protect in
right of
importation
for expenses, preventing importation
447, 837
of
etc837---- - -__ 447,
court rights of allottees not detea, etc
impure tea,
of impure
381
381
restrictions
for insecticide and fungicide
fungicide investiprived by removal of restrictions
381
exception
exception-----------------------gations
gations------------------- 447, 837
conveyances of lands, etc.,
etc., by, recogprevent
conveyances
for developing
developing methods
methods to prevent
for
381
381
447, 837
plant dust,
dust, etc.,
etc., explosions--_
explosions_
837
nized
nized----------------------plant
proceeds of sales, etc.,
and
reinvestment of proceeds
for naval
investigations and
stores investigations
naval stores
for
381
381
83
authorized ----------------demonstrations
447, 837
authorized
demonstrations ---------regulations to be prescribed
prescribed
rules and regulations
for
additional, 1925-------1925
7055
for salaries,
salaries, additional,
381
381
Secretary ------------additional,
by the Secretary
for general
general expenses,
expenses, additional,
for
decisions
enrollment
decisions on questions of enrollment
70M
5
1925
705
1925-----------------------381
381
final ----------------------deficiency appropriation
appropriation for general
general
deficiency
.
amount authorized
authorized to be appropriated
appropriated
60, 75
expenses
7599
expenses----------------- 55, 60,
381
expenses
6S8
etcfor expenses----------------for naval
naval stores
standardizations, etc_
68
stores standardizations,
for

Chavez, Francisca
(widow),
F. (widow),
FranciscaF.
Chavez,
pension
increased
pension increased------------------Checks
Checks,
uncertified,
receivable for
other than
than
for other
uncertified, receivable
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Cereals,
Page.
Cereals,
kage.
Page.
Charities
Corrections, D.
D. C.—Contd.
Charitiesand
and Corrections,
C.-Contd.
Page.
appropriation
for improving
improving methods
methods
appropriation for
appropriations
for District
appropriations for
District Training
Training
of production,
production, etc
831
etc----------- 441,
441, 831
School
1243
School ---------.----------1243
investigation and
for investigation
and control
control of,
of, disdisfor
Industrial Home
Home School
for Industrial
School for
for
eases,
destroying
eases, etc.;
etc.;
destroying rust
rust
Colored
569,
1244
Colored Children
Children --------569, 1244
spores,
vegetation, etc------etc
441,
spores, vegetation,
441, 831
831
'for
for Industrial Home School
School ----570,
1244
570, 1244
Certificates
of Indebtedness,
Indebtedness, United
United States,
Certificates of
States,
for Home for
for Aged
Infirm__ _
570, 1244
1244
Aged and
and Infirm
__
_ 570,
redemption of
redemption
of lost,
lost, to
Cleveland, Miss.,
Miss.,
to Cleveland,
for municipal
lodging house,
house, etc_
570, 1244
1244
for
municipal lodging
etc_ _
_ 570,
State
1359
State Bank
Bank ------------------- 1359
for Grand Army
Army Home
570, 1244
1244
Home--------- 570,
Martinsburg, W.
Va., Old
National
Martinsburg,
W. Va.,
Old National
for Florence Crittenton
570, 1244
1244
Crittenton Home
Home _
-__
__ 570,
Bank
1360
Bank ----------...--------1360
Southern Relief
for Southern
Relief Society
Society ----570, 1244
570,
1244
Certificates
of Indebtedness,
Certificates of
of Stock
Stock and
and of
Indebtedness,
for
for the
etc ----- 570,
570, 1245
for Library
Library for
the Blind,
Blind, etc
1245
designated, subject
subject to
stamp tax-----tax
331
designated,
to stamp
331
for indigent insane
insane ------------- 571,
571, 1245
1245
"Ceylon
"Ceylon Maru,"
Maru," Japanese
Japanese Steamship,
Steamship,
for deporting
deporting nonresident
571, 1245
nonresident insane
insane-_ 571,
1245
owner
owner of, may
may bring
bring suit
suit for
for collision
collision
for
571, 1245
for relief
relief of-the
of-the poor
poor ------------ 571,
1245
damages,
in district
district court
1564
damages, in
court -----1564
for payment
payment to
to abandoned
for
abandoned families,
families,
Chadsey, Phoebe
Chadsey,
Phoebe A.
A
A. (widow),
(widow),
etc
571,
etc --------- _------..---.
571, 1245
1245
pension
1508
pension -------------------------1508
for burial
burial of
of indigent
indigent ex-service
ex-service
Chamberlin, Mrs.
J. E.,
Chamberlin,
Mrs. J.
E.,
men -----------------_
. 571,
571, 1245
1245
payment to,
death of
of husband
husband ---1577
to, for
for death
1577
for transporting
transporting paupers
for
paupers ------ _ 571,
571, 1246
1246
Chamberlin, Livonia
R. (widow),
(widow),
Chamberlin,
Livonia R.
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
677
deficiency
for workhouse_
workhouse677
pension
1454
pension increased
increased - ---------------1454 Charles
Fort, Parris
Parris Island,
Island, S.
S. C.,
CharlesFort,
C.,
Chambers, George
Chambers,
George Peyton,
Peyton,
deficiency
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
for monument
monument
pension
pension --------------------------1393
1393
to
site of
690
to mark
mark site
of--------------.
690
Chambers
Commerce,
Chambers of
of Commerce,
Charles
Charles H.
Fort Wingate,
H. Burke
Burke School,
School, Fort
Wingate, N.
N.
exempt
exempt from
income tax
282
from income
tax ------------282
Mex.,
Mex.,
Champlin,
(widow),
Champlin, Sarah
Sarah F.
F. (widow),
appropriation for
support, etc-------etc
1157
appropriation
for support,
1157
pension -------------------------1423
pension
Charleston, John,
_ 1423 Charleston,
John,
Chance, I.
M.,
Chance,
I. M.,
pension
pension -- ------.-----------------1533
1533
deficiency appropriation
43
deficiency
appropriation for
for---------C.,
43 Charleston,
Charleston, S.
S. C.,
Chandler, Walter
Chandler,
M.,
Walter M.,
appropriation
navy yard,
198,
appropriation for
for navy
yard, dredging..
dredging_
198,
deficiency
contested
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for contested
876
876
election expenses
673
election
expenses ------------673
Castle Pinckney,
Pinckney, harbor
harbor of,
of, set
set aside
aside as
as
Castle
Chandley, Banner,
Banner,
national monument-___.....
monument
1968
aa national
1968
pension -------------------------1382
_1382
improvement
to Saint
improvement of
of waterway
waterway to
Saint
Chaney,
Chaney, Edward,
Edward,
Johns
Johns River, Fla.,
Fla., from,
from, authorauthorpension -----1393
__------------------1393
ized
1187
ized-...........
1187
Channing
Channing Street
NE., D.
C.,
Street NE.,
D. C.,
Bay, S. C.,
to Winyah
Winyah Bay,
authorized__ _ 1187
C., authorized___
1187
appropriation for
for paving,
paving, Lincoln
Road
appropriation
Lincoln Road
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., of,
of, harharto
Fourth Street
1223
to Fourth
Street ------------1223
bor to
to be
made -- _--------1194
bor
be made
1194
Chaplain,
Chaplain,
terms
terms of
at....... -----..........
801
of court
court at..-801
appropriation for
for House
House of
appropriation
Representaof Representaoffice
801
office of
of clerk
clerk at_
at .......
__
_
801
tives ------------------_ 582, 1270 Charlesworth,
Charlesworth, William
William T.,
T.,
for Senate
for
Senate --------------------- 578,
1286
578, 1286
may
suit for
collision damages
damages to
may bring
bring suit
for collision
to
pay established
established for
for House
House of
of RepresentRepresentscow
"W. T.
1566
scow "W.
T. C.
C. Numbered
Numbered 35"_
35"1566
atives ..-----------------__149
149 Charlotte,
Charlotte, Fla.,
Fla.,
for Senate
for
Senate ----------------------147
147
improvement
authorized-...
improvement of harbor, authorized
1187
1187
Chapman, Augusta
Augusta (widow),
Chapman,
Charlotte, N.
(widow),
Charlotte,
N. C.,
C.,
pension
1532
pension
_----_
-----_.
....
1532
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
Governfor GovernChapman,
Lizzie G.
(widow),
Chapman, Lizzie
G. (widow),
ment participation
in MecklenMecklenparticipation in
pension
pension ---- _----------------__
1507
--- _ 1507
burg sesquicentennial
sesquicentennial at.-----at
1317
1317
Chapman,
Sylvanus (son),
(son),
Chapman, Sylvanus
provision for
provision
for participating
participating in
in celebratcelebratpension1489
pension
--------------------------1489
ing the
Mecklenburg Sesquicenthe Mecklenburg
SesquicenCharOs d'Affaires
d'Affaires ad
ad interim,
Charges
interim,
tennial of the
of
the Declaration
Declaration of
appropriation
salaries -----------206
appropriation for
for salaries
206
Independence
at, in May,
Independence at,
May, 1925_
1267
1925_ 1267
for pay
pay of
of officers
for
acting as,
officers acting
as, or
or in
in
terms
of court
court at--..................
at
662
terms of
662
charge of
of consulates
1015
charge
consulates----------Charlotte, N.
1015 Charlotte,
N. Y.,
Y.,
pay
pay of officers
acting as,
as, or
in charge
charge of
officers acting
or in
of
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
preliminary
etc., of,
of, harharconsulates -------------------143
consulates
143
bor to
be made
1196
bor
to be
made------........
1196
Charities
and Corrections,
D. C.,
C.,
Charitiesand
Corrections,D.
Charlottesville,
Va.,
Charlottesville, Va.,
appropriation
appropriation for
Board of
Charities_ 566,
1241
for Board
of Charities566, 1241
terms
114
terms of
of court
court at
at..
---..........
114
for support of jailprisoners-----jail prisoners
566, 1241
566,
1241 Chase,
R. D.,
Chase, R.
D.,
workhouse and reformatory__
reformatory -- _ 566,
for workhouse
566, 1241
1241
credit in accounts directed
directed ------....
1355
1355
for reformatory
for
reformatory -----.--------567, 1241
567,
1241 Chatfield,
Chatfield, Sarah
Sarah E.
E. (widow),
(widow),
National Training
for National
Training School
School for
for
pension
pension increased
increased.-1563
--------......
1563
Boys -------------------567, 1242
567,
1242 Chatham,
Mass.,
Chatham, Mass.,
for National
Training School
National Training
School for
for
amount
amount authorized
authorized for
acquiring naval
for acquiring
naval
Girls -------------------567, 1242
567,
1242
air station
station site,
site, at
1271
air
1271
at.--.-----....
for medical
medical charities
charities ----------- 567,
567, 1242
1242 Chattahoochee
River,
ChattahoocheeRiver,
for Columbia
Columbia Hospital
568, 1242
1242
Hospital ---------- 568,
Ala__ _
663
bridge authorize
authorized across,
across, Alaga,
Alaga, Ala__
663
for Tuberculosis
Tuberculosis Hospital
Hospital ------568, 1242
568,
1242
Eufaula,
Ala ---------......
16
Eufaula, Ala
__
16
for Gallinger
Hospital---------- 568,
Gallinger Hospital
568, 1243
1243
Fort
Gaines, Ga---..............
Ga
4
Fort Gaines,
4
admission
admission of
pay patients
patients --------568
of pay
568 Chattahoochee
Chattahoochee River,
River, Fla.,
Fla.,
for child caring
caring institutions
institutions.. - 569, 1243
569,
1243
preliminary examination,
etc., of,
to be
be
preliminary
examination, etc.,
of, to
for home and school for
569
for feeble
feeble minded
minded
569
made
-------- _
made --------_119
119
------------------
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Chief
Page.
'age
Army-Continued.
Engineers, Army-Continued.
of Engineers,
Chief of
directed to
report on
authorized projon authorized
to report
directed
ects,
whether further
improvefurther improveects, whether
1191
ments undesirable,
undesirable, etc--------etc
ments
to
Capital Park
Park
National Capital
on National
serve on
to serve
463
Commission
Commission --------------Chief
Army,
Finance,Army,
Chief of Finance,
appropriation for
personnel,
civilian personnel,
for civilian
appropriation
Office
Department_ _
898
--_ 483,
483, 898
War Department
of, War
Office of,
to have
etc., of
general__ _ 970
970
of major
major general--rank, etc.,
have rank,
to
Chief
Staff, Army,
Army,
of Staff,
Chief of
894
appropriation for
for contingencies
479, 894
contingencies ---appropriation
for
civil personnel,
Office of..
479, 894
479,
894
of-- - -personnel, Office
for civil
Child Caring
Institutions, D. C.,
C.,
CaringInstitutions,
Child
appropriation
for,
under
Board
of
ChilChilappropriation for, under Board of
dren's Guardians
569, 1243
1243
569,
Guardians-------dren's
Child
C.,
Hygiene Service, D. C.,
Child Hygiene
appropriation for
maintenance of welfor maintenance
appropriation
1238
fare
stations, etc
563,
563, 1238
etc --------fare stations,
Child
Labor,
Child Labor,
proposed
to the ConstituAmendment to
proposed Amendment
tion
Congress to
to
to Congress
power to
giving power
tion giving
limit,
etc
670
670
limit, etc-------------------Child
Labor Law,
Child Labor
expenses
deficiency appropriatioi
appropriation for
for expenses
deficiency
61
enforcing
61
enforcing ------------------Title
Child Labor
Labor, Tax on Employment of, Title
Child
XII, Revenue Act of 1921,
repealed
of 1924----1924
352
352
Act of
Revenue Act
by Revenue
repealed by
Child Welfare,
Welfare,
Child
appropriation
investigations, etc _ 241 1051
for investigations,eteappropriation for
Children
Societies
Prevention of
for Prevention
Societies for
Children,
Cruelty to,
to,
Cruelty
exempt
from income
income tax
tax ---------282
exempt from
of Labor,
Children's Bureau,
Labor,
Department of
Bureau, Department
Children's
appropriation
Chief of,
of, and
and office
office
for Chief
appropriation for
personnel
241,
241, 1050
personnel -----------for investigating
welfare, etc.;
investigating child welfare,
for
infant mortality
mortality ---------241, 1051
infant
241, 1051
for
expenses ----------- 241,
for general
general expenses
for
traveling, etc.,
etc., expenses
expenses--241,
241, 1051
for traveling,
for
interpreters,
for temporary
temporary experts, interpreters,
etc
241,
241, 1051
1051
-- -.-------------etc
for
publications of
241, 1051
1051
of_ 241,
for publications
for materials
materials for
for
and Infancy
Infancy
Maternity and
for executing
executing Maternity
Hygiene
241,
241, 1051
Act -----------Hygiene Act
States,
computing
apportionment to States,
computing apportionment
1051
etc
- 241,
241, 1051
etc------------------for enforcing
deficiency
enforcing
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
61
-child
labor law
law ----------child labor
for
executing Maternity
Maternity and
for expenses
expenses executing
688
Infancy
Act, Hawaii_Hawaii_ _
688
Hygiene Act,
Infancy Hygiene
Children's Guardians,
Board of,
of,
D. C.,
C., Board
Guardians,D.
Children's
appropriation for
administrative exexfor administrative
appropriation
penses
569,
1243
569,1243
penses -----------------1243
limitation
on visiting
visiting wards
wards ofof_ 569, 1243
limitation on
for salaries
salaries ----------------569, 1243
1243
569,
for
569, 1243
for feeble
feeble minded
children ---minded children
for
_ 569,
569, 1243
for
care of children
children_ -__
and care
for board
board and
allowances
to sectarian
sectarian institutions
institutions
allowances to
569,
1243
569, 1243
........-------------advances to
to agent
569, 1243
1243
agent ----------- 569,
advances
for feeble
feeble minded
for home
home and
and school
569
school for
for
for District
1243
Training School ------District Training
for
for
feeble
deficiency
appropriation
deficiency appropriation
minded children
children _
678,
678, 1323
1323
_-------minded
Children's Hospital,
Hospital, D.
D. C.,
C.,
Children's
appropriation
for care
of indigent
indigent papacare of
appropriation for
tients
568,
1242
568, 1242
---tients ------------deficiency appropriation
appropriation for-------for
38,
1322
38, 1322
deficiency
Chile,
Chile,
to---_ 206, 1015
appropriation for ambassador
ambassador to__
1015
appropriation
Chill,
Adelia (widow),
Chill, Adelia
(widow),
pension
1485
1485
pension--------------------------

Chilocco,
Okla.,
Page.
Chilocco, Okla.,
rage.
appropriation for
at
406,
1157
406, 1157
school at__
Indian school
for Indian
appropriation
for Indian
Indian school,
1925_ _
708
708
additional, 1925school, additional,
for
Indian
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for Indian
deficiency
42
school at
at--------------------school
Chilson, Elisha
Elisha M.,
M.,
Chilson,
pension --------------------- --- -1505
pension
Chi
China,
1015
206, 1015
appropriation for
for minister
minister to
to ---appropriation
legation ---___
for Chinese
secretary of legation_
206
Chinese secretary
for
assistant secretary
secretary --------------- 206
assistant
for tuition
of officers
officers assigned
assigned for
for lanlantuition of
for
1016
guage study
study in
1016
in --------------guage
for customs
customs tariff
balance
revision; balance
tariff revision;
for
available---------------211, 1019
211,1019
available
for
inquiry into
extraterritoriality in;
in;
into extraterritoriality
for inquiry
balance
211, 1019
1019
available -------- 211,
balance available
for------ 215, 1025
for
States court
1025
court for
for United
United States
for
American prisoners
expenses of American
for expenses
etc.,
215,
1025
215, 1025
in'
ftp-----------etc., in
903
for
rental for
488,
488, 903
in ---------troops in
for troops
for rental
for
monuments, etc., to
to
preserving monuments,
for preserving
soldiers
who fell
512, 927
927
in---------- 512,
fell in
soldiers who
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for consular
consular
deficiency
1341
building,
Amoy ------------building, Amoy
remission permitted
permitted of
payfurther payof further
remission
ments by,
installments on
of installments
by, of
ments
Boxer indemnity-----------indemnity
135
135
Boxer
China Trade
Act, 1922,
1922,
Trade Act,
China
appropriation for
expenses, executfor expenses,
appropriation
ing
226, 1036
1036
226,
ing------------------.for expenses,
additional,
executing, additional,
expenses, executing,
for
1925
706
1925---------------------China Trade
Trade Act
Amendments,
Act Amendments,
China
three
instead 'of
five, suffisuffiof five,
incorporators instead
three incorporators
cient
995
995
cient----------- --------995
temporary
designated-be designated
to be
directors to
temporary directors
995
in lieu of cash----stock subscriptions
subscriptions in
cash
stock
business forbidden;
forbidden; interest
interest in
in shipping
business
995
permitted
owned by
citizens-by citizens
if owned
permitted if
incorporation not
not complete
complete until
until requirequiincorporation
site amount
property
or property
cash or
of cash
amount of
site
contributed
995
995
contributed----------------statement required
real or
or personal
personal
of real
required of
statement
property
995
995
directorsof directors..
custody of
in custody
property in
revocation of,
of, on
on transacting
business
transacting business
revocation
in violation
to
failure to
or failure
hereof or
in
violation hereof
996
file statement
statement ------------ -file
996
may
alter corporate
corporate seal
seal -----------may alter
shares
to be
be issued
issued at
not less
less
at not
stock to
of stock
shares of
996
than par-----------------par
than
payment required;
holders liable
for
liable for
required; holders
payment
996
unpaid amounts
996
amounts ------------unpaid
directors' qualifications,
etc., authorqualifications, etc.,
directors'
ized
by-laws -------------996
byby-laws
ized by
quorum;
proxy holdings
996
recognized .-holdings recognized_
quorum; proxy
District of
agent
to be
maintained in
in District
be maintained
agent to
Columbia
to accept
service,
accept service,
Columbia to
996
answer
in court,
etc
996
court, etc----------answer in
in income
tax, credit
is allowed
allowed of procredit is
income tax,
in
China
portion
the
income
from
China
from
portion the income
sources bears
to shares
of owners
owners
shares of
bears to
sources
996
in United
China, etcetc_ _
996
- __
States, China,
United States,
in
credit
to special
special dividends
dividends to
to
subject to
credit subject
States,
residents in
in China,
United States,
China, United
residents
997
etc
997
etc----------------997
in addition
__ _ 997
dividends ---to other
other dividends_
addition to
in
and
distributed in
in proportion
proportion
was distributed
and was
997
stock --------to shareholders'
shareholders' stock
to
gross income
of
allowed, of
exemption allowed,
income exemption
gross
China Trade
Trade Act
corporation
Act corporation
China
997
dividends to aaresident in ChinaChina_
in China to
no
to
corporation for business in
no corporation
law other than
be created
created by law
be
under this
this Act
997
997
Act ------------ -under

INDEX.
China Trade
China
Trade Act
Act Corporations,
Corporations,
Page.
corporation tax
corporation
credit allowed
allowed for
tax credit
for proproportion
portion of
of dividends
dividends to
to residents
residents
in
in China; exception
exception ------__
295
_
295
certificate
certificate to Commissioner
Commissioner of
Inof InRevenue
ternal Revenue--------------295
295
subject
subject to
special dividends
resito special
dividends to
to residents in
in China
dents
China----------------295
295
additional to all
other payments
payments
all other
thereto
thereto-------295
--295
in
in proportion
shares owned_
proportion to
to shares
owned - _
295
--__
295
ownership
ownership of stock construed
construed ----__
295
295
meaning of
"China"
of "China"_
295
-----------295
China,
United States
States Court
Court for,
for,
China, United
appropriation
appropriation for salaries
salaries and
and exexpenses
penses--------..----..
215, 1025
1025
--_ 215,
Chinch
Bug,
Chinch Bug,
appropriation for investigating
appropriation
investigating methods
methods
eradicating -------------of eradicating
839
839
Chinese Customs
Customs Tariff,
Chinese
Tariff,
appropriation for
appropriation
for expenses,
expenses, participatparticipating
revision of
ing in
in revision
211,
of --------211, 1019
1019
Chinese Exclusion,
Chinese
Exclusion,
appropriation
appropriation for enforcing; deporting,
etc --------------....
etc
1049
-- - 240,
240, 1049
Chinese
Indemnity,
Chinese Indemnity,
payment of further installments of
of
Boxer, may be remitted
remitted ------135
135
as
October 1,
1, 1917
as from
from October
1917 ----------135
135
Chinese Plague,
Chinese
Plague,
appropriation for
for prevention
of epiepiappropriation
prevention of
demic--------------------- 76,
demic
76, 775
775
Chippewa Agency, Minn., Consolidated,
Chippewa
Consolidated,
appropriation
appropriation for support, etc.,
etc., of InIndians at, from tribal funds-..
funds
1161
1161
deficiency
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
civilian ememfor civilian
at--------------.----_
ployees at
1329
1329
Chippewta
Chippewa Indians.
Indians. etc., Mont.,
Rocky Boy
Mont., Rocky
Boy
Band
Band of,
appropriation for support,
appropriation
support, etc
1159
etc ------1159
for support, etc.,
etc., Indians
addiIndians of,
of, additional, 1925-----------------1925
708
708
Chippewa Indians
Chippewa
Minnesota,
Indians in
in Minnesota,
appropriation for
appropriation
in
for tuition
tuition of
of children
children in
State
State public schools -------- 407,
1158
407, 1158
for civilization,
civilization, etc.,
etc., from
from tribal
tribal
funds ------------------411,
411, 1162
1162
amount for general agency
agency purpurposes -------------------.
411,
1162
411, 1162
aiding construction,
construction, etc., State
public
public schools -----------.
411,
1162
411, 1162
aiding indigent Indians; condiconditions ------------.------.
411, 1162
1162
411,
support of Indian hospitals
hospitals --- .. 412,
412, 1162
1162
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for
for tubercutuberculosis sanatorium
sanatorium for
42
for ---- _----_
42
amount to be credited
credited to
fund
to general
general fund
of, for timber, etc.,
etc., in
Minnein Minnesota National
National Forest
Forest --------1052
1052
back annuities due to, erroneously
erroneously
omitted from the rolls, to
be
to be
paid, etc --.----- -.-_--_--_
95
95
high school teachers at White
White Earth
Earth
School, to be paid from tribal
funds -------------------.
819
819
payment directed
payment
directed from credit
credit for
for ceded
ceded
lands of, to designated Mille
Mille Lac
Lac
chiefs------- --------------chiefs
818
818
per capita payment
to, from
principal
payment to,
from principal
fund ----------------1, 798
1,
798
ratification of, by Tribe
ratification
1, 798
Tribe required_...
required - 1,
798
not subject to any lien,
lien, etc ------2, 798
798
2,
sum authorized
authorized to be credited to
to gengeneral fund of, arising from
sale of
from sale
of
ceded lands
816
lands --------------816
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Chippewa Indians
Chippewa
Indians in
in Minnesota,
Red Lake
Page.
Minnesota, Red
Lake Page.
Band of,
of,
Band
appropriation for sawmill,
•appropriation
sawmill, etc.,
etc., from
from
tribal
tribal funds -412
----------412
Chippewa Indians,
Indians, Mich.,
Mich.,
Chippewa
claims
claims of Saginaw,
Saginaw, etc.,
etc., Bands
Bands of,
of, in
in
Court of Claims ------------137
137
to be filed by approved
__
137
approved attorneys_
attorneys-__
137
allowed; limit
increased
137
fees allowed;
limit increased---__
_
137
Chippewa Indians,
Chippewa
Indians, N.
Turtle MounMounN. Dak.,
Dak., Turtle
tain
Band of,
of,
tain Band
appropriation
etc
409,
1159
appropriation for
for support,
support, etc409, 1159
for support,
etc.,
of, additional,
additional, 1925_
708
support, etc., of,
1925_
708
Chippewa
Chippewa Indians
Indians of
of Lake
Lake Superior,
Superior, Wis.,
Wis.,
appropriation
appropriation for
support, etc.,
for support,
etc., of,
of,
additional, 1925
708
additional,
1925 ---------708
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
for
support,
appropriation for support,
etc -----759
-------------759
final roll of Lac
Lac du
du Flambeau
Flambeau Band
Band of,
of,
to be
prepared
132
be prepared ------.--132
allotments to be
of mermerbe made,
made, sale
sale of
chantable
chantable timber, etc
etc ----------- 132
132
Chippewa Indians
Indians of the
Chippewa
the Mississippi,
Mississippi,
Minn.,
Minn.,
appropriation for
for support
of schools_
407, 1158
1158
appropriation
support of
schools- 407,
for schools, additional, 1925
708
1925 -------708
Chippewa
Indians, Wis.,
Chippewa Indians,
Saint Croix,
Wis., Saint
Croix,
appropriation
for
fulfilling
treaty
with
413,
appropriation forfulfilling treaty with_- 413,
1164
1164
for purchase
purchase of land,
etc
413,
1164
land, etc--------413, 1164
discretionary cash
1164
cash payments
payments ---1164
ChiricahuaNational
Chiricahua
National Monument,
Monument, Ariz.,
Ariz.,
proclamation
proclamation setting
setting aside,
aside, in
Coronado
in Coronado
National
National Forest -------.---.1946
1946
Chitwood, Kate
Kate (widow),
(widow),
Chitwood,
pension----pension
1457
-------.
1457
Chiu
Chiu Irrigation
IrrigationProject,
Chiu Chiu
Project, Ariz.,
Aria.,
appropriation
appropriation for
pumping plants_
1151
for pumping
plants___ 400,
400, 1151
Choctaw and Chickasaw
Chickasaw Indian
Choctaw
Hospital,
Indian Hospital,
Okla.,
Okla.,
appropriation
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc.,
of ------------------408, 1159
1159
408,
Choctaw and
Indians,
and Chickasaw
Chickasaw Indians,
all claims of, to be adjudicated
by
adjudicated by
Court of
of Claims
537
Claims ---------537
petition
may
be jointly or severallypetition
severally.. _
537
537
procedure,
procedure, etc
538
etc ---------------538
return from
from President requested
requested of
of
bill relating to ------------..
. 1612
1612
Choctaw
and Chickasaw
Chickasaw Tounsite
Choctaw and
Townsito Lands,
Lands,
payment of amounts
amounts due
payment
deceased
perdue deceased persons, to
their heirs
heirs ------------138
to their
138
ascertainment
heirs
138
ascertainment of
of heirs ---- -------138
Choctaw
Choctaw Indians
Indians of Mississippi,
Mississippi,
appropriation for
appropriation
for support,
and
civilizasupport, and civilization of full blood;
blood; encouraging
encouraging
industry, etc
409, 1189
1189
etc- ----------.
409,
for lands for full blood; repayment_
repayment-_ _ 1149
1149
for education
education of
full blood
blood --------.
1155
of full
1155
for support,
support, etc., of,
additional, 1925_
708
of, additional,
1925_
708
for education
education of, additional,
additional, 1925_
_
708
1925- -708
deficiency
deficiency
appropriation
relief,
appropriation for
for relief
etc---------------------8
etc
684, 1329
684,1329
for education
education---------.-----_---760
760
Choctaw
Indians,
Choctaw Indians, Okla.
also Five
Okla. (see
(see also
Five
Civilized
Tribes),
Civilized Tribes),
appropriation for expenses
appropriation
expenses of
of sales
sales
within coal and asphalt
asphalt area
area
of-.---------------------of
398,
1148
398,1148
for tribal schools --------- 1148
- 398,
398, 1148
for chief, attorney,
attorney, etc
398, 1148
1148
etc -------398,
for common schoolsschools _----407,
1158
_--407, 1158
for per capita
capita payments
to, from
from
payments to,
tribal funds
412, 1162
funds ----------412,
1162
for fulfilling
fulfilling treaties
413, 1163
treaties with
with ----413,
1163
for education
education -----.----------413, 1163
413,
1163
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Page.
Choctaw,
Oklahoma and
Gulf Railway
Railway Page.
and Gulf
Choctaw, Oklahoma
Company,
Company,
bridge
White River,
authorized across White
bridge authorized
De
Chicago,
by Chicago,
De Valls
Vails Bluff,
Bluff, Ark.,
Ark., by
Rock
Island
and
RailPacific RailRock Island and Pacific
way
Company
and
645
way Company and ----------Cholera,
Cholera,
appropriation for
for prevention
prevention of
of epiappropriation
demic
76,
76, 775
775
demic--------------------Cholera,
Hog,
Cholera, Hog,
appropriation
for
investigating,
treatappropriation for investigating,
ing,
etc
439,
829
439, 829
ing, etc-----------------Choptank
River, Md.,
Md.,
Choptank River,
preliminary
examination, etc.,
etc., of,
of, to
to be
be
preliminary examination,
made
1192
1192
made--------------------Chowan River,
Chowan
River,
bridge
bridge authorized
authorized across, at Edenton,
N.
1128
1128
N. C
C-----------------------Church, Esther
Esther T.
T. (widow),
(widow),
Church,
pension
1449
1449
----------pension------------Church of
of Our
Our Lady
of the
the Rosary,
Rosary,
Church
Lady of
remission of duty on carillon of bells for 1381
remission
Church! William,
Church,
William,
pension ------------------------..
1442
1442
pension
Churchill,
Willis (son),
(son),
Churchill, George
George Willis
pension
-----------1498
pension----------Cigar and
Holders
Cigar
and Cigarette
CigaretteHolders,
excise
meerschaum or amber,
on, of
of meerschaum
excise tax on,
producer, etc
323
etc----------sold by
by producer,
Cigar
Manufacturers
Cigar Manufacturers,
special tax imposed on annual
annual sales by;
327
--rates ------------------sales
exempt
328
sales for
for export exempt----------Cigarette
Beetle,
Cigarette Beetle,
appropriation for
449,839
839
etc-- 449,
for investigating,
investigating, etc....
appropriation
Cigarette
Cigarette Manufacturers,
Manufacturers,
special
tax imposed on annual sales by;
specialtax
327
rates --------------------sales
for export
export exempt-----------exempt
328
328
sales for
Cigarette
Cigarette Papers
Papers and
and Tubes,
Tubes,
internal
revenue
tax
levied
on,
sold
by
internal revenue tax levied on, sold by
manufacturer
or importer
importer to
to
manufacturer or
other
manufacother than
than cigarette
cigarette manufacturer
318
.--318
turer---._------------.-.
_
bond
of manufacturer
manufacturer purchasing
purchasing
bond of
tubes for
318
cigarettes ---318
tubes
for making
making cigarettes
Cigarettes,
Cigarettes,
manufacturer or importer
importer..__
316
tax on
on, by manufacturer
316
Cigars,
on
,
Cigars,
Tobacco,
and
Thereof,
and Manufactures
ManufacturesThereof,
Tax on,
VII, Revenue
Revenue Act
Tax
on, Title
Title VII,
Act
of
of 1921,
1981,
repealed by
Revenue Act
Act of
1924 ---352
repealed
by Revenue
of 1924
352
Cigars, Tobacco, and
Cigars,
of, Tax
Tax
and Manufactures
Manufacturesof,
on,
IV, Revenue
Revenue Act
Act of
of 1924
on, Title
Title IV,
1924,
manufacturer or imtax payable by manufacturer
316
porter, on small cigars -------316
cigars based on retail price -------316
cigarettes; large -----------------316
316
defined
316
316
retail price defined---------------requirements for cigar boxes, etc_ _
317
label requirements
317
packages
for domestic
domestic cigacigapackages required
required for
rettes and
and small
cigars -------317
rettes
small cigars
317
stamps
and canceled__
317
stamps to
to be
be affixed
affixed and
canceled-__ _ 317
for imported
cigarettes in
for
imported cigarettes
in addition
addition
to import
import stamps
317
stamps ------------317
to
packages
317
packages required
required for
for cigars
cigars---------317
punishment
illegal number,
number, false
false
punishment for
for illegal
branding, etc
317
etc---------------317
branding,
retail sales
from boxes
boxes allowed
allowed------317
retail
sales from
317
employees
for peremployees allowed
allowed number
number for
personal use
use without
paying tax_
sonal
without paying
tax - __ 317
317
by manufacturer
or imimtax payable by
manufacturer or
porter on tobacco
317
porter
tobacco and snuffsnuff_ _317

~.

Page.
Cigars,
Manufactures of,
TaxPage.
of, Tax
Cigars, Tobacco,
Tobacco, and
and Manufactures
on, Title
Title IV,
IV, Revenue
Revenue Act
Act of
of
on,
1924—Continued.
1924-Continued.
packages
required for
for manufactured
manufactured
packages required
317
317
tobacco and
tobacco
and snuff ----------318
bladders and jars allowed for snuff
snuff.. -_ 318
318
wooden,
chewing tobacco------tobacco
318
wooden, for
for chewing
318
marking,
etc., required
318
required-----------marking, etc.,
limitations not
applicable to
to exports.
318
exports_ 318
limitations
not applicable
bulk
sales of
perique, clippings,
clippings, etc.,
of perique,
bulk sales
manufacturers or for
for
to other manufacturers
318
tax
318
export, free of tax---------combinations
permitted, of
of wood,
wood,
combinations permitted,
318
318
etc
etc-------------------------tax on cigarette paper and tubes to
to
318
other
manufacturer -----318
other than
than manufacturer
318
bond
required from manufacturers-_
manufacturers.. _
318
bond required
318
leaf tobacco provisions--------------provisions
318
dealers
dealers to file with collector state318
318
ment
details
ment of business; details-----bond
required; number to be asbond required;
319
signed
319
signed--------------------319
certificate
issued; posting_
319
posting -_-__
to be
be issued;
certificate to
inventory
of stock
stock to
filed ananto be filed
inventory of
319
319
nually, etc-----------------etc
319
invoices and records to be kept ---319
319
transactions
319
monthly reports of transactions---restricted; shipments only to
to
sales restricted;
dealers registered
registered manuother dealers,
319
319
facturers
tobacco, etc
facturers of tobacco,
etc-------requirepenalty tax for violations of require319
319
ments ---------------------punishment for refusing statements,
statements,
punishment
320
render invoices,
invoices, etc
etc----------320
unauthorized shipments -------unauthorized
320
fraudulent
fraudulent accounts
accounts-----------farmers or growers, or growers'
growers' coopcoopfarmers
erative associations not regarded
erative
regarded
320
dealers of their product, etc_
etc ---__- 320
records
to
be
kept
by
cooperative
records
cooperative as320
320
sociations ------------.--_
sociations
--term "tobacco
"tobacco powers
growers cooperative
cooperative
320
320
association, defined -_------association,"
Cimarron River,
River, N.
Mex. and
and Okla.,
Cimarron
N. Mex.
Okla.,
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
preliminary
etc., author249
249
ized for flood
flood control
control of
of-------Cincinnati, New
Cincinnati,
New Orleans
Orleans and
and Texas
Texas Pacific
Pacific
Railway Company,
Railway
Company,
may bridge Cumberland
Cumberland River near
near
648
Ky
Burnside, Ky---------------Cincinnati,
Ohio,
Cincinnati,Ohio,
exterior of post office building, may be
cleaned without Government
Government
cleaned
135
135
expense
expense
__-----------_---Circuit
Circuit Courts
Courts of
of Appeals,
Appeals,
appropriation for
for circuit
circuit judges__
218, 1028
1028
judges-_- 218,
appropriation
for pay of clerks -------------- 220, 1030
appeals from interlocutory
interlocutory decrees in
admiralty
cases allowed
allowed to
813
admiralty cases
to----813
San
a sitting at San
for first circuit to hold a
Juan, Porto Rico
Rico ------------729
729
jurisdiction of,
of, by
appeal or
or writ
of
jurisdiction
by appeal
writ of
decisions of diserror over final decisions
trict courts
courts--------------__--936
certiorari to Supreme Court, excepted
936
936
cepted---_-__-------_-------Rico_ _ 936
936
all cases in Hawaii and Porto Rico__
Alaska and Virgin Islands; cases
in Alaska
936
936
reviewable-----------------reviewable
936
Canal Zone--------------------Zone
936
supreme courts of Hawaii and Porto
936
936
Rico; cases reviewable
reviewable ------Rico;
in United
United States
Court for
China__
in
States Court
for China
-- - 936
.
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Pag
Circuit
of Appeals-Continued.
Appeals-Continued.
Courts of
Circuit Courts
jurisdication
specified into review specified
jurisdication of, to
terlocutory
terlocutory orders, etc., of dis936
trict
courts ----------------trict courts
awards
railway employees
employees conawards of railway
troversies
936
troversies ------------------appellate and
and supervisory,
supervisory, in bankappellate
ruptcy
cases
936
-ruptcy cases------------distribution to
circuits
936
to circuits--------------distribution
authority
Federal Trade Comover Federal
of, over
authority of,
mission orders ---------------- 937
orders
under Clayton Antitrust ActAct_
937
orders under
appeals
to, on
interlocutory decrees of
on interlocutory
appeals to,
district courts
courts on injunctions,
district
etc -----------------------937
etc
precedence
etc -----------937
precedence given, etctime
limit for bringing
bringing judgments betime limit
940
fore,
review
fore, for review--------------United
Circuit
(see also
also Judges,
Judges, United
Judges (see
Circuit Judges
States Courts),
Courts),
appropriation for
for salaries -------- 218, 1028
appropriation
two additional,
additional, to be appointed
appointed for
two
1116
eighth
circuit
eighth circuit----------------Cisneros, Felipe
Peratay,
Felipe Peratay,
Cisneros,
1487
pension
pension ------------------------Citizenship,
Citizenship,
to
aliens
ineligible to,
to, not admitted to
aliens ineligible
United States; exceptions
exceptions ----162
United
declared of
of all Indians
Indians born within
declared
253
territorial
United States
limits of United
territorial limits
proclamation of amnesty and pardon as
proclamation
to forfeiture
forfeiture of, by Army or
to
Navy
deserters since November
November
Navy deserters
- 1940
11, 1918
1918 ----------------11,
treaty with
right
recognizing right
Bulgaria recognizing
with Bulgaria
treaty
of
naturalization, etc --------- 1759
of naturalization,
Citrus Canker,
Canker,
Citrus
investigating, eradiappropriation
appropriation for investigating,
440, 830
cating,
etc --------------cating, etc
cooperation with
with States; local, etc..
cooperation
contributions required
required ------ 440, 830
contributions
paying for destroyed
destroyed trees, etc.,
paying
forbidden
forbidden---------------- 440, 830
Citrus
Citrus Fruits,
Fruits,
appropriation
investigating insects
appropriation for investigating
affecting
449, 839
---affecting----------PostalService,
Service,
City Delivery,
Delivery, Postal
City
appropriation for car fare, etc
etc------- 86, 785
appropriation
86, 785
for
carriers -----------------for carriers
86, 785
for special delivery fees ---------- 86
86, 785
for
allowance -----------for vehicle allowance
deficiency appropriations
appropriations for carrierscarriers_ 47, 59,
deficiency
63, 690,
690, 699,
699, 701,
763, 1337, 1350, 1352
701, 763,
63,
----_ 47, 60, 763, 1337
for temporary
carriers_ __
temporary carriers
for
60
vehicle allowance
allowance ------------for vehicle
special delivery
delivery fees --------- 690, 1337
for special
City Refuse, D. C.,
services-- 551, 1228
appropriation
personal services
appropriation for personal
for
disposal of; night soil, etc--etc__ _ 551,
551, 1228
for disposal
1319
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for disposal ofof..
deficiency
Leagues,
Civic
Civic Leagues,
282
tax----------.exempt
income tax
282
exempt from income
Cavil
Service Commission,
Commission,
Civil Service
Commissioners, and
appropriation for Commissioners,
appropriation
office
523, 1200
office personnel -----for field
force; pay restriction-restriction_ __ 523, 1200
field force;pay
for
details from
Departments, etc.,
etc., forfrom Departments,
details
bidden
523, 1200
1200
523,
--bidden- ----523, 1200
for expert
expert examiners
examiners ---------for
expenses
Retirement
under Retirement
for expenses
Act ---.
523, 1201
-----------Act
for
examination of presidential
presidential postfor examination
masters
- 523, 1201
masters ---------------523, 1201
for
traveling expenses,
expenses, etc ----for traveling
1T lI
expn
... etc
Uco_.....
for-or
contingent
expenses,
523,-47
, 1201
2;l-e4xp3u11a,
UOlg45822-V
lor
45822*-vor, 43-:-PT
43--rr 2--47
2-47
4582°-VOL
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Civil
Service Commission-Continued.
Commission-Continued.
Civil Service
appropriation for
for rent;
rent; condition-_
condition__ 523,
appropriation
for printing
printing and
and binding
binding for
for --523,
523,
for
for field
additional, 1925-----1925
force, additional,
field force,
for
appropriation for traveling
deficiency appropriation
traveling
deficiency
expenses
expenses ---------------------

Page.
1201
1201
1201
705
1348
1348

Act,
Civil
Retirement Act,
Service Retirement
Civil Service
appropriation for
for expenses
expenses of
of Civil
appropriation
Service Commission
Commission under__
1201
523, 1201
under-_ 523,
Service
for
Office exexPension Office
of Pension
expenses of
for expenses
1164
ecuting
414,
414, 1164
ecuting ----------------deficiency
expenses
for expenses
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
56
of Pension
Pension Office
56
executing-_
Office executing__
of
Civil
Veterans,
War Veterans,
Civil War
appointment
on commission
inspect
to inspect
commission to
appointment on
siege of
Petersburg, Va.,
Va., battlebattleof Petersburg,
siege
fields, of
of aamember
served
member of, who served
fields,
856
in
856
States Army -...United States
the United
in the
856
---.........in
Army
856
Confederate Army
in Confederate
selection
in United
selection of one who served in
States
and one
one in
in ConConforces and
States forces
federate States forces, on comcomfederate
mission
inspect, etc., Virto inspect,
mission to
ginia
646
fields------------battle fields
ginia battle
Civilian Military
Military Instruction,
Instruction,
Civilian
of rifle
appropriation for
expenses of
for expenses
appropriation
ranges,
etc.; quartermaster
quartermaster supranges, etc.;
509, 924
plies,
509,
etc--------------plies, etc
for ordnance
equipment for rifle
rifle
ordnance equipment
for
ranges
510,
925
510, 925
ranges ------------------provision authorized
construction,
for construction,
authorized for
provision
etc.,
of indoor
indoor and
outdoor rifle
rifle
and outdoor
etc., of
510
ranges
ranges----...............--510
instructors
in markmanship
510
markmanship ------instructors in
maintenance
of matches,
matches, issuing
maintenance of
etc., for
arms, targets,
targets, trophies,
trophies, etc.,
arms,
promoting practice
practice in
arms_
510
rifle arms
in rifle
promoting
sale at
of arms,
etc., to
National
to National
arms, etc.,
cost of
at cost
sale
Rifle
members; issues
Association members;
Rifle Association
to organized
clubs, etc--------etc
510
organized clubs,
to
procuring necessary
materials, supsupnecessary materials,
procuring
510
plies,
etc
510
prizes, etc-------------plies, prizes,
transportation, subsistence,
to
etc., to
subsistence, etc.,
transportation,
participants
matches,
practice, matches,
in practice,
participants in
510
etc
510
etc -----------------------Civilian Training
Camps (see
(see Training
Training Camps
Civilian
Camps, Military).
Military).
Camps,
Claims,
Claims,
appropriation
for adjusting,
adjusting, for damappropriation for
ages to
private property by
to private
ages
naval aircraft
877
199, 877
---- 199,
aircraft..-------.
naval
for
arbitrating outstanding
pecunoutstanding pecunfor arbitrating
iary, between United States and
iary,
Great
Britain1022
213, 1022
---------.Great Britain
for defending
in
217, 1026
defending suits in--..------for
for paying,
damages to private
paying, for damages
for
property by Army target
target pracpractice,
etc
483, 897
tice, etc-------------for paying,
damages to private
paying, for damages
for
property
officers, enproperty of Army officers,
listed
men, etc ------------- 483, 898
listed men,
for
paying, for damages
damages to private
for paying,
property by
by naval
naval forces__
__ 184, 862
forces---property
damages to private
for
for paying, for damages
property, etc.,
servetc., by postal servproperty,
ice
85, 784
------...............ice
for
paying,
for
damages
to
private
for paving, for damages to private
property,
property, under Interior Department
1142
partment --------------- 391, 1142
defending
deficiency
appropriation for defending
deficiency appropriation
70
44,
70
in -------------------.suits in
for
paying, certified
Accertified by General Acfor paying,
54,
counting
Office
counting Office ------------.60, 697,
699. 758, 1347 1351, 1352
697. 699,
60.
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Page.
Page

deficiency
settling, of
of
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for settling,
foreign
war
foreign Governments
Governments under
under war
contracts --------------695, 1344
contracts
695,
1344
damages to
for paying, for damages
to private
property by
Veterans' Bureau_
by Veterans'
Bureau___ 1317
1317
commissioners to take
commissioners
take evidence
evidence in,
in, to
to
appointed
by
Court of
of
be appointed
by Court
Claims -------------------964
965
authority, salaries,
salaries, etc
etc----------965
appointments,
etc., to
in three
three
appointments, etc.,
to expire in
years ----------------------965
conventions
Mexico for
settlement
conventions with Mexico
for settlement
of
1722,
1730
of--------------------1722, 1730
Island for expenses
expenses in
war
of Rhode Island
in war
with Spain,
of
Spain, referred to Court of
Claims
964
Claims--------------------964
payment of adjudicated,
under
War
adjudicated,
War
Minerals
Relief
Act,
the
limitaMinerals Relief Act, the limitation being repealed
634
repealed -__------- 634
Claims
Commission, United
Claims Commission,
United States
States and
and
Germany,
Germany,
appropriation for
etc
215, 1023
appropriation
for expenses,
expenses, etc-215,
1023
deficiency
appropriation for expenses
deficiency appropriation
expenses_ -_ 1339
Austria and
Hungary added----added
1339
and Hungary
1339
Claims Commissions,
Commissions, United
and
Claims
United States
States and
Mexico,
Mexico,
appropriation
general and special
special_ -_ 1024
appropriation for general
deficiency
appropriation for expenses
691
deficiency appropriation
expenses of
691
Claire, New
New Brunswick,
Brunswick,
Clairs,
bridge authorized
authorized across Saint John
John
River, Fort Kent, Me., to
River,
to-----27
Clallam
Indians,
Wash.,
ClaUam Indians, Wash.,
per capita payment to,
upon
enrollment
to, upon enrollment 1012
1012
acceptance in full satisfaction of
of all
acceptance
all
claims required
required-------------- 1102
retention until majority,
majority, of shares of
minors --------------------1102
interest
interest on, may be paid to parents,
etc --- -------------.----1102
allowance
allowance to attorney------------attorney
1102
Clapper, Mandy
Clapper,
Mandy (widow),
(widow),
pension ------------------------ _ 1528
Clark, Adelaide
Adelaide M.
Clark,
M. (widow),
(widow),
pension------ ---pension
_--_-----------_ 1529
1529
Clark
County, Idaho,
Idaho,
Clark County,
appropriation
appropriation for sheep experiment
experiment
station, etc., in -------- _-__ 439, 828
Clark, Don
H.,
Clark,
Don H.,
deficiency
appropriation for contested
deficiency appropriation
contested
election
expenses 1314
election expenses
.
.-------__
1314
Clark, Florence
(widow),
Clark,
Florence C.
C.'(uwidow),
pension -------------...------pension
1473, 1496
1473,
1496
Clark,
Clark, Maria
Maria L.
L. (widow),
(widow),
increased ---pension increased
____-- 1491
Clark,
Clark, Phebe
Phebe (widow),
(widow),
pension---pension
------------.------- __
1475
Clark Richard
Clark
Richard F.,
F.
pension
increased ---____---_______.
pension increased
1402
1402
Clark, Susan
Susan (widow),
(widow),
Clark,
pension ---------------.----.--- __
1450
1450
Clarks Ferry
Clarks
Ferry Bridge
Bridge Company,
Company,
bridge Susquehanna
Susquehanna River
at
Clarks
may bridge
River at Clarks
Ferry, Pa ------------------30
So
Clarks
Clarks Ferry,
Pa.,
Ferry, Pa.,
bridge authorized
Susquehanna
bridge
authorized across
across Susquehanna
River at -- ---------------_
30
Clarksdale,
Clarksdale, Miss.,
Miss.,
882
terms of court at ----------------882
Clarksville,
Clarksville ' Tenn.,
Tenn.,
time extended
extended for bridging
bridging Cumberland River
River near ------------113
113
ClassificationAct
Classification
of 1923,
1923,
Act of
errors in rates for custodial service
service
corrected-------------------corrected
669

Classified Civil
Civil Service
Service Employees,
Classified
Employees,Page.
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appropriation
appropriation for
for expenses of Civil
Civil
Service Commission under ReReService
Act1201
523, 1201
tirement Act-------.......
523,
expenses of Pension
Pension Office under
for expenses
under
Retirement Act
414, 1164
Retirement
Act --------414,
1164
Clay,
Clay, etc.,
etc.,
appropriation
investigating strucstrucappropriation for
for investigating
tural materials of -----------.
230
230
Clay, Henry,
Clay,
Henry,
loan
Capitol, for
for exexloan of
of portrait
portrait of, in the
the Capitol,
hibition in Philadelphia
Philadelphia of works
works
of the artist,
artist, John Neagle
Neagle ----1252
1252
Clay, Lizzie
Clay,
Lizzie (widow),
(widow),
pension increased
1510
pension
increased------------------1510
Clay
Products, etc.,
Clay Products,
etc.,
appropriation for study
processes,
appropriation
study of
of processes,
properties, etc.,
etc., of
231, 1040
properties,
of--------- 231,
1040
Clays, etc.,
Clays,
etc.,
appropriation
investigating strucappropriation for
for investigating
structural materials
230,
1039
materials of
of-----____230, 1039
Clayton, Anna
Anna G.
Clayton,
G. (widow),
(widow),
pension -------1426
_----------_-----_1426
Clayton Antitrust
Act,
Clayton
Antitrust Act,
appeals to
etc.,
circuit courts
courts of
of appeals
to enforce,
enforce, etc.,
orders under
937
under --------------- _
937
Clayton,
Charles T.,
Clayton, Charles
T.,
payment to, for personal
injuries
1577
payment
personal injuries----1577
Clayton County,
County, Ark.,
Ark.,
Clayton
bridge authorized
authorized across
across Current River,
River,
at Finley's
Finley's Ferry, by---------by
26
26
Clayton,
Henry
D.,
Clayton, Henry D.,
may
accept
decoration
and
diploma
may
decoration and diploma
from France
France----------------- 1590
1590
Clayton,
N.
Mex.,
Clayton, N. Mex.,
offices of register and
and receiver,
receiver, land
land
office at, consolidated
consolidated --------395
office
395
Clear, Kate
Kate E.
(widow),
Clear,
E. (widow),
pension
pension ---.-------------__
----- 1437
1437
Clearwater,
Minn.,
Clearwater, Minn.,
bridge authorized
authorized across
Mississippi
across--Mississippi
River , at
River,
at --------------- 1302
Clemens,
(widow),
1302
Clemens, Amanda
Amanda (widow),
pensinn increased
pension
increased----------------- 1484
1484
Clement, Welthey
Clement,
Welthey A.
(widow),
A. (widow),
pension --- -pension------------------ 1462
1462
Clerical Assistance
Assistance to
to Senators,
Senators,
Clerical
appropriation for clerks and assistant
appropriation
assistant
clerks to Senators
Senators not chairmen
of committees
committees specifically provided for -------------- _ 580, 1288
1288
committee status
status ----------_ 580, 1288
committee
1288
additional clerks ----------- 580,
for additional
1288
5
authorized of clerk8,
positions and pay authorized
clerkss0 1288
and assistant clerks to Senators
not chairmen
chairmen of designated
designated
committees
148
committees --------------148
service to committee
committee of which
which
Senator
Senator is chairman
148
chairman ---------148
additional clerks,
clerks, if having not more
additional
than designated
designated number of
of
clerks ---148
--------------148
Clerk Hire
Clerk
Hire at
at Consulates,
Consulates,
appropriation for --------------- 208,
appropriation
1017
208, 1017
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for ------57,
57, 760
760
Clerk
Hire,
Members, Delegates,
Clerk Hire, Members,
Delegates, and
and ResiResident Commissioners,
Commissioners,
appropriation for ------------ _ 585, 1293
amount established for; mode of payment -152
ment
--.
.-----.
152
salary
salary to one person limited ------152
152
Clerk of the House
of Representatives,
Representatives,
House of
appropriation
for,
clerks,
appropriation
etc
etc-----582, 1290
under direction of
1292
• for clerk under direction of ------1292
for assistance in preparing reports,
reports,
etc -------- ---.-------- 585, 1294
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Page.
Representatives- Page- Clothing
Clerk of the House of RepresentativesStores, Navy,
and Small Stores,
Continued.Continued.
to be charged
charged with value of issues of
deficiency
appropriation for
compiling
outfits on
on first
enlistment_--___ 195,
for compiling
deficiency appropriation
outfits
first enlistment
195, 873
873
contested cases, etc----------etc
34
uniform gratuity
gratuity to enrolled
34
enrolled men
men of
of
committee clerks placed under, after
after
Naval Reserve
Force
195,
873
Reserve Force-------- 195, 873
close
Congress----------- 583,
civilian
to men
men discharged
discharged
close of Congress
583, 1291
1291
civilian clothing
clothing to
not applicable
applicable to Committee on AcAcfor bad conduct, etc-------etc
195, 873
counts
583, 1291
------------------583,1291
uniform gratuity
gratuity to officers
officers of
position
established of, journal
position and pay established
Naval Reserve
Reserve Force
873
Force-------- 195, 873
clerk, reading
reading clerks, disbursing
disbursing
issue to
Naval Nurse
Nurse Corps_
195,
873
issue
to Naval
Corps --195, 873
clerk,
149 Clothing,
149
Army,
clerk, etc -------------------Clothing, Army,
enrolling
while held by present
present
appropriation for
for cloth,
manufacture,
enrolling clerk while
cloth, manufacture,
appropriation
incumbent ------------------150
incumbent
150
etc
900
etc--------------------- 485, 900
property
custodian, stationery
stationery clerk,
clerk,
issue of
900
property custodian,
issue
of toilet
toilet kits
kits ------------ 485, 900
librarian, etc ----------------150
librarian,
for indemnity
destroyed ----- 485,
485, 900
900
for
indemnity for
for destroyed
clerk under direction of-----------of
151
for additional, 1925 -------------711
statements to be filed with, of election
election
deficiency appropriation
58,
deficiency
appropriation for
for---------- 58,
expenses,
treasurer of
expenses, etc., by treasurer
762,
1352
762, 1350,
1350, 1352
political
political committee
committee ----------- 1071 Clothing,
Corps,
Clothing, Marine
Marine Corps,
of contributions
contributions by other persons for
appropriation for
for enlisted
enlisted men
880
men ----- 203, 880
appropriation
influencing election
election of candidates
candidates
Clover (see Grasses, etc.).
in two or more States--------States
1072 Clubs, Social,
1072
Social, Athletic, etc.,
from
candidates for
from candidates
for the House of
internal revenue
revenue tax on dues or meminternal
contributions,
___ 1072
1072
contributions, expenses,
expenses, etc_
etc---bership fees of; limit
321
321
limit.--------verification,
preservation_ 1073
1073 Clyde Steamship Company,
verification, filing, and preservationtransfer to, of certain supplies from
transfer
may
for collision
to
collision damages to
bring suit
suit for
may bring
General
Committee for
General Supply Committee
steamship "Comanche"---"Comanche"
1564
-steamship
use
use of House Office Building,
Coachella
Irrigation Project,
Project, Calif.,
Calif.,
Valley Irrigation
Coachella Valley
authorized
585
authorized------------------appropriation for
for pumping
plants-- 400, 1151
1151
pumping plants_appropriation
Clerks
House
Clerks and Janitors
Janitors to Committees,
Committees, House
Coal,
Coal,
of Representatives,
Representatives,
appropriation
investigating methods
methods
for investigating
appropriation for
appropriation for
582, 1290
for------- -------appropriation
of weighing,
weighing, etc.,
mines_ __ 232, 1041
of
etc., at
at mines--clerks placed under
under Clerk of the
the
Coal and
Coal
and Asphalt
Asphalt Lands,
Lands, Okla.,
House
of Congress
Congress 583, 1291
House after close of
appropriation for expenses of sales,
appropriation
placed under Doorkeeper
Doorkeeper
janitors placed
within
area
Choctaw and
within area of Choctaw
after close of Congress
Congress ---583, 1291
Chickasaw
Chickasaw Indians
Indians--------- 378, 1148
established of, to
positions and pay established
to
Coal
Commission,
Coal Commission,
designated
committees--------- 150
designated committees
report of,
printed
1616
1616
of, ordered
ordered printed-----------report
Clerks and
and Messengers
Messengers to Committees,
Coast
Geodetic Survey,
Coast and
and Geodetic
Survey, Department
Department of
Senate,
Senate,
Commerce,
Commerce,
appropriation
appropriation for
for_-----_--------_ 579, 1287
1287
appropriation for
all expenses
234, 1044
1044
for all
expenses----- 234,
appropriation
positions and pay established
to
established of, to
for field expenses, Atlantic and Gulf
designated committees -------147
designated
coasts
coasts- ---------------- 235, 1044
Embassies and
Clerks at
at Embassies
and Legations,
Legations,
limit, outlying islands-------islands
235, 1044
appropriation for -------1016
__
----- 206, 1016
appropriation
Atlantic
Panama Canal
Canal
Atlantic entrance
entrance to
to Panama
deficiency
for salaries--salaries_ __
57
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
57
235, 1045------Clerks,
Courts,
States Courts,
Clerks, United States
for Pacific coast --------------- 235,1045
235, 1045
appropriation for salaries -------- 220, 1030
appropriation
for physical hydrography ------- 235, 1045
1045
naturalization
for assistance to, in naturalization
1045
for compiling Coast Pilot ------ 235, 1045
cases -------------------241,
241, 1050
for magnetic observations,
observations, etc-_etc_
1045
235, 1045
__ _ 709
for salaries, etc., additional, 1925
1925-__
latitude observatory,
observatory, Ukiah,
Ukiah, Calif.
latitude
56,2 171
171,'760
deficiency appropriation
appropriation forfor
56
deficiency
1045
--- --- ---- -- --- 235, 1045
fees established
established for services of, district
for surveys in earthquake
regions_ 235, 1045
earthquake regionscourt
857
court-----------------------for Hawaiian
triangulation
1045
Hawaiian triangulation---235, 1045
inconsistent laws repealed
repealed --------857
for special surveys
surveys------------- 235, 1045
857
not applicable
applicable to
poor suitors----suitors
to poor
not
1045
for miscellaneous
miscellaneous------------235, 1045
required from United States-.-States_
not required
857
shipwrecked persons,
for relief of shipwrecked
of----------------------857
schedule of
etc --------------------235, 1045
effective July 1,
1925
859
1, 1925-------------for delegates, International
International Research
Research
indexes to all judgment debtors to be
be
236, 1045
Council-----------------__ _
813
kept by; open to inspection_
inspection---.
for vessels, repairs, etc --------236, 1045
Cleveland, Miss., State
Cleveland,
State Bank,
for officers, crews, etec--------etc
236, 1045
redemption of lost certificate
certificate of infor pay, commissioned
commissioned officers
officers--- 236, 1045
debtedness of
debtedness
of----------------- 1359
1046
designation of assistant director 236, 1046
Clifford, Mary E. (widow),
for office force --------------- 236, 1046
1046
pension increased
pension
increased------------------1441
for
etc., emmechanical, etc.,
for technical,
technical, mechanical,
Cline,
Cline, James M.,
ployees
236, 1046
1046
ployees----------------pension
_1394
pension -----------------.------1394
for office expenses ----------236,
1046
236,1046
Clinton
Clinton County, Iowa,
Iowa,
restriction on subsistence
subsistence allowauthorized across Mississippi
bridge authorized
ance
Washington__ _ 236, 1046
ance while in Washington_River, between Whiteside
Whiteside
for field expenses, Atlantic coast,
County, Ill., and
and-------------15
additional, 1925 ----------- 706
Clocks,
for field expenses, Pacific coast, adexcise tax on, sold, etc., by dealers;
dealers;
ditional, 1925 --------------.
706
exception
exception------------------324
706
for officers, etc., additional, 1925
1925----
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Coast
Guard, Treasury
Department-Con. Page.
Page.
Treasury Department-Con.
Coast Guard,
Coast
and Geodetic
Page.
of Page.
Department of
Survey, Department
Geodetic Survey,
Coast and
deficiency appropriation
SavLife Savfor Life
appropriation for
deficiency
Commerce-Continued.
Commerce-Continued.
ing
Service -------------------761
ing Service
appropriation
State surveys,
surveys, addifor State
appropriation for
for
etc., Life
Service
761
Life Saving Service-_
crews, etc.,
for crews,
tional, 1925
1925---------- ------ 706
for
personnel equipment ----1342
1342
office personnel
for office
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for paying
deficiency
for
cutter for
Alaska ------------1342
for Alaska
for cutter
damages
claims-------- 41, 683, 1328
damages claims
amount
technical services, 1925,
amount for technical
for
party expenses
expenses --565, 697, 759, 1348
for party
increased ------------------1342
authorized
investigate and report
report
authorized to investigate
transfer
of amount
amount for
etc.,
for pay, etc.,
transfer of
on seismology
802
seismology --------------on
1925,
etc
1342
rations, etc---------1925, to rations,
heat,
power, etc.,
etc., furnished
Capitol
furnished by Capitol
heat, power,
construction
for
cutter for
of cutter
authorized of
construction authorized
Power Plant to be reimbursed
reimbursed
Alaskan waters---------waters
728
---Alaskan
588
thereto --------------------enlistment
allowances to men honorably
enlistment allowances
officers not allowed
longevity for time
allowed longevity
officers
discharged from Navy
Navy and withdischarged
at Naval or
Academy
Military Academy
or Military
at
.in
in three
1116
1116
in --enlisting in_
months enlisting
three months
1913-------- 194, 872
March 4, 1913
since March
Luke
Ratigan placed
placed on retired list
1369
list_-Luke Ratigan
Coast Artillery, Army,
Army,
Coast
officers
authorized to
to make arrests, etc.,
officers authorized
appropriation
School, Fort Monroe,
appropriation for School,
violations of
of Oil Pollution
for violations
Va
--- 501, 917
Va----------------605
--Act -------------------for
fortifications, seacoast
seacoast defenses,
defenses,
for fortifications,
not
at
longevity for time at
allowed longevity
not allowed
United
States
502, 917
United States------------Naval
or
Military
Academy,
Naval or Military Academy,
-------- 502,918
insular possessions--possessions
502, 918
insular
after
March 4,
4, 1913
1913-------- 194, 872
after March
503,918
Panama
503, 918
Panama Canal ----------- restriction
offices, not
restriction on holding two offices,
Office of Chief
personnel, Office
for civilian
civilian personnel,
applicable
to
enlisted
retired enlisted
applicable to retired
503; 918
Department ------of, War Department
men
and
officers
of;
condition._
men and officers of; condition--_ 245
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for commercial
commercial
transfer
of
land
at
Fort
Macon,
Macon, N. C.,
transfer of land at
posts
701
service at, posts---telephone service
for
386
of -------------- ,--for use
use of
Coast Artillery School,
Va.,
Fort Monroe,
Monroe, Va,
School, Fort
Coast
vessels,
etc., of
of the
the Navy to be transvessels, etc.,
appropriation
ncidental expenses
expenses,
incidental
appropriation for i
ferred
law enforcement_
401, 917
enforcement -_ 105
917
ferred to, for law
----- 601,
etc
instructors, etc-----temporary officers
to be appointed in,
officers to
temporary
apparatus, materials, etc 501, 917
for special
special apparatus,
by
number and
President; number
by the
the President;
711
1925
for additional,
additional, 1925--------------105
grades ---------------------105
Coast Guard
Guard Cutters
Cutters (see also
also Coast Guard
Coast
pay, etc.,
etc., of similar Navy grades;
grades; no
pay,
Vessels),
Vessels),
105
retirement
tenure------retirement rights; tenure
appropriation
repairs
73
appropriation for repairs------------permanent officers may be promoted
promoted
permanent
Coast
Guard, Treasury
Treasury Department,
Department,
Coast Guard,
retained ----105
appropriation
for civil
civil personnel,
personnel, office
office
as; regular status retained
appropriation for
examinations, etc., for original ap72,772
examinations,
of Commandant------------Commandant
72,
772
105
limit------pointments as; age limit
draftsmen, etc.,
etc. may be paid from
permanent warrant
officers and enwarrant officers
permanent
"Repairs to 'Coast
Coast Guard Cut"Repairs
appointment
listed men allowed appointment
ters;"
limit-------------- 72, 772
ters;" limit
105
as -----------------------for
and allowances,
allowances, officers,
for pay
pay and
retained----- 105
73, 772
status for retirement retained
etc------ '73,
cadets, enlisted men, etc
105
included in longevity creditcreditservice includedinlongevity
for
rations, .etc ------------------ 73, 772
for rations
for
special list of temporary officers to be
special
etc----------- 73, 772
fuel, ship stores, etc
for fuel,
105
made ------------------ 73, 772
for repairs of buildings, leases,
leases, etc
etc_ _
105
promotions etc
authorized ------for
allowances, etc -------73, 772
772
etc., authorized
promotions,
death allowances,
for death
temporary chief warrant officers to be
for traveling
traveling expenses_
73,
772
73, 772
temporary
expenses ---------appointed
promotion from
from
appointed by promotion
for draft animals; coastal communicommunipermanent warrant
warrant officers----officers
106
cation lines, etc
772
etc------------ 73, 772
pay,
allowances, etc., of retired
retired status
73, 772
for
civilian employees
employees in
in the
the field
field-- - 73,
pay, allowances,
for civilian
106
not affected -------------for contingent expenses
expenses --------73, 772
temporary warrant
warrant officers and enfor repairs to vessels ------------ 73, 772
appointed ---106
710
listed men to be appointed
1925..-------------710
additional, 1925
for additional,
106
authorized
no retirement authorized--------deficiency
appropriation for addideficiency
permanent enlisted
enlisted men may be appermanent
tional motor boats, etc., for enwarrant
50
pointed as temporary warrant
forcing laws----------------laws
106
officers
officers---------------------etc., of vesssels transferred
transferred
for repairs, etc.,
106
retirement, etc.,
etc., not affected
affected ------50
from Navy ------------------106
enlisted men, etcetc_ 50, 693
included in longevity
longevity credit
106
credit--service included
for officers,
officers, cadets, enlisted
temporary
temporary service of Naval Reserve
for rations, etc ------------------ 50, 694
Force in, not to prejudice
prejudice status
water -------------50, 694
694
fuel and
and water
for fuel
Reserves ----------------106
in Reserves
50, 694
for
outfits ' ship
stores, etc
etc--------- 50,
ship stores,
for outfits,
106
pay while serving; credit for service_
for ice patrol, radio equipment,
equipment, etc__
50
etc reduced by temno regular grade, etc.,
etc., reduced
temfor station repairs
repairs, etc ----------- 50, 694
for death allowances
porary appointment
appointment --------- _
106
allowances ------------- 50, 694
for
return from President requested,
requested, of
- 50, 694
for traveling
expenses ---------traveling expenses
1610
bill increasing, etc
1610
etc------------for
contingent expenses
50, 58,
58, 62
expenses ------for contingent
reenrollment
1610
additional employees,
employees, Office of
reenrollment ordered -------------- 1610
for additional
Coast Guard
Guard Vessels,
50
Vessels,
---------Commandant ----50 Coast
Commandant
772
50,
1342
50,
1342
appropriation for repairs------------repairs
for paying
paying damages
damages claims ----for
for repairs
repairs to
to cutters
cutters------------ 58, 694
deficiency
appropriation for repairs,
deficiency appropriation
for
etc -----------------------694
693
furniture etc-----------------etc
for furniture,
authorized for
construction of one, authorized
personnel
693, 751
for office personnel-----------Alaskan
waters
to
replace
1349, 1352
1352
Alaskan
for expenses_ 694, 698, 701, 1761,
"Bear"
757
--------------- _ 728
Mannin g. . " _ "Bear"---cutter "
" Manning"____
for repairs to
,.
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Coast Pilot,
Pilot,
Page.
Coast
appropriation
for compilation
1045
compilation of__ 235, 1045
appropriation for
Coast Signal
Signal Service,
Service, Navy,
Navy,
Coast
appropriation
for
maintenance,
etc__
190,
869
appropriation for maintenance, etc-_ 190, 869
Coasters
Harbor Island,
Island, R.
R. I.,
I.,
Coasters Harbor
appropriation
naval training
training stastafor naval
appropriation for
tion,
maintenance --------187, 866
866
187,
tion, maintenance
for
Naval
War
College
188, 867
867
for Naval War College-------- - 188,
Coastwise Service,
Service,
Coastwise
time
Virgin Islands,
to
extended to
Islands, extended
in Virgin
for, in
time for
May
1, 1924
1928
1924---------------May 1,
to
November
1,
1924
1943
1943
to November 1, 1924 -----------1969
to May
May 1,
1969
1925 ----------------1, 1925
to
Coastwise
Waterways, Inland
and,
Inland and,
Coastwise Waterways,
appropriation
for operating
operating transportatransportaappropriation for
tion facilities
facilities on,
on, by
War DeDeby War
tion
partment -------------------516
516
partment
operation
of,
transferred
to
the
Inland
operation of, transferred to the Inland
Waterways Corporation
362
362
Corporation------Waterways
Coberly,
Pete,
Coberly, Pete,
money received
received from
from sale
sale of
of allotment
allotment
money
to, to
to be
deposited to
credit of
of
to credit
to,
be deposited
Navajo
Indians
Navajo Indians-------------- • 91
Coburn,
J. (widow),
(widow),
Lucy J.
Coburn, Lucy
1516
pension ------------------ •1516
-----pension
Coburn,
Watson S.,
S.,
Coburn, Watson
pension ---------1388
---------pension
Coca
Cocaine, etc.
etc. (see
also Narcotic
(see also
Leaves, Cocaine,
Coca Leaves,
Drugs),
Drugs),
appropriation for
for expenses,
expenses, enforcing
enforcing
appropriation
etc., of_-laws
of ___ 72, 771
sale, etc.,
restricting sale,
laws restricting
328
in-------trading, etc., in
restrictions on trading,
restrictions
stamp tax
tax on,
on, compounds,
compounds etc
329
329
etc -------stamp
preparations,compounds,
etc.,
not affected----330
330
etc., not
preparations,
Cochiti
Indians, N.
Mex.,
N. Mex.,
Cochiti Indians,
appropriation for
constructing bridges,
bridges,
for constructing
appropriation
413
Rio Grande
Grande within lands of
of..---___
Rio
Cochrane,
(widow),
Jane F.
F. (widow),
Cochrane, Jane
pension ------------------------_ 1531
1531
pension
Cockrells
Va.,
Creek, Va.,
Cockrells Creek,
preliminary
of, to
to be
be
etc., of,
examination, etc.,
preliminary examination,
1193
made
1193
made---------------------Coco Solo,
Solo, Canal
Canal Zone,
Zone,
Coco
appropriation for
for submarine
submarine base,
base, imimappropriation
877
provements
provements-----------------Canal Zone,
Coco Solo
Naval Air
Station, Canal
Air 'Station,
Solo Naval
Coco
_
appropriation for
199
buildings ---------for buildings
appropriation
Cocoanut Scale,
Scale,
Cocoanut
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for expenses
expenses
deficiency
682
Island of Guam__
eradicating, on Island
Guam
682
eradicating,
available until
until June
June 30,
30, 1926
1926 --1326
1326
available
Coconino National
National Forest,
Forest, Ariz.,
Ariz.,
Coconino
proclamation enlarging
enlarging area
1922
of -----area of
proclamation
transferring portion
portion of
Tonto NaNaof Tonto
transferring
tional Forest
to ------------1922
Forest to
tional
Codeine (see
Narcotics).
(see Narcotics).
Codeine
Coeur d'Alene
Idaho,
Agency, Idaho,
d'Alene Agency,
Coeur
appropriation for
for support,
support, etc.,
etc., of
of InInappropriation
dians
at, from
funds -_ 411, 1161
tribal funds_
from tribal
dians at,
deficiency appropriation
civilian
appropriation for civilian
deficiency
1329
employees
at --------------1329
employees at
Coeur
Indians, Idaho,
Idaho,
d'Alene Indians,
Coeur d'Alene
406,
406,
appropriation
fulfilling treaty
treaty with__
with
for fulfilling
appropriation for
for
support, etc.,
etc., of,
of, additional,
additional, 1925_
1925for support,
Coey,
(mother),
Christena (mother),
Coey, Christena
pension
pension ------------------Coffee,
Lester L.,
L.,
Coffee, Lester
pension
pension --------------------------Coffey,
Philip T.,
T.,
Coffey, Philip
when disinquiry
of, when
condition of,
as to
to condition
inquiry as
charged to
to be
be made
made ------ ___charged
of Engineers
Engineers
appointment as
captain of
as captain
appointment
of
and retired
action of
of board
board of
on action
retired on
and
inquiry
inquiry-.-------------------

1160
11Uoo
708
708
1401
1401
1396
1396
1598
1598

1599
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Coffman,
(daughter),
Page.
Page.
Dora (daughter),
Coffman, Dora
pension -.------------------------1420
1420
pension
Coffman,
(widow),
Lucretia (widow),
Coffman, Lucretia
pension increased
1472
1472
increased -------------pension
Cohen,
George
(son),
(son),
Cohen, George
pension
1513
1513
pension-----------------------Coin
Operated Machines,
etc.,
Machines, etc.,
Coin Operated
excise
on ------------323
323
---tax on
excise tax
Coins,
Coins,
appropriation
for recoinage
68, 767
767
gold_- _ 68,
of gold__
recoinage of
appropriation for
for
of minor
minor ---------68,
767
68, 767
recoinage of
for recoinage
for
bullion and
and _
76, 776
776
-- _-_ 76,
on bullion
freight, etc.,
etc., on
for freight,
deficiency
recoinage
for recoinage
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
of minor
49
49
of
minor--------------------coinage
pieces auau50-cent pieces
silver 50-cent
of silver
coinage of
thorized to
Battle
commemorate Battle
to commemorate
thorized
of Bennington,
Bennington, etc
965
965
etc------of
centennial of
of founding
of Fort
Fort VanVanfounding of
centennial
966
couver, Wash-------------Wash
966
couver,
commencement of
carving Stone
Stone
of carving
commencement
Mountain
Monument, Ga
23
23
Ga----.
Mountain Monument,
sesquicentennial
of Battle
of LexingLexingBattle of
sesquicentennial of
749
749
ton
Concord
ton and
and Concord--------------seventy-fifth
anniversary of
admisof admisseventy-fifth anniversary
965
sion
into the
the UnionUnion_
965
California into
sion of
of California
Coker, James
William,
James William
Coker,
1277
reimbursement to,
to, for
bonds-- -- 1277
stolen bonds---for stolen
reimbursement
Cold Spring
Inlet, N.
N. J.,
J.,
Spring Inlet,
Cold
be
of, to be
preliminary examination,
etc., of,
examination, etc.,
preliminary
1192
1192
made
made-----------------------Cole,
M.,
C. M.,
Cole, C.
redemption of
certificate of
of indebtindebtlost certificate
of lost
redemption
1535
authorizedof, authorized
edness
1535
estate of,
to estate
edness to
Cole,
A., alias
Stickels,
Charles Stickels,
alias Charles
Erskine A.,
Cole, Erskine
1530
1530
pension ---------------------pension
Cole,
B. (widow),
Julia B.
Cole, Julia
1422
1422
pension
pension---------------------------Cole,
(widow),
S. (widow),
Sally S.
Cole, Sally
1425
1425
pension --------------pension
Coleman,
Marina R.
(widow),
R. (widow),
Coleman, Marilla
1453
1453
pension --------------------------pension
Coleman, Sarah
Sarah E.
(widow),
B. (widow),
Coleman,
1478
1478
pension increased------------------increased
pension
Coleman, William,
William,
Coleman,
1393
1393
pension
------------------pensionColfax Street,
C.
D. C.,
Street, D.
Colfax
closing
of, directed
through Square
Square 712..
799
799
712.
directed through
closing of,
Colins, Elmira
Elmira (widow),
(widow),
Colins,
1433
1433
pension
increased------------------pension increased
Collect on
on Delivery
Delivery Mail,
Service,
Postal 'Service,
Mail, Postal
Collect
appropriation
lost,
for lost,
indemnity for
for indemnity
appropriation for
domestic
88,
88, 786
786
domestic ------------------C.,
Collector
D. C.,
of Taxes,
Taxes, D.
Collector of
tax
on sales
of motor-vehicle
motor-vehicle fuel to be
sales of
tax on
------paid
monthly ---107
paid to, monthly
retention of
of portion,
for refund
refund of,
of,
portion, for
retention
amount
for other
than moother than
paid for
amount paid
tor vehicle
vehicle use---------------use
108
tor
Collectors
of Customs,
Customs,
Collectors of
deficiency
payment of
appropriation for payment
deficiency appropriation
698
judgments against
against-----------judgments
duties of,
to shipments
game, etc.,
of game,
shipments of
as to
of, as
duties
under
Alaska
Game
Law
746
746
under Alaska Game Law------Collectors
of Internal
Revenue,
Internal Revenue,
Collectors of
expenses
appropriation for
and expenses
salaries and
for salaries
appropriation
of,
71, 770
770
etc------------ 71,
of, deputies,
deputies, etc
1925---.
for salaries,
etc., additional,
710
additional, 1925____
salaries, etc.,
for
deficiency appropriation
for salaries,
salaries,
appropriation for
deficiency
761, 1349
etc
58, 62, 761,
1349
58,
etc---------------concurrent jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
district courts
courts
of district
concurrent
with Court
of Claims
Claims for
recovfor recovCourt of
with
taxes
ery of
collected taxes
of erroneously
erroneously collected
ery
972
if, dead
in office
office -------not in
or not
if,
dead or
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Collector's Office, D.
Page.
Page
D. C.,
C.,
Collector's
appropriation
for salaries
salaries--------- 541, 1218
appropriation for
for special
special equipment
equipment for----------for
545
for
Colleges, etc.,
appropriation
appropriation for Army supplies, etc.,
to
military, other
units
other than
than with units
to military,
of Reserve
Training
Officers' Training
of
Reserve Officers'
Corp&
508, 923
Corps------------------A. (widow),
(widow),
Lavenia A.
Collett, Lavenia
pension
1457
pension-------------------------Collier, Martha
Martha E.
(daughter),
E. (daughter),
Collier,
pension
1517
1517
pension -------------------------Collins ! Amelia A. (widow),
(widow),
Collins,
pension ------------------- 1496
pension
Collins, Henry
alias Patrick
Patrick Collins,
Collins,
Henry P., alias
Collins,
military
corrected_
1595
military record corrected----------John C.,
Collins, John
pension
1403
-------pension-------------Collision
Damages,
Collision Damages,
suits
allowed for, caused
caused
in admiralty allowed
suits in
by public
vessels-----------1112
1112
public vessels
by
Colombia,
Colombia,
appropriation for
for minister
minister to ----- 206, 1015
appropriation
for
___ 214, 1023
treaty --for payment
payment to, under treaty_
Colon,
Panama,
Colon, Panama,
appropriation for
waterworks,
for operating
operating waterworks,
appropriation
etc.,
520, 934
934
520,
for--------------etc., for
Colonial
Navigation Company,
Colonial Navigation
damages to steammay bring suit for damages
ship
district
in district
"Lexington," in
ship "Lexington,"
court
1369
court----------------------- 1369
Colorado,
Colorado,
appropriation for surveyor general,
appropriation
394
clerks, etc
394
etc----------------compact of New
New Mexico
Mexico and, for use
of La Plata River approved by
of
Congress ------------------796
exchange
certain
exchange with Ed Johnson of certain
591
authorized----------- 11591
lands in, authorized
Rocky Mountain National
National Park; exchange of lands
lands with private
change
addition to--to
----. 973
owners for addition
"Colorado,"
Battleship,
"Colorado," Battleship,
appropriation for fire control apparatus
apparatus
for ----..
881
.-------------..-Colorado
District,
ColoradoJudicial
JudicialDistrict,
243
constitution of--------------------of
constitution
243
terms of court, at Denver ------243
Durango -----------------------243
Junction
Grand Junction------------------243
Pueblo -------------------------243
Sterling -_------------_-----adjournments at Grand Junction,
adjournments
Sterling ------243
Durango, and Sterling
offices of marshal
marshal and clerk --------243
to be furnished
furnished for court
court at Sterling..
243
SterlingColorado
Colorado Labor
Labor Strike, 1914,
deficiency appropriation for paying
deficiency
762
etc- 63, 762
claims for loss of firearms, etc_
Colorado
Forest,
Colorado National
National Forest,
Mounlands transferred
transferred from Rocky Moun252
National Park to--------to
tain National
Colorado
Colorado River,
bridging, near
amount authorized for bridging,
994
Lee Ferry, Ariz
----........
reimbursable from funds of Navajo
Navajo
reimbursable
Reservation Indians
994
Reservation
Indians--......-subject to guaranties from Arizona
Arizona to
to
subject
maintain
pay half of cost, and to maintain
completed bridge ---.....
994
--..
completed
bridge authorized
authorized across, near Blythe,
bridge
Calif
11130
Calif----------------130
claim of Southern
Southern Pacific Company
claim
Company for
etc., in,
cost of closing break, etc.,
1906-1907, referred
referred to Court of
1906-1907,
Claims-----..............
Claims
171
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Colorado River-Continued.
River—Continued.
Page.
Page.
Colorado
preliminary
of, to be
examination, etc., of,
preliminary examination,
made
1195
made---------------------Colorado River
River Agency,
Agency, Ariz.
Ariz.,'
Colorado
appropriation
for support,
etc., of Insupport, etc.,
appropriation for
dians at,
at, from
from tribal
1161
funds _
- 411, 1161
tribal funds_
dians
Colorado River
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Ariz.,
River Indian
Colorado
appropriation for canals, etc.,
etc., for irriappropriation
gation ----------------- 401, 1152
gation
additional,
irrigation system, additional,
for irrigation
1925
707
1925 ---------------- --Colorado
Tex.,
Colorado River, Tex.,
preliminary examination, etc.,
etc., authorpreliminary
of
249
ized for flood control of-------Colorado Western
College,
State College,
Western State
Colorado
granted
for a
a biological
station_ _
477
biological station
lands for
granted lands
Colorants, etc.,
Colorants,
etc.,
appropriation
experiments in utilappropriation for experiments
izing American materials
materials for..
837
for_ 231, 837
izing
experiments in utilizing
American
utilizing American
for experiments
raw materials
for
447,
447, 1040
raw
materials for---------James,
Colsom, James,
pension ----------------------1487
.
-- 1487
LeBaron Bradford,
Bradford, late
a Senator,
late a
Colt, LeBaron
deficiency
appropriation
for
pay
to
deficiency appropriation
children and
of..
753
grandchildren of-753
children
and grandchildren
Colter, Grover,
Grover,
Colter,
pension
1386
increased----------------pension increased
Columbia and Colville
Indian Reservation,
Reservation,
Colville Indian
Columbia
Wash.,
Wash.,
allottees may dispose of lands under
trust patents
133
133
patents---------------sales,
etc. allowed heirs of deceased..
133
133
deceasedsales, etc.,
Columbia Cantonment
Cantonment Lands, S. C.,
Columbia
conveyance to
designated
to Trustees of, designated
conveyance
tracts at Camp Jackson-----383
Government roaduse in common of Government
ways and railway lines; condi385
• tions -------------------Columbia Hospital
D. C.,
Columbia
Hospitalfor Women
Women,:,D.
appropriation for care of indigent
indigent paappropriation
tients ------------1242
-- 567, 1242
tients
for repairs, etc-etc -----------568, 1242
Columbia
Reservation, Wash.,
Indian Reservation,
Columbia Indian
unreserved lands in former, opened
opened to
unreserved
entry
357
general laws ------entry under genera
Columbia
Columbia Institution
Institutionfor
for the Deaf,
Deaf, D. C.,
appropriation for maintenance
appropriation
maintenance---- 429, 1183
for repairs, etc
etc--------------- 430, 1183
instruction of District persons
persons
for instruction
in
in---------------------555, 1231
deficiency appropriation for expenses_
expenses.. 37, 1319
Polytechnic Institute
Institute for the
Columbia Polytechnic
Columbia
Blind, D.
D. C.,
Blind,
to-------- - 570, 1245
appropriation for aid to
Columbia RiverI
Rivers
Columbia
investigating feasibility
feasibility of
amount for investigating
irrigation problems
problems of Columbia
Columbia
irrigation
Basin, reappropriated
reappropriated ------721
bridge authorized across, by Greater
Greater
Wenatchee Irrigation District,
Wenatchee
Wash
25
Wash------------------.-- 25
Kettle Falls,
Falls, Wash
Wash ------791
_-----Chelan Falls, Wash
Wash ------ _- - 1052
1052
near Chelan
Longview, Wash.
to Rainier, Oreg.
1052
Wash., to-Rainier,
Oreg_ 1052
Vantage Ferry, Wash
'Wash ---------660, 1117
1117
Vantage
acquirement of rights, etc., by
acquirement

State of Washington
State
Washington to
operate
to operate
bridge ---------------as free
free bridge

....

661
661

use as toll bridge for five years
authorized
authorized--- ------ _-----661
improvement
improvement of, between Willamette
Vancouver, authorRiver and Vancouver,
ized --------------------1189
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., of, to be
preliminary
made.
Astoria.
Oree..j to............
mouth_ 1196
made,7 Astoria,
Oreg.,
1 ....
.......
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Columbia River-Continued.
River—Continued.
Columbia

Page.
Page.
preliminary
examination, etc.,
of, above
preliminary examination,
etc., of,
below Kalama,
Wash
1196
Kalama, Wash-------1196
and below
Portland, Oreg., to the sea
sea--------- 1196
time extended for bridging, near Cas22
cade Locks, Oreg
Oreg-------------Columbia River
River Compact,
Compact,
Columbia
consent
agreement of
consent of Congress
Congress to
to agreement
designated States for apportionapportionment of Columbia River, etc.,
waters ---------------------1268
1268
waters
representatives of
of Government
Government to
representatives
participate in negotiations
negotiations and
participate
report -------------------1268
report
_
_ 1268
not
approved by legislegisnot binding until
until approved
Conlature of each State and Con1268
gress -------------_-----.
- 1268
Columbia River,
Wash.,
Columbia
River, Wash.,
preliminary
examination, etc., authorpreliminary examination,
ized for flood control of,
of, between
between
Martins Bluff andmouth
and mouth of Lewis
Martins
River ---------------------249
Columbia,
S. C.,
C.,
Columbia, S.
801
at_------------------terms of court at
Columbus,
Ga.,
Columbus, Ga.,
bridge
authorized across Tombigbee
Tombigbee
bridge authorized
River at -------_----_----- 665
Columbus,
Ohio,
Columbus, Ohio,
appropriation for
Confedfor care,
care, etc., Confedappropriation
erate Cemetery, Camp Chase_ 512, 927
deficiency
extending
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for extending
sewer system to Army post at-_
at
1345
Colville
Agency, Wash.,
Wash.,
Colville Agency,
appropriation for support, etc.,
etc., of Inappropriation
dians of, from tribal funds..
funds___ 411, 1161
for support, etc., of Indians at, ad708
ditional, 1925
1925---------------deficiency
appropriation for civilian emdeficiency appropriation
ployees at------------------at
1329
ployees
Colville Indian
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Wash.,
Wash.,
Colville
appropriation for irrigation project on_
on- 400,
appropriation
1150
Ko-mo-del-kiah granted an allotment
allotment
Ko-mo-del-kiah
in -------------------------- 1563
payment of local taxes of Stevens and
Ferry Counties, for Indian al599
lotted lands in -------------.
Comanche,
Okla.,
Comanche, etc., Agency, Okla.,
appropriation for support,
support, etc., of Inappropriation
funds_ _ 411, 1161
dians at, from tribal funds__
Comanche,
Indians, Okla.,
Comanche, etc., Indians,
appropriation
support, etc., from
appropriation for support,
399, 1149
funds-----------.--- 399,1149
tribal funds
Comanche
Indians.
Comanche Indians.
payments
designated, for erroneous
erroneous
payments to designated,
allotments ------------------1367
allotments
"Comanche," Steamship,
Steamship,
"Comanche,"
collision
owner of, may bring suit for collision
damages, in district court-----court
1564
Grant,
Combs, Grant,
pension -------------------------1386
1386
pension
Combs, Harriet
Harriet (widow),
pension -------_--------_--------_ 1494
Combs, John
John S.,
pension --------------------------_ 1385
Combs, William J.,
J.,
increased -----------1392
pension increased
Comer,
W. D., and Wesley Vandercook,
Comer, W.
may bridge Columbia River, LongWash., to Rainier, OregOreg_ _ 1052
view, Wash.,
Washington and Oregon
Oregon may acWashington
quire to operate
operate as a
free bridge_
1052
a free
1052
tolls allowed for five years ------- 1052
1052

--

-------
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Page.
Command and
School, Fort
Command
and General
ueneral Staff
Staff School,
Fort rage.
Leavenworth, Kans.,
Kans.,
Leavenworth,

appropriation
expenses_
appropriation for
for instruction expenses-

additional, 1925 ------------for, additional,
Commerce,
Commerce,
appropriation for expenses enforcing
enforcing
appropriation
laws
regulating interstate
interstate ----laws regulating
526,
526, 1027,
deficiency appropriation
to
appropriation for assistant to
Solicitor
Solicitor General, enforcing Acts
regulate, etc--------------etc
to regulate,
controversies
provisions for submitting controversies
of
arbitration
of transactions
transactions in, to arbitration
contracts ---------by written contracts
Commerce, Foreign
Foreign and
and Domestic,
Domestic,
Commerce,
appropriation
appropriation for expenses of promoting,
Europe, etc
etc- ------- 225,
ing, in
in Europe,
for expenses
expenses of promoting, South and
Central America----------America
225,
for expenses
Europe,
expenses of promoting,
promoting, in Europe,
etc., additional,
etc.,
additional, 1925
1925---------for expenses
expenses in promoting,
promoting, in the Far
East, additional, 1925-------1925
for
expenses in
for expenses
in promoting,
promoting, South
and
America, addiand Central America,
tional,
1925---------------tional, 1925
appropriation for promoting_
deficiency appropriation
promoting_
for promoting,
promoting, South and Central
America
America ------------------Commerce, Interstate
(see Interstate
Interstate ComComInterstate (see
Commerce,
merce).
Commercial
Attaches, Department
Department of
of ComComCommercial Attaches,
merce,
merce,
appropriation for salaries and expenses_expenses__
appropriation

480,
895
711
711
218,
218,

1204
756
•
883
1034
1035
1035

706
706
706
^759
'759
1348

for clerks to ---------------for, additional, 1925 ------deficiency
•
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for -----

225,
1034
225, 1034
706
759

payment to, for damages-------damages

1373

Commercial Pacific
Cable Company,
Company,
Pacific Cable
Commercial

Commercial Travelers
Travelers (see
Sales(see Traveling
Traveling SalesCommercial
men).
men).
Commercial Union
Company
Assurance Company
Union Assurance
Commercial
(Limited),
(Limited),

redemption
certificates of indebtredemption of lost
lost certificates
edness to -------------1549,
Commission,
Monuments,
Battle Monuments,
American Battle
Commission, American
appropriation for expenses
expenses of
of-------appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for expenses-expenses.. _
deficiency appropriation
unexpended
available for
for all
all
balances available
unexpended balances
expenses
expenses--------------------Commission,
Bunker Hill
Sesquicentennial,
Hill Sesquicentennial,
Commission, Bunker
deficiency
appropriation for particideficiency appropriation
celebration of Battle of
pating in celebration
Hill ------Bunker Bill
Commission for
for Celebration
Two HunHunCelebration of
of Two
Commission
dredth
Birthday
of Birthday
Anniversary of
dredth Anniversary
of George
George Washington,
Washington,
of
deficiency
appropriation for expenses_
expenses- _
deficiency appropriation
established,
commissioners ----established, of
of 19
19 commissioners
composition of; to serve without comcomcomposition
pensation
pensation-----------------amount
expenses ----for expenses
authorized for
amount authorized
address by, to the people of its purpose,
purpose,
etc
etc-----------------------prepared ---------------be prepared
plans to be
coordination with State commissions,
commissions,
etc -------------------------etc
communication
authorized to foreign
foreign
communication authorized
Governments ------------Governments
submission to Commission of Fine
Arts
-------Arts----------

1551

522
35
1199

1317

1316
671
671
672
672
672

672
672
672
672
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wCommission
for isUelebration
Celebration
of.7 Two
Two- HunHunCommission
for
of
rage.
dredth
Anniversary of
of Birthday
dredth Anniversary
Birthday
of George
Washington—Contd.
of
George Washington-Contd.
employment of
expert assistemployment
of clerical
clerical and
and expert
assistance;
compensation ---------- _
672
ance; compensation
672
allowancef or travel, hotel,
672
allowancefortravel,
hotel, etc.,
etc., expenses_
expenses672
report to
by March
4, 1925__
1925_ _ 672
report
to Congress
Congress by
March 4,
672
expiration
years after
expiration within
within two
two years
after
December 31,
31, 1932----------1932
672
December
672
effective
672
effective immediately
immediately --------------672
Commission, Mecklenburg Sesquicentennial,
Commission,
Sesquicentennial,
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for
for expenses
expenses of
of
•
participating
in celebration
participating in
celebration at
at
Charlotte,
N
C
1317
Charlotte, N. C-------_-1317
Commission
of Fine
Arts,
Commission of
Fine Arts,
appropriation for
for expenses
expenses of
of ----- 523,
523, 1201
1201
appropriation
for printing
printing and
binding for----for
524, 1201
1201
for
and binding
524,
advice etc.,
etc. of,
of, as
advice,
as to
to erection
erection of
of memomemorial
District forces,
forces, serving
in
rial to District
serving in
the
666
the World
World War
War-----------_
666
approval of,
required of
design -, for
approval
of, required
of design
for
bronze
Francis Scott
bronze tablet
tablet on
on Francis
Scott
Key
Bridge, D.
D. C
Key Bridge,
C------------33
for marble tablet
tablet on
Scott
on Francis
Francis Scott
Key
D. C
C---------23
Key Bridge,
Bridge, D.
23
of
for Navy
Navy and
and Marine
Marine
of design
design and
and site
site for
Memorial
dedicated to
to Americans
Memorial dedicated
Americans
lost at
sea ---------- _--14
lost
at sea
14
of site,
erection of
of statue
statue of
of
site, etc.,
etc., for
for erection
of
"
Serenity"-----------21
"Serenity"
----21
plans,
Washington
plans, etc.,
etc., for
for George
George Washington
Bicentennial Birthday CelebraBicentennial
Celebration
submitted to,
etc_ -672
tion to
to be
be submitted
to, etc672
Commission
Commission on Equitable
Equitable Use of Waters of
the Rio
Rio Grande,
Grande,
deficiency
for; reapproreapprodeficiency appropriation
appropriation for;
priation -------priation
1340
-------1340
Commissioner
Commissioner General
General of Immigration,
Immigration,
etc., for
to make regulations, etc.,
for enforcing
enforcing
Act-------------Immigration Act
166
166
Commissioners,
Commissioners, Court
Court of Claims,
Claims,
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
for salaries
salaries
appropriation for
expenses --------------and expenses
1332
1332
of seven,
appointment of
seven, by
Court, to
to
by the
the Court,
take
evidence and
take evidence
and report
report the
the
facts in
in cases
964
facts
cases assigned
assigned thereto..
thereto964
authority, salaries,
authority,
salaries, etc------------etc
965
965
to expire
expire i
n three
three years
965
in
years----------.965
Commissioners of
Conciliation,
Commissioners
of Conciliation,
appropriation
appropriation for expenses of, in labor
labor
disputes ---.------.-----.
239,
1048
239, 1048
for expenses of, in labor disputes, additional, 1925
ditional,
'709
1925 ---.--------.
709
Commissioners, United
United States
Commissioners,
States Courts,
Courts,
appropriation for
appropriation
for fees
fees -----------221, 1030
221,
1030
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for .--------44,
44,
56, 61,
61, 171, 687,
698, 760,
760, 1348,
687, 698,
1348, 1351
1351
Commissions,
Generaland
Commissions, Mexican General
and Special
Special

Claims,
appropriation
appropriation for
for expenses
of ------1024
expenses of
1024
deficiency
691
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for expenses
expenses of_
of_
691
on District
District of
Columbia,
House
Committee on
of Columbia, House
of Representatives,
of
Representatives
chairman to
to serve
on National
Capital
chairman
serve on
N'ational Capital
Commission -----------463
Park Commission
463
Committee on District
District of Columbia,
Columbia, Senate,
Senate,
chairman
chairman to serve
serve on National Capital
Park Commission
Commission --463
Park
-----463
Committee on
Committee
on Finance,
Finance, Senate,
Senate,
data from income tax returns to be furfurnished,
nished, on call
293
call for
for------------293
inspection, etc., authorized
authorized by
by agents,
agents,
etc., of -----------------293
293

.1

, __

, ... on
Committee
on tne
the Library,
House of
Lorary, Uouse
oj Reprersge.
uommittee
tepre- Page.

sentatites,
sentatites,
chairman of,
of, to
serve on
chairman
to serve
on commission
commission for
for
approval
plans for
for Memorial
Memorial
approval of
of plans
to Women
Women of
War
666
to
of World
World War-----666
Committee on
the Library,
Library, Senate,
Senate,
Committee
on the
chairman
of, to
serve on
chairman of,
to serve
on commission
commission for
for
approval of
plans for
for Memorial
approval
of plans
Memorial
to Women
Women of
of World
World War
War ----666
to
666
Committee
Committee on
on Ways and Means, House
House of
of
Representatives,
Representatives,
data
from income
to be
furdata from
income tax
tax returns
returns to
be furnished,
293
nished, on
on call
call for
for------------293
inspections,
etc.
authorized
by
inspections, etc., authorized
by
agents,
etc.,
etc.,
293
agents, etc., of---------------293
Committees,
of Representatives,
Committees, House of
Representatives,
position and
established of
clerks
position
and pay
pay established
of clerks
and janitors
to designated
150
and
janitors to
designated ----150
Committees,
Senate,
Committees, Senate,
positions and
and pay
pay established
established of
of clerks
positions
clerks
to designated---------------designated
147
to
147
Commodore, Navy,
no staff
unless
staff officer
officer to
to be
be retired
retired as,
as, unless
a
time
1271
a captain
captain at
at the
the time---------1271
Common
(see Interstate
Interstate ComCommon Carriers
Carriers (see
Commerce
Commission).
merce Commission).
Center Department,
Department, D.
Community Center
D. C.,
C.,
appropriation
for expenses,
appropriation for
expenses, public
public
school
buildings ---------556,
school buildings
556, 1231
1231
deficiency appropriation
for increase
of
deficiency
appropriation for
increase of
pay,
etc ---------------675
pay, etc
675
Community Chests,
Chests,
exempt
from income
income tax
282
exempt from
tax---------282
Compensation
Compensation Act, World War
War (see World
World
War Adjusted
Adjusted Compensation
Compensation
Act).
Compensation
Compensation Board,
Board, Navy,
Navy,
appropriation
for civilian
personnel,
appropriation for
civilian personnel,
Navy Department
183, 861
861
Department- -.-----_
183,
Compensation
Compensation for World War
War Injuries,
Injuries,
etc.,
etc.,
provisions for
for death
death or
or disability
disability in
in
World
Act ---World War Veterans'
Veterans' Act
615
615
Compensation
Compensation in Lieu of Moieties, Customs,
appropriation
70, 769
769
appropriation for
for----------------70,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
deficiency
for ---------1342
1342
Compensation to Injured
Injured Government
Compensation
Government Employees (see Injuries
Injuries to
to GovernGovernEmployees).
ment Employees).
Compensation,
Veterans' Bureau,
Compensation, Veterans'
Bureau, World
War,
appropriation
for military
military or
naval
appropriation for
or naval
death or
or disability
1210
death
disability --------- 532,
532, 1210
Competencyriba,
Commission, Five
Commission,
Five Civilized
Civilized
Corripeten7

Tribes,

appropriation for continuing
appropriation
work
continuing work
of -----------.----.----of
396,
396,
Comptroller General
Comptroller
States,
General of the United
United States,
appropriation for,
for, Assistant,
Assistant, etc.__
appropriation
_
525,
etc --- 525,
printing decisions
decisions of
of -------525,
for printing
525,
authorized to
Army and
authorized
to relieve
relieve Army
and Navy
Navy
disbursing
disbursing officers
officers from
from responresponsibility for
for certain
losses, etc.,
certain losses,
etc., inincurred
in World
curred in
World War
War service
service
accounts;
time extended
accounts; time
extended for
for setsettling -----tling_
_----------------credit for
for all
all payments
payments of
of insurance
insurance
installments made by disbursing
clerk, to be
clerk,
be allowed
allowed by
by-------highest pay
directed to allow highest
pay of
of his
his
grade to
grade
to officers
officers detailed
detailed as
as asasto Chiefs
sistants to
Chiefs of
Illesignated
of Designated
Bureaus
--------------Bureaus
-------------------------

1146
1146
1203
1203
1203
1203

860
860
612
612

1257
1257

INDEX.
Comptroller General
General of the United States—
States- Page.
Page.
Comptroller
Continued.
to ascertain
ascertain and determine
determine claims of
the District for alleged amounts
due on adjustment
adjustment of accounts
with United States ----------805
officers,
to credit Treasury
Treasury disbursing officers,
etc.,
temporary
etc., for
for amounts paid temporary
employees after
after retirement
retirement age,
etc
etc------------------------749
Comptroller
of the
Treasury
Comptroller of
the Currency,
Currency, Treasury
Department,
Department,
appropriation
for, and
and office
office personnel
personnel_ 70,
770
appropriation for,
7 770
70
for
Federal reserve
for personal
personal services,
services, Federal
reserve
and
national currency
currency -------- 70,
70, 770
770
and national
for special examinations, etc
etc ------ 71, 770
Compulsory School
School Attendance,
Compulsory
Attendance, D.
D. C.,
C.,
resident children between
between ages of 7
7and
and
16, to be
be given
given instruction
instruction duryear
806
ing the school
school year-----------excused for employment
employment allowed
allowed after
after
completing
eighth grade
equivcompletingeighth
grade or equivalent, if over 14 -------------806
provisions for
mentally or physiprovisions
for mentally
physically unfit
unfit-------------------806
absence of, without valid excuse,
excuse, ununlawful--------------------lawful
806
attendance, absence, etc.,
record of attendance,
etc.,
kept
to be kept------------------806
parent, etc.,
etc., of child unlawfully absent
absent
from instruction,
instruction, guilty of a
a
misdemeanor
807
misdemeanor----------------census of all resident
resident children between
between
ages of 3
3 and 18 to be made
yearly, etc -----------------807
daily record
record of changes
changes to be reported ---------------------ported
807
enrollments and withdrawals
withdrawals to
to
all enrollments
be reported
reported ----------------807
failure
failure to furnish information a
a misdemeanor
demeanor -------------------807
punishment
punishment for ----------------807
department
department of school attendance
attendance and
created under
under
work permits created
Board of Education
Education --------Board
807
director of, to be appointed
appointed by the
Board; other assistants
assistants -------808
competitive examinations
examinations for posicompetitive
tions in
in---------------------808
juvenile court given jurisdiction
jurisdiction of all
808
cases under---------under
-------cases
808
former
repealed ---------------former Act
Act repealed
808
808
effective from
from enactment
---808
effective
enactment ---Computing Machines
Machines (see
also General
General
Computing
(see also
Supply Committee),
Committee),
Supply
transferred
Committee as
transferred to Supply Committee
surplus,
he issued
to DeDemay be
issued to
surplus, may
766
partments
at exchange
exchange prices
prices_ __
766
partments at
Comstock,
Anna (widow),
(widow),
Comstock, Anna
pension
1479
pension.-------------------------1479
Comstock, Martha
Martha (widow),
(widow),
1507
pension
pension increased
increased -------.--.-1507
Comstock,
Comstock, Milligan,
Milligan,
pension
pension ---- __-----.... .-----1397
1397
"Con
Rein," Schooner,
Schooner,
"Con Rein,"
owners of, for collision damages,
claim of owners
referred
district court
court------1366
referred to
to district
1366
Conciliation of
Labor Disputes,
Conciliation
of Labor
Disputes,
appropriation
for commissioners_
1048
appropriation for
commissioners_ ___ 239,
239, 1048
for
_ 709
for commissioners,
commissioners, additional,
additional, 1925_
1925_709
Condon, John
John Grover,
Condon,
Grover,
reimbursement
for stolen
stolen Victory
reimbursement to,
to, for
Victory
notes ----------------------1277
notes
1277
Condon, Syltester,
Sylzester,
Condon,
pension
1452
pension------.----------------.-

2045
2045

Conduit
Road, D.
D. C.,
Conduit Road,
C.,
Page.
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc_
appropriation
etc- 575, 1248
Confederate Soldiers
Soldiers and
and Sailors,
Sailors,
Confederate
appropriation
headstones for
appropriation for headstones
for ununmarked graves
graves of, in national
cemeteries
cemeteries---------------- 511, 926
926
Confederate States
of America,
Confederate
States of
America,
veteran of military forces of, in the
on
Civil War, to be appointed
appointed on
commission
to inspect,
etc.,
commission to
inspect, etc.,
battle fields
of the
the siege
of PetersPetersbattle
fields of
siege of
burg,
856
burg, Va
Va -----_------------_
856
Confederate Stockade
Stockade Cemetery,
Confederate
Sandusky
Cemetery, Sandusky
Bay, Ohio,
Bay,
Ohio,
appropriation for
927
appropriation
for care,
care, etc ------- _ 512, 927
Confederate
Veterans, D.
C.,
Confederate Veterans,
D. C.,
appropriation for
etc., of needy
appropriation
for care, etc.,
needy
and infirm ----------- _- 570,
570, 1244
Confederate Veterans,
Confederate
United,
Veterans, United,
Army tents,
for reunion
reunion in
Army
tents, etc.,
etc., loaned,
loaned, for
in
114
Memphis, Tenn
Tenn-------------114
114
bond required, etc
etc---------------114
Conference,
Conference, International
International Naval
Natal LimitaLimitation,
tion,
suspension
and construcconstrucsuspension of
of alteration
alteration and
tion of
vessels authorauthortion
of designated
designated vessels
719
ized, in the event of an __----719
Conference Minority,
Minority, House
of RepresentaRepresentaConference
House of
tives,
tives,
appropriation
clerks, etc.,
etc., fol.__
584, 1293
appropriation for clerks,
for-_- 584,
1293
positions
established of
of clerks,
clerks,
positions and pay established
etc., to be appointed
appointed by minority leader
leader -------------------152
152
Conference on
Conference
Pollution of
of Navigable
Navigable
on Oil
Oil Pollution
Waters,
Waters,
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
1339
appropriation for expenses_
expenses-_ _ 1339
Conferences, International
Traffic,
Conferences,
InternationalNarcotics
NarcoticsTraffic,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for participarticipating in
in-------------------- 692
Congaree River,
Congaree
River,
bridge authorized
authorized across,
across, Columbia,
Columbia,
S. C
C-------------------1126
Conger, Julia
Conger,
Julia (widow),
(widow),
pension
1507
pension-- -----------------------_1507
Congress,
Congress,
adjournment of, ordered
ordered for June 7,
7,
1924 ---------------------1611
1611
holiday recess, 1923, ordered --- _---_ 1609
holiday
holiday recess, 1924, ordered -------1614
1614
joint session of, authorized
authorized to receive
receive
communication from the PresiPresicommunication
dent, December 6, 1923------1923
1609
ordered for February 27, 1924 in
memorial of late President
President
Harding ------------------1609
proposed amendment
amendment to
to the
proposed
the ConstituConstitution
limit, etc.,
tion giving,
giving, power
power to
to limit,
etc.,
child labor
670
child
labor ------------------670
thanks of,
to Honorable
Honorable
thanks
of, presented
presented to
Charles E.
for memorial
Charles
E. Hughes
Hughes for
memorial
address
on late
late President
President Hardaddress on
Harding ------------------------1610
ing
1610
Congress
American,
Congress of
of Highways,
Highways, Pan
Pan American,
delegates to be appointed
particidelegates
appointed for participating in -------------------- 1355
Congressional Directory,
Directory,
Congressional
appropriation
compiling
586, 1294
appropriation for
for compiling------586,
1294
Congressional Directory,
Biographical,
Congressional
Directory, Biographical,
deficiency
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
for preparapreparation of new edition of ---------- 1314
1314
revised
ordered printed
1616
revised edition
edition of,
of, ordered
printed ---1616
Congressional Employees,
Congressional
Employees,
salaries for December, 1923,
1923, to be paid
December
20 ---------------December 20
11
for
1924, to be
for December,
December, 1924,
be paid DeDecember 20------.--------20
718
cember
718

2046
2046
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Congressional
Pa
(see Library of Pag
Library (see
Congressional Library
Congress).
Congress).
Congressional
Record,
CongressionalRecord,
appropriation for
reporting debates,
for reporting
appropriation
House of
of Representatives_-Representatives_ __ 585,
1293
585, 1293
House
for reporting
debates, Senate__
__ 581,
581, 1289
Senate---for
reporting debates,
established of clerk on Senate
pay established
Journal work for -----------148
Journal
reporters, etc., House of
of official reporters,
Representatives
152
Representatives-------------Conklin,
Carlos,
Conklin, Carlos,
1406
pension -------------------------Conklin,
Elizabeth (widow),
Conklin, Elizabeth
pension
1528
increased-----------------pension increased
Dennis B.,
Conley, Dennis
pension
1385
increased-----------------pension increased
Conlin, Henry M.,
M.,
Conlin,
1385
pension
pension--------------------------Connecticut,
Connecticut,
agreement
York and,
between New York
agreement between
settling boundary
boundary line of the two
settling
731
States
States--------------------738
consent of Congress
Congress to-----------to
Connell, Rose M. (widow),
Connell,
1397
pension increased
increased----------------Conner! Frances
Frances (widow),
Conner,
- 1428
pension.----------------------Conner, James,
James, T.,
Conner,
payment
injuries----- 1590
for personal
personal injuries
to, .for
payment to,
Christina (widow),
(widow),
Conniff, Christina
payment
Government life insurance
insurance
payment of Government
Conto, as widow of Robert E. Con1541
--------niff
niff------F., _
John F.,
Connolly, John
1409
pension i'ncreased
-----------------increased _
Connor, Charles,
Charles,
Connor,
1403
1403
pension increased-----------------increased
Conrad, Leopold S.,
Conrad,
claim of,
of, referred
to district
district courtcourt
--- 1366
1366
referred to
claim
Conroy,
I.,
John I.,
Conroy, John
may
captain on Marine
be appointed as captain
may be
1279
Corps retired list------------list
Conservation of Navigable
Navigable Waters,
Waters, etc.,
Conservation
appropriation
employment of agents,
for employment
appropriation for
etc., from
Conservation Fund_ 446, 834
etc.,
from Conservation
C- 446, 836
Washington, D. C.
for expenses in Washington,
forest
for cooperation with States in forest
etc -------457, 849
fire prevention,
prevention, etc457, 850
for acquiring
acquiring additional
additional lands
lands _for
protection, adcooperative fire protection,
for cooperative
ditional, 1925 --------------- 706
for
acquiring lands, additional,
additional, 1925_
706
1925for acquiring
examination, location,
recomlocation, and recomexamination,
mendation for purchase,
purchase, of demendation
nuded lands, etc., for regulating
water flow or timber production_
655
productionwater
report
Reservation ComForest Reservation
to Forest
report to
655
mission --------------------examination with Director
futher examination
Geological Survey before
of Geological
purchase -------------------655
purchase
within national
acquired
national forests acquired
lands within
for, may be accepted,
accepted, and other
other
timber given in exlands or timber
change __---------------1215
- 1215
change
newspaper publication
publication of proposed
1215
exchange
1215
exchange -------------------cutting-- 1215
supervision,
supervision, etc., of timber cutting
upon acceptance
acceptance made part of the
national forest --------------1215
1215
surveys,
determine power
surveys, etc., of, to determine
development, authorized------authorized
1190
development,
Constable, Sarah
(widow),
Sarah A.
A. (widow),
Constable,
1493
pension increased
increased ------------------

Pag
Constantinople,
Page
Constantinople, Turkey,
appropriationforlaunchforembassy_
1016
appropriationforlaunchforembassy- 207, 1016
"Constitution," Frigate,
Frigate,
"Constitution,"
repair and
restoration of, but not for
for
and restoration
repair
active
service
1278
1278
active service---------------acceptance
of
donations,
etc.,
authoracceptance of donations, etc., authorized
1278
ized----------------------Constitution of the United
United States,
States,
Constitution
Amendment
limiting child labor,
to, limiting
Amendment to,
proposed
670
States--------proposed to the States
revised annotated
annotated edition of, ordered
ordered
revised
•
printed
1613
1613
printed--------------------Construction
Repair of Vessels, Navy,
Construction and Repair
appropriation for
191, 870
870
191,
for --------------appropriation
Consular Assistants,
Assistants,
Consular
208
appropriation for salaries ----------appropriation
for bringing
bringing home remains of, dying
dying
210
-abroad
210
abroad-------------deficiency
appropriation for bringing
deficiency appropriation
47
abroadhome remains of, dying abroad_
grade abolished,
abolished, and present incumbents recommissioned
recommissioned as Foreign
Service
unclassified
_
142
officers, unclassified---Service officers,
Consular Inspectors,
Inspectors,
Consular
---apropriation for salaries-------salaries
208
208
for
expenses; subsistence
subsistence allowance
208
allowance-for expenses;
Consular Officers (see also
Foreign Service
also Foreign
Consular
Officers),
Officers),
appropriation for
transit
for instruction and transit
appropriation
208
pay ------------------------208
postsfor transportation
transportation to and from posts_
209
for
paying heirs
heirs of, dying abroad
209
abroad--for paying
for brmging
remains of,
of, dying
dying
home remains
for
bringing home
abroad -------------------210
210
abroad
210
allowances ----------210
for post allowancesdeficiency
appropriation for bringing
bringing
deficiency appropriation
47
home
remains of, dying abroadabroad_
47
home remains
for
and transit
57
pay- ----transit pay
instruction and
for instruction
for
transportation
57,
61,
760,
1338
1338
for transportation-----760
allowances --------------760
for post allowances
for salaries ---------------------1351
regulations
for
issue
of
immigration
immigration
regulations for
visas by
153
by-------------------visas
Consular
Prisons,
Consular Prisons,
appropriation for
maintenance, etc___
etc----_ 215
for maintenance,
appropriation
Service),
Consular
also Foreign Service),
ConsularService (see also
appropriation for salaries-----------salaries
208
appropriation
Consulates
Consulatestt
appropriation for
for clerk
hire
_ 208, 1017
1017
clerk hire------appropriation
for
expenses
208,
1017
208,1017
for contingent
contingent expenses-------deficiency
appropriation
for
clerk
appropriation
deficiency
hire
57,
760
57,760
hire-----------------for
contingent expenses
expenses------- 57, 698, 760
for contingent
Service),
Consuls
Foreign Service),
Consuls (see also Foreign
appropriation for salaries
salaries ----------208
appropriation
classified as
140
Officers-- _ 140
Foreign Service Officers__
as Foreign
classified
Consuls
General (see also Foreign
Foreign Service),
Service),
Consuls General
appropriation
appropriation for salaries ------------ 208
140
classified
officers--classified as Foreign Service officers
Contagious Diseases,
Diseases, Animal,
Contagious
appropriation
appropriation for arresting, etc.; addi---110
tional ----------------110
for preventing
preventing spread of, livestock_ 438, 827
for emergency use, arresting, etc-_
etc__ 458, 851
Contagious Diseases,
D. C.,
Contagious
Diseases, D.
appropriation for preventing
preventing spread
appropriation
of
1236
---------- 562, 1236
of-------for isolating
isolating wards for minor,
minor , GarProvidence Hosfield and Providence
pitals ------------------ 562, 1237
pitals
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for preventing
spread of --- -------------- 1321
1321
spread
for Fruits,
Vegetables, etc.,
Containers for
Fruits, Vegetables
Containers
appropriation
appropriation for executing law fixing
standards for -----------454, 846
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Contested
Election Expenses,
House of
of Page.
Page.
Conventions--Continued.
Conventions-Continued.
Contested Election
Expenses, House
Representatives,
Representatives,
parcel
post, with
Poland ----------parcel post,
with Poland
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for___
for_ __ 673,
673, 754,
deficiency
with
754, 1314
1314
with Siam
Siam-------------------_
Contested
of RepresentaRepresentaContested Elections,
Elections, House
House of
with
with Switzerland
Switzerland ---- _--_-----_tives,
tives,
to prevent
prevent smuggling
smuggling of
of intoxicating
intoxicating
to
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for compiling
deficiency
compiling
liquors
liquors into
into United
United States,
States, with
with
cases, etc
34
cases,
etc-------------------34
Denmark -__---_________--Denmark
Contiguous
Contiguous Countries,
Countries,
with Germany
with
Germany-------------------contracts with
transportation lines
lines for
for
contracts
with transportation
with Great
Britain --------------with
Great Britain
inspection and
and entry
of aliens
inspection
entry of
aliens
with Italy
Italy -------------------with
_
from, authorized
163
from,
authorized -- _----_
--- 163
with Norway
with
Norway -------------------no
allowed -------163
163
no discriminations
discriminations allowed
with Panama
Panama -------------------with
compliance
etc.,
with conditions,
conditions, etc.,
with Sweden
Sweden ------__-______--__compliance with
with
required ----------------163
163
--required
reciprocal
Mexico
reciprocal claims,
claims, with
with Mexico-------Contingent
Expenses,
special claims,
claims, with
Mexico -________
Contingent Expenses,
special
with Mexico
appropriation for
Departfor Treasury
Treasury Departwith France,
France, relating
to Syria
Syria and
with
appropriation
relating to
and The
The
ment --------------------65,
65, 765
765
ment
Lebanon
Lebanon Mandate
Mandate ---------for public
public moneys--------------moneys
68,
for
68, 767
767
with Great Britain for preservation
preservation of
of
for Post
Office Department
84,
84, 782
782
for
Post Office
Department ----Northern
Pacific
halibut
Northern
Pacific
halibut
for Navy
Navy Department
Department862
183, 862
for
---------- 183,
fisheries
fisheries--------------------for Navy
184,
863 .Conveyances,
for
Navy----------- --------184, 863
Conveyances, Realty,
Realty,
for Naval
Naval Academy
878
for
Academy------------- 201,
201, 878
stamp tax on
stamp
on ---------------------for Marine
Marine Corps
Corps878
201,
for
-------------201, 878
trust deeds
exempt --------------trust
deeds exempt
for Department
1014
of State
State-------- 205, 1014
for
Department of
Convicts, D.
C.,
D. C.,
for foreign
foreign missions
207, 1016
1016 Convicts,
for
missions --------207,
appropriation for
for support
support of,
of, out
out of the
the
appropriation
for consulates
208, 1017
208,
1017
for
consulates- ------------District
566,
District --------------566,
for Department
Department of
of Justice
216, 1025
1025
Justice------ 216
for
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
support of,
of,
for support
for Department
Commerce
224,
224, 1033
1033
for
Department of
of Commerce---out
of the
the District
District _---38,
out of
38, 677,
677,
for Department
Department of
Labor
239, 1048
of Labor----239,
1048
for
United States (see
(see also
also Prisoners,
Prisoners,
for Interior
391, 1142
1142 Convicts, United
for
Interior Department
Department ------- 391,
United
States Courts),
Courts),
United States
for public
public lands
lands ------------395,
395, 1145
1145
for
transfer
eligibles to
to Industrial
transfer of eligibles
Industrial ReRefor Indian
396, 1146
1146
Indian Affairs
Affairs Bureau
Bureau------ 396,
for
formatory from
Federal penal
formatory
from Federal
penal
for Department
Department of
433, 822
Agriculture ---__ 433,
822
for
of Agriculture__
institutions, etc
institutions,
etc-------------for War
478, 893
893
for
War Department
Department------------ 478,
Conway, Mary
Mary F.
F. (widow),
(widow),
for Army
479, 893
--------------------479,
893 Conway,
for
Army
pension
pension increased
increased--- __- -------__
for District
of Columbia
Columbia ------542,
542, 1220
1220
for
District of
S. C.
C.,
for Senate
581,
for
Senate --------------581, 1289
1289 Conway, S.
bridge authorized
authorized across Kingston
for House
of Representatives---Representatives_ ___ 585,
585, 1293
1293
for
House of
Lake,
Lake, at
at ---------------_
for Library
590,
for
Library of
of Congress
Congress ------590, 1298
1298
Cook, Elizabeth
Elizabeth M.
Cook,
M. (widow),
(widow),
Contract Labor
Labor Laws,
Laws,
Contract
pension
pension increased
increased -- -------------appropriation for
for enforcing,
__ _ 240,
1049
etc--240, 1049
enforcing, etc_
appropriation
Cook, J.
J. W.,
W.,
Contract
Surgeons, Army,
Contract Surgeons,
Army,
payment
for personal
injuries ----payment to,
to, for
personal injuries
appropriation
pay and
and allowallowfor pay
appropriation for
E. (daughter),
(daughter),
ances
482, 896 Cook, Lucy E.
- 482,896
ances----------------pension
pension --.-.-------------------for
482, 897
482,897
mileage ------------------for mileage
Cook, Theodore
Theodore F.,
F.,
limitation if
on Government
Government vessel_
897 Cook,
vessel_
897
if on
limitation
pension
pension ----------------------- -deficiency
appropriation for
__
58,
58,
for mileage_
mileage--deficiency appropriation
Coolidge Dam,
Dam
Gila
Gila River Reservation,
Reservation,
62, 762,
62,
762, 1350,
1350, 1352,
1352, 1353
1353 Coolidge
Ariz.,
Contractors,
Contractors,
appropriation
Ariz.,
for construction
appropriation
for
construction-------deficiency
appropriation for adjusting
adjusting
deficiency appropriation
claims
of, for public buildings
buildings
claims of,
Coolidge, Elizabeth
Coolidge,
Elizabeth Sprague,
Sprague,
1344
work during World War
War-----gift of, for
music auditorium
auditorium in
in confor music
conclaims for losses growing
growing out of work for
nection
Library of
of Connection with
with Library
ConNavy
during
World
War,
to
be
Navy during World War,
gress, accepted
accepted --------gress,
_---investigated, etc., by Secretary
Secretary
investigated,
Cooney, Jennie
Cooney,
Jennie (widow),
(widow),
of
Navy
1273
of Nav-------------------pension
pension --- --- _---------_-------_
Contracts,
Contracts,
Cooper, Alva
C.,
Cooper,
Alva C.,
provisions
for
written,
submitting
to
provisions
written, submitting to
pension
pension --------------------_-----arbitration,
controversies
arbitration,
controversies in
Cooper,
(son),
Cooper, Charles
Charles (son),
maritime
and
commerce
transcommerce
maritime
pension --- ---------pension
_----__
-----_
actions
883 Cooper,. Charles S.,
actions---------------------Cooper, Charles S.,
Contracts,
Contracts, World War,
pension -------------------------pension
appropriation for clerks,
clerks, etc., auditappropriation
Cooper,
Cooper, Nancy
Nancy J.
J. (widow),
(widow),
ing
483,
897
ing---------------------- 483, 897
pension
increased ------------------pension increased
Controversies
Controversies in
in Maritime
Maritime and Commerce
Commerce
Cooperative
(see
Cooperative Agricultural
Agricultural Extension
Extension (see
Transactions,
Transactions,
Agricultural
Agricultural Extension
Extension Work,
Work,
provisions
for
submitting,
to
arbitraprovisions for submitting, to arbitraCooperative).
Cooperative).
tion, by written contracts
883
tion,
contracts-----Cooperative Banks,
Banks,
Cooperative
Conventions
also Treaties),
Conventions (see also
exempt
from income
income tax-----_----_-tax
exempt from
facilitating
facilitating work of traveling salesCooprider, Samira
E. (widow),
(widow),
Samira E.
men,
1765 Cooprider,
1765
men, with
with Costa
Costa Rica
Rica -------pension
pension ___-------------------- ---with Peru ---------------------1802
Coos Bay
Bay Harbor,
Harbor, Oreg.,
Oreg.,
international, weights and measures
measures_-_
__ 1686
1686 Coos
international,
improvement of,
of, authorized;
authorized; rock
utilrock utilimprovement
parcel post, with Netherlands
Netherlands East
East
ization --------------------ization
Indies
1708
1708
Indies---------------------

Page.
Page.

1640
1640
1880
1880
1631

1809
1809
1815
1815
1761
1844
1844
1772
1772
1875
1875
1830
1830
1730
1730
1722
1821
1841
335
335
335
335
1240
1240
1322
1322

725
725
1395
1395

5
5
1527
1527
1540
1540

1441
1441
1519
1519
1152
1152

788
788
1404
1404
1384
1384
1477
1477
1408
1408
1422
1422

282
282
1435
1435
1197
1197

2048
2048

INDEX.
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Coos
Oreg.,
Page.
Coos Bay,
Bay, Oreg.,
Pag
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
of, to
to
etc., of,
preliminary
be
1196
be made
made-------------------Coos
Wagon Road
Road Lands,
Lands, Oreg.,
Oreg.,
Coos Bay
Bay Wagon
appropriation for
for survey,
survey, sale,
sale, etc-etc__ 394,
1145
394, 1145
appropriation
for
835
for fire
fire protection,
protection, etc
etc------------deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for protecprotection,
39, 1325
1325
tion, etc
etc----------------- 39,
Coosa
Coosa River,
bridge
authorized across,
across, at
at Gadsden,
bridge authorized
Gadsden,
Ala -----------------------891
Leesburg, Ala---Ala
723
Leesburg,
--------------723
Copin,
D.,
Lucian D.,
Copin, Lucian
1399
pension ------------------------- 1399
Coppins,
J. (widow),
(widow),
Coppins, Mary J.
pension increasedl----------------increased •
pension
1519
Copyright
Copyright Office, Library
Library of Congress,
Congress,
appropriation for Register, etc
etc --589, 1297
appropriation
for
printing and binding
binding for---for
587,
for printing
587, 1298
1298
Copyrights,
Copyrights,
•proclamation
proclamation
including
including mechanical
mechanical
musical reproductions
copyreproductions in
in copyCanada
1932
right privileges to Canadato
1976
to Switzerland
Switzerland -_-_-____.--1976
to*Union
1957
toUnion of South Africa ---- ___-Coquille River,
Coquille
River, Oreg.,
Oreg.,
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., to be
made, of bar and entrance
entrance---1196
Corbin, Ellen
Corbin,
Ellen N. (widow),
pension
1516
pension- -------_--------------- 1516
Corcoran, Lillian
Corcoran,
Lillian H. (widow),
pension ------------------------1399
1399
Cordova,
Cordova, Alaska,
Alaska,
issue of bonds by, for school building,
building,
authorized -----------------_
656
authorized
656
election to determine;
determine; interest, etc.,
election
payment, etc
656
payment,
etc----------------proceeds to be used for no other purpose ------------------------. 657
pose
Cordova
Cordova Bay,
ay, Alaska,
payments for lands purchased
purchased at
817
at head of..
of817
Cordova Bay Harbor
Cordova
Harbor Improvement and
Town-Site Company,
Company,
payment for lands applied for _-----.
817
817
prepared for wharf and
lands to be prepared
town site; construction
construction of
of dock,
dock,
etc------817
.-----------817
forfeiture if terms not complied with_
817
forfeiture
with817
allowed-----------817
time extension allowed
817
Corinth National
Corinth
National Cemetery, Miss.,
purchase of land authorized
authorized for extension of Shiloh
Shiloh Military Park to,
etc----------------------etc
513
513
Elizabeth (widow),
Corkett, Elizabeth
pension increased
increased -------.---------1532
Corkum, George,
George,
claim of, referred
referred to district court---1366
Corn,
Corn,
appropriation for adapting, etc., from
appropriation
tropical regions---------441, 831
831
for investigation
investigation and improvement_441,831
improvement_441, 831
Corn
Borer,
European,
Corn Borer, European,
appropriation for cooperative
cooperative expenses
to control
control spread of -----449, 840
for preventing
preventing spread of, additional,
1925
705
1925-------------------705
Corn Creek
Creek Irrigation
Project, Ariz.,
Irrigation Project,
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
appropriation
of---------------400, 1151
---Cornelius,
Cornelius, Charles
Charles M. (son),
(son),
pension -------1421
-------------

Cornell, Mary
(widow),
Cornell,
Mary L.
L. (widow),
pension
pension---------------------------Cornell Steamboat
Cornell
Steamboat Company,
Company,

Page.
Page.

1458
1458

payment
for property
_ 1588
1588
payment to,
to, for
property damages____
damages-

Cornick, William,
William,
Cornick,

pension
pension --------------------------

Cornwall Canal,
Ontario, Canada,
Canada,
Cornwall
Canal, Ontario,

payment
damages to
payment to
to Canada
Canada for damages
to
Lock No. 15, of, by Government
Government
vessel
vessel---------------------Coronado National
National Forest,
Forest, Ariz.,
Coronado
Ariz.,
proclamation setting
setting aside
"The PinnaPinnaproclamation
aside "The
cles"
as a
a national
national monucles" in,
in, as
monument
ment----------------------Coroner's Office,
Office, D.
C.,
Coroner's
D. C.,
appropriation for salaries--------salaries
541,
appropriation
morgue, etc
for morgue,
etc---------------- 541,
541,
deficiency
appropriation for
for advertisdeficiency appropriation
advertising, etc
ing,
etc---------------------expenses -------------------for expenses
authorized -----two deputy
deputy coroners authorized
Corporation Counsel's
Office, D.
D. C.,
C.,
Corporation
Counsel'sOffice,
appropriation for salaries
salaries ------541,
541,
appropriation
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for
for office perpersonnel
sonnel----------------additional assistant
additional
assistant corporation
corporation counsel
counsel
authorized
authorized-----------------Corporations,
Corporations,
contributing by, to any
contributing
any Federal
Federal elecelection, unlawful
unlawful-------------penalty for----------------------for
penalty
punishment for
for consenting
any
punishment
consenting to,
to, by
by any
officer, etc
officer,
etc------------------tax levied
levied on
on net
net income
income of,
of, for
for each
each
tax
taxable year------------year
taxable
organizations
exempt
organizations exempt ------------net income
net
defined; or
income of domestic, defined;
or
foreign .--------------------foreign
gross
income
of
domestic,
defined;
of
gross income of domestic, defined; of
foreign
foreign --------------------deductions allowed in
in computing
computing net
deductions
net
incomes;
expenses ---incomes; business expenses
interest
on debts;
debts; exception
exception -------interest on
taxes; classes
classes and
and exceptions
taxes;
exceptions specispecified
fied ------------------------not
applicable to
to corporations
corporations guarnot applicable
guaranteeing payments
anteeing
payments at
at source..
source--.
paid on
of stockholders__
paid
on interest
interest of
stockholders- - _
date of accrual
accrual---------------business losses-------------------losses
restriction of, on sales of securities,
etc.; basis of
of----------------worthless debts; if in part
part---------tax paid dividends; of foreign corporations from United States
sources
sources------- -----------exhaustion,
exhaustion, obsolescence,
obsolescence, etc.,
of
etc., of
property -----------------property
allowance
for depletion,
depletion, etc.,
allowance for
etc., of
mines, oil
oil wells,
timber, etc.;
etc.;
wells, timber,
basis of
basis
.
.--------additional
companies,
additional to
to insurance
insurance companies,
other than
other
than life
life ------------ __
mutual marine
marine companies
companies -------other mutual companies,
companies, of
of prepremium
etc
mium deposits
deposits returned,
returned, etc---foreign
foreign corporations, of designated
designated
items within the United States;
States;
apportionment
apportionment
-------------items not deductible,
same as
deductible, the same
as for
for
individuals ----------------

1459
1459

1282

1946
1946
1218
1218
1218
679
679

1318
1318
713
713
1218
1218
1318
1318

1121
1074
1074

1074
1074
1074
1074
282
282
282
282
283
283
283
283
283
283
283
283
284
284
284
284
284
284
284
284
284
284
284
284
284
284
284
284---284
285
285
285
285
285
285
285
285
285
285
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Corporations—Continued.
Corporations-Continued.
allowed; interest on Federal
Federal
credits allowed;
securities, etc----------------etc
domestic,
domestic, specific
specific of $2,000 if net income less than $25,000
--..-$25,000___ _
limitation if exceeding
exceeding $25,000---tax paid at source on income of forbusiness in United
United
eign, not in business
States
States----------------------deduction of interest free from tax_
tax_
deduction
credit to domestic, for income, etc.,
taxes paid abroad; limitation__
_
limitation__application to domestic insurance
application
companies -_------ -__----_-companies
redetermination if tax paid differs
redetermination
refund____-_
from credit claimed; refundif accrued, but not paid; bond required -------------may be taken in year the tax accrued4ccrued_
evidence of foreign income, etc., required --------------------domestic, controlling
controlling foreign,
foreign, deemed
domestic,
to have paid proportion
proportion of their
dividend taxes, etc
dividend
etc-- ------..
credit for, limited
limited------ --------determination by Commissioner
determination
Commissioner of
foreign accumulated
accumulated profits --foreign accounting period --------foreign
in business in United States possessions,
possessions,
deemed foreign ---- _-_-_----returns required;
required; details
details-- --------foreign, without
from agents
agents of foreign,
without
American office
American
office--------------trustees, etc.; collecfrom receivers, trustees,
collection of tax ---------------accounting; for part of a
a year
accounting;
year-----statement of dividends,
dividends, etc., to be
appended to ---------------consolidated,
made by affiliconsolidated, may be made
ated corporations;
corporations; basis of _
---computation of proportionate
computation
proportionate assessments upon --------------meaning
meaning of affiliated corporation-_
corporation_ _
corporations under
under China Trade
affiliated
Act, not deemed affiliated-----controlled by same interif business controlled
est; method of making
making--------corporations in United States possesscorporations
deemed foreign ---------sions deemed
time for filing; with collector of the
district, etc ---------------with collector
collector at Baltimore, Md.,
United States_
__
if no agency
agency in United
States___
access to income tax returns of, allowed
shareholders _
State officers, and shareholders
income
income provisions relating to China
Trade Act ----------------Trade
verified
verified returns of dividends paid by,
required;
details
required; details-------------Corporations, Domestic,
Corporations,
special
special excise tax on capital, etc., of, in
excess of $5,000 ----.. -------exemptions
exemptions ---_----_--------Corporations, Federal,
Federal,
Corporations,
contributing
contributing by, to any election, unlawf
ul ---ful
____---_----_--......
penalty for -------------------punishment for consenting to, by any
officer, etc
etc-------------------Corporations,
Foreign,
Corporations,Foreign,
special excise tax on capital of, for
for
business in United States---States
Corps
of
Engineers,
Army
(see
Engineer
Corps
Engineers, Army
Engineer
Department, Army).

Page.
285
285
285
285
286
286
286
286
286
286
286
287
287
287
287
287
287
287
287
287
287
288
288
288
288
288
288
288
288
293
295
292

325
325
1074
1074
1074

325

Corpus Christi,
Tex.,
Corpus
Christi, Tez.,

hospital at,
sale of Veterans'
Veterans' Bureau hospital
authorized
authorized------_----------_
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2049
Page.
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1093
Corr,
Corr, Margaret
Margaret (daughter),
(daughter),
pension ------ ___----__---------1442
Correll,. Henry
Henry F.
F. (son),
Correll,
(son),
pensi
on
1511
pension--------------------________
Corrupt
Practices (see
(see Federal
Federal Corrupt
Corrupt Practices
Corrupt
Practices Act, 1925).
1925).
Practices
Corson
County, S.
Dak.,
Corson County,
S. Dak.,
bridge authorized
authorized across Missouri River,
between Walworth
Walworth County and_
3
between
and3
Cory, Mary
L. (widow),
(widow),
Cory,
Mary L.
pension increased------------------increased
1417
1417
Cost, Malvina
Cost,
Malvina (widow),
(widow),
pension ---------------- _---------1452
1452
Costa
Costa Rica,
appropriation
to
1015
206, 1015
for minister
minister to-----appropriation for
convention with, facilitating
facilitating work of
traveling
_
1765
traveling salesmen
salesmen-___-------_
1765
extradition treaty with
with-------------- 1621
Cotterel,
(widow),
Cotterel, Nancy
Nancy A.
A. (widow),
pension
increased
1481
pension increased-------------------1481
Cotton,
Cotton,
appropriation for census reports on proappropriation
duction, etc _-----------duction,
228, 1037
for
etc., diseases
diseases ef_
c- 441,
441, 831
831
for investigating, etc.,
for
etc_ 441, 831
methods, breeding,
breeding, etc_
for cultural methods,
for investigating
839
affecting -_ 449, 839
investigating insects affecting_
for suppressing
suppressing spread of pink boll456, 458, 848
worm of ------------- 456,458,848
for
bollworm of,
pink bollworm
for suppressing
suppressing pink
additional,
706
1925------ -----additional, 1925
deficiency
suppressing
appropriation for suppressing
deficiency appropriation
bollworm of ----------------55
bollworm
census reports
etc_
683
production, etcreports on production,
for census
Cotton
Districts,
Cotton Districts,
appropriation for
for experiments,
experiments, etc.,
etc., in
appropriation
cattle
457, 850
---------cattle raising
raising in 850
Cotton
Futures Act, United States,
Cotton Futures
appropriation for
enforcing_ 454,
454,845
845
for expenses
expenses enforcing_
appropriation
unsuitable for standsale of cotton unsuitable
ard forms
454
454
forms-------------------for expenses
enforcing, additional,
expenses enforcing,
706
1925 ----------------------Cotton
etc., Foreign,
Foreign,
Organizations,etc.,
Cotton Organizations,
appropriation for
for effectuating
agreeeffectuating agreeappropriation
ments with, for adopting universal
classification,
standards of classification,
sal standards
arbitrating
845
arbitrating disputes, etc ------Cotton
Standards Act,
Cotton Standards
appropriation for expenses
expenses executing_
executing_ 454, 845
appropriation
agreements
agreements for adopting universal
standards of classification,
classification, arbitrating
bitrating disputes, etc., to be
effectuated
effectuated with foreign
foreign cotton
organizations,
845
_-----845
organizations, etc ----deficiency appropriation
appropriation for enforcing__
enforcing
39
39
deficiency
Cotton
Cotton Statistics,
Statistics,
amount ginned,
manufactured, baled
baled
amount
ginned, manufactured,
cotton on hand, spindles in use,
active spindle hours,
hours, imports
active
and exports, to be collected by
Director of the Census --------31
dates__
31
quantities ginned at designated dates
31
canvasses ----limitation for earlier canvasses
reports of information
information collected
collected to be
published each month --------31
published
details in,
of cotton
31
31
details
in, of
cotton ginned
ginned-------distribution of
publications --------31
31
distribution
of publications
information
information to
to be furnished
furnished AgriculAgricultural Department
Department for its cotton
reports --------------------31
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Page.
Court
Claims,
Cotton Statistics—Continued.
Page.
Page
Court of Claims,
Cotton
Statistics-Continued.
219, 1028
appropriation for judges, clerks, etc
1028
information
etc-_ 219,
confidential and
appropriation
information strictly confidential
219
for
219
only
use
31
custodian--------------for pay
pay of custodian
'31
---for statistical
statistical use--only for
219, 1029
for
binding for - --punishment
219,
1029
and binding
printing and
for printing
unauthorized pubpunishment for unauthorized
32
for
lication by employees --------219, 1029
1029
32
etc ------------for auditors,
auditors, etc
lication
for
1029
information to be furnished by ginners,
ginners,
expenses -------- 219, 1029
for contingent
contingent expenses
219
for
manufacturers etc
219
32
etc------------manufacturers
for reporting
reporting decisions ----------for
etc., to
punishment
refusal, etc
etc__
32
-to building
building-------- 1029
willful refusal,
for willful
repairs, etc.,
punishment for
for repairs,
for
additional, 1925 -----709
compilation of production, consumpconsumpsalaries, additional,
for salaries,
compilation
auditors, additional, 1925 -----709
tion, stocks
stocks of
of cotton, and spinfor auditors,
dles,
foreign countries, didles, in foreign
deficiency
appropriation for paying
deficiency appropriation
rected
32
rected----------------------judgments of
of -----54, 696, 758,
758; 1347
judgments
abstract to be published
published with reabstract
for
binding ---------686
and bindingprinting and
for printing
ports -------32
--------reappropriation__
__
1332
reappropriation---------------to be furnished Agricultural
Agricultural Defor
686
to building
building ------etc., to
for repairs,
repairs, etc.,
partment to be published
published in its
for
expenses of commisfor salaries
salaries and expenses
reports
32
cotton reports---------------1332
sioners
1332
-------------------reports of cotton ginned
ginned to be issued
designated
tribes
of
Indians
of
designated
claims
simultaneously
simultaneously with cotton crop
in Montana,
Montana, Idaho, and WashWashreports --------------------32
ington,
taken, to
lands, etc., taken,
ington, for lands,
designated
32
dates designated-----------------21
by..----------be determined by...
repealed-------32
--former Act, etc., repealed
Rhode Island for expenses,
expenses, War
War
Rhode
acreage
farmers intention to
to
acreage reports
reports of farmers
with
referred to
964
to--------with Spain, referred
115
plant, discontinued_
115
discontinued ---------commissioners to be appointed by, to
commissioners
semimonthly reports
reports to be issued of
take evidence
evidence in cases assigned to
to
condition, progress, and probable
them
them and
and report the facts to the
production
115
115
production-----------.-----court --------------------964
subject
approval of designated
designated
subject to
to approval
procedure
965
procedure for hearings, etc --------crop
reporting committee-----committee
115
115
crop reporting
findings and reports to be filed with
115
116
members
-_etc., of
qualifications,
dates
qualifications,
of simultaneous
etc.,
of members_
issue with
testimony -------------------965
dates of simultaneous issue with
authority of Court not impairedimpaired_ _
965
Census Bureau ginning reports_
115
reports_Census
salaries, expenses, etc., allowed
965
allowed----116
inconsistent laws
laws repealed
repealed ----------appointments,
appointments, etc., to cease in three
Cottonseed,
CottoaMed,
years
years-----------.------------ 965
appropriation
interbreeding experiappropriation for interbreeding
- 441, 831
ments
-ments-------------concurrent jurisdiction
jurisdiction of district courts
concurrent
Couch, Elizabeth
Elizabeth (widow),
(widow),
recovery of erroneously
erroneously
with, for recovery
pension
1486
1486
increased-------..---------pension increased
collected revenue taxes, etc., if
collected
Council Bluffs,
Bluffs, Iowa,
Council
collector
dead,
or
not
in office_ _
-_ 972
collector dead,
795
at-------- ---------terms of court at
jurisdiction conferred
adjudicate all
conferred to adjudicate
jurisdiction
Council, K.
K. C.,
C.,
Council,
claims against United
United States of
Waccamaw River
and others may dam Waccamaw
Cherokee
27
Cherokee Indians
Indians- -----------Lake in North Carolina----Carolina
24
or Lake
procedure; evidence
evidence and counterprocedure;
Council of
of National
Defense,
National Defense,
Council
claims admitted
28
28
admitted -------------claims
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for --------759
deficiency
appeal to Supreme Court
28
Court-------appeal
Counselors of
of Embassy
or Legation,
Legation,
Embassy or
Counselors
28
attorneys' fees
fees limitedlimited ---------attorneys'
140
officers ..classified as
as Foreign
Foreign Service
Service officers
140
classified
issue of
appearance of Atprocess; appearance
issue
of process;
any Foreign Service
Service officer may be astorney General
General -------------28
torney
signed as
-------- 143
as----------of Choctaw
Chickasaw IndiansIndians_
537
Choctaw and Chickasaw
Counterfeiting, etc.,
etc.,
Counterfeiting,
may be presented
presented separately or
appropriation for expenses
expenses in supappropriation
jointly
537
jointly------------ ---------pressing, etc.; restriction
restriction------ 74, 774
procedure; offset of counter claims
538
procedure;
expenses suppressing, additional,
for expenses
appeal to
538
Supreme Court------to Supreme
appeal
1925_
710
-----.------1925-attorneys' fees by decree
decree of court_
538
attorneys'
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for expenses
expenses in
deficiency
service on Attorney General----General
538
538
suppressing
694
suppressing----------------of Creek Indians ----------------139
County
Agents
riultural Extension
County Agents, Agricultural
139
claims excepted---------------excepted
139
Work,
procedure;
evidence and counterprocedure; evidence
appropriation
appropriation for --------------- 435. 824
admitted-------------139
139
claims admitted
Court Pyr
China (see United States Court
Court
fr China
140
140
appeal to Supreme Court ------for China).
attorney's fees limited
140
limited---------attorney's
Court
C.,
of Appeals,
Appeals, D.
D. C.,
Court of
appearance
issue of process, etc.; appearance
appropriation for salariessalaries -------- 565, 1240
appropriation
of Attorney
Attorney General ---------140
140
reports of decisions -----.- .
__ 565, 1240
1240
reports
812
of Delaware
Delaware Indians, appeal allowed
care, etc., of building
building------- 565, 1240
for care,
consideration
813
consideration de novo -------miscellaneous expenses under,
for miscellaneous
legal and equitable
equitable rights
rights to be
where United
United States is a
_ 566
a party_
party_ _
where
813
settled--------------813
----settled
for printing
124C
binding- ------ 566, 1240
for
printing and binding
procedure; evidence admitted_
__ _ 813
admitted --procedure;
for salaries and expenses,
expenses, additional,
additional,
attorneys' fees; advancement
advancement of
attorneys'
712
712
1925 --------------------813
813
causes --------------------for
additional,
for care,
care, etc., of building, additional,
712
of Indians
Indians in Washington,
Washington, except the
1925 ---------------------886
886
S'Klallams --------------deficiency appropriation
appropriation for reports of
procedure; counterclaims,
counterclaims, etc., adopinions ----- --------------679
mitted; advancement
886
same jurisdiction in bankruptcy
advancement---------- 886
bankruptcy cases,
887
etc.. limited----attorney's
fees. etc.,
attorney's
fees,
limited
as in circuit courts of anneals__
appeals
939
I"--------__
-
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of Claims—Continued.
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Claims-Continued.
Court of
jurisdiction
conferred to adjudicate all
jurisdiction conferred
claims against United States of
1133
Indians
Kansas or Kaw Indians-------Commission claims, excepting
excepting
Kaw Commission
surplus
excepted---_ 1133
surplus land claim, excepted__
procedure;
evidence and countercounterprocedure; evidence
claims
admitted--------------- 1134
claims admitted
appeal
Supreme Court
1134
Court-------- 1134
appeal to Supreme
attorneys'
fees limited; issue of
attorneys' fees
process,
etc.; appearance of
process, etc.;
Attorney General -----------1134
Attorney
of Ponca
729
Tribe of Indians --------of
Ponca Tribe
advancement
730
cause----------advancement of cause
procedure; evidence
evidence and counterprocedure;
730
claims admitted ___---------time
for filing;
filing; verification,
___
730
verification, etc_ -time for
attorneys' fees by
730
courtdecree of court_
by decree
attorneys'
of
heretofore
Seminole Indians not heretofore
of Seminole
adjudicated, etc
133
etc--------------adjudicated,
procedure; evidence
evidence and countercounterprocedure;
claims
134
admitted-----------claims admitted
appeal to
Court
134
Supreme Court-------to Supreme
appeal
attorneys'
134
limited---------fees limited
attorneys' fees
issue of
appearance
etc.; appearance
process, etc.;
of process,
issue
of
Attorney General----------General
134
of Attorney
of Stockbridge
Stockbridge Tribe of Indians, not
of
heretofore
etc.._ __
644
adjudicated, etc-.-heretofore adjudicated,
procedure;
evidence and counterprocedure; evidence
admitted
644
claims admitted------------Court-------appeal to Supreme Court
645
limited
645
attorneys' fees limited----------appearance of
issue of process; appearance
Attorney
General
645
Attorney General------------366
Okla----of
of Wichita, etc., Indians, Okla
appeal to Supreme
366
Court-------Supreme Court
appeal
--_ 366
statutes
bar _
a bar_
limitation not a
statutes of limitation
procedure;
evidence admitted---admitted_ __ _
367
procedure; evidence
decree---attorneys'
367
attorneys' fees by court decree..
determine interest of Yankton
to determine
Sioux
Sioux Indians in Red Pipestone
730
Minn-------------Quarries, Minn
therein---of other Sioux Indians
Indians therein_
__ _ 730
to hear, etc.,
Elwood Crisetc., claim of Elwood
to
singer
singer ----------------------- 1363
to
judgment in claim of Southrender judgment
to render
ern
ern Pacific Company for closing,
River__ _
171
etc., break in Colorado River-_payment of
Elizabeth
judgment of, to Elizabeth
of judgment
payment
H. Rice -------------------- 1595
Court
Appeals,
Customs Appeals,
Court of Customs
appropriation
etc
219, 1028
judges, etc-----for judges,
appropriation for
for
rent; contingent expenses---expenses_ ___ 219, 1028
forrent;
for,
709
additional, 1925 -------------for, additional,
deficiency appropriation
686
appropriation for rent .----deficiency
1332
for
books, etc .-------..--.------for books,
Courthouse, D. C.,
Courthouse,
appropriation for care, etc
etc-.------ 565, 1240
appropriation
for repairs, etc .------------..565, 1240
forrepairs,
712
for care, etc., additional,
additional, 1925-----1925
C.,
Courts,
Courts, D. C.,
appropriation
appropriation for juvenile court, salaetc
563, 1238
ries, etc---.................-----------for police
court, salaries, etc -..- 564, 1239
police court,
for
judges------------ 1239
additional judges
two additional
565, 1239
for municipal court, salaries, etc
etc_- _ 565,
1239
for supreme
supreme court------------court
565, 1239
for
appeals -....------565, 1240
for court of appeals
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for police
deficiency
court -------------------677, 679
court
Courts Martial,
Martial,etc., Army,
Courts
482, 896
appropriation
of
aDoroDriation for expenses of.------

I

I

Courts of
Circuit (see
(see Circuit
Page.
Circuit rage.
Courts
of Appeals,
Appeals, Circuit
Courts of Appeals).
Cousens, Elizabeth
(widow),
Elizabeth (widow),
Cousens,
1454
increased ----------------pension increased
Coushatta
Tex.,
Indians, Tex.,
CoushattaIndians,
appropriation
education, etc - - 404
appropriation for education,
Cover,
W.,
Cover, George W.,
1397
increased -----------------pension increased
Covey,
Sarah A. (widow),
Covey, Sarah
-- 1429
increased---------------pension increased
Cowan,
Catharine (widow),
Cowan, Catharine
1461
increased
pension increased------------------Cowan
Julie (widow),
Cowan,? Julie
1531
pension
pension---------------------Cowan, Robert H.,
1394
pension
increase-------------------pension increase
Cowlitz River, Wash.,
survey
1190
authorized--------------survey of, authorized
Cox, Amelia C. (widow),
pension
1456
----------------------pension-Building, D. C.,
Cox Building,
custody,
etc., of, transferred
transferred to Supercustody, etc.,
intendent of State,
DepartState, etc., Departintendent
ment Buildings
66
Buildings-------------Cox, Lucy A. (widow),
pension increased
1527
increased ----------------pension
Coyotes,
appropriation
for
devising
methods
for
appropriation for devising methods
destroying_
.-------------450, 841
destroyingCraig,
Craig, Anna M. (widow),
1508
pension ----------------------pension
Craig, Jasper
0.,
Jasper 0.,
Craig,
1390
--------pension -----------pension
Craig, Levine
Lavina (widow),
Craig,
1434
pension
1434
increased------------------pension increased
Cramer, Charles
F.,
Charles F.,
Cramer,
1397
pension
increased-----------------pension increased
Crampton, William A.
A. (son),
Crampton,
1524
pension
pension -------------------------Crandall, George
D.,
George D.,
Crandall,
pension
1414
increased----------------pension increased.
(widow),
Crandall, Jane
Jane (widow),
CrandaU,
------- 1495
-pension
pension ----------Crane,
Mary, Indian
Indian Allottee,
Crane, Mary,
deceased, and land restored
to deceased,
patent to
to tribal
tribal property
Winnebago
property of Winnebago
to
Reservation
Ilidians, Nebr
138
Nebr----Reservation Indians,
Cranston, Ellen (widow),
(widow),
Cranston,
pension
1439
increased-----------------pension increased
Crater Lake
Lake National
Oreg.,
Park,? Oreg.,
National Park
Crater
appropriation for
___ 219, 1028
commissioner---for commissioner_
appropriation
for protection,
protection, etc
etc------------ 422, 1176
for
community house, etc ----------423
community
for protection,
protection, etc.,
etc., additional,
additional, 1925..
708
1925for
acceptance of
of gift
lands from Medof lands
gift of
acceptance
ford,
for administration
administration buildford, for
ings
606
ings---------------------Craters
of the
the Moon National
National Monument,
Craters of
Idaho,
Idaho,
proclamation
setting aside ---------proclamation setting
Craven, Tabitha
Tabitha T. (widow),
Craven,
pension
increased------------------pension increased
Crawford, Catharine
(widow),
Catharine(widow),
Crawford,
pension
pension---------------------------Crawford,
Martha
(widow),
Crawford, Martha (widow),
pension
increased------------------pension increased
Crawford,
alias Thomas S.
William, alias
Crawford, William,
Carter,
Carter, .
pension -------------------------pension
Credits for
for Excess
Excess Income Tax Payments,
Credits
time
claims for
for-allowing claims
for allowing
extended for
time extended
taxable year
included--------year 1918 included
taxable

1947
1947
1480
1444

1434
1512
22
22
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Creek
also Five
Creek Indians,
Indians, Okla.
Okla. (see
(see also
Five CivilCivilized Tribes),
ized
Tribes),
appropriation
for
tribal
schools_
_
_
398,
appropriation for tribal schools --- _ 398,
for chief
chief and attorney
attorney for
for _--------for
chief of
for chief
of --------------------for
common schools-----------schools
407,
for common
407,
all claims of, against United States, not
not
heretofore determined
to be
heretofore
determined to
be
adjudicated by Court of Claims_
Claims_
adjudicated
claims excepted
excepted --------------procedure, etc
..--------------Crematory,
C., Public,
Public,
Crematory, D.
D. C.,
appropriation for
for maintenance
563,
appropriation
maintenance---- 563,
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for maintenance
tenance -----__-_--_---_---Crescent
City, Calif.,
Crescent City,
Calif.,
preliminary
etc., of, harbor
preliminary examination,
examination,etc.,of,
harbor
to be made-----------------made
Creston,
Iowa,
Creston, Iowa,
terms of court at ----------------- _
Crew,
Crew, Jacob,
Jacob,
payment to, from Apache,
Apache, etc., Indian
Indian
funds --------------------_
.
Criers, United
United States
States Courts,
Courts,
Criers,
appropriation
221,
appropriation for
for pay
pay
.---------221,
Crignier, Madame,
Crignier,
Madame,
deficiency
indemnity
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for indemnity
to, for loss in search for body of
Admiral John Paul Jones ------payment authorized to France
France as indemnity for
damages to
for damages
to property of, by search
search for body of
Admiral John Paul Jones
Jones----_-_
Critn, Charles
Charles H.
(son),
Crim,
H. (son),
pension ----- --------__
-----_
Critn, Robert Owen,
Crim,
Owen,
pension------------------_
-----Crimes
and Misdemeanors,
Misdemeanors,
Crimes and
penalty for nonpayment
nonpayment of motorvehicle fuel tax, D. C---------C
violating provisions of District
District of
Columbia Rents Act by hotel
proprietors
proprietors - -------------bringing in aliens
aliens without
without unexpired
unexpired
immigration visas, etc -------immigration
owner,
etc.,/of vessel failing
owner, etc.
failing to detain
detain
inadmissible alien seamen,
seamen, etc.__
etc. vessel bringing
bringing to United States
aliens with designated diseases
diseases_ -_
physically incompetent
incompetent to earn a
a
living ----------------------illiterates, excluded
excluded Asiatics,
Asiatics, etc_
et& _
-__
violating _provisions
of Optometry
violating
provisions of
Optometry
Act, D.
C.,
first
offense
D.C.,
offense------issuing, etc., unstamped
unstamped documents,
etc
etc-------- -------.dealing in articles not fully stamped_ _
_
using uncanceled
uncanceled stamps ----------operating
operating as a
a dentist under other
other
license --------------than in license
failing to display license as dentist_
dentist -_
selling unauthorized dental diplomas,
etc----------------------etc
employing
employing unlicensed
unlicensed dentist in office
office
assuming false degree,
degree, etc-------__
etc
provisions of Dentistry Act,
violating provisions
not specifically prescribed
prescribed ----corporations
corporations contributing
contributing to political
elections -------------------failing to extinguish
etc., of
extinguish fire, etc.,
automobile
automobile taken on a
a vessel in
in
navigable
navigable waters
waters
------- __--_
failing to exhibit motor-vehicle
motor-vehicle permit to District of Columbia
Columbia
policeman
policeman-------------------

Page.
1148
1148
398
398
1148
1148
1158
1158
139
139
139
139
139
1238
1238
676
676
1196
1196
795
795
1573
1573
1030
1030

692
692

118
1443
1443

1404
108
108
121
121

163
164
166
166
166
167
178
178
332
332
332
332
332
603
603
604

604
604
604
604
604
1074
1093
1093
1122
1122

Page.
penalty
for failing
penalty for
failing to
to report
report vehicle
vehicle
coming to
to garage,
etc., showing
coming
garage, etc.,
showing
evidence of
of accident,
etc -- ___-_
1125
1125
evidence
accident, etc
punishment for
for unauthorized
divulging
unauthorized divulging
information
from cotton
cotton statisstatisinformation from
employees -----------31
tics by
by employees
willful refusal by
ginners to
to
willful
by cotton
cotton ginners
answer
requests for
for information
information
answer requests
from Director of Census -----32
illegally hunting
hunting,/taking
taking eggs, etc.,
etc., on
on
animal preserves
preserves ----98
bird and animal
98
violating provisions
violating
provisions of
of motor-vehicle
motor-vehicle
fuel
C
108
fuel tax, D.
D. C--------------obtaining
false representations
representations in obtaining
loans to purchase
purchase seed,
by
seed, etc.,
etc., by
farmers
farmers in
in drought-stricken
drought-stricken areas
of New
New Mexico--------------Mexico
110
of
110
unauthorized collecting
collecting fees,
fees etc., in
unauthorized
connection with World
connection
World 'War
War AdAdjusted Compensation
Compensation Act ----125
false statements in applications,
applications, etc.,
under World War
War Adjusted
Adjusted
Compensation Act -----Compensation
131
counterfeiting,
etc.
counterfeiting,
etc., immigration
immigration
165
visas, permits, etc
165
etc-----------false personations,
personations, etc., in
in applying
applying
165
for visas, permits, etc --------165
false statements
statements in
in applications,
applications, etc.,
etc.,
under immigration laws -----165
failing to prevent
prevent landing of aliens
aliens at
at
other
167
other than designated
designated places forfor
violating provisions of Optometric
Optometric
178
Act, D.
D.C.
178
C.,Isecond offense
offense---conducting business
business on which
which special
tax imposed, without payment
payment
thereof --------------.----328
328
thereof
fraudulently
fraudulently removing,
removing, etc., revenue
stamps from taxed
taxed documents,
etc
etc------------------332
332
---reusing, etc., stamps ------- ___--reusing,
332
using insufficient
insufficient stamps -----__-_
332
counterfeits, etc---------------etc
332
exchanges without
without
sales at produce exchanges
bill
335
stamped bill----------------335
willful
willful failure to pay internal revenue
tax, make
343
make returns
returns, etc
etc--------willful
willful failure to collect tax, evasion
evasion
of payment, etc -------------344
assisting in making fraudulent
fraudulent returns,
etc .------------ __-__344
turns,etc
statements as to effect of
on
false statements
of tax
tax on
price of articles sold, etc------etc
348
violating laws and regulations
regulations for
violating
for
Alaska salmon fisheries------fisheries
466
violating regulations,
regulations, etc.,
etc., to prevent
prevent
oil polluting deposits in naviganavigable waters, etc -----------605
605
violating
provisions of
violating provisions
of Northern
Pacific Halibut
Halibut Fishery Act-Act__ _-_
649
violating, etc.,
etc., Upper Mississippi
Mississippi
River,
River, etc., Refuge
Refuge Act ------652
652
receiving
unauthorized fees, etc., in
receiving unauthorized
claims under World War Vetclaims
Veterans Act
628
Act-------------------628
false statements
under
statements in claims under
World War Veterans'
Veterans' Act-----Act
World
628
receiving
receiving payments for compensation,
compensation,
etc., under same Act, after right
right
therefor
therefor ceases -----629
__-----fraudulently receiving
fraudulently
receiving money for
for
compensation, etc., under same
compensation,
Act, to which not entitled__
629
entitled _
-_
-_
-
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Crimes
Misdemeanors—Continued.
Page.
Crimes and
and Misdemeanors-Continued.
presenting false statefor presenting
punishment for
ments, affidavits,
affidavits, etc., in claims
ments,
for compensation
compensation under same
Act -----------.--..-------629
unauthorized use
use of
of title
title of architect,
unauthorized
etc.,
__ _ 718
Columbia---etc., in District of Columbia_
false
statements in
applications for
in applications
false statements
licenses under Alaska Game LawLaw_
746
violations of Alaska Game Law not
specificcally
provided
for
747
747
specificcally provided for------larceny,
baggage, etc.,
larceny, etc., of goods, baggage,
in
interstate commerce--------commerce
793
in interstate
carrying stolen
stolen articles
articles of interstate
interstate
carrying
commerce into another State,
State,
commerce
etc
794
-------etc----------------stealing, secreting, embezzling,
embezzling, etc.,
mail matter ----------------977
stealing, etc.,
mail left
left upon collecstealing,
etc., mail
tion box, etc
_
977
etc-----------------unauthorized taking
before
taking mail before
unauthorized
delivery, etc
977
etc----------------violating provisions of Venereal
Venereal Diseases
Act,
D.
C
__
1003
eases Act, D. C--------------violating provisions
provisions of Milk, etc.,
etc.,
Act,
D. C 1008
-------------Act, D.
officers
of corporation
corporation consenting
consenting to
to
officers of
contributions
to political eleceleccontributions to
tions
tions----------------------- 1074
commiting
unlawful
acts
prohibited
commiting
by Corrupt Practices Act
Act ----1074
willfully
unlawful acts
committing unlawful
willfully committing
prohibited by Corrupt
Practices
Corrupt Practices
prohibited
1074
Act ----------------------unauthorized hunting,
hunting etc., in game
unauthorized
refuges,
Ozark National Forest,
refuges, Ozark
Ark ----------------------1091
Ark
exporting helium gas
as without permit
permit
exporting
from the President
President------------ 1111
operating motor vehicle in District of
operating
permit.. ___ 1122
a permit--.Columbia without a
nonresident of the District of Columbia violating permit requirerequire1123
ments --------------------reckless driving motor vehicle
vehicle in the
District -------------------- 1123
other traffic
traffic regulations
regulations in
violating other
1123
District
the District-----------------operator
operator of vehicle in the District
causing personal injury without
1124
--thereof -------reporting thereof
operator in the District failing to reoperator
another vehicle
vehicle_
1124
to another
port damage
damage to
operating vehicle
vehicle under influence
influence of
operating
drug
1124
liquor or drug---------------using smoke screen, etc., on motor
vehicle
vehicle in the District -------- 1124
operating motor vehicle in the Disoperating
trict
permit,
during suspension of permit,
trict during
1125
etc ------------------------soliciting, etc.,
unauthorized fee in
etc., unauthorized
soliciting,
Veterans' Bureau claims -----1311
Veterans'
receiving
fraudulently from
money fraudulently
receiving money
Veterans
Bureau
1311
Veterans Bureau------------conspiring, etc., to present
false docupresentfalse
conspiring,
ments, in claims before the Vet1312
erans' Bureau---------------Bureau
embezzling by guardian,
guardian, etc., of
embezzling
money paid to beneficiary of
Veterans' Bureau
1312
Bureau------------ 1312
Veterans'
Crimes,
etc.,
Crimes, etc.,
appropriation
appropriation for detection and prosecution of ---------------- 217, 1026
preservation, etc., of criminal idenidenpreservation,
217.
tification
tification records --------217, 1026
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Crimes,
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appropriation for protection
protection of the
the
appropriation
President
217, 1026
1026
President--------------217,
for
detection,
etc.,
of,
additional,
for detection, etc., of, additional,
1925 ---------------------709
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
detection
for detection
deficiency
and
prosecution
of
44,
and prosecution ----------56, 760, 1332, 1351, 1353

Criminal Code,
Code,
Criminal

amended,
84-------------___
amended, section
section 84
section
section 118_
118 -------------------___
section
194
section 194 -----------------__-__
repealed,
section 83
83 ---------------repealed, section
Criminal Identification
Records,
Identification Records,
Criminal
appropriation
exchange,
for preserving, exchange,
appropriation for
etc ---------------.-----217,
etc
Criminals,
Criminals,
appropriation
home from
appropriation for bringing home
abroad,
216,
abroad,-----------------216,
treaty of extradition of, with Bulgaria__
Bulgaria.. _
with
Rica ----------------with Costa
Costa Rica
with Esthonia -----------------with Latvia --------------------with Lithuania
Lithuania _---------------with Siam --------------------with Venezuela
Venezuela -----------------with

Crisfield Harbor,
Md.,
Harbor, Md.,
Crisfield

improvement
authorized -------improvement of, authorized

(daughter),
Criswell, Caroline
Caroline Candus
Candus (daughter),
Criswell,

pension
increased_ ----------------pension increased

Criswell, Oscar
Oscar (son),
Criswell,
(son),
pension ----------------------pension
Crittenden Street
Street NW.,
NW., D.
D. C.,
C.,
Crittenden

98
1073
977
977
1074
1074

1026
1025
1025
1886
1621
1849
1849
1738
1738
1835
1835
1749
1749
1698
1698

1186
_ 1186

1471
1500
1500

appropriation
appropriation for paving, Sherman
Circle to Fifth Street --------1223
paving, Eighth Street to Sherfor paving
1224
man Circle
•
1224
----------------Circle__
man
Croats and
and Slovenes,
Slovenes, Serbs,
Serbs,
Croats
appropriation
minister to ----206, 1015
appropriation for minister
Crockett, Affie
Affie M.
M. (widow),
(widow),
Crockett,
1503
1503
'-----------------------pension -Croft,
(widow),
Elizabeth (widow),
Croft, Elizabeth
1534
increased----------------pension increased
Crook
Forest, Ariz.,
National Forest,
Crook National
grant
to
Gila
County
of
lands
in,
for
1534
grant to Gila County of lands in, for
recreational area
242
area-------------recreational
proclamation
transferring portion of
proclamation transferring
Apache National Forest to
to---- 1985
Crooked and
Pickerel Lakes,
Mich.,
Lakes, Mich.,
and Pickerel
Crooked
surveyed public
erroneously surveyed
disposal of erroneously
594
lands on
on-------------------Crooked
Irrigation Project,
Project, Oreg.,
Oreg.,
Crooked Creek
Creek Irrigation
appropriation for
etc., of,
maintenance, etc.,
for maintenance,
appropriation
on
Reservation
Klamath Indian Reservation
on Klamath
403, 1154
---.--------------.Crooked
Nose Woman,
Woman,
Crooked Nose
name added to final roll of Cheyenne
and Arapahoe
be
Arapahoe Indians, and to be
paid per capita payment from
tribal
funds -253
253
-----------tribal funds
Crookes,
(widow),
Kate (widow),
Crookes, Kate
1534
1534
pension increased------------------increased
Crop
Plants,
Crop Plants,
appropriation
investigating physiappropriation for investigating
ology of ------------------ 441, 831
Crops,
Crops,

appropriation
for technological, etc.,
appropriation for
investigations ------------- 441, 831
investigations
etc., of arid
arid
breeding, study, etc.,
for breeding,
land --------------------442, 832
442,832
land
Crosley,
Rohama (widow),
(widow),
Crosley, Rohama
pension -------------------------1533
pension
Cross,
Mary Ann
(widow),
Ann (widow),
Cross, Mary
pension
increased
1384
pension increased----------------

2054
2054
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(widow),
Cross,
Sabra (widow),
Cummings, Elizabeth (widow),
Page.
Cross, Sabra
(widow),
Pare
pension
1425
pension---------------------------pension --------------------------1496
1425
1496
pension
Cunard
Steamship
Company
(Limited),
Crow
Agency, Mont.,
Cunard Steamship Company (Limited),
Crow Agency,
Mont.,
deficiency
appropriation for
of
appropriation for
support, etc.,
etc. ' of
deficiency appropriation
for refund
refund of
of
for support,
appropriation
Indians
at, from
tribal funds. 411,
411, 1161
fines to
to-------------------- 45, 45
Indians at,
from tribalfunds.
1161
Curran,
Ellen
L.
(widow),
Crow, Catherine
(widow),
Curran, Ellen L. (widow),
Crow,
Catherine(widow),
pension --------------------------1464
pension
1394
pension---------------------------1464
1394
pension
Curran,
Michael,
Crow
Creek Indian
Curran, Michael,
Crow Creek
Indian Hospital,
Hospital, S.
S. Dak.,
Dak.,
appropriation
for
maintenance,
etc.,
military
record
corrected
1576
appropriation for maintenance, etc.,
corrected------------- 1576
of ----------------408, 1159
408,
1159 Current
of
Current River,
River,
Crow
Reservation, Mont.,
Mont.,
Crow Indian
Indian Reservation,
bridge
Finley's
bridge authorized
authorized across,
across, at
at Finley's
appropriation for
for maintenance,
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of
of
Ferry, Ark
26
Ark -----------------26
irrigation
systems on;
on; repayrepayirrigation systems
Curtis, Parthine
Curtis,
Parthine(widow),
(widow),
ment
402, 1153
ment-------------.----402,
1153
pension
pension------------------- 1439
1439
for irrigation
irrigation system
on, additional,
additional,
for
system on,
Cusick, Blida
Elida G.
G. (daughter),
1925
707
1925 --------------------..707
pension
1419
pension---------------------------1419
proclamation extending
extending time
for paying
proclamation
time for
paying
Custer County,
County, Mont.,
installments
for ceded
___ 1931
1931 Custer
installments for
ceded lands_
lands- .granted land
land for
for public
grounds__ _
97
granted
public fair
fair grounds___
97
further
extending time
time for
for paying
further extending
paying
Custer National
National Forest,
Forest, Mont.,
Mont.,
installments for
for ceded
1955 Custer
installments
ceded lands__
lands ---__ 1955
exchange authorized
lands within
exchange
authorized of lands
Crow Indians,
Indians, Mont.,
Mont.,
Crow
withdrawn as
coal lands,
lands, reservwithdrawn
as coal
reservappropriation
for
fulfilling
appropriation
for
fulfilling treaty
treaty
ing
to United
States -----111Z
ing coal
coal to
United States
1117
with ---------------409,
with
-409, 1160
1160
for
with, additional,
for fulfilling
fulfilling treaty
treaty with,
additional,
Custer
National Forest,
Custer National
Forest, S.
S. Dak.,
Dak.,
1925
708
1925-----------------------708
proclamation
for
proclamation reserving portion
portion of, for
Crow Indians,
Indians, Okla.,
Okla.,
Crow
game refuge ----------------1985
time
extended ten
ten years
for repayment
time extended
years for
repayment
Custer State Park
Game
Sanctuary,
S.
Custer
Park
Game
Sanctuary,
S.
of
fund of,
of, for
for seed,
seed,
of revolving
revolving fund
Dak.,
farming equipment,
equipment, etc
etc ------1301
farming
1301
enlargement
authorized------enlargement of area authorized
632
Crow, Minnie
Minnie E.
Crow,
E. (widow),
(widow),
grant of unpatented
unpatented lands in, claims
pension increased---------increased
1526
pension
------1526
under mining laws, to South
Crowd,
Minnie L.
L. (widow),
Crowl, Minnie
(widow),
purposes ----Dakota, for
for park purposes
1185
pension increased
increased ___------------ 1479
1479
payment for; mineral
mineral rights reserved_ 1185
Crown
Paper Company,
Company,
Crown Willamette
Willamette Paper
limitation of location
1185
limitation
location -----------time extended
for bridging
bridging Lock
No. 4,
4,
tine
extended for
Lock No.
proclamation
of
proclamation enlarging
enlarging area
area of-------1981
Willamette Falls
998
Willamette
Falls Canal
Canal-------998
transferring
Ramey
transferring portion of Harney
Croxford, Carrie
Carrie E.
(widow),
Crozford,
B. (widow),
National Forest to
to--------- - 1981
pension---------- -----_--pension
------ _ 1495
1495
Customhouse
Customhouse Brokers,
Brokers,
Cruelty to Children
Children and
and Animals, Societies
Cruelty
Societies
special tax
on; business
special
tax imposed
imposed on;
business dedefor
of,
for Prevention
Prevention of,
fined
326
fined----------------------326
exempt
income tax -------exempt from
from income
282
282
Crum, Nancy
Crum,
J. (widow),
Customs,
Nancy J.
(widow),
Customs,
appropriation
pension
appropriation for collecting revenue
..
pension ----------.
1432
1432
Crum, Paul,
69, 769
from -----------------Crum,
Paul,
military record
corrected --------1543
military
record corrected
for detection of frauds,
frauds, etc
etc-------- 69
69, 769
1543
Crumb, Eliza
(widow),
Crumb,
Eliza A.
A. (widow),
retired
appraisers ------ 69, 769
retired general appraisers
769
pension increased
pension
increased -------------1455
for automatic and recording
recording scales
scales_-_ 70, 769
--1455
Crystal
Crystal River,
River, Fla.,
Fla.,
for compensation
compensation in lieu of moieties..
moieties_ 70, 769
examination, etc.,
etc., of, to be
preliminary examination,
for collecting
collecting revenue
revenue from, addimade
--made_----------------1194
tional, 1925 -------------- 710
1194
710
Cuba,
Cuba,
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for expenses
expenses
appropriation
to _
appropriation for
for ambassador
ambassador to_
__ 206,
206, 1015
1015
collecting revenue from -------49,
collecting
for
preserving monuments,
to
for preserving
monuments, etc.,
etc., to
57, 701, 761, 1349, 1351, 1353
soldiers
who fell
fell in
in ------512,
soldiers who
512, 927
927
judgments against colfor paying judgments
persons
as nonpersons born
born in,
in, construed
construed as
nonlectors of--------of
-698, 1349
1349
quota immigrants,
immigrants, in
in ImmigraImmigrafor
in lieu
lieu of
of moieties..
1342
for compensation
compensation in
moieties1342
tion
Act -------- ----------155
tion Act
155
for fence
fence on Mexican
Mexican border ------- 1342
1342
proclamation
proclamation forbidding
forbidding illegal
illegal shipshipautomatic, etc.,
scales----- --for automatic,
etc., scales
1349
ment
etc., to
1946
ment of arms,
arms, etc.,
to--------- 1946
appraiser of merchandise
merchandise at Portland,
appraiser
revoked
revoked_.----1965
_--------------1965
Me., to be appointed
957
appointed -------Culion, Philippine
Philippine Islands,
Culion,
Islands,
appraisers' stores
appraisers'
stores property,
property, Providence,
Providence,
appropriation
of lepers,
appropriation for
for care
care of
lepers, etc.,
etc.,
R. I., to be sold---------sold
960
960
naval station
184, 863
station ------------articles
for exhibit
at New
Orleans
184,
863
articles for
exhibit at
New Orleans
Cumback,
Laura A.
(widow),
Cumback, Laura
A. W.
W. (widow),
Exposition
admitted free
free of
Exposition admitted
of
pension
1498
pension increased
increased -------------duty
1253
1498
duty ----------------------1253
Cumberland River,
Cumberland
River,
payment if
if sold,
etc ----------1253
payment
sold, etc
1253
bridge authorized
authorized across,
across, Burnside,
Ky_
648
Burnside, Ky_
648
for Sesquicentennial
Sesquicentennial Exhibition
Exhibition at
at
for
time
extended for
for bridging,
Clarkstime extended
bridging, near
near ClarksPhiladelphia
Philadelphia in
in 1926,
1926, admitted
admitted
ville, Tenn
113
ville,
Tenn_----------113
free of
1254
of duty
duty-----------------1254
Cumming, Hugh
S.,
Hugh S.,
free admission
admission of
animals
of domestic
domestic animals
may
may accept
accept decorations
decorations from
from France
France
etc., crossing
if brought
brought
etc.,
crossing frontier,
frontier, if
and Poland
Poland ----and
1364
- .---..-1364
2
back
back before
before December
December 31,
31, 1924_
1924_
2
Cumming, Mary
(widow),
Cumming,
Mary (widow),
if brought
if
brought back
back before
before December
December 31,
31,
pension increased-----------------increased
1493
1493
1925---------------------963
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officers
given authority
authority to
to make
arrests,
make arrests,
officers given
etc.,
for violations
violations of
PolluOil Polluof Oil
etc., for
tion
605
605
Act--------------------tion Act
one
appraiser of
merchandise at Baltiof merchandise
one appraiser
more, Md.,
Md., instead
instead of
as at
at
two as
of two
more,
present
819
present----------on imports
remission
unpaid duties on
of unpaid
remission of
by War
War Department
Department ---------660
660
by
stamp tax
tax on,
335
335
on, entries
entries ------------stamp
vessels or
or vehicles
vehicles summarily
forfeited
summarily forfeited
vessels
for violating,
violating, laws
may be
be used
used
laws may
for
for enforcing
customs or
prohior prohienforcing customs
for
bition laws
laws in
sale
1116
1116
of sale------lieu of
in lieu
bition
for vioforfeited by
of court
court for
decree of
by decree
forfeited
lating, or
laws, may
prohibition laws,
or prohibition
lating,
be delivered
for enforcing
cusenforcing cusdelivered for
be
tom or
prohibition laws
lieu
in lieu
laws in
or prohibition
tom
of
sale --------------------1116
1116
of sale
1116
to be
be utilized
1116
purposes ---such purposes
for such
utilized for
to
customs
and prohibition
prohibition appropriaappropriacustoms and
tions available
available for
maintenance,
for maintenance,
tions
expense of
etc
1116
1116
seizure, etc--------of seizure,
expense
1117
report to
Congress in
in detail
detail of
of use,
use, etcetc_
to Congress
report
1117
disposal
when no
needed
1117
longer needed-_
no longer
of, when
disposal of,
(see also Court
Customs
Court of
of (see
Appeals, Court
Customs Appeals,
of
Appeals),
Customs Appeals),
of Customs
expenses
appropriation for
salaries and
and expenses
for salaries
appropriation
1028
219, 1028
----------------------- 219,
for, additional,
additional, 1925
1925 ------------709
for,
deficiency
686
rent -----for rent
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
for books,
1332
etc -------------------- 1332
books, etc
for
Customs
Attaches,
•
Customs Attaches,
in foreign
to
for duty
duty in
foreign
appointed for
be appointed
to be
748
service
748
service----------------------missions
attached
to diplomatic
diplomatic missions
attached to
through
Department of
of State
748
State--through Department
may be rejected
assignment may
rejected by
assignment
prejudicial
Secretary of
of State,
if prejudicial
State, if
Secretary
to
public policy
748
748
policy --------------to public
Customs Cases,
Cases,
Customs
appropriation for
Assistant Attorney
for Assistant
appropriation
General, and
and salaries
salaries and exexGeneral,
216, 1026
penses,
______
conducting--------penses, conducting
additional,
for
expenses conducting,
conducting, additional,
for expenses
1925
709
1925-----------------------Customs
Department (see
Treasury Department
Service, Treasury
Customs Service,
also
Customs),
also Customs),
appropriation
for office
personnel, Divioffice personnel,
appropriation for
sion
69, 769
of Customs
Customs -----------sion of
appointment,
Secretary of the
by Secretary
etc., by
appointment, etc.,
Treasury authorized,
of deputy
deputy
authorized, of
Treasury
.collectors,
collectors, comptrollers,
comptrollers, etc
748
748
etc---__
special
attaches for duty in
agents, attaches
special agents,
foreign
748
etc---------countries, etc
foreign countries,
officers designated
service
foreign service
for foreign
designated for
officers
to be
be officially
attached to
to mismisofficially attached
to
sions, etc
etc ------------------748
sions,
may
rejected by
Secretary of
by Secretary
be rejected
may be
748
State
cause -------------for cause
State for
clerks,
etc., Board
General Apof General
Board of
clerks, etc.,
748
praisers
praisers---------------------upon
subject
to civil
service laws,
laws, upon
civil service
subject to
748
nomination of officers
officers in
in charge_
charge._
nomination
Customs
Statistics Section,
Section, Department
Department of
of
Customs Statistics
Commerce,
Commerce,
appropriation for
for expenses
227,
227, 1037
expenses------appropriation
for
Customs
Bureau for
InternationalBureau
Tariffs, International
Customs Tariffs,
Publication of,
Publication
appropriation for
for share
of expenses
1019
expenses-- 210, 1019
share of
appropriation
Cuthbert, Margaret
J. (widow),
(widow),
MargaretJ.
Cuthbert,
--------pension --1428
------------pension
Czechoslovakia,
Czechoslovakia,
to------ 206, 1015
appropriation for
for minister
minister to
annronriation

D.
D.

Page.

D
Street NW.,
D. C.,
C.,
NW., D.
D Street
appropriation for
for paving,
etc., Fifth
to
Fifth to
paving, etc.,
appropriation
Seventh
from gasolinegasolineStreets; from
Seventh Streets;
tax fund-------------------fund
1226
1226
tax
Dahlgren,
Axel,
Dahlgren, Axel,
pension --------------------------1400
1400
pension
Dahlgren,
Va.,
Dahlgren, Va.,
appropriation
etc., school
school at
at
care, etc.,
for care,
appropriation for
192
ordnance station
192
--station ...- . ---ordnance
Dailey, Lizzie
F. (widow),
(widow),
Lizzie F.
Dailey,
1489
pension
pension__--_-----------------Daily, Charlotte
Charlotte A.
(widow),
A. (widow),
Daily,
1486
pension
increased
1486
pension increased.-------------Dairy Farms,
Farms,
Dairy
regulations
issuing permits
to, for
for
permits to,
for issuing
regulations for
selling milk,
etc., in
in District
District of
milk, etc.,
selling
Columbia
1004
1004
Columbia-------------------Dairy Farms,
D. C.,
C.,
Farms, D.
Dairy
appropriation
etc_ __ 563, 1238
inspecting, etc--for inspecting,
appropriation for
Dairy Industry,
Industry,
Dairy
appropriation
for investigations
and
investigations and
appropriation for
829
experiments
in ------------438, 829
438,
experiments in
Dairy Products,
Products,
Dairy
appropriation for
for diffusing
diffusing commercial
commercial
appropriation
information of
market prices,
prices, disdisof market
information
tribution, etc.,
etc., of
454, 844
844
of----------- 454,
tribution,
of AgriDairying Bureau,
Bureau, Department
Department of
Dairying
culture,
culture,
appropriation
for Chief
Chief of
of Bureau,
and
Bureau, and
appropriation for
829
office
field personnel
personnel -----and field
office and
infor investigations,
etc., of
of dairy
dairy ininvestigations, etc.,
for
829
dustry
dustry------------- --829
renovated butter
inspection-----butter inspection
renovated
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for acquiring
acquiring
deficiency
site
adjoining Beltsville
agriculBeltsville agriculsite adjoining
1326
• tural
farm for-----for
experiment farm
tural experiment
established; appointment
appointment of
duchief; duof chief;
established;
243
ties
243
ties-----------------------intransfer of
activities relating
relating to
dairy into dairy
of activities
transfer
dustry to
243
to.------------dustry
additional employees
employees authorized_
__ _
243
authorized---additional
necessary
appropriations authorized_
__
243
authorized--necessary appropriations
in Western Irrigated
Dairying Enterprises
Enterprises in
Irrigated
Dairying
Districts,
Districts,
appropriation
experiments in
estabin estabfor experiments
appropriation for
lishing
457, 850
850
457,
lishing-----------------for
additional, 1925--1925_ __
706
706
experiments, additional,
for experiments,
Daley,
(widow),
Margaret (widow),
Daley, Margaret
pension increased
increased ----------..-----1397
pension
Dam,
M. (widow),
Albertina M.
Dam, Albertina
1489
pension ---------------------------pension
Damages
Property, etc.,
Private Property,
to Private
Damages to
appropriation for
for,
claims for,
paying claims
for paying
appropriation
by postal
85, 784
service-----------postal service
by
for
claims for,
for, by
by naval
paying claims
for paying
forces
184,
862
184, 862
forces -------------------for
paying claims
claims for,
naval airby naval
for, by
for paying
199,877
craft
199,
877
craft-------------------for, under Interior
for
paying claims
Interior
claims for,
for paying
1142
Department
391,
391, 1142
Department--------for paying
for, caused
by
caused Ly
claims for,
paying claims
for
897
483,
Army
practice, etc
etc_ --___
target practice,
Army target
for paving
paying claims
officers,
claims of Army officers,
for
enlisted men,
men, and
nurses for,
and nurses
enlisted
etc
483, 898
898
483,
etc----------------------deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
paying
for paying
deficiency
claims
by Veterans'
BuVeterans' Bufor, by
claims for,
reau
36,
681, 1317
1317
36, 681,
reau ---------------for paying
claims for,
Departunder Departfor, under
paving claims
for
40, 682, 1326
ment
40,
Agricultureof Agriculture
ment of
for paying
paying claim
claim for,
for, under
Standards
under Standards
for
Bureau --------------------41
Bureau
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Page.
rage.

deficiency appropriation
paying
appropriation for
for paying
claims for,
for, under
under Lighthouses
Lighthouses BuBureau
41, 683,
reau----------------41,
683, 1327
1327
under Coast
Coast
for paying claims for,
for, under
Geodetic Survey_
__ _ 41, 683,
and Geodetic
Survey---683, 1328
1328
Reclamafor paying claims for,
for, under
under Reclamation Bureau-----------------Bureau
43
for paying
claims for,
for, under
under DepartDepartpaying claims
ment of Labor------------- 45,
1334
45, 1334
for paying
paying claims for, under
under Post
Post
Office Department-_
Department__ 46, 690, 763, 1336
1336
Office
for paying
paying claims for, under
Coast
under Coast
Guard
50,
1342
Guard..----..---------50, 1342
for paying claims for, under Public
Service
51,
1343
Health Service--------51, 694, 1343
for paying collision claims, river and
harbor improvements
harbor
improvements ------- 52, 1345
for paying claims for, under
under War
War
Department
Department------------- 695,
695, 1344
for paying claims for, under Navy
Navy
Department
689, 1335
Department------------_-_
Dams,
Dams,
construction
of,
authorized
across
construction
authorized across
Byrana
River by Port Chester,
Chester,
Byram River
N. Y.,
Y.
95
and Greenwich, Conn__
Conn___-Missouri
Missouri River, by Broadwater
Broadwater
Irrigation District-----------District
1261
Tallahatchie
Tallahatchie River, Porters
Porters Ferry,
Miss
355
Miss-----------------------355
Waccamaw River, N. C--------Waccamaw
24
and bridge, authorized
authorized across Lafayette River by Norfolk, Va_
973
removal and replacement
removal
replacement of,
of, across
across
Fox River by Aurora, Ill.;
EL; payment of property damages, etc-_
etc.._
11
time extended
extended for, across Red River of
the North, Grand Forks, N.
Dak
ak ------------------998
998
Danforth,
L. (widow),
(widow),
Danforth, Mary
Mary L.
pension--------------pension
1532
....
1532
Dangerous, etc., Buildings,
Dangerous,
Buildings, D.
D. C.,
C.,
appropriation
etc.._--__ 544,
appropriation for removing, etc
544, 1221
deficiency
appropriation for removal,
deficiency appropriation
removal,
etc----_-..etc
37
..
...............37
Daniel, Asa,
Daniel,
Asa,
pension --.--------------_
1445
--------- 1445
Daniel,
R.,
Daniel, James
James R.,
pension
pension --------------------1391
_----1391
Daniels, Robert
Robert M.,
Daniels,
M.,
pension -------------------------- 1390
1390
Daniels,
(widow),
Daniels, Ruth
Ruth E.
B. (widow),
pension -------------------------.
__ _ 1417
1417
Danish West Indies
Islands).
Danish
Indies (see Virgin Islands).
Danison,Anna
Denison,
Anna (widow),
(widow),
pension
pension ------------.-----..
--------- 1431
Danville,
Danville, Ill.,
Ill.,
appropriation
appropriation for expenses,
Volunteer
expenses, Volunteer
Soldiers'
Soldiers' Home
Home -----------518,
518, 932
932
Danville, Va.,
Va.,
Danville,
terms of court at ---------------114
114
Darby
zilding, D. C.,
Darby B
B Lading,
appropriation
appropriation for operating expenses_
expenses- _
_ 66, 765
Dardanelle, Ark.,
Ark.,
Dardanelle,
bridge authorized
authorized across
across Arkansas
Arkansas River
River
near
near --.-------------.1129
__..1129
Darling, Jennie
Jennie R.
Darling,
R. (daughter),
(daughter),
pensionpension
------.-1424
- -_ ---1424
Darling,
J. (widow),
Darling, Mary
Mary J.
(widow),
pension
-----pension
-. _.____ .._.. 1410
_1410
Darling, Roy
A.,
Darling,
Roy A.,
application
application of, for retirement as officer,
officer,
Naval Reserve
Reserve Force, authorauthorized---------------------ized
1600

-

Darnell,
(widow),
Page.
Darnell, Julia
Julia D.
D. (widow),
Page.
pension increased
increased ------------------ 1498
1498
Darr,
Alice (widow),
(widow),
Darr, Alice
pension increased
increased ------------------1467
1467
Date
Scale, Parlatoria,
Parlatoria,
Date Scale,
appropriation
emergency expenses
appropriation for emergency
eradicating
459, 848
eradicating--------------459,
848
additional, 1925
1925_--___
706
for eradicating,
eradicating, additional,
706
Datil National
National Forest,
Datil
Forest, N.
N. Mex.,
Mex.,
proclamation transferring
transferring portion of,
proclamation
of, to
to
Apache National
1985
National Forest
Forest ------- 1985
Daugherty, Emma
Emma J.
(widow),
Daugherty,
J. (widow),
pension --------------------------- 1476
1476
pension
Daugherty, Marguerite
Marguerite (widow),
(widow),
Daugherty,
pension
1496
pension -------------------------- 1496
Daughters
of 1812,
National Society,
Society,
Daughters of
1812, National
United States,
States
United
authorized to place
place bronze
bronze tablet
tablet on
on
Francis Scott
Scott Key Bridge,D.
Bridged). C_
3
C- _
3
place marble tablet on Francis Scott
Scott
Key
Bridge,
D.
C
24
Key Bridge, D. C ------------ 24
Daughters
American Revolution,
Daughtersof
of the
the American
Revolution,
additional lots
in District
District of
additional
lots of,
of, in
of ColumColumbia, exempt from taxation;
contaxation; condition
135
dition ----------135
Davenport,
Davenport, Iowa,
Iowa,
terms of
at
795
of court at-------------------795
Davidson,
E. B.
B. (widow),
Davidson, Annie
Annie E.
(widow),
pension -------------------------- 1389
1389
Davis, Almira
Davis,
Almira (widow),
(widow),
pension --------------------------- 1411
1411
Davis, Elizabeth
(widow),
Davis,
Elizabeth (widow),
pension
1496
pension---------------------------1496
Davis, James
James C.,
C., .
Davis,
proclamation reappointing,
Director
proclamation
reappointing, as
as Director
General
General of Railroads and Agent
Agent
President-------------1922
of the President
1922
designating, as agent in actions arisarising out of Federal railroad
railroad control
1922
trol------------------------1922
Davis,
Jennie A.
Davis, Jennie
A. (widow),
(widow),
pension increased
increased -----------------1524
1524
Davis,
(widow),
Davis, Margaret
Margaret(widow),
pension------------pension
1473
Davis, Mary
Mary E.
E. (widow),
Davis,
(widow),
pension increased ----------------- 1466
1466
Davis, Mary
Mary P.
P. (widow),
(widow),
Davis,
pension -------------------------1469
1469
Dawson,
Margaret (widow),
(widow),
Dawson, Margaret
pension_--------------------------- 1437
pension
1437
Dawson, Thomas
Dawson,
Thomas G.,
G.,
pension
'
1488
pension_---.----------------------1488
Caroline (widow),
Day, Caroline
(widow),
pension --.------------------------ 1404
1404
Ella (widow),
Day, Ella
(widow),
pension ---- -__-------------------1435
1435
Day, Frances
E. (widow),
(widow),
Day,
FrancesE.
pension
1417
pension ---.----------------------- 1417
Dayton, Ohio,
Dayton,
Ohio,
appropriation for expenses,
Volunteer
appropriation
expenses, Volunteer
Soldiers' Home------------Home
517,
931
Soldiers'
517,931
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
Volunteer
appropriation for Volunteer
Soldiers' Home
Soldiers'
Home------------- 63,
63, 1346
1346
De
Fontes, Joseph,
Joseph,
De Fontes,
deficiency appropriation
extra
servdeficiency
appropriation for
for extra services--------------.---.--- 673, 1315
ices
1315
DeGroff, Lucy
(widow),
DeGroff,
Lucy (widow),
pension--pension
1479
--------------------1479
Construction Company,
De Kimpke
Kimpke Construction
Company,
payment to ----------------------1582
DeKuhn, Cecelia
DeKuhn,
Cecelia (widow),
(widow),
pension increased
1400
increased -----------------1400
De Vails
Valls Bluff,
Bluff, Ark.
De
Ark.,'
bridge authorized across White River
at--------------------.......
645
at ----------------------___
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DAA

..a.ms,.
.Claims,
.n Claims,
,it
Deedn Suits
Defending
Suits
in
Page.
De
Page.
rage.
in
Defending
rage
and Shobe,
Shobe,
De Witt
Witt and
appropriation
expenses
1026
amount
-------- 217, 1026
deficiency
appropriation
amount
for
expenses
for
appropriation
appropriation
deficiency
due on river
deficiency appropriation for expenses_expenses__ 44, 760
river and harbor condeficiency
due
1345 Deficiency
tract
tract-----------------------First,
1924, First,
Deficiency Act,
Year 1924,
Fiscal Year
Act, Fiscal
De
Witt, Margaret
Margaret J.
.1. (widow),
(widow),
De Witt,
33
33
for
Senate
for Senate-------------------------1419
pension
--------------------------pension
33
for
Representatives --------for House of Representatives
Deadwood,
S.
Dak.,
Dak.,
S.
Deadwood,
34
for
Commission
Buildings Commission----for Public Buildings
appropriation
office at ----78, 777
assay office
for assay
appropriation for
for
Architect of the Capitol, Capitol
for Architect
710
1925__
for
assay
office
at,
additional,
1925_
_
34
for assay
plant; Senate Office Building-__
Building___ _
plant;
C. (see
Deaf
Institution, D. C.
Dumb Institution,
and Dumb
Deaf and
f
or Executive
expenses, death of Presiexpenses,
Executive
for
Columbia
Institution
for
the
Columbia Institution
34
dent
Harding
dent Harding----------------Deaf,
C.).
Deaf, D. C.).
35
for Alien
Property Custodian
Custodian--------Property
Alien
for
Deaf
Mutes,
D.
C.,
Colored,
Colored,
Deaf Mutes, D. C.,
for American
American Battle Monuments
Monuments Comfor
of
out
of,
etc.,
appropriation for tuition,
appropriation
35
mission
mission -----------------the
District
555, 1231
the District------------35
35
for Vocational
Education Board
Board ----Vocational Education
for
Deane,
B.,
G. B.,
Deane, G.
36
36
for Housing
Corporation------------Housing Corporation
for
Charles,
Saint
may bridge White River,
36
36
Bureau
Veterans' Bureau---------------for Veterans'
999
Ark
Ark------------------------36
for District
District of Columbia------------Columbia
for
a
Arkansas
may
acquire
to
as
a
operate
Arkansas may acquire
38
for
Department of
Agriculture ------of Apiculture
for Department
free
1000
bridge---------------free bridge
39
Forest
Service
Service-----------------Forest
tolls
allowed
for
five
years
1000
tolls allowed for five years------39
Entomology Bureau -------------Death
Gratuity,
Navy,
Death Gratuity, Navy,
disease,
mouth disease,
eradicating
eradicating foot and mouth
872
193,
appropriation for six months'
months'-----appropriation
40
emergency
emergency-----------------Debates
Congress,
in Congress,
Debates in
40
for
Department of Commerce -------Department
for
appropriation
for
reporting,
House
of
appropriation for reporting, House
41
for
Interior Department
Department ------------for Interior
1293
Representatives
585,
Representatives ---------42
42
Indian Department
Department--------------Indian
1289
581,
for
Senate
581,
for reporting, Senate---------43
43
Railroad _
Alaska Railroad-----------------official
positions
established of official
and pay established
positions and
43
for
Justice
Department of Justice-----------for Department
reporters
etc., House of Repreporters of, etc.,
44
United States
courts-------------States courts
United
152
resentatives
45
resentatives-----------------45
for Department
of Labor..
_
---------Labor _
Department of
'for
Debentures,
Debentures,
45
Department--------------Navy Department
for Navy
331
designated,
subject to stamp tax-----tax
designated subject
46
for Post
Department
Office Department----------Post Office
for
Debs
Y.,
i. Y.,
Debs Inlet, N.
for Department
Department of
of State,
State, Diplomatic
for
to
of,
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
preliminary
47
Service
Consular Service--------and Consular
1192
made ------------------48
be made
48
for Treasury
Department-----------Treasury Department
for
Debtors,
Judgment,
49
Debtors, Judgment,
49
revenue----------------internal revenue
indexes
of
all,
to
be
kept
by
clerks
of
indexes of all,
50
Coast Guard
Guard------------------813
courts --------United States courts
52
--------Department_ _
for War Department---.Debuke,
Thomas,
Debuke, Thomas,
52
------------Army
1513
pension
1513
pension -------------------------52
national cemeteries-------------cemeteries
national
Decatur, Ala.,
Ala.,
Decatur,
53
courts---_
for judgments,
judgments, United States courts__
for
Tennessee
bridging Tennessee
extended for bridging
time extended
54
54
Court of Claims -----------------815
River
at
River at--------------------for claims certified by General
General AccountAccountfor
Alabama
authorized
to
acquire,
_
815
etc
acquire,
Alabama authorized to
54, 60
- 54,
ing
Office
ing Office---------------815
operate as a
afree
free bridge---------bridge
63
title
Act-----------------------of Act
title of
Decatur
Street
NW.,
D.
C.,
Decatur Street NW., D. C.,
Deficiency Act,
Year 1924,
1924, SecFiscal Year
Act, Fiscal
Deficiency
appropriation
for
paving,
Georgia
to
Georgia
appropriation for
ond,
ond,
Kansas Avenues-------------Avenues
1223
Kansas
672
for Senate
Senate -----------------------Decedents,
Decedents,
673
for
Representatives -------for House of Representatives
of,
estates
of
transfers
tax levied on transfers
673
--------for
Capitol__
Architect of the Capitol
for Architect
303
'hereafter
hereafter--------------------673
for Government Printing Office ------Deciduous
Fruits,
Deciduous Fruits,
674
Office----------------Executive Office
for Executive
insects
appropriation for investigating
investigating
appropriation
for American
American Battle Monuments
Monuments Comfor
affecting
839
448,
affecting ---------------674
674
mission --------- - _ ----Decisions of
Comptroller General,
General,
the Comptroller
of the
Decisions
674
674
Columbia_---.__ _ __ __
District of Columbia
for
1203
525,
appropriation
appropriation for printing -------679
679
---for Vocational
Vocational Board
Board -----for
Declaration
Independence,
of Independence,
Declaration of
680
for General
General Accounting
______ 680
Accounting Office ------for
one
provisions
for
celebrating
one
the
provisions for celebrating
680
680
for Housing Commission
Commission------------for
hundred
and
fiftieth
anniverhundred and fiftieth
680
680
for Interstate
Interstate Commerce
Commerce Commission__
Commission
for
sary of the signing of, by interfor State,
State, War,
War, and
Department
and Navy Department
for
Philain
national exhibition
exhibition
national
680
680
Buildings..
Buildings ------------------1253
delphia
delphia--------------------681
681
Bureau---------------Bureau
Veterans'
for
Decorations,
Foreign,
Decorations, Foreign,
681
World
compensation__
adjusted compensation
War adjusted
World War
to
tendered
acceptance
authorized
of,
tendered
to
acceptance
682
Agriculture-------for
Department of Agriculture
Department
for
for
Army
Air
officers
for
Service
Army
foot-and-mouth,
diseases exetc., diseases
foot-and-mouth, etc.,
979
world airplane
airplane flight --------- world
682
termination
termination-----------------Okla.,
Deep
Fork
River,
Okla.,
River,
Deep Fork
683
-...-for Department
Commerce____
Commerce-of
Department
for
preliminary
examination,
etc.,
authorexamination,
preliminary
683
---Department ----for Interior Department
249
of
for flood control of------ized for
684
Indian Affairs Bureau ----------Deep River,
River, Wash.,
Wash.,
Deep
684
Reclamation Service
Service ------------Reclamation
improvement
authorized
1189
authorized---------of,
improvement
686
686
for
Department
Justice_
--.----Justice
of
Department
for
Deering,
Charles,
Deering, Charles,
686
686
-----------United
States
courts_
courts
United
of,
gift
the
statute
of
"
Serenity,"
may
statute of "Serenity,"
688
688
for
Department
of
Labor ----------of
Department
for
be
erected
on
public
grounds
in
be erected
688
Bureau-------------Immigration
Bureau_
Immigration
21
Columbia---------Columbia
of
District
-.
A,As w. -
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Deficiency Act,
1924, SecSecAct, Fiscal
Fiscal Year
Year 1924,
ond—Continued.
ond-Continued.
Department --688
for Navy Department
____------688
World War adjusted compensation
compensation
expenses
688
expenses -- ________--------__
688
scrapping
scrapping of naval vessels---------vessels
689
689
for Post Office Department
Department -___-___690
690
postal service
690
service -_________-_____- 690
for Department
Department of State----------State
691
691
Diplomatic and Consular Service_
__
691
Diplomatic
Service -691
693
for Treasury
Treasury Department
Department ----------693
Coast Guard
693
Guard-- -----------------.
693
Department
for War Department
--695
--.
-- -. 695
World War adjusted
adjusted compensation
compensation
expenses
expenses-------------------695
for judgments, United States
696
forjudgments,
States courts__
courts_- _ 696
Court of
696
of Claims
Claims -- ___________
---696
for claims
claims certified
certified by General
General AccountAccount697, 699
699
ing Office
Office--------.-----697,
Reclamation
Reclamation Act amendments-_______
amendments
701
701
title of Act ------------- _----__
704
--704
Deficiency Act, Fiscal
Fiscal Year 1925, First,
First,
753
for Senate --------------.-------753
conveying
conveying electoral
electoral vote for President, etc----------etc
753
___
----753
for Joint
Joint Committee
Committee on Inaugural
Inaugural cerceremonies of 1925 ---------- ___
emonies
753
for Public Buildings Commission
Commission-----753
for House of Representatives--------Representatives
744
754
Executive expenses
for Executive
expenses ------___.-754
for Lexington-Concord
Lexington-Concord Sesquicentennial
Sesquicentennial
Commission ----------------Commission
754
for District of Columbia
Columbia-------__-__
754
for Interstate
Interstate Commerce Commission
Commission_
755
for Interior Department
Department ----------755
for Department of Justice
Justice----_---756
for United States courts
courts----------756
for Navy Department
Department-------------756
for Department
Department of
of State,
State, International
Fisheries Commission
Commission---756
publishing ascertainment
publishing
ascertainment of Electors
for President
President and Vice President.
President.
756
for Treasury
Treasury Department
Department ----------757
internal revenue ---------------757
for War Department
Department-----------.-__.
_
757
Muscle
Muscle Shoals-Shoals.
___
___
757
Inland
Inland Waterways
Waterways Corporation ---757
for_judgments, United States
forjudgments,
States courts..
courts_--_ 758
Court of Claims
Claims--------__--_--758
for claims certified
certified by General Accounting Office---------Office
758
additional,
additional, to meet loss by exchange..
exchange.
763
title of Act -----763
Deficiency Act, Fiscal
Fiscal Year 1925
1925, Second,
Second,
increased compensation
compensation in Legislative
increased
Legislative
Appropriation
made immeAppropriation Act made
diately available
available ----_---_----1313
1313
for Senate -------__--------- ..----- 1313
1313
for Memorial
Memorial to the Women
Women of the
World War --------------World
11314
1314
for Joint Committee
to Investigate
Investigate
Committee to
Northern Pacific Land Grants_
Northern
Grants
1314
I1314
for Biographical
Biographical Congressional
DirecCongressional Directory-------------------tory
1314
11314
for House of Representatives
Representatives
--11314
1314
for Architect
Architect of the Capitol
Capitol--------11315
1315
for Government
Government Printing Office
Office ---- _
11315
1315
for Executive
Executive Office------------Office
1315
1.315
for Arlington
Arlington Memorial
Memorial Bridge
Bridge ComCommission
1316
1.316
for Employees'
Employees' Compensation
Compensation Commission 1316
---1316
Office-------- 11316
for General
General Accounting Office
1316

Deficiency Act,
Fiscal Year
Act, Fiscal
Year 1925,
1925, Second—
SecondContinued.
Continued.
Department
for State, War, and Navy
Navy Department
Buildings
Buildings -------------------Railroad Administration
Administration credit
for Railroad
credit
covered into
covered
into the
the Treasury
Treasury ----for Commission
for
celebrating
the
Commission for celebrating the Two
Two
Hundredth
Birth
Hundredth Anniversary
Anniversary of
of Birth
of George
George Washington
Washington ---- __.
for Mecklenburg
Mecklenburg Sesquicentennial
Sesquicentennial ComCommission
mission----------- ___--____
for Bunker
Bunker Hill Sesquicentennial
Sesquicentennial ComCommission -----............mission
for Veterans'
Bureau
for
Veterans' Bureau-------------for District
Columbia ---------for
District of
of Columbiapublic schools ------------_-.__
audited claims
claims ----------------Department of Agriculture
Agriculture ---.--for Department
experiment stations,
additional allotexperiment
stations, additional
allotments
ments-----------_-------____
forest roads
trails
roads and
and trails ------..-for Department
Department of
of Commerce
Commerce ----....
for Interior Department
Department ---------_
Alaska Railroad
Railroad --------__--_____
for Department
Department of Justice
Justice-----------for judicial expenses
expenses --------.......
United States courts
courts -------------.
Federal Industrial Institution
Institution for
for
Women
Women-----------------__
for Department
Department of Labor -----------.
Department
for Navy
Navy,Department--------.......
for Post Office Department
Department----------State
for Department of
of State-----------Foreign
Foreign Service-----------------Service
for Treasury
Treasury Department
Department-----------for War Department---------------Department
Army
Army--------------------_-__-_for judgments, United States
States courts_courts_ -__
New River Collieries
__
Collieries Company_
Company___
under departments,
others under
departments, etc_
etc __
-- _
under private Acts...........
Acts
Jens Samuels
Samuels and
and B.
B. Olsen
Olsen-.---owners of barge "Havana"
"Havana"-----.
Court of Claims
Claims -------......
Court
---.
for claims certified
General AccountAccountcertified by General
ing Office-------Office
- 1347,
title of Act
1347 1351,
1351,
title

of Act -.............
Appropriations,Urgent,
Deficiency Appropriations,
Urgent,
for Senate, inquiries and investigationsinvestigations..
for Department
State
Department of State-----Inter-American
Inter-American
on
Committee
on
Electrical
Electrical Communications.---Communications
for Department
Department of Justice, investigainvestigation, etc.
frauds.------etc.,'of war frauds
United
United States courts..----.......
Deafield Street
De/afield
NW., D. C.,
Street NW.,
C.,
appropriation
appropriation for paving,
Georgia
Georgia
Avenue to Ninth Street.------Street
Delamarter, Roxana (widow),
Delansarter,
pension
pension increased------------------increased
Delaware,
Delaware,
lands i
n Sussex
Sussex County
lands
in
County reconveyed,
reconveved,
etc., to
to...................
Delaware
Delaware Bay,
bridge authorized across canal between
Rehoboth
Rehoboth Bay and Rehoboth,
Rehoboth,
Del ------.

..

.-

Delaware
Delaware Indians,
Indians, Okla.,
all claims of, submitted to Court of
of
Claims; appeal
appeal to Supreme
Court allowed--------allowed
consideration de novo of legal and
consideration
and
equitable
rights.------------equitable rights
procedure, etc -e -----------......

Page.
Page.

1316
1316
1316
1316
1316
1316
1317
1317
1317
1317
1317
1317
1318
1318
1319
1319
1323
1324
1324

1324
1326
1327
1327
1328
1332
1332
1332
1332
1333
1334
1334

13
1
33
35
4

1334
1335
1336
1338
1338
1338
1341
13
1
344
44
1344
1344
1346
1346
1346
1346
1347
1347
1347
1347
1347
1347
1347
1347
1352
1352
1353
170
170
170
170
170
170
170
170
171
171
1223
1223
1439
1439
245
245

664
664

812
812
813
813
813
813
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Dentistry—Continued.
Page.
Page. Dentistry-Continued.
Delaware
Railroad Company,
Page.
Company,
Delaware Railroad
oral
hygiene regulations;
application
regulations; application
oral hygiene
agreement
with, for
for reconstructing
reconstructing
agreement with,
requirements ---------------601
601
requirements
and
bridge across
across Chesapeake
Chesapeake and
bridge
examination and
issue of
of license;
license;
and issue
Delaware
Canal, ratified,
ratified, etc-etc_ __ 1197
examination
Delaware Canal,
registry
officer, etc_
__ 601
etc___
health officer,
by health
registry by
1197
use of
funds for
for ---.-------------1197
of funds
use
registration allowed,
allowed, if
two
having two
if having
registration
Delaware
River,
Delaware River,
years'
experience under
licensed
under licensed
years' experience
to
improvement of,
of, Philadelphia,
Philadelphia, Pa., to
improvement
601
dentist
dentist --------------------1186
Trenton, N.
N. J.,
J., authorized
1186
authorized----Trenton,
holder of
operations permitted
permitted by
by holder
operations
preliminary examination,
examination ' etc.,
at
of, at
etc., of,
preliminary
license
601
601
license --------------------Camden,
N. J.,
to be
1192
made-- be made
J., to
Camden, N.
other-_
restrictions on
601
performing other
on performing
restrictions
time extended
for bridging,
bridging,
near
near
extended for
time
license
without
examination
to
to
examination
without
license
Trenton,
738
738
J---------------N. J
Trenton, N.
fee_
etc.; fee..
holder
of State
State license
602
license 4.etc.;
holder of
Delaware State
Highway Department,
Department,
State Highway
Delaware
revocation or
or suspension
suspension of
by
icenses by
of licenses
revocation
may
canal near
near Rehoboth
664
Rehoboth-----bridge canal
may bridge
the
602
specified_
for, specified..
grounds for,
board; grounds
the board;
Delegates from
the Territories,
Territories,
from the
Delegates
602
notice
accused; hearings
hearings-------to accused;
notice to
appropriation for
for compensation.--compensation__ __ 581, 1289
appropriation
602
action
of board
board-----------------action of
1289
582, 1289
for mileage
mileage-------------------- 582,
for
602
reinstatement
reinstatement -__---------------1293
for clerk
hire------------------ 585, 1293
clerk hire
for
603
fees
required, in
in addition
addition-----------fees required,
amount
established for
hire for;
for;
clerk hire
for clerk
amount established
603
expenses to
to be
be paid
paid from
603
from --------expenses
152
mode
etc
152
of payment,
payment, etc--------mode of
yearly
of dentists
etc., of
registration, etc.
yearly registration,
1925--_ 1301
compensation
of, after
after March
March 4, 1925_
compensation of,
603
and oral
oral hygienists----------hygienists
and
1313
immediately
1313
available------------immediately available
603
penalty
failure, etc----------etc
for failure,
penalty for
Deleterious
Foods, etc.,
etc.,
Deleterious Foods,
603
persons
dentists_
practicing dentistsas practicing
regarded as
persons regarded
appropriation
preventing
.
expenses preventing
for expenses
appropriation for
operating under
under other
than proper
other than
operating
sale
447, 837
837
etc -------- ------- 447,
of, etc
sale of,
name,
603
unlawful -------------name, unlawful
(widow),
A. (widow),
Demaris,
Martha A.
Demaris, Martha
using
name of
company, etc.,
etc., una company,
of a
using name
1426
pension increased
1426
increased------------------pension
603
lawful
603
lawful--------------------Dencker, Charles
Charles W.,
W.,
Dencker,
603
penalty
for -----------------penalty for
1411
pension
1411
pension---------------------------students,
medicine, etc.,
of medicine,
practitioners of
students, practitioners
Denmark,
Denmark,
604
Actexcepted from
provisions of Act_
from provisions
excepted
206, 1015
appropriation for
minister to ---for minister
appropriation
604
penalty
604
failing to display license, etc.
for failing
penalty for
convention
prevent smuggling
smuggling
to prevent
with, to
convention with,
selling diplomas
unauthorized
for unauthorized
diplomas for
selling
of
into
liquors into
intoxicating liquors
of intoxicating
604
practice, etc
6154
etc ----------------practice,
United States--------------States
1809
1809
United
dentist,' etc.,
employing unlicensed
unlicensed dentist;
employing
Dennis,
Christopher,
Dennis, Christopher,
in office----------------office
604
in
1394
pension
increased ----------------pension increased
practicing under
under assumed
assumed name,
practicing
Denotnie,
Simon,
Denomie, Simon,
title, etc --------professional
604
professional title,
for lands
of, for
reimbursement
lands
estate of,
to estate
reimbursement to
violations
not specifically
specifically prescribed_
604
violations not
Vieux
purchased in
in L'Anse
and Vieux
L'Anse and
purchased
convictionspunishment for
604
subsequent convictions_
for subsequent
punishment
Desert
Indian
Reservation,
Reservation,
Indian
Desert
inconsistent laws
repealed
604
laws repealed----------inconsistent
1586
Mich
1586 Denton,
Mich----------------------Md.,
Denton, Md.,
1586
quit
claim and
and removal
removal required_
-_ 1586
required --__
quit claim
1106
terms of
court at
at-----------------of court
terms
D. C.,
Railroad
Public Schools, D.
Dental Clinics,
Clinics, Public
Denver and
Rio Grande
Grande Western Railroad
Dental
and Rio
Denver
1232
appropriation
for
maintenance,
etc_
556,
1232
556,
Company,
Company,
appropriation for maintenance, etcgranted right
Loacross Fort Loway across
of way
right of
granted
C.,
Dentistry, D.
D. C.,
Dentistry,
648
gan Military
Military Reservation,
Colo_
Reservation, Colo_
gan
without
practicing,
etc., in
in the
the District
District without
practicing, etc.,
Colo.,
Denver, Colo.,
unlawful -----------599 Denver,
license, unlawful
aa license,
77, 776
appropriation for
at --------mint at
for mint
appropriation
hygienist
following
occupation of oral hygienist
following occupation
710
1925------for mint
mint at,
at, additional,
additional, 1925
for
without
unlawregistered, unlawbeing registered,
without being
fund, additional,
for
mint at,
at, special
special fund,
for mint
ful
599
ful-------------------------710
1925
1925---------------------board of
dental examiners;
examiners; eligibility,
eligibility,
of dental
board
customhouse in,
be exchanged
exchanged for
may be
in, may
customhouse
appointment,
599
etc-------------appointment, etc
to be
new site,
and building
be
building to
site, and
new
organization, meetings,
meetings, seal,
etc
599
seal, etc----organization,
constructed
thereon -------1117
1117
constructed thereon
etc-record of
600
proceedings, etc.._
licenses, proceedings,
of licenses,
record
1118
plans, etc ------------ 1118
preparation of plans,
preparation
certified
copies of,
accepted as
as
of, accepted
certified copies
1118
limitation of Government
Government expense,
etc. 1118
expense,etc.
limitationof
evidence
600
evidence--------------------offices of
of register
receiver, land
and receiver,
register and
offices
power
testimony, etc
etc----600
secure testimony,
to secure
power to
office
consolidated ---------- 395
at, consolidated
office at,
assistance
of supreme
of the
court of
supreme court
assistance of
243
terms of
court at
at ------------------of court
terms
600
District
600
District ---------------------of Agriculture,
Agriculture,
Department of
Department
secretary-treasurer of,
enforce
to enforce
of, to
secretary-treasurer
appropriation
Assistant,
Secretary, Assistant,
for Secretary,
appropriation for
dental laws,
600
etc -------------laws, etc
dental
and
personnel --------. 432, 822
office personnel
and office
annual reports,
reports, etc.,
etc., to be made
annual
432, 822
for extra
etc-------------labor, etc
extra labor,
600
for
by,
Commissioners ---------to Commissioners
by, to
average rates
salaries
limited to average
salaries limited
fee,
applications to
to practice;
form of, fee,
practice; form
applications
under Classification
Classification Act
433, 822
Act ---under
600
and
photograph --------------and photograph
if
position in
in a
grade - - 822
a grade
one position
only one
if only
speciexamination
by board;
subjects speciboard; subjects
examination by
clericalrestriction
applicable to
to clericalnot applicable
restriction not
600
fied -----------------------fied
mechanical service
822
433, 822
service ---------- 433,
mechanical
waived, for
for holder
holder of license under
waived,
no
reduction in
822
433, 822
salaries -_-__ 433,
fixed salaries_
in fixed
no reduction
recognizing
laws of
of a
a State,
State, etc.,
etc., recognizing
laws
transfer to
to another
another position
position withtransfer
District license,
license, etc
etc _--------600
District
out reduction
reduction ---------------822
out
etc., required_
additional
601
evidence, etc.,
additional evidence,
rates perpayments under
under higher
higher rates
perpayments
issue of
license on
passing; registry
on passing;
of license
issue
mitted
433, 822
822
433,
mitted------------------601
by
health officer,
etc---------officer, etc
by health
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appropriation
appropriation for mechanical
mechanical shops
and
shops and
power plant employees
433, 822
822
employees------ 433,
for contingent
contingent expenses
expenses ---------- 433,
433, 822
822
Columbia - 433,
for rent, District of Columbia
433, 823
823
restricted to space not
not available
available in
in
Government
Government buildings------buildings
433,
433, 823
823
for rent, Fixed Nitrogen
Nitrogen Research
Research
Laboratory, from War
War Department funds ----433, 823
823
mentfunds
__
--------- 433,
for editorial and distribution
distribution work_
823
work- 433, 823
miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenditures-_expenditures
433, 823
823
433,
434, 823
823
for printing and binding
binding --------- 434,
Annual
Annual Report;
Report;
farmers'
farmers' bulletins --------823
_---------- 434, 823
for Office of Experiment
Experiment Stations..
Stations_ -_ 434, 823
support of agricultural
agricultural experiment
experiment
stations -----------------434,
434, 824
824
administrative
expenses
administrative expenses ------ 434,
434, 824
824
extending stations to
to Territories
Territories
and insular possessions ------ 434,
434, 824
824
for Extension
Extension Service
Service -----_----_
435,
435, 824
824
for farmers'
cooperative extension
farmers' cooperative
extension
work; county
county agents
agents -------435,
824
435, 824
for additional cooperative
cooperative extension
extension
work; county
county agents----------agents
435
435
for demonstrations
demonstrations on reclamation
reclamation
projects
projects ---------------456,
824
456, 824
for agricultural
agricultural exhibits at
at State,
State,
435, 825
etc., fairs--------_ ------- 435,
825
for administrative expenses,
expenses, ExtenExtension Service,
Service, etcetc ----.-----. 435,
435 825
825
Weather Bureau-----------Bureau
426, 825
825
426,
• for Weather
for general expenses
expenses -----------825
436, 825
limitations---- 436, 826
printing office; limitations
826
forecasts, warning, etc
etc -----_437, 826
aerological stations
stations ----------- 437,
437, 826
826
for Animal Industry Bureau
Bureau------ 437, 826
826
quarantine workinspection and quarantine
work_ 437',
437, 827
827
eradicating,
eradicating, etc.,
etc., tuberculosis
tuberculosis of
of
animals; indemnities
indemnities ------ _- 438,
438, 827
827
eradication
•
eradication of southern
cattle
ticks --------------------438,
828
438,828
dairy industry investigations
investigations ----438
438
animal husbandry investigations_
investigation& 439,
439, 828
828
investigating animal diseases;
investigating
diseases; concontagious
tagious abortion ---------439, 828
hog cholera
cholera
eradication,
eradication, etc.;
etc.;
dourine
dourine ----------------- 439, 829
829
additional for meat inspection;
inspection;
horse
meat---------.------- 439, 829
horse meat
829
for Dairying
Dairying Bureau
Bureau -------------829
829
for general expenses
expenses-------------- 829
829
for Bureau
of
Bureau
Plant Industry-Industry__
. __
- .440,
440, 830
830
for general expenses----------expenses
440, 830
830
plant diseases, etc., investigations;
pecans
-----------------pecans
440, 830
investigating citrus canker;
canker; chestchestnut tree bark disease,
discaap, etc__
__ 440,
etc---440, 830
830
eradicating white pine blister
eradicating
rust -------------------- 440, 830
830
etc., diseases
crop plant, etc.,
diseases ------ 441, 831
soil bacteriology;
bacteriology; fertility, etc
etc_ _
441, 831
831
- 441,
acclimatization,
acclimatization, etc.; cottonseed
interbreeding ----------.- 441,
interbreeding
441, 831
831
physiological, technological,
technological, etc.,
etc.,
investigations ------------- 441, 831
investigations
831
commercial seeds, grasses,
commercial
grasses, etc.;
etc.;
adulterated
importing
adulterated
seed
seed
etc---------------. 441, 831
grains, etc
831
improvement, etc.; soil and
cereal improvement,
and
seed infecting diseases
diseases ------ 441, 831
tobacco
drought retobacco production;
production; drought
sistant crops ----------442,
442, 832
832
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appropriation
for general
general expenses;
expenses;
appropriation for
sugar plant investigations__
832
investigations - __
- 442,
442, 832
dry land crops, etc ----------442,
442, 832
832
edible nuts,
nuts, growing,
growing, shipping,
shipping,
442,
etc ---------------442, 832
832
growing, shipping,
fruit growing,
shipping, etc
etc----- 442,
442, 832
832
experimental gardens,
etc --442,
832
experimental
gardens, etc
442, 832
horticultural investigations,
horticultural
investigations, etc.;
etc.;
tree,
etc.; propagation--.____
propagation832
442,
tree, etc.442, 832
Arlington,
Arlington, Va.,
farm_ 443,
va., experiment
experiment farm443, 832
832
foreign seeds and plants; new and
and
rare seeds, forage,
forage, etc 833
------ _ 443,
443, 833
biophysical
investigations; adminadminbiophysical investigations;
istrative
istrative expenses
expenses833
443, 833
---------- 443,
eradicating
toeradicating nail head rust
rust of
of tomatoes ---.---------------833
833
for Forest Service
443, 833
833
_--- ..-------- 443,
for general expenses
expenses ------------ 443,
443, 833
833
national
forests,
maintenance,
444, 834
834
etc ---------------_---444,
4, 835
835
fighting forest fires, etc
etc ------- 445,
survey, etc.,
valuable for
for
survey,
etc., of lands
lands valuable
agriculture -------------agriculture
445, 835
835
sanitary facilities, etc.,
etc., •public
public
camp grounds
grounds -----------445, 835
445,
835
equipment supplies,
equipment
445, 835
835
supplies, etc ------445,
forest products,
products, etc.; tree planting,
planting,
etc --------------------'
445, 835
445,
835
roads, trails, bridges,
bridges, etc------etc
446,
446, 836
836
conservation
navigable streams,
streams,
conservation of navigable
etc.,
etc., Commission expenses_
expenses-_-__ 446, 836
836
for Bureau of Chemistry
Chemistry -_-----_ 446,
446, 836
836
446, 836
836
for general expenses
expenses ----------- 446,
biological investigations
investigations of
of food
food
and drug products
products -------- 446,837
collaboration with other departdepartetc
447, 837
837
ments, etc-------------447,
colorants, medicinals,
medicinals, etc., from
from
raw materials
447, 837
837
materials---- --------- 447,
manufacture of table sirup, etc_ 447, 837
manufacture
837
enforcing pure food law; revising
revising
Pharmacopoeia
Pharmacopceia ---------- _ 447,
447, 837
837
enforcing Tea Importation
Importation Act_ 447, 837
837
insecticides,
insecticides, etc., investigations_ 447,
447, 837
837
plant dust explosions, etc-----etc
447, 837
naval stores investigations
investigations 447, 837
447,
837
for Bureau of Soils ---.-_-- - 447,
447, 838
838
expenses----------for general
general expenses
448, 838
fertilizers, etc
etc------------448, 838
fertilizers,
448,,838
cooperative
cooperative soil investigations....
investigations-_ 448,
448, 838
838
for Bureau
Bureau of Entomology
Entomology --_ 448, 838
for
general expenses
448,
838
for general
expenses --------448, 839
investigation, etc., of insects_
investigation,
insects --.__ 448,
448, 839
839
preventing
preventing spread of moths_
__ __ 449, 839
839
moths .--European
European corn borer --------- 449,
449, 840
840
Mexican bean
Mexican
bean beetle --------450, 840
840
450,
Japanese beetle
840
Japanese
beetle ----------840
Biological Survey
for Bureau
Bureau of Biological
__ _ 450, 840
Survey-_840
for general
general expenses -----------841
450, 841
food habits of birds, animals,
etc ---450, 841
----------- _-_450,841
enforcingmigratory
enforcing migratory bird law, etc_ 451,
451, 841
reindeerindustry,
etc.,in
reindeer industry, etc.,
in Alaska_ 451, 841
841
Accounts and Disfor Division of Accounts
bursements --- ___-__-___ _._ 451,
451, 842
842
for library
library -451, 842
---------_-.451,
842
for Public Roads Bureau
__
842
Bureau____
_ 451,
451,842
for general
general expenses
expenses --.___ 451, 842
farm
et
c.,
investigationsirrigation, etc.,
842
tions----- -------------- 452,
843
452,843
farm drainage, water supply, etc_ 452, 843
distributing surplus war explosives,
etc---------------------etc
452, 843
452,843
for Bureau of Agricultural EconomEconomics ------------...........
453, 844
844
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for general
general expenses-_
expenses__ 453,
844
appropriation for
Experiment Stations
Stations
for Experiment
453, 844
appropriation
appropriation for
705
farm
management and
and practice__
844
Office,
705
1925 ------additional, 1925
453, 844
Office, additional,
practice__ 453,
farm management
for Extension
Office, addiaddiService Office,
Extension Service
marketing,
farm products;
refor
products; reetc., farm
marketing, etc.,
tional,
705
705
tail
meat, etc.,
etc., markets----markets
453,
844
1925 ---------------453, 844
tional, 1925
tail meat,
for Weather
705
1925
additional, 1925
Bureau, additional,
crop
livestock estimates;
Weather Bureau,
for
estimates; disand livestock
crop and
for Animal
addiBureau, addiIndustry Bureau,
Animal Industry
seminating
prices, market
for
conmarket conseminating prices,
tional, 1925
705
705
1925 ---------------ditions,
453, 844
tional,
etc ---------------- 453,
ditions, etc
for Plant
Industry Bureau,
Bureau, addiaddiPlant Industry
for
perishable
products; investifarm products;
perishable farm
tional, 1925-----------------1925
705
705
tional,
gating,
conditions,
certifying conditions,
gating, certifying
for Forest
Forest Service,
Service, additional,
additional, 1925_
705
705
1925_for
etc
453,
844
453,844
etc ---------------------for Chemistry
Bureau, additional,
additional,
Chemistry Bureau,
market
news service
for
livestock,
on livestock,
service on
market news
705
1925
------- -----1925 -------meats,
fish, etc
etc ----------454,
845
454, 845
meats, fish,
for Entomology
Entomology Bureau,
Bureau, additional,
additional,
for
for
Futures and
and
Cotton Futures
enforcing Cotton
for enforcing
1925 -----------------705
705
Cotton Standards
Acts ----454,
845
1925
454, 845
Standards Acts
Cotton
for Bureau
Bureau of
Biological Survey,
Survey,
of Biological
for
enforcing Grain
Grain Standards
Act_ 454,
for
454, 845
Standards Act_
for enforcing
additional, 1925
705
705
1925 ------------additional,
- 454, 845
for administering
Warehouse Act_ _
administering Warehouse
for
for Public
additional,
Bureau, additional,
Roads Bureau,
Public Roads
for
for enforcing
enforcing Standard
Container
Standard Container
for
1925
705
705
Act
454,
846
1925---------------------454, 846
Act-------------------for Bureau
Bureau of
of Agricultural
EcoAgricultural Ecofor
for
work on
of
clip of
wool clip
on wool
completing work
for completing
nomics,
"
706
706
1925------_
additional, 1925
1918
455,
846
nomics, additional,
455, 846
1918--------------------for salaries,
etc., enforcing
enforcing InsectiInsectisalaries, etc.,
for
operation of
of Center
Disfor
Market, DisCenter Market,
for operation
706
cide
additional, 1925
1925 ---Act, additional,
cide Act,
trict
of Columbia
459, 846
Columbia---------trict of
for Federal
Federal Horticultural
Horticultural Board,
Board, adadfor
for
Economics -- 455, 847
Home Economics
of Home
Bureau of
for Bureau
ditional,
706
1925----------------ditional, 1925
455, 847
for
general expenses------------expenses
for general
for demonstration
demonstration on
on reclamation
reclamation
for
utilizing farm
farm products
the
in the
products in
utilizing
projects,
additional, 1925
706
706
1925 -----projects, additional,
455, 847
home,
847'
ete---------------home, etc
fOr conservation
of navigable
navigable waters,
waters,
conservation of
for
for
enforcing Insecticide
455, 847
Act ----Insecticide Act
for enforcing
additional,
706
1925 ------------ additional, 1925
_- 455, 847
for
Federal Horticultural
Horticultural Board
Board_
for Federal
for livestock
livestock production
production demonstrademonstrafor
456, 847
for
general expenses
expenses ------------ 456,
for general
706
tions,
additional, 1925
706
1925--------tions, additional,
plant
quarantine------------- 456, 847
plant quarantine
disfor eradicating
foot-and-mouth diseradicating foot-and-mouth
for
for
potato wart
extermination_ --- 456, 848
848
wart extermination
for potato
ease,
additional, 1925
706
1925---------ease, additional,
interchangeable appropriations__
456
456
appropriations -interchangeable
for suppressing
of
bollworm of
pink bollworm
suppressing pink
for
for
pink bollworm
bollworm of
eradicating pink
for eradicating
cotton,
706
1925----- additional, 1925
cotton, additional,
458, 848
cotton ------------------cotton
for eradicating
date scale,
scale, additional706
additionaleradicating date
for
for eradication
eradication of Parlatoria date
for
for enforcing
enforcing Packers
Packers and
Stockyards
and Stockyards
for
scale
459,
848
459,848
scale-------------------706
Act,
706
1925---------additional, 1925
Act, additional,
849
interchangeable appropriations-appropriations__
interchangeable
Grain Futures Act, adfor enforcing
enforcing Grain
for
for demonstrations
demonstrations on
reclamation
on reclamation
for
ditional,
706
1925 -------------ditional, 1925
456
projects,
etc
456
projects, etc-----------------deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for Fixed
Fixed NiNideficiency
for fire
fire protection
protection on
wateron forested
forested waterfor
38
trogen
Research Laboratory
Laboratory --trogen Research
sheds, etc---------------etc
457, 849
457,849
sheds,
39
for Guam
Guam experiment
station -----experiment station
for
for
cooperative farm
farm forestry
forestry ------ 849
for cooperative
60,
for
Forest Service
55, 60,
39, 55,
Service----------- 39,
for Forest
for
forest
distribution of forest
cooperative distribution
for cooperative
682, 697,
1325, 1348,
1348, 1353
759, 1325,
700, 759,
697 700,
682,
planting stock,
etc
849
stock, etc-----------planting
39, 55
for
Entomology Bureau
Bureau --------for Entomology
for
additional lands,
under
lands, under
acquiring additional
for acquiring
39
for
Cotton Standards ActAct_
39
enforcing Cotton
for enforcing
457, 850
Conservation
Act
457,
Conservation Act----------- _• 39
for
Warehouse Act_
Act- _
administering Warehouse
for administering
experiments, etc., in
for
livestock experiments,
in
for livestock
40, 60
for
Public Roads
Roads Bureau--------Bureau
40,
60
for Public
457, 850
cane
and cotton districts_
districts- 457,
sugarandcotton
cane sugar
for
collecting loans
loans under
under Seed
Grain
Seed Grain
for collecting
for
station, WoodWoodbreeding station,
livestock breeding
for livestock
40
Loan Act-----------------Act
40
Loan
457, 850
ward,
Okla ------------ward, Okla
for
foot and mouth
of foot
eradication of
for eradication
livestock experifor
experidairying and livestock
for dairying
and other
contagious diseases
diseases of
other contagious
and
ments
western irrigated,
irrigated, etc.,
etc.,
on western
ments on
1325
animals
40,
682, 1325
40,682,
animals -------------457,850
lands
457, 850
lands------------------amount of
deficiency appropriation
appropriation
of deficiency
amount
amount
for passenger
passenger
available for
amount available
for
arresting foot-and-mouth
disfoot-and-mouth disfor arresting
vehicle;
vehicle; restriction,report,etcrestriction, report, etc _ 457, 850
eradiease, etc.,
for eradiavailable for
etc., available
ease,
for
eradication of
of foot-and-mouth
foot-and-mouth
for eradication
cating European
European fowl
722
etc_-_ 722
pests, etc_
fowl pests,
cating
and
diseases of
contagious diseases
other contagious
and other
courts,
for
judgments, United
States courts,
United States
for judgments,
animals
458, 851
110, 458,851
animals --------------- 110,
under
53
under --------------------payment for
for animals
animals purchased,
purchased,
payment
for miscellaneous
55
--...expenses
miscellaneous expenses
for
458, 851
destroyed, etc
etc ------------destroyed,
for States
Relation Service
Service-------- 55, 700
States Relation
for
mileage
rates for
vehicles_ 459, 851
for motor
motor vehicles_
mileage rates
for Weather
Weather Bureau
Bureau--------- 55, 697, 759
for
for enforcing
Stockyards
and Stockyards
Packers and
enforcing Packers
for
55,
for Animal
Animal Industry
Industry Bureau
55
Bureau-------for
Act
460, 851
460,851
Act ---------------------60, 700,
1351, 1353
1353
759, 1351,
700, 759,
60,
Act-- 460, 852
Futures Act
for enforcing
Grain Futures
enforcing Grain
for
55,
for Plant
Plant Industry
Industry Bureau
Bureau --------for
for collecting
seed grain
grain
farmers' seed
collecting farmers'
for
60, 700,
1325, 1348
1348
759, 1325,
700, 759,
60,
loans
460, 852
---- 460,852
loans ---------------60, 759
for Chemistry
Chemistry Bureau
759
55, 60,
Bureau -------- 55,
for
forest roads
for
roads and
and trails under Fed•
for forest
for stimulating
stimulating agriculture,
agriculture, etc
60, 759
759
55, 60,
etc - 55,
for
eral
460, 852
Highway Act ---------eral Highway
55,
for Biological
Biological Survey
Bureau -----Survey Bureau
for
for
cooperative construction
of rural
construction of
for cooperative
697, 759,
1326
759, 1326
697,
post
461,
852
461, 852
roads ---------------post roads
for
Soils Bureau
55
55
Bureau-----------------for Soils
461, 852
apportionment,
etc ----------- 461,
apportionment, etc
for
suppressing pink
pink bollworm
bollworm of
of
for suppressing
lease of
Building, District
District
Bieber Building,
of Bieber
lease
55
cotton-------------------cotton
of
Columbia, and
warehouse,
and warehouse,
of Columbia,
60
for
library ---------------------forlibrary
authorized
years ------853
853
ten years
for ten
authorized for
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deficiency
deficiency appropriation for Crop Estimates Bureau ---------------60
60
for paying
paying damages
682,
1326
for
damages claims
claims ----682, 1326
for expenses,
expenses, Naval
Naval Stores Act-----Act
682
682
for Agricultural Economics
Economics Bureau
Bureau__
682
Island
for eradicating
eradicating cocoanut
cocoanut scale,
scale, Island
of Guam ---- _--------_682, 1326
682,
1326
for eradicating
682
eradicating nail
nail head rust blight_
blight682
for purchase, etc.,
etc., valuable
700
valuable seed --700
for Farm Management Office
759
Office------759
for Markets
Markets Bureau
759
Bureau--------------759
for Office of Experiment StationsStations_ _
_
1324
1324
medals to winners at
for medals
at International
International
Livestock
Exposition -------- _ 1324
1324
Livestock Exposition
1326
for Dairying Bureau
Bureau-------------- 1326
for Woodward,
Woodward, Okla.,
Okla., field station
station _
1326
1326
1326
for forest roads
roads and
and trails --------1326
for expert
expert services, under Packers
Packers
and Stockyards
Stockyards Act ---------1327
1327
claim of-J. B. Glanville
Glanville for damage
to
damage to
cattle,
referred
referred to district
district
court-----.- --1327
---------- _ 1327
cotton reports of condition, progress,
progress,
probable production to
and probable
to be
be
issued semimonthly.
semimonthly _--------_
115
115
approval
approval by designated
designated crop reportreportcommittee --------------- *• 115
ing committee
115
simultaneous issue
simultaneous
issue with
with Census
Census
Bureau ginning reports at specispeciBureau
11
fied dates
dates------------------115
Dairying Bureau established in
243
in------243
appointment
duties-------_
appointment of chief; duties
243
transfer of activities
activities to----------to
243
243
necessary appropriations
necessary
appropriations authorizedauthorized..
243
243
duties, etc.,
etc., of employees
employees authorized
authorized to
to
enforce
enforce Mississippi River, etc.,
Refuse Act-----------------Act
651
Refuge
651
oaths, etc., in matters under, to be administered by officers
ministered
officers thereof
thereof to
to
be designated
designated by the Secretary_
803
legal effect
effect of; no fees, etc.,
etc., allowed_
803
no additional oath to be taken; exception -------------..
803
----803
stock raising, etc., experiments authorized on lands of Fort Keogh
Keogh
Military Reservation, Mont.,
transferred to
99
transferred
to-- ------------99
cattle admission
below
tick infested cattle
admission below
southern quarantine line,
Texas southern
repealed------------repealed
98
----98
transfer of Army caterpillar
caterpillar tractors
trucks to, for public
and motor trucks
public
roads building ---------- --1281
title to be vested in States, solely for
for
use in improving
improving highways
1282
highways----- 1282
Department
Departmentof
of Commerce,
Commerce,
appropriation
appropriation for Secretary,
Secretary, Assistant,
and office personnel -------- 224, 1033
superintendent 224, 1033
for chief clerk and superintendent
for contingent
contingent expenses
expenses ------.- 224, 1033
for rent;
rent; outside storage.
storage
-_..
224, 1034
for printing and binding for
for _
224, 1034
1034
detail of copy
editors -- _-__- - 224,
copy editors
224, 1034
1034
for Foreign
Foreign and Domestic Commerce
Commerce
office personnel
Bureau, office
1034
personnel- --. 225,
225, 1034
commercial attaches-------- 225,
for commercial
225, 1034
1034
assignment to Department
Department duty-_
duty_ _ 225,
1034
for promotion of commerce
commerce ----225, 1034
225,
1034
assignment
assignment of trade commissioners
to Department
Department duty -----225, 1035
for District and Cooperative
Cooperative Office
Office
Service ----.---.-------- _ 225, 1035
1035
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appropriation for
for promoting
promoting comcomappropriation
merce with South
South and Central
Central
America
225,
1035
America----------------225, 1035
assignment
assignment of
of trade commissioners
commissioners
to Department
1035
Department duty
duty -----. 225,
225, 1035
commerce with
the
for promoting commerce
with the
Far
225, 1035
Far East --------.-- _--.
225,
1035
assignment of trade
assignment
trade commissioners
commissioners
226, 1035
to Department duty
duty------- 226,1035
for enforcing
enforcing China Trade
Trade Act
226, 1036
Act___ 226,
1036
for investigating,
investigating, etc., export
export indusindus226, 1036
tries -------------_--.
226,
1036
for compiling
information as
as to
docompiling information
to domestic and foreign raw
raw materials
materials
and manufactures
manufactures -__----226, 1036
226,
1036
for transportation
remains of
of
transportation of remains
officers, etc., dying abroad_abroad_ _ 226,
1036
226, 1036
transportation of
families and
for transportation
of families
effects of officers,
officers, etc.,
etc., Foreign
and Domestic
Domestic Commerce
Commerce BuBureau
227, 1036
1036
reau------------.--- -227,
restriction on use of
vesrestriction
of foreign
foreign vessels ---------------227,
1036
_--227, 1036
for
Statistics Section
Section -- 227,
227, 1037
1037
for Customs
Customs Statistics
for compiling directory
directory of
foreign
of foreign
buyers---------.--------.
buyers
227, 1037
1037
for investigating sources of
of crude
crude
rubber; other raw materials,
materials, etc_
etc_
227
227
for collecting, etc.,
etc., information
information of
of
foreign trade restrictions and
and
regulations
227, 1037
regulations--------------- 227,
1037
for Census
Census Bureau, office
office personnel_
228,
personnel- 228,
1037
collecting statistics-------.statistics
228,
for collecting
228, 1037
1037
for expenses,
expenses, census
census of
agriculture___
228
of agriculture-_228
for tabulating machines, expenses..
1038
expenses_ 228,
228, 1038
for Steamboat Inspection
Inspection Service,
salaries -------1038
----- 228,
228, 1038
for inspectors
inspectors ----_-------1038
_ 228, 1038
for clerk
clerk hire --------------- 229, 1038
1038
for contingent expenses
expenses -------- 229,
229, 1038
1038
for Navigation
Navigation Bureau, office personnel ----------------- 229, 1038
1038
for admeasurement
admeasurement of vessels; counting passengers,
passengers, etc
etc--------- 229, 1038
for motor boats, etc., to enforce
enforce navigation laws -----------_ 229,
229, 1038
1038
for preventing
preventing overcrowding
overcrowding of paspassenger vessels, etc---------.
etc
229,
229, 1038
1038
for enforcing wireless
wireless communication
communication
vessels ------ 229, 1039
laws on steam vessels
for shipping commissioners; clerk
hire-------------.----230,
230, 1039
1039
for contingent expenses
expenses ------230,
1039
230, 1039
for Standards
Standards• Bureau, scientific,
scientific,
clerical, etc.,
etc., personnel
1039
personnel---- 230, 1039
for equipment, machinery,
machinery, etc--etc
230,
1039
230, 1039
for contingent expenses-------expenses
230, 1039
1039
International
of
International Commit
C o m mi t tee
t e e of
Measures
__ 230,
1039
Weights and Measures----230, 1039
etc ------230,
1039
for care of grounds, etc
230, 1039
for investigations,
investigations, studies, etc.,
etc., of
of
designated subjects
subjects-------- 230, 1039
1039
etc_
230,
for testing structural materials,
materials, etc _
- 230,
1039
for standardizing
standardizing mechanical appliances------------------ 231, 1040
1040
for sugar standardization,
standardization, etc_
etc ___
- - 231,
231, 1041
1041
for cooperative
testing,
cooperative
etc., of
gauges, screw threads, etc-_etc _ 232, 1041
for metallurgical
metallurgical research, etc.; railrailequipment defects, etc__
1041
way equipment
etc - 232,
232, 1041
for technical investigations
investigations in industrial development
development---------- 232,1042
232, 1042
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appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for testing large
scales
binding
40, 1327
and binding--------------scales ------------------- 232, 1042
Bureau
40,
--for
Standards Bureau--------for Standards
standardization, etc.,
for cooperative
cooperative standardization,
55, 61, 697, 759, 1328
of
_ 232, 1042
_
devices ----industrial devices
of industrial
Lighthouses Bureau ----------41,
41,
for Lighthouses
investigations, etc_ 233, 1042
for radioactive
radioactive investigations,
studying internal
internal strains
56, 61, 683, 697, 700, 759, 1327
strains of ropes,
for studying
41,
Survey----Coast and Geodetic
Geodetic Survey
for Coast
cables,
233
cables, etc ------------------56, 683, 697, 759, 1328, 1348
1348
engines_-- _ 233, 1043
automotive engines__
for testing
testing automotive
for judgments,
judgments, United States
States courts,
cooperative
scientific investigations
investigations
cooperative scientific
53
under --------------------with
Departments, etc., payable
with Departments,
for
Service
55,
from
their funds_-------funds
233, 1043
for Steamboat
Steamboat Inspection Service---233,
from their
61,
697
61, 697
Bureau, office perLighthouses Bureau,
for Lighthouses
for Fisheries
Bureau
56, 61, 697, 759
Fisheries Bureau-----sonnel
sonnel ------------------- 233, 1043
for
Commerce
for Foreign
Foreign and Domestic Commerce
for designated
general expenses
expenses-_ 233, 1043
for
designated general
Bureau ------------61, 759, 1348
Bureau
lighthouse keepers,
keepers, etc ----234, 1044
for lighthouse
for
Bureau
683, 759, 1348
for Census Bureau-------for
vessels_ _-_ 234, 1044
and crews of vessels
for officers and
for
compensation ------- 700
for increase of compensation
234, 1044
for district superintendents, etc-etc
759
for commercial
commercial attaches
attaches ---------for
retired pay ---------------- 234, 1044
for retired
for Navigation
759
Bureau ----------Navigation Bureau
for
for public works and aids to navigafor
credit in acJames C. Woolley, credit
for James
tion
234, 1044
tion -------------------1327
counts --------------------for Coast and Geodetic
Geodetic Survey, field
for
W. Southgate, credit in
Bernard W.
for Bernard
expenses
234, 1044
expenses----------------accounts
1328
accounts-------------------for
researches__
234,
hydrography researches_
for physical hydrography
authorized to
to
employees authorized
duties, etc., of employees
1045
enforce
Mississippi River, etc.,
enforce Mississippi
for
compiling Coast
Coast Pilot -----235, 1045
for compiling
Refuge Act -----------651
for
magnetic observations,
1045
etc--- 235, 1045
observations, etc
for magnetic
at,
inspectors of hulls and of boilers at
for
etc- 235,
surveys, etc_
for earthquake
earthquake regions, surveys;
Apalachicola,
Fla.,
and
BurlingApalachicola, Fla., and
1045
•
ton,
abolished
104
ton, Vt.,
Vt., abolished---------- 235, 1045
for special
special surveys
1045
surveys--------Justice,
Department of Justice,
for vessels,
repairs, crews, etc_
___ 235, 1045
1045 Department
etc---vessels, repairs,
appropriation for Attorney
Attorney General,
appropriation
for
1045
officers -------- 236, 1045
etc., of
of officers
for pay, etc.,
General, Assistant
Assistant to,
Solicitor General,
designation of
1046
of assistant
assistant director_ 236, 1046
designation
and
office
personnel
and office personnel-------- 216, 1025
traveling expenses
expenses allowed_ 1046
actual traveling
for
Solicitors
of
State,
Treasury,
Infor Solicitors of State,
for office personnel, expenses, etcetc_ 236, 1046
1046
terior,
Labor
terior, Commerce, and Labor
for Fisheries Bureau, office personnel_ 236,
Departments, and
Internal
and of Internal
Departments,
1046
1046
216, 1025
Revenue
Revenue---------------employees; Alaska servfield employees;
for field
for office personnel, Solicitors of
237, 1046
ice
237,
ice------------------Treasury,
Commerce,
and
Labor
Labor
Treasury, Commerce,
employfor employees
employees at large; car employ216, 1025
Departments
Departments-------------237, 1046
ees -------------------for
law
books,
etc
for law books, etc ------------ 216, 1025
for employees,
cultural stations,
employees, fish cultural
for
contingent
expenses
for contingent expenses-------- 216, 1025
rescue, and biological
biological stafish rescue,
for rent,
Columbia_ --__ 216, 1026
District of Columbia
for
rent, District
tions
237, 1046
1046
tions------------------for printing
printing and binding
binding for
216, 1026
for--.for
for
employees; Alaska fisheries
fisheries
vessel employees;
for vessel
for
traveling, etc.,
etc., expenses
expenses ---216, 1026
for traveling,
237, 1046
service -----------------for conduct of customs cases,
cases, Assist237, 1046
for office expenses ------------etc---_ 216, 1026
ant Attorney
Attorney General, etc__
for propagation
propagation of food fishes-fishes__..__ 237, 1046
1046
for supplies, etc., customs cases
cases- 216, 1026
238, 1047
for maintenance
maintenance of vessels ----for defending
defending suits
in claims ----- 217, 1026
suitsin
for
inquiry --------- 238, 1047
fishes inquiry
food fishes
for food
for detection and prosecution of
for statistical inquiry ---------- 238, 1047
crimes, etc-------------etc
217, 1026
fisheries -_ 238,
for protecting, etc., sponge fisheries_
protecting
protecting the person of the Presi1047
1047
dent
- 217, 1026
dent --------------for protecting
protecting Alaska seal fisheries,
for
Director, Bureau
Investigation-_ 217
Bureau of Investigation
Director,
etc
etc--------------------- 238, 1047
investigating
etc., of
investigating official acts, etc.,
Mississippi Wild Life and
upper Mississippi
for upper
court officers,
officers, referees,
-_ 217, 1027
etc - _
referees, etc_
court
Game
1047
Refuge---------------Game Refuge
----------217, 1027
special agents, etc
personof, and office personSolicitor of,
for Solicitor
criminal identification
identification records
records exnel--------------------216, 1025
217
penses
pensesCommerce
for Foreign and Domestic Commerce
217, 1027
for enforcing
enforcing antitrust laws ---for
1925-----Bureau, additional,
additional, 1925
706
Bureau,
for enforcing
enforcing Acts
to regulate
regulate tomcomActs to
for
for expenses,
expenses, enforcing China Trade
merce
merce------------------- 218, 1027
1925
706
Act, additional, 1925---------for investigating, etc.,
frauds- 218, 1027
war frauds_
etc., war
forinvestigating,
Steamboat Inspection
Service,
Inspection Service,
for Steamboat
pay restrictions,
restrictions, etc --------- 218, 1027
pay
additional, 1925 -----------706
additional,
1028
for Pueblo
Pueblo Lands Board ----------for
Navigation Bureau,
Bureau, additional,
for Navigation
for United
United States
Court 218, 1028
States Supreme Court
for
1925
1925------------------------ 706
for
Supreme
for Supreme
for printing
printing and binding for
Bureau, additional,
Standards Bureau,
for Standards
- 218, 1028
.-------------.
Court
706
1925
1925-----------------------for
Reporter, etc.,
Supreme Court 218, 1028
etc., Supreme
for Reporter,
Bureau, additional,
for Lighthouses Bureau,
for
circuit judges--------------judges
218, 1028
for circuit
706
1925
1925----------------------for district
district judges
judges ----------218, 1028
Geodetic Survey, adfor Coast and Geodetic
for retired
retired judges
----------- 218, 1028
706
ditional, 1925
1925-------------- - 219, 1028
national park commissioners
commissioners _
for national
706
additional, 1925
for Fisheries Bureau, additional,
1028
Customs Appeals_
Appeals- --- 219, 1028
for Court of Customs
713
for Alaska salmon
salmon fisheries
fisheries---------
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appropriation for Court of ClaimsClaims_ 219, 1028
appropriation
for
courts ---------219,
1029
for Territorial
Territorial courts
219, 1029
for
courts
220,
1029
for United
United States
States courts-------220, 1029
221,
1031
for law
law books
books for judges, etc
etc ---221, 1031
1031
for Federal Reporter
Reporter ----------- 221,
221, 1031
for
institutions, maintenance
1031
for penal
penal institutions,
maintenance 221,
221, 1031
for
for
for National
National Training
Training School
School for
Boys,
C
223,
Boys, D.
D. C------------223, 1032
1032
prisoners -------223, 1033
for support
support of prisoners
223,
1033
for inspection of
of prisons
prisons and
and prisonprisoners-------------------224, 1033
224,
1033
balance for expenses
expenses for additional
balance
courts continued
continued available
available
during 1925 ---------.---- _ 224
224
addifor conduct
conduct of
of customs
customs cases,
cases, additional,
709
tional, 1925 -------.-----709
crimes, addifor detection, etc.,
etc., of crimes,
additional, 1925
1925 -------------- _ 709
709
for enforcing
antitrust laws, addienforcing antitrust
709
tional, 1925
1925 ------------ _
709
for United States courts,
courts, additional,
additional,
1925
1925---- ---.--------709
for penitentiaries,
penitentiaries, etc.,
etc., additional,
additional,
1925 -------------------709
709
for National
School for
for Boys,
D. C.,
National School
Boys, D.
C.,
additional,
1925
709
additional,
---------709
deliciency
contingent
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for contingent
expenses
43,
56,
686,
1332
expenses------43, 56, 686, 1332
for books for judicial officers ----- 43, 760
760
for defending suits in claims
claims------ 44,
44, 760
760
for traveling, etc., expenses--------_
expenses.
44
44
for detection and prosecution
prosecution of
crimes crimes1351, 1353
- 44, 56, 760, 1332, 1351,
1353
for United States courts
courts_--- _ 44, 56,
56, 61, 171,
1333,
1348,
1351
686, 698, 700, 756, 760,
760, 1333, 1348, 1351
for penal institutions
institutions -------_
- 44,1333
44, 1333
for judgments, United States courts
53
under ----------.------- _
53
investigation, etc., of war frauds-_
frauds.. _
170
for investigation,
170
support of prisoners -------171,
1334
for support
171,1334
for printing and binding ------ _ 686, 1332
1332
for Federal Reporter
687
Reporter ------------.
687
enforcing Acts to regulate
regulate comfor enforcing
commerce ------------------756
756
for Pueblo Lands Board,
Board, expenses---.
expenses
756
756
for increase
increase of compensation
compensation ------- _
760
760
for National
National Training School for
for
C--1334
Boys, D. C
----------1334
Industrial Institution
Institution for
for Federal Industrial
for
Women -------------------.1334
lands added
added to McNeil Island penitenpenitentiary, Wash.,
Wish., by exchange with
tiary,
with
Washington ----_---.----537
part of Fort Leavenworth,
Leavenworth, Kans., reservation
transferred
to,
ervation
transferred
to, for
Leavenworth penitentiary
Leavenworth
penitentiary farm_
248
248
Department of Labor,
Department
appropriation
appropriation for
for Secretary,
Secretary, Assistants,
and office personnel ------- 238, 1048
for
commissioners
of conciliation-_
conciliation ._ 239,
1048
for commissioners of
239, 1048
1048
for contingent
contingent expenses
expenses -------- 239,
239, 1048
for rent
239,
1048
-------.-----------239,1048
for printing and binding for --239, 1048
for Labor Statistics Bureau---Bureau
239
239, 1048
for Immigration
Immigration Bureau
Bureau------- 239, 1049
for enforcing laws regulating
regulating immigration..------.---.--_-__
gration
240 1049
240,
contract
contract labor -------------- 240, 1049
240,
1049
Chinese exclusion
exclusion ----_---_
240, 1049
refunding head tax --------240, 1049
240,1049
additional coast and land border
border
patrol ----------------240, 1049
vehicles, etc., outside
outside the DisDistrict-----.-------..-----trict
240,
240, 1049
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enforcing laws,
laws, etc.;
appropriation
for enforcing
etc.;
arrests by employees
arrests
employees in illegal
attempts
attempts to
to enter
enter------------- 1049
1049
for immigrant
immigrant stations
stations--------240, 1050
240,
1050
for
Bureau
240, 1050
for Naturalization
Naturalization Bureau----240,
1050
for
241, 1050
for Children's Bureau
Bureau--------- 241,
1050
for
promoting maternity
infancy
for promoting
maternity and
and infancy
hygiene ----------------- 241,
241, 1051
hygiene
1051
241, 1051
for Women's
Women's Bureau
Bureau ---------- 241,
1051
242, 1051
for Employment Service
Service ------- 242,
1051
personfor Solicitor of, and
and office
office person216, 1025
nel -------------------. 216,
1025
Bureau, additional,
for Immigration
Immigration Bureau,
additional,
1925 -----. -------- ------709
709
for Naturalization
Naturalization Bureau,
Bureau, addiaddi709
tional, 1925
1925-----------------709
commissioners of
conciliation,
for commissioners
of conciliation,
709
additional, 1925
1925-------------709
Employment Service, additional,
for Employment
additional,
1925
709
1925----------------------709
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for ImmigraImmigraBureau -45,
tion Bureau
----------45,
57, 61, 688,
1353
688, 1335, 1349,
1349, 1353
damages claims ------------45, 1334
1334
for damages
45,
for Employment Service
45
Service---------45
for judgments, United
United States
States courts,
under --------------- 53, 696,
1347
696, 1347
for increase
increase of compensation
compensation ----57, Z60
57,
760
for War Emergency
Emergency Employment
Employment
Service
57, 700
700
Service------- ---------- 57,
for national
national security and defense
defense
under
57, 700
700
under-------- ---------57,
for Naturalization
57
Naturalization Bureau
Bureau-------57
for Children's Bureau---------Bureau
61, 688
688
61,
for Ellis Island, N. Y.,
Y., immigrant
immigrant
station
760
station---------------760
for paying judgments
judgments of Court of
Claims under
under-------------1347
1347
correction
correction in appropriation
appropriation bill for
for
1925, relating to -----------1611
1611
Department
Department of State,
State,
appropriation for Secretary,
Secretary, UndersecUndersecretary, and
and office personnelpersonnel_ 205,
1014
retary,
205, 1014
salaries
salaries limited
limited to average
average rates
under
Classification Act---under Classification
Act_ ___ 205,
1014
205, 1014
provision if only one position in a
a
grade --------------------- 1014
1014
restriction not applicable to clericalclericalmechanical service --------- 205,
205, 1014
1014
mechanical
no reduction
reduction in fixed salaries-_
salaries
205, 1014
1014
transfers to another position
position withreduction
1014
out reduction
-----------1014
payments under higher rates permitted ------------------ 205, 1014
1014
for contingent
contingent and miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses ----------------- 205,
penses
205, 1014
1014
for stationery, furniture, etc.
etc
1014
--- 205,
205, 1014
for books, periodicals, etc., for the
library------------------ 205,
library
1015
205,1015
for printing and
and binding
binding for---for
205,
1015
205, 1015
for passport bureaus ---------206,
1015
206, 1015
Boston, Mass.,
Mass., added ---------1015
1015
for Diplomatic and Consular Service_
206
206
for Foreign Service
Service ------------1015
1015
for expenses,
expenses, enforcing
enforcing immigration
immigration
laws ---..-------1017
1017
for bringing
bringing home criminals
criminals----- 216, 1025
restriction --_-______
216, 1025
1025
rent restriction
-- 216,
for Solicitor
Solicitor of
of the
216, 1025
the -. _.
------ 216,
1025
for investigations
investigations under control
control of___ 1026
1026
passport bureau, New York City,
for passport
additional pay, 1925---------1925
710
710
for Inter-American
Inter-American High Commission,
additional,
710
additional, 1925
1925-------------- 710
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61
47,
57, 61
Consular Service------and Consular
for
57
salaries--------------------for salaries
57
for
of compensation
57
compensation -----for increase
increase of
for
Inter-American Committee
Committee on
for Inter-American
170
Electrical Communications----Communications
170
Electrical
for
Service
691,
691,
Foreign Service---------------for Foreign
698, 700, 760,
1338, 1349,
1349, 1351
1351
760, 1338,
698,700,
for
and Special
Special
General and
for Mexican
Mexican General
Claims Commission
Commission ---------691
691
Claims
for
expenses of,
under laws
laws regulating
regulating
of, under
for expenses
immigration
of aliens
691
aliens --------immigration of
for
Joint Commission
on Use
Use of
watof watCommission on
for Joint
Fort
ers
of Rio
Grande below
below Fort
Rio Grande
ers of
692
Quitman, Tex
Tex ------------Quitman,
CommisFisheries Commisfor
International Fisheries
for International
756
sion
sion -----------------------for
electoral votes,
payfor publishing
publishing electoral
votes, payable
and bindbind"printing and
from "printing
able from
ing, 1925"
756
756
ing,
1925"-----------------for
security and
and defense
defense ununnational security
for national
der
760
760
der ---------------------additional
Assistant Secretary
Secretary of
of State
State
additional Assistant
established
146
146
established------------------appointment
and salary
salary --------146
146
appointment and
salary
of abolished
abolished position
Direcof Direcposition of
salary of
tor
of the
Consular Service
made
Service made
tor of
the Consular
available
146
146
available-------------------authorized
deliver to
to Henry
Henry D.
D.
to deliver
authorized to
Clayton, decoration,
etc., from
from
decoration, etc.,
Clayton,
France
1591
1591
France---------------------decorations
to
Cumming, decorations
S. Cumming,
to Hugh
Hugh S.
from
and Poland
Poland -----1364
1364
France and
from France
to
Dorr F.
F. Tozier,
Tozier, decoration
decoration from
from
to Dorr
Great Britain
Britain --------------1366
1366
Great
payments remitted
Chinese indemnity
indemnity payments
remitted
Chinese
135
from
1917 --------1, 1917
October 1,
from October
customs
officers for
for foreign
foreign service
service to be
customs officers
missions
attached to
to diplomatic
diplomatic missions
attached
through ----------------748
748
through
fees for
of foreign
foreign passports
of
passports of
visas of
fees
for visas
aliens
not "immigrants"
be
may be
"immigrants' may
aliens not
modified,
etc.; condition
976
976
condition------modified, etc.;
140
Foreign
Service Act
Act provisions
provisions------Foreign Service
be ararofficial papers
papers of
of Territories,
Territories, to
to be
official
ranged
by, for
publication on
on rerefor publication
ranged by,
quest
governor of
State formed
formed
of State
of governor
quest of
therefrom
1104
1104
therefrom ------------------clerical
etc., authorized-authorized_ _ 1104
assistance, etc.,
clerical assistance,
salannual
for salauthorized for
amounts authorized
annual amounts
aries
1104
1104
aries --------------------copies
States without
without charge
1104
charge ---to States
copies to
temporary details
permitted of
Foreign
of Foreign
details permitted
temporary
Service officers
officers for
duty in----in
143
143
for duty
Service
titles
and Third Assistant
Assistant
of Second
Second and
titles of
Secretaries changed
changed to
to Assistant
Assistant
Secretaries
146
Secretaries -_--------------Secretaries
present
salaries, and
commissions, salaries,
present commissions,
146
duties not
impaired----------not impaired
duties
Departmental Publications,
Publications,
Departmental
for official
limitation
on number
official use,
of, for
number of,
limitation on
1106
repealed --------------------repealed
Dependents
War Veterans
(see
Veterans (see
World War
of World
Dependents of
also
World War
War Adjusted
Adjusted Comalso World
pensation Act),
Act),
pensation
provisions for
for payments
to, on
death of
of
on death
payments to,
provisions
128
veteran -----------------veteran
of Aliens,
Deportation of
Deportation
redirected,
if not
entitled to
enter, or reto enter,
not entitled
directed, if
162
main, to
made at
at any
any time_
time. _
be made
to be
main,
Deposits Division,
Treasury Department,
Department,
Division, Treasury
Deposits
appropriation
chief of
and
Division, and
of Division,
for chief
appropriation for
68, 767
office personnel
personnel-------------- 68,
office
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Derby, Emma
Emma C.
Page.
Derby,
C. (widow),
(widow),
rage.
pension increased------------------increased
1501
1501
pension
Derby,
C. (widow),
(widow),
Derby, Mary
Mary C.
pension increased---increased
1479
1479
-------------pension
Des
Moines, Iowa,
Iowa,
Des Moines,
terms of
of court
at
795
795
court at-------------------terms
Deschutes
Project, Oreg.,
Oreg.,
IrrigationProject,
Deschutes Irrigation
plans, estimates,
estimates, etc.,
construction
etc., for
for construction
plans,
of,
submitted to
Congress_
668
668
to Congress_
of, to
to be
be submitted
Desert
Public Lands,
Lands,
Entries, Public
Desert Land
Land Entries,
allowed
Roberta H.
and Laura
Laura H.
H.
H. Leigh
Leigh and
allowed Roberta
1592
Pettit --------------------1592
Pettit
entrymen
in California
California
certain lands
lands in
of certain
entrymen of
failing
to make
final proof
proof reremake final
failing to
lieved from
1580
1580
cancellation ------from cancellation
lieved
Desert Lands,
Desert
Lands,
time
extended for
for making
final
making final
time further
further extended
proofs by
by entrymen
entrymen on-------on
982
982
proofs
cause of
of delay
proven, etc ---982
to be
be proven,
delay to
cause
Desertion, Army,
Navy, or
or Marine
Marine Corps,
Corps,
Army, Navy,
Desertion,
officer or
charge
man having
having charge
enlisted man
or enlisted
officer
against him
him on
on the
rolls, who
who
the rolls,
against
served
honorably in
in World
World War,
War,
served honorably
may
be relieved
relieved from
disabilifrom disabilimay be
ties ----------------------1270
1270
ties
entry as
as honorably
discharged on
honorably discharged
entry
1271
date
of charge--------------charge
1271
date of
no back
pay, etc.,
for service
service prior
prior to
to
etc., for
back pay,
no
World War
1271
1271
War----------------World
Detroit, Mich.,
Mich.,
Detroit,
imappropriation for
for marine
hospital, immarine hospital,
appropriation
79
provements
79
provements-----------------for River
River postal
service
86, 784
86,
postal service---------for
at, ausale of
of marine
marine hospital,
hospital, etc.,
etc., at,
ausale
660
thorized
thorized-------------------consite and conuse of
of proceeds
for new
new site
proceeds for
use
struction
in
facilities in
of hospital
hospital facilities
struction of
same
county
660
660
same county----------------purchase, etc.,
etc., of
of site,
site, and
and contracts
contracts
purchase,
authorized
for hospital
hospital facilities
facilities
authorized for
for Public
Health Service,
660
etc___ 660
Service, etc_
for
Public Health
technical services,
amount for
services, prepaprepafor technical
amount
ration
of plans,
etc
660
plans, etc-----------ration of
time extended
for bridging
bridging Detroit
Detroit
extended for
time
103, 1128
River at--------------at
1128
River
Detroit
River,
Detroit River,
time
Detroit,
bridging, Detroit,
for bridging,
extended for
time extended
Mich
103, 1128
1128
103,
Mich ------------Deuel, Delnora
Delnora (widow),
(widow),
Deuel,
1517
pension
1517
pension--------------------------Devereux, Flora
(widow),
Hopkins (widow),
Flora Hopkins
Devereux,
1488
pension
1488
----------------pension ------Dak.,
Devils Lake
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, N. Dak.,
Lake Indian
Devils
proclamation
directing sale of undisproclamation directing
posed of
of ceded
ceded lands
lands on
1966
1966
on------posed
Devine, Thomas,
1412
pension
1412
pension---------------------------Devlin, Margaret
Margaret (widow),
Devlin,
pension
1439
...------------------.
pension
Devlin, Mary
(widow);;
J. (widow)
Mary J.
Devlin,
pension
1484
1484
increased-----------------pension increased
Dewalt, Russell,
Russell,
Dewalt,
pension
1388
1388
pension ---------------------------Dewey
County, S.
Dak.,
S. Dak.,
Dewey County,
bridge authorized
authorized across
Missouri River
River
across Missouri
bridge
30
between
and --- _
County and_
Potter County
between Potter
Salie (widow),
Dewitt,
(widow),
Dewitt, Sallie
1481
pension
pension--------------------------Deyo, Esther
Esther A.
A. (widow),
Deyo,
1437
pension
1437
pension -------------------Deyo, Virginia
V. (widow),
Virginia V.
Deyo,
1441
pension
pension---------------------- ----Diamond,
Cornelia M.
M. (widow),
(widow),
Diamond, Cornelia
1429
pension
increased-----------------pension increased

2066
2066
Dick,
Eliza J.
Dick, Eliza
J. (widow),
(widow),
pension
pension ---------------------------Dickey,
Jennie J.
J. (widow),
Dickey, Jennie
(widow),
pension
pension--__ -__- __-_- -----------Dickinson,
Dickinson, Melissa E.
E. (widow),
pension increased
increased ----------------Diemart,
Diemart, Charles
Charles B.
B.,'
pension
increased -----------------pension increased
Dieter,
Philip,
Dieter, Philip,
pension
'
pension increased
increased --:------------Diethylbarbituric Acid,
Acid, Salts,
Salts, etc.,
Diethylbarbituric
etc.,
proclamation increasing
on, to
proclamation
increasing duty
duty on,
to
equalize differences in costs of
equalize
production_ ----- __.------productionDietrich, Wilhemina
Wilhemina W.
W. (widow),
Dietrich,
(widow),
pension
pension
-----.--_______----_---Digest of
of the
the House
House of
RepDigest
the Rules
Rules of
of the
of Representatives,
resentatives,
appropriation
for
preparing
appropriation for preparing ------ 582,
582,
pay
,pay to
to clerk
clerk to
to the Speaker's
Speaker's table
table for
preparing,
established
preparing, established -----Bilks
W.,
Dilks, John
John W.,
military
record
corrected
military record corrected------------Dill, Mary
(widow),
Dill,
Mary L. (widow),
pension --pension
-------- __--............
Dillahay, Lavinia
Lavinia (widow),
Dilahay,
(widow),
pension ------------------------Dillingham, William P., late a
Dillingham,
a Senator,
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for pay to
of
heir of----------------------(Jilts, Henry,
Dilts,
pension increased
increased------------------Dills,
V. (widow),
Dils, Ida V.
increased -----------------pension increased
Diplomatic
Consular Service
Diplomatic and Consular
Serice (see also
also
Foreign Service),
Service),
appropriation
service- - -appropriation for
for diplomatic service
for salaries, ambassadors and ministers----------------- ---isters
for minister resident and consul gengeneral to Liberia
Liberia---------------for agent and consul general at Tangier -----------------------no official to receive
receive other Federal
salary
salary----------------------for charges d'affaires
d'affaires ad interim ---for secretaries in the diplomatic
for,
service ---------------------service
for Japanese,
Japanese, Chinese, and Turkish
secretaries and assistants
assistants -----secretaries
for clerks at embassies and legations_
for interpreters
interpreters to embassies and
legations -------------------for student interpreters at embassies
and legations
legations ----...........for quarters for student
student interpretersinterpreters_
for contingent
for
contingent expenses,
expenses, mission&
missions -steam
steam launch,
launch, Constantinople
Constantinople_ _
-_
-- _
dispatch agents--agents
----------exchange --------------loss by exchange
payments for clerical
clerical services
services exexpayments
cept
to
cept to citizens,
citizens, forbidden
forbidden ----for ground rent, Tokyo, Japan----Japan
consular service---------------service
for consular
consuls, and vice
vice
for consuls general, consuls,
consuls
consuls---------------------for consular inspectors; expenses
expenses-..- ._
subsistence allowances
subsistence
allowances ---------for consular assistants -----------for clerk hire at consulates
consulates ------for contingent
contingent expenses,
expenses, consulates-consulates
exchange
loss by exchange---------------for relief and protection
protection of American
American
seamen ---------_-. _--__-_
for instruction
instruction and transit
transit pay, diplomatic and consular officers
officers-----
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INDEX.
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1450
1450
1468
1481
1396
1507

1973
1519
1519
1290
149
149
1542
1439
1439

1492
33
33

1383
1463
206
206

206
206

206
206
206
206
206
206
206
207
207
207
207
207
207
207
207
207
207
207
207
207
207
207
207
207
208
208
208
208
208
208
208
208
208
208
208
208

208
208
---

Diplomatic
Service—Con.
Page.
Diplomatic and Consular
ConsularService-Con.
appropriation for transportation
transportation to and
and
appropriation
from
etc
209
from posts, etc---------------209
unforeseen emergencies,
and NeuNeufor unforeseen
emergencies, and
209
trality Act expenses
expenses-.--------for
209
for heirs of officers
officers dying
dying abroad_
abroad --209
for Carrie
Carrie Kitchin
Kitchin Hazeltine
209
Hazeltine ----for
209
for Pauline M.
M. Robinson_
Robinson ---..----209
for
Adelaide Sharp ---------209
for May
May Adelaide
for
209
for Ethel Roberts
Roberts Loop
Loop --------for
for William
William B. and
and David
David M. KirKirjassoff -------------------209
jassoff
209
for
209
for Eliza R.
R. Scidmore ------209
for Frances R. Jewett -----------210
210
for Teresa B.
210
210
B. Handley
Handley.-----------210
for Irene Gracie Pontius
210
Pontius ---------home remains
of officers
for bringing home
remains of
officers
dying
abroad
210
210
dying abroad----------------for
allowances to
to diplomatic
and
for post allowances
diplomatic and
consular
consular officers
officers to
to meet living
living
costs
210
210
costs-----------------------for
for Cape
Cape Spartel,
Spartel, etc.,
etc., Light,
Light, MoMorocco -----------210
_-_-_-_-- 210
210
210
for life saving testimonials
testimonials -------Measures_
210
210
for Bureau of
of Weights and MeasuresTariffs
210
for Bureau
Bureau of
of Customs Tariffs-----210
revision of Chinese customs tarfor revision
tariff, participation
participation in
211
211
iff,
in-----------extraterritoriality in
for inquiry into extraterritoriality
China
211
211
for Mexican
Boundary Commission_
Commission_
211
211
Mexican Boundary
for boundary line,
Alaska
and
Canline, Alaska and Can211
ada
211
ada-----------------------for marking
marking Canadian
Canadian boundary_
boundary - - _ 211
211
for International
International Prison Commission..
Commission_ 211
212
American Union ---------for Pan
212
Pan American
for printing and binding
binding for Pan
.American Union
Union ------------212
American
212
for Permanent
Permanent Court of
212
212
of Arbitration..
Arbitration_
for Interparliamentary
Interparliamentary Union for
for
International Arbitration
Arbitration ------212
International
212
for International
International Commission on
on
212
Tables of Constants, etc -----212
International Commission
for International
Commission on International
212
212
ternational Law_
Law ............-for International
International Institute
Institute of AgriAgriculture .--------212
212
--.
for International
International Railway
Railway CongressCongress_
213
213
for International
International Sanitary Bureau__
213
Bureau____ 213
for International
International Office of
of Public
Public
Health _
213
Health---------..............
213
British-American
for
British-American
Pecuniary
Pecuniary
Claims Arbitration ----213
213
for International
International Radiotelegraphic
Convention --------213
Convention
213
Inter-American High Commission
for Inter-American
213
Commission
213
for Canadian Boundary
Boundary Waters Commission
213
mission---------_-----__-____
213
for third Pan American
American Scientific
Congress
214
Congress--------------------214
Panama__ _
214
for annual payment to Panama---214
Colombia --------214
for payment to Colombia
214
for International
International Research
214
Research Council
Council-214
for International
International Hydrographic
Hydrographic Bu214
reau - -------------__-__-___
214
for foreign hospital, Cape
Cape Town_
214
Town --214
for International
International Trade Mark Registration Bureau
istration
Bureau at Habana
Habana_ -__- _ 215
215
Property
Bureau,
for Industrial Property
Berne, Switzerland.....------Switzerland
215
215
for German-American
German-American Mixed Claims
Commission
215
Commission----____.........
215
for United States Court for China__
China
215
215
for consular prisons, etc.----------.
etc
215
215
for bringing home criminals ---....
216
216
216
restriction in United States
rent restriction
States_ -216

INDEX.
Diplomatic and
Consular Service-Con.
Service-Con.
Page.
and Consular
Diplomatic
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for relief
relief and
and
protection
of American
American seaseaprotection of
men
57, 760
760
men ---------_--------_ 47,
47, 57,
for
bringing home
remains of
of officers
officers
home remains
for bringing
dying abroad
abroad ----------------47
47
dying
for
International Radiotelegraphic
Radiotelegraphic
for International
Conference
48,
1340
48, 1340
Conference----------------for
buildings, etc.,
etc., Paris,
Paris,
for embassy
embassy buildings,
France ------------------48
48
France
for
Congress__
48
48
Railway Congressfor International
International Railway
for
Permanent Court
48
48
of Arbitration_
Arbitration_
for Permanent
Court of
for
International Sanitary
Bureau __ _
48
48
Sanitary Bureau___
for International
for
Cape Spartel
Spartel Light,
48, 1338
Light, etc
etc -----48,
1338
for Cape
for
International Institute
AgriculInstitute of
of Agriculfor International
ture
48, 760,
760, 1338
1338
48,
----ture ---------for
secretaries, Diplomatic
760
Service__ 57,
57, 760
Diplomatic Service
for secretaries,
for
at embassies
embassies and
57
57
legations_
and legations_
for clerks
clerks at
for
missions_
57,
57,
for contingent
contingent expenses,
expenses, missions---61, 760,
760, 1338
1338
61,
for clerks
at consulates
57, 760
760
consulates ----------- 57,
for
clerks at
for
expenses, consulates_
57, 760
760
consulates- 57,
for contingent
contingent expenses,
for
57
pay ----57
for instruction
instruction and
and transit
transit pay
for
57,
1349
57, 61,
61, 1338,
1338, 1349
for transportation
transportation ----for expenses
Interrepresentation, Interexpenses of
of representation,
for
ElecAmerican Committee
Committee on
on ElecAmerican
trical
meeting_
170
170
trical Communications
Communications meeting_
for emergencies
emergencies -----------------760
760
for
for post
post allowances-----------allowances
760,
1349
760, 1349
for
for International
Commission_
760
760
Prison Commission_
International Prison
for
for United
United States
States Court
760
for China.._
China_ -__ 760
Court for
for
for waterways
treaty, United
United States
States
waterways treaty,
for
and Great
Britain -----------760
760
Great Britain
and
for embassy
embassy premises,
premises, Mexico
City
1338
1338
Mexico City_
for
for payment
payment to
1339
to Norway
Norway-----------for
for
payment to
Sweden ----------1339
1339
to Sweden
for payment
Claims
Mixed Claims
for German-American
for
German-American Mixed
Commission
1339
1339
Commission-----------------for
for Conference
Conference on Oil Pollution of
Navigable
Waters
1339
1339
Navigable Waters-----------1340
for
Industrial Property
Property Conference_
Conference
1340
for Industrial
for Commission
Commission on
on the
the Equitable
Equitable
for
Use of
the Waters
of the
Rio
the Rio
Waters of
Use
of the
Grande --------------------1340
1340
Grande
for reimbursement
rcimbursement to
Texas ------1340
1340
to Texas
for
for embassy
premises, London,
London, Engembassy premises,
for
land ----------------------1340
1340
land
for Foreign
Foreign Service
establishments,
Service establishments,
for
Tokyo,
1340
1340
Japan ---------------Tokyo, Japan
for consular
China_
1341
1341
Amoy, China_
building, Amoy,
for
consular building,
1351
for salaries,
Consular Service
1351
Service -----salaries, Consular
for
delegates to
be appointed
appointed to
to Seventh
Seventh
to be
delegates
Scientific ConPan
Pan American
American Scientific
ference
112
112
ference -------------------to meeting
of Inter-American
ComInter-American Commeeting of
to
mittee
on
Electrical
Communimittee on Electrical Communications;
expenses authorized,
authorized,
cations; expenses
etc
112
112
etc------------------------Foreign
Service
Act
provisions
140
140
Foreign Service Act provisions------on
indemnity
payment to
to Norway
Norway on
indemnity payment
account of
"Hassel"
955
of "Hassel"'
collision of
of collision
account
membership in
in International
Statistical
International Statistical
membership
Bureau
authorized
112
112
Bureau authorized- ----------112
allotment for-------------annual allotment
for
annual
payment authorized
as ininto France
France as
authorized to
payment
demnity for
for damages
damages to proppropdemnity
erty
by
Crignier, by
Madame Crignier,
of Madame
erty of
search for
for body
Admiral John
John
of Admiral
body of
search
Paul Jones
Jones ------------------118
118
Paul
United States-Mexican
States-Mexican Claims
ComClaims ComUnited
1340
missions, per
allowance_
1340
per diem
diem allowance-missions,
Diplomatic Missions,
Missions,
Diplomatic
representation allowances
allowances for
diplofor diplorepresentation
matic
consular officers
officers at
at
and consular
matic and
142
e-anitals
countries
capitals
of
with nono__- _
---- countries
--
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Diplomatic Officers
Officers (see
Foreign Serv(see also
also Foreign
Diplomatic
ice Officers),
ice
Officers),
appropriation
instruction and
and
for instruction
appropriation for
transit pay
208
pay --------------208
transit
for
transportation to
to and
and from
from posts
209
for transportation
posts
209
for
for, dying
abroad
209
209
dying abroad----for allowance
allowance for,
for
home remains
of, dying
dying
for bringing
bringing home
remains of,
abroad --------------------210
210
abroad
for post
210
210
for
post allowances
allowances--------------deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for bringing
bringing
deficiency
home remains
remains of,
of, dying
dying abroadabroad_
47
47
home
for
and transit
transit pay
57
pay----57
for instruction
instruction and
for
transportation
57,
57, 61
61
for transportation-------------Diplomatic
Secretaries,
Diplomatic Secretaries,
classified
Service officers___
officers
140
140
as Foreign
Foreign Service
classified as
Director
of Railroads,
Railroads,
Director of
proclamation reappointing
James C.
C.
reappointing James
proclamation
1922
Davis as
as -------------------Davis
Director
of the
the Consular
Consular Service,
Service,
Director of
position abolished,
abolished, and
salary made
made
and salary
position
available
for additional
additional AssistAssistavailable for
ant
146
146
of State
State-------Secretary of
ant Secretary
Director
the Mint,
Mint, Treasury
Department,
Treasury Department,
of the
Director of
appropriation for,
and office
personnel_ 76,
76, 776
776
office personnel_
for, and
appropriation
deficiency appropriation
for contingent
contingent
appropriation for
deficiency
expenses_
62
58, 62
expenses--------------------- 58,
Director of
C. (see
(see also
also District
District
D. C.
of Traffic,
Traffic, D.
Director
of
Columbia Traffic
Traffic Act,
Act, 1925),
1925),
of Columbia
appointment, term,
duties, etc------etc
1121
1121
term, duties,
appointment,
Directory
Foreign Buyers,
of Foreign
Directory of
appropriation for
for compiling
compiling_-----227, 1037
1037
227,
appropriation
Disability
Compensation, World
World War
War MiliMiliDisability Compensation,
tary or
Naval,
tary
or Naval,
appropriation for
death or
or ------532, 1210
1210
532,
for death
appropriation
provisions relating
in World
World War
War
to, in
relating to,
provisions
615
Veterans' Act---------------Act
Veterans'
Disbarment
Proceedings, Interior
Interior DepartDepartDisbarment Proceedings,
ment,
ment,
appropriation for
for expenses
of testimony
testimony
expenses of
appropriation
in
1142
- 391,
391, 1142
in-----------------Disbursing
Department,
Clerk, Treasury
Treasury Department,
Disbursing Clerk,
appropriation
and office
office personnel_
personnel_ 69,
69, 768
768
for, and
appropriation for,
and Navy,
Army and
Disbursing Officers,
Officers, Army
Disbursing
certain
for certain
responsibility for
relieved
relieved from
from responsibility
losses incurred
incurred in
in World
World War acaclosses
counts;
time
extended
860
860
counts; time extended-------- 4
to
4
be
given
credit
for
irregular
payto be given credit for irregular pay860
ments
made in
in good
faith ----860
good faith
ments made
on
losses,
etc., if
over $1,000,
$1,000, only
only on
if over
losses, etc.,
recommendation
of the
the Secretary
Secretary
recommendation of
860
of War
or Navy
Navy ------------860
War or
of
certificate
from fraud refreedom from
certificate of freedom
860
quired
860
------------------quired---Diseases, Animal,
Diseases,
Animal,
appropriation for
for preventing
spread
preventing spread
appropriation
of ----------------------438,
827
438,827
of
for
investigating, etc-----------etc
438, 828
for investigating,
for
investigation of
of tuberculosis,
tuberculosis,
for investigation
etc ----------------------- 438, 828
828
etc
for
eradicating foot-and-mouth
foot-and-mouth and
for eradicating
other contagious
contagious diseases_
diseases_ 110,
458, 851
851
110, 458,
other
eradicating
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for eradicating
deficiency
40
foot-and-mouth,
etc
foot-and-mouth, etc----------Diseases,
Contagious, D.
D. C.
C.
Diseases, Contagious,
appropriation for
preventing spread
spread
for preventing
appropriation
of -------------------- 562, 1236
1236
562,
of
Diseases
Man,
of Man,
Diseases of
investigations, etc.,
appropriation for
etc.,
for investigations,
appropriation
of
76,
775
76, 775
of-----------------------Disinfecting
Service, D.
C.,
D. C.,
Disinfecting Service,
appropriation for
maintenance
562,
1237
562, 1237
for maintenance----appropriation
Dismal
Swamp Canal
DrumLake Drum(see Lake
Canal (see
Dismal Swamp
mond
Canal).
mond Canal).
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District
Page.
Page
DistrictCourts-Continued.
Courts-Continued.
Dismukes,
Captain Douglas
Douglas E.,
Page.
Page
E., Navy,
Navy,
Dismukes, Captain
additional
for MichiMichiauthorized for
judge authorized
additional judge
to
rank of
admiral when
when rereto have
have rank
of rear
rear admiral
gan western
western district
district ---------949
949
gan
tired in
gallant,
tired
in recognition
recognition of
of gallant,
for
Minnesota district
1098
1098
for Minnesota
district ----------etc., service
1279
1279
etc.,
service in
in World
World War
War---.fees
services of
of clerks
of, after
after July
July
clerks of,
fees for
for services
Dispatch
Agents,
Dispatch Agents,
1, 1925
1925 --------------------857
857
1,
appropriation
London, New
York,
New York,
for London,
appropriation for
claims cases
to review
review in
in
in, subject
subject to
claims
cases in,
San
and New
New
Seattle, and
San Francisco,
Francisco, Seattle,
circuit
courts of
appeals
939
939
Orleans
207
207
circuit courts
of appeals-------Orleans-------------------- authority
of Supreme
Supreme Court
for
New York,
San FrandesigCourt in
in desigauthority of
FranYork, San
for London,
London, New
nated
cases
939
nated cases------------------cisco,
Seattle, New
New Orleans,
Orleans, and
and
cisco, Seattle,
final decisions
decisions of,
of, reviewable
reviewable in
in circuit
circuit
Boston
1015
final
1015
Boston---------------------courts
of
appeal
by
appeal
or
writ
Distilled
Spirits,
courts of appeal by appeal or writ
DistilledSpirits,
of
error in
in all
cases; exception..
removal
authorized from
from one
one warewareexception_ _ 936
936
of error
all cases;
removal of,
of, authorized
for
Hawaii,
Porto Rico,
of
and Porto
Rico, review
review of
for Hawaii, and
house to
to another
another for
in
bottling in
for bottling
house
all
cases
by
circuit
court
of
bond, before
71, 700
700
all cases by circuit court of
paying tax
tax------ 71,
bond,
before paying
appeals
936
restriction of
of paying
paying for
for storage
storage of
of in936
appeals---------------------inrestriction
for
Alaska,
and Virgin
toxicating,
etc
72
Virgin Islands,
Islands, cases
cases
72
for Alaska, and
toxicating, etc---------------reviewable
936
refund
of
taxes
paid
on,
in
excess
of
936
reviewable------------------refund of taxes paid on, in excess of
$2.20
gallon, to
to distiller
distiller who
for
Canal Zone,
936
936
who
Zone, cases
cases prescribed
prescribed -----for Canal
$2.20 aa gallon,
produced and
and owned
owned the
the same-same
860
jurisdiction
in prosecutions
for larceny,
larceny,
prosecutions for
860
jurisdiction in
produced
etc.,
freight shipconditions,
etc
860
860
shipconditions, etc-------------------etc., of
of express
express or
or freight
withdrawals
bonded warehouse
warehouse
ments
in interstate
interstate and
and foreign
withdrawals of,
of, from
from bonded
foreign
ments in
commerce
794
seven years
years after
after entry
entry allowed
allowed
794
commerce-------------------seven
additional leakage,
leakage, etc.,
etc., allowallowjurisdiction
with Court
Court of
of
additional
of, concurrent
concurrent with
jurisdiction of,
ance
808
Claims for
808
ance ----------------------of erroneerroneClaims
for recovery
recovery of
provisions for..
808
ously
revenue taxes,
taxes,
for -------------------808
provisions
ously collected
collected revenue
allowance without
without prior
regauges
809
etc.,
if collector
collector dead
or not
not in
prior regauges--..
809
allowance
in
dead or
etc., if
not applicable
applicable to
withdrawals
809
office
972
809
office ---------------------972
not
to prior
prior withdrawals__
Distillers,
Distillers,
jurisdiction
of, to
deterand deterto entertain
entertain and
jurisdiction of,
additional
special tax
on business
of,
additional special
mine
bills of
of interpleader
by inintax on
business of,
mine bills
interpleader by
where
by State,
surance
companies, etc.,
etc., where
where
where forbidden
forbidden by
State, etc.,
etc.,
surance companies,
laws
adverse
different
- 327
327
laws --------------------of different
claimants of
adverse claimants
no exemption
exemption from
penalty, etc
327
327
no
from penalty,
etc----976
States ---------------------States
Distinctive
Paper (see
(see Paper,
Distinctive Paper
Paper, Distinctive).
Distinctive).
jurisdiction
secure testimony
testimony
of, to
to secure
jurisdiction of,
Distinguished
Army,
Distinguished Service
Service Medals,
under
Revenue Act
Act of
348
Medals, Army,
of 1924_
1924_____ 348
under Revenue
balances
of appropriations
appropriations for,
to
process, etc.,
for enforcing
enforcing
balances of
for, covered
covered
etc., for
to issue
issue process,
in..
934
in-------------------------934
provisions
thereof-----------348
348
provisions thereof
to be presented
to
presented to
Major Frederick
L.
additional to
to other
other remedies
348
to Maior
Frederick L.
348
additional
remedies ----Martin, Army
Air Service,
Service, SerMartin,
Army Air
Serconcurrent
with Court
for
Court of Claims for
concurrent with
geant
Alva L.
L. Harvey,
Harvey, Army
geant Alva
Army Air
Air
recovery of
of erroneously
erroneously collected
recovery
collected
Service,
each of
of the
the Army
revenue taxes,
taxes, etc.,
Service, and
and each
Army
revenue
etc., if
if collector
collector
world
fliers --- _-----------_
- 979
979
world fliers
dead
348
dead.---------------------348
District
and Cooperative
Cooperative Office Service, DeDistrict and
probation
in, for
for
established in,
probation system
system established
partment
Commerce,
partment of
of Commerce,
convictions, etc--------------etc
1259
1259
convictions,
appropriation for
for operating
expenses.. 225,1035
225,1035 District
operating expenses_
District Judges
(see also Judges,
Judges, United
appropriation
United
Judges (see
for
expenses, additional,
additional,
for operating
operating expenses,
States
Courts),
States Courts),
1925
706
1925 -----------------------706
appropriation
for salaries
salaries -------- 218,
1028
218, 1028
appropriation for
DistrictAttorneys, United
States Courts,
Courts,
District
United States
additional, appointed
appointed to
fill aa vacancy
to fill
vacancy
additional,
appropriation
for salaries
and exexin Minnesota
district --------1098
salaries and
1098
appropriation for
in
Minnesota district
penses
220,
1029
authorized
Michigan western
western dis220,1029
penses-------------------disauthorized for
for Michigan
for
acting as,
as, durfor payment
payment to
to clerks
trict ----------------------949
clerks acting
durtrict
949
ing vacancies
vacancies ------------220, 1029
220,
1029 District
ing
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia,
for
regular assistants
to, appointed
appointed
for regular
assistants to,
appropriation for
539, 1216
539,
1216
expenses of
of ----for expenses
appropriation
by Attorney
Attorney General;
General; pay
revenues
from sources in
in the
pay rethe Disrerevenues from
striction
220, 1029
striction-----------------220,
1029
trict
be credited
credited thereto-_
thereto
539,
1216
trict to
to be
539, 1216
for
220, 1029
in addition
$9,000,000 from
from the
the
for special
special assistants
assistants----------- 220,
1029
in
addition $9,000,000
for
salaries and
and expenses,
expenses, additional,
for salaries
additional,
Treasury
Treasury ---------------539, 1217
1217
1925 ...-----------..
709
-------709
1925
for salaries,
executive office
office ----539, 1217
1217
salaries, executive
for
regular assistants,
assistants, addisalaries
limited to
to average
average rates
rates
for pay
pay of
of regular
addisalaries limited
tional,
709
tional, 1925
1925 ----------------709
under
Act
540
540
under Classification
Classification Act------for special assistants,
assistants, additional,
additional,
restriction
not applicable
applicable to
to clerclerrestriction not
ical-mechanical service
service ------540
1925
709
1925 ----------------------709
ical-mechanical
540
deficiency
for salaries,
salaries,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
no
no reduction
reduction in
in fixed salaries
salaries----540
540
etc
44, 56,
56, 61,
61, 171,687,
171, 687, 760,
etc ----44,
760, 1348
1348
under higher
rates perhigher rates
payments under
for special
special assistants
assistants ---.---56, 687,
687, 1351
for
56,
mitted
540
1351
mitted ------ __--_
------__
.
540
duties
Alaska, in
duties of, in Alaska,
in actions
actions for
violafor violafor
veterinary division
1217
for veterinary
division --_.----- 540
540, 1217
tions
Game Law
746
for purchasing
1217
Law ---746
tions of
of Alaska
Alaska Game
for
purchasing division
division--------- 540,
540, 1217
District Building,
D. C.,
C.,
District
Building, D.
for building
inspection division__
division_ _ 540,
1217
for
building inspection
540, 1217
appropriation for
for operating
operating force,
etc.;
for
plumbing inspection
division_ 540,
1217
appropriation
force, etc.;
for plumbing
inspection division540, 1217
restriction ------- _-_----540, 1217
1217
540,
restriction
for
care, etc.,
Building_ _ 540,
1217
for care,
etc., District
District Building
540, 1217
supplies -------------------a
for supplies
-540
restriction on
engirestriction
on additional
additional engiDistrict Courts,
District
Courts,
neers, etc
540, 1217
neers,
etc----------------- 540,1217
appropriation for
for judges
judges --------- 218,
218, 1028
1028
appropriation
for operating
540, 1217
1217
operating expenses
expenses --------- 540,
for Hawaii,
judges ------------ 218,
218, 1028
1028
for
Hawaii, judges
for assessor's
assessor's office
540, 1218
office ------------ 540,
1218
for
for Porto
Rico.
iudge
218
hlurpaul
.540
Rico, -------------judge
218, 1028
for license bureau
540,I 1218
1218
---------------------- v- -----a-a
----
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540,
appropriation
vehicle tags---tags
appropriation for vehicle
for collector's
collector's office
541,
541,
office.---------for
for auditor's
auditor's office
office -----------541,
541,
for
for corporation
corporation counsel's
counsel's office--_
office__ _ 541,
for
coroner's office
office------------- 541,
for coroner's
superintendent of weights,
weights, measfor superintendent
markets ------- 541,
and markets
ures, and
office-_
for Engineer
Commissioner's office__
Engineer Commissioner's

Page.
rage.

1218
1218
1218
1218
1218
1218
1218
1218

1218
541,
1218
1218
for central
1218
garage ------------- 541, 1218
central garage
for
for
municipal architect's
1218
office--- 541, 1218
architect's office
for municipal
for
Public Utilities
Commission
541,
1219
541, 1219
Utilities Commission-_
for Public
for
examiners, steam engifor board of examiners,
neers
542,
542,
------------neers-----for
department ------- 542,
insurance department
for insurance
for
surveyor's office;
temporary
office; temporary
for surveyor's
draftsmen,
etc- ---------- 542,
draftsmen, etc
for
Compensation Fund_
Fund_
Employees' Compensation
for Employees'

542,
for free
public library --------for
free public
library stations
restrictions____ 542,
stations restrictions.--library

1219
1219
1219

1219
542,
1219
1219
1219
1219
1220
1220
1220

for
contingent expensesexpenses -------- 542,
542,
for contingent
for
printing reports
reports ----------- 543,
for printing
discretionary
discontinuance; prespresdiscretionary discontinuance;
ervation
of originals ------- 543, 1220
ervation of
for motor vehicles, maintenance,
purchase,
1220
543, 1220
etc -----------purchase, etc
regulations for use of vehicles, etc.
543,
1220
1220
544,
expenses
limited__
expenses for horses, etc., limited-1221
payment
for fire
insurance forfire insurance
payment for
bidden
544, 1221
bidden---------------specific
residence telephones alspecific residence
lowed
lowed------------------- 544, 1221
for
544, 1221
postage ---.........----for postage
for car, etc., fares; limitation__
__ 544, 1221
limitation---for judicial expenses---------expenses
544, 1221
for advertising
advertising--------------- 544, 1221
for
dangerous, etc.,
survey, etc., of dangerous,
for survey,
buildings
544, 1221
1221
544,
--------buildings-544
eondenirnng insanitary
buildings_
insanitary buildings..
for condemning
for copies of wills, etc., to assessor__
545,
assessor-1221
for
recorder of deeds
etc_ __ 545, 1222
rent, etc-_deeds,1 rent,
for recorder
for employment
employment service, expenses_ 545, 1222
for
545,
places..
for tablets
tablets to mark historical places1222
_--------for
emergency fund
545, 1222
fund .
for emergency
for
erroneous collections__
545,
collections-of erroneous
refund of
for refund
1222
545
for
interest and sinking fund .-----for interest
for
equipment for tax collecfor special equipment
tion
545
tion------------------------National Conference
Conference of Comfor aid, National
missioners
Uniform State
on Uniform
missioners on
Laws
545, 1222
Laws-------------------for assessment
assessment and
and permit work;
for
street
improvements -----545, 1122
1122
street improvements
paving roadways, permit system_ 545,
for paving
1222
for
for street improvements, allotments
designated
545, 1222
designated-------------improvements,
for street and road improvements,
fund_ __ 1224
under gasoline, etc., tax fund-_restricted
improvespecified improverestricted to specified
1226
ments
_
1226
ments----------------------1226
assessments under existing law-__
law_ __
assessments
continuing of uncompleted
uncompleted projects
continuing
1226
directed
1226
directed -------------------548, 1226
for
streets, etc
etc
548,
1226
__------for grading
grading streets,
for condemnation
condemnation of streets, alleys,
etc ---------------------- 548, 1226
for
small park areas ----------- 548, 1226
for small
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Distnct of
appropriation for
etc.,
for opening streets, etc.,
appropriation
under
highways
system, from
from
system,
under highways
revenues ----------548,
District revenues
streets, etc --------- 548,
for repairs,
repairs, streets,
changing curb
curb lines __------ - 549,
changing
for
curbs, public reserand curbs,
sidewalks and
for sidewalks
vations, etc
549,
etc ------------vations,
for
suburban roads --549,
for repairs, suburban
for trestle and bin .construction,
construction, N
Street
NE
--Street NE--------------for street and road improvements,
improvements,
under
fund--tax fund__.
gasoline, etc., tax
under gasoline,
restricted to specified
specified improverestricted
ments550
--- -----------------ments
assessments under
under existing
law -existing law
assessments
moneys
credited to
to
moneys received to be credited
fund -de--------- ----------fund
construction, repair, etc.
for bridges, construction,

Page..
ra
1227
1227
1227
1227

1227
1227
1227

street
bridges over railways
railways or
or
street bridges
canals
canals ---------------------Highway Bridge, operation,
operation, etc.
for Highway

549
549
549

550

550
550
550
550
550,
550,
1227
1227
550
550
550,
1227
1227

for
River Bridge, operafor Anacostia
Anacostia River
tion, etc---------------etc
550,
1227
550, 1227
tion,
for
Bridge_ .-- 550, 1227
for Francis Scott Key Bridge
for
parking ----_---550, 1227
and parking
for trees and
for
stations
551, 1228
convenience stations-for public convenience
etc-------- 551, 1228
cleaning, etc
for sewers, cleaning,
for city refuse disposal; personal
services
---------- 551, 1228
services-- --for cleaning streets, removing snow,
etc
etc---------------------- 551, 1228
disposal, etc ----- - 551, 1228
garbage disposal,
for garbage
1228
station__--for purchase of transfer station
for
playgrounds ------------- 552, 1229
1229
for playgrounds
vacation_ 552, 1229
1229
school, during vacationpublic school,
swimming pools -----------___ 552,1229
552, 1229
swimming
purchase of sites
552
sites----------------552
purchase
bathing beach ------------ 552, 1229
for bathing
department
552, 1229
electrical department-------for electrical
expenses----------- 553, 1229
for lighting expenses
contract
requirements
553, 1230
contract requirements-------for fire alarm boxes,
boxes, etc-------etc
553, 1230
for underground
underground cables
553, 1230
cables-------- 553
1230
for public schools ----------- 553, 1230
vacation
schools and playgrounds_
playgrounds..
555,
vacation schools
1230

etc--------------longevity pay, etc
allowance to
to principals
principals----------allowance
for
annuities
555,
--------- 555
for annuities------for night schools
schools------------- 555,
for
for instruction
instruction of deaf, dumb, and
blind -----------------555,
etc--- 556,
Americanization work, etcfor Americanization
community center
center department_
department.. 556,
556,
care, etc.,
buildings
etc., of buildings-------hygiene
hygiene and sanitation ------ 556,
free dental clinics ----------- 556,
miscellaneous;
rooms-_temporary rooms___
miscellaneous; temporary

555
555
1230
1231
1231
1231
1231
1231
1231
1232
556,
556,
1232
1232
1232
1232
1232
1232
1232

tubercular
pupils
556,
tubercular pupils-----------manual
expenses---- 557,
training, expenses
manual training,
fuel,
power ------- 557,
and power
light, and
fuel, light,
furniture, supplies,
supplies, etc ------557,
nature study, etc.;
etc.;
teachers in nature
designated -_ 557, 1233
1233
payments to be designated_
free tuition
children of Army,
tuition to children
free
558,
District-Navy, etc., outside of District__
1233
1233
construction, etc_-etc_ __ 558, 1233
for buildings, construction,
additional
sites, etc
55
etc-------------- 558
additional sites,
children----- 558
school for tubercular
tubercular children
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appropriation for
buildings; construcconstrucfor buildings;
appropriation
tion
appropriations immediately
tion appropriations
immediately
available
available-------------------rent
559,
559,
rent ---------------------repairs,
improvements, etc
etc_---_ 559,
repairs, improvements,
559,
playgrounds
59,
playgrounds ---------------- 559,
for
police
department
559,
--------559,
police
department
for
560,
House of
of Detention
Detention.-------.
560,
harbor
patrol -------------560,
harbor patrol
560,
for
policemen arid
firemen's relief
relief
and firemen's
for policemen
560,
fund ------------------- 560,
561,
for fire denestment
department ----------- 561,
for healtI
health department,
for
department, personal
services
562,
562,
services-----------------prevention of
contagious diseases
diseases_ -_
of contagious
prevention

PageDistrict of
of
Page. IDistrict

isolating
isolating

558
558
1234
1234
1234
1234
13
1234

1234
1234

1235
1235
1235
1235

1236
1236
1236
1236
1236
1236
562,
562,
1236
1236

wards, .Garfield
Garfield and
Providence
Hospitals
562,
Providence Hospitals-----562, 1237
1237
dispensaries for
dispensaries
for tuberculosis
tuberculosis and
and
1237
venereal diseases
562, 1237
venereal
diseases----------- 562,
1237
disinfecting
562, 1237
disinfecting service
service--------562,
1237
food, etc.,
562, 1237
food,
etc., adulteration
adulteration ------ 562,
bacteriological
and chemical
bacteriological and
chemical lablaboratories
563,
oratories----------------563, 1237
1237
dairy farm,
farm, etc.,
1238
dairy
etc., inspection
inspection _- 563,
563, 1238
public
563,
563, 1238
1238
public crematory
crematory ----------child hygiene
service -------- 563,
child
hygiene service
563, 1238
1238
for
court
563, 1238
for juvenile
juvenile court---------563,
1238
for
564 1239
for police
police court
court--------------- 564,
1239
for
564, 1239
1239
for municipal
municipal court
court----------- 564,
for
court, salaries
salaries and
and exfor supreme
supreme court,
ex1239
penses
565, 1239
penses ----------------565,
1240
etc
for courthouse,
courthouse, care
care, etc-------565, 1240
for court
of appeals,
and
for
court of
appeals, salaries
salaries and
expenses
565, 1240
1240
expenses----- --------565,
for
convicts out
for support
support of
of convicts
out of
of the
the
District -------566, 1240
District
-----566,
1240
for
for lunacy
lunacy writs-writs ----------- 566,
566, 1240
1240
for
for miscellaneous
miscellaneous court
court expenses..
expenses-_ _ 566,
566, 1240
1240
for
binding for
__ 566,
566,
for printing
printing and
and binding
for courts..
courts_-1240
1240
for
Board of
Charities, etc
for Board
of Charities,
etc------ 566,
566, 1241
1241
for
support of
of jail
prisoners, etc_
etc.._-_ 566,
for support
jail prisoners,
566, 1241
1241
for
workhouse and
reformatory__- _ 566, 1241
for workhouse
and reformatory_
1241
for National
Training School
School for
for
for
National Training
Boys -------------------- 567,1242
567 1242
Boys
for National
Training School
School for
National Training
for
Girls ----------.-----1242
567, 1242
for medical charities
charities ---------- 567, 1242
1242
for
Hospital for
for Women
Women_..568,
for Columbia
Columbia Hospital
568,
1242
1242
for
for Tuberculosis
Tuberculosis Hospital
Hospital------- 568,
568, 1242
1242
for
Hospital_ 568,
568, 1243
for Callinger
Gallinger Municipal
Municipal Hospital1243
admission of pay patients------patients
568
568
for Board
Board of
of Children's
for
Children's Guardians,
Guardians,
expenses ---------------- 569, 1243
for board, etc., of children
569, 1243
children ----for District
District Training
for
Training School
School---- 569,
569, 1243
1243
for home,
home, etc.,
for
etc., for
for feeble
feeble minded,
minded,
construction, etc
etc 569
construction,
.__--..---569
for
Industrial Home
Home for
for Industrial
for Colored
Colored
Children
1244
Children----------------- 569, 1244
for
Industrial Home
1244
for Industrial
Home School
School _
.-___ __ 570,
570, 1244
for
Home for
for Aged
Aged and
Infirm_ __ 570,
1244
for Home
and Infirm_-570, 1244
for
temporary
homes
570,
1244
for temporary homes _--------- 570, 1244
for National Library
for
the
Blind
570,
1245
Library
1245
for
Columbia Polytechnic
for Columbia
Polytechnic Institute_
Institute_ -_ 570,
570,
1245
1245
for
insane ----- 571.
for support,
support, etc.,
etc., of
of insane
571, 1245
1245
for
for relief
relief fcr
fcr tl
thle
-epoor ---------571, 1245
571,
1245
for payment
paymert to
for
abandoned families__
to abandoned
families-_ 1245
1245
for
burial of
ex-service menmen_
571,
for burial
of indigent
indigent ex-service
571,
1245
1245
--
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appropriation for
transportation of
of
for transportation
571, 1246
paupers -----------------paupers
571,
1246
571, 1246
expenses -----------571,
1246
for militia expenses
Anacostia
development, etc.,
etc.,
Anacostia
for development,
572, 1246
Park ----------------572,1246
for public
buildings and
and grounds,
for
public buildings
grounds,
salaries and
and expenses
expenses ------ 572, 1246
1246
for park police--------------police
572, 1246
for
improvement, care,
for improvement,
care, etc.,
etc., of
of public
grounds
572, 1247
1247
grounds ------------ 573
Rock Creek Park -------------573
Potomac Park, etc
etc---------- 573, 1247
Tidal Basin
Basin bathing beach -----___
573
Tidal Basin bathing beach balances
covered
1247
covered in -----------------for surveying Virginia boundary
boundary lineline_
574
for
Parkfor Rock
Rock Creek and Potomac ParkCommission;
acquiring
acquiring
way
Commission;
574
lands ----------------------restriction on opening streets, etc.,
etc.,
restriction
which may diminish
diminish flow of
which
Rock Creek and tributaries
574
tributaries ----Capital Park Commisfor National
National Capital
sion, acquiring
etc
1247
sion,
acquiring lands,
lands, etc----___
1247
for Zoological
Zoological Park-----------Park
1247
574, 1247
for water service;
out of revenues
thereof ------------------ 574, 1248
for
of_---___ 574,
574, 1248
1248
for increasing
increasing water
water supply
supply of
contracts authorized
authorized--------575, 1248
for
Washington Aqueduct,
Aqueduct, etc_
1248
for Washington
etc-_-__ 575,
575, 1248
for Conduit Road, maintenance,
maintenance,
575,
1248
etc ----------------- -575, 1248
for water service;
service; emergencies-_emergencies__ _ 575, 1248
1248
control of Secretary
Secretary of War not
not
affected -----------575,
1248
- 575,1248
for
water
department,
salaries,
"
department,
salaries,
etc
575, 1249
etc ------------------ -- 575,
1249
for operating expenses
expenses --------575, 1249
for
extending water
water service
service ----- 576,
576, 1249
for extending
1249
assessments for
for laying
assessments
laying mains,
mains,
etc
576, 1249
etc----------------.--- 576,1249
for
meters to
to private
private resiresifor installing
installing meters
dences------------------576, 1249
dences
1249
for
576, 1249
for hydrants,
hydrants, etc
etc -------------- 576,
1249
for
576, 1249
1249
for extending
extending mains
mains ----------- 576,
employment of Iemporary
employment
temporary draftsdraftsmen,
men, etc.,
etc., on sewers,
sewers, streets,
streets,
etc --------------------576, 1250
etc
576,
1250
laborers, mechanics,
577, 1250
laborers,
mechanics, etc
etc------ 577,
1250
horses,
vehicles, etc
577, 1250
horses, vehicles,
etc---------- 577,
1250
employment of temporary
employment
temporary draftsdraftsmen, etc.,
etc., for
department
men,
for water
water department
work
577, 1250
1250
work ----------.-------.
577,
leaves of
of absence,
absence, to
to persons
leaves
persons ememployed ten
ten months
1251
ployed
months ----------1251
positions
filled twelve
twelve consecutive
positions filled
consecutive
months
considered regular and
months considered
_ 1251
not temporary
temporary------------payments from
payments
from miscellaneous
miscellaneous trust
trust
fund deposits ------------577,
577, 1251
purchases
of supplies,
vepurchases of
supplies, motor
motor vehicles, etc.,
etc., from Government
Government
sources; limitation if
if procured
sources;
procured
elsewhere -------------elsewhere
578, 1251
1251
-578,
for operations,
operations, etc.,
etc., Center
Center Market_
459, 846
for
Market_ 459,
846
for public
adfor
public buildings
buildings and
and grounds,
grounds, additional, 1925
712
ditional,
1925-------------712
for
River and
and Flats,
Flats, addifor Anacostia
Anacostia River
additional,
712
tional, 1925
1925-------------712
for increasing
increasing water supply, addiadditional,
1925
712
tional, 1925-----------------712
Washington Aqueduct,
for Washington
Aqueduct, addiaddi-------tional, 1925---1925
712
----712
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deficiency
widening
appropriation for widening
deficiency appropriation
appropriation
supreme court, addifor supreme
appropriation for
Nichols
Avenue SE---------SE
Nichols Avenue
tional,
tional, 1925 ------------------ 712
for
eliminating Lamond
Dimond railroad
for eliminating
for courthouse,
courthouse, care, etc.,
etc., additional,
extension of Van
crossing; extension
1925
712
grade crossing;
712
1925 -----------------------Buren
Buren Street ----------------for
court of appeals,
appeals, additional,
additional,
for court
for
---city refuse disposal, etc
1925
712
for city
712
1925 -----------------------for
juvenile court
court --------------deficiency
plumbing
appropriation for plumbing
deficiency appropriation
for juvenile
for
for jail, installing death chamber --..
inspection
36
36
division -----------inspection division
for
medical charities
charities -------------for medical
for Rent Commission
Commission--------.- - 36, 674
for Board of Children's Guardians_
Guardians --__
additional
additional pay to assessor from, forfor
Hospital------Elizabeths Hospital
Saint Elizabeths
for Saint
bidden after June
1924- ----- 674
June 30, 1924
bidden
for removing Tidal Basin bathhouses,
for
printing zoning
zoning regulations,
regulations, etc-etc_ _
37
for printing
etc -------------------------for
37
code revised edition
edition of building code
for revised
for
removal --------snow and ice removal
for snow
for
etc., builddangerous, etc.,
removing dangerous,
for removing
for
Zoological,
Potomac, Zoological,
parkway, Potomac,
for parkway,
ings
37
37
ings -----------------------Creek Parks ------and Rock Creek
37
deeds, rent ---------for recorder
recorder of deeds,
37
convenience stations ----adjustment
accounts between United
for public convenience
adjustment of accounts
1310
States
sewers---------------------- 37, 1310
for sewers
to report
report
pursuant to
and, pursuant
States and,
for police
firemen's relief
fund- 37, 1321
relief fund_
and firemen's
police and
for
of
Committee----------of Joint Committee
public schools
1319
schools--------- 37, 675, 1319
for public
general District acsums credited to general
buildings, sites, etc.,
etc., from
for new buildings,
count;
due June 30,
balance due
count; balance
1320
fund
1320
-_
District _
to the
the District_
returned to
fund returned
1922 --------------------department ------------ 37, 676
for police
police department
adjusted errors---------------errors
adjusted
676
additional
additional pay, 1925 ------ • -charged
against the District; procharged
sum
for supreme court ------ 38, 677, 754, 1322
portion of, of unexpended
unexpended balconvicts out of the
of convicts
for support of
ances
ances-----------------------District
38 677,
1322
677, 1322
38,
District ------------ -_
to employees..
employees -__
proportion of bonus
bonus to
proportion
38
Children's Hospital
Hospital-----------for Children's
cost
Zoological Park..
Parkto Zoological
of addition to
cost of
for judgments
judgments-------------- 38, 678, 1323
for
amount for Eldred C. Davis----Davis
1324
department------------ 38, 1324
for water
water department
no
interest allowed
party--allowed either party
no interest
Gallinger Municipal Hospital
Hospita___A
l_--. 38,,678
for Gallinger
credits and charges
a full satisfaction
charges a
1319
674,1319
judicial expenses ----------- 674,
for judicial
of all mutual claims ---------674
advertising -------------------for advertising
specified difference
difference available
available for schools,
specified
674,1319
collections- 674,1319
refund of erroneous
erroneous collections_
for refund
playgrounds,
parks addiand parks
playgrounds, and
for marking traffic
675
traffic lines, etc ------tional to sums appropriated
appropriated for
for
for traffic signals, etc ------------675
fiscal year
year 1926 --------------for fire department,
department, additional
additional pay,
additional credits not prevented;
prevented; unadditional
1925,
etc --------------------- 674
1925, etc
expended balances covered in
for health
health department
department--------- 676, 1321
June 30, 1922---------------1922
police court --------------- 677, 1321
for police
proportion of
miscellaneous receipts
of miscellaneous
proportion
lunacy writs ---------- 677, 1322
for lunacy
paid directly
directly to the Treasury
Treasury in
for
677
for workhouse
workhouse---------------------677
1922
1922--------------------for National
National Training School for
erroneous
Deficiency
erroneous charges in Third Deficiency
677, 1322
Girls --------------------Act of 1922----------:
1922
Dispensary and Emerfor Central Dispensary
determination by Comptroller
Comptroller Gendetermination
678
gency
678
Hospital -------------gency Hospital
eral if specified items improperly
678
Casualty Hospital ------------- 678
for Casualty
charged ----------charged
678
children --------678
minded children
feeble minded
for feeble
amount so found,
found, made available
amount
indigent insane
insane---------------- 678
for indigent
account -.--for District general
general account
678
for public
buildings and
and grounds_
grounds --..
public buildings
for
report to Congress of ------report
for park
police -------------------- 678
park police
for
additional
Bureau of
additional lands in, for Bureau
for
bathing beach, exTidal Basin bathing
for Tidal
Standards
site, to
to be
be acquire&
acquired. -__
Standards site,
tension
678
678
tension --------------------alleys
rearranged for
for
alleys to Square 616, rearranged
678
people-for bathing beach for colored
colored people__
school uses---------------uses
1323
audited claims ------------- 679, 1323
for audited
allowance
District
allowance for horses, etc., at District
proportion
from District reveproportion
Training School
School-------------nues -------------------- 679, 1324
American Red Cross allowed
continue
allowed to continue
American
679
for court of appeals --------------679
temporary buildings in
of temporary
use of
754
surveyor's office --------------754
for surveyor's
grounds of Memorial to Women
Women
grounds
759
grounds------for care, etc., public grounds
759
War............----the Civil
Civil War
of the
for Memorial
Memorial to Women of World
WashAnacostia Park, agreement
agreement with WashW
Pr----------------------1314
1314
Anacostia
War
ington Gas Light Company
Company as
1318
for reallocated salaries------------- 1318
to title of certain
certain land adjoining,
services,
Executive
for personal services,
ratified
ratified---------------------Office
1318
1318
Office ---------------------architecture,
practice in.
in _
for practice
regulations for
architecture, regulations
for building inspection, temporary
temporary
arterial
boulevards proarterial highways or boulevards
------ 1318
services
services--------------vided for -------------------for plumbing inspection, temporary
temporary
captured war devices
devices and trophies to be
captured
services
1318
services --------------------- 1318
apportioned and distributed toto.. -_
apportioned
for corporation
1318
office- ----- 1318
corporation counsel's office
compilation
to )ordered
ordered
compilation of laws relating to)
for coroner's
expenses
1318
1318
coroner's expenses------------printed
printed---------------------for Employees'
1318
Fund- 1318
Compensation Fund_
Employees' Compensation
compulsory school
attendance provischool attendance
compulsory
1318
for public library ----------------- 1318
sions --------------------for contingent
1319
expenses ------------ 1319
contingent expenses

Page.
Page.
1319
1319
1319
1319
1319
1319
1321
1321
1322
1322
1322
1322
1322
1322
1323
1323
1323
1323
1323
1323
1323
1323
804
804
804
804
804
804
804
804
804
804
804
804
804
804
804
804
804
804

805
805
805
805
805
805
805
805
805
805
805
805
805
805
950
950
671
671
1323
1323

975
975

887
887
713
713
1125
1125
597
597
1611
1611
806
806

2072
2072
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District
Ditric of Columbia—Continued.
Columbia-Continued.
condemnation, etc.,
condemnation,
etc., of
of private
private lands for
for
B Street NW. from the
opening B
Potomac in
Capitol to
to the Potomac,
in conconnection
Arlington Menection with Arlington
Memorial Bridge -----.....
--.dentistry
dentistry regulations amended
amended ------electrocution
hanging
electrocution substituted
substituted for
for hanging
as mode of capital punishment
punishment
in
in
------------------return
return from the President
President requested,
requested,
of
of bill
bill relating
relating to ----------elimination of Lamond grade crossing
of
Van Buren
Buren Street
of Van
Street----------,
amount authorized
authorized for
for expenses
expenses_
amount
.--___
feeble minded
minded persons, to
be cared
for,
to be
cared for,
in District
District Training School
School ---fire department;
department; error
pay fixed
error in
in pay
fixed for
for
battalion
chief engineers,
corbattalion chief
engineers, corrected
rected----------------------Five-Year School Building Program
Act
provisions
Act provisions----.-.-.-.--.-height
height of building
building of
of addition
addition to
to aa
permitted -.hotel permitted
----height of
buildings; limit increased
increased on
of buildings;
residence streets
residence
streets -------.
-Howard University
authorized to
University authorized
to acquire land for
etc.._
quire
for athletic field, etc_inauguration of the President;
proviinauguration
President; proviconnected
visions for cermonies connected
therewith...------therewith
...
-----Incorporations; American
American Academy
Academy in
incorporations;
in
Rome, charter
charter amended
amended------American War Mothers
Mothers ---------American
Veterans of the World War
War_
Blind Veterans
-Grand Army of the Republic
Republic------Inland
Inland Waterways
Waterways Corporation
Corporation---.
Medical
Society, incorporators,
Medical Society,
incorporators, etc.,
amended
amended --------------National McKinley
McKinley Birthplace
Birthplace Memorial Association,
trustees ininAssociation, trustees
creased
creased-------____-__-_____.
National Society of Sons of the
National
American Revolution, number
American
number
modified
of trustees modified--------Washington Home
Home for Foundlings,
Washington
addition of memorial gift from
from
Randolph
Warwick, authorRandolph T. Warwick,
ized
ized------.------------__
accepted from Mrs. Anne
land accepted
Anne ArchArchbold as addition
addition to
to park
park system_
system_
to be known as "Archbold
"Archbold Parkway"
way" --------------------.-further dedications
dedications of, may be accepted on request of National
Commission ----Capital Park Commission
from Charles C.
C. Glover, for park
park pur-

Page.
Page.

poses.---------------------.

be "The
The Glover Parkway and
to P°8e7
Children's Playground"
Children's
Playground " ---added
to
park system-------system
added
lots in square 173, of Daughters of
American Revolution,
exempt
Revolution, exempt
from taxation
taxation
..---- _..
authorized to District forces
memorial authorized
serving in World War
War,, to be
erected in Potomac
Potomac Park ---erected
of Navy and Marine Corps to AmeriAmerisea
cans lost at sea--------------Women of World War, on site of
Memorial
Memorial to Women of Civil
War
War ----------------------

milk, cream, and ice cream regulations_
regulations_

975
599
798
1615
1615
1096
1096
1097
1097
1135

752
986
647
961
632
943
635
966
535
358
360
153
114
114
808

794
978
979

979
464
464
464
135
666
14
14

665
1004

District of
of Columbia-Continued.
Columbia—Continued.
District

motor-vehicle fuel tax levied
levied -------registration fee
registration
fee and identification
identification
tags for motor vehicles
vehicles -----operating vehicles
license tax
tax on operating
vehicles for
for
affected by
hire not affected
by ----personal property
tax on
on vehicles
personal
property tax
vehicles for
for
hire not affected
affected -------Commission,
National Capital Park Commission,
created; composition,
composition, purposes,
purposes,
created;
etc
etc-------------------------National Research Building; alteraengineer's
tions for district
district engineer's
office, etc---etc
office,
-----------optometry practice
practice regulations
regulations -----school salaries
salaries established
established ----public school
recorder of deeds authorized
authorized to appoint
appoint
second
deputy,
etc -------second deputy, etc
removal of remains
remains of George Manger
Mauger
Burklin from,
and Anton Lerch Burklin
permitted
permitted ----------_-_----Rents
Act provisions
continued to
May
Rents Act
provisions continued
to May
22,
1925
22,
.-----------.....
Roosevelt
Roosevelt Memorial
Memorial Association may
prepare
plans,
etc.,
for
memorial
prepare plans,
memorial
Theodore Roosevelt
to Theodore
Roosevelt---.....
Square 116; title
title confirmed
confirmed to
owners
to owners
of lot
lot 4
in ---of
4 in
--------_-salaries fixed of police
police force ------.-fire department
department---------------park police -.----------------statue authorized in public grounds, of
of
General San Martin
Martin --------General
"Serenity"
of "Serenity"_
-----------steam engineering
engineering regulations
regulations amended
amended
to include other operating
operating enengines
engines-------------street railway companies
authorized to
to
companies authorized
merge or consolidate
merge
consolidate --------streets, etc., closing directed
directed of designated streets,
streets, etc., to conform
to
conform to
highways
highways plans ------------_
etc., in the judgment
other streets, etc.,
judgment
of the Commissioners
Commissioners --------abutting owners to be given title to
areas closed
closed -----------consent of property owners required
quired.-----.--...._........
etc., to be prepared
prepared and
and
plats, etc
approved
by Commissioners..
Commissioners---__
approved by
apportionment of
closed areas_
apportionment
of closed
areas -- __
extension of
of Van
Van Buren
Buren Street
Street by
subway under railroad
railroad tracks___
tracks_ __
subway
name changed
changed of Jewett
Jewett Street NW.,
name
Avenue --------to Cathedral Avenue
Keokuk Street to Military Road,
NW
NW
-----of Third Place NE.,
NE., to Abbey Place
portion of Thirty-seventh
Thirty-seventh Street to
to
Chevy Chase Parkway
Parkway-__--_-widening
widening
authorized,
authorized, of Fourth
Street NW ------------Georgia Avenue NW--------NW
Nichols Avenue
Avenue SE --------- _
Traffic Act provisions
provisions -----------venereal diseases prevention, etc
etc--Washington Home for Foundlings;
Foundlings;
acceptance of memorial
memorial gift from
acceptance
Randolph
Randolph T. Warwick
Warwick-------District of Columbia
Columbia Code Amendments,
District
Sec. 42. Police court, additional
additional judges,
for traffic cases, etc -------__
Sec. 44. Police court trials, jury modifications
fications-------------------

Page.
Pam.
106
108
108
109
109
110
110

463
1197
177
367
367
1102
1102
1377
1377

121
935
1546
174
175
175

667
21
1284

1265
799
799
800
800
800
800
1097
177

593

960
960
115
718
95
750
1119
1119
1001

794
1119
1119

1120

2073
2073
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District of
Amendments—
Code Amendmentsof Columbia
Columbia Code
District

Continued.
Police court
jury; terms
terms for
45. Police
court jury;
Sec. 45.
two weeks -----------------Sec. 196. Deputy coroners; two authorized ----------------------_
Sec. 204.
204. Drawing
Drawing jurors, for
police
for police
Sec.
court
court-----------------------for
for juvenile,
juvenile, etc., courts ------Sec. 546. Recording
Recording deeds of chattels;
chattels;
instrument
without
instrument to be filed without
recording
____recording ----. _--------Conditional sales;
written
sales; written
Sec. 547. Conditional
terms of,
of, to
to be filed ---------Sec. 549. Recorder of deeds, appointment of second deputy, etc--etc
Sec. 558. Notaries public-----------public
Sec. 1199. Execution by hanging
hanging repealed,
electrocution preand electrocution
pealed, and
scribed
scribed --------------------District
of Columbia,
Columbia, Commissioners
of,
Commissioners of,
District of
appointment
under
appointment of director of traffic under
superintendent
police, by
__ _
by --of police,
superintendent of
additional
corporation
assistant to corporation
additional assistant
counsel
counsel ------------------authorized to accept tract from Charles
authorized
C. Glover, for park purposes -close
designated streets,
streets, etc., to conclose designated
form with highways plan
plan-----prescribe regulations,
regulations, penalties,
etc.,
penalties, etc.,
prescribe
for enforcing
enforcing motor vehicle
vehicle fuel
tax
tax ----------------discretionary
discontinuance of printdiscretionary discontinuance
ing reports, etc., of -------- 543,
Engineer, to serve
serve on National Capital
Park Commission ----------to appoint
appoint Board of Optometry;
Optometry; num- ber, qualifications,
qualifications, etc
etc--------District of
of Columbia
Columbia Memorial,
Memorial CommisCommisDistrict
sion,
sion,
persons constituting --------------authorized to erect memorial to District
authorized
forces serving
in World
World War
War --forces
serving in
design, etc ---------------------selection of site, designs, etc------etc
selection
supervision of erection;
erection; no GovernGovernsupervision
ment expense
expense -------------District
of Columbia
Act,
Rents Act,
Columbia Rents
District of
emergency declared as still existing__
existing-..- _
emergency
provisions reenacted
reenacted and continued to
provisions
May 22, 1925 --------.......
hotel proprietors
proprietors required
required to have card
hotel
of
rates for
for each room, etc.,
of rates
posted therein-------------therein
advances allowed
only on approval
allowed only
advances
of
days'
after 30 days'
Commissioners, after
of Commissioners,
notice -------------------penalty for violations
violations----------penalty
1925,
District
of Columbia
Columbia Traffic Act, 1925,
District of
title of Act ---------------------meaning of terms used herein--------herein
police court to consist of four judges;
judges;
qualifications, etc.-----------etc
qualifications,
consideration of traffic cases-------cases
consideration
judges; additional
additional
terms of present judges;
accommodations,
accommodations, etc ------penalty
jury unless penalty
trials without jury
over
8300, and imprisonment
over $300,
over 90 days ------------commitments in default
default of
of paying
commitments
---fines -----------------jury
provisions for
for--------------jury provisions
bimonthly drawings for jury service in
police court
court---------------police
drawings for jury service in
quarterly drawings
juvenile, etc.,
courts -------..
etc., courts
juvenile,

Page.
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1120
713
1120
1120
1121

1103
1103
1102
821
798
1121

1121
464
799
110
110

1220
463
178

666
666
666
666
666

120
121
121

121
121
1119
1119
1119
1119
1119
1119
1119
1119

1120
1120
1120
1120
1120
1120

1121

District
of Columbia
Columbia Traffic
District of
Traffic Act,
Act, 1925—
1925Continued.
director of traffic under superintendent
superintendent
director
of police to be appointed
appointed by the
Commissioners -----_____-__Commissioners
term, salary, etc ---------------_
regulations to be made by, controlregulations
ling motor vehicle traffic, prescribing
penalties, etc
etc--------scribing penalties,
publication
newspapers 10 days
of, in newspapers
publication of,
before
enforcing penalties, etc
etc_
before enforcing
etc., except
except
placing of parking signs, etc.,
by
authority of, prohibited
prohibited---by authority
additional assistant
corporation
assistant to corporation
additional
counsel
appointed ------counsel to
to be appointed
operators' permits to be issued by
operators'
director
annually ------------_
director annually
examination of
of qualifications
qualifications for,
examination
etc -----------------period of one year; renewalrenewal --for period
fee;
if lost -------------duplicate if
fee; duplicate
age restrictions
restrictions -----------------age
statements to
contained in -- -to be contained
statements
possession
in immediate possession
kept in
to be kept
when operating vehicle
vehicle -------noncompliance ---------fine for noncompliance
applicable to transients
transients ----not applicable
possessors of
charge to possessors
without charge
present
good for one
present permits, good
year
year--------------------operating motor vehicle
forwithout, forvehicle without,
operating
bidden
bidden-------------------punishment for--------------for
punishment
passenger vehicle licenses for hire

passenger vehicle licenses for hire
not affected
affected ----------------nonresidents
nonresidents exempt from permits and
registration ---------------registration
complied with State laws,
if having complied
extended to
to
period as extended
for same period
District residents -----------having State, etc., laws, pronot having
hibited from operating in the
hibited
District
District.-------------------unless operators'
issued
operators' license not issued
unless
by State, etc ------------or submitting to examination
examination and
obtaining District license
license ...-penalty
violations -.
........
penalty for violations
limitation; exception...
_____ „
exception. ..-......
speed limitation;
prohibitions for
for reckless
reckless driving, etc -.
prohibitions
... .
punishment
driving_
reckless driving
punishment for reckless
for violations other than reckless
reckless
driving --------requirements; information
to
information to
collision requirements;
be
operator -------.
given by
by operator
be given
punishment
when
reporting when
punishment for not reporting
personal injury .-----causing personal
damage
other vehicle
vehicle --------damage to
to other
vehicle when under influence
influence of
driving vehicle
liquor or drug, forbidden-forbidden..punishment
punishment for ----------------revocation
license upon conof license
revocation of
viction --------------------..
smoke-screen
prohibitions
smoke-screen prohibitions-.---------felony, and punishment
punishment
a felony,
violations a
for
for----------------------

report required
required if vehicle
vehicle brought to
to
report
garage or repair
shows
repair shop shows
garage
accident, etc -----evidence of accident,
penalty
failure ------penalty for failure
discretionary
revocation or suspension
suspension
discretionary revocation
of
director; excepof permit by director;
tion
tion-----------------------issuing
restricted
issuing new permit restricted---of
permit on conviction
conviction of
foreign permit
of foreign
violations hereof ------------violations

Page.
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1121
1121
1121
1121
1121
1121
1121
1122
1122
1122
1122
1122
1122
1122
1122
1122

1122
1122
11112222
1122
1123
1123
1123
1123

1123
1123
1123
1123
1123
1123
1123
1123
1123
1123
1123
1123
1124
1124

11244
11
1
12
24
1124
1124
1124
1124
1124
1124
1124
1124
1124
1124

1125
1125
1125
1125
1125
1125
1125

1125
1125

2074
2074
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District of
Trofw Act, 1925—
1926Columbia Troffic
of Columbia
District
Continued.
discretionary
revocation,
etc.;
punishpunishdiscretionary revocation, etc.;
ment for
for operating
operating vehicle
durvehicle durment
ing
period of -------------ing period
designation
arterial highways or
of arterial
designation of
boulevards
on public
highways,
public highways,
boulevards on
authorized
authorized -----------------on, to
equipment
for
traffic
control
control
equipment
be
provided---------------be provided
appointment
additional privates
privates
appointment of 100 additional
on police
police force
force authorized
authorized---on
repeal
designated former
laws-----former laws
of designated
repeal of
control
of Chief of Engineers over park
control of
system
interfered with
with-- -system not interfered
prosecutions
prosecutions of prior violations under,
to
continued------------to be
be continued
operators' permits and
provisions for operators'
daysrepeals
effect in 60 days_
repeals to take effect
other, except
except for
regulations,
for traffic regulations,
other,

Page
Page.

immediately
immediately--------------

affect
invalidity of any provision not to affect
remainder of Act------------Act
remainder
District Training
Training School,
School, D. C.,
District
appropriation for construction,
construction, mainappropriation
tenance,
etc., of, for feeble
tenance, etc.,
minded persons.---..-----.
institution for the feeble minded
minded under
institution
Board
of Charities
Charities to
to be known
Board of

as
as -----------------------persona
persons construed as feeble minded, but
not
insane-----------------not insane
regulations for discipline, etc.,
etc., by Board
of
of Charities ----------------statement of emdetailed annual statement
ployees, property, etc
etc-------superintendent to be appointed
appointed as
superintendent
chief executive
executive officer
officer- -------chief
sale of farm products, etc., by-----by
admissions; age limitation ---------petition
etc., for; facts
by guardian, etc.,
petition by
to
included------------be included
to be
statement as
examination by a
a
as to examination
statement
physician; indorsement
indorsement by witphysician;
nesses
nesses---------------------proceedings
proceedings in court; two physicians to
examine
certify condition-_
condition
examine and certify
immediate custody
custody
order directing immediate
may
issued
may be issued----------place of detention restricted ----continuance of hearing;
hearing; investigacontinuance
tion
tion of facts before making order_
jury trial
trial if
demanded
if demanded--------jury
commitment__
action of dismissal
dismissal or commitment
action
delivery of surety bond to court,
on delivery
admission as a
patient
a private patient
admission
may be ordered
ordered ------------may
if patient i
a public paiss admitted as a
tient and
and has
has an estate, reimtient
bursement
may
be
ordered
therebursement
from
from-----------------------without estate, but has relatives
-without
legally liable, issue of order to selegally
cure payment
payment -------------cure
court
procedure--------------court procedure
to
changed to
public patients may be changed
private, on executing
executing bond for
private,
support, etc ------------support,
proceedings to procure discharge
discharge of
proceedings
feeble minded persons ------feeble
punishment for unlawfully contriving
punishment
adjudged feeble
to have
have a
aperson adjudged
minded
--------------minded
action if child before juvenile
juvenile court as
delinquent,
appears to court
court as
delinquent, appears
feeble minded --------feeble

Page.
District
Page
C.-Contd.
D. C.—Contd.
Training School, D.
District Training
court
person
sentence if person
suspend sentence
may suspend
court may
convicted
of crime,
crime, etc.,
etc., is
convicted of
feeble minded
1139
minded---------------- 1139
feeble
hearing,
etc.. on
on petition
1139
1139
petition -..--hearing, etc.,
1125
transfer
patient becoming
becoming insane to
to
transfer of patient
Elizabeths Hospital on
Saint Elizabeths
order
1140
court---------------- 1140
order of court
1125
separate docket of feeble
feeble mindedness
mindedness
separate
proceedings
be kept by Disto be
proceedings to
1125
Court
1140
trict Supreme Court---------transfers of feeble minded from Boys or
transfers
1125
Girls
National Training SchoolsSchools_ 1140
Girls National
1125
1125
use
of, only for bona fide District resiuse of,
1140
dents;
_
others------removal of others
dents; removal
1126
conparoles
paroles may be granted patients; con1140
ditions, etc ---------------1126
service
process, etc., on inmates only
service of process,
superintendent,. etc.; return
by superintendent,
1126
thereof, etc.
effective
1140
etc., effective--------thereof,
etc., 'le
executed by aa
to be executed
no contract, etc.,
1126
unless approved
approved by order
order
patient unless
1140
1126
of court
court -----------------invalidity of any part not to affect re1141
Act
mainder of Act--------------1141
inconsistent laws
laws repealed
repealed ---------inconsistent
maintenance of horses and wagons
wagons au1243
for__ 1323
thorized from
appropriations for
from appropriations
thorized
Dividends
Revenue Act of 1924),
also Revenue
Dividends (see also
verified
payments by corverified returns of payments
1135
porations of, to be made; de292
tails,
etc-------------------tails, etc
1135
Dixie
New,
Dizie Highway, New,
appropriation
construction, etc., at
appropriation for construction,
1135
Camp
489
Ky--- -------Knox, Ky
Camp Knox,
Power Company,
1135
1135 Dixie Power
on
of,
preliminary
preliminary permit for project
White River, Ark.,
Ark., may be ex1135
96
tended
tended-'-------------------1135
Sarah E.
(widow),
E. (widow),
Doan, Sarah
1135 Doan,
1529
pension increased
1529
increased ----------------pension
Doane, Carrie
Carrie E.
(widow),
E. (widow),
1135 Doane,
1135
pension
1508
pension -----------------------Dobbertin, John
John JJ.
Dobbertin,
authorized as marine gunappointment
appointment authorized
113(
1136
ner, Marine
retired
Marine Corps, and retired
if incapacitated
incapacitated for active serv113(
1136
ice
1012
1012
ice-----------------------Sarah (widow),
Dobner,l Sarah
113(
1136 Dobner
1455
1455
pension --------------------------113(
1136
Dockery, Benjamin,
Benjamin,
1388
-pension
--------pension----------113,
1137
Representatives,
House of Representatives,
Document Room, House
1137 Document
appropriation
superintendent, asappropriation for superintendent,
113;
1137
sistants,
sistants, etc ------------- 584, 1292
distribution of unbound
unbound copies of docudocudistribution
to
ments and reports,
reports, limited to
113'
1137
500
500 ----------------- ----- 1106
position and pay established of super151
intendent, assistants, etc------etc
151
employee, Joel Grayson__ _
151
of special employee,
113'
1137
Document Room, Senate,
appropriation
appropriation for superintendent, assistants, etc ------------- 579, 1287
1287
sistants,
113:
1138
positions
superpositions and pay established of super113X
1138
147
intendent, assistant, etc-------etc
intendent,
Charles F.,
Doepel, Charles
113
1138
pension increased
1496
increased------------------Dog
Dog River, Ala.,
113
1138
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., of, modipreliminary
5
fied
5
fied-----------------------Doherty, Annie K. (widow),
1139 Doherty,
113
pension --------------------------1525
pension
Doherty,
Florence (widow),
Doherty, Florence
1433
113
1139
pension increased
increased -----------------

INDEX.
Doll, Hannah
Hannah (widow),
(widow),
Page.
Doll,
pension increased
1514
_--- 1514
pension
increased -----------Doll,
J. (widow),
(widow),
Doll, Sarah
Sarah J.
pension----------_
1443
1443
_----------_
---pension
Domestic
Animals,
Domestic Animals,
horses,
cattle, etc.,
straying, etc.,
etc., across
across
etc., straying,
horses, cattle,
boundary before
before May
1, 1924,
1924,
May 1,
boundary
admitted
free of
of duty
duty if
if returned
returned
admitted free
prior
to December
December 31,
2
2
31, 1924_
1924- _.___
prior to
duties
paid on,
on, returned
after
returned after
duties paid
March
1, 1923,
be refunded._
refunded
2
2
March 1,
1923, to
to be
before May
May 1,
free
admitted free
1, 1925,
1925, admitted
before
of duty
if returned
before
of
duty if
returned before
December
31, 1925
963
963
1925-----------December 31,
duties collected
collected on,
December
on, after
after December
duties
30, 1924,
1924, to
963
refunded------ 963
30,
to be
be refunded
Domestic
Corporations,
(see Corporations,
Corporations (see
Domestic Corporations
Domestic).
Domestic).
Dominican
Republic,
DominicanRepublic,
appropriation for
for minister
minister to
206, 1015
1015
to ----- 206,
appropriation
persons born
construed as
as nonquota
nonquota
in, construed
born in,
persons
immigrants in
Immigration Act
Act _
155
155
in Immigration
immigrants
Donahue,
Margaret (widow),
(widow),
Donahue, Margaret
pension
1428
1428
pension--------------------------Donley,
Elwood,
Donley, Elwood,
1407
pension increased------------------increased
1407
pension
Donnelly,
James,
Donnelly, James,
pension --------------------------1382
1382
pension
Doorkeeper,
of Representatives,
Representatives,
House of
Doorkeeper, House
appropriation for,
for, special
employee,
special employee,
appropriation
messengers,
584, 1292
1292
etc----------- 584,
messengers, etc
janitors placed
after close
of
close of
under, after
placed wider,
janitors
Congress
583, 1291
583,
1291
Congress---------------positions and
of, special
special
established of,
and pay
pay established
positions
employee,
superintendent
of
of
superintendent
employee,
151
press
151
etc-------------press gallery,
gallery, etc
messengers,
laborers, etc
151
151
etc---------messengers, laborers,
folding room
room superintendent,
superintendent, clerks,
clerks,
folding
folders,
151
151
folders, etc
etc------------------pages
151
151
-----pages--------------------document room
room superintendent,
superintendent, asdocument
sistants, etc-----------------etc
151
151
sistants,
Doorkeeper,
(see Sergeant
Sergeant at
Arms
at Arms
Senate (see
Doorkeeper, Senate
and Doorkeeper,
Senate).
and
Doorkeeper, Senate).
Dorchester Bay,
Bay, Mass.,
Mass.,
Dorchester
preliminary examination,
etc., of,
of, to
to
examination, etc.,
preliminary
be
made ------------------1191
1191
be made
Dorranceton, Pa.,
Pa.,
Dorranceton,
bridging North
time
extended for bridging
time extended
Branch of
Susquehanna River
River
of Susquehanna
Branch
from
Wilkes-Barre to
173
173
to---------from Wilkes-Barre
Dosch,
(widow),
Mary (widow),
Dosch, Mary
1487
pension --------------------------pension
Frederick,
Dose,
Josiah Frederick,
Dose, Josiah
1586
military record
record corrected
corrected --------military
(widow),
Dossett,
Elizabeth (widow),
Dossett, Elizabeth
1483
-pension
pension ------------------------Dotson, Margarett
E. (widow),
(widow),
MargarettE.
Dotson,
1463
pension
1463
-----------------pension ----Dotson, William,
William,
Dotson,
1393
pension
increased
1393
pension increased------------------Dotter, Margary
(widow),
Dotter,
Margary (widow),
pension --------------------------1526
pension
Doty,
E. (widow),
(widow),
Edith E.
Doty, Edith
--pension increased
1506
pension
increased --------------Doucette, Carrie
M. (widow),
(widow),
CarrieM.
Doucette,
1467
pension --------------------------1467
pension
Douglas, Henry
Henry T.,
T.,
Douglas,
pension increased------------------increased
1385
pension
Douglas, Minerva
Minerva (widow),
(widow),
Douglas,
1471
pension --------------- - 1471
-----pension
Douglas, Sarah
Sarah A.
A. (widow),
Douglas,
pension
1496
1496
pension---------------------------
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Dourine, etc.,
Page.
etc.,
Dourine,
appropriation for
for investigating,
investigating, treattreatappropriation
ing, etc
439, 829
829
439,
ing,
etc ------------------Dove
Maury,
Dove Company,
Company, J.
J. Maury,
deficiency
payment
for payment
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
to
53
53
to-------------------------Dowling,
(widow),
Johanna (widow),
Dowling, Johanna
pension increased
1509
1509
increased------------------pension
Downes,
M. (widow),
(widow),
Downes, Josephine
Josephine M.
pension increased
1524
1524
pension
increased------------------Draft,
Selective,
Draft, Selective,
deficiency
appropriation for
registrafor registradeficiency appropriation
tion
expenses_ __ 62,
62, 761
761
and selection
selection expenses__
tion and
Drain,
R.,
William R.,
Drain, William
pension increased
1391
increased-------------------1391
pension
Drake,
Phillipa (widow),
(widow),
Drake, Phillipa
pension ------------------------1425
1425
pension
Draper, Samantha
Samantha Lee
Lee (daughter),
(daughter),
Draper,
pension increased
1461
1461
increased ---------------pension
Drawback, Internal
Revenue,
Internal Revenue,
Drawback,
deficiency
appropriation for
58, 761
761
for allowance
allowance 58,
deficiency appropriation
Drenning, Elizabeth
(widow),
Elizabeth (widow),
Drenning,
pension
1506
1506
pension -------------------------Dresser,
E.,
Danie E.,
Dresser, Danie
pension
increased
1397
1397
pension increased------------------Driskill, Margaret
C. (widow),
(widow),
MargaretC.
Driskill,
pension
1445
1445
pension --.---------------------Drought Resistant
Crops,
Drought
Resistant Crops,
appropriation
for breeding,
442,
832
442, 832
etc ---breeding, etc
appropriation for
Drought Stricken
Stricken Areas
Mexico,
Areas of
of New
New Mexico,
Drought
to purloans authorized
farmers in,
in, to
to farmers
authorized to
loans
chase seed,
seed, etc.,
for planting;
planting;
etc., for
chase
terms and
and conditions---------conditions
110
110
terms
use for
for designated
a
to be
be a
crops; to
designated crops;
use
prior lien
thereon ------------110
110
prior
lien thereon
lien
considered sufficient
security____
110
110
-sufficient security
lien considered
agencies for,
be designated;
designated; rereto be
for, to
agencies
striction on use--------------use
110
appropriation for----------------for
110
110
appropriation
punishment for
for false
representafalse representapunishment
tions, for
for obtaining
110
110
obtaining ----------tions,
Drucks, William
William J.,.
J.,
Drucks,
payment
to, for
personal injuries-----injuries
1578
for personal
payment to,
Drug,
etc., Plants
Plants,
Drug, etc.,
appropriation for
investigating diseases
for investigating
appropriation
of
441, 831
441,
831
of --------------------for physiological
physiological and
and fermentation
fermentation
for
investigations,
etc.,
of
agriculinvestigations, etc., of agricultural
441,
831
441,831
tural------------------- Drug Products,
etc.,
Drug
Products, etc.,
appropriation
investigabiological investigafor biological
appropriation for
tions,
etc., of
446, 837
- 446,
of agricultural_
agricultural --___
tions, etc.,
Drugs, Adulterated,
C..
etc., D.
D. C..
Adulterated, etc.
Drugs,
appropriation
for detecting
1237
563, 1237
detecting------- 563,
appropriation for
Drugs,
Drugs, etc.,
etc.,
appropriation
for investigating
adulinvestigating adulappropriation for
etc.,
terations, false
branding, etc.,
false branding,
terations,
of ---------------------447,
447, 837
of
Dry
Land Farming,
Farming,
Dry Land
appropriation for
for improving
improving methods
methods
appropriation
of
442,
832
442, 832
of----------------------Duchesne
Utah,
Duchesne County, Utah,
appropriation for
for aid to public schools
appropriation
in, from
1158
408, 1158
funds------ 408,
Indian funds
in,
from Indian
Dudley,
Abby F.
F. (widow),
(widow),
Dudley, Abby
pension
increased
1499
1499
pension increased-----------------Dues,
Club, etc.,
etc.,
Dues, Club,
internal
tax on,
on, exceeding
exceeding $10_
$10_ _ 321
revenue tax
internal revenue
Duffy,
alias Henry
Forbes,
L. Forbes,
Henry L.
James, alias
Duffy, James,
1478
pension ----------------1478
-------pension
L. (widow),
Dugent,
Dugent, Emma L.
pension --------------------------1524
1524
pension
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Duluth, Minn.
Minn.,,
Duluth,
bridge
authorized across
across Saint
Louis
Saint Louis
bridge authorized
River, from
from Superior,
Superior, Wis.,
to--_
Wis., to.
River,
purchase of,
after completion,
by
completion, by
of, after
purchase
Superior and,
authorized; terms,
and, authorized;
Superior
etc ------------------------etc
preliminary
examination, etc.,
harof, haretc., of,
preliminary examination,
bor
to be made
made-------------bor to

Page.

J.,
Frederick J.,
Dum, Frederick

pension -----------------------pension
Duncan,
L. (widow),
(widow),
Bell L.
Duncan, Bell
pension increased
increased -----------------pension
Dungan, Mary
Mary (widow),
Dungan,

pension
increased------------------pension increased
Dunkerson, Eliza
Eliza J.
(widow),
J. (widow),
Dunkerson,
------------------pension
pension --Dunlap,
(widow),
Harrietta(widow),
Dunlap, Harrietta
pension ------------------------pension
Dunlap,
S. (widow),
(widow),
Lydia S.
Dunlap, Lydia
pension -------------------------pension
Dunn, Grace
(daughter),
Grace (daughter),
Dunn,

pension
pension -----------------------Dunn,
Henry F.
(son),
F. (son),
Dunn, Henry
----------------pension
pension------Dunn,
(widow),
Mattie (widow),
Dunn, Millie
pension
pension -----------------------Dunn,
J. (son),
Dunn, Oscar
Oscar J.
pension ------------------------pension
Dunning, Rachel
Rachel (widow),
Dunning,
pension increased-----------------increased
pension
Duplication of Offices,
Duplication
retired
restriction on
applicable to retired
on, not
not applicable
restriction
enlisted men
men of
of Army,
Navy,
Army, Navy,
enlisted
etc
etc-----------------------officers,
injuries, etc., in
for injuries,
retired for
officers, retired
line
of duty
duty ----------------line of
Dupre,
late a
Representative
a Representative
Garland, late
H. Garland,
Dupre, H.
in Congress,
Congress,
in
to
for pay to
deficiency
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
mother
of ---------------mother of
Dupree,
Laura C.
C. (widow),
(widow),
Dupree, Laura
pension
pension---------------------------Duquesne,
Duquesne, Pa.,
Pa.,
bridge
across Monongahela
Monongahela
authorized across
bridge authorized
River
McKeesport to-to -from McKeesport
River from
Durand,
(widow),
Elizabeth M. (widow),
Durand, Elizabeth
pension
increased- ---------------pension increased
Durango,
Colo.,
Durango, Colo..
terms
at
of court at------------------terms of
Durfey,
(widow),
Susanna (widow),
Durfey, Susanna
pension increased -----------------"During the
the Session,"
Session,"
"During
to
121 days------------------days
mean 121
to mean
to
days
mean 206
206 days------------------to mean
Durnell,
F.,
Benjamin F.,
Durnell, Benjamin
pension increased
increased -----------------pension
Dutch East
Indies (see
(see Netherlands).
Netherlands).
East Indies
Dutch
Duty, Rebecca
(widow),
Rebecca (widow),
Duty,
pension
pension ------------Duvall,
(widow),
Lamar (widow),
Maria Lamar
Duvall, Maria
pension
pension
__-----------------------Duwamish
Duwamish Waterway, Wash.,
improvement
of,
Seattle
Harbor,
Seattle Harbor,
of,
improvement
authorized
authorized------------------of, to
preliminary
examination, etc., of,
to
preliminary examination,
be made,
made, Seattle
Wash_
Harbor, Wash_
be
Seattle Harbor,
Dyer,
(widow),
S. (widow),
Harriett S.
Dyer, Harriett
pension ---. __..--___
___.-.---pension
Dyer,
Jane (widow),
(widow),
Dyer, Jane
pension increased
increased ----- ____-------pension
Dyer,
A. (widow),
(widow),
Mary A.
Dyer, Mary
pension
increased -----------------pension increased
Dyer,
(widow),
Tempie (widow),
Dyer, Temple
pension increased
increased ----------------pension

1095
1095
1095
1095
1195

1195

1527

1527

1518

1518

1400
1400
1474
1474
1512
1512
1437
1437
1450
1450
1513
1513
1446
1446
1483
1483
1484
1484

245
245
245
245

33
33
1518
1518
997
997
1398
1398
243
243
1418
1418
585
585
1293I
1293
1393
1393
14766
147(

140;3
1403
118!9
1189
1194
11966
150
1501I
147:
14722
1449
144!9

143 4
1434

E.

E Street NW.,
E
NW., D. C.,
appropriation for
widening and
reand refor widening
appropriation
pairing, Fifth
Fifth to
'Thirteenth
to Thirteenth
pairing,
Streets;
from gasoline-tax
fund_
gasoline-tax fundStreets; from
E
SE., D.
C.,
D. C.,
Street SE.,
E Street
appropriation
paving, etc., Eightappropriation for paving,
eenth
Nineteenth Streets,
Streets,
to Nineteenth
eenth to
from gasoline-tax
gasoline-tax fund-------fund
from

p, age
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1224
1'224

1225
1225
Bads, Isaac,
Isaac,
Eads,
528
11528
pension
pension-------------------------Eagle Pass,
Tex., Lumber
Lumber Company,
Company,
Pass, Tex.,
Eagle
374
11374
refund of excess duties to ---------refund
Eames,
Seth P.,
P.,
Fames, Seth
1387
1387
----------------------pension -EaPe
rl,n8Y
io
.
n
Charles,
Charles,
Y.
Earl,
purchase of
lands in
by,
Alabama by,
in Alabama
of lands
purchase
authorized ----------------812
authorized
Income,'
Earned
Earned Income
credit
for, in
in computing
computing normal
normal
allowed for,
credit allowed
264
income tax-----------------tax
income
Earnest,
(widow),
Cynthia (widow),
Earnest, Cynthia
1429
pension1429
-------------------------pension
Earthquakes,
Earthquakes,
appropriation
for surveys,
in
etc., in
surveys, etc.,
appropriation for
.045
regions
235, 11045
to---------- 235,
subject to
regions subject
investigation,
etc., of,
authorized by
of authorized
investigation, etc.
802
Coast and Geodetic
Geodetic Survey
Survey_--_
Coast

East Africa,

treaty
Belgium rewith Belgium
protocol with
and protocol
treaty and
11863
lating
to rights
in Mandate
of__ 1863
Mandate of-rights in
lating to
East
Asiatic Company
(Incorporate),
Company (Incorporated),
East Asiatic
of
deficiency
refund of
for refund
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
fines
45
to---------------------fines to
East Chicago,
Chicago, Ind.,
East
bridge authorized
across Grand
Grand CaluCaluauthorized across
bridge
met River,
Hammond
between Hammond
River, between
met
1215
and
1215
and------------------------Minn.,
East Grand
Grand Forks
Forks, Minn.,
East
time
damming Red
Red River
for damming
extended for
time extended
Forks,
of the
Grand Forks,
to Grand
by, to
North by,
the North
of
998
N.
998
Dak--------------------N. Dak
Company,
East
Transportation Company,
East La Have Transportation
may bring
for collision
collision damages
to
damages to
suit for
bring suit
may
1366
schooner ""Con
Con Rein"
Rein"
1366
-------schooner
East Lansing,
Lansing, Mich.,
East
building
exchange
of Weather
Bureau building
Weather Bureau
exchange of
site
at, for
for lands
lands transferred
transferred
site at,
from
Michigan -------------1097
1097
from Michigan
payment in
in addition
1098
addition--------------payment
erection of
of building,
on acquired
acquired
etc.. on
building, etc.,
erection
---------1098
site-----------site
1098
Miss.,
East Pearl
Pearl River, La. and
and Miss.,
East
preliminary
examination, etc.,
to
etc., of,
of, to
preliminary examination,
1194
be
made -------------------1194
be made
East
Rockaway Inlet,
Inlet, N.
N. Y.,
Y.,
East Rockauay
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., of, to be
preliminary
made
1192
---....-..
made-1192
Eastep, Wesley
Eastep,
Wesley T.,
by-----payment by
refund
of erroneous
erroneous payment
refund of
1604
1604
Eastern Avenue
D. C.,
Eastern
Avenue NE.,
NE., D.
C.,
appropriation
of
south of
for grading,
grading, south
appropriation for
Monroe Street---------------Street
548
Monroe
548
Eastern Band
of Cherokee
C..
Eastern
Band of
Cherokee Indians,
Indians, N.
N. C..
of---------final disposition of affairs
affairs of
376
376
Eastern
Dispensaryand
and Casualty
Casualty Hospital,
Hospital,
Eastern Dispensary
D. C.,
C.,
D.
appropriation for
for care
care of
of indigent
indigent
appropriation
patients ----------------- 568,
patients
568, 1242
1242
for---------deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
1322
1322
Eastern
Transportation
Company,
Eastern TransportationCompany,
may
bring suit
suit for
for collision
collision damages
damages to
may bring
to
barge
"Sweetser Linthicum
1565
barge "Sweetser
Linthicum "
"__
1565
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Page
Easton,
Easton, Stephen,
pension
increased -----------------1402
pension increased
Eaton,
T.,
John T.,
Eaton, John
payment to -----------------------1543
payment
Eaton, Zilpah
I. (daughter),
(daughter),
Zilpah I.
Eaton,
1517
pension --------------------------- 1517
pension
Ebner, David,
David,
Ebner,
1389
increased------------------pension increased
Elizabeth (widow),
Eck, Elizabeth
1494
pension --------------------------pension
Eckstein,
Fred A.,
Eckstein, Fred
deficiency
appropriation for services__
services--- _ 672
deficiency appropriation
1926,
Eclipse of the Sun, 1926,
appropriation
observation
appropriation for expenses, observation
of ----------------------869
Ecuador,
Ecuador,
appropriation
1015
206, 1015
minister to ----appropriation for minister
Edds,
(daughter),
Edds, Katie
Katie (daughter),
1515
pension increased ------------------ 1515
Elizabeth (widow),
Eddy, Elizabeth
1510
1510
increased------------------pension increased
Lake, S. C.,
Eddy Lake,
bridge authorized
at804
authorized across Bull Creek at..
Edenton,
Edenton, N. C.,
bridge authorized
authorized across Chowan River
at
1128
at------------------------preliminary examination,
examination, etc., of, harpreliminary
bor
to
be
made
1193
bor to be made--------------- 1193
Edgartown, Mass.,
Edgartown,
preliminary examination,
etc., of, harexamination, etc.,
preliminary
bor to be made
1191
made-------------Edgeler, May T. (widow),
Edgeler,
1475
1475
pension -------------------------Editorial and
Distribution Work Office,
Editorial
and Distribution
Department of Agriculture,
Agriculture,
Department
appropriation
appropriation for salaries --------- 433, 823
-------- 433, 823
expenses
823
general expenses---for general
Roger F. B.,
Edmunds,
Edmunds, Roger
pension increased-------------------1383
increased
1383
Department,
Interior Department,
Bureau, Interior
Education
Education Bureau,
appropriation
appropriation for Commissioner, and
office personnel
personnel ----------426,
1179
426,1179
office
for general
1179
426, 1179
expenses- ---------- 426,
for
general expenses
for traveling
traveling expenses---------expenses
426, 1179
426, 1179
for books
books, etc ---------------- 426
426, 1180
for collecting statistics,
statistics, etc-----etc
for rural and industrial education,
education,
426, 1180
school hygiene------hygiene
----for elementary
elementary and secondary schools,
etc
etc --------------------- 426, 1180
426, 1180
kindergarten education ----for kindergarten
for education
for
education in Alaska, under supervision of
of Commissioner----Commissioner
426, 1180
vision
1180
for medical relief in Alaska ----- 427, 1180
for reindeer
etc_ 427, 1181
for
reindeer for Alaska; sales, etc_
for
education
in
Alaska,
additional,
for education
709
1925 ---------------------for medical relief
relief in Alaska, additional, 1925 ---------------709
for reindeer in Alaska,
Alaska, additional,
additional,
1925
709
1925 ----------------------for
investigating rural and industrial
for investigating
education, additional,
1925
709
additional, 1925----education,
appropriation for educadeficiency appropriation
deficiency
43, 56
tion of Alaska
Alaska natives --------- 43,
56
56
56
for library
library-----------------------exhibit for Seville Exposition to be
prepared by
1257
by--------------- - 1257
unoccupied buildings
buildings in Alaska transunoccupied
ferred
industrial schools,
ferred to, for industrial
hospitals,
hospitals, etc., for aboriginal
natives -------------------978
Education, Commissioner
Commissioner of,
Education,
appropriation for.
for ---------------- 426, 1179
appropriation
expenses---------426, 1179
traveling expenses
for traveling

Education
Week, American,
American,
Education Week,
proclamation urging observance
observance of week
proclamation
November 17, 1924,
beginning November

as -----------------------

Education
Week, National,
National,
Education Week,
proclamation
observance of week
proclamation urging observance
November 18, 1923,
beginning November
as ------------------------Educational,
etc., EntertainEntertainReligious, etc.,
Educational, Religious,
ments,
ments,
exempt
tax-------exempt from admission tax
Edwards, Charles,
Charles,
Edwards,
pension
pension --------------------------Edwards, Effie
Effie (daughter),
(daughter),
Edwards,
pension
pension-------------------------Edwards,
Joseph,
Edwards, Joseph,
pension -------------------------pension
Efficiency
Bureau,
Efficiency Bureau,
appropriation for
for Chief
Chief of,
office perof, office
appropriation
sonnel,
expenses -----522,
sonnel, and
and expenses
for
for----- 522,
and binding for
printing and
for printing
auditing
of Shipping
Board accounts
Shipping Board
auditing of
through, directed_
directed --------- 531,
Egolf,
A. (widow),
(widow),
Mary A.
Egolf, Mary
pension
pension-------------------------Egypt,
for minister
minister to
to ----206,
appropriation for
for
American prisoners,
expenses of American
for expenses
etc,., in
etc.,
in------------------ 215,
Eidson, Cetoia
Cetoza (widow),
Eidson,
pension
increased-----------------pension increased
Eighth Judicial
Judicial Circuit,
Circuit z
Eighth
two
additional
circtut judges to be aptwo additional circuit
pointed for -----------------pointed
Eighth Street NW.,
NW., D.
D. C.,
Eighth
appropriation
Butternut to
to
paving, Butternut
appropriation for paving,
Cedar Streets --------------for paving,
paving, Crittenden
Crittenden to Decatur
for
Streets
Streets--------------------for
paving, Ingraham
Jefferson
Ingraham to Jefferson
for paving,
Streets
Streets--------------------Florida Avenue to Barry
for paving,
paving, Florida
Place ---------------------Hamilton to Ingraham
for paving, Hamilton
Streets
Streets--------------------Market Space
Space to E
E
for paving, etc., Market
gasoline-tax fund..
fund Street; from gasoline-tax
Eiselman, Rhoda E. (widow),
(widow),
Eiselman,
pension
pension---------------------Dorado, Ark.,
El Dorado,
exchange of
Federal building
of part
part of Federal
exchange
street purposes
purposes
site, with city for street
terms of court at
at. -----------------Shrine Order,
Order,
Mina Temple, Mystic Shrine
El Mina
may use Fort Crockett buildings during
convention of Order in Galveston, Tex-.-----------------Tex
ton,
bond required,
etc ---------------required, etc
bond
El
Paso and
Traction Company,
Juarez Traction
and Juarez
El Paso
Grande at
authorized across Rio Grande
bridge authorized
El Paso
Paso, by El Paso Electric
Railway
Company and -------Railway 'Company
Company,
Electric Railway Company
El Paso
Paso Electric
across Rio Grande,
authorized across
bridge authorized
by
Traction
Juarez Traction
Paso and Juarez
El Paso
by El
and---------------Company and
El
Tex.,
El Paso,
Paso, Tex.,
authorized across Rio Grande, at
bridge authorized
Elbert
County, Ga.,
Ga.,
Elbert County,
Savannah
authorized across Savannah
bridge authorized
River between Abbeville County,
S. C., and ----------------Elberton,
Ga.,
Elberton, Ga.
Savannah
bridge authorized
atithorized across Savannah
andbetween Iva, S. C., and
River, between

Page

1972
1972

1925
1925

321
1491
1420
1420
1511
1511
1200
1200
1209
1525

1015
1025
1497
1116
1116
547

546
547
547

1223
1223
1223
1226
1436

809
949

113
113
113
113

44

4
4
4
4

1266
803
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Elder, Della
Della (daughter),
(daughter),
Elder,
Page
pension -----------------------1528
pension
1528
Eldorado National
Calif.,
Eldorado
National Forest,
Forest, Calif.,
exchange
with private
private owners
owners
exchange of
of lands
lands with
for addition
addition to
to -------------953
for
953
Eldred, Anna
Anna T.
T. (widow),
Eldred,
(widow),
pension
1496
1496
pension -_------------------------Elections, Congressional,
Congressional,
Elections,
provisions
Federal Corrupt
Corrupt Practices
Practices
provisions of
of Federal
Act,
1070
Act, 1925
1925-------------------- 1070
Electoral Vote
Vote for
and Vice
Vice PresElectoral
for President
Presidentand
President,
ident,
deficiency appropriation
for mileage
to
deficiency
appropriation for
mileage to
State
the
753
State messengers
messengers with
with the----753
for
publishing
State
certificates
of_...
756
for publishing State certificates of_-756
arrangements
counting, by
Conarrangements for
for counting,
by Congress
1615
gress ----------------------1615
Electric
Cars,
Postal
Service
Electric Cars, Postal Service,
appropriation
for
mail
transportation
appropriation for mail transportation
by
87, 786
by ----------------------87,786
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for mail
mail transtransportation by
portation
by---------- 63,
63, 763,
763, 1338
1338
Electric
Plants, Army,
Electric Plants,
Army,
appropriation for
for maintenance,
appropriation
maintenance, etc.._
etc-e 490,
490, 905
905
for installation
installation of,
of, searchlights,
for
searchlights, etc.,
etc.,
seacoast defenses
911
seacoast
defenses ---------- 496,
496,911
for maintenance,
maintenance 'etc.,
of, searchlights,
for
etc., of,
searchlights,
etc., seacoast
defenses ----496,
etc.,
seacoast defenses
496, 912
912
for 'installation
of, Hawaii
fortificafor
installation of,
Hawaii fortifica496,
tions ------------------496, 912
912
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of,
of, searchfor maintenance,
searchlights, etc.,
possessions_ 497,
lights,
etc., insular
insularpossessions_
497, 912
912
for installation
installation of,
searchlights, etc.,
for
of, searchlights,
etc.,
Panama
497,
912
Panama Canal
Canal -----------497,912
for
of, searchlights,
for maintenance
maintenance of,
searchlights, etc.,
etc.,
Panama
Canal
497,912
Panama Canal-----------497,912
Electric
Railways,
Electric Street
Street Railways,
provision for
inspection of
locomotive
provision
for inspection
of locomotive
not applicable
applicable to....
boilers, etc., not
659
to_
659
unless part
of aa general
general railroad
railroad sysunless
part of
system ----------------------tem
659
659
Electrical Communication,
Inter-AmeriElectrical
Communication, Inter-American Committee
Committee on,
on,
can
deficiency
appropriation for
of
deficiency appropriation
for cost
cost of
representation
at meeting
meeting -----170
representation at
170
to, etc.
112
sum authorized
authorized for delegates to,
etc_ - 112
ElectricalDepartment,
Electrical
Department, D.
D. C.,
C.,
appropriations for
appropriations
for salaries
salaries-------- 552,
552, 1229
1229
for supplies,
contingent expenses.
supplies, contingent
expenses. 552,
1229
552, 1229
for placing wires underground
underground.. _
1229
_-_ 552,
552, 1229
for extending
patrol systemsystem.. 553,
for
extending police
police patrol
553, 1229
1229
for altering
altering equipment,
equipment, etc.,
etc., in
in specispecified police
police precincts
553
precincts ----------553
expenses ----------553,
1229
for lighting
lighting expenses
553, 1229
for extending
extending fire
fire alarm
system - 553,
553, 1230
1230
alarm system
for additions
additions to
for
underground cable
cable
to underground
system
553, 1230
system -----------------.
553,
1230
Electrocution, D.
C.,
Electrocution,
D. C.,
prescribed for
capital punishment
punishment by_
by..
798
prescribed
for capital
798
Elementary,
Education,
Elementary, etc.,
etc., Education,
appropriation for
for investigation
investigation of,
appropriation
of, inincluding night
schools ------- 426,
1180
cluding
night schools
426, 1180
Eleventh Place
Eleventh
Place SE.,
SE., D.
C.,
D. C.,
appropriation for
for grading,
grading, Savannah
appropriation
Savannah
Street to
547
Street
to Alabama
Alabama Avenue
Avenue----547
Eleventh
Eleventh Street
C.,
Street NW.,
NW., D.
D. C.,
appropriation for
for paving,
paving, etc.,
etc., E
to G
G
appropriation
E to
Streets; from
from gasoline-tax
gasoline-tax fund
1225
Streets;
fund__ 1225
Eleventh
D. C.,
Eleventh Street
Street SE.,
SE., D.
C.,
appropriation for
appropriation
for paving,
paving, Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
Avenue
to Anacostia
Anacostia Bridge;
Bridge;
Avenue to
from gasoline-tax
549
from
gasoline-tax find
fund -------549
Eley,
Emma J.
Eley, Emma
J. (widow),
(widow),
pension increased
1488
pension
increased ----- ----------1488

Page.
Elizabeth
City, N.
N. C.,
Elizabeth City,
C.,
Page
terms
of court
661
court at
at-- ---------------661
terms of
Elizabeth,
J.,
Elizabeth, N.
N. J.,
bridge
across Arthur
Kill,
bridge authorized
authorized across
Arthur Kill,
to Howland
Hook, Staten
Staten Island,
to
Howland Hook,
Island,
from
094
1
from ---------------------1094
Elizabeth
River, N.
C.,
Elizabeth River,
N. C.,
preliminary examination,
of, to
to be
preliminary
examination, etc.,
etc., of,
be
made193
1
made
--------------------1193
Elizabeth
River, Va.,
Va.,
Elizabeth River,
improvement
of
channels,
Norfolk
Harimprovement of channels, Norfolk Harbor, authorized
1186
bor,
authorized--------------1186
preliminary
examination, etc.,
to be
preliminary examination,
etc., to
be
made
of
western
channel
1193
made of western channel------ 1193
Elk River,
Md.,
Elk
River, Md.,
preliminary examination,
etc., of,
of, to
preliminary
examination, etc.,
to
be
1192
be made
made--------------------1192
Elkins,
Harry,
Elkins, Harry,
pension
increased ----------------1386
pension increased
1386
Ellfeldt, William
F.,
EUfeldt,
William F.,
pension increased
1395
pension
increased ---------------1395
Elliott, Alice
B. (widow),
Elliott,
Alice B.
(widow),
pension
1502
pension ---------------------------1502
Elliott, Mary
B. (widow),
Elliott,
Mary B.
(widow),
pension
1422
pension --------------------------1422
Elliott,
J. (widow),
(widow),
Elliott, Minerva
Minerva J.
pension
1495
pension increased
increased ----------------1495
Elliott,
Sarah A.
A. (widow),
(widow),
Elliott, Sarah
pension
pension increased
increased ----------------1527
Ellis
Immigrant Station,
N. Y.,
1527
Ellis Island
Island Immigrant
Station, N.
Y.,
appropriation
for operation
operation of
hospital
appropriation for
of hospital
by
by Public
Public Health
Health Service;
Service; rereimbursement
imbursement from
from Immigration
Immigration
Service
funds
75, 775
775
Service funds---------------75,
improvements, etc
240
for improvements,
etc------------240
for
ferry boat.
1050
for repairs
repairs to
to ferry
boat--------1050
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
deficiency
for improveimprove45,
760
ments, etc
etc-------------45, 760
Ellis,
D. (widow),
(widow),
Ellis, Melissa
Melissa D.
pension increased------------------increased
1468
pension
1468
Ellsworth,
Ellsworth, Lawson,
Lawson,
pension increased
increased ----------------1395
pension
1395
Ellsworth,
Ellsworth, Me.,
Me.,
appropriation
for public
777
appropriation for
public building
building-----777
Bison,
Jane (widow),
(widow),
Elson, Mary
Mary Jane
pension -----------.----------1443
pension
1443
Elstad,
0.,
Elstad, Lars
Lars 0.,
to, in
in exchange
for lands
lands rerepatent to,
exchange for
linquished in
Minnesota --- ___
linquished
in Minnesota___ 1594
1594
Embassies,
Embassies,
appropriation for
appropriation
for clerks
clerks at
at-------- 206,
206, 1016
1016
for interpreters
interpreters to
207
for
to designated
designated -----207
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for
for clerks
at....
57
clerks at__
57
Embry,
Sarah
E.
(widow),
Embry, Sarah E. (widow),
pension
1494
pension increased
increased --------_-----1494
Emergencies, Foreign
Service,
Emergencies,
ForeignService,
appropriation
unforseen
209,
1018
appropriation for
for unforseen -----209, 1018
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
760
deficiency
for ---------760
(see also
Emergency Fleet
Fleet Corporation
Corporation (see
also
Shipping Board,
Board, United
Shipping
United States),
States),
appropriation for
for expenses
expenses of,
of, from
afrom
appropriation
emergency shipping
fund__
1209
emergency
shipping fund
.- _ 530,
530, 1209
Emergency
Emergency Fund,
Fund, D.
D. C.,
C.,
appropriation for
for
appropriation
-----------545, 1222
545,
1222
Emergency Fund,
Water Service,
Emergency
Fund, D.
D. C.
C. Water
Service,
appropriation for
appropriation
for------------575, 1248
1248
Emergency Hospital,
D. C.,
Emergency
Hospital, D.
C.,
appropriation for
for care
care of
paappropriation
of indigent
indigent patients
568,
1242
tients -----------------568, 1242
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for
of ininfor care
care of
digent
1322
digent patients
patients ------------ 678,
678, 1322
Emergency
Shipping Fund
Fund (see
(see also
also ShipShip-8
Emergency Shipping
ping Board,
Board, United
United States),
States),
ping
appropriation
appropriation for expenses
expenses of Fleet
Fleet
Corporation payable
Corporation
payable from
from_-- 530,
530, 1209
1209
sources
sources designated
530, 1209
designated----------- 530,1209

INDEX.
INDEX.
Emei son,
son, Clara
(widow),
J. (widow),
ClaraJ.
Eme
pension
increased
pension increased------------------Emerson,
Joseph
D.,
Emerson, Joseph
pension
pension -----------------------Emerson, Minnie
Minnie (daughter),
(daughter),
Emerson,
pension --------------------pension
Emerson
Street NW.,
NW., D. C.,
Emerson Street
appropriation for
for paving, Georgia
Georgia Aveappropriation
nue
Street
Ninth Street----------to Ninth
nue to
for paving,
paving, Ninth
Ninth Street
to Illinois
Illinois
Street to
for
Avenue
Avenue-----------------Employees'
Associations, etc.,
Employees' Associations,
exempt
exempt from income tax -------------

,Employees'
Compensation Commission,
Commission,
.Employees' Compensation
appropriation for Commissioners,
Commissioners, and
appropriation
office
personnel --------524,
office personnel
for
contingent expenses--------expenses
524,
for contingent
for
printing and
and binding
binding for
for---- 524,
for printing
compensation
for allowances from
compensation
fund -------------------524,
524,
fund
contingent
deficiency
appropriation for contingent
deficiency appropriation
60,
expenses
expenses----------------personnel
Reserve to receive
receive
Naval Reserve
personnel of Naval
benefits
injured
when injured
from, when
benefits from,
while
performing active
active duty in
while performing
time
peace --------------of peace
time of
Employees'
Compensation Pund,
Pund,
Employees' Compensation
appropriation
from-- 524,
payments from__
for payments
appropriation for
Employees
Fund, D. C.,
Compensation Fund,
Employees Compensation
appropriation
for. paying
etc-_awards, etc
paying awards,
appropriation for.
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for paying
deficiency
awards, etc
etc ----------------awards,

Employees, Government
Government (see
Government
(see Government
Employees,
Employees).
Employees).
D. C.,
Employment Service, D.
Employment

Page.

1440

1429

1461
546
1223
282

1201
1201
1202
1202
1316

1084

1202
542,
1219
1219
1318
1318

545, 1222
appropriation
appropriation for maintenance, etc- 545,

Labor,
Employment Service,
Service, Department
Department of Labor,
Employment

appropriation for fostering, etc., welwelappropriation
etc.-earners, etc_
242, 1051
fare of wage earners,
objects
242, 1051
designated ---------objects designated

for, additional,
additional, 1925--------------1925
___
709
for,
deficiency
appropriation for War EmerEmerdeficiency appropriation
gency---------------- 57, 700
gency
Encampments
Organized
Maneuvers, Organized
and Maneuvers,
Encampments and
Militia,
Militia,
for---------deficiency
appropriation for
_
63
deficiency appropriation
balances of appropriations
covered
appropriations for, covered
935
in
in ---------------------Enderle,
A. (widow),
(widow),
Mary A.
Enderle, Mary
1526
pension increased-----------------increased
C.,
Engineer Commissioner's
Commissioner's Office,
Office, D.
D. C.,
Engineer
appropriation
office personnel
__ 541,
1218
541, 1218
personnel-for office
appropriation for
for central
central garage
garage -----------541, 1218
for
Engineer
Engineer Corps,
Corps, Army
also Engineer
(see also
Army (see
Engineer
Department, Army),
Department,
commissioned officer of, to serve on comcommissioned
mission
inspect, etc., Virginia
to inspect,
mission to
646
-----fields
War battle fields-Civil War
officers authorized from, for
details of officers
work
Memorial
on Arlington Memorial
work on
Bridge
975
Bridge --------------------Engineer
Army,
Department, Army,
Engineer Department,
depots_ 495, 910
appropriation
expenses of depots_
appropriation for expenses
for maintenance
Engineer School 495, 910
maintenance of Engineer
for
student officers at
tuition of student
technical
etc_--___ 495, 910
institutions, etc
technical institutions,
travel expenses
expenses of officers for
travel
instruction
instruction---------------- 495, 910
for equipment
troops--------- 495, 911
equipment of troops
for
civilian assistants----------- 495, 911
for civilian
for operations
in the
field
496, 911
the field------operations in
for
allowance for purchase
purchase of options
allowance
for
materials -------------- 496, 911
for materials
temporary
construction for traintemporary construction
496, 911
ing
only
911
ing onlv------------------

O

2079
2079

Engineer
Army-Continued. Page.
Department, Army-Continued.
Engineer Department,
appropriation for military
military surveys and
appropriation
maps
911
496, 911
maps --..---------------assistance of other Government
Government
assistance
agencies
agencies------------------ 496, 911
seacoast
fortification expenses, seacoast
for fortification
496, 911
States----- 496,
defenses, United States
for
expenses, insular
insular
for fortification expenses,
possessions
possessions ---------------- 496, 912
for
fortification expenses,
Panama
expenses, Panama
for fortification
Canal
497,
912
497,912
--Canal --.-----------for
Chief
personnel, Office of Chief
civilian personnel,
for civilian
of Engineers
Engineers ------------497, 912
912
of
draftsmen, etc
497,
497, 912
etc -------------draftsmen,
for
public buildings
grounds.
buildings and grounds.
for public
District
District of Columbia ------- 514, 929
for river
improvement& 515, 930
930
and harbor improvementsriver and
for
for survey
Northern and Northsurvey of Northern
for
western
etc ---------- 515, 930
western Lakes, etc
for preventing
injurious deposits,
preventing injurious
for
New York
York Harbor---------Harbor
516, 930
New
for examinations,
examinations, surveys,
surveys, etc., of
for
authorized projects
projects--------- 516, 930
authorized
for
continuing work on Dam No. 2,
for continuing
Muscle
Shoals, Tennessee
River,
Tennessee River,
Muscle Shoals,
930
Ala
516,
516, 930
----- ---Ala -------contracts
authorized -------516, 930
contracts authorized
for
flood control, Mississippi
River_ 516, 930
Mississippi River_
for flood
control, Sacramento
Sacramento River,
for flood control,
Calif
516, 930
Calif--------------------- 516,
expenses of depots, additional,
for expenses
711
1925
711
1925----------------------engineer schools,
schools, additional,
for engineer
711
1925 -------------------additional,
equipment of troops, additional,
for equipment
711
1925
1925-----------------------etc., addifor civilian assistants, etc.,
711
tional,
1925
tional, 1925---------------for operations
operations in the field, additional,
for
711
1925
1925----------------------additional,
for surveys and maps, additional,
711
1925 ---------------------fortification expenses,
expenses, additional,
additional,
for fortification
711
1925
711
1925----------------------grounds,
for
public buildings and grounds,
for public
District
Columbia, additional,
District of Columbia,
712
1925
712
1925-----------------------for roads, bridges, etc., Alaska, addi712
1925------------ ---712
tional, 1925
for
additional,
for rivers and harbors, additional,
712
1925
712
1925-----------------------deficiency appropriation
appropriation for paying
deficiency
claims for damages, rivers and
harbors
1345
harbors-------------------- 52, 1345
- 59, 62, 699, 762
for operations
operations in
the field_
field- _
in the
for
59
D C-----C
for school, Washington, D.
for surveys, etc., for flood control of
designated
696
designated rivers -----------for roads,
etc., Alaska ----699
roads, bridges, etc.,
for
for work on Muscle Shoals in
River-------------Tennessee
757
Tennessee River
engineer equipment
762
equipment of troops-for engineer
fortification expenses .-----.--.
762
for fortification
for increase
increase of
compensation, rivers
of compensation,
for
762
and
harbors
and harbors-----------------northern and northfor survey, etc., northern
762
western
lakes---------------western lakes
DeWitt and Shobe, river and
for DeWitt
harbor work
work----------------- 1345
mileage, etc., allowances
allowances to officers, on
mileage,
river
improvements- 1191
and harbor improvements_
river and
payments
by disbursing
officers for
disbursing officers
payments by
excess
holidays, legalexcess work on holidays,
1191
ized
ized ----------------------1191
credit
ordered
credit in accounts for, ordered------

2080
2080

INDEX.

Engineer
School, D.
C., Army,
Army,
Pags
D. C.,
Page.
Engineer School,
appropriation for equipment,
equipment, mainmainappropriation
tenance, etc---------------etc
495,
495, 910
910
Engineering
Exercises, Navy,
Navy,
EngineeringExercises,
appropriation for prizes, etc
865
etc------- 186, 865
appropriation
Engineering
Station, Naval
Engineering Experiment
Experiment Station,
Naval
Academy,
Academy,
appropriation for
appropriation
for investigation,
investigation, etc.,
expenses
191,
191, 870
expenses----------------England (see
(see Great
Great Britain).
Britain).
England
English, Judge
Judge George
English,
George W.,
W.,
subcommittee
subcommittee of House Judiciary Committee directed
directed to inquire into
official conduct of, eastern dis1258
trict of Illinois
1258
Illinois-------------to report whether guilty of acts requiring interposition
of
constituinterposition
1258
tional powers
powers of the House
House ---1258
power
conferred
to hold
hold meetings,
power conferred to
meetings,
send
for
persons
and
papers,
adsend for persons and papers, administer oaths, etc
etc------------ 1258
Sixty-ninth Congress-_
Congress__ _ 1259
to report to Sixty-ninth
authorized to employ assistance,
assistance, etc_
authorized
etc- 1259
payment of
expenses from
from House
payment
of expenses
House
contingent fund; limit .------- 1259
contingent
1259
English, Margaret
(widow),
English,
Margaret (widow),
pension increased
increased ------- ----------- 1382
Engraving
Treasury
Engraving and
and Printing
Printing Bureau,
Bureau, Treasury
Department,
Department,
appropriation
appropriation for Director, and office
personnel
73, 773
personnel----------------work authorized
fiscal years
authorized for fiscal
years-_ 73, 773
exceptions
773
for employees;
employees; exceptions------ 73,
73,773
wages t of plate printers, etc--etc.._ __ 74, 773
for wages,
for materials, etc---------------etc
74, 773
use of proceeds from work ---74,773
74,
773
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for compensation
of employees
51, 62,
tion of
employees --_____ 51,
62, 1342
1342
for wages of plate printers,
printers, etc__
etc -.. _ 51, 1343
printing
for plate printing---------------- 58
for rnateriskt,
materials, etc
etc----58, 761, 1343, 1352
for new machinery,
machinery, etc -----------1343
additional work authorized
authorized for fiscal
year,
1342
year 1925
1925----- -----------1342
detail of Major Wallace W. Kirby,
Army, as Director, authorized
authorized
for six months
months---------------252
number of sheets increased,
increased, opium
opium
orders and special tax stamps,
51
1925 -------------------.--Enid,
Okla.,
Enid, Okla.,
terms of
of court
at ----------------- 388,
388, 946
946
terms
court at
Enlisted
Army,
Enlisted Men,
Men, Army,
appropriation for pay -----------appropriation
481, 896
numerical strength authorized
numerical
authorized-_ 481, 896
minors enlisting
enlisting after July 1, 1925,
minors
consent of parents,
parents, etc.,
etc.,
without consent
may
be dischargeddischarged _--------896
may be
896
for aviation
increase; limit
limit _
481, 896
896
for
aviation increase;
------ 481,
481, 896
for Philippine Scouts
Scouts----------- 481,
for longevity
longevity pay -------------- 481,
481, 896
for retired
retired..---------. --------*
•481, 896
for retired, on active duty
duty------- 481, 896
for interest on deposits of------482, 897
for transportation
transportation of dependents
dependents
of ---------------------- 486, 901
etc
for disposition of remains of, etc-_
511, 926
for disposition of remains of, addiaddi1925.---------------712
tional, 1925
712
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for extra duty
headquarters, etc__
etc-_ 59, 63, 761
pay, at headquarters,
of
59,
for disposition of remains of-------63, 699, 701, 762, 1350

Enlisted
Men, Army-Continued.
Page.
Enlisted Men,
Army-Continued.
Page.
percentage
grades prescribed,
prescribed, modipercentage of grades
modi470
fied -----------............470
retired,
excepted from
restriction on
retired, excepted
from restriction
on
holding two
245
holding
two offices
offices -----.....
245
who served as
commissioned officers
who-served
as commissioned
in World War, to have pay of
retired warrant officers
472
officers -------472
Enlisted
Men, Marine
Corps,
Enlisted Men,
Marine Corps,
appropriation for
for pay, active
active and Class
appropriation
Marine Corps ReReOne Fleet Marine
serve
serve-----------------202, 879
879
for
allowance for lodging
for allowance
lodging and sub202, 879
sistence ----------------- 202,879
for retired
202, 879
retired ------------------- 202,879
for transporting,
of -__
transporting, etc., remains of-.
197,
880
203, 875, 880
retired,
on
retired, excepted
excepted from
from restriction on
holding
two
offices
245
holding two offices-----------_
245
who served as commissioned
commissioned officers
officers
in World
World War, to have pay of
retired warrant
warrant officers
472
retired
officers -------472
Enlisted
Men,
Navy,
Enlisted Men, Navy,
appropriation
transportation and
and
appropriation for
for transportation
subsistence
subsistence on discharge, enlistment,
186,
865
listment, etc
etc------------186, 865
transporting
186, 865
865
transporting dependents
dependents of
of ---186,
for recreation
recreation for --------------186, 865
for pay, retired
retired ---------------193, 872
872
for extra pay on reenlistment--reenlistment
193, 872
for interest
interest on deposits
deposits---------- 193, 872
pay of---------- _-------193, 872
for pay
193,872
for death gratuity ------------- 193, 872
transporting, etc., remains of_
of.. _ 197, 875
for transporting,
discharge
enlisted
discharge permitted
permitted of minors enlisted
without consent of parents, etc.,
without
on requests therefor
therefor- --- - 194, 1276
retired, excepted
excepted from restriction
on
restriction on
offices
holding two offices-----------245
who served as commissioned
commissioned officers
officers
in World War, to have pay of
retired warrant officers -------472
Enlisted Reserve
Reserve Corps,
Corps, Army,
Army,
appropriation
for pay,
506, 921
appropriation for
pay, etc
etc..--------- 506,
921
members
members injured in aerial
aerial flights while
training, etc.,
etc., to have hospital
hospital
treatment, pay, etc
365
treatment,
etc-----------transportation home upon terminatransportation
tion of --------------------- 365
allowance if
disability lasts
allowance
if disability
lasts over
over six
six
months ---------- _---365
3365
previous payments
payments for,
365
previous
for, validated
validated__
365
burial expenses,
expenses, etc.,
etc., in
in case
case of death_
365
-death_
365
Enlistments,
Enlistments, Navy,
Navy,
periods of,
of, established
1276
periods
established -------------1276
minors enlisting
written conconminors
enlisting without
without written
sent of
of parent
parent may
may be
be discharged
discharged
on application
on
application
------........
_ 1276
1276
Ensminger, Lillian
Ensminger,
Lillian (daughter),
(daughter),
pension -------------------------1420
pension
Entertainment,
Places of,
of,
Entertainment,Places
internal revenue tax on admissions to
internal
to__
320
Entertainments,
Religious, Educational,
Entertainments, Religious,
Educational,
Charitable,
etc.,
Charitable, etc.,
exempt from
321
exempt
from admission
admission tax
tax ---......
321
Entomology
Bureau, Department
Department of
AgriEntomology Bureau,
of Agriculture,
culture,
appropriation for
and
appropriation
for Chief
Chief of
of Bureau,
Bureau, and
office and
field personnel
838
office
and field
personnel----- 448,
448, 838
for
investigating
insects
affecting
for investigating insects affecting
fruits,
nuts, cereals,
cereals, forage,
forage, etc_
fruits, nuts,
etc_ 448,
448, 839
839
cooperation with
with Federal
Federal HorticulHorticulcooperation
tural
Board
448
448
tural Board--------..........
Hessian fly,
fly, grasshopper,
Hessian
grasshopper, alfalfa
alfalfa
weevil, and chinch bug
.____ 448, 839

INDEX.
Entomology
Department of
of AgriAgri- Page.
Entomology Bureau
Bureau, Department
kage.
culture—dontinued.
culture-Continued.
appropriation for
for southern field crop inappropriation
sects; forests; truck crops; bee
culture
culture------------------- 449, 839
449, 839
for citrus fruit, etc., insects -----Mediterranean and other fruit flies;
Mediterranean
camphor scale
449, 839
scale-------------miscellaneous insects--------insects
449, 839
for miscellaneous
investigating insects affecting
for investigating
etc_ 449, 839
health of man and animals, etcfor administrative
expenses839
- 449, 839
-administrative expenses
for
moths-..- 449, 839
for preventing
preventing spread of moths
quarantine
districts to be mainmainquarantine districts
cooperation
with
tained in cooperation
States, etc --------------449,
840
449,840
for
eradication of Eurofor emergency
emergency eradication
corn borer; local, etc., conpean corn
tributions
----------- 449, 840
tributions------for
emergency eradication, etc., of
for emergency
Mexican bean beetle -------450, 840
Mexican
for emergency
emergency control, etc.,
etc., of Jabeetle
840
panese beetle----------------for
salaries, additional, 1925 ------705
for salaries,
705
for general expenses,
expenses, additional, 19251925_
for
preventing spread
spread of
of moths, adfor preventing
ditional, 1925
705
1925---------------eradication of European corn
for eradication
borer,
705
borer, additional, 1925 -------preventing spread of Mexican
Mexican
for preventing
bean
705
1925.--.
beetle, additional, 1925
bean beetle,
deficiency appropriation
preventing
appropriation for preventing
deficiency
spread of moths ------------39
55
expenses--------------for general expenses
Ministers PleniEnvoys Extraordinary
Extraordinary and
Pleniand Ministers
potentiary,
potentiary,
206, 1015
appropriation for --------------appropriation
Epidemics,
Epidemics,
appropriation for prevention
prevention of
of------ 76, 775
appropriation
710
or preventing, additional,
additional, 1925
1925---for
prevention
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for prevention
of
761
698, 757, 761
of------------------Equine Meat,
Meat,
Equine
appropriation for inspection, etc.;
appropriation
labels, etc --------------440,
829
440,829
.7HE/
.. Pa"-

Equipage, Army,
Army,
Equipage,

appropriation
etc_ 485,
appropriation for, toilet articles, etcfor, additional,
1925
additional, 1925-------------Equipment, Mechanical,
etc.,
Mechanical, etc.,
Equipment,
appropriation
cooperative standardappropriation for cooperative
izing, etc., of, used in industry
and by
the Government-------Government
by the
and
Department,
Equipment Shops,
Post Office
Office Department,
Shops, Post
Equipment
appropriation
maintenance,
for care, maintenance,
appropriation for
etc ------------------------for power,
power, light,
85,
for---------- 85,
etc., for
light, etc.,
for
for manufacture
manufacture of mail bags, locks,
for
etc., in
89,
in ------------------- 89,
etc.,
for labor,
labor, etc------etc
89,
---------for

900
711
232
84
783
787
787
787

Equipment Supplies,
Supplies, Navy,
Navy,
Equipment

appropriation for Bureau of NavigaNavigaappropriation
tion
186, 865
tion---------------------- 186,865
for Bureau of Engineering-------Engineering
190, 869
for
Construction and
for Bureau of Construction
Repair
191,
870
191, 870
Repair -----------------for
Supplies and Acfor Bureau of Supplies
counts ------------------193,
873
193,873
counts

Erie
Railroad Company,
Company,
Erie Railroad
damage
referred to district
of, referred
claim of,
damage claim
court
court----------------------Ervin,
Sarah (uidow),
(widow),
Ervin, Sarah
pension -------------------------pension
Essex,
.1. (widow),
(widow),
Margaret J.
Essex, Margaret
pension
Dension --------------------------A

1370
1422
1423

2081
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Estate
Tax, etc.,
Estate Tax,
etc.,
deficiency
expenses
appropriation for expenses
deficiency appropriation
collecting
58
collecting--------------------Estate
Act of
of 1921,
1921,
Revenue Act
Tax, Title
Title IV,
IV, Revenue
Estate Tax,
repealed
352
repealed by Revenue Act of 1924 --.
Estate
Tax, Title
Title III,
III, Revenue
Revenue Act
Act of
1924,
of 1924)
Estate Tax,
definition of terms used herein
herein- ------303
imposed on transfers
transfers of estates of decedents hereafter; rates
rates on net
303
-----------estate -------credit allowed for tax paid to State,
304
maximum .-----.------etc.; maximum
gross estate to include all property
304
subject to administration
administration ----subject
304
courtesy interests -------and courtesy
dower and
transfers,
etc., in contemplation
contemplation of
transfers, etc.,
304
death
death --------------------prior
transfers within
two years
within two
prior transfers
304
included
included--------------------revocable
transfers made
prior to
to
made prior
revocable transfers
304
death
death-------------------extent
property interests of
extent of
of point property
304
decedent
decedent -------------------property of
of other
other person
person and not
property
acquired
acquired from decedent for less
than
304
excepted ------value, excepted
than value,
acquired
by other
other person
person from dedeacquired by
cedent
for
less
than
value
304
value-- --- cedent for
acquired as
as tenacy
in entirety
entirety by
tenacy in
acquired
gift, etc., to half value_
305
value--------passing under
general power
power of apunder general
passing
305
pointment; exception --------305
executor_ __
life insurance received by executor--by
received by
$40,000 received
in excess of $40,000
beneficiaries
from decedent----decedent
305
beneficiaries from
application of provisions
provisions to prior
prior
application
transfers
etc ----------.
305
--..
transfers, etc
305
net value of estate determined
determined -------of residents,
deducting funeral,
funeral,
of
residents, by deducting
administration
etc.;
administration expenses, etc.;
305
exceptions
exceptions----------------value
of
property
on
which
estate
which
value of property
305
tax has been paid
paid------------bequests,
purposes,
bequests, etc., for public purposes,
religious
charitable socieand charitable
religious and
306
ties, etc.; conditions
conditions ---------exemption
306
$50,000 ----------of $50,000
exemption of
of nonresidents,
deducting prononresidents, by deducting
of
portionate share of administraportionate
tion from property
property in United
United
306
806
States; limit -------------..
property from
decedent on
from prior decedent
property
which gift or estate tax has been
paid
_
306
paid--------------------bequests, etc.,
purposes,
public purposes,
etc., for public
bequests,
to
charitable sociesocieor charitable
to religious or
306
ties, etc
etc--------------------ties,
required -------307
---returns required
property included
included as within
within the
property
307
United States
States-----------insurance;
deposits if not in
insurance; bank deposits,
307
States-----business in United States
missionaries dying abroad
abroad in service
307
deemed nonresidents
nonresidents -----not deemed
returns
executor after
returns to be made by executor
307
qualifying; requirements
requirements -----qualifying;
if gross estate exceeds $50,000;
$50,000; non,
residents, of all in the United
residents,
308
.---.---------States --...
308
partial returns ------------time of payment;
payment; extension to prevent
308
hardship ----------------hardship
308
interest added for delay ---------determination
early examination and determination
308
of tax ---------------------
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Revenue Act
Actof
1924III, Revenue
Estate Tax, Title III,
Continued.
Continued.
deficiency means amount tax imposed
deficiency
exceeds return
return by executor;
executor; determination
termination of ----------if no amount
amount returned, on previous
previous
assessment
assessment------------------notice of, to executor by Commissioner
sioner----------------------appeal
appeal to
to Board
Board allowed -----assessment,
determined by
etc., if, determined
assessment, etc.,
Board
Board--------- -------suit in court for amount of-------of
time
for-----------------time limit for
payment of, on demand, if no appeal
filed ----........--------....
immediate assessment
assessment of, if colleccollecby time --.--jeopardized by
tion jeopardized
manner
manner of
of making -------------payment
no claim
claim for
for
payment on notice if no
abatement
abatement filed ------------interest authorized
authorized upon ------interest
extension of payment for, to prevent
prevent
undue hardship
hardship-- ----------required ----------------bond required
additional interest if not paid --additional
additional tax in case of fraud ----additional
nonpayinterest to be collected for nonpayment
ment---------------------granted _ ------where extension grantedif deficiency, etc., not paid on demand_
mand ------------------- _
abatement
not applicable
applicable if claim for abatement
filed_ -. -------------------assessment to be within four years after
after
asseasment
returns
filed; exception
exception ----returns filed;
no court proceedings
proceedings on expiration
of period_
period--------.------extension of time on notice of deficiency
ficiency---.-----------.......
at any time if false or fraudulent
fraudulent returns made-----------------made
collection by distraint, when made
within prescribed period _
------beginning of court proceedings
proceedings not
beginning
prevented -- _-----------_
prevented
none allowed
allowed if barred by time limitation, etc -------------------tion,
claim for abatement
abatement may be filed if deficiency assessed
assessed-------collection stayed on filing of ------collection
transmittal
Commissioner; notice
transmittal to Commissioner;
of decision
decision ----------------appeal to Board after notice
notice------proceedings
proceedings in court if part of, allowed --------------------collected on denial of__
interest to be collected
additional
additional if not paid on demand__
restriction on subsequent
subsequent claims for
abatement ---------------abatement
duplicate receipts
receipts to be giveh for payments
ments-------------------executor
discharged from liability on
executor discharged
payment
determined by
of tax determined
payment of
Commissioner
Commissioner-------------gross estate liable for additional tax
found due----------------due
bona fide purchasers
purchasers protected_
__
protected___
collection
propcollection of unpaid tax; sale of property under decree of court ----use of proceeds of sale -- ------reimbursement if tax paid by other
reimbursement
than executor------------executor
than
from life insurance
insurance to executor
executor from
beneficiary -----------------beneficiary

Page
Page.

308
308
308
308
308
308
308
308
309
309
309
309
309

309
309
309
309
309
310
310
310
310
310
310

310
310
310
310
310
310
310
310
310
310
310
310
310
311
311
311

311
311
311
311
311
311
311
311
311
311
311
312
312
312

a12
312
A.-

Estate
Title III,
Act of
Page.
of 192.4—
194- Page.
III, Revenue
Revenue Act
Tax, Title
Estate Tax,
Continued.
Continued.
a lien on property
property for ten
unpaid tax a
years
312
312
-------years---------------release
payment of tax ------312
312
release of, on payment
lien on property
property transferred
contransferred in contemplation
death ---------312
312
of death
templation of
with
contract with specific
beneficiary .
specific beneficiary
with contract
insurance
312
--312
for insurance-----------persons liable--------------------liable_
312
312
persons
innocent purchasers for value exinnocent
cepted
312
312
cepted---------------------computation
under former lawslaws 312
312
computation of tax under
punishment
for false
etc_ -313
313
false statements,
statements, etc
punishment for
penalty for making no returns, concealing
information, etc
313
313
etc-------cealing information,
administration
property of residents
administration of property
dying in China
China_-------------313
313
tax to be paid to clerk of United
States court for China, if no
estate in United
United States--------States
313
to revenue district in United
United States
if any estate there
313
313
there-----------clerk
court to
to act
act as
___
313
313
of court
as collector_
collector -clerk of
Estates
Trusts,
and Trusts,
Estates and
275
tax-----income of, subject to income tax
Estep,
Estep, William A.,
A.,
1404
pension increased
increased----------------Estes,
Elizabeth (widow),
Estes, Elizabeth
pension
1503
pension--------------------------Esther
Esther Place
Place SE., D. C.,
appropriation
Nicholas
appropriation for paving, Nicholas
1223
Avenue to Raleigh
Raleigh Street ----Esthonia,
Esthonia,
1849
extradition treaty
treaty with....
1849
with.-----------Esthonia, Latvia, and
Lithuania,
and Lithuania,
Esthonia,
appropriation
for
minister
to
1015
1015
206,
minister to-----appropriation
Ethnology, American,
appropriation
for
continuing researches
researches
continuing
appropriation
in --- --------528, 1206
1206
----- 528,
in
Etnire,
Etnire, Lettie (widow),
pension --------------------------1433
Eufaula,
Eufaula, Ala.,
authorized across Chattabridge
hoochee River at-------------at •
16
16
hoochee
Eungard,
Eungard, Lulia M. (widow),
pension
_------------ 1509
pension -------------Eureka,
Eureka, Calif.,
Calif.,
offices of register and receiver, land
395
office at, consolidated---------consolidated
"Eureka," Steam Tug,
collision
owner of, may bring suit for collision
court-----1567
damages in district court
Europe,
Europe,
appropriation for promoting commerce
commerce
appropriation
with, etc --------------- 225, 1034
for promoting
promoting commerce with, etc.,
additional, 1925
706
additional,
1925-------------European
Pest, etc.,
European Fowl Pest,
amount
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
amount of deficiency
arresting foot-and-mouth
foot-and-mouth disease, etc.,
etc., available for eradicateradicat722
ing -----------------------Evans, Adda (widow),
1463
----_---pension -----George W. Sanderson,
Sanderson,
alias George
Evans, George,
George, alias
pension -----------____----------_ 1452
Evans,
(widow),
Evans, Isobel M. (widow),
pension
increased
1400
pension increased------------------Evans, Kate (widow),
1463
pension-------------------------pension
Evanston,
Evanston, Wyo.,
Wyo.,
388
at------------------terms of court at
Evansville,
Evansville, Ind.,
Ind.,
te.rma
of
at
751
terms
of cniirt.
court
at
751
I
I
- --------------------

INDEX.
INDEX.
Evans Street
C.,
D. C.,
NE., D.
Street NE.,
Evarts

appropriation
for
for grading, Fourth
appropriation
Street to Central
Avenue
Central Avenue-----Street

Eversole, Armelda
Armelda (widow),
(widow),
Eversole,

Page.
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1479
pension
pension ------------------------Everson,
(widow),
Rachel (widow),
Everson, Rachel
1477
pension increased
increased-----------------pension
Ewing, Eliza
Eliza (widow),
(widow),
Ewing,
1524
pension increased------------------increased
1524
pension
Examining
and Retiring
Board, Navy,
Navy,
Retiring Board,
Examining and
appropriation
for civilian personnel,
appropriation for
Navy Department
Department---------- 183, 861
Navy
Examining Surgeons
Pensions,
for Pensions,
Surgeons for
Examining
appropriation
fees------------ 414, 1164
appropriation for fees
deficiency
fees
684, 1330
appropriation for fees--.
deficiency appropriation
Excise Taxes,
Title IX,
Act of
of
Revenue Act
IX, Revenue
Taxes, Title
Excise
1921,
1921,
352
repeal of
certain sections .----------.
of certain
repeal
Excise Taxes,
VI, Revenue
Revenue Act of
Title VI,
Taxes, Title
Excise
1924,
1924,
levied on
on sales by
manufacturer, etc., of
by manufacturer,
levied
322
designated articles.
articles..----------designated
323
if
retail
wholesale and retail------if sold at wholesale
in
of previous
tax ------------ 323
previous tax
lieu of
in lieu
computation if
if sold, etc.,
etc., at less
computation
than
market price
price for personal
than market
323
benefit
benefit -------------------works
art by other
other than artist;
of art
works of
exception ----------------_
323
exception
monthly returns
324
payments----returns and payments_
monthly
penalty tax for nonpayment-----nonpayment
324
penalty
on sales
sales by dealers,
dealers, of jewelry, preon
cious
324
cious stones, etc ------------surgical
and musical instruments,
surgical and
eyeglasses,
tableware, and artieyeglasses, tableware,
cles
purposes, etc.,
cles for religious purposes,
324
excepted
excepted--------- --------articles
sold at less than $30, or
articles sold
324
watches less than $60, exceptedexceptedwatches
returns ' payment, etc.; penalty
returns,
324
failure to make ----------for failure
vendee
vendee to pay tax on articles not taxed
before, if
contract for sale, etc.,
etc.,
if contract
before,
prior to
January 1;1924,
1, 1924, will not
to January
prior
324
price--324
it to be added to price
permit it
vendor to
to refund
difference, if former
refund difference,
vendor
tax
greater than
than present, and
tax greater
contract
prior to
to January 1,
contract prior
1924,
does
not
allow deductions
1924, does not allow
- 324
from
from price -------------former tax
tax if
none now imposed, and
if none
former
contract
to January
January 1,
prior to
contract prior
1924,
deductions
allow deductions
not allow
does not
1924, does
325
from price
price------------- ---from
tax
to vendor
vendee,'when
by vendee,•when
vendor by
payable to
tax payable
sale consummated
consummated ---------325
sale
325
failuretriple
vendee on failure._
damages to vendee
triple damages
purchaser
intending to manufacture
purchaser intending
article for sale from the one
article
325
bought,
deemed a
a dealer------dealer
bought, deemed
Executive
Independent Offices Approand Independent
Executive and
priations,
priations,
appropriation
appropriation for President and Vice
President
521, 1198
President_-------------for Executive
Office
521, 1198
Executive Office----------for
grounds- 521,
for Executive
Executive Mansion and grounds..
for
1199
for Alien
Custodian--.. __ 522, 1199
Property Custodian__
Alien Property
for
Monuments
for American
American Battle Monuments
for
Commission
----------- 522, 1199
Commission--for Board
Board of Tax Appeals -------1200
for
for Efficiency
Efficiency Bureau
1200
Bureau---------- 522, 1200
for
for Civil
Civil Service
Service Commission
Commission_--523, 1200
1200
for
for Commission
Commission of
of Fine
Fine Arts - - 523, 1201
for
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and Independent
Executive and
priations-Continued.
priations-Continued.
appropriation
Employees' Comappropriation for Employees'
524, 1201
pensation Commission-----Commission
pensation
for
Federal Board for Vocational
for Federal
Education
1202
Education-----------------for Federal
Power Commission_
Commission -_ 524, 1203
Federal Power
for
Trade Commission__
Commission____ 524, 1203
Federal Trade
for Federal
for General
General Accounting
Accounting Office.-Office____ 525, 1203
for
Corporafor United States Housing Corpora525, 1203
tion
tion.----------------for
Interstate
Commerce
for Interstate Commerce Commis- sion
526, 1204
sion----------------for National
Committee for
Advisory Committee
National Advisory
for
Aeronautics ---------527, 1206
Aeronautics
for
Victory Memorial
Memorial ComPerry's Victory
for Perry's
527
mission --------------------mission
for
Railroad Labor
Labor Board----527, 1206
for Railroad
for
Smithsonian InstitutionInstitution -528, 1206
for Smithsonian
528, 1207
for
Museum
National Museum---------for National
for National
Gallery of Art 528, 1207
National Gallery
for
for State,
DepartState, War, and Navy Departfor
ment
Building
529, 1207
ment Building----------529, 1208
for Tariff
Commission
Tariff Commission---------for
529,
for United
States Geographic
Board..
Geographic BoardUnited States
for
1208
for United
Board- 529, 1208
States Shipping Board..
United States
for
for Emergency
1209
Emergency Fleet Corporation_ 530, 1209
for
for United
United States
Veterans' Bureau-Bureau__
531,
States Veterans'
for
1210
1210
salaries
in District
District of Columbia
Columbia under,
salaries in
limited
to average rate under
limited to
^
Act
533, 1212
1212
Classification Act---------- Classification
if
only one
one position allocated in aa
if only
1212
grade ------------------1212
grade
clericalrestriction not applicable
applicable to clericalrestriction
533, 1212
mechanical service--------service
mechanical
- 533, 1212
no reduction
salaries_ -__ _
reduction of fixed salaries
no
transfers permitted
to another posipermitted to
transfers
1212
tion
without reduction
reduction of salary_ 1212
tion without
higher salary
salary payments
allowed-- 533, 1212
payments allowed
higher
Executive
D. C.,
Departments, D.
Executive Departments,
appropriation
etc., grounds
appropriation for care, etc.,
514, 929
of
of----------------------787
89, 787
for
special mail
equipments for
-- --_ 89,
for mail equipments
for special
compensation
March
of heads of, after March
compensation of
1301
4, 1925--------------------1925
1301
immediately
available
1313
immediately available-----------heads
Sesquiof, to prepare exhibits for Sesquiheads of,
centennial Exhibition at Philacentennial
- 1254
delphia in
1926--- -------.in 1926
delphia
limitation for
year 1926 on pay
fiscal year
for fiscal
limitation
allowed
civilian field servfor civilian
allowed for
764
ice
all
in all------------------ice in
on
number of publications for official
on number
1106
repealed----------------use, repealed
officials
designated for service
service
officials of, to be designated
Seville Exconnection with Seville
in connection
position
1257
position-------------------paper
envelopes in use by two or
paper and envelopes
more, establishments,
establishments, etc., to be
more,
592
procured
Printer_ __
592
Public Printer--from Public
procured from
printing of annual
annual report',
reportd, etc.,
etc., by
by
printing
592
heads
of, may be discontinued
discontinued heads of,
originals
be kept on file for public
to be
originals to
592
inspection
inspection-------------------Leavenworth,
purchase of products
products of Leavenworth,
purchase
Kans., penitentiary
penitentiary made obligKans.,
7
atory
7
upon---------------atory upon
Executive
Mansion (see
(see also
also Executive
Executive
Executive Mansion
Office),
Office),
appropriation
care, etc.,
etc., grounds
grounds
for care,
appropriation for
573
south of
of-------------------south
for care,
1199
greenhouses------- 521, 1199
etc., greenhouses
care, etc.,
for
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Executive Mansion—Continued.
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appropriation for repair and reconreconappropriation
struction of greenhouses-----greenhouses _
521
for improving,
improving, etc.,
etc., grounds
1199
grounds----- 521,
521, 1199
for lighting Mansion,
greenhouses,
Mansion, greenhouses,
and grounds
521,
grounds -----------521, 1199
1199
1199
for extraordinary repairs
repairs---------- 1199
for White House
House police--------police
521,
1199
521, 1199
for repairs, etc., additional,
additional, 1925---1925._ __ 705
for care, etc., grounds, additional,
1925----------------------1925
705
etc., additional, 192&
705
for lighting, etc.,
1925--_ 705
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for lighting, etc · 55
55
for repairs, etc
55
etc---------------_55
etc., grounds
grounds of
of ---1316
for improving, etc.,
1316
donations of early American
American furniture,
furniture,
etc.,
etc., may be accepted
accepted for use in..
in_ '-1091
to become Government
Government property
property.1091
1091
committee authorized
authorized to pass
pass on,
on,
and recommend
acceptance- _
recommend acceptance_
--__ 1091
Executive Office,
Office, appropriation for compensation
appropriation
compensation of
of the
President -----------President
- 521,
521, 1198
for Secretary to the President, and
office personnel----------personnel
521, 1198
1198
521, 1199
for contingent
contingent expenses -----521,
1199
for printing
printing and binding for -521, 1199
1199
for traveling
traveling expenses, etc., of
of the
President ------------521, 1199
for care, repair, etc.,
etc., Executive
Executive
MansionMansion ------------1199
521, 1199
for heating, etc.,
etc., Mansion and
and
grounds - --- •-------- 521, 1199
1199
for White House police
police ------- _ 521, 1199
1199
Executive Mansion,
for repairs, etc., Executive
Mansion,
additional,
additional, 1925 -------705
705
for White House police, additional,
additional,
1925
705
1925-----------------------705
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for White
House police --------------674
Executive Office of the District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia,
appropriation for personal services_
appropriation
1217
services_ 539,
539, 1217
Experiment Stations
Experiment
Stations Office, Department
Department of
of
Agriculture,
Agriculture,
appropriation for salaries
appropriation
434, 823
salaries --------- 434,
823
for general expenses; State allotallotments ----------.824
_---- - 434,
434,824
for increased
increased allotments --------- 434,
434, 824
824
for administrative
administrative expenses
expenses ------ 434,
434, 824
824
for stations, Alaska, Hawaii,
Hawaii, Porto
Porto
Rico, Guam, and Virgin Islands
lands --------------------- 434,
434, 824
824
for extension
extension service ---------435,
435, 824
824
for general
general expenses,
expenses, additional,
additional, 1925_
705
1925_
705
Experimental
and Research
Research Laboratory,
Experimental and
Laboratory,
Naval,
Naval,
appropriation for expenses
expenses of ---- --184
184
temporary
temporary employment
employment of scientists, etc -------------..-- 185
185
etc., services-----technical, etc.
services
185
---185
Explosives, Surplus
Surplus War,
appropriation for distributing, etc., for
appropriation
for
clearing agricultural
agricultural lands---lands__ __ 452,
452, 843
843
deteriorated, transferred
transferred for road
road conconstruction, etc., may be exexchanged for others in good conchanged
dition -.890
-------__-890
reclaiming, etc.; payable from highway fund------------fund
890
890
transfers
transfers to other activities; receivers
receivers
charges, etc
to reimburse charges,
etc- ----890
Export Industries
Industries of the United
United States,
States,
appropriation
appropriation for investigating
investigating problems of, relating to production,
production,
etc -------------------- 226, 1036

-
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the United
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Export Industries
of the
ae.
Continued.
appropriation for
investigations, etc.,
etc.,
appropriation
for investigations,
of,
1925 _"
706
of, additional,
additional, 1925
1-- _---706
Export of
of Arms,
Arms,
Export
proclamation
revoking
proclamation
revoking prohibition
prohibition
against shipment of arms,
against
arms, etc.,
etc.,
Cuba
to Cuba------------------1965
1965
Export Oil
Corporation,
Export
Oil Corporation,
claim of, referred to Court of Claims_Claims__ _ 1574
1574
Exports,
Exports,
tobacco and excise
excise taxes not applicable
applicable
to ------------------------348
348
erroneously collected,
erroneously
collected, to be
refunded_
348
be refunded
348
Exposition, International
InternationalTrade,
Trade,
provisions
for, at
provisions for,
at New
New Orleans,
Orleans, La.._
La ---__ 1253
1253
Express
Exzpress,
punishment
etc., shipshippunishment for stealing,
stealing, etc.,
ments by, in interstate
interstate and foreign transit
transit----------------_
793
carrying such stolen goods into ananetc
794
other State, etc-------------794
venue of prosecutions
prosecutions---------- _
794
794
Extension Service, Department
of AgriculAgriculDepartment of
ture,
ture,
appropriation for salaries --------appropriation
435, 824
for farmers'
farmers' cooperative
cooperative demonstrademonstration work-----__--------_
work
435,
824
435, 824
for additional
additional cooperative
cooperative agriculagricultural extension
work;
county
extension
county
agents -----435, 825
825
---------- 435,
for demonstrations,
etc.,
on
reclamademonstrations, etc., on reclama825
tion projects
projects------------825
for agricultural
agricultural exhibits
exhibits at
at State,
etc.,
State, etc.,
fairs-- ----------------fairs
435,
825
4-3435, 825
for administration
administration expenses ---- __ 435,
435, 825
825
for general expenses,
expenses, additional,
additional,
1925
705
1925-----------------------705
Extradition,
Extradition,
appropriation for bringing home crimicriminals from abroad --------- 216,
216, 1025
1025
Extradition
Extradition Treaties,
Treaties,
1886
with Bulgaria -------------------- 1886
with Costa Rica ---------------1621
_1621
with Esthonia
Esthonia ------------------- _ 1849
1849
1738
with Latvia ------------------ ---1738
1835
with Lithuania
Lithuania ----------------1835
with Siam -----------------1749
_---_
1749
with Venezuela
Venezuela ------------------1698
1698
F.
F.
Fagan, Maria
Fagan,
Maria L.
L. (widow),
(widow),

pension increased
1421
increased----------------1421
Fairmont,
Fairmont, Minn.,
Minn.,
appropriation
appropriation for site and building for
for
post office
79
office- -----------79
Fairport,
Fairport,Ohio,
Ohio,
preliminary
examination, etc.,
preliminary examination,
harbor
etc., of, harbor
made
to be made------------- _ - 1196
1196
Fairs, Agricultural,
Agricultural,Industrial,
Fairs,
Industrial, etc.,
etc.,
exempt from
from admission
admission tax;
tax; condicondition -----------------------321
321
Fairs,
State, Interstate,
Interstate, etc.,
etc.,
Fairs,State,
appropriation
making agricultural
agricultural
appropriation for
for making
exhibits
exhibits at
435, 825
825
at --------------.
435,
Falkinburgh, Pearl
Falktnburgh,
Pearl (widow),
(widow),
pension
pension ----------1521
---------1521
Fallon,
Amy L.,
Fallon, Amy
L.,
compensation for
compensation
for expenses
expenses --------1369
1369
Faloon, Maria
Faloon,
Maria C. (widow),
(widow),
pension increased
1436
increased- ---------1436
Fanning, Joseph
Fanning,
Joseph T.,
T.,
Dension
increased_
IAl
pension
1415
- - increased
---- - - - - - - - - - - - - - v
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Far East,
Page.
The,
Far
East, The,
appropriation
further developing
developing
appropriation for further
commerce with
1035
-- 226,
226,1035
commerce
with ------for
commerce with,
with, addifor promoting
promoting commerce
tional,
706
tional, 1925
1925----------------deficiency
promoting
appropriation for promoting
deficiency appropriation
commerce
commerce with ---------- - 61, 759
Fardette, Margaret
MargaretL. (widow),
Fardette,
pension
1461
pension ------------------------Farlee, Mary
J. (widow),
Mary J.
Farlee,
pension
1477
pension --------------------------Farley, Nellie A. (daughter),
(daughter),
Farley,
pension
1430
---pension-----------------------Farm Loan
Associations
Farm
Loan Associations,
exempt
283
exempt from income tax -----------Farm
Management and Practice,
Practice,
Farm Management
appropriation
for investigating,
investigating, etc.,
appropriation for
improved methods of
453, 844
of------ 453,844
for
ascertaining cost
cost of
of production
production
for ascertaining
of
products- 453, 844
844
of staple
staple agricultural
agricultural products_
Farm Products,
Farm
Products,
appropriation
information
appropriation for diffusing information
of
of
454,844
of marketing, etc., of-------cooperative
454,844
agencies- 454,
844
cooperative with other agencies..
for
cooperative employment
agents
for cooperative
employment of agents
to diffuse information
information as to marketing, etc., of ------------454,844
454,
844
for
certifying conconand certifying
for investigating
investigating and
454. 844
dition of perishable, etc ---for
investigating utility of, for food,
for investigating
clothing, etc--------------etc
455, 847
associations
exempt
associations for marketing, etc., exempt
from income
income tax
283
tax-- ----------Farm Supplies,
Farm
appropriation
for diffusing information
appropriation for
as to purchasing, etc ------- 454, 844
Farmer,
Margaret E.
E. (widow),
Farmer, Margaret
pension
1518
1518
pension--------------------------

Farmers,
Farmers,
authorized to, for purchasing
purchasing
loans authorized
seed, etc.,
etc. , in drought-stricken
seed,
areas of New Mexico
110
areas
Mexico---------tobacco
not regarded
regarded as dealers in leaf tobacco
produced by them
320
produced
them-----------Farmers'
Associations, etc.,
Farmers' Associations,
appropriations for
use of antitrust appropriations
prosecuting, forbidden----forbidden
217, 1027
prosecuting,
Farmers'
Bulletins,
Farmers' Bulletins,
appropriation for printing and binding 434, 823
appropriation
Farmers'
Farmers' Cooperative
Cooperative Demonstration
Demonstration Work,
appropriation for expenses
expenses of
of------- 435, 824
appropriation
acceptance of contributions
contributions within
acceptance
the State ----------------- 435,825
435, 825
Farmers' Mutual Local
Associations, etc.,
Farmers'
Local Associations,
exempt from income tax -----------283
Farms,
Farms,
appropriation for irrigation
irrigation and drainappropriation
investigations---------452, 843
age investigations
for investigating domestic water
supply , etc.
supply,
etc., of------------ 452, 843
Farnham, Mable
Farnham,
Mable (widow),
pension----------------------1521
Farnsworth, Ardella
Ardella M. (widow),
Farnsworth,
pension------------------1431
Farnum,
Farnum, Edith Ellen (daughter),
(daughter),
pension -------------------_---1493
Farragut
Farragut Street NW.,
NW., D. C.,
appropriation
Georgia
appropriation for paving, Georgia
Avenue to Eighth Street------Street
546
Avenue
paving, Georgia Avenue to Thirfor paving,
teenth Street ---------------547
Farrell, .1.
Farrel,
J. M.,
payment to ---------------------1575
458='—voi.
pr 2---50
2
50
45822 -VOL 43
43-PT

Farrell, J
ames ,
Farrell,
James,

pension --------------------.---_

Page.
1402
1402

pension increased ----------

1593

Farris, Susan
S. (widow),
(widow),
Farris,
Susan S.

_---

Fay, Annie
Fay,
Annie M.
M. (widow),
(widow),

pension--------------------------pension

1440

authorized across Monongahela
Monongahela
bridge authorized
and,
River by Greene
Greene County and,
at Masontown-Masontown -------------

376

terms of court at ----

661

Fayette County,
Pa.,
Fayette
County, Pa.,

Fayetteville, N.
N. C.,
C.,
Fayetteville,

----------

Fear, Daisy
Daisy B.
B. (widow),
(widow),
Fear,
pension
-------------------pension-----Fechteler, Maude
Morrow,
Fechteler,
Maude Morrow,

1407

death of son_
son _
- 1561
to, for
for death
naval gratuity
gratuity pay
pay to,

Federal American
American National
Bank,
National Bank,
Federal

deficiency appropriation
appropriation for, rent ---deficiency

44

Federal Board
for Vocational
Education,
Boardfor
Vocational Education,
Federal

appropriation for extending
extending benefits of
appropriation
vocational
education to HawaiiHawaii_
vocational education
extending benefits
benefits of rehabilitafor extending
tion
of_persons
tion of
persons injured in industry to Hawaii
Hawaii
u----------vocational rehabilitafor promoting vocational
tion of persons disabled in industry---------------dustry
for administrative
administrative expenses; investigating
rehabilitated
placement of
of rehabilitated
gating placement
persons -----persons

-

----------

for printing and binding for ------deficiency
appropriation
for agriappropriation
deficiency
cultural education,
cooperative_
cultural
education, cooperativefor expenses, trade, home economics,
and industrial education, coopcoop-

1202
1202

1202
1202
1202
1202
1202
1202
35

erative
35
erative------------------salaries and expenses
expenses ---------- 55,60
55, 60
for salaries
for extending vocational
vocational education,
679
etc., to
Hawaii -----------679
etc.,
to Hawaii
benefits of industrial
for extending
extending benefits
680
rehabilitation to Hawaii -----680
rehabilitation
rehabilitation of
of rehabilitation
for promotion
promotion of
680
persons disabled in industry._
__
industry---rehabilifor investigations,
investigations, etc., of rehabilitated persons; office personnel,
expenses, etc---------------etc
680
680
expenses ------------------1348
for expenses

Federal
Practices Act,
Act, 1925,
1956,
Corrupt Practices
Federal Corrupt
title given---------------------given
construed; "election";
"election"; "candi"canditerms construed;
date"
date"---------------------"political
"political committee"
committee"----------"
contribution"
" ..-------...
-----.
"contribution
"
expenditure" _----------------"expenditure"
"
person ";
"
clerk"; "Secretary";
"Secretary";
"clerk";
"person";
"State"
"State"-------------political committee to have chairman
and treasurer-------------treasurer
treasurer to keep detailed
detailed accounts
of all contributions
contributions and expendiexpenditures
tures---------------------bills --.
obtain and keep receipted
receipted bilLs_
persons
receiving contributions to
to
persons receiving
render detailed account
account thereof
thereof
to
to ----------------------statements to be filed
filed
detailed statements
with Clerk
Clerk by, at designated
contents
periods; contents-------statements of contributions
contributions other than
to
committee for inpolitical committee
to aa political
fluencing an election,
election, to be filed
fluencing
with the Clerk ------------

1070

1070
1070
1070
1071
1071
1071
1071
1071
1071

1071
1071

1072
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Federal Corrupt
Act, 1925—
1925Federal
Corrupt Practices
Practices Act,
Continued.
Continued.
statements
by candidates
candidates for
Senator
statements by
for Senator
to be
filed with
with Secretary,
to
be filed
Secretary, and
and
by candidates
candidates for
for RepresentaRepresentaby
tive with
with the
the Clerk,
Clerk, before
before and
tive
and
after an
an election
election ------------after
items required
items
required ------------------to
be cumulative----------------cumulative
to be
of
total votes
for the
the office
office at
at the
preof total
votes for
the preceding
election
ceding election--------------verification, filing,
verification,
filing, and
and preservation
preservation of
of
statements
statements-------------limitation on
amounts which
which candicandilimitation
on amounts
dates may
may expend
expend in
dates
in campaign
campaign
for election
for
election-----------------expenses not
not included
in
expenses
included in----------unlawful acts,
acts, for
any candidate
candidate to
unlawful
for any
to
promise
appointment to
promise an
an appointment
to any
any
person,
person, etc
etc------------------for
an expendiexpendifor any
any person
person to
to make
make an
ture,
etc.,
to control
the vote
vote of
of
ture, etc., to
control the
another
another-------------------for any
any Senator,
Senator , Representative,
Representative,
for
Federal official,
official, etc.,
etc., to
to solicit,
solicit,
Federal
receive,
assessments or
or conconreceive, etc.,
etc., assessments
tributions
political purposes
tributions for
for political
purposes
from
person, etc---------etc
from any
any person,
for any
bank or
or Federal
corfor
any national
national bank
Federal corporation
to contribute
poration to
contribute to
to any
any
election
election --------------------for
other corporation
corporation to
confor any
any other
to contribute
contribute to
to aa presidential
presidential or
or congressional
election; or
or any
gressional election;
any candicandidate,
etc., to
to receive
receive the
the same-same_ _
date, etc.,
penalty
for violation
by a
corporapenalty for
violation by
a corporation
tion-------------------_
punishment
for any
any corporation
corporation
punishment for
officer consenting
to the
officer
consenting to
the same_
same -_
punishment for
for violations
forepunishment
violations of
of foregoing
going ----------_---------for willful
willful violations
violations thereof
thereof ----for
legal
expenses in
legal expenses
election
in contested
contested election
,cases
cases not
not affected
affected------------State laws as
as to
to nomination
State
nomination or
or election
election
of
unless
of candidates
candidates not
not affected
affected unless
directly inconsistent
directly
inconsistent herewith
herewith.__
candidates
from complycomplycandidates not
not exempt
exempt from
ing with
with ------------------ing
invalidity
of any
any provision,
invalidity of
provision, etc.,
not to
to
etc., not
affect remainder
Act -------affect
remainder of
of Act
laws
relating to
laws repealed;
repealed; relating
to publicity
publicity of
of
contributions to elections
contributions
Repelections of
of Representatives ----------------resentatives
Corrupt Practices
Practices Act
Act of
1918 -----Corrupt
of 1918
political contributions
contributions by
corporapolitical
by corporations ---------------------- _
tions
Federal
Federal Farm
Farm Loan
Act,
Loan Act,
provisions
of, extended
provisions of,
extended to
to Hawaii
Hawaii- --branch land
land banks
banks may
estabbranch
may be
be established
lished----------------------Federal Farm
Farm Loan
Act Amendments,
Amendments,
Federal
Loan Act
Board authorized
authorized to
to employ
attorneys,
Board
employ attorneys,
experts,
etc.,
salaries
experts, etc., and
and fix
fix salaries
therefor -------------------therefor
appointments
regard to
to civil
civil
appointments without
without regard
service or
___
service
or classification
classification laws_
laws --may
be put
put in
in classified
classified service__
service_ __
may be
in voluntary
voluntary liquidations,
liquidations, assets may
may
be
acquired and
asbe acquired
and liabilities
liabilities assumed
sumed by Federal
land and
and jointFederal land
jointstock
stock land
land banks
banks----------loan requirements,
loan
requirements, et6.,
etd., may
may be
be
waived
waived -------............
limit of
of assumption
of liabilities by
limit
assumption of
by
land
banks
land banks------------------by
joint-stock land
land banks
by joint-stock
banks --------

Page.
Page.

1072
1072
1072
1072
1072
1072
1072
1072
1073
1073
1073
1073
1073
1073
1073
1073
1073
1073

1073
1073
1074

1074
1074

1074
1074
1074
1074
1074
1074
1074
1074
1074
1074
1074
1074
1074
1074
1074

1074
1074
1074
1074
1074
17
17
17
17

1263
1263
1263
1263
1263
1263

1263
1263

1263
1263
1263
1263
1263
1263

Federal Farm
Farm Loan
Loan Bureau,
Federal
Bureau, Treasury
Treasury DeDe- Page.
partment,
partment,
appropriation
for members
members of
appropriation for
of the
the
Board,
office personnel,
personnel, etc_
Board, office
etc-_-__ 70,
70, 769
769
payable from
assessments on
on land
land
payable
from assessments
banks769
banks
---------------------769
for
reviewing appraisers
appraisers..--------70, 769
769
for reviewing
70,
assessments on
70, 769
769
assessments
on land
land banks
banks for..
for --__ 70,
for
continge.ot expenses,
expenses, etcetc ------ 70,
70, 769
769
for continge.,t
pay restriction,
restriction, etc-----------etc
70, 769
769
pay
70,
for
salaries, additional,
1925
710
for salaries,
additional, 1925-------710
deficiency
two addiaddideficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for two
tional
members of
Board_--__
49
tional members
of the
the Board
49
for
traveling expenses_
49
for traveling
expenses -----------49
attorney, experts,
experts, clerks,
etc., may
may be
be
attorney,
clerks, etc.,
employed by
by ---------------1263
employed
1263
salaries, etc.,
advance_ _ 1263
salaries,
etc., to
to be
be fixed
fixed in
in advance-1263
without regard
civil service
service laws
laws
without
regard to
to civil
or Classification
Classification Act
1263
or
Act ---------1263
Federal
Highway Act,
Act,
Federal Highway
appropriation for
for forest
forest roads
roads and
appropriation
and
trails
852
trails under
under---------------- 460,
460, 852
for
post roads;
allotment for
for
for rural
rural post
roads; allotment
1926
461,
852
1926-----------------461, 852
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
roads
deficiency
for forest
forest roads
and trails,
fiscal year
1926_ __ ___ 1326
and
trails, fiscal
year 1926.__-1326
extension
of preliminary
preliminary permit
of
extension of
permit of
Dixie Power
Company for
for projprojDixie
Power Company
ect
White River
Ark., under
96
ect on
on White
River, Ark.,
under
96
rural
rural post
post roads,
roads, additional
additional authorizaauthorizations of
of appropriations
appropriations for,
tions
for, fiscal
fiscal
year
1926
889
year 1926------------------889
fiscal
year
1927
889
fiscal year 1927---------------889
immediate
immediate apportionment
apportionment of
authoriof authorizations
1926, and
889
zations for
for 1926,
and thereafter_
thereafter_
889
approval
of project
by Secretary
Secretary
approval of
project by
under, deemed
contracunder,
deemed Federal
Federal contractual obligation
obligation to
to contribute_
889
contribute____ 889
roads and
national forests;
roads
and trails
trails in
in national
forests; adadditional
ditional authorizations
for, fiscal
authorizations for,
fiscal
year 1926
889
year
1926 -----------------889
year 1927------------------fiscal year
1927
889
889
deteriorated
may be
be
deteriorated war
war explosives
explosives may
exchanged for
for others
others in
exchanged
in good
good
condition
condition ------------------890
890
reclaiming, etc.,
etc., of
of --------------890
890
payable from
from highway
fund
890
payable
highway fund-----890
transfers
transfers to
other activities;
activities; reimto other
reimbursement by
by receivers
890
bursement
receivers -------890
nontaxable Indian
lands added
nontaxable
Indian lands
Govadded to Government
for unapprounapproernment proportion
proportion for
priated
priated lands
890
lands ----------------890
of projects
temporary approval
approval of
projects when
when
use
State laws
laws do
do not
not allow
allow use
therefor,
extended three
therefor, extended
three years..
years--_ 890
890
appropriations under,
exshare of
of appropriations
under, extended
17
tended to
to Hawaii
Hawaii------------17
transfer
tractors
transfer of Army
Army caterpillar
caterpillar tractors
and
trucks to
Departand motor
motor trucks
to Department of
of Agriculture
Agriculture for
for improvement
improvement
etc
1281
ment of
of highways
highways,'etc--------1281
Federal Horticultural
Horticultural Board,
Federal
Board, Department
Department
of Agriculture,
Agriculture
of
appropriation for
for enforcing
enforcing quarantine
appropriation
quarantine
against
etc. cooperative
against insects,
insects, etc.,
cooperative
with
Entomology
etc.,
with Entomology Bureau - -___ 448,
448, 839
839
for
secretary, office
office and
field perperfor secretary,
and field
sonnel
456,
sonnel -------------------456, 847
847
regulating imfor general
general expenses;
expenses; regulating
importation
of
nursery
stock,
etc..
456,
847
portation of nursery stock, etc_ 456, 847
for
cooperative expenses,
expenses, eradicating
for cooperative
eradicating
potato
wart
56 848
848
potato wart--------------456,
for
eradicating pink
cotfor eradicating
pink bollworm
bollworm of
of cotton
848
ton------------------------848
for
Parlatoria date
date scalescale_ _ 848
for eradicating
eradicating Parlatoria
848
for salaries,
salaries, additional,
1925-------706
for
additional, 1925
706
for
general expenses,
1925_
706
706
expenses, additional,
additional, 1925_
for general
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Federal Industrial
Industrial Institution
Institution for
for Women,
Women,
Federal

Page.

purchase of
deficiency
appropriation for purchase
deficiency appropriation
land, construction
construction of buildings,
1334
etc
1334
etc ---------------------.--.
Federal
Insurance Company,
Company,
Federal Insurance
redemption
certificates of inredemption of lost certificates
debtedness to-----------to
1549, 1551
debtedness
Federal
Baltimore, Md.,
FederalLand Bank of Baltimore,
conveyance to, of tract of land in Porto
conveyance
Rico
977
Rico----------------------proceeds for Army quarters__
quarters_- _ 977
use of proceeds
description of
977
of tract
tract--------------description
Federal
etc.,'
Banks, etc.
FederalLand Banks,
283
from income
income tax -----------exempt from
Federal
Board,
Federal Oil
Oil Conservation
ConservationBoard,
deficiency
appropriation for expenses
expenses_ -_
754
deficiency appropriation
Federal
Commission,
Power Commission,
Federal Power
appropriation for expenses
expenses of------of
524, 1203
appropriation
for----- 524, 1203
for printing and binding for
Federal Railroad
Railroad Control,
Control,
Federal
proclamation
proclamation reappointing James C.
Davis
Director General of RailDavis Director
roads
1922
roads----------------------the
designating same, as agent of the
designating
President,
arising
President, in actions arising
from
1922
from-----------------------Federal
1918,
Control Act, 1918,
Railroad Control
Federal Railroad
appropriation for
expenses of Secretary
for expenses
appropriation
of
the Treasury
768
68,768
under------- 68,
Treasury under
of the
Federal Reporter,
Reporter,
Federal
appropriation
continuation of
of __
1031
-_
- 221,
221, 1031
for continuation
appropriation for
of__ 687
deficiency
deficiency appropriation for one set of
Federal Reserve Board,
Board,
Federal
enforce 'etc.,
etc.,
of appeals to enforce,
courts of
circuit courts
of, under Clayton Antiorders of,
trust Act
937
Act-------------------trust
Currency,
Reserve Currency,
Federal
Federal Reserve
appropriation for distinctive paper for
for_ 68, 768
appropriation
expenses redemption
Treasredemption of, Treasfor expenses,
70,770
urer's Office---------------(Ace_ „
70,
770
Comptroller of
expenses, Office of Comptroller
for expenses,
Currency
71, 770
71,770
the Currency--------------for
710
1925_
additional, 1925__
etc., additional,
for preparing,
preparing, etc.,
deficiency
appropriation for distinctive
deficiency appropriation
paper for
for-------------------- 1341
paper
Federal
System,,
Federal Reserve System
dnal report
report of Joint
Joint
extended for final
time extended
Congressional Committee
Committee on
44
on-_-__
Congressional
Federal
Commission,
Trade Commission,
Federal Trade
appropriation for
Commissioners__ _ 524, 1203
for Commissioners__
appropriation
524, 1203
for all other expenses
expenses ---------524,
for
binding for
for----- 525, 1203
and binding
printing and
for printing
deficiency
appropriation for ---------- 55, 60
deficiency appropriation
circuit
appeals to enforce, etc.,
courts of appeals
circuit courts
orders of, under Clayton Anti937
Act------------------trust Act
Federal
Vocational Education
Education Act,
Federal Vocational
provisions
of, extended
18
18
to Hawaii
Hawaii-- extended to
provisions of,
Fee,
Elizabeth Jane
Jane (widow),
Fee, Elizabeth
1393
increased------------------pension increased
D. C.,
Children, D.
Feeble Minded Children,
appropriation for
maintenance.---- 569, 1243
for maintenance
appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for maintedeficiency appropriation
678, 1323
nance _
nance-------------------Feeble
Minded, D.
D. C.,
and School
School for
for
C., Home
Home and
Feeble Minded
(see District Training School).
Feeble
D, C.,
C.,
Feeble Minded
Minded Persons,
Persons, D,
appropriation for construction of home
appropriation
for;
maintenance, etc------etc
569, 1243
1243
for; maintenance,
construction
contracts, etc
569
etc ------construction contracts,
provisions
etc. of, in Discustody,, etc.,
provisions for custody
1135
trict Training School --------- 1135
Feely, John
H.,
John H.,
Feely,
1402
pension
increased -----------------increased
rpension
.........

Feiereisen, John,
John,
Feiereisen,

Page.
Page.

pension -------------------------pension

1399
1399

pension -------------_
pension

1513
1513

Felix, Luella
Luella E.
E. (widow),
(widow),
Felix,
Fellows, Oscar
Oscar F.,
F.,
Fellows,

-----------_

payment
of---------------payment to estate of

1365

reimbursement
to
reimbursement to-------------------

1366

Fellows, Rush
Rush 0.,
0.,
Fellows,

Fetter, Charles
D.,
Charles D.,
Felter,

pension
increased
1395
pension increased-----------------Felton,
(widow),
A. (widow),
Nancy A.
Felton, Nancy
increased
1431
pension increased------------------Fenholloway
River, Fla.,
Fla.,
Fenholloway River,
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., of, to
preliminary
made
1194
be made-------------------Fenner
Elizabeth (widow),
(widow),
Fenner,! Elizabeth
1433
'1433
pension -------------------------Ferguson, Katie (widow),
Ferguson,
1420
pension
1420
-pension-------------------------Ferguson, Leona
(daughter),
Leona M. (daughter),
Ferguson,
pension
1424
increased------------------pension increased
Ferlita, G.,
Ferlita,
may
collision damages
damages to
to
may bring
bring suit for collision
schooner
Ferlita," in disdis"Rosa Ferlita,"
schooner "Rosa
trict
court------------------- 1581
trict court
Fern
D. C.,
NW., D.
FernStreet NW.,
appropriation for
for grading, Blair Road
appropriation
to Eighth Street-------------Street
548
Fernandina,
Fla.,
Fernandina,Fla.,
improvement of harbor,
authorized .-- 1187
harbor, authorized
improvement
Fero,
Esther A. (widow),
Fero, Esther
pension increased
1522
increased ------------------ 1522
pension
Ferrand,
E. (son),
(son),
Ferrand,Frederic
FredericE.
1429
--------- 1429
pension ----------------Ferrell,
William,
Ferrell, William,
pension increased
1405
increased------------------pension
Ferris,
E. (widow),
JeanetteE.
Ferris, Jeanette
pension increased
1533
-----------increased ----pension
Ferriter, Margaret
Margaret L.
(widow),
L. (widow),
Ferriter,
pension
1404
----------pension -------------Ferry and Stevens Counties,
Counties, Wash.,
Ferry
payment
authorized to,
to for taxes on
payment authorized
599
lands_Colville
Colville Indian allotted lands—.
599
made-----------deductions to be made
deductions
599
appropriation authorized
for
authorized for-------appropriation
Fertilizers,
Fertilizers,
appropriation
etc. 448, 838
investigations, etc..
appropriation for investigations,
Fetters, Sarah
Sarah E.
E. (widow),
Fetters,
pension
1481
pension --------------------------Fey, Ida,
Ida,
1591
payment
husband.- _
Heath of husband---to, for tieath
payment to,
Fiber Plants,
Plants,
Fiber
appropriation for
improving, etc., hardfor improving,
appropriation
fiber production outside continental area -------------441, 831
Fiduciaries,
Fiduciaries,
returns of
of incomes
beneficiaries, to be
incomes of beneficiaries,
returns
made by
280
by-------------------Field
Army,
Field Artillery, Army,
appropriation
firing
instruction at firing
appropriation for instruction
centers
activities --------- 501, 917
centers of, activities
Okla.,
Sill, Okla.,
Field Artillery
Artillery School,
FortSill,
School, Fort
Field
appropriation
appropriation for instruction expenses
917
penses------------------- 501, 917
711
for, additional,
additional, 1925--------------1925
711
Field Cannon,
Army,
Field
Cannon, Army,
appropriation
purchase, manufacappropriation for purchase,
ture, etc
913
etc --------------- 498, 913
ture,
ammunition for
for------------- 498, 914
for ammunition
for ammunition,
etc., for practice_ 498, 914
ammunition, etc.,
for
Field
Clerks, Army,
Army,
Field Clerks,
appropriation
for pay,
pay,
at
headappropriation for
quarters
481, 896
quarters _----------------- 481,896
for mileage;
limitation----------- 482, 897
mileage; limitation_
for
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Field
Glasses,
Page.
Field Glasses,
age.
excise tax
by dealer;
dealer;
excise
tax on,
on, sold,
sold, etc.,
etc., by
exception
324
exception -----------------324
Field
Service Additional
Additional Appropriations
Appropriations
Field Service
for
Year 1925,
1925,
for Fiscal
Fiscal Year
for
Executive Office
705
for Executive
Office----------------705
for
Civil Service
705
for Civil
Service Commission
Commission ------_
705
for
Interstate Commerce
Commerce Commission
705
for Interstate
Commission_
705
for
National Advisory
for National
Advisory Committee
Committee for
for
Aeronautics -----------------705
Aeronautics
705
for
Tariff Commission--------------Commission
705
for Tariff
705
for
United States
States Veterans'
705
for United
Veterans' Bureau
Bureau -705
for
Department of
of Agriculture------Agriculture
705
for Department
705
for
Department of
Commerce
706
for Department
of Commerce-------706
for
Interior Department
706
for Interior
Department -----------706
Indian
706
Indian Affairs
Affairs Bureau
Bureau------------706
for
Department of
Justice
709
for Department
of Justice----------709
for
Department of
Labor ___-------_
709
for Department
of Labor
709
for
Navy Department
709
for Navy
Department--------------709
for
Department
710
for State
State Department-------------710
for Treasury
Department ----------710
for
Treasury Department
710
for War
711
for
War Department
Department -------------711
for District
of Columbia
Columbia -----------712
for
District of
712
proportional
proportional payments
payments from
from the
the
Treasury and
and District
District revenue&
712
Treasury
revenues_
712
amounts
herein may
be used
amounts herein
may be
used irreirrespective
salary requirements
requirements
spective of
of salary
for
1925
712
for 1925------------------712
for
Alaska salmon
fisheries..
713
for expenses
expenses of
of Alaska
salmon fisheries713
Field Service,
Service, Civilian,
Field
Civilian,
limitation
for fiscal
1926, on
pay
limitation for
fiscal year
year 1926,
on pay
allowed
all executive
executive departallowed in
in all
departments,
etc.,. for
___ments, etc.,
for_-------764
7764
Field
Field Surveying Service,
Servi
ce, Public
Public Lands,Lands,•
activities,
of surveyors
general
activities, etc.,
etc., of
surveyors general
transferred
to, on
on July
1144
transferred to,
July 1,
1, 1925
1925-- 1144
Fields, Bettie
(widow),
Fields,
Bettie (widow),
pension
increased
pension increased--_------------_ 1449
1449
Fields,
(widow),
Fields, Louisa
Louisa (widow),
pension
1471
pension increased
increased ----------------1471
Fifteenth Street
C.
Fifteenth
Street NE.,
NE., D.
D. C.,
appropriation
for paving,
B to
to E
E
appropriation for
paving, B
Streets;
fund..
549
Streets; from
from gasoline-tax
gasoline-tax fund_
549
Fifteenth
Fifteenth Street
Street NW.,
NW., D.
D. C.,
C.,
appropriation
paving, .Varnum
.Varnum to
to
appropriation for
for paving,
Webster
Streets ------------547
Webster Streets
547
for asphalt covering,
covering, Euclid
Euclid to Irving
Irving
Streets; from
from gasoline-tax
fund..
1225
Streets;
gasoline-tax fund_
1225
Fifteenth
SE., D.
Fifteenth Street
Street SE.,
D. C.,
C.,
appropriation forpaving,
for paving, B
to E
Streets;
appropriation
B to
E Streets;
from gasoline-tax
549
gasoline-tax fund
fund--.-- ---549
Fifth
Street NE.,
NE., D.
Fifth Street
D. C.,
C.,
appropriation
for paving,
paving, T
appropriation for
T to
to W
W
Streets
548
Streets--------------------548
Films,
Films, Photographic,
Photographic,
excise
on, other
moving-picture
excise tax
tax on
other than
than moving-picture
X-ray, sold
by producer._
__
323
and X-ray,
sold by
producer-_323
Finance Department,
Department, Army,
Army,
Finance
appropriation
of the
Army__ 481,
481, 895
895
appropriation for
for pay
pay of
the Army_clerks, etc.---------------for clerks,
etc
482,
897
482, 897
amount
auditing World
War
amount for
for auditing
World War
contracts
897
contracts ----------------- 483,
483, 897
allowance for
for personal
allowance
personal services
services in
in
Department -------------483,
Department
483, 897
897
for civilian personnel
personnel in
in Department
Department
Office----------------Office
483,
483, 898
898
forpay
for pay of
711
of the Army,
Army, additional,
additional, 1925_
1925_
711
for finance
finance service,
service, additional,
711
additional, 1925_
1925_
711
for citizens'
citizens' military
for
military training
training camps,
camps,
additional,
711
additional, 1925
1925------------711
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for
for pay,
pay, etc.,
etc.,
of
62,
of the
the Army
Army ------ _62, 701,
701, 761
761
for temporary services,
services, Office of---761
of.. ___
761
Chief
rank, etc.,
of a
major
Chief of,
of, to
to have
have rank,
etc., of
a major
general
970
general--------.-----------970

Finch, Maggie
(widow),
Finch,
Maggie M.
M. (widow),
Page.
pension
1522
pension ------------------------1522
Fine Arts,
Arts, Commission
ComFine
Commission of
of (see
(see also
also Commission
Fine Arts),
mission of
of Fine
Arts),
appropriation
of
523,
1201
appropriation for
for expenses
expenses of----523, 1201
for
and binding
524, 1201
1201
for printing
printing and
binding for
for -524,
Finland,
Finland,
appropriation
minister to
1015
appropriation for
for minister
to------ 206,
206, 1015
settlement
indebtedness of,
of, made
made by
by
settlement of
of indebtedness
Foreign
Debt Commission,
Commission, apForeign Debt
approved
20
proved---------------------20
amount
of indebtedness
indebtedness stated
20
amount of
stated-------20
bonds to
to be
be issued
issued therefor
20
bonds
therefor--------20
principal payable
in annual
annual inprincipal
payable in
installments; progressive
stallments;
progressive increase
increase
until 62d
20
until
62d year
year --------------20
payment of
additional amounts
alpayment
of additional
amounts allowed ---------------------20
lowed
20
interest rate
to 1932;
_
20
interest
rate to
1932; thereafter__
thereafter_20
for
first five
half of
of interest
for first
five years
years half
interest
may be
and added
added to
to
may
be deferred,
deferred, and
principal;
to be
principal; bonds
bonds to
be issued
issued
therefor_------------20
therefor
------20
payment
bonds
payment in
in United
United States
States bonds
accepted
20
accepted ------------------20
Finley, William
William H.,
11.,
pension
increased
1396
pension increased-----------------1396
Finley's Ferry,
Finley's
Ferry, Ark.
Ark.,'
bridge
authorized across
Current River
River
bridge authorized
across Current
at..,...
26
at- -----------------------26
Fire Control
Control Installations,
Installations, Army,
Army,
Fire
appropriation
for operating,
operating, etc.,
etc., seaseaappropriation for
coast
coast defenses
defenses ------------- 491,
491, 905
905
for
etc., insular
for operating,
operating, etc.,
insular possesposses-

sions---------------------- 491, 906
sions
for
etc., Panama
Panama CanaL
for operating,
operating, etc.,
CanaL 491,
491, 906
906
for
etc., of,
seacoast dedefor construction,
construction, etc.,
of, seacoast
fenses
502,
fenses -----------------502, 917
917
for
etc., Hawaiian
Hawaiian Isfor construction,
construction, etc.,
Islands -----------------lands
- 502,
502, 918
918
for construction,
construction, etc.,
Cafor
etc., Panama
Panama Canal---------------------503,
nal
503, 918
918
for
1925...._
711
for maintenance,
maintenance, additional,
additional, 1925--711
for
possessions, additional,
additional,
for insular
insular possessions,
1925-----------------------1925
711
711
Panama Canal, additional,
for Panama
1925_
711
additional, 1925711
deficiency
for----- 59, 701,
701, 762
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
762
Fire
Department, D.
C.,
Fire Department,
D. C.,
appropriation for
for relief
relief fund
fund allowances,
allowances,
appropriation
etc
560, 1236
etc--- ----------------560,
1236
deductions
increased..
560
deductions from
from salaries
salaries increased560
for
etc --------- 561,
for salaries,
salaries, officers,
officers, etc
61, 1236
1236
for
personal
services
1236
for personal services -------------1236
for
apparatus, etc
etc.. 1236
1236
for repairs
repairs to
to houses,
houses, apparatus,
for
improvements, etc.,
etc., engine
for improvements,
engine house
house
No. 16;
16; former
former appropriations
appropriations
No.
available
561
available --------------------561
construction
at repair
repair shop
shop --_ 561,
construction at
561, 1236
1236
for
etc., to
to fire
fire boat
for repairs,
repairs, etc.,
boat -- 561,
561, 1236
1236
for
supplies -----------------561,
for supplies
561, 1236
1236
for contingent
contingent expenses
expenses -------- 561,
for
561, 1236
1236
for new apparatus,
apparatus, etc
etc -_-----561, 1236
561,
1236
for house,
house, etc.,
etc., for
for truck
in
for
truck company
company in
northeast section
12th and
and
northeast
section near
near 12th
H Streets
561
H
Streets ----------------561
for house,
house, etc.,
for engine
on
for
etc., for
engine company
company on
Conduit Road
Road ------------561
Conduit
' 561
deficiency
for increase
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
increase of
of
compensation ------------ --676
compensation
676
additional force
force--------------676
additional
676
for repairs to
to apparatus
apparatus----------676
676
for
679
for contingent
contingent expenses
expenses ----------679
basic salaries
of chief
chief engineer,
engineer, deputy
salaries of
deputy
and
175
and battalion
battalion engineers
engineers ------175
fire marshal,
marshal, deputy,
inspectors
175
deputy, inspectors----175
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Fisheries
Bureau, Department
of Cornrage
Cor- Page.
Department of
'isheries Bureau,
Fire Department,
Department, D.
D. C.-Continued.
C.-Continued.
Page.
Fire
merce-Continued.
merce-Continued.
basic
captains, lieutenants,
lieutenants,
of captains,
salaries of
basic salaries
crews,
appropriation for
officers and
for officers
appropriation
175
sergeants
sergeants -----------------Alaska service
service vessels
237, 1046
1046
237,
vessels -----Alaska
superintendent of
machinery, assistassistof machinery,
superintendent
for
administration
expenses - -- 237, 1046
1046
for administration expenses
ants,
pilots, marine
engineers,
marine engineers,
ants, pilots,
for propagation
237, 1046
expenses -_----- 237,
175
propagation expenses
for
175
etc
etc------------------------for
of vessels
vessels ---238, 1047
175
maintenance of
for maintenance
175
privates ------- --------------privates
commutation of
of rations
rations allowed
1047
238, 1047
allowed 238,
175
commutation
175
weekly day
day off
lieu of
Sundays ---.
of Sundays
in lieu
off in
weekly
238, 1047
for food
food fishes
fishes inquiry
inquiry--------- 238,
175
for
175
suspended during
emergency
existing emergency
during existing
suspended
for
statistical inquiry
238, 1047
inquiry.---------for statistical
correction
in pay
for battalion
fixed for
pay fixed
correction in
- _ 238, 1047
for
protecting sponge
sponge fisheries_
fisheries_ _
for protecting
chief engineers---------------engineers
752
chief
for
Alaska general
service, protecting
protecting
general service,
for Alaska
Fire Island,
N. Y.,
Y.,
Island, N.
Fire
seal fisheries;
natives,
to natives,
food to
fisheries; food
seal
abandoned
lands of
of lighthouse
reservalighthouse reservaabandoned lands
etc
238, 1047
1047
238,
etc---------------------New York
to New
tion
transferred to
on, transferred
tion on,
Missisfor equipment,
equipment, etc.,
Upper Missisetc., Upper
for
State for
635
635
uses -----park uses
public park
for public
State
1047
sippi
Fish Refuge,
Refuge, etc-------etc
1047
sippi Fish
Fire
Prevention Day,
Day,
Fire Prevention
706
for salaries,
salaries, additional, 1925 ----for
October 9,
proclamation designating
designating October
proclamation
1925 for Alaska
706
additional, 192&_
vessels, additional,
Alaska vessels,
for
1923,
as --------------1924
1923, as
for
salmon
protection of salmon
1967
expenses, protection
for expenses,
1967
October 9,
9, 1924
1924 as--------------as_
October
713
fisheries
713
Alaska------------of Alaska
fisheries of
Fire
Resisting Qualities
Building Maof Building
Qualities of
Fire Resisting
miscelladeficiency
appropriation for
for miscelladeficiency appropriation
terials,
terials,
neous expenses
expenses - - -56, 61, 697, 759
56,
neous
appropriation
for investigating,
etc.;
investigating, etc.;
appropriation for
proviNorthern Pacific
Pacific Halibut
Halibut Act
Act proviNorthern
fire prevention
prevention appliances--appliances__ _ 231, 1040
fire
648
sions
sions-----------------------Firearms ' Shells,
Cartridges
and Cartridges,
Shells, and
Firearms,
Fisheries
International,
Commission, International,
Fisheries Commission,
excise
tax on,
sold by
producer, etc.;
by producer,
on, sold
excise tax
1024
appropriation for
etc
1024
expenses, etc------for expenses,
appropriation
exceptions
323
exceptions -----------------share of
deficiency appropriation
for share
appropriation for
deficiency
Fireman's Fund
Fund Insurance
Insurance Company,
Fireman's
expenses
of ------------------756
expenses of
payment
for property
1588
damages.--property damages__
to, for
payment to,
subject
scientific
investigations of, not subject
scientific investigations
redemption
lost certificates
incertificates of inof lost
redemption of
to inhibitions
inhibitions of
of Northern
Northern Pato
1551
debtedness to
1549, 1551
to ------------ 1549,
debtedness
cific Halibut
Fishery Act
650
Act -----Halibut Fishery
cific
General,
PostmasterGeneral,
First
Assistant Postmaster
FirstAssistant
appropriation
exauthorized for exappropriation authorized
appropriation for,
for, and
and office
personnel_ 84, 782
782
office personnelappropriation
650
penses of -------------------pensesof
for field
field service,
Office DepartPost Office
service, Post
for
Salmon (see
Fisheries).
Alaska Fisheries).
(see Alaska
Fisheries, Salmon
ment, under--------------under
86, 784
784 Fisheries,
ment,
Halibut,
Fishery, Halibut,
86, 784 Fishery,
assistants, etc---for postmasters,
postmasters, assistants,
etc__ ___ 86,
for
convention with
with Great
Great Britain
Britain for
profor proconvention
for rent,
light t and
fuel
86, 784
784
and fuel---------rent, light,
for
tection of,
of, in
in northern
Pacffic
1841
northern Pacific__
tection
for village
86, 784
delivery -------------village delivery
for
provisions
for protection
of, in
northern
in northern
protection of,
provisions for
for city
delivery, etc
etc -----------86, 785
city delivery,
for
Pacific
648 .
Pacific --------------------for
pneumatic tube
tube service,
service, New
for pneumatic
Clara A.
(widow),
A. (widow),
Fisk, Clara
York
and Brooklyn,
N. Y..-Y
86, 785 Fisk,
Brooklyn, N.
York and
pension
1442
pension---------------------------785
for
86, 785
allowance ------------ 86,
vehicle allowance
for vehicle
Fiske, Augusta
Augusta A.
A. (widow),
miscellaneous----- - 86, 785 Fiske,
for travel
and miscellaneous
travel and
for
1450
pension increased------------------increased
Massachusetts,
First
Cadets, Massachusetts,
pension
Corps Cadets,
First Corps
471 Fiske,
Guard---------status
National Guard
in National
of, in
status of,
Fiske, Clifford
Clifford (son),
First Judicial
Circuit,
1524
JudicialCircuit,
First
pension
1524
pension---------------------------at
Court of
for, to
hold a
sitting at
a sitting
to hold
Appeals for,
of Appeals
Court
Fitzpatrick,
Mary (widow),
(widow),
Mary
Fitzpatrick,
San
Juan, Porto
729
Rico --------Porto Rico
San Juan,
1403
pension
pension---------------------Fish Hatchery,
Hatchery,
Fish
Indians,
Five
Civilized
Tribes
of
Indians,
Okla.,
.
of
Tribes
Civilized
Five
public lands
lands granted
to Oregon
Oregon for
granted to
public
of
appropriation
for continuing
work of
continuing work
appropriation for
nonoperating
reversion for nona; reversion
operating a;
1146
Competency Commission
___ 396,
396, 1146
Commission-Competency
891
user --------------------891
user
for attorneys,
attorneys, etc.,
probate matfor probate
etc., for
for
Fish
Mississippi River Wild
Upper Mississippi
Refuge, Upper
Fish Refuge,
ters of
restricted allottees
allottees_ .. _
1147
.-- 397, 1147
of restricted
ters
Life
and,
Life and,
for expenses,
etc., selling
selling tribal
tribal proppropexpenses, etc.,
for
appropriation
etc.,
land, etc.,
acquiring land,
for acquiring
appropriation for
erty,
proceeds
398, 1148
1148
from proceeds-------erty, from
84
for -----------------------842
for
segregated
asphalt lands
and asphalt
coal and
segregated coal
104i
for equipment,
equipment, etc---------------etc
1047
for
1143
included
398, 114/
included-------------Fisher,
I. (widow),
Cora I.
Fisher, Cora
1148
for
etc -------398, 1148
rents, etc
collecting rents,
for collecting
1504
pension
1504
-------pension
tribal,
schools continued-_
continued.... 398, 1148
etc., schools
tribal, etc.,
Fisher,
E.,
Raymond E.,
Fisher, Raymond
payments authorized
authorized from
from tribal
payments
141(
pension increased
increased ----------------1410
pension
398, 1148
funds
1148
funds-------------Fisheries Bureau,
Department of ComBureau, Department
Fisheries
dispensing
with tribal
attorneys__
398
tribal attorneys-dispensing with
merce,
merce,
repairs, etc.,
etc., school
school buildings, from
from
repairs,
appropriation for
Commissioner, and
and
for Commissioner,
appropriation
school funds------------funds
1149
398, 1149
school
104(
office
personnel------------ 236, 1046
office personnel
for tribal
common schools
1158
schools ------ 407, 1158
tribal common
for
Islands;
for
Pribilof Islands;
service; Pribilof
Alaska service;
for Alaska
of---- 410, 1159
for administering
administering affairs
affairs of
1159
for
104(
237, 1046
at
large-------------at large
detailed
to
report of expenditures to
detailed report
for
1046
large ---------- 237, 104i
at large
employees at
for employees
410
be
made ------------------410
be made
- _ 237, 104(
for distribution
distribution car
1046
employees -_
car employees_
for
for
probate attorneys,
additional,
attorneys, additional,
for probate
for
fish cultural
cultural stations,
stations, employfor fish
1925
707
1925----------------------ees
237, 104'
1046
237,
---------------------ees
for tribal,
tribal, etc.,
schools, additional,
additional,
etc., schools,
for
Mississippi
for
station, Mississippi
fish-rescue station,
for fish-rescue
708
1925
1925--------------------237, 238, 104
River Valley
Valley --------237,
1046
River
for administering
administering affairs of, addifor
104
for biological
stations, employees_
employees_ 237, 1046
biological stations,
for
708
tional, 1925-----------------1925
tional,
104
for employees
vessels
237, 1046
on vessels-------employees on
for
-
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Five
of Indians,
Indians, Okla.—
Page
Five Civilized
Civilized Tribes
Tribes of
Okla.Page.
Continued.
Continued.
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for adminisadministering
affairs of
of ------------.
56,
tering affairs
56, 760
760
for civilian employees,
for
employees, Choctaw
Choctaw and
and
Chickasaw
Agencies
1329
Chickasaw Agencies----------1329
allowances from
allowances
for street
from tribal
tribal funds
funds for
street
improvements,
improvements. etc.,
etc., heretofore
heretofore
or
town sites;
or hereafter
hereafter made
made in
in town
sites;
conditions---------.------conditions
728
728
Fix, Etta
Etta (daughter),
Fix,
(daughter),
pension ------------------.--.---.
1496
pension
1496
Fixed Nitrogen
Fixed
Nitrogen Research
Research Laboratory,
Laboratory, DeDepartment of
of Agriculture,
partment
Agriculture,
appropriation
for rent,
appropriation for
rent, from
from War
War DeDepartment
funds
433, 823
partment funds-----------433,
823
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for rent-----rent
38
38
Flag,
National,
Flag, National,
issue of,
of, free,
free, upon
upon request
of nearest
issue
request of
nearest
relative
officer, etc.,
in
relative of
of officer,
etc., dying
dying in
service
during
service of
of Navy,
Navy, etc.,
etc., during
World War
War period
period ----------1278
World
1278
Flagg, William
William H.,
H.,
Flagg,
payment
to, for
damages from
payment to,
for property
property damages
from
mail aeroplane
1378
aeroplane --------------1378
Flanagan,
Flanagan,Sarah
Sarah J.
J. (widow),
(widow),
pension increased
increased ----------------1513
_
1513
Flanders,
M. (widow),
Flanders,Medic
Medie M.
(widow),
pension ----------------------1505
1505
Flandreau,Carrie
Flandreau,
(widow),
CarrieM.
M. (widow),
pension increased
1469
increased-_--- ------------ _ 1469
Flandreau, S.
S. Dak.,
Dak.,
Flandreau,
appropriation for Indian
school at-at__ 407,
1157
Indian school
407, 1157
additional, 1925
for Indian
Indian school, additional,
1925_ _
708
708
Flannery,
Flannery, Alwilda (widow),
(widow),
pension
1401
pension----------------------1401
Flannigan,
Flannirn, Charles
Charles (son),
(son),
pension
pension increased
increased------------------_ 1413
1413
Flaten .Emil
Emid L.,
Flaten,
L.,
**credit
credit allowed,
allowed, in
postal
accounts
1557
in postalaccounts ----1557
Flathead
Flathead Agency,
Agency, Mont.,
Mont.,
appropriation
for support,
etc., of
of InInappropriation for
support, etc.,
dians at -------------408,
1159
-408, 1159
for support
for
of Indians
Indians at,
from
support etc.,
etc., of
at, from
tribal funds---------________
tribal
funds
_ 1161
1161
for support,
addisupport, etc.,
etc., Indians
Indians at,
at, additional, 1925-----_-----------.
1925
708
708
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for civilian
civilian
e*employees at-----.----------at
1329
1329
Flathead Indian
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Mont.,
Flathead
Mont.,
appropriation for constructing
appropriation
constructing and
and opoperating irrigation
erating
systems on;
reirrigation systems
on; repayment ----------.------- 402,
402, 153
153
systems, additional,
for irrigation
irrigation systems,
1925
707
additional, 1925
707
claims of designated tribes of
of Indians
Indians
taken, to
on, for lands, etc.,
etc., taken,
be
to be
determined by Court of Claims..
determined
21
Claims21
names added to final roll
roll of
246
of---------246
per capita payment
payment from
from tribal
tribal funds
funds
to .------.-----------------to
246
246
Flax,
Flax,
appropriation
appropriation for ivestigating
ivestigating cultivacultivation,
purposes;
tion, etc.,
etc., of,
of, for
for seed
seed purposes;
study of diseases, etc-------etc
441,
441, 831
831
Flax Straw.
Straw,
Flax
appropriation for
appropriation
for investigating,
investigating, for
for pulp
pulp
manufacture
manufacture...-------445, 835
---445,
835
Fleet
Fleet Corporation,
Corporation, Emergency
Emergency (see
(see ShipShipBoard, United
ping Board,
United States).
States).
Fleet
Fleet Marine
Marine Corps Reserve,
Class One,
Reserve, Class
One,
appropriation
appropriation for
for pay
pay and
and allowances,
allowances,
officers-------------------- 201,
201, 879
879

Fleet Naval
Reserve (see
(see also
also Naval
Naval Reserve
Reserve Pass.
Fleet
Naval Reserve
Page
and Marine
Corps Reserve),
Reserve),
and
Marine Corps
appropriation
for
retainer
pay,
active
appropriation for retainer pay, active
service pay
pay and
and allowances
allowances to
service
to
members of
872
members
of ---------------- 193,
193, 872
provisions
provisions relating
relating to
to --------------1085
1085
application of
Roy
A.
Darling
for
retireapplication
of Roy A. Darling for retirement as
as officer
authorized 1600
1600
ment
officer in,
in, etc.,
etc., authorized
enlistment of
Harry Newton
in, auenlistment
of Harry
Newton in,
authorized
former rating
rating -----1600
thorized at
at former
1600
Fleischmann,
(widow),
Fleischmann, Fannie
Fannie (widow),
pension
increased -----------------1396
pension increased
1396
Fleisher,
(widow),
Fleisher, Indiana
Indiana (widow),
pension
1491
pension --------------1491
Fleming,
(widow),
Fleming, Caroline
CarolineM.
M. (widow),
pension
1527
pension ------------_-------------1527
Fleming, Roxanna
Fleming,
Roxanna (daughter),
(daughter),
pension
increasd
1437
pension increased--------.-------1437
Flener,
(daughter),
Flener, Martha
Martha (daughter),
pension
1438
pension ------------------.-----1438
Fletcher, Amanda
J. (widow),
Fletcher,
Amanda J.
(widow),
pension
1416
pension increased
increased-----------------1416
Fletcher, Ed,
Fletcher,
Ed,
payment to
on account
payment
to trustee
trustee for,
for, on
account of
of
property damages
1544
property
damages------------1544
Fletcher,
Julia M.
M. (widow),
(widow),
Fletcher, Julia
pension
1454
pension --------------------------1454
Fletcher,
Katherine S.
Fletcher, Katherine
S. (widow),
(widow),
pension
increased ----------------- _ 1501
1501
pension increased
Flint
Ga.,
Flint River,
River, Ga.,
preliminary examination,
preliminary
examination, etc.,
of, to
to be
be
etc., of,
made
1194
made----------------.---.
1194
Flomaton,
Ala.
Flomaton, Ala.,
title
United States
States released
to equititle of
of United
released to
equitable
of lands
246
table owners
owners of
lands in
in -----_
246
Flood
Flood Control,
Control,
appropriation
Mississippi River_
appropriation for
for Mississippi
River _
- 516,
516, 930
930
for
Sacramento River
River---------516,
for Sacramento
516, 930
930
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for
for examinaexamination etc.,
Branch
tion,
etc., for,
for, of
of North
North Branch
of Susquehanna
Susquehanna River,
and
of
River, Pa.,
Pa., and
N. Y-Y -------------------696
N.
696
Allegheny
and
Monongahela
Allegheny
and
Monongahela
Rivers Pa
Pa -----------696
Rivers,
- 696
Puyallup River
Puyallup'
Wash ---------696
River, Wash
696
preliminary examinations
aupreliminary
examinations, etc.
etc., authorized of
'
thorized
of designated
designated streams
streams
for
249
for--------------.-----.---.
249
amount authorized
from river
authorized from
river and
and
harbor
appropriations --.
harbor appropriations
249
-- .-249
surveys
surveys authorized
authorized to
to control
control of
of floods
floods
in
North Branch
Branch of
Susquehanna
in North
of Susquehanna
River,
and N.
N. Y
250
River, Pa.
Pa., and
Y -----_
250
amount authorized
authorized to
be appropriamount
to be
appropriated
ated ---------------------250
250
Puyallup
250
Puyallup River,
River, Wash
Wash --------.--250
amount authorized
authorized to
to be
be appropriamount
appropriated
250
ated----------------------250
Allegheny
Allegheny and
and Monongahela
Rivers,
Monongahela Rivers,
Pa ----------------------250
Pa-250
amount authorized
authorized to
to be
be appropriappropriamount
ated----------------------ated
250
250
similar
similar amount
amount required
required from
from
Pennsylvania ---------------Pennsylvania
250
250
preliminary examination,
preliminary
examination, etc.,
etc., directed
directed
for, of
for,
River,
of Caloosahatchee
Caloosahatchee River,
Fla
961
Fla------------------961
Skykomish, Snoqualmie, Snohomish,
Snohomish,
and Stillaguamish
Stillaguamish Rivers, Wash
Wash__ 1000
1000
Nooksack
River, Wash
1000
Nooksack River,
Wash --------1000
sum authorized
authorized for
1000
for------------1000

INDEX.
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"Flora, "Barge,
"Barge,
Page.
"Flora,
owner
may bring
bring suit
collision
for collision
suit for
of, may
owner of,
damages,
in district
district court
court ----1568
1568
damages, in
Florence,
Ala.,
Florence, Ala.,
Dam
improvement
River, Dam
Tennessee River,
of Tennessee
improvement of
No.
to, authorized---------authorized
1188
1188
2, to,
No. 2,
Florence
S. C.,
C.,
County, S.
Florence County,
bridge authorized
Peedee River,
across Peedee
authorized across
bridge
Savage Landing,
Marion
by Marion
Landing, by
Savage
County
647
647
and-----------------County and
Florence Crittenton
Crittenton Home,
D. C.,
Home, D.
Florence
appropriation for
for care
of women
and
women and
care of
appropriation
1244
children under----------under
570, 1244
570,
children
Florence, S.
S. C.,
C.,
Florence,
terms
of court
801
at ------------------court at
terms of
Floriculture, etc.,
etc.,
Floriculture,
appropriation
etc., in
in_ -__-- _ 442, 832
studies, etc.,
for studies,
appropriation for
Florida,
Florida
adjument
,
of
settlers of
of
of settlers
claims of
of claims
adjustment
public
lands in,
erroneously surin, erroneously
public lands
1012
veyed, etc---------------etc
veyed,
Marys
Georgia
bridge Saint
Saint Marys
may bridge
and, may
Georgia and,
663
River,
663
Ga.
Marys, Ga....
Saint Marys,
River, Saint
Wilds
Landing, Fla
472
Fla-------------Wilds Landing,
to
representative of
Government to
the Government
of the
representative
attend centennial
centennial celebration
celebration of
attend
first
Legislative CounCounof Legislative
meeting of
first meeting
cil
of the
473
of --------Territory of
the Territory
cil of
"Florida," Battleship,
Battleship,
"Florida,"
deficiency
appropriation for
additional
for additional
deficiency appropriation
submarine, etc.,
___ 1335
protection---etc., protection_
submarine,
protection
alteration
authorized for protection
of, authorized
alteration of,
against
submarine and
and aircraft
aircraft
against submarine
719
attack
attack --------------------719
converting
to oil
burning
oil burning---------converting to
"Floyd," Steamer,
Steamer,
"Floyd,"
claim
owner of, for damages to, reof owner
claim of
1374
ferred
to district
court
district court-------ferred to
Flushing
Bay,
Flushing Bay,
etc., for ship
preliminary
examination, etc.,
preliminary examination,
canal,
to Jamaica
Jamaica Bay, to be
canal, to
made
1192
made----------------------N. Y.,
Creek, N.
Flushing
Bay and
and Creek,
Y.,
Flushing Bay
improvement of,
of, authorized
1186
authorized --------improvement
(widow),
Fly,
Clarice (widow),
Fly, Clarice
1467
pension increased-----------------increased
pension
Fog Signals,
Signals,
Fog
appropriation
for--------------- 233, 1043
appropriation for
Fogarty, John,
John,
Fogarty,
reimbursement
for stolen
stolen bonds
bonds_--___
1277
to, for
reimbursement to,
Folding
Room, House
Representatives,
of Representatives,
House of
Folding Room,
appropriation
superintendent, foldfoldfor superintendent,
appropriation for
584,1292
ers,
1292
etc------------------ 584,
ers, etc
position and
pay established
established of
assistant
of assistant
and pay
position
151
foreman of
of the
the--------------foreman
Senate,
Folding
Room, Senate,
Folding Room,
appropriation for
for superintendent,
superintendent, foreappropriation
man,
folders, etc
etc---------- 581, 1289
man, folders,
positions and
established of
of supersuperpay established
and pay
positions
intendent,
and other
other employeesemployees_
149
intendent, and
States,
Food Administration,
United States,
Administration, United
Food
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for salaries
deficiency
55
and expenses
expenses-------------and
for
Court of Claims
judgments, Court
for judgments,
under..-------------------697
under
Food
and Fuel
Administrations,
Fuel Administrations,
Food and
deficiency
appropriation for national
deficiency appropriation
security and
and defense,
educadefense, educasecurity
60,697
tional _
60, 697
tional------------------Food Products,
Products, Agricultural,
Agricultural,
Food
appropriation
for biological
investigabiological investigaappropriation for
446, 837
tions, etc.,
of -------------- 446,
etc., of
tions,
for
conditions,
market conditions,
investigating market
for investigating
453.
supply,
etc.,
453, 844
-- - - - - - -W I etc..
v of- -------v-unnlv.
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Food
appropriation for
for diffusing
information
diffusing information
appropriation
of
marketing, etc.,
etc., nonmanufacnonmanufacof marketing,
tured_
53, 844
844
453,
--tured-- -----------of
for promoting
promoting uniform
uniform standards
standards of
for
classification
453,
453, 844
classification -------------Food
Products, American,
American,
Food Products,
appropriation for
investigating chemichemifor investigating
appropriation
cal, etc.,
foreign
in foreign
applied in
tests applied
etc., tests
cal,
etc- 447, 837
countries to;
to; inspecting,
inspecting, etc
countries
Foods,
etc.,
Drugs, etc.,
Foods, Drugs,
appropriation for
investigating adulfor investigating
appropriation
terations, etc
etc--------------- 447, 837
terations,
Foods, etc.,
etc., D.
C.,
D. C.,
Foods,
appropriation
adulteradetecting adulterafor detecting
appropriation for
563, 1237
tions, etc
etc --------------tions,
3 1237
Foot and
and Mouth,
Mouth, etc.,
etc., Diseases
Diseases of
6,,
of Animals
Animals,
Foot
etc.; adappropriation
for arresting,
arresting, etc.;
appropriation for
ditional
110,
458, 851
110, 458,851
ditional----------payment for
destroyed;
animals destroyed;
for animals
payment
111,
discretionary
expenditures ---111,
discretionary expenditures
458, 851
851
458,
appraisal of
of values;
limit__ 111,
111, 458, 851
values; limit__
appraisal
for arresting,
1925
706
additional, 1925-----arresting, additional,
for
deficiency
emergency
for emergency
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
use, arresting,
etc ----------- 40, 682
arresting, etc
use,
amount
available for
for eradicateradicatof, available
amount of,
722
ing
European fowl
pest, etc_
___
722
etc---fowl pest,
ing European
new methods for
for
investigating new
for investigating
prevention, etc.;
reappropriaetc.; reappropriaprevention,
1
1324
tion324
tion------------------------Forage
Crops,
Forage Crops,
appropriation
for investigating
investigating disappropriation for
441, 831,
eases of
441,
831.,
---of ------------eases
improvement of,
for investigating
investigating improvement
for
etc------------------443, 833
-etc
449, 839
for
investigating insects
insects affecting__
affecting
839
for investigating
Forage, Marine
Marine Crops,
Forage,
203
appropriation
for-----------------appropriation for
Forbes, Julia
Julia E.
E. (widow),
(widow),
Forbes,
1478
1478
---------------pension -------pension
Force,
A. (widow),
Force, Mary A.
1523
--------------pension increased--increased
pension
(widow),
Ford, Celynda W.
W. (widow),
Ford,
1440
pension increased------------------increased
pension
Ford,
Newt (son),
(son),
Ford, Newt
1509
pension
-------------------------pension1509
(widow),
Ford, Sarah
Sarah E.
E. (widow),
Ford,
1439
pension
pension -----------------------Bureau,
Foreign and
and Domestic
Commerce Bureau,
Domestic Commerce
Foreign
Department
of Commerce,
Commerce,
Department of
appropriation for
for Director,
office
Director, and office
appropriation
225, 1034
personnel
personnel--------------attaches,
for
commercial
attaches,
clerks,
for commercial
225, 1034
etc
1034
etc -------------------Department
assignment
of two
for Department
two for
assignment of
duty
225, 1034
duty -----------------for promoting
promoting commerce,
commerce, Europe
Europe and
for
225, 1034
other areas
225,
------------areas 1034
other
assignment of
of trade
commissioners
trade commissioners
assignment
225, 1035
for
Department ---in Department
duty in
for duty
Cooperative Office
for
Office
District and Cooperative
for District
Service -------------_
1035
225, 1035
Service
for
with South and
and
trade with
developing trade
for developing
Central
225, 1035
America ---------- 225,
Central America
assignment of
commissioners
trade commissioners
of trade
assignment
226, 1035
for duty
duty in
in Department
Department --for
for further
further developing
developing commerce
commerce with
for
226, 1035
the Far
Far East------------East1035
the
assignment
of trade
commissioners
trade commissioners
assignment of
for
226, 1035
Department -- in Department
duty in
for duty
for expenses
expenses enforcing
enforcing China
China Trade
for
1036
Act ------------------226,
226, 1036
Act
for
investigating export
1036
226, 1036
industries- 226,
export industries_
for investigating
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Domestic Commerce
Page
Foreign
and Domestic
Commerce Bureau,
Bureau, Page.
Department of
of Commerce-Con.
Commerce—Con.
Department

appropriation for collecting,
appropriation
collecting, etc.,
etc., inforinfordisposition and
mation as to disposition
handling of raw materials
materials and
handling
manufactures
manufactures-----------226, 1036
officers,
for bringing home remains of officers,
etc., dying abroad
etc.,
abroad------_-226, 226, 1036
1036
families and
for transportation
transportation of
of families
and
effects of officers,
officers, etc ------ 227,1036
227, 1036
effects
for Customs Statistics section__
section-_- _ 227, 1037
expenses, compiling Directory of
for expenses,
Foreign Buyers ----------227,
227, 1037
sources of crude
crude
for investigating sources
rubber; other raw materials,
materials,
rubber;
nitrate, sisal, etc---------etc
227,
1037
227,1037
for collecting, etc., information of
foreign trade restrictions and
foreign
regulations-----------.-- 227, 1037
regulations
1037
commercial attaches,
for commercial
attaches, additional,
1925
706
1925----------------------for promoting commerce, Europe and
other areas,
areas, additional, 1925__1925
706
for district and cooperative
cooperative office
office servservice, additional,
additional, 1925 -_---- --706
commerce, South and
for promoting commerce,
Central America,
America,
additional,
1925--------------------_ 706
for developing
developing commerce in the Far
additional, 1925.
East, additional,
1925-------706
for expenses,
expenses, enforcing
Trade
enforcing China Trade
Act, additional, 1925
1925---------_
706
for investigating
investigating export industries,
additional, 1925------------1925
706
for compiling foreign trade statistics,
statistics,
additional, 1925 ------------706
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for promoting
promoting
commerce in Far East ------- 61,759
commerce
61, 759
for commercial
commercial attaches------759
---promoting commerce ------ 759,
for promoting
759, 1348
1348
and
for developing trade with South and
Central America
America -----------1348
advances for rent of foreign offices of,
advances
permitted
permitted---.._..----------- 1327

Foreign
Buyers, Directory
of,
Foreign Buyers,
Directory of,
appropriation for compiling
appropriation
compiling ------ 227,
227,
Foreign Commerce,
Commerce,
Foreign
punishment
punishment for stealing, etc., shipments, etc ----------------- _
Foreign
Cotton Organizations,
Foreign Cotton
Organizations, etc.,
etc.,
appropriation for effectuating
effectuating agreeagreeappropriation
. ments with,
with, for adopting
uniadopting universal standards
standards of classification,
classification,
versal
arbitrating disputes, etc ------arbitrating
Foreign Debt
Debt Commission (see also World
Foreign
World
War Foreign Debt
Debt Commission),
Commission),
appropriation for expenses
appropriation
expenses of -------appropriation for expenses
deficiency appropriation
of
expenses of_
authority
of, continued
years - -authority of,
continued two
two years
settlement of indebtedness
indebtedness of Finland
Finland
to United States by, approved_
approved___
Hungary to United States by, approved --------------------Lithuania to United States by, apLithuania
proved --------------------Poland to United States by, approved -----------------proved
Foreign
Foreign Decorations,
Decorations,
Clayton may accept, from
Henry D. Clayton
France---------------------France
Hugh S. Cumming may accept,
accept, from
France and Poland ---- _----Fred F. Rogers may accept, from
Venezuela ------------------Venezuela
accept, from
f
rom Great
Great
Dorr F. Tozier may accept,
Britain---------.----------Britain

1037
1037
793

845
69
1342
1342
763
763

20
136
136
719
719
720
720

1590
1364
1364
1582
1366

Foreign
Page.
Foreign Governments,
Governments,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for settling
settling
contract claims
claims of
1344
war contract
of------ 695,
695, 1344
decorations from, may be
medals or decorations
be
accepted
Air Service
accepted by Army Air
Service
officers for world airplane flight_
979
979
bicenplans for George Washington bicentennial birthday celebration
celebration may
may
be communicated
672
communicated to
to--------Foreign
Postal Service
Foreign Mails,
Mails, Postal
Service,'
•
appropriation for transportation
transportation of, by
appropriation
by
steamship, aircraft, or other87, 786
wise -------------------allowance
for aircraft
aircraft service_
allowance for
service --- 87,
87, 786
786
sea post service
service --------------87, 786
for assistant superintendent,
superintendent, New
York City --------------- 87,
87, 786
786
countries - 87, 786
for balances due foreign countries
deficiency
deficiency appropriation for
for transtransportation ------------portation
_ 47,
47, 59,
59, 691
691
for balances due foreign countries__
47,
countries-59,
1350
59, 691, 699, 733, 1350
Foreign Passports,
Foreign
Passports,
fees for visas of, may be modified,
modified, in
"immicases of aliens not "immigrants"; condition
976
grants";
condition _------_
976
Foreign
(see also
also Diplomatic
Diplomatic and
Foreign Service
Service (see
and
Consular
Service),
Consular Service),
appropriation for ambassadors and minministers ----------------------1015
1015
allowance for Turkey, if minister
allowance
minister
appointed thereto
1015
1015
appointed
thereto---- _ ---genfor minister resident and consul gen1015
1015
eral to
to Liberia
Liberia
----for agent
agent and consul
consul general at
at
Tangier
1015
Tangier ------------------ 1015
no official
official to receive other GovernGovern1015
ment salaryv
salary _-----------1015
for charges d'affaires
d'affaires ad interim
interim-.-- __ 1015
1015
additional pay of vice consul in
additional
absence of princharge during absence
cipal officer..
officer -1016
- -- ___.._1016
for clerks
clerks at embassies and legations
legations-_ 1016
1016
for interpreters
interpreters to embassies and
legations
1016
legations-------...-. 1016
for tuition of officers assigned for
for
language study in China, Japan,
language
Japan,
and Turkey
1016
and
Turkey ----------_----1016
for rent of quarters
quarters for language
study officers in Japan and
Turkey
1016
Turkey--------------------.
1016
for
contingent expenses,
expenses, missions__missions.... _ .1016
for contingent
.1016
launch, Constantinople
launch,
Constantinople-------- J016
j016
dispatch agents.--------.agents
1016
_-_
1016
exchange -----.........
loss by exchange
1016
1016
payments for clerical services exexcept to American citizens,
citizens, forforbidden
bidden.---------............
1016
1016
for ground rent, Tokyo, Japan-.-Japan
1016
1016
for expenses
foreign
service
inspectors
expenses
1016
1016
for clerk hire at consulates
consulates -------1017
1017
for contingent expenses,
expenses, consulatesConsulates. _ 1017
1017
exchange ----------loss by exchange
1017
1017
for expenses under immigration
immigration laws_
laws _ 1017
1017
for relief and protection of American
American
seamen ------seamen
1017
1017
for salaries of foreign service officers_ 1017
1017
for instruction
instruction and transit pay
pay---1017
1017
for transportation,
expenses___
1018
transportation, etc., expenses_
__ 1018
passage on foreign vessel
srestricted _ 1018
1018
vesselsrestricted_
for unforeseen
Neuunforeseen emergencies
emergencies and Neu1018
trality Act expenses ---------1018
.-- -_ 1018
for heirs of officers dying abroad
abroad__
1018
for bringing
bringing home remains of officers
officers
dying abroad---abroad
1018
..----.---.
1018

a
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deficiency
payment
appropriation for payment
deficiency appropriation
to
appropriation
allowances to
post allowances
appropriation for post
to
indemnity to
meet living
expenses of offito France as indemnity
living expenses
meet
1018
Madame
Crignier ---------692
Madame Crignier
1018
cers
cers-----------------------1019
for repairs, etc.,
etc., embassy premises
for Cape
etc., Morocco_ 1019
Spartel Light, etc.,
Cape Spartel
for
692
1019
London,
London, England -----------1019
saving testimonials -------for life saving
698
698
1019
for
contingent expenses, consulates
consulates.. -_
for contingent
for Bureau
Bureau of
Weights and Measures_
Measures- 1019
of Weights
for
1019
for secretaries
Diplomatic
secretaries in the Diplomatic
for
1019
for
Bureau of Customs Tariffs
Tariffs---for Bureau
700
Service -------------------for
Chinese customs tariffs,
revisionof Chinese
for revisioruof
1019
International Fisheries
Fisheries Commisfor International
1019
participating
in------------participating in
756
sion
sion -----------------------for
extraterritoriality in
for inquiry into extraterritoriality
1019
consular bills of health not required for
consular
1019
China --------------Chinavessels
northern frontierfrontier_ -___
809
on northern
vessels on
1019
for
Mexican Boundary
Boundary Commission_ 1019
for Mexican
1020
fees for visas of foreign passports may
for
Canada 1020
boundary line, Alaska and Canada
for boundary
1020
be
be modified in case of aliens not
1020
for
boundary--for marking Canadian boundary_
976
1020
"immigrants"; condition-----condition
"immigrants";
1020
for
International Prison CommissionCommission_
for International
1020
Act, 1924,
1924,
Service Act,
Foreign Service
1020 Foreign
for
Union
American Union---------for Pan American
Diplomatic
Consular Service to be
Diplomatic and Consular
for printing and binding for Pan
1020
Foreign Service
Service of the United
1020
American
Union
American Union-----------140
States hereafter -----------States
for Permanent
Arbitration
Permanent Court of Arbitration
f6r
1020
all
below ministers included
included as
all officers below
1020
Bureau
Bureau -------------------140
Foreign Service
Service officers.-----Foreign
for Interparliamentary
Interparliamentary Union for
for
140
merit------------promotion
promotion by merit
1020
International
Arbitration
International Arbitration-----assignment
to either diplomatic or
assignment to
for International
Commission on
International Commission
for
140
140
1021
consular branch
branch-----------consular
etc------ 1021
Tables of Constants, etc
grades, classification
and proportion of
classification and
grades,
for International Commission on
140
140
1021
officers
--------------officers---International
International Law ------------ 1021
allotment of
ambassadors as proof ambassadors
allotment
for
International Institute of Agrifor International
140
140
1021
vided by law
law--------------1021
culture
culture --------------------140
classes--_ 140
salaries of officers by classes_
and salaries
1021
Congress- 1021
for
Railway Congress_
International Railway
for International
140
140
1021
details for inspection
inspection ---------1021
Sanitary Bureau--for
International Sanitary
Bureau
for International
appointments as diplomatic
diplomatic secretaries,
secretaries,
appointments
for
International Office
Office of Public
for International
140
140
1021
consular
officers, or both -----consular officers,
1021
-Health -----------------Health
141
Senate
confirmed by the Senate-----to be confirmed
for
American Pecuniary
- American
for British 141
141
1022
authority under commissions
commissions------authority
1022
Claims Arbitration
Arbitration----------examination or
or Department service
examination
for
Radiotelegraphic
International Radiotelegraphic
for International
141
141
1022
requisite -----------------requisite
Convention
Convention --------------141
141
only Americans eligible ---------1022
for
Inter-American High Commission 1022
for Inter-American
reinstatement after separation
separation by
by
reinstatement
Canadian Boundary Waters Comfor Canadian
141
other
position
other position-------------1022
mission --------------------- 1022
a class and not to aa
by commission
commission to a
1022
for annual
annual payment
payment to Panama
Panama----- 1022
for
141
1023
post; assignments
assignments and transfers_
post;
1023
payment to Colombia--------Colombia
for payment
present commissions
commissions not impaired by
present
Research Council,
International Research
for International
141
1023
new classifications
classifications------------1023
etc -----------------------efficiency of
report
of
to the President on efficiency
report to
for
Hydrographic BuInternational Hydrographic
for International
1023
officers, and
and fitness
fitness for original
officers,
1023
reau
reau------------------------appointments, to
to be made by
appointments,
1023
--_-_ 1023
Town _
for
hospital, Cape Town_
foreign hospital,
for foreign
141
Secretary
State------------Secretary of State
for
International Trade Mark
Mark Regisfor International
1023
efficiency
officers to
to
efficiency records of present officers
1023
tration Bureau
Habana ---Bureau at Habana
tration
be
certified to the President with
be certified
Bureau,
for
Industrial
Property
for Industrial
141
141
recommendations.
recommendations-----------1023
Berne, Switzerland
Switzerland------------ 1023
recommissioning,
recommissioning, without further exfor
German-American Mixed Claims
for German-American
141
1023
amination
amination ------------------1023
Commission
Commission-----------------141
designated--------------classes designated
Mexican Claims Commissions-Commissions__ _ 1024
for Mexican
1024
nO pay
conreduction of class one conpay reduction
no
for International
International Statistical
Statistical Institute 1024
for
142
suls general
consuls------general and consuls
suls
International Fisheries Commisfor International
1024
consular
consular assistant grade abolished;
1024
sion -----------------------recommissioned as unclassified
unclassified
recommissioned
de Janeiro, Brazil, land for
for Rio de
142
142
officers--------------------officers
1024
embassy
building
embassy building-----------142
142
1025
bond required of all officers---------officers
bond
China -__ 1025
United States court for China_
for United
142
142
1025
amount, and conditions-----------conditions
1025
consular prisons,
prisons, etc ---------for consular
142
142
1025
existing bonds not impaired hereby__
hereby....
existing
1025
criminals -----for bringing home criminals
142
142
by------all officials acts covered by
appropriation for Mexican
deficiency
Mexican
deficiency appropriation
deposit of,
Secretary of the
with Secretary
of, with
deposit
General
Special Claims
and Special
General and
142
142
691
Treasury
Treasury------------------Commissions
Commissions --------------inspection of
diplomatic and consular
consular ofof diplomatic
inspection
for
regulating immigration
immigration
expenses regulating
for expenses
142
142
691
flees by
by officers detailed
detailed therefortherefor_
fices
691
under -------------------under
691
provisions as to officials fees, etc.,
etc., appliappliprovisions
691
for
salaries_-_
officers, salaries
Service officers,
Foreign Service
for Foreign
692
cable
to diplomatic
diplomatic and consular
692
cable to
for
Bureau_
Statistical BureauInternational Statistical
for International
142
142
branches of service----------service
f
or Pan
Pan American
Sanitary ConferAmerican Sanitary
for
692
representation allowances
allowances at capitals
representation
692
ence, Seventh
Seventh--------------ence,
where there is no diplomatic misfor
conferences for
participating in conferences
for participating
142
142
sion; accounting-----------accounting
suppressing
traffic- _--__ 692
narcotics traffic_
suppressing narcotics
private secretaries
secretaries to ambassadors
ambassadors may
private
for
Interparliamentary Union Confor Interparliamentary
143
143
appointed
be appointed----------------692
ference in Washington
Washington--------ference
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assignment
assignment of
of officers to duty
duty in the
Department; time limit -__---_
officers on special
special detail allowed travel
travel
subsistence expenses
expenses -____
and subsistence
extension for
time limit for;
for; extension
for conferconferetc
ences, etc------------------_
officers may be ordered
ordered to United States
officers
after three
on statutory
statutory leave after
years abroad
abroad---------------transportation, etc.,
allowed, and
transportation,
etc., allowed,
and to
to
their families---..--_________
families
available
available for prescribed
prescribed duties ----counselor of embassy or legation may
be designated
designated from any officer-officer.. _
temporary appointment
appointment of any officer
officer
for specified diplomatic
diplomatic duties,
authorized
authorized------------______no loss of grade, etc.; salary restricted_
restricted_
officer acting
pay authorized for officer
acting as
as
chargé d'affaires ad interim, or
charg6
or
in charge
charge of consular office
office -___
retirement and disability
retirement
disability system established ------____----administration
administration of, by Secretary
Secretary of
State -------- ----.-annual report of annuity receipts, disannual
bursements,
bursements, etc., to be made_ _
-__
estimates to be submitted
submitted ____--__.
appropriations authorized
authorized for
appropriations
for----retirement
retirement and disability
disability fund created_
created._
contributions for, to be deducted
deducted
contributions
from salaries
eligibles------salaries of eligibles
transferred to
transferred
to credit on books
books of
of
the Treasury
Treasury---------------maximum basic salary ---------retirement age and service
service ----------retirement
discretionary age extension
discretionary
--annuities
annuities classified
classified on service and
salaries ---------------__-___
salaries
percentages
percentages by classes ----- __--_-proportions
proportions withheld
withheld from officers
retired before contributing for
each year of service
service---.
investment
Federal securities_
investment of fund in Federal
securities_
income added thereto ------------annuities not assignable,
annuities
assignable, subject to
to
attachment, etc.
etc............
-annuitant dying before receiving total amount contributed, etc.,
etc.,
excess to be paid to personal representatives------resentatives
..contribution, etc., of officer
contribution,
officer dying
before retirement
retirement to be paid to
to
.
personal representatives
personal
representatives------disability annuity to officer
disability
officer before
reaching
retirement age ------reaching retirement
determination by medical examinadetermination
tion, etc ---------------___
payment to cease on recovery
recovery -----examination expenses, etc.,
examination
etc., payable
from fund ------------------discontinued
discontinued before
before annuitant receives amount of his contribucontribu_
tion, excess to be returned_
returned _-----unhealthful posts to be classed in tropiunhealthful
cal countries by Executive
Executive Order_
Order_
year's duty at,
one year's
at to be counted one
year and aa half for length of
service
service --------------- ---separated from service before
officers separated
retirement
retirement age, except for disdisability,
ability, to have 75 per cent of
contributions
contributions returned
returned--------
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retired officer
accepting employment
employment
retired
officer accepting
than
annuity
143
for greater
greater amount
amount than annuity
to the
to have reduction
reduction to
the extent
extent
143
145
143
thereof .-------------------- 145
to
be
made
of
yearly notification
notification to be made by,
by, of
143
145
employment, etc
etc----- -------145
suspension
if, not
suspension of annuity
annuity if,
not
received
145
received------------- fr------145
143
amount authorized
143
authorized from
from fund
fund for
for
expenses
145
expenses-------------------145
143
143
officer promoted as ambassador
ambassador or min143
ister,
receiving Department
Department
143
ister, or
or receiving
position, entitled to
to retirement,
etc
143
etc------------------------145
periods
periods of service
service computed
computed for
for retireretirement
145
ment-----------------------145
excluded
143
excluded------------- --------- 146
143
in the Department
Department by
by paying
paying to fund
contribution
contribution for each year
year of
employment therein
therein ---------146
146
143
retired officers
officers recalled
recalled temporarily
temporarily for
for
active service to receive
receive full
full pay
pay
144
of class in which
which serving
serving -----146
146
diplomatic secretaries
secretaries
laws relating to diplomatic
144
144
consular officers made
made appliand consular
cable to Foreign
Foreign Service officers_
146
146
144
inconsistent
inconsistent to this Act repealed_
___
146
repealed --144
diplomatic and
diplomatic
and consular
consular appropriaappropria144
144
fiscal year
tions for fiscal
year 1925
1925 made
144
available
146
available-----------------retirement annuities excepted_
146
excepted -------- 146
144
Second
Second and Third Assistant
Assistant Secretaries
of State to be known as Assist144
Secretaries --------------146
ant Secretaries
146
144
present
commissions, etc.,
present commissions,
etc., not im144
paired -----146
paired
----- :-- -146
144
additional
additional Assistant
Assistant Secretary of State
established------------------established
146
144
144
appointment
146
appointment and salary -----------146
144
position
Consular
position of Director
Director of the Consular
Service abolished
146
abolished -----------146
salary for, available
available for the additional
salary
144
144
Assistant
Secretary-----------Assistant Secretary_
146
144
144
effective date of, July 1,
146
effective
1, 1924 ------146
144 Foreign
Foreign Service
Service Officers
Officers,'
appropriation for
1017
appropriation
for salaries
salaries ----------- 1017
144
144
for instruction
instruction and transit play -1017
1017
for transportation
transportation --------------1018
1018
for allowances
allowances for, dying abroad
abroad....
__ 1018
1018
---for bringing home remains of,
of, dying
144
144
abroad ---------.------.--1018
1018
for post allowances--------------allowances
1018
1018
Foreign Service
System,
Foreign
Service Retirement
Retirement System,
145
145
provisions of--------------------of
144
144
Foreign
Foreign Trade,
Trade,
145
appropriation
appropriation for investigating
investigating related
related
1037
problems of ------------- 227,
227, 1037
145
for securing information as to re145
strictions regulations
1037
strictions,
regulations,' etc ---1037
strictions,statistics of, additional
for compiling
refor
compiling
of, additional
145
1925
1925-----------------------706
ForestExperiment Stations,
Forest
Stations,
establishment
establishment of, in California,
California, etc.,
145
authorized --authorized
----------1108
experiments,
conducted at_
experiments, etc.,
etc., to be conducted
at
1108
145
145
amount authorized for expenses
expenses---- 1109
Forest Fires,
Fires
Forest
appropriation for fighting, etc., in
appropriation
in
145
national parks ----------- 425,1179
425, 1179
allotments of
of exexlimitations; allotments
penses -------------__-425, 1179
1179
for fighting, etc., in national
national forests 445, 835
145
insect infestations ------------ 445, 835
835
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Protection-Continued.
'orest
Fires-Continued.
Forest Fires-Continued.
Forest
ascertainment
Protection-Continued.
directed of location of
ascertainment directed of location of
appropriation for
for airplane
patrol to preairplane patrol
appropriation
public
valuable for
streamfor streamlands valuable
public lands
835
vent, etc
etc -------------------vent,
proflow protection,
or timber
timber proprotection, or
flow
for
cooperation with
with States
for proStates for
for cooperation
duction -----------------655
655
navigable
duction
tecting
of navigable
watersheds of
tecting watersheds
655
report
Reservation Commission__Commission_
to Reservation
report to
streams from
from --------------- 457, 849
streams
sent
findings
of,
if
favorable,
to
be
sent
be
findings of, if favorable, to
deficiency
for fighting-_
fighting__ 39,
39, 682
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
655
to Congress
Congress by
the President--President
by the
to
balances
of appropriations
for paying
paying
appropriations for
balances of
established of
may be established
national
forests may
national forests
claims
of Army
officers, etc.,
etc., for
Army officers,
claims of
lands suitable
for timber
timber proprosuitable for
lands
losses fighting,
fighting, in
in national
national forlosses
duction in
excepted
but excepted
any but
in any
duction
ests
in --------------935
covered in
ests covered
655
-----Government
reservations
Government reservations
Forest Protection
also National
National ForFor(see also
Protection (see
Forest
if reserved
for Army
Army or Navy, aureserved for
if
ests),
ests),
thority
over for
national defense
defense
for national
thority over
appropriation
for cooperation
cooperation with
appropriation for
655
not
relinquished ------------- 655
not relinquished
preStates, etc.,
etc., forest
fire preforest fire
States,
655
funds
available-------------made available
funds made
timbered
vention, protection
protection of
of timbered
vention,
from sales,
national forests;
forests; receipts
receipts from
national
-lands,
etc
849
lands, etc---------------etc.,
covered into
forest reserve
reserve
into forest
etc., covered
laws, and timber
investigating
tax laws,
timber
investigating tax
fund
655
fund--------------------------insurance --------------849
insurance
punishment for
for violating
violating regulations,
punishment
for cooperative
cooperative farm
forestry, etc
etc_--__
849
farm forestry,
for
655
etc
etc-------------------------for cooperation
cooperation in
procuring forestforestin procuring
for
Forest
Week, etc., 1924,
Protection Week,
Forest Protection
tree seeds
seeds and
and plants,
estabplants, estabtree
proclamation
designating April 21-27,
proclamation designating
lishing farm
farm wood
849
lots, etc ----wood lots,
lishing
1939
1924,
as
1924, as--------------------recommendations authorized,
authorized, in
in cooprecommendations
Forest
Protection Week,
Week, etc., 1925,
Forest Protection
eration
officials for
State officials
with State
eration with
proclamation
designating April
April 27-May
proclamation designating
systems
fire prevention
prevention for,
for,
of fire
systems of
1987
3,
1987
as-----------------1925, as
653
3, 1925,
timber
productions, etc - -----timber productions,
Forest
Reserves (see
National Forests),
(see National
Forest Reserves
cooperation authorized
authorized with
of
systems of
with systems
cooperation
Forest
Roads and
also Federal
(see also
Trails (see
and Trails
Forest Roads
forest
fire prevention
provided
prevention provided
forest fire
Highway Act),
Act),
Highway
by
States --------------653, 1127
by States
deficiency
apportionappropriation for apportiondeficiency appropriation
amount
expended not
to exceed
exceed that
not to
amount expended
1326
ment
fiscal year
year 1926_ 1326
States, fiscal
to States,
ment to
653, 1128
of
forest owners,
owners, etc-etc
State, forest
of State,
for, under
amounts
under Federal
Federal
authorized for,
amounts authorized
consideration
watersheds of navinavito watersheds
consideration to
Highway Act,
years 1926,
fiscal years
Act, fiscal
Highway
gable streams
streams ------------ 653, 1128
gable
889
•
1927
1927 ----------------------securing water
domestic use
for domestic
water for
securing
Agriculture
of Agriculture
Department of
Service, Department
Forest Service,
1128 Forest
or irrigation-----------------irrigation
or
(see also
also Forest
Forest Protection),
Protection),
(see
any timbered
or forest
forest producing
producing
timbered or
any
appropriation
and office
office
Forester, and
for Forester,
appropriation for
653
lands ---------------------lands
443, 833
and field
personnel
833
field personnel---------and
study of
of tax
tax laws,
laws, to
encourage timto encourage
study
443, 833
for
expenses ------general expenses
for general
653
ber
conservation, etc---------etc
ber conservation,
States fortests
United States
outside United
tests outside
to be appropriamount
authorized to
amount authorized
bidden
bidden--------------------- 443, 833
653
ated annually--------------annually
ated
limit of
of cost
of buildings
buildings------ 443, 833
cost of
limit
cooperation
for distribution
distribution of forestforestcooperation for
protection,
etc., of forests; sale
protection, etc.,
tree seeds
denuded
for denuded
plants for
or plants
seeds or
tree
443,833
of timber----------------timber
443,
833
of
654
lands----------or
nonforested lands
or nonforested
care of
of fish
game -------- 444, 834
and game
fish and
care
amount not
not to
to exceed
State expendiexpendiexceed State
amount
agents, labor,
labor, etc
etc -----------444, 834
agents,
654
tures
tures----------------------collating, printing,
printing, etc.,
etc., investigainvestigacollating,
654
authorized
annually ------------authorized annually
tions
834
tions---- ----------------- 444, 834
cooperation
to assist
owners in
farm owners
assist farm
cooperation to
supplies,
834
etc----------------- 444, 834
supplies, etc
wood lots
and other
other valuable
valuable forforlots and
wood
relief
of field
field employees
employees ------- 444, 834
relief of
654
est growth
growth ------------est
contingent
expenses; traveling exexcontingent expenses;
limitation
654
contribution --------on contribution
limitation on
penses; rent
rent-- ------------- 444, 834
penses;
amount authorized
authorized annually
annually to be
amount
guards,
for
supervisors, rangers,
rangers, guards,
forest supervisors,
for forest
654
-appropriated
654
appropriated--------------444, 834
etc ---------------------etc
purexamination, location,
etc., for
for pur44 4
location, etc.,
examination,
, 834
for
expenses, district
administrationdistrict administration-444,
for expenses,
chase,
directed, of
of denuded
lands,
denuded lands,
chase, directed,
for
care
of
graves
of
fighters,
fire
of
graves
of
care
for
etc.,
in
watersheds
of
navigable
navigable
etc., in watersheds of
Wallace,
Saint
Manes
and
and Wallace,
Saint Maries
654
streams
654
streams--------------------444,834
Idaho
444,
834
Idaho-----------------report to
to Forest
ComReservation ComForest Reservation
report
interchangeable appropriations_appropriations
444, 834
834
interchangeable
65
mission ---------------------654
mission
835
for fighting
fighting forest
forest fires,
fires, etc
etc ------ 445,
for
further examination
examination with Director
Director
further
835
for airplane
patrol ---------------airplane patrol
for
65'
of Geological
Geological Survey,
Survey, etc------etc
654
of
homestead
for
selecting lands
lands for homestead
selecting
for
valulands
acceptance
of
donations
of
valuacceptance of donations
445, 835
entries, etc---------------etc
entries,
able
timber growing,
growing, authorfor timber
able for
lands
for
surveying,
etc., agricultural
lands
agricultural
etc.,
surveying,
for
65'
ized
654
-----------------------ized
in national
forests ---------- 445, 835
national forests
in
timreservation to
standing timof standing
donor of
to donor
reservation
for
sanitary and
protection, pubfire protection,
and fire
for sanitary
a
ber, mineral
etc., for a
rights, etc.,
mineral rights,
ber,
445, 835
lic camp
camp grounds-----------grounds
lic
65limited period---------------period
654
limited
equipand
for supplies,
supplies, instruments,
equipinstruments,
for
size
and
location
654
---------------location
size and
445, 835
ments
445,
ments--------------------to
to become
become national
national forests,
forests, subject
subject to
to
for wood
distillation, economy
economy in
wood distillation,
for
651
laws
655
thereof ----------------laws thereof
445, 835
forest
products, etc
445,
etc ------forest products,
preferences in
in timber
timber sales
sales to neighpreferences
investigating flax
making
straw for making
flax straw
investigating
65
boring citizens,
citizens, etc ----------655
boring
pulp
paper -----------445, 835
and paper
pulp and
property, etc.,
etc., reserved,
reserved, subject
subject to
to
property,
445, 835
for improving
range
conditions
445,
65
range conditions----improving
for
+.tv
Q+.+t
State
tax
laws
655
-1I__- -----------------A lanw
c aLuf
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Department of
of AgricultureForest
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appropriation
445, 835
835
etc _
- 445,
for tree
tree planting,
planting, etc_
appropriation for
young
trees to
residents
to arid
arid land
land residents
young trees
in Nebraska
445,
835
445, 835
in
Nebraska--------------land
for Beal
Nursery -----------836
land for
Beal Nursery
836
for
cooperative, etc.,
investigations
for cooperative,
etc., investigations
to
conservative manmanto determine
determine conservative
agement
of forests
forests ---------- 445,
agement of
445, 836
836
for
etc., timber
for sale;
for appraising,
appraising, etc.,
timber for
sale;
expenses
of sales,
sales, etc-------etc
446, 836
expenses of
446,
836
,
for
investigations,
for miscellaneous
miscellaneous
investigations,
etc
446,
etc ----------------------446, 836
836
for
bridges, etc
446, 836
836
for roads,
roads, trails,
trails, bridges,
etc ----- 446,
stock
corrals, watering
places,
stock corrals,
watering places,
etc
446, 836
836
etc---------------_---446,
eradicating
poisonous
plants__
446, 836
836
eradicatingpoisonous plants --- 446,
for
expenses in
Washington, D.
D. C.
for expenses
in Washington,
C.,
under
Act ----446, 836
836
under Conservation
Conservation Act
446,
for salaries,
salaries, additional,
additional, 1925
705
for
1925 -------705
for general
additional,
for
general expenses,
expenses, additional,
1925
705
1925-----------------------705
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for fighting
deficiency
fighting
forest
fires----------39, 682, 1325
forest fires
39,682,
1325
for
Kaifor emergency,
emergency, insect
insect damages,
damages, Kaibab
National Forest,
Forest, and
and Grand
bab National
Grand
Canyon National
National Park
Park -------39
Canyon
39
for
and
for insect
insect infestations,
infestations, Oregon
Oregon and
California
39
California------------------39
for
fire protection,
for fire
protection, etc.
etc., revested
revested
Oregon-California
lands,
Oregon-California railroad
railroad lands,
etc ----------------39
etc
-----39
for general
general expenses -----------55,
55,
60,
759, 1348,
1348, 1353
60, 697,
697, 700,
700, 759,
1353
for Henry
McGuire-------------1325
for
Henry McGuire
1325
acceptance
title to lands
lands within
acceptance of title
within
national forests
forests acquired
under
national
acquired under
Conservation
Act, and
and other
Conservation Act,
other
forest lands
timber given
forest
lands or
or timber
given in
in
exchange---------.------_
exchange
1215
1215
establishment
experiment station
station in
establishment of experiment
in
California, etc.,
1108
California,
etc., authorized
authorized----1108
exchanges with private
private owners
owners of
of lands
lands
exchanges
to
included in
in designated
designated
to be
be included
forests in
952
forests
in California
California ---- _-----952
Forester
on National
National Capital
Capital
Forester to
to serve
serve on
Park
Commission, D.
C -------463
Park Commission,
D. C
463
moneys contributed
contributed toward
reforestamoneys
toward reforestation
to be
special fund-_
fund_.. 1132
1132
tion, etc.,
etc., to
be aaspecial
uses specified
1132
uses
specified ------------------1132
additional
additional buildings
buildings authorized
authorized each
each
yearfor
year for national forestpurposes_
forest purposes.. 1132
1132
provisions for
for water
water supply and
sanitary
system
1132
sanitary system
.------------1132
sales of
quantities of
timber, etc.,
etc.,
of small
small quantities
of timber,
without advertising _--------1132
withoutadvertising
1132
sales to
employees of
subsistence,
sales
to employees
of subsistence,
equipment, etc.,
to be
be deducted
equipment,
etc., to
deducted
from
1133
from salaries
salaries --------------_
1133
purchase
of land
land for
for headquarters
purchase of
headquarters or
or
ranger stations
stations if
if no
ranger
no GovernGovernment land
ment
land available
available ---------- _ 1133
1133
limitation in
in any
year; donations
limitation
any one
one year;
donations
accepted
1133
accepted -_----------------_
1133
medical attention,
authorized for
medical
attention, etc.,
etc., authorized
for
employees
isolated stations;
employees at
at isolated
stations;
removal
to hospitals,
hospitals, etc
1133
removal to
etc-------1133
Forests,
Forests,
appropriation for
cooperation with
with
appropriation
for cooperation
States, etc.,
to methods
methods of
of
States,
etc., as
as to
lands____ 443,
managing, and forest
forest lands_
443, 836
836
for
etc_ _ 446,
for miscellaneous
miscellaneous investigations,
investigations, etc__
446,
836
836
for
affecting_ _ 449,
449, 839
839
for investigating
investigating insects
insects affecting_
Forman,
Elijah,
Forman, Elijah,
increased ---------------pension increased
1386
1386

-

Forney,
Page.
Forney, Charles
Charles D.,
D.,
rage.
pension --------------------------1414
pension
1414
Fornoff,
Fornoff, Fred,
Fred,
pension
1415
pension increased
increased------------------1415
Forst, Leo,
Leo,
Forst,
pension
1403
pension -------------------------1403
Forsythe Christina
Forsythe,
Christina(widow),
(widow),
pension
1508
pension ------------------------1508
Fort
Ariz.,
Fort Apache
Apache Agency,
Agency, Ariz.,
appropriation
for
support,
etc.,
of
appropriation for support, etc., of
Indians
from tribal
tribal funds_
funds_ 411,
1161
Indians at,
at, from
411, 1161
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for civilian
civilian
deficiency
employees at
1329
employees
at----------------1329
Fort
Apache, Ariz.,
Fort Apache,
Ariz.,
appropriation for
for Theodore
Roosevelt
appropriation
Theodore Roosevelt
Indian
405, 1156
1156
Indian School
School----------405,
for
Theodore
Roosevelt
Indian
for Theodore
Roosevelt
Indian
School, additional,
1925 ------707
School,
additional, 1925
707
Fort Apache
Apache Indian
Indian Reservation,
Reservation Ariz.,
Fort
Ariz.,
appropriation
for
power
and
irrigation
appropriation for power and irrigation
plant, from
tribal funds-------funds
402
402
plant,
from tribal
amount authorized
funds,
amount
authorized from
from tribal
tribal funds,
for
wagon road
for constructing
constructing wagon
road
between Cooley
Cooley and
and Whiteriver
93
between
Whiteriver
93
State to
to pay
pay half
half of
of cost
93
State
cost --- _---93
for
93
for building
building for
for Whiteriver
Whiteriver Agency_
Agency-_
93
Fort Assinniboine
Military Reservation,
Reservation,
Fort
Assinniboine Military
Mont.,
Mont.,
time
extended for
for payments
payments by
by homehometime extended
stead
entrymen on
on abandoned..
666
stead entrymen
abandoned _
666
interest
on unpaid
to be
be
interest on
unpaid principal
principal to
paid,
etc
667
paid, etc------------------667
Fort
Mont.,
Fort Belknap
Belknap Agency,
Agency, Mont.,
appropriation
etc., of
of
for support,
support, etc.,
appropriation for
Indians
408, 1159
Indians at
at --------------- 408,1159
for support,
support, etc.,
etc. :of
of Indians
Indians at,
for
at, from
from
tribal funds
411
funds-----------------for
etc., Indians
Indians at,
addiat, addifor support,
support, etc.,
tional,
1925 ---------------708
tional, 1925
708
deficiency appropriation
support, etc.,
etc.,
deficiency
appropriation for
for support,
of
at, from
from tribal
1329
of Indians
Indians at,
tribal funds_
funds_ 1329
for
civilian employees
employees at
1329
for civilian
at----------1329
Fort Belknap
Belknap Indian
Indian Reservation,
Mont.,
Fort
Reservation, Mont.,
appropriation
systems on;
on;
for irrigation
irrigation systems
appropriation for
maintenance, etc---------etc
402, 1153
1153
maintenance,
402,
for maintenance,
etc., additional,
additional,
for
maintenance, etc.,
1925
707
1925 --------------------707
claims of
of designated
designated tribes
Indians
claims
tribes of
of Indians
on, for
for lands,
etc., taken,
taken, to
to be
be
on,
lands, etc.,
determined by
by Court
of Claims_
Claims_
21
21
determined
Court of
Fort
Fort Benning,
Benning, Ga.,
Ga.,
appropriation for
for barrack
barrack building
for
building for
appropriation
infantry
487
infantry-------------------487
for Infantry
expenses
916
for
Infantry School
School expenses--- 501,
501, 916
for Infantry
School, additional,
additional, 1925_
711
711
for
Infantry School
1925_
Fort
Dak.,
Fort Berthold
Berthold Agency,
Agency, IV.
N. Dak.,
appropriation for
support, etc.,
etc., of
of
appropriation
for support,
Indians at---------------Indians
at
409, 1159
1159
409,
for support,
etc., of
of Indians
Indians at,
for
support, etc.,
at, from
from
tribal funds
411, 1161
funds----- ----- 411,
for support,
etc., Indians
Indians at,
addifor
support, etc.,
at, additional, 1925-----------------1925
708
tional,
708
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for civilian
civilian
employees at --------------employees
1329
1329
Fort Berthold
Indian Reservation
Dak.,
Fort
Berthold Indian
Reservation,' N.
N. Dak.,
purchasers
of
lots
of
Sanish
town
site
purchasers of lots of Sanish town site
of former, to
to be allowed
allowed differdifference between
between price
price paid
paid and
and
ence
reappraisal
price
817
reappraisal price ------------817
time limit
817
time
limit for
for applications
applications --------817
payment from tribal
trust fund
817
payment
tribal trust
fund ---817
payments by
by entrytime extended
extended for payments
entrymen, etc.,
etc., within
within ----------139
men,
139
Fort
Bidwell, Calif.,
Calif.,
Fort Bidwell,
appropriation for
for Indian
1156
Indian school
school at_
at_ 405,
405, 1156
appropriation
for Indian
school, additional,
707
for
Indian school,
additional, 1925
1925 707
.
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Fort Bliss,
Page.
Fort
Bliss, Tex.,
Tex.,
Page.
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for additional
additional
deficiency
land, adjoining
adjoining------------1344
1344
land,
amount authorized
authorized for
for purchase
land
amount
purchase of
of land
adjoining -----------------964
964
adjoining
Fort Bragg,
N. C.,
Fort
Bragg, N.
C.,
appropriation for
instruction in
in Field
Field
for instruction
appropriation
Artillery
activities at
at ------- 501,
Artillery activities
501, 917
917
Fort
Caswell, N.
N. C.,
Fort Caswell,
C.,
sale of
of abandoned,
383
authorized ------383
sale
abandoned, authorized
reservation for
for Coast
Guard -------383
383
reservation
Coast Guard
Fort
Irrigation Project,
Project, Oreg.,
Oreg.,
Fort Creek
Creek Irrigation
appropriation for
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of,
of,
for maintenance,
appropriation
on
on Klamath
Klamath Indian
Indian ReservaReservation
403,
403, 1154
1154
tion ------------------Fort
Fort Crockett,
Crockett, Tex.,
Tex.,
buildings at,
at, may
may be
used by
by Mystic
Mystic
be used
buildings
Shrine
Convention at
at GalvesGalvesShrine Convention
ton
113
113
ton -----------------------Fort
Defiance Mass.,
Old,
Mass.,
Old,
Fort
Defiance,
conveyed
Defiance,
Gloucester, Mass-------Mass
387
conveyed to Gloucester,
387
Fort
Eustis, Va.,
FortEustis,
Va.,
deficiency appropriation
for acquiring
acquiring
deficiency
appropriation for
land -----------------52
52
land
----Fort
Ala.,
FortGaines,
Gaines, Ala.,
sale of
of abandoned,
abandoned, authorized
383
sale
authorized-------383
Fort
FortGaines,
Gaines, Ga.,
Ga.,
bridge
Chattahoobridge authorized
authorized across,
across, Chattahoochee
at -------------44
chee River,
River, at
Fort Gratiot
Gratiot Lighthouse
Lighthouse Reservation,
Mich.,
Fort
Reservation, Mich.,
portion of,
of, granted
for a
a
granted Port
Port Huron,
Huron, for
portion
public park;
969
public
park; conditions
conditions-------969
Fort
R. I.,
I.,
FortGreene,
Greene, R.
sale of
of abandoned,
abandoned, authorized
383
sale
authorized-------383
Fort Hall
Fort
Hall Agency,
Agency, Idaho,
Idaho,
appropriation for
of
for support,
support, etc.,
etc., of
appropriation
Indians
at, from
tribal funds± 411,
Indians at,
from tribalfunds*
411, 1161
1161
Fort
Idaho,
Fort Hall
Hall Indian
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Idaho,
appropriation for
irrigation
for operating
operating irrigation
appropriation
system
system------------------ 402,
402, 1152
1152
for enlarging
enlarging system
ceded lands,
lands,
for
system to
to ceded
etc
402,
etc-------------------402, 1153
1153
for support,
support, etc.,
Indians on_
on..-_
__ 408,
1159
for
etc., of
of Indians
408,1159
for operating,
system
for
operating, etc.,
etc., irrigation
irrigation system
on; additional,
1925 --------707
on;
additional, 1925
707
for support,
support, etc.,
of Indians
Indians on,
on,
for
etc., of
additional,
708
additional, 1925
1925-------------708
deficiency
for replacing
replacing
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
fire
damages
684
fire damages----------------684
for
etc., canal
canal of
of irrigairrigafor relocating,
relocating, etc.,
tion
project
684
tion project-----------------684
lands on,
on, granted
for American
granted for
American Falls
Falls
lands
Reservoir under
Minidoka irriunder Minidoka
irriReservoir
gation project
project -----------_
117
gation
-117
rights
of Indians
Indians for
grazing,
for grazing,
rights of
hunting, etc.,
etc., reserved
reserved -------117
hunting,
117
by
agreement or
or condemnation
117
by agreement
condemnation - -117
amount
for, to
be taken
taken from
from reseramount for,
to be
reservoir construction
construction money
money and
and
deposited to
117
deposited
to credit
credit of
of Indians_
Indians__ 117
appraisal
damages to
adjacent
appraisal of
of damages
to adjacent
lands ----------------------117
117
payment of,
of, from
payment
from construction
construction
moneys
moneys---------------118
_----_
118
amount
to be
be appropriated
amount to
appropriated from,
from, to
to
relocate,
etc.,
irrigation
canal
relocate, etc., irrigation canal
to
facilities for
for Indian
Indian
to provide
provide facilities
lands in
in
southern
lands
southern part
part of
of
Reservation
118
Reservation-- ------------_
118
reimbursement
to
tribe
by
Indians
reimbursement to tribe by Indians
benefited
118
benefited-------------------118
party
acquiring Indian
title to
agree
party acquiring
Indian title
to agree
to pay
pay charges,
charges, etc.,
before
alto
etc., before allowed water
118
lowed
water ----------------118

Fort Humphreys,
Page.
Va.,
Fort
Humphreys, Va.,
agreement
Power Comagreement authorized
authorized with
with Power
Company to
to use
use current
current from
from line
line to,
to,
pany
for
civilians
534
for civilians---------------534
Fort Kent,
Me.,
Fort
Kent, Me.,
bridge authorized
authorized across
bridge
across Saint
Saint John
John
River,
from Clairs,
Clairs, New
BrunsRiver, from
New Brunswick,
wick, to
27
to-------------------_
27
Fort
Military Reservation,
Fort Keogh
Keogh Military
Reservation, Mont.,
Mont.,
portion
of, transferred
to Agricultural
Agricultural
portion of,
transferred to
Department
Department for
for stock
stock raising,
raising,
etc., experiments
99
etc.,
experiments-------------_
99
Fort
N. Y.,
Y.,
Fort Lafayette,
Lafayette, N.
appropriation
naval ammunition
ammunition
appropriation for
for naval
depot, dredging
876
depot,
dredging -------------876
Fort Lapwai
Agency, Idaho,
Fort
Lapwai Agency,
Idaho,
appropriation
of
for support,
support, etc.,
etc., of
appropriation for
Indians at,
from tribalfunds_
tribal funds.. 411,
411, 1161
1161
Indians
at, from
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
deficiency
for civilian
civilian
employees
at ----------- _---_
1329
employees at
1329
Fort Lapivai
Indian Sanatorium,
Fort
Lapwai Indian
Sanatorium,Idaho,
Idaho,
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
etc.,
appropriation for
for maintenance,
of---------------------408,
1159
of
408, 1159
for
of girls'
dormitory for
for
for erection
erection of
girls' dormitory
tuberculosis patients
1159
tuberculosis
patients --------1159
erection
tubererection of
of girls'
girls' dormitory
dormitory for
for tuberculosis patients
533
culosis
patients at,
at, authorized
authorized-_
533
Fort
S. C.,
C.,
Fort Lawn, S.
bridge
authorized across
Catawba
bridge authorized
across Catawba
River at
at ------------------1127
River
1127
Fort
Kans.,
Fort Leavenworth,
Leavenworth, Kans.,
appropriation
appropriation for
for Command
Command and
and GenGeneral Staff
eral
Staff School,
School, instruction
instruction
expenses895
480, 895
expenses
-----------------480,
for
General Staff
Staff
for Command
Command and
and General
School, additional,
1925
711
School,
additional, 1925------711
part of,
of, reservation
reservation in
in Missouri
transpart
Missouri transferred
of Justice
Justice
ferred to
to Department
Department of
for
Leavenworth penitentiary
penitentiary
for Leavenworth
farm
farm248
--------------------248
repairs
to bridge
Army aprepairs to
bridge from
from Army
appropriations
248
propriations-----------------248
Fort
N. J.,
J.,
Fort Lee,
Lee, N.
bridge
across Hudson
River,
bridge authorized
authorized across
Hudson River,
New
and ---------.
1094
New York
York City
City and
1094
Fort Logan
Logan Military
Military Reservation,
Reservation, Colo.,
Colo.,
Fort
right of
across, granted
Denver
right
of way
way across,
granted Denver
and Rio
Western RailRailand
Rio Grande
Grande Western
road Company-------------Company
648
648
Fort MacArthur
Reservation,
Fort
MacArthur Military
Military Reservation,
Calif.,
Calif.,
right
of way
way across
across tidelands
tidelands of,
right of
of, granted
granted
to Los Angeles
to
656
Angeles-------------656
Fort McDermitt
McDermitt Agency,
Nev.,
Fort
Agency, Nev.,
appropriation
of
support, etc.,
etc., of
appropriation for
for support,
Indians at,
from tribal
tribal fundsfunds_ 411,
1161
Indians
at, from
411, 1161
Fart
Fort McHenry,
McHenry, Baltimore,
Baltimore, Md.,
Md.,
balances
balances of
appropriations for
Francis
of appropriations
for Francis
Scott Key
Key Monument
Monument at,
at, etc.,
etc.,
Scott
covered in
in --.-------_------_
935
covered
935
restoration directed
directed of,
for aa permarestoration
of, for
permanent national
birthnent
national park,
park, as
as the
the birthplace of
Spangled
place
of the
the "Star
"Star Spangled
Banner"
Banner"---------------------1109
1109
reservations for
for immigrant
and lightlightreservations
immigrant and
house stations,
1109
house
stations, etc
etc--_--------1109
disposal of
useless present
1110
disposal
of useless
present buildings_
buildings_ 1110
amount
authorized for
for expenses
expenses of
of...._
1110
amount authorized
- 1110
Fort Macon
Macon Military
Military Reservation,
Reservation, N.
N. C.,
Fort
C.,
abandoned,
to State
State of
of North
abandoned, conveyed
conveyed to
North
Carolina
for public
385
Carolina for
public purposes__
purposes_--_ 385
reservation of
granted to
Coast
reservation
of lands
lands granted
to Coast
Guard
386
Guard-- --- .-----------386
privileges retained
Government
privileges
retained for
for Government
uses
------- ---

e

----

--

-- - - - 386

2098
2098

INDEX.
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Fort Marion,
Marion, Fla.,
Fla.,
Fort

Page.
Page.

appropriation
historical
appropriation for
for preserving
preserving historical
fortifications at
496
fortifications
at--------------496
proclamation setting
aside, as
national
proclamation
setting aside,
as a
a national
monument
1968
monument-------...... .1968
----Fort
Matanzas, Fla.,
Fort Matanzas,
Fla.,
proclamation
aside, as
national
proclamation setting
setting aside,
as a
a national
monument
1969
monument..---------------.Fort
Mojave Agency,
Fort Mojave
Agency, Ariz.,
Ariz.,
appropriation
support, etc.,
etc. of Inappropriation for support
dians
funds.. _
- 411, 1161
1161
dians at, from
from tribal fundsFort
Fort Mojave, Ariz.,
appropriation for
1156
school at_
at- -_ 405, 1156
for Indian
Indian school
appropriation
for
Indian school
additional, 19251925..
707
for Indian
school at,
at, additional,
707
Fort
Va. '
Fort Monroe, Va.,
appropriation
roads, and
and
appropriation for
for wharf,
wharf, roads,
sewer ------------------.sewer
489, 904
904
for Coast Artillery School ------- 501, 917
917
sewerage system, additional,
for sewerage
additional, 1925_
1925_ 711
711
for Army
Army Coast Artillery
Artillery School,
School, additional, 1925.-----......-711
ditional,
.711
Fort Montgomery, N. Y.,
Y.,
Fort
sale
of abandoned,
abandoned, authorized
383
sale of
authorized--------383
Fort Morgan,
Fort
Morgan, Ala.,
equipment, etc.
etc., of quarantine station,
transferred to Sand Island_
to be transferred
950
disposal of buildings, etc.950
950
----------Fort Niagara,
Y.,
Fort
Niagara, N. Y.,
appropriation for preserving historical
fortifications
at
496
fortifications at--------------Fort Ontario,
Y.,
Fort
Ontario, N. Y.,
appropriation for repairs
repairs to buildings in
in
903
old -....---.... --. --.... Fort
Agency, Mont.,
Mont. ,
Fort Peck
Peck Agency,
appropriation for support, etc., of Inappropriation
dians at -...---------.408, 1159
for support, etc.,
etc., of Indians
Indians at, from
tribal
funds
1161
tribal funds...--------.
- 411,
411,1161
for support, etc., of Indians at, additional, 1925-----------------1925
708
708
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for civilian emdeficiency
ployees at.....
------------- 1329
Fort Peck
Peck Indian
Hospital, Mont.,
Mont.,
Fort
Indian Hospital,
appropriation
1159
appropriation for maintenance
maintenance etc. of..
of- 1159
Fort Peck
Fort
Peck Indian
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Mont.,
Mont.,
appropriation for maintenance, etc., of
irrigation systems
systems on; repayrepayment ---------..........402, 1153
balance of appropriation
unexpended balance
appropriation
irrigation systems on, covfor irrigation
in
ered in----------------__--1155
extension of time for payment by homesteaders
steaders on ceded lands
lands withinwithin
1267
cancellation of entry and lands recancellation
verted, on failure
failure to make
make payverted,
ments
1267
ments----------.............
1267
residence
persons who have abandoned residence
required
- 1267
required to pay arrears
arrears ---...
1267
interest
interest on delinquent
delinquent amounts
1267
amounts- ...1267
entry canceled
canceled and land reverted to
Indian status, if payments not
made.
..-------------.
------..
made
1267
1267
payment for expenses of visit to Washington of delegation
delegation of, Indians,
authorized from
from trust
trust funds
funds_ -__- _
667
authorized
667
Fart
Mass. '
Fort Phoenix,
Phoenix, Mass.,
sale of abandoned,
abandoned, authorized
authorized ---383
Fort Pierce
Pierce Inlet,
Fort
Inlet, Fla.,
Fla.,
preliminary examination,
etc., of, to be
examination, etc.,
made
made-----------..........1194
Fort
Y.,
Fort Pond
Pond Bay,
Bay, N.
N. Y.,
examination, etc.,
preliminary examination,
etc., of, to be
made----------........-- ..
1192
made

Page.
Fort
Y.,
Fort Porter,
Porter, N.
N. Y.,
Page.
sale authorized
of, to
902
sale
authorized of,
to city
city of
of Buffalo__
Buffalo-_- _ 902
proceeds to
for site
site and
and conconproceeds
to be
be used
used for
struction of
of new
new Army
post_ __-- _ 902
902
struction
Army postFort Pulaski,
Ga.,
Fort
Pulaski, Ga.,
proclamation
aside, as
proclamation setting
setting aside,
as aanational
national
monument
1968
monument------------------1968
Fort
Quitman, Tex. (see also
Fort Quitman,
also Fort Whitman, Tex.),
Tex.),
man,
special commission
authorized to coopspecial
commission authorized
cooperate with
with Mexico
Mexico as to
to use of
waters of Rio Grande
Grande below....
-_
118
waters
below---118
Fort Reno, Okla.,
Fort
appropriation
to
of land
land to
for purchase
purchase of
appropriation for
straighten
River
straighten North Canadian
Canadian River
at
at-------------------------903
Fort
Fort Revere Reservation,
Reservation, Mass.,
sale
of,
to
Hull,
Mass.,
authorized
1111
sale of, to Hull, Mass., authorized --1111
Fort
Fort Riley,.
Riley, Kans.,
appropriation
for
Cavalry
School
exappropriation for Cavalry School expenses------------------501, 916
916
penses
501,
for Cavalry School, additional, 1925_
711
1925711
Fort
Fort Sill, Okla.,
Okla.,
appropriation
for
improving
heating
appropriation for improving heating
system
487
system-------------------487
for Field Artillery
Artillery School
501, 917
School-------- 501,
917
for instruction
instruction in field artillery
artillery acactivities
501, 917
tivities at
at------------------ 501,
917
for Field Artillery School, additional,
1925---------------------711
711
Fort
Fort Smith, Ark.,
Ark.,
terms of court at ----------------- 91,949
91, 949
Fort Snelling
SneUing Military
Military Reservation,
Reservation Minn.,
Fort
right of way across, granted Chicago,
Chicago,
Milwaukee
Milwaukee and Saint Paul Railway Company
30
way
Company --------------- 30
Fort
Fort Story, Va.,
Va.,
deficiency appropriation
deficieney
appropriation for road to,
connecting with State highway695
highway695
Fort
Fort Sumner,
Sumner, N. Mex.,
offices
offices of register and receiver, land
office at, consolidated
395
consolidated---------Fort
Fort Tilden,
Tilden, N.
N. Y.,
Y.,
appropriation for repair
bulkhead
496
496
appropriation
repair of
of bulkhead-Fort Totten, N.
N. Dak.,
Fort
Dak.,
appropriation for Indian school atat.. 406, 1157
1157
appropriation
1925._
707
for Indian school, additional, 1925--Fort Totten, N. Y.,
Fort
Y.,
appropriation for machinery,
machinery, etc., torappropriation
502,
918
pedo depot--------------502,918
Fort
Centennial Corporation,
Corporation,
Fort Vancouver Centennial
coinage of silver 50-cent pieces,
coinage
pieces, authorauthorized
ized for, to commemorate
commemorate centennial of founding of Fort
tennial
Vancouver,
Wash -----------966
Vancouver, Wash
laws, etc., of,
of, applicable
applicable----------966
laws,
no Government
Government expense for dies, etcetc_
966
Fort
Fort Vancouver Stockade,
Stockade, Old,
restoration of, authorized
authorized at Vancouver, Wash --------------- 1113
Fort Wayne, lad.,
Fort
Ind.,
terms of court at -----_----------_
751
Fort
Whitman,
Tex. (see also Fort QuitQuitFort
man, Tex.),
Tex.),
deficiency appropriation
comdeficiency
appropriation for joint commission with Mexico,
Mexico, on use of
of
waters of Rio Grande
Grande below_
below--.waters
___
692
692
Fort Wingate,
Wingate, N.
Mex.,
Fort
N. Mex.,
appropriation
for
Charles
H.
Burke
appropriation
Charles H.
Indian School
School at -------.....
- 1157
Fort
Fort Wood, N. Y.,
Y.,
proclamation setting aside the site of
Statue of Liberty
Liberty Enlightening
Enlightening
the World
World on, as a
a national
national
monument
- monument
1968
--- ----------------------

INDEX.
Pate.
Fort
Ariz.,
Reservation, Ariz.,
Page.
Fort Yuma
Yuma Indian
Indian Reservation,
reservation of lands for Powell town
site and school farm on, vacated_
vacated94
areas vacated available
available for allotments_
94
other
other lands to
to be
be set
set aside for
for school
school
farm
farm ----------------------94
Fortier, Sarah
Sarah E.
Fortier,
E. (widow),
(widow),
pension
pension increased
increased -.------.
___
----_ 1385
Fortifications,
Fortifications,
appropriation
etc., fire
appropriation for
for operating,
operating, etc.,
control installations, seacoast
seacoast
defenses
491, 905
defenses -------___--..__ 491,
for fire control installations,
installations, insular
insular
possessions
possessions-------------.--- 491, 906
for fire
fire control
control installations,
installations, Panama
Panama
491, 906
Canal ------------------- 491,906
preparing plans for --_-----_for preparing
496, 911
911
batteries -for gun and mortar batteries496, 911
911
for installing, etc.,
etc., electric plants,
searchlights
etc
searchlights, etc----------496, 911
for sea walls, etc-----------------etc
911
for repairs, Fort Tilden, N. Y
496
Y-----for preservation,
preservation 'repairs,
repairs, etc--etc
912
- 496, 912
submarine mine defense structures
496, 912
tures------------------496,912
for
for protecting
protecting designated
designated historic
forts, etc ------------------496
for maintenance,
maintenance, searchlights,
searchlights, elecelectric
etc _---------496, 912
tric plants,
plants, etc
496,912
for construction
construction expenses,
expenses, seacoast
seacoast- -496
for plans, etc., insular possessions_
possessions- 496, 912
for installing electric
electric plants, searchsearchetc.,
Hawaiian
Isetc.,
Hawaiian
lights,
lands --------------------496,912
496,912
for preservation,
etc., inpreservation, repairs, etc.,
sularpossessions
sular possessions ----------- 496, 912
submarine
submarine mine defense structures -------------------497, 912
for maintenance,
maintenance, searchlights,
searchlights, elecelectric plants, etc., insular possessions ------------------497, 912
497,912
for
plans, etc.,
etc. ' Panama
Canal_- 497, 912
912
for plans,
Panama Canal
497,
for
seacoast
batteries,
Panama
batteries,
Canal -------------------497,
912
497,912
for installing electric
electric plants, searchsearchlights,
912
lights, etc.,
etc., Panama
Panama Canal_
Canal-_-__ 407,
497, 912
for preservation,
Panpreservation, repair, etc.,
etc., Panama
Canal
497,
912
497, 912
ama Canal----------------submarine mine defense strucstructures --------------------497,
912
497,912
for maintenance,
searchlights, elecelecmaintenance, searchlights,
tric
plants,
etc.,
Panama
etc.,
497, 912
Canal -------------------- 497,912
for mountain, field, and siege cannon
913
non---..
........
498, 913
for ammunition for ----.--498, 914
for altering, etc., mobile artillery
artillery__ 498, 914
914
for ammunition, etc.,
etc., for mountain
mountain
etc.,
etc., artillery
artillery practice
practice-------- 498, 914
914
seacoast cannon
cannon ------------ 499, 914
for seacoast
for ammunition;
ammunition; modernizing
modernizing projectiles ------------------499, 914
499,914
for ammunition, etc., for practicepractice_ 499, 915
etc., seacoast
seacoast artillery_ 499, 915
for altering, etc.,
seacoast canfor ammunition,
ammunition, etc. seacoast
non, insular possessions ----- 499, 915
non,
915
etc., seacoast
seacoast artillery,
artillery,
for altering, etc.,
insular possessions
915
possessions ---------- 499,
499,915
for seacoast cannon, Panama Canal 499, 915
915
ammunition, etc., seacoast
canfor ammunition,
seacoast cannon, Panama Canal -------- 500, 915
915
for altering,
altering, etc., seacoast
seacoast cannon,
Panama Canal
915
Panama
Canal------------ 500, 915

2099
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Fortifications-Continued.
appropriation
constructing fire
confor constructing
fire conappropriation for
trol
finders, etc _ 502,
trol stations,
stations, range
range finders,etc502, 917
917
submarine mine
for accessories for submarine
practice, etc
etc --------------- 502, 917
917
for submarine mine supplies, etc_
etc -_ 502, 917
torpedo depot, Fort Totten,
for torpedo
N Y --------------------502, 918
N.
for war instruction
instruction material
material at Coast
Artillery posts ------------502, 918
for constructing fire control stations,
range
finders,
etc.,
Hawaiian
range finders,
Hawaiian
Islands ----------------502, 918
918
for
submarine
supplies,
etc.,
for submarine supplies, etc., insular
insular
possessions --------------- 502, 918
possessions
for constructing fire control stations,
range finders, etc., Panama
Panama
range
Canal -------------------503, 918
918
for altering,
altering, etc.,
etc., submarine
submarine mines,
mines,
supplies, Panama
Panama Canal -918
- 503, 918
for purchase
purchase of submarine
mines,
submarine mines,
etc., Panama
503, 918
Panama Canal
Canal--------- 503,
918
etc.,
for
fire control
control installations,
installations, seacoast
seacoast
for fire
defenses,
additional,
1925
711
defenses, additional, 1925 ----711
for fire control
control installations, insular
insular
possessions
:
additional,
1925
711
possessions, additional, 1925--for
fire control
control installations,
installations, Panama
Panama
for fire
Canal, additional, 1925-------1925
711
for plans for, additional, 1925
711
1925-----batteries, addifor gun and mortar batteries,
tional, 1925----------------1925
711
tional,
for modernizing
modernizing older emplacements,
emplacements,
1925
711
711
additional, 1925------------for
searchlights, etc.,
additional,
for searchlights,
etc., additional,
1925
711
1925----------------------for seawalls and embankments,
embankments, additional, 1925
711
ditional,
1925---------------for preservation
preservation and repair, additional, 1925-----------------1925
711
tional,
seacoast defenses, adfor supplies, seacoast
ditional, 1925 -------------- 711
711
ditional,
for contingent
expenses, seacoast
seacoast
contingent expenses,
defenses, additional,
711
1925-----711
defenses,
additional, 1925
historical fortifor maintenance
maintenance of historical
fications, additional,
additional, 1925-----1925
711
fications,
for plans for, insular possessions, additional, 1925
711
1925---------------711
searchlights, etc.,
for searchlights,
etc., Hawaii, additional, 1925----------------1925
711
711
tional,
preservation and repair, insular
insular
for preservation
711
possessions, additional, 1925 --711
possessions,
supplies, seacoast
seacoast defenses,
insular
defenses, insular
for supplies,
possessions, additional, 1925---.
1925
711
possessions,
for plans for, Panama Canal, additional, 1925 ---------------711
tional,
711
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for gun and
and
mortar batteries
batteries ---------- 59, 62, 762
762
for
762
for fire
fire control
control ------------- 59,
59, 701, 762
for armament
of
59,
armament of-----------------62, 699, 701, 762, 1350, 1352, 1353
for proving grounds--------------grounds
59
59
for insular possessions ------59, 62, 762
for barracks
barracks and quarters, seacoast
seacoast
defenses
59
defenses ------------------for
62, 699
for searchlights,
searchlights, etc -----------for
Panama Canal
for Panama
Canal ------------- 63, 701
for aviation stations -------------63
for Panama
Panama Canal, fire control
695
control-----for
electrical and
ranging
and sound
sound ranging
for electrical
equipment
699
699
-------equipment ----for
seacoast batteries,
for seacoast
batteries, Panama
Panama CanaL
CanaL
701
Fortner,
(widow),
Fortner, Drusilla
Drusila(widow),
pension
1480
----pension ----------------------

2100
2100
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Page..
Fortney,
(widow),
E. (widow),
Amanda E.
Fortney, Amanda
1527
pension increased--increased
1527
-------------pension
Forty-first
Street NW.,
NW., D.
C.,
D. C.,
Forty-first Street
appropriation for
for paving,
to
Davenport to
paving, Davenport
appropriation
Livingston
Streets; from
from gasogasoLivingston Streets;
549
line
tax fund-------fund
549
-----line tax
Forty-fourth
NE., D.
D. C.,
Street NE.,
Forty-fourth Street
to
Dix to
appropriation for
for grading,
grading, Dix
appropriation
Grant
548
Streets---------------Grant Streets
Forty-fourth
Street NW.,
NW., D.
C.
D. C.,
Forty-fourth Street
appropriation
for
paving,
Klingle
Road
appropriation for paving, Klingle Road
1223
to Lowell
Street ----------Lowell Street
to
D. C.,
Forty-second
Street NW.,
NW .,D.
Forty-second Street
appropriation
for paving,
to
Fessenden to
paving, Fessenden
appropriation for
1223
,Garrison
Streets------------Garrison Streets
Foss, Clara
Clara J.
(widow),
J. (widow),
Foss,
pension
1478
---------------pension-----Foster,
Catherine (daughter),
(daughter),
Foster, Catherine
1458
pension
pension---------------------------Foster,
John,
Foster, John,
1408
pension -------- ----------pension
Foster,
A. (widow),
(widow),
Mary A.
Foster, Mary
1502
pension
1502
----------------pension-------Foster,
Minnie L.
(widow),
L. (widow),
Foster, Minnie
1499
---pension
pension---------------------Foundlings'
Home, D.
Wasiington,
C.,'Washington,
D. C.
Foundlings' Home,
acceptance of
Randolph
from Randolph
bequest from
of bequest
acceptance
T. Warwick
for memorial
buildmemorial buildWarwick for
T.
ing
for foundlings
women
and women
foundlings and
ing for
afflicted
794
cancer----------with cancer
afflicted with
Four-Power
Treaties,
Four-PowerTreaties,
Embetween United
United 'States,
British EmStates, British
between
repire
France, and
Japan, reand Japan,
pire,' France,
specting
insular possessions
possessions in
specting insular
1646
region
of Pacific
1646
Ocean ------Pacific Ocean
region of
agreement
1652
thereto---_ 1652
supplementary thereto__
agreement supplementary
Fourteenth Census,
Census,
Fourteenth
for expenses
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
expenses
deficiency
of
759
of -----------------------D. C.,
SW., D.
and SW.,
Fourteenth
NW. and
Street NW.
Fourteenth Street
south
appropriation for
for paving,
B Street
Street south
paving, B
appropriation
to 0
0 Street
Street north;
north; from
gasolinefrom gasolineto
549
tax fund
549
fund-------------------tax
Fourth Assistant
Assistant Postmaster
General,
Postmaster General,
Fourth
appropriation
office personnel_
personnel_ 84, 782
782
and office
for,:and
appropriation for
for field
field service,
service, Post Office Defor
88, 786
partment,
under
partment, under-----------786
for stationery,
etc
88,
88, 786
stationery, etc---------------for
786
88, 786
for postal
supplies -------------postal supplies
for
for post
delivery
rural delivery
and rural
route and
post route
for
maps, etc--------------etc
88, 787
787
88,
maps,
89,787
for twine,
twine, etc
89,
787
etc ---------------for
89, 787
for
shipping supplies
supplies-- 89,
expenses, shipping
for expenses,
labor saving
for canceling
and labor
saving macanceling and
for
89, 787
chines
chines--------------------- 89,
traveling
mechanicians --------- 89, 787
traveling mechanicians
locks, equipments,
for mail
equipments,
bags, locks,
mail bags,
for
89, 787
-etc
-etc ----------for material,
labor, etc.,
etc., equipment
equipment
material, labor,
for
89,, 787
787
89,
shops ------------------shops
departments,
departments,
for
equipments,
equipments,
for
89,
787
89, 787
Alaska, etc
etc---------------Alaska,
exfor
star route,
route, transportation,
transportation, exfor star
89, 787
787
89,
cept in
in Alaska
Alaska-------------cept
788
89, 788
for
Rural Delivery
Delivery Service -------- 89,
for Rural
exfor
traveling and
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous exfor traveling
penses
89, 788
788
89,
penses---------------------Postal Rates),
(see also
Fourth Class
Mail (see
also Postal
Rates),
Class Mail
Fourth
matter
as; rates,
rates, parcel
parcel post,
included as;
matter included
1067
etc
1067
etc---------------------C.,
Fourth
Street NE.,
D. C.,
NE., D.
Fourth Street
Rhode
appropriation for
etc., Rhode
paving, etc.,
for paving,
appropriation
Island to
to Central
Avenues;
Central Avenues;
Island
fund-------from
gasoline-tax fund
1226
from gasoline.ax

Page.
Fourth Street
D. C.,
C.,
Page.
NW., D.
Street NW.
Pourth
appropriation for
Taylor to
to
paving, Taylor
for paving,
appropriation
547
Upshur Streets
547
Streets-------------Upshur
for paving,
paving, Varnum
Webster
to Webster
Varnum to
for
546
Streets
546
Streets--------------------condemnation of
of land
for widening__
718
widening --- __ 718
land for
condemnation
718
amount authorized
authorized for
for expenses--expenses
amount
Fowl
Pest, etc.,
etc., European,
European,
Fowl Pest,
amount
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for
of deficiency
amount of
arresting foot-and-mouth
foot-and-mouth disdisarresting
ease, etc.,
for eradicateradicatavailable for
etc., available
ease,
722
ing
------------- ---ing----Fowler,. Alice
(mother),
M. (mother),
Alice M.
Fowler,
1408
pennon
pension-------------------------Fowler,. Rebecca
Rebecca E.
E. (widow),
(widow),
Fowler,
1513
pension
1513
pension-------------------------Fox, Ella
Ella L.
L. (widow),
(widow),
Fox,
1503
pension
1503
increased-----------------pension increased
Fox, Marie
C. (widow),
(widow),
Marie C.
Fox,
1497
pension
1497
pension--------------------------.Fox River,
River,
.Fox
bridge
across East
Branch
East Branch
authorized across
bridge authorized
12
of, by
12
11------------Aurora, Ill
by Aurora,
of,
in
Kendall
County,
Ill
13
in Kendall County, Ill----------114
11l--in Saint
Saint Charles
Township, Ill
114
Charles Township,
in
time
West
bridging West
for bridging
extended for
time extended
Branch
of, by
Aurora, Ill
Ill ----11
by Aurora,
Branch of,
Fox
River, Wis.,
Wis.,
Fox River,
improvement of,
1188
authorized--------of, authorized
improvement
aupreliminary
etc., auexamination, etc.,
preliminary examination,
249
thorized for
for flood
control of
of - - flood control
thorized
made,
be made,
and
to be
waters, to
connecting waters,
and connecting
Wis---Green Bay
Bay to
to Portage,
Portage, Wis..
__- 1195
1195
Green
J.,
Fox Thomas
Thomas J.,
Fox,
issue
of homestead
patent to
810
to -------homestead patent
issue of
(widow),
Frailey, Lottie
Lottie (widow),
Frailey,
1466
pension
increased
1466
pension increased-----------------France,
France,
appropriation for
for ambassador
ambassador to
206, 1015
1015
to_-__ 206,
appropriation
for
segregating
bodies,
etc.,
in
etc., in
bodies,
segregating
for
American
in ----512, 927
cemeteries in
American cemeteries
deficiency appropriation
for acquiring
acquiring
appropriation for
deficiency
-Paris embassy
etc., Paris
48
buildings, etc.,
embassy buildings,
for
to, as
for loss
loss
indemnity for
as indemnity
payment to,
for payment
to
Madame Crignier
Crignier in
search
in search
to Madame
Paul
for
body of
John Paul
Admiral John
of Admiral
for body
692
Jones
692
Jones---------------------agreement extending
arbitration conconextending arbitration
agreement
1643
vention
with
1643
vention with----------------relating to rights in
convention with,
with, relating
convention
Lebanon
Syria
and
The
Lebanon
The
and
Svria
1821
Mandate
1821
Mandate ------------------Henry
D.
Clayton
may
accept
decoradecoraaccept
Henry D. Clayton may
tion,
etc., from
1590
from -------------tion, etc.,
Hugh S.
S. Cumming
Cumming may
may accept
decoraaccept decoraHugh
1364
tion
1364
from -----------------tion from
of
Harry F.
Rethers may
may accept
accept gift
gift of
F. Rethers
Harry
1438
statuette from
1438
from --------------statuette
with, for agreenegotiation requested
requested with,
negotiation
ment limiting
size, etc.,
etc., of
of vesveslimiting size,
ment
sels
and aircraft,
aircraft, and
number
the number
and the
sels and
204
men----------and men
of
officers and
of officers
payment
authorized to,
to, as
as indemnity
indemnity
payment authorized
for
damages to
of
property of
to property
for damages
by search
search for
Madame
for
Crignier, by
Madame Crignier,
Paul
body of
of Admiral
Admiral John
John Paul
body
118
Jones
Jones----------------------British Empire, Italy, and
treaty
with, British
treaty with,
limitation of
Japan, agreeing
agreeing to limitation
Japan,
naval armament
1655
armament-------------naval
Britain, and Japan,
with,
Great Britain,
Japan, rewith, Great
1646
Ocean islandslating to
to Pacific
Pacific Ocean
islands
1646
lating
to----- 1652
agreement supplementary
supplementary to
agreement
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France—Continued.
France-Continued.
treaty
with, relating
relating to
rights in
in CameCameto rights
treaty with,
roons
Mandate--------------roons Mandate
relating to
Togoland Manin Togoland
rights in
to rights
relating
date -----------------------date
France,
Annie
M.
(daughter),
France, Annie M. (daughter),
pension --------------------------pension
Francis,
C. (widow),
(widow),
Francis, Sarah
Sarah C.
pension ---------------------------pension
Francis
Scott
Key
Bridge,
C.,
D. C.,
FrancisScott Key Bridge, D.
appropriation for
operating expenses--__
expenses_ _
for operating
appropriation

Page.
Page.

1778
1778
1790
1790
1461
1461
1463
1463
550,
550,
1227
1227

placed
bronze
authorized to be placed
tablet authorized
bronze tablet
on
by Daughters
33
1812-----of 1812
Daughters of
on, by
marble tablet
authorized to
be placed
placed
to be
tablet authorized
marble
24
on,
Daughters of
of 1812
1812 ----24
on, by
by Daughters
Frank, Henry,
Frank,
Henry,
deficiency
appropriation for
for contested
contested
deficiency appropriation
1314
election
expenses
1314
election expenses-------------Frank, Liberty
Liberty E.
(daughter),
E. (daughter),
Frank,
pension ---------------------------1472
1472
pension
Frank, Mary
Mary (widow),
(widow),
Frank,
pension
1440
1440
pension ---------------------------Frank, Mary
Mary C.
S. (widow),
(widow),
C. S.
Frank,
pension
1478
1478
pension ---------------------------Frankfort, Mich.,
Mich.,
Frankfort,
authorized - - _ 1188
improvement
improvement of harbor, authorized....
Franking Privilege,
Postal Service
Service,
Privilege, Postal
Franking
1359
granted Florence
Florence Kling
Harding -----1359
Kling Harding
granted
Edith Bolling
Bolling Wilson
1359
Wilson -------------Edith
Franklin,
R. (widow),
(widow),
Lucinda R.
Franklin,Lucinda
pension
1498
pension ---------------------------Franklin, Rachel
Rachel C.
C. (widow),
(widow),
Franklin,
pension increased..
increased-------------------- 1493
pension
Franklin
Street NE.,
NE., D.
D. C.,
Franklin Street
appropriation for grading,
grading, Rhode Island
appropriation
Avenue
to Twentieth
Street;
Twentieth Street;
Avenue to
from gasoline-tax
gasoline-tax fund--------fund
1226
from
Franks,
Edward T.,
T.
Franks, Edward
bridge
authorized across
River
across Ohio River
bridge authorized
between
Owensboro, Ky.
and
Ky., and
between Owensboro,
Rockport,
Ind., by,
and Thomas
Thomas
by, and
Rockport, Ind.,
103
H.
H. Hazelrigg
Hazelrigg --------------- -Frasier,
D.,
Harry D.,
Frasier, Harry
1393
pension
increased ------------------pension increased
Fraternal, etc.,
etc., Organizations,
Organizations,
Fraternal,
membership
internal
on membership
tax on
revenue tax
internal revenue
fees, etc.,
applicable to----to
322
322
not applicable
etc., not
fees,
Fraternal, etc.,
Societies '
etc., Societies,
Fraternal,
exempt from
income tax
282
tax ------------from income
exempt
Frauds
on Purchasers,
Purchasers,
Frauds on
false statements
statements as to effect of tax on
false
price
of articles
etc., a
misa missold, etc.,
articles sold,
price of
demeanor
348
demeanor-------------------348
punishment
for
348
punishment for------------------Frauds,
War,
Frauds, World
World War,
and
appropriation
for investigating
investigating and
appropriation for
prosecuting --------------- 218, 1027
1027
prosecuting
Frazee,
Frazee, Annie C. (widow),
1532
pension increased
1532
increased ------------------pension
Fredericksburg, Va.,
Fredericksburg,
Va.,
commission created
created to
to inspect
battle
inspect battle
commission
fields
Civil War
around, as
to
as to
War around,
of Civil
fields of
646
feasibility
etc_ __ _
646
preserving, etc---of preserving,
feasibility of
Freedmen's
D. C.,
C.,
Hospital, D.
Freedmen's Hospital,
and exappropriation
salaries and
exfor salaries
appropriation for
penses
430, 1184
penses------------------for remodeling,
home;
nurses' home;
etc., nurses'
remodeling, etc.,
for
from
1184
1184
revenues--------District revenues
from District
for pathological
pathological building,
building, equipequipfor
ment;
District revefrom District
part from
ment; part
430
nues
430
nues -----------------------patients ---indigent patients_
for care
of indigent
___ 567, 1242
care of
for
T.,
Freeland,
Robert T.,
Freeland, Robert
validated__-_ 811
homestead application
application by,
by, validated__
homestead
45822° --VOL 43-PT
43--PT2----51
51
245822--VOL

""'

'

"

Freeman,
Hattie (widow),
Page.
(widow),
IFreeman, Hattie
pension
1498
pension---------------------------Freeman,
Kitty A.
A. (widow),
(widow),
Freeman, Kitty
1531
pension increased
pension
increased------------------Freeman,
F. (widow),
(widow),
Freeman, Margaret
MargaretF.
1438
pension increased
1438
increased -----------------pension
Freeport
N. Y.,
Y.,
Creek, N.
Freeport Creek,
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., of,
be
of, to
to be
preliminary
1192
made
1192
made-----------------------Freeport,
Tex.,
Freeport, Tex.,
1187
improvement
__ 1187
authorized --harbor, authorized__
of harbor,
improvement of
Freer,
Charles L.,
L.,
Freer, Charles
remission
to estate
additional taxes
taxes
of, additional
estate of,
remission to
due on
to Smithsonian
Smithsonian InstiInstigift to
on gift
due
1537
tution ---------------------tution
Freight,
Freight,
punishment for
stealing, etc.,
etc., in interfor stealing,
punishment
state or
or foreign
transit
793
foreign transit---------state
carrying such
such stolen
stolen articles
articles into
aninto ancarrying
794
other
etc--------------State, etc
other State,
venue of
of prosecutions-----------prosecutions_
794
794
venue
Freight, Navy,
Navy,
Freight,
buappropriation for
for Department
and buDepartment and
appropriation
reaus
873
195, 873
reaus---------------------- 195,
61,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for---------for
61,
deficiency
698,
1349
698, 700,
700, 760,
760, 1349
Freight
Rates '
Freight Rates,
policy declared
that, in
in interstate
interstate comcomdeclared that,
policy
merce
be adjusted
adjusted to
secure free
free
to secure
merce be
moving
801
801
of commodities
commodities- ------moving of
investigation
Interstate ComComby Interstate
investigation by
merce
exto correct
correct exCommission to
merce Commission
802
isting unjust,
unjust, etc.,
etc., rates--------rates
802
isting
changes directed
without delay
to
delay to
directed without
changes
on
provide
lawful rates
rates on
lowest lawful
provide lowest
agricultural
livestock prodand livestock
agricultural and
ucts------------------------ucts
802
Freight
Trains,
Freight Trains,
appropriation for
for special
arrangement
special arrangement
appropriation
for
conveying mails
by, etc__
87, 785
785
etc ----__87,
mails by,
for conveying
French,
(widow),
Emily (widow),
French, Emily
1464
pension increased
increased------------------pension
French Line,
Line, New
York City,
City,
New York
French
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for refund of
deficiency
fine to
45
45
to----------------------fine
French, Thomas
Thomas J.
.1. (son),
French,
(son),
pension
1509
1509
pension---------------------------Fresquez,
Vicente,
Fresquez, Vicente,
1399
pension
1399
pension---------------------------Friedman,
Friedman, B.,
B.,
patent to
etc., of,
of, for
for lands
in AlaAlalands in
heirs, etc.,
to heirs,
patent
bama
1591
1591
bama------------------------(widow),
Friesner, Philia
Philia R.
R. (widow),
Friesner,
1479
pension increased------------------increased
1479
pension
Frost, Arthur,
Arthur,
Frost,
payment
to,
for
personal
injuries
1368
payment to, for personal injuries------- 1368
Frost, etc.,
etc., Warnings,
Warnings '
Frost,
EXappropriation
Weather Bureau
Bureau exfor Weather
appropriation for
penses for
826
437,826
for ------------------ 437,
penses
Frost, Levi,
Levi,
Frost,
1384
pension
pension ------------------------ ---Fruit
Growers' Associations,
Associations,
FruitGrowers'
283
exempt from
from income
income tax
283
tax ------------exempt
Fruit
Fruit Trees,
Trees,
investiappropriation for
for cooperative
cooperative investiappropriation
442, 832
gations
propagating
of propagating.-----gations of
Fruits,
Fruits,
appropriation
for investigating
investigating diseases
appropriation for
830
of orchard
and otherother__ -.---- 440,
440, 830
orchard and
of
for
margrowing, maretc., growing,
investigating, etc.,
for investigating,
442, 832
keting, etc.,
etc., of
832
of-------------- 442,
keting,
for
insects affecting
affecting deinvestigating insects
for investigating
ciduous
448,
839
448, 839
ciduous------------------affecting
for investigating
insects affecting
investigating insects
for
449, 839
tropical
and subtropical-subtropical --839
tropical and
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Furlong, Robert,
Robert,
Furlong,
Page
Fruits—Continued.
Page.
Fruits-Continued.
pension
appropriation
executing law
law fixing
pension----------------------for executing
appropriation for
Furniture, etc.,
Early American
SpeciAmerican Specietc., Early
standards for
containers of small_
small 454,846 Furniture,
forcontainersof

(widow),
Fry, Anna
Anna (widow),

pension
1504
pension-------------------------1504

Fry, Elizabeth
(daughter),
Fry,
Elizabeth (daughter),

pension -------------------------Buildings
Water, Public
Fuel,
Lights, and
and Water,
Public Buildings
Fuel, Lights,
Operating Supplies, Public
(see Operating
Buildings).
Buildings).
Fuel,
Marine Corps,
Corps,
Fuel, Marine
appropriation for.-----------------for
appropriation
Fuel,
Fuel, Navy,
Navy,
appropriation for, and transportation-_
transportation
appropriation

1433

Page.

1403

mens of,
of,
mens
donations of, may be accepted for use
House ---------1091
in the White House
Furniture, Public
Furniture,
Public Buildings,
Buildings,
appropriation
etc-------- 82, 781
appropriation for, repairs, etc
deficiency
58,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for ---------62, 698, 701, 761, 1343, 1350
1350

203

G.
195, Gadsden,
Gadsden, Ala.,
Ala.,
874
bridge authorized
River at
authorized across Coosa River

acquired
to
purchase to
acquired other than by purchase
be issued at current
current rates, andand
appropriation apcharged to appropriation
plicable--------------------plicable
195
issue of fuel on hand charged
charged at
at
last issue rate if quoted prices are
excessive ---------.-------195
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for, and transportation
57,
61, 1349
1349
57, 61,
portation------------Fuel
Oil, etc.,
etc., Navy,
Navy,
Fuel Oil,
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for investigat760
ing -----------------------Fuels,
Fuels,
appropriation for promoting economy
appropriation
233
liquid
in use of liquid--------------mineral
420, 1174
for investigating mineral------1925-------708
for testing, additional, 1925
Fugitives
Justice,
Fugitives from Justice,
extradition of, with Bulgaria_
treaty of extradition
Bulgaria- 1886
Rica
------------1621
with Costa Rica-with Esthoma
Esthonia ------------------ 1849
Latvia
1738
with Latvia--------------------- 1835
with Lithuania
Lithuania----------------with Siam
1749
Siam--------------------Venezuela
1698
with Venezuela---------- - ----Fuhr,
Fuhr, Charles,
Charles,
pension --_----------------------1395
pension
Fuller,
Fuller, Amanda (widow),
pension -__-----------------------1515
1515
Fuller, Catherine
Fuller,
Catherine (daughter),
(daughter),
1512
pension __------------------------1512
pension
Fuller,
Eva D.
(widow),
Fuller, Eca
D. (widow),
pension -------1533
_-----------------Fuller,
M. (widow),
(widow),
Fuller, Lucinda
Lucinda M.
pension
increased
1450
pension increased .---------------Fuller,
Nancy J.
J. (widow),
(widow),
Fuller, Nancy
pension ----------_------------1520
Fuller,
Fuller, Sarah
Sarah J.
J. (widow),
(widow),
pension
1523
pension----__---------------------_
Fuller, Stansfield
A. and
Fuller,
Stansfield A.
and Elizabeth,
Elizabeth,
gratuity pay to, for death of their son
gratuity
son-_ 1538
Fullerton and
Bridge ComComFullerton
and Portsmouth
Portsmouth Bridge
pany,
pany,
may bridge Ohio River, Portsmouth,
Portsmouth,
Ohio, to Fullerton, Ky ----- 663, 790
Fullerton,
Fullerton, Ky.,
Ky.,
bridge authorized across Ohio River,
Ohio, to
to------- 663, 790
Portsmouth, Ohio,
Fungicides,
Fungicides,
appropriation
for chemical
chemical investigaappropriation for
tions, etc., of
837
447,837
of--------------- 447,
for preventing
preventing sale, etc., of aduladulterated
_
455, 847
terated-----------------Fur
Bearing Animals,
Animals,
Fur Bearing
appropriation
experiments in
in rearrearappropriation for experiments
ing -------------_----- . 450, 841
for protecting
protecting land, in Alaska
Alaska__--_ 451, 841
Furlong,
(widow),
Furlong, Martha
Martha F.
F. (widow),
pension
pension increased
increased---.-----.----_
-- _ 1416
1416

Gaffney, Mary
(widow),
Gaffney,
Mary (widow),
pension
------------..-pension __.
Gahm, Ada
Ada N.
N. (daughter),
(daughter),
Gahm,

891
1525
1525

pension --------------------------

1490

pension
pension increased
increased------------------

1388

allowed in accounts
accounts of ---------credit allowed

1561

Gahret, Wilbur
Wilbur C.,
C.,
Gahret,
Gaither, Mollie,
Mollie,
Gaither,

Galena River, Ill.,
Galena

removal of dams in, authorized;
authorized; funds
funds
1187
available---- ---------------available
1187
Gallaher, Margaret
Margaret F.
(widow),
F. (widow),
GaUaher,
pension ---.
1405
----------------pension
Gallegot Patricia
Gallego,
PatriciaS.
S. de
de (widow),
(widow),
pension
1500
pension ------------------------- 1500
Gallery of
National,
Art, National,
Gallery
of Art,
appropriation
administration exappropriation for administration
penses
528, 1207
1207
-----------penses -Gallinger Municipal
C.,
D. C.,
Hospital, D.
Municipal Hospital,
Gallinger
appropriation
1243
568, 1243
for salaries -------- 568,
appropriation for
for
maintenance, repairs,
___ 568,
568, 1243
1243
etc --repairs, etc_
for maintenance,
admittance
568
admittance of pay patients -----deficiency appropriation
appropriation for maintedeficiency
nance, vehicles,
vehicles, etc---------etc
38, 678
Gallup-Durango Highway,
Highway, N.
N. Mex.,
Mex.,
Gallup-Durango
amount
authorized
annually
for
portion
amount authorized annually for portion
of, from Gallup to Shiprock -._
606
Gallup, Kate
(widow),
Kate (widow),
Gallup,
pension increased
increased------------------'.502
pension
Gallup,
N. Mex.,
Mex.,
Gallup, N.
appropriation
for
Federal
highway,
appropriation
Navajo Indian
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, ShipNavajo
rock to--------------------to
1163
rock
Galveston
Tex.,
Galveston Bay,
Bay Tex.,
intracoastal waterway
waterway from New Orintracoastal
leans, La.,
La., to,
authorized -----1187
1187
to, authorized
leans,
Galveston,
Galveston, Tex.,
Tex.,
appropriation for
for quarantine
80, 778
778
station _
__ 80,
quarantine station
appropriation
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for repairs,
deficiency
etc., defenses of
762
762
of--------------etc.,
amount authorized
authorized for naval air station
amount
site at
at -----------------1271
1271
site
1271
etc., use of proceeds ------1271
sale of site, etc.,
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., of,
of, chanpreliminary
nel to Texas City, Tex.,
Tex., to be
made
1195
made----------------------made
1195
channel, to be made--------------use of
of buildings
Fort Crockett
Crockett
use
buildings at
at Fort
authorized during Mystic Shrine
convention in----------------in
113
convention
113
Galvin, Mathew,
Galtin,
Mathew,
pension -------------------------1406
Gamboa,
Juana F.,
Gamboa, Juana
F.,
payment
1562
payment to, for death of son ___-___--Gambrel,
(father),
Gambrel, Newton
Newton (father),
pension ------------------ _----- 1396
Game,
Game,
appropriation
preventing shipment
appropriation for preventing
of illegally killed .----------- 451, 841

INDEX.
INDEX.
Game,
Page.
Page.
Alaska,
Game, Alaska,
appropriation
protection of
of------ 428, 841
for protection
appropriation for
for
protection,
additional,
1925
709
709
for protection, additional, 1925 - ---powers
Governor for
protection,
for protection,
of Governor
powers of
etc., of,
of, transferred
Secretary
to Secretary
transferred to
etc.,
668
of Agriculture
Agriculture ------------of
Game Animals
Animals in
in Alaska,
Alaska,
Game
provisions regulating
hunting, etc.,
_ 739
739
of_etc., of
regulating hunting,
provisions
Game Birds,
Migratory,
Birds, Migratory,
Game
appropriation for
enforcing law profor enforcing
appropriation
451, 841
tecting
451,
tecting-----------------Game
Preserves,
Game Preserves,
appropriation for
for maintenance
841
450, 841
maintenance------ 450,
appropriation
proclamation
aside National,
in
National, in
setting aside
proclamation setting
Tenn.
Cherokee
Forest, Tenn.
National Forest,
Cherokee National
1963
and Ga
1963
Ga--------------------and
Game
S. Dak.,
Dak.,
Refuge, S.
Game Refuge,
lands authorized
withdrawn for
be withdrawn
to be
authorized to
lands
propagating
antelope, and
and other
other
propagating antelope,
634
634
game
and birds
birds--------animals and
game animals
afnational
forest withdrawals
withdrawals not
not afnational forest
634
634
fected
fected---------------------gates,
State
maintain fence,
fence, provide
provide gates,
to maintain
State to
634
634
etc
etc-------------------------while area proright
to continue
continue while
proright to
634
634
tected
State laws
by Statelaws----------tected by
1985
1985
proclamation
aside-----------setting aside
proclamation setting
Game
Refuges, Ark.,
Ark.,
Game Refuges,
Ozark
designation
of, in
in Ozark
authorized of,
designation authorized
1091
National Forest
Forest---- --------National
unauthorized huntpunishment
for unauthorized
punishment for
1091
ing,
etc ------------------ing, etc
lands not
included in
in -------------1091
not included
lands
Gammon,
Flora L.
L. (daughter),
(daughter),
Gammon, Flora
pension
1485
1485
pension--------------------------Project, Navajo ReserGanado
Irrigation Project,
Canado Irrigation
vation, Ariz.,
Ariz.,
vation,
appropriation
for operating,
operating, etc.; reappropriation for
payment
-- 401, 1152
payment ----------additional, •
for
maintenance, etc.,
etc., additional,
for maintenance,
707
1925
707
1925 ---------------------Ganderup,
Anna (daughter),
(daughter),
Ganderup, Anna
pension --------------------------1404
pension
in ConGanly, J.
late a
a Representative
Representative in
V., late
J. V.,
Ganly,
gress,
gress,
deficiency appropriation
to
for pay to
appropriation for
deficiency
widow
of ------------------ 33
33
widow of
Gano, Margaret
Margaret J.
J. (widow),
(widow),
Gano,
1505
pension -------------------------pension
Gantz, Sarah
Sarah E.
(widow),
E. (widow),
Gantz,
1430
pension --------------------------pension
Garbage,
C.,
D. C.,
Garbage, D.
appropriation for
of --- 551,
551, 1228
disposal of
for disposal
appropriation
for purchase
transfer stapresent transfer
of present
purchase of
for
1229
tion
1229
tion ---------------------Garbison, Polly
Polly (widow),
(widow),
Garbison,
1486
pension increased
1486
increased------------------pension
Landscape, Vegetable, etc.,
Gardening, Landscape,
Gardening,
---appi onriation
study of---of
442, 832
for study
opriation for
appl
Gardiners Bay,
Y.,
Bay, N.
N. Y.,
Gardiners
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., of, to
to
preliminary
be
made
1192
be made-----------.-------Gardner, Abigail
Abigail J.
J. (widow),
(widow),
Gardner,
1422
pension
pension--------------------------Gardner, Bertram,
Bertram,
Gardner,
1536
credit
1536
accounts-_
revenue accounts
internal revenue
in internal
credit in
Gardner, Fannie
Fannie M.
M. (daughter),
(daughter),
Gardner,
1505
pension
1505
pension--------------------------Gardner, Minerva
J. (widow),
(widow),
Minerva J.
Gardner,
1472
pension
increased1472
-----------------pension increased
D. C.,
Hospital, D.
Garfield Memorial
Memorial Hospital,
Garfield
appropriation
minor contagious
for minor
appropriation for
diseases ward
562,
562, 1237
ward------------diseases
for care
care of
indigent patients
568,
1242
568, 1242
patients--..
of indigent
for

'
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Garner,
Annie (widow),
(widow),
Paga
Page.
Garner, Annie
pension increased_
1417
increased-------------------pension
Garner,
A.,
James A.,
Garner, James
pension increased-----------------1411
pension
Garnett, William,
alias Billie
Billie Hunter,
Hunter,
William, alias
Garnett,
pension
1392
1392
pension -------------------------Garnhart, Stella
Stella (widow),
(widow),
Garnhart,
pension
pension --------------------------- 1479
Garno, Mary
Mary (widow),
(widow),
Garno,
pension
1465
increased -----------------pension increased
Garrard, Colonel
Colonel Louis
Louis F.,
F., jr.,
Army,
jr., Army,
Garrard,
1552
reimbursement
to -----------------reimbursement to
Garrell t Sarah
(widow),
Sarah (widow),
Garrell,
1495
pension
1495
pension -------------------------Garrison Street
Street NW.,
D. C.,
C.,
NW., D.
Garrison
appropriation
to
for paving, Belt Road to
appropriation for
547
Wisconsin Avenue
Avenue----------Wisconsin
Garrity, Kate
(mother),
Kate (mother),
Garrity,
pension
1389
---------------------pension--Garstang, John
John R.,
R.,
Garstang,
pension
1510
pension ------------------------- 1510
Garten tJohn
•
W.,
John W.
Garten,
pension
increased..
1411
pension increased-----------------Garvin,
Emma (widow),
(widow),
SarahEmma
Garvin, Sarah
1490
pension
pension ----------------------Garwood,
MaLinda C.
(widow),
C. (widow),
Garwood, Malinda
pension increased-----------------increased
1382
pension
Garwood,
(widow),
Naomi (widow),
Garwood, Naomi
pension
1422
pension---------------------------Gary,
Ind.,
Gary, Ind.,
Grand Calauthorized across Grand
bridge authorized
at
1216
River at---------------umet River
Gas, Natural,
Natural,
Gas,
appropriation
investigating ecofor investigating
appropriation for
nomic production
- 421, 1175
of • -production of
nomic
for
additional, 1925
1925._708
investigations, additional,
for investigations,
Gas Troops,
Troops, Army,
Army,
Gas
appropriation
special_- 500, 916
organizing special__
for organizing
appropriation for
Gases, Chemical
Warfare,
Chemical Warfare
Gases,
appropriation
for purchase,
of_ 500, 915
purchase, etc., of
appropriation for
Gaskins, Frances
(widow),
Frances (widow),
Gaskins,
pension
increased
1459
pension increased------------------Gasoline Tax
Fund,
Tax Fund,
Gasoline
appropriation
for improving streets,
appropriation for
etc.,
from
549,
649, 1224
------etc. from----Gasparilla
Fla.,
Reservation, Fla.,
Military Reservation,
GasparilaMilitary
383
authorized-------abandoned, authorized
sale of abandoned,
'limited
only to interest of United
limited only
States -----------------383
Ouster,
R. L.,
•
Gaster, R.
L.,
may bridge
Ark-_ 1131
bridge White River, Augusta, Ark
may
operate as
Arkansas may acquire to operate
a
a free bridge ---------------- 1131
tolls
allowed for five years
years------- 1131
tolls allowed
Gately, John,
John,
Gately,
1511
pension
pension----------------------- ---Gates, Lucy
(widow),
A. (widow),
Lucy A.
Gates,
pension
increased ----------------- 1486
pension increased
Galan, Panama
Canal,
Panama Canal,
Gatun,
488
appropriation for
storehouse ---------___
for storehouse
appropriation
Gaugers, Internal
Internal Revenue,
Rerenue,
Gaugers,
appropriation for salaries and expenses_ 71,
71, 770
770
appropriation
Gauges, etc.,
etc., for
Manufacture of Armafor Manufacture
Gauges,
tnent, Army,
Army,
ment,
appropriation
procuring, etc
etc----- 449, 914
for procuring,
appropriation for
Gauges,
Threads, etc.,
Gauges, Screw Threads,
appropriation for
cooperative standstandfor cooperative
appropriation
232, 1041
ardization,
of
---etc., of-ardization, etc.
deficiency appropriation
standardappropriation for standarddeficiency
izing, etc
55
etc ---------------izing,
Gauthier, Mrs.
Beniamin,
Mrs. Benjamin,
Gauthier,
sale of tract
Lac du Flambeau Inon Lao
tract on
sale
Reservation, Wis.,
to
1597
Wis., to----dian Reservation,
Gay, Alice
M. (widow),
(widow),
Alice M.
Gay,
1478
pension
pension---------------------------A
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Gearhart, Virginia
(widow),
Page.
Page.
Virginia M. (widow),
Gearhart,
1402
increased----------------pension increased
Gearns tJohn,
John,
Gearns,
pension -------------------------- 1398
Geere Captain
Army,
Frank, Army,
CaptainFrank,
Geere,
accounts of; shortage
shortage
allowed in accounts
credit allowed
refunded
1561
refunded -------------Geiger,
Henrietta C. (widow),
Geiger, Henrietta
1475
pension increased
increased------------------.
Geist,
(widow),
M. (widow),
Mary M.
Geist, Mary
pension
1490
pension------------------------General
General Accounting Office,
appropriation for
General,
Comptroller General,
for Comptroller
appropriation
Assistant, and office personpersonnel
525, 1203
nel-----------------for
expenses-------- 525, 1203
for contingent
contingent expenses
for
printing and
and binding
for
525, 1203
binding for---for printing
deficiency appropriation
paying
appropriation for paying
deficiency
certified by
by------------ 54,
claims certified
60,
60, 697, 699, 758, 1351, 1352
for
personnel ---680,
1316
680,1316
---for office personnel
designated accounts
Alaskan Engiaccounts of Alaskan
designated
neering Commission
Commission disbursing
disbursing
agents
disallowed by, validated,
validated,
agents disallowed
and credit for directed
directed-------- 1355
directed
supply officers
officers of Navy
directed to pay supply
and
Naval Reserve
the
Force, the
Reserve Force
and Naval
pay,
World War
of rank for World
etc., of
pay, etc.,
active
active service prior to approval
of bonds --------- -------860
General Appraisers,
Board of,
Appraisers, Board
General
appropriation
etc., witnesses
fees, etc.,
appropriation for fees,
before
69, 1030
before ----------------appointed
employees of, to be appointed
clerks and employees
etc.,
Secretary of the Treasby Secretary
etc., by
ury
748
ury-----------------------General Board,
Board, Navy,
General
appropriation for civilian
civilian personnel,
personnel,
appropriation
Navy
Department
182, 861
Navy Department-------General
Grant National
Park, Calif.,
Calif.,
National Park,
General Grant
appropriation for
for commissioner_
commissioner
appropriation
protection, etc
etc_ ---------for protection,

1028
-- 219, 1028

for protection,
protection, additional,
additional, 1925
1925 ---for

423, 1176

708
708
deficiency appropriation for ---------56
General
Commissioner of,
General Land Office, Commissioner
393, 1144
appropriation for-------------for
appropriation
Department
Interior Department
General Land Office, Interior
General
(see also Public Lands),
appropriation for Commissioner,
Commissioner, and
appropriation
office personnel
personnel_-------.t---•
393, 1144
office
general expenses
expenses ---------- 393, 1144
for general
393, 1144
distribution, etc-----etc
for maps, distribution,
393
for filing appliances -------------office of surveyor general abolished
July
consolidated with
July 1, 1925; consolidated
field surveying service
service--------- 1144
service
393, 1144
for public land service--------public land service,
service, additional,
for public
1925
706
1925---------------------exhibit for Seville Exposition to be
prepared
by
1257
prepared by ---------------General Staff Corps,
Army,
Corps, Army,
General
contingencies, Miliappropriation for contingencies,
appropriation
tary
Intelligence
Division_ ___
479, 894
894
- - 479,
tary Intelligence Division
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for Military
deficiency
Intelligence
59, 761
Division -------- 59,
Intelligence Division
General
Treasury DeGeneral Supply Committee, Treasury
partment,
par-tent,
66,766
appropriation for salaries
salaries ---------- 66,
766
appropriation
expenses, transferfor salaries and expenses,
ring
surplus office equipment,
ring surplus
etc., pay restriction------restriction
66, 766
66
1925service continued
continued to June 30, 1925_
service
continued to June 30, 1926_
766
service continued

General
Supply Committee,
Committee, Treasury
Treasury DeDePage.
Page.
General Supply
partment-Continued.
partment-Continued.
appropriation
expenses,
and expenses,
salaries and
for salaries
appropriation for
etc.; proceeds
from transfers
transfers
proceeds from
etc.;
covered into
into the
the Treasury----Treasury_ __ 66,
66, 766
766
covered
cooperation
delivery,
storing, delivery,
in storing,
cooperation in
etc., of
supplies -----------66,
66, 766
766
of supplies
etc.,
etc., for
use
typewriters, etc.,
unfit typewriters,
of unfit
use of
exchange --------------67,
766
67, 766
exchange
repairs of
of typewriters
cost
at cost
by, at
typewriters by,
repairs
allowed -----------67, 766
766
67,
-allowed
prices
machines estabestabof standard
standard machines
prices of
lished for
year 1925
1925 -----67
fiscal year
for fiscal
lished
prices
of standard
machines estabestabstandard machines
prices of
lished for
fiscal year
year 1926
1926-----766
766
for fiscal
lished
purchases
be made
from surplus
surplus
made from
to be
purchases to
stock
67, 766
67,
766
of-----------------stock of
stock
to be
be
War Department
Department to
in War
stock in
turned over
to, on
on requisition-requisition
67, 766
67,
766
over to,
turned
unserviceable
be furfurto be
machines to
unserviceable machines
nished
for use
use as
as part
part payment
payment
nished for
for new
67, 767
767
67,
machines ----------for
new machines
designated
from, to
to
transferred from,
designated supplies
supplies transferred
withHouse
of Representatives
Representatives withHouse of
out charge
charge -----------------585
585
out
Genoa, Nebr.,
Genoa,
Nebr.,
appropriation for
405, 1156
1156
at- 405,
school at_
Indian school
for Indian
appropriation
for
Indian school,
school, additional,
additional, 1925
1925 -707
707
for Indian
Gentry, Frank
Gentry,
Frank (son),
(son),
1512
pension ---- _---------------------1512
pension
Geographic
United States,
States,
Board, United
Geographic Board,
printappropriation for
and printstationery and
for stationery
appropriation
ing
and binding
529, 1208
1208
529,
binding ----------ing and
Geological Survey, Interior
Department,
nterior Department,
Geological
appropriation
for Director,
and other
other
Director, and
appropriation for
personal services
1172
419, 1172
services---------- 419,
personal
for
419,
1172
419, 1172
expenses---------general expenses
for general
scientific
allowance for
for attending
attending scientific
allowance
meetings, etc
1172
1172
etc---------------meetings,
1172
for
surveys
419, 1172
topographic surveys--------for topographic
1173
for
geologic surveys
419,
419, 1173
surveys -------for geologic
1173
Hawaiian volcanoes
419, 1173
volcanoes --------Hawaiian
419
arsenic bearing
bearing ores------------ores
419
arsenic
physical researches;
for chemical
chemical and
researches;
and physical
for
1173
potash deposits
419, 1173
------------ 419,
deposits
potash
for
Alaska __ 419, 1173
of Alaska
resources of
for mineral
mineral resources
etc---for
water supply, etc_
__ 419, 1173
for fauging
gauging water
for
etc., artesian
artesian wells,
investigating, etc.,
for investigating,
419, 1173
etc., on
arid lands._
1173
lands-... -etc.,
on arid
for
classifying lands
lands for
enlarged homehomefor enlarged
for classifying
steads, stock
stock raising,
raising, etc
419, 1173
1173
etc-_-_ -_ 419,
steads,
for
geologic maps
maps -------------- 419, 1173
for geologic
for preparing
preparing illustrations
illustrations ------- 420, 1173
1173
for
for reports
reports on
1173
resources-_ 420, 1173
on mineral
mineral resources
for
for printing
printing and
binding for
1143
392, 1143
for - --- 392,
and binding
for
for stream
with
cooperative with
gauging, cooperative
stream gauging,
for
401, 1151
Indian
Service------------ 401,
Indian Service
708
for,
additional, 1925
708
1925-------------for, additional,
deficiency
appropriation
for
expenses_
56,
56,
deficiency appropriation for expenses -697, 1348
697,
1348
George, Jesse
T.,
Jesse T.,
George,
1415
1412, 1415
pension----------------pension
George, Preston
L.,
Preston L.,
George,
for extra
deficiency appropriation
appropriation
deficiency
1315
services ----------------1315
services
George Washington
University Hospital,
Hospital,
Washington Unicersity
George

D. C.,
paappropriation
for care
of indigent
indigent pacare of
appropriation for
568, 1242
tients -----------------568,
tients
Georgetown
S. C.,
C.,
County, S.
Georgetown County,
bridge
authorized across
River,
across Pee Dee River,
bridge authorized
at Yawhannah
by lorry
County
Horry County
at
Yawhannah by
4
and
4
and------------------------
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Georgetown,
Page.
Georgetown, Miss.,
time
Pearl River
extended for bridging Pearl
time extended
1141
near ----------------- ----D. C.,
Georgetown University
Hospital, D.
University Hospital,
Georgetown
appropriation
appropriation for care of indigent pa568, 1242
tients -----------------Georgia,
Georgia,
Alabama and, may bridge Chattahoo663
chee
Als.ga, Ala
Ala--------chee River, Alaga,
16
Eufaula, Ala -------------------Cherokee
Refuges,
Cherokee National Game Refuges,
1964
Tenn., and, set aside---------aside
Tenn.,
Florida and, may bridge
bridge Saint Marys
663
Merys, Ga -------River, Saint Marys,
472
Fla--------------Landing, Fla
Wilds Landing,
may
Chattahoochee River, Fort
may bridge Chattahoochee
44
Gaines ---------------------Gaines
665
Ferry_ __
Oconee River, Thompson's Ferry--South Carolina and, may bridge Savan1266
River
nah River------------------Georgia Avenue NW.,
NW., D.
D. C.,
C.
Georgia
appropriation
paving, Military
for paving,
appropriation for
Road
Road to Fern Street; from gaso549
fund----------------line-tax fund
Avenue to
to
for paving, etc., Florida Avenue
Barry Place; from gasoline-tax
1226
fund
fund------------------condemnation of land for widening,
condemnation
95
authorized
authorized------ ---------96
authorized for expenses --amount authorized
Gerard,
Josephine (widow),
Gerard, Josephine
1481
pension
pension------------------------Gerber,
(widow),
Margaret (widow),
Gerber, Margaret
1475
pension
pension-------------------------Germany,
Germany,
206, 1015
appropriation
ambassador to__
to
_ 206,
appropriation for ambassador
Commission,
for Mixed Claims Commission,
United
and
215, 1023
States and-------United States
deficiency
appropriation for Mixed
deficiency appropriation
Claims Commission, United
1339
1339
and-----------------States and
1339
Austria and Hungary claims added 1339
smuggling
convention with, to prevent smuggling
of
intoxicating
liquors
into
of intoxicating
1815
United
States
United States--------------Germany,
War with (see World War).
Germany, War
Getty,
Getty, Bella M. (widow),
pension
1531
----------------pension-------Park,
Gettysburg
National Military
Military Park,
Gettysburg National
appropriation
establishcontinuing establishappropriation for continuing
513,928
ment of-----------------of _
513, 928
ment
712
1925
for, additional, 1925--------------August,
Getz, August,
pension increased -----------------1395
pension
Gibson,
Aurelia H. (widow),
Gibson, Aurelia
1498
pension increased
increased -----------------pension
Gibson,
Charles W.,
W., alias
alias Charles
Charles J.
J.
Gibson, Charles
McGibb,
McGibb,
Marine Corps,
Army, and Navy records
Corps, Army,
Marine
corrected
1502
corrected------------------Gibson, Elizabeth
(widow),
Elizabeth (widow),
Gibson,
pension ------------------------1477
pension
Gibson, Jesse,
Jesse,
Gibson,
pension increased
increased -------------1407
pension
Gieriet, Andrew A.,
Gieriet,
payment to, for stolen
funds -__ 1583
stolen public funds_
payment

Gift Tax,
tax levied
transferred by
property transferred
levied on property
tax
gifts hereafter,
hereafter, by residents--residents_
by nonresidents
nonresidents of property in
by
States
United States-------------rates
rates --------------------------made
made in property; sold for less
giftfair value taxable as ogift__
than
................

313
313
313
313
313
314
314

Pae.
page.
Tax-Continued.
Gift Tax—Continued.
deductions allowed residents; exemption
deductions
of $50,000 -------------314
etc., purposes
for public, religious,
religious, etc.,
314
in United States
314
States------------not exceeding
exceeding $500
$500 to one person_
314
gift received
received by donor from another person, on which tax had
315
315
paid-------------------been paid
nonresidents, for public, religious,
of nonresidents,
etc., purposes
purposes in United StatesStates_
315
etc.,
315
person_
not exceeding $500 to one personreceived by donor from another
gift received
person, on which tax had been
person,
315
315
paid -----------------------imposed
credited
any gift, to be credited
upon any
imposed upon
against estate tax, etc., on death
donor
315
of donor-------------------division of taxable and nontaxable
316
316
gifts ----------------------returns yearly of all gifts made in excess
316
deductions
316
of deductions---------------316
etc---------------time of payment, etc
Gila County,
County Ariz.,
Ariz.
Gila
Crook National
granted
Rational Forest, granted
lands in Crook
to,
242
area-------recreational area
to for recreational
Gila
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Ariz.,
Gila River Indian
system- 401,
appropriation
401, 1152
appropriation for irrigation system_
for
diverting flow of river to irrigate
for diverting
additional
repayment._ 401,
401, 1152
additional lands; repaymentfor
irrigation system, additional,
additional,
for irrigation

1925_
707
707
---------------------1925 •
irrigation system, additional,
additional,
irrigation
707
1925, diversion dam---------dam
deficiency appropriation
irrigation
appropriation for irrigation
deficiency
42
system, dam, etc-------------etc
system,
authorized for irrigating
dam, etc., authorized
of Pima Indians, etc., as
lands of
475
part of San Carlos project --Giles, John
John Clarence,
Clarence,
Giles,
1396
pension
1396
---------pension---------------Gaispie, SaUie
Sallie (widow),
Gilispie,
pension
---------------- 1427
pension----------Gillespie
A.,
Company, T. A.,
Gillespie Company,
balances
appropriations for paying
balances of appropriations
claims
explosions
claims for damages, explosions
935
at
in-------covered in
of, covered
at plant of,
Gillespie,
Sarah E.
E. (widow),
Gillespie, Sarah
pension
1457
1457
pension ----------------------Gillett, Flora
Flora M.
M. (widow),
(widow),
Gilett,
1501
1----------------pension
pension
Gillett, Honorable
Honorable Frederick
Frederick H., Speaker
Gillett,
Representatives,
of the House of Representatives,
deficiency
appropriation for
for portrait of_
1314
deficiency appropriation
Mark,
Gilliam, Mark,
Gilliam,
pension --------------------------1417
1417
pension
Gillingham,
Jane S. (widow),
Gillingham, Jane
134
pension
1534
pension --------------------------Gilluly,
Ella L. (widow),
(widow),
GiUuly, Ella
1504
pension increased
increased------------------pension
Gilmore,
Gilmore, Carl
Carl (son),
pension --------------------1513
1513
pension
J. (widow),
Gilmore,
Hulda J.
Gilmore, Hulda
1466
pension
increased ----------------1466
pension increased
Gilmore,
Lovina (widow),
Gilmore, Lorina
pension
1507
increased -----------------pension increased
National
Girls' Reform
D. C. (see National
Reform School, D.
Girls'
Training School
for Girls, D.C.).
School for
Training
Glacier Bay
National Monument, Alaska,
Bay National
Glacier
1988
proclamation
1988
aside----------setting aside
proclamation setting
Glacier National
Park, Mont.,
National Park,
Glacier
appropriation for
commissioner.. --___ 219, 1028
for commissioner
appropriation
1176
for
etc------------- 423, 1176
protection, etc
for protection,
for protection,
protection, additional,
additional, 1925
708
1925----for
deficiency appropriation
M.
appropriation for I. M.
deficiency
Chance
43
Chance-------------------for
for
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Glo.dwin, Mich., First
Bank,
Gladwin,
FirstState
State Savings
Savings Bank,

Page.
Page.

land patent to---..--_-------_land
to
1579
1579
Glanville, J.
J. B., et al.
GlanviUe,
al.,
claims of,
of, for
for at.
,
claims
damages
in dipping
dipping
in
tick-infested cattle,
cattle, referred
to
tick-infested
referred to
District Court
Kansas .--1327
District
Court for
for Kansas
1327
jurisdiction,
jurisdiction, procedure,
procedure, etc
1327
etc ----- _-1327
defense waived,
no defense
Governwaived, except
except Government immunity
1327
ment
immunity --. -------_
1327
restriction
restriction on
on amount
1327
amount of
of judgment
judgment__ 1327
Glasgow,
Glasgow, William G.,
G.,
pension increased
increased ------------1388
1388
Glass,
Optical,
Glass, Optical,
appropriation for
for investigating
probappropriation
investigating problems
production of
231,
lems in
in production
of ----1041
231, 1041
Launch,
""Gled,"
Gled," Launch,
owners
may bring
owners of, may
bring suit
suit for
for collision
collision
damages, in
district court
1538
damages,
in district
court ---1538
Glen
Ferris, W. Va.,
Glen Ferris,
bridge authorized
across Kanawha
Kanawha
authorized across
River
999
River at
at--_----.-.
999
West Virginia
Virginia may
may acquire
for free
free
acquire for
bridge
999
bridge-------999
tolls allowed for five
years --____999
five years
999
Glencove Creek,
Creek, N.
N. Y.,
Y.,
improvement of,
improvement
authorized --------_
1186
of, authorized
1186
Glendive,
Mont.,
Glendive, Mont.,
bridge authorized
authorized across
Yellowstone
bridge
across Yellowstone
River at
11
River
at-----.
--11
Glidden, MeZaino
Mdelina (widow),
pension increased
pension
1427
increased --------------1427
Glisson, Janie
Janie Beasley,
Glisson,
Beasley,
payment to,
to, for
for personal
personal injuries
injuries _
1546
payment
1546
Gloucester Bank, Va.,
Gloucester
pier
built
in
York
River
at,
legalized..
_
972
pier built in York River at, legalized_
972
Gloucester,
Mass.,
Gloucester, Mass.,
conveyance
conveyance of abandoned
abandoned Old Port
Port
Defiance to, gift of the
the town
town in
in
1794.
1794
387
- 387
Charles C.,
Glover, Charles
tract of land in
the District
District dedicated
in the
dedicated
by, accepted
by,
accepted for
for park
464
park purposes_
purposes___ 464
Glover Parkway and
Glover
and Children's
PlayChildren's Playground, The,
ground,
acceptance
acceptance of tract
tract of land
land in
in the
the
District, the gift
gift of
of Charles
C.
Charles C.
Glover,
Glover , to
to be
be named--------named
464
464
Go-gee, Mille Lac
Lac Band
Band of Indians
Indians, Chief,
Chief,
payment
heirs of,
from
Indians,
payment to
to heirs
of, from
Court of
Claims judgment
judgment for
for the
818
the Band
Band_
818
Goans,
Goons, Louisa
Louisa T. (widow),
pension increased ---.1518
--------1518
Gold Coins,
appropriation
of -----appropriation for recoinage of
68, 767
68,
767
Golden, Colo.,
lands granted to, for water supply
supply --. _ 538
538
repeal
of former
repeal of
to Denver..
___ 539
539
former grant
grant to
Denver --Golden„Zalmon
Golden, Zalmon H.,
H.,
pension
pension--------..----------1495
.-1495
Good,
Good, Caroline
Caroline (widow),
pension
pension -------- 1413
---------]
1413
Goodale,
Harriet E.
(widow),
Goodale, Harriet
E. (widow),
pension
pension ----------------------1530
__
1530
Goodell, Martha
Martha J.
J. (daughter),
Goodell,
(daughter),
pension --_--------------------__
1455
1455
Goodge, Thomas H.,
pension
increased
pension increase& --------1407
.---1407
Gooding, Frances
FrancesS. (widow),
pension ----------.------------1464
pension
1464
Goodman, Thomas J.,
J.,
pension -------------------1497
1497
Goodnoh, Ellen
(widow),
Ellen J.
J. (widow),
pension ------1522
-------------1522
Goodsell, Mary E.
B. (widow),
pension ---------------------pension..
1531
1531

Gophers,
Gophers,
Page.
appropriation for
for devising
methods for
appropriation
devising methods
for
destroying
destroying---------------450,
450, 841
841
Gordon,
Nancy A.
A. (widow),
Gordan, Nancy
(widow),
pension
pension ------------1456
_---------1456
Gordon, U.
Gordon,
U. G.,
G.,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for services_
services.. -__ 672
672
deficiency
John,
Gorman, John,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
deficiency
for contested
contested
election
673
election expenses
expenses ------------673
Gorman, Thomas,
Thomas,
Gorman,
pension
1400
pension----------------------- --1400
Gormley, Alice (widow),
(widow),
pensionincreased-----------------pension
increased
1529
1529
Goshute
Agency, Utah,
Goshute Agency,
appropriation
for support,
of
appropriation for
support, etc.,
etc., of
Indiands
at,
from
tribal
Indiands
at,
from
tribal
funds -------------411, 1161
1161
--411,
Goslin,
(widow),
Goslin, Janett
Janett (widow),
pension
1430
pension----------1430
Gosling,
Eugene Augustus,
alias
James
Gosling, E
Austus,
ugene
alias James
Gaslin,
Gaslin,
pension increased-----------------increased
1414
pension
1414
Gosselin,
Edmund
Gosselin, Edmund J.,
J.,
pension
increased
1396
pension increased------------------_
1396
Gossett,. Lydia
A. (widow),
Gossett,
Lydia A.
(widow),
pension------------- -----------pension
1534
1534
(son),
Gossett, William (son),
pension
pension ---------------- _----1498
1498
Gott sIsland
Island Channel,
Gotts
Channel, Me.,
Me.,
preliminary
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., of,
of, to
to be
be
made---------------------made
1191
1191
Goudy, Mary E.
E. (widow),
(widow),
pension-pension.. ------------------1514
---1514
Gould,
Gould, Harriet
HarrietE. (widow),
(widow),
pension increased--increased
1532
---------1532
Gould,
Martha A. (widow),
Gould, Martha
(widow),
pension--------------------pension
1491
---1491
Government Actuary,
Government
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for
increased
for increased
compensation
compensation _--------------693
693
salary
salary of, increased
353
increased ----------------353
Government
Government Employees,
appropriation
for expenses
appropriation for
expenses of
of Pension
Pension
under Act
Act retiring__
Office under
retiring----_ 414,
414, 1164
1164
for
of Civil
Civil Service
Comfor expenses
expenses of
Service Commission under
retiring.. -_ 523,
under Act
Act retiring_
523, 1201
1201
for paying,
paying, compensation
compensation for
for injuinjuries------------.--.---- 524,
ries
524, 1202
1202
compensation for
for injuries
compensation
injuries to,
to, may
may be
be rereetc., by commission.--viewed, etc.,
commission__ _ 389
389
decision of commission,
commission, in
in absence
absence of
of
to review
review by
by
fraud, not
not subject
subject to
any other
other officer-------------officer
389
any
389
awards heretofore
heretofore made declared
declared
valid -----------------valid
389
---389
errors
of custodial
custodial service
errors in
in pay
pay of
service under
under
Classification
Classification Act,
__ 669
669
Act, corrected__
corrected-.-limitation for
1926, on
on pay
limitation
for fiscal
fiscal year
year 1926,
pay
allowed in
in all
departments, etc.,
all departments,
etc.,
for civilian
service ---- -764
for
civilian field
field service
764
restriction
restriction on
not
on holding
holding two
two offices
offices not
to retired
applicable to
enlisted
retired enlisted
men, or
officers retired
for disdismen,
or officers
retired for
ability,
ability, etc ---------------245
245
soliciting
soliciting political assessments
assessments from, by
by
other Federal official,
unofficial, etc.,
etc., unlawful -------------------1073
lawful
1073
Government
C.,
Government Fuel Yards, D.
D. C.,
appropriation
purchase of
appropriation for purchase
of fuel,
fuel,
maintenance, etc
etc --------422, 1175
1175
maintenance,
422,
unexpended
unexpended balances
balances reapproprireappropriated; payment
payment of
obligaof prior
prior obligations_
tions
422
-"-----------------------

INDEX.
Page.
Government
Yards, D.
D. C.—Continued.
C.-Continued. Page.
Fuel Yards,
Government Fuel
appropriation for
for settlement
of damage
damage
settlement of
appropriation
claims
422
422
-claims -----------------receipts from
from sales
sales available
for
available for
receipts
uses
hereof -----------------422
422
uses hereof
Government
Hotel, D.
C.,
D. C.,
Government Hotel,
appropriation for
525, 1204
1204
etc--__ 525,
operating, etc__
for operating,
appropriation
deficiency appropriation
for operating
operating
appropriation for
deficiency
expenses, fiscal
fiscal year
year 1923
36
36
_
1923__--expenses,
for
fiscal year
year 1924---------------1924
36
36
for fiscal
for
ground rent
680
680
rent ---- _-----------for ground
Government
Printing Office
(see also
Public
also Public
Office (see
Government Printing
Printing and
Binding),
and Binding),
Printing
appropriation
for Public
Public Printer,
Printer, DepDepappropriation for
uty,
personnel_ -___ 590,
1299
590, 1299
office personneluty, and
and office
for public
public printing
and binding_
590, 1299
1299
- 590,
binding _
printing and
for
for Superintendent
of Documents,
Documents,
Superintendent of
for
assistant,
and officepersonneloffice personnel_ 592,
1300
592, 1300
assistant,and
for reimbursing,
for heat,
light, and
and
heat, light,
reimbursing, for
for
power,
84
84
office
post office
Washington post
to Washington
power, to
deficiency
appropriation for reimbursreimbursdeficiency appropriation
ing,
etc., to
to city
city post
post
heat, etc.,
ing, for
for heat,
office
building, 1923
46,
46, 690
690
1923 -------office building,
for Samuel
William MadMadRobinson, William
Samuel Robinson,
for
den, Joseph
Joseph De
Fontes, and
and
De Fontes,
den,
Charles C.
673
673
Allen------------Charles
C. Allen
for
William MadMadRobinson, William
Samuel Robinson,
for Samuel
den, Joseph
Joseph De
Fontes, and
and
De Fontes,
den,
Preston L.
L. George------------George
1315
1315
Preston
of persons
wages,
salaries and
and number
number of
persons
wages, salaries,
employed in,
to be
regulated by
by
be regulated
in, to
employed
658
Public Printer---------------Printer
658
Public
number
limited to
to work
requirework requirenumber limited
ments
658
658
ments ---------------------of apprentices
658
of
apprentices -----------------minimum
after July
1, 1924,
1924, of
July 1,
pay after
minimum pay
journeymen
printers : etc
658
658
etc------journeymen printers,
rates
of wages
to be
determined by conbe determined
wages to
rates of
Printer
ferences
between Public Printer
ferences between
and committee
of employees
658
658
employees - and
committee of
approval of
on
Committee on
Joint Committee
of Joint
approval
Printing
658
658
Printing -----------------appeal to
Printing Committee
on
Committee on
to Printing
appeal
failure to
agree
658
658
failure
to agree--------------decision
658
committee final -----of committee
decision of
changes restricted
658
658
restricted----------------changes
present
continued until
changed
until changed
rates continued
present rates
as herein
herein determined
determined ---------658
659
conflicting
repealed ------------laws repealed
conflicting laws
heat,
to, by
by
furnished to,
etc., furnished
power, etc.,
heat, power,
Capital
Power Plant
Plant to
be reimreimto be
Capital Power
588
bursed thereto
thereto--------------bursed
Alley abutting,
Jackson Alley
portion
of Jackson
portion of
transferred to
592
to----------------transferred
and
to
requisition, paper and
on requisition,
to furnish
furnish on
envelopes in
by two
two or
or more
more
use by
in use
envelopes
Departments,
etc ------------592
Departments, etc
Government
Stations (see Radio
Radio
Radio Stations
Government Radio
Stations, Naval),
Naval),
Stations,
Securities, etc.,
Government
Government Securities,
exempt from
from stamp
tax provisions_
provisions -__-_ 332
stamp tax
exempt
Grady,
C. (widow),
(widow),
Grady, Elizabeth
Elizabeth C.
1386
pension increased
increased __----------------1386
pension
Graff,
(son),
David (son),
Graff, David
pension
1465
1465
pension --------------------------Graham,
F.,
William F.,
Graham, William
1441
pension
pension---------------------------Grain Futures
Futures Act,
Act,
Grain
appropriation for
for expenses,
expenses, executing;
executing;
appropriation
pay
852
460, 852
restriction------------- 460,
pay restriction
for expenses,
expenses, enforcing,
enforcing, additional,
additional,
for
706
1925
1925----------------------Grain,
Seed,
Grain, Seed,
appropriation
purchasing, to
to supply
supply
for purchasing,
appropriation for
farmers
in crop
crop failure
failure areas,
for
areas, for
farmers in
52
crop
of 1922
460, 852
1922 -------------- 460,
crop of
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Grain Standards
Standards Act,
Page.
States,
Act, United
United States,
Grain
appropriation for
for expenses
expenses enforcing_
enforcing.. 454,
454, 845
845
appropriation
for
expenses enforcing,
additional,
enforcing, additional,
for expenses
706
1925
706
1925-----------------------Grand Army
of the
the Republic,
Republic,
Grand
Army of
incorporated;
purposes,
membership, purposes,
incorporated; membership,
etc
358
358
etc-------------------------proceedings of
of national
encampments
national encampments
proceedings
of,
to be
as
annually as
be printed
printed annually
of, to
House
473
473
House documents
documents -----------Grand Army
Sailors Home,
Home,
and Sailors
Army Soldiers
Soldiers and
Grand
D. C.,
D.
C.,
appropriation
expenses ------- 570,
570, 1244
1244
for expenses
appropriation for
Grand Calumet
Calumet River,
River,
Grand
bridge authorized
Gary, Ind__
1216
Ind - 1216
across, at
at Gary,
authorized across,
bridge
Hammond
East Chicago,
___ 1215
1215
Ind --Chicago, Ind_
to East
Hammond to
Grand
Canyon National
National Park,
Park, Ariz.,
Ariz.,
Grand Canyon
appropriation
protection, etc_
__ 423,
423, 1177
1177
etc--for protection,
appropriation for
use
etc., of
of Bright
Bright
to purchase,
purchase, etc.,
use to
Angel toll
toll road
road and
trail within
within_-__ 423
423
and trail
Angel
for protection,
additional, 1925
1925 ----708
708
for
protection, additional,
deficiency appropriation
for emergency,
emergency,
appropriation for
deficiency
insect
infestations in---------in
39
39
insect infestations
for Grand
Grand Canyon
Company
43
43
Railway Company
Canyon Railway
for
for California
California Hardware
Company
43
43
Hardware Company__
for
for Fred
43
43
Harvey-----------------for
Fred Harvey
for Grand
Canyon Railway
ComRailway ComGrand Canyon
for
pany,
fiscal year
year 1922
1922 -------43
43
pany, fiscal
Grand
Railway Company,
Company,
Canyon Railway
Grand Canyon
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
43
43
for--------deficiency
43
for, fiscal
fiscal year
43
year 1922
1922----.--------for,
Grand
Grand Forks,
Forks, N.
N. Dak.,
Dak.,
River
time extended
for damming
Red River
damming Red
extended for
time
of the
North by,
to East Grand
Grand
by, toEast
the North
of
Forks, Minn
998
998
Minn.------------- -Forks,
Grand
Mich.,
Grand Haven,
Haven, Mich.,
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., of, harpreliminary
bor
to be
1196
1196
be made
made--------------bor to
Grand
Colo.,
Junction, Colo.,
Grand Junction,
243
terms of
court at
243
at -----------------of court
terms
Grand River, Mich.,
Grand
of, to be
etc., of,
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
preliminary
1
1196
made
196
made----------------------Grand
Valley Irrigation
Project, Colo.,
IrrigationProject,
Grand Valley
appropriation for
for maintenance,
of,
etc., of,
maintenance, etc.,
appropriation
including
Mesa dividlviOrchard Mesa
including Orchard
sion
1166
416, 1166
sion-------------------Grande Ronde
Grande
Ronde Agency,
Agency, Oreg.,
Oreg.,
appropriation
support, etc.,
etc., of Infor support,
appropriation for
dians at.---.----at
1160
409, 1160
------- 409,
dians
for support,
support, etc.,
of Indiana
Indians at,
addiat, addietc., of
for
tional, 1925
708
1925----------------tfonal,
Granger, Laura
Laura C.
C. (uidow),
(widow),
Granger,
1477
pension_
1477
pension ------------------------Grant and
Kittitas Counties,
Wash.,
Counties, Wash.,
Grant
and Kittitas
may
bridge Columbia
Columbia River, Vantage
Vantage
may bridge
Ferry
660
Ferry 660
---------------------authorized;
purchase by
by the State, authorized;
purchase
661
operation, etc
661
etc---------------operation,
Grant, Barbara
Barbara(widow),
(widow),
Grant,
1532
1532
pension
pension---------------------------Grant Road,
C.,
Grant
Road, D.
D. C.,
closing
of, directed
Wisconsin
between Wisconsin
directed between
closing of,
and
Avenues
799
and Connecticut
Connecticut Avenues-----Groper, John
John F.,
F.,
Graper,
1409
pension increased------------------increased
pension
Grasses,
Grasses,
appropriation
etc., comtesting, etc.,
for testing,
appropriation for
mercial seeds
831
441,
441, 831
of------------seeds of
mercial
publishing
831
441, 831
etc----- 441,
misbranded, etc
publishing misbranded,
preventing
of aduladuladmission of
preventing admission
terated seeds,
seeds, etc.,
for seeding_
seeding_ 441,
832
441, 832
etc., for
terated
for
improvement of__
of.. _ 443,
833
443, 833
investigating improvement
for investigating
Grasshoppers,
Grasshoppers,
appropriation for
investigating methods
methods
for investigating
appropriation
449, 839
839
449,
for eradicating
for
eradicating ------------
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Page.
Graves,
wraves, Julia
(wiudow),
rage.
J uia (widow),
pension increased
1459
increased -----------------1459
Gray,
Gray, George,
George,
reappointment of,
of, as
of SmithSmithreappointment
as Regent
Regent of
sonian Institution
Institution-------_- - 821
821
Grays
Grays Harbor,
Harbor, Wash.,
Wash.,
preliminary
preliminary examination,
of, to
to be
be
examination, etc.,
etc., of,
made ----------------------- 1196
1196
Grays
River, Wash.,
Wash.,
Grays River,
preliminary examination,
preliminary
examination, etc.,
etc., of,
to be
of, to
be
made
1196
made---------------.----1196
Grayson, Joel,
Joel,
Grayson,
appropriation
of, in
appropriation for
for employment
employment of,
in
House document
House
584, 1292
document room
room --- _
584,
1292
position
and pay
pay established
of, as
as
position and
established of,
special
employee,
document
special employee,
document
room,
House of
of Representatives_
Representatives..
151
room, House
151
Grayson, Mary
Mary E.
E. (daughter),
Grayson,
(daughter),
pension
pension --------------------1424
---1424
Grazing
Fees, National
National Forests,
Forests,
Grazing Fees,
one-half
of,
in
drought
stricken
regions
one-half of, in drought stricken regions
may
1925
1259
may be
be waived
waived for
for 1925------1259
Grazing
Grazing Lands,
Lands, etc.,
etc.,
appropriation
for investigating
investigating imimappropriation for
provement of
wild plants
plants andand.. 442,
provement
of wild
442, 832
832
Great
Britain,
Great Britain,
appropriation
appropriation for ambassador
ambassador to__
206, 1015
to---_ 206,
1015
surveying, etc.,
etc., boundary
line,
for surveying,
boundary line,
Alaska
and
Canada------Alaska
Canada
211,
1020
211, 1020
for
for marking
boundary line,
marking boundary
line, United
United
States and
Canada -----211,
1020
States
and Canada
211, 1020
for arbitrating
arbitrating outstanding
pecuniary
outstanding pecuniary
claims between United
States
United States
and
213,
1022
and ------------------213,1022
for Canadian
for
Canadian Boundary
Boundary Waters
ComWaters Commission ----------------213,
1022
213, 1022
etc., in
in Amerifor segregating bodies, etc.,
American cemeteries
can
cemeteries in---------in
512, 927
512,
927
for expenses,
for
Commission,
expenses, Fisheries
Fisheries Commission,
United States
and
1024
United
States and---------1024
tributaries of
for gauging
gauging tributaries
of Milk
Milk River,
River,
Mont.,
under treaty
requireMont., under
treaty requirements
ments with
with ---------------1171
1171
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for Canadian
Canadian
waterways
waterways treaty
treaty with
with ------760
_
760
for
furnishing, etc.,
etc., embassy
embassy
for altering,
altering, furnishing,
premises
London ---------premises at
at London
1340
1340
agreement extending
arbitration conconagreement
extending arbitration
vention with---------------with _
vention
1695
1695
convention
with, for
convention with,
for preservation
of
preservation of
Northern
Northern Pacific
Pacific halibut
fishhalibut fisheries
erics -----------.-----------1841
1841
to
prevent smuggling
intoxicating
to prevent
smuggling of
of intoxicating
liquors
liquors into
into United
United States
States-----1761
1761
Dorr F.
F. Tozier
Tozier may
may accept
accept decoration
decoration
from
from---------------------.-1366
1366
negotiation with, requested
negotiation
for agreeagreerequested for
etc., of
ment limiting size, etc.,
of vesvesaircraft, and
sels and aircraft,
number of
of
and number
officers
and crew
officers and
crew -------------204
204
parcel post agreement
agreement with,
with, and
Northand Northern Ireland
ern
Ireland ---------------1854
_ 1854
payment
payment to, as indemnity
indemnity for collision
collision
damages to
to steamship
"Baron
damages
steamship "Baron
Berwick"
Berwick" and
others -------and others
_ 1588
1588
provisions of
of Northern
Halibut
Northern Pacific
Pacific Halibut
Act
to continue
until convention
convention
Act to
continue until
therefor with,
therefor
with, terminates
terminates-----650
650
treaty with, France,
France, Italy,
and Japan
Italy, and
Japan
agreeing to limitation of
of naval
naval
armament
armament ------------------1655
1655
w.ith.
France
and
T.nnn
lti.n
r v- to
t+
with, France and Japan, relating
Pacific Ocean
Pacific
Ocean islands
islands -------1646
agreement
supplementary to----agreement supplementary
to
1652
1652

Great Kanawha
Page.
Great
Kanawha River,
River,
Page.
repeal
for bridging,
bridging,
repeal of
of general
general authority
authority for
below
.599
below the
the falls
falls -------------599
Great
Lakes,
Great Lakes,
preliminary examination,
preliminary
to be
be
examination, etc.,
etc., of,
of, to
made ' Duluth
Buffalo
1196
made,
Duluth to
to Buffalo------1196
ship
canal to
Hudson River
River from-_from __ 1196
1196
ship canal
to Hudson
Great
Great Lakes
Works,
Lakes Engineering
Engineering Works,
may
may bring suit
suit for
collision damages
to
for collision
damages to
steamship
"Frank H.
II. Goodsteamship "Frank
Goodyear" in
1547
year,"
in district
district court
court ------Great Lakes
(rood- 1547
year,"
Training Station,
Station, Ill.,
Ill.,
Great Lakes
Naval Training
appropriation
for maintenance
187, 866
appropriation for
maintenance------ 187,
866
for
buildings ------------------198
for buildings
198
power plant
for power
plant improvements
876
improvements ----876
Great Northern
Railway Company,
Great
Northern Railway
Company,
may bridge Mississippi
River, MinneMinneMississippi River,
apolis, Minn
13
Minn -------------13
Great Sodus
N. Y.,
Y.,
Great
Sodus Bay,
Bay, N.
improvement of
authorized _
___ 1188
1188
of harbor,
harbor, authorized
--Great Southern
Southern Lumber
Great
Lumber Company,
Company,
time extended
extended for
for bridging
bridging Pearl
Pearl River
River
by ---------------1141
1141
Greater Wenatchee
Greater
Wenatchee Irrigation
Irrigation District,
District,
Wash.,
Wash.
may bridge Columbia
Columbia River,
River, location
25
location-_
25
Greece,
Greece,
appropriation
appropriation for
for minister
206, 1015
minister to
to------ 206,
1015
Green, Addie
J. (widow),
Green,
Addie J.
(widow),
pension
1454
pension---------.
-------.-----_1454
Green,
(daughter),
Green, Agnes
Agnes (daughter),
pension------------------------pension
1451
1451
Green,
Green, Alice
Alice (widow),
(widow),
pension.-.-------------------pension
1522
1522
Green
Bay, Wis.,
Green Bay,
Wis.,
improvement of
of harbor,
harbor, authorized-.authorized
1188
improvement
1188
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
preliminary
etc., of,
of, harharbor
1195
bor to
to be
be made
made
.-------_ 1195
Passage, to
Strawberry Passage,
to be
made_--__ _ 1195
1195
be made
waterway
waterway to
to Mississippi
from
1195
Mississippi River
River from_
1195
Green,
Charles (son),
(son),
Green, Charles
pension ----1488
--------------1488
Green,
E. (widow),
Green, Esther
Esther E.
(widow),
pension
increased
1439
pension increased ----------------1439
Green, Mariah
(widow),
Green,
MariahJane
Jane (widow),
pension increased
increased -----------------1494
1494
Green, Mary L.
L. (widow),
(widow),
pension increased
increased -----------------1507
1507
Green, Sarah
Q. (widow),
(widow),
Green,
Sarah Q.
pension----------------..---------pension
1486
1486
Greene
Greene County,
County, Pa.
Pa.,,
bridge authorized
authorized across
Monongahela
across Monongahela
River by Fayette
Fayette County
County and,
and,
at
Masontown
376
at Masontown -------------376
Greene, Sarah
Sarah M.
M. (widow),
(widow),
pension
1416
pension increased
increased----------------1416
Greene, William
William S.,
S., late
late a
a Representative
Representative
in Congress,
in
Congress,
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for
for pay
to
pay to
widow of
754
widow
of -------------------754
Greenough, Martha
Greenough,
MarthaA.
A. (widow),
(widow),
pension----------------.--------pension
1424
1424
Greenport
Green
port Basin
Basin and
and Construction
Construction ComCompany,
pany,
payment
collision damages_
payment to, for collision
damages --__ _ 1557
1557
Greensboro,
C.,
Greensboro, N.
N. C.,
terms of court
court at ----- _____
662
_ _662
Greenville,
C.,
Greenville, S.
S. C.,
of court
terms of
court at
801
at --------------.---801
office of clerk at 801
------------------- 801
Greenwich,
Greenwich, Conn.
Conn.,,
dam
across Byram
iiyram River
River authorized
dam across
authorized
by
Port Cnester,
Chester, N.
97
.. ___
uy rorn
N. Y.,
Y., and_
ana---Greenwood,
S. C.,
C.,
Greenwood, S.
terms of court at------------------at
801
801
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Greer,
(widow),
Page.
Matilda (widow),
Greer, Matilda
pension
increased ----------------1491
1491
pension increased
Greeser,
Greeser, Annie (widow),
pension increased
increased ----------------1483
1483
pension
Gregory, Julia
Julia (widow),
Gregory,
pension
increased -----------------1477
1477
pension increased
- Grenewald,
Grenewald, Martha
(widow),
K. (widow),
Martha K.
pension
1484
1484
pension--------------------------Gilder, Nancy J.
J. (widow),
(widow),
Grider,
1434
pension
pension --------------------------Griffin, Frances
E. (widow),
FrancesE.
Griffin,
pension
1433
pension -------------------------Griffith, Albert M.,
Griffith,
pension
1400
1400
pension------------------------- Griffith,
Mary (widow),
Griffith, Mary
1502
pension increased
increased------------------pension
Grignon, Lewis (son),
Grignon,
pension ____-------------------- -1529
1529
pension
Grigsbys Ferry,
Miss.,
Ferry, Miss.,
Crigsbys
bridge authorized
River
Pearl River
across Pearl
authorized across
bridge
at
..,
101
101
at------------------------Grissinger
, Elwood,
Elwood,
Grissinger,
claim
of Claims-Claims_ _ 1363
to Court
Court of
of, referred
referred to
claim of,
Griswold,
Lavinia A.
(widow),
A. (widow),
Griswold, Lovinia
1452
pension ___-----------------------pension
Groesch,
Barbara (widow),
Groesch, Barbara
pension --------------------------1455
1455
pension
G-rotness,
H.
John H.,
Grotness, John
1402
pension increased------------------increased
1402
pension
Ground Squirrels,
Squirrels,
Ground
for
appropriation for
devising methods
methods for
for devising
appropriation
841
destroying
450, 841
450,
destroying ---------------Grove,
(son),
Grove, George
George (son),
1517
pension
increased ------------------1517
pension increased
Grover,
A. (widow),
(widow),
ClarissaA.
Grover, Clarissa
pension
1428
1428
pension --------------------------Grover,
(widow),
Elizabeth (widow),
Grover, Elizabeth
1453
pension
pension--------------------------Grow, Hannah
B. (widow),
Hannah E.
1490
pension
1490
pension ------------------------ Grubb,
Daniel,
Grubb, Daniel,
1392
pension
1302
increased---------------- pension increased
Grubb,
Grubb, Mike,
pension ------------------------1387
pension
Gruver, Martha
Martha (widow),
Gruver,
1520
pension increased
increased -----------------pension
River, Tex.,
Guadalupe
GuadalupeRiver,
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., authorpreliminary
ized
for flood
control of --------249
flood control
ized for
Victoria
to intracoastal
1195
---- 1195
waterway intracoastal waterway_
Victoria to
Guam,
Guam,
appropriation for
for transferring
transferring lepers,
lepers,
appropriation
P. II-- - 184, 863
etc.,
from, to
to Culion,
Culion, P.
etc., from,
for
works ----198
198
public worksstation, public
for naval
naval station,
for
agricultural experiment
experiment station
station
for agricultural
in
in ------------------------435, 824
agricultural
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for agricultural
deficiency
experiment
station, repairing
repairing
experiment station,
typhoon
damages ------------39
typhoon damages
for
cocoanut scale
682
control- -_ 682
scale control_
expenses cocoanut
for expenses
available
until June 30, 1926 ----1326
available until
Guano
Islands,
Guano Islands,
Swains
Island added
to American
American
added to
Swains Island
1357
Samoa
1357
Samoa----------------------Guantanamo,
Guantanamo, Cuba,
appropriation for
for naval
naval station,
station, imappropriation
198,876
provements --------------198, 876
provements
Guatemala,
Guatemala,
appropriation
to
206, 1015
1015
206,
minister to------for minister
appropriation for
Irrigation
Guernsey
Reservoir North
Platte Irrigation
North Platte
Reservoir,
Guernsey Project,
Reservoir,

Project, Nebr.-Wyo.,

unexpended balances
construction
for construction
balances for
unexpended
1167
of,
1167
reappropriated ---------of, reappropriated
net
from power
plant
power plant
revenues from
net revenues
1167
construction costs---annlipd
applied
-rr-- to construction costs._ --- 1167

Guess,
L.,
Pate.
Pag.
E. L.,
Mrs. E.
Guess, Mrs.
payment
to, for
personal injuries
1540
injuries-----for personal
payment to,
Guilford
Courthouse National
National Military
Military
Guilford Courthouse
Park,
Park,
appropriation
estabcontinuing estabfor continuing
appropriation for
lishment
513,
928
513, 928
lishment of
of--------------for,
712
712
1925 ------------additional, 1925
for, additional,
deficiency
762
762
for --------appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
Gulack,
alias Gulack Machie,
Machie, alias
Gulack, Machie,
pension
1384
1384
pension-------------------------Gulf
Mexico,
of Mexico,
Gulf of
appropriation
for surveys
surveys of
of,
coast of,
of coast
appropriation for
and
islands
235, 1044
1044
235,
and outlying
outlying islands-------Gulf
Port Arthur, Tex.,
Gulf Refining Company, Port
deficiency
appropriation for
of
for refund
refund of
deficiency appropriation
immigration
fine to-----------to
1335
1335
immigration fine
Gulfport,
Miss.,
Gulfport, Miss.,
of, harpreliminary
etc., of,
examination, etc.,
preliminary examination,
bor to bemade---------------be made
1194
borto
Mortar Batteries,
Army,
Batteries, Army,
Gun and Mortar
appropriation
for constructing
911
constructing ----- 496, 911
appropriation for
for,
711
711
1925--------------additional, 1925
for, additional,
deficiency
for constructconstructappropriation for
deficiency appropriation
ing -------------------59, 62,
762
59,
62, 762
ing
Gunboats, River,
Gunboats,
construction authorized
six; cost
719
719
cost----of six;
authorized of
construction
armor and
at
plant at
from plant
armament from
and armament
armor
South Charleston,
W. Va
719
719
Va -----Charleston, W.
South
719
work at
navy yards
719
yards --------------work
at navy
Exercises, Navy,
EngineeringExercises,
Gunnery and Engineering
865
appropriation for
prizes, badges,
badges, etc__
186, 865
etc_- 186,
for prizes,
appropriation
46, 1349
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for.. ------deficiency
Gurney,
A. (widow),
(widow),
Gurney, Mary A.
1459
pension ------------------------1459
pension
Guthrie, Martin
Martin (son),
Guthrie,
pension increased
1484
increased------------------pension
Guthrie, Okla.,
Guthrie,
terms
of court
at
388, 946
946
388,
court at----------------terms of
A. (widow),
Mary A.
Guy, Mary
1487
1487
pension
pension ------------------------Gwinn, Emma (widow),
pension1425
1425
------------------------pension
Gyro
Compasses,
Gyro Compasses,
appropriation for
procuring, for
for defor procuring,
appropriation
204,881
stroyers
881
2
04,
stroyers-----------------Habana, Cuba,
Cuba,
Habana,

H.
12
.1.

appropriation
of InInmaintenance of
for maintenance
appropriation for
ternational Trade
RegisMark RegisTrade Mark
ternational
215,
tration Bureau
Bureau at
at ------tration
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for delegates
delegates
deficiency
to Seventh
Seventh Pan
American SaniSaniPan American
to
tary
Conference at-----------at
tary Conference
be appointed
delegates to
appointed to Seventh
to be
delegates
Pan American
ConSanitary ConAmerican Sanitary
Pan
ference
ference---------------------Habeas
Corpus,
Habeas Corpus,
of
review
appeals, of
of appeals,
court of
by circuit
circuit court
review by
proceedings in
court, etc_
etc_
district court,
in district
proceedings
circuit
judge may
writ, etc
etc-may grant
grant writ,
circuit judge
by
District of
Columbia court
court of
of
of Columbia
by District
appeals,
court proprosupreme court
in supreme
appeals, in
ceedings
-940
ceedings--------------------authority
on cercerCourt on
of Supreme
Supreme Court
authority of
tified
questions --------------tified questions
review of
of State
circuit courts
cases by circuit
State cases
review
of
appeal
of appeal------------------J.,
Hackensack River, N. .I.,
be
of, to
to be
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., of,
preliminary
made
-------------------made 192
Hacker,
Hacker, Vina (widow)
pension1434
-----------------pension
John D. (son),
Hadley, John
pension
pension--------------------------

1023
1023
692
692

112
112
940
940
940
940

-940
940
940
940
940
1
1192

1434
1430
1430

2110
2110

INDEX.
INDEX.

Page.
Hadsell, Alice
Page.
Hadsell,
Alice (widow),
(widow),
pension 1448
---------.---------1448
Hagan., Rachel (widow),
Hagan,
(widow),
pension increased
increased -----------------1470
Hagans, Anna (widow),
Hagans,
(widow),
pension
------------1422
Hagelgans,
Hagelgans, William
William C.,
pension --------------------1412
pension
1412
Hager,
Hager, Abbie (widow),
(widow),
pension increased
increased -----------------1434
pension
1434
Hague,
Hague, The (see also
also The Hague).
sum authorized
authorized for membership
membership in International
Bureau at_
at..
112
ternational Statistical Bureau
112
Healey,
Idaho,
Hailey, Idaho,
offices of register and receiver,
receiver, land
offices
consolidated
office at, consolidated--------395
Haines, Eliza
(daughter),
Haines,
Eliza (daughter),
pension increased
increased -------------1437
1437
Hainline, Orilla
Orilla J.
J. (widow),
Hainline,
(widow),
pension --------------------------1420
1420
Haiti,
Haiti,
appropriation for
1015
appropriation
for minister
minister to ----- 206,
206, 1015
Halbert,
Charles A.
Halbert, Charles
A.,
pension increased
increased-- ----------1385
Hokum,
Halcum, Nancy (widow),
1477
pension increased
increased-----._
---_----1477
Halibut
Northern Pacific
Halibut (see Northern
Pacific Halibut
Halibut
Act).
Act).
Hall, Augusta J.
J. G.
Hall,
G. (widow),
increased
1503
pension increased---.------------1503
J. (widow),
Hall, Eliza J.
pension increased----------------_
increased
1472
1472
Hal, Elizabeth
Elizabeth A.
Hall,
A. (widow),
pension ------------- _----------1425
1425
Hal,
Hall, Huldah
Huldah E.
B. (widow),
pension -------_---------------- 1464
pension
1464
Hall, Ida
Hall,
Ida (widow),
pension----------- ------------- 1525
pension
Hall, Mrs.
Hall,
John D.,
Mrs. John
payment to,
for property
damages_---_
payment
to, for
property damages
1544
Hall, Martha
Hall,
A. (widow),
(widow),
Martha A.
pension ---- ---------- _-----.-----1443
pension
1443
Hall, Martha
Hall,
Martha E. (widow),
1433
pension increased -------------_
1433
Hall,
Mary
C.
(widow),
Hall,
pension
Maryi
ncreased
C. (widow),
1494
pension
increased
-_----_. ------1494
Hall, Sarah
Sarah (widow),
Hall,
increased -..--------- 1533
pension increased
1533
Halley, Tracey
Tracey M.,
pension
1389
pension----------------------1389
Hallman,
Hallman, Stanley,
pension increased
increased -----------------1441
1441
Halloran, Michael,
Halloran,
Michael,
pension -----------------1390
--.1390
Hallowell, Hannah
Hannah K. (widow),
pension ---------------1420
__-__-._
1420
Halls, Charles
Halls,
Charles W.
W.,
pension
1491
pension increased
increased -- _ ------_ --1491
Halstad,
Minn.,
Halstad, Minn.,
time extended
River
extended for bridging
bridging Red
Red River
of the North at -------____-1312
1312
Ham, Joseph,
-.----------pension
__
_____-- 1442
P.,
Ham, Rolin
Rolin P.,
pension
pension ------------------_
---1392
Hamakua
Hawaii,
Hamakua County,
County, Island
Island of Hawaii,
franchise
franchise granted M. S. Botelho and
associates,
associates, for electric light,
light,
853
power, etc, plant in
in--------853
Hamilton,
Hamilton, Margaret
Margaret (widow),
pension increased
increasPd ----_. ----__1492
Hamilton, Robert F.,
Hamilton,
F.,
corrected ------military record corrected
1595
Hamilton
Hamilton Street,
NW., D. C.,
Street, NW.,
appropriation
to
appropriation for
for paving,
paving, Georgia
Georgia to
Illinois Avenues ------------

546
546

Ind.,
Hammond, Ind.,

Page.

Page

bridge authorized
across Grand
bridge
authorized across
Grand CalCalumet
Chiumet River
River between
between East
East Chicago andand_ -- _---------...-cago
- 1216
1216
terms
of court
at ------- _----------751
terms of
court at
751

Hammond, Julia
Hammond,
Julia E.
E. (daughter),
(daughter),

pension
pension ------------_----.-------_

Martha (widow),
(widow),
Hammond, Martha
pension
increased _
pension increased

Hampton, Mary E.
Hampton,
E. (widow),

1429
1429

1526
.------------.--1526

pension
1456
pension -----------__------------1456
Hampton,
(widow),
Hampton, Orpha
Orpha F.
F. (widow),
pension1492
pension
------_-----------------1492
Hampton
Hampton Roads, Va.,
Va.,
appropriation for
naval
appropriation
for maintenance,
maintenance, naval
training station
station ------------ 187,
866
training
187, 866
Hampton,
Va.,.
Hampton, Va.,.
appropriation for
for expenses,
expenses, Volunteer
Volunteer
appropriation
Soldiers' Home-----------Home
518,
Soldiers'
518, 932
932
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for Volunteer
deficiency
Volunteer
Soldiers' Home
1346
Soldiers'
Home--------------1346
Hancock County,
Miss.,
County, Miss.,
bridge authorized
bridge
authorized across
across Pearl
Pearl River,
River,
between Saint
Saint Tammany
Tammany Parish,
Parish,
between
La.,
and
19
La., and--------------------19
Efa Jane
Jane (widow),
(widow),
Hancock, Effa
pension
increased -----------------pension increased
1388
1388
Hand, Catharine
Catharine (widow),
(widow),
Hand,
pension
1425
pension -------------------------1425
Teresa B.,
Handley, Teresa
appropriation
paying, widow
appropriation for
for paying,
widow of
of
William
W. Handley,
Handley, aa consul
William W.
consul
general
dying in
in service
210
general dying
service-------210
Hanging, D.
Hanging,
D. C.,
capital
punishment by,
and
capital punishment
by, repealed
repealed and
electrocution prescribed
electrocution
798
prescribed ---- __798
Hannibal, Mo.,
Hannibal,
bridge authorized
authorized across
Mississippi
bridge
across Mississippi
River at
790
River
at -------------------790
Hanour,
Ellen
(widow),
Hanour, Ellen (widow),
pension ------------_-------------pension
1505
1505
Hapkins, Thomas,
Hapkins,
pension--------------------------.
pension
1489
1489
Herald," Norwegian
" Harald,"
Norwegian Steamship,
Steamship,
claim
damages, reclaim of
of owners
owners of,
of, for
for damages,
referred to
to district
court -------1376
ferred
district court
1376
Harbor
Patrol,
D.
C.,
Harbor Patrol, D. C.,
appropriation for
560, 1235
appropriation
for expenses
expenses ------- 560,
1235
Harcourt,
Line J.
J. (widow),
Harcourt,Lina
(widow),
pension
1422
pension --------------------------1422
Hardin,
John R.
S. Army,
Army,
Hardin, Lieutenant
LieutenantJohn
R.,' U. S.
credit
credit allowed
1248
allowed in
in accounts
accounts of
of -------1248
Harding
J. C.,
Hardingand Company, J.
C.,
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
674
appropriation for
for---------674
Harding,
Florence Kling,
Harding, Florence
Kling,
franking privilege
granted to,
to, widow
of
franking
privilege granted
widow of
late
late President
President Harding
Harding-1359
-----1359
Harding, Second Lieutenant
John, jr.,
Jr., Air
Harding,
Lieutenant John,
Service, Officers' Reserve Corps,
Corps,
appointment of
appointment
as second
second lieutenant
of as
lieutenant
Army Air
Air Service
recognition
Army
Service in
in recognition
of services
979
services in
in world
world flight
flight- -___
979
distinguished service
service medal
medal accorded
accorded to,
to,
of medals
medals or
or dedeand acceptance
acceptance of
corations
from foreign governcorations from
governments, authorized
979
authorized -------- _--_
979
Harding, Warren G., late
President of the
Harding,
late President
United States,
United
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
attendance
deficiency
for attendance
of Senators,
of
33
of
Senators, funeral
funeral of--___--33
for expenses,
expenses, Members
for
Members of
of the
the House
House
of Representatives,
Representatives, attending
attending
funeral of
of _--___----_-_____34
funeral
34
for
for expenses,
expenses, sickness,
sickness, death,
death, and
and
burial of
34
burial
of--------------------34

INDEX.
Page.
Harding,
late President
Presidentof the Page.
G., late
Warren G.,
Harding, Warren
United States—Continued.
States-Continued.
United
joint session of the two Houses
Houses for
1609
ordered----__ 1609
memorial service
service to, ordered__
Honorable Charles
address by Honorable
Charles E.
1609
Hughes--------------------1610
1610
ordered printed
printed----------------proclamation announcing
announcing death of, and
proclamation
appointing
appointing August 10, 1923, aa
day
of mourning
prayer__ __ 1921
and prayer---mourning and
day of
thanks of Congress presented to Honorthanks
able Charles
Charles E. Hughes for
1610
inemorial
address on _--------_
memorial address

Hargett,
F.,
James F.,
Hargett, James
1492
pension --------------------------Harkleroad, Sarah
E. (widow),
(widow),
Sarah E.
Harkleroad,
1509
pension _-------_-_--------------Harlan,
M. (widow),
Mary M.
Harlan, Mary
1434
pension increased
increased------------------Harmon, John
John W.,
W.,
Harmon,
1412
1412
pension increased
increased------------------S. Dak.,
Harney
National Forest,
Forest, S.
Harney National
national
erected in _ 1214
national memorial may be erected
proclamation
to
proclamation adding portion of, to
Custer State Park Game Sanc1981
tuary ----------------------1974
1974
enlarging area of ----------------Harper, Mary
Mary A.
A. (widow),
(widow),
Harper,
1467
pension --------------------------Harper, Mary E.
E. (widow),
Harper,
1497
1497
pension increased------------------increased
Harper, Nancy
(widow),
Nancy (widow),
Harper,
1447
1447
pension
pension-------------------------Harper, Sarah
J. (widow),
Sarah J.
Harper,
1518
pension
pension--------------------------Harpham, George
E.,
George E.,
Harpham,
1596
1596
corrected -----------military record corrected
Harrington, Elizabeth A.
A. (widow),
Harrington,
1532
- 1532
pension
pension-----------------------Harrington, John Lyle,
Lyle,
Harrington,
may bridge Colorado River near Blythe,
----------- 1130
Calif
Calif----------Harris, Charles
Charles V.,
V.,
Harris,
1408
increased
pension increased------------------Harris,
Frances A.
A. (widow),
(widow),
Harris,Frances
pension --------------------------- 1467
Harris,
Martha L.
(widow),
L. (widow),
Harris,Martha
pension ------------------------ 1425
Harris,
F. (widow),
(widow),
Sarah F.
Harris, Sarah
1471
1471
pension -------------------------Harrisburg
Bridge Company,
Harrisburg Bridge
may
bridge Susquehanna
Susquehanna River, at
may bridge
814
814
Harrisburg,
Pa
Harrisburg, Pa--------------Harrisburg, Pa.,
Pa.,
Harrisburg,
bridge authorized
Susquehanna
across Susquehanna
authorized across
bridge
814
814
River at-------------------at
Harrison, Ark.,
Ark.,
Harrison,
receiver, land
offices of register and receiver,
395
consolidated---------office at, consolidated
at----------------- 91, 949
terms of court at
Harrison, Ramon
B.,
Ramon B.,
Harrison,
corrected
1605
military record corrected------------Harrison, Sarah
J. (daughter),
(daughter),
Sarah J.
Harrison,
1512
pension --------------------------- 1512
Harrisonburg, Va.,
Harrisonburg,
114
terms of court at -----------------Hardt,
Mary B.
B. (widow),
(widow),
Har.h, Mary
1416
pension
increased----------------pension increased
Hart,
(widow),
Almeda (widow),
Hart, Almeda
1494
pension
increased---------------pension increased
Hart,
Jane E.
E. (widow),
Hart, Jane
.. r...,O
15f24
......;in
pension
1524
pteliul- ll increased
nu-----------------------------

Hart, Joseph,
Joseph,
Hart,

increased ---------------pension increased

2111
2111
Page.

1402

Hart,
E. (widow),
Hart, Mary E.
1417
1417
pension
pension---------------------------Hart,
(widow),
Hart, Rhoda (widow),
1525
increased------------------pension increased
Harter,
Louisa H.
H. (widow),
(widow),
Harter, Louisa
1391
increased------------------pension increased
Hartley,
(widow),
Lucy J.
J. (widow),
Hartley, Lucy
1410
1410
increased------------------pension increased
Hartman,
L.,
Hartman, Walter L.,
pension -------------------------- 1392
Hartshorne
? Alice B.
B. (widow),
(widow),
Hartshorne,
1479
pension increased
1479
increased-----------------pension
Hartzell, Annie M. (widow),
(widow),
Hartzell,
pension -------------------------1461
Harvey,
Sergeant Alva
L., Army
Army Air
Alva L.,
Harvey, Sergeant
Service,
distinguished service
service medal
medal to be pre979
to---------------- sented to
may
accept medals, etc.,
etc., from foreign
may accept
979
governments
governments-----------------Harvey, Emeline
(widow),
Emeline (widow),
Harvey,
1529
pension increased
1529
increased-----------------Fred,
Harvey, Fred,
deficiency
for
43
appropriation for---------deficiency appropriation
Harvey,
K.,
James K.,
Harvey, James
1395
pension
pension--------------------------Harvey? Orville,
OniUle,
Harvey,
pension increased
1391
increased------------------Haselton, Ohio,
Ohio,
Haselton,
bridge
authorized across Mahoning
Mahoning
bridge authorized
90
River at ---------------Haskell, Charity
Charity I.
I. (widow),
(widow),
Haskell,
1428
pension1428
pension--------------------------Haskell Institute,
Institute, Lawrence,
Kans.,
Lawrence, Kans.,
Haskell
appropriation for
school_ ___ 405, 1156
Indian school---for Indian
appropriation
1925- -_ 707
additional, 1925_
for Indian school, additional,
"Hassel,"
Norwegian Steamship,
Steamship,
"Hassel," Norwegian
deficiency appropriation
payment to
appropriation for payment
deficiency
Norway as indemnity to owners
Norway
of
1339
1339
of------------------------payment authorized to Norway as inowners
losses, etc.,
etc., of owners
demnity to losses,
damages-------955
of, for collision damages
Hassett, Edward
Edward D.,
Hassett,
1405
pension
pension-------------------------Hatch, Elizabeth
Elizabeth (widow),
Hatch,
1529
pension
1529
pension-------------------------Hatch,
J. (widow),
(widow),
Matida J.
Hatch, Matida
1427
-------------------------pension 1427
Hately,
Kathryn (widow),
(widow),
Hately, Kathryn
1413
pension1413
---------------------- ----.
Hauk, Mary
A. (widow),
(widow),
Mary A.
Hauk,
1432
1432
increased------------------pension increased
avana," Barge,
Barge,
"Havana,"
deficiency
appropriation
deficiency appropriation for judgment,
1347
district
owners of ----district court to owners
Havey,
Raymond,
Havey, Raymond,
1502
pension
H pension--------------------------1502
Hawaii,
Hawaii,
-appropriation for
etc____
428, 1182
for Governor, etc
appropriation
for contingent
contingent expenses --------- 428, 1182
for legislative
legislative expenses
expenses ------------428
for special
special mail
mail equipment
equipment for -- -- 89, 787
for
shipwrecked American
etc., shipwrecked
for relief, etc.,
seamen
1017
seamen in -------------- 208, 1017
reporter _--218, 1028
district judges; reporterfor district
for chief and associate justices -- 220, 1029
--------- 220, 1029
for circuit court judges1029
for adjusting triangulation of, under
Survey
235, 1045
Coast Survey------------419. 1173
volcanolorv~J in --.
for work
work in
in volcanology
419,

2112
2112

INDEX.
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Hawaii—Continued.
Hawaii-Continued.
Page.
appropriation for agricultural experiappropriation
experiment stations in
in----------- 435, 824
agricultural extension
agricultural
extension work allotment -------.------------- 435, 824
824
Service expenses
for Weather Service
expenses in__ _ 436, 825
for completing
completing Ku Tree Reservoir,
Reservoir,
Barracks --------- - 488
Schofield for Army and Navy joint water
supwater supply, Pearl Harbor
488
Harbor-----------488
for installing
installing electric
electric plants,
plants, searchsearchlights, etc.,seacoast
etc., seacoast defenses
defenses of_ 496, 912
researches among nafor ethnological researches
tives of -------.-- _-----.528,
528, 1206
for construction,
construction, etc., of military
posts---------------------posts
902
902
extending benefits
for extending
benefits of vocational
vocational
education to --------------- 1202
education
1202
benefits of vocational
for extending benefits
vocational
rehabilitation
rehabilitation of persons disabled in industry
industry to
1202
to--------1202
for pay, reporter,
reporter, district court, adadditional, 1925--------------1925
709
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for extending
extending
vocational
vocational education
education, etc., to_
to__ _
679
for extending benefits
benefits of vocational
vocational
rehabilitation,
rehabilitation, etc.,
to
etc., to--------680
for executing Maternity,
Maternity, etc., Act in
in__ 688
for acquiring
acquiring private fishery rights in
Pearl Harbor
Harbor -----------690
allotment to, of share in appropriations
appropriations
under Federal
Federal Highways Act--_
Act__ _
17
17
preference to road projects
projects to compreference
complete adequate
adequate systems
systems- -----17
17
Provisions
Act
provisions of Federal Farm Loan
Loan Act
extended to
to-- -------------17
establishment
establishment of branch banks authorized-------------------thorized
17
benefits
benefits of Maternity
Maternity and Infancy Act
Act
extended to
extended
to---------_-----17
apportionment of funds -----------apportionment
18
provisions of Act for vocational educaeducation extended
extended to-------------to
18
18
allotment authorized
authorized -------------18
18
benefits of Act for vocational rehabilirehabilitation of persons disabled in industry extended
extended to ---.------ _
18
18
allotment
allotment of appropriations
appropriations authorized -------------.--------_
ized
18
18
designated occupiers
designated
occupiers of lots in
in Waiakea district,
district, to receive
receive patents
therefor
therefor -----------.------ _ 1553
franchise granted M. S. Botelho and associates for electrical plant, etc.,
etc.,
in county of Hamakua, island of
of
Hawaii
-.- --.-853
proclamation transferring
proclamation
transferring Honolulu,
Honolulu,
old customhouse
customhouse site to TerriTerritory of -------___.---_ 1978
review by appeal or writ of error by circuit court of appeals, in all cases
cases
in district
district courts
courts for ---------936
936
of specified cases in Supreme
Supreme Court of_
of _ 936
time extended
extended for exchanging
exchanging GovernGovernment for privately
privately owned
owned lands,
etc
etc--------------------1115
1115
two citizens of, to serve on National
National
Advisory
Advisory Commission to Sesquicentennial Exhibition AssociaAssociation ---------------------1254
1254
Hawaii National
Hawaii
National Park,
Hawaii,
Park, Hawaii,
appropriation
appropriation for protection, etc-_
etc__ 423, 1177
1177
for protection,
protection, additional, 1925
1925 - - 708
708
restriction on annual allowance
allowance for
for
maintenance, repealed
repealed----_---390
390

Hawaiian Organic
Page.
Hawaiian
Organic Act Amendment,
Page.
district court established
established with two
two
salaries-------------890
judges; salaries
890
division of cases ----------------890
890
sessions at same time
time by
by each
each judge;
judge;
powers, etc.,
etc., effective
890
effective -------890
Hawkins, Granville,
(son),
Hawkins,
GranviUe, E.
E. (son),
pesnion ------------------------1500
1500
Hawthorne,
Hawthorne, Elizabeth (widow),
(widow),
pension ------------------1443
1443
Catherine (widow),
Hayden, Catherine
(widow),
pension increased------------------increased
1472
1472
Hayes, Eli,
Eli,
pension increased
i
ncreased ----------------1411
1411
Hayes, Elsie
Elsie M. (widow),
pension --------------------------- 1410
1410
Haynes, James
Haynes,
James Wood,
pension --------------- --------1410
pension1410
Haysmer,
Califernia (daughter),
Haysmer, Califernia
pension ------------------------1480
pension
1480
Hayward,
Hayward, Wis.,
appropriation for
for Indian
Indian school
at. _ 407,
appropriation
school at-_
407, 1157
1157
for Indian school, additional,
additional, 1925_
1925_-_ 708
708
Hazelrigg,
Hazelrigg, Thomas H.,
H.,
bridge
bridge authorized
authorized across Ohio River,
between Owensboro,
Owensboro, Ky.
between
Ky., and
and
Rockport,
Rockport, Ind., by Edward
Edward T.
Franks and 103
Franks
--------103
Carrie Kitchin,
Hazeltine, Carrie
Kitchin,
appropriation
of
appropriation for paying, widow
widow of
Ross Hazeltine,
Hazeltine, a
dying
a consul dying
in service --------------- 209
209
Caroline (widow),
Hazen, Caroline
(widow),
pension
1428
pension---------------------1428
Head Tax,
Head
Tax,
appropriation
refunding erroneously
erroneously
appropriation for refunding
collected---------------collected
240,
1049
240, 1049
Headington,
(widow),
Headington, Sarah
Sarah L. (widow),
increased --1520
pension increased
--------1520
Headstones
Headstones for 'Soldiers'
Soldiers' Graves, etc.,
etc.,
appropriation for
926
appropriation
for_------------- 511,
511, 926
for, additional,
1925
712
additional, 1925------------712
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for -------- _
52,
deficiency
52,
1350
59, 63,
63, 699,
699, 762,
762, 1350
for American
American dead,
dead, in
Europe
52
in Europe-----52
Health
Department, D.
D. C.,
Health Department,
appropriation for salaries
appropriation
salaries -------- 562,
562, 1236
1236
for preventing
preventing contagious
contagious diseases,
diseases,
etc ------------------562,
1236
562, 1236
assignment, etc., of
of bacteriologists
assignment,
bacteriologists _
---------1237
---.
562, 1237
for isolating wards, Garfield
Garfield and
and
Providence
562,
1237
Providence Hospitals
Hospitals------- 562, 1237
for tuberculosis and
and venereal
venereal disdiseases dispensaries
dispensaries --------- 562, 1237
for disinfecting
disinfecting service
562, 1237
1237
service--------- 562,
for drainage of lots; abating nuinuisances-----sances
562, 1237
.------..
for expenses, food adulterations_
1237
adulterations- 563, 1237
for bacteriological
563, 1237
1237
bacteriological laboratory_
laboratory .-- 563,
for chemical laboratory
laboratory -------- 563,
563, 1237
1237
inspecting dairy farms, etc
etc___563,
__563, 1238
1238
for inspecting
for contingent expenses,
expenses, enforcing
health laws -------------- 563,
1238
563,1238
for public
public crematory, etc ----563, 1238
for motor vehicle for
for pound
pound----. 563,
563, 1238
1238
for motor ambulance
ambulance ---------563, 1238
1238
for child hygiene
hygiene service
service -----563, 1238
563,
1238
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for dispendispensaries ----------------679
679
for bacteriological
bacteriological laboratory
679
laboratory ----679
for preventing
spread of contagious
preventing spread
contagious
diseases-------------.1321
1321
limitation
limitation on personal services, prevention of contagious
contagious diseases,
diseases,
waived
waived----- ------------676

INDEX.
Health Oficer,
Officer, D.
C.,
D. C.,
Health

duties of,
of, under
Diseases Act__
Act Venereal Diseases
under Venereal
duties

Pae
Page.

1001
1001

Healy,
Daniel F.,
Healy, Daniel
injuries------ 1558
to, for personal injuries
payment to,
Heard,
Thomas D.,
Heard, Thomas
pension ---------------------------1409
pension
Hearings
in Land Entries,
Entries,
Hearingsin
appropriation for expenses ------395, 1145
appropriation
fees for
for depositions and copies - 395, 1145
fees
56
deficiency
for---------appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
Heath,
Heath, Minnie (widow),
pension increased -----------------1409
pension
Heffleger,
I. (daughter),
(daughter),
Heffleger, Amanda I.
pension
1471
pension ---------------------------Heilman;
J. (daughter),
(daughter),
Sarah J.
Heilman; Sarah
pension
1469
pension --------------------------Heimlich, Charles
alias Charles
Charles H.
H., alias
Charles H.,
Heimlich,
Henderson,
Henderson,
pension increased
1382
increased------------------pension
Heine,
Paul Victor,
Heine, Paul
reimbursement to,
to, for
for stolen
stolen bonds_
bonds---___ 1277
reimbursement
Heinen
Ferdinand,
Heinen,) Ferdinand,
pension --------------------------1392
pension
Helena,
Ark.,
Helena, Ark.,
terms of court at
91
at ------------------terms
Helena,
Helena, Mont.,
appropriation for assay
assay office at ---- 78, 777
appropriation
710
for assay office
1925_
additional, 1925-office at, additional,
for
Helium,
funds of
production
of Army and Navy for production
funds
transferred to Mines
cf, to be transferred
Bureau
Bureau---------------------- 1331
Helium
Helium Gas,
deficiency
leasing
appropriation for leasing
deficiency appropriation
56, 1348
Bureau
------ 56,
Mines Bureaufund, Mines
production of, for Government
Government needs,
production
authorized
acquiring lands,
authorized by acquiring
constructing
constructing plants, facilities,
1110
etc
1110
etc-----------------------gas
bearing public
covered
public lands, not covered
gas bearing
by leases or permits, to be
1110
reserved
1110
-------------- reserved--ownership
extract, from
ownership and right to extract
leased,
all
gases
produced
from
leased,
all gases produced
etc., lands
lands ----------------1110
etc.,
general
authority of
of Bureau
to
Bureau of Mines to
general authority
maintain and operate producmaintain
tion of--------------------of
1111
tion
conduct experiments
experiments for improving
conduct
1111
production, etc--------------etc
production,
all
Government operated
operated plants to be
all Government
transferred to Bureau by June
30, 1925
----------------- 1111
30,1925-thereafter
Army, Navy,
Navy, etc., may
thereafter Army,
requisition for supply from Burequisition
1111
reau ----------------------reau
payment for,
for, by
funds
transfer of funds
by transfer
payment
1111
on books
books of the Treasury
Treasury -----on
surplus helium produced may be
surplus
1111
leased to Americans
1111
Americans---------moneys received
received from,
from, available
moneys
for
1111
production -------------for production
1111
sale
by-products
of other by-products---------sale of
exporting
perprohibited unless perexporting of, prohibited
obtained from the Presimission obtained
1111
1111
dent, etc ------------------punishment
violating prohibition_
1111
prohibition- 1111
for violating
punishment for
designation
designation of an Army and Navy
officer to cooperate in executing
executing
officer
Act
1111
Act-----------------------Helium
Army,
Gas, Army,
Helium Gas,
appropriation
purchase, production
production
for purchase,
appropriation for
492, 906
plants, etc
etc ------------plants,
similar authorization
authorization granted
granted to
to
similar
Navy
Department
908
Navy Department------------

2113
2113

Helium
Navy,
Page.
Page
Plant, Navy,
Helium Plant,
199, 877
-_ 199,
appropriation for
for operation,
etc., of
of _
operation, etc.,
appropriation
A.,
Hellwig,
Martin A.,
Hellwig, Martin
1411
pension
1411
pension --------------------------Helms, Fred
Fred H.,
1414
pension
1414
pension -----------------------Helton,
Sarah J.
J. (widow),
(widow),
Helton, Sarah
1493
pension
increased------------------pension increased
E. (widow),
Hemingway, Anna E.
pension
increased
1512
1512
-------------pension increased---Hemmes, Jacobus,
Jacobus,
1410
pension
1410
pension-------------------------Hempstead, N. Y.,
Y.,
Hempstead,
harpreliminary
examination,
etc.,
of,
harof,
etc.,
preliminary examination,
1192
bor
be made
made--------------to be
bor to
Hemstreet,
Almaria (widow),
Hemstreet, Almaria
pension ------------------------1533
pension
Henderson
Ky.,
Henderson County, Ky.,
bridge
authorized across
across Ohio
Ohio River,
to
River, to
bridge authorized
Vanderburg
662
662
Ind----County, Ind
Vanderburg County,
time
bridging Ohio River,
for bridging
extended for
time extended
by
Ind.,
County, Ind.,
Vanderburg County,
by Vanderburg
and
1132
and- ---------------------Henderson,
Edward D. (son),
Henderson, Edward
pension
increased
1507
pension increased------------------H.
Hendersot, Robert H., alias
alias Robert H.
Hendersot,
Henderson,
Henderson,
1485
pension
1485
pension ------------------------Mtnn.,
Hennepin
Hennepin County, Minn.,
bridge
across Mississippi
Mississippi
authorized across
bridge authorized
River between
Ramsey County
between Ramsey
River
22
and --------------------and
Mississippi
time
for bridging
bridging Mississippi
extended for
time extended
1312
and---- 1312
River, Ramsey
County and_
Ramsey County
River,
Hennessee,
Jim,
Hennessee, Jim,
1542
1642
payment to ----------------------payment
Hennessy,
Patrick,
Hennessy, Patrick,
1404
1404
pension
increased
pension increased-----------------Henry,
J.,
Henry, Anthony P. J.,
1403
1403
pension --------------------------pension
A. (widow),
(widow),
ArtomissaA.
Henry, Artomissa
1504
1504
-------------------pension
pension--_
Henry, Kate (widow),
1443
1443
pension
increased -----------------pension increased
Henry,
Henry, Kate M. (widow),
1430
1430
pension increased
increased ----------------pension
Henry,
J. (daughter),
(daughter),
Maggie J.
Henry, Maggie
1499
1499
pension -------------------------pension
(widow),
Rosanna (widow),
Henry, Rosanna
1470
1470
pension -------------------------pension
Jane (widow),
Sarah Jane
Henry, Sarah
1485
1485
pension increased
increased ----------------pension
(widow),
Matilda B. (widow),
Henson, Matilda
1504
1504
pension
pension-------------------------Hepburn, Mary
Mary R. (widow),
Hepburn,
1436
1436
pension
increased
pension increased------------------Dak.,
Herberg, N. Dak.,
Herberg,
River
time
for bridging
bridging Red
Red River
extended for
time extended
of the
the North
between Halstad,
Halstad,
North between
of
1312
1312
Minn.,
and ----------------Minn., and
Herbst, Robert A.,
A.,
Herbst,
1409
1409
pension
increased
pension increased------------------Herd, Chester
Chester A.,
Herd,
1386
1386
pension
pension ------------------------Herd, Nancy J.
J. (widow),
(widow),
Herd,
1511
1511
pension
increased -----------------pension increased
(widow),
Clarie (widow),
Herley, Claris
1515
1515
pension
pension-------------------------Hermann King,
Hermann, Joseph,
Joseph, alias
alias Hermann
Hermann,
1389
1389
pension
increased
pension increased-----------------John,
Hermo, John,
1401
1401
pension
pension --------------------------Heroin,
Heroin,
importing
manufacopium for manufaccrude opium
importing crude
657
657
turing, prohibited------------prohibited
turing,

2114
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Herrick,
M.,
Page.
Herrick, Flora
Flora M.,
naval gratuity
gratuity pay
pay to,
on death
death of
naval
to, on
of son_
son_ 1576
1576
Herron, John
Herron,
John C.,
pension
pension --------------------_--1504
Hess, Agnes (daughter),
(daughter),
pension
pension ------------------------1421
Hessian Fly,
Hessian
appropriation
for
investigating,
etc_
_
449,
839
449, 839
appropriation for investigating, etc
Hester, John
John James,
pension
1400
pension ----- __-----------------1400
Hetherington,
Hetherington, Amelia M. (widow),
(widow),
pension
pension----------------------1473
Hewitt,
(widow),
Hewitt, Jane
Jane L. (widow),
increased ----------------1520
pension increased
1520
Hiatt,
Hiatt, Clyde R.,
homestead
homestead application
application allowed
allowed legal
representatives of
811
representatives
of------------811
Hiatt,
Sarah J.
(widow),
Hiatt, Sarah
J. (widow),
increased
pension increased--------------- 1458
1458
Hidalgo,
Hidalgo, Tex.,
authorized across
815
bridge authorized
across Rio
Rio Grande
Grande at
at_
815
consent
Mexico required
815
consent of
of Mexico
required -------815
I. (widow),
Hidy, Mary I.
pension-----------1422
pension
----_--------1422
Hiersche,
Hiersche, Anton,
lands
lands of, to be conveyed for
to
for addition
addition to
North Platte irrigation project,
project,
Nebr. and
and Wyo
Wyo--------------980
received
in exchange
received in
exchange -------------981
release
release of
of claim
claim for damages
damages to
to lands
lands
conveyed
conveyed------------------981
conditions in
in patent--------------patent
981
conditions
981
Hid, John
Hiet,
pension increased
increased ---------------1401
1401
pension
Higginbotham, Daniel W.,
Higginbotham,
pension
1387
pension--------------------------Higgins,
Bernard,
Higgins, Bernard,
pension
1399
1399
pension -------------------Higgins, Emma (widow),
(widow),
1406
pension
1406
pension -----------------------Higgins,
Fannie M.,
Higgins, Fannie
1556
payment
to, for
husband ---_
for death
death of
of husband
1556
payment to,
Higgins, Margaret
(widow),
MargaretS. (widow),
Higgins,
pension
increased
1524
1524
pension increased-----------------Commission, Inter-American,
Inter-American,
High Commission,
appropriation for
expenses, United
United
for expenses,
appropriation
States section ------------ 213,
213, 1022
1022
710
710
for expenses,
expenses, additional, 1925
1925 -----High
High Temperatures,
Temperatures,
appropriation for
for investigating
investigating methods
methods
appropriation
of measurement
measurement and control
control
of
232, 1042
1042
of -------------------Highcliff Harbor,
Harbor, Wis.,
preliminary
examination, etc.,
of, to
to be
etc., of,
preliminary examination,
made-----------------1195
made
Highway
Bridge, D.
Highway Bridge,
D. C.,
appropriationforoperatingexpenses_ 550,
1227
550, 1227
appropriationforoperatingexpensesHighways,
Congress of,
Highways, Pan
Pan American Congress
delegates
appointed for
for particidelegates to
to be appointed
pating
------_-_ 1355
1355
pating in ---Public (see Federal Highway
Highways, Public
Highway
Act).
Act).
System, D.
Highways System,
D. C.,
C., Permanent,
Permanent,
appropriation for
surveys, etc
542, 1219
1219
etc------ 542,
for surveys,
appropriation
for
revision of
plans----------542, 1219
542,
1219
for revision
of plans
for
opening, extending
extending streets,
streets, etc.,
etc.,
for opening,
under
548, 1227
under-------------------- 548,1227
from District
revenues_ 548, 1227
wholly from
District revenuesHigley, Mary E. (widow),
pension
increased
1436
pension increased------------------1436
(widow),
Hill, Amanda L. (widow),
increased
1419
pension increased------------------1419
Hill, Eliza
Hill,
Eliza (widow),
pension
1421
pension---.----------------------

Hill,
Elizabeth C.
Page.
Hill, Elizabeth
C. R.
R. (widow),
(widow),
Page.
pension --------------------------1535
pension
Hill,
Ernest H.,
H.,
Hill, Ernest
pension
1402
1402
pension---------------------------Hill,
Ernest K.,
Hill, Ernest
K.,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for services__
services_ __
672
deficiency
672
Hill,
Hill, Neil F'.,
F.,
pension --------------------------1399
1399
pension
Hills,
Hills, David
David S.
S.,
pension
increased
1396
1396
pension increased------------------Hilo,
Hawaii,
Hilo, Hawaii,
improvement
of
harbor,
authorize&
1190
improvement of harbor, authorized-1190
Hilton, Fannie
Fannie E. (widow),
(widow),
Hilton,
pension
increased
1487
increased------------------1487
pension
Hilton Head
Head Military
Reservation, S.
S. C.,
C.,
Hilton
Military Reservation,
sale
authorized -------383
383
sale of
of abandoned,
abandoned, authorized
Hilton, Robert
Hilton,
Robert G.,
credit
accounts of--------------of
1575
1575
credit in
in accounts
Silty, Sarah
Sarah E.
E. (widow),
Hilty,
pension increased
1496
1496
pension
increased------------------Himes,Frank
C.,
Himes,
Frank a.,
pension increased
1385
pension
increased-----------------1385
Hinds
County, Miss.,
Hinds County,
Miss.,
may bridge
646
Jackson----- 28,
28, 646
may
bridge Pearl River,
River, Jackson
Hinds,
Julia A.
Hinds, Julia
A. (widow),
pension increased
1494
1494
pension
increased-----------------Hines,
Howard,
Hines, Howard,
pension increased-----------------increased
1386
1386
pension
Hinkle,
Hinkle, William
William D.
D.,
pension increased------------------increased
1393
pension
1393
Historic
Historic Forts,
Forts,
proclamation setting
setting aside
aside designated,
designated,
proclamation
national monuments
1968
1968
as national
monuments ---- _-Historical
Association, American,
American,
HistoricalAssociation,
appropriation for
for printing
printing and
and binding
binding
appropriation
annual report
report of
529
annual
of----- -------529
Historical Places,
Places, D.
D. C.,
Historical
appropriation
tablets to
mark__ 545,
545, 1222
1222
to mark__
for tablets
appropriation for
Hoar, Roger Sherman,
Hoar,
Sherman,
payment
to------------------------ 1562
1562
payment to
Hobbs, Colonel
Colonel Horace
Horace P., Army,
Army,
reimbursement to -----------------1552
reimbursement
Manufacturers' Railroad
Railroad ComHoboken Manufacturers'
pany,
pany,
sale of
stock of,
of stock
of, authorized
authorized to Port
Port of
sale
New York
984
984
New
York Authority
Authority ---------bonds
accepted in
in lieu of cash; operabonds accepted
984
tion of road to continue -------jurisdiction of
of Interstate
Interstate Commerce
Commerce
jurisdiction
Commission,
etc
984
984
Commission, etc-------------disposal
to other purchasers
purchasers
disposal of
of stock to
if
984
if terms, etc.,
etc., not
not agreed upon_
upon___ 984
of
985
of other
other than railroad property
property ----holding
corporations authorized
985
holding corporations
authorized ----985
sale,
985
sale, terms, etc ------------------985
no exemption
exemption of
of property
property from municmunicipal or State taxes
985
taxes-- --------985
Hofer, Elizabeth (daughter),
(daughter),
pension --------------------------1447
pension
1447
Hoff, Harry
Harry L.,
L.,
Hoff,
pension increased
1393
pension
increased------------------1393
(widow),
Hoffer, Lewvina
Lewvina (widow),
pension
pension---------------------------1426
Josephine (daughter),
Hoffman, Josephine
(daughter),
pension
increased-----------------pension increased
1449
Hogan,
Hogan, Catherine
Catherine (widow),
(widow),
1421
pension increased
increased -----------------Hog Cholera,
Cholera,
appropriation
treatfor investigating, treatappropriation for
ing,
etc
439, 829
829
439,
ing, etc-------------------Hogback Irrigation
Irrigation Project,
Project, N.
N. Mex.,
Mex.,
Hogback
appropriation
etc.,
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
appropriation for
of,
Navajo Reservation;
Reservation; rereof, on
on Navajo
payment
403, 1153
1153
payment ---------------for
maintenance, additional.
additional, 1925--1925._ _
707
for maintenance,
707
f
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Page.
Page.
Holder,
Page.
World War,
Page. Home
Service, World
Home Service,
A.,
Claude A.,
Holder, Claude
definition of term
122
term------------------1408
pension
increased ----------------pension increased
service credit allowed
allowed for ------------ 122
service
Holiday
Congress,
Holiday Recess of Congress,
Lands,
ordered
Entries, Public
Public Lands,
1609 Homestead
Homestead Entries,
1923 ------------------for 1923
ordered for
for
1614
additional issue of patent for, to Joseph
Joseph
1614
1924 ----------------------for 1924
S. Morgan-----------------Morgan
810
810
Holland
Netherlands).
(see Netherlands).
Holland (see
810
Allie M. Vickers
810
---Vickers------------Holland, Alice E.
E. (widow),
Holland,
1440
application for, allowed legal reprereprepension increased
increased------------------pension
811
811
Holland, Denis,
sentatives of Clyde R. Hiatt
Hiatt_-_
__
Denis,
Holland,
Montoya
1412
811
--------pension
increased
1412
Feles Montoya-------pension increased------------------authorized, J. G. Seupelt
Seupelt -----1362
----- 1362
Holland Harbor,
Harbor, Mich.,
Holland
children of Robert Zullig ---------812
to
preliminary
examination, etc., of, to
preliminary examination,
be made
made ------------------1502
1196
Barnes.. _
- 1502
issue of patents for, Ishmael J. Barnes
be
1598
children
Peterson
1598
Holland, John
John G.,
jr.,
children of Peder I. Peterson-_----Holland,
G., jr.,
810
services-_-__ 672
Guadalupe D. de Romero--------810
deficiency
appropriation for services_
Guadalupe
deficiency appropriation
810
810
J. Fox
Fox------------------Thomas J.
Holly, Helena
B. (widow),
(widow),
Helena B.
Holly,
810
pension
1462
810
Charles A. Kranich ------------increased------------------pension increased
810
810
Holman,
Joseph La Fond-----------------Fond
(widow),
A. (widow),
Mary A.
Holman, Mary
1494
811
Larson ----------------Karl T. Larson
pension
increased-----------------pension increased
Holman, Mrs.
Mrs. W. D.,
Mary A. McKee
- 810
810
D.,
McKee-------------Holman,
payment
estate of
Moses Sam810
810
Samof Moses
Hudson L. Mason --------------for estate
to, for
payment to,
810
810
------------uels
1588
Margaret
uelss--------Margaret E. Tindall ------------810
810
La.,
Wright---------------James A. Wright
Holmes Bayou, La.,
preliminary
examination,
etc.,
of,
be
to
be
validated, of
of Charley
811
N. Barnhart__
Barnhart -- __ 811
Charley N.
preliminary examination, etc., of,
validated,
1194
made
811
made----------------------Robert T. Freeland ----------Robert
811
811
Lee- ---------------------Holmes,
Clara (widow),
Orin Lee
Holmes, Clara
1497
811
pension
Peter Peterson--------Peterson
--------increased-----------------Peter
pension increased
J.,
John J.,
Holmes, John
Homesteads,
Homesteads,
1404
pension
pension--------------------------appropriation
classification, etc., of
appropriation for classification,
Holmes, Mary
Mary (widow),
(widow),
Holmes,
lands within national
national forests,
1463
pension
pension--------------------------etc., for-----------------for
445, 835
etc.,
Holmes, Richie
Richie A.
(widow),
A. (widow),
Holmes,
second entries, allowed,
allowed, if former in
in
pension
1519
pension ------------------------891
reservation -----Indian reservation
ceded Indian
Holmes, William
A.,
William A.,
Holmes,
Homesteads, Enlarged,
Homesteads,
Enlarged,
1396
pension
increased -----------------pension increased
appropriation
classifyappropriation for examining, classifyHolton,
(widow),
L. (widow),
Elma L.
Holton, Elma
for- 419, 1173
ing, etc.,
etc., lands suitable for__
pension
1470
1470
pension- --------------Homesteads, Stock Raising
Raising (see also Stock
Homesteads,
Holtz,
Holtz, Joseph,
Joseph,
Raising Homesteads),
Homesteads),
Raising
pension
increased
1395
pension increased-----------------correction in enrollment
enrollment of bill relating
Holy
Scriptures,
Holy Scriptures,
1611
to, directed
1611
directed----------------free
transmission
of,
etc.,
in
raised
raised
in
etc.,
of,
free transmission
Homosassa River, Fla.,
Homosassa
Fla.,
characters for
the blind, through
for the
characters
preliminary
preliminary examination, etc., of, to be
--------the
668
the mails
mails----------made
1194
1194
------made---------------Home
Bureau, Department
Department of
of
Economics Bureau,
Home Economics
Honduras,
Honduras,
Agriculture,
Agriculture,
appropriation for
to
206, 1015
1015
minister to-----for minister
appropriation
appropriation
for Chief
Chief of
of Bureau,
Bureau, and
and
appropriation for
proclamation declaring shipment
shipment of
proclamation
office personnel
personnel -----------455, 847
office
1942
arms
unlawful ------arms, etc., to, unlawful
for
investigating utilizing farm prodfor investigating
except
Secretary of
with consent of Secretary
except with
ucts in
847
455, 847
home----------- 455,
in the
the home
ucts
State -------------------1950
C.,
Infirm, D.
Home
and Infirm,
D. C.,
for Aged and
Home for
Honga River, Md.,
Md.,
appropriation for
salaries --------- 570, 1244 Honga
for salaries
appropriation
preliminary examination, etc., of, to be
for maintenance
1244
570, 1244
for
maintenance--------------- 570,
made
1192
made- --------------------for repairs
1244
improvements --- 570, 1244
and improvements
repairs and
for
Honolulu, Hawaii,
Hawaii,
Honolulu,
Home
C., Washington,
Washington,
D. C.,
Incurables, D.
for Incurables,
Home for
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for post office,
'
deficiency
indigent
appropriation
care of indigent
for care
appropriation for
etc., furniture-------------furniture
62, 761
etc.,
patients
568, 1242
patients --------------preliminary
examination, etc.,
etc., of, harpreliminary examination,
Home Ports
Ports of
of American
Vessels,
American Vessels,
Home
1197
bor to be made -------------owner
to specifically
fix; change
change perspecifically fix;
owner to
proclamation
Hawaii
proclamation transferring to Hawaii
948
mitted -----------------mitted
Territory title to old customcustomTerritory
to
register, etc
948
etc ---------in register,
shown in
to be
be shown
at----------------- 1978
house site at
recognition
of present
___
948
documents- --present documents..
recognition of
George W.,
W.,
Hook, George
bill
of sale,
assignment, etc.,
etc., not valid
sale, assignment,
bill of
1385
pension increased-----------------increased
against other
etc.,
grantor, etc.,
than grantor,
other than
against
(widow),
Rebecca (widow),
Hook, Rebecca
unless
recorded in
customhouse
in customhouse
unless recorded
1443
pension --------------------948
of
of-------------------------Hoopa Valley
Agency, Calif.,
Valley Agency,
Hoopa
record of, required
of bill of sale, etc.,
required of
record
etc., of
appropriation for support, etc.,
948
appropriation
in
documents
in new
new documents------------Indians at, from tribal funds_ 411, 1161
Indians
prior conveyances,
etc., declared
declared valid
valid
conveyances, etc.,
prior
Valley Indian
Calif.,
Hospital, Calif.,
Indian Hospital,
Hoopa Valley
port-if
documented at proper port
948 Hoopa
if documented
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
appropriation
retroactive
948
effect-----------------retroactive effect
of
408, 1159
of--------------------no
vested right
948
impaired ---------right impaired
no vested
Hoopa
Reservation, Calif.,
Indian Reservation,
Valley Indian
Hoopa Valley
in Ship
Mortgage Act,
Act, port of
of docShip Mortgage
in
appropriation for irrigation
irrigation project
project
umentation deemed
deemed home
port
948
appropriation
948
home port.umentation
400, 1151
on ---------------------- 400,1151
navigation
laws and
and Ship
Mortgage
Ship Mortgage
navigation laws
road, Hoopa
Hoops, to Weitchpec
Weitchpec on; refor road,
Act amended
to conform
conform herehereamended to
Act
413
OQAe
i---th
novmentpayment
413
with
948
-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - y-i _ A
Wlbll------------------------O
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Hoover,
Page.
HorticulturalOrganizations,
Horticultural
Page.
Organizations,
Hoover, Mary
Mary Jane
Jane (widow),
(widow),
rag.
Page.
pension increased------------------increased
from income
income tax
tax ----------- _
282
exempt from
1511
282
Hoover, Samuel F.,
F.,
Horton
(widow).
Horton,: Elizabeth
Elizabeth (widow).
pension ------------------------ _ 1404
pension --------------------------1407
1404
1407
Hope and
and Help
Help Mission,
Horton, Flora,
Flora,
Mission, D. C.,
Horton,
appropriation
women and
and
appropriation for care of women
patent to, of land in Louisiana occupied
children
1244
children----------------- 570, 1244
in good faith, etc------------etc
1593
1593
Hope, Nellie
Nellie A.
A. (widow),
Hosier,
(widow),
Hosier, Minnie (widow),
pension ------------------_------1434
pension-pension ----------------------1447
1447
Hopi Indian
Reservation, Ariz.,
Indian Reservation,
Hospital Facilities,
Facilities, Veterans'
Hospital
Veterans' Bureau,
Bureau,
appropriation for developing
appropriation
developing water
available for veterans
veterans of Spanish War,
Navajo and Hopi
supply for Navajo
Philippine
Philippine Insurrection,
Insurrection, Boxer
Boxer
Indians
Indians on--------------on
400, 1150
rebellion, or World
World War,
with
War, with
repayment-------------------repayment
1150
specified
diseases
620
specified diseases------------620
for miscellaneous
miscellaneous irrigation
irrigation projects
projects
former appropriation,
appropriation, etc.,
etc., for,
for, extended
extended
on --------------------...- 1151
1151
to June 30, 1926------------1926
1317
1317
Indians, Ariz.,
Hopi Indians,
Hospital Matrons
Hospital
Matrons, Army,
Army,
appropriation for water supply on reappropriation
appropriation
Matrons,
appropriation
servations;
400, 1150
896
for pay
pay------------- 482, 896
servations; reimbursable__
reimbursable ---__ 400,
1150
for education,
education, etc1155
---------------- 1155 Hospitals,
Army,
Hospitals, Army,
for water supply for, additional,
appropriation for construction
appropriation
construction, repairs,
repairs,
1925 ------------------- 707
etc., of post and general
general ---489,
904
etc.,
489, 904
Hopkins, Mrs.
Hopkins,
Mrs. John
John P.,
P.,
Hot Springs, Ark --------.-489,
489, 904
payment to, for death of husband---husband
1558
deficiency
appropriation for construcdeficiency appropriation
construcHopkins, Nathan
Nathan E.,
E.,
tion and repair ------_-__-_ 699, 762
762
pension ---------__--------------1432 Hospitals,
Hospitals, etc., for Veterans'
Veterans' Bureau
Bureau PaPaHopkins,
M.
(widow),
Hopkins, Sarah
Sarah
tients,
tients,
pension
pension increased
1431
increased-----------------1431
deficiency
appropriation for additional
additional
deficiency appropriation
Horn
Harbor, Va.,
Horn Harbor,
facilities, etc
681
etc-----------_----preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., of, to be
additional, to be provided by the Dimade 193
--------------------- 1
1193
rector
389
rector-----------_---------389
Harry
Horry County, S. C.
C.,
permanent training school for the
authorized across Kingston
bridge authorized
Kingston
blind
389
blind----------------------_
389
Lake, at Conway
Conway by
5
Lake,
by--------5
by purchase, etc.
etc., of existing plants
plants__ 390
390
construction
etc.,
on
Lumber River near Nichols, by
construction on Government owned,
owned,
South Carolina,
Carolina, Marion
Marion County,
or acquired sites------------sites
390
390
and-----------and
12
--------12
recreational
390
recreational centers
centers-- ----------_ 390
Pee Dee River, at Yawhannah,
Yawhannah, by
donations may be accepted--------_
accepted
390
390
Georgetown County
Georgetown
County and ------4
4
construction,
requireconstruction, location, etc., requireWaccamaw River, by ------------Waccamaw
19
19
ments--------.---------_
390
_
390
Horse Meat (see Equine Meat).
Horse
Government owned buildutilization of Government
Horses,
Horses,
ings, etc-----------_-------_
etc
390
crossing
boundary line readmitted
crossing boundary
readmitted free
transfers to Bureau by Executive
of duty; condition
condition----------- 2,
2, 963
order ---------------------390
_
390
Horses, Army,
Army,
amount authorized
390
authorized to be appropriated_
appropriated_
390
appropriation for purchase
appropriation
purchase of 901
------ 487,
487, 901
allowance
allowance from, for technical assistassistallowance
allowance for breeding
breeding riding__
_ 487,
487, 901
901
riding___
ance, supplies, etc------etc
---- _ 390
390
limit; contracts;
contracts; purchase
purchase at
further facilities
facilities in Bureau hospitals
hospitals
posts --------------------- 487,901
487, 901
rather than in temporary
temporary instistandard
standard required
required -----------487, 901
tutions, authorized
authorized----------- 1212
1212
purchase
purchase of native horses for
for
purchase of existing plants, etcetc --1212
1212
forces in China--------------China
902
construction on Government, or acconstruction
no polo ponies except for Military
Military
quired sites ---------------- 1212
1212
Academy----------------- 487, 902
Academy
buildings, equipment,
equipment, etc.,included_ 1212
1212
donations
donations accepted of breeding
breeding
accommodation for personnel;
recaccommodation
personnel; recanimals ------------------- 487, 902
reational centers
1213
centers -----------1213
annual report of all expenditures,
expenditures,
acceptance of donations
donations for-------for
1213
1213
etc., required --------.--.-. 487, 902
location, etc., subject to approval
location
approval of
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for --------1350
1350
the President
President---------------1213
1213
Horses, etc.,
utilization of Government-owned
Government-owned buildbuilddomestic,
domestic, straying, etc., across boundboundings, etc
etc ------------------1213
1213
ary before May 1,
1, 1924, adtransfers to bureau by Executive
mitted free of duty if returned
order
1213
order------------..
1213
prior to December
December 31,
1924_ _
31, 1924.--22
construction, etc., as determined
construction,
determined by
by the
the
duties paid
paid on,
after
on, returned
returned after
President------.---------_
- 1213
1213
March 1,
1, 1923,
1923, to be returned__
returned
22
employment
employment of Government
Government technical
technical
straying, etc., across boundary
straying,
boundary before
before
personnel
personnel in --------------1213
1213
May 1,
1, 1925, admitted free of
of
outside agencies
1213
agencies -------------1213
returned prior to
duty if returned
Deto Deamount authorized
authorized for the additional,
cember 31,
963
31, 1925
1925------ ------963
etc --------------------1213
1213
duties
duties paid on, returned
returned after DeDeproportional allotment for technical
cember 30,
963
30, 1924, to
to be
be returned_
returned_
963
and clerical services,
services, etc ------1213
1213
Horticultural,etc., Investigations,
Horticultural,
Investigations,
completing program for, no other
after completing
other
appropriation for
442,
832
appropriation
for----------------- 442, 832
than Bureau, etc.,
etc., hospitals to
studies
studies of condition of vegetables
vegetables in
in
be
1213
he used -----------------1213
transporting.
storage.
etc - 442.
832
transporting, storage,
442,
832
exceptioninextreme
--exception
in extreme emergency
1213
_
emergency cases_
cases_ 1213
-
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Hospitals
Indians,
Page.
for Indians,
Hospitalsfor
appropriation for
for maintenance
maintenance and
and
appropriation
operation ---------------408, 1158
408,
1158
operation
Hospitals,
Public Health
Service,
Health Service,
Hospitals, Public
appropriation for
maintenance, etc__
75, 774
774
etc __ _ 75,
for maintenance,
appropriation
for
salaries, etc.,
adetc., maintenance
maintenance of, adfor salaries,
ditional, 1925
710
710
ditional,
1925---------------deficiency
appropriation for
maintefor maintedeficiency appropriation
nance
58,
58, 701
701
nance --------------------Hot Springs
Springs Army
Army and
and Navy
Ark.,
Navy Hospital,
Hospital,Ark.,
Hot
appropriation for
for construction,
construction, repairs,
repairs,
appropriation
etc
489, 904
904
etc----------------------- 489,
for
medical supplies
supplies ------------- 493, 909
909
for medical
for
Rock National
National
Little Rock
for burying
burying in
in Little
Cemetery, ex-soldiers,
ex-soldiers, etc.,
Cemetery,
etc., dying
dying
in
512, 927
512,
927
in ---------------------Hot Springs
Park, Ark.,
Ark.,
National Park,
Hot
Springs National
423, 1177
appropriation
for protection,
protection, etc--etc_ __ 423,
appropriation for
acceptance
donated for
of lands
lands donated
acceptance of
addition
to-----------------423
addition to
708
for
protection, additional,
1925
708
additional, 1925----for protection,
Hot Springs,
Dak.,
Hot
Springs, S.
S. Dak.,
appropriation
Volunteer
for expenses,
expenses, Volunteer
appropriation for
Soldiers'
Home
518,
932
518, 932
Soldiers' Home-----------deficiency
for expenses,
expenses,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
Volunteer Soldiers'
Home..---___ 53,
53, 1346
1346
Soldiers' Home
Volunteer
Hotchkiss,
Kissire (widow),
Hotchkiss, Kissire
(widow),
pension
1492
1492
pension -------------------------Hotel
Workers, 11
C.,
Hotel for
for Government
Government Workers,
D. C.,
appropriation
for maintenance,
maintenance, operaappropriation for
tion,
528,
1203
528, 1203
etc ---------------tion, etc
Hotels,
Hotels, D.
D. C.,
C.,
rates
charges, etc.,
etc., to
to be
be posted
posted in
in
of charges,
rates of
each room
room ---------------121
121
each
121
penalty for
for exceeding,
exceeding, etc---------etc
penalty
Houck,
Pheby (widow),
(widow),
Houck, Pheby
1506
pension
pension--------------------------Hough,
Avilla (widow),
Hough, Avilla
pension increased
1520
1520
increased ----------------pension
Houghtaling,
E. (widow),
Sarah E.
(widow),
Houghtaling, Sarah
1463
pension
1463
pension--------------------------Housatonic
River, Conn.,
Conn. :
Housatonic River,
preliminary
examination,
etc.,
of,
to
be
of,
to
be
etc.,
preliminary examination,
made --------------------1192
made
House,
Elizabeth (widow),
(widow),
House, Elizabeth
1463
pension
pension-------------------------House
Detention, D.
D. C.,
C.,
of Detention,
House of
appropriation
expenses -----560,
1235
560, 1235
for expensesappropriation for
for maintedeficiency
appropriation for
maintedeficiency appropriation
nance
679
679
nance----------------------House
Representatives,
of Representatives,
House of
appropriation
compensation of
for compensation
appropriation for
Members,
Delegates, and
Resiand ResiMembers, Delegates,
dent Commissioners
1289
581, 1289
dent
Commissioners-------- 581,
for
mileage, etc--------------etc
582, 128w
1280
582,
for mileage,
for
Digest of
of
Digest
office,
Speaker's office,
for Speaker's
Rules ---------------- 582, 1290
582,1290
Rules
for
chaplain
582 1290
1290
582,
for chaplain----------------1290
for
Clerk of
the House,
clerks, etc_
582, 1290
etc- 582,
House, clerks,
of the
for Clerk
for
to commitcommitand janitors
janitors to
for clerks
clerks and
582, 1290
tees -------------------1290
tees
the
service of
clerks, under
under Clerk of the
service
of clerks,
House,
close of Congress._ 583,
1291
583, 1291
House, after
aftercloseofCongress_
of janiappointments and
janiand duties
duties of
appointments
tors;
service under
under Doorkeeper,
Doorkeeper,
tors; service
at
of Congress
Congress ------- 583,
1291
583, 1291
at close
close of
1291
for Sergeant
at Arms,
Arms, deputy,
etc- 583,
583, 1291
deputy, etc_
for
Sergeant at
for police
force, House
House Office
Office Buildfor
police force,
ing
583,
583, 1292
ing -------------------special employee,
for Doorkeeper,
Doorkeeper, special
for
584, 1292
1292
et
c
etc----------------------messengers, laborers,
584, 1292
1292
etc------ 584,
laborers, etc
messengers,
45822°-voi.
52
43-Tr 22-52
45822°-VoL 43-yr
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House of
appropriation
foldfor superintendent,
superintendent, foldappropriation for
ing
etc ------------584. 1292
1292
584.
ing room,
room, etc
pages, etc
584, 1292
584,
1292
etc ----------------pages,
superintendent, document
document room,
room,
superintendent,
etc
584, 1292
1292
etc..-------------------- 584,
1292
for Joel
Joel Grayson
584, 1292
Grayson ------------for
for minority
employees
584,
584, 1292
1292
for
minority employees--------for special
special employees
584,
584, 1292
1292
employees---------for
appointment
successors
584, 1292
1292
584,
of successors---.
appointment of
for office
office of
of Majority
Leader.. 584,
584, 1292
1292
Floor Leader_
Majority Floor
for
for clerks,
clerks, etc.,
conference minorminoretc., conference
for
ity
584, 1292
584,
1292
ity -------------------for
majority and
miand mifor messengers,
messengers, majority
nority
584, 1293
584,
1293
rooms -----nority caucus
caucus rooms
for postmaster,
postmaster, assistant,
assistant, etc_
1293
etc ---__ _ 584, 1293
for
for official
585, 1293
1293
etc-------- 585,
official reporters,
reporters, etc
for
for stenographers
stenographers to
585, 1293
1293
to committees
committees-- 585,
for
"during
session" to
mean
to mean
the session"
"during the
585
121 days
days -----------------121
"during the
the session"
session" to
mean 206
to mean
206
"during
days
1293
-1293
---------days--------for clerk
clerk hire,
hire, Members,
Delegates,
Members, Delegates,
for
and Resident
Commissioners._ 585,
585, 1293
1293
and
Resident Commissionersfor contingent
contingent expenses,
for
materials for
expenses, materials
for
folding, etc-------------etc
585, 1293
585,
1293
folding,
585, 1293
for furniture
furniture and
repairs
and repairs-------for
issue of
issue
of chairs,
chairs, tables,
tables, etc.,
etc., by Supply Committee
without chargecharge__585
585
Committee without
ply
for reconstructing
reconstructing office
585
office furniture__
furniture_ - _ 585
for
for packing
packing boxes
boxes ------------585,
585, 1293
1293
for
for miscellaneous
miscellaneous items
585, 1293
1293
items------- - 585,
for
for expenses,
and select
select comcomspecial and
for
expenses, special
1293
585,
mittees
585 1293
mittees-----------------for stationery
stationery -------------585, 1293
585,
1293
for
1294
for
postage stamps
stamps ------------ 585, 1294
for postage
for
automobile for
Speaker ----585, 1294
585,
1294
for Speaker
for automobile
for folding
folding ----- ----------585, 1294
1294
585,
for
for
services rendered
to
rendered to
designated services
for designated
1294
the
585,
585, 1294
Clerk-------------the Clerk
deficiency
widow of
of
for widow
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
J. C.
Cantrill -----------33
33
-C. Cantrill
J.
33
for
of H.
Garland Dupr
Dupre ---H. Garland
mother of
for mother
33
for
widow of
V. Ganly----------Ganly
of J.
J. V.
for widow
• for
widow of
of B.
B. G.
G. Humphreys
33
Humphreys----for widow
for
widow of
of Claude
Claude Kitchin------Kitchin
33
for widow
for widow
widow of
of L.
L. W.
W. Mott
33
33
Mott---------for
33
for widow
widow of
of J.
J. W.
W. Rainey
Rainey -------for
for widow
widow of
of D.
Riordan
34
34
J. Riordan--------D. J.
for
for widow
widow of
of L.
L. E.
34
E. Sawyer
Sawver -------for
for widow
widow of
of J.
J. M.
C. Smith
34
34
Smith -----M. C.
for
34
for widow
widow of
of J.
J. R.
34
R. Tyson
Tyson --------for
754
for widow
widow of
of William
754
Greene---William S. Greene
for
for
widow of
of Julius
Julius Kahn---------Kahn
754
754
for widow
widow of Edward
Edward C.
C. Little..--754
for widow
1314
for sister
sister of
E. Mudd
1314
Mudd----of Sydney
Sydney E.
for
for miscellaneous
miscellaneous items
and special
special
items and
for
and select
committees -------- 34,
673
34, 673
select committees
and
for
stationery
1315
--- 34,
34, 1315
for stationery--------.......
34
for
compiling contested
contested election
election cases.
cases_
34
for compiling
late
for
expenses attending
funeral of
of late
attending funeral
for expenses
President Warren
G. Harding_
34
34
Harding -_
Warren G.
President
34
for
34
for folding
folding -------------------60
expenses----------for
contingent expenses
for contingent
for
contested election
election expenses
expenses ----673,
673,
for contested
754, 1314
1314
754,
673
for
furniture,
etc
673
for furniture, etc----------------673
673
for
stenographers to
to committees_
--committees _
for stenographers
for expenses
of Joint
Joint Committee
on
Committee on
expenses of
for
Inaugural
Ceremonies, 1925--..
1925_ ___ 753
753
Inaugural Ceremonies,
for portrait
portrait of
of Speaker
H.
Frederick H.
Speaker Frederick
for
Gillett
1314
1314
Gillett --------------------for substitute
substitute telephone
telephone operator
1315
1315
operator --for
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Page.
positions and salaries established
established of
positions
of secsecfour Members to be appointed
appointed on LexLexretary to the Speaker, clerk to
ington-Concord
ington-Concord Sesquicentennial
Sesquicentennial
the Speaker's
Speaker's table
table and preparpreparCommission --________------_
749
ing Digest of the Rules, messenMecklenburg
Sesquicentennial ComMecklenburg Sesquicentennial
gers
149
gers-----------------------__
149
mission -___----------_______ 1267
Chaplain ---.--- _______- -- _--__
Chaplain
joint meeting of
and, oror149
of the Senate and,
Clerk of the House, journal clerk
dered for
for December
6, 1923_
___ 1609
1609
dered
December 6,
1923-__
clerks ----and other specified
specified clerks
149
for February 27, 1924, for memorial
memorial
librarian, assistant clerks, etc
librarian,
150
etc---service to late
1609
150
late President
President Harding_
Harding_ 1609
messengers,
messengers, telephone
telephone operators, lafor December
December 15, 1924, for memorial
memorial
borers-------borers
----------150
President Wilservice to former President
and janitors
janitors
clerks, assistant clerks, and
son -----------------------. 1614
1614
to designated
designated committees ----150
February 11,
150
for February
11, 1925,
1925, for
for counting
counting
Sergeant at Arms, Deputy, cashier,
Sergeant
the electoral vote ------------1615
1615
etc---------------.---.-__
etc
151
Member-elect of Sixty-ninth Congress to
Member-elect
to
151
police force, House Office Building
be appointed
appointed on Commission
Commission in
under-.. ____________________
under
151
Control of
Building_ 1259
1259
of House
House Office
Office Building_
Doorkeeper, special employees, superMembers of the Ways
Members
Ways and Means Comintendent of House
House press gallery,
mittee, elected to the 69th ConConetc -----------------151
_____
_151
gress, authorized
revise the
authorized to revise
messengers,
messengers, laborers, etc -------.
151
151
revenue laws; appropriation_
revenue
appropriation--__ 1315
1315
folding room superintendent,
superintendent, foldproceedings
Grand Army of
proceedings of Grand
of the
the ReReers, etc --------.. ___________
151
public, United Spanish War
War
pages------...-------...-----Pages
151
151
Veterans, and American Legion
document room superintendent,
superintendent, asasencampments, to be printed
printed as
encampments,
as
sistants, etc----______----__etc
151
151
473
House documents
documents -----------.
473
special employee, Joel Grayson ____
151
151
provisions relating
relating to corrupt practices
practices
employees---_____----___
minority employees
151
151
in elections
electrons to---------------to
1070
1070
assistant foreman
foreman of folding
folding room--room__ _
151
151
salaries
salaries for December,
December, 1923,
1923, to
paid
to be
be paid
named laborers
151
--.--------.151
December
December 20th-_------------20th
11
clerk, under direction
direction of Clerk of the
the
for December,
December , 1924, to be paid DeDeHouse ---------.----.----151
151
cember 26th
718
20th ---------------718
appointment
appointment of successors
successors to five
subcommittee
subcommittee of Judiciary
Judiciary Committee
preceding employees
employees -------151
preceding
151
designated
designated to investigate
investigate official
clerks, etc.,
etc., office of Majority Floor
conduct of Judge George
George W.
W.
Leader ----------------152
English, eastern
eastern district
IlliEnglish,
district of
of IlliConference Minority
Minority clerks,
Conference
clerks, etc.; apnois------------.---------- _ 1258
1258
pointment 152
_________
----- _-152
scope and authority
authority conferred;
conferred; exexmessengers --------caucus rooms
rooms messengers
152
152
penses from
fund_
_
_
1258
penses
from contingent
contingent fund-_1258
Postmaster,
Postmaster, assistant, messengers,
report to Sixty-ninth
Sixty-ninth Congress
1259
Congress ---1259
etc -----------------__----152 House Office Budding,
Building,
official reporters
reporters of proceedings
proceedings and
appropriation for police force
force------ 583, 1292
appropriation
debates, assistant transcribers,
transcribers,
for elevator conductors
conductors ---------587,
587, 1295
1295
and janitor
janitor -------__----.-__152
for care of grounds, etc
587
152
etc ----------587
stenographers
stenographers to committees, and
1295
for maintenance, etc ----------- 587,
587, 1295
janitor --------------------152
152
appointment
appointment of Member-elect
Member-elect to
the
to the
clerk hire for Members, Delegates,
Delegates,
Sixty-ninth Congress to be apResident Commissioners-__
and Resident
Commissioners.. __
152
152
pointed on Commission for
Confor Conpersonal
152
personal salary limit _-__..._-152
trol of ----------.-----..--125
_
125
additional
additional Member
Member to be appointed on
General
General Supply Committee
Committee to furnish
Lexington
Lexington --Concord
Concord SesquicenSesquicenchairs, typewriter
typewriter stands, etc.,
etc.,
tennial Commission
Commission ------- __963
for use of ------------------585
585
appointment
appointment on Washington
Washington BicentenBicentenpositions
positions and pay established of police
nial Birthday
Birthday Commission, of
force for ------------------151
151
Speaker of, ex officio
officio --------671 Mount,
Housel, David,
of four Representatives
Representatives -__---___671
671
pension
pension ------------------.------1421
1421
compensation of Speaker, Representacompensation
RepresentaHousing
Corporation, United
Housing Corporation,
United States,
States,
tives, Delegates, and Resident
Resident
appropriation
appropriation for salaries;
salaries; pay
pay rereCommissioners
March 4,
Commissioners after March
4,
striction -----------_----. 525,
striction
525, 1203
1203
. -----------1925
1301
1301
for contingent expenses
525,
1203
expenses ------_
525,
1203
available ---------___
1313
immediately available
1313
for printing and binding for .--525,
1204
525, 1204
Congressional documents printed
after
Congressional
printed after
for appraisal of property; colleccollecexpiration of term of Member
Member
tions --- _--------------_
1204
_ 525,
525, 1204
or Delegate, to be delivered to
to
for operating, etc., Government
Government hotel,
hotel,
successor-------_--__------___
successor
24
24
etc., for Government workers,
workers,
balance remaining
remaining to credit, must be
Washington, D.
Washington,
D. C.; pay
pay restricrestrictaken prior to convening
convening of next
----------------.
525, 1203
tion
Congress
Congress -------- ___-___-____
24
24
maintenance of unsold propfor maintenance
five Members to be appointed on joint
joint
erty -------------------- 525, 1204
committee to investigate Northfor expenses of sold property_
property --525, 1204
1204
525,
ern Pacific land grants-------grants
462
462
offset of equitable claims alalfour Members
to
Members
be appointed
appointed on Bun_----_ 526, 1204
lowed ------------ker Hill Sesquicentennial
Sesquicentennial Comno prior appropriations
appropriations to be used
used
mission ------------1099
purposes --- _---526, 1204
for these purposes
526.
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Page.
Corporation,
United
States—
Page.
StatesCorporation, United
Continued.
Continued.
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for operating
deficiency
Government Hotels fiscal year,
Government
1923
36
1923-----------------------36
for fiscal year 1924 ----------for judgments,
judgments, United
court
United States court
for
under
53
under -------------------55
for contingent expenses -----------for
housing for
for war needs -------- 55, 697
for housing
for
680
ground rent ---------------for ground
may
to
damages to
for collision damages
suit for
bring suit
may bring
York" in dis"New York"
ferryboat "New
court
1568
trict court-----------------Housing for War Needs,
Housing
60, 697
deficiency appropriation
for
appropriation for-------deficiency
Houston,
Barbara L.
(daughter),
L. (daughter),
Houston, Barbara
1482
pension -------------------------pension
Houston Ship Channel,
Channel, Tex.,
Houston
1187
improvement of, authorized
authorized --------improvement
Houston, Tex.,
Tex. ,
Houston,
payments
directed to designated perpayments directed
sons
mutinous
sons growing out of mutinous
negro
at
negro soldiers at------------appropriation
for
appropriation for----------------etc-limitation on fees to attorneys, etc
collecting greater
greater amount uncollecting
punishment
lawful; punishment-------Howard, Martha
Martha A. (widow),
(widow),
Howard,
increased-----------------pension increased
Howard University,
University, D. C.,
Howard

appropriation for
maintenance, etc.,
for maintenance,
appropriation

of
of------------------------ 430,
430,
for medical
department
medical department-------for
construction
building if
construction of new building
equipment
equipment provided by alumni,
etc
etc------------------------for
apparatus for
and apparatus
materials and
for materials
laboratories, etc ---------- 430,
laboratories,
430,
for improvement
grounds
of grounds----improvement of
for
430,
for fuel
fuel and light
----light --for
trustees authorized
authorized to acquire
acquire desigdesigtrustees
nated tracts
tracts of land for athletic
nated
field,
etc
field, etc-------------------no
special appropriation
appropriation or Federal
no special
liability
therefor ------------liability thereforadjacent
streets and
and alleys declared
declared
adjacent streets
closed
closed----------------------reconveyance
plot in McMillan
McMillan
of plot
to, of
reconveyance to,
Park
Park ----------------------payment for --------------------no street
closed until
until abutting property
street closed
no
acquired --------------------acquired
until land
land dedicated
to the District
dedicated to
until
for
extension
of designated
designated
for
streets
streets----------------------easements in
in areas of closed
closed streets
easements
etc--_
to
in the District, etc_
remain in
to remain
Howe,
(widow),
Emma E. (widow),
Howe, Emma
pension
pension -------------------------Howe, George
George M.,
pension
pension ----------------- ---------Howe,
Leona
Howe, Leona G. (widow),
pension increased
increased -----------------pension
Howe, Nettie
Nettie M. (widow),
Howe,
pension increased------------------increased
pension
Howe,
Sarah E.
E. (widow),
(widow),
Howe, Sarah
pension
pension -------------------------J.,
Howell, Dudley J.
pension increased
increased------------------pension
Howell,.
(widow),
J. (widow),
Sarah J.
Howell, Sarah
pension
k__

inrasn-ifn increased

----------- - -

--------

-

-

1577
1577
1578
1578
1578
1578

1478
1183
1183
1183
1183
1183
1183
632
632
632
632
632

632
632
632
632
1389
1442
1485
1465
1506

1391
1521
1521

-

--

Page.
Howell,
Page.
and Company, B. H.,
Howell, Son and
proclamation
ordering payment to, for
proclamation ordering
by
losses
on
sugar
importations
importations
losses
them
1912
them---------------------Y.,
I., N. Y.,
Howland
Howland Hook, S. I.,
authorized across Arthur Kill,
bridge authorized
1094
from
to
Elizabeth, N. J., to-----from Elizabeth,
Howland, Samuel P.,
Howland,
1534
pension increased
increased -----------------Howley, Patrick
Patrick (son),
Howley,
pension --------------------------1463
pension
Hoyle, Fanny
Fanny De Russy (widow),
(widow),
pension
1401
pension-------------------------McCabe,
Hoyt,
alias James
James McCabe,
James H., alias
Hoyt, James
1510
pension
1510
--------------pension----Hubbard,
Fanny M. (widow),
Hubbard, Fanny
1512
pension
1512
pension ------------------------(widow),
Hubbard,
Hubbard, Mary (widow),
1506
pension
pension------------------------Hubbard, Rachel
(widow),
Rachel (widow),
Hubbard,
1440
pension
increased------------------pension increased
0. (widow),
Sophronia0.
Hubble, Sophronia
pension -----------------------1468
pension
A. (widow),
Huckaba, Mary
(widow),
Mary A.
Huckaba,
pension
1517
pension------------------------Hudson,
E. (widow),
Della E.
Hudson, Della
pension
1462
pension-------------------------(daughter),
Hudson,
Hudson, Lilly (daughter),
pension
1424
pension---------------------------Hudson
Hudson River,
bridge
across, New York
authorized across,
bridge authorized
1094
J------Fort Lee, N. J
to Fort
City to
10
Poughkeepsie,
Y
Poughkeepsie, N. Y--------------improvement
authorized --------- -1186
1186
improvement of, authorized
of channel
channel at Weehawken
Weehawken and Edgeof
1186
J
1186
water, N. J-----------------preliminary
examination, etc., of, to be
preliminary examination,
made, below Hudson
1192
Hudson-------made,
for removing
removing rock
Poughkeepsie
1192
at Poughkeepsie-rock at
for
for deepening
deepening channel, Haverstraw
for
Bay
1192
Bay----------------------at
Ossining-------------------1192
at Ossining
ship
Great Lakes -----1196
canal from Great
ship canal
to
Castleton to
time extended
extended for bridging, Castleton
time
8
Schodack Landing, N. Y
Y ---8
Schodack
Hudson River Connecting
Railroad CorCorConnecting Railroad
Hudson
poration,
poration,
extended for bridging
bridging Hudson
Hudson
time extended
88
River
by-------------------River by
Hudson,
Hudson, Robert P.,
exchange of lands with, for former
exchange
Point of Woods Range
Lights_ -_
357
Range Lights
Point
conditions_
358
conditions---------------------Hudspeth, Philip,
Philip,
Hudspeth,
1375
payment
damages----------or damages
payment to, for
(daughter),
Huey, Belle (daughter),
1512
pension
1512
--------------pension-------Huff, Helen
L. (widow),
Helen L.
Huff,
1531
pension
increased ------------------pension increased
Huffman, Esther
Esther M. (widow),
Huffman,
1506
pension
1506
pension-------------------------Huffman,
A. (widow),
(widow),
Mary A.
Huffman, Mary
pension
increased ------------------ 1444
pension increased
Hughes, Anna E. (widow),
Hughes,
1442
pension
1442
-.----------pension.------------Hughes, Honorable
Honorable Charles
Charles E.,
Hughes,
joint
session of the two Houses of Conjoint session
gress,
for memorial
memorial address on
gress, for
1609
late
President Harding
Harding by --late President
the
printing ordered
the eulogy on the
of the
ordered of
printing
1610
late
by
1610
President Harding by-late President
thanks
of Congress
Congress presented to, for
for
thanks of
address on
President
late President
the late
on the
address
1610
Harding
1610
Harding--------------------
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Hughes County, S. Dak.,
Dak.,
across Missouri
bridge authorized
authorized across
Missouri River
River
between Stanley County and__between
and __
101
101
Hughes,
Hughes, Walter,
Walter,
pension--- ..-----..pension
1381
_____---___--_
1381
Hugo,
Hugo, Okla.,
terms of court at; rooms to be provide&
provided_ 945
Hull,
Hull, Mass.,
Mass.,
sale of Fort Revere reservation
1111
reservation to
to----. 1111
Hull,
Hull, Olive (widow),
pension increased
pension
increased -----------------1527
Calif.,
Humboldt, Calif.,
preliminary examination,
to be
be
preliminary
examination, etc.,
etc., to
made of, harbor and bay
bay -----1196
Humidors, Smokers',
Humidors,
excise tax on, sold by producer,
producer, etc
etc_--- _ 323
323
(widow),
Humphrey, Alta (widow),
pension --------- _________________ 1514
1514
Humphrey, May V.
V. (widow),
(widow),
pension ------------------------ __
1478
Humphrey,
(widow),
Humphrey, Semantha
Semantha B.
B. (widow),
increased------------------pension increased
1503
1503
Humphreys, B. G., late a
Humphreys,
a Representative
in
Representative in
Congress,
Congress,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for pay
deficiency
pay to
to
widow of -----------33
widow
33
Humphreys Creek,
Creek, Md.,
time extended
extended for bridging, near Sparrows Point, Md .----- __--1184
Humphreys, Elizabeth
Elizabeth M. (widow),
pension -- _---------_ ______
pension
1530
------ -1530
Hungary,
Hungary,
appropriation for minister to ----- 206, 1015
appropriation
claims against, under treaty, to be
determined by Mixed Claims
determined
Commission,
Commission, United States and
GermanyGermany ---_---___ __-1339
---1339
settlement of indebtedness
indebtedness of, made by
World
World War Foreign Debt Commission, approved
approved -----------136
136
funding of principal and accrued in136
terest in bonds
bonds--------------136
payable in installments
installment&--136
principal payable
136
prior payments
payments allowed ------.-_
136
136
interest rates and dates
dates of payment_
136
136
additional
accepted for acadditional bonds accepted
accrued------crued
....137
payable of interest
interest or principal in
securiticsgold or United States securities..
137
137
security
security required
required for payment
137
payment.-----..
137
cooperation with other
release of, on cooperation
creditor nations
137
creditor
nations---------137
for financing
financing immediate reconstruction needs------------__
needs
137
137
decision of Secretary
Secretary of
subject to decision
137
the Treasury
Treasury---------.137
Hungerford,
Hungerford, Anson A.,
pension
1459
------ .-----1459
Hunt, Eva R. (widow),
pension -------------.-----. __.
1425
Hunt, Geston
Geston P.,
P.,
credit in postal, etc.,
etc., accounts-------accounts
1415
1415
H unt, James,
Hunt,
James,
1404
pension ---------------_----__-_____
1404
Hunt, Samantha
Samantha J.
J. (widow),
pension increased ---------------1423
_
1423
Hunter,
Hunter, Angeline G. (widow),
(widow),
pension increasedincreased _-----__-------__
1484
Hunter,
Isabella (widow),
Hunter, Isabella
increased------------------pension increased
1460
1460
Hunter,
Hunter, Reuben R.,
injuries------------payment to, for injuries
1563
Hunter,
Hunter, Theresa
Theresa A.
A. (widow),
pension increasedincreased ----------1532
1532

Huntington
Huntington and Ohio
Bridge Company,
Page.
Ohio Bridge
Page
may bridge Ohio River, Huntington,
Huntington,
W. Va ------------------792
Huntington, W. Va.,
Huntington,
bridge authorized
792
authorized across Ohio River
River at..
at_
792
Huntley Irrigation
IrrigationProject,
Project, Mont.,
appropriation for maintenance,
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
of ---------------------- 417,
417, 1166
1166
Huntley-Richardson
Huntley-Richardson Lumber
Lumber Company,
Creek, at Eddy Lake,
Lake,
may bridge Bull Creek,
S. C
C ----------------804
804
Hurd,
Anna
B.
(widow),
Hurd, Anna B. (widow),
pension
1463
pension-------------------------1463
Hurd,
A. (widow),
Hurd, Laura
Laura A.
pension increased
1442
increased------------------1442
Hurst,
Fred,
Hurst, Fred,
payment to, for injuries
injuries ------------ 1363
1363
Hurst,
J. (widow),
(widow),
Hurst, Olive J.
pension
1523
pension-------------------------_
1523
Hurtt,
Hurtt, George,
George,
pension-----pension
1508
---------- ------1508
Hutchens,
Hutchens, Ruth V. (widow),
pension
pension ---------__----_---_------1435
1435
Hutcheson, Bernice,.
Hutcheson,
Bernice,
payment to, for injuries-----------mjuries
1372
-1372
Hutsell,
J. (widow),
Hutsell, Vesta J.
pension
1527
pension--------------------------1527
Hyder
Harbor, Alaska,
Hyder Harbor,
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., of, to be
made,
1197
made,-------------------1197
Hyder,
Hyder, John
John T.,
pension
increased------------------pension increased
1391
1391
Hydraulic
Engineering,
Hydraulic Engineering,
appropriation for standardizing
appropriation
standardizing appaappain
231, 1040
1040
ratus, etc., used in--------231,
Hydrographic Bureau,
Hydrographic
.Bureau, International,
International,
appropriation for annual contribution
appropriation
contribution
to
214, 1023
to--------------------214,
1023
Hydrographic
Department,
HydrographicOffice, Navy Department,
appropriation
binding
appropriation for
for printing
printing and
and binding
for --183,
862
---------------183,862
Hydrographic
Hydrographic Office, Navy,
appropriation
appropriation for civilian employees
Navy Department
Department -------189, 868
868
189,
contingent expenses
189, 868
for contingent
expenses -------- 189,
868
for materials,
materials, etc ----------189, 868
868
for pilot charts, etc ----------189, 868
868
for expenses,
expenses, branch offices
offices------- 189, 868
868
Q
8
for employees, branch offices
offices-_
190, 8
868
for expenses,
offices, addiexpenses, branch offices,
additional, 1925----1925
710
tional
--------710
Hygiene, etc., Public
j1ublic Schools,
Schools, D. C.,
appropriation for personal
appropriation
personal services,
etc -------------------556, 1231
1231
Hygienic Laboratory,
Laboratory, Public
Public Health
Health Service,
ice,
appropriation
appropriation for maintenance-----maintenance
75,774
75,
774
I.
Ice Cream, D. C. (see also Milk, etc.,
etc.,
Regulations, D.
Regulations,
D. C.),
C.),
regulations
regulations for sale, etc., of
of---------Idaho,
Idaho,
appropriation
appropriation for surveyor ,general,
general,
clerks, etc-------------------etc
clerks,
consent
consent of Congress
Congress to agreement
agreement for
for
division of waters of Columbia
Columbia
etc., between Washington,
River, etc.,
Washington,
Montana, and
Oregon, Montana,
and-------Craters of the Moon National MonuCraters
Monument, set aside-------------aside
Targhee
Targhee National Forest, Wyo. and,
area enlarged
enlarged ----------w

1004
394

1268
1947
1975
1975
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Page. Immigration
Idaho-Continued.
immigrant means
means any person departWashington and, may bridge Pend
immigrant
Washington
- -__
States_ _
154
d'Oreille River, at Newporting abroad for United States
d'Oreille
excepted; GovernPriest
River Road.---------1092
classes of persons
persons excepted;
GovernPriest River
154
ment officials..--------------officials
Illinois,
Illinois,
tourists, etc., in transit --------154
appropriation for Great Lakes
Lakes Naval
appropriation
lawfully
admitted persons through
Training Station ----------- 187, 866
lawfully admitted
another
country in transit ----154
another country
bridge authorized
authorized across Mississippi
bridge
seamen, temporarily
154
River,
temporarily-----------Sabula,
seamen,
Savanna, Ill., to Sabula,
River, Savanna,
in
provisions_
155
Iowa,
173
in business under treaty provisionsand-----------Iowa, by Iowa and
nonquota
immigrants; minor child,
child, or
nonquota immigrants;
between
Whiteside County, and
between Whiteside
155
wife of resident -------------Clinton County, Iowa by Iowa
returning
from temporary
temporary visit abroad
155
15
returningfrom
and ----------------------15
contiguous countries, Central
born in contiguous
Rivers at
and Mississippi Rivers,
Ohio and
155
America, etc--------etc
or South America,
Missouri, KenCairo, Ill., by Missouri,
bona fide students
students..__
.. _
155
ministers, etc.; bona
999
tucky,
and-----------------tucky, and
nonquota
immigrants mean all nonquota
Wabash River,
Carmel,
quota immigrants
River, at Mount Carmel,
Wabash
155
immigrants
immigrants---------------and----------- 1131
Ill., by Indiana and
specified
restriction if not specified
admission restriction
935
Vincennes, Ind --------------Vincennes,
155
nonquota or nonimmigrant
nonimmigrant__- _
_
as nonquota
may
Kendall
may bridge Fox River, in Kendall
preferences in issuing
issuing quota visas to
to
13
preferences
County
County---------------------155
specified relatives
relatives of citizenscitizens_ --___
specified
13
Winnebago County -----------in Winnebago
155
limitation ---agriculture; limitation
skilled in agriculture;
Illinois
NW., D.
C.,
D. C.„
Avenue NW.,
Illinois Avenue
maximum of family
155
155
preferences- --family preferences
maximum
appropriation for paving, Allison to
appropriation
no
preference of relatives over
over
no preference
Buchanan
Streets ------------ 1223
Buchanan Streets
155
agriculturists --------------155
for
paving, Sherman
Sherman Circle
agriculturistsCircle to Emerfor paving,
application
monthly issues
issues -----156
application to monthly
son Street ------------------ 1223
applications
applications for visas to be made in
Illinois
Tex.,
Bend, Tex.,
Illinois Bend,
duplicate;
required___ 156
information required
duplicate; information
bridge authorized across Red River
River at_
at
664
bridge
additional
information from nonadditional information
Illinois
District
JudicialDistrict,
Eastern Judicial
Illinois Eastern
156
quota immigrants
immigrants -----------subcommittee of Judiciary
Judiciary Committee
subcommittee
further
discretiondocuments, etc.; discretionfurther documents,
of
Representatives diof House of Representatives
ary issue without, if made before
rected
rected to inquire into official con156
------September 1, 1924 ---September
duct
duct of District Judge George
whether or not of an exstatements whether
W. English ----------------- 1258
cluded class
157
class----------------cluded
scope
powers conferred,
conferred,
inquiry, powers
of inquiry,
scope of
157
etc- _
of other claims for exemption,
exemption, etc_
1258
etc
etc ----------------------to
become immigration visa on sigto become
-- _ 1259
report
Sixty-ninth Congress
Congress__
report to Sixty-ninth
nature
verification -------157
and verification
nature and
Ill.,
Illinois
River, Ill.,
Illinois River,
157
applications for minors ---------preliminary
examination, etc., of, to be
preliminary examination,
157
etc ----------furnishing, etc_
fee for furnishing,
made, to protect bank at Naples_ 1196
visas may
may be
be issued
issued to nonquota
nonquota immivisas
Immigrant,
Immigrant,
grants under
regulations ------157
under regulations
grants
abroad and
any alien departing from abroad
visas
destined
deemvisas to relatives of residents applying
destined for United States deemas
immigrants issued
nonquota immigrants
as nonquota
154
ed an --------------------157
only
authorization -------157
after authorization
only after
classes excepted-----------------excepted
154
petition
citizen resipetition for, to be filed by citizen
Immigrant Stations,
Stations,
Immigrant
dent;
statements, etc.,
etc., required_
required-__ 157
dent; statements,
appropriation for remodeling,
remodeling, etc___
etc_ __ 240, 1050
appropriation
approved by Commissioner,
if approved
Immigration
Act of 1921,
Immigration Act
Secretary of State to authorize
Secretary
aliens permitted
permitted to enter in excess of
aliens
158
consul-------- ------issue by consul
quota,
quota, if heretofore admitted and
nonquota
denied, if found not aanonquota
entry denied,
charged
to quota
of later
669
monthlater month..
quota of
charged to
immigrant
158
immigrant------------------under
required
construction of Act required
under construction
enter
permit issued to resident alien to enter
by
669
by court decision ------------158
temporary absence
absence abroad_
158
after temporary
arriving
26, and before
after May 26,
arriving after
Commisapplication;
application; approval by CommisJuly 1,
1924, departing on or be1, 1924,
July
158
etc-----------------sioner, etc
fore
May 26,
admisexpecting admis26, expecting
fore May
extension
surrender on reallowed; surrender
extension allowed;
sion under
669
decision -.----court decision
under court
sion
turn
158
turn------------------------temporarily
bond, to
to
admitted under bond,
temporarily admitted
effect
159
effect limited.---------------669
relieve extreme hardship ------annual quota,
quota, 2
2 per cent
nationality
cent of nationality
annual
1924,
Immigration Act
of 1924,
Act of
Immigration
resident in United States acresident
immigration
immigration visas to be issued by concording
1890
159
census of 1890----to census
cording to
sular officers on application of
ratio
for fiscal year
year 1927, and thereratio for
153
-------immigrants immigrants
after
159
after ----------------------contents of application; photographs
photographs
contents
method
determining national
of determining
method of
153
to be furnished --------------origin;
statistics for basis of---of_ ___
159
origin; statistics
expiration period;
extension perperiod; extension
expiration
persons
not included
inhabitants
included as inhabitants
persons not
154
mitted while
while on
154
voyage-------on voyage
mitted
159
continental United States_
___
States---of continental
accepted as
as visa
visa of
passport; not apof passport;
accepted
determination
nationality on joint determination
nationality
154
plicable
to permits
154
permits -------plicable to
Secretaries of State, Comof Secretaries
entry on
surrender
passenger list; surrender
the passenger
on the
entry
159
merce,
Labor----------merce, and Labor
154
to immigration
official, etc ---immigration official,
to
proclamation
of
proclamation and taking effect of
issue forbidden
forbidden to
to inadmissibles,
inadmissibles, etc
154
154
etc-issue
159
quota
159
quota -------------------holder not allowed
allowed to enter if found
holder
if
proclamation made, quotas
if no proclamation
154
inadmissible on arrival --------154
inadmissible
1890___ 159
determined by census of 1890_
159
determined
fee for ------------------------- 154
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annual quota,
issues for
for
quota, limitation on
on issues
any
fiscal year;
for calendar
any fiscal
year; for
calendar
months __--months
----- -issue of visa as quota immigrants
to
immigrants to
nonquota immigrant-immigrant
------nationality
nationality determined
determined by
by country
country of
of
birth
according to
to census
census of
birth according
of
1890 ----------..---------children not
born in
in United
of children
not born
United States,
States,
by country of
parent
of parent-------of wife of
from
of different
different nationality
nationality from
husband
husband -----of
expatriated persons
of expatriated
persons --------of residents in
in United
accordUnited States
States according
of 1890,
basis of
of
ing to census of
1890, the
the basis
quotas
quotas- -. _-__----------__
statement
be prepared
by Secrestatement to
to be
prepared by
Secretaries
Commerce, and
taries of State,
State, Commerce,
and
Labor
Labor----------------_countries not
separately enumerenumerof countries
not separately
ated in
census --------------ated
in census
dependencies, or
or protecprotecof colonies,
colonies, dependencies,
torates,
torates, etc
etc--_e ----------if boundaries
boundaries changed,
changed, new
countries
new countries
created,
etc., since
1890
created, etc.,
since 1890--__-_quota
estimates based
based on
on area
area of
quota estimates
of
country transferred,
transferred, etc
etc-----e
allotments to be revised
revised for
changes
for changes
after
proclamation-_-------_
after proclamation
in revision, birthplace
birthplace determined
determined
country
as in
in new
new country
-----separate treatment
mandated
treatment of mandated
territory; no inferred
inferred consent
consent of
territory;
of
mandate
mandate- - -.---______--___
annual
annual revision
revision of statements,
etc.;
statements, etc.;
quotas --------effect on
on quotas
annual report
to
President
of
quotas;
annual
report to President of quotas;
proclamation and
proclamation
and effect
effect---__-

Page.
Page.

immigrants not admitted
admitted to United
United
States ---------------------States
excepted
classes, with
etc.,
excepted classes,
with visas,
visas, etc.,
returning on
returning
on permits
permits ------- _aliens ineligible to
to citizenship;
citizenship; exexceptions -----.
ceptions
discretionary
discretionary admission
admission of
otherwise
of otherwise
admissibles if excluded
excluded by ununintentional
mistake in
in visas,
visas, etc_
intentional mistake
etc_
effect
nationality quota
effect on
on nationality
quota------no remission of transportation
transportation penpenalty
alty-----.__..
...---

deportation of aliens at any time if not
deportation
entitled to
to enter
enter or
or remain
remain --__
entitled
minor child of citizen temporarily
temporarily adadmitted may be permitted to
to remain under conditions------._conditions
regulations to be made for insuring
regulations
insuring
exempted
exempted status by admitted
admitted
aliens
aliens --------

160
160
160
160

160
160
160
160
160
160
160
160
160

160
160
160
160
160
161
161
161
161

161
161
161
161
161

161
161
161
161
161
161
161
162
162

162
162
162
162
162

162
162
162

bringing immigrants in
in without
unwithout unexpired visas, unlawful
expired
unlawful -----penalty,
penalty, and in addition amount
amount
paid
paid for his passage
passage---------clearance to be
clearance
be withheld,
withheld, etc
etc-----refund
refund or remission
remission forbidden
forbidden unless
unless
act
error
act an
an unintentional
unintentional error-____

contracts
transportation comcontracts with
with transportation
companies for inspection, etc.,
etc., of
of
aliens from contiguous councountries
tries------discriminations
discriminations in, forbidden;
comforbidden; compliance
with regulations
pliancewith
regulations req
req uired_
uired _
proof required hereafter
hereafter of aliens
aliens
applying for admission
applying
admission from
from concontiguous territory
territory -...
__-___-

163
163
163
163
163
163
163
163

163
163
163
163

163.
163
.
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additional visa to
no additional
to be
be issued
issued in
in lieu
lieu of
of
an unused
unused one
one ----------- _
alien seaman,
seaman, excluded
admisexcluded from
from admispermitted to
to land----land
sion, not
not permitted
for medical treatment,
treatment, etc.,
etc., excepted_
excepted_
penalty
failure to
detain, for
penalty for
for failure
to detain,
for
inspection, etc.,
etc., or
reinspection,
or deport
deport if
if required
quired --------__----____.__clearance withheld,
withheld, etc
etc -------clearance
proof from manifest
of vessels_
___
manifest of
vessels -.-.
deportation
deportation by another
another vessel
vessel alalavoid hardship;
hardship; paypaylowed to
to avoid
of expenses
expenses --------ment of
former provisions for nonadmission
nonadmission
of, repealed
repealed --------------of,
permits to be
printed on
on safety
safety paper;
be printed
paper;
printing and sale of
of manifests,
manifests,
etc---------------etc
punishment for
counterfeiting visas;
for counterfeiting
visas;
possessing blanks, etc
etc ---possessing distinctive
distinctive paper
paper ---.- __
_in applying
applying for
for
false personifications
personifications in
visas or
or permits
permits---------_-___
false statements in applications,
applications,
affidavits etc ---.affidavits,
--------proof required
burden of proof
required for
for attemptattempting to enter, against deportation,
deportation,
etc
etc--------documents
documents admitted as
as evidence
evidence_ -_-__
rules and regulations
regulations for
for enforcement
enforcement
to be prescribed
prescribed by
by CommisCommissioner General
General -------administration of
administration
of consular
officers by
consular officers
by
Secretary of
Secretary
of State
State -----.
provisions
provisions of Act
Act additions
to, and
and not
additions to,
not
in substitution of,
in
of, immigration
immigration
laws..
----laws
--..
aliens admissible
admissible under
under this
this Act,
Act, not
not
admitted
admitted if
excluded by
by other
if excluded
other
laws--------------laws
excluded by this
not admitted
admitted
this Act
Act not
although
although admissible under
other
under other
laws
laws- ---- _----____--__._bringing
bringing or landing
landing aliens
aliens with
deswith designated diseases unlawful
unlawful
.---fine imposed,
imposed, in addition
addition amount
amount
paid for passage
passage-----------_
aliens physically incapable
incapable of earnearning
their living.
living
ing their
------.----addition
amount
fine imposed, in
in addition amount
paid
paid for
for passage
passage,
-----_illiterates, excluded Asiatics,
Asiatics, etc_
etc ---___
imposed, in
in addition
addition amount
fine imposed,
amount
paid for passage ----------.additional fine, etc.,
additional
etc., if
if accompanied
accompanied
with
with an excluded
excluded alien
alien ------_
clearance
clearance withheld, etc
etc --_-__not applicable
applicable to bringing
exbringing in
in exclasses
empted classes-------------restriction on admitting
other
admitting aliens
aliens to
to other
places
places of landing, etc------___
etc
punishment
punishment for violation;
violation; lien
lien on
on
vessel, etc
etc -------___-__.-vessel,
.
evidence
evidence of illegal landing
landing ------___
of terms
used herein
definition of
terms used
herein _____necessary
necessary appropriation
authorized__- _
appropriation authorized
-_
Act of May
May 19, 1921,
1921, continued
force
continued in
in force
for collecting
collecting penalties, etc
etc_ Sections
Sections in effect July 1,
1, 1924
1924 --- _
exceptions as to visas, etc
---..-- _
remainder
enactment --------- __.
remainder on enactment
admission of aliens
arriving before
aliens arriving
before July
July
1924
1, 1924----.
----invalidity of any provision, etc.,
invalidity
etc., not to
to
affect remainder
remainder of
of Act-_----_Act
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164
164
164
164
164
164
164
164
164
164
164
164
165
165
165
165
165
165
165
165
165
165
165
165
165
165
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166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
167
167
167
167
167
167
167
167
167
167
167
167
167
167
168
168
168
168
168
168
169
169
169
169
169
169
169
169
169
169
169
169
169
169
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of Labor,
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appropriation
Commissioner, and
for Commissioner,
appropriation for
office personnel ---------- 240, 1049
for
enforcing immigration
immigration
expenses enforcing
for expenses
laws;
contract labor
240,
1049
240,1049
labor-----laws; contract
for
exclusion
240, 1049
for Chinese exclusion----------for
240, 1049
tax, etc ---head tax,
for refunding
refunding head
for
border
additional coast and land border
for additional
240,1049
control
240,
1049
control-----------------for
operation, etc., of
purchase, operation
for purchase,
vehicles outside
outside of District of
vehicles
Columbia
240, 1049
Columbia---------------arrests
warrant, of unlawwithout warrant,
arrests without
ful
attempt to enter, by emful attempt
ployee
1049
ployee--------------- -----officials may board and search
search vesofficials
sels and cars on border -------- 1050
for
immiremodeling, repairs, etc., of immifor remodeling,
grant stations ----------- 240, 1050
for
for expenses regulating immigration,
709
additional, 1925 ------------additional,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for Ellis Island
deficiency
station, improvements
improvements ------45, 760
760
station,
45
for refund to French Line---------refund to Cunard
Cunard Steamship
Steamship Comfor refund
pany
45,45
pany----------------------Company_
45
for refund to East Asiatic Companydamage claim ---------------45
for damage
regulating immigration_
57,
for expenses regulating
61, 760, 1349, 1353
57
for expenses of interned aliens -----refund to Canadian
Canadian Pacific Steamfor refund
ships (Ltd.)
1335
1335
(Ltd.)----------------ships
1335
Line
for refund to White Star Line-----Refining Company 1335
for refund to Gulf Refining
for refund to Pacific Mail Steamship
1335
Company ------------------1335
Company
allowance
increased.. 1335
allowance for office personnel increasedamount
services, 1925, inpersonal services,
amount for personal
creased
688
creased---------------------of,
Immigration, Commissioner
Commissioner of,
Immigration,
240,
appropriation
personnel
for, and office personnel_
appropriation for,
1049
Immigration of
Aliens,
of Aliens,
Immigration
appropriation
240,
regulating-expenses regulating
appropriation for expenses
1049
1049
regulating, under Defor expenses regulating,
1017
partment of State -----------partment
deficiency appropriation for expenses
deficiency
regulating
57,
61,
760,
1349,
regulating---- 57, 61, 760, 1349, 1353
for regulating,
regulating, under Department of
for
._-------------------691
State
proclamation determining quota of
proclamation
allowed admission
nationality allowed
during fiscal
fiscal years 1924-1925-1924-1925_ __ 1958
1958
during
Imperial
Calif.,
Imperial Valley, etc., Calif.,
claim
Southern Pacific Company for
for
of Southern
claim of
closing break
break in
in Colorado River,
closing
and preserving,
referred to Court
preserving, referred
and
171
Claims
of Claims----------------Imports,
Imports,
crude opium,
manufacturing heroin,
opium, for manufacturing
crude
657
forbidden ------------forbidden
for
Army
exempt
926
duty -------from duty
for Army exempt from
remission of
of unpaid duties on, by War
remission
660
Department
Department-------------Inaugural
Ceremonies of 1925,
Inaugural Ceremonies
deficiency
appropriation for expenses of
deficiency appropriation
Joint Congressional
Congressional Committee
Committee
Joint
753
on ----------------------on
Inauguration
President, 1925,
the President,
of the
Inaugurationof
943
use
authorized of reservations
reservations at ---943
use authorized
designated streets,
streets, sidewalks,
943
etc---sidewalks, etc
designated
supervision of stands, etc.; resupervision
moval, etc-----------------etc
944
moval,
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overhead wires for illumination per944
mitted
mitted----------------------etc-supervision of; time limit for use, etc
944
safety
precautions to be taken
taken ----.
944
safety precautions
no Government or District expense-expense
944
Navy flags,
flags, etc.,
etc., for
loan of Army and Navy
decoration; time limit; indemdecoration;
944
-----damage
nity for loss or damage
appliances, etc.;
Army hospital tents, appliances,
944
indemnity
indemnity for damage, etc ---temporary overhead
overhead telegraph
telegraph wires
temporary
945
permitted
permitted-----------------committee of the two Houses
joint committee
authorized to arrange for ----1615
1615
authorized
Income
Tax,
Income Tax,
corporations provisTrade Act corporations
China Trade
ions
996
ions---------------------allowed in corporation
corporation tax for
credit allowed
proportion of income from, to
to
proportion
residents in China, citizens
citizens of
residents
996
United States, etc ---------United
limitation on
997
of -----on amount
amount of
limitation
997
certificate of Commissioner ------certificate
additional to
payments.. __ _
997
other payments---all other
to all
additional
in proportion
997
owned.---in
proportion to shares owned
gross income; exemption
exemption from, of special
gross
dividends
residents in China
dividends to residents
997
of
of China Trade Act corporations_
Income Tax,
1921,
Tax, 1921,
Income
time extended for allowing
allowing claims for
credits, or refunds for excess pay22
ments --------------------22
taxable year 1918 included--------included
taxable
Income Tax,
1923,
Tax, 1923,
Income
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for refunding_
693
refundingdeficiency
allowance
calendar year
allowance on returns for calendar
by
refund of 25 per
per
by credit or refund
353
cent
cent-----------------------353
already paid -------------if already
353
prorating of installment
installment payments_
payments _
prorating
application to extended time paypayapplication
354
ments
ments---------------------354
payments
for part payments----------------354
from
deficiencies
previously assessed deficiencies
from previously
354
assessments .-------subsequent assessments
subsequent
354
to
be deducted
deficiencyfrom tax or deficiency_
deducted from
to be
354
1923------for
for fiscal year ending in 1923
year ending in 1924 on tax for
fiscal year
354
1923
1923 -------------------allowance for
deficiencies for perifor deficiencies
allowance
354
1924
ods ending in 1923 or 1924.354
a year 1923 ---------for less than a
rules, etc.,
etc., to
prescribed; no interest
interest
to be prescribed;
rules,
355
355
allowed
allowed------------------Income Tax,
Tax, 1924,
Income
refund
overpayments exrefund or credit for overpayments
1919--..
___ 1115
taxable year 1919_
tended to taxable
for taxable
taxable years
filed
years 1917 and 1918, filed
for
1115
before April 1, 1926....----1115
before
taxable year 1919, filed before
for taxable
1116
April
1927
1116
April 1, 1927------------Act of 1921,
Income Tax,
Title II,
Revenue Act
II, Revenue
Tax, Title
Income
352
repealed, as of January 1, 1924 ---352
repealed,
provision for reduction
reduction of, payable in
provision
353
1924 --------------------1924
time
time extended for allowing claims for
credits
refunds for excess paycredits or refunds
22
ments
ments -------------------22
..----taxable
taxable year 1918 included
Income
Tax, Title
Title II,
Revenue Act
Act of
1924,
of 1924,
II, Revenue
Income Tax,
meaning
year,"
"taxable year,"
terms; "taxable
of terms;
meaning of
254
"
fiscal year"
year".-------.------"fiscal
254
254
fractions
fractions included; first year, 1924_
254
"
fiduciary," "withholding
agent "
"withholding agent""fiduciary,"
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meaning of terms; "paid or incurred,"
incurred,"
"paid or accrued"-----------accrued"
application
to
deductions
application deductions or credits
"stock,"
shareholder"
"stock," "
"shareholder"----------corporation dividend
any disdiscorporation
dividend means any
tribution from earnings, etc.,
tribution
accumulated
since February
February 28,
28,
accumulated since
1913
1913-----------------------insurance reserve fund excepted..
to insurance
excepted_
accumulations,
accrued before
accumulations, etc., accrued
March
March 1, 1913, not taxable; application and distribution-----distribution
liquidation distributions,
distributions, treated as
exchange
stock
exchange of stock------------gain or loss determined;
determined; tax on gain_
gain_
in partial
partial liquidationliquidation --- ____-__
distributions not out of profits, etc.,
taxable ---- ___----__________
taxable
distributees
distributees of earnings from personal service corporations
corporations exempt from tax --------------proceeds of
of
stock dividends exempt; proceeds
redeemed
redeemed stock taxable ------liquidations construed-construed
partial liquidations
--gain or loss determined
determined ------------adjustment
adjustment for capital expenditures,
expenditures,
etc -----------------------etc

on amount received from sales
sales- -extent recognized--------------recognized
installment payments sales - ----entire amount recognized;
recognized; exceptions
exceptions
no gain or loss recognized
recognized in exchanges
exchanges
of property for similar uses__
uses---if stock received
received on reorganization
reorganization-by corporation
corporation for stock of party
party to
to
reorganization ------------reorganization
transfers for stock of corporation
corporation under same control -----------involuntary
involuntary conversions into
into similar
similar
property, etc
etc-.------__-___--_
no gain from receipt
receipt of additional
additional stock,
etc., on reorganization
without
reorganization without
surrender of holding ---------additional property
amount of gain if additional
received on exchange
exchange therefor,
on which no gain recognizedrecognized_ if reorganization
reorganization distribution
distribution taxable
exchange.---dividends, on the exchange
on reorganization
reorganization exchanges for propproperty other than stock, if distributed no gain recognized
recognized_ -_-__
distributed, gain to be recogif not distributed,
recognized
---.-received beno loss if other property
property received
sides that on which
which no
no gain
gain or
loss recognized--------recognized
reorganization distribution
reorganization
distribution of stock,
stock,
etc., not aa distribution
distribution of earnings, etc., for tax determination_
determination_
corporation
corporation acts constituting a
areorganreorganization
ization________-_____-___._.
meaning of "a
reorganiza"a party to aa reorganization"; control of ownerships
ownerships
described ---___- ..----_- __gain or h›..s
loss on disposal of property acquired after February 28, 1913,
1913,
based on its cost
----_------inventory value------based on last inventory
value
acquired by gift after December 31,
31,
1920, on value in hand of the
1920,
the
donor, etc -------.-_--------
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Continued.
disposed of
acgain or loss on disposed
of property
property acquired
after February
February 28, 1913;
uired after
1913;
by trust transfer, same as in
in
hands of grantor ------------258
market value, before December
December 31,
31,
1920 ----------------------258
acquired by bequest, or
transfer in
acquired
or transfer
in
contemplation of death,
death, at marcontemplation
258
ket value --------------258
acquired upon
upon an exchange, the same
acquired
same
exchanged
258
as on the property
property exchanged_258
if other property received; excepexcep258
tions ---------........----..
258
acquired by reorganization
reorganization after
Deacquired
after December 31,
31, 1917, same as
as in
in
hands of transferor
259
transferor -------December .31,
issue
after December
31, 1920, by issue
hands of
of stock, etc.,
etc., same
same as
as in
in hands
of
transferor -----------------__
transferor
259
of
stock
after December 31,
31, 1923,
1923, of stock
distributed
distributed to taxpayer-------taxpayer
259
acquired by involuntary, etc.,
acquired
etc., conconversion, same as
property conversion,
as property
converted
verted---------------------259
acquiring after December
acquiring
December 31,
31, 1920,
property
identical to stock disproperty identical
posed of, same as that stock
259
stock-..
259
acquired before
before March 1,
1, 1913,
1913, cost
cost
or market value ------------259
for depletion
exhaustion, etc.,
etc., same
depletion, exhaustion,
as for sale, etc --------------260
mines, oil and gas wells; market
market
value not exceeding
exceeding 50 per cent
cent
of net income
260
income- -------------inventories may be used to determine
inventories
determine
income
taxpayer----- __-260
income of taxpayer
net losses,
losses, determination
determination of
of-.--_---_ 260
260
limitation on deductions;
deductions; losses not
not
included with business -------included
260
260
260
capital losses ---------_------_
260
260
depletion -----------------____
260
corporation dividends
corporation
260
dividends --------interest free from tax, etc ------260
interest
amount of, in computing
computing income for
for
next taxable year----------...
year
260
260
allowed if exceeding
for
exceeding net income for
succeeding taxable year
260
year------260
application for
secapplication
for loss
loss sustained
sustained in
in second year; if exceeding net income
income
261
for capital gain
261
gain----------------application
application to third year
year ---------261
261
application
application to losses of income
income for
for
1922 under Act of 1921 -----261
for 1923 -----------------261
if fiscal year of parties
parties differ from
calendar years --------------calendar
261
benefits
benefits allowed partners, estates
or
estates or
trusts, and insurance
insurance companies_
companies261
fiscal years returns, determination
determination of
tax on beginning
beginning in one calendar
calendar
year and ending in succeeding-_
succeeding
261
application to partnerships
262
application
partnerships -_-__---_
262
credit or refund of tax paid under
under
Act of 1921 -----------__-___
262
capital gains and losses described
described ---262
meaning
of
terms;
"capital
gain,"
meaning
"capital gain,"
capital loss"
"capital
262
loss"__.-----------._
"deduction,"
deduction," "
ordinary deductions"
deductions"
"ordinary
262
"capital
"capital net gains," "capital
"capital net
net
loss" ----.----.------- --- 262
loss"
"
ordinary net income"
income"
263
"ordinary
----------
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deductions
computing net income;
income;
deductions in computing
meaning of
"capital assets,"
assets,"
of terms; "capital
meaning
interest
on debts
270
debts--------------interest on
included
263
property not included--------taxes;
specified
270
classes and exceptions specified
taxes; classes
tax levied
levied in
lieu of normal and surtax
in lieu
tax
270
business
losses-----------------263
business losses
corporation
other than corporation----on other
losses
connected with the busilosses not connected
-_ 263
based
capital net gain; net lossloss_ _
based on capital
270
_nonresident aliens ----ness; nonresident
application
partnerships or trusts;
application to partnerships
sales of stock,
etc., if similar property
property
stock, etc.,
sales
263
separate returns
returns-------------separate
270
acquired, excepted,
excepted, etc ------acquired,
263
earned
income provisions
provisions----------earned income
casualty losses not connected
connected with
casualty
meaning of "earned
"earned income"
income" as combusiness and not compensated
compensated
pensation
pensation for personal services
by
insurance, etc ----------270
by insurance,
263
rendered
rendered--------------------basis for
for determining
determining deduction 270
basis
263
exceptions -------------------exceptions
worthless debts; if recoverable
recoverable in
worthless
reasonable
allowance, if combined
combined
reasonable allowance,
part------------------ 270
part
263
capital
with capital---------------allowance for
exhaustion, etc., of
for exhaustion,
allowance
264
"earned
income deductions"------deductions"
"earned income
business
property
270
business property---------"earned
income"; minimum
minimum and
"earned net income";
depletion,
etc., of mines, oil and gas
depletion, etc.,
264
maximum
maximum-----------------wells,
270
etc------------timber, etc
wells, timber,
credit allowed
allowed in computing
computing individual
credit
gifts
charitable organigifts to public and charitable
264
normal
normal or surtax.---.-------educational rehazations, etc.; educational
members
of partnerships----------partnerships
264
members of
bilitation fund; War veterans,
bilitation
264
normal
normal tax on net income of individuals
etc.;
271
limit --------------etc.; limit
upon
first $4,000, of citizens or resiupon first
by nonresident
nonresident aliens
aliens limited
limited ----271
by
264
---------dents;
$4,000
next $4,000-dents; next
deductions
of nonresident
aliens only
nonresident aliens
deductions of
nonresident
nonresident alien for personal servas to
to United
sources of inUnited States sources
as
264
ices, not exceeding
exceeding $4,000
$4,000 ----come
271
come----------------------additional
exceeding family
family exadditional if exceeding
emption
and $4,000;
citizens
from sources in United
exceeding
$4,000; exceeding
citizens from
emption and
264
$4,000 --------------------States possessions
271
possessions -----------States
$4,000
265
surtax
in addition
addition to normal tax; ratesrates_
surtax in
allowed in computing net
deductions allowed
no
maximum from sale of mines, oil or
maximum
income for personal, etc., exincome
267
271
gas wells, etc----------------etc
267
penses---------------------Penses
267
computing
net
income
defined;
basis
computing
for
net income defined;
new buildings, permanent
permanent improvenew
if
taxpayer
changes
accounting
period
267
accounting
271
if taxpayer changes
ments,
ments, etc ----------------gross income
defined; sources
sources included_
267
271
income defined;
gross
restoring exhaustion,
exhaustion, etc., of property
restoring
and
Judicial
salaries
of
the
President,
Judicial
payments for
for life
salaries of the
insurance on emlife insurance
payments
Government
Government officers and employees,
etc., for benefit of taxployees, etc.,
ployees
267
272
ployees---------------------payer
payer -------------------professions, trade,
trade, businesses,
businesses, rents,
professions,
income
from life interest, etc., acincome from
272
dividends,
267
dividends, etc --------------quired
by gift
gift--------------quired by
267
received
year -----received in taxable yeartax
credits
allowed
normal
tax;
tax
for
allowed
credits
excluded;
insurance
from life insurance
income from
excluded; income
paid
paid dividends from domestic
policies, returns of premiums
premiums
policies,
272
corporations,
etc
272
etc------------corporations,
267
------paid
paid----------------United
foreign
corporations
from
United
corporations
foreign
268
-----------etc
gifts,
bequests,
268
bequests,
gifts,
272
States
sources
States sources--------------obligations;
interest on State, etc., obligations;
interest
272
interest on
Federal securities ------on
interest
Federal
bonds,
etc.;
limitation_
_
268
limitation-etc.;
bonds,
Federal
personal exemption
$1,000 if a
a sinof $1,000
exemption of
personal
income of
foreign governments
governments
of foreign
income
272
gle
person
gle person-------------------from investments in United
$2
1500 if
head
of
family; $2,000 if
family;
of
head
if
$21500
268
States
securities,
etc
etc--------securities,
States
income
income of husband or wife exetc_
payment for personal injuries, etc_
268
payment
272
ceeds
$5,000 ---------------ceeds
States,
public
receipts
by
utility
public
minors
additional
$400 each for minors
$400
additional
etc.,
operated
under
contracts;
contracts;
under
operated
etc.,
272
and
dependents
and dependents------------268
restrictions
restrictions ----------------for
nonresident aliens,
etc.,
$1,000_
272
$1,000etc.,
aliens,
nonresident
for
nonresident
aliens,
from
foreign
nonresident
272
status
of taxpayer
taxpayer------------status of
269
ships;
conditions
ships; conditions------------allowed
change of taxable
taxable years
on change
allowed on
allowrehabilitation allowWar Risk and rehabilitation
in case
273
case of death, etc ---------in
269
ances;
pensions ------------ances; pensions
273
income
etc
273
nonresident aliens, etc----income of nonresident
from
building and loan
domestic building
from domestic
items
deemed from
gross incomes deemed
of gross
items of
269
associations; limit----------limit
associations;
United
interest
United States sources; interest
furnished to
to
rentals for dwellings furnished
on bonds,
bonds, etc.,
etc., of resident
resident coron
269
ministers_
ministers--- --------------porations, etc.;
etc.; exceptions.---exceptions
__
273
porations,
shipowners'
associations;
shipowners' mutual associations;
dividends from domestic
domestic corporadividends
limit
269
----------------limit----tions, etc.; from corporations
tions,
China Trade
Trade Act corporation
corporation diviChina
from United
United States
sources
273
States sources-from
dends
residents ----.
269
dends to China residents
personal services
United States_
273
services in United
personal
nonresident
nonresident aliens from United States
rentals, royalties,
royalties 'etc., from proprentals,
269
sources
269
sources only --------------erty
i
n United
United States
273
States -------erty in
deductions
computing net income;
deductions in computing
sales
real property
United
property in United
of real
sales of
business
expenses,
expenses, including
business
273
States ---------------------273
States
269
etc---------------traveling, etc
269
.~~~
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computation of inestates
estates and trusts; computation
deductions from foregoing
foregoing to consticonstideductions
come if taxable year
year of benefitute
273
income-------------tute net income
differ--------ciary and estate differ
276
ciary
treated as from sources
sources without
items treated
profit-sharing trusts for employees
profit-sharing
the United States; other innot taxable---taxable
276
------------not
terest
274
terest--------------------distributes taxed on amount
amount redistributee
dividends
dividends from other than United
277
allowed-----ceived, or credits
credits allowed
274
ceived,
States
corporations ---------States corporations
revocable trusts inincome from revocable
income
personal
personal services without United
cluded
in income of grantor---grantor__ __ 277
274
cluded in
States
States---------------------where
income may be used for
trust income
where trust
rentals, royalties,
royalties, etc.,
etc., from propbenefit
274
benefit of grantor, to be included
erty
without the United States_
erty without
in
income
277
his income------computing his
in computing
sales of real property without the
274
United States--------------States
United
corporations formed to accumulate
accumulate
corporations
after
deducting expenses,
expenses, etc., reafter deducting
gains etc., to prevent surtax on
gains,
mainder
from
deemed net income from
mainder deemed
its
277
shareholders-------------its shareholders
274
without
the
United
States
without the United States---tax imposed
corporain addition to corporaimposed in
tax
and
apportionment
of
items
within
apportionment
277
tion tax
tax --------------------tion
274
States---without the United States
payment,
etc.,
same as for income
etc.,
payment,
to
from
sources
allocated
United
from sources allocated
277
tax---------------------tax
States
274
------------States--------evidence of
of purpose, if a
amere holding
evidence
partly
and
from
partly
within
from
company ----------------277
company
States---without
274
without the United States
detailed statement
of
etc., regains, etc.,
of gains,
statement
detailed
determination
United
States
inof
determination
277
quired -------------------quired
274
come
come-----------------------meaning of "net income,"
income," as here
meaning
gains
transportation
partly
from
gains
used -----------------------277
used
the
within and
and partly without the
within
payment of tax at source of nonresi274
payment
United
States---------------United States
dent
277
exceptions-------dent aliens; exceptions__
sales of personal
personal property pursales
278
imposed-------------------rates imposed
chased within
within and sold without
without,
chased
278
interest of unknown ownersincludedowners included_
interest
or produced
without and sold
produced without
or
by corporations
corporations guaranteeing
guaranteeing interest
interest
274
within
within--------------------278
free from
tax
from tax---------------free
above
treated as partly within
within and
above treated
rate,
278
etc-------------------rate, etc
partly
274
without the United States
partly without
278
ownersunknown owners_
interest,
etc., of unknown
interest, etc.,
gains,
etc., treated as derived from
gains, etc.,
exception if
nonresident
citizen or nonresident
if citizen
exception
sources of country
country within which
which
sources
278
etc-alien
274
alien filed notice of credits, etc
sold
sold---------------------words--_ 274
interchangeable meaning
meaning of words_
interchangeable
returns,
returns, etc., required; liability in278
returns to
income from
from
demnification,
etc
to be filed of all income
returns
demnification, etc-----------sources
275
United States sources-------recipient
recipient to make returns of inpersonal
exemption claims may be
come,
recipient not
personal exemption
tax paid by recipient
come, if tax
filed with
with withholding
withholding agent-_agent_ __
275
recollectible
filed
recollectible from withholding
partnerships; tax levied only on indi278
partnerships;
agent
agent- ---------------------275
constituting --------viduals constituting
by
etc.,
credit
income,
taxes
paid
for
credit
computation of shares of net incomputation
citizen
to foreign
foreign countries,
countries, etc _ 279
citizen to
come of
275
of ------------------come
by residents,
residents, to United
United States posby
credits from
from partnership
partnership exemptions,
exemptions,
credits
sessions
279
sessions --------------------275
etc
etc------------------------by alien
etc., to foreign
residents, etc.,
alien residents,
by
computation of net income; gifts, etc.,
computation
279
country -------------------275
not deducted----------------deducted
not
to
by partners,
beneficiaries, etc., to
partners, beneficiaries,
by
estates and trusts, property subject to
to
estates
foreign
etc
279
foreign countries, etc---------normal
income_ _ 275
normal and surtax on income279
exceptions and
limitations---------and limitations
exceptions
accumulations
accumulations in trust for future disredetermination if tax paid above
redetermination
275
tribution
tribution__----------------credits
claimed, etc.;
refund
credits claimed,
periodical
distribution, etc., under
under
periodical distribution,
279
etc
etc----------------------275
general direction
direction -----------275
accrued but not paid; bond reif accrued
275
received
during administration
administration -..
received during
279
quired
quired ---------------------275
payments
fiduciary--------by fiduciary
payments by
279
may
be
taken
the
year tax accrued_
the
in
taken
be
may
indifor
as
net
income
computed
net income computed
evidence of foreign
income, etc., reforeign income,
evidence
27E
viduals
275
viduals --------------------279
quired
quired---------------------without
allowance
for
gifts,
etc.,
without
etc.,
allowance for
280
returns by
individuals
individuals--------------by
returns
27(
limitation
276
limitation -----------------by husband
husband and
and wife
living
toliving
wife
by
current
additional
deduction
for
current
additional deduction
280
----------------distribution to
to beneficiaries;
beneficiaries; redistribution
9Rn
.
U*-,
gguardian,
age-J,
uy- gether
by
agent,
etc
280
uy
agetrf,
Suuaiula,
..---------y
-strictions
276
strictions------------------280
partnerships --------------------partnerships
benefidiscretionary
payments
to
benefipayments
discretionary
fiduciaries for designated
designated benefibenefi276
fiduciaries
ciaries
276
deducted-------------ciaries deducted
280
ciaries, etc
etc------------------ciaries,
included in net income of benefibenefiincluded
280
fiduciaries-----------------joint fiduciaries
ciary
276
ciary-------------------acless
than
12
months
when
acfor
addinormal
tax
credit
allowed;
normal
281
counting
changes------counting period changes
tional if income not used for
281
computation
tax
computation of tax-------------paying
income _ _ 276
beneficiary's income---paying beneficiary's
application
application to capital gain or
beneif estate income included with bene281
loss
and earned
income-----earned income
loss and
ficiary's, proportional
proportional share of
ficiary's,
281
yearcomputation for
for parts of the year_
computation
276
allowed--------------credits allowed
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returns
by individuals;
individuals; time
time for filing,
returns by
etc.,
partnership, and
individual, partnership,
etc., individual,
fiduciary_
fiduciary -----------------nonresident
aliens--------------nonresident aliens
extensions
allowed; limit
limit ------extensions allowed;
to be
of district,
district,
collector of
with collector
be filed
filed with
to
etc
etc-----------------------corporations;
rate imposed
imposed on
on net
corporations; rate
income&
incomes --------------------organizations
etc____ _
organizations exempt; labor, etc.--savings banks ---------mutual savings
societies----fraternal
beneficiary societies
fraternal beneficiary
domestic
associations; cocobuilding associations;
domestic building
operative banks
banks ------------operative
mutual cemetery
companies; corcemetery companies;
mutual
porations solely
solely for burial purporations
poses
poses ----------------------community chests,
chests, religious, etc.,
community
organizations ---------------organizations
business
leagues, etc -----------business leagues,
civic leagues
for social
welfare, etc.;
social welfare,
leagues for
civic
limitation __-- __-----------limitation
pleasure clubs
clubs----------------pleasure
local mutual
associations of
farmof farmmutual associations
local
ers for
etc
insurance, etc--------for insurance,
ers
associations
for marketing
marketing farm
associations for
products,
etc
products, etc---------------trustees for
exempted organizaorganizafor exempted
trustees
tions
etc
tions, etc------------------Federal loan
banks, farm loan asloan banks,
Federal
sociations,
credit
intermediate credit
sociations, intermediate
banks --------------------net income defined; computed on
individuals_ ----same basis as individuals
foreign
corporations, etc.,
etc., as of
foreign corporations,
nonresident aliens-----------aliens
nonresident
income of domestic, as defined
gross income
-------individuals----for individuals
mutual marine
insurance compacompamarine insurance
mutual
nies;
deductions ------------nies; deductions
foreign, from United
United States sources
foreign,
in computing cordeductions allowed
allowed in
deductions
poration net income; business
poration
expenses
expenses -----------------interest
exceptions -----interest on debts; exceptions
taxes;
classes and
and exceptions
speciexceptions specitaxes; classes
fied
fied----------------------not
applicable to
corporations
to corporations
not applicable
guaranteeing payments
payments at
at
guaranteeing
source ---------------------paid
stockholders__ _
of stockholders--interest of
paid on interest
accrual date of estate, etc------etc
accrual
business losses
losses -----------------restriction of, on sales of stock,
restriction
etc
etc-------------------------worthless
worthless debts -----------------dividends
corporadividends from domestic corporaUnited
foreign, from
tions;
foreign,
from
United
States
sources---------------States sources
allowance for exhaustion
exhaustion of propallowance
erty ---- __-- -_____.--------for
depletion
mines, oil
oil and
and gas
of mines,
for depletion of
wells, timber,
etc -----------timber, etc
wells,
application
to leases
leases------------application to
additional,
to insurance
companies
insurance companies
additional, to
------------. __
than life
other than
companies
mutual marine companies-------other mutual
returning
companies returning
mutual companies
other
premium deposits
deposits ----------premium
foreign
designated
corporation of designated
foreign corporation
within United States -- items within
to
items
deductible, the same as to
not deductible,
items not
individuals
individuals-----------------
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credit allowed
allowed corporations;
corporations; interest
interest
credit
Federal securities
285
securities---------on Federal
domestic corporations,
specific, of
of
corporations, specific,
domestic
$2,000
if net
less than
net income
income less
$2,000 if
$25,000--------------------285
$25,000
limitation if
285
$25,000- -285
if exceeding
exceeding $25,000
limitation
tax paid
source on income of forpaid at source
tax
eign
corporation not in
in business
eign corporation
285
within
States------285
within the
the United States
deduction
interest free
286
tax_
free from tax_
of interest
deduction of
domestic
corporation for income,
domestic corporation
etc.;
abroad; limitapaid abroad;
etc.; taxes paid
286
tion
tion ---------------------.
redetermination
reredetermination of taxes paid; re286
fund
fund...-----..----------....
if
accrued but
but not paid; bond reif accrued
286
quired --------------------quired
286
tax
in year
year accrued_
accrued_
allowed in
credits allowed
tax credits
evidence
foreign income, etc., reof foreign
evidence of
286
quired
quired----------------------a
domestic corporation
corporation controlling
controlling a
domestic
foreign,
deemed to
to have
have paid
foreign, deemed
tax on
on dividends
dividends received
therereceived theretax
286
from
from ----------------------287
limit of
of credit
allowed
credit allowed---------limit
determination
accumulated profdetermination of accumulated
287
its
its ------------------------accounting period
period for
foreign corcorfor foreign
accounting
287
porations
porations---------------corporations
in United
United States poscorporations in
287
287
sessions
foreign ------deemed foreign
sessions deemed
287
returns required
from corporations
corporations___
--- _ 287
required from
returns
287
287
from agent
agent of
foreign
of foreign------------from
from receivers,
trustees, etc., of;
receivers, trustees,
from
287
collection
collection of taxes __---------287
accounting;
part of
of a
year
a year-----for part
accounting; for
statement
dividends, etc.,
be
etc., to
to be
of dividends,
statement of
287
appended
appended ------------------separate
by affiliated
affiliated
consolidated, by
or consolidated,
separate or
288
corporations
_
corporations----------------computation
of consolidated
asconsolidated ascomputation of
288
sessments
sessments-------------------ownership constituting
affiliated
constituting affiliated
ownership
288
288
corporation ------------------corporation
not
China
corporations
not
China trade corporations
288
deemed affiliated
affiliated........-----..
deemed
consolidation
Comaccounts by Comconsolidation of accounts
288
missioner ----------------missioner
corporations
in United
States posUnited States
corporations in
288
sessions deemed
deemed foreign
foreign -----sessions
time for filing; with collector
collector of distime
etc
trict, etc--------------------life insurance
net
companies; tax on net
insurance companies;

income
of, domestic
domestic ---------income of
foreign, from
from United
sources__
States sources
United States
foreign,
gross
gross income
income defined ----------reserve
required by law,
law, applied
fund required
reserve fund
insurance_ ------to assessment insurance
net
income; exemptions,
exemptions, interest
interest on
net income;
State, etc., obligations
obligations ------State,
allowance
reserve fund
fund-------for reserve
allowance for
tax paid dividends,
etc
dividends, etc--------exemptions;
reserve fund
for deferred
deferred
fund for
exemptions; reserve
dividends ------------------investment
limitations
expenses; limitations-_
investment expenses;
real
taxes; exceptions
exceptions ---estate taxes;
real estate
taxes
paid on
interest of shareshareon interest
taxes paid
holders --------------------holders
allowance for exhaustion
exhaustion of propallowance
etc
erty, etc-------------------interest on
on debts; exception
exception ---interest
specific credit
credit of
of $2,000;
$2,000; limitation_
specific
taxes-.--limitation
limitation on real estate taxes
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289
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insurance companies;
life insurance
companies; net income
income
of foreign companies,
companies, from
from busibusiness within
within the
the United
United States__
States-_
insurance
insurance companies, other than
than life
life or
or
mutual; tax
on net
mutual;
tax on
net income,
income, dodomestic -------------_
....---_
foreign, from United
foreign,
States sources
United States
sources_
gross income
defined-------------income defined
net income
income defined
defined---------------sources of
income
of investment
investment income------underwriting
underwriting income
defined ------income defined
computation
computation of
on
of premiums
premiums earned
earned on
insurance contracts
contracts -------____
deductions
deductions allowed;
losses incurred_
incurred
allowed; losses
expenses incurred--------------incurred
expenses ------------__
ordinary expenses
interest on
debts --------------interest
on debts
taxes ..
taxes
__________
losses
_____________
worthless debts
debts ---------------worthless
tax
dividends ------------tax paid dividends
exempt interest ---------------allowance
for exhaustion
exhaustion ---___-allowance for
specific
specific allowance
of $2,000;
exallowance of
$2,000; exception
ception - ____-_--.----.
foreign
foreign corporations,
from United
corporations, from
United
States sources
sources --------------duplication forbidden
duplication
forbidden ---_____-___administrative provisions-provisions
administrative
-- ___-__sworn
sworn returns required
required by
by corporations
corporations
of dividends,
of stockdividends, names
names of
stockholders,
holders, etc ----------_--___
'by
'by brokers, of
business transacted;
transacted;
of business
details
details ----------------____
returns to be made by all persons
persons paypaying annually
others $1,000
annually to others
$1,000 or
or
more --_--____---_________more
by United States officials
officials --------details required
required -----------------of interest on corporation
corporation bonds
bonds reregardless
gardless of
amounts ---------of amounts
collection of
foreign
dividends
collection
of foreign dividends ____names and addresses of recipients
on
recipients on
demand
demand obligations of United States excepted
cepted---------------_-__.--_
tax returns to be
public records
records ----be public
inspection of,
inspection
of, restricted
restricted-----data from, to be furnished CongresCongressional committees,
etc ------sional
committees, etc
access to
of
States,
etc
access
to officers
officers of States, etc ----stockholders
corporations ----stockholders of corporations
punishment
punishment for
for divulging
divulging informainformation
list of income
tax
payers
income
to be
be kept in
in
offices of
collectors --..........
offices
of collectors
statistics of
be
of income,
income, etc.,
etc., taxes
taxes to
to be
published annually
annually ----------licenses required
required for
for collecting
collecting foreign
foreign
coupons,
coupons, dividends,
dividends, etc-----___
etc
regulations
regulations to obtain information
information
of
of.
.
__
.. .
.-.
punishment
for collecting
punishment for
collecting without__
without_ -_
citizens of possessions,
possessions, but
but not
residents
not residents
or citizens
citizens of the United
United States,
States,
taxed only on
on income
income from
from
United States
States sources
sources -- __---computation and payment
computation
payment of tax__
tax --__
applicable to Virgin
not applicable
Virgin Island&
Islands --.
collections in
Collections
Rico and
and the
the PhilPhilin Porto
Porto Rico
ippines as by prior law
law -----authority
authority of insular legislatures to
to
amend, etc----------------etc
amend,
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Tide II,
Act of
of 192419 24—
II, Revenue
Revenue Act
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income of
of citizens,
citizens, etc.,
income
etc., from
from sources
sources
of the
the United
United
within possessions
possessions of
States------------__-_____-__
States
income construed
as from
gross income
construed as
from
United
sources, if
80 per
United States
States sources,
if 80
per
cent derived
derived therefrom
therefrom in
in preprevious years---------.........
years
if
of corporation
inif 50
50 per cent
cent of
corporation income derived
derived from
from active
active busibusiness in the
possessions -------the possessions
if
individual income
if 50
50 per
per cent
cent of
of individual
income
derived
from active
business in
in
derived from
active business
the possessions
possessions ------_-____
amounts
amounts received
within and
received within
and without
without
the
to be
be included
included
the United States
States to
in gross income-------------income
provisions not applicable
applicable to
to Virgin
Virgin
Islands ---------------China
China Trade Act corporations
corporations proviprovisions ----------------------sions
credit allowed for
proportion
of
for proportion of dividividends from,
to residents
dends
from, to
residents of
of China_
China_
certificate
certificate of Commissioner--___Commissioner
additional to all other payments__
payment& _
proportion to
in proportion
to shares
owned_ -__ _
shares ownedownership of stock
stock ............
meaning
of "China"-----------"China"
meaning of
payment of tax by taxpayer,
other than
than
taxpayer, other
nonresident alien, etc.,
on desigetc., on
designated
nated date----------date
by nonresident
nonresident alien,
alien, etc
etc ----___--.
in installments allowed
allowed
__-.
-__-_whole
whole amount
failure to
to pay_
amount on
on failure
pay -_
extension of
time on
extension
of time
on request
request ------payment on
expiration -------payment
on expiration
_
interest to
to be
be collected_
collected---.--__not applicable
applicable to
to payment
payment at
at
source ----------------_-__-returns
returns to be examined
examined and
and deterdetermined
mined as soon as
as practicable__
practicable____
overpayments
overpayments on
on installments
installments to
to be
be
credited
credited or refunded
refunded ---------deficiency determined as
deficiency
amount imas amount
imposed exceeds
exceeds returns
returns of
of taxtaxpayer
payer
------.----------if no amount
amount returned,
returned, etc.,
etc., on
on prepreassessment -- __-___-__vious assessment
notice to taxpayer
taxpayer of, by CommisCommissioner ----------appeal to Board allowed
allowed ___--__assessment, etc.,
etc., if determined by
by
Board-------------___--__--Board
suit in court for amount
amount of -____time limit for -------_______-payment
payment on demand, if no
appeal
no appeal
filed-----------filed
immediate assessment
assessment of, if
if colleccollection jeopardized
jeopardized by delay ----manner of making
making------------immediate assessment
assessment of;
of; payment
payment
on notice, if no
claim in
in abateno claim
abate-,
ment filed-filed
--------_------__
prorating of installments
installments ---------interest authorized
authorized upon,
upon, or
or part_
part -extension of payment
payment for,
for, to
to preprevent undue hardship
hardship---bond required;
be paid_
required; interest
interest to
to be
paid_
additional interest if not paid -additional
additional tax for, due to
to negligence.
negligencefor fraudulent
fraudulent evasion
evasion ----..---interest to be collected
collected for
for nonpaynonpayment of tax
tax------------where extension granted----.-----granted
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Income Tax,
Title II,
Revenue Act
Act of
of 19241924II, Revenue
Tax, Title
Income
charter
American Academy in Rome,
charter of American
Continued.
Continued.
amended ---------------interest
be collected
nonpayment
for nonpayment
amended
collected for
to be
635
interest to
of tax;
tax; if
deficiency, etc.,
etc., not
not paid
paid
Medical Society;
Society; incorporators,
incorporators, etc.,
etc.,
Medical
if deficiency,
of
298
153
----amended - -----------amended
298
on demand
demand ---------------153
on
299
Birthplace MeMcKinley Birthplace
MeNational McKinley
299
on estates
estates of
etc
incompetents, etc----of incompetents,
on
morial
Association; board
board of
of
morial Association;
not applicable,
abatement claim
if abatement
applicable, if
not
114
299
trustees increased
increased------------trustees
299
114
filed
filed-.-------------------National Society
of Sons of the
Society of
assessment to
four years from
National
within four
be within
to be
assessment
American Revolution;
amendedRevolution; amended_
filing
of income,
income, etc.,
etc., returns
American
808
filing of
War
299
charters
granted;
American
War
charters granted;
299
under Act
Act of
1921 and
and this
Act_ _
this Act_of 1921
under
966
Mothers -----------------Mothers
966
no court
proceeding on expiration
court proceeding
no
299
358
Grand Army
of the
the Republic
Republic -----Army of
Grand
299
of period
period------------------of
Inland Waterways
Waterways Corporation
Corporation --- _
360
within five
five years
Inland
returns filed
after returns
years after
within
of the
United States
Veterans of
Blind Veterans
States Blind
United
under former
former Acts; no suit thereunder
535
__--World
War
299
World War ----------299
after
after ---------------------of street railways in
merger
in the District
District
merger of
on
received in
in life of deceincome received
on income
to be
to law
law for-----for
1265
299
according to
to
be according
dent
within one
299
etc ----year, etc
one year,
dent within
299 Increase
299
extension,
notice of deficiency
deficiency --on notice
extension, on
Increase of the Navy (see Naval Establishat
any time,
false or
or fraudureturns false
if returns
time, if
at any
ment).
ment).
299
lent
lent----------------------Indemnity Bonds,
299Indemnity
deficiencies
prior Acts at any
under prior
deficiencies under
to
etc., United
States, exempt
exempt
United States,
to secure,
secure, etc.,
300 0
time
time -----------------------332
from stamp
provisions
tax provisions--stamp tax
from
of Commison
written agreement
agreement of
on written
Indemnity,
Lost
Mail
Matter,
Matter,
Mail
Lost
Indemnity,
300
300
sioner
and taxpayer
taxpayer -_------sioner and
appropriation for,
for registered,
registered, insured,
insured,
appropriation
made
collection
distraint, etc.,
etc., when
when made
by distraint,
collection by
and
domescollect-on-delivery, domesand collect-on-delivery,
300
300
within
prescribed period
period -----within prescribed
88, 786
tic
88,
mail ---------------tic mail
beginning
of court
court proceedings
not
proceedings not
beginning of
for
or injury
of international
international
injury of
loss or
for loss
300
300
prevented
prevented-----------------88, 786
mail_
mail---------------------barred by
no authority
authority for,
etc., if
if barred
by
for, etc.,
no
deficiency
appropriation for
for internainternadeficiency appropriation
300
limitation, etc
etc-------------limitation,
tional__
47,
59, 63,
699, 701,
763, 1350
701, 763,
63, 699,
47, 59,
tional
claims for
abatement may
may be
filed for
be filed
for abatement
claims
for domestic----domestic
59, 63,
699, 701,
1350
763, 1350
701, 763,
63, 699,
59,
for
300
300
deficiency
assessed ---------deficiency assessed
County, Ark.,
Independence County,
300 Independence
filing bond
proceedings stayed
stayed on filing
bond_ -__ 300
proceedings
may bridge
bridge White
White River,
River, Batesville_
__ 888
Batesville-__
may
transmitted to
Commissioner; notice
to Commissioner;
transmitted
State
may acquire rights, etc., to
to
State may
300
300
of
decision
of decision--------------operate
as a
bridge ------ _
888
888
a free
free bridge
300
operate as
300
appeal
to Board
after notice
notice -----Board after
appeal to
888
tolls
five years
years ------for five
allowed for
tolls allowed
for part of,
proceedings
in court
court for
proceedings in
time extended
for bridging
bridging White
extended for
time
300
allowed
allowed ------------------River by--------------------by
789
789
River
interest,
etc., to
be collected
collected on
to be
interest, etc.,
300
300 Independent
Independent Executive
Executive Bureaus,
denial of
Bureaus, etc. (see
of-------------------denial
301
additional,
not paid
paid on
on demand.._
301
Executive
and
Independent
demand- Executive
Independent
if not
additional, if
301
Offices
301
restriction on
filing, hereafter
hereafter -----Offices Appropriations).
Appropriations).
on filing,
restriction
of
assessment, collection,
and payment
collection, and
assessment,
Independent
Treasury.,
Independent Treasury,
former
income, etc.,
etc., taxes
taxes under
under former
income,
deficiency
appropriation
for contingent
contingent
appropriation for
deficiency
301
301
Acts
Acts -----------------------expenses
57, 693,
1341
693, 1341
57,
expenses-------------301
subject to
hereof
limitations hereof------to limitations
subject
India Rubber
Rubber (see
(see Rubber).
Rubber).
India
overpayments
of
income
tax,
etc.,
under
overpayments of income tax, etc., under
Indian Affairs
Affairs Bureau,
DepartInterior DepartBureau, Interior
Indian
this
prior Acts
to be
credited
be credited
Acts to
or prior
this or
ment,
ment,
301
301
or
refunded---------------or refunded
appropriation for
Commissioner, and
for Commissioner,
appropriation
not
after four
four years
unless
years unless
allowed after
not allowed
office personnel
1146
396,1146
personnel ----------- 396,
office
301
301
claim
therefor ---------filed therefor
claim filed
396, 1146
for
396,
expenses ---------general expenses
for general
allowance
claim, if
invested
if invested
without claim,
allowance without
for
agents, etc ---------- 396, 1146
special agents,
for special
capital decreased
decreased by
Commisby Commiscapital
1146
for competency
competency commissions
commissions-- - 396, 114
for
301
301
sioner
sioner---------------------for supplies;
transportapurchase, transportasupplies; purchase,
for
refund
or credit
credit of,
of, to
to withholding
withholding
refund or
tion,3
etc1146
96, 1146
396,
---------------etc
tion,
302
302
agent;
exception---_------agent; exception
1146
warehouses limited
limited to
__ 396, 1146
three -to three_
warehouses
302
302
prior claims
claims for, not barred---------barred
prior
for Indian
Service inspectors
inspectors---_ 396, 1146
Indian Service
for
immediate
if acts of
required, if
payment required,
immediate payment
for judges,
judges, Indian
396, 1147
1147
courts ------. 396,
Indian courts
for
taxpayer prejudice
collection,
prejudice collection,
taxpayer
for Indian
Indian police -------------- 396, 1147
302
for
302
etc
etc----------------------1147
for suppressing
liquor traffic,
etc
396, 1147
396,
traffic, etcfor
suppressing liquor
302
302
notice
and demand
demand to be given ---notice and
for
construction, etc.,
etc., agency
agency buildbuildfor construction,
a presumpfinding of
of Commissioner,
Commissioner, a
presumpfinding
396, 1147
ings
396,
1147
302
ings -----------------302
tion
intent
of intent---------------tion of
supervision and
emconstruction emand construction
302
supervision
302
bond
if not
default --in default
not in
accepted if
bond accepted
397, 1147
ployees
397,
1147
ployees----------------302
302
conditions of
acceptance -------of acceptance
conditions
hest and
light to
to employees___
employees_ _ 397,
1147
397, 1147
and light
heat
enforcement
proceedings
sussusproceedings
enforcement
amount for
passenger vehicles;
vehicles;
for passenger
amount
302
302
pended on
approval of---of
on approval
pended
War Delimit; purchases
purchases from
from War
limit;
discretionary
of requirements
requirements
waiving of
discretionary waiving
1147
partment --------------397, 1147
397,
partment
303
for citizens
about to
depart_ _
-_ 303
-_
to depart
citizens about
for
for
heirs of
deceased
of deceased
determining heirs
for determining
no
depart without certo depart
allowed to
alien allowed
no alien
allottees
397,
1147
397, 1147
allottees --------------tificate
of payment
taxes_ _
--__ 303
of taxespayment of
tificate of
clerks in
Indian Office
Office -----397, 1147
1147
397,
in
Indian
clerks
additional
tax,
etc.,
for
violations
by
violations
for
etc.,
tax,
additional
Osages and
and Five
Five Civilized
Civilized Tribes
Tribes
Osages
303
303
taxpayer
taxpayer------------------397, 1147
excepted
---------------excepted
303
------effective
date,
January
January
1,
1924
date,
effective
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appropriation
appropriation for attorneys, etc.,
etc., in
in probate matters, Five Civilized
Civilized
Tribes
Tribes and
and Quapaws
Quapaws ---- 397,
397, 1147
1147
civil service requirements
requirements
--------1147
1147
for citizen commission
commission ---------- 397,
397, 1148
1148
for surveying, allotting, etc.,
lands
etc., of
of lands
in
severalty -------------in severalty
397,
1148
397, 1148
use in
in New
New Mexico
Mexico and
and Arizona,
Arizona, rerestricted ---------------397, 1148
1148
397,
advertising sale
of lands;
for advertising
sale of
lands; repayrepayment ------------------398, 1148
1148
398,
for attorney, Pueblo Indians, N.
N.
Mex------.-------398, 1148
398,
1148
for expenses,
expenses, sale
of unallotted
sale of
unallotted lands,
lands,
etc., Five Civilized Tribes_
1148
Tribes_ _
__ 398,
398, 1148
specified
specified salaries, etc.,
etc., of officials
officials
and attorneys
attorneys -----------398,
1148
398, 1148
repairs, etc., school
school buildings__
398, 1149
1149
buildings__ _ 398,
for lands for
Indians in
for homeless
homeless Indians
in
California ------------.398, 1149
California
398,
1149
for land for Temoak
Temoak Indians
in
Indians in
Nevada.. -----------------Nevada
1149
1149
for lands, etc.,
etc., for
for full
full blood
blood Choctaw
Choctaw
Indians
Indians of Mississippi
Mississippi -------1149
1149
for closing affairs of Eastern
Eastern Band
Band of
of
Cherokees,
Cherokees, North Carolina
Carolina- -.
1149
1149
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., Kiowas,
Kiowas, etc.,
etc.,
from tribal funds
funds .------399,
399, 1149
1149
for industrial
industrial assistance,
assistance, etc
etc-_-_ 399,
399, 1149
1149
for timber culture,
culture, etc -------399,
399, 1149
1149
for expenses
expenses of field matrons, etc
etc-_ 399,
399, 1149
1149
agency farms;
for school
school or
or agency
farms; farmers
farmers
andstockmen;
fieldmatronsand stockmen; field
matrons_ 399,
399, 1149
1149
timber
timber culture not applicableto
applicable to MeMenominee
nominee Reservation,
Reservation, Wis___
Wis
399,
399, 1149
1149
for soil, etc., experiments
experiments ------- 399,
1149
399,1149
for encouraging
encouraging self
self support, furnishfurnishing seed,
seed, implements,
implements, etc_
etc ---___ 399,
399, 1150
1150
repayment; limitation
limitation ---__
_ 399,
399, 1150
1150
tribal herds excluded
399,
excluded -------.
399, 1150
1150
for reimbursing
reimbursing Indians for
for cattle
cattle
destroyed to prevent spread
spread of
of
contagious
contagious diseases,
diseases, etc .- __399,
399, 1150
1150
for developing
developing stock watering
watering places,
places,
etc -------------------400, 1150
1150
for water supply, Papago
Papago Indian
Indian
villages, Ariz ----------400,
400, 1150
1150
Navajo
Navajo and Hopi
on reserreserHopi Indians
Indians on
vations, Ariz -----.-----.
400,
400, 1150
1150
Pueblo Indian
Indian land, N.
N. Mex__
Mex___ _ 400,
400, 1150
1150
for irrigation and drainage expenses;
expenses;
amounts
amounts for designated projects -------------------400,
400, 1150
1150
for administrative
administrative expenses
expenses of
of irrigairrigaprojects ------------tion projects
400,
1150
400,1150
for surveys for
projects, etc__
etc_ 401,
1151
for new projects,
401, 1151
for Taos reservoir project, N.
N. Mex
Mex_ _
__
401
401
for reconnaissance
reconnaissance work,
San
Juan
work, San Juan
River, La Plata County,
County, Colo.,
Colo.,
to determine water supply
1151
supply ---- _ 1151
cooperative stream gauging__
for cooperative
1151
gauging____ 401,
401, 1151
systems and
1151
and projects
projects excluded__
excluded-_ 401,
401, 1151
expenses for flood damages,
etc.;
damages, etc.;
limit -----.--.--------401, 1151
1151
for irrigation system, Gila
Gila River
River
Reservation, Ariz
Reservation,
401, 1152
1152
Ariz ------_401,
for diverting
diverting Gila River
River water to
to
Pinal County lands-------__
lands
401, 1152
1152
401,
for construction
construction of Coolidge Dam,
Dam,
Ariz
Ariz -1152
----------------1152
for irrigation pumping
plant, etc.,
etc.,
pumping plant,
Colorado
Colorado
Ri ver
Reservation,
River
Reservation,
Ariz ------------------401, 1152
401,
1152
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appropriationf
or Ganado
appropriationfor
Ganado irrigation
irrigation projproject, Navajo
Navajo Reservation,
Reservation, ArizAriz_ 401,1152
401,1152
for pumping plants,
plants, San
San Xavier
Xavier
Reservation,
Reservation, Ariz
401, 1152
Ariz 1152
-------- 401,
for pumping
pumping plants
etc., San
San Carlos
plants, etc.,
Carlos
Reservation, Ariz
Ariz ------401, 1152
1152
Reservation,
401,
for providing
providing water
water to
to Indians
Indians from
from
for
Salt
River Irrigation
Salt River
Irrigation project,
project,
Ariz -----------------------402
402
for power and irrigation
plant, Fort
irrigation plant,
Fort
Apache
Apache Reservation,
Reservation, Ariz.,
Ariz., from
from
tribal funds ---------------402
402
for irrigation charges,
charges, Yuma
Yuma ReserReservation, Calif
402, 1152
vation,
Calif1152
..------___
402,
for irrigation,
irrigation, Fort
Hall Reservation,
Reservation,
Fort Hall
Idaho -----------.------402, 1152
1152
402,
402,
Fort Belknap
Belknap Reservation,
Reservation, Mont.._
Mont402,
1153
Flathead Reservation,
Reservation, Mont-_
Mont_ _ 402,
402, 1153
1153
Fort Peck Reservation,
Mont_ 402,
Reservation, Mont402, 1153
1153
Blackfeet
Reservation, Mont__
Mont_ _ 402,
Blackfeet Reservation,
402, 1153
1153
Crow Reservation,
Reservation, Mont
1513
402,
Crow
Mont-----402, 1513
Pyramid Lake
Lake Reservation,
Reservation, Nev
Nev__- _ 402,
402,
1153
1153
allotments, within
within NewNewPaiute allotments,
lands project, Nev
Nev -------403,
1153
403, 1153
for reconstructing,
reconstructing, etc.,
etc., Laguna
Laguna and
and
Acoma irrigation
irrigation system,
system, N.
N.
Mex ---------------.--403, 1153
1153
403,
for drainage
canal, Islets
Pueblo
drainage canal,
Isleta Pueblo
lands,
N
Mex
403
lands, N. Mex ------- _-----403
for Hogback irrigation
irrigation project,
project, NavaNavajo Reservation,
1153 403,
Reservation, N.
N. Mex
Mex____
403, 1153
for
flood protection,
protection, etc.,
etc., pueblos,
for flood
pueblos,
N. Mex ------------N.
403,
-403, 1153
1153
for
Modoc Point,
for Modoc
Point, etc.,
etc., irrigation
irrigation projprojects on Klamath
Klamath Reservation,
Reservation,
Oreg ------------------403,
Oreg
403, 1154
1154
for irrigating
irrigating allotments
allotments of
of UncomUncompahgre, etc.,
pahgre
etc., Utes
in Utah;
Utah; from
Utes in
from
tribal funds -----------403, 1154
1154
_ 403,
for operating, etc.,
Toppenish-Simcoe
etc., Toppenish-Simcoe
irrigation system on
on Yakima
Yakima
Reservation,
Wash
403, 1154
1154
Reservation, Wash-------403,
for operating
operating Ahtanum
irrigation
Ahtanum irrigation
system, Yakima
Yakima, Reservation,
Reservation,
Wash ---------------------403
403
for reimbursing
reimbursing reclamation
reclamation fund
fund for
for
Yakima Reservastored water,
water, Yakima
Reserva403, 1154
tion, Wash
Wash -------------403,
1154
for Wapato irrigation
system, Yakiirrigation system,
Yakima Reservation,
Reservation, Wash.,
Wash., repayrepayment ------_-------- - 403,
403, 1154
1154
for Satus irrigation
irrigation project, Yakima
Yakima
Reservation,
Reservation, Wash
Wash------- 404,
404, 1154
1154
irrigation, Shoshone
for irrigation,
Reservation,
Shoshone Reservation,
Wyo -----------------404,
1154
404, 1154
unexpended
unexpended balances
balances of appropriaappropriations for certain
certain irrigation projprojects covered in
1154
in-------.1154
for support of
schools1155
404, 1155
of schools---------404,
deaf and dumb
or mentally
dumb or
or blind
blind or
mentally
deficient children
children -----404, 1155
1155
___
404,
amount for education of Alabama
Alabama
Coushatta Indians,
or Coushatta
Indians, Tex__
Tex_ _ 404,
404, 1155
1155
additional facilities
for pueblo
facilities for
Pueblo and
Hopi Indians --------------1155
1155
amount
amount for education of
full blood
of full
blood
Choctaw Indians of Mississippi_
Mississippi_
1155
1155
minimum
minimum average
average attendance
attendance at
at
boarding
boarding schools required_
404, 1155
required--___ 404,
1155
discontinuance
discontinuance of
schools
of day
day schools
under average
average -----------404, 1155
404,
1155
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appropriation for
schools;
of schools;
support of
for support
appropriation
amount for
children in
in public
public
amount
for children
schools --------------404,
__ 404,
schools
not available
schools specifispecififor schools
available for
not
cally 'all
provided for
for --- __- 404,
404,
cally
all provided
for collecting
pupils_
and transporting
transporting pupils_
for
collecting and
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1155
1155
1155
1155
404,
404,
1155
1155

obtaining
employment; repayment
repayment
obtaining employment;
of
405, 1155
of expenses
expenses --------------- 405,1155
natives pupils
___ 405,
1156
405, 1156
from Alaska_
Alaska __pupils from
natives
for constructing,
school buildbuildetc., school
for
constructing, etc.,
ings;
1156
405, 1156
ings; restriction
restriction ---------- 405,
for support
support of
of specified
specified boarding
boarding
for
schools,
Fort Mojave,
Ariz_ __ 405,
1156
405, 1156
Mojave, Ariz
schools, Fort
Phoenix,
Ariz_
405, 1156
405,
1156
Phoenix, Ariz-----------Truxton
Canyon, Ariz------Ariz
405, 1156
1156
405,
Truxton Canyon,
Theodore
Apache,
Roosevelt, Fort
Fort Apache,
Theodore Roosevelt,
Ariz
405, 1156
1156
405,
Ariz -----------------Sherman
Institute,
Riverside,
Riverside,
Institute,
Sherman
Calif -----------------405, 1156
405,1156
Calif
Fort Bidwell,
405,
1156
405, 1156
Calif-------Fort
Bidwell, Calif
Haskell
Institute,
Lawrence,
Lawrence,
Institute,
Haskell
Kans
405,
1156
405, 1156
Kans------------------Mount Pleasant,
Pleasant, Mich
405,
1156
405, 1156
Mich -----Mount
405, 1156
Pipestone,
405,
Minn ----------Pipestone, Minn
Genoa,
Nebr --------------- 405,
1156
405, 1156
Genoa, Nebr
Carson City,
405, 1156
1156
City, Nev
Nev----------- 405,
Carson
Albuquerque,
N. Mex
Mex------- 406, 1156
Albuquerque, N.
406, 1156
1156
Santa
N. Mex
Mex -----Fe N.
Santa Fe,
Charles H.
Wingate,
Fort Wingate,
H. Burke,
Burke, Fort
Charles
1157
N.
Mex
1157
N. Mex-------------------Cherokee, N.
N. C-----------C
406, 1157
1157
406,
Cherokee,
Bismarck, N.
Dak -------- _
406, 1157
406,
1157
N. Dak
Bismarck,
Fort Totten,
406, 1157
1157
406,
Dak _------N. Dak
Totten, N.
Fort
Wahpeton, N.
N. Dak------Dak
406, 1157
1157
406,
Wahpeton,
406, 1157
1157
Chilocco, Okla
-----Okla---Chilocco,
Sequoyah
Orphan Training
School,
Training School,
Sequoyah Orphan
406, 1157
1157
Tahlequah, Okla_
Okla -------Tahlequah,
Chemawa, Salem,
Salem, Oreg.;
restricOreg.; restricChemawa,
tion --------------------406, 1157
406,
1157
tion
Flandreau,
Dak
407, 1157
407,
1157
S. Dak-------.
Flandreau S.
Pierre,
407, 1157
1157
407,
S. Dak
Dak ---------Pierre, S.
Rapid
City, S.
1157
407, 1157
Dak---------- 407,
S. Dak
Rapid City,
Hayward,
'407,
1157
407, 1157
--Wis---------Hayward, Wis
Tomah,
Wis
407,
1157
407, 1157
Tomah, Wis--------------Shoshone
1157
407, 1157
Wyo____ 407,
Reservation, Wyo__
Shoshone Reservation,
for school
facilities, Navajo
Indians,
Navajo Indians,
school facilities,
for
Ariz
407,
1158
407, 1158
Ariz ------------------for paying
paying tuition
for Chippewa
Chippewa
tuition for
for
children
Minnesota public
public
in Minnesota
children in
schools
407,
1158
407, 1158
schools ----------------for schools
schools for
Chippewas of
the MisMisof the
for Chippewas
for
sissippi
in Minnesota;
Minnesota; use
use reresissippi in
stricted
407,
1158
407, 1158
stricted----------------for education
of Osage
Osage children,
children,
education of
for
Okla., from
from tribal
funds__ -___ 407,
1158
407, 1158
tribal fundsOkla.,
for
schools, Five
Five Civilized
Civilized
common schools,
for common
Tribes and
and Quapaws,
Quapaws, Okla__
Okla_ _ 407,
1158
407, 1158
Tribes
for
schools among
among
etc., of
of schools
support, etc.,
for support,
Sioux Indians,
S. Dak.,
etc_ _ 407,
1158
407, 1158
Dak., etc-_
Indians, S.
Sioux
for
public schools
in Uintah
Uintah and
and DuDuschools in
for public
chesne
Counties, Utah;
Utah; condicondichesne Counties,
tion -------------------408,
1158
408, 1158
tion
for
relieving distress;
distress; prevention
of
prevention of
for relieving
contagious diseases,
408,
1158
408, 1158
etc ---diseases, etc
contagious
use for
for general
general treatment
treatment ---408,
1158
408, 1158
use
allotments to
specified hospitals,
hospitals,
to specified
allotments
etc
408,
1158
408, 1158
etc---------------------for Fort
Sanitorium, Idaho;
Idaho;
Lapwai Sanitorium,
Fort Lapwai
for
dormitory
1159
1159
dormitory ------------------for
asylum for
CanIndians, Caninsane Indians,
for insane
for asvlum
S
ntak
40.
1159
+nn
ton,
S. Dak
--- I___
- - --------------- 408,
-1 --
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appropriation
support and
and
for general
general support
appropriation for
civilization, Arizona
408,
1159
civilization,
Arizona ------408, 1159
California
408,
California ----------------408, 1159
1159
Seminole
Florida
408,
Seminole Indians
Indians of
of Florida_
408, 1159
1159
Fort
Reservation, Idaho_
Fort Hall
Hall Reservation,
Idaho_ 408,
408, 1159
1159
full blood Choctaws
Mississippi_
1159
fullblood
Choctaws of
of Mississippi
1159
Fort
Mont
408, 1159
Fort Belknap
Belknap Agency,
Agency, Mont__
408,
1159
Flathead
Agency, Mont
Mont ------ 408,
408, 1159
Flathead Agency,
1159
Fort
Peck Agency,
Agency, Mont
Mont ----408, 1159
Fort Peck
408,
1159
Blackfeet Agency,
Agency, Mont
Mont ---408, 1159
Blackfeet
408,
1159
Rocky
Band of
Rocky Boy
Boy Band
of Chippewas,
Chippewas,
etc., Mont
408, 1159
1159
etc.,
Mont---------- --408,
Nevada
409, 1159
1159
Nevada- ----------409,
New Mexico .
-----------409, 1159
1159
Sioux
Devils Lake,
Lake, N.
N. Dak_
409, 1159
1159
Sioux of
of Devils
Dak- 409,
Fort
Berthold Agency,
409, 1159
Agency, N.
N. Dak_
Dak_ 409,
1159
Fort Berthold
Turtle
Band of
of ChipChipMountain Band
Turtle Mountain
pewas, N.
409, 1159
pewas,
N. Dak
Dak ----------- 409,1159
Okla
Wichitas, etc., Okla-------409, 1159
Kansas
Kickapoo Indians,
Indians,
Kansas and
and Kickapoo
409,1160
Okla------------------Okla
409, 1160
Poneas,
409, 1160
1160
Poncas, Okla.
Okla. and
and Nebr
Nebr------ 409,
Grande
Ronde and
Siletz Agencies,
Agencies
and Siletz
Grande Ronde
Oreg
409,
1160
Oreg -----------------409,1160
Yankton Sioux,
Sioux, S.
S. Dak
409,
1160
Dak-----409, 1160
Yankton
Utah
1160
-- 409,
409, 1160
Utah -----------------Washington
409,
1160
409, 1160
Washington--------------Wisconsin ---------------409,
1160
Wisconsin
409, 1160
for fulfilling
with Coeur
Coeur
treaty with
fulfilling treaty
for
d'Alenes Idaho----------Idaho
409
1160
409,1160
d'Alenes,
Bannocks, Idaho--------Idaho
1160
- 409,
409, 1160
Bannocks,
for support,
support, etc.,
etc., of
of full
Chocblood Chocfull blood
for
taw Indians
Indians in
409
409
in Mississippi
Mississippi ---taw
for fulfilling
with Crows,
Crows,
treaties with
for
fulfilling treaties
409, 1160
1160
Mont------------------- 409,
Mont
for civilization,
civilization, etc.,
CheyNorthern Cheyetc., Northern
for
ennes
Arapahoes, Mont_
Mont_ 409,
409, 1160
1160
ennes and
and Arapahoes,
for fulfilling
treaties with
with Pawnees,
Pawnees,
for
fulfilling treaties
Okla ------------------410,
410, 1160
1160
Oka
for fulfilling
fulfilling treaties
with Quapaws,
treaties with
for
Okla
410, 1160
1160
410,
Okla--------------for administering
administering affairs
affairs of
of Five
Five
for
Civilized Tribes,
Tribes, Okla
Okla ----410,
1159
Civilized
410,1159
for
support, etc.,
etc., Warm
Warm Springs
for support,
Agency, Oreg
410
410
Oreg --------------Agency,
for
fulfilling treaties
treaties with
of
Sioux of
with Sioux
for fulfilling
different tribes,
N. Dak.,
Dak.,
tribes, Nebr.,
Nebr., N.
different
and S.
Dak
410, 1160
and
S. Dak-------------410,1160
for
with ConfederConfedertreaty with
fulfilling treaty
for fulfilling
ated Bands
of Utes-----Utes
410, 1160
410,
1160
Bands of
ated
for fulfilling
treaty with
Spokanes,
with Spokanes,
for
fulfilling treaty
Wash
410, 1161
1161
-410,
Wash-- ------------for fulfilling
with Shoshones,
Shoshones,
treaty with
fulfilling treaty
for
Wyo
410, 1161
1161
410,
Wyo------------------for support,
confederated tribes
tribes
etc., confederated
for
support, etc.,
and
bands,
Warm
Springs
Springs
Warm
bands,
and
Agency,
1161
Agency, Oreg
Oreg ------------For
support, etc.,
etc., of
of Indians
under
Indians under
For support,
designated
from tribal
agencies, from
designated agencies,
funds
410, 1161
funds-----------------for civilization,
civilization, etc.,
etc., Chippewas
in
Chippewas in
for
Minnesota, from
from tribal
funds;
tribal funds;
Minnesota,
objects
411, 1162
1162
specified----------- 411,
objects specified
for sawmill,
Red Lake
Lake ReservaReservaetc., Red
sawmill, etc.,
for
412
tion,
412
Minn------------------tion, Minn
for per
per capita
payments to
to Choctaws
Choctaws
capita payments
for
and Chickasaws,
tribal
from tribal
and
Chickasaws, from
funds
412, 1162
1162
412,
funds------------------for support,
etc., Indians
Indians of
of Osage
Osage
for
support, etc.,
Agency,
Okla., from
from tribal
funds_ 412,
412,
tribal fundsAgency, Okla.,
1162
1162
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appropriation
appropriation for oil and gas expenses,
expenses,
Osage Reservation,
Reservation, Okla
,
412
Okia-----412
for visits of Osage Tribal Council to
to
Washington, D.
Washington,
D C----.---C
412,
412, 1162
1162
for distributing
funds of
of
distributing principal
principal funds
Confederated
Confederated Bands of tiles_
Utes- 412, 1162
to Navajo Springs Band in Colorado
rado-------.---.-.--.- . 412, 1162
Lrintah, etc., Bands
1162
Uintah,
Bands in
in Utah
Utah -- 412, 1162
Southern
Colorado_-1162
Southern Utes in Colorado
412, 1162
for completion
completion of road, Hoops
Hoopa ValReservation, Calif
413
ley Reservation,
Calif--------- 413
for oil and gas production
production expenses
Osage Reservation,
Reservation, Okla
Okla------- 1162
1162
for erecting monument
monument in Pawhuska
to members of Osage
Osage Tribe who
lost
their lives
in World
World WilT_
1162
lost their
lives in
War-_-__ 1162
for roads and bridges, Red
Red Lake
Reservation, Minn.,
from tribal
Reservation,
Minn., from
funds ------.---------- _ 413,
1163
funds
413, 1163
for roads
roads and bridges, Mescalero
Mescalero
Reservation,
Reservation, N. Mex.; repayment
413,
1163
ment------...-------.
413,1163
for steel bridges within Cochiti and
San Juan Pueblo grants, N.
Mex.; repayment
413
repayment------------- 413
for Federal highway
highway across Navajo
Navajo
Reservation,
Reservation, N. Mex
Mex---------- 1163
for roads and bridges,
bridges, Shoshone Reservation, Wyo.;
repayment_- 413, 1163
ervation,
Wyo.; repayment__
1163
for fulfilling treaties with Senecas,
Senecas,
N. Y ----------------- - 413, 1163
Six Nations, N. Y
Y
1163
------- _ 413, 1163
Choctaws, Okla.
1163
Okla
-------4413,
413,1163
for purchase
purchase of lands for Saint Croix
Croix
Chippewa Indians, Wis.; per
capita payment, discretionary__
discretionary-_
413,
1164
for general expenses,
additional,
1925 ---..------.........
706
706
for supplies, purchase, transportatransportation, etc., additional,
additional, 1925
1925----706
for Indian Service inspectors,
inspectors, additional,
1925
tional, 1925------707
for judges, Indian courts,
additional,
courts, additional,
1925 ------ -----707
for Indian police, additional, 1925-1925_ __ 707
for suppressing liquor traffic,
additraffic, additional, 1925 ----...........
707
for agency, etc.,
etc., buildings,
buildings, addiadditional, 1925--1925
---------707
for determining
determining heirs of deceased
deceased
allottees, additional,
additional, 1925---1925
707
for attorneys,
attorneys, in probate matters,
matters,
Five Civilized Tribes, additional, 1925....-----...----1925
707
surveying and allotting
for surveying
allotting Indian
lands, additional, 1925----.......
1925
lands,
707
for Pueblo
Pueblo Indians, N.
N'. Mex., counsel,
additional, 1925-------............
1925
additional,
707
for industrial
industrial assistance
assistance and care of
timber,
Umbel', additional, 1925
1925----707
for developing water supply,
supply, addiadditional, 1925 ---------..-----707
for irrigation
irrigation and drainage expenses;
expenses;
additional amounts,
amounts, 1925, for
designated projects
designated
projects
_----_..
707
for support of designated schools,
additional, 1925 --- _-_--_-additional,
707
for relieving distress; conservation
conservation
of health, etc., additional, 1925_
1925708
for general support and civilization;
civilization;
additional,
additional, 1925 -----.-..-...
708
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appropriation
for insect
appropriation for
insect infestation,
infestation,
additional, 1925-------------1925
708
708
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for supplies;
supplies;
purchase, transportation,
transportation, etc__
etc_-_ 42,
42,
56,
61, 698,
698, 759
56, 61,
759
for Omaha Indians, court costs;
costs;
from tribal funds -----------42
from
42
for Walter Runke, reimbursement-__
reimbursement__
42
payments to
to Wind
Reserfor payments
Wind River
River Reservation Indians,
Indians, Wyo
Wyo_-----. _-__
42
42
tuberculosis sanatorium
sanatorium for
Chipfor tuberculosis
for Chip42
pewas in Minnesota
Minnesota ----------42
for irrigation system,
Gila River
River
system, Gila
Reservation,
Ariz ------------42
Reservation, Ariz
42
for school Chilocco, Oka
Okla ---------42
42
for increase of compensation
compensation -__ 56,
56, 759
759
Yakima Reservation,
Reservation,
for irrigation, Yakima
Wash
Wash_--------------------56, 61
56,
61
for relieving distress; prevention,
prevention,
etc.,
759
etc., diseases ---------------- 56,
56, 759
for support
support of schools__schools__ 66,
56, 759, 1348, 1351
for general
general expenses--------------expenses
56
56
for support, Indians
56
Indians in Arizona
Arizona-----56
for support, etc., Indians in Arizona
Arizona
New Mexico
Mexico ---. --.
56,
693,
759
and New
656, 698, 759
etc., Indians in Nevada._
for support, etc.,
56
Nevada56
for administering
administering affairs of Five Civilized Tribes -------_----56, 760
760
- 56,
for school, Salem, Oreg ----------56
56
for Sioux Indians, different
different tribes
tribes__
-__ 56,
56,
760
698, 700, 760
for Sioux
Sioux of South Dakota
56
Dakota--------56
for support, etc.,
etc., Indians in California -----------------61
_
--61
for irrigation, Wind
Wind River
River Reservation ' Wyo -----------------61
tion,
61
for Fort Hall Reservation,
__
684
Reservation, Idaho_
Idaho--684
for school,
school, Carson City, Nev -----684
684
dispossessed Nisqually
for relief of dispossessed
Nisqually
Reservation Indians, Wash--_
Wash_ __
684
- __
684
for support, etc.,
etc., full blood Choctaw
Indians
Indians of Mississippi_ _ 684, 760, 1329
for school, Wahpeton, N.
N Dak -----684
684
for Wapato irrigation system, WashWash_
684
684
for irrigation,
irrigation etc.,
etc., Fort
Fort Hall ReservaReserva_
684
tion, Idsilio
Idaho ---------------684
suppressing liquor traffic ------698
for suppressing
698
for irrigation,
irrigation, Yakima Reservation,
Reservation,
Wash -----------.-------698
698
for stock watering
watering _places,
700
places, etc -----700
for school, Rapid City, S. Dak_
Dak--.-.
700
for encouraging
encouraging industry,
etc
700
industry, etc------700
for telegraphing
telegraphing and telephoning__
telephoning--- _ 759
determining heirs of Indian alfor determining
lottees --------------------759
759
for industrial
industrial work, etc
etc ----------759
759
for support,
support, etc.,
Chippewas of Lake
etc., Chippewas
Lake
Superior,
Superior, Wis --------------759
759
for surveying,
surveying, etc.,
severalty_ 1328
etc., lands
lands in severalty_
1328
for school, Mount Pleasant,
Pleasant, Mich_
__ 1329
Mich___
1329
for school, Pipestone,
Minn
1329
Pipestone, Minn--_----_
1329
for school, Pierre, S. Dak -.------1329
1329
for support, etc., Fort Belknap
Belknap
1329
Agency, Mont
Mont --------------1329
for readjustment
readjustment of pay of field ememployees from tribalfunds
tribal funds at specspec1329
ified agencies --------------1329
for sawmill, Menominee
Menominee Indians,
Indians,
Wis -------- _-------------- 1330
1330
for Caddo Band of Wichitas,
1330
Wichitas, Okla
Okla-_
1330
for James J. McAllister __----___
1330
- 1330
for transporting pupils--------_
1348
for support, etc.,
etc., Indians in Nevada_
Nevada- 1348
1348
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bridge
deficiency
appropriation for
for bridge
deficiency appropriation
across Santa
Clara River,
River, ShivSanta Clara
across
Utah -_----witz Reservation,
Reservation, Utah
witz
Okla.;
Cheyenne and
Indians, Okla.;
Arapahoe Indians,
and Arapahoe
Cheyenne
names of
Chester Calf and
of Chester
names
Nose Woman added
Crooked
added to
to
Crooked Nose
final tribal
tribal rolls, etc --------final
Chippewa Indians,
Mich.; fees
fees allowed
allowed
Indians, Mich.;
Chippewa
approved attorneys
claims
in claims
attorneys in
approved
before Court
Court of
Claims -----of Claims
before
entiChippewa
Indians of
of Minnesota
Minnesota entiChippewa Indians
tled to
back annuities
annuities to
be paid_
paid_
to be
to back
tled
credit
to general
in settlement
settlement
fund in
general fund
credit to
for Minnesota
Minnesota National
National Forest_Forest
for
principal
per
payment from
from principal
capita payment
per capita
fund
fund-----------------------sum
to be
be credited
general fund of_
credited to general
sum to
White Earth
Earth School
School teachers,
teachers, to be
White
paid
funds ------tribal funds
from tribal
paid from
Choctaw
Chickasaw Indians;
and Chicjasaw
Choctaw and
by
claims of,
to b
adjudicated by
bC adjudicated
of, to
claims
Court
of Claims----------Claims
Court of
Choctaw and
and Chickasaw
Chickasaw townsite
townsite lands;
lands;
Choctaw
amounts due
due deceased
deceased persons
persons
amounts
payable to
to heirs------------heirs
payable
Clallams, Wash.;
Wash.; per
capita payment
per capita
Clallams,
to,
all claims
claims------for all
full for
in full
to, in
Columbia and
and Colville
Reservations,
Colville Reservations,
Columbia
Wash.; allottees
allottees of
of lands
lands under
under
Wash.;
trust
sell, etc_
___
etc--may sell,
patents, may
trust patents,
Columbia Reservation,
Wash.; unreunreReservation, Wash.;
Columbia
served
in former,
former, opened
lands in
served lands
to
to entry
entry-----------------Creek Indians;
Indians; claims
claims of, to be adjuCreek
dicated
Court of
___
Claims---of Claims_
by Court
dicated by
Crows,
time extended
extended for repayOkla.; time
Crows, Okla.;
ing
fund for
for benefit__
benefit__ _
revolving fund
ing revolving
Delaware
Indians, Okla.;
Okla.; claims of, to
to
Delaware Indians,
be adjudicated
adjudicated by
by Court of
be
Claims _
Claims--------------------allowed
field service
employees may be allowed
service employees
field
light, from
quarters, fuel,
fuel, and
and light,
quarters,
any fund
available
fund available----------any
previous
approved_
for, approved_
expenditures for,
previous expenditures
final disposition
affairs of
Eastern
of Eastern
of affairs
disposition of
final
Band
of
Cherokees,
N.
C
Band of Cherokees, N. C--_Five
Civilized
Tribes
'
Okla.;
allowFive Civilized Tribes, Okla.; allowances for
improvements,
street improvements
for street
ances
etc., in
town sites, from tribal
in town
etc.,
funds ----------------funds
names
Flathead Reservation,
Mont.; names
Reservation, Mont.;
Flathead
added to
to final
final roll
roll of
of Indians
Indians on,
added
etc
etc-----------------------Fort Apache
Reservation, Ariz.;
amount
Ariz.; amount
Apache Reservation,
Fort
authorized
for road
road on,
on, from
authorized for
tribal
funds
tribal funds----------------State
contribution required--required
State contribution
for
building,
White River
at White
etc., at
for building, etc.,
Agency
Agency-------------------Fort Berthold
Dak.; purN. Dak.;
Indians, N.
Berthold Indians,
Fort
chasers of
of lots
in Sanish
Sanish town
lots in
chasers
site
within former
former reservation
to
reservation to
site within
receive excess
over reappraisal
reappraisal
excess over
receive
price
price---------------------Fort
Berthold Reservation,
Reservation, N.
N. Dak.;
Fort Berthold
inpaying intime extended
for paying
extended for
time
stallments
for lands
lands in -------stallments for
Idaho; girls'
Fort Lapwai
Sanatorium, Idaho;
Lapwai Sanatorium,
Fort
at-----dormitory authorized
authorized at
dormitory
Fort
payment
Mont.; payment
Reservation, Mont.;
Peck Reservation,
Fort Peck
for visit
visit of
of delegation
delegation to Washfor
ington from-----------------from
ington
53
245822°—vor., 43--PT
43—Pr 2—
45822-VOL
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1348
1348

253
253
137
137
95
95
1052
1052
798
798
816
816
819
819
537
537
138
138
1102
1102
133
133

357
139
1301
1301
812
812
634
634
634
634
376
376

728
728
246
246
93
93
93
93
93
93

817
817
139
139

533
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Fort
Ariz.; withReservation, Ariz.;
Yuma Reservation,
Fort Yuma
drawal of
of lands
lands on,
Powell
for Powell
on, for
drawal
town site
site and
and school
school farm,
farm,
town
vacated
vacated---------------------allotment of
of areas
areas vacated;
vacated; other
other
allotment
aside_-__
lands
for farm
farm to
to be set aside_
lands for
capita
Indian schools;
schools; allowance
allowance of per capita
Indian
cost of
pupils increased-------increased
of pupils
cost
Indians in
in Washington;
Washington; claims of cerIndians
to Court
tain tribes
Court
submitted to
tribes submitted
tain
of Claims---.---------------Claims
of
Kansas Indians,
Indians, Okla.;
Okla.; alienation reKansas
strictions,
on homestead
homestead
etc., on
strictions, etc.,
allotments of,
of, continued
continued------allotments
Kansas
Indians; claims of, to be
Kaw Indians;
or Kaw
Kansas or
adjudicated by
by Court
Claims_
Court of Claimsadjudicated
lands
Kaw
reserved lands
Okla.; reserved
Reservation, Okla.;
Kaw Reservation,
purmining
may be
be leased
leased for
may
poses,
benefit of
Kansas
of Kansas
for benefit
poses, for
Indians
Indians ----------- --------Kiowa,
etc., Indians,
Indians, Okla.; purchase
purchase of
Kiowa, etc.,
------land
for cemetery
for
cemetery for-land for
allotment of
Kiowa,
Reservations; allotment
etc., Reservations;
Kiowa, etc.,
F. Rowell,
agency
lands to
to James
James F.
agency lands
Kiowa tribal
tribal member
member _------Kiowa
Reservation, Wis.;
Lac Cowie
Oreille Reservation,
Courte Oreille
Lac
allotments,
etc., to certain InInallotments, etc.,
dians on,
validated ---------on, validated
dians
Lac du
du Flambeau
Flambeau Chippewa
Chippewa Indians,
Lac
Wis.; final
final roll,
allotments, etc.;
roll, allotments,
Wis.;
for,
authorized-------------for, authorized
Menominee
Reservation, Wis.; conMenominee Reservation,
allowed
men allowed
tracts with
white men
with white
tracts
on------for timber
timber operations
operations on
for
Mille
Band of
of Chippewas,
Minn.;
Chippewas, Minn.;
Lac Band
Mille Lac
payment to
to designated
chiefs__ _
designated chiefs_-payment
from sale of
Navajo Indians;
money from
Indians; money
Navajo
allotment of
of Pete
Coberly to be
Pete Coberly
allotment
-Tribe _
deposited to
to credit
credit of Tribe_
deposited
Navajo Reservation,
Ariz.; exchanges
exchanges
Reservation, Ariz.;
Navajo
for
Indian areas
consolidating Indian
for consolidating
in
-----------in------------oil and gas mining leases
leases for ten years
oil
of unallotted
unallotted lands
reservalands of reservaof
tions
tions---------------------Osages
Tribes and °sages
Five
Civilized Tribes
Five Civilized
lands excepted-------------excepted
lands
Omaha
Indians, Nebr.;
Nebr.; per
per capita
capita paypayOmaha Indians,
ment of
Court of
of Claims judgof Court
ment
ment to
to-------------------ment
Omaha
Nebr.; disposal of
of
Reservation, Nebr.;
Omaha Reservation,
reservations
all
unallotted lands;
lands; reservations
all unallotted
Osage Indian
etc., the property
lands, etc.,
Indian lands,
Osage
of
persons not
of Indian blood
not of
of persons
may
be sold,
etc _-__
transferred, etcsold, transferred,
may be
Osages, Okla.;
rata payment
payment quarpro rata
Okla.; pro
Osages,
terly
to shares
shares of
of members ---terly to
Paiute Indians,
Indians, Utah;
lands set apart
Utah; lands
Paiute
for settlement
by------------settlement by
for
payment
authorized to
to dispossessed
dispossessed
payment authorized
lands taken
families
taken on Nisfamilies for lands
qually
Wash_ ---Reservation, Wash
qually Reservation,
payment
for tuition
tuition of
in
pupils in
Indian pupils
of Indian
payment for
State public
and
1922 and
schools, 1922
public schools,
State
1923,
authorized -----------1923, authorized
limitations,
etc
limitations, etc-----------------per
capita
payment
Chippewa InInto Chippewa
per capita payment to
dians
of
Minnesota from
from principrincidians of Minnesota
pal fund
fund -----------------pal
of lands
Piute Indians,
drainage of
Nev.; drainage
Indians, Nev.;
Piute
within
reclamation
Newlands reclamation
within Newlands
project--------------------project
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958

886
176
176
1133

111
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795

92
132
132
793
818
91

1115
1115
244
244
820
820
726

94
1008
246
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536
536
537
537
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Piute Indians,
purchase of
in
Piute
Indians, Utah;
Utah; purchase
of lots
lots in
Cedar
City, Utah,
Utah, for
Cedar City,
for -------Pottawatomies,
and Mich.;
payPottawatomies, Wis.
Wis. and
Mich.; payment
Wisconsin bands
bands of
____
ment to
to Wisconsin
of---Pueblo
Indian land
grant titles,
titles, N.
N. Mex.,
Mex.,
Pueblo Indian
land grant
quieted, etc
quieted,
etc-----------------Quapaw
Agency, Okla.;
fee to
to
Quapaw Agency,
Okla.; title
title in
in fee
purchasers
of unrestricted
purchasers of
unrestricted allotallotments to
to Indians
Indians of
ments
of ---------homestead allotments
allotments to
to Indians
Indians of,
of,
homestead
may
sold; condition
may be
be sold;
condition-------Quinaielt
Reservation, Mont.;
lands
Quinaielt Reservation,
Mont.; lands
in,
set apart
apart for
lighthouse purin, set
for lighthouse
purposes
poses--------------------Rapid City
S. Dak.;
Dak.; part
part of
Rapid
City School,
School, S.
of
school grounds
to be
be sold
and
school
grounds to
sold and
proceeds
used for
for improveproceeds used
improvements----------------------ments
Red
Indians, Minn.;
reimburseRed Lake
Lake Indians,
Minn.; reimbursement for
for garden
garden plats
plats of
of inment
individuals taken
taken for
for school
school farm_
farm_ _
dividuals
relinquishment of
railroad grant
grant lands
relinquishment
of railroad
lands
in
to Indians,
Indians, exin Arizona,
Arizona, etc.,
etc., to
extended
tended ----------------.--right of way
way to be acquired
for spillspillacquired for
way
and
ditch,
Lake
Andes,
way and ditch, Lake Andes,
S.
S. Dak
Dak ---------------Round Valley
Valley Reservation,
Round
Reservation, Calif.;
Calif.;
patents
to deceased
deceased allottee
patents to
allottee
canceled and
and land
land restored
canceled
restored to
to
Indians--------------------Indians
sale to
to Los
Los Angeles,
Angeles, Calif.,
Calif., of
lands purpur-'
sale
of lands
Indians in
in
chased for
for homeless
homeless Indians
California
California------------------use of
of proceeds
proceeds for
for irrigation
use
irrigation work,
work,
and other
other lands
lands ------------Seminole
Nation; claims
claims of,
of, to
be adSeminole Nation;
to be
adjudicated by
Court of
Claims
judicated
by Court
of Claims__
Sioux
Nation; investigation,
investigation, etc.,
Sioux Nation;
etc., of
of
claims
of members
of, for
horses
claims of
members of,
for horses
erroneously killed
erroneously
killed -----------Stockbridge Band;
be adadStockbridge
Band; claims
claims of,
of, to
to be
judicated by
Court of
Claims_
judicated
by Court
of Claims__
Temoak Indians,
Indians, Nev.;
Nev.; purchase
purchase of
of
Temoak
lands
for homeless,
at Ruby
Ruby
lands for
homeless, at
Valley ---------------------Valley
tracts of
of lands, etc.,
tracts
etc., no
no longer
longer needed
needed
for administrative
uses, allotfor
administrative uses,
allotments,
etc., to
be sold
sold --------ments, etc.,
to be
disposal
disposal of
of proceeds
proceeds -------------trust
trust patents
patents to
to Indians
reIndians holding
holding restricted fee patents
stricted
patents----------_
Ute Indians
Indians, Utah; lands
lands reserved
as
reserved as
school
site for
for --------------school site
Walapai Reservation,
Reservation, Ariz.;
Ariz.; exchanges
exchanges
Walapai
of
lands in
in ---------------of lands
_
Winnebago
Winnebago Reservation,
Reservation, Nebr.;
Nebr.; patent
patent
to
to deceased
deceased allottee
allottee Mary
Mary Crane,
Crane,
canceled and
land restored
restored to
to
canceled
and land
Indians
Indians --------------------Zia Pueblo
N. Mex.;
Mex.; tract
tract of
of
Zia
Pueblo Indians,
Indians, N.
land
land reserved
reserved for
for-------------Indian Affairs,
Commissioner of,
Indian
Affairs, Commissioner
of,
appropriation for
appropriation
for _---.---------- 396,
396,

Indian Agencies,
Indian
appropriation,
Agencies for
construction, repair,
repair,
appropriation
for construction,
etc., of
of buildings
buildings at
at -------- 396,
etc.,
396,
heat
employees _ 397,
heat and
and light
light to
to employees___
397,
for agricultural,
agricultural, etc.,
etc., experiments
on
for
experiments on
farms
of
399,
farms of--------------399,
for construction
of
for
construction,' repair,
repair, etc.,
etc., of
buildings at,
additional, 1925--1925___
at, additional,
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Allottees,
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appropriation
for hearings,
etc., to
to
appropriation for
hearings, etc.,
determine heirs
heirs of
of ------397,
1147
determine
397, 1147
not applicable
applicable to Osages
nor
Osages nor
1096
1096
Five
Civilized Tribes------Tribes
397,
1147
Five Civilized
397, 1147
819
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for deterdeterdeficiency
819
mining heirs
heirs of
of --------------759
mining
759
Commissioners, Board
Board of,
Indian Commissioners,
636 Indian
of,
636
appropriation
for expenses
of
397, 1148
appropriation for
expenses of-----397,
1148
Indian Courts,
Indian
Courts,
appropriation
for judges
396, 1147
722
appropriation for
judges --------722
396,
1147
for
1925 -------707
for judges,
judges, additional,
additional, 1925
707
(see Indian
Indian Affairs
Indian Department
723 Indian
Department (see
Affairs
723
Bureau, Interior
Bureau,
Interior Department).
Department).
Indian
DepredationClaims,
Indian Depredation
Claims,
247
appropriation
for defending
suits in..
217, 1026
appropriation for
defending suits
in_ 217,
1026
247
Indian
Farmers and
Stockmen,
Indian Farmers
and Stockmen,
appropriation for
399, 1149
appropriation
for------_-------399,
1149
Indian Head,
Head, Md.,
Md.,
Indian
appropriation for
for care,
care, etc.,
etc., school
school at
92
92
appropriation
at
ordnance station-------------_
station
192
192
Indian
Hospitals,
Indian Hospitals,
357
appropriation
for kaintenance,
357
appropriation for
maintenance, etc.,
etc.,
of designated
408, 1158
of
designated------------- 408,
1158
Indian
Indian Lands,
Lands,
795
appropriation
for
ex795
appropriation
for advertising
advertising
expenses, sales of----------of
398,
1148
398, 1148
no longer needed
needed for administration
administration
133
and
allotment
purposes,
etc.,
133
and allotment purposes, etc.,
to
93
to be
be sold
sold at
at auction
auction---------93
survey
be paid
paid by
by grantees_
93
survey costs
costs to
to be
grantees93
proceeds
to
be
deposited
to
credit
proceeds to be deposited to credit.
138
of
Indians
Indians owning the
the same----same__ __
93
138
93
of Government
Government owned
owned lands
to be
lands to
be
deposited
the TreasuryTreasury - -_93
deposited in
in the
93
1101
nontaxable,
Government
nontaxable, added
1101
added to
to Government
proportion of
proportion
of cost
cost of
roads, etc.,
of roads,
etc.,
1102
1102
for
890
for unappropriated
unappropriated public
public lands_
lands_
890
Indian
Matrons,
Indian Matrons,
133
appropriation
399,
1149
appropriation for
133
for --------------399, 1149
employment of field
for employment
1149
field -------- 399,
399, 1149
Indian Oasis
Indian
Oasis Hospital,
Hospital, Ariz.,
Ariz.,
477
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
477
appropriation for
for maintenance,
etc.,
oflie---------------------of
_
of
1159
-... -..... 408,
408, 1159
644
Police,
644 Indian
Indian Police,
appropriation for
etc
396, 1147
1147
appropriation
for pay,
pay, etc-------396,
for, additional,
additional, 1925-------------1925
707
for,
707
596 Indian
Indian Pupils,
596
Pupils,
appropriation
for support,
support, etc.,
of,
appropriation for
etc., of,
at schools --------------404, 1155
404,
1155
93
discontinuance of
with
discontinuance
93
of schools
schools with
93
minimum attendance
attendance ------- 404,
93
minimum
404, 1155
1155
tuition in public, etc.,
etc., schools-_
schools
404,
404, 1155
1155
1114
for
etc ----------- 404,
1114
for transporting,
transporting, etc
404, 1155
1155
obtaining employment;
obtaining
employment; refundrefund.. 405,
405, 1155
1155
246
246
native pupils
pupils from
from Alaska
Alaska ---405, 1156
native
405,
1156
deficiency appropriation
for transpordeficiency
appropriation for
transpor954
954 A
tation
1348
tation ------------------1348
claims for tuition of,
of, in
in State
State public
public
schools,
and 1923,
1923, to
to be
be
schools, 1922
1922 and
paid from existing
existing balances,
balances, etc_
536,
etc_
536
138
138
total limited
537
limited -------------------537
Indian
Indian Reservations,
Reservations,
92
92
appropriation for
appropriation
for expenses
expenses opening,
opening, to
to
entry; reimbursable
reimbursable -------- 396,
396, 1146
1146
1146
1146
for surveying,
in severalty,
for
surveying, allotting
allotting in
severalty,
etc., of
in ;reimbursable_
reimbursable_ 397,
1148
of lands
landsin;
397,1148
developing stock
places
for developing
stock watering
watering places
1147
1147
on; condition
condition -----------400,
400, 1150
1150
1147
1147
for irrigation
irrigation and drainage
expenses;
drainage expenses;
projects specified
projects
specified ---------- 400,
400, 1150
1150
1149
1149
for irrigation,
irrigation, Gila
Ariz
401,
Gila River,
River, Ariz_401, 1152
1152
irrigation,
Colorado
River,
for irrigation,
Colorado
River,
707
707
Ariz --.--------.-------.
Ariz
401,
1152
401, 1152
Page.
Page
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irrigation, Ganado
appropriation
appropriation for irrigation,
Ariz------ 401,
project, Navajo, Ariz
401,
for
irrigation, San Xavier,
Xavier, Ariz-Ariz
for irrigation,
for irrigation,
Ariz_ 401,
401,
irrigation, San Carlos, Ariz--_
for
-for
irrigation, Fort Apache,
Apache, ArizAriz_ ___
for irrigation,
Calif
for irrigation, Yuma, Calif--------for irrigation,
irrigation, Fort
Hall, Idaho-Idaho__ 402,
Fort Hall,
for
irrigation, Fort Belknap, Mont
Mont_ _
for irrigation,
A

DANA
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rage.

1152
1152
1152
402
1152
1152
402,
1153

for irrigation,
irrigation, Flathead,
Mont_ __ 402,
1153
402, 1153
Flathead, Mont--for

for irrigation,
irrigation, Fort
Peck, Mont_
Mont_-_ 402,
Fort Peck,
for
for irrigation,
Blackfeet, Mont_Mont_ __ 402,
irrigation, Blackfeet,
for
for
Mont_----- 402,
irrigation, Crow, Mont
for irrigation,
Nevirrigation, Pyramid Lake,
Lake, Nev__
for irrigation,
for
for

irrigation,
Hogback
project,
irrigation, Hogback
Navajo,
Mex
403,
Navajo, N. Mex---------for
Klamath, Oreg...
Oreg ---__ 403,
irrigation, Klamath,
for irrigation,
for
Wash..--__ _ 403,
irrigation, Yakima, Wash
for irrigation,
for
Shoshone, Wyo--Wyo
403,
irrigation, Shoshone,
for irrigation,
for
etc., addisurveying, allotting, etc.,
for surveying,
1925
tional, 1925-----------------for
irrigation, etc., projects specified;
for irrigation,
additional,
•---additional, 1925 -------for irrigation,
irrigation, Gila River, Ariz., adfor
ditional,
1925
ditional, 1925----------------for irrigation,
irrigation, Colorado River, Ariz.,
Ariz.,
for
additional,
additional, 1925 ------------for irrigation, San Xavier,
Xavier, Ariz.,
Ariz., adfor
ditional, 1925
1925---------------ditional,
for irrigation,
irrigation, Fort
Fort Hall, Idaho, adfor
ditional, 1925 -------------for
for irrigation, Fort Belknap, Mont.,
additional, 1925 ---------for
Mont., adFlathead, Mont.,
irrigation, Flathead,
for irrigation,
ditional, 1925
.
1925--------------ditional,
for
irrigation, Blackfeet,
Mont., adBlackfeet, Mont.,
for irrigation,
ditional,
1925----------------ditional, 1925_
for irrigation,
irrigation, Crow, Mont., addifor
tional, 1925----------------1925_
for Hogback
Hogback project, Navajo, N.
for
Mex.,
1925--------additional, 1925
Mex., additional,
for irrigation,
Wash., adYakima, Wash.,
irrigation, Yakima,
for
ditional, 1925 -------------for irrigation,
irrigation, Shoshone,
Wyo., adShoshone, Wyo.,
for
ditional, 1925--------------1925
ditional,
for
irrigation,
Ganado
project,
project,
Ganado
for irrigation,
Navajo, Ariz.,
additional, 1925....
1925- Ariz., additional,
Navajo,
deficiency
appropriation for irrigation,
deficiency appropriation
Yakima,
Yakima, Wash --------------Fort Hall, Idaho; lands to be acquired
from : for American Falls reserfrom,
voir
in Minidoka
irrigation projMinidoka irrigation
voir in
ect
ect------------------------amount authorized
authorized for, from reseramount
money------construction money
voir construction
to be
Indians, etc----etc
to Indians,
credited to
be credited
to
unallotted lands,
oil and gas leases on unallotted
authorized
years----for ten years
authorized for
Five Civilized Tribes and Osages
Osages
Five
lands
excepted -------------lands excepted
consent of Indians required
required -------consent
production subject to State taxation_
production
no
Indian owners --------_
lien on Indian
no lien
Omaha, Nebr.;
Nebr.; disposal
unallotted
disposal of all unallotted
Omaha,
lands
lands ---------------------Pyramid
to
Pyramid Lake, Nev.; sale of lands to
settlers
on, etc
etc_-------------settlers on,
Quinaielt,
Wash.;
lands
aside
set
in,
Quinaielt, Wash.;
nlrnn.P
fr
for 1l{h+hl-no
lighthouse
purposes
-v
Js
.-.u
u
, W. ---__-------

1153
1153
1153
402,
1153
1153
1154
1154
1154
707
707

707
707
707
707
707
707
707
707
707

707
707
707

56

117
117
117

244
244
244
244
244
726
596
247
-247
--
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S cnools, for support, etc
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Indian
appropriation
Schools,
404, 1155
1155
for support, etc ----- 404,
appropriation
provisions for the deaf and dumb
or blind
blind or mentally
mentally deficient_ 404, 1155
or
Alabama and Couamount for Alabama
Indians in Texas --- _ 404, 1155
1155
shatta Indians
1155
Pueblo
Indians
1155
and Hopi Indians-------Pueblo and
Mississippi- 1155
1155
full blood Choctaws of Mississippi_
schools_
discontinuance
boarding schools..
discontinuance of boarding
with less than specified
specified pupils;
transfer
transfer of pupils --------- 404, 1155
discontinuance
discontinuance of day schools with
pupils __less than
__ _ 404, 1155
specified pupils_
than specified
less
transfers
directed; return of montransfers directed;
eys
appropriated
eys appropriated --------- 404, 1155
- 404, 1155
maintenance
maintenance in public schools_ _
not
schools specifispecifiused for schools
be used
to be
not to
404, 1155
appropriated for
cally appropriatedfor------404, 1155
for
transporting, etc.,
etc., pupils----pupils
for transporting,
employment
refunding.
employment for pupils; refunding,
etc
405, 1155
1155
etc-------------------- 465,
Alaska
pupils
405, 1156
405,1156
Alaska pupils------------for constructing,
constructing, etc., buildings; new
for
construction restricted---restricted____ __ 405, 1156
construction
for designated
designated boarding
schools_ -_ 405, 1156
1156
boarding schools
for
707
for buildings,
1925
additional, 1925----buildings, additional,
for
707
for support,
support, etc.,
1925
additional, 1925--etc., additional,
for
support--_ 56,
deficiency appropriations
appropriations for support_
deficiency
759,
1348
759,1348
958
per
cost of
958
increased-at, increased
pupils at,
of pupils
capita cost
per capita
Bureau,
Indian Service
Service (see
(see Indian Affairs Bureau,
Indian
Interior Department).
Indian Supplies,
Indian
appropriation
for purchase,
purchase, transportappropriation for
ing,
396, 1146
etc-----------------ing, etc
three- 396, 1146
warehouses restricted to three_
warehouses
- _ 1146
etc - _
time
payment, etc_
for payment,
limitation for
time limitation
for purchase and transportation,
transportation, additional, 1925 ----------706
deficiency appropriation
purchase,
appropriation for purchase,
deficiency
transportation,
etc__ __ 42, 56, 698, 759
transportation, etc---Indian
in Washington,
Washington,
Tribes in
Indian Tribes
claims
of, except
except S'Iilaams,
against
S'Klallams, against
claims of,
to
States
submitted to
United States,
886
Court of Claims------------Claims
Court
886
procedure, etc
888
etc-------------------procedure,
Indiana,
Indiana,
bridge Wabash
Wabash River,
and may bridge
Illinois and,
1131
at Mount Carmel, Ill -------935
Vincennes
Vincennes-------------------Kentucky and, may bridge Ohio River,
Kentucky
Vanderburgh County,
County, to HenVanderburgh
662
derson
Ky
derson County, Ky----------time extended
bridging Ohio River
River
extended for bridging
time
by
Kentucky and----------and
1132
by Kentucky
Harbor,Ind.,
Indiana
Indiana Harbor,
- _ 1188
modified -- _
plans
improvement of, modified__
for improvement
plans for
Indiana
Judicial District,
District,
Indiana Judicial
constitution
751
constitution of --------------------counties included in Indianapolis
Indianapolis divi751
sion ----------------------751
Fort
division-------------Fort Wayne division
division -----------751
South Bend division..
751
Hammond division -------------Hammond
division
751
Terre Haute division------------751
Evansville division--------------division
Evansville
751
-----New
division - Albany division
New Albany
751
-.....
of court, at Evansville .
terms of
751
Wayne -------------------Fort Wayne
751
Hammond
Hammond ---------------------751
Indianapolis
Indianapolis------------------
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Indiana
terms
court, at New Albany -----of court,
terms of

Page.
Page.

751

----------South
751
Bend -----South Bend
Haute
751
Terre Haute-----------------allowance for Sundays and legal holi752
days
days----------------------no
particular number
a particular
limitation to a
no limitation
of
days
752
of days--------------------additional
authorized for_
752
foradditional district judge authorized
offices
clerk or deputy
deputy to be mainoffices of clerk
tained in each division -_----752
petit
petit jurors may be summoned in criminal
eases from an adjoining divinal cases
sion
752
sion__----------------------grand
district
752
the district-------from the
grand jurors from
investigate, etc.,
etc., crimes commitmay investigate,
ted
752
division--.------ted in any division
change
adjoining division
venue to adjoining
of venue
change of
allowed
752
allowed------------------Indianapolis, Ind.,
lad.,
Indianapolis,
appropriation
Confederate
care, etc., Confederate
appropriation for care,
Cemetery-_ 512, 927
Greenlawn Cemetery
section, Greenlawn
751
at-----------------terms of court at
Indians
Affairs Bureau,
also Indian Affairs
Indians (see also
Interior Department),
appropriation
for suppressing
suppressing liquor
appropriation for
traffic
traffic, etc., among --.----- 396, 1147
determining heirs of deceased
deceased
for determining
397, 1147
allottees --------------for
survey, etc., for allotments in sevfor survey,
to------------------ 397, 1148
eralty to
restriction on
on use in Arizona and
restriction
New
Mexico-------------- 397, 1148
New Mexico
for directing farming and stock rais399,1150
1150
ing among ---------------- 399,
encouraging industry and selffor encouraging
399, 1150
support among;repayment-among; repayment
restriction on expenditure
expenditure to any
399,1150
one tribe --------------399,
1150
for livestock of, destroyed
destroyed to prevent
contagious
diseases,
etc
399,
1150
contagious diseases, etc----- 399, 1150
conservation of
distress, conservation
for relieving distress,
408,1158
health, etc--------------etc
408,
1158
health,
general treatment ----------408, 1158
general
maintenance, etc., of designated
for maintenance,
hospitals,
hospitals, etc ----------- 408,
408, 1158
civilization at
support and civilization
for general
general support
agencies, etc
etc------------- 408, 1159
agencies,
designated
for support, etc., of, at designated
agencies, from tribal funds-funds_ _ 411, 1161
agencies,
for suppressing liquor traffic among,
707
--............
additional,
1925
additional 1925-for determining
deceased
determining heirs of deceased
allottees, additional,
additional 1925 ------ 707
survey etc., for allotments in
for survey,
severalty,
1925
707
additional, 1925--severalty, additional,
for industrial work, etc., additional,
707
1925
1925---------------------for support, etc., of schools for,
additional, 1925-------------1925
707
for relieving distress, preventing
preventing and
treating diseases, etc., additional,
additional,
1925 ------------------------ 708
for asylum
asylum for insane, Canton, S.
..708
Dak., additional, 1925---Dale.,
1925
for general
general support, etc., at desigdesignated agencies,
agencies, additional, 1925_
708
1925nated
deficiency appropriation
relieving
appropriation for relieving
deficiency
distress, etc., among
among--------- 56, 759
among-_
698
for suppressing liquor traffic among_
for industrial
industrial work among------among
700, 759
for determining
determining heirs of deceased
deceased
allottees
759
allottees ------------------

Indians—Continued.
Page.
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Indians-Continued.
alienation restrictions
homestead
on homestead
restrictions on
alienation
allotments to,
Blackfeet
to, of Blackfeet
allotments
Reservation,
Mont., removed
removed
Reservation, Mont.,
on death of allottee ---------252
citizenship
declared of, born in terricitizenship declared
-__
States -_
torial limits of United States_
253
torial
rights
tribal property,
property, etc., not
not
to tribal
rights to
impaired
253
impaired -------------------dahlia
of designated tribes of, in
claims of
Montana, Idaho, and WashMontana,
ington, for lands, etc., taken by
United States
States, to be determined
determined
United
by
21
by Court of Claims ----------allowed-set-offs,
21
counterclaims, etc., allowed__
set-offs, counterclaims,
time for filing, procedure, etcetc ------21
compensation for attorneys restricted
22
compensation
to
judgments
Treasury to
judgments to be placed in Treasury
22
of--------------------credit of
22
credit
payment
Fort
Fort Peck Indians, Mont.; payment
delegation to Washfor visit of delegation
667
ington ----------.----------Navajos, N. Mex.;
Mex.; land in New Mexico
1114
withdrawn for
1114
for---------------withdrawn
grant
relinquishment to, of railroad grant
relinquishment
795
Arizona etc., extended-extended
lands in Arizona,
occupation
required_ _
--_ 795
good faith required
in good
occupation in
homestead
restrictions on alienation of homestead
allotments to Kansas Indians,
allotments
176
176
etc---------extended, etc
Okla., extended,
Indians,
Indians, American,
ethnological reappropriation
appropriation for ethnological
528, 1206
searches among-----------among
1206
Indians,
Insane,
Indians, Insane,
appropriation
appropriation for asylum for, Canton,
S. Dak---------Dak
1159
408,1159
-------- 408,
S.
708
for,
Canton, S. Dak., additional, 1925
for, Canton,
Industrial Educatiol,
Educatiol,
Industrial
appropriation for
for investigations,
investigations, etc_ 426, 1180
appropriation
for investigations,
investigations, etc.,
etc., additional,
for
709
1925
1925-----------------------Industrial
Home School, D. C.,
IndustrialHome
appropriation for
salaries and exfor salaries
appropriation
1244
570,1244
penses
penses------------------ 570,
1244
for
repairs ----------------------1244
for repairs
ChilIndustrial
Colored ChilIndustrial Home School for Colored
D. C.,
dren, D.
appropriation
appropriation for salaries and ex5609,1244
penses
penses--------------for repairs
and improvements
improvements..--___ 569,
556099, 1244
11224444
repairs and
for
products, etc -------- 569, 1244
sale of products,
Industrial
Institution for Women,
Women, Federal,
Federal, 69
IndustrialInstitutionfor
site to be selected
selected for, by Attorney
General, and Secretaries of InGeneral,
473
terior,
and Labor -----------terior, and
females
473
confined------------females to be confined
etc., to be submitted
estimates
estimates of cost, etc.,
473
Congress
to Congress---------------4744
preparation of iplans, etcetc --------47
preparation
control vestedn
vested in Attorney General,
control
with power to appoint officers,
officers,
etc
etc ----------.----------- - 474
instruction to be provided;
transfer
provided; transfer
instruction
from other prisons, etc --------474
incorrigibles to be sent to State reincorrigibles
474
formatories, etc -------------formatories,
citizen board of advisors to be appointed;
qualifications, funcqualifications,
pointed;
etc
474
tions, etc------------------inmates
eligible for parole, good coninmates eligible
duct commutation,
commutation, etc --------475
transportation,
etc., when
when
transportation, clothing, etc.,
discharged
475
discharged--------- --------
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Infantile Paralysis,
Page.
Paralysis,
Infantile
Industrial Mechanical,
etc., Devices,
Page.
Devices,
Mechanical, etc.,
Industrial
prevention of epiappropriation
for prevention
appropriation for
appropriation
standestablishing standfor establishing
appropriation for
76,775
demic
76,
775
demic --------------------ards, methods
methods of
testing, etc.,
of testing,
ards,
Paralysis, D. C.,
Infantile Paralysis,
of
232, 1042 Infantile
of --------------------appropriation for
for preventing
1237
preventing------ 562, 1237
appropriation
ProIndustrial Property,
Property, Conference
Conference for ProIndustrial
Infantry
School, Fort
Benning, Ga.,
Fort Benning,
Infantry School,
tection
of,
tection of,
appropriation for
for instruction
501, 916
expenses 501,
instruction expenses
appropriation
deficiency
for expenses
expenses of
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
for
711
1925--------------additional, 1925
for additional,
1340
representation
representation --------------Influenza,
Influenza,
Industrial
Property, International
International Bureau
Bureau
Industrial Property,
appropriation
for prevention
prevention of epiappropriation for
for Protection
Protection of,
of,
for
76,775
demic
76,
775
demic---------------------215, 1023
appropriation
for quota---------quota
1023
appropriation for
Information at
Source,
at Source,
56 Information
deficiency appropriation
for
appropriation for---------deficiency
returns to
making
by persons making
made by
be made
to be
returns
States,
Industrial Reformatory,
Reformatory, United
United States,
Industrial
fixed
payments to
to others
of
others of
fixed payments
site for,
to be
Attorney
selected by Attorney
be selected
for, to
site
$1,000
292
more -------------or more
$1,000 or
General and
and Secretaries
Secretaries of
of War
General
regardless
if of interest
interest
amount if
of amount
regardless of
724
and
Interior-----------------and Interior
on obligations
obligations of
corporations,
of corporations,
on
males
between 17
17 and
and 30
convicted of
30 convicted
males between
292
foreign
coupons, etc----------etc
foreign coupons,
offenses against
United States
States
against United
offenses
293
names and
and addresses
on demand
demand_ ---addresses
names
724
to
be
confined
in
to be confined in-------------securities
payments on
Federal
securities exFederal
on
payments
724
offenses excepted
excepted ----------------offenses
293
cepted
293
cepted----------------------specifying
may be
without specifying
sentenced without
be sentenced
may
724
Ingels, Agnes,
Agnes,
place
of imprisonment
724 Ingels,
imprisonment-------place of
payment
of, for
for death
indeath from inheirs of,
to heirs
payment to
estimates of
cost of
of construction,
construction, etc.,
of cost
estimates
1574
juries
724
juries----------------------to
submitted
724
be submitted-------------to be
Ingersoll,
Ray D.
(widow),
D. (widow),
eligibles
to be
be used
used for
for construction
construction
Ingersoll, Ray
eligibles to
1574
pension
1574
---labor
724
pension-------------------------labor---------------Injuries
of Columbia
ColumbiaEmployees,
Districtof
estimated
to District
maintenance
Injuries to
expenses to be estimated
maintenance expenses
appropriation
_ _ 542, 1219
1219
724
compensation.--for compensation_
for yearly
appropriation for
yearly ------------------for
Injuries to
to Government
Government Employees,
plans, etc.,
Architect of the TreasInjuries
by Architect
etc., by
plans,
appropriation for
for allowances
from com724
allowances from
ury;
reimbursement
appropriation
ury; reimbursement----------pensation
for ------524, 1202
fund forpensation fund
Attorney
General vested
vested with
with control,
Attorney General
deficiency
allowances
for allowances
appropriation for
etc
724
deficiency appropriation
etc-------------------------from
compensation fund
fund ------1316
from compensation
discipline
to be
be correctional,
correctional, for prediscipline to
officer
Alaska Railroad
Railroad to be desigof Alaska
officer of
venting young
young offenders
offenders becomventing
nated to
to administer,
724
administer, etc., claims
nated
ing habitual
criminals --------721
habitual criminals
ing
1356
of railroad
employees
railroad employees---------of
common and
and trade
trade schools to be
common
personnel of
provisions of,
applicable to
to personnel
of, applicable
725
provisions
established
established------------------Naval Reserve
Reserve injured
while perinjured while
Naval
Government
products restricted
to Government
restricted to
products
forming active
in time of
of
duty in
active duty
725
forming
uses
uses---------------------peace
1084
to
peace---------------------in, to
persons
for confinement
confinement in
eligible for
persons eligible
389
review of
of compensation
awards -----compensation awards
review
be transferred
penal institransferred from penal
be
decision
of commission
commission not subject
subject
decision of
tutions
725
tutions--------------------accountto
review by
by any
any other account725
to review
short-term
excepted ----sentences excepted
short-term sentences
ing officer,
officer, etc---------------etc
389
ing
ineligibles and
and incorrigibles
incorrigibles in, to be
ineligibles
validity of
heretofore mademade 389
awards heretofore
of awards
sent to
to other
prisons ---------725
validity
other prisons
sent
terms construed;
construed; injury
injury includes
includes disdisterms
manner
of transfer;
expayment of extransfer; payment
manner of
ease
389
ease----------------------penses --------------------725
penses
compensation,
extension of
389
of--------compensation, extension
board
of advisers
appointed,
to be appointed,
advisers to
board of
725
citizens;
terms, etc----------etc
725 Inland
and Coastwise
Coastwise Waterways,
Waterways,
citizens; terms,
Inland and
725
appropriation for
operating transportatransportaFederal
officials -----------------725
for operating
Federal officials
appropriation
by War Detion facilities
facilities on,
on, by
duties;
expenses-------- -72 725
tion
of expenses
payment of
duties; payment
726
516
inmates eligible
parole
726
partment
516
for parole-----------partment -------------------eligible for
inmates
726
good
commutation_
726
deficiency
appropriation for transportadeficiency appropriation
conduct commutation-.----good conduct
63
transportation, clothing,
clothing, and
cash on
tion
and cash
tion-----------------------transportation,
72
discharge
726
modification
contracts for sale of
modification of contracts
discharge-------------------etc to New York Canal
barges, etc.,
inconsistent
repealed------------ -72(726
laws repealed
inconsistent laws
and Great
Lakes Corporation
1255
Corporation_-- _ 1255
Great fLakes
and
Industries American,
Industries,
1255
appropriation for
investigating probterms of
1255
under---------------sale under
of sale
for investigating
terms
appropriation
lems of
since the
the
line
operated from
to
Baltimore to
from Baltimore
developed since
new, developed
of new,
be operated
to be
lems
line to
Carolina Sounds
104'
North
North Carolina
Sounds ------1255
World
War--------------- 232, 1042
World War
operation,
etc., of,
Inland
to Inland
additional,
for
etc., additional,
transferred to
of, transferred
investigations, etc.,
operation, etc.,
for investigations,
701
Waterways
Waterways Corporation
Corporation ------__
362
1925 ----------------------706
1925
also
Industry, Persons
in (see also
Disabled in
Persons Disabled
Industry,
Storage, etc.,
Inland
and Port
Port Storage,
and
Inland
Federal Board
Vocational
for Vocational
Board for
Federal
59, 699, 762
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for----for
deficiency
Education),
Education),
balances
of
for, covered
covered
appropriations for,
of appropriations
balances
cooperation
with States
for vocational
vocational
States for
934
cooperation with
in
in------------------------43.
rehabilitation of ----------431
rehabilitation
Inland
Waterways
Corporation,
Corporation,
Waterways
Inland
and,
Infancy
Hygiene, Maternity
Maternity and,
Injancy Hygiene,
deficiency
appropriation for
for purchasing
purchasing
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for executing
executing Act
Art for proproappropriation
757
capital stock
stock --------------757
capital
moting
241, 105
10511
241,
moting -------------of War the inincorporated;
Secretary of
incorporated; Secretary
deficiency
for expenses
expenses of
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
corporator, etc
360
etc --------corporator,
Children's
promoting, in
Bureau promoting,
Children's Bureau
360
capital stock
$5,000,000
stock $5,000,000688
capital
68 8
Hawaii
Hawaii--------------------360
subscribed
for, by
by United
United States__
States_360
subscribed for,
Infant
Mortality,
Infant Mortality,
for----- _ 361
appropriation
authorized for_____
appropriation authorized
051I
105
241,
appropriation
for
investigations,
etc_
1
etcinvestigations,
for
appropriation
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Inland Waterways
Inland
Waterways Corporation—Contd.
Corporatzon-Uontc.
rage.
transportation and
and terminal
of
transportation
terminal facilities
facilities of
War
be operated
War Department
Department to
to be
operated
by
361
by-----------------------361
water carriage
above Saint
Saint Louis
water
carriage above
Louis on
on
the
Mississippi
to
be
initiated__
_
361
the Mississippi to be initiated--361
discontinuing, or
developing new
discontinuing,
or developing
new
lines,
subject
to
action
of
Conlines, subject to action of Congress
361
gress---------------------361
operation, etc.,
etc., subject
operation,
subject to
to interstate
interstate
commerce
commerce and
and shipping laws_
laws- _-_ 361
361
Advisory Board
Board to
to be
Advisory
be appointed;
appointed; qualiqualifications, disqualifications,
fications,
disqualifications, and
and
terms of
of office
361
terms
office ------------361
no
salary, but
but expenses
no salary,
expenses of
of attending
attending
meetings,
allowed-------361
meetings, etc.,
etc., allowed
361
chairman to be
chairMan
be appointed
appointed from
from civil
civil
life,
Army officer
361
life, or
or Army
officer detailed
detailed--361
rank,
officer
361
rank, pay,
pay, etc.,
etc., of
of officer----------361
salary
civilian ------------361
salary of
of civilian
--361
functions
functions of Secretary
Secretary of War
War may
may
be delegated
delegated to
to ------------361
361
meetings; subjects
to be
be considered
considered by,
meetings;
subjects to
by,
and
of, board_
362
and recommendations
recommendations of,
board362
corporate
corporate powers;
general
362
powers; general---------362
incur
issue notes,
notes, etc.,
etc.,
incur obligations,
obligations, issue
limitation
362
limitation-------------------362
of Secretary
exercise functions
functions of
Secretary of
of
War under
Act,
War
under Transportation
Transportation Act,
1920
362
1920----------------.362
conduct business of common
carrier
common carrier
by
362
by water,
water, etc
etc --.-----.----_
362
other necessary
necessary or incidental
incidental to
to purpurposes of
creation
362
poses
of its
its creation_--------__
362
all assets of Secretary
Secretary of War for transportation,
portation, etc.,
etc., to be transferred
transferred
to -.--.--.-.--.-------------362
to
362
rights,
liabilities, etc.,
Secretary of
rights, liabilities,
etc., of
of Secretary
of
War as
as to
to contracts,
contracts, leases,
leases, etc.,
War
etc.,
of
of inland
inland water
water carriage
carriage devolved
devolved
upon----------_-----------upon
362
362
moneys
expenditures, loans,
loans, etc.,
etc.,
moneys for
for expenditures,
use by
available for use
by -------362
362
claims of,
of, or against,
against, Secretary
Secretary of
of War
War
waterways service
for inland
inland waterways
service
enforceable by
by or
362
enforceable
or against
against -----362
value
assets transferred
to, under
this
value of
of assets
transferred to,
under this
Act
to be
be appraised,
appraised, etc------etc
363
Act to
363
determining of statute
of limitations,
determining
statute of
limitations,
and prescriptive
prescriptive rights
rights -------363
363
Inman,
Inman, Ellen W.
W. (widow),
(widow),
pension
pension ------------------.-----1492
_ 1492
Inmen, Elizabeth
Inmen,
Elizabeth (widow),
(widow),
pension -----------------------1455
pension
1455
Inquiries
and Investigations,
Inquiries and
Investigations, Senate,
Senate,
appropriation
expenses of__16, 581,
appropriation for expenses
of__ _ 16,
1289
581, 1289
deficiency appropriation
for expenses
expenses
deficiency
appropriation for
of
170, 1314
of------------------170,1314
for expenses of; balance
balance reapproreappropriated
_
753
priated------------------753
Insane,
Alaska,
Insane, Alaska,
appropriation
care of--------of
427,
1181
appropriation for
for care
427, 1181
investigation
and report
report to
to be
be
investigation and
made of establishing
establishing an instiinstitution for,
the Territory,
Territory, etc_etc__ 1181
tution
for, in
in the
1181
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for care, etc__
deficiency
41, 683
etc-- 41,
683
Insane,
D. C.,
Insane, D.
C.,
appropriation for expenses
expenses executing
executing
appropriation
lunacy
lunacy writs --------566,
-566, 1240
1240
for support of indigent
indigent--------- 571,
1245
571,1245
for deporting
deporting nonresident-----nonresident
571,
1245
571,1245
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
for expenses
expenses
executing lunacy writs
executing
writs ----677, 1322
677,
1322
for support of indigent-----------indigent
678
678

Insanitary, etc.,
Buildings, D.
Page.
Insanitary,
etc., Buildings,
D. C.,
C.,
Page.
appropriation for
condemning, etc-etc__ 544,
appropriation
for condemning,
544, 1237
1237
Insect Infestations
of Forest
Forest Trees,
Trees,
Insect
Infestations of
appropriation for
for expenses
expenses combating,
combating,
appropriation
in national
forests835
449, 835
in
national forests
---------449,
deficiency appropriation
combating,
deficiency
appropriation for
for combating,
in national
parks, etc
755
in
national parks,
etc --------755
Insect Infestations
Timber, National
National
Insect
Infestations of
of Timber,
Forests,
etc.,
Forests, etc.,
appropriation
for emergency
445, 839
appropriation for
emergency expenses
expenses 445,
839
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
deficiency
for emergency
emergency
expenses, Kaibab
Kaibab National
National Forexpenses,
Forest and
and Grand
Grand Canyon
Canyon National
National
est
39
for
Park
Park ----------------------39
preventing, on
public lands
lands in
in
for preventing,
on public
Oregon
and California------California
39, 1325
Oregon and
39,
1325
Insect Pests,
Insect
approprittion
Pests ,
for
expenses
of
quaranappropriation for expenses of quarantining against
against ------------456, 847
tining
456,
847
Insecticide Act,
Insecticide
Act,
appropriation
for salaries,
salaries, enforcement
appropriation for
enforcement
of---------------------455, 847
of
455,
847
for
general expenses
expenses -------- _455, 847
for general
455,
847
for
salaries and
and expenses,
expenses, enforcing,
enforcing,
for salaries
additional, 1925
706
additional,
1925------------706
Insecticides,
Insecticides,
appropriation
chemical investigaappropriation for
for chemical
investigations,
etc., of-----------of
447, 837
837
tions, etc.,
- 447,
for
preventing sale,
sale, etc.,
adulterfor preventing
etc., of
of adulterated
455, 847
847
ated ------------------- 455,
Insects
(see also
also Entomology
Insects (see
Entomology Bureau,
Bureau,
Department of
Department
of Agriculture),
Agriculture),
appropriation
for investigation,
investigation ' etc
448, 839
839
appropriation for
etc-_ 448,
for study
health of
of man,
for
study of,
of, affecting
affecting health
man,
etc..
etc--------_
449, 839
839
etc.; household,
household, etc
449,
importation
of useful
449, 839
839
importation of
useful---------- 449,
Insley,
Angeline (widow),
(widow),
Insley, Angeline
pension
1419
pension---------_----------------1419
Inspection
Inspection and
Survey, Navy,
Navy, Board
of,
and Survey,
Board of,
appropriation
appropriation for
for civilian
civilian personnel,
personnel,
Navy Department
Department --------185,
864
Navy
185, 864
Inspector
General's
Department,
Army,
Inspector General's Department, Army,
appropriation
appropriation for
for mileage,
mileage, expert
expert acaccountant;
if on
on GovGovcountant; limitation
limitation if
ernment
vessel------------- 482,
897
ernment vessel
482, 897
Inspector
Inspector General's
General's Office,
Office, War
War Department,
Department,
appropriation for
appropriation
civilian personnelpersonnel
480,
895
for civilian
480, 895
Inspectors,
Foreign Service,
Inspectors, Foreign
Service,
appropriation for expenses;
expenses; subsistence
subsistence
allowance
1016
allowance ------------------1016
Inspectors,
Indian Service,
Inspectors, Indian
Service,
appropriation
appropriation for
pay and
and expenses,
expenses,
for pay
of -----------------------396,
1146
of
396, 1146
special,
created; salary,
etc
396
special, created;
salary, etc------396
for,
additional, 1925
1925 --- --------707
for, additional,
707
Inspectors,
Inspectors, Interior
Interior Department,
Department,
appropriation
per diem
appropriation for
for expenses;
expenses; per
diem
limitation
392, 1143
1143
limitation --------------392,
Instruction
Pay, Diplomatic
Instruction Pay,
Diplomatic and
and Consular
Consular
Officers '
Officers,
appropriation
appropriation for
for --------------208
--208
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
57
deficiency
for ------57
Instruction
Instruction Pay,
Pay, Foreign
Service Officers,
ForeignService
Officers,
appropriation
for
1017
appropriation for.-------_----1017
Insular
Insular Affairs
Affairs Bureau,
Bureau, Army,
Army,
appropriation for
care of
of insane
insane FiliFiliappropriation
for care
pino and Porto Rican soldiers_ 494,
910
494, 910
for civilian
personnel, Office
Office of
civilian personnel,
of Chief
Chief
of, War
War Department
Department -----495,
910
495, 910
Insular
Possessions,
Insular Possessions,
appropriation
appropriation for
control installafor fire control
installations --------------.---491,
906
tions
491,906
for plans for
for fortifications,
fortifications, etc_
etc- -- 496,
496, 912
912
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appropriation for installing electric
appropriation
plants,
Hawaisearchlights, etc., Hawaiplants, searchlights,
496
ian
Islands
ian Islands------------------for
preserving,
etc.,
fortifications__
for preserving, etc., fortifications__ 497, 912
for
maintenance, etc., searchlights,
for maintenance,
electric plants,
seacoast
etc., seacoast
plants, etc.,
electric
fortifications
fortifications -------------- 497, 912
for
ammunitionfor seacoast cannon_ 500, 915
forammunitionforseacoastcannon_
for
altering, etc.,
etc., seacoast cannon_ 500, 915
for altering,
for
submarine mine
mine supplies ------918
for submarine
control installations, addifor fire control
711
tional, 1925---------------1925
tional,
for fortification
fortification expenses,
expenses, additional,
for
711
1925
1925-----------------------deficiency
appropriation for fortificafortificadeficiency appropriation
tion
expenses------------- 59, 62, 762
tion expenses
Swains Island added
added to American
American
Swains
1357
Samoa --------------------Samoa
Insurance,
Insurance,
adjusted service
service certificates
certificates issued to
adjusted
World
veterans to equal
World War veterans
125
amount of a
a 20-year endowment_
amount
Companies,
Insurance Companies,
Insurance
business of life insurance
insurance companies
companies
business
288
defined --------------------tax on income
income of life, in lieu of cortax
289
poration
taxes
poration taxes---------------289
foreign
domestic; foreign--------------289
sources of gross income-----------income
reserve
required by law, of
reserve fund required
289
assessment insurance
insurance ---------assessment
net
income of life, means gross income,
income,
net income
less interest
tax---_ 289
exempt from tax__
interest exempt
less
reserve
assessment
fund for weekly assessment
reserve fund
289
payments --------------paymentsdividends from domestic
domestic and foreign
dividends
289
289
corporations
_
corporations ----------------deferred diviamount reserved for deferred
289
dends
dends---------------------289
investment expenses paid; limit
limit_ ---investment
real estate
taxes, etc., paid on inestate taxes,
real
289
terests of
shareholder
of aa shareholder-------terests
exhaustion, obsolescence,
obsolescence, etc., of
exhaustion,
290
property
property--------------------290
interest
exception ------interest on debts; exception
specific
credit of
of $2,000, if income
specific credit
less
than $25,000; limitation, if in
less than
290
excess
excess----------------------deductions for real
limitation on deductions
290
290
estate
taxes ----------------estate taxes
determination
determination of income of foreign
companies from United States
companies
290
290
sources
sources---------------------on other than life, in lieu of cortax on
290
290
poration taxes --------------poration
290
290
domestic; foreign------------foreign
domestic;
290
290
income-----------sources of gross income
291
291
net income
income--------------------291
291
income-------------investment income
investment
291
291
income------------underwriting
underwriting income
computation
computation of premiums earned on
291
291
insurance contracts ---------insurance
losses incurred
conincurred on insurance conlosses
291
tracts -----------------291
291
expenses incurred
expensesincurred-------------deductions allowed
allowed in computing
computing net
net
deductions
291
income;
expenses
income; business expenses-----291
interest
interest on debts; exceptions ---domestic and
foreign taxes; exand foreign
domestic
291
ceptions --------------------291
291
losses incurred
incurred----------------losses
291
291
bad debts --------------------dividends from corporations;
corporations; of
dividends
foreign corporations
corporations from busiforeign
291
291
ness
States
ness in the United States-------
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tax on,
than life,
deductions;
life, deductions;
other than
on, other
tax
exhaustion,
etc., of
of property--property__ __ 291
exhaustion, etc.,
specific
credit of
$2,000 if
if income
of $2,000
specific credit
less
$25,000; limitation, if
than $25,000;
less than
in excess--------------------excess
292
in
corporations;
limitation for foreign
foreign corporations;
limitation
no duplication
duplication permitted
292
permitted------no
bills of
of interpleader
interpleader may be filed by,
bills
in district
district courts
claimants
courts where claimants
in
976
are
States---------different States
of different
are of
deposit
of amount
registry of
of court_
976
courtin registry
amount in
deposit of
jurisdiction, if
if policy
not assigned__
assigned_- _ 976
policy not
jurisdiction,
if
976
assigned -----------policy assigned
if policy
if
payable to
etc__ __
976
beneficiary, etc--a beneficiary,
to a
if payable
if
residents of different
different
if beneficiaries
beneficiaries residents
976
districts
districts--------------------976
full
court
of court---------------power of
full power
Insurance Department,
D. C.
Department, D.
Insurance
542, 1219
appropriation
for salaries
1219
salaries-------- 542,
appropriation for
Insurance Military
Naval (see also
and Naval
Military and
Insurance,
'World
Veterans' Act),
War Veterans'
World War
provisions relating
relating to---------------to
624
provisions
Naval War Risk,
Insurance,
Military and
and Naval
Insurance, Military
533, 1212
appropriation for--------------for
appropriation
Insurance
Policies, Property,
Property,
InsurancePolicies,
stamp
foreign corby foreign
issued by
on, issued
tax on,
stamp tax
poration
not signed
by
signed by
etc., not
poration,' etc.,
336
agent
in United
States ...----United States
agent in

Service,
Postal
Mail,
Insured
Insured
appropriation
Mail, Postal
for Service,
indemnity for lost,
appropriation for indemnity for lost,
domestic
88
domestic--------------------"
Integrity," Tugboat,.
Tugboat,
"Integrity,"
owner
may bring
suit for
collision
for collision
bring suit
of, may
owner of,
damages, in district
1566
court-----district court
damages,in
Inter-American
Committee
on
Electrical
Electrical
Inter-American Committee on
Communications,
Communications,
deficiency
appropriation for expenses
expenses of
deficiency appropriation
170
representation
meeting -----at meeting
representation at
sum
meetto meetdelegates to
for delegates
authorized for
sum authorized
ing
of, at
at Mexico
City
112
Mexico City--------ing of,
appointment
delegates, disqualidisqualiof delegates,
appointment of
fications
et
c
112
112
fications, etc----------------Inter-American High
Commission,
High Commission,
Inter-American
appropriation for
expenses, United
United
for expenses,
appropriation
States
section------------ 213, 1022
States section
for expenses,
expenses, United
United States
section,
States section,
for
additional,
710
1925-------------additional, 1925
Interest,
Interest,
allowed
judgments in
in Court
Court of
on judgments
allowed on
Claims,
and any
any court,
court, on
on claims
claims
Claims, and
for erroneous
erroneous collection of taxes,
for
346
-----etc.,
since Act of 1921-1921
etc., since
on
credits or
erroneously
of erroneously
refunds of
or refunds
on credits
collected,
revenue
internal revenue
etc., internal
collected, etc.,
taxes
346
taxes----------------------Fund, D. C.,
Ihterest
and Sinking Fund,
Interest and
appropriation
for payment
545
payment ---------appropriation for
Interior
Department,
Interior Department,
appropriation
for Secretary,
Assistants,
Secretary, Assistants,
appropriation for
and office
personnel------- 391, 1141
office personnel
and
average rates unsalaries limited
limited to average
salaries
der
Classification Act
Act ----391, 1141
der Classification
a
in a
if only
allocated in
position allocated
one position
only one
if
1141
grade ---------------grade
restriction
applicable to clericlerinot applicable
restriction not
391, 1141
cal-mechanical service
service ----cal-mechanical
no
reduction in
salaries --_ 391, 1141
fixed salaries_
in fixed
no reduction
transfer
reducwithout reducpermitted without
transfer permitted
tion
salary
1141
of salary---------------tion of
payments under
higher rates
rates perunder higher
payments
391, 1141
mitted
mitted----------------land
clerk to
to be
designated to
to sign
sign land
be designated
clerk
patents
391, 1142
patents ---------------chief
to be
be chief executive officlerk to
chief clerk
cer may sign
official papers,etc_ 391, 1142
sign officialpapers,etc_
cermay
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Interior
appropriation for
for contingent
appropriation
contingent expenses;
expenses;
private property
damages__ 391,
391, 1142
private
property damages-_
1142
for
392,
for stationery,
stationery, etc
etc -----------392, 1142
1142
for
books, etc------------etc
392,
for law
law books,
392, 1142
1142
for
storage for
for Patent
Office models,
for storage
Patent Office
models,
etc ------------.-----------392
etc
392
minor purchases;
limitation_--__ 392,
392, 1143
minor
purchases; limitation
1143
for
inspectors, etc.;
etc.; per
per
for expenses,
expenses, inspectors,
•
diem limitation
392, 1143
* diem
limitation -------.--- 392,
1143
for
printing and
for for printing
and binding
binding for
- 392,
392, 1143
1143
size of
392, 1143
size
of annual
annual reports
reports limited
limited-_ 392,
1143
for
personal services,
for personal
services, Solicitor's
Solicitor's
office
393, 1144
office -----------------393,
1144
for
General Land
Land Office
Office ------393, 1144
for General
393,
1144
for
maps -------------------393, 1144
for maps
393,
1144
office of
surveyor general
aboloffice
of surveyor
general abolished
1144
ished --------------------1144
for
lands-------------393, 1144
for public
public lands
393,
1144
consolidation of
of registers
consolidation
of offices
offices of
registers
and
395,
and receivers
receivers ------------395, 1144
1144
for Indian
Affairs Bureau------Bureau
396,
for
Indian Affairs
396, 1146
1146
for Pension
414,
for
Pension Office
Office ------------414, 1164
1164
and Navy
__ _ 414,
1164
for Army
Army and
Navy pensions_
pensions_--414, 1164
for Retirement
expenses ---414,
1164
for
Retirement Act
Act expenses
414, 1164
for Patent
415,
1165
for
Patent Office
Office ---------415, 1165
1165
for Bureau
Bureau of
of Reclamation
Reclamation--___ 415,
415, 1165
for Geological
1172
for
Geological Survey
Survey ------ - 419,
419, 1172
for Bureau
1173
for
Bureau of
of Mines
Mines ------- 420,
420, 1173
yards --1175
for Government
Government fuel
fuel yards
_ 422,
422, 1175
for national
national parks
1176
for
parks---------_
- 422,
422, 1176
for Education
Bureau
426,
1179
for
Education Bureau---------426, 1179
Alaska
expenses, etc
etc -------426, 1180
Alaska expenses,
426,
1180
in the
the Territories_
for Government in
Territories.. 426,
426, 1181
1181
for Alaska
for
Alaska railroad
428 1182
railroad --------- 428,
1182
for
Saint Elizabeths
Elizabeths Hospital
Hospital -429, 1182
for Saint
429,
1182
for
Columbia Institution
for the
for Columbia
Institution for
the
Deaf
Deaf-------429,
1183
-------429,1183
for Howard
Howard University
1183
for
University-------- 430,
430, 1183
for Freedmen's
Hospital
Freedmen's Hospital -------- 430,
1184
430, 1184
for Solicitor
Solicitor of
of the
the -----------216,
1025
216, 1025
General Land
for General
Land Office,
Office, additional,
additional,
1925-----------------------706
1925
for Indian
Indian Affairs Bureau,
Bureau, additional,
additional,
1925-----------------------1925
706
706
for Reclamation
Reclamation Service, additional,
additional,
1925 --------------708
-----708
for
Survey, additional,
additional,
for Geological
Geological Survey,
1925
708
1925---------------------708
Mines Bureau,
Bureau, additional,
additional, 1925-_
for Mines
1925
708
708
for
for National
National Park
Park Service,
Service, additional,
additional,
1925 ------708
1925
---------708
for
Bureau, additional,
for Education
Education Bureau,
additional,
1925
709
1925 ---------------------709
for Government
Government in
in the Territories,
Territories,
additional,
additional, 1925 ------------7Q9
7Q9
for Alaskan Engineering
Engineering Commission,
Commission,
additional, 1925-------------1925
709
additional,
709
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
for Alaska
Alaska inappropriation for
in_---sane ----------------41,
683
41,683
for Pension
Pension Office
Office ---41, 56,
56, 61,
684, 1330
1330
41,
61, 684,
Bureau -------_
for Indian
Indian Affairs
Affairs Bureau
42,
56,
42, 56,
700, 759, 1328,
61, 684, 698, 700,
1351
1328, 1348, 1351
for
Park Service---------Service
42,
for National
National Park
42,
56,
1331, 1348
56, 685,
685, 755,
755, 1331,
1348
for
Education Bureau
43,
56
for Education
Bureau -----------43, 56
for
Alaska railroad
railroad------------43,
for Alaska
43, 1332
1332
43, 684, 755, 1330
for Reclamation
Reclamation Service_ -_ 43,
1330
court,
for judgments,
judgments, United
United States court,
under-------------------__
under
53
53
56, 1348
for increase
increase of compensation ----56,
1348
security and
56
for national
national security
and defense
defense ---__
56
for public
56, 697,
697, 1348, 1351
public lands------lands
1351
for expenses, Employees'
Employees' Retirement
Retirement
Act
56
Act ---------------- ------56
for Alaska ..-----------56, 1331,
1331, 1348
56,
1348
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deficiency
appropriation for
for Patent
Patent
deficiency appropriation
Office---------------56, 61,
61, 1330
Office
56,
1330
for Geological
Geological Survey-------Survey
56,
1348
for
56, 697,
697, 1348
for
697, 700,
700, 1331,
1348
for Mines
Mines Bureau_
Bureau___ 56,
56, 697,
1331, 1348
for
Capitol Power
Plant
56
for Capitol
Power Plant----------56
for
Saint Elizabeths
Elizabeths Hospital
Hospital --56,
for Saint
56, 1348
1348
for printing
and binding,
Patent
for
printing and
binding, Patent
Office ------------------683,
1328
Office
683, 1328
for reimbursing
Utah for
land sursurfor
reimbursing Utah
for land
veys
1328
veys-------------------- 684,
684, 1328
for judgments,
Claims,
for
judgments, Court
Court of
of Claims,
under
696
under----------------------696
for Alaska,
Alaska, medical
medical relief---------relief
697
for
697
national monuments
monuments ---------1348
for national
1348
for restoring
lands in
in national
national forestsforests._ 1348
1348
for
restoring lands
amendments
Reclamation Act
701
amendments to
to Reclamation
Act-----701
expenditures
authorized from
expenditures authorized
from allotallotments
Veterans' Bureau
Bureau
ments to,
to, from
from Veterans'
beneficiaries
532, 1211
1211
beneficiaries-------------- 532,
heat,
heat, power,
power, etc.,
etc., furnished
furnished by
by Capitol
Capitol
Power Plant,
be reimbursed
Power
Plant, to
to be
reimbursed
thereto
588
thereto ------------------588
hospital
to be
utilized
hospital facilities,
facilities, etc.,
etc., to
be utilized
by
610
by Veterans'
Veterans' Bureau
Bureau ---------610
Interlocutory
United States
Interlocutory Decrees,
Decrees, United
States Courts,
Courts,
in
cases, may
may be
be appealed
appealed to
in admiralty
admiralty cases,
to
circuit court
court of
81
circuit
of appeals
appeals -------81
Interlocutory Orders
of District
District Courts,
Courts,
Interlocutory
Orders of
appellate
of circuit
circuit courts
appellate jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
courts of
of
appeals over
936
appeals
over-----------------936
Intermediate Credit
AgriculIntermediate
Credit Banks
Banks (see
(see Agricultural Credits
Credits Act).
tural
Act).
Internal
Combustion Engines,
Internal Combustion
Engines,
deficiency
appropriation for
experimendeficiency appropriation
for experimental work
tal
work on
on -- _----.
_------ 40
40
provisions for
most efficient,
efficient,
provisions
for installing
installing most
•
etc., type
type of,
as motive
etc.,
of, as
motive power
power on
on
reconditioned
reconditioned merchant
merchant vessels
vessels
of Shipping
of
Shipping Board
Board or
or GovernGovernment owned
owned---- _----------468
ment
468
restrictions
on sale,
sale, etc.,
restrictions on
etc., after
after comcompletion---------------------pletion
469
469
Internal Revenue,
Internal
Revenue,
Revenue
of 1924
1924 ------------.
253-355
Revenue Act
Act of
253-355
unpaid
unpaid taxes
taxes aalien
on all
all property
994
lien on
property ----994
lien
for,
not
valid
against
purchasers,
lien for, not valid against purchasers,
etc., unless
unless notice
notice filed
filed in
in district
etc.,
district
court---------------------994
court
994
valid
filed in
in land
land record
record ofofvalid when
when filed
fices
of
counties,
towns,
etc.,
if
fices of counties, towns, etc., if
authorized by
by State
State law
995
authorized
law ------995
correction directed
directed in
enrollment of
of
in enrollment
bill relating
bill
relatIng to
1617
to -------------_ 1617
Internal Revenue
Internal
Revenue Collectors,
Collectors,
appropriation
for salaries,
etc
71, 770
770
appropriation for
salaries, etc--.____ 71,
deficiency
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
for salaries,
62
salaries, etc_
etc_
62
duty of,
of, to
report to
district attorney
in
to report
to district
attorney in
30 days,
days, violations
internal
30
violations of
of internal
revenue laws
laws ----------------344
revenue
344
deputies,
deputies, etc.,
etc., to
administer oaths,
oaths, etc_
344
to administer
etc_ 344
unauthorized divulging
unauthorized
divulging of
of information
information
by,
unlawful-------345
by, unlawful
___---- _
345
punishment for------------------punishment
for
345
345
to cause deputies
to
deputies to
to make
make inquiries
inquiries
concerning
concerning taxpayers
taxpayers --------345
345
as to
to yearly returns
duties of, as
returns of
of taxtaxpayers
payers --------------------345
345
Internal
Internal Revenue, Commissioner
of,
Commissioner of,
appropriation
appropriation for,
for, assistants,
assistants, deputies,
deputies,
personnel ---- _____ 71,
and office personnel
71, 770
770
for office
office personnel,
for
710
personnel, additional,
additional, 1925_
1925710
Internal Revenue
Revenue Laws,
Laws,
Internal
Ways and Means Committee of
the
of the
Sixty-ninth
Sixty-ninth Congress
authorized
Congress authorized
to
revise ------------------1315
to revise
1315
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International Arbitration,
Arbitration, InterparliamenInternational
Internal
Revenue Service,
Service, Treasury
Depart- PagePage.
Treasury DepartInternal Revenue
tary Union
Union for
Promoting,
for Promoting,
tary
ment,
ment,
appropriation for
contribution ---212, 1020
for contribution
appropriation
appropriation
for Commissioner,
Commissioner, assistappropriation for
Commission,
International
Boundary
Commission,
International Boundary
ants,
and office
office perdeputies, and
ants, deputies,
United States
Mexico
and Mexico,
States and
71, 770
United
sonnel
_
sonnel--------------------appropriation
for continuing
work of 211, 1019
1019
continuing work
appropriation for
for
agent----------------- 71, 770
stamp agent
for stamp
Inof InProtection
International
Bureau
Protection
for
Bureau
International
collectors,
for
salaries
and
expenses,
collectors,
expenses,
and
for salaries
dustrial Property,
Property,
dustrial
71,
gaugers, storekeepers,
storekeepers, etc----etc
71, 770
770
gaugers,
appropriation
share in
expense of 215, 1023
in expense
for share
appropriation for
be removed
distilled spirits
spirits may
may be
removed for
distilled
56
deficiency
appropriation
for
for---------56
appropriation
deficiency
bottling
in
bonded
warehouses_
71,
770
warehousesbonded
in
bottling
Publication
International
Bureau
for
Publication
of
for
taxes
for
assessing,
collecting,
etc.,
taxes_
_
71,
770
etc.,
Bureau
collecting,
International
for assessing,
amount
for detecting,
etc., violaCustoms Tariffs,
Tariffs,
detecting, etc.,
Customs
amount for
of expenses_ 210, 1019
tions of
revenue laws
appropriation for
share of
for share
laws--------- 71, 771
of revenue
appropriation
tions
for expenses,
expenses, enforcing
National Proenforcing National
Permanent Court
for
International
Bureau of Permanent
Court
International Bureau
Acts---- 71,
hibition
and Narcotic
71, 771
Narcotic Acts_
hibition and
of
Arbitration,
of Arbitration,
obdisseminating
appeal
for
law
for
appeal
contribuannual contribuappropriation
for annual
disseminating
appropriation for
771
servance,
etc ----------------tion
servance, etc
tion---------------------- 212, 1020
storage
for
48
restriction
on
paying
storage
of
paying
on
deficiency
appropriation
48
for share ----restriction
deficiency appropriation for
72
seized intoxicating
intoxicating liquors-----liquors
seized
Telegraphic
International Bureau
Bureau of the Telegraphic
International
72
for
refunding collections
collections -----------for refunding
Union,
Union,
taxesfor
refunding illegally
illegally collected
collected taxes_
72
for refunding
48
deficiency appropriation
expenses_-_
48
appropriation for expenses
deficiency
for
Solicitor
of
216,
1025
of----------------Solicitor
for
and
of Weights and
International Bureau
Bureau
International
in
for,
for
operating
force,
buildings
in
buildings
force,
for operating
Measures,
Measures,
the District
District----------------- 65, 764
the
1019
210, 1019
appropriation
for contribution
contribution _--for
appropriation
1200
for
Board
of
Tax
Appeals
Appeals----------Tax
of
Board
for
International
Catalogue of
Scientific LiteraLiteraof Scientific
InternationalCatalogue
for
salaries, office
office of Commissioner,
Commissioner,
for salaries,
710
ture,
additional,
1925 _
ture,
additional, 1925----------appropriation for
preparation
expenses, preparation
1925for expenses,
for collectors,
collectors, etc.,
710
additional, 1925
etc., additional,
appropriation
for
of ----------------------528,
1206
528, 1206
of
for
additional,
revenues, additional,
collecting revenues,
for collecting
1925
710 International
on Annual TaInternational Commission
1925---------------------Commission on
for
enforcing Narcotic
Narcotic and National
bles
of Constants,
Constants, etc.,
etc. ,
bles of
for enforcing
Prohibition
additional,
Acts, additional,
appropriation
annual contribucontribuProhibition Acts,
for annual
appropriation for
710
tion
212,
212, 1021
1925
1925-----------------------tion---------------------for refunding,
deficiency
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
International
Commission on
International
on International
Commission
International
collections
collections---------------- 49, 58, 62
Law,
Law,
for refunding
illegally collected,
collected,
refunding illegally
for
represenappropriation
expenses of represenfor expenses
appropriation for
taxes
49, 698,
701, 757,
761, 1349
757, 761,
698, 701,
taxes-----49,
212, 1021
tation
on ---------------tation on
58
for
opium,
etc.,
tax
58
tax---------------etc.,
opium,
for
and
Weights
of
International
Committee
and
Committee
International
for
collecting estate,
estate, etc., tax -----58
for collecting
Measures,
Measures,
for
collectors
58, 61, 761, 1349
1349
58,61,
for collectors-----------appropriation for
for expenses,
expenses, American
American
appropriation
for enforcing
National Prohibition
Prohibition and
enforcing National
for
member
230, 1039
member-----------------Narcotic Acts_
58,62,698,761,1349,1352
Acts- 58,62,698,761,1349,1352
Narcotic
International Conferences
on Suppressing
Suppressing
Conferences on
for collecting
war revenue
58, International
revenue ---------collecting war
for
Opium Traffic,
Traffic, etc.,
62, 701,
1349, 1351
Opium
761, 1349,
701, 761,
62,
deficiency
appropriation for particideficiency appropriation
for
expenses -------- 58, 761
miscellaneous expenses
for miscellaneous
692
pating
in_
pating in ------------------for
offiagainst, offijudgments against,
paying judgments
for paying
120
amount
in
120
participation in_
for participation
58,
cers
58, 1349
authorized for
amount authorized
cers----------------------for
punishing violations
International Exchanges,
Exchanges,
violations of revenue
International
for punishing
58,
62
58,62
a ppropriation for
1206
528, 1206
of-----expenses of
laws ----------------------for expenses
appropriation
759
58, 761
for drawback
drawback --deficiency
for
---------appropriation for---------for
deficiency appropriation
for refunding
refunding income
income taxes
693 International Exhibition,
1923for 1923__
taxes for
for
Philadelphia,
International Exhibition, Philadelphia,
Prohibition
for enforcing
enforcing National
National Prohibition
for
1926,
1926,
698
698
Act
Act-----------------------provisions for
to
representation at, to
for representation
provisions
additional leakage,
allowance on
etc., allowance
commemorate
leakage, etc.
hundred
one hundred
the one
additional
commemorate the
w ithdrawals of
distilled spirits,
spirits,
of distilled
withdrawals
and fiftieth
fiftieth anniversary
anniversary of signand
seven years
after original
original entry
years after
ing the
seven
Declaration of Indethe Declaration
ing
808
808
1253
1253
or gauge
gauge -------------------or
pendence
pendence ------------------809
809
no prior
regauge regarded
regarded--------prior regauge
no
Spain,
International
Exposition,
Seville,
Spain,
Exposition,
International
809
809
not applicable
withdrawals _
prior withdrawals
to prior
applicable to
not
1927,
1927,
additional
rental allowance
in the Disallowance in
additional rental
invitation
from Spain
Spain to
take part in,
to take
invitation from
693
693
--------trict
for-----trict for
1256
1256
accepted
accepted--------------------care,
under Superintendent
Superintendent of
etc., under
care, etc.
commissioner general
general and
and five comcomcommissioner
State, etc.,
Department Buildetc., Department
State,
missioners to
be appointed
by
appointed by
to be
missioners
693
693
------------ings ------ings
1256
the President;
compensation_
__ 1256
compensation--President;
the
693
693
funds transferred--------------transferred
funds
regulations
for
contributions,
inincontributions,
for
regulations
on
distillers refunded
excess tax paid
refunded excess
distillers
1256
stallations,
etc., under_
under- 1256
expenses, etc.,
stallations, expenses,
spirits
owned by
and owned
produced and
spirits produced
preparation,
display,
etc.,
of exhibits
exhibits
etc., of
display,
preparation,
860
86C
them;
condition-------------them; condition
1256
by-------------------------by
860
86(
enroval to
warehouse
to warehouse------------Removal
information
service to
to private
private exservice
information
appropriarent
allowance, D.
C., from
from appropriaD. C.,
1256
rent allowance,
1256
hibitors, etc-----------------etc
hibitors,
tion
for
revenue,
collecting revenue,
for collecting
tion
5
officials of
departments,
etc., to be
departments, etc.,
of
officials
50
--1924
1924--------------1256
1256
with------serve with
designated
to serve
designated to
Internal
Taxes,
Revenue Taxes,
1257
Internal Revenue
1257
allowed----------expenses, etc.,
etc., allowed
expenses,
appropriation
for
expenses,
assessing,
assessing,
1257
appropriation for expenses,
1257
pay restriction
restriction-------------------pay
77(
71,
collecting,
etc
770
collecting, etc---------------
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International Naval Limitation
ence,
ence,
suspension of alteration and construcconstrucsuspension
tion of
designated vessels auof designated
tion
719
thorized, in the
719
an----the event of an
thorized,
Health,
Public Health,
International Office of Public
1257 International
appropriation
quota_
_ 213, 1021
appropriation for annual quota---Prison Commission,
Commission,
International Prison
1257 International
appropriation
contribuappropriation for annual contribution
211, 1020
1020
tion-------------------760
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for --------760
deficiency
1257
Convention,
International
RadiotelegraphicConvention,
International Radiotelegraphic
appropriation
expenses-------- 213, 1022
for expenses
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for share of
deficiency
1257
expenses
48, 1340
expenses-----------------Congress,
International Railway Congress,
1257 International
appropriation for
etc------ 213, 1021
for quota, etc
appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for pay of
deficiency appropriation
1257
48
quota
quota----------------------Council,
Research Council,
International Research
International
appropriation
contribution
annual contribution
appropriation for annual
1257
to,
and Associated
Associated UnionsUnions__ 214, 1023
to, and
for
expenses of attending
delegates_236, 1045
attending delegates-236,
for expenses
1257
Sanitary Bureau,
International Sanitary
Bureau '
International
appropriation
appropriation for annual share in main1257
tenance of
of -----------213, 1021
tenance
appropriation for annual
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
48
share in maintenance
maintenance --------1257
Congress,
Testing Congrp.ss,
International Seed
Seed Testing
International
831
appropriation for share of expenses--expenses
1257
Institute,
International Statistical
Statistical Institute,
International
appropriation
1024
contribution- 1024
for annual contribution_
appropriation for
1257
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for annual
deficiency
692
contribution
to
contribution to--------------1257
112
in---sum
membership in.....
___
authorized for membership
sum authorized
OrExposition, New OrTrade Exposition,
International Trade
1258 International
leans La.,
La.,
leans,
invitation to
ti.) States and foreign
foreign councouninvitation
1258
tries
to
participate in
in-------- 1253
participate
to
tries
free
imported exhibits,
of imported
admission of
free admission
1253
etc
1253
etc-------------------------1258
Trade Mark Registration
International Trade
Registration
International
International Fisheries
Commission,
Fisheries Commission,
International
Bureau '
Bureau,
appropriation
share of
of expenses, etc. 1024
for share
appropriation for
at
appropriation for share of expenses
expenses at
appropriation
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for share of
deficiency
215, 1023
Habana
Habana----------------------------expenses -756
expenses
International Weights and Measures,
Measures,
International
provisions for, in convention
Great
convention with Great
provisions
convention with other Powers
Powers relating
convention
Britain
preserving Northern
Northern
for preserving
Britain for
1686
to
to-------------------------Pacific
fisheries-------- 1842 Interned Aliens,
Pacific halibut fisheries
Interned
scientific investigations
investigations by, not subject
scientific
appropriation for expenses
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
to inhibitions of Northern Pacific
57
of,
57
Bureau--_
Immigration Bureau..
of, under Immigration
650
Halibut
Halibut Fishery Act ---------Interned Persons,
Persons, etc.,
Interned
appropriation
authorized for exappropriation authorized
appropriation
expenses of, under
under
appropriation for expenses
penses
of
650
penses of-------------------Navy Department
Department ---------- 184, 862
Navy
Bureau,
International Hydrographic
Hydrographic Bureau,
International
Promoting
Interparliamentary Union for Promoting
Interparliamentary
appropriation for annual
annual contribution
appropriation
International Arbitration,
Arbitration,
International
to
214,
1023
214,1023
to-----------------------appropriation for contribution----contribution1020 212, 1020
appropriation
Agriculture,
International
Institute of Agriculture,
deficiency
expenses,
appropriation for expenses,
InternationalInstitute
deficiency appropriation
etc------- 212, 1021
twenty-third conference
conference of, at
at
appropriation for quota, etc
twenty-third
appropriation
692
Washington
692
for additional quota, for dependenWashington-----------------for
1021
119
invited
1925_
119
Washington in 1925cies ----------------------meet in Washington
to meet
invited to
for
member of committee
committee------ 212, 1021 Interpleader,
for member
Interpleader, Bills of,
for
translating publications
by
insurance companies,
companies, etc.,
etc., allowed
publications------ 212, 1021
for translating
by insurance
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for expenses
expenses of
of
in district courts, with power to
deficiency
48, 760
delegates..
determine, where adverse claimdelegates------------- determine,
1338
976
for admitting
admitting dependencies to-----to
ants are of different States -.-venue of jurisdiction -------------976
Commission, Canadian
International Joint
Joint Commission,
Canadian
International
and Consular
Interpreters, Diplomatic
Diplomatic and
Consular
Interpreters,
Boundary Waters,
Waters,
Boundary
Service,
213, 1022
appropriation for expenses
expenses of ----appropriation
appropriation for,
207
legation, etc., Persia_
for, legation,
appropriation
International ComInternational
Law, International
International Law,
207
Siam--------- legation, etc., Siam
for, legation,
Private,
and Private,
mission on
Public and
on Public
mission
student; China, Japan, and Turfor studentI
appropriation for
represenfor expenses of represenappropriation
207
key-.
key
key-----------------------212, 1021
on-----------tation on
207
restriction on salaries ----------restriction
Postal Service,
International
Mail, Postal
International Mail,
for quarters
quarters for student,
Japan and
student, Japan
for
appropriation
appropriation for indemnity for injury
Turkey
207
Turkey--------------------88,786
88,
786
of-- ---------- loss of
or loss

International Exposition,
Spain,
Exposition, Seville, Spain,
International

197—Continued.
7-Continued.
19
exhibits
departments, etc., at
at
from departments,
exhibits from
request
GenCommissioner Genof Commissioner
request of
eral,
to be
and
transported to and
be transported
eral, to
from
from ----------------------buildings,
etc., not
not needed,
needed, to
to be disbuildings, etc.,
posed of
at close
close of exposition-exposition_ _
of at
posed
special rates
rates for
shipment of exhibits,
for shipment
special
etc., to
be given by Shipping
to be
etc.,
Board
Board----------------------Secretary
collect, etc.,
to collect,
Agriculture to
of Agriculture
Secretary of
exhibits
agricultural and forexhibits of agricultural
estal products,
products, for
for..----------estal
detailed
reports to accompany
accompany in exdetailed reports
planation
planation ------------------printed
in English,
Spanish, and
English, Spanish,
printed in
Portuguese ----------------Portuguese
Secretary of Commerce
Commerce to collect, etc.,
Secretary
exhibits
of fisheries industry
exhibits of
and
commerce for
for------------and commerce
to
detailed reports in explanation
explanation to
detailed
accompany.
accompany----------------printed
Spanish, and
printed in English, Spanish,
Portuguese
Portuguese-----------------Secretary of the Interior to collect, etc.,
Secretary
•exhibits of Department activities
activities
for
for---------------------detailed reports
to
explanation to
reports in explanation
detailed
accompany-----------------accompany
printed in English, Spanish,
Spanish, and
and
printed
Portuguese
Portuguese----------------amount authorized
authorized to be appropriated
appropriated
amount
expenses------------for all expenses
subject
approval of Secretary
Secretary of
subject to approval
State
State--------------------no
excess to be inindebtedness in excess
no indebtedness
curred
curred--------------------etc., to be
detailed statements,
statements, reports, etc.
detailed
transmitted
month; after
after
transmitted six months
the
of --------------- -close of
the close
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Page. Interstate
Page.
Commission,
Commerce Commission,
nterstate Commerce
Interpreters
Page.
Diplomatic Service
Interpreters, Diplomatic
appropriation for
for salaries of Commisappropriation
and
interpreters, classified
classified as
student interpreters,
and student
sioners
and secretary
secretary ------ 526, 1204
sioners and
Foreign Service
Service officers,
unForeign
for
expenses,regulating commerce_
commerce- 526, 1204
classified
142
forexpenses,regulating
classified -------------------chief
counsel, director
director of
finance,
of finance,
chief counsel,
Interpreters,
Foreign Service,
Interpreters, Foreign
director
of traffic
traffic --------- 526, 1204
director of
appropriation
legation, etc.,
etc., Persia_ 1016
for legation,
appropriation for
rent
restriction
__ 526, 1204
1016
rent restriction-------------for legation,
etc., Siam
1016
Siam-----------legation, etc.,
for
for
uniform system of acenforcing uniform
for enforcing
for cost
cost of
of tuition,
officers assigned
assigned
tuition, officers
for
- 526, 1205
counting, etc.,
railroads__
by railroads
etc., by
counting,
to language
language study
study ----------1016
to
for enforcing
enforcing safety appliances
appliances regufor
for quarters
quarters for
Japan and
student, Japan
for student,
for
526, 1205
lations.-------------- -1016
lations
Turkey
1016
Turkey --------------------for securing
reports of
of accidents,
accidents,
securing reports
for
Interstate
Company,
Bridge Company,
Interstate Bridge
etc ---------------------526, 1205
etc
may
River, Benwood, W.
Ohio River
bridge Ohio
may bridge
etc. ' block
block signal and
testing, etc.,
for testing,
Va., to
27
Ohio--------Bellaire, 'Ohio
to Bellaire,
Va.,
train
systems, etc_
__ 526, 1205
etc--control systems,
train control
Interstate Commerce
also Interstate
(see also
Commerce (see
Interstate
for
compelling use of safe locomofor compelling
Commerce Commission),
Commission),
Commerce
tive
boilers, etc ----------- 526, 1205
tive boilers,
policy
declared that
freight rates be adthat freight
policy declared
for
physical valuation
valuation of railroads,
for physical
justed
Interstate Commerce
Commerce
justed by Interstate
etc
etc----------------------- 526, 1205
Commission
movto secure free movCommission to
for
securing information
information of issues of
801
for securing
ing of
in
commodities in--------of commodities
ing
527, 1205
stock, bonds,
bonds, etc.;
etc.; rent ---stock,
investigation to
made by
Interstate
by Interstate
be made
to be
investigation
director of
of valuation,
valuation, supervisor of
director
Commerce
Commission to corCommerce Commission
supervising enenappraisals, supervising
land appraisals,
rect
existing unjust,
unjust, discriminatdiscriminatrect existing
acgineer,
supervisor
of
supervisor
gineer,
802
ing, etc.,
etc., rates---------------rates
ing,
527,1205
counts
1205
counts-------------------- 527,
expeditiously made
orders
to be expeditiously
orders to
rent
restriction ------------ 527, 1205
802
rent restrictiontherefor
therefor --------------------for----- 527, 1205
for printing
printing and binding
binding for
802
for
pending proceedings
proceedings to be
continued_
be continuedpending
for Bureaus
Accounts,
of Inquiry, Accounts,
Bureaus of
for
changes
to be
made without
without delay
delay for
for
be made
changes to
705
and Valuation,
Valuation, additional, 1925_
and
lowest
rates on agriculagriculpossible rates
lowest possible
60, 700, 759
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for_
- 55, 60,
for _
deficiency
tural and
and livestock
•
livestock products
tural
680
for physical
physical valuation of railroads-railroads__
for
compatible with
with adequate
adequate transtranscompatible
etc_appliances, etc__
for enforcing
755
safety appliances,
802
enforcing safety
for
portation service
service -------------portation
for
expenses, compelling
compelling use
of safe
use of
for expenses,
decisions on
pending cases as to rates
on pending
decisions
locomotive
boilers, etc
etc -------755
locomotive boilers,
on
products not
to
not to
agricultural products
on agricultural
for
and binding
755
binding----------802
printing and
for printing
be
delayed------------------be delayed
circuit
appeals, to enforce,
courts of appeals,
circuit courts
policy in
adjusting freight
by, to
to
rates by,
freight rates
in adjusting
policy
etc., orders
under Clayton
orders of, under
etc.,
secure
free moving of comcomsecure free
Antitrust Act
Act ----------------937
Antitrust
802
modities
modities -------------------construction
of approaches
approaches to bridge
construction of
investigation by
Commission ' to deby Commission,
investigation
across
Mississippi
River by
across Mississippi
termine
if existing rates are untermine if
Saint
East
Louis, Mo., at
Saint
just,
unduly preferential,
preferential, etc.,
just, unduly
Saint Louis, Ill., subject to
to
Saint
802
and to
802
therein-defects therein
correct defects
to correct
and
certificate of,
of, as to necessity for,
certificate
elements
be considered
considered in
802
in -----to be
elements to
88
etc -----------------------etc
orders
to be
be issued
issued from
from time
to time
time to
orders to
by
time established
actions at law by
established or actions
time
reasonable
to
just and
and reasonable
place just
to place
carriers,
complaints
carriers, or filing complaints
802
rates
on classes
classes of
of traffic ----rates on
against
with
633
carriers with----------against carriers
directed with
with least
least possible
possible delay to
to
directed
Interstate Commerce
Commerce Laws,
Interstate
effect
changes on
agriculon agriculrate changes
effect rate
appropriation
expenses for enappropriation for expenses
tural
and livestock
livestock products
products on
tural and
forcing
218, 1027
forcing---------------lowest
compatible with
rates compatible
lowest rates
802
actions
carriers for recovery of
of
law by carriers
at law
802
actions at
adequate
transportation -----adequate transportation
charges to
to begin
begin within three
charges
802
delayed---___ 802
pending cases
cases not to be delayed__
pending
years
from time
time when
when cause
cause
years from
punishment for
for breaking
seals of cars
breaking seals
punishment
633
accrues --------------------accrues
containing freight
freight or express
containing
complaints against
carriers
damages
for
carriers
against
complaints
comto
shipments,
with
intent
comwith
shipments,
793
to be
be filed
filed with
with Commission
Commission withto
793
mit larceny
larceny---------mit
633
---------in
two years
years
two
in
in
stealing,
etc.,
shipments
in
foreign
shipments
stealing, etc.,
for recomplaints
or
793
time
for
actions
complaints
actions
for
793
time
and.
and------------------------793
covery
overcharges, to be
of overcharges,
covery of
from depots,
trucks, vessels,
vessels, etc_
etc--_ 793
depots, trucks,
from
633
------within
three years -three
within
having
in
possession
articles
stolen
stolen
articles
possession
having in
793
extention
claim presented
within
presented within
if claim
793
extention if
in,
etc ------------------in, etc
633
793
three-year
three-vear limitation ---------793
stealing
transit -------in transit
baggage in
stealing baggage
carrier
if
further
extension
carrier begins
extension
further
stolen
having
i
n
possession
bagsuch
possession
in
having
793
action
charges, or collects
collects
action for charges,
793
gage ----------------------633
charges, within
limitations
633
the limitations-within the
charges,
carrying into
another State, etc.,
into another
carrying
tender
794
actions
to
accrue
.on
delivery
or
tender
delivery
794
actions to accrue on
stolen baggage,
baggage, etc ----------stolen
633
794
of,
633
of, by carrier ---------------794
constitutes a
separate offense
offense ---a separate
constitutes
794
petition for
paymoney payof money
enforcement of
794
for enforcement
petition
jurisdiction
district courts-----courts
jurisdiction of district
794
ment to
to be
be filed in one year from
ment
794
meaning of terms used -----------meaning
633
date
order ----------------of order
date of
imjurisdiction
of State
courts not imState courts
jurisdiction of
633
------"
794
.meaning
meaning of
"overcharges"
633
of "overcharges
794
paired -----------paired
provisions
embrace prior
to embrace
extended to
provisions extended
judgment of,
of, a
bar to prosecution
prosecution
a bar
judgment
633
-----994
cases,
etc_.
633
cases, etc-----------act- _--__ 994
under
this Act
Act for same act_
under this
provisions
boilers,
provisions for safe locomotive boilers,
waybill of
of shipment
facie eviprima facie
shipment prima
waybill
etc., extended
659
extended---------------etc.,
to
and to
dence
place from and
dence of place
659
...u----asisftneP
n assistance_
p
tm1cnletc.,
791»
-hoa.
.-, be
794
to
furnished legal,
659
-1
lbu)
&'
- mluu
4J01
which
made
which made-----------------
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Page.
rage
rrigation-Continued.
Interstate Construction
Construction Company,
Page.
Company,
Interstate
lands for
reservoir under
under
Falls reservoir
American Falls
for American
lands
time extended
extended for
Columbia
bridging Columbia
for bridging
time
Minidoka
project to be acquired
Minidoka project,
River,
River, near Cascade Locks,
from
Indians of Fort Hall Reserfrom Indians
2
Oreg.,
by _
2
Oreg., by_----------------117
vation, Idaho----------------Idaho
117
vation,
Interstate Quarantine
Quarantine Service,
Interstate
Irrigation,
Indian Reservations,
Reservations,
Irrigation, Indian
appropriation
appropriation for cooperation with
appropriation for
expenses; allotments
allotments
for expenses;
appropriation
States, etc.,
for preventing
preventing conetc., for
States,
to district
district projects
400,
--------- 400,1150
projects 1150
to
76, 775
diseases, etc -------775
tagious diseases,
for miscellaneous
supervisexpenses; supervismiscellaneous expenses;
for
710
for, additional,
1925 ------------710
additional, 1925
for,
ing
engineers1151
------------ 400, 1151
ing engineers
-- 58, 1343, 1349
for_ __
deficiency
appropriation for.
deficiency appropriation
for investigating
new projects_
__ 401, 1151
projects--investigating new
for
Intoxicating
Beverages (see National ProIntoxicating Beverages
for Taos
Taos reservoir
Mex__
401
project, N. Mex_
reservoir project,
for
hibition Act).
water
reconnaissance of available water
for reconnaissance
Intoxicating
also National
Liquors (see also
Intoxicating Liquors
supply of
Colo_ 1151
San Juan River, Colo_
of San
supply
Prohibition
Act),
Prohibition Act),
cooperative stream gauging with
for cooperative
appropriation
enforcing
appropriation for expenses enforcing
Geological Survey -------- 401, 1151
Geological
prohibition,
prohibition, etc., of, by internal
projects
provided for
specifically provided
projects specifically
revenue
officers
71, 771
revenue officers------------401,
excluded
401, 1151
excluded---------------restriction on
paying for storage of
on paying
restriction
interchangeable
interchangeable amounts for flood
72
seized,
seized, etc -----------------damages, etc
401, 1151
etc---------damages,
for
suppressing traffic
traffic in, among
for suppressing
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc., Gila River,
for
1147
Indians .----------------- 396, 1147
Indians
Ariz
401, 1152
1152
Ariz ------------------for
suppressing traffic
Alaska_ 428, 1182
traffic in, Alaskafor suppressing
Coolidge
Dam, construction, etc_ 1152
Coolidge Dam,
convention to prevent smuggling of,
convention
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc., Colorado
for
into
United States, with DenDeninto United
401, 1152
River,
Ariz
----------River, Ariz-mark--------------------1809
mark
for maintenance,
etc., Ganado projmaintenance, etc.,
for
1815
with Germany-------------------Germany
1815
with
ect, Ariz
401,
----------------- 401,1152
Ariz1152
ect,
with Great
Great Britain---------------Britain
1761
with
for maintenance,
Xavier, Ariz 401, 1152
1152
maintenance, San Xavier,
for
with Italy--------------------1844
with
for maintenance,
maintenance, San
401, 1152
San Carlos, Ariz 401,
for
1872
with
Norway ----------------with Norway
for construction,
construction Salt River,
River Ariz-..
Ariz
402
for
1875
with
Panama
with Panama--------------------for
Apache, Ariz._
Ariz__
402
Fort Apache,
construction, Fort
for construction,'
1830
with
Sweden
1830
with Sweden------------------for
charges, Yuma,
maintenance charges,
for maintenance
Inventions,
Inventions, etc.,
Calif
Calif ------------------- 402, 1152
appropriation
appropriation for cash rewards to postal
enlarging, etc.,
for maintenance, enlarging,
employees
1924, available
employees for, 1924,
Fort Hall,
Idaho --------402,
402, 1152
Hall, Idaho
Fort
46
for
1922 --. _
fiscal years 1920 to 1922_
for fiscal
Belknap,
maintenance, Fort Belknap,
for maintenance,
employees
cash rewards to postal employees
for cash
Mont
1153
Mont------------------- _ 402, 1153
etc., of
efficiency, etc.,
increasing efficiency,
for, increasing
for
continuing construction
construction, maintefor continuing
service
85, 783
service-------------------nance,
etc.,
construction,
Flathead,
402,
1153
nance, etc., Flathead, Mont- 402, 1153
JusInvestigation Bureau,
Bureau, Department
Department of JusInvestigation
1153
402,
for maintenance,
Fort Peck, Mont
Mont _402,
1153
maintenance,
for
tice,
tice,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., Blackfeet,
Blackfeet,
for maintenance,
217
appropriation for Director, etc-------etc
appropriation
Mont
402,
1153
1153
------------------Mont
217
217
------for special agents
agents---- --for maintenance,etc.,Crow,Mont_
402, 1153
maintenance,etc.,Crow,Montidentification
amount
for
criminal
identification
amount
Pyramid,
for maintenance,
etc.,
maintenance, etc.,
217
available--_ 217
records, immediately available_
records,
Lake, Nev -------------- 402, 1153
Inyo
National
Calif.,
Forest, Calif.,
Inyo National Forest,
for
maintenance, Navajo, N. Mex_
Mex_ 403, 1154
for maintenance,
1910
proclamation
of
enlarging area of-------proclamation enlarging
for
maintenance, etc.,
Klamath,
for
NaSequoia
of
transferring_
Sequoia
portion
transferring
403, 1154
Greg -----------------Oreg
1910
to-------------Forest to
tional Forest
Wash_ 403, 1154
maintenance, Yakima,
Yakima, Wash_
for maintenance,
Iowa,
Iowa,
River,
maintenance, Wind
for maintenance,
bridge
across Mississippi
Mississippi
authorized across
bridge authorized
Wyo
404, 1154
----------------Wyo
River,
River, between Clinton County
for maintenance,
etc., Gila River,
maintenance,
for
Whiteside County, Ill., by
and Whiteside
707
Ariz.
additional, 1925 -------Ariz., additional,
15
and
Illinois and------------------for Colorado
River, Ariz.,
Ariz., additional,
additional,
Colorado
for
Savanna,
to Sabula, Iowa, by
Savanna, Ill., to
1925 -------------------- 707
1925
Illinois and ---------------173
Ganado projfor maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., Ganado
projIowa Judicial
Judicial District,
District.
ect, Ariz --------------------707
795
terms
of court, at Council Bluffs.--terms of
San Xavier,
for maintenance,
Xavier, Ariz.,
maintenance,
795
Creston ----------------------707
additional, 1925 ----------additional,
795
Davenport
Davenport-------------------for maintenance, etc., Fort Hall,
79
Des
Moines
795
Des Moines------------------707
Idaho, additional, 1925 ------795
Keokuk --------------------Keokuk
for maintenance, Fort Belknap,
795
Ottumwa
Ottumwa----------------------707
Mont., additional,
additional, 1925------1925
Mont.,
Ireland, Northern,
Northern,
Ireland,
Mont.,
maintenance, Flathead, Mont.,
for maintenance,
parcel post agreement
agreement with Great Britparcel
additional, 1925-------------1925
707
ain and --------------------- 1854
Mont.,
maintenance, etc., Crow, Mont.,
for maintenance,
Semiarid and,
Irrigated
Districts, Semiarid
Irrigated Western Districts,
additional,
1925
707
additional, 1925-------------appropriation for experiments
experiments in dairyappropriation
for maintenance,
maintenance, Navajo, N. Mex.,
85(
ing
production in.
in_-457, 850
meat production
ing and meat
additional,
1925
707
additional, 1925-------------etc., additional,
for experiments, etc.,
for Uintah
Uintah and White River Utes,
Ute,s,
70(
706
1925 -------------------additional, 1925 -------707
Utah, additional,
for maintenance, etc.,
YakiService,
etc., units of YakiIrrigation (see also Reclamation
Reclamation Service,
Irrigation
707
ma, Wash.,
Wash., additional,
additional, 1925
707
1925--ma,
Interior Department),
Department),
for maintenance, Wind River, Wyo.,
investigating utilizappropriation
appropriation for investigating
-
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Indian Reservations—Con,
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Reservations-Con.
Irrigation,
deficiency
appropriation for Yakima,
Yakima,
deficiency appropriation
56
Wash
Wash-----------------------time
extended for
water
for paying by water
time extended
charges for
users
of accrued
accrued charges
users of
projects on
on -----------------117
projects
Irrigation Projects,
Projects,
Irrigation
North Platte,
Platte, Nebr.
Nebr. and
Wyo.; exand Wyo.;
North
change
of lands
lands with Anton
change of
Hiersche for
purposes_- _ 980
980
reservoir purposes
for reservoir
Hiersche
956
refunds
World War
veterans
War veterans-----to World
refunds to
meaning
of "veteran";
"veteran"; persons
persons exmeaning of
cluded --------------------956
cluded
"reclamation
956
law" -------------"reclamation law"
veterans who
who made
since April 6,
entry since
made entry
veterans
1917, and
retaining
longer retaining
no longer
and no
1917,
the
farm unit,
unit, may
apply for remay apply
the farm
956
fund of
charges ----------of charges
fund
956
not
compensated
already compensatedif already
entitled if
not entitled
charges and inrefund by
inSecretary of charges
by Secretary
refund
956
by veteran -------terest
paid by
terest paid
when
to be
from appaid from
be paid
approved to
when approved
propriation
for project
which
project on which
propriation for
entry made
956
made-----------------entry
if benefits
refund
to estate,
estate, if
payable to
refund payable
956
availed
of -----------------availed of
relinquishment
of all
all rights,
rights, etc., on
on
relinquishment of
957
accepting
accepting-------------------permanent water
water rights
canceled_--___ 957
rights canceled
permanent
Irwin,
(widow),
Kate (widow),
Irwin, Kate
1532
pension
1532
pension--------------------------Irwin, Mollie
(daughter),
Mollie (daughter),
Irwin,
pension --------------------------1498
pension
Irwin,
B. (daughter),
(daughter),
Stella B.
Irwin, Stella
1504
. pension
1504
pension --------------------------Isbell,
(widow),
E. (widow),
Tabitha E.
Isbell, Tabitha
pension
1464
---------------pension-------Italy,
Italy,
appropriation
for ambassador
ambassador to_
206, 1015
to- --__ 206,
appropriation for
convention
with, to
prevent smuggling
to prevent
convention with,
of
liquors into
intoxicatiintoxicating liquors
of intoxicating
1844
United
States --------------United States
negotiation requested
requested with, for agreenegotiation
etc., of vesment
size, etc.,
limiting size,
ment limiting
and the number
sels and
number
aircraft, and
and aircraft,
sels
204
of officers
officers and
men ----------and men
of
treaty with,
Britain, France,
Great Britain,
with, Great
treaty
and Japan,
agreeing to
limitato limitaJapan, agreeing
and
tion of
of naval
naval armament
1655
armament------tion
"Itasca,"
Schooner,
"Itasca," Schooner,
owner of,
of, may
may bring suit for collision
collision
owner
1550
damages,
in district
district court
1550
court-----damages, in
Iva, S.
C.,
Iva,
S. C.,
Savannah
bridge
authorized across
across Savannah
bridge authorized
River between
Elberton, Ga.
between Elberton,
River
803
and
and------------------------Ivory,
Ivory,
excise tax
tax on
of articles
dealers of
by dealers
sales by
on sales
excise
324
of,
or mounted
324
with --------mounted with
of, or
J.
J.
Jack, Isaac,
Jack,
Isaac,
restriction removed
removed and
and land patent in
restriction
1367
fee issued
to-----------------issued to
fee
Jack
Jack Rabbits,
appropriation
methods for
devising methods
for devising
appropriation for
destroying
450,
841
450, 841
destroying----------------Jackman, Martha
(widow),
E. (widow),
Martha E.
Jackman,
149
pension
1490
increased -----------------pension increased
D. C.,
Jackson Alley
NW., D.
Alley NW.,
Jackson
Government
closed,
and transferred
transferred to Government
closed, and
592
Printina Office--------------Printing
Office
-------
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Pag.
Jackson,
R. (widow),
Page.
(widow),
Anna R.
Jackson, Anna
1473
pension
pension---------------------------Jackson
Ark.,
County, Ark.,
Jackson County,
Newport _ 1131
may bridge
River at Newport_
White River
bridge White
may
State may
may acquire
acquire and
operate
-1132
and operate----State
Jackson,
Edward,
Jackson, Edward,
pension
increased ------------------1383
pension increased
Jackson,
Louisa (widow),
(widow),
Jackson, Louisa
pension
increased -----------------1527
pension increased
Jackson, Miss.,
Miss.,
Jackson,
bridge authorized
authorized across
Pearl River
across Pearl
bridge
at -------------646
-------- 28, 646
at
terms of
of court
court at-------------------at
882
terms
Jackson, Peter
C.,
Peter C.,
Jackson,
pension --------------------------1396
pension
(daughter),
Rose (daughter),
Jackson,
Jackson, Rose
pension
1481
pension---------------------------Jackson,
H.,
Silas H.,
Jackson, Silas
1382
pension
pension- --Jackson,
(widow),
Wealthy (widow),
Jackson, Wealthy
1473
pension
pension ---------------------------Jacobs, Albert
Albert (son),
(son),
Jacobs,
1476
pension ------------------------pension
Jacobs, Carra
Carra Belle (widow),
(widow),
Jacobs,
1522
1490,
pension
pension-----------------------Jacobs,
Fannie (mother),
Jacobs, Fannie
pension
1412
pension----------------------------1412
Jail,
D. C.,
C.,
Jail, D.
pris-appropriation
support of Pris
for support
appropriation for
566,
1241
566,1241
oners
oners-----------------death
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for death
deficiency
1322
for electrocution-----chamber for
electrocution
1322
chamber
Jamaica Bay,
Bay, N.
N. Y.,
Y.,
Jamaica
ship
for
etc.,
preliminary examination
examination, etc., for ship
preliminary
canal
from Flushing
Bay, to be
Flushing Bay,
canal from
ma de
1192
1192
----------made-------

James, Ruth
Ruth (widow),
(widow),
James,
1455
increased----------------pension increased
1455
pension
James,
A. (widow),
Sarah A.
James, Sarah
pension
1501
increased ----------------pension increased
House of RepreJanitors
RepreJanitors to Committees, House
sentatives,
sentatives,
583,,1290
appropriation
for ----------- -583
1290
appropriation forappointment
and duties
duties ----583, 1291
1291
appointment and
placed
under
Doorkeeper
after
Doorkeeper
placed under
583,,1291
close of
583
1291
Congress --------of Congress
close
Janowitz, Martha,
Martha,
Janowitz,
1605
sonnaval
gratuity
pay
to,
for
death
son_
1605
of
death
for
to,
pay
naval gratuity
January, Fannie
Fannie (widow),
January,
pens i
on
1503
1503
---pension----------------------Japan,
Japan,
1015
206,
appropriation
for ambassador
ambassador to
to.. -__ 20
6, 1015
appropriation for
206
for
Japanese secretary
embassy
206
secretary of embassy--for Japanese
assistant
secretary -------------206
assistant secretary
207
for student
student interpreters
interpreters at embassy-_
embassy
207
for
for quarters
quarters for
207
interpreters_
student interpreters_
for student
for
for tuition
tuition of
assigned for
of officers assigned
for
1016
language study
in
1016
study in------------language
1016
quarters ------------for rent
rent of
of quarters
1016
for
207,,
for ground
ground rent
Tokyo
207
rent of embassy, Tokyo-_
for
1016
1016
d
efi ciency appropriation
appropriation for buildings,
deficiency
establish-foreign service
etc.,
for foreign
service establish
etc., for
1340
ments,
1340
Tokyo-------------ments, Tokyo
acquired
additional land,
etc., may be acquired
land, etc.,
additional
for
foreign service
buildings at
at
service buildings
for foreign
Tokyo --------------------961
961
Tokyo
agreement
extending arbitration
arbitration conagreement extending
-vention with
with ------------.
1757
vention
negotiation requested
requested with, for agreeagreenegotiation
m ent
limiting size,
size ' etc.,
of
etc., of
limiting
ment
vessels and
and aircraft,
aircraft, and the
vessels
men---number of
of officers
204
officers and men
number
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Japan—Continued.
Japan-Continued.
treaty with British Empire, France,
treaty
France,
Italy and, agreeing to naval
armament limitation -------armament
France and,
with Great Britain, France
and,
relating to Pacific Ocean islands..
islands_
agreement supplementary
supplementary to
agreement
to--.-Japanese Beetle,
Japanese
appropriation
emergency control,
appropriation for emergency
etc., of--------------------etc.,of
Japanese
JapaneseEarthquake
Earthquake, 1923,
1923,
issue of Army supplies,
supplies, etc.,
etc., for sufferers
sufferers
from, by the Executive,
from
Executive, approved -------------------accounts of officers
officers to be
credits in accounts
allowed --------------------issues for relief of sufferers
sufferers by, from
naval supply account fund without reimbursement
reimbursement ---------- _
Jaramillo, Seledon,
JaramiUo,
pension
pension ------------------------(widow),
Jay, Lucinda
Lucinda J.
J. (widow),
pension increased ---------------Jayne, Rear
Joseph L.
Jayne,
Rear Admiral
Admiral Joseph
L., Navy,
reimbursement
reimbursement to, for personal
personal property
loss---------------Jefferson
Jefferson County, Ky.
Ky.,
care, etc.
etc., of burial grounds of former
former
President
President Zachary Taylor in,
authorized ----------------authorized
supervision of expenses
expenses by Secretary
War---- ------of War
.-----acceptance
acceptance free of cost of the
the land,
land,
authorized,
authorized, and establishing a
a
national cemetery
cemetery thereon --national
_
Jefferson,
(widow),
Jefferson, Mary
Mary E.
E. (widow),
pension increased
increased --------------Jefferson Street
Jefferson
Street NW.,
NW., D.
D. C.,
appropriation for paving, Thirteenth
appropriation
to
Thirteenth to
Fourteenth Streets-----------Streets
Fourteenth
Jenkins,
(widow),
Jenkins, Elcie
Elcie (widow),
pension increased
increased ----------------Jenkins
Jenkins, James
James E.,
E.,
reimbursement to, for excise tax, etcetc....
reimbursement
Jenkins, James F.,
Jenkins,
F.,
payment to ---------------------Jenkins, Mary F.
Jenkins,
F. (widow),
(widow),
pension increased
increased -----------------Jensen, Charles,
Jensen,
Charles,

Page.
Page

Jicarilla Indian
Mex.,
Page.
Jicarilla
Indian Hospital,
Hospital, N. Mex.,
Page.
appropriation
for maintenance,
etc.,
appropriation for
maintenance, etc.,
of
408,
1159
of--------------------- 408, 1159
1655 Jigs,
1655
Jigs, etc., Army
Army Ordnance,
Ordnance,
appropriation
procuring, etc.
etc._
appropriation for
for procuring,

_ 499,
499, 914
914

1646 Jim
1646
Jim Hogg County, Tex.,
Tex.,
1652
1652
transferred from
transferred
from Corpus
Corpus Christi
Christi dividivision of Texas
Texas Southern
Southern judicial
judicial
district to Laredo division
division --64
64
840 Jimason,
Jimason, Catharine
(widow),
Catharine(widow),
1514
pension increased
increased-----------------1514
Jodd, Elizabeth
Jodd,
Elizabeth (widow),
pension increased
1429
increased------------------1429
963 Johnson,
Johnson, Caroline
(widow),
Caroline E.
E. (widow),
pension increased------------------.
increased
1518
1518
964
964 Johnson
Johnson City,
City, Tenn.,
appropriation for expenses, Volunteer
Volunteer
appropriation
Soldiers'
932
Soldiers' Home..
Home ----------- 518,
518, 932
195
195
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for Volunteer
Volunteer
deficiency

Soldiers'
___ 63,
63, 762,
762, 1346,
1
14
38
55
0
Soldiers' Home_
Home--1346, 1350
1406 Johnson,
Johnson, Clara
ClaraH. (widow),
(widow),
pension
pension------------------------1485
1480
1480 Johnson,
Johnson, Clarence
Clarence J., alias
alias Franklin
Franklin J.
J.

Green,
Green,
pension increased
increased ---------------1383
Johnson,
Cynthia M. (daughter),
(daughter),
Johnson, Cynthia
pension --- ------------------1510
1510
Johnson, Daisy
Johnson,
Daisy (widow),
(widow),
pension ----------------- __
1479
-------1479
970
Johnson,
Johnson, Ed,
Ed,
exchange of lands in Colorado
Colorado with,
exchange
970
970
authorized
authorized ----------------1591
Johnson, Edna
Johnson,
Edna M. (daughter),
(daughter),
pension
increased
1454.
pension increased- ---------------1454
970
970
Johnson,
Johnson, Ella
Ella E. (widow),
pension increasedincreased --------------1465
pension
_1465
1494
Johnson,
Johnson, Emil
Emil T.
T.,,
pension increased------------------increased
1386
1386
Freeman H.,
Johnson, Freeman
547
547 Johnson,
pension ---------1389
-------1389
Johnson, George
George W.,
W. '
1476
1476 Johnson,
pension increased
1488
increased-----------------1488
Johnson, Isabella
Isabella J.
J. (widow),
1588
1588 Johnson,
pension
1419
pension --------------------.-----.
1419
Johnson, John,
John,
1587
1587 Johnson,
pension
1386
pension ---------------------------1386
Johnson, Joseph
Joseph E.,
E.,
1438 Johnson,
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for services..services
1313
1313
Johnson, Lizzie (widow),
for property
property damages_
payment to, for
damages --__- 1588
1588 Johnson,
1392
pension increased -----.--.-.-----.
JerreU,
1392
Jerrell, Cassandra
Cassandra(widow),
Johnson, Louisa
Louisa K. (widow),
(widow),
pension increased
increased ------------------ 1484
1484 Johnson,
pension --------------------..
1484
Jessop
J.,
Jessop and
and Sons, J.,
Maria L. (widow),
(widow),
for property
payment to, for
___ 1540
property damages_
damages --1540 Johnson, Maria
1519
pension increased ------------.--..1519
Jetmore, Rebecca (widow),
Jetmore,
Johnson, Richard
Richard M.,
pension-------------------------.
pension
1504 Johnson,
1417
pension increased ----------------.
1417
Jewelry,
Jewelry,
Johnson, Russell
Johnson,
Russell Wilmer,
excise duty on, sold, etc., by dealers;
dealers;
naval
naval record corrected
1575
corrected------.------. - 1575
exception
324
exception-------------------324
Johnson,
Thomas,
Johnson, Thomas,
Revenue Act
repeal of certain sections,
sections, Revenue
pension
increased ----------.-----pension increased
1405
1405
of 1921, relating
relating to sales of ---352
Johnson,
Thomas C.,
Johnson, Thomas
C.,
Jewett,
Jewett, Frances
Frances R.,
military
military record
record corrected
1600
corrected -----._---_
1600
appropriation
appropriation for paying, widow of
Johnson,
William E.,
E.,
Johnson, William
Jewett, a
aconsul dying in
Milo A. Jewett,
pettsionpension
1386
perision-----------------------......-1386
-------1386
service ---- _---------------210
service
210
Johnson, William G.,
Jewett, Mary (widow),
sale of
Louisiana to
1594
sale
of land
land in
in Louisiana
to---_----___1594
pension
pension ------------------------.
1474
Johnston,
Johnston, William P.,
Jewett Street
Street NW.,
NW. D.
D. C.,
pension
pension ------- ----------------- 1382
1382
name
name of, changed to Cathedral
177
Cathedral Avenue_
177
Jicarilla
Jicarilla Agency,
Agency, N. Mex.,
Mex.,
Joint Committee on Fiscal
Joint
of
Fiscal Relations of
appropriation for support, etc., of
appropriation
District
Columbia and
District of Columbia
and United
United
Indians at, from tribal
funds_ 411, 1161
tribalfunds_
States,
States,
deficiency
appropriation for civilian
civilian
deficiency appropriation
legislative
action pursuant
legislative action
the repursuant to
to the
renortQoA
employees at --------------1329
port
oft- - - - - - - - -- -- - - - - - - - - - M804
1602
1602
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Page.
Joint
Committee on
Inaugural Ceremonies,
Ceremonies, Page.
on Inaugural
Joint Committee
1925,
1925,
753
deficiency
appropriation for expenses of
deficiency appropriation
Joint
Committee on
Printing,
on Printing,
Joint Committee
appropriation
inspector,
clerks, inspector,
for clerks,
appropriation for
586, 1294
etc
etc --------------------for
compiling, etc.,
etc., Congressional
Congressional
for compiling,
1294
Directory ---------------586, 1294
586,
Directory
for Biographdeficiency
appropriation for
Biographdeficiency appropriation
Directory -.
ical
__ 1314
Congressional Directory_
ical Congressional
reconcurrent resolution
authorizing reresolution authorizing
concurrent
vised edition
Biographical
edition of Biographical
vised
Congressional
Directory under
under
Congressional Directory
1616
direction of----------------of
direction
clerk,
positions and
pay established
established of clerk,
and pay
positions
149
inspector, and
and stenographer.--.
stenographer_ __ _
inspector,
Government Printof Government
rates
of wages
wages of
rates of
ing Office
determined by conOffice as determined
ing
ferences of
of Public
Public Printer and
ferences
effeccommittees of employees,
employees, effeccommittees
of_---------tive on
on approval
658
approval of
tive
determination in
case of
appeal,
of appeal,
in case
determination
final ----------------------658
final
standards of
printing and
for printing
paper for
of paper
standards
by------binding
be fixed
1105
fixed by
to be
binding to
Joint Committee
Committee on the Library,
Library,
Joint
authorized to
restoration
to provide for restoration
authorized
and
frieze in
in
of frieze
completion of
and completion
Rotunda
1252
Rotunda-------------------selection
employment of
design, employment
of design,
selection of
artists,
1252
etc-----------------artists, etc
amount
authorized to be approamount authorized
priated -1252
------------priated
chairman
serve on Library of Conto serve
chairman to
1107
gress
Fund Board
1107
Board ------Trust Fund
gress Trust
plans,
etc., for
for constructing music
plans, etc.,
auditorium
at Library
Library of Conauditorium at
788
of---gress subject
to approval
_
approval of_
subject to
gress
for statue
to
approve site
pedestal for
and pedestal
site and
to approve
667
of General
General San Martin--------Martin
667
of
location for
to investigate,
etc., new
new location
investigate, etc.,
to
south of Botanic
conservatories
conservatories south
Garden
729
Garden--------------------Northern
Joint
Committee to
Investigate Northern
to Investigate
Joint Committee
Pacific Land
Grants,
Land Grants,
Pacific
for
deficiency
appropriation
exappropriation
deficiency
penses
673,
1314
673,1314
penses --------------- 462
composition,
powers, etc
etc------------composition, powers,
462
amount authorized
authorized for
for expenses__
expenses--_amount
Joint Congressional
Congressional Committee
Committee on
Federal
on Federal
Joint
Reserve System,
'System,
Reserve
4
time extended
extended for
final report
report of
4
of -----for final
time
House of
and House
Joint Meeting
of the
the Senate
Senate and
Meeting of
Joint
Representatives,
Representatives,
ordered
6, 1923-------1923
1609
December 6,
for December
ordered for
for
February
27, 1924,
1924, for
memorial
for memorial
for February 27,
service to
to late
Harding 1609
President Harding
late President
service
for
December 15,
memorial
for memorial
1924 for
15, 1924,
for December
service to
former President
President WilWilto former
service
1614
son ------------------------1614
son
for February
11, 1925,
counting
for counting
1925, for
February 11,
for
1615
electoral vote -------------1615
electoral
Jonas, Julius,
Julius,
Jonas,
authorized to 1559
redemption of
of lost
1559
bond authorized
lost bond
redemption
Jones, Alice
Alice M.
(widow),
M. (widow),
Jones,
pension
1501
1501
increased ----------------pension increased
Jones,
Anna W.
(widow),
W. (widow),
Jones, Anna
1518
pension increased
increased------------------pension
Jones,
Arthur N.,
N.,
Jones, Arthur
1407
pension
increased
pension increased-----------------Jones,
Cloe (widow),
(widow),
Jones, Cloe
1476
pension
pension---------------------------E.,
Jones
Company, Fred
Fred E.,
Dredging Company,
Jones Dredging
1538
payment to,
1538
damages------------for damages
to, for
payment
Jones, Mrs.
Mrs. E.
M.,
E. M.,
Jones,
1477
husband---- 1477
payment
death of husband
for death
to. for
navment to,
.

Jones, Elizabeth
(widow),
Page.
rage.
Elizabeth (widow),
Jones,
1455
pension -----------------------pension
Jones,
Emma
A.
(widow),
A.
Emma
Jones,
1516
pension
1516
pension -------------------------Jones, Fred
E.,
Fred E.,
Jones,
payment
to, for
damages_ -_
1588
-__ 1588
property damages
for property
payment to,
D.,
Jones,
George D.,
Jones, George
pension
1447
pension --------------------------Jones,
George E.,
E.,
Jones, George
1411
pension
1411
pension -------------------------Jones
N. Y.,
Y.,
Inlet, N.
Jones Inlet,
preliminary examination,
etc., of,
of, to be
be
examination, etc.,
preliminary
made----------------------1192
made
Jones,
James (father),
(father),
Jones, James
1409
pension
pension -------------------------Paul,
Jones, Admiral
Admiral John
John Paul,
Jones,
deficiency appropriation
indemnity
appropriation for indemnity
deficiency
in
to Madame
Crignier for loss, in
Madame Crignier
to
692
search for
692
body of ----------for body
search
inpayment to
authorized as inFrance authorized
to France
payment
property damages
demnity
damages
for _property
demnity for
to Madame
Madame Crigmer,
by search
search
Crignier, by
to
118
for body
of
118
body of-----------------for
(widow),
A. (widow),
Jones, Laura
M. A.
Laura M.
Jones,
1443
pension
1443
pension---------------------------Jones, Martin
Martin A.,
A.,
Jones,
1483
pension -------------------------pension
Jones,
Mary V.
V. (widow),
(widow),
Jones, Mary
pension
increased
1406
pension increased------------------Jones,
Nancy (widow),
(widow),
Jones, Nancy
pension
increased
1511
pension increased------------------Jones,
Robert J.,
J.,
Jones, Robert
pension
1391
pension..-------------------------1391
Jones,
Rufus TV.,
W.,
Jones, Rufus
1390
pension
increased
pension increased------------------Jones, Sarah
Sarah A.
(widow),
A. (widow),
Jones,
1480
pension
pension---------------------Jonesboro, Ark.
Ark.,
Jonesboro,
91
terms
court at
at -----------------of court
terms of
Jordan, Amanda
Amanda W.
W. (widow),
(widow),
Jordan,
1459
pension
pension--------------------Jordan, Mary
(widow),
Mary (widow),
Jordan,
pension
1490
pension-------------------------1490
Nez Perce
Joseph's
Band of Nez
Perce Indians,
Indians, Wash.,
Joseph'sBand
appropriation
support, etc., of,
for support,
appropriation for
708
additional
1925
additional, 1925-------------Joy, Mary
Mary M.
M. (widow),
(widow),
Joy,
pension
1489
pension------------------------- -1489
Juan, Mary
(widow),
Mary (widow),
Juan,
pension
1415
pension -------------------------Judd, Mark
Y.,
Mark Y.,
Judd,
pension
1392
pension -------------------------Judge Advocate
Advocate General's
Office, Navy,
Navy,
General'sOffice,
Judge
appropriation for
civilian personnel,
personnel,
for civilian
appropriation
864
185, 864
Navy Department
Department --------Navy
Judge Advocate
Advocate General's
General's Office, War DeJudge
partment,
partment,
appropriation
personnel
481, 895
civilian personnel_for civilian
appropriation for
deficiency
appropriation for
experts,
for experts,
deficiency appropriation
52
patent
suits -----infringement suits
patent infringement
for
arbitrating rate
rate of
of royalty,
royalty,
for arbitrating
American
Company;
Cyanamid Company;
American Cyanamid
payable
balance, National
National
from balance,
payable from
Defense Act
757
Act-----------------Defense
patent litigaofficers
on Army
Army patent
engaged on
officers engaged
tion
excepted from
from requirement
requirement
tion excepted
470
for duty
duty with
with troops--------troops
for
Judges,
United States
Courts,
States Courts,
Judges, United
Court Jusappropriation
for Supreme
Supreme Court
appropriation for
218,1028
tices
218,
1028
tices------------------218,
1028
218, 1028
for
circuit ------------------for circuit
218
1028
218, 1028
for
district -----------------for district
for
218, 1028
1028
retired ------------------for retired
deficiency
appropriation for
for retired-retired__ __
44
deficiency appropriation
additional,
Michigan
for Michigan
authorized for
additional, authorized
949
western district
district--------------western
-

.

.

.

.
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Page.
Judges,
Judges, United
United States Courts-Continued.
Courts-Continued.
Page.
additional, for Minnesota
Minnesota district
1098
district ---1098
two additional
additional circuit,
circuit, authorized
for
authorized for
eighth
eighth circuit
1116
circuit----------------1116
Judgment
Judgment Debtors,
Debtors,
indexes of all,
all, to be
be kept
kept by
by clerks
clerks of
of
United
courts
813
United States courts---------813
Judgments,
Judgments,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
paying,
for paying,
District of Columbia---Columbia_ ___ 38,
679, 1323
1323
38, 679,
for paying, United
United States Courts_
__ _
53,
Courts---53,
696,
758, 1346
696, 758,
1346
for paying, Court of
54,
of Claims
Claims--- ---54,
696,
758, 1347
696, 758,
1347
Judicial
(see also
also United
Judicial Code
Code (see
United States
States
Courts),
Courts),
Act amending
amending designated
designated sections
of,
sections of,
etc--------------____----_
etc
936-942
936-942
amended, section
752
amended,
section 11------752
section 24
972
24-______-______--_______
972
--.------section 51 ------------ _
1264
1264
section 71 __----__________-__-90, 948
948
90,
73-----------------------section 73
243
243
section
section 80 --------- _------------751
751
section 81
81 ---_-___.-______-_-__795
section
795
section 86 ----------- _--___----_ 1106
1106
section 90 ----------------------882
882
section 98
98---------------------- 661,
722
661, 722
section 101 ----------387, 730, 731, 945
945
section 105
800
105 ----------..
800
section 108 -------------------64,
64, 244
244
section 111 -------------------114,
114, 962
962
section
section 115 ---------------------388
388
section
section 118 ----------_
--- ___--- _ 1116
1116
section
section 128 -------936
---..-----__
936
section 129
129----------------------937
937
section
section 237--------------------937
_
937
section
section 238 ---_-----------__
938
---_
938
section
section 239 ----------------------938
938
section
section 240 ----------------------938
938
repealed,
repealed, section 130
941
130 ----------------941
section 131 ----------------941
_____
941
section 133------941
.
..__---------_
941
section 134 --.
941
________-----------_
941
section 181
941
181 ----------. _____------ _ 941
section 182 --941
.....
_____---------_
941
section
section 236 ----------......-----941
_
941
section
section 241
941
241___
________-----------_
941
section
section 242 ---------..____------941
_
941
section
section 243 ----------------------941
941
section 244 ----------------------941
941
section 245 .---------------------941
941
section 246_
246 --------...
941
..._------_
941
section 247 - --------------------941
941
section 248 ------------.---------941
941
section 249 ----------------------941
941
section 250 ----------------------941
941
section 251 ---------------------941
941
section 252 ---------------------941
941
Judicial Expenses,
Judicial
appropriation
appropriation for---------------- 218,
218, 1028
1028
Judicial Officers,
Judicial
appropriation for law books for__
appropriation
221, 1031
for --- __ 221,
1031
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for books for_
deficiency
for
43,
43,
57, 687,
57,
687, 760
760
.
,(.i.ow),
,5'a-na
Jurs
Julius, Salina
JULtus,
NSalina A.
A. (widow),
(widow),
pension ----------- 1420
1420
Juneau,
Juneau, Alaska,
Alaska,
issue of bonds by, for sewerage
sewerage system,
authorized
authorized---------859
859
election to determine;
determine; interest,
etc.;
interest, etc.;
payment,
payment, etc ---------------859
proceeds
proceeds to be used for no
no other
other
purpose;
purpose; sale of bonds--------bonds
859
859

Page.
Jurors,
Jurors, D.
D. C.,
C.,
Page.
names
to be
be drawn
by jury
commission
names to
drawn by
jury commission
court service
bifor police
police court
service bimonthly -----------.1.120
_______
120
for juvenile
quarterly__ _ 1121
1121
for
juvenile court,
court, etc.,
etc., quarterly___
Jurors, United
United States
Courts,
Jurors,
States Courts,
appropriation for
fees, etc
etc --------- 221,
221, 1030
1030
appropriation
for fees,
meals, etc.,
United States
States
for meals,
etc., in
in United
cases -------------------221, 1030
1030
cases
221,
deficiency appropriation
fees
56,
deficiency
appropriation for
for fees-----56,
171,
700, 760,
760, 1333.
171, 700,
1333.
Jury
Jury Commissioners,
Commissioners, United
United States
States Courts,
Courts,
appropriation for
for compensation.--compensation_ ___ 221,
221, 1030
1030
Justices
the Peace,
Peace,
Justices of
of the
appropriation for
appropriation
of, acting
as
for fees
fees of,
acting as
commissioners
of United
commissioners of
United States
States
courts ------------------221,
221, 1030
1030
deficiency
acting
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for fees,
fees, acting
as commissioners
171,
commissioners--------- 44,
44, 171, 687
687
Juvenile Court,
C.,
Juvenile
Court, D.
D. C.,
appropriation for
salaries, etc
563,
1238
appropriation
for salaries,
etc ---563, 1238
for miscellaneous
miscellaneous --------------- 564,
1238
564, 1238
returning ababadvances, etc.,
etc., for
for returning
sconding probationers,
probationers, authorauthorized -------------------564, 1238
1238
564,
for rent, expenses,
expenses, etcetc
564, 1238
1238
---__-_
564,
deficiency
expenses__
1321
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for expenses-_
1321
jurisdiction
jurisdiction given, in
cases under
in all cases
under
Compulsory School
School Attendance
Attendance
Compulsory
Act..-------------------808
808
names
names for jury
service in,
in, to
be
jury service
to be
drawn
quarterly by
by jury
drawn quarterly
jury comcom1121
mission ---------------------1121

K.
K.

Kahn, Julius,
Julius, late
late a
a Representative
Representative in
in
Congress,
Congress,
deficiency
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
for pay
pay to
to
of -------------------754
widow of
754
Kaibab
Kaibab Agency, Ariz.,
Ariz.,
appropriation for support,
appropriation
of InInsupport, etc.,
etc., of
dians at,
from tribal
tribal funds-_
funds_ _ 411,
1161
at, from
411, 1161
Kaibab
Kaibab National
National Forest,
Forest, Ariz.,
Ariz.,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
emergency,
for emergency,
insect infestations
39
infestations ----------39
Kailey, Martha
Martha (widow),
(widow),
pension ---------------------.---1449
pension
1449
Kalamazoo
Kalamazoo River,
River,
two unsurveyed islands
islands in,
may be
be
in, mav
acquired by Battle Creek,
acquired
Creek, Mich.,
Mich.,
for public purposes
purposes -- -------891
_
891
Kalihi,
Hawaii,
Kalihi, Hawaii,
preliminary
preliminary examination,
etc., of,
examination, etc.,
of,
harbor to
made-------- _--_
1197
to be made
1197
Kanawha Falls
Kanawha
Falls Bridge Company,
Company,
may bridge Kanawha
Kanawha River, at Glen
Glen
999
Ferris, W. Va
Va_ --------------999
West Virginia
Virginia may
acquire to
to operate
may acquire
operate
as free bridge ----------------999
999
tolls allowed for five years
years -----999
999
Kanawha
Kanawha River,
River,
bridge
bridge authorized
authorized across, Glen
Ferris,
Glen Ferris,
W. Va ----.--.----999
-.------999
acquirement
acquirement
by
West
Virginia
Virginia
authorized,
authorized, to operate
operate as
free
as a
a free
bridge
999
bridge------------------999
tolls permitted for
five years
999
for five
years ----999
Kane, Jane
(widow),
Jane (widow),
pension
pension --------------------------1487
1487
Kane, Mary A.
A. (widow),
(widow),
pension
pension -------------------------1407
1407
Kaniksu National
National Forest,
Forest, Idaho,
Idaho,
proclamation
modifying boundaries
proclamation modifying
1953
boundaries of_
of- 1953

INDEX.
Kankakee
Page.
Kankakee County, Ill.,
bridge authorized
authorized across Kankakee
Kankakee
bridge
River
River by Lake and Newton
29
Counties, Ind.,
Ind., and
and----------29
Kankakee
Kankakee River,
bridge
authorized across
Kankakee
across by Kankakee
bridge authorized
County, Ill.,
Ill., and Lake
and
Lake and
County,
Newton
29
Ind-------Newton Counties,
Counties, Ind
29
Kansas
Avenue NW.,
NW., D.
D. C.,
Kansas Avenue
appropriation for
for paving,
paving, Allison
to
Allison to
appropriation
Buchanan
Buchanan Streets-----------Streets
547
for paving,
Thirteenth to
Quincy,
to Quincy.
for
paving, Thirteenth
Streets _------------------548
to
Buchanan Street to
for paving, Buchanan
Sherman
1223
Sherman Circle
Circle -------------1223
Kansas City, Mo.,
•
Kansas
feasibility
establishing of military
feasibility of establishing
park
to commemorate
Battle
commemorate Battle
park in,
in, to
of
Westport, to be investigated,
of Westport,
etc
801
etc-__---------------------terms
607
at _____----------_-terms of court at
Kansas
Kansas Indians,
Indians, Okla.,
appropriation
etc----- 409, 1160
for support, etc
appropriation for
1925_
for
additional, 1925_
708
for support, etc., of, additional,
alienation
restrictions on homestead
homestead
alienation restrictions
176
allotments to, extended ----allotments
competent Indians
--- _ 177
not affected_
affected __
Indians not
competent
State tax
etc., production
production
on oil,
oil, etc.,
tax on
State
authorized
177
authorized-----------------no lien,
etc., against
property of
against property
no
lien, etc.,
Indian owner
177
owner----------------Indian
sale
sale permitted
permitted on approval of SecInterior------------177
retary of Interior
reserved lands
Reservation may be
be
in Reservation
lands in
reserved
leased
mining purposes
purposes for
for
for mining
leased for
benefit
of
111
benefit of-------------------District,
Kansas Judicial
Judicial District,
Kansas
jurisdiction
in claims
for damages
damages
of in
claims for
jurisdiction of,
from
Government neglect
neglect in
from Government
dipping
tick-infested cattle ---1327
dipping tick-infested
607
terms of court,
Kansas City -------court, Kansas
terms
Kansas or
or Kaw
Tribe of
Indians ,
Kaw Tribe
of Indians,
Kansas
all
against "United
States to
to
United 'States
of, against
all claims
claims of,
be
adjudicated by Court of
be adjudicated
Claims
1133
Claims---------------------Karch,
Karch, William,
pension
1445
pension___.------------------------Karluk
River, Alaska,
Alaska,
Karluk River,
salmon
permitted in ---------465
salmon fishing permitted
Karns,
(widow),
Karns, Eliza
Eliza J.
J. (widow),
pension increased
1535
increased -----------------pension
Kasiah,
Kasiah, Joseph,
Joseph,
pension
1410
increased------------------pension increased
Kauffman,
(widow),
Kauffman, Emma (widow),
1520
pension increased
1520
increased --------------pension
Kau
p, William,
Kaup,
1595
farm unit
1595
validated --------entry, validated
unit entry,
farm
Okla.,'
Kaw
Indian Reservation, Okla.
Kaw Indian
lease for
for mining
purposes of
of designated
designated
mining purposes
lease
reserved lands for benefit of
reserved
Kansas
Tribe
111
Kansas Tribe -------------112
State
tax on production, authorized_
State tax
112
owner_ __
not aalien against Indian owner__Ke-wuck-oo-lah-la-shar,
His
Ruling His
alias Ruling
Ke-wuck-oo-lah-la-shar, alias
Sun,
Sun,
pension
1396
pension- --------------------------Kearney
D. C.,
NE., D.
Kearney Street NE.,
Eighteenth
appropriation for
for paving, Eighteenth
appropriation
547
to Twentieth
Twentieth Streets
Streets---------to
for paving,
paving, Twenty-second
Street to
to
Twenty-second Street
for
Rhode Island
Island Avenue
Avenue --------- 1223
Rhode
Keating, William
A.,
William A.,
Keating,
1405
pension --------------------------pension
Keck, Charles
Charles E.,
E. ,
Keck,
pension
pension increased
increased -----------------45822*—voi.
2
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Keech,
Page,
Page.
A. (widow),
(widow),
Eliza A.
Keech, Eliza
pension
1462
1462
increased -----------------.
pension increased
Keefer,
(daughter),
Keefer, Ann
Ann R.
R. (daughter),
pension
1452
1452
pension-------------------___-----_
Keegan,
Peter C.,
Keegan, Peter
payment
services -_----------1365
1365
payment to, for services
Keele,
Amy (widow),
Keele, Amy
pension -__1475
1475
-____-.__--__------_
pension
Keen,
(son),
Keen, William M.
M. (son),
pension
1435
pension ------------_---------1__-_ 1435
Kehrmeyer,
(widow),
Sullivan (widow),
Kehrmeyer, Irene Sullivan
pension
1391
1391
pension---------------------------Keller,
Keller, John
John (son),
(son),
pension
1419
1419
pension---------------------------Kellerman,
Joseph H.,
H.,
Kellerman, Joseph
pension -_------------------------1409
pension
Kelley,
(widow),
Kelley, Belle
Belle (widow),
pension
1396
1396
pension---------------------------Kelley,
Keley, Robert
Robert S.,
1385
pension
1385
pension---------------------------Kellison,
J. (widow),
Sarah J.
Kellison, Sarah
1434
increased
1434
pension increased------------------Kelly,
Francis,
Kelly, Francis,
1594
corrected _------------naval record corrected
Kelly, Mary
M. (widow),
(widow),
Mary M.
Kelly,
pension
pension --------------------------- 1474
(widow),
Kelso, Agnes (widow),
pension
1488
---------__-----pension --J. (widow),
Kelton,
Sarah
J.
Sarah
Kelton,
pension
1510
1510
pension---------------------------Ill. '
Kendall County, Ill.,
bridge
authorized across
in
13
13
River in_
Fox River
across Fox
bridge authorized
Kendall, Rachel A.
A. (widow),
Kendall,
pension
increased
1464,
pension increased------------------Kennedy,
F. (widow),
(widowv),
Fannie F.
Kennedy, Fannie
pension
1527
___----------------------pension
Kennedy Street NW.,
NW., D. C.,
appropriation for
for paving,
to
paving, Fifth to
appropriation
Eighth
Streets
547
547
Eighth Streets---------------Kenney,
Minerva (widow),
(widow),
Kenney, Minerva
1522
pension .__.._--- -----------------Kenny,
(widow),
Kenny, Annie (widow),
1483
increased------------------pension increased
Kent,
(widow),
Mariah C. (widow),
Kent, Mariah
1436
1436
increased------------------pension increased
Kentucky,
Indiana and,
and, may
Ohio River,
River,
bridge Ohio
may bridge
Indiana
Henderson
County, to
Vanderto VanderHenderson County,
burgh County,
County, Ind_
Ind__
662
662
burgh
Missouri,
Illinois, and, may bridge
Missouri, Illinois,
Ohio and
and
Mississippi
Mississippi Rivers
Ohio
at Cairo,
Ill -----------------999
999
at
Cairo, Ill
time extended
extended for
Ohio River
bridging Ohio
for bridging
time
by Indiana
Indiana and--------------and
1132
1132
by
Keokuk,
Keokuk, Iowa,
795
terms
795
court at------------------terms of court
Keokuk Street
NW., D.
D. C.,
Keokuk
Street NW.,
593
name
chan'ged to Military Road__Road_ __
593
of, changed
name of,
1. (widow),
(widow),
Kepler, Mary J.
1406
pension
increased
pension increased------------------Kerby, Rachel
E. (widow),
(widow),
Rachel E.
Kerby,
pension increased-increased
1459
---------------- 1459
pension
Kerkendall,
Margaret A.
A. (widow),
Kerkendall, Margaret
pension
1483
pension---------------------------Kernan,
Captain Harold,
Harold, Army,
Army,
Kernan, Captain
credit in
accounts
1371
1371
in accounts------------------credit
Keshena Agency,
Agency, Wis.,
Keshena
Inof
appropriation
support, etc.,
Inappropriation for support,
dians at,
from tribal
tribal funds__
1161
funds-_ 411, 1161
at, from
dians
deficiency
appropriation
civilian
civilian
for
deficiency appropriation
employees
1329
at _---------------employees at
Kessel
Company, Henry
A.,
Henry A.,
Kessel Company,
may
bring suit
for collision
damages to
to
collision damages
suit for
may bring
launch
1538
"Gled"---------------launch "Gled"
Ketchikan, Alaska,
Alaska,
Ketchikan,
SRfi
o
t.
ho---.U lj^rP t$,ua«
o offn bonds
_ J issue
,s-- ,.zL
-a
authorized
656
auUrnorieu
isute vl
uvmua by,
u y, increased_
lxlC:ttoU_
ru
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Ketchikan Creek,
Creek, Alaska,
Ketchikan
Alaska,
Page.
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
to be
etc., of,
of, to
be
preliminary
made
1197
1197
made--------------------Kettle
Falls, Wash.,
Wash.,
Kettle Falls,
bridge authorized
across Columbia
Columbia
authorized across
bridge
River
791
River at ------------------KettJewell, Beatrice
J.,
Kettlewell,
Beatrice J.,
payment to,
for personal
personal injuries
injuries ----1560
1560
payment
to, for
Key
Bridge D. C., Francis
Francis Scott,
Key Bridge
appropriation for
operating expenexpenfor operating
appropriation
ses
550,
1227
550, 1227
ses--------------------Key,
(son),
Key, Eugene
Eugene (son),
pension --------_-----------------1438
1438
pension
Key,
Monument to
to Francis
Francis Scott,
Scott, Fort
Fort
Key, Monument
McHenry,
McHenry, Baltimore,
Baltimore, Md.,
balances of
appropriations for, covered
balances
of appropriations
covered
in --------------------935
Key
Key West,
West, Fla.,
.Fla.,
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for
for marine
marine
51
hospital, water
water supply --------51
for
completing piers, submarine
submarine basebase_
877
for completing
877
preliminary
of, harharpreliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., of,
bor,
made
bor, to
to be made-------------1194
Keyport, Wash.,
Wash.,
appropriation for
station,
naval torpedo station,
for naval
appropriation
public works----------------works
198
public
198
Kickapoo Agency, Kans.,
Kans.,
appropriation
for
support,
etc.,
of
Inappropriation for support, etc., of Indians
from tribal
dians at,
at, from
tribal funds_
funds -_ 411,
411, 1161
1161
Kickapoo
Kickapoo Indians,
Indians, Okla.,
Okla.,
appropriation
for
support,
etc.,
of__
409,
1160
appropriation for support, etc., of__ 409, 1160
additional, 19251925_
708
for support,
support, etc.,
etc., of, additional,
708
Kiener, Emma,
Kiener,
payment to, for property
property damages---damages_
1552
payment
1552
Kilbride,
John F.,
F.,
Kilbride, John
pension ---------------.--------1414
pension
-1414
Kiley,
(daughter),
Kiley, Susan
Susan (daughter),
pension --.----------------------pension
_ 1452
1452
Kilgore,
Kilgore, Harriett
Harriett E.
E. (widow),
pension
pension ----------- _--------------_
1426
Kill Van Kull,
bridge
authorized across,
across, New
bridge authorized
New York
York
and New Jersey-------------Jersey
1094
J. (widow),
(widow),
Kimbell, Mary
Mary J.
pension increased
1521
pension
increased------------------1521
Kimbrel, William
William B.,
B.,
pension
1478
pension ----------.---------------1478
Project, Ariz.,
Kin-le-chee Irrigation
IrrigationProject,
appropriation for
maintenance, etc.,
etc.,
appropriation
for maintenance,
400, 1151
of -------------.------.- 400,1151
Kincaid,
Lafayette R.
Kincaid, Lafayette
R. (father),
(father),
pension ----------------.--------.
1387
pension
- 1387
Kincaid,
Kincaid, Miller,
pension ---------------------------- 1401
pension
Kinchlow, John,
John,
pension -------------------------1469
pension
1469
"Kin-Dave
'" Steamer,
"Kin-Dave,"
Steamer,
payment to owners of, for collision
collision
payment
damages -------------------1552
Kindergarten Education,
Education,
Kindergarten
appropriation
for investigating,
etc_ 426,
appropriation for
investigating, etc_
426, 1180
1180
E. (widow),
(widow),
King, Cynthia
Cynthia E.
pension
1477
pension ------------.------------_1477
King, Ester
Ester C. (widow),
pension
increased
1518
pension increased------------------1518
King Hill
Hill Irrigation
IrrigationProject,
Project, Idaho,
Idaho,
appropriation
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
appropriation for
of
417,
of --------------------417, 1166
1166
King, J.
J. R.,
R.,
gratuity pay to, for death of son ----1553
King,
John,
King, John,
pension --------------------_----- 1494
1494
King, Maria
Maria A.
A. (widow),
(widow),
pension _-----_-------------------.
1453
King,
A. (widow),
(widow),
King, Nancy A.
pension
increased
1445
pension increased-----------------.1445

Page.
Page.
King, Robert,
Robert,
pension --------------------------1455
1455
pension
H.,
King, W. H.,
reimbursement to
1583
to---------------- 1583
reimbursement
Kingston Lake,
Lake,
Kingston
bridge authorized
authorized across,
across, at
at Conway,
Conway,
bridge
S. C
5
5
5--------Kiniston, Malinda
Malincict (widow),
(widow),
Kiniston,
pension -------------------------1416
1416
pension
Kinley
Clara A.
A. (widow),
Kinley,t Clara
pension--------------------------1418
1418
pension
Kinman, Charles
Charles S.
S., '
Kinman,
1399
increased------------------pension increased
W.,
Kinne, William
William W.,
pension increased
increased ------------------1382
1382
pension
Kinsey,
Ada L.
L. (widow),
(widow),
Kinsey, Ada
pension increased
increased ----------------1473
1473
pension
Kinsey-Davidson Electric
Electric Welding ComKinsey-Davidson
pany,
pany,
payment to,
to, for
property damages---damages_ ___ 1588
1588
for property
payment
Kinsloe,
(widow),
Caroline W.
W. (widow),
Kinsloe, Caroline
pension increased------------------increased
1429
1429
pension
Kinyon,
Celia Acker
Acker (widow),
(widow),
Kinyon, Celia
pension
1497
1497
pension---------------------------Kiowa Agency,
Kiowa
Agency, Okla.,
Okla.,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for civilian
civilian
deficiency
employees at-------------at
411,
1329
411, 1329
employees
allotment
to
James
F.
Rowell,
of
lands
allotment to James F. Rowell, of lands
in, no longer
longer needed
needed for
for agency
agency
in,
purposes -------------------795
795
purposes
Kiowa,
Comanche,
and
Apache
Agency,
Kiowa, Comanche, and Apache
Okla.,
Okla.,
appropriation
for support,
etc., of
of
support, etc.,
appropriation for
Indians
at, from tribal funds_ 411,
411, 1161
1161
Indiansat,fromtribalfunds_
Kiowa,
etc.,
Indians,
Okla.,
Kiowa, etc., Indians, Okla.,
appropriation
for support,
etc., from
from
support, etc.,
appropriation for
funds-------------- 399, 1149
tribal funds
in Kiowa
Kiowa County, directed_
1003
sale of land in
proceeds
proceeds to purchase tract
tract for
for cemecemetery
- 1004
tery of -----------------Reservation,
Kiowa Indian
Indian Reservation,
payment for erroneous allotments
to
payment
allotments to
three
Indians of,
three Comanche
Comanche Indians
authorized
1367
authorized-----------------1367
Kipp, Ella
Ella L.
(widow),
L. (widow),
Kipp,
pension ------------------------1509
pension
Kirby, Major
Major Wallace
Wallace W.
S. Army,
W.,' U. S.
detailed as Director of Bureau
Bureau of Endetailed
graving
graving and Printing,
Printing, Treasury
Treasury
Department for six months_
___
252
months---252
Department
no
other than
pay, etc.,
no other
than Army
Army pay,
etc., alallowed
252
lowed----------------------Kirjassoff, William B.,
M.,
Kirjassoff,
B., and David
David M.,
appropriation for paying, children
children of
appropriation
Max D.
D. Kirjassoff,
Kirjassoff, aa consul
consul
dying
service ------------209
dying in
in service
209
Kirk, Jennie
Jennie L. (widow),
pension
1497
pension increased
increased------------------1497
Kirk, Robert J.,
J.,
payment
1371
payment to, for
for services
services------------- 1371
Kirkpatrick,
Kirkpatrick, Margaret
Margaret (widow),
pension
1469
pension increased
increased ------------------ _ 1469
Kissimmee River,
River, Fla.,
Fla.,
preliminary examination,
preliminary
examination, etc.,
etc., of, to be
made ------------------1194
made1194
Kissinger, John
John R.,
R.,
Kissinger,
appropriation
payments
appropriation for
for monthly
monthly payments
to-------------------to
511,
-511, 926
Kiste,
Kiste, Henry
Henry E.,
E.,
pension
1383
pension increased
increased------------------1383
Kistler,
Kistler, Mary
Mary (daughter),
(daughter),
pension
1483
pension
____-__
---------- -.1483
Kitchin, Claude,
Claude, late
late a
a Representative
Representative in
in
Congress,
Congress,
deficiency
to
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for pay
pay to
widow
33
of--------------------33
_-_
-----------------------

2151
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Counties, Wash.,
Kittitas and
and Grant
Grant Counties,
Kittitas

Page.

may
Columbia River, Vantage
may bridge
bridge Columbia
Ferry ---------------------660
purchase by the State authorized;
authorized;
operation, etc---------------etc
661
operation,
Klamath
Agency, Oreg.,
Oreg.,
Klamath Agency,
appropriation for support, etc., of
Indians at,
at, from tribal funds;
411, 1161
buildings
amount for buildings------deficiency
appropriation for civilian emdeficiency appropriation
ployees at ------------------ 1329
Klamath
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Oreg
Oreg.,
Klamath Indian
appropriation
and
Sand
appropriation for Modoc Point, h
Creek, etc.,
etc., irrigation projects
403, 1154
in -------------------- 403,1154
unexpended
appropriations
unexpended balance of appropriations
for irrigation systems on, cov1155
ered in
___ ------------------in-Modoc Point irrigation project,
for Modoc
covered
in------------------- 1155
covered in
Klamath Irrigation
Project, Oreg.—Calif.,
Oreg.-Calif.,
IrrigationProject,
Klamath
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
appropriation for maintenance,
of
1169
418,1169
of----------------.---- 418,
exchange
exchange of farm unit under, by
812
Richard Walsh, authorized----authorized_ ____
Richard
Calif.,
Klamath River, Calif.,
Klamath
preliminary
preliminary examination, etc., of, to be
made
1196
made ---------------------Klepper,
J. (widow),
(widow),
Klepper, Rebecca J.
pension increased------------------increased
1516
1516
pension
Kline, Amanda
(widow),
Kline,
Amanda (widow),
1461
pension
increased
pension increased------------------Kline, Emma
A. (widow),
(widow),
Kline,
Emma A.
1444
pension
pension -------------------------Klingle Road
C.,
Road NW.,
NW., D.
D. C.,
Klingle
appropriation
Thirty-second
appropriation for paving, Thirty-second
547
to
Thirty-fourth Streets
Streets -----to Thirty-fourth
Klingle
NW., D.
D. C.,
C.,
Klingle Street
Street NW.,
appropriation
Tunlaw Road
appropriation for paving, Tunlaw
to Forty-fifth
Forty-fifth Street
Street----------- 1223
King,
Eva G.
(widow),
G. (widow),
Klug, Eva
1522
increased
pension increased------------------Knappe,
Annie (widow),
(widow),
Knappe, Annie
-- 1515
1515
-------------pension ----------(daughter),
Kneibert,
M. (daughter),
Kneibert, Anna M.
pension -------------------------- 1502
Knickle,
Sidney,
Knickle, Sidney,
1366
claim of,
court ---referred to district court
of, referred
claim
(widow),
Knight,
Isabella (widow),
Knight, Isabella
1516
pension increased
increased --------------- 1516
pension
Knight,
(widow),
E. (widow),
Sarah E.
Knight, Sarah
1433
pension increased------------------increased
1433
pension
Knobs
N. C.,
C.,
Creek, N.
Knobs Creek,
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., of, to be
preliminary
1193
made ---------------------(widow),
Knowlton,
Knowlton, Ella
Ella (widow),
pension --1423
---------------------pension
Knowlton,
Hattie C. (daughter),
(daughter),
Knowlton, Hattie
pension -----------------------1489
pension
Knox, Ida
(widow),
M. (widow),
Ida M.
Knox,
pension ----------------------- 1475
Knoxville and
and Charleston
Company,
RailwayCompany,
CharlestonRailway
Knoxville
bridge
Tennessee River to be
across Tennessee
bridge of, across
operated
Southern Railway
operated by Southern
113
Company
113
Company----- -------------Knoxville, Iowa,
Iowa,
Knoxville,
granted
Veterans'
right of way across Veterans'
granted right
792
Bureau hospital
hospital reservation
at
reservation at-Bureau
Knoxville,
Tenn.,
Knoxville, Tenn.,
maintenance
authorized
of bridge
bridge authorized
maintenance of
across
113
113
Tennessee River at ----across Tennessee
Knuckles, William
William C.,
Knuckles,
pension
1387
pension-- --------------------- --Ko-mo-dal-kiah,
Ko-mo-dal-kiah,
allotment
in Colville
Colville Indian
Indian ReservaReservaallotment in
1563
to--------------- 1563
tion granted
granted to

Koch, Mary
Mary (daughter),
(daughter),
Koch,
pension
--.--------------------pension
Kohr,
0.
Herbert 0.,
Kohr, Herbert

increased--- -----------pension increased
Kokusai
Kaisha,
Kisen Kabushiki
Kabushiki Kaisha,
Kokusai Kisen
may bring suit for collision damages
damages to
"--steamer "
Malta Maru
Maru"
" Malta
Kontner,
Louesa (widow),
Kontner, Louesa
increased ---------------pension increased
Idaho,
Kootenai
Kootenai County, Idaho,
public lands relinquished to, on payment of specified price ------Koupal, V.
V. J.,
J.,
Koupal,
payment
to ----------------------payment to
Kramer, Ellen
Ellen J.
(widow),
J. (widow),
Kramer,
pension
increased ---------------pension increased
Kramer,
Forrest
J.,
Kramer, Forrest J.,
payment to -----------------0. (daughter),
Jessie 0.
Kramer,
Kramer, Jessie
(daughter))
pension increased
increased --------------Kranich, Charles
A.
Kranich,
Charles A.,
issue of homestead
homestead patents
patents to -----Kraus, Michael,
Michael,' '
Kraus,
pension
pension -------------------------(daughter),
Lizzie (daughter),
Krebs, Lizzie
pension
pension---------------------------Kresge,
(widow),
Julia A.
A. (widow),
Kresge, Julia
pension
increased
pension increased-----------------Kuca,
H. E.,
B. ,
Kuca, H.
payment to--------------------to
Kuhlenschmidt, Elizabeth
Elizabeth (widow),
(widow),
Kuhlenschmidt,
pension
increased
pension increased----------------Kundinger,
E. (widow),
Kundinger, Mary E.
pension --__----------------------Kuntz,
Charles F.
F. (son),
(son),
Kuntz, Charles
pension --------------------------pension
Kyle, Lottie
Lottie (widow),
(widow),
Kyle,
pension
pension---------------------------

Page.
Page.
1424
1424

1402
1402
1576
1576
1534
1284
1557
1557
1440
1440

1561
1442
1442
810
810
1409
1409
1487
1487

1526
1526
1557
1452
1452
1523
1523
1433
1433

1419
1419

L.
L.
La
Joseph,
Fond, Joseph,
La Fond,
to-------homestead patent to
issue of homestead
La Grande,
La
Grande, Oreg.,
offices of
of register and receiver, land
offices
office at, consolidated--------consolidated
office
Indian ReservaDesert Indian
L' Anse and
and Vieux
Vieux Desert
L'Anse
tion, Mich.,
Mich.,
tion,
reimbursement to
to certain
purchasers of
certain purchasers
reimbursement
lands
within----------------lands within
La May,
May, Fred
Fred J.,
J.,
La
land
to
patent to---------------------land patent
Plata River,
La Plata
compact of
Colorado and New Mexico
Mexico
of Colorado
compact
approved by
for use of waters, approved
Congress ---------------terms of agreemnt ------------Labor
Board, Railroad,
Railroad,
Labor Board,
527,
appropriation for
for expenses
expenses of ----appropriation
Labor
Conciliationof,
Disputes, Conciliation
Labor Disputes,
appropriation for
commissioners, etc.
etc.
for commissioners,
appropriation

810
810
395

1586
1586
1580
1580

796
796
1206
1206
230,
1048

for
commissioners, etc.,
etc., additional,
additional,
for commissioners,
709
1925
709
1925-----------------------Labor
Organizations,
Labor Organizations,
exempt from
from income
282
tax -----------income tax
exempt
Labor
Organizations, etc.,
etc.,
Labor Organizations,
use
appropriations for
for
antitrust appropriations
of antitrust
use of
217, 1027
prosecuting, forbidden
forbidden ----1027
prosecuting,
Labor Saving
Saving Devices,
Devices, Postal
Postal Service,
Service,
Labor
appropriation for
for ---------------89, 787
787
89,
appropriation
Labor Saving
Saving Machines,
Machines,
Labor
appropriation for
purchase, supplies
for purchase,
appropriation
66
for, etc.,
etc., Treasury
Treasury DepartmentDepartment_
for,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for, Treasury
61
Department
Department------------------
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Labor
Statistics Bureau,
Department of
Bureau, Department
Labor Statistics
Labor,
Labor,
appropriation for
and
for Commissioner,
Commissioner, and
appropriation
office personnel
personnel ------------office
239,
for per
per diem,
diem, special
etc_ _
239,
for
special agents,
agents, etc_
_ 239,
for temporary statistical
statistical clerks,
fortemporary
clerks, etc. 239,
traveling expenses
expenses --------- 239,
for traveling
for materials
materials for
etc
239,
239,
for
for reports,
reports, etc----for
periodicals, etc
240,
240,
for periodicals,
etc------------Lac
Reservation,
Lac Courte
Courte Oreille
Oreille Indian
Indian Reservation,
Wis.,
Wis.,
to certain
on,
allotments, etc.
etc., to
certain Indians
Indians on,
validated ------------------validated
Agency, Wis.,
Lac du
du Flambeau
Flambeau Agency,
Wis.,
appropriation
for support,
etc., of InInsupport, etc.,
appropriation for
dians
dians at, from tribal
tribal funds_
funds_ _
- 411,
411,
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for
for civilian
civilian
employees
employees at ---------------Flambeau Band of Chippewa
Chippewa InInLac du Flambeau
dians,
dians, Wis.,
persons
persons born
born prior hereto,
hereto, to
to be
be added
to existing
existing rolls
rolls of --------preparation of final
preparation
final rolls
rolls_---__----allotments to names
names on
allotments
on additional
additional
roll------------------.-----roll
prorating
prorating if
if acreage
acreage insufficient_
insufficient --__
issue
issue of
of trust patents,
patents, etc
etc ------intoxicants prohibited
prohibited --- _-----merchantable
timber
on,
to be
merchantable timber on, to
be sold_
soldproceeds to be paid to competent
competent
Indians;
to
credit
of
incompeIndians; to credit of incompetents -------------------tents
_lands
from, for
for villages,
lands reserved
reserved from,
villages,
etc
etc -----------------------appropriation for
etc_
for preparing
preparing roll, etc_
appropriation
Lac
Flambeau Indian
Reservation, Wis.,
Lac du Flambeau
IndianReservation,
sale
Benjamin
sale of tract
tract on, to Mrs. Benjamin
Gauthier-------------------Gauthier
(widow),
Lacey, Angeline
Angeline (widow),
pension increased------------------increased
Lacher,
Peter,
Lacher, Peter,
pension ------------------------Park, Me.,
Lafayette National
National Park,
Me.,
appiropriation
protection, etc__etc_ __ 424,
424,
for protection,
appropriation for
for protection,
protection, additional,
additional, 1925 ---Lafayette
Lafayette River,
dam
and bridge
bridge authorized
authorized across,
dam and
across, by
by
Norfolk,
Norfolk, Va ---------------Laffolett,
(widow),
Laffolett, Adaline (widow),
pension -------------_---------Lailin,
James H.,
H.,
Laflin, James
pension
pension ----------------------- --Lagrange,
Ga.,
Lagrange, Ga.,
issue
of Army
Army stores
sufferers from
from
issue of
stores to
to sufferers
cyclone
in 1920,
cyclone at,
at, in
1920, approved;
approved;
credit
credit allowed
allowed for ---- _------LaGuardia,
Honorable Fiorello
Fiorello H.,
LaGuardia,Honorable
H.,
deficiency
contested
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for contested
election
election expenses
expenses------------Laguna, etc., Indians,
Indians, N.
Laguna,
N. Mex.,
Mex.,
appropriation
system for;
appropriation for irrigation system
repayment
repayment---------------- 403,
403,
Laguna Indian
Indian Sanatorium,
Laguna
Sanatorium, N.
N. Mex.,
Mex.,
appropriation
etc., of_
ofappropriation for
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
Laird,
Laird, Elizabeth
Elizabeth M. (widow),
pension
pension increased
increased ------------------Laird,
Robert, sr.,
Sr.,
Laird, Robert,
reimbursement
erroneous burial
reimbursement to, for
for erroneous
burial
expenses
expenses
------_...........
Lake
Lake Alto,
Alto, Fla.,
Fla.,
preliminary
etc., to
to be
be
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
made of canal into, connecting
connecting
Waldo and Little Lake
Fe_
Waldo
Lake Santa Fe-

INDEX.
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Page.

1048
1048
1048
1048
1048
1049
1049
1049
1049
1049
1049

92
1161
1329
1329

132
132
132
132
132
132
132
132
132
132
132
132
132
132

132
132
133
1597
1468
1468
1389
1177
1177
708
708
973
973
1518
1518
1385
1385

1252
1252
1314
1314

1153
408,
408,
1159
1159

1477
1546

1194
1194

Lake Andes,
Andes, S.
Dak.,
Page.
Lake
S. Dak.,
Page.
right of
way to
to be
acquired for
spillway,
right
of way
be acquired
for spillway,
etc
133
etc-------------------------133
appropriation available-----------available
133
133
appropriation
Lake Bankhead,
Bankhead, Ala.,
Ala.,
portion of Black Warrior
River named_
Warrior River
named- 1197
1197
Lake Champlain,
Champlain,
appropriation for
memorial
appropriation
for completing
completing memorial
of victory
of
victory on,
on, by
by Commodore
Commodore
McDonough
in 1814
1814 ---.----515
McDonough in
515
Lake City,
City, Minn.,
preliminary
examination, etc., of harbor
preliminary examination,
harbor
to
1195
to be
be made
made-----------------1195
Lake County,
Lake
County, Ind.,
Ind.,
bridge
Kankakee
bridge authorized
authorized across
across Kankakee
River by Kankakee
Kankakee County,
River
County, Ill.,
Ill.,
and
29
and Newton
Newton County, and
and ----29
may
River at
may bridge
bridge Grand
Grand Calumet
Calumet River
at
1216
Gary ---------------------1216
Hammond to East Chicago-------Chicago
1215
Hammond
1215
Lake
Canal,
Lake Drummond
Drummond Canal,
purchase
1186
purchase of, authorized
authorized -----------1186
Lake
Fla.,
Lake Griffin, Fla.,
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
preliminary
etc., of, to be
be
made ---------------------1194
made
Lake,
Lake, Mary
Mary (widow),
(widow),
pension ----------------------1492
pension
1492
Lake, Mary
Mary J.
J. (widow),
(widow),
pension ---------------------------1432
1432
pension
Lake of the Woods, etc., Minn.,
appropriation for survey
930
etc----- 515, 930
survey of, etc
appropriation
Lake Superior,
Superior,
appropriation for
for survey
survey of connecting
connecting
appropriation
waters, etc.,
etc., with Lake
Lake of the
the
Woods
515
Woods---------------------515
Lake Winnebago, Wis.,
Wis.,
preliminary examination,
etc., of, to
preliminary
examination, etc.,
to be
made ----------------1195
made
---1195
Lakehurst,
J.,
Lakehurst, N.
N. J.,
amount authorized
authorized acquiring
acquiring naval air
air
amount
station
site, etc.,
at
1271
station site,
etc., at----------1271
Lakes Union
Union and
and Washington
Washington Canal,
Canal,
granted Seattle, Wash.,
right of way granted
Wash., for
for
extension across
across right of
street extension
789
way of -----------------789
Laltmde,
J.,
Lalonde, Gilbert
Gilbert J.,
pension
1389
pension --------_----------------1389
(daughter),
Lamb, Mary (daughter),
pension
increased ------------------1496
pension increased
1496
Lamb, Mary
Mary Jane
Jane (widow),
Lamb,
(widow),
pension
increased
1389
pension increased------------------1389
Lamb, Rose
Rose (widow),
(widow),
pension --------------------------1454
pension
1454
Jennie (widow),
Lambe, Jennie
(widow),
1418
pension increased
increased -----------------1418
Lambert, Rosie (widow),
Lambert,
pension increased
1472
pension
increased ------------------1472
Lambert,
(widow),
Lambert, Susan M.
M. (widow),
.pension increased
1430
increased ---------------..1430
LaMee,
Emma,
LaMee, Emma,
payment to,
1572
payment
to, for death
death of
of husband - 1572
Lamme, Celesta
Celesta (widow),
pension increased
increased -----------------1432
pension
1432
Lamond
Lamond Railroad
Railroad Crossing,
Crossing, D.
D. C.,
C.,
elimination
1096
elimination of
of---------------------1096
deficiency
1319
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for -------1319
Lamson,
Lamson, John,
John,
pension
pension increased
increased ---------------_ 1385
1385
Lanam,
(widow),
Lanam, Elizabeth E.
E. (widow),
pension
increased _-----------------1444
pension increased
1444
Lancaster,
(widow),
Lancaster, Effie
Effie (widow),
pension --------------------------pension
_ 1484
1484
Lance, Nancy
J. (widow),
Nancy J.
(widow),
iners
-n.n4in
pension
r.lvl
U increased
Ilt
3U
_----------___________ ---

1 fiAA
1464
V---
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Page.
Mex.-Contd.
Grant, N. Mex.—Contd.
Las
Page.
Trampas Grant,
Las Trampaa
Land Banks
Land Banks).
Banks).
Page.
Federal Land
(see Federal
Banks (see
Land
acceptance
added to Carlands in; added
of lands
acceptance of
Land
Offices (see
Lands).
Public Lands).
(see Public
Land Offices
son National
National Forest-----------Forest
643
son
Lander,
Wyo.,
Lander, Wyo.,
advertisement of
proposed
notice of proposed
of notice
advertisement
388
terms of
of court
court at
at ------------------terms
643
exchange ------------------643
exchange
Landry,
Gilbert L.,
L.,
Landry, Gilbert
Las Vegas,
Vegas, N.
Mex.,
N. Mex.,
1415
pension --------1415 Las
-------pension
at-----------------terms
642
terms of court at
Lands,
States,'
United States
etc., United
Lands, etc.,
rooms to
be furnished
642
furnished ------------to be
rooms
83
appropriation
for custody
of--------custody of
appropriation for
transfer
building at city of
to new building
transfer to
Lands
for Military
Military Purposes,
Purposes,
Lands for
Las
Vegas, when
completed.--. __ 643
when completed__
Las Vegas,
382
sale
of abandoned,
abandoned, authorized ------sale of
Forest, Calif.,
Lassen
National Forest,
Lassen National
Lands in
in Severally
Indians,
to Indians,
Severalty to
Lands
lands added
added to
357
to---------------------lands
appropriation for surveying,
surveying, allotting,
appropriation
Park, Calif.,
National Park,
Volcanic National
Lassen Volcanic
etc., of-----------------of
397, 1148 Lassen
etc.,
etc--appropriation
__ 424, 1177
1177
protection, etc_
for protection,
appropriation for
repayment ------------------ 397, 1148
repayment
for
709
1925---additional, 1925
protection, additional,
for protection,
use
for Indians
Arizona and New
in Arizona
Indians in
use for
(daughter),
Laswell, Sallie (daughter),
Mexico restricted
restricted ----------• 397, 1148 Laswell,
Mexico
pension
pension ---------------------------- 1470
707
1925for surveying,
surveying, etc.,
etc., additional, 1925_
for
Calif., InterLatitude
Ukiah, Calif.,
InterObservatory, Ukiah,
Latitude Observatory,
deficiency
appropriation for
for surveying,
surveying,
deficiency appropriation
national,
national,
1328
allotting,
of
1328
etc., of------------allotting, etc.,
appropriation for
for maintenance----maintenance
235, 1045
appropriation
homestead
alienation
alienation restrictions on homestead
Latvia,
Latvia,
allotments to
Indians of BlackBlackto Indians
allotments
1738
extradition treaty with----------with
extradition
feet Reservation,
Reservation, removed on
feet
Latvia, Lithuania,
Esthonia,
Lithuania, and Esthonia,
death
allottee ------------252 Latvia,
of allottee
death of
appropriation
to ----- 206, 1015
minister to
for minister
appropriation for
allotments to
to Lac du
Flambeau Band
du Flambeau
allotments
Lauter,Grace
Grace M. (widow),
Lauter,
of
of Lake
Lake Superior,
Chippewas of
of Chippewas
pension
1484
increased-----------------pension increased
Wis ----------------------132
Wis
Law Enforcement,
Enforcement,
Law
allottees in
in Columbia
Columbia and Colville Resallottees
temporary increase
of the
Guard
Coast Guard
the Coast
increase of
temporary
ervation,
dispose
Wash., may dispose
ervation, Wash.,
105
for
for-------------------------133
patents --of lands
lands under
___
133
under trust patent&
of
Lawn
Grass
Grasses).
Grasses).
(see
Grass
Lawn
Gardening,
Landscape
and
Vegetable
Gardening,
Vegetable
and
Landscape
Lawrence,
Kans.,'
Lawrence, Kans.
floriculture,
appropriation
in floriculture,
for studies in
appropriation for
Inappropriation
Haskell Institute
Institute Inappropriation for Haskell
etc ----------------------442, 832
etc
405, 1156
dian School
School at
1156
at----------dian
Lane, Melissa
Melissa A.
A. (widow),
Lane,
for
Institute Indian
Indian School,
Haskell Institute
for Haskell
1420
pension --------------------------pension
707
additional, 1925
1925_ ------------additional,
Lane, Minerva
Minerva (widow),
Lane,
Lawson, Lydia
Lydia J.
(widow),
J. (widow),
1473 Lawson,
pension
pension---------------------------1514
pension
increased -----------------pension increased
Langley,
Henry,
Langley, Henry,
J. (widow),
Mary J.
pension increased
1392 Lawson, Mary
increased ----------------pension
1468
pension
increased -----------------pension increased
Langley
Aeronautical LaboraLaboraMemorial Aeronautical
Langley Memorial
Lawton, Anna
Anna (widow),
(widow),
Lawton,
tory,
tory,
1419
pension --------------------------pension
appropriation
equipment, operaappropriation for equipment,
Okla.
1206 Lawton,
Lawton, Okla.,
tion, etc--------------------etc
120g
tion,
388,946
terms
court at---------------at
388,. 946
1206
of court
terms of
amount for
additional building-_
building for additional
amount
Laxton,
Albert E.,
E.,
Laxton, Albert
Service,
Language Study,
Study, Foreign
Foreign Service,
Language
1537
payment
services
1537
to, for services------------payment to,
appropriation for
for tuition
Of officers
officers
tuition of
appropriation
Laxton
Floyd,
Laxton,t Floyd,
assigned
for, in
Japan,
China, Japan,
in China,
assigned for,
pension
1387
pension -------------------------and
Turkey
1016
and Turkey-----------------Mabel H.
(widow),
H. (widow),
1016 Lamar,
Lazear, Mabel
for
of quarters
quarters -------------rent of
for rent
appropriation
monthly payments
for monthly
appropriation for
Lannon,
Lannon, John,
John,
511,926
to
511,
926----to
1405
pension
pension---------------------------Leaf
Tobacco (see also Cigars, Tobacco,
Tobacco,
Leaf Tobacco
LaPage,
E. (widow),
(widow),
Cora E.
LaPage, Cora
etc.),
etc.),
1427
pension
pension -------------------------internal revenue
provisions relating toto _ 318
318
revenue provisions
internal
La port, Frances
Frances (widow),
Laport,
Dealers,
Leaf
Tobacco
1457 Leaf Tobacco Dealers,
pension
pension---------------------------provisions relating
Act _ 318
318
to, in Revenue Actrelating to,
provisions
Larabee,
Pa.,
Larabee, Pa.,
(daughter),
Leahy,
Anna Katharine
Katharine (daughter),
Leahy, Anna
bridge
authorized across Allegheny
Allegheny
bridge authorized
1402
pension
1402
pension---------------------------1092
River near
near ---------------River
County, Miss.,
Leake
Leake County,
Larimore,
Harriet E.
(widow),
E. (widow),
Larimore, Harriet
bridge
authorized across
by, at Battle
across by,
bridge authorized
pension
1481
increased------------------pension increased
102
Bluff Crossing
102
Crossing--------------Bluff
A. (widow),
LaRock,
Eliza A.
LaRock, Eliza
101
at Grigsbys
Grigsbys Ferry
Ferry----------------at
1423
pension
pension ---------------------------Lear, George
W.
George W.,
Lear,
Larson,
Karl T.,
T.,
Larson, Karl
1392
pension increased
increased------------------pension
811
issue of
homestead patent to --------of homestead
issue
Leasure,
Lizzie (widow),
Leasure, Lizzie
Las
Cruces, N.
N. Mex.,
Mex.,
Las Cruces,
1462
pension increased
increased------------------pension
offices
register and
receiver, land
and receiver,
of register
offices of
Leather,
395 Leather,
office at,
consolidated
at, consolidated---------office
appropriation for
for developing standards
appropriation
642
terms
of court
court at
at------------------terms of
231,
of
quality, etc.,
231, 1041
of -------etc., of
of quality,
Las Trampas
Tram pas Grant,
Grant, N.
N. Mex.,
Mex.,
Las
Leavenworth, Kans.,
Kans.,
Leavenworth,
acceptance
of lands
national forfor national
in for
lands in
acceptance of
appropriation
mainpenitentiary, mainfor penitentiary,
appropriation for
est purposes
643
purposes----------------est
tenance
221, 1031
tenance ---------------equal value
value of
national forest timber
of national
equal
unexpended
balance
available
for
for
available
balance
unexpended
643
given
in
exchange
---------given in exchange
1032
constructing factory,
factory, etc ------constructing
surveys,
by Forest
Forest Service emetc., by
surveys, etc.,
working
capital fund
fund reappropriated
1032
reappropriated
workingcapital
643
ployees
accepted
ployees accepted--------------
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Leavenworth,
Page.
Leavenworth, Kans.—Continued.
Kans.-Continued.
Page
appropriation for
for expenses,
appropriation
expenses, VolunVolunteer Soldiers'
518, 932
932
teer
Soldiers' Home
Home---------- 518,
for penitentiary,
penitentiary, maintenance,
maintenance, adfor
additional,
709
ditional, 1925
1925--------------709
for
for penitentiary,
penitentiary, construction,
construction, adadditional, 1925
709
ditional,
1925-------------709
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
penitendeficiency
for penitentiary, construction
tiary,
construction and
and equipequipment
of factories,
factories, etc
45
ment of
etc---------45
for
penitentiary,
working
capital__
45
for penitentiary, working capital- _
-_
45
for
to bridge,
bridge,
for penitentiary,
penitentiary, repairs
repairs to
etc.;
to public
public use
687
etc.; open
open to
use -------687
for penitentiary,
penitentiary, maintenancemaintenance ----- 1334
for
1334
for
Home
1346
for Volunteer
Volunteer Soldiers'
Soldiers' Home -----1346
part of
of Fort
part
Fort Leavenworth
Leavenworth in
in Missouri
Missouri
transferred to,
to, penitentiary,
transferred
penitentiary, for
for
farm ---- _------------------248
248
use of
use
of Army
Army appropriation
appropriation for
for bridge
bridge
repairs ---------------------248
repairs
248
additional amount
amount authorized
additional
authorized for
for
248
bridge repairs
repairs --------------248
penitentiary
to be
for
penitentiary at,
at, to
be equipped
equipped for
manufacturing
brooms,
manufacturing shoes,
shoes, brooms,
etc
etc ------------------------66
sale of product
sale
product limited
limited to
to the
Govthe Government
ernment-------------.-------66
inmates to
to be
employed ----------inmates
be employed
77
receipts from
from sales
credited to
to workreceipts
sales credited
working capital
fund -------------ing
capital fund
77
inmates to
to receive
receive pay
pay for
for labor_
7
inmates
labor- -- 7
amount authorized
authorized for equipping
equipping
buildings, etc
buildings,
etc----------------77
for
7
for working
working capital
capital fund
fund--------7
all
to be
be credited
credited to
workall receipts
receipts to
to working capital
capital fund
ing
7
fund--------------7
annual
report in
of all
annual report
in detail
detail of
all operaoperations,
etc
tions, etc--------------------77
expenses from
from working
working capital
expenses
capital fund..
fund77
restriction on
products
restriction
on disposal
disposal of
of products-__
77
purchase of
made obligapurchase
of products
products made
obligatory on
tory
on Government
Government departdepartments
ments----------------------77
Leavitt, Louis,
Louis,
Leavitt,
claim
for losses
losses referred
Court
claim of,
of, for
referred to
to Court
of
Claims ------------------1545
of Claims
1545
Leavitt,
Leavitt, Sarah
Sarah E.
E. (widow),
(widow),
pension
1456
pension increased
increased ------------..--.
1456
Lebanon,
National Bank,
Lebanon, Tenn.,
Tenn., National
Bank,
redemption of
of designated
designated Liberty
bond
redemption
Liberty bond
coupons
coupons authorized
authorized to--------to
1535
1535
Lebanon,
The,
Lebanon, The,
convention with
with France
relating to
convention
France relating
to
in, Mandate
Mandate---------1821
rights in,
_
1821
LeClaire, Edmo,
Edmo,
LeClaire,
pension
1405
pension------------_--------------1405
Lee, Ella
Ella (widow),
(widow),
Lee,
pension ----1446
----.-.--.--------..1446
Lee Mansion,
Arlington, Va.,
Va.,
Lee
Mansion, Arlington,
restoration
of, to
existing
restoration of,
to condition
condition existing
prior to
to Civil
prior
Civil War,
War, directed..
directed ---___ 1356
1356
Lee, Orin,
Lee,
Orin,
homste.ad entry
of, validated
validated _------_
811
homstead
entry of,
811
Lee, Samuel
Lee,
Samuel D.,
D.,
pension
1408
pension increased
increased -----------------1408
Lee,
William H.,
Lee, William
H.,
reimbursement
1361
reimbursement to
to----------------1361
Leech Lake
Lake Agency,
Agency, Minn.,
Minn.,
appropriation
for
support,
etc.,
of
appropriation for support, etc., of
Indians
from tribal
Indians at, from
__ 411
411
tribal funds_
funds___
Leech
Minn.,
Leech Lake,
Lake, Minn.,
preliminary
preliminary examination,
of,
to
be
examination, etc.,
etc., of, to be
made --------------------1195
made
1195

Leesburg,
Leesburg, Ala.,
Ala.,
bridge authorized
authorized across
Coosa River
River
bridge
across Coosa
at ------------------------at
Lest,
Vesta M.
(widow),
Leet, Vesta
M. (widow),
pension
increased
pension increased------------------Leftwich, Therron
Therron B.,
B.,
Leftwich,
pension
increased
pension increased------------------Legations,
Legations,
appropriation
for clerks
clerks at
appropriation for
at ------- _ 206,
206,
for interpreters
interpreters to
for
to designated
designated -----deficiency
clerks at_
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for clerks
at_ _
LeGay, Norman,
Norman,
LeGay,
claim
referred to
to district
district court
claim of,
of, referred
court --Legg, Anna
E. (widow),
(widow),
Legg,
Anna E.
pension pension_-----------------------_-Legislative Branch
Legislative
Branch of
of the
the Government,
Government,
appropriation
for expenses
expenses -------578,
appropriation for
578,
for
Senate
578,
for Senate-------------------_
578,
for
House of
of Representatives
581,
for House
Representatives --581,
"during the
session" to
to mean
"during
the session"
mean 121
121
days
days--------------------_"during the
session" to
to mean
"during
the session"
mean 206
206
days-----------------days
_-.-.for
Capitol
Police
586,
for Capitol Police ------------586,
for
for Joint
Joint Committee
Committee on
on Printing_
Printing- 586,
586,
for
office of
of Legislative
for office
Legislative Counsel
Counsel_- 586,
586,
for statement
of appropriations-statement of
appropriations
587,
587,
for Architect
Architect of
the
Capitol
586,
for
of the Capitol----- 586,
for
Capitol
Buildings
and
Grounds__
for Capitol Buildings and Grounds for Senate
Senate Office
for
Office Building
Building------- 587,
587,
Building
587,
for House
House Office
Office Building-----587,
for Capitol
power plant-------plant
587,
for
Capitol power
587,
for Library
Library Building
588,
for
Building and
and grounds_
grounds- 588,
for Botanic
Garden
Botanic Garden ------- _-588,
588,
for Library
of Congress-------Congress
589,
for
Library of
589,
for
Government
Printing
Office
590,
for Government Printing Office - 590,
for public
public printing
for
printing and
and binding
binding-- 590,
590,
holidays,
leaves of
of absence
holidays, leaves
absence to
emto emetc-------------- 590,
590,
ployees, etc
authority required
for
authority
required for
for work
work for
Congress
590,
Congress ---------------590,
for office
office of
of Superintendent
of Docufor
Superintendent of
Documents
ments --------------592,
592,
purchases
by congressional
purchases by
congressional stastationery rooms
rooms ------------593,
tionery
593,
for private
private vehicles
vehicles
use of
of funds
funds for
prohibited ----------.--593.
prohibited
593.
restriction
restriction on
exceeding average
average salaries
on exceeding
salaries
in
designated offices
in designated
offices ------- 593,
593,
if
if only one position in
in a
a grade
grade ----not applicable to
to clerical-mechanical
clerical-mechanical
service -----------------593,
service
593,
no fixed salary
salary reduced------_
reduced
593,
_ 593,
transfers
prosition without
transfers to another
another prosition
without
reduction
reduction ---------------higher salary
salary rates
allowed ---593,
rates allowed
593,
compensation after
after March
compensation
March 4,
4, 1925,
1925, of
of
the Speaker,
Speaker, Vice President, and
members at
Cabinet members
$15,000 aa
at $15,000
year ----------------------_
of Senators,
Senators, Delegates,
Delegates, and
and Resident
Resident
$10,000 aa
Commissioners, at $10,000
year.----------------------compensation established
positions and compensation
established
for officers
officers and
for
of the
and employees
employees of
the_
Senate ------------------------Senate
Capitol
Police-------------------Capitol Police
Joint Committee
Printing -____Committee on Printing
Architect of
the Capitol
Capitol ---------Architect
of the
Representatives---------House of Representatives
effective on July
effective
1, 1924.-------1924
July 1,

Page.
723
723
1435
1435
1402
1402
1016
1016
207
207
57
57
1366
1366
1382
1382
1286
1286
1286
1286
1289
1289
585
585
1293
1293
1294
1294
1294
1294
1294
1294
1294
1294
1295
1295
587,
587,
1295
1295
1295
1295
1295
1295
1295
1295
1296
1296
1296
1296
1297
1297
1299
1299
1299
1299
1299
1299
1299
1299
1300
1300
1301
1301
1301
1301
1301
1301
1301
1301
1301
1301
1301
1301
1301
1301
1301
1301

1301
1301
1301
1301
146
146
147
147
149
149
149
149
149
149
149
149
152
152
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Legislative Counsel,
Counset,
Legislative
appropriation
appropriation for salaries and expenses_

Page.
Page.
586,
586,
1294
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"Lexington," Battle Cruiser-Continued.
Page.
Cruiser-Continued. Page
"Lexington,"
increased for converting,
converting,
limit of cost increased
carrier ---_ 882
__
into an airplane carrier
deficiency appropriation
Lexington-Concord
Sesquicentennial Comappropriation for; balance
deficiency
Lexington-Concord Sesquicentennial
reappropriated_
mission,
reappropriated ------- _--__- - 753
mission,
753
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for expenses of_
754
Legislative Drafting
Drafting Service
Service (see Legislative
Legislative
754
celebration --------Counsel).
for expenses
expenses of celebration
Counsel).
additional Representative
Representative to be apCongress,
Library of Congress,
Reference, Library
Legislative Reference,
pointed on -----------------963
appropriation
preparing material for
appropriation for preparing
"Lexington," Steamship,
Steamship,
Congress,
589, 1297
589,
1297 "Lexington,"
Congress, etc
etc ----------owners
of,
may
bring
suit
for
collision
collision
Company,
Lehigh
Railroad Company,
Lehigh Valley Railroad
damages, in district
district court-----.
court
1369
damage claims of, referred
referred to district
damage
Liberia,
1569 Liberia,
court -------------------appropriation for minister resident
resident and
Leigh, Roberta
appropriation
H.,
Roberta H.,
Leigh,
consul
general ----------206, 1015
1015
consul general
authorized
complete desert land
land
authorized to complete
World" Statue,
Enlightening the World"
entry
1592 "Liberty Enlightening
entry----------------------proclamation setting
setting_ aside site of, at
at
proclamation
Leipsic
Leipsic River, Del.,
Fort Wood,
Wood, N. Y., as national
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., of, to be
preliminary
monument
1968
1968
monument-----------------1192
made ---------------------made
Liberty
Loan Acts, etc.,
Liberty Loan
Leivelsberger, Elizabeth
Elizabeth (widow),
Leivelsberger,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for expenses of
- 1479
pension increased
1479
increased-----------------698, 761
loans,
etc., under
57, 61, 698,
under----- 57,
loans, etc.,
Leming, Nancy (widow),
(widow),
Annex, Treasury
Department,
Treasury Department,
Loan Annex,
Liberty Loan
pension increased
1520 Liberty
increased ----------------pension
appropriation for operating
operating force ---65, 764
Lemmond,
(widow),
Eliza (widow),
Lemmond, Eliza
Librarian of Congress,
Congress,
1414
pension increased
1414 Librarian
increased------------------589, 1297
appropriation
for --------------589,
1297
appropriation for
Lenses,
Lense
excie
s,
tax on,
sold by
to serve on Library
Library of Congress Trust
Trust
by
cameras, sold
for cameras,
on, for
tax
excise
1107
Board
Fund Board----------------323
producer, etc
etc---------------Library,
Free Public,
Public,
D. C., Free
Library, D.
Lepers, etc.,
appropriation
expenses -------- 542, 1219
1219
appropriation for expenses
appropriation for care of, Islands of
appropriation
National,
Blind, D. C., National,
Libraryfor the Blind,
Guam and
and Culion
184, 863 Library
184,
Culion -------Guam
appropriation for
1245
570,1245
for aid to --------- 570,
appropriation
Lernumd, Fannie
Fannie L. (widow),
Lermond,
Congress,
Library of Congress,
1440 Library
pension --------------------------appropriation for Librarian,
Librarian, assistant,
assistant,
appropriation
Leroy, Cynthia
Cynthia J.
J. (daughter),
(daughter),
Leroy,
etc
589,
1297
589, 1297
etc--------------------pension
1430
increased-----------------pension increased
for Copyright
Copyright Office --------589, 1297
1297
for
Letter Carriers,
Carriers, Postal
Postal Service,
Letter
legislative reference
reference service-service_
589, 1297
1297
for legislative
appropriation
delivery ---86, 784
for village delivery
appropriation for
for distribution
distribution of card indexes,
for
delivery
86, 785
for city delivery--------------etc
589,
1297
589, 1297
etc--------------------89
delivery---------------for rural delivery
for
temporary services
1297
services---------- 589, 1297
for temporary
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for city dedeficiency
589,1298
for
etc
589, 1298
opening, etc-------Sunday opening,
for Sunday
livery
47,
livery-------------------for purchasing
purchasing books, periodicals,
periodicals,
59, 63, 690, 699, 701, 763, 1337
etc
1298
589,1298
etc--------------------- 589,
for temporary ----------------- 60, 1337
589, 1298
1298
for printing and binding for ---anyiliary, and temsubstitute, auxiliary,
for substitute,
- 590,
590,1298
for contingent
expenses -----1298
contingent expenses
for
porary
690
porary---------------------expenses, care of buildfor general expenses,
Act,
Lever Act,
ing
590, 1298
590,1298
mg-----------------deficiency appropriation
appropriation for paying
deficiency
buildings and grounds
care of buildings
for care
judgments
judgments of United States
under
Architect of the Capiunder Architect
courts
War Department_
54
Departmentunder, War
courts under,
tol
588, 1296
1296
tol -------------------54
Navy Department ------------deficiency
appropriation for increase
deficiency appropriation
Levisee t Ursula
Ursula (widow),
Levisee,
54
of
of------------------------1473
pension
---------------pension increased1473
758
furniture
758
----------------for furniture--.
Lewark,
(widow),
Lewark, Mary R. (widow),
gift of Elizabeth
Elizabeth Sprague
Sprague Coolidge for
pension ----------------------1446
pension
auditorium
in connection
connection with,
auditorium in
Lewellyn,
H.,
Lewellyn, William H. H.,
-----------------accepted
788
accepted
increased1415
pension increased-------------------1415
for
chamber music, etc ---------788
for chamber
Lewis
Clark Expedition,
Expedition,
and Clark
Lewis and
amount to be received
received and deposited
amount
proclamation setting aside Meriwether
Meriwether
proclamation
as a
fund
788
a special fund-------------National Monument, Tenn.,
Lewis National
preparation of plans,
plans, construction,
construction,
preparation
in
commemoration of, etc -----1986
in commemoration
etc., authorized-------------authorized
788
Lewis
Forest Mont.,
National Forest,
Clark National
Lewis and Clark
other gifts may be accepted
accepted for
for
other
ranger station at Willow Creek on,
ranger
equipment,
788
equipment, etc -------------98
authorized
authorized------------------contracts, etc., in excess of moneys
contracts,
Lewis,
James R.,
Lewis, James
received,
789
forbidden ----------received, forbidden
pension
1400
---------pension ------provisions of Library
Library of
Congress Trust
of Congress
provisions
Lewis,
Katie (widow),
Lewis, Katie
Board------------------ 1107
Fund Board
pension
pension -------------------------- 1397
publications authorized
authorized to be delivered
delivered
publications
Lewis, Mary
E. (widow),
Mary E.
for
use of, and international
international exexfor use
1488
pension
pension -----------------------changes
1106
1106
changes---------------------Lewis, Mary
(widow),
M. (widow),
Mary M.
Lewis,
Library of Congress
Building, D. C.,
Congress Building,
1464 Library
pension1464
pension-----------------------appropriation for operating
operating employappropriation
Lewman, Charlotte
Charlotte E.
E. (widow),
ees
588,
1296
588,1296
ees-...--------------1442
pension increased
increased -----------------pension
1296
etc- -------- 588, 1296
shrubs, etc
for trees, shrubs,
"Lexington," Battle
•
Cruiser,
Battle Cruiser,
"Lexington,"
for Sunday
opening, etc-------etc
588, 1296
1296
Sunday opening,
for
deficiency
appropriation for
for constructconstructdeficiency appropriation
for
1296
588,1296
etc-------------- 588,
for repairs, etc
ing,
aircraft carrier---------carrier
1336
as aircraft
ing, as
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Page
Department of
of CornCor- Page.
Bureau, Department
Lighthouses Bureau,
Library
of Congress
Congress Building,
D. C.-Con.
C.—Con.
Page
Page, Lighthouses
Building, D.
Libraryof
merce,
merce,
appropriation for
for furniture,
furniture, etc__..
1296
588, 1296
etc---- 588,
appropriation
appropriation
Commissioner, and
and
for Commissioner,
appropriation for
for steel
steel shelving
588,
1296
588, 1296
shelving-- ----------for
office
personnel
233, 1043
1043
office personnel----------588, 1296
•for
for painting----------------painting
688,
for
general expenses,
of
maintenance of
expenses, maintenance
for general
for installing
installing electric
elevators
588
588
electric elevators-----for
233, 1043
aids
navigation, etc-----etc
233,
to navigation,
aids to
for new
ortheast court;
court;
bookstacks, ortheast
new bookstacks,
for
for
contingent expenses
expenses ------234,
234, 1044
for contingent
contracts
1296
1296
contracts------------------1044
for
keepers' salaries----------salaries
234,
234, 1044
for keepers'
Library
Congress Trust
Trust Fund
Fund Board,
Board,
of Congress
Library of
234, 1044
for
officers and
crews of
vessels_ -_ 234,
of vessels
and crews
for officers
of---------- 1107
creation and
and membership
membership of
creation
etc -- 234, 1044
for superintendents,
superintendents, clerks,
clerks, etcfor
no pay
pay for
reimbursed
but reimbursed
services, but
for services,
no
234, 1044
for retired
retired pay
pay of officers,
officers, etc--etc_
1044
for
for
from income of
of fundfund_ 1107
expenses fromincome
for expenses
to
for public
works, vessels,
aids to
vessels, aids
public works,
for
may accept,
personal propgifts of personal
etc., gifts
accept, etc.,
may
navigation,
etc
234, 1044
1044
navigation, etc-----------erty for
for the
as approved
approved
Library, as
the Library,
erty
for general
1925_
706
additional, 1925expenses, additional,
general expenses,
for
by
Joint Committee
on the
the
Committee on
by Joint
706
for
additional, 1925_
706
1925salaries, additional,
keepers' salaries,
for keepers'
------ 1107
Library
Library --------for
and crews
addivessels, addiof vessels,
crews of
officers and
for officers
trust
given to,
be receipted
receipted
shall be
to, shall
funds given
trust funds
tional,
706
706
1925 ---------------tional, 1925
for
retained by
Secretary of
by Secretary
and retained
for and
706
for
salaries, additional,
additional, 1925
706
1925-------for salaries,
the
1107
1107
Treasury ----------------the Treasury
officers and
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for officers
deficiency
income
entered as aa special
special
be entered
to be
income to
-------crews of
vessels
41
of vessels-----crews
account;
1107
from_-- _ 1107
disbursements from__
account; disbursements
for
retired pay
pay -----------------41
for retired
1107
by, forbidden -- __engaging in
in business
business by,
engaging
for damages
41, 683, 1327
1327
41,683,
claims --------damages claims
for
investments
if authorized
by gifts,
gifts,
authorized by
investments if
for general
general expenses
expenses_--__ 56,
759
61, 697, 700, 759
56, 61,
for
1107
etc
1107
etc-----------------------700
for lighthouse
700
salaries ----vessels, salaries
lighthouse vessels,
for
to
loan to
cash deposit
deposit with
with Treasurer
as aaloan
Treasurer as
cash
for retired
pay of officers,
officers, etc.,
etc., in
in field
field
retired pay
for
United
States permitted,
if propermitted, if
United States
service --------------------1327
1327
service
vided
eft
1107
1107
in gift--------------vided in
on Long
abandoned reservations
reservations of, on
abandoned
interest
to be
credited; disbursements
disbursements
be credited;
interest to
Island,
to New
transferredto
Y., transferred
N. Y.,
Island, N.
from
1108
from---- -----------------purposes-------York
635
for park purposes
York for
total
not to
exceed $5,000,000..
__-_ 1108
$5,000,000 -to exceed
of, not
total of,
affected until terprivate leases
leases not
not affected
private
a
perpetual succession,
succession, obligations
obligations of a
perpetual
635
-mination
635
mination-----------------1108
trustee,
etc
trustee, etc----------------635
reversion
for nonuser------------nonuser
635
reversion for
accepting gifts
Librarian for immegifts by Librarian
accepting
rights
reserved for
Government uses
uses
for Government
rights reserved
not
diate disbursement,
etc., not
disbursement, etc.,
diate
free
charges, etc----------etc
635
of charges,
free of
1108
restricted hereby
hereby ---------restricted
exchange authorized
authorized of lands of former
exchange
entry by
by Treasurer,
Treasurer, subject
subject to disentry
Point of
Range Lights,
Lights,
of Woods
Woods Range
Point
bursement by
by Librarian
1108
Librarian-- --. . 1108
bursement
357
Mich
Mich----------------------gifts
to, and
exempt from
income from, exempt
and income
gifts to,
lands
Reservation,
Indian Reservation,
in Quinaielt
Quinaielt Indian
lands in
1108
Federal taxes
1108
taxes---------------Federal
Wash.,
for lighthouse
lighthouse
aside for
set aside
Wash., set
employees performing
performing special functions
employees
247
purposes
purposes--------------------for, not
to salary
salary proprosubject to
not subject
for,
payment
247
payment for --- _----------------1108
'
hibition
-----------hibition----portion
Fort Gratiot
reservation,
Gratiot reservation,
of Fort
portion of
compensation
paid, not
construed as
not construed
compensation paid,
Mich.,
Port Huron
Huron for aa
granted Port
Mich., granted
a
salary
1108
1108
-------a double
double salary-----public
park; conditions
conditions ------969
public park;
annual
1108
Congress-----------to Congress
report to
annual report
retirement
for disability
disability after
fifteen
after fifteen
retirement for
License
Bureau, D.
C.
D. C.
License Bureau,
ship
or ship
years
service allowed
allowed field
field or
years service
540, 1218
appropriation
salaries, etc-----etc
540,
for salaries,
appropriation for
officers
employees
1261
and employees--------officers and
for vehicle
tags ------------540,
1218
540, 1218
vehicle tags
for
on
recovery, restored to active duty;
duty;
on recovery,
License Taxes,
D. C.
Taxes, D.
License
1262
medical
examination -------- medical examination
affected by
on
for hire,
not affected
hire, not
vehicles for
on vehicles
Lighthouses, Fog
etc.,
Signals, etc.,
Fog Signals
109 Lighthouses,
motor
vehicle fuel
fuel tax
tax -------motor vehicle
appropriation
maintenance, etc_
233, 1043
1043
etc -_233,
for maintenance,
appropriation for
Licenses,
Licenses,
regulations
for hunting, etc.,
etc., under
regulations for
Lighting, D.
C.,
D. C.,
Lighting,
Alaska Game
Law
744
Game Law-----------Alaska
553, 1229
appropriation
for expenses
expenses -------- _ 553,
appropriation for
Life Insurance
Insurance Companies
Companies (see
also InIn(see also
Life
- -_ 553, 1230
fixtures, etc _-__
for
1230
for replacing
replacing old fixtures,
surance Companies),
Companies),
surance
contract
restrictions
553, 1230
contract restrictions--------internal revenue
revenue tax
tax levied
levied on incomes
internal
Lighting of
of Rivers,
Rivers,
of ----------------------289
289 Lighting
of
appropriation
for --..----------233, 1043
appropriation for
Guard),
Life
Service (see
(see also
also Coast
Coast Guard),
Saving Service
Life Saving
Coals,
Lignite Coals,
761 Lignite
deficiency
appropriation for ---------deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
publication of
experiof experifor publication
appropriation
761
for
of crews,
etc
crews, etc-------------pay of
for pay
ments
determine comcomto determine
in to
etc., in
ments, etc.,
Life
Saving Testimonials,
Testimonials,
Life Saving
1143
mercial
uses ---------------1143
mercial uses
appropriation for
for rescuing
rescuing shipwrecked
shipwrecked
appropriation
Ligon, John
1019 Ligon,
American
etc ----210, 1019
John R.,
seamen, etc
American seamen,
pension
1382
1382
pension --------------------------Light Vessels,
Vessels,
Light
Lilley, Mary
(daughter),
M. (daughter),
Mary M.
etc_ 233, 1044 Lilley,
appropriation for
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc_
appropriation
1426
pension
1426
234, 1044
pension---------------------------for officers
officers and
and crews
- 234
crews -------for
Joseph A.,
A.,
Lilliard, Joseph
for constructing,
constructing, etc----------etc
234, 1044 Lilliard,
for
1391
pension increased
706
increased _----------------pension
for salaries,
salaries, additional,
additional, 1925
1925-------for
Lillie,
Cynthia (widow),
(widow),
Lillie, Cynthia
deficiency
salaries,
appropriation for salaries,
deficiency appropriation
pension increased
1526
1526
increased----_------------pension
etc., officers,
officers, etc---------------etc
41
etc.,
Boat,
"
Lilly,"
Swedish
Fishing Boat,
"Lilly," Swedish Fishing
Lighthart,
Sara (widow),
(widow),
Lighthart, Sara
deficiency
appropriation
for
payment
to
to
1424
payment
pension
deficiency appropriation for
increased --.------------pension increased
Sweden,
indemnity to
to owners
owners
as indemnity
Sweden, as
Lighthouse Keepers, etc.,
1339
1044
234,
and
crew of
of ___________-----and crew
appropriation
for salaries--------salaries
appropriation for
706
for
sinkpayment
to Sweden
Sweden authorized,
authorized,
1925-------payment to
for
additional, 1925
salaries, additional,
for salaries,
947
ing
of ----- --------------Lighthouse
Tenders (see
Vessels).
ing of
Light Vessels).
(see Light
Lighthouse Tenders
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Page.
Lime, Clifton
Clifton E.
Page.
E. (son),
(son),
Lime,
pension --------------------------1478
pension
1478
Limes,
A. (widow),
(widow),
Elizabeth A.
Limes, Elizabeth
1439
pension
---------------pension ------.
Limestone-Morgan
Bridge Company,
Limestone-Morgan Bridge
Tennessee
time extended
extended for bridging Tennessee
time
River
by -------------------815
River by
Alabama authorized
815
etc_ -_ 815
to acquire,
acquire, etc_
authorized to
Alabama
Limitation
Naval Armament,
Armament,
of Naval
Limitation of
treaty
with British
Empire, France,
France,
British Empire,
treaty with
- 1655
to ___
Italy, and
and Japan
Japan agreeing
agreeing to
Italy,
Lincoln,
Malcolm D.,
D.,
Lincoln, Malcolm
1399
pension
pension --------------------------C.,
Lincoln
Memorial, D.
D. C.,
Lincoln Memorial,
appropriation
maintenance exfor maintenance
appropriation for
penses, employees,
employees, etc
515,
929
515, 929
_---etc
penses,
712
1925 ----for
care, etc.,
etc., additional,
additional, 1925
for care,
Mex.,
Lincoln
National Forest,
Forest, N.
N. Mex.,
Lincoln National
1963
area of ---proclamation
diminishing area
proclamation diminishing
of Abraham,
Lincoln,
Statue of
Lincoln, Statue
balance of
of appropriation
reerection
appropriation for reerection
balance
of, in
in Washington,
D. C.,
covC., covWashington, D.
of,
ered
in ---------------------_
935
ered in
D. C.,
C.,
Lincoln's
Deathplace, D.
Lincoln's Deathplace,
etc------- 515, 929
appropriation
repairs, etc
for repairs,
appropriation for
etc., additional, 1925---for
1925____
712
repairs, etc.,
for repairs,
Lindsey, Margaret
(widow),
Margaret (widow),
Lindsey,
pension
increased
1484
pension increased------------------H. (son),
Linnabary, William
William H.
Linnabary,
pension
1450
pension-------------------------Liquid Fuels,
Fuels,
Liquid
appropriation
for promoting
economy,
promoting economy,
appropriation for
etc., in
in use
of ---------------233
233
use of
etc.,
Liquor Dealers,
Dealers,
Liquor
additional
tax on
on business
business of,
special tax
additional special
State, etc.,
where forbidden
forbidden by State,
where
laws ---------------------- 327
laws
327
no immunity
immunity from
from penalty,
etc - -327
penalty, etcno
Liquor
Traffic,
Liquor Traffic,
appropriation for
for suppressing,
suppressing, among
appropriation
396, 1147
Indians
Indians------------------- 396,
for suppressing,
among Indians,
Indians, adadsuppressing, among
for
707
ditional,
1925 --------------ditional, 1925
428, 1181
for suppressing,
Alaska
suppressing, Alaska--------for
for suppressing,
Alaska, additional,
additional,
suppressing, Alaska,
for
709
1925
1925.-----------------deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for suppresssuppressdeficiency
ing, among
among Indians-----------Indians
698
ing,
Liquors,
Adulterated, etc.,
Liquors, Adulterated,
appropriation for
for expenses
preventing
expenses preventing
appropriation
sale, etc.,
etc., of
447,
837
447, 837
of --------------sale,
List,
H. (son),
(son),
Augustus H.
List, Augustus
pension
1483
pension---------------------------Lithuania,
Lihuania,
1835
extradition treaty
with ------------treaty with
extradition
settlement of
indebtedness of,
of, made
made by
by
of indebtedness
settlement
Foreign Debt
Commission, apDebt Commission,
Foreign
719
proved
719
proved---------------------amount
indebtedness stated
719
stated ------of indebtedness
amount of
bonds
to be
issued therefor
720
therefor --------be issued
bonds to
principal
payable in
in annual
annual installinstallprincipal payable
ments; progressive
progressive increase
until
increase until
ments;
720
62d year-------------------year
720
62d
payment of
of additional
additional amounts
payment
allowed -------------------720
allowed
720
interest
1934 --------- to 1934
rate to
interest rate
for
first five
years, half
of interest
interest
half of
five years,
for first
may
be deferred,
to
deferred, and added to
may be
issued
principal;
to be
be issued
bonds to
principal; bonds
720
therefor
therefor------------------ -payment in
in United
United States
States bonds
bonds
payment
720
accepted
-----------accepted
Lithuania, Esthonia,
Esthonia, and
and Latvia,
Lithuania,
appropriation for
206, 1015
1015
minister to ----for minister
annronriation
urr--r------
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Little
Calumet River,
River '
Page.
Little Calumet
111_
bridge
authorized across,
across, Chicago,
Chicago, Ill__
25
bridge authorized
998
Riverdale, II---------Ill
998
----------Riverdale,
Representative in
Little,
Edward C.,
late a
a Representative
in
C., late
Little, Edward
Congress,
Congress,
to
deficiency
appropriation for pay to
deficiency appropriation
754
widow
of -------------------widow of
Little,
Eva L.
(widow),
L. (widow),
Little, Eva
1530
pension
1530
pension---------------------------Little
River, Del.,
Del.,
Little River,
etc., of, to be
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
preliminary
1192
1192
made
made----------------------Little
Okla.,
River, Okla.,
Little River,
preliminary examination,
authoretc., authorexamination, etc.,
preliminary
ized for
control of -------249
for flood control
ized
Little
Ark.,
Rock, Ark.,
Little Rock,
register and receiver,
offices
receiver, land
offices of register
395
office
consolidated
at, consolidated---------office at,
terms of
court at
91
at------------------of court
terms
time extended
for bridging
bridging Arkansas
Arkansas
extended for
time
99
River
at
River at----------------Cemetery, Ark.,
Little Rock
National Cemetery,
Rock National
Little
appropriation for
for burying
in, ex-solex-solburying in,
appropriation
in Hot Springs
diers, etc.,
•
dying in
etc., dying
diers,
Hospital
512, 927
927
512,
Hospital-----------------

(widow),
Ella (widow),
Littlefield, Ella
Littlefield,
1533
pension increased------------------increased
pension
(widow),
Littlejohn,
Tenny A.
A. (widow),
Littlejohn, Tenny
1482
pension increased
increased------------------pension
Littlepage, Kate
L. (widow),
(widow),
Kate L.
Littlepage,
1427
pension1427
pension---------------------------Livestock
(see also
also Cattle
Cattle and
and Animals),
Animals),
Livestock (see
appropriation for
Indians
reimbursing Indians
for reimbursing
appropriation
for,
in eradicating
eradicating
destroyed in
for, destroyed
399, 1150
contagious
diseases 'etc----etc
399,
contagious diseases,
for
enforcing humane
treatment of
humane treatment
for enforcing
827
export
437, 827
----------- 437,
export ---for
information
commercial information
diffusing commercial
for diffusing
of,
of
market prices,
etc., of,
prices, etc.,
supply, market
of supply,
and
livestock products
844
products --------and livestock
raisfor
experiments in
in raiscooperative experiments
for cooperative
ing,
cane sugar
sugar and cotton
cotton
in cane
ing, in
850
districts
457,
457, 850
------districts-------for
station, Woodward,
Okla., for
Woodward, Okla.,
for station,
breeding, etc
etc -------------- 457, 850
breeding,
for experiments
experiments in
in establishing
establishing profor
duction of,
of, in
in western
western irrigated
irrigated
duction
districts
457, 850
districts -----------------for experiments
experiments and
and demonstrations,
demonstrations,
for
706
in, additional,
additional, 1925 ----------in,
changes
to be
be made
Interstate Comby Interstate
made by
changes to
merce
Commission, without demerce Commission,
lay, to
moveof movefreedom of
promote freedom
to promote
lay,
ment
of, at
lowest lawful
freight
lawful freight
at lowest
ment of,
802
rates
------------------rates
time further
extended to November 30,
further extended
time
on,
1924, for
making advances
advances
for making
1924,
etc., by
by War
War Finance
CorporaFinance Corporaetc.,
tion
14
tion -----------------------Livestock Exposition,
International,
Exposition, International,
Livestock
to
deficiency
for medals
medals to
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
exhibitors, etc.;
amount ininetc.; amount
exhibitors,
1324
creased --------------------1324
creased
Livingston,
Isaac C.,
Livingston, Isaac
1383
pension
pension --------------------------Y.,
N. Y.,
Lloyds
Harbor N.
Lloyds Harbor,
abandoned
lands of
lighthouse reservareservaof lighthouse
abandoned lands
York
tion
transferred to
New York
to New
at, transferred
tion at,
State for
for public
635
uses------park uses
public park
State
Lloyds,
W. S.
(Incorporated),
S. (Incorporated),
Lloyds, W.
1588
payment
for property
property damages
damages --to, for
payment to,
and,
Building and,
Loan Associations,
Associations, Mutual
Mutual Building
Loan
282
exempt
from income
income tax -------------exempt from
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Page
Page.
(widow),
C. (widow),
Josephine C.
Long, Josephine
Page. Long,
pension increased
1437
increased------------------pension
allowed veterans on adjusted service
service
allowed
(widow),
Longford, Anna (widow),
126 jLongford,
credits
credits----------------------pension
1497
increased------------------pension increased
Loans
Governments,
Foreign Governments,
Credits to Foreign
and Credits
Loans and
Robert,
Longstaff,
Longstaff, Robert,
appropriation for
for expenses
expenses of, under
appropriation
1388
pension
increased------------------pension increased
Secretary
of the
the Treasury-----Treasury
68, 768
Secretary of
Longview,
Longview, Wash.,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for expenses,
deficiency
bridge authorized
across Columbia
Columbia
authorized across
bridge
under Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury 61, 698
under
River,
between, and
Rainier,
and Rainier,
River, between,
Loans
Farmers,
Loans to Farmers,
1052
Wash
1052
Wash---------------------deficiency
appropriation for collecting,
deficiency appropriation
Washington and Oregon may acWashington
40
grain----------------for seed grain
quire,
operate as
bridge- 1052
free bridge..
as aafree
to operate
quire, to
Associations,
Local Benevolent, etc., Associations,
tolls allowed
allowed for five years------years
1052
tolls
283
exempt
tax------------from income tax
exempt from
Loomis,
(daughter),
Louise (daughter),
Edna Louise
Loomis, Edna
Locke, Agnes E.,
1499
pension
pension---------------------------deficiency
appropriation for services
services--- 1313
deficiency appropriation
Loop,
Ethel Roberts,
Loop, Ethel
Lockey, Richard,
Richard,
appropriation for
widow of Carl
for paying, widow
1489
appropriation
pension -------- ----------pension
R.
R. Loop, aa consul dying in servLockwood,
H. (widow),
Eliza H.
Lockwood, Eliza
209
ice
ice----------------------------------- 1473
pension
pension-------------Lopez
Island, Wash.,
Wash.
Lopez Island,
Lockwood Folly
Folly River,
River, N. C.,
Lockwood
right of
abandoned
granted across abandoned
way granted
of way
right
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., of, to be
preliminary
military
reservation on, for highmilitary reservation
1193
made
made--------------------ways
957
ways----------------------Lockwood, John
John C.,
C.
Lockwood,
Lorain, Ohio,
1401, 1406 Lorain,
pension
increased-------------- 1401,
pension increased
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., of, inner
preliminary
Locomotive
Boilers, etc., Safe,
Engine Boilers,
Locomotive Engine
1196
harbor
harbor to be made ----------compelling
appropriation
appropriation for expenses compelling
Corporation,
railroads
Lord Dry Dock Corporation,
use----------- 526, 1205 Lord
railroads to use
payment
to, for
for property
property damages_
__
1588
-_ 1588
damages -payment to,
appropriation for expenses
deficiency
expenses
deficiency appropriation
compelling
railroads to use-----use
755 Loree, Alice (widow),
compelling railroads
pension
1440
pension--------------------------common carriers by railroad
railroad in conto
tinental
Lorgnettes,
tinental United States subject to
excise tax
tax on,
dealers; exsold, etc., by dealers;
on, sold,
Act
659
excise
Act -------------------ception
324
ception-----------------street,
excepted
659
street, etc., electric railways, excepted
Loriot,
Catherine (widow),
(widow),
locomotives unless in safe condiLoriot, Catherine
use of locomotives
pension
659
tion
operate, unlawful ------increased----------------- 1525
pension increased
tion to operate,
659 Los Angeles,
Calif.,
inspection tests
required----------Angeles, Calif.,
tests required
inspection
granted right
of way
way across tidelands of
right of
granted
office of chief inspector in Washington_
Washington 659
office
Fort
Military ReserReserMacArthur Military
Fort MacArthur
etc., from Interclerical
clerical assistance, etc.
656
vation --------------------659
vation
state
Commerce Commission--.
Commission --state Commerce
improvement of,
authorized_--__ _ 1189
harbor authorized
of, harbor
additional inspectors
inspectors for general assignassignimprovement
additional
sale
of lands
to, purchased
for homeless
659
purchased for
lands to,
sale of
authorized------------ments authorized
1101
Indians
Indians-----------------appropriations repealed
repealed -----659
limit on appropriations
1101
determination
price---purchase price
of purchase
salaries
established
659
determination of
salaries and allowances established...part
proceeds for Indian irrigaSenator,
of proceeds
late a
part of
Lodge
Cabot, late
a Senator,
Lodge, Henry Cabot,
tion
work -----------------1102
to
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for pay to
tion work
use of
of remainder
remainder to
to, purchase
purchase other
-_ 753
children
grandchildren of
of..-_
use
children and grandchildren
lands
1102
Indians ---homeless Indians
for homeless
lands for
Lodge System Societies,
Societies,
282 Los
Association,
Los Angeles
House Association,
tax------------exempt
Clearing House
Angeles Clearing
exempt from income tax
issue of
pieces for seventyseventy50-cent pieces
silver 50-cent
of silver
Loe, Armada
(widow),
issue
Armilda S. (widow),
fifth anniversary
1493
pension
anniversary of admission of
fifth
increased-----------------pension increased
California,
upon request of, and
Logan,
California, upon
Logan, Mary E. (widow),
966
1455
payment for
for ---------------pension
increased
payment
pension increased-----------------County, Calif.,
England,
Los Angeles County,
Calif.,
London, England,
permission
maintain free
free public
appropriation for dispatch
dispatch agent---agent_ ___ 207, 1016
to maintain
permission to
appropriation
camp
Angeles
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for repairs,
grounds, etc., in Angeles
deficiency
camp grounds,
--.__ 969
National
granted to
to__
etc., of embassy premises; reNational Forest, granted
692 Loss by Exchange
appropriation ----------------Exchange,
appropriation
for repairs,
repairs, furnishing
furnishing embassy,
appropriation for
for foreign
foreign missions__
embassy, etc.,
missions-- 207, 1016
for
appropriation
1340
for
consulates
1017
building
-------------- 208, 1017
building----------------for consulatesabroad, and in
for Army officers abroad,
Long
Calif.,
Long Beach, Calif.,
482, 897
Alaska ----------------Alaska
improvement
authorized.---__ 1189
of harbor, authorized....
improvement of
Lotz, Perry
J.,
Perry J.,
Y.,
Long Beach, N. Y.,
payment
froin
for property damages from
to, for
payment to,
preliminary
examination, etc., of chanpreliminary examination,
mail aeroplane
1378
aeroplane --------------mail
- 1192
to be made ---------nel, to
Loucks, Alice H. (widow),
Elizabeth F. (widow),
Long, Elizabeth
1499
pension
pension------------------------increased ----------------1487
pension increased
Loudermilk,
Sarah (widow),
Loudermilk, Sarah
Long,
Frederick K.,
Long, Frederick
1508
--pension ----------------------pension
reappointment authorized
authorized of, as capreappointment
Louisiana,
152 Louisiana,
Infantry
tain of Infantry--------------bridge
authorized across Pearl River,
River, by
by
bridge authorized
Long
Railroad Company,
Island Railroad
Long Island
19
Mississippi and--------------and
Mississippi
claim
referred to disof, for damages, referred
claim of,
19
by-------------West Pearl River by
trict court
court------------------- 1364
improvement of waterway
waterway on coast of,
improvement
John,
Long, John,
1187
authorized
1383
authorized------------------pension
pension---------------------------

Loans,
Loans,
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Louisiana-Continued.
lands in, to which
which no legal claims have
been maintained,
to
maintained, granted to
Shreveport
reservoir purShreveport for reservoir
poses ----------------------may acquire
across Sabine River
acquire bridge across
at
Orange, Tex., to operate as a
a
at Orange,
free bridge------------------bridge
tolls allowed
years------allowed for five years
surveyed
unappropriated
unappropriated erroneously surveyed
public
lands
in,
to
be
sold
sold-----public lands
preference
right of occupants
occupants cultipreference right
vating, etc.,
etc., to make application to
purchase
tion
to purchase-------------proof of, to accompany
___ ---accompany -appraisal
appraisal of value, exclusive of improvements by applicant -----provements
issue of patent, on paying appraised
appraised
applicant
price, for such lands as applicant
is entitled to ---------------mineral rights, etc.,
etc., reserved
reserved------Louisiana
WaterIntracoastal WaterLouisiana and Texas Intracoastal
way,
way,
improvement
improvement of, New Orleans to Galveston Bay, authorized-------authorized
veston
Commission
Louisiana
State Highway Commission,
LouisianaState
bridges authorized
authorized across Bayou Bartholomew, at Vester Ferry, Ward
Ward
tholomew,
Ferry,
Ferry, by
Zachery Ferry,
and Zachery
Ferry, and
Morehouse
Morehouse Parish, or --------Monroe,
may bridge Ouachita
Ouachita River, Monroe,
La
La -------------------------Louisville,
Ky.,
Louisville, Ky.,
appropriation for post 'office
building
office building,appropriation

Page.

pension--------------------------pension

1487

Lovato, Josefa
de (widow),
(widow),
Uriaste de
Josefa Uriaste
Lovato,

M.,
Love,
Love, William M.
pension increased-----------------increased
pension
Loveless, Delia
(widow),
Delia (widow),
Loveless,
pension
pension----------------------Loveman
Emanuel,
Loveman,' Emanuel,
patent to heirs, etc., of, for lands in
Alabama
-Alabama------------Lowell Street
Street NW.,
NW., D.
D. C.,
C.,
Lowell
appropriation
appropriation for paving, Forty-fourth
Streets --------to Forty-fifth Streets
Lower
S. Dak.,
Dak.,
Brule Agency,
Agency, S.
Lower Brute
appropriation for support, etc., of
appropriation
Indians at, from
from tribal funds_ 411,
Indians
Lower
Yellowstone
Irrigation
Project,
Irrigation Project,
Lower Yellowstone
Mont.--N.
Dak.,
Mont.-N. Dak.,
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
appropriation
of_
of -----------------------------Lowndes
Ga.,
County Ga.,
Lowndes County,
may bridge Tombigbee
Tombigbee River at Columbus
lumbus -------------------Luce,
(widow),
M. (widow),
Margaret M.
Luce, Margaret
pension
increased ----------------pension increased
Lucas,
(son),
M. (son),
Francis M.
Lucus, Francis
pension
pension------------------------Ludington,
Mich.,
Ludington, Mich.,
bridge
authorized across Pere Marbridge authorized
by
quette Lake, by-------------Lukenbill,
(widow),
Julia (widow),
Lukenbill, Julia
pension
pension -------------------------Lumber
Lumber River,
River,
bridge
authorized across,
across, near Nichols,
bridge authorized
S. C------------------------C
S.
Lumber
S. C.,
C.,
and S.
N. C.,
C., and
River, N.
Lumber River,
preliminary
examination, etc., of, to
to
preliminary examination,
be
made ------------------be made
Lunacy
C.,
D. C.,
Writs, D.
Lunacy Writs,
appropriation
expenses of executexecutappropriation for expenses
ing
ing ------------------ 566,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for expenses
deficiency
b-o
f-77
of executing
677,
U
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382
1093
1093
951
951
951

952
952
952

1187

888
791
777

1411
1473

1591
1223

1161

417
417

665
1439
1443
25
1476
12
12
1193
1240
11322
39
--

Lunau,
F. (widow),
(widow),
Mary F.
Lunau, Mary
pension increased
increased-------------Lunger,
Catherine A.
A. (widow),
(widow),
Lunger, Catherine
pension
pension -------- ----------------Lunger, .Lizzie
Lizzie (widow),
(widow),
Lunger,
increased ----------------pension increased
David,
Sons Company,
Lupton's Sons
Company, David,
Lupton's
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for installing
ventilators, Mines Bureau-----Bureau
ventilators,
Luth, Alice
(widow),
Alice (widow),
Luth,
pension --------------------------Lutsch, Johann
Johann Jacob,
Jacob,
Lutsch,
land
to
land patent to--------------------Luttrell,
(widow),
Cynthia (widow),
Luttrell, Cynthia
pension
pension -------------------------Luttrell, Leona
J. (widow),
(widow),
Leona J.
Luttrell,
pension -----------------------Luttrell,
C.,
Marcus C.
Luttrell, Marcus
pension increased
increased------------------Luxemburg,
Luxemburg,
appropriation for minister to ----206,
appropriation
Pa.,
County, Pa.,
Lucerne
Luzerne County,
time extended
extended for bridging North
Branch of Susquehanna
Susquehanna River,
Wilkes-Barre
Dorranceton,
Wilkes-Barre to Dorranceton,
by
by-------------------------Lydy, Josephine
Josephine (widow),
(widow),
Lydy,
pension
pension--------------------------Lyman County,
County, S.
Dak.,
S. Dak.,
Lyman
authorized across Missouri River
bridge authorized
between
County and
and..-_
Brule County
between Brule
Lynchburg, Va.
Va.,
Lynchburg
terms of court
conk at -----------------Lyon,
Edward,
James Edward,
Lyon, James
payment
injuries
-payment to, for personal injuries-Lyon,
M. (widow),
(widow),
Sarah M.
Lyon, Sarah
pension------------------------Lyons,
James F.,
F.,
Lyons, James
increased------------------pension increased
Lytle,
E.,
William E.,
Lytle, William
pension
pension---------------------------

Page.

1395
1476
1409

1331
1442
1369
1420
1445
1391
1015

173
1403

33

114
1578
1578

1505
1398
1398
1397
1397

M
M..
M Street
NW., D.
D. C.,
Street NW.,
M
appropriation for widening
widening and repaving,
repaving,
appropriation
Twenty-ninth to Thirty-fifth
Twenty-ninth
gasoline-tax fund..
fund_
Streets; from gasoline-tax
Charles 0.,
Maas,
Commander Charles
Lieutenant Commander
Maas, Lieutenant
Force,
Naval Reserve Force,
voluntary service
service by, to be treated as
voluntary
recall
to
active
duty in his miliactive duty
recall
tary record.----------------record
MacAdam, D. H.,
reimbursement
stolen postal
reimbursement to, for stolen
funds ------------------R. (widow),
Anna R.
McAdams,
McAdams,Anna
pension i
ncreased
(widow),
pension increased -----------------McAdams, S. M.,
may bridge Savannah
between
Savannah River between
Ga____
Elberton, Ga_
Iva, S. C., and Elberton,
E. J.,
J.,
Lieutenant E.
McAllister, Lieutenant
payment
damages
collision damages---payment to, for collision
J.,
James J.,
McAllister, James
deficiency
appropriation for payment to
deficiency appropriation
payment to, authorized;
release in full
full
authorized; release
payment
required -------------------required
McAllister Lighterage
Lighterage Line,
referred to district court ---claim of, referred
McAndrew,
(widow),
McAndrew, Nellie Roche (widow),
pension
pension------------------------McAtee,
H.,
John H.,
McAtee, John
record corrected
corrected...-----..
military record
MacCallum,
MacCaUum, R. B.,
r a
+n fnr
nvroerv ramr
noirom.nt
payment
daniages
YO·UYto,
V1II
-for property
r-J
I-Y-L--

1224

1275
1275
1377
1377
1469

1469

803
1542
1330
1330
1557
1557
1569

1415
1362
1588
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McGarnish,
Andrew L.,
L.,
McCamish, Andrew
pension increased
pension
increased-----------------McCampbell,
Willis
P.,
McCampbell, Willis P.,
pension increased
increased -----------------pension
McCanna, P.
P. F.,
F.,
McCanna,
reimbursement to
residuary legatee,
reimbursement
to residuary
legatee,
etc., of---------------------of
etc.,
McCarty, Clara
A. (widow),
(widow),
McCarty,
ClaraA.
pension
pension--------------------------McCarty,
McCarty, Edward
Edward N.,
N.,
payment to,
for personal
injuries
payment
to, for
personal injuries-----McClaren,
Ellen (daughter),
(daughter),
McClaren, Mary
Mary Ellen
pension
pension----____-------___-___-__McCleary, Cortina
McCleary,
R. (widow),
(widow),
CorlissaR.
pension
increased
pension increased------------------McCloud,
Filer,
McCloud, Filer,
payment
to estate
estate of,
for property
payment to
of, for
property
damages
damages --------------------

Page.

McGinn,
Pass.
McGinn, James
James W.,
W.,
Page
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
services__ _ 1313
1313
deficiency
for services__
McGinn,
Mary T.
T. (widow),
(widow),
McGinn, Mary
1407
pension
1414
pension- _.------------------1414
1407
McGrayel,
McGrayel, Lucy
Lucy Jane
Jane (widow),
(widow),
pension
increased -_------------____
1466
pension increased
1466
Hattie A.
1543
1543 McGuire,
McGuire, Hattie
A. (widow),
(widow),
pension
increased -----------------1519
pension increased
1519
Henry,
1464
1464 McGuire,
McGuire, Henry,
deficiency
appropriation for
1325
deficiency appropriation
for --------1325
1543
payment
to, authorized
1377
1543
payment to,
authorized ---------.---1377
McGuire,
Mary W.
W. (widow),
McGuire, Mary
(widow),
1512
pension
increased -----------------1525
pension increased
1512
1525
McGuire, Patrick
Patrick J.,
McGuire,
J.,
pension
1413
1443
pension --------------------------1413
1443
McIlhenny, Jennie
Jennie S.
Mcllhenny,
S. (widow),
(widow),
pension increased------------------increased
1522
pension
1522
1573
Mclnroe, Cordelia
CordeliaF.
1573 Mclnroe,
F. (widow),
(widow),
pension increased------------------increased
1487
McCollum,
Maggie
E. (widow),
pension
1487
McCollum,
pension i
ncreased
Maggie E.
(widow),
1493
McKean County,
County, Pa.,
Pa.,
pension increased -----------------1493 McKean
McCollum, Rebecca
(widow),
may
bridge Allegheny
McCollum,
Rebecca (widow),
may bridge
Allegheny River
River near
near La,raLarapension increased
1455
pension
bee
1092
increased ----------____--_bee ------------------------1455
1092
McCombs, Anna
Anna (widow),
(widow),
McCombs,
McKee, Mary
McKee,
Mary A.,
A.,
pension increased
1512
pension
issue of
of homestead
patent to
to --------810
increased-_----------_____-issue
homestead patent
1512
810
McConnell, Mary,
Mary,
McConnell,
McKeen, Robert
Robert T.,
McKeen,
T.,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
1330
deficiency
for services__
services__ _ 1330
pension
pension ---------------------------1401
1401
Army Air
Air Service
Service Field,
Field, Dayton,
Dayton,
McKeesport,
McCook Army
McKeesport, Pa.,
Pa.,
Ohio,
Ohio,
bridge authorized
authorized across
across Monongahela
Monongahela
bridge
appropriation for
testing,
River,
from
997
appropriation
for transferring
transferring testing,
River, to
to Duquesne
Duquesne from------997
etc., plant
plant at,
at, to
to new
new site
907 McKeever,
etc.,
E. (widow),
site ----907
McKeever, Sarah
Sarah E.
(widow),
McCook, Mary (widow),
(widow),
McCook,
pension increased
increased -----------------.
1506
1506
increased -------____--___.pension increased
1495 McKendry,
Margaret J.
J. (widow),
MeKendry, Margaret
1495
(widow),
McCormick, Lizzie
McCormick,
(widow),
Lizzie (widow),
pension
1412
pension----------------------------1412
pension
1516 McKenney,
pension increased
increased------------------G. (widow),
(widow),
McKenney, Mary
Mary G.
1516
McCoy,
McCoy, Frank,
Frank,
1458
pension increased
increased------------------1458
pension
pension ------- ___-_----_______-__
1390 McKinley
BirthplaceMemorial Association,
Association,
1390
McKinley BirthplaceMemorial
McCready, Alexander, alias
McCready,
alias McReady,
National,
McReady,
National,
pension increased
pension
1398
increased-----.-----------board of
of trustees
114
board
trustees increased
increased by
by one
one ----114
1398
McCrosky,
Anna P.
(widow),
McCrosky, Anna
P. (widow),
McKinney, Maggie
(widow),
McKinney,
Maggie A.
A. (widow),
pension
pension___________________________
1437
pension increased
1519
1437
pension
increased------------------1519
McCulloch,
McCulloch, Margaret
MargaretW.,
W.,
McLaughlin, Andrew,
Andrew,
McLaughlin,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for services__
1313
deficiency
services___ 1313
pension
pension --------------------------1382
1382
McCulloh,
McCulloh, Sarah
Sarah J.
J. (widow).
(widow).
McLaughlin,
McLaughlin, Isabell
Isabell (widow),
(widow),
_----____-_
pension---------------1467
pension --------------------------- _ 1513
1467
pension
1513
McDaniel,
(widow),
McDaniel, Nora
Nora V.
V. (widow),
McLaughlin,
Mary J.
J. (daughter),
(daughter),
McLaughlin, Mary
pension ---------------------------- 1507
pension
1507
pension
1433
pension --------------------------1433
MacDonald, Angus J.,
J.,
MacDonald,
McLuen,
Hester A.
(widow),
McLuen, Hester
A. (widow),
pension increased
increased ----------------- pension
1387
pension
1529
1387
pension increased
increased------------------1529
McDonald, Daniel,
McDonald,
Daniel,
McMillan,
David,
McMillan, David,
pension
1414
pension increased
increased -----------------pension
1412
1414
pension---------------------------1412
McDonald, David C.,
McMillan,
Mary A.
McMillan, Mary
A. (widow),
(widow),
McDonald,
pension i
ncreased
David C.,
1391
pension increased- __---___-__-__.pension increased
1440
1391
pension
increased _-----------------1440
MacDonald, Gordon
Gordon G.,
G.,
MacDonald,
McMurray,
Matilda (widow),
McMurray, Matilda
(widow),
placed
Army retired
retired list
list ---------1372
placed on
on Army
pension
1393
1372
pension---------------------------1393
McDonough,
McDonough, James,
James,
McNair,
E. (widow),
McNair, Margaret
MargaretE.
(widow),
pension
1389
pension ---- ___-__-___-__---------pension------1389
pension
----- -------------- 1422
1422
McElhaney,
G.,
McElhaney, William
William G.,
McNally,
McNally, John
John 1.,
J.,
pension
1534
pension ---------------____-___--- 1534
pension
1415
pension---------------------------1415
McElhinny,
McElhinny, William,
William,
McNamara, Annie
Annie (widow),
(widow),
McNamara,
pension
increased
1400
pension increased -----------------pension increased
1390
1400
pension
increased ------------------1390
McElvain, Newton
McElvain,
Newton Ernest,
Ernest,
McNary, Deborah
Deborah C.
C. (widow),
McNary,
(widow),
pension
1406
pension ----_____--...............
pension increased
increased ---------------1482
1406
pension
1482
McEnhill, Norma
McEnhill,
(widow),
Norma E.
E. (widow),
cNeer, Martha
Martha A.
A. (widow),
(widow),
McNeer,
pension
increased
------------------pension increased
1413
pension
increased ---- __-----------1528
1413
pension increased
1528
McFadden,
McFadden, James
James D.,
D.,
McNeil
McNeil Island,
Island, Wash.,
Wash.,
pension_
_ ___-__
-___-pension ---1406
1406
appropriation
mainappropriation for
for penitentiary,
penitentiary, mainMcGarry,
Ellen (widow),
McGarry, Ellen
(widow),
tenance
223, 1032
tenance -----------------223,
1032
pension-------------------- __----_
,1504
1504
unexpended
balance of
of fund
fund for
for
unexpended balance
McGee,
William J.,
J.,
McGee, William
water
supply continued
water supply
continued availavailcredit in
in accounts
credit
accounts _- -______-__.---__ 1540
1540
able
1032
able --------------.--------1032
McGill,
(widow),
McGill, Mary
Mary E.
E. (widow),
amount
for purchase
lands, etc
etc_ -_ 1032
amount for
purchase of
of lands,
1032
pension1448
pension----.------.-- ___-- - - 1448
for
additional, 1925_-1925_ __
709
for penitentiary,
penitentiary, additional,
709
McGillem,
Horace (son),
(son),
McGillem, Horace
for construction,
construction, additional, 1925
for
1925_ _
709
- -_
-_
709
pension - ----_---_-__---_---___--1446
pension1446
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for penitentipenitentiMcGinley, Elizabeth
Elizabeth A.
A. (widow),
(widow),
McGinley,
ary,
water supply
45
45
ary, water
supply ----------fnr nunitfntiarvo
maintenance
fi88R
1334
14R8
pension -----------------------1488
pension
_.for
penitentiary,
maintenance__
V
II _-____J
.w
-- - 688,
VV 1334
vat-

1402

-

-v
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INDEX.
McNeil
Island, Wash.-Continued.
Wash.-Continued.
McNeil Island,
public
Washwith Washexchanged with
lands exchanged
public lands
ington,
ington, to be added to penitentiary
at
tentiary at------------------McNeil,
A.,
John A.,
McNeil, John
pension
pension ---------------------------McNeil,
J.,
Malcolm J.,
McNeill, Malcolm
pension increased
increased-------------------pension
McNichols,
Julia
(widow),
McNichols, Julia (widow),
pension increased
increased -----------------pension
McNickle,
John,
McNickle, John,
military
record corrected -----------military record
McOmber,
Alice (daughter),
(daughter),
McOmber, Alice
pension
pension---------------------------McQuade,
Catharine
(widow),
McQuade, Catharine (widow),
pension
increased------------------pension increased
McWhorter, Alex,
Alex,
McWhorter,
pension
pension ---------------------------

Page.
Page

537
1387
1403

1448
1599
1460
1432
1432

1409
Memorial,
Macdonough Memorial,
Macdonough
appropriation for completion of, to comappropriation
memorate victory
victory on Lake Chammemorate
plain
1814, by
by Commodore
in 1814,
lain in
Thomas
Macdonough -------515
Thomas Macdonough
Machine
Army Automatic,
Automatic,
Rifles, Army
Machine Rifles,
manuappropriation for
purchase, manufor purchase,
appropriation
facture, etc.,
498, 913
of -------etc., of
facture,
Mack,
John T.,
T.,
Mack, John
pension
1402
pension--------------------------Mackay
N. C.,
Creek, N.
Mackay Creek,
preliminary examination, etc., of mouth
preliminary
1193
of,
be made--------------made
to be
of, to
Mackinac
Mich.,
Agency, Mich.,
Mackinac Agency,
appropriation for
support, etc., of
for support,
appropriation
Indians at,
at, from
funds.. 411,
411, 1161
tribal fundsfrom tribal
Indians
Macomb Street
NW., D.
D. C.,
Street NW.,
Macomb
appropriation
for paving,
Wisconsin
paving, Wisconsin
appropriation for
1223
to
Avenues------------Idaho Avenues
to Idaho
Macon,
B. (widow),
(widow),
Edith B.
Macon, Edith
1399
pension
increased------------------pension increased
Madden, William,
William,
Madden,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for extra servservdeficiency
673, 1315
ices
673,
1315
ices---------------------Madigan, John
John B.,
B.,
Madigan,
payment to
to estate
1365
of---------------estate of
payment
Miss.,
Madison
County, Miss.,
Madison County,
bridge authorized
authorized across
Pearl River,
River,
across Pearl
bridge
at
Meeks Ferry
Ferry by
Rankin
by Rankin
at Meeks
8
County and
•
8
and -----------------County
Madison Place
Place Annex,
Annex, Treasury
DepartTreasury DepartMadison
ment, D.
D. C.,
ment,
appropriation for
for operating
operating force
force - -65,
764
65, 764
appropriation
for
expenses---------- -65, 65, 765
operating expenses
for operating
Maes, Maria
(widow),
Anastacia (widow),
Maria Ana,stacia
Maes,
pension
1488
increased ----------------pension increased
Maffitt, Charles
M. (son),
Charles M.
Maffitt,
pension
1416
pension ---------------------------Magnetic
Observations,
Magnetic Observations,
under
appropriation for
continuing, under
for continuing,
appropriation
Coast and
and Geodetic
Geodetic Survey_
Survey__ 235, 1045
Coast
Mah
Jong, etc., Sets,
Mah Jong,
323
excise
tax on
on---------------------excise tax
Maher,
C. (widow),
(widow),
Eliza C.
Maher, Eliza
1430
pension
pension --------------------------Mahoney, William
J.,
William J.,
Mahoney,
1404
pension
pension---------------------------Mahoning River,
Mahoning
Haselton,
bridge authorized
authorized across, Baselton,
bridge
Ohio
90
Ohio----------------------DepartMail
and Files
Division, Treasury
Treasury DepartFiles Division,
Mail and
ment,
ment,
appropriation
and office
office
of, and
chief of,
for chief
appropriation for
69. 768personnel
69,
I-.,r.nnT
%lUU - - - ----------------- -

-

.-

.

.

an

·

.

. ..7D.P

Mail
Bags, Locks,
Equipment, etc.,
etc., Postal
Postal rage.
Page.
Mail Bags,
Locks, Equipment,
Service,
Service,
appropriation
purchase, manufor purchase,
appropriation for
.....
facture, etc..
etc.
89, 787
....---.
facture,
for materials,
etc., equipment
787
equipment shops_ 89, 787
materials, etc.,
for
89, 787
for labor
labor in
shops
787
in equipment
equipment shops----for
distinctive
executive
distinctive equipment for executive
island
departments,
Alaska,
island
Alaska,
departments,
787
possessions, etc
89, 787
etc ----------possessions,
deficiency
appropriation for freight
freight on
on
deficiency appropriation
63
bags ----------------------bags
Mail Messenger
Service,
Messenger Service,
Mail
by-- 87, 785
appropriation
for transportation
785
transportation by__
appropriation for
763
deficiency
appropriation for ---------deficiency appropriation
Mail
Transportation, Postal
Postal Service,
Mail Transportation,
appropriation for star routes
routes in
in Alaska_ 86, 785
785
appropriation
for steamboat
steamboat and other
other power boat
for
86, 785
routes
routes-----------------for railroad
and mail
mesmail mesroutes, and
railroad routes,
for
senger service
785
service--------------- 87, 785
senger
use of
of appropriation,
appropriation, for air mail
mail
use
1337
service
1337
service---------------------for
airplane service, New York and
for airplane
San Francisco
Francisco--------------- 87, 785
San
Service--------- 87, 785
for
Railway Mail Service
for Railway
for
electric and
car service_
service--- 87, 786
cable ear
and cable
for electric
for
foreign mails
mails by steamship and
for foreign
otherwise
87, 786
otherwise------------------deficiency appropriation
appropriation forfor •airplane
airplane
deficiency
service, New
New York and San
service,
59, 1350
Francisco
59,
Francisco-----------------for
boat service -------- 60, 63, 699
power boat
for power
59, 691, 1350
for
mails
foreign mails-----------for foreign
for
railroad routes
60,
routes ---------------for railroad
63, 691,
699, 701,
701, 763, 1337, 1350
1350
691, 699,
63,
60, 699
for
delivery -------------rural delivery
for rural
63
---__
service- _
for
cable car
car service_
and cable
electric and
for electric
for
power boat
airplane serviceservice_ 63, 699
boat and airplane
for power
701
for
service---------------vehicle service
for vehicle
messenger
payments by postservice payments
messenger service
356
masters authorized
authorized-----------masters
contracts for,
postmasters,
allowed postmasters,
for, allowed
contracts
etc., of
of third
third and
and fourth
fourth class
class
etc.,
356
offices
offices----------------------special delivery
delivery messengers------messengers
356
special
805
provisions for contracts
contracts of, by aircraftaircraft
provisions
E. (widow),
Main,
Mary E.
Main, Mary
1523
pension ----------------------pension
Main,
Susan A.
A. (widow),
(widow),
Main, Susan
1522
pension increased..
increased ------------------pension
Maine,
Maine,
bridge
authorized across Saint Croix
bridge authorized
River
by Canada
and, from
Canada and,
River by
Vanceboro,
Me., to Saint .Croix,
.Croix,
Vanceboro, Me.,
26
New Brunswick
Brunswick ------------New
Saint John
John River
Canada and, beRiver by Canada
Saint
tween
Fort Kent,
Kent, Me.,and Clairs,
tween Fort
New
Brunswick
27
New Brunswick--------------RepresenMajority Floor
Floor Leader,
Leader, House of RepresenMajority
tatives,
legislative
appropriation for
legislative clerk,
clerk,
appropriation
584, 1292
clerks, etc
etc
1292
--------------clerks,
positions and
established of clerks,
and pay established
positions
152
etc., in
of
in office of--------------etc.,
Makah
Indians, Wash.,
Wash.,
Makah Indians,
appropriation
for support,
support, etc.,
etc., of, adappropriation for
ditional, 1925
708
1925----------------ditional,
Malaby, John
H.,
John H.,
Malaby,
pension
1493
increased---------- -------pension increased
Malley, John
F.,
John F.,
Malley,
1580
accounts-credit
to, in
1580
revenue accounts
internal revenue
in internal
credit to,
Mallon,
Eldora (widow),
Mallon, Eldora
pension
1491
pension----------------------------
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Mallory,
A. (widow),
(widow),
Mallory, Mary
Mary A.
pension
pension--------------------------Mallory
Steamship Company,
Company,
Mallory Steamship
may
suit for
collision damages
damages to
to
may bring
bring suit
for collision
steamship
"Nueces," in
district
steamship "Nueces,"
in district
court
court ---------------------(widow),
Malone, Emily (widow),
pension
increased
pension increased------------------Maria (widow),
Maloney, Maria
pension
pension--------------------------Liquors,
Malt Liquors,
additional special
special tax
additional
tax on
on dealers
dealers in,
in,
where
by State,
etc.,
where forbidden
forbidden by
State, etc.,
laws
laws-----------------------no immunity
from penalty,
no
immunity from
penalty, etc
etc----"Malta
Maru,"
Japanese Steamer,
Steamer,
"Malta Maru," Japanese
owner
of,
may
bring
suit
for
collision
owner of, may bring suit for collision
damages, in
in district
district court -___Maltby
Building, D. C.,
C.,
Maltby Building,
appropriation
etc
587,
587,
appropriation for
for repairs,
repairs, etc-----Cave, Ky.,
Mammoth Cave,
Ky.,
deficiency
for securing
securing
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
in region
region of,
for national
national
lands in
of, for
parks ----------------------parks
Secretary
Interior to
determine area
Secretary of Interior
to determine
area
in regions
regions of,
to be
be
of lands
lands in
of, to
acquired for
for national
parks____ -_
acquired
national parks--Mammoth
Company,
Mammoth Oil
Oil Company,
naval oil
reserve in
Wyoming
lease of
of naval
oil reserve
in Wyoming
declared against public
by, declared
public ininterest
terest -----------------------proceedings
cancellation of,
proceedings for cancellation
of, etc.,
etc.,
to
instituted
to be
be instituted--------------Manatee
Fla.,
Manatee River,
River, Fla.,
preliminary
be
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., of, to
to be
made
made ----------------------Manear,
Joanna (widow),
(widow),
Manear,Joanna
pension ------------------- _------_
Mangum,
A. (widow),
(widow),
Mangum, Alice A.
pension
increased -----------------pension increased
Mangum,
Okla.
Mangum, Okla.,
rooms to
provided_
terms of
of court
court at;
at; rooms
to be
be providedManhasset
Manhasset Bay, N. Y.,
Y.,
preliminary examination,
etc., of,
to be
preliminary
examination, etc.,
of, to
be
made ----------------------made
Manley,
(widow),
Manley, Mary
Mary A.
A. (widow),
increased -----------------_
pension increased
Bertha (widow),
(widow),
Mann, Bertha
pension
pension ------------------.------ _
Frank T.,
Mann, Frank
in accounts
credit allowed
allowed in
accounts of
of--------Isabel D.
Mann, Isabel
D. (widow),
(widow),
pension -------------------------M.,
Mann, Robert
Robert M.,
pension
pension -------------------------Manning, Clara
Manning,
Clara E.
E. (widow),
(widow),
pension
pension increased
increased ------------------ _
"Manning," Coast
Coast Guard
"Manning,"
Guard Cutter,
Cutter,
deficiency appropriation
emergent
deficiency
appropriation for
for emergent
repairs
to
repairs to ------------ _------_
Maims,
Marie
F.
(widow),
Manns, Marie F. (widow),
pension increased
increased -----------------pension
_
Manteo,
Manteo, N.
N. C.,
C.,
preliminary examination,
preliminary
examination, etc.,
etc., of, to be
made
channel,
made for connecting
connecting channel,
with Norfolk-Beaufort
Norfolk-Beaufort waterway
way-----------------------Manti National
National Forest,
Marnti
Forest, Utah,
proclamation
enlarging area
area of
of ------proclamation enlarging
Manzano National
Forest, N.
N. Mex.,
Mex.,
Manzano
National Forest,
proclamation enlarging
enlarging area
proclamation
area ---------Mapel,
Mapel, Anna (widow),
(widow),
pension
increased
pension increased----------------- _

INDEX.
INDEX.
Page.
Page

1457
1457

1589
1416
1416
1487
1487

327
327
327
327
1577
1577
1295
1295

1331
1331
959
959

55
66
1194
1194
1434
1434
1446
1446
946
946
1192
1192
1495
1495
1435
1435
1561
1561
1528
1528
1473
1473
1453
1453
757
757
1382
1382

1193
1980
1980

1966
1502
1502

Maple Street
Street NW.,
D. C.,
Page.
NW., D.
C.,
Maple
appropriation
to
for paving,
paving, etc.,
etc., Vine to
appropriation for
Carroll Streets;
Streets; from
Carroll
from gasolinegasolinetax fund
1226
fund--------------------1226
Maps, Geologic,
Maps,
Geologic,
appropriation
for
engraving
and
printappropriation for engraving and print419,
ing --------------------419, 1173
1173
Maps,
Maps, Military,
Military,
appropriation
for
topographic
surveys,
appropriation for topographic surveys,
etc., for
496, 911
etc.,
for-----------------496,
911
assistance of
Geological, Coast
Coast and
assistance
of Geological,
and
Geodetic
Surveys,
etc
496,
911
Geodetic Surveys, etc ------ 496, 911
for,
711
for, additional,
additional, 1925
1925-------------711
Maps,
Post
etc.,
Maps, Post Route,
Route, etc.,
appropriation
for
preparing,
etc.;
etc.;
for preparing,
appropriation
sales
88,
sales--------------------88, 787
787
Maps,
United States,
Maps, United
States,
appropriation for
for connected;
distribuconnected; distribuappropriation
tion -------------------393, 1144
1144
for separate
State and
Territorial_ 393,
393, 1144
1144
for
separate State
and Territorial_
designated areas
areas under
under enlarged
enlarged
designated
homestead provisions-----provisions
1144
homestead
393, 1144
Marcus Hook, Pa.,
Pa.
Marcus
appropriation
, quarantine
station,
quarantine station,
appropriationPa.for
floating
79
floating equipment, etc
etc- ----79
Mare Island,
Island, Calif.,
Mare
Calif.,
appropriation
for
navy
yard,
public
appropriation- for navy yard, public
works
198,
876
works------------------ --198, 876
naval hospital
hospital buildings at, to be renaval
replaced by modern buildings,
buildings,
from naval
196
from
naval hospital
hospital fund
fund ------196
additions
authorized
196
additions authorized--------------196
Marine Band
(see Marine
Marine Corps).
Marine
Band (see
Corps).
Marine Corps,
Marine
Corps,
appropriation for officers, active and
appropriation

Fleet Marine
Marine Corps
Corps reserve
reserve list;
allowances
201, 878
878
pay and
and allowances---------201,
for
201, 879
for subsistence
subsistence allowance
allowance ------201,
879
for
allowance ------------ 201,
201, 879
879
for rental
rental allowance
for
pay of
list - -202, 879
for pay
of officers,
officers, retired
retired list
202,
879
for
pay of
men, etc
etc -----202, 879
for pay
of enlisted
enlisted men,
202,
879
allowance
and suballowance for
for lodging
lodging and
subsistence-----------------202, 879
sistence
202,
879
for
enlisted men
men -------- _ 202,
202, 879
for retired
retired enlisted
879
for
202, 879
for undrawn clothing
clothing------------ 202,
879
for
allowances, Reserve
for pay
pay and
and allowances,
Reserve
except Fleet
202, 879
Force, except
Fleet Reserve_
Reserve-_ _ 202,
879
for
mileage
to
for mileage
to 'officers
officers without
without
troops
202, 879
troops--------------------202,
879
expenses
Government
expenses only, if on
on Government
ship--------------------202, 879
ship
202,
879
restriction
restriction on pay,
pay, etc.,
etc., to officers
engaged in
in other
Governengaged
other than
than Governservice while
while on
ment service
on leave_
leave___ 202, 879
879
202, 879
for pay
pay of civil
civil force
force ------------- 202,
879
provisions, etc
203, 879
for provisions,
etc--------------- 203,
879
ice machines,
etc
203, 880
ice
machines, etc-------------203,
880
for clothing,
men ------ _ 203,
203, 880
for
clothing, enlisted
enlisted men
880
fuel, etc ------------------203,
for fuel,
203, 880
880
for military
military stores,
for
stores, etc
etc ---------- 203,
203, 880
880
transportation and
203, 880
880
for transportation
and recruiting
recruiting - 203,
dependents
dependents of
of officers
officers and
and enlisted
enlisted
men -----------------------880
880
for
barracks, etc.;
etc.; rent,
rent,
for repairs
repairs of
of barracks,
etc ----------------------- 203,
880
203,880
for forage,
forage, etc --.---------203,
880
203, 880
contingent expenses ---------- 203,
for contingent
880
203, 880
funeral
expenses
of
officers
and
enfuneral expenses of officers and enlisted
203,
880
listed men --------------203,880
laundries
laundries --------------203, 880
880
passenger carrying
carrying vehicles ---203,
passenger
203, 880
disbursement and accounting__
disbursement
accounting-_- - 203,
203, 880
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Page.
Marine
Page. 1Marine
Marine Corps
Corps Reserve-Continued.
Reserve-Continued.
Corps-Continued.
Marine Corps-Continued.
established
in lieu of former Reserve
Reserve_ -_ 1080
appropriation for
transporting, etc.,
established in
etc., refor transporting,
appropriation
classified into
Volunteer
Fleet and
and Volunteer
into Fleet
mains of
officers and enlisted
classified
of officers
mains
Marine
Corps Reserves
1080
1080
men
Reserves-------875, 880
Marine Corps
203, 875,
196, 203,
men--------------- 196,
Marine Glasses,
Glasses,
Marine
for
depot for,
supply depot
constructing supply
for constructing
excise
etc., by dealers;
dealers;
tax on,
on, sold, etc.,
excise tax
San Francisco,
Francisco, Calif.;
Calif.; site transSan
324
exception ------------------324
exception
ferred from
Treasury DepartDepartfrom Treasury
ferred
Marine Hospitals
Health
(see also
also Public Health
Hospitals (see
ment for
for -------------------198 Marine
ment
Service),
Service),
for pay
force, additional,
civil force,
of civil
pay of
for
Md., imappropriation
Baltimore, Md.,
for Baltimore,
appropriation for
1925
_
710
1925----------------------provements
79, 778
provements----------------57,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for pay -----deficiency
for
improvements-_-__ 778
Mass., improvements_
for Boston,
Boston, Mass.,
61,
1349, 1351, 1353
760, 1349,
61, 698,
698, 760,
for
Carville, La.,
improvements_ - 79, 778
for Carville,
La., improvementsfor contingent-------------------contingent
61
for
for
Mich., improvements___
improvements_ __
79
Detroit, Mich.,
for Detroit,
for Quartermaster's
__ _
51,
Department --Quartermaster's Department_
for
for
La., improvements
improvements_
778
778
Orleans,' La.,
for New
New Orleans
1353
700, 760, 1349, 1351, 1353
61, 698,
698, 700,
for
Saint Louis
Mo., improvements_
79
Louis, Mo.,
for Saint
adjusted compensation
compensation for World
World War
adjusted
778
for
Portland, Me.,
improvements
_
Me., improvements___
for Portland,
121
-- --------------service in
for
Calif., improveimproveFrancisco, Calif.,
San Francisco,
for San
appointment authorized
I. ConConJohn I.
authorized of John
appointment
778
778
ments -- -------------------roy as
on retired list
list__- -_ 1279
captain on
as captain
roy
for
maintenance, etc.,
etc., additional,
additional,
for maintenance,
gunner;
marine
Dobbertin,
J.
John
Johnand
J. retired
Dobbertin,
if incapacitated
marine gunner; 1012
710
1925
----------------------1925710
1012
and retired if incapacitated---for
preservation ------- 80, 779
779
for repairs and preservation
enlisted men
men retired,
retired, who served
served as
as
enlisted
for
mechanical equipment
779
81, 779
equipment ------for mechanical
commissioned
officers in
World
in World
commissioned officers
deficiency
Key West,
West,
appropriation for Key
deficiency appropriation
War,
pay of retired warWar, to have pay
Fla
51
Fla----------------------- rant officers
472
officers ----------------rant
maintenance -----------------58
for maintenance
Marine Band leader
leader to have pay,
Marine
Detroit, Mich.,
Mich., to be sold and
and proceeds
Detroit,
1274
etc., of captain
captain--------------etc.,
construction of
site and
and construction
new site
for new
second leader
leader and
pay
musicians, pay
and musicians,
second
hospital for Public Health Servhospital
and allowances--------------allowances
1274
1274
and
ice beneficiaries,
beneficiaries, etc
660
etc ---------ice
longevity increase,
increase, etc----------etc
1274
longevity
State,'
Schools, State
Marine Schools,
- _ 1274 Marine
'pay
effective from
from July
1922- _
1, 1922_
July 1,
pay effective
appropriation for New York, Massaappropriation
services
counted for
for longevity
longevity if
services counted
chusetts,
and Pennsylvania-_
Pennsylvania__ 184,863
184, 863
chusetts, and
promoted
1274
leader ----------- 1274
to leader
promoted to
concert
o
allowances during concert
o loss
loss of allowances
Marines,
Marines, etc.,
tours
1274
tours---------------------appropriation
rehabilitavocational rehabilitafor vocational
appropriation for
per diem
making aerial
tion of
discharged disabled__
allowance for making
diem allowance
per
disabled - 533, 1211
tion
of discharged
surveys
harbors__ 1191 Marion
and harbors
rivers and
of rivers
surveys of
Marion County,
S. C.,
County, S.
promotions below
subject to
to
colonel, subject
below colonel,
bridge authorized across
across Lumber River
River
promotions
bridge
certificate
examining board
of examining
near Nichols,
by South
certificate of
Carolina,
South Carolina,
Nichols, by
near
as
to professional
professional qualifications,
qualifications,
12
as to
and-----------Horry
County and
Horry County
etc
1272
etc------------------------Savage Landing, by
Peedee River,
River, Savage
Peedee
reexamination authorized
in one year
authorized in
647
Florence
County and---------and
reexamination
Florence County
1272 karion,
if
qualify -----------if failing to qualify
Ind.,
Marion, Ind.,
to
discharged with
honorably discharged
be honorably
to be
appropriation
Volunteer
for expenses, Volunteer
appropriation for
one year's
year's pay, if service less
one
Soldiers'
518,
932
518,932
Home -----------Soldiers' Home
than
year, and
and failing
again_ 1272
failing againone year,
than one
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for Volunteer
Volunteer
deficiency
retained,
ineligible for
promofor promobut ineligible
retained, but
Soldiers'
Home------------ 762, 1346
Soldiers' Home
tion,
service more
than ten
ten
more than
if service
tion, if
Maritime
Transactions,
Transactions,
Maritime
years
years ---------------- -------- 1272
provisions for written
written contracts subprovisions
retirement
pay; limit
1272
limit -----------retirement pay;
mittingi to arbitration controbrigadier
generals of the line to be from
brigadier generals
versies
n ------------------883
versies in
line
colonels on
promotion list
list.. -_ 1272
on promotion
line colonels
Marix, Grace
Grace F.
(widow),
F. (widow),
Marix,
heads
of staff
departments appointed
appointed for
staff departments
heads of
1403
pension increased
increased -----------------pension
term
four years
1272
years ------------of four
term of
Markets
Bureau, Department
Agriculture,
Departmentof Agriculture,
Markets Bureau,
promotion from
list of
perof pereligible list
from eligible
promotion
deficiency appropriation
general
appropriation for general
deficiency
manent
1272
1272
appointments .-------.
manent appointments
759
expenses ---------------759
expenses
preparation
list
1272
of list-----------preparation of
Markets,
D.
C.,
D.
C.,
Markets,
from
field
officers
if
no
staff
officer
from field officers if no staff
and
appropriation for
maintenance and
for maintenance
appropriation
on
eligible list
list --------------1272
on eligible
repair ----------------1218
541, 1218
repair
colonels not
not on
on eligible
eligible list for brigadier
brigadier
colonels
for refrigerating
refrigerating plant, engineer_
1218
engineer ---___ 1218
for
if over 56,
general
or staff head, if
general or
F. (widow),
Cora F.
Marlette, Cora
to
be retired
retired ----------------- 1273 Marlette,
to be
pension ---------------------------1483
1483
pension
rental allowances
allowances to, officers modifiedmodified_ _
250
rental
Marley, Mary
Mary (daughter),
(daughter),
Marley,
retainer pay
transferred members of
of transferred
pay of
retainer
---------------1462
increased
pension increased
Reserve,
Fleet
Marine Corps Reserve,
Fleet Marine
A.,
Maron, F. A.,
Maron,
July 1,
computed at rates
1, 1922,
1922, computed
July
payment to,
to, for
for personal
personal injuries
1372
injuries ---payment
for
men
251
enlisted men-------------for enlisted
Marsh, Annie
Annie M.
(widow),
M. (widow),
Marsh,
service
record of Charles W. Gibson corservice record
1529
pension1529
pension------------------------rected -------------------- 1602
rected
Marsh, Henry
Henry (son),
Marsh,
Marine Corps
Corps Fleet
Fleet Reserve,
Class One,
One,
Reserve, Class
Marine
pension
1477
pension-------------------------appropriation
for pay
allowances,
and allowances,
pay and
appropriation for
L.,
John L.
Marshall, John
officers
201,
878 Marshall,
201, 878
-officers--------------pension
increased
1393
1393
pension increased -----------------Marine Corps
Corps Reserve,
Marine
Marshall,
T.,
Barron T.,
La Barron
Marshall, La
appropriation
for pay
pay allowances
allowances of,
of, exexappropriation for
pension increased
1394
increased------------------pension
cept Fleet
Fleet Reserve
Reserve---------- 202, 879
cept

2164
2164
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Marshall,
Page.
Page.
J. (widow),
(widow),
Mary J.
Marshall, Mary
pension _----------•
1425
------------1425
pension
Marshall,
T.,
Marshall, William
William T.,
increased -----------------1386
pension increased
Marshals,
Courts,
Marshals, United
United States Courts,
appropriation
fees, etc_
1029
etc_ 220, 1029
for salaries,
salaries, fees,
appropriation for
for salaries,
salaries, etc., additional, 1925__1925_ __
709
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for---------for
44,
171, 687, 698, 760, 1333, 1351
56, 61,
61, 171,
Marten, Charles
J.,
Marten,
Charles J.,
1413
pension
increased ------------------1413
pension increased
Marthas Vineyard,
Vineyard, Mass.,
Marthas
preliminary
etc., of Gay
examination, etc.,
preliminary examination,
Head,
to be
be made------------made
1191
1191
Head, to
made
1192
West Chop
Chop shore, to be made---of West
Martin, Major
Major Frederick
L., Army Air
Frederick L.,
Martin,
Service,
Service,
distinguished
service
medal
preto be
be predistinguished service medal to
sented
to -------------------979
979
sented to
may
accept medals,
medals, etc., from foreign
may accept
governments ----------------979
governments
Martin, Joseph
Martin,
Joseph J.,
J.,
naval
1556
pay to,
to, for
for death
death of
of son_ 1556
naval gratuity pay
Martin,
Josephine Wood (widow),
(widow),
Martin, Josephine
1508
pension -------------------------Martin,
J. (widow),
(widow),
Martin, Mary
Mary J.
pension increased------------------increased
1441
pension
Martin,
B.,
Robert B.,
Martin, Robert
1488
pension --------------------------Martinez,
(son),
Martinez, Josefa
Josefa (son),
-__ 1460
---__------_--___
pension __-Martinsburg,
W. Va.
Martinsburg,W.
Va.,'Old National
NationalBank,
Bank,
redemption
of ininredemption of
of lost certificates
certificates of
debtedness of --------------1360
debtedness
Martz,
(widow),
Martz, Louise
Louise (widow),
pension
1515
1515
------------------pension-----Maryland,
Maryland,
in, authorized
authorized for
acquisition of
of lands in,
park,
etc., system of District of
park, etc.,
Columbia_------------------463
Columbia
463
Maryland
Maryland Casualty
Casualty Company,
redemption of lost certificate
certificate of inredemption
debtedness
1536
1536
debtedness to
to------------___
Maryland
District,
MarylandJudicial
JudicialDistrict,
1106
of court,
court, at
at Denton
Denton----____--- - 1106
terms of
Mason,
L.,
Hudson L.,
Mason, Hudson
issue of homestead
homestead patent to
to--------810
Mason Mary
(widow),
Mason,
Mary (widow),
pension
1418
1418
pension---------------------------Mason,
M., '
Mason, Thomas M.
pension
1403
pension increased
increased------------------Masontown,
Pa.,
Masontown, Pa.,
bridge authorized
authorized across
Monongahela
across Monongahela
bridge
River
at -------------------376
376
River at
Massachusetts,
Massachusetts,
appropriation
reimbursing,
for
appropriation for reimbursing,
863
expenses------ 184, 866
marine school
school expenses
Massachusetts
Avenue SE.,
SE., D.
D. C.,
MassachusettsAvenue
to
appropriation for paving, Fifteenth
Fifteenth to
appropriation
Sixteenth Streets
546
Sixteenth
Streets ------------Massachusetts Judicial
District,
JudicialDistrict,
Massachusetts
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for paying
paying
deficiency
judgment of court,
court, to
owners of
to owners
judgment
barge "Havana"
1347
barge
"Havana" ------------ Massie,
jr.,
Massie, Jeptha,
Jeptha,jr.,
pension ---------------------------1462
pension
Masters,
Lizzie C. (daughter),
(daughter),
Masters, Lizzie
pension
1437
1437
pension------------------------Maternity
Infancy Hygiene Act,
Maternity and
and Infancy
appropriation
for
expenses,
Children's
Children's
appropriation for expenses,
Bureau, executing
executing---------- 241, 1051
Bureau,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for expenses
expenses of
deficiency
Children's
in
Children's Bureau
Bureau executing,
executing, in
Hawaii --688
----------------Hawaii
Mathena,
(widow),
Mathena, Amelia (widow),
1431
pension ---------------------------

Page.
Page.
Mathewson,
A. (widow),
Mary A.
Mathewson, Mary
1531
1531
pension increased
increased -----------------pension
Matlock,
S.,
Albert S.,
Matlock, Albert
1562
accounts of
1562
of ---------in postal accounts
credit in
Mallen,
Elizabeth (widow),
(widow),
Matten, Elizabeth
1503
1503
pension increased
_
pension
increased------------------Matthews,
E. (widow),
(widow),
Hattie E.
Matthews, Hattie
1456
1456
pension
increase& -----------------pension increased
Y.,
Mattituck,
Mattituck, N. Y.,
preliminary
examination,
etc.,
of
harpreliminary examination,
1192
bor, to
to be
be made--------------made
1192
bor,
Maurice River, N.
J.,
Maurice
N. J.,
preliminary
examination, etc.,
etc., of, to be
preliminary examination,
1192
1192
made-----------------------made
Maust, Hester
Hester A.
A. (widow),
(widow),
Maust,
1459
1459
pension
pension -_----------------------Mavity, L:
(widow),
Mavity,
L: Anna (widow),
pension
1441
increased -----------------.. 1441
pension increased
P. R.,
R.,
Mayaguez, P.
preliminary
of harharetc., of
examination, etc.,
preliminary examination,
1197
1197
made
be made--------------bor, to be
(widow),
Maxwell, Mary
Mary (widow),
1497
pension
pension ------------------------- - 1497
May, Ada
(widow),
May,
Ada (widow),
pension
1514
1514
pension increased
increased------------------Maynard, Emma
(daughter),
Maynard,
Emma L.
L. (daughter),
pension
1523
-pension-------------------------Mayor, Gilbert
Gilbert E.,
E.,
Mayor,
pension increased
_
1395
1395
increased------------------pension
Me-ge-zee,
Indians,
Me-ge-zee, Mille
Mille Lac
Lac Band
Band of Indians,
Chief,
payment
Claims
from Court
Court of Claims
payment to,
to, from
818
judgment for
Band _
818
for the
the Band-------judgment
Meacham,
J. (widow),
Remigia J.
Meacham, Remigia
1394
pension
1394
pension--------------------------Meacum,
J.,
Meacunt, Edward J.,
1401
-1401
pension
pension -------------------------Meadows, Francis
FrancisM.,
M.,
pension
1452
pension---------------------------Meagher,
Sarsfield,
Meagher, William
William Sarsfield,
reimbursement
Victory
stolen Victory
reimbursement to, for stolen
notes
1277
notes----------------------1277
Means, Remetha H.
H. (widow),
(widow),
Means,
pension
increased _
1521
1521
pension increased------------------Products,
Meat and Meat
Meat Products,
appropriation
investigating ecoappropriation for investigating
nomic
costs of retail marketing
marketing
nomic costs
of
453,
844
453, 844
of---------------------- -

Meat Inspection
Meat
Inspection,'
appropriation
for additional
additional expenses_ 439,
439, 829
appropriation for
extended
equine meat;
meat; labels,
extended to
to equine
etc.
required --------------- 440,
440, 829
etc., required
705
for,
705
for, additional, 1925 -------------Mechanical
Engineering,
MechanicalEngineering,
appropriation
appastandardizing appaappropriation for
for standardizing
ratus,
etc., used in
231, 1040
1040
in -------.
231,
ratus, etc.,
Mechanical
Buildings,
Public Buildings,
Mechanical Equipment,
Equipment, Public
appropriation for
for heating,
hoisting,
heating, hoisting,
appropriation
etc
80,
779
etc-----------------------80, 779
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for..
for_ 58,
58, 698, 761, 1349
Mechanical
'
Mechanical Musical
Musical Reproductions
Reproductions,
proclamation including,
including, in
proclamation
in dopyright
copyright
1932
privileges
privileges to Canada -------1976
to Switzerland
Switzerland ------------------to Union of South Africa
Africa----------1957
1957
Mechanics and Metals
Metals National
National Bank
Mechanics
Bank,
York
payment to,
to, as
as successor to New Cork
Produce Exchange Bank for ununlawful
levy
1584
1584
lawful levy -----------------Mecklenburg
Sesquicentennial Commission,
Commission,
Mecklenburg Sesquicentennial
United
States
United States,
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for celebrating
celebrating
the
declaration of
independence
of independence
the declaration
in Mecklingburg
Mecklingburg County, N. C.,
May, 1775
1775 -----------------1317
May,
1317
g

.

INDEX.
Mecklenburg Sesquicentennial
Commission,
SesquicentennialCommission,
Mecklenburg

Page.

United States-Continued.
States-Continued.
United
established; composition
composition -------.-1267
__
amount authorized
expenses outside
authorized for expenses
the District---------------...
District
1267
for participating
participating in celebration
celebration at
declaraCharlotte, N. C., of the declaration of independence
independence of MeckMecklenburg County citizens of the
1775__English Crown in May, 1775_
__ 1267
1267

Medal,
Medal,

preparation
preparation at the mint of, to commemorate first shipload of Norse
immigrants
immigrants arriving in United
1096
States ---------------------Medals and
Decorations Foreign,
Foreign,
Medals
and Decorations,
acceptance
tendered to
to
acceptance authorized of, tendered
Army Air Service officers
officers for
world
airplane flight
979
flight----------world airplane
Medals of
Army,
of Honor,
Honor, etc.,
etc., Army,
Medals
balances of appropriations
covered
appropriations for, covered
in--------------------934
--Medford,
Oreg.,
Medford, Oreg.,
acceptance
Crater
acceptance of land from, for Crater
606
-Lake Park -------------Veterans'
Medical
and Hospital
Services, Veterans'
Hospital Services,
Medical and
Bureau,
Bureau,
appropriations for,
1210
beneficiaries - 532, 1210
for, to beneficiaries__
appropriations
55,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for ---------697, 700, 759, 1348, 1351, 1353
Medical
and Surgical
Surgical History
History of
of the
the World
World
Medical and
War,
War,
514, 929
appropriation for preparing
preparing- ----appropriation
712
additional, 1925
1925--------- ----for, additional,
Medical
Medical Department,
Department, Army,
Army,
appropriation for
contract surgeons
surgeons__- 482, 896
for contract
appropriation
nurses--------------------- 482, 896
for nurses
matrons
482, 896
for hospital matrons------------supplies-- 493, 908
for medical and hospital supplies
destruction, Canal
for mosquito destruction,
493,908
493,
908
Zone -------------------etc------- 493, 909
for veterinary
veterinary supplies, etc
for private
treatment, etc.; excepexcepprivate treatment,
for
tion ---493, 909
---------------for preventing,
preventing, etc., contagious
discontagious disfor
493, 909
eases ------------------etc_ 493, 909
employees, nurses, etcfor civilian
civilian employees,
494, 909
etc
for tuition of officers, etc-------Springs Hospital_
Hospital- 494, 909
for supplies, Hot Springs
for miscellaneous
expenses ----494, 909
miscellaneous expenses
for
use
Medical and Surgical
Surgical Hisuse for Medical
tory
with Germany, forof War with
tory of
bidden
494, 909
- 494,909
bidden--------------for hospital care, Canal
Zone garriCanal Zone
for
494,909
sons ------------------494, 909
494, 909
Museum --------for Medical
Medical Museum
library,
Surgeon
General's
General's
library, Surgeon
for
494, 909
Office -------------------- 494,909
personnel, Office of Surfor civilian personnel,
geon
494, 910
General -------------- 494,910
geon General
artificial limbs, etc --------- 514, 929
for artificial
for surgical appliances
appliances for disabled
soldiers,
514 929
soldiers, etc -------------- 514,929
514, 929
for trusses -------------------- 514,929
for
Medical and Surgical History of
for Medical
World
War
929
514,
World War --------------for
additional, 1925
711
1925------for supplies,
supplies, additional,
for
services,
medical and hospital services,
for medical
additional, 1925
711
1925------ ------additional,
for Medical and Surgical History of
the
additional, 1925_
712
1925World War, additional,
the World
deficiency appropriation
supplies__ _
59,
59,
appropriation for supplies-_deficiency
60, 62,
762
60,
62, 699,
699, 762
45822°-VOL 43-PT 2--55
2- 55
45822'--VOL
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Medical
Department, Army-Continued.
Army-Continued. Page.
Medical Department,
additional land for Medical Field ServServadditional
to
Barracks, to
ice School, Carlisle Barracks,
- be acquired-----------------acquired
658
available -----------------money available
658
officers excepted
excepted from requirement
requirement of
officers
470
duty with troops
troops------------Bureau of
of
Medical
Navy (see
(see Bureau
Department, Navy
Medical Department,
Medicine
Surgery, Navy).
Medicine and Surgery,
Medical
Inspectors, Public
Public Schools,
Schools, D.
C.,
D. C.,
Medical Inspectors,
appropriation for; division
division ------ _ 556, 1232
1232
appropriation
Medical
Museum, D.
C., Army,
Army,
Medical Museum,
D. C.,
appropriation for preserving
preserving specimens,
appropriation
etc ----------------------494, 909
Medical
Reserve
Corps,
Army,
Medical Reserve Corps, Army,
pay, etc.,
officers and nurses caring
pay,
etc., of officers
for Veterans'
benefiVeterans' Bureau beneficiaries at Army hospitals may
allotments thereof
507
thereof--- be from allotments
Medical Society,
D. C.,
Medical
Society, D.
C.,
incorporators
153
purposes----------incorporators and purposes
etc
153
property ownership
ownership, etc-----------Wyo.,
Medicine Bow
Bow Nationd
National Forest,
Forest, Wyo.,
Medicine
lands authorized
authorized to be added to -----594
1964
proclamation
area of ------1964
proclamation enlarging area
addition designated
designated as a
a game preaddition
serve
1965
serve----------------------Medicines, Adulterated,
Adulterated, etc.,
etc.,
Medicines,
appropriation
preventing
appropriation for expenses preventing
sale,
- 447, 837
of-----------sale, etc.,
etc., of
Mediterranean Fruit
Fruit Fly,
Mediterranean
449, 839
appropriation
etc
appropriation for investigations, etcMedley, Margaret
(widow),
MargaretA.
A. (widow),
Medley,
pension increased
increased------------------- • 1421
Meece, Catherine
Catherine (widow),
(widow),
Meece,
1473
pension increased--------------increased
---Meek, Alexander
Alexander R.,
K.,
Meek,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for services_
1313
services- 672, 1313
Meeks Ferry,
Ferry, Miss.,
Miss. ,
Meeks
bridge
88
bridge authorized across Pearl River at_
Meeks, Jesse
L.,
Meeks,
Jesse L.,
military record corrected
corrected ----------1373
Meerschaum, etc.,
etc., Pipes,
Pipes,
Meerschaum,
323
-_
etc -- _
excise
on, sold
sold by
producer, etc__
by producer,
tax on,
excise tax
Meinecke, Mrs.
E. J.,
J.,
Mrs. E.
Meinecke,
-husband--payment to, for loss of husband
1578
Melbourne,
Fla.,
Melbourne, Fla.,
preliminary
preliminary examination, etc., of harmade------ 1194
bor and inlet, to be made
MelZander, Roxanna
(widow),
Roxanna (widow),
Mellander,
increased------------------- 1501
pension increased
Meloy,
Gertrude (daughter),
(daughter),
Meloy, Gertrude
1435
increased------------------pension increased
Members
of the
the House
of Representatives,
Representatives,
House of
Members of
appropriation
for
compensation__
_
_
581,
1289
581, 1289
appropriation for compensation -for mileage
1289
for
mileage------------------ 582, 1289
585, 1293
for clerk
clerk hire---------------hire
1293
for
amount established for clerk hire for;
mode of payment, etc
152
etc--------compensation of, after March
March 4, 1925-1925_ _ 1301
compensation
1313
immediately available ------------1313
immediately
Memorial,
Memorial,
apptopriation for completing
completing MacdonMacdonappropriation
for victory on Lake Chamough, for
515
515
plain in 1814 ---------------Memorial
President
to former
former President
Service to
Memorial Service
Wilson,
Wilson,
joint
Houses of
joint session of the two Houses
Congress ordered
ordered for December
December
Congress
15, 1924,
1924, for---------------1614
Memorial
Service to
Harding,
President Harding,
to late
late President
MemorialService
joint
of
of the two Houses of
meeting of
joint meeting
Congress ordered
ordered for February
Congress
27,
1609
for----------------27, 1924,
1924, for

2166
2166
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Page.
Memorial to the Women
World War, Page.
Women of the World
Memorial
deficiency
appropriation for contribucontribudeficiency appropriation
1314
1314
erection of ---..-----...
tion to erection
amount
authorized for
to'
for a
a building
building to
amount authorized
commemorate
commemorate the services of
patriotic American women dur665
ing the World War -------on
ground of Memorial
Memorial to Women
of
Women of
on ground
665
Civil War---.................
War
design
required; miniminiand character
character required;
design and
665
mum cost..--------. -------.
mum
665
use by American
American National
National Red CrossCross_
authorization
payable until equal
equal
authorization not payable
amount raised
raised by private sub666
scription
scription------------------until plan approved
approved by designated
designated
commission
commission, and of Commis666
sion of Fine
Pine Arts -----------666
etc---------expenditures, etc
control of expenditures,
American Red Cross responsible
responsible for
American
666
care,
etc
care, etc-----------------Memorial
Women of Civil War, D. C.,
Memorialto Women
to
Memorial to
erection of building as aa Memorial
Women of World War
War authorized
Women
on site of -----------------665
use of temporary
temporary buildings on grounds
of, by American
American Red Cross,
Cross, continued ------------------975
removal
31, 1926 ---975
December 31,
removal by December
Memorials,
Memorials,
authorized
John
authorized in memory of John and John
Quincy Adams at Quincy, MassMass_ 1302
Memorials,
Memorials, D. C.,
erection authorized
Navy and Maauthorized of Navy
rine, dedicated to Americans
Americans lost
14
grounds
14
at sea, on public grounds-----to members from the District
District serving
in the World War, in Potomac
Park
666
Park------------------plans, etc., may be procured by Roosevelt Memorial
Memorial Association for,
to Theodore Roosevelt
Roosevelt -----935
935
Memphis
Memphis,' Tenn.,
Army tents
loaned for United
United
tents, etc., loaned
Confederate Veterans'
reunion
Veterans' reunion
114
in
in------------------------Mendoza, Casimira,
Casimira,
payment to heirs of, for death of her son_
1563
payment
Menominee Indian
Reservation, Wis.,
Indian Reservation,
investigations, etc., on Indian
forest investigations,
reservations not applicable
applicable to_
to.. 399, 1149
1149
reservations
contracts with white men
logging, etc., contracts
allowed fortimber
for timber operations
operations onon..
793
793
allowed
Menominee Indians,
Indians, Wis.,
deficiency appropriations
appropriations for rebuilding
sawmill at Neopit, Wis
1330
Wis------Mercer t Rhoda
(widow),
Mercer,
Rhoda (widow),
pension
pension-------__---- .--------- 1428
Merchant
Merchant Marine
Marine Act,
Act, 1920,
amendment to, extending use of ShipBoard construction
construction loan
ping Board
fund
467
fund-----------------------provisions for reconditioning
reconditioning of ves468
sels ------.-----.-------Merchant
Marine Naval
Naval Reserve,
Merchant Marine
constituted of citizens following
following the
constituted
1089
--------------sea, etc--transfers
Volunteer Naval Reserve_ 1089
transfers to Volunteer
1089
training given on application..------1089
training
payment when not on active naval duty _ 1089
1089
1089
Congress- 1089
to action
action by Congress_
funds subject
subject to
1089
flag or emblem for vessel
vessel of
1089
of---....--.
regulltions
etc
1089
_-......-------regulations, etcMerchant,
Martha M. (widow),
(widow),
Merchant, Martha
pension
1426
pension..-------------------------- 1426

Merchant
Merchant Vessels,
provisions for loan
Shipping
loan from Shipping
provisions
Board for constructing, in Amereffimost modern effiican yards,
yards, of most
equipment, etc
etc ---------cient equipment,
for
best
already built, with best
for outfitting already
modern equipment,
equipment, etc -------modern
Meridian,
Meridian, Miss.,
at------------------terms of court at
Meriwether
Monument,
National Monument,
Meriwether Lewis National
Tenn.,
proclamation setting aside ---------proclamation
Merrifield,
A. (widow),
(widow),
Merrifield, Mary A.
pension ------------------------pension
Merritt
Derrick and
and WreckChapman Derrick
Merritt and Chapman
ing Company,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for paying
to-----------------judgment to
Merritt
.
,William C.,
Merritt,
pension ------------------------pension
Mesa
Unit, Yuma
Irrigation Project,
Project,Ariz.,
Yuma Irrigation
Mesa Unit,
amount authorized
authorized for completing system to furnish water to irrigable
lands in ------------------Mesa
National Park,
Park, Colo.,
Mesa Verde National
appropriation for protection,
etc___ 424,
protection, etc--appropriation
1925----for protection,
additional, 1925
protection, additional,
deficiency appropriation
repairing
deficiency
appropriation for repairing
damages
flood damages---------------Mescalero
Agency, N. Mex.,
Mescalero Agency,
appropriation for
support, etc.
etc., of
for support
appropriation
Indians at, from tribal fundsfund;_ 411,
Indians
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for civilian
deficiency
employees at----------------at
employees
Mescalero
Indian Hospital,
Hospital, N. Mex.,
Mescalero Indian
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc., ofof_
appropriation

Page.
Page

467
467

467
882
1986
1496

54

1508

962
962
1177
1177
709
686

1161
1329

1
4
1
0
5
8
9,
408,
1159
N.
Mex.,
Mescalero Indian
Indian Reservation,
Mescalero
appropriation for constructing
constructing roads
and bridges
bridges in; repayment__
1163
repayment-_ 413, 1163
Messages and
and Documents,
preparation of annual abridgment
abridgment of,
repealed1106
1106
repealed--------------------Messenger Service,
Service Mail,
appropriation for
for----__
-----____
- 87, 785
appropriation
deficiency
59
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for ---------designation of postmasters
postmasters as disbursing
officers for payment
payment of--------of_
356
third and fourth class postmasters,
postmasters, etc.,
may contract
contract for; amount limited_
356
contracts by special delivery
delivery messengers
for, permitted
356
permitted----------------

Messengers,
Messengers,

appropriation for House of RepresentaRepresentaappropriation
tives -----------------------1292
for Senate
Senate ---------------------1288
established of, House
positions and pay established
of Representatives-----------Representatives
151
Senate -------------------------148
148
Messengers with Electoral
Electoral Vote, 1925,
Messengers
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for mileage
mileage_ -__
753
Metallurgical
MetallurgicalProducts,
Products,
appropriation
investigating, etc.,
appropriation for investigating,
processes in 1041
new processes
---------- 232, 1041
Mary E. (widow),
Metlin, Mary
pension1529
pension
---------------------------1529
Metropolitan
Police, D.
D. C. (see Police,
Metropolitan Police,
D. C.).
Metzger,
Julia (widow),
Metzger, Julia
pension1448
pension
--------------------------1448
Mexican Bean Beetle,
appropriation for cooperative
cooperative expenses
appropriation
to control spread of; condition_ 450, 840
for preventing spread of, additional,
additional,
1925---------------------- - 705

INDEX.
Mexican
Commission,
Page.
Boundary Commission,
Mexican Boundary
appropriation for -------1019
appropriation
----- 211, 1019
allowance for taking over water
allowance
gauging being done by Texas___
Texas__ _ 1019
gauging
Mexico,
Mexico,
appropriation
for ambassador
to_--__ 206,
206, 1015
1015
ambassador to
appropriation for
for expenses
expenses preventing
preventing entry of
cotton from -------------- 456, 848
for expenses,
expenses ' eradicating
eradicating pink bollin etc
worm of cotton in,
etc------- 458, 848
for general and specia:1
special claims comStates and_
__ _ 1024
missions, United States
and --deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for joint commission with, on use of waters of
WhitRio Grande, below Fort WhitTex
692
man, Tex-------------------for embassy premises,
premises, repairs, furniture, etc
1338
etc--------------------for fence on border
border of, east of El
Paso, Tex ------------------- 1342
balances of appropriations for transportation of refugee
refugee American
citizens from, covered in------in
935
commissioners authorized to cooperate
cooperate
with representatives
representatives of, as to use
of waters of Rio Grande below
below
Fort Quitman, Tex
118
Tex_--------consent of, to be obtained for constructconstructconsent
ing bridge across Rio
Rio Grande,
Grande, at
at
Alamo Alto, Tex -------------662
Alamo
at Hidalgo, Tex ----------------815
815
at Tornillo, Tex ------------------1214
General and Special Claims Commissions, United States and, per
diem allowance
1340
allowance -------------- 1340
persons born in, construed as nonquota
nonquota
Immigration
immigrants, under Immigration
Act
155
Act------------------------forbidding illegal shipproclamation forbidding
ments of arms, etc.,
etc., to -------1934
reciprocal claims
conventions with__
with --- __ 1730
claims conventions
reciprocal
1722
special claims convention with ------exempt
steamer passenger tickets to, exempt
steamer
from stamp tax--------------tax
335
Mexico
City, Mexico,
Mexico,
Mexico City,
appropriation for superintendent,
superintendent, naappropriation
cemetery at---------at
511, 926
tional cemetery
deficiency appropriation
expenses,
appropriation for expenses,
deficiency
Electrical Communications
Communications meetmeetElectrical
170
170
ing at ---------------------authorized for representation
representation at
at
sum authorized
Inter-American ComComof Inter-American
meeting of
Communimittee on Electrical Communi112
112
in-------------------cations in
Mexico
Commissions,
United
United
Claims Commissions,
Mexico Claims
States
and,
States and,
appropriation for expenses of--------of
1024
appropriation
691
deficiency
deficiency appropriation for expenses Miami,
Fla.,
Miami, Fla.,
improvement of
authorized --1187
of harbor, authorized
improvement
Michigan,
Michigan,
acceptance
acceptance of land from, in exchange
for
Weather Bureau
building at
at
Bureau building
for Weather
East
Lansing----------------East Lansing
additional
payment required
required ------additional payment
disposal
erroneously surveyed
surveyed public
of erroneously
disposal of
Crooked and Pickin, on Crooked
lands in,
Lakes
erel Lakes------------------Michigan
Michigan City, Ind.,
preliminary
harbor
preliminary examination, etc., of, harbor
made-----------------to be made

1097
1098

594
1196

District,
Judicial District,
Michigan
Michigan Western Judicial
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additional judge to be appointed for;
duties, etc
949
etc------------------949
present judge made junior to; on
on
vacancy not to be
death, etc., vacancy
filled ----------------------949
Middleton, C.
C. M.,
M.,
Middleton,
pension
pension 1389
__--------------------.---1389
Midshipmen, Navy,
Navy,
Midshipmen,
appropriation
their
appropriation for mileage from their
homes when entering Naval
Naval
183
Academy-------------------Academy
allowance of
restriction hereafter
hereafter of allowance
appointments as
193
as-------------admissions subsequent to DecemDecemon admissions
ber 13, 1924 ---------------872
872
Miera Constancio,
Miera,
Constancio,
patents issued to, for small holdings
holdings in
1601
New Mexico
Mexico----------------Miera
N.,
Miera, !oilmen°
Filomeno N.,
patent to, for small holding
holding in New
1601
Mexico
Mexico---------------------Migratory
Game Birds,
Birds, etc.,
etc.,
Migratory Game
appropriation for enforcing law protecting
451, 841
tecting-------------------proclamation prescribing
prescribing additional
additional
regulations for protecting
protecting------ 1909,
regulations
1915, 1945, 1961
Mileage,
Mileage,
appropriation
for
Representatives,
Representatives,
appropriation
Resident ComDelegates, and Resident
missioners
1289
missioners---------------- 581, 1289
Senators------------------ 578, 1286
for Senators
Mileage,
Army,
Mileage, Army,
appropriation for officers, etc -------- 482, 897
appropriation
limitation
Government vessel
limitation if on Government
charging transportation
897
transportation fare_
not charging
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for officers,
officers,
deficiency
etc
1352, 1353
699, 1350, 1352,
62, 699,
etc--------Mileage, Marine
Marine Corps,
Corps,
Mileage,
appropriation for
without
for officers without
appropriation
202,879
202, 879
--------------troops expenses only if on Government
Government
expensesvessel879
879
vessel----------------------Miles City,
City, Mont.,
Mont.,
Miles
granted land for a
a public park -------96
granted
Miles,
John E.,
E.,
Miles, John
pension
1401
pension -------------------------Military
Academy,
Military Academy
appropriation for pay of professors,
appropriation
chaplain, constructing
constructing quarterchaplain,
503, 918
master ------------------longevity
503, 918
503,918
.----------------subsistence allowance
allowance --------- 503, 918
subsistence
for pay of cadets 918
-------------- 503, 918
for band---band
503
-----------------for field musicians
503
musicians----------------for
503
detachment------------for service
service detachment
for Cavalry
Cavalry detachment
503
detachment ---------for
Artillery detachment ----------503
for Artillery
503
for Engineer
Engineer detachment----------detachment
for
detachment ------503
for Signal Corps detachment
504
for
Coast Artillery
Artillery detachment
detachment - -for Coast
for miscellaneous
504
miscellaneous ----------------for
employees --------- 504, 918
918
for civilian employees
918
allowance
to organist
organist _------allowance to
disbursement and accounting as
disbursement
one fund -----------------919
919
onefund
quarters,
quarters, fuel, and light to instructors
in
languages
and
tactics__
504,
919
919
tors in languages and tactics_
for
designated exexfor maintenance;
maintenance; designated
penses
504,
919
504,919
penses-------------------Board of Visitors
919
Visitors------------- 504, 919
Board
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Military Records Corrected,
ge. Military
Academy-Continued.
Military
Military
appropriation
Academy—Continued.
for improvements, head1586
Aber, Caleb-----------------------Caleb
for improvements, headappropriation
quarters of enlisted men
Atherton, Francis M
M---------------- 1589
men-----504
Brown, Jesse P
P------------------1603
etc., on desigfor renewing tile roofs, etc.,
Caldwell,
Robert
W
1605
Caldwell, Robert W ---------------nated buildings
buildings -------------504
Coffins, Henry P
1595
additional storm windows
Collins,
P-----------------for additional
windows------504
explosives magazine -----------Paul
- 1543
Crum, Paul--------------------504
for explosives
Michael ------------------1576
Curran, Michael
504
for new cadet hospital -----------remodeling old cadet hospital -Dilks, John W
W------------------ - 1542
504
for remodeling
buildings
Frederick -------------1586
505
for drawings, etc., for new buildings_
Dose, Josiah Frederick
use of balance for preparing
1602
preparing exW ---------------Gibson, Charles W
cavation for new mess hall and
1595
cavation
Hamilton, Robert
Robert F
Hamilton,
F--------------George E
drawing academy
505
Harpham, George
E---------------- 1596
academy------------505
Harrison, Ramon B----------------B
1605
for improving athletic field and
Harrison,
1600
reappropriation -----C
stadium; reappropriation
505
Johnson, Thomas C----------------1362
reimbursement from receipts----receipts
McAtee, John H-----------------505
reimbursement
continuing construction
1599
McNickle, John-------------------John
for continuing
construction of designated public works ----------919
nated
919
Meeks, Jesse L
L ---------------- --- 1373
1368
etc., to be
be
Moran, James ---------------surplus material, tools, etc.,
-Nelson, William
William H
furnished for construction,
construction, inH----------------- 1379
1563
struction, etc -------------505, 919
Isaac J
1563
J--------------------Reese, Isaac
leaves of absence to construction
1597
S------------------- 1597
Tozier, Emelus S
employees
505,
919
Troup,
Palestine
1599
employees ---------------919
Troup, Palestine ------------------1598
purchases permitted without adad0 ----------------Tucker, Albert 0
vertising -----------------1604
505, 919
E-----------------Walker, John E
for pay, additional, 1925
711
1925----------Stephen A -------------- 1596
1596
Winchell, Stephen
•for
maintenance,
additional,
1925_
_
_
711
1603
Herman R ------------for maintenance, additional, 1925_-Woltman, Herman
deficiency appropriation
mainBenjamin F
appropriation for mainYoungs, Benjamin
F---------------- 1605
tenance
63, 1350
1350 Military
tenance------------------Reservations,
Military Reservations,
service
as
cadets
in,
after
March
4,
service
Fort Bliss, Tex.; purchase of additional
1913, not counted in longevity of
lands for-------------------for
964
officers
of
Army,
Navy,
etc
194,
872
officers
Army,
etc-_
Revere, Mass.; sale to town of
Fort Revere,
Military
and
Naval
Compensation,
VetMilitary and
Compensation,
1111
Hull authorized
authorized-------------- 1111
erans' Bureau
Bureau,
necessary perplans to be submitted for necessary
appropriation
for
death
or
disability
disability
appropriation for death
construction at-------at
487
manent construction
payments of------------of
532,
1210
payments
532, 1210
including
487
including Camp Lewis, Wash -- _--Military
and
Naval
Insurance,
Insurance,
Veterans'
Military and Naval
property
funds from sales of real, etc., property
Bureau,
Bureau,
no longer needed for military
appropriation
for
1212
--------------533,
appropriation
purposes --------------------487
487
provisions relating
relating to, in World War
right of way across Anastasia
Anastasia Island,
Veterans'
Act
624
Veterans' Act---------------624
ElecFla., granted Saint Johns ElecMilitary Attaches,
Military
tric Company---------------Company
959
appropriation
expenses, abroad.abroad__ 479, 894
appropriation for expenses,
Military
Reservations, Abandoned,
Military Reservations,
Abandoned,
for rental of offices, garages, etc.,
disposal of designated
designated tracts of, authorfor -------------------.- - 488,
488, 903
ized
ized-----------------------382
Military Establishment
Army),
Military
Establishment (see also Army),
Fort Keogh,
Keogh, Mont.; portion
portion of
of, transNational
sundry matters affecting National
ferred to Agricultural
Agricultural bepartDepartGuard,
363
Guard, etc
etc------------------ment for stock
stock raising, etc.,
Military
National Military
Military
Military Parks
Parks (see National
experiments
experiments -------------- 99
Parks).
Parks).
right of way granted across Lopez and
Military Posts,
Army,
Military
Posts, Army,
957
Shaw Islands, Wash --------apptopriation for constructing, etc.,
appropriation
exchanges at
Military Road
at-------------- 480, 895 Military
Road NW.,
NW. D.
D. C.,
exchanges
recreation
buildings,
training
name
Keokuk Street
name of Keokuk
Street changed
changed to..
to -_--__ 593
593
recreation
camps, etc ---------------- 480, 895 Military
Military Service,
for construction,
construction, etc ------------ 487, 902
deficiency appropriation
registraappropriation for registraSill Okla ---------------for Fort Sill,
487
expenses
62, 761
tion, etc.,
etc., expenses----------62,761
Panama Canal------Canal
for storehouse Panama
488 Military
Military Training
Training Camps
Camps (see Training
sale of Fort Porter, N. Y.; proCamps, Military).
902
ceeds for new post
post-----------Militia Bureau,
Department,
Bureau, War Department,
for construction,
construction, etc.;
etc.. Hawaii
Hawaii -----902
for
902 Militia
appropriation
expenses arming,
appropriation for expenses
for construction,
construction, etc.,
etc., Panama
Panama CanalCanal_
902
equipping,
National
equipping, and training
training National
for water,
water , sewers,
sewers, etc.,
etc., at; new work
Guard------------------Guard
505, 920
488, 903
limited ------------------ 488,903
for roads, walks,
walks, wharves,
drainfor civilian personnel,
personnel, Office
Office of Chief
wharves, and drainat
488, 903
488,903
age at------------------506, 921
of --------------_-----for exchanges
exchanges at, additional,
additional, 1925__
1925_-- _ 711
for
National Guard
Guard expenses,
for National
expenses, addiadditional,
1925 --------- _------711
for water and sewers at, additional,
tional, 1925
711
1925
1925----------------------- 711
former Militia Division
Division made the-----the
1076
for roads, walks, wharves, and draindrainappointed by selection
selection
Chief of, to be appointed
711
age at, additional, 1925
1925-------from
Guard officers
from National
National Guard
officers
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for water and
recommended by governors
recommended
governors of
sewers at -------------------States
1076
sewers
52
States----------------------for roads,
roads, walks, wharves,
wharves, and drainservice in National
National Guard
Guard required
required
at
59,
62, 762
age at---------------59,62,762
previously; term
previously;
term------------- 1076
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Militia
Department-Con.
War Department—Con.
Bureau, War
Militia Bureau,
Chief of, appointed major general
general in
Officers' Reserve Corps, to termiOfficers'
hold
ceasing to hold
nate when ceasing
1076
office
office --------------------1077
rank, pay, etc.; no retirement-----retirement
assignment
Army for
for duty
in ---__ _ 1077
1077
duty in
from Army
assignment from
three active National Guard
Guard officers
consent--_ 1077
1077
for duty in, with their consent_
reserve
not over 500 officers, with reserve
Army_ 1077
commissions, to duty with Armysenior
officer to act as Chief, in
reserve officer
senior reserve
case of temporary
temporary vacancy---vacancy
1077
case
pay and allowances
allowances of Chief, and
officers, to be
assigned reserve officers,
Guard fund---from
National Guard
fund_ _
1077
from National
age
applicable to preslimitations not applicable
age limitations
Chief
1077
ent Chief-------------------Militia,
D. C.,
Militia, D.
571, 1246
appropriation for expenses-------expenses
appropriation
571, 1246
for camps,
camps, drills, etc ---------for
subsistence, enfor commutation of subsistence,
- 571, 1246
special detail
detail_ _
listed men on special
for
572, 1246
for rent of armory, etc --------- 572,1246
572, 1246
for printing,
printing, etc-------------etc
for target
572, 1246
practice expenses ----- 572,1246
target practice
for
Governfor pay of troops other than Govern1246
572,
ment
employees
1246
ment employees----------National
also National
Militia, Organized
(see also
Organized (see
Militia,
Guard),
Guard),
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for encampdeficiency
63
ments
and maneuvers_
maneuvers --------ments and
for
ammunition
for Field
Artillery 762
Field Artillery
for ammunition for
balances
covered in;
appropriations covered
of appropriations
balances of
935
for
Field Artillery---------Artillery
for Field
935
for
maneuvers
935
encampments and maneuvers-for encampments
Milk,
Milk, D. C.,
dairy
of
appropriation
for
inspection
inspection
appropriation
563, 1238
farms,
by health officials 663,
etc., by
farms, etc.,
for
regulating sale
sale of ---------- 563, 1238
for regulating
Milk,
Regulations, D.
C.,
D. C.,
etc., Regulations,
Milk, etc.,
wholesome
none but pure, clean, and wholesome
to
milk, cream,
cream, and ice cream to
be
sold, etc.,
in the
the District_
___ 1004
District---etc., in
be sold,
to
regulations
regulations for issue of permits to
dairies
dairies or dairy farms --------- 1004
suspension
suspension of permit, for inpurity of
notice to holder and
milk, etc.; notice
1004
dealer
1004
dealer---------------------interstate shipments for ice cream
manufacture not prohibited;
prohibited; conconmanufacture
1005
dition
dition ---------------------inspection of
suspension of permit, if inspection
dairy,
health
dairy, etc., refused to health
representative
•
1005
representative--------------seizure of milk, etc.,
etc., brought into Disseizure
trict
regulations;
violation of regulations;
in violation
trict in
notice
1005
to owner, etc --------notice to
regulations to protect supply to be
regulations
made
health
made and enforced by health
officer
1005
officer --------------------required---newspaper publication
publication required_
___ 1005
newspaper
wagons
wagons and trucks to have name of
dairy, permit, etc., painted
1005
thereon
thereon-----------------persons selling milk, etc., to have
persons
posted the name of person from
whom obtained
obtained--------------- 1005
record to
to be
distributors 1005
1005
general distributors
by general
kept by
be kept
record
sale of
"skimmed milk,"
prohibmilk," etc., prohibof "skimmed
sale
ited unless container
container plainly
labeled
labeled thereof -------------- 1005
restriction on
on milk
milk from
from cows at specirestriction
after
periods before
before and after
fied periods
1006
•
parturition
parturition------------------

I

'

Regulations, D. C.-Continued.
C.—Continued.
etc., Regulations,
Milk, etc.,
report
of persons having communicable
report of
disease,
farms
disease, employed on dairy farms
"milk"---------meaning
terms: "milk"
meaning of terms:
"cream"; requirements
requirements of butter fat
"cream";
"pasteurized"
"pasteurized"

1

Page

Page.

1006
1006
1006

1006
--------1006
- 1006
"raw
etc_ _
cow,, herd, etc
" raw milk"; tests of cow
regulations gov"pasteurized
"pasteurized milk"; regulations
erning
1006
erning---------------------1007
"certified
"certified milk" ----------------"reconstructed
milk" or "cream"'
"cream"_-_ 1007
"reconstructed milk"
1007
"skimmed milk"---------------milk"
"ice
cream"
1007
"ice cream"--------------------prohibition against
against selling milk etc.,
etc., not
prohibition
complying
definitions; concomplying with definitions;
etc- 1007
tainers to show grade
grade of milk, etc_
pasteurization under
prescribed regularegulaunder prescribed
pasteurization
1007
tions
tions---------------------hindering officials in performance
performance of
hindering
their
deemed aa violation of
their duty deemed
1007
etc
Act, etc-------------------creameries and rerecords required at creameries
ceiving stations, of deliveries,
1007
etc.
them
etc., to them---------------no
licensed person to receive
receive milk or
no licensed
unless
cream from any source unless
licensed
1008
duly licensed---------------punishment
punishment for violations - ---------- 1008
court----prosecutions in the police
police court
1008
prosecutions
Milk River
Irrigation Project,
Project, Mont.,
River Irrigation
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
for maintenance,
appropriation for
of
1166
-- -417,417, 116
of.---------------Milk River, Mont.,
.
appropriation for
for gauging,
gauging, etc., tribuappropriation
taries
of,
under
treaty requiretaries of,
ments
Britain
ments with Great Britain-----C.,
Creek, N. C.
Mill
Clubfoot Creek,
Cut and Clubfoot
Mill Cut
preliminary examination, etc.,
etc., of, modipreliminary
fied
fied-------------------Mill
Y.,
River, N. Y.,
Mill River,
of, to be
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., pf,
preliminary
made
made --------------------Mille
Band of
Indians,
Chippeta Indians,
of Chippewa
Lac Band
MiUe Lac
Minn.,
payment
designated chiefs
chiefs of, from
from
payment to designated
Court of Claims judgment in
favor of Band --------------Miller,
Agatha M. (widow),
Miller, Agatha
pension
pension-------------------------Miller,
Miller, Anna M. (widow),
increased-----------------pension increased
Miller,
Catherine (widow),
Miller, Catherine
pension increased
increased-----------------pension
Miller,
CharlesC. (son),
Miller, Charles
pension ------------------------pension
Miller,
Edgar William,
Miller, Edgar
may
appointed lieutenant
lieutenant colonel
be appointed
may be
of
of Medical
Medical Corps, Army ------Miller,
(widow),
Elizabeth (widow),
Miller, Elizabeth
pension
pension -----------------------J. (widow),
(widow),
Miller, Emily J.
pension
pension ------------------------Miller,
Harriet
M.
(widow),
Miller, Harriet M. (widow),
pension
increased
pension increased-----------------Miller,
Jennie
G.
(widow),
Miller, Jennie G. (widow),
pension
-----------------pension 1437
Miller, Julia
Julia B. (widow),
Miller,
pension increased
increased-----------------pension
Miller, Lizzie
Lizzie E.
E. (widow),
(widow),
Miller,
pension
pension--------------------(widow),
J.
Miller,
J.
(widow),
Mary
Miller,
------ -------------pension----pension
Miller,
(daughter),
Miller, Miriam (daughter),
pension --------------------------

1171

23
1192

818
818
1439

1436
1441
1475

1570
1496
1481

1383
118.3
14
1522
144i
144
1457
1457
1500
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Miller,
Miller, Sallie
Salie (widow),
(widow),
Page.
pension ..----------------------1480
pension
1480
Miller,
Miller, William D.,
pension ----------------------1407
Millersburg
Bridge ComLiverpool Bridge
Millersburg and Liverpool
pany,
pany,
may bridge Susquehanna River, Millersburg,
172
lersburg, Pa
Pa -------172
Millersburg, Pa.,
Pa.,
Millersburg,
authorized across Susquehanna
Susquehanna
bridge authorized
River at --------------------172
Mills, William T.,
pension --------------------------1455
(widow),
Milton, Olive
Olive R. (widow),
pension increased
1482
increased ----------_-----Milwaukee, Wis.,
appropriation
expenses, Volunteer
Volunteer
appropriation for expenses,
Soldiers'
Home-----------Soldiers' Home
518, 932
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for Volunteer
Volunteer
Soldiers
Home
1346
Soldiers' Home-----------63, 1346
Minard,
Minard, Eliza
Eliza Dunn
Dunn (widow),
(widow),
pension -----.-pension
_--------------1491
Mine Accidents, etc.,
appropriation for investigating,
appropriation
investigating, etc_
etc- 420,
420, 1173
for investigating,
investigating, etc., additional,
additional,
1925 ---------------------708
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for investigatinvestigatdeficiency
ing, etc---------------------etc
697
Mine Explosions,
Explosions,
appropriation
investigating causes
appropriation for investigating
causes
420, 1173
of, etc ---------------420,1173
Mine Planter
Planter Service,
Service, Army,
reappointment of
warrant
reappointment
of discharged
discharged warrant
officers
officers-------------------- 1101
having
service to
having less
less than ten years'
years' service
to
be discharged
discharged with one year's
year's
pay ---------------------- - 1101
if with more than ten years'
years' service
to be placed on retired list; comcomputation of pay
pay-------------- 1101
service counted for longevity,
etc ------- ---------------1101
not applicable
applicable to previously reappointed officers
1101
pointed
officers------------Mine Rescue Cars,
Cars,
appropriation for expenses, operating,
operating,
appropriation
420,
1174
etc -------------------420,1174
equipment, supplies, etc
1174
equipment,
etc -- _----1174
purchasing-------------------_
420
for purchasing
expenses, operating, additional,
for expenses,
additional,
1925 ----------------------- 708
deficiency appropriation
700
deficiency
appropriation for ---------700
Mine Scales,
appropriation
for
investigation
of
_
_
232,
1041
appropriation
of_
Mineral
Fuels and Products,
Products,
Mineral Fuels
appropriation for testing, etc., belongappropriation
ing to United
United States -----421, 1174
421,1174
belonging to United
for testing, etc., belonging
States, additional, 1925 ------708
Mineral
United States,
Mineral Resources of the United
States,
appropriation for printing
printing and binding
binding
appropriation
reports on ----------393, 1143
reports
for preparing reports,
reports, etc., on --___ 420,
1173
420, 1173
Mineral Substances,
Mineral
Substances,
appropriation
investigations for
appropriation for investigations
for
economic production,
production, etc---etc ____ 421, 1174
1174
economic
Mineral Substance
Substance and Ores,
Mineral
appropriation for investigating
investigating mining,
etc. other than fuels------fuels
1174
etc.,
421, 1174
private work forbidden
forbidden --------1174
1174
Minerals, Nonmetallic,
Nonmetallic,
Minerals,
limit on payment
payment for losses incurred
incurred for
for
war production of, etc.,
repealed..
634
etc., repealed634

Mines Bureau,
Interior Department,
Department,
Bureau, Interior
appropriation for salaries
salaries and general
general
appropriation
expenses
expenses-----------------420,
investigating mine accidents,
for investigating
accidents,
mining, etc
methods of mining,
etc- --- 420,
for investigating
investigating mining, quarrying,
quarrying,
etc
etc---------------------- 420,
for mine inspection,
etc., AlaskaAlaska_ 420,
inspection, etc.,
for mine rescue cars, etc
etc------- 420,
McAlester, Okla
garage, McAlester,
Okla-------operating stations,
operating
stations, etc
etc------ - 420,
operating equipment,
equipment,
purchase of operating
etc ------------------------trophies for mine rescue and first
first
aid contests ---------420,
for purchase,
purchase, etc.,
etc., of, mine rescue

Page.
Page.

1173
1173
1173
1174
1174
1174
1174
1174
1174
420
420
1174
1174
1174

1174

420
cars -------------------420
investigating
mineral fuels,
fuels,
investigating mineral
etc ------------------420,
420, 1174
for investigating, etc., mineral ores,
etc., other than fuels
fuels------- 420, 1174
for petroleum
petroleum and natural gas inquiries, etc
etc------------421, 1174
enforcing provisions for oil, oil
.
for enforcing
shale, and gas leases----leases
shale,
- 421, 1174
operafor development
development of oil shale; operation of plant, etc
etc------------- 1175
leasing
for enforcing
enforcing regulations
regulations,'etc., leasing
nonmetallic mineral
mineral deposits,
nonmetallic
421,
1175
etc ---------------421,1175
experiment stations exexfor mining experiment
penses ------------------- 421,
421, 1175
1175
experiment stafor Pittsburgh, Pa., experiment
tion
421, 1175
tion------------------421,
for maintenance
maintenance of station building,
et
etc----------------------1175
temporary details of field emtemporary
ployees for duty at Washington;
ployees
Washington;
allowances --------------421, 1175
allowances
detail of Public Health officers
officers for
for
cooperative work with ---422, 1175
cooperative
for Government
Government fuel yards, District
District
of Columbia;
Columbia; reappropriation__
reappropriation_ _ 422,
1175
scientific work for departments,
scientific
etc. ' by the Bureau
etc.,
Bureau-------- 422, 1176
transferred, etc --___ 422, 1176
funds to be transferred,
for printing
printing and binding for ---392, 1143
for publishing
publishing reports on lignite,
lignite, peat,
etc ------------------------1143
for investigating
investigating mine accidents,
accidents, additional, 1925 --------------708
ditional,
708
additiona1,1925_
for mine rescue cars, additional,
1925_
708
additional, 1925_
_
for testing fuel, additional,
1925---708
for mineral mining investigations,
investigations,
additional, 1925-------------1925
708
additional,
gas, and oil shale investigafor oil, gas,
tions, etc., additional,
additional, 1925
1925--708
for enforcing regulations,
regulations, etc., leasleasing nonmetallic minerals,
minerals, additional, 1925
.
...........----708
for mining experiment
experiment stations, additional, 1925
708
1925----------------708
for Pittsburgh, Pa., experiment station, additional, 1925 ----- _-__
708
for mining investigations
investigations in Alaska,
additional, 1925
708
1925-------------deficiency appropriation for investigating mine accidents -_------_56, 697
for helium gas leasing
leasing fund -----56, 1348
1348
for mining experiment
experiment stations-_
stations__ 698, 1348
1348
rescue cars -------------700
for mine rescue
for electric furnace
equipment------ 1331
furnace equipment
for
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Bureau,
Interior Department—
Department- Page.
Bureau, Interior
Continued.
Continued.
deficiency appropriation for David LupCompany --------.-1331
ton's Sons Company
exploration, etc __--.__.
1348
for helium exploration,
authorized to maintain
maintain helium proauthorized
duction plants, etc
1111
duction
etc------ ----explorations,
store helium; conduct explorations,
reserved lands ---etc., for, on reserved
1111
conduct experiments
experiments for improving
improving
conduct
processes, etc
processes,
etc----------------- 1111
Government operated
operated plants to be
all Government
turned
over to, by June30,
June 30, 1925_ 1111
1111
turnedoverto,
Army, Navy,
Navy, etc.,
etc., to obtain supetc
1111
-----1111
plies from, etc-------Exposition to be
exhibit for Seville Exposition
prepared by-----------------by
1257
prepared
helium production funds of Army and
Navy to be transferred
to------ 1331
transferred to
Mingo County,
County, W. Va.,
authorized across Tug Fork of
bridge authorized
Big Sandy River between
between Pike
County, Ky., and.-----------and
11
Idaho,
Irrigation Project,
Project, Idaho,
Minidoka Irrigation
appropriationf
or maintenance,etc.,of_417,1166
maintenance, etc.,of-417,1166
appropriation for
restriction on use for American
American
restriction
417
Falls Reservoir--------------Reservoir
417
acquiring
acquiring lands on Fort Hall Indian
Reservation
authorized for conReservation authorized
structing American Falls reser117
voir of ------------------Ministers of Religious
Denominations,
Religious Denominations,
Ministers
alien,
alien, coming to United States, who
have been
been carrying
carrying on their
profession for two years, construed as nonquota immigrants
immigrants
Immigration Act _--------155
in Immigration
Ministers Plenipotentiary,
ExtraPlenipotentiary, Envoys ExtraMinisters
ordinary
and,
ordinary and,
appropriation
alaries--------- 206, 1015
appropriation for salaries
Minneapolis,
Minneapolis, Minn.,
Mississippi
authorized across Mississippi
bridge authorized
River, at
14
at--------------------13
at Nicolett
Nicolett Island -------------- -may
102
bridge Mississippi River-------may bridge
time
extended
for
bridging
Mississippi
bridging
time extended
River atat -------------816
-816
River
by
Saint
Paul
and
29
29
by Saint Paul and---------------Minnesota,
Minnesota,
bridge
authorized across
across Mississippi
bridge authorized
River,
Clearwater, by SherRiver, at Clearwater,
Wright Counties
and Wright
burne and
1302
and --------------------constructed by, over Saint Louis
constructed
River,
Carlton County, legalin Carlton
River, in
26
26
ized ---------------------Minnesota
District,
JudicialDistrict,
Minnesota Judicial
additional judge authorized
authorized for
1098
for----- additional
restriction on filling a
a vacancy
vacancy in
restriction
created
1098
created office --------------residence, compensation,
compensation, etc
etc-------- 1098
residence,
Minnesota
National Forest,
Forest,
Minnesota National
credit
authorized to general fund of
credit authorized
Chippewa Indians
Indians of Minnesota,
Minnesota,
Chippewa
settlement for ------------- 1052
in settlement
Minnesota River,
Minnesota
bridge authorized
authorized across,
across, Blakely,
Blakely,
bridge
94
------------------Minn
Minor
Coins,
Minor Coins,
appropriation for recoinage of
767
of------- 68, 767
appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for
49
for recoinage_
recoinage -_
deficiency appropriation
Minority Employees, House of RepresentaRepresentaMinority
tives,
appropriation
584, 1292
annronriation for _-------------

-

-
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of RepreRepre- PageMinority Floor
Leader, House of
Floor Leader,
Minority
sentatives,
sentatives,
appropriation
clerks, etc
584, 1292
1292
etc------- 584,
for clerks,
appropriation for
Mints and
Assay Offices,
Offices,
Mints
and Assay
appropriation
of the
the Mint,
Mint,
for Director
Director of
appropriation for

and office personnel --------- 76, 776
76, 776
for freight on bullion and coin ---Bureau of
expenses, Bureau
for contingent
contingent expenses,
the Mint----------- ------ 76, 776
examinations, etc -----------76, 776
for examinations,
precious metals stafor collecting
collecting precious
77, 776
tistics -------------------expenses, mint at
at
for salaries and expenses,
Carson
77 776
Carson City, Nev -------- - 77,
Denver,
Colo
77, 776
Denver, Colo---------------New Orleans, La ---------- - 77, 776
Philadelphia, Pa -------------- 77, 776
San Francisco,
Francisco, Calif---------Calif
77, 776
salaries and expenses,
expenses, assay
for salaries
office at Boise, Idaho-------Idaho
78, 777
78,777
Helena, Mont-------Mont
78, 777
-----Y------------- 78, 777
New York, N. Y
Wash------------- 78, 777
Seattle, Wash
78,777
Deadwood, S. Dak ---------78 777
Deadwood,
Salt Lake
Lake City, Utah ---------- 78, 777
for
expenses, mint at
at
for salaries
salaries and expenses,
La., additional
additional
Orleans, La.,
New Orleans,
710
1925
710
1925----------------------for
assay office
office
salaries and expenses, assay
for salaries
at
additional
Wash., additional
Seattle, Wash.,
at Seattle,
710
1925
710
1925-------------------for
office
for salaries
salaries and expenses, assay office
at
Deadwood, S. Dak., addiaddiat Deadwood,
710
tional, 1925-----------------1925
710
for salaries and expenses, mint at
at
Carson
City,
Nev.
additional,
additional,
Carson
1925
710
710
1925-------------------for
salaries
and
expenses,
assay
office
for salaries and
at
Lake City, Utah, addiSalt Lake
at Salt

710
tional,
1925 -----.-----tional, 1925
for
office
for salaries and expenses, assay office
at
1925_
710
710
at Boise,
Boise, Idaho, additional, 1925office
for salaries and expenses, assay office
at
Helena, Mont., additional,
additional,
at Helena,
710
1925
710
1925----------------------for
at
expenses, mint at
for salaries
salaries and expenses,
Philadelphia, Pa., additional,
additional,
Philadelphia,
710
1925
710
1925-------------------- office
for salaries and expenses, assay office
additional,
at New
New York, N. Y., additional,
710
1925 ---------------------710
expenses, mint at
for salaries and expenses,
Denver,
710
Colo., additional, 1925_
Denver, Colo.,
foz salaries
salaries and expenses, mint at San
for
Francisco,
additiona1,1925
710
Francisco, Calif., additional,1925
special
for mint at New York, N. Y., special
1925
710
fund, additional, 1925--------Colo., special
Denver, Colo.,
for mint
mint at Denver,
710
710
additional, 1925 --------fund, additional,
deficiency
appropriation for assay
deficiency appropriation
office, Boise, Idaho
51
Idaho-----------for
58, 62
---------------- 58,
for Director, etc _
1349
for
1349
Y -office, New York, N. Y____
assay office,
for assay
issue
authorized of
50-cent pieces
of silver
silver 50-cent
issue authorized
to commemorate
centennial of
of
commemorate centennial
to
founding
of Fort
Fort Vancouver,
Vancouver,
founding of
Wash -------------------- 966
966
Wash
commencing carving
carving of
of Stone
MounStone Mouncommencing
23
tain Monument,
Monument, Ga
23
Ga ---------tain
Burlingsesquicentennial of
Battle of
of Burlingof Battle
sesquicentennial
ton and
and independence
independence of
of VerVerton
965
mont
mont----------------------sesquicentennial
Battle of
of LexingLexingof Battle
sesquicentennial of
749
ton
and
Concord
749
ton and Concord-------------
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Page.
Mississippi River
Valley,
Page.
Page
Mississippi
River Valley,
Page
issue authorized
authorized of silver 50-cent pieces
pieces
appropriation for
for fish
fish rescue
rescue station
___
237,
appropriation
station-__
237,
to commemorate
seventy-fifth
commemorate seventy-fifth
238, 1047
1047
anniversary of admission of
anniversary
Mississippi River
and Fish
Fish RefRefMississippi
River Wild
Wild Life
Life and
California into the Union---___
Union
965
uge,
Upper,
uge, Upper,
medal
medal to be prepared
prepared at Philadelphia
Philadelphia
appropriation for
acquiring land, etc.,
appropriation
for acquiring
Mint to commemorate
commemorate NorseNorsefor ----------------------- _ 842
842
American Centennial
Centennial--------- 1096 Mississippi
Southern Judicial
Judicial District,
District,
MississippiSouthern
Misbranded
MisbrandedFoods,
Foods Drugs,
Drugs, etc.,
etc.,
counties constituting
constituting Jackson division-_
division
882
882
appropriation
Foods,
appropriation
expenses preventing
preventing •
for expenses
western division
882
division-----------------882
of
447,
sale, etc., of-------------.-447, 837
837
eastern division
882
division ----------------882
Miscellaneous Items,
Miscellaneous
Items,
division -----------southern division
882
--882
appropriation for House of Repreappropriation
Repreterms of court, at Biloxi-Biloxi ---------882
882
sentatives --------------- 585, 1293
1293
Jackson --------------_
_-__
---882
for Senate ---------------Meridian -------------- ---------- 882
882
- 581, 1289
1289
Meridian
Missionaries,
Missionaries,
882
Vicksburg ---- _----------------_
882
dying in service abroad, not deemed
offices of clerk and marshal _-------883
883
nonresidents of United
States__
nonresidents
United States-307 Missouri,
Missouri,
Mississippi,
Mississippi,
Illinois, Kentucky,
Kentucky, and, may
may bridge
bridge
bridge authorized across Pearl River,
River,
Ohio and Mississippi Rivers, at
by Louisiana
Louisiana and
and------------.
19
999
Cairo, Ill ------------_----- 999
constitution of two judicial districts
constitution
882
districts-_
882 Missouri
River,
Missouri River,
issue of Army stores for relief
relief of sufferbridge
bridge authorized
Rock,
authorized across, Arrow Rock,
ers from cyclone in northwestern,
northwestern
Mo ------------------790
1923, approved; credits allowed
between
between Brule and Lyman Counties,
Counties,
accounts for--------------for
1286
in accounts
1286
Dak
3
S. Dak----------------3
MississippiNorthern
Mississippi
Northern Judicial
JudicialDistrict,
District,
between Hughes and Stanley Counbetween
Councounties
constituting
counties constituting eastern division-division
882
101
ties, S. Dak -----------------101
western division
division----------- -----882
between Potter and Dewey Counties,
between
Delta division
division--------------- ---882
882
S. Dak 30
-------30
terms of court, at Aberdeen
Aberdeen ---- _--882
882
Saint Charles, Mo ----------- _790
790
Clarksdale ---------------------882
Clarksdale
882
Sanish, N.
N Dak
816
Dak ---------- __----_
816
Oxford--------------------Oxford
882
---882
Williston, N. Dak -------------- _
815
815
offices of clerk and marshal
883
marshal------ ---883
dam authorized across,
across, Broadwater,
Broadwater,
Mississippi River
River,
Mississippi
Mont ------------------126
Mont126
appropriation
of
appropriation for prosecuting
prosecuting work of
improvement
improvement of, from mouth to QuinQuincontrol
516,
930
flood control-------------516, 930
daro Bend, authorised_
1188
authorized.------1188
bridge authorized
authorized across,
across, Aitkin
Aitkin County,
County,
Mitchell,
Almira M.
M. (widow),
Mitchell, Almira
(widow),
814
Minn ----------------814
pension---------------------pension
1520
1520
Cairo, Ill_
999 Mitchell,
Ill _,
- -----..
--- ---------- 999
Emma W.
(widow),
Mitchell, Emma
W. (widow),
Clearwater
Minn
--_-____--___
1302
pension-pension
1427
-------------1427
Hannibal,
Clearwater,MMinn
o
1302
790
Hannibal, IMo--- ----------.
790 Mitchner,
Lucy (widow),
Mitchner, Lucy
(widow),
Hennepin and Ramsey Counties,
Hennepin
pension ---.-------1516
--.----_ 1516
Minn ----------------------2
2 Mittlestedter,
Mittlestedter, Mary A.
A. (widow),
(widow),
Minneapolis, Minn
Minneapolis,
Minn -_---_------14,
14, 102
pension -------------------.--..1499
- 1499
Island
13
at Nicollet Island------------13 Mixed
Mixed Claims
Claims Commission,
Commission, United
States
United States
New Orleans,
Orleans, La ---------------103
and Germany,
and
Germany,
Savanna, Ill.,
Iowa
173
Ii., to Sabula, Iowa-----173
appropriation for expenses_
appropriation
_ ____ 215,
1023
expenses------215, 1023
Saint Paul, Minn.,
Minn., at Jackson Street_
173
Street173 Mo
Ush Ak,
Ak, alias
Ush Mo,
Mo, alias
alias Mosak,
Mosaic,
Mo Ush
alias Ush
Whiteside
Whiteside County, Ill., and Clinton
pension ----1384
-----.1384
County, Iowa ----------- _---15
County,
15 Mobile,
Mobile, Ala.,
Ala.,
construction of intracoastal
intracoastal waterway
waterway
appropriation for
appropriation
for public
public building_
building_ • -.. 777
777
from, at New
Orleans, La.,
to
New Orleans,
La., to
deficiency
appropriation for public
deficiency appropriation
Galveston
Tex., authorized
Galveston Bay, Tex.,
authorized 1187
1187
building
building ------------.------1343
1343
improvement of, authorized
improvement
authorized at Nauvoo,
quarantine station authorized
on
new quarantine
authorized on
Ill ----1188
--------------Sand Island, harbor of, in place
at Fort Madison, Iowa
Iowa------------ 1188
1188
of Fort Morgan ---.----- 950
950
Saint Louis, Mo., to Minneapolis,
Minneapolis,
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., of, harMinn----------------_---- - 1188
Minn
made
1194
bor to be made-------------1194
preliminary examination,
preliminary
examination, etc., of, to be
Mobile
Artillery, Army,
Army,
Mobile Artillery,
made, Baton Rouge and New
appropriation for altering,
etc
498,
appropriation
altering, etc-- __- 498, 914
914
Orleans,
Orleans, La-----_--------__
1195 Mobile
Mobile Bay,
Bay, Ala.,
Ala.,
headwaters, etc.,
etc., of, above Bimidji,
headwaters,
preliminary
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., of waterMinn --------------------1195
1195
way from Pensacola
Pensacola Bay to be
Minneapolis to Lake Pepin-------Minneapolis
1195
made ------------------1194
made
1194
waterway from Green Bay -------1195
1195 Mobjack
Mobjack Bay,
Bay, Va.,
Va.,
time extended
extended for bridging, Hennepin
Hennepin
preliminary
preliminary examination, etc., of, to be
and Ramsey Counties, Minn__
Minn-- _ 1312
1312
made --------------------1193
Minneapolis, Minn -----------816
816 Models,
Models, Patent
Patent Office,
Office,
by Minneapolis and Saint Paul,
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for expenses
expenses of
Minn-------_------------29
commission
commission on disposal of cerat Saint Louis, Mo _-----------_
7
7
tain 1330
..-- _--------.---.-1330
water carriage on, above Saint Louis
Louis to
to
Modoc Point
Point Irrigation
Irrigation Project,
Project, Oreg.,
Oreg.,
be initiated
initiated by Inland Waterappropriation for maintenance,
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
Corporation when channel
ways Corporation
of, on Klamath
Klamath Indian
Indian Reservaavailable ------------.-----_
361
tion
tion..-------------..-----403, 1154
403,1154
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unexpended
appropriation
unexpended balance
balance of appropriation
for,
covered in
1155
for, covered
in -----------_
1155
Moencopi Wash Irrigation
Irrigation Project,
Moencopi
Project, Ariz.,
Ariz.,
appropriation for
appropriation
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
of --------------------. 400, 1151
Moffatt, Nettie
I. (widow),
Moffatt,
Nettie I.
(widow),
pension ---------------------- --1412
Mogle,
Rebecca V.
V. (widow),
Mogle, Rebecca
(widow),
1428
pension --------------------------Moieties,
Customs,
Moieties, Customs,
appropriation for compensation
compensation in lieu
appropriation
of----------------------70, 769
70,769
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for compensacompensaof
1342
tion in lieu of------------Molinar,
Anastacio,
Molinar, Anastacio,
pension -------- _--------------_1404
.Moline,
Moline, Ill.,
Ill.,
preliminary
harbor
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., of, harbor
1195
to be made
made-----------------Money
Postal Service,
Service,
Money Orders,
Orders, Postal
all accounts
rendered
accounts relating to, to be rendered
Bureau of Accounts
to Bureau
Accounts of the
Department
950
Department----------------fees for domestic, increased --------1068
Monongahela and
and Allegheny
Allegheny Rivers,
Rivers, Pa.,
Pa.,
Monongahela
survey authorized
of
250
authorized for flood control of__
authorized to be appropriamount authorized
ated for
250
for-----_----_--------_
equal amount to be contributed
contributed by
equal
Pennsylvania
250
-------Pennsylvania-----Monongahela River,
River,
Monongahela
deficiency
deficiency appropriation for surveys,
etc., for flood control of------of
696
bridge authorized
authorized across,
across, Masontown,
Masontown,
376
Pa-----------------------Pa
McKeesport
997
McKeesport to Duquesne,
Duquesne, Pa ----Pa
802, 943
Pittsburgh, Pa---------------time extended
Wilson,
extended for bridging,
bridging at Wilson,
Pa., by Allegheny
Allegheny County---County
891
Monrean, Maud
Maud (daughter),
(daughter),
Monrean,
pension ------------------------ 1451
Monroe, Amanda
Amanda (widow),
(widow),
Monroe,
1450
1450
pension increased
increased-----------------Monroe Bay
and Creek,
Va.,
Bay and
Creek, Va.,
Monroe
preliminary
examination, etc., of, to be
preliminary examination,
1193
made ----------------------Monroe, Elizabeth
Elizabeth (widow),
(widow),
Monroe,
1460
pension
pension------- ------------------ 1460
Monroe, Jessie
(widow),
M. (widow),
Monroe,
Jessie M.
1483
pension increased
increased -----------------Monroe, La.,
La.,
Monroe,
authorized across
across Ouachita
Ouachita River
River
bridge authorized
791
at
at----------------------Monroe
Street NE.,
NE., D.
D. C.,
C.,
Monroe Street
appropriation
to
Eighteenth to
appropriation for paving, Eighteenth
546
Twentieth Streets-----------Streets
546
Twentieth to TwentyTwentyfor paving, Twentieth
1223
1223
second Streets --------------Monroe
Water Supply
Supply Company,
Company,
Monroe Water
exchange of Army lands with, in PennPennexchange
1078
sylvania
1078
sylvania-------------------Montana;
Montana;
appropriation for surveyor
general,
surveyor general,
appropriation
394
clerks
394
clerks, etc ------------------for support, etc.,
etc., of homeless Indians
1159
1159
in -------------- --------entrymen to
to
additional area allowed entrymen
erroneous surveys of
correct erroneous
722
722
certain lands in
certain
in--------------consent
of
Congress
for
to agreement
agreement for
consent of Congress to
Columbia
division of waters of Columbia
River etc.,
etc., between WashingWashingRiver,
ton, Idaho
Idaho,'Oregon, and ------ 1268
11
Tnay bridgeYellowstone
11
River,Glendivemay
bridgeYellowstone River,Glendive_

"

'

""

` -"

Montana National
National Bison
Montana
Bison Range,
tange,

Page.

appropriation for maintenance
appropriation
450, 841
maintenance ----Montano, Jose
(son),
Montano,
Jose (son),
pension
1487
pension ------------------------1487
Monterey," Barkentine,
""Monterey,"
Barkentine,
collision
owner of, may bring
bring suit for collision
damages,
in district
1571
damages, in
district court
court-__--_
1571
Montgomery, Aaron
Aaron N.,
N.,
Montgomery,
pension -----.--------------1393
_---_
Montgomery County,
County, Tenn.,
Tenn.,
time extended for bridging Cumberland
Cumberland
113
River by, near Clarksville
Clarksville ---113
Montoyo,
Fetes,
Montoyo, Feles,
homestead application
application of, authorized_
authorized-_ _ 811
Monument,
C. (see
Washington MonuMonument, D.
D. C.
(see Washington
Monument, D. C.).
Monuments
Commission, American
Monuments Commission,
American Battle,
Battle,
appropriation for expenses
expenses -------522
-balances, available for all
unexpended balances,
expenses -----------------1199
Moody,
Mrs. Horace,
Moody, Mrs.
Horace,
1578
payment to, for death of husband
husband---- 1578
Moody,
J. (widow),
(widow),
Moody, Sarah
Sarah J.
increased ---------------1422
1422
pension increased
Mooers,
Emma J.
J. (widow),
(widow),
Mooers, Emma
1605
pension ---------------------Moore, Carthenia
Carthenia H.
(widow),
H. (widow),
Moore,
increased ----------------1492
1492
pension increased
Moore,
(widow)
Moore, Clara
Clara B.
B. (widow)
pension
pension---------------------------1426
Moore Company,
John E.,
E.,
Moore
Company, John
appropriation for paying
paying
deficiency appropriation
judgment to
54
judgment
to-----------------Moore, Elizabeth,
Elizabeth,
Moore,
reconveyance of abandoned
abandoned Camp R.
reconveyance
E. L. Michie site
site, Tex., to - - 387
payment
required to Del Rio Champayment required
ber of Commerce; distribution
by ---------------------387
Moore, Ellen
Ellen L.
(widow),
L. (widow),
Moore,
pension increased
1462
increased ------------------ 1462
Moore, Jennie
Jennie E.
(widow),
E. (widow),
Moore,
pension increased
1439
increased -----------------1439
Moore, Laura
Laura A.
A. (widow),
(widow),
Moore,
pension increased
1507
increased -----------------Moore, Lulu
Lulu (widow),
(widow),
Moore,
1419
-------------------1419
pension Moore, Margaret
A. (widow),
(widow),
Moore,
MargaretA.
increased -----------------1455
pension increased
Moore, Honorable
R. Lee,
Lee,
Moore,
Honorable R.
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for contested
contested
deficiency
election expenses-----------673
Mogui
Indian Reservation,
Ariz.,
Reservation, Ariz.,
Moqui Indian
appropriation for
water
developing water
for developing
appropriation
for Navajo
Navajo and Hopi
supply for
on
400
Indians on------------------Moran,
James,
Moran, James,
record corrected
1368
military record
corrected-----------Moran,
James E.,
E.,
Moran, James
pension
1385
1385
pension-------------------------Morehead
N. C.,
Morehead City, N.
intracoastal barge line to be reestabreestabintracoastal
lished between
between Baltimore
Baltimore and -_ 1255
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., of, harpreliminary
1193
bor to be made ------------Morehouse
Parish, La.,
La.,
Morehouse Parish,
bridges authorized
authorized across Bayou Bartholomew,
Vester Ferry,
Ferry, Ward
tholomew, at Vester
Ferry,
Zachery Ferry
Ferry by, or
Ferry, and Zachery
Louisiana State Highway
Highway ComLouisiana
mission --------------------888
Morgan,
Arminda (widow),
(widow),
Morgan, Arminda
_ 1526
pension
-----------------------Morgan,
Morgan, George
George W.,
W.,
1453
pension---------------------------pension
-----.r----------------
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Morgan,
S.,
Page.
Morgan, Joseph
Joseph S.,
Page.
issue of additional
additional land entry to------to
810
810
Morgan,
N. J.,
Morgan, N.
J.,
balances
balances of appropriations
appropriations for pay claims
claims
damages, explosions at plant
for damages,
of T. A. Gillespie Company,
935
covered in ------------------35
Morgue,
Morgue, D. C.,
C.,
appropriation
refrigerating plant 541,
541, 1218
1218
appropriation for refrigerating
for autotruck, etc
etc----------------541
Moriarty, Ambrose
Ambrose I.,
I.,
Moriarty,
appointed major, retired, Army 1362
may be appointed
Morocco,
appropriation for agent
appropriation
agent and consul
consul
general at Tangier__-----Tangier
206, 1015
for Cape Spartel, etc.,
etc., light
210, 1019
light---deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for Cape
Spartel, etc., LightLight ----48
__--48
Morongo Indian
Morongo
Indian Reservation,
Calif.,
Reservation, Calif.,
appropriation for irrigation
irrigation project
project
appropriation
400, 1151
on ---------------..---400,1151
Morphia
(see
Morphia
Narcotics).
Morrill, Edith
Edith F.
F. (widow),
(widow),
Morrill,
pension ----------------------1500
1500
Morris, Laura
(daughter),
Morris,
Laura (daughter),
pension
1470
pension------------_--------------_ 1470
Morris, Mary
Mary A.
A. (daughter),
(daughter),
Morris,
pension -------- _-----------------_
1423
1423
Morris Rachel
(widow),
Morris,
Rachel (widow),
pension increased
1524
pension
increased---------.--------1524
Morris,
Morris, Sarah
Sarah A.
(widow),
A. (widow),
pension
increased -----------------pension increased
1523
Morrison,
A. (widow),
Morrison, Pernina
PerninaA.
(widow),
pension
pension
------------1457
Morristown,
Morristown, N.
N. Y.,
Y.,
examination, etc., of harpreliminary examination,
bor, to be made.-----------made
1196
Morrow, Elizabeth
Morrow,
Elizabeth A.
A. (widow),
(widow),
pension increased
increased 1451
---------Morrow, Ella
Ella A.
A. (widow),
(widow),
Morrow,
pension
pension increased------------------increased _
1494
Morrow, Frances
Frances Edna
Edna (daughter),
(daughter),
pension -----------------------pension-1498
Morse, Lurettie
Morse,
L. (widow),
(widow),
Lurettie L.
pension
increased -----------------pension increased
1532
Mortar
Mortar Batteries,
Batteries, Army,
Army,
appropriation
appropriation for constructing
496,911
constructing - --496,911
for additional,
additional, 1925 -------------711
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for constructconstructing ---------------------.
59,762
Moseley, Augusta M.
M. (widow),
(widow),
pension ---------------------.-.1517
1517
Moseley, Sallie
Sallie (widow),
pension -------------__--------_ 1502
Moses and
and Sons,
Sons, W. B.,
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for furniture,
National Training School for
Girls, D. C----------------C
677
Mosley, Rubie M.,
M.,
payment to, for personal injuries, and
and
for death of mother --------1587
Mosquito Inlet,
Mosquito
Inlet, Fla.,
Fla.,
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., of, to be
made ---------------------1194
Mote, Susan
Susan (widow),
pension
pension ---------------_--__
------ 1422
Moths, Gypsy and
and Brown Tail,
Tail,
quarantining, etc.,
etc., against
against spread of_
of.. _ 449,
449, 839
839
for preventing
preventing spread of, additional,
additional,
1925---------------------1925
705
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for preventing
preventing
spread of
39
--- --__--__
--------Motor Boats,
Boats,
special tax on users of, not for business,
business,
etc-- ---------------------- 328
etc

Page.
Page.
Coast Guard,
Motor Boats, etc., Coast
Guard,
deficiency
appropriation for additional,
deficiency appropriation
for enforcing laws----------laws
50
50
Fuel Tax, D.
C.,
Motor Vehicle Fuel
D. C.,
levied on sales, etc.,
etc., of fuel by importers
106
proceeds of, to credit of the District_
106
District- _
available
available exclusively for roads and
streets --------------------106
terms construed; "motor
"motor vehicle
"_ ___
106
vehicle"--"motor vehicle fuels;"
kerosene not
not
"motor
fuels;" kerosene
included
included-------------------107
"importer,"
"person,"
"importer,"
"person," "Commis"Commissioners"
107
sioners"
--------------certificate of business to be filed by
importer -----------------107
importer
sales, etc., permitted
permitted without
no sales,
without
107
filing - - - - - - - - -monthly sworn report by importer of all
fuel disposed of ----------107
etc
107
amount exported, etc---------render invoice of all sales,
importer to render
except at retail-------------retail
107
except
statement of payment
statement
payment of tax to be
printed thereon
thereon
107
--------.....
monthly payment of, to collector of
of
taxes -----------------------.
107
inspection of business records by District officials authorized -----107
acceptance by purchaser
without
acceptance
purchaser of fuel without
statement on invoice,
invoice, unlawful_
108
unlawful -_ 108
retail sales excepted
108
excepted.....-------108
double tax if statement
statement not on invoice
---------------108
no imposition of, on exports from the
District ----------------108
refund of, if fuel used for other
other than
than
motor vehicles
vehicles ------------108
108
sworn statement
required from purpurstatement required
chaser
of
use,
etc
chaser
etc------------108
payment by collector
collector from retained
retained
taxes
taxes-----------------------108
special fund authorized
authorized for
for -----108
applications to
applications
to be filed within
within 30 clays
days
108
violating provisions, obstructing
obstructing ininspection, etc.,
etc., a
misdemeanor_ _
108
a misdemeanor-108
punishment for--------------...
for
punishment
108
penalty for nonpayment
nonpayment of; recovery-recovery_ _
penalty
108
108
registration fee for motor vehicles---vehicles
108
108
steam operated-----------.--operated
109
electrically driven passenger
passenger-----109
trucks ------------------109
identification
identification tags to be furnished
furnished on
on
payment of
of-----------------109
to be paid into the Treasury
Treasury ------109
109
proportionally to the
credited
proportionally
United States and the District_
District--_ 109
Government
Government vehicles subject to regularegulations, etc ---------------109
tags, etc., furnished
furnished without
without charge_
109
charge -_ 109
a Government
sales by a
Government agency
agency for prisubject to --------vate use subject
109
collection,
collection, etc.,
etc., by collector of taxes,
C
D. C.------------------109
corporation counsel to prosecute violacorporation
violations in police court ---------_
109
to bring suits to collect tax, etc --109
license tax on operating
operating vehicles for
for
hire, etc., not affected
affected _
--------109
109
provisions for, operative in 30 days_
days _
- -__ 109
109
registration tax, effective
registration
effective January
January 1,
1925 ---------------109
109
former provisions
provisions repealed
repealed -----109
109
prosecutions,
prosecutions etc.,
etc., for violations under
under
repealed laws, to be enforced
enforced__
repealed
109
- --
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Motor
Vehicle Fuel
Fuel Tax,
_Page.
Page.
D. C.—Contd.
C.-Contd.
Tax, D.
Motor Vehicle
personal property
vehicles not
tax on vehicles
property tax
personal
affected hereby
110
110
hereby -------------affected
regulations,
prepenalties, etc., to be preregulations, penalties,
Commissioners-_-__ 110
by the Commissioners_
scribed by
Motor
Motor Vehicles, D. C.,
540, 1218
appropriation for
for tags, etc., for --appropriation
for
maintenance, etc.,
etc., District
offices__- 543,
District offices
for maintenance,
1220
1220
1220
543, 1220
for
purchase, exchange,
etc
exchange, etc-----for purchase,
use restricted,
restricted, cost limited, etc_ 543, 1220
use
Mott,
Levi,
Mott, Levi,
pension
1505
pension---------------------------Mott,
Mary W.
(widow),
W. (widow),
Mott, Mary
pension increased------------------increased
1501
pension
Mount
Carmel, Ill.,
Ill.,
Mount Carmel,
River
across Wabash River
authorized across
bridge authorized
---at
1131
--------------------at
Mount
Harney Memorial
Association,
Memorial Association,
Mount Harney
may
memorial in
in Harney
national memorial
erect national
may erect
1214
National Forest,
1214
Dak------Forest, S. Dak
National
Forest,
Mount
National Forest
.
,Oreg.,
Mount Hood National
exchange
authorized for addiof lands
lands authorized
exchange of
tion
1079
to---------------------tion to
Mount McKinley
McKinley National
Park, Alaska,
National Park,
Mount
appropriation
etc_--__ 424,
424, 1177
protection, etc
for protection,
appropriation for
709
for
protection, additional,
1925
additional, 1925-----for protection,
game
refuge regulations
regulations in,
in, not modigame refuge
fied by
by Alaska
Game Law__
747
Law --Alaska Game
fied
Mount Pleasant,
Pleasant, Mich.,
Mount
appropriation
Indian school
1156
405, 1156
at -_ 405,
school at
for Indian
appropriation for
-_
for
Indian school,
1925_ _
707
additional, 1925_
school, additional,
for Indian
deficiency
water tank,
appropriation for water
deficiency appropriation
1329
Indian
at
Indian school at-------------Mount
Rainier National
Park, Wash.,
National Park,
Mount Rainier
appropriation
for commissioner_
___ 219, 1028
commissioner ---appropriation for
for
protection, etc-------------etc
424, 1177
for protection,
for
protection, additional,
additional, 1925
709
1925.---for protection,
deficiency
appropriation for repairing
deficiency appropriation
686
Carbon
River Road,
Road, etc
etc ------Carbon River
for repairs
flood damages-------damages
1331
of flood
repairs of
for
Mountain
Cannon, Army,
Army,
Mountain Cannon,
manufacappropriation for
for purchase,
purchase, manufacappropriation
ture,
etc
ture, etc ------------------ 498, 913
for ammunition
914
498, 914
for ------------- 498,
for
ammunition for
for ammunition,
practice-- 498, 914
for practice
etc., for
ammunition, etc.,
for
Mountain
Lions,
Mountain Lions,
appropriation for
for devising
devising methods
methods for
appropriation
destroying
destroying ---------------- 450, 841
Mourning
Prayer,
and Prayer,
Mourning and
day
appointed for the death
death of
of, appointed
day of,
President Warren
Harding __ 1921
G. Harding,.
Warren G.
President
Mud Lake,
Wash.,'
Lake, Wash.
Mud
appropriation for
for paying
damages,
paying damages,
appropriation
1154
drainage of------------------of
drainage
Mudd
Slue, N.
N. C.,
Mudd Slue,
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., of,
of, to be
be
preliminary
made, Corncake
Inlet to
Cape
to Cape
Corncake Inlet
made,
Fear
River ------------------1193
1193
Fear River
Mudd, Sydney
Sydney E.,
E., late
in
Representative in
late aa Representative
Mudd,
Congress,
Congress,
deficiency
to
for pay to
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
sister of--------------------of
1314
sister
Mueller, Frank,
Frank,
Mueller,
1410
increased------------------pension increased
Mulhern,
Bernard,
Mulhern, Bernard,
pension
1500
pension -------------------------Mullen
D.,
Company, William D.,
Mullen Company,
payment to
to -----------------------1365
payment
Mullen,
James,
Mullen, James,
pension increased
1388
increased -----------------pension
Mullenax,
Sophia (widow),
(widow),
Mullenax, Sophia
pension --------------------------1476
pension
Muller,
Frederick,
Muller, Frederick,
pension
1399
pension--------------------------
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James,
Page.
Mullin, James,
pension
__
------------------pension 1491
1491
Mulloy, Henry
Machinist, Navy,
F., Machinist,
Mulloy,
Henry F.,
ensign__
may
_
961
be appointed
appointed to grade of ensign_
may be
961
Multnomah County, Oreg.,
Multnomah
may
Willamette River, Portbridge Willamette
may bridge
land
land -----------------------18
at
Burnside Street
9
Street---------------at Burnside
9
at
Island
99
at Ross
Ross Island---------------Mundy,
Mundy, John
John (son),
(son),
pension _---_------_. .___---_-___1498
1498
pension
Municipal
Architect's Office, D. C.,
Municipal Architect's
appropriation
salaries --------- 54]
541,
1218
1, 1218
appropriation for salaries
5411, 1218
limit
draftsmen, etc_ 541,
1218
of draftsmen,
limit for pay of
Municipal Court,
Court, D. C.,
Municipal
5641, 1239
appropriation
salaries --------- 564,
1239
appropriation for salaries
56
for
etc
564,
1239
I, 1239
for jurors, etc---------------564i, 1239
for
contingent expenses--expenses__ __ 564,
1239
rent; contingent
for rent;
Municipal
Lodging House,
D. C.,
House, etc., D.
Municipal Lodging
appropriation
for expenses
expenses ------- 57(
570,, 1244
1244
appropriation for
Munitions
of War,
Munitions of
to
proclamation
shipment of, to
declaring shipment
proclamation declaring
Honduras unlawful----------unlawfuL
1942
1942
Honduras
except with consent
Secretary of
of
consent of Secretary
except
State
1950
1950
State-------------------forbidding
to
forbidding illegal shipment of, to
1946
Cuba
__
Cuba----------------------to Mexico
1
1934
94 6
1934
to
Mexico -----.------------shipment
revoking prohibition
prohibition against shipment
revoking
------ ------- 1965
Cuba
of, to Cuba
Murch,Richard
H.,
Murch, Richard H.,
14
1
965
75
1475
pension
-----------pension --- _----Murdick, Laura
Laura (widow),
(widow),
Murdick,
1521
pension
1521
pension------------------------Murfitt, Caroline
Caroline (widow),
(widow),
Murfitt,
1505
pension
_-------------------------pension 1505
Murphy, Catharin
(widow),
Catharin (widow),
Murphy,
1523
pension increased-increased1523 .-----------pension
Murphy,
Margarethe,
Murphy, Margarethe,
of George Heras widow
widow of
payment
payment to
to,Mas
l_
1600
bert
Murphy, a
general__ 1600
consul genera_
a consul
bert Murphy,
Murphy,
Patrick,
Murphy, Patrick,
1405
pension
1405
pension-----------------------Murphy, Rebecca
(widow),
Rebecca (widow),
Murphy,
1535
pension
increased1535
pension increased------------------Murphy, Thomas,
Thomas
Murphy,
1393
pension
increasecL
1393
pension increased----------------Murray, Anna
Anna G.
(widow),
G. (widow),
Murray,
1530
pension
1530
------------------pension----Murray, Edith
Edith M.
(widow),
M. (widow),
Murray,
1407
pension
increased1407
-----------------pension increased
Murray, Mary
L. (widow),
(widow),
Mary L.
Murray,
1502
pension
1502
pension-------------------------Murray, Rebecca (widow),
Murray,
1532
pension
increased
1532
pension increased-----------------Murray, William
F.,
William F.,
Murray,
1495
pension
1495
pension--------------------------Muscle Shoals,
River, Ala.,
Tennessee River,
Shoals, Tennessee
Muscle
appropriation for
work on
on Dam
Dam No.
No. 2;
for work
appropriation
----___ 516
contracts
authorized; limit
limit__
contracts authorized;
2_
for
930
continuing work on Dam No. 2
for continuing
deficiency
appropriation for
for additional
deficiency appropriation
land
plant No.
land for Army nitrate plant
52
2
2-----------------------757
for
on Dam
Dam No.
2 ------No. 2
work on
for work
Musgrave,
Jess,
Musgrave, Jess,
1401
pension increased
increased -----------------pension
Musgrove,
Lucinda
C. (widow),
(widow),
Musgrove, Lucinda C.
1420
pension increased----------------increased
1420
pension
Musical
Mechanical,
Reproductions, Mechanical,
Musical Reproductions,
proclamation including,
including, in
copyright
in copyright
proclamation
1932
privileges to
to Canada---------Canada
1932
privileges
1976
to Switzerland
Switzerland1976
---------------to
1957
to Union
of South
South Africa
Africa ---------1957
Union of
to

2176
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Musick,
Page.
Musick, Sally
Sally (widow),
(widow),
pension increased
1465
pension
increased -----------------1465
Muskegon, Mich.
Muskegon,
Mich.,,
improvement
harbor, authorized_
1188
improvement Of
of harbor,
authorized --1188
Muskingum
River,
Muskingum River,
repairs to
Dam No.
No. 10,
repairs
to Dam
10, Zanesville
Zanesville.
Ohio authorizecL
1190
Ohio,
authorized ------------1190
Muskogee, Okla.,
purchase of
city hospital,
by Director
purchase
of city
hospital, by
Director
of
Bureau, authorized_
authorized_
1354
of Veterans'
Veterans' Bureau,
1354
terms
court at----------------at
388, 945
terms of
of court
388,
945
Mutual Buildinq
Mutual
Building and
and Loan
Loan Associations,
Associations,
exempt
income tax
282
exempt from
from income
tax---------.-282
Mutual Cemetery Companies,
Companies,
Mutual
exempt
income tax
282
exempt from
from income
tax.---------_
282
Mutual Local
etc.,
Mutual
Local Associations,
Associations, Farmers',
Farmers',etc.,
exempt
exempt from
from income tax
tax -----------283
283
Mutual Savings
Mutual
Savings Banks,
Banks,
exempt from
from income
tax-----------282
exempt
income tax
282
Myers,
Myers, Effie
Effie F.
F. (widow),
(widow),
pension ---------------------_
1531
pension
---1531
Myers, Jacob,
Jacob,
pension
1508
pension -----------------------__
- 1508
Myers, Lydia
Lydia M. (widow),
(widow),
pension --pension
1495
-----------_ 1495
E. (widow),
Myers, Margaret
Margaret E.
(widow),
pension increased------------------increased
1472
pension
1472
David S. Myers),
Myers, Mary (widow of David
pension increased
1468
increased-----------1468
Myers, Mary
Mary (widow of Gottlieb
Gottlieb Myers),
Myers),
pension increased
1522
pension
increased-----------------1522
Myers, Nancy L. (widow),
_pension
increased
1456
pension increased------------------1456
Myres, Adelia V. (widow),
pension
1482
pension increased
increased --------------1482
Mystic
Shrine, El
Mystic Shrine,
El Mina Temple,
may use Fort Crockett buildings during State convention
Galvesconvention at Galveston, Tex
Tex .-----------------113
ton,
113
N.
N.
Naiden,
L., Army,
Army,
Naiden, Major
Major Earl
Earl L.,
war
insurance granted
granted to
1571
war risk
risk insurance
to ------1571
Nail
Head Rust
Rust of
of Tomatoes,
Tomatoes,
Nail Head
appropriation for
for investigating,
etc__ __ 833
833
appropriation
investigating, etc-deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for eradicating,
eradicating,
etc ------------------------- 682
682
Naile,
(widow),
Naile, Ida
Ida (widow),
pension ------------------------1511
pension
1511
Nails,
A.,
Nalls, Lewis
Lewis A.,
deficiency appropriation
services__ _ 1313
deficiency
appropriation for
for services__
1313
Nandua
Nandua Creek,
Creek, Va.,
Va.,
preliminary
examination,
etc.,
of,
to
be
preliminary examination, etc., of, to be
made ----------------------1193
made
1193
Nansernond
River, Va.,
Va.,
Nansemond River,
preliminary examination,
etc.,
of,
to
be
preliminary
examination, etc., of, to be
Western Branch_
Branch _ 1193
made, including
includingWestern
1193
Nantucket,
Mass.,
Nantucket, Mass.,
preliminary examination,
harpreliminary
examination, etc.,
etc., of,
of, harbor to
to be
be made
made--------------1191
1191
Nantucket
Sound,
Nantucket Sound,
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., of,
of, to
to be
be
preliminary
made;
Cross
made; removal
removal of
of shoals
shoals at
at Cross
Rip
1191
Rip Shoal
Shoal Light
Light------------1191
Napier! William,
Napier,
William,
1387
pension --------------------------1387
Narcotic
Narcotic Drugs
Drugs Control,
Control,
amount
amount authorized
authorized for
for international
international
conferences on
on ---------------conferences
120
120
Narcotics,
Narcotics,
appropriation for
for expenses,
restricting
appropriation
expenses, restricting
sale of,
72, 771
of, etc
etc------------------ 72,771
disseminating appeal
appeal for
for law
law obobdisseminating
servance ' etc
etc --------------771
servance,
771
for exoenses.
expenses, additional.
additional, 1925
710
for
1925 --_--_
710

Narcotics—Continued.
Page,
Narcotics-Continued.
deficiency appropriation
for, expenses
expenses
deficiency
appropriation for,
restricting sale
sale of,
of, etc
etc -------58,
restricting
58,
62,
698, 761,
761, 1349,
1349, 1352
62, 698,
1352
importers, manufacturers,
etc.,
importers,
manufacturers, dealers,
dealers, etc.,
in opium,
leaves, and
prepin
opium, coca
coca leaves,
and preparations thereof,
thereof, to
to register
register with
with
arations
collectors of
of internal
internal revenue_
revenue_ __
328
collectors
328
registry and proportionate
proportionate tax
if so
so
tax if
engaged January
January 1,
328
engaged
1, 1919
1919 ----328
subsequently
329
subsequently engaged
engaged ----------329
tax on
special tax
on designated
designated occupations_
occupations
329
329
definition
of, importer,
importer, manufacturer,
definition of,
manufacturer,
and producer
producer--------------329
and
329
wholesale
329
wholesale dealer
dealer ----------------329
retail
dealer -------------------329
retail dealer
329
place
business; employees
place of
of business;
employees exexcepted
from registry
registry and
__
329
cepted from
and tax_
tax___
329
exemption
from registry,
exemption of
of officials
officials from
registry,
tax,
329
tax, etc
etc--------------------329
regulations to
be prescribed
329
regulations
to be
prescribed ------329
disposal
by persons
registered, unundisposal by
persons not
not registered,
lawful ----------------329
---329
"person"
329
"person" construed
construed -------------329
special tax laws
329
laws applicable
applicable ----------329
stamp tax
tax on,
imported__-__
_ 329
329
stamp
on, produced
produced or
or imported
additional•to import
import duty
330
additional.to
duty --------330
disposal of,
except in
or from
stamped
disposal
of, except
in or
from stamped
packages,
packages, unlawful
330
unlawful ------_--_
330
evidence of
violation, etc
etc --------330
evidence
of violation,
330
obtained by
by prescription,
etc., perobtained
prescription, etc.,
permitted -------------------330
330
professional administration,
professional
administration, etc.,
etc., by
by
registered
physicians, etc.,
registered physicians,
etc., alallowed
330
lowed----------------330
stamp provisions
made applicable
to
stamp
provisions made
applicable to
engraving, etc
etc
330
engraving,
-------330
seizure,
etc., of
of unstamped
seizure, etc.,
unstamped packages
packages in
in
possession of
of any
330
possession
any person
person ------330
revenue laws
made aprevenue
laws governing,
governing, made
applicable ----------------330
plicable
- 330
records
records and
imand returns
returns required
required of
of importers,
manufacturers,
manufacturers,
and
and
wholesale dealers-----dealers
330
-----330
regulations
regulations to
330
to be
be made
made-----------330
designated
medicines, etc.,
designated medicines,
etc., not
not subject
subject
to
provisions hereof
330
to provisions
hereof ---------330
records
be kept
kept of
of all
etc.;
records to
to be
all sales,
sales, etc.;
preservation for
preservation
years, etc
331
for two
two years,
etc 331
registry and
and tax required---------registry
required
331
331
decocainized coca leaves,
decocanuzed
etc., not
leaves, etc.,
not subsubject
to this
this Act
Act -------------331
ject to
331
all
opium 'etc.,
from persons
persons conconall opium,
etc., seized
seized from
victed with
law to
to
victed
with violations
violations of
of law
be confiscated
confiscated --------------331
be
331
delivery for
delivery
for medical
medical purposes
purposes to
to any
any
Federal department, etc------etc
331
331
applicable
seizures from unknown
applicable to seizures
unknown
owners
331
owners--------------------331
restriction on
on destruction
331
restriction
destruction --------331
Narcotics
Traffic,
Narcotics Traffic,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for participatparticipatdeficiency
ing in
conferences
ing
in international
international conferences
to regulate
regulate -----------------692
692
Narrows Island
Narrows
Me.,
Island Reservation,
Reservation, Me.,
sale
of abandoned,
abandoned, authorized
383
sale of
authorized-------383
Nash Motors Company,
Nash
remission of
duties to-----to
1572
of customs duties
1572
Natchez National
National Cemetery, Miss.,
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
of
for repairs
repairs of
roadway
roadway to ----------------52
52
National Advisory Committee for
National
for AeroAeronautics,
nautics,
appropriation
for expenses
527, 1206
appropriation for
expenses -_----_ 527,1206
for
printing and
and binding
binding ------1206
for printing
_1206
for salaries, additional,
additional, 1925
705
1925--------705

INDEX.
National Bank
Bank Currency,
Pagc.
Page.
Currency,
National
appropriation for
distinctive paper
paper
appropriation
for distinctive
for ---------------------for
68,
68, 768
768
for
expenses, redemption
Treasfor expenses,
redemption of,
of, Treasurer's Office
Office ---------------.
70, 770
urer's
70,
770
for expenses,
expenses, Office
Office of
of Comptroller
of
for
Comptroller of
the Currency
Currency --------------71, 770
the
71,
770
deficiency appropriation
for distinctive
deficiency
appropriation for
distinctive
paper for
1341
paper
for ------------------1341
National Banks,
Banks,
National
contributing by,
election, ununby, to
to any
any election,
contributing
lawful
1074
lawful ---------------------penalty for
for ---------------------1074
1074
penalty
punishment for
to, by
by
for consenting
consenting to,
punishment
any officer,
officer, etc
1074
1074
any
etc --------------oath
required of
of directors
955
955
directors-----------oath required
any
notary, etc.,
etc., except
except official
official of
of the
the
any notary,
bank, may
may administer--------administer
955
bank,
955
filing,
955
filing, etc
etc ----------------------955
National Board
Board for
Promotion of
of Rifle
Rifle
National
for Promotion
Practice (see
(see Rifle
Practice, NaNaPractice
Rifle Practice,
tional
Board for
for Promotion
of).
Promotion of).
tional Board
National Capital
Park Commission,
Commission,
CapitalPark
National
appropriation
for incidental
expenses,
incidental expenses,
appropriation for
etc,, of
-1247
etc.,
of ----------------created
to preserve
provide for
for
forests, provide
preserve forests,
created to
systematic development
of park,
park,
development of
systematic
parkway, and
playground syssysparkway,
and playground
tem in
in Washington,
463
etc - 463
tem
Washington, etc
composition
463
463
composition of
of ------------------authorized
to acquire
Disin the
the Dislands in
acquire lands
authorized to
trict, Maryland,
Virginia
and Virginia
trict,
Maryland, and
for parks,
463
463
for
parks, etc
etc ---------------by purchase,
in
etc., in
condemnation, etc.,
by
purchase, condemnation,
the District
District ----------------463
the
463
by
purchase or
in
or condemnation
condemnation in
by purchase
Maryland
or
Virginia,
as
deterMaryland or Virginia, as determined in
agreements with
with State
State
mined
in agreements
officials
463
463
officials ------------------advice of Commission
Fine Arts
in
Commission of
of Fine
Arts in
advice
selection
463
selection -------------- -463
all actions,
subject to
to approval
approval
all
actions, etc.,
etc., subject
of
the President-------------President__
463
463
of the
annual
authorized in
in District
District
amounts authorized
annual amounts
appropriation Acts
Acts for
for expenses,
expenses,
appropriation
acquiring
lands, etc
463
463
etc---------acquiring lands,
based on
on one
one cent
for each
each inhabitant
inhabitant
cent for
based
of
the United
United States_
463
463
States ---------of the
payment proportionately
Fedfrom Fedproportionately from
payment
eral and
District revenues
revenues.------- 463
463
eral
and District
lands acquired
acquired in
made part
part of
of
in District
District made
lands
park
system under
of Enunder Chief of
park system
gineers
464
gineers---------------------suitable for
for playgrounds
assigned
playgrounds assigned
suitable
464
to
Commissioners -----------to Commissioners
in Maryland
Maryland and
and Virginia
Virginia controlled
controlled
in
by
agreement of
authoriof State
State authoriby agreement
ties
464
-464
ties-------------------subject to
of the
the PresiPresito approval
approval of
subject
dent
464
464
dent ----------------------report, estimates,
estimates, etc.,
to be
be submitted
submitted
etc., to
report,
by
464
464
by -------------------------acceptance authorized
authorized of
of dedications
dedications of
of
acceptance
land
District for
for extension
extension
land in
in the
the District
of
system on
__
979
of---979
on request
request of__
of park
park system
National Cemeteries,
National
Cemeteries,
appropriation for
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc_
926
511, 926
etc_. 511,
appropriation
for Arlington
Arlington Memorial
AmphitheaMemorial Amphitheafor
ter,
etc
511,
926
511, 926
ter, etc-----------------for superintendents
511,
511, 926
926
for
superintendents ------------for repairs
repairs to
to roadways;
restricroadways; restricfor
tion
511,926
511,926
tion --------------------roads
to one
one approach_
926
511, 926
approach_ -_ 511,
limited to
roads limited
for
headstones
for
soldiers'
graves,
for headstones for soldiers' graves,
etc
511,926
etc---------------------- 511, 926
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Cemeteries-Continued.
National Cemeteries—Continued.
appropriation
field;
battlefield;
appropriation for Antietam battle
superintendent
superintendent ------------- 511, 926
for disposition
disposition of remains of officers,
enlisted men, citizens, etc.; removals
movals-------------------- 511, 926
segregation of bodies in American
American
segregation
cemeteries, Great Britain, and
cemeteries,
France ------------------512, 927
France
for Confederate
Ill_
512,
Confederate Mound, Chicago, Il
927
for Confederate
Confederate Stockade
Stockade Cemetery,
Cemetery,
Ohio --------------------- _ 512, 927
927
Ohio
for Confederate
care,
Confederate burial plats, care,
etc
etc --------------------- 512, 927
for burial of indigent
indigent ex-soldiers,
etc., Hot Springs Hospital, at
Rock, Ark ---------927
512, 927
Little Rock,
monuments, etc.,
etc., in Cuba and
for monuments,
China ------------------ 512,927
512, 927
additional, 1925--------------1925
712
712
for additional,
superintendents, additional,
additional, 19251925_
712
for superintendents,
headstones for soldiers'
soldiers' graves,
for headstones
additional, 1925-------------1925
712
712
for disposition of remains of officers,
officers,
etc., additional,
712
additional, 1925
1925---------- 712
monuments, etc.,
etc., in Cuba and
for monuments,
China, additional, 1925 ------712
712
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for headstones
headstones
soldiers' graves
graves -----------52,
for soldiers'
59,
762, 1350
59, 63,
63, 699, 762,1350
for repairs
repairs to roadways
52
roadways----- -----for Natchez,
Natchez, Miss.,
Miss., road repairs---repairs
52
for disposition
disposition of remains of officers,
etc --------------59, 762, 1350
for maintenance
63
maintenance-----------------conveyance of roads to States; maintenance required, etc
etc----------- 1104
establishment
authorized of burial
establishment authorized
grounds of former President
President
Zachary
970
Zachary Taylor
Taylor --------970
Philadelphia, Pa.;
Pa..' strip of land granted
uses
242
to city for street uses---------restoration
restoration directed of the Lee Mansion,
Arlington, Va--------------Va
1356
1356
National
Commissioners on
National Conference
Conference of Commissioners
Uniform
State Laws,
Uniform State
appropriation for aid to---------.
to
545, 1222
appropriation
National Defense Act, 1916, Amendments,
National
National Guard, sale of unserviceable
property
property------..-----.---.--363
training periods, etc.,
modified
etc., modified-----363
pay of officers
officers-------------364
hospital treatment,
etc., for National
treatment, etc.,
Guard and officers and enlisted
reserve corps at encampments,
encampments,
etc
etc-----.----------------364
injuries in aerial flights ---------injuries
365
allowance if disability continues
over
six months
over six
months------------- 365
365
previous payments
payments validated
previous
validated ---365
Reserve
Training Corps and
Reserve Officers'
Officers' Training
civilians at training camps ----365
civilians
persons dying under, payment for
funeral expenses
expenses and return home
funeral
of body to be made
made ----------365
National Guard property
property and disbursdisbursofficers may entrust moneys
ing officers
to other officers as their agents;
agents;
responsibility
responsibility--------------365
additional pay to enlisted men with
with
additional
specialists' ratings
ratings -----------specialists'
365
payments heretofore
heretofore made, validated
dated--------------------366
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National
1916, AmendmentsAmendments—
National Defense
Defense Act,
Act, 1916,
Continued.
Continued.
National Guard; payments to warrant
warrant
officers for services between July
1, 1922, and October 29, 1923,
validated- ------------------.
validated_
to officers and enlisted men for attendance at drills
drills of only part
tendance
of an
organization, validated
validated_ _
of
an organization,
--_
wade
percentages
of
modigrade percentages enlisted men modified
fied ----------------------exception from duty with troops authorized of Medical,
Medical, Ordnance,
thorized
and Chemical Warfare
Warfare officers Judge Advocate General's
officers of Judge
General's
Department
Department engaged on patent
patent
litigation
litigation------------------reserve officers to receive Army comreserve
missions ------------------National Guard
Guard for period of Fedof National
eral recognition
recognition-------------National Guard; enlistment
enlistment period---period..
National
funds available
available for supplies for anietc
mals, care, etc---------------number of men allowed
allowed for care, etcetc_
civilian caretakers
caretakers permitted
permitted----status declared
declared of Massachusetts
Massachusetts First
First
Corps Cadets --------------pay allowances
allowances of National Guard enlisted men modified
modified----------service accepted
accepted in lieu of drill
drill-----recognition
participation with
recognition of
of participation
another State organization
another
organization ----retired enlisted men of the Army serving
serving
as commissioned officers in
receive pay of
of
World War, to receive
retired warrant
warrant officers-------officers
of the Navy
Navy and Marine
Marine Corps servserving as naval officers in World
World
retired
War to receive pay of retired
warrant officers-------------.
officers
warrant
allowance
allowance if retired prior to July 1,
102; if subsequently
1922;
subsequently --------may receive pay, etc., of present rating if exceeding
commissioned
exceeding commissioned
service
service---------------------commutation of rations
rations to
to
payments of commutation
noncommissioned
noncommissioned officers of National Guard after
after July 1, 1922,
to be credited in disbursing offiofficers' accounts---------------accounts
cers'
return from President of bill, requested_
reenrollment
reenrollment ordered
ordered-------------composition of National
National Guard -----composition
enlistment
enlistment period and oath for National
Guard --------------------Guard
organization of Militia
Militia Bureau in War
War
organization
Department
Department ---------------disposition, etc.,
etc. of property issued to
to
National ,Guard
Guard --------National
--dates of rank and precedence
precedence of officers
officers
of Army, Reserves,
Reserves, or National
Guard----------------------Guard
exchange of Army property in PennsylPennsylexchange
vania with Monroe Water Supply Company
Company---------------return from President of bill, requested_
reenrollrnent
ordered -----------'
reenrollment ordered
National Education
Education Week,
National
Week,
proclamation urging observation
observation of
of
proclamation
week beginning November
November 23,
1923, as -------------------National Forests
Forest ProtecNational
Forests (see
(see also
also Forest
Protection),
appropriation
for
restoring
to
public
appropriation
domain
domain lands in ---------- 395,
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366
366
366
470
470
470
470
470

470
470
470

471
471
471
471
471
472
472

472
472
472

472

472
1611
1612
1612
1075
1075
1076

1076
1077
1077

1078
1078
1078
1617
1617
1617
1617

1925

1146

National
Page.
National Forests—Continued.
Forests-Continued.
appropriation
topographic surveys
appropriation for topographic
of lands in--------------in
419, 1172
1172
for administration of ---------833
443, 833
disposal of timber -----------833
443, 833
for
expenses,
district
administrafor expenses, district administration ---------------------444,
834
444, 834
for fighting forest fires,
fires, etc ------- 445, 835
835
emergency insect infestations
infestations in_
in.. 445,
445, 835
835
for airplane patrol to prevent
prevent forest
forest
fires on, etc-----------------etc
835
for sanitary and fire protection, public camp grounds
grounds within
within ---445, 835
835
improving range conditions, etc_ 445, 835
835
for improving
etc., for tree
for purchase of seed, etc.,
planting; experiments,
etc_ 445, 835
835
planting;
experiments, etc---etc., for developdevelopfor roads, trails, etc.,
836
ment of -------------------836
for eradicating
eradicating poisonous plants
in --------------------- 446, 836
836
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for fighting,
etc.,
1325
etc., forest fires
fires------------ 39, 1325
for restoring
restoring to public domain lands
in------------------------1348
1348
camp
Angeles, Calif.; lands for free camp
grounds in, allowed
allowed Los Angeles
County --------------------969
Colorado; lands transferred
Rocky
transferred from Rocky
Mountain National
National Park
to
252
Mountain
Park to---252
Crook, Ariz.; lands in, granted
granted to Gila
Gila
County for recreational area__area. __ 242
Custer, Mont.; exchange
exchange of coal lands
1117
in ----------------------- 1117
exchange of lands authorized
exchange
authorized for addiEldorado, Calif -------tion to Eldorado,
953
Mount Hood, Oreg -------------1079
Plumas, Calif --------------------952 952
Santiam,
1080
Santiam Oreg -----------------:
1080
Shasta,
Shasta, Calif
953
953
Stanislaus,
Calif
953
Stanislaus, Calif-----------------953
Calif., and Nev-----------Nev
954
Tahoe, Calif.,
954
exchange offered
offered for private lands to be
added to Umatilla,
Umatilla, Wallowa,
Wallowa, or
or
Whitman, in Oregon --------1279
Whitman,
1279
addition of public lands by proclamation --------------------1279
1279
Whitman, Oreg-----------------1282
Whitman,
1282
addition of public lands by proclaproclamation -------------------1282
1282
Harney, S. Dak.; erection of national
memorial
authorized in -------memorial authorized
1214
1214
reservations
in exchanges of lands for, reservations
minerals, etc.,
of timber, minerals,
etc., to be
considered in determining
determining values
1090
considered
conditions if reservations
reservations made in
conditions
lands conveyed
conveyed to United States_ 1090
where mineral reservations
reservations in lands
lands
conveyed by the United States_
States -_ 1090
rights, etc.,
etc., retained by owners subsubject to State tax laws
laws---------- 1090
1090
lands added to Carson, N. Men
Mex --643, 739
739
Lassen, Calif --------------------357
357
Medicine Bow, Wyo ------------ _
594
Plumas, Calif------------------356
Snoqualmie, Wash --------------1074
lands authorized to be withdrawn
withdrawn
from, in South Dakota for a
a
game refuge -----------------634
634
one-half of grazing fees in, waived for
for
1925, in drought-stricken
drought-stricken regions
1259
gions-------------------__--1259
Ozark,
Ozark, Ark.; game refuges
refuges to be set
set
apart in --------_---------_ 1091
proclamation
proclamation diminishing area of
of
1935
Chelan, Wash --- _----------1935
Lincoln, N. Mex
Lincoln,
Mex-------------1963
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proclamation
diminishing area of Olymproclamation diminishing
pic,
-Wash -------------pic, Wash
Prescott, Ariz ----------------Mex--------------Sante Fe, N. Mex__
Calif
Sequoia, Calif-----------------SnoquaLmie, Wash ------------Snoqualmie,
enlarging
Carson, N. Mex_-Mex__ _
enlarging area of Carson,
Coconino, Ariz ----------------Coconino,
Barney S. Dak
Dak---------------Harney
Calif
Inyo, Calif------------------Manti,
Manti, Utah _----------------Manzano,
Mex -----------Manzano, N. Mex
Medicine
Medicine Bow, Wyo ----------Va------------Natural Bridge, Va
Powell, Utah---------------Targhee,
Wyo------Targhee, Idaho and Wyo
modifying boundaries
boundaries of Apache,

Page.

1982
1923
1923
1920
1920
1910
1910
1982
1984
1922
1974
1910
1910
1980
1966
1964
1948
1911
1911
1975

1984
Ariz ----------------------1919
Carson, N. Mex
1919
Mex--------------Carson,
Kaniksu, Idaho --------------1953
Kaniksu,
1926
Sitgreaves, Ariz --------------Sitgreaves,
1923
Tonto
Ariz-----------------Tonto, Ariz
Pa-------- 1925
setting
1925
Allegheny, Pa
setting apart, Allegheny,
provisions
protection of forest lands,
provisions for protection
areas, exreforesting denuded areas,
653
etc---------------tension of, etc
special
contributions, etc.,
special fund, from contributions,
etc-------- 1132
reforestation of, etc
for reforestation
title to
to lands in, acquired under Contitle
servation
accepted, and
servation Act, accepted,
other lands
lands or timber given in
exchange
1215
exchange-------------------Willow
ranger station authorized
authorized
Willow Creek ranger
98
on
and Clark,
Mont---Clark, Mont
Lewis and
on Lewis
National Gallery
Gallery of Art,
National
appropriation for
administration exfor administration
appropriation
penses
528, 1207
penses------------------National Guard,
Guard,
National
officers------ 481,
appropriation
481 896
appropriation for pay, officers
for pay,
pay, enlisted
481, 896
men----------- 481,896
enlisted men
for
for
officers and enof officers
transportation of
for transportation
486, 901
listed men on discharge
discharge ----for
equipping and training_ 505, 920
arming, equipping
for arming,
for
forage, etc., for animals ------ 505, 920
920
for forage,
additional from unexpended
unexpended balances
920
ances --------------------for
for care, etc., of animals, supplies,
505,920
etc
505,
920
etc --------------------for
expenses, instruction
instruction camps
920
camps- - 505, 920
for expenses,
additional, from
unexpended balbalfrom unexpended
additional,
920
ances ---------------------ances
for
attending military
military service
service schools
for attending
920
505,
---505,920
------------------------additional from unexpended
unexpended baladditional
ances
920
ances-------------------officers
property, and disbursing officers
for property,
920
505, 920
-------------------------- 505,
additional
balunexpended baladditional from unexpended
920
ances
ances--------------------for equipment and instruction exfor'equipment
505,920
penses
505,
920
penses ---------------for
officers - 505, 920
920
Regular Army officers
travel, Regular
for travel,
for
920
etc----- 505, 920
supplies, etc
transporting supplies,
for transporting
additional from unexpended
unexpended baladditional
ances --------------------920
ances
for
expenses, Army enlisted men-men__ 505, 920
for expenses,
etc., instructors
instructors ---------506
for rent, etc.,
for pay
pay of (armory
(armory drills) -------- 506, 920
for
unexpended
balances, available,
unexpended balances,
920
in addition -----------------for procuring
procuring arms, etc., for issue for
for
1n-1
field
service
i-t1u1i ...
I ----i --

..

------------

506. 920
-...- 506,a---920
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appropriation
procuring arms, etc.;
appropriation for procuring
issues
Army surplus stores;
from Army
issues from
not charged to militia appropriations
priations------------------ 506, 921
reduction of mounted units, etc_ 506, 921
reduction
equipping, etc., addiarming, equipping,
for arming,
711
tional,
tional, 1925 ---------------deficiency appropriation
appropriation for arming,
deficiency
59, 63,
equipping, etc--------------etc
equipping,
699, 701, 762, 1350
1350
equipment, etc---------------etc
59
for equipment,
for pay (armory drills); reappropriation
1345
----- priation----------beregularly enlisted men beto consist of regularly
or
tween ages of 18 and 45, or
1075
reenlistments not over 64 ----reenlistments
64_-- 1075
officers
officers between ages of 21 and 64
no
payments to, invalid if officer or enno payments
listed men over 45 at time of
appointment, etc------------etc
1075
appointment,
enlistment
of, in
National Guard ReRein National
enlistment of,
serve;
taken-- ----- 1076
serve; oath to be taken
transfers
to and from Reserve authortransfers to
ized
1076
ized-----------------------1076
period
enlistment, etc ------------of enlistment,
period of
property
issued to, remains
remains in United
property issued
1077
States ownership-----------ownership
States
if lost,
lost, damaged,
Army
damaged, etc., report of Army
if
etc-------- 1077
officer upon survey,
survey, etc
officer
unavoidable causes, State
if from unavoidable
1077
to be relieved---------------relieved
1077
chargeable to State, etc., if due to
to
chargeable
carelessness, etc
etc-------------- 1077
carelessness,
disposal
unserviceable
1077
disposal of unserviceable----------refusal
to pay for loss,.
etc., debars
loss, etc.,
refusal to
appropriain appropriaparticipation m
from participation
1078
tions ---------------------unserviceable
unserviceable through fair wear and
tear, may,
may, after inspection of
tear,
Army officer, be sold, and State
relieved from
from accountability__
accountability_. _-_ 1078
relieved
inspection allowed
allowed as substitute for
inspection
examination,
report, etcetc -----1078
examination, report,
rank,
precedence, etc., of officers deterrank, precedence,
mined
mined----------------------- 1078
allowances to officers
enlisted men
men
officers and enlisted
allowances
increase while on
of aviation increase
active
maneuvers,
duty at maneuvers,
active
251
camps,
camps, etc -----------------assignment
federally
officers of federally
three officers
assignment of three
recognized,
Bureau;
recognized, for duty in Bureau;
1077
pay,
1077
etc ------------------pay, etc
Regular
of 500 officers to duty with Regular
Army;
etc
1077
Army; pay, etc-------------pay,
etc., from whole fund for supsuppay, etc.,
port
1077
--------port of ---of Militia Bureau, War DepartChief of
from---ment,
to be
be appointed
1076
appointed from_
ment, to
selection from
service qualifications;
qualifications; selection
recommendations
of
governors
recommendations of governors
1076
of
States------------------of States
appointed
general, Officers'
Officers'
major general,
appointed major
etc.;
Reserve Corps; rank, pay, etc.;
Reserve
1076
no retirement--------------retirement
enlisted
men; pay
conadjusted to conpay adjusted
enlisted men;
form
with Army
Army rates--------rates _
471
form with
allowance for
for ordered
ordered drills in which
allowance
participating
471
participating ---------------payment for
for actual
actual presence
presence ----471
payment
other duty accepted
accepted in place of drills,
472
for maneuvers, etc ----except for
participation
participation with other National
accepted- Guard
472
organizations, accepted
Guard organizations,
v
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funds allotted
allotted for support of, available
transfers to, from
National Guard,
Guard, or
or
from National
etc., of animals
animals ------for care, etc.,
471
to
from, authorauthorto National
National Guard
Guard from,
compensation of help; number
number alcompensation
ized ----------------------- 1076
lowed; enlistment,
enlistment, pay,
471
pay, etc ----period of enlistment
enlistment not changed
changed_-.___ 1076
1076
caretakers
civilian caretakers
----------471
members of,
training service
of, in
in active
active training
service
longevity credit
credit to officers
officers serving
serving
National Guard to
with National
to receive
receive
under Federal pay -----------250
Federal pay, etc-------------etc1076
1076
officers recognized
officers
recognized as reserve officers
no other pay from National Guard
during period of Federal serviceservice_
470
appropriations1076
appropriations--------------1076
periods of enlistment for,
for original and
and
National Highway Act,
National
subsequent, modified
modified --------subsequent,
470
transfer of five per cent of the distribudistribuproperty unserviceable
unserviceable from service
service
tion of materials, etc.,
etc., under,
under, for
for
wear may be sold, after
after inspecinspecwear
etc., to
to be
national forest
forest roads, etc.,
be
tion thereof
thereof----------------363
naused for
for roads, trails, etc.,
etc., in
in naState, etc., relieved
relieved of accountabilityaccountability _ 363
tional
parks and
90
tional parks
and monuments..
monuments_- __
90
inspection etc., a
substitute for surinspection,
a substitute
surNationalHome for Disabled
National
Disabled Volunteer Solvey, etc -----------------363
diers,
diers,
yearly requirement
requirement for drill, etc ----363
appropriation
Dayton,
appropriation for expenses,
expenses, Dayton,
participating in encampments
encampments target
target
participating
Ohi o------------Ohio
_------516, 931
practice, etc ----------------363
Milwaukee, Wis
Milwaukee,Wis-------------517, 932
932
assembly of
thereof formation,
formation, or part
part thereTogus, Me ----- --- ---518,
932
518, 932
of, allowed-----------------allowed
363
Hampton,
932
Hampton, Va
Va---------------- 518,
518, 932
attendance
attendance at separate consecuconsecuLeavenworth,
Kane ---------518,
932
Leavenworth, Kans
518, 932
tive formations
formations counted ----363
363
Santa Monica, Calif --------518,
932
518, 932
credit limited ------------_---363
Marion, Ind --------- _-----518,
932
518, 932
minimum practice period and actual
actual
518,
932
Danville, Ill -------------518, 932
duty prescribed
prescribed --------------363
Johnson
Johnson City, Tenn
Tenn ---.-518,
932
_-.518, 932
pay of captains, lieutenants,
lieutenants, and warBattle Mountain Sanitarium,
Sanitarium, S.
S.
rant officers for prescribed
prescribed atDak -------------------518,
932
518, 932
tendance at drills, etc ------364
for clothing, all branches --518,
932
518, 932
restriction above
above captains - -----restriction
364
518, 932
for Board of Managers
Managers- -------- 518,
932
below grade not belonging
organbelonging to organnumber and eligibility
eligibility of manizations..
izations -------------------364
agers, modified
modified ------------518
518
additional, for administrative
administrative work,
extension of benefits
other
benefits of, to other
officers
officers commanding
commanding less
less than aa
veterans, etc-------etc
-----_ 519
519
brigade
brigade--------------...----364
additional, 1925-------------712
for additional,
712
restriction_ ----------restriction__-----364
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for Battle
officers of, and Reserve,
Reserve, may purchase
purchase
Mountain Sanitarium,
Sanitarium, S. DakDak _53,
Mountain
53, 1346
1346
uniforms, etc., for cashcash
---364
for Santa Monica, Calif
Calif --------- 63,
63, 1346
1346
members of, injured at encampments,
encampments,
63, 1346
for Dayton, Ohio ------------- 63,
1346
etc., entitled to hospital treattreatMilwaukee, Wis
for Milwaukee,
Wis------------ 63,
63, 1346
1346
ment, etc -----....---------364
for Johnson
Johnson City, Tenn_
1346, 1350
Tenn_ 63, 762,
762, 1346,
1350
pay continued, and transportation on
on
for medical
medical and hospital
hospital servicesservices -_ 63,
63, 762
762
termination
termination-----------364
for Marion,
Marion, Ind -------------762, 1346
1346
762,
allowance for injuries in
in aerial
aerial
allowance
for clothing -------------------762
762
flights
flights--------.---365
1346
for Hampton, Va
Va----------.-----1346
allowance if remaining
remaining over six
for Leavenworth, Kane
1346
Kans ----------1346
months in hospital, etc ----365
for hospital
hospital construction,
construction, Santa
Santa MonMonprevious
validated..
_
previous payments of,
of, validated 365
ica, Calif 1346
------------------- 1346
payment for funeral expenses and rehospital facilities, etc., of, to be utilized
utilized
body home if death ococturn of body
by Veterans'
Veterans' Bureau
610
Bureau---------610
curs -----_.----_---.--- --_
365
hospital to be erected at Santa Monica,
Monica,
property and disbursing officers
officers may
if -------------.-------Calif4
Calif
534
designate other officers for dismanager appointed,
appointed, John J. Steadman..
17
Steadman_
17
bursements -----------bursements
_
--__
365 National
365
National Military
Parks,
Military Parks,
accountability, etc---------------accountability,
etc
365
appropriation for Chickamauga
appropriation
Chickamauga and
and
specialists' ratings,
enlisted men with specialists'
Chattanooga ------------- 512,
Chattanooga
927
512,927
entitled to pay thereof while at
at
memorials allowed
allowed Spanish War
War
encampments, etc
etc. --------_
365
veterans who were encamped
encamped
payments heretofore made to, valivaliin ---------------------- 513, 928
928
dated
dated--___ ._---_.---.366
for Gettysburg---------.---Gettysburg
- 513,
513, 928
928
warrant officers
officers to be paid for service
service
for Guilford Courthouse
Courthouse ___----513, 928
928
between July 1, 1922, and OctoOctofor Shiloh------------------- 513,
513, 928
928
ber 29, 1923 -----------366
for Vicksburg
Vicksburg ----------------- 514, 928
payments
payments heretofore
heretofore made, for drills
for Chickamauga
Chickamauga and Chattanooga,
Chattanooga,
organization,
for only part of an organization,
additional, 1925 ------------712
additional,
712
validated
validated---------.---------366
for Gettysburg, additional, 1925._
712
1925 ---__
712
status of First Corps Cadets, MassaMassafor Guilford Courthouse, additional,
additional,
chusetts ---chusetts
-----____-____
471
1925 ---------------- 712
712
NationalGuard
National
Guard Reserve,
for Shiloh,
Shiloh, additional, 1925 -------712
712
enlistment in, for one or three years
for Vicksburg, additional,
additional, 1925 ----712
712
authorized, if qualified
qualified for active
active
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for Guilford
National
Guard; oath-------oath
National Guard;
1076
Courthouse.
C.
7A2
Courthouse,
N.
762
--------, N.
·· · C
--------------·-
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conveyance to
conveyance
to States of
of roads to; mainmaintenance required, etc -------- _ 1104
tenance
1104
investigation
establishinvestigation of feasibility
feasibility of establishing, in
in Kansas City, to commemorate Battle of Westport
Westport__
801
memorate
restoration
restoration of Fort McHenry,
McHenry, Md.,
Md., for
for
preservation as aa permanent_
permanent--_
1109
preservation
National Monuments,
National
Monuments,
appropriation for
protection etc
etc_ _
425, 1178
1178
appropriation
for protection,
- _
- _ 425,
condiCarlsbad Cave, N.
N. Niex.;
Mex.; condidition
dition ----------_---- 425, 1179
for
constructing, etc.,
for constructing,
etc., roads and
and trails
trails
1179
---1179
in ------------------protection, etc.,
etc., additional,
709
for protection,
additional, 1925_
1925_
709
deficiency
appropriation for construcdeficiency appropriation
construction of
of roads,
etc
686
686
tion
roads, etc------------emergency insect infestations,
for emergency
infestations,
etc., in
755
755
---etc.,
in ---------------protection
1348
1348
for protection-------------------construction of roads, etc.,
etc., in
and naconstruction
in, and
authorized -----90
90
tional parks, authorized
for
annual allotments
allotments authorized
authorized for
construction, surveys, etc-----etc
90
construction,
five per cent of the materials,
materials, etc.,
Highunder the Highto be distributed under
national forests, to
to
way Act
Act for national
be transferred
transferred for
90
90
of ------for use of
be
proclamation
area of Pinnaenlarging area
proclamation enlarging
cles, Calif
Calif -------------1911,
1911, 1961
1961
cles,
setting
aside, Bryce
Bryce Canyon,
Canyon, Utah__
Utah -_ _ 1914
setting aside,
Carlsbad Cave, N. Mex---------Mex
1929
Castle
C
1968
1968
S. C----------Pinckney, S.
Castle Pinckney,
- 1946
Chiricahua, Ariz
Ariz ----------Chiricahua,
Craters of
1947
of the Moon,
Moon, Idaho ----Craters
designated historic
historic forts as
1968
1968
as -----designated
1968
Marion, Fla
Fla_------------Fort Marion,
Matanzas, Fla
Fla--------- --1969
1969
Fort Matanzas,
1968
--1968
Fort Pulaski, Ga ---------1968
Y------------Wood, N. Y
1968
Fort Wood,
Glacier
1988
1988
Bay, Alaska
Alaska ---------Glacier Bay,
Meriwether
Lewis, Tenn
1986
Tenn-------Meriwether Lewis,
Pipe Spring,
1913
1913
Ariz--------------Pipe
Spring, Ariz
Wupatki,
1977
1977
Ariz-----------------Wupatki, Ariz
National
D. C.,
C.,
National Museum,
Museum, D.
appropriation
fixtures,
furniture, fixtures,
for furniture,
appropriation for
etc
528, 1207
528,1207
etc-------------------for heating,
heating, lighting,
etc
528, 1207
528,
lighting, etc------for
for preserving
preserving collections;
collections; employemployfor
ees
528, 1207
1207
-------------------528,
ees
for
etc
528, 1207
1207
528,
books, etc--------for repairs,
repairs, books,
deficiency
preserving
appropriation for preserving
deficiency appropriation
collections
60, 697,
697, 759
759
55, 60,
collections ----------- 55,
retained Patent
Patent Office
models of value,
value,
Office models
retained
etc.,
in Patent
Office
Patent Office
kept in
etc., to be kept
or
942
942
or ------------------------National
Park Service,
Service,
National Park
appropriation
for Director,
Director, and office
office
appropriation for
personnel
422, 1176
1176
personnel --------------for accounting
accounting services,
services, etc
etc ----- 422,
422, 1176
1176
for
for
and binding
for ---392,
392, 1143
1143
binding for
for printing
printing and
Director, to
National Capitol
Capitol
to serve on National
Director,
463
Park Commission,
D. C
C------Commission, D.
Park
exhibit
Seville Exposition
Exposition to
to be prefor Seville
exhibit for
pared
1257
1257
pared by
by--------------------National
Parks,
National Parks,
appropriation
_ 219,
219, 1028
1028
commissioners-_for commissioners__
appropriation for
for
and other
servother personal
personal servfor Director,
Director, and
ices
422,
422,1176
1176
ices--------------for accounting
accounting services-------services
422,
1176
422, 1176
for
for
1176
422, 1176
Oreg--------- 422,
Crater Lake,
Lake, Oreg
for Crater
for General
423,
423, 1176
1176
Calif -----Grant, Calif
for
General Grant,
for
Glacier, Mont
423,
423, 1176
1176
Mont ----------for Glacier,
45822°-vot 43-PT
43-P2 2-56
2-56
45822°-voL
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National
appropriationf or Grand
Canyon,Ariz_ 423,1177
423,1177
appropriationfor
Grand Canyon,Ariz
Bright Angel
423
Angel trail,
trail, etc
etc ---------423
for
Hawaii -------------423,
1177
for Hawaii
423, 1177
for
423,
1177
for Hot Springs,
Springs, Ark
Ark --------423, 1177
for Lafayette,
Lafayette, Me
423,
1177
Me -----------423, 1177
for
Lassen Volcanic,
1177
for Lassen
Volcanic, Calif
Calif ------ 423,
423, 1177
for
Verde, Colo
Colo 424,
1177
for Mesa
Mesa Verde,
-----424, 1177
for
424, 1177
1177
for Mount
Mount McKinley,
McKinley, Alaska
Alaska--- 424,
for Mount Rainier, Wash------Wash
1177
424, 1177
for Platt, Okla -------------1177
424, 1177
Rocky Mountain,
1177
for Rocky
Mountain, Colo
Colo ----424, 1177
for Sequoia,
424, 1178
1178
for
Sequoia, Calif
Calif ----------424,
for Wind Cave, S. Dak ----- 424, 1178
for Yellowstone,
Yellowstone, Wyo
Wyo---------- 424, 1178
1178
for Yosemite,
Calif
425, 1178
for
Yosemite, Calif-----------425,
1178
for Zion,
Zion, Utah
Utah --------------425, 1178
for
national monuments
monuments -------- 425,
425, 1178
1178
for national
Carlsbad Cave,
425,
425, 1179
1179
Carlsbad
Cave, N. Mex ----improvements, etc..._
for physical improvements,
etc-- 425, 1179
1179
for fighting
fighting forest
forest fires
fires in
in -----425, 1179
1179
for
425,
limitation and
expenlimitation
and restriction
restriction on
on expenditures
425, 1179
1179
ditures -------------interchangeable
appropriations;
appropriations;
interchangeable
limit
426, 1179
limit------------------etc., in,
in, and
and monumonufor roads, trails, etc.,
1179
ments --------------------approved
contracts for projects
approved contracts
projects
deemed
obligations 1179
1179
Government obligations
deemed Government
waterproof footwear
footwear deemed
deemed as
as
waterproof
1179
equipment ------------1179
park equipment
708
additional, 1925_
1925 - 708
for Crater Lake, additional,
General Grant,
additional, 1925
1925-_
708
for General
Grant, additional,
708
for Glacier,
Glacier, additional,
additional, 1925 ------for Grand
additional, 1925_
1925 _
708
Canyon, additional,
for
Grand Canyon,
for Hawaii,
Hawaii, additional,
1925 ---_
708
additional, 1925
for
for Hot
Springs, additional,
additional, 1925
1925_--__ _
708
708
for
Hot Springs,
for
Lafayette, additional,
additional, 1925 - -708
708
for Lafayette,
for
Lassen Volcanic,
additional, 1925_
709
1925709
for Lassen
Volcanic, additional,
for
Verde, additional,
additional, 1925--.
1925
709
709
for Mesa
Mesa Verde,
for
Mount McKinley, additional,
additional,
for Mount
709
1925 ----- ----------------709
1925___ 709
709
for Mount Rainier, additional, 1925_
for
additional, 1925 --------709
for Platt, additional,
Mountain, additional,
additional,
Rocky Mountain,
for Rocky
709
1925 ---------------------for
Sequoia, additional,
709
for Sequoia,
additional, 1925 ------for
Wind Cave,
Cave, additional,
additional, 1925_
1925 -_-__ 709
for Wind
for
Yellowstone, additional,
additional, 1925
1925 -709
709
for Yellowstone,
for
1925
additional, 1925-----709
for Yosemite, additional,
for
709
709
for Zion,
Zion, additional,
additional, 1925 ---------for
national monuments,
monuments, additional,
additional,
for national
1925 ---------------------709
for
commissioners,
additional,
1925-_ _ 709
for commissioners, additional, 1925_
deficiency
appropriation for
for YellowYellowdeficiency appropriation
stone,
42, 56
stone, Wyo
Wyo ----------------43
for
43
for Glacier,
Glacier, Mont ---------------for
43
for Grand
Grand Canyon,
Canvon, Ariz ----------for
56
General Grant, Calif
Calif ---------for General
685
685
services--------------for personal services
Mesa Verde, Colo
686
686
Colo------------for Mesa
686
Rainier, Wash
686
Wash---------for Mount
Mount Rainier,
for Rocky
Mountain, Colo -------686
686
for
Rocky Mountain,
for road,
etc., construction
construction in
686
686
in------for
road, etc.,
for emergency
755
in insect infestations
infestations in
for
emergency insect
Rocky MounMounRainier and Rocky
for Mount Rainier
tain, repairs
repairs of
of flood
1331
damages-__ _ 1331
flood damages__
tain,
for securing
southern AppaAppasecuring lands in southern
for
lachian Mountains
and region
region of
of
Mountains and
lachian
Mammoth
Ky., for-----1331
Mammoth Cave,
Cave, Ky.,
for Wind
Wind Cave,
Dak
1348
1348
Cave, S.
S. Dak-----------for
areas
Va.,
Shenandoah, Va.,
areas for
for establishing
establishing Shenandoah,
to
etc
958
958
be acquired,
acquired, etc-----------to be
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National
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areas
for establishing
Mountains,
areasfor
establishing Smoky
Smoky Mountains,
Tenn., and
C., to
be acquired,
acquired,
to be
and N.
N. C.,
Tenn.,
etc
etc----------------------Kenin Mammoth
Mammoth Cave
Cave regions
regions of Kenin
tucky, etc.,
for administration
administration
etc., for
tucky,

959
959

959
as ------------------959
Secretary of
Interior may
receive
may receive
of Interior
Secretary
donations, secure
secure options,
options, etc___
959
etc--donations,
959
etcselect, etc..
appoint commission
commission to select,
959
959
appoint
amount
authorized
to
secure
options,
amount authorized to secure options,
pay
clerk,
traveling
expenses,
pay clerk, traveling expenses,
etc
959
959
etc------------------------construction
roads, etc.,
etc., in,
in, and
naand naof roads,
construction of
tional
monuments, authorized
90
90
authorized-_
tional monuments,
annual allotments
allotments authorized
authorized for conconstruction,
etc -------90
surveys, etc
struction, surveys,
90
five
of the
etc., to
to
cent of
the materials,
materials, etc.,
five per
per cent
be
distributed under
Highthe Highbe distributed
under the
way
for roads
roads in
in national
national
way Act
Act for
forests, to
be transferred
transferred for
for use
use
forests,
to be
of
of--------------------------90
90
Crater Lake,
land
Oreg.; acceptance
acceptance of
of land
Crater
Lake, Oreg.;
from Medford
Medford for administration
administration
from
buildings
606
buildings--------------------exchange of
of lands
lands with
with private
owner
private owner
exchange
for
addition to
Rocky Mountain,
Mountain,
to Rocky
for addition
Colo.,
authorized
973
--------973
Colo., authorized-Hawaii; restriction
restriction on
on annual
allowannual allowHawaii;
ance, repealed---------------repealed
390
ance,
390
apart for Utah
Utah -__-------lands set
set apart
593
transRocky Mountain,
Mountain, Colo.;
Rocky
Colo.; lands transferred
from, to
NationColorado Nationferred from,
to Colorado
al Forest
Forest -------------------252
252
al
National Prohibition
(see also
also Law
Law
Prohibition Act
Act (see
National
Enforcement),
Enforcement),
appropriation for
expenses, enforcing,
enforcing,
for expenses,
appropriation
officers- ___
--- 71,
71, 771
by internal revenue
revenue officers_
restriction on
storage of
for storage
of
restriction
on paying
paying for
72
seized
intoxicating liquors,
liquors, etc
etc-_
seized intoxicating
disseminating
appeal for law
oblaw obdisseminating appeal
771
servance,
771
servance, etc
etc----------------for special
special counsel,
counsel, enforcing
enforcing. _.-_-_ 11030
1030
for
for
enforcing, additional,
additional,
for expenses
expenses enforcing,
1925
710
1925-----------------------710
deficiency appropriation
for enforcing,
enforcing,
deficiency
appropriation for
Internal
Service ----58,
Internal Revenue
Revenue Service
58,
1352
62,
698, 1349,
1349, 1
1352
62, 698,
761
for expenses
expenses enforcing
enforcing ___---____.
761
or vehicles
vehicles forfeited
forfeited for violating
vessels or
violating
vessels
customs laws or, may
customs
may be used
used for
enforcement
in lieu
lieu of
of
enforcement thereof,
thereof, in
sale
11116
1116
sale-__---_----------------_
National
Cross(see American
American National
National
NationalRed
Red Cross(see
Red
Red Cross).
Cross).
D. C.,
National Research
Building, D.
National
Research Building,
altering,
engineer's
altering, etc.,
etc., for
for district
district engineer's
1198
office,
etc ------------------1198
office, etc
National
Security and
Defense,
National Security
and Defense,
deficiency
appropriation for
for judgments,
judgments,
deficiency appropriation
under Navy
Department
54
--.--Navy Department
under
54
for
judgments, under
War Departunder War
Departfor judgments,
54
ment -----------------------54
ment
for
of, under
Committee on
on
for expenses
expenses of,
under Committee
55
Public
Information-----------Public Information
55
for
of, under
under Interior
Interior Defor expenses
expenses of,
partment
56
56
partment -------------------for
of, under
and Fuel
Fuel
under Food
Food and
for expenses
expenses of,
60, 697
Administrations-----------60,
697
Administrations
for expenses
of, under
under Department
of
expenses of,
Department of
for
700
Labor ---------------------Labor
700
for expenses
of, under
for
expenses of,
under Department
Department of
of
760
State
State-----------------------National
Surety Company,
Company,
National Surety
redemption of
of lost
lost certificate
of inincertificate of
redemption
debtedness to
to---------------- 1536
1536
debtedness
as

National
School for
C.,
Boys, D.
D. C.,
for Boys,
Training School
National Training
appropriation for
for salaries
salariqs -------- 223,
223,
appropriation
for
support of
of inmates
inmates --------- 223,
223,
for support
for care,
care, etc.,
boys committed
committed to__
to__
of boys
for
etc., of

Pam
Pag.
1032
1032
1033
1033
567,
567,
1242
1242
709

for, additional,
additional, 1925
1925 -------------.
for,
deficiency
appropriation for
for support
of
support of
deficiency appropriation
inmates, etc
etc ---------------1334
1334
inmates,
National
Training School
School for
D. C.,
C.,
for Girls,
Girls, D.
National Training
appropriation for
for salaries
salaries --------- 567, 1242
appropriation
for contingent
contingent expenses
567, 1242
1242
expenses -------- 567,
for
deficiency
appropriation for electric
deficiency appropriation
677
installations, etc.,
etc., white
white section_
section_
installations,
and
for W.
Sons, and
Moses and Sons,
W. B.
B. Moses
for
Rudolph and
and West-----------West
677
Rudolph
679
for maintenance
for
maintenance ----------------for construction
1322
1322
-construction -----------for
Nationality of
of Aliens,
Aliens,
Nationality
provisions
of immigrants,
immigrants,
for admission
admission of
provisions for
of, resident
resident
based on
on 2
2 per
per cent
cent of,
based
in
States, according
to
according to
in United
United States,
census of
of 1890
1890---------------159
census
ratio
computed for
year 1927
1927
for fiscal
fiscal year
ratio computed
and
159
and thereafter
thereafter---------------determination
Secrebe made
made by Secreof to
to be
determination of,
taries
of State,
Commerce, and
and
State, Commerce,
taries of
159
Labor, jointly;
jointly; expert
assistanceexpert assistance_
Labor,
of birth,
birth, as
determination
as
of country of
determination of
enumerated
census of
in census
of 1890_
1890 --__ 160
enumerated in
number of individuals
statement
statement of number
individuals
of various
nationalities resident
resident
of
various nationalities
then
United States
States to
to be prein United
then in
Secretaries of
of State,
State,
pared
pared by
by Secretaries
Commerce, and
and Labor,
Labor, jointly-_
jointly
160
160
Commerce,
Natural
Bridge National
National Forest,
Forest, Va.,
Va.,
Natural Bridge
proclamation enlarging
enlarging area
area of
1948
of------- 1948
proclamation
Natural
NaturalGas,
Gas,
appropriation
for
investigations for
for investigations
appropriation for
economic production,
production, etc--..
etc____ 421,
421, 1174
1174
economic
for
as to
leases of,
of, on
on
to leases
laws as
for enforcing
enforcing laws
public domain
421, 1174
1174
domain ------------ 421,
public
Naturalization,
Naturalization,
treaty
right of,
of, with
with BulBultreaty recognizing
recognizing right
- 1759
garia ------------------garia
Naturalization Bureau,
of
Department of
Bureau, Department
Naturalization
Labor,
Labor,
appropriation
for Commissioner,
Commissioner, and
and
appropriation for
office personnel
240, 1050
1050
personnel------------ 240,
office
for
general expenses
240, 1050
1050
expenses ---------- 240,
for general
for
clerks,
interpreters, clerks,
for examiners,
examiners, interpreters,
etc
240, 1050
1050
240,
etc---------------------2
for
travel, rent,
rent, etc-----------etc
241, 1050
1050
241,
for travel,
for clerical
clerical assistance
assistance to
to clerks
clerks of
of
for
241, 1050
courts in
cases_ 241,
1050
in naturalization
naturalization casescourts
expenses, addimiscellaneous expenses,
addifor miscellaneous
1925-----------------tional, 1925
709
tional,
deficiency
appropriation for
for miscellamiscelladeficiency appropriation
neous
expenses
57
57
neous expenses--------------Nautical
Ephemeris
American Ephemeris
Nautical Almanac,
Almanac, American
and,
and,
appropriation
preparing ------- 190,
190, 869
869
appropriation for
for preparing
Nautical
Almanac Office,
Navy,
Office, Navy,
Nautical Almanac
869
appropriation
employees_ 190,
190, 869
for civilian
civilian employeesappropriation for
869
for computers
computers --. -------------- 190, 869
Navajo Agency,
Western,
Navajo
Agency, Ariz.,
Ariz., Western,
deficiency
for payment
payment
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
to
Walter Runke
42
Runke-------------to Walter
Navajo Agency,
Mex.,
Navajo
Agency, N.
N. Mex.,
appropriation
for support,
of InInetc., of
support, etc.,
appropriation for
411, 1161
dians
at, from
funds_ _ 411,
from tribal
tribal funds-_
dians at,
Indian Reservation,
N.
Navajo Indian
Reservation, Ariz.
Ariz. and
and N.
Mex.,
Mex.,
for
appropriation
supply for
water supply
for water
appropriation for
Indians on;
on; repayment
400,
1150
400, 1150
repayment---Indians
for miscellaneous
projects
irrigation projects
for
miscellaneous irrigation
400,
1151
055
400,1151
on--------------------
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Navajo
Indian Reservation,
Reservation Any,
and N.
rage.
N. Page. Naval
Ariz. and
Navajo Indian
appropriation
Department of MaMaMex
.-Continued.
appropriation for Department
Mex.-Continued.
Engineering and Naval Conrine Engineering
appropriation
for Ganado
Ganado irrigation
appropriation for
struction ------------------ 200, 878
401,1152
struction
project on1152
401,
------------project
Department ---__ _ 200, 878
for Commissary
Commissary Department_
878
for
operating, etc.,
for
Hogback irrigaetc., Hogback
for operating,
Department of Buildings and
for Department
tion project
project under San Juan
tion
Grounds
Grounds----------------- 200, 878
School,
------- 403, 1153
Mex., on1153
School, N. Mex.,
miscellaneous exfor current and miscellaneous
for Federal
Gallup
Federal highway across, Gallup
for
penses __----------------201, 878
1163
to
------------ -Shiprock 1163
to Shiprock
for
books for library ------------ 201, 878
for books
for Ganado irrigation project,
project, addifor
for
Board of
Visitors --201, 878
of Visitors
expenses, Board
for expenses,
707
tional,
1925 ----------------tional, 1925
for
superintendent._ 201, 878
contingencies, superintendent.for contingencies,
for Hogback
project, addiirrigation project,
Hogback irrigation
for
for
midshipmen_
201, 878
commandant of midshipmen_-for commandant
707
tional,
1925 ----------------tional, 1925
for
maintenance and repairs ----- 201, 878
for maintenance
acceptance
reconveyances of priof reconveyances
acceptance of
for commutation
commutation of rent for bandsvately
owned lands, etc., within
vately owned
201, 878
men
men -------------------- 201,878
1115
additions
to
additions to-----------------for pay of professors, etc., addilieu
selections permitted
permitted----------- 1115
lieu selections
709
tional, 1925-----------------1925
1115
consolidation of Indian
Indian area-------area
consolidation
appointments
appointments yearly to, from Naval
convey,
title
title of person refusing to convey,
and
Marine Corps
Reserves_ ___ 1082
Corps Reserves---and Marine
affected ----------------1115
not affected
no admission
subsequent to December
December
admission subsequent
no
amount
authorized annually for mainmainamount authorized
13,
1924,
resulting
increasing
13, 1924, resulting in increasing
tenance of
highway from Gallup
of highway
tenance
allowance of three to each Senaallowance
to
Shiprock
606
to Shiprock-----------------872
tor, etc -------------------across Coloconstructing bridge across
cost of constructing
Academy
pay
and
allowance to Naval
Naval Academy
pay and allowance
Ariz.,
rado River near Lee Ferry, Ariz.,
Band;
allowances to second
Band; allowances
reimbursable from funds of Inreimbursable
251, 1275
leader -----------------leader
dians
994
at------------------dians at
released from
requirement to return
from requirement
released
Arizona
one-half of cost, and
Arizona to pay one-half
advances for dairy ---------1278
advances
maintain
bridge
994
maintain the bridge----------dairy,
Governetc., to become Governfarm, etc.
dairy, farm,
Navajo
Indian Sanatorium,
Sanatorium, Ariz.,
Navajo Indian
ment property
property -------------1278
ment
appropriation for
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
appropriation
operation
operation of, with the midshipof -----------------468,
1159
408,1159
--of
men's store-----------------store
1278
men's
Navajo
Indians,
Navajo Indians,
restriction
appointments to, hererestriction on appointments
sum received
received from sale of allotment to
to
sum
193
after_--------------------- after
Pete
Coverly to
to
be deposited to
to be
Pete Coverly
appointments
large or from enat large
appointments at
91
credit of -------------------listed personnel
personnel not
___ 194
affected---not affectea_
listed
Navajo Indians,
Indians, Ariz.,
Any.,
Navajo
service
in, after March
March
as midshipmen in,
service as
appropriation
supply on resappropriation for water supply
longevity
4,
counted in longevity
1913, not counted
4, 1913,
ervations; reimbursable
reimbursable ----- 400, 1150
ervations;
of officers
etc_ 194, 872
officers of Navy, Army, etc_
of
for schools;
schools; discretionary
discretionary use_
use --- 407, 1158
for
Armament Limitation,
Limitation,
Naval Armament
707 Naval
for
additional, 1925_
for, additional,
supply for,
water supply
for water
treaty
treaty with British Empire, France,
N. Mex.,
Navajo
Indians, N.
Navajo Indians,
Italy,
Japan, agreeing
agreeing toto _ 1655
Italy, and Japan,
one-half cost of bridge across San Juan
one-half
Naval Attaches,
Attachhs,
Naval
River,
River, near Bloomfield, N. Mex.,
--- 183, 862
appropriation for expenses
expenses ----appropriation
to
800
be repaid by -------------to be
Naval Communications,
Communications, Office
Directorof,
of Director
Office of
Naval
tract of public land withdrawn for perappropriation for civilian personnel,
personnel,
appropriation
manent
use of ------------1114
manent use
Navy Department
Department --------- 185, 864
Navy
Navajo
Boeid of Ute Indians,
Indians,
Springs Bafd
Navajo Springs
Naval
Districts,
Naval Districts,
Cob.,
Colo.,
use
available
miscellaneous, not available
of pay, miscellaneous,
use of
appropriation for
for payment
from
payment to, from
appropriation
commandant also
for, unless commandant
tribal
of Confederated
Confederated
funds of
tribal funds
commandant of yard,
yard, station,
commandant
Bands
Utes ---------412, 1162
of Utes
Bands of
etc
184, 862
184,862
etc---------------------from accrued
accrued interest,
interest,------- 412, 1162
from
also Navy),
Naval
Navy),
Establishment (see also
Naval Establishment
Naval
Academy,
Naval Academy,
appropriation for
for increase
including
of, including
increase of,
appropriation
appropriation for
for engineering
engineering experiexperiappropriation
unexpended
balances -------- 203, 880
unexpended balances
191, 870
ment station-------------station
ment
for continuing
of vessels
vessels
construction of
continuing construction
for
for pay,
pay, professors,
professors, instructors,
etc_ 200,
200, 878
instructors, etc_
for
permitted
permitted under treaty limitalimit
swordsmanship and physlimit for swordsmanship
203,880
tions
203,
880
tions--------------------ical instruction
200,
200, 878
--.-------instruction 878
ical
use
of unexpended
unexpended balances__
203,
880
203, 880
balances --use of
no
be detailed
detailed to teach
to be
officers to
no officers
for converting,
two battle
battle cruisetc., two
converting, etc.,
for
civilian
subjects of
terminated civilian
of terminated
subjects
204, 881
ers into
into aircraft
aircraft carriers----carriers
ers
-professors, etc-----------etc
200
professors,
for constructing
submarine
204
constructing submarine------for
no contract with
in
reductions, no
in reductions,
subfor constructing
constructing two
fleet subtwo fleet
for
civilian
professors to
to be
be viocivilian professors
881
marines; cost,
etc -----------cost, etcmarines;
lated ---------------------200
lated
for
contracts for ships
of contracts
settlement of
for settlement
professors to
to have
have six months'
professors
delivered_
204, 881
delivered------------------ 204,881
200
notice
prior to
dismissal -----to dismissal
notice prior
for
reimbursing contractors
contractors on acfor reimbursing
for designated
employees_--__ _ 200
civilian employees
designated civilian
for
etc., aucount
of constructing,
constructing, etc.,
count of
for civilian
employees, AdministraAdministracivilian employees,
for
204
thorized
vessels -----------thorized vessels
tion
200, 878
tion--------------------- -200,878
for
gyro compass
equipments and
equipments
compass
gyro
for
and
for
Department
of
Ordnance
and
Ordnance
of
Department
for
fire control
on deinstruments on
control instruments
fire
Gunnery
200, 878
200,878
Gunnery------------------204, 881
stroyers-----------------stroyers
Engifor
Department
of
Electrical
EngiElectrical
of
Department
for
for
fire control
control apparatus
"Coloon "Coloapparatus on
for fire
200, 878
neering
and Physics--------Physics
neering and
rado"
and "West
"West Virginia".--Virginia"881
rado" and
Seamanship - 200, 878
of -Seamanshipfor Tpnartment
Department
fnr
----

.
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appropriation for completing
completing armor,
armor,
appropriation
ammunition, etc., for authorized
authorized
ammunition,
vessels ------------------- 204, 881
transfer of $22,500,000
$22,500,000 from naval
transfer
fund
204
supply account fund----------deficiency appropriation
appropriation for major
major
deficiency
alterations to specified
specified vessels_ 1335
"Lexington" and
for construction
construction of "Lexington"
and
"Saratoga"
"Saratoga" ----------------- 1336
gunboats and scout cruisers_ 1336
1336
for river gunboats
alterations
designated
alterations authorized
authorized of designated
battleships,
for
submarine
and
battleships, for submarine
antiair protection
protection and
and oil-burnoil-burning conversion
719
conversion---------------719
new fire control for "New
"New York"
York"
and "
Texas"
719
"Texas"------- -------719
construction
scout
construction authorized of eight scout
cruisers; cost, etc------------etc
719
719
six river gunboats;
gunboats; cost, etc
719
etc-------719
armor and armament
armament at South
Charleston,
Va., plant
719
Charleston, W.
W. Va.,
plant ----719
construction,
diconstruction, etc., at navy yards diincreased, etc_
719
rected, if cost not increased,
etc719
authorizations subject to treaty limiauthorizations
719
tations-------------------719
suspended if international conference
conference
suspended
for naval limitation held -----719
719
converting
"Saraconverting "Lexington"
"Lexington" and "Saratoga"
carriers;
toga" into airplane carriers;
limits of cost increased
increased-------882
Pa.,
Naval Home,
Home, Philadelphia,
Philadelphia, Pa.,
appropriation
employees
appropriation for employees-----188, 867
for maintenance
maintenance --------------188, 867
for, additional,
additional, 1925 ------------709
Insutanze, Veterans'
Bureau, MiliNaval Insurance,
Veterans' Bureau,
tary and,
and,
appropriation for _----------533,
1212
appropriation
533,1212
Naval
Naval Intelligence,
Intelligence, Office of Chief of,
appropriation for
personnel,
for civilian
civilian personnel,
appropriation
Navy Department --------- 185, 864
Naval
Limitation Conference, InternaInternaNaval Limitation
tional,
tional,
suspension
conalterations and consuspension of alterations
struction of designated
designated vessels
authorized,
719
authorized, in the event of an__
an-719
Militia (see also Naval Reserve
Naval Militia
Force, and Naval Reserve and
Marine Corps Reserve),
Reserve),
appropriation
maintenance, etcetc_ 188, 866
appropriation for maintenance,
constituted from Organized
Organized Militia of
the States, etc -------------1088
Naval Observatory,
Observatory,
appropriation for civilian personnel,
personnel,
appropriation
Navy Department
Department ---------- 190, 868
Navy
computations, books, apparatus,
for computations,
etc --------------------- 190
190, 869
etc
190, 869
for repairs to buildings, etc----miscellaneous expenses -------190
for miscellaneous
869
for care of grounds, etc
etc---------- 190, 869
observing total solar eclipse, 1926_
869
for observing
869
deficiency appropriation
additional
deficiency
appropriation for additional
land ----------------------- 689
689
protection
756
for fire protection---------------Naval
Reserves,
Naval Oil
Oil Reserves,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for expenses
expenses of
deficiency
suits to cancel leases of ------1315
1315
designated leases and contracts relating
designated
to,
declared
against
public
declared
interest ---------------------55
suits to be instituted by the PresiPresident to annul and cancel
cancel-----66
for other criminal
actions_
criminal and civil actions66
special counsel to be appointed
to
appointed to
conduct
6
conduct-------------------6

Naval
Oil Reserves-Continued.
Reserves—Continued.
Page.
Naval Oil
proceedings directed
directed to establish
establish title
proceedings
title
of United States to, in California
15
fornia----------------------15
special counsel authorized
15
authorized ---------15
appropriation for legal expenses,
etc., canceling
canceling leases, prosecutions, etc-------------------etc
16
Naval
Operations, Office of Chief of,
Naval Operations,
appropriation for civilian personnel,
appropriation
864
Navy Department
Department ---------- 185, 864
Board of Infor civilian personnel, Board
spection and Survey -------- 185, 864
for civilian personnel, Office of
Director of Naval CommunicaCommunications
tions--------------------- 185, 864
civilian personnel, Office of Naval
for civilian
Intelligence
Intelligence --------------- 185, 864
Naval
Naval Radio Stations,
Stations,
general
provisions for use of, by the general
public
1091
public-------------------DepartNaval Records and Library,
Library, Navy Department,
appropriation
appropriation for civilian personnel,
office of----------------of
185, 864
for preparing,
preparing, etc., naval records of
Powers of
war with Central Powers
Europe ----------------185, 864
Naval Records
Records Corrected,
Corrected,
Gibson, Charles
Charles W
1602
W---------------Gibson,
Johnson, Russell Wilmer
Wilmer------------- 1575
Kelly, Francis
Francis --------------------1594
Phillipson, William
William M
1587
M-------------1587
Steger, Isidor --------------------1576
Naval
Marine Corps
Corps Reserve,
Naval Reserve and
and Marine
Reserve created
Navy,
Naval Reserve
created as part of Navy,
Reserve Force-Force
1080
in lieu of Naval Reserve
1080
classes constituting
constituting--------------- 1080
designated
transfers from former designated
classes to Fleet Naval Reserve
Reserve 1080
1080
to Merchant
Merchant Marine
Marine Naval Re-,
1080
serve ----------------------to Volunteer
Volunteer Naval Reserve
1080
1080
Reserve-----for unexpired
unexpired period of enrollment_
enrollment.. 1080
officers transferred
transferred may be appointed
Naval Reserve
Reserve
to grade held in Naval
precedence
1080
Force; precedence-----------status of previously
previously retired mem1080
bers not affected
affected-------------Marine Corps Reserve
Reserve created
created as part
part
Marine
of
of Marine Corps, in lieu of
former Reserve--------------Reserve
1080
classes constituting
constituting -----1080
_-----relating to Reserves and
prior laws relating
Naval Militia repealed
repealed-------- 1081
Naval Reserve;
Reserve; citizenship
citizenship and age
qualification; obligation
obligation to serve
qualification;
in Navy, during war; etc ----1081
transfers allowed from Naval
Naval Reserve
Force ------------------- 1081
Force
from Navy, of enlisted men, not
not
citizens, on completing required
required
1081
service ---- _----------.---restriction on membership in other
restriction
other
organizations ---------------- 1081
organizations
1081
accepting civil employment,
accepting
employment, etc., not
not
restricted _
1081
restricted---.-----_--------ranks, ratings, etc.,
etc., in, to correspond
correspond
1081
with Navy----------------regulations
appointments, proregulations for appointments,
promotions, etc., to be prescribed
prescribed-_ 1081
commissioned
appointed by
commissioned grades appointed
President alone; warrant, by the
Secretary----------------1081
Secretary
terms: extensions ------ 1081
enlistment terms;
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discharges from, in
Naval Reserve;
Reserve; discharges
time of peace, limited ------transferred to
of enlisted men transferred
Fleet Reserve
Reserve from Navy subject
naval regulations
regulations ---------to naval
provisions for, in time of war,
same as for the Navy
Navy-------service of officers
officers transferred to,
not above lieutenant
lieutenant commander
der-------------------higher grades
grades for organizing,
organizing, etc.;
higher
proportion of line and staff ----proportion
computation for higher grades aucomputation
thorized every year
year-----------thorized
etc
no reductions, etc------------appointment
midshipmen from
from Naval
Naval
of midshipmen
appointment of
Marine Corps Reserves;
Reserves;
and Marine
yearly limit-----------------limit
Naval Reserve
Naval
Reserve officers and men, including
retired, may be ordered
cluding retired,
to
active duty in
of war,
war,
in time of
to active
etc
etc----------------------in time of peace only with their conconsent-----------------------release from active
active duty, by the
release
Secretary, at any time -----when on active duty, etc., subject
subject
to Navy
Navy laws, etc------------etc
disciplinary
offenses
action for offenses----disciplinary action
retired list, subject to Navy laws,
on retired
etc
etc------------------------etc., to officers of,
allowances, etc.,
pay, allowances,
on active
active duty, etc------------etc
of warrant
warrant officers and enlisted
men
on active
active duty, the same
men of, on
as
Navy; services included_ _
as for
for Navy;
uniform gratuity
gratuity to Fleet
Fleet Naval Reuniform
serve officer, on appointment;
appointment;
restriction -----------------restriction
further sum in time of war --------men in
in time of peace,
enlisted men
issues to enlisted
etc
of articles of uniform, etc-----adding,
adding, upon first reporting for duty
in time of war, outfit for first enlistment in Navy
Navy-----------incurred in time of peace in line
injuries incurred
members to benebeneentitle members
of duty entitle
employees' compensation
compensation
fits of employees'
laws
laws-----------------------sickness
regarded as an injury
injury_ _--.
__
sickness not regarded
precedence of commissioned and warprecedence
rant officers ---------------provisions
from
transfers from
regulating transfers
provisions regulating
Naval
Reserve Force
Naval
Force to Naval
Naval Reserve
Reserve
Reserve--------------------exception,
as to Naval
Naval Volunteers
Volunteers
exception, as
and Naval Militia-----------Militia
former
officers of Navy and Coast
former officers
Guard appointed
appointed in Reserve
Reserve_ -..
peace with, but after,
in time of peace
rank._
officers of Navy of same rank--Navy in time
when mobilized
mobilized with Navy
of war, after junior of rank;
officers above lieutenant comcomofficers
mander
mander---_--------------in time of war, advancement
advancement of offidutv ----------cers on active duty
examinations, pay, etc ---------applicable to
officers_-to retired officers
not applicable
Naval
physically
Naval Reserve officers to be physically
evarnined
years ---examined every four years-
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Naval Reserve officers to be honorably
honorably
Naval
discharged or on the honorary
honorary
retired list if unfit for active
active
service
service..-------officers of, placed'on
placed ,on honorary
honorary retired
retired
officers
list without pay, etc., at age of
64
64------------------ - - - after 25 years'
own
years' service on own
or after
request; services counted -----members required
required
Fleet Naval Reserve members
to perform training duty annually
nually----------------------additional,
with
additional, with or without pay, with
their consent
consent_ ---- _-------__
subsistence,
etc. if without pay--pay_ __
subsistence, etc.,
increase
duty --increase for aircraft flying duty
compensation of officers below lieulieucompensation
enlisted
tenant commander
commander and enlisted
computed
men; rates computed---------number
end
number of drills limited; week end
cruises not
regarded as
duty_---_
cruises
not regarded
as duty
to officers
officers above lieutenants
lieutenants ----to officers below lieutenant commander, and enlisted men not
division
attached to aadivision--------additional to officers
officers commanding
organizations, etc -- _-----_
organizations,
period when pay does not accrue-accrue_ _
in
obligation to serve four years in,
service ends, may be
after naval service
required at
first enlistments
enlistments__---__
required
at first
assignment to, on termination, unless
assignment
reenlisting in Navy-----------Navy
reenlisting
no active duty required; yearly
payment --- __-_____----___payment
pay,
etc., if attached to a
a division,
pay, etc.,
etc
etc-------------------------reenlistment in naval service upon
completion of four years
years------completion
provisions for transfers to, from
from
provisions
regular Navy enlistments hereregular
etc
after; pay, etc--------....--i
n time of peace --duty limited in
placed on Navy reafter 30 years placed
tired list; pay, ratings, etc ---heretofore transpay, etc., of men heretofore
ferred to, from the Navy -----transfer to retired list after 30
transfer
years' service; pay, etc
years'
etc-------benefits to enrolled
enrolled men of Naval Reserve Force transferred
transferred to Naval
Reserve, reenlisting in Navy
after discharge from Reserve
Reserve Fleet Naval
Naval Reserve
Reserve enlisted men
transferred from reenlistments
reenlistments
transferred
in Navy, etc., after 16, but less
than 20 years'
years' naval service,
service, to
to
receive stated pay, etc ------receive
if 20 or more years of service ----increase
extraordinary heroism,
increase for extraordinary
etc
-----etc ---------------minority enlistment counted as four
four
years' service
service ---.....
----...
years'
active duty to be performed
performed by enlisted men so transferred to, in
four-year period
period --------each four-year
physical
required --__
physical examinations
examinations required_
transfer
retired list if not physiphysitransfer to retired
etc-----...-----.
cally fit;
fit; pay, etc
allowed Navy
Navy retired allowances,
allowances,
servyears' servon completing 30 years'
ice------------------------ice
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Naval
appropriation for mileage
mileage to officers_ 183, 864
appropriation
Continued.
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transportation, etc., enlisted-_enlisted__ 186, 865
for transportation,
Fleet
retired pay, etc.,
Reserve,retired
Naval Reserve,
Fleet Naval
expenses of..
of_ 187, 866
for organization,
organization, etc., expenses
transferred to,
to enlisted men, transferred
for pay, etc., on active training duty;
upon
completing 30 years'
upon completing
transportation,
encce,
e,
s u b s is ten
transportation, subsist
service
1088
service --------------------etc....
187, 866
etc --------------------- 187,866
Naval
constituted from OrganMilitia constituted
Naval Militia
Fleet
for retainer
retainer pay, of other than Fleet
ized
Militia of States, etc
1088
etc---ized Militia
Naval
Reserve
187, 866
Naval Reserve------------personnel
admitted to Fleet Reserve
personnel admitted
for
for aviation
aviation material, etc-------- 187, 866
1088
qualified-------etc., qualified
grade, etc.,
at grade,
appropriations
additional to other appropriations
to qualify
etc., in one
one
qualify for rank, etc.,
to
for
assigned vessels and airfor assigned
1088
year
year--------------------craft ------------------187, 866
craft
officers and men of Naval Reserve
_ 187, 866
consent
required_-__
for training
training required
consent for
who are
are members
members of, relieved
relieved
who
issue
issue of uniforms, etc., to Volunfrom
active
duty when on active
militia duty
from militia
Reserve--------- 188, 866
teer Naval Reserve
etc
1088
service in time of war, etc---Naval Militia
Militia made part of, until
loan
for
loan of vessels, etc., of Navy to, for
188, 867
867
June 30, 1926-----------1926
training, etc.; organization, etc.,
benefits, etc.,
etc., on
enrollment -- 188, 867
on enrollment_
benefits,
requirements ---------------- 1088
requirements
- 188, 867
service _
credited as active service_
duty credited
inspection of
once
of Naval Reserve units once
inspection
no
retainer pay
to
pay if failing to
no retainer
by officers
officers of the Navy
Navy_ -_ 1088
year by
aa year
train
188,
188, 867
train----------------Merchant
Marine Naval Reserve
Reserve conMerchant Marine
for subsistence of members in active
stituted of citizens following the
stituted
service
194, 873
service------------------having
profession, having
a profession,
sea for a
for transporting,
transporting, etc.,
remains of,
etc., remains
for
etc.. 1089
served on American vessels, etc_
dying in service
service------------ 197, 875
transfers from, to Volunteer Naval
transfers
deficiency
appropriation for
for---------- 670,
deficiency appropriation
Reserve or discharged, three
Reserve,
1349
698, 760, 1349
years
years after ceasing to follow the
abolished,
Naval Reserve
Reserve created
and Naval
abolished, and
sea
1089
sea----------------------in lieu thereof
thereof---------------- 1080
may be given training upon applicaappointment
officers of, as
appointment hereafter of officers
1089
tion -----------------------officers in Regular
Regular Navy, forpayment
payment to, when not on active duty
bidden
1273
bidden---------------------peace- --__ 1089
in time of peace__
with Navy, in
prejudiced by
by
status of members not prejudiced
additional to training
rates, etc., additional
temporary
appointment in Coast
Coast
temporary appointment
1089
duty
duty-------------------------Guard ---------------106
funds for, subject to action by
no
serving_ _
106
106
while serving-pay, etc., while
no retainer
retainer pay,
1089
Congress
---------Congress----credit
given
for
service
106
106
service -----------flag or emblem for, may be prepreflag
supply
officers of, to have pay, etc.,
etc., of
supply officers
vessel----scribed for merchant vessel
1089
rank for World
active servWorld War active
vessel
designated as suitable
to be
be designated
vessel to
ice
approval of
of bonds
bonds_- __ 860
860
to approval
prior to
ice prior
1089
auxiliary ---------a naval auxiliary
as a
uniform gratuity to enrolled
enrolled men of,
master and half of officers to be
charged
clothing and
charged to Navy clothing
members
Reserve_ -__- __ 1089
of Naval Reserve
members of
small stores fund ---------- 195, 873
not to be flown in lieu of national
Reserve Officers'
Corps,
Training Corps,
Officers' Training
Naval Reserve
ensign
1089 Naval
------------ensignestablishment of,
authorized -------1276
1276
establishment
of, authorized
not
Volunteer
Reserve members
members not
Volunteer Naval Reserve
regulations
for,
to
conform
to proviproviregulations for, to conform to
1089
required to drill, etc..
etc--------required
Army Corps -------1276
1276
sions for Army
to
no pay to, except when ordered to
powers conferred
upon Secretary
Secretary of
of
conferred upon
powers
1089
active or training duty
duty-----active
• Navy ---1277
----------application, be given trainmay, on application,
operation expenditures,
expenditures, etc.,
etc., to be spespeoperation
1089
ing duty, etc ------------cifically
provided
for
cifically
for---------- 1277
1277
Secretary of Navy to prescribe
prescribe regularegulaSecretary
members
appointment as
members eligible for appointment
tion for organization,
organization, etc., of
Naval
Reserve
officers
1277
Naval Reserve officers-------- 1277
1089
Naval Reserve
Reserve--------------inclusion
inclusion of Marine
Marine Corps in all proofficers and enlisted men,
to detail officers
1277
visions
1277
visions-----------------__
make available
available vessels, etc.
etc.,' of
total personnel limited
limited.-------------- 1277
the Navy, for development
development of
Reserve 1089 Naval Stores,
------------Reserve__
investigating gradappropriation
gradappropriation for investigating
employees of the Government
Government or DisDisetc----------- 447, 837
837
trict of Columbia allowed
allowed leave
leave
ing, handling, etc
appropriation for expenses,
expenses,
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
of absence without loss of pay,
establishing
standards, etc.,
etc., of_establishing standards,
of....
682
etc., for days
days of training,
training, etc.,
etc.,
I.,
/Station, Newport, R. I.,
Naval Torpedo Station,
days--------- 1090 Naval
exceeding 15 days
not exceeding
civilian employees reimbursed
reimbursed for fire
fire
funds for Naval Reserve authorized
authorized to
to
at ---------------__ 1604
losses at
1090
---appropriated yearlyv___
be appropriated
Training Stations,
Naval Training
Naval
Stations,
statement
Departstatement to be submitted with Departappropriation for California
866
California ------- 187, 866
ment estimates
appropriation
1090
estimates-------------for Rhode
187, 866
866
for
Rhode Island
Island ---------187,
-estimated amount
amount for Fleet Naval
estimated
for Great
Ill -----------866
187, 866
Lakes, Il
for
Great Lakes,
1090
Reserve ----------------._
Hampton Roads, Va
_
for Hampton
Va--------187, 866
estimated amount for transfers from
from
estimated
limit,
services
866
187, 866
Reserve-__ 1090
limit, clerical,
clerical, etc., services---Navy to Fleet Naval Reserve..
amount of $25 to member of Naval
Naval
Naval War College,
Naval
Reserve, inactive
1090
Reserve,
inactive --------appropriation
etc_- 188, 867
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc__
Reserve
unobligated
Naval Reserve
unobligated funds for Naval
Navigable
Navigable Streams, etc.,
Force made
made available
available -----.-1090
1090
appropriation
appropriation for investigating
investigating pollueffective date, July 1, 1925 --------1090
effective
1090
tion of
of-------------------- 76, 775
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Navigable Streams,
deficiency
appropriation for
Conferfor Conferdeficiency appropriation
ence
prevention of
oil pollupolluof oil
ence on
on prevention
tion of
of1339
1339
---------------------tion
provisions for
for preventing
preventing oil
pollution
oil pollution
provisions
by
604
604
by deposits
deposits in
in --------------surveys,
etc., of,
of, for
developfor power
power developsurveys, etc.,
ment,
authorized
1190
1190
ment, authorized-------------Navigable Streams,
Streams, Watersheds
(see
of (see
Watersheds of
Navigable
Conservation
of
Navigable
of
Navigable
Conservation
etc.).
Waters, etc.).
Navigation,
Navigation,
penalty for
to extinguish
extinguish
failing to
penalty
for owner
owner failing
fire and
and stop
stop motor
of automomotor of
automofire
in
bile
when taken
taken on
on aa vessel
vessel in
bile when
1093
navigable
waters1093
navigable waters-------------Navigation Bureau,
Department of
of ComComBureau, Department
Navigation
merce,
merce,
appropriation for
Commissioner, and
and
for Commissioner,
appropriation
office
1038
229, 1038
personnel ----------- 229,
office personnel
for admeasurement
admeasurement of
vessels_ __ _ 229,
of vessels---229, 1038
1038
for
counting pasinstruments for counting
for instruments
229
sengers
sengers---------------------for motor
motor boats,
boats, etc.
to enforce
enforce navinavietc. to
for
1038
gation
laws ------------229,
229, 1038
gation laws
for preventing
of paspreventing overcrowding
overcrowding of
for
senger
etc
229,
1038
229,1038
vessels, etc--------senger vessels,
for enforcing
wireless communicacommunicafor
enforcing wireless
tion
laws --------------229,
1039
229,1039
tion laws
230, 1039
1039
for shipping
230,
commissioners ---shipping commissioners
for
expenses 230, 1039
for clerk
hire; contingent
contingent expenses
for
clerk hire;
for enforcing
enforcing navigation
navigation laws
laws, addiaddifor
tional,
706
706
tional, 1925
1925----------------for preventing
preventing overcrowding
pasof pasovercrowding of
for
senger
vessels, etc.,
etc., additional,
additional,
senger vessels,
1925 -------706
------------1925
for
enforcing wireless
communicawireless communicafor enforcing
706
tion laws,
laws, additional,
additional, 1925
1925--tion
for
shipping commissioners,
addicommissioners, addifor shipping
706
tional,
1925
tional, 1925----------------deficiency
appropriation for
for enforceenforcedeficiency appropriation
759
ment
of navigation
laws
navigation laws------ment of
for preventing
overcrowding of paspreventing overcrowding
for
759
senger
etc
vessels, etc------------senger vessels,
Navigation
Bureau, Navy
Navy (see
(see Bureau
Bureau of
Navigation Bureau,
Navigation, Navy).
Navy).
Navigation,
Navigation Laws,
Laws '
Navigation
to
appropriation for
for motor
motor boats,
etc., to
boats, etc.,
appropriation
enforce
1038
229,1038
enforce----------------- 229,
for expenses,
additional,
enforcing, additional,
expenses, enforcing,
for
1925
706
1925----------------------deficiency appropriation
for enforcing,
enforcing,
appropriation for
deficiency
etc
759
759
etc----------------------Navy (see
(see also
also Navy
Department),
Navy Department),
Navy
appropriation for
of Navy,
Navy,
Secretary of
for Secretary
appropriation
Assistant,
182, 861
182,
861
etc------------Assistant, etc
for pay,
pay, miscellaneous
183,
862
183, 862
miscellaneous .-----for
183
mileage,
etc -----------------mileage, etc
delegates
to
International
Redelegates to International Research
862
862
Council ------------search Council
collecting
information, etc-----etc
184,
184, 862
862
collecting information,
184, 862
interned prisoners
prisoners of war------war
interned
damages
184, 862
862
claims ------------- 184,
damages claims
restriction
disat naval
naval disuse at
on use
restriction on
tricts ------------------184, 862
184,
862
tricts
limit,
clerical, etc.,
etc., services
at
services at
limit, clerical,
yards and
184, 862
184,
862
stations --------and stations
yards
184, 863
for
for contingent
contingent----------------- 184,
for
expenses, government
Virgin
for Virgin
government for
for expenses,
Islands ----------------184, 863
184,863
Islands
for
schools, New
MassaYork, MassaNew York,
marine schools,
for marine
chusetts,
184, 863
Pennsylvania-_- 184,863
and Pennsylvania
chusetts, and
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appropriation for
for care
care of
lepers, etc.,
etc.,
of lepers,
appropriation
Guam and
Guam
and Culion
Culion863
__------- 184,
184, 863
for research
research laboratory
863
for
laboratory ___------- 184,
184, 863
for
Bureau
of
Navigation,
transporfor Bureau of Navigation, transportation,
recruiting,
etc
186,
864
tation, recruiting, etc ------- 186, 864
officers
transporting dependents
dependents of officers
transporting
and
enlisted
men
186,
865
and enlisted men --------186, 865
for recreation
recreation for
enlisted men_
186, 865
for
for enlisted
men --___ 186,
865
for contingent
contingent ----------------186, 865
865
for
186,
for gunnery
gunnery and
and engineering
engineering exerfor
exercises -------------------186, 865
865
186,
cises
for equipment
for
equipment supplies,
supplies, instruments,
instruments,
etc
186, 865
etc----------------------- 186,865
gyro compass
compass testing,
187,
etc- ---187, 866
866
gyro
testing, etc
for
ocean and
and lake
187, 866
866
lake surveys
surveys ------- 187,
for ocean
for training
stations -----------187 866
187,
866
for
training stations
for Naval
Reserve Force
Force - ----187, 866
866
187,
Naval Reserve
for
pay, allowances,
allowances, etc.,
etc., while
while traintrainpay,
ing
187, 866
ing--------------------187,
866
uniforms to
Naval ReReVolunteer Naval
uniforms
to Volunteer
188
serve ----------------------188
serve
Naval
Militia made
part of
Naval
of Naval
made part
Naval Militia
Reserve
service
Force; benefits,
benefits, service
Reserve Force;
credits, etc---------------etc
188, 867
867
credits,
retainer pay,
other than
than Fleet
ReFleet Repay, other
retainer
866
serve
serve----------------------for Naval
War College
867
188, 867
188,
College---------for
Naval War
for
188, 867
867
188,
for Naval
Naval Home
Home -------------for civilian
Bureau of
of
personnel, Bureau
for
civilian personnel,
Navigation
189, 868
189,
--------------Navigation 868
for Bureau
repairs,
of Engineering,
Engineering, repairs,
for
Bureau of
etc., of
etc
190,
190, 869
869
machinery, etc-----etc.,
of machinery,
equipment supplies
supplies ---------190,
869
190, 869
equipment
submarine motive
power developdevelopmotive power
submarine
ment
191
ment ---------------------clerical, etc.,
191,
869
191, 869
etc., services
services -------clerical,
cargo ships,
etc., reretransports, etc.,
ships, transports,
cargo
striction
191
striction -----------------for
engineering experiment
station,
experiment station,
for engineering
870
Naval Academy
Academy ----------- 191, 870
Naval
for
personnel, Bureau of Enfor civilian
civilian personnel,
gineering_---------------191,
870
191, 870
gineering
for
of Construction
and ReReConstruction and
for Bureau
Bureau of
191, 870
pair, construction,
construction, etc
870
etc------- 191,
pair,
equipment supplies
supplies _
191,
870
191, 870
---------equipment
clerical, etc.,
services --------- 192,
870
192, 870
etc., services
clerical,
for civilian
personnel, Bureau
Bureau of ConConfor
civilian personnel,
struction
and Repair------Repair
192,
192, 871
struction and
for Bureau
of Ordnance,
ordnance
Ordnance, ordnance
for
Bureau of
and ordnance
192, 871
stores --------- 192,
and
ordnance stores
192, 871
schools at
at ordnance
ordnance stations__
stations---_ 192,
schools
192, 871
chemical, etc., services
services-------- 192,
chemical,
for smokeless
smokeless powder
192,
871
192, 871
powder-----------for
192, 871
for purchase,
purchase, etc.,
torpedoes, etc. 192,
etc., of
of torpedoes,
for
for experimental
experimental work
in projectiles,
projectiles,
work in
for
etc
193,
871
193, 871
etc---------------------of
for civilian
Bureau of
personnel, Bureau
civilian personnel,
for
Ordnance ----------------- 193,
871
193,871
Ordnance
and Accounts,
for Bureau
Bureau of
Supplies and
Accounts,
of Supplies
for
193,871
pay
of officers
871
officers------------- 193,
pay of
for
193, 872
872
rental allowance
allowance ------------ 193,
for rental
allowance ------- 193, 872
for
subsistence allowance
872
for subsistence
193, 872
etc ---for
pay of
men, etc
of .enlisted
enlisted men,
for pay
for
apprentice seamen
seamen on
training
on training
for apprentice
ships,
193, 872
193,
872
etc---------------ships, etc
for
Nurse
allowances, Nurse
pay and
and allowances,
for pay
Corps .-----------------193,
872
193,872
Corps
for
service pay,
pay,
active service
retainer and
and active
for retainer
872
Fleet Naval
Naval Reserve
Reserve-------- 193, 872
Fleet
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appropriation
personal property
property
for personal
appropriation for
death gratuities
gratuities------ 193, 872
losses; death
pay appropriations
for
accounted for
appropriations accounted
pay
fund --------------- 193, 872
as one fund_
additional Medical
Medical personnel authorized for Veterans'
Veterans' Bureau
thorized
patients
- -__ 194, 872
hospitals _
patients in Navy hospitals_
midshipmen; restriction
restriction on appointments hereafter ------ 194, 872
pointments
appointments at large or from enlisted personnel
affected
194,
872
personnel not affected-194,,872
listed
discharge
discharge permitted
permitted of minors enlisted without consent of parent,
etc., upon application
application therefortherefor..
194
service in Naval or Military
Military
Academy'
March 4, 1913,
Academy' after March
not counted in longevity,
longevity, etc_ 194, 872
872
for provisions-----------------provisions
194, 872
for maintenance;
maintenance; equipment supplies
194,
194, 873
plies-------------------- freight, Department and bureaus 195,
195, 873
chemical,
chemical, etc., services
services-------- 195, 873
outfits, uniform gratuity,
gratuity, etc.,
from clothing and small stores
, from
195, 873
fund ----------------195,873
transportation ------- 195, 874
for fuel and transportation
issues charged
charged to appropriation
appropriation applicable
195,
894
plicable ------------195,894
price for fuel on hand at last issue
rate ---------------------195, 894
permanent special working
working fund
created by transfer
transfer from supply
account --------------------195
account
195
functions of fund
fund-------------195
195
issues for relief of Japanese
Japanese earthquake sufferers charged
charged to supply fund without reimbursement ----------------------195
for civilian personnel,
personnel, Bureau of
Supplies and Accounts
Accounts ----- 196, 874
Supplies
for Bureau of Medicine
Medicine and Surgery,
surgeons
necessaries
surgeons' necessaries ------- 196, 874
clerical,
clerical, etc., services
services -------196,
196, 874
contingent ----------------for contingent
196, 874
care of insane
insane on the Pacific
874
Coast --------------------- 196,
196,874
additions to designated hospitals
from naval hospital fund-----fund
196
875
for care of the dead ------------ 196,
196,875
bringing
home
remains
of
officers,
bringing home remains of officers,
etc -------------------.- - 196, 875
for civilian personnel,
personnel, Bureau
Bureau of
Medicine and Surgery ------- 197, 875
for Bureau
Bureau of Yards and Docks,
maintenance
875
maintenance -------------- 197, 875
clerical,
clerical, etc., services
services ---------- 197, 875
motor vehicles, etc., restrictions_ 197, 875
for civilian personnel,
personnel, Bureau of
Yards and Docks----------Docks
197, 876
197,876
for public works at designated navy
yards and stations
stations ---------- 197, 876
for Bureau of Aeronautics, aviation
expenses
199,
877
199,877
expenses------------------allotments designated--------designated
199, 877
allotments
accounted for as one fund ----199, 877
accounted
shore stations limited to six_
six _
- -. 199, 877
construction of airplane factory
construction
forbidden
199,
877
199,877
forbidden-----------------payment of damages from aircraft
aircraft
payment
private property---------property
199, 877
to private
for civilian personnel, Bureau of
Aeronautics
200, 877
Aeronautics----------------- 200.877
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appropriation for Naval Academy-_
Academy__ 200, 878
appropriation
diversion of appropriations
rediversion
appropriations reduced by decommissioning,
decommissioning, etc.,
duced
supplement mainteships, to supplement
nance of Yards and Docks, etc_
etc-__ 201
nance
for Marine Corps -------------- 201, 878
etc., of Navy
restriction on pay, etc.,
officers enenand Marine Corps officers
Governgaged in other than Governservice while on leave
leave_ _
- 202, 879
ment service
for
increase of the Navy, with unexfor increase
pended balances
balances ------------ 203, 880
pended
continuing construction
construction of vessels,
Conference
by Conference
permitted by
as permitted
Treaty
880
Treaty----------------- - 204, 880
converting battle
battle cruisers into aircraft carriers
carriers-------------- 204, 881
submarine
204
one submarine-----------------two submarines----------------submarines
881
settling contracts for ships delivered--------------------204, 881
reimbursing contractors on account
account
of constructing
constructing authorized
authorized vessels
204
sels----------------------gyro compass equipments
equipments and fire
control instruments for destroyers .------------ ------ 204, 881
stroyers
fire
apparatus on "Colo"Colofire control
control apparatus
rado" and"
West Virginia "
and "West
" __ 881
completing
completing armor, torpedoes, etc.,
for authorized ships--------ships
204, 881
transfers from naval supply account fund
fund to this appropriation_
appropriation_
204
President requested
to negotiate
requested to
President
agreements with Great Britain,
agreements
etc., to limit ship and aircraft
aircraft
etc.,
construction, and number
number of offiofficonstruction,
men
204
cers and men----------------naval appropriations
appropriations for Deuse of naval
204, 881
partment purposes restricted_ 204,
dispensary or radio comdetails for dispensary
munication
Department
munication
not Department
204, 881
service ------------------- 204,
no pay to officers,
officers z etc., using time
measuring devices on work of
measuring
employees
204,
881
204,881
employees--------------restricted_
204,
204, 881
cash rewards, etc., restricted.--no repairs, purchase, etc., from private contractors, of ships, machinery, etc.,
etc., that can
can be made
chinery,
cost
at navy yards or arsenals, if cost
not
increased
thereby
205, 881
not increased thereby ------- 205,
for pensions
pensions----------------414,
1164
414,1164
for
Home, additional,
709
additional, 1925___
1925__for Naval
Naval Home,
for
Academy, additional,
709
additional, 1925
for Naval
Naval Academy,
for Marine Corps, additional,
additional, 1925_
1925--_ 710
deficiency appropriation
Bureau of
appropriation for Bureau
deficiency
Navigation
46,
Navigation -----------------571 61, 698, 700, 760, 760, 1349, 1351
57,
miscellaneous
57,
for pay, miscellaneous-----------61, 689, 698, 700, 760, 1349, 1351
61,
57
for increase of compensation
compensation ------57
57,
for Bureau of Engineering --------698, 1336, 1349, 1351
Construction and Refor Bureau of Construction
pair --------------57, 1336, 1349
for Bureau of
of Ordnance
Ordnance------ 57, 61,
61, 1349
1349
Navy ------------57,
for pay of the Navy
61, 698, 700, 760,
760, 1349, 1351, 1353
for Bureau of Supplies and AcAccounts--57, 61, 698, 700, 760, 1349
57
provisions ..--.---.---------- for provisions
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deficiency appropriation
freight
57,
appropriation for freight----.
57,
inaugural ceremonies
ceremonies in
deficiency
loan of flags, for inaugural
61, 700, 1349, 1353
Washington,
Washington, D. C., March 4,
for fuel and transportation
57
transportation --------57
1925-----------------------1925
for
aviation_ 57, 61, 689, 698,
698, 760, 1349,
1349, 1351
foraviation_
Naval Reserve established
established as part of;
for Marine
Marine Corps
57,
Corps----------------provisions relating to ---------provisions
61, 698, 700, 1349, 1351,
1351, 1353
aerial
per diem allowance
allowance for making aerial
Bureau of Yards and Docks
Docks..---for Bureau
61,
surveys
surveys of rivers and harbors--harbors__ _
698, 1336, 1349
proclamation of amnesty to citizenship
citizenship
proclamation
for transportation
recruiting -.
689
transportation and recruiting__
of deserters
deserters from, since armistice
expenses, scrapping
scrapping of
for expenses,
of naval
naval vesvesof World
World War ----------- _
sels -----------------------689
rental allowances to, officers modified__
modified
Railroad Company,
Company, refor Panama
Panama Railroad
repeal of authority for turret gun
fund
689
fund----------------------changes
changes-- -----------------for damages
damages claims, collisions with
with
retainer pay of transferred
retainer
transferred members of
naval vessels ------------689, 1335
Fleet Naval Reserve
Reserve July 1,
1,
for
Charles Fort, Parris
for monument at Charles
computed at rates for
for
1922, computed
690
Island, S. C --------------enlisted men ---------------Force
698,
for Naval Reserve
Reserve Force---------minimum allowance
allowance------------760, 1349, 1351
sundry specified matters
matters affecting
affecting thethe.
Surgery_ 700,
700,
oI Medicine and Surgeryfor Bureau or
men reenlisting in, after
after transfer
transfer to
to
1349
credited
Fleet Naval Reserve credited
for
756
for Naval
Naval Observatory
Observatory-----------etc. while on active
with pay, etc.,
for investigation
investigation of fuel oil, etc
760
etc-- --duty in
in Fleet
Fleet
etc.,
duty
Reserve--------designated
alterations to designated
for major
major alterations
vessels
1335
enlisted men in, or Marine Corps, revessels----------------- 1335
1336
stored to rank, etc.
etc.,' on reenlistNavy----------- 1336
for increase of the Navy
aviation claim --------------ing after discharge from service
service
1352
for aviation
adjusted compensation
War
officers in Reto be enrolled as officers
for World
World War
compensation for
adjusted
service in-in -----------121
serve----------------------_
serve
alterations etc.,
authorized in
in desigetc., authorized
alterations,
status of members
members of Fleet Reserve
nated battleships------------battleships
719
appointment
when temporary
temporary appointment
new
control, "New
"New York"
York" and
new fire control,
officers in the, revoked
revoked -----as officers
"
Texas"---------------- 719
"Texas"
enlisted man discharged from,
from, and in
construction
scout
authorized of eight scout
construction authorized
four months enrolled as officer
officer in
cruisers; cost, speed, etc------etc
719
719
cruisers;
Reserve Force, deemed transReserve
six river boats; cost, etc
719
etc_--------ferred to Fleet Reserve
Reserve when
when
armor and armament
armament at South
discharged, etc
etc---------.----Charleston, W. Va.,
plant
719
Charleston,
Va., plant----enlisted man discharged
discharged from, for enwork
navy yards if cost not
not inwork at navy
rollment as Reserve officer, recreased thereby-------------thereby
creased
719
duced to Navy rating
rating at his own
duced
above
authorizations subject to treaty
above authorizations
unexpired
request, and serving unexpired
limitations -------------limitations
719
to
enrollment period in Navy, to
suspended
conference
suspended if international conference
have pay, etc., as if not dislimitation held------held
for naval limitation
719
charged
charged------------------appointment authorized
authorized of
Richard
of Richard
appointment
desertion may be relieved of
charges of desertion
Evelyn
a lieutenant
lieutenant
Evelyn Byrd, jr., a
men serving honorably in Army,
of-- _ 821
commander on retired list of
commander
Navy, or Marine Corps subseHenry F. Mulloy as ensign---......
ensign
961
961
quently during World WarWar - Ralph
Sanford, as lieutenant on
B. Sanford,
Ralph B.
honorable
on
honorable discharge to be entered on
retired list:
conditions, etc
1590
--- 1590
retired
list: conditions,
record ---------------------record
Frank
Stinchcomb, as lieutenant; reFrank Stinchcomb,
no back pay,
etc., for service prior to
to
pay etc.,
1374
etc--tired if found disabled, etc
World War
.War----.----------.
Captain
recop
Dismukes, in recogDouglas E. Disroukes,
Captain Douglas
nition of gallant service in
officers credited with all active
retired officers
World War when retired to have
duty April 6, 1917, to March 3,
rank
1279
rank of
of rear
rear admiral
admiral-...-----com1921, since retirement, in comdisbursing officers relieved from reputing longevity
pay---------longevity pay
disbursing
sponsibility for certain losses,
officers of, and Marine
disbursing officers
Marine
etc., incurred
War
incurred in World War
Corps, allowed credit for civil
service accounts;
accounts; time extended_
860
outfits to enlisted men
men disdisoutfits
enlisted men retired, who served
served as
charged since November
November 13,
charged
commissioned officers
officers in World
commissioned
1917, for bad conduct, etc _--War, to
pay of
retired warwarto have
have pay
of retired
War,
commodore
retired rank not given
given to
to
commodore
472
rant officers
officers-- -----------staff officer, unless rank of caphelium for,
be obtained
obtained from
from Bureau
Bureau
to be
helium
for, to
attained_ _,.
tain attained-___-----------1111
of Mines
Mines ------------acquiring authorized
at
authorized at
aviation sites; acquiring
production,
production, etc., funds of, to be transGalveston, Tex ------------ferred
Bureau
1331
ferred to Mines
Mines Bureau-------Lakehurst,
J
Lakehurst, N. J--------------insurance provisions
provisions in World War
insurance
Quantico, Va -----------------Quantico,
624
Veterans'
-----------Veterans' Act
Chatham, Mass
Chatham,
Mass- ---. _
-----increased for converting
converting
limits of cost increased
Galveston, Tex-__
Tex __ _
sale authorized
authorized at Galveston,
"
Lexington " and "Saratoga"
"Saratoga"
"Lexington"
Mnrinn Corps
Cormanrsonnnel
_
s82
Marine
882
airplane carriers---------carriers
into airplane
We
------------- personnel
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contractors for losses caused
claims of contractors
by fixed-price
fixed-price contracts
contracts April 6,
1917,
November 11, 1918, to
to
1917, to
to November
be investigated,
investigated, etc., by the
Secretary
Secretary----------------on
contracts uncompleted
uncompleted April
April 6,
on contracts
1917,
occasioned by GovernGovern1917, occasioned
ment
ment priority
priority orders, etc., April
11, 1918_
6, 1917,
1917, to November
November 11,
1918_
estimates
submitted; proof
estimates to be submitted;
required,
required, if
if losses
losses from advanced
advanced
wages ordered
ordered by the Government --------------------authority conferred to secure eviauthority
etc
dence, etc------------------Reserve Force officers to,
transfers of Reserve
hereafter, forbidden
forbidden ---------hereafter,
payment to persons dishonorably
dishonorably discharged,
charged, etc --------------marines discharged
marines
discharged for bad conduct to
have civilian
civilian outer clothing
clothing_ --___
Marine Band,
Band, composition, pay, etc__
_
Marine
etc__warrant electrician
electrician grades, established,
established,

Page.

etc
etc -------------------precedence
precedence of present gunners if appointed to
to---------------reimbursement
reimbursement to persons who advanced pay to Navy officers and
enlisted men during World WarWar_
payments made to assistants to Chiefs
payments
of Bureaus to be allowed
allowed by
Comptroller GeneralGeneral
------highest pay of rank to assistants
while serving as such -------record of service
service of Charles O.
0. Maas
in Naval Reserve Force recognized as active
active duty --------Navy Band,
Band, designated,
designated, pay of leader,
etc
etc--------------Naval Academy
Academy Band, pay,
pay, allowances,
allowances,
etc
etc-----------------------established
enlistment periods in the, established-_
minors enlisting without consent of
etc., may be discharged
discharged
parent, etc.,
application --on application
-------Sand Point, Wash., site for air station
may be accepted
accepted free of cost, etcetc_
South Brooklyn,
Brooklyn, N. Y., addition to
site of supply depot may be
acquired
acquired -------------------Pearl Harbor, Hawaii,
Hawaii, naval station,
Pearl
improvement directed-__
directed__
harbor improvement
San Diego, Calif., naval base water
water
front development
development continued_
continued---__
limit of cost increased of scout cruisers
and submarine tender
tender ---_Naval Reserve
Reserve Officers
Officers Training Corps,
established, etc
established,
etc-------------reimbursing designated
reimbursing
designated prisoners at
Portsmouth, N. H., naval
naval prison
prison
for stolen bonds, etc
etc----------temporary officers of, and Marine
Marine Corps;
Corps;
temporary
found physically incapacitated
incapacitated
in line of duty, and appointments
appointments
revoked, considered as retired
revoked,
with pay, etc
etc--------------officers retired
retired for physical
physical disability
originating between
between April 6,
originating
1917, and March 3, 1921,
1921, while
holding temporary
temporary rank,
rank, to be
advanced
advanced on retired list ------requirement
return of advances
to
requirement for return
advances to
Naval Academy for dairy, repealed,
pealed, etc
etc.------------_-----
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1274
1274
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national flag to be issued free of cost to
national
nearest relative
relative of officer, etc.,
who
who died during
during World War
War
period
period ---------------------1278
restoration, etc., of frigate "Constitu"Constiturestoration,
tion" authorized
1278
authorized-------------1278
any staff
staff officer on active list who held
rank of
of rear admiral
admiral during
during
World War, etc., may be placed
placed
on
1278
on retired
retired list;
list; pay,
pay, etc
etc-------- 1278
officers of, and Marine Corps, specially
officers
commended for combat duty in
when retired for
for
World War, when
age and ineligible for promotion,
to be placed
placed on next higher
higher
1279
grade
1279
--------------------supply officers
officers of, to have pay of rank
supply
for World War active service
service
prior
to approval
approval of
of bonds
860
860
prior to
bonds - - Coast
transfer of, vessels, etc., to Coast
105
Guard for law enforcement
enforcement ----transferred to
two obsolete vessels of, transferred
to
Army Air Service for airplane
airplane
bombing tests ------------ 907
Navy
and Marine
to Americans
Navy and
Marine Memorial
Memorial to
Americans
Lost
Lost at
at Sea,
Sea,
erection of, on public grounds, WashWashington, D. C.,
C., authorized
authorized ----14
14
site and design to be approved
approved by
14
Commission of Fine Arts
Arts------Navy Band,
Band, United
Navy
United States
States,
band at Washington,
Washington, D. C.,
C., navy yard
yard
designated as----------------as
1275
leader; service counted for
for
pay of leader;
longevity
1275
1275
longevity------------------no back pay, etc --------------- 1275
no loss of allowances
allowances while on concert
concert
tours ---------------------1275
Navy
also Navy),
Navy Department
Department (see
(see also
Navy),
appropriation for Secretary,
Secretary, Assistant,
and office personnel_
personnel- ------ 182, 861
salaries limited to average rates,
Classification Act ----- 182, 861
under Classification
if
position in
___ 861
861
if only
only one
one position
in aa grade_
grade.--restriction not applicable
cleriapplicable to clerical-mechanical
service
182, 861
cal-mechanical service------no reduction
reduction of fixed salariessalaries
861
-transfers to another position with861
out reduction --------------payments under higher rates permitted -----------------182, 861
182,861
for
civilian
personnel,
General
civilian
personnel,
Board -----------------182, 861
Board
182,861
Naval Examining and Retiring
Retiring
Naval
Boards
Boards-------------------- 183, 861
Compensation Board --------- 183, 861
for contingent
contingent expenses
expenses --------- 183, 862
862
stationery, etc
183, 862
for stationery,
etc------------- 183,862
naval
not
naval service appropriations
appropriations not
to be used
used for Department
Department pur183, 862
poses ---_---------------_ 183,862
for printing
printing and
binding for
183, 862
for
and binding
for ----183,
862
for Navy
Navy pay,
pay, miscellaneous--____
miscellaneous
183, 862
for
183,
862
contingent ------...
184, 863
for Navy contingent
Government for the Virgin
Isfor Government
Virgin Islands --------------184,863
184,
863
for State marine schools
schools--------- 184, 863
etc., Guam and
for care of lepers, etc.,
Culion------------------184,
863
184,863
research laboratory
for research
laboratory---------- 184, 863
for Office of Naval Records and
Library,
__ 185,
Library, civilian
civilian personnel_
personnel--185, 864
864
for collecting
collecting naval records
records of the
the
World
World War
War-------------- 185, 864
864
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Navy
Advocate Genappropriation
Judge Advocate
for Judge
appropriation for
eral's
Office, civilian
civilian personnel_
personnel_ 185,
864
185, 864
eral's Office,
Operations Office,
Naval Operations
for
Chief of Naval
for Chief
civilian personnel
864
185, 864
personnel ----------- 185,
civilian
and Survey,
for
Board of
of Inspection
Survey,
Inspection and
for Board
civilian personnel
185, 864
personnel --------civilian
Naval Communicaof Naval
for
CommunicaDirector of
for Director
tions, civilian
civilian personnel
185, 864
personnel ----tions,
for
Office, civilian
Intelligence Office,
Naval Intelligence
for Naval
personnel
185,
864
185, 864
personnel--------------for Bureau
of
Navigation,
exNavigation, exBureau of
for
186,864
expenses
186,
864
expenses -----------------for Naval
Force -------- 187, 866
Reserve Force
Naval Reserve
for
for
Naval War
War College
College --------188, 867
for Naval
for Naval
Naval Home
867
Home---------------- 188, 867
for
personnel, Bureau of
for civilian
civilian personnel,
for
189, 868
Navigation
Navigation------------189, 868
for Hydrographic
Office -------Hydrographic Office
for
190, 868
for Naval
Naval Observatory
Observatory ------- -for
190, 869
for Nautical
Nautical Almanac
Almanac Office
Office ----for
for Bureau
Engineering, exof Engineering,
Bureau of
for
,
penses
190,
869
----- _.,, 190,869
penses-- --------for civilian
civilian personnel,
Bureau of Enpersonnel, Bureau
for
gineering
190,
870
190,870
gineering ------------------for Bureau
of Construction
Construction and ReBureau of
for
191,870
pair,
expenses
191,
870
pair, expenses-------------for civilian
Bureau of
personnel, Bureau
civilian personnel,
for
Construction
Repair ---- 192, 871
and Repair
Construction and
for
Ordnance, expenses
expenses_ 192, 871
of Ordnance,
Bureau of
for Bureau
for civilian
personnel, Bureau
Bureau of
of OrdOrdcivilian personnel,
for
193,871
nance -------------193,
871
nance
Accounts,
for
Bureau of
of Supplies
Supplies and Accounts,
for Bureau
193,871
pay of
of the
the Navy
871
Navy------------ 193,
pay
- 195,873
for freight
freight -----------------195, 873
for
special permanent
permanent working
working fund
special
established
195
established-------------issues furnished
furnished Japan
earthquake
Japan earthquake
issues
195
sufferers
sufferers--------------------for civilian
personnel, Bureau of Supcivilian personnel,
for
plies and
and Accounts
Accounts --------- 196, 874
plies
for
Bureau of
of Medicine
Medicine and
Surgery,
and Surgery,
for Bureau
196,874
expenses
196, 874
expenses------------------desigrepairs, additions,
additions, etc.,
to desigetc., to
repairs,
hosnated
from naval
naval hoshospitals from
nated hospitals
pital
196
fund ------------------pital fund
for civilian
personnel, Bureau
Bureau of
civilian personnel,
for
Medicine
Surgery
197, 874
and Surgery------Medicine and
Yards and Docks, exfor Bureau
Bureau of
of Yards
for
penses
197, 875
penses--------------------- 197,875
for civilian
personnel, Bureau
Bureau of
civilian personnel,
for
Yards
and Docks
876
Docks----------- 197, 876
Yards and
Yards
for public
Bureau of
of Yards
works, Bureau
public works,
for
197,876
and
Docks ---------------197, 876
and Docks
aviation
Aeronautics, aviation
for Bureau
of Aeronautics,
Bureau of
for
expenses
199, 877
877
199,
expenses--------for civilian
personnel, Bureau of
civilian personnel,
for
Aeronautics --------------200, 877
Aeronautics
for Naval
Naval Academy
Academy ------------- 200, 878
for
diversion
appropriations reduced
reduced
of appropriations
diversion of
by decommissioning,
decommissioning, etc., ships,
by
to
maintenance of
supplement maintenance
to supplement
201
yards and
and docks
201'
docks-------------yards
for
Marine Corps
878
Corps--------------- 201, 878
for Marine
880
203,
--------Nav
for increase
of the
the Navy
880
increase of
for
agreenegotiations
requested
agreefor
negotiations requested
ment
with
Great
Britain,
etc.,
to
to
etc.,
Britain,
Great
ment with
limit construction
construction of
of vessels
vessels and
and
limit
aircraft, and
and number
of officers
officers
number of
aircraft,
204
and men
permitted-----------men permitted
and
for Naval
Naval Home,
additional, 1925___
1925._ _ 709
Home, additional,
for
709
for
Naval Academy,
Academy, additional,
additional, 1925_
for Naval
for Hydrographic
additional,
Office, additional,
Hydrographic Office,
for
710
1925 ------------------710
1925
for Marine
Marine Corps,
Corps, additional,
additional, 1925-1925
710
for
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61,
Navy_ 45, 57, 61,
deficiency
appropriation for Navy_
deficiency appropriation
689,
698, 700,
760, 1335,
1335, 1349,
1349, 1351,1353
1351,1353
700, 760,
689, 698,
for
judgments, United
United States courts,
for judgments,
1347, 1347
under
53,
696, 758, 1347,
53,696,758,
under-------for
judgments, United
United States court,
for judgments,
under, for
for property
property condemned
condemned
under,
under Lever
Act
54
Lever Act-------------under
for
judgments, United
States courts,
United States
for judgments,
758
under; collision
etc----claims, etc
collision claims,
under;
54,
for
judgments, Court
under
of Claims
Claims under
Court of
for judgments,
696, 697,
697, 758,
758, 1347
696,
for
57, 61,
670, 698, 1353
61, 670,
57,
freight --------for freight
World
for administrative
expenses, World
administrative expenses,
for
Compensation
War
Adjusted Compensation
War Adjusted
688,1335
Act
688, 1335
Act---------------------for Naval
Observatory--------- 689, 756
Naval Observatory
for
689, 1338
for collision
collision damages
claims
damages claims----for
for acquiring
acquiring private
private fishery rights,
for
Pearl
Harbor, Hawaii
Hawaii ------- 690
Pearl Harbor,
binding for ------for printing
printing and
1335
and binding
for
for
authorized to
to acquire
lands, etc.,
etc., for
acquire lands,
authorized
production
of helium
gas, operate
operate
helium gas,
production of
plants,
experiment, etc
908
etc ------plants, experiment,
tempobalances
of appropriations
appropriations for tempobalances of
rary
buildings, covered
covered in
934
in-----rary buildings,
claims
Shipping Board
or against
against Shipping
by or
claims by
1209
and, canceled
canceled_---------------and,
1210
private
claims not
1210
affected --- _----not affected
private claims
expenditures
authorized from
from allotallotexpenditures authorized
ments to,
Bureau
Veterans' Bureau
for Veterans'
to, for
ments
beneficiaries -------------- 532,1211
532, 1211
beneficiaries
hospital facilities,
facilities, etc.,
of, to
to be utilized
etc., of,
hospital
by Veterans'
Veterans' Bureau---------Bureau
610
by
use of
appropriations
Board appropriations
Shipping Board
of Shipping
use
for paying
claims of,
of, forbiddenforbidden_
531
531
paying claims
for
Navy
Yards,
Navy Yards,
construction, etc.,
authorized vessels
vessels
of authorized
etc., of
construction,
at, if
facilities permit,
not
cost not
permit, cost
if facilities
at,
719
719
increased,
etc
increased, etc---------------purchase, repair,
repair, etc.,
etc., of
of naval vessels,
purchase,
machinery
or articles
from priarticles from
machinery or
vate
contractor which can be
vate contractor
205
205
forbidden -------produced
produced at, forbidden
in cost inpermitted
increase in
no increase
if no
permitted if
205
205
volved ----------------------volved
Navy Yearbook,
Yearbook,
Navy
provision for
for compiling,
repealed..
1106
etc., repealed
compiling, etc.,
provision
Lac
Mille Lac
Nay-gwa-nay-be-ke-wain-zee,
Mille
Nay-gwa-nay-be-ke-wain-zee
Band of
Chief,
Indians, Chief,
of Indians,
Band
payment to
Court of
from Court
of, from
heirs of,
to heirs
payment
BandClaims
818
for the Band..
judgment for
Claims judgment
Neagle,
John,
Neagle, John,
Webster and
loan of
portraits of
of Daniel
Daniel Webster
of portraits
loan
Henry
Clay, for
for exhibition
exhibition in
in
Henry Clay,
Philadelphia
of works
works of the
Philadelphia of
1252
artist
artist---------------------Neah
Agency, Wash.,
Wash.,
Bay Agency,
Neah Bay
appropriation for
for support,
support, etc.,
Inof Inetc., of
appropriation
1161
dians
at, from
from tribal
funds
tribal funds----dians at,
Neatly,
A.,
Meldon A.,
Neally, Meldon
1489
-----pension
1489
pension_------------------Nebraska
Forest, Nebr.,
National Forest,
Nebraska National
trees
to
arid
land
residents
from
from
trees to arid land residents
445, 835
nurseries
of
445,
nurseries of----------------Nedd, Joseph
Joseph J.,
J.,
Nedd,
1399
1399
pension
increased ------------------pension increased
Neely, Jennie
Jennie E.
E. (widow),
Neely,
1493
1493
pension
pension---------------------------Negro
Tex., Riot of,
Houston, Tex.,
Soldiers, Houston,
Negro Soldiers,
payment
for personal
injuries, etc.,
personal injuries,
payment for
1577
1577
growing out of---------------of
growing
Neho, Indian
Indian Allottee,
Allottee,
Neho,
1367
allotment--- 1367
payment to,
for erroneous
erroneous allotment
to, for
payment
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Nelson Company,
Company, Charles,
Charles,
Nelson
may bring
bring suit
for collision
damages to
to
may
suit for
collision damages
barkentine "
Monterey," in disdisbarkentine
"Monterey,"in
trict
trict court
court ------------------Nelson,
Lieutenant Erick
Henning,
Nelson, First
First Lieutenant
Erick Henning,
Army
Army Air
Air Service,
Service,
advanced
the proadvanced five
five hundred
hundred files
files on
on the
promotion
list in
world
motion list
in recognition
recognition of
of world
flight accomplished
by him
flight
accomplished by
him ---distinguished
service medal
accorded
distinguished service
medal accorded
to, and
and acceptance
acceptance of
of medals
medals or
to,
or
decorations from
decorations
from foreign
foreign govgovauthorized ---------ernments, authorized
Nelson, Frank
Frank (son),
(son),
Nelson,

Page.

1571
1571

979
979

979
979

pension ----------------1515
_--------_
1515
Nelson,
Nelson, Jennie
Jennie E.
E. (widow),
(widow),
pension increased------------------increased
1465
pension
1465
Nelson, Knute,
late a
Senator,
Nelson,
Knute, late
a Senator,
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for
for pay
pay to
to
daughter
33
daughter of
of------------------33
Nelson,
Nelson, Polly
Polly (daughter),
(daughter),
pension
1446
pension --------------------------1446
Nelson,
Nelson, William
William H.,
H.,
military record corrected ----------1379
Nematodes,
Nematodes,
appropriation for study of plant infestinfestappropriation
441, 831
ing --------------------831
Neponset
River, Mass.,
Neponset River,
Mass.,
preliminary examination, etc., of, to be
preliminary
made ---------------------- _ 1191
1191
Nester,
Caroline K.
K. (widow),
Nester, Caroline
(widow),
pension --------------------------1446
pension
1446
Netherlands,
Netherlands,
appropriation for
206,
appropriation
for minister
minister to_
to ---206, 1015
1015
agreement extending
extending arbitration
arbitration conagreement
convention with---with
1754
vention
-----------1754
parcel
post agreement
with, East
East
parcel post
agreement with,
India
India -----------------1708,
1717
1708, 1717
Nett Lake
Lake Agency,
Agency, Minn.,
Nett
Minn.,
appropriation
for
support,
etc.,
of
Inappropriation
dians at, from tribal funds ---411
411
Neuse
River, N.
C.,
Neuse River,
N. C.,
preliminary
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
of,
to
be
etc., of, to be
made,
Bern to
to Smithfield_
1193
made, New
New Bern
Smithfield_ 1193
Neutrality Act,
Neutrality
Act,
appropriation
appropriation for
209, 1018
1018
for expenses
expenses under__
under-_- _ 209,
Nevada,
Nevada,
appropriation for surveyor general,
general,
appropriation
clerks, etc ---------- _____-- .
clerks,
394
support, etc.,
1159
for support,
etc., of
of Indians in
in_-- 409,
409,1159
for support, etc.,
etc., of
of Indians
Indians in,
in, adadditional, 1925 --------------___
708
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for support,
etc., Indians
Indians in
56, 1348
1348
etc.,
in------------- 56,
selection by, validated,
validated, of tract relinselection
quished
by
Central
Pacific
quished
by Central
Pacific
Railway
812
Railway Company
Company-----------812
Tahoe National Forest, California
California
extended----------and, area extended
954
New
Albany, Ind.,
New Albany,
Ind.,
terms of
terms
751
of court at
at -----------------751
New
Bern, N.
C.,
New Bern,
N. C.,
be reestabreestabintracoastal barge
barge line to be
lished between
lished
between Baltimore
and - 1255
Baltimore and
1255
issue of
issue
Army stores,
stores, etc.,
for relief
of Army
etc., for
relief
of sufferers
fire at,
at, in
sufferers from
from fire
in 1922,
1922,
approved; credits
in acacapproved;
credits allowed
allowed in
counts for ----------------- _ 1285
New
New Hampshire
Avenue NW.,
D. C.,
C.,
Hampshire Avenue
NW., D.
appropriation for
for paving,
paving, Grant
appropriation
Grant Circle
Circle
to Allison Street
Street------------547
547
New Haven,
Haven, Conn.,
Conn.,
New
preliminary examination,
preliminary
examination, etc., to be
refuge in
made, for harbor of refuge
Morris Cove
1192
Cove----------------- 1192

New
Judicial District,
Page.
New Jersey
Jersey Judicial
District,
deficiency
appropriation for
for paying
paying
deficiency appropriation
judgment of
to New
New River
River
judgment
of court,
court, to
Colleries
Company ----------1346
Colleries Company
1346
New
and Dredging
New Jersey
Jersey Shipbuilding
Shipbuilding and
Dredging
Company,
Company,
1365
payment to, for collision damages
damages1365
New Mexico,
New
Mexico,
appropriation
surveyor general,
general,
appropriation for
for surveyor
clerks,
394
clerks, etc
etc-------------------394
for
repairs, etc.,
etc., flood
to irfor repairs,
flood damages
damages to
irrigation
systems, pueblos
pueblos in.
403
rigation systems,
in --403
for
etc., of
for support,
support, etc.,
of Indians
Indians in
in_--__ 409,
409, 1159
1159
for
support, etc.,
Indians in,
adfor support,
etc., of
of Indians
in, additional,
708
ditional, 1925
1925 ----------------708
deficiency
appropriation for
for support,
support,
deficiency appropriation
etc.,
of Indians
Indians in
in ----------56, 698
etc., of
56,
698
Carlsbad Cave
Monument,
Carlsbad
Cave National
National Monument,
set
aside
1929
set aside--------------------1929
enlarged_ 1984
Carson National Forest, area enlargedboundaries
boundaries modified -------------- 1919
1919
compact of Colorado
Colorado and, for use of La
approved by ConPlata River, approved
gress
gress-----------------------796
jurisdiction
jurisdiction of, district court
court in suits to
quiet title to Pueblo Indian land
quiet
grants
grants--------------------636
Kaniksu National
National Forest, boundaries
modified -------------.----modified
1953
1953
Lincoln National Forest, area dimindiminished ---------__---------1963
- 1963
loans to farmers
farmers in drought-stricken
drought-stricken
areas of, for purchase of seed,
etc
110
etc-----------------------110
appropriation for
appropriation
110
for---------------110
Manzano
Manzano National Forest, area emen- •
larged-------------------- 1966
larged
one-half cost
cost of bridging San Juan
near Bloomfield,
Bloomfield, to be
River near
------------------paid byby
800
sums for allotting lands, etc.,
etc., not to be
used for Indians in, unless residto
ing on public domain prior to
June 30, 1914 -----------398,
1148
398,1148
tract of land in,
in permanently
permanently withdrawn for Navajo
Navajo Indians----Indians
1114
1114
New
Judicial District,
District,
New Mexico Judicial
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for paying
judgment
of district
in
judgment of
district court,
court, in
reclamation
proceedings ------53
reclamation proceedings
53
constitution of--------------------642
642
terms of court, at Albuquerque
Albuquerque------642
Las Cruces -----.------------- 642
642
Las Vegas
Vegas-------------------642
Raton
642
Raton ----------------------.
642
Roswell
Roswell ----------------.----642
Santa Fe --------------------642
642
City
642
Silver City-------------------642
adjournment,
etc.
if
adjournment, etc.,
if insufficient
insufficient
business at Las Vegas, Las
Raton
Cruces, Silver City, or Raton__
642
rooms to be furnished at Silver City,
'
Las Vegas,
and Raton
Vegas, and
642
Raton -------642
transfer of causes, to place of sitting of
of
court ---------------------642
marshal and clerk to appoint deputies,
etc ---------------------_642
transfer to new court building at city of
Las Vegas when completed---completed
643
New Mexico Pueblos,
Pueblos,
appropriation
for irrigation
irrigation project
appropriation for
project
for
1151
for ---------------------- 400,
400,1151
New
Association of
of Commerce,
New Orleans
Orleans Association
Commerce,
lease of Army Quartermaster
lease
depot
Quartermaster depot
authorized
to, for
for exhibition
exhibition
authorized to,
purposes -----------100
purposes
_------100
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New
La.,
New Orleans,
Orleans, La.,
Page.
appropriation for
mint at
77, 776
appropriation
for mint
at----------. 77,776
for
mint -------------- _
79
for repairs
repairs to
to mint
79
for
for passport
passport bureau
bureau ----------- 206,1015
206, 1015
for
for dispatch
dispatch agent
agent------------- 207
207, 1016
1016
for
778
for marine
marine hospital,
hospital, improvements_
improvements _
778
for
station improvements
778
for quarantine
quarantine station,
improvements
778
for
at, additional,
1925
710
for mint
mint at,
additional, 1925------710
intracoastal waterway
Galveston
intracoastal
waterway to Galveston
1187
Bay, Tex.,
Tex., authorized
authorized--------1187
may bridge Mississippi River;
River; location_
location_
103
New
Orleans, La.,
International Trade
Trade ExNew Orleans,
La., International
Exposition, 1925,
position,
1925,
invitation to States and foreign
foreign governgovernments
to
participate in,
auments,
to participate
in, authorized --------------------1253
thorized
1253
official
recognition of Hamilton
official recognition
Hamilton K.
Avery, as vice president
president of,
of, requested
1253
quested -------------_----1253
articles
articles for
for exhibition
exhibition at, admitted
admitted free
of
1253
of duty,
duty, under
under regulations
regulations-----1253
sale,
etc., on
payment of
of import
import
sale, etc.,
on payment
duties
1253
1253
duties----------------------withdrawn for sale, etc.,
withdrawn
etc., subject to
to
in force-----------force
1253
duty then in
allowance for deterioration,
etc__ _ 1253
allowance
deterioration, etc_-punishment
punishment for
for illegal
illegal sales, etc__
etc_--_ 1253
1253
New
New River
River Collieries
Collieries Company,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for paying interest
to
1346
1346
terest on
on judgment
judgment to--------New River
Fla.,
River Inlet, Fla.,
preliminary
examination,
etc.,
of,
to
be
preliminary examination, etc., of, to be
made
1194
made-----------------------1194
New
York,
New York,
appropriation for
reimbursing, for
for mamafor reimbursing,
appropriation
rine
expenses
863
rine school
school expenses
-------- 184,
184, 863
abandoned
reservations at
at
abandoned lighthouse reservations
Harbor and Fire
Lloyds Harbor
Fire Island
Island
transferred
transferred to, for public
public park
park
uses
635
uses---------------------reversion for
nonuser
reversion
for nonuser-------------635
rights reserved
Gov
rights
reserved for uses of the Gov
ernment
ernment ----------------.
635
agreement between
Connecticut and,
agreement
between Connecticut
settling
line of
of the
the two
two
settling boundary
boundary line
731
States
States----------------------738
consent
Congress to
738
to-----------consent of Congress
may
Hudson River, PoughkeepPoughkeepmay bridge
bridge Hudson
10
10
sie,
sie, N. Y ------------------New
Boundary,
Connecticut Boundary,
York and
and Connecticut
New York
agreement by
New York and Conagreement
by New
731
necticut settling
731
necticut
settling ------------consent
of Congress
Congress to, and
approval
and approval
consent of
738
738
of
of --------------------------"New York,"
York," Battleship
Battleship,?
"New
deficiency
additional
appropriation for
for additional
deficiency appropriation
- 1335
1335
etc., protection
protection submarine, etc.,
1335
for
systems -----------1335
for fire-control
fire-control systems
alteration
authorized for
protection
for protection
alteration of,
of, authorized
aircraft
against submarine
submarine and aircraft
against
719
719
attack --------------------attack
719
new fire-control
installation - _ 719
fire-control system installation_
New
CorporaCanal and
and Great
Great Lakes
Lakes CorporaNew York
York Canal
tion,
modification authorized
authorized of
of contracts
for
contracts for
modification
sale
of barges,
barges, etc.,
and
for inland
inland and
etc., for
sale of
1255
coastwise
to ---1255
transportation to
coastwise transportation
terms of
amount and
and time
of
time of
of sale;
sale; amount
terms
1255
payment -_------------------1255
payment
between Baltimore
Baltimore and New
line between
Bern,
etc., N.
N. C.,
be rereC., to
to be
Bern, etc.,
1255
established
1255
established-----------------operation
on,
by
self-propelled
operation on, by self-propelled
bargaes---------------------1255
barges
-P--------------------- - -

New
Canals,
Page.
New York
York Canals,
Pag
appropriation for survey
survey of navigable
navigable
appropriation
waters of
515, 930
waters
of------------------ 515,930
New York
N. Y.,
Y.,
New
York City, N.
appropriation for
assay office
office at-----at
78,
777
appropriation
for assay
78, 777
repairs___
79
for customhouse
customhouse building,
building, repairs-_79
Subtreasury building,
repairs - _
79
for Subtreasury
building, repairs79
assay office to subfor subway,
subway, assay
subtreasury -------------------79
treasury
79
pneumatic tube
tube system, customcustomfor pneumatic
house and appraisers'
appraisers' stores__
stores-_- _ 81,
81, 779
for pneumatic
tube mail
mail transmission,
transmission,
for
pneumatic tube
785
Brooklyn and
and--------------- 86,
86, 785
for airplane
airplane mail
service to San
San
for
mail service
Francisco
785
Francisco from
from-------------- 87,
87, 785
foreign
for assistant
assistant superintendent
superintendent foreign
mails
mails at
at-------------------- 87,
87, 786
for navy
navy yard, public
public works ----198, 876
bureau
1015
for passport bureau----------206, 1015
1016
for dispatch
dispatch agent
agent------------- 207, 1016
quarantine station
778
for quarantine
station ------------additional, 1925_
710
1925710
for passport
passport bureau,
bureau, additional,
office at, additional,
1925_ _
710
for assay
assay office
additional, 1925-710
addifor assay office at,
at, special fund, additional,
1925
710
710
tional, 1925-----------------deficiency appropriation
airplane
deficiency
appropriation for airplane
mail
service to San Francisco_
mail service
Francisco_ 59,
59, 1350
for rent
rent of rooms
rooms for
for United
United States
States
courts,
five-year leaselease - 687
courts, etc.; five-year
for
pneumatic mail
mail transmission,
for pneumatic
transmission,
691
691
Brooklyn and
and-------------- for
quarantine station,
improvestation, improvefor quarantine
ments
694
ments ---------------------for
at
1349
1349
for assay
assay office
office at-----------------bridge authorized
across Hudson River
River
bridge
authorized across
to
N. J., from
1094
to Fort Lee, N.J.,
from-------1094
may bridge Newtown
between
may
Newtown Creek,
Creek, between
Boroughs
of
and
Boroughs
of Brooklyn and
Queens
18
Queens---------------------18
"New York,"
Ferryboat,
"New
York," Ferryboat,
owner of,
collision
owner
of, may
may bring suit
suit for collision
damages, in
district court----court
1568
in district
York Harbor,
Harbor, N.
N. Y.,
Y.,
New York
appropriation
preventing injurious
injurious
for preventing
appropriation for
deposits; inspectors, fleet, etc_ 516,
516; 930
deficiency
appropriation for preventing
preventing
deficiency appropriation
injurious
deposits, etc
etc --------63
injurious deposits,
63
Bank,
Produce Exchange
Exchange Bank,
New York
York Produce
payment
successor of, for unlawful
unlawful
to successor
payment to
levy
levy -----------------------1584
New York Sanitary
Sanitary Utilization
Utilization Company,
may bring suit for collision
collision damages
damages to
to
"No. 14"----------14"
its scow "No.
1567
York Shipbuilding
Shipbuilding Corporation,
Corporation,
New York
amount
caused, in cost
loss caused,
cost of
of battlebattleamount of
of loss
42," by Government
Government
ship "No.
"No. 42,"
action, to be
action,
be ascertained
ascertained ------- 1283
if cost increased
increased over
over limit to be
added to authorized cost-----1283
cost
1283
York Southern
District,
New York
Southern Judicial
Judicial District,
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for paving
paying
judgment
of court
court to Jens gamSamjudgment of
uelsen
Olsen --------1346
uelsen and B
B Olsen
Newbern, N.
N. C.,
C.,
terms
661
---------------terms of
of court at
Margaret (widow),
(widow),
Newell, Margaret
1453
1453
pension --------------------------Newfoundland,
Newfoundland,
persons born
nonquota
persons
born in,
in, construed
construed as, nonquota
immigrants under
under Immigration
Immigration
immigrants
Act .------ ----------155
Newhall,
(widow),
Rosa A.
A. (widow),
Newhall, Rosa
1489
increased------------------1489
pension increased
~
-----------------I
-Or----~~
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Newlands Irrigation
Newlands
IrrigationProject,
Project, Nev.,
Nev.,
appropriation for
for irrigation
appropriation
irrigation charges,
charges,
etc., Paiute
Paiute allotments
within_ __
etc.,
allotments within___

Page.
Page.

403,
403,
1153
1153
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of
of ------417, 1167
for
417,
1167
drainage expenses
restricted_ _ 417,
drainage
expenses restricted-_
417, 1167
1167
for Spanish Springs
division, expenses_
forSpanish
Springs division,
expenses_ 1167
1167
contracts required
from irrigation
irrigation
contracts
required from
district --------------------1167
district
1167
requirements
for construction
construction on
on
requirements for
lands
Pacific ComComlands of
of Southern
Southern Pacific
pany
1167
pany --------.------------_ 1167
aid
of State,
etc., in
in developing
aid of
State, etc.,
developing
project,
1168
project, etc
etc -----------------1168
present
present water
water users
users of
of Newlands
Newlands
project
given priority
priority over
project given
over rights
rights
of extension-----------------extension
1168'
of
1168'
lands
not liable
for construction
construction
lands not
liable for
costs ----------------------costs
1168
1168
use
of revenues
revenues from
from any
any power
use of
power
plant
plant connected
connected with
with the
the didivision ------------------ __
1168
vision
_1168
amount authorized
authorized for
for drainage
of
amount
drainage of
Piute Indians'
Piute
Indians' lands
within_ ___
595
lands within---595
Newman,
C. M.,
M.,
Newman, C.
may
Rio Grande,
may bridge
bridge Rio
Grande, Alamo
Alamo Alto,
Alto,
Tex ----------------662
662
consent of
of Mexico
Mexico required
required ------663
663
Newman, Millie
Millie (widow),
(widow),
Newman,
pension -------.------------.1499
1499
Newport, Ark.
Newport,
Ark.,,
bridge authorized
authorized across
across White
White River
bridge
River
at -----------------------at
1131
1131
Arkansas may
Arkansas
may acquire,
acquire, to
to operate
as
operate as
a
1131
a free
free bridge
bridge---------------1131
tolls
allowed for
five years
1131
tolls allowed
for five
years------1131
Newport Harbor,
Harbor, Calif.,
Newport
Calif.,
h arbor
arbor lines,
modification of h
lines, authorized_
authorized- 1197
1197
Newport News,
News, Va.,
Va.,
Newport
preliminary
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., of
of chanchannel, to
made -----------1193
to be
be made
1193
Newport, I?.
Newport,
R. 1.,
I.,
appropriation for
for maintenance,
appropriation
maintenance, naval
naval
station ----------training station
187,
866
187, 866
R. I.,
I., Naal
Newport, R.
Na. ,al Torpedo
Torpedo Station,
Station,
civilian employees reimbursed
reimbursed for fire
fire
losses at ----------------1604
1604
Newport River,
N. C.,
Newport
River, N.
C.,
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., of,
to
of, to
be made
made -------------------be
1193
1193
Newspaper
Wrappers, etc.,
etc., Stamped, PosNewspaper Wrappers,
Postal
Service,
tal Service,
appropriation
for manufacture;
manufacture; distriappropriation for
distribution
bution --------------------88,
786
88, 786
Newton County,
County, Ind.,
Newton
Ind.,
bridge authorized
authorized across
across Kankakee
Kankakee
River by Kankakee
Kankakee County,
Ill.,
Ill., Lake
County, Ind.,
Ind., and.--and__
29
Lake County,
29
Newton,
Harry,
Newwon, Harry,
enlistment
of, at
at former
enlistment of,
rating and
former rating
and
transfer
to Fleet
Naval Reserve,
transfer to
Fleet Naval
Reserve,
authorized
1600
authorized ------------1600
Newtown Creek,
Newtown
Creek, N.
N. Y.,
Y.,
bridge authorized
authorized across,
between BorBorbridge
across, between
oughs of
and Queens__
Queens
18
of Brooklyn
Brooklyn and
18
Nez
Perce
Indians,
Nez Perce Indians,
claims
of,
claims
for lands, etc.,
etc., taken from,
to be determined
of
determined by Court of
Claims -----------------21
Claims
21
Nez
Indians, Wash.,
Wash., Joseph's
Joseph's Band
Nez Perce
Perce Indians,
Band
of,
of,
appropriation for
for support, etc.,
appropriation
etc., of,
of, additional,
708
tional, 1925
1925-------- -------.
708
Niagara River,
Niagara
River,
time
extended for
for bridging,
bridging, Tonawanda,
time extended
Tonawanda,
N. Y
1216
N.
Y----------------1216

Niagara
and Black
Y
NiagaraRiver
River and
Black Rock
Rock Canal,
Canal, N.
N. Y.,
bridge authorized
authorized across,
across, at
at Buffalo,
Buffalo,
bridge
N.
Y ----------------------N. Y
tunnel in
lieu permitted-----------permitted
tunnel
in lieu
consent of
of Canada
Canada required
consent
required -------Nicaragua,
Nicaragua,
appropriation
for minister
minister to-----to
206,
appropriation for
206,
Nichols Avenue
Avenue SE.,
C.,
Nichols
SE., D.
D. C.,
appropriation for
Portland to
appropriation
for paving,
paving, Portland
to
Fourth Streets;
Streets; from
from gasolineFourth
gasolinetax
tax fund
fund--------------------deficiency
for widening,
widening,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
S Street--Street_ __
Good Hope Road
Road to
to S
acceptance
of strip
land for
for widening_
widening_
acceptance of
strip of
of land
purchase
condemnation of
purchase or
or condemnation
of addiadditional
tional land
land-----------------amount
authorized
for
expenses
amount authorized for expenses----Nichols,
Nichols, Ella
Ella C.
C. (widow),
(widow),
pension
pension increased
increased------------------Nichols,
Mary
E.
Nichols, Mary E. (widow),
(widow),
pension increased
pension
increased-----------------Nichols,
Mary
J.
(widow),
Nichols, Mary J. (widow),
pension
pension --------------------------_
Nichols,
S. C.,
Nichols, S.
C.,
bridge
authorized
across
Lumber
River,
bridge authorized across Lumber River,
near
near------------------_--Nicholson,
Nicholson, Livonia
Livonia (widow),
(widow),
pension increased------------------increased
pension
Nicholson,
Samuel D.,
Nicholson, Samuel
D., late
late aa Senator,
Senator,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for pay
deficiency
pay to
to
children
children of
of -----------------Nickel, Martha
Nickel,
Martha J.
J. (widow),
(widow),
pension ---------pension
_-------------Nickey,
Lizzie M.,
M.,
Nickey, Lizzie
patent to,
payment of
of price
patent
to, on
on payment
price of
of land,
land,
in Louisiana,
good
in
Louisiana, occupied
occupied in
in good
faith, etc
etc ----------------Nickles,
Nickles, George
George A.,
A.,
reimbursement
reimbursement to
to-----------------Night
Schools, D.
D. C.,
Night Schools,
C.,
appropriation for
555,
appropriation
for --------------555,
Nineteenth
Street NW.,
NW., D.
Nineteenth Street
D. C.,
C.,
appropriation for
covering,
appropriation
for asphalt
asphalt covering,
Pennsylvania
to
Pennsylvania Avenue
Avenue to
K
Street; from
Street;
gasoline-tax fund-fund__
from gasoline-tax
Ninth
Place SE.,
C.,
Ninth Place
SE., D.
D. C.,
appropriation for
grading, Savannah
appropriation
for grading,
Savannah
Street
Avenue
Street to
to Alabama
Alabama Avenue----Ninth
Street NW.,
NW., D.
D. C.,
C.,
Ninth Street
appropriation
paving, Butternut
to
appropriation for
for paving,
Butternut to
Cedar Streets----------.-----Streets
Cedar
for
to Decatur
for paving,
paving, Crittenden
Crittenden to
Decatur
Streets --------------------Streets
for
paving, Emerson
to Farragut
for paving,
Emerson to
Farragut
Street _
Street
--------------.---.---for paving, Hamilton
for
Hamilton to
to Ingraham
Ingraham
Street
Street --------------------_
Decatur to
Emerson
for paving,
paving, Decatur
to Emerson
Street
Street---------------------for widening
widening west
for
west side
side and
and repaving
repaving
roadway,
to MassaMassaroadway, New York to
chusetts
from gasolinegasolinechusetts Avenue;
Avenue; from
fund ------------tax fund
-for paving, etc.,
etc., Florida
Florida Avenue
Avenue to
to
Barry Place;
from gasoline-tax
Barry
Place; from
gasoline-tax
fund ---------------Nippon Yusen
Nippon
Yusen Kabushiki
Kaisha,
Kabushiki Kaisha,
bring suit
for collision
may bring
suit for
collision damages
damages to
to
steamship
steamship "Ceylon
"Ceylon Maru"
Maru"--Nisqually Indian
Nisgually
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Wash.,
Wash.,
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for
for relief
relief of
of
dispossessed
dispossessed allottees
allottees of
of------payment
payment authorized
authorized to dispossessed
dispossessed
families
families on,
for land
on, for
land taken
taken from
from
them for military
them
military purposespurposes
---expenditure for
for benefit
of Indians
expenditure
benefit of
Indians---

Page.
Page
355
355
355
355
355
355
1015
1015

549
549
1319
1319
750
750
750
750
751
751
1402
1402
1484
1484
1429
1429
12
12
1484
1484
33
33
1476
1476

1593
1593
1364
1364
1231
1231

1225
1225
547
547
547
547
547
547
546
546
547
547
1223
1223

1224
1224
1225
1225
1564
1564
684
684
111
111
111
111

INDEX.
INDEX.
Nitrate,
Page.
Page.
Nitrate,
appropriation
investigating proappropriation for investigating
duction,
227
of--------------etc., of
duction, etc.,
W. (widow),
Anna W.
Nixon, Anna
pension
1445
pension--------------------------S. (son),
(son),
John S.
Nixon, John
pension -------------------------1528
Nolan, Thomas,
Thomas
Nolan,
payment
legal guardian of, for inpayment to legal
juries
1363
juries---------------------appropriation
incurred_--__ 1363
appropriation for expenses incurred_
Nolan W.
W. Va.,
Nolan,
authorized across
across Tug Fork of
bridge authorized
Big
at
247
Big Sandy River at---------Lizzie (widow),
Noland, Lizzie
pension
1401
increased ---------------- pension increased
J. (widow),
Noland, Mary J.
pension
1511
pension.----------------------(widow),
W.
Maryncreased
Noll,
Noll,
pension
Maryi
W. (widow),
1480
1480
pension increased-----------------Lands,
Nonmetallic
Public Lands,
Minerals on Public
Nonmetallic Minerals
appropriation
enforcing regulations,
regulations,
appropriation for enforcing
etc.
etc., as to, other than oil and
natural
gas
1175
------------- 421, 1175
natural
Nooksack
River, Wash.,
Nooksack River,
preliminary examination,
etc., authorexamination, etc.
preliminary
1000
ized of, for flood control
control -----1000
Nordyke,
Nordyke, Emmet (son),
pension -------------------------- 1454
1454
pension
Norfolk
and Western Railway Company,
Norfolk and
may bridge TuF
Tug Fork of Big Sandy
River,
Va.,
County, W. Va.,
Mingo County,
River, Mingo
and
Ky
11
County, Ky-------Pike County,
and Pike
Inland Waterway,
Norfolk-Beaufort Inland
preliminary
examination, etc., to be
preliminary examination,
made
connecting
channel connecting
made of, channel
Maiateo, N.
C-------------- 1193
N. C
Manteo,
Norfolk, Va.,
Va.,
appropriation for navy yard, public
appropriation
works ------------------198,
876
198,876
works
authorized;
improvement
improvement of harbor authorized;
channels in southern and'
and eastchannels
branches of Elizabeth River..
River_ 1186
ern branches
waterway
Beaufort Inlet, N. C.,
waterway to Beaufort
1186
authorized -----------------1186
authorized
may construct,
construct, etc., dam and bridge
across Lafayette
973
Lafayette River ------across
preliminary
examination, etc., of, harpreliminary examination,
bor
extending chanbor to be made, extending
nel
Western Branch of Elizain Western
nel in
beth
1193
River -----------------beth River
Charles T.
T.,'
Norman, Charles
refund
to
1377
income tax to-------------refund of income
Halstad, Minn.,
Norman
Norman County and Halsted,
time
River
extended for bridging Red River
time extended
of
Trail County
the North by Traill
of the
and---- 1312
and
and Herberg, N. Dak., and
(daughter),
Norman, Maude A. (daughter),
pension -------1514
1514
---------pension
Norse-American Centennial,
Centennial,
Norse-American
medal to be prepared
prepared at the Mint for
commemoration of arrival of
commemoration
first shipload
shipload of Norse immigrants on sloop "Restaura"Restaura1096
---tionen
---------------tionen""
to
be
prepared
from
to be
models
from
to be prepared
supplied ------------------1096
supplied
North Alton,
Ill.,
Alton, Ill.,
North
appropriation
etc., Confederate
appropriation for care, etc.,
Cemetery
Cemetery ..--------------- 512, 927
North
and South
South Carolina
Waccamew
Carolina Waccamaw
North and
Bridge
Bridge Company,
may
Waccamaw River, Bellbridge Waccamaw
may bridge
amy Landing,
C
9
9
-------Landing, S. C-amy
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North Branch
Branch of
of Susquehanna
River,
Susquehanna River,
North

Wilkesextended for bridging, Wilkestime extended
Barre
Pa
Barre to Dorranceton, Pa-----

North Branch
Pa.,
Susquehanna River, Pa.,
of ,Susquehanna
Branch of
North
and N.
Y.,
N. Y.,
and
survey authorized
authorized for flood control of survey
amount authorized
authorized to be appropriated
for-------------------ated for
deficiency
appropriation for
for----deficiency appropriation

D. C.,
Street, D.
North Capitol
Capitol Street,
North

Page
Page.
173
173
250
250
250
696
696

appropriation for paving,
paving, etc., V
appropriation
Avenue;
Street to Michigan Avenue;
from
gasoline-tax fund
fund--------- 1225
from gasoline-tax

North Carolina,
Carolina,
North

bridge authorized across Chowan
Chowan River,
Edenton, by State Highway
Highway
Edenton,
Commission
Commission-----------------Peedee River, near Pee Dee, by
Peedee
Highway Department
ofDepartment of_
State Highway
North
Carolina Avenue
C.,
D. C.,
NE., D.
Avenue NE.,
North Carolina
appropriation for paving, etc., Fifteenth
appropriation
to
Streets; from gasoline-tax
B Streets;
to B
fund
fund-----------------------District,
North
Carolina Eastern
Judicial District,
Eastern Judicial
North Carolina
counties constituting
constituting --------------City----terms
Elizabeth City
terms of court, at Elizabeth
Fayetteville
Fayetteville---------------------Newbern
Newbern----------------------Raleigh
Raleigh-----------------------Washington
Washington-------------------Wilmington -------------------Wilmington
----------Wilson
Wilson------------rooms at Fayetteville
Fayetteville and Wilson ---rooms
offices of clerk
clerk---------------------offices
Raleigh repealed
repealed ---former terms at Raleigh
North
Western Judicial
Judicial District,
District,
Carolina Western
North Carolina
counties constituting --------------counties
Asheville
terms of court, at Asheville---------Charlotte
Charlotte ----------------------Greensboro
Greensboro---------------------Salisbury
Salisbury----------------------Statesville
Statesville----------------------Wilkesboro -------------------offices of clerk
clerk---------------------offices
terms of court at Shelby; rooms to be
furnished
furnished-------------------North
Dakota,
North Dakota,
Devils
Lake Indian
Reservation, sale
Indian Reservation,
Devils Lake
of
of indisposed
indisposed of ceded lands directed
rected----------------------may bridge
bridge Missouri
Missouri River, at Sanish_Sanish
may
at
Williston
at Williston --------------------North
River, Va.,
Va.,
Landing River,
North Landing
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., of, to be
preliminary
made
made----------------------North
North Newport River, Ga.,
preliminary examination, etc.,
etc., of, to be
preliminary
made
made__-------------------Project,Nebr.-Wyo.,
North
Platte Irrigation
Nebr.-Wyo.,
IrrigationProject,
North Platte
appropriation for
maintenance, etc., of_
for maintenance,
appropriation
Guernsey
balance reapreapReservoir, balance
Guernsey Reservoir,
propriated
propriated------------------deficiency appropriation
appropriation for cooperadeficiency
tive
investigation of
of feasibility
tive investigation
of
Reservoir ------of Guernsey
Guernsey Reservoir
commencing construction of
for commencing
Guernsey Reservoir,
Reservoir, etc
etc -----Guernsey
exchange of
lands with Anton Hiersche,
of lands
exchange
for
addition to -----for reservoir addition
North River,
River, N.
N. C.,
C.,
North
preliminary examination, etc., of, in
preliminary
made--Carteret County, to be made_....
North River,
River, N.
N. Y.
Y. (see
(see Hudson
River).
Hudson River).
North

1128
1128
17
17

1225
661
661
661
661
661
661
661
661
661
661
661
661
661
661
661
661
661
661
661
661
662
662
662
662
662
662
662
662
662
722
722

1966
816
816
815
1193

1194
417,
1167
1167
1167
685
685
980
1193

_

_
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North Texas
Company,
Texas Company,
North
may
bridge Red
Red River, Illinois Bend,
may bridge
Tex ------- -----------Northampton, Mass.,
Chamber of ComMass., Chamber
Northampton,

Page.

P

age.

664

merce,
merce,
1558
reimbursement
to
1558
reimbursement to----------------Northern and
Northwestern Lakes, etc.,
and Northwestern
Northern
appropriation
for survey
survey of
515, 930
of -------- 515,
appropriation for
762
deficiency
appropriation for survey, etc.
deficiency appropriation
Halibut Act,
Northern Pacific
Pacific Halibut
Northern
deficiency
appropriation for expenses
expenses of
deficiency appropriation
756
commission
commission-----------------648
Act
title of Act-----------------------648
terms
meaning of terms-----------------catching halibut during close season,
649
unlawful ---------------unlawful
unintentionally, while legally fishing
unintentionally,
for
649
excepted --species, excepted
other species,
for other
delivery to
to authorities;
authorities; sale, etc---etc_
649
delivery
prepare for violation,
using any port to prepare
- 649
etc., unlawful
unhewful--------entry
vessels with halibut on board
entry of vessels
caught
violation of Act, etc.,
in violation
caught in
649
unlawful ------------------649
punishment
punishment for violations -----------maintenance
waters,
maintenance of vessels to patrol waters,
649
etc., for enforcement
enforcement --------authority
search, in territorial
territorial
authority for search,
649
waters
waters----------------------of American
craft on
on high
high seas
seas_--- - 649
American craft
of
seizure
Canadian nationals
nationals and
seizure of Canadian
vessels
violating, and defound violating,
vessels fmand
livery to authorized official
official of
649
Canada
Canada-------------------forfeiture,
American vessel
forfeiture, etc., of American
seized for violations ---------650
650
Federal courts -----jurisdiction
jurisdiction of Federal
exemption of International
International Fisheries
exemption
Commission
650
Commission----------------appropriation authorized
authorized for expenses
appropriation
of
Commission
650
of Commission--------------duration
immediate
immediate effect of Act, and duration
until termination of convention
convention
650
with Great Britain ----------Northern
Fisheries,
Halibut Fisheries,
Pacific Halibut
Northern Pacific
convention
convention with Great Britain for preservation of
of------------------- 1841
ervation
Northern
Railroad Company,
Pacific Railroad
Northern Pacific
deficiency
appropriation for investigatdeficiency appropriation
respective rights, etc_
__ _ 673, 1314
etc---ing respective
balance
appropriation for investigatbalance of appropriation
1146
ing, etc., covered in --------issue to be withheld of further land
461
patents
to
patents under grants to---investigation by Congress to be made
461
of
respective rights, etc-------etc
of respective
no claims under general land laws
- 461
affected
affected---------------March 1,
inhibition to terminate March
1926, unless court proceedings
pending
461
adjudication---------pending adjudication
status of land grants, and recommendations for adjustment
adjustment to be
mendations
made
Secretary of the Inby Secretary
made by
461
terior -------------------joint committee of Congress created
to
investigation
complete investigation
to make complete
462
of the land grants of, etc -----powers conferred to take testietc____ 462
mony, administer oaths, etc__
subpoenas isassistance of courts to subpcenas
462
sued by -------------------punishment
punishment as contempt of court
etc--------on refusal to obey, etc
462

Northern Pacific
Railroad Company—
Page.
Company- Paze.
Pacific Railroad
Northern
Continued.
assistance
punishment
assistance of courts, etc.; punishment
willful default in answers,
for willful
462
etc
_
-------------------etc----amount authorized
authorized to be approamount
--------priated --462
Northern
Pacific Railway Company,
Northern Pacific
exchange for lands repatent to, in exchange
linquished
Minnesota------- 1594
linquished in Minnesota
Norton,
Eva (widow),
Norton, Eva
pension
1500
pension-------------------------Norway,
1015
206, 1015
appropriation for
to---minister to
for minister
appropriation
deficiency
indemnity
appropriation for indemnity
deficiency appropriation
vessel "Hassel" _ 1339
account of vessel"Hasselto, on account
agreement extending
arbitration conextending arbitration
vention with --------------1746
convention
prevent smuggling of
convention with, to prevent
intoxicating
intoxicating liquors into United
1772
States --------------------associated Powers relating
relating
treaty with associated
to sovereignty of, over Spitz1892
bergen
Archipelago
bergen Archipelago-----------payment
collision
payment to, as indemnity for collision
damages
"Hassel,"
damages to steamship "Hassel,"
955
authorized
authorized------------------(widow),
Ella L. (widow),
Norwood, Ella
1529
pension increased
increased-----------------D. C.,
Public, D.
Notaries
Notaries Public,
appointment
appointment of residents as, by the
President
821
President-------------------before departmay
departmay represent clients before
ments,
821
etc------------------ments, etc
restriction,
Government employemploy_
821
restriction, if in Government
if interested in case,
ease, can not take
821
for----etc., for
acknowledgments,
acknowledgments, etc.,
"Nuecea,"
Steamship,
"Nueces," Steamship,
owner of,
of, may
may bring suit for collision
collision
owner
damages,
in district
court------ 1589
district court
damages, in
Nuisances,
Nuisances, D. C.,
562
appropriation
of
abatement of------for abatement
appropriation for
Nurse Corps,
Corps, Army
Army (female),
Nurse
disability compensation,
compensation, etc., to memdisability
bers of, by Veterans'
to
Veterans' Bureau, to
be in
to
of that
that for injuries to
in lieu
lieu of
be
623
Government
employees -------Government employees
Nurse
Navy (female),
Corps, Navy
Nurse Corps,
appropriation for pay, etc.,
etc., of-----of
193, 872
appropriation
for
193, 872
for rent of quarters for---------remains of-of
197, 875
transporting, etc., remains
for transporting,
disability
compensation, etc., to memdisability compensation,
to
bers
Veterans' Bureau,
Bureau, to
bers of, by Veterans'
to
be
be in lieu of that for injuries to
Government employees
employees -------623
Government
Nurseries, Plant
and Tree,
Plant and
Nurseries,
appropriation for cooperative investigaappropriation
tions, etc
442
etc-------------------tions,
Nursery
Plants,
Nursery Plants,
appropriation for cooperative
cooperative studies in
appropriation
propagating,
propagating, etc ----------- 442, 832
Nursery Stock,
Nursery
appropriation
enforcing quarantine,
appropriation for enforcing
etc
456, 847
etc----------------------- 456,847
Nurses, Army,
Nurses,
Army,
appropriation
appropriation for pay ------------ 482, 896
Nuts,
Nuts, Edible,
appropriation
investigating, etc.,
etc.,
appropriation for investigating,
growing, marketing,
etc., of-of
442, 832
marketing, etc.,
growing,
for investigating
investigating insects affecting - 448, 839
Nutt, Mary
0. (widow),
Mary 0.
pension ----.--------------------1457
pension
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Page. Officers,
0.
Page.
Army-Continued.
Officers, Army-Continued.
0.
advances on promotion list for world
advances
Oakland,
Calif.,
Oakland, Calif.,
flight
achievement, of Air Servflight achievement,
harbor improvement,
improvement, conditions
conditions modiharbor
ice,
Herbert
ice, Captain Lowell Herbert
1189
fied
fied------------------------Smith, and
and First
First Lieutenants
Lieutenants
Smith,
preliminary
examination, etc., to be
preliminary examination,
Leigh
Leslie Philip ArLeigh Wade, Leslie
made
of outer
outer harbor
harbor at
1196
at------- 1196
made of
nold, and
Henning Nelson_
979
Erick Henning
and Erick
nold,
Oakley,
Edith C. (widow),
(widow),
Oakley, Edith
979
to
remain as
as extra
979
numbers -----extra numbers
to remain
1505
pension
1505
increased ---------------pension increased
other promotions
not retarded
retarded__--__
979
promotions not
other
Oakwood Cemetery,
Cemetery, Ill.,
Ill.,
Oakwood
paying
balances
of appropriations
appropriations for paying
balances of
appropriation
for Confederate
Confederate Mound,
Mound,
appropriation for
claims of,
of, for
losses fighting
fighting
for losses
claims
512,927
Chicago
927
Chicago ------------------ 512,
935
fires, national
national forests,
in..
covered in_
forests, covered
fires,
Oaths,
Oaths,
Chief
of Finance
Finance and
and Chief
Chief of Chemical
Chemical
Chief of
designated
Agricultural Department
Department
designated Agricultural
Warfare Service
rank,
Service to have rank,
Warfare
officers,
authorized to adetc., authorized
officers, etc.,
etc.,
of major
major generals
970
generals -------etc., of
minister, in
in matters relating
minister,
thereto -------------------803
commissions
flight
thereto
commissions authorized for world flight
achievements ' as second lieu"O'Brien Brothers,"
achievements,
Brothers," Steam Tug,
"O'Brien
owner of,
bring suit
collision
tenants,
Air Service,
suit for collision
Service of Henry
may bring
of, may
tenants, Air
owner
damages
1567
Herbert
Ogden and John Hardin district court -----damages in
Herbert Ogden
ing, jr
979
O'Brien, Margaret
Margaret A.
(widow),
A. (widow),
jr-----------------ing,
O'Brien,
number
of officers
officers not
increased_--979
not increased
pension
increased
1403 _
number of
pension increased------------------detail
of not
not more
seven allowed
allowed
than seven,
more than
detail of
O'Brien, Patrick
Patrick J.,
J.
O'Brien,
for administration
administration of
of World
War
World War
pension
1403
for
increased------------------pension increased
131
Adjusted
Act_ __
Compensation Act--Adjusted Compensation
Observatory, Naval
Naval Observatory).
Observatory).
Naval (see Naval
Observatory,
detail
retired, to
educational instituto educational
of retired,
Occohannock Creek,
Creek, Va.,
detail of
Occohannock
tions
extended to Philippine
Philippine
preliminary
examination, etc.,
etc., of, to be
tions extended
preliminary examination,
Scouts
1099
- 1193
made---------------------Scouts---------------------made
as
duty
construed as
Ocean and
performed under, construed
Surveys, Navy,
duty performed
and Lake Surveys,
Ocean
active, for
increase of longevity
appropriation
for hydrographic
hydrographic ---187, 866
for increase
active,
appropriation for
pay ----1099
--------------Ocmulgee River,
pay
Ga.,
River, Ga.,
Ocmulgee
heretofore,
retired officers
officers of
by retired
heretofore, by
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., of, to be
preliminary
1194
construed as
made
Philippine
Philippine Scouts, construed
made-----------------------active,
for increase
increase of longevity
longevity
active, for
Oconee River,
Oconee
bridge
authorized across,
Thompson's
pay ------------------------1100
across, Thompson's
pay
bridge authorized
665
Ferry, Ga
Ga -----------------duty
by Army
Army officers
officers prior to July
Ferry,
duty by
1,
and Philippine
Philippine Scouts
1922, and
1, 1922,
Oconee River, Ga.,
Ga.,
Oconee
officers
1922,
to June 10. 1922,
preliminary examination,
etc., of, to be
officers prior to
examination, etc.,
preliminary
1194
construed
as active
active for promopromomade
1194
construed as
made ----------------------1100
tion
on retired
retired list-----------.
list
O'Connor,
Eliza A.
(widow),
tion on
A. (widow),
O'Connor, Eliza
1534
ratification
of administrative
action
administrative action
pension
increased
ratification of
pension increased------------------of
O'Connor,
Department authorizing, etc.,
of Department
Michael,
O'Connor, Michael,
1401
1100
details
pension
-------------------------details --------------------pension 1401
pay
O'Connor, Nancy
J. (widow),
considered due and
withheld considered
Nancy J.
pay withheld
O'Connor,
1100
pension
..-----------------1449
payable
.
payable---------------------pension
Oconto, Wis.,
excepted from
from duty with troops; Mediexcepted
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., of, harcal, Ordnance,
Ordnance, and
preliminary
Chemical
and Chemical
cal,
1195
bor
to bemade--------------be made1195
borto
470
Warfare
Warfare -------------------O'Donnell, Isabella
Isabella (widow),
O'Donnell,
Judge
General's DepartAdvocate General's
Judge Advocate
1427
pension
470
pension---------------------------ment, on
470
litigationpatent litigation_
Army patent
on Army
ment,
Officers, Army,
Army,
Officers,
issue of
commissions in
name of, apin
commissions
of
issue
appropriation for
for pay
481, 895
pay -----------appropriation
pointed, or
recommended for apor recommended
pointed,
for
warrant-------------------- 481, 896
for warrant
pointment
from school
offischool for offifrom
pointment
for
increase -----------481, 896
aviation increase
for aviation
cers
during World
World War, but unduring
cers
481, 896
for
longevity -----------------for longevity
able
to accept
accept by
reason of death
by reason
able to
time at
Academy
Naval Academy
or Naval
Military or
at Military
time
1255
in
line of duty
1255
---------------duty
line
in
after August
August 24,
24,
1912,
1912, not
after
to
be borne
borne on
on Army
Army records as of
be
to
896
counted -----------------896
counted
1255
----------grade, etc.,
entitled1255
etc., entitled
grade,
for
rfotired
481,
896
481,896
for reired------------------officially recommended
for
promofor promorecommended
officially
896
481,
for retired,
retired, on
on active
active duty
duty ------for
tion,
World War,
etc., during World
tion, etc.,
for rental
rental allowances
482 897
allowances ------------ 482,
for
who, by
by death
in line of duty,
death
who,
897
482,
----for subsistence
allowances
subsistence allowances
for
1255
were unable
unable to
1255
accept--------to accept
were
furnishing
for additional
additional pay
pay to, furnishing
for
to be
be borne
borne on
on Army
Army records
records as of
to
their
own
mounts
482,
897
----------their own mounts
1256
grade, etc.,
entitled ---------etc., entitled
grade,
for
mileage; limitation
limitation if
on Govif on
for mileage;
examined and
and found
qualified for profound qualified
examined
ernment
vessels
482,
897
-----------vessels
ernment
motion, dying
dying in line of duty
motion,
for
transportation of
dependents
of dependents
for transportation
after vacancy
occurring entitling
vacancy occurring
after
of
486,
901
486, 901
of------------------------thereto, before issue of comhim thereto,
926
etc
of,
for
disposition
of
remains
etc_
_
_
511,
remains
of
disposition
for
1256
mission1256
-------------------mission
for disposition
disposition of
of remains
remains of, addiaddifor
to be
records as of
Army records
on Army
borne on
2
be borne
to
712
tional, 19
1925
712
5------------ ----tional,
1256
the grade
1256
grade ----------------the
58,
deficiency
__
mileage -_-for mileage_
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
longevity
allowed, for time
time at Naval
Naval
not allowed,
62,
699, 762,
762, 1350,
1352, 1353
longevity not
1353
1350, 1352,
62, 699,
March
or
Academy since
since March
Military Academy
or Military
for
disposition of
of remains
remains of-------of
59,
for disposition
194, 872
4,
1913
872
4, 1913-------------------63, 699,
762, 1350
1350
701. 762.
699. 701,
63.
45822*-vot
2--- 57
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Officers, Navy—Continued.
Page.
Officers Army-Continued.
Army—Continued.
Officers,
Page.
Officers,
Navy-Continued.
Page.
retired, credited
credited with all active duty
staff officer on active
active list,
list, who,
who, during
during
service during World
World
War
World War, was
rear admiral,
admiral,
War
was rear
period---------------------1271
placed on the
may be placed
the retired
1271
retired
excepted from restriction
restriction on holding
excepted
list, etc--------------------etc
1278
holding
1278
two offices, if retired for
Officers'
Army,
for disaOfficers' Reserve
Reserve Corps,
Corps, Army,
etc
bility, etc------------------appropriation for
allowances,
245
for pay and allowances,
retired pay of, under Acts of June 10
on active duty
506, 921
duty ------------ 506,
921
and September 14, 1922, comfor mileage; limit -------------- 506,
506, 921
921
puted
252
puted----.-----------------members
members injured
injured in aerial flights while
252
to take rank according
according to date of comtraining, etc.,
etc., to
to have hospital
hospital
mission --------------------1078
treatment, etc
365
etc---------------365
precedence, etc------------------etc
transportation home upon termina1078
Officers,
Foreign Service,
Officers, Foreign
Service,
tion of ---------------.-- 365
365
appropriation
salaries
1017
allowance if
disability lasts
six
appropriation for
allowance
for salaries-----------if disability
lasts over
over six
1017
Officers,
Corps,
Officers, Marine
Marine Corps,
months ---------------------365
365
appropriation
appropriation for pay and allowances,
allowances,
previous payments
payments for, validatedvalidated
365
365
active and Fleet Marine Corps
active
Corps
burial expenses, etc.,
etc. in case
365
case of death_
365
Reserve, Class One -------- 201
pay restricted
restricted to
on active
201, 878
878
to fifteen days
days on
active
for subsistence allowance
201,
allowance------duty ----------------------507
201, 879
879
507
for rental allowance
allowance ----------- _ 201,
except
except details to War Department
201, 879
879 •
Department
for retired ------------202,
_---General Staff --------------507
202, 879
879
General
507
for mileage without troops ------- 202,
2, 879
during
instruction
during
instruction
879
at service
service
for transporting,
for
remains of
transporting, etc.,
etc., remains
schools --------------------577
of --- __ 197,
197,
schools
577
203, 875, 880
civilian training
as instructors, civilian
training
holding temporary rank, found physicamps--------------------507
camps
507
cally incapacitated,
incapacitated, and appointappointon duty with Air Service
Service -------507
507
ment revoked,
revoked, to
to be considered
Medical Reserve Corps at Army
considered
Medical
Army
retired, etc ---------------as retired,
1277
Veterans' Bureau
hospitals for Veterans'
Bureau
longevity not allowed,
allowed, for time
time at Naval
beneficiaries
507
Naval
beneficiaries ------ _------_507
or
Military
Academy since
Official
Gazette, Patent
Patent Office,
Official Gazette,
Office,
March 4, 1913------1913
194, 872
---194,872
appropriation for printing,
printing, etc----etc
appropriation
393, 1144
restriction on pay, etc.,
etc., of, engaged
engaged in
deficiency appropriation
in
deficiency
appropriation for
for printing,
printing,
other than Government
service
Government service
etc ------------------- - 683,
683, 1328
879 Official
while on leave -----------Official Register,
Register,
879
retired, credited with all active duty
compilation
compilation annually
annually of, containing
containing
service during World War
1271
service
War period
period 1271
names of all persons occupying
occupying
excepted
excepted from restriction
restriction on holding
holding
civil positions in
in departments,
departments,
two offices,
offices, if retired
retired for
for disa1105
District of Columbia, etc
etc------ 1105
bility, etc------------------etc
245
data required;
required; postal service,
service, Army,

Officers,
Officers, Navy,
Navy,
appropriation for pay, active list__
__ 193,
871
list---193, 871
allowance -----------193,
872
for rental allowance
193, 872
subsistence allowance
193,
872
for subsistence
allowance-------- 193, 872
for pay of retired
retired-- -------_.
193, 872
for commutation
commutation of quarters
quarters____
- --- 193, 872
for hire of quarters
quarters ashore----193, 872
872
for death gratuity------------872
193, 872
for transporting
transporting dependents
dependents of-----of
865
for transporting, etc.,
etc., remains
remains of__
196,
875
of__ 196, 875
appointment of Naval
Naval Reserve
Reserve Force
hereafter as,
forbidden_
officers hereafter
as, forbidden -_ 1273
1273
holding temporary
temporary rank, found
found physiphysically incapacitated, and appointment revoked, to be considered
considered
as retired, etc --------------- 1277
1277
longevity not allowed for time at Naval
or Military Academy
Academy
since
since
March 4, 1913_
194, 872
872
1913 ------ -194,
restriction
restriction on pay,
pay, etc., of, engaged
engaged in
in
other than Government
Government service
service
while on leave
leave --------------879
879
retired, credited with all active duty
service during World War periodperiod_ 1271
excepted from restriction on holding
holding
two offices, if retired for disability, etc------------------etc
245
245
for physical
physical disability in line of duty
during World
World War period, while
while
holding higher temporary
temporary rank,
to be advanced
advanced on retired list in
1278
that grade---------------1278
specially commended for combat
combat duty
in World War, when retired to
to be
placed on higher grade -------- 1279

Navy,
and Marine
Navy, and
Marine Corps,
Corps, not
not
included 1105
included
-------------------heads of
etc., to
to supply
supply
heads
of departments,
departments, etc.,
necessary data
necessary
_
data--------------number
number of
of copies
copies and
and distribution
distribution
authorized
authorized ------------------former laws
laws repealed
repealed ----------------Official Reporters,
Reporters,
Official
appropriation for
Representaappropriation
for House of Representatives.------------_-------_ 585,
tives
for Senate-----------------581,
positions
positions and pay established
established of,
of, assistassisttranscribers, etc.,
ant, transcribers,
etc., House
House of
of
Representatives
Representatives ------------- _
Ogden Chamber
Chamber of Commerce,
Ogden
Utah,
Commerce, Utah,
reimbursement
reimbursement to-----------Ogden,
Charles F.
F. (son),
Ogden, Charles
(son),
pension1454
pension---------------Ogden, Second Lieutenant
Lieutenant Henry
Henry Herbert,
Herbert,
Service, Officers'
Air Service,
Officers' Reserve
Reserve
Corps '
Corps,
appointment
appointment of, as second lieutenant,
lieutenant,
Army Air Service,
Service, in
in recognition
recognition
of services in world flight ----distinguished
distinguished service
service medal
to,
medal accorded
accorded to,
and acceptance
acceptance of medals or
or decdecorations
orations from
governfrom foreign
foreign governments, authorized
authorized ---.--.----Ogdensburg, N.
N. Y.
Y.
Ogdensburg,
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., of, harpreliminary
bor to be made
made------------Oglesby, Barbara
Barbara (widow),
(widow),
pension
pension-------------------Oh Wan,
Wan, alias
alias Katok,
Katok,
Oh
pension--------pension
---------------------------

1105
1105
1105
1105
1105
1106
1106

1293
1289
1289
152
152
1572
1572

1454

979
979

979
979
1196
1196

1393
1393
14
1384
.v-
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Ohio River,
River,
Page.
Ohio
bridge authorized
authorized across,
and
across, Ambridge
Ambridge and
bridge
Woodlawn,
791
791
Pa--_------------ Woodlawn, Pa
Benwood,
W. Va.,
Va., to
27
27
Ohio___
to Bellaire,
Bellaire, Ohio_
Benwood, W.
999
999
Cairo,
Cairo, Ill
Il1----------------------Fullerton,
Ky., to
to Portsmouth,
Portsmouth, Ohio_
Ohio_
663
663
Fullerton, Ky.,
662
662
Henderson,
Ky
Henderson, Ky------------------792
Huntington,
_
792
W. Va
Va--------------Huntington, W.
103
Owensboro,
Ky., to
Ind-_ _ 103
to Rockport,
Rockport, Ind_
Owensboro, Ky.,
790
790
Ky_
Portsmouth,
Ohio, to
to Fullerton,
Fullerton, Ky_
Portsmouth, Ohio,
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
to
etc. of, to
preliminary
1195
1195
be made
made at
Evansville, Ind
nd ..be
at Evansville,
for
pier at
Covington-Newport,
at Covington-Newport,
for ice
ice pier
1195
1195
Ky
Ky -----------------------time
extended for
for bridging,
bridging, at
at SteuSteutime extended
1000
1000
benville,
Ohio --------------benville, Ohio
Vanderburg
County, Ind.,
Ind., and
and HenHenVanderburg County,
1132
1132
y ----------derson
County, Ky
derson County,
Oil
Gas Deposits
Deposits in
in Oklahoma,
Oklahoma,
and Gas
Oil and
retention of
of royalties
received by
by the
royalties received
retention
Government
from, until
until otherotherGovernment from,
1302
1302
wise
directed----------------wise directed
Oil and
Indian Reservations,
Reservations,
Gas Lands,
Lands, Indian
Oil
and Gas
ten years
mining leases
authorized for ten
leases authorized
mining
244
244
of
unallotted lands
lands-----------of unallotted
and
lands
Civilized Tribes and
of Five
Five Civilized
lands of
244
244
Osages
excepted-----------Osages excepted
244
taxes---_ 244
production
subject to State taxes
production subject
Oil and
Oil Shale,
Lands,
Public Lands,
Oil
and Oil
Shale, Public
1145
appropriation for
surveys, etc.,
of _ 394, 1145
etc., of__
for surveys,
appropriation
for
leases of_
421,
of- 421,
for leases
provisions for
for enforcing
enforcing provisions
1174
1174
Federal,
Oil Conservation
Board, Federal,
Conservation Board,
Oil
754
754
deficiency appropriation
for expenses__
expenses-appropriation for
deficiency
Oil,
Gas, etc.
Investigations,
etc., Investigations,
Oil, Gas,
708
appropriation
additional, 1925
1925--- _ 708
for, additional,
appropriation for,
Oil
Oil Lands
Lands, etc.,
etc.,
leases,
etc., relating
to designated
designated naval
naval
relating to
leases, etc.,
and Calireserves, in
Caliin Wyoming
Wyoming and
reserves,
anfornia ' to
to be
be canceled
canceled and anfornia,
6
6
nulled ---------------------nulled
Oil
Pollution Act,
1924,
Oil Pollution
Act, 1924,
604
604
title
of Act
Act ----------------------title of
604
604
terms
construed; "oil";
"oil"; "person"-"person"
terms construed;
"coastal
navigable waters
of the
the
waters of
"coastal navigable
605
605
United States";
States"; "Secretary
"__ _
"Secretary"__United
oil into coastal
discharging oil
coastal navigable
discharging
605
605
waters from
any vessel,
vessel, unlawfulunlawful_
from any
waters
regulations
prescribed permitting
regulations to be prescribed
discharge at
at times
times and
if
places, if
and places,
discharge
not
health or sea
deleterious to health
not deleterious
605
605
food -----------------------food
605
605
or a
menace to
to navigation,
etc
navigation, etc----or
a menace
punishment for
of Act
Act or
or
for violation
violation of
punishment
605
605
regulations under
under------------regulations
liability of
of vessel
vessel from
which oil
disoil disfrom which
liability
605
605
charged
charged--------------------clearance
penalty
withheld until penalty
clearance withheld
605
605
paid ------------------------paid
605
recovery
proceedings
libel proceedings---by libel
recovery by
605
license of
of officer
of vessel
violating
vessel violating
officer of
license
be suspended
may be
restrictions
restrictions may
605
605
or revoked
revoked ---------------or
enforcement
of penalties,
penalties, etc.,
etc., only
only for
for
enforcement of
months after
violations three
three months
after
violations
605
605
enactment
enactment------------------administration
by river
river and
and harbor
imharbor imadministration by
605
605
provements personnel,
personnel, etc ----provements
employees
swear out
out
to swear
power to
given power
employees given
for
process,
arrests, etc.,
etc., for
make arrests,
process, make
605
605
violations ..------------violations
no
process if
if violation
violation
without process
arrest without
no arrest
not committed
committed in
in presence
presence of
of
not
606
606
official
official---------------------606
606
---proceedings
court officials
officials__
before court
proceedings before
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1924-Continued.
Oil Pollution
Pollution Act, 1924—Continued.
Oil
Act
in addition
to, and
repealing,
Act in
addition to,
and not
not repealing,
etc., laws
naviof navilaws for
for protection
protection of
etc.,
gable waters
606
gable
waters----------------investigation directed
directed of
of polluting
polluting dedeinvestigation
posits in
endangering
posits
in waters
waters endangering
navigation,
etc ------606
navigation, fisheries,
fisheries, etc
606
report
of pollution,
means
report of
of sources
sources of
pollution, means
of
with recommendarecommendaof deposits,
deposits, with
tion
remedies, to
to be
tion for
for remedies,
be made
made to
to
Congress --------------------Congress
606
606
use
of
rivers
and
harbors
funds
for
funds
for
use of rivers and harbors
investigations
investigations-------------606
606
amount
to be
be appropriated
appropriated
amount authorized
authorized to
for examinations,
examinations, etc.,
etc., of rivers
rivers
and
harbors
606
606
and harbors-----------------Oil
of Navigable
Waters,
Navigable Waters,
Oil Pollution
Pollutionof
deficiency appropriation
expenses,
appropriation for
for expenses,
deficiency
conference
nations
1339
1339
of maritime
maritime nations__
conference of
Oil Shale,
Shale,
Oil
appropriation
purchase
developing; purchase
for developing;
appropriation for
of land
for plant;
land for
plant; construction,
construction,
of
operation, etc
etc ---------------1175
operation,
Wash.,
Okanogan Irrigation
Project, Wash.,
IrrigationProject,
Okanogan
appropriation for
for maintenance,
etc.,
maintenance, etc.,
appropriation
418, 1170
of ---------------------418,
1170
of
Okes, Oscar
Oscar (son),
Okes,
(son),
1435
pension1435
pension---------------------------Oklahoma,
Oklahoma,
proceedings on
on acceptance
acceptance of
of statue
of
statue of
proceedings
Sequoyah from
printed_ 1612
1612
from, ordered
ordered printed_
Sequoyah
sale of
of land
land in
Kiowa: County,
County, authorauthorin Kiowa
sale
1003
ized
ized------------------------cemeproceeds to
purchase tract for cemeto purchase
proceeds
tery
Kiowas, Apaches,
Apaches, and
and
for Kiowas,
tery for
1004
Comanches
Comanches------------------oil,
taxes
production of oil,
on production
allowed on
taxes allowed
etc.,
on restricted
allotments of
restricted allotments
etc., on
Kansas Indians
Indians in
in ---------- 177
177
Kansas
Oklahoma
City, Okla.,
Okla.,
Oklahoma City,
terms
court at----------------at
388, 946
946
388,
of court
terms of
Oklahoma Eastern
Judicial District,
District,
EasternJudicial
Oklahoma
counties constituting-----constituting
------- 387, 945
counties
terms of
at Ada
388, 945
945
Ada------------ 388,
of court,
court, at
terms
388,945
Ardmore
388, 945
Ardmore-------------------388,945
Chickasha
388, 945
Chickasha--------------------Hugo
388, 945
Hugo------------------------- 388,945
Muskogee
388, 945
945
388,
Muskogee------------------945
Okmulgee ----------------------Okmulgee
Paula Valley
Valley -----------------730, 945
730,945
Pauls
Poteau
731, 945
731,945
Poteau-----------------------South McAlester
McAlester -------------388, 945
945
388,
South
388
-------Vinita
388
Vinita-----------------rooms
at Ada,
Ada, Hugo
Hugo, Okmulgee,
Okmulgee,
rooms at
Pauls
Poteau
945
945
--..
and Poteau
Valley, and
Pauls Valley,
946
senior
judge to continue
continue in
in --------946
senior judge
junior judge
in, assigned
assigned to
northern
to northern
judge in,
junior
district
946
946
-------------------district
jurisdiction of,
of, within
territory of
within territory
jurisdiction
northern district
district continued
continued until
until
northern
946
946
its organization
organization--------------its
946
to
terminate then
946
then---------------to terminate
946
except prior
prosecutions_
946
criminal prosecutionsprior criminal
except
pending civil
civil cases
in, if
if in
in prescribed
prescribed
cases in,
pending
venue
district may be
be
nothern district
of nothem
venue of
946
946
transferred to
to it
it -------------transferred
clerk
all papers,
papers, etc.,
transmit all
to transmit
clerk to
947
filed therefor__
therefor---_ 947
when petition
petition filed
when
947
947
fees, etc.,
etc., deposits
to be remittedremitted_ _
deposits to
fees,
optional, only on consent
if venue
venue optional,
consent of
947
947
parties --------------------parties
731
731
authority of
clerk at
at Muskogee
Muskogee-----of clerk
authority
w
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klahoma Western Judicial
0O
prescribed
pending civil cases in,
in if in prescribed
pending
945
venue
venue of northern district may
945
946
946
945
be
transferred to it -----------be transferred
945
945
clerk
clerk to transmit all papers, etc.,
945
947
when
therefor----when petition filed therefor
947
946
fees,
remitted.. _ 947
fees, etc.; deposits to be remitted-946
946
if
consent of
optional, only on consent
venue optional,
if venue
946
western district,
district, present
judge
present judge----western
947
parties
parties------------------northern
junior
northern district, present junior
946
Fla.,
klawaha River, Fla.,
946 0Oklawaha
--eastern district--district
judge of eastern
946
preliminary
examination etc., of, headpreliminary examination,
946
authority
authority of judges -------1194
._
made----waters,
waters, etc.,
etc., to be made
1194
appointment of judge for northern
northern disappointment
946 Okmulgee,
0 kmulgee, Okla.,
946
vacancy
a vacancy---------trict upon a
provided_
court at; rooms to be provided
945
terms of court
marshal, district
district attorney,
attorney, and clerks
clerks
marshal,
(widow),
946 O'Linn
.
,Fannie
Fannie M. (widow),
0 ,'Linn,
946
authorized
districtfor northern district..
authorized for
pension increased ------------------1445
pension
jurisdiction,. etc.,
etc., of western and eastern
jurisdiction,
Jane (widow),
(widow),
'liver,Jane
0Oliver,
districts over territory with
districts
1428
pension
1428
pension -- -------------------northern continued
continued until organinorthern
J.,
946
'liver, William J.,
946 0Oliver,
zation thereof
thereof-------------zation
1553
946
payment
to.---------------------payment to
946
to terminate
terminate when organized ------to
Olsen,
OIlsen, B.,
prior criminal
criminal prosecutions
prosecutions exprior
946
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for paying
deficiency
946
cepted
cepted--------------------judgment of
of New York southern
judgment
pending
pending civil cases in eastern and westto--------------- 1347
court to
district court
prescribed
ern districts, if in prescribed
Olympia,
Olympia, Wash.,
venue of northern,
northern, may be transvenue
of,
946
preliminary
etc.,
preliminary examination, etc.,
946
ferred theretothereto ----------ferred
1197
made----------harbor to be made
harbor
clerk
papers, etc.,
etc., on
transmit papers,
to transmit
clerk to
Forest, Wash.,
947 Olympic
National Forest,
C)lympic National
947
filing of notice---------------notice
filing
proclamation
proclamation diminishing area of ----- 1982
fees
fees allowed; deposits to be re1982
COmaha Agency, Nebr.,
947 Omaha
mitted
mitted------ ------------etc., of
appropriation
of
appropriation for support, etc.
removal only on
if
if venue optional, removal
funds- 411, 1161
947
Indians at, from tribal funds.
Indians
947
consent of parties------------parties
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for civilian
civilian
deficiency
District,
JudicialDistrict,
Northern Judicial
Oklahoma
Oklahoma Northern
---945
1329
employees at ---------945
counties
constituting --------------counties constituting
Nebr.,
Reservation, Nebr.
945 Omaha
Indian Reservation,
C)maha Indian
945
terms of court, at Bartlesville
Bartlesville -------terms
945
appraisal
and sale of
unallotted
of all unallotted
appraisal and
945
Pawhuska
Pawhuska---------------------726
limitation----------945
lands of; limitation
945
----------------Tulsa
Tulsa-----appraised value,
945
sales at not less than appraised
945
Vinita_
Vinita--- -----------------727
bidder-------------945
highest bidder
to highest
945
rooms
Bartlesvilleat Pawhuska and Bartlesville_
rooms at
reserved
underground
underground mineral rights reserved
assignment of
present junior judge of
of present
assignment
children - _ 727
946
for
for benefit of entitled children_
946
district
eastern district--------------reservations
agency,
reservations of lands for agency,
appointment
of successor
successor upon
upon death,
appointment of
727
946
school,
school, and tribal cemetery --946
-------etc., of---------of
etc.,
727
for Presbyterian
Church
Presbyterian Church--------marshal,
attorney, and clerks
clerks
marshal, district attorney,
727
etcfairgrounds, camps,
camps, etc..
for tribal fairgrounds,
946
for
for-----------------------net proceeds pro rata to children of
jurisdiction
western and eastetc.,7 of western
jurisdiction,' etc.
tribe
not
tribe living May 11, 1912, not
ern districts
districts of territory emern
receiving
allotments under prior
prior
receiving allotments
braced by, continued
continued until its
727
946
Acts ---------------------organization---------------organization_
727
727
946
expended for benefit thereof ------expended
to
then
terminate then---------------to terminate
727
727
payment
decedents --heirs of decedents
payment to heirs
prior
prosecutions excriminal prosecutions
prior criminal
expenses; reauthorized for expenses;
amount
amount authorized
re946
cepted
cepted-------------------728
728
imbursement
imbursement----------------pending civil
cases in
eastern and
and westin eastern
civil cases
pending
etc., while agency and school
sale, etc.,
no sale,
ern district
transferred
district may be transferred
ern
728
946
for tribe maintained ---------venueto, if within its prescribed venue_
Indians,
Omaha Indians,
clerk
papers, etc.,
to transmit all papers,
clerk to
deficiency
947
appropriation for court costs,
deficiency appropriation
for-------when
petition filed for
when petition
42
42
funds
from tribal funds------------fees
authorized; deposits to be refees authorized;
947 Omaha
Indians, Nebr.,
Nebr.,
-Omaha Indians,
-------------mitted--mitted
capita payment to, under Court of
per capita
if venue optional, only on consent of
of
if
820
947
Claims judgment
Judgment -----------Claims
parties ------------------820
attorneys' fees to be deducted
deducted_----attorneys'
Oklahoma
Judicial District,
District,
Oklahoma Western Judicial
in full settlement
settlement of all claims; recounties
38 8, 945
counties constituting ------------- 388,
820
820
lease required
required ---------------terms of
of court,
court, at Enid
38 8, 946
Enid------------ 388,
terms
388,
Melissa S. (widow),
Guthrie -------------------38 8, 946 Omans, Melissa
1445
- 1445
8, 946
pension -------------------------388,
Lawton
38
Lawton--------------------946 Onancock River, Va.,
------------Mangum
Mangum--o---1186
8, 946
improvement of, authorized
authorized---------388,
improvement
City--------------- 38
Oklahoma City
Oklahoma
388,
Lida (widow), .
O'Neal, Lida
Woodward
38 8, 946 O'Neal,
Woodward ..----------------946
- 1466
Woodward- _ 946
rooms at Mangum
Mangum and Woodward_
pension---------__--------------rooms
946
pension
946 O'Neil,
O'Neil, Alice E.,
E.,
present judge
judge to continue
continue ----------present
1597
payment to, for death of son --------jurisdiction of, within territory of
jurisdiction
O'Neil,. Anna (widow),
(widow),
continued until
O'Neil,
northern district continued
1391
946
-----------pension ---------pension
organization--------------its organization
946 O'Neil,
Carrie (widow),
(widow),
O'Neil, Carrie
to terminate
terminate then
then----------------to
946
except prior
criminal prosecutionsprosecutions..
pension increased
increased------------------- 1400
prior criminal
pension
except

Oklahoma Judicial
Judicial Districts,
Districts,
Oklahoma
counties constituting
constituting northern district;
counties
terms ---------------------terms
eastern district; terms------------western district; terms-----------terms
western
assignments
of judges, eastern district,
assignments of
senior judge ----------------

age.
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Onoshohatchie
River, Fla.,
Page.
Page.
Fla.,
Onoshohatchie River,
preliminary
examination, etc.,
etc., of, to be
preliminary examination,
1194
made
made-----------------------Ontario Road
NW., D. C.,
Road NW.,
Ontario
appropriation
appropriation for asphalt covering,
Columbia Road
Road to
pavement
to pavement
Columbia
south
of Euclid Street; from
south of
1225
gasoline-tax
fund------------gasoline-tax fund
Opera Glasses,
Glasses,
Opera
excise tax
tax on,
etc., by dealers;
sold, etc.,
on, sold,
excise
324
exception
324
exception -------------------Opera
Houses,
Opera Houses,
internal revenue
revenue tax
320
admissions to tax on admissions
internal
Public Buildings,
Operating
Force, Public
Operating Force,
appropriation
for pay
pay of
82, 780
of.---------for
appropriation
- 710
for, additional,
additional, 1925 ------------for,
deficiency
appropriation forfor __------62,
deficiency appropriation
761, 1350, 1352, 1353
694, 761,
Operating Supplies,
Public Buildings,
Buildings,
Supplies, Public
Operating
appropriation for fuel, lights,
water, etcetc_ 82, 781
lights, water,
appropriationforfuel,
51,
deficiency
appropriation for
for ---------deficiency appropriation
58,
58, 695, 761, 1350, 1352
etc.,
Opium, etc.,
appropriation
expenses, enforcing
for expenses,
appropriation for
of-..
law
restricting sale, etc.,
etc., of
__ __ 72, 771
law restricting
disseminating
appeal for law obdisseminating appeal
servance, etc
etc ----------------771
servance,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
collecting
for collecting
deficiency
58
tax
58
tax--------------------for participating
participating in
in international
international
for
conferences
traffic in_
692
to regulate
regulate traffic
conferences to
amount authorized
authorized for expenses
expenses of two
amount
international conferences
conferences for supinternational
120
pressing
in------------traffic in
pressing traffic
importing
manufacturing
crude, for manufacturing
importing crude,
heroin,
657
prohibited -----------heroin, prohibited
restrictions on
trading, etc.,
etc., in
328
in ------on trading,
restrictions
stamp
329
on, compounds, etc ------tax on,
stamp tax
preparations,
330
affected-----not affected
etc., not
preparations, etc.,
Optical Glass,
Glass,
Optical
appropriation
for investigating
investigating probappropriation for
lems in
in production
of------ 231, 1041
production of
lems
Optometry,
D. C.,
Optometry, D.
177
practice of,
defined-----------------of, defined
practice
unlawful
practicing without
without aa
acts; practicing
unlawful acts;
177
-----------license
license --------false impersonation
impersonation of
of holder, etc.;
false
178
failure to
to register,
register, etc
etc---------failure
punishment
for violations
violations --------178
178
punishment for
Board
be appointed
appointed
to be
Optometry to
of Optometry
Board of
178
by
Commissioners------------by Commissioners
etc.--. _ 178
qualification, tenure
tenure of office,
office, etc_
qualification,
organization, meetings,
etc
178
meetings, etc--------organization,
secretary-treasurer to be elected
elected by;
by;
secretary-treasurer
179
compensation, etc
etc ------------compensation,
seal, records,
report to
Commissionto Commissionrecords, report
seal,
ers ---------------------179
ers
to
authority to
examination required
required for authority
examination
179
practice
practice--------------------limited,
practitioners;
present practitioners;
for present
limited, for
179
subjects
subjects--------------------- --standard, for
for other
applicants_ _
_ _
180
other applicants
standard,
qualifications; tests
180
tests-------------qualifications;
applications to
be filed
with secretarysecretaryfiled with
to be
applications
treasurer; requirements
180
requirements-------treasurer;
license
to practice,
practice, on
passing examinaexaminaon passing
license to
tion
180
tion------------------------certified
recorded in office
copy to be recorded
certified copy
of
of District supreme
supreme
clerk of
of clerk
180
180
court
court-----------------------181
181
fee
certificate of
record ----of record
for certificate
fee for
181
181
etc_
practitioner
display, in office, etc
_
practitioner to display,
181
181
fees
authorized; examination
examination --------fees authorized;
181
181
yearly,
practice -------------for practice
yearly, for
181
181
paid------license
revoked if not paid
license revoked
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refusal,
cancellation, etc.,
etc., of licenses by
refusal, cancellation,
board;
reasons to
_
181
be specified__
specified_to be
board; reasons
181
hearings,
etc--------------------hearings, etc
issue
of license
examination if
without examination
license without
issue of
181
holding
license -----.
etc., license
State, etc.,
holding State,
181
conditions -----------------------conditions
no medical,
medical, etc.,
title conferred by
etc., title
no
182
182
issue
of license
license---------------issue of
provisions
practicing
applicable to practicing
not applicable
provisions not
182
physicians _-----------------physicians
to persons
persons merely
merely selling spectacles,
spectacles,
to
182
182
etc ------------------------invalidity of
to
of any provision not to
invalidity
182
182
Act-------affect remainder
remainder of Act
affect
Oraibi Wash
Wash Irrigation
Project, Ariz.,
IrrigationProject,
Oraibi
appropriation for
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
appropriation
of
460,
1151
400, 1151
of-------------------Oral Hygiene
also Dentistry, D.
D. C.),
Hygiene (see also
Oral
regulations
in the Disregulations for practice of, in
601
trict --------------------trict
Orange
Chamber of
Commerce
of Commerce,
Orange Chamber
time
extended for bridging
bridging Sabine
time extended
1093
River,
River, Orange, Tex., by ------Texas or
or Louisiana
acquire,
Louisiana may acquire,
Texas
1093
to
1093
a free bridge ---as a
operate as
to operate
1093
tolls allowed
five years
1093
years -----for five
allowed for
tolls
Orange, Tex.,
Tex.,
Orange,
time extended
bridging Sabine
for bridging
extended for
time
River
at -------------------1093
River at
Texas
acquire, for
may acquire,
Louisiana may
or Louisiana
Texas or
1093
operating as
as aa free
free bridge ------ 1093
operating
tolls allowed
five years
years -----1093
for five
allowed for
tolls
Orchard, etc.,
Fruits,
etc., Fruits,
Orchard,
appropriation
investigating diseases
for investigating
appropriation for
of, etc----------------etc
830
440, 830
of,
Orchard Mesa
Irrigation Project,
Colo.,
Project, Colo.,
Mesa Irrigation
Orchard
appropriation for
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
appropriation
1166
of
416, 1166
of-----------------------Orchards,
Orchards,
appropriation
investigating insects
appropriation for investigating
4
448,
affecting839
48, 839
----------------affecting
Ordnance
and Ordnance
Ordnance Stores,
Stores, Navy,
Ordnance and
appropriation
procuring, etc-etc 192, 871
appropriation for procuring,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for.. _
- 57, 61, 62, 1349
deficiency
for
59, 62
62
replacing -----------------for replacing
Ordnance Department,
Army,
Department, Army,
Ordnance
appropriation for current
expenses__ 497, 913
current expenses_appropriation
ammunition for
for
airplane bombs, ammunition
for airplane
small
arms ---------------- 498, 913
small arms
for small
arms and
machine gun tarand machine
small arms
for
913
498, 913
get
practice --------------get practice
913
for
military salutes 498, 913
for military
ammunition for
for ammunition
for
manufacture of
of arms
arms at arsefor manufacture
498,913
nals
nals---------------------- 498, 913
for
preserving, etc.,
stores
etc., ordnance stores
for preserving,
498, 913
and
supplies913
-------------and supplies
498, 913
----for purchase,
purchase, etc.,
troops913
etc., for troops
for
----- 498, 913
for automatic
automatic machine
machine rifles913
for
for purchase,
manufacture, etc., of
purchase, manufacture,
for
tans, and armored
armored motor vetanks,
498,,913
hicles
498
913
hicles------------------for
498, 913
913
armament---Artillery armament
Field Artillery
for Field
for
proving grounds------------grounds
498, 914
914
for proving
for
Island Arsenal,
III ------ 499, 914
914
Arsenal, Ill
Rock Island
for Rock
for
testing machines,
machines, expenses
expenses_--499, 914
for testing
for
of arsenals,
etc------- 499, 914
arsenals, etc
repairs of
for repairs
for
jigs etc.,
etc., for
for manufacture
manufacture
gauges, jigs,
for gauges,
of
arms and
armament ----- 499, 914
and armament
of arms
for
914
cannon ------------- 499, 914
seacoast cannon
for seacoast
914
for
ammunition for
for------------- 499, 914
for ammunition
for ammunition,
ammunition, etc.,
for practice..
practice_ 499, 915
etc., for
for
for
altering, etc.,
seacoast artillery_
artillery_ 499, 915
etc., seacoast
for altering,
seacoast
for ammunition,
etc., for seacoast
ammunition, etc.,
for
cannon, insular
insular possessions__
possessions---- 499, 915
cannon,
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Ordnance Department,
Army-Continued. Page.
Ordnance
Department, Army-Continued.
appropriation
altering, etc.,
etc., seacoast
for altering,
appropriation for
artillery,
insular possessions__ 499, 915
artillery, insular
cannon, Panama Cafor seacoast cannon,
nal ------------------ 499, 915
for ammunition, etc., seacoast cannon, Panama Canal
915
Canal--------- 499, 915
seacoast artillery,
for altering, etc., seacoast
Panama Canal ------------ 499, 915
915
for civilian personnel, Office of
Chief
Chief of,
of, War
War Department__
Department---_ 500, 915
915
technical services
services-----------500, 915
technical
915
for civilian
civilian rifle
rifle
for arms,
arms, etc.,
etc., for
ranges
510, 925
ranges------ ---------deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for ordnance
service_ 59, 62, 699, 701, 762, 1350,1352
for ammunition
ammunition--------------- 59, 62, 762

Oregon and California
California Railroad
Railroad Company,
Company,
Oregon
appropriation
etc., of
appropriation for survey, sale, etc.,
revested lands of--------of1145
394,
revested
for fire protection,
protection, revested lands ofof_
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for protecting
protecting
deficiency
trespass, fire, etc., revested
revested
from trespass,
lands --------------------- 39,
RailroadCompany,
Company,
Oregon Short Line Railroad
lands in Ada County, Idaho,
sale of
of lands

Page.
Page.

1145
835
1325

authorized to,
gravel pit
pit_ _
248
authorized
to, for
for gravel
- --__ 248
reserved---------mineral deposits
deposits reserved
249
O'Reilly, Mary
Mary E.
E. (widow),
(widow),
pension
1416
1416
pension---------------------------Organized Militia
Militia (see also
Organized
also National
National
Guard),
Guard),
appropriation
of
maintenance, etc., of
appropriation for maintenance,
Naval Militia ------------- 188, 867
Organized Reserves, Army,
Army,
for
supplies_
_
59,
and supplies---59, Organized
for ordnance
ordnance stores
stores and
appropriation
Reserve
62, 699, 701, 1350, 1352
appropriation for Officers'
Officers' Reserve
Corps, pay and allowances
allowances for
for
for replacing
replacing ordnance,
ordnance, etc
59, 62, 762
762
etc -for
duty -------------active duty
506, 921
automatic rifles -------------59, 62
for automatic
for mileage;
limit
mileage; limit---------------National Guard--Guard__ _
59
506, 921
for arming, etc., National
59
for Enlisted Reserve Corps, pay,
armored motor cars
62
cars-----------for armored
etc
62
etc------------------- - 506, 921
for fortification
fortification expenses ---------for
correspondence
correspondence
instruction
for manufacture
manufacture of arms
arms* --------- 62,
62 762
course
course-------------------506, 921
for proving grounds ------62, 762, 1350
1350
manuals
for training
training manuals-----------506, 921
921
for
arms target
target practice_
__ 699,
762
practice -_-699, 762
for small
small arms
establishing headquarters,
for establishing
headquarters, train762
for repairs of arsenals------------arsenals
etc------------- 506, 921
ing camps, etc
for Walsh Construction Company__
Company-_-_ 1345
allowance
divisional and regiallowance for divisional
regifor distribution,
captured war
distribution, etc., of captured
mental headquarters
headquarters ------- 507, 921
- 1345
devices, etc--------------etc
1345
devices,
no
other funds to be used
nootherfundstobeused----- 507, 921
balances of appropriations
appropriations covered in;
pay of reserve
reserve officers
restricted.. 507, 921
officers restrictedevacuation of ordnance
ordnance defor evacuation
Orland Irrigation
Project, Calif.,
Irrigation Project,
pots
935 Orland
pots-----------------------appropriation for
for maintenance, etc.,
material
935
for ordnance
ordnance material------------appropriation
of
1
3
13
66
1
of----------------------4416, 1
1166
officers excepted
troops
excepted from duty with troops
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for---------- 1331
requirement
470
470
requirement ---------------Phanettie (widow),
Ormsbee, Phanettie
Depots,
Ordnance Depots,
Ordnance
pension
1506
pension------------_------_-----1506
appropriations for evacuabalances of appropriations
Harriet Ellen (widow),
(widow),
covered in-----------in
935 Orne, Harriet
tion of, covered
pension -----------------1500
__-----1500
Ordnance, etc., Captured
Captured World
World War,
Ordnance,
Orner, Ella
Ella (widow),
(widow),
apportionment and
distribution of_
597
apportionment
and distribution
of _
- -597 Orner,
pension -----------------------1512
1512
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for---------for
1345
deficiency
Ortz, Mabel
Mabel (daughter),
(daughter),
Ordnance Office, War Department,
Ordnance
Department,
pension--------------------1436
--1436
appropriation for
915
personnel- _
- 500, 915
appropriation
for civilian personnel_
Osage
Agency, Okla.,
Osage Agency,
draftsmen,
etc., paid from fortidraftsmen, etc.,
appropriation
appropriation for support of, pay of
fications, etc -------------915
500, 915
officers and employees.
employees.. 412, 1162
tribal officers
Ordnance
Army,
Ordnance Stores,
Stores, etc., Army,
412,
for oil and gas production expenses_
expenses--_ 412
appropriation
appropriation for airplane bombs,
1162
1162
ammunition, targets, etc -498, 913
ammunition,
monument to tribal members
for monument
for preserving,
498, 913
preserving, etc ------------who lost their lives in World
World
for purchase,
purchase, etc., for issue ------ 498, 913
War ---------------------.
1162
NW., D. C.,
Ordway Street NW.,
for visits of Council, etc., to WashWashappropriation
appropriation for paving, Thirtyington ------------------412, 1162
fourth Street to Wisconsin AveIndians, Okla.,
Osage Indians,
1223
nue -----------------------appropriation for instruction
instruction of chilappropriation
dren,• from tribal funds
dren;
funds----- 407, 1158
Oregon,
Oregon,
Saint Louis Boarding
Boarding School, reappropriation for surveyor general,
general,
appropriation
newel
newal of contract---------- 407, 1158
clerks, etc -----------.......
394
payment per capita
capita quarterly
quarterly to each
each
payment
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for preventing
competent
competent adult, of share of
loss of timber from insect infestainfestatribal income --------------1008
1008
tion in -__-------------39
restricted
Washington may acquire bridge
restricted if without certificate
certificate of
and Washington
Longcompetency
1008
competency -------------__
- 1008
across Columbia
Columbia River, Longview, Wash.,
Wash., to Rainier,
Rainier, Oreg.,
to guardians
1008
view,
guardians of minors -----------_ 1008
rentals and other income in additionaddition_
1008
1052
rentals
to operate as aafree bridge ----allowed for five years --------supervision of, to incompetents if
tolls allowed
1052
consent of Congress to agreement
agreement for
wasting, etc.,
etc., income
income --------- 1009
1009
division of waters
waters of Columbia
Columbia
entire income without,
without, allowed
allowed unRiver, etc.,
etc., between
between WashingWashingless wasted
wasted ----------------1009
ton,
Montana, and---and
ton, Idaho,
Idaho, Montana,
investment of remainder
remainder in securi1268
granted to, for a
a fish
public lands granted
Oklahoma loans, etc.,
etc., or
or
ties, Oklahoma
_--..--------_
hatchery ---.
981
banks_- _
1009
deposit in
in Oklahoma
Oklahoma banks
-1009
ot0
981
mineral rights reserved
reserved-----------.
UOa.
approval of member required for-for.... 1009
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Osage Indians,
Okla.-Continued.
Indians, Okla.—Continued.
Osage
reservation
each year,
from tribal
year, from
reservation each
expendifunds, for
for authorized
authorized expendifunds,
1009
tures
1009
tures ----------------------guardians
only for
for estate
of
estate of
appointed only
guardians appointed
member
without competency
competency
member without
certificate
more than
than oneoneof more
or of
certificate or
1009
half
of Indian
blood ---------Indian blood
half of
by, to Secreturn
specified funds
funds by,
Secof specified
return of
1009
retary
disposition -_------retary for disposition
on
etc., funds
to be
delivered
be delivered
funds to
death, etc.,
on death,
- -__ 1010
to
superintendent of
of agency-.
1010
agency _
to superintendent
accounting
within 30 days,
days, of funds
accounting within
paid to,
etc
1010
to, etc-----------------paid
tender all
all property,
etc., to
the
to the
property, etc.,
tender
superintendent
1010
superintendent--------------action
failure to make
for failure
against, for
action against,
satisfactory agreements
to
agreements as to
satisfactory
1010
investments, etc -------------1010
investments,
all funds
funds accruing
accruing to
restricted Indians
to restricted
all
to
by
inheritance may
may be
paid to
be paid
by inheritance
estates, or diadministrators of estates,
administrators
rect to
to heirs
heirs or
1010
devisees------or devisees
rect
allowance for
expenses of adminisfor expenses
allowance
tration
1010
tration---------------------lands
devised to
to Indians
Indians of one-half
one-half
lands devised
Indian
or over, inalienable
blood or
Indian blood
1010
without
Secretary's approvalapproval_ without Secretary's
revocation of
competency certificate
certificate
of competency
revocation
for
misusing funds,
funds, etc ------- 1010
for misusing
1010
--supervision
thereafter- _
income thereafter_
of income
supervision of
just
indebtedness at time of, to be
be
just indebtedness
1011
paid ------------------------1011
paid
1011
prior
transactions not
not affected
affected ----prior transactions
no
person
convicted
of
taking
the
life,
life,
no person convicted of taking the
etc.,
of an
Indian, shall
Osage Indian,
an Osage
etc., of
1011
inherit from
estate of
decedentof decedent_
from estate
inherit
debts contracted
contracted by members without
debts
certificate not valid
competency certificate
competency
Secreunless approved
approved by the Secreunless
1011
tary ------------.tary
payment authorized
authorized of
indebtedness inof indebtedness
payment
curred by
by incompetents
by ununincompetents by
curred
lawful act
act of
of carelessness,
etc__ _ 1011
carelessness, etc-lawful
no
one but
of Indian
blood shall
shall inherit
Indian blood
but of
no one
from
of one-half or more
those of
from those
blood, any
of
Indian blood,
Osage Indian
of Osage
right, title,
title, or
or interest
interest to reright,
stricted
the tribetribe_
1011
of the
etc., of
lands, etc.,
stricted lands,
not applicable
to spouses
spouses under exapplicable to
not
1011
isting
marriages -------------isting marriages
Indian blood,
rights of
of Indian
not of
persons not
of persons
rights
to
etc., of, may be sold,
lands, etc.,
to lands,
etc
94
etc-------------------------Oster,
Isaac T.,
T.,
Osler, Isaac
1414
pension
pension --------------------------Otis
Street NE.,
NE., D.
C.,
D. C.,
Otis Street
appropriation
for grading,
of Eastwest of
grading, west
appropriation for
ern Avenue
548
Avenue-----------------ern
Otis
Street NW.,
D. C.,
C.,
NW., D.
Otis Street
Sixth Street
appropriation
for paving,
paving, Sixth
appropriation for
to Park
Park Place
547
Place--------------to
Otoe Agency,
Agency, Okla.,
Otoe
appropriation for
support, etc.,
etc., of
of InInfor support,
appropriation
dians at,
at, from
funds_ _ 411,
411, 1161
tribal funds-from tribal
dians
F.,
O'Toole, Edward
Edward F.,
O'Toole,
1397
pension increased
increased -----------------pension
Ottoman Empire,
Former,
Empire, Former,
Ottoman
American
appropriation for
expenses of American
for expenses
appropriation
1025
prisoners,
etc., in
in-----------prisoners, etc.,
Ottumwa, Iowa,
Iowa,
Ottumwa,
795
terms of
court at
795
at -----------------of court
terms
Ouachita River,
River,
Ouachita
701
TM
.
Mn
a„
-- across,
_- _--i.
ibridge
Monroe,
La..X
j-rlnugt authorized
autiwnzuui
atluoV
"V-,

791
.-

Ouray Agency,
Agency, Utah,
Utah,
Ouray

Page.
appropriation
etc., of Inappropriation for support, etc.,
- 411, 1161
tribal funds_
funds_ _
dians at, from tribal
Outfits, Navy
Navy First
Enlistments,
First Enlistments,
Outfits,
small
issue
charged to clothing and
issue of, charged
stores fund,
fund; limit
limit ---------- 195, 873
stores
Overhead Wires,
Wires, D. C.,
Overhead
temporary
permission
temporary permission for use of, at inaugural ceremonies
ceremonies for illuminaaugural
tion
944
tion-----------------------by telegraph
telegraph companies
945
companies-----------by
War,
Oversea
Service, World
World War,
Oversea Service,
122
definition of
of term -----------------122
definition
122
for-----------service credit allowed
allowed for
122
service
Overton,
Martha J.
(widow),
J. (widow),
Overton, Martha
1494
pension increased
increased------------------pension
Owen,
Stella Hudson
(widow),
Hudson (widow),
Owen, Stella
1412
1412
pension -----------------------Owens,
Lena Garagnon,
Garagnon,
Owens, Lena
1375
payment to,
for damages,
damages, etc
etc --------to, for
payment
Owensboro,
Ky.,
Owensboro, Ky.,
bridge
authorized across Ohio River,
bridge authorized
103
between,
and Rockport,
Rockport, Ind103
Ind -between, and
Owings,
Edmund,
Leo Edmund,
Owings, Leo
1414
pension
pension-------------------------Owyhee
and Vale
Projects, Oreg.,
Oreg.,
IrrigationProjects,
Vale Irrigation
Owyhee and
deficiency
appropriation for
for cooperative
cooperative
deficiency appropriation
investigation
feasibility, etc.,
of feasibility,
investigation of
685
of
of -----------------------Owyhee Irrigation
Irrigation Project,
Oreg.,
Project, Oreg.,
Owyhee
deficiency
continued
for continued
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
investigation,
construction, etc.,
investigation, construction,
685
of
of -----------------------investigation,
unexpended
balance for investigation,
unexpended balance
1168
etc.,
reappropriated-------etc., of, reappropriated
Oxalic Acid,
Acid,
Oxalic
proclamation
proclamation increasing tariff rate on,
to
differences in costs of
equalize differences
to equalize
1979
production
production -----------------Oxford, Miss.,
Miss.,
Oxford,
882
terms
court at
882
at-------------------of court
terms of
Ark.,
Ozark National
National Forest,
Forest, Ark.,
Ozark
lands
apart as game refuges
in, to be set apart
lands in,
in
1091
in ---------------------punishment for unauthorized huntpunishment
1091
etc-------------------ing, etc
in fourth
fourth Congressional
exCongressional district, exin
cluded
1091
cluded--------------------P.
P.
Pacheco, Romula
(widow),
Romula (widow),
Pacheco,

1502
pension
increased-----------------pension increased
Pacific
Coast,
Pacific Coast,
----- 235, 1045
appropriation for surveys of1045
appropriation
706
for
1925----additional, 1925
of, additional,
surveys of,
for surveys
7
°6
74
874
on---- 196, 8
insane, Navy, on
for care of insane,
Commissary Company,
Pacific
Pacific Commissary
payment to
to ---------------------1579
payment
Company, San
Pacific
Mail Steamship
Steamship Company,
Pacific Mail
Francisco, Calif.,
Calif.,
Francisco,
deficiency
appropriation for refund of
deficiency appropriation
1335
to-----------immigration fine to
1335
immigration
Pacific
Ocean,
Pacific Ocean,
treaty with
with British
France and
British Empire, France
treaty
Japan respecting
respecting insular possespossesJapan
1646
of-----------sions in region of
1
1
6
64
52
6
1652
agreement supplementary
to
supplementary to------agreement
Packers
Stockyards Act,
and Stockyards
Packers and
appropriation
executing_ 460, 851
for expenses executingappropriation for
for expenses
expenses enforcing,
additional,
enforcing, additional,
for
1925
706
1925-----------------------deficiency appropriation
expert
appropriation for expert
deficiency
services, Department
Department of Agriservices,
1327
1327
culture
culture----------------------
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Page. Pan
Pan American
American Sanitary
Sanitary Conference,
Sev- Pae.
Page.
Conference, Sev•Padgett,
Page.
Martin,
Padgett, Martin,
enth,
1404
enth,
pension ------------------------1404
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for delegates
Page,
(widow),
Page, Emma (widow),
to
692
to-----------------------.:
692
pension increased ------1436
--------- 1436
delegates to, authorized
112
authorized-------------Page,
of
Clerk of the House
House of
Page, William Tyler, Clerk
sums
authorized for
____
112
Representatives,
sums authorized
Representatives,
for expenses__
expenses ----112
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for services,
services,
Pan American
American Scientific
Scientific Congress,
Congress, Third,
Pan
Third,
etc.,
appropriation for expenses
expenses of delegates
delegates
etc., compiling contested
contested election
election
appropriation
cases
34
to
214
cases ---------------------to
-------------------214
Pages,
Pages,
Pan
Pan American
American Union,
Union,
appropriation for
Representafor House
House of
of Representaappropriation
appropriation for
appropriation
for quota for support
support of
of
tives -----------------584, 1292
1020
------------------------- 212, 1020
for Senate
Senate -----------------581, 1288
for printing
printing and binding for----for
1020
212, 1020
positions and pay established
established of House
Panama,
Panama,
of Representatives
151
Representatives ----------appropriation for minister to-----to
1015
appropriation
206, 1015
of Senate --------------------149
for annual
annual payment
payment to
214, 1022
1022
for
to ------ 214,
Painter,
Catharine M. (widow),
Painter, Catharine
convention with, to prevent
prevent smuggling
smuggling
pension increased
increased----------------1461
of intoxicating liquors into United
United
Paintings,
Paintings,
States
1875
States----------------------- 1875
excise tax on, sold by other than artist;
excise
proclamation abrogating certain agreeagreeproclamation
exception _-----------------323
exception
ments with, respecting
respecting Canal
Canal
Paiute
Nev.,
Paiute Agency, Nev.,
Zone952
1
----------------------1952
appropriation for support, etc.,
etc., of Inappropriation
Panama Canal,
Canal,
dians at, from tribal funds_
funds-__ 411, 1161 Panama
appropriation
expenses; objects
for all
all expenses;
objects
appropriation for
Paiute Agency,
Agency, Utah,
Paiute
Utah,
specified
specified ------------------ 519, 933
appropriation
etc., of Inappropriation for support, etc.,
employees
519, 933
pay of officials and employees-_
funds_ _ 411, 1161
dians at, from tribal funds_contingent expenses,
expenses, vehicles,
vehicles, etc.
contingent
Paiute Indians,
Paiute
Indians,
519, 933
--------.-----------lands in Utah,
Utah, set apart for settlement
- 519,933
settlement
damages to vessels passing through
by -----------------------246
locks-------------------- 519, 933
locks
Paiute
Indians, Nev.,
Paiute Indians,
Nev.,
losses or damages
damages to property
property
appropriation
irrigation charges,
charges,
appropriation for irrigation
taken
519, 933
taken ----------etc., allotted
allotted lands of; repayrepay_-------519,
933
ment -----------------claims for damages to lands, etc_
etc- 519, 933
403, 1153
Pala Indian
Pala
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Calif.,
Calif.,
expenses
unserviceable
expenses, sales of unserviceable
appropriation
irrigation project
project
appropriation for irrigation
material, etc
material,
519, 933
etc-------------- 519,933
on --------------------400, 1151
400,1151
emergency expenses
expenses --------519, 933
Palmer, Arthur
Palmer,
Arthur E.,
per
diem subsistence,
subsistence, etc
519,
933
per diem
etc -----519, 933
pension --------------------------1413
1413
operation__ _ 520, 933
for maintenance
maintenance and operation___
Palmer,
Palmer, Bridget
Bridget (widow),
for salary
governor933
520,
for
salary of
of governor
-------520, 933
pension increased-----------------increased
1427
1427
payment
alien cripples-----cripples933
520,
payment to
to alien
520, 933
Palmer, Elizabeth
(daughter),
Palmer,
Elizabeth (daughter),
for new power plant, Mirafiores
Miraflores ----- 520
520
pension --------------------------1523
completion
520
completion authorized;
authorized; cost
cost-----Palmer,
(widow),
Palmer, Margaret
Margaret (widow),
sanitation, hospitals, etc ---for sanitation,
520, 934
1417
pension --------------------------1417
surgical appliances
appliances to injured emPalmer,
Rosaline E.
(widow),
Palmer, Rosaline
E. (widow),
ployees
ployees------------------.
520, 934
pension increased
increased _
------------------- 1532
for
civil
government
expenses;
court
government
expenses;
court
Palmer, Sarah
Palmer,
Sarah (widow),
officials
officials ------------------- 520, 934
pension--------------------------1437
purchase from Army surplus, etc.,
purchase
Pal meter, Emma J.
Palmeter,
J. (widow),
stock of supplies
supplies -------.--- 520, 934
pension
pension---------------------------1429
for general expenses, from specified
specified
Pamunkey Ferry
Ferry Company,
sources ----------------520, 934
934
time extended
extended for bridging
bridging Pamunkey
Pamunkey
net profits
profits to be covered
covered into the
10
River, Sweet Hall, Va --------Treasury ----------------- 520, 934
Pamunkey River,
for operation
operation of waterworks,
waterworks, etc.,
preliminary examination,
preliminary
examination, etc., of, to be
Panama
and Colon
Colon_- ---.--520, 934
Panama and
520,
934
made
made---------------------1193
for relief and protection
protection of American
American
time extended for bridging, Sweet Hall,
1017
seamen in --------------208, 1017
Va -----------------------10
for surveys of Atlantic entrance to_ 235, 1045
forsurveysofAtlanticentranceto_
Pan American Congress
Pan
Congress of Highways,
Highways,
Weather Service
Service expenses
expenses in -__ 436, 825
for Weather
82.5
delegates to be appointed for particifor storehouse
storehouse at Gatun_
Gatun-------.--488
pating in, at Buenos Aires ---1355
for construction,
construction, etc., of military
Pan
Petroleum and
Transport
Pan American Petroleum
and Transport
posts ------------------- ---902
Company,
Company,
contract
contract with, for constructing
constructing oil tanks,
for fire control installations
906
----- 491,
491, 906
etc., Pearl
Pearl Harbor,
Harbor, Hawaii, deetc.,
for
France field
field _
493
for aviation
aviation landing,
landing, France
- -_ 493
public interest--_
interest__ _
clared against public
55
for paying for hospital care, etc.,
proceedings
annulling, etc.,
proceedings for annulling,
etc., to be
Canal Zone
garrisons ------494, 909
909
Canal
Zone garrisons
494;
instituted ------------------66
for
for fortifications,
fortifications, etc
497, 912
912
for plans
plans for
etc _
-_
497,
Pan
American
Petroleum
Company,
Pan American Petroleum Company,
for seacoast batteries
97 912
batteries ----------- 497,
912
lease of naval oil reserve in California
California
for installing
installing electric plants, searchby, declared against public inlights, etc ----------------497,
912
497,912
terest
5
terest-------------------5
for preserving, etc., fortifications-_
fortifications
497, 912
912
proceedings
proceedings for cancellation
cancellation of, etc.,
submarine mine defense
defense structo be instituted--------------instituted
66
tures
tures-------------------- 497,912
497,912
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Panama Canal—Continued.
Canal-Continued.
Panama
appropriation
maintenance, searchsearchfor maintenance,
appropriation for
lights,
plants, etc.,
etc., fortifortielectric plants,
lights, electric
fications
497 912
of _------_----- 497,
fications of
for
cannon for
for ---------- 500, 915
seacoast cannon
for seacoast
for ammunition,
ammunition, etc.,
seacoast
for seacoast
etc., for
for
cannon
500, 915
cannon ------------------- 500,
for altering,
altering, etc.,
etc., seacoast
cannon_ 500,
915
500, 915
seacoast cannonfor
for constructing
fire control stations,
constructing fire
for
918
range finders,
etc ------------finders, etc
range
918
for submarine
submarine mine supplies-------supplies
for
for fire
control installations,
installations, addiaddifire control
for
711
tional, 1925
1925 ----------------tional,
for fortification
additional,
expenses, additional,
fortification expenses,
for
1925 -----------------------711
1925
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., in
in United
for
States,
additional, 1925
712
1925-------States, additional,
for maintenance,
on the Isthmus,
etc., on
maintenance, etc.,
for
additional,
1925
712
additional, 1925-------------for
Zone, addiCanal Zone,
sanitation, Canal
for sanitation,
tional,
712
1925--------------- tional, 1925
for
civil government
in, additional,
additional,
government in,
for civil
1925
712
1925 -----------------------deficiency appropriation
for fortificaappropriation for
deficiency
tion
59, 63
--------expenses -tion expenses
695
for
fortifications
control, fortifications-----fire control,
for fire
---__ 701, 762
for
fortifications_ _
of fortifications
armament of
for armament
701
for
seacoast batteries
batteries-------------for seacoast
proclamation abrogating
abrogating agreements
agreements
proclamation
with Government
Panama reof Panama
Government of
with
specting Canal
Canal Zone
1952
Zone--------- specting
Panama, Panama,
Panama,
Panama,
appropriation
operating waterfor operating
appropriation 'for
works,
for -----------520, 934
etc., for
works, etc.,
Panama Railroad
Railroad Company,
Panama
deficiency
appropriation for
refund to-.
to__
689
689
for refund
deficiency appropriation
Panola-Quitman Drainage
Drainage District,
District,
Panola-Quitman
may
Porters
Tallahatchie River, at Porters
dam Tallahatchie
may dam
355
------Ferry, Miss
Miss ---Ferry,
development of water power, etc.,
etc., not
development
356
---authorized -----------authorized
removal,
etc., if
if interfering
interfering with deremoval, etc.,
sirable
water power
power developdevelopsirable water
356
ment
ment----------------------Papago Indians,
Indians, Ariz.,
Papago
appropriation
water supply
supply for vilfor water
appropriation for
400,1150
lages
of ----------------400, 1150
lages of
for
supply for
for villages
villages of, addiaddiwater supply
for water
707
tional, 1925
1925 ----------------tional,
Paper,
Paper,
appropriation for
developing standards
standards
for developing
appropriation
of
231, 1041
of -------etc., of
quality, etc.,
of quality,
standards of,
of, for
for printing
printing and
and binding
binding
standards
to
Joint Committee
Committee
by Joint
fixed by
be fixed
to be
---on Printing
Printing -------1105
on
advertisement
by Public
Public Printer for
advertisement by
sealed proposals,
proposals, in
in one
newsone newssealed
paper or
trade journal
in six
six
journal in
or trade
paper
cities -----------------------1105
cities
samples to
to applicants
applicants ------------ 1105
samples
Paper,
Distinctive,
Paper, Distinctive,
appropriation for
United States
expense, United
for expense,
appropriation
securities68, 768
securities -----------------for
temporary employees
_
69
employees ----------for temporary
710
for
expenses, additional,
additional, 1925__
1925 --for expenses,
deficiency appropriation
expenses,
appropriation for expensesent,
deficiency
United
States securities
1341
49, 1341
securities -United States
Paraguay,
Paraguay,
appropriation for
for minister
minister to
to.--206, 1015
appropriation
Parcel
Agreements,
Post Agreements,
Parcel Post
with Great
Great Britain
Britain and
IreNorthern Ireand Northern
with
1854
land
--land
with Netherlands
1717
1708,1717
India --- - 1708,
East India
Netherlands East
with
1640
with
Poland ----------------------with Poland
1880
with
Siam_
with Siam------------------------with
Switzerland -------------------- 1631
with Switzerland.
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Pardon,
Pardon,
proclamation granting,
granting, as to forfeiture
proclamation
of
or
etc., of Army or
citizenship, etc.,
of citizenship,
Navy deserters
deserters since November
November
Navy
11, 1918
1940
1918 -------------------11,
Paris,
France,
Paris, France,
deficiency
appropriation for acquiring
acquiring
deficiency appropriation
embassy building
grounds_ _
48
48
__
and grounds
building and
embassy
Paris,
Tex.,
Paris, Tex.,
public
deficiency
appropriation
for
deficiency appropriation
building
757
757
building ---------------------Pariseaux, Elmira
(widow),
Elmira (widow),
Pariseaux,
1436
pension
1436
pension ------------------------Park Field,
Tenn.,
Field, Tenn.,
Park
383
sale
authorized --------abandoned, authorized
of abandoned,
sale of
Park Police,
Police, D.
C.,
D. C.,
Park
572, 1246
appropriation
for salaries
salaries -------appropriation for
572,
for expenses,
expenses, uniforms,
uniforms, etc------etc
572 1247
for
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for increase
increase of
deficiency
compensation -------- -------678
compensation
678
for motor
vehicles --------------678
motor vehicles
for
under
charge of
of public
buildpublic buildin charge
officer in
under officer
ings and
175
grounds-------------and grounds
ings
175
detail
of Army
Army officer
officer for
175
for ----------detail of
grades
of, to
correspond with District
to correspond
grades of,
police
175
----------police ---basic
175
established -----------salaries established
basic salaries
etc., to be furuniforms, equipment,
equipment, etc.,
uniforms,
nished
175
nished-------------------policemen and
and firemen's
fund
relief fund
firemen's relief
policemen
176
benefits extended
to----------extended to
benefits
176
payments required
176
required -----------payments
176
member to
on board
board -------- serve on
to serve
member
deductions
from salaries
to be
176
made--_ 176
be made_
salaries to
deductions from
refund
amounts paid
to civil servservpaid to
of amounts
refund of
176
ice retirement
fund ----------retirementfund
ice
special
pay, for
duty
for duty
without pay,
policemen without
special policemen
176
in parks,
authorized -----176
etc., authorized
parks, etc.,
in
duties,
restricted -----------176
etc., restricted
duties, etc.,
Park River,
Conn.,
River, Conn.,
Park
preliminary
examination, etc.,
of, to
to be
etc., of,
preliminary examination,
1192
made
made --------.-------------Parker Harriet
Harriet A.
A. (widow),
(widow),
Parker,
pension
t increased
1488
1488
increased-----------------pension
Parker
tJames
James N.,
N.,
Parker,
pension ------1425
-------------pension
(daughter),
Parker, Lucy
A. (daughter),
Lucy A.
Parker,
pension
1430
pension ------------------------Parker, Nehio,
Nehio, or
or Len,
Indian Allottee,
Allottee,
Len, Indian
Parker,
payment
for erroneous
erroneous allotment_
__ 1367
1367
allotment--to, for
payment to,
Parker, Sarah
Sarah (widow),
(widow),
Parker,
pension
1425
pension-------------------------- Parker, Sarah
Sarah E.
E. (widow),
(widow),
Parkert
1477
pension
increased -----------------pension increased
Park-Wood
Lumber Company,
Park-Wood Lumber
may
bridge
United
States
Canal,
conmay bridge United States Canal, connecting Apalachicola
Apalachicola River
River and
and
necting
Saint Andrews Bay, Fla
22
22
Saint Andrews Bay, Fla
Parking
Commission,
D.
C.
(see
also
Parking Commission, D. C. (see
Trees
and Parking,
Parking, D.
D. C.),
C.),
Trees and
679
deficiency
for repairs
repairs-appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
Parks,
F.,
Benjamin F.,
Parks, Benjamin
pension
1404
pension --------------------------Parks, D.
C.,
D. C.,
Parks,
commission
developfor developconstituted for
commission constituted
ment, etc.,
etc., system
of -------463
system of
Parks,
D. C.,
Small,
C., Small,
Parks, D.
appropriation for
lands
condemning lands
for condemning
appropriation
for
1226
548, 1226
-------------------- 548,
for
Parks, Military
National Military
Military
(see National
Military (see
Parks,
Parks).
Parks).
Parks,
A. (widow),
(widow),
Sarah A.
Parks, Sarah
pension
1435
1435
---------------pension ----Parlatoria
Date
Scale,
ParlatoriaDate Scale,
appropriation for
emergency expenses,
expenses,
appropriation for emergency
eradicating
848
459, 848
eradicating ---------------- 459,
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Parrigin, Alice F.
F. (widow),
Parrigin,
(widow),
Page.
pension increased-----------------increased
1450
Parris
ParrisIsland,
Island, S. C.,
deficiency
appropriation for monument
deficiency appropriation
monument
to mark site of Charles Fort on_
on _
_ 690
Parrish, Mary M. (widow),
Parrish,
(widow),
pension--------------------------- 1499
1499
pension
Parsons,
Parsons,Annah
Annah A. (widow),
pension
pension--------------------------1441
1441
Parsons,
Jessie (widow),
Parsons,Jessie
pension --------------------------1444
pension
1444
Parsons, Loella I.
I. (widow),
(widow),
Parsons,
pension increased
increased ---------------1502
1502
Parsons, Minnie
A. (widow),
(widow),
Parsons,
Minnie A.
pension
1498
pension-------------------------1498
Partnerships,
Partnerships,
incomes taxed only on shares of members of -------------------275
Pass Manchac,
Pass
Manchac, La.,
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., of, to be
preliminary
made ---------------------1195
Passage Tickets, Foreign
Steamer,
Passage
ForeignSteamer,
stamp tax on; Canada and Mexico
Mexico excepted --------------------335
335
costing
less than $10
exempt
336
costingless
$10 exempt-------336
Passport
PassportBureaus,
Bureaus,
appropriation for,
appropriation
for New York, San
Francisco, Chicago,
Chicago, Seattle,
Seattle, New
New
Orleans,
1015
Orleans, and Boston
Boston----- - 206,
206, 1015
Patent Office, Interior
Patent
Interior Department,
Department,
appropriation
Commissioner, and
appropriation for Commissioner,
office personnel -------- - 415, 1165
1165
employment of special service of
employment
typists
415
typists---------------------415
for temporary
temporary employees
employees-------- 415, 1165
forgeneralexpenses
for
general expenses --------415, 1165
for professional and scientific
scientific books,
books,
etc
415, 1165
etc--------------------_
415,1165
for producing
producing weekly issue of patents,
drawings,
drawings, etc
etc------------ 415, 1165
multigraphing
multigraphing heads of drawings
permitted -----------------1165
permitted
1165
invenfor investigating prior
prior use of
of inven415,
tions, etc --------------415, 1165
1165
for furniture,
furniture, etc -415,
1165
.. _
.----415,1165
for storing models, etcetc -------392, 1165
1165
weekly issue of patents,
for printing weekly
drawings,
drawings, etc.; Official Gazette,
etc -------------------- 393,
393, 1143
1143
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for expenses,
deficiency
expenses,
International Bureau,
International
Bureau, Berne
Berne_ --___
56
56
for scientific
scientific library
library -------------61
61
for printing
printing and binding -----. __683
683
for storage, etc., models, exhibits, etc. 1330
1330
expenses of commission
commission on
on disfor expenses
dis-

posal of certain
certain models,
models, etc---etc_ ___ 1330
1330

exhibit for Seville Exposition to be
prepared
prepared by ---------------- 1257
1257
Commissioner designated
Commissioner
designated on commiscommission to select models
models for retention, etc ---------_--_------942
942
retained models to be kept in, or
National
Museum------------National Museum
942
Patent
Patent Office Models,
Models,
commission
commission created
created to select, for retention, etc ------------------942
942
of value, etc.,
etc., to be kept in Patent
Patent
Office or National Museum -__
942
942
remainder to be disposed
remainder
disposed of by sale,
gift, destruction,
destruction, etc ---------942
942
expenses authorized
expenses
authorized for handling,
handling, etc_
etc - _ 943
appropriation authorized
authorized for ------appropriation
943
report to Congress by commission
943
commission----943

Patents
Patents and
and Trade Marks,
Page.
office mistakes in registration of,
of, to
to be
be
rectified-------------------rectified
1268
1268
certificate of fact, etc.,
etc., to
sealed certificate
to be
issued and recorded
1268
recorded ----------1268
given same legal effect
effect as originaloriginal_ 1269
1269
previous certificates
1269
certificates validated ----1269
records, etc.,
copies of records,
etc., authenticated
authenticated
Comby office seal, certified
certified by Comofficer,
missioner or designated officer,
accepted
accepted as evidence
evidence ----------- 1369
1369
to be issued on payment
of fee
1369
payment of
fee-- - - - 1369
trade mark registration certificates
certificates to
to
be issued under office seal
seal
signed by Commissioner
Commissioner and
and atattested by an assistant, etc------etc
1369
1369
issue to assignee on recording
recording of
of
assignment -----------------assignment
1369
1369
Patents, Commissioner
of,
Patents,
Commissioner of,
appropriation
for
appropriation for.------------415, 1165
1165
Patten, Thomas
G.,
Patten,
Thomas G.,
credit in accounts of, for stolen
stolen postal
funds ----------------1598
1598
Patton,
Patton, Cicero
Cicero Columbus,
pension
pension ---------------1396
_-----1396
Patton,
R.,
Patton, Mrs. D.
D. R.,
payment to, for death of
husband
1577
of husband- -1577
Patton, Joseph
Patton,
Joseph D.,
pension --------------------1397
--1397
Patton, Rome,
Patton,
pension increased------------------increased _
1411
1411
Paul, Allie
Attic (daughter),
Paul,
(daughter),
pension ------------------------ _ 1498
1498
Paul,
Paul, Mary A.
A. (widow),
pension ---------------------1501
-1501
Paid,
Paul, Orville,
payment to guardian of,
of, for
for personal
personal
injuries ------------------injuries
1541
Pauls Valley, Okla.,
Pauls
terms of court at; rooms to be provided ------------------ 730, 945
945
Pawhuska, Okla.,
Pawhuska,
Okla.,
terms of court at; rooms
rooms to be
be provided
vided-----------------945
Pawnbrokers,
Pawnbrokers,
special tax imposed
imposed on; business despecial
fined
fined----------------------326
Pawnee
Indians, Okla.,
Pawnee Indians,
Okla.,
appropriation for fulfilling treaties
appropriation
with ------------- 410, 1160
1160
support, etc.,
etc., schools
for support,
schools of, addiadditional, 1925; employees
employees------708
708
Pay,
Pay, Army,
Army,
appropriation for officers,
officers, line and
and
appropriation
staff-----.---------.---staff
481,
895
481,895
481, 896
for National Guard
Guard----------_481,
896
for warrant
warrant officers ------------ 481, 896
896
aviation increase,
increase, officers
for aviation
officers - - - 481,
481, 896
896
for longevity, officers
officers ---------- 481,
481, 896
896
time at Military
Military or Naval AcadAcadnot
emy after August 24, 1912, not
counted-------------- --counted
481,
896
481,896
enlisted men, line
staff__ __ 481,
for enlisted
line and
and staff---481, 896
896
for National
National Guard, enlisted men
men_ _
_ 481, 896
896
for aviation increase, enlisted men;
limitation----------------limitation
481, 896
896
for Philippine Scouts,
Scouts, enlisted men_ 481 896
for longevity, enlisted
enlisted men - - -- 481,
481, 896
896
for retired, officers---------officers
481,
896
-481, 896
retired, officers on active duty_ 481, 896
for retired,
for retired, enlisted men -----481, 896
896
for retired,
retired, enlisted men on active
duty-------------------duty
481, 896
481,896
additional, 1925
711
for, additional,
1925-------------711

INDEX.
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Pay, Army-Continued.
Army-Continued.
Pay,
deficiency appropriation
58,
appropriation for -------deficiency
62,
1352, 1353
62, 699,
699, 701,
701, 761,
761, 1350, 1352,
for,
Spain_--___ 59,
1353
59, 699,
699, 1352,
1352, 1353
for, War
War with
with Spain
Pay Clerks,
Army,
Clerks, Army,
Pay
appropriation
481,
896
481, 896
for retired
retired ---------appropriation for
Pay, Marine
Marine Corps,
Corps,
Pay,
appropriation
201, 878
allowances-_-__ 201,
for, and allowances_
appropriation for,
deficiency
appropriation for ---------57,
deficiency appropriation
1353
760, 1349, 1351, 1353
61, 698,
698, 760,
Pay,
Pay, Navy,
Navy,
appropriation for,
miscellaneous_ -_-__ 183, 862
for, miscellaneous
appropriation
Reattendance
at International
International Reattendance at
search
862
etc -meetings, etc
Council meetings,
search Council
collecting,
etc., information
information_ _
862
---__ 184,
184, 862
collecting, etc.,
etc _
-- _ 184, 862
interned prisoners
prisoners of war, etc_
interned
private
damages claims
claims-------- 184, 862
private damages
restriction
naval disrestriction on use at naval
tricts
tricts---------------------- 184, 862
clerical, etc., services at yards
limit, clerical,
and
184, 862
stations--------------- 184,
and stations
for officers
193, 871
for
officers ------------------for rental
allowance------------- 193, 872
rental allowance
for
for subsistence
allowance
193, 872
872
---for
subsistence allowance--193, 872
officers
193
for retired,
retired, officers------------for retired,
retired, enlisted
men--------- 193, 872
enlisted men
for
reenlistment extra pay, etc
etc_--__ 193, 872
for reenlistment
for interest
interest on deposits, enlisted
enlisted
for
men
193, 872
193,872
men---------------------officers, seamen,
seamen, etc---etc
193, 872
for petty officers,
machinists, apprentice seamen,
seamen,
for machinists,
etc
193,
872
193, 872
etc------------------- -for,
allowances, Nurse
Nurse CorpsCorps_ 193, 872
872
and allowances,
for, and
for
rental and
subsistence, enlisted
enlisted
and subsistence,
for rental
men
193,
872
193,872
-------------men--for
Fleet Naval
Reserve retainer
retainer and
Naval Reserve
for Fleet
active
service,
872
allowance- 193, 872
and allowance_
active service, and
for
gratuities -----------193, 872
872
death gratuities
for death
fund--- 193, 872
all
accounted for
for as one fund
all accounted
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for, and allowallowdeficiency
ances
57,
ances----------------------61,
698, 700,
1351, 1353
760, 1349, 1351,
700, 760,
61, 698,
57,
for, miscellaneous----------------miscellaneous
for,
61, 689,
689, 698,
698, 700,
1349, 1351
760, 1349,
700, 760,
61,
Pay Readjustment
Readjustment of
Navy, etc.,
Army, Navy,
of Army,
Pay
National Guard
allowance to National
Guard officers of allowance
longevity
250
credit ---------pay credit
longevity pay
rental
to officers below brigallowance to
rental allowance
250
adier
general, etc ------------adier general,
method of
of determining
one
rate for one
determining rate
method
room
250
room ---------------------basis of allowance
officers with
allowance to officers
basis
dependents
250
dependents-----------------having
251
dependent -----------no dependent
having no
none allowed,
allowed, while in
in the field, etc.,
none
if
no dependent------dependent
251
if having
having no
if
permanent
quarters at permanent
assigned quarters
if assigned
station
251
station --------------------regulations to
made by the Presito be
be made
regulations
dent,
251
etc-----------------dent, etc
retainer pay
of members of Fleet Naval
pay of
retainer
or Marine
Reserve, comCorps Reserve,
Marine Corps
or
puted; minimum
__ _
251
allowance---minimum allowance_
puted;
enlisted
for longevity
longevity pay,
men credited
credited for
enlisted men
for active
commisas commisservice as
active service
for
251
sioned or
or warrant
officers----warrant officers
sioned
allowances
National Guard for air
to National
allowances to
251
service duties,
at camps,
camps, etc_
etc--duties, at
service
band
pay,
of Naval
Naval Academy band
etc., of
pay, etc.
rated -------------------251
251
rated
retired
officers under
under Act
of
Act of
of officers
pay of
retired pay
1922, construed
252
construed-------------1922,
effective
1, 1922------------1922
252
July 1,
effective July
Payne,
B. (widow),
(widow),
Elizabeth B.
Payne, Elizabeth
.
.ni..n
i;nr
pension
1--l-l----- increased
U --------------

....

-------

- --
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Payne, Ninetta
Ninetta (widow),
(widow),
Payne,
pension
1501
pension _------------------------_
Payne, Susan
V. (widow),
Payne,
Susan V.
pension
1421
------ 1421
pension- -_---------------__
Payne, W.
W. F.,
F.,
Payne,
payment
for property
damages__ _ 1558
1558
to, for
property damages---payment to,
Pea, Minerva
P. (widow),
(widow),
Minerva P.
Pea,
1470
pension
pension _----------------------- - 1470
Peace River, Fla.,
Fla.,
Peace
to
preliminary
examination, etc.,
etc., of, to
preliminary examination,
1194
made
1194
be made-------------------Peacock Military
Military College,
Peacock
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for use of
of
deficiency
property
of
1317
1317
property of-----------------Peak,
Adeline
(widow),
(widow),
Peak, Adaline
pension
1445
1445
pension ___-------------------- --Pearl Harbor,
Hawaii,
Harbor, Hawaii,
Pearl
appropriation for
naval station, imfor naval
appropriation
provements
876
provements---------------- 198, 876
public works_ 198, 877
877
for submarine
submarine base, public
199
etc-for
air station
station buildings, etc__
naval air
for naval
for
water
and Navy water
Army and
joint Army
for joint
supply
488
supply ---------------------deficiency
appropriation for acquiring
deficiency appropriation
private
fishery rights
rights in, and
private fishery
adjacent
to
690
adjacent to---------------additional
buildings at naval hospital,
additional buildings
·•
authorized from naval hospital
hospital
196
fund
196
fund----------------------amount
improveauthorized for harbor improveamount authorized
ments,
station at-------at
1276
1276
naval station
ments, naval
contract
for constructing
oil tanks,
constructing oil
contract for
55
canceled, etc --.etc.,
etc., at, to be canceled,
Pearl River,
Pearl
River,
authorized across,
across, at Battle
bridge authorized
102
Bluff Crossing, Miss --------Grigsbys Ferry,
101
Miss-------------Ferry, Miss
Grigsbys
Jackson, Miss
646
Miss------------------- 28, 646
Jackson,
88
Meeks
Miss
Ferry,? Miss---------------Meeks Ferry
between Saint
Parish,
Tammany Parish,
Saint Tammany
between
19
La., and
and Hancock
Hancock County,
County, Miss_
19
La.,
time
extended for
for bridging, near
time extended
1141
---Georgetown, Miss-----Georgetown,
Pearls,
Pearls,
dealers;
excise
tax
on,
sold,
etc.,
by
excise tax on, sold, etc.,
exception -------------------324
exception
N. (widow),
Pearson, Ellen N.
Pearson,
1511
pension
1511
--pension--------------------Pease,
(widow),
C. (widow),
Nancy C.
Pease, Nancy
pension increased
1500
increased--- ---------------pension
Peat,
Peat,
appropriation for publication of exappropriation
periments, etc.,
in, to deteretc., in,
periments,
1143
mine commercial
1143
commercial use, etc ----mine
Pecans,
Pecans,
appropriation for
for investigating
diseases
investigating diseases
appropriation
of
830
------------------------ 440, 830
of
for
investigating
growing,
marketfor investigating growing, market442, 832
ing, etc.,
832
of --------------etc., of
ing,
Peck,
Addie (widow),
(widow),
Peck, Addie
1448
pension
1448
pension--------------------------Peck, Jane
Jane Eliza (widow),
Peck,
pension
increased
1503
pension increased------------------Pecuniary Claims
Claims between
United States
States
between United
Pecuniary
and
Great Britain,
Britain,
and Great
appropriation for
of arbitratarbitratexpenses of
for expenses
appropriation
ing
213, 1022
213,1022
ing---------------------Pee Dee,
Dee, N.
C.,
N. C.,
Pee
bridge authorized
authorized across
across Peedee
Peedee River
River
bridge
17
near
17
near-----------------------Pee Dee
Dee River,
Pee
bridge
authorized across,
across, Yawhannah
Yawhannah
bridge authorized
44
Ferry,
S. C
C------------------Ferry, S.
1429
1429
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Peedee
Page.
Page.
River,
Peedee River,
authorized across, Pee Dee,
bridge authorized
N.
C --------------------17
-17
N.C
647
Savage Landing,
C------------Landing, S. C
Savage
Y.,
Peekskill, N. Y.,
preliminary examination,
etc., of, harexamination, etc.,
preliminary
made--------------- 1192
bor to be made
Peirce, Charles
F.,
Charles F.,
Peirce,
of
1561
in accounts
accounts of--------allowed in
credit allowed
Pelham, Sarah
Sarah (widow),
(widow),
Pelham,
1392
pension increased
increased ----------------Pena, Francisca
Francisca Chavez de
(widow),
de (widow),
Pena,
1487
pension ------------------------Penal Bonds,
Penal
acceptance
acceptance of Federal bonds or notes
as,
authorized
349
as, authorized---------------in lieu of personal or corporate, etc.,
sureties
349
sureties- ----------------to be deposited in Federal depositorydepository_
349
return of, when obligation performedperformed_
350
to be withheld from contractor for
war supplies,
supplies, etc., to secure
secure subcontractor
350
contractor---- -------------priority
United States not
priority of
of United
affected ------------------350
affected
inconsistent laws modified --------350
inconsistent
judicial authority,
authority not affected ------ 350
judicial
Penal
Penitentiaries,
Institutions (see Penitentiaries,
Penal Institutions
United States).
Pend
d'Oreille River,
River,
Pend d'Oreille
.bridge authorized
authorize across, Washington
Washington
and Idaho --------------1092
-1092
Penitentiaries
United States (see also
United
also
Penitentiaries,
Prisons, United States),
appropriation
maintenance, LeavenLeavenappropriation for maintenance,
worth,
1031
Kans --------------___
worth, Kans..
Atlanta, Ga ---------------1032
for Atlanta,
for
McNeil
Island,
Wash
for McNeil Island, Wash ---------- 1032
restriction on construction
restriction
construction of new,
etc., buildings
223
buildings----------- ---etc.,
maintenance,
Leavenworth,
maintenance,
Leavenworth,
for
Kans., additional,
additional, 1925 ------.
709
construction,
Leavenworth,
for
Leavenworth,
Kans., additional,
709
1925-------additional, 1925
for Atlanta, Ga., additional,
additional, 1925__
1925_ _
709
for McNeil Island, Wash., additional,
709
tional, 1925
1925---------.------deficiency appropriation
appropriation for erecting
erecting
deficiency
factories,etc.,Leavenworth,Kans_
45
factories,etc.,Leavenworth,KansMcNeil Island, Wash, water supfor McNeil
ply
45
ply----------------.------45
for Leavenworth,
Leavenworth, Kans., maintenance
687, 1333
tenance-----------_--maintenance
688, 1334
for Atlanta, Ga., maintenance_
1334
Wash., mainfor McNeil Island, Wash.,
tenance ---------------- 688, 1334
for Industrial
Industrial Institution for Women,
Women,
construction, etc ------------1334
construction,
shoes, brooms, etc., to be manufacmanufactured by inmates of LeavenLeavenworth, Kans ------66
_----.---Pennisten,
Louisa (widow),
Pennisten, Louisa
pension
•
1486
------------------.--Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania,
appropriation
appropriation for reimbursing, for
marine school
school expenses
184, 863
marine
expenses- ...
Allegheny National Forest, set apart-_
apart_ _ 1925
Allegheny
amount to be contributed
contributed by, for survey of Allegheny and MononMonon250
control_
gahela Rivers for flood control__
Pennsylvania and Newark Railroad
Railroad ComPennsylvania
pany,
extended for bridging
bridging Delaware
time extended
River, Trenton, N. J., by Pennsylvania Railroad
Railroad Company and
738
sylvania

Pennsylvania
Page.
Page.
D. C.,
Avenue Bridge SE., D.
Pennsylvania Avenue
appropriation for repairs and refloorappropriation
ing;
from gasoline-tax
gasoline-tax fund
fund ----550
ing; from
Pennsylvania
Railroad Company,
Company,
PennsylvaniaRailroad
agreement with, for reconstructing
reconstructing
agreement
bridge across
Chesapeake and
across Chesapeake
bridge
Delaware
Canal, ratified,
1
119
97
7
1197
etc - -__ 1
ratified, etc_
Delaware Canal,
1197
use of funds for
for-----------------time extended
extended for bridging Delaware
time
River, Trenton, N. J.,
J., by PennPennsylvania and Newark Railroad
Railroad
sylvania
Company and
738
and---------------Pennypacker,
(widow),
Pennypacker, Mary H. (widow),
14
73
48
0
1440
pension
pension--------------------------Pensacola
Fla.,
PensacolaBay, Fla.,
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., of waterpreliminary
way,
to Mobile
Mobile Bay
Bay to
to be
be made_
1194
made_ 1194
way, to
Pensacola, Fla.,
Fla.,
Pensacola,
appropriation
buildings, naval
naval air
for buildings,
appropriation for
station
199, 877
station -----------------acceptance
etc., for water
water
acceptance of lands, etc.,
supply
199
- 199
-----------supply -funds
availfunds for buildings, etc., not avail199
assured_ 11
able until water supply assured..
19
94
9
preliminary
examination, etc., of, harpreliminary examination,
entrance to be made
made----- - 1194
bor entrance
titles
to
in, quitclaimed
quitclaimed to
to certain lots in,
titles to
possessors
738
conditions------possessors of; conditions
Pension Office, Interior
Interior Department,
Department,
Pension
appropriation
Commissioner, and
for Commissioner,
appropriation for
office personnel-----------personnel
414,
1164
414,1164
for Army and Navy
Navy pensions__
__ 414, 1164
pensions---investigations, etc_
etc
414, 1164
diem, investigations,
per diem,
for per
for office
office supplies, etc --------- 414, 1164
etc., examining
examining surgeonssurgeons.. 414, 1164
for fees, etc.,
for
under Civil
Service ReCivil Service
expenses under
for expenses
tirement
Act1164
------------- 414, 1164
tirement Act
deficiency appropriation
etc.,
appropriation for fees, etc.,
deficiency
examining surgeons_surgeons___ 41, 61, 684, 1330
examining
expenses under Civil Service
Service ReRefor expenses
Act----------------56
tirement Act
Pensions,
Pensions,
appropriation
Commissioner of, and
appropriation for Commissioner
office personnel
personnel ---------- 414, 1164
for Army and Navy----------Navy
414, 1164
Navy from naval
naval fund ----- - 414, 1164
Navy
separate accounts
accounts required---required_ ___ 414, 1164
for fees, etc.,
etc., examining surgeons_ 414, 1164
deficiency
etc.,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for fees, etc.,
examining
examining surgeons_
surgeons. -__ 41, 61, 684, 1330
papers relating to, claims exempt from
336
stamp tax
tax-------------------Pensions,
Commissioner of,
Pensions, Commissioner
appropriation
for__
1164
414, 1164
--------------- 414,
-.
appropriation for
Pensions Granted,
Granted,
Pensions
1522
.-------Abbott, Benton__
_
1
1
5
422
1
Benton--..-----..
Abbott,
1481
---------Abbott, Charles-------..
Charles8
Abbott,
Abbott,
Esta__
..1394
1394
-..-------------------.
Abbott, Esta
Abear, David-___
David1487
1487
-----Abear,
1487
John 1487
.---------------------Abear, John
1409
Abner, Walter G
G -----------------Ackerman, Annie
1473
-------- -Ackerman,
Annie1473
Acuff, Samuel E--------------E
1390
Acuff,
1471
----------Adams, Julia1471
Addington.Margaret
1451
1451
Margaret A
A------------Addington.
1407
Ahern, Catherine
1407
___...--- --- _
Ahern,
Catherine
1411
Aiken, Mary B
B-...1411 -------------Aiken,
Alarcon, Nestor_
1487
...
----Nestor--_1487
..
Alarcon,
Albaugh, Lilly_____
Lilly
1510
Albert, Josephine
1506
Josephine-- --------15222
Albright, Sophia
Sophia-------------Aldrich,
Hester
E
1
1
52
4
23
1423
Aldrich, Hester E-----------------Alexander,
1435
Alexander, Jennie
Jennie.----------- -----1386
Alexander,
T -------------Rebecca T
Alexander, Rebecca
1460
Allen, Anna E-------------------E
1134606

INDEX.
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Pensions Granted-Continued.
Granted—Continued.
Pensions
Allison, Carrie
M
Carrie M..-------------Allison,
Alloway, Rosetta
Rosetta _---------------Alloway,
Alter, Belle
Belle Thompson
Thompson-----------Alter,
Amos, Isadore
Isadora-------------Amos,
Anderson, Louis
Louis ---------Anderson,
Anderson, Mary
Mary Ann
Ann ---------------Anderson,
Anderson,
Thomas ---------------Anderson, Thomas
Andrews,
Elizabeth A------------A
Andrews, Elizabeth
Andrews,
Henry J
J--------------Andrews, Henry
Andrews,
Mable
Andrews, Mable ----------------Andrews, Margaret
Margaret ---------------Andrews,
Angle, Jessy
Jessy__..-------------------Angle,
---Rafel-----Apodaca, Jose Rafel
Apodaca,
Aquisse, Choor
------Choor. ----------Aquisse,
Arnold, James
James H.------------------H
Arnold,
Arnold,
James M
M---------------Arnold, James
-------------Ashley,
Jane N---..
N
Ashley, Jane
Ashton,
Douzilla ----------------Ashton, Douzilla
Atherton,
A
Sarah A----------------Atherton, Sarah
Atkins,
Nellie L
L ---------------Atkins, Nellie
Atkinson,
George A
A----------------Atkinson, George
Austeel,
E--------------Frances E
Austeel, Frances
Austin, Lydia
Lydia JJ-------------------Austin,
Ayers, George---------------------George
Ayers,
Baca, Manuel-------------Manuel
Baca,
Baca,
Refugo Sales
de --_----------Salas de
Baca, Refugo
Bache,
Harriet--------------------Bache, Harriet
Backes,
Mathias
Backes, Mathias------------------Bagley,
Henry C
C-----------------Bagley, Henry
Bailey,
Elizabeth S. F
F.-------------Bailey, Elizabeth
Bailey,
Irene E------------------E
Bailey, Irene
Bailey, Joseph
Joseph...-----------------Bailey,
F ----------------.
Bailey, Thomas
Thomas F
Bailey,
Bailey, Walter
..----------.. ----A
Walter A
Bailey,
Baker,
E--------------------Anna E
Baker, Anna
Baker,
Linda A------------------A
Baker, Linda
Baker,
Mathew ------------------Baker, Mathew
Ball, Edith
Edith M
M --------------------Ball,
Ballard, Anna
Anna--------------------Ballard,
Bandhauer, Essie------------------Essie
Bandhauer,
Banks, Alexander
Alexander R.--------------R
Banks,
Bentz,
Kate-----------------------Bantz, Kate
Banziger,
Delia N-----------------N
Banziger, Delia
Bapp,
Kate J.---.................
J
Bapp, Kate
Barger,
Catherine ----------.-------Barger, Catherine
Barnacle,
John H_-----------H
Barnacle, John
Barnard,
M
Alice M-------------Barnard, Alice
Barnes,
S-..--.--------------Etta S
Barnes, Etta
Barnes,
Mary B-------------------B
Barnes, Mary
Barnes, Rosy
J.--.----------.-----.
Rosy J.
Barnes,
Barnett, Celestia
Celestia.-----------------.
Barnett,
Barr, Edward,
jr---------------Edward, jr
Barr,
Barrett, Levi
Levi .---------------------Barrett,
Barton, Esther
Esther ----------------Barton,
Bass,
M--..----------------Annie M
Bass, Annie
Bassett,
Bertha -----------------Bassett, Bertha
Bassett,
E -----------------Mary E
Bassett, Mary
Batdorf,
Lillian ---------Batdorf, Lillian
Bates,
Orominah
Bates, Orominah----------Bauer,
Elmira ------------------Bauer, Elmira
Bauer,
Joseph ----------------....
Bauer, Joseph
Beach,
Anna R.
H
.---------------R. H
Beach, Anna
Beam, George
George J-..----------------J
Beam,
Beam,
Lillie
Beam, Lillie ..------------------..Beardsley,
A---------------Katie A
Beardsley, Katie
Beason, Sarah
Sarah---------------------.
Beason,
Beaver, Barbara
Barbara.------------------.
Beaver,
Beckwith, James
W -.-------------James W
Beckwith,
Bedortha,
Lydia.-----------------Bedortha, Lydia
Beekman, Lucetta
Lucetta ----------------Beekman,
Beiler,
Joseph B
B------------------Beiler, Joseph
Bell,
David-------------Bell, David
Bell,
D
Matilda D.------------------Bell, Matilda
Bench, Cordelia
Cordelia-------------------Bench,

Page.
1425
1444
1444
1464
1464
1509
1509
1408
1408
1438
1438
1415
1483
1534
1485
1452
1382
1406
1384
1446
1411
1430
1430
1513
1513
1419
1419
1433
1383
1383
1507
1507
1485
1398
1406
1503
1402
1395
1445
1480
1480
1456
1456
1408
1389
1396
1452
1498
1384
1442
1457
1398
1398
1488
1521
1500
1453
1453
1412
1404
1480
1480
1475
1507
1500
1500
1447
1447
1509
1509
1481
1481
1507
1491
1477
1503
1520
1525
1419
1419
1385
1385
1431
1445
1445
1509
150C
1500
1505
1505
1443
1443
1431
1431
1448
1448
1477
1477
1409
1409
1426
1426
1445
1445
145(
1456

2209
2209

Pensions
Granted-Continued.
Pensions Granted—Continued.
Benham, Flora
B------------------.
Flora B
Benham,
Bennett, Elisha
jr---------------__
L., jr
Elisha L.,
Bennett,
Bennett, Susan
E---------------Susan E
Bennett,
Benston,
Emma..---------------Benston, Emma
Bentz,
Susan.. ---------------Bentz, Susan
Berg,
R-------------------Joseph R
Berg, Joseph
Berry,
Lewis ---------------------Berry, Lewis
Best,
Anna E
E------ ---Best, Anna
Bevans,
Sarah B
B---- ------------Bevans, Sarah
Bicknell,
A
---------Clara A
Bicknell, Clara
J-_
Billig,
Margaret J
Billig, Margaret
Birch, Sarah
- --------------Sarah
Birch,
-----------Bird, Gregory
Gregory Bird,
Birkhimer, Laura
Birkhimer,
Bishop, Harriet
Harriet A-------A
Bishop,
------.
Bishop, Henry
Henry T-T
Bishop,

Lucinda--------------Bittner
Bittner,
Black, HLucinda
ester A
Black, Hester A-----------------------Blackman, MargaretMargaret -------Blackman,
Blackwood, Delphina
E
Delphina E---------Blackwood,
Blair,
Melissa -------------------Blair, Malissa
S-----------------Blaisdell, Helen
Helen S
Blaisdell,
Blakely,
Sarah ----------------Blakely, Sarah
Blakeslee,
Arthur R
R -------------.
Blakeslee, Arthur
Blunt,
B
Margaret B-----------------Blunt, Margaret
Bobo,
Charles F
----F-------Bobo, Charles
Boggs,
Allen Y
Y -------.----.----...
Boggs, Allen
Boggs, Sarah
Sarah J_
J -- ----------------Boggs,
Bolender, Sarah
Sarah JJ ------------Bolender,
Bonaccorsi, Alfred-----------------Alfred
Bonaccorsi,
Bond, Jennie
Jennie M-----------------M .
Bond,
Bonk, Fannie
Fannie... ---------------Bonk,
Bonta, Claude
Claude L
L- ----------------Bonta,
Bonter, Edith
Edith---------------------Bonter,
Boone,
Rosa_
Boone, Rosa--------------------Booth,
Henry E
E --------------Booth, Henry
Boots,
Belle
-------------Boots, Belle-----Bourne,
G --------Jennie G
Bourne, Jennie
Boutelle,
Almira
L
---Boutelle, Almira L
Bower,
Hannah --------------Bower, Hannah
Bowers,
Annie R
--------------R
Bowers, Annie
Bowhall,
A
Lottie A-----------------Bowhall, Lottie
Bowley,
Lelia
E
E-------------------Lelia
Bowley,
--------------Boyd, Jennie
Jennie----Boyd,
Boye, Frances
Frances M
M-----------------Boye,
Boyer, Andrew
Andrew---..
Boyer,
-----------------Boyer, Lydia
Brabazon, Minnie----------------Minnie
Brabazon,
Bradbury Florence
Florence S_
S- - ---------- Bradbury
Bradley,James
P__ ---__ _
Bradley, James P.
-.--Bradley,
Bradley, Jane -----Bradshaw,
----Bell-------Bradshaw, Bell
Braley,
Everett -------------------Braley, Everett
Brandyberry,
C
Mary CBrandyberry, Mary
Brannon,
John T----------------T
Brannon, John
Brelsford, Lang
Lany.M ---------Brelsford,
---Brennan, Annie
Annie -----Brennan,
Brigance, Martha
A ----Martha A
Brigance,
Briggs, Laura
Laura_-------Briggs,
Briggs, Philena
Philena -----------------Briggs,
Brisco, Minnie
Minnie---------------------Brisco,
Brittenham, Mary---------Mary
Brittenham,
Annie ---------Dorothy AnnieBritton, Dorothy
Britton, Elizabeth
Elizabeth E---------------E
Britton,
Broadbent, Mahela
E
Mahala E------------Broadbent,
Brooks, Alva
Alva C
C -------------------Brooks,
Brooks, Fannie
N. ----------------Fannie N
Brooks,
Brooks, Mary
A
Mary A-------------------Brooks,
Brown, Clarenda
Clarenda -----------------Brown,
Brown, Elizabeth
Elizabeth K
Brown,
Brown, Frances
Frances A---------------A
Brown,
Brown, Julia
Julia A
--------------A--.
Brown,
Brown,
Laura
I
Brown, Laura I-----------Brown,
J--------------------Mary J
Brown, Mary

Page.
Page.
1482
1452
1443
1443
1504
1504
1479
1479
1426
1426
1511
1511
1450
1430
1470
1470

1520
1520
1451
1419
1419
1464
1464
1454
1454
1393

1474

1474
1483
1483
1416
1526
1526
1523
1442
1442
1484
1484
1438
1438
1485
1392
1392
1521
1455
1455
1410
1412
1412
1478
1478
1491
1394
1394
1472
1472
1514
1385
1531
1457
1453
1481
1499
1421
1440
1440
1417
1417
1480
1480
1476
1476
1426
1426
1462
1462
1426
1426
1397
1479
1479
1442
1411
1411
1439
1391
1478
1478
1503
1390
1390
1394
1473
1473
1476
1476
1523
1403
1403
1446
1424
1408
1408
1491
1457
1457
1533
1502
1390
1430
1430
1420
1420
1517
1517

2210
2210

INDEX.
INDEX.

Pensions
Page.
Page
Pensions Granted—Continued.
Granted-Continued.
Sarah Irene ---------------1471
Brown, Sarah
Sarah J
J----------------Brown, Sarah
1490
E--------------1515
Browning, Irvin E
1515
Brunaugh,
1464
_--------Brunaugh SusanBuckley,
1397
Buckley, Timothy F
F----------.
Bulls,
Susanna-------------------Bulla, Susanna
1481
1407
Burch, Charles ------------------Burg, Mary
Mary E-------------------E
1516
1516
Burgett,
E---------------1415
Burgett, John E
1415
Burke, Betsy A-----------------1527
Burkett, Silas G -----------------1386
Burkhart, Daniel------------------Daniel
Burkhart,
1500
1500
Eliza-----------------Burns, Eliza
1471
Burns, Richard
Richard------------------- 1384
Burns, Sarah JJ---- ---------1533
_-1533
Adeline Ray
Ray -----------Burroughs, Adeline
1503
Armilda --------------Burroughs, Armilda
1388
1388
Roe,alia M
Burroughs, Rosalia
M-------------- 1435
1435
Burton, George
George H ---------------1384
Bush, Etta------Etta
-- -----------1455
Bush, William Henry
Henry--- _---------1388
1388
A--------------1398
Butler, James A
1398
Butler, Jerome
Jerome B
B-----------------1387
Butler, Martha
Martha E ------------- 1474
Rebecca J
1452
Butler, Rebecca
J ----------------Viola
Butler, Viola----------------------1382
Butts, Reka
Reka-------------------- 1517
1517
A
Byam, Sarah A-------------------1387
1387
L -------------------Byers, Alice L
1417
1417
Cahey, Hannah E
Cahey
E-----------------1471
Edmund J----------------J
Cain, Edmund
- 1483
A ----------Cain, Mary
Marv A
_-----1446
1446
Caldwell, Kate -------------1443
1423
Campbell,
Cora -----------------1423
Campbell, Cora
Campbell,
1419
Campbell, Emma J---------------J
1419
Campbell, Nettie
Nettie----------------1505
Norman----------------1411
Campbell, Norman
1411
Ella H-----------1422
----Candy, Ela
A
Carl, Emma A-------------------1436
Carlin, Mary ----------Carlin,
------ 1451
M
Carpenter, Bridget M--------------1520
Carpenter, Edward-----------------Edward
Carpenter,
1440
1440
Carroll, Phoebe
Phoebe --------.
1422
Carroll,
----Carroll, Sarah E---------------E
Carroll,
- 1489
Christena J-------------J
-1521
Carter, Christena
Luren M
Carter, Luren
M -------------1526
Castor, Lena ---------------1426
Caudill, Mary
Mary -----------------Caudill,
1467
Celley,
Bessie B--------------B
- 1453
Celley, Bessie
Caney,
Catherine _
1534
Celley, Catherine-----------------Chadsey, Phoebe A
A---------------1508
Chambers,
George Peyton
Peyton ----------Chambers, George
1393
Champlin, Sarah
Sarah F
F----.-----------1423
Chandley, Banner----------------1382
Chaney,
Edward------------------1393
Chaney, Edward
Chapman,
1532
Chapman, Augusta
Augusta ---------------- 1532
Chapman,
G
1507
Chapman, Lizzie G----------------Chapman, Sylvanus
Sylvanus ------------.-- 1489
1489
Chapman,
Charleston, John ------------------1533
Charleston
1383
Chester, William JJ ---------------Chill, Adelia ---------------1485
Chilson, Elisha M ------------- 1505
Chitwood,
Chitwood, Kate ------------------1457
Church, Esther T---------------.
T
1449
Church,
Church, William
1442
1442
Church,
William--------.--------Churchill, George
George Willis
Willis-----------1498
Churchill,
Cisneros, Felipe Peratay
Peratay ----------1487
Cisneros,
Clapper, Mandy ---------------1528
Clark,
M ---------------Clark, Adelaide
Adelaide M
1529
Clark, Florence C------------C
1473, 1496
Clark, Phebe
Phebe --------------------1475
Clark, Susan --------------------1450
Clayton, Anna G
1426
G------------------- 1426
Clear, Kate E--------------------1437
Clement, Welthey
Welthey A--------------A
1462

Page,
Pensions Granted-Continued.
Granted—Continued.
Page,
Pensions
Cline, James M
1394
M ------------1394
Coburn, Lucy J
1516
J.-----------1516
Coburn, Watson S
1388
Coburn,
S.---------------1388
Cochrane, Jane
Jane F
F --------------1531
Cochrane,
1531
Coey, Christena
1401
Coey,
Christena
.-------------1401
Coffee, Lester
Lester L-----L
1396
Coffee,
-----1396
Coffman, Dora ----------------1420
Coffman,
1420
Cohen,
George
Cohen, G
eorge ---------1513
1513
1530
Cole, Erskine A
A-------------1530
1422
Cole, Julia B
1422
B.---------------S
1524
Cole, Sally S.
------------1524
Coleman, Marilla
IVIarilla R
1453
Coleman,
R---1453
Coleman,
William
1393
Coleman, William-------1393
1457
Collett, Lavenia A
A------------ 1457
Collier, Martha E
E ------------1517
1517
Coffins,
A
1496
Collins, Amelia A------1496
Collins, John C
C..
1403
------------1403
Colson, James -------1487
_________ 1487
Combs,
1386
1386
Combs, Grant ----------- ____-----Combs, Harriet
Harriet ------------------1494
1494
Combs, John S
1385
S.-----------1385
Comstock, Anna -------------1479
1479
Comstock, Milligan
Milligan ---------1397
__-__1397
Condon, Sylvester
Sylvester -----------1452
1452
Julia -------------------1506
Conger, Julia
1506
Carlos
1406
Conklin, Carlos
-_-------1406
Henry M
1385
Conlin, Henry
M --------------1385
Conner, Frances
Frances
1428
Conner
--.---------------1428
E -----1441
1441
Cook, Lucy E
-------.
-Cook, Theodore F
F ----------------1519
Cook,
1519
Cooney, Jennie
Jennie --1504
Alva C------....
C
1384
1384
Cooper, Alva
Charles
1477
1477
Cooper, Charles-----------------Cooper,
1408
S----------------1408
Cooper, Charles
Charles S
Cooprider, Samira
E ----- --.
1435
Cooprider,
Samira E
Coptn, Lucian
Lucian D -----------------1399
1399
Copn,
1516
Corbin, Ellen N ----------_
1516
Corcoran, Lillian
H
1399
Lillian H------------_1399
Cornelius, Charles M -1421
---------1421
Cornell, Mary L
L .--------------1458
_1458
Cornick, William
William ---------------1459
1459
Margaret--1442
Corr, Margaret
1442
---------Correll, Henry F
1511
Correll,
F -----------------1511
Cost, Malvina
Malvina ------------------1452
Cost,
1452
Cowan, Julie
1531
Cowan,
Julie--------------------- 1531
1456
Cox, Amelia C
C:.-----___-- __-..
1456
Craig, Anna
Anna M
1508
M -----------1508
Craig, Jasper
Jasper 0------------------0
1390
1390
Crampton,
1524
Crampton William A
A--------------- 1524
Crandall,
1495
1495
Crandall, Jane
Jane
----------Crawford, Catharine
Catharine -----------1444
1444
Crawford, William----------------William
1512
1512
H------------Crim, Charles H
1443
1443
Crim, Robert
Robert Owen ---------------1404
1404
Criswell, Oscar
1500
1500
Oscar- --.
...
Crockett, Affie
M
1503
Crockett,
Affie M----- _.
1503
Crosley, Rohama ...-1533
Crosley,
---1533
Cross, Sabra
Sabra .----------------.--- 1496
1496
Crow, Catherine------------------Catherine
1464
Crow,
1464
Croxford, Carrie E.--E
1495
Croxford,
---.....
1495
Crum, Nancy
1432
Crum,
Nancy J
J.-----.---------- -1432
Cummings, Elizabeth
1452
Cummings,
Elizabeth-----1452
Curran, Ellen L---------------L
1394
Curran,
1394
Curtis, Parthine
Parthine ------------------1439
Curtis,
1439
Cusick, Elida G------------G
1419
1419
Cuthbert, Margaret
Margaret J
1428
J -----------1428
1400
Dahlgren, Axel -------------------1400
Dailey, Lizzie
Lizzie F
1489
F ------------1489
Dam, Albertina M
1489
M---------------1489
Danforth, Mary L
1532
L-----------1532
Daniel,
1445
Daniel, Am
Asa -----------_ -------- 1445
Daniel, James R -------------1391
1391
1390
Daniels, Robert M
M ------------1390
E----------- _-__---1417
Daniels, Ruth E
1417
Danison, Anna
Anna--- ---------------1431
1431

INDEX.
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Granted—Continued.
Pensions
Darling, Jennie R------------------R
Darling,
J-------------------Darling, Mary J
Daugherty,
J---------------Daugherty, Emma J

Daugherty,
Marguerite
Daugherty, Marguerite------------Davidson,
B--------------Davidson, Annie E. B
Davis,
Alnaira
Davis, Almira -------------------Davis,
Elizabeth
Davis, Elizabeth------------------Margaret
Davis, Margaret-------------------P
Davis, Mary P--------------------Dawson, Margaret
Margaret -----------------Dawson,
Dawson, Thomas G---------------G
Dawson,
Day, Caroline
Caroline__------------------Day,
Day,
Ella
Day, Ella---.------------------Day,
Frances E------------------E
Day, Frances
De
Witt, Margaret
J
Margaret J---------------DeWitt,
Debuke,
Thomas -----------------Debuke, Thomas
DeGroff,
Lucy-----------------DeGroff, Lucy
Deihl,
Mary A
A------------------Deihl, Mary
Dencker,
W----------------Dencker, Charles W
Deuel, Delnora
---------Delnora- ------Deuel,
Devereux, Flora Hopkins ----------Devereux,
Devine, Thomas
Thomas-------------------Devine,
Devlin, Margaret
Margaret-----------------Devlin,
Dewalt, Russell
Russell-------------------Dewalt,
Dewitt, Salle
Sallie-------------Dewitt,
Deyo,
Esther A
A----------------Deyo, Esther
Deyo,
Virginia V
V------------------Deyo, Virginia
Dick,
Eliza J
J-------------------Dick, Eliza
Dickey,
Jennie J------------------J
Dickey, Jennie
Dietrich,
Wilhemina W
W-------------Dietrich, Wilhemina
L
Dill, Mary L--------------------Di'llshay Lavinia---------------Lav i
ni
a
Dillahay
Doane, &rrie
E-------------------arrie E
Doane,
Dobner, Sarah
Sarah---------------------Dobner,
Dockery, Benjamin----------------Benjamin
Dockery,
Doherty,
K----------------Annie K
Doherty, Annie
Doll,
Sarah JJ -------------------Doll, Sarah
Donahue,
Margaret
Donahue, Margaret---------------James-------------------Donnelly, James
Dosch, Mary
Mary----------------------Dosch,
Dossett, Elizabeth
Elizabeth ---------------Dossett,
Dotson,
Margarett E
E--------------Dotson, Margarett
Dotter,
Margary ----------------Dotter, Margary
Doucette,
M ---------------Carrie M
Doucette, Carrie
Douglas,
Minerva -----------------Douglas, Minerva
Douglas,
A
Sarah A------------------Douglas, Sarah
Drake,
Phillipa
Drake, Phillipa--------------------Drenning, Elizabeth
Elizabeth-------------Drenning,
Driskill, Margaret
Margaret C
C---------------Driskill
Duffy, James ---------------------Dugent, Emma
L----------------Emma L
Dugent,
Dum, Frederick
J------------------Frederick J
Dum,
Dunkerson,
Eliza
J.--------------Dunkerson, Eliza J
Dunlap,
Harrietta
Dunlap, Harrietta----------------Dunlap,
S------------------Dunlap, Lydia S
Dunn,
Grace-------------------Dunn, Grace
Dunn,
Henry
F
Dunn, Henry F-------------------Dunn, Mattie
Mattie ------------------Dunn,
Dunn, Oscar
Oscar J------------------J
Dunn,
Dupree,
Laura C
C------------------Dupree, Laura
Duty,
Rebecca
Duty, Rebecca-------------------Duvall,
Maria
L
amar
Duvall, Maria Lamar_-----------Dyer,
Harriett S
S----------------Dyer, Harriett
Ends,
Eads, Isaac ___----------------Eames, Seth P--------------------P
Earnest,
Cynthia
Earnest, Cynthia---------------Eaton,
Eaton, Zilpah II-----------------Eck, Elizabeth------------------Elizabeth
Edgeler, May T ------------------Edwards,
Charles
Edwards, Charles------------------Edwards, Effie -------------------Edwards,
Joseph
Edwards, Joseph-------------------Egolf, Mary
A -------------------Mary A
Egolf,
Ei selman, Rhoda
E----------------Rhoda E
Eiselman,
Elder, Della ---------------------Elder,

2211
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Granted-Continued.
Eldred, Anna T-----------------T
Eldred,
1424
1424
Elliott, Alice B
B------------------1410
Elliott,
1410
Elliott, Mary B.-----------------B
1476
Elliott,
1476
ELson,
Jane----------------Elson, Mary Jane
1496
1496
Emerson,
Joseph D---------------D
Emerson, Joseph
1389
Emerson,
Minnie
Emerson, Minnie------------------1411
Ensminger, Lillian----------------Lillian
Ensminger,
1496
Sarah __
Ervin, Sarah-------------------1473
Essex, Margaret
Margaret J----------------J
Essex,
1469
1469
Elizabeth ------------------Estes, Elizabeth
1436
1436
Etnire, Lettie ------------------1488
1488
Eungard,
M
Eungard, Lulia M---------------1504
Evans, Adda-------------------Adda
1435
Evans, George
George -----------------1417
1417
Evans, Kate
Kate----------------------1513
1513
Armelda
Eversole, Armelda----------------1479
Falkinburgh, Pearl --------------Falkinburgh,
1419
L--------------Margaret L
Fardette, Margaret
Fardette,
1483
Farlee, Mary
Mary .1J------------------Farlee,
1411
1411
Farley, Nellie A----------------A
1517
Farmer,
Margaret E --------------•
Farmer, Margaret
1488
Farnham,
Mable
Farnham, Mable-------------------1412
Farnsworth,
M
Farnsworth, Ardella M-------------1439
Famum, Edith Ellen------------Ellen
Farnum,
1388
1388
Farrell, James---------------------James
Farrell,
1483
M
Fay, Annie M-------------------1437
Fear,
DaisyB
Fear, Daisy B--------------------1441
1441
Feiereisen,
John
Feiereisen, John------------------1450
1450
LuellaE--------------------Felix, Luella
E
1468
1468
Fenner,
Elizabeth
Fenner, Elizabeth---------------1519
1519
----------------Katie
Ferguson,
1439
1439
E---------------Ferrand,
Frederic E
Ferrand, Frederic
1492
Ferriter,
Margaret L-------------L
Ferriter, Margaret
1508
1508
E
Fetters, Sarah E-----------------1455
M------------------Finch, Maggie M
1388
I------------------Fisher, Cora I
Fisher
1525
1525
A----------------Fisk, Clara A
1443
1443
Fiske, CUfford--------------------Clifford
1428
1428
Mary--------------Fitzpatrick, Mary
Fitzpatrick,
1382
1382
----------------Etta
Fix, Etta
1487
1487
M----------------Flanders, Medie
Medie M
Flanders,
1483
1483
Flannery, Alwilda-----------------Alw ild a
Flannery
1463
1463
------Indiana---------Fleisher, Indiana
1526
1526
Fleming,
M
Fleming Caroline M---------------1466
Flener,
M artha
Flener, Martha--------------1471
M------------------Fletcher,
Fletcher Julia M
1496
1496
E--------------------ulia E
Forbes, Julia
1425
1425
Newt
Ford, Newt--------------------1506
1506;
E----------------Ford, Sarah E
1445
1445
Forney, Charles D---------------D
Forney
1478
1478
Forst,
eo
-------------Leo--Forst, L
1524
1524
Forsythe,
Ch
r
i
s
ti
na
Forsythe Christina--------------1527
1527
Fortner,
D
rus
ill
a
Fortner rusilla----------------1474
Foss, Cara
Clara J
J------------------1512
Foss,
1512
Foster, Catherine-----------------Catherine
1437
1437
Foster, John
John-------------------1450D
1450
Foster,
A
Mary A------------------Foster, Mary
1513
1513
L
Foster, Minnie L---------------1446
1446
Fowler, Alice M---------------M
Fowler,
1483
1483
E----------------Rebecca E
Fowler, Rebecca
1518
1518
Fox, Marie C -------------------1476
1476
France,
Annie
M___
France, Annie M ----------------1403
------Francis, Sarah
Sarah C
C -------Francis
1501
1501
Frank,
E
Liberty E-----------------Frank, Liberty
152k
1528
Frank,
Mary
Frank, Mary------------------1387
1387
------------Frank, Mary C. S---S
.
142t 9
1429
Franklin, Lucinda
R
Lucinda R-------------151' 7
1517
Hattie-------------------Freeman,
Freeman, Hattie
14944
1494
J -----------------French,
French, Thomas J
14755
1475
Fresquez, Vicente------------------Vicente
Fresquez,
1491
1491
Frost,
Frost, Levi --------------------142()
1420
Fry, Anna ------------------------1
151]
1511
Elizabeth
Fry, Elizabeth--------------------5
152;
1525
Charles
Fuhr, Charles------------------6
143(
1436
Fuller, A
man da
Amanda--------------------Fuller,
15288
152i

Page.
Page.
1496
1502
1422
1443
1429
1461
1420
1420
1422
1423
1423
1503
1433
1433
1509
1463
1452
1
45
2
1463

1479

1479

1521
15
21
1461
1461
1477
1477
1430
1430
1518
1518
1521
15 21

1431

1431

1493

1402
1440
1407
1399
13
99
1513
1513
1433
1420
1420
1429
1429
1404
1404
1483
1483
1522
1
522
1506
1506
1442
1442
1525
1525
1403
1403
1496
1496
1508
1508
1401
1491
1491

1402

1440

1527
15
27
1438

1454
1478
1509
1509
1439
1439
1514
1514

1454
1478

1403
1403

1508
1480
1480
1478
1458

1478
1458

1398
1502

1398
1502

1499
1408
1513
1513
1497
1497
1461
1463
1463
1472
1472
1440
1440
1478
1478
1498
1498
1498
1498
1509
1509
1399
1399
1384
1384
1504
1504
1433
1433
1395
1395
1515
1515

1499
1408
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Granted-Continued.
Fuller, Catherine -----------------Fuller, Eva D
D---------------------Fuller,
J
Fuller, Nancy
Nancy J------------------Fuller,
Fuller, Sarah
Sarah JJ-------------------Furlong,
Furlong, Robert
Robert
-------------------Gaffney,
Mary
Gaffney, Mary
----------------Gahm,
N -----------------Gahm, Ada
Ada N
Gallaher,
F
Gallaher, Margaret
Margaret F--------------Gallego, Patricia S.
de
Gallego,
S. de--------------Galvin,
Galvin, Mathew ----------Gambrel, Newton
Gambrel,
Newton ---- ____-__----_-_
Gammon,
L ----------------Gammon, Flora
Flora L
Ganderup, Anna
Anna -----------------Ganderup,
Gano, Margaret
Gano,
Margaret JJ ------------------Gantz,
Gantz, Sarah E
E -------------------Gardner,
Gardner, Abigail J
J-----------------Gardner,
M
Gardner, Fannie
Fannie Mi-____-----___--Garnett,
Garnett, William
William--__---------__--Garnhart, Stella
Garnhart,
Stella- _-____-----_--__Sarah -Garrell, Sarah
___--------_-___-Garrity, Kate
Garrity,
Kate -----_--------------Garvin,
Garvin, Sarah Emma-----------Emma
Garwood, Naomi
Garwood,
Naomi-..__----______Gaskins, Frances -_____------_--Gately,
Gately, John
John -- _-------------___-Gay, Alice M -------- ___ -- _ ---Gearns,
Gearns, John
John --- __--_-----------___
Geist,
Mary M
Geist, Mary
M --.
_____----____--Gentry,
Gentry, Frank
Frank -- _____-___-__-__-George,
1412,
George, Jesse
Jesse T
T..
---1412,
Gerard,
Gerard, Josephine
Josephine.-----------------Gerber,
Margaret- ----------Gerber, Margaret_
::::
Getty,
Getty, Bella M
M--------------------Gibson,
Gibson, Elizabeth
----------------Giles, John
Giles,
John Clarence
Clarence___------------Gilispie, Sallie
Gilispie,
Sallie --------------------Gillespie,
Gillespie, Sarah E--------------__--E
Gillett,
Gillett, Flora M\I-----------------M
Gilliam,
Gilliam, Mark -_-__-__------__-__-Gillingham, Jane S_---------------Gillingham,
S
Gilmore, Carl ------ ___---___-__--Golden,
Zalmon
I---_
Golden,
H
_---_---_-Good,
Good, Caroline
Caroline------------Goodale, Harriet E
E--:-------------Goodell,
Martha JJ----------------Goodell, Martha
Frances S
S .---------------Gooding, Frances
Goodman,
Goodman, Thomas
Thomas J
J---------------Goodnoh, Ellen
Ellen J.-----------------J
Goodnoh,
Goodsell, Mary
E
Goodsell,
Mary E -----------------Gordan, Nancy
Nancy A
A ___---............
Gordan,
Gorman, Thomas
German,
Thomas ----------------Goslin, Janett
Goslin,
Janett -.----------------_Gossett,
Gossett, Lydia A
A --------------_. _Gossett, W
William
Gossett,
illiam-----_--__..__----_
Goudy, Mary
Mary E
Goudy,
E-------------------Gould, Martha A
A ---_-__---_------Graff, David -------Graff,
_____- ---_-__
Graham, William
Graham,
William F
F.---------------Granger,
Granger, Laura C_
C -----------------Grant, Barbara
Barbarbara-------Graves, Julia -----_. -- __-_
Grayson, Mary
Mary E
Grayson,
E- .
...-----Green, Addie
Addle JJ -Green,
...
_-------.--_
Green, Agnes.-------.-------.-Agnes
Green,
Green,
Green, Alice--_
Alice
•
.- -------Green, Charles -_--------------.._
Green,
Green,
Q-----_____---__--__Green, Sarah Q
Greenough, Martha
Martha A
Greenough,
A----------___
Grenewald,
Grenewald, Martha
Martha K
K ---------___-_
Grider, Nancy J
J.----------------___
Griffin, Frances
Frances E_
E --------_-___Griffin,
Griffith, Albert
Griffith,
Albert M
M -----------------Grignon,
Lewis----------------Grignon, Lewis
Griswold, Lovinia.
Griswold,
Lovinia A
A- ---------------

1512
1512
1533
1533
1520
1520
1523
1523
1403
1403
1525
1525
1490
1490
1405
1405
1500
1500
1406
1406
1396
1396
1485
1485
1504
1504
1505
1505
1430
1430
1422
1422
1505
1505
1392
1392
1479
1495
1495
1389
1389
1490
1490
1422
1422
1459
1459
1511
1511
1478
1478
1398
1398
1490
1490
1512
1512
1415
1415
1481
1481
1475
1475
1531
1531
1477
1477
1396
1396
1427
1427
1457
1457
1501
1501
1417
1417
1534
1534
1513
1513
1495
1495
1413
1413
1530
1530
1455
1455
1464
1464
1497
1497
1522
1522
1531
1531
1456
1456
1400
1400
1430
1430
1534
1534
1498
1498
1514
1514
1491
1491
1465
1465
1441
1441
1477
1477
1532
1532
1459
1459
1424
1424
1454
1454
1451
1451
1522
1522
1488
1488
1486
1486
1424
1424
1484
1484
1434
1434
1433
1433
1400
1400
1529
1529
1452
1452

Page.

Pensions Granted—Continued.
Pensions
Granted-Continued.
Grover, Clarissa
Clarissa A
Grover,
A---------------Grover, Elizabeth------------------Elizabeth
Grover,
Grow, Hannah
Hannah E------------------E
Grow,
Grubb,
Grubb, Mike
Mike----------------------Gulack, Machie
Machie ------Gulack,
Gurney, Mary
Gurney,
Mary A
A------------------Guy,
Mary A---------------------A
Guy, Mary
Gwinn,
Emma ---------------------Gwinn, Emma
Hacker,
Vina
Hacker, Vina----------------------Hadley,
Hadley, John
John D
D-------------------Hadsell,
Hadsell, Alice --__----------------Hagans,
Anna
Hagans, Anna-__----------------Hagelgans,
William ((--------------Hagelgans, William
Hainline,
Hainline, Orilla
Orilla J
J-------------- ---Hall,
A ------------------Hall, Elizabeth
Elizabeth A
Hall,
Huldah E
Hall, Huldah
E -------------------Hall, Ida ---------------------Hall,
A
Hall, Martha
Martha A-------------------Halley,
Tracey M-----------------NI
Halley, Tracey
Halloran,
Halloran, Michael
Michael-----------------Hallowell,
Hannah K------K
Hallowell, Hannah
Ham,
Ham, Joseph
Joseph----------------------Ham,
P __----------------Ham, Rollin
Rollin P
Hammond,
Hammond, Julia
Julia E
I----------------Hampton,
Hampton, Mary E
E-------------Hampton,
F
Hampton, Orpha
Orpha F
------Hand, Catharine-------------------Catharine
Hand,
Hanour, Ellen
Ellen -----------------Hanour,
Hapkins, Thomas --------------Hapkins,
Harcourt,
Harcourt, Lina J
J.
-----------Hargett, James
F
Hargett,
James F------------------Harkleroad, Sarah
Sarah E---------------E
Harkleroad,
Harper, Mary
Mary A
Harper,
A-------------------Harper, Nancy
Nancy _
Harper,
______--------_----Harper, Sarah
J
Harper,
Sarah J------------------Harrington, Elizabeth
Harrington,
Elizabeth A
A------------Harris, Frances
Frances A
Harris,
A-------------Harris, Martha
L
Harris,
Martha L------------___
Harris,
Harris, Sarah F
F---------------Harrison,
J
Harrison, Sarah
Sarah JHart, Mary
E
Mary E-------------------Hartman, Walter
Walter L----------------L
Hartman,
Hartzell,
Hartzell, Annie
Annie M
M-----------------Harvey, James K------------------K
Harvey,
Haskell, Charity
Charity I
Haskell,
I ----------------Hassett,
Hassett, Edward D----------------D
Hatch, Elizabeth
Elizabeth -------------___-Hatch,
Hatch, Matida
J
Hatch,
Matida J-------------------Hately,
Kathryn ------------------Hately, Kathryn
Havey, Raymond
Havey,
Raymond------------------Hawkins, Granville
E
Hawkins,
Granville E--------------Hawthorne, Elizabeth
Elizabeth -------------Hayes, Elsie M
Hayes,
M--------------------Haynes,
Haynes, James Wood
Wood ------__-___
Haysmer, California----------------California
Haysmer
Hazen,
Caroline
Hazen, C
aroline ------------------Heard, Thomas
Thomas D
Heard,
D----------------Heffieger,
Amanda I
Heffleger, Amanda
I
-------Heilman,
Heilman, Sarah J
J------------------Heinen, Ferdinand
Ferdinand -------------- __
Heinen,
A ---------Hellwig, Martin
Martin AH_------------------Helms, Fred H
Hemmes,
Hemmes, Jacobus
Jacobus -----------------Hemstreet, AlmariaAlmaria -----_-----____
Hendershot,
Hendershot, Robert H____
H
_____
Henry, Anthony
Anthony P.
P. J
J.--------____-__
Henry,
Artomissa A_
Henry, Artomissa
A--..----------__
J. ------------------Henry, Maggie J
Henry, Rosanna
Rosanna ------------ _____
Henson, Matilda
Matilda B---B
Herd, Chester A
A-------------------Herley, Clarie
Herley,
Clarie --------------- _____
Hermo,
John----------------------Hermo, John
Herron,
__
Herron, John C ----------------

Page.
1428
1428
1453
1453
1490
1490
1387
1387
1384
1459
1487
1487
1425
1434
1430
1448
1422
1412
1412
1420
1425
1425
1464
1525
1443
1443
1389
1389
1390
1390
1420
1420
1442
1442
1392
1392
1429
1429
1456
1456
1492
1492
1425
1425
1505
1505
1489
1489
1422
1492
1492
1509
1467
1467
1447
1447
1518
1518
1532
1532
1467
1425
1425
1471
1471
1512
1512
1417
1417
1392
1392
1461
1395
1395
1428
1428
1405
1405
1529
1529
1427
1427
1413
1413
1502
1502
1500
1500
1443
1443
1410
1410
1410
1410
1480
1480
1428
1428
1409
1409
1471
1471
1469
1469
1392
1392
1411
1411
1414
1414
1410
1410
1533
1533
1485
1485
1403
1403
1504
1504
1499
1499
1470
1470
1504
1504
1386
1386
1515
1515
1401
1401
1504
1504

INDEX.
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Pensions
Pensions Granted—Continued.
Granted-Continued.
Hess, Agnes_.-------_____-__-__
Agnes
1421
---1421
Hester, John James
James ------------ ---1400
1400
Hetherington,
Hetherington, Amelia M
1473
M ._____
---1473
Hidy, Mary
Mary I
I ________.___---- 1422
1422
Higginbotham, Daniel
W ___. _ ---1387
Higginbotham,
Daniel W
1387
Higgins, Bernard
Bernard---------______
1399
-- 1399
Higgins, Emma
Emma--------------1406
---1406
Hill, Eliza___Eliza
--1421
1421
Hill, Elizabeth
Elizabeth C.
1535
C. R
R._
---1535
Hill,
Ernest H
___
1402
Hill, Ernest
H---------- 1402
Hill,
Neil
F
1399
Hill, Neil F-.------------------- 1399
Hofer, Elizabeth
Elizabeth---___--__._---- 1447
1447
Hoffer,
Lewvina_.. --Hoffer, Lewvina
.
- 1426
1426
Holmes, John JJ--. _-____--__
1404
- -1404
Holmes, Mary_
Holmes,
Mary__
-----_-___
.
- 1463
1463
Holmes, Richie A__---__.__A
1519
1519
Holton, Elma
Elma L._____________
L
1470
--- 1470
Rebecca..-----------___ ---- 1443
Hook, Rebecca
1443
Hoover, Samuel F
1404
F -----------1404
Hope, Nellie A -.- -1434
____.- 1434
E-___________; ---- 1432
Hopkins, Nathan E
1432
Horton,
Horton, Elizabeth
Elizabeth ---- __------_
---- 1407
1407
Hosier,
1447
Hosier, Minnie
Minnie _______________ ---1447
Hotchkiss, Kissire-_____________.
Kissire
1492
Hotchkiss,
---1492
Houck, Pheby
1506
Houck,
Pheby------------____ ---1506
Houghtaling,
Houghtaling, Sarah E----------E
1463
---1463
House, Elizabeth
Elizabeth -- ____-_____
1463
House,
---1463
Housel, David-----------------David
1421
Housel,
---1421
Houston, Barbara
L
1482
Houston,
Barbara L---------------1482
Howe, Emma
Emma E
E --------------- ---1389
Howe,
1389
Howe, George
George M
1442
Howe,
--------.......
---1442
Howe,
Howe, Sarah E
1506
E_---------------- ---- 1506
Howley, PatrickPatrick
1463
Howley
---1463
De Russy
1401
Hoyle, Fanny
FannyDe
Russy-_..
---1401
Hoyt, James
James H -___----__--__
1510
-1510
Hubbard,
Hubbard, Fanny
Fanny M
M ------------ ---- 1512
1512
Hubbard,
Mary
1506
--1506
Hubbard, Mary
----------_1468
Hubble, Sophronia
Sophronia 0------------ ---1468
Huckaba, Mary
Mary A------A
1517
Huckaba
---1517
E ------------1462
Hudson, Della
Della E
---- 1462
Hudson, Lilly
1424
Hudson,
Lilly_------------....
---1424
Huey, Belle
1512
Huey,
Belle --------------------1512
Huffman, Esther
1506
Huffman,
Esther M
---1506
M-------Hughes, Anna
Anna E
E---------------- .---- 1442
Hughes,
Hughes, Walter---------------Walter
1381
---Hughes,
1381
Humphrey, Alta --------------- 1514
1514
Humphrey,
Humphrey, May V------------V
-_- 1478
1478
Humphrey,
Humphreys, Elizabeth
M
- 1530
Humphreys,
Elizabeth A_------1459
Hungerford, Anson
Anson A----------A
1459
Hungerford
Hunt, Eva R
--.- 1425
1425
Hunt,
R
-----------Hunt, James------James
1404
1404
---Hunt,
- 1463
Hurd, Anna
Anna B_
Hurd,
B-..-------------.
Hurst, Olive J.---.
J
1523
Hurst,
-----------. ---- 1523
---- 1508
Hurtt, George----------------George
1508
Hurtt,
1435
Hutchens,
V ------------- -.. 1435
Ruth V
Hutchens, Ruth
Hutsell, Vesta
Vesta J
J---------------- ---- 1527
Hutsell,
- 1528
Ingersoll, Ray
D
1528
Ingersoll,
Ray D----------------1455
Inman, Elizabeth
Elizabeth _.-----------1455
Inman,
1492
Inman, Ellen W
Inman,
W---------------Insley, Angeline
1419
1419
Angeline --------------- -Insley,
-- 1532
1532
Irwin, Kate
Kate--------------------
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Page.
Page.
Jetmore,
Jetmore, Rebecca
Rebecca --------.........
1504
1504
Jewett,
1474
Jewett, Mary
Mary ----_-_________
1474
Johnson, Clara H-...............
Johnson,
H
1485
1485
Johnson, Cynthia
Johnson,
Cynthia M
1510
M-------_
1510
Johnson,
1479
Johnson, Daisy
Daisy -_--------___-____
1479
Johnson, Freeman
Johnson,
Freeman H-------------H
1389
1389
Johnson, Isabella
Johnson,
Isabella J
1419
J_ ----------1419
Johnson,
John --------1386
Johnson, John______
1386
Johnson, Louisa
-____ 1484
Johnson,
Louisa K
K --------1484
Johnson,
1386
Johnson, William
William E
E-----_---_
---1386
Johnston, William
Johnston,
William P
P ------------__
1382
1382
Jones,
1476
Jones, Cloe
Cloe ----.......
--..-__--1476
Jones, Elizabeth
Elizabeth ---------- _______.1455
1455
Jones, Emma A
1516
--------------------1516
Jones, George D --___-_____----____
1447
1447
Jones, George E-----------_____--_
E
1411
1411
Jones, James
1409
James_-- _
--_
--_..........1409
Jones,
1443
Jones, Laura
Laura M
M. A
A-----_----1443
--------------Jones, Martin A
1483
1483
Jones,
J
1391
Jones, Robert
Robert J--------------------1391
A--------------------Jones, Sarah A
1480
1480
Jordan,
Amanda
W
1459
Jordan, Amanda W ----------......
1459
Jordan, Mary -------_____....._-_1490
Jordan,
1490
Joy,
1489
Joy, Mary M
M---------------------1489
Juan, Mary
Mary.....
1415
Juan,
_______________
1415
Judd, Mark Y
1392
Judd,
Y-------------------1392
Julius, Salina A
1420
Julius,
.---------- ___----1420
Kailey,
1449
Kailey, Martha
Martha- -_-----------___1449
Kane, Jane
1487
Jane- .---- ------_-_-___
1487
Kane, Mary
Mary A -- _------........
1407
_
-1407
Karch,
William
1445
Karch, William-.........._________
1445
Ke-wuck-oo-lah-la-shar
1396
Ke-wuck-oo-lah-la-shar -_-_-___--___
1396
Keating, William A
Keating,
1405
A----------------1405
Keefer,
1452
Keefer, Ann R
R.------_--_----____-__
1452
Keele,
1475
Keele, Amy
Amy----______--_
__1475
Keen, William
William M
1435
M--_---------------1435
Kehrmeyer,
Sullivan -____-__1391
Kehrmeyer, Irene Sullivan
1391
Keller, John
1419
Keller,
John -_____---__...........
1419
Kellerman,
Kellerman, Joseph H---------------H
1409
1409
Kelley, Belle-------------------Belle
1396
Kelley,
1396
Kelley, Robert
1385
Kelley,
Robert S
S----------------1385
Kelly,
M
1474
Kelly, Mary
Mary M1474
--------------Kelso,
1488
Kelso, Agnes
Agnes....-------..---..--1488
Kelton, Sarah
Jr
1510
Sarah J....................
1510
Kennedy, Fannie F
F -...----Kennedy,
1527
-----1527
Kenney,
Minerva
1522
enney, Minerva------------------1522
Kerkendall,
Margaret A------------A
1483
1483
Kerkendall, Margaret
Key,
1438
Key, Eugene
Eugene-.....................
1438
Kilbride,
John F
F1414
1414
Kilbride, John
..................
Kiley,
Kiley, Susan-Susan
1452
-..
.................
1452
Kilgore, Harriett
Harriett E
1426
Kilgore,
E--------...-----1426
Kimbrel, William B
1478
Kimbrcl,
B-----------------................
1478
Kincaid, Lafayette
Lafayette R--------........
R
1387
Kincaid,
1387
Kincaid, Miller
1401
1401
Kincaid,
Miller -----------.........
Kinchlow, John
1469
1469
Kinchlow,
John -------------------King, Cynthia
1477
King,
1477
Cynthia E
E-------------------1494
King, John
John_-----___-----------__
Maria A.
A
1453
King, Maria
-----------------1453
1455
King, Robert
Robert----------------------1455
Kiniston, Malinda
1416
Kiniston
Malinda
--------1416
A
1418
1418
Kinley, Clara
Clara A.................
Kinyon, Celia
1497
-1498
Kinvon,
Celia Acker
Acker---------------1497
Irwin, Mollie------------------Mollie
1498
Irwin,
1504
Kipp,
Ella L-----------...........
L
1509
Irwin, Stella
B----------------- ---Irwin,
Stella B
Kipp, Ella
.---1464
Kistler,
Mary
1483
Isbell,
E
Kistler, Mary----------------------....................
Isbell, Tabitha
Tabitha E-------------1473
1444
Kline, Emma
1444
Emma A
A------------------Jackson, Anna R
Kline,
Jackson,
R.----------------1396
Knappe,
1515
Jackson,
Peter
C
1396
Knappe,
Annie --------------------- 1515
Jackson, Peter C--------------1502
---- 1481
1481
Jackson,
Kneibert,
Anna M
1502
M--------------Kneibert, Anna
Rose-----------------Jackson, Rose
---Knowlton,
1423
Jackson,
H
1382
Knowlton, Ella --------------------Silas H---------------Jackson, Silas
Jackson,
1473
Knowlton,
Hattie C----------------C
1489
1489
Knowlton, Hattie
Jackson, Wealthy
Wealthy--_--_--------- ------1475
Knox, Ida
Ida M -_
----Jacobs,
1476
Jacobs, Albert
Albert ____---------Knuckles,
C
1387
1490,
1387
1522,
Jacobs,
1490, 1522
Knuckles, William
William C---------------Carra Belle
Belle -----------Jacobs, Carra
----- 1412
Koch,
1424
Koch, Mary
Mary___-------___-___---_Jacobs,
Fannie-------------Jacobs, Fannie
1409
Kraus,
Michael
1409
Kraus, Michael--------------------January, Fannie
1503
Fannie --------------- ---January,
1487
---Krebs,
1487
Krebs, Lizzie
Lizzie-------------------Jaramillo, Seledon
Seledon ------------1406
Jaramillo,
43--PT 2—
2
45822°—vot
58
45822- VOL 43—PT

2214
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PensionsGranted-Continued.
1414
T-----------------1523
McGinn,
Mary
T
1414
McGinn,
1523
Kundinger, Mary E
E---------------Kundinger,
1413
McGuire,
1413
J--------------Patrick J
McGuire, Patrick
1433
Kuntz, Charles
F---------------]1433
Charles F
Kuntz
1401
1419
McKeen, Robert T---------------T
McKeen,
1419
Kyle, Lottie
Lottie---------------------1512
1427
McKendry, Margaret
Margaret J-------------J
1512
McKendry,
1427
LaPage, Cora E------------------E
LaPage,
1382
McLaughlin, Andrew
1382
Andrew-------------McLaughlin,
1423
LaRock, Film
Eliza A
A------------------- 1423
LaRock,
1513
1389
McLaughlin, Isabell -------------1513
McLaughlin,
1389
Lacher, Peter--------------------Peter
Lacher,
1518
McLaughlin, Mary
J
1433
Mary J--------------1518
McLaughlin,
Laffolett, Adaline
Adaline--------------Laffolett,
1412
1385
McMillan,
1412
McMillan, David ----------------1385
Laffin, James H------------------H
Laflin,
1493
1492
McMurray
Matilda
McMurray Matilda--------------1492
------Lake, Mary
Mary-------------1422
1432
McNair,
,
argaret E
1422
E-------------Margaret
McNair, M
Lake, Mary J
J------------------- 1432
1389
McNally,
John J
1415
J------------------ 1415
McNally, John
Lalonde,
Gilbert J
J---------------- 1389
Lalonde, Gilbert
1387
1454
McNeil,
A
John A----------------McNeil, John
1454
Lamb, Rose
Rose---------------------1460
1484
McOmber, Alice-------------------Alice
McOmber,
Lancaster
Effie
Lancaster Effie-------------------1409
1415
McWhorter, Alex
--------------1415
McWhorter,
Landradllbert
L----------------.
dilbert L
Landry,
1420
Mack, John
John T
1402
T-------------------Mack,
1420
Lane, Melissa A-----------------A
Lane,
1416
1473
Maffitt,
Charles M
1416
M --------------Maffitt, Charles
1473
Lane, Minerva------------------Minerva
1430
Maher,
1430
C------------------Maher, Eliza C
Lannon, John ------------------- 1405
Mahoney, William J
1404
J-------------Mahoney,
1457
Laport,
Frances------------------Laport, Frances
1470
Main, Mary E
E--------------------- 1523
Main,
Laswell, Sallie
Sallie -------------------Laswell,
1419
Mallon, Eldora
Eldora------------ -------- 1491
1419
Mallon,
Lawton, Anna
Anna--------------------Lawton,
1387
Mallory,
1457
A------------------- 1457
1387
Mallory, Mary A
Laxton, Floyd
Floyd---------------------Laxton,
1405
Maloney,
1487
1405
Maloney, Maria ------------------ 1487
Edmo-----------------Le Claire, Edmo
Joanna-----------------Manear, Joanna
1434
1402
Leahy, Anna Katherine
Katherine------------1446
Mann,
1435
1446
Bertha ---------------Mann, Bertha
Lee, Ella--------------------------Ella
Mann, Isabel D ------------------1528
1482
Mann,
Legg, Anna E
E --------------------Mann, Robert
M_
1473
Robert M----------------1440
Mann,
Lermond, Fannie L---------------L
Lermond,
1483
1446
F
1446
Cora F----------------Marlette, Cora
Lewark Mary R -----------------Lewark,
1529
1400
Marsh, Annie M
1529
M----------------Marsh,
Lewis, James
James R
R--------------------Lewis,
1477
Marsh, Henry------------------Henry
1477
Marsh,
Lewis, Katie
Katie---------------------- 1397
Lewis,
1425
Marshall, Mary
Mary J
1425
J----------------1488
Marshall,
E-------------------- 1488
Lewis, Mary
Mary E
1508
1464
Martin, Josephine
1508
Wood---------Josephine Wood
Lewis, Mary
Mary M------------------M
B----------------- 1488
Martin, Robert B
Ligon,
R--------------------- 1382
Ligon, John R
Martinez,
1460
1426
Josefa------------------Martinez, Josefa
Lilley, Mary
Mary M -----------------1478
Martz, Louise -------------------1515
1478
Lime, Clifton E
E------------------1439
Mason, Mary ----------------1418
Elizabeth A
A----------------- 1439
Limes, Elizabeth
1399
1462
jr----------------Massie, Jeptha, jr
Lincoln, Malcolm D
D--------------- 1399
Lincoln,
1437
1450
Lizzie C-----------------C
1437
Masters, Lizzie
1450
Linnabary, William H
H------------Linnabary,
1483
Mathena, Amelia
Amelia------------------- 1431
Augustus H-------------.
List, Augustus
A------------------ 1459
1530
Maust, Hester
Hester A
153CI
Little, Eva L----------------L
1497
Maxwell,
1497
Maxwell, Mary ------------------Littlepage,
L------------------ 1427
Littlepage, Kate L
1383
Maynard,
L---------------1523
1383
Emma L
Maynard, Emma
Livingston, Isaac C---------------C
Livingston,
1487
Meacham,
1394
J--------------Remigia J
1487
Meacham, Remigia
Lackey, Richard-------------------Richard
Lockey,
1473
Meacum, Edward
Edward J
1401
J--------------1473
Meacum,
Lockwood, Eliza H ---------------Lockwood,
1452
13833
Meadows,
Francis M--------------M
1383
John ---------------------Meadows, Francis
Long, John
1499
Mercer, Rhoda..
1428
Rhoda -------------------- 1428
Mercer,
Loomis, Edna Louise-------------Louise
Loomis,
1426
1440
Merchant, Martha M ---------1426
144(0
Merchant,
Loree, Alice
Loree,
Alice-- ------------------1499
Merrifield, Mary A
1496
A------------------ 1496
14999
Merrifield,
H
Loucks, Alice H---------------1508
1508
Merritt, William C--------------C
1508
Loudermilk, Sarah ---Loudermilk,
14877
Metlin,
Mary E------------------E
1529
Lovato, Josefa Uriaste de
Metlin, Mary
de--- -------- 148'
14733
Metzger, Julia ------------------1448
147;
Loveless, Delia _-----------------Metzger,
Loveless,
1389
144:
14433
Middleton, C. M----------------M
Middleton,
M
Lucus, Francis M-----------------1401
14766
Miles, John
John E-------------------E
147(
Miles,
Lukenbill, Julia
Julia ----------------14766
Miller, Agatha
----- 1439
1471
Agatha M ---------Lunger,
Catharine A-A
---Lunger Catharine
1442
Miller, Charles C
1475
1475
144'2
C---------------Luth, Alice
Alice-----------------------1420
Miller,
1496
142(0
Luttrell, Cynthia -..---------..--Miller, Elizabeth..------..-----..-14455
Miller, Emily
Emily J-------------------J
1481
144.
Luttrell,
J ----------------Luttrell, Leona J
140:
Lydy, Josephine
Josephine -----------14033
Miller, Jennie
Jennie G
1439
Miller,
G--------------Lydy,
1447
Miller,
Lyon, Sarah M -------..----------- 150
1505
Miller, Lizzie E.....------------1447
5
Lyon,
Lytle, William E ----------J _---------------1397
1457
1457
139 7
Miller, Mary J
McAndrew, Nellie Roche
Roche -----------141 5
1415
Miller, Miriam
Miriam_------1500
McAndrew,
--------McCarthy, Clara A
A_
1464
Miller, Sallie-----Sallie
1480
146
----------McCarthy,
---------1480
4
McClaren,
Ellen
151
1512
1407
McClaren, Mary Ellen___-------__-2
Miller, William D . ------------1407
1390
1455
McCoy, Frank
139 0
Frank--------------------Mills, William T
T.----------------1455
McCrosky, Anna P------.--------.
P
1437
Minard, Eliza Dunn ---.
143 7
McCroskv,
Minard,
1491
- ____----_
McCulloh, Sarah J
14637
J.------------McCulloh,
1467
Miner, Virginia
Virginia-------..------ 1418
150'7
McDaniel, Nora V
V---------------McDaniel,
1507
Mitchell,
1520
Mitchell, Almira
Almira M
M.------------__-1520
McDonough,
1389
Mitchell,
1427
James----------------138
McDonough, James
9
Mitchell, Emma
Emma W
W -----_---1427
McElhaney,
McElhaney, William G
G-------------- 153
1534
Mitchner,
1516
34
Mitchner, Lucy
Lucv ------1516
__-______McElvain,
Newton Ernest --_------McElvain, Newton
14C
1406
Mittlestedter, 'Mary
A ---------1499
16
Mittlestedter,
Mary A
1499
McFadden, James D ---_
McFadden,
_---14C
1406
1384
D6 Mo Ush Ak _
-....
1384
__-___
McGarry, Ellen -------------McGarry,
15CM4 Moffatt,
1504
Moffatt, Nettie
Nettie I---------------I
1412
1412
McGill, Mary E
E -----------------_
14418
V--------..
1448
Mogle, Rebecca
Rebecca V
1428
McGillem,
McGillem, Horace
Horace-----------------14446
1446
Molinar, Anastacio---------___---.
Anastacio
1404
McGinley, Elizabeth
Elizabeth A
A------------McGinley,
14E88
1488
Monrean,
Monrean, Maud ------------------- 1451
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Pensions
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Pensions Granted—Continued.
Monroe,
Monroe, Elizabeth --------..
______Montano,
Montano, Jose_
Jose --------------- ___-Montgomery, Aaron
Aaron N ------------Montgomery,
Mooers, Emma J
J---------.-------Mooers,
Moore,
B
Moore, Cala
Cala B
-------------------Moore, Lulu ---------------------Moore,
Moran, James
James E-------------------E
Moran,
Morgan, Arminda
Arrninda -----------------Morgan,
Morgan, George
George W
W ---------_-____
Morgan,
Morrill, Edith
Edith F
F ------------------Morrill,
Morris, Laura -----------------A -----------------Morris, Mary A
Morrison, Pernina A--------------A
Morrison,
Morrow, Frances Edna
Edna------------Morrow,
Moseley, Augusta
M
Moseley,
Augusta M---------------Moseley, Sallie -----------------Moselev,
Mote, Susan-__
Susan
-------------------Mote,
Mott, Levi
Mott,
Levi------------------------Mulhern, Bernard
Mulhern,
Bernard-------------Mullennax, Sophia ------ _.-_-Mullennax,
Muller, Frederick
Frederick.-----------------Muller,
Mullin, James
Mullin,
James---------------------Mundy, John
John
----------------Mundy,
Murch, Richard H ---------------Murch,
Murdick, Laura __--------------Murdick,
Murfitt, Caroline
Caroline ---------------Murfitt,
Murphy, Patrick-------------------Patrick
Murray, Anna G
G---------------Murray, Mary L
L-----------------Murray,
Murray,
F----------------Murray William F
Myers, Effie F
F -----------------Myers, Jacob
Jacob-------------------Myers, Lydia M
M-----------------Myers,
Naile, Ida
Naile,
Ida-----------------------Napier, William ----------------Napier,
Neally, Meldon
Meldon A
A ------------------Neally,
Neely, Jennie
Jennie E-------------------E
Neely,
---------------Nelson, Frank
Nelson,
Nelson, Polly
Polly--------------------Nelson,
Nester,
K
Nester, Caroline K-----------------Newell, Margaret
Margaret ---------------Newman, Millie
Millie-------------------Nichols, Mary
Mary J
J___--------------Nickel,
Martha J
J -----------------Nickel, Martha
Nixon,
Anna W------------------W
Nixon, Anna
Nixon, John S
S -----------------J --------------.-Noland, Mary J
Nordyke,
Emmet ---------------Nordyke, EmmetNorman,
Maude A
A-----------------Norman, Maude
Norton, Eva ---------------------Nutt, Mary 0
O--------------- ----O'Connor, Michael----------------Michael
O'Connor,
O'Connor,
J-- ------------O'Connor, Nancy J
O'Donnell,
Isabella ----------------O'Donnell, Isabella
Ogden,
F----------------Ogden, Charles F
Oglesby,
Barbara----------------Oglesby, Barbara
Oh
Katok_
Oh Wan,
Wan, alias Katok----------------------Okes, Oscar
Oscar---------Oliver, Jane
Jane---------------------Omans, Melissa S-----------------S
0' Neal, Lida--------.-------Lida
O'Neal,
O'Neil, Anna ------------------O'Reilly, Mary
Mary E ----------------O'Reilly,
Ormsbee, Phanettie _-------------Ormsbee,
Ellen
Orne, Harriet Ellen--------------Orner, Ella
Ella----------------------Orner,
Ortz, Mabel ---------------------Ortz,
Osler, Isaac
T.------------------Osler,
Isaac T
Owen,
Hudson
Stella Hudson-------------Owen, Stella
Owings,
Leo
Edmund ------------Owings,
Padgett, Martin
Martin__---------------Padgett,
Palmer, Arthur
Arthur E------------------E
Palmer,
Elizabeth
Palmer, Elizabeth-----------------Palmer, Margaret-----------------Margaret

Page. Pensions
Pensions Granted—Continued.
Granted-Continued.
1460
1460
Palmer, Sarah
Palmer,
Sarah ------- _--__--__1487
Palmeter,
Emma J
1487
Palmeter, Emma
J--------------1393
1393
Pariseaux,
Pariseaux, Elmira
Elmira -------------____
1505
1505
Parker,
James N
Parker, James
N.----_____________1426
1426
Parker,
A --------------_-____
Parker, Lucy A
1419
1419
Parker,
Sarah -------------__-____Parker, Sarah
1385
1385
Parks,
F
Benjamin F----__-_____Parks, Benjamin
1526
1526
Parks, Sarah
Sarah A
Parks,
A--------------------1453
1453
Parrish, Mary
Mary M
M_______________Parrish,
1500
1500
Parsons, Annah
A
Parsons,
Annah A--___-___-_____.
1470
1470
Parsons, Minnie A----__-______---_
A
Parsons,
1423
1423
Parsons, Jessie
Jessie -----------Parsons,
___---_1457
Patton,
Cicero
Columbus
1457
Patton, Cicero Columbus ___----_--Patton, Joseph
Joseph D
1498
1498
Patton,
D------------------1517
1517
Paul, Allie-----------------__-----Allie
Paul,
1502
1502
Paul, Mary
A
Mary A----------__-__.--Paul,
1422
1422
Payne, Ninetta
Ninetta --------_----__Payne,
1505
Payne, Susan
1505
-Payne,
Susan V
V--_---__-___-1500
Pea, Minerva
Minerva P------___._-____-P
1500
-Pea,
1476
Peak, Adaline
1476
-Peak,
Adaline----------- __-__1399
Pearson, Ellen
1399
Ellen N
N------------------Pearson,
1491
Peck, Addie
Addle _------------___---1491
Peck,
1498
Pena,
Francisca Chavez
1498
Chavez de
de-_-----Pena, Francisca
1475
Pennisten, Louisa
1475
Pennisten,
Louisa------------------1521
Pennypacker, Mary
1521
Mary H
H-----____----Pennypacker,
1505
Percival, James
James --------1505
_--____.--Percival,
1405
Peres, Gabriela
Montoya de
1405
de -------Gabriela Montoya
Perea,
1530
Perkins, Lucy---------------_-___-Lucy
1530
Perkins,
Perkins, Nettie
Nettie Belle
1502
1502
Perkins,
Belle --------------1495
Perrigo,
Frank Truman
1495
Truman --- ____----Perrigo, Frank
1531
1531
Perry, Emma
L
Perry,
Emma L--------------------Peters, Eliza
1508
1508
____-Eliza ----------------Peters,
1495
1495
Peterson, Eliz
Eliza A
A ------------------Peterson,
Peterson, James
James MM _----1511
1511
--Peterson,
1387
Pfaff, Ella--------.---Ella
1387
_---Pfaff,
1489
Pfeiffer, Leandra
Leandra Montoya
1489
Montoya de
de____Pfeiffer,
Phelps, Charles
Charles H------------__---H
1493
Phelps,
Philhower, Emma
J
1515
1515
Philhower,
Emma J----------------1446
Phillips, Helen
1446
_-----Phillips,
Helen ------------Philpot, Lee
Lee T----------T .
1446
Philpot,
1454
C
1454
Piatt, Ann C__--------------------Pickens, Seward
Seward B----------------B
1499
1499
Pickens,
1429
Pierce, Carrie
Carrie S
8 -----------___-__-1429
Pierce,
1476
Pillsbury, Anna
1476
A-________________Pillsbury,
Anna A
1445
Pineda, Jose
Jose Esperidion
Esperidion -----------1445
Pineda,
Pinkerton,
Ava
1528
1528
Pinkerton, Ava------------__-----1511
Piper,
1511
Piper, Lenora
Lenora---------------------Pipes,
James H--------------------H
1454
1454
Pipes, James
Platner,
Jane
1514
1514
Platner, Jane----------__--.------1500
Plummer,
1500
Plummer, Mary
Mary --------__----__-Pogue,
Tom -----------------------1457
1457
Pogue, Tom
1401
Pokett,
Ezra
1401
Pokett, Ezra-------------........-Ponta,
1449
Mary Jane
Jane-----------_-----1449
Ponts, Mary
1427
Pool,
Margaret
1427
A------------------Pool, Margaret A
Porter,
Adella
1455
1455
M -----------------Porter, Adella M
1393
Porter,
M.
Lovina
1393
Porter, M. Lovina-----------------1384
1384
Herald __----___---Porter, Roxanna
Roxanna Herald
Porter,
Post, Emma
1435
1435
Emma----------------------Post,
1428
Potter, Elizabeth
Elizabeth N
1428
Potter,
N .--------- __---1445
Potter, Joanna
Joanna D--____-___-D
1445
------Potter,
1466
Potts, Martha
1466
R. ----------------Martha R
Potts,
Powell, Allie----------------------Allie
1391
1391
Powell,
Powell, Edward
Edward -------------------1416
1416
Powell,
Powell, Mary
1506
1506
A ------------------Powell,
Mary A
1500
Powell, William
William T
1500
T----------------Powell,
Pratt, Christopher
Christopher C--------------C
1512
1512
Pratt,
1436
Pratt, Nellie
1436
Pratt,
Nellie -------------------1414
Preston, Anna
Anna -------------------1414
Preston,
1412
Preston, Carrie
H ---------_---1412
Carrie H
Preston,
Price, Bulah
Bulah M
1414
1414
M------------------Price,
1404
1404
Prody, Eliza
Eliza ------------------Prody,
Prouty, Lucretia
1413
1413
M-........
Lucretia M
Prouty,
1523
Prouty, Sarah
J
1523
Sarah J---------------Prouty,
Pugh, Susie
1417
1417
Susie-------------------Pugh,

2215
2215
Page.
Page.
1437
1437
1429
1429
1436
1436
1425
1425
1430
1430
1425
1425
1404
1404
1435
1435
1499
1499
1441
1441
1498
1498
1444
1444
1396
1396
1497
1497
1498
1498
1501
1501
1501
1501
1421
1421
1470
1470
1445
1445
1511
1511
1448
1487
1487
1486
1486
1440
1479
1479
1501
1459
1459
1495
1495
1501
1491
1509
1509
1461
1461
1413
1413
1533
1533
1487
1487
1454
1454
1435
1435
1449
1386
1386
1534
1534
1407
1525
1453
1406
1469
1469
1395
1395
1490
1490
1436
1436
1527
1527
1401
1452
1456
1515
1515
1501
1423
1423
1497
1497
1532
1532
1494
1494
1523
1523
1437
1437
1419
1419
1447
1447
1434
1434
1495
1467
1467
1510
1478
1478
1447
1461
1461
1525
1525
1450
1450
1522
1493

2216
2216
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Pensions
Pulaski, Caroline
Caroline -------------------------------E
Pyle, Sallie E
Quimby, Nellie ____--------------Quirk,
Thomas
Quirk, Thomas------------------Raburn
'
Rebecca
J
Raburn, Rebecca J ----------------Raines, Ida--------------------Ida
Raines,
Randall, Anna
Anna A---------------Randall,
Randall, Emma G--------------Randall,
Raney, Nancy B.---------------B
Raney,
PRaney, William P
Raney,
Range Lucy C
C------------------.
Range,
Rankin, Lydia
Lydia------------------Ransom,
Joseph H---------------H
Ransom JosephR
Raper,
Z-------------------ela Z
Raper, Lela
Ray,
Victoria
M
Ray, Victoria M ----------------

Page.
Pensions
Page.
Pensions Granted—Continued.
Granted-Continued.
Rose,
Oties
Ernest Oties-----------------Rose, Ernest
1454
Ross, Harriet
Harriet I
I----------------1503
1452
Ross,
S------------------Ross, Ida S
1452

Raymond, Albert
C
Albert C-------------Raymond,

Raymond, Lucy M
M-----------------Raymond,
Raymond, Martha
Martha H--------------H
Raymond,
C
Rea, Alice C---------------------Read, Emily H
H----------------Read,
Read,
Kyle--------Read, Frieda Kyle
Real, Lina--------------------Lina
Real,
Rector, Sue Myrina----------------Myrina
Reece,
A -------------------Reece, Mary A
Reed,
L ------------------Reed, Maria L
Reed, Martha
Martha J
J-------------------Reese,
L -------------------Reese, Mary L
Reeves, Adidamiah -------------Reeves,
Reeves, Mary C
C-------------------Reeves, Mary E-------------------E
Reeves,
Rehrer , Clara D-------------------D
Rehrer,
attie B
B---------- __------Reid, Lottie
Remington Cora B
B----------------Remington,
Retzer, Emelia -----------.__-_---Reynolds, George -----------------Reynolds,
Reynolds, Mary
Mary-------------------Reynolds,

Minerva B
B.--------------Reynolds,
Reynolds, Minerva
Rhodes, Emma Williams------......
Williams
Rhodes,
Richmond, Henrietta
Henrietta--------........
Rickard, Noah --------------__
---Rider, Charles 0
0 ------------------Rife,
Fred
Rife, Fred------------------------Riggin, Delia -___-------_--__-__.__
Rinecker,
J.---------------Rinecker, Mary J
Riphenburgh,
Maggie -----_-___--Riphenburgh, Maggie
Ritter, Charles
Charles H
H------------------Ritter
__--Ritter,'Susan ---_----__---_-Roach,
Margaret F.----------------F
Roach, Margaret
J------------------Robbins, Mary J
Roberts, Martha C-----------------C
Robertson, Charles
Charles
..--------------J_---__----_---_-Robinette, Mary J
Robinson,
C
Robinson, Ben C-------------------Robinson, Frank
Frank.---.---------------Robinson, Frank (son)------------(son)
Robinson, George
George__-------------Robinson,
Robinson, Gertrude
Gertrude A-------------Robinson,
J---------------Robinson,
Robinson, Henry J
Robinson, Jane
Jane Ann
.------------Robinson,
Robinson, Jennie A
A ---------------Mary -------------- _Robinson, MaryvRobinson, Mary J
..---------------.
J
Robinson,
Robinson, Sarah Elizabeth -------__
Robinson,
E---Robinson
Robinson, William E
-Robison,
Robison, Ella
Ella S
S.

-

-

Rockenbach, Charles
Charles A
Rockenbach,
Rockhold, Charlottie E
E -----------Roden, Rachel
Rachel A------------------A
Rodgers, Catherine-----------------Catherine

__Rogers, Cora
M
Cora M---________-____Rogers,

Rogers, Isabel J-------------------J
Rogers,
Roland, Mary_____--____
Mary
Roland,
J. ------------------Rolfe, Martha J
Romey, Reuben
Reuben R----------------IL
Romey,

1390
1390
1527
1458
1450
1450
1493
1437
1437
1391
1391
1510
1510
1497
1497
1493
1493
1438
1508
1508
1424
1424
1527
1478
1460
1460
1501
1389
1492
1492
1448
1524
1524
1425
1395
1518
1441
1441
1474
1474
1476
1477
1427
1401
1401
1453
1453
1418
1497
1497
1448
1448
1519
1504
1404
1484
1416
1504
1383
1444
1472
1472
1428
1474
1462
1427
1392
1408
1496
1496
1525
1447
1525
1525
1382
1423
1482
1482
1406
1472
1459
1446
1471
1476
1407
1432
1406
1456
1490
1413

Page.
Page.

1401

1453
1424
1515
Ross,
I
1515
Nancy I-----------------Ross, Nancy
Roush, Josephine --------------1523
Rousseau, Louis Van Dyke----Rousseau,
Dyke
1472
Emilia
1424
Rueppel, Emilia------------------Runz,
Caspar
1466
Runz, Caspar--------------------1443
Russell,
J-----------------.
Russell, Martha J
Russell, Mary G-----------------G
1506
Russell,
1423
M-------------Libbie M
Ryan, Libbie
1415
Sabins,
Bert---------------------Sabins, Bert
1409
----------F--Sanders, D. F
1521
John
Sanders, John---------------1515
Sanderson, Fannie I-------------I
1515
Sanderson,
Sanderson, Sarah
1491
--. --Sarah -.------.
Sanderson,
Sands, John
1400
------------John -----Sands,
Saulspaugh, James ----------------1488
Saunders,
1398
L-------........
Saunders, Vivian L
Sawyer, Llewellyn
Llewellyn.
1447
----------Scanks, Angie----------------Angie
1436
Scarbrough, Georgia A
1473
A----------Scarbrough,
1474
Scholz, Genoa
Genoa H------------------H
1474
Scholz,
---..
1394
1394
S.------------Schooler, John S
1428
E
1428
Schroer, Herman F. E..--..-----...
1508
Scott, John ------------1496
Scott, John R -----------------1496
1479
Scott, Louise -------------1387
Scott, Mournin
Mournin -------------------.
1387
Scott, William
William II
1399
H...--------------- 1399
1504
Seaman, Sallie M--------------M
Seaman,
Seamaias, Malinda
1457
Seamans
1477
---Libbie-Searing, Libbie
1509
W
Seeber, Allie W.-------------------Seward, Hannah
Hannah C
1444
C.---------------.
Seward,
1492
Sharp, William Shurman
1492
Shurman- - ----....
Sharp,
1448
Shattler, Samuel
Samuel C
C.---.-----------.
Shaw,
Angelina ----------------1478
Shaw, Angelina
Shaw,
Edward
1387
1387
Shaw, Edward-------------------1523
Shaw, Mahala
1523
Mahala----------------1530
Shaw, Mary 0------------------0
1444
L -.--------------Sheets, Harriet
Harriet L
1444
1391
Sheffield,
Oscar.-------------------Sheffield Oscar
1507
Shelby, Sarah J.......--------.....
J
1507
1418
Shelley, Eliphalet M
1418
M-------------Shelley,
Sherbocker, Elizabeth
Elizabeth ------------1492
Sherbocker,
1502
P---------------Sherman, Carolyn P
Sherry, Helen
1495
Helen -----------------..
Sherry,
Z-------------------- 1387
Sherwin, Alice Z
1418
Sherwood,
1418
G-----............
Sherwood, Ada G
1530
Shill, Sarah L
L---------------......
Shipler, Minnie
Minnie E
E-----------------1439
1515
Shipley, Issola L
1515
L...-------Shipley,
Shockley, Mollie F
1413
1413
F--------........
Shockley,
Shoecraft, Ella
1425
-------Ella Clark
Clark -----Shoecraft,
1508
Shook, Elizabeth
1508
-----------......
Shook,
Elizabeth
Short, Cla
Clara
1476
1476
-----.....
A-----.....
ra A
Shoup,
Catharine L
L ._-.-- -1460
-----Shoup, Catharine
1510
Showalter, Francis H.
H. P
P -----------1510
1448
B-------------------- 1448
Shriner, Lizzie B
S--------------------- 1435
Shuler, Clara S
Shull, Louise E
1521
E--------------------1521
Shull,
Victoria Gallego de
de------------ 1499
Silva, Victoria
J--------------------- 1453
Silvey,
Silvev, Sarah J
Simms, Blanche
1520
1520
H-----__
-----Blanche H
Simpkins, Oscar M.
M ------ __-__---_
1415
Sims, Ella M
1404
M -----------------Sims, John-----------------------John_
1512
1468
Sims, Susan A---------------------A
1468
Sines, Annie H
1471
H--------------------A -------- __-----1398
Skaggs, Charles A
1398
Skinner, Catherine
Catherine
1515
-----------------1515
Skinner. Sarah M_
1510
M --------------1510
1451
Slagle, Irene S
S------------------

INDEX.
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Page. Pensions
Page.
Pensions Granted-Continued.
Granted—Continued.
Pensions
Page.
Pensions Granted-Continued.
Granted—Continued.
Slaten,
Rachel
1456
Swails,
R
Slaten, Rachel--------------------..
1519
1519
Frances R-----------------Swails, Frances
Slaughter, Lucy
1410
Lucy W
W----------------1410
Swan,
E --------------1423
Slaughter,
- 1423
Mary E
Swan, Mary
Smallwood,
William
1414
1414
Smallwood, William----------------Swarthout,
A
1475
1475
Fabel A----------------Swarthout, Fabel
Smith,
1506
Adaline -------------------1492
Smith, Adaline
Sweazy,
Samanda-----------------Sweazy, Samanda
Smith,
1492
1406
Catherine ---------------Smith, Catherine
Phoebe J.
Sweeney,
J --------------Sweeney, Phoebe
Smith, Charles
F
1443
Sweet,
1400
D------------------Charles F.-----------------Smith,
Marion D
Sweet, Marion
Smith, Edmond
1392
1392
1454
---Swegar,
Addie E
E
1454
L_-----------------Edmond L
Smith,
Swegar, Addie
1509
Smith, Elizabeth
1405
Swift,
Matilda A
A
Smith,
Elizabeth-------------------Swift, Matilda
Smith, Euphamia
1454
1454
1390
Swigart,
---Euphamia -----------------Smith,
Catherine ----------Swigart, Catherine
1491
1499
Smith, Jane
W
Taggard, Cordelia F
F --------------Jane W-------------------Smith,
Taggard,
1471
Smith, John
H
Taggart Anna-------------------Anna
1492
John H.-------------------Smith,
Taggart
1499
------Talbot, Kate
Kate D
1499
D -Smith, Kate
Kate D
1462
Talbot,
D..---.-------------Smith,
Smith, Laura
1532
1423
Talbott, Mary
Mary L
1423
1532
L ----------------Talbott,
B -------------------Laura B
Smith,
1463
Smith, Mary_------------__-------Mary
1533
Tando, Rosalia
Rosalia A------------------A
Tando,
Smith,
1521
Tanner, Mary
E
1521
Smith,
A
1512
1512
Mary E------------------Tanner,
Mary A----------------Smith, Mary
1534
Taussig, Ellen
Knefler
1534
1528
Ellen Kneflerr------------Smith, Polley
Polley --------------------1528
Taussig,
Smith,
1503
Taylor, Carrie--------------------Carrie
1503
Taylor,
Smith,
1520
A ----------------Smith, Thomas A
1467
.-----------------Taylor, Emma
Emma
1467
Taylor,
Smuck, Jacob
Jacob G----------------G
1485
Smuck,
1531
Taylor, Jemima
Jemima A
A ----------------1531
Taylor,
Snow,
1383
Werner -----------------Snow, Werner
1516
Taylor, Mary
1516
Mary---------------------Taylor,
Snyder, Charles---------------Charles
1446
Snyder,
1524
Teeple, Fannie
1524
Fannie ------------------Teeple,
Snyder,
1404
E ---------------William E
Snyder, William
1477
Temple
Soper,
B-----------------1434
Bertram B
Soper, Bertram
Teraz,John
Temple Elizabeth
Elizabeth
1477
1385
1385
Sorrels,
Ruth J
1514
Teraz, John--------J ----------------Sorrels, Ruth
1431
Thacker, Adelaide-----------------Adelaide
1431
Thacker,
Souder,
1494
Ada --------------------Souder, Ada
Thomas, Charlotte
Charlotte A--------------A
1495
Thomas,
Sour,
1451
Addie ---------------------Sour, Addie
1533
Thomas, Elizabeth-----------------Elizabeth
1533
Thomas,
Sowers,
Elizabeth
1441
Sowers, Elizabeth----------------1505
Thomas, Frances
Frances A
1505
A --------------Thomas,
Sparks,
Carrie E------------------E
1438
Sparks, Carrie
1510
Thomas,
George
P
1510
Thomas, George P----------------Spaun,
1500
C------------------Spaun, Mary C
1463
Thompson, Emily J----------------J
1463
Thompson,
Speakman,
Nicholasita B---------B
1399
Speakman, Nicholasita
1486
-Thompson, Harriet
Harriet E-----E
1486
Thompson,
Spealman,
C
1506
-----Margaret C----Spealman, Margaret
1402
.--Thompson, John
John D-----------D
1402
1417
Thompson,
Spencer,
Mary ------------------Spencer, Mary
1427
Thompson, Joseph
Joseph D
1427
---------D 1428
Thompson,
Spencer,
P--------------Unity P
Spencer, Unity
Thompson, Katherine--------------Katherine
1469
1469
Thompson,
1458
Spicer,
Orilla S--------------------S
Spicer, Orilla
1511
Thorn, Jane E-------------------E
1511
Thorn,
1489
Sprague,
D----------------Cleora D
Sprague, Cleora
1508
Thorp, Ada
Ada ----------1508
1492
Thorp,
Sprague,
Sarah E
E-----------------Sprague, Sarah
1508
Thorp, Mary
Mary C ---------------1508
Thorp,
1458
Sprinkle,
T ----------------.
Henry T
Sprinkle, Henry
1449
-Tice, Elizabeth
1449
Elizabeth------- ------1489
Tice,
Spurling,
F
Mary F------------------Spurling, Mary
1442
Ticknor, Melissa
Melissa I
1442
I-----------------1511
Ticknor,
Angeline----------------Stafford, Angeline
Staley,Jacob
Stafford
1511
1447
Tiffany, Eleanor
G--------------1505
1505
Eleanor G
1447
Tiffany,
Staley, Jacob---------------------Tilly, Jane-------------------Jane
1381
Tilly,
Stanbery, William
William H
1387
H---------------Stanbery,
Tissue, Carrie
1426
Carrie ---------------.---Tissue,
Stape, Rhoda
1512
M------------------Rhoda M
Stape,
Tomlinson, Emma-----------------Emma
1445
Tomlinson,
Stapleton, Bridget----------------Bridget
1429
Stapleton,
-- 1486
Touchette, Agnes ------------Touchette,
Stark, William
William H-----------------H
1428
Stark,
Tower,
L
1402
Fannie L---------------Tower, Fannie
Starr,
E
1502
Mary E------------------Starr, Mary
Trace,
Anna D-------D
1440
------1453
Trace, Anna
Starr, Sarah
Sarah A--------------------A
1453
Starr,
Treadwell,
1521
L----------------Sadie L
Treadwell, Sadie
1452
Stealey, Leona
Leona -----------------Stealey,
..--------.--Trego,
E
1399
Lillie E
1444
Trego, Lillie
Steffy,
Theodore S-----------------S
Steffy, Theodore
Tubbs,
II., jr.-------------jr
1393
Lewis H.,
Tubbs, Lewis
1410
Stephens,
.---------------Harry
Stephens, Harry
-Tunks,
Reese -1457
----------Tunks, Reese
1476
Stephens, Hettie
J
Hettie J----------------Stephens,
1431
Turnbull,
William H
H: --------- --..
Turnbull William
1460
Sterling,
1460
--------Eliza _-------Sterling, Eliza
1387
Turner
avid
1387
Turner,, David-------------------1456
Sterrett,
Nancy -------------------1456
Sterrett, Nancy
Turner,
Frederick
1410
1410
..----------Frederick Turner, D
1478
Stetson,
Elizabeth J
J --------------Stetson, Elizabeth
1507
Turner, Martha
Martha JJ-------------.
-._
Turner,
1535
Stevens,
1535
M --------------Alvira M
Stevens, Alvira
1491
- -Turner, Mertie
Mertie M
M--------...
Turner,
Stevens,
Sarah J
1477
J-----------------Stevens, Sarah
Twaddle, Annie
Annie R
R
.------ 1449
Twaddle,
Stewart,
1474
E--------Catherine E
Stewart, Catherine
Tyler, RovalO------Royal 0
14
1408
- Tyler,
Stewart,
M ----------------1490
Ida M
Stewart, Ida
1429
---Udell,
Mathew H
1429
-H-Udell, Mathew
1447
---.------Stewart,
Rebecca J
1447
J --.
Stewart, Rebecca
1530
Ulrich,
1530
E ----- -Margaret E
Ulrich, Margaret
1516
Stinson,
Mary E
1516
E----------------Stinson Mary
1453
Umlauf
t, Karoline
1453
Karoline-----------1431
Umlauft,
Stites,
tEmma --------------------Stites, Emma
1464
-Underwood Mary
1491
Stockford,
Henry----------------Stockford, Henry
Underwood
Urquhart,Emma
Mary _-----1464
1504
1504
Urquhart, FEmma-----------------1382
Stoddart,
Lester W
W --------------1382
Stoddart, Lester
Van
Landingham,Sarah
R.----------__ 1510
Sarah R
Van Landingham
1486
Stokesberry, John
John W
W--------------Stokesberry,
1503
Van
Ida L--------1503
Nattan, IdaL
Van Nattan,
1435
Stokesberry, Martin
Martin L
1435
L ------------Stokesbherry,
1404
Van
Patten Eugene--------------Eugene
14 04
Van Patten,
1419
Stoll,
B --------1419
----Sallie B
Stoll, Sallie
1418
Vanalstine,
'Elizabeth
1418
-----Vanalstine, Elizabeth-----1488
Stone,
1488
Charlotte- ----------------Stone, Charlotte
1510
Vanderhoof,
Rebecca
C
1510
C------------Vanderhoof, Rebecca
1433
Story, Barsha------------------Barsha
Story,
Vann,
Ruth E
E -------------1423
1479
Vann, Ruth
Straight,
Martha A--------------A
1479
Straight, Martha
1467
Vanzant,
l467
------Etta-----------Vanzant, Etta
1486
Stram,
1486
Washington------------Stram, Washington
1407
Vaughn,
Bruce R---------R
1407
Vaughn, Bruce
1531
Stratton,
1531
Clarissa----------------Stratton, Clarissa
1531
Yeats,
1531
F -------------------Julia F
Veats, Julia
1428
Stuart,
Julia I------------------I
1428
Stuart, Julia
1511
Vickery,
1511
A------------------Nancy A
Vickery, Nancy
1504
Sturtevant,
A
Mary A----------------Sturtevant, Mary
von Brandis,
Brandis, Mary
Mary H-------------II
1532
1532
1409
von
1409
Sullivan,
Mary ---------------Sullivan, Mary
1416
1416
Voss
Anna ---------------------- -Voss, Anna
1406
Sullivan
G.-----------------Mary G
Sullivan 'Mary
..---- 1534
Waddell,
Eli7abeth J---------J
1534
1508
Waddell, Elizabeth
1508
D-----------------Mlary D
Surber, Mary
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Pensions Granted—Continued.
Pensions
Granted-Continued.
Martha V
Wade, Martha
V -..
--------------__ -Wade, Mattie M -----Waggoner, John F
F----------------Wait,
John
Wait, John------------------------Wakefield,
Catharine S
S ------------Wakefield, Catharine
Walden, Mary
Mary---------------------Walker, Josephine
Josephine---------------Wallace, Claude------------------Claude
Walsh, Joseph F------------------F
Ward, Annie E-------------------E
Ware, Elmer ---------------------Warner, Irwin E----E
----------Warren, Sarah J------J
----------Washburn,
Abbie
D
D--------------Washburn,
Washburn, Euphenia
Washburn,
Euphenia---------------Watson, Annie B
B------------------Watson, Lueza A
Watson,
A-------------------

Page.
Page.
1442
1442
1442
1442
1401
1401
1470
1470
1533
1533
1492
1492
1430
1430
1400
1400
1445
1445
1496
1496
1414
1414
1477
1477
1443
1443
1517
1517
1494
1494
1489
1489
1511
1511
1405
1405
1388
1388
1400
1400
1469
1469
1438
1438
1422
1422
1495
1495
1463
1463
1511
1511
1409
1409
1460
1460
1406
1406
1476
1476
1511
1511
1458
1458
1410
1410
1460
1460
1425
1425
1512
1512
1432
1432
1425
1425
1514
1514
1498
1498
1433
1433
1410
1410
1474
1474
1420
1420
1448
1448
1445
1445
1432
1432
1458
1458
1399
1399
1403
1403
1480
1480
1495
1495
1443
1443
1500
1500
1495
1495
1423
1423
1411
1411
1471
1471
1471
1434
1434
1374
1374
1412
1412
1448
1448
1398
1398
1421
1421
1422
1422
1485
1485
1413
1413
1513
1513
1489
1489
1429
1429
1438
1438
1466
1466
1498
1498

Weaver, Leize
Leize Holmes
Weaver,
Holmes--------------Webb, Gillis W
W--------------------Webber, Josephine
Josephine L
L-------------___
Weiler,
C
Weller, Lizzie
Lizzie C-------------------Weiss, Louis_--_----------------Louis
Wellman, Margaret-------------Margaret
M
Wells, Eliza M--------------------Wells, Nellie_---------Nellie
--West, Sophia
Sophia M------------------M
Westfield, Charles F
Westfield,
F--------------Wetherel, Hannah-_----------___Hannah
Wetherel,
Ascension S. de --------Wheeler, Ascension
Wheeler, Ency A
A. H
H__ ---.-------_
Wheeler, Julian A
A----------------Wheeler,
Whetstone, Catherine
Catherine E
E-----------Whetstone,
White, James K --------------.
White, Jennie
Jennie .-...-----------White, Martha
Martha ---.-----------R
White, Martha R----------------Whiteman, Lennie
Whiteman,
Lennie- -------------Whitney, Jennie------------------Jennie
Whitney,
Whitten, Frances
Whitten,
Frances J
J.-----------Florence E
Wilbur, Florence
E---------..---_
Wilcox, Jesse
Jesse .----...-.-----.-Wilcox,
Wilcox, Roy
B
Wilcox,
Roy B-...............__
Wiley,
W
iley, Robert
Robert
--.----- -------.
Robert David
Wiley, Robert
David-.-------------A
Wilfong, Mary A-----------Wilhite, Cora-------------------n-Cora
Wilkerson,
Wilkerson, Emma V
V---------------Wilkey, Emily C-------------------C
Wilkinson,
Wilkinson, Nellie -----------------Wilkinson,
F
Wilkinson, R. F
Willard, Hattie M
Williams, Andrew J
J.---------------Williams,
Williams, Bertha
Bertha-------------------Williams,
Martha A
Williams, Martha
A _---------___--Williams,
Williams, May -------------- ___
Williams,
E
Williams, Sarah E--------------__Williams, Sarah F
F.----------__---Williams, William B
B-- _. -------. __.
Williams,
Williamson,
Williamson, Alwillda
Alwillda E
E----------Williamson, Isabella
Isabella L
Williamson,
L-------------Willis,
I
Willis, Clara
Clara I--------------------Willms, Joseph
Joseph ----------------____
Wilmarth,
Lottie _---------_-. ____Wilmarth, Lottie
Wilson, Catherine
Catherine __----_-_-___-__Wilson,
Wilson, Emma --------------------Wilson, Lucy Stevens -------------Wilson, Maggie--_----------_____
Maggie
_-__Wilson, Mary
Mary ---------------Wilson, Naomi G -----------.-__Wilson, Nellie
Nellie E-------------------E
Wilson, Sophia (widow of Henry)__.
Henry)
Wilson, Sophia
Wilson,
(widow of
H.)_
Sophia (widow
of John
John H.)_-Wilsey, Susan A ----_________
Hallie
Wilt, Hallie------------------------

Pensions Granted-Continued.
Granted—Continued.
Pensions
Wimbles, Mary
Mary J-------J
Wimbles,
--------Wingar, Mabel
Mabel ---------------- ___
Wingar,
Winn,
Mary
A
Winn,
A ------------------Winters, Eliza A ----------------Winters,
Wishard,
Amanda
Wishard, Amanda ----------------Wood,
Wood, Eva L
L---------------------Woods,
Woods, Charlotte------------------Charlotte
Joseph
Woods, Joseph-_-------------Woods, Louisa
Louisa--------------------Woodward,
0
Woodward, Barbara
Barbara 0-----------Woodward,
Mary C----------------C
Woodward, Mary
Wooley,
Wooley, Maud
Maud Mabel---------_-__-Mabel
Worden,
Martha A----------------A
Worden, Martha
Wormington,
Judah L
Wormington, Judah
L ------------Yandes,
D
Yandes, Frank D-----------------__
Yaple, Mary
Mary -------------------Yaple,
Yeager,
Yeager, Bertha A------------------A
Yingling, Pius -------------------Young,
Young, Ada M ------------------Young,
Young, Ella F--------------------F
Young, Hulda --------------------Young,
Minnie ----------------__
Young, Minnie
Young, Sarah E------------------E
Zechman,
Edward -........
Zechman, Edward
Zehnder, Raymond
A
Raymond A-_______
Zink, Kesiah
Kesiah -----------------_
Zugner, Ludwig
Zugner,
Ludwig ----..
.._____.__Pensions
Pensions Increased,
Increased,
Abbott, Kate E-----------------E
Adams, Jacob------------------____
Jacob
Adams, John
John -Adams,
---_ .
Adams, Mary S
Adams,
S---------Adams,
Adams, Nancy
Nancy-------------------Adams, Sarah
AdamsSarah----------Akers,
Akers, Eleanore
Eleanore C
C--- -----____
Akers, Nancy J------------Akers,
J
Akridge, David
Akridge,
David -----_
__
Albritton,
Amos E
E
Albritton, Amos
___________
Aldrich,
Mary J
Aldrich, Mary
J ----------- _______
Alexander, Ann J
J ------------_-___
Alexander,
Alexander,
Mary E----------------E
Alexander, Mary
Alford, Amanda
Alford,
Amanda J-----------------J
Allen, Agnes
Allen,
Agnes__-------------_-____
Allen,
Allen, Amelia
Amelia------------------Allen,
Allen, Angie O---------------__-__
0
Allen,
Jane- ---------------__-_
Allen, Jane
Alien, Lucy R
R-----------------_
Allen,
Alien, Martha
Allen,
Martha E
E ----------- _----_
Allen, Mary
Mary C----C
Althouse,
M
Althouse, Carrie M--_____
Alvord, Anna
Anna M--------------___
M
Alward,
Nancy E----------------E
Alward, Nancy
Anderson, Catharine-----Anderson,
Catharine
Anderson, Lissie
J--------------___
Anderson,
Lissie J
Andrews,
Eliza F
Andrews, Eliza
F------------------Antiss, Clarissa G-----------_-__-__
G
Antoni, Frederick
Frederick ------------____
Antoni,
Applegate, Mary
Applegate,
Mary E----------------E
Archer, William
William H---------------Fl
Armstrong, Maggie
Armstrong,
R
Maggie R---------_-___Arnett, John
P---------_______
Arnett,
John P
Arnold,
S
Arnold, William S-----------__Artlip,
Catherine S
Artlip, Catherine
S
____
Ash, Grace
drace E
E--------__-Ash,
Ashmead, Elizabeth A
Ashmead,
A ------_-____Ashmead, Emma
Ashmead,
Emma ------------__--_Augustine, Rebecca
____-__
Augustine,
Rebecca M ------Austin, Lovada,
Austin,
Lovada ------------ __--__
Avirett, John A
------- ____
Avirett,
A
Bacon, Kate S
Bacon,
S -------------------Badder, Oscar A-------------------Badder,
A
Bailey, Hannah
Bailey,
Hannah -------- ___---_
__
Bailey, Susan A--------------__
Bailey,
A
,-----------_
--Bair, Belle
Belle------

Page.
1530
1530
1449
1449
1529
1529
1521
1521
1460
1460
1524
1524
1495
1495
1387
1387

1507
1507
1500
1500
1429
1429
1499
1499
1459
1459
1398
1398
1383
1383
1514
1514
1463
1463
1513
1513
1395
1395
1526
1526
1485
1485
1520
1520
1453
1453
1526
1526
1388
1388
1416
1416
1394
1394
1516
1516

1407
1407
1404
1404
1441
1441

1524
1524
1467
1467

1467
1467
1459
1459
1390
1390
1466
1466
1502
1502
1500
1500
1520
1520
1466
1466
1390
1390
1510
1510
1467
1467
1514
1514
1495
1495
1415
1415
1397
1397
1521
1521
1421
1421
1464
1464
1468
1468
1456
1456
1436
1436
1436
1436
1394
1394
1526
1526
1406
1406
1452
1452
1385
1385
1386
1386
1421
1421
1427
1427
1499
1499
1493
1493
1499
1499
1514
1514
1400
1400
1468
1468
1392
1392
1465
1465
1513
1513
1428
1428

INDEX.
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Pensions Increased-Continued.
Increased—Continued.
Pensions
Baird, Amanda
Amanda -----------------Baker, Carrie-------------__---Carrie
Baldwin, Alice
Alice B
B.----------____-__
Ballinger, Mary ------------.._-___
Banner, Jane A-----------_________
A
Barber, Sarah
Sarah F---------------__F
Barker, Rosamond
Rosamond -------------.- __
Barnett, Isabelle -------------- __
Barnett,
--------------Barnett, Mary
Barrick, John M---M
Barrows,
George H------H
Barrows, George

Zadok Kemster -------

BasdenHZadok
Bates,
Basden,
attie GKemster

Bates, Hattie G----------------

__

Batt, Hannah M ----------------Baxter, Mariah
Mariah E--------------E
Baxter, Rachel
Rachel M---------------M
Baxter,
Beavers, Mary C------------_-C
Beecher, Mary
Mary J.---------------J
13eha,
Beha, Geneva
Geneva---------------------Beigh, Catherine--------------Catherine
Beigh,
Belair, Mary
--------------Mary---Belair,
Belt, Mary .1
J-------------------Bemore, Caroline M--------------M
Bemore,
Bender, Mary L
L-----------------Bender,
Bender, Sarah
Sarah E------------------E
Bender,
Bennett, Tabitha S
S --------------Bennett,
Benson, Mary C..------------C
Benson,
Bentley, Lindia -------------Bentley,
Benton, Thoma
Thomas M----------------M
Benton
K-- --------------Bentz, Susan K
Bentz,
Berard, John H
H-------------------Berard,
Biddle, Martha
R---------------Martha R
Bigelow, Jennie S
S------------------Bigelow,
Bigler, Melissa ----------------Bigler,
Bilbay, Mary D-------------------D
Billet, Anna M--------------------1%1
Billman,
Joanna
Billman, Joanna-----------------Bisco, Mary
Mary S
S------------------Bittle, Catharine B-------------B
Black, Ida .1
J----------------------Syntha
Black, Syntha---------------------A
Blair, Mary A--------------------J------------------Blair, Thirza J
D
Blake, Frank D------------------Blake, Louis H--------------------11
Blake,
Boardman, Catharine-------------Catharine
Boardman,
Boggs, Caroline
Caroline E
E ---------------Boggs,
Boland, Jennie
-----Jennie-------Boland,
Ethel
----------Bolton, L. Ethel---Bonner,
Anna M
M------------------Bonner, Anna
A
Booth, Betsy A--------------------.
iostwick, Ella
..- ncis-------------Ella "Francis
Bostwick,
Botimer,
Botimer Elizabeth --------------Botkin,
L
Fermon L----------------Botkin, Fermon
Bowles, Cynthia M
M ---------------Bowles,
Bowman,
A----------------Mary A
Bowman, Mary
Boyd,
Peter--------------------Boyd, Peter
Boyd, Susan S.------------------S
Boylen,
Mary ------------- --Boylen, Mary
Bradley, Carleton
E
Carleton E-------------Bradley,
Branch,
Branch, Sarah --------------Brass,
Clara
E
Brass, Clara E -----------------Bratton, Margaret
Margaret M
M -------------Bratton,
Brewer, Annie
Annie--------------------Brewer,
Bridgman,
Elizabeth
Bridgman, Elizabeth---------------Bridgman, Samuel
N
Samuel N.--------------Bridgnran,
Briggs, Grace
F
Grace F.-------------------Briggs,
Brinson,
Josinah ------------------Brinson, Josinah
Brodrick, Ella
Ella --------------------Brodrick,
Brothers, Harriet
Harriet E---------------E
Brothers
Brown,
Clark_
Brown, Clark ---------------------Brown, Grant
Grant -----------------Brown,
Brown, Henrietta
Buswell-----------Henrietta Buswell_
Brown,
Brown, Huldah
Huldah -------------------Brown,
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Page. Pensions
Pensions Increased-Continued.
Increased—Continued.
1468
1468
Brown,
Lucena --------------Brown, Lucena
1485
1485
Brown,
Brown, Mary D -------------.1488
1488
Brown, Mary
Mary JJ-------------_Brown,
1489
1489
Brown,
Sarah ----------------Brown, Sarah
1480
1480
Brown, Sopha
Sopha Brown,
-----------1457
1457
Bruce,
Theodore T
TBruce, Theodore
--------1424
1424
Brudon,
Sarah------------Brudon, Sarah
1382
Bryan, Sarah
Sarah A
A.--------------1382
Bryan,
1430
Bryant, Frances
Frances M
M ----1430
_-----Bryant,
1430
1430
-_Bryant,
Nancy JJ----------.Bryant, Nancy
1405
1405
Buchanan,
Louise
F
Buchanan, Louise F.------------. -1397
Buckey,
George
W
Buckey, George W -----------1489
1397
Buckley,
E ------------1489
Mary E
Buckley, Mary
1458
Buis, Brother --------------------1458
Buis,
1403
1403
Burchett, Leo
Leo V
V------------------1473
Burke, Isabella
Isabella -------------------1473
Burke,
1449
1449
Burket, Daniel ----------------1500
Burress,
P-----------------1500
Burress Lucius
Lucius P
1469
Burris, Freeman
Freeman A-----------------A
1469
Burris,
Burroughs, Georgianna
Georgianna M
M----------1482
1482
Burroughs,
1416
Nancy Jane--------------Jane
Bush, Nancy
1416
Charles A---A
1431
-------Bushey, Charles
1431
1490
Butterfield, Horace
Horace G------------G
Butterfield,
1490
1478
Button, Emma
Emma ------1478
--------Button,
Calvert, Helen
Helen -----------------1528
1528
Calvert,
Cameron, Sarah W---------------W
1508
1508
Cameron,
Campbell, Emma
1483
1483
Emma-----------------Campbell,
Campbell, Josephine
Josephine--------------Campbell,
1472
1472
Campbell, Mary
Mary A. S
S--------------.
Campbell,
1390
1390
Campbell, Sarah A. L. P.---_----__P
Campbell,
1530
1530
Cantwell, John
John .----------1394
Cantwell,
1394
Carl, Charles
Charles--------------------1395
Carl,
1395
Carman, Annie
1418
1418
Annie-------------------Carman,
Carney, Joshua C
C------------1530
Carney,
1530
Carpenter, Maria A----------------A
Carpenter,
1505
Carroll, Anna M
M-------------------Carroll,
1448
Carter, Cinthy
----------------Carter,
1513
Carver, James
James A-----------------A
Carver,
1439
Cass, Etta
Etta W
Cass,
W--------------------1532
1532
Caton, Kate
Kate G
G -------------------Caton,
1534
1534
1468
Caudill, Roscoe-------------------Roscoe
1468
Caudill,
Cavaness, Mathew
Mathew----------------Cavaness
1386
1386
Centers, Lucy
1460
Lucy-------------------Centers,
Chamberlin,
R
1384
1384
Chamberlin, Livonia R-----------Chatfield, Sarah E------E
---Chatfield
1397
1397
Chavez,
F
Francisca F1418
Chavez Francisca
1418
Clark,
Maria L------------------L
1417
Clark, Maria
1417
Clark,
F
1405
1405
Clark, Richard F-----------------Clay, Lizzie
Lizzie -------------------1419
Clemens, Amanda
Amanda ---------------1453
1453
Clifford,
Mary E
E-----------------Clifford, Mary
1474
1474
Coffman,
Lucretia--------------1496
Coffman, Lucretia
1496
Coleman,
Sarah
E
Coleman, Sarah E-------------1480
1480
Colins,
Elmira
Colins, Elmira---------------------1490
1490
Colter, Grover--------------------Grover
Colter,
1424
Combs, William
William J
J -------Combs,
1531
Martha - --------------Comstock, Martha
1459
Comstock,
Conklin, Elizabeth
Elizabeth-----------------Conklin,
1431
1431
Conley, Dennis
B
-------Dennis B-1520
Conley,
Connell, Rose
M_ ----------------Rose M
Connell,
1412
1412
Connolly, John
John F
F-----------------Connolly,
1486
Connor, Charles
Charles ------------------1439
Connor,
1439
Constable, Sarah
Sarah A-----------------A
Constable,
1480
1480
Conway, Mary
F---------------Mary F
Conway,
1435
1435
Cook, Elizabeth
M
Elizabeth M---------------Cook,
1515
1515
Cooper, Nancy
Nancy J
J-----------------1400
Cooper,
1400
Coppins, Mary
J_
Mary J----------------1525
Coppins,
1525
Corkett, Elizabeth
Elizabeth ----------------Corkett,
1451
Cory, Mary
Mary L-------------------L
1433
Cory,
1433
Cotterel, Nancy
Nancy A
A ---------------Cotterel,
1529
1529
Couch, Elizabeth----------------Elizabeth
Couch,
1390
1390
C,ousens, Elizabeth
Eli zab eth ----------------Cousens
1390
1390
Cover, 6George
eorge W
W -----------------Cover,
1503
A-------------------1450
Covev.
Covey,
Sarah A.
1450
-- -' Sarah
--

Page.
1418
1418
1528
1528
1468
1468
1505
1505
1519
1519
1430
1430
1485
1485
1533
1533
1501
1501
1521
1521
1458
1458
1400
1400
1468
1468
1388
1388
1408
1408
1457
1457
1533
1533
1408
1408
1471
1471
1428
1428
1530
1530
1412
1412
1384
1384
1439
1439
1467
1467
1485
1485
1497
1497
1472
1472
1434
1434
1504
1504
1410
1410
1396
1396
1455
1455
1398
1398
1508
1508
1396
1396
1458
1458
1383
1385
1531
1409
1400
1506
1454
1463
1463
1488
1488
1491
1491
1402
1402
1510
1484
1441
1472
1472
1478
1478
1433
1386
1392
1507
1507
1528
1528
1385
1385
1397
1397
1409
1409
1404
1404
1493
1493
1395
1395
1527
1422
1422
1519
1532
1417
1417
1481
1486
1486
1454
1454
1397
1397
1429
1429
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PensionsIncreased-Continued.
Cowan,
Catharine----------------Cowan, Catharine
Cowan,
Robert H-----------------H
Cowan, Robert
Cox,
Lucy
_
A------------------Cox, Lucy A
Craig, Lavina___
Lavina- -------------------Craig,
F-----------------Cramer, Charles F
Cramer,
D--------------Crandall,
Crandall, George D
Cranston,
Ellen- ------------------Cranston, Ellen
Craven,
Tabitha T
T---------------Craven, Tabith
Crawford, Martha..
Martha--------------Crawford,
Criswell, Caroline
Candus ---------Caroline Candus_
Criswell,
Croft,
Croft, Elizabeth ------------------------Crookes, Kate--------Kate
Cross,
Ann ---------------Cross, Mary Ann
Crow, Minnie E-------------------E
Crow,
Crow!, Minnie
Minnie L--------------L
Crowl,
Crumb,
Eliza A
A-------------------Crumb, Eliza
Cumback,
Laura A.
W ------------A. W__
Cumback, Laura
Cumming,
Mary---------------Cumming, Mary
Daily, Charlotte
A----------------Charlotte A
Daily,
Daley, Margaret
Margaret-----------------Daley,
D------------------Julia D
Darnell, Julia
Darnell,
Alice
Darr, Alice------------------A--------------------Jennie A
Davis, Jennie
E----------------Davis, Mary
Mary E
DeKuhn,
Cecelia----------------DeKuhn, Cecelia
Delamarter, Roxana---------------Roxana
Delamarter
Demaris,
Martha
A
A--------------Demaris,
Dennis, Christopher---------------Christopher_
Derby,
C------------------Derby, Emma C
Derby, Mary
Mary C -------------------Devlin, Mary J----------------J
Devlin,
Diamond, Cornelia M------------M
Diamond,
Dickinson, Melissa E -- ----------Dickinson,
Diemart, Charles
Charles B
B -------- -----Diemart
Dieter,
Philip --------------------Dieter, Philip
-- ---------- - - --Dins,
Henry
Dilts, Henry..
-------------V- Dins,
Dilts, Ida V
Doan,
Sarah E ---------Doan, Sarah
Doepel, Charles
F -------Charles F.
Doepel,
----------Doherty, Florence
Doherty,
Doll,
Hannah..
Doll, Hannah------------------------------Donley, Elwood _-Dotson,
Dotson, William -----------.-----------E
Doty, Edith E_
-------------Douglas, Henry T
T
Douglas,
Johanna--Dowling, Johanna
Dowling,
Downes, Josephine
Josephine M -----------Downes,
-------Drain, William
William R--------It
Drain,
Draper,
Lee
Draper, Samantha Lee----Dresser,
Danie E
E----------Dresser, Danie
F -------Dudley, Abby F
L ----------Duncan, Bell L.
Duncan,
Dungan, Mary---Mary
Dungan,
Dunning, Rachel
Rachel_ --Durand, Elizabeth
Elizabeth M
M___--..-- -- Durfey,
Susanna--Durfey, Susanna
---Durnell,
Durnell, Benjamin
Benjamin F-F
---------Dyer, JaneJane
Dyer,
- ---Dyer, Mary A
A - ----Dyer, Tempie
Temple --------------------Stephen
Easton, Stephen_
-------------David
Ebner, David_
Edds, Katie
Katie -----Edds,
Elizabeth
Eddy, Elizabeth-----------B -------------Edmunds,
Roger F. B
Edmunds, Roger
------------Eidson,
Cetoia --Eidson, Cetoia
Eley, Emma J--------------J
Elkins, Harry
Harry ----------------Elkins,
Ellfeldt, William F--------------F
Ellfeldt,
Elliott,
J----------------Minerva J
Elliott, Minerva
Elliott, Sarah A------------------A
Melissa D_------------------D
Ellis, Melissa
Ellsworth, Lawson -------------Ellsworth,
E----------------Embry, Sarah E

Pensions Increased—Continued.
Increased-Continued.
Pensions
1 461
Emerson, Clara J
J------------------Emerson,
1461
Enderle,
A------------------Enderle, Mary A
1394
1394
English,
Margaret
English, Margaret-----------------1527
.527
1-Estep,
A------------Estep, William A
1434
.434
Evans, Isobel
M
-------Isobel M--------Evans,
1397
1397
Everson, R
ac hel
-----------------Rachel
Everson
1414
1414
Ewing, Eliza
Eliza------------------ :
Ewing,
1439
1439
Fagan,
L------------------Fagan, Maria L
1480
11480
Faloon,
C----------------Maria C
Faloon, Maria
1434
11434
Fanning,
T
Fanning, Joseph T-----------------1471
1471
Farris, Susan S-------------------Farris,
1534
1534
Fee, Elizabeth
Jane
ElizabethJane----------------Fee,
1534
1534
Feely,
John H-------------------H
Feely, John
1384
1384
Felter,
D
Charles D---------------Felter, Charles
1526
1526
Felton, Nancy
Nancy A
A-----------------Felton,
1479
1479
Ferguson,
Leona
Ferguson, Leona M ---------------1455
Fero,
A ---------------Esther A
Fero, Esther
1498
Ferrell,
Ferrell, William ----------------1493
Ferris,
Jeanette
E
1486
Ferris, Jeanette E-----------------Fields, Bettie--------------------Bettie__
Fields,
1397
1397
Fields, Louisa--------------------Louisa
1498
Fields,
1498
Finley,
William H
H-----------------Finley, William
1467
Fisher,
E
Fisher, Raymond E----------------1524
Fiske,
Augusta
A
_
Fiske, Augusta A --------------1466i
J -------------Flanagan,
Flanagan, Sarah J
1400
140CI
Flandreau, Carrie M--------------M
Flandreau,
1439
Flannigan, Charles
Charles----------------Flannigan,
1426
1426
Fannie---------------Fleischmann, Fannie
Fleischmann,
1394
Fleming, Roxanna----------------Roxanna
Fleming,
1501
1501
Fletcher, Amanda
Amanda J
J-------------1479
147S
Fletcher,
S -------------Fletcher, Katherine
Katherine S
Fletcher,
1484
1484I
Fly,
Clarice
Fly, Clarice----------------------1429
1421)
Force,
A-------------------Force, Mary A
1481
1481 I
Ford,
W----------------Ford, Celynda W
1396i
139(
Forman,
Elijah
1507r
1507
Forman, Elijah------------------Fornoff, Fred
-----1383I
Fred----1389
Fornoff,
-Fortier, Sarah E
E--------------Fortier,
1463
14673
Fortney,
Amanda E----------------E
1529
152'9
Fortne, Amanda
Fox,
Ella L
Fox, EUaL-----------------14966
1491
Frailey, Lottie -------------14333
Frailey,
143:
Franklin, Rachel
C
Rachel C---------------Franklin,
1514
151 I
Frasier, Harry
Harry D---------------D
1407
140 7
Frasier,
Frazee, Annie
Annie C
C-------------------1393
Frazee,
139,3
Freeman, Kitty A-----------------A
1506
Freeman,
150 6
Freeman,
F-----------Margaret F
Freeman, Margaret
1385
138 5
French,
Emily--------------------1509
French, Emily
9
150
Friesner, Philia
R
Philia R------------------1524
Friesner,
1524
Fuller, Lucinda M
M-------------Fuller,
1391
139 1
F-----------------Furlong,
Martha F
Furlong, Martha
1461
146 i1
--------Gahret,
Wilbur C ------Gahret, Wilbur
i7
1397
139
Gallup, Kate
Kate - --------Gallup,
1499
'9
149
Garbison, Polly--------------Polly
Garbison,
1518
151
8
Gardner, Minerva
Minerva J--------------J
14C )0 Gardner,
1400
Garner,
Annie
1484
14814
Garner, Annie-------------------Garner,
James A
A
----------------Garner, James
1398
13998
Garno, Mary----------------Mary
Garno,
1418
18
141
Garstang, John R
R.-----------------Garstang,
1393
131
)3
Garten, John W-------------------W
Garten,John
1472
72
147
---Garwood,
C
Malinda C-..--------1449
Garwood, Malinda
144t9
Gates,
A-------------------Lucy A
1434
Gates, Lucy
14.34
Gearhart, Virginia
_
M---------------Virginia M_
1402
Gearhart,
14(
)2
C ----------Geiger,
Henrietta C
Geiger, Henrietta
1389
89
131
1515
Getz, August -----------------15]
15
---Gibson, Aurelia H
H -----------Gibson,
1510
15]
10
Gibson, Jesse ------------1383
Gibson,
13I83
Gilluly, Ella
L ------------ -----Ella L
14'97
1497
Gilluly,
Gilmore, Hulda
Hulda J
J-----------------1488
14:
88
Gilmore, Lovina-------------------Lovina
1386
131
86
Glasgow,
---------Glasgow, William G--1395
13
95
Glidden,
Melvina
Glidden, Melvina------------------1495
14
95
Goans, Louisa
T __----------------Louisa T
1527
Goans,
15
27
H--------------Thomas H
1468
1468
Goodge, Thomas
Gormley, Alice
Alice-----------------1395
Gormley,
1395
Gosling, Eugene Augustus----------Augustus __
Gosling,
1494
1494
Page.
'age.

age.
Page.

P

440
1440
1526
1526
382
11382
404
111404
400
1400
477
1477
1524
1524
1421
1421
436
11436
1 415
1415
.493
1493
.393
11393
1402
11402
1.395
1395
l431
1431
1424
1424
1522
1522
1405
11405
L533
1533
1449
1449
1471
1471
1396
1396
1410
1410
1450
1450
1513
1469
1469
1413
1413
1396
1396
1437
1416
1416
1501
1467
1467
1523
1440
1386
1386
1415
1385
1527
1503
1466
1466
1493
1493
1393
1532
1531
1531
1438
1464
1479
1479
1450
1450
1416
1416
1388
1388
1502
1486
1472
1472
1417
1411
1411
1465
1465
1510
1510
1411
1411
1382
1382
1486
1402
1475
1395
1498
1498
1407
1407
1504
1504
1466
1507
1507
1388
1427
1427
1518
1407
1407
1529
1414

INDEX.
Pensions Increased—Continued.
Increased-Continued.
Pensions
Gosselin, Edmund
J
Edmund J---------------Gosselin,
Gould,
Harriet E
E------------------Gould, Harriet
Grady, Elizabeth
Elizabeth C---------------C
Grady,
Graper, John
F
John F------------------Graper,
Green,
Esther
E
Green, Esther E-------------------Green, Mariah
Jane _------------Mariah Jane
Green,
Green, Mary
L
Mary L------------------Green,
Greene, Sarah
M-----------Sarah M
Greene,
Greer,
Matilda
Greer, Matilda------------------Greeser,
Annie ----------------Greeser, Annie
-------Gregory,
Julia ------Gregory, Julia
Griffith,
Mary---------------------Griffith, Mary
Groesch,
Barbara
Groesch, Barbara ---------------Grotness,
H
John H.-----------------Grotness, John
Grove, George------------------George
Grove,
Grubb,
Daniel ------------------Grubb, Daniel
Gruver, Martha
Martha------------------Gruver,
Guthrie,
Martin -------------------Guthrie, Martin
Hagan,
Rachel
Hagan, Rachel-----------------Hager, Abbie
Abbie -.----------------Hager,
Haines, Eliza
Eliza -------------------Haines,
Halbert, Charles
Charles A
A --------------Halbert,
Halcum, Nancy
Nancy ------------------Halcum,

Hall,
G
Hal, Augusta J. G-------------------------J- -----Hall,
Hall, Eliza J
Hall,
E------------------Martha E
Hall, Martha
C---------------------Hall,
Mary C
HaU, Mary
Hall,
Sarah
Hal, Sarah----------------------Hallman,
Stanley----------------Hallman, Stanley
-Halls,
Charles W---------------W
Halls, Charles
Hamilton, Margaret------------Margaret
Hamilton,
Hammond, Martha
Martha -------------Hammond,
Hancock, Effa
Jane _--------------Effa Jane
Hancock,
M- --------Harlan, Mary M
Harlan,
Harmon,
W---------John W
Harmon, John
Harper, Mary
Mary E
E------------------Harper,
V -----------------Harris,
Charles V
Harris, Charles
Harsh,
B
Mary B.-------------------Harsh, Mary
Hart,
Almeda--------------------Hart, Almeda
Hart,
E -------------------Jane E
Hart, Jane
Hart, Joseph
Joseph ----------------Hart,
Hart, Rhoda
Rhoda ------------------Hart,
Harter, Louisa
Louisa H
H --------------Harter,
Hartley, Lucy
J
Lucy J-------------------Hartley,
B-----------Hartshorne, Alice B
Hartshorne,
Harvey,
Emeline -----------------Harvey, Emeline
Harvey,
Orville --------------------Harvey, Orville
Hauk,
A------------------ -Mary A
Hauk, Mary
Hayden,
Catharine ---------------Hayden Catharine
---Hayes,
Eli
-----------Hayes, Eli-----.--LHeadington, Sarah L
Headington,
eath, Minnie
Minnie -----------------heath,
-Heimlich, Charles
H
Charles H--------Heimlich,
Helton, Sarah
Sarah J----J
-------- -.--Helton,
-------E-----Hemingway, Anna
Anna E
Hemingway
Henderson, Edward
Edward D -----------Henderson,
Hennessy, Patrick---------------Patrick
Hennessy,
Henry, Kate
Kate --------------------Henry,
M -------------------Henry, Kate
Kate M
Henry,
Henry,
Jane-------------Sarah Jane
Henry, Sarah
Hepburn,
Mary R--------------R
Hepburn Mary
Herbst,
Robert A------------------A
Herbst, Robert
Herd,
Nancy J
J-------------- ---Herd, Nancy
Hermann,
Joseph-----------------Hermann, Joseph
Hewitt,
L--------------------Jane L
Hewitt, Jane
-------Hiatt,
J ---------Sarah J
Hiatt, Sarah
Hiet,
------------------John
Hiet, John
S-----Higgins,
Margaret S
Higgins, Margaret
Higley,
E-----------------Mary E
Higley, Mary
Hill,
Amanda
L
Hill, Amanda L--------------------Hills, David
David S
S ---------------Hills,
Hilton,
Fannie E
---------------Hilton, Fannie
Hilty,
Sarah E
E-----------------Hiltv, Sarah
Rinses,
G
Frank G----------------Himes, Frank

2221
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Page. Pensions
Pensions Increased-Continued.
1396
Hinds,
Julia A
A---------------1396
Hinds, Julia
1532
Hines,
Howard -----------------1532
Hines, Howard
1386
Hinkle,
D
William D----------------Hinkle, William
1386
1409
Hoff,
Harry L-------------------L
1409
Hoff, Harry
1439
Hoffman,
Josephine ---------------1439
Hoffman, Josephine
1494
Hogan,
Catherine -----------------1494
Hogan, Catherine
A------------------1507
Holder,
Claude A
Holder, Claude
1416
Holland, Alice
E ---------------Alice E
1416
Holland,
1491
-Holland, Denis-------------------Denis
1491
-Holland,
B------------------1483
Holly, Helena
Helena B
1483
Holly,
1477
Holman, Mary
A
1477
Mary A---------------Holman,
1502
Holmes, Clara
Clara ------------------Holmes,
1502
1455
Holmes, William
William A
A ----------------1455
Holmes,
1402
Holtz,
Joseph
Holtz, Joseph-------------------1402
1517
Hook,
George W---------------W
1517
Hook, George
Jane--------------1392
Hoover,
Mary Jane
Hoover, Mary
1392
1520
Hopkins,
M-------------Sarah M
1520
Hopkins, Sarah
-------1484
Hough,
Avilla-------Hough, Avilla
1484
1470
Howard, Martha
Martha A--------------A
Howard,
1470
1434
Howe, Leona
G
Leona G------------------Howe,
1434
1437
Howe, Nettie
Nettie M----------------M
Howe,
1437
J---------------Howell,
131
25
Howell, Dudley
Dudley J
1385
1477
Howell, Sarah
J
Sarah J-------------------Howell,
1477
1503
Howland, Samuel P----------------P
Howland,
1503
1472
Hubbard,
Rachel
Hubbard, Rachel------------------1472
L---------------------1433
Huff,
Helen L
Huff, Helen
1433
1494
Huffman,
Mary A
A ---------------Huffman, Mary
1494
1533
Hull,
Olive
Hull, Olive---------------------1533
1441
Humphrey,
Semantha B------------B
Humphrey, Semantha
1441
J--------------1491
Hunt,
Samantha J
Hunt, Samantha
1491
1492
Hunter,
Angeline G---------------G
Hunter, Angeline
1492
1526
Hunter,
Isabella
Hunter, Isabella-------------------1526
1388
Hunter, Theresa
A
Theresa A----------------Hunter,
1388
1434
A
Hurd, Laura A--------------------1434
1412
Ryder, John
John T
T -----------------Hyder,
1412
1497
Jackman, Martha
E
Martha E-------------Jackman,
1497
1408
Jackson, Edward----------------Edward
Jackson,
1408
1416
Jackson,
L
ou
i
sa
Jackson Louisa ---------1416
1494
James, Ruth
uth--------------------James,
1494
1524
James, Sarah
Sarah A------------------A
James,
1524
1402
Jay,
Lucinda
J
Jay, Lucinda J------------------1402
1525
Jefferson
Mary
E
E--------------Mary
Jefferson
1525
1391
Jenkins, Elcie ----------------1391
1410
Jenkins,
F
Mary F-------------------Jenkins, Mary
1410
1479
Jerrell,
Cassandra ---------------Jerrell, Cassandra
1479
1529
Jimason,
Catharine --------------Jimason, Catharine
1529
1391
Jodd,
Elizabeth
Jodd, Elizabeth-----------------1391
1432
Joanson, Caroline
Caroline E
E-------------Joinson,
1432
1472
Johnson, Clarence
Clarence J-..
J_
---..
Johnson,
1472
--1411
Johnson, Edna
Edna M-----------..--M
Johnson,
1411
-1520
Johnson, Ella
Ella E
E.----...----Johnson,
1520
----.-----..----1409
Johnson, Emil
Emil T
T
Johnson,
1409
-------1382
Johnson, George
George W
W -Johnson,
1382
1493
Johnson, LizzieLizzie ----------------Johnson,
1493
.--.
1512
Johnson, Maria
Maria L
L -------.---.Johnson,
1512
1507
Johnson,
M
Richard M-------------Johnson, Richard
1507
1404
Johnson,
Thomas----------------Johnson, Thomas
1404
1443
Jones,
Alice M------------------M
Jones, Alice
1443
1430
Jones,
Anna W.
W -----------------Jones, Anna
1430
1485
Jones,
Arthur N
N-----------------Jones, Arthur
1485
1436
Jones,
Mary V
V------------------Jones, Mary
1436
1409
Jones,
Nancy ------------------Jones, Nancy
1409
1511
Jones, Rufus
W
Rufus W-------------------Jones,
1511
1389
Karns, Eliza
Eliza J--------------------J
Karns,
1389
1520
Kasiah, Joseph-------------------Joseph
Kasiah,
1520
1458
Kauffman, Emma
Emma---------------Kauffman,
1458
1401
Keck, Charles
E-------------------Charles E
Keck,
1401
1524
Keech, Eliza
A-----------------Eliza A
Keech,
1524
1436
Kellison, Sarah
Sarah J---------------J
Kellison,
1436
1419
Kendall, Rachel
Rachel A--------------A
Kendall,
1419
1396
Kenny, Annie
Annie-------------------Kenny,
1396
1487
Kent,
Mariah
C
Kent, Mariah C----------------1487
1496
Kepler, Mary
Mary J
J--------------------Kepler,
1496
1385
Kerby,
E
Rachel E-------------------Kerby, Rachel
1385

Page.
1494
1494
1386
1386
1393
1393
1393
1449
1449
1421
1408
1440
1412
1412
1462
1494
1494
1497
1497
1396
1396
1395
1395
1385
1385 1511
1511
1431
1520
1478
1485
1465
1391
1521
1534
1440

1531

1444
1444
1527
1527
1503
1503
1433
1433
1484
1484
1460
1460
1532
1532
1442
1442
1391
1490.
1490
1383
1383
1527
1527
1455
1501
1480
1480
1494
1494
1476
1476
1438
1438
1484
1484
1514
1514
1429
1429
1518
1518
1383
1383
1454
1454
1465
1465
1386
1386
1490
1490
1392
1392
1519
1519
1417
1417
1405
1405
1501
1501
1518
1518
1407
1406
1511
1511
1390
1390
1535
1535
1410
1410
1520
1520
1398
1398
1462
1462
1434
1434
1464
1464
1483
1483
1436
1436
1406
1406
1459
1459
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Pensions
Increased—Continued.
1493
McCollum, Maggie E-------------E
1493
McCollum,
Kimbell, Mary J
1521
1521
J----------------McCollum, Rebecca
_
1455
1455
McCollum,
Rebecca-------------King, Ester C
1518
1518
C-------------------1512
McCombs,
Anna
King, Nancy A
1445
A-----------------McCombs
McCook,Mary
Anna --.....----------.
1512
1495
1495
Hinman,
1399
Kinman, Charles S
McCook, Mary-------------------1399
S------------ ----McCormick, Lizzie
1516
1516
McCormick,
Kinne, William W
1382
1382
Lizzie----------------W---------------McCready, Alexander
1398
McCready,
Alexander -----------1398
Kinsey, Ada L--------------------L
1473
1473
MacDonald, Angus J---------------J
1387
MacDonald,
Kinsloe, Caroline
Caroline W
1429
1387
1429
W
---------McDonald, Daniel-----------------Daniel
1414
Kirk, Jennie
Jennie L
1414
McDonald,
1497
L-- -------------- 1497
McDonald, David
1391
McDonald,
Kirkpatrick,
Margaret ---------1469
Kirkpatrick, Margaret
David C
C---------------- 1391
1469
Kiste, Henry E-------------------E
1383
McElhinny, William --------------1400
McElhinny,
1383
1400
Klepper,
Rebecca J
McEnhill, Norma E
E -----------1413
1516
1413
Klepper, Rebecca
McEnhill,
J- ---------------- 1516
McGrayel, Lucy Jane-----------Jane
1466
Kline, Amanda-_--------.------Amanda
1461
McGrayel,
1461
1466
Klug, Eva G
G --.-1522
McGuire, Hattie A ----------------1519
1522
--------McGuire,
1519
McGuire, Mary W--------------W
1525
Knight, Isabella
Isabella ------McGuire,
1516
---1516
1525
E ---1433
Knight, Sarah E
Mcllhenny,
McIlhenny, Jennie
Jennie S---------------8
1522
----------1433
1522
1402
Kohr, Herbert 00 ..-------------Mclnroe,
1402
McInroe, Cordelia F
1487
F---------------- 1487
Loesa
1534
Kontner, Loesa-----------------McKeever, Sarah E---------------E
1506
McKeever,
1534
1506
J
1440
McKenney,
1458
Kramer, Ellen J--1440
------------McKenney, Mary
Mary G
G- .'---------1458
Kramer, Jessie 0
1442
McKinney,
Maggie A -------------1519
0 -- ---------McKinney, Maggie
1442
1519
Kresge, Julia A
A-------------1526
1526
_McLuen, Hester A
1529
A----------------1529
Kuhlenschmidt,
Plivabeth ---------1452
Kuhlenschmidt, Elizabeth
1452
McMillan, Mary A
A----------------- 1440
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-Emma -------C-----Withers,
1461
Wolbert, Carrie-------------------Carrie
1461
Wolbert,
Wolfe, Edward
_
1384
P------------------Edward P
Wolfe,
Wolford,
Isabelle
1448
Wolford Isabelle------------------1519
Wood, Elizabeth
1519
Elizabeth-----------------Wood,
Woodfield, Catharine
Catharine J.-----------J
1481
Woodfield,
Wright, Elizabeth
Elizabeth J---------------J
1424
Wright,
Wright, Mary--------------------Mary
1449
Wright,
Wright, Penina
A -----------------1469
Penina A
Wright,
Wright, Samuel E----------------E
1400
Wright,
Yates, James
1405
N-------------------James N
Yates,
Yeatter,
1404
William B -------------Yeatter, William
1388
Yelle,
1388
Catherine-------------------Yelle, Catherine
1524
Yocum,
Elizabeth -----------------1524
Yocum, Elizabeth
1492
Younger,
George M
1492
M----------------Younger, George
1397
Zelazny,
Stanislaus ----------------1397
Zelazny, Stanislaus
1497
Zimmerman,
Mary E
1497
E --------------Zimmerman, Mary
1469
Zwickel,
1469
A----------------Elvessa A
Zwickel, Elvessa
Pere
Marquette Lake,
Lake,
Pere Marquette
bridge
authorized across,
across, Ludington,
Ludington,
bridge authorized
25
Mich --------------------25
Mich
Permanent
Special Working
Working Fund,
Fund, Navy,
Navy,
Permanent Special
established
from naval
naval suptransfer from
by transfer
established by
195
ply
fund
account fund-----------ply account
195
functions
specified
195
functions of specified---------------Perry
Street NE., D. C.,
Perry Street
appropriation for
grading, west
west of
for grading,
appropriation
548
Eastern
Avenue
Eastern Avenue-------------Perry's Victory
Victory Memorial
Memorial Commission,
Perry's
appropriation for
improving grounds,
for improving
appropriation
527
etc
527
etc------------------------527
use
of revenues
revenues from-----------from
527
of
use
.
Per
. ,
Persia,
appropriation
for minister
206, 1015
1015
minister to ----appropriation for
for
interpreter to
conand conlegation and
to legation
for interpreter
sulate
general
in
207,
1016
sulate general in----------- 207, 1016
for expenses
expenses of American
prisoners,
American prisoners,
for
etc., in------------------in
216,
1025
216, 1025
etc.,
Personal
C.,
Property, D. C.,
Personal Property,
deeds, etc.,
etc., of,
to be
against third
valid against
be valid
of, to
deeds,
parties,
must be
duly executed
executed
be duly
parties, must
and
filed in
office of
of recorder
recorder of
of
in office
and filed
deeds
1103
deeds-------------------.-to be
indexed and
open for
for ininkept open
and kept
be indexed
to
spection without
in
without recording in
spection
full -----------------------_
1103
full
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Personal
D. C.-Continued.
C.—Continued.
Property, D.
PersonalProperty,
conditional sales
sales of,
of, to be valid as to
to
conditional
third parties,
in writing
parties, must be in
third
1103
and filed
filed with
recorder of deeds_
deedswith recorder
and
to be indexed,
etc
1103
1103
to
indexed, etc----------------Perth
Amboy,
N.
J.,
Perth Amboy, N. J.,
bridge
authorized
across
Arthur
Kill,
bridge authorized
Tottenville,
and
1094
1094
Y., and-------Tottenville, N. Y.,
Peru,
Peru,
appropriation for ambassador
ambassador to--to. __ 206, 1015
1015
appropriation
convention
facilitating work
work of
of
convention with, facilitating
1802
traveling salesmen
salesmen __---_-----1802
traveling
Petaluma
Creek, Calif.,
Calif.,
Petaluma Creek,
improvement of,
authorized
1189
of, authorized---------improvement
preliminary
examination, etc., of, to be
preliminary examination,
made
1196
made-----------------------Petersburg,
Petersburg, Va.,
Va.,
commission
created to
to inspect, etc.,
commission created
battle
fields of
to
of, as
as to
siege of,
of siege
battle fields
feasibility
preserving for hisfeasibility for preserving
torical
etc
856
study, etc------------torical study,
Peterson Peter,
Peter,
Peterson,
811
homestead
validated
entry of, validated-------homestead entry
Petroleum,
Petroleum,
appropriation
investigations for
for
for investigations
appropriation for
economic
production, etc_
___ 421,
421, 1174
1174
etc---economic production,
Petroleum Oil
Oil Lands
Lands (see Naval
Naval Oil RePetroleum
serves).
serves).
Peyote,
Peyote,
appropriation for
for suppressing
suppressing traffic in,
appropriation
396,1147
among Indians-----------Indians
396,
1147
among
States,
Pharmacopceia,
United States,
Pharmacopoeia, United
appropriation for
for cooperating
cooperating in reviappropriation
sion of
of -------------------- 447, 837
sion
Philadelphia
Exhibition,
PhiladelphiaExhibition,
provisions for
representation of the
for representation
provisions
Government at, in
celebration
in celebration
Government
fiftieth
of
hundred and
and fiftieth
of the one hundred
anniversary
of signing of the
anniversary of
Declaration
of
Independence_
Declaration of Independence-_-__ 1254
Philadelphia, Pa.
Pa.,
Philadelphia,
appropriation
for mint
mint at
776
at----- ----- 77, 776
appropriation for
188,867
for
Naval
Home
188,
867
for Naval Home---------------for navy
yard, public
public works ----- 198, 876
navy yard,
for
710
for
at, additional,
additional, 1925
1925 ------710
mint at,
for mint
granted strip of land for street
street purposes
purposes
granted
242
from
national cemetery
cemetery -------from national
Philippine Insurrection,
Insurrection,
Philippine
veterans of,
of, with
with specified
specified diseases,
diseases,
veterans
admitted to
hospital facilities,
to hospital
admitted
620
etc. of
of Veterans'
Veterans' Bureau -----620
etc.,
Philippine
etc.,
Islands,
Philippine

appropriation for pay of Resident
Resident Comappropriation
missioners
missioners from ----------- 582, 1289
for
Resident CommisCommisexpenses of Resident
for expenses
sioners
1289
582, 1289
.---------------sioners
for
clerk hire,
hire, Resident
Resident CommisCommisfor clerk
sioners
585, 1293
585,1293
sioners-----------------for
mail equipment
equipment for
for - -- 89, 787
special mail
for special
for care
lepers, etc.,
etc., Culion-.
Culion_ __
184, 863
-_ 184,
of lepers,
care of
for
for
shipwrecked
relief, etc., of shipwrecked
for relief,
American seamen
seamen in
in ------- 208,
208, 1017
1017
American
---------- 488, 903
for
troops in
in
shelter of troops
for shelter
limit,
officers' quarters
quarters .------- 488, 903
limit, officers'
for
of insane
insane Filipino
Filipino soldiers_
soldiers- 494, 910
care of
for care
cases in
of, subject
to
subject to
court of,
supreme court
in supreme
cases
certiorari
from Supreme
Supreme Court
Court
certiorari from
for
review
940
940
for review ------------------- _ 940
no
appellate review
review allowed
allowed__
940
other appellate
no other
collection of
of taxes
taxes imposed
imposed by
by legislalegislacollection
legal1924,
and
ture
in 1923
ture of, in
ized, etc
etc -------------820
ized,
income
tax
in,
by insular
insular
etc., by
levied, etc.,
income tax in, levied,
294
officials
294
officials----------------------
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Islands—Continued.
Page.
Page
Philippine
authority of legislature
legislature to
to
income tax; authority
amend, etc
294
etc------------------National
two citizens of, to serve on National
Advisory Commission to SesquiAdvisory
centennial Exhibition AssociaAssociacentennial
tion
1254
-----tion-----------------Philippine Scouts,
Philippine
appropriation for pay of enlisted men_
481, 896
896
men_ 481,
appropriation
Regular
detail of retired officers of Regular
Army, extended
offiArmy,
extended to retired offi1099
cers of
of----------------------Phoenix, Ariz.,
Ariz.,
Phoenix,
appropriation for
at-_ 405, 1156
for Indian school at__
appropriation
Indian school at, additional,
1925
707
additional, 1925__Indian
granted public lands for municipal
municipal
granted
1213
- 643, 1213
park ---------------Indian Sanitorium,
Sanitorium, Ariz.,
Phoenix Indian
appropriation for maintenance, etc.,
appropriation
of
--- 408, 1159
of ----------------Phonographs, etc. (see Mechanical
Mechanical Musical
Musical
Phonographs,
Reproductions).
Reproductions).
Plates,
Photographic Films
Photographic
Films and Plates,
picexcise tax on, other than moving picture and X-ray,
X-ray, sold by producer --.------------------323
Physical Constants,
Physical
Constants,
appropriation for operating testing
testing
appropriation
machines to determine, of matemachines
1040
_ 231, 1040
rials----------.------Physical
Physical Education,
Education, etc.,
appropriation for investigations,
etc_ 426, 1180
investigations, etc_
appropriation
Physical
Physical Hydrography,
Hydrography,
appropriation
researches
continuing researches
appropriation for continuing
in --------------------235, 1045
1045
Physical Valuation
Valuation of Railroads,
Railroads,
Physical
appropriation for expenses
expenses of ascertainascertainappropriation
ing -------------------- 527, 1205
expenses
deficiency
deficiency appropriation for expenses
680
ascertaining
ascertaining---------------Piatt,
Piatt, Ann C. (widow),
1534
pension 1534
--------------------------Picard
and Company, A.,
Picard and
A.,
court-.. -1366
claim of, referred
referred to district court
Seward B.,
Pickens, Seward
pension ------------------------- 1407
Pickerel
and Crooked
Crooked Lakes, Mich.,
Pickerel and
disposal of erroneously
erroneously surveyed
surveyed lands
lands
594
on --------.--------------"Picton," British
British Steamship,
Steamship,
claim of owner
owner of, for collision damages,
damages,
referred to district court1555
------ 1555
referred
Picton Steamship
Picton
Steamship Company,
Company,
to
may bring suit for collision damages to
steamship
1555
1555
"Picton"---------steamship "Picton"
Pierce, Anna E. (widow),
(widow),
Pierce,
1474
pension increased
increased------------------_
Pierce,
(widow),
Pierce, Anna M. (widow),
increased
1510
1510
pension increased-----------.------Pierce, Carrie
S. (widow),
(widow),
Pierce,
CarrieS.
pension1525
1525
pension
------------------------Pierce,
(widow),
Pierce,Catharine
Catharine(widow),
1480
1480
increased------------------pension increased
Pierce Mill
Mill Road, D.
D. C.,
Pierce
closing of, directed between
between Tilden
Street and Wisconsin
Avenue_-Wisconsin Avenue_
799
Pierre,S. Dak.,
Dak.,
Pierre,
appropriation
Indian school at__
at
407, 1157
appropriation for Indian
1925_ _
708
for Indian school, additional, 1925
Indian
appropriation for Indian
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
school, repairs---------------repairs
1329
James M.,
Piersol.
Piersol, James
----------------- 1405
pension increased
increased 1405
Pierson, Ida M. (widow),
(widow),
Pierson,
increased ----------------1431
pension
increased
o

Pike
Ky.,
Page.
Page.
County, Ky.,
Pike County,
bridge authorized
authorized across Tug
Tug Fork of
River between
between Mingo
Big Sandy River
Va., and ---------11
County, W. Va.,
Pillsbury,
(widow),
A. (widow),
Pillsbury, Anna A.
pension
1453
pension---------------------------Pilot
Charts, Navy,
Pilot Charts,
appropriation for preparation,
etc.,
preparation, etc.,
appropriation
of ---------------------- 189, 868
Pima
Pima Agency,
Agency, Ariz.,
appropriation for support, etc.,
etc., of Inappropriation
dians
funds__ 411, 1161
dians at, from tribal
tribal funds-_
Pima
Indian Hospital,
Hospital, Ariz.,
Ariz.
Pima Indian
appropriation for maintenance,
etc.,
maintenance, etc.,
appropriation
of---------------------1159
408, 1159
Pima
Pima Indians,
Indians, Ariz.,
appropriation
irrigation system,
system,
appropriation for irrigation
Gila River Reservation
Reservation ------_
1152
1152
Gila
for irrigation
irrigation system on lands of,
of,
additional, 1925-------------1925
707
707
additional,
etc., authorized
authorized across
across Gila
Gila River,
dam, etc.,
for providing
water to irrigate
providing water
lands
of
landsof--------------------475
unexpended
balance of appropriation
appropriation
unexpended balance
irrigation system,
system, lands of,
of,
for irrigation
covered
covered in ------------------1155
1155
Pine Island
Island Sound, Fla.,
Pine
Fla.,
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., of, chanchannel to Captive
Island, to be
be mademade_ 1194
Captive Island,
Pine
Dak.
Pine Ridge Agency,
Agency, S. Dak.,
etc., of Inappropriation for support,
support, etc.
dians at, from tribal funds_funi1
/
2
s__ 411, 1161
Pineda
l Jose
Esperidion,
Pineda,
Jose Esperidion,
pension -------------------------1406
pension
Piney
Piney Branch
Branch Road,
Road, D. C.,
closing of, directed
directed between
between Spring and
and
799
Blair Roads ----------------of Cotton,
Pink Bollworm of
appropriation for emergency
emergency expenses
expenses
appropriation
for preventing
preventing spread
spread of, in
in
Mexico, etc-------------etc
Mexico,
458, 848
848
entrance of cotton
for preventing
preventing entrance
cotton and
inspection,
seed from Mexico; inspection,
cleaning, etc----------------etc
458
for surveys
surveys and local
local extermination
extermination
in Mexico
Mexico ---------------.- 458, 848
848
measures, Mexico,
for control
control measures,
Mexico, etcetc.. 458, 848
848
for surveys of infestation
infestation in Texas
458, 848
and other States
.----------for cooperative
cooperative establishment
establishment of
cotton free
free areas,
areas, etc
etc --..-..
459,
848
cotton
459, 848
for extermination
extermination measures
measures in cocooperation
operation with
with Mexican
Mexican authorities -----------------459, 848
848
for reimbursing
reimbursing States for enforced
enforced
nonproduction
nonproduction cotton zones-zones
459, 848
848
payment for destroyed
destroyed crops, etc.,
etc.,
forbidden
forbidden ---------------459, 848
for eradicating, etc.,
etc., additional,
additional, 1925_
706
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for eradicateradicating, etc -----------------.--55
55
Pinkerton, Ava (widow),
Pinkerton,
pension
pension-------------------------_
1469
1469
Pinkley, Mary E,
E, (widow),
(widow),
pension increased
increased -----------------pension
1431
Pinksohn, Gustave,
Pinksohn,
Gustave,
pension
increased ----------------1411
1411
pension increased
Pinnacle Rocks, Calif.,
Pinnacle
proclamation
proclamation adding, to Pinnacles
1921
National Monument
Monument--------Pinnacles National
National Monument, Calif.,
Calif.,
Pinnacles
area of
of.--1961
proclamation
proclamation enlarging
enlarging area
____ 1921,
1921, 1961
Pinnacle Rocks, added to --------- 1921
Pinnacle
1921
Pinney,
Priscilla A.
A. (widow),
Pinney, Priscilla
(widow),
1476
pension increased
increased..-----------------1476
pension
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Page.
Pipe
Spring National
National Monument,
Plant Industry
Bureau, Department
Department of
of Page
Page.
Monument, Ariz.,
Industry Bureau,
Pipe Spring
1913
proclamation setting aside -- _.._--_
1913
Agriculture-Continued.
proclamation
Agriculture-Continued.
Piper,
(widow),
appropriation for
investigating plant,
for investigating
Lenora (widow),
Piper, Lenora
appropriation
1395
.__-------------___--_.---- 1395
tree, and
fruit diseases;
pension
and fruit
tree,
440, 830
Pipes,
James H.,
pecans
830
H.,
pecans-------------------Pipes, James
1490
pension
1490
for citrus
citrus canker
canker eradication
etc
440,
440, 830
eradication, etc_pension...---------------------for
830
Pipestone,
contributions required---required_ ___ 440, 830
Minn.,,
local contributions
Pipestone, Minn.
appropriation for
for Indian
Indian school
1156
at__ 405, 1156
diseases;
for investigating,
investigating, etc., tree
tree diseases;
school at__
for
appropriation
for
Indian
school,
additional,
1925__
707
707
chestnut
tree
bark,
white pine
pine
for Indian school, additional, 1925_
chestnut tree bark, white
Indian
440, 830
deficiency
blister rust,
etc
830
rust, etc------------appropriation for
blister
deficiency appropriation
school,
reconstruction
of
dairy
white
of
of
white
eradication
for cooperative
cooperative eradication
school, reconstruction
830
barn
1329
pine
blister
rust;
conditions
830
1329
440,
conditions-_
pine blister rust;
barn ....-----------------for investigating,
etc., cotton, truck,
investigating, etc.,
for
Pithlachascotee
Fla.,
PithlachascoteeRiver, Fla.,
etc.,
crop plants-----------plants831
to
441, 831
preliminary
examination, etc.,
etc., of, to
etc., crop
preliminary examination,
for
physiology of
crop plants, etc-_
etc
441, 831
831
441,
of crop
be made
made -------------------1194
for physiology
be
for soil
bacteriology and plant nutrisoil bacteriology
for
Company,
Pitt
Power Company,
Pitt River Power
tion investigations
441, 831
831
claim
of, to
to be
1550
etc---------investigations ---------- 441,
tion
adjusted, etc
be adjusted,
claim of,
cultures
for legumes----------legumes831
441, 831
441,
Pittsburgh,
Cincinnati Chicago,
and St.
cultures for
Chicago, and
Pittsburgh, Cincinnati,
publication
of tests,
tests, etc
etc ------- 441, 831
Louis
Company,
publication of
RailroadCompany,
Louis Railroad
for soil
soil fertility
fertility investigations;
investigations; adaptadaptmay
River,
for
Little Calumet River,
bridge Little
may bridge
ing crops
crops from
from tropical
tropical regions,
regions,
Riverdale,
998
ing
III ---------------Riverdale, Ill
etc
441, 831
441,
etc-------------------and Railroad
Pittsburgh
Coal, Land, and
Railroad ComPittsburghCoal,
cottonseed interbreeding,
831
etc-__ 441, 831
interbreeding, etc
cottonseed
pany,
pany,
441, 831
rubber
producing plants-----plants
831
rubber producing
may
bridge Tug Fork of Big Sandy
may bridge
for
spices, etc.,
investietc., plant investidrugs, spices,
River,
Nolan, W.
W. Va
247
for drugs,
Va ---------River, Nolan,
gations
831
441, 831
gations -----------------.Pittsburgh,
Pa.,
Pittsburgh, Pa.,
for
crop technological
technological investigations,
investigations,
appropriation
for mining
mining experiment
experiment
for crop
appropriation for
etc
441, 831
etc.....----------------421, 1175
station,
care, etc---------etc
station, care,
for
commercial seeds,
441, 831
831
seeds, etc - 441,
for mining
experiment station,
station, care,
care,
testing commercial
for testing
mining experiment
for
preventing
adulterated seed
seed and
708
preventing adulterated
etc.,
additional, 1925 ---------etc., additional,
grain admission ----------.- 441,
441, 831
831
grain
bridge
authorized across
Monongahela
across Monongahela
bridge authorized
share in
Seed TestTestin International
International Seed
River at
at ----------------802, 943
share
River
441,
ing
Congress
441, 831
ing Congress--------------in,
sale of
of tract
tract of
Government land in,
of Government
sale
for
cereal production,
improving cereal
for improving
985
authorized
authorized...--------------etc --------441,
441, 831
---.-----etc
985
description
description-------------------- 441,
corn...------------------.441, 831
831
corn
Ashtabula RailPittsburgh,
& Ashtabula
Pittsburgh, Youngstown Sr
flax cultivation,
diseases, etc_-etc__ _ 441,
441, 831
831
cultivation, diseases,
flax
way
Company,
way Company,
broomcorn improvement
improvement and probroomcorn
Haselton,
may
Mahoning River, Haselton,
bridge Mahoning
may bridge
duction -...
442, 831
--------------- 442,
duction
Ohio --------------------- 90
Ohio
destroying barberry
barberry bushes,
etc_ 442, 831
bushes, etc_
destroying
Pitzer,
Martha A.
A. (widow),
(widow),
Pitzer, Martha
for improving
improving tobacco
tobacco production,
production,
for
1425
pension
increased -----------------1425
pension increased
etc --.........----------442,
442, 832
etc
Piute Indians,
Nev.,
Indians, Nev.,
Piute
for drought
resistant, etc., crops-crops
442, 832
for
drought resistant,
amount
expense
part of expense
for part
authorized for
amount authorized
for sugar
sugar plant,
plant, etc.,
etc. ?investigations_
investigations.. 442, 832
for
for drainage
of,
drainage system for lands of,
for
832
etc-_ 442, 832
for improving
improving grazing
grazing lands, etc
for
in Newlands
Newlands reclamation
reclamation project
595
595
project
in
for dry
dry land, etc.,
etc., farming
farming experifor
596
reimbursement _---------------596
reimbursement
442, 832
ments.----..-----------ments
proceeds of
sales on
Lake ResResPyramid Lake
on Pyramid
of sales
proceeds
free distribution
distribution
trees
re4
of trees
free
ervation to
be deposited
deposited forfor.. _
596
596
--__
to be
ervation
stricted
832
42, 832
442,
.........
stricted ---------Woodward
townsite lots, reserved
reserved
Woodward townsite
for
western reclaimed
reclaimed lands,
for utilizing
utilizing western
public uses
uses of --------------596
public
442, 832
etc........................
etc
Utah,
Piute
Indians, Utah,
Piute Indians
shipping,
for
edible nuts,
nuts, growing, shipping,
for edible
purchase of
of lots
lots in
Cedar City,
City, Utah,
in Cedar
purchase
442, 832
etc
etc ----------...........for
of
1096
for use of-------------------for investigating
investigating fruit growing, marfor
Plans,
etc., for
for Fortifications,
Fortifications,
Plans, etc.,
keting,
etc --------.......442, 832
keting, etc
appropriation
preparing, United
for preparing,
appropriation for
study
changes in
shipping, storin shipping,
of changes
study of
496,911
States ------------------496,
911
States
age,
etc
.442, 832
age, etc---------..................
- for
912
496, 912
possessions- - 496,
insular possessions
preparing, insular
for preparing,
442,
for
grounds
442,
experimental gardens and grounds
for experimental
for
Panama Canal
497, 912
Canal ---preparing, Panama
for preparing,
832
832
711
for,
additional, 1925
1925-------------for, additional,
for
marketinvestigating producing, marketfor investigating
Plant
Disease Survey,
Survey,
Plant Disease
ing,
etc., truck crops, potatoes,
ing, etc.,
appropriation
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc
etc__- 440,
830
440, 830
appropriation for
etc
etc------------------------ 442, 832
Plant
Diseases and
and Insect
Insect Pests,
Pests,
Plant Diseases
for nursery
nursery plants,
plants, etc.,
investigaetc., investigafor
appropriation
for maintaining
quaranmaintaining quaranappropriation for
tions
tions--------------------- 442, 832
847
tine districts
456,847
for ---------- 456,
districts for
tine
for
farm, Arlington,
Va
- 443, 832
Arlington, Va-----....
for farm,
Plant
Dust Explosions,
Explosions,
Plant Dust
for
introducforeign seed and plant introducfor foreign
appropriation
837
etc - 447, 837
investigating, etc
for investigating,
appropriation for
tion
experiments, etc -----443, 833
tion experiments,
Plant Industry
Department of
of
Bureau, Department
Industry Bureau,
Plant
for
seeds; invesinvesetc., of new seeds;
purchase, etc.,
for purchase,
Agriculture,
Agriculture,
443, 833
tigation
of forage
forage crops-----.
crops
tigation of
appropriation
Bureau, and
and
of Bureau,
Chief of
for 'Chief
appropriation for
for biophysical
443, 833
investigations ---biophysical investigations
for
830
office
field personnel
personnel - - - - 440,
440,830
and field
office and
for eradicating,
etc., nail
nail head
head rust of
eradicating, etc.,
for
for general
general expenses and investigafor
8.13
833
tomatoes ----.-----.. -------tions
440,830
830
440,
tions ---------------for administrative
expenses833--443, 833
administrative expenses-for
830
cost of
of buildings
buildings limited
440,830
limited -------- 440,
cost
705
for salaries,
1925 -.----. additional, 1925
salaries, additional,
for
employing experts,
experts, investigators,
investigators,
employing
additional, 1925
for general
expenses, additional,
1925
705
general expenses,
for
830
.-----------------o-etc------------------830
- --
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Plant Industry
Industry Bureau,
Department of
Page.
of PageBureau, Department
Plant
Agriculture-Continued.
Agriculture-Continued.
deficiency
appropriation
for
general
deficiency appropriation for general
expenses
55,
700, 759,
1348
759, 1348
55, 60,
60, 700,
expenses------for
distribution, etc
55
55
etc----------for seed
seed distribution,
for
of seeds
700
700
seeds --------etc., of
for purchase,
purchase, etc.,
for
sugar plant,
plant, etc.,
investigations;
etc., investigations;
for sugar
greenhouse, farm,
farm, Arlington,
Arlington, VaVa_
1325
1325
greenhouse,
Plants, etc.,
etc., Agricultural,
Agricultural,
Plants,
appropriation for
for investigating
investigating diseases
diseases
appropriation
of
830
440, 830
---of--------------------pathological
collections
440, 830
830
440,
pathological collections------plant
disease survey---------survey
830
440, 830
plant disease
for
441, 831
831
etc., investigations
investigations - 441,
nutrition, etc.,
for nutrition,
testing cultures
cultures for
for inoculating
inoculating
testing
legumes,
441, 831
831
etc --------------- 441,
legumes, etc
Plainer,
Jane (widow),
(widow),
Platner, Jane
pension -1436
1436
_-----------------------pension
Platt,
J. B.,
B.,
Platt, J.
payment
1572
1572
to-------------------payment to
Platt National
National Park,
Park, Okla.,
Platt
appropriation
for protection,
etc_ __ 424,
1177
424, 1177
protection, etc-_appropriation for
for protection,
709
709
1925----additional, 1925
for
protection, additional,
Playgrounds, D.
D. C.,
C.,
Playgrounds,
appropriation
salaries
552,
552, 1229
for salaries--------appropriation for
for maintenance
552,
552, 1229
1229
maintenance-------------for
for
for expenses
expenses of public school, during
vacation
552, 1229
vacation --------------for
pools_ 552, 1229
1229
etc., swimming
swimming poolsfor supplies,
supplies, etc.,
for
purchase of
Thirty-third and
of site Thirty-third
for purchase
552
P
P Streets northwest----------northwest
552
for
of three
552
552
three sites
sites __----for purchase
purchase of
for
1229
beach ------------- 552, 1229
for bathing
bathing beach
for
559 1234
1234
for expenses
expenses of school ---------- 559,
commission
constituted for
developfor developcommission constituted
ment
463
system for,
for, etc
etc-------ment of
of system
Playing Cards,
Playing
Cards,
stamp tax
tax on
336
336
on------------------stamp
Pleasure
PleasureBoats,
special tax on
328
users of
of--------------on users
special
exemption,
relief of
seamen, etc_
etc_ _
328
328
of seamen,
exemption, for relief
Pleasure Clubs,
Pleasure
Clubs,
exempt
282
income tax
tax ------------exempt from
from income
Pleuropneumonia
Animal,
etc., Animal,
Pleuropneumonia,etc.,
appropriation for
emergency use,
eradiuse, eradifor emergency
appropriation
cating, etc.;
etc.; additional__
110, 458, 851
cating,
additional--_ 110,
payment for
destroyed;
payment
for animals
animals destroyed;
appraisal of
of values
values----111,
111, 458, 851
851
appraisal
deficiency appropriation
arresting,
for arresting,
deficiency
appropriation for
etc
682
etc------------------------Plumes
Forest, Calif.,
Calif.,
Plumas National
National Forest,
exchange
private owners
exchange of
of lands with
with private
for
952
952
to-------for addition
addition to
lands
to
356
lands added to--------------------Plumbing
D. C.,
C.,
Plumbing Inspection,
Inspection, D.
appropriation
salaries, etc
etc------ 540, 1217
appropriation for salaries,
deficiency
appropriation for temporary
temporary
deficiency appropriation
services ---------------36, 1318
services
(widow),
Plummer, Mary
Mary (widow),
pension
1527
1527
pension ---------------------- _-Pneumatic Tubes,
Pneumatic
appropriation
etc., apmaintenance, etc.,
appropriation for maintenance,
praisers' stores and customcustompraisers'
house, New York
City -----81,
779
house,
York City
81, 779
Pneumatic Tubes,
Pneumatic
Tubes, etc., Postal
Postal Service,
appropriation for
New York
York and
and BrookBrookfor New
appropriation
lyn,
Y----------------lyn, N. Y
86,
785
86, 785
deficiency
New York
York
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for New
763
and Brooklyn ------------ _ 691,
691, 763
Pogue, Tom,
Pogue,
Tom,
pension
pension ------------------------1401
Point
Point Lookout, Md.,
appropriation
care, etc.,
etc., Confederate
Confederate
appropriation for
for care,
Cemetery
927
Cemetery---------------512, 927

-

Point of
of Woods
Range Lights,
Mich.,
Page.
Point
Woods Range
Lights, Mich.,
rage.
exchange of
of lands
used for,
for, with
with Robert
Robert
lands used
exchange
P.
for other
other lands
lands in
in
P. Hudson
Hudson for
357
same vicinity
vicinity----------------Poisonous Foods,
Foods, Drugs,
Drugs, etc.,
Poisonous
appropriation
for expenses
preventing
expenses preventing
appropriation for
etc., of--------------of
837
447, 837
sale, etc.,
Poisonous
Plants, National
National Forests,
Forests,
Poisonous Plants,
appropriation
for eradicating
eradicating -----446,
836
446, 836
appropriation for
Pokett,
Ezra,
Pokett, Ezra,
1452
pension
1452
pension --- _---------------_------Pokety
Pokety Creek,
Creek, Va.,
etc., of, to be
preliminary examination,
be
examination, etc.,
made
1193
made----------------------Polacca
Project, Ariz.,
Polacca Wash Irrigation
IrrigationProject,
appropriation for
etc.,
maintenance, etc.,
for maintenance,
appropriation
of
400, 1151
1151
400,
of ---------------------Poland,
Poland,
appropriation for
for minister
minister to-----to
206,
1015
206, 1015
appropriation
Hugh S. Cumming
Cumming may
may accept
accept decoradecoraHugh
tion from
1364
1364
tion
from-------------------parcel
with
- 1640
1640
post convention
convention with--_----parcel post
settlement of
indebtedness of, made by
by
of indebtedness
settlement
Foreign
Debt Commission,
Commission, apapForeign Debt
proved
720
proved--------------------amount of indebtedness
indebtedness--- _--------720
amount
720
bonds
therefor
720
bonds to be issued therefor--------principal payable
in annual installpayable in
principal
ments;
increase ununments; progressive
progressive increase
til
sixty-second year
year ---------720
720
til sixty-second
payment
additional amounts alpayment of additional
721
lowed
lowed----------------------interest
to 1932;
1932; thereafter
thereafter--721
interest rate
rate to
for
of interest
interest
for first five
five years
years half of
be deferred,
deferred, and
and added
added to
to
may be
principal; bonds
issued
bonds to be issued
principal;
therefor
721 •
therefor--------------------payment in
in United
United States
States bonds
payment
accepted
721
accepted --------------------Police
Police Court, D. C.,
appropriation
for salaries--salaries
1239
---_ 564, 1239
appropriation for
1239
two
judges, etc-------etc
1239
additional judges,
two additional
for
expenses, witness
witness fees, jurors,
jurors,
for expenses,
etc ---------------------1239
564, 1239
etc
repairs to
buildings -_-----1239
564, 1239
for repairs
to buildings
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for expenses
expenses_- _ 677,
677,
deficiency
1321
1321
jurors ---------------------677
677
for jurors
expenses -----------679
679
for contingent
contingent expenses
composed of four judges;
judges; appointment_
1119
composed
1119
residence,
requirements; terms;
residence, etc.,
etc., requirements;
terms;
salaries --------------------1119
salaries
1119
separate and
and simultaneous
simultaneous sessions
by
separate
sessions by
the judges---__--------------judges
1119
the
time required;
violations
1119
time
required; for traffic violations__
1119
act
of each
each judge
judge deemed
deemed the
the act of
act of
the
oath ------------1119
1119
the court; oath
term of present
affected -1120
term
present judges
judges not affected
additional deputy clerks and
bailiffs to
to
and bailiffs
additional
be
pay
1120
be appointed;
appointed; pay----,------additional accommodations,
accommodations, etc.,
etc., to
to be
be
additional
furnished for----------------for
1120
furnished
trials without
penalty over
over
jury unless
unless penalty
trials
without aajury
$300, or imprisonment
imprisonment over 90
$300,
days ----------------------1120
1120
days
commitments not
to exceed
exceed one year
year
not to
commitments
in
payment of
of fine_
1120
in default
default of payment
fine-_-__ 1120
jury service
service of two weeks;
weeks; periods
periods for__
for. 1120
1120
jury
names to be
be drawn
drawn by
by jury
commisjury commis1120
sion --------------_---1120
prosecutions
regulaprosecutions for
for violating
violating milk
milk regulain..-----.. ---.
1008
_---.
tion to
to be in
1008

INDEX.
INDEX.
Police, D.
D. C.,
C.,
Police,

appropriation for salaries, officers,
officers, etcetc_
appropriation

Page.

Page.

559,
1234
1234
for personal
personal services -------------1235
1235
for
for fuel,
fuel, repairs,
560, 1235
__------_
etc -repairs, etc
for
for contingent
expenses
560, 1235
contingent expenses--------for
560,
detection
560 1235
crime ---------of crime
detection of
for motor
motor vehicles,
vehicles, maintenance,
maintenance,
for
1235
560, 1235
etc
560,
etc --------------------560
stations 7
7and 9_
560
additional cells in stations
for additional
1235
for garage, station 12 .-----------1235
for
site for new station house ------ 1235
for site
1235
for
construction, station 13 -----for construction,
for house of detention --------- 560, 1235
for
for harbor patrol-------------- 560, 1235
for
allowances ------ 560, 1236
relief fund allowances
for relief
deficiency
appropriation for harbor
harbor
deficiency appropriation
37
patrol
patrol heating plant ----------for
increase
of
compensation,
676
etc-for increase of compensation, etc.._
676
additional privates
privates -------------additional
679
for house of detention
detention ------------basic salaries
salaries of major and superinbasic
tendents, assistants, and in174
spectors
spectors-------------------additional
service assignment
assignment
additional for service
174
bureau---------to detective bureau
captains and
and lieutenants
174
lieutenants ----------captains
assignment
detective bureau--bureau
174
to detective
assignment to
174
----- sergeants and privates ----sergeants
extra if
mounted, using
using motor
motor veveif mounted,
extra
174
hicles
hicles-- -------------------for
headquarters detective
service;
detective service;
for headquarters
etc
174
etc ------------------------ 174
- 175
weekly day off in lieu of Sundays --weekly
emergensuspended
during existing emergensuspended during
175
cies
cies------------------------one
additional privates proone hundred additional
vided for,
Traffic Act
Act_ ------1125
for, in Traffic
vided
Fund,D.C.,
Policemen
and Firemen's
Relief Fund,D.C.,
Firemen'sRelief
Policemenand
appropriation
allowances fromfrom_ 560,
560, 1236
for allowances
appropriation for
increased_
deductions from salaries
salaries increased_
560
deductions
deficiency
appropriation for allowances
allowances
deficiency appropriation
from
37, 1321
from-------------------members
park police entitled to
to
of park
members of
benefits
of_-----------------176
benefits of
payment from
salary received
received since
from salary
payment
September 1,
required__ __
176
176
1916, required-.-1, 1916,
September
176
one
of, to
to serve
board
___
serve on board----------one of,
proportions of appropriations
appropriations for, from
proportions
District and United States rev176
enues ---------------------monthly deduction
deduction from salaries
salaries of
monthly
White
police, park police, and White
176
House
176
police-------- --------House police
176
credited to relief fund ------to be credited
Political Assessments,
Assessments, etc.,
etc
Political
Government emsoliciting, etc., from Government
ployees,
Members of Conby Members
ployees, by
gress,
etc., unofficials, etc.,
Federal officials,
gress, Federal
1073
lawful
1073
lawful--------------------Polk County,
Fla.,
County, Fla.,
Polk
adjustment of
conflicting claims
setclaims of setof conflicting
adjustment
1012
tlers,
etc., on
lands in-_
in
1012
public lands
on public
tlers, etc
Pollard, Amanda
(widow),
E. (widow),
Amanda E'.
Pollard,
pension increased------------------increased
1401
pension
Pollution
of Navigable
Navigable Streams
Streams and
and Lakes,
Pollution of
appropriation
for investigating
investigating sanitaappropriation for
76, 775
tion, sewage
sewage and------------and
775
tion,
Ponca
Okla.,
Agency, Okla.,
Ponca Agency,
appropriation
for support,
support, etc.,
etc., of
appropriation for
Indians
at, from
tribal fundsfunds_ 411,
411, 1161
from tribal
Indians at,
Ponca
Okla. and
and Nebr.,
Nebr.,
Indians, Okla.
Ponca Indians,
appropriation for
ete______ 409,
1160
409, 1160
support, etc---for support,
appropriation
708
f additional,
ofrlitinrml 1095
.+t,
_-.etc., of,
..
for_tsupport,
1925_
708
-59
,
2
l U458U22l -VOL 43---P
2--59
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43--PT 2----59
458229-VOL
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Ponca
Indians, Okla. and Nebr.—Contd.
Ponca Indians,
all claims
claims of, against United States to
to
all
729
be
to Court
Court of
of Claims_
submitted to
be submitted
advancement
of; procedure,
730
etc----_ 730
procedure, etc____
advancement of;
Ponce, P.
P. R.,
R.,
Ponce,
improvement of
of harbor,
authorized_ _ 1190
1190
harbor, authorized__
improvement
Pond,
S.,
Ezra S.,
Pond, Ezra
payment
to
1371
1371
payment to-----------------------Pontius,
Irene Gracie,
Gracie,
Pontius, Irene
appropriation
for paying,
paying, widow
widow of
appropriation for
Albert
W. Pontius,
Pontius, aa consul
Albert W.
general
dying in
in service
210
210
service ------general dying
Fonts, Mary
(widow),
Jane (widow),
Mary Jane
Ponts,
- 1456
pension _-----------------------1456
pension
Pool,
Margaret A.
A. (widow),
(widow),
Pool, Margaret
1515
pension
1515
pension -_------------------------Poor,
C.,
D. C.,
Poor, D.
571, 1245
appropriation for
relief of
of the ---for relief
appropriation
for transportation
of paupers_-paupers
571, 1245
1245
transportation of
for
Poplar
S. C.,
Landing, S.
PoplarLanding,
bridge authorized
authorized across
across Santee
Santee River
River
bridge
at
1265
1265
at----.......-------.-----Art,
Porcelains, Art,
Porcelains,
excise
tax on,
by other than artist;
sold by
on, sold,
excise tax
exceptions
exceptions------------------Port Alexander,
Alaska,
Alexander, Alaska,
Port
to
preliminary
etc., of, to
examination, etc.,
preliminary examination,
be made
made ---.....
--------.--be
Port
Angeles, Wash.,
Port Angeles,
preliminary
examination, etc., of, harpreliminary examination,
bor
to be
be made
made-------------bor to
Port
Arthur Canal,
Canal,
Port Arthur
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.
of, to
to
etc., of,
preliminary
be made,
made, Orange
Orange and Beaumont
Beaumont
be
to the
----....--.
Gulf--the Gulf
to
Port
Chester, N.
Y.,
N. Y.,
Port Chester,
dam
across Byram
Byram River
authorized
River authorized
dam across
by Greenwich,
Greenwich, Conn.,
Conn., and
and ----by
Port
Huron, Mich.,
Mich.,
Port Huron,
portion of
of Fort
Gratiot lighthouse
Fort Gratiot
portion
reservation
granted to,
to, as aa
reservation granted
public
park; conditions-------conditions
public park;
Port
of New
New York
York Authority,
Port of
may
Kill, Perth
Perth Amboy,
Amboy,
Arthur Kill,
bridge Arthur
may bridge
N.
J.,
to Tottenville,
Tottenville, N
Y.....
N. Y
N. J., to
Elizabeth, N.
N. J.,
to Howland
Hook,
Howland Hook,
J., to
Elizabeth,
N.
Y
N. Y.---------.-----------New
Hudson River,
River, New
New York
York and New
Hudson
Jersey ----------..........Jersey
Kill
Van Kull,
Kull, New
New York
York and
and New
Kill Van
Jersey
Jersey ---------------------sale authorized
to, of
of Hoboken
Hoboken ManuManuauthorized to,
sale
Company's
facturers' Railroad
Railroad Company's
facturers'
property
property --------------------conditions
--------------------conditions
no
exemption from
from municipal
municipal or
or
no exemption
State taxation
taxation by
by------------State
Port
Orchard Bay, Wash.,
Port Orchard
authorized .--------improvement
of, authorized
improvement of,
Port Orford,
Oreg.,
Orford, Oreg.,
Port
etc., to be
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
preliminary
made, of
of harbor
harbor.----------.made,
Port
Richmond, N.
N. Y.,
Y.,
Port Richmond,
bridge authorized
authorized across
across Kill
Van Kull,
Kull,
Kill Van
bridge
from
Bayonne,
N. J., to--..--to
from Bayonne, N.
Port
Royal, S.
S. C.,
C.,
Port Royal,
preliminary
examination, etc.,
etc., of,
of, harpreliminary examination,
bor,
to
be made
made ..-----------be
to
bor,
Portage Canal,
Canal, Wis.,
Wis.,
Portage
preliminary
examination, etc.,
to
etc., of, to
preliminary examination,
be made
made -------------------be
Porter, Adella
(widow),
M. (widow),
Adella M.
Porter,
pension
nension---------------------------X------

323
323
1197
1197
1197

1195

97
97

969
1094
1094
1094
1094

1094
1094
1094

984
984
985
1189
1189
1196
1196
1094
1094
1194
1195
1501

2230
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Porter, George
PagePorter,
George L.,
L.,
Page.
pension increased
increased ------------------1389
1389
Porter,
James B.,
B.,
Porter, James
payment
payment to
damages---------to, for
for damages
1378
- 1378
Porter, Jane
Jane M.
M. T.
Porter,
T. (widow),
(widow),
increased -----------------pension increased
1482
1482
Porter, M.
Lotrina (widow),
Porter,
M. Lovina
(widow),
pension
pension ------_------------------_
1423
1423
Porter, Roxanna
Herald (widow),
(widow),
Porter,
Roxanna Herald
pension --------------------------pension
1497
1497
Porters Ferry,
Ferry, Miss.
Porters
Miss.,,
dam authorized
authorized in
in Tallahatchie
Tallahatchie River
River
at
at----------------355
---------355
Portland, Me.,
Me.,
Portland,
appropriation
for quarantine
quarantine station__
appropriation for
80
station-_
80
for marine
marine hospital,
hospital, improvements_
improvements _
778
778
preliminary examination,
preliminary
examination, etc.,
of, haretc., of,
harbor to
to be
be made-------------_made
bor
1191
1191
Portland, Oreg.,
Oreg.,
Portland,
appraiser of
appraiser
to be
of merchandise
merchandise at,
at, to
be apappointed
pointed---------------957
957
provision repealed
former provision
repealed -------_
957
957
bridge authorized
authorized across
across Willamette
Willamette
River at
at -----------------River
18
18
at Burnside
Street ---------------at
Burnside Street
9
9
at Ross
at
Ross Island
Island ...---------------99
Portley,
Mary
J.
(widow),
Portley, Mary J. (widow),
pension increased
pension
increased --------------1399
-1399
Porto Rico,
Rico,
Porto
appropriation for
appropriation
for Resident
Resident CommisCommissioner from
from -------------581, 1289
1289
581,
Commissioner
for expenses, Commissioner
582, 1289
1289
_ _ - 582,
for clerk
clerk hire, Commissioner
Commissioner__ _
__ 585,
1293
-.585, 1293
for special
special mail
for - 89,
787
mail equipment
equipment for
89, 787
for relief, etc., of shipwrecked
shipwrecked AmeriAmerican seamen in------------in
208,
1017
208,1017
for district
district judge
judge ----------. 218,
218, 1028
1028
for agricultural
agricultural experiment
experiment stations
stations
in ----------------------.
435, 824
435,
824
for care of insane,
insane, Infantry
Infantry soldiers_
soldiers_ 494,
494, 910
910
court
of
appeals
court
for first circuit
circuit to
to hold
hold
a sitting at San
a
Juan -----.--- _
San Juan
729
729
income
tax in, levied,
income tax
levied, etc.,
etc., by
insular
by insular
officials
officials -------.
294
294
authority
authority of insular
insular legislature
legislature to
to
amend, etc
etc -----------------294
294
purchase of grounds,
purchase
construction of
grounds, construction
of
customhouses, etc.,
authorized
customhouses,
etc., authorized
at designated
designated municipalities
municipalities in_
in_ _
_
630
630
cost
limitations ------------cost limitations
630
630
payment out
payment
out of
duties
collected
of duties collected --- 630
630
maximum
allowed
for any
maximum
one year_
year
any one
630
630
review by appeal or writ
writ of
of error
error by
by
circuit court of
of appeals
appeals in
all
in all
cases in
cases
district court
for -----in district
court for
936
936
of specified cases in
Supreme Court
in Supreme
Court
of
of-------------------------936
936
two citizens of, to
to serve
serve on
on National
National
Advisory Commission
Commission to
to SesSesquicentennial Exhibition
quicentennial
Exhibition AssoAssociation
ciation---------------------1254
1254
Porto
Civil Government,
Government,
Porto Rico
Rico Civil
auditor
auditor to
by the
the PresiPresito be
be appointed
appointed by
dent
dent -----------------------631
631
salary and
salary
term -----------------and term
631
duties as
to receipts
expendias to
receipts and
and expenditures -tures
-------631
executive
be appointed
appointed by
executive secretary
secretary to be
by
the governor
governor ----------------.
631
631
salary
salary and
duties
and duties----------------631
salaries of insular officials,
officials, not
not apappointed by the President, to
to be
be
such as provided by the
the legislalegislature
ture---------------------. 631
631
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Rico Civil
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Porto Rico
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salaries
insular officials;
officials; if
if legislature
legislature
salaries of
of insular
fails to
to appropriate,
appropriate, to
to be
be paid
fails
paid
without appropriation
631
without
appropriation -------631
governor and
of governor
and designated
officials_
631
designated officials_
631
if officer
officer required
required to
to give
give bond,
premium
bond, premium
to
be paid
insular treasury_
treasury_
632
to be
paid from
from insular
632
Portraits,
Portraits,
registry of,
of, as
trade mark
mark forbidden,
forbidden,
as trade
without written
written consent
consent of
inof individual
dividual ---------.647
________647
of deceased
of
deceased Presidents
Presidents during
life of
of
during life
widow without
her written
written conconwithout her
sent----------------------_647
647
Portsmouth,
N. H.,
H.,
Portsmouth, N.
appropriation for
for navy
navy yard,
yard, public
appropriation
public
works --------------works
197, 876
197,876
Portsmouth,
H., Naval
Naval Prison,
Prison,
Portsmouth, N.
N. H.,
reimbursement
reimbursement to
to court
court martial
martial prisonprisoners
bonds and
Vicers in,
in, for
for Liberty
Liberty bonds
and Victory
notes of,
of, stolen
stolen from
from prison
prison
tory notes
safe
1277
safe ----------------------1277
Portsmouth,
Portsmouth, Ohio,
Ohio,
bridge
authorized across
bridge authorized
across Ohio
River,
Ohio River,
Fullerton,
Fullerton, Ky., to -_-----663, 790
790
663,
Portugal,
Portugal,
appropriation for
minister to
to _____ 206,
206, 1015
appropriation
for minister
1015
Possessions of
United States,
States,
Possessions
of the
the United
citizens
of, not
not residents
residents or
citizens
of
citizens of,
or citizens of
the United States
States, taxable
taxable only
only
on income
from
United
on
income from United States
States
sources
_
294
sources --------------------294
not
not applicable to
to Virgin
Virgin Islands
Islands ---294
294
gross income
income of
of citizens
domestic
citizens or
or domestic
corporations
corporations
deemed
from
deemed
from
United
United States
States sources
294
sources-- ----294
if 80 per cent
of
income
for
three
cent of income for three
preceding years
derived
from
preceding
years derived from
sources within
the possessions
possessions_ _
294
within the
294
and
50
per
cent of
and
per cent
the corporacorporaof the
tion's
income
tion's income from
from active
active busbusiness
iness therein
therein -----------294
294
or 50 per
per cent
cent of
of the
the citizen's
citizen's
income
active
business
income from
from active business
therein------------------therein
294
294
to include all amounts
amounts of,
whether
of, whether
within or without
without the
the United
United
States
States ---------------------.
294
294
Virgin Islands
Islands not included
included in
_
295
in-----295
Post Allowances, Foreign
Post
Foreign Service
Service Officers,
Officers,
appropriation
appropriation for,
to meet
meet living
living
for, to
costs ----------------210,
1018
210, 1018
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for -----760,
1349
760, 1349
Post
Cards, Private,
Private
Post Cards,
rate
rate of postage
postage on, increased
increased --------1066
1066
Post Discovery Bay Military
Post
Military Reservation,
Reservation,
right of way across,
across, granted
granted Chicago,
Chicago,
Milwaukee
Saint Paul
Milwaukee and
and Saint
RailPaul Railway
way---------------------812
812
Post,
Emma (widow),
(widow),
Post, Emma
pension
1532
--------------------1532
Post
Military,
Post Exchanges,
Exchanges, Military,
appropriation for
for constructing,
appropriation
constructing, etc
etc__
480, 895
- 480,
895
recreation
buildings,
recreation
buildings,
training,
training,
camps, etc
etc --------------480, 895
895
camps,
480,
Post Office Department
Department (see
(see also
also Postal
Postal
Service),
Service),
appropriation for
appropriation
for Postmaster
Postmaster General
General
and
office personnel
personnel _____83, 782
782
and office
83,
for care,
care, etc.,
etc., Post
Office Department
Department
Post Office
Building
Building ----84, 782
782
_--_____-84,
for First
First Assistant Postmaster
Postmaster GenGeneral.
and nffice
rlronnnol
QA
O
eral,
84,t 782
----office personnel
VI
Yi__0_
-IW
04
O
___1 _and
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Post Office
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appropriation
Assistant
appropriation for Second Assistant
Postmaster
General,
and
office
Postmaster General, and office
personnel ---------------personnel
84, 782
Postmaster GenGenfor Third Assistant Postmaster
eral, and office
office personnel _____ 84,
84, 782
782
Postmaster
for Fourth Assistant Postmaster
office personnel
General, and office
personnel__ 84, 782
for Solicitor, and office personnel
personnel_ _ 84, 782
Inspector, and office perfor Chief Inspector,
sonnel ------------------ _ 84, 782
782
for Purchasing
Purchasing Agent, and office
personnel
.
84, 782
personnel ---------------for office personnel
Accounts Bupersonnel of Accounts
reau
reau ---------------------- 84, 782
restriction on number of persons
persons
restriction
in designated
designated grades
84
grades----------for contingent
expenses
contingent
-__-----_ 84, 782
for stationery,
stationery, etc------------..-etc783
84, 783
for fuel, etc., for power plant; repairs, etc ------------------ 84,,783
for miscellaneous expenses
expenses-------- 84, 783
for furniture,
furniture, etc---------------etc
84, 783
for------- 84, 783
for printing and binding for
for reimbursing Government
Government Printing
Office or Capitol
Capitol power
power plant for
for
heat, light, and power to city
post office,
office, etc., District of
Columbia
84, 783
Columbia-----------------field service
service appropriations
appropriations not to
to
be used for Department
Department purposes --------------------84, 783
for field service ---------------- 85, 783
Postmaster GenGen-.
for expenses under Postmaster
eral
783
eral-------------------- - 85, 783
power, light, etc., for equipment
equipment
for power,
shops ---------------------- 85, 783
for cash rewards to employees
employees for
inventions, etc., benefiting
benefiting the
inventions,
service --------------85,783
85,
783
service
---additional to regular
regular pay; use by
additional
etc
85, 783
the Government, etc-------transportation of equipment,
783
etc_ 85, 783
equipment, etc_
for transportation
for travel and miscellaneous
miscellaneous ex85, 784
penses, Postmaster
General_ __ 85,
784
penses,
Postmaster General_-paying claims for damages
damages by
for paying
operations
of postal
postal service..
784
85, 784
-- _ 85,
service -__
operations of
for post office inspectors
inspectors --------85, 784
784
appointment of additional
additional inappointment
spectors through
through Civil Service
Service
certifications
85
certifications--------------traveling expenses, etc., of infor traveling
spectors, etc --------------85, 784
784
miscellaneous expenses
expenses -------- 85, 784
for miscellaneous
headquarters - 85, 784
for clerks at division headquarters
784
for rewards,
rewards, etc ----------- ---- 85, 784
expenses under First Assistant
Assistant
for expenses
Postmaster
General ---------- 86, 784
784
Postmaster General
postmasters ----------------- 86, 784
784
for postmasters
for
and
postmasters, first and
assistant postmasters,
for assistant
offices ---------- 86, 784
second class
class offices
for
printers, mechanics,
mechanics, etc
etc -------- 86,
86, 784
784
for printers,
for
clerks, etc.,
first and second class
etc., first
for clerks,
784
86, 784
offices ------------------for
86, 784
etc --messengers, etc
for watchmen,
watchmen, messengers,
for
clerks, etc
etc---- 86, 784
station clerks,
contract station
for contract
for
separating mails, third and
for separating
fourth class offices
offices ---------86 784
86,
for unusual conditions ----------- 86, 784
for
offices ------- 86, 784
clerks, third class offices
for clerks
for
light, and
and fuel
fuel --------86,
86, 784
784
rent, light,
for rent,
for miscellaneous,
second
and second
first and
for
miscellaneous, first
class
offices ---------------- 86, 784
class offices
for village
village delivery,
delivery, second
and QC,o~*
second and
for
....
.
r~~
-4,
lS
C
I
'~,Lc
third
offices,
etc
- 86, 784
tnlra class
class
omucu,
eM---------,
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appropriation
for Detroit River
River servservappropriation for
ice
784
ice----------------------_ 86,
86,784
for car fare and bicycle
bicycle allowance,
allowance,
including special
special delivery car
car
fare -------------------- _ 86, 785
for city delivery,
carriers -- ______- 86,
delivery, carriers
86, 785
785
for special
special delivery fees --------- 86, 785
for pneumatic
tube service,
service, in New
pneumatic tube
Brooklyn
86, 785
785
York and Brooklyn--------for vehicle
vehicle allowance,
etc., wagon
wagon
allowance, etc.,
service---------------- _ 86, 785
garage
leases
86, 785
garage leases----------------for travel
travel and miscellaneous,
miscellaneous, First
First
Assistant Postmaster
General_ _ 86,
86, 785
785
Postmaster General_
Assistant
for expenses
expenses under Second
Second Assistant
Assistant
Postmaster General
General ---------- 86, 785
785
Postmaster
star route transportation
transportation in
in
for star
Alaska -----------------86, 785
emergency service,
service, etc
etc --------- 86,
86, 785
785
emergency
for
steamboat,
etc.,
routes
87,
785
for steamboat, etc., routes-------- 87, 785
railroad routes, and
and messenger
messenger
for railroad
service ------------------- 8
87, 785
service
special
freight
train
arrangements_
877,,7
7
85
8
785
special freight train arrangements_ 87,
accounting
for
mail
messenger
messenger
accounting
service
87
service--------------------for airplane
service, New York
York and
and
airplane service,
San Francisco-------------Francisco
87, 785
785
San
for night flying;
flying; extra charges day
and night,
night, on first
first class matter_ 87, 785
785
and
for Railway
Railway Mail Service--------- 87, 785
785
for travel allowances,
allowances, etc
785
etc--------- 87, 785
for expenses,
expenses, etc., away from headheadquarters785
87,
87, 785
-----------------quarters
for miscellaneous
miscellaneous --------------- 87, 786
786
for
and cable
car service.
service._- -_-_ 87,
786
87, 786
cable car
for electric
electric and
for
mail transportation
transportation_--___ 87,
786
87, 786
for foreign
foreign mail
amount for aircraft
aircraft service
87, 786
service--amount
maintaining
sea post service---service
87, 786
maintaining sea
assistant
superintendent,
New
New
superintendent,
assistant
York City --------------87, 786
representative
meeting of rerepresentative at meeting
search committee of Universal
Universal
search
Postal Congress
Congress ------------786
786
countries__ 87, 786
786
for balances due foreign countries-_
for delegates to Universal
Universal Postal
Congress at
at Stockholm ------87
for travel
travel and miscellaneous,
miscellaneous, Second
Second
Assistant Postmaster
General -_ 88, 786
786
Postmaster General
Assistant
for expenses,
expenses under Third
Third Assistant
Assistant
Postmaster General
General -------- 88, 786
786
Postmaster
for postage stamps,
stamps, stamped
stamped envelopes, etc.;
etc. •postal
postal cards---cards_ _ _ 88,
88, 786
786
velopes,
for distribution
(stamped
envelopes '
stamped envelopes,
distribution of
786
88, 786
etc -------------------for indemnity,
indemnity, lost domestic registered, insured, and collect-oncollect-on- 88, 786
delivery mail
mail----------delivery
international
for indemnity,
indemnity, lost international
mail
88. 786
-----------mail---------

miscellaneous, Third
fcr travel
travel and miscellaneous,
fcr

Assistant
Postmaster GeneralGeneral _ 88, 786
Assistant Postmaster

Assistant
expenses, under Fourth Assistant
for expenses,
88, 786
Postmaster
General --------Postmaster General
for stationery, etc.;
etc.; suppliesfor
supplies for Post
al
Postal
forstationery,
Savings System -----------88, 786
Savings
supplies, etc_ 88, 786
for miscellaneous
miscellaneous office supplies,
rural delivery
delivery maps;
maps ;
and rural
post route
route and
sales, etc ----------------- 88, 787
sales,
post 88, 787
equipment and furniture
furniture for post
equipment

office quarters
quarters -----------88,
787
88, 787
office
for
twine and
tying devices------devices
89,
787
89, 787
and tying
for twine
for
shipment of
of supplies
supplies -- _------- 89,
89, 787
787
for shipment
for
canceling machines,
machines, etc------etc
89. 787
787
89,
for canceling
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appropriation for labor saving devices,
appropriation
etc--------------------_etc
89,
787
89, 787
traveling mechanicians
787
mechanicians ------- _ 89,
89, 787
for mail bags, locks, and keys, etc.;
etc.;
equipment shops expenses,
expenses, labor,
etc --------------------89, 787
787
special
special equipments,
equipments, departments,
departments,
Alaska, etc --------------- 89, 787
787
for star routes, except in AlaskaAlaska_ -__
787
- _ 89, 787
for rural delivery service --------788
89, 788
for travel
travel and miscellaneous,
miscellaneous, Fourth
Fourth
Postmaster General
89, 788
788
Assistant Postmaster
General__ 89,
for supplying
supplying postal deficiencies
deficiencies---- 89, 788
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for paying
damages claims
claims -------46,
46, 690, 1336
1336
contingent expenses
for contingent
expenses -_------_ 46, 1337
1337
reimbursing Government
for reimbursing
Government PrintPrinting Office
Office for heat,
heat, light, and
power to city post office,
etc.,
office, etc.,
C -------------------D. C
46, 690
690
for Postal Service --------------46,
46, 59,
59
63, 690, 699, 701,
701, 763, 1336, 1350
1350
for salaries
763
salaries-------763
salaries under reclassification
postal salaries
reclassification
immediately available
immediately
available from
from appropriations
propriations for fiscal year 19261926_ 1336
Post
Department Buildings,
Post Office Department
Buildings, D. C.,
appropriation
84, 782
appropriation for
for care, etc., of
of------ 84,
782
Post Office Inspectors,
Post
Inspectors,
appropriation for Chief Inspector, and
appropriation
Department
84,
Department office personnel_
84, 782
782
for salaries
salaries ------_--------.
85, 784
784
additional, from civil service eligieligibles
85
bles-----------------.
85
for traveling expenses,
expenses, etc-------etc
85, 784
784
expenses, division
for expenses,
division headquarters_ 85, 784
784
etc., division headquartfor clerks, etc.,
headquarters------------------------ 85, 784
ers
784
for rewards, etc ----------------85, 784
784
for securing information,
information, etc
etc------ 86,
86, 784
784
deficiency. appropriation
appropriation for rewards,
etc
1337
etc-------------------- 46, 690,
690, 1337
Post
Post Offices,
Offices,
appropriation for postmastersappropriation
postmasters ------ 86, 784
784
for assistant postmasters, first and
second class offices
86, 784
784
second
offices ------_ 86,
mechanics, etc
784
for printers, mechanics,
etc ------- 86,
86, 784
for clerks and employees,
employees, first and
second class offices
offices---------- 86,
86, 784
784
for watchmen,
watchmen, messengers, etc--.etc
86,
784
86, 784
for contract
contract station clerks--------clerks
86,
784
86, 784
for separating mails, third and
and
fourth class offices
784
offices----------- 86,
86, 784
for unusual conditions ---------- 86,
86, 784
for clerical services,
services, third
ofthird class
class offices-------------------- 86, 784
fices
for rent,
rent, light, and fuel for first,
first,
second,
second, and third class officesoffices - 86, 784
for miscellaneous
miscellaneous items, first and
and
second
second class
class offices ---------- 86, 748
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for postmasters_- 46, 59, 690, 699, 1337,
1352
ters
1337, 1350,
1350, 1352
class
for clerks, etc.,
etc., first
first and
and second
second class
offices
offices --------- _
46,
59, 63, 699, 701, 763, 1337, 1350
1350
watchmen, etc ---------- __--- 47
for watchmen,
47
for temporary, etc., clerk hire ----47,
47,
60, 63, 699, 763, 1337
for miscellaneous,
miscellaneous, first and second
second
class offices-------- 47, 59, 1337,
1350
1337, 1350
for city delivery,
delivery. carriers ---------47,
59, 690, 699, 701, 763, 1337, 1350
for substitutes for carriers, etc
47
etc-----47
for special
special delivery
delivery fees
fees.-------47, 1337
1337
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deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for vehicle
vehicle
allowance
allowance ------------- 47,
763, 1350
1350
47, 763,
for contract
station clerks
clerks--------- _
59
for
contiact station
59
for assistant postmasters
postmasters-----59, 63
63
_--_
59,
for messenger
messenger service ------------59
59
for rent, light, and fuel
60,
fuel ----------60,
701, 763,
763, 1350,
1350, 1352
63, 699, 701,
1352
for separating
separating mails -------60,
699, 763
60, 699,
763
for special
delivery--------------60
special delivery
60
for
temporary carriers------------for temporary
carriers
763
763
for
unusual
conditions
690
for
conditions ------------ _ 690
letter carriers,
1337
for letter
carriers, 1925 ------------ 1337
for clerks, third
third class offices
offices ------1352
1352
monthly payment
payment of rent
rent for leased
leased
premises 'authorized
authorized --------- _ 1105
1105
premises,
Post Roads,
Post
Roads, Rural
Rural (see also Federal
Federal HighHighway Act),
Act),
appropriation
constructing, in cocoappropriation for constructing,
operation
operation with States -- _-461, 852
_ 461,
852
part of authorization
authorization for 1925---1925_ ___ 461
461
part
Post
Post Route, etc., Maps,
appropriation
of preparpreparappropriation for expenses
expenses of
88, 787
787
ing, etc.; sales
sales-------------- 88,
Postage
also Postal Rates),
Postage (see also
rates of, for air mail
service --------805
mail service
805
Postage
Postage Stamps,
issue
issue of special, commemorative
commemorative of sesquicentennial of Battle of Lexquicentennial
Lexington and Concord
749
ington
Concord----------749
of one hundred
hundred and fiftieth anniveranniversaryof
sary of Bunker
Bunker Hill Battle
Battle ----- 1099
1099
Postage
Postage Stamps, etc.,
etc., Postal
Postal Service,
Service,
appropriation
appropriation for manufacture
manufacture of,
of, etc..
etc_ 88,
88, 786
786
Postal Agreements,
Postal
Agreements,
Great Britain
Britain and Northern
Northern Irewith Great
land
1854
land-----------------------1
1854
parcel post,
post, with
Netherlands
East
parcel
with Netherlands East
India ----------------------1717
1717
Postal
Cards,
Postal Cards,
appropriation
appropriation for manufacture
manufacture of_
of --___ 88, 786
Postal
Congress, Universal,
Postal Congress,
Universal,
appropriation
appropriation for delegates'
delegates' expenses-expenses
87
87
meeting of
of rerefor representative
representative at
at meeting
search committee
committee of, in Europe_
786
786
Postal
Postal Conventions,
parcel
parcel post,
post, with Netherlands
Netherlands East
East
Indies -- ----------------_ 1708
with Poland
Poland--_---- ----- -----1640
1640
with Siam
Siam------------------. _-- - 1880
1880
with Switzerland
Switzerland ----------------1631
1631
Postal
Rates,
Postal Rates,
private
private mailing
mailing cards;
cards; rate increased-increased_ _ 1066
second
second class; rates payable
payable by
by pubpublisher
lisher or agent
agent on portion
portion not
not adadvertisements, fiat
vertisements,
flat rate
rate ----...1066
on advertisement
advertisement portion,
portion, zone
zone
rates ------------------- 1066
religious,
educational, agricultural,
religious, educational,
agricultural,
labor, etc.,
etc., flat
flat rate
rate --------1066
1066
if advertisement
advertisement space less than
five per cent, flat rate
rate ------1066
daily newspapers,
etc., deposited
deposited
newspapers, etc.,
at carrier office
office for
for delivery;
delivery;
free county circulation, etc---etc_
1066
1066
separation
by
publishers
separation
publishers for zone
zone
mailing; statement
statement to determine
rates --_------------ 1066
6
if not sent by publisher; parcel post
post
if exceedingeightounces
exceeding eight ounces -----1067
for issue not exceeding
exceeding one
one pound
pound_ -_-__ 1067
1067
zone rates
rates of, relate
relate to
to entire
entire bulk
bulk__ 1067
1067
third
third class; matter
included as
as --matter included
___
1067
1067
rate; permissible
permissible writing----------writing
1067
1067
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fourth class;
included as
fourth
class; matter
matter included
as------ 1067
1067
pound rate established
pound
established ----------1067
1067
additional service
service charge,
additional
charge, except
except for
for
collections
rural collections
_-- .------__
1067
1067
if additional
postage and "special
"special
if
additional postage
handling", affixed,
have first
first
handling"
affixed, to have
1067
class mail
mail treatment
treatment---------1067
reform of
of classification,
classification, rates,
rates, etc.,
etc.,
authorized
1067
1067
authorized------------------consent of Interstate
Commerce
consent
Interstate Commerce
Commission
changes -------1068
1068
Commission to
to changes
experiments authorized
authorized in
in selected
selected
experiments
rural localities to encourage
sending food
products directly
directly
food products
sending
1068
1068
to consumers
consumers or vendors ------reduction of
authorized, and
and
of rates
rates authorized,
reduction
carriers allowed
allowed commissions__
_ 1068
1068
commissions-_carriers
amounts for
for commissions
commissions not to
to
amounts
- _ 1068
exceed revenue from service
service_- __
1068
exceed
progress of,
1068
to Congress_ 1068
of progress
of, to
report of
orders; fees for
domestic, ininfor domestic,
money orders;
1068
creased
1068
creased---------------------registered
application and fees
fees
registered mail; application
required;
lesser fee
permitted
1068
fee permitted-required; lesser
sender
have a
delivery
a receipt
receipt for delivery
sender may have
1068
1068
fee therefor
therefor ---on payment
payment of fee
1069
1069
insurance
rates
insurance indemnity
indemnity fees; rates------_
sender
delivery
may have
have a
a receipt for delivery
sender may
1069
1069
fee therefor
therefor --on payment
payment of fee
collect-on-delivery
rates of
service; rates
collect-on-delivery service;
1069
1069
fees
fees -----------------------and insurance
insurance indemnity
extended to
to
indemnity extended
and
1069
1069
mail --------------third class mail
special
delivery service;
additional
service; additional
special delivery
stamps for
2 and
and less
for mail
mail over
over 2
stamps
1069
than
10 pounds
1069
pounds-------------than 10
weighing more
more than
than 10
1069
pounds__- 1069
10 pounds___
weighing
1069
issue
stamps for__
for__ _
_ 1069
20-cent stamps
issue of
of 15 and 20-cent
ordinary stamps with
"special delivdelivwith "special
ordinary
covering may
may be used
used
ery" on
on covering
1069
1069
.----- ---------------for
work
handling
ascertaining cost of handling
work of
of ascertaining
classes
several classes
and revenue
revenue from several
1069
1069
continued
of mail, continued-----------1069
results
1069
reported annually
annually----results to be reported
Acts repealed;
secclass mail secrepealed; second
second class
Acts
1070
1070
Revenue Act of 1917___
1917
of Revenue
tions of
second
mail by
other than pubpubby other
class mail
second class
1070
1070
---------------------lishers
1070
parcel post
post delivery,
etc
1070
delivery, etc----------parcel
1070
Federal
Corrupt Practices
Practices Act, 1925
1925_ _
- 1070
Federal Corrupt
Postal Savings
Savings System,
System,
Postal
appropriation for
supplies; expenses
of
expenses of
for supplies;
appropriation
bond
issues
786
786
bond issues------------------Postal Service
Service (see
also Post
Post Office
Office De(see also
Postal
partment),
partment),
appropriation for
for Department
Department salaries
salaries
appropriation
and
expenses
83,
782
83, 782
and expenses---------------for field
field service-----------------service
85, 783
for
equipment
for power, light, etc.,
etc., for equipment
shops ----------------------- 85,
783
85, 783
shops
for cash
rewards for
for inventions,
etc.,
inventions, etc.,
cash rewards
for
by
increasing
for increasing
employees for
by employees
efficiency,
etc., of
of service
85, 783
service------ 85,
efficiency, etc.,
additional
regular pay;
limipay; limito regular
additional to
tation
85,
783
85, 783
tation---------------------agreement
use without furagreement for use
ther claim
783
85, 783
claim------------------- 85,
ther
restriction
use of
of fund
783
85, 783
on use
fund -----restriction on
for expenses
expenses under
First Assistant
Assistant
under First
for
Postmaster
General
86, 784
784
86,
Postmaster General
for
expenses under
under Second
Second Assistant
Assistant
for expenses
Postmaster
General -------- 86, 785
Postmaster General
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appropriation
for balances
balances due
due foreign
foreign
appropriation for
governments---------------governments
87, 786
for expenses
under Third
Third Assistant
for
expenses under
Assistant
Postmaster General---------General
88, 786
786
Postmaster
88,
for
for expenses
expenses under Fourth
Fourth Assistant
Assistant
Postmaster General
General --------- 88, 786
Postmaster
for
supplying postal
__ 89,
89, 788
788
for supplying
postal deficiencies_
deficiencies___
deficiency appropriation
for cash
cash reredeficiency
appropriation for
wards
etc
46
wards for
for inventions,
inventions, etc------46
rewards, etc
etc------------- 46, 690, 1337
for rewards
1337
postmasters ------------------for postmasters
46,
1337, 1350,
1352
59, 63,
63, 690, 699, 763, 1337,
1350, 1352
for
clerks, first
first and
and second
second class
class offices
offices
46,
for clerks,
46,
1350
59, 63, 699, 701, 763, 1337, 1350
for
messengers, and
and laborlaborfor watchmen,
watchmen, messengers,
ers
ers----------- -----------47, 763
763
for
auxiliary clerk
clerk hire
hire
47,
for temporary
temporary and auxiliary
60, 63,
63, 690,
690, 1337
1337
60,
for
second
for miscellaneous,
miscellaneous, first
first and second
offices --1337, 1350
class offices
47, 59, 763, 1337,
1350
47,
for city delivery,
delivery, carriers
carriers ----------59,
63, 690,
690, 699,
763, 1337,
1337, 1350, 1352
1352
699, 701,
701, 763,
59, 63,
for
carriers ----------- 47,
690
47, 690
for substitute
substitute carriersfor
47,
47,
for special
special delivery
delivery fees
fees-----------1337
60, 690, 763, 1337
for
47,
service -------------47,
for vehicle
vehicle service
60, 63,
63, 699,
699, 701, 763, 1350, 1352
1352
60,
for
foreign mails
mails --------47,
47, 59, 691
for foreign
for
foreign countries_countries__ _
47,
due foreign
for balances
balances due
1350
59, 63, 691,
691, 699, 763, 1350
for
international mail
mail_ -_
47,
for indemnities,
indemnities, international
59, 63,
63, 699,
699, 701,
701, 763, 1350
1350
59,
for
New York
York and
for airplane
airplane service,
service, New
San
Francisco
59, 1350
59,1350
San Francisco-------------59
contract station
station clerks---------clerks
59
for contract
assistant postmasters
for assistant
postmasters----------- 59, 63
freight on stamped
59
etc____
stamped paper, etc__
for freight
for indemnities,
5
59,
domestic mail -----for
indemnities, domestic
63,
699, 701,
701, 763, 1350
1350
63, 699,
for
messenger service
59,
service --------for mail
mail messenger
763,
1350
763, 1337, 1350
appliances -------------- 59, 699
699
for office
office appliances
763
supplies--- 59, 63, 763
for equipment
equipment and supplies
60
for
boat service
60
power boat
service-----------for power
for
railroad
routes
60
60
for railroad routes----------------63,
691,
699,
701,
763,
1337,
1356
1350
63, 691, 699, 701, 763, 1337,
use for
use
for air mail service from appropriation
1926
1337
1337
for 1926----------propriation for
for Railway
Railway Mail
Mail ServiceService --------60,
for
691,
1338
691, 699, 763, 1338
for
light, and
and fuel
fuel -----------60,
rent, light,
for rent,
701, 763, 1350, 1352
63, 699, 701,
for rural
delivery --------- 60, 63,
763
63, 699, 763
rural delivery
for
mails ---------- 60, 699, 763
for separating
separating mails
60,
supplies ---------for shipment
shipment of supplies
1350
63, 699,
699, 763, 1350
for
60
60
for star
star routes,
routes, Alaska -----------stationery ___-..----_-_-----60
60
for stationerv
for
temporary carriers
763
carriers ------------ 60, 763
for temporary
for
electric and
cable car
car service
service_ _
63,
--__
and cable
for electric
763,
1338
763, 1338
for
freight on
and
on stamped paper and
for freight
63
mail bags
63
bags-------------------for
power boat
boat and
and airplane
airplane service_
service_ 63,
63, 699
699
for power
for
unusual conditions
conditions 690
--------for unusual
for
tubes, etc.,
York
New York
etc., New
pneumatic tubes,
for pneumatic
and Brooklyn
/63
691,763
Brooklyn ------------- 691,
and
for
temporary clerk
clerk hire
hire -------- 699, 763
for temporary
for
damages claims------------claims
763, 1336
for damages
for
delivery service
763
service -------for village
village delivery
1337
for substitute
substitute carriers
carriers ------------for
fare and
and bicycle
allowance, etc_ 1337
1337
bicycle allowance,
car fare
for car
for clerk
clerk hire,
class offices
offices---1352
1352
hire, third
third class
for
2
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Air Mail Act provisions
provisions------........
accounts relating to
to money
money orders
orders
all accounts
rendered at
prescribed
to be
be rendered
at prescribed
periods to the comptroller,
comptroller,
Bureau
Office
Bureau of
of Accounts, Post Office
Department ---------------Department
investigation of
authority for
for investigation
of fines,
fines, etc.,
etc.,
extended to
accountability for
for
extended
to accountability
all public moneys
moneys-----------Bible in raised
raised characters
blind
characters for the blind
admitted free, if sent without
without
admitted
charge to a
person ----a blind person_
cost
at one cent aa pound if sold at cost
price -----------------------price
emergency
provided
emergency mail
mail service
service to be provided
for,
stations established,
for, relay stations
established,
etc
etc------------------------franking
Florence
granted to Florence
franking privilege
privilege granted
Kling Harding
Harding---------------Edith
Bolling Wilson
Wilson ------------Edith Boiling
on
indemnity for loss,
loss, and
and collection
collection on
delivery of
delivery
of third
third class
class domestic
mail ---mail
_-----------------messenger service
service payments
payments by
mail messenger
designated postmasters, authorauthordesignated
ized -----------------------contracts for, allowed officers,
contracts
officers, etc.,
offices;
of third
third and
and fourth class offices;
amount limited
amount
limited -----------allowed special delivery messengers
messengers
at all offices-offices
-----------.
monthly payment of rent of leased
premises authorized----------authorized
officials of, to assist in executing Alaska
Alaska
Game Law---------------Law
for
payment to designated
designated persons for
damages from mail airplanes-_
airplanes
damages
crimes; stealing, secreting, emempostal crimes;
bezzling,
etc. 'mail matter
bezzling, etc.,
matter-----stealing, etc., mail left upon colleccollection
tion box, etc ---------------unauthorized
unauthorized taking mail before delivery,
etc ------------------livery, etc
punishment for ----------------precanceling
by
precanceling stamped envelopes by
users permitted
permitted ------------users,
readjustment of classifications,
classifications, and salaries ----------------------postmasters,
classifications
postmasters, classifications--------salaries; first and second class --____
third class; clerk hire allowance
allowance
salaries
based on salaries-------------allowances
allowances for clerk hire, first,
second,
cover
second, and third class, to cover
all labor,
separating
except separating
mails
mails ----------------------fourth, basis, advances, etc
fourth,
etc-----inspectors,
salaries ----inspectors, grades and salaries
promotions;
expenses
allowed__
promotions; expenses allowed- -_-__
clerks at division headquarters;
clerks
headquarters;
promotions, transfers, etc
promotions,
etc-----substitutes for clerks absent withsubstitutes
out pay
pay ---- __--------------out
assistant postmasters, second
second class
offices; basis-----------------basis
offices;
designated employees, assistant postpostmasters, etc., at first class offices
offices
based on receipts thereof_
thereof -_--classified
classified stations, superintendents
superintendents
and assistants
assistants --------------assistant postmasters
postmasters at offices
offices
limited
limited -- _------------___-superintendents
superintendents of delivery
delivery and assistants, where
where receipts
receipts between
between
$14,000,000 and $20,000,000--$20,000,000
$14,000,000
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805

950
1266
1266
668
668

668
960
960
1359
1359

653
356
356
356

1105
742
1378
1378
977
977
977
977
977
977
977
955
955
1053
1053
1053
1053
1054

1054
1054
1054
1055
1055
1055

1056
1056
1056
1056

1056
1056
1057
1057
1058
1058
1058
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Postal Service—Continued.
Postal
Service-Continued.
readjustment
classifications, etc.;
readjustment of classifications,
etc.;
designated employees,
employees, addition
addition
designated
to
supervisory
to postmaster
postmaster and supervisory
employees,
Washington, D. C_
1058
employees, Washington,
C___ 1058
limits of salaries
salaries of assistant susuperintendents, etc.; exception-_
exception__ 1058
perintendents,
cashiers at State depositories
for
cashiers
depositories for
1058
etc
postal funds, etc-------------1058
promotions
promotions when office advanced
advanced
to
grade -----------1058
to higher grade
1058
minimum pay for supervisory
employees -------------- 1058
1058
grade employees
employees
above highest grade
grade for
employees above
for
special clerk to have
have increased
increased
special
salaries for grade in which
which
salaries
placed
1058
placed---------------------1058
clerks and
carriers, first
and
clerks
and letter carriers,
first and
second class offices --------1059
second
1059
grades and
and pay;
pay; substitutes credgrades
1059
ited for time served---------served
1059
promotions;
clerks ------1059
promotions; special clerks
1059
printers, mechanics,
mechanics, etc.,
etc., deemed
deemed
clerical force
force ---------- 1059
1059
part of clerical
substitute,
temporary, and
substitute, temporary,
and auxiliary
iliary-----------------------1059
1059
Detroit River service ----------1059
Detroit
1059
eight hours
hours aa day's work;
work; period
period
restricted
hours -------_
1059
restricted to ten hours
1059
overtime
emergency, etc.,
etc.,
overtime pay for emergency,
computation of__
of
1059
excess work; computation
1059
compensatory
compensatory time for Sunday
and holiday;
holiday; overtime pay at
at
year
1059
end of the year-------------messengers, watchmen,
messengers,
watchmen, and laborers,
laborers,
first and second-class
second-class offices;
offices;
substitutes
substitutes-----------------1060
motor
vehicle
employees,
superinmotor vehicle employees, superintendents, etc.; classification
classification and
and
tendents,
pay
pay-.--------------------___
1060
1060
general
clerks;
general mechanics,
mechanics, and clerks;
promotions
promotions-- -------..........
1060
special clerks for --------------1060
mechanics'
helpers; driver memechanics' helpers;
chanics, etc.; substitutes------substitutes
chanics,
1060
eight hours
hours aa day's work; period
period
restricted to ten hours ------restricted
1061
emergency overtime
overtime servpay for emergency
ice; computation
computation of ---------1061
compensatory
Sundays
compensatory time for Sundays
and holidays;
holidays; overtime
overtime pay
pay at
end of
of the
the year
end
year -----------1061
Railway Mail Service,
Service, salaries
salaries of
Railway
superintendents,
superintendents, etc ---------- 1061
postal clerks,
clerks, classes, grades,
grades, and
and
pay -------------------_____
pay
1062
1062
laborers;
laborers; promotions
promotions ------------ 1062
1062
substitute
substitute postal clerks,
clerks, service
pay and promotions;
promotions; original
pay
original
appointments
appointments as substitutes-substitutes_ __ 1062
1062
readjustment
of
grades
of
clerks_
readjustment
clerks -_ 1062
1062
travel
travel allowances,
allowances, in lieu of actual
expenses, for duty over ten
expenses,
hours
hours--__----------- ____
--__ 1062
substitutes traveling
traveling to an assignment allowed
allowed full time; travel
allowance
allowance from
from headquarters___
headquarters_ __ 1062
post
office
lines, classes,
classes, and
and asaspost office lines,
signments to Class
Class A and Class
B; promotions
promotions --------------1062
1062
terminal
terminal offices, classes,
classes, and assignments to Class A and Class B;
B;
promotions
promotions
---------- ______
1063
transfer
transfer offices;
offices; classes and assignassignA and
and Class B;
ments to Class A
rnomntinna - - ------------------promotions
1063
1063
M.-VvV
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Postal Service-Continued.
Service—Continued.
Postal
readjustment of classifications, Railway
Railway
readjustment
Mail Service; clerks at division
superintendents' offices; promosuperintendents'
tions
tions-----------------------examiners and assistants
assistants -------examiners
day's work for clerks, eight hours;
hours;
cash overtime allowance _-----eight hours a
a day's work at terminal and transfer
transfer offices; period
restricted to ten hours -----restricted
pay for work in excess ---------road duty clerks
clerks credited for train
delay .---------------------postal clerks allowed part of leave
carried to next fiscal year ---rural delivery;
delivery; carriers'
based
carriers' pay based
on mileage ----------------excess mileage allowances;
allowances; deductions for failure
failure to perform
ductions
service
service----------------------equipment
allowance;
maintenance allowance;
equipment maintenance
payment
payment periods...------..-equiptriweekly routes; pay and equipallowance-------------ment allowance
equipment
division;
equipment and supplies division;
packers,
requisition fillers and packers,
pay increased
increased----------------village delivery
carriers- --village
delivery service; carriers
employees; sick
sick
leaves of absence to employees;
cumulative ...---------leave cumulative
monthly credit for
----------restoration of reduced employees
employees to
to
former grade or advanced
advanced-----withheld
promotions, allowed subwithheld promotions,
sequently if record
record satisfactory -----------------------compensatory
compensatory time for Sunday or
holiday work at terminal and
transfer offices --------------year. pay in lieu of, at end of the year
employees
automatically
employees promoted automatically
after one year's
year's satisfactory
after
grade -----------service in a
a grade
transfers and interchanges
interchanges of clerks
carriers, allowed in the inand carriers,
service -------terest of the service
regular posisubstitutes appointed to regular
tions credited for time served as
substitutes
substitutes------------------employees in Army, etc.,
etc.
during
employees
War , to have credit thereWorld War,
for in postal service ----------no rank or pay of employees reduced_
appropriations
fiscal year 1925
appropriations for fiscal
available
rates herein
for new
new rates
available for
provided, and additional
sums
additional sums
provided,

authorized
_
authorized------------------inconsistent laws repealed
repealed---------postal rates provisions
provisions -------------effective April 15, 1925 ----------to
special joint subcommittee
subcommittee created
created to
special
report a
a permanent
permanent schedule of
postal rates -----------------Federal Corrupt Practices Act,
Act, 1925___
1925
Federal
salaries
reclassification, immedisalaries under reclassification,
available from appropriaappropriaately available
tions for fiscal year 1926 ----special series of postage stamps authorspecial
sesquicommemorative of sesquiized commemorative
centennial of the Battle of Buncentennial
ker Hill -------------------sesquicentennial
sesquicentennial of Battle of LexingConcord
_
ton and Concord------------
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1063
1063

1063
1063
1063
1063
1063
1064

1064
1064
1064
1064

1064
1064
1064
1064
1064
1065
1065

1065
1065
1065

1065
1065

1065
1065
1066
1070
1070
1070
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Posthumous
Army Commissions,
Page.
Posthumous Army
issue of commission in name
name of an
officer appointed,
or recomofficer
mended therefor,
therefor, from school
school
mended
for officers during World War,
reason of
unable to accept by reason
death in line of duty---------duty
1255
to be borne on Army records as of
the grade, etc -------.-----1255
an officer in military service during
World War officially recommended for promotion,
promotion, unable
mended
accept by reason of death in
to accept
duty
line of duty-----------------1255
to be borne on Army records as of
etc---------------- 1256
the grade, etc
qualified for promoany officer duly qualified
tion, who dies, in line of duty,
after occurrence
occurrence of vacancy
envacancy entitling him thereto, before
before issue
of the commission
1256
commission------------- 1256
to be borne
borne on Army records in
promoted grade, etc----------etc
1256
1256
promoted
no bonus,
bonus, etc., from provisions
provisions of this
- 1256
Resolution
1256
.---------Resolution ---Postmaster General,
General,
Postmaster
appropriation
personnel_ 83, 782
appropriation for, and office personnel_
for field service, Post Office Department under
783
85,783
under---------------- 85,
for power, light, etc., for equipment
equipment
shops
85, 783
shops--------------------for cash rewards for inventions, etcetc.. 85, 783
for transportation
transportation and delivery of
equipment, etc ------------ 85, 783
for travel
travel and miscellaneous
miscellaneous ex85, 784
85,784
----penses ------------paying damages
damages claims-------claims
85, 784
for paying
inspectors, etc -------------- 85, 784
for inspectors,
authorized to contract
contract for carrying
carrying air
air
authorized
mail by aircraft--------------aircraft
805
other
first
class
aircraft
805
-----mail
by
aircraft
other
precanmay issue permits to users for precanceling stamped envelopes
955
envelopes-----regulations for indemnity for lost,
lost, and
collection
collection on delivery,
delivery, domestic
by
653
third class mail, to be made by_
special series of postage
postage stamps to be
issued by, commemorative
commemorative of
sesquicentennial of Battle
of
Battle of
sesquicentennial
Bunker
_ 1099
Bunker Hill
Hill --------------commemorative of sesquicenltennial
sesquicentennial
commemorative
Conof Battle of Lexington
Lexington and Concord
749
cord-----------------------Postmaster, House
House of Representatives,
Representatives,
Postmaster,
appropriation
assistant, money
money
for, assistant,
appropriation for,
order clerk,
etc_ 584, 1293
clerk, messengers, etc_
for mail vehicles -------------- 585, 1293
positions and pay established of, assistassistant,
messengers, etc
152
etc----------ant, messengers,
Postmaster, Senate,
Senate,
Postmaster,
appropriation
581, 1289
1289
for, carriers, etc ---appropriation for,
positions
established of, and
positions and pay established
other
office employees
employees -- -149
149
post office
other post

Postmasters,
Postmasters,
appropriation
for compensation
86, 784
784
86,
compensation ---appropriation for
for
and second
second class
for assistant,
assistant, first and
offices
86, 784
86,784
offices--------------------1336
for civil
civil service
service examination
examination of
Presiof Presifor
dential
523,
1201
523, 1201
dential------------------deficiency
appropriation for compensadeficiency appropriation
tion
46,
46,
tion----------------------1099
59, 63,
63, 690, 699, 763, 1337, 1350, 1352
59.
for
assistatnt
-----------749
59, 63
_ assistant
-B- vw-------------.W
749

2236
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Postmasters—Continued.
Postmasters-Continued.
may be designated
designated disbursing
disbursing officers
for mail messenger, etc., paypayments -------------------third and fourth class, and employees,
employees,
may contract
contract for mail messenger
messenger
service --------------------money order
order accounts of to be
rendered
be rendered
prescribed periods to the Buat prescribed
Bureau of Accounts of the DepartDepartment-------.----------_--.-_
ment

Poughkeepsie, N.
Page. Poughkeepsie,
N. Y.,
Y., Page,

Page.

356
356
356

950
950
Potash
Potash Salts,
Salts,
appropriation
appropriation for geological
geological researches
researches
to determine
determine presence
presence ofof__--__ 419,
419, 1173
1173
Potato Wart,
Potato
Wart,
appropriation
appropriation for cooperative
cooperative expenses,
eradicating---------------- 456,
456, 848
848
eradicating
Potatoes,
Potatoes,
appropriation
appropriation for investigating diseases
diseases
of ---------------------. 441, 831
for investigating
investigating wireworms and other
other
insects affecting
affecting ----_-----_ 449, 839
839
Poteau, Okla.,
Okla.,
Poteau,
terms of
of court
court at;
rooms required
required__ - - 731,
at; rooms
731, 945
945
authority
authority of clerk at Muskogee
731
Muskogee---731
Potomac
Avenue NW.,
D.
C.,
Potomac Avenue
NW., D. C.,
appropriation
appropriation for grading, Macomb
Macomb
Street to Norton Place; culvert
culvert
construction
construction ----------------547
547
Potomac
Avenue
Potomac
SE.,
D. C.,
SE., D.
C.,
appropriation
etc.,
Sixteenth
appropriation for paving,
paving, etc., Sixteenth
to E
E Streets;
Streets; from gasoline-tax
gasoline-tax
fund ----------------- 1225
1225
Potomac Park,
Potomac
C.,
Park, D.
D. C.,
appropriation for West Park--------Park
573
573
for macadam roads, etc ----------573
573
573
for East Park ---------------573
for tourists' camp in East
Park__
573,
1247
East Park__ 573, 1247
for Tidal Basin bathing beachbeach •- - 573
balances
for
balances
bathing beach,
beach, etc.,
etc.,
covered into the Treasury
Treasury ---1247
for widening inlet bridge --- _----1247
1247
for reflecting
pool,
additional,
reflecting
additional, 1925 _
712
712
Potomac
River,
Potomac River,
construction of memorial
memorial bridge across
from Lincoln Memorial
Memorial to
Arto Arlington,
Va.,
authorized ------lington,
authorized
974
preliminary
preliminary examination, etc.,
etc., of----of
1193
Pottawatomie Agency,
Pottawatonzie
Agency, Kans.,
Kans.,
appropriation for
support, etc.,
etc., of
of InInappropriation
for support,
dians at, from tribal funds_
funds- -__ 411, 1161
1161
for support, etc., of Indians
Indians at,
at, addiadditional,
tional, 1925
708
1925-----------708
Poltawatomie
Pottawatomie Indians,
Indians, Wis.
and Mich.,
Wis. and
Mich.,
payment to members of, not receiving
receiving
benefits of former
former appropriation
appropriation
benefits
for support, etc -------------819
819
Potter
County, S.
Potter County,
Oak.,
S. Dak.,
bridge authorized
authorized
across
across Missouri
Missouri
River, between Dewey County
andand -------30
----------30
Potter, Elizabeth
Elizabeth N.
(widow),
Potter,
N. (widow),
pension
-----pension 1494
----1494
Potter,
Potter, Fannie
FannieL.
L. (widow)
(widow)
pension increased------------------increased
1438
1438
Potter,
Potter, Frank
Frank T.,
T.,
increased ---.------------1399
pension increased
1399
Potter,
Joanna D.
Potter, Joanna
D. (widow),
(widow),
pension---------------1523
1523
Pottery,
Pottery,
appropriation for
appropriation
for study
study of
of processes,
processes,
etc.,
etc., in
manufacture of
231,
in manufacture
of- .231, 1040
1040
Potts,
Martha R.
(daughter),
Potts, Martha
R. (daughter),
pension
pension ---------------------1437
_~
-1437

---------

Page

bridge
across Hudson
Hudson River,
bridge authorized
authorized across
River,
at ----------.
10
.
.--.----- 10
Poultry,
Poultry,
amount
amount of deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for
arresting foot-and-mouth
foot-and-mouth disdisease, etc., available
available for
eradicatfor eradicating European
other
European fowl pest and
and other
diseases
diseases of ----------------722
722
Poultry
Breeding,
Poultry Feeding
Feeding and
and Breeding,
appropriation
for experiments
experiments in.
appropriation for
in --__
__ 439,
439, 828
828
Pound,
D. C.,
C.,
Pound, D.
appropriation
for motor
motor vehicle------vehicle
563
appropriation for
563
Pound, Oren
Oren 0.,
0.,
Pound,
pension increased-increased1397
--------_-1397
Powder,
Powder, Navy
also Ordnance,
Navy),
Navy (see
(see also
Ordnance, Navy),
appropriation for purchase
purchase and
and manufacture of smokeless
192,
871
smokeless------_192, 871
PowellU,
Powell, Allie
Allie (daughter),
(daughter),
pension ----------------------1419
pension
_
1419
Powell, Edward,
Powell,
Edward,
pension -----------------------1447
pension
1447
Powell, Mary
Powell,
Mary (widow),
(widow),
increased ---1434
pension increased
--------1434
Powell,
A. (widow),
Powell, Mary
Mary A.
(widow),
pension
pension ---------------------------1434
1434
Forest, Utah,
Powell National
National Forest,
Utah,
proclamation
1911
proclamation enlarging area
area of
of------1911
transferring portion
portion of Sevier National Forest,
Forest, Utah, to
to------- 1911
1911
Powell,
T.,
Powell, William
William T.,
pension
pension-----------_---------------1495
1495
Power
Boat Routes,
Routes, Postal
Service,
Power Boat
PostalService,
appropriation
appropriation for mail
mail transportation
transportation
by------by
-------------- 87,785
87, 785
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
transappropriation for mail transportation by ---------------- 60,
63
portation
60, 63
Power Boats,
etc.,
Power
Boats, etc.,
special tax on users
users of, not
business,
not for business,
328
etc----------------328
Power
Power Commission,
Federal,
Commission, Federal,
appropriation
expenses of______
of
524,
1203
appropriation for expenses
524, 1203
Powers
Powers of
of Attorney,
Attorney,
stamp tax on; exceptions ----------336
336
Prairie
Dogs,
PrairieDogs,
appropriation for devising
methods for
appropriation
devising methods
for
destroying ----------------.
450,
450, 841
841
Pratt, Christopher
ChristopherC.
Pratt,
(son),
C. (son),
pension ---------------------pension
1467
1467
Pratt,
(widow),
Pratt, Nellie
Nellie (widow),
pension ----------------------1510
pension
--1510
Preciousand
Precious
and Semiprecious
Semiprecious Stones,
Stones,
excise tax on, and imitations, sold, etc.,
etc.,
by dealers; exception
324
exception --------324
Precious
Metals,
Precious Metals,
appropriation
appropriation for
statistics
for collecting
collecting statistics
of ------------.------.--. 77,
77, 726
726
excise tax on sales by dealers,
dealers, of articles
articles
of, or mounted with
with ---------- 324
324
Predatory Wild Animals,
Predatory
appropriation
for suppressing
appropriation for
suppressing rabies
rabies
in .-------------------- 450, 841
841
Prescott,
(widow),
Prescott, Lodema
Lodema A.
A. (widow),
pension
pension increased
increased1462
------------------1462
Prescott National
Prescott
National Forest,
Forest, Ariz.,
Ariz.,
proclamation
proclamation diminishing area of
1923
of ----- 1923
transferring
transferring portion
portion of, to Tonto
Tonto
National Forest, Ariz -------National
1923
1923
President of the United States
President
(see also
States (see
also
Proclamations),
Proclamations),
appropriation
compensation-- __ 521,
appropriation for compensation__
521, 1198
1198
for Secretary,
Secretary, and
and office
office personpersonnel --------------.--..521, 1198
- 521,1198
Z1 1199
19
w-- - O___
¢2;pnse}
*vol~
r
tr· traveling
for
expenses,
etc
521,
U€bv VApl
o,
VWCI ------, ii1Yn
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President
of the
the United
United States—Contd.
Presidentof
States-Contd.
appropriation for
Executive Office__
for Executive
Office-- 521,
521,
appropriation
for expenses of
of suits
suits to
to cancel
cancel leases
leases
of
oil reserves,
reserves, etc
etc_---__--____
of naval
naval oil
authority
of counsel
employed_ ___
authority of
counsel employed---for
for protecting
protecting the
the person
person of
of -_____
217,
774,
217, 774,
deficiency
expenses,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for expenses,
sickness,
burial of
of
death, and
and burial
sickness, death,
Warren G.
G. Harding,
Harding, late
late -----Warren
for
State messengers
messengers conconfor mileage,
mileage, State
veying electoral
electoral vote
for, and
and
veying
vote for,
for
for Vice
Vice President
President------------for
Congressional
for expenses
expenses, Joint
Joint Congressional
Committee
Inaugural CereCereCommittee on
on Inaugural
monies of,
1925
4, 1925-----monies
of, March
March 4,
for expenses,
expenses, Agricultural
Agricultural Conference
Conference
for Federal
Conservation Board
Board-for
Federal Oil Conservation
for publishing
publishing ascertainment
of elecfor
ascertainment of
electoral
toral vote
vote for,
for, and
and Vice
Vice PresiPresident
dent ----------_-----------_
for expenses
suits to
cancel leases
leases
for
expenses of
of suits
to cancel
of
oil lands,
etc
of oil
lands, etc--------------for surveys,
etc., of
for
surveys, etc.,
of Saint Lawrence
River
River---------------action of,
of, in
in issuing
issuing Army
Army supplies,
supplies,
action
etc.,
sufferers from
from
relief of
of sufferers
etc., for
for relief
Japanese earthquake,
ap1923, apJapanese
earthquake, 1923,
proved
-----------proved-------etc., for
for
additional hospital
hospital facilities, etc.
additional
of Veterans'
beneficiaries of
Veterans' Bubeneficiaries
reau subject
of---to approval
approval of
reau
subject to
appointment
Director of
of Veterans'
Veterans'
appointment of
of Director
Bureau
by
Bureau by ------------------authorized
to advance
advance on
on promotion
promotion
authorized to
list
for World
flight achieveachievelist for
World flight
ment, Air
Air Service
officers Lowell
Lowell
Service officers
ment,
Herbert
Smith, Leigh
Wade,
Herbert Smith,
Leigh Wade,
Leslie
Philip
Arnold,
and
Erick
and
Erick
Philip
Arnold,
Leslie
Henning
Nelson-------------Henning Nelson
authorized
to appoint
Evelyn
appoint Richard
Richard Evelyn
authorized to
Byrd, jr.,
jr., a
lieutenant comcoma lieutenant
Byrd,
mander
list__ _
on Navy
Navy retired
retired list-mander on
Thomas
of
Camp, a
a major
major of
James Camp,
Thomas James
Infantry -------------------Infantry
John
I. Conroy,
Conroy, captain
captain on
on Marine
Marine
John I.
Corps
list
retired list-----------Corps retired
gunner
John
J. Dobbertin
Dobbertin marine
marine gunner
John J.
in
Marine Corps
Corps------------in Marine
in the
Henry F.
Mulloy, ensign
ensign in
Henry
F. Mulloy,
Navy
Navy -------------.-------an offiWilliam
Schuyler Woodruff,
Woodruff, an
William Schuyler
cer of
of Infantry
Infantry -------------cer
general and
appoint commissioner
commissioner general
appoint
five
as represenrepresencommissioners as
five commissioners
tatives
at the
the Seville
InternaSeville Internatatives at
tional
1927 ----in 1927
Exposition in
tional Exposition
delegates to
Inter-American ComComto Inter-American
delegates
mission
on Electrical
Electrical Commumission on
nications meeting
meeting ------------nications
Condelegates
to Pan
Pan American
American Condelegates to
gress
Highways
gress of
of Highways-----------delegates
Pan American
American
to Seventh
Seventh Pan
delegates to
Sanitary Conference----------Conference
Sanitary
member
of Pueblo
Board__
Lands Board__
Pueblo Lands
member of
members
Board of
Tax AppealsAppeals_
of Tax
of Board
members of
notaries
Coof CoDistrict of
in District
public in
notaries public
lumbia
lumbia --------------------representative
centennial of first
to centennial
representative to
of Legislative
meeting of
Legislative Council of
Florida
------Florida ---.----special
coopto coopcommissioners to
special commissioners
erate
with
Mexico
as
to
use of
of
erate with Mexico as to use
waters
of
Rio
Grande,
below
waters of Rio Grande, below
TFrt
fl
i.;+44 , Ta
Fort
Quitman,
Tex
. VI
nL..It
l-AI-------------
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1198
16
16
16
74,
74,
1026
1026
34
34
753
753
753
753
754
754
756
756
1315
1315
1315
1315

963
963
1212
1212

608

979
979
821
821
792
792
1279
1279

1012
961
961
806
806

1256
1256
112
112
1355
1355

112
636
636
336
336
821
821
473
473

118
118
.
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President
the United
States—Contd.
Presidentof
of the
United States-Contd.
authorized
appoint temporary
authorized to
temporary
officers of
officers
of Coast
Coast Guard
Guard---three commissioners
commissioners of LexingtonLexingtonthree
Sesquicentennial ComConcord Sesquicentennial
Com_---_mission ----------three
members of Bunker
Bunker Hill SesSesthree members
quicetennial Commission_
_
quicetennial
Commission ---three members
the Mecklenthree
members of the
Mecklenburg Sesquicentennial
burg
Sesquicentennial CommisCommis--. -__
sion
sion----------------two
of Library
of Contwo members
members of
Library of
Congress Trust
Board ----gress
Trust Fund
Fund Board
two
representatives to
to participate
two representatives
participate
in negotiating
the Columbia
Columbia
in
negotiating the
River
compact
River compact---__-------complete aa topographical
topographical survey
survey of
of
complete
the United
United States
the
States---------designate
game refuges
refuges in
in Ozark
Ozark NaNadesignate game
tional Forest,
Forest, Ark-----------Ark_
tional
detail
Major Wallace
Wallace W.
W. Kirby,
Kirby,
detail Major
Army,
Engraving
Army, as
as Director,
Director, Engraving
and
Printing, for
months_ _-__
for six
six monthsand Printing,
enlarge
area of
Custer State
State Park
Park
enlarge area
of Custer
Game
S. Dak---Dak
Game Sanctuary,
Sanctuary, S.
establish
forests, lands
lands
establish as
as national
national forests,
suitable
timber production
production
suitable for
for timber
exin
reservations, other
other than
than exin reservations,
cepted
cepted ones ------------establish,
OffiNaval Reserve
Reserve Offiestablish, etc.,
etc., Naval
cers' Training
Corps -------cers'
Training Corps
Institute
proceedings to
cancel and
and
to cancel
institute proceedings
annul
naval oil reannul designated
designated naval
serve
leases, etc------------etc
serve leases,
special
counsel for,
for, to
to be
be ememspecial counsel
_
ployed
ployed -------------------invite
and foreign
foreign countries
countries to
to
invite States
States and
take
part in
Orleans Interin New
New Orleans
take part
national
Trade Exposition-----Exposition
national Trade
issue
commissions in
posthumous commissions
issue posthumous
name
persons dying
dying in
in service
service
of persons
name of
during World
World War,
unable to
and unable
to
War, and
during
accept
officer qualified
qualified for promotion
promotion
officer
dying in line of duty after vadying
cancy occurring
entitling him
him
occurring entitling
thereto,
before issue of the
the comcomthereto, before
mission --------------------mission
of
modify, etc.,
etc., visas
of passports
passports of
visas of
modify,
aliens, not
not immigrants
immigrants- ----aliens,
K. Long,
Long, as
reappoint
Frederick K.
reappoint Frederick
captain
Infantry/ -------captain of
of Infantry
remit
by China
China of
of further
further
remit payments
payments by
installments
of Boxer
Boxer indemnity_
installments of
suspend designated
and
alterations and
designated alterations
suspend
construction of
naval vessels,
vessels, if
of naval
construction
international limitation
international
limitation conference held --------------.--withdraw
for
game
public
refuge, public
withdraw for game refuge,
lands
in South
South Dakota
Dakota -------lands in
direction of,
of, over
of Public
BuildPublic BuildOffice of
over Office
direction
ings
the
Parks of
of the
Public Parks
ings and
and Public
National Capital------Capital
-National
joint
committee of
to arrange
arrange
of Congress
Congress to
joint committee
inaugural
ceremonies of --- -inaugural ceremonies
joint
of the
Houses of
of ConContwo Houses
the two
meeting of
joint meeting
gress, to
to receive
communication
receive communication
gress,
from,
ordered for
for December
December 6,
from, ordered
1923
1923----------------------made aa member
member of
Washington
George Washington
of George
made
Bicentennial
CommisBirthday CommisBicentennial Birthday
sion
sion-----------------------and p~isr~
to annoint
eight
thereof
and
to
appoint
eight members
members
thereof
--eE-Ad--
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104
104
749
749
1099
1099
1267
1267
1107
1107
1268
1268
1011
1011
1091
1091
252 •
252
632
632

655
655
1276
1276

66
66
1253

1255
1255

1255
1255
976
152
135
135

719
719
634
983
1615

1609

671
671

2238
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may detail not more
than seven
more than
seven Army
Army
officers,
for administration
administration of
officers, for
of
World War Adjusted
Adjusted CompensaCompensation Act
Act--------------------may transfer
to officer
officer of
Alaska RailRailtransfer to
of Alaska
road
road powers, etc., under Injury
Compensation
Compensation Act,
Act, in
in Alaska-Alaska_ _
permission
permission of, required
required for
for exporting
exporting
helium gas
helium
gas -----------------proceedings
proceedings in Congress for
for counting
counting
electoral votes
for, and
and Vice
electoral
votes for,
Vice
President
President_-----. ___-____.__proclamation
proclamation reappointing
reappointing James
James C.
C.
Davis, Director
General of RailRailDirector General
roads
and
Agent
of
the
roads
Agent of the- -------quota
quota of alien
admission
alien nationality
nationality for
for admission
of immigrant,
immigrant, based on joint
determination
determination of Secretaries
Secretaries of
of
State, Commerce
Commerce and
Labor, to
State,
and Labor,
to
be proclaimed
proclaimed by,
by, on
after
on or
or after
April
1, 1927
April 1,
1927----------------requested
to
invite
requested
Interparliamentary
Interparliamentary
hold annual meeting
Union to hold
meeting in
in
Washington in
Washington
in 1925
1925 ---------negotiate
agreement
with
negotiate agreement
foreign
foreign
governments, to
to limit
governments,
limit building
building of
of
ships and
number
and aircraft,
aircraft, and
and number
of officers
and men-----------men
of
officers and
return bill
National
bill amending
amending the
the National
Defense
Act
Defense Act------------amending National Defense Act__
Act_ _
relief of
for relief
Standard Oil
Oil Company_
of Standard
Company_
Choctaw and
relating to Choctaw
and Chickasaw
Chickasaw
Indian claims,
Indian
claims, etc
etc ------ ___ -relating
to Coast
Coast Guard
Guard -------. relating to
relating to bridges across
across Bayou
Bayou
Bartholomew ----Bartholomew
_---_____-relating to capital punishment,
punishment,
District of
Columbia
of Columbia----settlement of
settlement
of indebtedness
indebtedness of
of Finland
Finland
approved by,
to United States approved
by,
authorized--------authorized
of Hungary
Hungary to
to United
United States,
States, apapproved by, authorized---authorized
of Lithuania
United States,
Lithuania to United
States, apapproved by, authorized-------authorized
of Poland to United
United States,
States, approved
approved
by, authorized
authorized -.....-......
_
Presidents, Deceased,
Presidents,
Deceased,
registry of portrait
portrait of, as
as trade
trade mark,
mark,
during
during life of widow forbidden,
forbidden,
except by her
in writingwriting_
her consent
consent in
PresidingOfficer of the Senate,
Presiding
Senate,
a member, ex officio
made a
officio of
of George
George
Washington Bicentennial
Washington
BirthBicentennial Birthday CommissionCommission
..----.----to appoint four
four Senators
Senators on
on commiscommission
sion----------__
------------.

Presidio of San Francisco,
Francisco, Military
Presidio
Military Reservation, Calif.,
ervation,
conveyance
conveyance to San Francisco,
Francisco, portion
portion
of, for exposition,
exposition, park,
park, etc.,
etc.,
purposes ----------- _-__---__purposes
conditions subject
subject to
right of
way,
to right
of way,
etc
etc---------------Preston,
Preston, Anna (daughter),
(daughter),
pension
pension -----------------Preston,
(daughter),
Preston, Carrie
Carrie H. (daughter),
pension --------------.-.pension
Prewitt, Mattie
E. (widow),
Prewitt,
Mattie E.
(widow),
pension increased
increased ----------Pribilof
Pribilof Islands
Islands (see Alaska Fisheries ServService).
ice).

131
131
1356
1356
1111
1111
1615
1615
1922
1922

159
159
119
119

204
204
1611
1611
1617
1617
1615
1615
1612
1612
1610
1610
1616
1616
1615
1615
20
20
136
136
719
719
720
720

647
647

671
671
671
671

1129
1129
1129
1129
1478
1478
1447
1447
1395
1395

Price, Bulah
Price,
Bulah M. (daughter),
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pension
1461
pension ------------_-------------_
1461
Princeton Place
Place NW.,
NW., D. C.,
Princeton
C.,
appropriation
Warder Place
Place
appropriation for
for paving,
paving, Warder
to
546
to Georgia
Georgia Avenue
Avenue -----------546
Printing Division,
Division, Treasury
Department,
Printing
Treasury Department,
appropriation
and office
appropriation for
for chief
chief of,
of, and
office
personnel -----------------personnel
69,
69, 768
768
for printing
for
69,
printing and
and binding
binding -- _-----_
69, 768
768
for postage--------------------postage
69,
69, 768
768
Printing,
Printing, Public
Public (see Public Printing
Printing and
and
Binding).
Binding).
Prison Commission,
International,
Prison
Commission, International,
appropriation
annual contribution__
211,
appropriation for
for annual
contribution_211,
1020
1020
deficiency
appropriation for
760
deficiency appropriation
for --------760
Prisoners,
Prisoners,D.
D. C.,
appropriation for
support of
jail, etc.
566, 1241
1241
appropriation
for support
of jail,
etc. 566,
Prisoners
etc.,
Prisonersof War,
War, etc.,
appropriation for
for expenses,
expenses, etc.,
of,
appropriation
etc., of,
under Navy
under
Navy Department
184, 862
862
Department --184,
Prisoners,
Prisoners, United
United States,
appropriation for
for support
support of------of
223, 1033
1033
appropriation
223,
for
224
1033
for inspection
inspection of
of -------------224, 1033
for support,
for
support, additional,
709
additional, 1925
1925 ----__709
deficiency appropriation
for support
deficiency
appropriation for
support
of
44, 57,
57, 171,
171, 688,
760, 1334
of -------44,
688, 760,
1334
Prisons,
Prisons, Foreign
Foreign Service,
Service,
appropriation for
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.
appropriation
etc., of_
of_ 1025
1025
Prisons,
(see also
also PenitenPenitenPrisons, United States (see
tiaries),
tiaries),
appropriation
appropriation for
maintenance, etc_
for maintenance,
etc- 221,
221, 1031
1031
for inspection
inspection of,
and prisoners_
of, and
prisoners _
__ 224,
224, 1033
1033
for assistant
assistant superintendent
of__ 224,
superintendent of-_
224, 1033
1033
Probation
ProbationSystem, D. C.
C.,
appropriation for,
juvenile court
court ----__
564
appropriation
for, juvenile
564
for, under supreme
supreme court
court ------ 565,
565, 1240
1240
Probation
United States Courts,
ProbationSystem, United
Courts,
in criminal
criminal cases,
cases, sentence
sentence may
in
may be
be
suspended and
placed
suspended
and defendant
defendant placed
on probation
on
probation _---------------1259
1259
fine imposed and probation
probation directeddirected_ 1260
1260
revocation,
modification, etc.;
revocation, modification,
etc.; period
period
limited -------------------1260
1260
payment of fine,
restitution, etc.,
fine, restitution,
etc.,
on probation
while on
1260
probation ---------- _
1260
conduct
conduct to
to be
be reported
reported by
by probation
probation
officer
officer when directed
directed by
by the
the
court -------------------...
1260
1260
action upon
report
1260
upon report-----------_---1260
arrest of
of probationer
period by
by
probationer during
during period
probation
probation officer,
officer, and taken
taken bebethe court
1260
fore the
court ------------- 1260
after probation
period limited
1260
probation period
limited ----1260
revocation
revocation of
and imposiimposiof probation
probation and
tion of onginal
original sentence
sentence authorauthorized --------------------1260
1260
probation
appointed by
probation officers to be appointed
by
the courts
courts ---------------1260
1260
salaried
salaried officer
officer authorized
authorized if
if necesnecessary .
.--------_.-------.1260
1260
civil
service eligibles
eligibles for
1260
civil service
for ------_ 1260
expenses
payable from
expenses payable
court allotfrom court
allotment ------1260
ment
-------------1260
duties specified
specified -------------.
1260
_
-_ 1260
records,
records, accounts, reports, etc., to be
kept ------------------1261
1261
power of arrest
arrest as
by deputy
deputy marshal
marshal_ 1261
1261
as by
Proceedingsin
in Congress,
Proceedings
Congress,
appropriation
appropriation for
reporting,
House
of
for reporting, House of
Representatives --------Representatives
585,
585, 1293
1293
for reporting, Senate
Senate- __.581,
1289
581, 1289
established of
position and pay established
official
of official
reporters
reporters of, etc.,
etc., House
House of RepRepresentatives
152
rxac
uvev
-.---------------_
152
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Proclamations,
Page.
Proclamations-Continued.
Proclamations,
forbidding illegal shipment of arms,
abrogating
Panama reforbidding
agreements with Panama
abrogating agreements
etc., to
Honduras --------1942
1942
to Honduras
etc.,
Zone---------specting Canal
Canal Zone
1952
specting
except
consent of Secretary
except with consent
announcing
President
announcing death of former President
of
State ----.--------------1950
1950
of State
Woodrow
1938
Wilson-------Woodrow Wilson
to
Mexico
1934
1934
to Mexico--------------------President
Warren Gamaliel
Harding_
1921
Gamaliel Harding_
President Warren
granting pardon
pardon and amnesty as to fora day of
granting
appointing August
August 10,
10, 1923, a
appointing
feiture of citizenship
desertcitizenship by desertfeiture
mourning
prayer for death
and prayer
mourning and
ers
of President
Warren G. Harding_
ers from Army or Navy, since
Harding_ 1921
of
President Warren
1940
November 11, 1918
----1918-November
continuing
Seamen's DiMarine and Seamen's
continuing Marine
to
increasing duty on
on barium dioxide to
to
increasing
vision,
Veterans'
Veterans' Bureau to
vision,
equalize
in costs of
differences in
equalize differences
September 3, 1924
1918
1924---------September
production ----------------1951
production
convening
Senate,
session of the Senate,
special session
convening special
to
on diethylbarbituric
diethylbarbituric acid, etc., to
March
4, 1925
1925 -------------1987
on
1987
March 4,
equalize
costs of proin costs
differences in
equalize differences
declaring copyright
privileges for
for mecopyright privileges
declaring
1973
duction
--------------------duction 1973
chanical musical
reproductions
musical reproductions
chanical
differences
on
equalize differences
acid to equalize
oxalic acid
on oxalic
extended to
1932
Canada---------to Canada
extended
1979
in
costs of
of production
1979
production -------.
in costs
1976
to
Switzerland ----------------to Switzerland
equalize differon
on sodium nitrite to equalize
1957
to Union
Union of
Africa --------1957
South Africa
of South
to
1949
ences in
costs of
of production-production
1949
in costs
ences
designating as Fire Prevention
Prevention Day,
designating
modifying
boundaries of Apache
Apache Namodifying boundaries
------------ 1924
October 9,
9, 1923
1924
October
1984
tional Forests,
Forests, Ariz--------Ariz
tional
1967
October 9, 1924
1924------------October
Carson
1919
Mex--- _ 1919
Forest, N. Mex_
National Forest,
Carson National
as
Forest Protection
Protection Week,
Week, April
as Forest
1985
Ariz-----Crook
National Forest, Ariz
Crook National
21-27, 1924
1939
1924 ----------------21-27,
1985
Datil
N. Mex --1985
National Forest, N.
Datil National
April 27-May
27-May 3,
3, 1925----------1925
1987
April
1953
--Kwniksu
Idaho__
1953
National Forest, Idaho
Kaniksu National
as
NoThanksgiving Day, Thursday, Noas Thanksgiving
1926
Ariz --.
Sitgre-aves
National Forest, Ariz....
1926
Sitgreaves National
vember 29,
29, 1923
1930
1923---------vember
1923
-----Tonto
National Forest, Ariz 1923
Tonto National
Thursday,
1924
1971
November 27, 1924-Thursday, November
prescribing additional
regulations for
additional regulations
prescribing
determining
quota of nationality
nationality of imdetermining quota
protection
of migratory
migratory birds-_
birds
1909,
protection of
migrants allowed
1924during 1924allowed during
migrants
1915, 1945,
1945, 1961
1915,
1925 ----------------------1958
1925
reappointing
Director
reappointing James C. Davis, Director
determining tariff rates on wheat
wheat and
determining
1922
General of
of Railroads,
Railroads, etc
etc----General
wheat
products, to
to equalize
equalize
wheat products,
to
be Agent
of the
in acacPresident in
the President
Agent of
to be
productiondifferences
1941
in costs of production_
differences in
tions arising
arising out
out of Federal
tions
diminishing area
area of Chelan
Chelan National
diminishing
1922
control
control-------------------1935
Forest, Wash
Wash ----------Forest,
shipment
revoking
prohibition against
against shipment
revoking prohibition
Lincoln
National Forest,
Mex_ __ 1963
N. Mex-__
Forest, N.
Lincoln National
of arms,
to Cuba
Cuba--------- 1965
etc., to
arms, etc.,
of
Olympic
National Forest,
Forest, Wash_
Wash --__-_ 1982
Olympic National
setting
National
setting apart, Allegheny National
1923
Ariz----Prescott
Forest, Ariz
National Forest,
Prescott National
Forest, Pa
1925
Pa----------------Forest,
1920
Santa
National Forest,
Mex
Forest, N. Mex__
Fe National
Santa Fe
National
setting
aside
Bryce
Canyon
National
Canyon
Bryce
setting aside
Sequoia National
National Forest,
1910
Forest, Calif ----Sequoia
1914
Monument,
Utah
1914
---------Monument, Utah
1982
Wash_
Snoqualmie National
National Forest, Wash
Snoqualmie
Carlsbad
Monument,
National Monument,
Cave National
Carlsbad Cave
directing
disposal of
of sugar imported
directing disposal
1929
N
Mex-------------------N. Mex
1912
from
Argentina in
1920
1912
in 1920------from Argentina
Cherokee
National Game Refuges,
Refuges,
Cherokee National
sale of
of undisposed
undisposed of certain Devils
sale
Tenn.
Ga -------------1964
and Ga
Tenn. and
Lake
Indian lands, in
in North DaLake Indian
Chiricahua
Monument,
Monument,
National
Chiricahua National
1966
kota -----------------------kota
1946
Ariz
1946
Ariz----------------------enlarging
National ForCarson National
of Carson
area of
enlarging area
MonuCraters
the Moon
Moon National
National Monuof the
Craters of
1984
est, N.
Mex
N. Mex--------est,
1947
ment,
Idaho1947
ment, Idaho--------------1922
Coconino
Ariz --Forest, Ariz
National Forest,
Coconino National
designated
historic forts as national
designated historic
Custer
Game Sanctuary,
Sanctuary,
Park Game
State Park
Custer State
1968
1968
monuments
monuments--------------1981
S.
Dak --------------S. Dak
1985
1905
game
___
Dakota --.--.
South Dakota
refuge, South
game refuge,
1974
Harney
National Forest,
Dak_-Forest, S. Dak
Harney National
Glacier Bay
Bay National
National Monument,
Glacier
1910
Inyo National
Calif ------Forest, Calif
National Forest,
Inyo
1988
Alaska
1988
Alaska-----------------1980
Manti
Utah ---Forest, Utah
National Forest,
Manti National
MonuMeriwether Lewis National
National MonuMeriwether
Mex- _ 1966
Manzano
National Forest, N. Mex_
Manzano National
1986
ment
986
1
ment--------------------Natural Bridge
Bridge National
National Forest, Va_ 1948
Natural
Pipe Spring
National Monument,
Monument,
Spring National
Pipe
men t,t,
Pinnacles National
Mon
n uumen
National Mo
Pinnacles
1913
Ariz
1913
Ariz_---------Calif
1911,
1911, 1961
Calif------------------1977
Wupatki National
National Monument,
Monument, Ariz
Ariz_
Wupatki
1911
Powell National
National Forest,
1911
Forest, Utah ----Powell
transferring
Hololulu customhouse
customhouse
old Holollu
transferring old
Targhee National
National Forest, Idaho and
Targhee
1978
site
Territory of Hawaii
1978
Hawaii- --to Territory
site to
1975
Wyo
-------------Wyo
beginning
week
of
urging
observance
beginning
observance
urging
shipextending
time
for
establishing
extending time for establishing
November 18,
National
1923, as National
18, 1923,
November
ping
with Virgin
Virgin Islands
Islands
service with
ping service
1925
Education
Week -----------Education Week
1928
1928
to May
1, 1924
1924-------------May 1,
to
week
beginning November
November 17,
1924,
17, 1924,
beginning
week
1943
1943
to
November
1,
1924
1924-------1,
to November
1972
as
American Education
Education Week_
Week_-_ 1972
as American
1969
1969
to
1925----------May 1, 1925
to May
Produce Exchange,
Exchange,
Produce
paying
installments
for
ceded
lands,
ceded
for
installments
paving
stamp
tax on
of produce
for
produce at, for
sales of
on sales
stamp tax
Crow Indian
Mont. 1931
Reservation, Mont.
Indian Reservation,
Crow
334
future
delivery
334
delivery-----------future
further
time
for
paying
installinstallpaying
for
time
further
cash sales
sales for
immediate delivery exfor immediate
cash
ments
ceded lands,
lands, Crow
Crow
for ceded
ments for
335
empt
335
empt ------------------1955
Indian Reservation,
Mont ---Reservation, Mont
Indian
Prody,
Eliza
(widow),
(widow),
Eliza
Prody,
forbidding
illegal
shipment
arms,
of
shipment
illegal
forbidding
1525
11946
q4x
pension
1525
etc.,
I rension
____ __--------------------------etc., to Cuba ----------------
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Professors
Page.
Page.
Professorsof Colleges,
Colleges, etc.,
alien, seeking
seeking admission,
admission, who have for
followed
two years previously
previously followed
profession, construed
construed as
their profession,
nonquota immigrants in Immigration
155
gration Act
Act---------------155
Prohibition
Prohibition Act).
Prohibition(see National Prohibition
Act).
Projectiles, Navy,
Projectiles,
appropriation for
in
experiments, etc., in
appropriation
for experiments,
development of ----------- 193, 871
871
development
Prosecutions for Violations
Internal
Prosecutions
Violations of Internal
Revenue Laws,
restriction on time for instituting
restriction
instituting ----- 341
Protection of Migratory
Migratory Birds,
Protection
Birds,
proclamation prescribing
prescribing additional
proclamation
regulation for___
regulation
for--- 1909, 1915, 1945, 1961
1961
Protocols,
Protocols,
•to convention with Costa Rica, facilitating work of traveling
traveling salesmen -----------------------1868
men
1868
with Peru, facilitating work of travel•
ing salesmen
salesmen----------------- 1705
• to treaty with Belgium relating
relating to
to
•
rights in
Mandate - 1872
in East
East Africa Mandate
Lucretia M. (widow),
(widow),
Prouty, Lucretia
pension ------------1450
-----------1450
Prouty,
J. (widow),
(widow),
Prouty, Sarah
SarahJ.
- pension
pension------------------------- 1522
Providence
Hospital, D. C.,
ProvidenceHospital,
appropriation
appropriation for minor contagious diseases ward
eases
ward---------------- 562, 1237
for care of indigent
indigent patients
patients- -568, 1242
Providence, R. I.,
Providence,
I.,
sale of appraisers'
appraisers' stores property at,
authorized -----------------960
authorized
960
Proving
Proving Grounds,
Grounds, Army
Army Ordnance,
Ordnance,
appropriation for current
current expenses
expenses_ _
appropriation
- 498,
498, 914
914
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
deficiency
for-_-_--- 59, 62, 762
Provisions,
Corps,
Provisions, Marine
Marine Corps,
• appropriation
appropriation for.for -------------203, 879
Provisions,
Provisions, Navy,
Navy,
appropriation
appropriation for
for---------------- 194,
194, 872
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for -.--- 57, 61, 1349
Proxies,
Proxies,
exceptions
336
stamp tax on; exceptions-----------Public
Public .Buildings,
Buildings,
-

appropriation
for
Supervising
Archiappropriation
tectArchi
andfor
office
Supervising
personnel
tect,z and
office
personnel----- 79,
79,
for Baltimore, Md.,
Md., immigrant station
tion------------------------for Carville,
Carville, La.,
La., Leper
Leper Home ----for Chicago,
Chicago, Ill., post office,
office, etc__
etc ---__ 79,
for Fairmont, Minn -------------for New Orleans, La--------------for New
New York, N. Y.,
Y., customhouse__
customhouse__
Subtreasury
Subtreasury-------------------subway to Assay Office
Office---------for Washington,
Washington, D. C., Treasury
Annex,
Fourteenth
Annex,
and B
B
Streets--------------------Streets
for Auditors'
Auditors' Building, fire protec-

777

777

79
79
79
79
777
79
79
79
79
79
79
79
79

778
tion ----------------------_778
for additional lock-box
lock-box equipment
equipment
for
778
for------------------------for remodeling, etc.,
etc., occupied
buildoccupied buildings
ings _
----------------------79, 778
79,778
for Birmingham,
Birmingham, Ala
Ala ------------777
777
for Brooklyn,
Brooklyn, N.
N. Y.,
Y., post
office
777
post office---777
for Mobile, Ala
777
Ala------------------for Ellsworth,
Ellsworth, Me
777
Me----------------for Louisville,
Louisville, Ky----------------Ky
777
777
for Saint Louis,
Louis, Mo.,postofficeMo., post office -. _
777
for Saint
Paul, Minn
Minn -.----.-----778
for
Saint Paul,
778
for
Kan' ---------------778
for Topeka,
Topeka, Kans
778
for Baltimore, Md., marine hospital_
hospital- 79, 778
fnr
TRnstfn. Mac..
marine hospital
h-snit.nl
778
for
Boston,
Mass., _-__
778
___
___1-IYLYYY~YY__
·V

Public Buildings-Continued.
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Public
Page.
appropriation for
Carville, La.,
appropriation
for Carville,
La., marine
marine
hospital_
778
hospital
-------------.----- 79,
79, 778
marine hospital
hospital___
for Detroit, Mich.,
Mich., marine
-79
Louis, Mo., marine
marine hospital_
for Saint Louis,
79
Orleans, La., marine
778
for New
New Orleans,
marine hospital
778
hospital_ _
778
for Portland, Me.,
Me., marine hospital778
Calif., marine
marine hosfor San Francisco,
Francisco, Calif.,
pital -----------------------778
for Boston,
Boston, Mass.,
Mass., quarantine
quarantine sta778
tion --------------------- 79, 778
for Marcus
quarantine
Marcus Hook, Pa.,
Pa., quarantine
station79
station---------------------79
for Portland, Me.,
quarantine station
80
Me., quarantine
80
for Tampa, Fla., quarantine
station_
80
quarantine station80
for
quarantine station_
79, 778
778
for Baltimore
Baltimore quarantine
station- _
-_ 79,
for Astoria,
Astoria, Oreg.,
80
Oreg., quarantine
quarantine station
for Galveston,
quarantine staGalveston, Tex., quarantine
778
tion ------------------80, 778
for Ship Island, Miss.,
Miss., quarantine
quarantine
station
80
station-------------------for Reedy Island,
Island, Del., quarantine
station
80
station---------------------for San Francisco, Calif.,
Calif., quarantine
quarantine
station778
80, 778
----.--------------80,
for San Juan, P.
R., quarantine
quarantine staP. R.,
tion
80
tion------------------------80
Orleans, La., quarantine stafor New Orleans,
tion
778
tion ----------.-------778
Y., quarantine stafor New York, N. Y.,
tion778
----------------------- _ 778
work on marine hospitals and quarantine stations
stations under SupervisSupervising Architect
Architect----------------778
repairs and improvements
improvements ---for repairs
80, 779
for rdechanical
ntechanical equipment
equipment-------- 80, 779
pneumatic tube service, New
New York
City ---------------- 81, 779
for vaults, safes,
safes, etc ------------779
81, 779
for additional pay, Supervising Architect ---------------------- 81, 780
for skilled employees,
employees, etc.,
Office of
of
etc., Office
Supervising
Supervising Architect-------Architect780
81, 780
for superintendents,
superintendents, inspectors, etc.,
on buildings --------------- 81, 780
780
transferring effects of superintendsuperintendents, etc ------------------ 81, 780
780
for contingent
contingent expenses, materials,
materials,
82, 780
780
etc ------_------.----_
transporting supno allowance
allowance for transporting
plies---------82, 780
------ _-ground rent, Salamanca,
Salamanca, N. Y -_ 82,
82, 780
for operating force; employees
employees specispecified ----------_------------ 82, 780
780
for furniture and repairs
forfurnitureandrepairs----------82, 781
for operating
operating supplies; fuel, lights,
water, etc ----------.
_----_ 82, 781
contracts authoradvance fuel contracts
ized
83, 781
......................
for operating force, additional,
additional, 1925_
710
710
1925_
710
for general expenses, additional, 1925710
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for Boston,
Mass., appraisers'
Mass.,
appraisers' stores -----51
for operating supplies
supplies -------------51,
51,
58, 695, 761,
761, 1350, 1352
1352
for furniture-------------------58,
1350
62, 698, 701, 761, 1343, 1350
for Searcy, Ark ------------- _---_
58
58
for
58
for Warrenton,
Warrenton, Va
Va---------------58
for repairs
repairs and preservation
preservation ------58,
1352
761, 1349, 1352
for mechanical
mechanical equipment for -----58,

698, 761, 1349

for
vaults and
and safes
761, 1349
for vaults
safes----- _-- 698,
- 58,
62, 698
for general
general expenses
expenses -------------58,
62, 698, 761, 1349
1349
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Page.
deficiency appropriation
for operating
operating
appropriation for
deficiency
force
62, 694, 761, 1350, 1352, 1353
force---62,
for
62, 761
Hawaii ----------for Honolulu,
Honolulu, Hawaii
for
New
York,
N.
Y., quarantine
quarantine stastafor New York, N. Y.,
tion
694
tion -----------------------for
Tex -------------757
757
for Paris,
Paris, Tex
for
assistant
custodians
and
janitor&
761,
for assistant custodians and janitors_
1349,
1349, 1352
1352
for
Brooklyn, N.
N. Y
Y. --------------1343
for Brooklyn,
for
Mobile, Ala
1343
Ala ----------------for Mobile,
for
1343
for Steubenville,
Steubenville, Ohio --------for
relief of
condiof contractors,
contractors, war condifor relief
tion
claims
1344
1344
tion claims----------------Cincinnati, Ohio;
exterior of
cleaning exterior
Ohio; cleaning
Cincinnati,
135
post
office permitted
135
permitted--------post office
construction
authorized of
quarantine
of quarantine
construction authorized
Ala-----950
Sand Island, Ala
station, Sand
Denver, Colo.; exchange
exchange of customcustomDenver,
house in,
and buildnew site and
in, for new
house
1117
ing
1117
ing -----------------------El Dorado,
Ark.; exchange
exchange of part of
El
Dorado, Ark.;
public building
building site
site with
with city
809
809
city_
public
Providence, R.
stores
appraisers' stores
I.; appraisers'
R. I.;
Providence,
property, to
sold
960
to be sold----------property,
Toledo, Ohio; sale
office,
sale of old post office,
Toledo,
etc., authorized
1258
authorized --------------etc.,
Washington,
Mo.; part
part of public buildbuildWashington, Mo.;
ing site,
conveyed to city for
site, conveyed
ing
alley
extension --------------136
136
alley extension
D. C.,
Grounds, D.
Public Buildings and Grounds,
Public
appropriation for
etc., grounds of
for care, etc.,
appropriation
executive
departments __--514, 929
executive departmentsfor
Washington Monument
___ 514,
514, 929
Monument------for Washington
for
etc., Lincoln's
Lincoln's death
for repairs,
repairs, etc.,
515,929
place
515,
929
-----------place ----watchmen, etc., WakeWakerepairs, watchmen,
for repairs,
field, Va.,
Washington's birthVa., Washington's
field,
place --------------------515,
515, 929
place
515
Memorial------------for Lincoln Memorial
515
for Superintendent,
Superintendent, assistant, etc.,
etc.,
for
572
office
572
of --------------------office of
for
572
_
gardeners, etc _--foremen, gardeners,
for foremen,
for
services
572, 1246
1246
for personal
personal services-----------for
expenses -------- 572,
1246
572, 1246
contingent expenses
for contingent
for
572, 1246
1246
police --------------park police
for park
for
improving grounds south
south of
for improving
Executive Mansion
573
Mansion-----------Executive
for
573
for greenhouses,
greenhouses, etc -------------for
improvement
and
care
of
parks,
for improvement and care of parks,
573
etc
etc ------------------------for
etc
573
Grounds, etc-------Monument Grounds,
for Monument
for
repairs, maintenance,
maintenance,
general repairs,
for general
etc ----------------------573
573
etc
573
Rock Creek Park ------------for Rock
for improvement,
improvement, etc.,
etc., of
of public
public
for
grounds ------1247
---------grounds
for Potomac
Park
573,
573, 1247
for
Potomac Park-------------for
tourists' camp, Potomac Park_
1247
Park_ 573, 1247
for tourists'camp,
for
maintaining portions
of parks
for
parks for
portions of
for maintaining
out-door
sports ------------ 573, 1247
out-door sports
for
Park --573
-Hill Park
Meridian Hill
for Meridian
for
fountains on Union
Union
etc., fountains
for operating,
oprating etc.,
Station Plaza
573,
1247
573, 1247
Plaza -----------Station
for
maintefor increased
increased cost of park mainte573
nance -------------------for
bathing beach
573
beach ----Basin bathing
Tidal Basin
for Tidal
unexpended balances
balances for
for Tidal
unexpended
Basin
bathing beach
beach covered
covered
Basin bathing
1247
into
1247
Treasury -----------into the Treasury
1247
for public
1247
concerts ---------public band concerts
for
for
recreation section,
section, Anacostia
Anacostia
for recreation
1247
Park
1247
Park.---------------for
Creek Park,
Park, new
new shelter,
shelter,
Rock Creek
for Rock
1247
etc.,
station
etc.. station----------------
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appropriation
widening Inlet
Inlet Bridge,
for widening
appropriation for
1247
Potomac Park -------------Potomac
for
lighting
public
grounds
574, 1247
1247
for lighting public grounds ------ 574,
574,
1247
574, 1247
for
heating offices,
offices, etc
.------for heating
for
surveying Virginia
Virginia line, Chain
for surveying
Bridge to
574
574
Point --------to Jones Point
Bridge
for
development
additional lands for development
for additional
and Potomac
Potomac
of Rock Creek and
Parkway
574
Parkway -------------------for
improvement and care,
care, addiaddifor improvement
tional, 1925-----------------1925
712
tional,
for
Monument, addiaddiWashington Monument,
for Washington
:712
.712
tional,
1925 ---------------tional, 1925
for
deathplace,
Lincoln's deathplace,
repairs, Lincoln's
for repairs,
712
712
additional, 1925
1925--------------additional,
for
Washington's
for Wakefield,
Wakefield, Va., Washington's
birthplace, improvements,
improvements, etc.,
birthplace,
712
additional, 1925
712
1925-------------additional,
for
Lincoln Memorial,
Memorial, additional,
additional,
for Lincoln
712
712
1925
1925-----------------------for
West Potomac
Park, reflecting
reflecting
Potomac Park,
for West
712
712
pool,
additional, 1925 --------pool, additional,
for
etc., additional,
712
712
1925__
additional, 1925
for salaries,
salaries, etc.,
712
for care,
etc., additional,
additional, 1925----1925
712
care, etc.,
for
for lighting
addigrounds, addipublic grounds,
lighting public
for
712
tional, 1925
712
1925-----------------tional,
deficiency
appropriation for
J. Maury
Maury
for J.
deficiency appropriation
53
Dove
53
Company -------------Dove Company
55
for care
55
of grounds,
grounds, etc --------for
care of
678
678
for park police--------------police
for
678
678
for Tidal
Tidal Basin
Basin bathing
bathing beach
beach -----for
678
678
for bathing
bathing beach
beach for
for colored people_
for
Memorial
for commencing
commencing Arlington
Arlington Memorial
for
1316
1316
Bridge
Bridge --------------------1323
1323
Parkway ---etc., Parkway
Rock Creek, etc.,
for Rock
1346
for
Washington
Monument
for Washington Monument -------- 1346
acceptance
"Archbold Parkway"
Parkway" as
as
of "Archbold
acceptance of
,addition
park system
authorsystem authorto park
addition to
ized, from
from Mrs.
Anne Archbold__
Archbold__
978
Mrs. Anne
ized,
of
dedications of land
additional dedications
of additional
on
Capital
National Capital
of National
request of
on request
Park
979
--------- 97a
Commission
Park Commission
"The Glover
Glover Parkway
Parkway and
"The
and Children's
Children's
Playground," authorized,
authorized, from
Playground,"
Glover -----------464
Charles C. Glover
added
to park
park system
464
464
system ----------added to
erection
grounds of,
authorized on grounds
erection authorized
Navy
and Marine
to
Memorial to
Marine Memorial
Navy and
Americans
Americans lost at sea ---------14
statue
Martin
of General
General San Martin-----statue of
667
statue
21
"Serenity"-.------.--- statue of
of "Serenity"
of, under
under Chief of Engineers
Engineers of the
office of
Army, abolished;
abolished; powers,
powers, duties
Army,
etc.,
transferred
thereto, transferred
etc., relating
relating thereto,
to
director of
new office ------983
to director
of new
983
personnel,
personnel, records,
records, property, etc.,
Director
transferred
transferred to office of Director
of
983
Public Buildings,
Buildings, etc -------of Public
serve on National
National
charge, to serve
officer in charge,
463
Capital
Park Commission
Commission-----Capital Park
supervision
superintendent of, over
over
by superintendent
supervision by
Memorial to Women of World
Memorial
War ---------------------666
War
Public Buildings
and Public
Public Parks
Parks of the
Buildings and
Public
National
Capital, Office of,
National Capital,
offices
Grounds,
Public Buildings
Buildings and Grounds,
offices of Public
and
and Superintendent
Superintendent of State,
etc.,
Department Buildings
Buildings conetc., Department
solidated
983
solidated into ---------------Director
of,
to
be
assigned
by the
the
Director of, to be assigned by
President
from
Army
Engineer
Army
Engineer
President from
officers
983
officers ------------------duties transferred
transferred to -------------983
duties
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PublicBuildings
Buildingsand
and Public
PublicParksof
Na- Page.
Public
Parksof the National
Capital,Office
tional Capital,
of-Contd.
Office of-Contd.
abolishment
abolishment of State, etc.,
etc., Department
Department
Building Commission.-________
Commission
983
duties of, and superintendent,
superintendent, transferred to Director
Director of new officeoffice.._983
abolishment
abolishment of office of Public Buildings
and Grounds,
Grounds, District of ColumColumbia
bia----------------.--------_
983
powers
etc., of, transferred
transferred to
powers,'duties, etc.,
to
Director of new office ----- _-983
consolidated offices transpersonnel of consolidated
ferred without reappointment
reappointment to
983
to
983
records, furniture, supplies
etc., of
supplies, etc.,
former offices transferred
transferred to new
one ---------------------_983
administrative powers over employees,
employees,
purchases, etc., conferred
purchases,
conferred on
Director -__---_________--__Director
983
assistants authorized
authorized by detail of Army
Army
officers -------------- _--officers
- _ 984
unexpended balances for
all unexpended
for consoliconsolidated activities made available_
984
assignment of space in public
laws as to assignment
buildings, and relating
relating to park
police,
not modified
modified -------police, not
984
_
984
officer in charge of, may accept
accept donations of specimens
specimens of early
American furniture
American
furniture for use in the
White House-------------- _ 1091
to become United States property_
property _ 1091
temporary committee
to appoint temporary
committee to
to
pass upon,
upon, and recommend
recommend articles for acceptance
acceptance------------ 1091
Public Buildings Commission,
Public
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for expenses-expenses_ _
34
credited
maintenance of motor vecredited for maintenance
hicle -----__----_---------753
Public
Public Convenience
Convenience Stations,
Stations, D. C.,
C.,
appropriation for
maintenance
551,
for maintenance----551, 1228
for new station, Ninth and
and F
F Streets
Streets
NW-----------------1228
1228
deficiency
deficiency appropriation for maintenance, etc ----_-----------37
- 37
Public Debt Service,
Service, Treasury
Public
Treasury Department,
Department,
appropriation
appropriation for office personnel and
767
other expenses ------------68,
68,767
for expenses of Secretary under desigdesignated
nated laws ----------------68,
768
68,768
for distinctive
distinctive paper
paper---------- _ 68,
68, 768
768
temporary employees---------for temporary
employees_
69
for distinctive paper, additional,
710
1925 ----------------.----710
for Federal reserve
reserve notes, additional,
additional,
1925 -----------------.----710
710
deficiency
appropriation for distinctive
deficiency appropriation
distinctive
•paper ------------------ _ 49,
49, 1341
Public
Public Documents,
Congressional
Congressional allotments
allotments of, printed
after expiration
expiration of term of Senator, etc.,
etc., to be delivered to successor ------------------_
24
balance remaining
remaining to credit, must be
taken prior to convening of next
Congress ------------------24
Public
Health Hospitals
Public Health
Hospitals (see
Hos(see Marine
Marine Hospitals).
Public Health,
Public
Health, International
Office of,
InternationalOffice
of,
appropriation
appropriation for
for annual
annual quota
quota_ -_-__ 213,
213, 1021
1021
Public Health
Service, Treasury
Public
Health Service,
Treasury DepartDepartment,
ment,
appropriation
appropriation for civil personnel, Office
Office
of Surgeon
of
Surgeon General
General ---------- 75,
75, 774
774
for pay, etc., Surgeon General, medical officers,
nffic.era et7I.v 774
cal
etc ----------75,
---------,,

Public
Health Service,
Depart- rage.
Page.
Public Health
Service, Treasury
Treasury Department-Continued.
ment-Continued.
appropriation
assistant surappropriation for acting
acting assistant
surgeons --- _-----------75, 774
geons
--75,
774
for all other employees
employees --------- _ 75,
75, 774
774
for freight, travel, etc ----------- 75,
75, 774
774
for Hygienic
Hygienic Laboratory-----____
Laboratory
75,
75, 774
774
officers,
for transporting
transporting remains of
of officers,
etc., dying in service 774
-------- 75,
75, 774
75,
for scientific books,
books, etc
etc ---------.
75, 774
774
for medical
medical examinations,
examinations, services,
services,
etc ---- ----------------75,
774
75, 774
inspection
inspection of aliens --------75, 774
774
75,
beneficiaries of,
of, other
other than
Vetbeneficiaries
than Veterans'
75, 774
774
erans' Bureau
Bureau patients,
patients, etc_
etc --75,
general expenses
expenses ---- _-----_75, 774
774
75,
immigration station hosuse of immigration
hospitals for patients ----- __-75, 775
receipts by Immigration Service
covered into the Treasury
to be covered
Treasury 75,
75, 775
775
excluded --- _---------__ 75,
uses excluded
75, 775
775
sums received
received to be covered
covered into
into
76,
775
the Treasury
Treasury --------_
- 76, 775
for quarantine
quarantine service -------_
_- 76,
76, 775
775
prevention of epidemics _----_ 76
for prevention
76, 775
775
for field investigations,
investigations etc
etc ------- 76,
775
76, 775
for
interstate quarantine
quarantine service
service_ -_
__ 76,
for interstate
76, 775
775
for rural sanitation studies; condidemonstration
work,
tional
demonstration
work,
etc
76, 775
775
etc----------------------76,
local cooperation
cooperation required
775
76, 775
required------for regulating
regulating sale
sale of
76, 775
775
for
of viruses,
viruses, etc__
etc_
- _ 76,
of Venereal
Diseases
76, 776
776
for Division of
Venereal Diseases_76,
allotment
allotment to States for
for cooperative
cooperative
work
76
work--------------------76
for acting assistant surgeons,
surgeons, addi710
tional, 1925 -----------------710
for all other employees,
employees, additional,
710
1925 ----------------------710
for hospitals, additional,
additional, 1925-----1925
710
710
for field investigations,
investigations, additional,
additional,
710
1925 --------------710
for prevention
prevention of
epidemics, addiaddiof epidemics,
tional, 1925
710
1925----------------710
for interstate
interstate quarantine
quarantine service,
additional,
additional, 1925
710
1925---- --------710
for rural sanitation studies,
studies, addiadditional, 1925
710
1925-----------------710
for control
control of biologic products,
additional, 1925 -------------710
additional,
710
for Division of Venereal Diseases,
Diseases,
additional, 1925
710
additional,
1925-------------710
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
paying
appropriation for paying
damages
claims-------- 51, 694,
damages claims
694, 1343
1343
for marine hospital, Key West, Fla__
51
Fla__
for
for medical
medical and
services__- -__
58,
and hospital
hospital services
58,
62,
1349, 1352
62, 698,
698, 1349,
1352
for pay, etc., officers
officers and
and pharmapharmacists
58
cists--------------------.58
transportation, etc_ 58, 701, 761
for freight, transportation,
for marine hospitals, maintenance_ _ 58, 761
for care, etc., seamen
seamen ----------58,
761
58, 761
for hospitals -----.-58, 62, 698,
761
698, 701, 761
for quarantine service ---------- 58, 761
for field investigations
investigations --58
------58
for interstate quarantine
quarantine service
---__
58,
service_ _
1343, 1349
1349
for control of biologic products
products---58
for Division of Venereal
Venereal Diseases_
Diseases____ 58,
761, 1349
for prevention
__ 698, 757, 761
prevention of epidemics _
for all other employeesemployees __---- 701, 761
• for rural sanitation
761
sanitation ---------- 761
for personnel and hospital
hospital maintenance -----------------.
1349, 1352
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Public Health
Service, Treasury
Depart- Page. Public
Treasury DepartHealth Service,
Public
deficiency appropriation
reimbursefor reimburseappropriation for
deficiency
ment—Continued.
ment-Continued.
ment to Utah
survey& __ 684, 1328
1328
Utah for surveys__ment
consular
health not required of
of health
bills of
consular bills
for registers
registers and receivers
receivers --------697
809
for
--__
vessels on
on northern
frontier _
northern frontier_
vessels
Lassen National
National
details
officers of,
added to Plumas and Lassen
for work
work
of, for
of medical
medical officers
details of
Forests,
356
Calif ---------------Forests, Calif
with Mines
Mines Bureau
Bureau ----422, 1175
with
---- 1080
Santiam
1080
National Forest, Oreg
Santiam National
expenditures
authorized from allotexpenditures authorized
Snoqualmie
1074
Wash-_
Forest, Wash
National Forest,
ments to,
Bureau
Snoqualmie National
Veterans' Bureau
for Veterans'
to, for
ments
additional
allowed certain
certain entryadditional area allowed
beneficiaries
532, 1211
beneficiaries-------------men in
in Montana,
correct erroto correct
Montana, to
men
heat,
etc., furnished
furnished by Capitol
power, etc.,
heat, power,
722
neous
Power
surveys ---------------neous surveys
reimbursed
be reimbursed
to be
Plant, to
Power Plant,
adjustment of
conflicting claims for
of conflicting
adjustment
thereto
588
thereto---------------------- -faulty surveys of, in
Florida_ _
__ 1012
in Florida
faulty
hospital
facilities, etc., of, to be utilized
hospital facilities,
701
amendments to Reclamation
Reclamation Act - - amendments
610
by Veterans'
Bureau _--------610
Veterans' Bureau
by
Bowdoin, Mont.;
reappraisement, etc.,
Mont.; reappraisement,
Bowdoin,
allowed longevity for time
not allowed
officers not
728
of
town site
in -----etc., in
site lots, etc.,
of town
at
Academy
or Naval Academy
Military or
at Military
desert
Roberta H.
land entries of Roberta
desert land
since
March 4,
1913 -------- 194, 872
4, 1913
since March
Leigh
Leigh and Laura H. Pettit may
marine hospital, Detroit,
Detroit, Mich.,
Mich.,
sale of marine
be
1592
1592
be completed
completed----------------660
authorized
authorized -----------------desert
entries; time for making
land entries;
desert land
use
proceeds for new site and conof proceeds
use of
982
final
proof,
further
extended
final proof, further extended--struction
of hospital
hospital facilities
struction of
in Calientrymen
certain lands in
of certain
entrymen of
for
beneficiaries of,
660
etc -------of, etc
for beneficiaries
fornia
failing to
to make
make final
fornia failing
Surgeon
General Hugh S. Cumming
Surgeon General
1580
cancellationproof relieved
1580
from cancellation_
relieved from
proof
may
accept decorations
decorations from
from
may accept
surveyed lands
disposal of erroneously surveyed
1364
France
and Poland ----------France and
on Crooked
Crooked and Pickerel Lakes,
on
Public
Information, Committee
Committee on,
on,
Public Information,
Mich
594
594
Mich-------------------deficiency
appropriation for national
national
deficiency appropriation
in Fort
entrymen and purchasers of,
of, in
entrymen
55
security
executive_
defense, executive_
and defense,
security and
Berthold
Reservation,
Berthold Indian Reservation,
55
for
etc
salaries, etc------------------for salaries,
N. Dak.,
granted additional
additional
Dak., granted
N.
Public
.
Lands,
Public Lands,
139
time
for payment
payment -----------time for
etc- 393, 1144
appropriation
for Commissioner, etc_
appropriationforCommissioner,
exchange
authorized of farm unit,
exchange authorized
office of
surveyor general
general abolished
abolished
of surveyor
office
with
812
812
Walsh ---------Richard Walsh
with Richard
July 1,
1, 1925;
1925; to be consolidated
consolidated
July
exchange
for addition
addition to Mount
of, for
exchange of,
---__ 1144
with field
field surveying
service__
surveying servicewith
--__ 1079
Hood National
National Forest,
Forest, OregOreg_ _
Hood
for surveyors
surveyors general
general -------------393
for
in
with Ed
Ed Johnson,
Johnson, auColorado with
in Colorado
394, 1144
for
surveying
for surveying-----------------thorized
1591
thorized------------------metal section
section corners -------- 394, 1144
metal
Railway Comwith
Northern Pacific Railway
with Northern
Oregon
California Railroad
and California
Oregon and
pany
1594
pany ----------------------394, 1144
lands
lands--------------------with
private owner
owner for addition to
to
with private
of oil
allotment
for
surveys
allotment
Rocky Mountain
Mountain National
Park,
National Park,
Rocky
lands
1144
394, 1144
lands--------------------- 394
973
Colo
Colo---------------------for reproducing
reproducing plats of surveyssurveys_ 394, 1145
1145
for
with Washington
Washington to add to McNeil
McNeil
with
for registers
receivers
395, 1145
1145
and receivers-----registers and
for
537
Island Penitentiary
Penitentiary ----------Island
consolidation
offices of registers
registers
of offices
consolidation of
extension
of time
time again granted
granted homeextension of
and
receivers at
at designated
designated disdisand receivers
former
stead entrymen,
etc., in former
entrymen etc.,
stead
tricts
395
tricts---------------------Sioux
Indian R'eservations,
Reservations, N.
Sioux Indian
consolidation
registers
of offices of registers
consolidation of
and S.
to pay
unable to
if unable
Dak., if
S. Dak.,
and
and
receivers having
two offioffihaving two
and receivers
1184
money due
due------------------money
cials ----------------------1145
1145
cials
farm unit
entry validated
validated to William
William
unit entry
farm
for
contingent expenses;
expenses; restricrestricfor contingent
Kau!) 1595
-------------------Kaup
tion
395, 1145
tion--------------------Mont., for
County, Mont.,
granted Custer County,
granted
for
expenses, timber
timber depredations_
depredations- 395, 1145
for expenses,
97
public fair
fair grounds
97
grounds -----------public
for
from fraudulent
fraudulent enprotecting, from
for protecting,
538
supply--Golden, Colo
Colo., for water supply
Golden
tries
395, 1145
tries--------------------- 395,1145
96
Miles
City,
Mont.,
for
a
public
park_
parkMiles City, Mont., for a public
for
swamp land
claims -------395, 1145
land claims
for swamp
981
Oregon,
hatchery ---------for fish hatchery
Oregon, for
compensation
field-service ememof field-service
compensation of
Phoenix, Ariz.,
for municipal
municipal park 643, 1213
Ariz., for
Phoenix.
ployees
395, 1145
1145
-395,
ployees ---------------park-_
Red Bluff,
Bluff, Calif.,
982
for public park__
Calif., for
Red
for hearings
in land
1145
395, 1145
entries ----land entries
hearings in
for
Redlands, Calif.,
conservaCalif., for water conservaRedlands,
for restoring
in national
national forlands in
restoring lands
for
tion
979
tion --..- ---------------ests
1146
395,1146
ests---------------------- 395,
Shreveport, La.,
La., for reservoir purShreveport,
for
Indian reservations-reservations_ _ 396,
396, 1146
1146
opening Indian
for opening
poses
382
---------------------poses
balance
for examination,
of
etc., of
examination, etc.,
balance for
Silverton, Colo.,
purposes_ -_ 980
park purposes_
for park
Colo., for
Silverton,
Northern Pacific
grant, covered
Pacific grant,
Northern
Washington,
for public park, etc.,
Washington, for
1146
into
the Treasury
Treasury ------------1146
into the
1185, 1283
purposes
purposes---------------for surveyors
surveyors general,
general, additional,
additional,
for
Western State
477
College of Colorado__
State College
Western
706
1925 _
-----------------------1925
helium
production reservation
1111
reservation of__ 1111
gas production
helium gas
706
for surveying,
surveying, additional,
additional, 1925----1925
for
validated, Charley
homestead
homestead entries validated,
for contingent
expenses, additional,
additional,
contingent expenses,
for
N.
811
Barnhart --------------N. Barnhart
706
1925
1925----------------------Robert T.
Freeland -------------811
T. Freeland
Robert
for timber
depredations, additional,
additional,
timber depredations,
for
Orin Lee
811
Lee ----------------------Orin
706
1925
706
1925---------------------Feles
811
Montova --------------Feles Montoya
appropriation for protecting,
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
Peter Peterson
Peterson --------------- -811
Peter
etc
56, 697,
697, 1351
1351
etc-------------------- 56,
homestead
entry authorized
Clyde
authorized of Clyde
homestead entry
56
for hearings
in land entries --------hearings in
for
R. Hiatt
811
Hiatt--------------------R.
56.
1348
-----fr- surveying
for
56,
^
0 lr
*-r-t *.- in------U
---- - -- - - - - - - - - - ---- I 1348
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Public
homestead
entry of
of J.
Seupelt conhomestead entry
J. G.
G. Seupelt
confirmed
firmed-----.
...
.
homestead entrymen
on
Fort
Peck
entrymen
Fort Peck
Reservation,
Mont., ceded lands
Reservation, Mont.,
allowed additional time for payments ---------------. --.--_
homestead patent authorized,
authorized, children
of Robert
Robert Zullig
Zullig------------homestead patent to Ishmael
Ishmael J
Barnes
J Barnes
John Bond ---------------------Guadalupe
Guadalupe D. de Romero _________
Thomas J.
Fox
J. Fox----------------Charles A. Kranich
Kranich ------------__
Joseph La Fond
Fond-.._--- -- ______
-Karl T. Larson
Larson------------------Mary
Mary A. McKee
McKee ----------------Hudson L. Mason
Mason ---------------Joseph
S.
Morgan,
Joseph
Morgan, additional
additional -----to children of Peder I.
I. Peterson
Peterson __.
Margaret E. Tindall
Tindall ------------Affie M. Vickers,
Vickers, additional
additional ----___
Allie
James A. Wright-----------------Wright
homestead patent
patent perfected
perfected and additional
tional stock raising lands alallowed to Hiram Williams ----leases for bath houses, hotels, etc., of
etc.,
tracts near mineral springs, etc.,
authorized ------------authorized
may be added to Umatilla
Umatilla, Wallowa,
Wallowa, or
Whitman National
National Forests, Oreg.
Whitman
Whitman National
__
National Forest, Oreg__
Oreg---opened to entry, excluded
excluded from Lincoln
Lincoln
National Forest,
Forest, N. Mex ----National
patent to A. R. Bowdre ------------William
Brown
William
------------------ •
First State Savings
Savings Bank of Gladwin
Gladwin
Michigan
to lot in Michigan-----------heirs, etc., of B. Friedman
Friedman ___---_-Isaac Jack----------------------Jack
Fred J.
J. La May-_____-__-_____May
heirs, etc., of Emanuel Loveman
Loveman_ -___
Johann Jacob
Jacob Lutsch - -------__.__
Mary Snetsinger --------________Charles Swanson --------_-______
University of Arizona
Arizona ---------___
Francis W. Woodward
Francis
Woodward -----------patents for small holdings in New MexMexico authorized
authorized to Constancio
Constancio
Miera, Juan N. Baca, and FiloFilomena N. Miera
Miera ------preemption claim
of
William
Weekley
claim of William Weekley to
to
certain lands in Alabama
Alabama granted
to owners of titles thereto
thereto --___
authorized of, in Alabama, by
purchase authorized
Y. Charles Earl .---Arizona, by Sabine Lumber Comin Arizona,
Company
pany--------------..quitclaim deeds to holders of certain
quitclaim
lots in Pensacola,
Pensacola, Fla -----___relinquished to Kootenai
Idaho
Kootenai County, Idaho
reserved for school site for Ute
Ute Indians,
Indians,
Utah -------------------__sale and patent
in Louisiana
Louisiana to
patent of lands in
to
Flora Horton
Horton----------------William G. Johnson
Johnson -.-----------Lizzie
Nickey
Lizzie M. Nickey
--_--_______sale of erroneously
erroneously surveyed,
surveyed, shown
sale
shown as
as
water-covered areas
areas in WisconWisconsin -- - ---sin
- __-_______
----preference right to purchasers in good
good
faith, who cultivated,
cultivated, etc., lands_
lands_
sale of unappropriated,
in
Louisiana,
unappropriated,
Louisiana,
erroneously
erroneously surveyed
surveyed as watercovered.
areas
covered areas .---------- ___-
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Page.
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Oregon Short Line
Railroad
sale of, to Oregon
Line Railroad
Idaho_
248
Company, in Ada County,
County, Idaho_
248
settlers on Pyramid Lake Indian
Reservation, Nev -----------596
Reservation,
596
Lake, Wis.,
Wis.,
within area of Boulder Lake,
to Young Men's Christian AssoAssociation, etc __--------------1075
ciation,
1075
second homesteads allowed
allowed entrymen
entrymen
former made in ceded Indian
if former
reservation
reservation -------_---- _- - 981
selection by Central Pacific
Railway
Pacific Railway
Company authorized of other,
Company
in lieu of tract relinquished in
Nevada ----------.--------812
Nevada
812
set apart for settlement by Paiute
Utah
246
Indians in Utah-------------246

for Utah National
National Park

---_-----

Snoqualmie and Olympic
Olympic National ForSnoqualmie
ests, Wash.; school grant in,
in, to
to be
be
selected by Washington -----stock raising homestead entries, on
on
withdrawn oil, etc.,
etc., lands, alallowed prior to April 1,
1, 1924,

1982
1982

812
-812
raising homesteads; entrymen
entrymen
for, may change entry, etc.,
etc., for
same land under other laws, if
land
___
469
land not
not designated
designated as
as such_
such ---469
time extended for payments by homestead entrymen
entrymen on Fort AssinAssinniboine abandoned military resniboine
ervation, Mont------------Mont
666
ervation,
666
title released to equitable
equitable owners
owners of
of
Flomaton, Ala --------lands in Flomaton,
246
tract withdrawn
withdrawn in New Mexico
Mexico for
Navajo Indians
Navajo
Indians ------ __--__-1114
1114
two unsurveyed
unsurveyed islands in Kalamazoo
Kalamazoo
River, may be acquired
acquired by Battle Creek, Mich
Mich ----------891
891
unauthorized hunting,
hunting, taking
etc.,
unauthorized
taking eggs,
eggs, etc.,
on bird and animal
animal preserves,
illegal; punishment
punishment for -------98
withdrawal of, authorized for game
refuge in South Dakota -------634
refuge
634
Public
Library, D.
D. C.,
Public Library,
C.,
appropriation
appropriation for personal services_ _ 542, 1219
1219
for temporary
temporary services,
services, etc-----etc
1219
542, 1219
restrictions ---------542, 1219
1219
station restrictions
542,
for Sunday and holiday
holiday opening
opening_ _
1219
- 542, 1219
for books,
books, fuel,
fuel, etc
etc ----------__
542,
for
542, 1219
1219
for contingent
contingent expenses
1220
expenses -.----- _ 542, 1220
deficiency
appropriation for personal
deficiency appropriation
personal
services
services -----------1318
1318
for books, etc -------------------- 1318
1318
for contingent
contingent expenses
expenses ------------ 1318
1318
for equipment,
equipment, etc., Bell-Deanwood
Bell-Deanwood
stations --------------1319
_____1319
for repairs, etc ------------------1319
1319
Public
Public Moneys,
Moneys, etc.,
etc.,
appropriation
appropriation for contingent
contingent expenses
expenses_ 68, 767
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
contingent
appropriation for contingent
expenses
expenses --------------- 49,
49, 693,
693, 1341
1341
Public Printing
Public
Printing and
and Binding,
Binding,
appropriation
appropriation for Government
Government Printing
Printing
Office,
Office, salaries-----------salaries
1299
590, 1299
employees --- ___- _ 590,
for necessary
necessary employees
590, 1299
1299
for paying salaries for holidays, etc
etc_ __ 590,
590,
1299
for leaves of absence ----------- 590, 1299
expenses, SuperinSuperinfor salaries and expenses,
tendent of Documents ----592,
592, 1300
1300
for Treasury
Treasury Department -------- 69, 768
for Bureau of the Budget
Budget _
--------- 70, 769
__ 84.
84, 783
for Post Office Department
Department------stock

validated ---validated

593
593
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ruolic Printing
Frintingand
and Binding-Continued.
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Public
Public Printing
Printing and
Binding-Continued. Page.
and Binding-Continued.
Page.
appropriation for
Department
appropriation
for Navy
Navy Department
ordered; Code
ordered;
Code of District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia
and Navy --------------- 183,
862
183, 862
Laws -----1611
Laws
-----------1611
for Department of StateState
-__ 205,
205, 1015
1015
Constitution of the United States__
States -- _ 1613
1613
Union. ______ 212,
for Pan American Union
212, 1020
1020
oration
oration on late President Harding_Harding_
1610
1610
for Department
Department of Justice-----_
Justice
216, 1026
oration on former
former President
President Wilson__
Wilson
1614
1614
for United States courts
courts -------- 216,
216, 1026
1026
proceedings on
of statue
proceedings
on acceptance
acceptance of
statue
for Supreme Court -----------218,
218, 1028
1028
of Sequoyah
Sequoyah -----------__
-- _ 1612
1612
for Court of Claims
219,
Claims-- --------219, 1029
1029
report
of Coal
report of
Coal Commission
Commission __-----_ 1616
1616
for Department
Department of Commerce
Commerce ..- 224,
224, 1034
1034
Revenue
Revenue Act of
of 1924 --- ______---1612
for
Department
of
Labor
239,
1048
for Department of Labor ------- 239, 1048
paper
to be
be fixed
fi x ed by
paper standards
standards for,
for, to
by
for Interior Department ------392, 1143
1143
392,
Joint Committee on Printing___
Printing _ 1105
1105
for Department
Department of
823
of Agriculture__
Agriculture - _
- _ 434,
434, 823
advertisements for proposals in
advertisements
in one
field
services
of
Weather
Bureau
field services of Weather Bureau
newspaper or trade journal
newspaper
journal in six
excepted__ 434,
823
and Forest
Forest Service excepted__
434, 823
cities; samples to be furnished__
furnished
1105
1105
for War Department
Department-----------_ 478,
478, 893
893
Official Register
Register of
of the
the United
United States
Official
States
for
Executive
Office
521,
1199
for Executive Office------ ----521, 1199
year -----1105
to be
be published
published each
each year
1105
for Alien Property Custodian
Custodian__
..- _ 522,
522, 1199
1199
furnished by departments,
data to be furnished
for Efficiency
Efficiency Bureau
Bureau 522,
1200
___-_
522, 1200
etc ---- ---1105
-------------1105
for Civil Service Commission__
Commission---- 523,
523, 1201
1201
number and distribution
distribution of copies
copies_ -__ 1105
1105
for Commission of Fine Arts
Arts- - 524,
524, 1201
1201
providing for compiling, etc.,
etc., Navy
providing
for Employees'
Employees' Compensation
ComCompensation ComYearbook,
repealed
1106
Yearbook, repealed----------1106
mission
1202
mission-----------.
--__ __ 524,
524, 1202
limitation on number
number of
of reports,
reports, etc.,
etc.,
for Federal
Federal Power
Power Commission
524,
1203
Commission-_ 524, 1203
for official
repealed------ _
1106
official use, repealed
1106
for Federal
Federal Trade Commission_
Commission
525, 1203
1203
525,
preparation of abridgment
preparation
abridgment of
of mesmesfor General Accounting
Accounting Office
525,
1203
Office--- 525, 1203
sages
documents annually,
annually,
sages and
and documents
for Housing
Housing Corporation
525, 1204
1204
Corporation --__-525,
repealed ----------------1106
1106
for National
National Advisory Committee
for
Committee for
unbound copies
number of unbound
copies of numbered
Aeronautics
527,
1206
Aeronautics-------------.
527, 1206
reports and
documents to
to House
House
and documents
for State,
State, War,
War, and
Navy DepartDepartand Navy
Document Room
not to
exceed
Document
Room not
to exceed
527,
1208
ment Buildings
Buildings ----------.
527, 1208
500-----------------------1106
1106
Geographic Board
529, 1208
for Geographic
Board -------- _ 529,
1208
Library of Congress
to receive
Congress to
receive 125
125
for Tariff
Tariff Commission
Commission --- __---_
529, 1208
529,
1208
copies of
of publications,
publications, and
copies
and for
for
for
Commerce CommisCommisfor Interstate
Interstate Commerce
international
international exchange
exchange 1106
--------- 1106
sion
--------------------- 529,
529, 1205
1205
wages,
of journeymen,
wages, etc.,
etc., regulated,
regulated, of
journeymen,
for Smithsonian
Smithsonian Institution-_
Institution
_ 529,
529, 1207
1207
apprentices,
658
apprentices, laborers, etc
etc------658
United States Veterans'
for United
Veterans' BuBuPublic
Public Roads and
Rural
Engineering
and Rural Engineering OfOfreau --------------------532,
1210
reau
532, 1210
fice,
Department
of
Agriculture,
fice, Department of Agriculture,
for United States Shipping Board_ 536, 1208
1208
deficiency
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
for general
general
for supreme court and
and court of apapexpenses
60
expenses----------_--------60
peals,
peals, District of Columbia
566, 1240
Columbia_ 566,
Bureau, Department
1240 Public
Public Roads Bureau,
Department of
of AgAgCongress
589, 1298
1298
for Library
Library of
of Congress--------589,
riculture,
riculture,
for Architect of the CapitolCapitol
591, 1299
1299
- 591,
appropriation for
for Chief
Chief of
Bureau, and
appropriation
of Bureau,
and
for Board of
1200
of Tax
Tax Appeals
Appeals---------1200
office and
and field personnel-----personnel
451,
451, 842
842
for
Vocational Education_
1202
for Board
Board for
for
general expenses;
restriction
451,
for Vocational
Education-_ _ 1202
for general
expenses; restriction-_
451, 842
842
for Railroad Labor
Labor Board
Board -.------1206
expenses of
inquiries of
for expenses
of inquiries
of systems,
systems,
deficiency
for DepartDepartoperations,
etc843
452, 843
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
operations, etc
_
- ---------452,
ment of
452, 843
for methods, materials,
ment
of Commerce
materials, etc
Commerce---------- 40,
etc -------- 452,
40, 1327
1327
843
54,
758, 1353
for legislative
for experimental
legislative ------------experimental highways ------452, 843
54, 758,
1353
452,
843
for Patent Office
683
investigations_ -_ 452,
452, 843
843
Office-----------------for farm irrigation investigations
683
for
___ ___ 686,
for Department
Department of
of Justice_
farms, swamps.
Justice -----for drainage of farms,
686, 1332
1332
swamps. etc.;
etc.;
for
United States
for United
States courts
courts-------- 686,
plans, etc ----------------452, 843
843
686, 1332
1332
452,
686
for Supreme
Supreme Court
Court ---------------investigating farm
for investigating
686
farm domestic
domestic water
water
Claims ------------ 686,
1332
for Court
Court of Claims
supply
452, 843
843
686, 1332
supply-------------------- 452,
Interstate Commerce
Commisfor Interstate
Commerce Commisfor distributing surplus war
war exploexplosion ------------.-----755
---sives for clearing
clearing land, etc_
755
etc -_
-__ 452,
452, 843
843
for
of patents,
for
expenses ------- 452,
843
for weekly
weekly issue
for administrative
administrative expenses
issue of
patents, Official
Official
452, 843
Gazette, etc
etc ----------------.
1328
for salaries, additional, 1925------1925
705
Gazette,
1328
705
for general expenses,
additional, 1925_
1925_
705
for
1335
expenses, additional,
for Navy
Navy Department
Department ---.-------.
1335
705
deficiency
for paying
paying
deficiency appropriation
congressional documents
appropriation for
congressional
documents printed
printed after
after
term
of Senator,
expires to
to
damages claim
claim _-------------40
damages
term of
Senator, etc.,
etc., expires
40
for general expenses--------------be
24
expenses
60
be delivered
delivered to
to successor
successor -----24
60
Public Schools,
Schools, D.
C.,
Public
balance
remaining to
to credit
credit to
be
D. C.,
balance remaining
to be
appropriation
for
vacation
playtaken
prior to
to convening
appropriation
for vacation
taken prior
playconvening of
of
next Congress---------------Congress
24
grounds
552,
1229
grounds-----------------24
552, 1229
ordered;
proceedings of
assistants, busifor Superintendent,
Superintendent, assistants,
ordered; annual
annual proceedings
of encampencampbusiness
manager,
and
other
officers,
ness manager, and other officers,
ments
of Grand
Grand Army
the
ments of
Army of
of the
etc
553
etc..---------.----------Republic, United
United Spanish
Spanish War
War
Republic,
553
teaching
partisan politics,
teaching
Veterans, and
and American
American Legion,
partisan
politics, disredisreVeterans,
Legion,
spect
of
Holy
Bible,
or
form
of
spect
as
House
Documents
473
of
as House Documents --------Holy Bible, or form of
473
Rinora nh irtal fCnncroainial flirertorv
1616fi
onvemrnment
nrohihitpd
.rl - - -- - - --. 553
government
BiographicalCongressionalDirectory_
1616
,-I
- prohibited
-- - -- - - -- -
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Public Schools,
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Schools, D.
Public
appropriation
for Western High, athappropriation for
appropriation for
for administrative
administrative and
and
appropriation
letic field ----------------558
supervisory officers
1230
1230
officers----------supervisory
for
Junior High near Twenty-fourth
Twenty-fourth
for Junior
teaching partisan
politics, disrepartisan politics,
teaching
558
NW-----------and N Streets NW
.
spect of
of Holy
form of
of
or form
Bible, or
Holy Bible,
spect
building on Tuberculosis
Tuberculosis Hospital
building
government, prohibited ------1230
government,
558
children - ___
tubercular children_
site, for tubercular
554
for librarians ------------------for John
Francis Junior
Junior High,
John R. Francis
for
for personnel,
of SuperintendSuperintendpersonnel, office
office of
for
1233
addition to site -------------ent
1230
ent-------------------------construction -----------------1233 ,
construction
department of school attendance
attendance
for department
Junior High, addiMcFarland Junior
for McFarland
and work
permits
1230
work permits___--------and
tion
1233
tion------------------------for teachers
teachers----------------- 554, 1230
1233
School, addition
addition -------for Bruce School,
teaching partisan politics, etc.,
etc., by,
Junior High
High------------- 1233
for Stuart
Stuart Junior
prohibited
prohibited-------------- 554, 1230
extensible building, Fifth and
for extensible
basic salaries for teachers and liNW--------- 1233
Sheridan Streets NW
555
etc---longevity pay, etc..
___
brarians; longevity
building, Fifth and Buchanan
Buchanan
for building,
restrictions
on soliciting
soliciting subscripsubscriprestrictions on
1233
Streets NW --------------tions, etc
555, 1230
1230
etc---------------- 555,
tions,
for site near Rhode Island and South
South
for vacation schools and playDakota Avenues
Avenues NE
1233
NE--------grounds
555 1230
555,
grounds----------------for Brightwood Park, additional
additional land
1233
555
for longevity pay --------------for
near Thirteenth
Thirteenth and Montafor site
site near
inefficient
_ 555
receive_ _
persons not to receive_
inefficient persons
1233
gue Streets NW ---------annuities
555, 1230
-----for annuities-------all accounted
accounted for as one fund, and
for allowance
grade
principals of grade
allowance to principals
for
immediately
558, 1233
immediately available ----555
school buildings ------------restrictions
1234
558, 1234
contract restrictions---------contingent exfor night schools; contingent
for
559, 1234
1234
for rent, etc ---------------penses
555, 1231
555,1231
penses -----------------559, 1234
for repairs
repairs and
and improvements_
1234
---__ 559,
improvements _
for
blind- --__-- 555, 1231
for deaf, dumb, and blind__
maintenance, etc., of playfor maintenance,
for Columbia Institution for the
grounds ---------------559, 1234
grounds
555, 1231
Deaf
Deaf-------------------for equipping,
equipping, etc.,
etc., new school yards
Americanization work, etc.; infor Americanization
playgrounds_
559, 1234
1234
for playgrounds--_
structing foreigners-------foreigners
556, 1231
adapting designated
designated buildings for
for
for adapting
for community center department
department 556, 1231
schools
559, 1234
junior high schools-------for
for care of buildings and grounds_ 556, 1231
exceed
sites and buildings not to exceed
for
etc------ 556, 1232
inspectors, etc
for medical
medical inspectors,
sums
etc ---1234
559, 1234
appropriated, etc
sums appropriated,
for
dental clinics
556, 1232
1232
clinics -- --- ___ 556,
free dental
for free
plans, etc., to be prepared by
temporary rooms,
rooms,
for equipping temporary
municipal
architect -------- 559, 1234
municipal architect
5.i6,
1232
556,1232
etc --------------------etc.;
exit doors to open outward, etc.;
tubercular pupils_
pupils.. _ 556, 1232
for schools for tubercular
unlocking required
required -------559, 1234
unlocking
- 557, 1232
-_
for manual
expenses _
training expenses.._
for
manual training
deficiency
appropriation for allowance
allowance
deficiency appropriation
for fuel, light, and power ------557, 1232
principals ---------------37
to principals
for furniture;
furniture; additions
additions to buildings,
School-------------for Bancroft School
37
etc
etc---------------------- 557, 1232
for Raymond
Raymond School, construction
construction_ -_
37
1232
expenses --------- 557, 1232
contingent expenses
for contingent
for increase of compensation
675
compensation-------cabinetmaker, pay --------- 557, 1232
675
centers------------for community
community centers
no
no bond required
required for Army supfor paying annuities
annuities -------------- 675
plies
cadets_ _-- _
___ _ 557, 1232
- ------.
to cadetsplies to
675
for fuel, hght,
light, and power ---------557, 1232
for paper towels, etc.; pianos -..
equipment - -for
Thomson School,
School, equipment__
_675
for Thomson
for textbooks,
textbooks, etc.; flags, school garfor Macfarland
High, equipMacfarland Junior High,
dens, etc ---------------- 557, 1232
ment ----------675
---------mentteachers in nature
payments to teachers
675
for Langley Junior High, equipment
study, etc ---------------- 557, 1233
additional building near Tenley
Tenley
for additional
for
laboratory equipment,
School ---------------------675
for apparatus,
apparatus, laboratory
etc
557, 1233
for repairs and improvements__.improvements
etc---------------------676, 679
free tuition to children of Army,
Army,
for Western
Western High, equipment-----equipment
1320
District
Navy, etc., outside
outside of District
for Western
Western High, addition-----addition
1320
--- 558, 1233
for motor vehicles ---------------1320
------------------grounds------- 558, 1233
for paper towels, etc
1320
for buildings and grounds
etc--------------for Armstrong Manual Training
Training
for Langley
Langley Junion High, additional
School, addition --------.- 558, 1233
- .-----------1320
land
for Western
Western High School, addition
addition_ -_ 558
for McKinley
McKinley Technical High, new
for Thomson School, addition -----558
buildings; from special fund__
buildings;
fund --1320
for building to replace John F. Cook
transfer
etc ------1320
transfer of title to site, etc_
School
558
558
closing of streets,
streets, etc
School ---------------------etc------------ 1320
for improving
improving site, Calvert
Calvert Street
for building on Calvert Street; from
Avenue. servservand Connecticut Avenue.
special fund ---------------1320
special
1320
connections
558
ice connections-----------for Macfarland
Macfarland Junior High; from
for plans, etc., new McKinley
McKinley Manual
special fund
1320
special
fund----------_------- 1320
School -------------558
Training School
for Garnet-Patterson
Garnet-Patterson Schools, adjoinfor site near Taylor School --------558
ing land;
land; from
from special
special fund
fund
1320
--1320
ing
for site vicinity of Third and Rittenfor Bell
Bell School, addition;
addition; from
558
house Streets NW
NW----------special
fund -.
1320
special fund
------_-_---_
1320
558
for site, Burrville
Burrville----------------for building
replace Brightwood
building to replace
for site,
Buchanan StreetsStreets_
558
site. Fifth and Buchanan
School:
School; from special fund-----fund -----1320
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Public Schools,
Schools, D.
deficiency
appropriation for Park View
deficiency appropriation
School, improvements;
improvements; additional land; from special fund_
fund___ 1320
1320
for Cardozo
Cardozo School,
School, addition; from
special
special fund
fund -----------___-__
1320
for Randall
Randall Junior
Junior High, gymnasium
gymnasium
and hall; from special fund _-1320
1320
for
Armstrong High,
High, addition,
etc.;
for Armstrong
addition, etc.;
from
from special
special fund
fund-__________
1320
for
Western High,
for old
old Western
High, remodeling;
remodeling;
from
fund
from special fund-------1321
for
Adams School;
School; from
from
for site near
near Adams
special fund-----------..--.-fund
special
1321
for site for addition
addition to
Street
to 00 Street
Vocational School;
School; from special
special
Vocational
fund
fund- --________.
1321
for site for a
high school
a junior
junior high
school in
in
Georgetown; from
from special
fund_ -_ 1321
Georgetown;
specialfund_
compulsory
attendance procompulsory school attendance
provisions
visions----------806
contract restriction
restriction for addition to
to
Western High, removed
removed -_----Western
676
department
department of school
school attendance
attendance and
work
created under
under
work permits created
Board of
of Education
Education ---------807
807
director
director of,
of, assistants,
assistants, etc.,
etc., authorauthorized
ized -_--------_------___-___
808
competitive
of applicompetitive examination
examination of
applicants
appointments in
808
cants for appointments
in - --808
Five
Five Year School
School Building
Building Program
Program
Act ---------------_------986
purposes
authorizations _-------_
986
purposes of authorizations
986
elementary
elementary schools,
schools, sites,
sites, playgrounds,
playgrounds,
and
authorized -----986
and buildings
buildings authorized
986
in first division
in
division ------- _-- -___-__ 986
986
in
division----------------in second division
987
in third division
in
division- ___-_-_-___----_
987
in fourth division --.-----------.
988
in
988
in
in fifth division
division-------------988
in sixth division
division _----------- -- __
in
989
989
in seventh
seventh division
in
division --------------989
in eighth
eighth division----------------division
989
in
989
989
in tenth division ----------------in
990
in
in eleventh division --------------990
990
in
----in twelfth division
division -_-----991
division-------------in thirteenth
thirteenth division
in
land and
and building
for 0
Vocaland
building for
O Street
Street Voca991
tional School----------------School
junior high
playgrounds,
sites, playgrounds,
junior
high schools,
schools, sites,
991
and
authorized
and buildings
buildings authorized------991
in
in first division
division ------------------992
in
in third
third division
division ----------------992
in
division
in fifth division------------------992
992
in sixth division
division. __------------992
992
in
in seventh
seventh division .--------------992
in
in eighth division
division ------------------992
in
-----------division
in tenth
tenth division
993
in
eleventh division--------------division _
in eleventh
993
in thirteenth
thirteenth division
division-------------in
senior high
schools; new building
for
building for
senior
high schools;
993
McKinley Manual
Manual Training
Training__--McKinley
993
new
building for
for Business
Business High----High
new building
transfer
from
department from
transfer of
of business
business department
Dunbar High
organizing
and organizing
High and
Dunbar
993
Business High
High for
pupils _
for colored
colored pupils_
Business
993
993
land for
for Armstrong
Armstrong Technical
Technical High_
_
High__
land
athletic fields, fitting
etc., for
for
fitting up, etc.,
athletic
pupils of
Dunbar and
and Armstrong
Armstrong
pupils
of Dunbar
993
993
High
High-----------------------etc., athletic field for WestWestfitting up, etc.,
993
High ------------ern High
McKinley Manual
Training____ 993
Manual Training__
for McKinley
additional rooms
roorns in
in Franklin
to
Franklin School
School to
additional
993
---900
be used
used for
for office purposes
purposes----be
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phrase "purchase
phrase
"purchase of
of land
land adjoining"
adjoining"
construed---------construed
combined
gymnasium and
and assembly
combined gymnasium
assembly
hall, authorized
unit of
of
authorized in
in first
first unit
an
extensible elementary
elementary school
an extensible
school
building
building-----------__________
future
future items for purchases,
purchases, construcconstruction, etc.,
etc., may be submitted
submitted __
effective date, July 1,
effective
1, 1925; estimates
prepared in accordance
to be prepared
accordance
with
provisions hereof
hereof ----___with provisions
salaries established
established on and
and after
after July 1,
1924
1924---------------------teachers
kindergarten and elementeachers in
in kindergarten
elementary
schools -----------_-____
tary schools
in junior
in
junior high
high -----------.-_-__
senior high
senior
high and
and normal
normal ------__
librarians----------------_----__
librarians
teaching principals
teaching
principals---------------administrative principals and of voadministrative
vocational and Americanization_
Americanization___
principals
principals of junior high
high -------___
senior high
senior
high and
and normal ------. __
directors
special subjects
subjects and
directors of
of special
and departments-----------___-_____
partments
assistant
heads of departments
departments and
and assistant
principals
principals ---------------___supervising principals
supervising
principals -----------._
community center department
department---___
school attendance
attendance and
work permits
school
and work
permits
department _----_------__-department
chief examiner
chief
examiner _------------.-____
assistant
superintendents assistant superintendents
-__---__
first assistant
first
assistant superintendents
superintendents -----superintendent of
schools -__-----superintendent
of schools
compensation during first
compensation
first year
year of service
at
basic
with no
ice at basic salary
salary with
no
credit
for
prior
services
credit for prior services ------classification
and
assignments
by
the
classification and assignments by the
board
recommendation of
board on recommendation
the
the superintendent
superintendent ---- _______
employees to
conno examination
examination for employees
to continue
in permanent
permanent positions__
_
tinue in
positions__at time of
of appointment
appointment hereafter_
hereafter --__-_
assignment
of salaries
salaries for
for permanent
permanent
assignment of
employees
service June
June 30,
30,
employees in
in service
1924-.---------------------1924
probationary tenure
tenure employees
employees - -_
probationary
schedule
classes
in salary
salary classes
schedule for
for placement
placement in
and
in
and positions,
positions, of employees
employees in
service
1924_ -._ _..-----service July 1,
1, 1924
specifically mentioned
mentioned _____
----- _
if not specifically
appointments
hereafter ----------appointments hereafter
service
service with armed
armed forces
forces equivalent
equivalent
to
experience -------to teaching
teaching experience
restriction
restriction on original
original placements
placements___
annual
salaries after
1,
annual increase
increase of
of salaries
after July
July 1,
1925,
alit( 4natically -_ -1925, automatically
___promotions on
after July 1,
promotions
on aid after
1, 1924,
1924,
to
receive salary
salary next above
above then
to receive
then
received
received -------------------assignments on
on basis
teachsuperior teachassignments
basis of
of superior
ing --------------eligibles promoted
promoted to
3
to Group
Group B
B of class
class 3
eligibles
without examinations,
examinations, etc
etc ----without
restriction on
promotion without
one
on promotion
without one
restriction
year's service----------------service
vear's
proportional division
of salaries
division of
salaries beproportional
tween white
and colored
colored schools_
schools_
tween
white and
basis for
promotions to
or
to be
be teaching or
basis
for promotions
administrative
principals
administrative principals -----number
of
classrooms
in
elementary
number of classrooms in elementary
school
buildings to be designated
school buildings
on
on recommendation
recommendation of
of principal_
principal-

Page.
993
993

994
994
994
994
994
367
367
367
367
367
367
368
368
368
368
368
368
368
368
369
369
369
369
369
369
369
369
369
369
369
369
369
369
370
370
370
370
370
370
370
370
370
370
370
370
370
370
370
370

371
371
372
372
373
373
373
373
373
373
373
373
373
373
373
373
373
374
374
374
374
374
374

374
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duties of
of first
first assistant
assistant superintendents_
duties
superintendentsboard for
of teachers
to be
be
board
for examination
examination of
teachers to
designated on
on recommendation
designated
recommendation
of
superintendent ------------of superintendent
chief examiners
chief
examiners ------------------annual substitute
substitute teachers
teachers authorized;
annual
authorized;
qualifications and
assignments
qualifications
and assignments__
temporary teachers
may be
appointed;
temporary
teachers may
be appointed;
periods and
salary assignmentsassignments._
periods
and salary
community center
other activities
community
center and
and other
activities
authorized
authorized------------------salaries, etc.,
paid
salaries,
etc., to
to be
be paid-----------salary herein
effective July
July 1,
rates of
of salary
herein effective
1,
1924 ---------------------1924
estimates in
conformity to
estimates
in conformity
to be
be subsubmitted
mitted ---------------------no
other increase
of compensation
no other
increase of
compensation
for
year 1925
1925 ----------for fiscal
fiscal year
inconsistent laws
repealed -----------inconsistent
laws repealed
Public
Public Utilities,
Utilities,
appropriation for
for investigating
standappropriation
investigating standards of
of measurements
ards
measurements of,
of, etc..
etc- 231,
231,
Public
C.,
Public Utilities
Utilities Commission,
Commission, D.
D. C.,
appropriation for
salaries
541,
appropriation
for salaries--------541,
for general
general expenses
expenses ----------542,
for
542,
Pueblo
N. Mex.,
Mex.,
Pueblo Bonito
Bonito Agency,
Agency, N.
appropriation for
etc., of
Inappropriation
for support,
support, etc.,
of Indians at,
funds_ _ 411,
411,
dians
at, from
from tribal
tribal funds__
Pueblo
Bonito Indian
Indian Reservation,
Ariz.,
Pueblo Bonito
Reservation, Ariz.,
appropriation for
for developing
developing water
water supappropriation
supply for
for Indians
on; repayrepayply
Indians on;
ment
400,
ment--------------------400,
Pueblo, Colo.,
Pueblo,
Colo.,
terms
of court
at
terms of
court at----__-----------Pueblo Indian
Pueblo
Land Grants,
Grants N.
Mex.,
Indian Land
N. Mex.,
quiet title
title to
to lands
suit to quiet
lands within,
within, to
to
be filed
in district court
court by
by AttorAttorfiled in
on behalf
ney General
General on
behalf of
of Pueblo
Pueblo
Indians
Indians-------------------Pueblo
established; comPueblo Lands
Lands Board
Board established;
composition -___________________
position
powers, personnel,
quarters, powers,
personnel, etc_
etc ---_ _
compensation,
etc., of
of the
the appointive
compensation, etc.,
appointive
member -------------------member
investigation,
investigation, determination,
determination, report,
report,
etc.,
by of
of lands
of which
etc., by
lands of
which the
the
title of Indians
Indians has not been exextinguished -------------tinguished
_--claims of
of non-Indians
adverse
claims
non-Indians by
by adverse
possession
possession excluded
excluded from
from report..
report_
unanimous
required to deunanimous decision required
determine
termine extinguishment
extinguishment of
of InIndian title
title ----------------__-dian
report on each
each pueblo to be filed
"
with court, etc -----------filed, on filing each
suit to be filed,
each report,
report, to
to
quiet title to lands determined
determined as
not extinguished by --------- _
pleas of
of limitations,
by adverse
adverse claimpleas
limitations, by
claimants, admitted --------.-----possession under color
color of
actual possession
title since January
January 6, 1902,
1902, with
with
taxes paid,
paid, etc---------------etc
actual
actual possession
possession without
without color
color or
or
title
1899 title since
since March
March 16,
16, 1899
of right
Indians
no impairment
impairment of
right of
of Indians
to
court
to assert
assert title
title by
by original
original court
proceedings
field
proceedings prior
prior to
to filing
filing of
of field
notes, etc
notes,
etc--------------------_
jurisdiction
jurisdiction of court in; contracts
with attorneys---------------with
attorneys
decree to claimif plea maintained,
maintained, decree
claimant to
ant
to be
be given
given--------------plea in favor
favor of pueblo,
pueblo, etc.,
etc., authorauthorized -----------------------

Page.
Page.
374
374

--------------------

374
374
374
374
374
374
375
375
375
375
375
375
375
375
375
375
375
375
375
375
1040
1040
1219
1219
1219
1219
1161
1161

1150
1150
243
243

636
636
636
636
636
636
636
636

636
636
636
636
636
636
636
636
636
636
637
637
637
637
637
637

637
637
637
637
637
637

7
637

Pueblo
Indian Land
Mex.— Page.
Page.
Pueblo Indian
Land Grants,
Grants, N.
N. Mex.Continued.
Continued.
board to
land, etc.,
etc., in
in possesboard
to report
report on
on land,
possession
of non-Indian
claimants, not
not
sion of
non-Indian claimants,
claimed
for Indians
637
637
claimed for
Indians ---------whether
or not
lands recoverable
by
whether or
not lands
recoverable by
seasonable
prosecution, etc
etc ---638
638
seasonable prosecution,
fair market
market value
value of
of lands,
lands, if
if deterfair
determined
recoverable, etc.,
etc., and
mined recoverable,
and loss
loss
to
Indians by
failure to
to proseto Indians
by failure
prosecute
638
638
cute -----------------------liability of
of the
United States,
States, and
and
liability
the United
award
to the
the pueblo
638
638
award to
pueblo --------judicial effect
effect of
of award;
award; filing
judicial
filing of
of
report
and award
_
638
638
report and
award------------review by
by court
allowed on
on petition__
petition
638
638
review
court allowed
jurisdiction of
of court;
procedure__ _
638
638
jurisdiction
court; procedure--petition allowed
aggrieved party
party
petition
allowed aggrieved
for
review by
by circuit
circuit court
court of
of
for review
appeals
638
appeals --------------------638
jurisdiction and
jurisdiction
and finality
finality of
of decision
decision
of
circuit court
court of
of appeals
638
of circuit
appeals ----638
review of
to
review
of a
a specific
specific finding
finding not
not to
affect other
findings, etc
638
638
affect
other findings,
etc -----no awarding
costs
638
638
no
awarding of
of costs--------------investigation,
etc., as
value of
of lands,
investigation, etc.,
as to
to value
lands,
etc. purchased
purchased and
and entered
etc.,
entered by
by
non-Indians under
pueblo deeds,
non-Indians
under pueblo
deeds,
whose claims
claims were
were not
not sustainedsustained639
whose
639
claims
claims within
within Nambe
Nambe pueblo
pueblo grant
grant
recognized; disposal
disposal of
of lands_
___
639
639
recognized;
lands--right
Indians to
to impeach
impeach deed,
deed,
right of
of Indians
etc
639
639
etc.-----------------------__
value
improvements of
value of
of lands
lands and
and improvements
of
non-Indian claimants
claimants with
with valid
valid
non-Indian
title, to
to be
639
639
title,
be ascertained
ascertained-------report
to benefit
benefit to
by rerereport as
as to
to Indians,
Indians, by
moval,
639
moval, purchase,
purchase, etc
639
etc----------survey
of lands
title to
to which
survey of
lands the
the title
which is
is dedetermined
639
termined
----------------_
639
approval of
of judge
part of
approval
judge aa part
of decree,
decree,
etc ---------__
639
etc
639
--------__--taxation
costs -------_--__----639
taxation of
639
of costs
meaning of
of "purchase"
"purchase" as
as used
in
meaning
used in
Act
639
Act------------_____-____
639
_field
etc., of
of lands
lands granted
granted Pueblo
Pueblo
field notes,
notes, etc.,
Indians, not
therefor in
in
Indians,
not claimed
claimed therefor
pending proceedings,
etc., to
pending
proceedings, etc.,
to be
be
filed with
with surveyor
two
surveyor general
general two
years
years after
after reports
reports made
made by
by
board --640
--------------640
accepted as
title exexaccepted
as conclusive
conclusive of
of title
tinguished --------640
tinguished
____--640
publication, after
after expiration
of right
publication,
expiration of
right
of Indians
Indians to bring independent
of
independent
suits,
names of
of non-Indian
non-Indian
suits, giving
giving names
claimants
land holdings
claimants for
for land
holdings not
not
claimed
by Indians
640
claimed by
Indians -----640
adverse claimants
to file
file
adverse
claimants required
required to
notice
contest in
proper land
notice of
of contest
in proper
land
office-..................
office
640
640
patent to claimant
claimant if no contest
contest instituted_
640
tuted -------------------__640
hearings
contests; benefits
hearings of
of contests;
benefits alallowed;
effect of
of patent
640
lowed; effect
patent-__-__-640
procedure if two
procedure
contests
two or more
more contests
filed
640
filed ---------------. --------640
issue of patents, etc.,
etc. without cost__cost__ _
641
641
action
Mexican grant,
asaction if Spanish or Mexican
grant, asserted by non-Indian party, suclaim -- _____perior to Indian claim
641
641
ascertainment
ascertainment by
court of
of
by court
of value
value of
land---land
------641
. ___.
641
error--review on appeal or writ of error__
641
641
report, etc., to Congress
Congress if final
finding against Indian claims--claims__ _ 641
641
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Pyle, SaUie
Sallie E.
E. (widow),
(widow),
Page.
Page.
Pyle,
Pueblo
Grants, N.
N. Mex.Mex.— Page
Page.
Land Grants,
Indian Land
Pueblo Indian
pension
1503
pension --------------------------Continued.
Continued.
Pyramid Lake
Lake Agency,
Agency, Nev.,
Pyramid
improvements
made on lands of nonimprovements made
appropriation for support, etc., of
successful claimants
claimants to
to be
rebe reappropriation
successful
Indians at, from tribal funds_411,
funds_411, 1161
Indians
ported
to Congress,
Congress, with recomrecomported to
Reservation, Nev.,
Indian Reservation,
Lake Indian
Pyramid Lake
mendations
641 Pyramid
mendations ---------------appropriation for maintenance, etc., of
appropriation
lands of
of nonsuccessful
nonsuccessful claimants
claimants adjalands
irrigation systems on; repayirrigation
cent
to non-Indian
non-Indian claimants,
claimants,
cent to
ment
ment ------------------ 402, 1153
and apart
Indian lands, to
to
from Indian
apart from
and
sale authorized
authorized to settlers of lands
641
be sold
sold --------------------be
occupied, etc.,
etc., by them for 21
occupied,
use of
of proceeds;
if buyer
the losing
buyer the
proceeds; if
use
596
641
years or more -------------claimant --------------------claimant
596
purchaser -----limited to one purchaser
area limited
hereafter no
no right, etc., to unextinhereafter
596
etc-----------by cash entry; fees, etc
guished
guished Pueblo Indian lands
proceeds to credit of Piute Indians
proceeds
may
except as proacquired except
be acquired
may be
of
Reservation
596
of Reservation_-------------vided
Congress -----------641
by Congress
vided by
survey,
survey, plat, and sale of lots in WadsFederal court
procedure, etc.,
etc., applicable
applicable
court procedure,
Federal
596
worth
town site
site-------------worth town
to
causes arising under
under this
all causes
to all
596
reservation
public uses of Indians_
reservation for public
642
Act
Act -----------------------597
lots for county schoo
schooL ----------sums appropriated
appropriated for Indians under
sums
597
purchases
Indians ----purchases by resident Indians
Indecrees,
be paid to Inetc., to be
decrees, etc.,
597
use of
of proceeds
proceeds -----------------use
642
dian
disbursement_
for disbursement-Bureau for
dian Bureau
--_
former
in, confirmed-.
confirmed__ _
597
former titles to lands in,
Pueblo
Indian Lands,
Lands, N.
N. Mex.,
Mex.,
Pueblo Indian
etc-------------time limit for sales, etc
597
deficiency
appropriation for Pueblo
deficiency appropriation
Indian Sanatorium,
Pyramid Lake Indian
Sanatorium, Nev.,
Lands Board
756 Pyramid
Board --------------Lands
appropriation
maintenance, etc., of_ 1159
appropriation for maintenance,
Pueblo Indians,
N. Mex.,
Indians, N.
Pueblo
appropriation for
attorney for
for----- 398, 1148
for attorney
appropriation
Q.
Q.
for education,
education, etc----------------etc
1155
for
Street NW.,
NW., D. C.,
400 Q
Q Street
for--------------for water
water supply for
for
appropriation for paving, etc.,
etc., Thirtieth
for draining
of, in
Grande
appropriation
Rio Grande
in Rio
lands of,
draining lands
for
Street
Wisconsin Avenue;
Street to Wisconsin
403
Valley; condition
condition -----------Valley;
from gasoline-tax
fund-------- 1226
gasoline-tax fund
from
707
for
counsel for, additional,
additional, 1925----1925
for counsel
(widow),
M. (widow),
Quackenbush, Isabel
Isabel M.
Quackenbush,
for
water supply for, additional,
for water
pension
increased
1406
pension increased-----------------1925_
707
1925 ----------------------Qualls, Loretta
Loretta F.
F. (widow),
(widow),
Qualls,
Pueblo Lands
Board,
Lands Board,
Pueblo
increased 1470
pension increased--------------appropriation for
for expenses
expenses ---------1028
appropriation
756 Quantico,
Quantico, Va.,
deficiency
appropriation for ---------deficiency appropriation
amount
authorized for
for Marine
Marine Corps
amount authorized
Puget
Sound, Wash.,
Wash.,
Puget Sound,
1271
1271
flying
field site at Reid -------flying field
appropriation
central
appropriation for navy yard, central
Okla.,
Qua paw Agency,
Agency, Okla.,
Quapaw
power, etc.,
etc., plant;
plant; quay wall
wall
power,
appropriation
attorneys, etc., in
in
198
appropriation for attorneys,
extension_
extension-------------------restricted
probate matters of restricted
876
for navy
yard; pier
pier -------------876
navy yard;
for
allottees of
of--------------- 397, 1147
allottees
for
naval ammunition
ammunition depot,
depot, storagestorage_
876
for naval
common schools in
in---------- 407, 1158
for common
Pugh,
(widow),
L. (widow),
Mary L.
Pugh, Mary
homestead
Indians of,
to Indians
allotments to
1444
homestead allotments
pension
increased
pension increased-----------------723
may
be sold;
condition -----sold; condition
may be
Pugh, Susie
Susie (widow),
(widow),
Pugh,
patents
to purchasers
purchasers of unrefee to
in fee
patents in
pension
1493
pension------------------------stricted allotments
allotments to
to Indians
Indians of_
722
stricted
Pulaski, Caroline
Caroline (widow),
(widow),
Pulaski,
Osage Indians, or of
lands of Kaw or Osage
pension --------------------------1454
pension
Five Civilized Tribes, exceptedexcepted_
723
Five
Pulaski County, Ark.,
Pulaski
Qua paw Indians,
Indians ' Okla.,
Okla.,
Quapaw
time extended
for bridging
bridging Arkansas
Arkansas
extended for
time
appropriation for
treaty with;
fulfilling treaty
for fulfilling
appropriation
99
by-----River, at
at Little
--Little Rock, by
River,
410, 1160
condition1160
---------------- 410,
condition
Pang
Chow, etc., Sets,
Pung Chow,
for support,
support, etc.,
employees, addietc., employees,
for
323
excise
tax on,
and parts thereof ------on, and
excise tax
tional,
1925 ---------------708
tional, 1925
Pungoteaque Creek,
Creek, Va.,
Pungoteaque
Quarantine,
Quarantine,
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., of, to be
preliminary
consular bills of health
health not required
required for
consular
made
1193
1193
made----------------------vessels trading
between ports on
trading between
vessels
Purchasing
Department,
Office Dcpartment,
Post Office
Agent, Post
PurchasingAgent,
northern frontier
frontier -------------809
northern
appropriation for,
for, and
office personnel_ 84, 782
and office
appropriation
Quarantine Service,
Serb-ice,
Quarantine
Purchasing
Division, D. C.,
PurchasirgDivision,
appropriation for
maintenance of stafor maintenance
appropriation
540, 1217
appropriation
for salaries,
salaries, etc ----appropriation for
76,775
tions
76,
775
-----------------tions--Pure Food
Law,
Pure
Food Law,
for interstate
interstate ------------------- 76,775
76, 775
for
447, 837
appropriation
executing -------for executing
appropriation for
710
for interstate,
interstate, additional,
710
additional, 1925 -----for
for
District
enforcing, in the District
expenses enforcing,
for expenses
58, 761
deficiency
for ------appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
of Columbia
Columbia -------------563, 1237
1237
of
Quarantine Stations,
Stations,
Quarantine
Puyallup
Agency, Wash.,
Wash.,
Puyallup Agency,
appropriation for
for maintenance,
etc__ _ 76, 775
maintenance, etc___
appropriation
appropriation for
etc., of
support, etc.,
for support,
appropriation
for
Mass778
79, 778
for Boston, Mass---------------Indians
from tribal
tribal funds_
411, 1161
funds_ 411,
at, from
Indians at,
79
for Marcus
Hook, Pa
Pa -----------Marcus Hook,
for
Puyallup
River, Wash.,
Puyallup River,
80
for Portland,
Me
80
Me--------------Portland,
for
25(
of__
control
survey
authorized
for
flood
control
250
flood
for
authorized
survey
80
for
Tampa,
Fla
80
Fla--------------Tampa,
for
amount
authorized
to
appropribe
to
authorized
amount
80
-----------for Astoria,
Oreg
Astoria, Oreg
for
25(
ated for
250
for --------------------ated
80, 778
for Galveston,
Galveston, Tex 778
-------------for
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for surveys,
deficiency
for
Ship
Island,
Miss
80
for Ship Island, Miss-------------69(
etc
6966
etc-------------------------80
Del------------for
Reedy Island,
Del
Island,
Reedy
for
Pyle,
Eliza,
Eliza,
Pyle,
80, 778
for
San Francisco,
Francisco, Calif
Calif.----for San
144.
pension increased
1446

pension increased-------------------

2250
2250
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QuarantineStations-Continued.
Quarantine
Page.
Stations-Continued.
appropriation
appropriation for San
Juan, P.
R___
80
San Juan,
P. R_
--- __
80
for Baltimore,
778
Baltimore, Md
Md -----.. _--- ----.
778
for
778
for New
New Orleans,
Orleans, La
La ------------778
for
N. Y-------------Y
778
for New
New York,
York, N.
778
for repairs
repairs and
and preservation
80, 779
779
preservation----__
_ 80,
for mechanical
81, 779
779
mechanical equipment
equipment -------- 81,
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
for New
appropriation for
New York,
York,
Y., improvements
694
N. Y.,
improvements---------694
construction of, authorized
construction
authorized on
on Sand
Sand
Island, Mobile
Mobile Harbor,
950
Harbor, Ala
Ala -__
950
amount authorized
950
authorized for
for ------------950
equipment,
etc., from
present site
site at
equipment, etc.,
from present
at
Fort Morgan, to be transferredtransferred_
950
950
Quarantine
Stations, Livestock,
QuarantineStations,
Livestock,
appropriation for establishing,
appropriation
827
establishing, etc_
etc _
- -_ 438,
438, 827
for repairs, etc.,
827
etc., to
to stations
stations------- 438,
438, 827
Quartermaster
Quartermaster Corps,
Army,
Corps, Army,
appropriation for
for mileage,
mileage, field
field clerks;
clerks;
appropriation
limitation-----------------limitation
482, 897
897
482,
subsistence supplies,
supplies, etc
483, 898
898
for subsistence
etc-__
-_
- -__ 483,
restriction
restriction on prices
at
sales
comprices at sales commissaries ----missaries
_--_------_ 484,
484, 899
899
sales at
include all
at utilities
utilities to
to include
all
overhead costs-------------costs
484,
899
overhead
484, 899
for regular
regular quartermaster
quartermaster supplies_ 484,
484, 899
899
heat, light, etc ------------484,
484, 899
899
sales to
484,
899
to officers,
officers, etc
etc --------_-- 484,899
bakeries, ice machines,
machines, laundries
484, 899
laundries 484,
899
school
school supplies, etc
484, 899
899
etc --------- _ 484,
forage
forage for animals
485,
899
animals __---___485, 899
stationery,
stationery, printing, etc-------etc _
485, 900
900
485,
sale of electricity
electricity to Baguio, from
from
plant of Camp
Camp John
John Hay,
apHay, approved------_---------------proved
485
485
for clothing
clothing and
equipage
485, 900
900
and equipage -------- 485,
for incidental
incidental expenses
485,
900
expenses -------- _485, 900
for hire of laborers
laborers ------------485, 900
900
485,
for other civilian employees
employees ----485, 900
900
485,
for transportation
transportation -------------- 486,
486, 900
900
dependents
dependents of officers and enlisted
enlisted
men----------------------men
486, 901
901
486,
restriction
restriction on expenses for
for motor
motor
vehicles-------------------vehicles
486,
901
486, 901
purchase
purchaseofmotorvehicleslimited
of motor vehicles limited 487,
487 901
901
for purchase
of
horses------------ 487,
purchase
horses
487, 901
901
breeding of riding horses
901
horses------- 487,
487, 901
limit; standard
standard required------required
487,
487, 901
901
native horses
horses in
in China----------China
901
901
restriction on polo
polo ponies---.--ponies
487,
901
487, 901
acceptance
donated
animals,
acceptance of
of donated animals,
etc ----------------------- 487,
901
487,901
report on breeding riding
riding horses_
horses- 487,
901
487, 901
for military posts, construction_ _
902
-_
- 487,
487, 902
for Fort Sill, Okla
Okla ----------------487
487
for Fort Benning, Ga-------------Ga
487
487
for Schofield Barracks, Hawaii
Hawaii 488
488
for water supply, Pearl
Harbor
488
Pearl Harbor - --488
sale of Fort Porter, N.
Y
902
N. Y--------902
for Hawaiian
Hawaiian Islands -------------902
902
for Panama
Panama Canal -------------- 488,
488, 902
902
for barracks
barracks and quarters
quarters ------- 488,
488, 903
903
' rental of grounds,
grounds, etc---------etc
488,
903
488, 903
available for garage, etc.,
etc., rentals
rentals
for military attaches
attaches--------__
488, 903
903
488,
repairs old Fort Ontario,
N.
903
Ontario, N. Y_
Y _
-__ 903
additional land,
land, Fort Reno,
Reno, Okla__
903
Okla 903
for water, sewers,
-__ 488, 903
sewers, etc., at posts_ _
new construction
construction work limited__
488,
903
limited__ 488, 903
roads, walks, wharves,
for roads,
wharves, drainage,
drainage,
etc., at posts---posts
488,
903
----488, 903
repair, etc.,
etc., of New Dixie HighHighway, Camp Knox,
K
Knox, Ky--------489
489
not available
available for National
National Army
cantonments, etc
489
cantonments,
etc-------------489
for shooting galleries
galleries and ranges_
ranges --- 489,904
489, 904
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QuartermasterCorps,
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Page.
appropriation
appropriation for
for rent
rent of
of buildings
buildings in
in
489, 904
904
District of Columbia
Columbia ------489,
not available
available if
if space
space provided
provided in
in
Government-owned buildings_
buildings_ 489,
489, 904
904
Government-owned
for Fort Monroe, Va
Va_------------ 489,
904
489, 904
for post hospitals,construction,etc_
489, 904
904
hospitals,construction,etc- 489,
for civilian personnel,
personnel, Quartermaster
Quartermaster
General's
Office-----------489, 904
904
General's Office
489,
for civilian
for supplies, etc.,
etc., for
civilian rifle
rifle
instruction
instruction.---------------- 509,
924
509, 924
for national
national cemeteries----------cemeteries
511, 926
926
511,
for headstones
for soldiers',
soldiers', etc.,
headstones for
etc.,
graves--------------------graves
511,
926
511, 926
for Antietam
Antietam battle field
field ---- _--511,
926
511, 926
for disposition of remains
of officers,
remains of
officers,
enlisted men,
etc ----------511,
926
enlisted
men, etc
511, 926
for transportation
transportation facilities,
facilities, inland
inland
coastwise
coastwise waterways
516
waterways ---------_
516
supplies, additional,
additional, 1925_
711
for regular supplies,
1925_
711
for clothing and
and equipage,
equipage, additional,
additional,
711
1925 ----------------711
for incidental expenses,
additional,
expenses, additional,
711
1925
-----------711
for transportation,
transportation, additional,
711
additional, 1925_
1925_ _
_
711
for barracks and quarters,
addiquarters, additional, 1925
1925 -------- _____-__711
tional,
711
for water and sewers, at posts, additional, 1925----------___1925
711
___
711
for roads, walks,
wharves, and
walks, wharves,
and
drainage, etc.,
addietc., at
at posts,
posts, additional, 1925-----------------1925
711
711
for Fort Monroe, Va.,
Va., sewers,
addisewers, additional, 1925 -----------------711
711
for national
national cemeteries,
cemeteries, additional,
additional,
712
1925 -------------------712
for superintendents,
superintendents, additional,
additional, 1925_
1925_
712
712
for headstones
headstones for soldiers'
soldiers' graves,
graves,
additional,
712
additional, 1925
1925..-----712
for disposition
disposition of
of remains of
of officers,
officers,
etc., additional, 1925
1925 --------712
712
monuments in
in Cuba
Cuba and
and China,
China,
for monuments
1925
712
additional, 1925...
-----712
for national
national military parks,
parks, addiadditional,
tional, 1925
712
1925--------------- 712
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for water
water and
and
sewers
sewers at
military posts
posts -------_
52
at military
52
for Camp Knox,
Knox, Ky.,
52
Ky., land
land --------52
for Fort Eustis,
Eustis Va.,
land---.----52
Va., land
_
52
for Scott Field;
Ill., right
52
Field, Ill.,
right of
of way_
way _
- -__
52
for national
national cemeteries ----52, 63
63
- - -52,
appropriations------for general
general appropriations
58,
58,
62, 699,
699, 701, 762,
1350, 1352,
1352, 1353
762, 1350,
1353
for clothing and camp
and garrison
garrison
camp and
equipage..-------_
58, 762, 1350, 1352
equipage
1352
for transportation
transportation ----------58,
58,
62,
1350, 1352,
1353
62, 699, 762, 1350,
1352, 1353
for barracks
barracks and quarters
quarters -----58,
58,
762, 1350
62, 699,
699, 701,
701, 762,
1350
services, and transporfor supplies, services,
transportation.-----_..
..-.
___tation
59, 62,
_ - 59
62,
699, 701,
1353
701, 762,
762, 1350,
1350, 1352,
1352, 1353
for roads, walks,
walks, wharves,
wharves, and
and draindrainage ------------------- _ 59,
59, 62,
62, 762
762
for hospitalshospitals -------------- _ 59,
59, 699, 762
762
etc., Reserve
for supplies, etc.,
Reserve Officers'
Officers'
Corps-_ _ 59, 62, 699, 762, 1350
Training Corps_
1350
for incidental
incidental expenses
expenses -....59, 62,
_ 59
62 762
762
for subsistence
subsistence -------62, 762, 1350,
1352
1350, 1352
for disposition of remains
remains of
of officers,
officers,
etc ---------------- 63,
63, 699,
699, 701,
701, 762
762
for headstones
headstones for soldiers'
soldiers' graves
graves__ _
63,
63,
699,
699, 762
762
for supplies, etc.,
Officers' Reserve
etc., Officers'
Reserve
Corps----- --------------Corps
701
701
regular supplies
for regular
supplies ----------762, 1353
1353
762,
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Quartermaster
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
military
for military
deficiency
NW., D.
D. C.,
C.,
762 R
R Street
Street NW.,
post,
frontier -------Montana frontier
post, Montana
appropriation
for
paving,
paving, Thirtyfor shooting
for
762
ranges - --appropriation
and ranges
galleries and
shooting galleries
for
seventh
to Thirty-eighth
Thirty-eighth Streets 1223
seventh to
for sites
sites for
for military
purposes -.----1344
1344
military purposes
for
to
for
paving, etc.,
Thirtieth Street to
etc., Thirtieth
for paving,
for additional
additional land,
Fort Bliss,
Bliss, Tex 1344
1344
land, Fort
for
Wisconsin
gasoAvenue; from gasoWisconsin Avenue;
for
Columbus, Ohio,
Ohio, general
reserve
general reserve
for Columbus,
1226
line-tax
fund
1226
line-tax fund-----------------1345
depot,
sewers ----------------depot, sewers
Rabies,
Rabies,
for
Walter Reed
Reed Hospital,
District of
Hospital, District
for Walter
deby
appropriation
for suppressing,
Columbia -------------------1345
appropriation for
Columbia
stroying certain
certain predatory
predatory anistroying
lease
Intermediate Depot Unit No. 2,
of Intermediate
lease of
mals
450,
841
450, 841
------------------mals
authorized to
AssoOrleans AssoNew Orleans
to New
authorized
(widow),
Raburn, Rebecca
Rebecca J.
J. (widow),
100 Raburn,
ciation of
Commerce
of Commerce---------ciation
1527
pension -------------------------pension.Army,
Quartermaster
General, Army,
QuartermasterGeneral,
(widow),
Radell, Sarah
Sarah A. (widow),
Radell,
appropriation for
for civilian
civilian personnel,
personnel,
appropriation
1425
pension
increased ------------------pension increased
Office
__ 490, 904
Department--War Department_
of, War
Office of,
(widow),
Rader, Emiline
Emiline (widow),
Rader,
in Departtechnical
experts, etc., in
technical experts,
1427
pension
1427
increased------------------pension increased
ment
ment---------------------- 490, 904
Radio
Communication,
Radio Communication,
Quartermaster's
Corps ,
Marine Corps,
Department, Marine
Quartermaster'sDepartment,
appropriation for
enforcing laws regufor enforcing
appropriation
deficiency
for maintemainteappropriation for
deficiency appropriation
lating,
steamers, etc_
etc--_ 229,
ocean steamers,
on ocean
lating, on
nance
698, 760,
760, 1351
1351
----.. 698,
nance---------1039
1039
Rental Allowances,
Quarters, Army
Army (see Rental
Allowances,
Quarters,
for standardizing,
etc., instruments
instruments
standardizing, etc.,
for
Army).
Army).
1040
used in
in------------------- 231, 1040
used
D. C.,
Quebec Place
NW., D.
Place NW.
Quebec
for enforcing
regulating, on
laws regulating,
enforcing laws
for
appropriation for paving, Tenth to
to
appropriation
ocean steamers,
steamers, additional,
additional, 1925
706
ocean
548
Thirteenth
Streets-----------Thirteenth Streets
Radio
Laboratory, Naval,
Naval,
Radio Laboratory,
Quebral, Isabel°,
Isabelo,
Quebral,
appropriation
for research
research work,
work, etc.,
etc.,
appropriation for
to, for stolen Victory
reimbursement to,
Victory
reimbursement
at
at------------------------- 191, 869
1277
notes
notes-----------------------Naval,
Radio Stations,
Stations, Naval,
Radio
America,
Queen
Company of America,
Insurance Company
Queen Insurance
use
authorized for
messages by
press messages
for press
of, authorized
use of,
certificate of indebtredemption
redemption of lost certificate
American newspapers,
newspapers, etc ------ 1091
American
edness to
to ---------------- 1549, 1551
edness
private
commercial messages
messages between
between
private commercial
Queens
N. Y.,
Y.,
Borough, N.
Queens Borough,
ships, and
and between
between ship and
ships,
bridge
authorized across,
across, Newtown
Newtown
bridge authorized
1092
shore
1092
shore -----------------------18
-Creek, between
between Brooklyn
18
Brooklyn and __
Creek,
rates,
etc.,
other than Pacific coast, etc.,
rates, other
Queen's Chapel
Chapel Road,
D. C.,
Road, D.
Queen's
not less
than at
privately operat privately
less than
not
closing
of, directed
Bladensdirected between Bladensclosing of,
ated stations
1092
stations _-----------------1092
ated
burg
Irving Street__Street__ _
799
Road and Irving
burg Road
termination of,
private stawhen private
of, when
termination
Quillayute
Quillayute River, Wash.,
tions capable
of meeting
meeting normal
capable of
tions
preliminary
of, to
be
to be
etc., of,
examination, etc.,
preliminary examination,
business
1092
business----------------------made
1196
made--------------------termination, except
China, June
in China,
except in
termination,
Quimby, Nellie
(widow),
Nellie (widow),
Quimby,
1092
30, 1927
1927 --------------------30,
1452
pension _-------------------------pension
Radioactive Substances,
Substances,
Radioactive
Quinaielt Agency,
Wash.,
Agency, Wash.,
Quinaielt
appropriation
investigating, testing,
for investigating,
appropriation for
Inappropriation for
for support,
of Insupport, etc., of
appropriation
etc
1042
233, 1042
etc----------------------- 233,
dians
from tribal
funds_ _ 411, 1161
tribal funds-at, from
dians at,
International,
Radiotelegraphic Convention,
Convention, International,
Radiotelegraphic
Reservation, Mont.,
Quinaielt Indian
Indian Reservation
Quinaielt
appropriation
expenses
231, 1022
1022
for expenses-------appropriation for
lands in,
in, set
aside for
for lighthouse
lighthouse purset aside
lands
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for expenses 48, 1340
1340
deficiency
poses --------------------.
247
poses
States
Railroad
Administration, United
United States,
RailroadAdministration,
payment for;
for; deposited
deposited to
credit of
to credit
payment
balance of
Federal Conappropriation ""Federal
of appropriation
balance
Indians
of ------------------247
Indians of
trol of
Systems,"
Transportation Systems,"
of Transportation
trol
minerals
to Indians
comIndians in comreserved to
minerals reserved
covered
in
1316
covered in-------------------248
mon__
mon__-..------------------Railroad
Cars,
Railroad Cars,
Quincy,
Mass.,
Quincy, Mass.,
punishment for breaking
breaking seals of, conpunishment
memorial
tablets to
to John
John and John
John
memorial tablets
taining
interstate or
foreign
or foreign
taining interstate
Quincy Adams
authorized to be
Adams authorized
Quincy
793
shipments
shipments ------------------erected
at ------------------- 1302
erected at
Lands,
Railroad Grant
Grant
Railroad
D. C.,
NW., D.
Quincy
Street NW.,
Quincy Street
relinquishment
of, to Indians
Indians in Arirelinquishment of,
appropriation
Street
paving, Tenth Street
for paving,
appropriation for
795
zona
extended;
condition ----condition
extended;
zona
54t
---to
Avenue
546
Kansas Avenue-------to Kansas
Board,
Railroad
Board,
Labor
Railroad
Quinn,
P.,
Leo P.,
Quinn, Leo
appropriation
members and secresecrefor members
appropriation for
ordered before
before Army
Army retiring
retiring board for
ordered
tary ---------------------- 527,
1206
527,1206
tarvy
154c
reheari
ng
1549
:--------.
--------rehearing
etc-- 527, 1206
for all
all other
other expenses,
expenses, rent, etc
for
if
found
disabled
in
service
may
be
may
service
in
disabled
if found
for printing
printing and
and binding
binding for ----- 528, 1206
for
154C
appointed major,
etc_
1549
retired, etc--major, retired,
appointed
deficiency
appropriation for salaries
deficiency appropriation
154
no
back pay,
pay, etc ----------------- 1549
no back
and expenses
expenses---------------- 55, 700
and
Quinn, Michael,
Michael,
Quinn,
Railroad Routes, Postal Service,
pension
increased -----------------1414 Railroad Routes, Postal
pension increased
appropriation
transportation
mail transportation
for mail
appropriation for
Quirk, Thomas,
Thomas,
Quirk,
785
87,
by
87, 785
by___---------------------139
pension
1390
pension ---------------------------special
arrangement for mail by
special arrangement
Quitzow, Alice
(widow),
Alice (widow),
Quitzow,
87, 785
freight
etc -----------trains, etc
freight trains,
145i
pension
increased
14577
pension increased-------------------messenger
service accounts
accounts ------87
messenger service
I.,
Quonochontaug
Inlet, R. I.,
Quonochontaug Inlet,
-deficiency appropriation
for
60,
appropriation for-------deficiency
preliminary
etc., of, to be
examination, etc.,
preliminary examination,
63, 691,
691, 699,
699, 701,
701, 763,
763, 1337,
1350
1337, 1350
63,
119.
made
1192
made------------------------
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Railroad
Track Scales
Railroad Track
Scales,
Page.
appropriation
appropriation for testing, etc ---232, 1042
1042
Railroads (see also
Railroads
also Interstate
Interstate Commerce
Commerce
Commission),
Commission),
appropriation
etc.,
appropriation for establishing, etc.,
uniform system of accounting
by----------by
526, 1205
1205
-526,
appliances
for enforcing use of safety appliances
by --- _---------._---526, 1205
1205
526,
for securing
securing reports
reports of accidents
from ---------------_---_ 526, 1205
1205
for investigating block signal and
and
train control systems, etc., by_526,
by _526, 1205
for compelling
compelling use of safe locomotive
boilers, etc.,
etc., by
by------------ 526, 1205
ascertaining physical valuation of
for ascertaining
property of
of ------------527, 1205
1205
property
527,
for securing information of stocks,
stocks,
bonds, etc.,
etc., of -----------527, 1205
1205
527,
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for ascertainascertaining physical
physical valuation of ----- _
680
for compelling use of safe locomotive
boilers,
boilers, etc.,
etc., by -------------755
755
operation
operation of locomotive
locomotive unless in
in
proper and
unand safe
safe condition,
condition, unlawful ------------------- 659
requiredinspection tests of all parts required_
659
time established
established for actions
actions by, or
claims against
against---------------_
633
Railroads, Director
Railroads,
of,
Directorof,
proclamation
proclamation reappointing
C.
reappointing James C.
Davis as -----------------.
1922
designating same, as agent
agent of
of the
the
President in actions arising out
out
of Federal railroad control
1922
control-...
1922
Railway Congress,
Congress, International,
International,
appropriation
appropriation for quota --- _----213,
1021
213,1021
deficiency
deficiency appropriation for pay of
quota-48
quota
48
Controversies,
Railway Employees Controversies,
appellate
jurisdiction
of
circuit
courts
appellate jurisdiction
of appeals over-------------936
936
Railway
Railway Equipment
Equipment Materials,
Materials,
appropriation
for
investigation,
etc_
232,
1042
appropriation for investigation, etc_ 232, 1042
Railway Mail
Mail Service,
Service Postal
Postal Service,
appropriation for division superintendsuperintendappropriation
ents, assistants, clerks,
87, 785
clerks, etc
for travel allowances
for
clerks -- -- 87, 785
allowances
for traveling
expenses,
etc.,
away
traveling expenses,
from headquarters
headquarters--------87, 785
for miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses -------- 87, 786
for rent, etc., for terminal offices
offices_- __ 87, 786
deficiency
salaries____ 60,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for salaries_
691763
691,
763
for travel allowances
allowances-----------60, 699
for superintendents,
superintendents, postal clerks, etc
1338
Raines,
Raines, Ida
Ida (daughter),
(daughter),
pension
_--.----pension
.----.--- _ 1458
1458
Rainey, J.
W., late
late a
a Representative
J. W.,
Representative in
in
Congress,
Congress,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
deficiency
for pay
pay to
to
widow
widow of -------------------.
33
33
Rainier, Oreg.,
Rainier,
Oreg.,
*
bridge authorized
across
Columbia
authorized
River between
between Longview,
Longview, Wash.,
Wash.,
and
-----1052
Washington and Oregon
Oregon may acquire to operate as a
bridge
1052
afree bridge_
tolls allowed for five years______
1052
years Rainy River,
River,
Rainy
bridge authorized
authorized across,
Spooner,
across, Spooner,
Minn., to Rainy River,
River, Ontario_
1285
Ontario1285
Rainy River,
Rainy
River, Ontario,
Ontario,
bridge authorized
authorized across
Rainy River
River
across Rainy
between
between Spencer,
Spencer, Minn.,
Mimi., and-_and
1285

Raleigh, N.
N. C.,
C.,
Raleigh,

Page:
Pageterms of court
court at
661
at ---------------661
former terms at, repealed
repealed -- _------662
Ralston, Nancy
Nancy F.
(widow),
F. (widow),
pension increased---------------.--increased
1470
1470
Ramsey, Chester
Chester G.,
pension
pension increased
increased _
1408
---------------__
1408
Ramsey County, Minn.,
Minn.,
bridge
bridge authorized
authorized across
across Mississippi
Mississippi
River, Hennepin
Hennepin County,
2
County, and
and___
2
time extended for bridging Mississippi
Mississippi
River, Hennepin
Hennepin County, and
1312
and-_
1312
Ramsey, Mary A. (widow),
pension increased
increased -----------------_
1432
1432
Randall, Anna A.
(widow),
Randall,
A. (widow),
pension1450
---------------_---------- 1450
Randall,
Emma G.
G. (widow),
Randall, Emma
(widow),
pension
pension --------------------------1493
Raney,
Mrs. Ira
Ira D.,
D.,
Raney, Mrs.
payment to, for death of
1577
payment
of husband
husband -.
1577
Raney, Mack,
pension increased ------------------ 1408
1408
Raney, Nancy
Raney,
Nancy B.
B. (daughter),
(daughter),
pension
1437
pension - -----------------_-__-__
1437
Raney, William
William P.
P. (son),
Raney,
(son),
pension-1437
--------------pension
_------. 1437
Range
Range Conditions,
Conditions,
appropriation for experiments, etc.,
appropriation
improving, in national forests,
etc ------------etc
445, 835
835
--------445,
Range, Lucy C. (widow),
pension ---------------------1392
pension
Rankin County, Miss.,
bridge authorized
authorized across Pearl River,
at Meeks Ferry,
Madison
Ferry, by Madison
County
8
County and8
L
id
- -------Rankin,
Lydia
(widow),
Rak, Lyd (do
pension
1510
pension-------------------------1510
Ransom,
Ransom, Joseph
Joseph H.,
H.,
pension
pension 1497
-------------------------1497
Raper, Lela Z.
(widow),
Raper,.Lela
Z. (widow),
pension
1493
pension .-------------------------1493
Rapid
City, S.
S. Dak.,
Dak.,
Rapid City,
appropriation for
for Indian
Indian school
school at
appropriation
at __- 407,
407, 1157
1157
for Indian
Indian school,
school, additional,
additional, 1925_
for
1925- _ 708
708
deficiency
for Indian
Indian
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
school
700
school ------------ 700
offices of
of register
and receiver,
land
offices
register and
receiver, land
office
at,
consolidated
395
office at, consolidated -------395
part of
grounds of
Indian School
School at,
at, to
to
part
of grounds
of Indian
be
sold
92
be sold -------------92
proceeds available
available for
for school
school improceeds
improvements
92
92
provements-----------------Raritan
Bay, N.
J.,
Raritan Bay,
N. J.,
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., of
preliminary
of west
west
side, including
Amboy
side,
including Perth
Perth Amboy
Point,
to
be
made
1192
Point, to be made-----------1192
Raritan Copper
Copper Works,
Raritan
Works,
may
collision damages
damages to
to
may bring
bring suit
suit for
for collision
barge "Anode"
"Anode"---1563
barge
-------1563
Raritan River,
N. J.,
Raritan
River, N.
J.,
preliminary
etc., of,
be
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
of, to
to be
made------------------1192
made
_---1192
&miler,
Theo.,
Rasner, Theo.,
pension increased
increased ------1408
pension
_----------1408
Ratigan, Luke,
Ratigan,
Luke,
placed
list, Coast
Coast Guard_
placed on
on retired
retired list,
Guard-_-__ 1369
1369
Raton,
N. Mex.,
Mex.,
Raton, N.
terms of
court at
642
terms
of court
at -------_------642
rooms to
to be
be furnished
furnished------------642
rooms
642
Raw Materials,
Materials,
appropriation
appropriation for investigating
investigating producproduction, etc., for American
American indusindustries----------------------227
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Lands, Pag
Page. Receivers
Public Lands,
Receivers of
of Public
Page.
Raw Materials
Manufactures,
Public Moneys, Public
and Manufactures,
Materials and
Raw
appropriation
commisappropriation for securing
information
securing information
appropriation for salaries and commisappropriation
1145
sions
395,
1145
etc_ 226, 1036
sions--------------------as to disposition, handling,
handling, etc._
astodisposition,
consolidation of offices of registers
registers
consolidation
Raw
Materials, Domestic,
Raw Materials,
and receivers
receivers at
designated
at designated
experiments
and
appropriation for chemical
chemical experiments
appropriation
395
places
places----------------------in utilizing,
utilizing, for coloring, medicin
to
vacancies prior
prior to June
1, 1925, to
June 1,
447, 837
vacancies
inal, etc.,
purposes
etc., purposes--------inal,
395
offices__effect consolidation
__
consolidation of offices_
effect
Rawson,
Frank,
Rawson, Frank,
consolidation
1410
consolidation of offices of registers
pension increased------------------increased
pension
and receivers
offihaving two offireceivers having
and
Ray, Julia
J. (mother),
(mother),
JuliaJ.
Ray,
cials
1145
cials------------------------1412
pension
increased ------------------pension increased
Reclamation Act,
Act,
Reclamation
Ray, Victoria
Victoria M.
M. (widow),
Ray,
appropriation
investigations for utilfor investigations
1438
appropriation for
pension
pension-- -----------------------reclaimed
izing
western lands reclaimed
izing western
Raymond,
Albert C.,
Raymond, Albert
442, 832
under
832
--------------etc
under,, etc
1508
pension
pension---------------------------for
demonstrations to
agriculto assist agriculfor demonstrations
Raymond,
Lucy M.
(daughter),
M. (daughter),
Raymond, Lucy
tural
projects
development of projects
tural development
--------pension
1424
----------pensionunder ' etc
456
etc-------------------under,
Raymond,
(widow),
H. (widow),
Martha H.
Raymond, Martha
for deroonstrations,
etc., additional,
additional,
demonstrations, etc.,
for
1527
pension
pension---------------------------706
1925
1925----------------------Rea,
C. (daughter),
(daughter),
Alice C.
Rea, Alice
time extended
extended to
to water
water users
users for paying
time
pension
1478
pension ---------------------------accrued
projects on
for projects
charges for
accrued charges
Read, Allen
R.,
Allen R.,
Read,
Indian
lands
116
Indian lands---------------1414
pension
increased
pension increased------------------limit; accrued
accrued penalties
canceled; inpenalties canceled;
limit;
Read, Emily
H. (widow),
(widow),
Emily H.
Read,
116
terest to
to be
paid
116
be paidterest
1460
pension
pension --------------------------required
individuals
unable to make required
individuals unable
Read, Frieda
(widow),
Frieda Kyle (widow),
Read,
payments
may have
added
have them added
payments may
1501
pension
pension---------------------------116
to
charge --------construction charge
to construction
Reagan
Tex.,
Reagan County, Tex.,
distribution
over 20
20 years
years authorized;
authorized;
distribution over
transferred to
to San
Angelo division
division from
San Angelo
transferred
.
periods designated
116
designated -----------.periods
El Paso
Paso division
division of
of Texas western
El
accrued penalties,
canceled;
penalties, etc., canceled;
accrued
judicial
disrict
442
judicial disrict---------------116
interest
paid-----------interest to be paid
Real
Estate,
Real Estate,
117
actual inability to be shown
--actualinabilitytobeshown--------stamp
tax on
on conveyances
etc----- -335335
of, etc
conveyances of,
stamp tax
penalty if
if principal
not
principal and interest not
penalty
trust
deeds exempt---------------exempt
335
trust deeds
117
paid ------------------------paid
Real, Lina
(widow),
Lina (widow),
Real,
similar relief
organized groups of
to organized
relief to
similar
pension
1389
pension------------------------------139
.
pension
water users,
users, etc
117
etc--------------water
Real Property,
Army,
Property, Army,
Real
Reclamation
Act Amendments,
Amendments,
Reclamation Act
sale of
of tracts
needed for
of, no longer needed
tracts of,
sale
"reclaterms construed,
construed, "Secretary";
"Secretary"; "
recla382
military purposes,
purposes, authorized_
__
terms
authorized__military
"reclamation
mation
law"; "reclamation
mation law";
383
location by
areas
corps areas-----------by corps
location
fund"
"project" -701
fund" "project"
portion
Camp Jackson,
C.._
383
Jackson, S. C-_
of Camp
portion of
702
a project"----------"division of a
project"
"division
portion
of Fort
Fort Macon,
to
C., to
N. C.,
Macon, N.
portion of
new
projects subject
approval of
to approval
subject to
new projects
North Carolina
385
Carolina--------------North
Secretary after
securing desigafter securing
Secretary
separate
appraisal of each tract; value
separate appraisal
nated information
information -----------702
nated
of improvements
inhistoric inimprovements and historic
of
finding to
made in writing------writing
702
to be made
finding
terest to
to be
be considered
considered --------386
terest
qualifications required
required of applicants for
qualifications
notice
of appraisal
appraisal to
governor of each
to governor
notice of
702
entry of lands --------------entry
State in
tract located_
located --___ 386
which tract
in which
State
702
board
determining -----assist in determining
to assist
board to
option within
State,
for State,
months for
six months
within six
option
in
classification
n proirrigable lands i
of irrigable
classification of
county,
or municipality
to purmunicipality to
county, or
jects
702
jects ----------------------386
chase
chase-----------------------water
basis
determining water
for determining
of, for
basis of,
use limited
to public
public park
purpark purlimited to
use
702
charges ---------------------charges
386
poses; reveor-on
rever-qrm upon
cessation_
upon cessationposes;
two
public notices
notices to be issued of concontwo public
tf
not exercised
months,
six months,
in six
exercised in
option not
f option
702
struction charges
charges ------------struction
disposal
than apless than
not less
for not
disposal for
702
when land
land ready
ready for
for settlement ---when
praised value
public sale_
sale --- _ 387
at public
value at
praised
when development
development warrants
warrants paywhen
387
fee
auctioneer limited
limited --------of auctioneer
fee of
702
ment of
of installments
installments ---------702
ment
387
report of
transfers, etc.,
Congress__-_
387
to Congress_
etc., to
of transfers,
report
702
payment ---------date of first payment
702
date
expense
of appraisal,
appraisal, etc.,
etc., from
proceeds
from proceeds
expense of
construction
charges to be based on
construction charges
of
covered into
proceeds covered
net proceeds
sale; net
of sale;
productive power
_
702
power -----------productive
38i
the
387
Treasury----------------the Treasury
702
amount
yearly payments -------amount of yearly
no
Secretary to sell lands,
of Secretary
authority of
no authority
702
decision
Secretary conclusive__conclusive
Secretary
of
decision
387
repealed
--------------hereby
repealed
702
authorizedamendments
of
contracts authorized_
contracts
of
amendments
reconveyanee
of
Camp
Robert
E.
L.
E.
Robert
Camp
reconveyance of
users' associaoperation,
etc.,
by water
water users'
by
etc.,
operation,
Michie
Camp
site,
Tex.,
authorauthorTex.,
site,
Camp
Michie
area
when two-thirds
two-thirds of area
7tions tions when
387
ized
387
--------ized
right concovered by
by water
water
covered
of
payment
to
Del
Rio
Chamber
Rio
Del
payment to
tracts
702
tracts---------------------387
Commerce required----------required
387
Commerce
charges credited
construction recredited on construction
charges
to
Defiance
conveyance
of
Old
Fort
Defiance
to
Old
of
conveyance
703
payments
payments ------------------Gloucester, Mass.,
Mass., authorized-authorized
387
3877
Gloucester,
former
penalty for
delinquencies refor delinquencies
former penalty
Reardon,
Elizabeth
(widow),
(widow),
Elizabeth
Reardon,
duced
703
duced--------------------148. )
pension increased
1489
increased------------------pension
..
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Reclamation
Reclamation Act Amendments—Contd.
Amendments-Contd.
net profits from power
power plants, etc., to
to
be credited
credited on construction
charges
charges--------------------distribution
distribution of, to construction
construction charge,
charge,
operation, etc ---------.----none
to individuals
individuals until GovernGovernnone-to
ment obligations fully
paid
fully paid----receipts from surplus water, etc., to be
receipts
credited
credited to project
project charged
charged with
the construction cost ---------surveys of existing projects to be made
if, from physical causes, settlers
unable to pay construction
construction costs,
etc ------_-------.------where error, etc., made in apportionapportionment ---------_----------report to Congress
Congress of result ---- _-expense not chargeable
chargeable to ,water
water
users --------__-----__--_
on adjustments, all unpaid charges, etc.,
etc.,
to be added to obligation of
water user ------------_----_
if farm unit insufficient
insufficient to support
support
family, etc.,
etc., entryman may
exchange
exchange it
it for another
another ------all installments
installments paid to be credited
to new unit -----------------preference to ex-soldiers
preference
ex-soldiers ------__operation and maintenance
operation
charges
maintenance charges
payable in advance----------advance
by water users' associations, etc
etc_- -- _
of adjusted
adjusted charges
charges------- ------ _
main office
office expenses
expenses chargeable
chargeable to
to
general fund and not to water
water
users
users-----------------..-rights
rights of way, etc., for projects
projects over
over
public lands to be reserved
reserved ---recording, etc -------------.---- _
donated real property not utilized, to
to
reconveyed to grantor -----be reconveyed
amount authorized
authorized for determining
determining
development of arid, semiarid,
semiarid,
swamp, and cut-over timber
timber
lands ---------------------Reclamation Bureau,
Reclamation
Bureau, Interior
Department,
InteriorDepartment,
appropriation for all expenditures,
appropriation
expenditures, from
from
reclamation fund; objects
specireclamation
objects specified ---------------.-- _ 415,
limit on use for outside
outside headquarters -------------------for maintenance, etc., of designated
designated
irrigation projects
projects--------_ 416,
for gauging, etc., tributaries
tributaries of Milk
Milk
River, Mont.,
Mont., cooperative
cooperative with
with
Great Britain ---------------for secondary
secondary projects --------- 418,
for investigating
investigating irrigation
other
irrigation and other
problems on Colorado River,
etc..
River, etc_
limitation
limitation on expenditures
expenditures ---418,
418,
interchangeable
interchangeable appropriations; restriction
striction -----------.418,
418,
allowance
allowance for motor travel exexpenses ----..----------- _- 418,
418,
for general expenses,
expenses, additional,
additional,
1925 ---------------------for, additional,
additional, 1925 ----- _-----deficiency appropriation
damages
appropriation for
for damages
claims
claims-------------------for paying judgments, New Mexico
district court, under condemnacondemnation proceedings
proceedings_-___----_____
for all expenditures,
expenditures, from reclamation
reclamation
fund; objects specified--------specified
restricted
use for new construction
restricted..
-

Page.
Page

703
703
703
703

703
703
703
703
703
703

703
704
704
704
704
704
704
704
704
704

704

1165
1166
1166
1171
1171
418
418
1171
1171
1172

708
708
43

53
685
6-f
685
---

Reclamation Bureau,
Reclamation
Interior DepartDepart- Page.
Page.
Bureau, Interior
ment—Continued.
ment-Continued.
deficiency appropriation
for secondary
deficiency
appropriation for
secondary
projects ------------------685
685
cooperative investigations
investigations of
of
for cooperative
projects -------------- 685
specified projects
685
for surveying
surveying existing
existing unproductive,
unproductive,
etc.,
etc., projects, from reclamation
reclamation
fund
755
fund------------------_---755
for Mary McConnell,
1330
McConnell, services
services ----1330
for investigating,
investigating, etc.,
etc., Boise
irrigaBoise irrigation project,
project, Idaho
Idaho ---_------- 1330
1330
for Yuma irrigation
irrigation project,
project, Ariz.Ariz.Calif -----1331
-------- - 1331
for Orland irrigation
project, Calif
Calif -1331
irrigation project,
1331
for Yuma auxiliary
auxiliary project,
project, first
first
Mesa unit -------------1331
1331
amount for investigating
investigating feasibility of
of
irrigation problems of Columbia
Columbia
Basin, reappropriated
reappropriated -------721
Basin,
721
exhibit for Seville Exposition
Exposition to be
prepared by
1257
by---------------- 1257
submitted for
for desigplans, etc., to be submitted
designated
nated projects in Wyoming,
Wyoming,
Oregon, and California
Oregon,
California ------ _
668
668
Reclamation Fund,
Reclamation
Fund,
appropriation for all expenditures ofappropriation
of.. 415,
415, 1165
1165
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for all expendiexpenditures of ----685
----------685
amount for completing first Mesa
Mesa unit
unit
of Yuma auxiliary
auxiliary project, Ariz.,
Ariz.,
authorized from ---------authorized
962
_
962
repayment from receipts
receipts - ------962
repayment
962
Reclamation Projects,
Projects,
Reclamation
appropriation for aiding,
by demonstrademonstraappropriation
aiding, by
tions, etc., additional, 1925_ ___ 456,
706
456, 706
deficiency appropriation
for surveying
surveying
appropriation for
unproductive, etc., from reclamation fund ---------------755
755
Recoinage
of Gold and
Recoinage of
Coin,
and Minor
Minor Coin,
appropriation for ----------------- 68,
appropriation
68, 767
767
Recorder of
of Deeds,
C.,
Recorder
Deeds, D.
D. C.,
appropriation
appropriation for office rent
rent------- 545,
545, 1222
1222
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for rent
deficiency
37
rent -----37
second deputy to be appointed
appointed by --1102
1102
duties, compensation,
compensation, etc ------- 1102
1102
number and compensation
compensation of ememployees to be fixed by; from fees,
etc1103
--------------1103
restriction on change of pay of deputies_
1103
1103
conditional sales of chattels, not valid
conditional
valid
as to third parties,
parties, unless written
terms of filed with --.--------1103
indexing and operative force
force of;
fees authorized
authorized --- _.---.__- - 1103
deeds of personal
personal property not valid as
to third parties unless acknowlacknowledged, etc., and filed in office of,
edged,
within ten days ---1103
------- 1103
indexing required,
indexing
required, and original to be
be
open to the public
public ---------- 1103
fee authorized for ------------1103
Recreation
Navy,
Recreation for
for Enlisted
Enlisted Men,
Men, Navy,
appropriation for 186,
865
appropriation
------186, 865
Recruiting, Marine
Marine Corps,
Recruiting,
Corps,
appropriation for expenses
expenses------.appropriation
203, 880
Recruiting, Navy,
Recruiting,
Navy,
appropriation for expenses
appropriation
expenses of
-- _ 186, 865
Rector, Sue
(
w id ow ),
186, 865
Rector,
Sue Myrina
Myrina (widow),
pension --pension
---------1492
Red Bluff,
Calif.,
Red
Bluff, Calif.,
lands granted
granted to, for public park ---982
Red Cross, American
American (see American
American NaNatlonsl
R;^l Cross).
1-^on\
tional
YIVY41 -Red
jU
IZ~iJ.
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Reformatory, D.
Page.
C.,
D. C.,
Reformatory,
appropriation for
for salaries
salaries---------- 567, 1241
appropriation
for constructing
constructing buildings, etc_- __ 567, 1241
for
for maintenance,
etc
567, 1241
maintenance, etc----.--..---for
for
fuel, repairs,
repairs, etc ------------ 567, 1241
for fuel,
deficiency
appropriation for maintedeficiency appropriation
nance
679
nance -----------------------Reformatory, Industrial
Industrial
(see Industrial
Industrial (see
Reformatory,
Reformatory, United States).
States).
Reformatory,
D. C.,
Refund of
Collections, D.
Erroneous Collections,
of Erroneous
Refund
appropriation for
1222
545, 1222
for----------------- 545,
appropriation
1319
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for ------- 674, 1319
deficiency
Refund of
Revenue Taxes
Taxes,,
Internal Revenue
of Internal
Refund
appropriation
collections
72
erroneous collections
for erroneous
appropriation for
for, illegally
collected
72
-----illegally collected-------for,
deficiency
appropriation for erroneous
deficiency appropriation
collections
49,
collections-------------------58, 62,
62, 698,
761, 1350
1350
757, 761,
701, 757,
698, 701,
58,
collected- --------------- 49,
for,
illegally collected
for, illegally
698, 701, 757, 761, 1349
directed, if erroneously 698,701,
or illegally
legally
757,col761, 1349
directed, if erroneously or illegally col342
lected,
etc-------------------lected, etc
repayment to
money recollector of money
to collector
repayment
342
covered
against him ----------covered against
342
damages
officials --------against officials
damages against
342
report to
to Congress-------------Congress
report
claims
for, erroneously
erroneously collected,
etc.,
collected, etc.,
claims for,
to
four years
years after
in four
brought in
be brought
to be
342
payment
payment --------------------barred by
allowed; ininlimitation not allowed;
by limitation
barred
342
come tax
exception ----------tax exceptioncome
granted farmers,
insurance comfarmers, etc., insurance
granted
343
panies
panies----------------------distillers who
produced and owned
who produced
distillers
distilled spirits,
spirits, tax paid in exexdistilled
860
cess of
of $2.20
gallon ---------a gallon
1312
$2.20 a
cess
and Minn
1312
Minn ------------------and
for dam
Grand Forks, N.
at Grand
across, at
dam across,
Refunds
of Income
for
Income Tax,
Refunds of
Dak., to
Grand Forks,
East Grand
to East
time extended
claims for, on
Dak.,
for allowing claims
extended for
time
22
998
22
Minn
998
Minn----------------------excess payments
payments-------------excess
22
22
A.,
Redding, Ziba A.,
taxable
taxable year 1918 included ---------Redding,
1405 Refunds of Taxes,
pension increased1405
pensionincreased-------------------Refunds of Taxes,
Redlands, Calif.,
Calif.,
Redlands,
provisions
overpayments, etc.,
etc.,
provisions for, as to overpayments,
979
lands
granted to,
to, forwater
for water conservation:
conservation301
301
lands granted
of income,
income, etc---------------etc
of
Calif.,
Redwood
Redwood City, Calif.,
Register
of
Treasury,
Treasury,
the
of
Register
be
to
preliminary
examination, etc.,
etc.,
preliminary examination,
appropriation
for
operating
operating force,
for
appropriation
made,
of channel
channel to San Franmade, of
65, 764
•
Annex
for
for------------------Annex
cisco
Bay
from
1196
cisco Bay from--------------Registered
Mail,
Postal
Service,
Postal
Mail,
Registered
Reece,
(widow),
A. (widow),
Mary A.
Reece, Mary
appropriation
appropriation for indemnity for lost,
pension
1448
pensionc----A-----------------------domestic
786
88, 786
domestic-------------------- 88,
Reed,
(widow),
A. (widow),
Dorcas A.
Reed, Dorcas
1
deficiency
appropriation for indemnity
indemnity
deficiency appropriation
517
pension
increased1517
pension increased-------------------for
lost, international
59
international ---------- 47, 59
for lost,
F.,
Reed, Edward
Edward F.,
Reed,
application
and fee
for
1068
fee for--------------application and
138
pension
increased
1388
pensionincreased------------------1068
fee
delivery___ _ 1068
fee required for receipt for delivery---(widow),
Reed, Elizabeth
Elizabeth (widow),
Reed,
142
pension
increased1426
Registers
of Land
Offices,
Land Offices,
Registers of
pension increased-------------------appropriation for
for salaries
commissalaries and commisReed, Elizcabeth
Elizabeth S.
(widow),
S. (widow),
appropriation
Reed,
1 1
50 i
sions
395, 1145
1145
pension increased
1502
sions --------------------- 395,
increased------------------pension
consolidation of
of offices of registers
consolidation
L. (widow),
Reed,
(widow),
Mnaria L.
Reed, Maria
designated
and receivers
receivers at designated
52
and
pension
1524
-----------------pension---places
395
--.------------------places _
J. (widow),
Reed,
(widow),
Martha J.
Reed, Martha
1
to
vacancies
to June
June 1,
I, 1925,
42l
1925, to
prior to
pension
increased1425
vacancies prior
pension increased-------------------_
-_ 395
effect consolidation
offices_- _
of offices
consolidation of
effect
Reeder, Lula
Lula (widow),
(widow),
Reeder,
consolidation
registers
146
of offices of registers
consolidation of
pension increased
-----------------increased-1418
pension
offiand
having two
two offiReedy Island
Station, Del.,
receivers having
and receivers
QuarantineStation,
Island Ouarantine
Reedy
1145
8()
1145
appropriation for
for improvements------improvements
80
cials
cials -------------------appropriation
Military
Reese,
J.,
Registration
and
Selection
Military
for
Isaac J.,
Reesde, Isaac
Selection
and
Registration
156'
military
record corrected
1563
corrected-----------military record
Service,
Service,
Reese,
(widow),
deficiency
L. (widow),
for --------- 62, 761
Mary L.
appropriation for
Reese, Mary
deficiency appropriation
pension
1395
balances
appropriations covered in;
pensior------------------------------139
balances of appropriations
for expenses,
expenses, military
police
934
Reeves, Adidamiah
Adidamiah (widow),
(widow),r
Reeves,
military police----for
151i
--------pension
----------pension 1518
Rehabilitation of
of Disabled
Discharged SolDisabled Discharged
Rehabilitation
(widow),
Reeves, Mary
Mary C. (widow),
Reeves,
diers,
Vocational,
etc., Vocational,
diers, etc.,
1
pension
--------------- ---------pension 1441
appropriation
for providing_
______ 533,
533, 1211
1211
providing------appropriation for
(widow),
Reeves, Mary
E. (widow),
681
Mary E.
Reeves,
providingdeficiency
appropriation
for providing..
appropriation
deficiency
147
pension1474
pension------------------------------

Red Lake
Page.
Minn.,
Agency, Minn.,
Lake Agency,
Red
appropriation
support, etc., of InInfor support,
appropriation for
1161
411,
dians
at, from
tribal funds_ __
from tribalfunds--dians at,
deficiency appropriation
civilian
appropriation for civilian
deficiency
employees
at
1329
employees at----------------Minn.,
Red
Indians, Minn.,
ChippewaIndians,
of Chippewa
Bandof
Lake Band
Red Lake
appropriation for
for constructing
constructing sawmill,
appropriation
412
etc.,
from tribalfunds-tribal funds - ------etc., from
for
constructing roads and bridges on
for constructing
Reservation,
Reservation, from tribal funds;
1163
Indian labor
Indianlabor-----------------Red Lake
Reservation, Minn.,
Indian Reservation,
Lake Indian
Red
appropriation for
for constructing
constructing roads
appropriation
and
from tribal funds;
bridges, from
and bridges,
Indian
labor
413, 1163
Indianlabor------------Red
Minn.,
Indians, Minn.,
Red Lake Indians,
reimbursement of
garden
individual, for garden
of individual,
reimbursement
farm-----plats
357
taken for school farm
plats taken
Red
Project, Ariz.,
IrrigationProject,
Lake Irrigation
Red Lake
appropriation
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
appropriation for
of
400, 1151
of------------------------ 400,1151
Red Pipestone
Quarries,Minn.,
PipestoneQuarries,
Red
interest
of Yankton
Indians in,
Yankton Sioux Indians
interest of
to be
determined by Court of
be determined
to
Claims
_
730
Claims---------------------of other
730
Indians ------------Sioux Indians
other Sioux
of
Red River,
bridge
authorized across,
across, Illinois Bend,
bridge authorized
664
Tex
Tex------------------------Ark.,
Red
River, Ark.,
Red River,
preliminary
examination, etc.,
etc., authorpreliminary examination,
249
ized
flood control
control of-------of
for flood
ized for
of------ 1195
to
made, Fulton
mouth of
to mouth
Fulton to
be made,
to be
Red River
River of
North,
the North,
of the
Red
time extended
extended for
for bridging, N. Dak.
time
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Rehabilitation of Persons
Rehabilitation
Persons Disabled
Disabled in
In- Pae.
in Industry, Vocational,
dustry,
Vocational,
appropriation for
for extending
extending benefits
appropriation
benefits of,
of,
to
1202
to Hawaii
Hawaii ------------------1202
for promotion
promotion of
1202
for
of ----------------1202
for investigating
etc., of
for
investigating placements,
placements, etc.,
of__ 1202
1202
deficiency
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
of _ 680
for expenses
expenses of680
provisions
cooperating with
States
provisions for
for cooperating
with States
in promoting
431
in
promoting ----------------- 431
Rehabilitation,
Rehabilitation, Vocational
Vocational (see
(see also
also VeterVeterans' Bureau,
Bureau, United
States),
ans'
United States),
appropriation for
appropriation
for providing,
disabled
providing, for
for disabled
discharged soldiers,
533, 1211
1211
discharged
soldiers, etc
etc---- 533,
gifts for purposes
of,
may
be accepted
accepted
purposes
by Veterans'
Veterans' Bureau
611
by
Bureau---------611
fund created
fund
created from,
from, for
for providing
providing
courses
611
courses---------------------611
provisions for,
for of persons serving
serving in
in
World
contained
in
World
World War,
War, contained in World
War Veterans'
Veterans' Act
Act ----- ----627
War
627
Rehoboth
Rehoboth Bay,
Bay,
bridge
authorized across
across Delaware
bridge authorized
Delaware Bay
Bay
and, near Rehoboth,
Rehoboth, Del
664
Del -----664
Rehoboth, Del.,
Rehoboth,
Del.,
bridge authorized
authorized across
across Rehoboth
Rehoboth and
and
Delaware
Bays, canal
canal near
near ----664
Delaware Bays,
664
Rehrer,
Clara
Rehrer t Clara D.
D. (daughter),
(daughter),
pension---------------------------pension
1474
1474
Reichart, Miss
Reichart,
Miss Alma,
Alma,
payment
to, for
injuries
payment to,
for personal
personal injuries--- 1578
1578
Reid, Albert,
Albert,
Reid,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
services__
_
672
deficiency
for services_-672
Reid,
B. (widow),
Reid, Lottie
Lottie B.
(widow),
pension
1476
pension -------------------------1476
Reider,
(widow),
Reider, Margaret
MargaretI.
I. (widow),
pension
increased--------------1450
pension increased
-1450
Reilley, Mary
Mary (widow),
Reilley,
(widow),
pension
increased
1456
pension increased------------------1456
Reindeer,
Reindeer, Alaska
Alaska,'
appropriation
for support
support of
of stations,
appropriation for
stations,
etcetc ----------------427,
427, 1181
1181
sale of
males, etc-----------etc
427,
1181
sale
of males,
427, 1181
for improving,
etc., industry-----industry__ ____ 451,
451, 841
improving, etc.,
841
Reiter,
Augusta,
Reiter, Augusta,
payment
personal injuries
payment to,
to, for
for personal
injuries------- 1582
1582
Relief
Protection of
American Seamen,
Relief and
and Protection
of American
Seamen,
appropriation for,
countries,
appropriation
for, in
in foreign
foreign countries,
etc ---------------------208,
1017
etc
208,1017
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
for ----47. 57,
57, 760
47.
760
Religious, Educational,
Religious,
Educational, etc.,
Entertainetc., Entertainments,
ments,
exempt
exempt from
tax ----------321
from admission
admission tax
321
Religious, Scientific,
etc.,
Religious,
Scientific, etc.,
etc., Societies,
Societies, etc.,
exempt from
from income
tax -.------- _--282
exempt
income tax
282
Remington,
B. (widow),
Remington, Cora
Cora B.
(widow),
pension
1477
pension---------------------------1477
Reno
Nev.,
Reno Agency,
Agency, Nev.,
appropriation for
for support,
etc., of
Inappropriation
support, etc.,
of Indians
tribal funds411, 1161
dians at,
at, from
from tribal
funds--- 411,
1161
deficiency
appropriation for
for civilian
emdeficiency appropriation
civilian employees at
ployees
at-----------------1329
1329
Rent Commission,
Commission, D.
D. C.,
Rent
C.,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
salaries and
and
deficiency
for salaries
expenses
expenses .-36, 674
------------36,
674
additional pay
assessor forbidden
forbidden
additional
pay to
to assessor
after June
June 30,
674
after
30, 1924
1924 ---- _----674
for
J. C.
C. Harding
Harding and
and Company
Company_---_
674
for J.
674
Rent,
Rent, D.
D. C.,
C.,
appropriation
Treasury DepartDepartappropriation for
for Treasury
ment
ment -- _---_----__---65, 765
65,
765
for
Justice -----216,
for Department
Department of
of Justice
216, 1026
1026
for Department of Commerce__
Commerce____ 224,
224, 1034
1034
for Department
Department of
for
1048
of Labor
Labor-.----- 239,
239, 1048
for
nterior
T
fnaIrtmnt - - - - - - - - - - -uV
:t
*
for
Interior
Department
392
v
-v.
-ua--

Rent, D.
D. C.-Continued
Page.
Rent,
C.-Continued
Page.
appropriation for
of Agriappropriation
for Department
Department of
Agriculture;
823
culture; restriction
restriction --- __---_ 433,
433, 823
for Fixed
Laborafor
Fixed Nitrogen
Nitrogen Research
Research Laboratory --------------433,
_----433, 823
823
for Army;
Army; restriction
904
for
restriction ---------- _ 489,
489, 904
for
Service Commission_
523, 1201
for Civil
Civil Service
Commission ---___ 523,
1201
for
Interstate Commerce
Commisfor Interstate
Commerce Commission ---------------- 526,1204,
526, 1204, 1205
1205
Rent, Light,
Light, and
and Fuel,
Post Offices,
Rent,
Fuel, Post
Offices,
appropriation
for ------------------ 86,
appropriation for
86, 784
784
deficiency
appropriation for
60,
699
deficiency appropriation
for -------60, 699
Rent
of
Court
Rooms,
Rent of Court Rooms,
appropriation
for -------------1030
appropriation for
_ 221,
221, 1030
deficiency
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
for New
New York
York
City
687
City-----------------------687
Rental Allowances, Army,
Rental
Army,
appropriation for,
for, including
including quarters
appropriation
quarters
for enlisted
enlisted men
482, 897
897
for
men------_----- 482,
Rental Allowances, Army,
Navy, etc.,
Army, Navy,
etc.,
provisions modifying,
for officers,
with
modifying, for
officers, with
without dependents--------dependents
250
or without
250
Rental
Marine
Corps,
Rental Allowances,
Allowances, Marine Corps,
appropriation
appropriation for
201, 879
879
for officers
officers --------201,
Rental Allowances,
Rental
Allowances, Navy,
Navy,
appropriation for,
appropriation
for, officers
officers ---------- 193,
193, 872
872
for
Nurse Corps---------------Corps
193, 872
for, Nurse
193,
872
Rents,
i). C.
(see District
Columbia
Rents, D.
C. (see
District of
of Columbia
Rents
Act).
Rents Act).
Reporter
Supreme Court,
Reporter of
of the
the Supreme
Court,
appropriation for
for salary
salary and
appropriation
and exexpenses -----------------218,
penses
218, 1028
1028
Reporting Proceedings
in Congress,
Reporting
Proceedingsin
Congress,
appropriation
appropriation for
Representafor House
House of
of Representatives -----585,
1293
tives
--- ------585, 1293
for Senate
581,
1289
for
Senate--_- ---------581, 1289
Reports of
Departments, etc.,
Reports
of Departments,
etc.,
printing
heads
printing of
of annual,
annual, etc.,
etc., by
by heads
thereof, discontinued
592
discontinued---------592
copies of
be kept
kept for
copies
of originals
originals to
to be
for
592
public inspection
inspection _________---_
592
Representatives
Representatives in
in Congress,
Congress,
appropriation
compensation ---___ 581,
appropriation for compensation_
581, 1289
1289
for mileage
.------------582, 1289
1289
582,
for clerk
clerk hire
for
1293
hire------------------ 585,
585, 1293
amount
amount established
established for
clerk hire
for clerk
hire for;
for;
mode of
mode
payment, etc
152
of payment,
etc--------152
compensation
of,
after
March
compensation
March 4,
1925_ _ 1301
4, 1925-1301
immediately available
available ------------1313
immediately
1313
Reproducing
Plats of
of Surveys,
Reproducing Plats
Surveys, Public
PublicLands,
Lands,
appropriation
appropriation for
394,
1145
for --------------394, 1145
Research Council,
Research
Council, International,
International,
appropriation for
for annual
contribution
appropriation
annual contribution
to, and Associated Unions--Unions_ __ 214,
214, 1023
1023
forexpensesofattendingdelegatesforexpensesofattendingdelegates_ 238,
238, 1045
1045
Research
Research Laboratory,
Laboratory, Naval,
Naval,
appropriation
for
expenses
appropriation
6ff------- 184,
863
184, 863
temporary
temporary employment
employment of
of scienscientists, etc -----------------184,
863
184, 863
technical,
services--------- 184,
technical, etc., services
863
184, 863
Reserve Officers, Army,
Army,
to be
be commissioned
commissioned in
in Army
of United
Army of
United
States --470
-------------470
Guard, Federally
of National Guard,
Federally recogrecognized ---------------------nized
470
470
Reserve Officers' Training
Army,
Training Corps, Army,
appropriation
appropriation for
quartermaster supsupfor quartermaster
plies, etc.,
etc., to
to institutions
institutions having
having
units of
of -----------------_
507, 922
units
507,922
for maintenance
of training
camps,
for
maintenance of
training camps,
etc
507,
922
etc ----------------------- 507,922
for travel allowances,
allowances, etc.,
__ 507,
507, 923
etc., rates_
rates-__
923
for pay of students attending
attending adadvanced
camps;
subsistence
vanced
subsistence comcommutation
507, YAZ
923
uLutao.
----- _--------------__ oU,
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appropriation
remains
transporting remains
for transporting
appropriation for
of members
dying at instruction
instruction
members dying
of
camps; passenger
vehicles---__ 508, 923
passenger vehicles__
camps;
uniforms,
surplus
from Army surplus
etc., from
uniforms, etc.,
stocks
508, 923
stocks-------------------to
price
current at
at time of issue to
price current
508, 923
govern payments
payments ---------govern
additional mounted,
mounted, etc., units,
additional
508, 923
forbidden
forbidden---------------508, 923
use
forbidden
other funds forbidden-.-of other
use of
for transporting
students to national
transporting students
for
rifle
contests -------------- 508, 923
rifle contests
deficiency
appropriation for quartermasdeficiency appropriation
ter
supplies__ 59, 62, 699, 701,
701, 762, 1350
tersupplieshospital treatment,
treatment, etc.,
members of,
etc., to members
hospital
365
injured
at training
training camps
camps --injured at
transportation home
home upon terminaterminatransportation
365
tion
of ------------------tion of
subsistence
subsistence until furnished -------

burial expenses,
expenses, etc.,
in case of death
etc., in
burial
under_-under--------------------Corps, Naval,
Reserve
Officers' Training
Training Corps,
Reserve Officers'
provisions for
establishing
for establishing----------provisions
Resident Commissioners,
Commissioners,
Resident
appropriation
for compensation
compensation of-of__ 581,
appropriation for
for
expenses
582,
of--------------for expenses of
585,
for clerk
.---------------hire
clerk hire
for
amount
established for
clerk hire for;
for;
for clerk
amount established
mode of
of payment------------payment
mode
compensation
March 4, 19251925_ _
after March
of, after
compensation of,
immediately
available
immediately available------------"Restaurationen,"
"Restaurationen," Sloop,
medal to be prepared
commemorative
prepared commemorative
medal
of
landing in United States first
of landing
shipload of
Norse immigrants
immigrants on
of Norse
shipload
board of-------------------of
board

Resurrection
Resurrection Bay, Alaska,
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
of, breaketc., of,
preliminary
water, etc.,
made
etc., to be made-------water,
Harry F.,
Rethers,
F.,
Colonel Harry
Rethers, Colonel
may accept
accept gift
of statuette from
gift of
may
France
France----------------------

365
365

1276
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1289
1293
152
1301
1313
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1917,
Act of
Revenue
collecting
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for collecting
deficiency
58
58
taxes under-----------------under
taxes
Revenue
Revenue Act of 1921,
excess
income tax
credits or refunds for excess
tax credits
income
payments,
payments, time extended for
year
allowing claims
claims for;
for; taxable
taxable year
allowing
22
22
1918
included -------------1918included
Revenue Act of
parts
repealed by Revenue
of, repealed
parts of,
1924:
II, Income
Income Tax, as
1924: Title II,
352
352
of January
January 1, 1924 ---------- of
Title
IV, Estate
Estate Tax, on passage
Title IV,
352
352
hereof --------------------hereof
Title
V, Tax
Tax on
on Telegraph
Telegraph and TeleTitle V,
phone
Messages, thirty days
phone Messages,
352
after
enactment of Act ------after enactment
redemption
unused transportatransportaredemption of unused
352
352
tion
tax excepted------------excepted
tion tax
Title
Beverages Tax, taxes on
VI, Beverages
Title VI,
,352
.352
soft drinks,
etc ------------drinks, etc
soft
Title
VII, Tax
on Cigars,
Tobacco,
Cigars, Tobacco,
Tax on
Title VII,
352
and
Thereof__ __
Manufacturers Thereof---and Manufacturers
Title VIII,
VIII, Tax on Admissions
Admissions and
Title
Dues,
on expiration
expiration of thirty
Dues, on
352
352
-------days
days-----Title IX,
Excise Taxes,
Taxes, on designated
IX, Excise
Title
352
352
articles
articles-------------------expiraon jewelry,
jewelry, etc.,
etc., sales, on expiraon
352
352
tion of
of thirty
thirty days-----------days
tion
Title
X, Special
Taxes, as of June 30,
Special Taxes,
Title X,
352
352
1924
1924---------------------expiration
Title XI,
Stamp Taxes, on expiration
XI, Stamp
Title
352
352
---days--of thirty
thirty days
of
Title XII,
XII, Tax
Employment of
Tax on Employment
Title
352
352
Child Labor ---------------Child
Title
XIII, of
of certain
administrative
certain administrative
Title XIII,
352
352
provisions
provisions------------------repealed portions
portions in
in force
collection
force for collection
repealed
352
352
of
accrued taxes, etc ---------of accrued
Revenue
1924,
Revenue Act of 1924,
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Retired
Army,
Officers, Army,
Retired Officers,
status
to duty at
at schools,etcschools, etc_ 1099
detailedtoduty
of, detailed
status of,
Retirement
of
Classified
Service EmCivil Service
Retirement of Classified Civil
ployees,
ployees,
appropriation
expenses of Pension
for expenses
appropriation for
Office executing
executing Act for ---414, 1164
1164
Office
for
of Civil
Service CommisCivil Service
expenses of
for expenses
sion under
under Act
523, 1201
1201
523,
for ...----..
Act for
sion
Retirement of
Foreign Service
Service Officers,- - _-_
of Foreign
Retirement
provisions relating
144
to ---------------relating to
provisions
Returns of
of Income Taxes,
Returns
to be
be public
public records,
records, when
when tax
tax deterdeterto
mind by
Commissioner ------ by Commissioner
mind
inspection
only upon
order of the
upon order
inspection only
President, etc
_
etc ------------.
President,
data
designated
furnished designated
be furnished
to be
from, to
data from,
committees of
of Congress---Congress
committees
committees,
inspection
by
order
of
committees,
of
inspection by order
etc
etc ---------------------access
to corporation
allowed
returns allowed
corporation returns
access to
State officers
of
upon request of
officers upon
State
governors ----------------governors
allowed
thereof -shareholders thereof
allowed shareholders
punishment for
for unauthorized
unauthorized dipunishment
by---__
vulging
information from, by_
vulging information
prepared
detailed
list of
of taxpayers
taxpayers to
to be prepared
detailed list
annually for
inspection in
office
in office
for inspection
annuallv
of
collectors
of collectors---.-------------Retzer,
Emelia (uidow),
(widow),
Retzer, Emelia
pension
pension------------ ---------------

293
293
293

293
293
293
293
293
293
293
293
293

427

.427

TITLE
I.
TITLE I.

GENERAL DEFINITIONS--------DEFINITIONS
GENERAL

Act-----------------------title
title of Act
meaning of
"person" ------terms; "person"
of terms;
meaning
"for"corporation";
"domestic"; "for"corporation"; "domestic";

eign"
eign" ----------------------eign"
-------"United States"
States" -"United
"Commissioner";
"Secretary";
"Commissioner";
"Secretary";
"Collector" ----------------"Collector
"taxpayer"
"taxpayer"--------------------forces of
of the
"military or naval forces
"military
---------United
States"
United States"--"includes"; "including"----------"including"
"includes";

TITLE
II.
TITLE II.

TAX----------------INCOME
INCOME TAX

general
provisions------------------general provisions
----meaning
of terms --------.---meaning of
dividends;
distribution of
of profits condividends; distribution
.
strued
strued
strued---------------------gain or
or loss;
loss; basis
basis of determining
determining
gain
amount --.------------------amount
recognition
exfrom sales or exof, from
recognition of,
changes
changes-------------------after
depletion and
depreciation after
and depreciation
depletion
March
February
before March
1913; before
28, 1913;
February 28,
1,
1913
1, 1913---------------------inventories; use of, to determine ininventories;
come
come-----------------------net
items considered
considered as -- -losses; items
net losses;
for
computation
of tax for fiscal years; for
computation of
calendar
years
calendar years-....capital
acid losses;
losses; method of degains and
capital gains
termining
termining------------------tax levied
on ----------------levied on
tax
--earned income;
income; term
term construed--construed
earned
taxcredits
allowed
income tax_
in income
for, in
credits allowed for,

253
253

253
253
253
253

253
253
253
253
253
253
253
254
254
254
254
254
254
254
254
254
24
254
254
254
254
54
255
255
256
256
258
258
260
260
260
260
261
261
262
262
263
263
263
263
264
264
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299
time
tax
299
264
assessing and paying tax----time for assessing
individual
individual income tax -----------300
filing claims
264
in abatement
abatement -------filing
claims in
264
normal; nonresident aliens -------assessing, etc.,
former
265
assessing,
etc., taxes under former
265
surtax; mines, oil and gas wells --Acts
301
Acts--------------------267
267
income defined ------------net income
allowance
of credits
refunds -----301
and refunds
credits and
allowance of
267
267
income defined
defined -----------gross income
closing of taxable
taxable year by Commissioner
302
267
Commissioner
267
included -----------items not included
title in effect
effect January 1, 1924-------1924
303
269
269
nonresident aliens
aliens-------.-----303
ESTATE TAX
269 TITLE
TAX----------------TITLE III. ESTATE
deductions allowed -----------303
271
definition
definition of terms ---------------271
items not deductible
deductible------------rates imposed on value of net estate
272
exemptions -_ 272
family exemptions_
credits allowed;
allowed; family
transferred
303
transferred-----------------nonresident aliens
aliens from United
nonresident
273
273
credit allowed for tax paid to States,
sources ------------States sources
etc
304
275
275
-----etc-----------------partnerships-.------.
as members
members of partnerships
275
determination of gross estates; net
net
275
determination
trusts---------------estates and trusts
277
estates ---------------304
277
evasions of surtax
surtax by incorporationincorporation_
evasions
277
non277
allowed residents; nonpayment of tax at source --------deductions allowed
payment
279
279
residents ------------------304
credit for taxes paid
paid------------280
280
..--returns by individuals
returns by executor
307
individuals executor -------------returns
280
280
308
year--------------payable in one year
by partnerships --------------280
280
determination
early examination and determination
by fiduciaries
fiduciaries ----------------281
281
for less than a
a year
amount ----------------308
--------of amount
281
time
deficiency proceedings
308
proceedings -----------deficiency
place for filing -------time and place
282
282
appeal to Board-----------Board
308
corporation income tax-----------tax
282
282
time for assessment
collection
310
assessment and collection___
exemptions
exemptions- .-------------283
310
net income defined -----------extension
310
extension..___----------------283
gross income defined
abatement --------310
claims for abatement
defined-----------311
283
collection proceedings
proceedings ----------deductions allowed --------------collection
312
285
unpaid
years_ --__
312
285
-_
lien for
for ten
ten years
unpaid taxes
taxes aa lien
items not deductible ----------312
285
computation of tax under former lawslaws_
credits allowed
allowed
--------------285
285
punishment
statement, etc_ ___ 313
punishment for false statement,
payment at source.----------...
source
286
proceedings
286
in United States court for
proceedings in
credit for taxes ----------------287
313
287
China _
313
China--------------------returns -----------------------returns
313
tax on gifts __------------------consolidated
corporaconsolidated of affiliated corporarates
288
313
rates imposed
imposed ----------------tions ----------------------- 288
314
-----288
amount taxable ----314
time and place
place for filing -- ----288
tax on insurance companies
companies --------less than market
market
property for less
sales of property
value
314
288
value deemed taxable gifts ----life insurance
insurance ----------------289
determination of value; deductions
deductions
289
income defined---------defined
gross income
allowed residents; nonresidentsnonresidents_
314
deductions
net income defined; deductions
against
tax imposed to be credited against
289
289
allowed _--------------290
donor-_
315
290
315
estate tax upon death of donor
mutual
other than life or mutual----------290
316
290
collector
316
yearly returns to collector--------gross income
income defined -----------291
291
316
316
time of payment by donor -------net income defined-----------defined
291 TITLE
TITLE IV.
TAX ON CIGARS, TOBACCO,
ETC- _
316
291
TOBACCO, ETCIV. TAX
investment income defined -----291
manufacturer or im291
rates on sales by manufacturer
deductions allowed -------- -316
292
292
porter ----------.. . -- .. ---316
administrative
administrative provisions - ------cigarettes ----------316
316
of cigars and cigarettes
returns by corporations
corporations of dividend
dividend
292
package requirements,
requirements,
292
label and package
payments
payments ---..----------etc
317
317
292
292
etc------------------------by brokers ----------------------292
317
292
of manufactured
manufactured tobacco
tobacco and snuffsnuff -_
317
of information
information at source ----------package
requirements etc ------317
package requirements,
to be public records; inspection by
tubes
cigarette paper and tubes-------293
293
318
Congressional committees
committees ----Congressional
leaf tobacco
tobacco dealers; regulations
regulations of
of
shareholders, of corState officers; shareholders,
318
business --------------------318
293
portation returns
returns ------------portation
penalties for violations
violations- ----------319
293
293
publication of statistics ------------publication
farmers, growers, and tobacco grow293
collection of foreign items ---------collection
regarded asas..
320
320
ers associations
associations not regarded
taxation of citizens of United States
taxation
"tobacco growers cooperative
cooperative as294
294
possessions;
Islands ---Virgin Islands
possessions; Virgin
sociations" defineddefined _320
-----sociations"
320
in Porto Rico; Philippine
Philippine Islands.
Islands__- _
294
294
-_
ADMISSIONS AND
TAX ON
ON ADMISSIONS
AND DUES--DUES
320
TITLE V.
V. TAX
320
gross income
income from within the United
rates on admissions hereafter to any
294
294
States possessions
specified ---possessions specified
States
place ----------------------320
place
320
295
295
Virgin Islands
not included
included------Virgin
Islands not
additional for sales at other than
additional
credit
China Trade
Trade Act
corAct corcredit allowed
allowed China
ticket office ----------------320
295
porations
295
porations-------------------if sold at greater than regular
regular
time
for paying
income taxes; by ininpaying income
time for
price at ticket office --------320
295
--stallments
stallments ---------box holders at places of amusementamusement_
320
320
examination
determinaroof gardens,
321
etc--------and determinagardens, cabarets,
cabarets, etc
of returns
returns and
examination of
296
exemptions, entertainments
entertainments for relition
tion of tax --------------gious, educational,
educational, etc.,
etc., organicredit
refund of
of overpayments
overpayments --296
credit or
or refund
zations --------------------321
assessment and determination
assessment
determination of deficidefici296
encies ---------------------for veterans, etc.; agricultural fairs,
encies
321
etc ---------------------additions to
to tax
tax in
in case
case of
of deficiency_
deficiency-- _ 298
additions
dues and initiation
-----in case
delinquency -----------298
in
case of
of delinquency
club
321
----------- ---- --initiation
-- fees
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Revenue
TITLE
BOARD OF TAX
TAX APPEALS
APPEALS ----tax on
admissions, etc.; collection by
by
IX. BOARD
TITLE IX.
on admissions,
tax
322
created of
not less
less than seven nor more
payment _
receivers; returns
and payment
of not
returns and
created
receivers;
for
than twenty-eight
twenty-eight members,
members, for
322
than
-----------------in
effect in
days
30 days
in 30
in effect
----------two years
322
years --two
TITLE VI.
TAXES-------------VI. EXCISE TAXES
TITLE
appointment by the President and
rates
imposed hereafter
hereafter on sales by
appointment
rates imposed
322
--manufacturers
Senate ----------------Senate
manufacturers -------------subsequent terms
__
terms---------------articles
specified
322
subsequent
articles specified-----------------retiring member
member not permitted
permitted to pracretiring
retail
323
sales ---------------------retail sales
tice
Board for two years_ _
less than
computation if
if sold
before Board
sold at less
tice before
computation
seal-----------quorum;
chairman; seal
market price
323
quorum; chairman;
price --------------market
in income
appeals in
to
income
determine appeals
and determine
to hear
hear and
rates on
on works
works of
sold by
other than
by other
art sold
of art
rates
tax deficiency and
artist; sales
sales excepted--------excepted
323
and
estate tax
and estate
artist;
abatement
claims ----------jewelry,
precious stones,
time pieces,
pieces,
abatement claims
stones, time
jewelry, precious
assigned-----324
divisions
of Board
Board to be assigned
divisions of
etc
etc ------------------------by --------appeals
be decided
decided by
surgical
medical instruments,
instruments,
to be
appeals to
and medical
surgical and
324
unless refinality
of decisions
decisions of,
of, unless
spectacles, etc.,
excepted
finality of
etc., excepted-----spectacles,
324
-------.
viewed by
by Board
Board---..
viewed
returns, payment,
etc------------payment, etc
returns,
evidence of
findings to
prima facie
facie evidence
payment
of excise
on sales
under
be prima
to be
findings
sales under
tax on
excise tax
payment of
contracts
January 1,
facts
court proceedings
proceedings ----1,
in court
facts in
to January
prior to
contracts prior
324
notice and
hearings; informal proceedproceedand hearings;
1924 ------------------324
notice
1924
a
ings
ings---- ------------------not
required if
if to other than a
not required
324
to be reported
facts to
findings of
of facts
reported in
in
dealer ---------------------findings
dealer
if tax
tax greater
greater than
than under
under this
writing
--_ 324
Act -__
writing--------------------this Act_
if
hearings
principal office
office in
in Washington;
Washington; hearings
principal
Act ---------if
no tax
tax under
this Act
325
under this
if no
elsewhere ------------------elsewhere
TITLE
VII. SPECIAL
SPECIAL TAXES
325
TAXES-------------TITLE VII.
authority of
of members
members to secure
secure testi1924authority
after January 1,
capital
tax after
1, 1924_
325
stock tax
capital stock
mony,
etc
- -mony, etc------------------rate
325
corporations
domestic corporations
on domestic
rate on
office assistance,
supplies, etc.,
etc., to be
assistance, supplies,
office
on foreign
foreign corporations
corporations ---------325
on
furnished
by Secretary
of the
Secretary of
325
furnished by
exceptions -------------------325
exceptions
Treasury
Treasury--------------------publicity
326
returns--------------of returns
publicity of
traveling exadditional
allowance for
exfor traveling
additional allowance
miscellaneous occupational
occupational taxes
taxes after
miscellaneous
326
penses,
etc
penses, etc-----------------July
1924 -------------1, 1924
July 1,
expenses
of, payable
payable from internal
expenses of,
rates on
businesses ----326
designated businesses
on designated
rates
revenue appropriations
appropriations on vouchrevenue
annual
sales by manufacturers
manufacturers of
annual sales
chairman_ _
ers approved
approved by
327
by the chairman_
ers
tobacco,
cigars, and
and cigarettes
cigarettes-tobacco, cigars,
TITLE X.
X. GENERAL
GENERAL ADMINISTRATIVE
PROADMINISTRATIVE PROTITLE
on
use of
pleasure boats,
boats, after
after
of pleasure
on use
VISIONS --------------------328
VISIONSJanuary 1,
1, 1924;
1924; exemptions
exemptions_ -__
January
general revenue
revenue laws extended to this
general
punishment for
for conducting
conducting business
business
punishment
Act ----------------------328
Act
without paying
paying tax
--------tax
without
enforcement regulations,
etc., to be
be
regulations, etc.,
328
enforcement
narcotic Act
328
provisions- ------------Act provisions
narcotic
prescribed
331
prescribed------------------TITLE
STAMP TAXES
-------------TAXES _
VIII. STAMP
TITLE VIII.
taxpayers to
to keep
keep records,
records, make
make retaxpayers
levied
on bonds,
bonds, written
written docudocuhereafter on
levied hereafter
turns, etc------------------etc
turns,
ments, etc.,
etc., in
A
331
Schedule A.---in Schedule
ments,
returns may
may be
be required
person_
required of any person332
returns
exemptions
332
exemptions.--------------------not
acknowlmay be acknowl$10 may
exceeding $10
not exceeding
332
penalty
using unstamped
unstamped paper---paper__ __
332
for using
penalty for
edged
without oath..-------...
332
edged without
dealing in
articles not
not fully
stamped_ -_
332
fully stampedin articles
dealing
returns
to be
be prepared
prepared by collector
collector if
if
returns to
332
using uncanceled
uncanceled stamps,
stamps, etc
etc------using
taxpayer
false --taxpayer makes no, or false
punishment for
for fraudulently
reusing,
fraudulently reusing,
punishment
by Commissioner;
Commissioner; legal
legal effect
effect -----by
332
etc.,
stamps
etc., stamps----------------further time
failure due
duo to
to
if failure
allowed if
time allowed
further
willfully
removing stamps
for unlawunlawstamps for
willfully removing
sickness
sickness.--------------------332
ful
332
uses--------------------ful uses
assessment of
of tax
tax-.. -....--------assessment
332
possessing
stamps knowinglyknowingly_
washed stamps
possessing washed
additional tax
tax imposed;
exception.-- _
imposecd exception
additional
333
directed -.-----methods
of canceling
333
canceling directed
methods of
rate if
if return
return fraudulent
fraudulent -.......
rate
preparation
etc.; general
general
stamps, etc.;
of stamps,
preparation of
collection of
of-------------------collection
333
laws applicable
applicable -------------laws
examination
books, witnesses,
witnesses, etc.,
of books,
examination of
333
sales of
of stamps
by postmasters,
postmasters, etc--.etc_ __ _
333
stamps by
sales
authorized
authorized-----------------designated depositaries,
depositaries, etc.; State
designated
restriction
unnecessary__
making unnecessary
on making
restriction on
333
333
agents --------------------agents
cases settled
settled by
by written
agreement with
written agreement
333
cases
333
bond,
etc
regulations, etc------------bond, regulations,
taxpayer
not to
be reopened_
reopened --__ _
to be
taxpayer not
333
333
stamp taxesSchedule A,
taxes ----------A, stamp
Schedule
findings
fact, etc., by Commissioner
Commissioner
of fact,
findings of
333
333
bonds
indebtedness -----------of indebtedness
bonds of
not
subject to
to review
other
review by other
not subject
334
334
capital
issues and
and transfers -stock issues
capital stock
officer,
etc
officer, etc------------------sales
of produce
produce at
at exchanges
exchanges for
sales of
retroactive
decisions
reversed without retroactive
decisions reversed
334
future delivery
334
delivery ------------future
by court
effect
required by
court_- _
unless required
effect unless
335
real
conveyances---------335
estate conveyances
real estate
assessment
all but
income and estate
but income
of all
assessment of
customhouse entries;
warehouse withwithentries; warehouse
customhouse
taxes
to
be
within
four
years_
taxes to be within four years_ -__
335
335
drawals --------------------drawals
no
proceedings for
for collection
collection to
be
to be
proceedings
no
335
335
----------foreign passage
passage tickets
foreign
brought
after
five
years
five years-------after
brought
336
336
--------------proxies; exceptions
exceptions
proxies;
exception in
case of
fraud --------of fraud
in case
exception
336
336
powers of
attorney; exceptions
exceptions ----of attorney;
powers
collection
by distraint,
distraint, etc.,
etc., after asby
collection
336
336
playing
cards
playing cards -----------------sessment
made
made-------------sessment
foreign
property
insurance
policies
by
foreign
by
policies
property insurance
suit
authorized without
assessment -_
without assessment_
suit authorized
336
336
corporations,
etc -----------corporations, etc
provisions subject
subject to
to bar of statutory
statutory
provisions
336
336
------exempt
reinsurance
reinsurance exempt
limitations
limitations-----------------336
336
affixing
stamps;
penalty
for
failure
failure-for
affixing stamps; penalty

Page.
336
336
336
336
336
336
336
336
337
337
337
337
337
337
337
337
337
337

337
337
337
337
337
337
338
338
338
338
338
338

338
338
338
339
339
339
339
339
339
339
339
339
339
339
339
339
339
339
339
339
339
339
339
339
340
340
340
340
340
310
340
340
340
340
340
340
341
341

341
341
341
341
341
341
341
341
341
341
341
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Revenue
Act of
/924—Continued.
Revenue Act
of 1924-Continued.
no prosecution
authorized unless inprosecution authorized
dictment, etc., found
within five
five
found within
years ------.
years-------------absence
absence from district
district not included_
included__
-_
not applicable
applicable to prior offenses-offenses
-time extended in complaints
complaints before
commissioners
commissioners --------------not applicable
applicable to Government
Government ofofficers
ficers-----------------------prior proceedings under former laws
laws
not affected ----------------refund
refund authorized
authorized for erroneously
erroneously colcollected taxes, penalties,
penalties, etc----etc
lected
repayment of judgments,
judgments, etc.,
etc., against
collectors
collectors..----.-------...---for damages against officials
officials ------report to Congress
Congress --------------claims for refunding or crediting
crediting erroerroneously
neously collected taxes, etc.,
etc., to
to
be presented
presented in four years
years-----applicable to prior claims --------time extended
extended for
for redemption
of
redemption of
stamps --------------------suits for redovery
redovery of illegally collected
collected
taxes, etc., not allowed unless
claim filed with Commissioner
Commissioner._ -_
allowed whether
whether tax paid or not - - time limitations extended; notification of disallowance
disallowance ---------prior suits not affected
affected----------formerlimitation
former limitation repealed
repealed --------bank accounts subject to distraint
distraint for
for
taxes ----------------------failure to pay tax, make returns,
returns, etc.,
etc.,
a misdemeanor
a
misdemeanor ------------punishment for, in addition to other
penalties
penalties
-------------------additional penalty for willful refusal to
to
pay other than income and estate
taxes; exceptions -----------persons
persons liable
liable for violations ------violations
violations of revenue laws to be reported to district attorney
attorney.----statement
statement required __________
............- _
administrations
administrations of oaths by specified
specified
revenue officials, authorized
authorized
revenue
divulging Information
information received
received by revemie officials, unlawful
nueofficials,
.-....unauthorized
unauthorized publication of income
income
returns, unlawful
returns,
unlawful--...........
penalty for offenses;
offenses; dismissal
penalty
dismissal of
of
offender
offender-----------------inquiries to be made
made by deputy colcollectors ---------------------annual returns required of taxpayers;
taxpayers;
specified_------------details specified_
revenue officers with consent
by revenue
consent of
party failing
----------notice to be given if no return
return rendered_----------------------dered
summons for failure to make, or
or
making false returns
returns---------authority
authority of district collector; corporations,
porations, etc., included
included-------

Dais
rags
Page.
agw

interest allowed on claims for credits or
refunds-----------------__--refunds
additional assesstime period; for additional
assessments
ments--.-----

-

-

341
342
342
342
342
342
342
342
342
342
342
342
342
342
342
342
342
342
342
342
342
342
342
343
343
343
343
343
343
343
343
343
343
343
343
343
343
343
344
344
344
344
344
344

344
344
344

344
345
345
345
345
345

345
345
346
346
346

-______-_
346

on judgments by Court of Claims,
etc.,
etc., for erroneous
collections,
erroneous collections,
etc
etc.---------------..----_ United States notes or certificates,
certificates and
United
and
uncertified
uncertified checks,
accepted' for
checks, accepted
other
than
stamp
taxes
other than stamp taxes -------

346

347

Revenue Act
Act of
of 1924—Continued.
Revenue
1924-Continued.

receipts for taxes to be given
given by collectors ---------------------to debtor for
for separate
separate creditors;
creditors;
evidence of payments, etc
etc----fractions
fractions of a
a cent disregarded;
disregarded; exception -..------_---_----_
provisions for
former provisions
for tax
tax receipts
receipts rerepealed
''pealed-----------discretionary methods
methods may be
for
discretionary
be used
used for
collecting other than
collecting
than income,
taxes
estate, and stamp taxes----administrative,
etc., stamp proviadministrative, etc.,
provisions applicable
applicable-------------credits for
or overcolfor overpayments
overpayments or
overcollections of admission or excise
excise
taxes -------------------- --exports of tobacco,
tobacco, etc.,
etc., not taxable
hereunder ----------___._---hereunder
refund to exporter, etc., if paid
paid----jurisdiction
jurisdiction of district courts to secure
testimony, etc ---------......
testimony,
issue of orders, processes, etc
etc-----additional
enforcement
additional to other
other enforcement
remedies
remedies ---------__-------concurrent with Court of Claims for
concurrent
for
recovery
recovery of erroneous colleccollections, etc.,
etc., if collector
collector dead.dead__ punishment for false statement
statement that
that
punishment
tax is included in price, etc.--etc_
that part of price is due to tax
tax- ----stamps unavoidably
unavoidably lost from
stamps
from packpackages, etc., may be replaced
ages,
replaced.---regulations
regulations to be prescribed
prescribed ------of 4
per
additional exemption
exemption of
4 and 4%
4 per
cent Liberty bonds from surtax,
etc
etcfor two years after end
end of
of World
World War;
War;
more
for three years more----------additional
additional and in lieu of former exemption
emption -----------.----___
Liberty bonds, etc.,
accepted in
in lieu
lieu of
etc., accepted
of
personal surety required
personal
required by law_
effect
effect thereof;
thereof; substitution
substitution perpermitted --------...............
return
return to depositor when performperformance completed.-completed
.....--retention for protection of subconsubcontractors
tractors on default of principalprincipalpriority, etc.,
etc., of United States not
not
affected---------------.....affected
inconsistent
inconsistent laws modified
modified_-----...
not applicable to judicial securities_ _
_
bill in chancery
authorized to enforce
chancery authorized
enforce
lien on real estate for unpaid
unpaid
taxes
proceedings and determination
proceedings
determination----sale on decree,
decree, and distribution of
proceeds
proceeds -----------------__
persons having prior liens for, may
request Commissioner to filefile- -_--_
Commissioner may
on failure
failure of Commissioner
mav
petition court
-:.------action if petition
petit ion granted ------adjudication
adjudication by court
court----------property
property liable to distraint, if not
divisible, may be sold as a
awhole_
distribution
distribution of proceeds after paying
paving
tax, etc------------------etc
revenue taxes, etc.,
etc., to be
all internal
internal revenue
deposited
deposited daily into the TreasTreasury - --____. _--ury
.-- __
.__-.
compromise, etc., as a
sums in compromise,
a special
_
deposit ----------------_--.certificate of, to be transmitted
certificate
transmitted to
to
the Commissioner
Commissioner-......-----
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347
348
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348
348
348
348
348
348
348
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348
348
348
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349
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349
349
349
349
349
349
349
349
350
350
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350
350
350
350
350
350
350
350
350
350
350
350

351
351
351
351
351
351
351
351
351
351
351

351
351
351
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INDEX.
INDEX.
Revenue
1924-Continued.
of 1924—Continued.
Act of
Revenue Act
deposit
revenue taxes,
taxes, etc.;
etc.;
internal revenue
of internal
deposit of
special
designated
for designated
account for
special account
receipts---------------receipts
withdrawals
from, and deposit of
withdrawals from,
as
collections- _
revenue collections_
internal revenue
as internal
refund of
rejected offers
offers of
comof comof rejected
refund
promise; surplus
proceeds
of proceeds
surplus of
promise;
from distraint
sales----------distraint sales
from
TITLE XI.
XI. GENERAL
PROVISIONS.-------GENERAL PROVISIONS
TITLE

repeal
designated parts of Revenue
of designated
repeal of
Act of
of 1921,
1921, at
at specified
dates_ _
specified dates-Act
Income
Tax
Income Tax---------------------Estate
Tax--------------------Estate Tax
Tax
telephone mesand telephone
telegraph and
on telegraph
Tas on
sages
sages--------- -------------Tax on
on soft
drinks
soft drinks--------------Tax
etc---------------Tax on
on cigars,
cigars, etc
Tax
Tax on
on admissions
and dues-------dues
admissions and
Tax
Excise Taxes;
Taxes; sales
sales by
manufacturers;
by manufacturers;
Excise
sales-----------jewelry,
etc., sales
jewelry, etc.,
Special Taxes
Taxes-------------------Special
Stamp Taxes
Taxes--------------------Stamp
Child Labor
Taxes--------------Labor Taxes
Child
specified administrative
provisions _
administrative provisions_
specified
repealed
provisions to
colfor colcontinue for
to continue
repealed provisions
lecting
ete -----taxes, etc
accrued taxes,
lecting accrued
of
and estate
estate taxes
not to
to
taxes not
income and
of income
affect
retroactive
benefits
affect retroactive benefits- ----Legislative
Drafting Service made
Legislative Drafting
Office of
--_
counseL __
legislative eounseL
of legislative
Office
salary
of Government
Government actuary
actuary ininsalary of
creased for
for present
incumbent_ _
present incumbent
creased
invalidity
affect
provision not to affect
any provision
of any
invalidity of
remainder of
of Act
Act------------remainder
effective
hereof
effective date hereof---------------TITLE
TITLE

XII.
XII.

REDUCTION OF
OP INCOME
INCOME
BEDUCTION
IN
1924------------IN 1924

TAX
TAX

PAYABLE
PAYABLE

allowance of
of 25
cent on
on returns for
per cent
25 per
allowance
1923
1923 -----------------------if
paid in
or refund
refund
credit or
full, credit
in full,
tax paid
if tax
allowed
allowed--------------------prorating allowed
installment
on installment
allowed on
prorating
payments
payments------------------application
to extended
extended time
paytime payapplication to
ments
ments ---------------------fullcredit
refund if
in full_
not paid in
tax not
if tax
or refund
credit or
deducted
from previously
assessed
previously assessed
deducted from
deficiencies
deficiencies---------------subsequently
deficienciesassessed deficiencies_
subsequently assessed
to
deducted from
deficiency_
on deficiencytax on
from tax
be deducted
to be
for fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
ending in
in 1923
1923------for
of tax
for 1923
for fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
ending
1923 for
tax for
of
in
-----------1924---in 1924
on
deficiencies for fiscal years ending
on deficiencies
in 1923
1923 or
1924----------or 1924
in
for
1923
in 1923-----year in
than aa year
less than
for less
rules,
for credits
credits and refunds to be
etc., for
rules, etc.,
prescribed
prescribed--------------interest
not allowed-----------allowed
interest not
rules for
granting benefits
benefits to
to be
prebe prefor granting
rules
scribed
scribed -----------------definitions of
of terms
in Revenue
Revenue Act of
of
terms in
definitions
1921
to this
Act ---this Act
apply to
to apply
1921 to
deficiency
appropriation
for
refunding
deficiency appropriation for refunding
income
1923--------for 1923
taxes for
income taxes
additional
printed___
ordered printed
of, ordered
copies of,
additional copies
appointments
on
Board
of
Tax Appeals,
Appeals,
appointments on Board of Tax
prior
to
December
1,
1924,
may
prior to December 1, 1924, may
receive
salaries
receive salaries----------appropriation
Tax Appeals
Appeals Board,
Board,
for Tax
appropriation for

----authorized
by
authorized by
credit
allowed China
China Trade
Trade Act corcredit allowed
poration
dividends
poration dividends----------45822°—voL 43—Fr
61
243-PT 2—
45822°-VOL
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Paga
1984-Continued.
Revenue
Revenue Act of
of 1924—Continued.
income tax;
tax; allowance
allowance for
for credits
and
credits and
income
refunds extended
extended to
taxable
to taxable
refunds
1115
351
year
1115
etc.-------------1919, etc
year 1919,
351
gross
exemption, China
Trade
China Trade
income exemption,
gross income
to
351
Act corporation
dividends to
corporation dividends
Act
351
China residents
997
residents--------------China
Ways and
Committee of the
Means Committee
and Means
Ways
352
Sixty-ninth Congress
Congress authorized
authorized
Sixty-ninth
352
1315
352
to
revise
to revise--------------------352
Revenue
Customs,
from Customs,
Revenue from
appropriation for
collecting--------- 69, 769
for collecting
appropriation
352
352
for collecting,
710
710
1925-----additional, 1925
collecting, additional,
for
352
352
deficiency
49,
collecting_
for collecting_
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
352
352
57, 701,
701, 761,
761, 1349,
1353
1351, 1353
1349, 1351,
57,
3
Revenue Marine (see
Coast Guard).
Guard).
(see Coast
352 Revenue Marine
352 Revised Statutes,
Statutes,
352
amended, section
1265
-----------876
section 876
amended,
352
352 3 5 2 section 892-------------------1269
892
1269
352
section 1685
143
1685---------------------section
352
section 1697--------------------1697
142
section
352
142
section
142
1698---------------------section 1698
352
35 2
352
957
section 2587 --------------------___
352
339
3176--------------------352
section 3176
352
341
section 3182-------------------3182
352
352
994
section 3186--------------------352
3186
343
section 3187------3187
-------------section
352
351
section
352
section 3195---------------------3195
350
section 3207---------------------3207
section
353
351
----------section 3210 ---353
343
section
343
3226--------------------section 3226
353
353
342
section
3228 -------------------section 3228
section
3244
327
3244--------------------section
353
353
318
section 3360--------------------3360
section
317
section 3362--------------------3362
section
353
35 3
317
section 3368---------------------3368
section
3 53
353
317
section 3392-------------------3392
section
316
section 3394-------------------3394
section
1068
353
section
3927
section 3927---------------------353
section
3928
1068
section 3928---------------------950
section
950
4044 -------------------- section 4044
353
353
104
section
4414 --------------------section 4414
section
1093
4472--------------------section 4472
353
section 5147-------------------5147
955
section
reenacted,
3164 -------------344
section 3164
reenacted, section
353
353
344
section 3165--------------------3165
section
345
section 3167-------------------3167
section
354
354
345
section 3172-------------------3172
354
section
354
345
section
3173--------------------section 3173
342
section
3220---------------------section 3220
354
354
349
section
3315-------------------354
section 3315
354
342
section
3320 -------------------section 3320
354
354
repealed,
510 .-------------1106
section 510
354
repealed, section
354
section
942
763 --------------------section 763
942
section 764
942
764 -------------------354
section
354
section
3225
343
section 3225-------------------correction in
in enrollment
enrollment of
amendbill amendof bill
354
correction
354
1617
ing section
section 3186,
directed -----3186, directed
ing
355
355
Revolutionary
Cannon,
Revolutionary Cannon,
loan to
to William
William and
Mary College
College of
and Mary
355
loan
355
at
two, surrendered
surrendered by British at
two,
355
355
Yorktown in
115
1781 -----------in 1781
Yorktown
Rezroat, Laura
(widow),
C. (widow),
355 Rexroat,
Laura C.
355
1516
pension increased------------------increased
pension
Reynolds, Ella
C. (widow),
Ella C.
355 Reynolds,
355
pension
increased
1457
pension increased-----------------M. (widow),
(widow),
Frances M.
693
Reynolds, Frances
693 Reynolds,
1516
pension
increased
1612
pension increased-----------------1612
Reynolds,
George,
Reynolds, George,
1401
pension
1401
-....-...
.
-.
pension---------------------------pension
669
H. A.,
A.,
Reynolds, H.
669 Reynolds,
1541
reimbursement to
to-----------------reimbursement
1200 Reynolds,
Hubert,
Reynolds, Hubert,
1200
correction in
of postal
postal
allowed, of
credit allowed,
in credit
correction
1378
996
accounts
accounts-------------------996

Piage

Page.
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Page.
Reynolds,
Mary (widow),
(widow),
Reynolds, Mary
Page
pension
pension----------------------.1453
1453
Reynolds,
B. (widow),
(widow),
Reynolds, Minerva
Minerva B.
pension------------------------pension
1418
1418
Rhea, Barbara
Rhea,
Barbara E.
E. (widow),
(widow),
pension
increased
pension increased ----------------1446
1446
Rhode Island,
Island,
Rhode
appropriation for
for naval
training staappropriation
naval training
station
tion----.---------------.
. 187,
187, 866
866
claim
expenses in
claim of, for expenses
in war
war with
with
Spain
referred
to
Court
of
Spain referred to Court of
Claims
964
Claims---------------------964
Island Avenue
Avenue NE.,
NE., D.
C.,
Rhode Island
D. C.,
appropriation
appropriation for
for asphalt
asphalt covering,
covering, LinLincoln Road
Street; from
coln
Road to
to Fourth
Fourth Street;
from
gasoline-tax fund
fund -----------1225
gasoline-tax
1225
(widow),
Rhodes, Emma
Emma Williams
Williams (widow),
pension -------------------------pension
_ 1497
1497
Rice,
Rice,
appropriation
for investigating
investigating insects
appropriation for
insects
affecting
449, 839
affecting ------------------ 449,
839
Rice,
Rice, Elizabeth
Elizabeth H.,
H.,
payment of
of findings
of Court
Claims to
to 1595
1595
payment
findingsof
Court of
of Claims
Rich, Delia
Rich,
Delia (widow),
(widow),
pension increased------------------increased _
1489
1489
Rich,
A.,
Rich, Walter
Walter A.,
to estate
payment to
estate of,
of, on
of
on account
account of
death ------------------_- - 1573
1573
Richards,
(widow),
Richards, Josephine
Josephine (widow),
pension increased
increased--------------pension
1438
-1438
Richey,
William,
Richey, William,
pension increased
pension
increased ------------------1388
1388
Richmond
County, Ga.,
Richmond County,
Ga.,
bridge
bridge authorized
authorized across Savannah
Savannah
River,
Augusta, Ga.,
Ga., by
Aiken
River, Augusta,
by Aiken
County, S.
102
County,
S. C.,
C., and
and ----------102
Richmond,
Henrietta (widow),
(widow),
Richmond, Henrietta
pension
pension ------------------------.
1448
1448
Rickard, Noah,
Rickard,
Noah,
pension
pension --------------------------.
1519
1519
Rickman,
Isabella (widow),
(widow),
Rickman, Isabella
pension increased
increased ----------------1533
1533
Ridenour, Priscilla
Priscilla (widow),
Ridenour,
(widow),
pension increased
increased------- ------- 1482
1482
Rider, Charles
Charles 0.,
0.,
pension ----------------------pension
1504
1504
Riding Academies,
Academies,
Riding
special tax
proprietors of
326
special
tax on
on proprietors
of --------326
associations
National Guard
etc.,
associations of
of National
Guard etc.,
excepted
326
excepted -------------------326
Rife,
Rife, Fred,
Fred,
pension ------------------------1404
1404
Rifle
Army,
Rifle Contests,
Contests, Army,
appropriation
appropriation for
for trophy,
medals, etc.,
etc.,
trophy, medals,
for -----------------------for
509
509
National Board
Rifle Practice,
Practice, National
Board for
Profor Promotion of,
of,
motion
appropriation
appropriation for expenses of ranges;
ranges;
transporting
transporting teams
to matches,
matches,
teams to
--------------509,924
etc --509,
924
quartermaster supplies
supplies for
for quartermaster
for rifle
rifle
ranges, practice,
practice, under
under regularanges,
regulations by -------------- 509, 924
924
members of,
for reimbursing
reimbursing members
of, for
for
expenses, etc
practice expenses,
925
etc ------- 509,
509, 925
of arms,
for issue of
for target
target
arms, etc.,
etc., for
practice issue and
practice
and sale,
sale, as
as preprescribed by ------------------510
510
for quartermaster
quartermaster supplies,
supplies, etc.,
etc., adadditional, 1925
ditional,
711
1925----------------711
provisions for
for encouraging
rifle instrucprovisions
encouraging rifle
instrucrecommendation of_
tion upon recommendation
510
of--- 510

Rifle
for Civilian
Civilian Instruction,
Page.
Rifle Ranges
Ranges for
Instruction,
Pae.
appropriation for
quartermaster supappropriation
for quartermaster
supplies for
etc__
509,
for maintaining,
maintaining, etc
-509, 924
924
for
ordnance equipment
equipment for
925
for ordnance
for------ 510,
510, 925
Riggin t Delia
(widow),
Riggin,
Delia (widow),
pension ---------------------.---1484
1484
Rights of
Way,
Rights
of Way,
granted
Anastasia Island
Island MiliMiligranted across
across Anastasia
tary
Fla
959
tary Reservation,
Reservation, Fla---------959
Reservation,
Fort Logan
Logan Military
Military Reservation,
Colo -----------------------648
Colo
648
Fort MacArthur
MacArthur Military
Military ReservaReservation,
656
tion, Calif
Calif -------------656
Fort
Snelling Military
Reservation,
Fort Snelling
Military Reservation,
Minn., to
to Chicago,
Chicago, Milwaukee
Minn.,
Milwaukee
and
Saint Paul
Paul Railway
Railway ComComand Saint
pany-----------------30
pany
---30
Government
Ariz ----101
Government levee,
levee, Yuma,
Yuma, Ariz
101
Post
Discovery Bay
ResPost Discovery
Bay Military
Military Reservation--------------------ervation
812
812
right of
right
of way
way of
Lakes Union
Union and
of Lakes
and
Washington
canal ----------- _
789
Washington canal
789
Veterans'
Veterans' Bureau
Hospital reservaBureau Hospital
reservation,
to
Knoxville,
Iowa
792
tion, to Knoxville, Iowa------792
granted
under nagranted Vicksburg,
Vicksburg, Miss.,
Miss., under
national
cemetery
road
536
tional cemetery road---------536
Riley,
Phebe S.
Riley, Phebe
S. (daughter),
(daughter),
pension
increased------------------pension increased
1490
1490
Riley,
Ruben (son),
Riley, Ruben
(son),
pension increased
increased -----------------1423
1423
Rimes, George
George C.,
C.,
Rimes,
pension
1405
pension increased
increased------------------1405
Rincon Indian
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Calif.,
Calif.,
Rincon
appropriation for
for irrigation
irrigation project
project
on
1151
on--------------------- 400,
400, 1151
Rinderpest,
Rinderpest,
appropriation
emergency
use,
appropriation for
for emergency
use,
eradicating, etc.;
etc.; additional__
eradicating,
additional- --__ 110,
110,
458,
458, 851
851
payment for
payment
for animals
animals destroyed,
destroyed,
etc.; appraisal
etc.;
appraisal of
111,
458,
851
of values__
values-_ 111, 458, 851
deficiency
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
for eradicateradicating, etc ---------------682
---682
Rinecker,
Mary J.
(daughter),
Rinecker, Mary
J. (daughter),
pension
pension------ --------------1416
-1416
Rio
de Janeiro,
Brazil,
Rio de
Janeiro, Brazil,
appropriation for
for purchase
of
addiappropriation
purchase of additional land
for embassy
1024
tional
land for
embassy ------1024
Rio
Grande,
Rio Grande,
appropriation for
bridges across,
across,
appropriation
for steel
steel bridges
within
within Cochiti,
Cochiti, etc.,
etc., Indian
Indian
lands,
N Mex
413
lands, N.
Mex--------------413
deficiency appropriation
comdeficiency
appropriation for
for joint
joint commission
mission with
on use
with Mexico
Mexico on
use of
of
waters of,
waters
of, below
below Fort
Fort WhitWhitman,
Tex
692
man, Tex .----.----.-------692
bridge authorized across,
Alto,
across, Alamo Alto,
Tex ---------------------662
662
consent of
Mexico required
663
consent
of Mexico
required-----663
El Paso,
El
Paso, Tex
Tex -------------------44
consent
consent of
required ----of Mexico
Mexico required
44
Hidalgo, Tex-------------------Tex
815
Hidalgo,
815
consent
consent of
of Mexico
815
Mexico required
required-----815
near Tornillo,
Tex ------------1214
near
Tornillo, Tex
1214
consent of
of Mexico
Mexico required
1214
consent
required ----1214
commissioners authorized
special commissioners
authorized to
to
cooperate
with Mexican
cooperate with
Mexican reprepresentatives as
resentatives
to use
waters
as to
use of
of waters
of, below
of,
below Fort
Fort Quitman,
Quitman, Tex
118
Tex-118
sum for expenses
expenses authorized------authorized
118
118
Grande, Commission
Commission on
on the Equitable
Equitable
Rio Grande,
Use
of Waters
Waters of,
of,
Use of
deficiency appropriation
for; reapproreapprodeficiency
appropriation for;
nriation_
1 4qa
priation
1340
_.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

INDEX.
Mex.,—
Project, N. Mex.,Irrigation Project,
Rio Grande
Grande Irrigation
Tex.,
Tex.,
appropriation
maintenance, etc., of_
appropriation for maintenance,
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Improvements—Con.
Harbor Improvements-Con.
and Harbor
River and
work authorized
authorized on Delaware River,
418,
Philadelphia to Trenton -----418,
1168
Wilmington,
1168
Wilmington, DeL-----------N. Mex.,
J-------------Rio
Grande Valley,
Mex.,
Salem River, N. J
Valley, N.
Rio Grande
Salem
appropriation
Cambridge, Md------------Md
Cambridge,
appropriation for draining Pueblo
403
Crisfield, Md
conditions---Indian
__
in; conditions__
Md-------------lands in;
Indian lands
Onancock River,
River, Md
Md---------Riordan,
J., late
late a
a Representative
in
Representative in
Onancock
D. J.,
Riordan, D.
Norfolk,
Va_ ------------Congress,
Norfolk, Va
Congress,
to
waterway,
Norfolk
to Beaufort Inlet,
pay
waterway
deficiency
appropriation for
to
deficiency appropriation
34
-N. Cd---------C
N.
widow of -------------------widow
Beaufort, N. C
C__----........
(widow),
Riphenburgh, Maggie
Maggie (widow),
Riphenburgh,
waterway, Charleston,
Charleston S. C., and
1504
pension
waterway,
pension -- ___---------------------River: Fla-----Fla
Saint Johns River,
Ritter, Charles
Charles H.,
H.,
Ritter,
Charleston
C
Charleston to Winyah Bay, S. C__
1383
pension
pension---------------------------Shipyard
Creek, S. C
C------------Shipyard Creek,
Ritter, Susan
(widow),
Susan (widow),
Ritter,
Fernandina,
Fla---------------Fernandina, Fla
- 1444
------pension
1444
pension ----------------Miami, Fla
Fla---------------------Miami,
Ritter, Warren
Warren A.,
A.,
Ritter,
Charlotte, Fla ----------------pension
increased ----------------1420
pension increased
Bayou La Batre, Ala ---------Improvements,
River and
and Harbor
Harbor Improvements,
River
Intracoastal
Louisiana and Texas Intracoastal
appropriation for preservation,
preservation, mainappropriation
to
Orelans, La., to
Waterway,
Waterway, New Orelans,
tenance,
tenance, and construction of
Galveston,
Tex
Galveston, Tex-------------authorized
projects
515, 930
authorized projects-------Sabine-Neches Waterway,
Waterway, Tex---Tex
Sabine-Neches
survey of northern
northern and northwestsurvey
Houston Ship Channel, Tex -----Houston
ern
lakes, etc------------etc
515, 930
ern lakes,
Freeport, Tex
Tex_-------------Freeport,
preventing
preventing injurious deposits, New
Galena River;
River*' use of funds for reGalena
York Harbor
Harbor-------------- 516, 930
York
in
moval of dams in----------for preliminary examinations, surMississippi
Mississippi River, at Nauvoo, IlIl-516, 930
veys, etc------------------etc
veys,
Madison, Iowa--------Iowa
at Fort Madison,
authorizations------ 516, 930
limited to authorizations
from
Louis to MinneapolisMinneapolis.. _
Saint Louis
from Saint
for Muscle
Shoals, Tennessee River,
Muscle Shoals,
for
Missouri
to
River, from its mouth to
Missouri River,
516
-Dam
2
516
No. 2---------------Dam No.
Quindaro Bend
Bend-------------contracts authorized-----------authorized
516
contracts
Tennessee River, Ala-------------Ala
Tennessee
930
for
Muscle Shoals,
RiverTennessee River_
Shoals, Tennessee
for Muscle
and tributaries,
tributaries, N. C., Tenn., Ala.,
and
for
Mississippi RiverRiver_ 516, 930
for flood control, Mississippi
Ky
and Ky------------------for
Sacramento River,
for flood control, Sacramento
Green
Wis
Green Bay and Fox River, Wis---Calif
516, 930
516,930
Calif -----------------Muskegon
Muskegon, Mich --------------for,
1925
712
additional, 1925-------------for, additional,
Frankfort:
Mich --.-----------Frankfort Mich
deficiency
appropriation for paying
deficiency appropriation
Indiana Harbor,
Ind- -----------Harbor, Ind
Indiana
claims for damages to vessels
vessels
claims
Y----------N. Y
Great
Great Sodus Bay, N
by
52, 1345
----------- - 52,1345
by-------Black
Channel and Tonawanda,
Tonawanda,
Black Rock Channeland
62, 762
for increased
compensation
62,
increased compensation-------for
N. Y ---------------------N.Y
for surveys, etc.,
etc., for flood control of
for
Los Angeles and Long Beach HarNorth Branch
Susquehanna
of Susquehanna
Branch of
North
bors,
Calif
bors, Calif-------------River, N.
696
and Pa --------Y. and
N. Y.
River,
San
Diego, Calif---------------Calif
San Diego,
for surveys,
surveys, etc.,
etc., for flood control of
for
Oakland,
removing bridges__
bridges --_
Calif.; removing
Oakland, Calif.•
Allegheny
and
Monongahela
and Monongahela
Allegheny
Petaluma Creek,
Calif
Creek, Calif----------Petaluma
Rivers
696
Rivers---------------------Siuslaw River, Greg
Oreg-----------for surveys, etc.,
etc., for flood control of
for
Oreg--Tillamook
Tillamook Bay and Bar, Oreg
Puyallup
696
Wash -------Puyallup River, Wash
Wash-- _
Columbia River, Oreg. and Wash__
personnel, etc.,
etc., to be
be used to prevent
personnel,
Deep River,
River Wash
Wash--------------pollution
navigable waters by
of navigable
pollution of
Port Orchard
Orchard Bay, Wash
Wash--------deposits of
of oil
605
etcvessels, etc..
from vessels,
oil from
deposits
Duwamish
Waterway, Seattle
lHarSeattle HarDuwamish Waterway,
to arrest
arrest persons
persons violating
violating regulato
bor
Wash
bor,'Wash---------------tions,
etc., of
of Oil Pollution
Act....
605
Pollution Acttions, etc.,
Cowlitz
River, Wash -----------Cowlitz River,
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., modipreliminary
Wrangell
Alaska ------Wrangell Narrows, Alaska
5
fied,
5
fied, of Dog River, Ala -------Hilo, Hawaii
Hawaii __---------------23
of
Mill Cut,
but, N.
N C
C --------------of Mill
Rico-------------Ponce, Porto Rico
preliminary examinations,
examinations, etc., aupreliminary
constructing lock and dam on Wabash
Wabash
constructing
thorized
designated streams
thorized of designated
Ill., reRiver at Grand Rapids, Ill.,
249
for flood
flood control-------------control
249
for
pealed,
etc---------------pealed, etc
amount authorized
authorized from approamount
levee on
Zanesville,
Muskingum River, Zanesville,
on Muskingum
levee
249
etcexaminations, etc_
priations for examinations,
repaired
Ohio, to be repaired--------surveys
authorized
of
designated
designated
authorized
surveys
estimate of cost of examinations
examinations of
estimate
streams, for
flood control-----control
249
for flood
streams,
navigable
feasible for
navigable streams feasible
amounts
authorized to
to be
be approapproamounts authorized
power development, to make
priated -------------------250
priated
plans
navigation, water
water
plans for navigation,
preliminary
examinations, etc., for
preliminary examinations,
power,
flood control, and irrigapower, flood
flood
control
designated
of designated
control of
flood
tion ------------------ ----rivers in
Washington
1000
in Washington---------rivers
consideration of Colorado River,
no consideration
work
Me__ _ 1186
Saco River, Me--on Saco
authorized on
work authorized
etc --------------------Glencove Creek,
Creek, N.
1186
Y ----.-----N. Y
Glencove
compilation
harbor laws,
compilation of river and harbor
Hudson River,
River, N.
N. Y
1186
1186
Y-----------Hudson
authorized
to include
include second
second
to
authorized
J---Channel
at
Weehawken,
J
1186
N.
Weehawken,
at
Channel
Congress_
session of Sixty-eighth
Sixty-eighth
session
J-----Flushing
Bay
and
N.
J
1186
Creek,
Bay
Flushing

Rio

Page.

Page
Page.
1186
1186
1186
1186
1186
1186
1186
1186
1186
1186
1187
1187
1187
1187
1187
1187
1187
1187
1187
1187
1187
1187
1187
1187
1187
1187
1188
1188
1188
1188
1188
1188
1188
1188
1188
1188
1188
1188
1189
1189
1189
1189
1189
1189
1189
1189
1189
1189
1189
1189
1189
1189
1189
1189
1189
1189
1190
1190
1190
1190
1190
1190
1190
1190
1190
1190
1190

1190
1190
1190
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River
and Harbor
Page.
Improvements-Con.
HarborImprovements—Con.
River and
additional
allowance to
when
additional allowance
to fliers when
making
surveys--------1190
making aerial surveys
1190
mileage
harbor
mileage of
of officers
officers on
on river and harbor
improvements
approimprovements paid from appropriations therefor_
priations
therefor------------- 1191
1191
payments
to per
per diem
employees for
payments to
diem employees
for exexcess work on Saturday
Saturday half holidays legalized; credits to be given
for
1191
for-------------------------report
projects for
which
for which
report to
to be
be made on projects
further improvement
undesirfurther
improvement undesirable
1191
able----------------------preliminary
surveys, etc.,
preliminary examinations,
examinations, surveys,
made
1191
to be made-----------------other than designated
designated ones, forforbidden ------------------ -1191
bidden
1191
no supplemental
supplemental reports, etc., to be
made
1191
made-------------------no work authorized until funds actuactually
appropriated forfor ------1191
ally appropriated
1191
projects proposed
1191
proposed--_------------1191
Potomac River,
River, Washington, D. C.,
Potomac
for deep-water
deep-water terminal.-----terminal
1193
1193
deeper waterway,
waterway, Great Lakes
Lakes to
to the
the
Hudson
River
1196
Hudson River ------------1196
use of rock for
improving Coos
Coos Bay
for improving
Bay
Harbor, Oreg---------------1197
Harbor,
1197
modification
modification of harbor lines, Newport,
Newport,
1197
Calif., authorized
authorized - --------1197
funds advanced
advanced by local interests for an
improvement may be used immediately
1197
mediately----------------- - 1197
repayment from appropriation
appropriation therethere-.
repayment
1197
for ------------------------- 1197
not made, if local cooperation
cooperation imposed
1197
posed ------------------- - 1197
agreement for reconstructing
reconstructing railroad
Chesapeake and
bridge across Chesapeake
Delaware
Delaware Canal ratified
ratified ------ 1197
1197
funds available for---------------for
1197
1197
etc., for river and
and harbor
earth, timber, etc.,
harbor
construction may be taken from
construction
national forests
1197
national
forests--------------- 1197
portion of Black Warrior River, Ala.,
Ala.,
designated Lake Bankhead
Bankhead ---designated
1197
alteration of National Research
Research Building for offices of district engiengineer, Washington,
1197
Washington, D. C
C -----.
payment for, from river and harbor,
increasing District
District water
water supply,
increasing
etc., funds
funds ------- -.-------1198
amount authorized
authorized to reimburse
reimburse Yuma
Yuma
irrigation
project, Ariz.
Ariz. and
and
irrigation project,
Calif., for cost incurred
incurred in operating
erating Colorado
Colorado River
River levee,
etc., adjacent
project
1198
1198
etc.,
adjacent to project------1926
1198
for fiscal year 1926--------------1198
fiscal year
year 1927, and thereafter._
for fiscal
thereafter--_ 1198
Gunboats, River),
River Gunboats
Gunboats (see also Gunboats,
deficiency appropriation for constructdeficiency
constructing, etc----etc
1336
------------1336
Riverdale,
Riverdale, Ill.,
Ill.,
Calumet
bridge authorized
authorized across Little Calumet
River at-------------------at
998
River
Rivers,
233, 1043
appropriation for lighting of -----appropriation
Riverside, Calif.,
River.side,
appropriation for Sherman Institute
appropriation
405, 1156
1156
Indian School at --------Institute Indian
Indian School,
School,
for Sherman Institute
additional, 1925 ----------- 707
707
additional,
Contracting Company,
Riverside Contracting
payment to, for property damages
damages---- 1588

Page.
Riverside County, Calif.,
Page.
desert
of certain
certain lands
desert land entrymen of
in,
proof, rein, failing to make
make final proof,
lieved
1580
lieved from
from cancellation
cancellation ------- 1580
Riverton Irrigation
Project, Wyo.,
Wyo.,
Riverton
IrrigationProject,
appropriation
maintenance, .etc.,
etc.,
appropriation for maintenance,
of
418, 1171
of-------------------Roach, Albert C.,
pension increased
pension
increased-----------------1383
Roach,
Margaret F. (daughter),
Roach, Margaret
(daughter),
pension------------- ------------pension
1472
Roach, Rutha (widow),
(widow),
pension increased
1517
pension
increased-----------------1517
Road
Construction, etc.,
Road Construction,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for, national
national
deficiency
parks, etc-------------------etc
686
parks,
686
Road
Road Making Materials,
Materials,
appropriation for investigations
investigations and
appropriation
experiments
452,
experiments---------------452, 843
Road
Management, etc.,
etc.,
•
Road Management,
appropriation for
for investigations
etc. 452,
843
452, 843
appropriation
investigations,'etc_
for determining
determining best
best materials, etc_ 452, 843
843
Forests and
Roads and
and Trails,
Trails, National
National Forests
Monuments,
appropriation
etc_ -_-__ 1179
appropriation for constructing, etc
contracts for approved
approved projects
projects
contracts
deemed Government
Government obligations_
deemed
1179
Federal Highway
Highway
Roads, etc., Public
Public (see Federal
Act).
Act).
Trails, etc., National
Forests,
Roads, Trails,
National Forests,
appropriation
construction, etc_
836
appropriation for construction,
etc_-_ 446, 836
etc., at Military
Posts,
Roads, Walks, etc.,
Military Posts,
appropriation for construction
appropriation
construction, repairs,
etc ---------------------- 488,903
488, 903
711
for, additional,
additional, 1925
1925-------------711
deficiency
appropriation
for
deficiency appropriation
-------- 62, 762
Roanoke River, N. C.,
preliminary
examination,
etc.,
of
preliminary
etc.,
of
mouth, to be
be made-----------made
1193
Roanoke, Va.,
114
terms of court at ----------------114
Robbins,
J. (widow),
(widow),
Robbins, Mary J.
pension --------------------------1428
pension
1428
Roberts,
Roberts, Daniel
Daniel Webster,
pension increased
1403
pension
increased-----------------Roberts, Martha
Martha C. (widow),
pension
1474
pension---------------------.-Robertson, Charles,
Charles,
Robertson,
pension
1462
pension-----------------------Rotrinette, Mary J.
.1. (widow),
(widow),
Robinette,
pension
pension--------------------------1427
Robinson, Ben C.,
pension
pension--------------------- ---1392
Robinson, Frank,
Frank,
pension
pension--------------------------1408
Frank (son),
Robinson, Frank
(son),
pension...
pension..--------.---------------_1496
Robinson,
Robinson, George,
George,
pension
1525
pension -------------------------1525
Robinson,
George L.,
Robinson, George
pension increased
pension
increased----- ----------1411
Robinson,
Gertrude A.
A. (widow),
(widow),
Robinson, Gertrude
pension --------------------_-----_
pension
1447
Robinson,
J. (son),
(son),
Robinson, Henry J.
pension
pension--------_----_------------_
1525
Robinson, Jane
Robinson,
Jane Ann
Ann (mother),
pension--------------__
pension
-----------1382
Robinson,
Jennie A.
A. (widow),
(widow),
Robinson, Jennie
pension------------------------- _ 1423
1423
pension
Robinson, Mary
Robinson,
(widow),
Mary (widow),
pension-----_-------pension
--------- - 1482
Robinson, Mary
Mary J.
J. (widow),
(widow),
pension-------_-1482
pension
-

--------------.--.--.--.------------

-

.

INDEX.
INDEX.
Paae 1
M
Pau-lin M.,
PFMi-nor
Robinson,
Pauline
Paga
appropriation for
widow of
for paying, widow
appropriation
Fred R.
Robinson, aa consul dyR. Robinson,
Fred
ing
209
209
in service
service----------------ing in
Robinson,
Robinson, Samuel,
deficiency
servappropriation for extra servdeficiency appropriation
ices
1315
673,1315
ices---------------------- 673,
Robinson, Sarah
Sarah Elizabeth
(widow),
Elizabeth (widow),
Robinson,
pension
1406
pension---------------------------Robinson, William E.
E. (son),
(son),
Robinson,
pension
1472
pension---------------------------Ella S.
S. (widow),
Robison, Ella
pension
1459
pension --------------------------Parkway ComRock
Potomac Parkway
Creek and Potomac
Rock Creek
mission,
mission,
appropriation
conappropriation for acquiring land connecting
and
Potomac, Zoological, and
necting Potomac,
Rock Creek
Parks
574
Creek Parks-----------Rock
for acquisition
acquisition of
of additional
additional land by;
for
limit
574
limit-----------------------acquiring
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for acquiring
deficiency
lands
connecting Potomac,
ZooPotomac, Zoolands connecting
Parks__ 1323
logical, and Rock Creek Parks
logical,
C.,
D. C.,
Rock
Park, D.
Rock Creek Park,
appropriation for
for care
care and improvement
improvement
appropriation
573
of
of---------------------- -connecting, with
for
parkway connecting,
land for parkway
for land
574
Zoological and Potomac
Parks
574
Potomac Parks-Zoological
1247
for
and comfort
comfort station
station----1247
shelter and
for shelter
Rock
C.,
S. C.,
Hill, S.
Rock Hill,
terms
of court
court at
801
at------------------terms of
Rock
Ill.,
Arsenal, Ill.,
Island Arsenal,
Rock Island
appropriation
for bridges
bridges expensesexpenses__ 499, 914
914
appropriation for
Rock Island,
Island, Ill.,
Rock
appropriation for care, etc., Confederate
Confederate
appropriation
cemetery
927
cemetery------------------ 512, 927
preliminary
examination, etc.,
etc., of,
harbor
of, harbor
preliminary examination,
1195
to
be made------------------made
1195
to be
Rock
River,
Rock River,
949
Wisbridge authorized
authorized across,
across, at Beloit, Wis_
bridge
at
Rockford, Ill
1354
1354
Ill- ------.----at Rockford,
13
in
County
13
Winnebago County-----------in Winnebago
time
Rockford,
bridging, Rockford,
for bridging,
extended for
time extended
III
814
IllU------------------Rockaway
East,
N.Y., East,
Inlet, N.Y.,
Rockaway Inlet,
preliminary
examination, etc.,
be
to be
of, to
etc., of,
preliminary examination,
made
1192
made ----------------------Rockenbach,
Charles A.,
Rockenbach, Charles
pension
1446
pension -------------------------Rockford, Ill.,
Ill.,
Rockford,
1354
bridge
authorized across
across Rock
Rock River
River at_
1354
bridge authorized
time extended for bridging Rock
Rock River
River
time
by
814
814
by-------------------------Rockhold, Charlottie
(widow),
E. (widow),
CharlottieE.
Rockhold,
pension -------------------------1471
pension
Rockport, Ind.,
Ind.,
Rockport,
bridge authorized
across Ohio
River,
Ohio River,
authorized across
bridge
between,
Ky
103
Ownesboro, Ky___
between, and Ownesboro,
Rocky
Boy Agency, Mont.,
Rocky Boy
appropriation for
support, etc.,
etc., of
for support,
appropriation
Indians at,
at, from
from tribal
tribal funds_ 411, 1161
Indians
Rocky
Boy Band
Chippewa Indians,
Indians,
of Chippewa
Band of
Rocky Boy
etc., Mont.,
appropriation for
and mainmainsupport, and
for support,
appropriation
408,1159
tenance
of ---------------- 408,
1159
tenance of
708
for support,
708
1925additional, 1925_
of, additional,
etc., of,
support, etc.,
for
Rocky
Park, Colo.,
National Park,
Mountain National
Rocky Mountain
appropriation for
protection, etc-_etc__ _ 424, 1177
for protection,
appropriation
for protection,
additional, 1925
709
1925- - protection, additional,
for
deficiency
appropriation for repairs of
deficiency appropriation
flood
damages ---------1331
686, 1331
flood damages
exchange of
of lands
lands with
owner
private owner
with private
exchange
authorized
addition to-----to
973
for addition
authorized for
lands
National
Colorado National
transferred to Colorado
lands transferred
Forest
252
Forest from -----------------
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Paae.
ViMJ-7
i -7nnttc^
MR-tin
PR-l1-l Mountain
Rocky
Spotted
Fever,
Page,
appropriation
prevention of epiepifor prevention
appropriation for
demic
775
demic----------------------- 76, 775
A. (widow),
(widow),
Roden, Rachel A.
1476
pension
1476
pension---------------------------Rodgers, Catherine
Catherine (widow),
Rodgers,
1407.
--pension
pension _--------------------Rodman Street
NW., D. C.,
Street NW.,
Rodman
appropriation
for paving,
paving, Reno
Reno Road to
to
appropriation for
1223
Thirty-fifth
Street-----------Thirty-fifth Street
(widow),
Rogers, Cora
Cora M. (widow),
Rogers,
1432
pension
1432
pension---------------------------Rogers, Commander
Commander Fred
Fred F., Navy,
Navy,
Rogers,
may accept
decoration from
from VenezuelaVenezuela_ 1582
1582
accept decoration
may
Rogers,
J. (widow),
(widow),
Rogers, Isabel J.
1406
pension
1406
pension----------------------------Rogers,
F.,
William F.,
Rogers, William
1397
pension
1397
increased-----------------pension increased
Roland
Mary (widow),
Roland,? Mary
1456
pension --------------------------1456
pension
Rolfe,
J. (widow),
(widow),
Martha J.
Rolfe, Martha
1490
pension
1490
pension-----------------------Rome,
Rome, Italy,
appropriation
for International
International Instiappropriation for
tute
of Agriculture
Agriculture at---at
212, 1021
tute of
for International
International Office
Office of Public
for
--Health
1021
Health---------------deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for Interdeficiency
national Institute
AgriculInstitute of Agriculnational
48
ture ----------------------ture

Romero,
Guadalupe D. de,
de
Romero, Guadalupe
issue of
of homestead
homestead patent
to
patent to--------issue
Romey,
Romey, Reuben R.,
pension -------------------------pension
Roof
Gardens,
Roof Gardens,
internal
tax on
on admissions to
to
revenue tax
internal revenue
entertainments at------------at
entertainments
Roosevelt Memorial
Memorial Association,
Association,
Roosevelt
may
procure plans,
etc., for
for memorial
memorial
plans, etc.,
may procure
to Theodore
Theodore Roosevelt
Roosevelt--------to
site
designated------------------site designated
considerations affecting
affecting----------considerations
subject
of Congress----Congress
approval of
to approval
subject to
Roosevelt,
Theodore,
Roosevelt, Theodore,
plans, etc.,
for memorial
memorial to, may be
etc., for
plans,
prepared,
etc----------------prepared, etc
Ropes
Cables,
and Cables,
Ropes and
appropriation
internal
studying internal
for studying
appropriation for
strains of,
of, etc
etc-----------------strains
"Rosa
Ferlita," Schooner,
"Rosa Ferlita,"
owner of,
of, may
may bring
bring suit
collision
suit for collision
owner
damages,
district court-----court
in district
damages, in
Rose,
Ernest Oties,
Rose, Ernest
pension--------------------------pension
Rose, Henry
M.
Henry M.,
Rose,
appropriation for,
as assistant
assistant secresecrefor, as
appropriation
579,
- -tary
of the
Senatethe Senate
tary of
established of, as
position
pay established
position and pay
Senassistant Secretary
Secretary of the Senassistant
ate ---------------------ate
Rosebud Agency,
Agency, S.
Dak.,
S. Dak.,
Rosebud
Inappropriation
etc., of Inappropriation for support, etc.,
dians
at, from
from tribal
411,
funds_ -_ 411,
tribal funds_
dians at,
"Rosedale," British
British Steamship,
"Rosedale,"
owner
of, may
bring suit
suit for collision
collision
may bring
owner of,
damages, in
in district
district court
court------damages,
Ross, Harriet
Harriet I.
I. (widow),
(widow),
Ross,
pension
pension-------------Ross,
S. (widow),
(widow),
Ross, Ida S.
pension
pension -------------------------Ross,
(widow),
Matilda (widow),
Ross, Matilda
pension increased
increased -----------------pension
Ross,
(widow),
Ross, Nancy (widow),
pension
increased
-------------pension increased---

810
1413
1413

321
321
935
935
935
935
935

935
233

1581
1401
1286
1286
147

1161
1570
1570
1453
1453
1424
1424
1494

1490
1490
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Page.
I. (daughter),
Ross, Nancy I.
pension
1515
pension--------------------.----.Ross, Sarah
SarahJane
Jane (widow),
pension increased
pension
increased -------------- 1483
Roswell,
Mex.,
RosweU, N. Mex.,
offices of register
register and receiver,
receiver, land
offices
office at, consolidated
consolidated---------395
642
terms of
of court
court at
at------------------Rotunda of the Capitol,
Capitol,
restoration and completion of the
restoration
frieze in the, authorized-------authorized
1252
frieze
selection of design, artists, etc ----1252
1252
amount authorized
for
1252
authorized for-----------Calif.,
Round Valley Agency, Calif.,
appropriation
appropriation for support, etc., of Indians at, from tribal funds__
411, 1161
funds-_ 411,
diana
Round
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Calif.,
Calif.,
Round Valley Indian
appropriation for
on400
for irrigation
irrigation project on.
appropriation
deceased allottee,
allottee, Richard
Richard
patents to deceased
Bell, canceled,
restored
canceled, and land restored
to Indians of ----------------138
138
Roush,
Roush, Josephine
Josephine (widow),
pension ------ _------------------ 1523
Rousseau,
Rousseau, Louis Van Dyke,
pension --------------------------- 1472
Margaret L. (widow),
Routh, Margaret
pension increased
1484
increased------------------Frances L. (widow),
(widow),
Row, Frances
pension increased
1517
increased-----------------1517
W. (son),
Rowe, Guy W.
pension increased
1476
pension
increased------------------Rowell,
Indian Allottee,
Rowed, James
James F., Indian
allotment to, of Kiowa
Kiowa Agency,
OkLs.,
allotment
Agency, Okla.,
lands no longer needed for
for
agency administration
administration -------795
agency
795
condition, etc-------------------etc
795
795
patent in fee to be issued for
for------- 795
Rubber,
Rubber,
appropriation for investigating sources
sources
appropriation
227
of crude-------------------crude
227
for developing
developing standards of quality, etc., of --------------231, 1041
Rubber
Plants,
Rubber Producing
ProducingPlants,
appropriation for experiments,
experiments, etc.,
appropriation
in potential
potential---------------- 441, 831
Ruby Valley, Nev.,
Nev.,
purchase a
a tract
tract
amount authorized
authorized to purchase
homeless Temoak
Temoak
of land for homeless
Indians at ------------------596
Rudolph
and West,
Rudolph and
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for range,
National Training School
School for
for

Girls, District
District of
677
Girls,
of Columbia_
Columbia ---__ _ 677
Rueppel,
Emilia (daughter),
Rueppel, Emilia
(daughter),
1424
pension --------------------_---Rules of the House of Representatives,
Representatives,
appropriation for preparing
preparing Digest of
of. 582,
appropriation
1200
1290
Speakpay established
established for clerk to the Speaker's table for preparing Digest
Digest
of
149
of-------------------------149
Rumania,
Rumania,
appropriation for minister to ----- 206, 1015
appropriation
1015
"Rune," Norwegian
"Runa,"
Norwegian Steamship,
Steamship,
owners of, may bring suit for collision
collision
owners
damages, in district court-----court
1547
damages,in
Runke, Walter,
Waiter,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for reimbursedeficiency
reimbursement ----------------------42
Runs, Caspar,
Runz,
Caspar,
pension --------------1466
pension
-------.
Rural Delivery,
Rural
Postal Service,
Delivery, Postal
appropriation for post route, etc.,
etc., maps;
maps;
appropriation
sale-------------------- 88,
88,787
sale
787

Service-Continued. Page.
Rural Delivery, Postal
Postal Service—Continued.
Rural
appropriation for carriers,
carriers, expenses,
expenses,
appropriation
etc --------------------- 89, 788
amount for new routes ---------amount
89
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for -_ 60, 63, 699 763
703
deficiency
classification of pay,
1063
classification
pay, etc -----------1063
experiments
experiments to encourage
encourage sending food
food
products by, directly to conconproducts
sumers or vendors,
vendors, authorized-authorized_ _ 1068
1068
Education,
Rural Education,
appropriation for investigations,
investigations, etcetc_ 426, 1180
1180
appropriation
forinvestigations,etc.,additional,
709
for investigations, etc., additional, 1925
Rural
HighRural Post Roads (see also Federal Highway Act),
Act),
appropriation for constructing, in cocoappropriation
operation with States
852
operation
States---------Rural Sanitation,
Rural
Sanitation,
appropriation for investigations,
investigations, etc.,
appropriation
Public Health Service__
775
Service-- 76, 775
of, by Public
demonstration
subject to
to
demonstration work subject
local cooperation
cooperation ----------- 76, 775
local
for investigations,
etc., of, additional,
additional,
for
investigations, etc.,
710
1925----------------------1925
710
deficiency appropriation
for
deficiency
appropriation for---------761
Russell
(widow),
Russell, Arminda
Arminda (widow),
pension
t increased
1435
pension
increased-- --------------1435
Martha J.
J. (widow),
Russell, Martha
pension--------------------------1443
1443
(widow),
Russell, Mary G.
G. (widow),
pension
1506
pension ------------------------ - 1506
Fannie L. (widow),
Ryan, Fannie
pension
1445
pension increased
increased------------------1445
Ryan, Joseph
Joseph P.,
P.,
payment to, for personal injuries
injuries---- 1539
M. (widow),
(widow),
Ryan, Libbie
Libbie M.
pension
1423
pension--------------------------S.
S Street
S
Street NW.,
NW., D. C.,
appropriation for paving, Thirty-sixth
Thirty-sixth
appropriation
to Thirty-seventh
Thirty-seventh Streets-----Streets
Thirty-seventh to ThirtyThirtyfor paving, Thirty-seventh
Streets ------------eighth Streets
Sabin,
Sabin, Georgia
Georgia M. (widow),
pension
pension increased-----------------increased
Sabine Lumber Company,
S'ne
purchase of lands in Arkansas
Arkansas by,
authorized --------------authorized
Sabine-Neches Waterway, Tex.,
Tex.,
Sabine-Neches

plans
of, modified
modified_ -_-__
plans for
for improvement
improvement of,
preliminary
examination, etc., of, to be
preliminary examination,
made
made----------------------Sabine River,
River,
Sabine
extended for bridging, at Orange,
Orange,
time extended
Tex -----------------------.
Tex
Sabina, Bert,
Sabins,
Bert,
pension ------------------pension
_
------ _
Sabula, Iowa,
Iowa,
Sabula,
authorized across Mississippi
bridge authorized
River,
Ill., to
to --__
River, from
from Savanna,
Savanna, Ill.,
Agency, Iowa,
Sac and
and Fox Agency,
appropriation for support, etc.,
etc., of Inappropriation
dians at, from
from tribal funds
funds_ _
411,
dians
- 411,
Agency, Okla.,
Sac and
and Fox
Fox Agency,
Okla.,
appropriation for support,
support, etc.,
etc., of Inappropriation
dians at, from tribal funds_
dians
funds_ _
- 411,
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for civilian ememployees at-----------------ployees
Sac and
and Fox Indian
Indian Sanatorium,
Sanatorium, Iowa,
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc., of
appropriation

Saco River, Me.,
improvement of, authorized---------improvement
authorized

546
1224
1427
812
812
1187
1187

1195
1093
1415
1415
173
173

1161
1161
1329
1329
408,
1159
1159

1186
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Sacramento,
Calif.
Sacramento, Calif.,
offices
register and
and receiver,
receiver, land
of register
offices of
395
office
at, consolidated------...
consolidated
office at,
Sacramento
Calif.,
Sacramento River, Calif.,
appropriation
prosecuting work of
appropriation for prosecuting
flood
control ------------516, 930
flood control
preliminary
examination ' etc., of, and
preliminary examination,
tributaries, to
made for probe Made
to be
tributaries,
tection
melting glaciers-_
glaciers_ _ 1196
from melting
tection from
Sadler, Harriet
(widow),
Harriet(widow),
Sadler,
pension
_
1527
increased------------------pension increased
Safe Locomotive
etc. '
Boilers, etc.,
Locomotive Boilers,
Safe
extended-_- _ 659
provisions for
equipment, extended__
for equipment,
provisions
Safety
Operations,
Railway Operations,
Safety of Railway
appropriation for
for investigating,
investigating, etc.,
appropriation
526, 1205
systems
promote -----to promotesystems to
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for investiinvestideficiency
755
gating, etc------------------etc
gating,
Y.,
Sag
Reservation, N.
N. Y.,
Military Reservation,
Harbor Military
Sag Harbor
383
sale
abandoned, authorized-------authorized
of abandoned,
sale of
Sage,
(widow),
M. (widow),
Elizabeth M.
Sage, Elizabeth
1384
pension
_
1384
increased------------------pension increased
Sagendorf, Anna (widow),
Sagendorf,
pension
1519
increased------------------pension increased
Chippewa Indians,
Bands of Chippewa
Saginaw, etc.,
etc. 'Bands
Indians,
Saginaw,
claims of,
of, to
approved atto be filed by approved
claims
137
torneys
torneys---------------------137
fees allowed;
allowed; limit increased
increased -------137
fees
Sailing
Boats,
Sailing Boats,
special tax
users of, not for busion users
tax on
special
328
ness,
etc--------------------ness, etc
Sailors, etc.,
Sailors,
appropriation for vocational
vocational rehabilitarehabilitaappropriation
tion of
of discharged
disabled._ _ 533, 1211
discharged disabled-_
tion
Saint Andrews Bay,
Saint
bridge
United States
authorized across United
bridge authorized
Canal,
Apalachicola
connecting Apalachicola
Canal, connecting
22
River and
and ------------------River
Fla.,
Augustine, Fla.,
Saint Augustine,
preliminary
examination, etc., of, harbor
preliminary examination,
1194
to
made
be made------------------to be
Fort
Marion National
Monument, set
National Monument,
Fort Marion
aside
1968
aside-----------------------Saint Charles,
Charles, Ark.,
Ark.,
Saint
999
bridge
authorized across
across White
White River
River at
bridge authorized
as
Arkansas may
acquire to
operate as
to operate
may acquire
Arkansas
1000
a
bridge---------------free bridge
a free
1000
tolls allowed
for five years -----allowed for
tolls
Saint
Charles, Mo.
Mo.,
Saint Charles,
bridge authorized
Missouri River
across Missouri
authorized across
bridge
at
790
at --------------------------Ill.,
Saint
Charles Township, III.,
Saint Charles
104
in_
bridge authorized
River in..
Fox River
across Fox
authorized across
bridge
Saint Cloud
Canal, Fla.,
Fla.,
Cloud Canal,
Saint
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
of, to be
etc., of,
preliminary
made
1194
1194
made----------------------Saint
New Brunswick,
Croix, New
Saint Croix,
bridge authorized
across Saint
Saint Croix
authorized across
bridge
River,
Me.,
Vanceboro, Me.,
between Vanceboro,
River, between
and..
and-------------------------

26
26

Saint
River,
Croix River,
Saint Croix
bridge
authorized
across,
between
between
across
authorized
bridge
Vanceboro, Me.,
Me., and
Saint Croix,
Croix,
and Saint
Vanceboro,
New
Brunswick
New Brunswick--------------

26

Saint Croix
Croix River,
River, Minn.,
Minn.,
Saint
preliminary
etc., to
be
to be
examination, etc.,
preliminary examination,
made
from
Stillwater,
to
Minn., to
Stillwater, Mimi.,
from
made
mouth
of ------------------mouth of
Saint
Hospital, D.
D. C.,
Elizabeths Hospital,
Saint Elizabeths
appropriation for
429,
expenses-_ 429,
general expenses__
for general
appropriation
monthly payments
payments for District
District
monthly
patients
429,
-------- 429,
patients -----for
buildings and
grounds ------- 429,
and grounds
for buildings
for construction
construction of
of propagating
buildpropagating buildfor
ing
ing------------------------

1195
1182
1182
1182
1183

429
429
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Page
C.-Con.
D. C.—Con.
Saint
Elizabeths Hospital,
Hospital, D.
Page.
Saint Elizabeths
power
appropriation
for extending,
etc., power
extending, etc.,
appropriation for
429
plants -------------------plants
429
disposal of
unserviceable material_
of unserviceable
disposal
for
Columbia
District of Columbia
support of District
for support
indigent insane in--------in
571, 1245
indigent
for
nonresident insane;
insane;
deporting nonresident
for deporting
advances, etc_
etc
571, 1245
----------advances,
56, 1348
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for-------- 5,
deficiency
for support
indigent insane, Dis- 6
of indigent
support of
for
trict of
Columbia --------- 678, 1323
1323
of Columbia
trict
Saint Francis,
Francis, Ark.,
Saint
bridge authorized
authorized across
across Saint Francis
Francis
bridge
River
at -------------------10
River at
Saint Francis
Francis River,
River,
Saint
bridge
Saint
authorized across, at Saint
bridge authorized
10
-----------Francis, Ark___-Ark
Francis,
Saint
John River,
Saint John
between Fort
bridge
Fort
across, between
authorized across,
bridge authorized
Kent,
Me., and Clairs, New
Kent, Me.,
27
Brunswick
Brunswick------------------Saint
Johns Electric
Electric Company,
Company,
Saint Johns
granted
of way
way for
for railroad
railroad over
right of
granted right
military reservation
reservation on Anastasia
Anastasia
military
959
Island,
Fla ------------------Island, Fla
Saint
Johns
River,
Fla.,
Fla.,
Saint Johns River,
from
waterway
of
improvement
waterway
from
improvement
Charleston,
C., to, authorizedauthorized_ 1187
1187
S. C.,
Charleston, S.
Saint Lawrence
Lawrence River,
Saint
deficiency
surveys,
appropriation for surveys,
deficiency appropriation
etc
1315
1315
etc-------------------------preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., of, to be
preliminary
made,
Ogdensburg, N. Y., and
made, Ogdensburg,
Lake Ontario
1196
Ontario---------------Lake
Boarding
Saint
Mission Boarding
Indian Mission
Louis Indian
Saint Louis
School, Pawhuska,
Pawhuska, Okla.,
Okla.,
School,
appropriation for support;
renewal of
support; renewal
appropriation
407,1158
contract ---------------407,
1158
contract
RailSaint
Short Line RailLouis-Kansas City Short
Saint Louis-Kansas
road Company,
road
may bridge
bridge Missouri
Missouri River, Arrow
may
Rock,
790
Mo ------------------Rock, Mo
Saint Charles,
Mo
790
Charles, Mo--------------Saint
Louis, Mo.,
Saint Louis,
appropriation for
marine hospital, imfor marine
appropriation
provements
79
provements---------------777
for
building, repairs ----for post office building,
time
Mississippi
for bringing Mississippi
extended for
time extended
77
River
by------------------River by
condemnation,
purchase,
etc., of
condemnation, purchase, etc.,
approaches m
and MisIllinois and
i Illinois
approaches
8
souri,
authorized-------------souri, authorized
additional approaches,
approaches, etc., in East
additional
Saint
Ill., subject
subject to cerLouis, IlI.,
Saint Louis,
tificate
from Interstate
Interstate Comtificate from
88
merce
Commission------------.
merce Commission
Saint
Louis River,
Saint Louis
bridge
across, in
Carlton County
County by
in Carlton
bridge across,
26
Minnesota,
legalized --------Minnesota, legalized
between
Superior, Wis.,
Wis., and Duluth,
between Superior,
Minn
1095
Minn ----------------------Saint Louis
Southwestern Railway ComLouis Southwestern
Saint
pany,
may
Francis River,
Saint
River, Saint
Saint Francis
bridge Saint
may bridge
10
Francis,
Ark
10
Francis, Ark----------------Idaho,
Saint Maries,
Manes, Idaho,
Saint
appropriation
graves of
of graves
care of
for care
appropriation for
national
forest fire
fire fighters
buried
fighters buried
national forest
444, 834
at
834
at----------------------Saint
Marys, Ga.,
Saint Marys,
bridge authorized
across Saint Marys
authorized across
bridge
663
River, at--------------------at663
River,
Saint
Marys River,
Saint Marys
bridge
Marys,
Saint Marys,
across, Saint
authorized across,
bridge authorized
Ga ----663
--------------Ga
472
Wilds Landing,
Landing, Fla
Fla--------------Wilds
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Saint
Paul Fire
Fire and Marine
Saint Paul
Marine Insurance
Insurance Page.
Page.
Company,
payment
to, for
for property
___ 1588
payment to,
property damages_
damages---1588
redemption of lost certificates
certificates of
of indebtedness ------------ _ 1549, 1551
debtedness
Saint
Saint Paul,
Paul, Minn.,
appropriation
repairs, etc., post
appropriation for repairs,
office, etc-------------------etc
778
778
may build temporary
temporary bridge across
Mississippi River at Jackson
Jackson
Street
173
Street-----------------------173
removal after completion
completion of bridge
at Roberts Street
Street------------174
time extended
extended for bridging Mississippi
Mississippi
River by Minneapolis
29
Minneapolis and ----Saint Tammany Parish,
Parish, La.,
authorized across Pearl River,
bridge authorized
River,
between Hancock
Hancock County,
County, Miss.,
Miss.,
between
and -----------------------19
Saint Thomas (see also
also Virgin
Saint
Virgin Islands),
Islands),
appropriation for naval
naval station, extending
tending refrigerating
refrigerating plant
198
plant - --198
Salamanca,
Salamanca, N. Y.,
Y.,
appropriation for ground rent ------- 82, 780
appropriation
Salem,
Salem, Mass.,
preliminary examination, etc.,
preliminary
etc., of harbor to be made-------------made
1192
Salem, Oreg.,
appropriation for Chemawa
'Indian
appropriation
Chemawa 'Indian
school at
at---------------- 406, 1157
1157
for Indian school, additional,
additional, 1925..
1925-_ _ 708
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for Indian
Indian
school at -------------------schoolat
56
Salem River, N. J.,
J.,
improvement
authorized ---------- 1186
improvement of, authorized
Sating, Laura
Laura A.
A. (widow),
(widow),
Saling,
pension increased
increased ------------------ 1442
Salisbury,
Salisbury, N.
N. C.,
C.,
terms of court at
662
at------------------Sally, Shiloh,
increased
1393
pension increased------------------1393
Salmon Fisheries,
Fisheries, Alaska,
Alaska,
Salmon
appropriation for expenses, protection
protection
appropriation
of------------------------of
713
713
provisions
for protection
protection of,
of, etc
etc ----464
provisions for
464
North
Pacific
(see
InSalmon Fisheries,
Fisheries,
Pacific (see International Fisheries
Fisheries CommisCommission).
Salmon,
William
A.,
Salmon, William A.,
pension increased
increased -----------------1413
1413
Salt Lake
Lake Basin
Basin Irrigation
Project, Utah,
Utah,
Salt
Irrigation Project,
appropriation
appropriation for construction
construction of Echo
Reservoir and Weber Provo
Reservoir
Canal,
Canal, etc -------- _-------1170
unexpended balance
available._ -_-__ 1170
1170
unexpended
balance available.
contracts
contracts with water users for
for
payments ------------_-----payments
1170
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for construcconstrucetc., of
tion, etc.
of ----------------685
Salt Lake Basin, Utah,
Utah,
deficiency
appropriation
for
cooperadeficiency appropriation
cooperainvestigations of irrigation
irrigation
tive investigations
685
projects in
in------------------Salt Lake
Lake City,
City, Utah,
Utah,
Salt
appropriation
at..--___ 78, 777
appropriation for assay office at
777
for assay office at,
additional, 1925_ _
710
at, additional,
710
Salt River Agency,
Agency, Ariz.,
Ariz.,
appropriation
etc., of Inappropriation for support, etc.,
funds__ 411, 1161
dians at, from tribal funds
Salt River
River Irrigation
Project, Ariz.,
Salt
IrrigationProject,
Ariz.,
appropriation
for
appropriation for providing water for
Indians from ----------------402
for examination
examination of, and accountsaccounts_ 416, 1166
Salvador,
Salvador,
aDDronriation for
appropriation
to - -206,
- minister
-------to------206.
- - 1015

Salvage,
Salvage,

Page.
Page.
allowed
against
allowed in admiralty
admiralty against
United States for services of,
1112
to public vessels ------------ _
1112
Samoa, American,
American,
Samoa,
Swains Island added to jurisdiction of_
of..
1357
Swains
Samuelsen, Jens,
Samuelsen,
Jens,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
paying
deficiency
for paying
judgment of New York
southern
Yorksouthern
district court to ------------- 1347
1347
Carlos Agency,
Agency, Ariz.,
San Carlos
appropriation
etc., of
of
appropriation for
for support,
support, etc.,
Indians at, from
from tribalfundstribal funds.. 411, 1161
Indians
1161
Carlos Indian
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Ariz.,
San Carlos
Ariz.,
appropriation
for pumping
pumping plants
plants for
for
appropriation for
irrigation repayment
repayment ------- 401,
irrigation
1152
401, 1152
San
Carlos Irrigation
Irrigation Project,
Project, Ariz.,
San Carlos
dam across Canyon of Gila River
River
authorized
authorized ------------------475
cost limited---------------------limited
475
to irrigate
irrigate allotments to Pima InInReservadians on Gila River Reservation
tion--------- ---------------475
other
public or
other public
or private
private lands
lands - -475
reimbursement
construction
reimbursement
of
construction
charges; basis of-------------of
475
surplus unallotted
unallotted lands in
surplus
in Gila
Gila River
River
Reservation
sold
Reservation may be sold------475
proceeds for reimbursing construcconstrucproceeds
tion charges
charges-----------------475
announcement of
water available,
available,
announcement
charges, payments, etc ---charges,
_--475
operation and maintenance
maintenance charges
charges
operation
to be paid annually
annually ----------476
public notice when water actually
actually
available
available------------------476
no payment
payment for construction,
construction, etc.,
etc., until
contract from irrigation
irrigation district,
providing no sale,
sale, etc.,
etc., until
charges paid, is approved by
Secretary------------------Secretary
476
on lands in private ownership
ownership until all
in excess of 160 acres conveyed
conveyed
to United States, etc ---------476
units
to be sold as farm units---------476
rules, etc.
etc.,? to be prescribed;
prescribed; money
money
available
expenses_
available for necessary expenses
476
San
San Diego,
Diego, Calif.,
appropriation for maintenance,
appropriation
maintenance, naval
training station ------------. 187, 866
for naval
naval station,
station, public
public works..
198, 877
877
works -_-__ 198,
for naval fuel depot -------------198
198
additional buildings at naval hospital,
authorized
hospital
authorized from naval
naval hospital
fund -----------------------196
authorized for water front
amount authorized
front
development, naval
naval base at _--___ 1276
improvement
___ 1189
1189
improvement of harbor, authorized_
authorized --preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., of,
of, harbor to be made
made--------- ----- 1196
Diego, Calif.,
Calif. Consolidated
Consolidated Gas
San Diego,
Gas and
and
Electric
Electric Company,
Company,
payment to,
payment
property damages
damages ---1573
to, for
for property
1573
San Francisco
San
Francisco Bay,
Calif.,
Bay, Calif.,
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., to be
made, of channel
channel from Redwood
Redwood
1196
City to -----------------1196
San Francisco,
San
Calif.,
Francisco, Calif.,
appropriation for mint at ----------- 77, 776
appropriation
for quarantine
quarantine station ---------80, 77
778
for airplane
service, New York
airplane mail service,
York
and ---------------------- 87, 785
785
depot;
for Marine Corps supply depot;
transfer of site for, from Treasury Department
Department-------------198
suits
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San Francisco,
Calif.—Continued.
Francisco, Calif.-Continued.
San
bureau - 206, 1015
appropriation
passport bureau__
appropriation for passport
1016
for
dispatch agent
agent ------------- 207, 1016
for dispatch
for
hospital, improvements
778
778
improvements
for marine
marine hospital,
710
for
1925------for mint
mint at, additional, 1925
deficiency
appropriation for airplane
airplane
deficiency appropriation
service, New
New York
1350
59, 1350
York and ---- _ 59,
service,
addition
to Marine
Marine Corps supply depot,
addition to
authorized from building approauthorized
priation -------_------------_
877
priation
Presidio conveyed
conveyed to, for art,
of Presidio
portions of
exposition, park,
park, etc.,
purposes,
etc., purposes,
exposition,
on
Palace of Fine Arts
which the Palace
on which
is
located
1129
is located-------------------conditioned on
of way for railon right of
conditioned
road from Fort Mason to the
road
Presidio,
1129
---etc ----------Presidio, etc
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., of, harpreliminary
bor
made
1196
to be made--------------bor to
House Association,
Association,
San
Francisco Clearing
Clearing House
San Francisco
seventysilver 50-cent pieces for seventyissue of silver
fifth
anniversary of admission
admission of
fifth anniversary
California, upon
request of, and
upon request
California,
payment
for
966
payment for----------------N. Mex.,
Juan Agency,
Agency, N.
Mex.,
San Juan
appropriation for
for support,
support, etc.,
of
etc., of
appropriation
Indians at,
tribal funds_ 411, 1161
from tribalfundsat, from
Indians
Juan County, Wash.,
San Juan
granted
rights of
for highways
highways
of way
way for
granted rights
across abandoned
abandoned military
military resacross
ervations on
and Shaw
Lopez and
on Lopez
ervations
Islands
957
957
Islands---------------------Ariz.,
Reservation,
San
Indian Reservation,
Juan Indian
San Juan
appropriation
water supply for
for water
appropriation for
400, 1150
Indians
repayment --Indians on; repayment
San Juan
Indian School, N. Mex.,
San
Juan Indian
operating, etc.,
appropriation
etc., Hogappropriation for operating,
back irrigation
under_ 403, 1153
1153
project under_
irrigation project
back
Juan, Porto
San
San Juan,
Porto Rico,
80
appropriation for
quarantine station___
station-__
for quarantine
appropriation
historical fortifications
fortifications
for preserving
preserving historical
at
496
at---------------------court
first circuit to hold
for first
appeals for
of appeals
court of
729
a
a sitting at -----------------preliminary
haretc., of, harexamination, etc.,
preliminary examination,
bor to
be made
made -------------1197
1197
bor
to be
tract
in, conveyed
Federal
to Federal
conveyed to
of land
land in,
tract of
977
Land Bank of Baltimore,
Baltimore, Md__
Md
977
Land
proceeds
to be
for Army quarters;
be used
usedfor
proceeds to
description of
977
of ------------- -description
San
Juan Pueblo
Pueblo Irrigation
Project, N.
N.
Irrigation Project,
San Juan
Mex.,
Mex.,
appropriation
for construction,
etc__ 403,
403, 1153
1153
construction, etc_
appropriation for
San
Pueblo, N.
N. Mex.,
Mex.,
Juan Pueblo,
San Juan
appropriation for
for constructing
constructing steel
steel
appropriation
bridges
413
within ---------------bridges within
San Juan
Juan River,
Colo.,
River, Cob.,
San
appropriation for
reconnaissance of, in
for reconnaissance
appropriation
La
determine
to determine
County, to
Plata County,
La Plata
1151
water
for irrigation
irrigation -_-supply for
water supply
amount
one-half the
cost
the cost
for one-half
authorized for
amount authorized
of
bridge across,
near Bloomfield,
Bloomfield,
across, near
of bridge
N. Mex---------------------Mex
800
N.
to
be
reimbursed
from
of
funds of
to be reimbursed from funds
Navajo Indians
800
Indians --------------Navajo
remainder of
cost to
be paid
by New
New
paid by
to be
of cost
remainder
Mexico --------------------800
800
Mexico
limitation of
of Government
Government obligation
obligation_
800
limitation
San Martin,
General,
Statue of General,
Martin, Statue
San
erection
of,
authorized
in public
of, authorized
erection
grounds,
Washington, D.
___
667
667
C-_
D. C_
grounds, Washington,
667
locations
excluded -----------locations excluded
667
approval
of site
site and
and pedestal
pedestal --approval of
no
expense to be inGovernment expense
no Government
----------- 667
eurr-e
curred
' ---

San Xavier
Xavier Indian
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Ariz.,
San
appropriation
operating pumping
for operating
appropriation for
plants,
on
401,
etc., on-----------plants, etc.,
for operating
pumping plants,
plants, etc.,
for
operating pumping
on;
additional, 1925
1925---------on; additional,
Sanchez,
Bias,
Sanchez, Blas,
pension increased
-----------------_
increased
pension
Sand
Irrigation Project,
Project, Oreg.,
Sand Creek Irrigation
appropriation
etc., of,
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
appropriation for
on, Klamath
Klamath Indian
Indian Reservation,
Reservation,
on,
from
funds ---------- 403,
from tribal
tribal funds
Island, Ala.,
Sand Island,
quarantine
constructed on
quarantine station to be constructed
Government
on----------site on
Government site
authorized for construction,
amount authorized
facilities
etc----------------facilities, etc
acceptance of
of additional lands for,
acceptance
from
Alabama ---------------from Alabama
facilities, equipment,
etc., ordered
ordered__
equipment, etc.
facilities,
furniture, etc.,
etc. from
from Fort Morgan
Morgan
furniture,
station to
transferred; disbe transferred;
to be
station
posal of
of --------------------posal
Sand Point,
Point, Wash.,
Wash.,
Sand
acceptance without
for
of site for
without cost, of
acceptance,
naval air
air station
station at
at--_-------naval
Sanders, D. F.,
F.,
Sanders,
pension
pension --------------------------Sanders,
Emily
(widow),
Sanders, Emily (widow),
pension
increased------------------pension increased
Sanders, John,
John,
Sanders,
pension
pension --------------------------Sanderson, Fannie
Fannie I.
I. (widow),
(widow),
Sanderson,
pension
pension---------------------------Sanderson,
Sarah (widow),
(widow),
Sanderson, Sarah
pension
pension---------------------------Sandlin,
Fred,
Sandlin, Fred,
pension increased
increased- ----------------pension
Sands, John,
John,
Sands,
pension
pension--------------------------Ohio,
Sandusky, Ohio,
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., of harpreliminary
bor,
to be
be made-------------made
bor, to
Saner,
E. (widow),
(widow),
Saner, Mary E.
pension increased
increased------------------pension
Sanford,
B.,
Sanford, Robert B.
may
appointed lieutenant,
lieutenant, Navy,
may be appointed
retired;
etc
conditions, etc-------retired; conditions,
Sanish,
Sanish, N.
N. Dak.,
bridge
across
Missouri
Missouri
authorized across
bridge authorized
River at
at -------------------River
purchasers
of
lots
in
town
site
of,
to
be
of,
to be
purchasers of lots in town site
paid excess
excess of
over
of amounts
amounts paid over
paid
reappraised price------------price
reappraised
Sanitarium Company,
Company, Portland,
Portland, Oreg.,
Sanitarium
appropriation
care of
inAlaska inof Alaska
for care
appropriation for
sane
428,
sane--------------------deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
care, etc.,
for care,
deficiency
Alaska
patients--------Alaska insane patients
Sanitary Bureau
International,
Bureau,' International,
Sanitary
appropriation
for share
share in
maintenance
in maintenance
appropriation for
of
213,
of----------------------in
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for share in
deficiency
maintenance of
of--------------maintenance
Sanitary Conference,
Pan AmeriSeventh Pan
Conference, Seventh
Sanitary
can,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for delegates
delegates to
deficiency
delegates to
to be
to---------appointed to
be appointed
delegates
sum authorized
authorized for
expenses-------for expenses
sum
Santa
Barbara Grant,
Grant, N.
Mex.,
N. Mex.,
Santa Barbara
acceptance of
private lands
for
in, for
lands in,
of private
acceptance
national
purposes ----forest purposes
national forest
equal
of national
national forest
forest timber
value of
equal value
given
exchange
i exchange------------given i
surveys,
etc.,
by
Forest
Service emsurveys, etc., by Forest Service
ployees
ployees--------------------.

Page.
Page.
1152
707
1404

1154
950
950
950
950
950
950
950
1276
1409
1409
1530
1521
1515
1515
1491
1408
1400
1196
1426
1590
816
816
817

1181
41
1021
1021
48

692
112
112
739
739
739
739
739
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Santa
Barbara Grant,
Grant, N. Mex.-Contd.
Mex.—Contd.
Page.
Santa Barbara
Page.
acceptance of private
acceptance
private lands
lands in,
in, etc.;
etc.;
advertisement of notice
advertisement
notice of proposed exchange
739
exchange ------------739
Santa Clara
Santa
Clara River,
River,
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for bridge
across,
across, Shivwitz Indian Reservation, Utah ---------------.
1348
1348
Santa Fe,
Santa
Fe, N.
N. Mex.,
Mex.,
appropriation for Indian
at _
appropriation
Indian school
school at_
_ 406,
406, 1156
1156
for Indian school,
additional, 1925_
707
school, additional,
1925___ 707
terms of court at----------.------at
642
Santa Fe
National Forest,
Santa
Fe National
Forest, N. Mex.,
Mex.,
proclamation diminishing
proclamation
of
1920
diminishing area
area of--1920
Santa
Santa Monica,
Monica, Calif.,
Calif.,
appropriation for expenses,
appropriation
expenses, Volunteer
Volunteer
Soldiers' Home ------------ 518, 932
Soldiers'
932
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for Volunteer
Volunteer
deficiency
Soldiers'
Soldiers' Home
Home ----------.63,
1346
63, 1346
for hospital construction, Volunteer
Volunteer
Soldiers'
Soldiers' Home
Home -------------.
1346
1346
hospital to be erected at
at Volunteer
Volunteer SolSoldiem'
534
diers' Home; limit
limit of cost ---534
patients admitted of veterans of
of all
wars, etc., if in need -------- _
534
534
Santee
Santee River,
River,
bridge authorized
authorized across, at Poplar
Poplar
Landing, S. C---------------C
1265
1265
Saint James Ferry, S. C-----------C
1266
1266
Santee Sioux Indians
Indians (see Sioux
Sioux Indians,
Indians,
Different Tribes).
Tribes).
Santiam
Santiam National
Forest, Oreg.,
National Forest,
Oreg.,
landsadded
lands
added to------------------to
1080
Santo Domingo
Domingo (see Dominican Republic),
Republic),
Sappington, Edward
Edward B.,
Sappington,
payment to, for personal injuries-----injuries
1585
1585
Sarasota Inlet, Fla.,
Sarasota
Fla.,
preliminary examination,
preliminary
be
examination, etc.,
etc., of,
of, to
to be
made----------------------_
made
1194
1194
"Saratoga," Battle
Battle Cruiser,
"Saratoga,"
Cruiser,
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for constructing, as aircraft carrier
carrier -------1336
1336
limit of cost increased for converting,
into an airplane carrier ------- 882
882
Sarton, Bradford
Sargon,
Bradford R.,
pension increased
increased ------------------ 1390
1390
Sash,
Jacob,
Sash, Jacob,
pension increased
increased ---------------- 1389
1389
Satton, Mrs.
Satton,
Mrs. S.,
payment to
to, for death of husband
1578
husband--- 1578
Satus
Sat us Indian
Indian Irrigation
IrrigationProject,
Project, Wash.,
appropriation
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, addiadditional, 1925 -----------------707
707
Saucier, J.
Saucier,
J. E.,
E.,
payment
payment to ----------------------1583
1583
Saulspaugh, James,
James,
Saulspaugh,
pension -----------------.--------1488
Saunders,
Saunders, Vivian L.,
L.,
pension --------------------.-----1398
1398
Savage Landing,
Landing, S. C.,
C.,
bridge authorized
authorized across Peedee
Peedee River
at -----------.----647
__
-----.
647
Savage, Rhoda
Rhoda A.
A. (widow),
(widow),
increased ------------------ 1392
1392
pension increased
Savanack, Mary
Mary (widow),
1417
pension increased
increased------------------1417
Savanna, Ill.,
Savanna,
bridge authorized
authorized across Mississippi
River, to Sabula, Iowa, from___
from__ _
173
Savannah
Savannah River,
bridge authorized across, Augusta, Ga_
102
between Iva, S. C.,
between
C., and Elberton,
Elberton,
Ga ------------------803
between South Carolina and Georgia_
between
Georgia.. 1266

Savannah
Page.
Savannah River—Continued.
River-Continued.
Page.
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., of, to be
made194
1
---------------------- 1194
Savannah
C.,
Savannah Street
Street SE.,
SE., D.
D. C.,
appropriation for
Wheeler
appropriation
for grading,
grading, Wheeler
Road to Eleventh
Eleventh Street
547
Street------547
Savings Banks, Mutual,
Mutual,
tax ------__---_
282
exempt from
from income
income tax
282
Virginia J.
Sawrey, Virginia
J. (widow),
(widow),
1467
pension increased
increased ----------------_
1467
Sawyer, L. E., late a
in
a Representative
Representative in
Congress,
Congress,
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for pay to
to
widow of ------------------34
34
Sawyer,
Sawyer, Llewellyn,
pension ---------------- -------1447
1447
Sawyer, MaLissa
Malissa (widow),
(widow),
pension increased------------------increased
1518
1518
Harbor, Alaska,
Saxman Harbor,
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
of, to
preliminary
etc., of,
to be
be
made-----------------.--1197
1197
Scabies in
in Sheep and Cattle,
Cattle,
appropriation for
for eradicating,
437, 827
827
appropriation
eradicating, etc_
etc - _-_ 437,
Scales, Customs,
Customs,
appropriation for automatic
automatic weighing,
appropriation
etc
70,
769
etc--------------------70, 769
Railroad Track,
Track, etc.,
Scales, Railroad
etc.,
appropriation
etc
232, 1042
1042
appropriation for testing,
testing, etc______
232,
Scanks
Scanks,z Angie (widow),
pension
pension-------_-----------------_ 1436
1436
Scarbo
Scarbo,tSophia (widow),
(widow),
pension increased------------------increased1487
1487
Scarbrough,
Scarbrough, Georgia
Georgia A.
A. (widow),
(widow),
pension ---------------------1473
1473
Edward S.,
Scheibe, Edward
S.,
credit in postal accounts
1541
accounts------------- 1541
Schermerhorn, V.
V. E.,
E., etc.,
Schermerhorn,
etc.,
payment
1375
payment to,
to, for damages
damages-------------1375
Schlatter, Barbara
Barbara (widow),
Schlatter,
(widow),
1519
pension increased
increased------------------1519
Schnarr,
(widow),
Schnarr, Elizabeth
Elizabeth (widow),
pension increased---increased
-----___--- - 1518
1518
Schneider,
Barbara (widow),
Schneider, Barbara
(widow),
pension increased
increased -----------------1445
pension
1445
Schodack Landing,
N. Y.,
Y.
Landing, N.
extended for bridging
time extended
bridging Hudson
River
River between Castleton and
8
and-__ _
8
Scholz, Genoa
Genoa H. (widow),
(widow),
pension ------------------pension
..- 1474
School
School Census, D.
D. C.,
C.,
provisions for
for taking,
yearly --------.
807
provisions
taking, yearly
807
School
Hygiene,
School Hygiene,
appropriation for investigating, etc_
1180
etc_ 426,
426, 1180
Schooler,
John S.,
S.,
Schooler, John
pension
pension --------------------------.
1394
1394
chssubc D. C. (see Public Schools,
Schools,
Schools,
D.
C.).
D.C.
D.C.).
Schools,
Schools, etc.,
etc.,
appropriation for Army
appropriation
supplies, etc.,
Army supplies,
etc.,
to military, other than with
with
units of Reserve Officers'
Officers' Training Corps ------------- _508,
923
508,923
Schroer, Herman
Herman F. E.
E. (son),
(son),
pension-----------------------pension
1428
1428
Scidmore, Eliza
Eliza R.,
R.,
appropriation
appropriation for paying, sister of
of
George H. Scidmore,
consul
Scidmore, aa consul
general
general dying in service
209
service ------209
Scientific Congress, Pan
Pan American,
American,
appropriation
appropriation for expenses of delegates
to Third ----------------214
214
Scientific Investigations,
Investigations, Governmental,
Governmental,
cooperative
cooperative work of Standards Bureau
Bureau
with departments, etc.,
etc., from
their funds
23 Iv11043
f4v
funds
233,
------------------VV

INDEX.
INDEX.
Scientific Literature,
CateInternational CataLiterature, International
Scientific
Logue
..
of,
logue of,

e
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Page.
Page.
Seals
Railroad Cars,
Cars, etc.,
Seals of Railroad
punishment
containing
breaking,
punishment forexprss
-spmets~
Ieigt
r
793
express
shipments__
express or
or freight
ireignt smipments
--79a
A.,
Seaman,
Columbia A.,
Seaman, Columbia
1393
1393
pension increased-----------------increased
Seaman,
M. (widow),
(widow),
Sallie M.
Seaman, Sallie
1504
1504
pension
pension---------------------------Seamans,
Melinda (widow),
Seamans, Malinda
1457
pension
pension--------------------------Seamen,
Alien,
Seamen, Alien,
excluded
allowed
excluded from admission, not allowed
164
to
abroad
to land from vessels from abroad
except for
treatment, temmedical treatment,
for medical
except
164
porarily ----------------penalty
owner, etc.,
etc., failing
penalty for vessel owner,
164
detain ! etc
etc---------------to detain,
if not
manifest, evidence of failure
failure
on manifest,
not on
if
to detain, etc---------------etc
164
deportation
another vesallowed on another
deportation allowed
sel
avoid hardship
164
hardship---------to avoid
sel to
American,
Seamen,
Seamen, American,
appropriation
protection
appropriation for relief and protection
etc-- 208, 1017
of, in foreign countries, etc__
1019
for testimonials
testimonials for rescuing,
rescuing, etc.
etc_ 210, 1019
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for relief and
deficiency
47, 57, 760
protection of----------of
protection
Army,
Searchlights,
Searchlights, Army,
appropriation for installing, etc.,
etc., seaappropriation
coast
fortifications
------- 496, 911
coast fortificationsfor
912
maintenance, etc ------------ 496, 912
for maintenance,
for installing, Hawaii
Hawaii ----------- 496, 912
912
possesfor
maintenance,
insular
for maintenance,
sions
912
912
497,
sions -------------------for
installing, etc., Panama Canal
for installing,
912
fortifications -------------497, 912
fortifications
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., Panama
Panama Canal
for
fortifications ---------497, 912
fortifications
for seacoast fortifications,
fortifications, additional,
for
1925
711
1925----------------------seacoast
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for seacoast
deficiency
defenses
62
defenses--------------------Searcy,
Ark.,
Searcy, Ark.,
deficiency
appropriation for public
deficiency appropriation
at
58
building at------------------Searing, Libbie
(widow),
Libbie (widow),
Searing,
pension
pension---------------------------- 1477

appropriation
preparation
expenses, preparation
appropriation for expenses,
528,1206
of
528,
1206
of ----------------Scofield,
Fred,
Scofield, Fred,
payment
personal injuries ----1577
payment to, for personal
S. (widow),
Scott,
(widow),
Amelia S.
Scott, Amelia
1459
pension
increased------------------pension increased
Scott
County, Minn.,
Minn.,
Scott County,
authorized across Minnesota
Minnesota
bridge authorized
River, at
at Blakely,
Blakely, by Sibley
River,
94
County and
and-----------------Scott Field,
Field, Ill.,
Ill.,
Scott
deficiency
appropriation for Army right
right
deficiency appropriation
52
at
way at-------------------of way
Scott,
John,
Scott, John,
- 1508
pension
pension------------------------Scott, John
John R.
(son),
R. (son),
Scott,
1496
pension
pension---------------------------Scott, L.
A. '
L. A.,
Scott,
1381
payment
to
payment to-----------------------Scott,
(widow),
Louise (widow),
Scott, Louise
pension
1479
pension--------------------------.Scott, Mournin
Mournin (mother),
(mother,
.Scott,
pension --------------------------1387
pension
Scott, William
H.,
William H.,
Scott,
pension
1399
pension------------------------Scotts Creek,
Creek, Va.,
Va.,
Scotts
preliminary
etc., of, Portsexamination, etc.,
preliminary examination,
1193
mouth, to be made-----------made
mouth
Cruisers, Navy,
Scout
Scout Cruisers,
appropriation for constructconstructdeficiency appropriation
etc
1336
ing, etc---------------------construction of
eight, authorized;
authorized;
construction
speed;
cost
719
speed; limit of cost-----------armor
armament from plant at
armor and armament
South Charleston,
719
Charleston, W. Va ----South
719
work
719
navy yards --------------work at navy
numbered
limit
increased of, numbered
limit of cost increased
1276
---4,
6
4, 5, and 6-----------Vessels,
Scrapping of
Naval Vessels,
of Naval
Scrapping
deficiency
appropriation for expenses,
deficiency appropriation
under treaty
treaty provisions
provisions ----- 689
under
Screw
Threads,
Screw Threads,
appropriation
cooperative standappropriation for cooperative
ardization, etc.,
of ------232, 1041
etc., of
ardization,
deficiency
appropriation
deficiency appropriation for standardSeattle, Wash.,
55 Seattle,
ization --------------------ization
at------ 78, 777
appropriation
assay office at
for assay
appropriation for
Sculpture,
Sculpture,
for
passport
bureau ------------ 206,1015
206, 1015
passport
for
than
other
by
excise
tax
on,
sold
other
excise
for dispatch
dispatch agent ------------ 207, 1016
for
artist;
exceptions
323
artist; exceptions------------1925_ _ 710
additional, 1925-assay office at, additional,
for assay
Sea
Service,
Post Service,
Sea Post
granted right of
etc.,
streetetc.,
way for street,
of way
granted
appropriation
for
maintenance,
etc.,
on
etc.,
maintenance,
for
appropriation
across
across right of way of old Lakes
ocean steamships ----------- 87, 786
789
Union
Washington Canal
Canal_ _
Union and Washington
Seacoast
Batteries,
Seacoast Batteries,
improvement
waterway,
improvement of Duwamish waterway,
appropriation
for
constructing,
Panama
Panama
constructing,
for
appropriation
1189
authorized
authorized -----------------Canal
497
Canal------------------preliminary
etc., to be
examination, etc.,
preliminary examination,
Seacoast Cannon,
Cannon,
Seacoast
made of Duwamish
waterway,
Duwamish waterway,
made
appropriation for
for purchase,
etc
499
499, 914
purchase, etc---appropriation
1196
harbor of ------------------915
for altering,
altering, etc---------------etc
499, 915
for
Assistant Postmaster
General,
Postmaster General,
Second Assistant
for altering, etc., i
nsular possessions_ 499, 915
915 Second
foraltering,etc.,insularpossessionsappropriation
appropriation for, and office personnel_ 84, 782
915
for purchase,
Canal_ 499, 915
Panama Canalpurchase, etc., Panama
for
Office Departfor
service, Post Office
field service,
for field
915
for altering,
Canal-_ 500, 915
etc., Panama Canal
altering, etc.,
for
86, 785
ment, under----------------under
86,
ment,
Seacoast
Defenses (see
Fortifications).
(see Fortifications).
Seacoast Defenses
for star
star routes
Alaska ---------- 86, 785
in Alaska
routes in
for
Seal Fisheries,
Fisheries, Alaska,
Alaska,
Seal
emergency
service ------------ 86, 785
emergency service
appropriation
for
superintendent,
superintendent,
appropriation
etc., routes ------- 87, 785
steamboat, etc.,
for steamboat,
agents, etc.,
Pribilof Islands_ 237, 1047
1047
etc., Pribilof
agents,
railroad routes
87, 785
routes------------for railroad
for protecting;
natives, etc 238, 1047
protecting; food to natives,
for
87, 785
freight
train conveyance
conveyance ------- 87
freight train
Americans for seizures in
claims of Americans
airplane service, New York and
for airplane
Bering Sea,
Sea, etc., 1868 to 1896,
87, 785
San
Francisco ------------San Francisco
on
referred
account of unlawful, referred
on account
for
flying-----------------. 87, 785
for night flying
to California
northern district
district
California northern
to
87, 785
for
Railway Mail Service--------Service
for Railway
595
timef limit .-------------o-rt+
court;
time
595
uuul
,
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Assistant Postmaster
Assistant
Postmaster General—
General- Page.
Page. Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture—Continued.
Page.
Agriculture-Continued.
Page.
Continued.
Continued.
authorized Ito
to establish
establish experiment
experiment stastaappropriation for expenses of division
division
determine best methods
methods
tions to determine
headquarters
87, 785
785
headquarters--------------- 87,
timber
of forest management,
management, timber
for rent, light, fuel, etc., Railway
Railway
production,
etc
1108
production, etc--------------- 1108
Mail Service
Service --------------786
87, 786
prepare exhibits of agricultural and
electric and
and cable
cable car
car service
service_ -__
87, 786
786
for electric
forestal products for Seville
- 87,
Seville Exfor foreign mails----------------mails
87,
786
87, 786
position1257
--------------------- 1257
aircraft
aircraft service
service -------------87,
786
87, 786
report on qualities and
and standards
standards
sea post service
87, 786
786
service --------------- 87,
of cotton ------------1257
_----_
1257
superintendent,
New
assistant superintendent,
produced, uses,
wheat and corn
corn produced,
uses, and
and
York City----------.---786
87, 786
market
market standards------------standards
1257
1257
representative
representative at Universal
Universal Postal
character of American
American animal
animal
Congress research
research committee_
committee_- __ 786
products
products -------------------1257
1257
for Universal Postal Congress,
Congress, deleto be printed in English, Spanish,
Spanish,
gates' expenses --87
gates'
----87
andPortuguese
and Portuguese languages
languages - - 1257
1257
travel and miscellaneous
exfor travel
miscellaneous exwaive one-half
one-half of
of grazing fees in
in
penses----------88,
_-------88, 786
786
National
forests, 1925 --------- 1259
1259
National forests,
cooperation with
States,
authority of, in cooperation
Second Assistant Secretary
Secretary of State,
with States,
for forest-fire
forest-fire prevention
prevention systitle changed to Assistant
Assistant Secretary
Secretary of
sysproduction, etc_
etc_ _
146
tems, timber production,
State ------------------146
- _ 653
653
commission, etc.,
etc., not impaired
146
with existing State
etc ---653
impaired---- State systems,
systems, etc
146
653
amount expended not to exceed
exceed
Second Class
Class Mail
Mail (see also Postal Rates),
Rates),
that by the State, etc
653
etc-----___
653
rates of postage for --------------1066
1066
in devising tax laws to encourage
Second Deficiency Act, 1925 (see Deficiency
Deficiency
timber
timber production,
production 'etc -------653
653
Act, Fiscal Year 1925, Second).
Second).
amount authorized
authorized to be
be approSecond
Second Street
Street NE., D. C.,
priated
priated annually-------------annually
653
653
appropriation
Bryant to
to
appropriation for paving, Bryant
for procuring
seeds and
procuring forest tree seeds
Channing
Charming Streets------------Streets
546
546
plants, for timber growing on defor paving, Channing Street
CromStreet to
to Cromnuded or nonfoiested
lands -....
654
nonforested lands
654
well Terrace----Terrace
-----___-- _ 1224
amount not to exceed State
State exexSecond
Second Street
Street NW.,
NW., D.
D. C.,
penditure
654
penditure-----------------654
appropriation for paving, Upshur
Upshur to
to
annual
appropriations authorized..
annual appropriations
authorized- 654
654
Webster Streets-------------Streets
546
546
assisting owners of farms in growing,
Secondary, etc., Education,
Education,
etc., timber
etc.,
timber crops..---__-__
654
_
654
appropriation for investigations,
etc_-1180
appropriation
investigations, etc
1180
amount not to exceed
exceed State
State exexSecret Service, Treasury
Treasury Department,
Department,
penditure ------------------654
penditure
654
appropriation
appropriation for chief of division, and
annual appropriations
appropriations authorized
authorized _
_ 654
654
office personnel
personnel -----------74,
773
74, 773
for cooperation
cooperation with State system of
of
for expenses,
expenses, suppressing
suppressing counterfeitcounterfeitforest fire protection
protection ---------- 1127
1127
ing, etc-------------------etc
74, 774
consideration
consideration of forest lands, furprotection
protection of the President, etcetc_ _ 74, 774
774
nishing water for domestic
domestic use
use
774
pay restriction
restriction-----------------774
or irrigation -------........
-- 1128
1128
for suppressing
suppressing counterfeiting,
counterfeiting, etc.,
duties for protecting wild game, etc.,
additional, 1925 ------------_
710
additional,
710
in Alaska,
Alaska, transferred
transferred from the
Secretaries in
in Diplomatic
Diplomatic Service
Secretaries
Service (see also
also
Governor
Governor to
668
to-------------..-668
Officers).
Foreign Service Officers).
duties of, relating to additional
additional allotappropriation
206
appropriation for salaries -----------206
agricultural experiments for agricultural
deficiency
appropriation for
760
deficiency appropriation
for------- 57,
57, 760
ment stations
971
.............
971
Secretary
of Agriculture,
Secretary of
Agriculture,
under Alaska Game
Game Law
Law --.......740
740
appropriation
appropriation for Secretary,
Secretary, Assistant,
Assistant,
under Upper Mississippi River
Wild
River Wild
and office
office personnel------personnel
432, 822
-432,
Life and Fish Refuge
Refuge Act---..Act
650
650
for employees in mechanical shops
to ascertain
ascertain location of public lands,
and power plant
plant------------ 433,822
433, 822
chiefly valuable for stream
stream flow,
flow,
for automobile
for
433
automobile for----------------433
etc
.......................655
655
for Editorial and Distribution Work
Work
Commission___ 655
report to Reservation
Reservation Commission..
655
Office ---------------------- 823
findings, if favorable, to be sent to
to
for printing and binding; Annual
Annual rereCongress
Congress by the President -----655
655
434,
823
port ------------.--- _ -- _
434, 823
to reserve
reserve five per cent from the disfor Experiment
Experiment Stations
_
434,
823
Stations Office__
Office -- _ 434, 823
tribution of materials,
materials, etc., for
for Extension
Extension Service
Service ----------435,
824
435, 824
roads, etc.,
etc. in national
national forests,
for agricultural
agricultural exhibits at State,
etc.,
State, etc.,
under Highway
transfer
Highway.Act, and transfer
fairs ------ _-------------435, 825
them for use in national parks
parks
for operation
operation and management
of
management of
and monuments
monuments..............
90
90
Center Market, D. C., under_ 459, 846 Secretary
Of Commerce
Secretary 6f
Commerce,
area
of
Custer
area
Park Game Sanctuary,
Sanctuary,
appropriation for, Assistant, and office
appropriation
office
S. Dak., may be enlarged
enlarged upon
personnel
personnel --------------224, 1033
224,1033
recommendation of ----------recommendation
632
632
authorized to acquire additional
additional land
authorized
to
make
advances
to farmers
authorized
make
for site of Standards
Standards Bureau____
950
Bureau--950
in drought-stricken areas of New
Harbor
convey to New York, Lloyds Harbor
Mexico
Mexico for purchase
purchAse of seed, etc.;
etc.;
abandoned lightand Fire Island abandoned
conditions -----------------110
110
reservations on Long
house reservations
appropriation
appropriation for--------------.
for
110
Y----------Island, N. Y
635
635
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Page
Secretary
Commerce—Continued.
Page.
Secretary
State—Continued.
Page.
Secretary of State-Continued.
Secretary of Commerce-Continued.
statement of number of individuals of
statement
authorized to prepare exhibits of fishauthorized
various
nationalities resident
resident in
various nationalities
eries industry and commerce
commerce of
United States, as shown by
United States for Seville Exposicensus of
prepared
of 1890, to be prepared
census
tion ----------------------- 1257
by Secretaries
Commerce,
Secretaries of Commerce,
by
report to accompany,
accompany, in English,
160
Labor
160
jointly-----------Labor,' and, jointly
Portuguese lanSpanish, and Portuguese
160
method of
determining -----------160
of determining
12b7
method
guages
12h7
------------guages----Secretary of Commerce, estabwith Secretary
determination of quota for admission of
determination
lished
National SesquicentenSesquicentenas National
lished as
aliens based on ratio of nationnial Exhibition Commission for
to
United States in 1920, to
ality in United
celebration of
of one hundred and
celebration
Secretaries of
made jointly by Secretaries
be made
fiftieth
anniversary of signing the
fiftieth anniversary
159
State, Labor, and .---------Declaration
Independence__ _ 1253
Declaration of Independence--duties, etc., of, under Upper Mississippi
Mississippi
Secretary of the Interior,
Interior,
Secretary
River Wild Life and Fish Refuge
Refuge
appropriation
office
appropriation for, Assistants, and office
Act
650
Act--------------------391, 1141
personnel
personnel ----------powers
conferred upon, for protection
protection
powers conferred
authorized
authorized to acquire lands for Ameriof
464
salmon fisheries ----Alaska salmon
of Alaska
reservoir on Minidoka
Minidoka
Falls reservoir
can Falls
statement of
of number
number of individuals of
statement
irrigation project,
project, from lands of
irrigation
various nationalities
nationalities resident in
Indians of Fort Hall ReservaUnited States, as shown by
117
tion, Idaho -----------------prepared by
census of 1890, to be prepared
determine area
area recommended
recommended to be
determine
Secretaries of
Labor, and,
of State, Labor,
Secretaries
acquired for national parks in
in
acquired
160
---jointly
-- jointly --southern Appalachian
Appalachian Moun160
method
determining ---------method of determining
tains ---------------------958
tains
with Secretary
Secretary of State established
established as
receive offers of donations,
donations, secure
receive
National
Sesquicentennial ExhiNational Sesquicentennial
options, etc.,
etc., and report to Conbition
Commission for celebratbition Commission
gress
959
-...--------------gress
ing
hundred and fiftieth
the one hundred
ing the
appoint
a commission, to serve
appoint a
anniversary of signing the Declawithout compensation, for pur1253
Independence
ration of Independence-------959
poses
Act
poses of this Act-------------Secretary of Labor,
Secretary
amount authorized
authorized for options, exappropriation for, Assistants, and office
appropriation
959
penses, etc
etc------------------personnel
personnel--------------- 238, 1048
establish
establish aa system of vocational edudetermination
quota for
for admission of
of quota
determination of
cation
aboriginal natives of
cation of aboriginal
aliens based on ratio of nationAlaska, schools, hospitals, etc-etc- _ 978
ality
ality in United States in 1920,
charges acextend time for paying charges
extend
to
be made
made jointly
jointly by Secretaries
Secretaries
to be
crued by water users on Indian
Indian
crued
of State,
159
and-----Commerce, and
State, Commerce,
of
116
116
lands ----------------------selection
Industrial Institufor Industrial
site for
of site
selection of
lease
lands near mineral springs, etc.,
lease lands
tion for
Women by Attorney
Attorney
for Women
tion
etc
1133
bathhouses, hotels, etc-----for bathhouses,
General, Secretary
Secretary of Interior,
General,
producadjudicated claims for producpay adjudicated
473
and
and -----------------------tion of minerals, etc., during
statement of number
number of individuals of
statement
World War
634
War-----------------World
various
nationalities resident in
various nationalities
Stevens
Stevens and Ferry Counties,
shown by
United States, as shown
Wash.,
Wash., for taxes on Colville
census of
prepared
be prepared
to be
1890, to
of 1890,
census
Indian allotments
599
allotments-----------Indian
by Secretaries
Secretaries of State,
State, Comby
prepare
prepare exhibits of the various activi160
merce,
and, jointly ----------merce, and,
the
for
Department
ties of the Department
160
method
determining -----------method of determining
Seville Exposition -----------1257
Seville
Secretary
State
Secretary of State,
report
to
accompany,
accompany, in English,
report
appropriation
for --------------- 205, 1014
appropriation for
Spanish, and Portuguese lanlanSpanish,
for Undersecretary,
Undersecretary, and office per1257
guages----------------- 1257
guages
sonnel
205, 1014
sonnel -------------- -Pa_ 985
sell a
a tract of land in Pittsburgh, Pa.
sell
authorized
additional land,
authorized to acquire additional
designated irriplans, etc., for designated
submit plans,
construct buildings,
at
buildings, etc., at
construct
668
gation projects
-------------projects _
gation
Tokyo, Japan,
Japan, for foreign servTokyo,
refund to veterans
veterans payments
payments on rerefund
961
ice
use----------------------ice use
linquished units of reclamation
reclamation
linquished
amount
authorized additional
additional to
to
amount authorized
956
project&--------------------projects
961
former appropriation
appropriation --------former
royalties, etc., from gas and
retain royalties,
customs
foreign
customs officers assigned to foreign
oil
of
oil lands in Oklahoma south of
rejected by, if
may be rejected
posts, may
1302
Red River--------------River
the Red
designation deemed prejudicial
prejudicial
designation
authority of, for production,
production, etc., of
authority
748
policy
public policy------------to public
1111
helium gas -----------------determination of
admission
quota for admission
of quota
determination
citizenship
certificates to be issued by,
citizenship certificates
of aliens
aliens based
based on ratio of
of
to
born in territorial
Indians born
to Indians
nationality
United States in
nationality in United
limits of United States -------- 253
1920, to
made jointly by
be made
to be
1920,
directed
institute proceedings
proceedings to esdirected to institute
Secretaries
Commerce, Labor,
Secretaries of Commerce,
tablish
to
tablish title of United States to
and
159
.---------------------and
naval
oil
reserve
number one in
naval
duties of,
of, relating
International
relating to International
duties
California
15
California----------------1256
Exposition
1256
Seville, Spain --.
Exoosition at Seville,
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directed to withhold approval
approval of Northern Pacific land
land grants
grants until
ern
until
action by
Congress,
etc ------action
by Congress, etc
461
461
duties, etc.,
etc., of, under Reclamation
Act
duties,
Reclamation Act
Amendments
Amendments ----------------701
final disposition by, of affairs
affairs of
Eastern
of Eastern
Cherokee Indians, N. C_
C
Band of Cherokee
378
may permit sale of restricted homestead
homestead
allotments of Kansas Indians,
Okla ----------------------177
177
selection of site for Industrial Instituselection
tion for Women,
Women, by Attorney
Attorney
General,
General, Secretary of Labor,
and -----------_
473
---------473
Industrial Reformatory
site for Industrial
Reformatory to be
selected by Attorney General,
Secretary
724
Secretary of
of Treasury,
Treasury, and
and -- -724
serve on Pueblo Lands Board -----636
to serve
636
transfer by, of land, Carlisle Barracks,
Pa., to War Department,
Department, confirmed
firmed---------------------- 657
Secretary
of the
the Navy,
Navy,
Secretaryof
appropriation
appropriation for, Assistant, and office
office
personnel------------------personnel_
_
_ 182, 861
authorized to ascertain if cost of buildauthorized
ing battleship No. 42, by New
York Shipbuilding
Shipbuilding Corporation,
Corporation,
was increased
increased by Government
Government
determine amount of
orders, and determine
loss thereby ---- _----------1283
1283
if cost increased
increased over limit, to be
authorized cost------cost
added to authorized
1283
"Aldeliver silver service
service of cruiser "Albany""to Albany
bany
Albany Historical,
Historical, etc.,
Society ---------Society
_----- ----375
of
make thorough investigations
investigations of
claims for losses by contractors
contractors
during World War, owing to
to
Government
1273
Government action,
action, etc
etc-------- 1273
powers
powers conferred
relation to
to
conferred upon, in relation
Reserve Officers'
Officers' Training
Naval Reserve
Corps -------------------1277
provisions
provisions of World War Adjusted
Adjusted
Compensation
121
Compensation Act --- _------.
121
to prescribe
regulations
prescribe all necessary regulations
for organizing,
etc., Naval ReReorganizing, etc.,
serve ------------- ---- ------ 1089
Secretary
Senate,
Secretary of
of the
the Senate,
appropriation
assistant, clerks,
clerks,
appropriation for, assistant,
etc -------------------- 578, 1286
positions and pay established of, assistHenry M. Rose, and office
ant, Henry
office
personnel -------------------147
personnel
statements tO
candistatements
to be filed with, from candicontribudates for the Senate, of contributions, expenses,
expenses, etc -----------1072
verification, filing, and preservation._
1073
preservation___ 1073
Secretary
the Treasury,
Treasury,
Secretary of
of the
appropriation for, Undersecretary,
appropriation
Undersecretary, AsAssistants,
sistants, etc
64, 764
etc-------------for expenses of, under designated
designated
laws ----------------------68,
768
68,768
authorized to appoint designated subauthorized
ordinate customs officials,
ordinate
officials, employees, etc-----------------etc
748
designate, etc.,
etc., special customs
customs
designate,
agents, and attach6s
attaches for duty in
foreign
foreign countries
748
countries -------------748
employees
appoint, etc., clerks, and employees
of Board
Board of General Appraisers_
748
Appraisers _
748
construct quarantine
quarantine station, Sand
construct
Sand
Island,
Ala ----950
Island, Ala
----------- 950

Secretary of
Treasury—Continued.
Secretary
of the
the Treasury-Continued.

authorized to purchase sites,
authorized
sites, erect
erect cuscustomhouses, etc., at designated
designated
tomhouses,

PagePage.

places in
in Porto
Porto Rico
630
places
Rico ---------630
payment of, from insular customs
customs
revenues --------------630
---630
sell marine
marine hospital
hospital at Detroit, Mich.,
Mich.,
and use proceeds for new site,
erection of hospital, etc
660
etc-------660
release of security for bonds of Hungary, .
subject to decision
decision of
137
of ---------137
site for Industrial Reformatory
Reformatory to be
selected by Attorney General,
General,
Secretary of Interior, and ------724
to serve on Library of Congress
Congress Trust
Trust
Fund Board -------------1107
Secretary of
of War,
Secretary
War,
appropriation
Assistant, and office
appropriation for, Assistant,
office
civil personnel ------------ 478, 892
for automobile for ------------ 478
478
action of, in issuing quartermaster
quartermaster
stores for relief of cyclone sufferers in Georgia,
approved_ __ 1252
Georgia, 1920, approved_1252
i
n settlement
settlement
credits to be allowed in
of accounts
accounts ----------------1252
agreement made by, as to title of land
agreement
adjoining Anacostia
Anacostia Park,
Park, District of Columbia, approved
887
trict
approved ---887
authorized
authorized to apportion and distribute
captured World War trophies,
trophies,
captured
among the States, etc -------- _ 597
Government
convey to States, the Government
interest in roads to cemeteries
cemeteries
1104
and parks
parks-------------------- 1104
convey tract of land in
in San Juan,
P. R., to Federal Land Bank
Bank of
of
Baltimore,
proceeds_
Baltimore, Md.; use of
of proceeds_
977
cooperate
cooperate in restoration
restoration of Old Fort
Vancouver
Stockade,
VanVancouver
couver
1113
couver,' Wash ----------1113
grant right of way across GovernGovern101
ment levee at Yuma, Ariz ----101
issue bronze
bronze medals, etc., to officers
officers
and enlisted men of the two
brigades
brigades of cavalry organized
organized
Texas, and serving prior to
by Texas,
to
November 11, 1918
100
1918----------100
modify contracts
contracts for sale of barges,
barges,
etc.,
etc. operating
operating on New York
State Barge
Barge Canal ----------1255
terms, etc.; line to be reestablished
reestablished
Baltimore to North Carofrom Baltimore
linaports
lina ports -----------------1255
pay claims of employees
employees of BethleCompany, additional
additional
hem Steel Company,
pay for work on Government
Government
contracts -- --------------1603
contracts
1603
appropriation for --------- --appropriation
1604
Arkansas to erect buildings,
permit Arkansas
etc.,
etc. at Camp Pike for State
National Guard
Guard ------------244
restore Fort McHenry,
McHenry, Md.,
Md., to be a
a.
1109
military park
park -------------1109
Lee Mansion, in Arlington Cemetery, Va., to its condition prior to
to
Civil War
War ------------------ 1356
sell, etc., stock and property of
Hoboken
Hoboken Manufacturers'
Manufacturers' RailCompany, etc
road Company,
etc ----_-_-_-_
984
984
sell Fort Revere Reservation
Reservation to Hull,
Mass
1111
Mass-- -------------.
1111
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Page
Page.
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Page. Segar
Okla.,
Agency, Okla.,
War-Continued.
Segar Indian
Secretary of
civilian
deficiency
appropriation for civilian
authorized to supervise care, etc., of
deficiency appropriation
authorized
grounds, of former Presiemploye ce at-----------------1329
at
1329
employees
burial grounds,
970 Seibel,
dent Zachary Taylor --------Seibel, Clifford
W.,
Clifford W.,
accept
accept gift of land, and establish
1559
credit
in accounts
accounts of--------of
allowed in
credit allowed
970
national
970
cemetery thereon -----national cemetery
Seidel, Robert
H.,
Robert H.,
Seidel,
transfer unoccupied
unoccupied buildings
buildings in
1413
pension increased
1413
increased ----------------pension
Alaska
industrial schools, etc.,
Alaska for industrial
Seismological
Investigations,
etc.,
Investigations,
Seismological
978
aboriginal natives --------for aboriginal
authorized by Coast and Geodetic
Geodetic
authorized
commission to indirected to appoint commission
802
Survey
802
Survey ---------------------spect, etc., battle fields of the
spect,
Draft,
856 Selective
Selective Draft,
siege
Petersburg, Va ------siege of Petersburg,
deficiency
for registraregistraappropriation for
deficiency appropriation
establishing military
etc., establishing
investigate, etc.,
tion,
etc., for
62, 761
761
for--------------- 62,
to
tion, etc.,
park
Kansas City, Mo
Mo. to
park in Kansas
Sell,
Ben B.,
B.,
Sell, Ben
commemorate
commemorate Battle of Westpension
1387
- 801
increased------------------port
pension increased
port -----------------Sellars, Mary
Mary Rebecca
(widow),
Rebecca (widow),
Sellars,
Revolutionary cannon to
to
loan two Revolutionary
pension
1449
115
increased------------------Va-pension increased
William and Mary
Mary College, Va
William
Sellers, James
F.,
James F.,
Sellers,
exchange
authorized by, with
exchange of lands authorized
services -- _ 672
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for services_
deficiency
Monroe Water Supply
Supply Company
Monroe
1314
for medical
medical expenses
1314
expenses ------------for
------ 1078
Pennsylvania1078
for Army in Pennsylvania
Semiarid
Irrigated Western
Districts,
Western Districts,
and Irrigated
Semiarid and
incorporation of Inland Waterways
Waterways Corincorporation
dairyappropriation
for experiments
in dairyexperiments in
appropriation for
poration
by, and functions transporation ;by,
ing
and meat
meat production
production in
in -.-__ 457,
850
457, 850
ing and
360
ferred thereto---------------thereto
Semiarid
Farming,
Land Farming,
Semiarid Land
may grant
grant right
of way to Vicksburg,
Vicksburg,
right of
may
appropriation for
for improving
methods
improving methods
appropriation
Miss., on, and under national
of --------------------442,
832
442,832
of
536
cemetery
road
cemetery road---------------Semiarid Lands,
Lands,
Semiarid
may
.Alexandria Light and
permit Alexandria
may permit
amount authorized
for investigations
investigations
authorized for
amount
Power Company to furnish curPower
of---to determine
___ 704
development of..
determine development
to
rent
civilians over Governto civilians
rent to
Seminole
Indians,
Seminole Indians,
ment
line to
to Fort
Fort Humphreys,
Humphreys,
ment line
all
of, against
against United
United States,
claims of,
all claims
534
Va
Va---------------------not
determined, to be
heretofore determined,
not heretofore
powers conferred for prevention of oil
powers
Claimsadjudicated
by Court
Court of Claims_
133
adjudicated by
pollution
pollution of navigable streams,
procedure,
134
etc-------------------procedure, etc
605
etc
etc-----------------------Seminole
Indians, Fla.,
Fla.,
Seminole Indians,
to make examinations
examinations of polluting
polluting
to
appropriation for relief, etc.,
of
408, 1159
etc., of---appropriationforrelief,
deposits, recommend
recommend corrective
1925--for
support, etc.,
etc., additional,
additional, 1925_
__ 708
for support,
regulations,
606
regulations, etc -------------Seminole Indians,
Okla. (see also Five CivIndians, Okla.
Seminole
provisions
Adjusted
provisions of World War Adjusted
ilized
Tribes),
ilized Tribes),
121
Compensation Act-----------Act
Compensation
appropriation for
for tribal
tribal schools
schools_ _
398, 1148
1148
- - 398,
appropriation
commission for approval of
to serve on commission
for
common schools
schools----------- 407, 1158
for common
Memorial to Women of
plans for Memorial
Semiprecious Stones, etc.,
666 Semiprecious
War- --------------World War
excise tax
on, sold,
by dealers; exetc., by
sold, etc.,
tax on,
excise
Secretary
to the
the President,
President,
Secretary to
ception
324
ception---------------------appropriation
for compensation__
521, 1198
compensation --- __ 521,
appropriation for
Senate,
Senate,
Secrist,
Elizabeth (widow),
(widow),
Secrist, Elizabeth
appropriation
compensation of
for compensation
appropriation for
1529
pension increased-----------------increased
pension
578, 1286
Senators -------------Senators
Securities, United
States (see
United
also United
(see also
United States
Securities
for
mileage------------------- 578, 1286
for mileage
States
Securities),
States Securities),
for
President
Vice President
the Vice
to the
secretary to
for secretary
appropriation for
distinctive paper
68, 768
for_ 68,
paper for_
for distinctive
appropriation
1286
578,
6-------------------etc
1286'
etc
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for distinctive
distinctive
deficiency
578, 1286
for
Chaplain ---------------for Chaplain
1341
paper
for
paper for-------------------Henry M.
for
assistant, Henry
Secretary, assistant,
for Secretary,
Seeber,
W. (widow),
(widow),
Allie W.
Seeber, Allis
Rose,
578, 1286
etc -------- 578,1286
clerks, etc
Rose, clerks,
pension
1509
pension -------------------------for
chief clerk;
duties as reading
reading
clerk; duties
for chief
Seed,
Seed,
clerk ---------------------1286
clerk
appropriation
testing commercial,
commercial,
for testing
appropriation for
for
superintendent, etc.,
docuof docuetc., of
for superintendent,
adulterated, etc
441, 831
etc---------adulterated,
ment
room
579, 1287
579,
ment room--------------preventing
adulof aduladmission of
preventing admission
for clerks
messengers to comcomand messengers
clerks and
for
terated,
etc., for seeding ---- 441, 831
terated, etc.,
579, 1287
mittees
---------mittees----for investigating
investigating introduction
introduction of
for
580, 1288
preparation of
of Senate
Senate Manual-Manual
1288
preparation
foreign
443, 833
and--------plants and
foreign plants
for clerical
clerical assistance
assistance to Senators not
for
for purchase,
purchase, testing, etc.,
etc., new and
for
chairmen of
of committees
committees spechairmen
rare
833
443,833
rare---------------------- 443,
580, 1288
cifically provided
for ----provided for
cifically
deficiency
appropriation for purchase
deficiency appropriation
for
clerical
assistance,
etc.;
authority
authority
etc.;
assistance,
clerical
for
700
and
distribution
of
and distribution of---------as
clerks of
committees ---580, 1288
1288
580,
of committees
as clerks
Seed, etc.,
etc., for
for Drought
Stricken Areas
of
Areas of
Drought Stricken
Seed,
for additional
and assistant
assistant clerks
clerks to
to
and
additional
for
New
Mexico,
New Mexico,
580,1288
Senators
580,
1288
Senators---------------loans
to farmers
farmers for purchasing, for
loans to
f
or Sergeant
Sergeant at
at Arms
Arms and
Doorand Doorfor
11
planting
110
--------------------planting
keeper,
etc ----580, 1288
1288
assistant, etc
keeper, assistant,
appropriation for----------------for
110
appropriation
for
police
force, Senate
Office BuildSenate Office
force,
police
for
Seed
Grain
for
Drought
Stricken
Areas,
Areas;
Stricken
Drought
Seed Grain for
ing
581,
1288
581,1288
-----ing
appropriation for collecting
to
collecting loans to
appropriation
for
postmaster,
etc
1289
etc ----------- 581, 1289
postmaster,
for
46
farmers
for
460
for------------------farmers
for
foreman, etc.,
etc.,
superintendent, foreman,
for superintendent,
deficiency
appropriation for collecting
deficiency appropriation
folding
room-------------- 581, 1289
folding room
4C
for----------loans
40
loans to farmers for
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appropriation
appropriation for contingent
contingent expenses;
expenses;
stationery,
stationery, etc
,..-.---581,
etc -581,
for postage stamps
stamps ------------ 581,
581,
for motor vehicles
vehicles for
for mails,
mails, etc
etc - 581,
581,
for automobile
automobile for
for Vice
Vice President_
President_ 581,
581,
for folding
materials; folding
folding_-__
folding materials;
-- _ 581,
581,
for fuel, etc ----- -----------581,
581,
for furniture, repairs,
repairs, etc
581,
etc -----581,
for packing
packing boxes ----------__ 581,
581,
of warehouse
documents_
for rent
rent of
warehouse for
for documents_

Page.
Page.
1289
1289
1289
1289
1289
1289
1289
1289
1289
1289
1289
1289
1289
1289
1289
1289
581,
581,
1289
1289
1289
1289
1289
1289
1289
1289
1289
1289

for miscellaneous
miscellaneous items--------items
581,
581,
and investigations
for inquiries and
investigations 16,
16, 581,
581,
for reporting debates
debates ---------581,
581,
for kitchens and
restaurants
and restaurants-- 581,
581,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for daughter
daughter
deficiency
Nelson
33
of Knute
Knute Nelson-------------33
for heir
for
William P.
Dillingham__-__
33
heir of
of William
P. Dillingham
33
for
Samuel D.
D. Nicholson_
Nicholson_
33
for children
children of
of Samuel
33
for children
for
of
children and
and grandchildren
grandchildren of
Henry Cabot
Henry
Cabot Lodge
Lodge ----_----753
753
for children
children and
grandchildren of
of
and grandchildren
LeBaron
Colt
753
LeBaron Bradford
Bradford Colt-------753
for heirs
heirs at
law of
Frank B.
Branat law
of Frank
B. Brandegee ------------degee
_--.---_ 1313
1313
for Henry
Tiegan
for
Henry G.
G. Tiegan----____
33
_ ----33
for James
James R.
R. Wick---------------Wick
33
for
33
deputy Sergeant
for deputy
at Arms,
inSergeant at
Arms, etc.,
etc., increased pay ---------------creased
33
33
for
for expenses,
expenses, late
late President
President HardHarding's
33
ing's funeral
funeral ---------------33
for
33
for furniture
furniture ---- ------- _-------_
33
for
stationery ------------------ 33,
33, 1314
for stationery
1314
for
inquiries and
170,753,1314
for inquiries
and investigations
investigations 170,753,1314
miscellaneous items
for miscellaneous
672
items-----------672
for John G. Holland,
Holland, jr
672
jr-----------_
672
for
Hill --------------672
for Ernest
Ernest K.
K. Hill
672
for Fred
for
A. Eckstein-------------Eckstein
672
Fred A.
672
for
Reid
672
for Albert
Albert Reid---------------672
for
Alexander K.
Meek
672, 1313
for Alexander
K. Meek--------672,
1313
for
Louis Bose
672
for Louis
Bose----------------672
Gordon ---.- ____.___for U. G. Gordon_
672
672
for James
for
672, 1314
1314
James F.
F. Sellers
Sellers -__________
672,
for Legislative
Legislative Counsel
Counsel ---------753
__
753
for mileage, State
State messengers
messengers conconveying electoral
electoral vote ---------753
753
for expenses of Joint
Committee on
on
Joint Committee
Ceremonies, 1925_
1925 --Inaugural Ceremonies,
___
753
753
for Margaret
Margaret W.
W. McCulloch
McCulloch -----.
1313
1313
for Agnes E.
E. Locke
1313
Locke --------------1313
for Joseph E.
E. Johnson
Johnson ----------1313
1313
for
William A.
Walling
for William
A. Walling-----------1313
1313
for Paul Bachschmid
Bachschmid-------1313
-----1313
for Lewis
A. Nails
for
Lewis A.
Nalls---------------1313
1313
for Harry
Harry Walling
Walling --------------1313
1313
for James
James W.
1313
W. McGinn
McGinn------------1313
for Richard Blunt-----------_____
Blunt
1313
1313
for Committee on Foreign
Relations,
Foreign Relations,
messenger-------------------messenger
1313
1313
positions
positions and salaries
salaries established
established for
for
secretary,
secretary, etc., in
in office
office of
the
of the
Vice President
Vice
President -------------Chaplain ------------------Secretary
Senate, assistant
Secretary of the Senate,
assistant
Henry
M. Rose, and
Henry M.
and office
office perpersonnel -----------------sonnel
librarian---------______
librarian
-----keeper of
stationery ------------of stationery
document
document
room, superintendent,
superintendent,
assistant, etc--------------assistant,
etc
clerks,
clerks, assistant
assistant clerks
clerks to
to desigdesignated committees
nated
committees ------------

147
147
147
147
147
147
147
147
147
147
147
147
147
147

-

-`

--

Senate—Continued.
Page.
Senate-Continued.
Page.
positions
salaries established
established for
for
positions and
and salaries
clerks and
and assistant
clerks to
clerks
assistant clerks
to
Senators
not chairmen
speciSenators not
chairmen of
of specified committees----.--...._-committees
fied
148
_
148
additional
additional clerks---------------clerks
148
148
Sergeant at
Doorkeeper,
Sergeant
at Arms
Arms and
and Doorkeeper,
assistants ------------------assistants
148
148
messengers _________________
messengers-148
-148
clerk
clerk on
Journal work
work for
for Conon Journal
Congressional Record
Record-------....
gressional
148
.
148
storekeeper, laborers,
laborers, etc
storekeeper,
149
etc-_______
149
pages
pages------------------------149
149
police for Senate
Senate Office
Office Building
Building
under
under-----_--_
149
----------_
149
postmaster
and employees
employees in
postmaster,, and
in the
the
post office------------------post
office
149
149
folding room
folding
room superintendent,
superintendent, and
and
employees
employees---149
------------149
appointment on
Bicentenappointment
on Washington
Washington Bicentennial
Birthday, Commission,
nial Birthday,
Commission, of
of
presiding
of, ex
ex officio_
671
presiding officer
officer of,
officio-671
of
Senators
671
of four
four Senators-----------------671
compensation
of Senators
compensation of
Senators after
after March
March
4,
1925
1301
4, 1925---------------------1301
immediately available------------available
1313
1313
Congressional documents
after
Congressional
documents printed
printed after
expiration
expiration of
term of
of Senator,
of term
Senator,
be delivered
to successor---successor
24
to be
delivered to
24
balance
balance remaining to credit,
must be
credit, must
be
taken prior
of next
prior to
to convening
convening of
next
Congress ----24
Congress
-------------24
five Senators
joint
five
Senators to
to be
be appointed
appointed on
on joint
committee
to investigate
investigate land
committee to
land
grants
of Northern
Northern Pacific
grants of
Pacific RailRailroad Company
462
Company--------------462
four
be appointed
on Bunker
Bunker
four Senators
Senators to
to be
appointed on
Hill Sesquicentennial
Sesquicentennial CommisCommisHill
sion
1099
sion-------.------_--------_
1099
Lexington-Concord Sesquicentennial
Lexington-Concord
Sesquicentennial
Commission
Commission ----749
---749
Mecklenburg
Mecklenburg Sesquicentennial
Sesquicentennial ComCommission -------------------1267
mission
1267
joint meeting
meeting of
of the
the House
RepreHouse of
of Representatives and,
sentatives
and, ordered
ordered for
for DeDecember 3,
3, 1923--------------1923
1609
cember
1609
February 27,
for February
memorial
27, 1924
1924,? for
for memorial
service
late President Harding_
1609
serviceto
tolatePresident
Harding_ 1609
for December 15,
15, 1924
1924, for
for memorial
memorial
service
Wilservice to
to former
former President
President Wilson -----------.-----.----1614
_ 1614
for February
February 11,
11, 1925,
1925, for counting
counting
electoral vote
electoral
1615
vote ---------_---1615
proclamation
proclamation convening
convening special
special session
session
of --------------------. 1987
1987
provisions relating
relating to
practices
provisions
to corrupt
corrupt practices
in elections
in
elections to
to the
the -----------1070
1070
salaries
salaries for
for December,
December, 1923,
paid
1923, to
to be
be paid
December
December 20
20 ---------------11
for December
1924, to
be paid
paid Defor
December,, 1924,
to be
December 20th
718
20th --------------718
Senate Manual,
Manual,
Senate
appropriation for
preparing
580-1288
appropriation
for preparing -_----_
580-1288
preparation
preparation of
authorized by
of the,
the, authorized
by clerk
clerk
of the Committee
Committee on
bienon Rules
Rules biennially -----------------------...
148
148
Senate Office
Office Building,
Building,
Senate
appropriation for police
force police force
581, 1288
1288
-581,
for kitchens and restaurants,
restaurants repairs
repairs,
supplies, etc ------------581, 1289
1289
581,
for elevator conductors
conductors -------- 587,
1295
587, 1295
for care, etc., of
of grounds
grounds ---------587
587
for trees,
trees, etc.,
etc., grounds
grounds of---------of
587
587
-589.
1295
for maintenance
maintenance ----------589,
1295
----------------- I---

INDEX.
Building-Continued.
Senate Office Building—Continued.
appropriation for
for extensions,
extensions, furniture,
appropriation
furniture,
office
equipment, etc
office equipment,
etc ------ 589,
589,
deficiency
appropriation for
for rugs,
deficiency appropriation
rugs, etc__
etc-_
etc
for new rooms,
rooms, etc---------------for maintenance,
maintenance, etc-------------etc
for three-room
suite, B
B Street
corthree-room suite,
Street corridor
ridor of
of --------------------positions
police
positions and
and pay established
established of
of police
force for ------------------force
Senators,
Senators,
appropriation for
for compensation__
__ 578,
appropriation
compensation-___
578,
mileage ------------------578,
for mileage
578,
clerical assistance
assistance to,
not chairfor clerical
to, not
chairmen of committees
committees specifically
specifically
men
provided
provided for
for -----------..580,
at $1,520
for additional
additional clerks
clerks at
$1,520 a
a
year --------------------580,
compensation
compensation of,
of, after
after March
March 4,
4, 1925_
1925--_
immediately available
available ------immediately
_---positions and pay established
established for
for
clerical
assistance to, not
clerical assistance
not chairchairdesignated committees
men of
of designated
committees__
Seneca Indians,
Indians, N.
N. Y.,
Y.,
appropriation for
treaties
fulfilling treaties
for fulfilling
appropriation
with -----.-------------413,
with
413,
National Forest,
Forest, Calif.,
Sequoia National
proclamation diminishing
diminishing area
of ---proclamation
area of
transferring portion
transferring
portion of, to Inyo
National Forest
National
Forest -------------Calif.,
Park, Calif.,
Sequoia National
National Park,
appropriation
for commissioner_
commissioner ---__ _ 219,
appropriation for
for protection,
protection, etc
etc------------- 424,
for protection,
protection, additional,
additional, 1925
1925- -_
Sequoyah,
proceedings on
statue of,
of,
on acceptance
acceptance of
of statue
proceedings
ordered
printed -------------ordered printed
Sequoyah
Indian Orphan
Orphan Training
School,
Sequoyah Indian
Training School,
Tahlequah, Okla.,
Tahlequah,
appropriation for
support, etc-----etc1157
406,
406,
appropriation
for support,
use
of designated
designated balances
for hoshosbalances for
use of
pital construction,
pital
construction, etc --------Serbs, Croats,
and Slovenes,
Slovenes,
Serbs,
Croats, and
appropriation
for minister
206,
minister to
to ----- 206,
appropriation for
"Serenity,"
Statue of,
"Serenity," Statue
erection
of,
the
gift
of
Charles
Deering,
erection of, the gift of Charles Deering,
authorized on
grounds in
in
authorized
on public
public grounds
District
Columbia ---------District of
of Columbia
approval
of
site,
etc.,
Commission
by
Commission
approval of site, etc.,
of Fine
Arts-----------------of
Fine Arts
Sergeant
at Arms
Arms and
and Doorkeeper,
Doorkeeper, Senate,
Senate,
Sergeant at
appropriation for,
assistant, doorkeepdoorkeepfor, assistant,
appropriation
ers, messengers,
etc1288
580,
580,
ers,
messengers, etc-------for
Office BuildBuildfor police
police force,
force, Senate
Senate Office
ing
581,
ing ..---------------581,
deficiency
deputy,
for deputy,
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
increased pay
pay ---------------increased
for
expenses of attendance,
attendance, etc.,
for expenses
President
funeral_ _
- __
Harding's funeralPresident Harding's
positions and
pay established
for,
established for,
and pay
positions
assistant doorkeeper,
doorkeeper, acting
acting asasassistant
sistant doorkeeper,
messengers,
doorkeeper, messengers,
sistant
etc
etc-------------------------clerk
Journal work
work for
for ConConclerk on Journal
gressional
Record --.-------gressional Record
storekeeper,
artisans, etc
etc----------storekeeper, artisans,
telephone operators,
gallery
operators, press
press gallery
telephone
superintendent, laborers
laborers---superintendent,
pages
pages -----------------------police force,
Building-_
Senate Office
Office Building
police
force, Senate
Sergeant at
of RepresentaHouse of
RepresentaSergeant
at Arms,
Arms, House
tires,
tires,
appropriation
for,
deputy,
cashier,
deputy, cashier,
appropriation for,
etc
583,
etc---------------------- 583,
45822*—voL
43—pr
2—
62
62
45822°-VOL 43-PT 2-

Page.
1295
1295
34
34
34
34
1315
1315
1315
1315
149
149
1286
1286
1286
1286
1288
1288

1288
1301
1301
1313
1313
148
148
1163
1163
1910
1910
1910
1910

1028
1178
1178
709
1612
1612

1157
406
406
1015
1015

21
21
21

1288
1289
1289

33
33
33

148
148
149
149
149
149
149
149
149

1291
1291
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Representa- Page.
Sergeant
Sergeant at Arms, House of Representatives-Continued.
tives—Continued.
appropriation for
police force,
House
appropriation
for police
force, House
Office Building
Building.-------_583, 1292
1292
positions
positions and
and pay
pay established
established of,
deputy, cashier,
151
deputy,
cashier, etc -----------151
police force,
force, House Office
Office Building
under --------------------151
Serums, etc. (see also
Products),
also Biologic Products),
appropriation
for regulating
propagaregulating propagaappropriation for
tion,
etc., of --------775
tion, sale,
sale, etc.,
76, 775
Serums
Serums for
for Domestic
Domestic Animals,
appropriation
investigating, etcetc.. 439,
439, 828
828
appropriation for
for investigating,
for regulating sale, etc ---------439,
439, 829
829
Sesquicentennial
Sesquicentennial Exhibition
Exhibition Commission,
National,
National,
composed
of Secretaries
Secretaries of
and
of State
State and
composed of
of
represent the
of Commerce
Commerce to represent
United
States at
at the
the exhibition.
exhibition
United States
in
Philadelphia-------.----1253
in Philadelphia
1253
National
Advisory
Commission
to the
the
National Advisory Commission to
Exhibition Association,
Association, estabestabExhibition
lished
1254
lished------------------ 1254
composed
two citizens
the
from the
composed of
of two
citizens from
States, Territories,
Territories, and possespossesStates,
sions
1254
sions----------------------1254
appropriation
for expenses
expenses of the
the comcomappropriation for
missions
1254
missions-----------------1254
exhibits
admitted free of
1254
of duty_
duty_ 1254
exhibits imported
imported admitted
may be
sold subject
to revenue
revenue reguregumay
be sold
subject to
1254
lations, etc
etc -----------------1254
duty
in force
force when
rate in
when withwithduty at rate
drawn ----------_------1254
allowance
deterioration, etc_
1254
etc_ 1254
allowance for
for deterioration,
penalties
penalties for
for illegal
illegal sale, etc ----1254
articles
prepared by
by departments,
articles to be prepared
etc., as
1254
etc.,
as exhibits
exhibits-------------1254
coinage
$2.50 pieces
pieces_
1254
authorized of
of gold
gold $2.50
1254
coinage authorized
silver 50-cent
50-cent pieces
pieces --------------- 1254
silver
1254
legal tender,
tender, etc------------------etc
1254
1254
legal
laws
to, applicable_
applicable_
1254
laws in
in force
force relating
relating to,
1254
expense for
no Government
Government expense
for dies,
dies, etc_ 1254
1254
exhibition
issued only to
to officers
officers of exhibition
association
association on payment of par
value
1254
value---------------------1254
Sesquicentennial
LexingtonSesquicentennial of
of Battle of LexingtonConcord,
Concord,
creation
commission for observance
creation of commission
observance
of
749
of------------------------749
composition;
compensation -----749
composition; no
no compensation
749
amount
authorized
for
expenses_
__
_
_
749
amount authorized for expenses -..-749
sum
authorized
for
participating
in
sum authorized for participating in
celebration to
commemorate__ __
749
to commemorate
749
special
postage stamps
to be
special series
series of postage
stamps to
be
749
issued ---------------------749
silver 50-cent
50-cent pieces
pieces to be coined in
in
commemoration of ----------749
commemoration
number; legal tender quality
749
quality-- ---749
coinage laws applicable; no expense
for dies, etc
etc- ---------------- _
749
749
Settle, Green
Green A.,
A.,
pension
pension increased
increased -----------------1387
1387
Seubert,
(widow),
Seubert, Augusta
Augusta (widow),
pension
increased-----------------1424
pension increased
1424
Seupelt,
J.'G.,
Seupelt, J.
G.,
homestead
entry of,
of, confirmed
confirmed -----1362
homestead entry
1362
Seventeenth
Seventeenth Street
Street NE.,
NE., D.
D. C.,
C.,
appropriation for
East
paving, etc.,
etc., East
appropriation
for paving,
Capitol to A Streets; from
from
gasoline-tax fund --_--________
gasoline-tax
1225
1225
Seventeenth Street
Street NW.,
NW., D. C.,
C.,
appropriation
for
paving,
Irving
to
appropriation for paving, Irving to
Kilbourne Streets ---___---_
548
for paving,
paving, Webster
547
Webster to
to Allison
Allison Streets
Streets
547

2278
Seventeenth Street NW.,
NW., D.C.—Continued.
D.C.-Continued.
appropriation
appropriation for asphalt
asphalt covering,
Columbia Road
Road to Euclid
Street;
Euclid Street;
from
gasoline-tax fund
from gasoline-tax
fund ------Seventeenth
Seventeenth Street SE., D.
D. C.,
appropriation for paving, etc.,
appropriation
etc., East
East
Capitol to A
A. Streets; from gasline-tax fund --------------Seventh Street NW.
NW. and SW.,
SW., D.
D. C.,
appropriation for repaving with asappropriation
phalt, Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Avenue
Avenue to
to
G Street south; from gasoline-tax
gasoline-tax
fund ---------------------.Seventh Street
Street NW.,
NW., D.
D. C.,
C.,
appropriation for paving, Jefferson
Jefferson to
to
Kennedy
Kennedy Streets -----------for paving, Kennedy
Kennedy to Longfellow
Longfellow
Streets -------------------.
for paving, Hamilton to Jefferson
Jefferson
Streets-------------.-----Seventh Street SW.,
SW., D.
D. C.,
appropriation
appropriation for asphalt covering, G
G
to Water Streets;
Streets; from gasolinetax fund
taxfund----_--------------_
Seville, Spain,
Spain,
provisions for taking part in
in the international exposition of arts, etc.,
national
etc.,
at, in 1927 ----------------Seward, Hannah
Seward,
Hannah C. (widow),
pension
pension- __----_---.___--..-____
Sewers, D. C.,
appropriation
appropriation for cleaning
cleaning and repairing--------.--------pairing
551,
551,
for pumping
pumping stations, etc --.--551,
551,
for main
main and pipe ------------ 551,
551,
forsuburban
for suburban ---------------- 551,
for assessment
assessment and permit work_
work__ 551,
for rights
rights of way -------------- 551,
for Rock Creek interceptor----interceptor
551,
for upper Potomac
Potomac interceptor-interceptor
551,
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for assessment
assessment
and permit work --------37,
Shafer,
Shafer, L. N.,
and associates may bridge Rio Grande,
Grande,
near Tornillo, Tex ---------- _
Shallotte
River,
N.
C.,
Shallotte River, N. C.,
preliminary
examination, etc., of, to be
preliminary examination,
made, Whites Landing to Shallotte----------------------lotte
Shanghai, China,
Shanghai,
China,
appropriation for expenses, United
appropriation
United
States court for China
215,
China --__ _ 215,
for prison, etc., expenses------expenses
215,
Shannon, James
Shannon,
James B.,
B.,
pension increased
increased ---------------_
Shannon
Shannon Place
Place SE., D.
D. C.
C.
appropriation for paving, U
U to
to W
W
Streets
Streets --------------------Shannon, Samuel F.,
F.,
pension increased
increased -----------------Sharon.
Sharon. Eva
Eva B.,
pavement
pavement to --------------------Sharp,
Sharp, May Adelaide,
appropriation for paying, widow of
appropriation
of
Hunter Sharp, aa consul dying in
in
service
service-- ----------------Sharp,
Sharp, William
(son),
William Sharman
Shurman (son),
pension ------------------------pension
Sharpp,
Sharpp, Elizabeth
Elizabeth (widow),
(widow),
pension increased------------------increased
Shasta
National Forest,
Shasta National
Forest, Calif.,
Calif.,
exchange of lands with private owners
for addition
addition to --- __-------Shattler, Samuel C. (son),
Shattler,
pension----------------------pension

INDEX.
INDEX.
Page.
Page
1225
1225

1225
1225

550
547
547
547

1223
1225
1225

1256
1444
1444
1228
1228
1228
1228
1228
1228
1228
1228
1228
1228
1228
1228
1228
1228
1319
1319
1214
1214

1193
1025
1025
1025
1025

1383
1383

1223
1399
1399
1371
1371

209
209
1492
1492
1479
1479
953
953
1448
1448

(widow),
Page.
Shaw, Angelina
Angelina (widow),
Page.
pension------------.-----------..-.
pension
1478
1478
Shaw,
Shaw, Edward,
Edward,
1387
pension ------------------------- 1387
Shaw, Elizabeth
Elizabeth (widow),
(widow),
pension increased
1469
increased ---------------- 1469
Ella R. (daughter),
Shaw, EUa
(daughter),
increased ------------------ 1492
pension increased
1492
Island, Wash.,
Shaw Island,
right of way granted across
across abandoned
abandoned
on, for
military reservation
reservation on,
for high957
ways --------------------957
James,
Shaw, James,
pension increased
1413
increased--------.-----_-1413
Shaw, Mahala
Mahala (widow),
pension --------1523
_--------------1523
Shaw, Mary 0.
(widow),
0. (widow),
pension
1530
pension ---------.---.-- ------- _ 1530
Shawnee Indian
Indian Agency, Okla.,
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for civilian
civilian
employees
at
1329
employees at---------------1329
Shawnee Indian
Indian Sanatorium,
Sanatorium, Okla.,
Okla.,
appropriation for maintenance, etc.,
of--------------------of
408, 1159
1159
Shea,
Georgieanna (widow),
Shea, Georgieanna
pension increased------------------increased
1431
1431
Sheedy, Mary
Mary (widow),
(widow),
pension increased
1456
pension
increased----------------1456
Sheep (see also
Cattle),
also Cattle),
appropriation for
eradicating scabies
appropriation
for eradicating
scabies
in---------------------in
437, 827
827
for experiment
experiment
station,
Clark
County, Idaho
Idaho------------- 439,
828
439, 828
problems of WestWestfor in vestigating, problems
ern States
States-------.--------.. 439, 828
828
Harriet L.
(widow),
Sheets, Harriet
L. (widow),
pension
pension-------------------------1444
1444
Sheffield, George,
George,
pension increased
increased-------------__1413
Sheffield, Oscar,
Oscar,
Sheffield,
pension ----------------------pension
_
_ 1391
Shelby, N.
N. C.,
C.,
to be
be furfurterms of court at; rooms
rooms to
nished --------------------722
Shelby, Sarah
Sarah J.
J. (widow),
(widow),
pension.
pension -------------------------- 1507
Shelley, Eliphalet
Eliphalet M.,
M., alias
alias Charles
Charles Cam. eron,
eron,
pension
pension---------------.-----_
----.
Shenandoah
Park, Va.,
Va.,
Shenandoah National
National Park,
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for
for expenses,
acquiring
for
acquiring lands
lands for-----------determination
determination by Secretary
Secretary of Interior
Interior
of area of lands recommended
recommended
to be acquired for
for ----.--__
Shepherd Street
Shepherd
NW., D. C.,
Street NW.,
appropriation for asphalt covering,
Fourteenth
Fourteenth Street to Georgia
Georgia
Avenue; from gasoline-tax
fund _
Avenue;
gasoline-taxfundSherbocker, Elizabeth
Sherbocker,
Elizabeth (wife),
(wife),
pension
pension ------------------Sherburne
Minn.,
Sherburne County,
County, Minn.,
authorized across Mississippi
bridge authorized
Mississippi
River at Clearwater, by MinMinnesota,
nesota, Wright
Wright County,
County, and..
and ---___
Sheridan,
Sheridan, Wyo.,
Wyo.,
terms of court at ----------------Sherman,
Sherman, Carolyn
Carolyn P.
P. (widow),
(widow),
pension
pension- -----------------------Sherman Circle
Sherman
Circle NW.,
NW., D.
D. C.,
C.,
appropriation for paving east side, CritCrittendenStreetto
tenden
Street to Illinois Avenue..
Avenue_
for paving, Kansas to Illinois AveAvenues
nues
..............
- -- -_---------------------------

1418
1418

1331
958

1225
1225
1492

1302
1302
388

1502
1223
1223
1992
1223
----
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Page.
States-Contd.
Shipping
Board, United
Page.
United States—Contd.
Shipping Board,
Sherman
Page.
Calif.,
Riverside, Calif.,
Institute, Riverside,
Sherman Institute,
appropriation for
Corporation;
Fleet Corporation;
for Fleet
appropriation
appropriation
Indian school___
school_ __ 405,
405, 1156
for Indian
appropriation for
payments to certified public acacpayments
707
for Indian
Indian school,
additional, 1925__
school, additional,
for
countants forbidden;
forbidden; auditing
countants
Sherry, Helen
(widow),
Helen (widow),
Sherry,
Bureau-_ _ 531, 1209
1495
work by
Efficiency Bureau_
1209
by Efficiency
work
1495
pension ---------------------------pension
outside auditors
claims
allowed for claims
auditors allowed
outside
Sherwin, Alice
Alice Z.
Z. (widow),
Sherwin,
1387
in litigation--------------litigation
531, 1209
in
1387
pension
pension----------------limited- 531, 1209
subsistence
allowances limited_
subsistence allowances
Sherwood,
Ada G. (widow),
Sherwood, Ada
1418
rent
in District
Columbia reDistrict of Columbia
rent in
1418
pension
pension----------------stricted
531, 1209
.---stricted--------Shew,
Susan L.
(widow),
L. (widow),
Shew, Susan
Department
1460
claims
of
Department
Navy
of
claims
1460
pension increased
increased---------------- pension
against, not
not payable
payable herefrom_
herefrom - _ 531
against,
Shewman, James
James P.
P. (son),
Shewman,
1486
claims of,
of, by
by or
or against Navy Declaims
1486
pension
increased ------------ --pension increased
1209
partment,
canceled ---------partment, canceled
Shill,
Sarah L.
L. (widow),
Shill, Sarah
1210
affected---1530
individual claims not affected
individual
1530
pension --------------------------pension
judgments,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for judgments,
deficiency
Shiloh
National Military
Park,
Military Park,
Shiloh National
United States
courts, under;
under; colStates courts,
United
appropriation
establishappropriation for continuing establishlision
claims, etc
531, 758
etc----------- 531,758
lision claims,
513, 928
ment
928
of ---------------ment of
for
judgments of United
United States
paying judgments
for paying
extension
extension authorized to Corinth
513
courts under----------------under
1347
courts
etc-_ _ 513
National Cemetery,
Cemetery, Miss.,
Miss., etc_
National
712
construction
fund created
from
created from
loan fund
construction loan
712
for, additional,
additional, 1925
1925_
-------------for,
467
467
revenues of
of ----------------revenues
Shinn,
Arminta (widow),
Shinn, Arminta
1444
use in
in loans
citizens for ship conto citizens
loans to
use
1444
-pension
increased
pension increased------------struction of,
of, in
in American
yards,
American yards,
struction
Ship
Brokers,
Ship Brokers,
vessels
equipment,
vessels of best type, equipment,
special tax
on; business
business deimposed on;
tax imposed
special
467
467
326
etc
etc-------------------------326
fined
fined-----------------------outfitting in
in American yards vesoutfitting
Station,
Ship Island,
Miss., Gulf Station,
Island, Miss.,
Ship
80
sets
already built, with best ensels already
80
appropriation
for quarantine
station_ _
quarantine station-appropriation for
467
467
gines, appliances,
appliances, etc --------gines,
Ship
Mortgage Act,
Act, 1920,
1920,
Ship Mortgage
applicable only
to vessels
vessels aided
only to
applicable
home port
American
provisions for American
port provisions
home
467
467
loan----------------948
from loan
948
vessels
vessels under ---------------948
vessels
to be
be documented
documented for five
vessels to
948
deemed----port
documentation deemed
of documentation
port of
years, etc., under United States
Ship,
Steamboat, and
and Way Letters,
Ship, Steamboat,
467
laws
aws -------------------- 87, 785
appropriation
for ------------appropriation for
467
467
time limit
for
loan ------------the
for
limit
time
Shipler, Minnie
Minnie E.
(widow),
E. (widow),
Shipler,
467
467
1439
payment in
installments, etc------etc
installments,
in
payment
4i
1439
pension
pension- _----------------------pension
467
467
allowed
in
allowed ----------------full
in
Shipley, Issola
L. (widow),
(widow),
Issola L.
Shipley,
in coastwise
1515
interest
rate on
on loans
while in
loans
rate
interest
11
pension
pension------------------------468
468
trade or
inactive
or inactive-------------trade
Shipping,
Shipping,
468
468
in
foreign trade ------------------foreign
in
required
consular
bills
health
not
required
of
health
of
consular bills
loan
to one-half
one-half cost of vessel, or
limited to
loan limited
vessels
trading between northern
vessels trading
809
of
for vessel
already
vessel already
equipment for
of equipment
809
frontier
frontier ports ----------------468
468
built
built-----------------------be
to
home
port
of
American
be
vessels
American
of
port
home
947
increase
allowed if
if additional
security
additional security
increase allowed
947
fixed by
owners
by owners--------------fixed
468
468
furnished;
limit -------------furnished; limit
Shipping
United States,
States,
Board, United
Shipping Board,
completion,
security required
insure completion,
required to insure
security
appropriation
for
Commissioners
and
and
Commissioners
for
appropriation
468
468
etc
etc------------------------secretary
secretary----------------- 529, 1208
when
to include
mortgage when
preferred mortgage
include preferred
to
for all
expenses ----------- 529, 1208
other expenses
all other
for
468
468
completed
completed -----------------for investigating
investigating foreign
discriminaforeign discriminafor
additional
covenants to be
be preadditional covenants
tions
against American
vessels
American vessels
tions against
468
468
scribed
scribed--- ----------------and shipping
1208
shipping -------------- 530, 1208
and
insurance
to
insurable risks to
all insurable
against all
insurance against
for
investigating transporting
transporting immiimmifor investigating
468
468
be provided
provided ----------------be
grants
in its
vessels -------- 530, 1208
its vessels
grants in
468
468
agreements for
payment.... _
premium payment_-for premium
agreements
restriction
salary to
assistant 1208
an assistant
to an
on salary
restriction on
reconditioning of vessels to include
reconditioning
120
530, 1208
for printing
binding for ---and binding
printing and
for
most
etc., type of ininefficient, etc.,
most efficient,
using funds
repairing, etc.,
etc., Govfor repairing,
funds for
using
468
ternal-combustion
ternal-combustion motive power
ernment vessels
vessels at
than
other than
at other
ernment
merchant
for
5300
if
built
in
United
merchant
States
United
in
built
if
53(
navy
yards, restricted
restricted--------navy yards,
vessels of
Governof Board or Governvessels
vessels
in American harbors
only in
vessels only
530
ment, additional
additional cost may be
ment,
0
53(
affected
affected ----------------468
468
fund----------530
from loan fund
paid from
53(0
effective
once--------------at once
effective at
468
468
transfer
for authorized
authorized ---------for,
transfer
for
expenses
of
Emergency
Fleet
CorFleet
for expenses of Emergency
469
469
aggregate limited----------------limited
aggregate
emergency
poration
emergency
from
poration
restrictions on
on sale
sale of vessels within
restrictions
fund
530,
1209
1201
530,
fund--------------------five
completion, unafter completion,
years after
five years
530, 120
sources
designated --------1209
sources designated
469
469
less
price
specified price--------for specified
less for
only
current
claims
payable
payable
from
claims
current
only
date of
of completion
fixed by
to be fixed
completion to
date
specified
530, 120!
1209
appropriation ----specifled appropriation
469
469
Board
Board----------------------531
restriction on
530
publications by - -on publications
restriction
469
469
allowance for
for depreciation
depreciation --- _---allowance
use
proceeds from
from liquidation
of proceeds
use of
contract
sale or
charter of recondirecondior charter
for sale
contract for
12019
sales ------------------1209
sales
tioned vessel
vessel required
required before
tioned
employment
attorneys subject
employment of attorneys
469
469
loan is
is made----------------made
loan
to approval
approval of Attorney
Attorney Gento
or putting
vessel immediately
in opimmediately in
putting vessel
or
eral
531, 1209
120'
531,
eral -------------------469
469
eration on
completion
on completion--------eration
531, 120!
pay restrictions
12099
restrictions ------------- 531,
pay
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Page.
Shipping Board,
Board, United
States-Contd.
Shipping
United States—Contd.
Page.
vessel to be
documented for
for not
less
be documented
not less
five years
469
than five
years -------------469
operated
operated only
only on voyages
voyages not
not exexclusively coastwise
coastwise ----------469
469
to make
make special rates,
rates, etc.,
for exhibits
exhibits
etc., for
for Seville Exposition
for
1257
Exposition --------1257
transfer
of two
two obsolete
of, to
to
transfer of
obsolete vessels
vessels of,
Army Air Service
for airplane
airplane
Service for
bombing
907
bombing tests
tests ---------------907
Shipping Commissioners,
Commissioners,
Shipping
appropriation
for salaries
appropriation for
salaries------- _ 230,
230, 1039
1039
for clerk
for
clerk hire
230,
hire ---------------230, 1039
1039
for
contingent expenses
expenses -------- 230,
for contingent
230, 1039
1039
for salaries, additional,
for
additional 1925
706
1925 ------706
for clerk
clerk hire,
additional, 1925
1925 ----706
hire, additional,
706
for contingent expenses,
expenses, additional,
additional,
1925
706
1925-------------------706
Shipping
Service,
Shipping Service,
establishing, to
Virgin
time extended
extended for
for establishing,
to Virgin
Islands,
Islands, to
May 1,
1924 ------1928
to May
1,1924
1928
to
November 1,
1924 ---------1943
to November
1, 1924-1943
to May
May 1,
1, 1925------------------1925
1969
1969
Shiprock, N.
N. Mex.,
Shiprock,
Mex.,
appropriation for Federal
appropriation
Federal highway
highway
across Navajo
Navajo Reservation
Reservation from
from
Gallup to --------------1163
-1163
Shipwrecked American
American Seamen,
Seamen,
appropriation
appropriation for relief,
relief, etc.,
etc., of,
of, in
in
Alaska, Hawaii, etc
etc --- _--_
208, 1017
1017
208,
testimonials in
for life saving testimonials
in rescuing,
rescuing,
etc ---------------------210, 1019
1019
210,
Shipyard Creek,
Shipyard
C.,
Creek, S.
S. C.,
improvement of, authorized---------improvement
authorized
1187
1187
Shirley, Martha
Shirley,
Martha A.
A. (widow),
(widow),
pension increased------------------increased
1436
1436
Shivwits Indian
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Utah,
Utah,
for irrigation
appropriation for
project on_
on..
400,
irrigation project
400,
1151
1151
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for bridge
deficiency
bridge across
across
Santa
Santa Clara River; repayment..
1348
repayment___ 1348
Shockley, Mollie
F. (widow),
(widow),
Mollie F.
pension ------------------------1413
1413
Shoecraft, Ella
Shoecraft,
Ella Clark
Clark (widow),
(widow),
pension
1425
pension --------------------1425
Shoes, etc.,
etc.,
equipment
Leavenworth, Kans.,
equipment of Leavenworth,
penKans., penitentiary
itentiary to manufacture,
manufacture, for
for sale
sale
only to the Government,
Government, etc.._
6
etc - -__
6
Shoma, Wanatt,
Wanatt, alias
Wanatt, alias
alias
alias Shoma
Shoma Wanatt,
Ramon
White,
Ramon White,
pension increased
increased..-------------1384
--1384
Shook,
Elizabeth (widow),
Shook, Elizabeth
(widow),
pension --------.---- _-----------pension
1508
1508
Shooting
Shooting Galleries,
Galleries,
special tax on proprietors
proprietors of
326
of -------- _
326
Shooting Galleries
Shooting
and Ranges,
Ranges, Army,
Galleriesand
Army,
appropriation
appropriation for
expenses--------- 489,
904
for expenses
489, 904
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
762
appropriation for
for --------762
Shore, Celia
Celia Ann
Shore,
(widow),
Ann (widow),
pension
increased
1454
pension increased-------------1454
Short, Clara
Short,
(widow),
ClaraA.
A. (widow),
pension
pension ------------------------1476
_ 1476
Shoshone Agency,
Shoshone
Nev., Western,
Agency, Nev.,
Western,
appropriation
appropriation for
support, etc.,
of InInfor support,
etc., of
dians
at, from
tribal funds
funds ----411
dians at,
from tribal
411
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for civilian ememployees
ployees at -------- _--_------1329
1329
Shoshone Agency,
Agency, Wyo.,
Wyo.,
appropriation
for
support, etc.,
appropriation
etc., of
of InIndians at, from tribal funds_
funds___ 411,
411, 1161
1161
Shoshone Indian
Indian Reservation,
and
Reservation, Idaho
Idaho and
Nev.,
Western,
Nev., Western,
appropriation for irrigation
irrigation project
appropriation
project on_
on..
400
400
for Indian
for
Indian school
school ----- __----_
407, 1157
1157
407,
for roads and bridges;
bridges: reDavment
repayment_ 413.
413, 1163

Shoshone Indian
and
Shoshone
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Idaho
Idaho and
Nev., Western-Continued.
Western—Continued.
Nev.,
appropriation for
for irrigation
irrigation system,
appropriation
system, adadditional,
1925.------.......
ditional, 1925
for irrigating
irrigating additional
lands in
additional lands
in
ceded
portion of
ceded portion
of......-----.
for Indian
Indian school,
additional, 1925--1925.....
for
school, additional,
deficiency appropriation
payments
deficiency
appropriation for
for payments
to Indians
Indians of
of -------......
Indians, Wyo.,
Wyo.,
Shoshone Indians,
appropriation for
appropriation
410,
for support,
support, etc
etc ---410,
for
support, etc.,
etc., of,
for support,
of, additional,
additional,
1925
1925
.....................---Shoshone Irrigation
Project, Wyo.,
Shoshone
IrrigationProject,
Wyo.,
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of_
of _
appropriation for
for maintenance,

Page.
707
707
1154
1154
708
708
42
42
1161

708
418,
418,
1171
1171

Shoup,
Catharine L.
Shoup, Catharine
L. (widow),
(widow),
pension
pension .-------_------------------1460
1460
Showalter,
(son),
Showalter, Francis
FrancisH.
H. P.
P. (son),
pension
pension ----------------1510
--------- 1510
Shreveport,
Shreveport, La.,
La.,
granted certain
lands in
certain lands
in Louisiana,
Louisiana, to
to
which no legal
legal claims
claims have
have been
been
maintained,
for reservoir
reservoir purpurmaintained, for
poses
poses --------______.
382
-__
382
payment to
to be
be made;
made; mineral
mineral dedeposits reserved
reserved --------------posits
382
382
hearings,
hearings, etc.,
etc., of
of adverse
claims
adverse claims----.
. 382
382
reversion
and forfeiture
forfeiture if
if use
use abanabanreversion and
doned ---------------------doned
382
382
Shriner,
Lizzie B.
B. (widow),
Shriner, Lizzie
(widow),
pension
pension ----------_
1448
--------------1448
Shrubs,
Shrubs,
appropriation for
appropriation
for study
of diseases
study of
diseases of
of
ornamental -------------.-- 440,
ornamental
830
440,830
Shuler, Clara
Clara S.
Shuler,
S. (widow),
(widow),
pension
pension ----------------------1435
1435
Shull, Louise
Louise E.
(widow),
Shull,
E. (widow),
pension
1521
pension
............---------.-... 1521
Shurbet,
Mrs. F.
H.,
Shurbet, Mrs.
F. H.,
payment to,
payment
to, for
death of
of son
son.. _-----_
1578
for death
_ 1578
Shymer, Anne
Shymer,
Anne C.,
C.,
payment
payment to
to estate
estate of
1581
of ---------------1581
Siam,
Siam,
appropriation for
minister to
206,
appropriation
for minister
to ----206, 1015
1015
for
confor interpreter
interpreter to
to legation
legation and
and consulate
sulate general
general in
207,
in ---------207, 1016
1016
extradition
with -------------1749
extradition treaty
treaty with
1749
parcel post convention
convention with
1880
with --------1880
Sibley County,
Minn.,
Sibley
County, Minn.,
bridge authorized
authorized across
Minnesota
across Minnesota
at Blakely,
River at
Blakely, by
by Scott
Scott CounCounty and
94
and ------------------94
Siege Cannon,
Army,
Siege
Cannon, Army,
appropriation for
appropriation
purchase, manufacfor purchase,
manufacture,etc
ture, etc ---------.-------498,
913
498,913
ammunition for ------------for ammunition
498, 914
498,
914
for ammunition,
etc., for
ammunition, etc.,
for practice_
practice_ 498,
498, 914
914
Petersburg, Va.,
Siege of Petersburg,
Battlefields of,
of,
Va., Battlefields
commission created
created to
to inspect,
inspect, etc.;
etc.;
appointment by
appointment
by Secretary
of
Secretary of
War -------.---War
856
_------856
composition; Army Engineer
composition;
Engineer officer_
856
officer_
856
United States
States Civil
Civil War
veteran
856
War veteran__
856
Confederate States
States Civil
Civil War
War vetvetConfederate
eran-eran
856
--------------__
---- _
856
qualifications for
qualifications
for selection
856
selection of
of ------856
to ascertain
ascertain feasibility
feasibility of
of preserving
preserving
and marking
historical study,
marking for historical
study,
etc.._....
etc
856
856
to Secretary
Secretary of
War --__-_856
report to
of War
856
authorized to be
amount authorized
be appropriated_
appropriated_
856
856
Signal
Corps, Army
also Signal
Signal Corps,
Army (see also
ServSignal Service,
ice, Army),
Army),
appropriation for
for Washington-Alaska
Washington-Alaska
abhle and
_-nr _h
CI1A 928
cable
and ttelegraph
system..
514,
u-.,Hilcl,. ovrtm
aut.
i' Q00
JV
ol_

____ _-

INDEX.
INDEX.
Page.
Pag
appropriation for
Washington-Alaska
for Washington-Alaska
appropriation
cable
system,
telegraph system,
and telegraph
cable and
712
additional, 1925----------1925
additional,
inaviation indeficiency
appropriation for
for aviation
deficiency appropriation
crease ------------- 58, 699, 701, 762
crease

Signal Corps,
Army-Continued.
Corps, Army-Continued.
Signal
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Page.
Sims, John
Page.
(son),
John (son),
Sims,
1512
-pension ------------------------1512
pension
(widow),
Sims, Susan
Susan A.
A. (widow),
Sims,
pension
1468
--------------pension------Sines,
Annie H.
(widow),
H. (widow),
Sines, Annie
pension
1471
pension -----------------------Singer,
Mary M.
M. (widow),
(widow),
Singer, Mary
pension
increased
1417
pension increased------------------Sinking
Fund, D.
C.,
D. C.,
Sinking Fund,
545
appropriation
payments to-------to
545
for payments
appropriation for
Sioux Indians,
Indians,
Sioux
-407,
appropriation for
education
407, 1158
for education.-----appropriation
708
for education,
education, additional,
additional, 1925
1925 ----for
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
education_
56
56
for education_
deficiency
in Red
interest of
of Yankton
other, in
and other,
Yankton and
interest
Pipestone
be deterto be
Quarries, to
Pipestone Quarries,
730
mined
by Court
Court of
of Claims ---730
mined by
Sioux
Indians, Different
Different Tribes,
Tribes, Nebr.,
N.
Nebr., N.
Sioux Indians,
and S.
S. Dak.,
Dak.,
and
410, 1160
appropriation for
for support,
support, etc ---appropriation
1160
410, 1160
for
employees---------- 410,
agency employees
for agency
410, 1160
for
subsistence --------------1160
for subsistence
1160
supplies------transportation of supplies
transportation
for support,
support, etc.
Yankton Sioux,
of Yankton
etc., of
for
708
additional, 1925
1925 ------------additional,
for support,
support, etc.,
etc., employees, etc.,
for
708
additional,
708
1925 ------------additional, 1925
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for support,
deficiency
700, 760
etc
etc--------------- 56, 698, 700,
Dak.,
Sioux
Indians of
Devils Lake,
Lake, N.
N. Dak.,
of Devils
Sioux Indians
appropriation
etc
409, 1159
support, etc----for support,
appropriation for
for
additional, 1925-_1925_ __
708
etc., additional,
support, etc.,
for support,
Sioux
Nation,
Sioux Nation,
alleged
of, for horses alleged
claims
members of,
of members
claims of
erroneously killed
been erroneously
to have
have been
to
on
Cheyenne River
Reservation,
River Reservation,
on Cheyenne
etc --------to be
477
investigated, etc
be investigated,
to
477
allowance
attorneys ------------to attorneys
allowance to
Sirup, Table,
Table,
Sirup,
appropriation for
for investigating
manuinvestigating manuappropriation
facture
of; utilizing
utilizing new sources
447,
facture of;

Signal
Army,
Offier, Office of Chief, Army,
Signal Officer,
appropriation
for civilian
personnel,
civilian personnel,
appropriation for
491, 906
War
Department ---------War Department
employment of
of draftsmen,
draftsmen, etc
491, 906
etc-- 491,
employment
Signal Service, Army,
Army,
Signal
telegraph
appropriation for
expenses, telegraph
for expenses,
appropriation
490, 905
etc--and
telephone systems,
__ 490,
systems, etc_
and telephone
electric
plants at
posts, etc
490, 905
etc ---at posts,
electric plants
civilian
employees, etc
etc--------- 490, 905
civilian employees,
905
experimental
research_ 490, 905
signaling researchexperimental signaling
buildings for
supplies -------491,
905
491, 905
for supplies
buildings
seacoast
for
fire control
installations, seacoast
control installations,
for fire
defenses
defenses------------------ 491, 905
for
fire control
control installations,
installations, insular
for fire
491, 906
possessions
possessions---------------Panama
for fire
installations, Panama
control installations,
fire control
for
Canal ------------------491, 906
Canal
for Washington-Alaska
cable and
Washington-Alaska cable
for
telegraph, operation,
etc
514,
928
514, 928
operation, etc----telegraph,
for
submarine cable
51
514
cable -----replacing submarine
for replacing
included----------all expenses
514
expenses included
all
for,
1925
711
additional, 1925------------for, additional,
deficiency appropriation
for
58,
58,
appropriation for---------deficiency
62,
762, 1350,
1352
1350, 1352
698, 762,
62, 698,
Signaling Systems,
Systems, etc.,
Army,
etc., Army,
Signaling
appropriation for
for researches
490, 905
in ---researches in
appropriation
Siletz
Oreg.,
Agency, Oreg.,
Siletz Agency,
appropriation for
for support,
support, etc.,
Inetc., of Inappropriation
409, 1160
dians at
1160
at ----------------dians
for support,
Indians at, addietc., of Indians
support, etc.,
for
708
tional,
1925
tional, 1925-----------------Silva, Victoria
Gallego de
de (widow),
(widow),
Victoria Gallego
Silva,
1499
pension
pension-------------------------Silver City, N. Mex.,
Mex.,
642
642
terms of
of court
court at
at------------------terms
642
642
rooms
be furnished
furnished -----------to be
rooms to
Sisal,
Sisal,
Silver Coins,
Coins,
Silver
appropriation for
for investigating
producinvestigating producappropriation
pieces aucoinage
of silver
silver 50-cent
50-cent pieces
coinage of
tion,
etc., of
of -------------tion, etc.
thorized to commemorate
thorized
commemorate Battle
Purposes,
Sites for
for Military
Military Purposes,
Sites
of
Bennington and
and independence
independence
of Bennington
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for; reapprodeficiency
965
965
of
Vermont ----------------of Vermont
priation _
priation------------------centennial of
of founding
founding of Fort Vancentennial
National Forest,
Forest, Ariz.,
Sitgreaves National
966
966 Sitgreaves
Wash----------------couver,
couver, Wash
boundaries of_
proclamation
of ..
modifying boundaries
proclamation modifying
commencement of carving Stone
commencement
Alaska,
23 Sitka,
Sitka, Alaska,
23
Mountain Monument--------Monument
Mountain
issue
of bonds
for school building__
building_ _
by, for
bonds by,
issue of
sesquicentennial of
of Battle
Battle of
of LexLexsesquicentennial
election
to determine;
etc.;
interest, etc.;
determine; interest,
election to
749
749
ington
Concord ---------and Concord
ington and
payment,
etc
payment, etc----------------seventy-fifth anniversary
anniversary of
admisof admisseventy-fifth
for no other purproceeds
to be
used for
be used
proceeds to
sion
of California
California into the
sion of
pose-----------------------pose
965
965
Union
Union ----------------------Siuslaw River,
Oreg.,
River, Oreg.,
Siuslaw
Silver
Lake Park
Park Company,
Company,
Silver Lake
improvement
authorized --------of, authorized
improvement of,
1588
damages ---payment to,
to, for
___ 1588
property damages..
for property
payment
Six Nations
Indians, N.
N. Y.,
Y.,
Nations Indians,
Six
Silverion, Colo.,
Colo.,
Silverton,
appropriation for
for fulfilling
fulfilling treaties with
appropriation
980
980
purposes ----granted
park purposes
for park
lands for
granted lands
Silvey,
Sarah J.
J. (daughter),
(daughter),
Sivey, Sarah
Sixteenth Street
Street NW.,
C.,
D. C.,
NW., D.
1453
1453 Sixteenth
pension
pension ------------------------Alaska
appropriation for
grading, etc., Alaska
for grading,
appropriation
Simms, Blanche
H. (daughter),
(daughter),
Blanche H.
Simms,
Avenue
to Kalmia
Street----Kalmia Street
Avenue to
1520
1520
pension
pension ----------------------Sixteenth Street
Street SE.,
D. C.,
SE., D.
Sixteenth
Simpkins,
Oscar M.,
M.,
Simpkins, Oscar
appropriation
Capitol
East Capitol
paving, Fast
for paving,
appropriation for
1415
1415
---pension
pension----------------to
Streets ----------------A Streets
to A
(widow),
Simpson,
I. (widow),
Alice I.
Simpson, Alice
A.,
Charles A.,
Skaggs, Charles
1496 Skaggs,
1496
pension
increased -----------------pension increased
pension
pension- -__-----------------------Simpson,
Francie (widow),
(widow),
Simpson, Francie
River, Wash.,
Wash.,
Skagit River,
1475 Skagit
1475
pension
increased -----------------pension increased
preliminary
etc., authorexamination, etc.,
preliminary examination,
Simpson, Frank
Frank L.,
Simpson,
ized
control of -----flood control
for flood
ized for
1401
1401
pension increased
increased------...----------pension
Skinner,
(widow),
Catherine (widow),
Skinner, Catherine
Sims, Ella
Ella M.
(widow),
M. (widow),
Sims,
pension
pension ------------------------1404
- 1404
pension_
pension_.------------------------

837

227
227
1344
1344
1926
1926
818
818
818
818
819
819
1189
1189
413,
413,
1163
1163
1224
1224
548
548
1398
1398
249
249
1515
1515
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Page.
Skinner, Sarah
M. (widow),
(widow),
Skinner,
Sarah M.
Page.
pension-----.--.-----------------.
pension
1510
1510
Skipanon Channel,
Oreg.,
Skipanon
Channel, Oreg.,
preliminary examination,
preliminary
examination, etc., of, to
to be
be
made ----------------------made
1196
1196
Skull Valley Agency,
Agency, Utah,
Utah,
appropriation for
appropriation
support, etc.,
etc., of
of
for support,
from tribal
Indians at, from
funds_ 411,
tribal funds411, 1161
1161
Skykomish
Wash.,
Skykomish River, Wash.,
preliminary
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., authorauthorized of,
1000
ized
of, for
for flood
flood control
control-------1000
Slagle,
Slagle, Irene S.
S. (widow),
pension
pension -------------------__--- _ 1451
1451
Staten, Rachel
Rachel (widow),
Slaten,
(widow),
pension ---.--------------------.
1456
1456
Slaughter, Lucy
Lucy W.
Slaughter,
W. (widow),
(widow),
pension -----------.------------.
1410
1410
Sliger, Pheby
Pheby E.
Shyer,
E. (widow),
pension increased
increased ----------------1517
pension
1517
Sloan, Luther
(son),
Sloan,
Luther L.
L. (son),
pension increased
increased ------...--1458
----- _ 1458
Slovenes, Serbs,
and,
Slovenes,
Serbs, Croats,
Croats, and,
appropriation for
minister to----to
206, 1015
appropriation
for minister
206,
1015
Smallpox,
Smallpox,
appropriation for
appropriation
for prevention
prevention of
of epiepidemic -----.....
76,
demic
---.------..
76, 775
775
for prevention
prevention of,
etc., among
Indians 408,
408,
of, etc.,
among Indians
1158
1158
Smallwood,
Smallwood, William,
William,
pension
pension ------.-----------------1414
1414
Smith,
A. W.,
W.,
Smith, A.
credit allowed in
in accounts
accounts of
of--------1550
1550
Adaline (widow),
Smith, Adeline
(widow),
pension
•---pension----------------1506
Smith, Amanda
.1. (widow),
(widow),
Amanda J.
pension
pension increased
increased-------.---------_
1517
1517
Smith, Anna
(widow),
Anna E.
E. (widow),
pension
pension increasedincreased --------- _------1417
1417
Smith, Catharine
Catharine (widow),
(widow),
pension
pension------------------------1492
1492
Smith, Charles
Charles F.,
F.,
Smith,
pension ---------------..--------pension
1400
1400
Smith, Edmond
Smith,
Edmond L.,
L.,
pension ----------------.--------pension
1392
_ 1392
Smith, Elizabeth
(widow),
Elizabeth (widow),
pension --------.-----------.-----pension
1509
Smith, Euphamia
Smith,
Euphamia (widow),
(widow),
pension -------------------..
pension
----1454
1454
Smith,
Harriet (widow),
(widow),
Smith, Harriet
pension
pension increased
increased -------.--_
1407
----- 1407

Smith, J.
J. M. C., late a
a Representative
in
Representative in
Congress,
Congress,
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for pay to
to
of
widow of-----Smith, Jane
Jane (widow),
pension increased
increased ------ _-------_
Smith, Jane
(widow),
Jane W. (widow),
pension
--- ----------Smith, Lieutenant
Lieutenant John,
Smith,
John,
appropriation
appropriation for marking
plade
marking burial place
Bardstown, Icy
of, at Bardstown,
Ky_---------Smith, John
Smith,
John H., alias
aliasHenry H. Smith,
pension ------_---------__-----Smith, Kate D.
D. (widow),
(widow),
pension -------..-----------------Smith, Laura
Laura B. (widow),
pension
pension -----------.-------Smith, Louisa
(widow),
Louisa (widow),
pension increased
increased _
-------------Smith, Captain
Captain Lowell Herbert,
Herbert, Army Air
Service,
Service,
advanced
advanced one thousand files on the
promotion
promotion list in recognition
recognition
of world flight accomplished
accomplished by
by
him
him--------------

34
34
1463
1463
1491
1491
926
926
1471
1471
1462
1462
1532
1532
1428
1428

979
979

Page.
Smith,
Lowell Herbert,
Smith, Captain
CaptainLowell
Herbert, Army
Army Air
Air Page.
Service—Continued.
Service-Continued.
distinguished
distinguished service
service medal
accorded to,
to,
medal accorded
and acceptance
acceptance of
medals or
or
and
of medals
decorations from
governdecorations
from foreign
foreign governauthorized -----------979
ments, authorized
979
Smith, Mary
Smith,
Mary (daughter),
(daughter),
pension
1533
pension
-----------------------.--- 1533
Smith, Mary
Smith,
Mary A.
A. (widow),
(widow),
pension
1512
pension ---------------------_-1512
Smith, Mary
(widow),
Smith,
Mary J.
J. (widow),
pension
increased
1498
pension increased-----------------1498
Smith,
Maywood,
Smith, Maywood,
pension increased
increased --------.--------.
1394
1394
Smith,
Minerva J.
J. (widow),
(widow),
Smith, Minerva
pension increased
pension
increased
1383
-------------1383
Smith,
Polley (widow),
(widow),
Smith, Polley
pension
pension ----------------------1528
1528
Smith,
Smith, Rachel
Rachel (widow),
(widow),
pension
pension increased-----------------_
increased
1515
1515
Smith, Rachel
(widow),
Smith,
Rachel .1.
J. (widow),
pension increased
increased ----------------1413
pension
1413
Smith, Sarah
A. (widow),
(widow),
Smith,
SarahA.
pension increased-increased _ ----------1464
pension
1464
Smith, Thomas
Thomas A.
(son),
Smith,
A. (son),
pension
1520
pension.----------------------_ 1520
Smiths Creek,
Smiths
Creek, N.
N. C.,
C.,
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., of,
of, to
be
preliminary
to be
made ----------------------1193
made
1193
Smiths Creek,
N. J.,
Smiths
Creek, N.
J.,
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
of, to
be
preliminary
etc., of,
to be
made --------------------1192
made
_1192

Smithsonian Institution,
Smithsonian
appropriation
Institution,
for i
nternational exappropriation
for
international
exchanges
528, 1206
changes-----.--------528,
1206
for American
Ethnology
528, 1206
for
American Ethnology-------528,
1206
for International
Catalogue of
Scienfor
International Catalogue
of Scientific Literature
528, 1206
tific
Literature ----------- 528,
1206
for Astrophysical
_ 528,
for
Astrophysical Observatory__
Observatory__528, 1207
1207
for additional
additional Assistant
Assistant Secretary__
Secretary __ _ 528
528
for additional
for
additional fire
protection ------528
fire protection
528
for
Museum
528,
1207
for National
National Museum---------528, 1207
National Gallery
for National
Art
528, 1207
1207
Gallery of
of Art-----528,
for
and binding
binding for
for ---529, 1207
1207
for printing
printing and
529,
for care, etc.,
etc., of
573
of grounds
grounds----------573
deficiency
appropriation for
internadeficiency appropriation
for international exchanges
exchanges ------------759
759
for
National Museum
Museum -----------759
for National
759
reappointment as Regent
reappointment
Regent of
of Robert
Robert S.
S.
Brookings
Brookings -----------------821
821
of George Gray------------------Gray
821
821
refund
of income
on gift
refund of
income tax
tax on
gift by
by Charles
Charles
L. Freer
to --- _-------------1537
L.
Freerto
1537
Secretary of, designated
designated on
commission
on commission
to select
for
to
select Patent
Patent Office
Office models
models for
retention,
942
retention, etc
etc --------------942
Smitten, Susan
Smitten,
Susan (widow),
(widow),
pension increased------------------increased _
1534
1534
Smokeless Powder,
Smokeless
Powder, Navy,
Navy,
appropriation
for purchase
manuappropriation for
purchase and
and manufacture of
facture
of ----------------192, 871
871
192,
Smoking
Tobacco).
Smoking Tobacco
Tobacco (see
(see Tobacco).
Smoky
Mountain National
NationalPark,
Smoky Mountain
Park, Tenn. and
and
N. C.,
C.,
N.
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
for expenses,
expenses,
acquiring lands
acquiring
lands for
1331
for-----------1331
determination by Secretary of the
determination
the InInterior
area of
of lands
lands recomrecomterior of
of area
mended
be acquired
acquired for
for ---959
mended to
to be
959
Smuck, Jacob
Jacob G.
G. (son),
(son),
Smuck,
pension
pension --------------------------.
1485
1485
Smuggling,
Smuggling,
convention
to prevent, of
convention to
of intoxicating
intoxicating
liquors
States, with
with
liquors into
into United
United States,
Denmark
1809
Denmark----------------1809

INDEX.
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Smuggling—Continued.
Smuggling-Continued.
convention to prevent,
prevent, of intoxicating
intoxicating
convention
liquors into United
United States, with
Germany
1815
Germany------------------with Great Britain
Britain -------------1761
1844
--with
Italy --------------with Italy
with
1772
Norway -----------------with Norway
1875
with Panama-------------------1830
with Sweden--------------------Sweden
Idaho and Wash.,
Snake River, Idaho
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., of, to be
preliminary
made ---------------------1196
1196
Snetsinger,
Mary,
Snetsinger, Mary,
patent to, authorized
Minnauthorized for lands in Minnpatent
esota
flowage, etc., rights
esota with flowage,
1602
reserved
reserved-------------------Snohomish
River, Wash.,
Snohomish River,
preliminary
examination, etc., authorpreliminary examination,
1000
ized of, for flood control -----Snoqualmie
Forest, Wash.,
National Forest,
Snoqualmie National
1074
added toto ------------------1074
lands added
1982
proclamation
diminishing area of ---1982
proclamation diminishing
Snoqualmie River, Wash.,
Snoqualmie
preliminary examination, etc., authorpreliminary
control------- 1000
ized of, for flood control
Snow and
and Ice., D. C.,
appropriation
removing, from
appropriation for removing,
etc 551,1228
streets, sidewalks, gutters, et&
deficiency appropriation
removal ofof _ 1323
1323
appropriation for removal
Snow, Werner,
1383
----pension ---------------------Snuff and Snuff Flour,
Flour,
manufactured
internal revenue
revenue tax on manufactured
internal
317
317
imported---------- ----or imported
packages,
etc.,
required
317
required--- -------packages,
Snyder,
Charles,
Snyder, Charles,
------- 1447
pension -------------------Snyder,
E.,
Snyder, Harry
Harry E.,
1390
pension increased
increased-----------------B.,
Snyder, William E.,
1404
---pension ---------------------pension
Social Welfare
Organizations,
Welfare Organizations,
Social
282
exempt from income
income tax
tax ------------exempt
Sodium Nitrite,
Nitrite,
proclamation
tariff rate on,
proclamation increasing tariff
to equalize
differences in costs of
to
equalize differences
production
1949
production------------------Soil Bacteriology,
Bacteriology, etc.,
appropriation for
investigations, etc_ 441, 831
for investigations,
appropriation
testing bacterial cultures for inoculating
legumes ------------ 441, 831
lating legumes
publishing tests;
tests; names of dealers
publishing
in
impure, etc-------------etc
441, 831
in impure,
Fertility,
Soil Fertility,
appropriation
for investigations
investigations------- 441,
appropriation for
448, 831,
831, 838
838
448,
Soils
Bureau, Department
Agriculture,
Department of Agriculture,
Soils Bureau,
appropriation
for chief
chief of Bureau, and
appropriation for
office personnel
447, 838
838
447,
personnel ----------office
for chemical
chemical and physical investigainvestigations_---------_
-------- 447, 838
tions
for
fertilizers, etc--etc__ _ 448, 838
investigating fertilizers,
for investigating
for
investigations of soils,
cooperative investigations
for cooperative
mapping, etc
etc -------------- 448, 838
mapping,
classification of agricultural
lands- 448,
agricultural lands_
for classification
838
838
for
administrative expenses ----- 448, 838
for administrative
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for general
general exexdeficiency
555
penses --------------------Solar
Eclipse, 1926,
Solar Eclipse,
appropriation
observaappropriation for expenses for observa869
total
tions of total----------------Soldiers'
Sailors' Home, D. C., Grand
Grand
Soldiers' and Sailors'
Army,
Army,
appropriations
persons
appropriations for expenses; persons
admitted
admitted ------.-------- 570, 1244

2283
2283

Soldiers,
etc.,
Page.
Soldiers, etc.,
appropriation for
vocational rehabilitarehabilitafor vocational
appropriation
tion
discharged disabled-_
disabled__ 533, 1211
tion of
of discharged
Solicitor
General,
Solicitor General,
appropriation
216, 1025
for---------------- 216,
appropriation for
deficiency
assistant to,
appropriation for assistant
deficiency appropriation
enforcing Interstate
Commerce
Interstate Commerce
enforcing
756
Acts
756
Acts-----------------------Solicitor of
of Internal
Internal Revenue,
Revenue,
Solicitor
appropriation
for
216, 1025
1025
appropriationfor--------------Solicitor of
the Department
Department of Commerce,
Commerce,
of the
Solicitor
216,
appropriation
office personnel_
and office
for, and
appropriation for,
1025
1025
Solicitor of
Labor,
of Labor,
the Department
Department of
of the
Solicitor
appropriation
personnel__ 216,
office personnel__
and office
for, and
appropriation for,
1025
1025
Solicitor of
Department of State,
State,
of the Department
Solicitor
appropriation
1025
216, 1025
for--------------- 216,
appropriation for
Solicitor of
Interior Department,
Department,
the Interior
of the
Solicitor
appropriation
216,
1025
216, 1025
for--------------appropriation for
for
office personnel
personnel -----------393, 1144
for office
Department,
Solicitor of
Treasury Department,
of the
the Treasury
Solicitor
appropriation for,
for, and
office personpersonand office
appropriation
216, 1025
nel --------------------Solicitor, Post
Office Department,
Department,
Post Office
Solicitor,
appropriation
and office
personnel- 84, 782
office personnel_
for, and
appropriation for,
Africa,
Somersk Hospital,
Hospital, Cape Town, Africa,
Somerset
appropriation for
contribution
annual contribution
for annual
appropriation
to
214,
1023
214, 1023
to---------------------&mnenstrahl, Ely N.,
N.,
Sonnenstrahl,
claim of
referred to district
of estate
estate of, referred
claim
1372
court
------ -------court-----Sons of
of the
Revolution, National
National
American Revolution,
the American
Sons
Society of,
of,
limitation
on number
number of
of trustees
trustees of,
of,
limitation on
removed
808
removed--------------------Soper, Bertram
B. (son),
(son),
Soper,
Bertram B.
pension
1434
1434
pension--__----_-----------------Soper, Catherine
E. (widow),
(widow),
Catherine E.
Soper,
1482
pension
increased -----------------pension increased
Sorrells, Ruth
J. (widow),
(widow) •
Ruth J.
Sorrells,
1514
pension --------------------------1514
pension
Souder,
Ada (widow),
(widow),
Souder, Ada
pension
1494
pension __-----------------------Souls,
F.,
George F.,
Souls, George
pension
1405
increased------------------pension increased
Sound,
Sound,
appropriation for
applying principles
principles of,
of,
for applying
appropriation
to
and industrial
industrial purto military
military and
poses
232,
232, 1042
poses ------------------Sour, Addie
Addie (widow),
(widow),
Sour,
pension ---1451
-------------------pension
South
Africa, Union of,
South Africa,
proclamation
including
mechanical
including
proclamation
musical
in copyreproductions in
musical reproductions
right
to------------- 1957
privileges to
right privileges
South
South America,
persons born
born in
construed
of, construed
in countries
countries of,
persons
as
nonquota immigrants, in
as nonquota
155
Immigration
155
Immigration Act -----------South
and Central
America,
Central America,
South and
appropriation for
promoting
expenses promoting
for expenses
appropriation
commerce with _----_----- 225, 1035
1035
commerce
for
commerce
expenses, promoting commerce
for expenses,
with additional,
additional, 1925 ---------706
with
deficiency
appropriation for expenses
deficiency appropriation
promoting
commerce with
with ----1348
promoting commerce
South
Bend, Ind.,
South Bend,
terms of
court at
751
at -----------------of court
terms
South
Brooklyn, N.
Y.,
N. Y.,
South Brooklyn,
amount authorized
authorized to acquire addition
addition
amount
at------- 1276
to
to naval
naval supply depot at

2284
"""
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South
Page.
outALCarolina,
Carolina,
rage.
bridge authorized across
Lumber River,
River,
across Lumber
near Nichols,
near
Nichols, by
and
by Marion
Marion and
lorry
Counties and___
and -------- _
12
Horry Counties
12
Georgia
bridge Savannah
Georgia and,
and, may
may bridge
Savannah
River
1266
River--- ...............-1266
may bridge
may
bridge Broad
Broad River
River at
at Strothers
Strothers
Ferry
1127
Ferry -------_---------_-1127
Catawba
River, Fort
Fort Lawn
Catawba River,
Lawn -----_ 1127
1127
Congaree River
Richland
Congaree
River between
between Richland
and
and Lexington
Counties, S.
S. C
1126
Lexington Counties,
C__ 1126
Santee River at
Landing __1265
at Poplar
Poplar Landing
1265
Saint
James Ferry
1266
Saint James
Ferry-___________ 1266
South Carolina
Carolina Eastern
Eastern Judicial
District,
South
Judicial District,
terms
terms of
court, at
at Aiken
801
of court,
Aiken------------801
Florence -------801
Florence
_--------------_
801
Charleston --____
801
Charleston
______---------_
801
Columbia ---____--_____________
801
Columbia
801
office of
of clerk
at Charleston
Charleston -------801
office
clerk at
_
_
801
effective July
July 1,
801
effective
1, 1925
1925 ---------------801
Carolina Western
Judicial District,
District,
South Carolina
Western Judicial
terms
at Anderson
Anderson -------801
terms of
of court,
court, at
_
801
Greenville-------------- ___
801
Greenville
--- _
801
Greenwood
Greenwood ------------------.
801
_
801
Rock Hill---------------------Hill
801
Rock
801
Spartanburg -------------------Spartanburg
801
801
office of
clerk at
at Greenville
801
office
of clerk
Greenville ---------801
effective
1925
801
effective July
July 1,
1, 1925--------------801
South Charleston,
Charleston, W.
W. Va.,
Va.,
South
appropriation
appropriation for care, etc., school
school at
at
ordnance station----station
192
-------_
192
armor and
and armament
armament for
newly auaufor newly
thorized
thorized vessels,
to be
made at
at
vessels, to
be made
naval
naval ordnance
719
ordnance plant
plant at
at------719
South Dakota,
Dakota,
Custer State Park Game
Sanctuary,
Game Sanctuary,
area enlarged--------------enlarged
1981
.
1981
game refuge for antelope, etc.,
etc., may
be
may be
established
established in
634
in --------------634
requirements of
requirements
the State
for fences,
fences,
of the
State for
etc------------......
etc
634
------.
634
Harney National Forest,
enlarged_ 1974
1974
Forest, area
area enlarged_
lands within Custer
Custer State
State Park
Park granted
granted
to,
for park
purposes --- __---1185
to, for
park purposes
1185
may bridge Missouri
Missouri River,
River, between
between
Counties ---Brule and Lyman Counties
33
between Hughes
between
and Stanley
Stanley CounHughes and
Counties ------------- _----------ties
101
101
Potter and
and Dewey Counties
Counties -------30
30
Walworth and
Corson Counties---Counties_
Walworth
and Corson
33
proclamation setting
proclamation
setting aside
aside game
game refuge
refuge
in-----.-----------------in
1985
1985
South James
port, N.
N. Y.,
South
Jamesport,
Y.,
preliminary
examination,
preliminary
examination,
etc.,
of,
etc.,
of,
harbor, to
to be
be made
made -- _--_--harbor,
_ 1192
1192
South McAlester,
South
McAlester, Okla.,
Okla.,
terms of court
court at----------------at
388, 945
388,
945
South River,
River, N.
N. C.,
C. ,
preliminary examination, etc.,
etc., of,
preliminary
to be
of, to
be
made,
Sloans Bridge-------made, to Sloans
Bridge
1193
1193
Southern Cattle
(see Cattle
Southern
Cattle Ticks (see
Ticks,
Cattle Ticks,
Southern).
Southern).
Southern Field
Field Crops,
Crops,i
Southern
,
appropriation
for i
appropriation for
nvestigating insects
insects
investigating
affecting
449,
839
affecting ---------------__
449, 839
Southern Lassen
Lassen Irrigation
Southern
Irrigation Project,
Project, Calif.,
etc., for
plans, estimates, etc.
construction
for construction
of, to be submitted
submitted to
to Congress_
668
Congress_
668
Southern Pacific
Pacific Company,
Company,
claim of, for closing
closing break
break in
in Colorado
Colorado
River, 1906-1907
1906-1907 referred
referred to
to
Court of
Court
171
of Claims
Claims -------------171
judgment
be given for
judgment to be
expense
for expense
incurred
incurred -------------------172
172
less value of
of Company
Company property
property
saved, etc
etc -------------------172
saved,
172
right of
of appeal;
aDDeal:J..
evidence
evidence
172
- 172
I
----------------

Southern
Railroad Company,
Company,
Southern Pacific
Pacific Railroad
granted right of
of way
way across
across GovernGoverngranted
ment levee
at Yuma,
Yuma, Ariz-----Ariz
ment
levee at
Southern Railway
Railway Company,
Company,
Southern
authorized to
maintain bridge
across
authorized
to maintain
bridge across
Tennessee
River,
Knoxville,
Tennessee
River,
Knoxville,
Tenn--------.---Tenn
Southern
C.,
Southern Relief
Relief Society,
Society, D.
D. C.,
appropriation
for aid
aid to
Confederate
appropriation for
to Confederate
veterans, etc
etc ------------- 570,
570,
veterans,
Southern
Ute Indian
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Colo.,
Southern Ute
Colo.,
appropriation
for irrigation
irrigation project
project on_
on_
appropriation for

Page
Page.
101
101

113
113
1244
1244
400,
400,
11il
1151

Southgate,
W.,
Southgate, Bernard
Bernard W.,
credit
credit allowed
allowed in accounts of _------1328
1328
Sowers, Elizabeth
Elizabeth (widow),
(widow),
Sowers,
pension1441
pension
-----------------------___
1441
Spaight,
Daniel A.,
Spaight, Daniel
A.,
payment
payment to, for
for personal
personal injuries-----injuries
1376'
1376
Spaight, Mary
Mary F.,
F.,
Spaight,
payment
for personal
personal injuries-----injuries
1376
payment to,
to, for
1376
Spain,
Spain,
appropriation
ambassador
to_
_
_
206,
1015
appropriation for
for ambassador to-_- 206, 1015
Spain,
War with,
with,
Spain, War
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for
for pay,
pay, etc__
etc_ _
63,
63,
699.
699, 7Ai{
761
Spainhour
t Herschel,
Spainhour,
Herschel,
1389
pension increased
increased--------_
-________ 1389
Spangler, Elvina
(widow),
Spangler,
Elvina (widow),
pension increased
1522
pension
increased-- ---.- 1522
Spanish
Spanish Springs Irrigation
Irrigation. Project,
Nev.,
Project, Nev.,
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for cooperative
cooperative
preliminary
investigation
of
preliminary
investigation
of
feasibility
685
feasibility of
of ------------685
Spanish War (see
Spanish
(see also
War with
also War
with Spain),
Spain),
claims
of Rhode
Island in
in raising
raising volclaims of
Rhode Island
vol,
unteers for,
to Court
Court of
of
unteers
for, referred
referred to
Claims -----------964
964
veterans
veterans of, with
with specified
specified diseases
addiseases adfacilities, etc.,
etc.,
mitted to
to hospital
hospital facilities,
of Veterans'
Veterans' Bureau
of
620
Bureau -_--620
Spanish War
Spanish
Veterans, United,
United,
War Veterans,
proceedings
proceedings of national
national encampments
encampments
of, to
to be
printed annually
annually as
as
be printed
House documents
documents -----473
House
473
Sparks ? Carrie
E. (widow),
(widow),
Sparks,
CarrieE.
pension -----------------------____
pension
1438
1438
Sparrows Point,
Sparrows
Md.,
Point, Md.,
time
for bridging
bridging Humphreys
Humphreys
time extended
extended for
Creek at
1184
Creek
at---------1184
Spartanburg,
C.,
Spartanburg,S.
S. C.,
terms
court at-at
801
terms of
of court
----- ___--____801
Swin
C. (widow),
(widow),
Spaun,t Mary
Mary C.
pension --------------------1500
_____.1500
Speaker of
the House
of the
of Representatives,
Representatives,
House of
appropriation
for secretary
appropriation for
secretary to
to-582,
1290
582, 1290
for clerk
to Speaker's
582,
1290
for
clerk to
Speaker's table
table -- _
582, 1290
preparing
preparing Digest
Rules
582,
1290
Digest of
of Rules----582, 1290
for clerks
messengers-582, 1290
1290
clerks and
and messengers
___ 582,
for care, etc.,
etc., automobile
for__
__ 585,
585, 1294
1294
automobile for
---deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for portrait
portrait of
deficiency
of
Speaker
Speaker Frederick
Frederick H.
H. Gillett--Gillett_ __ 1314
1314
compensation
compensation of,
after
March
4,
1925_
1301
of, after March 4, 1925-__ 1301
immediately available
immediately
1313
available -----1313
positions and
and pay
pay established
established of
of secresecretary to, clerk
Speaker's table
table
clerk to
to Speaker's
and
the
and preparing
preparing Digest
Digest of
of the
Rules, clerk,
and messengersmessengers 149
clerk, and
149
made
member, ex officio,
made a
a member,
officio, of
of George
George
Washington
Washington Bicentennial
Bicentennial BirthBirthday
day Commission
Commission ----- ______671
671
to appoint
appoint four
Representatives on
on
four Representatives
the Commission
Commission ------------671
671
Speakman, Nicholasita
NicholasitaB.
(widow),
B. (widow),
pension
pension-------------1399
1399
Spealman,
Margaret C.
(
w idow),
Spealman, Margaret
C. (widow),
Dreninc
pension
1506
a
- ---..
- - - - - - - -..
1506

INDEX.
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of PamSpecial
Select Committees,
Committees, House of
and Select
Special and
Representatives,
Representatives,
585, 1293
1293
appropriation
for expenses
585,
of ---expenses of
appropriation for
expenses
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for expenses
deficiency
673
-- 34, 673
of
of-.-----------------also
Special Delivery,
Delivery, Postal
(see also
Service (see
Postal Service
Special
Postal Rates),
Rates),
86, 785
785
appropriation for car fare----------fare
appropriation
for fees to messengers ------------ 86, 785
47,
---deficiency
appropriation for feesfees
deficiency appropriation
60,
60, 690,
690, 763
additional
for----------- 1069
stamps, etc., for
additional stamps,
1921,
Special Taxes,
Revenue Act
Act of 1921,
X, Revenue
Title X,
Taxes, Title
Special
Revenue
repealed
June 30, 1924, by Revenue
repealed June
352
Act of 1924 ---------------Special Taxes,
Title VII,
of
Act of
Revenue Act
VII, Revenue
Taxes, Title
Special
1924,
19
24,
annual excise
excise tax
levied after July 1,
tax levied
annual
1924, on
on domestic
corporations_
325
domestic corporations1924,
foreign corporations,
corporations, for business in
foreign
325
States--------------United States
exceptions;
designated corporacorporaexceptions; designated
325
325
tions,
insurance companiescompanies_
tions, and insurance
326
publicity
returns -----------publicity of returns
brokers,
except produce
produce of merchanbrokers, except
dise, if
if members
exmembers of stock exdise,
326
changes, etc-----------------etc
changes,
326
pawnbrokers
pawnbrokers-------------------326
ship brokers -------------------326
326
customhouse brokers-------------brokers
customhouse
bowling alley
billiard room proand billiard
alley and
bowling
326
prietors --------------------326
shooting gallery
gallery proprietors
proprietors -------shooting
associaacademy proprietors; associariding academy
326
tions exempt ---------------persons
operating automobiles
automobiles for
persons operating
326
exception---------------hire; exception
brewers,
distillers, liquor dealers, etc.,
brewers, distillers,
where local laws proin business where
327
hibit, etc -----------------no penal exemption from State
327
etc
laws, etc-----------327
in
previous lawlaw_
in lieu of taxes under previous
annual tax
preceding
tax levied on sales for preceding
annual
year
manufacturers of toyear by manufacturers
327
bacco -------------------327
------------------cigars _---327
cigarettes ---------------------cigarettes
327
separately taxed -----each class separately
328
exports exempt ------------------levied
designated
levied after July 1, 1924, on designated
328
328
pleasure water
water craft ---------328
measurement --------basis of tax; measurement
328
purchases_
a year on new purchases_
for part of a
exemption if
profit by
if used without profit
exemption
organizations
organizations for relief, etc., of
328
328
seamen -------------------punishment for conducting
conducting business,
punishment
328
328
without paying ----------etc., without
opium,
leaves, etc.
provisions for
etc., provisions
cocoa leaves,
opium, cocoa
328
328
registration, taxation,
taxation, etc
etc-----registration,
confiscation
confiscation of narcotics seized from
331
331
laws-------------violators of laws
331
331
uses---delivery for Government
Government uses
delivery
331
owners---seizures from unknown
unknown owners
seizures
331
restricted-----------destruction restricted
destruction
Spencer, Charles,
Charles,
Spencer,
1583
1583
payment to ---------------------Spencer, Mary
(widow),
Mary (widow),
Spencer,
1417
1417
pension
pension---------------------------Spencer,
(widow),
P. (widow),
Unity P.
Spencer, Unity
1428
1428
pension
pension------------------------Spicer,
Orilla S.
S. (widow),
(widow),
Spicer, Orilla
1458
---1458
- - Tnqinn
pension
--- v----- - --.
- - -- - - --

2285
2285

Spices,
Page.
Page.
Spices,
appropriation for investigating
investigating plants
appropriation
yielding
441, 831
yielding ------------- -Spires,
(widow),
Martha (widow),
Spires, Martha
pension increased------------------increased
1499
pension
Spitzbergen
Archipelago,
Spitzbergen Archipelago,
treaty with
Powers relating
relating
associated Powers
with associated
treaty
1892
to
of ------------1892
sovereignty of
to sovereignty
Spokane
Wash.,
Agency, Wash.,
Spokane Agency,
appropriation for
for support,
support, etc.,
etc., of
appropriation
Indians
Indians at, from tribal funds_ 411, 1161
Spokane
Wash.,
Hospital, Wash.,
Indian Hospital,
Spokane Indian
appropriations
maintenance, etc.,
etc.,
for maintenance,
appropriations for
of--------------------1159
- 408, 1159
of
Spokane
Wash.,
Indians, Wash.,
Spokane Indians,
appropriation
for
fulfilling
treaty
fulfilling
appropriation
- 410, 1161
with------------------with
for
support, etc., of additional,
additional, 1925_ -_ 708
for support,
Sponge Fisheries,
Fisheries,
Sponge
appropriation for
for protecting,
protecting, etc
etc_ _-_-_ 238,
238, 1047
1047
appropriation
Spooner,
Minn.,
Spooner, Minn.,
River
bridge
authorized across
across Rainy
Rainy River
bridge authorized
1285
by,
to Rainy
Rainy River, Ontario---by, to
Spotsylvania
House, Va.,
Va.,
CourtHouse,
Spotsylvania Court
commission
created to inspect battle
commission created
fields of
of Civil
around, as to
to
Civil War around,
fields
646
feasibility of preserving,
preserving, etc ----646
feasibility
Spotted
Mountain,
Rocky Mountain,
Fever, Rocky
Spotted Fever,
appropriation for prevention
epiprevention of epiappropriation
demic --------------------76, 775
demic
Sprague, Cleora
Cleora D.
(widow),
D. (widow),
Sprague,
1489
pension -----------------------Sprague, Mary
Mary V.
V. (widow),
(widow),
Sprague,
1529
pension increased
increased------------------pension
Sprague, Sarah
E. (widow),
(widow),
SarahE.
Sprague,
1492
pension ---------------1492
---------pension
Spring River,
Ark.,
River, Ark.,
Spring
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., of, to be
preliminary
1195
made
1195
made ---------------------Springer,
A. (widow),
(widow),
Zula A.
Springer, Zula
pension
increased ----------------1438
pension increased
Springfield
Mass.,
Armory, Mass.,
Springfield Armory,
lease
of land
land within,
Springwithin, to city of Springlease of
field for
for public
conpublic street, etc.; confield
1113
ditions
1113
ditions--------------------Lands,
Public Lands,
Springs, Mineral,
etc., on Public
Mineral, etc.,
Springs,
leases of
tracts for
bathhouses, hotels,
for bathhouses,
of tracts
leases
1133
etc., adjacent
adjacent to--------------to
etc.,
not to
exceed periods
periods of twenty
to exceed
not
1133
years---------------------1133
years
Sprinkle,
J. (widow),
(widow),
DelilahJ.
Sprinkle, Delilah
1470
pension
increased ------------------1470
pension increased
Sprinkle,
Henry T.
T. (son),
(son),
Sprinkle, Henry
pension ---1458
---------------pension
Spurgeon, Albert
Albert C.,
C.,
Spurgeon,
1397
pension
increased -----------------1397
pension increased
Spurting, Mary
F. (widow),
(widow),
Mary F.
Spurling,
pension 1489
--------pension
Square 116,
of Columbia,
Columbia,
Districtof
116, District
Square
title confirmed
to owners
owners of lot 44in
in_- -__ _ 1546
confirmed to
title
Square
616, District
District of
Columbia,
of Columbia,
Square616,
alleys in,
in, rearranged
rearranged for use of vocaalleys
tional school-----------------school
671
tional
Squirrels,
Ground,
Squirrels,Ground,
appropriation for devising methods for
appropriation
destroying
destroying---------------- 450, 841
Sroufe,
(widow),
Azubath (widow),
Sroufe, Azubath
1425
pension increased-----------------increased
pension
Stacy,
Lide
E.
(widow),
Stacy, Lide E. (widow),
1426
pension increased-----------------increased
1426
pension
Stafford,
Angeline (widow),
(widow),
Stafford, Angeline
1511
--pension ------------------1511
pension
Stahl,
(widow),
Henrietta (widow),
Stahl, Henrietta
pension
increased------ ------------ 1486
pension increased
I
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Stahmann,
W. J.,
Page
Stahmann, W.
J.,
Page.
and associates may bridge Rio
Grande
Rio Grande
near Tornillo, Tex --- ___--__1214
1214
Staker,
Staker, Alma,
Alma,
pension
increased _----------__.-____
pension increased
140!
1409
Staley, Jacob,
Jacob,
pension ------------..
________.__._
1447
1447
Stallings, Elizabeth
Elizabeth J.
(widow),
Stallings,
J. (widow),
pension increased --------pension
1528
1528
Stamp Taxes, Title XI, Revenue Act
Act of
of
1921,
1921,
repealed,
repealed, by Revenue
Revenue Act, 1924,
1924, on
on exexpiration
of 30
days
piration of
30 days-----------352
Stamp Taxes, Title VIII, Revenue
of
Revenue Act
Act of
1924,
levied on specified documents in
lieu of
in lieu
of
former tax
tax ---------___-_____
331
exemptions;
exemptions; Federal, foreign GovernGovernetc., obligations_obligations__ _
ment, State, etc.,
332
332
indemnity bonds to United States_
States_ 332
332
cooperative
building
and
loan
cooperative building and loan
association bonds ----- _____-332
332
mutual
mutual ditch or irrigating
irrigating comcompanies'
bonds
panies' bonds --------332
332
unlawful use
use of
unlawful
of stamps,
stamps, etc
etc -__-_____332
penalties and punishments for-____for
332
cancellation requirements;
requirements; other methcancellation
methods authorized---------------authorized
333
preparation of suitable stamps; affixpreparation
ing, etc
etc--------------333
333
collection
collection of taxes, omitted by mistake
or fraud
fraud---------- - _--333
distribution
distribution of stamps for sale
sale by
by postpostmasters--------.
..--------333
accountability,
etc.;
monthly
monthly
transfers to the Treasury
Treasury-----333
by depositaries ------ ----______
333
designated State agents, etc., for use
on stock transfers
transfers --------333
bond, etc., required
required.
--------____
333
Schedule A
A
----..----333
bonds of indebtedness,
indebtedness, etc.; corporate
corporate
securities; renewals
renewals----------333
333
based on amount
amount secured
secured--_____333
333
capital stock; original
original issues
issues--___-__334
334
if without face value ------____
334
334
to be attached
attached in stock book --_.
334
334
sales or transfers, etc -------.----334
334
if without face value ---------__
334
deposits for collateral exempt
exempt-- .
334
brokers' deliveries exempt----.-__
exempt
334
affixing
affixing stamp in stock book; or
or
certificate;
certificate; or bill of sale --_-__
334
punishment for delivery without
without
stamp ---------------.-334
sale of produce
produce on exchange for future
future
delivery
delivery ----------.-.---.---334
334
stamped bills of sale, etc., required
required-335
335
clearing house transfers of
of stamped
stamped
contracts, exempt -------- ___335
335
details required on bills
of sale,
bills of
sale, etc_
etc _
335
335
punishment for sales, etc., without
without
stamped bills
bills----------------335
335
for immediate
immediate delivery
in cash
not
delivery in
cash not
taxable
335
335
Cotton Futures and
and Future
Future Trading,
Trading,
Acts not affected.
affected
--__335
conveyances
conveyances of realty --------------335
335
a debt exempt ------ ____
to secure a
335
customhouse entries; warehouse
warehouse withwithdrawals
drawals_________
335
foreign
passage
foreign passage tickets, except to CanCanada or Mexico;
exemption--- .
Mexico; exemption
335
proxies; exceptions-exceptions
----------.-336

Page.
Stamp Taxes, Title VIII,
Act of
of Page.
VIII, Revenue Act
1924—Continued.
1924-Continued.
powers of attorney-----------------attorney
336
336
in pension, etc., cases,
cases, bankruptcy
bankruptcy
and mutual
mutual insurance
insurance cases,
cases, exexempt ------------------336
- 336
playing cards
336
playing
cards ------ ----------- ---336
property insurance
by forpolicies of property
insurance by
foreign corporation,
corporation, etc.,
etc., not
signed
eign
not signed
by agent
agent in United
United States-----States
336
by
336
affixed by receiver,
to be affixed
receiver, etc
etc ---------336
336
penalty for failure
failure ---------------336
336
Stamped Envelopes, etc., Postal
Postal Service,
Service,
appropriation
manufacture of,
of, etc_
etc._ 88,
appropriation for manufacture
88, 786
786
for distribution
for
distribution ----------------- 88,
88, 786
786
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
on_ 59,
59, 63
63
for freight
freight on_
users
permitted to precancel
users of, permitted
precancel -----955
955
Internal Revenue,
Stamps, Internal
issue authorized
authorized of, to replace on
on packpackages, unavoidably
unavoidably lost,
349
ages,
lost, etc
etc------ 349
Stamps, Postage,
Postage,

appropriation for
appropriation
for manufacture,
manufacture, etc_._
88, 786
786
etc_
- _ 88,
special, commemorative
commemorative of sesissue of special,
sesquicentennial of
quicentennial
of Battle
Battle of
of Bunker
Bunker
Bill
1099
Bill-------------.------_----1099
of Lexington
Lexington and
and Concord
749
Concord ----749
Stanbery, William
William H.,
pension -------------------------1387
pension
1387
Standard
Standard Container
Container Act,
Act
appropriation
expenses enforcing_
enforcing_ 454,
454, 846
846
appropriation for expenses
Standard Oil
Standard
Oil Company,
return from President of
for relief
relief
of bill for
of, requested
requested----------------1615
1615
StandardShipbuilding
Standard
Shipbuilding Company,
Company,
payment
payment to, for property
property damages
damages._ --___ 1588
1588
Standards Bureau,
Standards
Bureau, Department
Department of
Cornof ComMerCe,
merce,
appropriation for
and office
office
appropriation
for Director,
Director, and
personnel--_----____- ---personnel
230, 1039
1039
230,
for equipment,
equipment, etc ------------ 230,
230, 1039
1039
contingent expenses-----___
for contingent
expenses
230, 1039
_ 230,
1039
member,
member, International
Committee
International Committee

of Weights
Weights and
Measures_____ 230,
and Measures
230,
for care, etc.,
etc., of
of grounds
230,
grounds ------- 230,
investigating structural
for investigating
materials..
structural materials_

disseminating
disseminating improved
improved methods
of building,
building, etc----------etc
230,
230,
for operating, etc.,
etc., testing machines
determine
to
determine
physical
conphysical
constants
231,
stants ------_--.--.----- 231,
investigating fire
fire resisting
quailfor investigating
resisting qualities of building
building materials,
materials, etcetc_ 231,
231,
for investigating
investigating standards of measmeasUrement
urement of public utilities,
etc__
utilities, etc_
for

1039
1039
1039
1039
230,
230,
1039
1039
1040
1040
1040
1040

1040
1040
231,
231,
1040
1040

testing miscellaneous
miscellaneous GovernGovernment materials,
materials, etc-------etc
231, 1040
1040
231,
for standardizing
standardizing radio communicacommunication methods,
etc --------- 231,
231, 1040
1040
methods, etc
for developing
developing color standards,
etc__ 231,
231,
standards, etc_
1040
1040
for study of clay products, processes,
processes,
etc -----------------..- 231,1040
231, 1040
for standardizing
standardizing mechanical
equipmechanical equipment ---------.----..1040
_ 231, 1040
for aeronautical,
aeronautical, etc.,
engineering
etc., engineering
investigations------------_
investigations
231,
1040
231, 1040
for investigating
investigating optical
optical glass
proglass production
-----------.----.
duction
1041
231, 1041
standardizing quality,
for standardizing
quality, measuremeasurement, etc.,
etc., of textiles, paper,
leather, and rubber------rubber
231, 1041
1041
231,

for
standardnrli7tin
for suear
sugar
standardization
-c --

-----------IYLVIY_______

9i1
231, InAAl
1041
YUI1IV-fL
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Standards
Department of
of CornPage.
Standards Bureau,
Bureau, Department
Com- rage
merce—Continued.
merce-Continued.
appropriation for cooperative
cooperative standappropriation
ardizing,
gauges, screw
ardizing, etc., of gauges,
threads,
232,
232, 1041
etc ------------threads, etc
investigating, etc.,
etc., mine scales,
for investigating,
and
mines ----- 232, 1041
at coal mines
and cars at
for metallurgical
research, railway
metallurgical research,
for
equipment,
etc -__-------- 232,1041
232, 1041
equipment, etc
for investigating
investigating methods
of high
methods of
for
temperature
etc_, 232,
measurements, etc-.
temperature measurements,
1042
for applying
applying principles
to
of sound to
principles of
for
military and industrial pur-

2287
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.
m
z
rat
Staples
Transportation
Company,
Page.
Staples Transportation
Company,
rage.
may
bring suit for collision
to
damages to
collision damages
may bring
- 1567
steam tug "Eureka"-------"Eureka"
steam
Stapleton, Bridget (widow),
Stapleton,
1429
pension
----------pension -----------Star Routes, Postal
PostalService,
Star
appropriation for mail transportation
transportation
appropriation
by,
Alaska --------------86, 785
in Alaska
by, in
emergency
785
emergency service ------------- 86, 785
transportation by,
by, except
except
inland transportation
for inland
in
787
in Alaska
Alaska ------------------ 89, 787
60
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for, AlaskaAlaska_ -__
deficiency
Ala

Spangled Banner,"
"Star
"Star
restoration
SpangledofBanner"
Fort M cHenry, Md. ' to
restoration of Fort McHenry, Md., to
become a
national park, as the
a national
become
birthplace of the
the-------------birthplace
Stark,
Stark, William H.,
pension -------------------------pension
Starkey,
(widow),
Ann (widow),
Starkey, Ann
pension increased
increased ----------------pension
Starns,
Martha J.
J. (widow),
Starns, Martha
pension
increased
pension increased------------------Starr,
E. (widow),
Starr, Mary E.
pension
pension ------------------------Starr,
A. (widow),
(widow),
Sarah A.
Starr, Sarah
pension
pension-------------------------Appropriation
Departments Appropriation
State, etc., Departments

232, 1042
------------------poses
forinvestigating
poses
problems in indus232, 1042
1109
1109
in indusproblems
investigating
for
development, etc ---1042
232, 1042
trial development,
1428
1428
etc., track scales,
investigating, etc.,
for investigating,
etc
232,
232, 1042
etc---------------------1465
establishing standards, etc., of
for establishing
industrial devices -------232, 1042
industrial
1434
for
chemical
checking chemical
for checking
standards for
for standards
analyses
233,
1042
233, 1042
analyses----------------1502
for investigating
investigating radioactive
radioactive substances
233,
1042
233,1042
stances ---------------1453
for
determining tensile strength of
for determining
233
ropes, cables, etc ------------Bill,
Bill,
for
investigaautomotive engine investigafor automotive
correction in enrollment
enrollment of, directed__
directed
1610
1610
correction
tions
233, 1043
tions ------------------State Homes
Soldiers and
and
Disabled Soldiers
Homes for Disabled
State
cooperative
departments,
cooperative work for departments,
Sailors,
Sailors,
etc.,
appropriations_ 233,
from their appropriations_
etc., from
appropriation for aid
aid to ----------- 519, 933
933
1043
appropriation
Conference of ComNational Conference
State Laws, National
for testing
addistructural materials, additesting structural
for
missioners on Uniform,
missioners
706
tional, 1925 ---------------to---------- 545, 1222
appropriation for
for aid to
1222
appropriation
industrial research,
additional,
research, additional,
for industrial
Building
Navy Department
Department Building
1925
706 State, War, and Navy
1925-----------------------Commission,
deficiency
appropriation for replacereplacedeficiency appropriation
abolished, and all powers conferred
conferred
abolished,
40
ment of
of altitude
altitude chambers
chambers - -ment
upon
Director of Public
Public BuildBuildupon Director
for
promoting, etc., economy in autofor promoting,
ings,
983
ings, etc --------------------41
motive
transportation- -----motive transportation
personal
records, etc.,
etc. transferred
transferred to
to
personal records,
41
for
claim---------paying damages claim
for paying
983
newly
office
newly created office----------55
for
standardization
55
for gauge standardization---------Department BuildState, War, and Navy Department
industrial research
research------ 55, 61, 759 State,
for industrial
ings,
697
research
for military research------------appropriation for deputy superintendsuperintendappropriation
for standardizing
standardizing mechanical
mechanical appliapplifor
office personnel
personnel_---___ 529, 1207
ent, and office
ances
759
ances--------------------expenses -------- 529, 1207
for operating expenses
for
enlarging site
site of
building for__
1328
for --- __ 1328
of building
for enlarging
Munitions and
for heating plant for Munitions
exadditional lands in the District for exadditional
529
Navy buildings--------------buildings
Navy
tending
acquired
950
tending site of, to be acquired_529, 1208
binding for - -for printing and binding
Standing
Rock Agency,
Dak.,
N. Dak.,
Agency, N.
Standing Rock
appropriations for fuel,
fuel, lights,
deficiency appropriations
appropriatiorl for support, etc., of
appropriation
etc
etc ---------------------- 55, 759
Indians at, from
tribal funds_ 411, 1161
from tribalfunds_
Indians
etc., main buildbuildfor elevator repairs, etc.,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for civilian
deficiency
680
ing -----------------------employees
1329
employees at ---------------for installing electric elevators,
elevators, etc.,
etc.,
-N.
Reservation, N.
Standing
Indian Reservation,
Rock Indian
Standing Rock
main
building
1316
1316
main building---------------and S.
S. Dak.,
Dak.,
and
additional rented buildings
buildings for Internal
Internal
homestead entrymen,
entrymen, etc.,
etc., in former,
homestead
Revenue Service,
Service, in the DisRevenue
allowed
extension of time if
allowed extension
superintendtrict, placed under superintendunable to
to pay
money due
due------ 1184
pay money
unable
693
of
ent of._------------------1184
interest in advance
advance to be paid ----interest
693
funds, etc., transferred
transferred------------1184
further extension allowed;
limit
1184
allowed; limit----further
983
abolished_ _
superintendent of, abolished-_
office of superintendent
Standley, Luraney
(widow),
R. (widow),
Luraney R.
Standley,
conferred upon
upon Director
Director of
duties conferred
pension
1468
increased ------------------- 1468
pension increased
983
Public Buildings, etc --------Public
N. Stanfill,
JosephN.
Stanfill, Jasper
alias Joseph
Stanfill,
N., alias
JasperN.,
Stanfill,
Appropriations,
Statement of Appropriations,
1394
pension increased
increased -----------------1394 Statement
appropriation
first sessesappropriation for preparing, first
Calif.,
Stanislaus National
National Forest,
Forest, Calif.,
Stanislaus
586
Congress ---sion, Sixty-eighth Congress
exchange of lands with private owners
for preparing,
preparing, second session,
session, Sixty953
for
addition to -------------for addition
1294
eighth Congress ------------eighth
Stanley
S. Dak.,
Dak.,
County, S.
Stanley County,
States,
States,
bridge
authorized across Missouri River
River
bridge authorized
additional
yearly allotments
allotments to, for agadditional yearly
between
Hughes County
and.
101
County and-_between Hughes
970
ricultural experiment
experiment stations -970
ricultural
V.,
Stanton,
Martin V.,
Stanton, Martin
access
corporation income tax
tax reaccess to corporation
1392
pension increased
increased -----------------pension
officers of,
of, on
turns allowed to officers
Stape,
Rhoda M.
M. (widow),
(widow),
Stape, Rhoda
293
governors----------request of governors
--pension
1512
pension ---- ---------- - - _--------- |-- --
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States—Continued.
Page.
States-Continued.
Page.
Steam Engineering,
D. C.-Continued.
C.—Continued.
Page.
Engineering, D.
Page.
authorizations of appropriations
for
appropriations for
regulations for;
regulations
for; penalties
penalties to
to include
include
rural post roads in,
in, for fiscal
fiscal
other than
than steam
engineers .1285
other
steam engineers
1285
years 1926 and 1927 ----------889
889
for employment of, to include
other
include other
time extended three years for temtemengineers ----than steam engineers
---_ 1285
1285
porary
porary approval
approval of projects
when.
projects when
not applicable to warm-water
warm-water
laws of, do not allow use of funds
funds
heaters, etc-----------------heaters,
etc
1285
1285
therefor-----.
890
..._--------_
C., Board
Board of
of Examiners,
890 Steam Engineers,
Engineers,D
D..C.,
Examiners,
captured
captured war devices and trophies to
be
to be
appropriation
for
542,
1219
appropriation for ------------.- _ 542, 1219
apportioned
apportioned and distributed
distributed to 597 Steamboat Inspection,
597
Inspection,
conveyance
Government owned
conveyance to, of Government
owned
penalty for owner of automobile
automobile failing
failing
penalty
roads to national
national cemeteries
cemeteries
to extinguish
fire and
and stop
motor
extinguish fire
stop motor
and military
military parks; conditions
conditions for
for
immediately
it on
on
immediately on taking
taking it
maintenance, etc
maintenance,
etc- -------.
___ 1104
1104
board a
vessel ------------1093
a vessel
1093
cooperation with, directed
cooperation
directed for forest
forest fire
Steamboat
Steamboat Inspection
Inspection Service,
Service, Department
Department of
of
protection, timber
protection,
timber production,
production,
Commerce,
Commerce,
etc -------------------.
653
653
appropriation for
supervising Inspector
Inspector
appropriation
for supervising
for vocational rehabilitation,
rehabilitation, etc., of
of
228, 1038
1038
General, and office
office personnel_
personnel_ 228,
persons disabled in industry_
industry .-_ _ 431
431
for supervising
supervising inspectors
inspectors ----228,
228, 1038
1038
proposed
proposed Amendment
Amendment to the
the ConstituConstitufor inspectors
of
hulls
and
of
inspectors
hulls and of
tion giving Congress power
power to
to
boilers
boilers -----------228,
_----_
228, 1038
1038
limit, etc.,
etc., child labor, subsubfor assistant inspectors
at designated
inspectors at
designated
mitted to the -----------670
_-670
ports -----------------------229
229
transfer of Army caterpillar
caterpillar tractors
tractors
for clerk hire ----------229, 1038
1038
_----_ 229,
and motor trucks
trucks to
to Department
Department
for contingent expenses
expenses -------- 229,
229, 1038
1038
improving
of Agriculture
Agriculture for
for improving
for salaries,
salaries, additional,
additional, 1925
1925 ------706
706
highways in ---------------1281
1281
for clerk hire, additional, 1925-----1925
706
706
title to rest in, solely for improving
improving
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for contingent
contingent
public highways
highways ------------1282
1282
expenses
expenses ---------------55,
697
55, 61,
61, 697
two citizens of, to
to serve on
on National
National
inspectors at
at. Apalachicola,
and
inspectors
Apalachicola, Fla.,
Fla., and
Advisory Commission
Advisory
Commission to SesBurlington Vt.,
abolished
104
Burlington,
Vt., abolished ----104
quicentennial Exhibition Assoinspectors
inspectors of hulls
hulk; and boilers at specispeciciation-----_____---------____
ciation
1254
fied
fied collection districts
and ports_
ports_
104
1254
districts and
104
States Relations
States
Relations Service, Department
Department of
of
salaries at Apalachicola
Apalachicola, Fla.,
Fla., and BurAgriculture,
Agriculture,
lington, Vt., repealed--------repealed_
104
104
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for general
general exexfor
specified districts
districts and
and ports--ports
104
for specified
104
penses --------.----------- _ 55,
700
Steamboat
Routes,
Postal
Service,
Steamboat
Routes, Postal Service,
55, 700
Statesville, N. C.,
Statesville,
appropriation
mail transportation
transportation
appropriation for mail
terms of court at ------------------ 662
662
by---------------------- 87,
y
785
87, 785
Stationery,
Stationery, Postal
Postal Service,
Steely, Mary
(widow),
Mary E. (widow),
appropriation
appropriation for----------------for
88,
786
pension increased
increased ---------1525
88, 786
---__1525
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for ----- _--_
60
Steffy, Theodore S.,
60 Steffy,
Stationery Rooms, Congressional,
Congressional,
pension
pension ---------------1444
___
----_--_ 1444
purchases
purchases of articles other than stationstationSteger, Isidor,
Isidor,
ery, etc., through, forbidden_ 593,
naval record corrected
corrected-------------1576
593, 1301
1301
1576
Stationery, Treasury
Stationery,
Department,
Treasury Department,
Stenographers
Stenographers to Committees, House of RepRepappropriation for --------------appropriation
66,
resentatives,
66, 765
765
resentatives,
appropriation for
appropriation
585, 1293
1293
Statistical Bureau,
Bureau, International,
for--------------- 585,
Statistical
International,
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
for _
673
deficiency
appropriation for
appropriation for annual con---------deficiency appropriation
con673
positions and pay established
established of, and
and
tribution
to------......----tribution to
692
.
692
sum authorized
janitor for 152
..-..........
authorized for membership
membership in_..
112
in -152
112
Stephens, Anita de
Stephens,
Garmendia (widow),
(widow),
Statistical
de Garmendia
Institute, International,
Statistical Institute,
International,
pension
increased
increased ---------------1403
appropriation
appropriation for annual contribution
1024
contribution-_
1403
1024
Stephens, Harry,
Harry,
Statuary,
Statuary,
pensionpension -----------------------1410
1410
excise tax on, sold by other than artist;
Stephens, Hettie J.
Stephens,
(widow),
J. (widow),
exceptions ------------------323
323
pension ----------------------1476
pension
1476
Statues, D.
Statues,
D. C.,
Stephens,
(widow),
Stephens, Rosa E.
E. (widow),
erection authorized
authorized on public grounds
of
grounds of
pension increased
increased------------------1526
1526
General
General San Martin ---------667
667 Stephens, Sarah
Sarah E.
E. (widow),
(widow),
21
of "Serenity"
"Serenity"-- -------_---___- - 21
pension increased
1421
increased
---------------- -- 1421
proceedings on acceptance
proceedings
acceptance of
of SeSeStephenson and Bills,
Bills,
quoyah,
ordered printed______
quoyah, ordered
printed 1612
1612
payment to, for property
property damages_
___ 1588
1588
damages --Stauch, Annie E. (widow),
Sterling, Colo.,
Co/o.,
Sterling,
pension increased -----------------terms
1518
of
court
at
243
1518
at--____------------243
Steadman, John
rooms to be furnished
furnished ------------243
Steadman,
John J.,
J.,
243
Sterling,
Eliza
(widow),
Sterling,
appointed
Eliza (widow),
appointed manager, Volunteer
SolVolunteer Solpension
pension
1460
------------------------diers' Home
Home - __-------17
-----1460
17
Sterling, Samuel (son),
(son),
Stealey, Leona (widow),
pension
increased------------------pension increased
1461
1461
pension-------------.------------. 1452
1452 Sterrett,
Nancy (widow),
Engineering, D.
Steam Engineering,
D. C.,
C.,
pension
1456
pension
----------------------- 1456
regulations for, extended
extended to
to other
other
Stetson, Elizabeth
J. (daughter),
Elizabeth J.
(daughter),
engines- ----------operating engines
1284
1284
pension
pension ---------------------1478
..
1478
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Stock Watering
Watering Places,
Places, etc.,
etc.,
Stock
appropriation
nadeveloping, in nafor developing,
appropriation for
tional forests
836
forests--------------- 446, 836
tional
Stockbridge Band
Band of
of Indians,
Indians,
Stockbridge
all claims
claims of,
against United
United States
States to be
of, against
all
644
adjudicated by
Claims_
644
by Court
Court of Claimsadjudicated
Stockbridge, Wis.,
Wis.,
Stockbridge,
harbor,
preliminary
examination, etc.,
of harbor,
etc., of
preliminary examination,
1195
-----------------to be
made 1195
to
be made
Stocker, Daniel
F.,
DanielF.,
Stocker,
1398
pension
----------------increased-1398
pension increased
Stocker, Fritz,
Fritz,
Stocker,
1412
pension increased
-----------------increased 1412
pension
Stockford, Henry,
Henry,
Stockford,
1491
pension1491
pension---------------------------Stockholm,
Sweden,
Stockholm, Sweden,
appropriation for
for delegates'
delegates' expenses
expenses to
to
appropriation
87
Universal
at_ __
87
Congress at--Postal Congress
Universal Postal
Stocks,
Bonds, etc.,
etc., Railroad,
Railroad,
Stocks, Bonds,
appropriation for
securing information
information
for securing
appropriation
concerning _-------------- 527,
527, 1205
1205
concerning
Stockyards
Packers and
and Stockyards
Stockyards
(see Packers
Stockyards (see
Act).
Act).
Stoddard,
J. (widow),
(widow),
Stoddard, Alice J.
pension increased
increased1461
1461
------------------pension
Stoddart,
W.,
Lester W.,
Stoddart, Lester
1382
----pension1382
pension------------------Stokesberry,
W. (son),
John W.
Stokesberry, John
1486
pension1486
pension--------------------------Stokesberry,
L. (son),
(son),
Martin L.
Stokesberry, Martin
pension
1435
1435
pension---------------------------Stoll, Sallie
(widow),
B. (widow),
Sallie B.
Stoll,
1419
pension
-------------------------pension 1419
Stone, Colonel
Charles B.,
Army,
B., Army,
Colonel Charles
Stone,
1552
reimbursement
to
reimbursement to------------------Stone, Charlotte
Charlotte (widow),
(widow),
Stone,
pension
1488
pension---------------------------Stone, etc.,
etc.,
Stone,
appropriation for
for investigating
investigating strucstrucappropriation
tural
of1039
230, 1039
230,
materials of---------tural materials
Stone Mountain
Confederate Monumental
Mountain Confederate
Stone
Association,
Association,
issue of
of silver
50-cent pieces to comcomsilver 50-cent
issue
memorate commencement
commencement
of
memorate
carving
Monument,
on
request
carving Monument, on request
-of
23
of-..--------------------payment
24
23
required-- -----------payment required
Stone
Monument, Ga.,
Mountain Monument,
Stone Mountain
coinage of
silver 50-cent
50-cent pieces in
in comcomof silver
coinage
commencement
memoration of commencement
memoration
of carving,
carving, to
to the
soldiers of the
the soldiers
of
23
South
South ----------------------23
number
legal tender---tender
authorized; legal
number authorized;
issue
to Stone
Mountain Confederate
Confederate
Stone Mountain
issue to
payMonumental Association
Association on
on payMonumental
23
ment
par value------------value
23
of par
ment of
coinage
laws applicable;
applicable; no
no expense
expense
coinage laws
23
for dies,
etc
for
dies, etc-----------------Stone Towing
Line,
Towing Line,
Stone
1539
----payment to,
to, for
for collision
collision damages
damages1539
payment
Stones, Precious
Semiprecious,
and Semiprecious,
Precious and
Stones,
excise tax
tax on,
sold, etc.,
etc., by
by dealers;
dealers;
on, sold,
excise
324
exception
exception------------------Stored Products,
Products, Agricultural,
Agricultural,
Stored
appropriation
for
investigating
insect
:49,
839
appropriation for investigating insects
affecting
affecting------------------- 449, 839
Storekeepers, etc.,
etc., Internal
Revenue,
Internal Revenue,
Storekeepers,
exappropriation for
salaries and
and exfor salaries
appropriation
penses
770
71, 770
penses---------------------- 71,
Story,
Barsha (widow),
(widow),
Story, Barsha
pension -------------------- ---1433
1433
pension
Stoudemire,
Eugene K.,
K.,
Stoudemire, Eugene
1585
payment to,
for personal
injuries-----personal injuries
to, for
payment
Stout
H B.,
B
Stout, H.
1550
811
to.
navment
811 1 payment
to, for personal
personal injuries -----1550
1- -

Steubenville and
and Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh Bridge Com- Page.
PageSteubenville
pany,
pany,
time
extended for
bridging Ohio
Ohio River
River
for bridging
time extended
at
Steubenville, Ohio
1000
Ohio ---------at Steubenville,
Steubenville,
Ohio,
Steubenville, Ohio,
deficiency
for public
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
building
1343
1343
building.---.----------.
Ohio River
time
extended for
for bridging
bridging Ohio
River
time extended
1000
at ---------------------at
(widow),
Stevens,
Alvira M.
M. (widow),
Stevens, Alvira
pension
increased -----------------1535
1535
pension increased
Wash.,
Stevens and
and Ferry
Ferry Counties,
Counties, Wash.,
Stevens
payment
authorized to,
to, for taxes on
payment authorized
Colville Indian
allotted lands
lands_ -_
__
599
Indian allotted
Colville
599
deductions to
be made------------made
599
to be
deductions
appropriation
authorized for
for -------599
599
appropriation authorized
(widow),
Stevens, Sarah
Sarah J.
J. (widow),
Stevens,
pension
1477
--------------------..----pension 1477
Stevenson, Lewis
Lewis M.,
M.,
Stevenson,
1398
pension
1398
increased ------------------pension increased
E. (widow),
Catherine E.
Stewart, Catherine
Stewart,
1474
pension
1474
pension -------------------------Stewart, Ida
M. (widow),
(widow),
Ida M.
Stewart,
pension
1490
1490
pension---------------------------Stewart, Mary
Mary (widow),
(widow),
Stewart,
pension
1431
increased------------------pension increased
Stewart, Rebecca
J. (daughter),
(daughter),
Rebecca J.
Stewart,
1447
pension
1447
pension--------------------------Stickney, Fred
Fred W.,
Stickney,
1541
reimbursement
to--....-------.----reimbursement to
Stillaguamish River,
Wash.,
River, Wash.,
Stillaguamish
preliminary
examination, etc.,
authoretc., authorpreliminary examination,
1000
ized
flood control
control ------1000
of, for
forflood
ized of,
Stills,
Stills,
additional special
on manufacturers
manufacturers
tax on
special tax
additional
327
of
327
of -------------------------Stinchcomb, Frank,
Frank,
Stinchcomb,
may
be appointed
lieutenant in Navy_
Navy_ _ 1374
1374
appointed lieutenant
may be
to
after, if
disabled, etc_
1374
etc-____ 1374
if disabled,
retired after,
to be
be retired
Stinson,
Mary E.
(daughter),
E. (daughter),
Stinson, Mary
1516
pension
1516
pension ------------------------Stites,
Emma (widow),
(widow),
Stites, Emma
pension
1431
1431
pension---------------------------Stock, Certificates
Certificates of,
of,
Stock,
tax ------designated,
to stamp
331
stamp tax
subject to
designated, subject
stamp
sales, etc.,
of -----334
334
etc., of
on issues,
issues, sales,
tax on
stamp tax
Stock Driveways,
Public Lands,
Lands,
Driveways, Public
Stock
appropriation for
lands
classifying lands
for classifying
appropriation
for
419, 1173
1173
419,
for----------------------Stock Raising
Homesteads,
Raising Homesteads,
Stock
classifyappropriation for
for examining,
examining, classifyappropriation
ing, etc.,
etc., lands
419, 1173
1173
for_ _ 419,
suitable for
lands suitable
ing,
designation of
469
469
lands ----raising lands
stock raising
of stock
designation
application for
entry, if
not desigdesigland not
if land
for entry,
application
469
nated
469
nated ------------------469
fees,
469
required----------------etc., required
fees, etc.,
suspension until
until character
character of land
land
suspension
469
determined
469
determined----------------469
no
during --------------no disposal
disposal during
if land
land designated
designated as
stock raising
raising
as stock
if
application
refused if
if
allowed; refused
application allowed;
470
- -.
not
so designated
designated- -------not so
designauntil designaoccupancy
not allowed
allowed until
occupancy not
tion
470
470
made -----------------tion made
470
actual
residence permitted
permitted ---------470
actual residence
change
to enlarged
homestead entry,
entry,
enlarged homestead
change to
etc.,
allowed, if
land not
not desigdesigif land
etc., allowed,
470
---nated as
as stock
raising
470
stock raising..
nated
may
include lands
lands on
imwhich imon which
may include
residence have
provements
and residence
provements and
470
been made
made ..--------- ----470
been
correction
in enrollment
relating
enrollment of bill relating
correction in
to, directed
1611
1611
to,
directed ----------------to
entries
of, on
etc., lands
lands prior to
on oil,
oil, etc.,
entries of,
812
812
validated-------April 1,
1, 1924,
1924, validated
April
T.iram
Willi.ms
nt
i
alloinwrl
- u Hiram
entry
Williams
-- -. 7 allowed
Gs ,.
--------

-

-
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Straight,
Martha A.
Straight, Martha
A. (widow),
Page.
Pagepension
pension ----------------.. ------- _ 1479
1479
Stram,
Strom, Washington,
Washington, alias
alias John
John Gibson,
pension -------------------------1486
1486
Stratton,
(widow),
Stratton, Clarissa
Clarissa (widow),
1431
pension
pension.. ---------------1431
Strauser, Catharine
Catharine (widow),
(widow),
Strauser,
pension increased
increased -----------------1462
1462
Strawberry
Strawberry Passage,
Passage, Green
Green Bay,
Bay, Wis.,
Wis.,
preliminary
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
be
etc., of,
of, to
to be
made
made ---------------------1195
Strawberry
Strawberry Valley Irrigation
Utah,
IrrigationProject,
Project, Utah,
appropriation
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc.,
of ------ __----__------. 418,
418, 1170
1170
Strawn,
Sarah A.
Strawn, Sarah
A. (widow),
(widow),
1518
pension
pension increased
_
increased --------------- 1518
Stream
Stream Gauging,
Gauging,
appropriation
appropriation for cooperative,
cooperative, Indian
Indian
Service
Service with Geological SurSurvey -------------------401, 1151
401,
1151
Strecker, Charles
Charles B.,
B.,
credit in
in accounts of---------------of
1361
1361
appropriation
appropriation for ----------------1361
1361
Street Cleaning
Street
Cleaning Division,
D.
C.,
Division, D. C.,
appropriation
appropriation for salaries
salaries --.--551, 1228
- 551,
1228
for sweeping,
sweeping, removing
removing snow and
and
ice, etc ----- --....-----1228
. 551,
551,1228
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for
for --------679
679
Street
Railway Companies,
D.
C.,
Street Railway
Companies, D. C.,
provisions
provisions permitting
merger
or
conpermitting merger or consolidation of
oL---_----_-----_
1265
1265
conditions subject
subject to agreement
agreement of
of
stockholders and
stockholders
approved by
by
and approved
Public Utilities Commission
Commission-.__ 1265
1265
approval
of
Congress
required
approval of Congress required ..--- 1265
1265
incorporation under
under provision
of
incorporation
provision of
District Code ----1265
---.--1265
antimerger
antimerger prohibitions
prohibitions not
not applicaapplicable to acquisition
acquisition of
of stocks,
stocks, etc.,
etc.,
for merger ----------------1265
1265
Streets, Avenues, etc.,
Streets,
etc., D.
D. C.,
C.,
appropriation for
appropriation
assessment
and
perfor assessment and permit work---------.........
work
545,
545, 1222
1222
for paving
paving roadways under
permit
under permit
system ----.-----------.
545,
1222
545, 1222
for street improvements;
designated
improvements; designated
allotments
allotments ---------------.
546, 1222
1222
546,
for constructing,
constructing, and curbs and
and gutgutters,etc.;
ters,
etc.; fromgasoline-taxfund_
from gasoline-tax fund _ 1226
1226
for grading --------------..
. 548, 1226
1226
for condemnation,
condemnation, etc.;'small
etc.; small park
park
areas -----.......------.
548, 1226
1226
548,
for opening, etc.,
cities;
etc., outside of
of cities;
from District
District revenues
revenues ----548 1227
1227
548,
repairs, etc .---------------.
for repairs,
548, 1227
1227
548,
motortrucks,
motor
trucks, vehicles,
549, 1227
1227
vehicles, etc
etc -..549,
street railway pavements.
pavements ---549, 1227
549,
1227
changing curbs, etc ---------. 549,
549, 1227
1227
for replacing sidewalks
sidewalks and
and curbs
curbs
around reservations,
549, 1227
reservations, etc
etc---- 549,
1227
for repairs, suburban
suburban roads
roads
549, 1227
----- 549,
1227
for sweeping, cleaning,
cleaning, removing
removing
snow and ice, etc ---------551,
551, 1228
1228
for lighting, etc ---------.----553,
553, 1229
1229
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
marking,
for marking,
etc., traffic lines -------------675
675
for traffic signals, lights,
etc --------675
lights, etc
675
authorized of designated,
closing authorized
designated, and
and
others, to conform with highways
highways
plan_
799
plan -----------------------799
Strickler,
Strickler, Ruth E.
E. (widow),
(widow),
pension increased
increased ---------------1396
1396
Strothers
Strothers Ferry,
S. C.,
Ferry, S.
C.,
authorized across
bridge authorized
across Broad
Broad River
1127
River at
at 1127

Structural Materials,
Page.
Structural
Materials,
Page.
appropriation
investigations of,
of,
appropriation for
for investigations
stone, cement, etc
230, 1039
1039
etc --------- 230,
disseminating
disseminating approved
approved methods
methods of
of
building,
etc ---------- _..
building, etc_
230, 1040
1040
230,
for testing, additional,
additional, 1925
1925 ------ 706
706
Stuart, Julia
Julia I.
I. (widow),
(widow),
Stuart,
pension------------------pension
1428
------1428
Student Interpreters
(see Interpreters,
Interpreters, DipDipInterpreters(see
lomatic and
Consular Service).
Service).
and Consular
Students,
Students,
bona fide,
fide, seeking
seeking to enter
enter solely
solely for
for
study at an
an accredited
accredited school,
school,
etc., construed
etc.,
construed as
as nonquota
nonquota imimmigrants in
in Immigration
Act__ _
155
migrants
Immigration Act-_155
conditions
conditions requisite---------------requisite
155
155
Stump, Lucinda (widow),
pension increased
increased ------------------1497
pension
1497
Sturtevant,
Mary A.
A. (widow),
(widow),
Sturtevant, Mary
pension --------.---.------.--.
1504
pension
_
1504
Stuteville, Abigal
Abigal (widow),
(widow),
pension increased
increased------------------pension
1494
1494
Land Farming,
Farming,
Subhumid Land
appropriation for
for improving
improving methods
methods
appropriation
of ----------------------442, 832
832
442,
Submarine
Defense Structures,
Structures,
Submarine Mine
Mine Defense
appropriation
repair, etc.,
fortificaappropriation for repair,
etc., fortifications -------------------912
_ 496,
496, 912
Submarine Mines, Army,
Army,
appropriation
appropriation for
purchase, etc.,
for purchase,
etc., seaseacoast defenses---------------defenses
502
502
for maintenance
maintenance of
etc.._ _ 502,
502, 912
of supies,
supplies, etc-912
for torpedo
torpedo depot, Fort
tort Totten,
N.Y
N.
Y
502, 912
912
..-..
_.502,
maintenance of supplies,
for maintenance
supplies, etc.,
etc., ininsular
sular possessions
possessions----------502, 912
912
502,
for maintenance
maintenance of supplies,
supplies, Panama
Panama
Canal -----------------503, 912
503,912
for purchase of, etc., Panama
Panama CanalCanal__
503
503
Submarine Signals, Lighthouse
Submarine
Lighthouse Service,
Service,
appropriation for
appropriation
for establishing,
etc__ 233,
233, 1043
1043
establishing, etc__
Submarine
Submarine Tender,
Tender,
limit of cost increased
numbered 3-3_ _ 1276
1276
increased of,
of, numbered
Submarines,
Submarines,
appropriation
appropriation for
developing motor
motor
for developing
power
for -----power for_
191
_ _---------191
Submarines,
Fleet,
Submarines, Navy
Navy Fleet,
appropriation
appropriation for
constructing two
two_ -_- _
881
for constructing
881
cost, etc
etc ------------------881
881
Subpcenas, United
Subpcenas,
United States
States Courts,
Courts,
for witnesses in
other districts;
districts; proviproviin other
sions
sions for permissive
permissive extension
extension
continued
continued until September
September 19,
19,
1928 ------------------1265
1265
Subsistence Allowances, Army,
Subsistence
Army,
appropriation
for
482,
897
appropriation for
----482, 897
Subsistence
Marine Corps,
Corps,
Subsistence Allowances,
Allowances, Marine
appropriation
appropriation for,
for, officers'
officers_'-------201,
879
201, 879
for
men-.-.------------- 202,
for enlisted
enlisted men
879
202, 879
Subsistence Allowances,
Subsistence
Allowances, Navy,
Navy,
appropriation for,
appropriation
for, officers
officers ---------- 193,
193, 872
872
for
for Nurse
Nurse Corps ------------.
193, 872
872
_
193,
Army,
Subsistence, Army,
appropriation
appropriation for
for supplies
supplies for
as
for issue
issue as
rations-------------------rations
483, 898
898
483,
for Transport Service
Service----------483, 898
483,
898
for meals,
meals, etc -----------------483, 898
483,
898
sales
sales to officers,
officers, etc
483,
898
etc-------_- 483, 898
for meals, etc.,
etc., for rifle
rifle matches;
matches;
limitation
limitation .----_-------.83 898
898
_ 483,
payments; commutation
for payments;
commutation of
of rarations, etc ---------------898
_ 483,
483, 898
advertising; prizes
for advertising;
prizes for
cooks,
for cooks,
etc
bakers, etc---------------484
484,898
for preserving,
preserving, accounting,
etc -- __ 484,
484, 8
98
accounting, etc
899
8
99
deficiencyappropriationfor
deficiency appropriation for. 62, 762, 1350, 1352
1352

INDEX.
Subtropical Plants,
Subtropical
Plants,

Page.
Page.

appropriation
insects
appropriation for
for investigating
investigating insects
affecting .---.----------- - 449,
449, 839
affecting
839
Suburban Roads
Streets, D.
Suburban
Roads and
and Streets,
D. C.,
C.,
appropriation
for
repairs;
maintenance
appropriation for repairs; maintenance
of motor
motor vehicles
1227
of
vehicles---------- 549,
549, 1227
Sugar,
Sugar,
appropriation for
investigating manumanufor investigating
appropriation
facture of, etc --------- 231,
231, 447, 1041
proclamation directing
Sugar EqualizaEqualizaproclamation
directing Sugar
tion Board to take
take over, imported from Argentina
1912
Argentina in 1920._
1920__ 1912
Sugar Beet
Beet (see
(see Beet,
Beet, Sugar).
Sugar).
Sugar
Sugar
Cane,
Sugar Cane,
appropriation
for investigating
investigating insects
appropriation for
affecting
449, 839
affecting-----___--..--.--_
Sugar
Board,
Sugar Equalization
Equalization Board,
proclamation
proclamation directing, to take over
sugar imported
imported from Argentina
Argentina
in 1920 at Government
Government requestrequest_
1912
Sugar
Plant,
Sugar Plant,
appropriation
seed
investigations; seed
for investigations;
appropriation for
improvement, etc
etc ---------442, 832
improvement,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for studies in
disease resistant
resistant types --------- 1325
disease
greenhouse Arlington,
1325
greenhouse,
Arlington, Va ----_farm buildings, Canal
Canal Point,
Point, Fla.__
Fla__ 1325
Suggs,
Melinda (widow),
(widow),
Suggs, Melinda
pension increased
1526
increased------------------Sullivan, Mary
(widow),
Mary (widow),
Sullivan,
pension --------------------------1409
Sullivan, Mary
G. (daughter),
Sullivan,
Mary G.
(daughter),
pension
1406
pension-------------------------Sullys National
Park,
Sullys
National Park,
appropriation for
for highway
through
846
846
highway through---appropriation
Summit Lake
Lake Agency,
Agency, Nev.,
Summit
Nev.,
appropriation for
support, etc.,
etc., of
for support,
appropriation
Indians at, from tribal
funds_ 411,
411, 1161
tribalfundsIndians
Sun River
Mont.,
IrrigationProject,
Project, Mont.,
Sun
River Irrigation
appropriation
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc.,
appropriation for
of ------------------1166
417, 1166
contract requirements
contract
requirements----------- 1166
restriction on constructing
constructing new
canals or extensions
Monextensions until Montana assumes
assumes responsibility for
development, etc-------------etc
1166
development,
charges payable
1167
payable annually
annually ------charges
Sunderland, Thersa
Thersa J.
(widow),
J. (widow),
Sunderland,
pension increased------------------increased
1516
1516
pension
Superintendent of
of Documents,
Government
Documents, Government
Superintendent
Printing
Office,
Printing Office,
appropriation for
salaries -------592, 1300
for salaries
appropriation
for contingent
expenses--------- 592, 1300
contingent expenses
Superintendent of
State, War,
and Navy
Navy
War, and
of State,
Superintendent
Department Buildings,
Buildings,
Department
529
appropriation for deputy, etc
529
etc--------appropriation
care, maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of Cox
Cox Buildcare,
ing,
Treasury
Department,
Department,
Treasury
ing,
transferred to ---------------66
Department
designated
Treasury
Department
designated
Annexes transferred
to
66
transferred to-------Winder Building, Treasury
Treasury DepartDepartment, transferred to----------to_
66
consolidated into Office of Public BuildBuildconsolidated
ings,
etc
983
983
ings, etc--------------------Superior,
Superior, Wis.,
Wis.,
bridge
authorized
across
Saint
Louis
bridge authorized across Saint Louis
River, to
Duluth, Minn.,
1095
from-- 1095
Minn., from
to Duluth,
River,
purchase
purchase of, after completion by
Duluth and,
and, authorized; terms,
Duluth
etc -----------------------1095
etc
preliminary examination,
chanexamination, etc., of, channel, to Duluth, Minn., to be mademade_ 1195

2291
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Supervising Architect,
Architect, Treasury
Treasury DepartDepart- Page
Page.,
Supervising
tnent,
ment,
appropriation for----------------for
79, 777
777
79,
appropriation
for additional
compensation to----to
81,
780
for
additional compensation
81, 780
for public
buildings, additional,
710
for
public buildings,
additional, 1925_
1925_
710
plans, etc.,
etc., for
for Industrial
Reformatory
plans,
Industrial Reformatory
buildings
be prepared
by_-- ___
724
buildings to
to be
prepared by
724
reimbursement for
for expenses
expenses -----724
reimbursement
_
_
724
Supervisor of
of Surveys,
Supervisor
Surveys,
jurisdiction of
transgeneral transjurisdiction
of surveyors
surveyors general
ferred to-------------------to
1144
ferred
1144
Supplies, Army,
Army,
Supplies,
appropriation for
etc., sale
sale
for services,
services, etc.,
appropriation
of----------------------479, 893
893
of
479,
Supplies,
Postal
Service,
Supplies, PostalService,
appropriation
stationery, etc
etc -88,
786
88, 786
for stationery,
appropriation for
for
postmarking stamps,
stamps, typewriters,
typewriters,
for postmarking
letter
scales, etc
88, 786
786
letter scales,
etc-----------88,
for miscellaneous,
miscellaneous, city
delivery, etc.;
city delivery,
etc.;
for
post
maps
88, 786
786
post route,
route, etc.,
etc., maps----- 88,
office equipment
equipment and
and furniture
furniture _- 89,
89, 787
787
office
for twine
twine and
tying devices
devices -----89, 787
787
and tying
89,
for
for expenses
of shippingshipping --------- 89,
89, 787
787
for
expenses of
for
canceling
machines,
labor
saving
for canceling machines, labor saving
devices ---------------89, 787
89,
787
devices
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for equipment
deficiency
equipment
and -----------------------59
and
59
for shipping---------------shipping
60,
60, 63,
63, 1350
1350
for
Supplies,
Services,
and
Transportation,
Supplies, Services, and Transportation,
Quartermaster Corps,
Army,
Quartermaster
Corps, Army,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for --- _---59,
deficiency
59,
62,
701,
762,
1350, 1352,
1352, 1353
62, 701, 762, 1350,
1353
Supplies, United
United States
Courts,
States Courts,
Supplies,
appropriation for---------------for
221,
1030
221, 1030
appropriation
deficiency appropriation
appropriation forfor -___ 687,
687, 698,
698, 700
700
deficiency
Supply Committee
(see General
General Supply
Supply
Supply
Committee (see
Committee, Treasury
Treasury DepartDepartCommittee,
ment).
ment).
Supply
Officers,
Navy
and
Naval
Reserve
Supply Officers, Navy and Naval Reserve
Force,
Force,
to
pay, etc.,
of rank
rank for
for World
War
World War
etc., of
to have
have pay,
service prior
prior to
to approval
approval of
of
service
bonds ----866
860
bonds
_
-------------__
Supreme Court,
Court, D.
D. C.,
C.,
Supreme
appropriation
for
salaries
565,
1239
565, 1239
appropriation for salaries -.------for fees
fees of
of witnesses
565,
1239
for
witnesses --------565, 1239
for
jurors
565,
1239
for jurors -----------------565, 1239
for
pay
of
bailiffs,
etc
565,
1240
for pay of bailiffs, etc ---------- 565, 1240
for probation
probation system
1240
for
system ----------- 565,
565, 1240
for courthouse
courthouse expenses
expenses -------565, 1240
1240
for
565,
for printing
and binding
binding for
for - 566, 1240
1240
for
printing and
566,
for salaries,
salaries, additional,
712
for
additional, 1925
1925 ------712
for probational
probational system,
additional,
system, additional,
for
1925 -----------.------.--712
712
for bailiffs,
bailiffs, etc.,
etc., additional,
additional, 1925_
712
for
1925 ---___ 712
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
miscellanedeficiency
for miscellaneous expenses
expenses --------.-38, 677,
677, 754
754
ous
38,
for witnesses
witnesses------------------- 55,
55, 1322
1322
for
for
jurors
1322
1322
for jurors-----------------------Supreme Court
of the
the United
United States,
States,
Supreme
Courtof
appropriation for
for Chief
Chief and
Associate
and Associate
appropriation
Justices ----------------218, 1028
1028
218,
Justices
for
marshal ------------------- 218,
218, 1028
1028
for marshal
for
law clerks
to Justices
218, 1028
1028
Justices -___- 218,
for law
clerks to
for
clerical assistants
assistants for
for Justices_
Justices_ 218,
1028
218, 1028
for clerical
for
printing and
and binding
binding for
for - 218,
218, 1028
1028
for printing
for Reporter
218, 1028
1028
218,
for
Reporter -----------------for
salaries, additional,
1925
709
709
additional, 1925-------for salaries,
deficiency appropriations
appropriations for
for printing
printing
deficiency
and binding
686
686
and
binding -----------------writ of
error allowed
allowed from
from decision
decision of
of
writ
of error
State court
against validity
of
validity of
State
court against
treaty
or law
of United
United States
937
States-937
law of
treaty or
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Page.
Supreme Court
Court of
States—Con.
Court of the
the United States—Con.
States-Con. Page. Supreme Court
of the
the United States-Con.
Page
etc. •where drawn in quesqueswrit of error, etc.;
judgment
time limit for bringing
bringing any judgment
law as
review before
before ------------940
tion, the
the validity
validity of aaState law
for review
as
940
repugnant to
certiorari allowed
hearing in
in
repugnant
to the
the Constitution,
certiorari
Constitution,
allowed prior
prior to hearing
and decision in favor of validity_
937
court of appeals
appeals ------940
validity_
937
court
_----940
effect of, as if judgment
judgment in
judgment of
court subject
subject to
to
effect
in United
of any court
States court -. _937
certiorari from,
from, may be
stayed to
to
....______-.
937
certiorari
be stayed
authority conferred
conferred -_____--_--__.
937
authority
937
obtained -----940
allow writ to be obtained
940
certiorari from, to
certiorari
surety
given, etcetc ---------- _
940
to State court
surety to be given,
court where
where the
the
940
validity of a
a treaty or
Surber, Mary D.
Surber,
(widow),
or Federal
D. (widow),
pension
1508
question -_____
937
law is drawn in question
pension -------------.-------937
--1508
validity of a
a State law as being repugSureties
Penal Bonds).
Sureties (see Penal
Bonds).
Surgeon
nant to Constitution,
Surgeon General,
Constitution, treaties,
General, Army,
treaties,
Army, etc -----.-----________._....
937
appropriation
937
appropriation for medical
medical bulletins
bulletins prepreetc. is
claimed
where title,
title etc.,
is specially
specially claimed
478, 893
893
pared by ----------------- 478,
under United
authority
937 Surgeon
Public Health Service,
Service,
United States
States authority__
Surgeon General,
937
General, Public
whether Federal claim sustained
sustained or
appropriation for
salaries, office
office of
of.- -- _ 75,
75, 774
774
appropriation
for salaries,
denied
937
denied--------_-------__-___937
for
for pay, etc-----------------etc
76, 774
774
- 76,
not
right to review on writ of error not
Surgeon
General's Office
Department,
Surgeon General's
Office, War
War Department,
937
impaired by -_-___----_____-appropriation for Medical
appropriation
Medical MuseumMuseum_ 494,
909
937
494, 909
certiorari
938
no obstacle to certiorari
for
library
494, 909
909
__-- __938
forlibrary---------------_ 494,
writ of error
error not dismissed if certiorari
for civilian personnel
personnel---------- _ 494,
910
certiorari
for
494, 910
proper mode of review
review -------for Disabled
Disabled Soldiers,
Soldiers,
Surgical Appliances for
938 Surgical
action on case; damages if
if no reaappropriation for furnishing
furnishing _-----514, 929
929
reaappropriation
514,
sonable ground
ground for certiorari___
certiorari_ __
938 Surtaxes,
938
direct review by, of action of district
district
levied in addition
addition to
to normal
normal tax
tax on
inlevied
on incourts limited in specified
specified cases;
cases;
comes in
in excess
of $10,000
265
comes
excess of
$10,000 ----265
expediting antitrust, etc., cases__
expediting
cases
938
Indian ReservaReserva938 Surveying and Allotting, Indian
adverse decisions
decisions in criminal
criminal cases_
938
cases- -_
tions
Severalty to
tions (see Lands in Severalty
938
to
restricting interlocutory
restricting
interlocutory injunctions
injunctions
Indians).
Indians).
against State statutes, etc
938
etc-----Public Lands,
938 Surveying Public
requirement
requirement of three judges at final
appropriation for
for surveyors
surveyors general,
general,
appropriation
hearing
hearing --------------.--938
938
clerks, etc
394
clerks,
etc------------------394
judgments
Comjudgments, etc., on Interstate
Interstate Comfor expenses-----------------_
expenses
394, 1144
1144
394,
merce' Commission
Commission orders
orders other
merce
other
metal corner monuments
monuments---.
metal
394, 1144
than money payments
938
payments ---_____
employees detailed
detailed to General
General
938
field employees
orders of
Commerce ComComof Interstate
Interstate Commerce
Land Office
Office ----------394, 1145
1145
394,
mission as to livestock,
livestock, poultry,
Oregon-California,
Oregon-California, and Coos Bay
Bay
etc...----938
-----------...
Wagon
Road lands -_______ 394, 1145
Wagon Road
1145
938
questions of law, may be certified to, for
for
for surveys
surveys of oil and oil shale
shale
instructions by court of appeals_
appeals..
938
938
lands
lands ------.----------1145
_ 394, 1145
authority conferred___..........conferred
939
authority
for expenses,
939
expenses, additional, 1925------1925
706
allowance
allowance of certiorari to courts of
of apapdeficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for ------56, 1348
1348
peals on petition of either party_
party..
939
surveyors
general
abolished,
July
1,
surveyors general abolished, July 1,
939
writ of error or appeal from circuit court
court
1925; consolidated
Field
consolidated with Field
of appeals deciding against
against vaSurveying
1144
Surveying Service
Service------------- 1144
lidity of State statute as repugrepugSurveyors General,
General,
nant to Constitution,
Constitution, etc., alalappropriation
appropriation for, clerks, and
and office
office
lowed party relying on such
such
expenses'
393
expenses.-------------------393
statute
939
statute--------------- ----__
restriction on clerk hire ---------. 394
restriction
394
939
no certiorari
certiorari allowed; review reretemporary details of clerks,
clerks, etc.,
temporary
etc.,
stricted to Federal questions__
questions_ __
939
from one
office to
394
939
one office
to another
another - -.394
judgments of courts of appeals
appeals reviewreviewuse for
for office
office work
work of
of funds
for sursuruse
funds for
able only as provided in this
veying railroad
railroad grant
grant landslands__ _-__ 394
394
veying
section ---------......---__ 939
939
for salaries and expenses,
expenses, additional,
reviewable by,
of
cases reviewable
by, in
in circuit court
court of
1925 ----------706
706
appeals; railway employees arbiabolished, July 1, 1925; consolidated
abolished,
consolidated
trations ------..-............
939
939
with Field
Field Surveying
Surveying Service__Service.. __ 1144
1144
Federal Trade
Trade Commission orders
orders._- 939
939 Surveyor's
Surveyor's Office,
Office, D. C.,
Clayton Antitrust Act enforcement
939
enforcement _ 939
appropriation for salaries
salaries -----appropriation
1219
_542, 1219
Court of Claims may
may certify
certify to,
for temporary
temporary services, supplies,
supplies,
questions of law for instruction_
939
939
etc --- ---------------1219
542, 1219
certiorari to, on petition
certiorari
petition of either
either
for surveys for permanent
permanent highway
highway
party, any cause for review,
system
system....-----------. 542,
5
542, 1219
1219
etc ---- _____.--_._____-.._..
939
939
for revision of highway
highway plan-.
plan__ -1219
542, 1219
no other review allowed of judgdeficiency appropriation
deficiency
temporary
appropriation for temporary
ments------.--..____._____ments
939
939
services,
etc ---------------754
services, etc
754
review of claims cases from district
district
Surveys,
courts, in circuit court of appeals_
appeals_ 939
939
complete
topographical, of
of the
complete topographical,
United
the United
of habeas
habeas corpus cases,
cases in_____....
in
940
940
States,
provided for
1011
States, provided
for-..____. _
1011
cases in Philippine Islands supreme
Susquehanna Rirer,
River,
Susquehanna
court involving Constitution,
bridge
bridge authorized
authorized across,
across, Clarks Ferry,
Ferry,
etc., or of specified
specified value, may be
Pa
Pa-------------------30
certified to, by certiorari-.....
certiorari
940
940
Harrisburg, Pa-------------------Harrisburg,
Pa
814
814
no
n,o other appellate review allowed
940
allowed-940
,
Millersbhur
Millersburg,
Pa
-'- --- ------- --------_______
172
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Susquehanna River,
Y. and
and Pa.,
Pa., North
Susquehanna
River, N. Y.
Branch of,
Branch
deficiency
appropriation for surveys,
surveys,
deficiency appropriation
etc., for flood control of -----survey authorized
authorized for flood control of
of__
amount authorized
authorized to be appropriappropriated for -------------------Susquehanna River, North
North Branch
Branch of,
Susquehanna
time extended
extended for bridging,
bridging, WilkesWilkesBarre to Dorranceton,
Dorranceton, Pa
Pa-----_
Barre
Sussex County, Del., .
lands in, granted to State of Delaware_
Sutton,
(widow),
Sutton, Elizabeth
Elizabeth (widow),
pension increased
increased -----------------Sutton, Mary E.
E. (widow),
(widow),
pension increased
increased ---------------Sutton, Thomas
Thomas F.,

payment
personal injuries
injuries.----to, for
for personal
payment to,
Swails,
(daughter),
Swails, Frances
Frances R. (daughter),
pension ----_------------------Swains Island,
Island,
sovereignty of United States extended
extended
United
sovereignty
over, and made part of American
American
Samoa --------------------•
Swamp Land
Land Claims
Claims and Indemnity,
appropriation for adjusting
adjusting -----395,
appropriation
Swamp Lands,
Lands,
authorized for investigations to
to
amount authorized
determine development
development of ----Swan
Island, N. Y.,
Y.,
Swan River,
River, Long Island,
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., of, to be
preliminary
made
made-----------------------Swan, Mary E. (widow),
(widow),
pension------------------------pension
Swanger,
Swanger, Walter S.,
increased------------------pension increased
Swanson, Charles,
Charles,
patent to -------------------land patent
Swarthout,
(daughter),
Fabel A. (daughter),
Swarthout, Fabel
pension--------------------------pension
Sweazy, Samanda (widow),
(widow),
Sweazy,
pension
pension------------------------Sweden,
appropriation
appropriation for minister to ----- 206,
deficiency
appropriation for indemnity
deficiency appropriation
to, on account of boat "Lilly
"Lilly"...
"_
smuggling
convention
convention with, to prevent smuggling
of intoxicating liquors into
United States-------------States
payment authorized
authorized to, as indemnity
sinking of fishing boat
for sinking
"Lilly, "by a
aGovernment
Government trans"Lilly,"
port
port---------------------Sweeney, Phoebe
J. (widow),
Phoebe J.
Swecney,
pension
pension---------------------------Sweet, Alice A. (widow),
pension increased-----------------pension
Hall, Va.,
Sweet Hall,
time extended
for bridging
Pamunkey
bridging Pamunkey
extended for
time
River
River at------------------Marion D.,
D.,
Sweet, Marion
pension
pension ------------------------First International
International
Sweetgrass, Mont., First
Bank of,
land patent
patent to---------------------land
to
"Sweetser
"Sweetser Linthicum," Barge,
Barge,
owner of,
bring suit
for collision
collision
suit for
owner
of, may
may bring
in district court----court
damages, in
(widow),
Addie E. (widow),
Swegar, Addle
--pension -..--_______-_---_---_
pension
Swift, Elizabeth
Elizabeth F.
F. (widow),
increased------------------pension
pension increased
Swift, Matilda
Matilda A. (widow),
(widow),
------------__-pension -- _____--pension
Swigart,
Swigart, Catherine
Catherine (widow),
-----------pension _--45822*—vot 43-PT
43—pr 2—
63
458229-VOL
263

Page
Page.
696
696
250
250

250
173
173
245
245
1446
1446
1466
1466
1376
1376
1519
1519

1357
1357

1145
1145
704
1192
1423
1385

1368
1368
1475
1492
1015
1015

1339
1830
1830

947
947
1406
1438
1438

10
1443
1547
156l
1565

1454
1454
1463
1405
1390

Switzerland,
Switzerland,
appropriation for minister
minister to ....206,
appropriation
parcel
post convention
convention with--_---with
parcel post
proclamation
including
mechanical
proclamation
including
mechanical
musical reproductions
in copycopymusical
reproductions in
right privileges
right
privileges to
to------------Syria,
convention with
with France relating
relating to
convention
rights in, Mandate
rights
Mandate -----------

Page.
1015
1015
1631
1976
1821

T.
T.
T
T Street NW.,
NW., D.
D. C.,
appropriation for
for paving,
paving, Thirty-fifth
Thirty-fifth
appropriation
to Thirty-seventh
Thirty-seventh Streets
Streets -----546
to
546
for
paving, Thirty-seventh
Thirtyto Thirtyfor paving,
Thirty-seventh to
eighth Streets
Streets--------------1224
eighth
1224
Tabele, Elizabeth,
payment
injuries
1376
payment to, for personal injuries----Tabele, Thomas A.,
A.,
payment
1376
payment to, for personal injuries
injuries----1376
Tables
International
Tables of Constants,
Constants, etc., International
Commission on,
Commission
appropriation for annual contribution
contribution
appropriation
to
212, 1021
------------- 212,1021
to-------Tabulating Machines, Census Bureau,
Bureau,
Tabulating
appropriation for
for constructing,
constructing, etc_ 228, 1038
1038
appropriation
Taggard, Cordelia
Cordelia F. (widow),
(widow),
Taggard,
pension
1499
1499
pension---------------------------Taggart, Anna (widow),
(widow),
Taggart,
pension
1492
1492
pension--------------------------Tahlequah, Okla.,
Tahlequah,
appropriation for Sequoyah Indian Orappropriation
near- 406, 1157
phan Training
Training School, near..
1157
phan
Forest, Calif. and Nev.,
Nev.,
Tahoe National
National Forest,
exchange
exchange of lands with private owners
954
for addition
addition to---------------to
954
Taholah Agency,
Agency, Wash.,
Taholah
appropriation
etc., of Inappropriation for support, etc.,
funds-_ _ 411, 1161
dians at, from
from tribal
tribal funds_
(daughter),
D. (daughter),
Talbot, Kate D.
pension -------1499
---------pension
Talbott, Mary
(widow),
TalbottU
Mary L. (widow),
pension
1423
pension-----------.....
--------.- 1423
Tallahassee
Tallahassee, Fla.,
Fla.,
representative of the Government
Government to
to
representative
attend
attend centennial
centennial of first meetmeeting of Legislative
Legislative Council
Council of
of
Territory
Territory of Florida,
Florida, to be held
held
at ---------.---------.---473
473
Tallahatchie
Tallahatchie River,
authorized in, Porters
Porters Ferry,
Ferry,
dam authorized
355
Miss ----------------------355
Talley, Robert H.,
River , at Gloucester
Gloucester
pier in York River,
Bank, Va.,
972
Bank,
Va., built by,
by, legalized-_
legalized__
972
Tampa,
Fla.,
Tampa, Fla.,
80
appropriation
quarantine station-__
station..__
80
appropriation for quarantine
Harbor, Fla.,
Fla.,
Tampa Harbor,
preliminary examination,
preliminary
examination, etc.,
etc., of, to be
made,
Estuary-_ _ 1194
made, to widen Ybor
Thor Estuary..
1194
Tando,
(widow),
Tando, Rosalie
Rosalia A.
A. (widowv),
pension---------------------------1463
pension
1463
Tangen, Bernard,
Bernard,
reimbursement to, for lands purchased
purchased
reimbursement
and Vieux Desert,
Desert,
in L'Anse
L'Anse and
in
Indian
1586
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Mich
Mich ----1586
---_
required_
1586
quit claim and removal required
Tangier
Tangier Light, Morocco,
appropriation for
annual contribucontribufor annual
appropriation
tion
--------------------tion
210, 1019
deficiency appropriation
for annual
annual
appropriation for
deficiency
1338
contributioq ----------------1338
contributioq
Tangier, Morocco,
Tangier,
appropriation for agent
agent and consul
appropriation
general at---------------at
206, 1015
1015
general
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PageTank Service,
Service, Army,
Army,
Page
appropriation
appropriation for civilian employees,
etc ---.-------------......
916
501, 916
916
for expenses of tank schools --- 501, 916
711
for, additional,
additional, 1925
1925--------------711
Tanks,
Army,
Tanks, Army,
appropriation for purchase, etc., of, and
and
other
other motor armored
913
armored vehicles_498,
vehicles-498, 913
Tanner, Mary E. (widow),
Tanner,
(widow),
pension
pension- ------------------------1521
Tonsil, Mattie
Mollie A. (widow),
Tansil,
pension increased
1473
pension
increased------------.-.-_-1473
Taos Pueblo, N. Mex.,
appropriation for survey, etc., for
for
reservoir
401
reservoir-------------------Tapp,
Tapp, John
John R.,
pension increased------------------.
increased _
1414
1414
Tappan,
Tappan, Emma L. (widow),
pension increased----------increased
pension
.----- 1488
1488
Bay! Md.,
Tar Bay,
Md.,
preliminary examination,
preliminary
examination, etc.,
etc., of, to be
made-----------------------made
1192
Target
Target Practice,
Practice, Army
Army Small Arms, and
and
Machine Gun,
appropriation for ammunition,
ammunition, targets,
appropriation
498, 913
913
etc ----------------------- 498,
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
762
appropriation for ---------. 762
Targhee National
Targhee
National Forest,
Forest, Idaho
Idaho and
and Wyo.,
Wyo.,
proclamation enlarging
enlarging area of -----proclamation
1975
Tariff Act of 1922,
1922,
domestic animals, crossing boundary
before May 1, 1924,
1924, admitted
free
free of duty if returned
returned prior
prior to
to
December 31, 1924----------2
December
2
duties paid on, returned after
after
March
1, 1923, to be refunded-March 1,
refunded
2
2
before
before May 1, 1925, admitted free,
if returned
returned before December
December 31,
31,
1925 ----------.----------963
refund of duties collected
collected on,
on,.
after December 30, 1924 __----'
963
proclamation determining rates on
proclamation
wheat,
etc., to equalize
wheat, etc.
equalize differences in
n costs of production._
production---icosts
___ 1941
increasing duty on barium dioxide
increasing
to equalize
equalize differences
differences in costs
of production
production -- ------------ _ 1951
diethylbarbituric acid, etc., to
diethylbarbituric
equalize differences
differences in costs of
production ------ _----------1973
oxalic acid to equalize
equalize differences
differences in
costs of production
production ----------1979
on sodium nitrite to equalize
differequalize differ--- _ 1949
ences in costs of production
production___
1949
Tariff,
Tariff, Chinese
Chinese Customs,
Customs,
appropriation for expenses, revision
revision of;
balance
balance available
available --------- 211, 1019
Tariff Commission,
Commission,
appropriation for salaries and exappropriation
penses -----------.-----. 529, 1208
for printing
printing and binding for - -.- 529, 1208
1208
705
for salaries, additional,
additional, 1925
1925-----705
deficiency
appropriation for ---------deficiency appropriation
60
Tariffs,
Bureau for PublicaPublicaTariffs, International
InternationalBureau
tion of Customs,
Customs,
tion
appropriation for share of expenses_ 210, 1019
1019
Tarrytown, N. Y.,
Tarrytown,
Y.,
examination, etc.,
etc., of, harpreliminary examination,
bor to be made
made--------------1192
1192
Tarver, Walter E.,
pension increased
increased -------------1398
___
Taussig, Ellen Knejler
Knefler (widow),
(widow),
_------------------pension-----1534
Tax Appeals, Board
Tax
Board of (see Board of Tax
Appeals).
Appeals).

Tax Liens,
Internal Revenue,
Liens, Internal
Page.
bill in chancery
chancery authorized
authorized to enforce,
enforce,
on real estate for unpaid
unpaid taxes-taxes__
350
350
persons claiming
claiming interest,
in
interest, etc., in
property made parties--------parties
350
property
350
merits to be determined
determined by
by court
court..--__
350
350
sale and distribution of
proceeds if
if
of proceeds
United States estabestabclaim of United
lished --------.-----.----- -350
persons having interest,
interest, etc.,
such
etc., in
in such
real estate may request Commissioner to file bill ----.----350
350
may petition
petition leave
leave of
of court to file
may
bill to
to determine
all
claims,
etc.,
determine all claims, etc.,
on failure
failure of
of Commissioner
351
Commissioner- 351
if granted,
granted, United
United States,
States, etc.,
made parties
parties ----------------351
made
351
service
service on United States
States--__--- - 351
adjudication by court;
court; tax conconadjudication
clusively
clusively presumed
presumed valid, etc--_
etc_
351
Taxes,
D.
C.,
Taxes, D. C.,
appropriation
advertising notices of
of
appropriation for advertising
of
544, 1221
arrears of---------------544,
1221
for street,
street, etc.,
etc., improvements
improvements from
from
special
special motor fuel tax fund
549
fund..- deficiency
appropriation for advertising
advertising
deficiency appropriation
notice of arrears of ---------- _ 674
674
charge for tax certificates
certificates -----------1222
1222
levied
106
levied on sales
sales of
of motor-vehicle
motor-vehicle fuel__fuel__ _
Taxes, Internal
Internal Revenue,
appropriation
appropriation for expenses, assessing,
collecting, etc -------------71, 770
770
for enforcing
enforcing opium, etc.,
etc., special-special._ -_ 72, 770
770
for refunding,
refunding, collections
collections----------72
for refunding
illegally collected,
refunding illegally
collected, etc....
etc.
72
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for refund of
erroneous collections
erroneous
collections ---------49,
58, 62, 698, 701, 1349
for refunding
illegally collected
collected_-__-_ 49, 757
refunding illegally
757
jurisdiction of district courts, concurconcurjurisdiction
rent with Court
Court of Claims for
for
recovery of erroneously
erroneously colcollected,
or
lected, etc., if collector dead or
not in office-----------------office
972
972
$2.20 a
refund of, in excess of $2.20
a gallon, to
distiller who produced
produced and
and
owned the spirits; condition
condition_ -_
__
_ _ 860
Revenue
1924------------- 253-355
Revenue Act of 1924
unpaid,
unpaid, a
alien on all property of person
person
liable
liable therefor
therefor --------------994
purchaser, etc.,
etc.,
not valid against purchaser,
until filed in district
district courts
courts - - 994
in land record
record offices of counties,
counties,
cities, and towns, when aucities,
authorized by State laws--------laws
995
Carrie (widow),
Taylor, Carrie
(widow),
pension
pension -------------.-------------1503
1503
Fla.,
Taylor Creek, Fla.,
preliminary
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., of, to be
Okeechobee County-_made, in Okeechobee
County_ __ 1194
1194
Taylor, Emma (widow),
(widow),
pension ---------------------------pension
1467
1467
Taylor,
Taylor,Jemima
A. (widow),
(widow),
Jemima A.
pensionpension -----------------------..-1531
Taylor, Joseph, jr.,
jr.,
reimbursement
reimbursement to, for stolen
stolen bonds.._
bonds -- _-_ 1277
1277
Taylor, Mary
Mary (widow),
pension --------------.---------.
pension
1516
1516
Sarah M.
M. (widow),
(widow),
Taylor, Sarah
pension increased
increased ---- _------------1499
1499
Taylor, Sarah
Sarah S. (widow),
(widow),
pension
pension increased -----1447
_---- ----1447
Taylor Street NW.,
D. C.,
NW., D.
appropriation for
for paving, west of
appropriation
of
Fourteenth Street -----------Fourteenth
546

INDEX.
Page.
Taylor, Zachary,
Zachary,
amount authorized
authorized for care, etc.,
etc., of
Presiburial grounds
grounds of former President, in Jefferson
Jefferson County, Ky...
Ky__
970
supervision
supervision of expenses -- _-------970
acceptance of land, and national
acceptance
cemetery on, authorized
authorized ------970
cemetery
Tea
Tea Importation
Importation Act, Impure,
appropriation for expenses executing_ 447,837
447,837
appropriation
Teachers,
Public Schools,
Schools, D. C.).
Teachers, D.
D. C. (see
(see Public
Wyo. (see Naval Oil ReTeapot Dome,
Dome, Wyo.
serves).
serves).
Matilda (widow),
Tedlock, Matilda
increased
1528
_ ------pension increased--Martha L. (widow),
Tedrick, Martha
1501
pension increased ------------------Elizabeth (widow),
Tedrow, Elizabeth
pension increased
increased -------------1518
1518
pension
Fannie (widow),
Teeple, Fannie
pension
1524
pension----------------------------1524
Teheran, Persia,
Teheran,
Persia,
legation
appropriation for interpreter
interpreter to legation
appropriation
at...... 207, 1016
and consulate general at---Teigan, Henry G.,
33
deficiency appropriation
services...
33
appropriation for services___
Telegraph
and Telephone Messages
Messages Tax,
Telegraph and
Title
V, Revenue Act
Act of 1921,
Title V,
repealed, except
transportation
unpaid transportation
except unpaid
repealed,
commutation tickets.--.
tickets
352
tax on commutation
Telegraphic Union,
Bureauof,
InternationalBureau
Union,International
Telegraphic
appropriation
213
expenses --.
for share
share of expenses
appropriation for
Temoak Indians,
Indians,
appropriation
land, etc., for homeappropriation for land,
less,
Ruby Valley,
Valley, Nev_----Nev
1149
in Ruby
less, in
amount authorized
authorized for tract for home596
less, Ruby Valley -----------Temperatures, High,
Temperatures,
appropriation
for investigating
investigating methappropriation for
ods of measurement
measurement and control
control
of ----------------------- 232, 1042
Elizabeth (widow),
Temple, Elizabeth
1477
pension
pension-------------------------Mary H. (widow),
Templeton, Mary
pension
increased
1524
pension increased------------------Temporary Office Buildings,
Buildings, D. C.,
Temporary
balances of appropriations
covered in;
appropriations covered
_
934
Department --------for War Department_
Departments----_ 934
for War and Navy Departments_
Tennessee,
Cherokee
Refuges,
Cherokee National Game Refuges,
Georgia and, set aside --------1964
Georgia
MonuNational MonuMeriwether
Meriwether Lewis
Lewis National
ment, set aside
1986
1986
aside--------------ment,
Tennessee River,
appropriation
for work
work on Dam
Dam No. 2,
appropriation for
Muscle
516, 930
--------Shoals, Ala 930
Muscle Shoals,
contracts authorized;
authorized; amount limlimcontracts
ited-----------------------ited
516
continuing
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for continuing
Dam
No. 2,
2, Muscle
Muscle Shoals,
Shoals, on
757
757
on__
Dam No.
improvement
between Dam No. 2,
improvement of, between
and
Florence, Ala.,
Ala., authorized_
1188
authorized_ _ 1188
and Florence,
operation of bridge authorized
authorized across,
Term.,
113
at Knoxville, Tenn.,---------time
extended for bridging, Decatur,
time extended
815
815
Ala ----------------------Alabama may acquire, to operate as
815
aa free
free bridge ----------------N. C., Tenn., Ala.,
Tennessee River, etc., N.
and
and Ky.,
Ky.,
completion of survey
survey of, and tributaries,
1188
authorized
authorized------------------Tenth Place
Place SE., D. C.,
Savannah
appropriation
appropriation for grading, Savannah
Strept
to
Alabama
Avenue----Street
Alabama
Avenue
547
------ --
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Tents, etc., Army,
Page.
Army,
authorized of, for reunion of
of
loan authorized
United
Confederate Veterans
Veterans in
in
United Confederate
Memphis, Tenn
114
Memphis,
Tenn-------------114
Teraz, John,
pension ----------------_-----__
- 1385
pension
Terhorst, John,
Terhorst,
John,
reimbursement to,
to, for
for lands
reimbursement
lands purchased
purchased
in L'Anse and Vieux Desert
Indian
Mich
1586
1586
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Mich-----quit
claim and
removal required---required.... 1586
1586
quit claim
and removal
Terra Cotta,
Cotta,
Terra
appropriation for
for study
processes,
of processes,
study of
appropriation
231,
etc., in
231, 1040
of --in manufacture
manufacture of
etc.,
Haute, Ind.,
Terre Haute,
Ind.,
terms of court
court at ------------------751
terms
Territorial Homes for Disabled
Disabled Soldiers
Soldiers and
Territorial
Sailors,
Sailors,
appropriation
for aid to----------to
519, 933
933
appropriation for
Territories,
Territories,
appropriation for
for government
government in..
in- _
-_ 427, 1181
appropriation
for
compensation
Delegates
compensation of Delegates
for
from ------------------- 581, 1289
from
Delegates ------- 582, 1289
for mileage
mileage of Delegates
Delegates
585, 1293
585,1293
for clerk hire of Delegates-----for government in the, additional, 1925_
709
1925
forgovernmentinthe,
additional yearly
yearly allotments
allotments to, for
for
970
agricultural experiment
experiment stations_
agricultural
captured
devices and trophies
trophies to be
captured war devices
597
to_
apportioned and distributed
distributed to.
apportioned
collected, arofficial papers of, to be collected,
ranged for publication,
publication, etc.,
etc., in
ranged
Department
request
Department of State, on request
governor of State, formed
formed
of governor
1104
therefrom
therefrom-------------------cooperation of other departments
departments by
by
cooperation
1104
access
access to records,
records, etc
etc.-------1104
employment
assistants__ _ 1104
1104
employment of clerical assistants___
services
editorial work to be enenservices for editorial
gaged
gaged without
without regard to Classification
fication Act
Act or civil
civil service
service laws_ 1104
amount authorized
authorized for expenses---expenses__ __ 1104
1104
1104
copies to States without
without charge----charge
1104
copies
Terry, Eliza
Eliza J.
(widow),
J. (widow),
pension increased
1468
1468
increased-----------------pension
Irrigation Project,
Project, Ariz.,
Tes-nos-pos Irrigation
appropriation for maintenance,
1151
maintenance, etc_ 400, 1151
appropriation
Testing Machines,
Machines, Army,
Army,
appropriation for operating,
operating, etc--..
etc- - 499, 914
914
appropriation
Texarkana,
Texarkana, Ark.,
Ark.,
91,
949
91,949
terms of court at ................
Texas,
appropriation for cooperative
cooperative surveys,
surveys,
appropriation
etc., with, for preventing
preventing spread
spread
of pink bollworm of cotton..cotton_ _ 458, 848
deficiency appropriation
reimbursedeficiency
appropriation for reimbursement for surveys
surveys of Rio
Rio Grande_
Grande.. 1340
1340
improvement
improvement of intracoastal
intracoastal waterway,
waterway,
Louisiana
authorized----- 1187
Louisiana and, authorized
River
may acquire
acquire bridge across
across Sabine River
at Orange,
a
Orange, Tex.,
Tex., to operate as a
free bridge
bridge ----------.......free
1093
allowed for
for five years
______ -_ 1093
years-.----..
tolls allowed
"Texas,"
Battleship,
"Texas," Battleship,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for additional
deficiency
submarine, etc.,
protection - --1335
submarine,
etc., protection
1335
for
control systems
systems ------1335
for new
new fire
fire control
1335
protection
authorized for protection
alteration
alteration of, authorized
against submarine
and aircraft
aircraft
against
submarine and
719
attack
attack ------------------719
converting to
to oil
burning ----....
719
719
converting
oil burning
719
installation_
new fire control system installation
Texas Cavalry Brigades,
Brigades,
deficiency appropriation
procuring
appropriation for procuring
deficiency
bronze medals,, etc.,, for issue toto 695
bronze
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Texas
Cavalry Brigades—Continued.
l xas uavalry
Lrsgades-Continued.
Page.
bronze medals, etc., to
to be issued
issued to,
to,
serving
serving prior to
to November
November 11,
11,
1918
100
........
100
Texas Southern
Southern Judicial
District,
Judicial District,
Jim Hogg
Ilogg County transferred
transferred from
from
Corpus Christi to Laredo
Laredo division of--------------------of
64
64
Western Judicial
Texas Western
Judicial District,
District,
Reagan County transferred
transferred from
from El
El
Paso to San Angelo division__
244
division --244
Textiles,
Textiles, etc.,
appropriation for developing standards
appropriation
standards
of quality, etc.
231, 1041
1041
etc., of
of------231,
Thacker, Adelaide, (widow),
Thacker,
(widow),
pension-----------pension
1431
--------1431
Thanks of Congress,
Congress,
presented to Honorable Charles E.
Hughes for memorial address
address on
Harding- -- _ 1610
the late President Harding
1610
Thanksgiving Day, 1923,
proclamation
proclamation designating
designating Thursday,
Thursday,
November 29, 1923, as-------November
as
1930
1930
Thanksgiving Day, 1924,
1924,
proclamation designating Thursday,
proclamation
Thursday,
November
November 27, 1924, as
as-------- 1971
1971
Hague,
The Hague,
appropriation for Bureau, Permanent
appropriation
•
Permanent
Court
Court of Arbitration at.
___ 212,
1020
at---212, 1020
for International
International Statistical InstiInstitute at --------------1024
- 1024
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for
Bureau,
for Bureau,
Permanent Court of Arbitration
at ------------------------ _
48
48
for International
International Statistical
Statistical Bureau
at ------------------------692
692
for representation,
representation, Conference
for
Conference for
Protection of Industrial
Industrial Property at--------at
1340
----1340
Theaters
Theaters,
internal
revenue tax on admissions
internal revenue
admissions toto
320
320
Theodore Roosevelt Indian
Indian School, Fort
Fort
Apache, Ariz.,
appropriation
appropriation for support,
support, etc
etc -405, 1156
1156
405,
for support, etc., additional, 1925-__
1925_ __
707
707
Third Assistant
Assistant Postmaster
Postmaster General,
General,
appropriation
personnel_ 84, 782
appropriation for, and office personnel_
for field service, Post Office DepartDepartment, under_
under__
-- _,- ------88, 786
786
for manufacture of postage
postage stamps,
etc ---------------------88,
88, 786
786
for distribution,
etc------------- 88,
distribution ' etc
88, 786
786
for indemnity,
indemnity, lost, registered, etc.,
domestic mail
mail- ------------- 88,
88, 786
786
for indemnity for loss or injury of
international mail ----------88,
88, 786
786
for travel and miscellaneous
miscellaneous exexpenses----------------____
penses
- 88, 786
Third Assistant
Assistant Secretary
Secretary of State,
State,
title changed to Assistant Secretary of
of
State----------------State
146
commission, etc., not impaired
commission,
146
impaired ----146
Third
Mail (see also
also Postal
Third Class
Class Mail
Postal Rates),
Rates),
matter included
included as; rates, etc ------1067
1067
provisions authorized
authorized for indemnity
indemnity for
for
lost, and collection on delivery
delivery of
of
domestic
domestic -------.---------- _
653
653
Third Street NE., D.
D. C.,
Third
appropriation
appropriation for paving, Bryant
Bryant to
to
Douglas Streets ---------1223
1223
Third Street NW.,
Third
NW., D. C.,
appropriation
appropriation for paving, Varnum
Varnura to
Webster Streets
Streets ------------546

Thirteenth Street
NW., D.
D. C.,
Thirteenth
Street NW.,
C.,
appropriation for paving, Allison
Allison Street
Street
appropriation
to Iowa
Iowa Avenue-.
Avenue_
----_---___widening roadway,
for widening
roadway, F
F to IIStreets_
Streetsassessing cost from abutting
propassessing
abutting property owners,
owners, etc-----------etc
roadway, F
Streets, limited
F to IIStreets,
limited_
for widening
widening and repaving,
repaving, E
E Street
Street
to Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Avenue;
Avenue; from
gasoline-tax
fund--_---gasoline-tax fund
for paving, etc., Jefferson
Jefferson to Kennedy
Kennedy
Streets;
Streets; from gasoline-tax
fund
gasoline-tax fundThirtieth Street
Street NE., D. C.,
Thirtieth
appropriation for grading, Otis
to Perry
Perry
appropriation
Otis to
Streets
- --Thirtieth Street NW.,
Thirtieth
NW., D.
D. C.,
C.,
appropriation for
for asphalt
asphalt covering,
covering, Q
Q to
to
appropriation
R Streets
;
from gasoline-tax
gasoline-tax fund_
fund_
Streets;from
Thirty-eighth
Thirty-eighth Street NW.,
NW., D. C.,
C.,
appropriation for paving, Windom
to
appropriation
Windom to
Albemarle Streets ----........
Albemarle
Thirty-fifth Place
NW., D. C.,
C.,
Place NW.,
appropriation for paving,
appropriation
paving, T
T to U
TJ Streets_
Streets_
Thirty-fifth Street NW.,
NW., D.
D. C.,
C.,
appropriation for
Quebec to
to
appropriation
for paving, Quebec
Rodman
Rodman Streets
Streets ------Thirty-fourth
Thirty-fourth Street NW.,
NW., D. C.,
appropriation
appropriation for paving, Newark
Newark to
to
Ordway
Ordway Streets---------for paving, Lowell
Lowell Street to Klingle
RoadRoad
•
-----for
for paving, etc.,
etc., Massachusetts
Massachusetts to
to
Cleveland
Cleveland Avenues;
Avenues; from gasoline-tax
line-tax fund-----fund
Thirty-ninth Street NW.,
NW., D.
D. C
C
appropriation for paving,
paving, Van•Ness
to
appropriation
Van Ness to
Yuma
Yuma Streets--------___
Streets
Thirty-seventh Street NW.,
NW., D. C.,
name of portion of, changed
changed to Chevy
Chase
Chase Parkway---------__
Parkway
Thirty-third
Place NW.,
Thirty-third Place
NW., D. C.,
appropriation for paving, Macomb
appropriation
Macomb
Street to Woodley
Woodley Road
Road -__.-Thomas, Charlotte
Charlotte (widow),
(widow),
pension
increased.............
pension increased
_
Thomas, Charlotte
CharlotteA.
A. (widow),
pension
pension -------Thomas, Elizabeth
Elizabeth (widow),
pension
pension ------Thomas, Frances
FrancesA.
A. (widow),
(widow),
pension
------pension Thomas, George P.,
P.,
pension
pension ------Thomas, Martha
Martha (widow),
pension
pension increased
increased............Thomas, Mary Ellen (widow),
pension
pension increased
increased -Thomas, Matthew,
Matthew,
granted
granted honorable
honorable discharge, etc
etc---Annie E.
E. (widow),
(widow),
Thompson, Annie
pension increased
increased -_-------Thompson, C. H.,
payment to, from Alaska Railroad oppayment
operating revenues
erating
revenues --.--....-Thompson, Carrie
Carrie (widow),
(widow),
pension
pension increased
increased ------ _-----___
Thompson, Ellen (widow),
pension
pension increased
increased --------_----_
Thompson, Emily J.
J. (widow),
(widow),
pension
pension -------------.--Thompson, Harriet
HarrietE. (widow),
pension
pension -----------------Thompson, John
John D.,
pension------------------------pension

Page.
Page.

547
547
546
546
546
546
1224
1224

1225
1226
1226
548
548
1225
1225
546
546
547
547
1223
1223
547
547
547
547
1226
1226
548
548
115
115
1224
1224
1441
1441
1495
1495
1533
1533
1505
1505
1510
1510
1534
1534
1421
1421
1603
1603
1469
1469
1356
1356
1528
1528
1432
1432
1463
1463
1486
1486
1402
1402
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Joseph D.,
Thompson, Joseph
D.,
pension
---------------pension-----Thompson, Katherine
Katherine (widow),
pension ------------------pension
_-----Thompson, Katie
Katie (widow),

Page.
1427
1469
1469

pension increased
pension
increased---------.-------..
Thompson,
(widow),
Thompson, Martha
Martha A. (widow),
pension increased-----------------increased
pension

1528
1528

Thompson,
Mary L.
L. (widow),
Thompson,
pension i
ncreased
Mary
(widow),

1474

pension increased-------------------

Thompson,
Thompson, Melissa
Melissa J.
J. (widow),
pension increased------------------increased
pension
Thompson, Susan A. (widow),
increased
pension increased------------------Thompson, Mr.
Mr. and
and Mrs.
Mrs. T. F.,
F.,
payment to,
for death
death of
payment
to, for
of son
son ------Thompson-Vache Boat
Boat Company,
to
may bring suit for collision damages to
steamer
Floyd"
"Floyd"-------------steamer "
Thompson's
Thompson's Ferry,
Ferry, Ga.,
Ga.,
bridge authorized
authorized across Oconee
River
Oconee River
at
at-------------------------Thorn, Jane
Jane E.
B. (widow),
(widow),
Thorn,
pension ----------- _---_----------pension

Thornburg,
Sarah A.
A. (widow),
(widow),
Thornburg,
pension i
ncreased
Sarah
--pension increased---------------Thornton, Julia
A. (widow),
Thornton,
JuliaA.
increased _
pension increased-----------------Thorp, Ada (widow),
(widow),
Thorp,
pension -------------------------Thorp, Mary C. (widow),
pension
pension--------------------------Thorpe, John
John L.
Thorpe,
L.,
pension increased
increased-----------------Harbor, N. Y.,
Three Mile Harbor,
Y.,
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., of, to be
preliminary
made --------------------Tiburon, Calif.,
Calif.,
Tiburon,

appropriation
appropriation for naval
naval coal
coal depot_
depot --___

Tice, Elizabeth (widow),

1430
1430

1474

1428
1428

1421
1577
1577
1374
1374

665
1511
1511
1525

1525

1517
1517
1508
1508
1405
1192

198
198

pension ----------_-------------1449
pension
- 1449
Tick Infested Cattle
Cattle (see also
also Cattle Ticks,
Southern).
Southern).
permission for admission of, below
quarantine line,
Texas southern
southern quarantine
repealed
repealed ---------. ---------98
Foreign Passage,
Passage,
Tickets, Foreign
stamp tax on; Canada and Mexico
Mexico
excepted --------------.-.-.
excepted
335
336
exempt ------costing less than $10 exempt
Ticknor, Melissa
Melissa I. (widow),
1442
pension
1442
pension---------------------------Tidal Basin
Basin Bathing
Bathing Beach,
Beach, D. C.,
Tidal
deficiency
appropriation for removal,
deficiency appropriation
1323
etc
etc------------------------Eleanor G. (widow),
(widow),
Tiffany, Eleanor
pension
1505
1505
pension --- ---- _-----------------Tile,
processes,
appropriation
study of processes,
appropriation for study
etc.,
231, 1040
1040
manufacture of ---etc., in manufacture
Tillamook Bay and Bar,
Bar, Oreg.,
improvement
authorized---------- 1189
improvement of, authorized
1189
Jane (widow),
.
Tilly, Jane
(widow),
1381
pension
_----------------pension --------Timber,
forest
esforest experiment stations to be esbest
tablished to determine
determine best
and
methods of protection of, and
----------- 1108
other forest products
product Timber Depredations,
Depredations, Public
Public Lands,
appropriation for expenses preventpreventappropriation
ing
ing--------------------- 395, 1145
for expenses preventing, additional,
additional,
1925-----------------------706
1925
Reservations,
Timber, Indian
Indian Reservations,
aoproDriation
preservini.
appropriation for preserving,
etc___- 399 1149
1149
r------o etc--.

Timber,
National Forests,
Forests,
Page.
Timber, National
Page.
appropriation for preservative
treatappropriation
preservative treatment, testing, etc --------445, 835
835
for appraising,
appraising, etc.,
for sale
sale ---- _-_
446, 836
for
etc., for
446,
836
quantities of, without
sales of small quantities
without
advertising
1132
advertising----- --------1132
Timberlands,
Timberlands,
amount authorized
amount
authorized for investigations
investigations to
determine development
development of cutover
over704
-------_
--------------704
Time Measuring
Measuring Devices,
no part
part of Army appropriations
appropriations available for pay of officers, etc.,
able
using, on
on work
work of, employees
employees__- 510,
925
510, 925
Navy
Navy appropriations
appropriations available
available for
for
using, on
on
pay of officers, etc., using,
employees881
work of employees--------- 204,
204, 881
Tindall, Margaret
TindaU,
MargaretE.,
homestead patent to
810
issue of homestead
to- -------810
Tires, Automobile Truck, etc.,
producer, etc.etc.. _
322
excise tax on sales of, by producer,
than manufacturer,
etc
to other than
manufacturer, etc----323
Carrie (widow),
(widow),
Tissue, Carrie
pension
1426
pension-------------------------1426
Tobacco,
appropriation for census
census reports on _
1037
appropriation
228, 1037
. for investigating
improved metbods
methods
investigating improved
of
production, etc_
447, 832
832
of production,
etc----------- 447,
insects affecting_ _ 449, 839
839
for investigating
investigatinginsects
manufactured or imported
tax on, manufactured
cigars
316
cigars--------------------316
cigarettes --------------------316
cigarettes
316
manufactured tobacco
tobacco and snuff----snuff
317
manufactured
317
Tobacco
Associations,
Tobacco Cooperative
Cooperative Growers' Associations,
not regarded
regarded as dealers in leaf tobacco_
tobacco -_ 320
records of purchases
purchases and sales
sales to be
records
kept by; purpose
320
purpose of, described
described.. -_-_
320
Tobacco Manufacturers,
Manufacturers,
special tax imposed
imposed on annual sales by;
by;
rates ---------------------327
sales for export exempt
exempt
328
----------328
Tobin, George T.,
T., and Son,
payment to----------------------to
1365
payment
Todd, Mary E. (widow),
(widow),
pension
....-.
1444
pension increased
increase(' ---.
1444
Togoland
Togoland Mandate,
Mandate,
treaty with France
France respecting
respecting rights
rights in.
1790
treaty
in. 1790
Togus,
Togas, Me.,
appropriation for expenses,
expenses, Volunteer
Volunteer
appropriation
Soldiers'
518, 932
Soldiers' Home
Home
e----------.
518,
932
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
Volunteer
appropriation for Volunteer
Soldiers' Home ------------- 59, 63
Soldiers'
Tokyo, Japan,
Tokyo,
Japan,
appropriation for ground
ground rent of
appropriation
embassy
207,1016
embassy --------.-----207,
1016
deficiency
appropriation for land
land, builddeficiency appropriation
etc., for Foreign Service
Service
ings, etc.,
establishments
1340
establishments --------------1340
acquiring additional
acquiring
land, and
and conconadditional land,
structing
building for embassy,
embassy,
structing building
etc., at, authorized----------authorized
961
amount authorized
authorized in addition
addition to
to
amount
former appropriation
former
appropriation ---------- 961
Toledo, Ohio,
sale authorized of old Federal
Federal building
at ------------------------- 1258
Tomah, Wis.,
appropriation
for Indian
Indian school
1157
school at
at- 407,
407, 1157
appropriation for
for
Indian school,
school, additional,
additional, 1925_
708
for Indian
1925-__
708
River,
Tombigbee Rirer,
bridge
authorized across,
across, Columbus,
Columbus,
bridge authorized
Ga-------------------------665
Ga
Tomlinson, Emma (widow),
(widow),
pension
1445
pension --------------------------I

-

-

-

-
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Tonawanda, N.
Tonawanda,
N. Y.,
Y.,
harbor authorized_-improvement of, harbor
authorized_ __

Page.
Page.
1189
1189

time extended
extended for bridging
bridging Niagara
Niagara
River at
at--------------------_

1216
1216
Tongue
River Agency,
Agency, Mont.,
Tongue River
Mont.,
appropriation
appropriation for support,
support, etc.,
etc., of
of
Indians at, from tribal funds_ 411,
411, 1161
1161
Tongue
Mont.,
Tongue River
River Indian
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Mont.,
appropriation
appropriation for irrigation project
project
on --------400,
1151
..--------400, 1151
Tonkawa
Okla.,
Tonkawa Agency,
Agency, Okla.,
appropriation
appropriation for support, etc.,
etc., of
of InIndians at, from tribal funds_ _
- 411,
411, 1161
1161
Tonto
Forest, Ariz.,
Ariz. ,
Tonto National
National Forest,
proclamation modifying boundaries
boundaries ofof_
1923
1923
transferring portion of, to Coconino
Coconino
1923
National Forest -------------1923
portion
portion of Prescott National
National Forest
Forest
to -.............
-----------1923
Topeka, Kans.,
Topeka,
Kans.,
appropriation for public building--building
778
778
Topographic
Topographic Surveys,
Surveys,
appropriation
appropriation for, of lands in national
forests
forests ---------------.. - 419, 1172
1172
restriction on cooperative
cooperative work
with States, etc --------- 419, 1172
Topographical
Topographical Survey of
of the United
United Stales,
States,
completion of, authorized
authorized -.....---1011
_ 1011
utilization
utilization of public agencies,
agencies, funds,
funds,
etc--------------------etc
1011
1011
cooperation with States, etc., authorcooperation
ized -----------------------1011
1011
amount
amount authorized for expenses
1011
expenses--_1011
Toppenish-Simcoe Indian
SysIndian Irrigation
Irrigation System,
Wash.,
'
tem, Wash.,
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc_
appropriation
etc- 403, 1154
maintenance, etc.,
for maintenance,
etc., additional,
additional,
1925---------------- ---1925
707
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for ----.
_---_
56
Tornillo,
Tornillo, Tex.,
Tex.,
bridge authorized
authorized across Rio Grande
near
near -------------------1214
-1214
Torok, Mary
Mary and
and Elmer,
payment to, for property
property damages
damages from
from
aeroplane------- -------mail aeroplane
1378
Torpedoes, etc., Navy,
Torpedoes,
Navy,
appropriation
appropriation for purchase and manufacture
facture of ----------------- 192,
871
192,871
N. Y.,
Tottenville, N.
Y.,
bridge authorized
authorized across
across Arthur Kill,
Kill,
Perth Amboy, N.
N. J., and-----and
1094
Touchette, Agnes
(widow),
Agnes (widow),
pension-----------------------pension
1486
1486
Tower, Cornelia
M. A.,
A.,
Cornelia M.
payment to, for death of husband
husband----- 1541
Tower, Fannie
L. (widow),
Fannie L.
(widow),
pension-------------------1502
1502
Toxins, etc.,
etc.,
regulating propagaappropriation for regulating
propaga76,775,829
tion, sale, etc.,
etc., of -----76, 775, 829
Tozier,
F., Coast
Coast Guard,
Guard,
Toner, Commander
Commander Dorr
Dorr F.,
may accept decoration
Great
decoration from Great
Britain---------------------Britain
1366
1366
Tozier, Emelus S.,
Toner,
S.,
military
corrected ------------ 1597
military record corrected
1597
Trace, Anna D.
Trace,
D. (daughter).
(daughter),
pension--------_-------------pension
1440
-_
1440
Trachoma,
Trachoma,
appropriation for prevention
appropriation
prevention of epidemic --------------------- 76, 775
for prevention of, etc., among Indians ------------------- 408, 1158
Trade
Trade Mark Registration
Registration Bureau,
Bureau, InterInternational,
national,
appropriation for
Habana,
appropriation
for quota
quota for, Habana,
Cuba-_------------------ 215,
Cuba
215. 1023

Trade Marks,
Trade
Marks,

Page.
Page.

office mistakes
mistakes in registration
registration of, to
be
to be
corrected and certificate
corrected
certificate thereof
thereof
to be issued
to
and recorded
1268
issued and
recorded -----1268
registration certificates
certificates issued
issued under
registration
under
office
name of
of CommisCommisoffice seal, name
sioner, attested
attested by designated
designated
official ----------------official
1269
issue to assignee
assignee on registration
registration of
assignment
assignment---------------- _ 1269
registry
registry of portrait of living individual
individual
without written
written
as, forbidden,
forbidden, without
consent therefor
consent
therefor -------------647
647
any deceased
deceased President
President during life of
of
widow, except by her
her written
forbidden -----------consent, forbidden
647
647
Trade Restrictions
Trade
Restrictions and
Regulations, Foreign,
Foreign,
and Regulations,
appropriation
information
appropriation for securing information
as to ------------.----1037
227, 1037
Trading
Trading with the Enemy (see
(see Alien
Alien PropProperty Custodian).
Custodian).
Trail
Trail County and Herberg,
Herberg, N.
N. Dak.
Dak.,'
time
time extended
extended for bridging Red River
River
of the North by Norman County
Halstad, Minn.,
Minn., and------and
1312
and Halstad,
1312
Train
Systems and
Train Control
Control Systems
and Appliances,
Appliances,
Railroad,
Railroad,
appropriation
appropriation for investigating
investigating and
and
testing-----------------1205
526, 1205
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for testing,
testing,
etc--------------------etc
755
755
Training Camps,
Camps, Military,
Military,
Training
appropriation for supplies,
supplies, expenses,
expenses,
appropriation
etc., of members of Reserve
Reserve
Officers'
Officers' Training Corps atat.. __
507, 923
923
507,
for supplies,
supplies, expenses,
expenses, uniforms, etc.,
etc.,
for civilian ----------------- 508,
924
508, 924
medical treatment,
treatment, etc.,
medical
etc., if injured
in
in line of
of duty
924
duty
-----924
funeral expenses,
expenses, etc
etc ---- _ ------- 924
924
funeral
age limitation
limitation------- _----508 924
508,924
no other funds to
to be used..
used ---508, 924
924
508,
uniforms, etc.,
surplus
etc., from Army surplus
stock -----------.......
924
. 508,
508, 924
for expenses
expenses of camps, additional,
additional,
1925--------....----------711
711
deficiency
appropriation for civilian.__
deficiency appropriation
civilian__ _ 762
762
hospital treatment, etc., to member of
camp of incivilian, injured at camp
struction -------------365
365
transportation home upon terminatransportation
termination of
of_--------.------------365
365
subsistence
furnished ----- _
subsistence until furnished
365
burial expenses,
expenses, etc.,
etc., in case
case of death
death
while
while under
under ----------------365
365
Training School for the Feeble
Training
Feeble Minded,
Minded,
D. C.,
C.,
D.
appropriation for construction,
appropriation
construction, maintemaintenance,
nance, etcetc -----_----------_ 1243
Transit Pay,
Diplomatic and
Transit
Pay, Diplomatic
and Consular
Consular
Officers,
Officers,
appropriation for -----------appropriation
209
209
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for ---------57
57
Transit Pay, Foreign
Transit
Foreign Service Officers,
Officers,
appropriation
appropriation for ---------------1017
_ 1017
Transportation Act,
Transportation
1920,
Act, 1920,
appropriation
appropriation for expenses
expenses of Secretary
Secretary
of the Treasury
Treasury under
under--_ 68, 768
Inland
Inland Waterways
Waterways Corporation
Corporation chartchartered under provisions of -----360
360
Transportation and Recruiting,
Transportation
Recruiting, Marine
Marine
Corps,
Corps,
aDDronriation
for
9f-l QA
appropriation
for..
203,880
ro -,
-------------------------W)
Do

INDEX.
Transportation
Recruiting, Navy,
Page.
Transportationand Recruiting,
Navy,
Page.
appropriation
appropriation for --------------186, 864
864
transporting
transporting dependents
dependents of enlisted men-------------------men
186
transporting
transporting dependents
dependents of officers
officers
and
865
and enlisted
enlisted men
men ..--__----_
865
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for--------57,
61, 689, 698,
698, 700, 760, 1349, 1351
Transportation, Army,
Army,
Transportation,
appropriation for,
486, 900
appropriation
for, and
and supplies
supplies - - - 486,
900
dependents of officers and enlisted
enlisted
486, 901
men -----------------_discharged prisoners, etc.,
etc., to their
their
homes; restriction_
901
homes;
restriction-..___-_- - 486,
486, 901
boats,
boats, drayage,
drayage, vehicles,
vehicles, etc_
etc --__
__ 486, 901
draft and pack animals
animals ------- 486, 901
allowance_---------------travel allowance
901
for compensation
compensation to land grant railroads
486
roads----------------------for additional, 1925 -----------711
711
deficiency appropriation
62,
deficiency
appropriation for ------__
_
62,
699, 762, 1350, 1352
Transportation,
Consular
Transportation, Diplomatic
Diplomatic and
and Consular
Officers,
appropriation
posts_ -__
209
appropriation for,
for, to and from
from posts209
deficiency
for ----_---57,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for57,
61, 760, 1338, 1349
1349
expenses of Foreign Service officers
officers and
families, allowed
allowed when
when ordered
ordered
to United States on statutory
statutory
leave
leave----------------------.
143
Transportation Facilities,
Transportation
Facilities,
appropriation for operating, on inland,
appropriation
canal, and coastwise
coastwise waterwayswaterways_
516
canal,
516
functions of inland, canal, and coasttransferred from Secretary
wise, transferred
Secretary
of War to Inland Waterways
Waterways
Corporation-----------------Corporation
361
Transportation,
Transportation,Foreign
Foreign Service Officers,
appropriation
appropriation for, to and from posts,
etc ------------------------1018
1018
TransportationSystems, Federal
FederalControl
Transportation
of,
Controlof,
balance of appropriations
appropriations for,covered
for, covered in..
in_ 1316
1316
Trask, Mary R.
Trask,
E. (widow),
pension
pension increased
increased ------------------ 1389
1389
Traveling
Traveling Salesmen,
convention
facilitating work
convention facilitating
work of, with
Costa Rica
Rica-----------------. 1765
1765
protocol
protocol ---------------------1768
1768
with Peru-Peru --.----------------- 1802
1802
protocol -------------------- 1805
1805
Treadwell, Sadie
Sadie L. (widow),
pension ----------------------- _.
pension
1621
1621
Treasurer of the United
Treasurer
United States,
appropriation
personnel in
appropriation for, and personnel
Office of
770
Office
of-------------------- 70,
70,770
for personal
personal services,
services, redemption
redemption of
Federal reserve and national
national
currency
770
currency..-------------- 70,
70
7770
for repairs
repairs to canceling
canceling machines_
___
machines --70
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
for salaries
57
appropriation for
salaries-_- _
57
Treasury
Treasury Department,
Department,
appropriation
appropriation for Secretary--------Secretary
64, 764
764
Undersecretary ___----------64,
764
for Undersecretary
64, 764
appointment,
appointment, pay, and
and duty
duty ----64
64
for Assistant Secretaries,
Secretaries, and office
office
personnel
64, 764
personnel------------------64,764
salaries limited
limited to average
average rates
salaries
under
Act ------ 64,
64, 764
764
under Classification
Classification Act
provision if
only one
one position
in aa
provision
if only
position in
grade ----------------------764
grade
764
restriction
restriction not applicable
applicable to clericlerical-mechanical
cal-mechanical service
service ------- 64,
64, 764
764
no reduction
fixed salaries
salaries_--64,
no
reduction in
in fixed
64, 764
764
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Treasury
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appropriation
appropriation for personnel;
personnel; transfers
transfers to
to
anotherposition
without reduction_
764
anotherposition without
764
payments
payments under higher rates permitted--------__--------- 64, 764
limitation
limitation for fiscal year on pay
pay
allowed
allowed in all departments
departments for
civilian field
field service
service ----------_
764
for chief clerk,
clerk, etc --------------64, 764
chief clerk to be chief executive
executive
chief
officer; may sign official papers,
officer;
papers,
etc ----------------------- 64,
64, 764
764
for operating force,
force, Liberty
Liberty Loan and
and
for
Register's Annex
Annex -----------Register's
65, 764
764
Internal
buildings
Internal Revenue
Revenue buildings.----65, 764
764
buildings
for bureaus
bureaus ---------65, 764
764
buildings for
65,
Annex, Madison
Madison Place---------Place
65,
764
65, 764
garage
garage ---------------------- 65, 765
765
Annex,
Annex, Fourteenth
and B
B Streets_
Fourteenth and
65
for contingent
contingent expenses ---------- 65, 765
for freight,
freight, etc------------------etc
765
65, 765
for rent in the District
District ----------- 65, 765
for motor
motor vehicles -- _.----_---.65, 765
for files -----_------------65, 765
heating, lighting,
for heating,
lighting, etc.,
etc., supplies
supplies__ 65, 765
for miscellaneous
miscellaneous supplies -------- 65, 765
765
for labor
labor saving
saving machines,
machines, etc ---66, 765
for carpets, furniture,
66, 765
furniture, etc -------- 66,
765
operating expenses,
expenses, Madison
Madison
for operating
66,
765
Place Annex
Annex ------- ---- 66, 765
Annex, Fourteenth
Fourteenth and B
B Streets__
66
66
Darby Building --------------- 66,
66, 765
765
custody, etc., of designated,
designated, BuildBuildcustody,
ings transferred
transferred to SuperintendSuperintendent of State, etc., Department
Department
Buildings
66
Buildings --------------66
appropriations,
equipment, etc.,
appropriations, equipment,
therefor, transferred
66
therefor,
transferred
--------66
for
stationery -------------------- 66,
66, 765
765
for stationery
for
General Supply
Supply Committee-..Committee_ __ _ 66,
66, 776
776
for General
for expenses
surplus supexpenses transferring
transferring surplus
supetc
66, 776
776
plies, etc-----------------66,
service continued
continued until June
June 30,
30,
1925
66
1925-----------------------66
service continued
continued until June
June 30,
30,
service
1926----------------.----766
766
issue of typewriters
typewriters and computcomputing machines;
ing
machines; repairs,
etc
67,
766
repairs, etc -- -- 67, 766
typewriting machine
machine restrictions,
restrictions,
typewriting
etc
766
etc------------------------- 67,
67,766
for Commissioner
of Accounts
Accounts and
and
Commissioner of
Deposits,
Deposits, and office
personnel
67,
767
office personnel-_
67, 767
for Bookkeeping
Bookkeeping and Warrants
Warrants DiDivision----------------.-67,
767
_ 67, 767
expenses,
public
for contingent
contingent expenses,
public
moneys
_--.--------_
moneys ------767
68, 767
for recoinage,
recoinage, gold and minor
minor coins_
coins_ 68, 767
767
for Division
68, 767
767
Division of Deposits --------- 68,
for Public Debt Service, expensesexpenses
68, 767
for expenses
expenses imposed upon the
the SecreSecretary
under designated
tary under
designated lawslaws__ -__ 68,
68, 768
768
for distinctive
distinctive paper, securities,
securities, national
tional currency,
currency, etc
etc --------69, 768
768
69,
temporary employees
69
temporary
employees ---------_
69
for World
World War
War Foreign Debt ComCommission---------------------mission
69
69
for Appointments
Appointments Division --768
- 69,
69, 768
for Printing
Printing Division
Division --- _
69, 768
768
--__-__- 69,
printing and binding
for printing
binding for
69, 768
768
for - _--__ 69,
postage ---------------for postage
69, 768
768
____ 69,
for bookbinding
for
bookbinding materials
materials --------.
69
69
for
Division ------69, 768
768
for Mail
Mail and
and Files
Files Division
69,
for disbursing clerk,
clerk, etc
69, 768
for
etc ----------- 69,
768
for Customs
Customs Service-------------Service
69, 769
69,
769
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appropriation for
for Bureau
Bureau of
Budof the
the Budget --------------------70,
769
70, 769
769
for Federal Farm Loan Bureau_
Bureau---- 70,
70, 769
770
for Treasurer's
Treasurer's Office ---------- 70,
70, 770
Office of Comptroller
the Curfor Office
Comptroller of
of the
rency
70,
770
rency--------------------70, 770
personal services, Federal
Federal reserve
for personal
reserve
national currency -------- 71,
770
and national
71, 770
special examinations,
etc
71, 770
770
for special
examinations, etc------71,
Revenue Service
770
for Internal Revenue
Service------ 71,
71, 770
revenue collectors,
for internal revenue
collectors, gaugstorekeepers, etcetc ------- 71,
770
ers, storekeepers,
71, 770
removal of distilled spirits for
removal
bottling in bond
71, 770
770
bond- --------for assessing, collecting, etc.,
etc., taxes_
taxes- 71, 770
detecting violations
violations of internal
internal
detecting
revenue laws---------------laws
71,
revenue
71, 771
for expenses, enforcing National
National ProProhibition and Narcotic Acts_
Acts---- 71, 771
restriction
restriction on storage, etc.,
etc., of seized
seized
intoxicating liquors
intoxicating
liquors---------- 71, 771
refunding collections ----------72
for refunding
72
for refunding
refunding illegally
illegally collected taxes_
taxes72
for Coast Guard, office personnel-_
personnel__ 72,
72,772
772
technical
technical services
services ------------72, 772
expenses, etc-----etc
for service pay, expenses,
73, 772
for Engraving
Engraving and Printing BureauBureau_ 73, 773
for Secret Service
Service Division-------Division
74, 773
773
for suppressing counterfeiting,
counterfeiting, etcetc_ 74, 774
774
protection
etc
protection of the President, etc-74, 774
774
for Public Health
Health Service--------Service
75, 774
for quarantine
76,
quarantine service ---------76, 775
775
for prevention
prevention of epidemics-----epidemics
76, 775
for Office of Director of the Mint_
Mint- -_ 76,
76, 776
776
for mints and assay offices ------- 77, 776
Superfor public buildings,
buildings, Office of Supervising Architect
Architect ----------- _ 79, 777
for construction,
construction, rent, general expense, etc -----.
80,
_---------_80, 777
777
forrepairs,etc.,Department buildings
forrepairs,etc.,Department
buildings 80, 779
779
for mechanical
equipment, Departmechanical equipment,
ment buildings
buildings ------------80, 779
personnel, etc.,
for technical
technical personnel,
etc., in
in
Architect's
81, 780
Architect's Office ----------- 81,
780
for custody
custody of lands,
lands, etc -----....
83, 782
- 83,
American Printing House for the
for American
Blind -----.-------------- 83, 782
Solicitor of,
office perperfor Solicitor
of, and
and office
sonnel -----------------.
216, 1025
sonnel
for Auditors'Building,
Auditors'Building, fire protection_
protection_
778
for Public Debt Service, additional,
additional,
1925 -------.--------------'710
710
for Customs Service,
Service, additional,
additional,
'710
1925 ---------.-----.-----710
for Federal Farm Loan Bureau,
Bureau, addiadditional, 1925 ..--------------710
tional,
710
Internal Revenue
Bureau, addiaddifor Internal
Revenue Bureau,
tional,
710
tional 1925 -----------.----.
710
for Coast Guard, additional,
additional, 1925 --.
710
710
for Secret Service
Service Division,
Division, additional, 1925 ----------------710
710
for Public Health Service, additional,
additional,
710
1925 ------------..-------710
offices, addifor mints and assay offices,
tional, 1925 ----------------710
710
for public
public buildings, additional,
additional, 1925_
710
710
deficiency appropriation
contingent
deficiency
appropriation for
for contingent
expenses, public moneys_ 48, 693, 1341
expenses,
recoinage of minor coins --------49
for recoinage
Service
49
for Public Debt Service-----------49
for distinctive
distinctive paper-----------paper
49, 1341
for Customs Service-------Service
49, 1349, 1351
for Federal Farm Loan Bureau ---49
49
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Treasury Department-Continued.
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Page.
deficiency appropriation
internal
deficiency
appropriation for internal
revenue -------------- 49,
58, 61, 693,
761, 1349
1349
58,
693, 698, 701,
701, 757, 761,
Guard
50,
58, 62,
62, 693,
for Coast Guard---------50, 58,
693,
701, 757,
761, 1342, 1349,
1349, 1352
1352
698, 701,
757, 761,
for Engraving
Bureau__
51,
Engraving and Printing Bureau-51,
761, 1342,
58, 62, 761,
1342, 1352
1352
for Public
Public Health
Service
-51,
Health Service------51, 58, 62,
62,
701, 757, 761, 1343, 1349,
694, 698, 701,
1349, 1352
1352
for mints and assay officesoffices ----- 51, 58, 62
62
for public buildings_
51, 58, 62, 694,
698,
buildings-... __ 51,
694, 698,
761-,1343, 1349, 1352, 1353
1353
701, 757, 761,
Marine Hospital,
Key West, FlaFla_
51
for Marine
Hospital, Key
51
for judgments,
judgments, United States
States courts
under ---------------------53
judgments, Court of Claims,
for judgments,
Claims,
under
54,
under-- -----54, 696, 697, 758, 1347
increase of compensation
for increase
compensation-------57,
61, 761,
761, 1349, 1351
61,
contingent expenses---------expenses
for contingent
57, 1341
expenses of Loan Acts__
61, 698, 761
for expenses
Acts-- 57, 61,
Auditor for Treasury
Treasury DepartDepartfor Auditor
salaries
57
ment, salaries---------------57
collecting customs revenue
revenue_----_
for collecting
57,
761, 1351,
1351, 1353
701, 761,
for Independent
Independent Treasury
57
Treasury---------57
for Treasurer's
Treasurer's Office -------------57
57
58
for quarantine
quarantine service -------_--58
revenue
58
for collecting war revenue---------58
enforcing Narcotic
for enforcing
Narcotic and Prohibition Acts, internal revenue
revenue----- 58, 62
expenses enforcing
enforcing National
National Profor expenses
hibition and
and Narcotic
Narcotic ActsActs_ 58, 62, 698
labor saving machine------machines_ __ _ ..
for labor
- 61
Government Actuary,
Actuary, increased
inareased
for Government
pay
Pay......---------..-----693
etc ------------........for fuel, etc
693
for furniture, etc -----------------693
693
693
for refunding income taxes for 1923 -_ 693
counterfeiting
for suppressing counterfeiting------694
against collectors
collectors of
for judgments
judgments against
customs...........
-_---698
enforcing National
National Prohibition
for enforcing
Act -----------...........698
Service
for Life Saving Service-----------761
Foreign Debt
Comfor World War Foreign
Debt Commission -------------------1342
1342
for customs
customs division-------------division
1342
1342
New York
for New
York assay office
office---------- 1349
1349
Coast Guard
Guard temporarily
temporarily increased
increased for
for
Coast
enforcement ------------law enforcement
105
moneys given for music auditorium,
Library of Congress, to be reLibrary
ceived and credited in, as a
a
ceived
special fund therefor
therefor ---------788
officials of, to assist in executing Alaska
officials
Alaska
Game Law--Game
----------742
redemption of lost certificate
certificate of ininredemption
debtedness
debtedness of Cleveland,
Cleveland, Miss.,
State Bank
Bank by--------------by
State
1359
1359
of Martinsburg,
Martinsburg, W. Va.,
Va., Old
NaOld National Bank, by ------------- 1360
1360
temporary employees
had reached
reached
temporary
employees who had
retirement
age
retirement age before
before employemployment, etc.,
etc., to be
be paid
paid agreed
agreed
compensation
compensation-------------749
payment to widow, etc.,
etc., in case of
death---------------------death
749
disbursing
to be credited
credited
disbursing officers, etc., to
by Comptroller
Comptroller General for
for
heretofore paid
paid ------amounts heretofore
749
749
World
World War
War Foreign
Foreign Debt Commission
Commission
continued two years ---------763

INDEX.
Treasury Department
Buildings,
Department Buildings,
Treasury
appropriation for operating
operating force, Libappropriation
erty Loan and Register's
Register's Annex
Building, and buildings for Internal
ternal Revenue
Revenue Bureau
Bureau ------

Page.
Page.

65, 764
764
65,

buildings for asfor operating force, buildings
signed bureaus
bureaus-------------- 65, 764
operating force,
force, Madison
Madison Place
for operating
Annex --------------------- 65, 764
for garage
garage ---------------------- 65, 765
force ' Annex, Fourfor operating force,
teenth and B
65
B Streets
Streets---------MadiAnnex, Madifor operating expenses, Annex,
son Place
Place -----------------66, 765
Annex, Fourfor operating
operating expenses, Annex,
teenth and B Streets---------66
Buildfor operating
operating expenses, Darby Building -----------------------66, 765
Annex No. 2, B and
for repairs, etc.,
etc., Annex
Fourteenth Streets
Streets NW-------NW
79
Fourteenth
for repairs and preservation
preservation ------ 80, 779
81, 779
for mechanical
mechanical equipment------779
custody, etc.,
etc., of, designated
designated Annexes,
Annexes,
etc., transferred
transferred to SuperinSuperintendent of State, etc.,
etc., Department Buildings
66
Buildings--------------Treaties (see also
also Conventions),
Conventions),
Treaties
extradition
1886
Bulgaria-----------extradition,' with Bulgaria
with Costa Rica-----------------Rica
1621
with Esthonia-------------------Esthonia
1849
with Latvia--------------------Latvia
4738
with Lithuania
Lithuania ------------------- 1835
with Siam----------------------Siam
1749
with Venezuela------------------Venezuela1698
1698
naturalization,
Bulgsria
1759
naturalization, with Bulgriaa--------naval armament
armament limitation
limitation----------- 1655
relating
Islands ----1646
relating to Pacific Ocean
Ocean Islands
agreement
supplementary to
to------- 1652
agreement supplementary
with associated
associated Powers relating
relating to
Spitzbergen
Spitzbergen Archipelago ------- 1892
with Belgium relating to rights in
East Africa
Africa Mandate
1863
Mandate--------France, relating to rights in
with France,
1778
Mandate ---------- 1778
Cameroons Mandate
Togoland Mandate
1790
Mandate -------------Togoland
Trees,
Trees,

appropriation
appropriation for study of diseases of,
including chestnut tree bark,
bark,
including
etc .---------------------440, 830
for seeding and planting, national
445
forests ---------------------Trees and
and Parking,
Parking, D.
D. C.,
appropriation
1227
expenses- ------ 550, 1227
appropriation for expenses
Trego, Lillie
Lillie E. (widow),
pension------------------------1399
1399
J.,
Trenton, N. J.,
time
extended for bridging Delaware
Delaware
time extended
738
at
738
River at--------------------Tribou,
Captain D.
Tribou, Captain
D. H., Navy,
Nary,
reimbursement
1560
estate of ---------- 1560
reimbursement to estate
Trinidad Avenue
Avenue NE., D. C.,
Trinidad
appropriation
Aveappropriation for paving, Florida AveNeal Street-----------Street
1223
nue to Neal
Trinity River, Tex.,
preliminary examination,
etc., authorauthorexamination, etc.,
ized for flood control of ------249
Triplett, Mary C. (widow),
(widow),
Triplett,
pension increased------------------increased
1526
1526
(widow),
Tritten, Mary
Mary E. (widow),
pension increased
1383
increased------------------Tropical Plants,
Tropical
Plants,
appropriation
acclimatizing, etc
etc__- 441, 831
appropriation for acclimatizing,
for investigating
investigating insects affectingaffecting__- 449, 839
839
Trott,
Trott, Frank
Frank P.,
allowed in accounts
accounts of
1368
credit allowed
of--------- 1368
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Troup,
Palestine,
PageTroup, Palestine,
military record
military
corrected -----------1599
record corrected
1599
Troupe,
W.,
Troupe, Eben W.,
pension
1405
pension increased
increased -----------------1405
Troupe,
C. (widow),
(widow),
Troupe, Nancy
Nancy C.
pension increased
1481
pension
increased -----------------1481
Truck
Truck Crops,
Crops,
appropriation for investigating
investigating dis4
appropriation
eases of
of831
41, 831
eases
-----------------441,
for
insects affecting,
for investigating
investigating insects
affecting,
including stored
etc_ _
449
449
including
stored products,
products, etc-Trusses
for Disabled
'Soldiers,
Trusses for
Disabled Soldiers,
appropriation
for furnishing
furnishing -------- 514,
514, 929
929
appropriation for
Trusts
(see also
also Fiduciaries),
Fiduciaries),
Trusts (see
income
of, subject
subject to
to income
275
income of,
income tax
tax----275
Truxton
Canyon Agency,
Agency, Ariz.,
Truxton Canyon
Ariz.,
appropriation for
for support,
support, etc.,
etc. of
of InInappropriation
dians at,
at, from
tribal funds
funds. -_ 411,
411, 1161
dians
from tribal
1161
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for civilian
civilian
deficiency
employees at----------------at
1329
1329
employees
Truxton Canyon,
Canyon ' Ariz.
Ariz.,
Truxton
appropriation
for Indian
school at
at - _ 405,
405, 1156
1156
appropriation for
Indian school
for
school at,
additional,
for Indian
Indian school
at, additional,
1925
707
707
1925----------------------Truxton
Indian Camp
Camp Hospital,
Hospital,
Truxton Canyon
Canyon Indian
Ariz.,
Ariz.,
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
etc.,
for maintenance,
appropriation for
of--------------------408, 1159
1159
408,
of
Tubbs,
H., jr.,
jr.,
Tubbs, Lewis
Lewis H.,
pension
1393
1393
pension -------------------------Tubercular
Children, D.
C.,
D. C.,
Tubercular Children,
appropriation for
for schools
schools for
for ----556,
1232
556, 1232
appropriation
for
557,
1232
557, 1232
for transportation
transportation------------Tuberculosis,
Tuberculosis,
appropriation for
prevention of,
of, etc.,
etc.,
for prevention
appropriation
1158
among Indians
408,1158
among
Indians------------ 408,
Tuberculosis,
D. C.,
C.,
Tuberculosis, D.
appropriation for
spread
for preventing
preventing spread
appropriation
of ---------------------562,
1237
of
562, 1237
for
dispensaries for
for treating---treating1237
562, 1237
562,
for dispensaries
Tuberculosis, etc.,
etc., Animal,
Animal,
Tuberculosis,
appropriation
preventing spread
spread
for preventing
appropriation for
of, from
from one
one State
to anotheranother.. 438,
438, 827
827
of,
State to
payment for
for animals
animals destroyed;
destroyed;
payment
limit
438, 828
438,828
limit------------------Tuberculosis
C.,
Tuberculosis Hospital,
Hospital, D.
D. C.,
appropriation for
for salaries
salaries -----.-.
568,
1242
568, 1242
appropriation
for
contingent expenses
expenses _ for contingent
....
. _ 568,
568, 1242
1242
for
repairs, etc
568, 1242
1242
for repairs,
etc----------------- 568,
admittance of
of pay
patients; limilimiadmittance
pay patients;
tation --------------------568
tation
568
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
maintedeficiency
for maintenance--------------------679
nance
679
Tucker ' Albert
Albert 0.
0.,
Tucker,
military
military record
record corrected
1597
corrected -----------1597
Tug
Big Sandy
River,
Fork of
of Big
Sandy River,
Tug Fork
bridge authorized
counbetween counbridge
authorized across,
across, between
ties of
of Mingo,
Mingo, W.
and
ties
W. Va.,
Va., and
Pike,
11
Pike, Ky
Ky ---------- -------11
Nolan W.
W. Va-------------------Va
247
Nolan,
247
River Agency, Calif.,
Tule Rive/Agency,
appropriation
for support,
etc. of
of InInsupport, etc.,
appropriation for
dians
from tribal
tribal funds
funds_ _
411, 1161
1161
dians at,
at, from
- 411,
Tulsa, Okla.,
Okla.,
Tulsa,
terms of
of court
court at
at ----------------- 388,
388, 945
945
terms
Tunks, Reese,
Reese,
Tunks,
pension ------------1457
_---_--------_
1457
pension
Tupper, Louisa
Louisa (widow),
(widow).
Tupper,
pension
increased -----------------1416
1416
pension increased
Turkey,
Turkey,
appropriation for
to _ 206,
1015
206, 1015
appropriation
for ambassador
ambassador to___
allowance
available for
for envoy
envoy exexallowance available
traordinary
and minister
pleniminister plenitraordinary and
potentiary
made
potentiary if
if appointment
appointment made
+t- thnt.
fradro
to
that
grade
1015
.
- - -- - - - - - - - -l- - - -- - - - v. IR
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Turkey-Continued.
Turkey—Continued.
Paga
Page
appropriation
appropriation for Turkish secretary
secretary of
embassy
206
embassy -------------206
assistant secretary
2(16
assistant
secretary-------------206
for student interpreters
interpreters. - -----207
207
for quarters
for student
quarters for
student interpreters_
207
interpreters_
207
for tuition
tuition of
assigned for
of officers
officers assigned
for
language
study in
language study
in -----1016
--1016
quarters ----------for rent of quarters
1016
-1016
for launch for embassy,
embassy, ConstantiConstantinople---------------.....
nople
207, 1016
1016
207,
for expenses of
of American
American prisoners,
prisoners,
etc., in-----------------.
in
215, 1025
1025
215,
Turknett, James W.,
W.,
pension increased
increased _
1402
pension
--------.------ -_
1402
Turnbull, William H.,
H.,
pension-------------------------.
pension
1431
1431
Turner
Turner Construction
Construction Company,
payment
payment to,
expenses of
to, for
for expenses
of suit
suit incurincurred by
red
by Army
action ---------1599
Army action
1599
Turner,David,
David,
Turner,
pension
pension ----------.----.-----.---1387
1387
Turner,Frederick,
Turner,
Frederick,
pension ------------.------------.
1410
1410
Turner
J. (widow),
Turner,z Martha
Martha J.
pension ----------.--------.------.
1507
1507
Turner, Mertie
Mertie M. (widow),
(widow),
pension
pension ----------.-----------1491
_1491
Turtle Mountain
Chippewa InInMountain Band
Band of
of Chippewa
dians, N. Dak.,
dians,
appropriation
appropriation for
support, etc----etc
409,
for support,
409, 1159
1159
for
support, etc.,
etc., additional,
708
for support,
additional, 1925_
1925-_-__ 708
Turtle Mountain
MountainIndian
N. Dak.,
IndianHospital,
Hospital, N.
Dak.,
appropriation
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc.,
appropriation
of
for
48, 1159
of

.--------------------

408, 1159

Tutuila,
Tutuila, Samoa,
appropriation for
for naval
naval station,
station, public
public
works ------- --------198, 876
. 198,876
Tutwiler, Susan (widow),
Tutwiler,
(widow),
pension increased-----------increased
1459
----1459
Twaddle, Annie R. (widow),
Twaddle,
pension-------------------------pension
1449
1449
Twelfth Street
C.,
Street NE., D.
D. C.,
appropriation for
paving, C
D
for paving,
C to
to D
Streets
Streets--------.-----------548
548
for paving,
paving, Otis
Otis Street
Street to
to Michigan
Michigan
Avenue
Avenue-------------------548
Twentieth Street
Street NE., D.
C.,
D. C.,
appropriation
appropriation for
paving, Lawrence
Lawrence to
to
for paving,
Monroe
Monroe Streets
Streets------..----- 1224
Twentieth Street NW.,
C.,
NW., D.
D. C.,
appropriation
appropriation for
Street
to
for paving,
paving, E
E Street to
Virginia Avenue;
Virginia
Avenue; from
gasolinefrom gasolinetax fund
tax
fund ----..------------549
Hour Law, Animal
Twenty-eight Hour
Animal TransTransportation,
portation,
appropriation
appropriation for
executing-------.
437,
for executing
437, 827
827
Street NW.,
Twenty-first Street
C.,
NW., D.
D. C.,
appropriation for
appropriation
asphalt covering,
covering,
for asphalt
Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
Avenue
Avenue to
to K
K
from gasoline-tax
Street; from
__ 1225
gasoline-tax fund
fund__
1225
Twenty-ninth Street
NW., D. C.,
Street NW.,
C.,
appropriation for
appropriation
for paying,
paving, Woodley
Woodlev
to Cathedral
Cathedral Avenue
Road to
1224
Avenue --. '
1224
Twenty-second Street NW.,
NW., D. C.,
appropriation
for
appropriation
paving,
paving, etc.,
to C
etc., B
B to
C
Streets; from
from gasoline-tax
gasoline-tax fund_
fund_ 1226
1226
Twenty-seventh Street NW.,
C.,
NW., D.
D. C.,
appropriation
for
appropriation for paving,
paving, K
K to
to L
L
Streets -------------------Streets
548
548
Twin Ports
Ports Bridge
Bridge Company,
may bridge
bridge Saint
Saint Louis
Louis River,
SuperRiver, Superior, Wis.,
ior,
and Duluth,
Duluth, Minn_
Wis., and
Minn - - _ 1095
purchase of, by Duluth and
and Superior
Superior
authorized ---authorized
---------1095
terms, etc
etc ------------------10
o
-----------1095

Twine and
and Tying Devices, Postal
Postal Service,

Page.
Page.
appropriation for
appropriation
for --------------_ 89,
89, 787
787
Twitch Cove,
Cove, Md.,
Md.,
preliminary
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
of, to
to be
be
etc., of,
made
---------- ----------made193
1
1193
Two Rivers, Wis.,
Wis.,
preliminary
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., of,
of, har
har
bor, to
be made
1195
bor,
to be
made ---_ .-----1195
Tyler, Marion
Marion L. (widow),
(widow),
pension
increased
_
1531
pension increased ------- ----- __
1531
Tyler, Royal
0.,
Royal 0.,
pension
pension -----------------.---1408
1408
(see General
SupTypewriting Machines
Machines (see
General Supply
Committee, Treasury
Treasury DeDeply Committee,
partment).
partment).
Typhus Fever,
Fever,
Typhus
appropriation
appropriation for
for prevention
prevention of
of epiepidemic ------------.-----76, 775
775
76,
Tyson, J.
a Representative
J. R.,
R., late a
Representative in
in Congress,
gress,
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
pay to
to
for pay
widow of
widow
of------------------- _
34
34

U.
U Street SE.,
SE., D.
D. C.,
C.,
appropriation for
appropriation
for paving,
paving, Nichols
AveNichols Avenue to
nue
Shannon Place
Place -------- -1223
1223
to Shannon
for paving,
paving, etc.,
etc., Nicholas
Nicholas Avenue
to
for
Avenue to
•
Fourteenth
from gasogasoFourteenth Street;
Street; from
line-tax
line-tax fund----fund
1225
--------1225
Udell, Mathew
Mathew H.,
H., alias
alias William
William H.
Clark,
UdeU,
H. Clark,
pension----pension
1429
------------1429
Ugashik River, Alaska,
Ugashik
Alaska,
salmon fishing
fishing permitted
in__
_
465
permitted in
---------465
Uintah
Uintah and Ouray Agency,
Agency, Utah,
Utah,
appropriation for
for support,
support, etc.,
etc., of
of Inappropriation
Indians at,
dians
from tribal
tribal fundsfunds_ _ 411,
411, 1161
at, from
1161
Uintah County,
county, Utah,
Uintah
Utah,
appropriation for
aid to
to public
public schools
schools
appropriation
for aid
in, from
from Indian
funds
408, 1158
1158
Indian funds-----408,
Uintah Indian
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Utah,
Utah,
Uintah
unexpended balance
unexpended
balance of
appropriation
of appropriation
for irrigation
irrigation system,
system,
1918,
for
1918,
covered
covered in-------------in
1155
1155
Uintah
Utah,
Uintah Ute indiana,
Indians, Utah,
appropriation for
appropriation
for irrigating
irrigating allotted
allotted
lands
lands of; repayment
repayment -----. . 403,
403, 1154
1154
for payment
payment to,
to, from
tribal funds
funds of
of
from tribal
Confederated
Confederated Bands
Bands of
412, 1162
of Utes..
Utes- 412,
1162
accrued interest
from accrued
interest _
412, 1162
1162
-------- 412,
for irrigating
irritating allotted
allotted lands
lands of,
of, adadditional, 1925----------------1925
707
ditional,
707
Ukiah,
Ukiah, Calif.,
Calif.,
appropriation for
appropriation
for expenses,
expenses,
InterInternational
Observatory at
national Observatory
at..---___ 235,
235, 1045
1045
Ulrich, Margaret
Ulrich,
Margaret E.
E. (daughter),
(daughter),
pension
1530
pension
-1530
Umatilla Agency,
Umatilla
Agency, Oreg.,
appropriation for
for support,
appropriation
support, etc.,
of InInetc., of
dians at, from
from tribal funds-_
funds_ _ 411,
411, 1161
1161
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for civilian
civilian
employees at
employees
at ---------_
- 1329
1329
Umatilla
IrrigationProject,
Project, Oreg.,
Umatilla Irrigation
appropriation
appropriation for
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc.,
of ---- _-_------------_--418,
1168
418, 1168
Umatilla
Umatilla National
National Forest,
Forest, Oreg.,
exchange of lands with
exchange
with private
owners,
private owners,
and designated
public lands,
designated public
lands, to
to
be added
added to
to --1279
---------1279
Umlauft, Karoline
Undauft,
Karoline (widow),
(widow),
pension
1453
pension --------------------1453
Umpqua,
Umpqua, Oreg.,
preliminary
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
of harharetc., of
bee
river, to
made --1196
uLe made
11t
.r and
uu avaetr,
I be
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Uncompahgre Irrigation
Irrigation Project,
Project, Utah,
Utah,
Page.
Uncompahgre
Page
appropriation
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc.,
appropriation for
of
416, 1166
1166
of --------------------416,
Uncompahgre
fife Indians,
Utah.,
Uncompahgre Ute
Indians, Utah.,
appropriation
for
irrigating
allotted
appropriation for irrigating allotted
lands
lands of-------_---------of
403, 1154
1154
403,
for payment to,
to, from
from tribal
tribal funds
funds of
of
Confederated
Bands of
Utes_ 412,
412, 1162
Confederated Bands
of Utes1162
accrued interest
412, 1162
from accrued
interest ------412,
1162
Undersecretary
of
State,
Undersecretaryof State,
appropriation for
for----------..205, 1014
appropriation
. 205,
1014
Undersecretary of
Treasury,
Undersecretary
of the
the Treasury,
appropriation for
for---------------64, 764
appropriation
_ 64,
764
appointment,
64
appointment, duties,
duties, etc
etc-------64
Underwood, Mary
Mary (widow),
Underwood,
(widow),
pension
1464
pension _--------------------------_
1464
Underwood Typewriter
Typewriter Company,
Company,
Underwood
payment
to ----------------------1367
payment to
1367
Uniform
Uniform State
State Laws,
Laws, National
National Conference
Conference
of
Commissioners
on,
of Commissioners on,
appropriation for
etc ---545,
appropriation
for support,
support, etc
545, 1222
1222
Union
of South
South Africa,
Africa,
Union of
proclamation including
including mechanical
mechanical mumuproclamation
sical
reproductions in
copyright
sical reproductions
in copyright
privileges
1957
privileges to
to----------------1957
Union Station
Station Plaza,
Plaza, D.
Union
D. C.,
C.,
appropriation for
for operating,
operating, etc.,
founetc., founappropriation
tains
in
573, 1247
1247
tains in---------.------ 573,
United Dredging
Dredging Company,
United
Company,
claim
referred to district
court
1370
claim of, referred
district court--1370
United
ArbitraUnited States
States Arbitration
ArbitrationAct
Act (see
(see Arbitration
Act, United
States).
tion Act,
United States).
United
States Canal,
Canal, Fla.,
Fla.,
United States
bridge authorized
across, connecting
connecting
bridge
authorized across,
Apalachicola.
Apalachicola River
River and
and Saint
Saint
Andrews
Bay
22
22
Andrews Bay----------------United
Court for
China,
United States Court
for China,
appropriation
loss by
by exchange_
exchange_ 207,
207, 1016
1016
for loss
appropriation for
for
subsistence
for transportation
transportation and
and subsistence
officers of
209, 1018
1018
officers
of ---------------- 209,
for post
allowances of
for
post allowances
of officers
officers of,
of, to
tp
meet
of living-------living
210,
1018
meet cost
cost of
210, 1018
for salaries
and expenses
salaries and
expenses ------ 215, 1025
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
salaries
for salaries
deficiency
760
and expenses
expenses _--------------760
and
for
transportation, etc.,
etc., officers
officers of_
of__-- _ 1338
1338
for transportation,
all
by circuit
court
all cases
cases in,
in, reviewable
reviewable by
circuit court
of appeals-------------------appeals
936
936
of
United
States Courts,
Courts ,
United States
appropriation
for Chief
Chief and
and Associate
Associate
appropriation for
Justices of
of the
the Supreme
Supreme Court
Court
Justices
218,
1028
218, 1028
-..---------------------for
and binding
binding for
the
for the
for printing
printing and
Supreme Court
Court .---..
218, 1028
1028
218,
Supreme
for circuit
218, 1028
1028
218,
judges -----------for
circuit judges
for district
judges ------------- 218,
218, 1028
1028
for
district judges
for retired
218, 1028
1028
for
retired judges
judges--------------- 218,
for national
park commissioners_
commissioners_ 219,
219, 1028
1028
for
national park
for Court
Court of
of Customs
Customs Appeals
Appeals_ _
219, 1028
1028
___ 219,
for
for
of Claims
Claims ___..
219, 1028
1028
219,
for Court
Court of
for
219, 1029
1029
courts----------- 219,
for Territorial
Territorial courts
for
salaries, etc.,
marshals - ---220, 1029
1029
220,
for salaries,
etc., marshals
for
salaries, etc.,
etc., district
district attorneys
attorneys
for salaries,
and assistants------------assistants
220,
1029
220, 1029
and
for payments
payments to
to regular
regular assistantsassistants._ 220,
1029
220, 1029
for
for
special assistant
assistant attorneys,
attorneys, etc_
220, 1029
1029
etc_ 220,
for special
foreign counsel
220,
1029
--.-220, 1029
counsel-foreign
for
salaries, clerks
220,
1030
220, 1030
clerks-----------for salaries,
for
1030
221, 1030
for fees,
fees, commissioner
commissioners, --------. 221,
for
221, 1030
1030
for jurors_
jurors--------------------- 221,
for
witnesses
221,
221, 1030
1030
for witnesses-----------------.
for
court rooms_
for rent
rent of
of court
rooms- .- -- --- 221,
221, 1030
1030
for
bailiffs, etc----------------etc
221,
221, 1030
1030
for bailiffs,
for
of judges,
judges, etc
etc --221,
1030
e -221, 1030
for expenses
expenses of
exnenses. jurors,
iurors. etc
-------- - 221,
221. 1030
-- -----.,-expenses,
,>,- for

Page.
United States
States Courts-Continued.
•
appropriation
appropriation for jury commissioners
221, 1030
1030
commissioners 221,
for miscellaneous;
miscellaneous; Alaska-------Alaska
221, 1030
1030
for supplies-- _--------------- 221, 1030
1030
for law books
books for judicial officers_ 221,
22211,,1
0
1031
1
03
31
1
2
for Federal Reporter
Reporter----------221, 1031
penitentiaries,
maintenance,
for
penitentiaries,
maintenance,
Leavenworth, Kans
Leavenworth,
Kans -------- 221, 1031
1031
Atlanta, Ga ---------------222, 1032
1032
McNeil Island, Wash
Wash ---.-1032
_ 223,
223, 1032
for National
National Training School
School for
for
Boys, District of Columbia
Columbia_ -_ 223, 1032
1032
for support
support of prisoners -------1033
223, 1033
for inspection of prisons
prisons and
and prisoners
oners -------------------224, 1033
1033
for printing and binding-------binding
216, 1026
1026
for Supreme Court, salaries, addiaddi1925_
709
tional, 1925----------------709
for Hawaii,
additional,
Hawaii, reporter, additional,
1925
709
1925-----------------------709
for national
national park
park commissioners,
additional,
additional, 1925------------1925
709
709
for Court of Customs Appeals,
Appeals, addiaddi1925
tional, 1925---------------709
Court of Claims, additional,
additional, 1925_
for Court
1925_ 709
for Alaska, salaries, additional,
additional, 1925_
1925_ 709
etc., marshals, addifor salaries, etc.,
tional, 1925-----------------1925
tional,
709
district attorneys,
for salaries, etc., district
additional, 1925 ------------additional,
709
pay of regular
regular assistant attorneys,
attorneys,
for pay
additional,
709
additional, 1925-------------1925
special assistant
assistant attorneys,
attorneys, addifor special
tional, 1925----------------1925
709
tional,
district courts, additional,
for clerks, district
additional,
1925
709
1925----------------bailiffs, etc.,
etc., additional, 1925_
___
709
for bailiffs,
1925 -.for miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses, additional, 1925.---------------709
Kans., penitenpenitenfor Leavenworth,
Leavenworth, Kans.,
tiary, additional,
additional, 1925
1925 -------tiary,

709
709

district attorneys
attorneys -------------for district

44,
44,

for

Leavenworth, Kans., penitenpenitenLeavenworth,
construction, additional,
additional,
tiary, construction,
1925
709
1925-----------------------prisoners, additional,
additional,
for support of prisoners,
709
1925 ------------------------ 709
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for retired
deficiency
judges -.-------------------44
judges
44
marshals---------------------for marshals
44,
171, 687, 698, 760, 1333, 1351
56, 61, 171,

56, 61, 171, 687, 760, 1348
commissioners
44,
for commissioners
.---------------44,
171, 687, 698, 760, 1348, 1351
56, 61, 171,
miscellaneous expenses -------44,
for miscellaneous
44,
57, 171, 687, 760, 1333, 1351
for support
support of prisoners ---------44,
171, 688, 760
760
57, 171,
paying judgments
judgments of-_
of__ 53, 696, 758, 1346
1346
for paying
for special
special assistant attorneys_ 56, 6S7. 1351
clerks
for clerks-----------------56, 171, 760
for jurors
for
jurors --

56, 171,
171, 700,
700, 760,
760, 1333
__ __- 56,
1333

witnesses --------------------for witnesses
57,
171, 698, 700, 760, 1333, 1351
1351
61, 171,
supplies _------- 57, 687, 698, 700, 756
for supplies
for books
books for
officers -----for
for judicial
judicial officers
for
for
for
for
for
for
for

printing and
and binding
printing
binding

57,
57,

1333
687, 760, 1333

686, 1332
-__---- 686,
1332
Court of Customs Appeals, rent -_ 686
686
Court of Claims----------Claims
Court
686, 1332
1332
justices of
the peace
687
justices
of the
peace--_ -------687
rent of court
court rooms,
rooms, New
New York
York
rent
City
687
City-----------------------for Federal
Federal Reporter
Reporter -------------687
for
for penitentiaries
penitentiaries ------------ 687, 1333
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deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for paying
paying
judgment of Virginia
Virginia eastern district court to Th. Brovig
Brovig ----- _
for bailiffs, etc------------etc
760,
amendments to Judicial
amendments
Judicial Code, etc----etc
circuit courts of appeals; jurisdiction
jurisdiction
of, to review final decisions of
district courts, etc., by appeal
appeal or
or
writ of error---------------error
appellate powers, in specified interinterlocutory orders, etc
etc---------awards in railway employees
conemployees controversies-------------------troversies
bankruptcy cases--------------bankruptcy
cases
distribution to circuits ---------distribution
authority of, in Federal Trade Comauthority
Commission orders ---------------under Clayton Act,
Act, orders of InInterstate
Commerce
Commission, etc--------------------etc
appeals allowed to, from interlocuinterlocutory decrees
decrees in injunctions,
injunctions, etc
etc-certiorari to Supreme Court------Court
certiorari
precedence given,
given, etc-----------etc
precedence
Supreme Court, review by writs of error
error
of final judgments in State
State
court, affecting
affecting Constitution,
Constitution,
treaties, or Federal
Federal statutes----statutes
certiorari from, to State court where
decision relates to validity of
of
Federal or State law, etc -------improvidently brought
by
action if improvidently
brought by
writ of error, instead
instead of ------- _
direct review allowed by, in designated interlocutory decrees
decrees of
courts
district courts---------------courts of appeals may
certify
to,
may certify to,
questions of law for instruction;
instruction;
authority to decide,
decide, etc -------certiorari from, to courts of appeals
appeals
in any case on petition of either
either

Page.
Page.

party .---party

___---_--

_______

writ of error or appeal
appeal to, if
if decision
decision
of court of appeals against validity of any State law, as being
being
repugnant
repugnant to Federal Constitution, etc_
etc ..--..----.---------no certiorari allowed;
review reallowed; review

questions - -___
stricted to Federal questions_
no other review than herein
herein of judgjudgments of courts
courts of appeals
..--ments
review
review authorized
authorized by, of cases in
in
courts of appeals
appeals of designated
designated
orders, etc ------------------Court of Claims may certify
certify quesquestions of law to, for instruction__
instruction _-_
certiorari to, of any case in, upon
upon
petition either party, for review
and determination
determination -----------no review of judgments of, otherotherwise than herein provided
provided ---- _
district courts claims cases reviewable
reviewable
by circuit court of appeals
appeals like
other judgments
judgments-----------authority
authority of
Court
of Supreme
Supreme Court
-_____
District of Columbia
Columbia Court of Appeals,
Appeals,
in bankruptcy
bankruptcy cases, with jurisdiction same as a
court of
a circuit court
appeals ---.-----------_----_
appeals
proceedings in district
habeas corpus proceedings
district
courts subject to appeal to circircuit court of appeals --------- _
in District of Columbia __- - --- _

696
696
1333
1333
936
936

936
936
936
936
936
936
936
937
937
937
937
937
937
937
937
937
937

937
937
937
937
938
938
938
938

938
938
938

939
939
939
939
939
939
939
939
939
939
939
939
939
939

939
939
940
940
940
940

Page.
Page.
United
Courts—Continued.
United States Courts-Continued.
habeas corpus; authority
habeas
authority of
of Supreme
Supreme
Court for appeal,
appeal, certiorari,
certiorari, etc_
940
Court
940
in State courts, appeals to circuit
circuit
instead of
courts of appeals
appeals instead
Supreme Court
Court -----____----_
940
Supreme
940
cases in Philippine Islands
Islands Supreme
where certiorari
from
Court where
certiorari from
allowed ------940
Supreme Court allowed
940
no other judgments
judgments subject
subject to
to apappellate review
940
pellate
review .-- ----------940
limit for bringing
bringing judgments
judgments before
Supreme Court
Court for
for review----review
940
940
when
when certiorari applied
applied for a
a case
in
case in
court of appeals
appeals --------940
court
_
940
for review
review of judgment
judgment before a
acircuit
circuit
court of appeals------.----appeals
940
court
940
judgment may be stayed, if case
judgment
subject
subject to certiorari
certiorari from SuSupreme
preme Court------_-----Court
940
940
record of
if value
value not shown on record
of the
case, and power
power to review
review is
based on amount
amount thereof, other
other
evidence may
may be received
941
evidence
received ___-941
no review of aa case
case dismissed
dismissed solely
for mistake of procedure
procedure -----941
941
actions
actions if Federal, etc., officer
officer dies
while
while suit relating
relating to his official
duties
duties is pending
-__--- --- _
941
substitution
substitution of a
a successor -----941
similar proceedings
proceedings in suits relating
State, etc.,
to State
etc., pending in a
a
United States
States court
941
United
court-...___.--941
notice of proposed substitution
notice
of a
substitution of
a
successor
successor ------------------ 941
district courts have
have no jurisdiction of
of
suits relating
relating to
corporations, on
to corporations,
on
the ground
ground of
of being incorporated
incorporated
941
by Congress -------_--_-----_
941
not applicable
applicable if Government
Government princistock ----------941
pal owner of stock
941
laws, etc.,
etc., repealed;
repealed; specified
specified sections
sections of
of
Judicial Code ---.-------941
Judicial
941
appellate jurisdiction
appellate
jurisdiction of circuit
circuit
courts
courts of appeals, etc --__
..941
writs of error to Supreme
Supreme Court,
etc---------------.--..-.._
etc
941
review of Philippines
Philippines Supreme
Court judgments-----...
judgments
..... 942
942
review by Supreme
Supreme Court of suits
against United
United States
942
States--------942
direct appeals
appeals in habeas
corpus prohabeas corpus
ceedings----ceedings
942
.----- ---- -942
review of Bankruptcy
Bankruptcy Act cases.--cases_
_ 942
942
cases in Porto Rico
cases
Rico courts
courts.-----942
942
cases in Hawaiian
Ilawaiian courts ---------942
942
cases in Canal Zone
Zone courts------courts
942
942
bankruptcy appeals...........
bankruptcy
appeals
942
942
actions against
against Federal officers
942
officers. -..
942
contracts repugnant
contracts
repugnant to the ConstiConstitution
942
tution...........
_. ___
942
transfers of appeals and
and writs of error_
942
942
superseded or inconsistent
all other superseded
inconsistent
laws ------------------ __-__
942
942
Act effective
effective three
three months
months after
after approval --942
_--------942
pending
pending cases
cases in Supreme Court not
not
affected; nor right
affected;
right of review, etc.,
prior
prior to
942
to------942
Arkansas judicial districts
Arkansas
90
districts .......
90
Arkansas western
western district -------Arkansas
948
948
eighth circuit, two additional
additional judges
to
judges to
be
be appointed
appointed for
1116
for------.1116
Indiana judicial district-.-----...
district
751
-751
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Iowa judicial district ---------------795
795
Michigan
Michigan western district, additional
additional
judge for .--------- --------949
949
Minnesota
Minnesota district, additional
judge__ _ 1098
1098
additional judge__Mississippi judicial districts
districts--------Mississippi
882
Mexico judicial district
New Mexico
642
district --------642
Carolina judicial districts ----- _
North Carolina
661
Oklahoma
Oklahoma judicial districts -------- 387, 945
945
South Carolina
Carolina judicial
judicial district, terms
of court
court------------_-_-----_
801
Texas southern judicial district, Jim
Jim
County transferred
Hogg County
transferred from
from
to
Corpus Christi division to
Laredo ------_-------------Laredo
64
western judicial
judicial district, Reagon
Reagon
County transferred from El
Paso division to San Angelo
Angelo
244
division --------------------244
Wyoming judicial district -----------_
Wyoming
388
additional district judge Indiana
Indiana -----752
752
admiralty cases; appeals
appeals from
from interlocuinterlocutory decrees in, allowed to circircuit courts of appeals --------813
suits allowed against
against United States
damages by public vessels
vessels_ 1112
for damages
1112
clerks of district courts; schedule of
of
fees for services after July 1,
1,
857
1925 ----------------------857
indexes of all judgment
to keep indexes
judgment debtors; open to inspection
inspection _------_
813
813
district courts
courts given
given concurrent
concurrent jurisdiction with Court of Claims for
erroneously
revenue
erroneously collected revenue
taxes, etc., if collector dead,
dead, or
not
office ------------------972
not in
in office
972
to entertain and determine
determine bills of
of
interpleader by insurance
insurance companies, etc., if adverse
adverse claimants
of different
different States; venue
venue of
actions----------actions
976
---- --Federal
Industrial
Institution
for
for
Women established
473
established----------473
first judicial
judicial circuit; Court of Appeals
to hold sittings at San Juan,
Juan,
Porto Rico
Rico----.-------------729
Industrial
Industrial Reformratory
Reforanatory established_
724
established - 724
jurisdiction
jurisdiction of, in breaking
breaking seals
seals of
of cars,
larceny, etc., of freight or express shipments in interstate
or
interstate or
foreign commerce
commerce ------------794
794
authority of State courts, etc., not
authority
impaired
794
impaired--------------------794
evidence of bribery
bribery of
money used as evidence
an official to be deposited in
in
registry of court--------------court
726
726
disposition of, on conclusion of casecase
726
disposition
726
probation system established
established in
1259
probation
in-------- 1259
provisions under Arbitration
Arbitration Act, submitting controversies
controversies on marimaritime and commerce
commerce to arbitraarbitration------------------------tion
883
subpcenas
subpcenas for witnesses running into
other districts beyond limit,
limit, exexother
tended for six years after September 19, 1922
1922--------------- 1265
suits to be instituted
instituted in, to cancel and
and
annul leases of certain naval
naval oil
reserves, etc-----------------etc
6
6
venue of action; further
further extension
extension of
of
provisions in Government
Government civil
provisions
cases, until four years after
September 19, 1922 ---------1264
September
-1264
terms of court, at Aberdeen,
Miss ----882
Aberdeen, MissAbingdon, Va._
Va-------------------114
114

United States Courts-Continued.
Courts—Continued.
United
Page.
terms of court,
court, at
at Ada,
Ada, Okla
388, 945
945
Okla------ 388,
Aiken,
C -------------------801
Aiken, S. C
801
Albuquerque, N.
Albuquerque,
N. Mex -----------__
642
642
Alexandria,
962
Alexandria, Va .-----------------962
Anderson,
S.
C
Anderson,
C -----------------801
Ardmore, Okla ----------------945
388, 945
.Asheville, N. C
C------------------662
662
Bartlesville, Okla
Okla ----------------945
945
Batesville, Ark-----_---_
Batesville,
91
--------91
Stone Gap, Va---------------Va
114
Big Stone
114
Biloxi, Miss
882
Biloxi,
Miss---------------------882
388
Casper, Wyo ----------____--___
388
Charleston, S. C
801
Charleston,
C-----------------801
Charlotte, N.
N. C
C----------------662
Charlotte,
_
662
Charlottesville,
Charlottesville, Va---------------Va
114
114
Cheyenne, Wyo------------------Wyo
388
Cheyenne,
388
Chickasha, Okla------------- 388, 945
Okla
945
882
Clarksdale, Miss -----------------882
S. C
C----------------801
Columbia, S.
801
Bluffs, Iowa
Iowa ------------795
Council Bluffs,
795
Creston, Iowa
Iowa -------------------795
Creston,
795
Danville, Va-----Va
------------- _ 114
114
Davenport, Iowa
Iowa --------------- _
795
795
Denton, Md
Denton,
Md- -----------------1106
Denver, Colo--------------_
-243
Des Moines, Iowa
Iowa----------------795
Durango, Colo
Colo------------- _---243
El Dorado,
Dorado, Ark
Ark--------------- -949
Elizabeth
Elizabeth City, N. C-------------C
661
Enid,
Enid, Okla------------------- 388, 946
Evanston, Wyo-----------------Wyo
388
Evanston,
388
Evansville, Ind------------------Ind
751
Fayette, N. C
C-------------------661
Florence, S. C-------------------C
801
Fort Smith, Ark---------------Ark
91, 949
91,
Fort Wayne,
Wayne, Ind
Ind Fort
-------------Grand
Junction ' Colo
Colo -_---_
Grand Junction,

---__-

751
751
243
243

Greensboro, N
C--------------662
N. C
662
Greenville, S. C
Greenville,
C-----------------801
Greenwood, S. C--------------Greenwood,
- 801
801
Guthrie, Okla
Okla------------------ 388,
388, 946
Hammond, Ind --------------.-751
Hammond,
751
Harrison,
Harrison, Ark ----------------91, 949
91,
Harrisonburg,
Harrisonburg, Va ---------------114
114
Helena, Ark --- ----------------Helena,
91
Hugo, Okla -------------------945
945
Indianapolis, Ind
Indianapolis,
Ind----------------751
Jackson,
Jackson, Miss ------------------882
882
Jonesboro, Ark
Ark -----------------Jonesboro,
91
Kansas City, Kans
Kans ---------------607
607
Keokuk, IowaIowa --------795
_
------795
Lander, Wyo
Wyo---------------388
_388
Las Cruces, N. Mex -- _----------_
642
642
Vegas, N. Mex -------Las Vegas,
642
----.
642
Lawton, Okla
Lawton,
Okla ----------------388, 946
946
Little Rock,
91
Rock, Ark
Ark ----------------91

Lynchburg,
Lynchburg, Va --------------

114
__
114
Mangum, Okla
Mangum,
946
946
.
Meridian, Miss------------------Meridian,
Miss
882
Muskogee, Okla
Okla -------------945
388, 945
New Albany,
Albany, Ind _--------------751
New
751
Newbern,
C -----------------661
Newbern, N. C
661
Oklahoma City, Okla
Okla ----------- 388,
388, 946
946
Oklahoma
Okmulgee,
Okmulgee Okla ---------------945
Ottumwa, Iowa
795
Ottumwa,
Iowa ----------------795
Oxford, Miss -----_-------------882
Oxford,
882
Okla------------ 730, 945
Pauls Valley,
Valley, Okla
Pawhuska, Okla--------------_
Okla
945
Pawhuska,
945
Poteau,
Poteau, Okla---------------- 731,
731, 945
945
Pueblo, Colo.--------------_
Colo
243
_
243
Raleigh.
C-----------------661
Raleigh, N. C
661
Raton N. Mex
Mex----------------642
Raton,
642
Roanoke, Va
114
Va ------- ---------- 114
Rock
Rock Hill, S. C
C--------------- -801
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rUnited
States
Courts—Continued.
Page. Upper Mississippi
unuea
cours-Continued.
Page.
Mississippi River Wild Life and Page.
Page.
terms of court,
court, at Roswell,
Roswell, N. Mex__
642
Mex--_
642
Fish
Fish Refuge—Continued.
Refuge-Continued.
Salisbury, N. C
C----------------662
Salisbury,
662
areas established as aa refuge
refuge for
for migramigraSanta
Santa Fe., N. Mex -- _-------_---642
642
tory birds --650
-----------650
Shelby, N. C
C ------------------722
722
for other
other wild birds, animals, flowers,
flowers,
Sheridan,
Sheridan, Wyo
Wyo -----------------388
388
aquatic plants,
650
aquatic
plants, etc
etc --------650
Silver City, N. Mex ----- ___.--- _
642
for fish
642
for
animal life..
650
fish and
and aquatic
aquatic animal
life -- 650
South Bend, Ind ---------------751
consent
751
consent of legislatures,
satisfactory
legislatures, satisfactory
South McAlester, Okla -------- 388,
945
388, 945
title, etc., required
required ----------650
650
Spartanburg, S. C
C-------------. 801
rights of way,
801
way, easements,
easements, etc.,
etc., not a
a
Statesville, N. C
C----------------662
662
bar to acquisition, if use
inuse not inSterling, Colo ---- _...------__--.
243
_ 243
terfered
terfered with, etc ---------..
651
.
651
Ind ------_-_______Terre Haute, Ind
751
joint action of Secretaries
751
Secretaries of
of AgriculAgriculTexarkana, Ark --------------. 91,
91, 949
949
ture and
and Commerce
Commerce to prescribe
prescribe
Tulsa, Okla
Okla ------.--------388,
945
regulations, etc
388, 945
regulations,
651
etc --------- _
651
Vicksburg, Miss ----------.--882
acts
forbidden specified
- 882
specified ----------acts forbidden
651
651
Vinita, Okla ----------------- 388,
945
commercial
allowed under
recommercial fishing allowed
388,945
under reWashington,
Washington, N.
661
N. C
C--..-_-gulation by Secretary
Secretary of Com661
Wilkesboro, N. C 662
------- ___merce ......................
651
662
651
Wilmington, N. C
Wilmington,
661
C-..___.._____
powers conferred
powers
conferred on authorized
authorized emem661
Wilson,
Wilson, N. C------ _----------661
ployees
ployees of Departments of AgriAgri- 661
Woodward, Okla-------------Okla
culture and Commerce
Commerce -------651
388, 946
651
United States Fidelity
Fidelity and
and Guaranty
Guaranty ComComsummary
summary arrest, etc.,
etc., of offender
offender
pany, Baltimore,
Baltimore, Md.,
Md.,
taken in the act
651
act----------.-651
redemption
redemption of lost certificate
certificate of ininexecute-warrant,
etc., of court ------ 651
warrant, etc.,
651
debtedness to---------------to
1536
search,
1536
search, with authority
authority of warrant of
of
United
States Housing
United States
Housing Corporation
Corporation (see
(see
competent court ----------651
Housing Corporation,
Corporation, United
United
issue of warrants
warrants by Federal court or
or
States).
States).
commissioner on probable cause
commissioner
United
States Lloyds,
United States
Lloyds,
shown
shown .---------------651
---651
redemption of lost certificates of inredemption
summary seizures of
summary
articles, etc.,
etc.,
of articles,
debtedness to ---------.
debtedness
1549,
1551
1549, 1551
authorized
authorized
651
--651
United States
States Reports,
Reports,
United
custody as prescribed
prescribed by regulationsregulations_
651
651
appropriation
appropriation for purchase
purchase of, for
for
report
report to district attorney ------652
652
judicial
•
judicial officersofficers ........-221, 1031
221,1031
procedure
procedure in Federal
Federal court--------_
court
652
652
United States Securities,
United
Securities,
release if proceedings
release
forfeiture
proceedings for forfeiture
appropriation
for
distinctive
appropriation
distinctive paper forfor. 68,
68,768
768
not instituted
within a
a reasonreasoninstituted within
for distinctive paper, additional,
additional,
able time ____
_____---------- 652
652
1925
710
1925----..
------........
expenditures authorized
.
710
expenditures
authorized by Secretaries
Secretaries
accepted
as
penal
bond
accepted
in lieu of perAgriculture and Commerce
of Agriculture
Commerce for
for
sonal sureties -.--------349
349
construction,personal
construction,personal service,etc.,
exemptions
exemptions allowed after January
January 1,
1,
necessary
for execution
of Act_
Act
652
necessary for
execution of
652
1921,
1921, from graduated additional
additional
amounts
amounts authorized
authorized to be approapproincome
income taxes on interest
interest from
from 4
4
priatedfor
priated for ---652
---------652
and 4%
4A per cent Liberty
Liberty bonds_
bonds_
349
sum authorized
349
authorized to be appropriated
appropriated for
for
amount until two years
years after proacquiring
acquiring areas, etc--------652
652
claimed end of World War
War ---.
349
conditions
349
conditions ------652
---------652
for three years more
more------------. 349
349
punishment
punishment for
for violations,
violations, etc
etc -------652
652
additional to prior exemptions,
additional
and
exemptions, and
meaning
meaning of "person"
652
"person" ----------652
on converted
converted 3%
3% per
per cent
bonds_
349
cent bonds_
river and
349
and harbor
harbor provisions not affected
affected
in lieu of exemptions
exemptions during the war_
349
war_
349
by provisions
provisions of Act ---------652
652
notes or certificates
certificates of indebtedness
indebtedness
limitation
limitation on purchase
land,
purchase price of land,
accepted
accepted in payment of internal
internal
etc.,
etc., for -----------------1354
1354
revenue taxes other
other than
347 Upshur
than stamps_
stampsUpshur Street NW.,
D. C.,
C. 1
347
NW., D.
United
States
Shipping
Board (see
United
Shipping Board
(see ShipShipappropriation for paving,
Second to
appropriation
paving, Second
to
ing Board, United States).
States).
Fourth Streets -------------546
546
United
States
Supreme
Court
United
Court (see Supreme
Urquhart,
Urquhart, Emma (widow),
(widow),
Court
Court of the United States).
pension
--------------pension---1504
1504
United States
States Veterans'
Veterans' Bureau
Bureau
(see
Uruguay,
(see
Uruguay,
Veterans'
States).
Veterans' Bureau, United
United States).
appropriation for
appropriation
for minister
1015
minister to
to ----- 206,
206, 1015
Universal
Universal Postal
Postal Congress,
Congress,
Usner, John (son),
(son),
Usner,
appropriation
expenses of
delegates_
87
appropriation for
for expenses
of delegates_
87
pension increased
increased -....-1448
__-1448
University of Arizona,
University
Arizona,
Utah,
land patent to ---------------1544
_ 1544
appropriation for surveyor general,
appropriation
Upper
Mississippi River Wild Life and
Upper Mississippi
clerk. etc 394
------------ - 394
Fish
Fish Refuge,
for support, etc.,
etc., of Indians in--in _ 409, 1160
1160
appropriation for acquiring
acquiring land,
appropriation
land, exexfor support,
support, etc.,
Indians in, adetc., of Indians
adpenses, etc., of------------842
ditional, 1925----------1925
708
708
additional contracts
for
areas,
contracts for areas,
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for reimbursereimburseauthorized
authorized ------------------842
842
ment to,
to, for land survevs_
surveys_ -__ 684,
684, 1328
1328
for constructing
constructing buildings, ponds,
ponds,
Bryce Canyon National
National Monument,
Monument,
etc., for ------------- 1047
1047
set aside -----1914
1914
title of Act------------- _------650
- 650
lands
lands in, reserved
reserved as school
school site for
areas to be acquired on the Mississippi
Ute Indians
Indians ---------------246
246
between
between Rock Island, Ill.,
Ill., and
and
reserved
reserved for settlement by Paiute
Wabasha,
Wabasha, Minn-------------.
Minn
650
Indians----Indians
246
-i 4A
-----------------------
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Physical,
Page.
Page.
Valuation of Railroads,
Railroads, Physical,
Page Valuation
Utah—Continued.
Page.
Utah-Continued.
appropriation
expenses, ascertainascertainappropriation for expenses,
enlarged_- 1980
Manti National
National Forest, area enlarged....
527, 1205
------ 527,1205
ing -------------Powell
area enlarged_ 1911
National Forest, area
Powell National
Street NE., D. C.,
Buren Street
Van Buren
Utah
National Park, established
established ----593 Van
Utah National
deficiency
appropriation for extending_
extending_
1319
deficiency appropriation
"Utah,"
Battleship,
" Utah," Battleship,
Van
NW., D. C.,
Street NW.,
Buren Street
Van Buren
additional
deficiency
appropriation for additional
deficiency appropriation
extension of, under railroad tracks,
1335
extension
submarine,
protection
submarine, etc., protection----authorized _
------------------ 1097
alteration
protection
authorized
authorized for protection
alteration of, authorized
Baltimore and
and
payable by Baltimore
half of cost payable
aircraft
submarine and aircraft
against submarine
1097
Ohio Railroad
Railroad Company----Company
1097
Ohio
719
attack
719
attack-------------------lighting of subway at expense
expense of
lighting
converting to oil burning
719
burning----------converting
1097
1097
railroad ------------------Utah National
Park,
National Park,
Utah
use
of subway by street railways,
use of
for-----------public lands
lands set apart for
593
subject to payment
payment on account
account
subject
Ute
Confederated Bands of,
Indians, Confederated
Ute Indians,
1097
of
approaches, etc------------etc
1097
of approaches,
appropriation for
for aid to public schools
appropriation
amount
expenses; reamount authorized for expenses;
in Ubatah
Duchesne CounUintah and Duchesne
-----striction
1097
striction------------ties, Utah, from funds of_-of___ 408, 1158
highway crossing
crossing of railroad
railroad
grade highway
410, 1160
for
support, etc
etc -------- -----for support,
closed
after completion
completion
ever after
closed for ever
for
etc., Southern
Southern Utes in
for support, etc.,
of
subway ---------------- - 1097
of subway
Colorado,
funds_ 411, 1161
Colorado, from tribal fundsVan
Landinghatn, Sarah
Sarah R. (widow),
for
etc., Ute
Ute Mountain
Van Landingham,
support, etc.,
for support,
1510
pension
1510
pension-----------------------Band
Band in Colorado, from tribal
jr.,
411, 1161 Van Meter, Solomon L., jr.,
funds
funds-----------------jurisdiction
court to adjudiadjudijurisdiction of Federal court
principal funds of,
for payment, from principal
cate claim of, for use by GovernGoverncate
Mountain Band in Coloto Ute Mountain
invention,
patented invention,
ment of patented
rado
rado----------------- -- 412, 1162
1601
license, etc-----------etc
without license,
Uintah,
Utah--- 412, 1162
etc., Bands in Utah
Uintah, etc.,
(widow),
Nattan, Ida L. (widow),
Van Nattan,
Colorado---- 412, 1162 Van
Southern Utes in Colorado__
pension
1503
pension----------.------------ 1503
accrued
support, etc., from accrued
self support,
for self
Patten, Eugene,
interest
1162 Van
Van Patten,
interest------------------ 412, 1162
pension
1404
1163
pension -------------------report to Congress -------------1163
Vanalstine, Elizabeth (widow),
construction_ 412, Vanalstine,
Indian labor on road construction..
1418
pension -------------------------1418
1163
pension
1925additional, 1925_
for
708 Vanceboro, Me.,
for support, etc., of, additional,
bridge
authorized across Saint Croix
bridge authorized
Indians, Utah,
Utah,
Ute Indians,
River, between
between Saint Croix, New
River,
lands
for
246
reserved as school site for-----lands reserved
Brunswick, and--------------and
26
Brunswick,
Vancouver Barracks,
Barracks, Wash.,
Wash.,
Vancouver
V.
V.
restoration
authorized of Old Fort VanVanrestoration authorized
1113
couver stockade
stockade within-------within
couver
Vanderburgh
Vanderburgh County, Ind.,
V
V Street
Street NE., D. C.,
bridge
to
across Ohio River, to
authorized across
bridge authorized
appropriation
to
for paving, Fourth to
appropriation for
Henderson County, Ky., from-from.. _ 662
Henderson
548
Fifth Streets -------------time extended
bridging Ohio River
extended for bridging
time
Road
Lincoln Road
covering, Lincoln
for asphalt covering,
1132
by Henderson
Henderson County,
County, Ky.,
Ky., andand
1132
by
to
Rhode Island
Island Avenue; from
to Rhode
Vandercook, Wesley, and
W. D. Comer,
and W.
gasoline-tax
1225 Vandercook,
gasoline-tax fund ------------- 1225
may bridge
Longview,
bridge Columbia River, Longview,
may
V Street SE.
D. C.,
SE., D.
V
Wash., to Rainier,
Oreg
1052
Rainier, Oreg------Wash.,
appropriation
Aveappropriation for paving, Nichols AveWashington
Oregon may acquire,
acquire,
Washington and Oregon
nue
Fourteenth Street -----1224
to Fourteenth
nue to
1052
to operate
operate as
as aa free
free bridge-....
bridge_ __
to
Vacation Schools and
Playgrounds, D. C.,
and Playgrounds,
Vacation
tolls
allowed for five years
years .------ 1052
allowed
tolls
555,
---appropriation
expenses,
etc
1230
expenses,
for
appropriation
Vanderhoof,
(widow),
Rebecca C. (widow),
Vanderhoof, Rebecca
Oreg.,
Project, Oreg.,
Vale Irrigation
Irrigation Project,
- 1510
pension
1510
------------------------pension
conappropriation
investigations,
coninvestigations,
for
appropriation
Sarah E. (widow),
Vandyke, Sarah
1168 Vandyke,
struction, etc ---------------1450
pension
1450
increased ----------------pension increased
1169
contracts
required --------------1169
contracts required
Vann,
Vann, Ruth E. (widow),
restriction
water
on delivery of water
restriction on
1423
pension
pension---------------------------responsiOregon assumes responsiuntil Oregon
Vantage Ferry,
Ferry, Wash.,
bility of
development, etc
1169 Vantage
etc------ 1169
of development,
bility
Columbia
bridge authorized
across Columbia
authorized across
bridge
limit for purchase
Warm Springs
purchase of Warm
limit
River
660, 1117
-------- 660,1117
at --.--River at
storage reservoirs,
reservoirs, etc--------etc
1169
storage
acquirement
State of
of Washington,
Washington,
by State
acquirement by
deficiency
cooperative
appropriation for cooperative
deficiency appropriation
661
authorized,
etc--------------authorized, etc
investigation of feasibility
of
685
feasibility of-__
investigation
Vanzant, Etta
(widow),
(widow),
Etta
Vanzant,
Vale
Oreg.,
Vale,
pension --1467
------------------- 1467
pension
offices
register and receiver, land
of register
offices of
Varnum Street NW.,
NW., D. C.,
consolidated
395 Varnum
at, consolidated--------office at,
appropriation for paving,
paving„ Second to
to
appropriation
Valeu,
.1. (widow),
Valeu, Elenor J.
Fourth Streets
546
Streets-------------Fourth
1465
pension
1465
increased _-----------------pension increased
for
paving, Fifteenth
Fifteenth to Sixteenth
for paving,
Valley
Bridge Company,
Valley Bridge
546
Streets
Streets---------------------may bridge
Tex _ 815
Grande, Hidalgo, Tex_
Rio Grande,
bridge Rio
may
for
paving, Fourteenth
Fourteenth to Fifteenth
Fifteenth
for paving,
consent
of Mexico
815
Mexico required -----consent of
547
Streets
Streets------------------Transfer Railway Company,
Valley Transfer
Vaughn,
Vaughn, Bruce R.,
Hennemay bridge Mississippi River, Henne1407
2
pension -----------pension
2
pin
Ramsey Counties, Minn_
and Ramsey
pin and
Vaults
and Safes,
Safes, Public
Public Buildings,
Buildings,
Vaults and
Mississippi
extended for bridging Mississippi
time extended
appropriation
etc.. ___ 81,
81, 779
779
equipment, etc---for, equipment,
appropriation for,
Hennepin and Ramsey
Ramsey
River, Hennepin
58, 62, 698
deficiency
appropriation for-----for
deficiency appropriation
by----------- 1312
Minn by
Counties, Minn.,
.

.

.

-

.

.

............................

.

....
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Veatch, Nancy (widow),
Page.
Page
pension increased _
1432
----------------_
1432
Yeats,
Julia F. (widow),
(widow),
Veats, Julia
pension ----------------_-------_ 1531
1531
Vegetables,
Vegetables,
appropriation for study of, in storage,
marketing, etc
etc--------_---- 442, 832
832
for executing law fixing standards for
for
containers of -------------454, 846
846
Vehicles,
forfeited for violating customs or
or
prohibition laws, may be used in
enforcement
enforcement thereof
thereof ---------1116
1116
Vehicles, D. C.,
appropriation for tags, etc.,
appropriation
etc., motor and
horse drawn __-------- 540, 1218
1218
license tax on motor
motor,, not affected by
by
motor-vehicle
motor-vehicle fuel tax --------109
registration fee and identification
identification tags
for ------------------------108
108
tax on fuel for motor ---------------106
106
Indian Service,
Vehicles for Indian
Service,
appropriation
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc_ 397, 1147
purchase of horse drawn;
drawn; motor..
motor_ 397, 1147
Vehicles, Motor
Motor (see also District of
of CoColumbia Traffic
Traffic Act
Act 1925).
1925).
provisions relating
relating to, in the District
District
1119
of Columbia ---------------1119
Vehicles, Postal
Postal Service,
Service,
appropriation for allowance,
allowance, etc
appropriation
etc------ 86, 75
785
operation of wagon service
service ----8,
86, 785
785
leases
leases of garages for terms of ten
ten
years --------------------86, 785
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for allowance,
allowance,
etc
etc----------- 47, 63, 763, 1350,
1350, 1352
1352
Venereal Diseases,
Diseases, D.
D. C.,
appropriation
appropriation for dispensaries
dispensaries for treating --------------------. 562,
562, 1237
1237
officers
officers of institutions to report cases
cases of
inmates having--------------having
1001
report cases of,
judges to report
of, in
in persons
persons
brought for trial ------------- 1001
investigation, etc., by health
investigation,
health officer_
officer- _ 1001
examination on reasonable
reasonable grounds,
of
grounds, of
suspected
suspected cases -------------1001
duty of court, if medical examination
examination
refused --------------------- 1001
1001
refused
punishment as contempt of court
punishment
court on
failure to appear
appear ------------.
1001
presumed sources of
prostitutes, etc., presumed
infection,
infection, and subject
subject to exexamination
1001
amination -.------------.---1001
regulations for preventing
preventing spread of,
of, to
be adopted
adopted ------------------ 1001
1001
violations of, unlawful ----------- _ 1002
1002
treatment by physicians
physicians in good standing, in conjunction
conjunction with health
health
officer ---------------------1002
advertising remedies
advertising
remedies for, unlawful --1002
in medical
in
medical journals,
excepted -----1002
journals, excepted
1002
selling drugs for cure, by other than
dealer on prescription
dealer
prescription of
of authorauthorized physician,
physician, unlawful
unlawful ------1002
physicians
physicians to advise patients
patients of means
prevent spread of disease-.
to prevent
disease_ _
-__ 1002
may order isolation; report
report of refusal, etc.,
etc., to health officer --1002
change of physicians permitted;
permitted; report
to health officer, etc - -------- 1002
circular
circular of general information
information respectrespecting the dangers from, etc., to be
prepared
prepared and circulated
circulated by the
the
health officer--------officer
------- 1002
1002
physicians
physicians to report every
every case which
which
they are treating;
treating; disclosure rerestricted-------------stricted
1003
----1003

Page.
Diseases, D. C.-Continued.
C.—Continued.
Venereal Diseases,
Page.
persons suffering
unable to
to
suffering from, and unable
employ physician,
physician, to have
have free
treatment under health
health authortreatment
ities -----------------------1003
enforcement
etc., of minor
minor
enforcement by parent, etc.,
condition -------------child; condition
1003
specified occupations
occupations forbidden
forbidden by persons suffering
suffering from
from ----------1003
application of Act to both
sexes
both sexes-----1003
punishment for
violations ------------ 1003
punishment
for violations
Veneral Diseases
Diseases Division,
Division, Public
Public Health
Service,
Service,
appropriation for expenses
expenses ---------- 76,
776
appropriation
76, 776
additional, 1925__
1925
710
for, additional,
--- __.----710
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for expenses__
expenses_ _ 58,

761, 1349
1349
761,

Venezuela,
appropriation for minister
minister to ----206, 1015
1015
appropriation
206,
extradition treaty with
1698
extradition
with -- _---------- 1698
Fred F. Rogers
Rogers may
may accept
accept decoration
decoration
from
1582
from----------------------1582
Venue of Actions, United
Courts,
United States Courts,
provisions
for, in Government
Government civil
provisionsfor,
civil cases,
extended until September
September 19,
extended
1926 ----------------------- 1264
1926_
1264
Verdigris River,
River, Okla.,
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., authorauthorpreliminary
ized for flood
control of-------of
ized
flood control
249
Martha E. (widow),
(widow),
Vermillion, Martha
pension
pension increased
increased ------------------ 1421
1421
Vermont,
Vermont,
appropriation for completing
completing memorial
appropriation
memorial
of, to commemorate
commemorate victory on
on
Lake Champlain
Commodore
Lake
Champlain by Commodore
Macdonough
Macdonough in 1814---------1814
515
515
coinage of silver 50-cent
coinage
50-cent pieces authorized to commemorate
commemorate sesquicensesquicenBennington,
tennial of Battle of Bennington,
and independence
of --------965
independence of
965
Vessels,
lVessels,
appropriation
appropriation for securing uniformity
uniformity
admeasurement of
229, 1038
1038
in admeasurement
of------- 229,
consular
consular bills of health
health not required
required by,
by,
trading between northern frontier
tier posts
posts ------------------809
809
forfeited
forfeited for violating
violating customs
customs or prohibition
hibition laws, may be used
used for
enforcement
enforcement thereof in lieu of
of
sale
sale ------------.----------1116
1116
Vessels, American,
American,
home port provisions relating to -_
947
__.-_
947
Vessels, Merchant,
Merchant,
provisions for loan from Shipping Board
for constructing
constructing in American
American
yards,
efficient
yards, of most modern efficient
equipment,
equipment, etc ------------- _
467
467
for outfitting
outfitting already
already built, with best
best
modern
modern equipment,
equipment, etc
etc-------467
Vessels of the United States,
suits in admiralty
admiralty allowed
allowed against
against
United States for damages
damages by, or
or
pay for salvage, to ----------1112
1112
for causes
causes since April 6, 1920
1920 -----1112
1112
venue of; procedure---------------1112
procedure
1112
cross
cross libel,
libel, etc., allowed
allowed owners of private vessels in suits by United
United
States against for damages
damages to
1112
to- _ 1112
security required
required of respondent
security
respondent -1112
1112
no officer
subpoenaed in
officer etc.,
etc., of, to be subpcenaed
suits without consent of superior
superior
official
1112
official -------------------1112
authority given Attorney
Attorney General
authority
General to
to
compromise,
compromise, etc., suits------1113
1113
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Veterans'
United States-Con.
rage
States--on.
Bureau, United
7eterans' Bureau,
additional hospital,
etc., facilities
facilities for
for
hospital, etc.,
additional
389
patients
389
authorized -------of, authorized
patients of,
permanent training
school for
for the
the blind..
blind..
389
training school
permanent
1113
means
to
390
employed------------be employed
to be
means
Vestal,
A.,
Frank A.,
Vestal, Frank
etc., peraccommodation
for medical,
permedical, etc.,
for
accommodation
1559
credit
in
accounts
1559
credit in accounts -.--------------.
sonnel ----------------------390
390
sonnel
390
Ferry, La.,
Vester, Ferry,
construction, etc
390
etc ---------------construction,
bridge authorized
across Bayou Barauthorized across
390
bridge
appropriation
authorized --------390
authorizedappropriation
888
tholomew at
at---------------390
allowance for
for preparing
plans, etcetc_
390
preparing plans,
allowance
authorization
also
former
appropriation and authorization
States (see also
Veterans' Bureau,
Bureau, United
United States
former appropriation
Veterans'
1924),
World
Veterans' Act, 1924),
for
additional hospital
hospital facilWar Veterans'
for additional
World War
to
531,
ities
for patients
extended to
appropriation
for salaries
531,
expenses_
patients of, extended
and expenses_
ities for
salaries and
appropriation for
1210
1210
1317
June 30,
30, 1926
1317
1926 ---------------June
central,
regional and
and suboffices
suboffices infurther facilities
facilities for
for care
care of beneficiaries
beneficiaries
further
central, regional
in
hospitals of,
rather than
than other
other
1210
cluded
531,
531, 1210
of, rather
in hospitals
cluded-----------------531,
institutions_ 1212
temporary contract
contract institutions_
1212
passenger,
vehicles allowed_allowed__
531,
temporary
etc., vehicles
passenger, etc.,
1210
1210
Governpurchase
of plants,
plants, use
use of Governpurchase of
1212
ment sites,
sites, etc---------------etc
Arlington
operating force
force
ment
Building operating
Arlington Building
531, 1210
and
expenses
1210
construction of
of buildings,
buildings, furnishing
furnishing
construction
and expenses-------------1213
equipment,
etc --------------1213
detailed statement
employees
of employees
equipment, etc
statement of
detailed
location, purpose,
purpose, etc.,
etc., subject
subject to apreceiving
over $2,000
$2,000 aa year,
to
year, to
location,
receiving over
1213
proval
of the
the President
President -------1213
be
annually --...
531, 1210
1210
.- 531,
proval of
made annually
be made
other Government
transfer of other
Government owned
owned
allotment
Public Health
Health Service
transfer
to Public
allotment to
1213
--- --.-facilities
to bureau
1213
bureau ___
details
532, 1210
1210
facilities to
details-..---.....---1210
construction,
determined
etc., to be determined
for
printing and
and binding
binding for
for --532, 1210
construction, etc.,
for printing
1213
by the
the President
President ------------1213
for
military and
disability and
and
by
naval disability
and naval
for military
employment of
of Government
Government techtechdeath
532, 1210
employment
compensation -----.- 532,
death compensation
nical personnel,
personnel, outside
agencies,
outside agencies,
nical
for medical,
medical, surgical,
hospital, etc.,
surgical, hospital,
for
1213
etc
1213
services
to beneficiaries_
1210
etc----------------------beneficiaries---- 532, 1210
services to
"amountauthorized
amountauthorized for additional
additional hoshosallotments to
other Government
Government
to other
allotments
1213
pitals, etc
etc -----------------1213
pitals,
532, 1211
agencies, etc-------------etc
1211
agencies,
allowance from,
for technical
technical and
from, for
use
sites, new
new hospitals,
hospitals, etc.,
etc.,
allowance
for sites,
use for
1213
clerical services--------------services
1213
clerical
532, 1211
forbidden
532,
---.....forbidden----...
after
completion of program
program for,
for e no
limit
532,
etc--_ 532,
after completion
hospitals, etc_
improving hospitals,
on improving
limit on
1211
other than
than Bureau,
Bureau, etc.,
etc., hospitals
hospitals
1211
other
.1213
to be
be used
used ------------------1213
unexpended
for hospitals,
hospitals,
to
balances for
unexpended balances
emergency exception
exception ------------1213
emergency
etc.,
available_
_ 532, 1211
1211
continued available---.
etc., continued
Marine
and Insurance
Insurance Division,
Division, conconMarine and
expenditures
authorized from
from allotexpenditures authorized
1917
1924 -_ 1917
tinued until
September 3, 1924_
until September
tinued
- 532, 1211
ments to
other agenciesagencies.
1211
to other
ments
purchase
authorized for,
for, of
of Muskogee,
Muskogee,
for
vocational rehabilitation
rehabilitation of
of dispurchase authorized
for vocational
Okla..,
city hospital
hospital ---------1354
charged
disabled soldiers,
soldiers, etc_
1211
533, 1211
etc- 533,
Okla., city
charged disabled
630
repeal of
establishing ----630
former Act establishing_
of former
repeal
use
for training
training centers
centers at Army
Army
use for
sections
of World
World War
War Veterans'
Veterans' Act
Act
1211
camps forbidden..........forbidden
533,
533, 1211
sections of
camps
630
to
be in
in lieu
lieu of
630
of---------------to be
construction work
1211
limited---- 533, 1211
work limited__
construction
right
granted at hospital reserway granted
of way
right of
purchase of
embossed literature
literature
of embossed
purchase
vation
of, at
at Knoxville,
Knoxville, Iowa-Iowa_ __
792
vation of,
for blind
blind ex-service
ex-service men__
1211
men.--- 533, 1211
for
Tex.,
sale
of Corpus
Corpus Christi
Christi Hospital,
Hospital, Tex.,
sale of
sale of
of surplus
surplus materials,
etc., to
to
materials, etc.,
sale
1093
authorized ------------------1093
schools,
1211
authorized
533, 1211
-- 533,
authorized---...
schools, authorized
World
Compensation
Adjusted Compensation
War Adjusted
1212
World War
for paying
credits_ _ 1212
service credits-adjusted service
paying adjusted
for
121
Act
provisions ------------Act provisions
for paying
paying dependents
dependents of
of deceased
deceased
for
Veterans'
Bureau, United
United States,
Director of
of,
States, Director
Veterans' Bureau,
veterans
due on adinstallments due
veterans installments
under World
duties of,
World War Adjusted
Adjusted
of, under
duties
1212
justed
credits --------1212
service credits
justed service
121
Compensation Act
Act ----------Compensation
.---- . 1212
for
1212
fund.
certificate fund
adjusted certificate
for adjusted
World
War,
Veterans,
for
military
and
naval
insurance_
533,
1212
1212
533,
insurancenaval
for military and
provisions
for adjusted
adjusted compensation
compensation
provisions for
for salaries
salaries and
and expenses,
additional,
expenses, additional,
for
of, in
in service
of United States_- __ 121
service of
of,
70
1925
705
1925........................
refund
charges paid by, on relinrelinof charges
refund of
deficiency
vocational
for vocational
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
956
quished irrigation
irrigation projects -----quished
rehabilitation
36,
55,
60,
60
55,
36,
rehabilitation-.---------Army,
Veterinarians,
Army,
Veterinarians,
681,
697,
700,
759,
1348,
1351,
1353
1353
1351,
1348,
759,
681, 697, 700,
481, 896
appropriation for
retired ---------for retired
appropriation
for
additional hospital
facilities for
for
hospital facilities
for additional
C.,
D.
Division,
Division,
Veterinary
681
36,
patients
of,
school
for
the
blind_
36,
681
blind.
the
for
school
patients of,
appropriation for
for salaries
salaries and expenses
expenses -_ 540,
appropriation
for paying
damages claimsclaims_ __--_ 36,
36, 681,
681, 1317
1317
paying damages
for
1217
55
-.
services
for
medical
and
hospital
55,
hospital
for medical and
Vice
Consuls,
Vice
1353
60,
697,
1348,
1351,
1351,
759,
700,
60, 697,
208
salaries -----------appropriation
for salaries
appropriation for
55
for salaries
salaries and
expenses ......-- .
55,
and expenses
for
additional
to, while
while in
in charge
charge durpay to,
additional pay
697, 759, 1348, 135]
1351
697,
ing absence
absence of
of principal
principal officer-officer_ _ 1016
1016
ing
Adjusted
for administrative
administrative expenses,
expenses, Adjusted
for
Vice
Consuls
of Career,
Career,
Consuls
Vice
681
----------Compensation
681
Act
Compensation
classified
as Foreign
Service officers,
officers,
Foreign Service
classified as
for
paying adjusted
credits
service credits
adjusted service
for paying
142
unclassified
unclassified------------------68
and
dependent
pay
681
pay---------and dependent
States,
Vice President
President of the United
Vice
68&
certificate
for
adjusted
service
certificate
fund_
682
service
for adjusted
appropriation for
for compensation---compensation_ ___ 521,
521, 1198
1198
appropriation
for
increase of
compensation_ ___ 759, 134i
1348
of compensation---for increase
578, 1286
for secretary,
clerks, etc-------etc
1286
clerks,
secretary,
for
Colfor
payment
to
Peacock
Military
ColMilitary
Peacock
to
for payment
for automobile
581, 1289
1289
for------------- 581,
automobile for
for
131,
-------------I-olege
1317

Vessels
of the
the United
United States-Continued.
States-Continued.
Vessels of
no
against..........recognized against
lien recognized
no lien
all
accorded
exemptions, etc., accorded
benefits of exemptions,
all benefits
United
in suits .-----States in
United States

2-64
2--64
43-C-T
4-----45822*-VOL
43-PT
2-61
45822*-voL
45822°-- v
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Vice President
United States-Con.
States—Con.
Page
Virginia-Continued.
President of the United
Page Virginia—Continued.
Natural Bridge
Bridge National
National Forest,
area
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for mileage,
deficiency
mileage,
Forest, area
State messengers
messengers with
electoral
enlarged
1948
enlarged ----------- ___
State
---- 1948
with electoral
vote for
753 Virginia
vote
for President
President and -------Virginia Civil
Civil War Battle Fields,
Fields,
for publishing
deficiency
appropriation for inspecting,
deficiency appropriation
ascertainment of
of elecelecfor
publishing ascertainment
toral vote
vote for
for President
and-_-756
President and
756
etc., Fredericksburg,
Fredericksburg, Spotsyletc.,
compensation of,
of, after
March 4,
1925
1301
vania Court
Court House,
House, etc
etc -----1345
compensation
after March
4, 1925-_
1301
vania
1345
immediately available
1313
commission created
created to inspect
inspect Fredimmediately
available -----------1313
commission
positions and
established of
of secreericksburg
Spotsylvania
positions
and pay
pay established
secreericksburg
and Spotsylvania
tary,
office of------of
147
147
Court House, as to feasibility
feasibility of
of
tary, etc.
etc.,' in
in the
the office
proceedings
in Congress
for counting
proceedings in
Congress for
counting
etc
preserving, etc---------------646
electoral
votes for
for President
composition, officer
Engineer
President and.
and_ 1615
1615
electoral votes
composition,
officer of U. S. Engineer
M.
Vickers, Allis
War veterans
AUie M.,
Corps, and Civil War
issue
of additional
homestead entry
810
issue of
additional homestead
entry to.
to__
each of United
United States, and ConCon810
Vickery, Nancy A. (widow),
federate States forces --------646
federate
646
pension --------------------------1511
pension
amount authorized
authorized for
for expenses.._
647
1511
amount
expenses - --__ 647
Vicksburg,
Vicksburg, Miss.,
Miss.,
Virginia Eastern
Virginia
Eastern Judicial
Judicial District,
District,
balances of
appropriations for national
national
balances
of appropriations
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for paying
memorial celebration,
celebration, etc.,
memorial
etc., covcovjudgment of, to Th. Brovig ---696
judgment
696
ered
in
935
ered in---------------------935
Alexandria --------962
terms of court at Alexandria
962
granted
way for
for water
granted right
right of
of way
water mains,
mains,
Virginia
Virginia Western
Judicial District,
District,
Western Judicial
under
national cemetery
536
under national
Abingdon --------114
cemetery road
road 536
terms of court, at Abingdon
114
terms
court at
882
terms of
of court
at------------------882
Big
Stone Gap
114
Big Stone
Gap -------114
Vicksburg, Miss.,
Charlottesville
114
Miss., Memorial
Memorial Archway,
Charlottesville ---------.---114
balances of
balances
of appropriations
appropriations for,
for, covered
covered
Danville
114
Danville----------------------___
114
in
935
in ------------------- -935
Harrisonburg--------__--------.__
Harrisonburg
114
114
National Military Park,
Vicksburg National
Park,
Lynchburg------------------114
Lynchburg
__
_
114
appropriation
continuing establishappropriation for
for continuing
establishRoanoke ------------------.__ -114
Roanoke
114
ment of
514, 928 Viruses, etc.,
ment
of-----------------514,928
for additional,
additional, 1925
712
for
1925 -------------712
appropriation
regulating propagapropagaappropriation for regulating
Postal Service,
Village Delivery,
Delivery, Postal
Service,
etc., of ----------76, 775
775
tion, sales, etc.,
appropriation for
86,784
appropriation
for ----------------86, 784 Viruses,
Viruses, etc., for Animals (see Serums, etc.,
deficiency appropriation
for --------763
deficiency
appropriation for
763
for Domestic Animals).
Animals).
Vincennes, Ind.,
Visas, Immigration
Immigration
Immigration (see also Immigration
bridge
across Wabash
Wabash River
River
bridge authorized
authorized across
Act of 1924),
1924),
at
935
at-----------------------935
provisions regulating
provisions
regulating issue of
of--------153
Visas of Alien Passports,
Passports,
Vine Street
Street NW.,
NW., D.
D. C.,
fees for, may
may be
be modified
modified in case of
of
fees
appropriation for
for paving,
paving, railroad
railroad crosscrossappropriation
are not "immi"immialiens who are
ing to
Maple Street----------Street
548
ing
to Maple
548
grants"
grants "-------------_-----976
Vineyards,
Vineyards,
if similar
similar privileges
granted AmeriAmeriprivileges granted
appropriation
investigating insects
insects
appropriation for
for investigating
cans
of __
976
cans visiting
visiting the
the country
country of---976
affecting
448, 839
affecting 839
-----------------448,
Vital Statistics,
Statistics,
Okla.,
Vinita, Okla..
appropriation for transcribing
transcribing records
records
appropriation
terms
court at
388,
terms of
of court
at --------------388, 945
945
of State----------------State
1037
228, 1037
Virgin Islands,
Islands,
Vititoe,
Vititoe t Susan
(widow),
Susan R. (widow),
appropriation for
for expenses,
expenses, temporary
pension increased
temporary
appropriation
pension
increased------------------1423
government for
184, 863
government
for -----------184,
863 Vocational
Vocational Education
Education (see Federal Board
for relief,
relief, etc.,
etc., of
shipwrecked AmeriAmerifor
of shipwrecked
for Vocational
Vocational Education).
Education).
can seamen
seamen in
in ----------1017 Vocational
Vocational Rehabilitation
can
_ 208,
208,1017
Rehabilitation (see also Veterstations
for agricultural
agricultural experiment
experiment stations
ans' Bureau,
Bureau, United
United States),
States),
ans'
in ---------------------435,
824
in
appropriation
providing, for dis435, 824
appropriation for providing,
cases
cases in
by
in district
district court
court of,
of, reviewable
reviewable by
abled discharged
soldiers, etc_
etc_ 533, 1211
1211
discharged soldiers,
circuit
appeals ---.---936
circuit court
court of
of appeals
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for, Veterans'
Veterans'
936
deficiency
not included
as "possessions
not
included as
"possessions of
of the
the
Bureau------------------ 36, 55, 60,
Bureau
United
income tax
United States"
States" in
in income
tax
681, 697, 700, 759, 1343, 1351, 1353
1353
provisions
295
provisions --_--_--provisions for,
---------295
provisions
for of persons serving
serving in
in
time
extended for
for establishing
shipping
time extended
establishing shipping
World War, contained
contained in World
World
service,
1928
War Veterans'
service, etc.,
etc., to
to May
May 1,
1, 1924_
1924----_ 1928
Veterans' Act ----------627
further
extended for
shipfurther extended
for establishing
establishing shipVocational Rehabilitation
Rehabilitation Act,
Act,
Vocational
ping
service, etc.,
etc., to
to November
ping service,
November
provisions of, extended
extended to Hawaii
Hawaii ---18
provisions
18
1,
1943
1, 1924
repeal
amended -------------630
1924 --------------------1943
repeal of, as amended
630
to
1, 1925----------------1925
1979
accrued rights
rights and liabilities not
not
to May
May 1,
accrued
1979
two citizens
citizens of,
of, to
serve on
on National
National
two
to serve
affected-----------.--------__
630
affected
630
Advisory Commission
Commission to
SesVocational Rehabilitation
Advisory
to SesVocational
Rehabilitation of Persons
Persons Disquicentennial
quicentennial Exhibition
Exhibition AssoAssoin Industry,
abled in
ciation
1254
ciation ---------------------1254
appropriation for extending
extending benefits of,
appropriation
Virginia,
Virginia,
to Hawaii
Hawaii ------------------1202
1202
appropriation for
for naval
naval training
staof
appropriation
training stafor promotion of-----------------1202
tion
Hampton Roads
Roads ---866
placements, etc., of_ 1202
1202
tion, Hampton
_- 187,
187, 866
for investigating
investigating placements,
acquiring lands
for apacquiring
lands in,
in, authorized
authorized for
apdeficiency appropriation
appropriation for expenses
deficiency
expenses of;
proaches to
Arlington Memorial
proaches
to Arlington
Memorial
apportionment to States ------680
apportionment
Bridge
975
Bridge----------------_-- 975
for expenses,
expenses, extending
extending benefits of
acquisition
lands in,
in, authorized
authorized for
acquisition of
of lands
for
industrial, to Hawaii---------Hawaii _
680
industrial,
680
park, etc.,
system of
of District
park,
etc., system
District of
of
investigations, etc.,
placements
for investigations
etc., of placements
lJ.--l-mh-n
A-0
Columbia
463
VIUJm-Ub-------------..--lJ
persons, etc _--680
of rehabilitated
rehabilitated persons,
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DisVocational Rehabilitation
Persons DisRehabilitationof Persons
Vocational
abled in
in Industry—Continued.
Industry-Continued.
abled
amendments
amendments to former Act --------amounts
authorized annually for the
amounts authorized
use of States in ------------use
allotments in ratio of populationpopulation__--__
allotments
fiscal
minimum; authorization
authorization for fiscal
minimum;
years 1925, 1926, and 1927 -expenditures conditioned
conditioned on equal
expenditures
amount
amount under State Board ---restriction on
institutions---use for institutions
on use
restriction
submission
board plans, etc_
of State board
submission of
Federal
annual
report from State to Federal
annual report
Board
Board -------------------no portion
portion to be used for buildings,
buildings,
land, etc ------------------admission
of
Federal
civil
employees_
employeesFederal
admission of
legislative
required;
legislative action of States required;
acceptance
provisions -----acceptance of provisions
direct cooperation
cooperation of State board -direct
with
provide plan for cooperation with
provide
workmen's
compensation, etc.,
workmen's compensation,
agency
agency--------------------supervision
courses, etc -----supervision of courses,
appointment
custodian ..----of custodian_
appointment of
1,
July 1,
acceptance
acceptance by action prior to Jtily
1924,
deemed compliance
compliance.---1924, deemed
annual
appropriations authorized
authorized for
annual appropriations
three years,
years, for studies, placeplacethree
ment,
etc --------------ment, etc
employees, office
office expenses,
expenses, etc.,
etc., auemployees,
thorized from------------from
report
report to Congress -----------Army,
Vocational Training,
Training, etc., Army,
Vocational
-------deficiency
appropriation forfor
deficiency appropriation
Naval Reserve,
Volunteer Naval
etc----not
drills, etc
required to attend drills,
not required
to
no pay,
pay, etc.,
except when ordered
ordered to
etc., except
no
active
duty ------active or training duty
may, on
even active
application, be given
on application,
may,
duty with or without pay.---duty
National
Volunteer
Soldiers' Home (see National
Volunteer Soldiers'
Home
Volunteer
for Disabled Volunteer
Home for
Soldiers).
Soldiers).
Mary H. (widow),
Von Brandis,
Brandis, Mary
pension -----------------------Vore,
(widow),
Edith (widow),
Vore, Edith
pension increased
increased ------------------pension
Voss, Anna (widow),
(widow),
pension ----------------------Vumbaca,
Frank,
Vumbaca, Frank,
payment
to
payment to---------------------W.
W.
35,"
"W.
T.
C.
Numbered
85,"
Scow,
"W. T.
owner of, may bring suit for collision
collision
owner
damages in
district court -----in district
damages
Wabash River,
Wabash
across, at Mount
bridge authorized
Mount
authorized across,
bridge
Carmel,
Ill
Carmel, IlI--------------Vincennes, Ind-----------------Ind
Vincennes,
Wabash
and Ind.,
Ind.,
Ill. and
River, Ill.
Wabash River,
construction of lock and dam at Grand
Grand
construction
Rapids, repealed
repealed ------------Rapids,
Waccamaw
Waccamaw River,
bridge authorized
Bellamy
across, at Bellamy
authorized across,
bridge
C-------------Landing, S. C
Horry
bridge; loCounty, S. C., may bridge;
Horry County,
cation
cation--------------------Waccamaw Riler
River or Lake, N. C.,
Waccamaw
construction of dam across, authorizedauthorized_
construction
J. (widow),
Waddell,
Elizabeth J.
Waddel, Elizabeth
pension
pension----------------------------

-

Wade,
Army Air Page.
Page. .
Lieutenant Leigh, Army
First Lieutenant
Wade, First
Service,
Service,
430
advanced
five hundred
hundred files on the proadvanced five
430
recognition of
motion list in recognition
431
world flight
flight accomplished
accomplished by
world
431
979
------------------him 431
distinguished service medal accorded
accorded
distinguished
431
to,
acceptance of medals or
to, and acceptance
431
decorations from
from foreign
foreign govgovdecorations
979
431
ernments, authorized
979
authorized --------431
ernments,
Martha V.
V. (widow),
431 Wade,
Wade, Martha
pension
1442
431
pension------------------Wade,
Mattie M.
(widow),
M. (widow),
Wade, Mattie
pension
1442
431
pension -----------------Wadsworth,
Nev.,
Wadsworth, Nev.,
survey,
and sale of lots in towntown431
platting and
survey, platting
site of,
Pyramid Lake Indian
Indian
in Pyramid
431
of, in
site
596
Reservation
Reservation-----------------431 Wage
Earners,Employment of,
Wage Earners,
431
appropriation for agencies,
agencies, etc., for
appropriation
aiding------------------- 242, 1051
Waggoner,
dio
nh
g
n F.,
John
Waggoner, J
1401
432
pension
pension-------------------------432Wagner,
E.,
1401
432 Wagner, E.
E. E.,
432
payment to,
to, for
property damages
damages_--___ 1588
432
for property
payment
Wagner, Jane
Jane L. (widow),
Wagner,
432
1426
pension
increased
432
pension increased------------------Wagons, Automobile,
Automobile,
Wagons,
accessoexcise tax
chassis of, and accessotax on chassis
excise
vies
322
432
ries------------------------Wah-we-yea-cumig,
Wah-we-yea-cumig, Mille Lac Band of
432
Indians,
Indians, Chief,
432
payment to, from Court of Claims
432
payment
818
judgment
Band -------judgment for the Band
1350 Wahpeton, N. Dak.,
appropriation
Indian school at 406, 1157
appropriation for Indian
1089
for Indian
Indian school,
school, additional,
additional, 1925_ _ 707
1089
for
deficiency
1089
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for Indian
684
school
at; replacing
replacing herd------herd
1089
school at;
Waiakea,
Hawaii,
Waiakea, Hawaii,
1089
occupiers of
designated lots in district
district
1089
of designated
occupiers
1553
of, to receive
patents1553
receive patents.-------of,
Wait, John,
1470
pension1470
pension--------------------------Waitman, Mary
(widow),
Mary E., (widow),
Waitman,
1528
1532
pension
increased
1528
1532
pension increased------------------(widow),
Waits, Joycy (widow),
1457
1486
pension
1457
1486
increased------------------pension increased
1416 Wakefield, Catharine
Catharine S. (widow),
1533
pension1533
1416
pension--------------------------Wakefield, Va.,
Washing1371
appropriation
appropriation for care, etc., Washing515, 929
ton's
birthplace
ton's birthplace---------for
constructing road,
road, improvement,
improvement,
for constructing
929
etc ---------------------for care,
care, etc.,
etc., Washington's
Washington's birthfor
712
1566
place, additional,
712
additional, 1925 ------place,
156(
Walapai
Reservation, Ariz.,
Indian Reservation,
Walapai Indian
reconveyances
1131
reconveyances of privately
privately owned,
owned, etc.,
etc.,
lands
in, and
and acceptance
acceptance of lieu
lieu
lands in,
1131
935
selections,
consolidate reselections, to consolidate
935
tained Indian holdings -------954
tained
Walden,
(widow),
Mary (widow),
Walden, Mary
1492
1190
pension -------------------------Fla.,
Waldo, Fla.,
preliminary
examination, etc.,
etc., of canal
preliminary examination,
connecting, and Lake
Lake Alto, and
connecting,
99
Lake
Alto to Little Lake Santa
Santa
Lake Alto
1194
19
Fe,
to be
be made
made -----.-------Fe, to
Walker,
Walker, Alma C. (widow),
1456
24
pension
1456
increased -----------------pension increased
21
Walker,
Walker, Ellen B.,
1574
1534
payment to, for death of husband--husband
1574
payment
1534
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Walker, Emma G. (widow),
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pension increased
1490
appropriation
personnel; salaries
increased----------.-------_ 1490
appropriation for personnel;
John E.,
average rates under
under
limited to average
Walker, John
E.,
military record corrected
corrected ----------Classification Act _--------- 478, 892
1604
Classification
892
if only one position
grade_-__
Walker, Josephine
Josephine (widow),
position in aa grade
-- _
892
pension
1430
restriction
pension-------------------------1430
restriction not applicable
applicable to cleriWalker
Agency, Nev.,
Nev. ,
Walker River Agency,
cal-mechanical service
cal-mechanical
service ------ 478, 892
appropriation
support, etc., of Infor support,
appropriation for
no reduction
reduction in fixed salaries_--__ 478, 892
dians at, from tribal funds__
funds-- 411, 1161
transfer to another
another position
position withWalker
Nev.,
Walker River
River Indian
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Nev.,
reduction
out reduction---------_--893
appropriation for irrigation
irrigation project
project
appropriation
payments
under higher rates perpayments under
on
400,
1150
on-------------------400,1150
"
478, 893
mitted -----------------478,
Wallace,
Claude,
Wallace, Claude,
for contingent
contingent expenses,
expenses, DepartDepartpension
1400
pension---------------------------1400
ment---------------478 893
-478,
Wallace,
Wallace, Idaho,
Idaho,
automobile
Secretary -------automobile for Secretary
478
appropriation for care
care of graves
graves of naappropriation
for stationery
stationery ------------------ 478, 4893
89
78
3
fighters buried
tional forest fire fighters
for postage
478,
postage stamps
stamps893
--------- __478, 893
at ------------------..-834
444, 834
for printing and binding
bindingfor
4, 893
for ----- 478,
Harry,
Walling, Harry,
for contingencies
contingencies of
Army__
893
of the Army
--- 479, 893
deficiency
appropriation for services-_services__ 1313
1313
deficiency appropriation
civil employees
employees on sales of war supA.,
Walling, William A.,
plies, adjusting contracts,
contracts, etc_ 479, 893
deficiency appropriation
services__- _ 1313
1313
appropriation for services
restriction on transfers
transfers of surplus
surplus
restriction
Wallowa National
WaUowa
National Forest,
Forest, Oreg.,
Oreg.,
property893
479, 893
property
------------------ 479,
exchange of lands with private owners,
owners,
exchange
advertising limited ----------479
advertising
_and designated public lands to
to
payment to auctioneers
auctioneers restricted_
479
payment
be added to
to------------------ 1279
Office of Chief
Chief of
for civil personnel,
personnel, Office
Walguist,
(daughter),
Walquist, Anna C. (daughter),
Staff -------------------- 479, 894
894
pension increased------------------increased
1444
for Army
Army War College
College894
---------- 480, 894
Walsh
Walsh Construction
Construction Company,
for civil personnel,
Adjutant GenGenpersonnel, Adjutant
deficiency appropriation for reimbursedeficiency
eral's Office-------------Office895
480, 895
eral's
ment
1345
ment----------------------1345
for civil personnel,
personnel, Inspector
Inspector GenGenWalsh, Joseph
Joseph F.
F. (son),
eral's Office
Office895
eral's
-------------- 480, 895
pension
pension---------------------1445
for civil personnel,
personnel, Judge Advocate
Advocate
Walsh, Richard,
Richard,
General's Office----------895
481, 895
General's
exchange
exchange of farm irrigation unit perfor pay,
etc., of the Army
Army ------ 481, 895
895
pay, etc.,
mitted
812
mitted--------------------812
officers
481,895
officers------------------- 481,
895
Walter
Hospital, D.
Walter Reed Army Hospital,
D. C.,
enlisted men; authorized
authorized number 481, 896
896
enlisted
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for repairs
miscellaneous
items under
under ----- 482, 896
896
miscellaneous items
1345
and improvements
improvements------------ 1345
rental
and
subsistence
allowances
482,
897
rental and subsistence allowances
amount authorized
specified addiauthorized for specified
mileage of the
the Army897
for mileage
--------- 482, 897
tional facilities,
facilities, etc., to
to-------- 1264
clerks, etc.,
etc., Finance
Finance DepartDepartfor clerks,
Walworth County,
County, S. Dak.,
897
ment -------------------- 482, 897
bridge authorized
authorized across Missouri
River
Missouri River
allowance
in
services in
allowance for personal services
between Corson County and
and-_
33
Department-----------897
the Department
483, 897
Warnsley, Rachel
Wamsley,
Rachel A. (widow),
for paying
paying claims for damages
damages to
to
pension increased -------------1491
property---------897
private property
483, 897
Wapato
Wapato Irrigation
IrrigationProject,
Project, Wash.,
Wash.,
for paying
paying claims
claims of officers,
officers, etc.,
etc., for
for
appropriation for additional
additional water
water
appropriation
property lost,
lost, etc.,
etc., in
personal property
supply to allotments on Yakima
Yakima
the service897
theservice
---------- 483, 897
Reservation,
1154
Reservation, from -------403, 1154
for civil
civil personnel,
Office of Chief
Chief of
personnel, Office
reimbursement
reimbursement of entire cost
cost--- 404, 1154
Finance ----------------483, 898
Finance
payment of damages to crops,
for subsistence
subsistence of the Army
Army - - 483, 898
etc -------------------- 404, 1154
for regular
quartermaster supplies_ 484, 899
regular quartermaster
for Satus unit ---------------1154
404, 1154
for clothing
clothing and equipage
equipage -------- 485, 900
for maintenance,
maintenance, additional,
additional, 1925_
1925-_-__ 707
for incidental
incidental expenses
expenses of the Army 485, 900
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for construcconstructransportation of the Army and
for transportation
tion -----------------------684
684
supplies900
86, 900
supplies
------------------- 4
486,
Army,
War College, Army,
for horses
horses -------------------487, 901
appropriation
exfor instruction exappropriation
for military
military posts; construction
construction - 487, 902
penses
480, 894
penses------------------480,894
for barracks
barracks and quarters
quarters -------- 488, 903
War
War College,
College, Naval,
Naval,
for water
sewers at posts
posts ---water and sewers
488, 903
appropriation
maintenance, etc
for maintenance,
etc - 188, 867
appropriation for
for roads,
wharves, and draindrainroads, walks, wharves,
Contracts,
War Contracts,
903
age ----------------------- 488,
488,903
appropriation
appropriation for civilian employees,
for shooting
galleries and ranges_
shooting galleries
ranges -_ 489, 904
adjusting, and claims
claims ------479, 893
for rent of buildings
buildings for military
military purdeficiency appropriation
appropriation for settling
poses, D. C
C --------------489, 904
claims of foreign
foreign governments
governments
for Fort Monroe,
Monroe, Va.,
Va., wharf, roads,
roads,
under
695
under----------------------and
sewers
489,
and sewers----------------489, 904
War Department
Army),
Department (see also
also Army),
construction, etc
for hospitals;
hospitals; construction,
etc _
--__ 489,
489, 904
appropriation for military activities,
appropriation
for civil personnel, Quartermaster
Quartermaster
for
etc
478, 892
etc----------------------- 478,892
Office
490, 904
General's Office-----------Secretary, Assistant, and civil
for Secretary,
technical, etc.,
etc., services ------490, 904
technical,
personnel in Office of SecreSecrefor Signal Service
Service expenses------expenses
490,905
490, 905
tary
478, 892
478,892
tary-----------------------
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Pax&
no
appropriation for
expenses, etc.;
pay
etc.;
expenses,
for
appropriation
installaappropriation
fire
control
for
appropriation
to
time-measurofficers,etc.,using time-measurto officers,etc.,using
tions,
seacoast defenses
defenses- ---- 490, 905
tions, seacoast
ing devices
of emwork of
on work
devices on
ing
for
sonnel, Office of Chief
pe:sonnel,
civil pe_
for civil
ployees
510,
510, 925
ployees-----------------Signal Officer
Officer ----------491, 906
Signal
purchases
abroad admitted
from abroad
purchases from
technical,
services-------- 491, 906
technical, etc., services
free of
510, 925
duty--------------- 510,925
of duty
free
expenses--------- 491, 906
Service expenses
Air Service
for Air
511,
for
nonmilitary activities-------activities
511, 925
for nonmilitary
493
aviation landing,
landing, Panama
Panama Canal_
for aviation
511,
for
Jennie Carroll
511, 925
Carroll ----------for Jennie
for civil personnel,
Office of Chief of
personnel, Office
for
- 511, 926
for
Lazear ------H. Lazear
Mabel H.
for Mabel
Service
493, 908
Air Service--------------for
John R.
Kissinger ---------511, 926
R. Kissinger
for John
for
expenses_ 493, 908
Department expensesMedical Department
for Medical
for national
national cemeteries
cemeteries ---------- 511, 926
for
for
hospital care,
care, Canal Zone garrifor hospital
for Antietam
field-------- 511, 926
battle field
Antietam battle
for
sons
494, 909
---------- 494,
sons----for disposition
officers,
remains of officers,
disposition of remains
for
--- 494, 909
for Army
Museum
Medical Museum
Army Medical
for
soldiers, and
and citizens ------- 511, 926
soldiers,
for library,
library, Surgeon General's
General's Offor
in Great
for American
cemeteries in
American cemeteries
for
fice
494,
494, 910
fice----------------512, 927
Britain and
and France
France ------Britain
General's
for
Surgeon General's
civil personnel, Surgeon
for civil
for
,
cemeteries and burial
Confederate cemeteries
for Confederate
Office -----------------494, 910
Office
512, 927
places
places -------------for care
of insane
insane Filipino and Porto
care of
for
for
burial of
of Hot
Hot Springs
Springs Hospital pafor burial
Rican soldiers
soldiers ------------- 494,
910
494,910
Rican
Ark., cemein Little Rock, Ark.,
tients in
for
personnel, Bureau of Insular
civil personnel,
for civil
tery
512, 927
- 512,
-----------tery
Affairs ---------------910
- 495, 910
Affairs
for
monuments, etc.,
in Cuba and
etc., in
for monuments,
exfor
Engineer
Department
Department
Engineer
for
China
512,927
- 512,927
China ------------penses
910
-------- - 495, 910
penses------512, 927
for
national military
military parks ----for national
military
496, 911
military surveys and maps ---514, 928
for
Washington-Alaska
cable,
etc.._
etccable,
Washington-Alaska
for
defor
Engineer
expenses,
seacoast
seacoast
for Engineer
514,929
for artificial
limbs
514, 929
limbs-------------artificial
for
fenses
469,
911
------------------fenses
for
surgical
appliances --------- 514, 929
appliances
surgical
for
for
civil
personnel,
Office
of
of
Chief
personnel,
civil
for
514,929
for trusses
514, 929
trusses-- ---------------for
497 912
912
497,
Engineers
Engineers---------------for Medical
Medical and Surgical History of
for
technical, etc., services
services------- 497, 912
technical,
514,929
the World
World War ---------514, 929
the
for
Ordnance
Department
Department exOrdnance
for
for
etc., of
grounds of executive
executive
of grounds
care, etc.,
for care,
497,
913
497,913
penses ----------------departments,
C--------- 514, 929
departments, D. C
498, 913
for
manufacture of arms
'
arms--------for manufacture
for
Washington Monument
514, 929
Monument----for Washington
- 498, 913
for tanks------------------tanks
for
Lincoln's deathplace
deathplace-------- 514, 929
for Lincoln's
498, 913
armament
for field artillery armament-----for Washington's
Washington's birthplace
birthplace ---514, 929
for
498, 914
914
498,
for proving
proving grounds ---------for
for Lincoln
Lincoln Memorial
515
Memorial -----------for
499, 914
arsenal--- 499,
for Rock Island, Ill., arsenaL
for California
Debris Commission_
Commission- 515,929
California Debris
for
914
499, 914
testing machines
machines------------ 499,
for testing
for roads ,
bridges, and trails, AlaskaAlaska_ 515,930
forroads,bridges,
for repairs
repairs to arsenals
arsenals----------- 499, 914
for Macdonough
Macdonough Memorial--------Memorial
515
for
gauges, jigs, etc., for armament
armament
for gauges,
preservafor
harbor work, preservaand harbor
river and
for river
manufacture
499, 914
manufacture------------tion,
maintenance, etc ------ 515, 930
930
tion, maintenance,
for armament,
armament, etc., seacoast defor
survey
northern and northwestnorthwestof northern
survey of
499,914
fenses
499, 914
fenses-----------------ern
lakes,
etc
515,
930
515,930
-------ern lakes etc -for
personnel, Office of Chief of
civil personnel,
for civil
515, 930
New
Harbor deposits
deposits --930
York Harbor
New York
Ordnance
Ordnance------------------ 500, 915
for
examinations, surveys,
surveys, etc., of
for examinations,
500, 915
draftsmen,
draftsmen, etc -------------rivers and
and harbors
harbors- -------- 516, 930
rivers
Chemical Warfare Service,
Service, gases,
for Chemical
for Muscle
Shoals, Tennessee
Tennessee River,
Muscle Shoals,
for
etc ----------------------500, 915
etc
2 ---------Ala.,
516, 930
Dam No. 2
Ala., Dam
for civil
civil personnel,
Office of Chief of
personnel, Office
for
for flood
Mississippi and Saccontrol, Mississippi
flood control,
for
Chemical
Warfare Service
Service_-_-__ 500, 916
Chemical Warfare
ramento Rivers
516, 930
Rivers --------ramento
500,916
chemists, etc----------------etc
500,
916
chemists,
for
transportation facilities,
facilities, inland
for transportation
for service
service schools,
schools, etc
etc ----------- 501,
501, 916
for
and
516
516
waterways-----coastwise waterways
and coastwise
expenses, seacoast
for Coast
seacoast
Artillery expenses,
Coast Artillery
for
516, 931
for
Volunteer Soldiers'
Home
Soldiers' Home----for Volunteer
502,917
defenses
917
defenses ------------------ 502,
518
Board
Managers, etc., modifiedmodified_
of Managers,
Board of
for
civil personnel,
personnel, Office of Chief of
for civil
- 519, 933
for
State or
Territorial homes_
homes -___
or Territorial
for State
Coast
Artillery
918
503, 918
Coast Artillery------------for
933
Canal ------------- 519, 933
Panama Canal
for Panama
for Military
Military Academy
Academy ----------- 503, 918
for
balances of
of designated
designated appropriaappropriabalances
505, 920
expenses ---for
National Guard expenses
for National
934
tions
Treasury_
934
the Treasury
covered into the
tions covered
Bureau- 506, 921
for
civil personnel,
personnel, Militia Bureau_
for civil
for Army,
Army, additional,
additional, 1925-------1925
711
for
for
Reserve Corps,
and
Corps, pay and
Officers' Reserve
for Officers'
for national
national military
military parks,
parks, addifor
506, 921
allowances .-------------allowances
tional, 1925 ----------------712
tional,
for Enlisted
Enlisted Reserve
Reserve Corps,
Corps, pay and
for
improvements,
for river
and harbor
harbor improvements,
river and
for
allowances
506,
506, 921
allowances----------------712
additional, 1925
1925 ------------additional,
for
expenses of
headquarters and
and
of headquarters
for expenses
712
for Panama
Panama Canal,
Canal, additional,
additional, 1925_
1925_
for
camps
506,
922
--------------------camps
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for Judge
Judge Addeficiency
Corps,
for
Reserve
Officers'
Training
Training
Officers'
Reserve
for
52
vocate
52
Office ------General's Office
vocate General's
expenses
units of
of --------- 507, 922
of units
expenses of
for
Army
58,
52, 58,
for Army-----------------------for
supplies, etc.,
etc., for other
other
military supplies,
for military
62, 695,
698, 701,
701, 761,
1344, 1350,
1350, 1352
761, 1344,
695, 698,
62,
508, 923
schools
colleges ---------508,
and colleges
schools and
for
Ala., nitrate
nitrate plant_
52
plant_
Shoals, Ala.,
Muscle Shoals,
for Muscle
for
equipcamps, equiptraining camps,
civilian training
for civilian
- 52, 59
for
national cemeteries
cemeteries -------.
for national
ments,
transportation, etc__
etc- __ 508, 924
ments, transportation,
for
and harbors damages
rivers and
for rivers
for
pracof rifle pracpromotion of
expenses, promotion
for expenses,
claims
52, 1345
claims-------------------- 52,
tice
510, 924
510,924
tice ----------------------
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remission of unpaid
unpaid duties on imports
imports
remission
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for J.
J. Maury
Maury
Dove Company -------------53
by
660
by------------------------53
660
roadways to cemeteries
cemeteries and parks
parks to
Volunteer Soldiers'
Soldiers' Home _-----_
roadways
for Volunteer
53,
to be
be
conveyed to States for maintemainteconveyed
59, 63, 762, 1346,
1346, 1350
1350
for judgments, United States courts,
courts,
nance,
nance, etc ------------------1104
under
under------- 53, 696, 758, 1347, 1347
1347 War Emergency Employment Serviee,
judgments, United States courts;
deficiency
appropriation for ---------57
for judgments,
deficiency appropriation
courts;
57
Finance Corporation,
Corporation
under; Lever Act claims
claims__- 54, 696, 758
758 War Finance
untime extended to make advances,
etc.,
for judgments,
judgments, Court of Claims, unadvances, etc.,
der .---------- 54, 696, 697, 758,
1347
on notes for agricultural
agricultural prod758, 1347
prodfortifications______ 59, 62, 699, 1352,
for fortifications
ucts, etc., to November
November 30,192430, 1924_
1352, 1353
ucts,
14
increase of compensation
compensation ------for increase
to begin liquidation
liquidation of affairs,
affairs, to
59,
to
761,
January,
1925 ---------------January,1925
761, 1350,
1350, 1353
15
additional employees
employees ----------62
to deposits
deposits in the
the Treasury,
Janufor additional
62
Treasury, to
to Janufor contingent expenses
expenses --------- 62, 1350
1350
ary, 1925
15
ary,1925..--------.----____
15
harbors, increase of
further extension
renewal of
of
for rivers and harbors,
extension of time for renewal
of
compensation
62,
762
compensation ------- _----_
62, 762
payments on advances
payments
advances --------15
selection for milifor registration and selection
War
Fraud Actions,
War Fraud
761
tary service
service --------------- 62, 761
correction
correction of title of bill relating to,
for Military
Military Academy
1350
directed ------------1617
Academy---------- 63, 1350
directed
_-----1617
etc., Civil
for arrears of pay, bounty, etc.,
War Frauds,
Frauds,
War --------------- _-- 63, 761,
761, 1350
1350
appropriation
appropriation for investigation
investigation and
for pay, etc.,
etc., War with Spain
Spain_-63,
_63, 699, 761
prosecution of ----------1027
prosecution
218, 1027
for preventing
preventing injurious
injurious deposits,
pay restrictions
restrictions------------ _ 218, 1027
1027
New York Harbor
Harbor -----------63
deficiency appropriation
investigatdeficiency
appropriation for investigatheadstones for soldiers'
for headstones
soldiers' graves__
graves-_- _ 63,
ing and prosecuting
prosecuting --------___
170
170
699, 762 War Minerals
Minerals Relief Act,
administrative expenses, World for administrative
limitation
limitation repealed
repealed on
on amount for payWar Adjusted
Compensation
Compensation
ment of claims under ------ _--_
634
634
1344 War Mothers,
Act --------------------- 695, 1344
Mothers, American, for damages
claims----------1344
damages claims
695, 1344
charter granted;
etc -------966
charter
granted; purposes,
purposes, etc
966
for settling war contract claims of
War Revenue,
foreign governments
governments ------- 695, 1344
1344
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for collecting_
collecting 58,
etc., for flood control
for surveys, etc.,
control of
62, 701,
701, 761
761
designated
rivers
696 War
designated rivers-------------Insurance,
War Risk
Risk Insurance,
for arbitrating
arbitrating rate of royalty, AmeriAmeriapplication for, 'by
application
by Major
Major Earl
Earl L.
Company, paycan Cyanamid
Cyanamid Company,
Naiden granted-------------1571
Naidengranted
able from balance, National.
National DeWar Risk Insurance
Insurance Act,
Act,
-fense Act
757
5---------------awards
awards of allotments
allotments paid beneficiaries
beneficiaries
for Muscle Shoals, Tennessee River,
under Army allotment
allotment system,
Ala.,
757
Ala., Dam No. 22-----------757
not recoverable
recoverable --------------964
for Inland Waterways
Corporation__
757
Waterways Corporation__
repeal
repeal of, asamended
as amended ---------------630
630
for Adjutant
Adjutant General's
General's Office------Office
761
accrued rights
rights and
and liabilities
accrued
liabilities not
not
for Office of Chief of Finance
'761
Finance -----761
affected by -----------------630
affected
630
national military parks
for national
762
parks--------Insurance Bureau
Bureau (see also
also
Insurance
for Camp Funston, Kans., claims
claims_ -_-_ 1344
1344 War Risk
Veterans'
Veterans' Bureau, if
tilted States),
United
for National
National Guard ------1345,
1345, 1350
1350
Marine and Insurance
Insurance Division, conMarine
for Virginia
Virginia battle fields commission_ 1345
1345
tinued until
September 3, 1924_until September
1924.. _ 1917
1917
for burial grounds of former President
President
provisions included
included in World War
War
provisions
Zachary Taylor--------------Taylor
1345
Zachary
1345
Veterans' Act-------------Act
607-630
Veterans'
607-630
for Washington
Washington Monument
Monument ------ _ 1346
1346
repeal of Act authorizing,
amendrepeal
authorizing, and amendfor constructing hospital
hospital on grounds
ments thereto-- ---- _-----_- - 629
629
Home, Calif___
of Santa Monica Home,
Calif__ _ 1346
1346
War Supplies (see Supplies,
Supplies, Army).
Army).
balances of designated
designated Army appropriaappropriations covered in ------------Captured,
934 War Trophies
Trophies and
and Devices, Captured,
captured, etc.,
etc., war devices and trophies
apportionment
and distribution among
apportionment and
to be distributed
distributed to the States,
States,
the States,
States, Territories
Territories and
and Disetc -----------------------597
597
trict of Columbia,
Columbia, of guns, etc.,
etc.,
expenditures authorized
expenditures
authorized from allottaken from the enemy
enemy in the
ments to, for Veterans'
Veterans' Bureau
Bureau
World War-----------------War
597
597
beneficiaries -------------532, 1211
beneficiaries
532,1211
ratio of, based on the proportion
proportion of
hospital facilities, etc.,
etc., of, to be utilized
utilized
in service-------_______service
597
men in
597
by Veterans'
610
Veterans' Bureau
Bureau ---------excepted, if required
required for
for Army
Army use;
use;
610
excepted,
inland, canal, and coastwise
coastwise transportamuseusm, cemeteries,
at national
nationalmuseusm,
tion facilities of, transferred
transferred to
to
597
etc -----------------.---.
597
361
Inland Waterways
Waterways Corporation_
compilation made
compilation
made of number
number of forces
inventory
inventory of typewriters in possession
possession
credited
credited to each State, etc., to be
of, to be furnished
furnished General Supused
used -------------------___597
597
ply Committee-------------Committee
67, 766
766
notice
notice to executives of States, etc.,
etc., of
to be turned
turned over to Committee
Committee on
on
character
character and quantity
quantity appor766
requisition therefor
therefor ---------- 67, 766
tioned
598
...------598
part of Philadelphia,
Philadelphia, Pa.
'
national
cemPa.,
invitation to make
make designation
designation of
invitation
tery granted city for street puracceptable material,
acceptable
material, etc -------598
Doses-------------------poses
242
shipment on notice
shipment
notice of acceptanceacceptance ----598
598
*r
--- --
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War
and Devices,
Captured—Con. Page.
(widow),
Devices, Captured-Con.
Euphenia (widow),
Trophies and
War Trophies
Washburn, Euphenia
disposal of
of State,
apportionment if
pension
1494
etc.,'apportionment
State, etc.
pension---------------------------disposal
..-_ 598 Washington,
acceptance not
notfiled
in a
a year_
year __
filed in
Washington,
acceptance
appropriation for
surveyor general,
for surveyor
of
598
appropriation
portions ---------------rejected portions
of rejected
394
Government;
clerks,
etc
the Government;
charges
by the
clerks, etc-------------------payable by
charges payable
for support,
etc., of
of Indians
Indians in__in__ _ 409, 1160
for apportioning,
apportioning, loading,
loading, etc
_ _ 598
etc--support, etc.,
for
for
bridge across
and Oregon
Oregon may
acquire bridge
may acquire
transportation to
to national
national museums,
and
transportation
Longview,
Columbia
River,
Longview
River,
cemeteries,
etc
598
Columbia
parks, etc----_----cemeteries, parks,
Oreg., to
Wash., to
to Rainier,
to
Rainier, Oreg.,
disposal of
of undistributed
undistributed devices,
devices,
Wash.,
disposal
1052
operate
free bridge
1052
bridge ------a free
as a
etc
598
operate as
etc-------------------------1052
tolls
allowed for
1052
years --------five years
for five
tolls allowed
rules,
etc., to
to be
prescribed-----------598
be prescribed
rules, etc.,
bridge
across Columbia
Columbia River
River at Van598
amount
to be
appropriated-bridge across
be appropriated.._
authorized to
amount authorized
tage
Ferry may
purchased by
661
be purchased
may be
tage Ferry
use
for reconditioning
reconditioning prior to shipuse for
operation as
free bridge
661
bridge---------598
a free
as a
ment,
598
operation
forbidden -------------ment, forbidden
than
more than
tolls
not more
for not
authorized for
tolls authorized
World War),
War
Germany (see
also World
War),
(see also
with Germany
War with
661
five years-------------------years
five
appropriation for
for preparing,
etc., naval
preparing, etc.,
appropriation
Chelan National
National Forest,
Forest, area
area diminChelan
records
of --------------- -185,
185, 864
records of
1935
ished
ished----------------------War
with Spain
Spain (see
(see also
also Spanish
Spanish War),
War with
claims of
Indian tribes
tribes in,
in, except
except
of Indian
claims
deficiency
appropriation for
for pay,
etc., of
pay, etc.,
deficiency appropriation
S'IGallams,
against
United
against
S'Klallams,
1350, 1352, 1353
the ArmyArmy__-59, 761,
761, 1350,
59,
the
to Court of
States
submitted to
States submitted
claim of
of Rhode
Island for raising
Rhode Island
claim
Claims
886
886
Claims--------------------volunteers
in, referred
referred to Court
volunteers in,
consent
Congress to
to agreement
agreement for
of Congress
consent of
of
964
Claims ------------------of Claims
Columbia
division
waters of
of Columbia
of waters
division of
Ward,
Anna E.
(widow of
of James
James Ward),
Ward),
B. (widow
Ward, Anna
River , etc.,
etc., between
between Idaho, OreRiver,
pension increased
increased -----------------1530
pension
gon,
1268
1268
and----------Montana, and
gon, Montana,
Ward ,
Annie
(widow of WilliamG.W
ard),
William G. Ward),
E..(widowof
Annie E
Ward,
with, to add to
exchange
of lands
to
lands with,
exchange of
pension --------------------------1496
pension
McNeil
Island Federal
penitenFederal penitenMcNeil Island
Ward
La.,
Ferry, La.,
Ward Ferry,
tiary
537
537
------------------tiary
bridge authorized
authorized across
across Bayou
BarBayou Barbridge
Idaho and,
and, may
d'Oreille
may bridge Pend d'Oreille
Idaho
888
tholomew at
at-----------------tholomew
River
River,
Newport-Priest River
River, Newport-Priest
T.,
Wardwell,
Cyrus T.
Wardwell, Cyrus
Road
1092
Road---------------------pension
1493
increased __-------------- -pension increased
lands
public park purfor public
to, for
granted to,
lands granted
Elmer,
Ware, Elmer,
Ware,
poses
1283
-------------poses-------_pen
sion --------------------------1414
pension
may bridge
bridge Columbia
Columbia River
River near
near
may
States,
Warehouse Act,
Act, United
United States,
Warehouse
Chelan
.
1052
Falls----------Chelan Falls
appropriation for
expenses administeradministerfor expenses
appropriation
Kettle
791
Falls ----------------Kettle Falls
454,845
ing
454, 845
ing ---------------------1117
near
Ferry --------------Vantage Ferry
near Vantage
for administering,
additional, 1925
1925_ -_
706
administering, additional,
for
preliminary examinations,
examinations, etc., authorpreliminary
for expenses,
deficiency appropriation
expenses,
appropriation for
deficiency
ized
control of
desigof desigflood control
for flood
ized for
39
administering
administering---------------nated
rivers in
in Snohomish
Snohomish and
nated rivers
Warehouses
Customs Bonded,
Warehouses, Customs
1000
Whatcom Counties
Counties----------Whatcom
stamp
x on
withdrawals
for withdrawals
entries for
on entries
tax
stamp ta
public
lands granted
granted to,
park, etc.,
for park,
to, for
public lands
335
from _
from---------------------1185
purposes
purposes ------------------Agency, Oreg.,
Warm Springs
Springs Agency,
Warm
Weather Bureau,
Bureau, Departmentof
Agriculture,
Departmentof Agriculture,
Weather
appropriation
for support,
support, etc.,
conof conetc., of
appropriation for
appropriation
for Chief
Chief of
and
Bureau, and
of Bureau,
appropriation for
federated
bands of
Indians at;
of Indians
federated bands
office
and field
personnel..---___ 436,
436, 825
field personnel
office and
repayment
repayment---------------- 410, 1161
for
general
expenses
436, 825
825
436,
-----------expenses
general
for
for
support,
etc.,
of
Indians
at,
from
from
at,
for support, etc., of Indians
cooperation with
with other
other bureaus,
bureaus,
cooperation
tribal
funds
411,
1161
tribal funds--------------436, 826
etc
------------------- 436,
etc -for
support, etc.,
of Indians
of, addiaddiIndians of,
etc., of
for support,
436, 826
for central
central office
expenses ..-----.826
expenses
office
for
tional,
1925
708
----------------tional, 1925
436, 826
for
expenses
826
office expenses-----printing office
for printing
deficiency
for civilian
civilian
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
bureau;
on
restriction
printing
by
bureau;
restriction
emplovf_ses at
1329
at ---------------employees
exception
436, 826
436,
exception _-------Shay,
Warner,
John Shay,
alias John
E., alias
Irwin B.,
Warner, Irwin
for
outside of Washington..
436, 826
Washington_ 436,
expensesoutsideof
for expenses
1477
1477
pension
pension-------------------------_ 437, 826
-_
etc _
for observations,
warnings, etc_
warnings,
observations,
for
Warner,
Rosalthe
L.
(widow),
(widow),
Warner, Rosalthe L.
for traveling
traveling expenses
expenses ------------ 437,
437, 826
826
for
11491
pension
increased--.-------------pension increased
for aerological
stations; atmospheric
aerological stations;
for
Warrant Officers,
Officers, Army,
Warrant
437, 826
investigations, etc----------etc
437,
826
investigations,
appropriation
for pay------------pay
481, 896
481,896
705
appropriation for
for salaries,
salaries, additional,
additional, 1925-------1925
for
896
for
aviation
increase__
481,
481,
for aviation increase------------705
1925for
general expenses,
additional, 1925.expenses, additional,
for general
for mileage---------mileage
482,
482, 897
for
for general
deficiency
general
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
Warren,
Sarah
J.
(widow),
(widow),
Warren, Sarah J.
expenses -------------- 55, 697, 759
759
expenses
1443
pension
pension--------------------------exchange
of building,
building, East
East Lansing,
Lansing,
exchange of
Warrenton,
Warrenton, Va.,
Mich.,
for a
site
1097
1097
new site-------a new
Mich., for
deficiency
public
for public
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
erected on acquired
building
to be
be erected
building to
58
58
building
1098
building------------------1098
site
site----------------------Warwick,
T.
Randolph T.,
Warwick, Randolph
Weaver, Fred
B.,
Fred B.,
Weaver,
bequest of,
of, accepted,
accepted, for
at
1396
building at
for building
139
bequest
pension
increased ---------------pension increased
Foundlings Home,
District of
Home, District
Foundlings
Weaver,
Leize
Holmes
(widow),
(widow),
Holmes
Leize
Weaver,
Columbia, to
1405
known as Helen
be known
to be
Columbia,
pension
pension ----------------------L. and
and Mary
Mary E.
MeWarwick MeE. Warwick
L.
1
Weaver, Samuel
S.,
S.,
Samuel
Weaver,
morial
for foundlings
foundlings and
women
and women
morial for
payment
to, for
for personal
personal injuries
injuries
1587
payment to,
794
794
cancer----------------with
with cancer
1
Weaver, William,
William,
Weaver,
1411
(widow),
D. (widow),
Washburn,
Abbie D.
1
Washburn, Abbie
pension
increased------------------pension increased
1517
1517
pension
SI^- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -
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Webb,
GiUis
W.,
Webb,
pension
Gillis W.,

West Pearl River, La.,
Page
1388 West Pearl
bridge
authorized across,
across, by
by LouisianaLouisiana_
1388
bridge authorized
1388

Page.
Page.

1402

1194
1194

pension--------.-----------------(widow),
Webb, Jennie
Jennie (widow),
pension increased------------------increased
Webb, Lieutenant
Lieutenant L.
L. D.,
D., Navy,
Navy,

payment to,
for property
property damages
damages_-_-1596
1596
to, for
payment
Webber, Josephine
Josephine L. (widow),
pension
1400
pension-------------------------1400
Wer,
Weber, Anna M. (widow),
(widow),
pension increased
increased ---------------1527
1527
Webster,
Daniel,
Webster, Daniel,
loan of portrait
portrait of, in the Capitol,
Capitol, for
for
exhibition in Philadelphia
Philadelphia of
exhibition
works of the artist, John Neagle
Ne,agle 1252
1252
works
Webster, Rosalie H. (widow),
pension increased
1483
pension
increased---------------Webster Street NW.,
NW., D. C.,
appropriation for paving,
Seventh Street
Street
paving, Seventh
appropriation
to Illinois
546
to
Illinois Avenue
Avenue------------546
for paving, etc.,
to
etc., Second Street to
Rock Creek
Creek Church Road; from
gasoline-tax fund ------------1226
gasoline-tax
1226
Weekley, William,
Weekley,
preemption
land
preemption claim of, to section of land
in Alabama, granted to owners of
titles thereto
thereto ---------------1579
1579
Measures,
Weights and
and Measures,
international convention
convention relating
to -_- 1686
1686
international
relating to
Measures, International
International
Weights and Measures,
Bureau of,
Bureau
appropriation for contribution
contribution _--_ 210, 1019
1019
appropriation
Measures,
International
Weights and
and Measures,
International
Committee of,
appropriation for
expenses, American
American
appropriation
for expenses,
member --------------member
230, 1039
1039
Weights, Measures,
Measures, and
and Markets, D.
D. C.,
Superintendent of,
Superintendent
appropriation for
personnel_--- 541,
541, 1218
1218
for office
office personnel
appropriation
for
inspection expenses
expenses --------541, 1218
forinspection
541,
1218
541, 1218
for expenses, markets, etc --------541,
1218
for
motor trucks-------------541, 1218
1218
formotortrucks
(widow),
Weiler, Lizzie C. (widow),
_pe
nsion --------------------------1469
pension
1469
enhold. Emma C. (widow),
Weinhold.
pension increased
increased ------------------1469
pension
Weiss,
lSts, Louis,
pension -__----____--____-1438
_ 1438
Wciva
Vekiva River, Fla.,
Fla.,
preliminary
examination, etc., of, to be
preliminary examination,
1194
made ----------------------Weller, Honorable
Honorable Royal H.,
deficiency
appropriation for contested
deficiency appropriation
election
673
673
election expenses
expenses ------------(widow),
Wellman, Margaret
Margaret (widoiw),
_pe
nsion
pension-------------------------1422
1man,
Sarah A.
Wellman, Sarah
A. (widow),
pension
increased ----------------- 1509
nsion increased
1509
Wells,
lls, Eliza
(widow),
Eliza M. (widow),
pension
1495
pension-.------------------------1495
Wells, Nellie (widow),
(widow),
pensionnsion ------------------------1463
Wells,,William,
pension increased
1384
1384
pension
increased __-__--_---------Wepo Wash Irrigation
IrrigationProject,
Project, Ariz.,
Ariz.,
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc., of 400,
appropriation
1151
Wertsch, Ludwig,
pe nsion increased
increased -----------------1393
pension
1393
West Indian
Indian Islands
Islands acquired
acquired from Denmark (see
Islands).
mark
(see Virgin
Virgin Islands).
Indies,
West Indies,
appropriation
Weather Service
Service exappropriation for Weather
in
penses in----------_------ 436,
436. 825
825

e

el

v

-

-

-

-

-

-

preliminary
be
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., of,
of, to
to be
made
made ----------------------West Point,
Point, Ga.,
issue
stores to
to sufferers
sufferers from
from
issue of
of Army
Army stores
cyclone at,
in 1920,
1920, approved;
approved;
cyclone
at, in
credit allowed
credit
allowed ---------------West
Point, N.
N. Y.
Y. (see
(see Military
Academy).
West Point,
Military Academy).
West,
West, Sophia M. (widow),
pension
pension --------------------------"West Virginia,"
Battleship,
Virginia," Battleship,
appropriation
control apparatus
apparatus
appropriation for fire control
for ------------------------Western Avenue NW.,
NW., D.
D. C.,
appropriation for
grading, etc.,
etc., MassaMassafor grading,
appropriation
chusetts Avenue
Forty-first
chusetts
Avenue to
to Forty-first
Street
Street---------------------Agency, Nev.,
Nev.,
Western Shoshone Agency,
appropriation for
for support,
support, etc.,
etc., of
of InInappropriation
dians
at, from
from tribal
funds_ __ 411,
411,
dians at,
tribalfunds___
Western Shoshone Indian
Indian Reservation,
Reservation,
Idaho
Nev.,
Idaho and
and Nev.,
appropriation
for irrigation
irrigation project
project on
on
appropriation for

19
19

1252
1252
1511
1511

881
881

1224
1224
1161
1161
400,
400,
1151
1151

Western
Western State College of Colorado,
Colorado,
granted
biological station_
__
granted lands for biological
station --477
Charles F.,
Westfield, Charles
pension
pension----------------------1409
Westgate, Maria
MariaL. (widow),
pension increased
increased --------------1467
1467
Pa.,
Westmoreland County, Pa.,
bridge authorized across
across Allegheny
Allegheny
River by Allegheny County andand.
892
River
892
Westport, Battle of,
investigation of feasibility,
feasibility, plans, etc-,
investigation
etc.,
for military
commemomilitary park to commemorate
in Kansas
City, Mo__
rate,! in
Kansas City,
Mo ----__ 801
commission authorized
to assist ---commission
authorized to
801
expenses
paid from Army conexpenses to be paid
contingencies
tingencies----------------801
Hannah (widow),
Wetherel, Hannah
pension
pension ----- _____---------------1460
1460
Weymouth, Fore
Weymouth,
Fore River, Mass.,
preliminary
examination,
etc.,
preliminary
examination,
etc.,
of,
Hingham
Quincy, to be
Hingham Bay to Quincy,
made
made ----------------------1191
Whalen, Mary (widow),
pension
1459
pension increased
increased------------------1459
Whalin,
Filen,
Whalin, Filen,
pension increased
pension
increased -----------------1394
Products,
Wheat and Wheat Products,
proclamation determining
determining tariff rates
proclamation
on, to equalize
equalize differences
differences in costs
of production-----_--_-----production
1941
(widow),
Wheeler, Ascension S. de (widow),
pension
1406
pension -----------------------A. H. (widow),
(widow),
Wheeler, Ency A.
pension
pension -1476
-----_---------__-Julian A.
Wheeler, Julian
A. (son),
pension
1511
pension -------------..
1511
Catherine E. (widow),
Whetstone, Catherine
pension
1458
pension ---..-- - - - - - -__-____1458
(widow),
White, Anna C. (widow),
pension increased
1498
pension
increased -----------------1498
White Earth
Earth Agency,
Agency, Minn.,
appropriation
support, etc.,
etc. of Inappropriation for support,
dians at, from tribal funds-funds
411
dians
411
White Earth
Indian School, Minn.,
Earth Indian
high school teachers
teachers at, to be paid from
819
tribal funds_
funds ----- __-------White, Emily (widow),
(widow),
pension increased
increased---------------1471

2317
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White,
(widow),
Page.
White, Emma Cora
Cora (widow),
Page.
pension increased
1474
increased -------------1474
White House (see also Executive
Executive Office).
Office).
donations of early American furniture,
furniture,
etc.,
etc., may be accepted
accepted for use in_ 1091
to become
become Government
Government property---property
1091
temporary committee authorized
temporary
to
authorized to
recommend acacpass on, and recommend
ceptance
ceptance--------..------- _ 1091
White House Police,
Police,
appropriation for salaries
salaries -------- 521, 1199
appropriation
equipment ---521, 1199
for uniforms and equipment
additional, 1925 ------705
for salaries,
salaries, additional,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for additional
additional
personnel
674
personnel------------------674
for uniforms,
uniforms, etc
etc-----------------White, James
James K.,
pension -----------1410
pension
_------------_ 1410
White, Jennie
Jennie (widow),
pension ----------------------1460
1460
pension
White, Jessie
Jessie M.,
payment to, widow of Mark White,
payment
for personal
personal injuries
1585
injuries----------- 1585
Martha (widow),
White, Martha
pension
-1425
pension---------------------Martha R. (widow),
White, Martha
_pension
1512
1512
ension-------------------------Rust,
Blister Rust,
Pine Blister
White Pine
approproation for
for study,
etc., of---of ____ 440,830
440, 830
study, etc.,
approproation
eradicating, etc.,
etc.,__
440, 830
- 440,830
for expenses
expenses of eradicating,
441,830
local, etc., cooperation
830
cooperation------- 441,
paying
destroyed, etc.,
paying for trees destroyed,
forbidden
441, 831
-----forbidden------White River,
authorized across, at Augusta,
Augusta,
bridge authorized
Ark
1131
--Ark-------------------Arkansas
Arkansas may acquire to operate
as a
1131
bridge--------------a free bridge
years------- 1131
allowed for five years
tolls allowed
Batesville,
_ 888
Batesville, Ark
Ark ------------De
Bluff, Ark
..--_ 645
.
----De Valls Bluff,
Newport,
Ark
1131
---Newport, Ark-----operate.. 1132
Arkansas may acquire and operateSaint Charles,
999
Charles, Ark
Ark--------------Arkansas may acquire to operate
Arkansas
as a
a free bridge
1000
bridge-------------tolls allowed for five years ------1000
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., of, to be
preliminary
1195
made
1195
made-----------------------1195
of west fork --------------------preliminary
power plant on,
permit for power
preliminary permit
may be extended-------------extended
96
time
extended for bridging,
Batesville,
bridging, Batesville,
time extended
Ark
789
Ark------------------------White River the
Utah,
Ute Indians,
Indians, Utah,
appropriation for irrigating
irrigating allotted
appropriation
of
----------- 403, 1154
lands of----for
funds of
tribal funds
to, from
from tribal
for payment
payment to,
Confederated
of Utes - 412, 1162
Bands of
Confederated Bands
from
interest
412,
1162
412,1162
accrued interest-------from accrued
for irrigating
irrigating allotted
allotted lands of, addiaddi707
tional, 1925 --------------White River, West Fork,
Fork, Ind.,
Ind.,
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., authorpreliminary
ized
of
249
for flood control of-------ized for
White, Sarah
Sarah H. (widow),
(widow),
pension increased
_
1451
increased-----------------pension
White, Sarah
Sarah J.
J. (widow),
1464
pension increased
1464
increased------------------pension
White Star
Star Line, New York City,
deficiency appropriation
refund of
appropriation for refund
deficiency
immigration fine to
1335
to----------- 1335
Whitehead,
Whitehead, David
David H.,
1388
pension
increased
1388
-- r --- -- - - - - - rDension
- - - increased------------------A...

.

.............

Whiteman, Lennie (daughter),
pension
pension-_---------____-_____---_
--Whiteriver,
Whiteriver, Ariz.,
authorized for Indian agency
agency
amount authorized
building,
etc., at-------------at
building, etc.,
Whiteside
Whiteside County, Ill.,
authorized across Mississippi
bridge authorized
River,
River, between Clinton County,
Iowa and-------------------and
Forest, Oreg.,
National Forest,
Whitman National
exchange
with private
private owners,
exchange of lands with
and designated
designated public
public lands, to
to
and
be added
added to ----------1279,
be
Jennie (widow),
(widow),
Whitney, Jennie
pension --------------------------pension
Whitten, Frances
J. (widow),
(widow),
FrancesJ.
pension -----------------------Wible, Laura
Laura C. (widow),
(widow),
pension
increased -----------------pension increased
Wichita,
Indians, Okla.,
Wichita, etc., Indians,
appropriation for support,
support, etc-etc
409,
appropriation
additional, 19251925_
for support, etc., of, additional,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for counsel,
counsel,
deficiency
of
Caddo band of-------------all claims of, against
against United
United States,
States, ununder treaties, etc.,
etc., to be adjudiClaims ----of Claims
cated by Court of
procedure, etc
etc------------------procedure,
Wick,
R.
Wick James R.,
appropriation for services-deficiency
services__ _
deficiency appropriation
Wicks, Harriet
Harriet (widow),
(widow),
Wicks,
pension
increased
pension increased------------------Wicomico River, Md.,
preliminary
examination, etc., of, to be
preliminary examination,
made
made----------------------Wide Ruins Irrigation
Irrigation Project,
Project, Ariz.,
appropriation
maintenance, etc., of
appropriation for maintenance,

E. (widow),
Wilbur, Florence
Florence E.
pension -------------------------Wilcox,
Wilcox, Jesse
Jesse (son),

pension
pension---------------------------

Wilcox, Roy
Roy B.,
Wilcoxz
----------------pension--pension
Landing, Fla.,
Fla
Wilds Landing,
bridge authorized
across Saint Marys
Marys
authorized across
River at ------------------Hannah (widow),
(widow),
Wiles, Hannah
pension increased
increased----------------pension
Wiley, Robert (son),
Wiley,
_pension
pension ------------------------Wiley, Robert David
David (son),
Wiley,

Page.
Page.
1432
1432
93

15
15

1282
1282

1425
1514
1514
1470

1159
1159
708
1330
1330
366
366
367

33
1420
1420

1192
400,
1151
1498
1498

1433
1433

1410
1410
472
1502
1474

pension --------------------------pension

1420
1420

pension ------------------------- pension

1448
1448

pension -------------------------pension

1445
1445

pension
pension.--------

1432
1432

A. (widow),
Mary A.
Wilfong, Mary
Cora (widow),
(widow),
Wilhite, Cora

(widow),
V. (widow),
Wilkerson, Emma V.
Mikes-Barre, Pa.,
Pa.,
Wilkes-Barre,
time
time

-

---------

for bridging
bridging North
North
for
Branch of Susquehanna
Susquehanna River,
from---------to Dorranceton
Dorrancet,on from
Wilkesboro, N. C.,
terms of court at
at----------------terms
Wilkey, Emily C. (widow),
(widow),
Wilkey,
pension
pension
_----------------------Wilking, Mary
(widow),
J. (widow),
Mary J.
pension increased------------------increased
pension
Wilkinson,
(widow),
Eloise (widow),
Wilkinson, Eloise
pension
increased __------------- --pension increased
Wilkinson,
Wilkinson, Nellie (widow),
pension
pension ----------------------- ----Wilkinson, R. F.,
F.,
pension
pension------------------------i

extended
extended

173
662
1458
1520
1520

1399
1399
1399
1399

1403

2318
2318
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a
Page.
Willamette
Canal, Oreg.,
Oreg.,
e.
P
Falls Canal,
Willamette Falls
time
for bridging,
Lock
at Lock
bridging, at
extended for
time extended
No. 4--------------------998
No.4
Willamette River,
bridge
across, Portland,
Portland,
authorized across,
bridge authorized
Oreg
18
18
Oreg----------------------9
at Burnside
Burnside Street -------------9
at
Ross Island
Island-----------------9
9
at Ross
Willamette River,
Lower,
WiUamette
River, Lower,
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., of, to be
made Portland, Oreg--------Oreg
1196
made,
Wiltape Harbor,
Harbor, Wash.,
WiUapa
preliminary examination, etc., of, to be
preliminary
1197
made
made----------------------Willard,
(widow),
Hattie M. (widow),
Willard, Hattie
pension
1480
pension---------------------Willard,
Verretle S.
(widow),
S. (widow),
Willard, Verrele
pension increased-----------------increased
1523
pension
William
and Mary
Mary College, Va.,
William and
two cannon
cannon surrendered
at
surrendered by British at
Yorktown, 1781,
1781, to be loaned to_
115
toYorktown,
Williams,
J.,
Williams, Andrew
Andrew J.,
------------- 1495
pension -------------Williams,
Bertha (daughter),
Williams, Bertha
(daughter),
pension
1443
pension--------------------------Williams,
Cornelia de C. (widow),
(widow),
Williams, Cornelia
pension increased
1382
increased ----------------Williams
Edward T.,
Williams,? Edward
of----------- 1367
credit in postal accounts of
Williams,
Ethel,
Williams, Ethel,
payment to,
1362
to, for
for personal injuries ---payment
Williams,
Hiram,
Williams, Hiram,
homestead patent and
may complete homestead
application for additional
additional
make application
811
lands-----------stock raising lands
Williams,
Isabella W. (widow),
Williams, Isabella
1474
1474
pension increased
increased------------------Williams, John
John Douglass,
Douglass,
reimbursement to, for stolen Victory
reimbursement
notes ----------------------1277
1277
Williams, Martha
(widow),
Martha(widow),
pension increased
increased ------------------- 1453
Martha A. (widow),
(widow),
Williams, Martha
pension -------------------------1500
.1500
Williams, May (widow),
pension
pension -------------------------1495
Williams,
Sarah E. (widow
Williams, Sarah
(uidow of George
Williams),
pension increased
increased------------------1493
Williams, Sarah
Sarah E. (widow
(widow of
of Henry
Henry C.
C.
Williams),
pension
1421
pension-------------------------Williams, Sarah
Sarah F. (mother),
pension ---------------------1411
pension
1411
Williams, Sherwood
Sherwood H.,
pension increased
increased------------------1391
Williams,
Williams, William
William A.,
A.,
1394
pension increased
increased-----------------1394
Williams, William
Williams,
William B. (son),
pension -------------------------- 1471
Williamson,
AlaiIlda E.
Williamson, Alwillda
E. (widow),
(widow),
pension
1471
pension---------------------------Williamson,
Isabella L. (widow),
(widow),
Williamson, Isabella
pension -------------------- ------- 1434
Willis, Clara
(daughter),
ClaraI.
I. (daughter),
pension -------------------------1474
pension
Williston Irrigation
Project, N. Dak.,
Williston
Irrigation Project,
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
appropriation
of ---------------------418,
418, 1168
1168
appraisal of buildings, etc., and
appraisal
1168
authorized
1168
sale or lease authorized-------Williston,
Williston, N. Dak.,
authorized across Missouri
Missouri River
bridge authorized
River
at.
815
--815
at.-----------------

Willms.,Joseph,
Joseph,
Page.
Willms,
1412
1412
pension -------------------------Wilmarth, Lottie
Lottie (widow),
Wilmarth,
pension
1448
pension--------------------------Nettie E. (widow),
Wilmarth, Nettie
pension increased
_
1503
increased------------------pension
Wilmington, Del.,
Wilmington,
Del.,
plans
of harbor,
for improvement
improvement of
plans for
1186
modified ---------------- 1186
Wilmington, N. C.,
terms of court at ------------------661
Wilsey, Susan A.
A. (widow),
(widow),
Wilsey,
pension
1466
pension -------------------------Wilson
Catherine (widow),
Wilson,? Catherine
pension
1398
pension--------------------------Wilson
Wilson, Edith
Edith Bolling,
Bolling,
franking privilege granted
granted to, widow of
franking
former
Wilson ------1359
President Wilson
former President
Wilson, Edward
Edward R.
R.,'
reimbursement
reimbursement to, for naval funds
stolen and
and amount deposited
stolen
1592
therefor
1592
---------therefor- -Wilson, Elizabeth
Elizabeth (widow),
(widow),
Wilson,
pension increased
_
1437
pension
increased------------------Wilson, Emma (widow),
pension --------------------------1421
pension
Wilson,
Wilson, Lucy Stevens (widow),
pension --------------------------1422
pension
Wilson
(widow),
Wilson,? Maggie
Maggie (widow),
pension --------------------------- 1485
Wilson
Wilson,? Melinda
Malinda (widow),
_
1423
increased---------------pension increased
(Widow),
Wilson, Mary
Mary (widow),
1413
1413
pension -------------------------Wilson, N. C.,
661
terms of court at------------------at
(daughter),
Wilson, Naomi
Naomi G. (daughter),
pension
1513
1513
pension-----------------------Wilson
Wilson,? Nellie E.
E. (widow),
pension
pension--------------- .---------- 1489
Wilson, Pa.,
Pa.,
extended for bridging MonongaMonongatime extended
Allegheny County
hela River by Allegheny
- 891
at --------------------Wilson
Sophia (widow of Henry Wilson),
Wilsonz Sophia
pension --------------------1429
Sophia (widow of John
Wilson, Sophia
John H. Wilson),
---------------.---------pensionSon),
1438
President of the
Wilson, Woodrow, former
former President
the
United
United States
States,
joint
joint session
session of
of the
the two Houses
Houses for
memorial
service to, ordered---ordered
_ 1614
memorial service
oration by Doctor Edwin Anderson
Anderson
oration
Alderman
ordered printed
printed ----6
1614
Alderman ordered
of_--__ _ 1
1
93
18
4
proclamation announcing
announcing death of
1938
Wilt, Hallie
Hattie (widow),
(widow),
pension -------_------------------ 1498
Wilton
Wilton,? Henry,
1401
pension increased
increased------------------Wimbles, Mary
J. (widow),
(widow),
Mary J.
pension -------_.
.-------------- _
1530
Winchell, Stephen
A.,
Stephen A.,
military record corrected
corrected ----------1596
Cave National
Park, S. Dak.,
Wind Care
National Park,
appropriation for protection,
appropriation
protection, etc_
etc --__ 424,
424, 1178
1178
for protection,
protection, additional,
additional, 1925 ---709
deficiency
appropriation for --------- 1348
deficiency appropriation
Wind Riter
River Indian
Indian Reservation
also
Reservation (see also
Shoshone Indian Reservation,
Reservation,
Wyo.),
Wyo.),
appropriation for irrigation system_ 404, 1154
appropriation
reimbursefor roads and bridges; reimbursement
ment---------------------413
413
-

-W

INDEX.
Wind River
River Indian
Indian Reservation—Contd.
Reservation-Contd.
Wind
appropriation
irrigation system,
system, adfor irrigation
appropriation for
ditional,
1925
ditional, 1925---------------deficiency appropriation
appropriation for irrigation
deficiency
project --------------------project
appropriation for
unexpended balance,
balance, appropriation
unexpended
irrigation
system on diminished,
diminished,
irrigation system
covered in
in------------------covered
Winder Building,
Building, D. C.,
Winder

Page
Page.

707
61
1155

custody, etc.,
transferred to Superetc., of, transferred
custody,
intendent
Departetc., DepartState, etc.,
of State,
intendent of
ment
Buildings ----------66
ment Buildings
Wingar,
Mabel (daughter),
(daughter),
Wingar, Mabel
pension
1449
pension-------.----------Winkler,
Mary E.,
E.,
Winkler, Mary
1578
payment
for death
death of
of son
son--------to, for
payment to,
Winn,
Mary A.
(widow),
A. (widow),
Winn, Mary
1529
pension
pension ---------------------Winnebago
Nebr.,
Agency, Nebr.,
Winnebago Agency,
support, etc., of Inappropriation
Infor support,
appropriation for
dians at,
funds__ 411, 1161
tribal fundsfrom tribal
at, from
dians
Winnebago County,
Ill.,
County, Ill.,
Winnebago
bridge
River
across Rock River
authorized across
bridge authorized
13
in
13
in-------------------------time
for bridging
bridging Rock River
River
extended for
time extended
814
At
Rockford, by
by ..----------at Rockford,
Winnebago Indian
Hospital, Nebr.,
Indian Hospital,
Winnebago
appropriation
for maintenance,
etc.,
maintenance, etc.,
appropriation for
of
1159
408, 1159
of -------------------Winnebago
Reservation, Nebr.,
Indian Reservation,
Winnebago Indian
issue of
of trust
trust patents
Indians of,
to Indians
patents to
issue
patents- 1114
fee patents..
holders
restricted fee
1114
of restricted
holders of
1114
period
years----------ten years
trust ten
of trust
period of
allottee, Mary
land patent
patent to
deceased allottee,
to deceased
land
Crane,
canceled, and
and land reCrane, canceled,
stored to
Indians of
138
of ---------to Indians
stored
Winters,
A. (widow),
Eliza A.
Winters, Eliza
- 1521
pension
pension ------------------------C.,
Winyah
Bay, S.
S. C.,
Winyah Bay,
improvement
of waterway
Charleswaterway from Charlesimprovement of
ton, S.
S. C.,
C., to,
___ 1187
authorized-----to, authorized_
ton,
Wireless
Communication (see
(see Radio ComWireless Communication
munication).
munication).
Wireworms,
Wireworms,
appropriation
for investigations,
etc.,
investigations, etc.,
appropriation for
of
449, 839
839
449,
of-_---------------------Wirtz, Clara
(widow),
Clara (widow),
Wirtz,
1526
pension increased------------------increased
pension
Wisconsin,
Wisconsin,
appropriation
for support,
support, etc., of
appropriation for
Indians in
1160
409,1160
in ---------------- 409,
Indians
unappropriated public
public lands
lands in, erroneunappropriated
ously
water-covered
as water-covered
surveyed as
oulsly surveyed
1013
-------areas,
be sold
sold
to be
areas, to
preference right
right of
cultioccupants cultiof occupants
preference
vating, etc.,
to make
application
make application
etc., to
vating,
1013
to
purchase ----------------1013
to purchase
proof
to accompany
accompany -----------1013
proof to
division of
of two
held
tracts held
more tracts
or more
two or
division
under
rights -------1013
riparian rights
ilrnder riparian
in
given
preference given
claims, preference
conflicting claims,
in conflicting
1013
to improvements,
improvements, etc
etc --------1013
to
no
than one
hundred and
one hundred
more than
no more
sixty acres
___ 1013
applicant--any applicant_
to any
acres to
sixty
existing
under public
public land
land
rights under
existing rights
laws not
not abridged
1013
abridged ----------laws
appraisal
of imimexclusive of
value, exclusive
of value,
appraisal of
provement by
by applicant
1013
1013
applicant-----provement
apissue
for such
lands as apsuch lands
patent for
of patent
issue of
to, on payplicant is
is entitled
entitled to,
plicant
ment of
of appraised
price -----1013
appraised price
ment
Wisconsin
Avenue NW.,
NW., D.
C.,
D. C.,
Wisconsin Avenue
appropriation
for
MassaMassapaving,
for paving,
appropriation
chusetts Avenue
Avenue to
Road;
River Road;
to River
chusetts
549
tax fund--------from gasoline
fund
gasoline tax
from

2319
2319

Page.
Wisconsin River,
River,
Wisconsin
preliminary
examination, etc., of, to be
preliminary examination,
1195
made
made ----------------------Wise, Margaret
D. (widow),
Margaret D.
Wise,
1467
pension
increased ------------------pension increased
Wise, W.
W. A.,
A.,
Wise,
payment
for personal
personal injuries
injuries ---1578
to, for
payment to,
Wiseman, Adaline
Adaline (widow),
Wiseman,
1517
pension
increased
pension increased------------------(widow),
Wishard, Amanda
Amanda (widow),
Wishard,
1460
1460
pension
pension---------------------------Withers, Emma
(widow),
C. (widow),
Emma C.
Withers,
1513
1513
pension
increased
pension increased------------------Witnesses, United
United States
States Courts,
Courts,
Witnesses,
appropriation
1030
etc --------- 221, 1030
fees, etc
for fees,
appropriation for
deficiency
57,
for fees - --appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
1351
61, 171,
171, 698,
698, 700,
700, 760,
760, 1333,
1333, 1351
61,
Governcertificate of
of attorneys
in Governattorneys in
certificate
ment
conclusive -------1333
cases conclusive
ment cases
(widow),
Wolbert, Carrie
Carrie (widow),
Wolbert,
pension
increased -----------------1461
pension increased
Wolf River,
Wis.,
River, Wis.,
Wolf
preliminary
etc., authorauthorexamination, etc.,
preliminary examination,
249
ized
flood control
control of-------of
for flood
ized for
Hixson,
Wolfe, Edward
Edward P.,
P. 'alias
Thomas B.
B. Hixson,
aliasThomas
Wolfe,
pension
increased -----------------1384
pension increased
Wolford,
(widow),
Isabelle (widow),
Wolford, Isabelle
1448
pension
increased -----------------144§
pension increased
Woltman,
Herman R.,
Woltman, Herman
1603
military
record corrected------------corrected
military record
Wolves,
Wolves,
appropriation
devising methods for
for devising
appropriation for
destroying
450, 841
destroying--------------Women, Federal
Federal Industrial
Industrial Institution
for,
Institutionfor,
Women,
473
provision
establishing -------------provision establishing
Women
in Industry,
Women in
appropriation
for investigations,
investigations, etc_ 242, 1051
appropriation for
to,
Women
World War,
War, Memorial
Memorial to,
the World
of the
Women of
deficiency appropriation
contribuappropriation for contribudeficiency
tion
to erection
erection of------------of
1314
tion to
Women's
Department of
Labor,
of Labor,
Bureau, Department
Women's Bureau,
appropriation
for salaries
salaries and exappropriation for
penses
penses------------------ 241, 1051
Wood
Distillation, etc.,
Wood Distillation,
appropriation for
investigating methods
methods
for investigating
appropriation
of
--------------------- 445, 835
of
flax straw
straw for
manufacture of pulp
for manufacture
flax
445, 835
and
paper --------------.and paper
Wood,
Elizabeth (widow),
(widow),
Wood, Elizabeth
pension increased
1519
increased --------------pension
Wood,
Wood, Eva L. (widow),
1524
pension
pension------------------------Woodfield, Catharine
.1. (widow),
CatharineJ.
Woodfield,
pension increased------------------increased
1481
pension
Woodlawn, Pa.,
Pa.,
Woodlawn,
bridge authorized
across Ohio River
authorized across
bridge
791
from
to-----------Ambridge to
from Ambridge
D. C.,
NW., D.
Woodley Place
Place NW.,
Woodley
appropriation for
for paving,
paving, Woodley
Woodley
appropriation
Road
to Cathedral
Avenue;
Cathedral Avenue;
Road to
from
gasoline-tax
fund
1226
from gasoline-tax fund--------Woodley Road
NW., D. C.,
C.,
Road NW.,
Woodley
appropriation for
Twentypaving, Twentyfor paving,
appropriation
1224
eighth to
to Twenty-ninth
StreetsTwenty-ninth Streets
eighth
for paving,
Woodley Place to Conpaving, Woodley
for
necticut Avenue;
gasolinefrom gasolineAvenue; from
necticut
1226
tax fund
fund -----------------tax
Woodruff,
William
Schuyler
,
Schuyler,
William
Woodruff,
may be
appointed an
an officer
Officer of Inbe appointed
may
806
806
fantry
fantry ----------------Woods,
Charlotte (widow),
(widow),
Woods, Charlotte
1495
1495
pension
pension-----------------------Woods,
Joseph,
Woods, Joseph,
1387
1387
pension
pension---------------------------

2320
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rage.
World War—Continued.
War-Uontinuet.
Woods, Louisa
Louisa (widow),
Page.
rage. World
(widow),
Woods,
supply
officers of Navy
Navy and Naval Resupply officers
pension
1507
1507
pension-------------------------serve Force to be paid for active
Woodward, Barbara
(widow),
0. (widow),
Barbara0.
Woodward,
rank
service during, pay, etc., of rank
pension
1500
pension -------------------------prior to
of bonds
bonds - -860
prior
to approval
approval of
860
Francis W.,
W.,
Woodward, Francis
veterans of, with specified diseases,
diseases, adveterans
land
to, authorized-----------authorized
811
811
patent to,
land patent
facilities, etc.,
mitted to hospital facilities,
Woodward, Mary
C. (widow),
Mary C.
(widow),
Woodward,
of Veterans'
620
Bureau----------620
Veterans' Bureau
pension
1429
pension--------------------------1429
Woodward, Okla.,
Compensation Act,
World War
War Adjusted Compensation
appropriation for
livestock
for establishing
establishing livestock
appropriation
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for paying adaddeficiency
breeding station at
at-------- 457, 850
breeding
justed service credits, and delivestock breeding
breeding station,
station, adfor livestock
pendents'
pendents' pay
pay---------------681
ditional, 1925 --------------706
ditional,
for amount to adjusted service cerdeficiency
appropriation
for
livestock
deficiency appropriation for livestock
682
tificate fund ---------------1326
breeding
breeding station, buildings
buildings---for administrative expenses,
expenses, under
terms
be proprorooms to
to be
terms of court at; rooms
Navy Department
Department -------- 688, 1335
vided
946
388, 946
----------------- - 388,
vided
for administrative
administrative expenses, under
Clip of 1918,
Wool Clip
War Department
Department ---_------ 695, 1344
appropriation
for completing
of
completing work of
appropriation for
administrative
expenses, under
for
administrative
expenses,
under
handling,
etc
455,
846
handling, etc-------------Veterans' Bureau
Bureau------------Veterans'
681
Wool Industry,
title of Act-----------------------Act
121
121
appropriation for
investigating probprobfor investigating
appropriation
construed: "Veteran",
"Veteran", persons
persons
terms construed:
lems of, on western farms -- - 439, 828
excluded -------------------121
excluded
Woolley,
James C.,
Wooley, James
"overseas
"home service"service"_
122
"overseas service"; "home
deficiency
appropriation for allowance
allowance
deficiency appropriation
"adjusted
"person"
122
122
"adjusted service credit";
credit"; "person"
in accounts ----------------1327
adjusted service
credit allowed for each
each
adjusted
service credit
Wooley,
(daughter),
Maud Mabel (daughter),
Wooley, Maud
War
day in United States World War
pensi
on
1499
ension-------------------------service exceeding
exceeding 60 ---------122
Wlen,
Martha A.
A. (widow),
Worden, Martha
__ _
122
allowance for overseas; for home_
home---pension
1459
pension-------------------------maximum
122
maximum--------------------Workhouse,
D. C.,
Workhouse, D.
not allowed
allowed commissioned
commissioned officers
officers
appropriation for salaries of administraappropriation
above designated
designated grades------grades
122
122
566, 1241
tion -------------------individuals holding
holding commissions
commissions
operation and maintenance__
_ 566, 1241
maintenance_for operation
in higher grades; noncommisnoncommisfuel
567, 1241
for fuel--------------------excepted -----122
122
sioned officers excepted
construction, repairs, etc ----567, 1241
for construction,
civilian officers,
officers, designated classes
civilian
567
for brick making plant -----------of service, etc-----etc
122
--------122
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for maintedeficiency
persons entering
entering service since NoNonance, etc ------------------677
nance,
122
vember 11,
11, 1918-------------1918
122
World Flyers,
Flyers,
officers on home service
service without
without
recognition of
of services
of Army
Army Air
Air
services of
recognition
troops ---------------122
_----troops
circumnaviofficers, in circumnaviService officers,
members not dePublic Health members
gating the globe--------------globe
979
tailed with armed
armed forces
forces------122
tailed
World War,
War,
while on farm or industrial
industrial furfurappropriation for
preparing naval recfor preparing
appropriation
lough ----------------------122
lough
ords of -----------------185, 864
doing road work, etc., and receivfor expenses auditing Army,
Army, coning pay equal
equal to civilian ememtracts -----.
------------- 483, 897
ployees
123
ployees -------------------for segregating bodies of soldiers,
drafted persons,
persons, released
released thereetc., in American
cemeteries in
American cemeteries
from
from-----------------------123
123
France_ _
- -__ 512, 927
Great Britain and France
allowed while on exceptionally
exceptionally hazfor preparing Medical
Medical and Surgical
home service
ardous home
service----------123
123
History of ----------------514, 929
all exclusions applicable
applicable in computdeficiency
appropriation for
for distribution
distribution
deficiency appropriation
ing ---------------------- .
123
123
ordnance, etc., captured
captured in.,
of ordnance,
in-____ 1345
Guard and Reserve
Reserve in
in
of National Guard
disbursing
respondisbursing officers relieved from responservice between
between July 33 and
sibility for losses, etc.,
etc., in service
August 5, 1917
1917--------------__ _
860
123
123
accounts of; time extended_
extended----veterans granted adjusted pay
123
pay-------issue of commission
commission to person appointed
an officer during World War or
adjusted service
service certificates
certificates -------123
123
applications
recommended
therefor from offirecommended therefor
applications to be filed with Secretary
Secretary
of War or Navy
cer's training school
school, unable to
to
Navy-------------123
123
accept by reason of death
death in line
before January
January 1, 1928 ---------before
123
123
of duty
duty_---------------------1255
transmittal
transmittal with certificate
certificate of
officer in military service during, offiservice to Director; contents
contents of
service
cially recommended
recommended for promocertificate
certificate------------------124
124
unable to accept by reason
reason
tion, unable
extended on receipt of --benefits extended
124
124
..of death in line of duty -----1255
pamphlet
pamphlet containing information
information to be
officer recommended
recommended officially for proprepared
and distributed
124
prepared and
distributed -----124
motion, unable
unable to accept
accept by reamotion,
adjusted service credit record
record not subson of death in line of duty ----- 1256
1256
ject to review by General
General AcAcauthorized of indebtedness
indebtedness
settlement authorized
counting Office -------------124
20
of Finland -----------------20
payments
under,
disbursing
by disbursing
of Hungary -------------.---136
- 136
officers to be credited---------credited
124
124
of Lithuania ----------------719
_- 71
administrative
administrative regulations
regulations to be made;
of Poland
720
Poland----------------------.
72C
reports to Congress -_ 124
-
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World War
Compensation Act—
ActWar Adjusted Compensation
Continued.
payable to
veterans' dependents,
dependents,
to veterans'
sums payable
etc., free
free from attachment,
attachment, etc__
etc.,
punishment for charging
charging fees to veterans -----------------------adjusted service pay if credit not over
over
$50
$50 ----------------------assignable, etc.;
etc.; restriction
restriction on
not assignable,
payments
payments------------------adjusted service certificates
certificates to be issued
without cost
cost--------------face value of, to equal 20-year endowinsurance----- -----ment insurance
effective date; payable
payable to beneficiary
beneficiary
effective
after 20 years, etc-----etc
----allowance if veteran dies before
January 1,
1, 1925
January
1925-----------loan to veteran
veteran on certificate,
certificate, allowedallowed_
loan
banks authorized
authorized to make, on prompromissory note secured by
by certificate
certificate
interest; discounting,
etc--discounting, sale, etc_
notice to veteran
veteran on sale, etc., to
to
other bank--------------bank
other
notes not paid
paid at maturity may
may be presented to Director
Director-----------sented
canceling
acceptance; payment
payment and canceling
acceptance;
thereof; certificate
certificate to be retained
retained
thereof;
payment of, with interest,
interest, by vetveton payment
eran, certificate
returned certificate to be returned__
before
not
redeemed
if certificate
certificate
redeemed before
maturity,
amount of, and interintermaturity, amount
est to be deducted
therefrom___
deducted therefrom_-payment of remainder
remainder---------settlement where veteran dies before
before
settlement
maturity of -------------payment
of
note
by
Director
Director---payment
remainer of certificate
value discertificate value
tributed to beneficiaries
beneficiaries------payment of, by Director on failure
failure
of veteran -----------------amount deducted from value of ceramount
tificate when
beneficiary_
when paid to beneficiarytificate
loan value of certificates
calculated on
certificates calculated
reserve value thereof; limit
limit---to
presenting note for payment to
bank presenting
fee, etc.,
give affidavit that no fee,
been charged for loan ----has been
penalty for charging
charging fee, etc ----certificates
otherwise negotiable,
negotiable,
certificates not otherwise
etc
etc ------------------------conditions of issue to be printed on
certificates
certificates -----------------Adjusted Service Certificate
Fund
Certificate Fund
created
created -------------------annual appropriations
appropriations authorized
annual
for;
determination of amounts for; determination
amounts
set aside;
aside; limit for
amounts to be set
1925
1925 --------------------investment of, etc., interest, etc.,
etc.,
added
added to ------------------payments to be made from ------payments
dependents on death of
payments to dependents
veteran -----------------order of preferences
preferences _------------burial expenses not included inin --presumption
dependency; child
presumption of dependency;
18 -----------------under 18
statement to
to
spouse or parents; statement
presented -----------be presented
in quarterly installments;
installments; limitation
as to heirs ----------------application
application for, to be filed with
with
Department of last service of
Department
veteran
veteran--..--------..-------..

125
126
126

World War Adjusted Compensation
Compensation ActAct—
Continued.
payments,
time for
for making
making appayments, etc.; time
plication for; exception
exception ------plication
payments only on making
making ....
payments
limited
dependent,
limited to person of dependent,
etc.; others
others void ------------etc.;
regulations
--made---regulations to be made
certificate to be transmitted
certificate
transmitted to the
Director with application
application -----contents of ----------------contents
benefits extended
extended to applicant
on
applicant on
benefits
receipt of .-------------receipt
assignable, etc---------etc
rights not assignable,
payments restricted
restricted -------------payments
meaning
of
"
dependent
"child";
"dependent";"; "child";
meaning
"father" and
and "mother"-----"mother"
"father"
administrative officers
officers to appoint
appoint ememadministrative
ployees, make
make official
expenses,
official expenses,
ployees,

126
126
126

appointments to be from civil
civil service
appointments
eligibles ..-------- ----------eligibles

Page.

125
125
125
125
125
125
125
125
125

126

etc
etc-----------------------

preference to
to be
be given
given veterans
veterans_
- __
preference

Page,

129
129
129
129
129
129
130
130
130
130
130
130
130
130
130
130
130
130
130
130
130
130
131
131
131
131

assignment of not more
more than
than seven
seven
assignment
Army officers
officers by
by the President
President
126
131
126
for
authorized 131
----service, authorized
for service,
punishment for false statements in
in
punishment
127
131
applications, etc---------etc
estimates for administration
administration of the
estimates
127
131
Act to be
be submitted-------submitted
131
131
appropriations authorized
authorized _------appropriations
131
for service
service certificate
certificate fund--------fund
127 World War
Commission,
War Foreign
ForeignDebt Commission,
127
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for expenses_
1342
expenses-- _ 1342
deficiency
approval of settlement
settlement made by, of inapproval
127
20
debtedness of Finland -------debtedness
127
136
of Hungary
136
Hungary -----------------719
of Lithuania
Lithuania---------------127
127
720
of Poland -------------------763
authority of, extended
extended two years ----127
127
World War,
War, Memorial
Women of,
of,
World
Memorial to Women
deficiency
appropriation for contribucontribudeficiency appropriation
127
1314
erection of---------of
1314
tion to erection
Ad, 1924,
1924,
Veterans' Act,
127 World War Veterans'
607
title of Act
Act.----------.-----------title
meaning of "bureau"
"director"..
607
607
"bureau" and "director"meaning
terms used in compensation,
compensation, insur128
128
rehabilitation proproance, and rehabilitation
128
128
128
128
128
128
128

128
128
128
128
129
129
129
129
129
129

visions --------------------visions
United States Veterans'
estabVeterans' Bureau estabindependent bureau
lished as an independent
under the President -------appointment
salary of Director__
Director._
appointment and salary
administrative staff
staff
technical
technical and administrative
sections, etc.,
etc., of
of
of Director;
Director; sections,
Bureau
Bureau------------------application of civil service law,
application
etc., to employees
employees ----------etc.,
administrative powers
powers vested
vested in DiDiadministrative
rector
rector----------------------effect
decisions; assignment
assignment of
effect of decisions;
duties
duties----------------------procedure,
regulations, etc.,
etc., to be
procedure, regulations,
adopted...----------------adopted
placement
to
rehabilitated persons to
placement of rehabilitated
be provided
provided ---------be
use of facilities
facilities of Department
Department of
Labor for -----------------establishment and powers of central,
establishment
regional, and
and subofficessuboffices -----regional,
abolishment,
etc., of regional
regional and
abolishment, etc.,
suboffices allowed-----------suboffices
subpoenas,
empowered to issue subpcenas,
officials empowered
etc., to secure
secure testimony
testimony -----.
etc.,

607
608
608
608
608
608
608
608

608
608
608
608
609
609

609
609
609
609
609
609
609

609
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Act, 1924—Contd.
World War Veteran.?
Veterans' Act,
1924-Contd.
officials empowered
officials
empowered to issue subpoenas;
subpcenas;
assistance of district courts ---failure to obey orders of, punishpunishable as contempt of court
court ----expenses allowed witnesses -----details of employees
employees to
examine
examine
claims,
make investigations,
investigations,
etc.; powers
powers conferred ------opinion of Attorney
Attorney General
General on quesquestions of, may be required
required by Director ---------_-. _-__--__
general powers of Director; all services
services
necessary
necessary for executing
executing provision of Act ------utilize facilities of all governmental
governmental
agencies
agencies ------------- ____--_
additional personnel,
personnel, equipment,
equipment,
etc.,
furnished from-----from
etc., to be furnished
arrange
arrange for further hospitalization,
hospitalization,
etc.
facilities unetc., if
if Government
Government facilities
unsatisfactory -_ _-------____.satisfactory
improve extend, etc., government
improve,
government
insufficient
insufficient hospital facilities_ structures
structures to become permanent
permanent
Bureau or
other
property of Bureau
or other
agencies ---------------agencies
___contract for outside hospital, etc.,
etc.,
service
----------permanent transfer of Public
permanent
Public Health,
Health,
etc., hospitals to Bureau --rules to be made
made for conduct of patients
at hospitals,
etc -- -_------_.-_
hospitals, etc_
penalties for breaches
breaches-- ---------acceptance
purposes of
reacceptance of gifts for
for purposes
of rehabilitation,
habilitation authorized
authorized - ----_
fund to be created
created from; use
of-_-use of
reports of receipts,
receipts etc., to Congress_
Congress_
detailed report of all activities, etc.,
etc. to
to
be submitted
submitted annually
annually to
to
etc.,
be
Congress by Director
Director-------all previous appropriations,
unexpendappropriations, unexpended, made available
available for
for Bureau
Bureau__
for military and naval
naval insurance,
insurance,
available
premiums, etc.,
etc., made available..
premiums collected hereafter
premiums
hereafter -__-__
payments
payments of term insurance,
insurance, etc.,
from, upon awards of Director_
Director __
premiums paid on converted insurance
insurance
to be credited to Government
Government
insurance fund ---------___
available for losses, benefits,
benefits, liabililiabilities for court judgments,
judgments etc___
etc___
reserve
reserve funds to be set aside from;
from;
investment in Federal
investment
Federal securities,
securities,
or farm loan bonds;
bonds •sale, etcetc......
-- _
credits to be allowed
allowed disbursing
disbursing clerk,
clerk,
by Comptroller General,
payGeneral, for payments of insurance
insurance installments
without verification
verification from pay
rolls -----------recognition
of
recognition
attorneys restricted
restricted to
to
representatives of Red
representatives
Red Cross,
Cross,
and veterans
veterans organization,
organization, in
claims for compensation,
compensation, etc___
etc__ _
permitted for insurance claims
permitted
claims in
in
court
court---------.---______--_fee to be determined
court_--_
determined by court
intervenors allowed
allowed in insurance
cases; procedure
procedure...
___
regulations
regulations to be prescribed
prescribed for proof of
of
marriage-------.-marriage
provisions for payments
payments to
to minors,
minors,
mental incompetents,
incompetents, etc
etc-------
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Veterans' Act,
compensation,
insurance, support,
support, etc.,
etc.,
compensation, insurance,
609
not assignable,
assignable, nor
nor
allowances, not
609
609

609
609

610
610
610
610
610
610
610
610
610
610
610
610
610
610
610
610
610
610
610
611
611
611
611
611
611
611
-611
611
611
611
611
612
612
612
612
612
612
612
612
612
612
612

612
612

612
612
612
612
612
612
613
613
613
613
613

subject to
creditors or
taxes_---__ _
subject
to creditors
or taxes
claims of United
United States excepted
excepted..---___
assignments
assignments of converted
converted insurance
insurance
to permitted
permitted beneficiaries,
beneficiaries, alallowed
lowed
--...--persons
persons discharged
discharged from service for
for
specified causes
causes barred
barred from comspecified
pensation,
pensation, insurance,
insurance, etc.
etc., rights
cash surrender
surrender value
value of
converted inincash
of converted
surance to be paid ------ _....
surance
enemy alien serving
serving with American
American
forces in World War entitled
entitled to
to
compensation,
compensation, etc.,
etc., benefitsbenefits_ -___
person dishonorably
dishonorably discharged
discharged by
by
court martial,
martial,
subsequently
court
subsequently
found to have
have been insane
insane at
at
time of offense,
offense, entitled
entitled to
comto compensation,
pensation, etc., allowances----allowances
provisions effective
effective as of April 6, 1917;
1917;
payments, etc., authorized.---payments,
authorized
compensation benefits to person incompensation
inducted,
ducted, but dying
dying or disabled,
disabled,
etc., before enlistment;
etc.,
enlistment; condiconditions------___
__________
----tions
insurance
application
insurance
application
deemed
deemed
valid ---------.---.
person applying between April
person
April 6,
1917, and November
November 11, 1918,
for enlistment
enlistment and accepted
proaccepted provisionally,
visionally, as an inducted man__
man
compensation, etc., unpaid
amounts of compensation,
unpaid
beneficiary,
at time of death of beneficiary,
payable
representapayable to personal representative---tive
-------..-------in case of escheat
escheat to be credited
credited to
to
fund -------------_________
payments made heretofore under regupayments
regulations, etc., validated-----___
validated
exception
exception as to insurance
not in
in
insurance not
force
force ---- _-----------_______
no recovery
recovery from beneficiary,
withbeneficiary, if
if without
out fault -----.
-------surplus
surplus supplies,
supplies etc.,
etc., may be
be disposed
disposed
of by Director
Director------......--lands or buildings,
buildings, etc.,
etc., may be
be
leased
leased---------------.proceeds covered into the Treasury_
proceeds
Treasury..
files, etc.,
etc., pertaining
pertaining to claims deemed
deemed
confidential
confidential -------__._____no disclosure
disclosure permitted,
permitted, except to
to
claimants,
claimants, conditionally.______
conditionally
under process
process of court,
court, etc __---.
proceedings as to mental
in proceedings
mental comcompetency of aa claimant
petency
claimant ---.....
compensation or trainamount of compensation
ing allowance,
allowance, to any person__person__ _
certified
certified copies of, to be
be received
as
received as
evidence
evidence ------.
.-- provisions
provisions of Act not applicable
applicable to conconscientious
scientious objector
objector refusing
refusing duty,
or person discharged
discharged for alienage
compensation allowed
compensation
allowed for injury or
disor disease contracted,
contracted, etc.,
service
etc., in
in service
from April 6, 1917,
1917, and before
1921, by officers,
July 2, 1921,
officers, enlisted
enlisted
men,
men, etc -------_........._
aggravation, etc.,
aggravation,
etc., of existing
existing disdisability
ability ----------misconduct
excepted ------------.
misconduct excepted
not denied
for
denied while in hospital for
paralysis,i , blindness,
paralysis,
blindness,I etc---etc
---------
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compensation allowed,
compensation
allowed, etc.; soundness
inferred if in active service
service No11, 1918 --__-_-__--_vember 11,
616
616
recorded defects
defects excepted
excepted ----___
616
616
specified diseases developing
specified
developing prior to
January 1,
1, 1925, presumed as inservice -- ___----___
curred in service
616
616
percentage
percentage of degree required
required_---___
616
616
claims for disability may be allowed later-..______________later
616
616
monthly allowances
resulting
allowances for death resulting
from injury _--......____.-___616
616
amounts to family
family ----..
_________
616
616
allowance for burial expenses
expenses while in
allowance
in
service --------service
..------__.617
617
veteran of any war, and needy
veteran
needy ----617
617
if Bureau beneficiary
beneficiary without reference to indigency
indigency ---.--____
617
617
additional to beneficiaries
under
additional
beneficiaries under
treatment, etc., away from
treatment,
from home_
home_ 617
cost of transportation
transportation of attendant_
attendant617
617
no deduction
deduction of accrued
accrued pension or
compensation
compensation -.-------------617
617
continuance
continuance of payment to widow or
or
parent --------parent
____________
617
to children
children ----------------....-617
termination of rates - ------- _-___
617
children not with mother
mother _______
-617
widows excepted;
excepted; allowance
allowance
to
to
widower
------- ___-----__-__
617
provisions effective as of April 6,
1917 -------..............-617
receipt of, not a
a bar to pension,
pension, etc.,
etc.,
on account of another person_-person__ _ 617
617
deduction to be made
made deduction
------617
617
changes not retroactive
retroactive ----------617
disability compensation
monthly,
compensation paid monthly,
if total and temporary
temporary -------618
618
to person; dependents --- ___ _-618
618
percentage
partial and temporary;
temporary; percentage
basis of rate
rate--------.------..
618
618
tubercular rating on arrest of .distubercular
disease ---------------..-- __
- - -618
618
permanent
total and permanent-------------618
618
specific disabilities
disabilities rated as
as.-----618
618
additional for
for blindness,
blindness, etc
etc --- _.618
618
rate for double ---------------618
618
tubercular rating of temporary
temporary totubercular
tal for three years if discharged
discharged
from hospital without arrest
arrest of
disease --------------.......
618
618
evidence of, be preprenot denied if evidence
sented
sented----------------------618
partial and permanent;
computapermanent; computadegree
tion of degree--.............
618
schedule of ratings based upon impaired earning
capacity, to be
earning capacity,
be
prepared
618
prepared --618
_----_-_-----readjustment
avoid inreadjustment of rates to avoid
619
619
justice --------------------additional, if so helpless as to
to require
require
nurse or attendant
attendant --------619
619
medical services,
services, surgical
surgical appliances,
appliances,
court expenses
expenses for insane comcom619
mitments, etc., in addition to
619
to-_
patients, without dependents,
dependents, in neuropsychiatric hospitals, etc___
619
ropsychiatric
etc --- _ 619
619
allowance if recovering --------allowance
payments
payments to hospital authorities
619
for benefit of ---------------for veterans,
dependents,
veterans, without dependents,
after June 30, 1927, in any hoshos619
disabled-----pital, not totally disabled
619
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Veterans' Act,
disability compensation,
disability
compensation, for veterans;
veterans;
unallotted portion
portion to be deposited
deposited
in the Treasury to credit
credit of patient; disposition, investment,
investment,
etc.,
etc., of
of-----------allowance
allowance for funeral
funeral expenses, etcetc_
free hospital,
hospital, etc., care and treatment
treatment
to discharged
discharged persons disabled,
etc., in active service
etc.,
service since April
6, 1917, before
before July
July 2,
1921_
2, 1921---if disability
disability not caused by willful
misconduct ----------- _-___
misconduct
reimbursement to
to beneficiary
beneficiary of Bureimbursement
reau for immediate
immediate emergency
emergency
treatment, if its facilities
facilities not
not
available ----------_-__--___
available
available
Spanish
available for veterans
veterans of Spanish
War, World
World War, etc.,
etc., with
specified diseases,
diseases, if honorably
honorably
specified
discharged
__-___.discharged ---------permitted veterans
veterans of any war, etc.,
since 1897, if not dishonorably
discharged -----------------discharged
preference
the needy--needy ______
preference to the
sale of surplus
surplus supplies,
supplies, etc.; disposal of
of
articles made by patients
patients_ ---.
apportionment
apportionment of compensation
compensation if parparties not living
living together
together ------allowance to dependent
dependent husband
allowance
husband -__-transportation, medical
services, etc.,
etc.,
transportation,
medical services,
authorized to discharged
authorized
discharged members of allied forces;
forces; condition-_
condition
utilization of, by allied
allied governments
utilization
governments
to discharged
members of
discharged members
of AmerAmerican forces abroad
abroad-----------available --------------funds available
surrender
surrender of other pensions,
pensions, etc., necesnecessary, to receive
receive compensation
compensation
herein provided
provided-------------__
parent of another
another
by widow or parent
person excepted.
excepted ------------person
no disability
disability compensation
compensation paid while
receiving rehabilitation
rehabilitation support,
receiving
etc-----------------------etc
payments to be equalized
payments
equalized ----......
changed rates of compensation
changed
compensation not reretroactive
troactive--------------------applicants
applicants for compensation
compensation and perreceiving, required
required to subsubsons receiving,
medical examinations
examinations_-_
mit to medical
-_
payment
expenses-------------payment for expenses
rights suspended
suspended if examination
examination refused,
etc
fused, etc........-----------beneficiaries to submit to medical,
beneficiaries
medical, etc.,
etc.,
treatment
treatment -- _-__---------___
review of awards;
awards; action
action on--------on
reductions not retroactive,
reductions
except
retroactive, except
fraud-----------------for fraud
time of,
of, or discontinuance,
effective
discontinuance, effective
in three months
months -------------compensation not payable
payable unless
death
compensation
unless death
or disability occurred prior to, or
or
within one year
year after, discharge;
discharge;
exceptions
exceptions------------------restriction removed
official recrecrestriction
removed if official
ord of disability-------------disability
ord
for death
death in service, unless
unless officially
officially
recorded
recorded--------------------restriction
reported "missing,"
restriction if reported
"missing,"
etc
etc-----------------------for death inflicted
inflicted for crime --------martial dismissals, etc---etc.. ___
for court martial
time limit for presenting
presenting claims
claims for
for
compensation -------------compensation
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time limit, etc.; for death
death or disability
disability
occurring
discharge, etc__
etc___
occurring after discharge,
623
extension permitted;
inpermitted; minors or
or incompetents
competents...--------.......
623
restriction
restriction on back payments;
payments; no reducreductions retroactive
retroactive except for fraud
623
fraud
compensation
compensation to female
female nurses to be in
lieu of that for injuries allowed
allowed
623
Government employees ------Government
purposes
purposes of Act declared, for services
services
April 6, 1917,
1917, to July 2, 1921_
1921_
623
no other pension, etc., laws applicable
applicable
623
retirement laws for Army and
retirement
Navy not included
included as---------as
623
no compensation
compensation if in active or retired
retired
service
service---------------------623
compensation and rehabilitation
rehabilitation not
compensation
not
applicable
applicable to disabilities prior to
to
April 6, 1917, or after
after July
July 2,
1921 --------------.
623
-------.
benefits of compensation,
compensation etc.,
etc., awarded
for injuries to beneficiaries
beneficiaries reresulting from training, hospitalihospitalization, etc
etc -----------------623
in lieu of, under Act for injuries to
to
Government
Government employees
employees ------623
deduction if payments come from
other persons
persons ----------____
623
application of limitation
limitation---------623
insurance against death or totals disdisability, granted to all persons
persons in
in
service of Army or Navy on
on apapplication
plication--_..................
624
limitation;
making...-...
limitation; time for making
__
624
beneficiaries
limited
to specified
beneficiaries
specified relatives ---tives
_--_______
624
....
______
expenses borne by United
States;
expenses
United States;
basis of premium
premium rates
rates.- -----624
term insurance, of persons in service
service
after April 6, 1917, convertible
convertible
not later than July 2, 1926, into
form requested by insured, withwithexamination out examination
--- -----624
forms, payments
payments of premiums,
premiums, etc.,
etc.,
to be prescribed-----.--prescribed
624
to cease
cease July 2, 1926, except
except if death
death
or total disability occur prior
prior
thereto --------:
624
624
time extended
extended for conversion
conversion payments of, if matured by
by total
disability,
disability, and no longer disabled
disabled
624
optional lump sum or installment
installment settlements of converted
converted insurance, allowed insured
insured--------624
by beneficiaries,
beneficiaries, if not exercised
exercised by
by
insured
insured ---------___ __.---624
benefits of converted
converted insurance for total
disability due from extra hazard
hazard
in service,
service, to be borne by United
States
v
.- .
.
.
625
transfer of funds for --------_
625
reduced
reduced insurance
insurance allowed on recovrecovery
ery_..-....-..
......... 625
transfer of funds ------.
-625
reinstatement
reinstatement of lapsed
lapsed insurance
insurance allowed
lowed without examination,
examination, if
application
application made
made in limited time
625
for disability
incurred in World War_
disability incurred
625
back
back premiums,
premiums, etc., to be paid_
paid.--- _ 625
no term insurance,
insurance, after July 2,
2, 1926_
625
625
payment for insurance
insurance lapsed while suffering
fering a
a compensable
compensable disability
disability
not collected
collected ---...--.....
626
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payment
insurance; prepayment for lapsed insurance;
uncolmiums to be paid from
from uncollected
626
lected compensation
compensation__________
626
amounts
his
amounts to be paid soldier
soldier or
or his
beneficiaries
beneficiaries ----------______
626
waiving dates of premium
payments if
if
premium payments
in Bureau
Bureau hospital,
hospital, during
period
during period
of confinement
compensable
confinement for compensable
disability
626
disability ------------_____._
626
during period
period of compensable
compensable total
during
total
disability
626
disability __---_--_______--___
626
mental
mental incompetents,
incompetents, with no legal
legal
guardian -------------626
guardian
______
626
to be
be made without application_
__ _
626
application __-626
extent of time
time allowed ---------626
extent
626
_
interest payable on
on waived premiums
premiums
626
deducted from
settlement, if
not
deducted
from settlement,
if not
insured------------626
paid by insured
626
_
transfer authorized
transfer
authorized from insurance
insurance fund
fund
etc., against polto meet liens
liens, etc.,
icies of converted
converted insurance
insurance_ _
__
626
--all policies incontestable
six months
months
627
incontestable after six
627
except for fraud, nonpayment
nonpayment of prepremiums, etc------------------etc
627
627
notice of invalidityinvalidity --- ___-----627
627
effective
April 6, 1917-------1917
627
effective as of April
627
vocational
furnished
vocational rehabilitation
rehabilitation to be furnished
persons disabled,
disabled, etc.,
etc., in service
service
persons
April 6,
of United
United States from April
1917, to July 2, 1921,
1917,
1921, and
disand discharged therefrom
therefrom - --------627
charged
627
courses to overcome
handicap to be
overcome handicap
prescribed --------------627
prescribed
627
commenced
original ReRecommenced under
under original
habilitation
habilitation Acts,
Acts, prior hereto,
not terminated-------------terminated
627
627
courses to be furnished
furnished until
until June
June 30,
courses
30,
1926----- . ------------1926
627
627
payments to be made
made as designated_ _
627
payments
_ 627
allotment to a
a single man; with
with
family dependents
dependents- --627
------- 627
increase
increase allowed
allowed to meet
meet higher
higher
living costs; limitations
limitations -----627
discretionary to dependents
discretionary
or
dependents or
trainee, for family
family support
support.. --___
628
extension of courses to other discharged
discharged
extension
persons, entitled to disability
disability
compensation
compensation -------628
628
benefits to be used within reasonable
reasonable
benefits
time by eligibles
628
eligibles ------------628
time extended if failure due
due to physphystime
ical incapacity--------incapacity
628
628
training to commence
commence on
on or before June
628
30, 1925 -.-----------..---628
test of rehabilitation
rehabilitation to be
be determined
determined
by Director
628
Director ----_____-_--_
628
allowances
allowances continued for two months
after employability
employability determineddetermined_
628
applications
applications must be made
made on June 30,
1923,
1923, or prior
prior thereto------___
thereto
628
628
no training, allowances,
allowances, etc., after June
June
30, 1926 -----------------..
628
628
limitation on
op payments
payments to attorneys--attorneys__ _
628
628
receiving,
receiving, etc.,
etc., unauthorized
unauthorized fees, a
a
misdemeanor; punishment
punishment for-_
misdemeanor;
for
628
628
punishment
punishment for false
false sworn statements
statements
in claims ----------.. ________
628
628
receiving
receiving payments
payments after right theretherefor
for ceases
ceases ----- ____________628
628
fraudulently
fraudulently receiving money
money if not
not
entitled thereto
thereto ----------628
___
628
making,
making, or aiding in, fraudulent
fraudulent
statements, etc., in claims
statements,
claims for,
compensation
compensation --------------628
628
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World War
meats—Continued.
ments-Continued.
repeal of War Risk Insurance Acts, and
specified
etc.;
629
death,
629
compensation for
specified
amendments
compensation
amendments--------------excepting, provisions
provisions for injuries
injuries by
diseases
developing prior to Jandiseases developing
excepting,
penpresumed
widows' penuary
1, 1925,
1925, presumed as inuary 1,
persons and widows'
other persons
629
curred
in service
629
sions ----------------------service---------curred in
sions
laws
repealed and sections
sections of this Act
percentage of
degree required
required - - of degree
percentage
laws repealed
conclusive
in
tuberculosis; in other
other
629
thereof ------------conclusive in tuberculosis;
in lieu thereof
cases
evidence required
required- ___---630
cases evidence
Insurance Act, as amended
amended
War Risk Insurance
benefits
due to
diseases on or subsubto diseases
Vocational Rehabilitation
benefits due
Rehabilitation Act as
Vocational
1925----630
sequent
January 1, 1925
630
to January
sequent to
amended
amended-----------------monthly
630
allowances for death resultmonthly allowances
Act----------Veterans' Bureau
Bureau Act
Veterans'
ing
injury--------------from injury
ing from
repeals not to affect rights, duties, etc.,
630
amounts
to family
family --------------630
under
amounts to
Acts----------under said Acts
630
allowance
for
burial expenses
expenses while
while
630
continued_
allowance
prosecution
offenses, etc., continued _
prosecution of offenses,
in
service ------------in service
limitations, etc., under repealed
repealed laws
limitations,
630
veteran of
of any
including Army
630
war, including
any war,
veteran
not
affected --------------not affected
nurses in
in Spanish-American
Spanish-American War,
nurses
invalidity of any clause,
clause, etc., not to
to
630
if needy
630
needy--------------------if
Act-----affect
remainder of Act
affect remainder
beneficiaries of
of the
Bureau -___---the Bureau
beneficiaries
AmendWorld War Veterans' Act, 1924, AmendWorld
additional to
to beneficiaries
in hosbeneficiaries in
additional
ments,
-_
home -__
pitals, etc.,
etc., away
away from
from home_
pitals,
limitation
"child" and "grand"grandlimitation of term "child"
cost of
of transportation
transportation of attendant_
1302
cost
child"
child"----------------------no deduction
deduction from
accrued pension,
from accrued
no
actions
disagreement as to insurance
of disagreement
actions of
compensation, or insurance
insurance ---compensation,
brought
contract claims
claims may be brought
contract
continuance of
compensation to widow
of compensation
1302
continuance
Federal courts -----------in Federal
or
parent -----------------1303
or parent
jurisdiction and procedure-------procedure
jurisdiction
to
children--------------------to children
interpleader,
indebtedness acknowlacknowlinterpleader, if indebtedness
contermination
termination of rates, limited to conedged against
claiming
against persons claiming
edged
tingencies
1303
tingencies---------------interest
interest-------------------children
not with
with mother
mother -------1303
1303
children not
notice to parties
parties----- ------notice
widows excepted;
allowance to widexcepted; allowance
widows
appeals to
to courts
courts of
of appeals,
appeals, final;
appeals
ower
1303
ower---------------------exception
exception-------------------effective
as of April 6,1917
6, 1917 --------1303
effective as
applicable to
all pending suits ---to all
applicable
receipt
pension, etc.,
not aa bar to pension,
of, not
receipt of,
compensation and
benerehabilitation beneand rehabilitation
compensation
on account
person--__ _
another person_
of another
account of
on
fits
barred from persons disfits barred
to
claims on
on account
person to
same person
of same
account of
claims
service for specispecicharged from service
be surrendered
surrendered -------------1303
be
fied causes, etc -----------change not retroactive
retroactive-----------change
alien
serving Federal forces during
alien serving
in
addition to disability
disability compensation,
compensation,
1303
in addition
World War excepted
excepted --------medical
court expenses
expenses
services, court
medical services,
person dishonorably
discharged by
dishonorably discharged
person
for insane
insane commitments,
commitments, surfor
subsequently
court
martial,
subsequently
gical
etc., to be furappliances, etc.,
gical appliances,
found to have been insane at
at
found
nished
nished---------------------the
entitled to compensacompensatime, entitled
the time,
military control
control not affected
affected before
before
1303
military
1303
tion, etc-----------------etc
discharge
discharge ---------------compensation
disabilities in prior or
compensation for disabilities
compensation for
veterans, without defor veterans,
compensation
subsequent
subsequent enlistment not afpendents, in
ininstitutions for inin institutions
pendents,
etc-------- 1303
fected
fected by dismissal, etc
sane
sane-----------------------no compensation,
etc., for death as
compensation, etc.,
no
allowance
1304
1304
allowance if recovering ----------punishment for crime, etc
etc-----punishment
or
payment
to officer
officer of
of institution
institution or
payment to
cash
converted
value of converted
surrender value
cash surrender
apportioned
to dependents
dependents - -apportioned to
insurance payable
payable to beneficiary,
beneficiary,
insurance
monthly
rate for veterans, without
1304
monthly rate
1304
etc------------etc
dependents, in institution
institution after
dependents,
benefits
to
persons
discharged
for
condischarged
persons
to
benefits
June 30, 1927, and not totally
cealing
servif servallowed if
minority, allowed
cealing minority,
disabled
disabled--------------------1304
1304
° ice
ice honorable
honorable---------------free
etc., care,
care, surgical and
hospital, etc.,
free hospital,
provisions
of section
effective as of
section effective
provisions of
etc., to disappliances, etc.,
dental appliances,
1304
April 6,
6, 1917
1917 --------April
charged
disabled in
charged persons disabled
1304
1304
under-payment of
insurance claims under
of insurance
payment
active service
service since
6, 1917,
April 6,
since April
active
private
medical offiallowed medical
telephones allowed
private telephones
before July
2, 1921---------1921
July 2,
before
1304
1304
cers
in the
field -------the field
cers in
if disability
not caused by willful
disability not
if
compensation for
for death,
death, injury,
injury, or discompensation
------------misconduct
misconduct-----ease
in service
from April
April 6,
6, 1917,
1917,
service from
ease in
reimbursement to
to beneficiary,
beneficiary, for
reimbursement
to July
July 2,
by officers,
officers, enen1921, by
2, 1921,
to
immediate emergency
emergency treatment
treatment
immediate
1304
listed men,
etc-------------men, etc
listed
if Bureau
not available_
availablefacilities not
Bureau facilities
if
or for
for aggravation
aggravation of
an existing
existing
of an
or
in
insular
possessions
hospitalization
insular possessions hospitalization
in
1304
disability----------------disability
may
be furnished
other than
in other
furnished in
may be
1304
misconduct
excepted ------------misconduct excepted
Government Hospitals----Hospitals
Government
if suffering
blindparalysis, blindfrom paralysis,
suffering from
if
designation of
of officials
to make arrests
arrests
officials to
designation
ness,
denied on
account
on account
not denied
etc., not
ness, etc.,
at
----hospitals-at hospitals
1304
1304
of
of.------------------------offenders
to be
be taken
taken to United
offenders to
soundness
if in
active service
service
in active
inferred if
States
commissioner_
soundness inferred
States commissioner---------1304
November 11,
11, 1918
1918 --------November
payment of
expenses------------of expenses
payment
1304
-recorded defects
excepted
defects excepted-------recorded
,[
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1305
1305
1305

1305
1305
1305
1305
1305
1305
1305
1305
1305
1305
1306
1306
1306
1306
1306
1306

1306
1306
1306
1306
1306

1306
1306
1306
1306

1306
1307
1307
1307

1307

1307

1307
1307
1307
1307
1307
1308

1308
1308
1308
1308
1308
1308
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War Veterans'
Veterans' Act,
Act, 1924,
1924, AmendAmend- rase.
World
Page.
ments—Continued.
ments-Continued.
compensation
awarded
to
beneficiaries
compensation awarded to beneficiaries
for injuries
injuries resulting
resulting from
from trainfor
training, hospitalization,
hospitalization, treatment,
1308
1308
etc------------------------etc
in lieu of allowances
allowances under
under Act for
for
injuries to Government
Government em1308
employees
1308
employees------------------time limit for applying ----------1308
subrogation
to
Government
if
injury
Government
subrogation
come
from other
other persons
persons ------1308
1308
come from
insurance
permanent
insurance against death or permanent
disability
granted to all persons
persons
disability granted
serving in Army or Navy, on
1308
application
therefor
application therefor---------1308
1308
limited; time
for application_
1308
timeforapplication_
amount limited;
beneficiaries limited to specified relrelbeneficiaries
1308
1308
----------------atives ----permitted class when desif within
within permitted
not to
to
ignated, change of status not
affect rights, etc-------------etc
1309
affect
expenses borne by United States;
expenses
1309
rates
basis of premium rates-------term insurance
converted not
not
insurance to be converted
1926, to form
later than July 2, 1926,
1309
1309
requested by insured ---------forms, payments
payments of premiums, etc.,
etc.,
to
be prescribed-------------prescribed
1309
to be
to cease July 2, 1926, except if death
death
or total disability occur prior
prior
1309
thereto ------------------time extended
extended for conversion paypayments of, if matured
matured by total
permanent
permanent disability,
disability, and no
longer disabled ------------1309
payment of, in installments
installments-------- 1309
provisions for maturity,
maturity, payments,
payments,
1309
etc -----------------------1309
basis of calculations--------------calculations
1309
1309
changes of beneficiaries
allowed at any
beneficiaries allowed
any
time if within
within permitted
permitted classes_
classes_ 1309
1309
payments, if no beneficiary
surviving
beneficiary surviving
the insured, etc.,
etc
etc., to estate, etc1309
escheat to United States-------States
1310
escheat
1310
optional settlements approved
approved by
the Bureau, etc--------------etc
1310
1310
effective as of June 7
1310
7 z 1924 -------- 1310
payment to estate, if no permitted
permitted
beneficiary designated,
beneficiary
designated, or dies
prior to receiving all installments ---------------------1310
1310
computation
of
1310
computation of----------------1310
continuance of awards now in course
course
of payment-----------------payment
1310
1310
on death of beneficiary,
balance
beneficiary, balance
to estate -------------------1310
1310
no award made to estate
estate of last suraffected .. viving beneficiary affected
1310
1310
if estate
estate would
would escheat
escheat to State under
under
laws thereof, insurance
insurance to be
credited to insurance appropriacredited
appropria1310
tion---------------------------1310
tion
reinstatement of lapsed insurance alreinstatement
allowed if application
application made in
in
specified time ---------------1310
1310
for disability incurred
incurred in World War_ 1311
proof of not totally disabled-------disabled
1311
1311
etc., to be paid
back premiums,
premiums, etc.,
paid----- 1311
1311
no term insurance,
insurance, after July 2, 1926_
1311
trainees
completing
rehabilitation
completing
rehabilitation
courses allowed to retain part of
equipment to enter business,
business,
etc
etc------------------------- 1311

World War Veterans'
Amend- Page.
Veterans' Act, 1924, Amendments—Continued.
ments-Continued.
restriction
recognition of attorneys,
attorneys,
restriction on recognition
except in insurance
insurance cases before
except
courts
1311
courts---------------------1311
amount of fee --------------1311
1311
allowance by court of fees in insurallowance
ance cases----cases
1311
ance
---------1311
punishment
punishment for soliciting, etc.,
etc., ununauthorized fee---fee
1311
authorized
---------- 1311
receiving money from
for receiving
from Bureau
with intent
intent to defraud
defraud United
with
States or beneficiary
1311
beneficiary --------_
1311
etc., to present false
for conspiring, etc.,
documents concerning
concerning Bureau
Bureau
documents
claims, etc
etc -------1312
claims,
--1312
for guardian
embezzling money paid
paid
guardian embezzling
for benefit of minor or incomincompetent by Bureau ------1312
petent
_1312
correction in enrollment
enrollment of bill, directed_ 1618
correction
1618
Wornzington,
(widow),
Wormington, Judah
Judah L. (widow),
pension
pension ---------- _
-----------1398
1398
Wrangell
Harbor, Alaska,
Wrangell Harbor,
preliminary
examination, etc.,
etc., of, to be
preliminary examination,
made
1197
made---------------------1197
Wrangell Narrows,
Narrows, Alaska,
improvement
authorized; condicondiimprovement of, authorized;
tions ----------------------1190
1190
W.,
Wright, Mrs. C. W.,
payment to, for death
death of husband---husband
payment
1578
1578
Wright County, Minn.,
bridge authorized
across Mississippi
authorized across
River, at Clearwater, by MinneMinneRiver
sota, Sherburne County,
County, and
and.-1302
1302
.1.
(widow),
Wright, Elizabeth
Elizabeth J. (widow),
pension
pension increased
increased------- ------1424
1424
A.,
Wright, James
James A.,
issue of homestead
patents to -------issue
homestead patents
810
810
Wright, Mary (widow),
(widow),
pension increased
increased _-----_-_------__1449
1449
Wright, Penina
Penina A.
A. (widow),
pension increased
increased ----- _______1469
1469
Wright
E.
Wright,: Samuel E.,
pension increased
increased ---------------pension
1400
1400
Error,
Writs of Error,
no case to be dismissed for
for mistake
mistake in
instead of taking apsuing for, instead
peal ------------__---------_
941
941
Wupatki National
Monument,
Ariz.,
National
proclamation
setting
aside
proclamation
------- _.
1977
1977
Wyoming,
Wyoming,
appropriation
for
surveyor
general,
appropriation for surveyor general,
clerks, etc ---- __--------394
394
lease of designated
naval oil reserve in,
designated naval
cancelled, etc
etc to be cancelled,
------55
Medicine Bow National Forest,
Medicine
Forest, area •
enlarged
-------1964
"Wyoming,"
"Wyoming," Battleship,
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for additional
submarine,
etc., protection----protection
submarine, etc.,
1335
1335
alteration of, authorized
authorized for protection
protection
submarine and
and aircraft
aircraft
against submarine
attack
attack -----------_
-----.
719
719
converting to oil burning-_----.---converting
burning
719
719
Targhee
Targhee National Forest,
Forest, Idaho
Idaho and,
area enlarged
enlarged --.--------1975
1975
Wyoming
Wyoming Judicial
Judicial District,
District,
constitution of _----.
constitution
__
388
388
terms of court,
court, at Casper -------_
388
388
Cheyenne --Cheyenne
---------------388
388
Evanston ---------------------Evanston
388
388
Lander
Lander
-------388
388
Sheridan...............
388
388
rooms at
at Casper
Casper --- _____________
388
388
deputy
deputy marshals
marshals for Yellowstone
Yellowstone Park_
Park388
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Y.
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Y.
Yachts,
special
tax imposed
or
328
328
on users
users or------imposed on
special tax
exemption, for relief of seamen, etc
328
etc-_
Yakima Agency, Wash.,
appropriation
support, etc., of Inappropriation for support,
funds-_ 411, 1161
dians at, from tribal funds__
deficiency
civilian
appropriation for civilian
deficiency appropriation
employees at ---------------1329
employees
Yakima Indian
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Wash.,
Wash.,
appropriation
etc., of
maintenance, etc.,
appropriation for maintenance,
irrigation sysToppenish-Simcoe
Toppenish-Simcoe irrigation
tem
403, 1154
1154
tem-------------------Ahtanum system
403
system--------------Ahtanum
for reimbursing
reimbursing reclamation
fund
reclamation fund
in_ 403, 1154
1154
for water furnished lands infor additional water
water supply, Wapato
irrigation project
project --------- 403, 1154
1154
irrigation
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc., ToppenishToppenishSimcoe irrigation system, addi1925
707
tional, 1925----------------for
etc., Ahtanum
Ahtanum irrimaintenance, etc.,
for maintenance,
gation system, additional,
additional, 1925_
707
1925for diversion dam, etc.,
etc., additional,
additional,
1925
707
1925---------------------for Satus irrigation
irrigation project, addi1925
707
tional, 1925-------------deficiency appropriation
appropriation for irrigation
irrigation
deficiency
system
56, 61, 698
system----------------for Toppenish-Simcoe
Toppenish-Simcoe project;
project; re56
payment -------------------56
payment
684
for Wapato irrigation project------project
684
Irrigation Project,
Project, Wash.,
Yakima Irrigation
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
appropriation for maintenance,
of
of----------------------- 418, 1170
for
constructing Kittitas division,
for constructing
etc
1170
1170
etc-----------------------contract requirements
1170
requirements ----------- 1170
contract
unexpended balance available
available_---1171
unexpended
deficiency appropriation
cooperappropriation for cooperative investigation
investigation of feasibility,
feasibility,
of
685
Kittitas division of-----------for continued investigation, construction,
etc., of Kittitas unit
struction, etc.,
of ------------------------685
Yandes,
Frank D.,
D.,
Yandes, Frank
1383
1383
pension ..---------.-----..........
Yankton Sioux Indians,
Indians, S. Dak.,
appropriation for support, etc---etc
409, 1160
1160
appropriation
1925.
for support, etc.,
etc., of, additional,
additional, 1925..
708
forsupport,
interest
Quarries,
Pipestone Quarries,
interest of, in Red Pipestone
by
Mimi.,
determined byMinn., to be determined
Claims
730
Court of Claims-------------payments to H. E. Kuca
Kuca and V. J.
Koupal,
repayment
Koupal, for land on; repayment
1557
funds
1557
from Indian trust funds------(widow),
Mary (widow),
Yaple, Mary
1514
pension
1514
pension---------------------------Yaquina Bay, Oreg.,
preliminary examination, etc.,
etc., to be
preliminary
made of,
of, bar
entrance----- 1196
bar and
and entrance
made
Yarbrough, Rosa
Rosa L.,
1552
gratuity pay to, for death of son ----1552
James, N.,
Yates, James,
1405
increased ----.------------1405
pension increased
Yawhannah, S. C.,
bridge
authorized across Pee Dee River
River
bridge authorized
at
44
at ------------------------Yeager, Bertha
(daughter),
Bertha A. (daughter),
1463
1463
pension __.-----------------------Yeatter, William B.,
B.,
1404
increased ------------------1404
pension increased
Yell and Pope
District, Ark.,
Bridge District,
County Bridge
PopeCounty
Yell
may
_
1129
River-------Arkansas River
may bridge Arkansas

Yelle, Catherine
(widow),
Catherine (widow),
'Yelle,
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pension increased
increased -----------------.
1388
pension
Yellow
Fever,
Yellow Fever,
appropriation for prevention
prevention of epiepidemic --- _---------------- 76, 775
Yellowstone Irrigation
Project, Mont.-N.
Irrigation Project,
Dak., Lower,
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
etc.,
appropriation for maintenance,
of --------------------- 417, 1167
Yellowstone National
Park, Wyo.,
Wyo.,
National Park,

appropriation
219, 1028
1028
for commissioner_
commissioner--__ -_ 219,
appropriation for
protection, etc -_ 424, 1178
for maintenance,
maintenance, protection,
for
1925 - - 709
709
for protection,
protection, additional,
additional, 1925
deficiency
appropriation for repairing
repairing
deficiency appropriation
flood
damages, road repairs,
repairs, etc_
42
etc_
flood damages,
etc ---------------56
56
protection, etc
for protection,
Yellowstone River,
bridge authorized
across, Glendive,
authorized across,
Mont
11
Mont----------------------Yingling,
Pius,
Yingiing, Pius,
pension --------------------------1513
1513
pension
Yocum, Elizabeth
(widow),
Elizabeth (widow),
Yocum,
1524
1524
increased ---------------pension increased
York River,
York
Gloucester Bank, Va.,
Va., legallegalpier in, at Gloucester
972
ized
ized------------------------preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., of, to be
preliminary
made
1193
made----------------------Yorktown, Va.,
Yorktown,
appropriation for naval
naval fuel depot,
depot, fire
appropriation
877
protection
protection------------------Yosemite
Park, Calif.,
National Park,
Yosemite National
appropriation for
commissioner._--__
219, 1028
1028
- _ 219,
for commissioner
appropriation
for maintenance,
maintenance, protection,
protection, etc__ 425, 1178
for
709
for protection, additional, 1925 ---Youghiogheny
Pa.,
Youghiogheny River, Pa.,
Mcpreliminary
examination, etc.,
etc., of Mcpreliminary examination,
Keesport, to be
be made
made --------1195
Young,
(widow),
Young, Ada M. (widow),
pension -----------------------1395
Young,
Young, Ella F. (widow),
pension -------------------------1526
Young
(widow),
Hulda (widow),
Young,t Hulda
pension
1485
pension --------------------------- 1485
Christian Association
Association of
Young Men's Christian
Wisconsin,
Wisconsin,
preference right
granted, to purchase
purchase
right granted,
preference
lands at
at Boulder
Boulder Lake,
Lake, Wis1075
Wis-..._— 1075
lands
Young, Minnie
Minnie (widow),
(widow),
Young,
1520
I'----pension
1520
----------.- -- .
pension
Young, Sarah
E. (widow),
(widow),
Sarah E.
Young,
pension --.--.-------------------1453
1453
pension
George M.
M.,'
Younger, George
1492
1492
increased -----------------pension increased
Youngs, Benjamin
Benjamin F.,
Youngs,
1605
military record
corrected------------record corrected
military
Youngstown Sheet
Sheet and Tube Company,
Youngstown
breakwater in
northern end of breakwater
sale of northern
Indiana
Ind., authorHarbor, Ind.,
Indiana Harbor,
1188
ized
ized to --------------------Yukon
Yukon River, Alaska,
appropriation for purchase,
purchase, etc., river
appropriation
428
steamer and barges
barges forfor ------428
steamer
preliminary
examination
etc., of, to be
etc.,
examination,
preliminarmade,examination,
near Fort
___
1197
1197
made, near Fort Yukon ------near Holy Cross
Cross------------------ 1197
near
Verna, Ariz.,
Yuma,
way granted
granted Southern Pacific
of way
right of
Railroad
Govacross GovCompany across
Railroad Company
101
ernment levee at
at-------------ernment
Yuma Indian
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Calif.,
Yuma
appropriation
reclamation, etc.,
etc.,
appropriation for reclamation,
charges; reimbursement-reimbursement
4'62, 1152
1152
- 40,
charges;
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Yuma
Irrigation Project,
Project, Ariz.-Calif.,
Page
numa
Irrigation
Ariz.-alif.,
Page. Zelazny,
Zetazny, Stanislaus,
Stanislaus,
Page.
Page.
appropriation
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc., of;
pension increased----------------pension
increased
1397
hydroelectric
hydroelectric power plant conZembsch, Emma,
struction -----------1166
struction
416, 1166
naval gratuity
naval
gratuity pay to, on death
death of sonson_
1584
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for flood
deficiency
flood proZia Pueblo
Pueblo Indians,
Indians, N. Mex.,
tection from unexpended
unexpended baltract of
of land set apart as
as a
a reservation
reservation
__ __
-- --.
ance--------..---1330
_ 1330
for
92
for-- _------.------------92
for auxiliary
auxiliary project, first Mesa unit_
unit- 1331 Zimmerman, Mary
(widow),
Mary E. (widow),
amount
amount authorized
authorized to furnish water
water to
to
pension increased
increased ----------------1497
first Mesa
unit of, from reclamaMesa'unit
Zinck, Wilson,
tion fund ------------------962
claim
claim of, referred
referred to district
district court-court
1366
-1366
received from rights, etc.,
etc., covmoneys received
covZink, Keziah (widow),
ered into fund -------------962
962
pension
pension---------. -------------.1416
1416
payments for land and water rights
Park, Utah,'
Zion National
National Park,
in yearly installments
installments-------- _
962
962
appropriation for protection,
protection, etc_
1178
appropriation
etc --__ 425,
425, 1178
existing
existing contracts
conformable to-_to _
962
contracts conformable
962
protection, additional,
additional, 1925----1925
709
for protection,
709
undisposed of lands and
undisposed
and water
water rights at
at
Zoning Regulations,
Regulations, etc., D. C.,
public and private sale
sale--------963
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for printing,
deficiency
amount authorized
authorized to refund reclamareclamaetc
37
etc-----------------------37
tion fund allotment
allotment of, for costs
Park, D. C. National,
National,
Zoological Park,
of work, etc.,
etc., of Colorado River
River
appropriation for
for land
land for
for parkway,
parkway,
appropriation
levee, adjacent to
to ----------1198
connecting
Potomac and Rock
Rock
connecting Potomac
to be transferred
transferred for fiscal year 19261926_
1198
Creek Parks
Parks and--------and
---574
for fiscal year 1927, and annually
annually
for expenses
expenses of--of
574, 1247
1247
------------ 574,
thereafter
1198 Zugner,
thereafter---------------1198
Zugner? Ludwig,
pension.--------------------_
pension
1394
------ 1394
Zullig, Robert,
Z.
Z.
Robert,
Zachery Ferry,
Ferry, La.,
homestead patent
patent to infant children
children of,
of,
La.,
bridge authorized across Bayou Barauthorized
812
authorized------------------812
tholomew at -----Reservation, N. Mex.,
Indian Reservation,
888 Zuni Indian
Zechman,
(son),
Zechman, Edward
Edward (son),
appropriation for irrigation
project
appropriation
irrigation project
pension
pension
--__---1526
on --.------.-----1151
on
-- 400,
400, 1151
Zehnder,
A.,
Zehnder, Raymond A.,
Zwickel, Elvessa A. (widow),
pension -pension
---------------------pension
pension increased
increased------------------1388
1388
1369
-
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